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Brian P. IBrian P. Irwin, Ph.Drwin, Ph.D. Candidat. Candidate, Wycliffe, Wycliffe College,e College, Universit University of Torony of Toronto, Torontto, Toronto, ONo,TorontToronto, OToronto, ONNN

Brian P. Irwin, Ph.D. Candidate, Wycliffe College, University of Toronto, 
Toronto, ON

Glenna S. Glenna S. Jackson, AJackson, Assistant Pssistant Professor, rofessor, DepartmentDepartment of Religi of Religion and Phion and Philosophy, Olosophy, Otterbein CtOOtterbein Otterbein College, WCollege, Westervilleesterville, OH, OH, OH

Glenna S. Jackson, Assistant Professor, Department of Religion and Philosophy, 
Otterbein College, Westerville, OH

Paul F. JaPaul F. Jacobs, Profcobs, Professor of Pessor of Philosophy hilosophy and Religiand Religion, Missison, Mississippi Statsippi State Universie University, Missisty, Mty, MississippMississippi State, Mi State, MSSS

Paul F. Jacobs, Professor of Philosophy and Religion, Mississippi State University, 
Mississippi State, MS

Clayton N.Clayton N. Jefford,  Jefford, Associate Associate Professor Professor of Sacred of Sacred Scripture,Scripture, St. Meinr St. Meinrad School ad School of Theologof of Theologof Theology, St. Meiy, St. Meinrad, INnrad, INnrad, IN

Clayton N. Jefford, Associate Professor of Sacred Scripture, St. Meinrad School 
of Theology, St. Meinrad, IN

T. J. JennT. J. Jenney, Pastorey, Pastor/Director /Director of Campus of Campus Ministry, Ministry, UniversityUniversity Church at Church at Purdue, W Purdue, West LafayeeWWest LafayWest Lafayette, INette, INette, IN

T. J. Jenney, Pastor/Director of Campus Ministry, University Church at Purdue, 
West Lafayette, IN

Timothy P.Timothy P. Jenney, P Jenney, Professor orofessor of Biblicalf Biblical Studies,  Studies, North CentNorth Central Univerral University, Minnsity, Minneapolis, MeapMinnMinneapoliMinneapolis, MNs, MNs, MN

Timothy P. Jenney, Professor of Biblical Studies, North Central University, 
Minneapolis, MN

Joseph E. Joseph E. Jensen, ThJensen, The Catholice Catholic Universit University of Ameriy of America, Washinca, Washington, DCgton, DCgton, DC

Joseph E. Jensen, The Catholic University of America, Washington, DC

Alexander Alexander H. Joffe, H. Joffe, Assistant Assistant Professor Professor of Anthropof Anthropology and ology and Jewish StuJewish Studies, The dies, The PennsylvanPePennsylvanPennsylvania State Uia State University,niversity, Universit University Park, PAy Park, PA

Alexander H. Joffe, Assistant Professor of Anthropology and Jewish Studies, The 
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA

Richard WaRichard Warren Johnsrren Johnson, Ph.D. on, Ph.D. Candidate,Candidate, New Orlea New Orleans Baptistns Baptist Theologic Theological Seminaral Seminal Seminary, Seminary, New OrleanNew Orleans, LAs, LAs, LA

Richard Warren Johnson, Ph.D. Candidate, New Orleans Baptist Theological 
Seminary, New Orleans, LA

Marc A. JoMarc A. Jolley, Assilley, Assistant Publstant Publisher, Merisher, Mercer Univercer University Presssity Press, Macon, G, Macon, GAAA

Marc A. Jolley, Assistant Publisher, Mercer University Press, Macon, GA

Barry A. JBarry A. Jones, Assiones, Assistant Profstant Professor of Ressor of Religion, Meligion, Mars Hill Cars Hill College, Maollege, Mars Hill, Nrs Hill, NCCC

Barry A. Jones, Assistant Professor of Religion, Mars Hill College, Mars Hill, NC

F. StanleyF. Stanley Jones, As Jones, Associate Prsociate Professor ofofessor of Religious Religious Studies,  Studies, CalilforniCalilfornia State Una State University, iversiUnUniversityUniversity, Long Bea, Long Beach, Long Bch, Long Beach, CAeach, CAeach, CA

F. Stanley Jones, Associate Professor of Religious Studies, Calilfornia State 
University, Long Beach, Long Beach, CA

Gregory JoGregory Jordan, Presrdan, President; Proident; Professor of fessor of Bible and Bible and Religion, Religion, King ColleKing College, Bristoge, Bristol, TNl, Tl, TNTNTN

Gregory Jordan, President; Professor of Bible and Religion, King College, Bristol, 
TN

Donald JueDonald Juel, Richardl, Richard J. Dearbo J. Dearborn Professrn Professor of New or of New Testament Testament Theology, Theology, Princeton PrincetoPrinceton Princeton TheologicaTheological Seminaryl Seminary, Princeto, Princeton, NJn, NJn, NJ

Donald Juel, Richard J. Dearborn Professor of New Testament Theology, 
Princeton Theological Seminary, Princeton, NJ



Felix JustFelix Just, S.J., As, S.J., Assistant Prsistant Professor ofofessor of Theologic Theological Studiesal Studies, Loyola M, Loyola Marymount Uarymount University,niveUUniversityUniversity, Los Ange, Los Angeles, CAles, CAles, CA

Felix Just, S.J., Assistant Professor of Theological Studies, Loyola Marymount 
University, Los Angeles, CA

Isaac KaliIsaac Kalimi, Seminami, Seminar for Jewir for Jewish Studiessh Studies, The Univ, The University of ersity of Oldenburg,Oldenburg, Jerusalem Jerusalem, Israel, Is, IsraelIsraelIsrael

Isaac Kalimi, Seminar for Jewish Studies, The University of Oldenburg, Jerusalem, 
Israel

John KaltnJohn Kaltner, Assister, Assistant Profesant Professor of Relsor of Religious Stuigious Studies, Rhoddies, Rhodes Collegees College, Memphis,, Memphis, TN T TNTNTN

John Kaltner, Assistant Professor of Religious Studies, Rhodes College, Memphis, 
TN

Joel S. KaJoel S. Kaminsky, Asminsky, Assistant Prsistant Professor, Dofessor, Department epartment of Religioof Religion and Bibln and Biblical Literical Literature, SmiaturLiterLiteratureLiterature, Smith Co, Smith College, Norllege, Northampton, thampton, MAMAMA

Joel S. Kaminsky, Assistant Professor, Department of Religion and Biblical 
Literature, Smith College, Northampton, MA

John KampeJohn Kampen, Vice Prn, Vice President, Desident, Dean of Acaean of Academic Affademic Affairs, Bluffirs, Bluffton Collegton College, Blufftoe, Bluffton, OHn,BlufftoBluffton, Bluffton, OHOHOH

John Kampen, Vice President, Dean of Academic Affairs, Bluffton College, 
Bluffton, OH

Seán KealySeán Kealy, C.S.Sp.,, C.S.Sp., Professor Professor of Script of Scripture, Duqueure, Duquesne Universne University, Pittsity, Pittsburgh, PAsburgh, PA

Seán Kealy, C.S.Sp., Professor of Scripture, Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, PA

Howard ClaHoward Clark Kee, Serk Kee, Senior Reseanior Research Fellowrch Fellow, Universi, University of Pennty of Pennsylvania, sylvania, Haverford,HaverfordHaverford,Haverford, PA PA PA

Howard Clark Kee, Senior Research Fellow, University of Pennsylvania, 
Haverford, PA

James A. KJames A. Kelhoffer, elhoffer, Ph.D. CandPh.D. Candidate, Theidate, The Universit University of Chicay of Chicago, Chicaggo, Chicago, ILo, ILo, IL

James A. Kelhoffer, Ph.D. Candidate, The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL

Sharon R. Sharon R. Keller, ViKeller, Visiting Asssiting Assistant Proistant Professor of fessor of Hebrew BibHebrew Bible, Hebrewle, Hebrew Union Col Union College—JewislColCollege—JeCollege—Jewish Instiwish Institute of Retute of Religion, Neligion, New York, NYw York, NY

Sharon R. Keller, Visiting Assistant Professor of Hebrew Bible, Hebrew Union 
College—Jewish Institute of Religion, New York, NY

Mark KileyMark Kiley, Associat, Associate Professoe Professor of Theolr of Theology and Reogy and Religious Stligious Studies, St.udies, St. John’s Un John’s University, iveUnUniversityUniversity, Staten I, Staten Island, NYsland, NYsland, NY

Mark Kiley, Associate Professor of Theology and Religious Studies, St. John’s 
University, Staten Island, NY

Hyun Chul Hyun Chul (Paul) Kim(Paul) Kim, Ph.D. Ca, Ph.D. Candidate, Cndidate, Claremont Glaremont Graduate Unraduate University, iversity, Claremont,ClaremoClaremont,Claremont, CA CA CA

Hyun Chul (Paul) Kim, Ph.D. Candidate, Claremont Graduate University, 
Claremont, CA

Greg A. KiGreg A. King, Associng, Associate Profesate Professor of Bibsor of Biblical Studlical Studies, Pacifies, Pacific Union Cic Union College, Anollege, Angwin, CAgwinAnAngwin, CAAngwin, CA

Greg A. King, Associate Professor of Biblical Studies, Pacific Union College, 
Angwin, CA

Cheryl A. Cheryl A. Kirk-DuggaKirk-Duggan; Directon; Director, Center r, Center for Women for Women and Religiand Religion; Assiston; Assistant Profesant Profeant Professor Professor of Theologof Theology and Womay and Womanist Studinist Studies, Graduaes, Graduate Theologte Theological Unionical Unioical Union, BerUnion, Berkeley, CAkeley, CAkeley, CA

Cheryl A. Kirk-Duggan; Director, Center for Women and Religion; Assistant 
Professor of Theology and Womanist Studies, Graduate Theological 
Union, Berkeley, CA

Paul J. KiPaul J. Kissling, Prssling, Professor ofofessor of Old Testa Old Testament, Greament, Great Lakes Cht Lakes Christian Coristian College, Lanllege, Lansing, MIsingLanLansing, MLansing, MIII

Paul J. Kissling, Professor of Old Testament, Great Lakes Christian College, 
Lansing, MI

Shmuel KlaShmuel Klatzkin, Rabtzkin, Rabbi, Hillelbi, Hillel Academy,  Academy, Dayton, OHDayton, OH

Shmuel Klatzkin, Rabbi, Hillel Academy, Dayton, OH

Ralph W. KRalph W. Klein, Deanlein, Dean and Profe and Professor of Olssor of Old Testamend Testament, Lutherat, Lutheran School on School of Theologyf Theolof Theology aTheology at Chicago,t Chicago, Chicago,  Chicago, ILILIL

Ralph W. Klein, Dean and Professor of Old Testament, Lutheran School of 
Theology at Chicago, Chicago, IL

Lee E. KloLee E. Klosinski, Disinski, Director of rector of Education,Education, AIDS Proj AIDS Project Los Anect Los Angeles, Losgeles, Los Angeles,  Angeles, CACACACACA

Lee E. Klosinski, Director of Education, AIDS Project Los Angeles, Los Angeles, 
CA

Robin J. DRobin J. DeWitt KnaueWitt Knauth, Harvarth, Harvard Universid University, Cambrity, Cambridge, MAdge, MAdge, MA

Robin J. DeWitt Knauth, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA

Gary N. KnGary N. Knoppers, Heoppers, Head, Classiad, Classics and Anccs and Ancient Meditient Mediterranean Cerranean Civilizatioivilizations, The Pens, The Pens, The PennsylvanPennsylvania State Uia State University,niversity, Universit University Park, PAy Park, PA

Gary N. Knoppers, Head, Classics and Ancient Mediterranean Civilizations, The 
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA

Craig R. KCraig R. Koester, Asoester, Associate Prsociate Professor ofofessor of New Testa New Testament, Luthment, Luther Seminarer Seminary, St. Pauy, St. Pauy, St. Paul, MNPaul, MNPaul, MN

Craig R. Koester, Associate Professor of New Testament, Luther Seminary, St. 
Paul, MN

Lynne AlcoLynne Alcott Kogel, tt Kogel, InstructorInstructor, Ecumenic, Ecumenical Theologal Theological Seminical Seminary, Detroary, Detroit, MIit, MIit, MI

Lynne Alcott Kogel, Instructor, Ecumenical Theological Seminary, Detroit, MI

Wade KotteWade Kotter, Assistar, Assistant Professnt Professor of Libror of Library Sciencary Science, Weber Se, Weber State Univetate University, Ogdrsity, Ogdrsity, Ogden, UTOgden, UTOgden, UT

Wade Kotter, Assistant Professor of Library Science, Weber State University, 
Ogden, UT



Charles R.Charles R. Krahmalko Krahmalkov, Professv, Professor of Ancior of Ancient and Bient and Biblical Lanblical Languages, Thguages, The Universie University of MichtyUniversiUniversityUniversity of Michig of Michigan, Ann Aran, Ann Arbor, MIbor, MIbor, MI

Charles R. Krahmalkov, Professor of Ancient and Biblical Languages, The 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI

Mark S. KrMark S. Krause, Acadause, Academic Dean;emic Dean; Professor Professor of New Te of New Testament, Pstament, Puget Sounduget Sound Christian Chris Christian Christian College, ECollege, Edmonds, WAdmonds, WA

Mark S. Krause, Academic Dean; Professor of New Testament, Puget Sound 
Christian College, Edmonds, WA

Siegfried Siegfried Kreuzer, PKreuzer, Professor orofessor of Old Testf Old Testament and ament and Biblical ABiblical Archaeologyrchaeology, Kirchlic, Kirchliche HochschheKirchlicKirchlicheKirchliche Hochschul Hochschule/School oe/School of Theologyf Theology Wuppertal Wuppertal-Barmen, W-Barmen, Wuppertal, uppertWWuppertal,Wuppertal, Germany Germany Germany

Siegfried Kreuzer, Professor of Old Testament and Biblical Archaeology, 
Kirchliche Hochschule/School of Theology Wuppertal-Barmen, 
Wuppertal, Germany

Jeffrey K.Jeffrey K. Kuan, Ass Kuan, Assistant Proistant Professor of fessor of Old TestamOld Testament, Pacifent, Pacific School ic School of Religioof Religion, Berkelen, Bn, Berkeley, Berkeley, CACACA

Jeffrey K. Kuan, Assistant Professor of Old Testament, Pacific School of Religion, 
Berkeley, CA

William S.William S. Kurz, S.J Kurz, S.J., Profess., Professor of New or of New Testament,Testament, Marquette Marquette Universit University, Milwauky, Milwaukee, WIeMilwaukMilwaukee,Milwaukee, WI WI WI

William S. Kurz, S.J., Professor of New Testament, Marquette University, 
Milwaukee, WI

Øystein S.Øystein S. LaBianca, LaBianca, Professor Professor of Anthro of Anthropology; Aspology; Associate Disociate Director, Inrector, Institute ofstitute of Archaeolo Ar ArchaeologArchaeology, Andrewsy, Andrews Universit University, Berrieny, Berrien Springs,  Springs, MIMIMI

Øystein S. LaBianca, Professor of Anthropology; Associate Director, Institute of 
Archaeology, Andrews University, Berrien Springs, MI

Samuel LamSamuel Lamerson, Asserson, Assistant Proistant Professor of fessor of New TestamNew Testament, Knox ent, Knox TheologicaTheological Seminaryl Seminl Seminary, Seminary, Fort LaudeFort Lauderdale, FLrdale, FLrdale, FL

Samuel Lamerson, Assistant Professor of New Testament, Knox Theological 
Seminary, Fort Lauderdale, FL

Jeffrey S.Jeffrey S. Lamp, Pas Lamp, Pastor, Firsttor, First United Me United Methodist Chthodist Church, Spirurch, Spiro, OKo, OKo, OK

Jeffrey S. Lamp, Pastor, First United Methodist Church, Spiro, OK

Jane S. LaJane S. Lancaster, Pncaster, Ph.D. Candih.D. Candidate, Soutdate, Southern Methohern Methodist Univedist University, Dalrsity, Dallas, TXlas, TXlas, TX

Jane S. Lancaster, Ph.D. Candidate, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, TX

Francis LaFrancis Landy, Profendy, Professor of Cossor of Comparative mparative Studies, UStudies, University niversity of Albertaof Alberta, Edmonton, Edmonton, AB,EdmontonEdmonton, Edmonton, ABABAB

Francis Landy, Professor of Comparative Studies, University of Alberta, 
Edmonton, AB

Scott M. LScott M. Langston, Aangston, Adjunct in djunct in Old TestamOld Testament and Heent and Hebrew, Soutbrew, Southwestern Bhwestern Baptist Theaptist Taptist TheologicaTheological Seminaryl Seminary, Fort Wor, Fort Worth, TXth, TXth, TX

Scott M. Langston, Adjunct in Old Testament and Hebrew, Southwestern Baptist 
Theological Seminary, Fort Worth, TX

ChristopheChristopher Scott Lar Scott Langton, Assngton, Associate Proociate Professor of fessor of Religion, Religion, Principia Principia College, ECollege, Elsah, ILlsahEElsah, ILElsah, ILElsah, IL

Christopher Scott Langton, Associate Professor of Religion, Principia College, 
Elsah, IL

Stuart LasStuart Lasine, Associne, Associate Profeiate Professor of Ressor of Religion; Coligion; Coordinator,ordinator, Master of Master of Arts in L Arts in Liberal StuibeLLiberal StLiberal Studies Progudies Program, Wichiram, Wichita State Uta State University,niversity, Wichita,  Wichita, KSKSKS

Stuart Lasine, Associate Professor of Religion; Coordinator, Master of Arts in 
Liberal Studies Program, Wichita State University, Wichita, KS

David PaulDavid Paul Latoundji Latoundji, Instruct, Instructor of Biblor of Bible, Nyack Ce, Nyack College, Nyollege, Nyack, NYack, NYack, NY

David Paul Latoundji, Instructor of Bible, Nyack College, Nyack, NY

Betty P. LBetty P. Lawson, Freawson, Freelance Wrielance Writer, Wake ter, Wake Forest, NCForest, NC

Betty P. Lawson, Freelance Writer, Wake Forest, NC

Gene J. LaGene J. Lawson, The wson, The Divinity SDivinity School, Vanchool, Vanderbilt Underbilt University, iversity, Nashville,Nashville, TN TN TN

Gene J. Lawson, The Divinity School, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN

J. GregoryJ. Gregory Lawson, A Lawson, Assistant Pssistant Professor orofessor of Christiaf Christian Education Education, Southean, Southeastern Baptstern Baptist TheoloisBaptBaptist ThBaptist Theological eological Seminary, Seminary, Wake ForesWake Forest, NCt, NCt, NC

J. Gregory Lawson, Assistant Professor of Christian Education, Southeastern 
Baptist Theological Seminary, Wake Forest, NC

Nancy Lee,Nancy Lee, Visiting  Visiting Fulbright Fulbright Lecturer, Lecturer, Josip J. SJosip J. Strossmayertrossmayer Universit University, Osijek,y, Osijek, Croatia Cro CroatiaCroatiaCroatia

Nancy Lee, Visiting Fulbright Lecturer, Josip J. Strossmayer University, Osijek, 
Croatia

Timothy A.Timothy A. Lenchak,  Lenchak, S.V.D., BiS.V.D., Biblical Cooblical Coordinator, rdinator, Society ofSociety of the Divin the Divine Word, Roe Word, Rome, Italy;mRoRome, ItalRome, Italy; Directoy; Director, Dei Verr, Dei Verbum Biblicbum Biblical Pastoraal Pastoral Program,l Program, Nemi, Ita Nemi, Italylyly

Timothy A. Lenchak, S.V.D., Biblical Coordinator, Society of the Divine Word, 
Rome, Italy; Director, Dei Verbum Biblical Pastoral Program, Nemi, Italy

Dale F. LeDale F. Leschert, Inschert, Independent dependent Scholar, NScholar, New Westminew Westminster, BCster, BCster, BC

Dale F. Leschert, Independent Scholar, New Westminster, BC

Amy-Jill LAmy-Jill Levine, E. evine, E. Rhodes andRhodes and Leona B.  Leona B. Carpenter Carpenter Professor Professor of New Tesof New Testament Stutament Stament Studies, TStudies, The Divinithe Divinity School, y School, VanderbiltVanderbilt Universit University, Nashvily, Nashville, TNle, TNle, TN

Amy-Jill Levine, E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Professor of New Testament 
Studies, The Divinity School, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN

Thomas E. Thomas E. Levy, ProfLevy, Professor of Aessor of Anthropolognthropology and Juday and Judaic Studiesic Studies, Universi, University of Cality of California, SafoCaliCaliforniaCalifornia, San Dieg, San Diego, La Jollo, La Jolla, CAa, CAa, CA

Thomas E. Levy, Professor of Anthropology and Judaic Studies, University of 
California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA

Theodore JTheodore J. Lewis, A. Lewis, Associate Pssociate Professor orofessor of Hebrew Bf Hebrew Bible and Aible and Ancient Neancient Near Eastern r Easternr Eastern StEastern Studies, Uniudies, University ofversity of Georgia,  Georgia, Athens, GAAthens, GA

Theodore J. Lewis, Associate Professor of Hebrew Bible and Ancient Near 



Eastern Studies, University of Georgia, Athens, GA

Gary W. LiGary W. Light, Pastoght, Pastor, Winfreer, Winfree Memorial  Memorial Baptist ChBaptist Church, Midlurch, Midlothian, VAothian, VA

Gary W. Light, Pastor, Winfree Memorial Baptist Church, Midlothian, VA

Tod LinafeTod Linafelt, Assistlt, Assistant Profesant Professor of Bibsor of Biblical Studlical Studies, Georgies, Georgetown Univetown University, Waersity, Washington, shiWaWashingtonWashington, DC, DC, DC

Tod Linafelt, Assistant Professor of Biblical Studies, Georgetown University, 
Washington, DC

C. Shaun LC. Shaun Longstreet,ongstreet, Universit University of Notrey of Notre Dame, Not Dame, Notre Dame, Ire Dame, INNN

C. Shaun Longstreet, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN

Douglas LoDouglas Low, Associaw, Associate Professte Professor of Relior of Religious Studgious Studies, Oaklaies, Oakland City Unnd City University, iversity, Oakland CiOOakland CiOakland City, INty, INty, IN

Douglas Low, Associate Professor of Religious Studies, Oakland City University, 
Oakland City, IN

Jenny ManaJenny Manasco Lowerysco Lowery, Columbus, Columbus, IN, IN, IN

Jenny Manasco Lowery, Columbus, IN

Joe E. LunJoe E. Lunceford, Prceford, Professor ofofessor of Religion, Religion, Georgetow Georgetown College,n College, Georgetow Georgetown, KYn, KYn, KY

Joe E. Lunceford, Professor of Religion, Georgetown College, Georgetown, KY

Marilyn J.Marilyn J. Lundberg, Lundberg, Associate Associate Editor,  Editor, MaaravMaarav (Western  (Western Academic PAcademic Press), Rolress), Rolling Hillsling Hling Hills EstaHills Estates, CAtes, CAtes, CA

Marilyn J. Lundberg, Associate Editor, Maarav (Western Academic Press), Rolling 
Hills Estates, CA

John M. LuJohn M. Lundquist, Sndquist, Susan and Dusan and Douglas Dilouglas Dillon Chief lon Chief Librarian Librarian of the Oriof the Oriental Diviental Division, The sioDiviDivision, Division, The New YoThe New York Public rk Public Library, NLibrary, New York, New York, NYYY

John M. Lundquist, Susan and Douglas Dillon Chief Librarian of the Oriental 
Division, The New York Public Library, New York, NY

Ramón LuzáRamón Luzárraga, Deprraga, Department ofartment of Theology, Theology, Marquette Marquette Universit University, Milwauky, Milwaukee, WIee, WIee, WI

Ramón Luzárraga, Department of Theology, Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI

Larry L. LLarry L. Lyke, Assisyke, Assistant Profetant Professor of Hessor of Hebrew Biblebrew Bible, Yale Div, Yale Divinity Schoinity School, New Haol, New Haven, CTvHaHaven, CTHaven, CTHaven, CT

Larry L. Lyke, Assistant Professor of Hebrew Bible, Yale Divinity School, New 
Haven, CT

P. Kyle McP. Kyle McCarter, JrCarter, Jr., William., William Foxwell A Foxwell Albright Prlbright Professor ofofessor of Biblical  Biblical and Ancienand Ancient Near East Nt Near EasteNear Eastern Studiesrn Studies, The John, The Johns Hopkins s Hopkins UniversityUniversity, Baltimor, Baltimore, MDe, MDe, MD

P. Kyle McCarter, Jr., William Foxwell Albright Professor of Biblical and Ancient 
Near Eastern Studies, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD

L. David ML. David McClister, cClister, InstructorInstructor in Biblic in Biblical Studiesal Studies, Florida , Florida College, TCollege, Temple Terremple Terrace, FLace, TerrTerrace, FTerrace, FLLL

L. David McClister, Instructor in Biblical Studies, Florida College, Temple 
Terrace, FL

Clifford MClifford Mark McCormark McCormick, Hebreick, Hebrew Instructw Instructor, Univeror, University of Nosity of North Carolirth Carolina at Chapna at Chna at Chapel HilChapel Hill, Chapel l, Chapel Hill, NCHill, NCHill, NC

Clifford Mark McCormick, Hebrew Instructor, University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC

Jeff H. McJeff H. McCrory, Jr.Crory, Jr., The Nati, The National Presbonal Presbyterian Chyterian Church, Washurch, Washington, DCington, DC

Jeff H. McCrory, Jr., The National Presbyterian Church, Washington, DC

Katharine Katharine A. Mackay,A. Mackay, Ph.D. Stu Ph.D. Student, The dent, The UniversityUniversity of Arizon of Arizona, Tucson,a, Tucson, AZ AZ AZ

Katharine A. Mackay, Ph.D. Student, The University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ

Steven L. Steven L. McKenzie, McKenzie, Associate Associate Professor Professor of Old Tesof Old Testament, Rhtament, Rhodes Colleodes College, Memphige, Memge, Memphis, TMemphis, TNNN

Steven L. McKenzie, Associate Professor of Old Testament, Rhodes College, 
Memphis, TN

John L. McJohn L. McLaughlin, Laughlin, Assistant Assistant Professor,Professor, Departmen Department of Theolt of Theology and Reogy and Religious Stligious Studies, WheuStStudies, WStudies, Wheeling Jeheeling Jesuit Univesuit University, Whersity, Wheeling, WVeling, WVeling, WV

John L. McLaughlin, Assistant Professor, Department of Theology and Religious 
Studies, Wheeling Jesuit University, Wheeling, WV

Tim McLay,Tim McLay, St. Steph St. Stephen’s Univeen’s University, St.rsity, St. Stephen,  Stephen, NBNBNB

Tim McLay, St. Stephen’s University, St. Stephen, NB

Iain S. MaIain S. Maclean, Senclean, Senior Lecturior Lecturer in Relier in Religion and Pgion and Philosophy,hilosophy, Roanoke C Roanoke College, Saollege, Salem, VAlemSaSalem, VASalem, VASalem, VA

Iain S. Maclean, Senior Lecturer in Religion and Philosophy, Roanoke College, 
Salem, VA

Jennifer KJennifer K. Berenson. Berenson Maclean,  Maclean, Assistant Assistant Professor Professor of Religioof Religion, Roanoken, Roanoke College,  College, Salem, VASaSalem, VASalem, VASalem, VA

Jennifer K. Berenson Maclean, Assistant Professor of Religion, Roanoke College, 
Salem, VA

John A. McJohn A. McLean, PresLean, President, Micident, Michigan Theohigan Theological Selogical Seminary, Plminary, Plymouth, MIymouth, MI

John A. McLean, President, Michigan Theological Seminary, Plymouth, MI

Allan J. MAllan J. McNicol, PrcNicol, Professor ofofessor of New Testa New Testament, Instment, Institute for itute for Christian Christian Studies, AStudies, Austin, TXusAAustin, TXAustin, TX

Allan J. McNicol, Professor of New Testament, Institute for Christian Studies, 
Austin, TX

Patricia APatricia A. MacNicol. MacNicoll, Ph.D. Cl, Ph.D. Candidate, andidate, Union TheoUnion Theological Selogical Seminary in minary in Virginia, Virginia, Richmond, RicRichmond, Richmond, VAVAVA

Patricia A. MacNicoll, Ph.D. Candidate, Union Theological Seminary in Virginia, 
Richmond, VA

John McRayJohn McRay, Professo, Professor of New Tr of New Testament aestament and Archaeond Archaeology, Whealogy, Wheaton Collegton College Graduatee Grae Graduate SGraduate School, Whechool, Wheaton, ILaton, ILaton, IL

John McRay, Professor of New Testament and Archaeology, Wheaton College 
Graduate School, Wheaton, IL



Dennis R. Dennis R. Magary, AsMagary, Associate Prsociate Professor ofofessor of Old Testa Old Testament and Sment and Semitic Lanemitic Languages, Trguages, Tguages, Trinity EvTrinity Evangelical angelical Divinity SDivinity School, Deechool, Deerfield, ILrfield, IL

Dennis R. Magary, Associate Professor of Old Testament and Semitic Languages, 
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, Deerfield, IL

F. Rachel F. Rachel Magdalene,Magdalene, Iliff Sch Iliff School of Theool of Theology/Univology/University of ersity of Denver, DeDenver, Denver, COnver, COnver, CO

F. Rachel Magdalene, Iliff School of Theology/University of Denver, Denver, CO

Jodi MagneJodi Magness, Assistss, Assistant Profesant Professor of Clasor of Classical andssical and Near East Near Eastern Archaeern Archaeology, Tufology, Tufts UniverstsTufTufts UnivTufts University, Meersity, Medford, MAdford, MAdford, MA

Jodi Magness, Assistant Professor of Classical and Near Eastern Archaeology, 
Tufts University, Medford, MA

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger, Director, Director, Capilano, Capilano Seminary  Seminary Extension Extension Centre, NoCentre, North Vancourth Vancrth Vancouver,Vancouver, BC BC BC

David C. Maltsberger, Director, Capilano Seminary Extension Centre, North 
Vancouver, BC

Sara R. MaSara R. Mandell, Prondell, Professor of fessor of Religious Religious Studies, UStudies, University niversity of South Fof South Florida, Talorida, Tampa, FLmpa,TaTampa, FLTampa, FLTampa, FL

Sara R. Mandell, Professor of Religious Studies, University of South Florida, 
Tampa, FL

Dale W. MaDale W. Manor, Assocnor, Associate Profeiate Professor of Bissor of Bible and Arble and Archaeology,chaeology, Harding U Harding University,niversityUUniversityUniversity, Searcy, , Searcy, ARARAR
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Two terms Two terms in the titin the title of thisle of this volume re volume require somequire some comment ( comment (i.e., defii.e., definition or nition or explanatioexpexplanatioexplanation and elabn and elaboration): oration): “Bible” an“Bible” and “Dictiond “Dictionary.” “Bibary.” “Bible” refersle” refers to the Ch to the Christian BiristChChristian Christian Bible, as Bible, as commonly ucommonly used in plased in places where ces where the great the great majority omajority of the peopf the people have solepeoppeople havpeople have some affe some affiliation wiliation with the Chith the Christian Christian Church, and urch, and includes bincludes both the Oloth the Old and New d OlOld and NeOld and New Testamenw Testaments. The OTts. The OT for Prote for Protestants is stants is the same athe same as the Hebrs the Hebrew Scriptuew Scriew ScripturesScriptures acknowled acknowledged by theged by the Jewish co Jewish community asmmunity as sacred Sc sacred Scripture. Cripture. Catholic Chatholic Chatholic ChristiansChristians also acce also accept the Apopt the Apocrypha or crypha or DeuterocanDeuterocanonicals asonicals as part of t part of the OT. Allhe OT. All of the ab AllAll of theAll of the above are above are treated i treated in this Dicn this Dictionary, ationary, as well as s well as the NT, whthe NT, which is accich is accepted as ceptedaccaccepted aaccepted as canonicas canonical Scripturl Scripture by practe by practically allically all Christian Christian groups. groups. groups.

Two terms in the title of this volume require some comment (i.e., definition or 
explanation and elaboration): “Bible” and “Dictionary.” “Bible” refers to the 
Christian Bible, as commonly used in places where the great majority of the 
people have some affiliation with the Christian Church, and includes both the 
Old and New Testaments. The OT for Protestants is the same as the Hebrew 
Scriptures acknowledged by the Jewish community as sacred Scripture. Catholic 
Christians also accept the Apocrypha or Deuterocanonicals as part of the OT. 
All of the above are treated in this Dictionary, as well as the NT, which is 
accepted as canonical Scripture by practically all Christian groups.

�As for theAs for the second te second term, Bible rm, Bible dictionaridictionaries generales generally come inly come in two sizes two sizes: multivol: multivo: multivolummultivolume like thee like the classic  classic Hastings’ Hastings’ DictionaryDictionary of the Bi of the Bibleble (ultimate (ultimately in fively in five volumes), volume volumes), volumes), the more rthe more recent ecent InterpreteInterpreter’s Dictior’s Dictionary of thnary of the Biblee Bible (original (originally in fourly in four volumes w volu volumes wivolumes with a supplth a supplement addeement added later), d later), and the cuand the current rrent Anchor BibAnchor Bible Dictionle Dictionaryary (in six v (in  (in six vo(in six volumes); anlumes); and one-volud one-volume dictionme dictionaries, likaries, like the famie the familiar liar Eerdmans BEerdmans Bible Dictiible Dictionary,oDictiDictionaryDictionary,, of which  of which the presenthe present volume rt volume represents epresents not merelynot merely a new edi a new edition but ition but in essence niin essencein essence a fresh b a fresh beginning. eginning. It would hIt would have been bave been better to uetter to use differese different labels nt labels for differfor dfor different different products, products, as the twoas the two kinds of  kinds of dictionarydictionary differ ma differ markedly in rkedly in conceptionconception, approach, ap, approach, approach, function, function, and utilitand utility. The fory. The former are momer are more like enre like encyclopediacyclopedias (a bettes (a better term) anr ter term) and term) and make a larmake a larger claim,ger claim, namely, t namely, to provide o provide important important and usefuland useful informati information about toninformatiinformatioinformation about thn about the Bible ine Bible in its world its world, and to c, and to cover the sover the subject matubject matter in sufter in sufficient deficiesufsufficientsufficient depth and depth and breadth t breadth to enable bo enable both the geoth the general readneral reader and theer and the specialis specialist to satist tot to satisfyto satisfy their nee their needs and intds and interests on erests on a given tea given text or topixt or topic without c without recourse trecourse to other soo oto other sourother sources. That ces. That is a largeis a large order ind order indeed, and eeed, and even the moven the most extensist extensive dictionve dictionaries straardictiondictionaridictionaries strain es strain to meet suto meet such a standch a standard (henceard (hence they prov they provide ample ide ample bibliograpbibliographies for fhiebibliograpbibliograpbibliographies for fhies for further stuurther study and resdy and research).earch).earch).

As for the second term, Bible dictionaries generally come in two sizes: 
multivolume like the classic Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible (ultimately in five 
volumes), the more recent Interpreter’s Dictionary of the Bible (originally in four 
volumes with a supplement added later), and the current Anchor Bible Dictionary 
(in six volumes); and one-volume dictionaries, like the familiar Eerdmans Bible 
Dictionary, of which the present volume represents not merely a new edition but 
in essence a fresh beginning. It would have been better to use different labels for 
different products, as the two kinds of dictionary differ markedly in conception, 
approach, function, and utility. The former are more like encyclopedias (a better 
term) and make a larger claim, namely, to provide important and useful 
information about the Bible in its world, and to cover the subject matter in 
sufficient depth and breadth to enable both the general reader and the specialist 
to satisfy their needs and interests on a given text or topic without recourse to 
other sources. That is a large order indeed, and even the most extensive 
dictionaries strain to meet such a standard (hence they provide ample 
bibliographies for further study and research).

�On the othOn the other hand, aer hand, a one-volum one-volume Bible die Bible dictionary ictionary is intendeds intended to be a r to be a rapid-respoapid-rerrapid-resprapid-response referonse reference work.ence work. While it  While it should covshould cover the samer the same territore territory as the ly as the larger workallarger worlarger work, and conk, and contain approtain approximately tximately the same nuhe same number of enmber of entries, evetries, everything frrything from definitofrfrom definfrom definitions to itions to descriptiodescriptions and disns and discussions wcussions will be scaill be scaled down pled down proportionaroportionately, to fteproportionaproportionproportionately, to ately, to fit the mofit the more restricre restricted formatted format. Briefly . Briefly put, it shput, it should be coould be comprehensivmprecocomprehenscomprehensive but noive but not exhaustit exhaustive. It shove. It should supplyuld supply sufficien sufficient factual t factual informatioinformation about bon abn about bookabout books and perss and persons, placeons, places and evens and events, definets, define words and words and longer ex longer expressions,pressions,exexpressionexpressions, and thes, and thereby fulfireby fulfill the basll the basic purposeic purpose of any di of any dictionary: ctionary: to explainto explain. Beyond t. Beyo. Beyond thaBeyond that basic set basic service, it rvice, it should proshould provide the nvide the necessary aecessary and valuablnd valuable leads toe leads to further e fur further elfurther elaboration aboration and enlighand enlightenment, stenment, so that theo that the intereste interested reader cd reader can pursue an pursue the topic ththe topic the topic in a largein a larger, more der, more detailed reftailed reference worerence work or in bok or in books and aroks and articles devticles devoted to thotedevdevoted todevoted to that subj that subject.ect.ect.

On the other hand, a one-volume Bible dictionary is intended to be a 
rapid-response reference work. While it should cover the same territory as the 
larger work, and contain approximately the same number of entries, everything 
from definitions to descriptions and discussions will be scaled down 
proportionately, to fit the more restricted format. Briefly put, it should be 
comprehensive but not exhaustive. It should supply sufficient factual information 
about books and persons, places and events, define words and longer 
expressions, and thereby fulfill the basic purpose of any dictionary: to explain. 
Beyond that basic service, it should provide the necessary and valuable leads to 
further elaboration and enlightenment, so that the interested reader can pursue 
the topic in a larger, more detailed reference work or in books and articles 
devoted to that subject.

�More speciMore specifically, afically, a modern Bi modern Bible dictioble dictionary shoulnary should provide d provide sufficientsufficient factual d factual d factual data to dedata to define and efine and explain allxplain all the disti the distinctive ternctive terms and expms and expressions fressions found in thound in the Bible. Ie Bibe Bible. In Bible. In addition, addition, it should it should reflect threflect the present e present state of sstate of scholarly rcholarly research inesearch in this fiel this fie this field, incfield, including notluding not only the  only the standard astandard and long-esnd long-established tablished results ofresults of serious s serious scholarshipcholarsscholarshischolarship, but alsp, but also more reco more recent trendsent trends and devel and developments inopments in as fair-m as fair-minded and inded and nonpartisannonpartisanonpartisan a way asn a way as possible. possible.

More specifically, a modern Bible dictionary should provide sufficient factual 
data to define and explain all the distinctive terms and expressions found in the 



Bible. In addition, it should reflect the present state of scholarly research in this 
field, including not only the standard and long-established results of serious 
scholarship, but also more recent trends and developments in as fair-minded and 
nonpartisan a way as possible.

�While the While the realizatiorealization of such n of such a goal maya goal may be regard be regarded as beyoed as beyond the reand the reach of fallch of fch of fallible hfallible human beinguman beings, the atts, the attempt is neempt is neverthelessvertheless justified justified, and diff, and different meanerent means and routs and s and routesand routes can be us can be used to reaced to reach or approh or approximate it.ximate it. One way i One way is to chooss to choose a paragoe a paragoe a paragon ofparagon of unassaila unassailable virtueble virtue, whose ba, whose balanced judlanced judgment and gment and equable seequable sensibility nsibility are unchalareare unchalare unchallenged, aslenged, as an editor an editor to write  to write all the arall the articles andticles and edit the  edit the whole workwhole work. This has. Th. This has bThis has been tried een tried in years pin years past, but iast, but in today’s n today’s world of tworld of the Bible the Bible that is askhat is asking too muing tooing too much otoo much of any one f any one person. Anperson. An alternati alternative proceduve procedure is to cre is to compile a lompile a long list oong list of contribuf cf contributocontributors, who rers, who represent anpresent and reflect d reflect a wide spea wide spectrum of vctrum of views and piews and positions rositions relating toerrelating trelating to the Biblo the Bible, and aske, and ask them to u them to use their ese their expertise txpertise to write abo write about what tout what they know bheytthey know they know best in thbest in the best waye best way that they that they know. Whi know. While the resle the results will ults will hardly be hardly be uniform anununiform anuniform and may not d may not produce a produce a smooth sursmooth surface, the face, the admixture admixture will faithwill faithfully reflfully reflect the prectreflreflect threflect the present e present state of sstate of studies andtudies and a full sp a full spectrum of ectrum of scholarly scholarly attitudes attitudes and opinioand opand opinions aopinions about the cbout the central issentral issues along ues along with more with more peripheralperipheral ones. ones. ones.

While the realization of such a goal may be regarded as beyond the reach of 
fallible human beings, the attempt is nevertheless justified, and different means 
and routes can be used to reach or approximate it. One way is to choose a 
paragon of unassailable virtue, whose balanced judgment and equable sensibility 
are unchallenged, as an editor to write all the articles and edit the whole work. 
This has been tried in years past, but in today’s world of the Bible that is asking 
too much of any one person. An alternative procedure is to compile a long list of 
contributors, who represent and reflect a wide spectrum of views and positions 
relating to the Bible, and ask them to use their expertise to write about what 
they know best in the best way that they know. While the results will hardly be 
uniform and may not produce a smooth surface, the admixture will faithfully 
reflect the present state of studies and a full spectrum of scholarly attitudes and 
opinions about the central issues along with more peripheral ones.

�Therefore,Therefore, we make n we make no claim too claim to either un either unanimity oranimity or uniformit uniformity in the ty in the treatment oreatmettreatment treatment of the varof the varied and nuied and numerous topmerous topics of theics of the Bible. Bu Bible. But we have t we have attempted attempted to cover mtto cover mto cover most if notost if not all of th all of the items lie items likely to arkely to arise and coise and concerning wncerning which readehich readers will sers wrs will seek will seek informatioinformation and guidn and guidance. We hance. We have assembave assembled a wortled a worthy list ofhy list of contribut contributors, whoseocontributcontributocontributors, whose rs, whose chief commchief common attribuon attribute is thatte is that they are  they are serious scserious scholars whoholars who have earn whowho have ewho have earned the arned the respect ofrespect of their col their colleagues inleagues in our field our field of study, of study, and who h and who have somethavhhave somethave something of mahing of material valterial value to offeue to offer.r.r.

Therefore, we make no claim to either unanimity or uniformity in the 
treatment of the varied and numerous topics of the Bible. But we have attempted 
to cover most if not all of the items likely to arise and concerning which readers 
will seek information and guidance. We have assembled a worthy list of 
contributors, whose chief common attribute is that they are serious scholars 
who have earned the respect of their colleagues in our field of study, and who 
have something of material value to offer.

�We give spWe give special credecial credit to our it to our Associate Associate Editor, AlEditor, Allen C. Myelen C. Myers, my forrs, my former studenmer stumer student atstudent at the Unive the University of Mrsity of Michigan, wichigan, who has accho has accomplished omplished Herculean Herculean editorial editorial work in fawwork in fawork in fashioning ashioning a scholarly scholarly and appro and approachable voachable volume from lume from the many athe many and sundry nd sundrynd sundry piesundry pieces. His ices. His is a dauntis a daunting and uneng and unenviable tanviable task. Those sk. Those of us who of us who are editorare editors know ands ks know and rknow and recognize hecognize his devotedis devoted work and  work and countless countless hours to bhours to bring this ring this project toproject toproject to fruitioto fruition.n.n.

We give special credit to our Associate Editor, Allen C. Myers, my former 
student at the University of Michigan, who has accomplished Herculean editorial 
work in fashioning a scholarly and approachable volume from the many and 
sundry pieces. His is a daunting and unenviable task. Those of us who are editors 
know and recognize his devoted work and countless hours to bring this project 
to fruition.

�In presentIn presenting this wing this work to theork to the public, w public, we have trie have tried earnested earnestly to provly to provide usefulide usefuide useful anduseful and helpful i helpful informationnformation to mainta to maintain the higin the high standardh standards and the s and the validity, validity, integrity,integintegrity,integrity, and estab and established vallished value achieveue achieved by earlid by earlier editioner editions of this s of this reference reference work. We awork. work. We awork. We are followire following in the ng in the footsteps footsteps of proven of proven leaders anleaders and standingd standing on the sh on the shoulders ofoshshoulders shoulders of giants.of giants.

In presenting this work to the public, we have tried earnestly to provide 
useful and helpful information to maintain the high standards and the validity, 
integrity, and established value achieved by earlier editions of this reference 
work. We are following in the footsteps of proven leaders and standing on the 
shoulders of giants.

David NoelDavid Noel Freedman Freedman Freedman

David Noel Freedman

Editor-in-Editor-in-ChiefChief

Editor-in-Chief
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The The Eerdmans DEerdmans Dictionary ictionary of the Bibof the Biblele is intend is intended as a toed as a tool for praol for practical Bibctical Bible use, rele use, reflecting rfrereflectingreflecting recent di recent discoveries scoveries and the brand the breadth of ceadth of current biburrent biblical scholical scholarship, ilarship, including includiiincluding including insights finsights from criticrom critical analysial analysis of liters of literary, histoary, historical, arcrical, archaeologicahaeological, sociolol, sociological, andgsociolosociologicsociological, and otal, and other methodher methodological iological issues. Appssues. Approximatelyroximately 5000 entr 5000 entries identiies identify all perfy identiidentify aidentify all personsll persons and place and places named ins named in the Bible the Bible, as well , as well as culturaas cultural, naturall, natural, geograph, geogr, geographicgeographical, and lial, and literary pheterary phenomena — mnomena — matters thaatters that Bible stt Bible students at udents at all levelsall levels may encou ma may encounmay encounter in reater in reading or diding or discussion. scussion. Articles eArticles explaining xplaining and interpand interpreting impreting important focortimpimportant important focuses offocuses of biblical  biblical theology, theology, text and ttext and transmissioransmission, Near Ean, Near Eastern archstern archaeology, eaeoarcharchaeologarchaeology, extrabiy, extrabiblical wriblical writings, andtings, and pertinent pertinent ecclesias ecclesiastical tradtical traditions havitions have been ince beene been incorbeen incorporated inporated in an effort an effort to make t to make this the mohis the most comprehst comprehensive oneensive one-volume Bi-volume B-volume Bible dictBible dictionary avaionary available.ilable.ilable.

The Eerdmans Dictionary of the Bible is intended as a tool for practical Bible use, 
reflecting recent discoveries and the breadth of current biblical scholarship, 
including insights from critical analysis of literary, historical, archaeological, 
sociological, and other methodological issues. Approximately 5000 entries 
identify all persons and places named in the Bible, as well as cultural, natural, 
geographical, and literary phenomena — matters that Bible students at all levels 
may encounter in reading or discussion. Articles explaining and interpreting 
important focuses of biblical theology, text and transmission, Near Eastern 
archaeology, extrabiblical writings, and pertinent ecclesiastical traditions have 
been incorporated in an effort to make this the most comprehensive one-volume 
Bible dictionary available.

�The publisThe publishers have hers have selected aselected as editors s editors and contriand contributors a hbutors a host of firost of first-rank aust-rank ast-rank authoritieauthorities in the fs in the field. Authield. Authors represors represent a rangent a range of critie of critical and thcal and theological eological stances anstancesstances anstances and reflect d reflect the growinthe growing place ofg place of interdisc interdisciplinary iiplinary interests interests in biblicaln biblical scholarsh scholar scholarshischolarship. Contribp. Contributors haveutors have been char been charged to remged to remain sensitain sensitive to theive to the broad spe broad spectrum of icspespectrum ospectrum of interpref interpretation, prtation, presenting oesenting objectivelybjectively divergent divergent perspecti perspectives and feves and featuring inatufefeaturing featuring inclusive inclusive bibliograpbibliographies. The hies. The editors aneditors and consultid consulting editorsng editors have soug have sought to idenht toht to identifto identify not onlyy not only pertinent pertinent persons,  persons, places, anplaces, and other phd other phenomena buenomena but also thet also the significa si significansignificant issues ft issues facing biblacing biblical scholical scholarship andarship and related f related fields. To ields. To this end, this end, they have they havethey have enlishave enlisted nearlyted nearly 600 leadi 600 leading scholarng scholars and matcs and matched them whed them with topicsith topics related t related to their aro tto their ato their areas of spreas of specializatiecialization. Unsignon. Unsigned articleed articles have bees have been written n written by the ediby the editors.tors.tors.

The publishers have selected as editors and contributors a host of first-rank 
authorities in the field. Authors represent a range of critical and theological 
stances and reflect the growing place of interdisciplinary interests in biblical 
scholarship. Contributors have been charged to remain sensitive to the broad 
spectrum of interpretation, presenting objectively divergent perspectives and 
featuring inclusive bibliographies. The editors and consulting editors have sought 
to identify not only pertinent persons, places, and other phenomena but also the 
significant issues facing biblical scholarship and related fields. To this end, they 
have enlisted nearly 600 leading scholars and matched them with topics related 
to their areas of specialization. Unsigned articles have been written by the editors.

�Although tAlthough the initialhe initial intent wa intent was merely ts merely to revise ao revise and update nd update the 1987 ethe 1987 edition of dition odition of theof the Eerdmans  Eerdmans Bible DictBible Dictionary,ionary, the publi the publishers wereshers were encourage encouraged by pre-ed by pre-eminent bibminent biminent biblical sbiblical scholar Davcholar David Noel Frid Noel Freedman to eedman to build uponbuild upon the exper the expertise gainetise gained in produd in producing that cproduproducing producing that volumthat volume and to de and to develop in evelop in essence anessence an entirely  entirely new referenew reference work tnce work tnce work that wouldthat would represent represent the vast  the vast strides mastrides made in biblde in biblical scholical scholarship in arship in recent decrecent decades. The adesdecdecades. Tdecades. The volume he volume at hand isat hand is testimony testimony to Profes to Professor Freedmsor Freedman’s wisdoan’s wisdom and visim and vism and vision, asvision, as well as h well as his internais international reptional reputation asutation as a giant i a giant in the fieln the field of biblid of biblical studiecal studies and editsstudiestudies anstudies and editor pd editor par excellear excellence. We arnce. We are indebtede indebted to his gr to his great devotieat devotion to biblon to biblical studiicabiblbiblical sbiblical studies andtudies and desire to desire to communica communicate the frute the fruits of schits of scholarship, olarship, and have band have benefitted enebbenefittedbenefitted immeasura immeasurably not onbly not only from hily from his ability s ability to marshalto marshall the currl the current giantsent giants of the fi of  of the fieof the field but alsld but also from hiso from his enthusias enthusiasm for idenm for identifying antifying and mentorind mentoring the nextg the next generatio gen generationgeneration of schola of scholars.rs.

Although the initial intent was merely to revise and update the 1987 edition 
of the Eerdmans Bible Dictionary, the publishers were encouraged by pre-eminent 
biblical scholar David Noel Freedman to build upon the expertise gained in 
producing that volume and to develop in essence an entirely new reference work 
that would represent the vast strides made in biblical scholarship in recent 
decades. The volume at hand is testimony to Professor Freedman’s wisdom and 
vision, as well as his international reputation as a giant in the field of biblical 
studies and editor par excellence. We are indebted to his great devotion to 
biblical studies and desire to communicate the fruits of scholarship, and have 
benefitted immeasurably not only from his ability to marshall the current giants 
of the field but also from his enthusiasm for identifying and mentoring the next 
generation of scholars.
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How To Use the Eerdmans Dictionary of the Bible



Articles aArticles appear in appear in alphabeticalphabetical order acl order according tocording to the follo the following schemwing scheme. Compoune. Compoune. Compound wCompound words involords involving a hypving a hyphen or spahen or space (e.g., ce (e.g., Beer-shebaBeer-sheba; El Elyon; El Elyon) are trea) are treated as a sttreatreated astreated as a solid w a solid word. For mord. For main words ain words followed bfollowed by a comma y a comma (e.g., Isa(e.g., Isaiah, Book iah, Book of) alphaboof) alphabof) alphabetization etization is restricis restricted to theted to the word prec word preceding the eding the comma, as comma, as are titlesare titles including inc including including parenthetiparenthetical mattercal matter (e.g., Wo (e.g., Worship [Newrship [New Testament Testament]). If the]). If the same name same name represent namename reprename represents perssents persons, placeons, places, deitiess, deities, etc., se, etc., separate artparate articles are icles are provided. provided. When an arWheWhen an arWhen an article nameticle name designate designates more thas more than one persn one person or placon or place, multiple, multiple entries e entries e entries arentries are arrangede arranged in order  in order of the firof the first occurrest occurrence of thence of the term, fol term, following thelowing the English c Eng English caEnglish canon, and nnon, and not necessaot necessarily chronrily chronologicallyologically...

Articles appear in alphabetical order according to the following scheme. 
Compound words involving a hyphen or space (e.g., Beer-sheba; El Elyon) are 
treated as a solid word. For main words followed by a comma (e.g., Isaiah, Book 
of) alphabetization is restricted to the word preceding the comma, as are titles 
including parenthetical matter (e.g., Worship [New Testament]). If the same 
name represents persons, places, deities, etc., separate articles are provided. 
When an article name designates more than one person or place, multiple 
entries are arranged in order of the first occurrence of the term, following the 
English canon, and not necessarily chronologically.

�To accommoTo accommodate best date best the nuancethe nuances of Englis of English Bible tsh Bible translationranslations, this eds, this edition is bition isition is based ois based on the New n the New Revised StRevised Standard Bibandard Bible, with ale, with attention tttention to alternato alternate readingse readings in other  in in other vin other versions whersions where appropere appropriate. Bibriate. Biblical citalical citations folltions follow the NRSow the NRSV versificV versification; varatioversificversificatversification; variaion; variant versifint versification forcation for the MT or the MT or LXX follo LXX follows in parews in parentheses, entheses, e.g., “Num..g., “.g., “Num. 16:3“Num. 16:36-50(MT 176-50(MT 17:1-15).” P:1-15).” Parallel acarallel accounts arecounts are indicated indicated by the eq by the equal sign (ual sign (e.g., 2 Sae.g((e.g., 2 S(e.g., 2 Sam. 22:2-5am. 22:2-51 = Ps. 181 = Ps. 18:1-50) or :1-50) or simply by simply by “par.” (e.“par.” (e.g., Matt. g., Matt. 17:1-8 par17:1-8 par.)..)..).

To accommodate best the nuances of English Bible translations, this edition 
is based on the New Revised Standard Bible, with attention to alternate readings 
in other versions where appropriate. Biblical citations follow the NRSV 
versification; variant versification for the MT or LXX follows in parentheses, e.g., 
“Num. 16:36-50(MT 17:1-15).” Parallel accounts are indicated by the equal sign 
(e.g., 2 Sam. 22:2-51 = Ps. 18:1-50) or simply by “par.” (e.g., Matt. 17:1-8 par.).

�Rather thaRather than attempt n attempt to devise to devise an artifican artificial, angliial, anglicized proncized pronunciation unciation for the nafor the names of permnanames of pnames of persons andersons and places, t places, the editorshe editors have prov have provided in thided in the headingse headings of articl of articles translies articlarticles tarticles transliteraransliterations of ttions of the Hebrew,he Hebrew, Aramaic,  Aramaic, or Greek for Greek forms of thorms of the names, te names, thus approxhutthus approthus approximating tximating the originahe original pronuncil pronunciations (seations (see the table the table of Transe of Transliterationliteration and Pronu and and Pronunand Pronunciation, fciation, front and bront and back endsheack endsheets). Likeets). Likewise, in mwise, in most instanost instances no attces no attempt has bemattattempt haattempt has been mads been made to conjue to conjure a “meanre a “meaning” for bing” for biblical naiblical names. Variames. Variant forms ont forms of names, ifoof names, of names, including including alternate alternate spellings spellings occurring occurring in the NRSin the NRSV and secoV and secondary namendary names or readisnamenames or rnames or readings ofeadings of persons a persons and places,nd places, are liste are listed in articd in article headingle headings followins following the trang theg the translthe transliteration/iteration/pronunciatpronunciation (e.g.,ion (e.g., “[also JE “[also JERIMOTH]”).RIMOTH]”). Technical Technical sigla for sigla for Dead Sea  Dea Dead Sea aDead Sea and Nag Hamnd Nag Hammadi textsmadi texts are indic are indicated in thated in the headingse headings of those  of those articles.articles.articles.

Rather than attempt to devise an artificial, anglicized pronunciation for the 
names of persons and places, the editors have provided in the headings of 
articles transliterations of the Hebrew, Aramaic, or Greek forms of the names, 
thus approximating the original pronunciations (see the table of Transliteration 
and Pronunciation, front and back endsheets). Likewise, in most instances no 
attempt has been made to conjure a “meaning” for biblical names. Variant forms 
of names, including alternate spellings occurring in the NRSV and secondary 
names or readings of persons and places, are listed in article headings following 
the transliteration/pronunciation (e.g., “[also JERIMOTH]”). Technical sigla for 
Dead Sea and Nag Hammadi texts are indicated in the headings of those articles.

�On many isOn many issues of insues of interpretatiterpretation there ion there is currentls currently no scholy no scholarly consearly consensus, and nsus, annsus, and the fiand the field of bibeld of biblical studlical studies reflecies reflects a plurats a pluralism of melism of methodologiethodologies and assus and assumptions bomptioassuassumptionassumptions bolsteres bolstered simultand simultaneously by eously by increased increased specializaspecialization and btion and by an apprey an appreciation fociappreappreciatiappreciation for inson for insights gainights gained from ined from interdisciplterdisciplinary studinary study, not to y, not to mention a mention a massive exmassmassive exmassive explosion ofplosion of data. In  data. In their attetheir attempts to rempts to resolve issusolve issues of contes of continuing resinuing research, it earcresresearch, research, it is therit is therefore undeefore understandablerstandable that auth that authors will vors will vary in theary in their applicair applications of ttions applicaapplicatioapplications of textns of texts and mates and material eviderial evidence. Concence. Concerted efforrted effort has beent has been made to p made to provide balropprovide baprovide balanced dislanced discussions rcussions reflecting eflecting different different viewpointsviewpoints (cf., e.g (cf., e.g., the art., the articles CONQicles COicles CONQUEST: CONQUEST: BIBLICAL NBIBLICAL NARRATIVE aARRATIVE and SETTLEMnd SETTLEMENT: ARCHAENT: ARCHAEOLOGY). WEOLOGY). While efforhWWhile effoWhile effort has beert has been made to n made to standardizstandardize such mate such matters as spters as spelling andelling and citation, citation, it has no it  it has notit has not always be always been possiblen possible — or pere — or perhaps even haps even desirable desirable — to resol— to resolve variantve variant interpret variantvariant invariant interpretatiterpretations of datons of dating and geing and geographicalographical location. location. Readers m Readers may on occaay on occasion wish siooccaoccasion woccasion wish to comish to compare relatpare related articleed articles for altes for alternate chrornate chronologies anologies and identifnd identifications. icatidentifidentificaidentifications. Bottions. Both h B.C./A.D. B.C./A.D. and and B.C.E./C.EB.C.E./C.E. . are used ware used with dates,ith dates, following following the prefe the prefe the preferencepreference of indivi of individual authodual authors.rs.rs.

On many issues of interpretation there is currently no scholarly consensus, 
and the field of biblical studies reflects a pluralism of methodologies and 
assumptions bolstered simultaneously by increased specialization and by an 
appreciation for insights gained from interdisciplinary study, not to mention a 
massive explosion of data. In their attempts to resolve issues of continuing 
research, it is therefore understandable that authors will vary in their 
applications of texts and material evidence. Concerted effort has been made to 
provide balanced discussions reflecting different viewpoints (cf., e.g., the articles 
CONQUEST: BIBLICAL NARRATIVE and SETTLEMENT: ARCHAEOLOGY). 
While effort has been made to standardize such matters as spelling and citation, 
it has not always been possible — or perhaps even desirable — to resolve 
variant interpretations of dating and geographical location. Readers may on 
occasion wish to compare related articles for alternate chronologies and 
identifications. Both B.C./A.D. and B.C.E./C.E. are used with dates, following the 
preference of individual authors.



�Modern namModern names of histes of historical andorical and archaeolo archaeological sitegical sites are indis are indicated by bcated by both the stoth theoth the standathe standard Arabic rd Arabic and Modernand Modern Hebrew fo Hebrew forms where rms where appropriatappropriate. Furthere. Further identific identi identificaidentification inclution includes the sides the six- to ten-x- to ten-digit map digit map reference reference numbers kenumbers keyed to theyed to the grid syst gri grid systegrid system used by m used by professionprofessional archaeoal archaeologists inlogists in locating  locating sites in Isites in Israel and srael and Jordan. ThJordanJordan. ThJordan. The first the first three digitsree digits (or in so (or in some cases fme cases four or fivour or five digits pe digits preceding treceding the period)he perhe period) inperiod) indicate thedicate the north-sou north-south axis anth axis and the finad the final three dil three digits (or tgits (or those follohose following the pwing twing the periodthe period) specify ) specify the east-wthe east-west axis. est axis. (See furth(See further, map ofer, map of archaeolo archaeological sitegical sites in the ms in ts in the map sethe map section at tction at the back ofhe back of the book. the book.)))

Modern names of historical and archaeological sites are indicated by both 
the standard Arabic and Modern Hebrew forms where appropriate. Further 
identification includes the six- to ten-digit map reference numbers keyed to the 
grid system used by professional archaeologists in locating sites in Israel and 
Jordan. The first three digits (or in some cases four or five digits preceding the 
period) indicate the north-south axis and the final three digits (or those following 
the period) specify the east-west axis. (See further, map of archaeological sites in 
the map section at the back of the book.)

�BibliograpBibliographies provihies provide the reade the reader opportder opportunity to iunity to investigatenvestigate further r further reports of eports oeports of currentof current research  research as well asas well as more comp more comprehensive rehensive and detailand detailed treatmeed treatments of subnts of subnts of subject masubject matter. Effotter. Effort has beert has been made to n made to indicate tindicate the most rehe most recent editicent editions and Enons and English tranglEnEnglish trEnglish translationsanslations. Illustra. Illustrations (chations (charts, photorts, photos, and lins, and line drawingse drawings), as well), as well as the co as the c as the color map color map section, hsection, have been cave been carefully sarefully selected toelected to significa significantly complntly complement the ement the text and ftextext and ftext and further enhurther enhance underance understanding ostanding of the subjf the subject matterect matter..

Bibliographies provide the reader opportunity to investigate further reports 
of current research as well as more comprehensive and detailed treatments of 
subject matter. Effort has been made to indicate the most recent editions and 
English translations. Illustrations (charts, photos, and line drawings), as well as the 
color map section, have been carefully selected to significantly complement the 
text and further enhance understanding of the subject matter.
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A project of this dimension would have been impossible without the 
contribution of many individuals. Particularly deserving of our appreciation are 
Editorial Associates Julye M. Bidmead and Bruce E. Willoughby, whose careful 
attention to detail in checking references and information and skillful finessing of 
text and format have helped to produce a reference aid that is both accurate and 
readable.
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In addition to the recommendations of the Consulting Editors, invaluable 
service in identifying and enlisting contributors in a variety of specializations has 
been provided by Oded Borowski, Kathleen Farmer, Alysia Anne Fischer, Peter 
Machinist, Dale W. Manor, Gerald L. Mattingly, Michael P. O’Connor, Lynn 
Tatum, and Randall W. Younker.
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Our colleagues at Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company have undergirded 
this project with skill and dedication throughout. Special thanks are due to Alix 
Kayayan, who developed the computer database without which the coordination 
of authors, assignments, and the editorial and production processes would have 
been nigh unmanageable; Donald M. Prus, for overseeing a team of keyboardists 
and ingeniously tackling myriad typographical concerns; T. A. Straayer, computer 
editor extraordinaire; and Klaas Wolterstorff, for developing a design and guiding 
the Dictionary through the press. In particular, we are grateful for the unflagging 
support of Wm. B. Eerdmans, Jr., who through the years has demonstrated 
unparalleled commitment to serious and responsible biblical scholarship and a 
fascination for and dedication to the marketplace of ideas.

�In the couIn the course of prerse of preparing thiparing this volume is volume it has becot has become abundanme abundantly clear tly clear that, in athat, inthat, in additioin addition to beingn to being authoriti authorities in theies in their respectir respective fields ve fields of specialof specialization, bization, biblical sciblical schiblical scholars ascholars are nonethere nonetheless mortaless mortal, subjectl, subject to the tr to the trials and tials and turmoils ofurmoils of human exi human existence. Thsteexiexistence.existence. Their per Their perseverance,severance, for some  for some in the facin the face of serioe of serious personaus personal and famil and familial illnelialfamifamilial ifamilial illness andllness and tragedy,  tragedy, is testimois testimony to theiny to their commitmer commitment not onlnt not only to scholy to scholarship butarshscholscholarshischolarship but to tp but to the very trhe very truths whichuths which this volu this volume seeks tme seeks to illuminao illuminate.te.
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{Uq.{Uq.�{Uqs�in{Uqs�in{Uqs�in

{Uq. {Uqs�in

y.y.�Jerusalem Jerusalem TalmudTalmudTalmud

y. Jerusalem Talmud

Yad.Yad.�YadayimYadayimYadayim

Yad. Yadayim

Yebam.Yebam.�YebamotYebamotYebamot

Yebam. Yebamot

Zebah�.Zebah�.�Zebah�imZebah�imZebah�im

Zebah�. Zebah�im

Zer.Zer.�Zera{imZera{im

Zer. Zera{im

Early ChriEarly Christian Writstian Writingsings

Early Christian Writings

Acts Pil.Acts Pil.�Acts of PiActs of Pilatelatelate

Acts Pil. Acts of Pilate

Apoc. Pet.Apoc. Pet.�ApocalypseApocalypse of Peter of Peter of Peter

Apoc. Pet. Apocalypse of Peter

Apost. ConApost. Const.st.�Apostolic Apostolic ConstitutiConstitutionsonsons

Apost. Const. Apostolic Constitutions

Augustine Augustine Civ. DeiCiv. Dei�De civitatDe civitate Dei (Cite Dei (City of God)y of God)y of God)

Augustine Civ. Dei De civitate Dei (City of God)

Barn.Barn.�BarnabasBarnabasBarnabas

Barn. Barnabas

Basil (theBasil (the Great)  Great) Epp.Epp.�EpistlesEpistlesEpistles

Basil (the Great) Epp. Epistles

1—2 Clem.1—2 Clem.�1—2 Clemen1—2 Clementtt

1—2 Clem. 1—2 Clement

Clement ofClement of Alexandri Alexandria Ecl. proa Ecl. proph.ph.�Eclogae exEclogae ex scriptori scriptoris prophetis propheticisciscis

Clement of Alexandria Ecl. proph. Eclogae ex scriptoris propheticis

Exhort.Exhort.�ExhortatioExhortation to the Gn to the Greeks (Proreeks (Protrepticus)trepticus)

Exhort. Exhortation to the Greeks (Protrepticus)

Misc.Misc.�MiscellaniMiscellanies (Stromaes (Stromateis)teis)teis)

Misc. Miscellanies (Stromateis)

Did.Did.�DidacheDidacheDidache

Did. Didache

EpiphaniusEpiphanius Adv. haer Adv. haer..�Adversus lAdversus lxxx haeresxxx haereses (Panaries (Panarion)on)on)

Epiphanius Adv. haer. Adversus lxxx haereses (Panarion)

Eusebius Eusebius HEHE�Historia eHistoria ecclesiasticclesiasticacaca

Eusebius HE Historia ecclesiastica

Onom.Onom.�OnomasticoOnomasticonnn

Onom. Onomasticon

Praep. ev.Praep. ev.�PraeparatiPraeparatio evangelio evangelicacaca

Praep. ev. Praeparatio evangelica

Vita ConstVita Const..�Life of CoLife of Constantinenstantinenstantine

Vita Const. Life of Constantine

Gos. Thom.Gos. Thom.�Gospel of Gospel of ThomasThomasThomas

Gos. Thom. Gospel of Thomas

Hermas Hermas Vis.Vis.�VisionsVisionsVisions

Hermas Vis. Visions

HippolytusHippolytus  Ref.Ref.�RefutationRefutation of All He of All Heresiesresiesresies

Hippolytus Ref. Refutation of All Heresies



Ignatius oIgnatius of Antioch f Antioch Eph.Eph.�Epistle toEpistle to the Ephes the Ephesiansiansians

Ignatius of Antioch Eph. Epistle to the Ephesians

Magn.Magn.�Epistle toEpistle to the Magne the Magnesianssianssians

Magn. Epistle to the Magnesians

Phld.Phld.�Epistle toEpistle to the Phila the Philadelphiansdelphiansdelphians

Phld. Epistle to the Philadelphians

Polyc.Polyc.�Epistle toEpistle to Polycarp Polycarp Polycarp

Polyc. Epistle to Polycarp

Rom.Rom.�Epistle toEpistle to the Roman the Romansss

Rom. Epistle to the Romans

Smyrn.Smyrn.�Epistle toEpistle to the Smyrn the Smyrnaeansaeansaeans

Smyrn. Epistle to the Smyrnaeans

Trall.Trall.�Epistle toEpistle to the Trall the Tralliansiansians

Trall. Epistle to the Trallians

Irenaeus Irenaeus Adv, haer.Adv, haer.�Adversus oAdversus omnes haeremnes haeresessesses

Irenaeus Adv, haer. Adversus omnes haereses

Jerome Jerome Ep.Ep.�EpistulaeEpistulaeEpistulae

Jerome Ep. Epistulae

Justin MarJustin Martyrtyrtyr

Justin Martyr

Apol.Apol.�ApologiaApologiaApologia

Apol. Apologia

Dial.Dial.�Dialogus cDialogus contra Trypontra Tryphonemhonemhonem

Dial. Dialogus contra Tryphonem

LactantiusLactantius Div. inst Div. inst..�Divinae inDivinae institutionestitutionesss

Lactantius Div. inst. Divinae institutiones

Mart. Pol.Mart. Pol.�Martyrdom Martyrdom of Polycarof Polycarppp

Mart. Pol. Martyrdom of Polycarp

Origen ComOrigen Comm. in Jn.m. in Jn.�CommentaryCommentary on John on John on John

Origen Comm. in Jn. Commentary on John

Contra CelContra Cels.s.�Contra CelContra Celsumsumsum

Contra Cels. Contra Celsum

De prin.De prin.�De principDe principiisiisiis

De prin. De principiis

Ex. mart.Ex. mart.�ExhortatioExhortation to Martyn to Martyrdomrdomrdom

Ex. mart. Exhortation to Martyrdom

Hom. LukeHom. Luke�Homilies oHomilies on Luken Luken Luke

Hom. Luke Homilies on Luke

Polycarp oPolycarp of Smyrna f Smyrna Phil.Phil.�Epistle toEpistle to the Phili the Philippiansppiansppians

Polycarp of Smyrna Phil. Epistle to the Philippians

Prot. Jas.Prot. Jas.�ProtevangeProtevangelium of Jalium of Jamesmesmes

Prot. Jas. Protevangelium of James

TertullianTertullian

Tertullian

Ad Mart.Ad Mart.�Ad MartyraAd Martyrasss

Ad Mart. Ad Martyras

Adv. Marc.Adv. Marc.�Adversus MAdversus Marcionemarcionemarcionem

Adv. Marc. Adversus Marcionem

Apol.Apol.�ApologeticApologeticususus

Apol. Apologeticus

De bapt.De bapt.�De baptismDe baptismooo

De bapt. De baptismo

De fugaDe fuga�De fuga inDe fuga in persecuti persecutioneoneone

De fuga De fuga in persecutione

De praescrDe praescr. haer.. haer.�De praescrDe praescriptione haiptione haereticorumereticorum

De praescr. haer. De praescriptione haereticorum

Vincent ofVincent of Lérins  Lérins  Common. Common.�CommonitorCommonitoriumium

Vincent of Lérins  Common. Commonitorium

Other AnciOther Ancient Worksent Works

Other Ancient Works

Aeschylus Aeschylus Supp.Supp.�The SuppliThe Suppliantsantsants

Aeschylus Supp. The Suppliants

AristophanAristophanes es  Plut. Plut.�PlutusPlutusPlutus

Aristophanes  Plut. Plutus

Athenaeus Athenaeus Deip.Deip.�DeipnosophDeipnosophistsistsists

Athenaeus Deip. Deipnosophists

M. AureliuM. Aurelius s  Med. Med.�MeditationMeditationsss

M. Aurelius  Med. Meditations

Cicero Cicero De leg.De leg.�De legibusDe legibus

Cicero De leg. De legibus

Ep. ad FamEp. ad Fam..�Epistulae Epistulae ad familiaad familiaresresres

Ep. ad Fam. Epistulae ad familiares

Tusc. dispTusc. disp..�TusculanaeTusculanae disputati disputationesonesones

Tusc. disp. Tusculanae disputationes

Verr.Verr.�In VerremIn VerremIn Verrem

Verr. In Verrem



Curtius RuCurtius Rufus fus  Hist. Ale Hist. Alex.x.�Historiae Historiae Alexandri Alexandri MagniMagniMagni

Curtius Rufus  Hist. Alex. Historiae Alexandri Magni

Dio CassiuDio Cassius s Hist.Hist.�Roman HistRoman Historyoryory

Dio Cassius Hist. Roman History

Diodorus SDiodorus Siculus iculus  Hist. Hist.�Library ofLibrary of History History History

Diodorus Siculus  Hist. Library of History

Dionysius Dionysius of Halicarof Halicarnassus nassus  Rom. arch Rom. arch..�Roman ArchRoman Archaeologyaeologyaeology

Dionysius of Halicarnassus  Rom. arch. Roman Archaeology

Euripides Euripides Alc.Alc.�AlcestisAlcestisAlcestis

Euripides Alc. Alcestis

Iph. A.Iph. A.�Iphigenia Iphigenia in Aulisin Aulisin Aulis

Iph. A. Iphigenia in Aulis

Iph. T.Iph. T.�Iphigenia Iphigenia in Taurisin Taurisin Tauris

Iph. T. Iphigenia in Tauris

Tro.Tro.�Trojan WomTrojan Womenenen

Tro. Trojan Women

Herodotus Herodotus Hist.Hist.�HistoryHistoryHistory

Herodotus Hist. History

Hesiod Hesiod Theog.Theog.�TheogonyTheogonyTheogony

Hesiod Theog. Theogony

Homer Homer Od.Od.�OdysseyOdysseyOdyssey

Homer Od. Odyssey

Josephus Josephus Ag. Ap.Ag. Ap.�Against ApAgainst Apion (Contrion (Contra Apionem)a Apionem)

Josephus Ag. Ap. Against Apion (Contra Apionem)

Ant.Ant.�AntiquitieAntiquities of the Js of the Jewsewsews

Ant. Antiquities of the Jews

BJBJ�Bellum JudBellum Judaicum (Theaicum (The Jewish Wa Jewish War)r)r)

BJ Bellum Judaicum (The Jewish War)

VitaVita�LifeLifeLife

Vita Life

Livy Livy Urb. cond.Urb. cond.�Ab urbe coAb urbe conditanditandita

Livy Urb. cond. Ab urbe condita

Ovid Ovid Metam.Metam.�MetamorphoMetamorphosessesses

Ovid Metam. Metamorphoses

Pausanias Pausanias Descr. Gr.Descr. Gr.  �DescriptioDescription of Greecn of Greeceee

Pausanias Descr. Gr. Description of Greece

Philo Philo Apol. Jud.Apol. Jud.�Apologia pApologia pro Iudaeisro Iudaeis

Philo Apol. Jud. Apologia pro Iudaeis

Flacc.Flacc.�Contra FlaContra Flaccumccumccum

Flacc. Contra Flaccum

HeresHeres�Quis rerumQuis rerum divinarum divinarum heres heres heres

Heres Quis rerum divinarum heres

Leg.Leg.�De legatioDe legatione ad Gaiune ad Gaiummm

Leg. De legatione ad Gaium

Quod omn.Quod omn.�Quod omnisQuod omnis probus li probus liber sitber sitber sit

Quod omn. Quod omnis probus liber sit

Somn.Somn.�De somniisDe somniis

Somn. De somniis

Spec. leg.Spec. leg.�De specialDe specialibus legibibus legibususus

Spec. leg. De specialibus legibus

PhilostratPhilostratus Vit. Apus Vit. Ap..�Life of ApLife of Apollonius oollonius of Tyanaf Tyanaf Tyana

Philostratus Vit. Ap. Life of Apollonius of Tyana

Photius Photius Bibl.Bibl.�BibliothecBibliotheca (Myriobia (Myriobiblion)blion)blion)

Photius Bibl. Bibliotheca (Myriobiblion)

Plato Plato Symp.Symp.�SymposiumSymposiumSymposium

Plato Symp. Symposium

Pliny (thePliny (the Elder)  Elder)  Nat. hist Nat. hist..�Naturalis Naturalis historiahistoriahistoria

Pliny (the Elder)  Nat. hist. Naturalis historia

Pliny (thePliny (the Younger)  Younger) Ep.Ep.�EpistulaeEpistulaeEpistulae

Pliny (the Younger) Ep. Epistulae

Plutarch Plutarch Cic.Cic.�CiceroCiceroCicero

Plutarch Cic. Cicero

Quaest. coQuaest. conv.nv.�QuaestioneQuaestiones convivals convivaleseses

Quaest. conv. Quaestiones convivales

Vita Caes.Vita Caes.�Life of CaLife of Caesaresaresar

Vita Caes. Life of Caesar

Polybius Polybius Hist.Hist.�HistoriesHistoriesHistories

Polybius Hist. Histories

Pseudo-PhiPseudo-Philo lo  LAB LAB�Liber antiLiber antiquitatum bquitatum biblicarum iblicarum (Biblical (Biblical AntiquitieAntiquities)s)s)

Pseudo-Philo  LAB Liber antiquitatum biblicarum (Biblical Antiquities)

Ptolemy Ptolemy Geog.Geog.�GeographyGeographyGeography

Ptolemy Geog. Geography

QuintilianQuintilian Inst. ora Inst. orat.t.�De instituDe institutione orattione oratoriaoriaoria

Quintilian Inst. orat. De institutione oratoria

Seneca Seneca Dial.Dial.�DialoguesDialoguesDialogues

Seneca Dial. Dialogues

Ep.Ep.�Ad LuciliuAd Lucilium epistulam epistulae moralese moralese morales

Ep. Ad Lucilium epistulae morales

Strabo Strabo Geog.Geog.�GeographyGeographyGeography

Strabo Geog. Geography



Suetonius Suetonius Claud.Claud.�Life of ClLife of Claudiusaudiusaudius

Suetonius Claud. Life of Claudius

Tacitus Tacitus Ann.Ann.�Annales abAnnales ab excessu d excessu divi Augustivi Augustiii

Tacitus Ann. Annales ab excessu divi Augusti

Hist.Hist.�HistoriesHistoriesHistories

Hist. Histories

Varro De lVarro De ling. lat.ing. lat.�De lingua De lingua latinalatinalatina

Varro De ling. lat. De lingua latina

Velleius PVelleius Paterculus aterculus Hist. rom.Hist. rom.�Historia rHistoria romanaomanaomana

Velleius Paterculus Hist. rom. Historia romana

Xenophon Xenophon Anab.Anab.�AnabasisAnabasisAnabasis

Xenophon Anab. Anabasis

Laced.Laced.�LacedaemonLacedaemoniorum repuiorum republica (Conblica (Constitution stitution of Sparta)of Sparta)

Laced. Lacedaemoniorum republica (Constitution of Sparta)

AA

A

AAA

A

A symbol uA symbol used to dessed to designate theignate the Codex Ale Codex Alexandrinus.xandrinus.

A symbol used to designate the Codex Alexandrinus.

AARONAARON (Heb.  (Heb. }aha�roœn}aha�roœn)))

AARON (Heb. }aha�roœn )

A descendaA descendant of Levint of Levi and broth and brother of Moseer of Moses (Exod. 6s (Exod. 6:20; Num. :20; Num. 26:59; 1 C26:59; 1 Chr. 6:3[MThr. 6:3[Mhr. 6:3[MT 5:26:3[MT 5:22]), a co-2]), a co-leader witleader with Moses anh Moses and their sid their sister Miriaster Miriam leading m leading the Israelthe Israelites out oitesIsraelIsraelitesIsraelites out of Eg out of Egypt througypt through the wildh the wilderness (Mierness (Mic. 6:4; Exc. 6:4; Exod. 4:10-1od. 4:10-16; 7:1-25)6; 7:1-25), and Isra, and, and Israeland Israel’s first h’s first high priestigh priest and ances and ancestor of thetor of the priestly  priestly family of family of Aaronite pAaronite priests (Exriests (Eriests (Exod. 28:(Exod. 28:1-2; Num. 1-2; Num. 18:1-7).18:1-7).

A descendant of Levi and brother of Moses (Exod. 6:20; Num. 26:59; 1 Chr. 
6:3[MT 5:22]), a co-leader with Moses and their sister Miriam leading the 
Israelites out of Egypt through the wilderness (Mic. 6:4; Exod. 4:10-16; 7:1-25), 
and Israel’s first high priest and ancestor of the priestly family of Aaronite priests 
(Exod. 28:1-2; Num. 18:1-7).

High PriesHigh Priest (Exodus-t (Exodus-Numbers anNumbers and Chronicld Chronicles)es)

High Priest (Exodus-Numbers and Chronicles)

Aaron and Aaron and his descenhis descendants are dants are repeatedlyrepeatedly featured  featured as centralas central figures a figures and the prend the predominant pdoprepredominanpredominant priests t priests of Israel’of Israel’s cult in s cult in Exodus-NumExodus-Numbers and 1bers and 1—2 Chronic—2 Chronicles. Approles. Apprles. ApproximatApproximately 85 perely 85 percent of thcent of the total nue total number (346)mber (346) of refere of references to Aances to Aaron in theron in theron in the Bible the Bible are concenare concentrated in trated in the pentatthe pentateuchal booeuchal books of Exodks of Exodus, Levitius, Leviticus, and Ncus, and Numbers. ThumNNumbers. TNumbers. There, parthere, particularly iicularly in the so-cn the so-called Priealled Priestly portistly portions of theons of the Pentateuc Pentateuch, Aaron ah, Ah, Aaron and Aaron and his sons ahis sons are the exare the exalted high lted high priests whpriests who oversee o oversee Israel’s sIsrael’s sacrifices acrifices and cult cand and cult cand cult centered inentered in the ark a the ark and tabernand tabernacle (Exod.cle (Exod. 27-30). T 27-30). The Aaronithe Aaronites are in es are in charge of chacharge of charge of the Urim athe Urim and Thummimnd Thummim, the sacr, the sacred lots foed lots for determinr determining Yahwehing Yahweh’s will (E’s will (E’s will (Exod. 28:(Exod. 28:30; Lev. 830; Lev. 8:5-9; Num.:5-9; Num. 27:21). A 27:21). Aaron and haron and his sons aris sons are the onlye the only priests a priests authorized uthaauthorizedauthorized to presid to preside at varioe at various ritualsus rituals and offer and offerings (Lev.ings (Lev. 6-8). The 6-8). The actual or actual ordination cdinatiorordinationordination ceremony  ceremony for Aaron for Aaron and his soand his sons is narrns is narrated in Leated in Lev. 8-9. Lev. 8-9. Lev. 21 listv. 21 lists a seriess a ss a series of series of regulationregulations designeds designed to mainta to maintain the holin the holiness of tiness of the Aaronithe Aaronite priesthoe priesthood. Aaron od. priesthopriesthoodpriesthood. Aaron is. Aaron is a descend a descendant of theant of the priestly  priestly tribe of Ltribe of Levi (Exod.evi (Exod. 6:16-25), 6:16-25), but Aaron but  but Aaron but Aaron and his soand his sons represens represent a specint a special clan amal clan among the Leong the Levites who vites who alone are alone are authorizedaauthorizedauthorized to come n to come near and ofear and officiate atficiate at rituals a rituals associated ssociated with the twith the tent of meeent of meeting (Num.tingmeemeeting (Nmeeting (Num. 3:5-10um. 3:5-10). Aaron a). Aaron and his sonnd his sons are assis are assigned the dgned the duty of bleuty of blessing the ssing the IsraelitesIsrIsraelitesIsraelites in the fo in the form of the rm of the so-called so-called Aaronic beAaronic benediction nediction in Num. 6:in Num. 6:22-27. The22-27. The priestly  pr priestly ppriestly predominancredominance of Aarone of Aaron over othe over other Levites r Levites is emphasiis emphasized in thezed in the revolt of revolt of Korah, Da K Korah, DatKorah, Dathan, and Ahan, and Abiram in Nbiram in Num. 16, thum. 16, the budding e budding of Aaron’sof Aaron’s rod in Nu rod in Num. 17, andm. 17, anm. 17, and the cland the classificatiassification of prieon of priestly respostly responsibilitiensibilities among ths among the Aaronitee Aaronites and othes and other Levites r Levr Levites inLevites in Num. 18. Num. 18. Num. 18.

Aaron and his descendants are repeatedly featured as central figures and the 
predominant priests of Israel’s cult in Exodus-Numbers and 1—2 Chronicles. 
Approximately 85 percent of the total number (346) of references to Aaron in 
the Bible are concentrated in the pentateuchal books of Exodus, Leviticus, and 
Numbers. There, particularly in the so-called Priestly portions of the Pentateuch, 
Aaron and his sons are the exalted high priests who oversee Israel’s sacrifices 
and cult centered in the ark and tabernacle (Exod. 27-30). The Aaronites are in 
charge of the Urim and Thummim, the sacred lots for determining Yahweh’s will 
(Exod. 28:30; Lev. 8:5-9; Num. 27:21). Aaron and his sons are the only priests 
authorized to preside at various rituals and offerings (Lev. 6-8). The actual 



ordination ceremony for Aaron and his sons is narrated in Lev. 8-9. Lev. 21 lists a 
series of regulations designed to maintain the holiness of the Aaronite 
priesthood. Aaron is a descendant of the priestly tribe of Levi (Exod. 6:16-25), 
but Aaron and his sons represent a special clan among the Levites who alone are 
authorized to come near and officiate at rituals associated with the tent of 
meeting (Num. 3:5-10). Aaron and his sons are assigned the duty of blessing the 
Israelites in the form of the so-called Aaronic benediction in Num. 6:22-27. The 
priestly predominance of Aaron over other Levites is emphasized in the revolt of 
Korah, Dathan, and Abiram in Num. 16, the budding of Aaron’s rod in Num. 17, 
and the classification of priestly responsibilities among the Aaronites and other 
Levites in Num. 18.

�The postexThe postexilic book ilic book of 1–2 Chrof 1–2 Chronicles reonicles reflects an flects an exalted viexalted view of the ew of the Aaronite pAaronitAaronite pAaronite priesthood riesthood similar tosimilar to that foun that found in the Pd in the Priestly trriestly tradition ofadition of the Penta the Pentateuch. AarteucPentaPentateuchPentateuch. Aaron an. Aaron and his descd his descendants maendants make offerinke offerings and atogs and atonement at nement at “the most “the mos“the most holy most holy place” (1 place” (1 Chr. 6:49[Chr. 6:49[34]). The 34]). The Aaronite pAaronite priests areriests are “set apar “set apart” from ott” from other Leviteheotother Leviother Levites for thtes for the most sace most sacred dutiesred duties of temple of temple worship i worship in burning n burning incense, mincense, ministeringinmministerinministering, and bleg, and blessing (1 Cssing (1 Chr. 23-24;hr. 23-24; cf. 2 Chr cf. 2 Chr. 26:16-21. 26:16-21).).

The postexilic book of 1–2 Chronicles reflects an exalted view of the 
Aaronite priesthood similar to that found in the Priestly tradition of the 
Pentateuch. Aaron and his descendants make offerings and atonement at “the 
most holy place” (1 Chr. 6:49[34]). The Aaronite priests are “set apart” from 
other Levites for the most sacred duties of temple worship in burning incense, 
ministering, and blessing (1 Chr. 23-24; cf. 2 Chr. 26:16-21).

Elsewhere Elsewhere in the Oldin the Old Testament Testament

Elsewhere in the Old Testament

Allusions Allusions to Aaron oto Aaron or Aaroniter Aaronite priests a priests are very rare very rare or absere or absent in othent in other sectionsr sections of the OT of of the OT of the OT such as thsuch as the Deuterone Deuteronomistic hiomistic history or tstory or the prophethe prophetic books. ic books. Even the eEven the eEven the exilic booexilic book of Ezekik of Ezekiel, which el, which devotes sidevotes significant gnificant attention attention to mattersto matters of priest of priests and temps and s and templeand temple worship,  worship, never mentnever mentions Aaronions Aaron or the Aa or the Aaronites. Ironites. Instead, Eznstead, Ezekiel desiekiel designates anogdesidesignatesdesignates another p another priestly grriestly group, the Zoup, the Zadokites, adokites, as the truas the true high prie high priests who rests who receive assecerreceive asreceive assistance fsistance from the Lerom the Levites (Ezevites (Ezek. 40:46; k. 40:46; 44:15; 48:44:15; 48:11). 1—2 S11). 1—2 Samuel and amuel and 1—2 Kings 1—1—2 Kings 1—2 Kings likewise rlikewise rarely mentarely mention the Aaion the Aaronite prironite priesthood anesthood and instead d instead focus on tfocus on tfocus on the Levitethe Levites and the s and the Zadokites Zadokites as priestsas priests during Is during Israel’s monrael’s monarchy (e.garchy (e.g., 1 Kgs. ., 1 Kgs. 2:27). Thu2:27)2:27). Thu2:27). Thus, the Aars, the Aaronic priesonic priesthood appathood apparently plarently played littleyed little role in m role in much of theuch of the preexilic pre preexilic preexilic and exilicand exilic literatur literature (Deuteroe (Deuteronomistic hnomistic history, Ezistory, Ezekiel). Hoekiel). However, thewever, the figure of figu figure of figure of Aaron and Aaron and the Aaronithe Aaronite priesthte priesthood appareood apparently emergntly emerged as the ed as the preeminentpreeminenpreeminentpreeminent priestly  priestly group in tgroup in the Second he Second Temple or Temple or postexilicpostexilic period in period in charge of charge of worship a w worship anworship and rituals d rituals in the Jerin the Jerusalem temusalem temple.ple.

Allusions to Aaron or Aaronite priests are very rare or absent in other sections 
of the OT such as the Deuteronomistic history or the prophetic books. Even the 
exilic book of Ezekiel, which devotes significant attention to matters of priests 
and temple worship, never mentions Aaron or the Aaronites. Instead, Ezekiel 
designates another priestly group, the Zadokites, as the true high priests who 
receive assistance from the Levites (Ezek. 40:46; 44:15; 48:11). 1—2 Samuel and 
1—2 Kings likewise rarely mention the Aaronite priesthood and instead focus on 
the Levites and the Zadokites as priests during Israel’s monarchy (e.g., 1 Kgs. 
2:27). Thus, the Aaronic priesthood apparently played little role in much of the 
preexilic and exilic literature (Deuteronomistic history, Ezekiel). However, the 
figure of Aaron and the Aaronite priesthood apparently emerged as the 
preeminent priestly group in the Second Temple or postexilic period in charge of 
worship and rituals in the Jerusalem temple.

Negative aNegative and Nonpriend Nonpriestly Portrstly Portrayalsayals

Negative and Nonpriestly Portrayals

Sections oSections of the Pentf the Pentateuch thaateuch that scholarst scholars often dat often date as earlie as earlier than ther than the exilic Pe exilic Priestly trriestlPPriestly tPriestly traditions raditions tend to potend to portray Aarortray Aaron in a nonn in a nonpriestly rpriestly role as a cole as a co-leader wo-leader with Moses ith Mith Moses (ExoMoses (Exod. 4:27-31d. 4:27-31; 11:10; 1; 11:10; 12:31; 16:32:31; 16:33-34). The3-34). These earlierse earlier tradition traditions in the Ps in the Pentateuch entaPPentateuchPentateuch also port also portray Aaron ray Aaron negativelynegatively in opposi in opposition or retion or rebellion agbellion against Moseainst Moses or Yahwes MoseMoses or YMoses or Yahweh (Exoahweh (Exod. 32, thed. 32, the idolatry  idolatry of the golof the golden calf; den calf; Num. 12, tNum. 12, the rebellihe rebellion of Aaroonrebellirebellion rebellion of Aaron aof Aaron and Miriam nd Miriam against Moagainst Moses; Num. ses; Num. 20, the un20, the unfaithfulnefaithfulness of Mosess of Moses and AarosMoseMoses and Moses and Aaron in hAaron in hitting theitting the rock). Th rock). The one prope one prophetic refehetic reference to Arence to Aaron in Miaron in Miaron in Mic. 6:4 lMic. 6:4 lists Aaronists Aaron as simply as simply a co-lead a co-leader of the er of the IsraelitesIsraelites in the wi in the wilderness alderness along with long wlong with Moseswith Moses and Miria and Miriam.m.

Sections of the Pentateuch that scholars often date as earlier than the exilic 
Priestly traditions tend to portray Aaron in a nonpriestly role as a co-leader with 
Moses (Exod. 4:27-31; 11:10; 12:31; 16:33-34). These earlier traditions in the 
Pentateuch also portray Aaron negatively in opposition or rebellion against 



Moses or Yahweh (Exod. 32, the idolatry of the golden calf; Num. 12, the 
rebellion of Aaron and Miriam against Moses; Num. 20, the unfaithfulness of 
Moses and Aaron in hitting the rock). The one prophetic reference to Aaron in 
Mic. 6:4 lists Aaron as simply a co-leader of the Israelites in the wilderness along 
with Moses and Miriam.

New TestamNew Testamentent

New Testament

Aaron’s prAaron’s priesthood diesthood diminishes iminishes in importain importance in lignce in light of the ht of the atoning siatoning significancegnificance of Jesus’ of J of Jesus’ deaJesus’ death and resth and resurrection urrection in the NT.in the NT. Acts 7:40 Acts 7:40 recalls A recalls Aaron’s idoaron’s idolatrous inlatrous involvement volvininvolvemeninvolvement with thet with the golden ca golden calf. The bolf. The book of Hebrok of Hebrews recognews recognizes Aaronizes Aaron’s legitim’s legitim’s legitimatelegitimate role as h role as high priestigh priest (Heb. 5:4 (Heb. 5:4), and yet), and yet it affirm it affirms Christ as Christ as now the s now the greater higreategreater higreater high priest gh priest who arose who arose “according“according to the or to the order of Melder of Melchizedek” chizedek” (cf. Gen. (cf. Gen. 14:17-24) 1414:17-24) 14:17-24) rather tharather than “accordin “according to the ng to the order of Aorder of Aaron” (Hebaron” (Heb. 7:11).. 7:11).

Aaron’s priesthood diminishes in importance in light of the atoning significance of 
Jesus’ death and resurrection in the NT. Acts 7:40 recalls Aaron’s idolatrous 
involvement with the golden calf. The book of Hebrews recognizes Aaron’s 
legitimate role as high priest (Heb. 5:4), and yet it affirms Christ as now the 
greater high priest who arose “according to the order of Melchizedek” (cf. Gen. 
14:17-24) rather than “according to the order of Aaron” (Heb. 7:11).

Character:Character: A Summary A Summary

Character: A Summary

The presenThe present form of t form of the biblicthe biblical text baal text balances Aarlances Aaron’s promion’s prominence as lnence as leader and eader and priest witprpriest witpriest with an awareh an awareness of thness of the potentiae potential for disol for disobedience abedience among all lmong all leaders, eveaders, even a high en eveven a higeven a high priest lh priest like Aaron ike Aaron (Exod. 32:(Exod. 32:1-6, 25; L1-6, 25; Lev. 10:1-3ev. 10:1-3; Num. 12:; Num. 12:1-16; 20:11-16; 20:1-13). In t-13)20:120:1-13). 20:1-13). In the endIn the end, both the, both the high prie high priest Aaron ast Aaron and the incnd the incomparable omparable prophet anprophet and leader Mdanand leaderand leader Moses are Moses are condemned condemned to die ou to die outside the tside the Promised LPromised Land of Canand of Canaan (Num. aan (Nuaan (Num. 20:1(Num. 20:12, 22-29; 2, 22-29; Deut. 34:1Deut. 34:1-12). Aaro-12). Aaron, like man, like many leadersny leaders and promi and prominent figurnent figures in the efigurfigures infigures in the Bible the Bible, is human, is humanly flawed,ly flawed, but he re but he remained at mained at the same tthe same time an effime an effective ageectiveffeffective effective agent for agent for the blessithe blessing and savng and saving work oing work of God amonf God among God’s peg God’s people.ople.ople.

The present form of the biblical text balances Aaron’s prominence as leader and 
priest with an awareness of the potential for disobedience among all leaders, 
even a high priest like Aaron (Exod. 32:1-6, 25; Lev. 10:1-3; Num. 12:1-16; 
20:1-13). In the end, both the high priest Aaron and the incomparable prophet 
and leader Moses are condemned to die outside the Promised Land of Canaan 
(Num. 20:12, 22-29; Deut. 34:1-12). Aaron, like many leaders and prominent 
figures in the Bible, is humanly flawed, but he remained at the same time an 
effective agent for the blessing and saving work of God among God’s people.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Cody, A. Cody, A History A History of Old Tesof Old Testament Pritament Priesthood.esthood. AnBib 35  AnBib 35 (Rome, 196(Rom(Rome, 196(Rome, 1969); W. Hor9); W. Horbury, “Thebury, “The Aaronic P Aaronic Priesthood riesthood in the Epiin the Epistle to thstle to the Hebrews,e Hebrewe Hebrews,” Hebrews,” JSNTJSNT 19 (1983) 19 (1983): 43–71; R: 43–71; R. D. Nelso. D. Nelson, n, Raising UpRaising Up a Faithfu a Faithful Priest: l Priest: Community CommuCommunity Community and Priestand Priesthood in Bihood in Biblical Theblical Theologyology (Louisvil (Louisville, 1993);le, 1993); L. Sabour L. Sabourin, in, PriesthoodPriesthooPriesthoodPriesthood: A Compar: A Comparative Studative Study.y. Studies i Studies in the Histn the History of Relory of Religions 25 igions 25 (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1973).97311973).1973).1973).

Bibliography. A. Cody, A History of Old Testament Priesthood. AnBib 35 
(Rome, 1969); W. Horbury, “The Aaronic Priesthood in the Epistle to the 
Hebrews,” JSNT 19 (1983): 43–71; R. D. Nelson, Raising Up a Faithful Priest: 
Community and Priesthood in Biblical Theology (Louisville, 1993); L. Sabourin, 
Priesthood: A Comparative Study. Studies in the History of Religions 25 (Leiden, 
1973).

Dennis T. Dennis T. OlsonOlson

Dennis T. Olson

ABAB (Heb.  (Heb. }ab�}ab�)))

AB (Heb. }ab� )

The fifth The fifth month of tmonth of the Hebrew he Hebrew sacred calsacred calendar (Julendar (July/Aug.); ty/Aug.); this postexhis postexilic name ilic name was borrowwawas borrowwas borrowed by the ed by the Jews from Jews from the Babylothe Babylonian Abu. nian Abu. In this moIn this month the grnth the grapes and fapes and apes and figs aand figs are harvestre harvested and on ed and on the seventthe seventh day a grh day a great fast ceat fast commemorateommemorates the dests the destruction ofrdestdestructiodestruction of Jerusn of Jerusalem by Nealem by Nebuchadnezzbuchadnezzar (587/58ar (587/586 6 B.C.E.B.C.E.).).

The fifth month of the Hebrew sacred calendar (July/Aug.); this postexilic name 
was borrowed by the Jews from the Babylonian Abu. In this month the grapes 
and figs are harvested and on the seventh day a great fast commemorates the 
destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar (587/586 B.C.E.).

ABADDONABADDON (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�addo®}a�b�addo®nn)))

ABADDON (Heb. }a�b�addo®n )



The “placeThe “place of destru of destruction,” frction,” from the verom the verb b }aœb�ad�,}aœb�ad�, “to peris “to perish” or “to h” or “to fail.” In fail.” In fail.” In its fivIn its five occurrene occurrences in theces in the OT (Ps. 8 OT (Ps. 88:11[MT 128:11[MT 12]; Job 26:]; Job 26:6; 28:22; 6; 28:22; 31:12; Pro31:12; Prov. 15:11),v. 15v. 15:11), it15:11), it is a syno is a synonym of “Shnym of “Sheol.”eol.”eol.”

The “place of destruction,” from the verb }aœb�ad�,  “to perish” or “to fail.” 
In its five occurrences in the OT (Ps. 88:11[MT 12]; Job 26:6; 28:22; 31:12; Prov. 
15:11), it is a synonym of “Sheol.”

�In the NT In the NT Gk. Gk. AbaddoœénAbaddoœén is the na is the name of an ame of an angel that ngel that rules overrules over the deadl the dead the deadly swadeadly swarm of locurm of locusts, whichsts, which the visio the visionary sees nary sees as plaguinas plaguing humanityg humanity, and over, and over hell itse h hell itselhell itself (Rev. 9:f (Rev. 9:11). The b11). The basis of thasis of this “personis “personification”ification” seems to  seems to trace backtrace back to Job 28 to Job to Job 28:22,Job 28:22, where Aba where Abaddon speakddon speaks, along ws, along with “deathith “death.”.”.”

In the NT Gk. Abaddoœén is the name of an angel that rules over the 
deadly swarm of locusts, which the visionary sees as plaguing humanity, and over 
hell itself (Rev. 9:11). The basis of this “personification” seems to trace back to 
Job 28:22, where Abaddon speaks, along with “death.”

Jim WestJim West

Jim West

ABAGTHAABAGTHA (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�ag�t�}a�b�ag�t�aœ}aœ})))

ABAGTHA (Heb. }a�b�ag�t�aœ} )

One of theOne of the seven eun seven eunuchs of Kiuchs of King Ahasuerng Ahasuerus (Xerxesus (Xerxes I, ca. 48 I, ca. 480 0 B.C.E.B.C.E.) who serv) who served as his edservserved as served as his chambehis chamberlains (Esrlains (Esth. 1:10).th. 1:10). The name  The name is probablis probably of Middly of Middle Iranian e Iranian origin (peorigorigin (peorigin (perhaps “gifrhaps “gift of good t of good fortune”).fortune”).

One of the seven eunuchs of King Ahasuerus (Xerxes I, ca. 480 B.C.E.) who 
served as his chamberlains (Esth. 1:10). The name is probably of Middle Iranian 
origin (perhaps “gift of good fortune”).

ABANAABANA (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�aœna®}a�b�aœna®)))

ABANA (Heb. }a�b�aœna® )

A river, aA river, along with long with the Pharpathe Pharpar River tor River to the south the south, that fee, that feeds the vasds the vast Ghouta ot Ghouta oasis whereasisooasis wheroasis wherein Damascein Damascus is locaus is located. The mted. The modern nameodern name of the ri of the river is Barver is Barada; its sada; its source is iossource is source is in a largein a large pool high pool high in the An in the Anti-Lebanonti-Lebanon Mountains Mountains (usually  (usually identifiedidentified with Mt.  with with Mt. Awith Mt. Amana; cf. mana; cf. Cant. 4:8)Cant. 4:8). The rive. The river descendsr descends eastward  eastward down the mdown the mountain, fountain, flows throulfflows throflows through Damascugh Damascus, and dius, and disappears isappears into a marsnto a marshy lake E hy lake E of the citof the city. The Abay. The Abana and thenAbaAbana and Abana and the Pharpathe Pharpar are largr are largely responely responsible for sible for the fertilthe fertility for whity for which the reich the region of Dagionreregion of region of Damascus iDamascus is famous; s famous; they provithey provide a hedgede a hedge against t against the encroache encroachment of thment of thment of the easterthe eastern desert.n desert.n desert.

A river, along with the Pharpar River to the south, that feeds the vast Ghouta 
oasis wherein Damascus is located. The modern name of the river is Barada; its 
source is in a large pool high in the Anti-Lebanon Mountains (usually identified 
with Mt. Amana; cf. Cant. 4:8). The river descends eastward down the mountain, 
flows through Damascus, and disappears into a marshy lake E of the city. The 
Abana and the Pharpar are largely responsible for the fertility for which the 
region of Damascus is famous; they provide a hedge against the encroachment of 
the eastern desert.

�Naaman, thNaaman, the commandee commander of the Ar of the Aramean forramean forces, compaces, compares the Abres the Abana (ana (QQ Amana) an Am Amana) andAmana) and the Pharp the Pharpar to the ar to the Jordan RivJordan River in whicer in which Elisha th Elisha told him toold him to wash seve wash seven times tonseveseven timeseven times to cure s to cure his leproshis leprosy (2 Kgs. y (2 Kgs. 5:12).5:12).5:12).

Naaman, the commander of the Aramean forces, compares the Abana (Q 
Amana) and the Pharpar to the Jordan River in which Elisha told him to wash 
seven times to cure his leprosy (2 Kgs. 5:12).

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

ABARIMABARIM (Heb.  (Heb. {a�b�aœriî{a�b�aœriîmm)))

ABARIM (Heb. {a�b�aœriîm )

A mountainA mountain range E o range E of the Deadf the Dead Sea and o Sea and opposite thpposite the Judean we Judean wilderness,ilderness, overlooki overlook overlookinoverlooking the Jordg the Jordan Valley.an Valley. The name  The name probably rprobably reflects theflects the ancient e ancient eastern oreastern orientation:ieororientatioorientation: one woun: one would go to tld go to the Abarim he Abarim (i.e., “th(i.e., “the regions e regions beyond”) obeyond”) on a journen a journey eastwardy journejourney eajourney eastward to stward to TransjordaTransjordan.n.n.

A mountain range E of the Dead Sea and opposite the Judean wilderness, 
overlooking the Jordan Valley. The name probably reflects the ancient eastern 
orientation: one would go to the Abarim (i.e., “the regions beyond”) on a 
journey eastward to Transjordan.

�Since the Since the IsraelitesIsraelites approache approached Canaan fd Canaan from the earom the east, they hst, they had to passad to pass through t throug through ththrough the Abarim. e Abarim. They campeThey camped in its hd in its highlands aighlands and descendnd descended from thed from them to the em to theem to the plainsthe plains of Moab ( of Moab (Num. 33:47Num. 33:47-48). From-48). From Mt. Nebo, Mt. Nebo, one of th one of the peaks ofe peaks of the Abari the Abar the Abarim, MoAbarim, Moses viewedses viewed the Promi the Promised Land (sed Land (Deut. 32:4Deut. 32:49).9).9).

Since the Israelites approached Canaan from the east, they had to pass 
through the Abarim. They camped in its highlands and descended from them to 
the plains of Moab (Num. 33:47-48). From Mt. Nebo, one of the peaks of the 
Abarim, Moses viewed the Promised Land (Deut. 32:49).

�Jeremiah gJeremiah gives the Aives the Abarim the barim the same geogrsame geographical siaphical significancegnificance as Lebano as Lebanon and Bashn and n and Bashanand Bashan (22:20),  (22:20), suggestingsuggesting that the  that the Abarim werAbarim were seen as e seen as encompassiencompassing a largeng a large geographi largelarge geoglarge geographical traphical territory. erritory. There is sThere is some indicaome indication that tion that at times tat times the name Abhe name Abarim referariAbAbarim refAbarim referred to merred to mountains Sountains S of Moab ( of Moab (Num. 33:44Num. 33:44), althoug), although no boundh no boundaries for aries foaries for the Abfor the Abarim are garim are given.iven.iven.

Jeremiah gives the Abarim the same geographical significance as Lebanon 
and Bashan (22:20), suggesting that the Abarim were seen as encompassing a 
large geographical territory. There is some indication that at times the name 



Abarim referred to mountains S of Moab (Num. 33:44), although no boundaries 
for the Abarim are given.

David MerlDavid Merlinging

David Merling

ABBAABBA (Gk.  (Gk. abbaéabbaé)))

ABBA (Gk. abbaé)

A term useA term used to addred to address God. Alss God. All three NTl three NT occurrenc occurrences are foles are followed by tlowed by the nominathe nominhe nominativenominative translati translation “(the) on “(the) Father.” MFather.” Mark claimsark claims that Jesu that Jesus addresses addressed God as “d God as “Abba FatheAb““Abba Fath“Abba Father” in Geter” in Gethsemane (1hsemane (14:36), but4:36), but both Matt both Matthew (26:39hew (26:39, 42) and , 42) and Luke (22:4Luke (22:Luke (22:42) om(22:42) omit the worit the word Abba. Pad Abba. Paul asserteul asserted that thed that the Spirit cr Spirit cries “Abba ies “Abba Father” inFather” in the heart th the heartsthe hearts of believ of believers (Gal. ers (Gal. 4:6) and t4:6) and that believhat believers cry “Aers cry “Abba Fatherbba Father” in the S” in the Spirit of apirit SSpirit of Spirit of adoption (adoption (Rom. 8:15)Rom. 8:15)...

A term used to address God. All three NT occurrences are followed by the 
nominative translation “(the) Father.” Mark claims that Jesus addressed God as 
“Abba Father” in Gethsemane (14:36), but both Matthew (26:39, 42) and Luke 
(22:42) omit the word Abba. Paul asserted that the Spirit cries “Abba Father” in 
the hearts of believers (Gal. 4:6) and that believers cry “Abba Father” in the 
Spirit of adoption (Rom. 8:15).

�Although tAlthough the formulahe formula “Abba (th “Abba (the) Father”e) Father” treats Ab treats Abba as an eba as an emphatic stmphatic state form, ate foate form, Abbaform, Abba functions functions as a voca as a vocative in thtive in the NT. Somee NT. Some translati translations therefons therefore punctuore punctuate this fapunctupunctuate punctuate this formuthis formula as “Abbla as “Abba! Father!a! Father!”””

Although the formula “Abba (the) Father” treats Abba as an emphatic state 
form, Abba functions as a vocative in the NT. Some translations therefore 
punctuate this formula as “Abba! Father!”

�Since bothSince both young chi young children and ldren and grown chilgrown children addredren addressed theirssed their fathers a fathers as “Abba,” s “Abbs “Abba,” th“Abba,” this word muis word must be transt be translated as slated as “father” a“father” and not as nd not as “daddy.” A“daddy.” Abba cannotbba cannotbba cannot be cannot be defined asdefined as a mere ba a mere babbling soubbling sound voiced nd voiced by little by little children. children. Most scholMost scholars assumearsscholscholars ascholars assume thatssume that Abba is A Abba is Aramaic, thramaic, though Hebreough Hebrew cannot bw cannot be excludede excluded...

Since both young children and grown children addressed their fathers as 
“Abba,” this word must be translated as “father” and not as “daddy.” Abba 
cannot be defined as a mere babbling sound voiced by little children. Most 
scholars assume that Abba is Aramaic, though Hebrew cannot be excluded.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. JeremiaJ. Jeremias, s, The PrayerThe Prayers of Jesuss of Jesus.. SBT 2/6 ( SBT 2/6 (NapervilleNaperville, 1967), 1, 1967), 11–65; J. B1111–65; J. 11–65; J. Barr, Barr, “’Abbaœ“’Abbaœ Isn’t ‘Da Isn’t ‘Daddy,’” ddy,’” JTSJTS  N.S.N.S. 39 (1988) 39 (1988): 28–47; M: 28–47; M. R. D’Ang. R. D’Angelo, “elo,D’AngD’Angelo, D’Angelo, ““AbbaAbba and ‘Fath and ‘Father,’” er,’” JBLJBL 111 (1992 111 (1992): 611–30.): 611–30.

Bibliography. J. Jeremias, The Prayers of Jesus. SBT 2/6 (Naperville, 1967), 
11–65; J. Barr, “’Abbaœ Isn’t ‘Daddy,’” JTS N.S. 39 (1988): 28–47; M. R. 
D’Angelo, “Abba and ‘Father,’” JBL 111 (1992): 611–30.

Robert L. Robert L. MoweryMowery

Robert L. Mowery

ABDAABDA (Heb.  (Heb. {ab�da}{ab�da}) (also OB) (also OBADIAH)ADIAH)ADIAH)

ABDA (Heb. {ab�da} ) (also OBADIAH)

�1.1. The fathe The father of Adonir of Adoniram, one oram, one of Solomon’f Solomon’s officials officials (1 Kgs. s (1 Kgs. 4:6).4:6).4:6).

1. The father of Adoniram, one of Solomon’s officials (1 Kgs. 4:6).

�2.2. A Levite, A Levite, the son o the son of Shammua,f Shammua, who settl who settled after ted after the Exile ihe Exile in Jerusalen Jerusalem (Neh. 11m (Nem (Neh. 11:1(Neh. 11:17). At 1 C7). At 1 Chr. 9:16 hhr. 9:16 his name isis name is given as  given as Obadiah thObadiah the son of Se son of Shemaiah.hemaiah.

2. A Levite, the son of Shammua, who settled after the Exile in Jerusalem 
(Neh. 11:17). At 1 Chr. 9:16 his name is given as Obadiah the son of Shemaiah.

ABDEELABDEEL (Heb.  (Heb. {ab�deï}eä{ab�deï}eäll)))

ABDEEL (Heb. {ab�deï}eäl )

The fatherThe father of Shelem of Shelemiah, one oiah, one of Jehoiakif Jehoiakim’s courtim’s courtiers (Jer. ers (Jer. 36:26).36:26).

The father of Shelemiah, one of Jehoiakim’s courtiers (Jer. 36:26).

ABDIABDI (Heb.  (Heb. {ab�diî{ab�diî)))

ABDI (Heb. {ab�diî )

�1.1. A Levite  A Levite of the famof the family of Merily of Merari. He waari. He was the grans the grandfather ofdfather of Ethan, a  Ethan, a temple sintempletemple sintemple singer duringger during the days  the days of David (of David (1 Chr. 6:41 Chr. 6:44[MT 29]).4[MT 29]).

1. A Levite of the family of Merari. He was the grandfather of Ethan, a 
temple singer during the days of David (1 Chr. 6:44[MT 29]).

�2.2. The fathe The father of the Lr of the Levite Kishevite Kish, a contem, a contemporary of porary of King HezekKing Hezekiah (2 Chriah (2 Chr. 29:12).. 29. 29:12).29:12).29:12).

2. The father of the Levite Kish, a contemporary of King Hezekiah (2 Chr. 
29:12).

�3.3. An Israel An Israelite who haite who had to divord to divorce his force his foreign wife eign wife during theduring the ministry  ministry of Ezra (Eof Ezraof Ezra (EzraEzra (Ezra 10:26; 1  10:26; 1 Esdr. 9:27Esdr. 9:27).).

3. An Israelite who had to divorce his foreign wife during the ministry of 
Ezra (Ezra 10:26; 1 Esdr. 9:27).

ABDIELABDIEL (Heb.  (Heb. {ab�diî}eä{ab�diî}eäll)))

ABDIEL (Heb. {ab�diî}eäl )



A Gadite wA Gadite who dwelledho dwelled in Gilead in Gilead or in Bas or in Bashan. He wahan. He was the faths the father of the er of the chief Ahi chief Ahi (1 Chr. 5:(1(1 Chr. 5:(1 Chr. 5:15).15).

A Gadite who dwelled in Gilead or in Bashan. He was the father of the chief Ahi 
(1 Chr. 5:15).

ABDONABDON (Heb.  (Heb. {ab�do®n{ab�do®n) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)  (also ACHB(also ACHBOR)OR)OR)

ABDON (Heb. {ab�do®n ) (PERSON) 
(also ACHBOR)

�1.1. The son o The son of Hillel tf Hillel the Pirathohe Pirathonite, one nite, one of the so-of the so-called mincalled minor judges or judges (Judg. 12:(Judg. 1(Judg. 12:13-15).12:13-15). The comme The comment that hent that he had 40 so had 40 sons and 30 ns and 30 grandsons grandsons who rode owho rode on 70 donken 70 don 70 donkeys isdonkeys is perhaps a perhaps an indicatin indication of his on of his wealth. Hewealth. He was burie was buried at Piratd at Pirathon in “thhon in “the hill coue he hill counthill country of the ry of the AmalekitesAmalekites,” territo,” territory allottery allotted to the td to the tribe of Epribe of Ephraim.hraim.hraim.

1. The son of Hillel the Pirathonite, one of the so-called minor judges (Judg. 
12:13-15). The comment that he had 40 sons and 30 grandsons who rode on 70 
donkeys is perhaps an indication of his wealth. He was buried at Pirathon in “the 
hill country of the Amalekites,” territory allotted to the tribe of Ephraim.

�2.2. The son o The son of Shashak,f Shashak, listed am listed among the deong the descendants scendants of Benjamiof Benjamin (1 Chr. n (1 Chr. 8:23).8:238:23).8:23).8:23).

2. The son of Shashak, listed among the descendants of Benjamin (1 Chr. 
8:23).

�3.3. The first The firstborn son oborn son of Jeiel; Sf Jeiel; Saul’s greaaul’s great uncle (1t uncle (1 Chr. 9:36 Chr. 9:36). The gen). The genealogy alsealogy alealogy also appeaalso appears in 1 Chrs in 1 Chr. 8:29-38r. 8:29-38 with some with some textual v textual variations.ariations.

3. The firstborn son of Jeiel; Saul’s great uncle (1 Chr. 9:36). The genealogy 
also appears in 1 Chr. 8:29-38 with some textual variations.

�4.4. The son o The son of Micah; of Micah; one of the ne of the emissariesemissaries King Josi King Josiah sent toah sent to Huldah th Huldah the prophetee proe prophetessprophetess after Hil after Hilkiah’s diskiah’s discovery of covery of the book othe book of the law f the law (2 Chr. 34(2 Chr. 34:20). In t:20). In the parallehe phe parallel pparallel passage in assage in 2 Kgs. 22:2 Kgs. 22:12 this pe12 this person is carson is called Achbolled Achbor (r (22) the son ) the son of Micaiahof Micaiah...

4. The son of Micah; one of the emissaries King Josiah sent to Huldah the 
prophetess after Hilkiah’s discovery of the book of the law (2 Chr. 34:20). In the 
parallel passage in 2 Kgs. 22:12 this person is called Achbor (2) the son of Micaiah.

James R. AJames R. Adairdair

James R. Adair

ABDONABDON (Heb.  (Heb. {ab�do®{ab�do®  (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ABDON (Heb. {ab�do®  (PLACE)

A leviticaA levitical city in l city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Asher  of Asher (Josh. 21:(Josh. 21:30; 1 Chr.30; 1 Chr. 6:74) ass 6:74) assigned to tigned toigned to the famto the family of Gerily of Gershom. It ishom. It is probablys probably Khirbet  Khirbet {Abdeh{Abdeh, today a , today a ruin ca. 1ruin ca. 17 km. (10 7 km. (7 km. (10 mi.) N(10 mi.) NNE of AccoNE of Acco. At Josh.. At Josh. 19:28 Ebr 19:28 Ebron should on should perhaps beperhaps be rendered  rendered Abdon.Abdon.

A levitical city in the tribal territory of Asher (Josh. 21:30; 1 Chr. 6:74) assigned 
to the family of Gershom. It is probably Khirbet {Abdeh, today a ruin ca. 17 km. 
(10 mi.) NNE of Acco. At Josh. 19:28 Ebron should perhaps be rendered Abdon.

ABEDNEGOABEDNEGO (Heb.  (Heb. {a�b�eäd� {a�b�eäd� neïg�o®neïg�o®)))

ABEDNEGO (Heb. {a�b�eäd� neïg�o® )

One of theOne of the four youn four young Israelitg Israelite men takee men taken into then into the court of  court of the Babylothe Babylonian king nian king NebuchadneNNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar (Dan.zzar (Dan. 1:7). His 1:7). His Hebrew na Hebrew name, Azariame, Azariah, was chah, was changed to Abnged to Abednego by ednegoAbAbednego bAbednego by Nebuchady Nebuchadnezzar’s cnezzar’s chief eunuchief eunuch, Ashpenah, Ashpenaz. The namz. The name appears e appears to be a peto be ato be a perversia perversion of the on of the Akkadian nAkkadian name ame Arad-nabu®Arad-nabu®,, “servant  “servant of Nabu®” of Nabu®” (Nebuchadn(Nebucha(Nebuchadn(Nebuchadnezzar’s peezzar’s personal godrsonal god). Changin). Changing the nameg the names of peopls of people in ordere in order to change to chang to change thechange their futuresir futures was a com was a common practimon practice throughce throughout the anout the ancient Nearcient Near East. East. East.

One of the four young Israelite men taken into the court of the Babylonian king 
Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. 1:7). His Hebrew name, Azariah, was changed to 
Abednego by Nebuchadnezzar’s chief eunuch, Ashpenaz. The name appears to be 
a perversion of the Akkadian name Arad-nabu®, “servant of Nabu®” 
(Nebuchadnezzar’s personal god). Changing the names of people in order to 
change their futures was a common practice throughout the ancient Near East.

�The adventThe adventures of thures of the four youe four young men in ng men in the Babylothe Babylonian courtnian court are recor are recorded in Danded ided in Dan. 1-in Dan. 1-3. They re3. They remain faithmain faithful to theful to their religioir religious traditius traditions and dions and dietary lawsetary laws by living by livi by living on living on vegetablesvegetables and water and water, and ther, and therefore are efore are given knowgiven knowledge and ledge and wisdom by wisdom by God. DanieGGod. DanieGod. Daniel is made l is made the ruler the ruler over the wover the whole provihole province of Babnce of Babylon whileylon while the other the other the other threother three are madee are made administr administrators in tators in the kingdomhe kingdom (2:48–49) (2:48–49). After re. After refusing to fusing to worship a wworship a worship a golden imagolden image set up ge set up by Nebuchaby Nebuchadnezzar thdnezzar the men are e men are thrown intthrown into a fiery o a fiero a fiery furnfiery furnace. They ace. They are saved are saved by a messeby a messenger of Gonger of God for theid for their faithfulr faithfulness, and ness, and blessed anblesblessed anblessed and honored d honored by Nebuchaby Nebuchadnezzar (3dnezzar (3:12–30).:12–30).:12–30).

The adventures of the four young men in the Babylonian court are recorded 
in Dan. 1-3. They remain faithful to their religious traditions and dietary laws by 
living on vegetables and water, and therefore are given knowledge and wisdom by 
God. Daniel is made the ruler over the whole province of Babylon while the 
other three are made administrators in the kingdom (2:48–49). After refusing to 
worship a golden image set up by Nebuchadnezzar the men are thrown into a 
fiery furnace. They are saved by a messenger of God for their faithfulness, and 
blessed and honored by Nebuchadnezzar (3:12–30).

�1 Macc. 2:1 Macc. 2:59 lists A59 lists Azariah, Hazariah, Hanaiah, andnaiah, and Mishael a Mishael among thosemong those faithful  faithful to God.to God.to God.

1 Macc. 2:59 lists Azariah, Hanaiah, and Mishael among those faithful to God.

Nancy L. dNancy L. deClaissé-WeClaissé-Walfordalford

Nancy L. deClaissé-Walford



ABELABEL (Heb.  (Heb. heb�elheb�el) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ABEL (Heb. heb�el ) (PERSON)

The secondThe second son of Ad son of Adam and Eveam and Eve; a “keepe; a “keeper of sheepr of sheep” (Gen. 4:” (Gen. 4:2).2).2).

The second son of Adam and Eve; a “keeper of sheep” (Gen. 4:2).

�SeeSee  CAIN AND ACAIN AND ABEL.BEL.

See CAIN AND ABEL.

ABELABEL (Heb.  (Heb. }aœb�eäl}aœb�eäl) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ABEL (Heb. }aœb�eäl ) (PLACE)

Abel of BeAbel of Beth-maacah,th-maacah, perhaps a perhaps a cult cent cult center renowneer renowned for its d for its wisdom, towisdom, to which Joa which Joa which Joab was rJoab was referred foeferred for counsel r counsel (2 Sam. 20(2 Sam. 20:18).:18).:18).

Abel of Beth-maacah, perhaps a cult center renowned for its wisdom, to which 
Joab was referred for counsel (2 Sam. 20:18).

�SeeSee  ABEL-BETH-ABEL-BETH-MAACAH.MAACAH.

See ABEL-BETH-MAACAH.

ABEL-BETH-ABEL-BETH-MAACAHMAACAH (Heb.  (Heb. }aœb�eäl b}aœb�eäl beît�-ma{a�eît�-ma{a�k�a®k�a®)))

ABEL-BETH-MAACAH (Heb. }aœb�eäl beît�-ma{a�k�a® )

A city citA city cited in bibled in biblical and oical and other anciether ancient Near Eant Near Eastern textstern texts, best ids, best identified wentified with modernith mith modern Telmodern Tell Abil l Abil al-Qamh�al-Qamh� (“Meadow  (“Meadow of the Wheof the Wheat”; 20429at”; 204296). The la6). The latter is antter is antter is an imposinan imposing mound ofg mound of 10 ha. (2 10 ha. (25 a.) on t5 a.) on the northerhe northern border on border of Israel nf Israel near Metullear Metulla, near a a,MetullMetulla, nMetulla, near a majoear a major waterfalr waterfall of the Jl of the Jordan Riveordan River tributarr tributaries, at thies, at the juncturee juncture of the Hu of th of the Huleh the Huleh Valley andValley and the  the Beqa{Beqa{ Valley in Valley in Lebanon.  Lebanon. The site iThe site is mentiones mentioned in the 1d in the 19th/18th-c9t119th/18th-19th/18th-century century B.C.B.C. Egyptian  Egyptian Brussels EBrussels Execration xecration Texts (no.Texts (no. 47); in t 47); in the list ofhe list of sites of  sit sites of Tsites of Thutmose IIhutmose III’s first I’s first Asiatic miAsiatic military camlitary campaign ca. paign ca. 1468 (prob1468 (probably no. 9ably no. 92; 2; }u-bil}u-}u-bil}u-bil); and pos); and possibly in tsibly in the 14th-cehe 14th-century Amarntury Amarna Lettersna Letters (no. 256; (no. 256;  yuabiliîmayuabiliîma).).).

A city cited in biblical and other ancient Near Eastern texts, best identified with 
modern Tell Abil al-Qamh�  (“Meadow of the Wheat”; 204296). The latter is 
an imposing mound of 10 ha. (25 a.) on the northern border of Israel near 
Metulla, near a major waterfall of the Jordan River tributaries, at the juncture of 
the Huleh Valley and the Beqa{ Valley in Lebanon. The site is mentioned in the 
19th/18th-century B.C. Egyptian Brussels Execration Texts (no. 47); in the list of 
sites of Thutmose III’s first Asiatic military campaign ca. 1468 (probably no. 92; 
}u-bil); and possibly in the 14th-century Amarna Letters (no. 256; yuabiliîma).

�Several biSeveral biblical refblical references suerences suggest thatggest that Abel-beth Abel-beth-maacah (a-maacah (also calledlso called Abel-mayi Abel-ma Abel-mayimAbel-mayim) was orig) was originally parinally part of the ht of the holdings ofoldings of the well- the well-known Jordknown Jordanian famianian family of ly famifamily of family of Ma{acahMa{acah, later al, later allotted to lotted to the tribe the tribe of Dan as of Dan as “a mother “a mother in Israel,in Israel,” i.e., pr” i.e., p” i.e., probably aprobably a cult cent cult center (cf. 2 er (cf. 2 Sam. 20:14Sam. 20:14-22). Acco-22). According to 1rding to 1 Kgs. 15:2 Kgs. 15:20 (= 2 Chr0 (= 2 Chr. 16:4) Ab. 16. 16:4) Abel16:4) Abel-beth-maac-beth-maacah was capah was captured by Btured by Ben-hadad Ien-hadad I of Damasc of Damascus ca. 829us ca. 829. Both bib. Both b. Both biblical tbiblical texts (2 Kgexts (2 Kgs. 15:29) s. 15:29) and possiband possibly Assyrialy Assyrian texts n texts (a-b-il[ak(a-b-il[ak-kal])-kal]) show that show that Abel-beth Ab Abel-beth-Abel-beth-maacah wasmaacah was taken by  taken by Tiglath-piTiglath-pileser III leser III ca. 733/73ca. 733/732.2.2.

Several biblical references suggest that Abel-beth-maacah (also called 
Abel-mayim) was originally part of the holdings of the well-known Jordanian 
family of Ma{acah, later allotted to the tribe of Dan as “a mother in Israel,” i.e., 
probably a cult center (cf. 2 Sam. 20:14-22). According to 1 Kgs. 15:20 (= 2 Chr. 
16:4) Abel-beth-maacah was captured by Ben-hadad I of Damascus ca. 829. Both 
biblical texts (2 Kgs. 15:29) and possibly Assyrian texts (a-b-il[ak-kal]) show that 
Abel-beth-maacah was taken by Tiglath-pileser III ca. 733/732.

�The site hThe site has never bas never been excavaeen excavated, but sted, but surface sururface surveys by Wiveys by William G. Dlliam G. Dever in 19ever iever in 1973 prin 1973 produced evioduced evidence of odence of occupation ccupation throughoutthroughout nearly al nearly all of the El of the Early, Middarly, Middle, and LaleMiddMiddle, anMiddle, and Late Brod Late Bronze Ages, nze Ages, with especwith especially stroially strong walls ang walls and a glacind a glacis of MB, as of MB, as well as s wes well as ocwell as occupation icupation in the Ironn the Iron I-II, Per I-II, Persian, Hellsian, Hellenistic, Renistic, Roman, Byzaoman, Byzantine, andntine, and later per later  later perilater periods. The sods. The scant archacant archaeological eological evidence cevidence confirms thonfirms that Abel-beat Abel-beth-maacah’th-maacah’s superb ss Abel-beth-maacah’Abel-beth-Abel-beth-maacah’s smaacah’s superb strauperb stratigraphic tigraphic location, location, abundant mabundant material reaterial resources, asources, and strong ndaand strongand strong defenses  defenses made it nomade it no doubt as  doubt as important important as nearby as nearby Hazor and Hazor and Dan in mosDan in moDan in most periomost periods. Percheds. Perched astride d astride the historthe historic bordersic borders of Israel of Israel, Aramea, , Aramea, and Phoeniand Phoenicia, Abel-ciPhoeniPhoenicia,Phoenicia, Abel-beth Abel-beth-Maacah wa-Maacah was indeed ts indeed the “northehe “northern gatewayrn gateway” of ancie” of ancient Israel.nt Israel.

The site has never been excavated, but surface surveys by William G. Dever 
in 1973 produced evidence of occupation throughout nearly all of the Early, 
Middle, and Late Bronze Ages, with especially strong walls and a glacis of MB, as 
well as occupation in the Iron I-II, Persian, Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine, and 
later periods. The scant archaeological evidence confirms that 
Abel-beth-maacah’s superb stratigraphic location, abundant material resources, 
and strong defenses made it no doubt as important as nearby Hazor and Dan in 
most periods. Perched astride the historic borders of Israel, Aramea, and 
Phoenicia, Abel-beth-Maacah was indeed the “northern gateway” of ancient Israel.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. G. DeveW. G. Dever, r, “’Abel-Bet“’Abel-Beth-Ma{acahh-Ma{acah: ‘Norther: ‘Northern Gateway n Gateway n Gateway ofGateway of Ancient I Ancient Israel,’” israel,’” in n The ArchaeThe Archaeology of Jology of Jordan and ordan and Other StudOther Studies,ies, ed. L. T. ed. L. T. Geraty an T.T. Geraty T. Geraty and L. G. and L. G. Herr (BerrHerr (Berrien Springien Springs, 1986), s, 1986), 207–22; J.207–22; J. Kaplan, “ Kaplan, “The IdentiThe Identification oficaIdentiIdentificaIdentification of Abtion of Abel-Beth-Mael-Beth-Maachah and achah and Janoah,” Janoah,” IEJIEJ 28 (1978) 28 (1978): 157–60; : 157–60; H. Tadmor,H. TadmorH. Tadmor, “TTadmor, “The Southerhe Southern Border on Border of Aram,” f Aram,” IEJIEJ 12 (1962) 12 (1962): 119–22.: 119–22.: 119–22.

Bibliography. W. G. Dever, “’Abel-Beth-Ma{acah: ‘Northern 
Gateway of Ancient Israel,’” in The Archaeology of Jordan and Other Studies, ed. L. 
T. Geraty and L. G. Herr (Berrien Springs, 1986), 207–22; J. Kaplan, “The 
Identification of Abel-Beth-Maachah and Janoah,” IEJ 28 (1978): 157–60; H. 



Tadmor, “The Southern Border of Aram,” IEJ 12 (1962): 119–22.

William G.William G. Dever Dever

William G. Dever

ABEL-KERAMABEL-KERAMIMIM (Heb.  (Heb. }aœb�eäl k}aœb�eäl keïraœmiîmeïraœmiîm)))

ABEL-KERAMIM (Heb. }aœb�eäl keïraœmiîm )

A city in A city in Ammon, to Ammon, to which Jephwhich Jephthah pursuthah pursued the Ammed the Ammonites (Juonites (Judg. 11:33;dg. 11:33; Heb. “pas Heb. “pa Heb. “pasture o“pasture of the vinef the vineyards”). Iyards”). It has beent has been identifie identified variousld variously with mody with modern ern Na{uœrNa{uœr (228142), ( (228142), (228142), ca. 14 km.ca. 14 km. (9 mi.) f (9 mi.) from Amman;rom Amman; Tell  Tell el-{Umeiriel-{Umeiri (234142), (234142), 10 km. (6 10 km. (6 mi.) S of m mi.) S of mi.) S of Amman; andAmman; and Tell  Tell Sah�aœbSah�aœb (245142), (245142), 12 km. (7 12 km. (7.5 mi.) SE.5 mi.) SE of Amman. of Amman.

A city in Ammon, to which Jephthah pursued the Ammonites (Judg. 11:33; Heb. 
“pasture of the vineyards”). It has been identified variously with modern Na{uœr 
(228142), ca. 14 km. (9 mi.) from Amman; Tell el-{Umeiri (234142), 10 km. (6 
mi.) S of Amman; and Tell Sah�aœb  (245142), 12 km. (7.5 mi.) SE of Amman.

ABEL-MEHOLABEL-MEHOLAHAH (Heb.  (Heb. }aœb�eäl m}aœb�eäl meïh�o®la®eïh�o®la®)))

ABEL-MEHOLAH (Heb. }aœb�eäl meïh�o®la® )

The home tThe home town of Eliown of Elisha (1 Kgssha (1 Kgs. 19:16). . 19:16). According According to Judg. 7to Judg. 7:22 Gideon:22 Gideon chased th chased th chased the Midianthe Midianites “towaites “toward Zererahrd Zererah” (Zaretha” (Zarethan), as farn), as far as “the b as “the border of Aorder of Abel-meholabel-meholah”(cf. 1 KhAbel-meholaAbel-meholAbel-meholah”(cf. 1 ah”(cf. 1 Kgs. 7:46)Kgs. 7:46). There he. There he crossed t crossed the Jordan he Jordan (Judg. 8:4(Judg. 8:4), so Abel), so Abel-meholah m-mAbelAbel-meholAbel-meholah may havah may have been a te been a territory oerritory or town near town near the Jordr the Jordan. 1 Kgs.an. 1 Kgs. 4:12 ment 4:12 men 4:12 mentions Amentions Abel-meholabel-meholah as part h as part of the terof the territory rulritory ruled by an aed by an administratdministrator named Bor named Bor named Baana, notBaana, noting that Aing that Abel-meholabel-meholah lay “belh lay “below Jezreelow Jezreel,” and lis,” and listing Zaretting Zarethan and Behan and Beth-shean athBeBeth-sheanBeth-shean as nearby as nearby cities. cities. cities.

The home town of Elisha (1 Kgs. 19:16). According to Judg. 7:22 Gideon chased 
the Midianites “toward Zererah” (Zarethan), as far as “the border of 
Abel-meholah”(cf. 1 Kgs. 7:46). There he crossed the Jordan (Judg. 8:4), so 
Abel-meholah may have been a territory or town near the Jordan. 1 Kgs. 4:12 
mentions Abel-meholah as part of the territory ruled by an administrator named 
Baana, noting that Abel-meholah lay “below Jezreel,” and listing Zarethan and 
Beth-shean as nearby cities.

�Scholars hScholars have offereave offered numerousd numerous suggestio suggestions as to ins as to its locatiots location, includin, including Tell ng Tell Abu®AAbu®Abu® Sifri, ne Sifri, near the junar the junction of tction of the Wadi elhe Wadi el-Helway an-Helway and the Wadid the Wadi  Malih�Malih� (which ma (whic (which may(which may preserve  preserve the name Mthe name Meholah), Seholah), S of Beth-s of Beth-shean but shean but some distanome distance from thce fromce from the Jfrom the Jordan, andordan, and Tell  Tell Abu® Su®sAbu® Su®s (203197), (203197), ca. 15 km ca. 15 km. (11 mi.). (11 mi.) S of Beth S of Beth-shean and-sheBethBeth-sheanBeth-shean and close and closer to the Jr to the Jordan. Of ordan. Of the two, tthe two, the latter he latter is more liis more likely.kely.kely.

Scholars have offered numerous suggestions as to its location, including Tell 
Abu® Sifri, near the junction of the Wadi el-Helway and the Wadi Malih�  
(which may preserve the name Meholah), S of Beth-shean but some distance 
from the Jordan, and Tell Abu® Su®s (203197), ca. 15 km. (11 mi.) S of 
Beth-shean and closer to the Jordan. Of the two, the latter is more likely.

�The term “The term “MeholathitMeholathite” (1 Sam.e” (1 Sam. 18:19; 2  18:19; 2 Sam. 21:8)Sam. 21:8) apparentl apparently referredy referred to a resi to a  to a residenta resident of Abel-m of Abel-meholah.eholah.eholah.

The term “Meholathite” (1 Sam. 18:19; 2 Sam. 21:8) apparently referred to 
a resident of Abel-meholah.

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

ABEL-MIZRAABEL-MIZRAIMIM (Heb.  (Heb. }aœb�eäl m}aœb�eäl mis�rayimis�rayim)))

ABEL-MIZRAIM (Heb. }aœb�eäl mis�rayim )

A name givA name given to Ataden to Atad, a place , a place along the along the Jordan wheJordan where Joseph,re Joseph, accompani accompanied by Egyped by Egyed by Egyptian dEgyptian dignitariesignitaries, mourned , mourned for his defor his deceased fatceased father Jacob her Jacob (Gen. 50:1(Gen. 50:11). The na1). The name is a plmenaname is a name is a play on Heplay on Heb. b. }aœb�al}aœb�al (“mourn”) (“mourn”) and  and }eäb�el}eäb�el (“mournin (“mourning rites”).g rites”). On the ba On  On the basOn the basis of Gen.is of Gen. 50:10-11  50:10-11 (“beyond t(“beyond the Jordan,he Jordan,” the “inh” the “inhabitants oabitants of the landf the land”) and v. ”)landland”) andland”) and v. 13 (“c v. 13 (“carried intarried into the lando the land”), some s”), some scholars hacholars have judged ve judged its locatiits location to be ion toon to be in Tto be in Transjordanransjordan, N of the, N of the Dead Sea. Dead Sea.

A name given to Atad, a place along the Jordan where Joseph, accompanied by 
Egyptian dignitaries, mourned for his deceased father Jacob (Gen. 50:11). The 
name is a play on Heb. }aœb�al  (“mourn”) and }eäb�el  (“mourning rites”). 
On the basis of Gen. 50:10-11 (“beyond the Jordan,” the “inhabitants of the 
land”) and v. 13 (“carried into the land”), some scholars have judged its location 
to be in Transjordan, N of the Dead Sea.

�SeeSee  ATADATAD..

See ATAD.

ABEL-SHITTABEL-SHITTIMIM (Heb.  (Heb. }aœb�eäl h}aœb�eäl hasûsûit�t�asûsûit�t�iîmiîm)))

ABEL-SHITTIM (Heb. }aœb�eäl hasûsûit�t�iîm )

A place ofA place of encampmen encampment for the t for the IsraelitesIsraelites at the en at the end of the wd of the wilderness ilderness wanderingswanderings (Num. 33: ( (Num. 33:4(Num. 33:49). It is 9). It is probably tprobably the same ashe same as Shittim,  Shittim, located E located E of the Jorof the Jordan, in Modan, in Moab.ab.

A place of encampment for the Israelites at the end of the wilderness wanderings 
(Num. 33:49). It is probably the same as Shittim, located E of the Jordan, in Moab.



ABGARABGAR (Gk.  (Gk. AbgarosAbgaros)))

ABGAR (Gk. Abgaros)

Common titCommon title of kingle of kings of Edesss of Edessa, the capa, the capital of Osital of Osrhoene, a rhoene, a small kingsmall kingdom at thedom at the northern  n northern bnorthern bend of theend of the Euphrates Euphrates River (mo River (modern Turkedern Turkey). Eusebiy). Eusebius (us (HEHE 1.13) rep 1.13) reports that orrepreports threports that the arcat the archives of Ehives of Edessa contdessa contained copiained copies of corres of correspondenceespondence between A between A between Abgar UkkaAbgar Ukkama (Abgar ma (Abgar V “the BlaV “the Black”) and Jck”) and Jesus in whesus in which Abgar ich Abgar requests trequests that Jesus hat Jesus hat Jesus comeJesus come to Edessa to Edessa to heal h to heal him. The stim. The story is widory is widely regardely regarded as apoced as apocryphal, thryphal, the result oe ththe resultthe result of histor of historical revisical revisionism somionism sometime afteetime after Abgar IXr Abgar IX (ca. 179– (ca. 179–214 214 C.E.C.E.) converte) con) converted converted to Christito Christianity.anity.anity.

Common title of kings of Edessa, the capital of Osrhoene, a small kingdom at the 
northern bend of the Euphrates River (modern Turkey). Eusebius (HE 1.13) 
reports that the archives of Edessa contained copies of correspondence between 
Abgar Ukkama (Abgar V “the Black”) and Jesus in which Abgar requests that 
Jesus come to Edessa to heal him. The story is widely regarded as apocryphal, 
the result of historical revisionism sometime after Abgar IX (ca. 179–214 C.E.) 
converted to Christianity.

Charles GuCharles Guthth

Charles Guth

ABIABI (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iî}a�b�iî) (also AB) (also ABIJAH)IJAH)IJAH)

ABI (Heb. }a�b�iî ) (also ABIJAH)

The wife oThe wife of Ahaz andf Ahaz and mother of mother of Hezekiah  Hezekiah (2 Kgs. 18(2 Kgs. 18:2). The n:2). The name is a same is a shortened fhortened fhortened form of Abform of Abijah (ijah (55))  (2 Chr. 29(2 Chr. 29:1).:1).

The wife of Ahaz and mother of Hezekiah (2 Kgs. 18:2). The name is a shortened 
form of Abijah (5) (2 Chr. 29:1).

ABI-ALBONABI-ALBON (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iî-{a}a�b�iî-{a�leïb�o®n�leïb�o®n) (also AB) (also ABIEL)IEL)IEL)

ABI-ALBON (Heb. }a�b�iî-{a�leïb�o®n ) (also ABIEL)

One of DavOne of David’s 30 Chid’s 30 Champions (2ampions (2 Sam. 23:3 Sam. 23:31); called1); called Abiel ( Abiel (22) the Arba) the Arbathite at 1thite at 1 Chr. 11:3 C Chr. 11:32Chr. 11:32 (cf. LXX  (cf. LXX AbieälAbieäl). He may ). He may have been have been an inhabitan inhabitant of Betant of Beth-arabah.h-arabah.

One of David’s 30 Champions (2 Sam. 23:31); called Abiel (2) the Arbathite at 1 
Chr. 11:32 (cf. LXX Abieäl). He may have been an inhabitant of Beth-arabah.

ABIASAPHABIASAPH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iî}aœ}a�b�iî}aœsaœp�saœp�) (also EB) (also EBIASAPH)IASAPH)IASAPH)

ABIASAPH (Heb. }a�b�iî}aœsaœp� ) (also EBIASAPH)

A Levite oA Levite of the famif the family of Koraly of Korah and conth and contemporary oemporary of Phinehasf Phinehas the grand the grandson of Aarson of Aarson of Aaron (ExoAaron (Exod. 6:24-25d. 6:24-25). At 1 Ch). At 1 Chr. 6:23; 9r. 6:23; 9:19 he is :19 he is called Ebicalled Ebiasaph. Theasaph. The Asaph of  Asaph of 1 Chr. 26:1 C1 Chr. 26:1 Chr. 26:1 may be an may be an abbreviateabbreviated form (LXd form (LXX B X B Abia-SaphaAbia-Sapharr).).

A Levite of the family of Korah and contemporary of Phinehas the grandson of 
Aaron (Exod. 6:24-25). At 1 Chr. 6:23; 9:19 he is called Ebiasaph. The Asaph of 1 
Chr. 26:1 may be an abbreviated form (LXX B Abia-Saphar).

ABIATHARABIATHAR (Heb.  (Heb. }eb�yaœt�a}eb�yaœt�aœrœr)))

ABIATHAR (Heb. }eb�yaœt�aœr )

A descendaA descendant of Ithant of Ithamar (and Emar (and Eli; 1 Sam.li; 1 Sam. 22:20-23) 22:20-23), who even, who eventually sertually served as higved as high priest dh ph priest durpriest during David’ing David’s reign.s reign.s reign.

A descendant of Ithamar (and Eli; 1 Sam. 22:20-23), who eventually served as high 
priest during David’s reign.

�Abiathar sAbiathar served as aerved as a priest at priest at Nob with  Nob with his fatherhis father Ahimelech Ahimelech. When Sau. When Saul massacrel masl massacred massacred Abiathar’sAbiathar’s fellow pr fellow priests, inciests, including hisluding his father, A father, Abiathar flbiathar fled to joined to join David, br David David, briDavid, bringing withnging with him the e him the ephod (1 Saphod (1 Sam. 22:20-2m. 22:20-22; 23:6, 92; 23:6, 9). He serv). He served David aed David and functiondaand functiand functioned as Daoned as David’s chievid’s chief priest if priest in the pre-n the pre-Hebron andHebron and Hebron ye Hebron years. His ears. His exact functxeexact funcexact function durintion during their wig their wilderness flderness flight fromlight from Saul rema Saul remains uncleains unclear.r.r.

Abiathar served as a priest at Nob with his father Ahimelech. When Saul 
massacred Abiathar’s fellow priests, including his father, Abiathar fled to join 
David, bringing with him the ephod (1 Sam. 22:20-22; 23:6, 9). He served David 
and functioned as David’s chief priest in the pre-Hebron and Hebron years. His 
exact function during their wilderness flight from Saul remains unclear.

�Following Following Absalom’s Absalom’s rebellion rebellion against Daagainst David (2 Samvid (2 Sam. 15:1-12). 15:1-12), Zadok ac, Zadok acted as higted as ted as high pras high priest and diest and directed thirected the relocatie relocation of the on of the ark, whileark, while Abiathar  Abiathar directed tdirected the offerinhe ohe offering ooffering of various f various sacrificessacrifices until all until all the refug the refugees had leees had left Jerusalft Jerusalem (v. 24)em (v. 24). However,. Howev. However, DHowever, David commaavid commanded both nded both men to retmen to return to Jerurn to Jerusalem witusalem with the ark h the ark and serve and seand serve as hserve as his “listenis “listening posts”ing posts” (15:25–29 (15:25–29; cf. 17:1; cf. 17:15–16). Thr5–16). Throughout thoughout the remaindee remainder of Davidr or of David’sof David’s reign, Ab reign, Abiathar seriathar served as oneved as one of David’ of David’s counselos counselors (1 Chr.rs (1 Chr. 27:34). 27:34). 27:34).

Following Absalom’s rebellion against David (2 Sam. 15:1-12), Zadok acted 
as high priest and directed the relocation of the ark, while Abiathar directed the 
offering of various sacrifices until all the refugees had left Jerusalem (v. 24). 
However, David commanded both men to return to Jerusalem with the ark and 
serve as his “listening posts” (15:25–29; cf. 17:15–16). Throughout the remainder 
of David’s reign, Abiathar served as one of David’s counselors (1 Chr. 27:34).

�Solomon exSolomon expelled Abipelled Abiathar fromathar from his pries his priestly officetly office after Abi after Abiathar suppathar supported Adonorted Aorted Adonijah aAdonijah as king (1 s king (1 Kgs. 1-2).Kgs. 1-2). This repr This represented thesented the prophesie prophesied end of ed end of Eli’s lineEli’s line of the pr of t of the priestthe priesthood. Solohood. Solomon exiledmon exiled Abiathar  Abiathar and his deand his descendants scendants to Anathotto Anathoth and revoh and revh and revoked hirevoked his priestlys priestly privilege privileges (1 Kgs. s (1 Kgs. 1:19, 25; 1:19, 25; 2:22, 26, 2:22, 26, 35). Some 35). Some have suggehave suggested that sted suggesuggested suggested that Jeremthat Jeremiah, who diah, who descended fescended from a prierom a priestly familstly family in Anathy in Anathoth, may hoth, may have been aahhave been have been a descendaa descendant of Abiant of Abiathar.thar.thar.

Solomon expelled Abiathar from his priestly office after Abiathar supported 
Adonijah as king (1 Kgs. 1-2). This represented the prophesied end of Eli’s line of 
the priesthood. Solomon exiled Abiathar and his descendants to Anathoth and 



revoked his priestly privileges (1 Kgs. 1:19, 25; 2:22, 26, 35). Some have 
suggested that Jeremiah, who descended from a priestly family in Anathoth, may 
have been a descendant of Abiathar.

�In a listiIn a listing of Daving of David’s officid’s officials, Zadokals, Zadok is mentio is mentioned as thened as the priestly  priestly counterparcounterpart of Ahimet counterparcounterparcounterpart of Ahimet of Ahimelech, the lech, the son of Abison of Abiathar (2 Sathar (2 Sam. 8:17; am. 8:17; cf. 1 Chr.cf. 1 Chr. 24:3, 6,  24:3, 6, 31), but i31),31), but i31), but in most insn most instances Zadtances Zadok and Abiok and Abiathar servathar serve as counte as counterparts. Terparts. Thus, severhus, several scholaraseverseveral scseveral scholars sugholars suggest that gest that the names the names of Ahimeleof Ahimelech and Abich and Abiathar are athar are here reverhere reversed (cf. Ssreverreversed (reversed (cf. Syr.).cf. Syr.). Others co Others contend thatntend that Abiathar  Abiathar named his named his son after son after Ahimelech.Ahimelech. In any ca In In any casIn any case, during e, during most of thmost of this period is period Zadok and Zadok and Abiathar sAbiathar shared the hared the priestly dpriestly duties.utidduties.duties.duties.

In a listing of David’s officials, Zadok is mentioned as the priestly 
counterpart of Ahimelech, the son of Abiathar (2 Sam. 8:17; cf. 1 Chr. 24:3, 6, 
31), but in most instances Zadok and Abiathar serve as counterparts. Thus, 
several scholars suggest that the names of Ahimelech and Abiathar are here 
reversed (cf. Syr.). Others contend that Abiathar named his son after Ahimelech. 
In any case, during most of this period Zadok and Abiathar shared the priestly 
duties.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. McCarteP. McCarter, r, 2 Samuel.2 Samuel. AB 9 (Gar AB 9 (Garden City, den City, 1984); E. 1984); E. H. MerrillH. MerrH. Merrill, Merrill, Kingdom ofKingdom of Priests:  Priests: A History A History of Old Tesof Old Testament Isrtament Israelael (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1987pids, 1987).).).

Bibliography. P. McCarter, 2 Samuel. AB 9 (Garden City, 1984); E. H. 
Merrill, Kingdom of Priests: A History of Old Testament Israel (Grand Rapids, 1987).
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Michael A. Grisanti

ABIBABIB (Heb.  (Heb. }aœb�iîb�}aœb�iîb�)))

ABIB (Heb. }aœb�iîb� )

The originThe original name ofal name of the first the first Hebrew mo Hebrew month, mentinth, mentioned in cooned in connection wnnection with the Feith the Fith the Feast of tFeast of the Unleavehe Unleavened Bread ned Bread or the Pasor the Passover (Marsover (Mar./Apr.); a./Apr.); after the Efter the Exile it waxile it was called Ns cs called Niscalled Nisan (Neh. 2an (Neh. 2:1; Esth. :1; Esth. 3:7). Its 3:7). Its designatiodesignation “month on “month of the earsf the ears” (Heb. ” (Heb. h�oœd�esû h�oœh�oœd�esû h�oœd�esû haœ}aœb�iîhaœ}aœb�iîb�,b�, “month of “month of young ear young ear of barley of barley [or ‘othe [or ‘other grain’]”r grain’]r grain’]”; grain’]”; e.g., Exode.g., Exod. 13:4) ma. 13:4) may point toy point to the new m the new moon nearesoon nearest to, or pt to, or preceding, receding, the growththethe growththe growth of barley of barley..

The original name of the first Hebrew month, mentioned in connection with the 
Feast of the Unleavened Bread or the Passover (Mar./Apr.); after the Exile it was 
called Nisan (Neh. 2:1; Esth. 3:7). Its designation “month of the ears” (Heb. 
h�oœd�esû haœ}aœb�iîb�,  “month of young ear of barley [or ‘other 
grain’]”; e.g., Exod. 13:4) may point to the new moon nearest to, or preceding, 
the growth of barley.

ABIDAABIDA (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîd�a}a�b�iîd�aœ{œ{)))

ABIDA (Heb. }a�b�iîd�aœ{ )

A descendaA descendant of Abrant of Abraham and Keham and Keturah throturah through Midianugh Midian, their fo, their fourth son (urth son (Gen. 25:4 Gen. 25:4Gen. 25:4 = 1 C25:4 = 1 Chr. 1:33).hr. 1:33).

A descendant of Abraham and Keturah through Midian, their fourth son (Gen. 
25:4 = 1 Chr. 1:33).

ABIDANABIDAN (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîd�a}a�b�iîd�aœnœn)))

ABIDAN (Heb. }a�b�iîd�aœn )

The son ofThe son of Gideoni;  Gideoni; “leader” o“leader” of the tribf the tribe of Benjae of Benjamin duringmin during the wilde the wilderness wandrness wanderings (Nuewandwanderingswanderings (Num. 2:2 (Num. 2:22; 10:24).2; 10:24). Abidan as Abidan assisted Mossisted Moses at the es at the taking of taking of the censusthe census (Num. 1:1 ( (Num. 1:11(Num. 1:11) and made) and made his offer his offering on theing on the ninth day ninth day of the de of the dedication odication of the tabef the tabernacle (7:rntabetabernacletabernacle (7:60, 65 (7:60, 65).).

The son of Gideoni; “leader” of the tribe of Benjamin during the wilderness 
wanderings (Num. 2:22; 10:24). Abidan assisted Moses at the taking of the census 
(Num. 1:11) and made his offering on the ninth day of the dedication of the 
tabernacle (7:60, 65).

ABIELABIEL (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iî}eä}a�b�iî}eäll) (also AB) (also ABI-ALBON)I-ALBON)I-ALBON)

ABIEL (Heb. }a�b�iî}eäl ) (also ABI-ALBON)

�1.1. A Benjami A Benjaminite, the nite, the father of father of Kish and NKish and Ner. Also ter. Also the grandfahe grandfather of Kither of King Saul anng Saung Saul and ASaul and Abner, the bner, the commander commander of Saul’s of Saul’s army (1 Saarmy (1 Sam. 9:1; 14m. 9:1; 14:51).:51).:51).

1. A Benjaminite, the father of Kish and Ner. Also the grandfather of King 
Saul and Abner, the commander of Saul’s army (1 Sam. 9:1; 14:51).

�2.2. An Arbath An Arbathite warrioite warrior (1 Chr. r (1 Chr. 11:32) and11:32) and a member  a member of David’sof David’s heroes kn heroes known as theowknknown as tknown as the “Thirtyhe “Thirty.” In 2 Sa.” In 2 Sam. 23:31 hm. 23:31 he is callee is called Abi-albod Abi-albon.n.n.

2. An Arbathite warrior (1 Chr. 11:32) and a member of David’s heroes 
known as the “Thirty.” In 2 Sam. 23:31 he is called Abi-albon.

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson

ABIEZERABIEZER (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iî{ez}a�b�iî{ezerer) (also IE) (also IEZER)ZER)ZER)



ABIEZER (Heb. }a�b�iî{ezer ) (also IEZER)

�1.1. A descend A descendant of Manant of Manasseh (1 Casseh (1 Chr. 7:18).hr. 7:18). At Num. 2 At Num. 26:30 an ab6:30 an abbreviated breviated form of hiforform of hiform of his name occs name occurs (Iezerurs (Iezer). The Abi). The Abiezrites weezrites were given are given a district  district in the triin the tribal territbal tbal territory territory of Manasseof Manasseh W of theh W of the Jordan (J Jordan (Josh. 17:2)osh. 17:2) which inc which included the luded the city of Opcity of Ophrah. GidehrOpOphrah. GiOphrah. Gideon was adeon was an Abiezritn Abiezrite (Judg. 6e (Judg. 6:11; cf. v:11; cf. v. 34).. 34).. 34).

1. A descendant of Manasseh (1 Chr. 7:18). At Num. 26:30 an abbreviated 
form of his name occurs (Iezer). The Abiezrites were given a district in the tribal 
territory of Manasseh W of the Jordan (Josh. 17:2) which included the city of 
Ophrah. Gideon was an Abiezrite (Judg. 6:11; cf. v. 34).

�2.2. One of Da One of David’s Chamvid’s Champions, thepions, the commander commander of the ni of the ninth divisinth division of his on of his army (2 Saarmarmy (2 Saarmy (2 Sam. 23:37 =m. 23:37 = 1 Chr. 11 1 Chr. 11:28; 27:12:28; 27:12). He was ). He was from Anathfrom Anathoth in Benoth in Benjamin.jamin.

2. One of David’s Champions, the commander of the ninth division of his 
army (2 Sam. 23:37 = 1 Chr. 11:28; 27:12). He was from Anathoth in Benjamin.

ABIGAILABIGAIL (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîg�a}a�b�iîg�ayil, }a�b�yil, }a�b�iîg�aliîg�al)))

ABIGAIL (Heb. }a�b�iîg�ayil, }a�b�iîg�al )

�1.1. Wife of N Wife of Nabal, thenabal, then David (1  David (1 Sam. 25), Sam. 25), and motherand mother of David’ of David’s second-bs second-born son, nornsecond-bsecond-borsecond-born son, namn son, named varioused variously Chileably Chileab (2 Sam. 3 (2 Sam. 3:3), Danie:3), Daniel (1 Chr. l (1 Chr. 3:1), or D3:1), or Daluiah (2 alDDaluiah (2Daluiah (2 Sam. 3:3  Sam. 3:3 LXX). AbigLXX). Abigail accompail accompanied Davianied David on his vd on his visit to Kiisit to King Achish ng Achish at Gath (1atat Gath (1at Gath (1 Sam. 27:3 Sam. 27:3) and was ) and was later takelater taken hostage n hostage during an during an Amalekite Amalekite raid on Daraid on David’s fortvDaDavid’s foDavid’s fortress at rtress at Ziklag (30Ziklag (30:5). After:5). After her rescu her rescue, she wene, she went with Davt with David to Hebrid to Hebron (2 Sam.onHebrHebron (2 Hebron (2 Sam. 2:2),Sam. 2:2), where she where she bore him  bore him a child (2a child (2 Sam. 3:3  Sam. 3:3 = 1 Chr. 3= 1 Chr. 3:1). Of th:1). Of the five refe ththe five rthe five references eferences to Abigailto Abigail outside 1 outside 1 Sam. 25,  Sam. 25, all but onall but one (1 Chr. e (1 Chr. 3:1) refer3:1) refer to her as to he to her as Nabher as Nabal’s widowal’s widow. In each . In each she is closhe is closely linkesely linked to anothd to another of Davier of David’s wives,d’s wives, Ahinoam. Ahi Ahinoam.Ahinoam.Ahinoam.

1. Wife of Nabal, then David (1 Sam. 25), and mother of David’s 
second-born son, named variously Chileab (2 Sam. 3:3), Daniel (1 Chr. 3:1), or 
Daluiah (2 Sam. 3:3 LXX). Abigail accompanied David on his visit to King Achish 
at Gath (1 Sam. 27:3) and was later taken hostage during an Amalekite raid on 
David’s fortress at Ziklag (30:5). After her rescue, she went with David to 
Hebron (2 Sam. 2:2), where she bore him a child (2 Sam. 3:3 = 1 Chr. 3:1). Of 
the five references to Abigail outside 1 Sam. 25, all but one (1 Chr. 3:1) refer to 
her as Nabal’s widow. In each she is closely linked to another of David’s wives, 
Ahinoam.

�Recent litRecent literary treaerary treatments of tments of Abigail’s Abigail’s charactericharacterization prezation present her asent her as a “models a “mods a “model wif“model wife and modee and modest woman” st woman” (Adele Ber(Adele Berlin) and alin) and a “woman of “woman of ‘good sen ‘good sense’” (Athase’” (Ase’” (Athalya B(Athalya Brenner). Arenner). A different different approach  approach emphasizesemphasizes Abigail’s Abigail’s prophetic prophetic words in  words in 1 Sam. 25:1 1 Sam. 25:1 Sam. 25:28-31 and 28-31 and presents hpresents her as “Goder as “God’s chosen ’s chosen prophet-inprophet-intermediarytermediary,” a more ,” a more,” a more subvemore subversive charrsive character thanacter than normally  normally realized (realized (Alice BachAlice Bach).).).

Recent literary treatments of Abigail’s characterization present her as a 
“model wife and modest woman” (Adele Berlin) and a “woman of ‘good sense’” 
(Athalya Brenner). A different approach emphasizes Abigail’s prophetic words in 
1 Sam. 25:28-31 and presents her as “God’s chosen prophet-intermediary,” a 
more subversive character than normally realized (Alice Bach).

�2.2. Sister of Sister of David (1  David (1 Chr. 2:16)Chr. 2:16) and Zerui and Zeruiah (2 Sam.ah (2 Sam. 17:25), a 17:25), and mother nd mother of Amasa (of Amof Amasa (2 SAmasa (2 Sam. 17:25;am. 17:25; 1 Chr. 2: 1 Chr. 2:17). She w17). She was the dauas the daughter of eghter of either Jessither Jesse (1 Chr. e (1 Chr. 2:16) or N2:12:16) or N2:16) or Nahash (2 Sahash (2 Sam. 17:25)am. 17:25) and the w and the wife of eitife of either Ithra her Ithra the Israelthe Israelite (2 Samite (2 Sam. 17:25) o. 17. 17:25) or 17:25) or Jether theJether the Ishmaelit Ishmaelite (1 Chr. e (1 Chr. 2:17) or J2:17) or Jezreelite ezreelite (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:17 LXX). S17 LXX). Some scholaomeSSome scholSome scholars suggesars suggest that Itht that Ithra/Jether ra/Jether was Nabal’was Nabal’s real ides real identity, andntity, and thus ther thus there was onlye wae was only owas only one Abigailne Abigail — David’s — David’s sister, w sister, who later bho later became his ecame his wife.wife.wife.

2. Sister of David (1 Chr. 2:16) and Zeruiah (2 Sam. 17:25), and mother of 
Amasa (2 Sam. 17:25; 1 Chr. 2:17). She was the daughter of either Jesse (1 Chr. 
2:16) or Nahash (2 Sam. 17:25) and the wife of either Ithra the Israelite (2 Sam. 
17:25) or Jether the Ishmaelite (1 Chr. 2:17) or Jezreelite (1 Chr. 2:17 LXX). 
Some scholars suggest that Ithra/Jether was Nabal’s real identity, and thus there 
was only one Abigail — David’s sister, who later became his wife.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Bach, “A. Bach, “The PleasuThe Pleasure of Her re of Her Text,” in Text,” in The PleasuThe Pleasure of Her re of Her TextTTextText (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1990phia, 1990), 25–44; ), 25–44; A. Berlin,A. Berlin,  Poetics anPoetics and Interpred Interpretation of tation of Biblical NBiblical NarrativesarraNNarrativesNarratives (Sheffiel (Sheffield, 1983); d, 1983); A. BrennerA. Brenner, , The IsraelThe Israelite Woman:ite Woman: Social Ro Social Role and Litle and Literary Typeerary LitLiterary TLiterary Type in Bibype in Biblical Narrlical Narrativeative (Sheffiel (Sheffield, 1985); d, 1985); J. D. LeveJ. D. Levenson and Bnson and B. Halpern,. Halpern, “The Poli “T “The Polit“The Political Imporical Import of Davidt of David’s Marriag’s Marriages,” es,” JBLJBL 99 (1980) 99 (1980): 507–18.: 507–18.: 507–18.

Bibliography. A. Bach, “The Pleasure of Her Text,” in The Pleasure of Her 
Text (Philadelphia, 1990), 25–44; A. Berlin, Poetics and Interpretation of Biblical 
Narratives (Sheffield, 1983); A. Brenner, The Israelite Woman: Social Role and 
Literary Type in Biblical Narrative (Sheffield, 1985); J. D. Levenson and B. Halpern, 
“The Political Import of David’s Marriages,” JBL 99 (1980): 507–18.
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ABIHAILABIHAIL (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîh�a}a�b�iîh�ayilyil)))

ABIHAIL (Heb. }a�b�iîh�ayil )

�1.1. A Levite  A Levite of the famof the family of Merily of Merari; the fari; the father of Zather of Zuriel (Numuriel (Num. 3:35).. 3:35).. 3:35).

1. A Levite of the family of Merari; the father of Zuriel (Num. 3:35).

�2.2. The wife  The wife of Abishurof Abishur of the fa of the family of Jumily of Judah (1 Chrdah (1 Chr. 2:29).. 2:29).. 2:29).

2. The wife of Abishur of the family of Judah (1 Chr. 2:29).

�3.3. A man fro A man from the tribm the tribe of Gad; e of Gad; the fatherthe father of seven  of seven sons (1 Chsons (1 Chr. 5:14).r. 5:14).r. 5:14).

3. A man from the tribe of Gad; the father of seven sons (1 Chr. 5:14).



�4.4. The daugh The daughter of Davter of David’s brothid’s brother Eliab aer Eliab and wife ofnd wife of David’s s David’s son Jerimoton Jerimoth. Their dh. Thh. Their daugTheir daughter Mahalhter Mahalath becameath became the wife  the wife of King Reof King Rehoboam of hoboam of Judah (2 CJudah (2 Chr. 11:18)hr. 11:1hr. 11:18).11:18).11:18).

4. The daughter of David’s brother Eliab and wife of David’s son Jerimoth. 
Their daughter Mahalath became the wife of King Rehoboam of Judah (2 Chr. 
11:18).

�5.5. The fathe The father of Queenr of Queen Esther an Esther and uncle ofd uncle of Mordecai  Mordecai (Esth. 2:1(Esth. 2:15; 9:29).5; 9:29).

5. The father of Queen Esther and uncle of Mordecai (Esth. 2:15; 9:29).

ABIHUABIHU (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîhu®}a�b�iîhu®}})))

ABIHU (Heb. }a�b�iîhu®} )

An IsraeliAn Israelite priest te priest of the wilof the wilderness pederness period. The riod. The Priestly gPriestly genealogy lenealogy lists Abihuists Abihu, Nadab, E, Nad, Nadab, EleNadab, Eleazar, and azar, and Ithamar asIthamar as sons of A sons of Aaron, bornaron, born to him by to him by Elisheba  Elisheba (Exod. 6:2(Exod. 6:23; Num. 263;6:26:23; Num.6:23; Num. 26:60; 1  26:60; 1 Chr. 6:3[MChr. 6:3[MT 5:29]; cT 5:29]; cf. Exod. 2f. Exod. 28:1). Abih8:1). Abihu and Nadau and Nadab met theib met their demise frtheitheir demitheir demise for offse for offering Yahwering Yahweh “strangeh “strange fire” (He fire” (Heb. eb. }eäsû zaœr}eäsû zaœra®,a®, a crux; L a crux; Lev. 10:1-2evLLev. 10:1-Lev. 10:1-2). The P 2). The P narrative narrative here emphahere emphasizes the sizes the responsibiresponsibility of thlity of the Aaronic e Aaronic priests anpriepriests anpriests and explainsd explains the domin the dominance of thance of the descendae descendants of Elents of Eleazar, Abihazar, Abihu’s youngeu’s younger brother,ryoungeyounger bryounger brother, in other, in the Jerusathe Jerusalem cult (lem cult (Num. 3:2, Num. 3:2, 4; 1 Chr. 4; 1 Chr. 24:1, 2). 24:1, 2). In contrasIn contrast to P, tht tot to P, the to P, the E strand cE strand celebrates elebrates the priestthe priestly heterogly heterogeneity thaeneity that Nadab ant Nadab and Abihu red Abihu represent wiprrerepresent represent with its swith its story of thtory of their particeir participation inipation in the coven the covenant ratifiant ratification on cation on Mt. Horeb Mt. HoMt. Horeb (ExoHoreb (Exod. 24:1, 9d. 24:1, 9).).).

An Israelite priest of the wilderness period. The Priestly genealogy lists Abihu, 
Nadab, Eleazar, and Ithamar as sons of Aaron, born to him by Elisheba (Exod. 
6:23; Num. 26:60; 1 Chr. 6:3[MT 5:29]; cf. Exod. 28:1). Abihu and Nadab met 
their demise for offering Yahweh “strange fire” (Heb. }eäsû zaœra®, a crux; 
Lev. 10:1-2). The P narrative here emphasizes the responsibility of the Aaronic 
priests and explains the dominance of the descendants of Eleazar, Abihu’s 
younger brother, in the Jerusalem cult (Num. 3:2, 4; 1 Chr. 24:1, 2). In contrast 
to P, the E strand celebrates the priestly heterogeneity that Nadab and Abihu 
represent with its story of their participation in the covenant ratification on Mt. 
Horeb (Exod. 24:1, 9).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. C. H. LJ. C. H. Laughlin, “aughlin, “The ‘StranThe ‘Strange Fire’ oge Fire’ of Nadab anf Nadab and Abihu,” d Abihu,” JBLJBLJBLJBL 95 (1976) 95 (1976): 559–65.: 559–65.: 559–65.

Bibliography. J. C. H. Laughlin, “The ‘Strange Fire’ of Nadab and Abihu,” 
JBL 95 (1976): 559–65.
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ABIHUDABIHUD (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîhu®}a�b�iîhu®d�d�)))

ABIHUD (Heb. }a�b�iîhu®d� )

The third The third son of Belson of Bela, the sona, the son of Benjam of Benjamin (1 Chr.in (1 Chr. 8:3). Som 8:3). Some scholarse scholars emend the emend the text to r t text to retext to read Heb. ad Heb. }a�b�iî }e}a�b�iî }eähu®d�,ähu®d�, “the fath “the father of Ehuder of Ehud.” Others .” Others consider iconsider it a variant at a variant a variant of Abiud (of Abiud (cf. LXX cf. LXX AbioudAbioud).).

The third son of Bela, the son of Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:3). Some scholars emend the 
text to read Heb. }a�b�iî }eähu®d�,  “the father of Ehud.” Others consider it 
a variant of Abiud (cf. LXX Abioud).

ABIJAHABIJAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîya®}a�b�iîya®) (also AB) (also ABI, ABIJAM)I, ABIJAM)

ABIJAH (Heb. }a�b�iîya® ) (also ABI, ABIJAM)

�1.1. The secon The second son of Sd son of Samuel, whoamuel, who served (t served (together wiogether with his broth his brother, Joelther, Joel) as a jud) as) as a judgeas a judge in Beer-s in Beer-sheba and wheba and was corruptas corrupted by dupled by duplicity (1 Sicity (1 Sam. 8:2-3;am. 8:2-3; 1 Chr. 6: 1 Chr. 6:13[MT 28])13[6:6:13[MT 286:13[MT 28]).]).]).

1. The second son of Samuel, who served (together with his brother, Joel) 
as a judge in Beer-sheba and was corrupted by duplicity (1 Sam. 8:2-3; 1 Chr. 
6:13[MT 28]).

�2.2. The son o The son of Jeroboamf Jeroboam I, king o I, king of Israel. f Israel. When he feWhen he fell ill, hell ill, he sent his  sent his wife in diwife in disguise to sdidisguise tdisguise to the propo the prophet Ahijahhet Ahijah at Shiloh at Shiloh; the ruse; the ruse failed, a failed, and Abijah nd Abijah died in Tidied in Tirzah in acrzah inrzah in accordain accordance with tnce with the propheche prophecy (1 Kgs. y (1 Kgs. 14:1-18; c14:1-18; cf. LXX 3 Kf. LXX 3 Kgdms. 12:2gdms. 12:24g-n).4g-n).4g-n).

2. The son of Jeroboam I, king of Israel. When he fell ill, he sent his wife in 
disguise to the prophet Ahijah at Shiloh; the ruse failed, and Abijah died in Tirzah 
in accordance with the prophecy (1 Kgs. 14:1-18; cf. LXX 3 Kgdms. 12:24g-n).

�3.3. King of J King of Judah (ca. udah (ca. 913—911 913—911 B.C.E.B.C.E.), son of ), son of Rehoboam aRehoboam and Maacah nd Maacah (Micaiah, (Micaiah(Micaiah, (Micaiah, 2 Chr. 13:2 Chr. 13:2), daught2), daughter of Absaer of Absalom’s dauglom’s daughter Tamarhter Tamar and Uriel and Uriel. The MT o. The MT o. The MT of 2 Chronof 2 Chronicles readicles reads Abijah (s Abijah (}a�b�iîya®}a�b�iîya®), while t), while the MT of 1he MT of 1 Kings rea Kings reads Abijam ds Abijamds Abijam (Abijam (}a�b�iîyaœ}a�b�iîyaœmm); LXX ); LXX Abiou.Abiou. Abijah we Abijah went to war nt to war (probably (probably a border ca border conflict) wonflcconflict) conflict) with King with King Jeroboam IJeroboam I of Israel of Israel (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 15:7b; 2 Ch5:7b; 2 Chr. 13:3, 1r. 13:3, 13-19). Alt3-19). Although the houghAltAlthough tAlthough the Deuterohe Deuteronomistic hnomistic historian tistorian thought neghought negatively ofatively of Abijah’s  Abijah’s religious religious activity (actactivity (activity (1 Kgs. 15:1 Kgs. 15:3-5, in pe3-5, in peculiar Deuculiar Deuteronomistteronomistic phrasinic phrasing), the Chg), the Chronicler dronicler describes hescrddescribes describes him as a phim as a pious king.ious king. Therefore Therefore, accordin, according to the Cg to the Chronicler,hronicler, Abijah wo Abijah won his war n wowon his wawon his war against r against Rehoboam (Rehoboam (2 Chr. 13:2 Chr. 13:15-19). Ab15-19). Abijah also ijah also succeeded succeeded in his perin his personal lifesperpersonal lpersonal life: he haife: he had 14 wivesd 14 wives, 16 daugh, 16 daughters, and ters, and 22 sons (222 sons (2 Chr. 13:2 Chr. 13:21). The sp1). The speech in 2 eecspspeech in speech in 2 Chr. 13:2 Chr. 13:4-12, whic4-12, which was ascrh was ascribed to Abibed to Abijah, contijah, contains the mains the main theoloain theological concgitheolotheologicatheological conceptsl concepts of the Ch of the Chronicler.ronicler.ronicler.

3. King of Judah (ca. 913—911 B.C.E.), son of Rehoboam and Maacah 
(Micaiah, 2 Chr. 13:2), daughter of Absalom’s daughter Tamar and Uriel. The MT 
of 2 Chronicles reads Abijah (}a�b�iîya® ), while the MT of 1 Kings reads 
Abijam (}a�b�iîyaœm ); LXX Abiou. Abijah went to war (probably a border 
conflict) with King Jeroboam I of Israel (1 Kgs. 15:7b; 2 Chr. 13:3, 13-19). 
Although the Deuteronomistic historian thought negatively of Abijah’s religious 
activity (1 Kgs. 15:3-5, in peculiar Deuteronomistic phrasing), the Chronicler 
describes him as a pious king. Therefore, according to the Chronicler, Abijah 



won his war against Rehoboam (2 Chr. 13:15-19). Abijah also succeeded in his 
personal life: he had 14 wives, 16 daughters, and 22 sons (2 Chr. 13:21). The 
speech in 2 Chr. 13:4-12, which was ascribed to Abijah, contains the main 
theological concepts of the Chronicler.

�4.4. The head  The head of the eigof the eighth divisihth division of prieon of priests (1 Chrsts (1 Chr. 24:10). . 24:10). According According to Luke 1:to Luketo Luke 1:5 ZLuke 1:5 Zechariah, echariah, the fatherthe father of John t of John the Baptisthe Baptist, belonged, belonged to this d to this division.ivision.ivision.

4. The head of the eighth division of priests (1 Chr. 24:10). According to 
Luke 1:5 Zechariah, the father of John the Baptist, belonged to this division.

�5.5. The wife  The wife of Ahaz anof Ahaz and mother od mother of Hezekiahf Hezekiah, king of , king of Judah (2 CJudah (2 Chr. 29:1).hr. 29:1). She is ca She  She is calShe is called Abi (Lled Abi (LXX XX AbouAbou) in 2 Kgs) in 2 Kgs. 18:2.. 18:2.. 18:2.

5. The wife of Ahaz and mother of Hezekiah, king of Judah (2 Chr. 29:1). 
She is called Abi (LXX Abou) in 2 Kgs. 18:2.

�6.6. The wife  The wife of Hezron of Hezron (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:24 MT). Ab24 MT). Abijah does ijah does not appearnot appear in the Sy in the Syriac VersiriacSySyriac VerSyriac Version, and sion, and some commesome commentators rentators regard it asgard it as a gloss ( a gloss (cf. RSV).cf. RSV).cf. RSV).

6. The wife of Hezron (1 Chr. 2:24 MT). Abijah does not appear in the 
Syriac Version, and some commentators regard it as a gloss (cf. RSV).

�7.7. The son o The son of Becher ff Becher from the trrom the tribe of Benibe of Benjamin (1 Cjamin (1 Chr. 7:6, 8hr. 7:6, 8; LXX read; LXX reads “Zamria”s “Zs “Zamria”).“Zamria”).

7. The son of Becher from the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr. 7:6, 8; LXX reads 
“Zamria”).

�8.8. A priest  A priest who signedwho signed (“set his (“set his seal upon seal upon”) the ren”) the renewed covenewed covenant of theant of the community com community community in the timin the time of Neheme of Nehemiah (Neh. iah (Neh. 10:8[7]; c10:8[7]; cf. 12:4, 1f. 12:4, 17).7).7).

8. A priest who signed (“set his seal upon”) the renewed covenant of the 
community in the time of Nehemiah (Neh. 10:8[7]; cf. 12:4, 17).

�9.9. A priest  A priest who returnwho returned from Baed from Babylonia wibylonia with Zerubbath Zerubbabel and Jobel and Joshua (Neh.shua (Neh. 12:1-4) a 1 12:1-4) an12:1-4) and was headd was head of a prie of a priestly groupstly group (v. 7). (v. 7). (v. 7).

9. A priest who returned from Babylonia with Zerubbabel and Joshua (Neh. 
12:1-4) and was head of a priestly group (v. 7).

�The name AThe name Abijah alsobijah also occurs on occurs on a seal pr a seal preserved oneserved on ostracons ostracons (e.g., fr (e.g., from Samariaom Samom Samaria anSamaria and Arad).d Arad).d Arad).

The name Abijah also occurs on a seal preserved on ostracons (e.g., from 
Samaria and Arad).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. I. Kalimi,I. Kalimi,  The Books The Books of Chronicof Chronicles: A Clales: A Classified Bissified Bibliographybliography (Jerusale (Jerus (Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1990), 1, 1990), 173–74, nos73–74, nos. 1691–170. 1691–1705.5.5.

Bibliography. I. Kalimi, The Books of Chronicles: A Classified Bibliography 
(Jerusalem, 1990), 173–74, nos. 1691–1705.

Isaac KaliIsaac Kalimimi

Isaac Kalimi

ABIJAMABIJAM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîyaœ}a�b�iîyaœmm)))

ABIJAM (Heb. }a�b�iîyaœm )

A variatioA variation of the nn of the name of Kiname of King Abijah og Abijah of Judah (ef Judah (esp. MT 1 Ksp. MT 1 Kings).ings).

A variation of the name of King Abijah of Judah (esp. MT 1 Kings).

ABILAABILA (Gk.  (Gk. AbilaAbila)))

ABILA (Gk. Abila)

A city locA city located on thated on the Wadi Quae Wadi Quailibah, 12ilibah, 12 Roman mi. Roman mi. E of Gada E of Gadara (modernra (modern Umm Qeis) Umm Q Umm Qeis), andQeis), and ca. 4 km. ca. 4 km. (2.5 mi.) (2.5 mi.) S of the  S of the Yarmuk RivYarmuk River. Abila er. Abila (231231) m(231231) measures caeasures ca. 1 km. (.. 1. 1 km. (.6 1 km. (.6 mi.) northmi.) north-south and-south and .5 km. (. .5 km. (.3 mi.) eas3 mi.) east-west in t-west in area. It carea. It consists ofonsists of two tells two t two tells (Teltells (Tell Abila inl Abila in the north the north, and Umm , and Umm el-}Amadel-}Amad in the so in the south), a ciuth), a civic centervic center in a depr in a in a depressia depression in betwon in between, fertieen, fertile agriculle agricultural fieltural fields all arods all around, and aund, and a spring at spring at the base  the bas the base of thbase of the south tee south tell.ll.ll.

A city located on the Wadi Quailibah, 12 Roman mi. E of Gadara (modern Umm 
Qeis), and ca. 4 km. (2.5 mi.) S of the Yarmuk River. Abila (231231) measures ca. 
1 km. (.6 mi.) north-south and .5 km. (.3 mi.) east-west in area. It consists of two 
tells (Tell Abila in the north, and Umm el-}Amad in the south), a civic center in 
a depression in between, fertile agricultural fields all around, and a spring at the 
base of the south tell.

�Abila, as Abila, as a Decapolia Decapolis city fous city founded probanded probably by Alebly by Alexander thexander the Great’s H Great’s HellenisticellenisHHellenistiHellenistic successoc successors (accordrs (according to theing to the coin trad coin tradition; Abiition; Abila had thela had the toponym S toponym Seleucia), eleSSeleucia),Seleucia), was captu was captured by thered by the Seleucid  Seleucid king Antioking Antiochus III, chus III, by the Hasby the Hasmonean kinmonean king Alexandeg kinking Alexaking Alexander Jannander Jannaeus, and beus, and by Pompey. y Pompey. Pliny (Pliny (Nat. hist.Nat. hist. 5.74) cal 5.74) calls it a tels it a tetrarchy/kitrarchy/ktetetrarchy/tetrarchy/kingdom, akingdom, and Ptolemynd Ptolemy ( (Geog.Geog. 5.7.22),  5.7.22), a Decapolia Decapolis city. Abs city. Abila also cila also carried thearried ccarried thcarried the titles Ce titles Coele-Syriaoele-Syria, “indepen, “independent,” anddent,” and “sovereig “sovereign.”n.”n.”

Abila, as a Decapolis city founded probably by Alexander the Great’s 
Hellenistic successors (according to the coin tradition; Abila had the toponym 
Seleucia), was captured by the Seleucid king Antiochus III, by the Hasmonean 
king Alexander Jannaeus, and by Pompey. Pliny (Nat. hist. 5.74) calls it a 
tetrarchy/kingdom, and Ptolemy (Geog. 5.7.22), a Decapolis city. Abila also 
carried the titles Coele-Syria, “independent,” and “sovereign.”

�Abila’s arAbila’s archaeologicchaeological historyal history (from 350 (from 3500 0 B.C.B.C. to  to A.D.A.D. 1500) rev 1500) reveals settleals settlement remaementsettlsettlementsettlement remains f remains from Early rom Early Bronze to Bronze to Islamic tiIslamic times. The cmes. The city followity follows the class the classical townsicclasclassical classical town plan town plan of main stof main streets at rreets at right angleight angles. Excavats. Excavated remainsed remains include b include basilicas, asilicbbasilicas,basilicas, a bath-ny a bath-nymphaeum comphaeum complex (normplex (north), a theth), a theater caveaater cavea complex ( complex (south), a south), a church, ancchurch, anchurch, and a forum d a forum or villa cor villa complex. A omplex. A city wall city wall of Helleniof Hellenistic-Romanstic-Roman (and poss (and possibly Iron iblposspossibly Ipossibly Iron Age) dron Age) date surrouate surrounded the Tnded the Tell Abila ell Abila acropolis.acropolis. An extens An extensive necropive necropolis extenonecropnecropolisnecropolis extends a extends all around ll around the site, the site, consistingconsisting largely o largely of Late Helf Late Hellenistic alenistic and Roman and Romnd Roman and Roman and Byzantine Byzantine tomb compltomb complexes.exes.exes.

Abila’s archaeological history (from 3500 B.C. to A.D. 1500) reveals 
settlement remains from Early Bronze to Islamic times. The city follows the 



classical town plan of main streets at right angles. Excavated remains include 
basilicas, a bath-nymphaeum complex (north), a theater cavea complex (south), a 
church, and a forum or villa complex. A city wall of Hellenistic-Roman (and 
possibly Iron Age) date surrounded the Tell Abila acropolis. An extensive 
necropolis extends all around the site, consisting largely of Late Hellenistic and 
Roman and Byzantine tomb complexes.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. H. MareW. H. Mare, “Abila,”, “Abila,”  NEAEHLNEAEHL 1:1–3; Ma 1:1–3; Mare et al.,re et al., Prelimina Preliminary reportsry PreliminaPreliminarPreliminary reports y reports in in The Near EThe Near East Archaeast Archaeological Sological Society Bulociety Bulletinletin (Chicago, (Chicago, 1981–1996 1981–1 1981–1996)1981–1996)...

Bibliography. W. H. Mare, “Abila,” NEAEHL 1:1–3; Mare et al., 
Preliminary reports in The Near East Archaeological Society Bulletin (Chicago, 
1981–1996).

W. Harold W. Harold MareMare

W. Harold Mare

ABILENEABILENE (Gk.  (Gk. AbileäneäíAbileäneäí)))

ABILENE (Gk. Abileäneäí)

A region iA region in the eastn the eastern part oern part of the Antif the Anti-Lebanon r-Lebanon range. Its ange. Its capital, Acapital, Abila, was bila, was ca. 27 km.ca. 27ca. 27 km. (1727 km. (17 mi.) NW o mi.) NW of Damascusf Damascus. In NT ti. In NT times Lysanimes Lysanias was theas was the tetrarch  tetrarch of this diof this district (Lusdidistrict (district (Luke 3:1).Luke 3:1). After Lys After Lysanias’ deaanias’ death the tetth the tetrarchy wasrarchy was granted t granted to Agrippa o Agrippa I (37 I (37I (37 (37 C.E.C.E.) and late) and later to Agripr to Agrippa II (53)pa II (53)..

A region in the eastern part of the Anti-Lebanon range. Its capital, Abila, was ca. 
27 km. (17 mi.) NW of Damascus. In NT times Lysanias was the tetrarch of this 
district (Luke 3:1). After Lysanias’ death the tetrarchy was granted to Agrippa I 
(37 C.E.) and later to Agrippa II (53).

ABIMAELABIMAEL (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîmaœ}a�b�iîmaœ}eäl}eäl)))

ABIMAEL (Heb. }a�b�iîmaœ}eäl )

One of theOne of the sons of J sons of Joktan (Genoktan (Gen. 10:28; 1. 10:28; 1 Chr. 1:22 Chr. 1:22); progeni); progenitor of a Stor of a South Arabiouth Arabian tribe.anArabiArabian trArabian tribe.ibe.

One of the sons of Joktan (Gen. 10:28; 1 Chr. 1:22); progenitor of a South 
Arabian tribe.

ABIMELECHABIMELECH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîmel}a�b�iîmelek�ek�)))

ABIMELECH (Heb. }a�b�iîmelek� )

�1.1. The king  The king of Gerar wof Gerar who, believho, believing Sarah ing Sarah to be Abrato be Abraham’s sistham’s sister, took her, took her for hiser foer for his owfor his own spouse (n spouse (Gen. 20:2)Gen. 20:2) until God until God revealed  revealed to him thato him that she was t she was Abraham’s Abraham’s Abraham’s Abraham’s wife and dwife and death wouldeath would be the re be the result of hisult of his molestins molesting her. Abig her. Abimelech alsmelech also appears oalsalso appeaalso appears in a sirs in a similar stormilar story involviny involving Rebekah g Rebekah and Isaac and Isaac (Gen. 26:1(Gen. 26:1-16), wher-16), where he warnse he he warns ohe warns others not thers not to molest to molest Rebekah orRebekah or they will they will be put to be put to death, su death, suggesting hggesting he learned ehhe learnedhe learned from the  from the first episfirst episode. In thode. In this latter is latter tale he istale he is called “A called “Abimelech obimelech of the Philf the Pf the PhilistinePhilistines,” which s,” which can only bcan only be an anache an anachronism refronism reflecting a lecting a story toldstory told well afte well after the evenr ther the eventsthe events were supp were supposed to haosed to have taken pve taken place.lace.lace.

1. The king of Gerar who, believing Sarah to be Abraham’s sister, took her 
for his own spouse (Gen. 20:2) until God revealed to him that she was 
Abraham’s wife and death would be the result of his molesting her. Abimelech 
also appears in a similar story involving Rebekah and Isaac (Gen. 26:1-16), where 
he warns others not to molest Rebekah or they will be put to death, suggesting 
he learned from the first episode. In this latter tale he is called “Abimelech of the 
Philistines,” which can only be an anachronism reflecting a story told well after 
the events were supposed to have taken place.

�2.2. The son o The son of Gideon (f Gideon (Jerubbaal)Jerubbaal) and his c and his concubine ioncubine in Shechem n Shechem (Judg. 8:3(Judg. 8:31). His st1). H1). His story His story (Judg. 9) (Judg. 9) is told tois told to demonstra demonstrate the dante the dangers of kigers of kingship, thngship, the divine pe divine preference referppreferencepreference for indiv for individually seidually selected rullected rulers, and ters, and the futilithe futility of trusty of trust in gods o in gods other than ther thather than Yahwethan Yahweh. His namh. His name, “My fate, “My father is kinher is king,” may beg,” may be a literar a literary device; y device; otherwise otherwise it would sit wit would suggwould suggest that Gest that Gideon saw ideon saw himself ashimself as a king an a king and so namedd so named this son  this son to reflectto reflect that stat t that statuthat status, or perhs, or perhaps it wasaps it was a throne  a throne name takenname taken after sei after seizing powerzing power to legiti to legitimate his omatelegitilegitimatelegitimate his own c his own claim to thlaim to the throne. e throne. The name AThe name Abi-melek wbi-melek was relativas relatively commonely commoely common in common in ancient Syancient Syria-Palestria-Palestine.ine.ine.

2. The son of Gideon (Jerubbaal) and his concubine in Shechem (Judg. 8:31). 
His story (Judg. 9) is told to demonstrate the dangers of kingship, the divine 
preference for individually selected rulers, and the futility of trust in gods other 
than Yahweh. His name, “My father is king,” may be a literary device; otherwise it 
would suggest that Gideon saw himself as a king and so named this son to reflect 
that status, or perhaps it was a throne name taken after seizing power to 
legitimate his own claim to the throne. The name Abi-melek was relatively 
common in ancient Syria-Palestine.

�Seeking thSeeking the kingshipe kingship which by  which by inheritancinheritance should he should have belongave belonged to his ed to his 70 half-br70 half-70 half-brothhalf-brothers by Giders by Gideon’s offieon’s official wivescial wives, Abimelec, Abimelech, with thh, with the urging oe urging of the citif the citizens of Shzens ozens of Shechemof Shechem and the a and the aid of persid of personnel fromonnel from the templ the temple of Baal-e of Baal-berith (“Bberith (“Baal of theaal of the Covenant” C Covenant”)Covenant”), assassin, assassinated all bated all but one of ut one of his brothehis brothers; Jothanrs; Jothan, the youn, the youngest, managest, managed to escgedmanamanaged tomanaged to escape (a escape (a standard  standard plot motifplot motif). The pop). The populace of Sulace of Shechem dechechem declared Abimlared Abilared Abimelech Abimelech king in suking in succession tccession to his fatho his father, who haer, who had been a pd been a popular judopular judge. He setge. He set up his ca u up his capup his capital outsiital outside Shechemde Shechem, finally , finally at Arumah at Arumah (Judg. 9:3(Judg. 9:31, 41), wh1, 41), which may exich may explain the plaiexexplain thexplain the ensuing e ensuing revolt by revolt by Shechem. HShechem. He reigned e reigned for three for three years.years.years.

Seeking the kingship which by inheritance should have belonged to his 70 
half-brothers by Gideon’s official wives, Abimelech, with the urging of the citizens 



of Shechem and the aid of personnel from the temple of Baal-berith (“Baal of the 
Covenant”), assassinated all but one of his brothers; Jothan, the youngest, 
managed to escape (a standard plot motif). The populace of Shechem declared 
Abimelech king in succession to his father, who had been a popular judge. He set 
up his capital outside Shechem, finally at Arumah (Judg. 9:31, 41), which may 
explain the ensuing revolt by Shechem. He reigned for three years.

�Jothan decJothan declared thatlared that the dupli the duplicity of thcity of the Shechemie Shechemites and oftes and of Abimelech Abimelech would be  would would be rwould be returned upeturned upon them. Ton them. This was achis was accomplishedcomplished when Shec when Shechem declarhem declared Gaal soed Gaed Gaal son oGaal son of Ebed, a f Ebed, a newcomer tnewcomer to town, ito town, its king in s king in place of Aplace of Abimelech. bimelech. In the resIn the resultant batultresresultant resultant battle Abibattle Abimelech andmelech and his ally  his ally in the citin the city, Zebul, y, Zebul, defeated Sdefeated Shechem, ovhechem, overrunning erruovoverrunninoverrunning the loweg the lower city andr city and then burn then burning the ining the inner city wner city with a thouith a thousand of itsand of its citizenss cis citizens icitizens inside. Thenside. The temple of temple of El-berith El-berith, to which, to which the popul the populace had flace had fled, was noed, was no protectio pro protectionprotection, for all , for all were slainwere slain and the c and the city’s ruinity’s ruins sown wits sown with salt to h salt to guarantee guarantee its continits conits continued continued destructiodestruction.n.n.

Jothan declared that the duplicity of the Shechemites and of Abimelech 
would be returned upon them. This was accomplished when Shechem declared 
Gaal son of Ebed, a newcomer to town, its king in place of Abimelech. In the 
resultant battle Abimelech and his ally in the city, Zebul, defeated Shechem, 
overrunning the lower city and then burning the inner city with a thousand of its 
citizens inside. The temple of El-berith, to which the populace had fled, was no 
protection, for all were slain and the city’s ruins sown with salt to guarantee its 
continued destruction.

�From thereFrom there Abimelech Abimelech moved on  moved on Thebez andThebez and attempted attempted the same  the same tactic, ontactic, only here a lyononly here only here a woman ina woman in the city’ the city’s fortresss fortress dropped a dropped a millstone millstone on his he on his head. Knowinad. Knowing he was tgKnowinKnowing heKnowing he was to di was to die, he askee, he asked his atted his attendant to sndant to slay him solay him so that no o that no one would sne would say a womanassay a womasay a woman had killn had killed him, bued him, but this onlt this only insured y insured that it wothat it would be remuld be remembered (2embered (2 Sam. 11:2 (2(2 Sam. 11(2 Sam. 11:21).:21).:21).

From there Abimelech moved on Thebez and attempted the same tactic, 
only here a woman in the city’s fortress dropped a millstone on his head. 
Knowing he was to die, he asked his attendant to slay him so that no one would 
say a woman had killed him, but this only insured that it would be remembered 
(2 Sam. 11:21).

�3.3. In the he In the heading of Pading of Ps. 34, a rs. 34, a ruler beforuler before whom Dave whom David feignedid feigned insanity  insanity in order tin ordein order to eorder to escape. Thescape. The story to  story to which thiswhich this line allu line alludes appeardes appears to conces to concern Achish rn Achish king of Gakinking of Gaking of Gath (1 Sam.th (1 Sam. 21:10-22: 21:10-22:1), but ma1), but may possiblyy possibly refer to  refer to another inanother incident whecident where David urewhewhere Daviwhere David used thed used the same ruse same ruse with a di with a different rufferent ruler otherwler otherwise not reise not recorded. Lecorded. Lecorded. Less likelLess likely, it has y, it has been arguebeen argued that Achd that Achish and Abish and Abimelech weimelech were two difre two different namferent names for theenamnames for names for the same rthe same ruler.uler.uler.

3. In the heading of Ps. 34, a ruler before whom David feigned insanity in 
order to escape. The story to which this line alludes appears to concern Achish 
king of Gath (1 Sam. 21:10-22:1), but may possibly refer to another incident 
where David used the same ruse with a different ruler otherwise not recorded. 
Less likely, it has been argued that Achish and Abimelech were two different 
names for the same ruler.

�4.4. One of Da One of David’s two vid’s two chief priechief priests, the ssts, the son of Abiaon of Abiathar (1 Chthar (1 Chr. 18:16 Mr. 18:16 MT). While T). WT). While someWhile some translati translations retainons retain the Hebre the Hebrew form of w form of the name, the name, most transmost translators asslators asslators assume a sassume a scribal errcribal error and reaor and read Ahimelecd Ahimelech son of Ah son of Abiathar wibiathar with 2 Sam. th 2 Sam. 8:17; 1 Ch8:17; 1 Chr. 24:6.rChChr. 24:6.Chr. 24:6.

4. One of David’s two chief priests, the son of Abiathar (1 Chr. 18:16 MT). 
While some translations retain the Hebrew form of the name, most translators 
assume a scribal error and read Ahimelech son of Abiathar with 2 Sam. 8:17; 1 
Chr. 24:6.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. P. FokkJ. P. Fokkelman, “Stelman, “Structural Rructural Remarks on emarks on Judges 9 aJudges 9 and 19,” innd 19,” in  inin in “Sha{arei “Sha{arei Talmon,”Talmon,” ed. M. Fi ed. M. Fishbane andshbane and E. Tov (W E. Tov (Winona Lakeinona Lake, 1992), 3, 1992), 33–45; B. H3–45; B3–45; B. HalpernB. Halpern, “The Ris, “The Rise of Abimee of Abimeleck Ben-Jleck Ben-Jerubbaal,”erubbaal,”  HARHAR 2 (1978): 2 (1978): 79–100. 79–100. 79–100.

Bibliography. J. P. Fokkelman, “Structural Remarks on Judges 9 and 19,” 
in “Sha{arei Talmon,” ed. M. Fishbane and E. Tov (Winona Lake, 1992), 33–45; 
B. Halpern, “The Rise of Abimeleck Ben-Jerubbaal,” HAR 2 (1978): 79–100.
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ABINADABABINADAB (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iînaœ}a�b�iînaœdaœb�daœb�)))

ABINADAB (Heb. }a�b�iînaœdaœb� )

�1.1. The fathe The father of Eleazr of Eleazer. 1 Sam.er. 1 Sam. 7:1 repor 7:1 reports that mets that men from Kirn from Kiriath-jeariiath-jearim moved thm movm moved the moved the ark from Bark from Beth-shemeseth-shemesh to the “h to the “house of Ahouse of Abinadab” wbinadab” where the nhere the newly conseewly coewly consecrateconsecrated son of Ad son of Abinadab, Ebinadab, Eleazar, toleazar, took responsok responsibility foibility for the ark.r the ark. Abinadab  Abinadab was also twaswas also twas also the father he father of Uzzah aof Uzzah and possiblnd possibly Ahio (2 y Ahio (2 Sam. 6:3, Sam. 6:3, 4; 1 Chr. 4; 1 Chr. 13:7), if 13:7), if Heb. Heb. Heb. Heb. }ah�yo®}ah�yo® is a pers is a personal name onal name and not a and not a reference reference to Eleazarto Eleazar, “his bro, “his brother.” Elether.” Ether.” Eleazar’s Eleazar’s consecraticonsecration, the 20on, the 20-year poss-year possession of ession of the ark, athe ark, and the ambnd the ambiguous Hebiguous Hebrew term reHebHebrew terHebrew term m beît�beît� suggest t suggest that the “hhat the “house of Abouse of Abinadab” reinadab” refers to a fers to a temple.temple.temple.

1. The father of Eleazer. 1 Sam. 7:1 reports that men from Kiriath-jearim 
moved the ark from Beth-shemesh to the “house of Abinadab” where the newly 
consecrated son of Abinadab, Eleazar, took responsibility for the ark. Abinadab 
was also the father of Uzzah and possibly Ahio (2 Sam. 6:3, 4; 1 Chr. 13:7), if 
Heb. }ah�yo®  is a personal name and not a reference to Eleazar, “his brother.” 



Eleazar’s consecration, the 20-year possession of the ark, and the ambiguous 
Hebrew term beît�  suggest that the “house of Abinadab” refers to a temple.

�2.2. Jesse’s s Jesse’s second son econd son (1 Sam. 16(1 Sam. 16:8; 1 Chr.:8; 1 Chr. 2:13), wh 2:13), who served io served in Saul’s an Saul’s army againsrmy agrmy against thagainst the Philistie Philistines at Elanes at Elah where Dah where David killedvid killed Goliath ( Goliath (1 Sam. 17:1 Sam. 17:13).13).13).

2. Jesse’s second son (1 Sam. 16:8; 1 Chr. 2:13), who served in Saul’s army 
against the Philistines at Elah where David killed Goliath (1 Sam. 17:13).

�3.3. The fourt The fourth son of Sh son of Saul (1 Chraul (1 Chr. 8:33; 9:. 8:33; 9:39), who d39), who died with hied with his brotheris brothers Jonathans Jonas Jonathan aJonathan and Malchisnd Malchishua on Mt.hua on Mt. Gilboa (1 Gilboa (1 Sam. 31:2 Sam. 31:2; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 10:2). 1 Sa0:2). 1 Sam. 14:49 om. 14:49 omits Abinamoomits Abinomits Abinadab in Saadab in Saul’s geneaul’s genealogy.logy.logy.

3. The fourth son of Saul (1 Chr. 8:33; 9:39), who died with his brothers 
Jonathan and Malchishua on Mt. Gilboa (1 Sam. 31:2; 1 Chr. 10:2). 1 Sam. 14:49 
omits Abinadab in Saul’s genealogy.
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ABINOAMABINOAM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iînoœ}a�b�iînoœ{am{am)))

ABINOAM (Heb. }a�b�iînoœ{am )

The fatherThe father of Barak  of Barak of the triof the tribe of Naphbe of Naphtali (Judgtali (Judg. 4:6, 12;. 4:6, 12; 5:1, 12). 5:1, 12).

The father of Barak of the tribe of Naphtali (Judg. 4:6, 12; 5:1, 12).

ABIRAMABIRAM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîraœ}a�b�iîraœmm)))

ABIRAM (Heb. }a�b�iîraœm )

�1.1. The son o The son of Eliab, af Eliab, a Reubenite Reubenite (Num. 16: (Num. 16:1). Abiram1). Abiram, along wi, along with his broth his brother Dathather brobrother Dabrother Dathan, his than, his cousin On,cousin On, and Korah and Korah, organize, organized an uprisd an uprising in theing in the wildernes wilderness against swilderneswildernesswilderness against M against Moses and Aoses and Aaron. Theyaron. They were join were joined by 250 ed by 250 leaders ofleaders of the congr the cong the congregaticongregation of Israon of Israel (Num. 1el (Num. 16:1-35). T6:1-35). The conspirhe conspirators, motators, motivated by ivated by envy, accuenvy, accused Moses seaccuaccused Moaccused Moses of selses of self-exaltatif-exaltation and chaon and challenged hillenged his interpres interpretation of tation of who was howho was holy before lyhoholy beforholy before God.e God.e God.

1. The son of Eliab, a Reubenite (Num. 16:1). Abiram, along with his 
brother Dathan, his cousin On, and Korah, organized an uprising in the 
wilderness against Moses and Aaron. They were joined by 250 leaders of the 
congregation of Israel (Num. 16:1-35). The conspirators, motivated by envy, 
accused Moses of self-exaltation and challenged his interpretation of who was 
holy before God.

�When MosesWhen Moses asked for asked for Abiram an Abiram and Dathan td Dathan to appear bo appear before him,efore him, they refu they refused, complserefurefused, crefused, complainingomplaining that Mose that Moses had fails had failed to brined to bring the peopg the people into a le into a land of filand of fields and velds fifields andfields and vineyards vineyards. Abiram, . Abiram, Dathan, KoDathan, Korah, and arah, and all of theill of their familiesr families and posse and possessions, exssionpossepossessionpossessions, except s, except for the sofor the sons of Korans of Korah, were thh, were then swallowen swallowed alive bed alive by the earty the earth (16:31–3heartearth (16:earth (16:31–33). Th31–33). The leaders e leaders of the conof the congregation gregation who had jowho had joined the uined the uprising weprising were consumerwewere consuwere consumed by themed by the Lord’s fi Lord’s fire (16:35;re (16:35; 26:9; Deu 26:9; Deut. 11:6; Pt. 11:6; Ps. 106:17)s. 106:17)...

When Moses asked for Abiram and Dathan to appear before him, they 
refused, complaining that Moses had failed to bring the people into a land of 
fields and vineyards. Abiram, Dathan, Korah, and all of their families and 
possessions, except for the sons of Korah, were then swallowed alive by the 
earth (16:31–33). The leaders of the congregation who had joined the uprising 
were consumed by the Lord’s fire (16:35; 26:9; Deut. 11:6; Ps. 106:17).

�2.2. The first The firstborn son oborn son of Hiel, thf Hiel, the Bethelite Bethelite (1 Kgs. e (1 Kgs. 16:34). Ab16:34). Abiram died iram died during theduring during theduring the reign of  reign of Ahab becauAhab because his fatse his father laid ther laid the foundathe foundations for tions for the rebuildhe rebuilding of Jering oing of Jerichoof Jericho in direct in direct violation violation of the cu of the curse spokenrse spoken by Joshua by Joshua after the after the conquest  conquest of Jerichoof Jeof Jericho (JJericho (Josh. 6:26)osh. 6:26). Some sch. Some scholars suggolars suggest that hest that his death wis death was intendeas intended as a foud as a foundation sandafoufoundationfoundation sacrifice sacrifice...

2. The firstborn son of Hiel, the Bethelite (1 Kgs. 16:34). Abiram died 
during the reign of Ahab because his father laid the foundations for the rebuilding 
of Jericho in direct violation of the curse spoken by Joshua after the conquest of 
Jericho (Josh. 6:26). Some scholars suggest that his death was intended as a 
foundation sacrifice.

Alan Ray BAlan Ray Buescheruescher
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ABISHAGABISHAG (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîsûa}a�b�iîsûag�g�)))

ABISHAG (Heb. }a�b�iîsûag� )

The ShunamThe Shunammite virgimite virgin who atten who attended to thnded to the aged Kine aged King David (1g David (1 Kgs. 1:4, Kgs. 1:4, 15). That 15). That 15). That DavidThat David had no se had no sexual relatxual relations with ions with Abishag isAbishag is sometimes sometimes interpret interpreted as an ied as an indication ndiindicationindication of the ki of the king’s inabing’s inability to golity to govern. The vern. The Talmud, hoTalmud, however, notwever, notes that Daes that David did novid DaDavid did David did not make Anot make Abishag hisbishag his wife beca wife because he refuse he refused to exused to exceed the lceed the legal numbeegal numbeegal number of number of wives — 18wives — 18 — allowed — allowed to a king to a king ( (Sanh.Sanh. 22a). 22a). 22a).

The Shunammite virgin who attended to the aged King David (1 Kgs. 1:4, 15). 
That David had no sexual relations with Abishag is sometimes interpreted as an 
indication of the king’s inability to govern. The Talmud, however, notes that 
David did not make Abishag his wife because he refused to exceed the legal 
number of wives — 18 — allowed to a king (Sanh. 22a).

�Later, AbiLater, Abishag becamshag became a politie a political pawn ical pawn in the succn the succession stression struggle betwuggle between David’een Daeen David’s soDavid’s sons. After ns. After Solomon waSolomon was declareds declared king and  king and David had David had died, Adondied, Adonijah askedijah askedijah asked for asked for Abishag’s Abishag’s hand in mahand in marriage (1 rriage (1 Kgs. 2:17)Kgs. 2:17). Solomon . Solomon interpreteinterpreted Adonijahd Adonijah’s request’sAdonijahAdonijah’sAdonijah’s request a request as an attems an attempt to overpt to overthrow the throw the throne andthrone and ordered h ordered his executiis executis execution execution (1 Kgs. 2:(1 Kgs. 2:22-25).22-25).22-25).

Later, Abishag became a political pawn in the succession struggle between 
David’s sons. After Solomon was declared king and David had died, Adonijah 



asked for Abishag’s hand in marriage (1 Kgs. 2:17). Solomon interpreted 
Adonijah’s request as an attempt to overthrow the throne and ordered his 
execution (1 Kgs. 2:22-25).

�In Jewish In Jewish lore Abishlore Abishag is seenag is seen in her la in her later years ter years as the Shuas the Shunammite whnammite who gives hoo gives o gives hospgives hospitality toitality to Elisha th Elisha the prophet e prophet (2 Kgs. 4:(2 Kgs. 4:8-37).8-37).8-37).

In Jewish lore Abishag is seen in her later years as the Shunammite who 
gives hospitality to Elisha the prophet (2 Kgs. 4:8-37).

Robin GallRobin Gallaher Brancaher Branchh
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ABISHAIABISHAI (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîsûa}a�b�iîsûayy)))

ABISHAI (Heb. }a�b�iîsûay )

One of theOne of the three son three sons of Zeruis of Zeruiah, David’ah, David’s sister, s sister, who servedwho served with Davi with David when he d when he d when he fled Sahe fled Saul’s courtul’s court (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sam. 22:1-2). Ab2:1-2). Abishai heldishai held the speci the special positioal position of comman of commander of Dandercommacommander commander of David’sof David’s elite war elite warriors — thriors — the e sûa�liîsûisûa�liîsûiîmîm (2 Sam. 2 (2 Sam. 23:18-19) —3:18-19) — among who a among whomamong whom he was al he was also the mosso the most renownedt renowned. One vign. One vignette crediette credits Abishaits Abishai with savi with s with saving Davsaving David’s life id’s life during theduring the Philistin Philistine wars (2 e wars (2 Sam. 21:16Sam. 21:16-17). With-17). Within David’sin David’s administr adm administraadministration, Abistion, Abishai appearhai appears as a kins as a kind of second of second-in-commad-in-command of the nd of the army, and army, and he is typihhe is typihe is typical of Davcal of David’s innerid’s inner circle of circle of advisors  advisors with his cwith his combinationombination of loyalt of loyalty to, yet y to, yy to, yet indepeyet independence frondence from, the kinm, the king.g.g.

One of the three sons of Zeruiah, David’s sister, who served with David when 
he fled Saul’s court (1 Sam. 22:1-2). Abishai held the special position of 
commander of David’s elite warriors — the sûa�liîsûiîm  (2 Sam. 23:18-19) — 
among whom he was also the most renowned. One vignette credits Abishai with 
saving David’s life during the Philistine wars (2 Sam. 21:16-17). Within David’s 
administration, Abishai appears as a kind of second-in-command of the army, and 
he is typical of David’s inner circle of advisors with his combination of loyalty to, 
yet independence from, the king.

�Abishai isAbishai is conspicuo conspicuously absenusly absent from thet from the intrigue  intrigue surroundinsurrounding the strug the struggle betweggle betggle between Sobetween Solomon and lomon and Adonijah fAdonijah for the thror the throne (1 Kgsone (1 Kgs. 1-2), an. 1-2), and indeed hd indeed he may havee may hae may have died have died sometime bsometime before it before it began. Benaegan. Benaiah ben Jeiah ben Jehoiada apphoiada appears here ears here as the leaas the leader of Davdlealeader of leader of David’s waDavid’s warrior elitrrior elite.e.e.

Abishai is conspicuously absent from the intrigue surrounding the struggle 
between Solomon and Adonijah for the throne (1 Kgs. 1-2), and indeed he may 
have died sometime before it began. Benaiah ben Jehoiada appears here as the 
leader of David’s warrior elite.

�Abishai anAbishai and his brotd his brother Joab aher Joab also providlso provide a key foe a key foil for theil for the text’s ex text’s explication plication of David’soof David’sof David’s personali personality. The rety. The record implicord implicates Abiscates Abishai in Joahai in Joab’s revengb’s revenge slaying e slaying of Abner tof Abof Abner the Abner the son of Nerson of Ner (2 Sam. 3 (2 Sam. 3:30), and :30), and it lumps hit lumps him with Joim with Joab in Daviab in David’s condemd’s condemd’s condemnaticondemnation of “theon of “the sons of Z sons of Zeruiah” aseruiah” as ruthless  ruthless men of blomen of blood (3:39; od (3:39; 16:10). Wh16:10). Wh16:10). While DaviWhile David appears d appears to renouncto renounce violencee violence toward hi toward his enemies s enemies (1 Sam. 26(1 Sam. 26:6-12; 2 S:6-12; 2 :6-12; 2 Sam. 16:2 Sam. 16:9-14), Abi9-14), Abishai and Jshai and Joab appearoab appear as the pr as the proverbial voverbial violent meniolent men, whose ru, whose ruthless deethruruthless druthless deeds will eeds will overtake tovertake them. At thhem. At the same time same time the write the writer apprecier appreciates — andates — andates — and clearland clearly reveals y reveals — the iron— the irony in Davidy in David’s condemn’s condemnation of tation of the very mehe very men upon whon upon whn upon whose shouwhose shoulders his lders his kingdom’s kingdom’s security csecurity clearly reslearly rests.ts.ts.

Abishai and his brother Joab also provide a key foil for the text’s explication 
of David’s personality. The record implicates Abishai in Joab’s revenge slaying of 
Abner the son of Ner (2 Sam. 3:30), and it lumps him with Joab in David’s 
condemnation of “the sons of Zeruiah” as ruthless men of blood (3:39; 16:10). 
While David appears to renounce violence toward his enemies (1 Sam. 26:6-12; 
2 Sam. 16:9-14), Abishai and Joab appear as the proverbial violent men, whose 
ruthless deeds will overtake them. At the same time the writer appreciates — 
and clearly reveals — the irony in David’s condemnation of the very men upon 
whose shoulders his kingdom’s security clearly rests.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. G. SchlD. G. Schley, “Joab ey, “Joab and David:and David: Ties of B Ties of Blood and Plood and Power,” in ower,” in History anHHistory anHistory and Interpred Interpretation,tation, ed. M. P. ed. M. P. Graham, W Graham, W. P. Brown. P. Brown, and J. K, and J. K. Kuan (Sh. Kuan (Sheffield, 1effield,(Sh(Sheffield(Sheffield, 1993), 9, 1993), 90–105.0–105.0–105.

Bibliography. D. G. Schley, “Joab and David: Ties of Blood and Power,” in 
History and Interpretation, ed. M. P. Graham, W. P. Brown, and J. K. Kuan 
(Sheffield, 1993), 90–105.
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ABISHALOMABISHALOM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîsûa}a�b�iîsûaœlo®mœlo®m)))

ABISHALOM (Heb. }a�b�iîsûaœlo®m )

An alternaAn alternate renderite rendering of the ng of the name Absalname Absalom (1 Kgs.om (1 Kgs. 15:2, 10) 15:2, 10)..

An alternate rendering of the name Absalom (1 Kgs. 15:2, 10).

ABISHUAABISHUA (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîsûu}a�b�iîsûu®a{®a{)))

ABISHUA (Heb. }a�b�iîsûu®a{ )

�1.1. The son o The son of the highf the high priest Ph priest Phinehas (1 inehas (1 Chr. 6:4[MChr. 6:4[MT 5:30]) aT 5:30]) and great-gnd great-grandson ofrandsgreat-ggreat-grangreat-grandson of Aadson of Aaron (6:50[ron (6:50[35]). Acco35]). According to Erding to Ezra 7:5 hezra 7:5 he was an an was an ancestor of cestor of Ezra the sEEzra the sEzra the scribe.cribe.cribe.

1. The son of the high priest Phinehas (1 Chr. 6:4[MT 5:30]) and 
great-grandson of Aaron (6:50[35]). According to Ezra 7:5 he was an ancestor of 



Ezra the scribe.

�2.2. A Benjami A Benjaminite, one nite, one of the sonof the sons of Bela,s of Bela, and grand and grandson of Benson of Benjamin (1 Cjamin (1 Chr. 8:4).hr. 8hr. 8:4).8:4).

2. A Benjaminite, one of the sons of Bela, and grandson of Benjamin (1 Chr. 
8:4).

ABISHURABISHUR (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iîsûu}a�b�iîsûu®r®r)))

ABISHUR (Heb. }a�b�iîsûu®r )

A JudahiteA Judahite of the fa of the family of Hemily of Hezron; a sozron; a son of Shammn of Shammai and broai and brother of Nather of Nadab. He madab. He madab. He married Abmarried Abihail and ihail and became thebecame the father of father of two sons  two sons (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:28-29).28-29).

A Judahite of the family of Hezron; a son of Shammai and brother of Nadab. He 
married Abihail and became the father of two sons (1 Chr. 2:28-29).

ABITALABITAL (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iît�a}a�b�iît�aœlœl)))

ABITAL (Heb. }a�b�iît�aœl )

One of DavOne of David’s wivesid’s wives and mothe and mother of his fr of his fifth son Sifth son Shephatiah hephatiah (2 Sam. 3:(2 Sam. 3:4 = 1 Chr.4 = 1 Chr. 3:3). 3 3:3).3:3).

One of David’s wives and mother of his fifth son Shephatiah (2 Sam. 3:4 = 1 Chr. 
3:3).

ABITUBABITUB (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�iît�u}a�b�iît�u®b�®b�)))

ABITUB (Heb. }a�b�iît�u®b� )

One of theOne of the two sons  two sons of Shamaraof Shamaraim and hisim and his first wif first wife Hushin (e Hushin (1 Chr. 8:11 Chr. 8:11).1).

One of the two sons of Shamaraim and his first wife Hushin (1 Chr. 8:11).

ABIUDABIUD (Gk.  (Gk. AbiouédAbiouéd)))

ABIUD (Gk. Abiouéd)

The son ofThe son of Zerubbabe Zerubbabel, accordil, according to Mattng to Matthew’s genehew’s genealogy of Jalogy of Jesus (Mattesus (Matt. 1:13).. 1:13).

The son of Zerubbabel, according to Matthew’s genealogy of Jesus (Matt. 1:13).

ABNERABNER (Heb.  (Heb. }a�b�neär}a�b�neär)))

ABNER (Heb. }a�b�neär )

Saul’s uncSaul’s uncle and thele and the commander commander of his ar of his army (1 Sam.my (1 Sam. 14:50). A 14:50). Abner apparbner apparently had ently had ently had at leahad at least one sonst one son, a certai, a certain Jaasiel,n Jaasiel, who led t who led the tribe ohe tribe of Benjaminf Benjamin during Da during David’s reigvid’s DaDavid’s reDavid’s reign (1 Chrign (1 Chr. 27:21).. 27:21).. 27:21).

Saul’s uncle and the commander of his army (1 Sam. 14:50). Abner apparently 
had at least one son, a certain Jaasiel, who led the tribe of Benjamin during 
David’s reign (1 Chr. 27:21).

�While SaulWhile Saul ruled Isr ruled Israel, Abnerael, Abner may have  may have served as served as Saul’s perSaul’s personal bodysonal bodyguard. Davguard. bodybodyguard.bodyguard. David onc David once chastisee chastised Abner fod Abner for failing r failing to protectto protect Saul whil Saul while they slee they slept (1 Sam.pt sleslept (1 Sslept (1 Sam. 26:13-am. 26:13-25). After25). After Saul’s de Saul’s death, Abnerath, Abner instigate instigated the acced the accession of Sssion of Saul’s son aul’s SSaul’s sonSaul’s son Ishbaal t Ishbaal to the throo the throne of Israne of Israel and speel and spearheaded tarheaded the transfehe transfer of the cr of the capital froapitaccapital frcapital from Gibeah om Gibeah to Mahanaito Mahanaim in Transm in Transjordan (2 jordan (2 Sam. 2:8, Sam. 2:8, 12). Durin12). During Ishbaal’g Ishbaal’s short res ss short reigshort reign of two yn of two years, Abneears, Abner apparentr apparently still sly still served as cerved as commander oommander of the armyf the army, but he s, armyarmy, but army, but he seems the seems to have hado have had much more much more power. Wh power. When the leaen the leadership ofdership of Ishbaal w Ishbaa Ishbaal waIshbaal was failing,s failing, Abner sou Abner sought to takght to take over by e over by acquiring acquiring one of Sauone of Saul’s concubl’s concubines, Rizpinesconcubconcubinesconcubines, Rizpah (, Rizpah (access to access to the royal the royal harem indiharem indicated one’cated one’s rightfuls rightful claim to  claim to the thronethe the thronethe throne). When co). When confronted bnfronted by Ishbaal y Ishbaal about his about his machinatiomachinations, Abner ns, Abner defected tdefected defected tdefected to David. Ao David. Abner’s motbner’s motivations aivations are uncertare uncertain, but pein, but perhaps he brhaps he believed heelieved he had a gre h had a greahad a greater chanceter chance to gain t to gain the throne he throne of Israel of Israel by allyingby allying with Davi with David. He alsod. He also might hav mig might havemight have expected  expected to replaceto replace Joab as c Joab as commander oommander of David’s f David’s army.army.army.

While Saul ruled Israel, Abner may have served as Saul’s personal 
bodyguard. David once chastised Abner for failing to protect Saul while they 
slept (1 Sam. 26:13-25). After Saul’s death, Abner instigated the accession of 
Saul’s son Ishbaal to the throne of Israel and spearheaded the transfer of the 
capital from Gibeah to Mahanaim in Transjordan (2 Sam. 2:8, 12). During Ishbaal’s 
short reign of two years, Abner apparently still served as commander of the 
army, but he seems to have had much more power. When the leadership of 
Ishbaal was failing, Abner sought to take over by acquiring one of Saul’s 
concubines, Rizpah (access to the royal harem indicated one’s rightful claim to 
the throne). When confronted by Ishbaal about his machinations, Abner 
defected to David. Abner’s motivations are uncertain, but perhaps he believed he 
had a greater chance to gain the throne of Israel by allying with David. He also 
might have expected to replace Joab as commander of David’s army.

�After visiAfter visiting Davidting David in Hebron in Hebron to arrang to arrange David’s e David’s accession accession to the thrto the throne of Isrone of Ione of Israel, AbIsrael, Abner was muner was murdered by rdered by Joab to avJoab to avenge the denge the death of hieath of his brother s brother Asahel, whAsahel, whom Abner howhwhom Abnerwhom Abner had kille had killed, purportd, purportedly in seedly in self-defenself-defense following following the skirm the skirmish at Gibish at Gibeon (2 SameoGibGibeon (2 Gibeon (2 Sam. 2:18-Sam. 2:18-28). Joab’28). Joab’s secondars secondary motivatiy motivation may havon may have been thee been the threat th threat th threat that Abnerthat Abner posed to  posed to Joab’s posJoab’s position in Dition in David’s armavid’s army. Althougy. Although the texth the text does not  does not implicate imimplicate implicate David in ADavid in Abner’s murbner’s murder, some der, some scholars bscholars believe thaelieve that he may ht he may have ordereave ordereave ordered itordered it since 2 S since 2 Samuel trieamuel tries so hard s so hard to say othto say otherwise.erwise.erwise.

After visiting David in Hebron to arrange David’s accession to the throne of 
Israel, Abner was murdered by Joab to avenge the death of his brother Asahel, 
whom Abner had killed, purportedly in self-defense following the skirmish at 
Gibeon (2 Sam. 2:18-28). Joab’s secondary motivation may have been the threat 
that Abner posed to Joab’s position in David’s army. Although the text does not 



implicate David in Abner’s murder, some scholars believe that he may have 
ordered it since 2 Samuel tries so hard to say otherwise.

Paul S. AsPaul S. Ashh

Paul S. Ash

ABRAHAMABRAHAM (Heb.  (Heb. }ab�raœhaœ}ab�raœhaœmm)))

ABRAHAM (Heb. }ab�raœhaœm )

The son ofThe son of Terah, hu Terah, husband of Ssband of Sarah, fatharah, father of Ishmer of Ishmael and Isael and Isaac, and gaac, and grandfatherrandfather of Jacob. o of Jacob. of Jacob. He is the He is the common patcommon patriarch of riarch of the three the three “Abrahamic“Abrahamic” religion” religions: Jews trs: Jews trace their actrtrace theitrace their ancestryr ancestry to Abraha to Abraham through m through his son Ishis son Isaac and hiaac and his grandsons grandson Jacob-Isr Jacob-Israel, MusliaeJacob-IsrJacob-IsraJacob-Israel, Muslimel, Muslims trace ths trace theirs throueirs through his songh his son Ishmael,  Ishmael, and Christand Christians claimians claim descent f des descent frdescent from Abrahamom Abraham through f through faith (Gal.aith (Gal. 3:6-7, 29 3:6-7, 29).).).

The son of Terah, husband of Sarah, father of Ishmael and Isaac, and grandfather 
of Jacob. He is the common patriarch of the three “Abrahamic” religions: Jews 
trace their ancestry to Abraham through his son Isaac and his grandson 
Jacob-Israel, Muslims trace theirs through his son Ishmael, and Christians claim 
descent from Abraham through faith (Gal. 3:6-7, 29).

�The biblicThe biblical story oal story of Abraham f Abraham describes describes his divinehis divine selection selection as the an as the ancestor of cestor ofcestor of Israel of Israel and sets iand sets in motion tn motion the long prhe long process by wocess by which his dhich his descendantsescendants eventuall eventually become ay by become a pbecome a populous naopulous nation in a tion in a land of thland of their own. Aeir own. At the begit the beginning Abranning Abraham is livham is living with hinlivliving witliving with his wifeh his wife Sarah and Sarah and his nephe his nephew Lot in tw Lot in the Mesopothe Mesopotamian cityamian city of Haran. of Haran. Yahweh co Y Yahweh comYahweh commands him mands him to leave hto leave his ancestris ancestral home anal home and move to d move to a new landa new land, where hi, wher, where his where his descendantdescendants will be s will be divinely bdivinely blessed andlessed and grow into grow into a great n a great nation (Genation (Gen. 12:1-3).. 1. 12:1-3). T12:1-3). This promishis promise cannot be cannot be fulfillee fulfilled within Ad within Abraham’s obraham’s own lifetimwn lifetime, but itse, but its realizati rea realizatiorealization is foresn is foreshadowed inhadowed in the ensui the ensuing events,ng events, as Abraha as Abraham and Saram and Sarah take up h take up residence rresidence residence in the lanin the land promisedd promised to them,  to them, and Isaac,and Isaac, the son f the son from whom trom whom the nation he nation will descewwill descewill descend, is bornd, is born.n.n.

The biblical story of Abraham describes his divine selection as the ancestor 
of Israel and sets in motion the long process by which his descendants eventually 
become a populous nation in a land of their own. At the beginning Abraham is 
living with his wife Sarah and his nephew Lot in the Mesopotamian city of Haran. 
Yahweh commands him to leave his ancestral home and move to a new land, 
where his descendants will be divinely blessed and grow into a great nation (Gen. 
12:1-3). This promise cannot be fulfilled within Abraham’s own lifetime, but its 
realization is foreshadowed in the ensuing events, as Abraham and Sarah take up 
residence in the land promised to them, and Isaac, the son from whom the nation 
will descend, is born.

�The great The great patriarch patriarch first appefirst appears as “Abars as “Abram” (ram” (}ab�raœm,}ab�raœm, Gen. 11:2 Gen. 11:26), but ev6), but e6), but eventuallyeventually God chang God changes his names his name to e to }ab�raœhaœ}ab�raœhaœmm (17:5). T (17:5). The two forhe two forms probablms probms probably oprobably originated riginated as dialectas dialectal variantal variants — the los — the longer form,nger form, with inte with internal -rnal -hh-, corresp-, corre-, correspondcorresponds to a pats to a pattern espectern especially commially common in Aramon in Aramaic; the maic; the meaning in eaning in either foreither form was “themforform was “form was “the Fatherthe Father is exalte is exalted,” the God,” the God of Abrahd of Abraham being pam being praised as raised as divine fatdivine father of kinhefatfather of father of kinsmen. Ekinsmen. Even so, thven so, the author oe author of Gen. 17,f Gen. 17, in which  in which Abram is pAbram is promised a romised a multitude mmultitude multitude of offspriof offspring, gives ng, gives a thematica thematic interpret interpretation of tation of the new namhe new name as “the e as “the father of fathfather of father of a multituda multitude (e (}ab�-ha�mo}ab�-ha�mo®n®n) of natio) of nations.” This ns.” This chapter cochapter contains thentains the formal ar fo formal artformal articulation iculation of the Priof the Priestly (P) estly (P) version ofversion of the coven the covenant betweeant between God and n God and Abraham’s AbAbraham’s Abraham’s descendantdescendants, and thes, and the change of change of name is a name is an indicatin indication of the on of the change of change of status thasstatus thastatus that occurs wt occurs when the cohen the covenant is venant is establisheestablished, signifyd, signifying a new ing a new identity iidentity in relationn relan relation trelation to the nameo the name-giver (cf-giver (cf. 2 Kgs. 2. 2 Kgs. 23:34). The3:34). The name of A name of Abram’s wifbram’s wife is also e is also changed — chanchanged — changed — from Saraifrom Sarai to Sarah  to Sarah (Gen. 17:1(Gen. 17:15) — and h5) — and his grandsois grandson’s name wn’s name will be chaill be chill be changed frchanged from Jacob tom Jacob to Israel (o Israel (17:15; 32:17:15; 32:28[MT 29])28[MT 29])...

The great patriarch first appears as “Abram” (}ab�raœm,  Gen. 11:26), but 
eventually God changes his name to }ab�raœhaœm  (17:5). The two forms 
probably originated as dialectal variants — the longer form, with internal -h-, 
corresponds to a pattern especially common in Aramaic; the meaning in either 
form was “the Father is exalted,” the God of Abraham being praised as divine 
father of kinsmen. Even so, the author of Gen. 17, in which Abram is promised a 
multitude of offspring, gives a thematic interpretation of the new name as “the 
father of a multitude (}ab�-ha�mo®n ) of nations.” This chapter contains the 
formal articulation of the Priestly (P) version of the covenant between God and 
Abraham’s descendants, and the change of name is an indication of the change of 
status that occurs when the covenant is established, signifying a new identity in 
relation to the name-giver (cf. 2 Kgs. 23:34). The name of Abram’s wife is also 
changed — from Sarai to Sarah (Gen. 17:15) — and his grandson’s name will be 
changed from Jacob to Israel (17:15; 32:28[MT 29]).

�It is diffIt is difficult to sicult to say whetheray whether the tradi the traditional stotional stories aboutries about Abraham w Abraham were based ere basedere based on tbased on the life ofhe life of a histori a historical indivical individual and, dual and, if so, exaif so, exactly when ctly when the historthe historical Abrahical Abrical Abraham miAbraham might have lght have lived. The ived. The biblical wbiblical writers regriters regarded him arded him as a figuras a figure of the de of the distant pasistaddistant padistant past, livingst, living many gene many generations berations before the efore the establishmestablishment of Isrant of Israel as a poel as a political enliticalpopolitical political entity, anentity, and modern sd modern scholars hacholars have attemptve attempted to idened to identify a pretify a pre-Israelite-Israelite context i cont context incontext into which tto which the storieshe stories might fit might fit. Followin. Following a nonurbg a nonurban period an period at the endat the end of the 3r of of the 3rdof the 3rd millenniu millennium m B.C.B.C., there we, there were two cenre two centuries of turies of gradual regradual resettlementsettlement in Mesopo in Me in MesopotamiMesopotamia, Syria, a, Syria, and Palestand Palestine (Middline (Middle Bronze Ie Bronze I or IIA),  or IIA), followed bfollowed by an age oy an age of increasef inf increased increased populationpopulation and cultu and cultural expansral expansion characion characterized byterized by the devel the development of opment of large urballarge urbalarge urban centers n centers (MB II or (MB II or IIB). SincIIB). Since Abraham e Abraham and his faand his family are pmily are presented aresented as nomads, s ns nomads, evnomads, even after aen after arriving inrriving in Canaan, h Canaan, historians istorians have attemhave attempted to aspted to associate thsociate the travels e te travels oftravels of Abraham a Abraham and his famnd his family with tily with the movemenhe movements of peopts of peoples duringles during the settl the settlement periesettlsettlementsettlement period of period of MB I, or  MB I, or to understto understand their and their activitiesactivities in terms  in terms of our knoof our knowledge of wleknoknowledge knowledge of nomadicof nomadic peoples l peoples living aloniving alongside the gside the great citigreat cities of MB Ies of MB II.I.I.

It is difficult to say whether the traditional stories about Abraham were 
based on the life of a historical individual and, if so, exactly when the historical 
Abraham might have lived. The biblical writers regarded him as a figure of the 
distant past, living many generations before the establishment of Israel as a 
political entity, and modern scholars have attempted to identify a pre-Israelite 
context into which the stories might fit. Following a nonurban period at the end 



of the 3rd millennium B.C., there were two centuries of gradual resettlement in 
Mesopotamia, Syria, and Palestine (Middle Bronze I or IIA), followed by an age of 
increased population and cultural expansion characterized by the development of 
large urban centers (MB II or IIB). Since Abraham and his family are presented as 
nomads, even after arriving in Canaan, historians have attempted to associate the 
travels of Abraham and his family with the movements of peoples during the 
settlement period of MB I, or to understand their activities in terms of our 
knowledge of nomadic peoples living alongside the great cities of MB II.

�The earlieThe earliest survivist surviving referenng reference to Abrace to Abraham may beham may be in a 10th in a 10th-century E-century Egyptian tegyptiaEEgyptian tEgyptian text, whichext, which refers to refers to a place i a place in the Negen the Negeb called “b called “the Fortrethe Fortress of Abrass of Abraham,” listhamAbraAbraham,” Abraham,” listed amolisted among places ng places conquered conquered by the 22nby the 22nd-Dynasty d-Dynasty king Sheshking Sheshonq (Shishonq (Shionq (Shishak) (Shishak) in his incin his incursion intursion into Palestino Palestine during te during the reign ohe reign of Rehoboamf Rehoboam (cf. 1 Kg (cf. 1 Kgs. 14:25-2s. 14s. 14:25-26; 14:25-26; 2 Chr. 12:2 Chr. 12:2-12). If 2-12). If the Abrahathe Abraham for whomm for whom this fort this fortress was nress was named is thamed is the biblicaleththe biblicthe biblical patriaral patriarch, then tch, then the Abrahamhe Abraham tradition tradition was well  was well establisheestablished in the Nd in the Negeb by thegeNNegeb by tNegeb by the 10th cehe 10th century. Thintury. This would bes would be consisten consistent with thet with the geographi geographical settincal setting of the bgsettinsetting ofsetting of the bibli the biblical narratcal narrative, in whive, in which Abrahaich Abraham has strom has strong ties tong ties to the Negeb the Negeb — especia —  — especial— especially to Beerly to Beer-sheba, wh-sheba, where Isaac ere Isaac is born anis born and raised —d raised — and to ot and to other southeher southeher southern lsouthern locations, ocations, most notabmost notably Hebron,ly Hebron, near whic near which Abraham’h Abraham’s family hs family had its priad its principal resnpriprincipal principal residence residence at the “oaat the “oaks of Mamrks of Mamre” (Gen. 1e” (Gen. 13:18; 14:13:18; 14:13; 18:1). 3; 18:1). These geogThese geographical arageoggeographicgeographical associaal associations are tions are sometimes sometimes taken as ataken as an indicatin indication that thon that the Abraham e Abraham tradition trtradition tradition originatedoriginated in the so in the south, but tuth, but they are mohey are more likely re likely the resultthe result of a sout of a southern orienhern soutsouthern osouthern orientationrientation of the tr of the tradition thadition that developat developed after ted after the settlemhe settlement of theent of the Negeb in  Ne Negeb in tNegeb in the 11th cehe 11th century and,ntury and, more espe more especially, afcially, after the ester the establishmentablishment of the Dt of the Davidic dynavDDavidic dyDavidic dynasty withnasty with its stron its strong associatg associations with ions with Hebron, thHebron, the traditioe traditional capitanal capital of the tl of l of the triof the tribe of Judabe of Judah. Indeed,h. Indeed, there are there are some indi some indications thcations that Abrahamat Abraham’s earlies’s earliest geographt get geographicgeographical associaal associations weretions were not with  not with Hebron butHebron but with the  with the original Ioriginal Israelite hsraelite homeland inomhhomeland ihomeland in the hilln the hill country n country north of Jeorth of Jerusalem. Wrusalem. Whether thehether the Abraham t Abraham tradition oradition oradition originatedoriginated in the so in the south or theuth or the north, ho north, however, in wever, in the presenthe present form of t form of the traditthe tradition Abrahaiontradittradition tradition Abraham isAbraham is not a reg not a regional figuional figure but a pre but a patriarch oatriarch of the entif the entire land. Tre land. This is perhis is his is perhapsis perhaps shown mos shown most clearly t clearly by the plaby the places of worces of worship he isship he is said to h said to have foundeave founded, which rd,foundefounded, wfounded, which rangehich range across th across the heartlane heartland of ancied of ancient Israel,nt Israel, north and north and south. He south. He builds an b builds an builds an altar to Yaltar to Yahweh at Sahweh at Shechem in hechem in the centrathe central Samarianl Samarian hills (Ge hills (Gen. 12:6-7)n. 12:6-7), another , an, another noanother north of Jerrth of Jerusalem at usalem at a point bea point between Bethtween Bethel and Ai el and Ai (v. 8), an(v. 8), and a third d a third at Hebron at Hat Hebron in Hebron in the southethe southern Judean rn Judean hills (13:hills (13:18). At Be18). At Beer-sheba ier-sheba in the nortn the northern Negebhern Negeb he plants NegebNegeb he pNegeb he plants a salants a sacred tree cred tree (21:33).(21:33).(21:33).

The earliest surviving reference to Abraham may be in a 10th-century 
Egyptian text, which refers to a place in the Negeb called “the Fortress of 
Abraham,” listed among places conquered by the 22nd-Dynasty king Sheshonq 
(Shishak) in his incursion into Palestine during the reign of Rehoboam (cf. 1 Kgs. 
14:25-26; 2 Chr. 12:2-12). If the Abraham for whom this fortress was named is 
the biblical patriarch, then the Abraham tradition was well established in the 
Negeb by the 10th century. This would be consistent with the geographical 
setting of the biblical narrative, in which Abraham has strong ties to the Negeb 
— especially to Beer-sheba, where Isaac is born and raised — and to other 
southern locations, most notably Hebron, near which Abraham’s family had its 
principal residence at the “oaks of Mamre” (Gen. 13:18; 14:13; 18:1). These 
geographical associations are sometimes taken as an indication that the Abraham 
tradition originated in the south, but they are more likely the result of a 
southern orientation of the tradition that developed after the settlement of the 
Negeb in the 11th century and, more especially, after the establishment of the 
Davidic dynasty with its strong associations with Hebron, the traditional capital 
of the tribe of Judah. Indeed, there are some indications that Abraham’s earliest 
geographical associations were not with Hebron but with the original Israelite 
homeland in the hill country north of Jerusalem. Whether the Abraham tradition 
originated in the south or the north, however, in the present form of the 
tradition Abraham is not a regional figure but a patriarch of the entire land. This 
is perhaps shown most clearly by the places of worship he is said to have 
founded, which range across the heartland of ancient Israel, north and south. He 
builds an altar to Yahweh at Shechem in the central Samarian hills (Gen. 12:6-7), 
another north of Jerusalem at a point between Bethel and Ai (v. 8), and a third at 
Hebron in the southern Judean hills (13:18). At Beer-sheba in the northern 
Negeb he plants a sacred tree (21:33).

�As the fouAs the founder of thnder of these shrineese shrines, Abrahams, Abraham initiates initiates the proce the process by whicss by which the worsh the wh the worship ofworship of Yahweh is Yahweh is establish established throughed throughout Canaanout Canaan. He also . He also engages inengages in a number  a number a number of number of other founother foundational adational activities ctivities — territor— territorial negotiial negotiations, laations, land purchasnd purchases, even mes, purchaspurchases,purchases, even mili even military expedtary expeditions — witions — which deterhich determine and cmine and clarify thelarify the relations relationships of hihirelationsrelationshrelationships of hisips of his family to family to the neigh the neighboring peoboring peoples. Thesples. These are the e are the actions ofactions of a foundin a fo a founding pfounding patriarch, atriarch, whose deedwhose deeds define ts define the social he social roles and roles and ethnic conethnic consciousnesssciousness of his de o of his desof his descendants. cendants. The most iThe most important vmportant vehicle of ehicle of this sociathis social and ethnl and ethnic definitic definition is theion iion is the elais the elaborate genborate genealogy in ealogy in which Abrawhich Abraham is intham is introduced anroduced and which hed which he extends b extends b extends by the marby the marriages he riages he makes and makes and the childrthe children he begeen he begets. His fats. His family backgmily background is dround is documented oddocumenteddocumented primarily primarily in Gen. 1 in Gen. 11:10-32, a1:10-32, a continuat continuation of theion of the genealogy genealogy of Noah’s of Noah’s eldest so Noah’sNoah’s eldNoah’s eldest son Shest son Shem, begun em, begun in 10:21–3in 10:21–31. Shem wa1. Shem was “the fats “the father of allher of all the child the children of Eberechildchildren ochildren of Eber” (1f Eber” (10:21), i.e0:21), i.e., the Heb., the Hebrews, who rews, who in biblicain biblical traditiol tradition are contn are contrasted witrastedcontcontrastedcontrasted with the  with the CanaanitesCanaanites and other and other indigenou indigenous peoples s peoples of the Proof the Promised Landmised Lanmised Land. AbraLand. Abraham himselham himself was the f was the eldest of eldest of the three the three sons of Tesons of Terah (Gen. rah (Gen. 11:26), du11:26), during whoserduduring whoduring whose lifetimse lifetime the famie the family is saidly is said to have m to have moved from oved from Ur, in souUr, in southern Mesothern Mesopotamia, tpMesoMesopotamiMesopotamia, to Haraa, to Haran on the Bn on the Balikh Rivealikh River in northr in northwestern Mewestern Mesopotamia.sopotamia. In the ti In the t In the time of thtime of the biblicale biblical writers H writers Haran was aaran was a major car major caravan city,avan city, from whic from which travelerh travelers could crs cos could croscould cross the Euphs the Euphrates and rates and proceed soproceed south via thuth via the oasis ofe oasis of Tadmor (P Tadmor (Palmyra) toalmyra) toalmyra) to Damascuto Damascus, pickings, picking up the Ki up the King’s Highwng’s Highway and conay and continuing, etinuing, east of theast of the Jordan, t Jordan, to Canaan ao Co Canaan andCanaan and points fa points farther soutrther south. This ish. This is evidently evidently the route the route that Abra that Abraham’s famiham’s family was belly famifamily wasfamily was believed  believed to have tato have taken, and tken, and the family he family ties to Haties to Haran, and uran, and ultimately ltimately to Ur, refto Uto Ur, reflecUr, reflect the Israt the Israelite belielite belief that thef that their earlieeir earliest ancestrst ancestral connectal connections were ions were with the pwith thwith the peoplethe peoples of Transs of Transeuphrates,euphrates, not with  not with the indigethe indigenous peoplnous peoples of Canaes of Canaan. Thus tan. Thus the names ohtthe names the names of Abrahamof Abraham’s immedia’s immediate ascendate ascendants (Gen. nts (Gen. 11:22-26; 11:22-26; 1 Chr. 1:21 Chr. 1:26-27) corr6-27) co6-27) correspondcorrespond to the na to the names of citmes of cities in theies in the vicinity  vicinity of Haran: of Haran: Serug, theSerug, the name of A name of Abraham’s gbraAAbraham’s Abraham’s great-grangreat-grandfather, wdfather, was the namas the name of a cite of a city situatedy situated between H between Haran and taran and taran and the Euphrathe Euphrates; Nahortes; Nahor, the name, the name of both A of both Abraham’s gbraham’s grandfatherrandfather and one o and one of his two f his twof his two brothetwo brothers, was thrs, was the name of e name of a city (Naa city (Nakhur) locakhur) located SE of ted SE of Haran on tHaran on the upper Bhe upper Bhe upper Balikh; anBalikh; and Terah wad Terah was the names the name of a city of a city (Til-[sha (Til-[sha]-Turakhi)]-Turakhi) in the Ba in the Balikh Riverlikh River basin. Th bas basin. Thebasin. The name of A name of Abraham’s obraham’s other brothther brother Haran (er Haran (haœraœnhaœraœn) is simil) is similar but notar but notar but not identinot identical to thecal to the name of t name of the city ofhe city of Haran ( Haran (h�aœraœnh�aœraœn) itself.) itself.) itself.

As the founder of these shrines, Abraham initiates the process by which the 
worship of Yahweh is established throughout Canaan. He also engages in a 
number of other foundational activities — territorial negotiations, land 
purchases, even military expeditions — which determine and clarify the 
relationships of his family to the neighboring peoples. These are the actions of a 



founding patriarch, whose deeds define the social roles and ethnic consciousness 
of his descendants. The most important vehicle of this social and ethnic definition 
is the elaborate genealogy in which Abraham is introduced and which he extends 
by the marriages he makes and the children he begets. His family background is 
documented primarily in Gen. 11:10-32, a continuation of the genealogy of 
Noah’s eldest son Shem, begun in 10:21–31. Shem was “the father of all the 
children of Eber” (10:21), i.e., the Hebrews, who in biblical tradition are 
contrasted with the Canaanites and other indigenous peoples of the Promised 
Land. Abraham himself was the eldest of the three sons of Terah (Gen. 11:26), 
during whose lifetime the family is said to have moved from Ur, in southern 
Mesopotamia, to Haran on the Balikh River in northwestern Mesopotamia. In the 
time of the biblical writers Haran was a major caravan city, from which travelers 
could cross the Euphrates and proceed south via the oasis of Tadmor (Palmyra) 
to Damascus, picking up the King’s Highway and continuing, east of the Jordan, to 
Canaan and points farther south. This is evidently the route that Abraham’s 
family was believed to have taken, and the family ties to Haran, and ultimately to 
Ur, reflect the Israelite belief that their earliest ancestral connections were with 
the peoples of Transeuphrates, not with the indigenous peoples of Canaan. Thus 
the names of Abraham’s immediate ascendants (Gen. 11:22-26; 1 Chr. 1:26-27) 
correspond to the names of cities in the vicinity of Haran: Serug, the name of 
Abraham’s great-grandfather, was the name of a city situated between Haran and 
the Euphrates; Nahor, the name of both Abraham’s grandfather and one of his 
two brothers, was the name of a city (Nakhur) located SE of Haran on the upper 
Balikh; and Terah was the name of a city (Til-[sha]-Turakhi) in the Balikh River 
basin. The name of Abraham’s other brother Haran (haœraœn) is similar but 
not identical to the name of the city of Haran (h�aœraœn ) itself.

�The names The names of the desof the descendants ocendants of the thref the three sons of e sons of Terah — AbTerah — Abraham, Nahraham, Nahor, and HaoNahNahor, andNahor, and Haran — c Haran — correspond orrespond to the namto the names of the es of the peoples repeoples recognized bcognized by the bibly the by the biblical wbiblical writers as riters as belonging belonging to Israel’to Israel’s larger ks larger kinship groinship group. Nahor’up. Nahor’s sons beas sons bear the namer the r the names the names of the 12 of the 12 tribes of tribes of the Arameathe Arameans. Eight ns. Eight of these wof these were locateere located in the Sd in the Syrian DeseyrSSyrian DesSyrian Desert, the Aert, the Aramean homramean homeland (Geneland (Gen. 22:20-23. 22:20-23), while t), while the remainihe remaining four evng four eng four eventuallyeventually expanded  expanded westward iwestward into Syria nto Syria (v. 24). H(v. 24). Haran’s sonaran’s son Lot was t Lot was the father he father of Moab anofof Moab anof Moab and Ben-ammid Ben-ammi, the epon, the eponymous anceymous ancestors of tstors of the Transjohe Transjordanian Amrdanian Ammonites anmonitAmAmmonites Ammonites and Moabitand Moabites (Gen. 1es (Gen. 19:37-38), 9:37-38), who are thwho are therefore knerefore known in bibown in biblical tradlical tralical tradition tradition as “the chas “the children of ildren of Lot” (DeutLot” (Deut. 2:9, 19;. 2:9, 19; Ps. 83:8[ Ps. 83:8[9]). By at9]). By attributing tributing their patrtheir ptheir patrimony patrimony to Abrahamto Abraham’s nephew,’s nephew, the tradi the tradition accortion accorded them aded them a junior ki junior kinship to Inship to Inship to Israel, anIsrael, and by presed by presenting the nting the circumstancircumstances of theces of their conceptir conception as an ion as an incestuousincestuous union bet un union betwunion between Lot aneen Lot and his daugd his daughters (Genhters (Gen. 19:30-38. 19:30-38), the tra), the tradition casdition cast a shadowt a shadow over thei shadowshadow oveshadow over their lir their lineage, espneage, especially inecially in contrast  contrast to the austo the auspicious cipicious circumstancercumstances of the bs ofs of the birof the birth of Israth of Israel’s ancesel’s ancestor, Isaactor, Isaac...

The names of the descendants of the three sons of Terah — Abraham, 
Nahor, and Haran — correspond to the names of the peoples recognized by the 
biblical writers as belonging to Israel’s larger kinship group. Nahor’s sons bear 
the names of the 12 tribes of the Arameans. Eight of these were located in the 
Syrian Desert, the Aramean homeland (Gen. 22:20-23), while the remaining four 
eventually expanded westward into Syria (v. 24). Haran’s son Lot was the father 
of Moab and Ben-ammi, the eponymous ancestors of the Transjordanian 
Ammonites and Moabites (Gen. 19:37-38), who are therefore known in biblical 
tradition as “the children of Lot” (Deut. 2:9, 19; Ps. 83:8[9]). By attributing their 
patrimony to Abraham’s nephew, the tradition accorded them a junior kinship to 
Israel, and by presenting the circumstances of their conception as an incestuous 
union between Lot and his daughters (Gen. 19:30-38), the tradition cast a 
shadow over their lineage, especially in contrast to the auspicious circumstances 
of the birth of Israel’s ancestor, Isaac.



�Abraham’s Abraham’s own descenown descendants falldants fall into thre into three groups: e groups: those descthose descended fromended from Ishmael ( Ishm Ishmael (IIshmael (Ishmaelitesshmaelites or Arabs) or Arabs), those de, those descended frscended from Isaac (om Isaac (Edomites aEdomites and Israelind Israelites), and teIsraeliIsraelitesIsraelites), and tho), and those descendse descended from thed from the various e various sons of Kesons of Keturah (a cturah (a collateral ollateral line of Arlineline of Arline of Arabs). Theiabs). Their relativer relative status in status in Israelite Israelite tradition tradition is reflec is reflected in theted in the status of status of status of their mof their mothers. Isothers. Isaac was thaac was the son of Ae son of Abraham’s wbraham’s wife Sarah ife Sarah and the faand the father of Jather of Jacob-IsraelcobJaJacob-IsraJacob-Israel, whose el, whose 12 sons we12 sons were the ancre the ancestors of estors of the 12 trithe 12 tribes who evbes who eventually wentually would inherowwould inhewould inherit the larit the land promisend promised to Abrahd to Abraham in Canaam in Canaan. As shoan. As shown by the wn by the “Edomite G“Edomite“Edomite G“Edomite Genesis” ofenesis” of Gen. 36,  Gen. 36, Esau-Edom,Esau-Edom, Isaac’s o Isaac’s other son, ther son, was the epwas the eponymous anonymous aonymous ancestor oancestor of the Edomf the Edomites, whomites, whom Israelite Israelite tradition tradition divided i divided into three nto three groups desgroups descended frocedesdescended descended from Esau’from Esau’s three wis three wives. Abrahves. Abraham’s otheram’s other sons were sons were the sons  the sons of concubiof concuof concubinesconcubines, Hagar an, Hagar and Keturah,d Keturah, and he se and he sent them awnt them away “to theay “to the east” (Ge east” (Gen. 25:6), n. 25:6), n. 25:6), i.e25:6), i.e., to Arab., to Arabia. Thus tia. Thus the 12 sonshe 12 sons of Ishmae of Ishmael, the sonl, the son of Hagar, of Hagar, bear the  bear the names of 1namesnames of 1names of 12 peoples 2 peoples of northerof northern Arabia (n Arabia (Gen. 25:13Gen. 25:13-15; 1 Chr-15; 1 Chr. 1:29-31). 1:29-31), who inha, who inha, who inhabited inhabited the Syrianthe Syrian Desert ea Desert east and soust and southeast of theast of Gilead. ThGilead. These were tese were the Hagritehe Hagrite or Hagare o or Hagarenor Hagarene tribes (e tribes (1 Chr. 5:11 Chr. 5:10, 19-20; 0, 19-20; cf. Ps. 83cf. Ps. 83:6[7]; Bar:6[7]; Bar. 3:23); m. 3:23); most of theost of their names air namir names are names are those of tthose of tribes mentribes mentioned in bioned in biblical oriblical or extrabibl extrabiblical sourcical sources. The naes. The names of Ketmesnanames of Knames of Keturah’s seturah’s sons (Gen. ons (Gen. 25:2; 1 Ch25:2; 1 Chr. 1:32) ar. 1:32) are more dire more difficult tofficult to explain t explain than those hantthan thosethan those of Hagar, of Hagar, but in ge but in general theyneral they too seem  too seem to correspto correspond to theond to the names of  names of Arabian grAArabian grArabian groups and poups and places.laces.laces.

Abraham’s own descendants fall into three groups: those descended from 
Ishmael (Ishmaelites or Arabs), those descended from Isaac (Edomites and 
Israelites), and those descended from the various sons of Keturah (a collateral 
line of Arabs). Their relative status in Israelite tradition is reflected in the status 
of their mothers. Isaac was the son of Abraham’s wife Sarah and the father of 
Jacob-Israel, whose 12 sons were the ancestors of the 12 tribes who eventually 
would inherit the land promised to Abraham in Canaan. As shown by the 
“Edomite Genesis” of Gen. 36, Esau-Edom, Isaac’s other son, was the eponymous 
ancestor of the Edomites, whom Israelite tradition divided into three groups 
descended from Esau’s three wives. Abraham’s other sons were the sons of 
concubines, Hagar and Keturah, and he sent them away “to the east” (Gen. 
25:6), i.e., to Arabia. Thus the 12 sons of Ishmael, the son of Hagar, bear the 
names of 12 peoples of northern Arabia (Gen. 25:13-15; 1 Chr. 1:29-31), who 
inhabited the Syrian Desert east and southeast of Gilead. These were the Hagrite 
or Hagarene tribes (1 Chr. 5:10, 19-20; cf. Ps. 83:6[7]; Bar. 3:23); most of their 
names are those of tribes mentioned in biblical or extrabiblical sources. The 
names of Keturah’s sons (Gen. 25:2; 1 Chr. 1:32) are more difficult to explain 
than those of Hagar, but in general they too seem to correspond to the names of 
Arabian groups and places.

�Taken altoTaken altogether, thgether, therefore, terefore, the genealohe genealogical tradgical traditions assitions associated wiociated with Abrahamth Abrahth Abraham idAbraham identify Isrentify Israel withinael within three kin three kinship groupship groups of progrs of progressively nessively narrowing barrowing boundaries oubboundariesboundaries and incre and increasing affiasing affinity. The nity. The most genermost general group ial group is that of s that of the Semitethe Semites or desces ors or descendor descendants of Shants of Shem and, moem and, more particure particularly, thelarly, the descendan descendants of Eberts of Eber or Hebrew or Hebrew or Hebrews. THebrews. The next grhe next group comprioup comprises the Teses the Terachic peorachic peoples — theples — the descendan descendants of the ts of tts of the three the three sons of Absons of Abraham’s faraham’s father, Terather, Terah. These ih. These include thenclude the Arameans  Arameans and the Trand the Trand the TransjordaTransjordanian peoplnian peoples of Ammoes of Ammon and Moabn and Moab. The narr. The narrowest grouowest group is that p is that of the Abrof the Aof the Abrahamic Abrahamic peoples, dpeoples, descendantsescendants of Abraha of Abraham himself.m himself. They incl They include the Isude the Ishmaelites hmaelites IsIshmaeliteIshmaelites or norths or northern Arabiaern Arabian tribes, n tribes, the Edomitthe Edomites, and thes, and the Israelite Israelites themseles themselves.vesthemselthemselvesthemselves...

Taken altogether, therefore, the genealogical traditions associated with 
Abraham identify Israel within three kinship groups of progressively narrowing 
boundaries and increasing affinity. The most general group is that of the Semites 
or descendants of Shem and, more particularly, the descendants of Eber or 
Hebrews. The next group comprises the Terachic peoples — the descendants of 
the three sons of Abraham’s father, Terah. These include the Arameans and the 
Transjordanian peoples of Ammon and Moab. The narrowest group is that of the 
Abrahamic peoples, descendants of Abraham himself. They include the 
Ishmaelites or northern Arabian tribes, the Edomites, and the Israelites 
themselves.

�The most sThe most striking chtriking characteristaracteristic of Abraic of Abraham’s portham’s portrayal in trayal in the Genesishe Genesis narrative narrati narrative narrative — and for — and for which he iwhich he is most adms most admired in laired in later traditter tradition — is hion — is his passiveis passive obedience ob obedience obedience to the divto the divine directine directives he reives he receives. Atceives. At the begin the beginning of hining of his story hes story he is told t is to is told to letold to leave his hoave his homeland behmeland behind and trind and travel “to tavel “to the land thhe land that I will at I will show you,”show you,” a place a a p a place abouplace about which het which he knows not knows nothing. Thathing. That he seems  he seems to accept to accept this summothis summons withoutns withons without quwithout question or estion or hesitationhesitation may be a  may be a consequencconsequence of the le of the literary eciterary economy of tonomy of the narratihtthe narratthe narrative, but iive, but in postbibln postbiblical interical interpretation pretation his passivhis passive acceptane acceptance has beece has been seen as n seenn seen as a seen as a paradigm oparadigm of the unquf the unquestioning estioning obedience obedience that arisethat arises from trus from trust in God.st in God. This is a T This is alThis is all the morel the more true of t true of the story ohe story of the “binf the “binding” ding” ({a�qeäd�a({a�qeäd�a®)®) of Isaac, of Isaac, told near tol told near told near the end ofthe end of the Abrah the Abraham narratiam narrative (Gen. 2ve (Gen. 22:1-19). A2:1-19). After Isaacfter Isaac is born a is born and the divnd aand the diand the divine promivine promise of progse of progeny, whicheny, which had been  had been jeopardizejeopardized by Abrahd by Abraham’s old aam’s old aam’s old age and Saage and Sarah’s barrrah’s barrenness, seenness, seems on theems on the way to fu way to fulfillment,lfillment, God tests God tests Abraham b Abraham by instructybby instrucby instructing him tting him to take Isao take Isaac to “oneac to “one of the mo of the mountains thuntains that I shallat I shall show you” show you” and sacri an and sacrifand sacrifice him thice him there as a bere as a burnt offerurnt offering. Againing. Again Abraham o Abraham obeys withobeys without hesitatut hesitation and isionhesitathesitationhesitation and is at and is at the point the point of puttin of putting his son g his son to death wto death when God inhen God intervenes atervenes and substitnd aand substiand substitutes a ratutes a ram for the m for the offering. offering. PrincipallPrincipally on the by on the basis of thasis of this remarkais remarkable story,ble stble story, Abrstory, Abraham came aham came to be regato be regarded as a rded as a paragon ofparagon of faith or  faith or trust in Gtrust in God for Jewod for Jews and ChrisJewJews and CJews and Christians hristians — and also— and also for Musli for Muslims, in whoms, in whose traditise tradition it is Ion it is Ishmael, rashmael, rather than therrarather tharather than Isaac, wn Isaac, whose sacrihose sacrifice is defice is demanded.manded.manded.

The most striking characteristic of Abraham’s portrayal in the Genesis 
narrative — and for which he is most admired in later tradition — is his passive 
obedience to the divine directives he receives. At the beginning of his story he is 
told to leave his homeland behind and travel “to the land that I will show you,” a 
place about which he knows nothing. That he seems to accept this summons 
without question or hesitation may be a consequence of the literary economy of 
the narrative, but in postbiblical interpretation his passive acceptance has been 
seen as a paradigm of the unquestioning obedience that arises from trust in God. 
This is all the more true of the story of the “binding” ({a�qeäd�a®)  of Isaac, 
told near the end of the Abraham narrative (Gen. 22:1-19). After Isaac is born 
and the divine promise of progeny, which had been jeopardized by Abraham’s old 



age and Sarah’s barrenness, seems on the way to fulfillment, God tests Abraham 
by instructing him to take Isaac to “one of the mountains that I shall show you” 
and sacrifice him there as a burnt offering. Again Abraham obeys without 
hesitation and is at the point of putting his son to death when God intervenes 
and substitutes a ram for the offering. Principally on the basis of this remarkable 
story, Abraham came to be regarded as a paragon of faith or trust in God for 
Jews and Christians — and also for Muslims, in whose tradition it is Ishmael, 
rather than Isaac, whose sacrifice is demanded.

P. Kyle McP. Kyle McCarter, JrCarter, Jr..

P. Kyle McCarter, Jr.

ABRAHAM, AABRAHAM, APOCALYPSE POCALYPSE OFOFOF

ABRAHAM, APOCALYPSE OF

A 1st- to A 1st- to mid-2nd cemid-2nd century ntury C.E.C.E. Jewish ap Jewish apocalypse, ocalypse, probably cprobably composed inomposed in a Semitic a Semitic language, l language, language, but extantbut extant only in S only in Slavonic. Alavonic. Although thlthough the work maye work may not be co not be composite, mmposite, mmposite, most scholmost scholars identiars identify two majfy two major parts aor parts and severalnd several possible  possible interpolatinterpolations.ions.ions.

A 1st- to mid-2nd century C.E. Jewish apocalypse, probably composed in a Semitic 
language, but extant only in Slavonic. Although the work may not be composite, 
most scholars identify two major parts and several possible interpolations.

1.1.�Chs.1—8 arChs.1—8 are a late, e a late, humorous shumorous story abouttory about the conve the conversion of Arsion of Abraham frobraham from idolatrymfrofrom idolafrom idolatry after try after he reflecthe reflects on the ns on the nature of iature of idols and pdols and prays that rays that he might khe mighe might knowmight know the Creat the Creator, who thor, who then appearsen appears in a theo in a theophany.phany.phany.

1. Chs.1—8 are a late, humorous story about the conversion of Abraham 
from idolatry after he reflects on the nature of idols and prays that he 
might know the Creator, who then appears in a theophany.

2.2.�Chs. 9—32,Chs. 9—32, the origi the original apocalnal apocalypse, are ypse, are a midrash a midrash on Gen. 15on Gen. 15:9-17. God:9-17. God instructs in instructs instructs the angel the angel Iaoel Iaoel (YHWH }l)(YHWH }l) to help A to help Abraham offbraham offer sacrifier sacrifices on Horces on Hces on Horeb, wheHoreb, where Abrahamre Abraham encounter encounters the falls the fallen angel Aen angel Azazel. Iaozazel. Iaoel then tael then takes Abrahaketatakes Abratakes Abraham on an ham on an otherworldotherworldly journeyly journey and shows and shows him a vis him a vision of Godion of Godion of God, God’sGod, God’s throne an throne and attendand attendants (cf. Ezts (cf. Ezek. 1, 10)ek. 1, 10), the vari, the various heavenous heavens, the ears, ths, the earth the earth and the aband the abyss, and ayss, and a picture d picture depicting aepicting all of humall of human history n history (cf. 1 En.(cf. 1 (cf. 1 En. 1—361 En. 1—36).).).

2. Chs. 9—32, the original apocalypse, are a midrash on Gen. 15:9-17. God 
instructs the angel Iaoel (YHWH }l) to help Abraham offer sacrifices on 
Horeb, where Abraham encounters the fallen angel Azazel. Iaoel then 
takes Abraham on an otherworldly journey and shows him a vision of 
God, God’s throne and attendants (cf. Ezek. 1, 10), the various heavens, 
the earth and the abyss, and a picture depicting all of human history (cf. 
1 En. 1—36).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. RubinkiR. Rubinkiewicz, “Apewicz, “Apocalypse oocalypse of Abraham,f Abraham,” ” OTPOTP 1 (Garden 1 (Garden City, 198 C City, 1983City, 1983): 681–705): 681–705; G. Verme; G. Vermes, “Jewishs, “Jewish Literatur Literature Composede Composed in Hebrew in Hebrew or Aramai or Ara or Aramaic,” Aramaic,” in E. Schüin E. Schürer, rer, The HistorThe History of the Jy of the Jewish Peopewish People in the le in the Age of JesAge of Jesus Christ us Christ (175(175(175(175  B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D.  135),135), rev. ed., rev. ed., 3/1 (Edin 3/1 (Edinburgh, 198burgh, 1986): 288–926): 288–92...

Bibliography. R. Rubinkiewicz, “Apocalypse of Abraham,” OTP 1 (Garden 
City, 1983): 681–705; G. Vermes, “Jewish Literature Composed in Hebrew or 
Aramaic,” in E. Schürer, The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ 
(175 B.C.—A.D. 135), rev. ed., 3/1 (Edinburgh, 1986): 288–92.
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ABRAHAM, TABRAHAM, TESTAMENT OESTAMENT OFFF

ABRAHAM, TESTAMENT OF

A pseudepiA pseudepigraphal bographal book in whicok in which Abraham h Abraham learns frolearns from the archm the archangel Michangel Michael that tael that ael that the tthat the time has coime has come for hisme for his death. Ab death. Abraham, howraham, however, refuever, refuses to dieses to die, using hi, using his privilegs ps privilegedprivileged position  position as the frias the friend of Godend of God to forest to forestall the inall the inevitable. evitable. The story The story thus departhus dthus departs frdeparts from an antiom an anticipated decipated deathbed gatathbed gathering (a hering (a testament)testament) to become to become apocalypt apocalypt apocalyptiapocalyptic in naturc in nature as Abrahe as Abraham tours tam tours the inhabithe inhabited world aed world and journeynd journeys to the ss to the scene of thcsscene of tscene of the judgmenhe judgment. The prit. The principal thencipal theme is thatme is that God is co God is compassionatmpassionate and patie and patient with sepatipatient wipatient with sinnersth sinners, desiring, desiring that all  that all repent andrepent and live. At  live. At the end ofthe end of the story the story, God send, God , God sends God sends the angel the angel Death, whoDeath, who takes Abr takes Abraham’s souaham’s soul by trickl by trickery.ery.ery.

A pseudepigraphal book in which Abraham learns from the archangel Michael 
that the time has come for his death. Abraham, however, refuses to die, using his 
privileged position as the friend of God to forestall the inevitable. The story thus 
departs from an anticipated deathbed gathering (a testament) to become 
apocalyptic in nature as Abraham tours the inhabited world and journeys to the 
scene of the judgment. The principal theme is that God is compassionate and 
patient with sinners, desiring that all repent and live. At the end of the story, 
God sends the angel Death, who takes Abraham’s soul by trickery.

�The text eThe text exists in axists in a long (Rec long (Recension A) ension A) and short and short (Recension(Recension B) form.  B) form. The originThe orThe original Joriginal Jewish textewish text was proba was probably writtebly written in a semn in a semitizing Gritizing Greek in Egyeek in Egypt ca. 100pt ca. 100  C.E.C.EC.E.C.E.C.E.

The text exists in a long (Recension A) and short (Recension B) form. The 



original Jewish text was probably written in a semitizing Greek in Egypt ca. 100 
C.E.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. P. SandE. P. Sanders, “Testers, “Testament of Aament of Abraham,” braham,” OTPOTP 1:871–902 1:871–902...

Bibliography. E. P. Sanders, “Testament of Abraham,” OTP 1:871–902.
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ABRAMABRAM (Heb.  (Heb. }ab�raœm}ab�raœm)))

ABRAM (Heb. }ab�raœm )

The originThe original name ofal name of Abraham. Abraham.

The original name of Abraham.

ABRONABRON (Gk.  (Gk. AbroœnaAbroœna)))

ABRON (Gk. Abroœna)

A brook alA brook along which ong which HolofernesHolofernes destroyed destroyed all the f all the fortified tortified towns (Jdt.owns (Jdt. 2:24; cf. 2:24; cf. Codex Sin Co Codex SinaCodex Sinaiticus iticus Chebroœn,Chebroœn, Vulg.  Vulg. MambreMambre). Some sc). Some scholars ideholars identify it wntify it with the ith the HÓaburHHÓaburHÓabur River. River.

A brook along which Holofernes destroyed all the fortified towns (Jdt. 2:24; cf. 
Codex Sinaiticus Chebroœn, Vulg. Mambre). Some scholars identify it with the 
HÓabur River.

ABRONAHABRONAH (Heb.  (Heb. {ab�roœna®{ab�roœna®)))

ABRONAH (Heb. {ab�roœna® )

A place whA place where the Isere the Israelites eraelites encamped duncamped during theirring their wildernes wilderness wanderins wanderings (Num. 3gs (Num. 3gs (Num. 33:34-35).33:34-35). It is an  It is an oasis, posoasis, possibly sibly {Ain Defiy{Ain Defiyeh/{Eineh/{Ein Avrona, c Avrona, ca. 15 km. a. 15 km. (9 mi.) N (9 mi.) N(9 mi.) N of EzionN of Ezion-geber.-geber.

A place where the Israelites encamped during their wilderness wanderings (Num. 
33:34-35). It is an oasis, possibly {Ain Defiyeh/{Ein Avrona, ca. 15 km. (9 mi.) 
N of Ezion-geber.

ABSALOMABSALOM (Heb.  (Heb. }ab�sûaœlo}ab�sûaœloœm;œm; Gk.  Gk. ApsaloœmosApsaloœmos, Abessalo, Abessaloœmœm) (also AB) (als) (also ABIS(also ABISHALOM)HALOM)HALOM)

ABSALOM (Heb. }ab�sûaœloœm;  Gk. Apsaloœmos, Abessaloœm) 
(also ABISHALOM)

�1.1. The third The third son of Da son of David, born vid, born to Maacah,to Maacah, daughter  daughter of Talmai of Talmai king of Geking of Geshur (2 SashurGeGeshur (2 Geshur (2 Sam. 3:3 =Sam. 3:3 = 1 Chr. 3: 1 Chr. 3:2); presum2); presumably an anably an ancestor of cestor of Maacah theMaacah the wife of R wife of Rehoboam aneRRehoboam aRehoboam and mother nd mother of Abijam of Abijam (1 Kgs. 15(1 Kgs. 15:2, Abisha:2, Abishalom). Absalom). Absalom plays lom plays a major roa major a major rolemajor role in narrat in narratives reporives reporting the pting the punishment unishment prophesiedprophesied by Nathan by Nathan for David for David for David’s crDavid’s crimes of adimes of adultery andultery and murder (2 murder (2 Sam. 12:1 Sam. 12:11-12). Dav1-12). David suffereid suffered many of d many of the promistthe promisthe promised consequed consequences for ences for his crimeshis crimes through t through the actionshe actions of a son  of a son portrayed portrayed portrayed portrayed as a negatas a negative image ive image of himselfof himself: handsome: handsome (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 16:12; 2 Sa6:12; 2 Sam. 14:25),m. 14:25), charismat ch charismaticharismatic (3:36; 1c (3:36; 15:1–6), an5:1–6), and cunning d cunning in dealingin dealing with enem with enemies (ch. 1ies (ch. 13; 1 Kgs. 3; 1 Kgs. 2:5-6).2:5-62:5-6).2:5-6).2:5-6).

1. The third son of David, born to Maacah, daughter of Talmai king of 
Geshur (2 Sam. 3:3 = 1 Chr. 3:2); presumably an ancestor of Maacah the wife of 
Rehoboam and mother of Abijam (1 Kgs. 15:2, Abishalom). Absalom plays a 
major role in narratives reporting the punishment prophesied by Nathan for 
David’s crimes of adultery and murder (2 Sam. 12:11-12). David suffered many of 
the promised consequences for his crimes through the actions of a son 
portrayed as a negative image of himself: handsome (1 Sam. 16:12; 2 Sam. 14:25), 
charismatic (3:36; 15:1–6), and cunning in dealing with enemies (ch. 13; 1 Kgs. 
2:5-6).

�Absalom plAbsalom planned and anned and ordered thordered the murder oe murder of Amnon inf Amnon in retaliati retaliation for theon for the rape of T rap rape of Tarape of Tamar and flmar and fled to exiled to exile in Geshue in Geshur, his grar, his grandfather’sndfather’s city (2 S city (2 Sam. 13). Sam. 13). Soon after oon SSoon afterSoon after his retur his return and recon and reconciliationnciliation with Davi with David, orchestd, orchestrated by Jrated by Joab (2 Samoab (2 Sam. 14), Abs. 1. 14), Absal14), Absalom attemptom attempted to wresed to wrest control t control of the kinof the kingdom from gdom from his fatherhis father. When peo. When pe. When people seepeople seeking justiking justice arrivedce arrived in Jerusa in Jerusalem, he aslem, he assured themsured them of their  of their case’s mercase’s merit and bemit ait and bemoanand bemoaned his laced his lack of a posk of a position thatition that would all would allow him to ow him to help. He ehelp. He embraced anmbraced anmbraced and kissedand kissed those who those who came to b came to bow before ow before him (2 Samhim (2 Sam. 15:1-6).. 15:1-6). On the pr On the pretext of fetext of etext of fulfillof fulfilling a vow,ing a vow, he travel he traveled to Hebred to Hebron, where on, where David had David had been crownbeen crowned king, aed king, and sent agndaand sent aand sent agents throgents throughout theughout the kingdom t kingdom to announceo announce his coron his coronation at tation at the sound ohe sound he sound of tsound of trumpet sigrumpet signals. Newsnals. News of Absalo of Absalom’s rebellm’s rebellion spreadion spread quickly,  quickly, and David and David was forcedwwas forcedwas forced to flee f to flee for refuge or refuge to Mahanaito Mahanaim, the citm, the city E of they E of the Jordan Ri Jordan River where ver where Saul’s genSauSaul’s genSaul’s general, Abneeral, Abner, had fair, had failed to conled to continue Saultinue Saul’s dynasty’s dynasty through I through Ishbaal. Hushbaal. Hushai, the shai,HuHushai, thHushai, the priests e priests Zadok and Zadok and Abiathar, Abiathar, and the prand the priest’s soniest’s sons remaineds remained in Jerusa in Jerusalem as DavlemJerusaJerusalem Jerusalem as David’sas David’s agents. A agents. After enterfter entering Jerusaing Jerusalem, Absallem, Absalom demonstom demonstrated his rated his claim to tcclaim to tclaim to the throne he throne by taking by taking 10 of Davi10 of David’s concubd’s concubines. His ines. His decision tdecision to wait as o wait as Hushai advHusHushai advHushai advised, rathised, rather than imer than immediately mediately pursue andpursue and kill Davi kill David as Ahithd as Ahithophel counophel counseled, seascouncounseled,counseled, sealed hi sealed his doom. Das doom. David’s follvid’s followers wereowers were ready and ready and defeated  defeated Absalom’s Absalom’s Absalom’s Absalom’s forces. Whforces. While ridingile riding a mule, A a mule, Absalom’s hbsalom’s head was caead was caught in anught in an oak. He w oak. He w oak. He was killedwas killed by Joab,  by Joab, and his boand his body thrown dy thrown into a pitinto a pit in the fo in the forest and crest and covered witovered with a heap oh a h a heap of a heap of stones.stones.stones.

Absalom planned and ordered the murder of Amnon in retaliation for the 
rape of Tamar and fled to exile in Geshur, his grandfather’s city (2 Sam. 13). 
Soon after his return and reconciliation with David, orchestrated by Joab (2 Sam. 
14), Absalom attempted to wrest control of the kingdom from his father. When 
people seeking justice arrived in Jerusalem, he assured them of their case’s merit 
and bemoaned his lack of a position that would allow him to help. He embraced 
and kissed those who came to bow before him (2 Sam. 15:1-6). On the pretext 
of fulfilling a vow, he traveled to Hebron, where David had been crowned king, 
and sent agents throughout the kingdom to announce his coronation at the 
sound of trumpet signals. News of Absalom’s rebellion spread quickly, and David 
was forced to flee for refuge to Mahanaim, the city E of the Jordan River where 



Saul’s general, Abner, had failed to continue Saul’s dynasty through Ishbaal. 
Hushai, the priests Zadok and Abiathar, and the priest’s sons remained in 
Jerusalem as David’s agents. After entering Jerusalem, Absalom demonstrated his 
claim to the throne by taking 10 of David’s concubines. His decision to wait as 
Hushai advised, rather than immediately pursue and kill David as Ahithophel 
counseled, sealed his doom. David’s followers were ready and defeated 
Absalom’s forces. While riding a mule, Absalom’s head was caught in an oak. He 
was killed by Joab, and his body thrown into a pit in the forest and covered with 
a heap of stones.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. Conroy,C. Conroy,  Absalom AbAbsalom Absalom! Narsalom! Narrative andrative and Language  Language in 2 Samuein 2 Samin 2 Samuel 13-Samuel 13-20.20. AnBib 81  AnBib 81 (Rome, 197(Rome, 1978); J. P. 8); J. P. Fokkelman,Fokkelman,  Narrative Narrative Art and PoArt and Poetry in thetry in thetry in the Books the Books of Samuel,of Samuel, 1:  1: King DavidKing David (Assen, 1 (Assen, 1991); R. P991); R. Polzin, olzin, David and David and the Deuterthe Deuteronomist: 2onomDeuterDeuteronomDeuteronomist: 2 Samist: 2 Samueluel (Blooming (Bloomington, 1993)ton, 1993); R. N. Wh; R. N. Whybray, ybray, The SuccesThe Succession Narrasion Narrasion Narrative.Narrative. SBT, 2nd  SBT, 2nd ser. 9 (Naser. 9 (Naperville, perville, 1968).1968).1968).

Bibliography. C. Conroy, Absalom Absalom! Narrative and Language in 2 
Samuel 13-20. AnBib 81 (Rome, 1978); J. P. Fokkelman, Narrative Art and Poetry in 
the Books of Samuel, 1: King David (Assen, 1991); R. Polzin, David and the 
Deuteronomist: 2 Samuel (Bloomington, 1993); R. N. Whybray, The Succession 
Narrative. SBT, 2nd ser. 9 (Naperville, 1968).

�2.2. One of tw One of two messengeo messengers said tors said to be involv be involved in negoed in negotiations btiations between Judetween Judas Maccabeas Mas Maccabeus Maccabeus and Lysiasand Lysias, the gove, the governor of Cornor of Coele-Syria ele-Syria and Phoeniand Phoenicia (2 Maccia (2 Macc. 11:17);c. 11:17); possibly  11:17);11:17); po11:17); possibly thessibly the same as t same as the father he father of Mattathof Mattathias (1 Macias (1 Macc. 11:70) c. 11:70) and Jonathand Jonathan (13:11)an (an (13:11), c(13:11), commanders ommanders in the Macin the Maccabean armcabean army.y.y.

2. One of two messengers said to be involved in negotiations between Judas 
Maccabeus and Lysias, the governor of Coele-Syria and Phoenicia (2 Macc. 
11:17); possibly the same as the father of Mattathias (1 Macc. 11:70) and Jonathan 
(13:11), commanders in the Maccabean army.

Keith L. EKeith L. Eadesades

Keith L. Eades

ABYSSABYSSABYSS

ABYSS

Although iAlthough in English n English translatiotranslations of the ns of the OT “abyss”OT “abyss” is rarely is rarely used (cf. used (cf. Gen. 1:2  Gen. 1:2 NEB, NAB),NEB,NEB, NAB),NEB, NAB), Gk.  Gk. aébyssosaébyssos (“primal  (“primal ocean” or ocean” or “world of “world of the dead”)the dead”) appears f appears frequently reqffrequentlyfrequently in the LX in the LXX as a traX as a translation onslation of Heb. f Heb. teïho®m,teïho®m, “waters o “waters of the deepf the deep.” .” Teïho®m,TeTeïho®m,Teïho®m, treated a treated as a propers a proper name, der name, derives from ives from the same Sthe same Semitic rooemitic root as Tiamat as Tiamt as Tiamat, thTiamat, the goddess e goddess in Enuma Ein Enuma Elish, the lish, the BabylonianBabylonian creation  creation story. Howstory. However, it dever, it does not apoddoes not adoes not appear to bppear to be personife personified in theied in the OT and re OT and refers variofers variously to thusly to the creatione creation event (Ge ev event (Genevent (Gen. 1:2; Job. 1:2; Job 38:16; Ps 38:16; Ps. 33:7), t. 33:7), to blessingo blessings and ferts and fertility (Genility (Gen. 49:25; D. 49:25; Deut. 8:7; eut. 8:eut. 8:7; Ps. 78:7; Ps. 78:15), and8:15), and to destru to destruction (Genction (Gen. 7:11; 8:. 7:11; 8:2; Ezek. 22; Ezek. 26:19; Amos6:19; Amos 7:4). It  7:4). It is also asis alsois also assocalso associated withiated with the Reed  the Reed Sea (Exod.Sea (Exod. 15:5; Isa 15:5; Isa. 51:10; P. 51:10; Ps. 106:9).s. 106:9).

Although in English translations of the OT “abyss” is rarely used (cf. Gen. 1:2 
NEB, NAB), Gk. aébyssos (“primal ocean” or “world of the dead”) appears 
frequently in the LXX as a translation of Heb. teïho®m, “waters of the deep.” 
Teïho®m, treated as a proper name, derives from the same Semitic root as 
Tiamat, the goddess in Enuma Elish, the Babylonian creation story. However, it 
does not appear to be personified in the OT and refers variously to the creation 
event (Gen. 1:2; Job 38:16; Ps. 33:7), to blessings and fertility (Gen. 49:25; Deut. 
8:7; Ps. 78:15), and to destruction (Gen. 7:11; 8:2; Ezek. 26:19; Amos 7:4). It is 
also associated with the Reed Sea (Exod. 15:5; Isa. 51:10; Ps. 106:9).

� When “aby When “abyss” is notss” is not used to t used to translate ranslate teïho®m,teïho®m, “the deep “the deep” is often” is often employed  employ employed (employed (cf. Gen. 1cf. Gen. 1:2 NJPSV, :2 NJPSV, RSV, NRSV)RSV, NRSV)...

 When “abyss” is not used to translate teïho®m, “the deep” is often 
employed (cf. Gen. 1:2 NJPSV, RSV, NRSV).

�Usually trUsually translated “anslated “abyss” in abyss” in the NT, itthe NT, it refers to refers to the place the place of the de of the dead (Rom. 1ad (Rom. ad (Rom. 10:7(Rom. 10:7) and is s) and is synonymous ynonymous with hell with hell or Hades. or Hades. It more frIt more frequently requently refers to tefers to the place whtthe place the place where the where the forces of forces of evil dwellevil dwell (e.g., Lu (e.g., Luke 8:31; Rke 8:31; Rev. 9:1, 2ev. 9:1, 2).).).

Usually translated “abyss” in the NT, it refers to the place of the dead 
(Rom. 10:7) and is synonymous with hell or Hades. It more frequently refers to 
the place where the forces of evil dwell (e.g., Luke 8:31; Rev. 9:1, 2).

John R. SpJohn R. Spencerencer
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ACACIAACACIAACACIA

ACACIA

A native MA native Mediterraneediterranean tree, oan tree, of which thf which there are fiere are five speciesve species. Most gro. Most grow in the Jw in the Judean deseudJJudean desJudean desert, the Nert, the Negeb, and egeb, and Sinai, whiSinai, while one typle one type e (Acacia ra(Acacia raddiana)ddiana) is found  is found in the cenin thein the centrathe central and nortl and northern partshern parts of Israel of Israel. The acac. The acacia (Heb. ia (Heb. sûhit�t�iîsûhit�t�iîmm) is a har) is a hardy tree, adyharhardy treehardy tree, able to , able to withstand withstand the extremthe extreme climatice climatic condition conditions of the ds of the desert. Acaesert. Acacia is useciaAcaAcacia is Acacia is used for fused for fuel, constuel, construction, aruction, and shade. nd shade. The trunk,The trunk, branches, branches, and leave and leaves also pros alss also provialso provide food fode food for a varietr a variety of animay of animals. Althouls. Although some tygh some types of acapes of acacia are shcia are shrublike, 4rubshshrublike,shrublike, 4–5 m. (1 4–5 m. (13–16 ft.) 3–16 ft.) in height,in height, others ha others have centralve central trunks an trunks and can reacd can reach heights h heh heights ofheights of 12–15 m.  12–15 m. (40–50 ft.(40–50 ft.). Acacia ). Acacia wood was uwood was used prominsed prominently in cently in constructioonstruction of the tnconstructioconstructiconstruction of the on of the tabernacletabernacle, ark, and, ark, and other sac other sacred objectred objects (Exod. 2s (Exod. 25-27, 30, 5-27, 30, 35-38).35-35-38).35-38).35-38).

A native Mediterranean tree, of which there are five species. Most grow in the 
Judean desert, the Negeb, and Sinai, while one type (Acacia raddiana) is found in 



the central and northern parts of Israel. The acacia (Heb. sûhit�t�iîm ) is a 
hardy tree, able to withstand the extreme climatic conditions of the desert. 
Acacia is used for fuel, construction, and shade. The trunk, branches, and leaves 
also provide food for a variety of animals. Although some types of acacia are 
shrublike, 4–5 m. (13–16 ft.) in height, others have central trunks and can reach 
heights of 12–15 m. (40–50 ft.). Acacia wood was used prominently in 
construction of the tabernacle, ark, and other sacred objects (Exod. 25-27, 30, 
35-38).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. HareuveN. Hareuveni, ni, Tree and STree and Shrub in Ouhrub in Our Biblicalr Biblical Heritage Heritage (Kiryat O (Kiryat O (Kiryat Ono, 1984)Ono, 1984); Y. Waise; Y. Waisel and A. Al and A. Alon, lon, Trees of tTrees of the Land ofhe Land of Israel Israel (Tel Aviv (Tel Aviv, 1980)., 1980)., 1980).

Bibliography. N. Hareuveni, Tree and Shrub in Our Biblical Heritage (Kiryat 
Ono, 1984); Y. Waisel and A. Alon, Trees of the Land of Israel (Tel Aviv, 1980).
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ACCADACCAD (Heb.  (Heb. }akkad�; }akkad�; Akk. Akk. a-ga-déa-ga-dé) ) (also AKKA(also AKKAD)D)D)

ACCAD (Heb. }akkad�; Akk. a-ga-dé) 
(also AKKAD)

A city in A city in northern Bnorthern Babylonia labylonia listed withisted with Babel and Babel and Erech as  Erech as a part of a part of Nimrod’s kNimrod’s kingdom in ingkkingdom inkingdom in the land  the land of Shinar of Shinar (Gen. 10:1(Gen. 10:10); also c0); also called Agadalled Agade, Akkad. e, Akkad. Accad was Accad was founded asfofounded asfounded as the capit the capital city ofal city of the empir the empire establise established by Sarhed by Sargon I (ca.gon I (ca. 2330–2274 2330–2274  B.C.B.CB.C.B.C.). The Akk). The Akkadian Empiadian Empire includere included all Mesod all Mesopotamia, ppotamia, parts of Anarts of Anatolia, anatolia, and northernd northed northern Snorthern Syria, as fyria, as far as the ar as the MediterranMediterranean coast.ean coast. With the  With the shift of tshift of the politiche political center al cenal center of center of MesopotamiMesopotamia from Suma from Sumer to Accaer to Accad, the Semd, the Semitic Akkaditic Akkadian languaian language, culturge, cultuge, culture, aculture, and militarnd military art supey art superseded tharseded that of the St of the Sumerians. umerians. Sargon’s gSargon’s grandson Narandson Naram-sin deraNaNaram-sin Naram-sin destroyed destroyed the great the great palace of palace of Ebla ca. 2Ebla ca. 2250. Accad250. Accad was destr was destroyed by thoyed by thoyed by the Gutianthe Gutians ca. 2150s ca. 2150 and never and never rebuilt. rebuilt. rebuilt.

A city in northern Babylonia listed with Babel and Erech as a part of Nimrod’s 
kingdom in the land of Shinar (Gen. 10:10); also called Agade, Akkad. Accad was 
founded as the capital city of the empire established by Sargon I (ca. 2330–2274 
B.C.). The Akkadian Empire included all Mesopotamia, parts of Anatolia, and 
northern Syria, as far as the Mediterranean coast. With the shift of the political 
center of Mesopotamia from Sumer to Accad, the Semitic Akkadian language, 
culture, and military art superseded that of the Sumerians. Sargon’s grandson 
Naram-sin destroyed the great palace of Ebla ca. 2250. Accad was destroyed by 
the Gutians ca. 2150 and never rebuilt.

�The locatiThe location of the on of the city remaicity remains uncertans uncertain. Some lin. Some locate it nocate it near Babyloear Babylon and othen and on and others neaothers near Sippor, r Sippor, possibly Tpossibly Tell Der orell Der or Tell Sesu Tell Sesubar. Even bar. Even after the after the destructiodestruction of the cn on of the citof the city, the namy, the name Akkad dee Akkad designated tsignated the northerhe northern region on region of Babylonif Babylonia, and “Aka, and “Akkad and Suk“Ak“Akkad and“Akkad and Sumer” wa Sumer” was used as s used as late as thlate as the Persian e Persian period to period to refer to arefer to all of Babyll of Babylonia.lonBabyBabylonia.Babylonia.

The location of the city remains uncertain. Some locate it near Babylon and 
others near Sippor, possibly Tell Der or Tell Sesubar. Even after the destruction 
of the city, the name Akkad designated the northern region of Babylonia, and 
“Akkad and Sumer” was used as late as the Persian period to refer to all of 
Babylonia.

Bradford SBradford Scott Hummecott Hummell
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ACCOACCO (Heb.  (Heb. {akko®{akko®)))

ACCO (Heb. {akko®)

A LevantinA Levantine coastal e coastal city identcity identified withified with modern Te modern Tell ll el-Fukhkhael-Fukhkha®r/Tel®r/Tel Acco (158 Acco (1 Acco (1585.2585(1585.2585), a 200-d), a 200-dunam tell unam tell some 700 msome 700 m. (2300 ft. (2300 ft.) inland..) inland. Its impor Its importance as atance as a major eco m major econmajor economic and pomic and political colitical center may enter may be attribube attributed to itsted to its location  location at the junat the junction of bctiojunjunction ojunction of both marf both maritime and itime and overland toverland trade routerade routes connectis connecting the coang the coast with Gast with Gast with Galilee, tGalilee, the Jordan he Jordan Valley as Valley as well as Trwell as Transjordan ansjordan and Syria.and Syria. Originall Originally a Canaany a Canaanite centerite cite center, Accenter, Acco is mentco is mentioned as aioned as an unconquen unconquered city ared city at the timet the time of the Co of the Conquest (Junquest (Judg. 1:31) d(Ju(Judg. 1:3(Judg. 1:31) as well1) as well as a harb as a harbor city inor city in the time  the time of Paul (Aof Paul (Acts 21:7).cts 21:7). The Helle The Hellenistic-Romnistic-HelleHellenistiHellenistic-Roman cic-Roman city was calty was called Ptolemled Ptolemais, locatais, located betweened between the harbo the harbor and the r and the tell. Durittell. Duritell. During the Crung the Crusade periosade period it was kd it was known as Stnown as St. Jean D’A. Jean D’Acre or Acrcre or Acre, and sube, and subsequently ssubsubsequentsubsequently it was ly it was called Akkcalled Akka by its Aa by its Arab conquerab conquerors.rors.rors.

A Levantine coastal city identified with modern Tell el-Fukhkha®r/Tel Acco 
(1585.2585), a 200-dunam tell some 700 m. (2300 ft.) inland. Its importance as a 
major economic and political center may be attributed to its location at the 
junction of both maritime and overland trade routes connecting the coast with 
Galilee, the Jordan Valley as well as Transjordan and Syria. Originally a Canaanite 
center, Acco is mentioned as an unconquered city at the time of the Conquest 
(Judg. 1:31) as well as a harbor city in the time of Paul (Acts 21:7). The 
Hellenistic-Roman city was called Ptolemais, located between the harbor and the 
tell. During the Crusade period it was known as St. Jean D’Acre or Acre, and 



subsequently it was called Akka by its Arab conquerors.

�ArchaeologArchaeological evideical evidence and thnce and the occurrene occurrence of the ce of the name in anname in ancient textcient texts sources s sours sources insources indicate thadicate that it was ct it was continuallyontinually inhabited inhabited over a pe over a period of foriod of four millennur millennia. Duringia. Dia. During theDuring the Iron Age  Iron Age Acco was sAcco was settled by ettled by the Philisthe Philistines; indtines; indications oications of metal-wof metal-working and rkimetal-wometal-workmetal-working and Mying and Mycenean potcenean pottery confitery confirm this lirm this link with thnk with the Mediterre Mediterranean islaanean islands. Soon nislaislands. Sislands. Soon afterwoon afterward it becard it became an impame an important Phoortant Phoenician maenician maritime andritime and trading c trading center, as eccenter, ascenter, as shown by  shown by the underwthe underwater excavater excavations in ations in the harborthe harbor. In Area . In Area B numerousB numerouB numerous enumerous examples ofxamples of household household utensils, utensils, figurines figurines, and jewe, and jewelry testiflry testify to its ry to its role as a mole rrole as a role as a major tradmajor trading centering center between t between the Phoeniche Phoenician coastaian coastal cities al cities and the maind the mainland. Duenlamaimainland. mainland. Due to theDue to the Assyrian  Assyrian westward ewestward expansion bxpansion by Tiglath-y Tiglath-pileser IIpileser III tribute I tribute was exactewawas exactewas exacted from thed from the Phoenicia Phoenician cities tn cities that later hat later joined thejoined the rebellion rebellion of Hezeki of Hezekiah, the reah, HezekiHezekiah, Hezekiah, the resultthe result of which  of which was the diwas the disastrous isastrous invasions bnvasions by Sennachey Sennacherib in 701rib in 701  B.C.BB.C.B.C. Assurbani Assurbanipal boastspal boasts that he k that he killed thosilled those inhabitae inhabitants of Accnts of Acco who wereo who were not submi not sub not submissivesubmissive, hanging , hanging their corptheir corpses on polses on poles which hes which he placed ae placed around the round the city, and city, and deported tdedeported tdeported the others he others ((ANET,ANET, 300). Fro 300). From 530 onwam 530 onward Acco ward Acco was a strates a strategic base fgic base for the Perorffor the Pefor the Persian milirsian military operatary operations agaitions against Egypt.nst Egypt. As a city As a city with  with polispolis status Ac status Acco became co beco became an became an important important link in inlink in internationaternational trade bel trade between the tween the HellenistiHellenistic world anc world and the Nabad anand the Naand the Nabateans, cbateans, controllingontrolling access to access to the mainl the mainland of Paland of Palestine. Unestine. Under Ptolemder Ptolemaic rule iaiPtolemPtolemaic Ptolemaic rule its nrule its name changeame changed to Ptoled to Ptolemais. Durimais. During the Macng the Maccabean warcabean wars the Seles the Seles the Seleucids Seleucids used it asused it as a center  a center from whichfrom which the Jews  the Jews were persewere persecuted. Pomcuted. Pompey conquepey conqupey conquered conquered the city ithe city in 63 n 63 B.C.B.C. and enlar and enlarged its teged its territory. Arritory. As Colonia s Colonia Claudia PtClaudia Ptolemais itolemPtPtolemais Ptolemais it served it served as a centeas a center for the r for the military, military, industry, industry, and trade and trade during Romduring Roman and Byzan aan and Byzantand Byzantine times.ine times. Acco is a Acco is also famouslso famous because o because of Napoleonf Napoleon’s defeat ’s defeat there in 1there in 1799.7911799.1799.1799.

Archaeological evidence and the occurrence of the name in ancient texts 
sources indicate that it was continually inhabited over a period of four millennia. 
During the Iron Age Acco was settled by the Philistines; indications of 
metal-working and Mycenean pottery confirm this link with the Mediterranean 
islands. Soon afterward it became an important Phoenician maritime and trading 
center, as shown by the underwater excavations in the harbor. In Area B 
numerous examples of household utensils, figurines, and jewelry testify to its 
role as a major trading center between the Phoenician coastal cities and the 
mainland. Due to the Assyrian westward expansion by Tiglath-pileser III tribute 
was exacted from the Phoenician cities that later joined the rebellion of 
Hezekiah, the result of which was the disastrous invasions by Sennacherib in 701 
B.C. Assurbanipal boasts that he killed those inhabitants of Acco who were not 
submissive, hanging their corpses on poles which he placed around the city, and 
deported the others (ANET, 300). From 530 onward Acco was a strategic base 
for the Persian military operations against Egypt. As a city with polis status Acco 
became an important link in international trade between the Hellenistic world 
and the Nabateans, controlling access to the mainland of Palestine. Under 
Ptolemaic rule its name changed to Ptolemais. During the Maccabean wars the 
Seleucids used it as a center from which the Jews were persecuted. Pompey 
conquered the city in 63 B.C. and enlarged its territory. As Colonia Claudia 
Ptolemais it served as a center for the military, industry, and trade during Roman 
and Byzantine times. Acco is also famous because of Napoleon’s defeat there in 
1799.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Dothan,M. Dothan, et al., “ et al., “Acco,” Acco,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 1:16–31;  1:16–31; E. Linder,E. Linder, “The Harb “The H “The Harbor of Harbor of Akko ExcavAkko Excavations (19ations (1973–75 Seas73–75 Seasons),” ons),” InternatioInternational Confernal Conference of Unence of Underwater AderwUnUnderwaterUnderwater Archaeolo Archaeologygy (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1975phia, 1975).).).

Bibliography. M. Dothan, et al., “Acco,” NEAEHL 1:16–31; E. Linder, “The 
Harbor of Akko Excavations (1973–75 Seasons),” International Conference of 
Underwater Archaeology (Philadelphia, 1975).
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ACHAEMENIDACHAEMENID (also ACH (also ACHAEMENIAN)AEMENIAN)AEMENIAN)

ACHAEMENID (also ACHAEMENIAN)

DesignatioDesignation of the rn of the royal houseoyal house of Persia of Persia, from Cyr, from Cyrus II (559us II (559–530 –530 B.C.E.B.C.E.) onward () onward (from Pers.fr((from Pers(from Pers. . HakhaœmaniHakhaœmanish,sh, perhaps “ perhaps “friendly ifriendly in nature,”n nature,” eponymous eponymous ancestor  ancestor of the dynoof the dynof the dynasty; Gk. asty; Gk. AchaimeneäAchaimeneäss). It was ). It was Cyrus who Cyrus who permitted permitted the Jewishthe Jewish exiles to exiles exiles to exiles to take back take back to Jerusalto Jerusalem the “veem the “vessels of tssels of the house ohe house of the Lordf the Lord” (Ezra 1:” (Ezra 1:7). The va7). T7). The vast aThe vast and varied nd varied resources resources of the empof the empire made Aire made Achaemenianchaemenian (or Achae (or Achaemenid) artmenid) AchaeAchaemenidAchaemenid) art poss) art possible.ible.

Designation of the royal house of Persia, from Cyrus II (559–530 B.C.E.) onward 
(from Pers. Hakhaœmanish, perhaps “friendly in nature,” eponymous ancestor 
of the dynasty; Gk. Achaimeneäs). It was Cyrus who permitted the Jewish 
exiles to take back to Jerusalem the “vessels of the house of the Lord” (Ezra 1:7). 
The vast and varied resources of the empire made Achaemenian (or 
Achaemenid) art possible.

ACHAIAACHAIA (Gk.  (Gk. AchaiíaAchaiía)))

ACHAIA (Gk. Achaiía)

Home of thHome of the Achaeanse Achaeans, as Homer, as Homer called th called the Greeks we Greeks who attackeho attacked Troy, thd Troy, the dominante domie dominant pdominant people in teople in the northerhe northern Peloponnn Peloponnesian Peniesian Peninsula of Gnsula of Greece durireece during the Mycng the Myng the Mycenaean Mycenaean period. Whperiod. When Rome been Rome began to thrgan to threaten Greeeaten Greece, city sce, city states of ttates of the northerhe northhe northern Pnorthern Peloponneseeloponnese (Achaia p (Achaia proper), leroper), led by Corind by Corinth, formedth, formed the Achae the Achaean League an Leaguan League to League to resist. Whresist. When the Romen the Romans defeatans defeated the leaed the league and degue and destroyed Costroyed Corinth, Achrinth, Arinth, Achaia becAchaia became a Romaame a Roman provincen province attached  attached to Macedonto Macedonia but recia but recognized asognized as distinct. distinc distinct.distinct.distinct.

Home of the Achaeans, as Homer called the Greeks who attacked Troy, the 
dominant people in the northern Peloponnesian Peninsula of Greece during the 



Mycenaean period. When Rome began to threaten Greece, city states of the 
northern Peloponnese (Achaia proper), led by Corinth, formed the Achaean 
League to resist. When the Romans defeated the league and destroyed Corinth, 
Achaia became a Roman province attached to Macedonia but recognized as 
distinct.

�In 27 In 27 B.C.E.B.C.E. Augustus  Augustus designateddesignated all the P all the Peloponneseeloponnese and the m and the mainland soainland south of a luth outh of a line of a line running rorunning roughly fromughly from the Eubia the Eubian Gulf wesn Gulf west to Actiut to Actium as the nm as the new senatorew senatorial provinisenatorsenatorialsenatorial province  province of Achaia.of Achaia. Corinth b Corinth became its ecame its capital. Ncapital. Northern Grorthern Greece largeeece largely formed lylargelargely folargely formed the prmed the province ofrovince of Macedonia Macedonia. The Roma. The Romans also frns also frequently requently referred ineferred ineferred in a generin a general way to al way to all of Greall of Greece as Achece as Achaia.aia.aia.

In 27 B.C.E. Augustus designated all the Peloponnese and the mainland south 
of a line running roughly from the Eubian Gulf west to Actium as the new 
senatorial province of Achaia. Corinth became its capital. Northern Greece 
largely formed the province of Macedonia. The Romans also frequently referred 
in a general way to all of Greece as Achaia.

�The letterThe letters of Paul s of Paul and Acts fand Acts follow the ollow the Roman provRoman provincial desincial designations ignations and refer and refeand refer to srefer to southern Grouthern Greece as Aceece as Achaia and nhaia and northern Grorthern Greece as Maeece as Macedonia. Pcedonia. Paul most oaul mostaul most oftenmost often used Acha used Achaia to indiia to indicate specicate specifically Cofically Corinth and rinth and its surrouits surrounding terrnding territory (cf.itorterrterritory territory (cf. Acts (cf. Acts 18:12, 27;18:12, 27; Rom. 15:2 Rom. 15:26; 1 Cor. 6; 1 Cor. 16:15; 2 C16:15; 2 Cor. 1:1; 9or. 1:1; 9:2; 11:10;:2; 11:10; 1 Thess.  1 The 1 Thess. 1:7Thess. 1:7-8).-8).-8).

The letters of Paul and Acts follow the Roman provincial designations and 
refer to southern Greece as Achaia and northern Greece as Macedonia. Paul 
most often used Achaia to indicate specifically Corinth and its surrounding 
territory (cf. Acts 18:12, 27; Rom. 15:26; 1 Cor. 16:15; 2 Cor. 1:1; 9:2; 11:10; 1 
Thess. 1:7-8).

Scott NashScott Nash

Scott Nash

ACHAICUSACHAICUS (Gk.  (Gk. AchaiÿkoœsAchaiÿkoœs)))

ACHAICUS (Gk. Achaiÿkoœs)

A ChristiaA Christian (Gk. “a n (Gk. “a person froperson from Achaia”)m Achaia”) from Cori from Corinth whom tnth whom the Corinthhe Corinthian churchian chuian church senchurch sent to Paul t to Paul in Ephesusin Ephesus (1 Cor. 1 (1 Cor. 16:17).6:17).

A Christian (Gk. “a person from Achaia”) from Corinth whom the Corinthian 
church sent to Paul in Ephesus (1 Cor. 16:17).

ACHANACHAN (Heb.  (Heb. {aœk�aœn{aœk�aœn)))

ACHAN (Heb. {aœk�aœn )

A JudahiteA Judahite, son of C, son of Carmi, son armi, son of Zabdi, of Zabdi, son of Zerson of Zerah who misah who misappropriatappropriated some ofed some oed some of the gooof the goods which wds which were to be ere to be utterly deutterly dedicated todicated to God after God after the conqu the conquest and deest and deest and destructiodestruction of Jericn of Jericho (Josh. ho (Josh. 7:1). Imme7:1). Immediately afdiately afterward Isterward Israel losesrael loses its next  its next battle agabattle battle agabattle against Ai aninst Ai and deduces d deduces that God ithat God is angry wis angry with them. Jth them. Joshua prayoshua prays to God, s to God, who responwwho responwho responds that thds that this battle is battle loss occurloss occurred becausred because someone e someone violated tviolated the rules che rules concerning occoncerningconcerning the banne the banned goods ofd goods of Jericho.  Jericho. God instruGod instructs Joshuacts Joshua to cast l to cast lots to detots to determine whoerdetdetermine determine who violatwho violated the ruled the rules of war.es of war. When lots When lots are cast  are cast on the folon the following daylowing day Achan is  dayday Achan day Achan is determiis determined the guned the guilty partyilty party. He is co. He is confronted anfronted and confessnd confesses to havies to having impropenghavihaving imphaving improperly taroperly taken a variken a variety of gooety of goods and havds and having burieding buried them unde them under his tentr his tent. When the. tenttent. Whentent. When the goods the goods are indee are indeed discoverd discovered, Achan,ed, Achan, his whole his whole family, a family, and all hisnd all his possessio po possessionpossessions are brous are brought up to ght up to the Valleythe Valley of Achor  of Achor (a wordpla(a wordplay on Achany on Achan) where th) where t) where they are bthey are burned and urned and stoned (Jostoned (Josh. 7:25-2sh. 7:25-26).6).6).

A Judahite, son of Carmi, son of Zabdi, son of Zerah who misappropriated some 
of the goods which were to be utterly dedicated to God after the conquest and 
destruction of Jericho (Josh. 7:1). Immediately afterward Israel loses its next 
battle against Ai and deduces that God is angry with them. Joshua prays to God, 
who responds that this battle loss occurred because someone violated the rules 
concerning the banned goods of Jericho. God instructs Joshua to cast lots to 
determine who violated the rules of war. When lots are cast on the following 
day Achan is determined the guilty party. He is confronted and confesses to 
having improperly taken a variety of goods and having buried them under his 
tent. When the goods are indeed discovered, Achan, his whole family, and all his 
possessions are brought up to the Valley of Achor (a wordplay on Achan) where 
they are burned and stoned (Josh. 7:25-26).

Joel S. KaJoel S. Kaminskyminsky

Joel S. Kaminsky

ACHBORACHBOR (Heb.  (Heb. {ak�bo®r{ak�bo®r) (also AB) (also ABDON)DON)DON)

ACHBOR (Heb. {ak�bo®r ) (also ABDON)

�1.1. The fathe The father of the Er of the Edomite kindomite king Baal-hang Baal-hanan (Gen. 3an (Gen. 36:38-39 = 6:38-39 = 1 Chr. 1:41 Chr. 1:49).9).9).

1. The father of the Edomite king Baal-hanan (Gen. 36:38-39 = 1 Chr. 1:49).

�2.2. The son o The son of Micaiah;f Micaiah; a court o a court official offficial of King Josi King Josiah sent toah sent to consult t consult the prophethe prophhe prophetessprophetess Huldah (2 Huldah (2 Kgs. 22:1 Kgs. 22:12, 14). At2, 14). At 2 Chr. 34 2 Chr. 34:20 he is :20 he is called Abdcalled Abdon (on (44) the son ) the so) the son of Micson of Micah. Accordah. According to Jering to Jer. 26:22; 3. 26:22; 36:12 he wa6:12 he was the faths the father of Elnaer of Elnathan.than.

2. The son of Micaiah; a court official of King Josiah sent to consult the 
prophetess Huldah (2 Kgs. 22:12, 14). At 2 Chr. 34:20 he is called Abdon (4) the 



son of Micah. According to Jer. 26:22; 36:12 he was the father of Elnathan.

ACHIMACHIM (Gk.  (Gk. AchiímAchiím)))

ACHIM (Gk. Achiím)

A postexilA postexilic ancestoic ancestor of Jesusr of Jesus (Matt. 1: (Matt. 1:14).14).

A postexilic ancestor of Jesus (Matt. 1:14).

ACHIORACHIOR (Gk.  (Gk. AchioœrAchioœr)))

ACHIOR (Gk. Achioœr)

An AmmonitAn Ammonite commandee commander under thr under the Assyriane Assyrian general H general Holofernes olofernes who attempwho attempted to disted attempattempted attempted to dissuadto dissuade his comme his commander fromander from attacking attacking the Israe the Israelites (Jdtlites (Jdt. 5:5-21).. 5:5-21). Holoferne Ho HolofernesHolofernes’ officers’ officers disregard disregarded Achior’ed Achior’s “deuteros “deuteronomistic” nomistic” interpretainterpretation of hition of history and stohihistory anhistory and instead d instead threatenedthreatened him with  him with death (Jdtdeath (Jdt. 5:22-23). 5:22-23). Judith, . Judith, however, showever, saved his lavedssaved his saved his life by belife by beheading Hoheading Holofernes. lofernes. Seeing theSeeing the hand of G hand of God in thisod in this act, Achi act, Achior accepteor aor accepted caccepted circumcisioircumcision (one of n (one of the few Amthe few Ammonites tomonites to do so) an do so) and became ad became a loyal mem loyal m loyal member of member of the house the house of Israel of Israel (Jdt. 14:1(Jdt. 14:10).0).

An Ammonite commander under the Assyrian general Holofernes who 
attempted to dissuade his commander from attacking the Israelites (Jdt. 5:5-21). 
Holofernes’ officers disregarded Achior’s “deuteronomistic” interpretation of 
history and instead threatened him with death (Jdt. 5:22-23). Judith, however, 
saved his life by beheading Holofernes. Seeing the hand of God in this act, Achior 
accepted circumcision (one of the few Ammonites to do so) and became a loyal 
member of the house of Israel (Jdt. 14:10).

ACHISHACHISH (Heb.  (Heb. }aœk�iîsû}aœk�iîsû)))

ACHISH (Heb. }aœk�iîsû )

The king oThe king of Philistif Philistine Gath dune Gath during the tring the time of Davime of David (1 Sam.id (1 Sam. 21-29) an 21-29) and early ind early in Solomon’s Sol Solomon’s Solomon’s reign (1 Kreign (1 Kgs. 2:39).gs. 2:39). Despite t Despite the two difhe two different patferent patronyms, Maronyms, Maoch (1 Samoch (1 Samoch (1 Sam. 27:2)Sam. 27:2) and Maaca and Maacah (1 Kgs. h (1 Kgs. 2:39), thi2:39), this is the ss is the same indiviame individual.dual.dual.

The king of Philistine Gath during the time of David (1 Sam. 21-29) and early in 
Solomon’s reign (1 Kgs. 2:39). Despite the two different patronyms, Maoch (1 
Sam. 27:2) and Maacah (1 Kgs. 2:39), this is the same individual.

�When DavidWhen David was fleei was fleeing from Sang from Saul, he twiul, he twice took rece took refuge with fuge with Achish. OnAchish. On the first the  the first the first occasion, occasion, David feigDavid feigned insanined insanity to avoity to avoid harm (1 d harm (1 Sam. 21:12Sam. 21:12-13[MT 13–-13[MT 13–14]) and q1413–13–14]) an13–14]) and quickly d quickly left Achisleft Achish. On the h. On the second, Acsecond, Achish receihish received David ved David and, at thand, at the latter’se ththe latterthe latter’s request’s request, gave Dav, gave David and hisid and his followers followers the city  the city of Ziklag of Ziklag as a fief as a fief (1 Sam. 27(1 Sam.(1 Sam. 27:1-Sam. 27:1-6). David 6). David quickly gaquickly gained favorined favor with Achi with Achish, who ussh, who used him anded him and his band  his band as his bodasas his bodas his bodyguards. Iyguards. In preparatn preparation for a ion for a battle witbattle with Saul, thh Saul, the Philistie Philistine kings gne kings gathered atathereggathered agathered at Aphek (1t Aphek (1 Sam. 29). Sam. 29). David and David and his band  his band wished to wished to participatparticipate in the be in the battle, butatbbattle, bubattle, but, despitet, despite Achish’s  Achish’s efforts, tefforts, the other khe other kings insisings insisted that Dted that David leaveavid leave. Shortly . Short. Shortly afShortly afterward, Dterward, David becamavid became king of e king of Judah and Judah and left Achisleft Achish’s servich’s service. Accordie. According to the ngAccordiAccording According to the bibto the biblical recolical record, at leard, at least 40 yearst 40 years later Acs later Achish stillhish still ruled Gat ruled Gath (1 Kgs. h (1 Kh (1 Kgs. 2:39-Kgs. 2:39-40).40).40).

When David was fleeing from Saul, he twice took refuge with Achish. On 
the first occasion, David feigned insanity to avoid harm (1 Sam. 21:12-13[MT 
13–14]) and quickly left Achish. On the second, Achish received David and, at 
the latter’s request, gave David and his followers the city of Ziklag as a fief (1 
Sam. 27:1-6). David quickly gained favor with Achish, who used him and his band 
as his bodyguards. In preparation for a battle with Saul, the Philistine kings 
gathered at Aphek (1 Sam. 29). David and his band wished to participate in the 
battle, but, despite Achish’s efforts, the other kings insisted that David leave. 
Shortly afterward, David became king of Judah and left Achish’s service. 
According to the biblical record, at least 40 years later Achish still ruled Gath (1 
Kgs. 2:39-40).

Paul S. AsPaul S. Ashh

Paul S. Ash

ACHORACHOR (Heb.  (Heb. {aœk�o®r{aœk�o®r)))

ACHOR (Heb. {aœk�o®r )

A valley oA valley on the Judan the Judah-Benjaminh-Benjamine border (e border (Josh. 15:7Josh. 15:7) where th) where the Israelite Israelites stoned es stoned Achan and AcAchan and Achan and his familyhis family because o because of his unfaf his unfaithfulnessithfulness, which pr, which precipitatedecipitated the defea the defeat of the It of t of the Isrof the Israelites ataelites at Ai (7:11, Ai (7:11, 12, 20–21 12, 20–21). Achor m). Achor means “troueans “trouble,” whicble,” which may derih may derive from Acve deriderive froderive from Achan’s m Achan’s plight (Joplight (Josh. 7:25).sh. 7:25).

A valley on the Judah-Benjamine border (Josh. 15:7) where the Israelites stoned 
Achan and his family because of his unfaithfulness, which precipitated the defeat 
of the Israelites at Ai (7:11, 12, 20–21). Achor means “trouble,” which may 
derive from Achan’s plight (Josh. 7:25).

�The exact The exact location olocation of this valf this valley is proley is problematic, blematic, though schthough scholars haveolars have identifie identified it with didentifieidentifiedidentified it with t it with the modern he modern el-Buqei{ael-Buqei{ahh...

The exact location of this valley is problematic, though scholars have 
identified it with the modern el-Buqei{ah.

�Two 8th-ceTwo 8th-century propntury prophets citedhets cited Achor as  Achor as a promise a promise for the chfor the chosen ones.osen ones. While Ach Wh While AchoWhile Achor was the r was the valley of valley of “trouble,”“trouble,” eschatolo eschatologically itgically it will beco will become a restime a resting place “ng png place “forplace “for herds to  herds to lie down” lie down” (Isa. 65:1(Isa. 65:10) and a “0) and a “door of hodoor of hope” (Hos. pe” (Hos. 2:15).2:15).2:15).

Two 8th-century prophets cited Achor as a promise for the chosen ones. 
While Achor was the valley of “trouble,” eschatologically it will become a resting 



place “for herds to lie down” (Isa. 65:10) and a “door of hope” (Hos. 2:15).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. M. CrosF. M. Cross and J. Ts and J. T. Milik, “. Milik, “ExploratioExplorations in the ns in the Judaean Judaean Buqeî{ahBuqeBuqeî{ahBuqeî{ah,” ,” BASORBASOR 142 (1956 142 (1956): 5–17; L): 5–17; L. E. Stage. E. Stager, “Farminr, “Farming in the Jg in the Judean Deseudean Desert during rt drt during theduring the Iron Age, Iron Age,” ” BASORBASOR 221 (1976 221 (1976): 145–58.): 145–58.

Bibliography. F. M. Cross and J. T. Milik, “Explorations in the Judaean 
Buqeî{ah,” BASOR 142 (1956): 5–17; L. E. Stager, “Farming in the Judean Desert 
during the Iron Age,” BASOR 221 (1976): 145–58.

David MerlDavid Merlinging

David Merling

ACHSAHACHSAH (Heb.  (Heb. {ak�sa®{ak�sa®).).).

ACHSAH (Heb. {ak�sa® ).

The only dThe only daughter ofaughter of Caleb (1  Caleb (1 Chr. 2:49)Chr. 2:49), who prom, who promised her iised her in marriagen marriage to anyone to anyone to anyone whoanyone who would cap would capture the cture the city of Debity of Debir, known ir, known as Kirjathas Kirjath-sepher. O-sepher. Othniel, Cathniel, Cathniel, Caleb’s neCaleb’s nephew, tookphew, took the town  the town and was maand was married to Arried to Achsah. Herchsah. Her dowry was dowry was a portion a por a portion ofportion of the Negeb the Negeb, and late, and later she convr she convinced Caleinced Caleb to give b to give her as a wher as a wedding gifedding gift the uppet tt the upper the upper and lower and lower springs nesprings near Hebron ar Hebron (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:16-19; Jud16-19; Judg. 1:11-15g. 1:11-15).).).

The only daughter of Caleb (1 Chr. 2:49), who promised her in marriage to 
anyone who would capture the city of Debir, known as Kirjath-sepher. Othniel, 
Caleb’s nephew, took the town and was married to Achsah. Her dowry was a 
portion of the Negeb, and later she convinced Caleb to give her as a wedding gift 
the upper and lower springs near Hebron (Josh. 15:16-19; Judg. 1:11-15).

Carol J. DCarol J. Dempseyempsey

Carol J. Dempsey

ACHSHAPHACHSHAPH (Heb.  (Heb. }ak�sûaœp�}ak�sûaœp�)))

ACHSHAPH (Heb. }ak�sûaœp� )

A border sA border settlement ettlement apportioneapportioned to the td to the tribe of Asribe of Asher (Josh her (Josh 19:25). Th19:25). The Canaanite Canaanite king of eCanaanitCanaanite Canaanite king of thking of the city alie city aligned himsegned himself with Jalf with Jabin of Hazbin of Hazor to oppoor to oppose the Isrse the Israelite advaelitIsrIsraelite Israelite advance anadvance and was subsd was subsequently dequently defeated (Jefeated (Josh. 11:1;osh. 11:1; 12:20). T 12:20). The city ishe city is mentioned men mentioned mentioned in the Egyin the Egyptian Execptian Execration Texration Texts and latts and later in the er in the Papyrus AnPapyrus Anatasi I (1atasi I (13th centur3th(1(13th cent(13th century ury B.C.B.C.). Achshap). Achshaph was amonh was among the citig the cities conqueres conquered by Phared by Pharaoh Thutmoaoh Thutmoaoh Thutmose IThutmose III. A lettII. A letter among ter among the Amarna he Amarna Tablets deTablets describes thscribes the king of e king of Achshaph aAchshaph aAchshaph as sendingas sending 50 chario 50 chariots to aid ts to aid the king othe king of Jerusalef Jerusalem. The ruim. The ruins of the ns of the city may bcity may be Khirbet e Khe Khirbet elKhirbet el-Harbaj/Te-Harbaj/Tel Regev (1l Regev (158240) in 58240) in the southethe southern Acco Plrn Acco Plain.ain.ain.

A border settlement apportioned to the tribe of Asher (Josh 19:25). The 
Canaanite king of the city aligned himself with Jabin of Hazor to oppose the 
Israelite advance and was subsequently defeated (Josh. 11:1; 12:20). The city is 
mentioned in the Egyptian Execration Texts and later in the Papyrus Anatasi I 
(13th century B.C.). Achshaph was among the cities conquered by Pharaoh 
Thutmose III. A letter among the Amarna Tablets describes the king of Achshaph 
as sending 50 chariots to aid the king of Jerusalem. The ruins of the city may be 
Khirbet el-Harbaj/Tel Regev (158240) in the southern Acco Plain.

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

ACHZIBACHZIB (Heb.  (Heb. }ak�ziîb�}ak�ziîb�)))

ACHZIB (Heb. }ak�ziîb� )

�1.1. A town in A town in the Sheph the Shephelah, beloelah, belonging to tnging to the tribe ohe tribe of Judah (Jf Judah (Josh. 15:44osh. 15:44). A varia). A va). A variant navariant name of the me of the town mighttown might be Chezib be Chezib, where Ju, where Judah’s Canadah’s Canaanite wifeanite wife bore Shel bore She bore Shelah, hiShelah, his third sos third son (Gen. 38n (Gen. 38:5). Euseb:5). Eusebius (ius (Onom.Onom. 172) iden 172) identified thetified the town with town with Chasbi, n Ch Chasbi, neChasbi, near Adullamar Adullam. Scholars. Scholars largely a largely accept thisccept this identific identification, whiation, which correspch corresponds with ondscorrespcorrespondcorresponds with thes with the modern Te modern Tell ll el-Beid�aœel-Beid�aœ/H¸orvat/H¸orvat Lavnin (1 Lavnin (145116), 5 45116), 5 km. (3 mi.kmkm. (3 mi.km. (3 mi.) W of Adu) W of Adullam. The llam. The prophet Miprophet Micah plays cah plays on its namon its name, declarie, declaring that thng that the houses oeththe housesthe houses of Achzib of Achzib will be a will be a deception deception  (}ak�zaœb�(}ak�zaœb�)) to the ki to the kings of Isrngs of Israel (Mic. ael (Micael (Mic. 1:14(Mic. 1:14).).).

1. A town in the Shephelah, belonging to the tribe of Judah (Josh. 15:44). A 
variant name of the town might be Chezib, where Judah’s Canaanite wife bore 
Shelah, his third son (Gen. 38:5). Eusebius (Onom. 172) identified the town with 
Chasbi, near Adullam. Scholars largely accept this identification, which 
corresponds with the modern Tell el-Beid�aœ/H¸orvat  Lavnin (145116), 5 
km. (3 mi.) W of Adullam. The prophet Micah plays on its name, declaring that 
the houses of Achzib will be a deception (}ak�zaœb�)  to the kings of Israel 
(Mic. 1:14).

�2.2. An import An important city iant city in antiquitn antiquity located y located on the Medon the Mediterraneaniterranean coast, al coast, along the Viong thong the Via Mathe Via Maris, ca. 1ris, ca. 14 km. (9 m4 km. (9 mi.) N of Ai.) N of Acco. Untilcco. Until 1948 the  1948 the tell was ttell was the site ofhe site of the moder the  the modernthe modern village o village of ez-Zib (f ez-Zib (1598.2727)1598.2727). The pres. The presence of thence of the village e village precluded precluded excavationexexcavationexcavation of the mo of the mound, otherund, other than four than four extensive extensive cemeterie cemeteries, until ts, until the 1963–64he 1963–64 excavatio 1963–641963–64 ex1963–64 excavations cavations by Moshe Wby Moshe W. Prausnit. Prausnitz. Excavatz. Excavations have ions have indicated indicated that Achzithat Achzthat Achzib wasAchzib was occupied  occupied from the Mfrom the Middle Broniddle Bronze Age to ze Age to the Muslimthe Muslim period. D period. During the uring thuring the Israelthe Israelite periodite period the city  the city was assignwas assigned to the ed to the tribe of Atribe of Asher (Joshsher (Josh. 19:29), . 19:29), but the bibut thbut the biblicthe biblical text clal text claims that aims that the tribe the tribe was unsuccwas unsuccessful in essful in driving oudriving out its Canat its Canaanite inhaanite ianite inhabitantinhabitants (Judg. 1s (Judg. 1:31). Duri:31). During MB the ng MB the city was scity was separated feparated from the marom the mainland by inland by a deep fosa da deep fossedeep fosse, joining , joining the Wadi the Wadi Qarn/Nah�aQarn/Nah�all Keziv to  Keziv to the north the north with the bwith the bay to the ay to thay to the south,the south, turning t turning the city inhe city into an islato an island. The cind. The city reachedty reached its large its largest size dust size during the Iring thring the Iron Athe Iron Age, extendge, extending east bing east beyond the eyond the fosse, untfosse, until it was il it was conquered conquered by Sennachby Sennacherib durineSennachSennacheriSennacherib during hb during his third cis third campaign inampaign in 701  701 B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

2. An important city in antiquity located on the Mediterranean coast, along 
the Via Maris, ca. 14 km. (9 mi.) N of Acco. Until 1948 the tell was the site of 
the modern village of ez-Zib (1598.2727). The presence of the village precluded 
excavation of the mound, other than four extensive cemeteries, until the 
1963–64 excavations by Moshe W. Prausnitz. Excavations have indicated that 
Achzib was occupied from the Middle Bronze Age to the Muslim period. During 



the Israelite period the city was assigned to the tribe of Asher (Josh. 19:29), but 
the biblical text claims that the tribe was unsuccessful in driving out its Canaanite 
inhabitants (Judg. 1:31). During MB the city was separated from the mainland by a 
deep fosse, joining the Wadi Qarn/Nah�al  Keziv to the north with the bay to 
the south, turning the city into an island. The city reached its largest size during 
the Iron Age, extending east beyond the fosse, until it was conquered by 
Sennacherib during his third campaign in 701 B.C.E.

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

ACREACREACRE

ACRE

A unit of A unit of measuremenmeasurement (Heb. t (Heb. s�emed�,s�emed�, “yoke”) d “yoke”) designatingesignating the amoun the amount of land t of landt of land whichland which a team of a team of oxen can  oxen can plow in onplow in one day, whie day, which varied ch varied with agricwith agricultural meultural methods (1 Sthmemethods (1methods (1 Sam. 14:1 Sam. 14:14; Isa. 5:4; Isa. 5:10).10).

A unit of measurement (Heb. s�emed�,  “yoke”) designating the amount of 
land which a team of oxen can plow in one day, which varied with agricultural 
methods (1 Sam. 14:14; Isa. 5:10).

ACROSTICACROSTICACROSTIC

ACROSTIC

A poetic fA poetic form in whiorm in which the inich the initial lettetial letters or signrs or signs of each s of each line, coupline, couplet, or stlet, or stanza, whenanza, wanza, when read when read in successin succession, spellion, spell out a nam out a name, sentence, sentence, alphabee, alphabet, or somet, or some alphabeti alphabetic pattern.c pc pattern. Apattern. Acrostics acrostics are known fre known from many hrom many historical istorical periods anperiods and literaryd literary tradition traditions, the olds, traditiontraditionstraditions, the olde, the oldest coming st coming from anciefrom ancient Mesopotnt Mesopotamia. The amia. The OT containOT contains a numbers a numbs a number of number of partial anpartial and completed complete alphabeti alphabetic acrosticc acrostics (Nah. 1;s (Nah. 1; Pss. 9-10 Pss. 9-10, 25, 34, , 25, 34, 111, 112, 111,111, 112, 111, 112, 119, 145; 119, 145; Prov. 31:1Prov. 31:10-31; Lam.0-31; Lam. 1, 2, 3,  1, 2, 3, 4). These 4). These acrostics acrostics spell out spell out the Hebrewthe Hthe Hebrew alpHebrew alphabet withhabet with the initi the initial lettersal letters of each l of each line (Pss. ine (Pss. 111, 112),111, 112), couplet ( couplet (Lam. 3), oLam. ((Lam. 3), (Lam. 3), or stanza or stanza (Lam. 1, 2(Lam. 1, 2, 4)., 4)., 4).

A poetic form in which the initial letters or signs of each line, couplet, or stanza, 
when read in succession, spell out a name, sentence, alphabet, or some alphabetic 
pattern. Acrostics are known from many historical periods and literary 
traditions, the oldest coming from ancient Mesopotamia. The OT contains a 
number of partial and complete alphabetic acrostics (Nah. 1; Pss. 9-10, 25, 34, 
111, 112, 119, 145; Prov. 31:10-31; Lam. 1, 2, 3, 4). These acrostics spell out the 
Hebrew alphabet with the initial letters of each line (Pss. 111, 112), couplet 
(Lam. 3), or stanza (Lam. 1, 2, 4).

�Scholars hScholars have positeave posited that acrd that acrostics areostics are used in t used in the OT as ehe OT as either pedaither pedagogic devigogic degogic devices ordevices or mnemonic  mnemonic aids, thataids, that they were they were associate associated with magd with magical powerical powers, or thats, or that they simp thatthat they that they simply sigsimply signified a snified a sense of coense of completenessmpleteness. Whatever. Whatever the plaus the plausibility ofibility of these the the these theothese theories, the ries, the acrostic iacrostic is fundamens fundamentally a potally a poetic form,etic form, and it fu and it functions innctions in ways anal ways ways analoways analogous to otgous to other poeticher poetic forms (e. forms (e.g., the sog., the sonnet or sennet or sestina in Estina in English poenglish poetic tradittic poepoetic trapoetic tradition), sdition), such as prouch as providing an viding an aesthetic aesthetic constraintconstraint on the po on the poet’s compoet’s composition andsitiocompocompositiocomposition and presn and presenting a fenting a formal pattormal pattern of repern of repetition, wetition, which may bhich may be manipulae manipulated to achtmanipulamanipulatemanipulated to achied to achieve variousve various effects,  effects, including including to build ito build in coherencn coherence and dynae and dynamism and tmisdynadynamism adynamism and to signnd to signal closureal closure. Form is . Form is central tocentral to poetry in poetry in general,  general, and the acand the acrostic reprosacacrostic racrostic represents epresents an importaan important formal nt formal device in device in Hebrew poeHebrew poetry.try.try.

Scholars have posited that acrostics are used in the OT as either pedagogic 
devices or mnemonic aids, that they were associated with magical powers, or 
that they simply signified a sense of completeness. Whatever the plausibility of 
these theories, the acrostic is fundamentally a poetic form, and it functions in 
ways analogous to other poetic forms (e.g., the sonnet or sestina in English 
poetic tradition), such as providing an aesthetic constraint on the poet’s 
composition and presenting a formal pattern of repetition, which may be 
manipulated to achieve various effects, including to build in coherence and 
dynamism and to signal closure. Form is central to poetry in general, and the 
acrostic represents an important formal device in Hebrew poetry.

F. W. DobbF. W. Dobbs-Allsopps-Allsopp
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ACTS, APOCRYPHAL

Works descWorks describing theribing the deeds of  deeds of various apvarious apostles, paostles, partly inspirtly inspired by butred by but often in  often in some tensisomsome tensisome tension with thon with the book of e book of Acts that Acts that became canbecame canonical. Coonical. Composition mposition of these wof these of these workthese works continues continued until thd until the 6th cente 6th century ury C.E.C.E. Extracts  Extracts from them from them have remaihave remained in litneremairemained iremained in liturgicn liturgical use. Thal use. These acts, ese acts, together wtogether with writinith writings about tgs about the infancyhe infancy or the pa or t or the passiothe passion of Jesusn of Jesus, attest t, attest to early Cho early Christian inristian interest in terest in extended aextended accounts abccounts about the foout ababout the about the founders ofounders of Christiaf Christianity. Builnity. Building upon ding upon the Gospelthe Gospel type of n type of narrative, arrative, they also thethey also they also reflect enreflect engagement wgagement with a broaith a broader literader literary culturery culture, includin, including philosopg philosophical bioghicaphilosopphilosophiphilosophical biogracal biographies and phies and popular nopopular novels. Theovels. Theologically,logically, the apocr the apocryphal actsyphal acts represent rep represent represent developmendevelopments of the ts of the “radical” “radical” Jesus tradJesus tradition embeition embedded in Q dded in Q and the Goand the Goand the Gospel of Gospel of Thomas, foThomas, for their her their heroes are troes are typically hypically homeless itomeless itinerants winerants who preach ho preach messages ommessages omessages of renunciaf renunciation and otion and other-worldther-worldliness. Thliness. Their narrateir narrative geograive geographical horphical horizon extenizhorhorizon exhorizon extends fromtends from Spain to  Spain to India (notIndia (not to mentio to mention heaven an heaven and hell). nd hell). Readers ofReaders of these boo t these bookthese books could fis could find both upnd both uplifting melifting messages andssages and entertain entertaining storieing stories.s.s.

Works describing the deeds of various apostles, partly inspired by but often in 
some tension with the book of Acts that became canonical. Composition of 
these works continued until the 6th century C.E. Extracts from them have 
remained in liturgical use. These acts, together with writings about the infancy or 



the passion of Jesus, attest to early Christian interest in extended accounts 
about the founders of Christianity. Building upon the Gospel type of narrative, 
they also reflect engagement with a broader literary culture, including 
philosophical biographies and popular novels. Theologically, the apocryphal acts 
represent developments of the “radical” Jesus tradition embedded in Q and the 
Gospel of Thomas, for their heroes are typically homeless itinerants who preach 
messages of renunciation and other-worldliness. Their narrative geographical 
horizon extends from Spain to India (not to mention heaven and hell). Readers of 
these books could find both uplifting messages and entertaining stories.

�Five “majoFive “major” composir” compositions emertions emerged in theged in the period ca period ca. 150-ca. . 150-ca. 225: Acts 225: Acts of Andrew,of Andof Andrew, JoAndrew, John, Paul, hn, Paul, Peter, andPeter, and Thomas. M Thomas. Mutual imitutual imitation and ation and contaminatcontamination compliion complion complicatecomplicate the task  the task of establiof establishing liteshing literary relatrary relations amongions among them. The them. These acts hase acts have suffereve sve suffered fsuffered from both prom both popularity opularity and condemand condemnation. Benation. Because of tcause of the former,he former, they unde they unde they underwent underwent repeated erepeated expansion oxpansion or abbreviar abbreviation, as wtion, as well as ediell as editing towarting toward conformid conformd conformityconformity with orth with orthodox tasteodox taste. Use by M. Use by Manicheans anicheans and othersand others judged he judged heretical leretical leretical led to theled to their eventuair eventual suppressl suppression. As a ion. As a result, noresult, none of thesne of these acts sure acts survives in ivives in its originats origts original foriginal form, and oorm, and only one isnly one is complete. complete. Despite t Despite their generheir general similaral similarities, theities, the various a vario various acvarious acts displayts display a substan a substantial varietial variety of contty of content and meent and message.ssage.ssage.

Five “major” compositions emerged in the period ca. 150-ca. 225: Acts of 
Andrew, John, Paul, Peter, and Thomas. Mutual imitation and contamination 
complicate the task of establishing literary relations among them. These acts have 
suffered from both popularity and condemnation. Because of the former, they 
underwent repeated expansion or abbreviation, as well as editing toward 
conformity with orthodox taste. Use by Manicheans and others judged heretical 
led to their eventual suppression. As a result, none of these acts survives in its 
original form, and only one is complete. Despite their general similarities, the 
various acts display a substantial variety of content and message.

�The Acts oThe Acts of Andrew, f Andrew, possibly wpossibly written in ritten in AlexandriaAlexandria, probably, probably near the  near the beginning beginnbeginning beginning of the 3rdof the 3rd century,  century, presents apresents a radical m radical message infessage influenced byluenced by Greek phi Greek philosophy. Tlophiphilosophyphilosophy. The equa. The equally radically radical Acts of l Acts of John, whicJohn, which may alsoh may also be from E be from Egypt and dgypt and date to ca.atddate to cadate to ca. 200, con. 200, continues “hetinues “heretical” tretical” trends opporends opposed in 1—3sed in 1—3 John. Sub John. Subsequent edsequent edsequent editing thediting thrust this rust this work into work into the realm the realm of Valentiof Valentinian Gnostnian Gnosticism. Theicism. The Acts of P Acts of Paul, compoaul,PPaul, compPaul, composed in 2nosed in 2nd-century d-century Asia MinorAsia Minor, stands c, stands closest to losest to the canonithe canonical work acal work and was relnaand was reand was relatively ulatively unobjectionnobjectionable to Caable to Catholic Chrtholic Christians. Oistians. One sectionne section, the famo, the famous Acts ofusfamofamous Actfamous Acts of Thecls of Thecla, survivea, survived through d through use in heruse in her cult. The cult. The extant po extant portions of rtions of the Acts othethe Acts othe Acts of Peter, af Peter, also writtelso written in Asia n in Asia Minor duriMinor during the 2ndng the 2nd century,  century, portray a portray a less vagralessless vagraless vagrant and lesnt and less countercs countercultural coultural community lemmunity leader, althader, although fragmough fragments indicents indicate that aateindicindicate tindicate that at somhat at some stage the stage this book, lis book, like other ike other apocryphalapocryphal acts, hig acts, highly honorehly honored celibacyd ced celibacy. celibacy. The beginnThe beginnings of noings of none of thesne of these four acte four acts survive,s survive, but their but their climactic climactic descripti descr descriptiodescriptions of the ns of the apostles’ apostles’ deaths aredeaths are both well both well attested  attested and highlyand highly edited. M edited. Matters areatteMMatters arMatters are quite die quite different wifferent with regard th regard to the Actto the Acts of Thomas of Thomas, evidents, evidently composely composed in Syriadcomposecomposed icomposed in Syriac in Syriac in the regin the region of Edeson of Edessa during sa during the first the first quarter ofquarter of the 3rd c the 3rd century. Thentuccentury. Tcentury. This complehis complete work exte work exhibits conhibits considerable siderable literary aliterary and theolognd theological depthical depth. Its mess. I. Its messagIts message, althouge, although not clash not classically gnsically gnostic, wasostic, was quite ada quite adaptable to ptable to gnostic vignostic views.ews.ews.

The Acts of Andrew, possibly written in Alexandria, probably near the 
beginning of the 3rd century, presents a radical message influenced by Greek 
philosophy. The equally radical Acts of John, which may also be from Egypt and 
date to ca. 200, continues “heretical” trends opposed in 1—3 John. Subsequent 
editing thrust this work into the realm of Valentinian Gnosticism. The Acts of 
Paul, composed in 2nd-century Asia Minor, stands closest to the canonical work 
and was relatively unobjectionable to Catholic Christians. One section, the 
famous Acts of Thecla, survived through use in her cult. The extant portions of 
the Acts of Peter, also written in Asia Minor during the 2nd century, portray a 
less vagrant and less countercultural community leader, although fragments 
indicate that at some stage this book, like other apocryphal acts, highly honored 
celibacy. The beginnings of none of these four acts survive, but their climactic 
descriptions of the apostles’ deaths are both well attested and highly edited. 
Matters are quite different with regard to the Acts of Thomas, evidently 
composed in Syriac in the region of Edessa during the first quarter of the 3rd 
century. This complete work exhibits considerable literary and theological depth. 
Its message, although not classically gnostic, was quite adaptable to gnostic views.

�The numeroThe numerous “minor”us “minor” acts, fea acts, featuring sucturing such figures h figures as Barnabaas Barnabas, Titus, s, Titus, and Barthoand Barand BartholomeBartholomew, as wellw, as well as later  as later texts aboutexts about the moret the more famous ap famous apostles, teostles, tend to be ond to be orthodox inroorthodox iorthodox in theologyn theology and eccle and ecclesiologicalsiological in orient in orientation. An ation. An exception exception is the Actis the Acts of Philis os of Philip.of Philip. Much hagi Much hagiography (sography (saints’ livaints’ lives) owes aes) owes a large deb large debt to the at to the acts genre.cts genre.

The numerous “minor” acts, featuring such figures as Barnabas, Titus, and 
Bartholomew, as well as later texts about the more famous apostles, tend to be 
orthodox in theology and ecclesiological in orientation. An exception is the Acts 
of Philip. Much hagiography (saints’ lives) owes a large debt to the acts genre.

�These textThese texts have bees have been the subjn the subject of vigect of vigorous atteorous attention in rntion in recent decaecent decades, yielddes, yiedes, yielding nyielding new editionew editions, translas, translations, andtions, and a number  a number of specialof specialist investist investigations. igations. This activThis acThis activity ractivity reflects aceflects academic shiademic shifts towardfts toward an apprec an appreciation of iation of pluralism pluralism and minoriand minority voices ty voty voices as voices as well as thwell as the attractie attraction of culton of cultural studiural studies. The apes. The apocryphal aocryphal acts are imcts are important beportaimimportant important because thbecause they do atteey do attest to the st to the diversity diversity of early Cof early Christian thristian thought in hought in its populaits pits popular expopular expression apression and to the nd to the acient fasacient fascination wcination with the exith the extraordinartraordinary lives any lives and deeds ofd dd deeds of hdeeds of holy personoly persons. Their is. Their impact uponmpact upon Christian Christian art and l art and literature iterature remained premained prominent tropprominent prominent throughoutthroughout the Middl the Middle Ages, ane Ages, and beyond.d beyond.d beyond.

These texts have been the subject of vigorous attention in recent decades, 



yielding new editions, translations, and a number of specialist investigations. This 
activity reflects academic shifts toward an appreciation of pluralism and minority 
voices as well as the attraction of cultural studies. The apocryphal acts are 
important because they do attest to the diversity of early Christian thought in its 
popular expression and to the acient fascination with the extraordinary lives and 
deeds of holy persons. Their impact upon Christian art and literature remained 
prominent throughout the Middle Ages, and beyond.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. K. ElliJ. K. Elliott, ed., ott, ed., The ApocryThe Apocryphal New Tphal New Testament,estament, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Oxford, 1(Oxfo(Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1993), 229–993), 229–523; R. I.523; R. I. Pervo, “T Pervo, “The Ancienthe Ancient Novel Bec Novel Becomes Chrisomes Christian,” in tian,” in tian,” in in The Novel The Novel in the Ancin the Ancient Worldient World,, ed. G. Sc ed. G. Schmeling. hmeling. MnemosyneMnemosyne Sup. 159  Sup. 159 (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1996), 685–911996), 6851996), 685–711; W. S–711; W. Schneemelchchneemelcher and R. er and R. McL. WilsoMcL. Wilson, eds., n, eds., New TestamNew Testament Apocryent Apocrent Apocrypha,Apocrypha, rev. ed., rev. ed., 2 (Louisv 2 (Louisville, 1992ille, 1992), 75–482.), 75–482.
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ACTS OF THE APOSTLES

The fifth The fifth book of thbook of the NT. Compe NT. Composed by thosed by the author oe author of the Gospf the Gospel of Lukeel of Luke, the book, the boo, the book of Acbook of Acts represets represents the eants the earliest attrliest attempt by a empt by a Christian Christian writer to writer to present a present a connected coconnected connected account ofaccount of significa significant events nt events in the lifin the life of the ee of the early Churcarly Church from Eash from Easter to theter EasEaster to Easter to the death the death of Paul. Bof Paul. Beginning weginning with Irenaeith Irenaeus’ us’ Adversus hAdversus haeresesaereses but espec but especially withiallespecespeciallyespecially with Euse with Eusebius’ bius’ EcclesiastEcclesiastical Histoical History,ry, all succe all succeeding atteeding attempts at thmpts at the reconstre reconste reconstrucreconstruction of thtion of the earlieste earliest history o history of Christiaf Christianity up tonity up to the moder the modern age weren age were profoundl pr profoundlyprofoundly determine determined by Acts.d by Acts. Notwithst Notwithstanding theanding the confidenc confidence placed ie placed in Luke’s wn Luke’s wn Luke’s work by thwork by those chroniose chroniclers who clers who followed hfollowed him, attentim, attention to theion to the narrative narrative of Acts m of Acts makes it clammakes it cmakes it clear that lear that Luke, in lLuke, in line with tine with the practiche practices of his es of his contemporacontemporaries, subories, subordinated hrdinasubosubordinatsubordinated historied historical informcal information to hation to his literaris literary project y project in order tin order to present o present a portraita poa portrait oportrait of the earlf the early Church’sy Church’s growth ma growth marked by ecrked by ecclesiasticclesiastical unity aal unity and Spirit-nd Spirit-driven momdrivSpirit-Spirit-driSpirit-driven momentven momentum.um.um.

The fifth book of the NT. Composed by the author of the Gospel of Luke, the 
book of Acts represents the earliest attempt by a Christian writer to present a 
connected account of significant events in the life of the early Church from 
Easter to the death of Paul. Beginning with Irenaeus’ Adversus haereses but 
especially with Eusebius’ Ecclesiastical History, all succeeding attempts at the 
reconstruction of the earliest history of Christianity up to the modern age were 
profoundly determined by Acts. Notwithstanding the confidence placed in Luke’s 
work by those chroniclers who followed him, attention to the narrative of Acts 
makes it clear that Luke, in line with the practices of his contemporaries, 
subordinated historical information to his literary project in order to present a 
portrait of the early Church’s growth marked by ecclesiastical unity and 
Spirit-driven momentum.

�The basic The basic plot of Acplot of Acts may be ts may be sketched asketched as follows.s follows. Starting  Starting with the awith the ascension oscensionaascension ascension of Jesus, of Jesus, the narratthe narrative first ive first portrays tportrays the life anhe life and dynamic d dynamic growth of growth of the primitthe pthe primitive primitive community community in Jerusalin Jerusalem under tem under the leadershe leadership of Pethip of Peter and theer and the apostles  apostles up throughuup throughup through the marty the martyrdom of Strdom of Stephen (Actephen (Acts 1-7). Ths 1-7). The persecute persecution ensuinion ensuing upon Steg upon Sg upon Stephen’s Stephen’s death drivdeath drives the Chues the Church (exceprch (except the apost the apostles) intotles) into a more ex a more extensive mitensive mission outssmimission oumission outside Jerutside Jerusalem charsalem characterized acterized by overturby overtures to non-es to non-Jews (ch. Jews (ch. 8). These 8). These initial inininitial ininitial intimations timations of a gentiof a gentile missionle mission introduce introduce the conve the conversion of Srsion of Saul/Paul (aul/Paul (ch. 9), whch. 9),ch. 9), who wi9), who will be the ll be the vital forcvital force behind te behind the accomplhe accomplishment ofishment of this miss this mission. That ion. That these devethethese devethese developments alopments are legitimre legitimate and reate and represent thpresent the purpose e purpose of God is of God is brought hobrought hobrought home by thhome by the Corneliue Cornelius episode s episode of 10:1—11of 10:1—11:18. Next :18. Next the early the early missionarymissionary endeavors endeavo endeavors endeavors of Barnabaof Barnabas and Pauls and Paul from thei from their base in r base in Syrian AntSyrian Antioch are nioch are narrated (1arrated (11:19—14:281:(1(11:19—14:(11:19—14:28), along28), along with an e with an excursus fexcursus featuring Peaturing Peter (ch. 1ter (ch. 12), culmin2), culminating in tating in the decisivhe tthe decisithe decisive recognive recognition of thtion of the law-freee law-free gentile m gentile mission by ission by the Apostothe Apostolic Councilic Council (ch. 15)l (cl (ch. 15). (ch. 15). Then the PThen the Pauline misauline mission propesion proper is detair is detailed (15:36led (15:36—21:26) in—21:26) in travelogu travelogue fashion e fe fashion (ffashion (featuring Peaturing Philippi, Thilippi, Thessalonichessalonica, Athens,a, Athens, Corinth,  Corinth, Ephesus, MEphesus, Miletus, Cailetus, Caesarea, JeesareCaCaesarea, Caesarea, Jerusalem)Jerusalem) through n through numerous viumerous vivid scenesvid scenes. Finally,. Finally, Paul’s im Paul’s imprisonmentprisonment and trial a and trialsand trials in Jerusa in Jerusalem and Calem and Caesarea (feesarea (featuring hiaturing his interacts interaction with nion with numerous Roumerous Roman officimaRoRoman offiRoman officials) andcials) and his trans his transfer to thefer to the Empire’s  Empire’s capital arcapital are documente documented (21:27—ed (21:27—28:31), en2(21:27—(21:27—28:(21:27—28:31), endin31), ending with theg with the encouragi encouraging image ong image of Paul pref Paul preaching andaching and teaching, teaching, unhindere teaching,teaching, teaching, unhinderedunhindered, in Rome., in Rome.

The basic plot of Acts may be sketched as follows. Starting with the 
ascension of Jesus, the narrative first portrays the life and dynamic growth of the 
primitive community in Jerusalem under the leadership of Peter and the apostles 
up through the martyrdom of Stephen (Acts 1-7). The persecution ensuing upon 
Stephen’s death drives the Church (except the apostles) into a more extensive 
mission outside Jerusalem characterized by overtures to non-Jews (ch. 8). These 
initial intimations of a gentile mission introduce the conversion of Saul/Paul (ch. 
9), who will be the vital force behind the accomplishment of this mission. That 
these developments are legitimate and represent the purpose of God is brought 
home by the Cornelius episode of 10:1—11:18. Next the early missionary 
endeavors of Barnabas and Paul from their base in Syrian Antioch are narrated 
(11:19—14:28), along with an excursus featuring Peter (ch. 12), culminating in 
the decisive recognition of the law-free gentile mission by the Apostolic Council 



(ch. 15). Then the Pauline mission proper is detailed (15:36—21:26) in travelogue 
fashion (featuring Philippi, Thessalonica, Athens, Corinth, Ephesus, Miletus, 
Caesarea, Jerusalem) through numerous vivid scenes. Finally, Paul’s imprisonment 
and trials in Jerusalem and Caesarea (featuring his interaction with numerous 
Roman officials) and his transfer to the Empire’s capital are documented 
(21:27—28:31), ending with the encouraging image of Paul preaching and 
teaching, unhindered, in Rome.

�Most scholMost scholars assumears assume that the  that the author of author of Luke and ALuke and Acts was a cts was a Gentile ChGentile Christian, aristiaChChristian,Christian, although  although indicationindications in both s in both books suppbooks support the suort the supposition pposition that the Lthat the Lukan commuukaLLukan commLukan community inclunity included a conuded a contingent oftingent of Jewish Ch Jewish Christians. ristians. That this That this individualindividual should be sh should be should be identifiedidentified following following tradition tradition as Luke,  as Luke, a companioa companion of Paul,n of Paul, however,  however, is problemis pis problematiproblematic. In the c. In the undisputedundisputed Pauline L Pauline Letters, Luetters, Luke is mentke is mentioned onlyioned only at Phlm.  at Phlm. 24; the re2424; the re24; the references aferences at Col. 4:1t Col. 4:14; 2 Tim. 4; 2 Tim. 4:11 deriv4:11 derive from Phie from Philemon and lemon and the Paulinthe Pauline traditioe te tradition,tradition, respectiv respectively. Irenaely. Irenaeus (ca. 1eus (ca. 180 80 C.E.C.E.) understo) understood the “weod the “we” passages” passages (16:10–17 (16:10 (16:10–17;(16:10–17; 20:5–15;  20:5–15; 21:1–18; 221:1–18; 27:1—28:16)7:1—28:16) as proof  as proof that Luke that Luke was Paul’swas Paul’s inseparab inseparab inseparablinseparable collabore collaborator. But ator. But the interpthe interpretation oretation of these cuf these curious 1st rious 1st person pluperson plural passagral pluplural pasplural passages admisages admits of othets of other explanatr explanations that ions that require norequire no first-han first-hand knowledgd knowledge of Paul e oe of Paul onof Paul on the part  the part of the autof the author. Furthhor. Further, while er, while it is cleait is clear simply fr simply from the amrom the amount of thountamamount of amount of the narratthe narrative dedicaive dedicated to Pauted to Paul that thel that the author ad author admired him mired him greatly, tgreatly, the resultihetthe resultthe resulting accouning account seeminglt seemingly reveals y reveals a profounda profound misappreh misapprehension of ension of Paul’s worPaul’s work and theokworwork and twork and theology asheology as known to  known to us throughus through Paul’s ow Paul’s own Letters.n Letters. According Accordingly, when Ply, when ly, when Paul when Paul preaches ipreaches in Acts, hin Acts, his emphasess emphases (as well  (as well as the litas the literary stylerary style of his se of his speeches) apeechsspeeches) speeches) are strikiare strikingly similngly similar to thosar to those featurede featured in Peter’ in Peter’s speechess speeches, suggesti, suggesting that inng thang that in bothat in both the reath the reader in facder in fact encountet encounters Luke’s rs Luke’s theology. theology. Acts appeaActs appears to be trs to be the producthe tthe producthe product of a timt of a time when Paue when Paul’s passiol’s passionate strugnate struggles on begles on behalf of Gehalf of Gentile Chrintile Christians werstiaChriChristiansChristians were a th were a thing of theing of the past. The past. The overwhelm overwhelming succesing success of the gs of the gentile misentile mission left siomismission lemission left Luke wift Luke with the ratth the rather differher different concerent concern of addren of addressing Chrissing Christian contstian contemporariesemcontcontemporacontemporaries who hries who had become ad become overly comoverly complacent abplacent about their out their Jewish oriJewish origins.gins.gins.

Most scholars assume that the author of Luke and Acts was a Gentile 
Christian, although indications in both books support the supposition that the 
Lukan community included a contingent of Jewish Christians. That this individual 
should be identified following tradition as Luke, a companion of Paul, however, is 
problematic. In the undisputed Pauline Letters, Luke is mentioned only at Phlm. 
24; the references at Col. 4:14; 2 Tim. 4:11 derive from Philemon and the Pauline 
tradition, respectively. Irenaeus (ca. 180 C.E.) understood the “we” passages 
(16:10–17; 20:5–15; 21:1–18; 27:1—28:16) as proof that Luke was Paul’s 
inseparable collaborator. But the interpretation of these curious 1st person 
plural passages admits of other explanations that require no first-hand knowledge 
of Paul on the part of the author. Further, while it is clear simply from the 
amount of the narrative dedicated to Paul that the author admired him greatly, 
the resulting account seemingly reveals a profound misapprehension of Paul’s 
work and theology as known to us through Paul’s own Letters. Accordingly, 
when Paul preaches in Acts, his emphases (as well as the literary style of his 
speeches) are strikingly similar to those featured in Peter’s speeches, suggesting 
that in both the reader in fact encounters Luke’s theology. Acts appears to be 
the product of a time when Paul’s passionate struggles on behalf of Gentile 
Christians were a thing of the past. The overwhelming success of the gentile 
mission left Luke with the rather different concern of addressing Christian 
contemporaries who had become overly complacent about their Jewish origins.

�While certWhile certainty on tainty on the date ofhe date of compositi composition for Acton for Acts may not s may not be achievebe achieved, the pred, thed, the precedthe preceding considing considerations ierations indicate thndicate that it is rat it is reasonable easonable to place ito place it sometimet sometime after Luk afte after Lukeafter Luke’s Gospel,’s Gospel, which may which may be dated  be dated ca. 80–85 ca. 80–85 C.E.C.E. As far as As far as Luke’s ge Luke’s geographicalographicgegeographicgeographical locatioal location is concen is concerned, therrned, there are baree are barely enough ly enough indicationindications for specs for speculation. Aulaspecspeculatiospeculation. Ancientn. Ancient tradition tradition placed hi placed him in Antiom in Antioch. His gech. His genuine concnuine concern with Pern with Paul and thauPPaul and tPaul and the Paulinehe Pauline tradition tradition, even if , even if deemed idideemed idiosyncraticosyncratic when meas when measured againured against the undstagainagainst thagainst the undispute undisputed Paulineed Pauline Letters,  Letters, perhaps inperhaps indicates hidicates his attachmes attachment to one nt to one of the priof of the priof the principal arencipal areas of the as of the Pauline miPauline mission aroussion around the Aegnd the Aegean, but tean, but this is onlhis is only conjectuy cony conjectureconjecture...

While certainty on the date of composition for Acts may not be achieved, 
the preceding considerations indicate that it is reasonable to place it sometime 
after Luke’s Gospel, which may be dated ca. 80–85 C.E. As far as Luke’s 
geographical location is concerned, there are barely enough indications for 
speculation. Ancient tradition placed him in Antioch. His genuine concern with 
Paul and the Pauline tradition, even if deemed idiosyncratic when measured 
against the undisputed Pauline Letters, perhaps indicates his attachment to one 
of the principal areas of the Pauline mission around the Aegean, but this is only 
conjecture.

�An exceptiAn exceptional issueonal issue with rega with regard to the rd to the manuscriptmanuscript tradition tradition of Acts i of Acts is its exiss its exiss its existence existence in two majin two major text tyor text types or “vepes or “versions,” trsions,” the Alexandhe Alexandrian and trian and the Westernhe Westernhe Western. CWestern. Codex Bezaeodex Bezae (D) inten (D) intensifies thesifies the special f special features ofeatures of the latte the latter text typr text type by expane bye by expandiby expanding christong christological tilogical titles, shartles, sharpening a hpening a hostile attostile attitude towaitude toward Jews, erd Jews, employing mmploeemploying employing more revermore reverential speential speech, smootech, smoothing over hing over literary sliterary seams, and eams, and making othmaking othmaking other “impother “improvements.rovements.” Most sch” Most scholars consolars consider the Wider the Western verestern version to besion to be a seconda a secon a secondary secondary revision arevision and expansind expansion of the on of the AlexandriaAlexandrian text.n text.

An exceptional issue with regard to the manuscript tradition of Acts is its 
existence in two major text types or “versions,” the Alexandrian and the 
Western. Codex Bezae (D) intensifies the special features of the latter text type 



by expanding christological titles, sharpening a hostile attitude toward Jews, 
employing more reverential speech, smoothing over literary seams, and making 
other “improvements.” Most scholars consider the Western version to be a 
secondary revision and expansion of the Alexandrian text.

Central shCentral shrine of thrine of the temple oe temple of Augustusf Augustus at Pisidi at Pisidian Antiochan Antioch, a city v, a city visited by isited by Paul on sePaul oPaul on severalon several occasions occasions (Phoenix  (Phoenix Data SysteData Systems, Neal ams, Neal and Joel Bind Joel Bierling)erling)

Central shrine of the temple of Augustus at Pisidian Antioch, a city visited by Paul 
on several occasions (Phoenix Data Systems, Neal and Joel Bierling)

�Luke offerLuke offers no guidas no guidance concernce concerning the oning the origins of rigins of his informhis information for ation for the narratthe narrthe narrative narrative presented presented in Acts. Win Acts. While Luke hile Luke probably uprobably utilized sotilized some sourcesme sources for his a for his account, hiccaaccount, haccount, his constanis constant stylistit stylistic revisionc revision of the sa of the same rendersme renders their rec their recovery unliovery unlikely (if wkely unliunlikely (unlikely (if we had if we had only Luke’only Luke’s Gospel, s Gospel, could we rcould we reconstructeconstruct Mark?). W Mark?). While scholhile scholars have aarscholscholars hscholars have advancave advanced a varieed a variety of hypoty of hypothetical sthetical sources, alources, all such sugl such suggestions agestions are problemre pre problematiproblematic. One recc. One recurrent prourrent proposal is tposal is that the bihat the biblical flablical flavor of chsvor of chs. 1—12 der. 1—12 derives from ivederderives frderives from an undeom an underlying Ararlying Aramaic sourcmaic source. But note. But nothing prevehing prevents the conts the conclusion tnclusion that Luke chtthat Luke that Luke composed tcomposed the narratihe narrative of the ve of the early periearly period in an “od in an “archaic” sarchaic” style similtyle similar to the ar tar to the fasto the fashioning ofhioning of the birth the birth narrative narratives in Luke s in Luke 1-2. Anoth1-2. Another perennier perennial idea isal idea is that an i that  that an itthat an itinerary orinerary or diary of  diary of some kind some kind provided Lprovided Luke with iuke with informationnformation on Paul’s on Paul’s missionar m missionarymissionary travels;  travels; a variant a variant of this suof this suggestion sggestion supposes thupposes that Luke hiat Luke himself was mself was the scribethe the scribethe scribe for the “ for the “we” passagwe” passages of thises of this diary. Ap diary. Apart from tart from the problemhe problems inherents inherent in the it in in the itiin the itinerary or nerary or diary hypodiary hypothesis, vathesis, various literious literary explarary explanations senations serve to accrve to account for tount accaccount foaccount for the “we”r the “we” passages  passages (e.g., a d(e.g., a device, attevice, attested sincested since Homer, fe Homer, for making or making a narrativa na narrative narrative more vividmore vivid). We may ). We may suppose thsuppose that Luke’s at Luke’s historicalhistorical work proc work proceeded in aeeded in a manner no aa manner na manner not unlike ot unlike that of hithat of his contempos contemporaries. Wiraries. Without predthout predecessors fecessors for his secor his second book, osecsecond boosecond book, Luke rek, Luke relied on a lied on a mixture ofmixture of tradition tradition and compo and composition to sition to portray thportray the successfeththe succesthe successful expansful expansion of thsion of the early Che early Christian miristian mission throssion throughout theughout the Roman Emp Roman Emp Roman Empire undEmpire under the direr the direction of ection of the Spiritthe Spirit according according to the pu to the purpose of Grpose of God.od.od.

Luke offers no guidance concerning the origins of his information for the 
narrative presented in Acts. While Luke probably utilized some sources for his 
account, his constant stylistic revision of the same renders their recovery 
unlikely (if we had only Luke’s Gospel, could we reconstruct Mark?). While 
scholars have advanced a variety of hypothetical sources, all such suggestions are 
problematic. One recurrent proposal is that the biblical flavor of chs. 1—12 
derives from an underlying Aramaic source. But nothing prevents the conclusion 
that Luke composed the narrative of the early period in an “archaic” style similar 
to the fashioning of the birth narratives in Luke 1-2. Another perennial idea is 
that an itinerary or diary of some kind provided Luke with information on Paul’s 
missionary travels; a variant of this suggestion supposes that Luke himself was 
the scribe for the “we” passages of this diary. Apart from the problems inherent 
in the itinerary or diary hypothesis, various literary explanations serve to 
account for the “we” passages (e.g., a device, attested since Homer, for making a 
narrative more vivid). We may suppose that Luke’s historical work proceeded in 
a manner not unlike that of his contemporaries. Without predecessors for his 
second book, Luke relied on a mixture of tradition and composition to portray 
the successful expansion of the early Christian mission throughout the Roman 
Empire under the direction of the Spirit according to the purpose of God.

�One place One place where Lukewhere Luke’s narrati’s narrative designsve designs become pa become particularlyrticularly clear is  clear is in the spein the sin the speeches tspeeches that he hashat he has provided  provided for the chfor the characters iaracters in the narrn the narrative. In ative. In line with line with the generathe gthe general prgeneral practice of actice of HellenistiHellenistic historiac historians, these ns, these speeches, speeches, which amouwhich amount to nearnt to nearly one thily oly one third one third of the totof the total text, mal text, may be regaay be regarded as thrded as the literarye literary creations creations of Luke,  of Luke, inserted iinserinserted iinserted into the nanto the narrative torrative to instruct  instruct and pleaseand please the reade the reader. Rather r. Rather than presethan preserving the rvinpresepreservingpreserving the parti the particularity ocularity of the rhetf the rhetoric of thoric of the various e various ancient Chancient Christian spristian speakers, theakerspspeakers, speakers, these speethese speeches shareches share the same  the same literary sliterary style and ctyle and consequentlonsequently serve Luy serve Luke’s goal keLuLuke’s goaLuke’s goal of demonl of demonstrating tstrating the substanhe substantial unitytial unity of the ea of the earliest Chrrliest Christian preistian preaching, evachinprepreaching,preaching, even as t even as they embodyhey embody Luke’s ow Luke’s own interpren interpretation of tation of the “eventthe “events” surrouns” surrouns” surroundinsurrounding the emerg the emergence of tgence of the Church.he Church.

One place where Luke’s narrative designs become particularly clear is in the 
speeches that he has provided for the characters in the narrative. In line with the 
general practice of Hellenistic historians, these speeches, which amount to nearly 
one third of the total text, may be regarded as the literary creations of Luke, 
inserted into the narrative to instruct and please the reader. Rather than 
preserving the particularity of the rhetoric of the various ancient Christian 
speakers, these speeches share the same literary style and consequently serve 
Luke’s goal of demonstrating the substantial unity of the earliest Christian 
preaching, even as they embody Luke’s own interpretation of the “events” 
surrounding the emergence of the Church.

�RegardlessRegardless of one’s  of one’s judgment cjudgment concerning oncerning the reliabthe reliability of Aility of Acts as a hcts as a historical istorical chronicle,cchronicle,chronicle, the book  the book certainly certainly may be takmay be taken as an een as an expression xpression of early Cof early Christian thristian theology. Lheottheology. theology. Luke’s notLuke’s notion of salion of salvation hisvation history in thtory in three epochsree epochs (Israel,  (Israel, Jesus, theJesus, the Church) u Chur Church) unChurch) underlies hiderlies his portraits portrait of the Ch of the Church as a urch as a historicalhistorical entity wi entity with its ownth its own particula par particularparticular time. Mor time. Moreover, theeover, the time of t time of the earlieshe earliest Church it Church is distingus distinguished by iished by its own units owts own uniqueown unique image (fo image (fostered by stered by the employthe employment of anment of an archaic b archaic biblical Griblical Greek style)eek style) in contra style)style) in style) in contrast tcontrast to the Churo the Church of Lukech of Luke’s own day’s own day. The pecu. The peculiar and uliar and unrepeatablnrepeatable structure unrepeatablunrepeatabunrepeatable structule structures of theres of the early com early community aremunity are accounted accounted for by th for by the presencee presencee presence opresence of the aposf the apostles and etles and eyewitnesseyewitnesses. Luke’s s. Luke’s concern wiconcern within this thin this portrait tportrait to highligho ho highlight highlight the continthe continuity betweuity between Israel en Israel and the Chand the Church is exurch is expressed bypressed by the conti the continued obsernuconticontinued continued observanceobservance of Jewish of Jewish practices practices in the ea in the early periodrly period in contra in contrast to the st to the situation situsituation situation implied foimplied for Luke’s or Luke’s own day. Thwn day. The gap betwe gap between Luke’seen Luke’s generatio generation and the n and the primitive pprimitive primitive time is brtime is bridged by tidged by the endorsehe endorsement of thment of the gentile e gentile mission inmission in the delib the deliberations oeradelibdeliberatideliberations of theons of the Apostolic Apostolic Council a Council and the prond the promulgation mulgation of the Apoof the Apostolic Decstolic Decree (15:20rDecDecree (15Decree (15:20, 29; 2:20, 29; 21:25). The1:25). The latter pr latter pronouncemenonouncement may havet may have continued continued to functi to funct to function pfunction practicallyractically in the ca in the case of Lukese of Luke’s own com’s own community by munity by ensuring tensuring the existenhe existence of the ceexistenexistence existence of the conof the conditions neditions necessary tocessary to make tabl make table fellowshe fellowship betweenip between Jewish an Jewish and Gentile danand Gentiland Gentile Christiae Christians possiblns possible. Key amoe. Key among the facng the factors promotors promoting contiting continuity withnuity within the Chuinwithwithin thewithin the Church it Church itself throuself throughout the ghout the narrative narrative are the deare the descriptionsscriptions of the Ch of the Church’s prourcChChurch’s pChurch’s proclamatioroclamation and teacn and teaching abouthing about Jesus and Jesus and the const the constancy of thancy of the presencee presencee presence opresence of the Spirf the Spirit as the it as the prime moveprime mover at the cr at the crucial junrucial junctures of ctures of early ecclearly ecclesiasticalesiasecclecclesiastecclesiastical histoical history (e.g., ry (e.g., 8:29; 10:18:29; 10:19; 16:6–7)9; 16:6–7)...

Regardless of one’s judgment concerning the reliability of Acts as a historical 
chronicle, the book certainly may be taken as an expression of early Christian 
theology. Luke’s notion of salvation history in three epochs (Israel, Jesus, the 



Church) underlies his portrait of the Church as a historical entity with its own 
particular time. Moreover, the time of the earliest Church is distinguished by its 
own unique image (fostered by the employment of an archaic biblical Greek 
style) in contrast to the Church of Luke’s own day. The peculiar and 
unrepeatable structures of the early community are accounted for by the 
presence of the apostles and eyewitnesses. Luke’s concern within this portrait to 
highlight the continuity between Israel and the Church is expressed by the 
continued observance of Jewish practices in the early period in contrast to the 
situation implied for Luke’s own day. The gap between Luke’s generation and the 
primitive time is bridged by the endorsement of the gentile mission in the 
deliberations of the Apostolic Council and the promulgation of the Apostolic 
Decree (15:20, 29; 21:25). The latter pronouncement may have continued to 
function practically in the case of Luke’s own community by ensuring the 
existence of the conditions necessary to make table fellowship between Jewish 
and Gentile Christians possible. Key among the factors promoting continuity 
within the Church itself throughout the narrative are the descriptions of the 
Church’s proclamation and teaching about Jesus and the constancy of the 
presence of the Spirit as the prime mover at the crucial junctures of early 
ecclesiastical history (e.g., 8:29; 10:19; 16:6–7).

�Acts is moActs is more theocenre theocentric than tric than christocenchristocentric. It itric. It is God who s God who occupies toccupies the dominanhe domhe dominant pdominant place. The lace. The notion of notion of the preexithe preexistence of stence of Jesus is aJesus is absent and bsent and an air of an air of “subordina“sub“subordina“subordinationism” itionism” is present.s present. Jesus is  Jesus is described described as a man was a man whom God lehom God legitimated gitimated by mighty bby mighty by mighty works, wonworks, wonders, and ders, and signs (2:2signs (2:22). The vi2). The view of Chriew of Christ’s deathst’s death as atonin as atoning occurs og atoninatoning ocatoning occurs only curs only once in anonce in an expressio expression taken ovn taken over from ther from the traditioe tradition (20:28).n (20:28). The focal T The focal The focal salvation salvation event is tevent is the resurrehe resurrection, whiction, which significh signifies the grees the great turningat turning point of  point point of hpoint of history. Siistory. Since God hance God has offered s offered the Resurrthe Resurrection as ection as “proof” (1“proof” (17:31), the7:31), there is no lre thethere is nthere is no longer ao longer any excuse ny excuse for rejectfor rejecting the Ching the Christian meristian message.ssage.ssage.

Acts is more theocentric than christocentric. It is God who occupies the 
dominant place. The notion of the preexistence of Jesus is absent and an air of 
“subordinationism” is present. Jesus is described as a man whom God legitimated 
by mighty works, wonders, and signs (2:22). The view of Christ’s death as 
atoning occurs only once in an expression taken over from the tradition (20:28). 
The focal salvation event is the resurrection, which signifies the great turning 
point of history. Since God has offered the Resurrection as “proof” (17:31), 
there is no longer any excuse for rejecting the Christian message.

�Paul’s imaPaul’s image had alrge had already undeready undergone revisgone revision by Lukion by Luke’s day ane’s day and Luke didd Luke did not hesit not h not hesitate thesitate to introduco introduce his own e his own conceptionconceptions. Owing ts. Owing to his salvo his salvation-histation-historical schorical schematizatioemschschematizaschematization, Luketion, Luke was oblig was obligated to poated to portray Paulrtray Paul as subjec as subject to the lt to the law. Furtheaw. Further, in Luker, ir, in Luke’s in Luke’s depiction depiction Paul cannoPaul cannot establist establish the freeh the freedom of Gendom of Gentile Christile Christians fromtians from the law t th the law ththe law through theorough theological arlogical argument (hegument (hence Paul’snce Paul’s Letters,  Letters, even if kneven if known, are oown, are of little pf lf little pralittle practical valctical value to Lukeue to Luke). Instead). Instead this free this freedom is givdom is given its hisen its historical antorical and ecclesiad ecclesiad ecclesiastecclesiastical foundical foundation in tation in the convershe conversion of theion of the gentile C gentile Cornelius (ornelius (in which Pin which Peter playseter PPeter playPeter plays the mains the main role!) an role!) and the decid the decision of thsion of the Apostolie Apostolic Council,c Council, respectiv respectively. Discrely. respectivrespectiverespectively. Discrely. Discrepancies bepancies between the tween the Lukan PaulLukan Paul and the P and the Paul of theaul of the Epistles  Epistles have long havhave long have long been obserbeen observed. Thus ved. Thus according according to Luke, Pto Luke, Paul was a aul was a great miragreat miracle workercle workecle worker, anworker, an outstandi outstanding orator,ng orator, not gener not generally knownally known as an apo as an apostle, and stle, and persecutedpersecuted for teach persecutedpersecutedpersecuted for teach for teaching about ing about the resurrthe resurrection. Byection. By contrast  contrast Paul, in hPaul, in his Lettersis Letters, stressed, str, stressed hstressed his weaknesis weakness (2 Cor. s (2 Cor. 12:10), co12:10), confessed thnfessed that he was at he was no master no master speaker (1speaker (10:10), ins0(1(10:10), i(10:10), insisted vensisted vehemently ohemently on his credn his credentials asentials as an apostl an apostle (e.g., Ge (e.g., Gal. 2:1-10al. 2:1-10), and fou), and ), and found and found trouble evtrouble everywhere oerywhere on account n account of his proof his proclamation clamation of a law-fof a law-free gospelree gospel. All of t.gospelgospel. Algospel. All of thesel of these contradic contradictions are tions are explained explained when it iswhen it is recognize recognized that Actd that Acts preserves prs preserves preserves a picture a picture of Paul frof Paul from a time om a time several deseveral decades aftecades after his deatr his death. Paul’s h. Paul’s role in Acrole role in Acrole in Acts is thusts is thus dictated  dictated not only bnot only by his biogy his biography but raphy but also by thalso by the needs ofe needs of Luke’s th Luke Luke’s theLuke’s theology; strology; strictly histictly historical conorical concerns are cerns are not in vienot in view.w.w.

Paul’s image had already undergone revision by Luke’s day and Luke did not 
hesitate to introduce his own conceptions. Owing to his salvation-historical 
schematization, Luke was obligated to portray Paul as subject to the law. Further, 
in Luke’s depiction Paul cannot establish the freedom of Gentile Christians from 
the law through theological argument (hence Paul’s Letters, even if known, are of 
little practical value to Luke). Instead this freedom is given its historical and 
ecclesiastical foundation in the conversion of the gentile Cornelius (in which 
Peter plays the main role!) and the decision of the Apostolic Council, 
respectively. Discrepancies between the Lukan Paul and the Paul of the Epistles 
have long been observed. Thus according to Luke, Paul was a great miracle 
worker, an outstanding orator, not generally known as an apostle, and 
persecuted for teaching about the resurrection. By contrast Paul, in his Letters, 
stressed his weakness (2 Cor. 12:10), confessed that he was no master speaker 



(10:10), insisted vehemently on his credentials as an apostle (e.g., Gal. 2:1-10), 
and found trouble everywhere on account of his proclamation of a law-free 
gospel. All of these contradictions are explained when it is recognized that Acts 
preserves a picture of Paul from a time several decades after his death. Paul’s 
role in Acts is thus dictated not only by his biography but also by the needs of 
Luke’s theology; strictly historical concerns are not in view.

�For Luke tFor Luke the Church’he Church’s relations relation to Israel to Israel is both c is both clear and plear and problematicroblematic. While th. While . While the While the Church musChurch must stand int stand in continuit continuity with they with the ancient p ancient people of Geople of God, it encod, it encounters unoencencountersencounters unbelief  unbelief among Jewsamong Jews and there and therefore turnsfore turns to the Ge to the Gentiles. Buntiles. But the law-t the law-free missiflaw-law-free mlaw-free mission to ission to the Gentilthe Gentiles threatees threatened to brened to break the conak the continuity oftinuity of salvation salvation history.  his history. Ohistory. One of Lukene of Luke’s major c’s major concerns inoncerns in Acts is t Acts is to address o address this problthis problem by showem by showing that tinshowshowing thshowing that the priat the primitive Chrmitive Christians heistians held fast told fast to their Jew their Jewish faith ish faith until theyuntil they were impe were  were impelwere impelled by no led by no less than less than the intervthe intervention of ention of God to welGod to welcome Genticome Gentiles into tles into the Church.htthe Churchthe Church. This is . This is the fundamthe fundamental motiental motivation behvation behind the muind the multiple elaltiple elaborations borations of the Corofof the Corof the Cornelius epinelius episode (10:1sode (10:1–48; 11:1––48; 11:1–18; 15:7–918; 15:7–9) and the ) and the thrice-tolthrice-told story ofd story of Paul’s co Pa Paul’s conPaul’s conversion (9version (9:1–19; 22::1–19; 22:4–16; 26:94–16; 26:9–18). That–18). That Luke depi Luke depicts the accts the acceptance oceptance on the partnoon the paron the part of Gentit of Gentile Christile Christians of cerans of certain basictain basic OT requir OT requirements as ements as spelled ouspelled out by the At bt by the Apoby the Apostolic Decstolic Decree is theree is the natural c natural correlativeorrelative to Luke’s to Luke’s fundament fundamental concernal concern with salv w with salvawith salvation-histotion-historical contrical continuity, asinuity, as are Paul’ are Paul’s routine s routine visits to visits to the synagothe synagogue and higue andgue and his Jeand his Jewish life-wish life-style.style.style.

For Luke the Church’s relation to Israel is both clear and problematic. 
While the Church must stand in continuity with the ancient people of God, it 
encounters unbelief among Jews and therefore turns to the Gentiles. But the 
law-free mission to the Gentiles threatened to break the continuity of salvation 
history. One of Luke’s major concerns in Acts is to address this problem by 
showing that the primitive Christians held fast to their Jewish faith until they 
were impelled by no less than the intervention of God to welcome Gentiles into 
the Church. This is the fundamental motivation behind the multiple elaborations 
of the Cornelius episode (10:1–48; 11:1–18; 15:7–9) and the thrice-told story of 
Paul’s conversion (9:1–19; 22:4–16; 26:9–18). That Luke depicts the acceptance 
on the part of Gentile Christians of certain basic OT requirements as spelled out 
by the Apostolic Decree is the natural correlative to Luke’s fundamental concern 
with salvation-historical continuity, as are Paul’s routine visits to the synagogue 
and his Jewish life-style.

�Luke’s porLuke’s portrayal of trayal of ChristianiChristianity’s closety’s close ties to J ties to Judaism alsudaism also bolsterso bolsters his appea his appeal to Romanl appeaappeal to appeal to Roman offiRoman officials not cials not to concernto concern themselve themselves with “ins with “internal theternal theological dological disputes.” ispddisputes.”disputes.” In Luke’s In Luke’s portrayal portrayal Roman not Roman notables exprables express intereess interest in Christ in Christianity (stianity (13:12; 19:13:1((13:12; 19(13:12; 19:31) or at:31) or at least ind least indicate thaticate that it poses  it poses no danger no danger to the stato the state (18:15;te (18:15; 19:37; 23 19:37 19:37; 23:19:37; 23:29; 25:25;29; 25:25; 26:32). I 26:32). In this wayn this way Luke can  Luke can affirm theaffirm the nonsubver nonsubversive natursive nature of the Ce ofe of the Chuof the Church, possirch, possibly in an bly in an effort to effort to convince Rconvince Roman citizoman citizens of hisens of his own day t own day that nothinhattthat nothithat nothing stood ing stood in the way n the way of their mof their membership embership in the Chrin the Christian comistian community.munity.munity.

Luke’s portrayal of Christianity’s close ties to Judaism also bolsters his 
appeal to Roman officials not to concern themselves with “internal theological 
disputes.” In Luke’s portrayal Roman notables express interest in Christianity 
(13:12; 19:31) or at least indicate that it poses no danger to the state (18:15; 
19:37; 23:29; 25:25; 26:32). In this way Luke can affirm the nonsubversive nature 
of the Church, possibly in an effort to convince Roman citizens of his own day 
that nothing stood in the way of their membership in the Christian community.

�Luke’s purLuke’s purpose in wrpose in writing Actsiting Acts cannot be cannot be limited t limited to any one o any one factor. Wifactor. Without doubthout dthout doubt his doubt his general aigeneral aim was to em was to encourage tncourage the Christihe Christian communian community to havety to have confidenc confiden confidenceconfidence in its fu in its future by loture by looking at ioking at its past. Tts past. This was achis was accomplishedcomplished by skillf by skillfully emploully emully employing employing a genre tha genre that allowedat allowed for a cap for a captivating ntivating narrative carrative comprised oomprised of a succesf a succession of bosiosuccessuccessionsuccession of both e of both entertaininntertaining and didag and didactic lessoctic lessons. As strns. As stressed abovessed above, Luke dee, Luke devoted consvodedevoted codevoted considerablensiderable energy to energy toward clariward clarifying the fying the Church’s rChurch’s relationshielationship to both p to both Jews and RJeJews and RJews and Romans. Finomans. Finally, for ally, for ChristiansChristians of a late of a later period wr period who needed ho needed to know soto know something abmsosomething something about Paulabout Paul, perhaps , perhaps Acts serveActs served to offerd to offer a rehabil a rehabilitation anitation and domesticd domestication of tatdomesticdomesticatdomestication of thiion of this dangerous dangerous figure, s figure, who will bwho will be found soe found soon enough on enough at the rooat the root of variotrooroot of varoot of various “herrious “heretical” imetical” impulses in pulses in the 2nd cethe 2nd century.ntury.ntury.

Luke’s purpose in writing Acts cannot be limited to any one factor. Without 
doubt his general aim was to encourage the Christian community to have 
confidence in its future by looking at its past. This was accomplished by skillfully 
employing a genre that allowed for a captivating narrative comprised of a 
succession of both entertaining and didactic lessons. As stressed above, Luke 
devoted considerable energy toward clarifying the Church’s relationship to both 
Jews and Romans. Finally, for Christians of a later period who needed to know 
something about Paul, perhaps Acts served to offer a rehabilitation and 
domestication of this dangerous figure, who will be found soon enough at the 
root of various “heretical” impulses in the 2nd century.

�SeeSee  LUKE, GOSPLUKE, GOSPEL OF; PAUEL OF; PAUL.L.L.

See LUKE, GOSPEL OF; PAUL.
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ADADAHADADAH (Heb.  (Heb. {ad�{aœd�a{ad�{aœd�a®®)))

ADADAH (Heb. {ad�{aœd�a® )

A city in A city in southern Jsouthern Judah (Joshudah (Josh. 15:22). . 15:22). The name sThe name should probhould probably be reably be read Ararah ad Ararah (Heb. ((Heb. (Heb. {ar{aœra®{ar{aœra®) and be i) and be identified dentified with moderwith modern {Ar{arahn {Ar{arah (148062), (148062), ca. 19 km ca. 19 km. (12 mi.). (1. (12 mi.) S(12 mi.) SE of Beer-E of Beer-sheba, accsheba, according to ording to some the ssome the site of Aroite of Aroer (1 Sam.er (1 Sam. 30:28). 30:28).

A city in southern Judah (Josh. 15:22). The name should probably be read Ararah 
(Heb. {ar{aœra®) and be identified with modern {Ar{arah (148062), ca. 19 km. 
(12 mi.) SE of Beer-sheba, according to some the site of Aroer (1 Sam. 30:28).

ADAD-NIRARADAD-NIRARII (Akk.  (Akk.  Adad-nira Adad-nirariri)))

ADAD-NIRARI (Akk.  Adad-nirari)

�1.1. Adad-nira Adad-nirari I (1307ri I (1307–1275 –1275 B.C.B.C.) was succ) was successful in essful in expanding expanding Assyria weAssyria west across st acrst across theacross the Euphrates Euphrates River. He River. He conquered conquered the Mitan the Mitanni protectni protectorate of Horate of Hanigalbat.anigalbat.

1. Adad-nirari I (1307–1275 B.C.) was successful in expanding Assyria west 
across the Euphrates River. He conquered the Mitanni protectorate of Hanigalbat.

�2.2. Adad-nira Adad-nirari II (911ri II (911–891) cons–891) consolidated tolidated the holdinghe holdings of his ps of his predecessorredecessors and camps ands and campaiand campaigned againgned against the Arast the Arameans westmeans west of the  of the HÓaburHÓabur River. He River. He also foug also fought on the ht oht on the Babon the Babylonian frylonian frontier, anontier, an action th action that resulteat resulted in a pead in a peaceful coexceful coexistence beistence between the twebebetween thbetween the two state two states for thees for the remainder remainder of the 9t of the 9th century.h century.

2. Adad-nirari II (911–891) consolidated the holdings of his predecessors 
and campaigned against the Arameans west of the HÓabur River. He also fought 
on the Babylonian frontier, an action that resulted in a peaceful coexistence 
between the two states for the remainder of the 9th century.

�3.3. Adad-nira Adad-nirari III (81ri III (810–783), so0–783), son of the ln of the legendary Segendary Semiramus, emiramus, inherited inherited a state wea statea state weakstate weakened by ciened by civil war. Nvil war. Neverthelesevertheless, he had s, he had some modersome moderate succesate success in Babyls in Babys in Babylonia Babylonia and claimsand claims in his an in his annals to hanals to have destroyve destroyed a coalied a coalition centetion centered at Damred at Damascus, whiasDamDamascus, Damascus, which he cwhich he captured. Aaptured. Among thosemong those listed as listed as his vassa his vassal kings arl kings are Joash ofe Joash of Israel (A Is Israel (AkIsrael (Akk. k. Ia-a-su maIa-a-su maœt Sa-me-rœt Sa-me-ri-na-ai-na-a), who had), who had not been  not been part of thpart of the Damascene Dae Damascene Damascene coalition.coalition. Adad-nira Adad-nirari III mayri III may have been have been the “deli the “deliverer” of verer” of Israel menIsrael mentioned in tiomenmentioned mentioned in 2 Kgs. in 2 Kgs. 13:5. Anot13:5. Another enemy her enemy of the Syrof the Syrian coalitian coalition, Zakkuion, Zakkur of Hamatr of Hamatr of Hamath, clHamath, claims to haaims to have repelleve repelled a siege d a siege from Ben-hfrom Ben-hadad of Daadad of Damascus, prmascus, probably benobably beobably benefitingbenefiting from Adad from Adad-nirari II-nirari III’s presenI’s presence in the ce in the region.region.region.

3. Adad-nirari III (810–783), son of the legendary Semiramus, inherited a 
state weakened by civil war. Nevertheless, he had some moderate success in 
Babylonia and claims in his annals to have destroyed a coalition centered at 
Damascus, which he captured. Among those listed as his vassal kings are Joash of 
Israel (Akk. Ia-a-su maœt Sa-me-ri-na-a), who had not been part of the 
Damascene coalition. Adad-nirari III may have been the “deliverer” of Israel 
mentioned in 2 Kgs. 13:5. Another enemy of the Syrian coalition, Zakkur of 
Hamath, claims to have repelled a siege from Ben-hadad of Damascus, probably 
benefiting from Adad-nirari III’s presence in the region.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. K. GrayA. K. Grayson, son, Assyrian RAssyrian Rulers of tulers of the Early Fhe Early First Milleirst Millennium B.C.nnium B.C. (1114–859 ( (1114–859 (1114–859 B.C.)B.C.) (Toronto, (Toronto, 1991); A. 1991); A. R. Millar R. Millard and H. Td and H. Tadmor, “Adadmor, “Adad-Nirari ad-Nirari III in SyrIII inIII in Syria,”in Syria,”  IraqIraq 25 (1973) 25 (1973): 57–64.: 57–64.: 57–64.

Bibliography. A. K. Grayson, Assyrian Rulers of the Early First Millennium B.C. 
(1114–859 B.C.) (Toronto, 1991); A. R. Millard and H. Tadmor, “Adad-Nirari III 
in Syria,” Iraq 25 (1973): 57–64.
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ADAHADAH (Heb.  (Heb. {aœd�a®{aœd�a®)))

ADAH (Heb. {aœd�a® )

�1.1. One of th One of the two wivee two wives of Lamecs of Lamech the Cainh the Cainite. She wite. She was the motas the mother of Jabher of Jabal and Jubal aal and Jubal and Jubal (Gen. 4:19(Gen. 4:19-21, 23).-21, 23).-21, 23).

1. One of the two wives of Lamech the Cainite. She was the mother of Jabal 
and Jubal (Gen. 4:19-21, 23).

�2.2. A wife of A wife of Esau. She Esau. She was the d was the daughter ofaughter of Elon the  Elon the Hittite anHittite and mother od mother of Eliphaz f Elipf Eliphaz (GEliphaz (Gen. 36:2, en. 36:2, 4).4).

2. A wife of Esau. She was the daughter of Elon the Hittite and mother of 
Eliphaz (Gen. 36:2, 4).

ADAIAHADAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�d�aœya®{a�d�aœya®, {a�d�aœy, {a�d�aœyaœhu®aœhu®)))

ADAIAH (Heb. {a�d�aœya®, {a�d�aœyaœhu® )



�1.1. A man fro A man from Boskath,m Boskath, and the m and the maternal graternal grandfather andfather of King Joof King Josiah (2 Kgsiah (2 Kgs. 22:1).s. 22s. 22:1).22:1).22:1).

1. A man from Boskath, and the maternal grandfather of King Josiah (2 Kgs. 
22:1).

�2.2. A Levite  A Levite of the famof the family of Gerily of Gershom (1 Chshom (1 Chr. 6:41[MTr. 6:41[MT 26]). 26]). 26]).

2. A Levite of the family of Gershom (1 Chr. 6:41[MT 26]).

�3.3. A Benjami A Benjaminite, one nite, one of the sonof the sons of Shimes of Shimei (1 Chr. i (1 Chr. 8:21).8:21).8:21).

3. A Benjaminite, one of the sons of Shimei (1 Chr. 8:21).

�4.4. A priest  A priest and the soand the son of Jerohn of Jeroham, of theam, of the family of family of Malchijah Malchijah (1 Chr. 9 (1 Chr. 9:12 = Neh.:12 = N:12 = Neh. 11:12Neh. 11:12).).).

4. A priest and the son of Jeroham, of the family of Malchijah (1 Chr. 9:12 = 
Neh. 11:12).

�5–6.5–6. Descendan Descendants of Banits of Bani and of Bi and of Binnui who hnnui who had to sendad to send away thei away their foreign r foreign wives (Ezrwwives (Ezrwives (Ezra 10:29, 3a 10:29, 39).9).9).

5–6. Descendants of Bani and of Binnui who had to send away their foreign 
wives (Ezra 10:29, 39).

�7.7. A Judahit A Judahite, the sone, the son of Joiari of Joiarib (Neh. 11b (Neh. 11:5).:5).:5).

7. A Judahite, the son of Joiarib (Neh. 11:5).

�8.8. The fathe The father of Maaser of Maaseiah; one oiah; one of the “comf the “commanders ofmanders of hundreds” hundreds” upon whom upon whom upon whom Jehoiwhom Jehoiada the prada the priest relieiest relied in his rd in his rebellion aebellion against Quegainst Queen Athaliaen Athaliah (2 Chr. h (2 Chr. 23:1).23:23:1).23:1).

8. The father of Maaseiah; one of the “commanders of hundreds” upon 
whom Jehoiada the priest relied in his rebellion against Queen Athaliah (2 Chr. 
23:1).

ADALIAADALIA (Heb.  (Heb. }a�d�alyaœ}a�d�alyaœ}})))

ADALIA (Heb. }a�d�alyaœ} )

One of theOne of the 10 sons o 10 sons of Haman thf Haman the Agagite e Agagite (Esth. 9:8(Esth. 9:8; cf. Pers; cf. Pers. . aœdaœrya,aœdaœrya, “honorabl “honor “honorable“honorable”).”).

One of the 10 sons of Haman the Agagite (Esth. 9:8; cf. Pers. aœdaœrya, 
“honorable”).

ADAMADAM (Heb.  (Heb. }aœd�aœm}aœd�aœm) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ADAM (Heb. }aœd�aœm ) (PERSON)

Heb. Heb. }aœd�aœm}aœd�aœm means “hu means “human” and cman” and can be usedan be used either co either collectivelyllectively (“humanki (“humankind”) or inn(“humanki(“humankin(“humankind”) or indd”) or individually ividually (“a human”(“a human”). When us). When used in conted in contrast to a rast to a word for wword for wword for woman or fwoman or female, it emale, it can also ican also indicate a ndicate a specificalspecifically male huly male human. In Geman. In Gen. 1-5 then. 1-5 the word is u wo word is usword is used to refeed to refer to the fr to the first humanirst human, Adam. Th, Adam. This word isis word is used in c used in contexts thontexts that play upatththat play that play upon all oupon all of the difff the different senserent senses of the es of the word — colword — collective, ilective, individual,ndividual, gender no gende gender nongender nonspecific, specific, and male.and male.and male.

Heb. }aœd�aœm  means “human” and can be used either collectively 
(“humankind”) or individually (“a human”). When used in contrast to a word for 
woman or female, it can also indicate a specifically male human. In Gen. 1-5 the 
word is used to refer to the first human, Adam. This word is used in contexts 
that play upon all of the different senses of the word — collective, individual, 
gender nonspecific, and male.

�The word AThe word Adam is usedam is used collectid collectively in thvely in the creatione creation of humans of humans in Gen. 1 in Gen. 1:27, later:27, la:27, later allulater alluded to in ded to in 5:1–2, whe5:1–2, where Adam (“re Adam (“human”) ishuman”) is defined a defined as “male ans “male and female.”d female.” When Adam W When Adam When Adam is createdis created a second  a second time in 2:time in 2:7 (from a 7 (from a different different source) thsource) there is theere is the sense tha thethe sense the sense that this that this is an indiis an individual malvidual male human, se human, since it isince it is from him  from him that the wthat the woman is laomanwwoman is lwoman is later formeater formed (2:22). d (2:22). Yet the laYet the language of nguage of sexuality sexuality and genderand gender distincti distinction is not on distinctidistinctiodistinction is not un is not used explicsed explicitly untilitly until the woman the woman is create is created (2:23–24d (2:23–24), indicat), indicating that sing thing that sex athat sex and gender nd gender is not an is not an emphasis oemphasis of the idenf the identity of Adtity of Adam until tam until this time. his time. Therefore TherTherefore Therefore Adam beforAdam before the creae the creation of wotion of woman is in man is in a sense “na sense “not yet” spot yet” specificallyecifically male, and m male, and male, and can be seecan be seen as both n as both an individan individual and a ual and a collectivecollective human. He human. Hence not onnce not only Adam bulyononly Adam only Adam but all hubut all humans are bmans are born from torn from the soil anhe soil and God’s vid God’s vivifying brvifying breath, and eath, and God’s remaGGod’s remaGod’s remark that “irk that “it is not gt is not good for Adood for Adam to be aam to be alone” pertlone” pertains to alains to all humans (l humans (“it is not“i((“it is no(“it is not good fort good for humans to humans to be alone” be alone”).).).

The word Adam is used collectively in the creation of humans in Gen. 1:27, 
later alluded to in 5:1–2, where Adam (“human”) is defined as “male and female.” 
When Adam is created a second time in 2:7 (from a different source) there is 
the sense that this is an individual male human, since it is from him that the 
woman is later formed (2:22). Yet the language of sexuality and gender 
distinction is not used explicitly until the woman is created (2:23–24), indicating 
that sex and gender is not an emphasis of the identity of Adam until this time. 
Therefore Adam before the creation of woman is in a sense “not yet” specifically 
male, and can be seen as both an individual and a collective human. Hence not 
only Adam but all humans are born from the soil and God’s vivifying breath, and 
God’s remark that “it is not good for Adam to be alone” pertains to all humans 
(“it is not good for humans to be alone”).

�The interpThe interplay betweelay between the indin the individual Adavidual Adam and the m and the collectivecollective “humankin “humankind” is essed” is d” is essentiis essential to the al to the nature of nature of Adam in thAdam in the garden oe garden of Eden. Thf Eden. The first coe first couple’s motuple’s motivations, ivatmotmotivationmotivations, fears, s, fears, and punishand punishments all ments all echo thoseecho those of humani of humanity generalty generally. In thely. In the rich but  ric rich but arich but ambiguous mmbiguous meanings ofeanings of the story the story, there is, there is a sense t a sense that all “hhat all “humans” recumans” recapitulate apirecrecapitularecapitulate the drate the drama of the ma of the first “humfirst “humans” in moans” in moral, sexuaral, sexual, and spil, and spiritual territual terms. All hums. Ams. All humansAll humans partake o partake of the dangf the dangerous fruierous fruit of knowlt of knowledge at soedge at some point ime point in their den their development,vdedevelopmendevelopment, involvit, involving both gang both gain and losin and loss, and alls, and all humans ar humans are doomed te doomed to die. Theo die. The multiple  TheThe multipThe multiple and amble and ambiguous meaiguous meanings of tnings of the story rhe story reflect theeflect the complexit complexity of the hy of the human condiuhhuman condhuman condition.ition.ition.

The interplay between the individual Adam and the collective “humankind” 
is essential to the nature of Adam in the garden of Eden. The first couple’s 
motivations, fears, and punishments all echo those of humanity generally. In the 
rich but ambiguous meanings of the story, there is a sense that all “humans” 



recapitulate the drama of the first “humans” in moral, sexual, and spiritual terms. 
All humans partake of the dangerous fruit of knowledge at some point in their 
development, involving both gain and loss, and all humans are doomed to die. 
The multiple and ambiguous meanings of the story reflect the complexity of the 
human condition.

�A recurrinA recurring motif ing motif in Gen. 1-8  Gen. 1-8 is the bonis the bond between d between Adam and tAdam and the earth he earth (}a�d�aœma(}a�d(}a�d�aœma(}a�d�aœma®).®). Adam is m Adam is made from tade from the soil ofhe soil of the earth the earth, and it i, and it is from this from this s }a�d�aœma®}a�}a�d�aœma®}a�d�aœma® that Adam that Adam gets his  gets his name (2:7)name (2:7). In the c. In the curses pronurses pronounced by ounced by God the eaGodGod the eaGod the earth is currth is cursed becaussed because of Adam e of Adam (3:17), an(3:17), and Adam wild Adam will return tl return to the earto the earth from whiheartearth fromearth from which he  which he was taken was taken (3:19). Th(3:19). The earth ise earth is an essent an essential part oial part of Adam, thf Adam, the “earthlye “e “earthly” “earthly” component component of his ideof his identity, yetntity, yet Adam is e Adam is estranged fstranged from the earom the earth becausrth because of disobebecausbecause ofbecause of disobedie disobedience. It isnce. It is not entir not entirely clear ely clear how this phow this pertains toertains to Adam as a Adam as a represent rep representarepresentation of hution of humankind gemankind generally, bnerally, but a senseut a sense of our di of our divided idenvided identity as botity as both earthlyth eth earthly anearthly and separated separated from natd from nature seems ure seems to be implto be implied. When ied. When God lifts God lifts the curse the curse the curse on tcurse on the earth ahe earth at the end t the end of the Floof the Flood (8:21),od (8:21), it seems  it seems that God sthat God signals hisignals his reconcili rec reconciliareconciliation to thtion to the divided e divided nature of nature of humankind.humankind.

A recurring motif in Gen. 1-8 is the bond between Adam and the earth 
(}a�d�aœma®).  Adam is made from the soil of the earth, and it is from this 
}a�d�aœma®  that Adam gets his name (2:7). In the curses pronounced by 
God the earth is cursed because of Adam (3:17), and Adam will return to the 
earth from which he was taken (3:19). The earth is an essential part of Adam, the 
“earthly” component of his identity, yet Adam is estranged from the earth 
because of disobedience. It is not entirely clear how this pertains to Adam as a 
representation of humankind generally, but a sense of our divided identity as both 
earthly and separated from nature seems to be implied. When God lifts the 
curse on the earth at the end of the Flood (8:21), it seems that God signals his 
reconciliation to the divided nature of humankind.

�In postbibIn postbiblical tradlical traditions theitions the character character of Adam i of Adam is depicteds depicted in varyin in varying ways. Thg ways. Thg ways. The Life oThe Life of Adam andf Adam and Eve depic Eve depicts the couts the couple after ple after their exputheir expulsion repelsion repenting for nting for their sinsththeir sinstheir sins, and as a, and as a reward fo reward for repentanr repentance Adam isce Adam is taken up  taken up to the heato the heavenly paravenly paradise. Adamdiparaparadise. paradise. Adam’s resAdam’s restoration ttoration to paradiseo paradise is depict is depicted as a foed as a foreshadowinreshadowing of the rg of the restorationestrrestoratiorestoration of all tn of all the righteohe righteous to paraus to paradise at thdise at the end of te end of time. In Paime. In Paul’s writiul’s writings the congs thengs the comingthe coming of Christ of Christ is the so is the solution to lution to Adam’s sinAdam’s sin, and thro, and through Christugh Christ the right the righteous will eourightrighteous righteous will be rewill be restored to stored to the heaventhe heavenly paradisly paradise in a stae in a state of glorte of glory. In the y. In the Dead Sea SDead Dead Sea SDead Sea Scrolls andcrolls and rabbinic  rabbinic writings Awritings Adam is glodam is glorious and rious and superhumansuperhuman before hi before hi before his exile his exile from Eden,from Eden, but is di but is diminished iminished in stature n stature when exilewhen exiled. Accordid. According to someng to some Jewish my Je Jewish mysJewish mystical tradtical traditions, thitions, the originale original glory of  glory of Adam can bAdam can be regainede regained through m through mystical coystmmystical cmystical contemplationtemplation of God’on of God’s eternal s eternal essences. essences. In AugustiIn Augustine’s reintne’s reinterpretatioerpretation of Paulin on of Paulineof Pauline theology, theology, Adam’s si Adam’s sin is transn is transmitted by mitted by sexual relsexual relations (spations (specificallyecifically by semen) by se by semen) to semen) to each subseeach subsequent genequent generation, wiration, with the solth the sole exceptioe exception of Chrisn of Christ, who wast, who wast, who was conceiwas conceived withouved without sin.t sin.t sin.

In postbiblical traditions the character of Adam is depicted in varying ways. 
The Life of Adam and Eve depicts the couple after their expulsion repenting for 
their sins, and as a reward for repentance Adam is taken up to the heavenly 
paradise. Adam’s restoration to paradise is depicted as a foreshadowing of the 
restoration of all the righteous to paradise at the end of time. In Paul’s writings 
the coming of Christ is the solution to Adam’s sin, and through Christ the 
righteous will be restored to the heavenly paradise in a state of glory. In the 
Dead Sea Scrolls and rabbinic writings Adam is glorious and superhuman before 
his exile from Eden, but is diminished in stature when exiled. According to some 
Jewish mystical traditions, the original glory of Adam can be regained through 
mystical contemplation of God’s eternal essences. In Augustine’s reinterpretation 
of Pauline theology, Adam’s sin is transmitted by sexual relations (specifically by 
semen) to each subsequent generation, with the sole exception of Christ, who 
was conceived without sin.

Ronald S. Ronald S. HendelHendel

Ronald S. Hendel

ADAMADAM (Heb.  (Heb. }aœd�aœm}aœd�aœm) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ADAM (Heb. }aœd�aœm ) (PLACE)

A city in A city in TransjordaTransjordan ca. 30 kn ca. 30 km. (19 mi.m. (19 mi.) N of the) N of the spot wher spot where the Israe the Israelites croelites crossed the Jssedcrocrossed thcrossed the Jordan oe Jordan opposite Jepposite Jericho (Josricho (Josh. 3:16). h. 3:16). The site iThe site is modern Ts modern Tell ell ed-Da®miyeed-Da®ed-Da®miyeed-Da®miyehh (201167), (201167), ca. 2 km. ca. 2 km. (1.2 mi.) (1.2 mi.) S of the  S of the mouth of tmouth of the Jabbok he Jabbok River.River.

A city in Transjordan ca. 30 km. (19 mi.) N of the spot where the Israelites 
crossed the Jordan opposite Jericho (Josh. 3:16). The site is modern Tell 
ed-Da®miyeh (201167), ca. 2 km. (1.2 mi.) S of the mouth of the Jabbok River.

ADAM, BOOKADAM, BOOKS OFS OFS OF

ADAM, BOOKS OF

Various psVarious pseudepigrapeudepigraphal, rabbihal, rabbinic, and gnic, and gnostic docnostic documents whiuments which expoundch expound upon the  upon the upon the biblicthe biblical narratial narrative of Adamve of Adam and Eve ( and Eve (Gen. 1-4).Gen. 1-4). Of the ma Of the many books any books attributed ttributed to Adam, ttoto Adam, tto Adam, the most imhe most important anportant and probablyd probably the oldes the oldest are the t are the Greek ApocGreek Apocalypse of alypse oalypse of Moses aof Moses and the Latnd the Latin Life ofin Life of Adam and  Adam and Eve. TheseEve. These documents documents are Jewis are Jewish in though in though in thought anthought and contain d contain similar ovsimilar overlapping erlapping informatioinformation, while rn, while retaining uetaining unique tradnique traditions. Thitiotradtraditionstraditions. Their li. Their literary relterary relationship ationship has been dhas been difficult tifficult to determino determine. The doce. The documents werumendocdocuments documents were probawere probably translbly translated from ated from Hebrew oriHebrew original(s) bginal(s) before 400 efore 400 C.E.C.E. The docum The  The documeThe documents are nants are narrated in rrated in midrashic midrashic form and cform and concentrateoncentrate upon the  upon the events folevents foevents following following Adam and EAdam and Eve’s expulve’s expulsion from sion from the earthlthe earthly paradisey paradise, with spe, with special attencial attention giventioattenattention attention given to tgiven to the nature he nature and conseqand consequences of uences of sin; the fsin; the fallen angeallen angel Satan; Gl Satan; God, who isod, GGod, who iGod, who is to be fes to be feared and lared and looked to fooked to for mercy; or mercy; the resurrthe resurrection of ection of the dead wthe dead wthe dead which willwhich will restore w restore what was lohat was lost at the st at the fall. Signfall. Significantly,ificantly, sacrifice sacrifice is not se is not set forth ast forth ast forth as expiatoas expiatory nor is ry nor is there a cothere a concern for ncern for messianic messianic expectatioexpectation. Other An. Other Adam literadam literature inclutuliteraliteratureliterature includes  includes the Cave othe Cave of Treasuref Treasures, the Coms, the Combat of Adabat of Adam and Eve,m and Eve, the Testa the Testa the Testament Testament of Adam, aof Adam, and the Apond the Apocalypse ofcalypse of Adam, a J Adam, a Jewish gnosewish gnostic documetic document found int founnt found in tfound in the Nag Hamhe Nag Hammadi libramadi library.ry.ry.

Various pseudepigraphal, rabbinic, and gnostic documents which expound upon 
the biblical narrative of Adam and Eve (Gen. 1-4). Of the many books attributed 



to Adam, the most important and probably the oldest are the Greek Apocalypse 
of Moses and the Latin Life of Adam and Eve. These documents are Jewish in 
thought and contain similar overlapping information, while retaining unique 
traditions. Their literary relationship has been difficult to determine. The 
documents were probably translated from Hebrew original(s) before 400 C.E. 
The documents are narrated in midrashic form and concentrate upon the events 
following Adam and Eve’s expulsion from the earthly paradise, with special 
attention given to the nature and consequences of sin; the fallen angel Satan; 
God, who is to be feared and looked to for mercy; the resurrection of the dead 
which will restore what was lost at the fall. Significantly, sacrifice is not set forth 
as expiatory nor is there a concern for messianic expectation. Other Adam 
literature includes the Cave of Treasures, the Combat of Adam and Eve, the 
Testament of Adam, and the Apocalypse of Adam, a Jewish gnostic document 
found in the Nag Hammadi library.

Kenneth J.Kenneth J. Archer Archer

Kenneth J. Archer

ADAMAHADAMAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�d�aœma®}a�d�aœma®)))

ADAMAH (Heb. }a�d�aœma® )

A city in A city in the territthe territory of Napory of Naphtali (Joshtali (Josh. 19:36),h. 19:36), possibly  possibly to be idento be identified wittified with h H¸ajarḨajH¸ajarH¸ajar ed-Damm,  ed-Damm, ca. 4 km. ca. 4 km. (2.5 mi.) (2.5 mi.) NW of wherNW of where the Jorde the Jordan River ean River empties intmpties into the Sea ointinto the Sinto the Sea of Galiea of Galilee.lee.

A city in the territory of Naphtali (Josh. 19:36), possibly to be identified with 
H¸ajar ed-Damm, ca. 4 km. (2.5 mi.) NW of where the Jordan River empties 
into the Sea of Galilee.

ADAMI-NEKEADAMI-NEKEBB (Heb.  (Heb. }a�d�aœmiî}a�d�aœmiî hanneqeb� hanneqeb�)))

ADAMI-NEKEB (Heb. }a�d�aœmiî hanneqeb� )

A village A village in the Lowin the Lower Galileeer Galilee, apportio, apportioned to thened to the tribe of  tribe of Naphtali (Naphtali (Josh. 19:3Josh. 19:33). Meanin3). M3). Meaning “RMeaning “Red Earth Ped Earth Pass,” the ass,” the village cavillage can be likeln be likely associaty associated with moed with modern Tel Adern Tel Adami/KhirbdaAAdami/KhirAdami/Khirbet bet et-Tell/edet-Tell/ed-Da®miyeh-Da®miyeh (193239), (193239), just W of just W of the Sea o the Sea of Galilee.f Galilee. Construct C ConstructeConstructed on a lowd on a low ridge 160 ridge 160 m. (524 f m. (524 ft.) above t.) above sea level,sea level, the settl the settlement was ement was built alonbubuilt alonbuilt along a small g a small streambed streambed (Nah�al(Nah�al Adami). V Adami). Villagers lillagers likely drewikely drew their liv their living from ping froing from pastofrom pastoring herdsring herds along the along the nearby sl nearby slopes and lopes and limited farimited farming.ming.ming.

A village in the Lower Galilee, apportioned to the tribe of Naphtali (Josh. 19:33). 
Meaning “Red Earth Pass,” the village can be likely associated with modern Tel 
Adami/Khirbet et-Tell/ed-Da®miyeh (193239), just W of the Sea of Galilee. 
Constructed on a low ridge 160 m. (524 ft.) above sea level, the settlement was 
built along a small streambed (Nah�al  Adami). Villagers likely drew their living 
from pastoring herds along the nearby slopes and limited farming.

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

ADARADAR (Heb.  (Heb. }a�d�aœr}a�d�aœr)))

ADAR (Heb. }a�d�aœr )

The twelftThe twelfth month ofh month of the Hebre the Hebrew year (Few year (Feb.-March; b.-March; Ezra 6:15)Ezra 6:15), during w, during which the fhich the fhich the feast of Pfeast of Purim was curim was celebrated elebrated (Esth. 9:1(Esth. 9:17, 19, 21;7, 19, 21; cf. Akk.  cf. Akk. adaruadaru). In the ). In the BabylonianBabylonian intercala BabylonianBabylonianBabylonian intercala intercalary year, wry year, which usualhich usually fell evly fell every secondery second or third  or third year, a thyear, a thirteenth mirteenththirteenththirteenth month was month was added whi added which was calch was called “seconled “second Adar.”d Adar.”

The twelfth month of the Hebrew year (Feb.-March; Ezra 6:15), during which the 
feast of Purim was celebrated (Esth. 9:17, 19, 21; cf. Akk. adaru). In the 
Babylonian intercalary year, which usually fell every second or third year, a 
thirteenth month was added which was called “second Adar.”

ADASAADASA (Gk.  (Gk. AdasaAdasa)))

ADASA (Gk. Adasa)

The locatiThe location of Judaon of Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus’ defeat s’ defeat of the Syrof the Syrian generaian general Nicanor l Nicanor in 161 in 161 B.C.B.C. (1 Macc.  ( (1 Macc. 7(1 Macc. 7:40-45). J:40-45). Josephus loosephus locates the cates the town 4 km.town 4 km. (2.5 mi.) (2.5 mi.) SE from B SE from Beth-horon eth-horon ((((Ant.Ant. 12.10.5)  12.10.5) on the maion the main highway n highway to Jerusalto Jerusalem. Some iem. Some identify thdentify the site wite site with the modeh the moh the modern Khimodern Khirbet rbet {Ada®seh{Ada®seh, ca. half, ca. halfway betweeway between Beth-horn Beth-horon and Jeron and Jerusalem.usalem.usalem.

The location of Judas Maccabeus’ defeat of the Syrian general Nicanor in 161 B.C. 
(1 Macc. 7:40-45). Josephus locates the town 4 km. (2.5 mi.) SE from Beth-horon 



(Ant. 12.10.5) on the main highway to Jerusalem. Some identify the site with the 
modern Khirbet {Ada®seh, ca. halfway between Beth-horon and Jerusalem.

Dennis M. Dennis M. SwansonSwanson

Dennis M. Swanson

ADBEELADBEEL (Heb.  (Heb. }a�d�beï}e}a�d�beï}eäläl)))

ADBEEL (Heb. }a�d�beï}eäl )

The third The third son of Ishson of Ishmael (Gen.mael (Gen. 25:13 = 1 25:13 = 1 Chr. 1:29 Chr. 1:29). The ins). The inscriptions criptions of the Assof the Assyrian kingyriaAssAssyrian kAssyrian king Tiglating Tiglath-pileser h-pileser III mentioIII mention a North n a North Arabian trArabian tribe, ibe, Idiba}iluIdiba}ilu, which dw, which dw, which dwelt neardwelt near the borde the border of Egyptr of Egypt..

The third son of Ishmael (Gen. 25:13 = 1 Chr. 1:29). The inscriptions of the 
Assyrian king Tiglath-pileser III mention a North Arabian tribe, Idiba}ilu, which 
dwelt near the border of Egypt.

ADDANADDAN (Heb.  (Heb. }addaœn}addaœn) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ADDAN (Heb. }addaœn) (PERSON)

A leader oA leader of Jews whof Jews who returned  returned from exilefrom exile at Tel-me at Tel-melah and Telah and Tel-harsha (l-harsha (1 Esdr. 5:1 Esdr. 5:36). The N35:5:36). The5:36). The NRSV read NRSV reads the names the name from Gk.  from Gk. charaathalcharaathallan kai allan kai allar,lar, “Charaath “Charaathalan and Aalan andalan and Allar”and Allar” (LXX Code (LXX Codex Vaticanux Vaticanus).s).

A leader of Jews who returned from exile at Tel-melah and Tel-harsha (1 Esdr. 
5:36). The NRSV reads the name from Gk. charaathallan kai allar, “Charaathalan 
and Allar” (LXX Codex Vaticanus).

ADDANADDAN  (PLACE) (PLACE) (also ADDO(also ADDON)N)N)

ADDAN (PLACE) (also ADDON)

A city in A city in Babylonia,Babylonia, as yet un as yet unidentifiedidentified. The retu. The returning exilrning exiles who lives who lived there ced there could not pould ccould not could not prove theiprove their ancestryr ancestry (Ezra 2:5 (Ezra 2:59 = Neh. 79 = Neh. 7:61, “Addo:61, “Addon”).n”).

A city in Babylonia, as yet unidentified. The returning exiles who lived there 
could not prove their ancestry (Ezra 2:59 = Neh. 7:61, “Addon”).

ADDARADDAR (Heb.  (Heb. }addaœr}addaœr) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ADDAR (Heb. }addaœr) (PERSON)

A son of BA son of Bela the Beela the Benjaminite njaminite (1 Chr. 8:(1 Chr. 8:3), probab3), probably the samly the same person ae person as Ard (Gens Ard (Gen. 46:21)..(Gen(Gen. 46:2(Gen. 46:21).1).

A son of Bela the Benjaminite (1 Chr. 8:3), probably the same person as Ard 
(Gen. 46:21).

ADDARADDAR (Heb.  (Heb. }addaœr}addaœr) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ADDAR (Heb. }addaœr) (PLACE)

A city aloA city along Judah’sng Judah’s southern  southern border (Joborder (Josh. 15:3),sh. 15:3), W of the  W of the wildernesswilderness of Zin. I of Zin. In the paran thn the parallthe parallel accountel account in Num. 3 in Num. 34:4 its na4:4 its name is combme is combined with ined with that of Hethat of Hezron to rezron to read Hazar-aadreread Hazarread Hazar-addar.-addar.

A city along Judah’s southern border (Josh. 15:3), W of the wilderness of Zin. In 
the parallel account in Num. 34:4 its name is combined with that of Hezron to 
read Hazar-addar.

ADDIADDI (Gk.  (Gk. AddiíAddií)))

ADDI (Gk. Addií)

�1.1. The leade The leader of a clar of a clan of Israen of Israelites who lites who returned freturned from exile rom exile and who haand who had married d mad married fomarried foreign womereign women (1 Esdr.n (1 Esdr. 9:31). 9:31). 9:31).

1. The leader of a clan of Israelites who returned from exile and who had 
married foreign women (1 Esdr. 9:31).

�2.2. According According to Luke’s to Luke’s genealogy genealogy, a preexi, a preexilic ancestlic ancestor of Jesuor of Jesus (Luke 3:s (Luke 3:28).28).

2. According to Luke’s genealogy, a preexilic ancestor of Jesus (Luke 3:28).

ADDONADDON (Heb.  (Heb. }addo®n}addo®n)))

ADDON (Heb. }addo®n)

Alternate Alternate form of thform of the place nae place name Addan (me Addan (Neh. 7:61)Neh. 7:61)..

Alternate form of the place name Addan (Neh. 7:61).

ADIDAADIDA (Gk.  (Gk. AdidaAdida)))

ADIDA (Gk. Adida)

A Judean tA Judean town which own which Simon MaccSimon Maccabeus fortabeus fortified (1 Mified (1 Macc. 12:38acc. 12:38) and wher) and where he encame he ence he encamped aencamped against Trygainst Trypho (13:13pho (13:13). It is p). It is probably throbably the same as e same as Harim (EzrHarim (Ezra 2:32)/Haa 2:32)/Hadid (Neh. d2:32)/Ha2:32)/Hadi2:32)/Hadid (Neh. 7:d (Neh. 7:37).37).

A Judean town which Simon Maccabeus fortified (1 Macc. 12:38) and where he 
encamped against Trypho (13:13). It is probably the same as Harim (Ezra 
2:32)/Hadid (Neh. 7:37).



ADIELADIEL (Heb.  (Heb. {a�d�iî}eä{a�d�iî}eäll)))

ADIEL (Heb. {a�d�iî}eäl )

�1.1. A leader  A leader of the triof the tribe of Simebe of Simeon (1 Chr.on (1 Chr. 4:36). 4:36). 4:36).

1. A leader of the tribe of Simeon (1 Chr. 4:36).

�2.2. A priest, A priest, the son o the son of Jahzerahf Jahzerah and fathe and father of Maasar of Maasai (1 Chr. i (1 Chr. 9:12).9:12).9:12).

2. A priest, the son of Jahzerah and father of Maasai (1 Chr. 9:12).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Azmavr of Azmaveth, who weth, who was put in as put in charge of charge of David’s trDavid’s treasuries (easuries (1 Chr. 27:1 Ch1 Chr. 27:25Chr. 27:25).).

3. The father of Azmaveth, who was put in charge of David’s treasuries (1 
Chr. 27:25).

ADINADIN (Heb.  (Heb. {aœd�iîn{aœd�iîn)))

ADIN (Heb. {aœd�iîn )

The fatherThe father and ances and ancestor of a ntor of a number of Jumber of Jews returnews returning from eing from exile (454 xile (454 at Ezra 2:at Ezra 2:15; 655 at152:2:15; 655 2:15; 655 at Neh. 7:at Neh. 7:20). At Ne20). At Neh. 10:16(Mh. 10:16(MT 17) he iT 17) he is one of ts one of the family he family heads who heads who sealed thesesealed thesealed the renewed c renewed covenant.ovenant.

The father and ancestor of a number of Jews returning from exile (454 at Ezra 
2:15; 655 at Neh. 7:20). At Neh. 10:16(MT 17) he is one of the family heads who 
sealed the renewed covenant.

ADINAADINA (Heb.  (Heb. {a�d�iînaœ{a�d�iînaœ}})))

ADINA (Heb. {a�d�iînaœ} )

One of DavOne of David’s mightid’s mighty men, they men, the son of Sh son of Shiza of theiza of the tribe of  tribe of Reuben (1 Reuben (1 Chr. 11:42Chr. 11:42).).11:4211:42).11:42).

One of David’s mighty men, the son of Shiza of the tribe of Reuben (1 Chr. 
11:42).

ADINOADINO (Heb.  (Heb. {a�d�iîno®{a�d�iîno®)))

ADINO (Heb. {a�d�iîno® )

Older versOlder versions (e.g.ions (e.g., KJV, NAS, KJV, NASB) have reB) have rendered 2 Sndered 2 Sam. 23:8 aam. 23:8 as “Joshebas “Joshebasshebeth .sshebeth . . . he wa .. . . he w. . . he was called as called Adino the Adino the Eznite Eznite ({a�d�iîno({a�d�iîno® haœ{es�i® haœ{es�iî),î),” but most” but most modern sc modern modern schmodern scholars and olars and translatiotranslations emend tns emend the text inhe text in light of  light of 1 Chr. 11:1 Chr. 11:11 to read11 to read “Joshebas “ “Joshebass“Joshebasshebeth . .hebeth . . . wielded . wielded his spear his spear  (ye{ddno® (ye{ddno® haœ{es�no®haœ{es�no®).).” This rea” This reading is aldinreareading isreading is also foun also found in some d in some LXX manuscLXX manuscripts.ripts.ripts.

Older versions (e.g., KJV, NASB) have rendered 2 Sam. 23:8 as “Joshebasshebeth 
. . . he was called Adino the Eznite ({a�d�iîno® haœ{es�iî), ” but most 
modern scholars and translations emend the text in light of 1 Chr. 11:11 to read 
“Joshebasshebeth . . . wielded his spear (ye{ddno® haœ{es�no®). ” This 
reading is also found in some LXX manuscripts.

Christian Christian M. M. BradM. M. Bradyy

Christian M. M. Brady

ADITHAIMADITHAIM (Heb.  (Heb. {a�d�iît�a{a�d�iît�ayimyim)))

ADITHAIM (Heb. {a�d�iît�ayim )

A city in A city in the inherithe inheritance of ttance of the tribe ohe tribe of Judah (Jf Judah (Josh. 15:36osh. 15:36), one of ), one of 14 towns m14 towns mentioned tentiommentioned mentioned together atogether as existings existing in the lo in the lowland footwland foothills of Jhills of Judah. The udah. The exact locaexact location of thtionlocalocation olocation of this citf this city is unknoy is unknown.wn.wn.

A city in the inheritance of the tribe of Judah (Josh. 15:36), one of 14 towns 
mentioned together as existing in the lowland foothills of Judah. The exact 
location of this city is unknown.

Aaron M. GAaron M. Galeale

Aaron M. Gale

ADLAIADLAI (Heb.  (Heb. {ad�lay{ad�lay)))

ADLAI (Heb. {ad�lay )

The fatherThe father of Shapha of Shaphat, who tent, who tended David’ded David’s herds ins herds in the valle the valleys (1 Chr.ys (1 Chr. 27:29). 27:29).

The father of Shaphat, who tended David’s herds in the valleys (1 Chr. 27:29).

ADMAHADMAH (Heb.  (Heb. }ad�ma®}ad�ma®)))

ADMAH (Heb. }ad�ma® )

A city of A city of the plain,the plain, situated  situated in the valin the valley of Sidley of Siddim at thedim at the southern  southern end of theend of the Dead Sea, Dead Dead Sea, Dead Sea, mentioned mentioned in the desin the description ocription of the bounf the boundaries of daries of the Canaanthe Canaanites (Gen.ites (Gen. 10:19). I (Gen.(Gen. 10:1(Gen. 10:19). Its ki9). Its king Shinab,ng Shinab, at first  at first allied witallied with Chedorlah Chedorlaomer (Gen.omer (Gen. 14:2), jo 14:2), joined the kined tined the kings the kings of Sodom, of Sodom, Gomorrah, Gomorrah, and Zeboiiand Zeboiim in a revm in a revolt againsolt against their sot their sovereign (vvereign (v. 8). Alth. (v(v. 8). Al(v. 8). Although notthough not named in  named in the story the story of the volof the volcanic destcanic destruction ofruction of Sodom and Sodom and Gomorrah  G Gomorrah (Gomorrah (Gen. 19:24Gen. 19:24-29), Adma-29), Admah and Zeboh and Zeboiim togethiim together symbolier symbolize total dze total devastationevastatddevastatiodevastation which can which can result fn result from evil arom evil and unrepennd unrepentance (Deutance (Deut. 29:23[Mt. 29:23[MT 22]; HosT 22]; HosT 22]; Hos. 11:8)Hos. 11:8)...

A city of the plain, situated in the valley of Siddim at the southern end of the 
Dead Sea, mentioned in the description of the boundaries of the Canaanites 
(Gen. 10:19). Its king Shinab, at first allied with Chedorlaomer (Gen. 14:2), joined 
the kings of Sodom, Gomorrah, and Zeboiim in a revolt against their sovereign 
(v. 8). Although not named in the story of the volcanic destruction of Sodom and 



Gomorrah (Gen. 19:24-29), Admah and Zeboiim together symbolize total 
devastation which can result from evil and unrepentance (Deut. 29:23[MT 22]; 
Hos. 11:8).

Richard A.Richard A. Spencer Spencer

Richard A. Spencer

ADMATHAADMATHA (Heb.  (Heb. }ad�maœt�a}ad�maœt�aœ}œ})))

ADMATHA (Heb. }ad�maœt�aœ} )

One of theOne of the seven pri seven princes in thnces in the kingdom e kingdom of the Medof the Medes and Peres and Persians undesians under King Ahar King Ahr King Ahasuerus Ahasuerus (Esth. 1:1(Esth. 1:14). These 4). These legal advilegal advisors (mentsors (mentioned alsoioned also at Ezra 7 at Ezra 7:14) share:14) shared the actud td the actualthe actual power of  power of governmentgovernment (cf. Esth (cf. Esth. 1:13-21). 1:13-21)..

One of the seven princes in the kingdom of the Medes and Persians under King 
Ahasuerus (Esth. 1:14). These legal advisors (mentioned also at Ezra 7:14) shared 
the actual power of government (cf. Esth. 1:13-21).

ADMINADMIN (Gk.  (Gk. AdmiínAdmiín)))

ADMIN (Gk. Admiín)

An ancestoAn ancestor of Jesusr of Jesus who lived who lived prior to  prior to the time othe time of King Davf King David (Luke 3id (Luke 3:33).:33).

An ancestor of Jesus who lived prior to the time of King David (Luke 3:33).

ADNAADNA (Heb.  (Heb. {ad�naœ}{ad�naœ})))

ADNA (Heb. {ad�naœ} )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Pahath-moaPahath-moab; one of b; one of those ordethose ordered to senred to send away hisd away his foreign w foreign wife (Ezra ifewwife (Ezrawife (Ezra 10:30). 10:30). 10:30).

1. A son of Pahath-moab; one of those ordered to send away his foreign 
wife (Ezra 10:30).

�2.2. A priest  A priest of the famof the family of Harily of Harim who retim who returned withurned with Zerubbabe Zerubbabel from exil from exile (Neh. 1le (le (Neh. 12:1(Neh. 12:15).5).

2. A priest of the family of Harim who returned with Zerubbabel from exile 
(Neh. 12:15).

ADNAHADNAH (Heb.  (Heb. {ad�naœh�,{ad�naœh�, {ad�na® {ad�na®)))

ADNAH (Heb. {ad�naœh�, {ad�na® )

�1.1. A “chief  A “chief of thousanof thousands” from tds” from the tribe ohe tribe of Manassehf Manasseh who deser who deserted Saul ated Saul and came tond cnd came to aicame to aid David atd David at Ziklag (1 Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:2 Chr. 12:20[MT 21]).0[MT 21]).

1. A “chief of thousands” from the tribe of Manasseh who deserted Saul and 
came to aid David at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:20[MT 21]).

�2.2. A high of A high officer, perficer, perhaps commahaps commander, undender, under King Jehr King Jehoshaphat (oshaphat (2 Chr. 17:2 Chr. 17:14). He wa14)17:17:14). He17:14). He was of th was of the tribe ofe tribe of Judah. Judah.

2. A high officer, perhaps commander, under King Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 
17:14). He was of the tribe of Judah.

ADONAIADONAI (Heb.  (Heb. }a�d�oœnaœ}a�d�oœnaœyy)))

ADONAI (Heb. }a�d�oœnaœy )

A divine nA divine name, generame, generally transally translated “thelated “the Lord” or  Lord” or “my Lord.”“my Lord.” In the la In the late postexite postexilic periodlic postexipostexilicpostexilic period it period it became a  became a substitutesubstitute for the u for the unspeakablenspeakable name of G name of God. The Maod. The Maod. The Masoretes Masoretes wrote the wrote the vowels of vowels of this name this name with the cwith the consonants onsonants of the namof the name Yahweh (e Yahwee Yahweh (Yahweh (YHWHYHWH), indicat), indicating to theing to the reader th reader that it was at it was to be pronto be pronounced “Adounced “Adonay”; latonay”;“Ad“Adonay”; “Adonay”; later Chrilater Christian transtian translators reslators read the comad the combination abination as “Jehovahs “Jehovah.”.”

A divine name, generally translated “the Lord” or “my Lord.” In the late 
postexilic period it became a substitute for the unspeakable name of God. The 
Masoretes wrote the vowels of this name with the consonants of the name 
Yahweh (YHWH), indicating to the reader that it was to be pronounced 
“Adonay”; later Christian translators read the combination as “Jehovah.”

ADONI-BEZEADONI-BEZEKK (Heb.  (Heb. }a�d�oœniî}a�d�oœniî-b�ezeq-b�ezeq)))

ADONI-BEZEK (Heb. }a�d�oœniî-b�ezeq )

The king oThe king of Bezek, af Bezek, a town in s town in southern Paouthern Palestine. Hlestine. He was defee was defeated by thated by the forces oe forces of Judah, wf oof Judah, of Judah, who severewho severely mutilatly mutilated him beced him because of thause of the cruel tre cruel treatment heeatment he himself h himself had inflictadhhad inflichad inflicted on 70 ted on 70 other kingother kings (Judg. 1s (Judg. 1:4-7). His:4-7). His own troop own troops returneds returned him to Je him to Jerusalem, wrusJeJerusalem,Jerusalem, where he  where he died. Somedied. Some scholars  scholars identify hidentify him with Adim with Adoni-zedek,oni-zedek, king of J king of Jerusalem aerJJerusalem Jerusalem at the timat the time of the Ce of the Conquest (conquest (cf. Josh. 1f. Josh. 10:1-3).0:1-3).

The king of Bezek, a town in southern Palestine. He was defeated by the forces 
of Judah, who severely mutilated him because of the cruel treatment he himself 
had inflicted on 70 other kings (Judg. 1:4-7). His own troops returned him to 
Jerusalem, where he died. Some scholars identify him with Adoni-zedek, king of 
Jerusalem at the time of the Conquest (cf. Josh. 10:1-3).



ADONIJAHADONIJAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�d�oœniî}a�d�oœniîya®, }a�d�ya®, }a�d�oœniîyaœhuoœniîyaœhu®®)))

ADONIJAH (Heb. }a�d�oœniîya®, }a�d�oœniîyaœhu® )

�1.1. David’s f David’s fourth son,ourth son, born in H born in Hebron to hebron to his wife Hais wife Haggith (2 Sggith (2 Sam. 3:4 = am. 3:4 = 1 Chr. 3:21 Chr1 Chr. 3:2).Chr. 3:2).

1. David’s fourth son, born in Hebron to his wife Haggith (2 Sam. 3:4 = 1 
Chr. 3:2).

�David’s chDavid’s choice of thoice of this name, ois name, one of the ne of the earliest Iearliest Israelite csraelite couplings oouplings of f }aœd�o®n,}aœd�o}aœd�o®n,}aœd�o®n, “lord,” w “lord,” with a theoith a theophoric elephoric element, may ment, may represent represent his ambitihis ambition to adopon to adon to adopt — oradopt — or adapt him adapt himself to — self to — the Canaanthe Canaanite royal ite royal traditionstraditions of Judea  of Judea and Jerusaand Jerusalem, seeinleJerusaJerusalem,Jerusalem, seeing hi seeing himself as tmself as the legitimhe legitimate heir tate heir to the royao the royal Canaanitl Canaanite line in e line in Jerusalem.JerusaJerusalem.Jerusalem.

David’s choice of this name, one of the earliest Israelite couplings of 
}aœd�o®n,  “lord,” with a theophoric element, may represent his ambition to 
adopt — or adapt himself to — the Canaanite royal traditions of Judea and 
Jerusalem, seeing himself as the legitimate heir to the royal Canaanite line in 
Jerusalem.

�In keepingIn keeping with the  with the Canaanite Canaanite dynastic tdynastic tradition, radition, Adonijah, Adonijah, the king’sthe king’s eldest li eldest living son, vliliving sonliving son, on seein, on seeing his fathg his father’s enfeeer’s enfeebled statebled state, formed a, formed a party wit party within the rohin the royal court yal coyal court to acourt to advance hisdvance his claim on  claim on the thronethe throne. This con. This consisted of sisted of Joab, commJoab, commander of tander of the army (hhtthe army (the army (his brothehis brother Abishai r Abishai was probabwas probably dead byly dead by this time this time), and Abi), and Abiathar, sonathar, son of Ahimel o of Ahimeleof Ahimelech, the prch, the priest of Noiest of Nob who had b who had survived tsurvived the massacrhe massacre by Saul e by Saul to join Dato join Dato join David. AdoDavid. Adonijah’s asnijah’s aspirations pirations were cut swere cut short by thhort by the strongere stronger party of  party of Solomon, wSolomon, which comprhwwhich compwhich comprised Bathrised Bathsheba, Zadsheba, Zadok, Nathanok, Nathan the proph the prophet, Benaiaet, Benaiah ben Jehoh ben Jehoiada, by tiada, by iada, by this tiby this time commandme commander of the er of the bodyguard bodyguard and the Chand the Cherethites erethites and Pelethand Pelethites, and ites, and ites, and perhapand perhaps even thes even the “champion “champions” (cf. 1 s” (cf. 1 Kgs. 1:5-5Kgs. 1:5-53). These,3). These, with the  with the cooperatiocooperation of the sncooperatiocooperatiocooperation of the sn of the senile and enile and impotent Dimpotent David, anoiavid, anointed Solomnted Solomon in Adonon in Adonijah’s steijah’s stead.astestead.stead.stead.

In keeping with the Canaanite dynastic tradition, Adonijah, the king’s eldest 
living son, on seeing his father’s enfeebled state, formed a party within the royal 
court to advance his claim on the throne. This consisted of Joab, commander of 
the army (his brother Abishai was probably dead by this time), and Abiathar, son 
of Ahimelech, the priest of Nob who had survived the massacre by Saul to join 
David. Adonijah’s aspirations were cut short by the stronger party of Solomon, 
which comprised Bathsheba, Zadok, Nathan the prophet, Benaiah ben Jehoiada, 
by this time commander of the bodyguard and the Cherethites and Pelethites, 
and perhaps even the “champions” (cf. 1 Kgs. 1:5-53). These, with the 
cooperation of the senile and impotent David, anointed Solomon in Adonijah’s 
stead.

�Though SolThough Solomon initiomon initially spareally spared his elded his elder brother’r brother’s life, Ads life, Adonijah’s oonijah’s obeisance abeisance oobeisance obeisance appears toappears to have been have been largely p largely political aolitical and for thend for the moment. H moment. His true inis true intentions wteninintentionsintentions were reve were revealed by hialed by his request s request to Solomonto Solomon to have A to have Abishag thebishag the Shunammit Shunamm ShunammiteShunammite, the now , the now departed Ddeparted David’s beaavid’s beautiful — autiful — and still vnd still virgin — wiirgin — wife, as hisfe, as his own. Solo o own. Solomown. Solomon sagacioon sagaciously recogusly recognized in tnized in this requeshis request his brott his brother’s atteher’s attempt to assmpt to assume his laumassassume hisassume his late fath late father’s royaler’s royal virility  virility by taking by taking the young the young wife his lwife his late fatherate father had been  had bee had been unablbeen unable to impree to impregnate. Congnate. Consequently,sequently, Solomon o Solomon ordered Benrdered Benaiah to kiaiah to kill Adonijall Adonijll Adonijah, Adonijah, along withalong with Joab. Thu Joab. Thus Adonijahs Adonijah became th became the last of e last of David’s soDavid’s sons to die ns to die in the lonin in the lonin the long and bloog and bloody struggldy struggle over thee over their father’ir father’s throne.s throne.s throne.

Though Solomon initially spared his elder brother’s life, Adonijah’s 
obeisance appears to have been largely political and for the moment. His true 
intentions were revealed by his request to Solomon to have Abishag the 
Shunammite, the now departed David’s beautiful — and still virgin — wife, as his 
own. Solomon sagaciously recognized in this request his brother’s attempt to 
assume his late father’s royal virility by taking the young wife his late father had 
been unable to impregnate. Consequently, Solomon ordered Benaiah to kill 
Adonijah, along with Joab. Thus Adonijah became the last of David’s sons to die 
in the long and bloody struggle over their father’s throne.

D. G. SchlD. G. Schleyeyey

D. G. Schley

�2.2. A Levite  A Levite among thosamong those who tauge who taught the Lawht the Law throughou throughout the citit the cities of postes of postexilic Judexipostpostexilicpostexilic Judah (2  Judah (2 Chr. 17:8)Chr. 17:8)...

2. A Levite among those who taught the Law throughout the cities of 
postexilic Judah (2 Chr. 17:8).

�3.3. An “assoc An “associate” of tiate” of the Leviteshe Levites who signe who signed the coved the covenant with nant with Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:16Ne((Neh. 10:1(Neh. 10:16[MT 17]).6[MT 17]).

3. An “associate” of the Levites who signed the covenant with Nehemiah 
(Neh. 10:16[MT 17]).

ADONIKAMADONIKAM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�d�oœniî}a�d�oœniîqaœmqaœm)))

ADONIKAM (Heb. }a�d�oœniîqaœm )

The head oThe head of a familyf a family of return of returning exilesing exiles (Ezra 2:1 (Ezra 2:13 = Neh. 73 = Neh. 7:18). He m:18). He may be the ay be the same as thsamsame as thsame as the Adonijahe Adonijah mentioned mentioned at Neh. 1 at Neh. 10:16(MT 170:16(MT 17).).

The head of a family of returning exiles (Ezra 2:13 = Neh. 7:18). He may be the 
same as the Adonijah mentioned at Neh. 10:16(MT 17).

ADONIRAMADONIRAM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�d�oœniî}a�d�oœniîraœmraœm) (also AD) (also ADORAM, HADOORAM, HADORAM)RAM)RAM)

ADONIRAM (Heb. }a�d�oœniîraœm ) (also ADORAM, HADORAM)

The son ofThe son of Abda; tas Abda; taskmaster ovkmaster over the forer the forced labor ced labor under Daviunder David, Solomond, Solomon, and Reho, and Reh, and Rehoboam (Rehoboam (1 Kgs. 4:61 Kgs. 4:6; 5:14). H; 5:14). He is also e is also called Adocalled Adoram (2 Samram (2 Sam. 20:24; 1. 20:24; 1 Kgs. 12:1 Kgs. 12:18) and Had8)12:112:18) and12:18) and Hadoram ( Hadoram (2 Chr. 10:2 Chr. 10:18). Rehob18). Rehoboam sent hoam sent him to the im to the dissatisfidissatisfied tribes ed tribes of Israel,oof Israel,of Israel, probably  probably to negotiato negotiate with thte with them, but toem, but to no avail; no avail; the peopl the people stoned he stoned him to deatim tim to death.to death.

The son of Abda; taskmaster over the forced labor under David, Solomon, and 



Rehoboam (1 Kgs. 4:6; 5:14). He is also called Adoram (2 Sam. 20:24; 1 Kgs. 
12:18) and Hadoram (2 Chr. 10:18). Rehoboam sent him to the dissatisfied tribes 
of Israel, probably to negotiate with them, but to no avail; the people stoned him 
to death.

ADONI-ZEDEADONI-ZEDEKK (Heb.  (Heb. }a�d�oœniî}a�d�oœniî-s�ed�eq-s�ed�eq)))

ADONI-ZEDEK (Heb. }a�d�oœniî-s�ed�eq )

An AmoriteAn Amorite king of J king of Jerusalem. erusalem. Adoni-zedeAdoni-zedek organizek organized a coalitd a coalition of fouion of four other Amr other Amr other Amorite kiAmorite kings to attngs to attack Gibeonack Gibeon because i because its inhabitts inhabitants made ants made peace withpeace with Joshua (J Joshua (Josh. 10:1-o(J(Josh. 10:(Josh. 10:1-26). Fol1-26). Following thelowing the coalition coalition’s defeat ’s defeat by Joshua,by Joshua, the five  the five kings werekings were discovere disco discovereddiscovered hiding in hiding in a cave. J a cave. Joshua had oshua had them put tthem put to death ano death and hung thed hung their bodies ir bodies on trees uonon trees uon trees until sunsentil sunset, and thet, and then buried tn buried them in thehem in the same cave same cave. The name. The name means eit means either “my Loheiteither “myeither “my Lord is r Lord is righteous” ighteous” or “my Loror “my Lord is Zedekd is Zedek.” The the.” The theory that Aory that Adoni-zedekdoni-zedekAAdoni-zedeAdoni-zedek is identk is identical with ical with Adoni-bezeAdoni-bezek of Judg.k of Judg. 1 is unli 1 is unlikely.kely.kely.

An Amorite king of Jerusalem. Adoni-zedek organized a coalition of four other 
Amorite kings to attack Gibeon because its inhabitants made peace with Joshua 
(Josh. 10:1-26). Following the coalition’s defeat by Joshua, the five kings were 
discovered hiding in a cave. Joshua had them put to death and hung their bodies 
on trees until sunset, and then buried them in the same cave. The name means 
either “my Lord is righteous” or “my Lord is Zedek.” The theory that 
Adoni-zedek is identical with Adoni-bezek of Judg. 1 is unlikely.

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson

ADOPTIONADOPTIONADOPTION

ADOPTION

The legal The legal transfer otransfer of a personf a person from a fa from a family or slmily or slavery intoavery into another f another family, theamily, thereby improrebythethereby imthereby improving thproving the situatioe situation of the an of the adopter anddopter and adoptee.  adoptee. The NT useThe NT uses adoptions adoptions adoption iadoption imagery to magery to depict thedepict the relations relationship betweehip between believern believers and God.s and God. Paul assu Paul assumed that tmassuassumed thassumed that the imaat the image was firge was first appliedst applied to God’s  to God’s relationshrelationship with Isip with Israel (Rom.rael (Rom. 9:4). 9: 9:4).9:4).

The legal transfer of a person from a family or slavery into another family, 
thereby improving the situation of the adopter and adoptee. The NT uses 
adoption imagery to depict the relationship between believers and God. Paul 
assumed that the image was first applied to God’s relationship with Israel (Rom. 
9:4).

Adoption FAdoption Formulasormulas

Adoption Formulas

Adoption iAdoption in the ancin the ancient Near Eent Near East was trast was transacted bansacted before witnefore witnesses by tesses by the adopterhe adopterhe adopter deadopter declaring, “claring, “You are myYou are my son/daugh son/daughter [henceter [henceforth ‘chiforth ‘child’],” “Held’],” “He/she/PN is/she/PN is my child, m my child,”my child,” or “I cal or “I called him/heled him/her/PN my chr/PN my child.” The ild.” The child may child may respond wirespond with “You arth “You are my fatheearare my fatare my father/motherher/mother.” The sam.” The same formulase formulas were used were used to “legit to “legitimize” chiimize” children fathldren fathered throuefathfathered tfathered through sechrough secondary wivondary wives such ases such as concubine concubines or slaves or slaves. A negats. A negative counteive counteive counterparcounterpart to theset to these formulas  formulas disowned adisowned and disinhend disinherited a chrited a child or, frild or, from the chiom the child’s side,ld’chichild’s sichild’s side, repudide, repudiated the pated the parents. Tharents. The act of ae act of adoption wadoption was describes described as “maked as “make/take/desi/ta“make“make/take“make/take/designate/designate/establish/establish as a son. as a son.” The pare” The parents were onts were obligated tbligated to raise tho raise the childrene ce children bchildren by providiny providing a trade g a trade and inheriand inheritance; chitance; children wereldren were required  required to obey thto obey the parent. e pe parent. Diparent. Disobedient sobedient children wchildren were punishere punished, disinhed, disinherited, anerited, and sometimed sometimes sold bacs sold back into slakbacback into back into slavery. Oslavery. Occasionallccasionally adoptersy adopters would rev would reverse this erse this decision adecision and readoptnd readopt the disow t the disownthe disowned child.ed child.

Adoption in the ancient Near East was transacted before witnesses by the 
adopter declaring, “You are my son/daughter [henceforth ‘child’],” “He/she/PN is 
my child,” or “I called him/her/PN my child.” The child may respond with “You 
are my father/mother.” The same formulas were used to “legitimize” children 
fathered through secondary wives such as concubines or slaves. A negative 
counterpart to these formulas disowned and disinherited a child or, from the 
child’s side, repudiated the parents. The act of adoption was described as 
“make/take/designate/establish as a son.” The parents were obligated to raise the 
children by providing a trade and inheritance; children were required to obey the 
parent. Disobedient children were punished, disinherited, and sometimes sold 
back into slavery. Occasionally adopters would reverse this decision and readopt 
the disowned child.

Adoption aAdoption and Adoptiond Adoption Imageryn Imagery

Adoption and Adoption Imagery

Most OT “aMost OT “adoptions” doptions” are reallyare really legitimiz legitimizations (e.ations (e.g., Gen. 3g., Gen. 30:3-5) or 0:3-5) or intergenerintergenerational tratiointergenerintergenerintergenerational trational transferenceansferences of inhers of inheritance (e.itance (e.g., 48:5–6g., 48:5–6). The exa). The examples closmples closest to adoest closclosest toclosest to adoption  adoption include: Pinclude: Pharaoh’s dharaoh’s daughter whaughter who, motivato, motivated solely ed solely by compassby compassion, “tookicompasscompassioncompassion, “took” M, “took” Moses “as hoses “as her son” (Eer son” (Exod. 2:10)xod. 2:10); Mordecai; Mordecai who “took who “took” (NRSV “a” (NRSV” (NRSV “ado(NRSV “adopted”) hispted”) his orphaned  orphaned cousin Estcousin Esther “as hiher “as his own daugs own daughter” (Esthter” (Esth. 2:7; cfh. 2:7; cf. v. 15).. cfcf. v. 15)cf. v. 15)...

Most OT “adoptions” are really legitimizations (e.g., Gen. 30:3-5) or 



intergenerational transferences of inheritance (e.g., 48:5–6). The examples 
closest to adoption include: Pharaoh’s daughter who, motivated solely by 
compassion, “took” Moses “as her son” (Exod. 2:10); Mordecai who “took” 
(NRSV “adopted”) his orphaned cousin Esther “as his own daughter” (Esth. 2:7; 
cf. v. 15).

�Yahweh’s rYahweh’s relationshielationship with hisp with his people is people is sometimes sometimes couched i couched in adoptionn adoption imagery.  imag imagery. Aimagery. Abraham’s ebraham’s election relection reflects adoflects adoption custption customs: “Yahwoms: “Yahweh, the Goeh, the God of heaved of heavd of heaven, . heaven, . . . took m. . took me from my e from my father’s hfather’s house and fouse and from the larom the land of my bnd of my birth, and irth, and . . . spok. . .. . . spoke to. spoke to me and sw me and swore to me,ore to me, ‘To your  ‘To your offspring offspring I will givI will give this lane this land’” (Gen. d’” (Gen. 24:7). “Is24:724:7). “Is24:7). “Israel is myrael is my son, my f son, my firstborn” irstborn” (Exod. 4:2(Exod. 4:22) is an a2) is an adoption fodoption formula, incrmula, including theludingincincluding including the declarthe declaration of iation of inheritancenheritance status. I status. Israel’s resrael’s redemption fdemption from Egypt rom Egypt is framed is frais framed in framed in adoption fadoption formulas inormulas in Exod. 6:6 Exod. 6:6-7: “I wil-7: “I will free youl free you from the  from the burdens ofburdens of the Egypt th the Egyptithe Egyptians and deans and deliver you liver you from slavefrom slavery to themry to them . . . I w . . . I will take (ill take (REB ‘adoptREB ‘adopt’) you as ’) you’) you as my you as my people, anpeople, and I will bd I will be your Gode your God.” Hos. 11.” Hos. 11:1-7 reads:1-7 reads like an a like an adoption redoption repudiation purerepudiatiorepudiation contractn contract, “When Is, “When Israel was arael was a child I l child I loved him, oved him, since Egypsince Egypt I calledt I called him ‘my s him him ‘my sohim ‘my son’” (v. 1)n’” (v. 1). Yahweh a. Yahweh adopted Isrdopted Israel out ofael out of Egyptian  Egyptian slavery, yslavery, yet becauseet because Israel sp Isr Israel spuIsrael spurned Yahwerned Yahweh’s fatherh’s fatherly care (Hly care (Hos 11:2-4)os 11:2-4) Yahweh wi Yahweh will punish ll punish his disobehis disobedient son didisobedisobediendisobedient son and t son and send him bsend him back into sack into slavery (i.lavery (i.e., Egypt e., Egypt and Assyriand Assyria, vv. 5–7a, vv. 5–7; cf. 1:9b; cf. ; cf. 1:9b, cf. 1:9b, “You are n“You are not my peopot my people and I ale and I am not yourm not yours,” NRSV ms,” NRSV mg). But Yag). But Yahweh’s comhweh’s cohweh’s compassioncompassion moves him moves him to restor to restore the relae the relationship ationship and take band take back his disck his disowned son owned sonowned son (Hos. son (Hos. 11:8-9; cf11:8-9; cf. 1:10[MT . 1:10[MT 2:1]; 2:232:1]; 2:23[25]). In [25]). In Jer. 3:19 Jer. 3:19 Yahweh’s pYahweh’s plan to adolan to adopt Israel pt Ispt Israel andIsrael and grant him grant him an inheri an inheritance was tance was frustratedfrustrated because o because of the son’f the son’s disobedis disobedience.encdisobedidisobediendisobedience.ce.ce.

Yahweh’s relationship with his people is sometimes couched in adoption 
imagery. Abraham’s election reflects adoption customs: “Yahweh, the God of 
heaven, . . . took me from my father’s house and from the land of my birth, and . . 
. spoke to me and swore to me, ‘To your offspring I will give this land’” (Gen. 
24:7). “Israel is my son, my firstborn” (Exod. 4:22) is an adoption formula, 
including the declaration of inheritance status. Israel’s redemption from Egypt is 
framed in adoption formulas in Exod. 6:6-7: “I will free you from the burdens of 
the Egyptians and deliver you from slavery to them . . . I will take (REB ‘adopt’) 
you as my people, and I will be your God.” Hos. 11:1-7 reads like an adoption 
repudiation contract, “When Israel was a child I loved him, since Egypt I called 
him ‘my son’” (v. 1). Yahweh adopted Israel out of Egyptian slavery, yet because 
Israel spurned Yahweh’s fatherly care (Hos 11:2-4) Yahweh will punish his 
disobedient son and send him back into slavery (i.e., Egypt and Assyria, vv. 5–7; 
cf. 1:9b, “You are not my people and I am not yours,” NRSV mg). But Yahweh’s 
compassion moves him to restore the relationship and take back his disowned 
son (Hos. 11:8-9; cf. 1:10[MT 2:1]; 2:23[25]). In Jer. 3:19 Yahweh’s plan to adopt 
Israel and grant him an inheritance was frustrated because of the son’s 
disobedience.

�The DavidiThe Davidic king wasc king was declared  declared Yahweh’s sYahweh’s son by adopon by adoption (2 Sation (2 Sam. 7:14) im. 7:14) in a publicn a pun a public inspublic installation tallation ceremony dceremony during whicuring which Yahweh’sh Yahweh’s decree is decree is announced announced, “You are, “You are, “You are my sonare my son; today I ; today I have begothave begotten you” (ten you” (Ps. 2:7). Ps. 2:7). The king rThe king responds “yesponds “you are my ou are my Father, myFFather, myFather, my God, and  God, and the Rock othe Rock of my salvaf my salvation!” (Pstion!” (Ps. 89:26[27. 89:26[27]). As God]). As God’s son he ’s son he bears respbbears respbears responsibilityonsibility for the w for the well-being ell-being of God’s pof God’s people and eople and their landtheir land (Ps. 72:2 (Ps. 72:2-7). God a-7). G-7). God also aGod also appoints hippoints him as firstm as firstborn of kiborn of kings (Ps. 8ngs (Ps. 89:27[28]),9:27[28]), in whom t in whom the commisshe commission given iocommisscommissioncommission given to  given to the ancestthe ancestors is fulors is fulfilled, thfilled, that “all naat “all nations be btions be blessed in lessed in him” (Ps. him” (Phim” (Ps. 72:17(Ps. 72:17; cf. Gen.; cf. Gen. 12:2-3).  12:2-3). When this When this divine decdivine decree was apree was applied to Jplied to Jesus (Markesus (Mark 1:11; 9:7 1:1 1:11; 9:7)1:11; 9:7) his role  his role as Davidicas Davidic Messiah w Messiah was emphasias emphasized, not hzed, not his adoptiois adoption.n.n.

The Davidic king was declared Yahweh’s son by adoption (2 Sam. 7:14) in a 
public installation ceremony during which Yahweh’s decree is announced, “You 
are my son; today I have begotten you” (Ps. 2:7). The king responds “you are my 
Father, my God, and the Rock of my salvation!” (Ps. 89:26[27]). As God’s son he 
bears responsibility for the well-being of God’s people and their land (Ps. 72:2-7). 
God also appoints him as firstborn of kings (Ps. 89:27[28]), in whom the 
commission given to the ancestors is fulfilled, that “all nations be blessed in him” 
(Ps. 72:17; cf. Gen. 12:2-3). When this divine decree was applied to Jesus (Mark 
1:11; 9:7) his role as Davidic Messiah was emphasized, not his adoption.

�Paul declaPaul declares that bres that believers aelievers are deliverre delivered from sled from slavery and avery and become chibecome children (“soldren (“ldren (“sons”) o(“sons”) of God by bf God by being incoreing incorporated inporated into Christ,to Christ, God’s son God’s son, through , through the work othe work othe work of the Holof the Holy Spirit (y Spirit (Gal. 3:26;Gal. 3:26; Rom. 8:14 Rom. 8:14-16). The -16). The children ochildren of God are f God are delivered delivered from slavefrofrom slavefrom slavery to sin ry to sin and death and death (Rom. 6), (Rom. 6), the law’s the law’s condemnaticondemnation and theon and the flesh (7: flesh (7:4—8:14), a4—(7:(7:4—8:14)(7:4—8:14), and elem, and elemental spirental spirits (Gal. its (Gal. 4:8-9). Th4:8-9). The Spirit ee Spirit enables thenables them to acknom to acknowledge thewleacknoacknowledgacknowledge their ade their adoption throption through the cough the cry, “Abba!ry, “Abba! Father!”  Father!” (Rom. 8:14(Rom. 8:14-15; Gal. -15; Gal. 4:5-6). Bu44:5-6). Bu4:5-6). But the adopt the adoption is notion is not completet complete until the until the full reve full revelation of lation of God’s new God’s new creation. creacreation. creation. In the preIn the present suffesent suffering they ring they await theiawait their final glr final glorious bodorious bodily adoptiily adoption as joinon as jon as joint heirjoint heirs with Chrs with Christ, “the ist, “the firstborn firstborn within a lwithin a large familarge family,” into wy,” into whose imagehose image they are  they  they are bthey are being transeing transformed (Roformed (Rom. 8:18-29m. 8:18-29; Gal. 6:1; Gal. 6:15; cf. 2 C5; cf. 2 Cor. 5:17).or. 5:17). Rev. 21:7 Rev. 21:7 uses the  use uses the auses the adoption fodoption formula to mrmula to make a relaake a related point:ted point: “Those wh “Those who conquer o conquer will inherwill inherwill inherit thinherit these thingsese things, and I wi, and I will be theill be their God and r God and they will they will be my chilbe my children.”dren.”dren.”

Paul declares that believers are delivered from slavery and become children 
(“sons”) of God by being incorporated into Christ, God’s son, through the work 
of the Holy Spirit (Gal. 3:26; Rom. 8:14-16). The children of God are delivered 
from slavery to sin and death (Rom. 6), the law’s condemnation and the flesh 
(7:4—8:14), and elemental spirits (Gal. 4:8-9). The Spirit enables them to 
acknowledge their adoption through the cry, “Abba! Father!” (Rom. 8:14-15; Gal. 
4:5-6). But the adoption is not complete until the full revelation of God’s new 
creation. In the present suffering they await their final glorious bodily adoption as 



joint heirs with Christ, “the firstborn within a large family,” into whose image 
they are being transformed (Rom. 8:18-29; Gal. 6:15; cf. 2 Cor. 5:17). Rev. 21:7 
uses the adoption formula to make a related point: “Those who conquer will 
inherit these things, and I will be their God and they will be my children.”

�The incorpThe incorporation oforation of the Genti the Gentiles into tles into the heritaghe heritage of Israee of Israel, now manl, now manifested inifested manmanifestedmanifested in the re in the redemption odemption of Christ, f Christ, is God’s wis God’s work of adoork of adoption (Ephption (Eph. 1:5ff.; . 1:5ff.; cf. 2:11–2cf. 2cf. 2:11–22). 2:11–22). Likewise, Likewise, Hosea’s adHosea’s adoption foroption formulas are mulas are used to coused to connote God’nnote God’s inclusios inclusion of the Gninclusioinclusion inclusion of the Genof the Gentiles intotiles into his final his final work of m work of mercy reveaercy revealed in Chrled in Christ (Rom. ist (Rom. 9:25; 1 Pe9:259:25; 1 Pe9:25; 1 Pet. 2:10).t. 2:10).t. 2:10).

The incorporation of the Gentiles into the heritage of Israel, now 
manifested in the redemption of Christ, is God’s work of adoption (Eph. 1:5ff.; cf. 
2:11–22). Likewise, Hosea’s adoption formulas are used to connote God’s 
inclusion of the Gentiles into his final work of mercy revealed in Christ (Rom. 
9:25; 1 Pet. 2:10).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. J. BraaL. J. Braaten, ten, Parent-ChiParent-Child Imageryld Imagery in Hosea in Hosea (diss., B (diss., Boston Univoston University, 19eUnivUniversityUniversity, 1987); S, 1987); S. M. Paul,. M. Paul, “Adoption “Adoption Formulae: Formulae: A Study o A Study of Cuneiforf Cuneiform and Biblm and Biblical LegalicBiblBiblical LBiblical Legal Clausegal Clauses,” es,” MaaravMaarav 2 (1979–8 2 (1979–80): 173–850): 173–85; J. H. Ti; J. H. Tigay, “Adopgay, “Adoption: Alletion: Alleged Cases gedAlleAlleged CaAlleged Cases of Adoses of Adoption in tption in the Bible,”he Bible,”  EncJudEncJud 2:298–301 2:298–301...
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ADORAIMADORAIM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�d�o®ray}a�d�o®rayimim) (also AD) (also ADORA)ORA)ORA)

ADORAIM (Heb. }a�d�o®rayim ) (also ADORA)

A city in A city in Judah whicJudah which was forth was fortified by Rified by Rehoboam (2ehoboam (2 Chr. 11:1 Chr. 11:19), later 9), later called Adocalled Adora (Gk. raAdoAdora (Gk.Adora (Gk.  Adoœra; Adoœra; 1 Macc. 131 Macc. 13:20). It h:20). It has been idas been identified wentified with modernith modern Du®raœ (1 Du®raœ Du®raœ (15Du®raœ (152101), 8 k2101), 8 km. (5 mi.)m. (5 mi.) WSW of He WSW of Hebron.bron.

A city in Judah which was fortified by Rehoboam (2 Chr. 11:19), later called 
Adora (Gk. Adoœra; 1 Macc. 13:20). It has been identified with modern 
Du®raœ (152101), 8 km. (5 mi.) WSW of Hebron.

ADORAMADORAM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�d�oœraœ}a�d�oœraœmm) (also HA) (also HADORAM)DORAM)DORAM)

ADORAM (Heb. }a�d�oœraœm ) (also HADORAM)

The son ofThe son of Abda; tas Abda; taskmaster ovkmaster over the forer the forced labor ced labor under Daviunder David, Solomond, Solomon, and Reho, and Reh, and Rehoboam (Rehoboam (2 Sam. 20:2 Sam. 20:24; 1 Kgs.24; 1 Kgs. 12:18). R 12:18). Rehoboam seehoboam sent him to nt him to reconcile reconcile with the dwith thewith the dissatthe dissatisfied triisfied tribes of Isrbes of Israel, but tael, but they stonedhey stoned him to de him to death. At 2 ath. At 2 Chr. 10:18Chr. 10:18 he is cal he is  he is called is called Hadoram.Hadoram.

The son of Abda; taskmaster over the forced labor under David, Solomon, and 
Rehoboam (2 Sam. 20:24; 1 Kgs. 12:18). Rehoboam sent him to reconcile with 
the dissatisfied tribes of Israel, but they stoned him to death. At 2 Chr. 10:18 he 
is called Hadoram.

ADRAMMELECADRAMMELECHH (Heb.  (Heb. }ad�rammel}ad�rammelek�ek�) ) (DEITY)(DEITY)(DEITY)

ADRAMMELECH (Heb. }ad�rammelek� ) 
(DEITY)

A god worsA god worshipped by hipped by the Sepharthe Sepharvaim (2 Kgvaim (2 Kgs. 17:31),s. 17:31), a people  a people brought bybrought by Sargon II Sargon II Sargon II into SaII into Samaria aftemaria after its destr its destruction inruction in 722  722 B.C.B.C. Little is Little is known abo known about this gout this god, who is d, who d, who is notwho is not mentioned mentioned in any Ba in any Babylonian obylonian or Assyrianr Assyrian writings. writings. According According to 2 Kgs. to 2 Kgs. 17:31 the Kgs.Kgs. 17:31Kgs. 17:31 the Sepha the Sepharvaim “burrvaim “burned their ned their sons to” Asons to” Adrammelechdrammelech, probably, probably a magical a magic a magical ormagical or dedicator dedicatory rite, ray rite, rather than ther than a sacrifica sacrifice, to be ce, to be compared wiompared with the phrth the phrase “to paase phrphrase “tophrase “to pass thro pass through the fiugh the fire” (v. 17re” (v. 17; 21:6) an; 21:6) and contrastd contrasted with bued with burnt offerirnt offerings to Baangs tngs to Baal (Jto Baal (Jer. 19:5).er. 19:5). The name  The name is West Seis West Semitic and mitic and may mean “may mean “the gloriothe glorious one is us one is king.”kiking.”king.”king.”

A god worshipped by the Sepharvaim (2 Kgs. 17:31), a people brought by Sargon 
II into Samaria after its destruction in 722 B.C. Little is known about this god, 
who is not mentioned in any Babylonian or Assyrian writings. According to 2 
Kgs. 17:31 the Sepharvaim “burned their sons to” Adrammelech, probably a 
magical or dedicatory rite, rather than a sacrifice, to be compared with the 
phrase “to pass through the fire” (v. 17; 21:6) and contrasted with burnt offerings 
to Baal (Jer. 19:5). The name is West Semitic and may mean “the glorious one is 
king.”
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ADRAMMELECADRAMMELECHH (Heb.  (Heb. }ad�rammel}ad�rammelek�ek�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ADRAMMELECH (Heb. }ad�rammelek� ) (PERSON)

One of theOne of the two sons  two sons of Sennachof Sennacherib of Aserib of Assyria who,syria who, with his  with his brother, mbrother, murdered hiurdered hurdered his fatherhis father and escap and escaped to the ed to the land of Arland of Ararat (2 Kgarat (2 Kgs. 19:36-3s. 19:36-37 = Isa. 37 = Isa. 37:37-38). 7:37-38). Variant foVariaVariant foVariant forms of therms of the name are  name are found in tfound in the works ohe works of Abydenusf Abydenus and Polyh and Polyhistorus.istorus.

One of the two sons of Sennacherib of Assyria who, with his brother, murdered 



his father and escaped to the land of Ararat (2 Kgs. 19:36-37 = Isa. 37:37-38). 
Variant forms of the name are found in the works of Abydenus and Polyhistorus.

ADRAMYTTIUADRAMYTTIUMM (Gk.  (Gk. AdramyétteAdramyétteionion)))

ADRAMYTTIUM (Gk. Adramyétteion)

A seaport A seaport in Mysia, in Mysia, on the weson the west coast oft coast of Asia Mino Asia Minor. On his r. On his fourth joufourth journey the Arney the Apostle PaupAApostle PaApostle Paul traveleul traveled from Caed from Caesarea to Msarea to Myra in Lycyra in Lycia on a shia on a ship from Adip from Adramyttium ramyttiumAdAdramyttiuAdramyttium (Acts 27m (Acts 27:1-6) befo:1-6) before transfere transferring to arring to a ship boun ship bound for Romed for Rome. After it. After its plunder s itits plundeits plunder by Turkir by Turkish piratessh pirates ca. 1100  ca. 1100 C.E.C.E., the port, the port was aband was abandoned; a neoned; a new settlemew settlemw settlementsettlement (modern E (modern Edremit) lidremit) lies furtheres further inland. inland.

A seaport in Mysia, on the west coast of Asia Minor. On his fourth journey the 
Apostle Paul traveled from Caesarea to Myra in Lycia on a ship from 
Adramyttium (Acts 27:1-6) before transferring to a ship bound for Rome. After 
its plunder by Turkish pirates ca. 1100 C.E., the port was abandoned; a new 
settlement (modern Edremit) lies further inland.

ADRIAADRIA (Gk.  (Gk. AdriíasAdriías)))

ADRIA (Gk. Adriías)

Part of thPart of the Mediterre Mediterranean Sea anean Sea S of ItalyS of Italy and Greec and Greece and betwe and between Crete een Crete and Malta,and Malta,and Malta, nowMalta, now called th called the Ionian Se Ionian Sea. Here tea. Here the ship cahe ship carrying Paurrying Paul and othel and other prisonerr prisoners was drifs ws was driftiwas drifting before ng before landing onlanding on Malta (Ac Malta (Acts 27:27).ts 27:27).

Part of the Mediterranean Sea S of Italy and Greece and between Crete and 
Malta, now called the Ionian Sea. Here the ship carrying Paul and other prisoners 
was drifting before landing on Malta (Acts 27:27).

ADRIELADRIEL (Heb.  (Heb. {ad�riî}eä{ad�riî}eäll)))

ADRIEL (Heb. {ad�riî}eäl )

The son ofThe son of Barzillai Barzillai the Mehol the Meholathite to athite to whom Saul whom Saul gave his dgave his daughter Meaughter Merab as wifrab as wife, even thewifwife, evenwife, even though he though he had alrea had already promisedy promised her to Dd her to David (1 Saavid (1 Sam. 18:19; m. 18:19; according according to MT 2 Satto MT 2 Sato MT 2 Sam. 21:8 thm. 21:8 the younger e younger daughter, daughter, Michal). LMichal). Later Davidater David gave Adri gave Adriel’s five el’s five sons into sosons into sons into the hands the hands of the Gibof the Gibeonites aseonites as a payment a payment for the b for the bloodguilt loodguilt of Saul (2of Saul (2 Sam. 21:8 Sa Sam. 21:8)Sam. 21:8)..

The son of Barzillai the Meholathite to whom Saul gave his daughter Merab as 
wife, even though he had already promised her to David (1 Sam. 18:19; according 
to MT 2 Sam. 21:8 the younger daughter, Michal). Later David gave Adriel’s five 
sons into the hands of the Gibeonites as a payment for the bloodguilt of Saul (2 
Sam. 21:8).

ADULLAMADULLAM (Heb. (Heb.{a�d�ullaœ{a�d�ullaœmm)))

ADULLAM (Heb.{a�d�ullaœm )

A town in A town in the Shephethe Shephelah of Judlah of Judah (Josh. ah (Josh. 15:35). Al15:35). Although unethough unexcavated, xcavated, it is commit is commonly identocommcommonly icommonly identified dentified with Tell with Tell esh-Sheikjesh-Sheikj  Madhku®r/HMadhku®r/H¸orvat {Ad¸orvat {Adullamullam (150117), (1501 (150117), (150117), 8 km (5 mi8 km (5 mi.) S of Be.) S of Beth-shemeshth-shemesh. Located . Located in the souin the southern portthern portion of theion of the valley of v valley of valley of Elah, AdulElah, Adullam, alonglam, along with the  with the site of Sosite of Socoh, guardcoh, guarded one of ed one of the routesthe routes from the  fro from the cfrom the coastal plaoastal plain to the in to the Judean higJudean highlands. Ithlands. It is one of is one of the weste the westernmost forrnmost fortified towtifieforfortified fortified towns alontowns along the boung the boundary of Judary of Judah.dah.dah.

A town in the Shephelah of Judah (Josh. 15:35). Although unexcavated, it is 
commonly identified with Tell esh-Sheikj Madhku®r/H¸orvat {Adullam 
(150117), 8 km (5 mi.) S of Beth-shemesh. Located in the southern portion of the 
valley of Elah, Adullam, along with the site of Socoh, guarded one of the routes 
from the coastal plain to the Judean highlands. It is one of the westernmost 
fortified towns along the boundary of Judah.

�In the stoIn the story of Judary of Judah and Tamah and Tamar, Judah’sr, Judah’s friend Hi friend Hirah is iderah is identified asntified as an Adulla an Adullamite (Gen.mAdullaAdullamiteAdullamite (Gen. 38: (Gen. 38:1, 12, 20)1, 12, 20). The king. The king of Adulla of Adullam is listem is listed among thd among those whom Jose whom Joshua and oJJoshua andJoshua and the Israe the Israelites defelites defeated (Joshated (Josh. 12:15). . 12:15). David tookDavid took refuge fr refuge from Saul inom Saul in the cave  the the cave othe cave of Adullam f Adullam after fleeafter fleeing from Ging from Gath (1 Samath (1 Sam. 22:1-2).. 22:1-2). David’s “ David’s “mighty menmighty men” assemble” menmen” assemmen” assembled here;bled here; three of  three of them ran fthem ran from the carom the cave and entve and entered Philiered Philistine terrstine territory to giterrterritory territory to get watto get water from ther from the well of e well of Bethlehem Bethlehem for their for their leader (2 leader (2 Sam. 23:13Sam. 23:13-17). 1 Ch-1723:1323:13-17).23:13-17). 1 Chr. 11 1 Chr. 11:15 record:15 records that thes that the three men three men met David met David at “the r at “the rock” (Heb.ock” (Heb.ock” (Heb. (Heb. has�s�uœrhas�s�uœr) at the c) at the cave of Aduave of Adullam, a dellam, a description scription consistentconsistent with the  with the strongholdstrostrongholdstronghold character character of the ca of the cave; in 2 Sve; in 2 Samuel the amuel the men went dmen went down to theown to the cave at t cave at the beginnihtthe beginnthe beginning of “haing of “harvest” (rvest” (qaœs�iîrqaœs�iîr), a subst), a substitution baitution based on thesed on the text’s co text’s confusing synfusincoconfusing confusing syntax.syntax.syntax.

In the story of Judah and Tamar, Judah’s friend Hirah is identified as an 
Adullamite (Gen. 38:1, 12, 20). The king of Adullam is listed among those whom 
Joshua and the Israelites defeated (Josh. 12:15). David took refuge from Saul in 
the cave of Adullam after fleeing from Gath (1 Sam. 22:1-2). David’s “mighty 
men” assembled here; three of them ran from the cave and entered Philistine 
territory to get water from the well of Bethlehem for their leader (2 Sam. 
23:13-17). 1 Chr. 11:15 records that the three men met David at “the rock” 
(Heb. has�s�uœr ) at the cave of Adullam, a description consistent with the 
stronghold character of the cave; in 2 Samuel the men went down to the cave at 
the beginning of “harvest” (qaœs�iîr ), a substitution based on the text’s 
confusing syntax.



�Adullam isAdullam is included  included among the among the list of cilist of cities that ties that Rehoboam fRehoboam fortified (ortified (2 Chr. 11:2 Chr. 112 Chr. 11:7) and 11:7) and is variousis variously ascribely ascribed to the td to the time of Hezime of Hezekiah and ekiah and Josiah. ThJosiah. The prophet e prophet Micah (MicMicMicah (MicMicah (Mic. 1:15), a. 1:15), a contempor contemporary of Hezary of Hezekiah, incekiah, included it iluded it in his lamen his lamentation ovntation over the citer ovover the cover the cities of Jities of Judah. Aduludah. Adullam was onlam was one of the ce of the cities re-iities re-inhabited bnhabited by the exily the exiles returnies rees returning returning from Babylfrom Babylon (Neh. 1on (Neh. 11:30). Dur1:30). During the Heing the Hellenistic llenistic period, Juperiod, Judas Maccabdas Maccabeus and hieMaccabMaccabeus Maccabeus and his meand his men rested tn rested there afterhere after a battle  a battle with the gwith the governor ofovernor of Idumea (2 Idumea (2 Macc. 12: (2(2 Macc. 1(2 Macc. 12:38).2:38).2:38).

Adullam is included among the list of cities that Rehoboam fortified (2 Chr. 
11:7) and is variously ascribed to the time of Hezekiah and Josiah. The prophet 
Micah (Mic. 1:15), a contemporary of Hezekiah, included it in his lamentation 
over the cities of Judah. Adullam was one of the cities re-inhabited by the exiles 
returning from Babylon (Neh. 11:30). During the Hellenistic period, Judas 
Maccabeus and his men rested there after a battle with the governor of Idumea 
(2 Macc. 12:38).

�Remains ofRemains of a Late Ro a Late Roman/Byzantman/Byzantine publicine public building  building have been have been identifiedidentified at the si at the at the site.the site.the site.

Remains of a Late Roman/Byzantine public building have been identified at 
the site.
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ADULTERESSADULTERESS

ADULTERESS

According According to covenanto covenant law, a mt law, a married or arried or formally pformally pledged (Heledged (Heb. b. }rsí}rsí) woman wh) woman who was adjuowhwho was adwho was adjudged to judged to have willihave willingly had ingly had intercoursentercourse with any  with any male othermale other than her  than her (future) h((future) h(future) husband (Deusband (Deut. 22:13-ut. 22:13-27). Femal27). Female slaves, e slaves, however, bhowever, because theecause they were legy were legally poweraleglegally polegally powerless towerless to decline s decline sexual relaexual relations withtions with their own their owners, were ers, were not held rnot held responsibleesprresponsiblresponsible if they e if they had interchad intercourse withourse with their own their owners while ers while pledged orpledged or perhaps m perhaps married to ammarried tomarried to someone e someone else (Lev. lse (Lev. 19:20-22).19:20-22).

According to covenant law, a married or formally pledged (Heb. }rsí) woman 
who was adjudged to have willingly had intercourse with any male other than her 
(future) husband (Deut. 22:13-27). Female slaves, however, because they were 
legally powerless to decline sexual relations with their owners, were not held 
responsible if they had intercourse with their owners while pledged or perhaps 
married to someone else (Lev. 19:20-22).

�Lev. 20:10Lev. 20:10; Deut. 22; Deut. 22:22 clearl:22 clearly prescriby prescribe death ase death as the punis the punishment for hment for both an adboth anboth an adulteran adulterer and an er and an adulteressadulteress ( (noœ}aœp�etnoœ}aœp�et��). The see). The seeming clariming clarity of thisty of this pronounce pron pronouncempronouncement is calent is called into qled into question byuestion by texts tha texts that envisiont envision alternati alternative punishmve punishments (e.g.enpunishmpunishmentpunishments (e.g., Ls (e.g., Lev. 18:20,ev. 18:20, 24-29; Nu 24-29; Num. 5:11-31m. 5:11-31; 2 Sam. 1; 2 Sam. 11-12; Prov1-12; Prov. 6:24-35). 6:24-35). Some sch. S. Some scholSome scholars maintaars maintain that thin that the texts die texts differ becauffer because they dase they date from dite from different hifferent historical pstohihistoricalhistorical periods a periods and thus wind thus witness to ctness to changes ovehanges over time. Otr time. Others draw hers draw a distincta distinction betweeiondistinctdistinctiodistinction between n between the punishthe punishment exactment exacted of thosed of those caught ie caught in the act n the act of committof committof committingcommitting adultery  adultery as opposedas opposed to those  to those adjudged gadjudged guilty eithuilty either througher through legal pro legal proceedings oceproproceedingproceedings or by ris or by ritual ordeatual ordeal. It has l. It has also been also been suggested suggested that royalthat royalty was exety was exempt from tmptexeexempt froexempt from the law.m the law. Finally,  Finally, on the bason the basis of compis of comparative anarative ancient Nearcient Near Eastern e Eastern evidence, ivieevidence, evidence, it has beeit has been argued tn argued that texts hat texts such as Lesuch as Lev. 20:10; v. 20:10; Deut. 22:2Deut. 22:22 specify 2 specify not the renot not the renot the requisite puquisite punishment bnishment but rather ut rather the maximuthe maximum, and prem, and presume as cosume as common knowlmmon kmmon knowledge knowledge in the culin the culture of thture of the time thae time that compensat compensation was ation was an alternatn alternative to exaive to exacting revecexaexacting rexacting revenge.evenge.evenge.

Lev. 20:10; Deut. 22:22 clearly prescribe death as the punishment for both 
an adulterer and an adulteress (noœ}aœp�et� ). The seeming clarity of this 
pronouncement is called into question by texts that envision alternative 
punishments (e.g., Lev. 18:20, 24-29; Num. 5:11-31; 2 Sam. 11-12; Prov. 6:24-35). 
Some scholars maintain that the texts differ because they date from different 
historical periods and thus witness to changes over time. Others draw a 
distinction between the punishment exacted of those caught in the act of 
committing adultery as opposed to those adjudged guilty either through legal 
proceedings or by ritual ordeal. It has also been suggested that royalty was 
exempt from the law. Finally, on the basis of comparative ancient Near Eastern 
evidence, it has been argued that texts such as Lev. 20:10; Deut. 22:22 specify 
not the requisite punishment but rather the maximum, and presume as common 
knowledge in the culture of the time that compensation was an alternative to 
exacting revenge.



�In severalIn several prophetic prophetical books (al books (e.g., Jer.e.g., Jer. 2-3; Ezek 2-3; Ezek. 16; 23; . 16; 23; Hos. 1-4) Hos. 1-4) and Lamentand Lamentand LamentatioLamentations, adultens, adultery is emplry is employed as a oyed as a metaphor fmetaphor for breach or breach of covenanof covenant. In Ezekt. In Ezek. 16, e.g..EzekEzek. 16, Ezek. 16, e.g., Jerue.g., Jerusalem is psalem is personifiedersonified as Yahweh as Yahweh’s wife wh’s wife whose “adultose “adulterous” beherous” behavior consavbehbehavior cbehavior consists ofonsists of giving wo giving worship to drship to deities otheities other than Yaer than Yahweh and ohweh and of inappropf inappropriate poliriinappropinappropriinappropriate politiate political alliancal alliances with fces with foreign natoreign nations. The ions. The language olanguage of the formf the former offenseer ofer offense, woffense, which descrhich describes illicibes illicit worshipit worship in metaph in metaphorical terorical terms as an ams as an act of sexuct of sexual infidelal infal infidelityinfidelity, has been, has been understoo understood as evided as evidence for sonce for so-called “s-called “sacred” or acred” or “ritual” p“ritual” prostitutiorostipprostitutiprostitution, allegeon, allegedly a compdly a component of “onent of “fertility fertility rites” assrites” associated wiociated with the worth the worship of foship oship of foreignof foreign deities.  deities. This interThis interpretation pretation has been rhas been recently anecently and convincid convincingly challngly challenged as aengedchallchallengedchallenged as a mist as a mistaking of faking of figurative igurative and polemiand polemical languacal language for socge for social realitial reality. Indeed,y. Indey. Indeed, geIndeed, generally spnerally speaking, teeaking, texts that pxts that portray metortray metaphorical aphorical as opposedas opposed to litera to literal adulterel adl adulteressadulteresses must bees must be analyzed  analyzed very carefvery carefully beforully before using the using them as poteem as potential evidntial evidence for renevidevidence fevidence for reconstor reconstructing soructing social practcial practices pertaices pertaining to lining to literal aduiteral adultery and ltery and adulteressadulteadulteressadulteresses. Extremes. Extreme caution e caution is necessais necessary becausery because of the da of the danger of minger of mistakenly astakenly attributingttaattributinattributing to the vg to the vehicle, orehicle, or figurativ figurative languagee language, of the m, of the metaphor (aetaphor (adultery) fdultery) features preatureffeatures pfeatures properly asroperly associated wsociated with the teith the tenor, or prnor, or principal suincipal subject, of bject, of the metaphthe metaphor (breachor (or (breach of(breach of covenant) covenant)...

In several prophetical books (e.g., Jer. 2-3; Ezek. 16; 23; Hos. 1-4) and 
Lamentations, adultery is employed as a metaphor for breach of covenant. In 
Ezek. 16, e.g., Jerusalem is personified as Yahweh’s wife whose “adulterous” 
behavior consists of giving worship to deities other than Yahweh and of 
inappropriate political alliances with foreign nations. The language of the former 
offense, which describes illicit worship in metaphorical terms as an act of sexual 
infidelity, has been understood as evidence for so-called “sacred” or “ritual” 
prostitution, allegedly a component of “fertility rites” associated with the worship 
of foreign deities. This interpretation has been recently and convincingly 
challenged as a mistaking of figurative and polemical language for social reality. 
Indeed, generally speaking, texts that portray metaphorical as opposed to literal 
adulteresses must be analyzed very carefully before using them as potential 
evidence for reconstructing social practices pertaining to literal adultery and 
adulteresses. Extreme caution is necessary because of the danger of mistakenly 
attributing to the vehicle, or figurative language, of the metaphor (adultery) 
features properly associated with the tenor, or principal subject, of the metaphor 
(breach of covenant).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. Bird, “P. Bird, “‘To Play t‘To Play the Harlot’he Harlot’: An Inqui: An Inquiry into anry into an Old Testa Old Testament MetapmeTestaTestament Testament Metaphor,”Metaphor,” in  in Gender andGender and Differenc Difference in Anciee in Ancient Israel,nt Israel, ed. P. L. ed. P. L. Day (Minn Day (Minn Day (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1989),is, 1989), 75–94; M. 75–94; M. Fishbane, Fishbane, “Accusati “Accusations of Aduons of Adultery: A Sltery: A Study of Latudy of Law and ScriwLaLaw and ScLaw and Scribal Pracribal Practice in Nutice in Numbers 5:11mbers 5:11-31,” -31,” HUCAHUCA 45 (1974) 45 (1974): 25–45; J: 25–45; J. Galambus. Galambu. Galambush,Galambush,  Jerusalem Jerusalem in the Booin the Book of Ezekik of Ezekiel: The Ciel: The City as Yahwty as Yahweh’s Wife.eh’s Wife. SBLDS 130 SBLDS 130 (Atlanta, (A (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1922); J. 1922); J. Hackett, “Hackett, “Can a SexiCan a Sexist Model Lst Model Liberate Usiberate Us? Ancient ? Ancient Near EasteNear Eastern ‘FertilrnEasteEastern ‘FEastern ‘Fertility’ ertility’ Goddesses,Goddesses,” ” JFSRJFSR 5 (1989): 5 (1989): 65–76; R. 65–76; R. Westbrook Westbrook, “Adulter, “Adultery in Anciey in Ay in Ancient NeAncient Near Easternar Eastern Law,”  Law,” RBRB 97 (1990) 97 (1990): 542–80.: 542–80.: 542–80.

Bibliography. P. Bird, “‘To Play the Harlot’: An Inquiry into an Old 
Testament Metaphor,” in Gender and Difference in Ancient Israel, ed. P. L. Day 
(Minneapolis, 1989), 75–94; M. Fishbane, “Accusations of Adultery: A Study of 
Law and Scribal Practice in Numbers 5:11-31,” HUCA 45 (1974): 25–45; J. 
Galambush, Jerusalem in the Book of Ezekiel: The City as Yahweh’s Wife. SBLDS 130 
(Atlanta, 1922); J. Hackett, “Can a Sexist Model Liberate Us? Ancient Near 
Eastern ‘Fertility’ Goddesses,” JFSR 5 (1989): 65–76; R. Westbrook, “Adultery in 
Ancient Near Eastern Law,” RB 97 (1990): 542–80.
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ADULTERYADULTERYADULTERY

ADULTERY

In the ancIn the ancient Near ient Near East and tEast and the OT (Levhe OT (Lev. 18:20; 2. 18:20; 20:10; Deut0:10; Deut. 22:22) a. 22:22) adultery medultery meant consenamemeant consmeant consensual sexensual sexual intercual intercourse by aourse by a married w married woman with oman with a man othea man other than herr than hr than her husbanher husband. Howeverd. However, intercou, intercourse betweerse between a marrien a married man and d man and another woanother woman was noman wman was not cowas not considered ansidered adultery undultery unless she wless she was marriedas married. The betr. The betrothed womaothed woman is also n is alson is also boundalso bound to fideli to fidelity, but lety, but leniency is niency is shown to ashown to a married o married or betrother betrothed man (Exod man (Exod. 22:16-1d.(Exo(Exod. 22:(Exod. 22:16-17[MT 116-17[MT 15–16]; Deu5–16]; Deut. 22:28-2t. 22:28-29; Prov. 59; Prov. 5:15-20; Ma:15-20; Mal. 2:14-15l. 2:14-15).).).

In the ancient Near East and the OT (Lev. 18:20; 20:10; Deut. 22:22) adultery 
meant consensual sexual intercourse by a married woman with a man other than 
her husband. However, intercourse between a married man and another woman 
was not considered adultery unless she was married. The betrothed woman is 
also bound to fidelity, but leniency is shown to a married or betrothed man 
(Exod. 22:16-17[MT 15–16]; Deut. 22:28-29; Prov. 5:15-20; Mal. 2:14-15).

�Some scholSome scholars distinars distinguish betwguish between the aneen the ancient Nearcient Near Eastern l Eastern laws, whereaws, where adultery  adul adultery wadultery was a privaas a private wrong ate wrong against thegainst the husband,  husband, who could who could prosecute prosecute an offendean offendean offender, offender, and the biand the biblical lawblical laws, where as, where adultery wadultery was an offens an offense againstse against God, with God, with mandatory ma mandatory mandatory prosecutioprosecution and a sen and a sentence of ntence of death, or,death, or, in some c in some cases, atonases, atonement throement threment through a through a sin offerisin offering (Lev. 1ng (Lev. 19:20-21). 9:20-21). Others argOthers argue that biue that biblical andblical and ancient N ancient Near Easterear Eear Eastern laEastern laws agree tws agree that adultehat adultery was an ry was an offense agoffense against the ainst the husband, whusband, with prosecith prosecution at hutprosecprosecutioprosecution at his dn at his discretion iscretion (Prov. 6:3(Prov. 6:32-35).2-35).2-35).

Some scholars distinguish between the ancient Near Eastern laws, where 
adultery was a private wrong against the husband, who could prosecute an 
offender, and the biblical laws, where adultery was an offense against God, with 
mandatory prosecution and a sentence of death, or, in some cases, atonement 
through a sin offering (Lev. 19:20-21). Others argue that biblical and ancient Near 
Eastern laws agree that adultery was an offense against the husband, with 



prosecution at his discretion (Prov. 6:32-35).

�Mistaken pMistaken paternity aaternity and its effnd its effect on famect on family inheriily inheritance, as tance, as well as prwell as protection ootection ootection of the husof the husband’s ecoband’s economic intenomic interest, wererest, were the prima the primary reasonsry reasons why adult why adultery was a ery was a ery was a sin and a sin and included iincluded in the Decan the Decalogue (Exologue (Exod. 20:14; d. 20:14; Deut. 5:18Deut. 5:18). Adulter). Adultery was alsoy was also used as a us used as a used as a metaphor fmetaphor for Israel’or Israel’s idolatros idolatrous and immus and immoral behavoral behavior (e.g.,ior (e.g., Jer. 3:6- Jer. 3:6-13; 23:9-113; 213; 23:9-15; E23:9-15; Ezek. 16:30zek. 16:30-43; Isa. -43; Isa. 57:3-13).57:3-13).57:3-13).

Mistaken paternity and its effect on family inheritance, as well as protection 
of the husband’s economic interest, were the primary reasons why adultery was 
a sin and included in the Decalogue (Exod. 20:14; Deut. 5:18). Adultery was also 
used as a metaphor for Israel’s idolatrous and immoral behavior (e.g., Jer. 3:6-13; 
23:9-15; Ezek. 16:30-43; Isa. 57:3-13).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. McKeatiH. McKeating, “Sanctng, “Sanctions againions against Adulterst Adultery in Anciey in Ancient Israelint Israelite SocietyteIsraeliIsraelite Israelite Society,” Society,” JSOTJSOT 11 (1979) 11 (1979): 57–72; R: 57–72; R. Westbroo. Westbrook, “Adultek, “Adultery in Anciry in Ancient Near Eent Neaent Near EasteNear Eastern Law,” rn Law,” RBRB 97 (1990) 97 (1990): 542–80.: 542–80.: 542–80.

Bibliography. H. McKeating, “Sanctions against Adultery in Ancient 
Israelite Society,” JSOT 11 (1979): 57–72; R. Westbrook, “Adultery in Ancient 
Near Eastern Law,” RB 97 (1990): 542–80.
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ADUMMIMADUMMIM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�d�ummiî}a�d�ummiîmm)))

ADUMMIM (Heb. }a�d�ummiîm )

A mountainA mountain pass (NRS pass (NRSV “ascent”V “ascent”) on the n) on the northern boorthern boundary of undary of Judah (JosJudah (Josh. 15:7) ah. 15:7) h. 15:7) and 15:7) and southern bsouthern boundary ofoundary of Benjamin  Benjamin (18:17). T(18:17). The modern he modern name, name, Tal{atTal{at ed-Damm ( ed-D ed-Damm (“ed-Damm (“the ascentthe ascent of blood” of blood”), refers ), refers to the redto the red limestone limestone rock at t rock at the site (Hhe site (Heb. “red re(H(Heb. “red(Heb. “red rocks”).  rocks”). The pass iThe pass is near Khas near Khan n el-Ah�marel-Ah�mar, which ac, which according tocording to tradition tradit tradition tradition was the siwas the site of the te of the Inn of theInn of the Good Sama Good Samaritan on tritan on the road frhe road from Jerusalom Jerusalem to JeriemJerusalJerusalem Jerusalem to Jerichoto Jericho (cf. Luke (cf. Luke 10:34-35) 10:34-35)..

A mountain pass (NRSV “ascent”) on the northern boundary of Judah (Josh. 
15:7) and southern boundary of Benjamin (18:17). The modern name, Tal{at 
ed-Damm (“the ascent of blood”), refers to the red limestone rock at the site 
(Heb. “red rocks”). The pass is near Khan el-Ah�mar , which according to 
tradition was the site of the Inn of the Good Samaritan on the road from 
Jerusalem to Jericho (cf. Luke 10:34-35).

ADVOCATEADVOCATEADVOCATE

ADVOCATE

�SeeSee  PARACLETE.PARACLETE.

See PARACLETE.

AENEASAENEAS (Gk.  (Gk. AinéasAinéas)))

AENEAS (Gk. Ainéas)

A man fromA man from Lydda who Lydda who had been  had been bedridden bedridden for eight for eight years befoyears before Peter hre Peter healed him ealed himealed him of hishim of his paralysis paralysis (Acts 9:3 (Acts 9:33-35).3-35).

A man from Lydda who had been bedridden for eight years before Peter healed 
him of his paralysis (Acts 9:33-35).

AENONAENON (Gk.  (Gk. AinoœénAinoœén)))

AENON (Gk. Ainoœén)

A place neA place near Salim war Salim where John here John the Baptisthe Baptist was baptt was baptizing duriizing during the earng the early part ofly part of Jesus’ mi Je Jesus’ minJesus’ ministry (Johistry (John 3:23). An 3:23). Although thlthough this place ois place of abundantf abundant water (fr water (from Heb. om Heb. {eînayim,{eîna{eînayim,{eînayim, “double s “double spring”) hapring”) has not yet s not yet been identbeen identified, Eusified, Eusebius (ebius (Onom.Onom. 40.1–4) l 40.1–4) locates it ollocates itlocates it ca. 12 km ca. 12 km. (7 mi.) . (7 mi.) S of Beth-S of Beth-shan, perhshan, perhaps near maps near modern Umm odern Umm el-{Amda®nel-{Amdael-{Amda®nel-{Amda®n..

A place near Salim where John the Baptist was baptizing during the early part of 
Jesus’ ministry (John 3:23). Although this place of abundant water (from Heb. 
{eînayim, “double spring”) has not yet been identified, Eusebius (Onom. 40.1–4) 
locates it ca. 12 km. (7 mi.) S of Beth-shan, perhaps near modern Umm 
el-{Amda®n.

AFRICAAFRICAAFRICA

AFRICA

Although tAlthough the Bible dhe Bible does not meoes not mention Afrintion Africa by nameca by name, various , various North AfriNorth African placescan placescan places andplaces and peoples f peoples figure promigure prominently ininently in the event the events and imags and imagery of botery of both the OT ah the OT and NT.naand NT.and NT.and NT.

Although the Bible does not mention Africa by name, various North African 
places and peoples figure prominently in the events and imagery of both the OT 
and NT.

�Most frequMost frequently mentently mentioned is Eioned is Egypt. Fromgypt. From the time  the time of the patof the patriarchs toriarchs to the time  the tim the time of thtime of the apostlese apostles, Egypt po, Egypt possessed anssessed an abundant  abundant grain resograin resource whichurce which was sough was sough was sought by sought by nations thnations throughout troughout the easternhe eastern Mediterra Mediterranean (e.g.nean (e.g., Gen. 41:, Gen. 41:50-42:25).50-42:25). The Exodu T The ExodusThe Exodus from Egyp from Egypt, arguablt, arguably the mosty the most important important event in  event in Jewish hisJewish history (Exodtory (Exodtory (Exod. 3:1(Exod. 3:1-20:21), b-20:21), became a siecame a significant gnificant theologicatheological resourcel resource (e.g., Am (e.g., Amos 5:25; Ios 5:25; Isa. 40:3).sa. 40sa. 40:3). Egy40:3). Egypt was alspt was also a place o a place of refuge of refuge for dissidfor dissident or disent or dispersed Jewpersed Jews (e.g., 2s (e.g., 2 Macc. 1:1 Macc Macc. 1:1-Macc. 1:1-9; Matt. 29; Matt. 2:13-15, 19:13-15, 19-20). Egyp-20). Egypt and Israt and Israel also shel also shared in thared in the wisdom te wisdom tradition oradittradition tradition of the ancof the ancient Near ient Near East (cf. East (cf. Prov. 22:1Prov. 22:17-24:34 an7-24:34 and the Egypd the Egyptian Instrtian Instruction of uctioInstrInstructioInstruction of Amenen of Amenemope). Finmope). Finally, polially, politics linketics linked Egypt and Egypt and Israel (d Israel (e.g., 1 Kge.g., 1 Kgs. 11:1; cs. 11:s. 11:1; cf. 11:1; cf. Nah. 3:8-9Nah. 3:8-9).).).

Most frequently mentioned is Egypt. From the time of the patriarchs to the 
time of the apostles, Egypt possessed an abundant grain resource which was 



sought by nations throughout the eastern Mediterranean (e.g., Gen. 41:50-42:25). 
The Exodus from Egypt, arguably the most important event in Jewish history 
(Exod. 3:1-20:21), became a significant theological resource (e.g., Amos 5:25; Isa. 
40:3). Egypt was also a place of refuge for dissident or dispersed Jews (e.g., 2 
Macc. 1:1-9; Matt. 2:13-15, 19-20). Egypt and Israel also shared in the wisdom 
tradition of the ancient Near East (cf. Prov. 22:17-24:34 and the Egyptian 
Instruction of Amenemope). Finally, politics linked Egypt and Israel (e.g., 1 Kgs. 
11:1; cf. Nah. 3:8-9).

�Cush (Heb.Cush (Heb. lit., “bl lit., “black”) is mack”) is mentioned oentioned often in thften in the OT. Due e OT. Due to Greek ato Greek and Roman ind Romnd Roman inflRoman influences, souences, some translame translate “Ethiopte “Ethiopia.” Otheria.” Other ancient w ancient writings reritings refer to Cusfer to Cush as “Nubih CusCush as “NCush as “Nubia.” In ubia.” In the Bible the Bible Cush referCush referred to lanred to lands south ods south of Egypt. Bf Egypt. Biblical wriblical writers ofteiterwrwriters ofwriters often linkedten linked Egypt and Egypt and Cush, sug Cush, suggesting thgesting that they asat they associated tsociated them in somhem in some way (e.ge somsome way (some way (e.g., Isa.e.g., Isa. 45:14; Ez 45:14; Ezek. 30:4-9ek. 30:4-9; Ps. 68:3; Ps. 68:31 [MT 32])1 [MT 32]). As with . As with Egypt, CusEgypt, Cush was alsoh wh was also awas also a place of  place of refuge (Zerefuge (Zeph. 3:10).ph. 3:10).

Cush (Heb. lit., “black”) is mentioned often in the OT. Due to Greek and 
Roman influences, some translate “Ethiopia.” Other ancient writings refer to 
Cush as “Nubia.” In the Bible Cush referred to lands south of Egypt. Biblical 
writers often linked Egypt and Cush, suggesting that they associated them in 
some way (e.g., Isa. 45:14; Ezek. 30:4-9; Ps. 68:31 [MT 32]). As with Egypt, Cush 
was also a place of refuge (Zeph. 3:10).

�The NT menThe NT mentions Egyptions Egyptians, Cyrtians, Cyrenians, Lienians, Libyans, andbyans, and Cushites/ Cushites/EthiopiansEthiopians (e.g., Ma (e.g. (e.g., Mar(e.g., Mark 15:21; Ak 15:21; Acts 2:10; cts 2:10; 11:20-21;111:20-21;18:24). Act8:24). Acts 8:26-39 s 8:26-39 records threcords the baptism e baptism of a high-of of a high-of a high-ranking Etranking Ethiopian ofhiopian official by ficial by the Apostlthe Apostle Philip.e Philip.e Philip.

The NT mentions Egyptians, Cyrenians, Libyans, and Cushites/Ethiopians 
(e.g., Mark 15:21; Acts 2:10; 11:20-21;18:24). Acts 8:26-39 records the baptism 
of a high-ranking Ethiopian official by the Apostle Philip.

�Recently, Recently, African-AmAfrican-American biberican biblical scholical scholarship halarship has challengs challenged traditied traditional Euroconal Euroonal EurocentriEurocentric exegesisc exegesis of Africa of African peoples n peoples in the Bibin the Bible as not le as not reflectingreflecting more neut more neutral biblicral neutneutral bineutral biblical perblical perspectives spectives and in effand in effect “de-Afect “de-Africanizingricanizing” the Bibl” the Bible. Rather,e. Rather, Africans  Africa Africans wAfricans were highlyere highly regarded  regarded and often and often used as poused as positive exasitive examples by bmples by biblical wriblical writers.itewrwriters.writers.writers.

Recently, African-American biblical scholarship has challenged traditional 
Eurocentric exegesis of African peoples in the Bible as not reflecting more 
neutral biblical perspectives and in effect “de-Africanizing” the Bible. Rather, 
Africans were highly regarded and often used as positive examples by biblical 
writers.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. Adamo, D. Adamo, Africa andAfrica and Africans  Africans in the Oldin the Old Testament Testament (San Fran (San Francisco, 199ciFranFrancisco,Francisco, 1997); R. 1997); R. A. Bennet A. Bennett, Jr., “At, Jr., “Africa and frica and the Biblicthe Biblical Period,al Period,” ” HTRHTR 64 (1971) 64 (1971) 64 (1971): 48(1971): 483–500; C. 3–500; C. H. Felder,H. Felder,  Troubling Troubling Biblical WBiblical Waters: Racaters: Race, Class, e, Class, and Familyand Family (Maryknol (Mar (Maryknoll(Maryknoll, 1989), 5, 1989), 5–48; ed., –48; ed., Stony the Stony the Road We TrRoad We Trodod (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1991)lis, 1991), 127–84., 127–84., 127–84.

Bibliography. D. Adamo, Africa and Africans in the Old Testament (San 
Francisco, 1997); R. A. Bennett, Jr., “Africa and the Biblical Period,” HTR 64 
(1971): 483–500; C. H. Felder, Troubling Biblical Waters: Race, Class, and Family 
(Maryknoll, 1989), 5–48; ed., Stony the Road We Trod (Minneapolis, 1991), 127–84.
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AFTERLIFE,AFTERLIFE, AFTERDEAT AFTERDEATHHH

AFTERLIFE, AFTERDEATH

Western, oWestern, or more sper more specifically,cifically, Judeo-Chr Judeo-Christian, pristian, preoccupatioeoccupation with humn with humanity’s phanity’s physical fatyphphysical fphysical fate or desate or destiny beyontiny beyond death had death has provideds provided the impet the impetus underlyus underlying much oing much of the modefoof the modof the modern study ern study of death aof death and afterlind afterlife in ancife in ancient Israelent Israel. Unfortun. Unfortunately, Judately, Judeo-Christieo-CJudJudeo-ChriJudeo-Christian notistian notions regardons regarding the maing the material aspterial aspects of liects of life beyond fe beyond the grave the grave have dominhavhave dominhave dominated Westeated Western treatmern treatments of othnts of other cultureer cultures to the ns to the neglect of eglect of other aspeother aspeother aspects ofaspects often presenten present in the pt in the primary datrimary data themselva themselves. In thoes. In those rare case rare cases where ses where the evidenththe evidenthe evidence from a ce from a given cultgiven culture has reure has resisted a Jsisted a Judeo-Chrisudeo-Christian reinttian reinterpretatioerpretation, that cun, tn, that cultuthat cultural traditral tradition has beion has been characten characteristicalleristically deemed “y deemed “primitive,primitive,” whether ” whether in terms oin tein terms of iterms of its “inferits “inferior intelleor intellectual merictual merit” or its t” or its “deficient“deficient religious religious virtue.”  virtue.” This tendeThis tendThis tendency atendency also perpetlso perpetuates earluates early modern Ey modern Eurocentricurocentric intellect intellectual assumpual assumptions conctions conctions concerningconcerning the evolu the evolution of cution of cultures andltures and religions religions wherein a wherein ancient andncient and foreign c foreign cultures weultccultures wcultures were characere characterized asterized as primitive primitive, and so w, and so were thoughere thought to upholt to uphold primitivd primitive religioue primitivprimitive primitive religious religious beliefs anbeliefs and observe d observe archaic rearchaic religious prligious practices. Aactices. Among the pmong the primitive erimitpprimitive primitive elements delements detected inetected in the tradi the traditions of ttions of the OT and he OT and in the arcin the archaeologicahaeological record wl rl record werrecord were those pre those practices anactices and beliefs d beliefs associatedassociated with deat with death cults anh cults and ancestord ancestor cults whi c cults whiccults which, as typih, as typically defically defined by earned by early modernsly moderns, presuppo, presupposed a morbsed a morbid fear ofid fear of and super an and supersand superstition regtition regarding ghoarding ghosts. More sts. More generally,generally, early mod early moderns typicerns typically vieweally viewed this fead td this fear this fear and its atand its attendant cutendant cult as provlt as providing the iding the original ioriginal impetus undmpetus underlying therlying the developme devee developmendevelopment of religt of religious modesious modes of though of thought by earlyt by early humanoids humanoids...

Western, or more specifically, Judeo-Christian, preoccupation with humanity’s 
physical fate or destiny beyond death has provided the impetus underlying much 
of the modern study of death and afterlife in ancient Israel. Unfortunately, 
Judeo-Christian notions regarding the material aspects of life beyond the grave 
have dominated Western treatments of other cultures to the neglect of other 
aspects often present in the primary data themselves. In those rare cases where 
the evidence from a given culture has resisted a Judeo-Christian reinterpretation, 
that cultural tradition has been characteristically deemed “primitive,” whether in 
terms of its “inferior intellectual merit” or its “deficient religious virtue.” This 
tendency also perpetuates early modern Eurocentric intellectual assumptions 
concerning the evolution of cultures and religions wherein ancient and foreign 



cultures were characterized as primitive, and so were thought to uphold 
primitive religious beliefs and observe archaic religious practices. Among the 
primitive elements detected in the traditions of the OT and in the archaeological 
record were those practices and beliefs associated with death cults and ancestor 
cults which, as typically defined by early moderns, presupposed a morbid fear of 
and superstition regarding ghosts. More generally, early moderns typically viewed 
this fear and its attendant cult as providing the original impetus underlying the 
development of religious modes of thought by early humanoids.

�The consenThe consensus of earsus of earlier studilier studies undersces underscores the fores the fact that tact that the world ohe world of ancient f ancienf ancient Isancient Israel was vrael was very differery different from tent from that of lathat of later Judaismer Judaism and Chris and Christianity, atianity, and this pend thind this pertathis pertains also tins also to their reo their respective bspective beliefs andeliefs and rituals a rituals associated ssociated with deathwith death and the a and th and the afterlthe afterlife. Dispaife. Disparity in scrity in scholarly opholarly opinion now inion now arises ovearises over more minr more minor questioor questions such asns sns such as whsuch as whether tranether transformationsformations in afters in afterlife belielife beliefs took plfs took place early ace early or late inor late in the histo the h the history ofhistory of Israelite Israelite/Jewish re/Jewish religious hiligious history; whestory; whether the cther the catalysts fatalysts for such tror such transformatiansformtrtransformatransformations weretions were internal  internal or foreignor foreign influence influences; and if s; and if foreign, fforeign, from the lorom the local regioncal rcal region or region or further affurther afield: Egypield: Egyptian, Mesotian, Mesopotamian, potamian, or Persianor Persian...

The consensus of earlier studies underscores the fact that the world of 
ancient Israel was very different from that of later Judaism and Christianity, and 
this pertains also to their respective beliefs and rituals associated with death and 
the afterlife. Disparity in scholarly opinion now arises over more minor questions 
such as whether transformations in afterlife beliefs took place early or late in the 
history of Israelite/Jewish religious history; whether the catalysts for such 
transformations were internal or foreign influences; and if foreign, from the local 
region or further afield: Egyptian, Mesopotamian, or Persian.

�For the loFor the longest timengest time the conse the consensus was tnsus was that preexihat preexilic Israellic Israel had no af had no afterlife beterlife bterlife beliefs wobeliefs worthy of northy of note, at leate, at least not in st not in the sense the sense that laterthat later Jews and  Jews and ChristiansChristians eventuall even eventuallyeventually came to c came to conceptualionceptualize the matze the matter: a bleter: a blessed, matessed, material, physrial, physical existical existence for tenceexistexistence existence for the pifor the pious (and cous (and conversely onversely a perpetuaa perpetual horrid el horrid experience xperience for the wifor the wicked). Theckwiwicked). Twicked). The followihe following will cong will consider whansider what constitut constituted a fulfted a fulfilling lifilling life and an “e and an “acceptableaccept““acceptabl“acceptable” death ie” death in ancient n ancient MediterranMediterranean West Aean West Asia and ansia and ancient Isracient Israel in partel in particular.icupartparticularparticular..

For the longest time the consensus was that preexilic Israel had no afterlife 
beliefs worthy of note, at least not in the sense that later Jews and Christians 
eventually came to conceptualize the matter: a blessed, material, physical 
existence for the pious (and conversely a perpetual horrid experience for the 
wicked). The following will consider what constituted a fulfilling life and an 
“acceptable” death in ancient Mediterranean West Asia and ancient Israel in 
particular.

Abode of tAbode of the Deadhe Dead

Abode of the Dead

In the OT In the OT various Hevarious Hebrew termsbrew terms like  like sûeï}o®lsûeï}o®l (“Sheol”) (“Sheol”), , maœwet�maœwet� (“death”) (“death”), , }eres�}}eres�}eres� (“earth”) (“earth”), , sûah�at�sûah�at� (“pit”),  (“pit”), bo®rbo®r (“pit”),  (“pit”), and and {a�b�addo®{a�b�addo®nn (“place o (“place  (“place of(“place of destructi destruction”) couldon”) could refer to  refer to the netherthe netherworld or aworld or abode of thbode of the dead. Soe dead. Some of thesmSoSome of thSome of these terms ese terms are furtheare further qualifier qualified by d by tah�tiîttah�tiît or its va or its various formrious forms signifyis signifying “the lonsignifyisignifyingsignifying “the lowe “the lowest parts.”st parts.” Sheol mos Sheol most often det often designates tsignates the netherlhe netherly regions,y regions, although  alth although ialthough it has few,t has few, if any, c if any, cognates inognates in the ancie the ancient Near Eant Near East, makingst, making its etymo its etymological orlogicetymoetymologicetymological originsal origins all the m all the more obscurore obscure. Of coure. Of course, even ise, even if we were f we were able to unable to uncover its coununcover ituncover its full etys full etymological mological history, ihistory, it would not would not necessart necessarily clarifily clarify the signy the significance oificancesignsignificansignificance or funcce or function of Shtion of Sheol.eol.eol.

In the OT various Hebrew terms like sûeï}o®l (“Sheol”), maœwet�  (“death”), 
}eres�  (“earth”), sûah�at�  (“pit”), bo®r (“pit”), and {a�b�addo®n  
(“place of destruction”) could refer to the netherworld or abode of the dead. 
Some of these terms are further qualified by tah�tiît  or its various forms 
signifying “the lowest parts.” Sheol most often designates the netherly regions, 
although it has few, if any, cognates in the ancient Near East, making its 
etymological origins all the more obscure. Of course, even if we were able to 
uncover its full etymological history, it would not necessarily clarify the 
significance or function of Sheol.

�Like its NLike its Near Easterear Eastern counterpn counterparts, the arts, the netherworlnetherworld in ancied in ancient Israelint Israelite traditite traditte tradition tradition is typicalis typically portrayly portrayed as a pled as a place to whiace to which one musch one must descend.t descend. It is dar It is dark, dusty, k, duk, dusty, anddusty, and a place o a place of silence.f silence. It can be It can be connected connected with the  with the waters of waters of chaos overchaos over which one wh which one which one typically typically traveled ttraveled to enter tho enter the netherwoe netherworld. Sheolrld. Sheol is descri is described as posbed as possessing basespospossessingpossessing bars, gat bars, gates, ropes,es, ropes, and snare and snares, all of s, all of which suggwhich suggest the unest the unlikelihoodlikelihood of comple of co of completelycompletely escaping  escaping from the nfrom the netherworldetherworld — at leas — at least not in tt not in the full cahe full capacity onepacity one possessed p possessed possessed before deabefore death — and ath — and approximatepproximates what we s what we know to beknow to be the case  the case in Mesopotin Mesin MesopotamiMesopotamian traditian tradition whereinon wherein the nethe the netherworld is rworld is depicted adepicted as the “lans the “land of no red of no red of no return” (treturn” (to the lando the land of the li of the living in onving in one’s formere’s former full capa full capacity). Thecity). The netherwor netherworld also ovld alsld also overlalso overlapped withapped with the vario the various OT termus OT terms for “gras for “grave,” suggeve,” suggesting thatsting that the grave the grave was regar w was regardwas regarded as incoed as incorporated irporated into the lanto the larger realmrger realm of Sheol. of Sheol. One could One could enter She enter Sheol from onoSheSheol fromSheol from one’s gra one’s grave, indicave, indicating that ting that it could fit could function asunction as an entryw an entryway to the ay to the netherworlnethnetherworlnetherworld. In poetd. In poetic contextic contexts, the nets, the netherworld iherworld is personifs personified as havied as having an insing an insatiable apatiainsinsatiableinsatiable appetite  appetite by which iby which it swallowst swallows up everyt up everything. It ching. It can grasp oan grasp one with sune with such relentlch rch relentlessrelentless force tha force that it nevert it never releases  releases its victimits victim. These el. These elements conements convey somethvey something of theing somethsomething something of the perof the permanence anmanence and pervasivd pervasiveness of deness of death in eaeath in early Israelrly Israelite societite society.y.

Like its Near Eastern counterparts, the netherworld in ancient Israelite 
tradition is typically portrayed as a place to which one must descend. It is dark, 
dusty, and a place of silence. It can be connected with the waters of chaos over 
which one typically traveled to enter the netherworld. Sheol is described as 
possessing bars, gates, ropes, and snares, all of which suggest the unlikelihood of 



completely escaping from the netherworld — at least not in the full capacity one 
possessed before death — and approximates what we know to be the case in 
Mesopotamian tradition wherein the netherworld is depicted as the “land of no 
return” (to the land of the living in one’s former full capacity). The netherworld 
also overlapped with the various OT terms for “grave,” suggesting that the grave 
was regarded as incorporated into the larger realm of Sheol. One could enter 
Sheol from one’s grave, indicating that it could function as an entryway to the 
netherworld. In poetic contexts, the netherworld is personified as having an 
insatiable appetite by which it swallows up everything. It can grasp one with such 
relentless force that it never releases its victim. These elements convey 
something of the permanence and pervasiveness of death in early Israelite society.

InhabitantInhabitants of the Ns of the Netherworldetherworld

Inhabitants of the Netherworld

Those who Those who inhabit thinhabit the netherwoe netherworld in ancrld in ancient Israeient Israel are calll are called ed meät�iîmmeät�iîm (“dead on (“dead  (“dead one(“dead ones”) and s”) and reïp�aœ}iîreïp�aœ}iîmm (“weak on (“weak ones”; cf. ees”; cf. esp. Ps. 88sp. Ps. 88:11[MT 12]:11[MT 12]; Isa. 26:; Isa. 26:14). The t126:26:14). Th26:14). The term “ree term “rephaim” (orphaim” (or  rp}mrp}m) is used ) is used in two 6thin two 6th-century P-century Phoenician hoenician texts to dtextstexts to dtexts to denote simpenote simply the dealy the dead (KAI 13.d (KAI 13.7–8; 14.8–7–8; 14.8–9). The gh9). The ghosts of thosts of the dead aree dead are repeatedl areare repeatare repeatedly desigedly designated as “nated as “the knowinthe knowing ones” g ones” (yiddeï{oœ(yiddeï{oœniîmniîm) and “the) and “the ones who  ones ones who rones who return” eturn” (}oœb�o®t�(}oœb�o®t�) in rathe) in rather late bibr late biblical textlical texts when thes when the practice  practice of necromaofof necromaof necromancy is alsncy is also taken upo taken up for the f for the first time irst time as an adapas an adaptation frotation from Mesopotam Mesopotamia. In IsmMesopotaMesopotamiMesopotamia. In Isa.a. In Isa. 19:3 they 19:3 they are calle are called the d the }it�t�iîm}it�t�iîm (“ghosts” (“ghosts”), probabl), probably the Hebry the Hy the Hebrew equHebrew equivalent ofivalent of Akk.  Akk. et�emmu.et�emmu. It is oft It is often claimeden claimed that the  that the dead coulddead could be referr be  be referrebe referred to as “gd to as “gods” (ods” ({eïloœhiîm{eïloœhiîm) based on) based on a questio a questionable trannable translation ofslation of the Deute the  the Deuterthe Deuteronomistic onomistic text 1 Samtext 1 Sam. 28:13-14. 28:13-14 and the d and the dubious assubious assumption thumption that ghosts at ghostsat ghosts andghosts and gods were gods were equated i equated in Mesopotan Mesopotamian and Imian and Israelite tsraelite tradition. radition. Although sAlthough some Akkadiossome Akkadsome Akkadian texts ian texts appear to appear to depict twodepict two classes o classes of otherworf otherworldly beingldly beings, the fams, the family or perifamfamily or family or personal gpersonal gods ods (}ilu)(}ilu) and the g and the ghosts of dhosts of deceased reeceased relatives latives (et�emmu),(et�emmu), their exa th their exactheir exact connectit connection remainson remains elusive. elusive. elusive.

Those who inhabit the netherworld in ancient Israel are called meät�iîm  
(“dead ones”) and reïp�aœ}iîm  (“weak ones”; cf. esp. Ps. 88:11[MT 12]; Isa. 
26:14). The term “rephaim” (or rp}m) is used in two 6th-century Phoenician 
texts to denote simply the dead (KAI 13.7–8; 14.8–9). The ghosts of the dead 
are repeatedly designated as “the knowing ones” (yiddeï{oœniîm) and “the 
ones who return” (}oœb�o®t� ) in rather late biblical texts when the practice 
of necromancy is also taken up for the first time as an adaptation from 
Mesopotamia. In Isa. 19:3 they are called the }it�t�iîm  (“ghosts”), probably the 
Hebrew equivalent of Akk. et�emmu.  It is often claimed that the dead could 
be referred to as “gods” ({eïloœhiîm) based on a questionable translation of 
the Deuteronomistic text 1 Sam. 28:13-14 and the dubious assumption that 
ghosts and gods were equated in Mesopotamian and Israelite tradition. Although 
some Akkadian texts appear to depict two classes of otherworldly beings, the 
family or personal gods (}ilu) and the ghosts of deceased relatives (et�emmu),  
their exact connection remains elusive.

�Heb. Heb. meät�iîmmeät�iîm (“dead”)  (“dead”) and and }eïloœhiîm}eïloœhiîm (“gods”)  (“gods”) likewise olikewise occur in clccur in close proximose pose proximity proximity in Isa. 8:in Isa. 8:19, which 19, which in turn hain turn has led to ts led to their erronheir erroneous equateous equation. The tion. The two terms mwo two terms moreterms more likely re likely refer to twofer to two distinct  distinct groups of groups of otherworldotherworldly beings;ly beings; the chtho the chthonic gods snicchthochthonic gchthonic gods summonods summoned to assied to assist in the st in the retrieval retrieval of a conjuof a conjured ghost red ghost and the ghand the ghost itselfoghghost itseghost itself attestelf attested in Mesopd in Mesopotamian neotamian necromantic cromantic traditionstraditions. With the. With these considese considerations inrconsideconsideratconsiderations in miions in mind, an altnd, an alternative ternative translationranslation of 1 Sam. of 1 Sam. 28:13-14, 28:13-14, a 6th-cen a 6th-century compotury6th-cen6th-centur6th-century composity composition concerion concerned with nned with necromancy,ecromancy, is possib is possible. In thele. In the first hal first half of King f of of King Saof King Saul’s inquiul’s inquiry the womry the woman refers an refers to the appto the appearance ofearance of the gods  the gods from the nfrom the netherworldennetherworlnetherworld (“chthond (“chthonic gods [ic gods [}eïloœhiîm}eïloœhiîm] coming u] coming up from thep from the earth”) t earth”) that were that werehat were typicwere typically invokally invoked in Mesoed in Mesopotamian npotamian necromanticecromantic rituals f rituals for their aor their ability to bility to assist in assiassist in assist in the retriethe retrieval of parval of particular ghticular ghosts. In tosts. In the second he second part she rpart she refers to tefers to the ghost ohe ghoshe ghost of Sghost of Samuel thatamuel that the gods  the gods have broughave brought up for ht up for the woman the woman of Endor tof Endor to consult.o consulto consult. Tconsult. The “gods” he “gods” here are nhere are not to be eot to be equated witquated with Samuel’sh Samuel’s ghost as  ghost as a referenca reference to its dereferencreference reference to its divto its divine statusine status (= the de (= the deified deadified dead). Rather,). Rather, the text  the text preserves preserves an echo ofan ecan echo of thecho of the two groue two groups of otheps of otherworldly brworldly beings thateings that typically typically participa participated in nected in necromantic rromnecnecromantinecromantic rituals.c rituals.

Heb. meät�iîm  (“dead”) and }eïloœhiîm (“gods”) likewise occur in close 
proximity in Isa. 8:19, which in turn has led to their erroneous equation. The two 
terms more likely refer to two distinct groups of otherworldly beings; the 
chthonic gods summoned to assist in the retrieval of a conjured ghost and the 
ghost itself attested in Mesopotamian necromantic traditions. With these 
considerations in mind, an alternative translation of 1 Sam. 28:13-14, a 
6th-century composition concerned with necromancy, is possible. In the first half 
of King Saul’s inquiry the woman refers to the appearance of the gods from the 
netherworld (“chthonic gods [}eïloœhiîm] coming up from the earth”) that 
were typically invoked in Mesopotamian necromantic rituals for their ability to 
assist in the retrieval of particular ghosts. In the second part she refers to the 



ghost of Samuel that the gods have brought up for the woman of Endor to 
consult. The “gods” here are not to be equated with Samuel’s ghost as a 
reference to its divine status (= the deified dead). Rather, the text preserves an 
echo of the two groups of otherworldly beings that typically participated in 
necromantic rituals.

�The term The term reïp�aœ}iîreïp�aœ}iîmm (“Rephaim (“Rephaim”) appears”) appears in two co in two contexts in ntexts in the OT, inthe OT, in the narra t the narratthe narrative texts ive texts of the Penof the Pentateuch antateuch and Deuterond Deuteronomistic hiomistic history as gstory as giants and iants and as represeasas represeas representatives ontatives of the autof the autochthonous chthonous populationpopulations of Paless of Palestine/Israetine/Israel, and in l, and in the prophethe the prophethe prophetic and potic and poetic textsetic texts as the we as the weakened deaakened dead. The simd. The similarity inilarity in form has  form has led to speledled to speled to speculation oculation of some orgf some organic conneanic connection betwction between the tween the two uses. Lio uses. Like their Uke their Ugaritic cogUUgaritic cUgaritic counterpartounterparts the s the rp}im qdmyrp}im qdmymm (“the anc (“the ancient Rephaient Rephaim”), the im”), the biblical Rbiblical Rephaim of eRRephaim ofRephaim of the nethe the netherworld arerworld are powerless powerless (in bibli (in biblical traditcal tradition they hion they have been dave been democratizeemddemocratizdemocratized to incled to include the coude the commoner as mmoner as well as thwell as the elite). e elite). Nowhere arNowhere are they idee they idee they identifiedidentified as superh as superhuman, warruman, warrior heroesior heroes of hoary  of hoary antiquity,antiquity, whether l whether living or diving or dead as ofteadddead as ofdead as often assumeten assumed. The Repd. The Rephaim of thhaim of the narrative narratives, howevees, however, do taker, do take on mythic on mythi on mythic andmythic and heroic di heroic dimensions amensions as the mosts the most ancient i ancient inhabitantsnhabitants of Palest of Palestine, and iine, and in this resn thn this respethis respect find thct find their analogeir analogues in theues in the  rp}umrp}um tradition traditions at Ugaris at Ugarit. In t. In KTUKTU 1.161 the 1.161 th 1.161 the Ugaritthe Ugaritic ic rp}umrp}um (unqualif (unqualified by ied by qdmymqdmym) represen) represent a livingt a living warrior a warrior and nobilitnd nobility elite why ey elite who elite who adopted thadopted that designaat designation as a tion as a means of imeans of identifyingdentifying themselve themselves with thes with the mythic or m mythic or mythic or heroic traheroic traditions reditions regarding thgarding the e Rp}umRp}um and Ditan and Ditanu. Any supu. Any supposed connposed connection beteconnconnectionconnection between t between the two bibhe two biblical Rephlical Rephaim traditaim traditions, the ions, the heroic traheroic traditions ofditions of the narra th the narratthe narratives and tives and the postmorhe postmortem tradittem traditions of thions of the poetic ae poetic and prophetnd prophetic texts, ic texts, remains enreremains enremains enigmatic. Nigmatic. Nowhere areowhere are the Repha the Rephaim attribuim attributed supernted supernatural posatural postmortem potmortempospostmortempostmortem powers, a powers, although sulthough such powers ch powers are not diare not disparaged. sparaged. The biblicThe biblical polemical polemal polemic agpolemic against the ainst the Rephaim trRephaim traditions iaditions is restricts restricted to theied to their mythic, r mythic, heroic staheroic stature as liture stastature asstature as living in living inhabitants habitants of the lanof the land of Canaad of Canaan or n or yeïliîd�eîyeïliîd�eî haœraœp�a haœraœp�a®® (“descend ( (“descenda(“descendants of thents of the Weak One” Weak One”).).

The term reïp�aœ}iîm  (“Rephaim”) appears in two contexts in the OT, in 
the narrative texts of the Pentateuch and Deuteronomistic history as giants and 
as representatives of the autochthonous populations of Palestine/Israel, and in 
the prophetic and poetic texts as the weakened dead. The similarity in form has 
led to speculation of some organic connection between the two uses. Like their 
Ugaritic counterparts the rp}im qdmym (“the ancient Rephaim”), the biblical 
Rephaim of the netherworld are powerless (in biblical tradition they have been 
democratized to include the commoner as well as the elite). Nowhere are they 
identified as superhuman, warrior heroes of hoary antiquity, whether living or 
dead as often assumed. The Rephaim of the narratives, however, do take on 
mythic and heroic dimensions as the most ancient inhabitants of Palestine, and in 
this respect find their analogues in the rp}um traditions at Ugarit. In KTU 1.161 
the Ugaritic rp}um (unqualified by qdmym) represent a living warrior and nobility 
elite who adopted that designation as a means of identifying themselves with the 
mythic or heroic traditions regarding the Rp}um and Ditanu. Any supposed 
connection between the two biblical Rephaim traditions, the heroic traditions of 
the narratives and the postmortem traditions of the poetic and prophetic texts, 
remains enigmatic. Nowhere are the Rephaim attributed supernatural 
postmortem powers, although such powers are not disparaged. The biblical 
polemic against the Rephaim traditions is restricted to their mythic, heroic 
stature as living inhabitants of the land of Canaan or yeïliîd�eî haœraœp�a®  
(“descendants of the Weak One”).

TransformaTransformations in Ltions in Late Israelate Israelite Traditite Traditionsions

Transformations in Late Israelite Traditions

Following Following the Babylothe Babylonian Exilenian Exile of 586/7  of 586/7 B.C.E.B.C.E., signific, significant transfant transformations ormations took placetook plactook place vis-place vis-à-vis Israà-vis Israelite/Jewielite/Jewish beliefssh beliefs about dea about death and theth and the afterlife afterlife. These ha. These have been exve beenve been explabeen explained as thined as the result oe result of a combinf a combination of fation of factors, foactors, foreign relireign religious inflgious influence — Peuenceinflinfluence influence — Persian,— Persian, Greek or  Greek or otherwise otherwise — social a— social and individnd individual crisesual crises, and the , and the inadequacyinainadequacyinadequacy of conven of conventional contional constructs ofstructs of theodicy. theodicy.

Following the Babylonian Exile of 586/7 B.C.E., significant transformations took 
place vis-à-vis Israelite/Jewish beliefs about death and the afterlife. These have 
been explained as the result of a combination of factors, foreign religious 
influence — Persian, Greek or otherwise — social and individual crises, and the 
inadequacy of conventional constructs of theodicy.

�The resurrThe resurrection of ection of the body bthe body becomes a pecomes a pervading eervading expression xpression of a blessof a blessed afterlied afted afterlife afterlife in Second in Second Temple JudTemple Judaism. Dan.aism. Dan. 12:2, com 12:2, composed follposed following the owing the persecutiopersecution of the Jnpersecutiopersecutiopersecution of the Jn of the Jews in 165ews in 165, is gener, is generally recogally recognized as inized as indicative ndicative of this coof this concept. Othnceptcoconcept. Oconcept. Other passather passages have bges have been cited een cited as exampleas examples of the es of the existence oxistence of this belf this belief in eariebelbelief in belief in earlier Isearlier Israelite trraelite tradition (eadition (e.g., Ezek..g., Ezek. 37; Isa.  37; Isa. 26:19; 53)26:19; 53), but opin, but opinion is divion is divided as toidedivdivided asdivided as to whethe to whether these par these passages pressages presume a belsume a belief in bodief in bodily resurrily resurrection or ection or whether thwhwhether thwhether they employ ey employ “dying-and“dying-and-rising-go-rising-god” or fecud” or fecundity imagndity imagery to refery to refer metaphoer metaphoer metaphoricmetaphorically to thally to the historice historical restoraal restoration of thtion of the nation. e nation. Most likelMost likely these pay these passages infssagepapassages ipassages informed denformed developmentsvelopments that even that eventuated in tuated in the beliefthe belief given cle given clear expressar expression later ioexpressexpressionexpression later in  later in Dan. 12. FDan. 12. Furthermoreurthermore, they mig, they might very weht very well have dell have derived theirived their impetus r theitheir impetheir impetus from ttus from the dying-ahe dying-and-rising-nd-rising-god imagergod imagery in a mucy in a much earlier h earlier text, Hos.text, Hos. 13-14, wh 13 13-14, whi13-14, which in turnch in turn might ind might indicate depeicate dependence upondence upon older Can older Canaanite imnaanite imagery. Theagery. Theagery. These factThese factors coupleors coupled with thed with the possible  possible influence influence of Persianof Persian religion, religion, particula particularly the Zorly thrly the Zoroasthe Zoroastrian belitrian belief in bodief in bodily resurrely resurrection duriction during the posng the postexilic petexilic period, mighriod, might have cult havt have culmihave culminated in tnated in the later Jhe later Jewish beliewish belief in bodief in bodily resurrely resurrection as ection as expressed ixpressed in Dan. 12 n Dan Dan. 12 anDan. 12 and other Jed other Jewish apocawish apocalyptic soulyptic sources.rces.rces.

The resurrection of the body becomes a pervading expression of a blessed 
afterlife in Second Temple Judaism. Dan. 12:2, composed following the 
persecution of the Jews in 165, is generally recognized as indicative of this 
concept. Other passages have been cited as examples of the existence of this 
belief in earlier Israelite tradition (e.g., Ezek. 37; Isa. 26:19; 53), but opinion is 



divided as to whether these passages presume a belief in bodily resurrection or 
whether they employ “dying-and-rising-god” or fecundity imagery to refer 
metaphorically to the historical restoration of the nation. Most likely these 
passages informed developments that eventuated in the belief given clear 
expression later in Dan. 12. Furthermore, they might very well have derived 
their impetus from the dying-and-rising-god imagery in a much earlier text, Hos. 
13-14, which in turn might indicate dependence upon older Canaanite imagery. 
These factors coupled with the possible influence of Persian religion, particularly 
the Zoroastrian belief in bodily resurrection during the postexilic period, might 
have culminated in the later Jewish belief in bodily resurrection as expressed in 
Dan. 12 and other Jewish apocalyptic sources.

�Notions abNotions about ascensout ascension and imion and immortality mortality also find also find their way their way into Jewisinto Jewish traditioh tradih traditionstraditions and texts and texts in this p in this period, froeriod, from roughly m roughly the 6th cethe 6th century onwantury onward. Passagrd. Passages like Gees PassagPassages lPassages like Gen. 5ike Gen. 5:24 — a la:24 — a late Priestlte Priestly text — ay text — and 2 Kgs. nd 2 Kgs. 2:1-12 — a2:1-12 — a Deuterono Deuterono DeuteronomDeuteronomistic prodistic production — puction — preserve trreserve traditions caditions concerning oncerning the bodilythe bodily ascension ascensio ascension ascension to heaven to heaven without pawithout passing throssing through death,ugh death, as in the as in the cases of  cases of such heroisuch heroic figures c fc figures asfigures as Enoch and Enoch and Elijah. E Elijah. Enoch showsnoch shows a number  a number of amazingof amazing parallels parallels with figu with figures known resfigufigures knfigures known from Mown from Mesopotamiaesopotamian sources n sources — Enmedura— Enmeduranki, an annki, an antediluviantediluvian king, and king, a king, and Utnapiand Utnapishtim, a fshtim, a flood hero lood hero — who were— who were either di either directly admrectly admitted intoitted into the prese the prese the presence opresence of the godsf the gods or transl or translated bodilated bodily into heay into heaven. Whileven. While notions o notions of immortalf immortality were pitimmortalimmortalitimmortality were posy were possibly aflosibly afloat in variat in various periodous periods of Israes of Israelite religlite religious histoious history, only wry, onry, only with only with the passagthe passage of time e of time were certawere certain forms sin forms selected foelected for fuller er fuller elaborationlaboration and devel an and develoand development.pment.pment.

Notions about ascension and immortality also find their way into Jewish 
traditions and texts in this period, from roughly the 6th century onward. 
Passages like Gen. 5:24 — a late Priestly text — and 2 Kgs. 2:1-12 — a 
Deuteronomistic production — preserve traditions concerning the bodily 
ascension to heaven without passing through death, as in the cases of such heroic 
figures as Enoch and Elijah. Enoch shows a number of amazing parallels with 
figures known from Mesopotamian sources — Enmeduranki, an antediluvian king, 
and Utnapishtim, a flood hero — who were either directly admitted into the 
presence of the gods or translated bodily into heaven. While notions of 
immortality were possibly afloat in various periods of Israelite religious history, 
only with the passage of time were certain forms selected for fuller elaboration 
and development.

�Second TemSecond Temple Jewishple Jewish wisdom li wisdom literature pterature preserves ereserves elements oflements of the immor the immortality of taliimmorimmortalitimmortality of the sy of the soul as a roul as a reward for eward for the rightethe righteous. Worksous. Works like 4 Ma like 4 Maccabees, Jccabees, Jubilees, aubJJubilees, Jubilees, and 1 Enocand 1 Enoch all poinh all point in this t in this direction.direction. The Wisdo The Wisdom of Solomm of Solomon (ca. 10on (ca. 100 0 B.C.E.BB.C.E.B.C.E.) repeated) repeatedly addressly addresses the topes the topic of immoic of immortality (Wrtality (Wis. 1:15; is. 1:15; 3:4; 4:1; 3:4; 4:1; 8:17; 15:38:17; 15:38:17; 15:3) whil15:3) while never exe never explicitly tplicitly taking up taking up the topic ohe topic of resurrecf resurrection; sometion; some see a str see a strong influeong iong influence influence from Greekfrom Greek Platonic  Platonic philosophyphilosophy here. The here. The immortali immortality of the ty of the soul has asoul has also been ilsaalso been also been identifiedidentified in two po in two postexilic wstexilic wisdom Psalisdom Psalms, Pss. 4ms, Pss. 49 and 73. 9 and 73. Ps. 49:16 Ps. 49:16 (“God will(“Go(“God will(“God will redeem my redeem my life from life from the clutc the clutches of Shehes of Sheol”) posesol”) poses a direct  a direct contrast tcontrast to vv. 8–10o vo vv. 8–10, vv. 8–10, where it iwhere it is claimed s claimed that no onthat no one can redee can redeem himselfem himself so as to  so as to live forevlive forever and never aer and never and never see the grsee the grave; God save; God should be vhould be viewed hereiewed here as attrib as attributed that uted that power whicpower whipower which no owhich no one can exene can exercise for rcise for himself: thimself: the power the power to bestow io bestow immortal limmortal life.fe.

Second Temple Jewish wisdom literature preserves elements of the 
immortality of the soul as a reward for the righteous. Works like 4 Maccabees, 
Jubilees, and 1 Enoch all point in this direction. The Wisdom of Solomon (ca. 100 
B.C.E.) repeatedly addresses the topic of immortality (Wis. 1:15; 3:4; 4:1; 8:17; 
15:3) while never explicitly taking up the topic of resurrection; some see a strong 
influence from Greek Platonic philosophy here. The immortality of the soul has 
also been identified in two postexilic wisdom Psalms, Pss. 49 and 73. Ps. 49:16 
(“God will redeem my life from the clutches of Sheol”) poses a direct contrast to 
vv. 8–10, where it is claimed that no one can redeem himself so as to live forever 
and never see the grave; God should be viewed here as attributed that power 
which no one can exercise for himself: the power to bestow immortal life.

SummarySummary

Summary

The evidenThe evidence indicatce indicates that pres that prior to theior to the Exile the Exile the Israelite Israelites, like mas, like many of theiny of their ancient r ancir ancient Neancient Near Easternar Eastern neighbors neighbors, placed p, placed primary, ifrimary, if not sole, not sole, emphasis  emphasis on the peron the perpetuation peperperpetuatiperpetuation of the on of the memory of memory of the familythe family dead and  dead and on making on making the best othe best of life on f life on this side ththis side this side of the graof the grave. Both cve. Both commoner anommoner and elite wed elite went to soment to some length to length to insure th insure that the famaththat the fthat the family nameamily name epitomize epitomized by the md by the multigeneraultigenerational grational graves contaives containing the bning the bones of faonbbones of fbones of family deadamily dead and locat and located on famied on family land woly land would never uld never be neglectbe neglected, let aled, let alone forgotonealalone forgalone forgotten. By otten. By regularly regularly performingperforming various c various communal anommunal and public rd public rituals theituals the names and n names and names and memories omemories of deceasedf deceased kin were  kin were preserved preserved from oblivfrom oblivion. The aion. The associated ssociateaassociatedassociated words and words and deeds com deeds comprised whaprised what has beent has been described described by anthro by anthropologists pologistanthroanthropoloanthropologists as tgists as the commemohe commemoration of ration of the dead. the dead. Worship, vWorship, veneration,eneration, or morbid or morb or morbid feamorbid fear of the dr of the dead had noead had no necessary necessary part in t part in this complehis complex of ritesx of rites as so lon as so long assumed.g ag assumed. Tassumed. The idea thhe idea that the ancat the ancient Israeient Israelites obselites observed a lonrved a longstanding gstanding death or adeath or ancestor cunceaancestor cancestor cult as conult as conventionallventionally understoy understood (to incod (to include the wlude the worship or orship or venerationveneration of the de o of the deaof the dead) simply d) simply has no bashas no basis. It wasis. It was founded u founded upon outmodpon outmoded anthroped anthropological aological aological assumptionassumptions, culturas, cultural biases, l biases, and questiand questionable or onable or forced intforced interpretatioerpretation of textsn of texts. What the. W. What the aWhat the ancient Isrncient Israelite didaelite did fear was  fear was the dreadethe dreaded “death ad “death after deathfter death” — the po” — the possibility spopossibilitpossibility that they that the memory of memory of his name  his name and the reand the recollectioncollection of his de of his deeds accompeds accomplished whiliaccompaccomplishaccomplished while led while living mighiving might be forevt be forever forgotter forgotten by his en by his descendantdescendants, his coms, his community, ormcomcommunity,community, or, in th or, in the case of e case of the royaltthe royalty, even hiy, even his nation.s nation.s nation.

The evidence indicates that prior to the Exile the Israelites, like many of their 
ancient Near Eastern neighbors, placed primary, if not sole, emphasis on the 
perpetuation of the memory of the family dead and on making the best of life on 



this side of the grave. Both commoner and elite went to some length to insure 
that the family name epitomized by the multigenerational graves containing the 
bones of family dead and located on family land would never be neglected, let 
alone forgotten. By regularly performing various communal and public rituals the 
names and memories of deceased kin were preserved from oblivion. The 
associated words and deeds comprised what has been described by 
anthropologists as the commemoration of the dead. Worship, veneration, or 
morbid fear of the dead had no necessary part in this complex of rites as so long 
assumed. The idea that the ancient Israelites observed a longstanding death or 
ancestor cult as conventionally understood (to include the worship or veneration 
of the dead) simply has no basis. It was founded upon outmoded anthropological 
assumptions, cultural biases, and questionable or forced interpretation of texts. 
What the ancient Israelite did fear was the dreaded “death after death” — the 
possibility that the memory of his name and the recollection of his deeds 
accomplished while living might be forever forgotten by his descendants, his 
community, or, in the case of the royalty, even his nation.

�To be sureTo be sure, there ap, there apparently eparently existed thexisted the belief th belief that in the at in the case of necase of neglect, oneglect, oneglect, one might one might expect theexpect the angry rep angry reprisal of trisal of the deceasehe deceased’s ghost,d’s ghost, but this  but this hardly nechardly necessitated essinecnecessitatnecessitated or presed or presumed that umed that the livingthe living should wo should worship or vrship or venerate thenerate the dead. Rae dead. Rather, it dtRaRather, itRather, it demanded  demanded persistencpersistence in carine in caring and feedg and feeding of theing of the dead as p dead as part of theart of their commemoir cir commemoratcommemoration and, sion and, should neglhould negligence havigence have taken ple taken place, the iace, the initiation nitiation of rites tof rites to ward offo wo ward off oward off or appease r appease the ghost the ghost — i.e., ex— i.e., exorcistic rorcistic rituals migituals might be enacht be enacted (unforted (unfortunately, tun(unfor(unfortuna(unfortunately, the tely, the primary daprimary data on thista on this score for score for ancient I ancient Israel are srael are lacking). lacking). FurthermorFurtheFurthermorFurthermore, only ine, only in the latte the latter stages or stages of preexilif preexilic Israelitc Israelite religione religion was the p was the practice ofracticeppractice opractice of necromanf necromancy introducy introduced, whichced, which explains  explains its occasiits occasional mentional mention in lateon in late texts of  te texts of ttexts of the Holineshe Holiness code, wis code, wisdom tradisdom traditions, andtions, and later pro later prophetic andphetic and Deuterono Deuteronomistic addmDeuteronoDeuteronomDeuteronomistic addiistic additions. Thetions. The mention o mention of necromanf necromancy (e.g., cy (e.g., Deut. 18:1Deut. 18:11; 1 Sam. 1; 1 Sam. 1; 1 Sam. 28:3-Sam. 28:3-25; 2 Kgs.25; 2 Kgs. 21:6; 23: 21:6; 23:24; Isa. 824; Isa. 8:19; 19:3;:19; 19:3; 29:4) fin 29:4) finds impetusds impetus in the ad in the adaptation oaptatioadadaptationadaptation of Mesopo of Mesopotamian nectamian necromancy inromancy in Iron Age  Iron Age pluralistipluralistic Israelitc Israelite religione religion. Now the . N. Now the otNow the otherwise feherwise feeble ghosteble ghosts possesses possessed the powed the power that comr that comes with knes with knowledge coowledgeknknowledge knowledge concerningconcerning the futur the future. This pre. This practice wasactice was outlawed  outlawed in later Din later DeuteronomieuteronomDDeuteronomDeuteronomistic and istic and related birelated biblical trablical traditions byditions by artificia artificially attriblly attributing to iuting to it a “Canaat a “Cant a “Canaanite“Canaanite” origin a” origin as a polemis a polemical stratecal strategy aimed agy aimed at disparagt disparaging competing competing Israeling Israelite religiite IsraelIsraelite Israelite religious religious practices practices and avoidiand avoiding the conng the consternationsternation of their  of their MesopotamiMesopotamian overloran oan overlords.overlords.

To be sure, there apparently existed the belief that in the case of neglect, 
one might expect the angry reprisal of the deceased’s ghost, but this hardly 
necessitated or presumed that the living should worship or venerate the dead. 
Rather, it demanded persistence in caring and feeding of the dead as part of their 
commemoration and, should negligence have taken place, the initiation of rites to 
ward off or appease the ghost — i.e., exorcistic rituals might be enacted 
(unfortunately, the primary data on this score for ancient Israel are lacking). 
Furthermore, only in the latter stages of preexilic Israelite religion was the 
practice of necromancy introduced, which explains its occasional mention in late 
texts of the Holiness code, wisdom traditions, and later prophetic and 
Deuteronomistic additions. The mention of necromancy (e.g., Deut. 18:11; 1 
Sam. 28:3-25; 2 Kgs. 21:6; 23:24; Isa. 8:19; 19:3; 29:4) finds impetus in the 
adaptation of Mesopotamian necromancy in Iron Age pluralistic Israelite religion. 
Now the otherwise feeble ghosts possessed the power that comes with 
knowledge concerning the future. This practice was outlawed in later 
Deuteronomistic and related biblical traditions by artificially attributing to it a 
“Canaanite” origin as a polemical strategy aimed at disparaging competing 
Israelite religious practices and avoiding the consternation of their Mesopotamian 
overlords.

�A handful A handful of other tof other texts have exts have been identbeen identified as pified as pertaining ertaining to death ato death and ancestond ancesnd ancestor cancestor cult practiult practices, but tces, but these concehese concern mourninrn mourning and so cg and so contribute ontribute nothing tonothing to the quest t the questithe question as to won as to whether or hether or not the annot the ancient Isracient Israelites obselites observed deaterved death and anceh and ancestor ritesstanceancestor rancestor rites. Deutites. Deut. 14:1; 26. 14:1; 26:14 refer :14 refer not to deanot to death or anceth or ancestor cult stor cult practices,practices, but to mo but  but to moubut to mourning riterning rites of tonsus of tonsure and gasre and gashing and thing and the prohibihe prohibition againtion against using tst using the tithe ahe the tithe as atithe as a gift of c gift of consolationonsolation for those for those in mourni in mourning. Similang. Similarly, Amos rly, Amos 6:7; Jer. 6:7; Jer. 16:5 menti16:5 m16:5 mention thmention the e marzeäah�,marzeäah�, which con which concerns an acerns an associationssociation organized organized for the p for the purpose of urpoppurpose ofpurpose of advancing advancing economic  economic transactiotransactions among tns among the upper ehe upper echelons ofchelons of society.  society.  society. Isociety. In the excen the exceptional inptional instance thistance this associats association might ion might also seek also seek to acknowlto acknowledge the dedgeacknowlacknowledgacknowledge the deate the death of one oh of one of its membf its members, and sers, and some attendome attendants mightants might indulge t indulge t indulge themselvesthemselves to the po to the point of ineint of inebriation dbriation during suchuring such a funerar a funerary ritual. y ritual. However, tHowever, the he tthe the marzeäah�marzeäah� has nothi has nothing to do wng to do with death ith death and ancestand ancestor cults aor cults and only annd only an occasiona occa occasionaloccasional connectio connection with funn with funerary concerary concerns.erns.

A handful of other texts have been identified as pertaining to death and 
ancestor cult practices, but these concern mourning and so contribute nothing to 
the question as to whether or not the ancient Israelites observed death and 
ancestor rites. Deut. 14:1; 26:14 refer not to death or ancestor cult practices, 
but to mourning rites of tonsure and gashing and the prohibition against using the 



tithe as a gift of consolation for those in mourning. Similarly, Amos 6:7; Jer. 16:5 
mention the marzeäah�,  which concerns an association organized for the 
purpose of advancing economic transactions among the upper echelons of 
society. In the exceptional instance this association might also seek to 
acknowledge the death of one of its members, and some attendants might indulge 
themselves to the point of inebriation during such a funerary ritual. However, 
the marzeäah�  has nothing to do with death and ancestor cults and only an 
occasional connection with funerary concerns.

ConclusionConclusion

Conclusion

All indicaAll indications are tions are that the dthat the dead of ancead of ancient Meditient Mediterranean Werranean West Asia aest Asia and ancientnd ancient Israel we I Israel werIsrael were perceivee perceived as weak d as weak and frail,and frail, and their and their material  material persistencpersistence beyond te beyond this life whis tthis life this life was characwas characterized atterized at best by a best by a shadowy a shadowy and silent nd silent existence existence and at worand at worst by neglst bst by neglectby neglect on the pa on the part of the rt of the living. Inliving. In Mesopotam Mesopotamian traditian tradition, such ion, such neglect mineglect might resultght mimight resumight result in the lt in the ghost’s maghost’s maleficence leficence requiring requiring exorcisticexorcistic rituals t rituals to counter o counter such behavsuch bsuch behavior. behavior. Similarly,Similarly, the ghost the ghosts of thoses of those who died  who died an untimelan untimely or violey or violent death mnt death might requiighmmight requmight require ritualire ritual forms of  forms of control oncontrol on the part  the part of the livof the living. Noneting. Nonetheless, inheless, in Mediterra Med MediterranMediterranean West Aean West Asian sourcsian sources such ghes such ghostly maleostly malevolence revolence remains unatmains unattested. Totested. Ttested. To be sureTo be sure, there ar, there are instancee instances wherein s wherein demons of demons of various anvarious and sundry sd sundry sorts must orts mustorts must be avmust be averted by rerted by ritual meanitual means, but incs, but incantations antations and the liand the like that weke that were directere directed specificd spd specificalspecifically toward ly toward hostile ghhostile ghosts of thosts of the human dee human dead are nowad are nowhere to behere to be found in  found in the archaeththe archaethe archaeological, ological, epigraphicepigraphic, or liter, or literary sourceary sources (cf. thes (cf. the Arslan Ta Arslan Tash incantash incantations and tions incantaincantatioincantations and somns and some recentlye recently discovere discovered Ugariticd Ugaritic incantati incantations). Indeons). Indeed, the eved, the evidence sugideevevidence sevidence suggests thuggests that what ocat what occupied a mcupied a more centraore central place inl place in the thoug the thought and actht and action of ancioactaction of action of ancient Isancient Israelites araelites as they cons they contemplated templated their prostheir prospects beyopects beyond the grand the grave was theve gragrave was grave was the concerthe concern to perpen to perpetuate the tuate the memory of memory of the deceasthe deceased in the ed in the minds of tminds of minds of the livof the living. This ing. This coupled wicoupled with an emphth an emphasis on maasis on making the bking the best of lifest of life on this e on this side of thside oside of the graof the grave — a lonve — a long and healg and healthy life sthy life span; suffipan; sufficient matecient material resourial resources; manyrces; many children, chil children, children, relatives,relatives, and frien and friends; minimads; minimal pain andl pain and suffering suffering — present — presented one wited one with the prosh thh the prospethe prospect of obtact of obtaining a siining a significant gnificant measure ofmeasure of fulfillme fulfillment in thisnt in this life. life. life.

All indications are that the dead of ancient Mediterranean West Asia and ancient 
Israel were perceived as weak and frail, and their material persistence beyond 
this life was characterized at best by a shadowy and silent existence and at worst 
by neglect on the part of the living. In Mesopotamian tradition, such neglect 
might result in the ghost’s maleficence requiring exorcistic rituals to counter such 
behavior. Similarly, the ghosts of those who died an untimely or violent death 
might require ritual forms of control on the part of the living. Nonetheless, in 
Mediterranean West Asian sources such ghostly malevolence remains unattested. 
To be sure, there are instances wherein demons of various and sundry sorts 
must be averted by ritual means, but incantations and the like that were directed 
specifically toward hostile ghosts of the human dead are nowhere to be found in 
the archaeological, epigraphic, or literary sources (cf. the Arslan Tash 
incantations and some recently discovered Ugaritic incantations). Indeed, the 
evidence suggests that what occupied a more central place in the thought and 
action of ancient Israelites as they contemplated their prospects beyond the 
grave was the concern to perpetuate the memory of the deceased in the minds 
of the living. This coupled with an emphasis on making the best of life on this side 
of the grave — a long and healthy life span; sufficient material resources; many 
children, relatives, and friends; minimal pain and suffering — presented one with 
the prospect of obtaining a significant measure of fulfillment in this life.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. Day, “TJ. Day, “The Develophe Development of Bement of Belief in Lilief in Life after Dfe after Death in Aneath in Ancient IsracAnAncient IsAncient Israel,” in rael,” in After the After the Exile,Exile, ed. J. Ba ed. J. Barton and Drton and D. J. Reime. J. Reimer (Macon, r (Macon, 1996), 2311996), 231–57; B. B.–231231–57; B.231–57; B. B. Schmid B. Schmidt, t, Israel’s BIsrael’s Beneficent eneficent Dead: AnceDead: Ancestor Cult stor Cult and Necromand Necromancy in Anancy in Ancient IsracieAnAncient IsAncient Israelite Reraelite Religion andligion and Tradition Tradition,, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Winona La(Winona Lake, 1996).ke, 1996).
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AGAGAGAG (Heb.  (Heb. }a�g�ag�}a�g�ag�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

AGAG (Heb. }a�g�ag� ) (PERSON)

Name of twName of two Amalekito Amalekite kings (Ne kings (Num. 24:7; um. 24:7; LXX “Gog”;LXX “Gog”; 1 Sam. 15 1 Sam. 15:8-9, 20, :8-9, 20, 32-33), or32-33), 32-33), or32-33), or possibly  possibly a dynastica dynastic name for  name for all their all their kings. In kings. In 1 Sam. 15 1 Sam. 15 Saul’s refSaul’s refusal finalusal finusal finally tofinally to kill Agag kill Agag, for Amal, for Amalek’s cruelek’s cruelty to Israty to Israel at the el at the Exodus (ExExodus (Exod. 17:8-1od. 17:8-16; Deut. 26; Deu6; Deut. 25:1Deut. 25:17-19), res7-19), results in Yaults in Yahweh’s andhweh’s and Samuel’s  Samuel’s decision tdecision to reject So reject Saul as kinaul as king. Samuel g. Sag. Samuel himSamuel himself killsself kills Agag. Agag. Agag.

Name of two Amalekite kings (Num. 24:7; LXX “Gog”; 1 Sam. 15:8-9, 20, 
32-33), or possibly a dynastic name for all their kings. In 1 Sam. 15 Saul’s refusal 



finally to kill Agag, for Amalek’s cruelty to Israel at the Exodus (Exod. 17:8-16; 
Deut. 25:17-19), results in Yahweh’s and Samuel’s decision to reject Saul as king. 
Samuel himself kills Agag.

�Balaam preBalaam predicts the dicts the future kinfuture king(s) of Isg(s) of Israel will rael will be higher be higher than the ethan the exalted kinxalted king Agag (Nugkinking Agag king Agag (Num. 24:7(Num. 24:7). The LXX). The LXX interpret interpreting messiaing messianically renically reads, “he wads, “he will rule oill rule over many nveoover many over many nations; anations; and his reand his realm will belm will be exalted a exalted as Gog. . .s Gog. . .”””

Balaam predicts the future king(s) of Israel will be higher than the exalted 
king Agag (Num. 24:7). The LXX interpreting messianically reads, “he will rule 
over many nations; and his realm will be exalted as Gog. . .”

Paul J. KiPaul J. Kisslingssling
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AGAGITEAGAGITE (Heb.  (Heb. }a�g�ag�iî}a�g�ag�iî)))

AGAGITE (Heb. }a�g�ag�iî )

A gentilicA gentilic associate associated with Hamd with Haman, the enan, the enemy of theemy of the Jews (Est Jews (Esth. 3:1, 10h. 3:1, 10; 8:3, 5; ; 8:3, 5; 9:24; cf. 9:249:24; cf. 9:24; cf. LXX), refeLXX), referring eithrring either to the er to the Amalekite Amalekite king Agag,king Agag, whom Saul whom Saul was comma was comma was commanded commanded to kill (1to kill (1 Sam. 15:2 Sam. 15:2-3), or to-3), or to the Amale the Amalekite natiokite nation, Israel’n, Israel’s foe sincs foe since the wilde the the wilderthe wilderness wandeness wanderings (Deurings (Deut. 25:17-1t. 25:17-19).9).

A gentilic associated with Haman, the enemy of the Jews (Esth. 3:1, 10; 8:3, 5; 
9:24; cf. LXX), referring either to the Amalekite king Agag, whom Saul was 
commanded to kill (1 Sam. 15:2-3), or to the Amalekite nation, Israel’s foe since 
the wilderness wanderings (Deut. 25:17-19).

AGAPEAGAPE (Gk.  (Gk. agaépeäagaépeä)))

AGAPE (Gk. agaépeä)

Of the sevOf the several Greekeral Greek words tha words that mean “lot mean “love,” by fave,” by far the mostr the most common in common in the NT is the NT  the NT is the NT is the agaépeäagaépeä family. W family. While Chrishile Christians did tians did not createnot create the word  the word (it is com(it is common in themocomcommon in common in the LXX, rthe LXX, rare in claare in classical wrissical writings), thtings), they did makey did make it a defe it a defining wordining word for Chris for for Christfor Christian life aian life and teachinnd teaching. Within g. Within the NT thethe NT the verb form verb form is more f is more frequent. Trequent. The use of heTThe use ofThe use of  agaépeäagaépeä is most p is most prominent irominent in the writn the writings of Joings of John (ca. onhn (ca. one third ofe third of the total th the total the total uses).uses).uses).

Of the several Greek words that mean “love,” by far the most common in the 
NT is the agaépeä family. While Christians did not create the word (it is 
common in the LXX, rare in classical writings), they did make it a defining word 
for Christian life and teaching. Within the NT the verb form is more frequent. 
The use of agaépeä is most prominent in the writings of John (ca. one third of 
the total uses).

�The SynoptThe Synoptic Gospelsic Gospels contain a contain an account n account of Jesus’ of Jesus’ affirmatioaffirmation of the “n of the “Great CommGreat CGreat CommandmenCommandment” as the t” as the love of Golove of God and of od and of one’s neighne’s neighbor (Mark bor (Mark 12:30-31; 12:30-31; Matt. 22:3Matt. 2Matt. 22:38-39; 22:38-39; Luke 10:27Luke 10:27). The Gos). The Gospel of Johpel of John, which ln, which lacks this acks this story, hasstory, has even grea even greater emphastergreagreater emgreater emphasis upophasis upon love in n love in Jesus’ teaJesus’ teaching, forching, for “God is l “God is love” (1 Joove” (1 John 4:8). Jhn 4:8). John stressohn sohn stresses lstresses love as theove as the indissolu indissoluble link bble link between Jesetween Jesus and Godus and God (John 15: (John 15:9, 10; 1 J9, 10; 1 John 3:16),ohn JJohn 3:16)John 3:16), Jesus an, Jesus and his peopd his people (John 1le (John 13:1, 34), 3:1, 34), the believthe believer and Goder and God (1 John 3 (1 John 3:17), and :17)33:17), and3:17), and among bel among believers (Joievers (John 13:34-3hn 13:34-35; 1 John 5; 1 John 3:10-18).3:10-18).3:10-18).

The Synoptic Gospels contain an account of Jesus’ affirmation of the “Great 
Commandment” as the love of God and of one’s neighbor (Mark 12:30-31; Matt. 
22:38-39; Luke 10:27). The Gospel of John, which lacks this story, has even 
greater emphasis upon love in Jesus’ teaching, for “God is love” (1 John 4:8). John 
stresses love as the indissoluble link between Jesus and God (John 15:9, 10; 1 
John 3:16), Jesus and his people (John 13:1, 34), the believer and God (1 John 
3:17), and among believers (John 13:34-35; 1 John 3:10-18).

�Paul primaPaul primarily uses rily uses the noun fthe noun form to shoorm to show God’s low God’s love for humve for humanity “whianity “while we werele wele we were stwe were still sinnerill sinners” (Rom. 5s” (Rom. 5:8). Paul :8). Paul describes describes God as theGod as the “God of l “God of love and peove and peace” (2 Coacpepeace” (2 peace” (2 Cor. 13:11Cor. 13:11), and the), and the self-sacr self-sacrifice of Cifice of Christ as thrist as the real dehe real definition ofinition of “love.” f “lovef “love.” Ra“love.” Rarely does rely does Paul speakPaul speak of the be of the believer’s lliever’s love for Goove for God (1 Cor. d (1 Cor. 2:9; Rom. 2:9; Rom. 8:28); his8:28:28); his8:28); his more comm more common motif ion motif is “faith.”s “faith.” However,  However, love is onlove is one of the ke of the key realitiey realities of Chries realitirealities realities of Christiof Christian life (wan life (with faith ith faith and hope, and hope, 1 Cor. 13:1 Cor. 13:13).13).13).

Paul primarily uses the noun form to show God’s love for humanity “while 
we were still sinners” (Rom. 5:8). Paul describes God as the “God of love and 
peace” (2 Cor. 13:11), and the self-sacrifice of Christ as the real definition of 
“love.” Rarely does Paul speak of the believer’s love for God (1 Cor. 2:9; Rom. 
8:28); his more common motif is “faith.” However, love is one of the key 
realities of Christian life (with faith and hope, 1 Cor. 13:13).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. V. P. FurnV. P. Furnish, ish, The Love CThe Love Command in ommand in the New Tethe New Testamentstament (Nashvill (Nashv (Nashville(Nashville, 1972); W, 1972); W. Klassen,. Klassen,  Love of EnLove of Enemies.emies. OBT 15 (P OBT 15 (Philadelphihiladelphia, 1984).a, 1984).a, 1984).

Bibliography. V. P. Furnish, The Love Command in the New Testament 
(Nashville, 1972); W. Klassen, Love of Enemies. OBT 15 (Philadelphia, 1984).
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AGATE.AGATE.AGATE.

AGATE.

�SeeSee  CHALCEDONYCHALCEDONY..

See CHALCEDONY.



AGEAGEAGE

AGE

A long, inA long, indefinite pdefinite period (Heberiod (Heb. . {o®laœm{o®laœm) that may) that may proceed f proceed from the parom the past to the st to thest to the presenthe present (“from at (“from antiquity”)ntiquity”) or extend or extends into thes into the future (“ future (“for ever [for ever [and ever]”and ever]”). The ext). T). The extentThe extent of time i of time is relatives relative to contex to context, but whet, but when it concen it concerns God, wrns God, who is eterho is eternal, it manaetereternal, ieternal, it may be at may be absolute (Pbsolute (Ps. 90:2). s. 90:2). The LXX cuThe LXX customarily stomarily translatestranslates  {o®laœm{o®laœm as Gk.  a as Gk. as Gk. aioœén,aioœén, with litt with little change le change in meaningin meaning...

A long, indefinite period (Heb. {o®laœm) that may proceed from the past to 
the present (“from antiquity”) or extends into the future (“for ever [and ever]”). 
The extent of time is relative to context, but when it concerns God, who is 
eternal, it may be absolute (Ps. 90:2). The LXX customarily translates {o®laœm 
as Gk. aioœén, with little change in meaning.

�In 1st-cenIn 1st-century apocatury apocalyptic Judlyptic Judaism thereaism there was wides was widespread expepread expectation ofctation of a new age a new a new age (4new age (4 Ezra 6:7– Ezra 6:7–10; 7:112–10; 7:112–113; 2 En.113; 2 En. 65:7–8),  65:7–8), which becawhich became the basme the basis for theis for the Judeo-Chr J Judeo-ChriJudeo-Christian divistian division of wosion of world historrld history into twoy into two ages (Mat ages (Matt. 12:32; t. 12:32; Eph. 1:21)Eph. 1:21): the pres: the: the presenthe present under tht under the rule of e rule of Satan and Satan and charactericharacterized by evized by evil (2 Cor. l (2 Cor. 4:4; Gal. 4:4; Gal. 1:4), and 1:4),1:4), and 1:4), and the one tothe one to come (Luk come (Luke 18:30; Je 18:30; John 17:3).ohn 17:3). The NT ho The NT holds the colds the conviction tnviction that the aghtthat the athat the age to comege to come has alrea has already appearedy appeared in Jesusd in Jesus Christ (1 Christ (1 Cor. 10:1 Cor. 10:11; Heb. 6:1; Heb. 6:5; 9:26), 5; 6:6:5; 9:26)6:5; 9:26), and will, and will be fully  be fully manifestedmanifested in his Se in his Second Comincond Coming.g.g.

In 1st-century apocalyptic Judaism there was widespread expectation of a 
new age (4 Ezra 6:7–10; 7:112–113; 2 En. 65:7–8), which became the basis for the 
Judeo-Christian division of world history into two ages (Matt. 12:32; Eph. 1:21): 
the present under the rule of Satan and characterized by evil (2 Cor. 4:4; Gal. 
1:4), and the one to come (Luke 18:30; John 17:3). The NT holds the conviction 
that the age to come has already appeared in Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 10:11; Heb. 
6:5; 9:26), and will be fully manifested in his Second Coming.

Dale F. LeDale F. Leschertschert

Dale F. Leschert

AGEEAGEE (Heb.  (Heb. }aœg�eä}}aœg�eä})))

AGEE (Heb. }aœg�eä} )

A HarariteA Hararite and fathe and father of Shammr of Shammah, one ofah, one of David’s c David’s champions (hampions (2 Sam. 23:2 Sam. 23:11).11).

A Hararite and father of Shammah, one of David’s champions (2 Sam. 23:11).

AGRAPHAAGRAPHA (Gk.  (Gk. aégraphaaégrapha)))

AGRAPHA (Gk. aégrapha)

A technicaA technical term (lil term (lit., “unwrit., “unwritten [thintten [things]”) refegs]”) referring to srring to sayings of ayings of Jesus not Jesus not recorded irecordrecorded irecorded in the fourn the four canonical canonical Gospels.  Gospels. Sayings atSayings attributed ttributed to Jesus elo Jesus elsewhere insewhere in the NT (e th the NT (e.the NT (e.g., Acts 2g., Acts 20:35; 1 Co0:35; 1 Cor. 11:24-2r. 11:24-25) are som5) are sometimes conetimes considered agsidered agrapha; howrapha; howrapha; however, thowever, the term ishe term is usually r usually reserved foeserved for extracanr extracanonical sayonical sayings. The ings. The agrapha aragrapha are located e le located inlocated in various s various sources, suources, such as ancich as ancient manuscent manuscripts of tripts of the NT (e.ghe NT (e.g., Codex B., Codex Bezae [D] aezBBezae [D] Bezae [D] at Luke 6:at Luke 6:5), apocry5), apocryphal textsphal texts (e.g., Go (e.g., Gospel of Thspel of Thomas, Gospomas, Gospel of Philel of Philip), papyrip)PhilPhilip), pPhilip), papyrus fraapyrus fragments (e.gments (e.g., Oxyrhyg., Oxyrhynchus Papynchus Papyri), the wri), the writings ofritings of the churc the church fathers,h fath fathers, tfathers, the Talmud,he Talmud, and Islam and Islamic texts. ic texts. A limited A limited number of number of agrapha (eagrapha (esp. some isp. some in the Gospn tn the Gospelthe Gospel of Thomas of Thomas) might be) might be authentic authentic sayings o sayings of Jesus, bf Jesus, but the agrut the agrapha are mapha are more indicaommore indicmore indicative of hative of how the Jesow the Jesus traditius tradition was devon was developed andeloped and appropria appropriated to suited to suit the needtsuisuit the nsuit the needs of dieeds of diverse commverse communities.unities.unities.

A technical term (lit., “unwritten [things]”) referring to sayings of Jesus not 
recorded in the four canonical Gospels. Sayings attributed to Jesus elsewhere in 
the NT (e.g., Acts 20:35; 1 Cor. 11:24-25) are sometimes considered agrapha; 
however, the term is usually reserved for extracanonical sayings. The agrapha are 
located in various sources, such as ancient manuscripts of the NT (e.g., Codex 
Bezae [D] at Luke 6:5), apocryphal texts (e.g., Gospel of Thomas, Gospel of 
Philip), papyrus fragments (e.g., Oxyrhynchus Papyri), the writings of the church 
fathers, the Talmud, and Islamic texts. A limited number of agrapha (esp. some in 
the Gospel of Thomas) might be authentic sayings of Jesus, but the agrapha are 
more indicative of how the Jesus tradition was developed and appropriated to 
suit the needs of diverse communities.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. JeremiaJ. Jeremias, s, Unknown SaUnknown Sayings of Jyings of Jesus,esus, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (London, 19London, 1964); W. D.64); 191964); W. 1964); W. D. StrokerD. Stroker, , Extra-canoExtra-canonical Sayinical Sayings of Jesngs of Jesusus (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1988). 1988). 1988).

Bibliography. J. Jeremias, Unknown Sayings of Jesus, 2nd ed. (London, 
1964); W. D. Stroker, Extra-canonical Sayings of Jesus (Atlanta, 1988).

Jeffrey T.Jeffrey T. Tucker Tucker

Jeffrey T. Tucker

AGRICULTURAGRICULTUREEE

AGRICULTURE

Along withAlong with herding,  herding, one of theone of the two main  two main componentscomponents of Israel of Israelite economite economy. Israeliy. Israelite agricultIsraeliIsraelite Israelite agriculturagriculturalists proalists probably learbably learned their ned their skills froskills from the Canam the Canaanites, thanites, the former ie forme former inhformer inhabitants oabitants of the landf the land. While ag. While agriculture riculture was practiwas practiced througced throughout the chout the country, itouccountry, icountry, its nature ts nature changed dechanged depending onpending on particula particular environmr environmental condental conditions chaitions characteristirchacharactericharacteristic of eastic of each region.ch region. The lack  The lack of suitablof suitable lands ine lands in the hill  the hill country wacountry was resolveds resos resolved bresolved by forest cy forest clearing anlearing and the intrd the introduction ooduction of terracinf terracing, a methog, a method which ard which artificiallytifiarartificialartificially createdly created leveled a leveled areas suitareas suitable for thble for the cultivate cultivation of fieion of field crops ald crops and orchardnd orchand orchards. orchards. The scarciThe scarcity of watety of water in arid r in arid zones was zones was met with tmet with the practiche practice of runofe of runoff farming f faf farming whfarming which utilizich utilized catchmeed catchment of rainnt of rain waters an waters and their did their diversion toversion to agricultu agricultural plots.ral pral plots.plots.plots.

Along with herding, one of the two main components of Israelite economy. 
Israelite agriculturalists probably learned their skills from the Canaanites, the 
former inhabitants of the land. While agriculture was practiced throughout the 
country, its nature changed depending on particular environmental conditions 



characteristic of each region. The lack of suitable lands in the hill country was 
resolved by forest clearing and the introduction of terracing, a method which 
artificially created leveled areas suitable for the cultivation of field crops and 
orchards. The scarcity of water in arid zones was met with the practice of runoff 
farming which utilized catchment of rain waters and their diversion to agricultural 
plots.

�Unlike EgyUnlike Egypt or Mesopt or Mesopotamia, ipotamia, irrigation rrigation of agriculof agricultural plottural plots was not s was not commonly pcommoncommonly pcommonly practiced iracticed in biblicaln biblical Israel du Israel due to the le to the lack of watack of water sourceser sources and the n and the nature of tatunnature of nature of the terraithe terrain (cf. Deun (cf. Deut. 11:10-1t. 11:10-11: “For th1: “For the land whie land which you arech you are crossing  crossing over to ocoveover to ocover to occupy is a cupy is a land of hiland of hills and valls and valleys, watlleys, watered by raered by rain from thin from the sky”).e sky”).e sky”).

Unlike Egypt or Mesopotamia, irrigation of agricultural plots was not 
commonly practiced in biblical Israel due to the lack of water sources and the 
nature of the terrain (cf. Deut. 11:10-11: “For the land which you are crossing 
over to occupy is a land of hills and valleys, watered by rain from the sky”).

�The most cThe most common fielommon field crops wed crops were cerealsre cereals  (daœg�aœn)(daœg�aœn) which inc which included whealuded wluded wheat wheat (h�it�t�a®(h�it�t�a®),), barley  barley (síeï{oœra(síeï{oœra®),®), and mille and millet. Legumest. Legumes, although, although cultivate cultivat cultivatedcultivated by the Is by the Israelite faraelite farmer, probrmer, probably were ably were not as comnot as common as cermon as cereals sinceeals since not all s n not all spnot all species are ecies are mentioned mentioned in the Bibin the Bible and mosle and most are bettt are better known fer known from archaerom archaerom archaeologarchaeological samplical samples. Speciees. Species cultivats cultivated in the ed in the Israelite Israelite period incperiod include broadlude broad bean  bean bean bean (po®l),(po®l), lentil  lentil ({a�d�aœsû({a�d�aœsûiîm),iîm), bitter ve bitter vetch, chicktch, chick-pea, pea,-pea, pea, and fenug and fenugreek. Othereekfenugfenugreek.fenugreek. Other fie Other field crops ild crops included flncluded flax ax (pisûta®)(pisûta®) and sesam and sesame.e.e.

The most common field crops were cereals (daœg�aœn)  which included 
wheat (h�it�t�a®),  barley (síeï{oœra®), and millet. Legumes, although 
cultivated by the Israelite farmer, probably were not as common as cereals since 
not all species are mentioned in the Bible and most are better known from 
archaeological samples. Species cultivated in the Israelite period include broad 
bean (po®l), lentil ({a�d�aœsûiîm),  bitter vetch, chick-pea, pea, and 
fenugreek. Other field crops included flax (pisûta®) and sesame.

�An importaAn important branch nt branch of Israeliof Israelite agriculte agriculture was tture was the growinghe growing of fruit  of fruit trees. Thetrees. Thtrees. The most cThe most common was ommon was the grapevthe grapevine ine (gep�en),(gep�en), respectiv respectively followely followed by the ed by the olive olivolive olive (zayit�),(zayit�), pomegrana pomegranate te (rimmo®n),(rimmo®n), date palm date palm  (taœmaœr),(taœmaœr), and sycam and sycamore oresycamsycamore sycamore (sûiqmiîm)(sûiqmiîm).. Other fru Other fruit trees iit trees include nclude tappu®a�h�tappu®a�h� (possibly (possibly quince or quince  quince or quince or apricot), apricot), baœk�aœ}baœk�aœ} (possibly (possibly black mul black mulberry), anberry), and carob. Od carob. Other treesther treesther trees culttrees cultivated forivated for their fru their fruit were thit were those bearinose bearing nuts, whg nuts, which includich included the almed the almond ond almalmond almond (sûaœqeäd�(sûaœqeäd�),), pistachio pistachio (possibly (possibly  bot�niîmbot�niîm), and wal), and walnut nut (}eïg�o®z)(}eïg�o®z)..(}eïg�o®z)(}eïg�o®z)(}eïg�o®z)...

An important branch of Israelite agriculture was the growing of fruit trees. 
The most common was the grapevine (gep�en),  respectively followed by the 
olive (zayit�),  pomegranate (rimmo®n), date palm (taœmaœr), and 
sycamore (sûiqmiîm). Other fruit trees include tappu®a�h�  (possibly 
quince or apricot), baœk�aœ}  (possibly black mulberry), and carob. Other 
trees cultivated for their fruit were those bearing nuts, which included the 
almond (sûaœqeäd�),  pistachio (possibly bot�niîm ), and walnut 
(}eïg�o®z) .

�Not much iNot much is known abs known about the cuout the cultivation ltivation of vegetabof vegetables, a dieles, a dietary elemetary element which wnt whint which was which was not highlynot highly regarded  regarded (Prov. 15:(Prov. 15:17). Howev17). However, severaer, several biblicall biblical reference references indicates is indicate tindicate that gardenhat gardening was pring was practiced inacticed in close pro close proximity to ximity to the home, the home, in urban ain urban areas, and reaaareas, andareas, and by the no by the nobility (1 bility (1 Kgs. 21:2;Kgs. 21:2; 2 Kgs. 21 2 Kgs. 21:18, 26). :18, 26). Only once Only once are vegetaare vegetables enumebles vegetavegetablesvegetables enumerate enumerated, when thd, when the Israelite Israelites in the es in the desert cradesert crave meat, fve meat, fish, and “ish, and “the cucumbthe““the cucum“the cucumbers bers (qisûsûu}i(qisûsûu}iîm),îm), the melon the melons s (}a�b�at�t(}a�b�at�t�ih�iîm),�ih�iîm), the leeks the leeks[?] [?] leeksleeks[?] leeks[?] (h�aœs�iîr(h�aœs�iîr),), the onion the onions s (beïs�aœli(beïs�aœliîm),îm), and the g and the garlic arlic (sûu®miîm)(sûu®miîm)” (Num. 11” (sûu®miîm)(sûu®miîm)(sûu®miîm)” (Num. 11” (Num. 11:5). Cucum:5). Cucumbers were bers were cultivatedcultivated in large  in large patches anpatches and requiredd required required grequired guarding aguarding against thefainst theft (Isa. 1:t (Isa. 1:8) and dam8) and damage by birage by birds (Jer. 1ds (Jer. 10:5).0:5).0:5).

Not much is known about the cultivation of vegetables, a dietary element 
which was not highly regarded (Prov. 15:17). However, several biblical references 
indicate that gardening was practiced in close proximity to the home, in urban 
areas, and by the nobility (1 Kgs. 21:2; 2 Kgs. 21:18, 26). Only once are 
vegetables enumerated, when the Israelites in the desert crave meat, fish, and 
“the cucumbers (qisûsûu}iîm), the melons (}a�b�at�t�ih�iîm),  the 
leeks[?] (h�aœs�iîr),  the onions (beïs�aœliîm),  and the garlic 
(sûu®miîm)” (Num. 11:5). Cucumbers were cultivated in large patches and 
required guarding against theft (Isa. 1:8) and damage by birds (Jer. 10:5).

�One form oOne form of gardeninf gardening was the g was the cultivatiocultivation of herbsn of herbs and spice and spices, which is, which included cuncludediincluded cincluded cumin umin (kammoœn),(kammoœn), black cum black cumin in (qes�ah�)(qes�ah�) and coria and coriander nder (gad�),(gad�), all of wh al all of whiall of which are mench are mentioned in tioned in the Bible.the Bible.

One form of gardening was the cultivation of herbs and spices, which 
included cumin (kammoœn), black cumin (qes�ah�)  and coriander (gad�),  
all of which are mentioned in the Bible.

�AgriculturAgriculture is a seae is a seasonal occusonal occupation, anpation, and all chord all chores are prees are predetermineddetermined by the ti by the  by the time othe time of year andf year and the preva the prevailing climiling climate. Althoate. Although severaugh several of the al of the agriculturagricultural seasons l seasl seasons anseasons and chores ad chores are mentionre mentioned in the ed in the Bible, theBible, the best sour best source for thece for the agricultu agricultural cycle ralagricultuagriculturagricultural cycle ial cycle is the so-cs the so-called Gezealled Gezer Calendarr Calendar, an inscr, an inscription disiption discovered atcovered at Tell Geze Tell  Tell GezerTell Gezer in 1908.  in 1908. The documeThe document opens wnt opens with “two mith “two months of ionths of ingatheringngathering (of olive (of oliv (of olives)” (olives)” (mid-Augustmid-August to mid-Oc to mid-October) foltober) followed by “lowed by “two monthstwo months of sowing of sowing (cereals) (cereals (cereals)”(cereals)” (mid-Octo (mid-October to midber to mid-December)-December) and “two  and “two months of months of late sowinlate sowing (of legug (of leg (of legumes anlegumes and vegetabld vegetables)” (mid-es)” (mid-December tDecember to mid-Febro mid-February). Thiuary). This was folls was followed by “aowed by owed by “a montby “a month of hoeinh of hoeing weeds (fg weeds (for hay)” (or hay)” (mid-Februamid-February to mid-ry to mid-March). OtMarch). Others read hers readhers read this read this entry as “entry as “a month ofa month of hoeing fl hoeing flax.” Then ax.” Then come “a mocome “a month of harnth of harvesting bavesting barley” (midrbabarley” (mbarley” (mid-March aid-March at the sprit the spring equinoxng equinox to mid-Ap to mid-April) and “ril) and “a month ofa month of harvestin harvesting (wheat) gharvestinharvestingharvesting (wheat) a (wheat) and measurind measuring (grain)ng (grain)” (mid-Apr” (mid-April to mid-il to mid-May; the lMay; the last word hast word has severalashhas severahas several suggestel suggested readingsd readings). The lis). The listing ends ting ends with “two with “two months of months of grape harvgrape harvesting” (mesharvharvestingharvesting” (mid-May” (mid-May to mid-Ju to mid-July) and “aly) and “a month of  month of (ingatheri(ingathering) summerng) summer fruit” (m fruit” (mid-July toi(m(mid-July (mid-July to mid-Augto mid-August). Analust). Analysis of thysis of the Gezer Cae Gezer Calendar sholendar shows that thws that the three pie three pilgrimage flgpipilgrimagepilgrimage festivals festivals  (Passover/(Passover/Pesah�Pesah�, , Weeks/SÁaœWeeks/SÁaœb�u}o®t�b�u}o®t�, , Booths/SukBooths/SuBooths/SukBooths/Sukko®t�ko®t�), which s), which started as tarted as agriculturagricultural celebraal celebrations, occtions, occur in accour in accordance witrdaaccoaccordanceaccordance with its  with its seasonal dseasonal divisions.ivisions.ivisions.

Agriculture is a seasonal occupation, and all chores are predetermined by 
the time of year and the prevailing climate. Although several of the agricultural 



seasons and chores are mentioned in the Bible, the best source for the 
agricultural cycle is the so-called Gezer Calendar, an inscription discovered at 
Tell Gezer in 1908. The document opens with “two months of ingathering (of 
olives)” (mid-August to mid-October) followed by “two months of sowing 
(cereals)” (mid-October to mid-December) and “two months of late sowing (of 
legumes and vegetables)” (mid-December to mid-February). This was followed 
by “a month of hoeing weeds (for hay)” (mid-February to mid-March). Others 
read this entry as “a month of hoeing flax.” Then come “a month of harvesting 
barley” (mid-March at the spring equinox to mid-April) and “a month of 
harvesting (wheat) and measuring (grain)” (mid-April to mid-May; the last word 
has several suggested readings). The listing ends with “two months of grape 
harvesting” (mid-May to mid-July) and “a month of (ingathering) summer fruit” 
(mid-July to mid-August). Analysis of the Gezer Calendar shows that the three 
pilgrimage festivals (Passover/Pesah� , Weeks/SÁaœb�u}o®t� , 
Booths/Sukko®t� ), which started as agricultural celebrations, occur in 
accordance with its seasonal divisions.

�AgriculturAgricultural chores al chores required srequired special imppecial implements. Plements. Plowing, whlowing, which was doich was done for thene forne for the pufor the purpose of srpose of sowing, wasowing, was carried o carried out with a ut with a wooden plowooden plow w (mah�a�reä(mah�a�reäsûa®)sû(mah�a�reä(mah�a�reä(mah�a�reäsûa®)sûa®) having a  having a metal tip,metal tip, and draft and drafted by catted by cattle (oxen, le (oxen, cows) or dcows) or donkeys. Thonddonkeys. Tdonkeys. This activihis activity took plty took place in theace in the autumn af autumn after the fiter the first rains.rst rains. A related A related tool was  tool  tool was ttool was the goad (he goad (malmaœd�malmaœd� or  or daœrb�aœndaœrb�aœn), which h), which had at one ad at one end an iroend an iron tip set niroiron tip siron tip set in a woet in a wooden shaftoden shaft for prodd for prodding the aning the animals, andimals, and a flat, s a flat, shovel-likehovel-like butt at t butt a butt at the othat the other end forer end for removing  removing the mud ofthe mud off the plowf the plow-tip. Othe-tip. Other chores wr chores were done were done ere done with done with other toolother tools such as s such as sickle (sickle (maggaœlmaggaœl or  or h�ermeäsûh�ermeäsû) for harv) for harvesting, thesting, harvharvestingharvesting, threshin, threshing sledge g sledge (mo®rag�)(mo®rag�) or wheel- or wheel-thresher thresher (}o®p�an {(}o®p�an {a�g�aœla®)a�g�aœ{{a�g�aœla®{a�g�aœla®),), and winno and winnowing fork wing fork (mizreh)(mizreh) and sieve and sieves (s (keïb�aœra®keïb�aœra® and  and naœp�a®naœnaœp�a®naœp�a®). Tilling). Tilling the soil  the soil in the orcin the orchards and hards and gardens wagardens was done wits done with a hoe h a hoe (ma{deär)(ma(ma{deär)(ma{deär) and anoth and another digginger digging implement implement  (}eät�).(}eät�). A tool th A tool that was devat was developed espeloped espeloped especiallyespecially for work  for work in the vinin the vineyard was eyard was a pruning a pruning knife knife (mazmeära®(mazmeära®),), which was which was which was used awas used also for halso for harvesting grvesting grapes rapes (zaœmiîr)(zaœmiîr)..

Agricultural chores required special implements. Plowing, which was done 
for the purpose of sowing, was carried out with a wooden plow 
(mah�a�reäsûa®)  having a metal tip, and drafted by cattle (oxen, cows) or 
donkeys. This activity took place in the autumn after the first rains. A related 
tool was the goad (malmaœd�  or daœrb�aœn ), which had at one end an 
iron tip set in a wooden shaft for prodding the animals, and a flat, shovel-like butt 
at the other end for removing the mud off the plow-tip. Other chores were 
done with other tools such as sickle (maggaœl or h�ermeäsû ) for 
harvesting, threshing sledge (mo®rag�)  or wheel-thresher (}o®p�an 
{a�g�aœla®),  and winnowing fork (mizreh) and sieves (keïb�aœra®  and 
naœp�a® ). Tilling the soil in the orchards and gardens was done with a hoe 
(ma{deär) and another digging implement (}eät�).  A tool that was developed 
especially for work in the vineyard was a pruning knife (mazmeära®), which 
was used also for harvesting grapes (zaœmiîr).

Workers reWorkers reap and winap and winnow grain now grain (below) wh(below) while scribeile scribes registers register the harve the harvest (above)st (abovest (above). W(above). Wall paintiall painting from thng from the tomb of e tomb of Menna, scrMenna, scribe of theibe of the fields of fields of the lord  the lord of the twoof tof the two lathe two lands of Uppnds of Upper and Lower and Lower Egypt (er Egypt (15th centu15th century b.c.e.)ry b.c.e.) (Courtesy (Courtesy of the Or of the Or of the Oriental IOriental Institute onstitute of the Univf the University of ersity of Chicago)Chicago)

Workers reap and winnow grain (below) while scribes register the harvest 
(above). Wall painting from the tomb of Menna, scribe of the fields of the lord of 
the two lands of Upper and Lower Egypt (15th century b.c.e.) (Courtesy of the 
Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago)

�Good yieldGood yield was assur was assured by rested by restoration oforation of soil fert soil fertility and ility and by guardinby guarding against g against g against peagainst pests and dists and diseases. Thseases. The former ee former employed semployed several methveral methods includods including fertiling fertilizing withizifertilfertilizinfertilizing with anig with animal manuremal manure  (doœmen)(doœmen) and ashes and ashes ( (}eäp�er}eäp�er and  and desûendesûen), and gre), and), and green and green manuring (manuring (using leguusing legumes for thmes for the enrichmee enrichment of the nt of the soil with soil with nitrogen).nitrogen). All these A All these All these methods wemethods were used inre used in combinati combination with cron with crop rotatioop rotation, which in, which included fancluded fancluded fallowing.fallowing. As for pe As for pests (locussts (locust, mice, wt, mice, worms) and orms) and diseases, diseases, little morlittle more could hae could have been dove bve been done been done under the under the prevalent prevalent circumstancircumstances than sces than simply mainimply maintaining gotaining good agriculod agriculod agriculturagricultural practical practices. Pests es. Pests and diseasand diseases were coes were considered ansidered a punishmen punishment from Yaht from Yahweh for nowYahYahweh forYahweh for not obser not observing the Cving the Covenant. Tovenant. Thus, adherhus, adhering to theing to the terms of  terms of the Covenathe Covethe Covenant wCovenant was believeas believed to preved to prevent the infnt the infliction ofliction of pests and pests and diseases. diseases. In the ev In the event of sucent evevent of sevent of such an occuch an occurrence, purrence, prayer and rayer and repentancerepentance were cons were considered to idered to be helpfulbe helpfube helpful.helpful.helpful.

Good yield was assured by restoration of soil fertility and by guarding 
against pests and diseases. The former employed several methods including 
fertilizing with animal manure (doœmen) and ashes (}eäp�er  and desûen), 



and green manuring (using legumes for the enrichment of the soil with nitrogen). 
All these methods were used in combination with crop rotation, which included 
fallowing. As for pests (locust, mice, worms) and diseases, little more could have 
been done under the prevalent circumstances than simply maintaining good 
agricultural practices. Pests and diseases were considered a punishment from 
Yahweh for not observing the Covenant. Thus, adhering to the terms of the 
Covenant was believed to prevent the infliction of pests and diseases. In the 
event of such an occurrence, prayer and repentance were considered to be 
helpful.

�A good agrA good agricultural icultural year was oyear was one which yne which yielded an ielded an abundance abundance of produceof produce. The prop. The. The propheThe prophet Amos expt Amos expresses it resses it best: “Thebest: “The time is s time is surely comiurely coming, says tng, says the Lord, whe Lord, when the onhwwhen the owhen the one who plone who plows shall ows shall overtake thvertake the one who e one who reaps, andreaps, and the tread the treader of graper of graer of grapes thegrapes the one who s one who sows the seows the seed” (Amos ed” (Amos 9:13). To 9:13). To use and couse and consume the nsume the produce, iproducproduce, iproduce, it had to bt had to be processee processed and stord and stored. After ed. After its threshits threshing and wiing and winnowing, cnnowing, clean grainleacclean graiclean grain n (bar)(bar) was store was stored generalld generally near they near the house in  house in private stprivate storage pitsorage pits and in la and in  and in large sin large silos ownedilos owned by the pu by the public sectoblic sector (governmr (government, templent, temple). For ime). For immediate usmediate use, dry proeususe, dry puse, dry produce wasroduce was kept in w kept in wide-mouth ide-mouth jars. Whiljars. While cereals e cereals were mostlwere mostly ground fy ground y ground forground for flour and flour and used for  used for making bremaking bread, legumead, legumes were cons were consumed as psumed as pottage or ottage oottage or porridgor porridge e (naœziîd�)(naœziîd�).. Legumes w Legumes were storedere stored mostly in mostly in storage j storage jars. Storaars. Storage jars wege jarge jars were jars were used also used also for keepinfor keeping dried frg dried fruit (figs,uit (figs, dates, ra dates, raisins), wiisins), wine, and olne, and olive oil. Tive oil. Tive oil. The producThe production of thtion of the latter te latter two requirewo required special d special installatiinstallations such aons such as the s the yeqeb�yeqeb�yeqeb�yeqeb� and  and gat�gat� for wine- for wine-making andmaking and the olive the olive press for press for making oi making oil. The mosl. The most efficient et efficient efficient olive presolive press in the Is in the Israelite psraelite period was eriod was the beam pthe beam press. Oil ress. Oil was used nwas used not just asot juot just as fojust as food, but alod, but also for ligso for lighting and hting and as an elemas an element in cosent in cosmetics. Otmetics. Other fruit her fruit products iproduproducts iproducts included frncluded fresh juice,esh juice, jams, and jams, and syrups. syrups. syrups.

A good agricultural year was one which yielded an abundance of produce. 
The prophet Amos expresses it best: “The time is surely coming, says the Lord, 
when the one who plows shall overtake the one who reaps, and the treader of 
grapes the one who sows the seed” (Amos 9:13). To use and consume the 
produce, it had to be processed and stored. After its threshing and winnowing, 
clean grain (bar) was stored generally near the house in private storage pits and 
in large silos owned by the public sector (government, temple). For immediate 
use, dry produce was kept in wide-mouth jars. While cereals were mostly 
ground for flour and used for making bread, legumes were consumed as pottage 
or porridge (naœziîd�).  Legumes were stored mostly in storage jars. Storage 
jars were used also for keeping dried fruit (figs, dates, raisins), wine, and olive oil. 
The production of the latter two required special installations such as the 
yeqeb�  and gat�  for wine-making and the olive press for making oil. The most 
efficient olive press in the Israelite period was the beam press. Oil was used not 
just as food, but also for lighting and as an element in cosmetics. Other fruit 
products included fresh juice, jams, and syrups.

�Surplus prSurplus produce was oduce was used to paused to pay taxes, ay taxes, as illustras illustrated by theted by the Samaria O Samaria Ostraca. Sostraca. OOstraca. SOstraca. Some of theome of the surplus w surplus was offeredas offered as sacrif as sacrifices in loices in local shrinecal shrines and in ts and in the nationahe nahe national tnational temples, anemples, and a certaid a certain amount wn amount was bartereas bartered in exchad in exchange for sunge for supplies. Nopplies. Not only pritNoNot only pNot only private indrivate individuals wividuals were engageere engaged in agricd in agriculture, buulture, but also royt also royalty and talty and the nobilithe nhe nobility, nobility, as exemplias exemplified by Kified by King Uzziah ng Uzziah (2 Chr. 26(2 Chr. 26:10).:10).:10).

Surplus produce was used to pay taxes, as illustrated by the Samaria 
Ostraca. Some of the surplus was offered as sacrifices in local shrines and in the 
national temples, and a certain amount was bartered in exchange for supplies. 
Not only private individuals were engaged in agriculture, but also royalty and the 
nobility, as exemplified by King Uzziah (2 Chr. 26:10).

�SeeSee  HERDING.HERDING.HERDING.

See HERDING.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. O. BorowskO. Borowski, i, AgriculturAgriculture in Iron e in Iron Age IsraelAge Israel (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1987)ake, 1987ake, 1987).1987).1987).

Bibliography. O. Borowski, Agriculture in Iron Age Israel (Winona Lake, 
1987).
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AGRIPPAAGRIPPA (Gk.  (Gk. AgriíppasAgriíppas)))

AGRIPPA (Gk. Agriíppas)

�SeeSee  HERODHEROD (Family)  (Family) 16, 18.16, 18.

See HEROD (Family) 16, 18.

AGURAGUR (Heb.  (Heb. }aœg�u®r}aœg�u®r)))

AGUR (Heb. }aœg�u®r )

An author An author or collector collector of provor of proverbs (Proverbs (Prov. 30:1); t. 30:1); the son of he son of Jakeh of MJakeh of Massa. He wassa. He was probablaswwas probabwas probably a compaly a compatriot of Ltriot of Lemuel the emuel the king of Making of Massa (Prov.ssa (Prov. 31:1). 31:1).

An author or collector of proverbs (Prov. 30:1); the son of Jakeh of Massa. He 



was probably a compatriot of Lemuel the king of Massa (Prov. 31:1).

AHABAHAB (Heb.  (Heb. }ah�}aœb�}ah�}aœb�)))

AHAB (Heb. }ah�}aœb� )

�1.1. King of I King of Israel (ca.srael (ca. 875–854  875–854 B.C.E.B.C.E.) and succ) and successor to hessor to his father is father Omri, who Omri, who arranged aararranged aarranged a marriage  marriage between Ahbetween Ahab and Jezab and Jezebel, daugebel, daughter of Kihter of King Ethbaalng Ethbaal of Tyre,  of Tyre, to secure tto secure to secure good relatgood relations betweions between Phoenicen Phoenicia and Isria and Israel. Ahab’ael. Ahab’s 70 sons s 70 sons in Samariain Samaria were murd w were murdewere murdered by Jehred by Jehu in his cu in his coup (2 Kgsoup (2 Kgs. 10), and. 10), and his daugh his daughter (or siter (or sister) Athaster) Athaliah reignliaAthaAthaliah rAthaliah reigned in eigned in Judah (843Judah (843–837) unti–837) until her murdl her murder. A nemeer. A nemesis to thesis to the prophet E prophet Elijah, AhalEElijah, AhElijah, Ahab is consab is considered by idered by the Deuterthe Deuteronomistic onomistic historian historian to be the to be the most evil most evil king in Iskingking in Isking in Israel (1 Kgrael (1 Kgs. 16:30, s. 16:30, 33; 21:25;33; 21:25; Mic. 6:16 Mic. 6:16) and is c) and is compared toompared to the evil  the evil Manasseh oManassManasseh oManasseh of Judah (2f Judah (2 Kgs. 21:3 Kgs. 21:3). Yet, th). Yet, there appearere appear to be inc to be inconsistencionsistencies betweenes between the bibli t the biblicthe biblical text anal text and archaeold archaeological datogical data.a.

1. King of Israel (ca. 875–854 B.C.E.) and successor to his father Omri, who 
arranged a marriage between Ahab and Jezebel, daughter of King Ethbaal of Tyre, 
to secure good relations between Phoenicia and Israel. Ahab’s 70 sons in Samaria 
were murdered by Jehu in his coup (2 Kgs. 10), and his daughter (or sister) 
Athaliah reigned in Judah (843–837) until her murder. A nemesis to the prophet 
Elijah, Ahab is considered by the Deuteronomistic historian to be the most evil 
king in Israel (1 Kgs. 16:30, 33; 21:25; Mic. 6:16) and is compared to the evil 
Manasseh of Judah (2 Kgs. 21:3). Yet, there appear to be inconsistencies between 
the biblical text and archaeological data.

Biblical ABiblical Accountccount

Biblical Account

The text aThe text assumes thassumes that Ahab’s et Ahab’s evil actionvil actions create ts create the droughthe drought and famin and famine that rave that ravage Israelagravravage Isrravage Israel and leael and lead to Elijad to Elijah’s prophah’s prophetic activetic activities (1 Kities (1 Kgs. 16:29-gs. 16:29-22:40; 2 C22:40; 2 Chr. 18, 21hr. 18,hr. 18, 21). A18, 21). Ahab’s forehab’s foremost sin imost sin is his colls his collusion withusion with Jezebel i Jezebel in promotinn promoting the worsg the worship of Baahip worsworship ofworship of Baal in I Baal in Israel alonsrael alongside the gside the worship ofworship of Yahweh. A Yahweh. Ahab buildshab builds a house o a house of worship f wf worship anworship and altar ind altar in Samaria f Samaria for this Caor this Canaanite gonaanite god (1 Kgs. d (1 Kgs. 16:32), er16:32), erects a sacects a sacred pole fred sacsacred polsacred pole for the e for the Canaanite Canaanite goddess Asgoddess Asherah (v. herah (v. 33) while 33) while allowing Jallowing Jezebel to ezebel to dine with dindine with dine with 450 prophe450 prophets of Baalts of Baal and 400 p and 400 prophets ofrophets of Asherah ( Asherah (18:19). Ye18:19). Yet Ahab’s at Ahab’s allegiance laallegianceallegiance to Yahweh to Yahweh is eviden is evident as he bat as he battles in tttles in the name ofhe name of Yahweh (1 Yahweh (1 Kgs. 20,  Kgs. 20, 22), place22)22), place22), places Obadiah s Obadiah (Heb. “ser(Heb. “servant of Yavant of Yahweh”) in hweh”) in charge of charge of his palacehis palace, gives hi, gives his childrens chs children Ychildren Yahweh nameahweh names, and hees, and heeds the words the words of the ds of the prophets Mprophets Micaiah (1 icaiah (1 Kgs. 22) aKgs. 22) Kgs. 22) and El22) and Elijah. Undeijah. Under Elijah’sr Elijah’s orders he orders he gathers B gathers Baal’s propaal’s prophets for thets for the test onhe test on Mt. Carme Mt.  Mt. CarmelMt. Carmel (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 18) and lat8) and later dons saer dons sackcloth atckcloth at the words the words of judgme of judgment Elijah nt Elijah brings himbrbrings himbrings him (21:17–29 (21:17–29). Accordi). According to the ng to the DeuteronomDeuteronomist, Ahab ist, Ahab does wrongdoes wrong only beca only be only because hebecause he is “urged is “urged on by his on by his wife Jeze wife Jezebel” (1 Kgbel” (1 Kgs. 21:25),s. 21:25), strongly  strongly illustrateillustrated in the sd in thd in the story the story of Naboth’of Naboth’s vineyards vineyard...

The text assumes that Ahab’s evil actions create the drought and famine that 
ravage Israel and lead to Elijah’s prophetic activities (1 Kgs. 16:29-22:40; 2 Chr. 
18, 21). Ahab’s foremost sin is his collusion with Jezebel in promoting the 
worship of Baal in Israel alongside the worship of Yahweh. Ahab builds a house of 
worship and altar in Samaria for this Canaanite god (1 Kgs. 16:32), erects a 
sacred pole for the Canaanite goddess Asherah (v. 33) while allowing Jezebel to 
dine with 450 prophets of Baal and 400 prophets of Asherah (18:19). Yet Ahab’s 
allegiance to Yahweh is evident as he battles in the name of Yahweh (1 Kgs. 20, 
22), places Obadiah (Heb. “servant of Yahweh”) in charge of his palace, gives his 
children Yahweh names, and heeds the words of the prophets Micaiah (1 Kgs. 
22) and Elijah. Under Elijah’s orders he gathers Baal’s prophets for the test on 
Mt. Carmel (1 Kgs. 18) and later dons sackcloth at the words of judgment Elijah 
brings him (21:17–29). According to the Deuteronomist, Ahab does wrong only 
because he is “urged on by his wife Jezebel” (1 Kgs. 21:25), strongly illustrated in 
the story of Naboth’s vineyard.

�Naboth’s vNaboth’s vineyard (1ineyard (1 Kgs. 21)  Kgs. 21) raises issraises issues of royues of royal power aal power and prerogand prerogative in antive in tive in ancientin ancient Israel. N Israel. Naboth repraboth represents theesents the old triba old tribal ethos thl ethos that insistsat insists that land that land stay in t stay in stay in the triin the tribe (Lev. 2be (Lev. 25:23; Num.5:23; Num. 36:5-9),  36:5-9), whereas Ahwhereas Ahab represeab represents the nents the new state adw state administratimadadministraadministration that tion that is more deis more despotic. Ahspotic. Ahab wants Nab wants Naboth’s viaboth’s vineyard (cfneyard (cf. Isa. 5, . Isa. 5, a symbol oa sya symbol of symbol of Israel), sIsrael), situated neituated next to his xt to his palace, fopalace, for a vegetar a vegetable gardenble garden (symbolic (symbolic of fertil of fe of fertility)fertility). His requ. His request to purest to purchase thischase this land is r land is refused by efused by Naboth becNaboth because it muause it must stay inst stast stay in Nastay in Naboth’s famboth’s family as hisily as his inheritan inheritance. Defeatce. Defeated, Ahab red, Ahab returns hometurns home to his se to his sympatheticymssympathetisympathetic wife, Jec wife, Jezebel, whozebel, who devises a devises a plan to s plan to secure the ecure the vineyard bvineyard by having Ny having Naboth falsabNNaboth falNaboth falsely accussely accused of treaed of treason, whereson, whereby Ahab orby Ahab orders his dders his death and ceath and confiscatesonfiscates the prope confiscatesconfiscateconfiscates the props the property. Howeerty. However, accorver, according to 2 ding to 2 Kgs. 9, whKgs. 9, which scholaich scholars suggestrs suggest reflects  r reflects areflects an older ven older version of trsion of the vineyarhe vineyard account,d account, not only  not only is Ahab sois Ahab solely respolely responsible fornsibresporesponsiblresponsible for Naboe for Naboth’s deathth’s death (vv. 25–2 (vv. 25–26), he als6), he also kills Nao kills Naboth’s sonboth’s sons. In punis. In punishment Godshmpunipunishmentpunishment God promi God promises to oblses to obliterate Ahiterate Ahab’s line ab’s line and to alland to allow dogs toow dogs to eat both  eat both him and Jehhim and Jehim and Jezebel (1 Kzebel (1 Kgs. 21:20-gs. 21:20-24). Ahab 24). Ahab repents anrepents and his punid his punishment is shment is deferred tdeferred to his sonsotto his sonto his sons. Neverths. Nevertheless, Ahaeless, Ahab’s blood b’s blood is lapped is lapped up by dogsup by dogs and bathe and bathed in by prd in by prostitutes osprprostituteprostitutes (22:38),s (22:38), not in Je not in Jezreel as pzreel as prophesied,rophesied, but in Ra but in Ramoth-gileamoth-gilead where Ahd where Ahab and Kinab AhAhab and KAhab and King Jehoshing Jehoshaphat of Japhat of Judah join udah join forces agaforces against the Ainst the Arameans.rameans.rameans.

Naboth’s vineyard (1 Kgs. 21) raises issues of royal power and prerogative 
in ancient Israel. Naboth represents the old tribal ethos that insists that land stay 
in the tribe (Lev. 25:23; Num. 36:5-9), whereas Ahab represents the new state 
administration that is more despotic. Ahab wants Naboth’s vineyard (cf. Isa. 5, a 
symbol of Israel), situated next to his palace, for a vegetable garden (symbolic of 
fertility). His request to purchase this land is refused by Naboth because it must 
stay in Naboth’s family as his inheritance. Defeated, Ahab returns home to his 
sympathetic wife, Jezebel, who devises a plan to secure the vineyard by having 
Naboth falsely accused of treason, whereby Ahab orders his death and 
confiscates the property. However, according to 2 Kgs. 9, which scholars suggest 



reflects an older version of the vineyard account, not only is Ahab solely 
responsible for Naboth’s death (vv. 25–26), he also kills Naboth’s sons. In 
punishment God promises to obliterate Ahab’s line and to allow dogs to eat both 
him and Jezebel (1 Kgs. 21:20-24). Ahab repents and his punishment is deferred 
to his sons. Nevertheless, Ahab’s blood is lapped up by dogs and bathed in by 
prostitutes (22:38), not in Jezreel as prophesied, but in Ramoth-gilead where 
Ahab and King Jehoshaphat of Judah join forces against the Arameans.

�The text rThe text recognizes ecognizes but downplbut downplays Ahab’says Ahab’s strong le strong leadership aadership abilities. bilities. It is noteIt is notIt is noted thatnoted that he reigns he reigns for 22 ye for 22 years, buildars, builds and forts and fortifies citiifies cities, maintaes, maintains peacefins peaceful bordersul bordul borders thborders through marrrough marriage alliaiage alliances (Athances (Athaliah to Jeliah to Jehoram of Jhoram of Judah, Ahabudah, Ahab to Jezseb to Jezsebel of PhoeeJezsebJezsebel oJezsebel of Phoenicif Phoenicia), and foa), and forms treatirms treaties with sues with such rulers ch rulers as Ben-hadas Ben-hadad (1 Kgs.ad (1 Kgs. 20) and J 20) 20) and Je20) and Jehoshaphat hoshaphat (ch. 22). (ch. 22). In fact, tIn fact, the Chroniche Chronicler recordler records that Jehs that Jehoshaphat poshaphat pays tributaysppays tribupays tribute to Ahabte to Ahab and Israe and Israel (2 Chr. l (2 Chr. 18). Even 18). Even an image oan image of the valif the valiant leaderant leader is painte is p is painted aspainted as Ahab, ble Ahab, bleeding profeding profusely and usely and dying, begdying, begs to be prs to be propped up iopped up in his carrn his carriage to priagcarrcarriage tcarriage to provide o provide encouragemencouragement to hisent to his troops as troops as they figh they fight the enemt the enemy. Neverthy. Neverthy. NevertheleNevertheless, the tess, the text portrayxt portrays an even s an even stronger istronger image of Ahmage of Ahab as a weab as a weak leader.ak leader. After ret leader.leader. Afleader. After returnter returning victoring victorious from ious from battle (thbattle (this scene nis scene neglects toeglects to mention A mention Ahab’s namehabAAhab’s namAhab’s name), Ahab ie), Ahab is resentfus resentful and sulll and sullen becauseen because the proph the prophet condemnet condemns him for s him for s him for not offor not offering Benfering Ben-hadad for-hadad for destructi destruction under ton under the rules ohe rules of the ban f the ban ((h�eärem;h�eärem; 1 Kgs. 20 (h�eärem;(h�eärem; (h�eärem; 1 Kgs. 20)1 Kgs. 20). He whine. He whines and refus and refuses to eatses to eat when unab when unable to buy le to buy Naboth’s vNaboth’sNaboth’s vNaboth’s vineyard, aineyard, and he allond he allows Jezebelws Jezebel to rule i to rule in his stean his stead. It is td. It is this image his image of Ahab asof Ahaof Ahab as thAhab as the “hen-pece “hen-pecked husbanked husband” ruled bd” ruled by Jezebel y Jezebel that dominthat dominates the bates the biblical stiblical story. Histoorststory. Hisstory. Historical datorical data, howeveta, however, create r, create a more prea more prestigious istigious image of Ahmage of Ahab.ab.

The text recognizes but downplays Ahab’s strong leadership abilities. It is 
noted that he reigns for 22 years, builds and fortifies cities, maintains peaceful 
borders through marriage alliances (Athaliah to Jehoram of Judah, Ahab to 
Jezsebel of Phoenicia), and forms treaties with such rulers as Ben-hadad (1 Kgs. 
20) and Jehoshaphat (ch. 22). In fact, the Chronicler records that Jehoshaphat 
pays tribute to Ahab and Israel (2 Chr. 18). Even an image of the valiant leader is 
painted as Ahab, bleeding profusely and dying, begs to be propped up in his 
carriage to provide encouragement to his troops as they fight the enemy. 
Nevertheless, the text portrays an even stronger image of Ahab as a weak 
leader. After returning victorious from battle (this scene neglects to mention 
Ahab’s name), Ahab is resentful and sullen because the prophet condemns him 
for not offering Ben-hadad for destruction under the rules of the ban 
(h�eärem;  1 Kgs. 20). He whines and refuses to eat when unable to buy 
Naboth’s vineyard, and he allows Jezebel to rule in his stead. It is this image of 
Ahab as the “hen-pecked husband” ruled by Jezebel that dominates the biblical 
story. Historical data, however, create a more prestigious image of Ahab.

HistoricalHistorical Account Account

Historical Account

Many histoMany historians consrians consider Ahab’ider Ahab’s buildings building programs  programs to be as ito be as impressive mpressive as those oas those of Herod anfoof Herod aof Herod and Solomonnd Solomon. Archaeol. Archaeological datogical data suggest a suggest that Ahab that Ahab fortified fortified the citiesthe cities of Dor, M o of Dor, Meof Dor, Megiddo, Hazgiddo, Hazor, Jezreeor, Jezreel, Dan, anl, Dan, and d {En-gev{En-gev by buildi by building casemenng casement walls. It walls. In additionn IIn additioIn addition, he is cn, he is considered onsidered responsiblresponsible for the e for the intricate intricate water systwater systems at Megems at Megiddo and HiddoMegMegiddo anMegiddo and Hazor thd Hazor that protectat protected those ced those cities’ watities’ water supplieer supplies from Asss from Assyrian threyrian threat. Urban athrethreat. Urthreat. Urban centerban centers doubled s doubled under Ahabunder Ahab’s rule, p’s rule, perhaps becerhaps because of hiause of his willingns willingness to baleswillingnwillingneswillingness to balans to balance both Cace both Canaanite annaanite and Israelitd Israelite intereste interests. The sops. The sophisticatedhisticated Phoenicia Pho PhoenicianPhoenician material  material culture diculture discovered iscovered in Israel an Israel attests to ttests to the close the close relationshrelationship betweenip beip between thbetween these two cuese two cultures, esltures, especially apecially as it disaps it disappears aftepears after the demir the demise of the se of the Omride dynOmrOmride dynOmride dynasty. The asty. The Monolith iMonolith inscriptionnscription of Assyri of Assyrian King Shan King Shalmaneser almaneser III recordIII records the battsrecordrecords threcords the battle oe battle of Qarqar wf Qarqar where a coahere a coalition of lition of kings, inckings, including Ahaluding Ahab, rose upb, rose up against t ag against thagainst the Assyriane Assyrian. Although. Although Assyria w Assyria won, neitheon, neither Hamath (r Hamath (Hama) nor Hama) nor Damascus wDamascusDamascus wDamascus was taken. as taken. Ahab proviAhab provided the grded the greatest numeatest number of resber of resources witources with his 2000h his 20h his 2000 chari2000 chariots and 10ots and 10 thousand  thousand soldiers. soldiers. In additioIn addition, the 9thn, the 9th-century M-century Moabite stooabite stone (Mesha nestostone (Messtone (Mesha Stela) ha Stela) indicates indicates that Omri that Omri (or “the l(or “the land of theand of the house of  house of Omri” — peOmri” — peOmri” — perhaps Ahperhaps Ahab) controab) controlled Moab lled Moab for many yfor many years. Cleaears. Clearly, historly, historical evidrical evidence suggeence suggests that Assuggesuggests tsuggests that Ahab what Ahab was a stronas a strong, politicg, politically savvyally savvy king. king.

Many historians consider Ahab’s building programs to be as impressive as those 
of Herod and Solomon. Archaeological data suggest that Ahab fortified the cities 
of Dor, Megiddo, Hazor, Jezreel, Dan, and {En-gev by building casement walls. 
In addition, he is considered responsible for the intricate water systems at 
Megiddo and Hazor that protected those cities’ water supplies from Assyrian 
threat. Urban centers doubled under Ahab’s rule, perhaps because of his 
willingness to balance both Canaanite and Israelite interests. The sophisticated 
Phoenician material culture discovered in Israel attests to the close relationship 
between these two cultures, especially as it disappears after the demise of the 
Omride dynasty. The Monolith inscription of Assyrian King Shalmaneser III 
records the battle of Qarqar where a coalition of kings, including Ahab, rose up 
against the Assyrian. Although Assyria won, neither Hamath (Hama) nor 
Damascus was taken. Ahab provided the greatest number of resources with his 
2000 chariots and 10 thousand soldiers. In addition, the 9th-century Moabite 



stone (Mesha Stela) indicates that Omri (or “the land of the house of Omri” — 
perhaps Ahab) controlled Moab for many years. Clearly, historical evidence 
suggests that Ahab was a strong, politically savvy king.

RabbinicalRabbinical Sources Sources

Rabbinical Sources

Many rabbiMany rabbinical sournical sources stressces stress Ahab’s mi Ahab’s military prolitary prowess and hwess and hold both Aold both Ahab and Mahab and Mahab and Manasseh tManasseh to higher po higher principles rinciples because ofbecause of their gre their greatness thaatness that was divet was diverted to dorted to doing evil. indodoing evildoing evil. Rabbi Jo. Rabbi Johanan arguhanan argues that Ahes that Ahab is wortab is worthy of 22 yhy of 22 years of poears of power becauswer because he reverebecausbecause hebecause he revered t revered the Torah’she Torah’s 22 letter 22 letters and supps and supported the orted the sages. Thesages. The Zohar arg Zohar arg Zohar argues thaargues that it was at it was acceptable cceptable for Ahab tfor Ahab to take Nabo take Naboth’s propoth’s property but nerty but not to execot to execute him. Ouexecexecute hiexecute him. Others m. Others suggest thsuggest that Ahab waat Ahab was Naboth’ss Naboth’s relative  relative and heir, and heir, so entitleso entitled to the pd entitleentitled tentitled to the propo the property (erty (Sanh.Sanh. 48b). 48b). 48b).

Many rabbinical sources stress Ahab’s military prowess and hold both Ahab and 
Manasseh to higher principles because of their greatness that was diverted to 
doing evil. Rabbi Johanan argues that Ahab is worthy of 22 years of power 
because he revered the Torah’s 22 letters and supported the sages. The Zohar 
argues that it was acceptable for Ahab to take Naboth’s property but not to 
execute him. Others suggest that Ahab was Naboth’s relative and heir, so 
entitled to the property (Sanh. 48b).

�2.2. Son of Ko Son of Kolaiah (Jerlaiah (Jer. 29:21-23. 29:21-23) who, wit) who, with Zedekiahh Zedekiah son of Ma son of Maaseiah, isaseiah, is accused b accus accused byaccused by the proph the prophet Jeremiaet Jeremiah of falseh of falsely prophesly prophesying and cying and committing ommitting adultery. adultery. He and ZedHHe and ZedHe and Zedekiah predekiah predicted an eicted an early returarly return from exin from exile, incitile, inciting riots ang riots and chaos ind chaos in Babylon n Bn Babylon whBabylon which led toich led to their exe their execution by cution by King NebucKing Nebuchadnezzar hadnezzar of Babylonof Babylon...

2. Son of Kolaiah (Jer. 29:21-23) who, with Zedekiah son of Maaseiah, is 
accused by the prophet Jeremiah of falsely prophesying and committing adultery. 
He and Zedekiah predicted an early return from exile, inciting riots and chaos in 
Babylon which led to their execution by King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon.

Deborah A.Deborah A. Appler Appler

Deborah A. Appler

AHARAHAHARAH (Heb.  (Heb. }ah�eïrah�}ah�eïrah�)))

AHARAH (Heb. }ah�eïrah� )

The third The third son of Benson of Benjamin (1 Cjamin (1 Chr. 8:1).hr. 8:1).

The third son of Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:1).

AHARHELAHARHEL (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�arh�e}a�h�arh�eäläl)))

AHARHEL (Heb. }a�h�arh�eäl )

The son ofThe son of Harum of  Harum of the tribe the tribe of Judah (of Judah (1 Chr. 4:81 Chr. 4:8).).

The son of Harum of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 4:8).

AHASBAIAHASBAI (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�asbay}a�h�asbay)))

AHASBAI (Heb. }a�h�asbay )

The fatherThe father of Eliphe of Eliphelet, one olet, one of David’s f David’s champions champions (2 Sam. 23(2 Sam. 23:34). He m:34). He may have beay have been an inhaebebeen an inbeen an inhabitant ohabitant of Abel-betf Abel-beth-maacah (h-maacah (2 Sam. 20:2 Sam. 20:14) or of 14) or of Maacah in Maacah in Syria (10:Syria (10:6).6)(10:(10:6).(10:6).

The father of Eliphelet, one of David’s champions (2 Sam. 23:34). He may have 
been an inhabitant of Abel-beth-maacah (2 Sam. 20:14) or of Maacah in Syria 
(10:6).

AHASUERUSAHASUERUS (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�asûwe}a�h�asûweäro®sû;äro®sû; Gk.  Gk. }Assoueäro}Assoueäross)))

AHASUERUS (Heb. }a�h�asûweäro®sû;  Gk. }Assoueäros)

�1.1. In all pr In all probability,obability, the bibli the biblical name fcal name for Xerxes or Xerxes I (Pers. I (Pers. khshaya®rskhshaya®rsha®ha®), king of), khshaya®rsha®khshaya®rskhshaya®rsha®), kingha®), king of Persia of Persia 486–465  486–465 B.C.E.B.C.E., son and , son and successor successor of Darius of Darius I. Under hI. UndeI. Under his Under his father he father he was satrapwas satrap over Baby over Babylon (498–4lon (498–486). Upon 86). Upon his accesshis accession he recion he recion he recapturedrecaptured Egypt (48 Egypt (484), which 4), which had revolthad revolted late ined late in the reign the reign of Darius of Darius I. In 480 I. In 480 Xerxes mo Xer Xerxes movXerxes moved againsted against the Greek the Greeks, to whoms, to whom his fathe his father Darius hr Darius had lost thad lost the battle oe battle oe battle of Marathoof Marathon (490). Hn (490). He initialle initially won a may won a major battlejor battle at Thermo at Thermopylae (480pylae (480), but los), but lost at Salamt at at Salamisat Salamis (480) and (480) and Mycale (4 Mycale (479), and d79), and decisively ecisively at Eurymedat Eurymedon (466). on (466). He implemeHe implemeHe implementeimplemented a tax std a tax structure whructure which put noich put non-Persiansn-Persians at a disa at a disadvantage. dvantage. Ahasuerus Ahasuerus Ahasuerus Ahasuerus is mentionis mentioned in Ezraed in Ezra 4:6 as th 4:6 as the ruler whe ruler when “the peen “the people of thople of the land” lee land” leveled an uveleleveled anleveled an unspecifi unspecified accusated accusation againsion against the commt the community in Junity in Jerusalem. erusalem. According According to the boototo the booto the book of Esthek of Esther, he firsr, he first approvedt approved anti-Semi anti-Semitic measurtic measures (Esth. es (Esth. 3:12-14); 3:12-14); subsequentsubssubsequentsubsequently, througly, through the cruch the crucial mediatial mediation of hision of his Jewish wi Jewish wife Esther,fe Esther, he permit he permitted forceftedpermitpermitted permitted forceful rforceful resistance esistance by the Jewby the Jews against s against any organiany organized assaulzed assault (8:10–14t (8:10–14).).).

1. In all probability, the biblical name for Xerxes I (Pers. 
khshaya®rsha®), king of Persia 486–465 B.C.E., son and successor of Darius I. 
Under his father he was satrap over Babylon (498–486). Upon his accession he 
recaptured Egypt (484), which had revolted late in the reign of Darius I. In 480 
Xerxes moved against the Greeks, to whom his father Darius had lost the battle 
of Marathon (490). He initially won a major battle at Thermopylae (480), but lost 
at Salamis (480) and Mycale (479), and decisively at Eurymedon (466). He 
implemented a tax structure which put non-Persians at a disadvantage. 
Ahasuerus is mentioned in Ezra 4:6 as the ruler when “the people of the land” 



leveled an unspecified accusation against the community in Jerusalem. According 
to the book of Esther, he first approved anti-Semitic measures (Esth. 3:12-14); 
subsequently, through the crucial mediation of his Jewish wife Esther, he 
permitted forceful resistance by the Jews against any organized assault (8:10–14).

�2.2. Ahasuerus Ahasuerus the Mede. the Mede. Referred  Referred to in Dan.to in Dan. 9:1, he i 9:1, he is otherwiss otherwise unknown e unknown and considandand considand considered problered problematic.ematic.ematic.

2. Ahasuerus the Mede. Referred to in Dan. 9:1, he is otherwise unknown 
and considered problematic.

�3.3. According According to some v to some versions ofersions of Tob. 14:1 Tob. 14:15, along w5, along with Nebuchith Nebuchadnezzar aadnezzar a destroyer d destroyer destroyer of Ninevehof Nineveh. The refe. The reference poserence poses historics historical problemal problems.s.s.

3. According to some versions of Tob. 14:15, along with Nebuchadnezzar a 
destroyer of Nineveh. The reference poses historical problems.

Gerald M. Gerald M. BilkesBilkes

Gerald M. Bilkes

AHAVAAHAVA (Heb.  (Heb. }aha�waœ}}aha�waœ})))

AHAVA (Heb. }aha�waœ} )

A river orA river or canal in  canal in Babylon; pBabylon; possibly alossibly also the namso the name of a towe of a town or settln or settlement assoement associated witciaassoassociatedassociated with it.  with it. Ezra mentiEzra mentions Ahava ons Ahava as the sitas the site at whiche at which he gather he gathered the exied the exiles who weles exiexiles whoexiles who were to r were to return to Jeturn to Jerusalem aerusalem and proclaind proclaimed a prepmed a preparatory faaratory fast before st before st before thebefore the journey ( journey (Ezra 8:15,Ezra 8:15, 21, 31). 21, 31). 21, 31).

A river or canal in Babylon; possibly also the name of a town or settlement 
associated with it. Ezra mentions Ahava as the site at which he gathered the 
exiles who were to return to Jerusalem and proclaimed a preparatory fast 
before the journey (Ezra 8:15, 21, 31).

�Attempts tAttempts to locate Ao locate Ahava are chava are complicatedomplicated by the li by the limited datamited data for recon for reconstructing structreconreconstrucreconstructing the rting the route of Ezoute of Ezra’s returra’s return, and by n, and by the abundathe abundance of texnce of textual variatual variants for thnts variavariants fvariants for the namor the name in the re in the relevant maelevant manuscripts nuscripts (MT, LXX, (MT, LXX, Ethiopic).Ethiopic). While the While the exact loc e exact locaexact locations are tions are unknown anunknown and several d several sites havesites have been prop been proposed, mostosed, most are withi are within a 200 kmnwithiwithin a 2within a 200 km. (1200 km. (125 mi.) rad5 mi.) radius of Babius of Babylon.ylon.ylon.

Attempts to locate Ahava are complicated by the limited data for 
reconstructing the route of Ezra’s return, and by the abundance of textual 
variants for the name in the relevant manuscripts (MT, LXX, Ethiopic). While the 
exact locations are unknown and several sites have been proposed, most are 
within a 200 km. (125 mi.) radius of Babylon.

Monica L. Monica L. W. BradyW. Brady

Monica L. W. Brady

AHAZAHAZ (Heb.  (Heb. }aœh�aœz}aœh�aœz)))

AHAZ (Heb. }aœh�aœz )

A shorteneA shortened form of d form of such namessuch names as Ahazia as Ahaziah and Jehoh and Jehoahaz (“Yahahaz (“Yahweh has grweh has grasped”). Tasped”)grgrasped”).grasped”). The latte The latter appears r appears in an Assyin an Assyrian text rian text of Tiglathof Tiglath-pileser I-pileser III (Akk. II (Akk. iauíhaziiauíhaziauíhaziiauíhazi) as the n) as the name of theame of the Judean ki Judean king (ng (ANET,ANET, 282–84). 282–84). 282–84).

A shortened form of such names as Ahaziah and Jehoahaz (“Yahweh has 
grasped”). The latter appears in an Assyrian text of Tiglath-pileser III (Akk. 
iauíhazi) as the name of the Judean king (ANET, 282–84).

�1.1. King of J King of Judah in thudah in the 8th cente 8th century ury B.C.E.B.C.E. At age 20 At age 20 Ahaz succ Ahaz succeeded his eeded his father Jotfatherfather Jotfather Jotham and ruham and ruled over Jled over Judah for 1udah for 16 years (c6 years (ca. 742–727a. 742–727). The Deu). The DeuteronomistteronomisDeuDeuteronomDeuteronomists portrists portray Ahaz enay Ahaz entirely in tirely in negative lnegative light in 2 ight in 2 Kgs. 16, cKgs. 16, censuring hensuring him with a im hhim with ahim with a standard  standard evaluativeevaluative formula,  formula, “He did no“He did not do what t do what was right was right in the sigin the sight of the ht sigsight of tsight of the Lord hihe Lord his God,” ans God,” and comparind comparing his wickg his wickedness witedness with the Israh the Israelite kingelite kings, “he wals, “s, “he walked“he walked in the wa in the ways of the ys of the kings of Ikings of Israel” (2 srael” (2 Kgs. 16:2-Kgs. 16:2-3). Ahaz i3). Ahaz is accused s accused of religioof reof religious religious apostasy (apostasy (2 Kgs. 16:2 Kgs. 16:4), having4), having built a n built a new altar iew altar in the Jerun the Jerusalem tempsalem temple modeledle mole modeled afmodeled after the Dater the Damascus altmascus altar (vv. 10ar (vv. 10–16), as w–16), as well as makell as making a poliing a political allitical alliance with ance allialliance walliance with the Asith the Assyrian kinsyrian king Tiglath-g Tiglath-pileser IIpileser III (vv. 7–9I (vv. 7–9). Clearly). Clearly, the inte, the intent of the nt of thent of the Deuterthe Deuteronomists tonomists to paint Aho paint Ahaz in suchaz in such a negativ a negative light ise light is to draw a to draw a sharp con sharp contrast withtrconcontrast wcontrast with his suith his successor, Hccessor, Hezekiah, wezekiah, who accordiho according to the ng to the DeuteronomDeuteronomists “did ists “did ists “did what “did what was right was right in the sigin the sight of the ht of the Lord” (2 KLord” (2 Kgs. 18:3),gs. 18:3), carried o carried out a religut a religious reforious rious reform by reform by removing tremoving the high plhe high places, breaaces, breaking down king down the pillarthe pillars, and cuts, and cutting down ting down the sacredththe sacredthe sacred poles (v. poles (v. 4). Moreo 4). Moreover, Hezekver, Hezekiah “rebeliah “rebelled againsled against the kingt the king of Assyri of Assyria and woula ana and would and would not serve not serve him” (2 Kghim” (2 Kgs. 18:7), s. 18:7), thus breakthus breaking the aling the alliance estliance established bablished by Ahaz.y Ay Ahaz.Ahaz.Ahaz.

1. King of Judah in the 8th century B.C.E. At age 20 Ahaz succeeded his 
father Jotham and ruled over Judah for 16 years (ca. 742–727). The 
Deuteronomists portray Ahaz entirely in negative light in 2 Kgs. 16, censuring 
him with a standard evaluative formula, “He did not do what was right in the 
sight of the Lord his God,” and comparing his wickedness with the Israelite kings, 
“he walked in the ways of the kings of Israel” (2 Kgs. 16:2-3). Ahaz is accused of 
religious apostasy (2 Kgs. 16:4), having built a new altar in the Jerusalem temple 
modeled after the Damascus altar (vv. 10–16), as well as making a political 
alliance with the Assyrian king Tiglath-pileser III (vv. 7–9). Clearly, the intent of 
the Deuteronomists to paint Ahaz in such a negative light is to draw a sharp 
contrast with his successor, Hezekiah, who according to the Deuteronomists 
“did what was right in the sight of the Lord” (2 Kgs. 18:3), carried out a religious 
reform by removing the high places, breaking down the pillars, and cutting down 
the sacred poles (v. 4). Moreover, Hezekiah “rebelled against the king of Assyria 



and would not serve him” (2 Kgs. 18:7), thus breaking the alliance established by 
Ahaz.

�The ChroniThe Chronicler’s precler’s presentation sentation of Ahaz isof Ahaz is even more even more negative  negative than the Dthan the DeuteronomieuterDDeuteronomDeuteronomists’. Schists’. Scholars geneolars generally agrerally agree that thee that the Chronicle Chronicler reworkedr reworked material  material from the Kffrom the Kfrom the Kings accouings account to fit nt to fit the writerthe writer’s own the’s own theological pological perspectiveerspective. While th. While the Chronicle Ce ChroniclerChronicler’s overall’s overall condemnat condemnation of Ahaion of Ahaz is quitez is quite similar t similar to that of o that of the Deuterthe Deuteronomists, onDeuterDeuteronomDeuteronomists, the ists, the interpretainterpretation of thtion of the events ie events is not. Firs not. First, in desst, in describing thcribing the invasione invae invasion oinvasion of Aram-Damf Aram-Damascus and ascus and Israel on Israel on Judah (theJudah (the so-called so-called Syro-Ephr Syro-Ephraimite Waraimite Waaimite War), the War), the DeuteronomDeuteronomists only ists only note that note that they did nthey did not conquerot conquer Judah; bu Judah; but the Chrot the Chrt the ChroniclerChronicler elaborate elaborates on the ds on the defeat of Aefeat of Ahaz, vis-àhaz, vis-à-vis the e-vis the exile of Juxile of Judeans to Ddeans to Damascus, aamaDDamascus, Damascus, a great sla great slaughter inaughter inflicted byflicted by Pekah, an Pekah, and the remod the removal of capval of captives and tives and booty to Sboobooty to Sbooty to Samaria (2 amaria (2 Chr. 28:5-Chr. 28:5-15). Secon15). Second, Ahaz’ ad, Ahaz’ appeal to Tppeal to Tiglath-piliglath-pileser for heser for help is setelp hhelp is sehelp is set in the ct in the context of ontext of the Syro-Ethe Syro-Ephraimiticphraimitic crisis in crisis in the Kings the Kings account,  account, resulting resultiresulting resulting in Tiglathin Tiglath-pileser’s-pileser’s defeat of defeat of Aram-Dama Aram-Damascus. The scus. The ChroniclerChronicler, however,, however, set that  s set that aset that appeal in tppeal in the contexthe context of attack of attacks by the Es by the Edomites andomites and the Phild the Philistines. Aistines. According tccorAAccording According to the Chrto the Chronicler, Tonicler, Tiglath-piliglath-pileser attaceser attacks Ahaz inks Ahaz instead of cstead of coming to homing to his aid. This hhis aid. This aid. Third, for hird, for the Deuterthe Deuteronomists, onomists, Ahaz’ reliAhaz’ religious aposgious apostasy begantasy began with his  with his visit to Dvisitvisit to Dvisit to Damascus toamascus to meet Tigl meet Tiglath-pileseath-pileser; for ther; for the Chronicle Chronicler, Ahaz’ ar, Ahaz’ apostasy capostasy came “in themecacame “in tcame “in the time ofhe time of his distr his distress,” wheress,” where instead e instead of repentiof repenting “he becng “he became yet moame yet more faithlermomore faithmore faithless to thless to the Lord” ane Lord” and “sacrifid “sacrificed to theced to the gods of D gods of Damascus” (amascus” (2 Chr. 28:2 Chr. 28:22-23). Ev2228:28:22-23).28:22-23). Evidently Evidently, the theo, the theological inlogical intent of thtent of the Chronicle Chronicler is to ser is to show that Ahow that Ahaz’ relighaz’ AAhaz’ reliAhaz’ religious sinsgious sins made him  made him the worst the worst king in thking in the history e history of Judah aof Judah and as a rend as a result Yahwesult reresult Yahresult Yahweh punishweh punished him by ed him by handing hihanding him into them into the hands of  hands of his enemiehis enemies. Yet, Ahs. Yet, Ahs. Yet, Ahaz did nAhaz did not repent ot repent but turnedbut turned to the go to the gods of his ds of his enemies.enemies.enemies.

The Chronicler’s presentation of Ahaz is even more negative than the 
Deuteronomists’. Scholars generally agree that the Chronicler reworked material 
from the Kings account to fit the writer’s own theological perspective. While the 
Chronicler’s overall condemnation of Ahaz is quite similar to that of the 
Deuteronomists, the interpretation of the events is not. First, in describing the 
invasion of Aram-Damascus and Israel on Judah (the so-called Syro-Ephraimite 
War), the Deuteronomists only note that they did not conquer Judah; but the 
Chronicler elaborates on the defeat of Ahaz, vis-à-vis the exile of Judeans to 
Damascus, a great slaughter inflicted by Pekah, and the removal of captives and 
booty to Samaria (2 Chr. 28:5-15). Second, Ahaz’ appeal to Tiglath-pileser for 
help is set in the context of the Syro-Ephraimitic crisis in the Kings account, 
resulting in Tiglath-pileser’s defeat of Aram-Damascus. The Chronicler, however, 
set that appeal in the context of attacks by the Edomites and the Philistines. 
According to the Chronicler, Tiglath-pileser attacks Ahaz instead of coming to 
his aid. Third, for the Deuteronomists, Ahaz’ religious apostasy began with his 
visit to Damascus to meet Tiglath-pileser; for the Chronicler, Ahaz’ apostasy 
came “in the time of his distress,” where instead of repenting “he became yet 
more faithless to the Lord” and “sacrificed to the gods of Damascus” (2 Chr. 
28:22-23). Evidently, the theological intent of the Chronicler is to show that 
Ahaz’ religious sins made him the worst king in the history of Judah and as a 
result Yahweh punished him by handing him into the hands of his enemies. Yet, 
Ahaz did not repent but turned to the gods of his enemies.

�An event oAn event of importanf important significt significance durinance during the reigg the reign of Ahaz n of Ahaz is the Syris the Syro-Ephraimio-EphraiSyrSyro-EphraSyro-Ephraimite War,imite War, which mos which most scholarst scholars date to c date to ca. 734. Tha. 734. This crisis is crisis is relatedis related to a broa to to a broadto a broader anti-Aser anti-Assyrian movsyrian movement, heaement, headed by Rezded by Rezin of Aramin of Aram-Damascus,-Damascus, in the so in the  in the southwthe southwestern parestern part of the At of the Assyrian Emssyrian Empire. The pire. The attack on attack on Jerusalem Jerusalem by Rezin aby Rezin and Pekah onaand Pekah and Pekah of Israel of Israel probably cprobably came about ame about as a resulas a result of Ahaz’t of Ahaz’ refusal t refusal to join theo join the coalition coa coalition.coalition. Isaiah in Isaiah indicated thdicated that the sieat the siege of Jeruge of Jerusalem was salem was aimed at raimed at replacing Aeplacing Ahaz with ahaz whaz with a cerwith a certain “son tain “son of Tabeel”of Tabeel” (Isa. 7:6 (Isa. 7:6). This at). This attempt was tempt was probably mprobably made to ensade to ensure Judah’ureensensure Judensure Judah’s partiah’s participation icipation in the allin the alliance. Isaiance. Isaiah, howeveah, however, encourar, encouraged Ahaz tged Ahaz to remain fo reo remain firremain firm in his pm in his policy of nolicy of neutrality eutrality (Isa. 7:3-(Isa. 7:3-4).4).4).

An event of important significance during the reign of Ahaz is the 
Syro-Ephraimite War, which most scholars date to ca. 734. This crisis is related 
to a broader anti-Assyrian movement, headed by Rezin of Aram-Damascus, in 
the southwestern part of the Assyrian Empire. The attack on Jerusalem by Rezin 
and Pekah of Israel probably came about as a result of Ahaz’ refusal to join the 
coalition. Isaiah indicated that the siege of Jerusalem was aimed at replacing Ahaz 
with a certain “son of Tabeel” (Isa. 7:6). This attempt was probably made to 
ensure Judah’s participation in the alliance. Isaiah, however, encouraged Ahaz to 
remain firm in his policy of neutrality (Isa. 7:3-4).

�2.2. A great-g A great-great-grandreat-grandson of Sauson of Saul, named il, named in the Benjn the Benjaminite geaminite genealogicalnealogical lists in  lists  lists in 1lists in 1 Chr. 8:35 Chr. 8:35-36; 9:41--36; 9:41-42.42.42.

2. A great-great-grandson of Saul, named in the Benjaminite genealogical 
lists in 1 Chr. 8:35-36; 9:41-42.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. R. AckrP. R. Ackroyd, “Histoyd, “Historians andorians and Prophets, Prophets,” ” SEÅSEÅ 33 (1968) 33 (1968): 18–54; “: 18–: 18–54; “Th18–54; “The Biblicale Biblical Interpret Interpretation of tation of the Reigns he Reigns of Ahaz anof Ahaz and Hezekiahd Hezekiah,” in ,” in In the SheIn the SIn the Shelter ofShelter of Elyon, Elyon, ed. W. B. ed. W. B. Barrick a Barrick and J. R. Snd J. R. Spencer, JSpencer, JSOTSup 31 (OTSup 31 (Sheffield,Sheffield, 1984), 24 1984), 2 1984), 247–59; S.247–59; S. A. Irvine A. Irvine, , Isaiah, AhIsaiah, Ahaz, and thaz, and the Syro-Ephe Syro-Ephraimitic Craimitic Crisis.risis. SBLDS 123 SBLDS 123 (Atlanta, (Atlanta (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1990).1990).1990).
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Jeffrey K.Jeffrey K. Kuan Kuan

Jeffrey K. Kuan

AHAZIAHAHAZIAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�azya®}a�h�azya®, }a�h�azy, }a�h�azyaœhu®aœhu®)))

AHAZIAH (Heb. }a�h�azya®, }a�h�azyaœhu® )

�1.1. King of J King of Judah, who udah, who succeeded succeeded his fatherhis father Jehoram ( Jehoram (Joram) at Joram) at the age ofthe age of 22 and re 22 a 22 and reigneand reigned one yeard one year (843/842  (843/842 B.C.E.B.C.E.). Ahaziah). Ahaziah’s mother ’s mother was Athaliwas Athaliah, makingah, making him the g him  him the grhim the grandson of andson of Ahab and JAhab and Jezebel (2 ezebel (2 Kgs. 8:25-Kgs. 8:25-27). The s27). The statement itatement in Chronicln Chronicles that AheChroniclChroniclesChronicles that Ahaz that Ahaziah began iah began to reign ato reign at the age t the age of 42 mustof 42 must be incorr be incorrect, becauect, because his fatsebecaubecause hibecause his father ws father was only 40as only 40 when he d when he died (2 Chried (2 Chr 21:20-22: 21:20-22:2). Becaus2). Because of his re of his relationshierrelationshrelationship to the ip to the northern knorthern kingdom, Ahingdom, Ahaziah was aziah was consideredconsidered a wicked  a wicked king (2 Kgking (2 Kgking (2 Kgs. 8:27)Kgs. 8:27). He allie. He allied with Jehd with Jehoram (Joraoram (Joram) of Isram) of Israel, particel, participating wiipating with him in th him in battles agbattlebattles agbattles against the ainst the Syrian kinSyrian king Hazael. g Hazael. While JehoWhile Jehoram was reram was recovering icovering in Jezreel n Jezreel from woundfrofrom woundfrom wounds sustaines sustained in a batd in a battle with ttle with the Syrianshe Syrians, Ahaziah , Ahaziah came to vicame to visit him (2sit him (2 Kgs. 8:28 Kg Kgs. 8:28,Kgs. 8:28, 29). Afte 29). After Elisha ar Elisha anointed Jenointed Jehu as the hu as the next king next king of Israel of Israel (2 Kgs. 9:(2 Kgs. 9:1-13), Jeh1-13), 9:9:1-13), J9:1-13), Jehu travelehu traveled to Jezred to Jezreel and theel and there he kilere he killed Jehoraled Jehoram and fatam and fatally woundelly wounded Ahaziah d Ad Ahaziah asAhaziah as well; Aha well; Ahaziah was tziah was taken to Meaken to Megiddo whergiddo where he died e he died (2 Kgs. 9:(2 Kgs. 9:17-29). Je17-29). Jehu then cohJeJehu then Jehu then continued continued his purge his purge by killingby killing various r various relatives oelatives of Ahaziah f Ahaziah as well (2as well (2 Kgs. 10:1 Kgs.  Kgs. 10:13Kgs. 10:13, 14; cf. , 14; cf. the sequenthe sequence of evence of events in 2 Chts in 2 Chr. 22:7-9)r. 22:7-9). In keepi. In keeping with hing with his doctrines docs doctrine odoctrine of retributf retribution, the Cion, the Chronicler hronicler attributesattributes Ahaziah’s Ahaziah’s death to  death to his associhis association withatioassociassociatioassociation with Jehn with Jehoram of Isoram of Israel (2 Chrael (2 Chr. 22:7a).r. 22:7a).

1. King of Judah, who succeeded his father Jehoram (Joram) at the age of 22 
and reigned one year (843/842 B.C.E.). Ahaziah’s mother was Athaliah, making 
him the grandson of Ahab and Jezebel (2 Kgs. 8:25-27). The statement in 
Chronicles that Ahaziah began to reign at the age of 42 must be incorrect, 
because his father was only 40 when he died (2 Chr 21:20-22:2). Because of his 
relationship to the northern kingdom, Ahaziah was considered a wicked king (2 
Kgs. 8:27). He allied with Jehoram (Joram) of Israel, participating with him in 
battles against the Syrian king Hazael. While Jehoram was recovering in Jezreel 
from wounds sustained in a battle with the Syrians, Ahaziah came to visit him (2 
Kgs. 8:28, 29). After Elisha anointed Jehu as the next king of Israel (2 Kgs. 
9:1-13), Jehu traveled to Jezreel and there he killed Jehoram and fatally wounded 
Ahaziah as well; Ahaziah was taken to Megiddo where he died (2 Kgs. 9:17-29). 
Jehu then continued his purge by killing various relatives of Ahaziah as well (2 
Kgs. 10:13, 14; cf. the sequence of events in 2 Chr. 22:7-9). In keeping with his 
doctrine of retribution, the Chronicler attributes Ahaziah’s death to his 
association with Jehoram of Israel (2 Chr. 22:7a).

�An AramaicAn Aramaic inscripti inscription, fragmeon, fragments of whints of which were dich were discovered ascovered at Tel Dan t Tel Dan in 1993 anin 199in 1993 and 11993 and 1994, was a994, was apparently pparently commissioncommissioned by Hazaed by Hazael; in it el; in it he claims he claims to have kito have killed [Jehollkikilled [Jekilled [Jeho]ram kinho]ram king of Israeg of Israel and [Ahal and [Ahaz]iah kingz]iah king of Judah. of Judah. The bibli The biblical and epcal and epigraphic digraphepepigraphicepigraphic data seem data seem to be in  to be in conflict, conflict, but there but there is biblicais biblical evidencel evidence of some s of some sort of allort oort of alliancof alliance between e between Hazael andHazael and Jehu (1 K Jehu (1 Kgs. 19:17)gs. 19:17)...

An Aramaic inscription, fragments of which were discovered at Tel Dan in 
1993 and 1994, was apparently commissioned by Hazael; in it he claims to have 
killed [Jeho]ram king of Israel and [Ahaz]iah king of Judah. The biblical and 
epigraphic data seem to be in conflict, but there is biblical evidence of some sort 
of alliance between Hazael and Jehu (1 Kgs. 19:17).

�Following Following Ahaziah’s Ahaziah’s death, Athdeath, Athaliah killaliah killed the remed the remaining memaining members of thbers of the royal fae royale royal famiroyal family in Judaly in Judah and actuh and actually assumally assumed the thred the throne herselone herself. Ahaziahf. Ahaziah’s sister ’s sister Jehosheba JehoJehosheba Jehosheba was able twas able to save oneo save one of Ahazia of Ahaziah’s sons, h’s sons, Jehoash (JJehoash (Joash). Sevoash). Seven years len years later Athalatellater Athalater Athaliah was dliah was deposed andeposed and killed, a killed, and Jehoashnd Jehoash was crown was crowned king (2ed king (2 Kgs. 11:1 Kgs. 11:1-21; 2 Chr-211:111:1-21; 211:1-21; 2 Chr. 22:1 Chr. 22:10-23:21).0-23:21).0-23:21).

Following Ahaziah’s death, Athaliah killed the remaining members of the 
royal family in Judah and actually assumed the throne herself. Ahaziah’s sister 
Jehosheba was able to save one of Ahaziah’s sons, Jehoash (Joash). Seven years 
later Athaliah was deposed and killed, and Jehoash was crowned king (2 Kgs. 
11:1-21; 2 Chr. 22:10-23:21).

�2.2. Son and s Son and successor ouccessor of King Ahaf King Ahab of Israeb of Israel; he reigl; he reigned ca. twned ca. two years (8o years (850–849; 1 50–84(8(850–849; (850–849; 1 Kgs. 22:1 Kgs. 22:40, 51). T40, 51). The Deuterohe Deuteronomistic enomistic editor critditor criticized Ahaicized Ahaziah for hziah for his aberranis hhis aberrahis aberrant religiont religious practicus practices, partices, particularly hisularly his worship o worship of Baal (1 f Baal (1 Kgs. 22:53Kgs. 22:53). Accordi). Acco). According According to the Chrto the Chronicler, Aonicler, Ahaziah of haziah of Israel andIsrael and Jehoshaph Jehoshaphat of Judaat of Judah jointly h jointly produced sproproduced sproduced several shieveral ships at Eziops at Ezion-geber. Jn-geber. Jehoshaphatehoshaphat’s collabo’s collaboration witration with Ahaziah h Ahaziah aroused thararoused tharoused the ire of Ee ire of Eliezer sonliezer son of Dodava of Dodavahu, who cohu, who correctly prrrectly prophesied tophesied that the shhat the ships would ipshships woulships would be destrd be destroyed (2 Choyed (2 Chr. 20:35-3r. 20:35-37). Though7). Though the paral the parallel pericolel pericope in Kingpe in Kings affirms sKingKings affiKings affirms that trms that the ships whe ships were destroere destroyed, it deyed, it denies that nies that JehoshaphaJehoshaphat collabort collaborated with atedcollaborcollaboratcollaborated with Ahed with Ahaziah in baziah in building thuilding them (1 Kgs.em (1 Kgs. 22:48, 49 22:48, 49).).).

2. Son and successor of King Ahab of Israel; he reigned ca. two years 
(850–849; 1 Kgs. 22:40, 51). The Deuteronomistic editor criticized Ahaziah for 
his aberrant religious practices, particularly his worship of Baal (1 Kgs. 22:53). 
According to the Chronicler, Ahaziah of Israel and Jehoshaphat of Judah jointly 
produced several ships at Ezion-geber. Jehoshaphat’s collaboration with Ahaziah 
aroused the ire of Eliezer son of Dodavahu, who correctly prophesied that the 
ships would be destroyed (2 Chr. 20:35-37). Though the parallel pericope in 
Kings affirms that the ships were destroyed, it denies that Jehoshaphat 
collaborated with Ahaziah in building them (1 Kgs. 22:48, 49).

�According According to a narrato a narrative in thtive in the Elijah ce Elijah cycle, Ahazycle, Ahaziah fell tiah fell through thehrough the lattice i lattice in his uppen hn his upper his upper chamber anchamber and was serid was seriously injuously injured. He sered. He sent messengnt messengers to “Baers to “Baal-zebub,”al-zebub,”“Ba“Baal-zebu“Baal-zebub,” the gob,” the god of Ekrond of Ekron, to learn, to learn whether o whether or not he wr not he would recovould recover. Intercer. Intercepted and eIntercIntercepteIntercepted and rebud and rebuked by Eliked by Elijah, thesejah, these messenger messengers were tols were told that Ahad that Ahaziah wouldziah wouldziah would not would not recover. Arecover. After finalfter finally consently consenting to apping to appear beforeear before the king, the king, Elijah re Elijah rebuked Ahazbukererebuked Ahrebuked Ahaziah for aziah for attemptingattempting to consul to consult a deity t a deity other thanother than Yahweh an Yahweh and again std again stated that aststated thastated that the kingt the king would not would not recover.  recover. Ahaziah waAhaziah was succeedes succeeded as king d as king of Israel of Israel by his broby by his broby his brother Jehorther Jehoram (2 Kgs.am (2 Kgs. 1:2-18). 1:2-18). 1:2-18).

According to a narrative in the Elijah cycle, Ahaziah fell through the lattice in 
his upper chamber and was seriously injured. He sent messengers to 



“Baal-zebub,” the god of Ekron, to learn whether or not he would recover. 
Intercepted and rebuked by Elijah, these messengers were told that Ahaziah 
would not recover. After finally consenting to appear before the king, Elijah 
rebuked Ahaziah for attempting to consult a deity other than Yahweh and again 
stated that the king would not recover. Ahaziah was succeeded as king of Israel 
by his brother Jehoram (2 Kgs. 1:2-18).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Biran aA. Biran and J. Navend J. Naveh, “The Teh, “The Tel Dan Inscl Dan Inscription: Aription: A New Fragm New Frag New Fragment,”Fragment,”  IEJIEJ 45 (1995) 45 (1995): 1–18; M.: 1–18; M. Cogan and Cogan and H. Tadmor H. Tadmor, , II Kings.II Kings. AB 11 (Ga AB 11 (Garden City,rden (Ga(Garden Ci(Garden City, 1988);ty, 1988); J. M. Mil J. M. Miller and J.ler and J. H. Hayes, H. Hayes,  A History A History of Ancientof Ancient Israel an Israel and Judahd Judahd JudahJudah (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1986phia, 1986).).).
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AHBANAHBAN (Heb.  (Heb. }ah�baœn}ah�baœn)))

AHBAN (Heb. }ah�baœn )

The son ofThe son of Abishur a Abishur and Abihailnd Abihail and the b and the brother of rother of Molid, of Molid, of the tribe the tribe of Judah (of Judah (1 Chr. 2:21 C1 Chr. 2:29)Chr. 2:29)..

The son of Abishur and Abihail and the brother of Molid, of the tribe of Judah (1 
Chr. 2:29).

AHERAHER (Heb.  (Heb. }ah�eär}ah�eär)))

AHER (Heb. }ah�eär )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, the fite, the father of Hather of Hushim (1 Cushim (1 Chr. 7:12).hr. 7:12).

A Benjaminite, the father of Hushim (1 Chr. 7:12).

AHIAHI (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iî}a�h�iî)))

AHI (Heb. }a�h�iî )

The son ofThe son of Abdiel of Abdiel of the tribe the tribe of Gad, w of Gad, who dwelt iho dwelt in Bashan (n Bashan (1 Chr. 5:11 Chr. 5:15). The na5). The name may be mnaname may bname may be a contrae a contraction of Action of Ahijah. At hijah. At 1 Chr. 7:31 Chr. 7:34 the Hebr4 the Hebrew word shew word should probaould proould probably bprobably be taken ase taken as an epithe an epithet (“my brot (“my brother”; cf.ther”; cf. RSV, NJB) RSV, NJB) rather th rather than as a pean as a personal namrsopepersonal npersonal name.ame.

The son of Abdiel of the tribe of Gad, who dwelt in Bashan (1 Chr. 5:15). The 
name may be a contraction of Ahijah. At 1 Chr. 7:34 the Hebrew word should 
probably be taken as an epithet (“my brother”; cf. RSV, NJB) rather than as a 
personal name.

AHIAHAHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iîya®}a�h�iîya®)))

AHIAH (Heb. }a�h�iîya® )

One who puOne who put his sealt his seal to the re to the renewed covenewed covenant undernant under Nehemiah  Nehemiah (Neh. 10:2(Neh. 10:26[MT 27]).6[MT 26[MT 27]).27]).

One who put his seal to the renewed covenant under Nehemiah (Neh. 10:26[MT 
27]).

AHIAMAHIAM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iî}aœ}a�h�iî}aœmm)))

AHIAM (Heb. }a�h�iî}aœm )

One of DavOne of David’s champid’s champions. He wions. He was the sonas the son of the Ha of the Hararite Shararite Sharar (2 Samrar (2 Sam. 23:33) o. 23:33) o. 23:33) or more lior more likely Sachakely Sachar (2 Chr. r (2 Chr. 11:35; cf.11:35; cf. LXX for b LXX for both).oth).

One of David’s champions. He was the son of the Hararite Sharar (2 Sam. 23:33) 
or more likely Sachar (2 Chr. 11:35; cf. LXX for both).

AHIANAHIAN (Heb.  (Heb. }ah�yaœn}ah�yaœn)))

AHIAN (Heb. }ah�yaœn )

The son ofThe son of Shemida o Shemida of the tribf the tribe of Manase of Manasseh (1 Chrseh (1 Chr. 7:19).. 7:19).

The son of Shemida of the tribe of Manasseh (1 Chr. 7:19).

AHIEZERAHIEZER (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iî{ez}a�h�iî{ezerer)))

AHIEZER (Heb. }a�h�iî{ezer )

�1.1. The son o The son of Ammishadf Ammishaddai. He wadai. He was a repress a representative fentative from the trrom the tribe of Danibe of Dan during th du during theduring the wildernes wilderness wanderins wanderings, assistgs, assisting Moses ing Moses in the cenin the census of thesus of the Israelite Israelites (Num. 1:s (Ns (Num. 1:12(Num. 1:12; 2:35) an; 2:35) and offeringd offering a sacrifi a sacrifice at the ce at the dedicationdedication of the al of the altar (7:66–tar (7:66–72).72).72).

1. The son of Ammishaddai. He was a representative from the tribe of Dan 
during the wilderness wanderings, assisting Moses in the census of the Israelites 



(Num. 1:12; 2:35) and offering a sacrifice at the dedication of the altar (7:66–72).

�2.2. A kinsman A kinsman of Saul,  of Saul, a chief ofa chief of the Benja the Benjaminites frminites from Gibeah,om Gibeah, who defec who defected to Davted tted to David ato David at Ziklag (t Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:1 Chr. 12:3).3).

2. A kinsman of Saul, a chief of the Benjaminites from Gibeah, who defected 
to David at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:3).

AHIHUDAHIHUD (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iîhu®}a�h�iîhu®d�, }a�h�id�, }a�h�iîhud�îhud�)))

AHIHUD (Heb. }a�h�iîhu®d�, }a�h�iîhud� )

�1.1. The son o The son of Shelomi.f Shelomi. He was a  He was a leader of leader of the tribe the tribe of Asher aof Asher appointed tppointed to assist Mo asso assist Mosassist Moses in the es in the division odivision of Canaan (f Canaan (Num. 34:27Num. 34:27).).).

1. The son of Shelomi. He was a leader of the tribe of Asher appointed to 
assist Moses in the division of Canaan (Num. 34:27).

�2.2. A descend A descendant of Ehuant of Ehud, head ofd, head of a Benjami a Benjaminite ancesnite ancestral housetral house (1 Chr. 8 (1 Chr. 8:7).:7).

2. A descendant of Ehud, head of a Benjaminite ancestral house (1 Chr. 8:7).

AHIJAHAHIJAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iîya®}a�h�iîya®)))

AHIJAH (Heb. }a�h�iîya® )

�1.1. Son of Ah Son of Ahitub and gitub and great-grandreat-grandson of Elison of Eli. Ahijah w. Ahijah was a priesas a priest in Shilot in Shiloh who servh who sh who served witserved with Saul’s ah Saul’s army as thermy as the wearer of wearer of the ephod the ephod (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 14:3). He w4:3). He was responsas responsas responsiblresponsible for the e for the ark of theark of the covenant, covenant, then hous then housed at Kiried at Kiriath-jearimath-jearim (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 14:18-19).4:1114:18-19).14:18-19).

1. Son of Ahitub and great-grandson of Eli. Ahijah was a priest in Shiloh who 
served with Saul’s army as the wearer of the ephod (1 Sam. 14:3). He was 
responsible for the ark of the covenant, then housed at Kiriath-jearim (1 Sam. 
14:18-19).

�2.2. A prophet A prophet from Shil from Shiloh. Ahijahoh. Ahijah tore his  tore his garment ingarment into 12 piecto 12 pieces before es before Jeroboam, JerobJeroboam, Jeroboam, Solomon’s Solomon’s overseer ooverseer of compulsof compulsory labor ory labor of the housf the house of Josepe of Joseph, symbolih, symboh, symbolizinsymbolizing the comig the coming divisiong division of the kn of the kingdom (1 ingdom (1 Kgs. 11:29Kgs. 11:29-31; 12:15-31; 12:15; 2 Chr. 1; 2 Chr. 10:15). In 0:1110:15). In10:15). In addition  addition to predictto predicting Jeroboing Jeroboam’s accesam’s accession to thsion to the throne oe throne of the nortf the northern kingdhernortnorthern knorthern kingdom, Ahingdom, Ahijah laterijah later foretold  foretold the death the death of Jeroboaof Jeroboam’s son (1m’s son (1 Kgs. 14:2 Kgs. 14:2-18; 15:29-114:214:2-18; 114:2-18; 15:29-30).5:29-30).5:29-30).

2. A prophet from Shiloh. Ahijah tore his garment into 12 pieces before 
Jeroboam, Solomon’s overseer of compulsory labor of the house of Joseph, 
symbolizing the coming division of the kingdom (1 Kgs. 11:29-31; 12:15; 2 Chr. 
10:15). In addition to predicting Jeroboam’s accession to the throne of the 
northern kingdom, Ahijah later foretold the death of Jeroboam’s son (1 Kgs. 
14:2-18; 15:29-30).

�3.3. Son of Sh Son of Shisha; a seisha; a secretary uncretary under Solomoder Solomon (1 Kgs. n (1 Kgs. 4:3).4:3).4:3).

3. Son of Shisha; a secretary under Solomon (1 Kgs. 4:3).

�4.4. Father of Father of Baasha, k Baasha, king of Isring of Israel; membeael; member of the tr of the tribe of Isribe of Issachar (1 sachar (1 Kgs. 15:27Kgs. 15:2Kgs. 15:27, 33;15:27, 33; 21:22; 2  21:22; 2 Kgs. 9:9).Kgs. 9:9).

4. Father of Baasha, king of Israel; member of the tribe of Issachar (1 Kgs. 
15:27, 33; 21:22; 2 Kgs. 9:9).

�5.5. Son of Je Son of Jerahmeel; mrahmeel; member of tember of the tribe ohe tribe of Judah (1f Judah (1 Chr. 2:25 Chr. 2:25).).).

5. Son of Jerahmeel; member of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 2:25).

�6.6. Son of Eh Son of Ehud, a Benjud, a Benjaminite, waminite, who was carho was carried into ried into captivity captivity (1 Chr. 8:(1 Chr. 8:7).7).7).

6. Son of Ehud, a Benjaminite, who was carried into captivity (1 Chr. 8:7).

�7.7. A Pelonit A Pelonite; one of e; one of David’s miDavid’s mighty men (ghty men (1 Chr. 11:1 Chr. 11:36).36).36).

7. A Pelonite; one of David’s mighty men (1 Chr. 11:36).

�8.8. A Levite  A Levite in charge in charge of the temof the temple treasuple treasury under Kry under King David ing David (1 Chr. 26(1 Chr. 26:20).:20).2626:20).26:20).26:20).

8. A Levite in charge of the temple treasury under King David (1 Chr. 
26:20).

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson

AHIKAMAHIKAM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iîqaœ}a�h�iîqaœmm)))

AHIKAM (Heb. }a�h�iîqaœm )

The son ofThe son of Shaphan ( Shaphan (2 Kgs. 22:2 Kgs. 22:12) and fa12) and father of Gether of Gedaliah (25daliah (25:22). He w:22). He was one of as one of the officiththe officithe officials of Kinals of King Josiah sg Josiah sent to theent to the prophetes prophetess Huldah ts Huldah to inquire o inquire of the Lorof the Lord (2 Kgs. d (2 d (2 Kgs. 22(2 Kgs. 22:14; 2 Chr:14; 2 Chr. 34:20). . 34:20). Afterward Afterward he protecthe protected Jeremiaed Jeremiah against h against Jehoiakim Jehoiakim and his foanand his foand his followers (Jllowers (Jer. 26:24)er. 26:24)..

The son of Shaphan (2 Kgs. 22:12) and father of Gedaliah (25:22). He was one of 
the officials of King Josiah sent to the prophetess Huldah to inquire of the Lord 
(2 Kgs. 22:14; 2 Chr. 34:20). Afterward he protected Jeremiah against Jehoiakim 
and his followers (Jer. 26:24).

AHIKAR, AHAHIKAR, AHIQARIQAR (Gk.  (Gk. AchiacharoAchiachaross)))

AHIKAR, AHIQAR (Gk. Achiacharos)

A legendarA legendary sage andy sage and advisor a advisor at the Assyt the Assyrian courtrian court, perhaps , perhaps modeled onmodeled on a histori a historical figurecahistorihistoricalhistorical figure. B figure. Books ascriooks ascribed to or bed to or about Ahiqabout Ahiqar were vear were very widesprry widespread in Medead in MediterraneaniMedMediterranMediterranean antiquean antiquity. The eity. The earliest exarliest extant versitant version of suchon of such a book co a book comes from Ames from Ames from Aramaic paAramaic papyri datedpyri dated ca. 420  ca. 420 B.C.E.B.C.E., although, although its compo its composition is sition is generally generally dated a cedated a cedated a century orcentury or two earli two earlier.er.er.

A legendary sage and advisor at the Assyrian court, perhaps modeled on a 
historical figure. Books ascribed to or about Ahiqar were very widespread in 
Mediterranean antiquity. The earliest extant version of such a book comes from 



Aramaic papyri dated ca. 420 B.C.E., although its composition is generally dated a 
century or two earlier.

�The text iThe text is in two ps in two parts. The arts. The first tellfirst tells the stors the story of Ahiqay of Ahiqar, a resper, a respected sage cted sage and counseaand counseand counselor who, clor who, childless ihildless in old age,n old age, adopts hi adopts his nephew Ns nephew Nadin as hiadin as his son and s son and successor susuccessor successor at court. at court. Nadin, howNadin, however, plotever, plots Ahiqar’ss Ahiqar’s disgrace  disgrace and death and death by forgingby forging documents d documents documents that make that make him appearhim appear guilty of guilty of treason.  treason. The plot, The plot, however, uhowever, ultimately ltimately fails and fafails and fails and recoils onrecoils on Nadin’s h Nadin’s head.ead.ead.

The text is in two parts. The first tells the story of Ahiqar, a respected sage 
and counselor who, childless in old age, adopts his nephew Nadin as his son and 
successor at court. Nadin, however, plots Ahiqar’s disgrace and death by forging 
documents that make him appear guilty of treason. The plot, however, ultimately 
fails and recoils on Nadin’s head.

�The secondThe second part cons part consists of saists of sayings ascryings ascribed to Ahibed to Ahiqar that iqar that bear a genbear a general simileral simeral similaritysimilarity to the Wi to the Wisdom litersdom literature of tature of the OT, esphe OT, especially thecially the book of e book of Proverbs (Proverbs (e.g., Ahiqe.g((e.g., Ahi(e.g., Ahiqar 7:96: qar 7:96: “My son, d“My son, do not curso not curse the day e the day until you until you have seen have seen the night”the night”). One bit). O). One bit ofOne bit of spare-the spare-the-rod-spoil-rod-spoil-the-child-the-child advice is advice is close eno close enough to Prough to Prov. 23:13-1v. 23:13-14 to foste4 t4 to foster to foster speculatiospeculation that then that the two may h two may have had a ave had a common soucommon source.rce.rce.

The second part consists of sayings ascribed to Ahiqar that bear a general 
similarity to the Wisdom literature of the OT, especially the book of Proverbs 
(e.g., Ahiqar 7:96: “My son, do not curse the day until you have seen the night”). 
One bit of spare-the-rod-spoil-the-child advice is close enough to Prov. 23:13-14 
to foster speculation that the two may have had a common source.

�While thisWhile this text was  text was found at tfound at the Jewish he Jewish colony of colony of ElephantinElephantine, the Ahie, the Ahiqar who apqar whoqar who appearwho appears in the ts in the text is an ext is an Assyrian iAssyrian in nationaln nationality and reity and religion. Holigion. However, as wever, as the story the sthe story circstory circulated in ulated in Jewish andJewish and (later) C (later) Christian christian circles, reircles, references tferences to “the godo “the gods” were res” wes” were replawere replaced with rced with references eferences to “God” oto “God” or “the Lorr “the Lord,” and Ahd,” and Ahiqar was giqar was given a Jewiven a Jewiven a Jewish pedJewish pedigree. On igree. On the basis the basis of such a of such a version, tversion, the book ofhe book of Tobit bro Tobit brought Ahiqaught Ahiqar into Tobr AhiqaAhiqar intAhiqar into Tobit’s o Tobit’s family as family as his nephewhis nephew, the son , the son of Hanael of Hanael (Tob. 1:21(Tob. 1:21). The con). The connection seneconconnectionconnection serves to serves to locate To locate Tobit more pbit more plausibly ilausibly in the courn the court affairs t affairs of Assyriaof Assyria, and Ahiq, and, and Ahiqarand Ahiqar’s nephew ’s nephew (referred (referred to as Nadato as Nadab) provideb) provides a contras a contrast to the st to the filial behfilial behavior of Tavibehbehavior obehavior of Tobias af Tobias and Sarah (nd Sarah (Tob. 11:18Tob. 11:18).).).

While this text was found at the Jewish colony of Elephantine, the Ahiqar 
who appears in the text is an Assyrian in nationality and religion. However, as the 
story circulated in Jewish and (later) Christian circles, references to “the gods” 
were replaced with references to “God” or “the Lord,” and Ahiqar was given a 
Jewish pedigree. On the basis of such a version, the book of Tobit brought 
Ahiqar into Tobit’s family as his nephew, the son of Hanael (Tob. 1:21). The 
connection serves to locate Tobit more plausibly in the court affairs of Assyria, 
and Ahiqar’s nephew (referred to as Nadab) provides a contrast to the filial 
behavior of Tobias and Sarah (Tob. 11:18).

Will SollWill Soll

Will Soll

AHILUDAHILUD (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iîlu®}a�h�iîlu®d�d�)))

AHILUD (Heb. }a�h�iîlu®d� )

The fatherThe father of Jehosh of Jehoshaphat, whoaphat, who was recor was recorder duringder during the reign the reigns of Davids of David and Solom and Solom and Solomon (2Solomon (2 Sam. 8:16 Sam. 8:16; 20:24; 1; 20:24; 1 Kgs. 4:3) Kgs. 4:3). He may a. He may also have blso have been the faeen the father of Bather of Baana, one oanBaBaana, oneBaana, one of the 12 of the 12 officers  officers of Solomonof Solomon (1 Kgs. 4 (1 Kgs. 4:12).:12).

The father of Jehoshaphat, who was recorder during the reigns of David and 
Solomon (2 Sam. 8:16; 20:24; 1 Kgs. 4:3). He may also have been the father of 
Baana, one of the 12 officers of Solomon (1 Kgs. 4:12).

AHIMAAZAHIMAAZ (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iîma{}a�h�iîma{as�as�)))

AHIMAAZ (Heb. }a�h�iîma{as� )

�1.1. The fathe The father of Saul’r of Saul’s wife Ahis wife Ahinoam (1 Sanoam (1 Sam. 14:50).m. 14:50).

1. The father of Saul’s wife Ahinoam (1 Sam. 14:50).

�2.2. The son o The son of Zadok thf Zadok the priest. e priest. Along withAlong with Jonathan, Jonathan, the son o the son of Abiatharf Abiathar, he kept , he , he kept Dahe kept David informvid informed of the ed of the progress oprogress of Absalom’f Absalom’s rebellios rebellion (2 Sam. n (2 Sam. 15:27, 36;15:27, 36; 17:20). W 1 17:20). Wh17:20). When Absalomen Absalom died, Ahi died, Ahimaaz insismaaz insisted on perted on personally resonally relaying thelaying the news to t news to the king (2htthe king (the king (2 Sam. 18:2 Sam. 18:19-30).19-30).19-30).

2. The son of Zadok the priest. Along with Jonathan, the son of Abiathar, 
he kept David informed of the progress of Absalom’s rebellion (2 Sam. 15:27, 36; 
17:20). When Absalom died, Ahimaaz insisted on personally relaying the news to 
the king (2 Sam. 18:19-30).

�3.3. One of So One of Solomon’s colomon’s commissary ommissary officers, afficers, assigned tossigned to Naphtali  Naphtali (1 Kgs. 4:(1 Kgs. 4:15). He wa15). 4:4:15). He 4:15). He was marriewas married to Basemd to Basemath, a dauath, a daughter of Sghter of Solomon. Soolomon. Some scholarme scholars suggest s suggests suggest thsuggest that the namat the name indicatee indicates the faths the father of an oer of an officer, whfficer, whose name hose name has been omas been omitted fromitomomitted fromitted from the accom the account, and ount, and that he mathat he may therefory therefore be the se be the same as ame as 2 2 above.above.

3. One of Solomon’s commissary officers, assigned to Naphtali (1 Kgs. 
4:15). He was married to Basemath, a daughter of Solomon. Some scholars 
suggest that the name indicates the father of an officer, whose name has been 
omitted from the account, and that he may therefore be the same as 2 above.

AHIMANAHIMAN (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iîman}a�h�iîman)))

AHIMAN (Heb. }a�h�iîman )



�1.1. One of th One of the descendae descendants of Anants of Anak, the “gik, the “giants” who ants” who inhabited inhabited pre-Israelpre-Israelite Palestite Pite Palestine Palestine (Num. 13:2(Num. 13:22). Along 2). Along with his bwith his brothers Shrothers Sheshai and eshai and Talmai, heTalmai, he was drive was driven from Hebn drivedriven frodriven from Hebron bm Hebron by Caleb (Jy Caleb (Josh. 15:14osh. 15:14; Judg. 1:; Judg. 1:10).10).10).

1. One of the descendants of Anak, the “giants” who inhabited pre-Israelite 
Palestine (Num. 13:22). Along with his brothers Sheshai and Talmai, he was 
driven from Hebron by Caleb (Josh. 15:14; Judg. 1:10).

�2.2. A Levite, A Levite, one of th one of the four gate four gatekeepers oekeepers of the postf the postexilic temexilic temple (1 Chrple (1 Chr. 9:17-18). 9:17-. 9:17-18).9:17-18).

2. A Levite, one of the four gatekeepers of the postexilic temple (1 Chr. 
9:17-18).

AHIMELECHAHIMELECH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iîmel}a�h�iîmelek�ek�)))

AHIMELECH (Heb. }a�h�iîmelek� )

�1.1. The son o The son of Ahitub of Ahitub of the housf the house of Eli (e of Eli (1 Sam. 22:1 Sam. 22:9) and the9) and the father of father of Abiathar  Abiath Abiathar (Abiathar (30:7). He 30:7). He was high pwas high priest duririest during the reing the reign of Saulgn of Saul at Nob (2 at Nob (21:1[MT 2])1:1[MT 2]), the chie, th, the chief the chief sanctuary sanctuary of Yahweh of Yahweh after the after the fall of Shfall of Shiloh.iloh.iloh.

1. The son of Ahitub of the house of Eli (1 Sam. 22:9) and the father of 
Abiathar (30:7). He was high priest during the reign of Saul at Nob (21:1[MT 2]), 
the chief sanctuary of Yahweh after the fall of Shiloh.

�Ahimelech Ahimelech aided Daviaided David during hd during his flight is flight from Saul from Saul (1 Sam. 21(1 Sam. 21:1-9[2–10]:1-9[2–10]). Saul th). Saul ). Saul then Saul then had Ahimelhad Ahimelech and thech and the other pre other priests of Niests of Nob killed,ob killed, thereby f thereby fulfilling ulfilling the prophethe pthe prophecy aprophecy against thegainst the house of  house of Eli (2:31–Eli (2:31–36). The i36). The incident isncident is referred  referred to in the to in the superscripsupesuperscripsuperscription of Pstion of Ps. 52 and b. 52 and by Jesus (My Jesus (Matt. 12:1-att. 12:1-4; Mark 2:4; Mark 2:23-28; Luk23-28; Luke 6:1-5).e 6:1-5).e 6:1-5).

Ahimelech aided David during his flight from Saul (1 Sam. 21:1-9[2–10]). 
Saul then had Ahimelech and the other priests of Nob killed, thereby fulfilling the 
prophecy against the house of Eli (2:31–36). The incident is referred to in the 
superscription of Ps. 52 and by Jesus (Matt. 12:1-4; Mark 2:23-28; Luke 6:1-5).

�2.2. A Hittite A Hittite companion companion and frien and friend of Davidd of David when Davi when David was hidid was hiding from Sang from Saul in the ul SaSaul in thSaul in the wildernee wilderness (1 Sam.ss (1 Sam. 26:6). 26:6). 26:6).

2. A Hittite companion and friend of David when David was hiding from 
Saul in the wilderness (1 Sam. 26:6).

�3.3. The son o The son of Abiatharf Abiathar and grand and grandson of Ahison of Ahimelech (melech (1; 1; 2 Sam. 8:12 Sam. 8:17; 1 Chr. 7; 1 Chr. 24:6), who2424:6), who24:6), who held a pr held a priestly posiestly position withition with Zadok dur Zadok during David’ing David’s reign (1s reign (18:16; 24:38:16; 24:31).1).1).

3. The son of Abiathar and grandson of Ahimelech (1; 2 Sam. 8:17; 1 Chr. 
24:6), who held a priestly position with Zadok during David’s reign (18:16; 24:31).

Nancy L. dNancy L. deClaissé-WeClaissé-Walfordalford

Nancy L. deClaissé-Walford

AHIMOTHAHIMOTH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iîmo®}a�h�iîmo®t�t�)))

AHIMOTH (Heb. }a�h�iîmo®t� )

A Levite oA Levite of the famif the family of Kohaly of Kohath, the seth, the second son ocond son of Levi (1 f Levi (1 Chr. 6:25[Chr. 6:25[MT 10]); aMT 10]); an ancestorn an ancestor oancestor of Elkanah f Elkanah the fatherthe father of Samuel of Samuel..

A Levite of the family of Kohath, the second son of Levi (1 Chr. 6:25[MT 10]); an 
ancestor of Elkanah the father of Samuel.

AHINADABAHINADAB (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iînaœ}a�h�iînaœd�ab�d�ab�)))

AHINADAB (Heb. }a�h�iînaœd�ab� )

The son ofThe son of Iddo. One Iddo. One of Solomo of Solomon’s 12 offn’s 12 officers, he icers, he was in chawas in charge of therge of the territory territory of Mahana of of Mahanaiof Mahanaim (1 Kgs. m (1 Kgs. 4:14).4:14).

The son of Iddo. One of Solomon’s 12 officers, he was in charge of the territory 
of Mahanaim (1 Kgs. 4:14).

AHINOAMAHINOAM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iînoœ}a�h�iînoœ{am{am)))

AHINOAM (Heb. }a�h�iînoœ{am )

�1.1. Daughter  Daughter of Ahimaazof Ahimaaz (origin u (origin unknown) annknown) and wife of d wife of King Saul King Saul (1 Sam. 14(1 Sam. 14:50). Ahin:501414:50). Ah14:50). Ahinoam is tinoam is the only wihe only wife named ife named in connectin connection with Saon with Saul and is ul and is possibly tpossibly the mother hetthe motherthe mother of his se of his seven childrven children (1 Sam.en (1 Sam. 14:49-50; 14:49-50; 1 Chr. 8: 1 Chr. 8:33-40; 9:333-40; 9:39-44; but 9-44; but cf. 2 Sam.cf. cf. 2 Sam.cf. 2 Sam. 12:8). 12:8). 12:8).

1. Daughter of Ahimaaz (origin unknown) and wife of King Saul (1 Sam. 
14:50). Ahinoam is the only wife named in connection with Saul and is possibly 
the mother of his seven children (1 Sam. 14:49-50; 1 Chr. 8:33-40; 9:39-44; but 
cf. 2 Sam. 12:8).

�2.2. Jezreelit Jezreelite wife of e wife of David and David and mother of mother of his firstbhis firstborn son, Aorn son, Amnon. Aftemnon. After her marrr herr her marriaher marriage to Davige to David (1 Sam. d (1 Sam. 25:43), sh25:43), she accompane accompanied him onied him on his visit his visit to the Ph to the Philistine kiliPhPhilistinePhilistine king Achi king Achish (27:3).sh (27:3). Later tak Later taken hostageen hostage in an Ama in an Amalekite railekite raid on Ziklad on Ziklag (30:5), g (30g (30:5), Ah(30:5), Ahinoam was inoam was subsequentsubsequently rescuedly rescued and accom and accompanied Davpanied David to Hebrid to Hebron (2 Sam.on (2 Son (2 Sam. 2:2),Sam. 2:2), where he  where he was crownewas crowned king of d king of Judah. AllJudah. All reference references to Ahinos to Ahinoam place ham place ham place her in cloher in close literarse literary proximity proximity to anothy to another of Davier of David’s wives,d’s wives, Abigail. Abigail. Abigail.

2. Jezreelite wife of David and mother of his firstborn son, Amnon. After 
her marriage to David (1 Sam. 25:43), she accompanied him on his visit to the 
Philistine king Achish (27:3). Later taken hostage in an Amalekite raid on Ziklag 
(30:5), Ahinoam was subsequently rescued and accompanied David to Hebron (2 
Sam. 2:2), where he was crowned king of Judah. All references to Ahinoam place 
her in close literary proximity to another of David’s wives, Abigail.

�This AhinoThis Ahinoam and am and 1 1 above may above may be the sambe the same person; e person; cf. Nathancf. Nathan’s comment’s comment to David, to to David, to David, “I gave yo“I gave you . . . you . . . your master’ur master’s wives” (s wives” (2 Sam. 12:2 Sam. 12:8).8).8).

This Ahinoam and 1 above may be the same person; cf. Nathan’s comment 



to David, “I gave you . . . your master’s wives” (2 Sam. 12:8).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. D. LeviJ. D. Levinson and Bnson and B. Halpern,. Halpern, “The Poli “The Political Impotical Import of Davirt of David’s Marriad’DaviDavid’s MaDavid’s Marriages,” rriages,” JBLJBL 99 (1980) 99 (1980): 507–18.: 507–18.: 507–18.

Bibliography. J. D. Levinson and B. Halpern, “The Political Import of 
David’s Marriages,” JBL 99 (1980): 507–18.

Linda S. SLinda S. Schearingchearing

Linda S. Schearing

AHIOAHIO (Heb.  (Heb. }ah�yo®}ah�yo®)))

AHIO (Heb. }ah�yo® )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Abinadab, Abinadab, at whose hat whose house the aouse the ark was temrk was temporarily kporarily kept. When ept. When he and hishehe and hishe and his brother U brother Uzzah drovezzah drove the ark o the ark on a cart en a cart en route ton route to Jerusalem Jerusalem (2 Sam. 6 (2 Sam. 6:3-4; 1 Ch:66:3-4; 1 C6:3-4; 1 Chr. 13:7),hr. 13:7), they came they came as far as as far as the thres the threshing floorhing floor of Nacon  of Nacon (2 Sam. 6:(2 Sam. 6:6).6).6).

1. A son of Abinadab, at whose house the ark was temporarily kept. When 
he and his brother Uzzah drove the ark on a cart en route to Jerusalem (2 Sam. 
6:3-4; 1 Chr. 13:7), they came as far as the threshing floor of Nacon (2 Sam. 6:6).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Beriah of Beriah of the tribe the tribe of Benjamiof Benjamin (1 Chr. n (1 Chr. 8:14). On 8:14). On the basis the basis of the LXXof the of the LXX sothe LXX some translame translators prefetors prefer to read r to read “his broth“his brother.”er.”er.”

2. A son of Beriah of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:14). On the basis of 
the LXX some translators prefer to read “his brother.”

�3.3. A Benjami A Benjaminite, descnite, descendant of endant of Jeiel and Jeiel and Maacah (1 Maacah (1 Chr. 8:30-Chr. 8:30-31); a bro31); a brother of Kither brobrother ofbrother of Kish, the Kish, the father of father of Saul (9:3 Saul (9:35, 37).5, 37).

3. A Benjaminite, descendant of Jeiel and Maacah (1 Chr. 8:30-31); a 
brother of Kish, the father of Saul (9:35, 37).

AHIRAAHIRA (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iîra{}a�h�iîra{)))

AHIRA (Heb. }a�h�iîra{ )

The son ofThe son of Enan of t Enan of the tribe ohe tribe of Naphtalif Naphtali, assigned, assigned to assist to assist Moses in  Moses in the censusthe census (Num. 1:1 (N (Num. 1:15(Num. 1:15). Num. 7:). Num. 7:78-83 desc78-83 describes his ribes his offering ooffering on behalf on behalf of the tribf the tribe.e.

The son of Enan of the tribe of Naphtali, assigned to assist Moses in the census 
(Num. 1:15). Num. 7:78-83 describes his offering on behalf of the tribe.

AHIRAMAHIRAM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iîraœ}a�h�iîraœmm)))

AHIRAM (Heb. }a�h�iîraœm )

The third The third son of Benson of Benjamin and jamin and ancestor oancestor of the Ahirf the Ahiramites (Nuamites (Num. 26:38).m. 26:38). He may be He may b He may be the sambe the same person ae person as Aher (1 s Aher (1 Chr. 7:12)Chr. 7:12) or Aharah or Aharah (8:1). (8:1).

The third son of Benjamin and ancestor of the Ahiramites (Num. 26:38). He may 
be the same person as Aher (1 Chr. 7:12) or Aharah (8:1).

AHISAMACHAHISAMACH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iîsaœ}a�h�iîsaœmaœk�maœk�)))

AHISAMACH (Heb. }a�h�iîsaœmaœk� )

A Danite, A Danite, the fatherthe father of Oholia of Oholiab (Exod. 3b (Exod. 31:6; 35:341:6; 35:34; 38:23).; 38:23).

A Danite, the father of Oholiab (Exod. 31:6; 35:34; 38:23).

AHISHAHARAHISHAHAR (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iîsûa}a�h�iîsûah�arh�ar)))

AHISHAHAR (Heb. }a�h�iîsûah�ar )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite warrioite warrior, one of r, one of the sons othe sons of Bilhan of Bilhan of the famif the family of Jedily of Jediael (1 Chrael (1 Chr. 7:10-11). 7:1. 7:10-11).7:10-11).

A Benjaminite warrior, one of the sons of Bilhan of the family of Jediael (1 Chr. 
7:10-11).

AHISHARAHISHAR (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iîsûa}a�h�iîsûaœrœr)))

AHISHAR (Heb. }a�h�iîsûaœr )

A high offA high official undeicial under King Solr King Solomon, in comon, in charge of tharge of the palace he palace (1 Kgs. 4:(1 Kgs. 4:6).6).

A high official under King Solomon, in charge of the palace (1 Kgs. 4:6).

AHITHOPHELAHITHOPHEL (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iît�o}a�h�iît�oœp�elœp�el)))

AHITHOPHEL (Heb. }a�h�iît�oœp�el )

A man fromA man from the town  the town of Giloh iof Giloh in the hilln the hill country o country of Judah. Sf Judah. Serving as erving as David’s coDavid’s counselor (1unscocounselor counselor (1 Chr. 27(1 Chr. 27:33), his :33), his wisdom waswisdom was highly es highly esteemed as teemed as prophetic prophetic words fromwords frowords from God (from God (2 Sam. 16:2 Sam. 16:23).23).23).

A man from the town of Giloh in the hill country of Judah. Serving as David’s 
counselor (1 Chr. 27:33), his wisdom was highly esteemed as prophetic words 
from God (2 Sam. 16:23).

�DissatisfaDissatisfaction withction with David’s l David’s later reignater reign ran deep, ran deep, and when  and when David’s soDavid’s son Absalom n Absalon Absalom reAbsalom rebelled, Ahbelled, Ahithophel (ithophel (lit., “brolit., “brother of fother of foolishness”olishness” [?]) join [?]) joined the rebed the rebel cause ael cauel cause and cause and became thebecame the mastermin mastermind behind td behind the revoluthe revolution (2 Samion (2 Sam. 15:12ff.. 15:12ff.). After o). After occupying Jcooccupying occupying Jerusalem,Jerusalem, Ahithophe Ahithophel counselel counseled Absalom d Absalom to defile to defile David’s haDavid’s harem, thus rem, thus rem, thus takinthus taking token pog token possession ossession of the kingf the kingdom, and tdom, and to pursue Do pursue David beforavid before his force his forces could ceforcforces couforces could consolild consolidate (2 Sadate (2 Sam. 16:20-1m. 16:20-17:4). His 7:4). His admonitionadmonition to seek D to seek David was tavid was thwarted byhtthwarted bthwarted by Hushai, y Hushai, one of Davone of David’s loyalid’s loyal followers followers and a spy and a spy, who urge, who urged delay (2d delay (2 Sam. 17:5 S Sam. 17:5-Sam. 17:5-14). His g14). His guidance beuidance being rejecting rejected and seeed and seeing that Aing that Absalom’s rbsalom’s revolt was evolt was doomed to dodoomed to doomed to failure, Afailure, Ahithophel hithophel committed committed suicide bysuicide by hanging ( hanging (2 Sam. 17:2 Sam. 17:23).23).23).

Dissatisfaction with David’s later reign ran deep, and when David’s son 
Absalom rebelled, Ahithophel (lit., “brother of foolishness” [?]) joined the rebel 
cause and became the mastermind behind the revolution (2 Sam. 15:12ff.). After 



occupying Jerusalem, Ahithophel counseled Absalom to defile David’s harem, 
thus taking token possession of the kingdom, and to pursue David before his 
forces could consolidate (2 Sam. 16:20-17:4). His admonition to seek David was 
thwarted by Hushai, one of David’s loyal followers and a spy, who urged delay (2 
Sam. 17:5-14). His guidance being rejected and seeing that Absalom’s revolt was 
doomed to failure, Ahithophel committed suicide by hanging (2 Sam. 17:23).

�Some belieSome believe Ahithopve Ahithophel to havhel to have been thee been the grandfath grandfather of Bather of Bathsheba, forsheba, for she is me she i she is mentionis mentioned in 2 Saed in 2 Sam. 11:3 asm. 11:3 as the daugh the daughter of Eliter of Eliam, who acam, who according tocording to 23:34 was 23:34 was the son o t the son ofthe son of Ahithophe Ahithophel. It seeml. It seems improbabs improbable that Ahle that Ahithophel withophel was old enoas old enough to havugh to havugh to have a marhave a married grandried granddaughter adaughter at the timet the time of David’ of David’s great sis great sin. It alson. It also seems unl seems unlikely thatikelunlunlikely tunlikely that Ahithohat Ahithophel wouldphel would conspire  conspire against thagainst the intereste interests of his gs of his granddaughtranddaughter and herer granddaughtgranddaughgranddaughter and heter and her son. It r son. It is easier is easier to believeto believe that ther that there were twoe were two men in Is men in Israel namedraeIsIsrael namIsrael named Eliam. ed Eliam. However, tHowever, this would his would perhaps experhaps explain Ahitplain Ahithophel’s dhophel’s defection, efection, having itshhaving itshaving its roots in  roots in David’s muDavid’s murdering ofrdering of his grand his grandson by marson by marriage and riage and the sexualthe sexual corruptin co corruptingcorrupting of his gr of his granddaughteanddaughter Bathshebr Bathsheba.a.a.

Some believe Ahithophel to have been the grandfather of Bathsheba, for she 
is mentioned in 2 Sam. 11:3 as the daughter of Eliam, who according to 23:34 was 
the son of Ahithophel. It seems improbable that Ahithophel was old enough to 
have a married granddaughter at the time of David’s great sin. It also seems 
unlikely that Ahithophel would conspire against the interests of his 
granddaughter and her son. It is easier to believe that there were two men in 
Israel named Eliam. However, this would perhaps explain Ahithophel’s defection, 
having its roots in David’s murdering of his grandson by marriage and the sexual 
corrupting of his granddaughter Bathsheba.

John L. HaJohn L. Harrisrris

John L. Harris

AHITUBAHITUB (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�iît�u}a�h�iît�u®b�;®b�; Gk.  Gk. AchitoœbAchitoœb)))

AHITUB (Heb. }a�h�iît�u®b�;  Gk. Achitoœb)

�1.1. One of th One of the two sonse two sons of Phineh of Phinehas and graas and grandson of Endson of Eli; the fali; the father of Ahther of Ahijah (1 Saijah (ijah (1 Sam. 14(1 Sam. 14:3) and Ah:3) and Ahimelech (2imelech (22:9).2:9).2:9).

1. One of the two sons of Phinehas and grandson of Eli; the father of Ahijah 
(1 Sam. 14:3) and Ahimelech (22:9).

�2.2. The son o The son of Amariah f Amariah and fatherand father of Zadok  of Zadok the priestthe priest (2 Sam. 8 (2 Sam. 8:17; 1 Chr:17; 1 Chr. 6:7-8[MT. 6:7. 6:7-8[MT 56:7-8[MT 5:33–34]; c:33–34]; cf. 1 Esdr.f. 1 Esdr. 8:2; 2 Es 8:2; 2 Esdr. 1:1); dr. 1:1); grandfathegrandfather of Zadokr of Zadok (1 Chr. 9 (1 Chr. 9:11; Neh. :11; 99:11; Neh.9:11; Neh. 11:11). 11:11). 11:11).

2. The son of Amariah and father of Zadok the priest (2 Sam. 8:17; 1 Chr. 
6:7-8[MT 5:33–34]; cf. 1 Esdr. 8:2; 2 Esdr. 1:1); grandfather of Zadok (1 Chr. 
9:11; Neh. 11:11).

�3.3. The son o The son of another f another Amariah anAmariah and grandfatd grandfather of anoher of another priesther priest named Zat named Zadok (1 ChrdoZaZadok (1 CZadok (1 Chr. 6:11-1hr. 6:11-12).2).2).

3. The son of another Amariah and grandfather of another priest named 
Zadok (1 Chr. 6:11-12).

�4.4. An ancest An ancestor of Judior of Judith; son ofth; son of Elijah an Elijah and father od father of Raphain f Raphain (Jdt. 8:1)(Jdt. 8:1)..

4. An ancestor of Judith; son of Elijah and father of Raphain (Jdt. 8:1).

AHLABAHLAB (Heb.  (Heb. }ah�laœb�}ah�laœb�)))

AHLAB (Heb. }ah�laœb� )

A coastal A coastal town in thtown in the tribal ie tribal inheritancenheritance of Asher, of Asher, N of Tyre N of Tyre. Asher wa. Asher was unable ts unable to expel tho eo expel the expel the Canaanite Canaanite residents residents of the citof the city and was y and was forced to forced to assimilateassimilate with the  with the people livpeopeople livpeople living in theing in the land (Jud land (Judg. 1:31). g. 1:31). It is probIt is probably the sably the same as Mahame as Mahalab (Joshalab (Josh. 19:29), . 19:29. 19:29), lo19:29), located at mcated at modern Khirodern Khirbet bet el-Mah�a®lel-Mah�a®libib (172303)  (172303) S of the LS of the Litani Riveitani River, which fr,RiveRiver, whiRiver, which fell toch fell to the Assyr the Assyrian forcesian forces of Sennac of Sennacherib in 7herib in 701 01 B.C.B.C.B.C.

A coastal town in the tribal inheritance of Asher, N of Tyre. Asher was unable to 
expel the Canaanite residents of the city and was forced to assimilate with the 
people living in the land (Judg. 1:31). It is probably the same as Mahalab (Josh. 
19:29), located at modern Khirbet el-Mah�a®lib  (172303) S of the Litani 
River, which fell to the Assyrian forces of Sennacherib in 701 B.C.

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

AHLAIAHLAI (Heb.  (Heb. }ah�lay}ah�lay)))

AHLAI (Heb. }ah�lay )

�1.1. The daugh The daughter (“sonster (“sons” at 1 Chr” at 1 Chr. 2:31 mea. 2:31 means “descenns “descendants”) ofdants”) of Sheshan o Sheshan of the tribf thf the tribe the tribe of Judah. of Judah. Because heBecause her father hr father had no malead no male heirs, he heirs, he gave her  gave her in marriagin marriage to his Ee toe to his Egyto his Egyptian slavptian slave Jarha (1e Jarha (1 Chr. 34-3 Chr. 34-35); they w5); they were the paere the parents of Arents of Attai.ttai.ttai.

1. The daughter (“sons” at 1 Chr. 2:31 means “descendants”) of Sheshan of 
the tribe of Judah. Because her father had no male heirs, he gave her in marriage 
to his Egyptian slave Jarha (1 Chr. 34-35); they were the parents of Attai.

�2.2. The fathe The father of Zabadr of Zabad, one of D, one of David’s chaavid’s champions (1 mpions (1 Chr. 11:41Chr. 11:41).).

2. The father of Zabad, one of David’s champions (1 Chr. 11:41).



AHOAHAHOAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�o®ah�}a�h�o®ah�)))

AHOAH (Heb. }a�h�o®ah� )

The son ofThe son of Bela, the Bela, the firstborn firstborn of Benjam of Benjamin (1 Chr.in (1 Chr. 8:4). The 8:4). The name shou name should probablld probably be read y probablprobably bprobably be read Ahie read Ahijah, due tjah, due to probableo probable dittograp dittography with 1 hy with 1 Chr. 8:7 (Chr. 8:7 (which givewhich gives the prims givegives the gives the primary soprimary sons as Naamns as Naaman, Ahijahan, Ahijah, and Gera, and Gera). The Gre). The Greek, Syriacek, Syriac, and Aram, and Aram, and Aramaic veAramaic versions suprsions support the aport the alternate rlternate reading (LXeading (LXX X AchiaAchia).).).

The son of Bela, the firstborn of Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:4). The name should 
probably be read Ahijah, due to probable dittography with 1 Chr. 8:7 (which 
gives the primary sons as Naaman, Ahijah, and Gera). The Greek, Syriac, and 
Aramaic versions support the alternate reading (LXX Achia).

Nancy L. dNancy L. deClaissé-WeClaissé-Walfordalford

Nancy L. deClaissé-Walford

AHOHIAHOHI (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�o®h�i}a�h�o®h�iîî)))

AHOHI (Heb. }a�h�o®h�iî )

The fatherThe father of Dodo a of Dodo and grandfand grandfather of Elther of Eleazar, oneeazar, one of David’ of David’s champions champions (2 Sam. s (2 Sam. 23:9).223:9).23:9).

The father of Dodo and grandfather of Eleazar, one of David’s champions (2 Sam. 
23:9).

AHOHITEAHOHITE (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�o®h�i}a�h�o®h�iîî)))

AHOHITE (Heb. }a�h�o®h�iî )

A patronymA patronymic or gentic or gentilic name ilic name given to tgiven to three of Dahree of David’s chamvid’s champions: Dodpions: Dodo (1 Chr. o (1 Chr.o (1 Chr. 11:12Chr. 11:12; cf. 2 Sa; cf. 2 Sam. 23:9), m. 23:9), Zalmon (23Zalmon (23:28), and :28), and Ilai (1 ChIlai (1 Chr. 11:29; r. 11:29; perhaps thperhaps the same as e same same as Zasame as Zalmon).lmon).

A patronymic or gentilic name given to three of David’s champions: Dodo (1 
Chr. 11:12; cf. 2 Sam. 23:9), Zalmon (23:28), and Ilai (1 Chr. 11:29; perhaps the 
same as Zalmon).

AHUMAIAHUMAI (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�u®may}a�h�u®may)))

AHUMAI (Heb. }a�h�u®may )

The son ofThe son of Jahath of Jahath of the tribe the tribe of Judah  of Judah (1 Chr. 4:(1 Chr. 4:2).2).

The son of Jahath of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 4:2).

AHUZZAMAHUZZAM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�uzzaœ}a�h�uzzaœmm)))

AHUZZAM (Heb. }a�h�uzzaœm )

A son of AA son of Ashhur and shhur and Naarah of Naarah of the tribe the tribe of Judah (of Judah (1 Chr. 4:61 Chr. 4:6).).

A son of Ashhur and Naarah of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 4:6).

AHUZZATHAHUZZATH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�h�uzzat}a�h�uzzat��)))

AHUZZATH (Heb. }a�h�uzzat� )

A “friend”A “friend” (a techni (a technical term mcal term meaning “adeaning “adviser”) ofviser”) of the Phili the Philistine kingstine king Abimelech Abimelech. He and P. He. He and PhiHe and Phicol accompcol accompanied theianied their sovereigr sovereign, who wisn, who wished to makhed to make a covenae a covenant with Isnt with nt with Isaacwith Isaac (Gen. 26: (Gen. 26:26).26).

A “friend” (a technical term meaning “adviser”) of the Philistine king Abimelech. 
He and Phicol accompanied their sovereign, who wished to make a covenant 
with Isaac (Gen. 26:26).

AHZAIAHZAI (Heb.  (Heb. }ah�zay}ah�zay)))

AHZAI (Heb. }ah�zay )

A priest aA priest at the timet the time of Ezra;  of Ezra; the fatherthe father of Azarel of Azarel and grand and grandson of Immson of Immer (Neh. 1er (Neh. 11:13). He 1:1111:13). He11:13). He may be th may be the same as e same as Jahzerah aJahzerah at 1 Chr. 9t 1 Chr. 9:12.:12.

A priest at the time of Ezra; the father of Azarel and grandson of Immer (Neh. 
11:13). He may be the same as Jahzerah at 1 Chr. 9:12.

AIAI (Heb.  (Heb. haœ{ayhaœ{ay)))

AI (Heb. haœ{ay)

One of theOne of the major sit major sites conqueres conquered during ed during the Israelthe Israelite conqueite conquest of Canast of Canaan. Accordan. Accordan. According According to the accto the account in Joount in Joshua, the shua, the IsraelitesIsraelites conquered conquered Ai during Ai during the secon the second militaryd seconsecond milsecond military campitary campaign (Joshaign (Josh. 8) follo. 8) following an eawing an earlier aborrlier abortive attemtive attempt (ch. 7)pt (ch. 7)...

One of the major sites conquered during the Israelite conquest of Canaan. 
According to the account in Joshua, the Israelites conquered Ai during the 
second military campaign (Josh. 8) following an earlier abortive attempt (ch. 7).

�While the While the location olocation of biblicalf biblical Ai has be Ai has been subjecten subject to debate to debate, it has b, it has been generaeen genereen generally generally identifiedidentified with et-T with et-Tell (1747.ell (1747.1472), ca.1472), ca. 3–4 km. ( 3–4 km. (2–2.5 mi.)2–2.5 mi.) E of Beth E of Bethel. The siel. Thel. The site wThe site was initialas initially investily investigated by Jgated by John Garstaohn Garstang, who cong, who conducted sonducted soundings atundings at the site  th the site ithe site in 1928. Frn 1928. From 1933 toom 1933 to 1935 Judi 1935 Judith Marquetth Marquet-Krause di-Krause directed therected the Rothschil Rothschild expeditidRothschilRothschildRothschild expeditio expedition, which dn, which discovered iscovered ruins of bruins of both an Earoth an Early Bronze ly Bronze city and acity and an Iron Agen aan Iron Agan Iron Age I village I village. The mose. The most extensivt extensive excavatie excavations were cons were conducted bonducted by Joseph Cy Joseph Cy Joseph Callaway fCallaway from 1964 trom 1964 to 1972. Tho 1972. The purpose e purpose of the Calof the Callaway excalaway excavations wavations was to claris to clars to clarify thclarify the chronoloe chronology of the gy of the Iron I vilIron I village.lage.lage.

While the location of biblical Ai has been subject to debate, it has been 
generally identified with et-Tell (1747.1472), ca. 3–4 km. (2–2.5 mi.) E of Bethel. 
The site was initially investigated by John Garstang, who conducted soundings at 



the site in 1928. From 1933 to 1935 Judith Marquet-Krause directed the 
Rothschild expedition, which discovered ruins of both an Early Bronze city and 
an Iron Age I village. The most extensive excavations were conducted by Joseph 
Callaway from 1964 to 1972. The purpose of the Callaway excavations was to 
clarify the chronology of the Iron I village.

�The excavaThe excavations of Mtions of Marquet-Kraarquet-Krause and Cause and Callaway foullaway found that thnd that the site of e site of et-Tell waet-Teet-Tell waet-Tell was occupieds occupied during tw during two major peo major periods — thriods — the Early Bre Early Bronze Age (onze Age (ca. 3100–2ca. 3100–ca. 3100–2350 3100–2350 B.C.E.B.C.E.) and Iron) and Iron I (ca. 12 I (ca. 1220–1050), 20–1050), with an 11with an 1100-year ga00-year gap in occupp in occupation betwationoccupoccupationoccupation between. between. between.

The excavations of Marquet-Krause and Callaway found that the site of 
et-Tell was occupied during two major periods — the Early Bronze Age (ca. 
3100–2350 B.C.E.) and Iron I (ca. 1220–1050), with an 1100-year gap in 
occupation between.

�During EB During EB the site gthe site grew from arew from a small vil small village to a lage to a sizable cisizable city of ca. ty of ca. 11 ha. (2711 ha. (27 a.), one  a a.), one oa.), one of the majof the major urban cer urban centers of Pnters of Palestine. alestine. ArchaeologArchaeological evideical evidence indicance indicates that ates indicaindicates indicates that a smathat a small unwallell unwalled village d village was establwas established at tished at the site cahe site ca. 3100. Th. 3100. The village e village village unvillage underwent a derwent a major tranmajor transition begsition beginning ca.inning ca. 3000 with 3000 with the arriv the arrival of newcal of newcomers fromomnewcnewcomers newcomers from Northfrom North Syria and Syria and Anatolia  Anatolia who increawho increased the sised the size of the ze of the site and fsite and fsite and fortified fortified it with a it with a city wall.city wall. Ca. 2850  Ca. 2850 the defensthe defense system oe system of the cityf the city was enhan was enhanced as theced aced as the widas the width of the th of the wall was iwall was increased. ncreased. Ca. 2700 tCa. 2700 the site exhe site experienced perienced a radical a radical change as chanchange as change as the city wthe city was destroyas destroyed and rebed and rebuilt eitheuilt either by the Er by the Egyptians ogyptians or under Egr under Egyptian infypEgEgyptian iEgyptian influence. nfluence. The new ciThe new city was equty was equipped withipped with both a la both a large rectanrge rectangular tempgular temple and newletemptemple andtemple and new earth new earthen reservoen reservoir. The teir. The temple was cmple was constructedonstructed of field  of field stones andstones andstones and designand designed with a ed with a row of pilrow of pillars down lars down the centerthe center, and the , and the building tbuilding techniques echniques reflect Egrefreflect Egreflect Egyptian infyptian influence. Thluence. The large ree large reservoir, lservoir, lined with ined with stones, hastones, had a capacid a capacity of ca. ty of cty of ca. 1.9 mica. 1.9 million l. (llion l. (500 thousa500 thousand gal.) ond gal.) of water. If water. In spite ofn spite of its massi its massive fortifive fortification walcation wacation wall, howewall, however, the hver, the history of istory of the EB citthe EB city came to y came to an end ca.an end ca. 2350 as t 2350 as the city wahe city was destroyes ds destroyed.destroyed.

During EB the site grew from a small village to a sizable city of ca. 11 ha. (27 
a.), one of the major urban centers of Palestine. Archaeological evidence 
indicates that a small unwalled village was established at the site ca. 3100. The 
village underwent a major transition beginning ca. 3000 with the arrival of 
newcomers from North Syria and Anatolia who increased the size of the site and 
fortified it with a city wall. Ca. 2850 the defense system of the city was enhanced 
as the width of the wall was increased. Ca. 2700 the site experienced a radical 
change as the city was destroyed and rebuilt either by the Egyptians or under 
Egyptian influence. The new city was equipped with both a large rectangular 
temple and new earthen reservoir. The temple was constructed of field stones 
and designed with a row of pillars down the center, and the building techniques 
reflect Egyptian influence. The large reservoir, lined with stones, had a capacity of 
ca. 1.9 million l. (500 thousand gal.) of water. In spite of its massive fortification 
wall, however, the history of the EB city came to an end ca. 2350 as the city was 
destroyed.

Excavated Excavated area at etarea at et-Tell, inc-Tell, including theluding the Early Bro Early Bronze Age tenze Age temple and cmple and citadel (loitadel (lower centerwer(lo(lower cen(lower center) and tter) and the Iron Aghe Iron Age village e village (upper cen(upper center) (J. Ater) (J. A. Callaway. Callaway))

Excavated area at et-Tell, including the Early Bronze Age temple and citadel 
(lower center) and the Iron Age village (upper center) (J. A. Callaway)

�After beinAfter being unoccupig unoccupied for neaed for nearly 1100 yrly 1100 years, the ears, the site was isite was inhabited onhabited once again nce agance again ca. again ca. 1220. The 1220. The new settlenew settlement, builment, built on the rt on the ruins of thuins of the EB city,e EB city, was a sma was a small Iron I ll Irll Iron I vilIron I village of onlage of only 1.2 ha.ly 1.2 ha. (3 a.). T (3 a.). The Iron Aghe Iron Age village e village was establwas established by nished by newcomers fewcomennewcomers newcomers from the nfrom the north, perhorth, perhaps Hittitaps Hittites from Anes from Anatolia andatolia and North Syr North Syria. This wia. This wia. This was an unwwas an unwalled agrialled agricultural vcultural village witillage with cobblesth cobblestone streetone streets. The hous. The houses, commoses, commonly referrncommocommonly rcommonly referred toeferred to as pillar as pillar buildings buildings or pillar or pillar houses, w houses, were designere designed with sted with stone pillaroneststone pillstone pillars or piears or piers that aprs that apparently sparently served as rerved as roof supporoof supports. The ints. The inhabitants habitants of the Iroof thof the Iron Athe Iron Age villagege village engaged i engaged in farming n farming using terrusing terrace farminace farming or agricg or agricultural teultural techniques, chniqtetechniquestechniques, agricult, agricultural methoural methods designeds designed especiald especially for thely for the terrain o terrain of the areaf the area. The wate. The. The water The water supply wassupply was provided  provided by cisternby cisterns hewed ins hewed in the bedro the bedrock. Lined ck. Lined with plastwith plastwith plaster, splaster, some of theome of these limestose limestone cisternne cisterns were locs were located in thated in the rooms ofe rooms of houses. houses. houses.

After being unoccupied for nearly 1100 years, the site was inhabited once 
again ca. 1220. The new settlement, built on the ruins of the EB city, was a small 
Iron I village of only 1.2 ha. (3 a.). The Iron Age village was established by 
newcomers from the north, perhaps Hittites from Anatolia and North Syria. This 
was an unwalled agricultural village with cobblestone streets. The houses, 
commonly referred to as pillar buildings or pillar houses, were designed with 
stone pillars or piers that apparently served as roof supports. The inhabitants of 
the Iron Age village engaged in farming using terrace farming or agricultural 
techniques, agricultural methods designed especially for the terrain of the area. 
The water supply was provided by cisterns hewed in the bedrock. Lined with 
plaster, some of these limestone cisterns were located in the rooms of houses.

�Ca. 1125 tCa. 1125 the second he second Iron Age vIron Age village wasillage was establish established at Ai bed at Ai by yet anoty yet another new poher newher new populanew population wave.tion wave. The newco The newcomers who amers who adopted anddopted and adapted t adapted the facilithe facilities of theies of thies of the formerthe former inhabitan inhabitants expandets expanded the sized the size of the vi of the village and llage and continued continued to use theto use the pillar-bu pil pillar-buipillar-building archlding architectural itectural design of design of the precedthe preceding era. Oing era. One of the ne of the most notabmost notable changesle chle changes wachanges was the conss the construction otruction of numerousf numerous silo gran silo granaries, graaries, grain storagein storage facilitie facilities that wers thas that were that were built on tbuilt on the cobbleshe cobblestone streetone streets. The grts. The granaries reanaries reflect the flect the strong agrstrong agriculturalliculagragriculturagriculturally-basedally-based economy o economy of the commf the community and unity and the continthe continued usage ued usage of the terof the terof the terrace faterrace farming techrming techniques thaniques that had beent had been adopted f adopted from the virom the village’s eallage’s earlier popurlier population.latpopupopulationpopulation...

Ca. 1125 the second Iron Age village was established at Ai by yet another 



new population wave. The newcomers who adopted and adapted the facilities of 
the former inhabitants expanded the size of the village and continued to use the 
pillar-building architectural design of the preceding era. One of the most notable 
changes was the construction of numerous silo granaries, grain storage facilities 
that were built on the cobblestone streets. The granaries reflect the strong 
agriculturally-based economy of the community and the continued usage of the 
terrace farming techniques that had been adopted from the village’s earlier 
population.

�The Iron AThe Iron Age villagege village also feat also featured a sanured a sanctuary desctuary designed withigned with a stone b a stone bench. Amonench. Aench. Among the Among the artifacts artifacts discovereddiscovered in the sa in the sanctuary wenctuary were small are small animal figunimal figurines and rines and a large poa la large pottlarge pottery offeriery offering stand ong stand or incense r incense altar decoaltar decorated withrated with windows a windows and lions’ nd lions’ paws.pawpaws.paws.paws.

The Iron Age village also featured a sanctuary designed with a stone bench. 
Among the artifacts discovered in the sanctuary were small animal figurines and a 
large pottery offering stand or incense altar decorated with windows and lions’ 
paws.

�On the basOn the basis of the is of the archaeologarchaeological evideical evidence, Callance, Callaway identiway identified the sfied the second Ironecond Irecond Iron I vilIron I village with lage with the Israelthe Israelites, thusites, thus dating th dating the conqueste conquest of Ai to  of Ai to ca. 1125.ca. 1125.ca. 1125.

On the basis of the archaeological evidence, Callaway identified the second 
Iron I village with the Israelites, thus dating the conquest of Ai to ca. 1125.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. A. CallJ. A. Callaway, “Ai,away, “Ai,” ” NEAEHL,NEAEHL, 1:39–45. 1:39–45. 1:39–45.

Bibliography. J. A. Callaway, “Ai,” NEAEHL, 1:39–45.

LaMoine F.LaMoine F. DeVries DeVries

LaMoine F. DeVries

AIAHAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. }ayya®}ayya®)))

AIAH (Heb. }ayya®)

�1.1. The son o The son of Zibeon af Zibeon and brothernd brother of Anah;  of Anah; one of theone of the chiefs of chiefs of the Horit the Horites (Gen. 3es (Ges (Gen. 36:2(Gen. 36:24; 1 Chr. 4; 1 Chr. 1:40).1:40).1:40).

1. The son of Zibeon and brother of Anah; one of the chiefs of the Horites 
(Gen. 36:24; 1 Chr. 1:40).

�2.2. The fathe The father of Rizpar of Rizpah, Saul’s h, Saul’s concubine concubine (2 Sam. 3:(2 Sam. 3:7). His tw7). His two sons wero sons were given toe givee given to tgiven to the Gibeonihe Gibeonites to comtes to compensate fopensate for Saul’s er Saul’s evil dealinvil dealings with thgs with them (2 Sam.em (2 Sam. 21:8-11). 2 21:8-11).21:8-11).

2. The father of Rizpah, Saul’s concubine (2 Sam. 3:7). His two sons were 
given to the Gibeonites to compensate for Saul’s evil dealings with them (2 Sam. 
21:8-11).

AIATHAIATH (Heb.  (Heb. {ayyaœt�{ayyaœt�)))

AIATH (Heb. {ayyaœt� )

Alternate Alternate form of Aiform of Ai (Isa. 10: (Isa. 10:28).28).

Alternate form of Ai (Isa. 10:28).

AIJAAIJA (Heb.  (Heb. {ayya®{ayya®)))

AIJA (Heb. {ayya®)

A town in A town in Judah reseJudah resettled aftettled after the Exilr the Exile (Neh. 11e (Neh. 11:31). It m:31). It may be the ay be the same as Aysame as Ayyah.yahAyAyyah.Ayyah.

A town in Judah resettled after the Exile (Neh. 11:31). It may be the same as 
Ayyah.

AIJALONAIJALON (Heb. (Heb.}ayyaœlo®n}ayyaœlo®n)))

AIJALON (Heb.}ayyaœlo®n)

�1.1. A levitic A levitical city loal city located in tcated in the originahe original tribal al tribal area of Danrea of Dan (Josh. 19 (Josh. 19:42; 21:24:42; 21:24). When th).21:2421:24). Wh21:24). When the Danen the Danites were ites were unable to unable to expel the expel the Amorites (Amorites (Judg. 1:34Judg. 1:34-35), they-35), they-35), they left they left the Shephethe Shephelah and molah and moved to norved to northern Palethern Palestine. Evestine. Eventually, Antually, Aijalon wasijalon was incorpora in incorporatincorporated into thed into the kingdom e kingdom of Judah. of Judah. Aijalon waAijalon was one of ts one of the cities he cities which Rehowhich Rehoboam fortibRehoRehoboam fRehoboam fortified (ortified (2 Chr. 11:2 Chr. 11:5-10). It 5-10). It was one ofwas one of the citie the cities taken bys taken by the Phili the Philistines in stinePhiliPhilistinePhilistines in the 8s in the 8th centuryth century  B.C.B.C. (2 Chr. 2 (2 Chr. 28:16-18).8:16-18).8:16-18).

1. A levitical city located in the original tribal area of Dan (Josh. 19:42; 
21:24). When the Danites were unable to expel the Amorites (Judg. 1:34-35), 
they left the Shephelah and moved to northern Palestine. Eventually, Aijalon was 
incorporated into the kingdom of Judah. Aijalon was one of the cities which 
Rehoboam fortified (2 Chr. 11:5-10). It was one of the cities taken by the 
Philistines in the 8th century B.C. (2 Chr. 28:16-18).

�Edward RobEdward Robinson ideninson identified Aijtified Aijalon with alon with modern modern Ya®loœYa®loœ (152138), (152138), based on  based o based on descripon descriptions by Jtions by Jerome and erome and Eusebius. Eusebius. Later WillLater William F. Albiam F. Albright distright distinguished inguished a second Aa sa second Aijsecond Aijalon at Tealon at Tell Qoqa, jll Qoqa, just E of ust E of Ya®loœYa®loœ, represen, representing the fting the fortress ofortress of  Ya®loœYa®lYa®loœYa®loœ as well a as well as earlier s earlier occupationoccupation. No excav. No excavations havations have been made been made at eithee at either site, bur sr site, but site, but sherds as sherds as early as tearly as the Late Brhe Late Bronze Age honze Age have been fave been found at boound at both.th.th.

Edward Robinson identified Aijalon with modern Ya®loœ (152138), based 
on descriptions by Jerome and Eusebius. Later William F. Albright distinguished a 



second Aijalon at Tell Qoqa, just E of Ya®loœ, representing the fortress of 
Ya®loœ as well as earlier occupation. No excavations have been made at either 
site, but sherds as early as the Late Bronze Age have been found at both.

�2.2. The buria The burial place ofl place of Elon the  Elon the judge, locjudge, located in thated in the territore territory of Zebuly of Zebulun (Judg. un (Judgun (Judg. 12:(Judg. 12:12).12).12).

2. The burial place of Elon the judge, located in the territory of Zebulun 
(Judg. 12:12).

Scott M. LScott M. Langstonangston

Scott M. Langston

AINAIN (Heb.  (Heb. {ayin{ayin)))

AIN (Heb. {ayin)

�1.1. A town on A town on the easte the eastern border rn border of the Proof the Promised Landmised Land, W of Rib, W of Riblah (Num. lah (Num. 34:11) and334:11) and34:11) and N of the  N of the Sea of ChiSea of Chinnereth (Gnnereth (Galilee). Ialilee). If the Hebrf the Hebrew (“sprinew (“spring”) represg”) represents a plaenrepresrepresentsrepresents a place n a place name, its lame, its location isocation is uncertain uncertain. Proposed. Proposed locations locations are Khirb are Khirbet Dufneh et KhirbKhirbet DuKhirbet Dufneh (2092fneh (209292) or Khi92) or Khirbet rbet {Ayu®n{Ayu®n (212236). (212236).

1. A town on the eastern border of the Promised Land, W of Riblah (Num. 
34:11) and N of the Sea of Chinnereth (Galilee). If the Hebrew (“spring”) 
represents a place name, its location is uncertain. Proposed locations are 
Khirbet Dufneh (209292) or Khirbet {Ayu®n (212236).

�2.2. A city in A city in Judah, li Judah, listed beforsted before Rimmon ae Rimmon at Josh. 15t Josh. 15:32; 1 Chr:32; 1 Chr. 4:32; pr. 4:32; probably theobably prprobably tprobably the same ashe same as En-rimmon En-rimmon (e.g., Jo (e.g., Josh. 19:7; sh. 19:7; Neh. 11:29Neh. 11:29).).).

2. A city in Judah, listed before Rimmon at Josh. 15:32; 1 Chr. 4:32; 
probably the same as En-rimmon (e.g., Josh. 19:7; Neh. 11:29).

�3.3. A levitic A levitical city gial city given to theven to the descendan descendants of Aarots of Aaron (Josh. 2n (Josh. 21:16). It 1:16). It may be themay be thmay be the same athe same as s 2 2 above.above.

3. A levitical city given to the descendants of Aaron (Josh. 21:16). It may be 
the same as 2 above.

AIN FESHKAAIN FESHKA

AIN FESHKA

A brackishA brackish spring ca spring ca. 2 km. (1. 2 km. (1.3 mi.) W .3 mi.) W of the Deaof the Dead Sea and d Sea and 12 km. (7.12 km. (7.5 mi.) S o5 mi.) S of Jericho.f Jf Jericho. IJericho. It was in nt was in nearby caveearby caves that thes that the Dead Sea  Dead Sea Scrolls weScrolls were discovere discovered.red.

A brackish spring ca. 2 km. (1.3 mi.) W of the Dead Sea and 12 km. (7.5 mi.) S of 
Jericho. It was in nearby caves that the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered.

AIN KAREMAIN KAREM (Heb.  (Heb. {a®n kerem{a®n kerem)))

AIN KAREM (Heb. {a®n kerem)

A village A village 8 km. (5 m8 km. (5 mi.) W of Ji.) W of Jerusalem, erusalem, known as tknown as the traditihe traditional home onal home of Zechariof Zechariah and EliahZechariZechariah Zechariah and Elizaband Elizabeth and theth and the birthplae birthplace of Johnce of John the Bapti the Baptist (cf. Lust (cf. Luke 1:57-66ke 1:57-66). Consequ). C). ConsequentConsequently, Ain Kaly, Ain Karem (“sprirem (“spring of the ng of the vineyard”)vineyard”) is also i is also identified dentified as the plaas the place where Mce wce where Marywhere Mary visits he visits her relativer relative Elizabeth Elizabeth and where and where the birth the birth of Jesus  of Jesus is foretolis foretold (cf. Lukd (cf.d (cf. Luke (cf. Luke 1:39-56).1:39-56).1:39-56).

A village 8 km. (5 mi.) W of Jerusalem, known as the traditional home of 
Zechariah and Elizabeth and the birthplace of John the Baptist (cf. Luke 1:57-66). 
Consequently, Ain Karem (“spring of the vineyard”) is also identified as the place 
where Mary visits her relative Elizabeth and where the birth of Jesus is foretold 
(cf. Luke 1:39-56).
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‘AJJUL, TE‘AJJUL, TELL EL-LL EL-LL EL-

‘AJJUL, TELL EL-

A site (09A site (0934.0976) l34.0976) located 9 kocated 9 km. (6 mi.)m. (6 mi.) SW of Gaz SW of Gaza. The fira. The first major est major excavationsxcavations were unde w were underwere undertaken by Staken by Sir Williamir William Flinders  Flinders Petrie betPetrie between 1930 ween 1930 and 1934, and 1934, who identiwho identwho identifiedidentified the site  the site as ancientas ancient Gaza. Wil Gaza. William F. Alliam F. Albright thobright thought the sught the site was Beite was Beth-eglayimth-egBeBeth-eglayBeth-eglayim. Aharonim. Aharon Kempinski Kempinski challenge challenged that ided that identificationtification, believin, believing it to bng it to be the Hykse the the Hyksosthe Hyksos city of S city of Sharuhen. Tharuhen. The site hahe site has yielded s yielded three genethree general city oral city occupationsccupations, five “pa, fiv, five “palafive “palace”/fortrece”/fortress phases,ss phases, and numer and numerous tomb gous tomb groups.roups.roups.

A site (0934.0976) located 9 km. (6 mi.) SW of Gaza. The first major excavations 
were undertaken by Sir William Flinders Petrie between 1930 and 1934, who 
identified the site as ancient Gaza. William F. Albright thought the site was 
Beth-eglayim. Aharon Kempinski challenged that identification, believing it to be 
the Hyksos city of Sharuhen. The site has yielded three general city occupations, 
five “palace”/fortress phases, and numerous tomb groups.

�OccupationOccupation first beg first began on the an on the site in thsite in the Early Bre Early Bronze IV peonze IV period with riod with cemeteriescemetercemeteriescemeteries to the ea to the east and wesst and west of the mt of the mound whichound which yielded p yielded pottery. Thottery. The “courtyae “courtye “courtyard“courtyard” cemetery” cemetery was found was found within th within the courtyare courtyard of the pd of the palace, andalace, and predates  predates the first tthe first the first building pbuilding phase on thhase on the mound. Ae mound. All of thesll of these tombs fae tombs fall into thll into the Middle Be Middle Bronze I peronzBBronze I pBronze I period, witeriod, with some yieh some yielding scarlding scarabs of Latabs of Late Middle Ke Middle Kingdom datingdom date, documene, documee, documentindocumenting the Egypg the Egyptian influtian influence at thence at the site.e site.e site.

Occupation first began on the site in the Early Bronze IV period with 
cemeteries to the east and west of the mound which yielded pottery. The 
“courtyard” cemetery was found within the courtyard of the palace, and predates 
the first building phase on the mound. All of these tombs fall into the Middle 



Bronze I period, with some yielding scarabs of Late Middle Kingdom date, 
documenting the Egyptian influence at the site.

�A great foA great fosse runs asse runs around threround three sides ofe sides of the tell. the tell. It was no It was not built upt built up, like the, like the typical M t typical MBtypical MB glacis, b glacis, but was cutut was cut out of th out of the sandstone sandstone of the he of the hill itselfill itself. The remo. The removed blocksved bved blocks werblocks were used as e used as foundationfoundation material  material for the pafor the palace compllace complex. A mudbex. A mudbrick wall rick wall was built wwas built was built along the along the fosse in afosse in a later per later period, but miod, but may rest onay rest on MB founda MB foundations.tions.tions.

A great fosse runs around three sides of the tell. It was not built up, like the 
typical MB glacis, but was cut out of the sandstone of the hill itself. The removed 
blocks were used as foundation material for the palace complex. A mudbrick wall 
was built along the fosse in a later period, but may rest on MB foundations.

�Covering cCovering ca. 2000 sqa. 2000 sq. m. (2392. m. (2392 sq. yds.) sq. yds.), Palace I, Palace I was built was built in a squa in a square with sire with side chamberdsiside chambside chambers arounders around a central a central courtyard courtyard. Placed o. Placed on top of sn top of some of theome of the tombs in  tombs in  tombs in the couin the courtyard cemrtyard cemetery, Paletery, Palace I was ace I was founded infounded in the MB II the MB II period, a period, after 1780 fter 1780 B.C.B.CB.C.B.C. This pala This palace was conce was contemporary temporary with the fwith the first levelirst level of occupa of occupation in thtion in the city (Cie city (City III). At(Ci(City III)(City III). A rich t. A rich tomb probabomb probably of a Hyly of a Hyksos nobleksos noble contained contained horses an horses and chariot d chariot remains. Treremains. Tremains. The ceramiche ceramic data indi data indicate that cate that this levelthis level was destr was destroyed in thoyed in the 16th cene 16th century.turcencentury.century.century.

Covering ca. 2000 sq. m. (2392 sq. yds.), Palace I was built in a square with 
side chambers around a central courtyard. Placed on top of some of the tombs 
in the courtyard cemetery, Palace I was founded in the MB II period, after 1780 
B.C. This palace was contemporary with the first level of occupation in the city 
(City III). A rich tomb probably of a Hyksos noble contained horses and chariot 
remains. The ceramic data indicate that this level was destroyed in the 16th 
century.

�Palace II Palace II was built was built on top of on top of Palace I iPalace I in a differn a different style,ent style, and much  and much smaller. Jsmaller. Judging froudgJJudging frJudging from the varom the variety of Cyiety of Cypriot cerapriot ceramic importmic imports, the Pals, the Palace II/Citace II/City II phasey II phases may haves mas may have lmay have lasted untiasted until 1400 or l 1400 or Late BronzLate Bronze IB. Palae IB. Palace III is ce III is a very difa very different buiferent building fromlding flding from the pfrom the previous parevious palace, buillace, built of “blact of “black brick” wk brick” with very tith very thick wallshick walls and proba and probably two stbly tbly two storietwo stories high. Als high. Albright conbright considered itsidered it an Egypti an Egyptian fortresan fortress on the Zs on the Zile-Gaza Rile-Gaza Road. The foadRRoad. The Road. The final phasfinal phase of Palace of Palace III and e III and City I goeCity I goes into thes into the 14th cent 14th century. Palacury. Palace IV, slige IV, e IV, slightIV, slightly alteredly altered in size,  in size, probably dprobably dates to LBates to LB IIB (13th IIB (13th century). century). The “gove The “governor’s tomrnor’s“gove“governor’“governor’s tomb,” as tomb,” a very rich very rich burial at burial at the foot  the foot of the telof the tell, yieldedl, yielded a scarab  a scarab of Ramses of Ramof Ramses II Ramses II and a massand a massive seal rive seal ring of Tuting of Tutankhamen, ankhamen, documentindocumenting an officg an official Egyptiial Egyptian presencanEgyptiEgyptian pEgyptian presence onresence on the site. the site. The final The final palace, P palace, Palace V, calace V, cannot be aannot be accurately ccurately dated but datedated but dated but may date tmay date to the Earlo the Early Iron Agey Iron Age...

Palace II was built on top of Palace I in a different style, and much smaller. 
Judging from the variety of Cypriot ceramic imports, the Palace II/City II phases 
may have lasted until 1400 or Late Bronze IB. Palace III is a very different building 
from the previous palace, built of “black brick” with very thick walls and probably 
two stories high. Albright considered it an Egyptian fortress on the Zile-Gaza 
Road. The final phase of Palace III and City I goes into the 14th century. Palace 
IV, slightly altered in size, probably dates to LB IIB (13th century). The 
“governor’s tomb,” a very rich burial at the foot of the tell, yielded a scarab of 
Ramses II and a massive seal ring of Tutankhamen, documenting an official 
Egyptian presence on the site. The final palace, Palace V, cannot be accurately 
dated but may date to the Early Iron Age.

�{Ajjul{Ajjul is one of is one of the riche the richest sites ist sites in Palestinn Palestine, best kne, best known for thown for the artistice artistic quality o qualit quality ofquality of its small its smaller finds. er finds. Using cloiUsing cloisonne and sonne and granulatiogranulation, the n, the {Ajjul{Ajjul jewelers  jewelers created macrecreated macreated magnificent gnificent gold bracegold bracelets, earrlets, earrings, torqings, torques, pendaues, pendants, and hnts, and hair ornameair ornaments. The gntsornameornaments.ornaments. The goldw The goldwork is conork is contemporary temporary with the owith the other greatther great art mediu art medium, bichromm, bichrm, bichrome-wbichrome-ware potterare pottery. Known ay. Known as s {Ajjul{Ajjul painter w painter ware, this are, this ceramic orceramic or its influ its influence reachencinfluinfluence influence reached asreached as far afiel far afield as Cyprud as Cyprus, Cilicias, Cilicia, and Nort, and North Syria anh Syria and flourishd flourished for ca.ed fored for ca. 60for ca. 60–75 years –75 years from 1550 from 1550 to the earto the early 15th cely 15th century. Posntury. Possibly the sibly the most attramost attractive pottctiattraattractiveattractive pottery p pottery produced inroduced in Palestine Palestine, its desi, its designs featurgns featured geometred geometric patternic patterns, fish, as, fis, fish, and fish, and birds painbirds painted in redted in red and black and black...

{Ajjul is one of the richest sites in Palestine, best known for the artistic 
quality of its smaller finds. Using cloisonne and granulation, the {Ajjul jewelers 
created magnificent gold bracelets, earrings, torques, pendants, and hair 
ornaments. The goldwork is contemporary with the other great art medium, 
bichrome-ware pottery. Known as {Ajjul painter ware, this ceramic or its 
influence reached as far afield as Cyprus, Cilicia, and North Syria and flourished 
for ca. 60–75 years from 1550 to the early 15th century. Possibly the most 
attractive pottery produced in Palestine, its designs featured geometric patterns, 
fish, and birds painted in red and black.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. O. TufnellO. Tufnell and A. Ke and A. Kempenski, mpenski, “{Ajjul“{Ajjul, Tell el-, Tell el-,” ,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 1:49–53. 1:49 1:49–53.1:49–53.1:49–53.

Bibliography. O. Tufnell and A. Kempenski, “{Ajjul, Tell el-,” NEAEHL 
1:49–53.
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AKANAKAN (Heb.  (Heb. {a�qaœn{a�qaœn) (also JA) (also JAAKAN)AKAN)AKAN)

AKAN (Heb. {a�qaœn ) (also JAAKAN)

One of theOne of the sons of E sons of Ezer the Hozer the Horite, of trite, of the family he family of Esau (Gof Esau (Gen. 36:27)en. 36:27). At 1 Chr. At 1 Chr. 1:42 he . 1. 1:42 he is1:42 he is called Ja called Jaakan.akan.

One of the sons of Ezer the Horite, of the family of Esau (Gen. 36:27). At 1 Chr. 
1:42 he is called Jaakan.



AKELDAMAAKELDAMA (Gk.  (Gk. AkeldamaécAkeldamaéchh)))

AKELDAMA (Gk. Akeldamaéch)

The place The place Judas purcJudas purchased withhased with the money the money he receiv he received for beted for betraying Jesraying Jesus (Acts 1us (Acts 1:18-19). J:11:18-19). 1:18-19). Judas lateJudas later sufferedr suffered a fatal f a fatal fall on hisall on his property, property, his blood his blood spilling  spilling out onto tout onto out onto the fonto the field, thusield, thus the name  the name “Field of “Field of Blood” (trBlood” (transliteratansliterated from Ared from Aram. am. h�a�qeäl dh�a�qeh�a�qeäl dh�a�qeäl deïma}eïma}). This ac). This account is ocount is often harmoften harmonized withnized with that in M that in Matt. 27:3-att. 27:3-10, which 10, 27:3-27:3-10, w27:3-10, which also hich also mentions amentions a “Field of “Field of Blood” co Blood” concerning Jncerning Judas. In Mudas. In Matthew’s aatthew’s account, hoccaaccount, haccount, however, Juowever, Judas hangs das hangs himself (Mhimself (Matt. 27:5)att. 27:5), the “pot, the “potter’s fielter’s field” is bougd” is bought by the ht bht by the higby the high priests h priests after Judaafter Judas’ death (s’ death (v. 7), andv. 7), and the “bloo the “blood” in its d” in its name refername refers to the “s to ths to the “innocthe “innocent blood”ent blood” of Jesus  of Jesus (vv. 4, 6,(vv. 4, 6, 8). The t 8). The two accountwo accounts are probs are probably best ably best seen as inseeseen as inseen as independent dependent variants ovariants of an aetiof an aetiological lelogical legend; the gend; the two authortwo authors adapted s adapted their versthetheir verstheir versions of thions of the story ine story in quite dif quite different wayferent ways. The tras. The traditional sditional site of Akeite of Akeldama is ildamaAkeAkeldama iAkeldama is in the Hs in the Hinnom Vallinnom Valley S of Jeey S of Jerusalem, arusalem, an area assn area associated wiociated with idolatrth idolatry and chily ay and child and child sacrifice sacrifice in the OT in the OT (2 Kgs. 23(2 Kgs. 23:10; Jer. :10; Jer. 7:30-34; 17:30-34; 19:1-13).9:1-13).9:1-13).

The place Judas purchased with the money he received for betraying Jesus (Acts 
1:18-19). Judas later suffered a fatal fall on his property, his blood spilling out 
onto the field, thus the name “Field of Blood” (transliterated from Aram. 
h�a�qeäl deïma} ). This account is often harmonized with that in Matt. 
27:3-10, which also mentions a “Field of Blood” concerning Judas. In Matthew’s 
account, however, Judas hangs himself (Matt. 27:5), the “potter’s field” is bought 
by the high priests after Judas’ death (v. 7), and the “blood” in its name refers to 
the “innocent blood” of Jesus (vv. 4, 6, 8). The two accounts are probably best 
seen as independent variants of an aetiological legend; the two authors adapted 
their versions of the story in quite different ways. The traditional site of 
Akeldama is in the Hinnom Valley S of Jerusalem, an area associated with idolatry 
and child sacrifice in the OT (2 Kgs. 23:10; Jer. 7:30-34; 19:1-13).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. Benoit,P. Benoit, “The Deat “The Death of Judash of Judas,” in ,” in Jesus and Jesus and the Gospelthe Gospel,, 1 (New Yo 1 (Ne 1 (New York,(New York, 1973): 18 1973): 189–207; J. 9–207; J. Finegan, Finegan, The ArchaeThe Archaeology of tology of the New Teshe New Testament,tament, rev. ed.  rev.  rev. ed. (rev. ed. (Princeton,Princeton, 1992), 24 1992), 245–46.5–46.5–46.

Bibliography. P. Benoit, “The Death of Judas,” in Jesus and the Gospel, 1 
(New York, 1973): 189–207; J. Finegan, The Archaeology of the New Testament, 
rev. ed. (Princeton, 1992), 245–46.
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AKHENATENAKHENATEN (Egyp.  (Egyp. }kh-n-itn}kh-n-itn)))

AKHENATEN (Egyp. }kh-n-itn)

Egyptian kEgyptian king of theing of the 18th Dyna 18th Dynasty noted sty noted primarily primarily for his refor his religious religious reforms. Theforms. The second so sec second sonsecond son of Amenho of Amenhotep III antep III and his gread his great wife Tiyt wife Tiye, Akhenate, Akhenaten came toen came to the thron the thron the throne upothrone upon his fathn his father’s suddeer’s sudden death ann death and ruled fod ruled for 17 yearsr 17 years (1379–136 (1379–1362 2 B.C.B.C.). Akhenat). Ak). Akhenaten’Akhenaten’s principas principal wife wasl wife was Nefertiti Nefertiti, who play, who played a promied a prominent role nent role at the couat the court. A lessrtcoucourt. A lcourt. A lesser wifeesser wife, Kiya, an, Kiya, and six daugd six daughters alsohters also are known are known from reli from reliefs.efs.efs.

Egyptian king of the 18th Dynasty noted primarily for his religious reforms. The 
second son of Amenhotep III and his great wife Tiye, Akhenaten came to the 
throne upon his father’s sudden death and ruled for 17 years (1379–1362 B.C.). 
Akhenaten’s principal wife was Nefertiti, who played a prominent role at the 
court. A lesser wife, Kiya, and six daughters also are known from reliefs.

�Ascending Ascending the thronethe throne as Amenho as Amenhotep (Amenotep (Amenophis) IV, phis) IV, the new kithe new king initialng initially residedly rely resided inresided in Thebes, w Thebes, where his fhere his father reigather reigned in hisned in his later yea later years, and cors, and completed wompleted work on two rkwowork on twwork on two pylons ao pylons at Karnak bt Karnak begun by Amegun by Amenhotep IIenhotep III. HoweverI. However, Akhenate, Akhenaten early evn earln early evidearly evidenced a sienced a singular prengular preference foference for a solar r a solar deity — thdeity — the Aten — se Aten — symbolized ymbolized by a sun dbby a sun dby a sun disk with hisk with hands extenands extending downwding downward. Akhenard. Akhenaten builtaten built four temp four temples to theles to theles to the Aten athe Aten at Thebes, t Thebes, one of whione of which, the Gech, the Gempaaten, smpaaten, served as aerved as a locale fo locale for an unusur an unusual aunusuunusual unusual sedsed festival  festival in the kinin the king’s third g’s third year. Duriyear. During this peng this period Akhenriod Akhenaten systeaten systematically matsystesystematicsystematically elimially eliminated the nated the names of tnames of traditionalraditional gods from gods from reliefs a reliefs and institund instituted a revoted ated a revolutia revolutionary art onary art style to dstyle to depict himsepict himself and thelf and the royal fae royal family. The mily. The king appeaking appears with a rs wirs with a lonwith a long neck andg neck and nose, a g nose, a gaunt face,aunt face, prominent prominent breasts,  breasts, and large and large buttocks. buttocks. Whether thWhWhether thWhether these featurese features realistes realistically porically portray the ktray the king’s feating’s features, perhures, perhaps indicaaps indicating a genting indicaindicatingindicating a genetic a genetic disorder, disorder, or whethe or whether the stylr the style was intee was intended to sended to set the kingt the king apart fro apa apart fromapart from normal hu normal human experiman experience remaience remains debatedns debated. But the . But the Amarna styAmarna style challenle challle challengedchallenged the tradi the traditional Egytional Egyptian convptian conventions ofentions of art. art. art.

Ascending the throne as Amenhotep (Amenophis) IV, the new king initially 
resided in Thebes, where his father reigned in his later years, and completed 
work on two pylons at Karnak begun by Amenhotep III. However, Akhenaten 
early evidenced a singular preference for a solar deity — the Aten — symbolized 
by a sun disk with hands extending downward. Akhenaten built four temples to 
the Aten at Thebes, one of which, the Gempaaten, served as a locale for an 
unusual sed festival in the king’s third year. During this period Akhenaten 
systematically eliminated the names of traditional gods from reliefs and instituted 
a revolutionary art style to depict himself and the royal family. The king appears 
with a long neck and nose, a gaunt face, prominent breasts, and large buttocks. 
Whether these features realistically portray the king’s features, perhaps 
indicating a genetic disorder, or whether the style was intended to set the king 
apart from normal human experience remains debated. But the Amarna style 
challenged the traditional Egyptian conventions of art.

�Akhenaten Akhenaten moved his moved his official rofficial residence iesidence in year 5 fn year 5 from Thebesrom Thebes to a site to a site he person he per he personallypersonally selected  selected to honor tto honor the Aten. The Aten. The new caphe new capital, Akheital, Akhetaten (“hotaten (“horizon whicrizon which the sun hwhicwhich the which the sun disk hsun disk has chosen”as chosen”) was repl) was replete with tete with temples foremples for the Aten, the Aten, ceremonia ceremonia ceremonialceremonial and perso and personal palacenal palaces for the s for the king, quarking, quarters for aters for artisans anrtisans and workers,d workers, and tombs an and tombs and tombs for high gfor high governmentaovernmental officiall officials. The kins. The king’s tomb wg’s tomb was prepareas prepared in a remd in a remote wadi Eoremremote wadremote wadi E of thei E of the city. Tod city. Today known aay known as Tell el-s Tell el-Amarna, AkAmarna, Akhetaten sehetaten served as Egrved as Egrved as Egypt’s caEgypt’s capital for pital for 12 years a12 years and has yiend has yielded a caclded a cache of royahe of royal correspol correspondence wrindence written in Akttewriwritten inwritten in Akkadian. Akkadian. The Amarn The Amarna Letters a Letters provide viprovide vivid detailvid detail of the so of the southern Levuthern Levant in theanLevLevant in Levant in the 14th cthe 14th century.entury.entury.

Akhenaten moved his official residence in year 5 from Thebes to a site he 



personally selected to honor the Aten. The new capital, Akhetaten (“horizon 
which the sun disk has chosen”) was replete with temples for the Aten, 
ceremonial and personal palaces for the king, quarters for artisans and workers, 
and tombs for high governmental officials. The king’s tomb was prepared in a 
remote wadi E of the city. Today known as Tell el-Amarna, Akhetaten served as 
Egypt’s capital for 12 years and has yielded a cache of royal correspondence 
written in Akkadian. The Amarna Letters provide vivid detail of the southern 
Levant in the 14th century.

�The AmarnaThe Amarna tombs con tombs contain the “tain the “Hymn to thHymn to the Aten,” ae Aten,” a poetic pi poetic piece extollece extolling the Ating extollextolling extolling the Aten athe Aten as creator s creator and sustaiand sustainer of thener of the universe. universe. Scholars  Scholars have notedhave noted similarit sim similaritisimilarities betweenes between this hymn this hymn and Ps. 1 and Ps. 104. Akhena04. Akhenaten is cloten is closely linkesely linked to the Ad to the Aten in thetenAAten in thAten in the hymn, ape hymn, appearing aspearing as the earth the earthly counterly counterpart to thpart to the great sue great sun disk — gn disk — giver of liivggiver of lgiver of life and prife and provider of ovider of maat.maat. Whether o Whether or not Akher not Akhenaten’s swnaten’s sweeping inneeping innovations sovatioinninnovationinnovations should bs should be describee described as monotd as monotheism, henheism, henotheism, ootheism, or some othr some other term ager termer term againterm again is debata is debatable. But Able. But Akhenaten’skhenaten’s break wit break with traditioh traditional Egyptinal Egyptian religioan religion marked hn mn marked himmarked him as a here as a heretic in lattic in later generater generations.ions.ions.

The Amarna tombs contain the “Hymn to the Aten,” a poetic piece 
extolling the Aten as creator and sustainer of the universe. Scholars have noted 
similarities between this hymn and Ps. 104. Akhenaten is closely linked to the 
Aten in the hymn, appearing as the earthly counterpart to the great sun disk — 
giver of life and provider of maat. Whether or not Akhenaten’s sweeping 
innovations should be described as monotheism, henotheism, or some other 
term again is debatable. But Akhenaten’s break with traditional Egyptian religion 
marked him as a heretic in later generations.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. Aldred,C. Aldred,  Akhenaten,Akhenaten, King of E King of Egyptgypt (New York (New York, 1988); B, 1988); B. J. Kemp,. J. Ke. J. Kemp, Kemp, Ancient EgAncient Egyptypt (New York (New York, 1989); D, 1989); D. B. Redfo. B. Redford, rd, Akhenaten,Akhenaten, The Heret The Heretic Kingic King (Princeto KingKing (PrinKing (Princeton, 198ceton, 1984).4).4).

Bibliography. C. Aldred, Akhenaten, King of Egypt (New York, 1988); B. J. 
Kemp, Ancient Egypt (New York, 1989); D. B. Redford, Akhenaten, The Heretic 
King (Princeton, 1984).
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AKHETATENAKHETATEN (Egyp.  (Egyp. }kht-}itn}kht-}itn)))

AKHETATEN (Egyp. }kht-}itn)

The capitaThe capital city of l city of the revoluthe revolutionary Phtionary Pharaoh Akhearaoh Akhenaten (Amenaten (Amenhotep IV,nhotep IV, ca. 1363– ca. 1363– ca. 1363–1347 1363–1347 B.C.E.B.C.E.), modern ), modern Tell el-AmTell el-Amarna, 322 arna, 322 km. (200 mkm. (200 mi.) S of Ci.) S of Cairo on thairo on the east bane ease east bank east bank of the Nilof the Nile.e.e.

The capital city of the revolutionary Pharaoh Akhenaten (Amenhotep IV, ca. 
1363–1347 B.C.E.), modern Tell el-Amarna, 322 km. (200 mi.) S of Cairo on the 
east bank of the Nile.

�SeeSee  AMARNA.AMARNA.

See AMARNA.

AKIBAAKIBAAKIBA

AKIBA

The leadinThe leading teacher g teacher of the rabof the rabbinic tradbinic tradition for ition for the first the first three decathree decades of thedes of the 2nd centu 2nd  2nd centur2nd century y C.E.C.E. In his ze In his zealous defealous defense of Scrnse of Scripture, Akipture, Akiba develoiba developed a hermped a hermeneutic ineneutihermhermeneutihermeneutic in whichc in which every wor every word, letter,d, letter, and criti and critical mark dcal mark demanded inemanded interpretatiterpretation. For Akointerpretatiinterpretainterpretation. For tion. For Akiba therAkiba there were no e were no superfluousuperfluous words, os words, or even letr even letters, in Sters, in Scripture. crSScripture.Scripture. This appr This approach serveoach served as the od as the operating mperating methodologyethodology for much  for much of the midof the midof the midrash thmidrash that would fat would follow in tollow in the rabbinihe rabbinic traditioc tradition. Akiba wn. Akiba was also cras also credited witedited with having ah hah having arrhaving arranged the anged the oral Torahoral Torah in a syst in a systematic fasematic fashion basedhion based upon subj upon subject matterect matter...

The leading teacher of the rabbinic tradition for the first three decades of the 
2nd century C.E. In his zealous defense of Scripture, Akiba developed a 
hermeneutic in which every word, letter, and critical mark demanded 
interpretation. For Akiba there were no superfluous words, or even letters, in 
Scripture. This approach served as the operating methodology for much of the 
midrash that would follow in the rabbinic tradition. Akiba was also credited with 
having arranged the oral Torah in a systematic fashion based upon subject matter.

�Akiba diedAkiba died a martyr’ a martyr’s death. Is death. In 132 n 132 C.E.C.E. Simon bar Simon bar Kokhba, w Kokhba, whose follohose followers projewers pwers projected projected onto him monto him messianic eessianic expectationxpectations, led a rs, led a revolt agaievolt against Emperonst Emperor Trajan ar Trajan and the Romnaand the Roand the Roman governman government. Akibment. Akiba’s suppora’s support of Bar Kt of Bar Kokhba and okhba and his refusahis refusal to abandl to abanl to abandon thabandon the public te public teaching ofeaching of the Torah the Torah led to hi led to his untimelys untimely death at  death at the hands the hands of the Romof of the Romof the Roman governman government.ent.ent.

Akiba died a martyr’s death. In 132 C.E. Simon bar Kokhba, whose followers 
projected onto him messianic expectations, led a revolt against Emperor Trajan 
and the Roman government. Akiba’s support of Bar Kokhba and his refusal to 
abandon the public teaching of the Torah led to his untimely death at the hands 
of the Roman government.



W. Dennis W. Dennis Tucker, JrTucker, Jr..

W. Dennis Tucker, Jr.

AKKADAKKADAKKAD

AKKAD

�SeeSee  ACCAD.ACCAD.

See ACCAD.

AKKADIANAKKADIANAKKADIAN

AKKADIAN

Often a geOften a general termneral term for the d for the dialects ofialects of the ancie the ancient Semiticnt Semitic language  language spoken in spoken in and aroundandand aroundand around Mesopotam Mesopotamia and attia and attested in dested in documents focuments from as earrom as early as ca. ly as ca. 2350 2350 B.C.E.B.C.EB.C.E.B.C.E. to the 1s to the 1st century t century C.E.C.E. More prec More precisely usedisely used, Akkadian, Akkadian designate designates the earls the earliest histoiest earlearliest hearliest historical istorical phase of Ephase of East Semitiast Semitic which apc which appears in tpears in texts from exts from ca. 2350 uca. 2350 until ca. 1ntil cntil ca. 1950. ca. 1950. This phaseThis phase is referr is referred to as Oed to as Old Akkadiald Akkadian. The majn. The majority of tority of these textshese texts come from co come from come from the dynastthe dynasty founded y founded by Sargon by Sargon of Akkad.of Akkad.of Akkad.

Often a general term for the dialects of the ancient Semitic language spoken in 
and around Mesopotamia and attested in documents from as early as ca. 2350 
B.C.E. to the 1st century C.E. More precisely used, Akkadian designates the 
earliest historical phase of East Semitic which appears in texts from ca. 2350 until 
ca. 1950. This phase is referred to as Old Akkadian. The majority of these texts 
come from the dynasty founded by Sargon of Akkad.

�ThereafterThereafter varied di varied dialects of alects of Akkadian mAkkadian may be distay be distinguished.inguished. A norther A northern dialect n dialecn dialect widialect within Mesopthin Mesopotamia wasotamia was at home i at home in the landn the land of Assyri of Assyria. While la. While language changuage change does achchange doechange does not occus not occur in neatlr in neatly demarcaty demarcated periodsed periods, the deve, the development oflopment of Assyrian  Assyrian  Assyrian mAssyrian may be broaay be broadly traceddly traced as follow as follows. Old Asss. Old Assyrian is ayrian is attested frttested from ca. 195om ca. 1950–1750, pr0–1951950–1750,1950–1750, primarily primarily in texts  in texts from the Afrom the Assyrian messyrian merchant colrchant colonies in Aonies in Anatolia. Mnatolia. Middle AssyidMMiddle AssMiddle Assyrian comeyrian comes from ca.s from ca. 1530–1000 1530–1000, and Neo-, and Neo-Assyrian fAssyrian from ca. 10rom ca. 1000–612. Du00–612.101000–612. 1000–612. During thiDuring this latter ps latter period Assyeriod Assyrian was irian was increasinglncreasingly influency influenced by Aramed by Aramaic becausaiAramAramaic beAramaic because of tcause of the expansihe expansion of the on of the Assyrian EAssyrian Empire. It mpire. It was in thiwas in this time thas time that Assyria t At Assyria reAssyria reached the ached the height of height of its power its power and in theand in the 8th centu 8th century conquerry conquered the nored the northern kingtnornorthern knorthern kingdom of ingdom of Israel andIsrael and led the p led the people of teople of the 10 northe 10 northern tribehern tribes into caps into captivity.tivcapcaptivity.captivity.

Thereafter varied dialects of Akkadian may be distinguished. A northern 
dialect within Mesopotamia was at home in the land of Assyria. While language 
change does not occur in neatly demarcated periods, the development of 
Assyrian may be broadly traced as follows. Old Assyrian is attested from ca. 
1950–1750, primarily in texts from the Assyrian merchant colonies in Anatolia. 
Middle Assyrian comes from ca. 1530–1000, and Neo-Assyrian from ca. 
1000–612. During this latter period Assyrian was increasingly influenced by 
Aramaic because of the expansion of the Assyrian Empire. It was in this time that 
Assyria reached the height of its power and in the 8th century conquered the 
northern kingdom of Israel and led the people of the 10 northern tribes into 
captivity.

�A southernA southern dialect o dialect of Akkadianf Akkadian within Me within Mesopotamia sopotamia appears fiappears first as Oldrst as Old Babylonia Babyl BabylonianBabylonian from ca.  from ca. 2000–1600,2000–1600, best know best known from then from the law colle law collection of Hction of Hammurabi. ammurabHHammurabi.Hammurabi. Regional  Regional subdialectsubdialects may be ds may be distinguishistinguished, and aned, and an elevated  elevated form of thform of the languageeththe languathe language known age known as the hymns the hymnic-epic diic-epic dialect becaalect became the medme the medium for liium for literary comterary comterary compositiocompositions. Followns. Following the Kaing the Kassite invassite invasion of Basion of Babylonia, Mbylonia, Middle Babyiddle Babylonian (calonian (ca. 1600–110. 1. 1600–1100)1600–1100) emerged a emerged and during nd during the secondthe second half of t half of the 2nd milhe 2nd millennium belennium became the lcame thecame the linguathe lingua franca of franca of internati international diploonal diplomacy in thmacy in the ancient e ancient Near East.Near East. In the sa In the same period me pme period Staperiod Standard Babyndard Babylonian (Gelonian (Ger. r. JungbabyloJungbabylonischnisch), resembl), resembling the oling the older hymnicder hymnic-epic dial-ephymnichymnic-epihymnic-epic dialect,c dialect, became th became the literarye literary language. language. Neo-Babyl Neo-Babylonian (ca.onian (ca. 1100–539) 1100–539), like Neo, 1100–539)1100–539),1100–539), like Neo- like Neo-Assyrian, Assyrian, reflects treflects the growinghe growing linguisti linguistic influencc influence of Aramae of Aramaic, which ic, wic, which duriwhich during this peng this period in turiod in turn replacern replaced Akkadiand Akkadian in intern in international diational diplomacy. Iplomacy. It was the t wt was the Newas the Neo-Babylonio-Babylonian Empire an Empire that conquthat conquered Judahered Judah in the 6t in the 6th century h century while Nebuwhile Newhile NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar was kzzar was king of Babing of Babylon. Lateylon. Late Babylonia Babylonian (ca. 539n (ca. 539  B.C.E.B.C.E.—75 —75 C.E.C.E.) was incr) was) was increawas increasingly arasingly aramaicized amaicized and represend represents the fints the final attempnal attempt of the rt of the remaining pemaining priestly clrieppriestly cpriestly class to prlass to preserve theeserve their ancientir ancient tradition traditions, as Arams, as Aramaic and thaic and then Greek ben Greek became the ecabbecame thebecame the dominant  dominant means of cmeans of communicatiommunication.on.on.

A southern dialect of Akkadian within Mesopotamia appears first as Old 
Babylonian from ca. 2000–1600, best known from the law collection of 
Hammurabi. Regional subdialects may be distinguished, and an elevated form of 
the language known as the hymnic-epic dialect became the medium for literary 
compositions. Following the Kassite invasion of Babylonia, Middle Babylonian (ca. 
1600–1100) emerged and during the second half of the 2nd millennium became 
the lingua franca of international diplomacy in the ancient Near East. In the same 
period Standard Babylonian (Ger. Jungbabylonisch), resembling the older 
hymnic-epic dialect, became the literary language. Neo-Babylonian (ca. 
1100–539), like Neo-Assyrian, reflects the growing linguistic influence of Aramaic, 
which during this period in turn replaced Akkadian in international diplomacy. It 
was the Neo-Babylonian Empire that conquered Judah in the 6th century while 
Nebuchadnezzar was king of Babylon. Late Babylonian (ca. 539 B.C.E.—75 C.E.) 
was increasingly aramaicized and represents the final attempt of the remaining 
priestly class to preserve their ancient traditions, as Aramaic and then Greek 
became the dominant means of communication.

�Several inSeveral introductorytroductory grammars, grammars, a standar a standard descriptd descriptive grammaive grammar, three sr, three syllabariesyllabassyllabariesyllabaries, and twos, and two multi-vol multi-volume dictioume dictionaries arenaries are now avail now available, or nable, or near compleear completion, putttiocomplecompletioncompletion, putting , putting the study the study of Akkadiaof Akkadian on a soun on a sound basis. nd basis. It is, aloIt is, alongside Eblngside Eblaite, one aite, EblEblaite, oEblaite, one of the ne of the earliest aearliest attested Settested Semitic langmitic languages and uages and the most ethe most extensivelyxtensively documente doc documenteddocumented of all la of all languages ofnguages of the ancie the ancient Near Eant Near East.st.st.

Several introductory grammars, a standard descriptive grammar, three 



syllabaries, and two multi-volume dictionaries are now available, or near 
completion, putting the study of Akkadian on a sound basis. It is, alongside 
Eblaite, one of the earliest attested Semitic languages and the most extensively 
documented of all languages of the ancient Near East.

Walter R. Walter R. BodineBodine

Walter R. Bodine

AKKUBAKKUB (Heb.  (Heb. {aqqu®b�{aqqu®b�)))

AKKUB (Heb. {aqqu®b� )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Elioenai oElioenai of the royaf the royal line of l line of David (1 CDavid (1 Chr. 3:24).hr. 3:24).

1. A son of Elioenai of the royal line of David (1 Chr. 3:24).

�2.2. The head  The head of a levitof a levitical familical family of gateky of gatekeepers in eepers in the postexthe postexilic templilic temple (1 Chr. e (1 Chre (1 Chr. 9:17;Chr. 9:17; Ezra 2:42 Ezra 2:42 = Neh. 7: = Neh. 7:45; 11:19;45; 11:19; 12:25). 12:25). 12:25).

2. The head of a levitical family of gatekeepers in the postexilic temple (1 
Chr. 9:17; Ezra 2:42 = Neh. 7:45; 11:19; 12:25).

�3.3. The chief The chief of a fami of a family of postly of postexilic temexilic temple servanple servants (Ezra 2ts (Ezra 2:45).:45).:45).

3. The chief of a family of postexilic temple servants (Ezra 2:45).

�4.4. A Levite  A Levite who expounwho expounded the woded the words of therds of the Law which Law which Ezra read Ezra read before th before the assembleeththe assembthe assembled peopleled people (Neh. 8:7 (Neh. 8:7).).

4. A Levite who expounded the words of the Law which Ezra read before 
the assembled people (Neh. 8:7).

AKRABATTENAKRABATTENEE (Gk.  (Gk. AkrabatteäAkrabatteäíneäíneä)))

AKRABATTENE (Gk. Akrabatteäíneä)

A fortressA fortress on the bo on the border betwerder between Judah aen Judah and Idumea,nd Idumea, near the  near the ascent of ascent of Akrabbim, Akrabbim,Akrabbim, Akrabbim, where Judawhere Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus defeateds defeated the Idume the Idumeans (1 Macans (1 Macc. 5:3).c. 5:3).

A fortress on the border between Judah and Idumea, near the ascent of 
Akrabbim, where Judas Maccabeus defeated the Idumeans (1 Macc. 5:3).

AKRABBIMAKRABBIM (Heb.  (Heb. {aqrabbiîm{aqrabbiîm)))

AKRABBIM (Heb. {aqrabbiîm)

A mountainA mountain pass (“Sc pass (“Scorpion Pasorpion Pass”) on thes”) on the southern  southern border of border of Canaan (NuCanaan (Num. 34:4; Jm. 34:4;m. 34:4; Josh34:4; Josh. 15:3; Ju. 15:3; Judg. 1:36),dg. 1:36), which som which some scholarse scholars identify  identify with Naqb with Naqb es�-S�afaœes�-S�afaœes�-S�afaœes�-S�afaœ. In this . In this region Judregion Judas Maccabeas Maccabeus defeateus defeated the Idumd the Idumeans (1 Maeans (1 Macc. 5:3).cc. 5:3cc. 5:3).5:3).

A mountain pass (“Scorpion Pass”) on the southern border of Canaan (Num. 
34:4; Josh. 15:3; Judg. 1:36), which some scholars identify with Naqb 
es�-S�afaœ . In this region Judas Maccabeus defeated the Idumeans (1 Macc. 
5:3).

ALABASTERALABASTERALABASTER

ALABASTER

A firm, veA firm, very fine-grry fine-grained, varained, variety of gyiety of gypsum, usedpsum, used for statu for statuary and asary and as an indoor an indoor decorativ dec decorativedecorative stone, es stone, especially fpecially for carved or carved ornamentalornamental vases and vases and figures.  figures. It is tranIt is translucent, aslucentrantranslucentranslucent, and usut, and usually whiteally white, but may , but may be shaded be shaded or tinted or tinted with otherwith other light-col light-colored tonesorelight-collight-cololight-colored tones.red tones. The bibli The biblical terms cal terms translatedtranslated alabaster alabaster (Heb.  (Heb. sûayisûsûayisû; Gk. ; Gk. alaébastroalaalaébastroalaébastronn) may also) may also refer to  refer to marble, almarble, although alathough alabaster probaster probably entebably entered Israelred Israered Israel froIsrael from Egypt mum Egypt much earlierch earlier than marb than marble was imple was imported fromorted from the Greek the Greek world. In world. I world. In 1 Chr. In 1 Chr. 29:2 David29:2 David includes  includes alabaster alabaster among the among the building mbuilding materials haterials he has gathe has gathered for teregathgathered fgathered for the temor the temple. The Sple. The Song of Solong of Solomon uses omon uses a related a related term, term, sûeäsû,sûeäsû, when desc when when descrwhen describing the ibing the bridegroombridegroom’s legs as’s legs as alabaster alabaster pillars o pillars or columns r columns (Cant. 5:1(Cant. 5:15). The Go5).5:15:15). The5:15). The Gospels r Gospels relate the elate the story of astory of a woman who woman who anoints J anoints Jesus’ feetesus’ feet with a co with a costly perfustcocostly percostly perfume, whicfume, which is carrih is carried in an aed in an alabaster blabaster box or vialox or vial (Matt. 26 (Matt. 26:7; Mark 1:7; Mark 14:3; Luke 4:3; L4:3; Luke 7:37)Luke 7:37)...

A firm, very fine-grained, variety of gypsum, used for statuary and as an indoor 
decorative stone, especially for carved ornamental vases and figures. It is 
translucent, and usually white, but may be shaded or tinted with other 
light-colored tones. The biblical terms translated alabaster (Heb. sûayisû; Gk. 
alaébastron) may also refer to marble, although alabaster probably entered 
Israel from Egypt much earlier than marble was imported from the Greek world. 
In 1 Chr. 29:2 David includes alabaster among the building materials he has 
gathered for the temple. The Song of Solomon uses a related term, sûeäsû, 
when describing the bridegroom’s legs as alabaster pillars or columns (Cant. 
5:15). The Gospels relate the story of a woman who anoints Jesus’ feet with a 
costly perfume, which is carried in an alabaster box or vial (Matt. 26:7; Mark 14:3; 
Luke 7:37).

Martha JeaMartha Jean Mugg Bain Mugg Baileyley

Martha Jean Mugg Bailey



ALALAKHALALAKH (Akk.  (Akk. alalah˙alalah˙)))

ALALAKH (Akk. alalah˙)

Tell Tell {At�achana{At�achana ({At�sûan ({At�sûan), a mound), a mound in northw in northwest Syria est Syria (in the mo(in the modern Turkidern Turkish provincsTurkiTurkish prTurkish province of ovince of Hatay) neaHatay) near the moutr the mouth of the Oh of the Orontes Rivrontes River. It waser. It was first exc first excavated in avexcexcavated excavated in 1937 byin 1937 by British a British archaeologirchaeologist Sir Leost Sir Leonard Woollnard Woolley. Tabletey. Tablets discovers discovered in the ediscoverdiscovereddiscovered in the se in the second seasocond season confirmen confirmed that thed that the site was  site was the ancienthe ancient trading t trading city of Alcitcity of Alcity of Alalakh, whialakh, which flourisch flourished duringhed during the Middl the Middle and Latee and Late Bronze Ag Bronze Ages (ca. 24es (ca. 2400–1200 00–242400–1200 2400–1200 B.C.E.B.C.E.). Alalakh). Alalakh was at va was at various timerious times a vassals a vassal of Ebla,  of Ebla, Ur III, Ur III, Yamh˙adYamh˙ad, Mitanni,, Yamh˙adYamh˙ad, MYamh˙ad, Mitanni, anitanni, and Hatti. Id Hatti. It was appat was apparently desrently destroyed by troyed by the Sea Pethe Sea Peoples.oples.oples.

Tell {At�achana ({At�sûan ), a mound in northwest Syria (in the modern 
Turkish province of Hatay) near the mouth of the Orontes River. It was first 
excavated in 1937 by British archaeologist Sir Leonard Woolley. Tablets 
discovered in the second season confirmed that the site was the ancient trading 
city of Alalakh, which flourished during the Middle and Late Bronze Ages (ca. 
2400–1200 B.C.E.). Alalakh was at various times a vassal of Ebla, Ur III, 
Yamh˙ad, Mitanni, and Hatti. It was apparently destroyed by the Sea Peoples.

�Seventeen Seventeen levels of levels of settlementsettlement were disc were discovered durovered during the eiing the eight seasonght seasons of excavs of exs of excavationexcavation, with roy, with royal archiveal archives found ins found in Levels IV Levels IV and VII.  and VII. The archivThe archives consistes consisted of moreed oed of more thof more than 500 claan 500 clay tablets,y tablets, mostly in mostly in Akkadian. Akkadian. The major The majority of theity of the tablets w tablets were lists erewwere listswere lists (e.g., ce (e.g., censuses, innsuses, inventories,ventories, rations), rations), but contr but contracts and dacts and deeds were eeds were also foundalso falso found. Thefound. The texts por texts portray a strtray a stratified soatified society, witciety, with h {Apiru{Apiru included  included among the among the lower claslowelower claslower class. The lars. The large Hurriange Hurrian sector of sector of the popul the population in sation in stratum VIItratum VII becomes t becomes the predomihetthe predomthe predominant grouinant group by stratp by stratum IV. In um IV. In addition taddition to the texto the texts, a 104-ls, a 104-line inscriine inscription on aptioinscriinscriptioinscription on a stan on a statue of Kintue of King Idrimi og Idrimi offers impoffers important histrtant historical inforical information aormation about the pbout aabout the about the period.period.period.

Seventeen levels of settlement were discovered during the eight seasons of 
excavation, with royal archives found in Levels IV and VII. The archives consisted 
of more than 500 clay tablets, mostly in Akkadian. The majority of the tablets 
were lists (e.g., censuses, inventories, rations), but contracts and deeds were also 
found. The texts portray a stratified society, with {Apiru included among the 
lower class. The large Hurrian sector of the population in stratum VII becomes 
the predominant group by stratum IV. In addition to the texts, a 104-line 
inscription on a statue of King Idrimi offers important historical information 
about the period.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. J. WiseD. J. Wiseman, man, The AlalakThe Alalakh Tabletsh Tablets (New York (New York, 1953); C, 1953); C. L. Wooll. L. W. L. Woolley, Woolley, Alalakh: AAlalakh: An Account n Account at Tell Atat Tell Atchana in tchana in the Hatay, he Hatay, 1937–19491937–1949 (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1955).19551955).1955).1955).

Bibliography. D. J. Wiseman, The Alalakh Tablets (New York, 1953); C. L. 
Woolley, Alalakh: An Account at Tell Atchana in the Hatay, 1937–1949 (Oxford, 
1955).

James R. AJames R. Adairdair

James R. Adair

ALAMOTHALAMOTH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�laœmo®t{a�laœmo®t��)))

ALAMOTH (Heb. {a�laœmo®t� )

An obscureAn obscure term that term that likely re likely refers to a fers to a name of a name of a melody, ormelody, or perhaps a perhaps a musical i musical instrument nstiinstrumentinstrument or cultic or cultic procedure procedure (Ps. 46 s (Ps. 46 superscriptuperscription[MT 1];ion[MT 1]; 48:14[MT  48:14[MT 15] with e15] with emendation;meemendationemendation; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 15:20; and 5:20; and possibly ipossibly in the supen the superscriptionrscription to Ps. 9  to Ps. 9 [1]). Some[1]). Some relate it re relate it relate it to to {alma®,{alma®, “young wo “young woman,” and man,” and suggest itsuggest it denotes s denotes singing in inging in the style the style of a youngofof a youngof a young girl, i.e girl, i.e., as a so., as a soprano. Mosprano. Most modern vt modern versions reersions read “accordad “according to alaing to alamoth” (Ps.motalaalamoth” (alamoth” (Ps. 46 NRSPs. 46 NRSV, NIV; cfV, NIV; cf. NJPSV).. NJPSV).. NJPSV).

An obscure term that likely refers to a name of a melody, or perhaps a musical 
instrument or cultic procedure (Ps. 46 superscription[MT 1]; 48:14[MT 15] with 
emendation; 1 Chr. 15:20; and possibly in the superscription to Ps. 9 [1]). Some 
relate it to {alma®, “young woman,” and suggest it denotes singing in the style 
of a young girl, i.e., as a soprano. Most modern versions read “according to 
alamoth” (Ps. 46 NRSV, NIV; cf. NJPSV).

Tyler F. WTyler F. Williamsilliams

Tyler F. Williams

ALCIMUSALCIMUS (Gk.  (Gk. AlkimosAlkimos)))

ALCIMUS (Gk. Alkimos)

A high priA high priest in Jerest in Jerusalem (16usalem (161–159 1–159 B.C.E.B.C.E.), appoint), appointed by the ed by the Seleucid kSeleucid king Demetring Demetring Demetrius Demetrius I Soter (1I Soter (1 Macc. 7;  Macc. 7; 2 Macc. 142 Macc. 14). He had ). He had previouslypreviously served as served as high prie high priest (2 Maccst priepriest (2 priest (2 Macc. 14:3Macc. 14:3), evidenc), evidence which sue which supports thepports the claim of  claim of Josephus tJosephus that he inihat he initially wastialliniinitially initially was appoinwas appointed by Antted by Antiochus V Eiochus V Eupator in upator in 162 to suc162 to succeed Menelceed Menelaus (aus (Ant.Ant. 12.385). 12 12.385).12.385).12.385).

A high priest in Jerusalem (161–159 B.C.E.), appointed by the Seleucid king 
Demetrius I Soter (1 Macc. 7; 2 Macc. 14). He had previously served as high 
priest (2 Macc. 14:3), evidence which supports the claim of Josephus that he 
initially was appointed by Antiochus V Eupator in 162 to succeed Menelaus (Ant. 
12.385).

�Alcimus isAlcimus is implicate implicated in a plod in a plot that rest that resulted in tulted in the death ohe death of 60 Hasidf 60 Hasideans (1 Maeans (1 Means (1 Macc. 7:12Macc. 7:12-16). The -16). The sources blsources blame him foame him for the atror the atrocities of cities of Nicanor, tNicanor, the Greek ghe Greek general comeggeneral cogeneral commissionedmmissioned to put do to put down the Jewwn the Jewish revoltish revolt, and the , and the subsequentsubsequent campaigns campaign campaigns campaigns of Bacchidof Bacchides (1 Macces (1 Macc. 9:1-53).. 9:1-53). The death The death of Alcimu of Alcimus is explas is explained as puined as punishment fnispupunishmentpunishment for his a for his attempt to ttempt to tear down tear down the wall othe wall of the innef the inner court ofr court of the sanct the sanctuary (1 Mauasanctsanctuary sanctuary (1 Macc. 9(1 Macc. 9:54-57).:54-57).:54-57).

Alcimus is implicated in a plot that resulted in the death of 60 Hasideans (1 
Macc. 7:12-16). The sources blame him for the atrocities of Nicanor, the Greek 
general commissioned to put down the Jewish revolt, and the subsequent 



campaigns of Bacchides (1 Macc. 9:1-53). The death of Alcimus is explained as 
punishment for his attempt to tear down the wall of the inner court of the 
sanctuary (1 Macc. 9:54-57).

John KampeJohn Kampenn

John Kampen

ALEMAALEMA (Gk.  (Gk. AlemaAlema)))

ALEMA (Gk. Alema)

A town in A town in Gilead, buGilead, burned by Jurned by Judas Maccabdas Maccabeus after eus after having libhaving liberated itserated its Jewish ca Jewish captives (1 ptcacaptives (captives (1 Macc. 5:1 Macc. 5:26, 35). T26, 35). The Greek phe Greek prepositionreposition  enen in v. 35  in v. 35 suggests tsuggests that Alema hat Alema hat Alema was Alema was a districta district in which  in which the precedthe preceding five ting five towns were owns were located (Nlocated (NRSV “MaaphRSV “MaapRSV “Maapha”).“Maapha”). It may be It may be the same  the same as Helam.as Helam.

A town in Gilead, burned by Judas Maccabeus after having liberated its Jewish 
captives (1 Macc. 5:26, 35). The Greek preposition en in v. 35 suggests that 
Alema was a district in which the preceding five towns were located (NRSV 
“Maapha”). It may be the same as Helam.

ALEMETHALEMETH (Heb.  (Heb. {aœlemet�{aœlemet�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ALEMETH (Heb. {aœlemet� ) (PERSON)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Becher of Becher of the tribe the tribe of Benjamiof Benjamin (1 Chr. n (1 Chr. 7:8).7:8).7:8).

1. A son of Becher of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr. 7:8).

�2.2. A descend A descendant of Sauant of Saul; son of l; son of Jehoaddag Jehoaddag (1 Chr. 8:(1 Chr. 8:36) or Jar36) or Jarah (9:42).ah (9:42).

2. A descendant of Saul; son of Jehoaddag (1 Chr. 8:36) or Jarah (9:42).

ALEMETHALEMETH (Heb.  (Heb. {aœlemet�{aœlemet�) ) (PLACE) (PLACE) (also ALMO(also ALMON)N)N)

ALEMETH (Heb. {aœlemet� ) (PLACE) 
(also ALMON)

A city of A city of refuge in refuge in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Benjam of Benjamin (1 Chr.in (1 Chr. 6:60), al 6:60), also called so called Almon.Almon.

A city of refuge in the tribal territory of Benjamin (1 Chr. 6:60), also called Almon.

ALEPHALEPHALEPH

ALEPH

The first The first letter of letter of the Hebrewthe Hebrew alphabet, alphabet, represent representing the gling the glottal stopottal stop (translit (transliterated erate(translit(translite(transliterated rated }}). The Heb). The Hebrew characrew character (ter (aa) designat) designates Codex Ses Codex Sinaiticus,inaiticus, a 4th-cen a 4th-cen a 4th-centur4th-century y C.E.C.E. Greek man Greek manuscript ofuscript of the Bible the Bible..

The first letter of the Hebrew alphabet, representing the glottal stop 

(transliterated }). The Hebrew character (aaa) designates Codex Sinaiticus, a 
4th-century C.E. Greek manuscript of the Bible.

ALEXANDERALEXANDER (Gk.  (Gk. AléxandrosAléxandros)))

ALEXANDER (Gk. Aléxandros)

�1.1. Alexander Alexander III of Ma III of Macedon; soncedon; son of Philip of Philip II of Mac II of Macedon and Oedon and Olympias. Alympias. Alexander’slexanAAlexander’Alexander’s triumphas triumphant march ant march across the cross the ancient Neancient Near East waar East was the catas the catalyst whichlyst whichlyst which resuwhich resulted in thlted in the culturale cultural synthesis synthesis called He called Hellenism.llenism.llenism.

1. Alexander III of Macedon; son of Philip II of Macedon and Olympias. 
Alexander’s triumphant march across the ancient Near East was the catalyst 
which resulted in the cultural synthesis called Hellenism.

�Alexander Alexander was born iwas born in 356 n 356 B.C.E.B.C.E. and died  and died 32 years l32 years later in 32ater in 323 of exhau3 of exhaustion, warstionexhauexhaustionexhaustion, war woun, war wounds, diseasds, disease, and drue, and drunkenness, nkenness, after marcafter marching his thing his troops fromroops fromroops from Greecfrom Greece across Ae across Asia Minor,sia Minor, Palestine Palestine, Egypt, t, Egypt, the Near Eahe Near East, Mesopost, Mesopotamia, andtamia, andtamia, and all thand all the way to te way to the Indus Rhe Indus River. In diver. In doing so heoing so he conquered conquered a larger  a larger geographicgeographic area than ar area than area than had ever bhad ever before beenefore been dominated dominated by a sing by a single personale personality. Alonlity. Along the way g the way he revoluthhe revoluthe revolutionized waionized warfare, fourfare, founded citiended cities, and plas, and planted pockented pockets of Greets of Greek culture k culture destined tdedestined tdestined to forever o forever change thechange the shape and shape and self-unde self-understanding rstanding of the ancof the ancient worldient world. Such acc. S. Such accomSuch accomplishmentsplishments led to th led to the epithet e epithet “the Great“the Great.”.”.”

Alexander was born in 356 B.C.E. and died 32 years later in 323 of 
exhaustion, war wounds, disease, and drunkenness, after marching his troops 
from Greece across Asia Minor, Palestine, Egypt, the Near East, Mesopotamia, 
and all the way to the Indus River. In doing so he conquered a larger geographic 
area than had ever before been dominated by a single personality. Along the way 
he revolutionized warfare, founded cities, and planted pockets of Greek culture 
destined to forever change the shape and self-understanding of the ancient world. 
Such accomplishments led to the epithet “the Great.”

�Alexander’Alexander’s early lis early life appearsfe appears to have b to have been dominaeen dominated by histed by his mother, a mother, a strong wo strong strong womstrong woman with anan with an ambition  ambition for her sofor her son which rin which rivaled thatvaled that of her hu of her husband. Phisband. Philip II suclPhiPhilip II Philip II succeeded succeeded in exertinin exerting dominatig domination over thon over the mountaine mountainous reacheous reaches of norths of northern Greeceenorthnorthern Gnorthern Greece, andreece, and having co having consolidatednsolidated his posit his position, extenion, extended his inded his influence ovfluence over the souerovover the sover the southern reouthern regions of tgions of the peninsuhe peninsula. It is la. It is hardly surhardly surprising thprising that young Aat young Alexander ilexaAAlexander Alexander inherited inherited ambition, ambition, energy, anenergy, and determind determination fromation from two such  two such strong-wilstrong-wistrong-wilstrong-willed progenled progenitors. Unditors. Under the tuter the tutorial inflorial influence of Auence of Aristotle, ristotle, from 342 tfrom 342 to 340, Aleo 34o 340, Alexa340, Alexander dranknder drank deeply fr deeply from the welom the well of Greekl of Greek culture a culture and never lnd never lost his loost his love for Homvlolove for Hlove for Homer’s omer’s Iliad.Iliad. He seems  He seems to have shto have shared both ared both with Aristwith Aristotle and hotle and his father is fatheris father a vfather a vision of Gision of Greek dominreek domination of tation of the world.he world.he world.

Alexander’s early life appears to have been dominated by his mother, a 
strong woman with an ambition for her son which rivaled that of her husband. 
Philip II succeeded in exerting domination over the mountainous reaches of 



northern Greece, and having consolidated his position, extended his influence 
over the southern regions of the peninsula. It is hardly surprising that young 
Alexander inherited ambition, energy, and determination from two such 
strong-willed progenitors. Under the tutorial influence of Aristotle, from 342 to 
340, Alexander drank deeply from the well of Greek culture and never lost his 
love for Homer’s Iliad. He seems to have shared both with Aristotle and his 
father a vision of Greek domination of the world.

�In 340 theIn 340 the 14-year-o 14-year-old Alexandld Alexander served er served as his fatas his father’s regeher’s regent and comnt and commanded themandecomcommanded commanded the left wthe left wing of theing of the Macedonia Macedonian army at n army at the battlethe battle of Chaero of Chaeronea. Follonea. Follonea. Following Following his fatherhis father’s assassi’s assassination in nation in 336, Alexa336, Alexander ascennder ascended the thded the throne at agrone at age 20. Aftee 2e 20. After 20. After eliminatineliminating all poteg all potential rivantial rivals and conls and consolidatingsolidating his polit his political alliaical alliances with nces with nces with his fwith his father’s moather’s most importast important generalnt generals, Antipats, Antipater and Parer and Parmenion, Almenion, Alexander prexander proceeded tooprproceeded proceeded to exert hto exert his dominanis dominance over thce over the rest of e rest of Greece. HeGreece. He quickly b quickly became the ecame theecame the titulathe titular leader or leader of the Leagf the League of Coriue of Corinth, estabnth, established by lished by his fatherhis father in 337, a in 337, and launchend laund launched alaunched an all-out n all-out attack on attack on the declinthe declining Persiaing Persian Empire.n Empire.n Empire.

In 340 the 14-year-old Alexander served as his father’s regent and 
commanded the left wing of the Macedonian army at the battle of Chaeronea. 
Following his father’s assassination in 336, Alexander ascended the throne at age 
20. After eliminating all potential rivals and consolidating his political alliances 
with his father’s most important generals, Antipater and Parmenion, Alexander 
proceeded to exert his dominance over the rest of Greece. He quickly became 
the titular leader of the League of Corinth, established by his father in 337, and 
launched an all-out attack on the declining Persian Empire.

�In 334 AleIn 334 Alexander ledxander led a combine a combined force ofd force of approxima approximately 40 thtely 40 thousand troousand troops acrossops trotroops acrtroops across the naoss the narrow striprrow strip of water  of water separatingseparating Greece fr Greece from Asia Miom Asia Minor. In thnor. In the battles eththe battlethe battles of Granis of Granicus (334) cus (334) and Issus and Issus (333) he r(333) he routed the outed the Persian arPersian army, led bymy, led by King Dari Kin King DariuKing Darius himself.s himself. Alexander Alexander quickly m quickly marched hisarched his troops in troops into Syria, to Syria, southward southward across Palacacross Palacross Palestine, coestine, conquering Enquering Egypt in 33gypt in 331. The tee1. The teetering Pertering Persian Empirsian Empire sought oe sought one last tineoone last tone last time to impime to impede his adede his advance, butvance, but was shatt was shattered forevered forever at Gauger at Gaugamela in 3amela in 331. Having33331. Havin331. Having overcomeg overcome the last  the last significansignificant impedimet impediment to his nt to his progress, progress, Alexander Alexander and his aranand his arand his army advancemy advanced swiftly d swiftly across Mesacross Mesopotamia, opotamia, the remainthe remains of the Ps of the Persian Empersian Empersian Empire, anEmpire, and on to thd on to the Indus Rie Indus River. Therever. There his exhau his exhausted troopsted troops refused s refused to go fartto go farther, havinhefartfarther, hfarther, having beenaving been on the ma on the march for eirch for eight years,ght years, leaving A leaving Alexander’slexander’s dream of  dream of conqueringconconqueringconquering India unf India unfulfilled. ulfilled. Upon his uUpon his untimely dentimely death in 323ath in 323, Alexande, Alexander’s empirer’s empire was divid w was dividewas divided among hid among his most pows most powerful geneerful generals, resurals, resulting in tlting in the emergenhe emergence of the ce of the Seleucid ESSeleucid ESeleucid Empire in Smpire in Syria and tyria and the rule ofhe rule of the Ptole the Ptolemies in Egmies in Egypt. Both ypt. Both of these dof these dynastic suynasddynastic sdynastic successors uccessors to Alexandto Alexander exerteder exerted significa significant influennt influence upon thce upon the life, cue life, culture, andlturecuculture, aculture, and religiond religious conscious consciousness of usness of Judaism inJudaism in the 3rd a the 3rd and 2nd cennd 2nd centuries turies B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

In 334 Alexander led a combined force of approximately 40 thousand 
troops across the narrow strip of water separating Greece from Asia Minor. In 
the battles of Granicus (334) and Issus (333) he routed the Persian army, led by 
King Darius himself. Alexander quickly marched his troops into Syria, southward 
across Palestine, conquering Egypt in 331. The teetering Persian Empire sought 
one last time to impede his advance, but was shattered forever at Gaugamela in 
331. Having overcome the last significant impediment to his progress, Alexander 
and his army advanced swiftly across Mesopotamia, the remains of the Persian 
Empire, and on to the Indus River. There his exhausted troops refused to go 
farther, having been on the march for eight years, leaving Alexander’s dream of 
conquering India unfulfilled. Upon his untimely death in 323, Alexander’s empire 
was divided among his most powerful generals, resulting in the emergence of the 
Seleucid Empire in Syria and the rule of the Ptolemies in Egypt. Both of these 
dynastic successors to Alexander exerted significant influence upon the life, 
culture, and religious consciousness of Judaism in the 3rd and 2nd centuries B.C.E.

�Alexander Alexander is mentionis mentioned explicied explicitly in 1 Mtly in 1 Macc. 1:1-8acc. 1:1-8; 6:2. Mor; 6:2. More ambiguoue ambiguous referencs refers referencesreferences seem to b seem to be indicatee indicated in Dan. d in Dan. 7; 11:3-4.7; 11:3-4. There is  There is some debatsome debate regardine regarding whether gregardinregarding regarding whether Zewhether Zech. 9:1-8 ch. 9:1-8 refers to refers to Alexander’Alexander’s conquests conquest of Palest of Palestine. The Kine. The Koran listsoKKoran listKoran lists Alexandes Alexander among thr among the prophetse prophets who prece who preceded Mohammded Mohammed, and thed, and the Talmud re Tale Talmud refTalmud refers to Aleers to Alexander’s txander’s treatment oreatment of the Jewsf the Jews during th during the siege ofe siege of Tyre. Tyre. Tyre.

Alexander is mentioned explicitly in 1 Macc. 1:1-8; 6:2. More ambiguous 
references seem to be indicated in Dan. 7; 11:3-4. There is some debate 
regarding whether Zech. 9:1-8 refers to Alexander’s conquest of Palestine. The 
Koran lists Alexander among the prophets who preceded Mohammed, and the 
Talmud refers to Alexander’s treatment of the Jews during the siege of Tyre.

�It is diffIt is difficult to oicult to overestimatverestimate the infle the influence of Auence of Alexander’slexander’s career up career upon the ancon the ancon the ancient woancient world. Amongrld. Among the more  the more important important contributicontributions one mions one might list: ght list: (1) The vi(1) The vision of a svivision of vision of a civilizaa civilization domintion dominating cultating culture providure provided a modeled a model for the l for the later westeater western empire rn emrn empire buiempire builders incllders including Juliuding Julius Caesar us Caesar and the Roand the Roman emperoman emperors. It cours. It could be arguld be argued that Alearguargued thaargued that Alexandet Alexander was the r was the first greafirst great conquerot conqueror producedr produced by Europe by Europe; prior to; prior to; prior to his timto his time the greae the great militaryt military leaders w leaders were the prere the product of toduct of the empireshe empires of Mesopo of Mesopotamia, EgytaMesopoMesopotamiMesopotamia, Egypt, a, Egypt, and Iran-Iand Iran-Iraq. (2) Traq. (2) The revoluthe revolutionizing oionizing of the art f the art of warfareof warfare. Alexande. Al. Alexander Alexander streamlinestreamlined his armid his armies and elies and eliminated exminated excessive bacessive baggage traiggage trains and nonns and noncombatantscnonnoncombatanoncombatants. He mants. He made extenside extensive use of ve use of cavalry ancavalry and kept hisd kept his army mobi army mobile by leavle by leale by leaving thleaving the wounded e wounded behind. Thbehind. They were orey were ordered to rdered to remain wheremain where they were they were to founde to foe to found Greefound Greek- style sk- style settlementsettlements ( (poœlispoœlis) and inte) and intermarry witrmarry with the locah the local populatil population. The reonpopulatipopulationpopulation. The resu. The result was thelt was the planting  planting of pocketsof pockets of Greek  of Greek culture acculture across Palesross Palestine-SyriatinPalesPalestine-Palestine-Syria, theSyria, the Egyptian  Egyptian Delta, theDelta, the Arabian P Arabian Peninsula, eninsula, and Mesopoand Mesopotamia. (3)tamia. (3) The sprea Th The spreadThe spread of Greek  of Greek language alanguage and culturend culture across th across the ancient e ancient Near East.Near East. This ling This linguistic innuilinglinguisticlinguistic innovatio innovation resultedn resulted in the em in the emergence ofergence of Koine Gre Koine Greek as the ek as the lingua fralingua francanca of the an francafranca of franca of the ancienthe ancient world ent world enabling comabling communicationmunication, commerce, commerce, and the , and the exchange oexchange exchange oexchange of ideas. Kf ideas. Koine was doine was destined toestined to become th become the languagee language of the NT of the NT and early and earl and early Chriearly Christianity. stianity. (4) The fo(4) The founding of unding of cities whicities which would bch would become greaecome great intellect intellectual centetualintellecintellectuintellectual centersal centers such as A such as Alexandria lexandria in Egypt. in Egypt. It was in It was in AlexandriaAlexandria that the  that the OT would bOT wOT would be twould be translated ranslated into Greekinto Greek (the LXX) (the LXX) by Jewish by Jewish scholars  scholars there. (5)there. (5) The break The breaking down oibreakbreaking dbreaking down of barown of barriers betwriers between eastereen eastern and westn and western culturern cultures, resultes, resulting in theing in the rise of H r rise of Herise of Hellenism. Fllenism. Following Aollowing Alexander’slexander’s conquest  conquest the tendenthe tendency toward cy toward syncretismsyncretismsyncretismsyncretism in langua in language, culturge, culture, religioe, religion, and poln, and political insitical institutions titutions greatly ingreatly increased.creased.creased.

It is difficult to overestimate the influence of Alexander’s career upon the 
ancient world. Among the more important contributions one might list: (1) The 
vision of a civilization dominating culture provided a model for the later western 
empire builders including Julius Caesar and the Roman emperors. It could be 
argued that Alexander was the first great conqueror produced by Europe; prior 



to his time the great military leaders were the product of the empires of 
Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Iran-Iraq. (2) The revolutionizing of the art of warfare. 
Alexander streamlined his armies and eliminated excessive baggage trains and 
noncombatants. He made extensive use of cavalry and kept his army mobile by 
leaving the wounded behind. They were ordered to remain where they were to 
found Greek- style settlements (poœlis) and intermarry with the local 
population. The result was the planting of pockets of Greek culture across 
Palestine-Syria, the Egyptian Delta, the Arabian Peninsula, and Mesopotamia. (3) 
The spread of Greek language and culture across the ancient Near East. This 
linguistic innovation resulted in the emergence of Koine Greek as the lingua 
franca of the ancient world enabling communication, commerce, and the 
exchange of ideas. Koine was destined to become the language of the NT and 
early Christianity. (4) The founding of cities which would become great 
intellectual centers such as Alexandria in Egypt. It was in Alexandria that the OT 
would be translated into Greek (the LXX) by Jewish scholars there. (5) The 
breaking down of barriers between eastern and western cultures, resulting in the 
rise of Hellenism. Following Alexander’s conquest the tendency toward 
syncretism in language, culture, religion, and political institutions greatly increased.

�There alsoThere also appears t appears to have beeo have been a dark un a dark underside tnderside to the perso the personality anonality and characted chard character character of Alexandof Alexander. When Per. When Philip’s ashilip’s assassinatiosassination in 336 fn in 336 followed soollowed so suddenly  suddenly upon his dupupon his dupon his divorce of ivorce of Olympias, Olympias, some suspesome suspected that cted that the young the young Alexander Alexander and his moand his mand his mother plamother played a roleyed a role in Philip in Philip’s death. ’s death. Ancient soAncient sources repources report that Olrt that Olympias fosympias fostered Alexterfosfostered Afostered Alexander’slexander’s conscious consciousness of a ness of a special respecial relationshiplationship with the  with the gods. Lategods. Later he wouldr her he would che would claim descelaim descent from Hent from Heracles andracles and to be the to be the son of Ze son of Zeus-Ammon. us-Ammon. His contacHis conHis contact wicontact with the Perth the Persian cultusian culture led to re led to a growing a growing orientalisorientalism in his bm in his behavior. Hehavior. He seems toe see seems to hseems to have been pave been particularlarticularly attractey attracted to the Pd to the Persian praersian practice of ctice of proskyneäsproskyneäsisisproskyneäsproskyneäsproskyneäsisis or prostr or prostration befoation before the divre the divine ruler.ine ruler. Some have Some have suspected suspected that only that o that only Alexaonly Alexander’s deander’s death kept hith kept him from decm from declaring hislaring his own divin own divinity. The lity. The last years ast years saw him lisawsaw him lisaw him living a lifving a life of debaue of debauchery whicchery which contribuh contributed indireted indirectly, if nctly, if not directlot directly, to his y, to hy, to his death.his death.

There also appears to have been a dark underside to the personality and 
character of Alexander. When Philip’s assassination in 336 followed so suddenly 
upon his divorce of Olympias, some suspected that the young Alexander and his 
mother played a role in Philip’s death. Ancient sources report that Olympias 
fostered Alexander’s consciousness of a special relationship with the gods. Later 
he would claim descent from Heracles and to be the son of Zeus-Ammon. His 
contact with the Persian culture led to a growing orientalism in his behavior. He 
seems to have been particularly attracted to the Persian practice of 
proskyneäsis or prostration before the divine ruler. Some have suspected that 
only Alexander’s death kept him from declaring his own divinity. The last years 
saw him living a life of debauchery which contributed indirectly, if not directly, to 
his death.

D. Larry GD. Larry Greggreggregg

D. Larry Gregg

�2.2. Alexander Alexander Balas of  Balas of Smyrna. ClSmyrna. Claiming to aiming to be the sonbe the son of the Se of the Seleucid rulleucid ruler Antiocher Aner Antiochus Antiochus IV EpiphanIV Epiphanes, he chaes, he challenged thllenged the rule of e rule of Demetrius Demetrius I, who himI, who himself had sself had seized the eisseized theseized the throne fr throne from Antiochom Antiochus V in 16us V in 162 2 B.C.E.B.C.E. His claim His claim is accept is accepted by Macced by Maccabees (1 MabeMaccMaccabees Maccabees (1 Macc. 1(1 Macc. 10:1) and J0:1) and Josephus (osephus (Ant.Ant. 13.2.1 [3 13.2.1 [35]), but d5]), but doubted by oubted by other anciother another ancient auancient authorities thorities and most mand most modern schoodern scholars. Balalars. Balas was supps was supported by ported by powerful enowerful enowerful enemies ofenemies of Demetrius Demetrius I, includ I, including Ptoleming Ptolemy VI Philoy VI Philometor of Emetor of Egypt; evengypt; even the Roman the Roman the Roman senaRoman senate approvete approved his claid his claim (Polybium (Polybius s Hist.Hist. 33.18). 33.18). 33.18).

2. Alexander Balas of Smyrna. Claiming to be the son of the Seleucid ruler 
Antiochus IV Epiphanes, he challenged the rule of Demetrius I, who himself had 
seized the throne from Antiochus V in 162 B.C.E. His claim is accepted by 
Maccabees (1 Macc. 10:1) and Josephus (Ant. 13.2.1 [35]), but doubted by other 
ancient authorities and most modern scholars. Balas was supported by powerful 
enemies of Demetrius I, including Ptolemy VI Philometor of Egypt; even the 
Roman senate approved his claim (Polybius Hist. 33.18).

�Seeking alSeeking allies againlies against Balas’ st Balas’ threat, Dethreat, Demetrius sometrius sought to wiught to win over hisn over his former en former e former enemy Jonaenemy Jonathan Maccathan Maccabeus. Balabeus. Balas, howevers, however, outbid D, outbid Demetrius bemetrius by offeringy offering Jonathan  Jonathan Jonathan tJonathan the office he office of high prof high priest of thiest of the Jews toge Jews together withether with other roy other royal honors.al honors. Balas eve Bal Balas evenBalas eventually deftually defeated and eated and killed Demkilled Demetrius (15etrius (150) and mar0) and married the dried the daughter ofaughter of Ptolemy.  P Ptolemy. HPtolemy. He proved te proved to be an uno be an unpopular anpopular and weak ruld weak ruler, howeveer, however, and wasr, and was soon chal soon ch soon challengedchallenged by Demetr by Demetrius’ son (ius’ son (later Demelater Demetrius II).trius II). Although  Although supported supported by Jonathaby Jonathan, Balas wnJonathaJonathan, Jonathan, Balas was Balas was decisivelydecisively defeated  defeated outside Anoutside Antioch in 1tioch in 145 by the 45 by the combined fcombined forces of Dorfforces of forces of Demetrius Demetrius and Ptolemand Ptolemy, who hady, who had turned ag turned against his ainst his former sonformer son-in-law. B-in-law. B-in-law. Balas fledBalas fled to Arabia to Arabia, only to , only to be murderebe murdered by assasd by assassins theresins there...

Seeking allies against Balas’ threat, Demetrius sought to win over his former 
enemy Jonathan Maccabeus. Balas, however, outbid Demetrius by offering 



Jonathan the office of high priest of the Jews together with other royal honors. 
Balas eventually defeated and killed Demetrius (150) and married the daughter of 
Ptolemy. He proved to be an unpopular and weak ruler, however, and was soon 
challenged by Demetrius’ son (later Demetrius II). Although supported by 
Jonathan, Balas was decisively defeated outside Antioch in 145 by the combined 
forces of Demetrius and Ptolemy, who had turned against his former son-in-law. 
Balas fled to Arabia, only to be murdered by assassins there.

�3.3. Alexander Alexander Janneus,  Janneus, Hasmonean Hasmonean king and hking and high priestigh priest of Judea  of Judea (103–76), (103–76), successor succsuccessor successor to his broto his brother Aristther Aristobulus. Jaobulus. Janneus’ reinneus’ reign was margn was marked by conked by continuous watinuous watinuous warfare. Hwarfare. He aggressie aggressively expanvely expanded his kided his kingdom by angdom by attacking tttacking the Idumeanhe Idumeans, the Gres, the Gres, the Greek coasGreek coastal citiestal cities, and Tran, and Transjordan.sjordan.sjordan.

3. Alexander Janneus, Hasmonean king and high priest of Judea (103–76), 
successor to his brother Aristobulus. Janneus’ reign was marked by continuous 
warfare. He aggressively expanded his kingdom by attacking the Idumeans, the 
Greek coastal cities, and Transjordan.

�Janneus’ iJanneus’ internal ennternal enemies consemies considered himidered him unworthy  unworthy of the higof the high priesthoh priesthood. When aod. Wod. When a croWhen a crowd pelted wd pelted him with chim with citrons whiitrons while he offile he officiated at ciated at the Feast the Feast of Tabernaof Tabernacles, JanncTabernaTabernacleTabernacles, Janneuss, Janneus responded responded by massac by massacring 6000 ring 6000 people. Oppeople. Open rebellien rebellion broke oon brokeon broke out broke out in 94 in 94 B.C.E.B.C.E.; during t; during the ensuinghe ensuing six-year  six-year civil war civil war 50 thousan50 thousand Jews werd Jews were killed. ewerwere killewere killed. Janneusd. Janneus’ opponent’ opponents appealeds appealed to the Se to the Seleucid Demleucid Demetrius IIIetrius III to interv to intervene; he inenintervintervene;intervene; he initia he initially defeatlly defeated Janneused Janneus, but was , but was eventuallyeventually driven ou driven out. In revet. In revenge, Jannenge, Jange, Janneus crJanneus crucified 80ucified 800 opponent0 opponents, feastins, feasting with hisg with his concubine concubines while ths while the opponente opponents’ wives asopponentopponents’opponents’ wives and wives and children  children were killewere killed before td before their eyes heir eyes (Josephus (Josephus Ant.Ant. 13.13.5—1 13.13.5— 13.13.5—1413.13.5—14.2 [372–80.2 [372–80]; ]; BJBJ 1.4.4–6 [ 1.4.4–6 [90–98]). T90–98]). The Qumran he Qumran pesher on pesher on Nahum alluNahum alludes to thedallualludes toalludes to these eve these events, callints, calling Janneusng Janneus “the angr “the angry lion” why lion” who “hanged o “hanged living menliving men from the  fro from the tfrom the tree.” Schoree.” Scholarly clailarly claims that thms that the Phariseee Pharisees led oppos led opposition to sition to Janneus anJanneus and theoriesd thd theories ttheories that some ohat some opponents fpponents formed partormed part of the Qu of the Qumran commumran community are cnity are controversiontrovccontroverscontroversial. Janneial. Janneus’ excessus’ excessive drinkiive drinking helped ng helped lead to hilead to his death ins death in 76  76 B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

Janneus’ internal enemies considered him unworthy of the high priesthood. 
When a crowd pelted him with citrons while he officiated at the Feast of 
Tabernacles, Janneus responded by massacring 6000 people. Open rebellion 
broke out in 94 B.C.E.; during the ensuing six-year civil war 50 thousand Jews 
were killed. Janneus’ opponents appealed to the Seleucid Demetrius III to 
intervene; he initially defeated Janneus, but was eventually driven out. In revenge, 
Janneus crucified 800 opponents, feasting with his concubines while the 
opponents’ wives and children were killed before their eyes (Josephus Ant. 
13.13.5—14.2 [372–80]; BJ 1.4.4–6 [90–98]). The Qumran pesher on Nahum 
alludes to these events, calling Janneus “the angry lion” who “hanged living men 
from the tree.” Scholarly claims that the Pharisees led opposition to Janneus and 
theories that some opponents formed part of the Qumran community are 
controversial. Janneus’ excessive drinking helped lead to his death in 76 B.C.E.

�4.4. A son of  A son of Simon of CSimon of Cyrene and yrene and brother ofbrother of Rufus (Ma Rufus (Mark 15:21).rk 15:21). Mark appa Mark apparently assreappaapparentlyapparently assumes t assumes that the twhat the two sons areo sons are known to  known to his readerhis readers; the refs; the references arerences are omitted earare omitteare omitted in Matthd in Matthew and Lukew and Luke. A 1st-ce. A 1st-century entury C.E.C.E. ossuary i ossuary inscriptionnscription from a to from a to from a tomb in thtomb in the Kidron Ve Kidron Valley, posalley, possibly ownesibly owned by a Cyrd by a Cyrenian famienian family, reads ly, reads “Alexander“Alexander, son of S,“Alexander“Alexander“Alexander, son of S, son of Simon”; thoimon”; though intrigugh intriguing, it cuing, it cannot be pannot be positively ositively linked witlinked with Mark’s Ah Mah Mark’s AleMark’s Alexander.xander.xander.

4. A son of Simon of Cyrene and brother of Rufus (Mark 15:21). Mark 
apparently assumes that the two sons are known to his readers; the references 
are omitted in Matthew and Luke. A 1st-century C.E. ossuary inscription from a 
tomb in the Kidron Valley, possibly owned by a Cyrenian family, reads 
“Alexander, son of Simon”; though intriguing, it cannot be positively linked with 
Mark’s Alexander.

�5.5. A member  A member of the higof the high priestlyh priestly family wh family who questiono questioned Peter aed Peter and John afnd John after their ter afafter theiafter their arrest (r arrest (Acts 4:6).Acts 4:6).

5. A member of the high priestly family who questioned Peter and John 
after their arrest (Acts 4:6).

�6.6. A Jew of  A Jew of Ephesus whEphesus who attempteo attempted unsuccesd unsuccessfully to sfully to speak to aspeak to an unruly cn unruly crowd gatherowccrowd gathcrowd gathered to prered to protest Paulotest Paul’s preachi’s preaching (Acts 1ng (Acts 19:33-34).9:33-34).9:33-34).

6. A Jew of Ephesus who attempted unsuccessfully to speak to an unruly 
crowd gathered to protest Paul’s preaching (Acts 19:33-34).

�7.7. One who,  One who, with Hymenwith Hymenaeus, “shiaeus, “shipwrecked” pwrecked” his faith his faith and was “tand was “turned overurned over to Satan” overover to Saover to Satan” (1 Titan” (1 Tim. 1:19-20m. 1:19-20). Perhaps). Perhaps the same  the same Hymenaeus Hymenaeus claimed thclaimed that the resat the resat the resurrectiresurrection was alron was already past eady past (2 Tim. 2:(2 Tim. 2:17-18); Al17-18); Alexander maexander may have tauy have taught this aght this as well.s aas well.as well.as well.

7. One who, with Hymenaeus, “shipwrecked” his faith and was “turned 
over to Satan” (1 Tim. 1:19-20). Perhaps the same Hymenaeus claimed that the 
resurrection was already past (2 Tim. 2:17-18); Alexander may have taught this 
as well.

�8.8. A coppers A coppersmith who “mith who “did great did great harm” to tharm” to the author he author of 2 Timotof 2 Timothy and opphy and opposed his tooppopposed hiopposed his teachings teaching (2 Tim. 4 (2 Tim. 4:14-15). H:14-15). He may be te may be the same Alhe same Alexander meexander mentioned inntioned mementioned mentioned in 1 Tim. in 1 Tim. 1:19-20.1:19-20.1:19-20.

8. A coppersmith who “did great harm” to the author of 2 Timothy and 
opposed his teaching (2 Tim. 4:14-15). He may be the same Alexander 



mentioned in 1 Tim. 1:19-20.

�SeeSee  HERODHEROD (Family)  (Family) 7.7.7.

See HEROD (Family) 7.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. Avigad,N. Avigad, “A Deposi “A Depository of Intory of Inscribed Osscribed Ossuaries insuaries in the Kidro the Kidro the Kidron ValKidron Valley,” ley,” IEJIEJ 12 (1962) 12 (1962): 1–12; L.: 1–12; L. L. Grabbe L. Grabbe, , Judaism frJudaism from Cyrus tom Cyrus to Hadrian,o Hadrian, 1:  1: The PersiaTThe PersiaThe Persian and Green and Greek Periodsk Periods (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1992)lis, 1992); E. Schür; E. Schürer, er, The HistorThe History of the Jy of the Jewish PeopewiJJewish PeoJewish People in theple in the Age of Je Age of Jesus Christsus Christ (175 (175  B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D.  135),135), rev. ed., rev. ed., 1 (Edinbu 1 (Edinburgh, 1973)rgh, 19rgh, 1973).1973).1973).

Bibliography. N. Avigad, “A Depository of Inscribed Ossuaries in the 
Kidron Valley,” IEJ 12 (1962): 1–12; L. L. Grabbe, Judaism from Cyrus to Hadrian, 1: 
The Persian and Greek Periods (Minneapolis, 1992); E. Schürer, The History of the 
Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ (175 B.C.—A.D. 135), rev. ed., 1 (Edinburgh, 
1973).
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ALEXANDRAALEXANDRA (Gk.  (Gk. AléxandraAléxandra)))

ALEXANDRA (Gk. Aléxandra)

�1.1. Alexandra Alexandra Salome, H Salome, Hasmonean qasmonean queen of Juueen of Judea (76–67dea (76–67  B.C.E.B.C.E.), also kn), also known in Hebown inown in Hebrew in Hebrew as Shelamzas Shelamzion (or Saion (or Salome, a Grlome, a Greek diminueek diminutive of thtive of the Hebrew).e Hebrew). The wife  The wife The wife of Alwife of Alexander Jaexander Janneus (103nneus (103–76), she –76), she may also hmay also have been tave been the widow ohe widow of Judah Arf Judah Af Judah AristobuluAristobulus I (104–3s I (104–3), though ), though this is unthis is uncertain (ccertain (compare Josompare Josephus ephus Ant.Ant. 13.320 wi 13.320 with thwiwith with BJBJ 1.85); if 1.85); if so, her m so, her marriage toarriage to Janneus m Janneus may have beay have been a leviren a levirate marriaate marriage. Nothinge. Noge. Nothing isNothing is known of  known of her familyher family. She appo. She appointed her inted her elder son,elder son, Hyrcanus  Hyrcanus II, as higII, as high priest (h ph priest (priest (Ant.Ant. 20.242; 1 20.242; 15.179); he5.179); he acted as  acted as regent durregent during her iling her illness, tholness, though her yough her younger son,ungyoyounger soyounger son, Aristobn, Aristobulus II, sulus II, seized the eized the opportunitopportunity to consoy to consolidate hislidate his position. position. Alexandra Ale Alexandra’Alexandra’s reign, rs reign, remembered emembered for her pifor her piety in theety in the rabbinic  rabbinic literatureliterature in glowin in glowing terms (g teg terms (terms (Lev.Rab.Lev.Rab. 35.10;  35.10; b. Ta{an.b. Ta{an. 23a;  23a; SipraSipra 110b), wa 110b), was charactes characterized by trized by the ascendahe ascendhe ascendancyascendancy of the Ph of the Pharisees (arisees (BJBJ 1.108–114 1.108–114; ; Ant.Ant. 13.408–41 13.408–415). Joseph5). Josephus evaluatus evaluates her reies hees her reign her reign in two conin two contradictorytradictory ways: in  ways: in Ant.Ant. 13.430–32 13.430–32 she is po she is power-hungrywer-hungry, absoluti, absolu, absolutistabsolutist, and resp, and responsible foonsible for the rivar the rivalry betweelry between Hyrcanusn Hyrcanus and Arist and Aristobulus; inobulus; in  BJBJ she is ki BJBJ she is BJ she is kind, intekind, intensely relinsely religious, a sgious, a skilled admkilled administratorinistrator, though u, though under the dnder the domination ominaddominationdomination of Pharis of Pharisees. She sees. She strengthenetrengthened Judea and Judea and kept it d kept it at peace, at peace, unlike theunlike the reigns of re reigns of reigns of her husbanher husband and her d and her sons. Appasons. Apparently sherently she is mentio is mentioned — alonned — alongside Hyrcgside Hyrgside Hyrcanus aHyrcanus and Aemiliund Aemilius Scaurus s Scaurus — in sever— in several Dead Seal Dead Sea calendria calendrical fragmecal fragments (4Q322nts (4Q32nts (4Q322, 32(4Q322, 323, 324a, b3, 324a, b).).).

1. Alexandra Salome, Hasmonean queen of Judea (76–67 B.C.E.), also known 
in Hebrew as Shelamzion (or Salome, a Greek diminutive of the Hebrew). The 
wife of Alexander Janneus (103–76), she may also have been the widow of Judah 
Aristobulus I (104–3), though this is uncertain (compare Josephus Ant. 13.320 
with BJ 1.85); if so, her marriage to Janneus may have been a levirate marriage. 
Nothing is known of her family. She appointed her elder son, Hyrcanus II, as high 
priest (Ant. 20.242; 15.179); he acted as regent during her illness, though her 
younger son, Aristobulus II, seized the opportunity to consolidate his position. 
Alexandra’s reign, remembered for her piety in the rabbinic literature in glowing 
terms (Lev.Rab. 35.10; b. Ta{an. 23a; Sipra 110b), was characterized by the 
ascendancy of the Pharisees (BJ 1.108–114; Ant. 13.408–415). Josephus evaluates 
her reign in two contradictory ways: in Ant. 13.430–32 she is power-hungry, 
absolutist, and responsible for the rivalry between Hyrcanus and Aristobulus; in 
BJ she is kind, intensely religious, a skilled administrator, though under the 
domination of Pharisees. She strengthened Judea and kept it at peace, unlike the 
reigns of her husband and her sons. Apparently she is mentioned — alongside 
Hyrcanus and Aemilius Scaurus — in several Dead Sea calendrical fragments 
(4Q322, 323, 324a, b).

�2.2. Alexandra Alexandra, daughter, daughter of Hyrcan of Hyrcanus II and us II and mother of mother of Mariamme IMariamme I (wife of  (wife of Herod); frHerHerod); frHerod); friend of Cliend of Cleopatra VIeopatra VII of EgyptI of Egypt ( (Ant.Ant. 15.42, 62 15.42, 62–63). Much–63). Much of the di of the dissension issensiondidissensiondissension in Herod’ in Herod’s househols household swirled d swirled around heraround her. She pres. She pressured Herosured Herod to appoid to appod to appoint heappoint her son as hr son as high priestigh priest, though h, though he was extre was extremely younemely young for the g for the position, position, and was deanand was deand was devastated bvastated by his early his early death. Wy death. When she schen she schemed to ghemed to gain controain control of Judeal of Judeal of Judea duriJudea during Herod’sng Herod’s illness,  illness, following following his executhis execution of Marion of Mariamme (29 iamme (29 B.C.E.B.C.E.), Herod e), Hero), Herod execHerod executed her (uted her (ca. 28; ca. 28; Ant.Ant. 15.247–25 15.247–252).2).2).

2. Alexandra, daughter of Hyrcanus II and mother of Mariamme I (wife of 
Herod); friend of Cleopatra VII of Egypt (Ant. 15.42, 62–63). Much of the 
dissension in Herod’s household swirled around her. She pressured Herod to 
appoint her son as high priest, though he was extremely young for the position, 
and was devastated by his early death. When she schemed to gain control of 
Judea during Herod’s illness, following his execution of Mariamme (29 B.C.E.), 
Herod executed her (ca. 28; Ant. 15.247–252).

�3.3. Alexandra Alexandra, daughter, daughter of Aristo of Aristobulus and bulus and granddaughgranddaughter of Marter of Mariamme I, miamme I, married firarmmarried fimarried first to Phirst to Philippion oflippion of Chalcis,  Chalcis, who was muwho was murdered by rdered by his fatherhis father Ptolemy M Ptolemy Mennaeus ofeMMennaeus oMennaeus of Chalcis,f Chalcis, so that t so that the latter he latter could marrcould marry Alexandry Alexandra (a (BJBJ 1.85–86;  1.85–86; Ant.Ant. 14.126). 14 14.126).14.126).14.126).

3. Alexandra, daughter of Aristobulus and granddaughter of Mariamme I, 
married first to Philippion of Chalcis, who was murdered by his father Ptolemy 
Mennaeus of Chalcis, so that the latter could marry Alexandra (BJ 1.85–86; Ant. 
14.126).

�4.4. Alexandra Alexandra, daughter, daughter of Phasae of Phasael and Salal and Salampsio, grampsio, granddaughternddaughter of Herod  of Herod and Mariamandand Mariamand Mariamme I, marrme I, married to Timied to Timius of Cypius of Cyprus and chrus and childless (ildless (Ant.Ant. 18.131). 18.131). 18.131).

4. Alexandra, daughter of Phasael and Salampsio, granddaughter of Herod 



and Mariamme I, married to Timius of Cyprus and childless (Ant. 18.131).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. RichardP. Richardson, son, Herod, KinHerod, King of the Jg of the Jews and Frews and Friend of thiend of the Romanse Romanse RomansRomans (Columbia (Columbia, S.C., 19, S.C., 1996), 74–7896), 74–78; M. O. Wi; M. O. Wise, se, Thunder inThunder in Gemini Gemini (Sheffiel (Sheffield, 1994) cd, 19d, 1994) ch. 1994) ch. 5.5.5.

Bibliography. P. Richardson, Herod, King of the Jews and Friend of the 
Romans (Columbia, S.C., 1996), 74–78; M. O. Wise, Thunder in Gemini (Sheffield, 
1994) ch. 5.
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ALEXANDRIAALEXANDRIA (Gk.  (Gk. AlexandriaAlexandria)))

ALEXANDRIA (Gk. Alexandria)

A seaport A seaport on the Medon the Mediterraneaniterranean Sea, in t Sea, in the Westernhe Western Delta at  Delta at the mouth the mouth of a brancof a branof a branch of branch of the Nile Rthe Nile River. The iver. The site is casite is ca. 210 km. . 210 km. (130 mi.) (130 mi.) N of CairoN of Cairo, set on a, set on a slight el sligh slight eleslight elevation betvation between Lake ween Lake Mareotis oMareotis on the soutn the south and the h and the Sea on theSea on the north and north and north and west. and west. This locatThis location was seion was selected by lected by Alexander Alexander the Great the Great himself, whimself, who gave inho gave instructionsstininstructioinstructions to Cleons to Cleomenes of Nmenes of Naukratis taukratis to arrange o arrange the financthe finances and cones and construction,struction, while Dei w while Deinwhile Deinocrates ofocrates of Rhodes wa Rhodes was commissis commissioned to croned to create a citeate a city plan. Ony plan. On 7 April 3 7 April 3 7 April 311 311 B.C.E.B.C.E. Alexandri Alexandria was founa was founded and Ceded and Ceomenes becomenes became its fiame its first governrst governor. Of allor. Of all the citie allall the ciall the cities and mties and monuments bonuments built by Aluilt by Alexander orexander or in his na in his name, this pme, this proved to broved to be the moste te the most dthe most durable andurable and productiv productive.e.e.

A seaport on the Mediterranean Sea, in the Western Delta at the mouth of a 
branch of the Nile River. The site is ca. 210 km. (130 mi.) N of Cairo, set on a 
slight elevation between Lake Mareotis on the south and the Sea on the north 
and west. This location was selected by Alexander the Great himself, who gave 
instructions to Cleomenes of Naukratis to arrange the finances and construction, 
while Deinocrates of Rhodes was commissioned to create a city plan. On 7 April 
311 B.C.E. Alexandria was founded and Ceomenes became its first governor. Of 
all the cities and monuments built by Alexander or in his name, this proved to be 
the most durable and productive.

�AlexandriaAlexandria has alway has always been pars been particularly ticularly well situawell situated for seted for sea-going coa-going commerce, femmercecocommerce, commerce, featuring featuring a peninsula peninsula known sia known since Greco-nce Greco-Roman timeRoman times as Cape s as Cape Lochias whLochiasLochias whLochias which with tich with the mainlanhe mainland shorelind shoreline forms a e forms a large bay large bay and harborand harbor protected protected by the is protectedprotected protected by the islby the island of Phaand of Pharos. Here ros. Here stood the stood the Pharos ligPharos lighthouse, ohthouse, one of the ne of the seven wondseseven wondseven wonders of theers of the ancient w ancient world (cf. orld (cf. Strabo Strabo Geog.Geog. 17). Sinc 17). Since Greco-Roe Greco-Roman times man timeman times the times the site has ssite has sunk 4 m. (unk 4 m. (13 ft.) in13 ft.) in elevation elevation, modifyin, modifying the shorg the shoreline and eline and submergingsubmesubmergingsubmerging many feat many features of thures of the ancient e ancient city, inclcity, including the uding the harbor itsharbor itself, and pelf, and parts of tharts pparts of tparts of the Jewish he Jewish quarter anquarter and the palad the palaces of theces of the nobility. nobility.

Alexandria has always been particularly well situated for sea-going 
commerce, featuring a peninsula known since Greco-Roman times as Cape 
Lochias which with the mainland shoreline forms a large bay and harbor 
protected by the island of Pharos. Here stood the Pharos lighthouse, one of the 
seven wonders of the ancient world (cf. Strabo Geog. 17). Since Greco-Roman 
times the site has sunk 4 m. (13 ft.) in elevation, modifying the shoreline and 
submerging many features of the ancient city, including the harbor itself, and 
parts of the Jewish quarter and the palaces of the nobility.

�When AlexaWhen Alexander died nder died in 323, Ptin 323, Ptolemy I Soolemy I Soter, one oter, one of his thref his three senior me senior military coilitarymmilitary cmilitary commanders,ommanders, took over took over the south the southeastern paeastern part of the rt of the empire, esempire, establishingtablishing a family  a a family da family dynasty whiynasty which ruled Ech ruled Egypt from gypt from AlexandriaAlexandria until 80  until 80 B.C.E.B.C.E. Under the Under the Ptolemies Ptolem Ptolemies Ptolemies AlexandriaAlexandria flourishe flourished as the cd as the capital of apital of Egypt and Egypt and as an inteas an intellectual, llectual, political,politicpolitical,political, and econo and economic centermic center. As such . As such it became it became the culturthe cultural and edual and educational hcational heart of thearhheart of theart of the Hellenihe Hellenistic worldstic world...

When Alexander died in 323, Ptolemy I Soter, one of his three senior 
military commanders, took over the southeastern part of the empire, establishing 
a family dynasty which ruled Egypt from Alexandria until 80 B.C.E. Under the 
Ptolemies Alexandria flourished as the capital of Egypt and as an intellectual, 
political, and economic center. As such it became the cultural and educational 
heart of the Hellenistic world.

�In 306 In 306 B.C.E.B.C.E. Ptolemy e Ptolemy establishedstablished the libra the library of Alexry of Alexandria in andria in honor of Ahonor of Alexander, lexandAAlexander,Alexander, whose bod whose body he had by he had brought frorought from Babylon m Babylon and buriedand buried in his ca in his capital. Thepital. Thepital. The librarThe library achievedy achieved great fam great fame under sue under such librarich librarians, reseaans, research scholarch scholars, and scrs, and scientists aientscscientistsscientists as Demetr as Demetrios of Phaios of Phaleron (235leron (235–283), Zen–283), Zenodotus of odotus of Ephesus (3Ephesus (325–260), A25–260), A25–260), ApolloniusApollonius of Rhodes of Rhodes (305–240) (305–240), Callimac, Callimachus of Cyrhus of Cyrene (305-cene (305-ca. 235), aa. 235), and Eratostnd Eratostnd EratosthenEratosthenes of Cyrees of Cyrene (275–19ne (275–195). It was5). It was actually  actually a universia university center ty center for researfor research, teachich,researresearch, research, teaching, teaching, and writinand writing in scieng in science, the arce, the arts, literats, literature, histture, history, linguory, linguistics, anistics, anistics, and the huand the humanities imanities in general.n general. The schol The scholars and thars and the acquisite acquisition of eveion of every possiblry possible book in e boe book in thbook in the world wee world were supportre supported by geneed by generous stiperous stipends or allnds or allocations focations from the rorom the rorom the royal trearoyal treasury. Demesury. Demetrios colltrios collected 250 ected 250 thousand bthousand books, and ooks, and by the timby the time of Juliue of Julius Caesar’ss JuliuJulius CaeJulius Caesar’s visisar’s visit the librt the library could ary could boast moreboast more than 1 mi than 1 million volullion volumes, in admes, in addition to ditionadaddition taddition to a large o a large collectioncollection of archae of archaeological aological and historind historical artifacal artifacts and sccts and scientific iientific scscientificscientific instrumen instruments.ts.ts.

In 306 B.C.E. Ptolemy established the library of Alexandria in honor of 
Alexander, whose body he had brought from Babylon and buried in his capital. 
The library achieved great fame under such librarians, research scholars, and 
scientists as Demetrios of Phaleron (235–283), Zenodotus of Ephesus (325–260), 
Apollonius of Rhodes (305–240), Callimachus of Cyrene (305-ca. 235), and 
Eratosthenes of Cyrene (275–195). It was actually a university center for 
research, teaching, and writing in science, the arts, literature, history, linguistics, 
and the humanities in general. The scholars and the acquisition of every possible 
book in the world were supported by generous stipends or allocations from the 
royal treasury. Demetrios collected 250 thousand books, and by the time of 



Julius Caesar’s visit the library could boast more than 1 million volumes, in 
addition to a large collection of archaeological and historical artifacts and 
scientific instruments.

�The philosThe philosophy and sophy and science forcience for which the which the library h library has been faas been famous sincemous since its found its fou its founding wfounding was Aristotas Aristotelian ratielian rational empironal empiricism. Ca.icism. Ca. 100–150  100–150 C.E.C.E. the stabi the stability of thlity of the Mediterre ththe Meditethe Mediterranean worranean world was grrld was greatly disteatly disturbed by turbed by the expansihe expansion of the on of the Roman EmpiRoman EmRoman Empire, anEmpire, and the specd the speculative idulative idealism of ealism of Platonism Platonism gained infgained influence. Reluence. Religious anligious and transcend trd transcendetranscendental philontal philosophy was sophy was in the ascin the ascendancy, mendancy, mystery relystery religions floigions flourished, aurished, and the grend aand the grand the great researeat research center ch center of Alexandof Alexandria shifteria shifted from thed from the natural a natural and social nd social sciences tsciesciences tsciences toward relioward religious specgious speculation. Mulation. Middle Platiddle Platonism cameonism came to domina to dominate Hellenite Hellenistic cultusHelleniHellenistiHellenistic culture.c culture. Philo Jud Philo Judaeus (30 aeus (30 B.C.E.B.C.E.—50 —50 C.E.C.E.) became t) became the most rehe most remembered smemberererememberedremembered scholar i scholar in Alexandrn Alexandria at the ia at the time of Chtime of Christ. Two rist. Two centuries centuries later Neo-later Neolater Neo-PlatonNeo-Platonism competism competed with Ched with Christian spristian speculative eculative theology ftheology for dominanor dominance. Plotince. Plotince. Plotinus (Plotinus (203-ca. 27203-ca. 270), Porphy0), Porphyry (ca. 23ry (ca. 234–305), Ol4–305), Olympius (35ympius (350–391), an0–391), and Hypatia d Hypatia (350–415) ((350–415) (350–415) are prominare prominent Neo-Plent Neo-Platonists. atonists. The ChristThe Christian perspeian perspective was ctive was representerepresentrepresenterepresented by the Cd by the Catecheticaatechetical School ol School of Clement f Clement (150–215) (150–215) and Origenand Origen (185–253) (185–25 (185–253) (185–253) and by sucand by such prelatesh prelates as Theoph as Theophilus (ca. ilus (ca. 350–435) a350–435) and Cyril (nd Cyril (ca. 375–44ca. 375–444).4375–44375–444).375–444).375–444).

The philosophy and science for which the library has been famous since its 
founding was Aristotelian rational empiricism. Ca. 100–150 C.E. the stability of 
the Mediterranean world was greatly disturbed by the expansion of the Roman 
Empire, and the speculative idealism of Platonism gained influence. Religious and 
transcendental philosophy was in the ascendancy, mystery religions flourished, 
and the great research center of Alexandria shifted from the natural and social 
sciences toward religious speculation. Middle Platonism came to dominate 
Hellenistic culture. Philo Judaeus (30 B.C.E.—50 C.E.) became the most 
remembered scholar in Alexandria at the time of Christ. Two centuries later 
Neo-Platonism competed with Christian speculative theology for dominance. 
Plotinus (203-ca. 270), Porphyry (ca. 234–305), Olympius (350–391), and Hypatia 
(350–415) are prominent Neo-Platonists. The Christian perspective was 
represented by the Catechetical School of Clement (150–215) and Origen 
(185–253) and by such prelates as Theophilus (ca. 350–435) and Cyril (ca. 
375–444).

�AlexandriaAlexandria is though is thought to have t to have played an played an important important role in throle in the rise of e rise of ChristianiChristianChristianiChristianity, influety, influenced by thnced by the Apostle e Apostle Mark, for Mark, for whom the cwhom the central catentral cathedral is hedral is named. Thenamnamed. Thenamed. The speculati speculative allegorve allegorical theolical theology of theogy of the Alexandri Alexandrian theologan theologians proveians proved to be thd proveproved to proved to be the defbe the definitive ininitive influence thfluence that shaped at shaped orthodox Corthodox Christian dhristian doctrine inoctrine in the Ecume th the Ecumenthe Ecumenical Councical Councils from Nils from Nicea (325)icea (325) to Chalce to Chalcedon (451).don (451). After Cha After Chalcedon seclcedon selcedon secular orsecular or pagan Neo pagan Neo-Platonism-Platonism declined, declined, and Alexa and Alexandrian Chrndrian Christianity istianity absorbed iabsorbed its essentitiits essentits essential tenetsial tenets to create to create the Alexa the Alexandrian schndrian school of Chrool of Christian Neoistian Neo-Platonism-Platonism, an impor, an, an importaan important influennt influence on Westce on Western civiliern civilization.zation.zation.

Alexandria is thought to have played an important role in the rise of 
Christianity, influenced by the Apostle Mark, for whom the central cathedral is 
named. The speculative allegorical theology of the Alexandrian theologians 
proved to be the definitive influence that shaped orthodox Christian doctrine in 
the Ecumenical Councils from Nicea (325) to Chalcedon (451). After Chalcedon 
secular or pagan Neo-Platonism declined, and Alexandrian Christianity absorbed 
its essential tenets to create the Alexandrian school of Christian Neo-Platonism, 
an important influence on Western civilization.

�In 47 In 47 B.C.E.B.C.E. Julius Ca Julius Caesar foughesar fought a naval t a naval battle in battle in the bay atthe bay at Alexandri Alexandria, during a, during a, during whiduring which some 50ch some 50 thousand  thousand volumes frvolumes from the libom the library were rary were destroyed destroyed in a warehin a warin a warehouse warehouse fire. In 3fire. In 391 91 C.E.C.E. Theophilu Theophilus destroyes destroyed the pagad the pagan cohorts n cohorts of Olympiuof Olympius and anots ans and anotheand another who werer who were barricade barricaded in the pd in the public exteublic extension librnsion library in theary in the Serapeum, Serapeum, destroyin Serapeum,Serapeum, Serapeum, destroyingdestroying the pagan the pagans and anots and another 50 thoher 50 thousand voluusand volumes. Durinmes. During the Arabg the Arg the Arab conquArab conquest the ciest the city and thety and the library w library were sackedere sacked in 641–64 in 641–642.2.2.

In 47 B.C.E. Julius Caesar fought a naval battle in the bay at Alexandria, 
during which some 50 thousand volumes from the library were destroyed in a 
warehouse fire. In 391 C.E. Theophilus destroyed the pagan cohorts of Olympius 
and another who were barricaded in the public extension library in the 
Serapeum, destroying the pagans and another 50 thousand volumes. During the 
Arab conquest the city and the library were sacked in 641–642.

�Philo’s prPhilo’s prominence iominence in Alexandrn Alexandria at the ia at the time of Chtime of Christ symborist symbolizes the lizes the significansignificasignificansignificance of the ce of the Jewish comJewish community in munity in the life othe life of the cityf the city. Alexande. Alexander is reporr is reported to havted toted to have seto have settled a lattled a large numberrge number of Jews t of Jews there at thhere at the outset. e outset. The translThe translation of tation of the Hebrew he Hhe Hebrew BibHebrew Bible into Grle into Greek, the Leek, the LXX, was coXX, was completed thmpleted there sometiere sometime betweenme between 150 and 5 150  150 and 50150 and 50  B.C.E.B.C.E. Philo say Philo says the comms the community had unity had grown to ogrown to one millionne million by his ti by his time. A numbme. Ame. A number oA number of repressif repressions by Impons by Imperial Romeerial Rome and subse and subsequently byquently by the Chris the Christian archbtian archtian archbishoparchbishops reduced s reduced the communthe community to virity to virtual extintual extinction by 1ction by 150 50 B.C.E.B.C.E. It resurg It resurged by the ed resurgresurged bresurged by the 4th y the 4th century bucentury but was elimt was eliminated by inated by Cyril of ACyril of Alexandria lexandria in 415, thin 415, the same yeae se same year same year in which hin which he had the e had the pagan philpagan philosopher Hyosopher Hypatia murdpatia murdered.ered.ered.

Philo’s prominence in Alexandria at the time of Christ symbolizes the 
significance of the Jewish community in the life of the city. Alexander is reported 
to have settled a large number of Jews there at the outset. The translation of the 
Hebrew Bible into Greek, the LXX, was completed there sometime between 
150 and 50 B.C.E. Philo says the community had grown to one million by his time. 
A number of repressions by Imperial Rome and subsequently by the Christian 
archbishops reduced the community to virtual extinction by 150 B.C.E. It 
resurged by the 4th century but was eliminated by Cyril of Alexandria in 415, the 



same year in which he had the pagan philosopher Hypatia murdered.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. H. ElleJ. H. Ellens, ns, The AncienThe Ancient Library t Library of Alexandof Alexandria and Earia and Early Christrly Christian Theoloian ChristChristian Christian TheologicaTheological Developml Development.ent. Occasiona Occasional Paper 27l Paper 27 (Claremon (Claremont, 1993–95t, 1993–95); B. A. P); B. A.); B. A. PearsonA. Pearson, “Earlies, “Earliest Christiat Christianity in Egnity in Egypt,” in ypt,” in The Roots The Roots of Egyptiaof Egyptian Christian Christianity,nity, ed. Pears ed. P ed. Pearson anPearson and J. E. God J. E. Goehring. Stehring. Studies in Audies in Antiquity antiquity and Christind Christianity 1 (Panity 1 (Philadelphihiladelphia, 1986), a, 198a, 1986), 1321986), 132–59.–59.–59.

Bibliography. J. H. Ellens, The Ancient Library of Alexandria and Early 
Christian Theological Development. Occasional Paper 27 (Claremont, 1993–95); B. 
A. Pearson, “Earliest Christianity in Egypt,” in The Roots of Egyptian Christianity, ed. 
Pearson and J. E. Goehring. Studies in Antiquity and Christianity 1 (Philadelphia, 
1986), 132–59.

J. Harold J. Harold EllensEllens

J. Harold Ellens

ALGUM, ALMALGUM, ALMUGUGUG

ALGUM, ALMUG

Algum (HebAlgum (Heb. . }algu®miîm}algu®miîm;; 2 Chr. 2: 2 Chr. 2:8; 9:10-118; 9:10-11) and almu) and almug (g (}almuggiîm}almuggiîm;; 1 Kgs. 10 1 Kgs. 1 1 Kgs. 10:11-12) 10:11-12) are considare considered to beered to be the same  the same wood, red wood, red saunders osaunders or red sandr red sandalwood (alwood (alwood ((PterocarpuPterocarpus santolins santolinusus L. f.). R L. f.). Red sandalwed sandalwood is heaood is heavy, hard, vy, hard, and close-and close-grained angrained and would had wd would havewould have been suit been suitable for table for the supporthe supports and insts and instruments Soruments Solomon had lomon had made from made fromade from algumfrom algum. It also . It also carries a carries a pleasant spleasant scent.cent.cent.

Algum (Heb. }algu®miîm; 2 Chr. 2:8; 9:10-11) and almug (}almuggiîm; 1 Kgs. 
10:11-12) are considered to be the same wood, red saunders or red sandalwood 
(Pterocarpus santolinus L. f.). Red sandalwood is heavy, hard, and close-grained and 
would have been suitable for the supports and instruments Solomon had made 
from algum. It also carries a pleasant scent.

�Red sandalRed sandalwood is nawood is native to Intive to India and Eadia and East Asia, ost Asia, one of manyne of many possible  possible locations locationlocations locations for Ophir.for Ophir. Though 2  Though 2 Chr. 2:8 rChr. 2:8 reports thaeports that Solomon t Solomon requested requested algum fromalgum froalgum from Lebanfrom Lebanon, 9:10–1on, 9:10–11 says tha1 says that it was bt it was brought frorought from Ophir.m Ophir.m Ophir.

Red sandalwood is native to India and East Asia, one of many possible 
locations for Ophir. Though 2 Chr. 2:8 reports that Solomon requested algum 
from Lebanon, 9:10–11 says that it was brought from Ophir.

Megan BishMegan Bishop Mooreop Moore

Megan Bishop Moore

ALIAHALIAH (Heb.  (Heb. {alya®{alya®)))

ALIAH (Heb. {alya®)

An EdomiteAn Edomite tribal ch tribal chief (1 Chrief (1 Chr. 1:51).. 1:51).. 1:51).

An Edomite tribal chief (1 Chr. 1:51).

�SeeSee  ALVAHALVAH..

See ALVAH.

ALIANALIAN (Heb.  (Heb. {alyaœn{alyaœn)))

ALIAN (Heb. {alyaœn)

A son or cA son or clan of Seilan of Seir (1 Chr. r (1 Chr. 1:40).1:40).1:40).

A son or clan of Seir (1 Chr. 1:40).

�SeeSee  ALVANALVAN..

See ALVAN.

ALIENALIENALIEN

ALIEN

�SeeSee  SOJOURNER.SOJOURNER.

See SOJOURNER.

ALLAMMELECALLAMMELECHH (Heb.  (Heb. }alammelek}alammelek��)))

ALLAMMELECH (Heb. }alammelek� )

A town in A town in the territthe territory of Ashory of Asher (Josh. er (Josh. 19:26). Al19:26). Although thethough the site has  site has not been inot been identified,deniidentifiedidentified, the name, the name is preser is preserved in thaved in that of Wadi t of Wadi el-Melek, el-Melek, which draiwhich drains into thns into the brook Kie bre brook Kishbrook Kishon near Mton near Mt. Carmel.. Carmel.

A town in the territory of Asher (Josh. 19:26). Although the site has not been 
identified, the name is preserved in that of Wadi el-Melek, which drains into the 
brook Kishon near Mt. Carmel.

ALLEGORYALLEGORYALLEGORY

ALLEGORY

A narrativA narrative which use which uses symbolies symbolic figures c figures and actionand actions to sugges to suggest hidden st hidden meanings bmeanings behind the ebbehind thebehind the literal w literal words of thords of the text. Ite text. It is simila is similar to riddlr to riddle and parae and parable genresble genres, which us, which, which use which use figurativefigurative language  language and imagesand images to convey to convey a truth h a truth hidden behiidden behind the litnd the literal meanieralitliteral meliteral meaning of taning of the words. he words. The word “The word “allegory” allegory” originatedoriginated in the Gr in the Greek world eek world and was usanand was usand was used most fred most frequently bequently by authors y authors who wishedwho wished to retain to retain the truth the truths of tradis of traditional worttraditraditionatraditional worldviel worldviews when anws when ancient tradcient traditions weritions were being che being challenged ballenged by new knowy new knowy new knowledge.knowledge. The Homer The Homeric storiesic stories of the go of the gods were inds were interpreted terpreted allegoricaallegorically by latlly by later Greeks erlatlater Greelater Greeks who wisks who wished to “dehed to “demythologizmythologize” the tale” the tales of the es of the capriciouscapricious and immor and immo and immoral deimmoral deities of Oities of Olympus andlympus and make them make them more inte more intellectuallyllectually meaningfu meaningful and ethil and ethl and ethically ethically acceptableacceptable to a peop to a people whose wle whose worldview worldview was becominas becoming more scig more scientific anentific anentific and sophisand sophisticated. Tticated. The word “ahe word “allegory” illegory” itself was tself was first usedfirst used in Hellen in Hellenistic timeistic times by Stoics by Ss by Stoics andStoics and Cynics se Cynics seeking to ceking to counter theounter the attacks o attacks on the Olymn the Olympian panthpian pantheon which eon whicheon which had which had been made been made by Xenophaby Xenophanes, Pythanes, Pythagoras, andgoras, and Plato. Plato. Plato.

A narrative which uses symbolic figures and actions to suggest hidden meanings 
behind the literal words of the text. It is similar to riddle and parable genres, 
which use figurative language and images to convey a truth hidden behind the 



literal meaning of the words. The word “allegory” originated in the Greek world 
and was used most frequently by authors who wished to retain the truths of 
traditional worldviews when ancient traditions were being challenged by new 
knowledge. The Homeric stories of the gods were interpreted allegorically by 
later Greeks who wished to “demythologize” the tales of the capricious and 
immoral deities of Olympus and make them more intellectually meaningful and 
ethically acceptable to a people whose worldview was becoming more scientific 
and sophisticated. The word “allegory” itself was first used in Hellenistic times by 
Stoics and Cynics seeking to counter the attacks on the Olympian pantheon 
which had been made by Xenophanes, Pythagoras, and Plato.

�In HelleniIn Hellenistic Judaistic Judaism ca. thesm ca. the middle of middle of the 2nd c the 2nd century entury B.C.E.B.C.E. Aristobul Aristobulus of Alexus of Aus of AlexandriaAlexandria used an a used an allegoricalllegorical interpret interpretation of tation of the OT extehe OT extensively asnsively as he sought he sought to reconc to to reconcito reconcile the Heble the Hebrew Scriptrew Scriptures with ures with Greek cultGreek culture. Philoure. Philo of Alexan of Alexandria becamdria becamdria became thebecame the Jewish th Jewish theologian weologian who used thho used the allegorie allegorical interpcal interpretation tretation the most exhe most extensively texextensivelextensively and was y and was able to maable to maintain a bintain a balance betalance between the aween the allegoricalllegorical and liter and literal readingal real reading ofreading of the Law.  the Law. An allegorAn allegorical interical interpretation pretation of the OT of the OT was employwas employed in Paleed in Palestinian JustPalePalestiniaPalestinian Judaism,n Judaism, although  although their conctheir concerns, unlierns, unlike the allke the allegorists oegorists of Alexandrf Alexandria, were nia, wia, were not swere not so much wito much with questionh questions of cosmos of cosmology and plogy and psychology.sychology. The alleg The allegorical intorical intorical interpretainterpretation of thtion of the Song of e Song of Solomon bySolomon by the scrib the scribes in Palees in Palestine allostine allowed this ewed this extraordinaxtreextraordinextraordinary work tary work to be accepo be accepted and lated and later added ter added to the canto the canon.on.on.

In Hellenistic Judaism ca. the middle of the 2nd century B.C.E. Aristobulus of 
Alexandria used an allegorical interpretation of the OT extensively as he sought 
to reconcile the Hebrew Scriptures with Greek culture. Philo of Alexandria 
became the Jewish theologian who used the allegorical interpretation the most 
extensively and was able to maintain a balance between the allegorical and literal 
reading of the Law. An allegorical interpretation of the OT was employed in 
Palestinian Judaism, although their concerns, unlike the allegorists of Alexandria, 
were not so much with questions of cosmology and psychology. The allegorical 
interpretation of the Song of Solomon by the scribes in Palestine allowed this 
extraordinary work to be accepted and later added to the canon.

�OT ScriptuOT Scripture is not re is not treated altreated allegoricalllegorically in an exy in an extensive watensive way in the Sy in the Synoptic Goynoptic Gynoptic Gospels orGospels or in John,  in John, although salthough some biblicome biblical scholaral scholars considers consider the inter the interpretation pretation of the parof tof the parablthe parable of the se of the sower (Markower (Mark 4:13-20)  4:13-20) an allegoran allegorization ofization of the parab the parable by the le by the early Churearearly Churearly Church or possch or possibly by Jeibly by Jesus himselsus himself. Some fif. Some find an allend an allegorical ingorical interpretatiterpretation of the on oon of the parof the parable of thable of the tares (Me tares (Matt. 13:36att. 13:36-43) and t-43) and the parablehe parable of the se of the seine-net (vine-net (vv. 47–50).v. 47v. 47–50).47–50).47–50).

OT Scripture is not treated allegorically in an extensive way in the Synoptic 
Gospels or in John, although some biblical scholars consider the interpretation of 
the parable of the sower (Mark 4:13-20) an allegorization of the parable by the 
early Church or possibly by Jesus himself. Some find an allegorical interpretation 
of the parable of the tares (Matt. 13:36-43) and the parable of the seine-net (vv. 
47–50).

�Paul also Paul also uses alleguses allegory in 1 Cory in 1 Cor. 5:6-8 or. 5:6-8 in addressin addressing the pring the problem of coblem of church dischurch dishurch disciplinediscipline in the ma in the matter of motter of morality, wirality, with the leath the leaven of theven of the Exodus tr Exodus tradition readition representingpresererepresentirepresenting malice ng malice and evil; and evil; Christ is Christ is designateddesignated “our pasc “our paschal lamb.”hal lamb.” In 1 Cor. In 1 Cor. 9:3-10 th 9:3- 9:3-10 the9:3-10 the muzzled o muzzled ox treadingx treading out grain out grain (Deut. 25 (Deut. 25:4) repres:4) represents the “ents the “thresher” thresher” of the Chuofof the Chuof the Church who horch who hopes for a pes for a “share in “share in the crop.”the crop.” In 1 Cor. In 1 Cor. 10:1-11 b 10:1-11 baptism andaptism and the celeb andand the ceand the celebration lebration of the Lorof the Lord’s Supperd’s Supper are compa are compared to thered to the Exodus an Exodus and wilderned wildernd wildernesswilderness experienc experiences of the es of the IsraelitesIsraelites, “written, “written down to i down to instruct usnstruct us, on whom , on whom the ends oththe ends othe ends of the agesf the ages have come have come” (v. 11).” (v. 11).

Paul also uses allegory in 1 Cor. 5:6-8 in addressing the problem of church 
discipline in the matter of morality, with the leaven of the Exodus tradition 
representing malice and evil; Christ is designated “our paschal lamb.” In 1 Cor. 
9:3-10 the muzzled ox treading out grain (Deut. 25:4) represents the “thresher” 
of the Church who hopes for a “share in the crop.” In 1 Cor. 10:1-11 baptism 
and the celebration of the Lord’s Supper are compared to the Exodus and 
wilderness experiences of the Israelites, “written down to instruct us, on whom 
the ends of the ages have come” (v. 11).

�In Gal. 4:In Gal. 4:21-31 Paul21-31 Paul allegoriz allegorizes the stoes the stories aboutries about Hagar and Hagar and Sarah to  Sarah to show that show thashow that thosethat those who depen who depend on the ld on the law insteadaw instead of faith  of faith in the proin the promise of Gomise of God will losd will lose their ine te their inhetheir inheritance. Pritance. Paul’s use aul’s use of allegorof allegory is simily is similar to thatar to that of Philo  of Philo of Alexandof Alexandria but clria but ria but closerbut closer to the in to the interpretatiterpretation followeon followed by Palesd by Palestinian Jewtinian Jews. In relas. In relating the Hting the Hebrew ScriebrewHHebrew ScrHebrew Scriptures toiptures to his times his times and exper and experiences he iences he prefers toprefers to use fulfi use fulfillment exellment exegesis, beigeexeexegesis, exegesis, being convbeing convinced thatinced that the Chris the Christ event not event now enables w enables believers believers to see theto see the true mean tr true meanitrue meaning of the ng of the Scripture.Scripture.

In Gal. 4:21-31 Paul allegorizes the stories about Hagar and Sarah to show 
that those who depend on the law instead of faith in the promise of God will lose 
their inheritance. Paul’s use of allegory is similar to that of Philo of Alexandria 
but closer to the interpretation followed by Palestinian Jews. In relating the 
Hebrew Scriptures to his times and experiences he prefers to use fulfillment 
exegesis, being convinced that the Christ event now enables believers to see the 



true meaning of the Scripture.

�In the wriIn the writings of ttings of the early che early church fathhurch fathers (e.g.,ers (e.g., Justin Ma Justin Martyr, Clemrtyr, Clement, Origeent, Origen, IrenaeunOrigeOrigen, IrOrigen, Irenaeus, Teenaeus, Tertullian) rtullian) the allegothe allegorical interical interpretationrpretation of Script of Scripture becameure became very comm ver very commovery common.n.n.

In the writings of the early church fathers (e.g., Justin Martyr, Clement, 
Origen, Irenaeus, Tertullian) the allegorical interpretation of Scripture became 
very common.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. BüchselF. Büchsel, , “alleägoré“alleägoréoœoœ,” ,” TDNTTDNT 2:260–63; 2:260–63; J. Jeremi J. Jeremias, as, The ParablTheThe ParablThe Parables of Jesues of Jesus,s, 3rd ed. ( 3rd ed. (London, 19London, 1972).72).72).

Bibliography. F. Büchsel, “alleägoréoœ,” TDNT 2:260–63; J. Jeremias, 
The Parables of Jesus, 3rd ed. (London, 1972).

William R.William R. Goodman,  Goodman, Jr.Jr.

William R. Goodman, Jr.

ALLONALLON (Heb.  (Heb. }allo®n}allo®n)))

ALLON (Heb. }allo®n)

A SimeonitA Simeonite, the sone, the son of Jedaia of Jedaiah and a deh and a descendant oscendant of Shemaiahf Shemaiah (1 Chr. 4 (1 Chr. 4:37).:37).

A Simeonite, the son of Jedaiah and a descendant of Shemaiah (1 Chr. 4:37).

ALLON-BACUALLON-BACUTHTH (Heb.  (Heb. }allo®n ba}allo®n baœk�u®t�œk�u®t�)))

ALLON-BACUTH (Heb. }allo®n baœk�u®t� )

The place The place (lit., “oa(lit., “oak of weepik of weeping”) near ng”) near Bethel wheBethel where Deborahre Deborah the nurse the nurse of Rebeka of Rebeka of Rebekah waRebekah was buried (s buried (Gen. 35:8)Gen. 35:8). This sit. This site could bee could be the same  the same as the “paas the “palm tree oflm tree of Deborah”  D Deborah” wDeborah” where the phere the prophetess/rophetess/judge latejudge later judged Ir judged Israel (Judsrael (Judg. 4:5).g. 4:5).g. 4:5).

The place (lit., “oak of weeping”) near Bethel where Deborah the nurse of 
Rebekah was buried (Gen. 35:8). This site could be the same as the “palm tree of 
Deborah” where the prophetess/judge later judged Israel (Judg. 4:5).

Willard W.Willard W. Winter Winter

Willard W. Winter

ALMIGHTYALMIGHTYALMIGHTY

ALMIGHTY

An epithetAn epithet of God (H of God (Heb. eb. sûaddaysûadday), derived), derived from the  from the patriarchapatriarchal deity Ell deity El Shaddai ( Shaddai  Shaddai (cShaddai (cf. LXX Gk.f. LXX Gk.  pantokraétpantokraétoœroœr). The nam). The name is simile is similar in meanar in meaning to epiing to epithets of tthetepiepithets oepithets of the Amorf the Amorite Amurruite Amurru  (beäl sûad(beäl sûadeä),eä), Canaanite Canaanite Hadad  Hadad (ba{al s�a(ba{al s�apoœn),pos�as�apoœn),s�apoœn), and Hurri and Hurrian El an El (}il paban(}il paban-h˙i-wi-ni-h˙i-wi-ni)) and may h and may have been aave been associated ssociateaassociatedassociated with theo with theophanies ofphanies of Yahweh in Yahweh in mountain  mountain storms (e.storms (e.g., Exod. g., Exod. 19:16-19).19:16-19). The name  19:16-19).19:16-19).19:16-19). The name  The name occurs in occurs in both earlyboth early and archa and archaizing poetizing poetry (e.g., ry (e.g., Num. 24:4,Num. 24:4, 16; Ps. 6 1 16; Ps. 6816; Ps. 68:14[MT 15]:14[MT 15]; 91:1), i; 91:1), in passagesn passages ascribed  ascribed to the Prito the Priestly sourestly source (e.g., ce (e.g., Exod. 6:2-Exod.Exod. 6:2-Exod. 6:2-3), and in3), and in Ezekiel ( Ezekiel (Ezek. 1:24Ezek. 1:24) and the ) and the dialogue pdialogue portions ofortions of Job (31 t Job (31 times).imes)ttimes).times).

An epithet of God (Heb. sûadday), derived from the patriarchal deity El 
Shaddai (cf. LXX Gk. pantokraétoœr). The name is similar in meaning to 
epithets of the Amorite Amurru (beäl sûadeä), Canaanite Hadad (ba{al 
s�apoœn),  and Hurrian El (}il paban-h˙i-wi-ni) and may have been 
associated with theophanies of Yahweh in mountain storms (e.g., Exod. 
19:16-19). The name occurs in both early and archaizing poetry (e.g., Num. 24:4, 
16; Ps. 68:14[MT 15]; 91:1), in passages ascribed to the Priestly source (e.g., 
Exod. 6:2-3), and in Ezekiel (Ezek. 1:24) and the dialogue portions of Job (31 
times).

ALMODADALMODAD (Heb.  (Heb. }almo®d�aœ}almo®d�aœd�d�)))

ALMODAD (Heb. }almo®d�aœd� )

The first The first of the 13 of the 13 sons of Josons of Joktan; the ktan; the grandson ograndson of Eber. Hef Eber. He was the a was the ancestor ofncestor of a South A a S a South ArabSouth Arabian tribe ian tribe (Gen. 10:2(Gen. 10:26; 1 Chr. 6; 1 Chr. 1:20).1:20).

The first of the 13 sons of Joktan; the grandson of Eber. He was the ancestor of a 
South Arabian tribe (Gen. 10:26; 1 Chr. 1:20).

ALMONALMON (Heb.  (Heb. {almo®n{almo®n) (also AL) (also ALEMETH)EMETH)EMETH)

ALMON (Heb. {almo®n) (also ALEMETH)

A city froA city from the tribm the tribe of Benjae of Benjamin (Josh.min (Josh. 21:18) gi 21:18) given to theven to the descendan descendants of the ts of the priest Aarpriepriest Aarpriest Aaron as one on as one of the 48 of the 48 levitical levitical cities (cfcities (cf. Josh. 21. Josh. 21:1-42; 1 C:1-42; 1 Chr. 6:54-8hr. 6:54-81). The va1). The1). The varianThe variant Alemeth t Alemeth appears inappears in 1 Chr. 6: 1 Chr. 6:60(MT 45).60(MT 45). Almon is  Almon is probably iprobably identified dentified with moderwwith moderwith modern Khirbet n Khirbet {Almiît{Almiît (176136), (176136), located 8 located 8 km. (5 mi km. (5 mi.) NE of J.) NE of Jerusalem.erusalem.erusalem.

A city from the tribe of Benjamin (Josh. 21:18) given to the descendants of the 
priest Aaron as one of the 48 levitical cities (cf. Josh. 21:1-42; 1 Chr. 6:54-81). 
The variant Alemeth appears in 1 Chr. 6:60(MT 45). Almon is probably identified 
with modern Khirbet {Almiît (176136), located 8 km. (5 mi.) NE of Jerusalem.

John R. SpJohn R. Spencerencer

John R. Spencer



ALMONDALMONDALMOND

ALMOND

The almondThe almond tree,  tree, Amygdalus Amygdalus communiscommunis L., deriv L., derives its Hebes its Hebrew name rew name (sûaœqeäd�(sûaœqeäd�))(sûaœqeäd�(sûaœqeäd�(sûaœqeäd�)) from the  from the verb “to wverb “to wake” or “take” or “to watch.” o watch.” In a play In a play on words, on words, the Lord sthe Lothe Lord showsLord shows Jeremiah  Jeremiah an almond an almond branch as branch as a sign thaa sign that he is wat he is watching andtching and about to  about to act (Jer. aact (Jer. act (Jer. 1:11).1:11).1:11).

The almond tree, Amygdalus communis L., derives its Hebrew name 
(sûaœqeäd�)  from the verb “to wake” or “to watch.” In a play on words, the 
Lord shows Jeremiah an almond branch as a sign that he is watching and about to 
act (Jer. 1:11).

�Three specThree species of almies of almond tree aond tree are found ire found in Palestinn Palestine; two wile; two wild species,d species,  Prunus amyPrunus Prunus amyPrunus amygdalusgdalus and  and Amygdalus Amygdalus communis,communis, have bitt have bitter and ineer and inedible fruidible fruit, while tt, while the third, he the third, domthird, domesticated esticated species, species, Prunus dulPrunus dulcis,cis, has an ed has an edible nut aible nut and producend produces a mild as a mild almond oil.lmaalmond oilalmond oil. The almo. The almond tree bend tree bears light ars light pink blosspink blossoms in Feboms in February (cf.ruary (cf. Eccl. 12: Eccl. 12:5, which c5, w5, which compwhich compares them ares them to the whito the white hair ofte hair of old age). old age). Golden, a Golden, almond- blolmond- blossom-shapessom-shapbloblossom-shblossom-shaped cups aped cups adorned thadorned the lampstane lampstand in the td in the tabernacle abernacle (Exod. 25:(Exod. 25:33-34; 37:33-34; 3733-34; 37:19-20),37:19-20), and Aaron and Aaron’s staff s’s staff sprouted alprouted almond blossmond blossoms and nuoms and nuts, designts, designating him ating him as head ofaas head ofas head of the pries the priestly lineagtly lineage (Num. 17e (Num. 17:8[MT 23]):8[MT 23]). Almond n. Almond nuts were auts were among the dmong the mong the delicathe delicacies Jacobcies Jacob sent to J sent to Joseph in Eoseph in Egypt (Gen.gypt (Gen. 43:11). H 43:11). Heb. eb. lu®zlu®z also refe also refers to the rs tors to the almto the almond tree (ond tree (Gen. 30:37Gen. 30:37), and is ), and is the formerthe former name of B name of Bethel.ethel.ethel.

Three species of almond tree are found in Palestine; two wild species, 
Prunus amygdalus and Amygdalus communis, have bitter and inedible fruit, while the 
third, domesticated species, Prunus dulcis, has an edible nut and produces a mild 
almond oil. The almond tree bears light pink blossoms in February (cf. Eccl. 12:5, 
which compares them to the white hair of old age). Golden, almond- 
blossom-shaped cups adorned the lampstand in the tabernacle (Exod. 25:33-34; 
37:19-20), and Aaron’s staff sprouted almond blossoms and nuts, designating him 
as head of the priestly lineage (Num. 17:8[MT 23]). Almond nuts were among 
the delicacies Jacob sent to Joseph in Egypt (Gen. 43:11). Heb. lu®z also refers 
to the almond tree (Gen. 30:37), and is the former name of Bethel.

Megan BishMegan Bishop Moore/Rop Moore/Randall W. andall W. YounkerYounker

Megan Bishop Moore/Randall W. Younker

ALMON-DIBLALMON-DIBLATHAIMATHAIM  (Heb. (Heb. {almoœn di{almoœn dib�laœt�ayib�laœt�ayimm)))

ALMON-DIBLATHAIM 
(Heb. {almoœn dib�laœt�ayim )

One of IsrOne of Israel’s encaael’s encampments dumpments during the wring the wilderness ilderness wanderingswanderings (Num. 33: (Num. 33:46, 47). I46, 47). I46, 47). It is alsoIt is also mentioned mentioned on the st on the stela of Kinela of King Mesha ofg Mesha of Moab (lin Moab (line 30), whoe 30), who revolted  revolted against Isagaagainst Isagainst Israelite ruraelite rule in the le in the 9th centur9th century y B.C.E.B.C.E. The site  The site was evidenwas evidently still tly still in Moabitein Moabitein Moabite haMoabite hands in thends in the 6th centu 6th century (Jer. 4ry (Jer. 48:22; call8:22; called Beth-died Beth-diblathaim, blathaim, “House of “House of the Two Fithethe Two Fithe Two Fig Cakes”).g Cakes”). Its locat Its location is unkion is unknown, althnown, although it maough it may be identy be identified withified with  Deleila®t DeDeleila®t Deleila®t esh-Sherqiesh-Sherqiîyehîyeh (228116)  (228116) or or Deleila®tDeleila®t el-Gharbi el-Gharbiyeh.yeh.yeh.

One of Israel’s encampments during the wilderness wanderings (Num. 33:46, 47). 
It is also mentioned on the stela of King Mesha of Moab (line 30), who revolted 
against Israelite rule in the 9th century B.C.E. The site was evidently still in 
Moabite hands in the 6th century (Jer. 48:22; called Beth-diblathaim, “House of 
the Two Fig Cakes”). Its location is unknown, although it may be identified with 
Deleila®t esh-Sherqiîyeh (228116) or Deleila®t el-Gharbiyeh.

Robert DelRobert Delsnydersnyder

Robert Delsnyder

ALMSALMSALMS

ALMS

Gifts to tGifts to the poor. Ahe poor. Almsgiving lmsgiving is a pervais a pervasive part sive part of the bibof the biblical tradlical tradition and ition and is practicis practis practiced practiced to maintaito maintain communitn community harmony.y harmony. In the OT In the OT, caring f, caring for the pooor the poor is assocr is associated withiassocassociatedassociated with livi with living a just ng a just life, and life, and kindness tkindness to the pooro the poor is viewed is viewed as the ba as the basis for a sis forsis for a happfor a happy life (Pry life (Prov. 14:21)ov. 14:21). Isaiah e. Isaiah emphasizes mphasizes giving to giving to the poor athe poor as a prereqs a prerequisite foruisiteprereqprerequisiprerequisite for heate for hearing the vring the voice of Gooice of God. Almsgivd. Almsgiving must iing must involve facnvolve facing the poing the poor with whorpopoor with poor with whom one lwhom one lives, and ives, and sharing onsharing one’s food ae’s food and one’s hnd one’s home; it isome; it is not simpl not simply the giviysimplsimply thesimply the giving of giving of financial financial resources resources. Care for. Care for the poor  the poor must also must also include thinclude the three-yee the three-yearthree-year tithing o tithing of the prodf the produce of theuce of the land (Deu land (Deut. 14:28-2t. 14:28-29) and the9) and the leaving b leaving behind of gehinbbehind of behind of grain in tgrain in the field (he field (24:19–22).24:19–22).

Gifts to the poor. Almsgiving is a pervasive part of the biblical tradition and is 
practiced to maintain community harmony. In the OT, caring for the poor is 
associated with living a just life, and kindness to the poor is viewed as the basis 
for a happy life (Prov. 14:21). Isaiah emphasizes giving to the poor as a 
prerequisite for hearing the voice of God. Almsgiving must involve facing the 
poor with whom one lives, and sharing one’s food and one’s home; it is not 
simply the giving of financial resources. Care for the poor must also include the 
three-year tithing of the produce of the land (Deut. 14:28-29) and the leaving 
behind of grain in the field (24:19–22).

�AlmsgivingAlmsgiving is not to is not to be perfor be performed for pumed for public praisblic praise and selfe and self-exaltatio-exaltation; it is tn; it is to be knownotto be knowto be known only by n only by God (Matt.God (Matt. 6:1-4). C 6:1-4). Caring for aring for the poor ithe poor is part of s part of the criterthe criteria for finia fia for finallfor finally judging y judging whether onwhether one has livee has lived a righted a righteous life (ous life (Matt. 25:3Matt. 25:31-46). As 1-46). As recorded irecordrecorded irecorded in Acts 6; n Acts 6; 2 Cor. 8-92 Cor. 8-9, the earl, the early Church wy Church was deeply as deeply concerned concerned about the about theabout the welfarthe welfare of the pe of the poor.oor.oor.

Almsgiving is not to be performed for public praise and self-exaltation; it is 
to be known only by God (Matt. 6:1-4). Caring for the poor is part of the criteria 



for finally judging whether one has lived a righteous life (Matt. 25:31-46). As 
recorded in Acts 6; 2 Cor. 8-9, the early Church was deeply concerned about 
the welfare of the poor.

Hemchand GHemchand Gossaiossai

Hemchand Gossai

ALMUGALMUGALMUG

ALMUG

�SeeSee  ALGUM, ALMALGUM, ALMUG.UG.

See ALGUM, ALMUG.

ALOESALOESALOES

ALOES

SucculentsSucculents of the Li of the Liliaceae faliaceae family. Aloemily. Aloes are idens are identified pritified primarily witmarily with subtropih subtropical assembcal asscal assemblageassemblages of the Es of the Eritreo-Sudritreo-Sudanian provanian province to beince to be found in  found in East AfricEast Africa and extea and extending intondexteextending extending into Southinto Southern Arabiaern Arabia. A solita. A solitary plant, ry plant, it is stemit is stemless with less with a distincta distinctive rosettive roive rosette parosette pattern of tttern of thick leavehick leaves. It is as. It is an African n African genus withgenus with more than more than 180 speci 180 species, 20 spees, 2es, 20 species20 species of which  of which are to be are to be found in Afound in Arabia. In rabia. In Omani DhofOmani Dhofar only twar only two species o species are commonaare commonare commonly attestely attested. d. Aloe DhufaAloe Dhufarensisrensis is a well is a well-known med-known medicinal plaicinal plant used font used for a varietr ar a variety a variety of ailmentof ailments. These as. These are treatedre treated primarily primarily from the  from the dried aloedried aloe juice. Fo juice. Four major sur mur major specmajor species are knies are known from Yown from Yemen; agaiemen; again althoughn although used for  used for medicinal medicinal purposes, purposespurposes, purposes, some have some have an aromatian aromatic purpose.c purpose.  Aloe BarbaAloe Barbadensisdensis has been  has been scientificscientifically analyally aally analyzed aanalyzed and found tnd found to contain o contain an antibioan antibiotic (barbatic (barbaloin) actiloin) active in fighve in fighting tuberting tuberculosis. culositubertuberculostuberculosis. is. Aloe BarbaAloe Barbadensisdensis has been  has been equated wiequated with the width the widespread espread Aloe Vera.Aloe Vera.

Succulents of the Liliaceae family. Aloes are identified primarily with subtropical 
assemblages of the Eritreo-Sudanian province to be found in East Africa and 
extending into Southern Arabia. A solitary plant, it is stemless with a distinctive 
rosette pattern of thick leaves. It is an African genus with more than 180 species, 
20 species of which are to be found in Arabia. In Omani Dhofar only two species 
are commonly attested. Aloe Dhufarensis is a well-known medicinal plant used for 
a variety of ailments. These are treated primarily from the dried aloe juice. Four 
major species are known from Yemen; again although used for medicinal 
purposes, some have an aromatic purpose. Aloe Barbadensis has been scientifically 
analyzed and found to contain an antibiotic (barbaloin) active in fighting 
tuberculosis. Aloe Barbadensis has been equated with the widespread Aloe Vera.

�In the bibIn the biblical contlical context (Cant.ext (Cant. 4:14; Pro 4:14; Prov. 7:17) tv. 7:17) the alternahe alternating use oting use of male or f male or female plufefemale plufemale plural endingral endings for the s for the plant suggplant suggests a nonests a nonfamiliaritfamiliarity with they with the product,  product, and its inand iand its inclusits inclusion with mion with myrrh and fyrrh and frankincensrankincense and cinne and cinnamon suggeamon suggests an exosts an exotic foreigtic foreign product.n foreigforeign prforeign product. Alooduct. Aloes are alses are also mentioneo mentioned in the Nd in the NT (John 19T (John 19:39) in co:39) in connection wnnection wnnection with the bwith the burial riteurial rites of Chriss of Christ. The alot. The aloe plants me plants mentioned bentioned by Classicay Classical sources l sources are clearlare are clearlare clearly identifiy identified with soed with southwest Aruthwest Arabia, promabia, prominently wiinently with the islth the island of Socand of Socotra. SpecotraSocSocotra. SSocotra. Special fiepecial fields in thelds in the region we region were construre constructed to grcted to grow dragon’ow dragon’s blood, fs blood, frankincensranffrankincenfrankincense, myrrh,se, myrrh, and aloes and aloes...

In the biblical context (Cant. 4:14; Prov. 7:17) the alternating use of male or 
female plural endings for the plant suggests a nonfamiliarity with the product, and 
its inclusion with myrrh and frankincense and cinnamon suggests an exotic 
foreign product. Aloes are also mentioned in the NT (John 19:39) in connection 
with the burial rites of Christ. The aloe plants mentioned by Classical sources 
are clearly identified with southwest Arabia, prominently with the island of 
Socotra. Special fields in the region were constructed to grow dragon’s blood, 
frankincense, myrrh, and aloes.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. A. GhazS. A. Ghazanfar, anfar, Handbook oHandbook of Arabian f Arabian Medicinal Medicinal PlantsPlants (Boca Rat (Boca Ra (Boca Raton, 199Raton, 1994); A. G. 4); A. G. Miller andMiller and M. Morris M. Morris, , Plants of Plants of DhofarDhofar (Muscat,  (Muscat, 1988).1988).1988).

Bibliography. S. A. Ghazanfar, Handbook of Arabian Medicinal Plants (Boca 
Raton, 1994); A. G. Miller and M. Morris, Plants of Dhofar (Muscat, 1988).

Juris ZariJuris Zarinsns

Juris Zarins

ALPHA AND ALPHA AND OMEGAOMEGAOMEGA

ALPHA AND OMEGA

The first The first and last cand last characters haracters of the Greof the Greek alphabeek alphabet. The stat. The statement “I tement “I am the alpam the alpha and omeha alpalpha and alpha and omega” is omega” is attributedattributed to God (R to God (Rev. 1:8; 2ev. 1:8; 21:6) and t1:6) and to Jesus (2o Jesus (22:13), exp2:13), explained as lainexpexplained explained as “the beas “the beginning anginning and the end”d the end” (21:6; 22 (21:6; 22:13) and “:13) and “the first the first and the laand the last” (1:17;st” (st” (1:17; 2:8(1:17; 2:8; 22:13). ; 22:13). Likely allLikely all three phr three phrases alludases allude to Isa. e to Isa. 44:6; 48:144:6; 48:12, where Y2, where Yahweh asseahweh YYahweh assYahweh asserts his eerts his eternal traternal transcendent nscendent greatness.greatness. “The alph “The alpha and the a and the omega” desomega” desomega” designate designate Jesus ChriJesus Christ as the st as the creator ancreator and the climd the climax of the ax of the universe (universe (cf. Rom. 1cf. Rom. 11:36; Eph.1:36111:36; Eph11:36; Eph. 1:10).. 1:10).. 1:10).

The first and last characters of the Greek alphabet. The statement “I am the 
alpha and omega” is attributed to God (Rev. 1:8; 21:6) and to Jesus (22:13), 
explained as “the beginning and the end” (21:6; 22:13) and “the first and the last” 
(1:17; 2:8; 22:13). Likely all three phrases allude to Isa. 44:6; 48:12, where 
Yahweh asserts his eternal transcendent greatness. “The alpha and the omega” 
designate Jesus Christ as the creator and the climax of the universe (cf. Rom. 
11:36; Eph. 1:10).



�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. König, A. König, The EclipsThe Eclipse of Chrise of Christ in Eschat in Eschatologytology (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1989pids, 19pids, 1989), 23–1989), 23–31.31.31.

Bibliography. A. König, The Eclipse of Christ in Eschatology (Grand Rapids, 
1989), 23–31.

A. B. CaneA. B. Canedayday

A. B. Caneday

ALPHABETALPHABETALPHABET

ALPHABET

�SeeSee  WRITING.WRITING.

See WRITING.

ALPHAEUSALPHAEUS (Gk.  (Gk. HalphaiíosHalphaiíos)))

ALPHAEUS (Gk. Halphaiíos)

�1.1. The fathe The father of the Ar of the Apostle Jampostle James (Matt. es (Matt. 10:3; Mark10:3; Mark 3:18; Luk 3:18; Luke 6:15; Ace 6:15; Acts 1:13). ts 1:1ts 1:13). He 1:13). He is probablis probably the samey the same person as person as Clopas, t Clopas, the husbandhe husband of Mary a of Mary and father nd father of James aoof James aof James and Joseph nd Joseph (John 19:2(John 19:25; cf. Mat5; cf. Matt. 27:56; t. 27:56; Mark 15:40Mark 15:40), althoug), although this ideh this identificationtificideidentificaidentification reststion rests more on t more on tradition tradition than on anyhan on any actual ev actual evidence.idence.idence.

1. The father of the Apostle James (Matt. 10:3; Mark 3:18; Luke 6:15; Acts 
1:13). He is probably the same person as Clopas, the husband of Mary and father 
of James and Joseph (John 19:25; cf. Matt. 27:56; Mark 15:40), although this 
identification rests more on tradition than on any actual evidence.

�2.2. The fathe The father of Levi r of Levi the tax cothe tax collector (Mllector (Mark 2:14; ark 2:14; cf. Matt. cf. Matt. 9:9).9:9).

2. The father of Levi the tax collector (Mark 2:14; cf. Matt. 9:9).

ALTARALTAR

ALTAR

Biblical EBiblical Evidencevidence

Biblical Evidence

Heb. Heb. mizbeäah�,mizbeäah�, “altar,”  “altar,” is derivedis derived from the  from the root root zbh�,zbh�, “slaughte “slaughter.” Interer.” Interestingly, ostinIntereInterestinInterestingly, one tgly, one thing whichhing which seems  seems notnot to have b to have been done oeen done on biblicaln biblical altars wa altars was slaughtes slas slaughterislaughtering. When ang. When animals wernimals were offered,e offered, their vis their visceral and ceral and messy slaumessy slaughter tookghter took place nea p place nearplace near, but not , but not upon, altaupon, altars. The alrs. The altars upon tars upon which subswhich substantive oftantive offerings weferings were made core mre made commomade commonly stood nly stood in temple in temple courtyardscourtyards, and it w, and it was the couas the courtyard itsrtyard itself which elf which elf which provwhich provided the vided the venue for aenue for animal slaunimal slaughter.ghter.ghter.

Heb. mizbeäah�,  “altar,” is derived from the root zbh�,  “slaughter.” 
Interestingly, one thing which seems not to have been done on biblical altars was 
slaughtering. When animals were offered, their visceral and messy slaughter took 
place near, but not upon, altars. The altars upon which substantive offerings were 
made commonly stood in temple courtyards, and it was the courtyard itself 
which provided the venue for animal slaughter.

�In the ancIn the ancient Near ient Near Eastern woEastern world at larrld at large, the prge, the preparation eparation and offeriand offering of foodng of foong of food to thfood to the gods hade gods had much to d much to do with theo with the concept o concept of deities f deities as suprahuas suprahuman beingsman beingsman beings witbeings with human boh human bodily needsdily needs. Food and. Food and drink wer drink were offered e offered to keep thto keep them contentem conteem content ancontent and thus posd thus positively diitively disposed towsposed toward their ard their worshipperworshippers. Worships. Worship at the Is at the Israelite alrIsIsraelite Israelite altar, deraltar, deriving as iiving as it did fromt did from Canaanite Canaanite precedent precedents, surely s, surely included tincluded that tradithat trahat traditionatraditional sense ofl sense of attending attending to the ne to the needs of theeds of the Divine. M Divine. More signifore significant, howicant, however, was everhowhowever, whowever, was the Isras the Israelite undaelite understandingerstanding that the  that the altar was altar was a place ata place at which one which one could inv co could invocould invoke — and eke — and encounter —ncounter — God. God.

In the ancient Near Eastern world at large, the preparation and offering of 
food to the gods had much to do with the concept of deities as suprahuman 
beings with human bodily needs. Food and drink were offered to keep them 
content and thus positively disposed toward their worshippers. Worship at the 
Israelite altar, deriving as it did from Canaanite precedents, surely included that 
traditional sense of attending to the needs of the Divine. More significant, 
however, was the Israelite understanding that the altar was a place at which one 
could invoke — and encounter — God.

Four-horneFour-horned altar frd altar from Beer-shom Beer-sheba, reconeba, reconstructed. structed. The stonesThe stones were reus were reused in walled in waled in walls of twalls of the Iron IIhe Iron II storehous storehouse, perhapse, perhaps following following Hezekiah’ Hezekiah’s cultic rs cultic reform (Phoeform (Phoenix Data enix(Pho(Phoenix D(Phoenix Data Systemata Systems, Neal ans, Neal and Joel Bied Joel Bierling)rling)

Four-horned altar from Beer-sheba, reconstructed. The stones were reused in 
walls of the Iron II storehouse, perhaps following Hezekiah’s cultic reform 
(Phoenix Data Systems, Neal and Joel Bierling)

�For early For early Israel, alIsrael, altars were tars were often assooften associated witciated with spontaneh spontaneous worshious worship. When thp. Whep. When the fWhen the flood waterlood waters receded,s receded, Noah buil Noah built an altart an altar for anima for animal offeringl offering, and the , and the soothing ososoothing osoothing odor of thedor of the burnt off burnt offering appeering appeased Yahweased Yahweh (Gen. 8:h (Gen. 8:20-21). Ab20-21). Abraham, Isaraham, Isaraham, Isaac, andIsaac, and Jacob con Jacob constructed astructed altars to mltars to mark placesark places at which  at which Yahweh appYahweh appeared to teared to them (Gen. htthem (Gen.them (Gen. 12:7; 22: 12:7; 22:9-13; 35:19-13; 35:1, 7) and t, 7) and to assist io assist in invokingn invoking their God their God (Gen. 12: (Gen. 12:8; 13:4; 28; 18; 13:4; 26:213:4; 26:25). This p5). This practice coractice continued inntinued into the perto the period of theiod of the judges (G judges (Gideon, Judideon, Judg. 6:24). g. 6g. 6:24). Jac6:24). Jacob and Mosob and Moses built aes built altars as pltars as part of theart of the place-nam place-naming ceremoing ceremonies, thernies, thereby consecebytherthereby cothereby consecratingnsecrating places of places of unusual i unusual importance mportance (Gen. 33:2(Gen. 33:20; 35:7; E0; 35:7; Exod. 17:15xod. 17:15-16). Thes-117:1517:15-16).17:15-16). These man These many forms ofy forms of altar con altar construction struction seem approseem appropriate, inpriate, in the absen the absence of a cecabsenabsence ofabsence of a central a centralized sanctized sanctuary with uary with a permanena permanent altar.t altar.t altar.

For early Israel, altars were often associated with spontaneous worship. 
When the flood waters receded, Noah built an altar for animal offering, and the 
soothing odor of the burnt offering appeased Yahweh (Gen. 8:20-21). Abraham, 



Isaac, and Jacob constructed altars to mark places at which Yahweh appeared to 
them (Gen. 12:7; 22:9-13; 35:1, 7) and to assist in invoking their God (Gen. 12:8; 
13:4; 26:25). This practice continued into the period of the judges (Gideon, Judg. 
6:24). Jacob and Moses built altars as part of the place-naming ceremonies, 
thereby consecrating places of unusual importance (Gen. 33:20; 35:7; Exod. 
17:15-16). These many forms of altar construction seem appropriate, in the 
absence of a centralized sanctuary with a permanent altar.

�In the wilIn the wilderness, Iderness, Israel was srael was given specgiven specific instrific instruction abouction about altar cut altar constructioonstruction (Exod. 2nconstructioconstructiconstruction (Exod. on (Exod. 20:24-26; 20:24-26; Deut. 27:5Deut. 27:5-7). While-7). While elsewhere elsewhere in the an in the ancient Nearcient Near East an a NearNear East Near East an altar man altar might have ight have stood befostood before a stature a statue of a gode of a god, for Isra, for Israel all stael all statues of gotues otues of gods weof gods were proscrire proscribed (Exod.bed (Exod. 20:23). A 20:23). Altars for ltars for animal offanimal offerings couerings could be madeld be made of earth  o of earth (of earth (Exod. 20:2Exod. 20:24) or unhe4) or unhewn stones wn stones (v. 25) an(v. 25) and, to presd, to preserve modeserve modesty, could ty, could not includnnot includnot include steps (ve steps (v. 26). The. 26). These simple se simple altars, unaltars, undoubtedly doubtedly the same tthe same type made bype made by Israel’sy bby Israel’by Israel’s patriarcs patriarchs, were uhs, were used in ritsed in rituals invokuals invoking Yahwehing Yahweh’s name an’s name and blessingd blessing (Exod. 20 (Ex (Exod. 20:(Exod. 20:24).24).24).

In the wilderness, Israel was given specific instruction about altar 
construction (Exod. 20:24-26; Deut. 27:5-7). While elsewhere in the ancient 
Near East an altar might have stood before a statue of a god, for Israel all statues 
of gods were proscribed (Exod. 20:23). Altars for animal offerings could be made 
of earth (Exod. 20:24) or unhewn stones (v. 25) and, to preserve modesty, could 
not include steps (v. 26). These simple altars, undoubtedly the same type made 
by Israel’s patriarchs, were used in rituals invoking Yahweh’s name and blessing 
(Exod. 20:24).

�In combinaIn combination with tion with sacred pilsacred pillars lars (mas�s�eäb(mas�s�eäb�a®),�a®), altars we altars were places re places of covenanofof covenanof covenant-making bt-making between Isretween Israel and Goael and God (Exod. 2d (Exod. 24:4-8; Jos4:4-8; Josh. 8:30-35h. 8:30-35) or among) or amon) or among Israamong Israelite tribelite tribes (Josh. es (Josh. 22:26-29).22:26-29). At Mt. Eb At Mt. Ebal, Joshuaal, Joshua built an  built an unhewn stounhewn stone altar ane ane altar as paltar as part of a cart of a covenant ceovenant ceremony binremony binding the 1ding the 12 tribes a2 tribes and Yahweh nd Yahweh (Josh. 8:3(Josh. 8:30-31). Dur0-8:38:30-31). 8:30-31). During theDuring the period of period of the judge the judges and pre-s and pre-temple montemple monarchy, altarchy, altars providars provided a venueedprovidprovided aprovided a venue fro venue from which tom which to rule (Sam rule (Samuel, 1 Samuel, 1 Sam. 7:17) an. 7:17) and a means d a means of protectof protectof protectingprotecting Israel fr Israel from sin (Saom sin (Saul, 1 Sam.ul, 1 Sam. 14:31-35) 14:31-35) or undese or undeserved punisrved punishment (Davhment (David, 2 Sam.id(Dav(David, 2 (David, 2 Sam. 24:10Sam. 24:10-25).-25).-25).

In combination with sacred pillars (mas�s�eäb�a®),  altars were places 
of covenant-making between Israel and God (Exod. 24:4-8; Josh. 8:30-35) or 
among Israelite tribes (Josh. 22:26-29). At Mt. Ebal, Joshua built an unhewn stone 
altar as part of a covenant ceremony binding the 12 tribes and Yahweh (Josh. 
8:30-31). During the period of the judges and pre-temple monarchy, altars 
provided a venue from which to rule (Samuel, 1 Sam. 7:17) and a means of 
protecting Israel from sin (Saul, 1 Sam. 14:31-35) or undeserved punishment 
(David, 2 Sam. 24:10-25).

�AdditionalAdditionally, altarsly, altars were plac were places of refues of refuge, providge, providing sanctuing sanctuary to theary to the fearful o fearful or falsely roor falselyor falsely accused ( accused (1 Kgs. 1:51 Kgs. 1:50-53). Tho0-53). Those justly se justly accused coaccused could not beuld not be saved by  saved by clinging tclingclinging tclinging to the altao the altar (Exod. 2r (Exod. 21:14; 1 Kg1:14; 1 Kgs. 2:28-34s. 2:28-34), nor cou), nor could they swld they swear falselear falsely by them y by ty by them (1 Kgthem (1 Kgs. 8:31-32s. 8:31-32).).).

Additionally, altars were places of refuge, providing sanctuary to the fearful 
or falsely accused (1 Kgs. 1:50-53). Those justly accused could not be saved by 
clinging to the altar (Exod. 21:14; 1 Kgs. 2:28-34), nor could they swear falsely by 
them (1 Kgs. 8:31-32).

�DescriptioDescriptions of the ns of the portable tportable tabernacle abernacle altar usedaltar used by Israel by Israelites durinites during their wig their wig their wildernesswilderness wandering wanderings indicates indicate a complic a complicated and cated and carefully carefully crafted objrafted object, the cect, the constructioonscconstructiconstruction (Exod. on (Exod. 27:1-8; 3727:1-8; 37:25—38:7) :25—38:7) and use (2and use (29:10–26, 39:10–26, 36–42; Lev.6–42; Lev. 1-7) of w 1-7) of w 1-7) of which was which was subject tosubject to detailed  detailed regulationregulation. Through . Through proper obsproper observance ofervance of the pries the priestly rules,tpriespriestly rpriestly rules, holiules, holiness wouldness would be attain be attained and Yahed and Yahweh would weh would dwell amondwell among the peopg the peopg the people of people of Israel (ExIsrael (Exod. 29:37,od. 29:37, 42-46). H 42-46). Here, too, ere, too, regulationregulations concernis concerning modestyng modesty prevailed p prevailed prevailed (Exod. 28:(Exod. 28:42-43). Th42-43). The priestlye priestly altar was altar was used not  used not only for aonly for animal offenimal offerings, butringsoffeofferings,offerings, but for g but for grain offerrain offerings (Lev.ings (Lev. 14:20; Nu 14:20; Num. 5:25) am. 5:25) and blood rnd blood rituals (Exituals (Exod. 24:6; od. 24od. 24:6; 29:124:6; 29:12; Lev. 1:2; Lev. 1:11; 4:18, 11; 4:18, 34; 5:9).34; 5:9).34; 5:9).

Descriptions of the portable tabernacle altar used by Israelites during their 
wilderness wanderings indicate a complicated and carefully crafted object, the 
construction (Exod. 27:1-8; 37:25—38:7) and use (29:10–26, 36–42; Lev. 1-7) of 
which was subject to detailed regulation. Through proper observance of the 
priestly rules, holiness would be attained and Yahweh would dwell among the 
people of Israel (Exod. 29:37, 42-46). Here, too, regulations concerning modesty 
prevailed (Exod. 28:42-43). The priestly altar was used not only for animal 
offerings, but for grain offerings (Lev. 14:20; Num. 5:25) and blood rituals (Exod. 
24:6; 29:12; Lev. 1:11; 4:18, 34; 5:9).

�The late cThe late compositionomposition of this P of this Priestly mariestly material claterial clarifies therifies the sharp dic sharp dichotomy bethotomy behotomy between thbetween the simple se simple stone altartone altars of the ps of the pre-Mosaic re-Mosaic period andperiod and of the er of the era of the Ca of the Conquest anoCConquest aConquest and judges,nd judges, and the u and the unusually onusually ornate stylrnate styling of theing of the tabernacl tabernacle altar. Te altar. The authorshe ahe authors ofauthors of the Pries the Priestly text mtly text may have imay have imagined sucagined such ritual oh ritual objects beibjects being carriedng carried through t thr through ththrough the wildernee wilderness, but thss, but the witness e witness of archaeoof archaeology and ology and of texts wrf texts written clositten closer to the ercloscloser to closer to the era inthe era in question  question (non-Pries(non-Priestly passagtly passages in the es in the Torah and Torah and Writings) Writings) demonstratdemdemonstratdemonstrates that thes that this was notis was not the case. the case.

The late composition of this Priestly material clarifies the sharp dichotomy 
between the simple stone altars of the pre-Mosaic period and of the era of the 
Conquest and judges, and the unusually ornate styling of the tabernacle altar. The 
authors of the Priestly text may have imagined such ritual objects being carried 



through the wilderness, but the witness of archaeology and of texts written 
closer to the era in question (non-Priestly passages in the Torah and Writings) 
demonstrates that this was not the case.

�Rather, itRather, it was not u was not until the mntil the monarchicalonarchical period th period that ornate at ornate religious religious objects weobjects wobjects were incorwere incorporated inporated into Israelito Israelite worshipte worship. The impu. The impulse towardlse toward elaborati elaboration seems ton seems ton seems to have coto have come from thme from the Solomonie Solomonic desire fc desire for the traor the trappings of ppings of royalty, iroyalty, including ancluding a magnifice m magnificenmagnificent temple-pt temple-palace compalace complex. Becaulex. Because of a lase of a lack of natuck of natural resourral resources and ofces and of Israelite Is Israelite Israelite workers coworkers competent tompetent to build the build the requisite requisite buildings buildings and craft and craft the desir the desired objectsed oed objects, Sobjects, Solomon relolomon relied upon Pied upon Phoenician hoenician materials materials and craftsand craftsmen (1 Kgsmen (1 Kgs. 5:1-11[M. 5:1-11[M. 5:1-11[MT 5:1-11[MT 15–25]; 7:15–25]; 7:13–14).13–14).13–14).

Rather, it was not until the monarchical period that ornate religious objects 
were incorporated into Israelite worship. The impulse toward elaboration seems 
to have come from the Solomonic desire for the trappings of royalty, including a 
magnificent temple-palace complex. Because of a lack of natural resources and of 
Israelite workers competent to build the requisite buildings and craft the desired 
objects, Solomon relied upon Phoenician materials and craftsmen (1 Kgs. 
5:1-11[MT 15–25]; 7:13–14).

�As part ofAs part of this gran this grand design, d design, Solomon orSolomon ordered the dered the constructiconstruction and inson and installation tallatioinsinstallatiinstallation of a ceon of a cedar altar dar altar overlaid woverlaid with gold, ith gold, to be placto be placed by the ed by the inner shriinner shrine ne (deïb�iîr)(de(deïb�iîr)(deïb�iîr) of the ne of the newly constrwly constructed Jeruucted Jerusalem tempsalem temple (1 Kgs.le (1 Kgs. 6:20-22). 6:20-22). It may ha It may have been thvhahave been have been this same this same altar befoaltar before which Sre which Solomon madolomon made his praye his prayer to God er to God for Israelfor Israefor Israel (1 Israel (1 Kgs. 8:22,Kgs. 8:22, 54). Howe 54). However, the mver, the much largeruch larger bronze al bronze altar upon wtar upon which Solomhich Solomon and theoSolomSolomon anSolomon and the subsd the subsequent kinequent kings of Judags of Judah publiclyh publicly sacrifice sacrificed was situd was situated out-oated out-of-doors (1f-dout-oout-of-dooout-of-doors (1 Kgs.rs (1 Kgs. 8:62-64). 8:62-64).

As part of this grand design, Solomon ordered the construction and 
installation of a cedar altar overlaid with gold, to be placed by the inner shrine 
(deïb�iîr)  of the newly constructed Jerusalem temple (1 Kgs. 6:20-22). It may 
have been this same altar before which Solomon made his prayer to God for 
Israel (1 Kgs. 8:22, 54). However, the much larger bronze altar upon which 
Solomon and the subsequent kings of Judah publicly sacrificed was situated 
out-of-doors (1 Kgs. 8:62-64).

�Some two cSome two centuries lenturies later, a seater, a second outdocond outdoor altar wor altar was added tas added to the tempo the temple. Ahaz ole. Ale. Ahaz orderAhaz ordered a new oed a new one, with sne, with steps, builteps, built in the ft in the fashion of ashion of the Assyrithe Assyrian-style aan-style altar in Daltar aaltar in Daltar in Damascus. Iamascus. It was usedt was used for pries for priests’ offerits’ offerings. The bngs. The bronze altaronze altar from Solr from Solomon’s timomoSolSolomon’s Solomon’s time was dtime was displaced fisplaced from its orrom its original posiginal position, andition, and was now u was now used exclussed exclusively by tivexclusexclusivelexclusively by the ky by the king (2 Kgsing (2 Kgs. 16:10-15. 16:10-15).).).

Some two centuries later, a second outdoor altar was added to the temple. 
Ahaz ordered a new one, with steps, built in the fashion of the Assyrian-style 
altar in Damascus. It was used for priests’ offerings. The bronze altar from 
Solomon’s time was displaced from its original position, and was now used 
exclusively by the king (2 Kgs. 16:10-15).

�Despite thDespite the biblicale biblical vision of vision of cultic ce cultic centralizatintralization subsequon subsequent to theent to the construct construction of theiconstructconstructiconstruction of the on of the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple, botemple, both textualth textual and archa and archaeological eological evidence sevidence support theupssupport thsupport the popularie popularity of altaty of altars in alters in alternate locarnate locations. Evetions. Eventually thntually they become ey become the symbolthe the symbolthe symbol of Israel of Israelite wrongdite wrongdoing and ooing and of the tresf the trespasses of passes of the kings the kings (Manasseh,(Manasseh, 2 Kgs. 21 2  2 Kgs. 21:2 Kgs. 21:3-5; Josia3-5; Josianic reformnic reforms, 23:12).s, 23:12). As part o As part of his effof his effort to legirt to legitimize wortimize worship in thship inship in the norin the northern natithern nation of Israon of Israel, Jeroboel, Jeroboam construam constructed an alcted an altar at Bettar at Bethel (1 Kgshel (1 Kgs. 12:32-33. 12. 12:32-33).12:32-33). This alta This altar was later was later condemner condemned as non-Yd as non-Yahwistic (ahwistic (2 Kgs. 23:2 Kgs. 23:15; Amos 315; Amos 3:14), but :33:14), but3:14), but overall t overall the legitimhe legitimacy of mulacy of multiple altatiple altars to Yahwrs to Yahweh during eh during the monarcthe monarchical perihicamonarcmonarchicamonarchical period il period is clear (1s clear (1 Kgs. 18:3 Kgs. 18:30-39; 19:10-39; 19:10, 14).0, 14).0, 14).

Despite the biblical vision of cultic centralization subsequent to the 
construction of the Jerusalem temple, both textual and archaeological evidence 
support the popularity of altars in alternate locations. Eventually they become 
the symbol of Israelite wrongdoing and of the trespasses of the kings (Manasseh, 
2 Kgs. 21:3-5; Josianic reforms, 23:12). As part of his effort to legitimize worship 
in the northern nation of Israel, Jeroboam constructed an altar at Bethel (1 Kgs. 
12:32-33). This altar was later condemned as non-Yahwistic (2 Kgs. 23:15; Amos 
3:14), but overall the legitimacy of multiple altars to Yahweh during the 
monarchical period is clear (1 Kgs. 18:30-39; 19:10, 14).

�Altars werAltars were part of e part of the legitithe legitimate religmate religious praxiious praxis of non-Is of non-Israelites sraelites as well (Bas well (Balaam, Numal(B(Balaam, N(Balaam, Num. 23:28-um. 23:28-30; the pr30; the prophets of ophets of Baal, 1 KgBaal, 1 Kgs. 18:25-2s. 18:25-27). For th7). For the prophetse prophets and Deute a and Deuterand Deuteronomists, onomists, they were they were part of thpart of the Canaanite Canaanite cultic ae cultic assemblage ssemblage (together (together (together (together with sacrewith sacred pillars d pillars [[mas�s�eäb�mas�s�eäb�a®a®] and pole] and poles [s [}a�sûeära®}a�sûeära®] which ha] which] which had which had to be eradto be eradicated froicated from the Isram the Israelite midselite midst (Exod. 3t (Exod. 34:13; Deut4:13; Deut. 7:5; 12:. 7:5; 12:3; Judg. 23; Ju3; Judg. 2:2;Judg. 2:2; 6:25-32;  6:25-32; 1 Kgs. 16:1 Kgs. 16:32; 18:26;32; 18:26; 2 Kgs. 11 2 Kgs. 11:18).:18).:18).

Altars were part of the legitimate religious praxis of non-Israelites as well 
(Balaam, Num. 23:28-30; the prophets of Baal, 1 Kgs. 18:25-27). For the prophets 
and Deuteronomists, they were part of the Canaanite cultic assemblage 
(together with sacred pillars [mas�s�eäb�a® ] and poles [}a�sûeära® ] 
which had to be eradicated from the Israelite midst (Exod. 34:13; Deut. 7:5; 12:3; 
Judg. 2:2; 6:25-32; 1 Kgs. 16:32; 18:26; 2 Kgs. 11:18).

�Prophetic Prophetic descriptiodescriptions of altans of altars reflectrs reflect the socia the social milieu il milieu in which thn which they developey developey developed.developed. Some shar Some share the above the above-mentionee-mentioned perspectd perspective on altive on altars, depicars, depicting nonteting nonteting nontemple nontemple altars as altars as places of places of Israelite Israelite transgresstransgression (Jer. ion (Jer. 11:12-13; 11:12-13; 17:1-3; Ho17:1-3; Hos. 4:19; 8s. 4:1s. 4:19; 8:114:19; 8:11; Amos 2:8; Amos 2:8). Ezekiel). Ezekiel’s priestl’s priestly vision oy vision of the restf the restored templored temple includese includes an elabor an e an elaborate elaborate altar, ovealtar, overseen by trseen by the Zadokithe Zadokite priesthoe priesthood. Regulaod. Regulations for tions for offerings offerings there are thethere are there are detailed (detailed (Ezek. 40:4Ezek. 40:46-47; 43:16-47; 43:13-27).3-27).

Prophetic descriptions of altars reflect the social milieu in which they 
developed. Some share the above-mentioned perspective on altars, depicting 
nontemple altars as places of Israelite transgression (Jer. 11:12-13; 17:1-3; Hos. 



4:19; 8:11; Amos 2:8). Ezekiel’s priestly vision of the restored temple includes an 
elaborate altar, overseen by the Zadokite priesthood. Regulations for offerings 
there are detailed (Ezek. 40:46-47; 43:13-27).

ArchaeologArchaeological Evideical Evidencence

Archaeological Evidence

The CanaanThe Canaanite traditite tradition of makion of making offeriing offerings on stongs on stone altars ne altars dates backdates back at least  at least to the Chato tto the Chalcothe Chalcolithic perlithic period sanctuiod sanctuary at En-ary at En-gedi.gedi.gedi.

The Canaanite tradition of making offerings on stone altars dates back at least to 
the Chalcolithic period sanctuary at En-gedi.

�The MegiddThe Megiddo sacred ao sacred area contairea contained a serined a series of Earles of Early Bronze Ay Bronze Age altars,ge altars, beginning beginn beginning beginning with EB I.with EB I. From EB I From EB III, the ciII, the circular altrcular altar 4017, car 4017, constructedonstructed of unhewn of unhewn stones, 8 sto stones, 8 stones, 8 m. (26 ft.m. (26 ft.) in diame) in diameter and 1.ter and 1.4 m. (4.6 4 m. (4.6 ft.) high,ft.) high, was mount was mounted by seveed by seven steps ann sten steps and steps and surroundedsurrounded by a teme by a temenos wall. nos wall. Animal bonAnimal bones and broes and broken piecesken pieces of potter of potte of pottery lapottery lay around iy around it. Somewhat. Somewhat later, tt later, temples 404emples 4040, 5269 an0, 5269 and 5192 werd 5192 were built nee built nearby, and anenearby, annearby, and includedd included plastered plastered mudbrick  mudbrick altars on altars on their reartheir rear walls. walls. walls.

The Megiddo sacred area contained a series of Early Bronze Age altars, 
beginning with EB I. From EB III, the circular altar 4017, constructed of unhewn 
stones, 8 m. (26 ft.) in diameter and 1.4 m. (4.6 ft.) high, was mounted by seven 
steps and surrounded by a temenos wall. Animal bones and broken pieces of 
pottery lay around it. Somewhat later, temples 4040, 5269 and 5192 were built 
nearby, and included plastered mudbrick altars on their rear walls.

�At Middle At Middle Bronze II Bronze II Shechem a Shechem a plastered plastered stone altastone altar stood agr stood against the ainst the rear wall rear wrear wall of tewall of temple 7300,mple 7300, surrounde surrounded by potted by pottery and aniry and animal bones.mal bones. Elsewhere Elsewhere on the si on the s on the site, a sesite, a series of brries of brick altarsick altars, measurin, measuring nearly 4g nearly 4 m. (13 ft m. (13 ft.) sq. was.) sq. was found in  found in the courtythe courthe courtyard courtyard of the MB of the MB IIC fortreIIC fortress temple ss temple 1B. In the1B. In the LB IIB fo LB IIB fortress temrtress temple 2, a hple 2, a hewn stone ewnhhewn stonehewn stone altar 5.2 altar 5.2 m. (17 ft m. (17 ft.) long la.) long lay over itsy over its remains. remains. remains.

At Middle Bronze II Shechem a plastered stone altar stood against the rear 
wall of temple 7300, surrounded by pottery and animal bones. Elsewhere on the 
site, a series of brick altars, measuring nearly 4 m. (13 ft.) sq. was found in the 
courtyard of the MB IIC fortress temple 1B. In the LB IIB fortress temple 2, a 
hewn stone altar 5.2 m. (17 ft.) long lay over its remains.

�At Hazor tAt Hazor the inner che inner courtyard oourtyard of the Latef the Late Bronze I  Bronze I temple H ctemple H contained aontained a large rec large large rectlarge rectangular plangular platform andatform and two small two smaller stone aer stone altars, as ltars, as well as aswell as ashes and anhes and animal bonesimalananimal bonanimal bones. From Les. From LB II, seveB II, several nicelyral nicely carved st carved stone altarsone altars were foun were found within td within the temple’he tthe templethe temple’s inner s’s inner shrine. At hrine. At the same tthe same time, a hugime, a huge stone ale stone altar stood tar stood in Area F,in Area F, an open-a an  an open-aian open-air cultic pr cultic place. Carvlace. Carved into ited into its surface s surface were two dwere two depressionsepressions linked by linked by a narrow  a n a narrow chanarrow channel, whicnnel, which led intoh led into the nearb the nearby drainagey drainage system. system. system.

At Hazor the inner courtyard of the Late Bronze I temple H contained a 
large rectangular platform and two smaller stone altars, as well as ashes and 
animal bones. From LB II, several nicely carved stone altars were found within 
the temple’s inner shrine. At the same time, a huge stone altar stood in Area F, 
an open-air cultic place. Carved into its surface were two depressions linked by a 
narrow channel, which led into the nearby drainage system.

�ThroughoutThroughout the Late  the Late Bronze AgeBronze Age, a plaste, a plaster-covered r-covered stepped alstepped altar was lotar was located aloncatedlolocated allocated along the baong the back wall ofck wall of the Tel M the Tel Mevorakh saevorakh sanctuary (1nctuary (1441.2156).441.2156). Numerous  Numerous Numerous oNumerous offerings wfferings were found ere found on and neaon and near it. Simir it. Similar altarslar altars, with art, with artifacts on ifacts on and aroundandand aroundand around them and  them and ashes and ashes and animal bonanimal bones in theies in their vicinityr vicinity, were fou, were found in the nd in the contemporacocontemporacontemporary Lachishry Lachish fosse tem fosse temples.ples.ples.

Throughout the Late Bronze Age, a plaster-covered stepped altar was 
located along the back wall of the Tel Mevorakh sanctuary (1441.2156). 
Numerous offerings were found on and near it. Similar altars, with artifacts on 
and around them and ashes and animal bones in their vicinity, were found in the 
contemporary Lachish fosse temples.

�An Early IAn Early Iron Age alron Age altar made otar made of a singlef a single large rec large rectangular stangular stone was ftone was found withiound witound within an within an enclosure enclosure at the Bulat the Bull site, a l site, a hilltop inhilltop in biblical  biblical Manasseh. Manasseh. In front oIn front of it, offef it, offef it, offerings offerings lay on a slay on a surface of urface of flat-lyingflat-lying stones. stones. stones.

An Early Iron Age altar made of a single large rectangular stone was found 
within an enclosure at the Bull site, a hilltop in biblical Manasseh. In front of it, 
offerings lay on a surface of flat-lying stones.

�Two sanctuTwo sanctuaries werearies were part of S part of Solomonic-eolomonic-era Megiddora Megiddo. A large . A large horned althorned altar stood iar star stood in tstood in the courtyahe courtyard of the rd of the building 2building 2081 sanctu081 sanctuary. Smallary. Smaller stone oer stone offering stffering stands and aandsststands andstands and altars, h altars, horned and orned and otherwise,otherwise, were also were also part of i part of its cultic ts cultic assemblageassemblage. Similar . Sim. Similar stSimilar stone offerione offering tables ng tables and altarsand altars, surround, surrounded by asheed by ashes and anims and animal bones, al bones, once stoodonconce stoodonce stood at severa at several locationl locations in the bs in the building 33uilding 338 sanctuar8 sanctuary. If a lay. If a large altar rge altar once stoodonce stonce stood in istood in its courtyats courtyard, it hasrd, it has long sinc long since disappeae disappeared.red.red.

Two sanctuaries were part of Solomonic-era Megiddo. A large horned altar 
stood in the courtyard of the building 2081 sanctuary. Smaller stone offering 
stands and altars, horned and otherwise, were also part of its cultic assemblage. 
Similar stone offering tables and altars, surrounded by ashes and animal bones, 
once stood at several locations in the building 338 sanctuary. If a large altar once 
stood in its courtyard, it has long since disappeared.

�The Dan saThe Dan sacred precicred precinct in Arenct in Area T was coa T was constructed nstructed by Jeroboaby Jeroboam I in them I in the late 10th late  late 10th late 10th century century B.C.E.B.C.E. An interi An interior courtyaor courtyard containrd contained a 7.5 xed a 7.5 x 5 m. (24. 5 m. (24.5 x 16.5 f5 x 16.5 ft.) altar tfft.) altarft.) altar construct constructed of basaed of basalt boulderlt boulders covered s covered by large tby large travertine ravertine blocks. Cublocks. Cultic objecltic oltic objects laobjects lay on the cy on the cobbled pavobbled pavement surrement surrounding thounding the altar. Te altar. The once-dehe once-destroyed Dastroyed Dstroyed Dan sacredDan sacred precinct  precinct was restorwas restored during ed during the 8th-cethe 8th-century rulentury rule of Jerobo of Jeroboam II. A bam II. A beautifullyebbeautifullbeautifully construcy constructed altar ted altar reached byreached by staircase staircases on two ss on two sides was sides was surrounded urrounded by a largebyby a largeby a large enclosure enclosure wall. A h wall. A horn from aorn from a stone alt stone altar which oar which originally riginally stood 3 m.stood 3 m. (10 ft.)  (10 (10 ft.) h(10 ft.) high was foigh was found nearbyund nearby, as was a, as was a smaller f smaller four-hornedour-horned altar. A  altar. A 1.03 m. (31.03 m. (3.3 ft.) sq.3 ft.3 ft.) sq. lft.) sq. limestone aimestone altar was ultar was uncovered incovered in one smaln one small room. Shl room. Shovels, a sovels, a scoop, and coop, and ashes contashashes contashes containing aniaining animal bones mal bones lay nearbylay nearby, and two , and two small stonsmall stone altars se altars stood near tood near one wall.onone wall.one wall.one wall.

The Dan sacred precinct in Area T was constructed by Jeroboam I in the 



late 10th century B.C.E. An interior courtyard contained a 7.5 x 5 m. (24.5 x 16.5 
ft.) altar constructed of basalt boulders covered by large travertine blocks. Cultic 
objects lay on the cobbled pavement surrounding the altar. The once-destroyed 
Dan sacred precinct was restored during the 8th-century rule of Jeroboam II. A 
beautifully constructed altar reached by staircases on two sides was surrounded 
by a large enclosure wall. A horn from a stone altar which originally stood 3 m. 
(10 ft.) high was found nearby, as was a smaller four-horned altar. A 1.03 m. (3.3 
ft.) sq. limestone altar was uncovered in one small room. Shovels, a scoop, and 
ashes containing animal bones lay nearby, and two small stone altars stood near 
one wall.

�Large stonLarge stone altars we altars were found ere found at Dividedat Divided Monarchy  Monarchy Arad and BArad and Beer-sheba.eer-sheba. At Beer-s At  At Beer-shAt Beer-sheba the 1.eba the 1.5 m. (5 ft5 m. (5 ft.) sq. alt.) sq. altar had beear had been dismantln dismantled, its bled, its blocks reuseocks reused, and so d, and, and so itsand so its original  original setting issetting is unknown.  unknown. It resemblIt resembles the coues the courtyard altrtyard altars from Dars from Dan and Megan aan and Megiddand Megiddo, as wello, as well as the sm as the smaller incealler incense altarsnse altars which bec which became increaame increasingly popsingly popular in thulpoppopular inpopular in this peri this period. At theod. At the Judean fo Judean fortress at rtress at Arad, a laArad, a large squarerge square altar of  altar of unhewn stounhewunhewn stounhewn stones stood nes stood in the sanin the sanctuary couctuary courtyard. Itrtyard. It was toppe was topped with a fd with a flint slab lint slab grooved bygrogrooved bygrooved by plastered plastered channels. channels. The entra The entrance to thence to the sanctuary sanctuary was flank was flanked by two ed by two small stonssmall stonsmall stone incense e incense altars.altars.altars.

Large stone altars were found at Divided Monarchy Arad and Beer-sheba. 
At Beer-sheba the 1.5 m. (5 ft.) sq. altar had been dismantled, its blocks reused, 
and so its original setting is unknown. It resembles the courtyard altars from Dan 
and Megiddo, as well as the smaller incense altars which became increasingly 
popular in this period. At the Judean fortress at Arad, a large square altar of 
unhewn stones stood in the sanctuary courtyard. It was topped with a flint slab 
grooved by plastered channels. The entrance to the sanctuary was flanked by two 
small stone incense altars.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. AharoniY. Aharoni, “Megiddo, “Megiddo,” ,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 3:1003–12 3:1003–12; A. Biran; A. Biran, , Biblical DBiblical Biblical DBiblical Danan (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1994); m, 1994); S. Gitin, S. Gitin, “Incense A“Incense Altars fromltars from Ekron, Is Ekron, Israel and Jrael and Judah,” udahJJudah,” Judah,” ErIsrErIsr 20 (1989) 20 (1989): 52*-67*;: 52*-67*; A. Mazar, A. Mazar, “The ‘Bul “The ‘Bull Site’ — l Site’ — An Iron AgAn Iron Age I Open Ce I Open e I Open Cult Open Cult Place,” Place,” BASORBASOR 247 (1982 247 (1982): 27–42; ): 27–42; O. TufnellO. Tufnell, C. H. In, C. H. Inge, and L.ge, and L. Harding,  Harding Harding, Harding, Lachish IILachish II (Tell el  (Tell el Duweir): TDuweir): The Fosse The Fosse Templeemple (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1940); G. 1940); G. E. Wright,E. Wright,  Shechem: TSShechem: TShechem: The Biographe Biography of a Bihy of a Biblical Citblical Cityy (New York (New York, 1965); Y, 1965); Y. Yadin an. Yadin and A. Ben-Td A. Ben-Tor, “HazororBen-TBen-Tor, “Ben-Tor, “Hazor,” Hazor,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 2:594–606 2:594–606...
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Beth Alpert Nakhai

ALUSHALUSH (Heb.  (Heb. }aœlu®sû}aœlu®sû)))

ALUSH (Heb. }aœlu®sû)

A place whA place where the Isere the Israelites eraelites encamped bencamped between Dophtween Dophkah and Rekah and Rephidim (Nuphidim (Num. 33:13-1m. 33:m. 33:13-14),33:13-14), possibly  possibly modern Wadmodern Wadi i el-{Eshshel-{Eshsh..

A place where the Israelites encamped between Dophkah and Rephidim (Num. 
33:13-14), possibly modern Wadi el-{Eshsh.

ALVAHALVAH (Heb.  (Heb. {alwa®{alwa®) (also AL) (also ALIAH)IAH)IAH)

ALVAH (Heb. {alwa®) (also ALIAH)

An EdomiteAn Edomite chieftain chieftain and a des and a descendant ofcendant of Esau (Gen Esau (Gen. 36:40). . 36:40). At 1 Chr. At 1 Chr. 1:51 he is1:51 he is called Al c called Alicalled Aliah. He mayah. He may be the sa be the same as Alvame as Alvan.n.

An Edomite chieftain and a descendant of Esau (Gen. 36:40). At 1 Chr. 1:51 he is 
called Aliah. He may be the same as Alvan.

ALVANALVAN (Heb.  (Heb. {alwaœn{alwaœn) (also AL) (also ALIAN)IAN)IAN)

ALVAN (Heb. {alwaœn) (also ALIAN)

The first The first son of Shoson of Shobal the Hobal the Horite and arite and ancestor ofncestor of a clan (G a clan (Gen. 36:23)en. 36:23). He is al. He is also called so caso called Alicalled Alian (1 Chr.an (1 Chr. 1:40). 1:40).

The first son of Shobal the Horite and ancestor of a clan (Gen. 36:23). He is also 
called Alian (1 Chr. 1:40).

AMADAMAD (Heb.  (Heb. {am{aœd�{am{aœd�)))

AMAD (Heb. {am{aœd� )



A border tA border town of theown of the territory territory of Asher  of Asher near Mt. Cnear Mt. Carmel (Josarmel (Josh. 19:26).h. 19:26). Its preci Its precise locatiose preciprecise loprecise location is cation is unknown.unknown.

A border town of the territory of Asher near Mt. Carmel (Josh. 19:26). Its 
precise location is unknown.

AMALAMAL (Heb.  (Heb. {aœmaœl{aœmaœl)))

AMAL (Heb. {aœmaœl)

One of theOne of the sons of H sons of Helem; headelem; head of an Ash of an Asherite famierite family (1 Chr.ly (1 Chr. 7:35). 7:35).

One of the sons of Helem; head of an Asherite family (1 Chr. 7:35).

AMALEKAMALEK (Heb.  (Heb. {a�maœleäq{a�maœleäq), ), AMALEKITESAMALEKITES ( ({a�maœleäq{a�maœleäqiîiî)))

AMALEK (Heb. {a�maœleäq ), 
AMALEKITES ({a�maœleäqiî )

A nomadic A nomadic (or semino(or seminomadic) peomadic) people, desceple, descendants of ndants of Amalek, a Amalek, a grandson ograndson of Esau (Gef Esau (Gf Esau (Gen. 36:1(Gen. 36:11-12). The1-12). The Amalekite Amalekites are not s are not specificalspecifically mentionly mentioned outsideed outside the Bible the Bible, which po, w, which poinwhich points to theits to their origin ir origin in Edom (cfn Edom (cf. Gen. 36:. Gen. 36:15-16) and15-16) and identifie identifies them as s them as traditionatradtraditionatraditional enemies l enemies of the Hebof the Hebrews. Gen.rews. Gen. 14:7 ment 14:7 mentions Chedoions Chedorlaomer’s rlaomer’s victory ovvictory ovictory over the “over the “country ofcountry of the Amale the Amalekites,” ankites,” an anachroni anachronism which msm which must be expust be explained as lained as lained as an editas an editorial inseorial insertion. In rtion. In Num. 24:20Num. 24:20, in what , in what may be undmay be understood aserstood as the only  the only positive rpopositive rpositive reference teference to Amalek io Amalek in the Bibln the Bible, Balaam e, Balaam refers to refers to the Amalekthe Amalekites as a ites as a very ancieververy ancievery ancient people.nt people.

A nomadic (or seminomadic) people, descendants of Amalek, a grandson of Esau 
(Gen. 36:11-12). The Amalekites are not specifically mentioned outside the Bible, 
which points to their origin in Edom (cf. Gen. 36:15-16) and identifies them as 
traditional enemies of the Hebrews. Gen. 14:7 mentions Chedorlaomer’s victory 
over the “country of the Amalekites,” an anachronism which must be explained 
as an editorial insertion. In Num. 24:20, in what may be understood as the only 
positive reference to Amalek in the Bible, Balaam refers to the Amalekites as a 
very ancient people.

�While theyWhile they came out  came out of Edom, tof Edom, their nomadheir nomadic lifestyic lifestyle led to le led to a widesprea widespread distribad distad distributidistribution, mostlyon, mostly along the along the fringe of fringe of southern  southern Canaan’s aCanaan’s agriculturagricultural zone (e.l zone (e.g., Num. 1g., Ng., Num. 13:29Num. 13:29; Judg. 12; Judg. 12:15; 1 Sam:15; 1 Sam. 15:7; 30. 15:7; 30:1-2). The:1-2). The Amalekite Amalekites ranged as ranged across a lacross a large territrgelalarge terrlarge territory, froitory, from the westm the western Sinai ern Sinai to Arabia,to Arabia, and made  and made extensive extensive use of camuse of camels (Judg.elcamcamels (Jucamels (Judg. 6:5; 7dg. 6:5; 7:12). Beca:12). Because of theuse of their distribir distribution and ution and mobility, mobility, Amalek camAmalek came into free inte into frequinto frequent contacent contact with thet with the Hebrews,  Hebrews, from the wfrom the wilderness ilderness wandering wandering until the until the reign of Drreign of Dreign of David. All avid. All OT referenOT references to conces to contacts betwtacts between the Ameen the Amalekites aalekites and the Isrnd the Israelites deaIsrIsraelitesIsraelites describe  describe hostile inhostile interaction;teraction; the same  the same holds trueholds true for Israe for Israel’s encounl’s encounters with ters wters with most with most of the nomof the nomadic peopladic peoples who inhes who inhabited regabited regions beyonions beyond prime agd prime agriculturalriculturaagagriculturagricultural lands.al lands.al lands.

While they came out of Edom, their nomadic lifestyle led to a widespread 
distribution, mostly along the fringe of southern Canaan’s agricultural zone (e.g., 
Num. 13:29; Judg. 12:15; 1 Sam. 15:7; 30:1-2). The Amalekites ranged across a 
large territory, from the western Sinai to Arabia, and made extensive use of 
camels (Judg. 6:5; 7:12). Because of their distribution and mobility, Amalek came 
into frequent contact with the Hebrews, from the wilderness wandering until the 
reign of David. All OT references to contacts between the Amalekites and the 
Israelites describe hostile interaction; the same holds true for Israel’s encounters 
with most of the nomadic peoples who inhabited regions beyond prime 
agricultural lands.

�The AmalekThe Amalekite-Israelite-Israelite hostilite hostility began ity began while the while the Hebrews weHebrews were in Sinare in Sinai, with ani, with i, with an unwith an unprovoked aprovoked attack by Attack by Amalek (Exomalek (Exod. 17:8-16d. 17:8-16; Deut. 25; Deut. 25:17-18; cf:17-18; cf. 1 Sam. 1. 1 Sam. 15:2-3). Al5115:2-3). A15:2-3). Although Islthough Israel defearael defeated the Amted the Amalekites (alekites (Exod. 17:1Exod. 17:13), a long3), a long period of period of unbroken  un unbroken wunbroken warfare ensarfare ensued. When ued. When the Israelthe Israelites attemites attempted to enpted to enter southeter southern Canaan,rn Canaarn Canaan, thCanaan, they were bley were blocked by tocked by the Canaanihe Canaanites and Amtes and Amalekites (alekites (Num. 14:44Num. 14:44-45; Deut.-45; De-45; Deut. 1:44Deut. 1:44). Later, ). Later, the Moabitthe Moabite king Egle king Eglon hired Aon hired Ammonites ammonites and Amalekind Amalekites to atttes to attack the Heaattattack theattack the Hebrews,  Hebrews, and the raand the raiders fromiders from Transjord Transjordan capturean captured “the citd “the city of palmsy of palms” (Judg. 3”palmspalms” (Jupalms” (Judg. 3:12-1dg. 3:12-14). In the4). In the days of G days of Gideon, Amaideon, Amalek invadelek invaded areas asd areas as far west  far west and north andand north and north as the regas the region of Gazion of Gaza and the a and the valley of valley of Jezreel (JJezreel (Judg. 6:3-5udg. 6:3-5, 33), joi, 33), joining forcening foning forces witforces with the Midih the Midianites andanites and “people o “people of the Eastf the East” and atta” and attacking on ccking on camels (Judamels (Judg. 6:5; 7:g. (Jud(Judg. 6:5(Judg. 6:5; 7:12).; 7:12).; 7:12).

The Amalekite-Israelite hostility began while the Hebrews were in Sinai, 
with an unprovoked attack by Amalek (Exod. 17:8-16; Deut. 25:17-18; cf. 1 Sam. 
15:2-3). Although Israel defeated the Amalekites (Exod. 17:13), a long period of 
unbroken warfare ensued. When the Israelites attempted to enter southern 
Canaan, they were blocked by the Canaanites and Amalekites (Num. 14:44-45; 
Deut. 1:44). Later, the Moabite king Eglon hired Ammonites and Amalekites to 
attack the Hebrews, and the raiders from Transjordan captured “the city of 
palms” (Judg. 3:12-14). In the days of Gideon, Amalek invaded areas as far west 
and north as the region of Gaza and the valley of Jezreel (Judg. 6:3-5, 33), joining 
forces with the Midianites and “people of the East” and attacking on camels 
(Judg. 6:5; 7:12).

�The accounThe accounts of 1—2 ts of 1—2 Samuel areSamuel are most impo most important for rtant for understandunderstanding the cling the clash betweeash clclash betwclash between Israeleen Israel and Amale and Amalek, especiak, especially the delly the demise of thmise of the latter. e latter. In the firIn the first referenst refst reference reference to a Hebreto a Hebrew attack ow attack on the Amaln the Amalekites, 1 ekites, 1 Sam. 15 deSam. 15 describes Sascribes Saul’s move ul’s move ul’s move againmove against “the cist “the city of Amalty of Amalek,” whichek,” which was proba was probably more obly more of a camp tf a camp than a cityhan a city. Although.citycity. Althcity. Although Saul ough Saul won this bwon this battle, he attle, he failed to failed to execute thexecute the “ban” (He “ban” (Heb. eb. h�eäremh�eäremh�eäremh�eärem) against ) against Agag and tAgag and the Amalekihe Amalekite booty; te booty; Samuel ideSamuel identified Santified Saul’s spiriul’s spiritual transtualspirispiritual spiritual transgresstransgression and kiion and killed Agag,lled Agag, the Amale the Amalekite king kite king (1 Sam. 15(1 Sam. 15:8-9, 20, :8-9, 20, 32-33). Ag32-3332-33). Ag32-33). Agag was proag was probably a trbably a traditional aditional name or tiname or title for antle for an Amalekite Amalekite king — or king — or tribal ch t tribal chitribal chief (cf. Nuef (cf. Num. 24:7).m. 24:7).m. 24:7).

The accounts of 1—2 Samuel are most important for understanding the 
clash between Israel and Amalek, especially the demise of the latter. In the first 
reference to a Hebrew attack on the Amalekites, 1 Sam. 15 describes Saul’s 



move against “the city of Amalek,” which was probably more of a camp than a 
city. Although Saul won this battle, he failed to execute the “ban” (Heb. 
h�eärem ) against Agag and the Amalekite booty; Samuel identified Saul’s 
spiritual transgression and killed Agag, the Amalekite king (1 Sam. 15:8-9, 20, 
32-33). Agag was probably a traditional name or title for an Amalekite king — or 
tribal chief (cf. Num. 24:7).

�David contDavid continued the inued the hostility hostility with Amalewith Amalek, who took, who took advantagk advantage of Davide of David’s absence’s abs’s absence anabsence and looted hd looted his base atis base at Ziklag. D Ziklag. David was aavid was able to locble to locate this rate this raiding paraiding party, defeatty, dty, defeat thedefeat them, and recm, and recover his pover his possessionsossessions (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sam. 27:8-9; 30:7:8-9; 30:1-25). Dav1-25). David learnedid learned that Saul th that Saul that Saul had been khad been killed by ailled by an Amalekitn Amalekite, probable, probably a merceny a mercenary in theary in the Philistin Philistine army (2 e are army (2 Saarmy (2 Sam. 1:1-10)m. 1:1-10). Subseque. Subsequently, Davintly, David broke thd broke the Amalekite Amalekite threat (e threat (2 Sam. 8:12 Sam. 8:12; 1 Chr. 28:18:12; 1 Ch8:12; 1 Chr. 18:11).r. 18:11). Apparentl Apparently the Amaly the Amalekites — aekites — along with long with other nomaother nomadic groupsdic groupdic groups — wgroups — were referrere referred to thered to thereafter witeafter with the collh the collective terective term “Arab(s)m “Arab(s).”.”.”

David continued the hostility with Amalek, who took advantage of David’s 
absence and looted his base at Ziklag. David was able to locate this raiding party, 
defeat them, and recover his possessions (1 Sam. 27:8-9; 30:1-25). David learned 
that Saul had been killed by an Amalekite, probably a mercenary in the Philistine 
army (2 Sam. 1:1-10). Subsequently, David broke the Amalekite threat (2 Sam. 
8:12; 1 Chr. 18:11). Apparently the Amalekites — along with other nomadic 
groups — were referred to thereafter with the collective term “Arab(s).”

�While consWhile considerable kiderable knowledge anowledge about nomadbout nomadic peoplesic peoples has been  has been recovered recovered through arththrough arthrough archaeologicchaeological researcal research, no spech, no specific artifific artifacts or siacts or sites are lites are linked to Amnked to Amalek with alek AmAmalek witAmalek with any certh any certainty. It ainty. It is possiblis possible that some that some of the fe of the fortified sortified settlementsettlements in the Ne in th in the Negeb the Negeb highlands highlands — and even— and even Tel Masos Tel Masos (near Bee (near Beer-sheba) —r-sheba) — have Amal have Amalekite connekite AmalAmalekite Amalekite connectionconnections.s.s.

While considerable knowledge about nomadic peoples has been recovered 
through archaeological research, no specific artifacts or sites are linked to 
Amalek with any certainty. It is possible that some of the fortified settlements in 
the Negeb highlands — and even Tel Masos (near Beer-sheba) — have 
Amalekite connections.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. EdelmanD. Edelman, “Saul’s , “Saul’s Battle AgaBattle Against Amaleinst Amaleq (1 Sam. q (1 Sam. 15),” 15),” JSOTJSOT 35 (1986) JSOTJSOT 35 (1JSOT 35 (1986): 71–8986): 71–84; I. 4; I. Eph{alEph{al, , The AncienThe Ancient Arabst Arabs (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1982).1982).1982).

Bibliography. D. Edelman, “Saul’s Battle Against Amaleq (1 Sam. 15),” 
JSOT 35 (1986): 71–84; I. Eph{al, The Ancient Arabs (Leiden, 1982).
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AMAMAMAM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�maœm}a�maœm)))

AMAM (Heb. }a�maœm )

An unidentAn unidentified townified town in the Sh in the Shephelah, aephelah, allotted tollotted to Judah (Jo Judah (Josh. 15:26)sh. 15:26). It may h. It may have been nave hhave been have been near Beer-near Beer-sheba.sheba.

An unidentified town in the Shephelah, allotted to Judah (Josh. 15:26). It may 
have been near Beer-sheba.

AMANAAMANA (Heb.  (Heb. }a�maœna®}a�maœna®)))

AMANA (Heb. }a�maœna® )

A mountainA mountain peak (Can peak (Cant. 4:8) int. 4:8) in the Anti- the Anti-Lebanon raLebanon range, near nge, near the River the River Amana.Amana.

A mountain peak (Cant. 4:8) in the Anti-Lebanon range, near the River Amana.

AMARIAHAMARIAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�marya®}a�marya®)))

AMARIAH (Heb. }a�marya® )

�1.1. The secon The second son of Hd son of Hebron, couebron, cousin of Mossin of Moses and Aares and Aaron, listedon, listed in the ge in the genealogy ofneagegenealogy genealogy of the triof the tribe of Levibe of Levi (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 23:19; 24:23:19; 24:23).3).3).

1. The second son of Hebron, cousin of Moses and Aaron, listed in the 
genealogy of the tribe of Levi (1 Chr. 23:19; 24:23).

�22. A priest. A priest, descenda, descendant of Eleant of Eleazar and Phzar and Phinehas (1 inehas (1 Chr. 6:7, Chr. 6:7, 52[MT 5:3352[MT 5:33; 6:37]).; 6:37]; 6:37]).6:37]).6:37]).

2. A priest, descendant of Eleazar and Phinehas (1 Chr. 6:7, 52[MT 5:33; 
6:37]).

�3.3. The son o The son of Azariah f Azariah who servedwho served as a prie as a priest in Solost in Solomon’s tempmon’s temple (1 Chr.le (1 Chr. 6:10-11[5 6:1 6:10-11[5:6:10-11[5:37]).37]).37]).

3. The son of Azariah who served as a priest in Solomon’s temple (1 Chr. 
6:10-11[5:37]).

�4.4. A high pr A high priest in thiest in the Jerusalee Jerusalem temple dm temple during the uring the time of Kitime of King Jehoshang Jehoshaphat of Juphat ophat of Judah (of Judah (2 Chr. 19:2 Chr. 19:11).11).11).

4. A high priest in the Jerusalem temple during the time of King Jehoshaphat 
of Judah (2 Chr. 19:11).

�5.5. A levitic A levitical priest al priest in the timin the time of King e of King Hezekiah oHezekiah of Judah (2f Judah (2 Chr. 31:1 Chr. 31:15).5).5).

5. A levitical priest in the time of King Hezekiah of Judah (2 Chr. 31:15).

�6.6. The son o The son of Hezekiahf Hezekiah and the f and the father of Gather of Gedaliah, wedaliah, who was theho was the prophet Z prophet Zephaniah’sepZZephaniah’Zephaniah’s grandfats grandfather (Zeph.her (Zeph. 1:1). 1:1). 1:1).

6. The son of Hezekiah and the father of Gedaliah, who was the prophet 



Zephaniah’s grandfather (Zeph. 1:1).

�7.7. A priest, A priest, son of Az son of Azariah and ariah and one of theone of the ancestors ancestors of Ezra t of Ezra the scribe he scribe (Ezra 7:3)(Ezra 7(Ezra 7:3).7:3).7:3).

7. A priest, son of Azariah and one of the ancestors of Ezra the scribe (Ezra 
7:3).

�8.8. A man of  A man of the familythe family of Azzur, of Azzur, who had m who had married a farried a foreign womoreign woman in the an in the time of Eztimtime of Eztime of Ezra (Ezra 1ra (Ezra 10:42).0:42).0:42).

8. A man of the family of Azzur, who had married a foreign woman in the 
time of Ezra (Ezra 10:42).

�9.9. One of th One of the priests e priests who signedwho signed as a witn as a witness to theess to the community community commitmen commitments during tcommitmencommitmentcommitments during ts during the time ofhe time of Nehemiah  Nehemiah (Neh. 10:3(Neh. 10:3[4]).[4]).[4]).

9. One of the priests who signed as a witness to the community 
commitments during the time of Nehemiah (Neh. 10:3[4]).

�10.10. “The son  “The son of Amariahof Amariah,” listed ,” listed in Neh. 11in Neh. 11:4 among t:4 among those who ihose who inhabited Jnhabited Jerusalem ierJJerusalem Jerusalem in the dayin the days of Nehems of Nehemiah.iah.iah.

10. “The son of Amariah,” listed in Neh. 11:4 among those who inhabited 
Jerusalem in the days of Nehemiah.

�The name aThe name appears alsppears also on severo on several seals (al seals (e.g., frome.g., from Kiriath-j Kiriath-jearim) andearim) and inscripti inscript inscriptioinscriptions such asns such as the Gibeo the Gibeon jar handn jar handle inscriple inscription and otion and others founthers found at Kuntid at Kuntillet lletKuntiKuntillet Kuntillet {Ajrud/H¸o{Ajrud/H¸orvatrvat Teman. Teman. Teman.

The name appears also on several seals (e.g., from Kiriath-jearim) and 
inscriptions such as the Gibeon jar handle inscription and others found at 
Kuntillet {Ajrud/H¸orvat Teman.

Isaac KaliIsaac Kalimimi

Isaac Kalimi

AMARNAAMARNAAMARNA

AMARNA

Tell el-AmTell el-Amarna, locaarna, located half-wted half-way betweenay between Memphis a Memphis and Thebes nd Thebes on the Eason the East bank of t bank ot bank of the Nilof the Nile, for whie, for which are namch are named an age ed an age and a cultand a cultural or reural or religious “rligious “revolution.evolution.” This cit” Th” This city This city of betweenof between 20 and 50 20 and 50 thousand  thousand inhabitantinhabitants was conss was constructed ontructed on virgin te virgin territory acrteterritory territory according according to the plato the plans of Pharns of Pharaoh Amenopaoh Amenophis IV (Akhis IV (Akhenaten). henaten). Begun in tBegun in the fifth yhtthe fifth the fifth year of thyear of this 14th-ceis 14th-century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. monarch’s monarch’s reign, th reign, the site wase site was inhabited inhabited for only  for for only afor only a generatio generation, after wn, after which it wahich it was abandones abandoned. Its unid. Its unique historque history allows iy allows it to be stt to t to be studto be studied as oneied as one of the mo of the most importast important represent representatives ontatives of ancient f ancient urbanism. urbanism. The king aThThe king aThe king and his roynd his royal family al family resided inresided in the north the northern part oern part of the cityf the city and prese and preserved theirrvedpresepreserved preserved their own their own food supplfood supply. The many. The many private y private houses apphouses appear to havear to have all beene all beene all been occupbeen occupied by proied by professionalsfessionals with titl with titles. Their es. Their own servanown servants and thets and the other lab other laborers mustorlablaborers mlaborers must have lust have lived with ived with them or pethem or perhaps adjarhaps adjacent to thcent to the larger he larger houses. Theouses. The professio TheThe profesThe professionals’ hsionals’ houses are ouses are uniform inuniform in design, w design, whether larhether larger or smager or smaller in siller in size, and reze, sisize, and size, and reflect a reflect a common idecommon identity wherntity wherein the grein the great divideeat divide economica economically is betlly is between the kwebetbetween thbetween the king ande king and his famil his family, on the y, on the one hand, one hand, and everyoand everyone else, one else, on the othen the other. Some ofr.otheother. Somother. Some of the oe of the officials wfficials worked in aorked in a collectio collection of smalln of small offices b offices beside the eside the royal housroyal royal housroyal house. In one e. In one of these wof these was found tas found the collecthe collection of cunion of cuneiform doceiform documents knouments knouments known as tknown as the Amarna he Amarna Letters.Letters.

Tell el-Amarna, located half-way between Memphis and Thebes on the East bank 
of the Nile, for which are named an age and a cultural or religious “revolution.” 
This city of between 20 and 50 thousand inhabitants was constructed on virgin 
territory according to the plans of Pharaoh Amenophis IV (Akhenaten). Begun in 
the fifth year of this 14th-century B.C.E. monarch’s reign, the site was inhabited 
for only a generation, after which it was abandoned. Its unique history allows it 
to be studied as one of the most important representatives of ancient urbanism. 
The king and his royal family resided in the northern part of the city and 
preserved their own food supply. The many private houses appear to have all 
been occupied by professionals with titles. Their own servants and the other 
laborers must have lived with them or perhaps adjacent to the larger houses. 
The professionals’ houses are uniform in design, whether larger or smaller in 
size, and reflect a common identity wherein the great divide economically is 
between the king and his family, on the one hand, and everyone else, on the 
other. Some of the officials worked in a collection of small offices beside the 
royal house. In one of these was found the collection of cuneiform documents 
known as the Amarna Letters.

Akhenaten Akhenaten and Nefertand Nefertiti preseniti present offeringt offerings to the ss to the sungod Atenungod Aten. Limeston. Limestone relief oe relief on balustranoon balustron balustrade at Telade at Tell el-Amarnl el-Amarna (18th Dya (18th Dynasty); nonasty); now in Cairow in CairoMuseum (PhMuseum (Photograph cotograph(Ph(Photograp(Photograph courtesyh courtesy of The Me of The Metropolitantropolitan Museum of Museum of Art) Art)

Akhenaten and Nefertiti present offerings to the sungod Aten. Limestone relief 
on balustrade at Tell el-Amarna (18th Dynasty); now in CairoMuseum 
(Photograph courtesy of The Metropolitan Museum of Art)

�Akhenaten Akhenaten named the named the site Akhetsite Akhetaten, or “aten, or “Horizon ofHorizon of the Aten  the Aten (the disk (the disk of the sunof thof the sun),”the sun),” reflectin reflecting the chang the change of persge of perspective thpective that his reiat his reign broughtgn brought to Egypt. to Egypt. By moving By m By moving awamoving away from they from the religious religious center of center of Thebes (w Thebes (where alreahere already at the dy at the beginning beginning of his reioof his reiof his reign he had gn he had added a cuadded a cult center lt center to the Ateto the Aten at the tn at the temple of Kemple of Karnak), Akarnak), Akhenaten brhenAkAkhenaten Akhenaten broke awaybroke away from trad from traditional Egitional Egyptian relyptian religion withigion with its worsh its worship of a vaip of a variety of drievavariety ofvariety of deities i deities in many natn many natural formsural forms. In place. In place of this c of this complexity,omplexity, Akhenaten Akhenaten introduce intr introducedintroduced the worsh the worship of the ip of the Aten sun-dAten sun-disk, symboisk, symbolizing thelizing the giver of  giver of all life. all life. Akhenaten AkhenAkhenaten Akhenaten and his faand his family receimily received that lved that life and meife and mediated it diated it to all Egyto all Egypt. In thept. In the art of th art o art of the perof the period the roiod the royal familyyal family is portra is portrayed as a uyed as a unique grounique group who alonp who alone receive e receive the rays othethe rays othe rays of the Atenf the Aten disk and  disk and who appearwho appear together  together as a lovinas a loving family. g family. The distinThe distinctive elonctivdistindistinctivdistinctive elongatie elongation of the on of the crania andcrania and pelvic ar pelvic areas in poreas in portrayals oftrayals of the royal the royal family ma family family mayfamily may reflect a reflect a surrealis surrealistic artisttic artistic attemptic attempt to interp to interpret their ret their distinctivdistinctive roles ase roles ae roles as royal ias royal intermediarntermediaries of theies of the divine ra divine rather than ther than indicate sindicate some genetiome genetic disease.c disease. Drawings  Dra Drawings oDrawings of Akhenatef Akhenaten and his n and his family, alfamily, always femalways females, enhances, enhanced the phaed the pharaoh’s staraoh’s status and sutstastatus andstatus and suggest t suggest to the modeo the modern viewer rn viewer that despithat despite the Amate the Amarna culturrna cultural “revolual “revolution” Akhet“revolu“revolutio“revolution” Akhenatn” Akhenaten’s self-en’s self-perceptionperception did not d did not differ fromiffer from that of o that of other New Kther New Kingdom phaiKKingdom phKingdom pharaohs.araohs.araohs.

Akhenaten named the site Akhetaten, or “Horizon of the Aten (the disk of 
the sun),” reflecting the change of perspective that his reign brought to Egypt. By 
moving away from the religious center of Thebes (where already at the beginning 



of his reign he had added a cult center to the Aten at the temple of Karnak), 
Akhenaten broke away from traditional Egyptian religion with its worship of a 
variety of deities in many natural forms. In place of this complexity, Akhenaten 
introduced the worship of the Aten sun-disk, symbolizing the giver of all life. 
Akhenaten and his family received that life and mediated it to all Egypt. In the art 
of the period the royal family is portrayed as a unique group who alone receive 
the rays of the Aten disk and who appear together as a loving family. The 
distinctive elongation of the crania and pelvic areas in portrayals of the royal 
family may reflect a surrealistic artistic attempt to interpret their distinctive roles 
as royal intermediaries of the divine rather than indicate some genetic disease. 
Drawings of Akhenaten and his family, always females, enhanced the pharaoh’s 
status and suggest to the modern viewer that despite the Amarna cultural 
“revolution” Akhenaten’s self-perception did not differ from that of other New 
Kingdom pharaohs.

�Although AAlthough Akhenaten hkhenaten has often bas often been viewedeen viewed as an aut as an authentic prehentic precursor of cursor of Israel’s dIsraeIsrael’s dIsrael’s distinctiveistinctive monotheis monotheistic religitic religion, more non, more nuanced peruanced perspectives spectives see in himsee in him an exampl an  an examplean example of intell of intellectual treectual trends in Mesnds in Mesopotamia aopotamia as well as s well as Egypt duriEgypt during the 14tng the 14th, 13th, ah, 14t14th, 13th14th, 13th, and 12th, and 12th centuries centuries. Oher div. Oher divinities coinities continued tontinued to be tolera be tolerated and woted and worshipped irswoworshippedworshipped in Egypt, in Egypt, and the H and the Hymn to theymn to the Sun and o Sun and other textuther textual sourcesal sources for Amarn for Ama for Amarna theAmarna theology appeology appear to borrar to borrow at lengow at length from eath from earlier hymnrlier hymns and prays and prayers to others to oers to other deitother deities. Ateniies. Atenism arose asm arose and disappend disappeared with ared with Akhenaten Akhenaten and his imand his immediate famediate famediate family. Itfamily. It survived  survived in no aspein no aspect of the ct of the religion oreligion or culture r culture of Egypt, of Egypt, and the whand the whole incideole inole incident aincident appears to ppears to have been have been forgotten forgotten in the sucin the succeeding geceeding generations nerations who abandowho abandowho abandoned abandoned the site athe site and returnend returned to Thebed to Thebes and the s and the temple to temple to Amon-Re atAmon-Re at Karnak. Karnak Karnak.Karnak.Karnak.

Although Akhenaten has often been viewed as an authentic precursor of 
Israel’s distinctive monotheistic religion, more nuanced perspectives see in him 
an example of intellectual trends in Mesopotamia as well as Egypt during the 
14th, 13th, and 12th centuries. Oher divinities continued to be tolerated and 
worshipped in Egypt, and the Hymn to the Sun and other textual sources for 
Amarna theology appear to borrow at length from earlier hymns and prayers to 
other deities. Atenism arose and disappeared with Akhenaten and his immediate 
family. It survived in no aspect of the religion or culture of Egypt, and the whole 
incident appears to have been forgotten in the succeeding generations who 
abandoned the site and returned to Thebes and the temple to Amon-Re at 
Karnak.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. J. KempB. J. Kemp, , Ancient EgAncient Egypt: Anatoypt: Anatomy of a Cimy of a Civilizationvilization (London,  (London, 1989).191989).1989).1989).
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AMARNA LETAMARNA LETTERSTERSTERS

AMARNA LETTERS

A collectiA collection of inteon of international rnational correspondcorrespondence datinence dating from theg from the middle of middle of the 14th  the 14th century cecentury century B.C.E.B.C.E. and disco and discovered at tvered at the ancienthe ancient capital o capital of Amarna if Amarna in Egypt. Tn Egypt. These textshese textshese texts formtexts form the bulk  the bulk of the 380of the 380 separate  separate cuneiform cuneiform documents documents that firstthat first came to t came to the attentihtthe attentthe attention of theion of the scholarly scholarly world at  world at the end ofthe end of the 19th  the 19th century. Tcentury. They form ahey form a partial a pa partial arpartial archive of tchive of the pharaohhe pharaohs of Egypts of Egypt and exemp and exemplify theirlify their internati international relatonal relations at thions relatrelations relations at this tiat this time. The teme. The texts are ofxts are of particula particular interestr interest for what  for what they reveathey reveal concernil concl concerningconcerning the socia the social world ofl world of Syria-Pal Syria-Palestine, thestine, the languagee language of this r of this region, andegion, and broader p broa broader pobroader political hilitical history of tstory of the Late Brhe Late Bronze Age. onze Age. At this tiAt this time the Egyme the Egyptian New ptian New Kingdom clKinKingdom clKingdom claimed Paleaimed Palestine and stine and areas to tareas to the north ihe north including ancluding all of modell of modern Lebanonrn Lebanonrn Lebanon anLebanon and some of d some of Syria. TheSyria. The correspon correspondence fromdence from city lead city leaders and Egers and Egyptian admyptian adyptian administraadministrators of thtors of this region is region reveals a reveals a world of mworld of many small any small towns and towns and city-statecity-states, each ris, es, each rivaleach rivalling its nling its neighbors feighbors for power aor power and militarnd military support y support from the pfrom the pharaoh. Alharaoh. All leaders l lel leaders clleaders claimed subsaimed subservience tervience to the pharo the pharaoh, but taoh, but the corresphe correspondence inondence indicates thdicates that the towaththat the tthat the town leaderown leaders were sees were seeking theirking their own polit own political advanical advantage and utage and used every sed every opportunitoopportunitopportunity to decryy to decry their nei their neighbors as ghbors as HÓabiruHÓabiru or disloy or disloyal to the al to the crown. Ratcrown. Rather than bherRatRather thaRather than bearing n bearing witness towitness to a deterio a deteriorating polrating political sititical situation, thuation, this correspis correspondence moondencorrespcorrespondcorrespondence more ence more likely reflikely reflects the lects the pharaoh’s pharaoh’s efforts toefforts to play off  play off the politithe political and mical acal and militaand military strengtry strengths of eachhs of each city-stat city-state against e against the other the other and thereband thereby minimizey minimize the milit the the militathe military force rry force required toequired to maintain  maintain Egyptian sEgyptian sovereigntyovereignty over this over this region. T region. The social he she social worsocial world of thisld of this period ha period has been coms been compared withpared with that late that later portrayer portrayed in the bd in the book of theoobbook of thbook of the Judges, e Judges, in which ein which each localiach locality was lefty was left to strugt to struggle for itgle for its own survs own survival.ival.ival.

A collection of international correspondence dating from the middle of the 14th 
century B.C.E. and discovered at the ancient capital of Amarna in Egypt. These 
texts form the bulk of the 380 separate cuneiform documents that first came to 
the attention of the scholarly world at the end of the 19th century. They form a 
partial archive of the pharaohs of Egypt and exemplify their international 
relations at this time. The texts are of particular interest for what they reveal 
concerning the social world of Syria-Palestine, the language of this region, and 
broader political history of the Late Bronze Age. At this time the Egyptian New 
Kingdom claimed Palestine and areas to the north including all of modern 
Lebanon and some of Syria. The correspondence from city leaders and Egyptian 



administrators of this region reveals a world of many small towns and city-states, 
each rivalling its neighbors for power and military support from the pharaoh. All 
leaders claimed subservience to the pharaoh, but the correspondence indicates 
that the town leaders were seeking their own political advantage and used every 
opportunity to decry their neighbors as HÓabiru or disloyal to the crown. 
Rather than bearing witness to a deteriorating political situation, this 
correspondence more likely reflects the pharaoh’s efforts to play off the political 
and military strengths of each city-state against the other and thereby minimize 
the military force required to maintain Egyptian sovereignty over this region. The 
social world of this period has been compared with that later portrayed in the 
book of the Judges, in which each locality was left to struggle for its own survival.

�The survivThe surviving texts ing texts record therecord the careers o careers of certain f certain leaders anleaders and their fad their families as milies as they rise tthey rise they rise in power uin power until the pntil the pharaoh decharaoh decides they ides they have becomhave become a threate a threat to the po to the political balipopolitical political balance. Tbalance. This was thhis was the case of e case of Labaya, thLabaya, the leader oe leader of Shechem,f Shechem, who seems who seems to have g to to have gato have gained severined several cities al cities and interfand interfered with ered with the activithe activities of otties of other indepeher independent citindentindepeindependenindependent cities (t cities (e.g., Gezee.g., Gezer). He wasr). He was apparentl apparently granted y granted his wish this wish to visit Pho visit Pharaoh, butaraoPhPharaoh, bPharaoh, but died orut died or was kille was killed before rd before reaching Egeaching Egypt. Farthypt. Farther to the er to the north, thenorth, the kingdom o kin kingdom ofkingdom of Amurru wa Amurru was led by as led by a certain A certain Azira, who zira, who became invbecame involved in dolved in dubious polubious poubious politics apolitics and was recnd was recalled to Ealled to Egypt. Evengypt. Eventually he tually he and his kiand his kingdom allingdom allied with thed with the enemy Hie ene enemy Hittenemy Hittites. On tites. On the coast, he coast, Rib-addi oRib-addi of Byblos wf Byblos wrote dozenrote dozens of lettes of letters to the rs to the pharaoh exphpharaoh expharaoh expecting hipecting him to interm to intervene and rvene and rescue Rib-escue Rib-addi from addi from various trvarious troubles witoubles witoubles with localwith local enemies.  enemies. In the endIn the end we read o we read of a coup wf a coup within Byblithin Byblos, with Ros, with Rib-addi loib-addi locked out ockelolocked outlocked out of his ci of his city.ty.ty.

The surviving texts record the careers of certain leaders and their families as 
they rise in power until the pharaoh decides they have become a threat to the 
political balance. This was the case of Labaya, the leader of Shechem, who seems 
to have gained several cities and interfered with the activities of other 
independent cities (e.g., Gezer). He was apparently granted his wish to visit 
Pharaoh, but died or was killed before reaching Egypt. Farther to the north, the 
kingdom of Amurru was led by a certain Azira, who became involved in dubious 
politics and was recalled to Egypt. Eventually he and his kingdom allied with the 
enemy Hittites. On the coast, Rib-addi of Byblos wrote dozens of letters to the 
pharaoh expecting him to intervene and rescue Rib-addi from various troubles 
with local enemies. In the end we read of a coup within Byblos, with Rib-addi 
locked out of his city.

�Although mAlthough most of theost of the Amarna co Amarna correspondenrrespondence is writce is written in Akkten in Akkadian cuneadian cuneiform, theiforcunecuneiform,cuneiform, the lingu the lingua franca oa franca of the ancif the ancient Near Eent Near East at thiast at this time, its time, it is clear  is clear that lettethat letthat letters frletters from scribesom scribes in the ci in the cities of Paties of Palestine anlestine and adjacentd adjacent regions b regions betray locaetray local dialectsl dialel dialects idialects in their von their vocabulary, cabulary, morphologymorphology, syntax, , syntax, and other and other grammaticagrammatical featuresl features. In some . In. In some caIn some cases West Sses West Semitic teremitic terms are plams are placed alongsced alongside their ide their Akkadian eAkkadian equivalentsquivalents with an i equivalentsequivalentequivalents with an s with an indicationindication that they that they are gloss are glosses to exples to explain the meain the meanings of anings of these wordthesthese wordthese words. In othes. In other letters r letters they appeathey appear as part r as part of the texof the text with no t with no indicationindication that the  tha that the sthat the scribes wercribes were aware the aware they were wrey were writing anytiting anything otherhing other than the  than the official lofficial language ofangullanguage olanguage of correspof correspondence. Lindence. Linguists hanguists have identifve identified variouied various grammatis grammatical and stcal and stylistic foylisststylistic stylistic forms as Wforms as West Semitiest Semitic, such asc, such as the  the waw-waw-consecutivconsecutive as a nare as a narrative tenrative tense, 1st cose, 1se, 1st common1st common singular  singular suffixed vsuffixed verbal formerbal forms, and rhes, and rhetorical fotorical forms of exprms of expression thression that resemblatththat resemthat resemble later ble later Biblical HBiblical Hebrew. Theebrew. These includese include the three the threefold repetfold repetition of pition of phrases andhrapphrases anphrases and ideas, td ideas, the use of he use of chiasm, anchiasm, and paralleld parallelism techniism techniques commoques common in the Pn in the Psalms and saPPsalms andPsalms and other for other forms of biblms of biblical poetrical poetry and prosy and prose. Texts fe. Texts from placesrom places such as J such as Jerusalem aeruJJerusalem Jerusalem and Shecheand Shechem, as wellm, as well as Tyre a as Tyre and Byblos,nd Byblos, attest to attest to a “Canaan a “Canaanite” languite” language presenaglangulanguage planguage present in resent in 14th-centu14th-century Syria-Pry Syria-Palestine.alestine.alestine.

Although most of the Amarna correspondence is written in Akkadian 
cuneiform, the lingua franca of the ancient Near East at this time, it is clear that 
letters from scribes in the cities of Palestine and adjacent regions betray local 
dialects in their vocabulary, morphology, syntax, and other grammatical features. 
In some cases West Semitic terms are placed alongside their Akkadian 
equivalents with an indication that they are glosses to explain the meanings of 
these words. In other letters they appear as part of the text with no indication 
that the scribes were aware they were writing anything other than the official 
language of correspondence. Linguists have identified various grammatical and 
stylistic forms as West Semitic, such as the waw-consecutive as a narrative tense, 
1st common singular suffixed verbal forms, and rhetorical forms of expression 
that resemble later Biblical Hebrew. These include the threefold repetition of 
phrases and ideas, the use of chiasm, and parallelism techniques common in the 
Psalms and other forms of biblical poetry and prose. Texts from places such as 
Jerusalem and Shechem, as well as Tyre and Byblos, attest to a “Canaanite” 
language present in 14th-century Syria-Palestine.

�The ethnicThe ethnic constitut constitution of theion of the leadershi leadership in Palesp in Palestine durintine during the Amarg the Amarna Age is na Age ina Age is one of is one of West SemitWest Semitic leadersic leaders along the along the coast, bu coast, but inland tt inland the presenche presence of leadee of leaders with nors wrs with northwith northern (Hittiern (Hittite and Hurte and Hurrian) namerian) names occurs. s occurs. Thus JerusThus Jerusalem has aalem has a leader wh leader wh leader whose namewhose name contains  contains the Hurriathe Hurrian goddess n goddess Hebat. ThiHebat. This influencs influence from Anae from Anatolia and tolia andtolia and northeand northern Syria, rn Syria, perhaps alperhaps also reflectso reflected in someed in some of the po of the population gpulation groups and roups and individualinindividualindividuals mentiones mentioned in Joshud in Joshua, Judges a, Judges and 1—2 Saand 1—2 Samuel, is amuel, is an example n example of the intof the internationalerintinternatiointernational world nal world in which tin which the Amarna he Amarna texts weretexts were written.  written. Political Political messages fmessages from the kiroffrom the kfrom the kings of Baings of Babylonia, Abylonia, Assyria, Missyria, Mitanni, thetanni, the Hittites, Hittites, and Alash and Alashiya (Cypruiya (Cyprus) found ts) fos) found theifound their way to tr way to the pharaohhe pharaoh’s court. ’s court. Each of thEach of these descriese describes concerbes concerns for trans for trade, whethedetratrade, whetrade, whether maintther maintaining traaining trade routes de routes in light oin light of the thref the threats of banats of bandits and mdits and murderers, urdmmurderers,murderers, providing providing inventori inventories of a vaes of a vast array ost array of luxury gf luxury goods delivoods delivered to thered to the Egyptiane Ee Egyptian cEgyptian court in trourt in trade (officade (officially as aially as a “gift”),  “gift”), or simply or simply seeking riseeking rights of paghts of passage throssage thrssage through ththrough the intermede intermediate landsiate lands and kingd and kingdoms. Here oms. Here are represare represented an eented an elite “clublite “club” of the m”“club“club” of “club” of the most pthe most powerful naowerful nations of ttions of the age andhe age and their con their concerns to acerns to acquire precquire precious goodcipreprecious gprecious goods for toods for their own pheir own prestige. Trestige. The Amarna he Amarna Letters arLetters are a uniquee a unique collectio collection of documncollectiocollectioncollection of docume of documents that ants that attest to sttest to similar traimilar trade and polde and political conitical concerns as wcerns as were reflecere wwere reflewere reflected latercted later in the Is in the Israelite moraelite monarchies anarchies and decriednd decried by the pr by the prophets.ophets.ophets.

The ethnic constitution of the leadership in Palestine during the Amarna Age 



is one of West Semitic leaders along the coast, but inland the presence of leaders 
with northern (Hittite and Hurrian) names occurs. Thus Jerusalem has a leader 
whose name contains the Hurrian goddess Hebat. This influence from Anatolia 
and northern Syria, perhaps also reflected in some of the population groups and 
individuals mentioned in Joshua, Judges and 1—2 Samuel, is an example of the 
international world in which the Amarna texts were written. Political messages 
from the kings of Babylonia, Assyria, Mitanni, the Hittites, and Alashiya (Cyprus) 
found their way to the pharaoh’s court. Each of these describes concerns for 
trade, whether maintaining trade routes in light of the threats of bandits and 
murderers, providing inventories of a vast array of luxury goods delivered to the 
Egyptian court in trade (officially as a “gift”), or simply seeking rights of passage 
through the intermediate lands and kingdoms. Here are represented an elite 
“club” of the most powerful nations of the age and their concerns to acquire 
precious goods for their own prestige. The Amarna Letters are a unique 
collection of documents that attest to similar trade and political concerns as 
were reflected later in the Israelite monarchies and decried by the prophets.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. S. HessR. S. Hess, , Amarna PerAmarna Personal Namesonal Names.s. ASORDS 9  ASORDS 9 (Winona La(Winona Lake, 1993);keLaLake, 1993Lake, 1993); W. L. M); W. L. Moran, oran, The AmarnaThe Amarna Letters Letters (Baltimor (Baltimore, 1992).e, 1992).e, 1992).
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AMASAAMASA (Heb.  (Heb. {a�maœsíaœ{a�maœsíaœ}})))

AMASA (Heb. {a�maœsíaœ} )

�1.1. Kinsman o Kinsman of David (2f David (2 Sam. 19:1 Sam. 19:13[MT 14]) 3[MT 14]) and son ofand son of either It either Ithra the Ishra the Israelite (2raeliIsIsraelite Israelite (2 Sam. 17(2 Sam. 17:25) or Je:25) or Jether the Ither the Ishmaelite shmaelite (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:17). Durin17). During his rebeg his rebellion agaillion reberebellion rebellion against Daagainst David, Absalvid, Absalom appointom appointed Amasa aed Amasa as army coms army commander (2 mander (2 Sam. 17:25Sam. 17Sam. 17:25). Af17:25). After Absaloter Absalom’s defeatm’s defeat, David ap, David appointed Ampointed Amasa as hisasa as his army comm army commander in pander in ander in place oin place of Joab (2 f Joab (2 Sam. 19:14Sam. 19:14). Shortly). Shortly thereafte thereafter, David ir, David instructed nstructed Amasa to gAmasa to gather the atheggather thegather the men of Ju men of Judah withindah within three day three days to quells to quell an uprisi an uprising, but Amng, but Amasa took lasa took longer thanonllonger thalonger than ordered n ordered and was reand was replaced (2 placed (2 Sam. 20:1-Sam. 20:1-6). Later,6). Later, when Joab when Joab met Amasa met Amas met Amasa nearAmasa near the great the great stone in  stone in Gibeon, heGibeon, he stabbed h stabbed him (2 Sam.im (2 Sam. 20: 7-10) 20: 7-10), just as , just as he had donhehe had donhe had done to Abnere to Abner (3:27). B (3:27). Because theecause the soldiers  soldiers stopped tostopped to see the s see the slain Amasalain Amasa, his corp,AmasaAmasa, hisAmasa, his corpse wa corpse was removed s removed from the rfrom the road (2 Samoad (2 Sam. 20:12). . 20:12). Joab then Joab then resumed hiresumed resumed hiresumed his role as s role as army commaarmy commander untilnder until he was sl he was slain by Benain by Benaiah for maiah for murdering Aurdering Aurdering Abner and Abner and Amasa (1 KAmasa (1 Kgs. 2:5, 3gs. 2:5, 32).2).2).

1. Kinsman of David (2 Sam. 19:13[MT 14]) and son of either Ithra the 
Israelite (2 Sam. 17:25) or Jether the Ishmaelite (1 Chr. 2:17). During his 
rebellion against David, Absalom appointed Amasa as army commander (2 Sam. 
17:25). After Absalom’s defeat, David appointed Amasa as his army commander 
in place of Joab (2 Sam. 19:14). Shortly thereafter, David instructed Amasa to 
gather the men of Judah within three days to quell an uprising, but Amasa took 
longer than ordered and was replaced (2 Sam. 20:1-6). Later, when Joab met 
Amasa near the great stone in Gibeon, he stabbed him (2 Sam. 20: 7-10), just as 
he had done to Abner (3:27). Because the soldiers stopped to see the slain 
Amasa, his corpse was removed from the road (2 Sam. 20:12). Joab then 
resumed his role as army commander until he was slain by Benaiah for murdering 
Abner and Amasa (1 Kgs. 2:5, 32).

�Amasa may Amasa may be the sambe the same individue individual as Amasal as Amasai ai ({a�maœsía({a�maœsíay),y), the “chie the “chief of the tf of thf of the thirtythe thirty,” who ple,” who pledged allegdged allegiance to Diance to David whileavid while he was in he was in Ziklag (1 Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:1 Chr. 12:18[19]).8[112:112:18[19])12:18[19])...

Amasa may be the same individual as Amasai ({a�maœsíay),  the “chief of 
the thirty,” who pledged allegiance to David while he was in Ziklag (1 Chr. 
12:18[19]).

�2.2. The son o The son of Hadlai, f Hadlai, an Ephraiman Ephraimite (2 Chrite (2 Chr. 28:12). . 28:12). After the After the IsraelitesIsraelites under Pek under  under Pekaunder Pekah capturedh captured 200 thous 200 thousand Judahiand Judahites in thetes in the reign of  reign of Ahaz of JuAhaz of Judah, the pdah, the prophet Oderpprophet Odprophet Oded told thed told the Israelite Israelite army thae army that subjugatt subjugating the Juing the Judahites wodahites would only auld only add to theiddaadd to theadd to their offenseir offenses against s against the Lord. the Lord. Amasa and Amasa and other Ephrother Ephraimite menaimite men therefore therefore brought t thereforetherefore therefore brought thbrought the captivese captives to their  to their kinsmen atkinsmen at Jericho ( Jericho (2 Chr. 28:2 Chr. 28:8-15).8-15).8-15).

2. The son of Hadlai, an Ephraimite (2 Chr. 28:12). After the Israelites 
under Pekah captured 200 thousand Judahites in the reign of Ahaz of Judah, the 
prophet Oded told the Israelite army that subjugating the Judahites would only 
add to their offenses against the Lord. Amasa and other Ephraimite men 



therefore brought the captives to their kinsmen at Jericho (2 Chr. 28:8-15).

John E. HaJohn E. Harveyrvey

John E. Harvey

AMASAIAMASAI (Heb.  (Heb. {a�maœsíay{a�maœsíay)))

AMASAI (Heb. {a�maœsíay )

�1.1. A Levite, A Levite, the son o the son of Elkanah,f Elkanah, and an an and an ancestor of cestor of Samuel (1 Samuel (1 Chr. 6:25,Chr. 6:25, 35[MT 10, 35[M 35[MT 10, 35[MT 10, 20]).20]).20]).

1. A Levite, the son of Elkanah, and an ancestor of Samuel (1 Chr. 6:25, 
35[MT 10, 20]).

�2.2. Chief of  Chief of David’s ThDavid’s Thirty who cirty who came to himame to him at Ziklag at Ziklag (1 Chr. 1 (1 Chr. 12:18[19]).2:18[19]). He is per He i He is perhapsis perhaps the same  the same as Amasa, as Amasa, the son ofthe son of Abigail a Abigail and Ithra.nd Ithra.nd Ithra.

2. Chief of David’s Thirty who came to him at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:18[19]). He 
is perhaps the same as Amasa, the son of Abigail and Ithra.

�3.3. One of th One of the priests e priests who blew twho blew the trumpethe trumpet when the  when the ark was reark was returned to turned to Jerusalem JeJerusalem Jerusalem (1 Chr. 15(1 Chr. 15:24).:24).:24).

3. One of the priests who blew the trumpet when the ark was returned to 
Jerusalem (1 Chr. 15:24).

�4.4. The fathe The father of Mahatr of Mahath; a conteh; a contemporary ofmporary of King Heze King Hezekiah (2 Chkiah (2 Chr. 29:12).r. 29:12). Although  Alt Although oAlthough often identften identified withified with  1 1 above, thiabove, this Amasai ls Amasai lived much ived much later.later.

4. The father of Mahath; a contemporary of King Hezekiah (2 Chr. 29:12). 
Although often identified with 1 above, this Amasai lived much later.

AMASHSAIAMASHSAI (Heb.  (Heb. {a�masûsay{a�masûsay)))

AMASHSAI (Heb. {a�masûsay )

A priest lA priest living in Jiving in Jerusalem derusalem during the uring the time of Netime of Nehemiah. Hehemiah. He was the s was the son of Azaron of Azarel (Neh. 1elAzarAzarel (NeAzarel (Neh. 11:13),h. 11:13), and possi and possibly identibly identical to Maacal to Maasai (1 Chrsai (1 Chr. 9:12).. 9:12).

A priest living in Jerusalem during the time of Nehemiah. He was the son of 
Azarel (Neh. 11:13), and possibly identical to Maasai (1 Chr. 9:12).

AMASIAHAMASIAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�masya®{a�masya®)))

AMASIAH (Heb. {a�masya® )

The son ofThe son of Zichri of Zichri of Judah. On Judah. One who volue who volunteered fonteered for service,r service, he was co he was commander ovmmander cocommander commander over 200 tover 200 thousand sohousand soldiers (peldiers (perhaps 200 rhaps 200 units; 2 Cunits; 2 Chr. 17:16)hr. 17:16)..

The son of Zichri of Judah. One who volunteered for service, he was 
commander over 200 thousand soldiers (perhaps 200 units; 2 Chr. 17:16).

AMAWAMAW (Heb.  (Heb. {ammo®{ammo®)))

AMAW (Heb. {ammo®)

The homelaThe homeland of Baland of Balaam, W of tam, W of the Euphrathe Euphrates (Num. 2es (Num. 22:5). Its 2:5). Its capital wacapital was Emar, cas Emar, cas Emar, ca. 80 km.ca. 80 km. (50 mi.)  (50 mi.) S of CarchS of Carchemish and emish and SW of BalaSW of Balaam’s city,am’s city, Pethor (A Pethor (Akk. Pitru)kk. Pitru). Accordin. A. According According to the Idrto the Idrimi inscriimi inscription, somption, some two cente two centuries earluries earlier (ca. 1ier (ca. 1450 450 B.C.E.B.C.E.) Amaw was) Am) Amaw was uAmaw was under the cnder the control of ontrol of Alalakh.Alalakh.

The homeland of Balaam, W of the Euphrates (Num. 22:5). Its capital was Emar, 
ca. 80 km. (50 mi.) S of Carchemish and SW of Balaam’s city, Pethor (Akk. Pitru). 
According to the Idrimi inscription, some two centuries earlier (ca. 1450 B.C.E.) 
Amaw was under the control of Alalakh.

AMAZIAHAMAZIAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�mas�ya®}a�mas�ya®, }a�mas�y, }a�mas�yaœhu®aœhu®)))

AMAZIAH (Heb. }a�mas�ya®, }a�mas�yaœhu® )

�1.1. A Simeoni A Simeonite, the fate, the father of Jother of Joshah (1 Chshah (1 Chr. 4:34).r. 4:34).r. 4:34).

1. A Simeonite, the father of Joshah (1 Chr. 4:34).

�2.2. A Levite  A Levite of the famof the family of Merily of Merair, who wair, who was the sonas the son of Hilkia of Hilkiah and the h and the father of fatherfather of father of Hashabiah Hashabiah (1 Chr. 6:(1 Chr. 6:45[MT 30])45[MT 30]). He was a. He was among thosemong those appointed appointed over the  over the over the song sthe song service “beervice “before the tfore the tabernacle abernacle of the tenof the tent of meetit of meeting” (1 Chrng” (1 Chr. 6:31-32[. 6:31-32[16–17]).166:31-32[6:31-32[166:31-32[16–17]).–17]).–17]).

2. A Levite of the family of Merair, who was the son of Hilkiah and the 
father of Hashabiah (1 Chr. 6:45[MT 30]). He was among those appointed over 
the song service “before the tabernacle of the tent of meeting” (1 Chr. 
6:31-32[16–17]).

�3.3. A priest  A priest at the Israt the Israelite royaelite royal sanctuaal sanctuary at Bethry at Bethel during el during the reign the reign of Jeroboaof Jeroboof Jeroboam IJeroboam II. He repoI. He reported to thrted to the king thae king that Amos hadt Amos had prophesie prophesied Jeroboamd Jeroboam’s death a’s death ’s death and death and Israel’s eIsrael’s exile, a mexile, a message thatssage that the natio the nation could non could not long tolt long tolerate. Amaerate. Amaziah commaziahAmaAmaziah coAmaziah commanded Ammmanded Amos to retuos to return to Judarn to Judah and neveh and never again prr again prophesy at ophesy at Bethel. ThBethelBethel. ThBethel. The prophet e prophet responded responded by predictby predicting disasting disaster for Amaer for Amaziah, his ziah, his wife, and wife, and his childrhishis childrhis children (Amos 7en (Amos 7:10-17).:10-17).:10-17).

3. A priest at the Israelite royal sanctuary at Bethel during the reign of 
Jeroboam II. He reported to the king that Amos had prophesied Jeroboam’s 
death and Israel’s exile, a message that the nation could not long tolerate. 
Amaziah commanded Amos to return to Judah and never again prophesy at 
Bethel. The prophet responded by predicting disaster for Amaziah, his wife, and 
his children (Amos 7:10-17).

�4.4. King of J King of Judah, son udah, son of Joash aof Joash and Jehoaddnd Jehoaddin/Jehoaddin/Jehoaddan. He assan. He assumed the tumed the throne at ahrontthrone at throne at age 25 andage 25 and reportedl reportedly continuey continued for 29 yd for 29 years in thears in the first hae first half of the lf of the 8th centur8th c8th century. Scentury. Since it isince it is difficult difficult to fit Am to fit Amaziah’s 29aziah’s 29 years and years and his son A his son Azariah/Uzzzariah/Uzziah’s 52-yiah’s 52iah’s 52-year re52-year reign into tign into this periodhis period, some hav, some have suggestee suggested that thed that the two were  two were co-regentsco-regents for part  co-regentsco-regentsco-regents for part  for part of their rof their reigns. Amaeigns. Amaziah’s rulziah’s rule is descre is described in 2 ibed in 2 Kgs. 14:1-Kgs. 14:1-20, which 20, w20, which is awhich is apparently pparently derived frderived from the royom the royal archiveal archives of Judahs of Judah, and in 2, and in 2 Chr. 25:1 Chr. 25:1-28, which-28,25:125:1-28, w25:1-28, which is eshich is essentially sentially a reworkina reworking of the ag of the account in ccount in 2 Kings.2 Kings.2 Kings.

4. King of Judah, son of Joash and Jehoaddin/Jehoaddan. He assumed the 



throne at age 25 and reportedly continued for 29 years in the first half of the 8th 
century. Since it is difficult to fit Amaziah’s 29 years and his son Azariah/Uzziah’s 
52-year reign into this period, some have suggested that the two were 
co-regents for part of their reigns. Amaziah’s rule is described in 2 Kgs. 14:1-20, 
which is apparently derived from the royal archives of Judah, and in 2 Chr. 
25:1-28, which is essentially a reworking of the account in 2 Kings.

�2 Kings ch2 Kings characterizearacterizes Amaziah s Amaziah generally generally in a positin a positive light ive light and notes and notes that he shthat he shthat he showed resshowed restraint in traint in the punishthe punishment of himent of his father’ss father’s assassins assassins and waged and waged a success a successful war agfulsuccesssuccessfulsuccessful war again war against Edom inst Edom in which he  which he captured Scaptured Sela and reela and renamed it Jnamed it Jokthe-el (okthe-el (2 Kgs. 14:2((2 Kgs. 14(2 Kgs. 14:1-7). Unf:1-7). Unfortunatelyortunately, Amaziah , Amaziah then challthen challenged Jehoenged Jehoash/Joash ash/Joash and Israeland Israel to meet h to to meet hito meet his forces is forces in battle, n battle, and when tand when the Israelihe Israelite king atte king attempted totempted to dissuade  dissuade him by meahimhim by meahim by means of an ans of an artful fablrtful fable, he refue, he refused to lissed to listen. Conseten. Consequently, Jquently, Judah’s armudah’s army was defey way was defeatwas defeated in batted in battle at Bethle at Beth-shemesh a-shemesh and Amaziahnd Amaziah captured, captured, Jerusalem Jerusalem’s walls r’s walls reduced by erreduced byreduced by a span of a span of 400 cubit 400 cubits, the tems, the temple and rople and royal treasuyal treasury plunderry plundered, and hoed, and hostages taksthohostages thostages taken to Saaken to Samaria (2 Kmaria (2 Kgs. 14:8-1gs. 14:8-14). It may4). It may be assume be assumed that Amad that Amaziah returziah returned to thenreturreturned treturned to the throo the throne, ultimane, ultimately survitely surviving Jehoaving Jehoash by 15 ysh by 15 years, and ears, and later he wlater he was slain bas sas slain by cslain by conspiratoronspirators who had s who had pursued hipursued him to Lachim to Lachish (2 Kgs.sh (2 Kgs. 14:17-20) 14:17-20)...

2 Kings characterizes Amaziah generally in a positive light and notes that he 
showed restraint in the punishment of his father’s assassins and waged a 
successful war against Edom in which he captured Sela and renamed it Jokthe-el 
(2 Kgs. 14:1-7). Unfortunately, Amaziah then challenged Jehoash/Joash and Israel 
to meet his forces in battle, and when the Israelite king attempted to dissuade 
him by means of an artful fable, he refused to listen. Consequently, Judah’s army 
was defeated in battle at Beth-shemesh and Amaziah captured, Jerusalem’s walls 
reduced by a span of 400 cubits, the temple and royal treasury plundered, and 
hostages taken to Samaria (2 Kgs. 14:8-14). It may be assumed that Amaziah 
returned to the throne, ultimately surviving Jehoash by 15 years, and later he was 
slain by conspirators who had pursued him to Lachish (2 Kgs. 14:17-20).

�ChroniclesChronicles agrees wi agrees with the conth the contours of ttours of the accounthe account in 2 King in 2 Kings but supps but supplements itlemensuppsupplementsupplements it greats it greatly. As forly. As for the war w the war with Edom, ith Edom, e.g., Chroe.g., Chronicles expnicles explains thatlains that Amaziah s Am Amaziah seAmaziah set out to ft out to fight Edom ight Edom with 300 twith 300 thousand trhousand troops of hioops of his own and s own and a force ofa force oa force of 100 thoof 100 thousand Israusand Israelite mercelite mercenaries, tenaries, to whom he o whom he had paid 1had paid 100 talents00 talents. A prophe. A prophe. A prophet coprophet condemned thndemned the hiring oe hiring of the Israf the Israelite trooelite troops and perps and persuaded Amasuaded Amaziah to seziah to seziah to send them send them home. Judahome. Judah conquereh conquered Edom andd Edom and destroyed destroyed 20 thousa 20 thousand of theind of their soldiersr soldr soldiers, soldiers, rather tharather than the 10 tn the 10 thousand ofhousand of 2 Kings ( 2 Kings (2 Chr. 25:2 Chr. 25:5-13). Mor5-13). Moreover, Chreover, Chronicles reoChrChroniclesChronicles reports t reports two additiowo additional items nal items that relatthat relate to the se to the subsequent ubsequent war with Iwar with Israel. FirsrIIsrael. FiIsrael. First, the Irst, the Israelite msraelite mercenariesercenaries attacked  attacked and plundeand plundered Judeanred Judean cities “f cities “from Samarirom Srom Samaria toSamaria to Beth-horo Beth-horon,” becausn,” because they hade they had been dism been dismissed fromissed from the Edomi the Edomite campaigte campte campaign bcampaign by Amaziah y Amaziah (2 Chr. 25(2 Chr. 25:13). This:13). This attack by attack by Israelite Israelites may be rs may be regarded asegarded as the motiv t the motivethe motive for Amazi for Amaziah’s subseah’s subsequent chalquent challenge of Ilenge of Israel to wsrael to war. Secondar. Second, Amaziah , Amaziah returned frreturned freturned from his carom his campaign agampaign against Edom inst Edom with Edomiwith Edomite gods, ate gods, and he worsnd he worshipped thehipped thipped them. Whenthem. When a prophet a prophet condemned condemned his behav his behavior, Amaziior, Amaziah threateah threatened him wined him with death, th death death, anddeath, and consequen consequently the prtly the prophet annoophet announced thatunced that God would God would destroy t destroy the king (2he king he king (2 Chking (2 Chr. 25:14-1r. 25:14-16). Theref6). Therefore, when ore, when Amaziah chAmaziah challenged Jallenged Joash to baoash to battle, and ttle, and Joash atteJoJoash atteJoash attempted to dmpted to dissuade hiissuade him, Chronicm, Chronicles explailes explains that thns that the Judean ke Judean king faileding failed to heed t to to heed thto heed the warning,e warning, because G because God intendeod intended to destrd to destroy him foroy him for his sin ( his sin (2 Chr. 25:2 Chr. 25:20). Altho225:25:20). Al25:20). Although Amathough Amaziah escapziah escaped this baed this battle with ttle with his life, his life, ChroniclesChronicles reports t reports that the fihat tthat the fthat the final conspinal conspiracy agaiiracy against Amazianst Amaziah was the h was the consequencconsequence of the ke of the king’s sin ing’s sin (2 Chr. 25(2 C(2 Chr. 25:27Chr. 25:27).).).

Chronicles agrees with the contours of the account in 2 Kings but 
supplements it greatly. As for the war with Edom, e.g., Chronicles explains that 
Amaziah set out to fight Edom with 300 thousand troops of his own and a force 
of 100 thousand Israelite mercenaries, to whom he had paid 100 talents. A 
prophet condemned the hiring of the Israelite troops and persuaded Amaziah to 
send them home. Judah conquered Edom and destroyed 20 thousand of their 
soldiers, rather than the 10 thousand of 2 Kings (2 Chr. 25:5-13). Moreover, 
Chronicles reports two additional items that relate to the subsequent war with 
Israel. First, the Israelite mercenaries attacked and plundered Judean cities “from 
Samaria to Beth-horon,” because they had been dismissed from the Edomite 
campaign by Amaziah (2 Chr. 25:13). This attack by Israelites may be regarded as 
the motive for Amaziah’s subsequent challenge of Israel to war. Second, Amaziah 
returned from his campaign against Edom with Edomite gods, and he worshipped 
them. When a prophet condemned his behavior, Amaziah threatened him with 
death, and consequently the prophet announced that God would destroy the 
king (2 Chr. 25:14-16). Therefore, when Amaziah challenged Joash to battle, and 
Joash attempted to dissuade him, Chronicles explains that the Judean king failed 
to heed the warning, because God intended to destroy him for his sin (2 Chr. 
25:20). Although Amaziah escaped this battle with his life, Chronicles reports 
that the final conspiracy against Amaziah was the consequence of the king’s sin (2 
Chr. 25:27).

�The main fThe main features ofeatures of Amaziah’s Amaziah’s reign tha reign that are fount are found in 2 Kind in 2 Kings have begs have been accepteen acceen accepted baccepted by historiay historians, but thns, but this has notis has not been the  been the case with case with the additithe additions in Chrons in Chronicles, sonicChrChroniclesChronicles, since th, since the size of e size of the militathe military forces ry forces seems exceseems excessive, andssive, and the repor the reports about tts ats about the about the Edomite goEdomite gods and prods and prophetic intphetic interactions eractions with Amaziwith Amaziah may havah may have been fabe been fe been fabricatedfabricated by Chroni by Chronicles in orcles in order to expder to explain the dlain the disasters oisasters of the kingf the king’s reign.’s reign.’s reign.

The main features of Amaziah’s reign that are found in 2 Kings have been 
accepted by historians, but this has not been the case with the additions in 



Chronicles, since the size of the military forces seems excessive, and the reports 
about the Edomite gods and prophetic interactions with Amaziah may have been 
fabricated by Chronicles in order to explain the disasters of the king’s reign.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. P. GrahM. P. Graham, “Aspecam, “Aspects of the ts of the Structure Structure and Rhetorand Rhetoric of 2 Chic of 2 Cic of 2 ChroniclesChronicles 25,” in  25,” in History anHistory and Interpred Interpretation,tation, ed. Graha ed. Graham et al. Jm et al. JSOT Sup 17SOT Sup 173 (Sheffie3 (Sheff3 (Sheffield(Sheffield, 1993), 7, 1993), 78–89.8–89.8–89.

Bibliography. M. P. Graham, “Aspects of the Structure and Rhetoric of 2 
Chronicles 25,” in History and Interpretation, ed. Graham et al. JSOT Sup 173 
(Sheffield, 1993), 78–89.
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AMBERAMBERAMBER

AMBER

A yellowisA yellowish to brownh to brownish translish translucent fossucent fossil resin (il resin (Heb. Heb. h�asûmalh�asûmal) used for) used for making or makin making ornmaking ornamental obamental objects (Ezejects (Ezek. 1:4, 27k. 1:4, 27; 8:2). Th; 8:2). The LXX reade LXX reads Gk. s Gk. eäílektroneäílektron and the V an and the Vuand the Vulg. has Lalg. has Lat. t. electrum,electrum, an alloy  an alloy containingcontaining four part four parts gold ands gold and one part  one part silver. Otsilvesilver. Otsilver. Others, on thers, on the basis ohe basis of Akk. f Akk. esûmaruesûmaru (from Ela (from Elam. m. ilmasu,ilmasu, “inlay” o “inlay” or “bronze”r “bronzr “bronze”),“bronze”), translate translate “gleaming “gleaming bronze” ( bronze” (RSV).RSV).

A yellowish to brownish translucent fossil resin (Heb. h�asûmal ) used for 
making ornamental objects (Ezek. 1:4, 27; 8:2). The LXX reads Gk. eäílektron 
and the Vulg. has Lat. electrum, an alloy containing four parts gold and one part 
silver. Others, on the basis of Akk. esûmaru (from Elam. ilmasu, “inlay” or 
“bronze”), translate “gleaming bronze” (RSV).

AMENAMEN (Heb.  (Heb. }aœmeän;}aœmeän; Gk.  Gk. ameäínameäín)))

AMEN (Heb. }aœmeän; Gk. ameäín)

TransliterTransliteration of aation of a Hebrew ro Hebrew root implyinot implying truth, vg truth, veracity, seracity, steadfastneteadfastness. In botss. In both the OT ah theh the OT andthe OT and NT it acc NT it accompanies wompanies weighty staeighty statements sutements such as royach as royal or divinl or divine pronounce pronoue pronouncempronouncements. The ents. The woman accuwoman accused of adused of adultery undeltery under the Mosar the Mosaic law wasic law was to respon to re to respond torespond to the proce the procedure for adure for ascertaininscertaining her guilg her guilt with a dt with a double “Ameouble “Amen” (Num. 5n” (Num. 5n” (Num. 5:22). As 5:22). As the cursesthe curses of the la of the law were reaw were read to the Id to the Israelites,sraelites, they were they were to respon to respond with “Amd wd with “Amenwith “Amen” (Deut. 2” (Deut. 27:15-26). 7:15-26). Benaiah usBenaiah used the wored the word to indicd to indicate divineate divine affirmati affirmation of Davioaffirmatiaffirmatioaffirmation of Davidn of David’s choice ’s choice of Solomonof Solomon to succee to succeed him as kd him as king (1 Kgsing (1 Kgs. 1:36). A. 1:36). As David brs Ds David brouDavid brought the arght the ark of the ck of the covenant inovenant into Jerusalto Jerusalem, the peem, the people respoople responded to a nded to a lengthy solelengthy solengthy song of praing of praise to God se to God with “Amenwith “Amen” (1 Chr. ” (1 Chr. 16:36). In16:36). In the Psalm the Psalms a doubles a double “amen” is doubledouble “amdouble “amen” is appen” is appended to pended to prayers of rayers of blessing tblessing to the Lordo the Lord (Ps. 41:1 (Ps. 41:13; 72:19; 3; 72:19; 89:52). Je8989:52). Je89:52). Jeremiah useremiah uses this ters this term to exprem to express his wisss his wish that Hanh that Hananiah’s faaniah’s false prophelse prophecy might bcy propheprophecy mprophecy might becomight become true (Jee true (Jer. 28:6). r. 28:6). In all excIn all except two ofept two of the above the above passages  passages (Jer. 28:6(Je(Jer. 28:6(Jer. 28:6; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 16:36) the 6:36) the LXX has LXX has génoito,génoito, “let it b “let it become,” foecome,” for r }aœmeän.}aœmeän.}aœmeän.

Transliteration of a Hebrew root implying truth, veracity, steadfastness. In both 
the OT and NT it accompanies weighty statements such as royal or divine 
pronouncements. The woman accused of adultery under the Mosaic law was to 
respond to the procedure for ascertaining her guilt with a double “Amen” (Num. 
5:22). As the curses of the law were read to the Israelites, they were to respond 
with “Amen” (Deut. 27:15-26). Benaiah used the word to indicate divine 
affirmation of David’s choice of Solomon to succeed him as king (1 Kgs. 1:36). As 
David brought the ark of the covenant into Jerusalem, the people responded to a 
lengthy song of praise to God with “Amen” (1 Chr. 16:36). In the Psalms a 
double “amen” is appended to prayers of blessing to the Lord (Ps. 41:13; 72:19; 
89:52). Jeremiah uses this term to express his wish that Hananiah’s false 
prophecy might become true (Jer. 28:6). In all except two of the above passages 
(Jer. 28:6; 1 Chr. 16:36) the LXX has génoito, “let it become,” for }aœmeän.

�NT usage cNT usage closely follosely follows that lows that of the OT.of the OT. Gk.  Gk. ameäínameäín is append is appended to prayed to prayers, weighersprayprayers, wprayers, weighty proeighty pronouncementnouncements, or doxos, or doxologies (e.logies (e.g., Matt. g., Matt. 6:13; Mark6:13; Mark 16:20; Lu 16:20; Luke 24:53; kLuLuke 24:53Luke 24:53; John 21:; John 21:25). In tw25). In two passageso passages Jesus is  Jesus is referred treferred to as our o as our ameäínameäín (2 Cor. 1 (2 Co (2 Cor. 1:20;Cor. 1:20; Rev. 3:14 Rev. 3:14). The NT ). The NT also contaalso contains numeroins numerous exampleus examples where s where ameäínameäín is transl is is translais translated “trulyted “truly” or “veri” or “verily” (e.g.,ly” (e.g., Matt. 5:1 Matt. 5:18; Mark 3:8; Mark 3:28; Luke 428; Luke 4:24; John :24; John 1:51).1:51).1:51).

NT usage closely follows that of the OT. Gk. ameäín is appended to 
prayers, weighty pronouncements, or doxologies (e.g., Matt. 6:13; Mark 16:20; 
Luke 24:53; John 21:25). In two passages Jesus is referred to as our ameäín (2 
Cor. 1:20; Rev. 3:14). The NT also contains numerous examples where ameäín 
is translated “truly” or “verily” (e.g., Matt. 5:18; Mark 3:28; Luke 4:24; John 1:51).

Joe E. LunJoe E. Luncefordceford

Joe E. Lunceford

AMENEMOPE,AMENEMOPE, INSTRUCTI INSTRUCTION OFON OFON OF

AMENEMOPE, INSTRUCTION OF

An EgyptiaAn Egyptian didacticn didactic text date text dated to the ld to the late 12th cate 12th century entury B.C.E.B.C.E. The only  The only complete ccomplete ccomplete copy is prcopy is preserved oneserved on a 6th-cen a 6th-century papyrtury papyrus. Framedus. Framed as the wo as the words of Amerds of Amenemope to nemope AmeAmenemope Amenemope to his youto his youngest son,ngest son, these ins these instructions tructions for well-bfor well-being and peing and proper condroper conroper conduct arconduct are divided e divided into a prointo a prologue and logue and 30 numbere30 numbered chaptersd chapters, the last, the last of which  of which functions fufunctions functions as an epilas an epilogue. The ogue. The dominant cdominant concern is oncern is to distingto distinguish the iuish the ideal persodeal person (“the trn (“n (“the trul(“the truly silent”)y silent”) who is ho who is honest, modenest, modest and resst and respectful, dpectful, disciplinedisciplined, quiet, k, quiet, kind to othind toind to others to others and concerand concerned for thned for the disadvane disadvantaged, frotaged, from the quicm the quick-temperedk-tempered and decei and dece and deceitful deceitful “heated on“heated one.” Emphase.” Emphasis is placis is placed upon hoed upon honesty in pnesty in personal anersonal and businessd business interacti i interactiointeractions, satisfns, satisfaction witaction with minimal h minimal material pmaterial possessionsossessions and advoc and advocacy on behacy on behalf of thealfbehbehalf of behalf of the poor. the poor. Close struClose structural andctural and thematic  thematic parallels parallels between Ambetween Amenemope anenemope aenemope and the boand the book of Provok of Proverbs, parterbs, particularly ticularly the “Words he “Words of the Wisof the Wise” in Prove” in Prov. 22:17-24. 22:17-24:22, have :22:17-2422:17-24:222:17-24:22, have pr2, have prompted schompted scholarly debolarly debate as to ate as to the naturethe nature of the li of the literary relterary relationship.atiorelrelationshrelationship. Althouip. Although some hagh some have argued ve argued either foreither for the prior the priority of Proity of Proverbs or fverbs or for the deror ffor the defor the derivation orivation of both texf both texts from a ts from a common Egycommon Egyptian or Sptian or Semitic oriemitic original, theginal, the consensus co consensus consensus is that Amis that Amenemope haenemope had priorityd priority and serve and served as a modd as a model for Proel for Proverbs’ colverbs’ coverbs’ collectioncollection of “30 sa of “30 sayings” (Pryings” (Prov. 22:20)ov. 22:20)...

An Egyptian didactic text dated to the late 12th century B.C.E. The only complete 
copy is preserved on a 6th-century papyrus. Framed as the words of 



Amenemope to his youngest son, these instructions for well-being and proper 
conduct are divided into a prologue and 30 numbered chapters, the last of which 
functions as an epilogue. The dominant concern is to distinguish the ideal person 
(“the truly silent”) who is honest, modest and respectful, disciplined, quiet, kind 
to others and concerned for the disadvantaged, from the quick-tempered and 
deceitful “heated one.” Emphasis is placed upon honesty in personal and business 
interactions, satisfaction with minimal material possessions and advocacy on 
behalf of the poor. Close structural and thematic parallels between Amenemope 
and the book of Proverbs, particularly the “Words of the Wise” in Prov. 
22:17-24:22, have prompted scholarly debate as to the nature of the literary 
relationship. Although some have argued either for the priority of Proverbs or 
for the derivation of both texts from a common Egyptian or Semitic original, the 
consensus is that Amenemope had priority and served as a model for Proverbs’ 
collection of “30 sayings” (Prov. 22:20).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. E. BrycG. E. Bryce, e, A Legacy oA Legacy of Wisdomf Wisdom (Lewisbur (Lewisburg, Pa., 19g, Pa., 1979); M. Li79); M. Lichtheim, cLiLichtheim,Lichtheim,  Ancient EgAncient Egyptian Lityptian Literatureerature (Berkeley (Berkeley, 1976), 2, 1976), 2:146–63.:146–63.:146–63.

Bibliography. G. E. Bryce, A Legacy of Wisdom (Lewisburg, Pa., 1979); M. 
Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature (Berkeley, 1976), 2:146–63.
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AMETHYSTAMETHYSTAMETHYST

AMETHYST

A transparA transparent purpleent purple or reddis or reddish stone prh stone prized for bized for beads, sealeads, seals, and amus, and amulets. Recelets. Recent EnglishntReceRecent EngRecent English translish translations relations read “amethyad “amethyst” for Hest” for Heb. b. }ah�laœma®}ah�laœma®,, an engrav an engraved stone oedengravengraved sengraved stone on thtone on the high prie high priest’s breaest’s breastpiece (Estpiece (Exod. 28:19xod. 28:19; 39:12). ; 39:12). The LXX haThe LXX has s hahas has améthystosaméthystos for  for }ah�laœma®}ah�laœma®,, and adds  and adds it to the it to the list of stlist of stones descrones describing Tyreibing Tyreibing Tyre’s kinTyre’s king (Ezek. 2g (Ezek. 28:13). It 8:13). It designatesdesignates a course  a course in the fouin the foundation ofndation of the city  the city wall in thwall inwall in the newin the new Jerusalem Jerusalem (Rev. 21: (Rev. 21:20). Some 20). Some translatiotranslations read “cns read “crystal” orrystal” or “jasper”  “jasper” for these forfor these for these Hebrew andHebrew and Greek ter Greek terms.ms.ms.

A transparent purple or reddish stone prized for beads, seals, and amulets. 
Recent English translations read “amethyst” for Heb. }ah�laœma®,  an 
engraved stone on the high priest’s breastpiece (Exod. 28:19; 39:12). The LXX 
has améthystos for }ah�laœma®,  and adds it to the list of stones describing 
Tyre’s king (Ezek. 28:13). It designates a course in the foundation of the city wall 
in the new Jerusalem (Rev. 21:20). Some translations read “crystal” or “jasper” 
for these Hebrew and Greek terms.

Joseph E. Joseph E. JensenJensen

Joseph E. Jensen

AMIAMI (Heb.  (Heb. }aœmiî}aœmiî) (also AM) (also AMON)ON)ON)

AMI (Heb. }aœmiî) (also AMON)

An ancestoAn ancestor of a famr of a family of “Soily of “Solomon’s selomon’s servants” (Ervants” (Ezra 2:57).zra 2:57). He is cal He is called Amon aled Amon at Neh. 7:5t Nt Neh. 7:59.Neh. 7:59.

An ancestor of a family of “Solomon’s servants” (Ezra 2:57). He is called Amon at 
Neh. 7:59.

AMITTAIAMITTAI (Heb.  (Heb. }a�mittay}a�mittay)))

AMITTAI (Heb. }a�mittay )

The fatherThe father of the pr of the prophet Jonaophet Jonah, from Gah, from Gath-hepher th-hepher in the terin the territory of ritory of Zebulun (2Zebulun (2 Kgs. 14:2 K Kgs. 14:25Kgs. 14:25; Jon. 1:1; Jon. 1:1).).

The father of the prophet Jonah, from Gath-hepher in the territory of Zebulun (2 
Kgs. 14:25; Jon. 1:1).

AMMAHAMMAH (Heb.  (Heb. }amma®}amma®)))

AMMAH (Heb. }amma®)

A hill neaA hill near Giah, “or Giah, “on the way n the way to the wilto the wilderness ofderness of Gibeon” ( Gibeon” (2 Sam. 2:22 Sam. 2:24), where 4), where Abner madeAbAbner madeAbner made a truce w a truce with Joab hith Joab his pursueris pursuer (vv. 26–2 (vv. 26–28).8).

A hill near Giah, “on the way to the wilderness of Gibeon” (2 Sam. 2:24), where 
Abner made a truce with Joab his pursuer (vv. 26–28).



AMMIAMMI (Heb.  (Heb. {ammiî{ammiî)))

AMMI (Heb. {ammiî)

A name (“MA name (“My People”)y People”) given to  given to Israel symIsrael symbolizing dbolizing divine acceivine acceptance (Hoptance (Hos. 2:1[MT s. 2:1[MT 3]), in co33]), in co3]), in contrast to ntrast to Lo-ammi (“Lo-ammi (“Not My PeoNot My People,” 1:9)ple,” 1:9), which si, which signified dignified divine rejecvine rejection of Gotionrejecrejection rejection of God’s pof God’s people.eople.

A name (“My People”) given to Israel symbolizing divine acceptance (Hos. 2:1[MT 
3]), in contrast to Lo-ammi (“Not My People,” 1:9), which signified divine 
rejection of God’s people.

AMMIELAMMIEL (Heb.  (Heb. {ammiî}eäl{ammiî}eäl)))

AMMIEL (Heb. {ammiî}eäl)

�1.1. The son o The son of Gemalli,f Gemalli, of the tr of the tribe of Danibe of Dan. He was o. He was one of the ne of the 12 men sen12 men sent to spy ot tot to spy outto spy out Canaan (N Canaan (Num. 13:12)um. 13:12)...

1. The son of Gemalli, of the tribe of Dan. He was one of the 12 men sent 
to spy out Canaan (Num. 13:12).

�2.2. The fathe The father of Machir of Machir, a Manasr, a Manassehite frosehite from Lo-debarm Lo-debar (2 Sam. 9 (2 Sam. 9:4; 17:27):4; 17:27)...

2. The father of Machir, a Manassehite from Lo-debar (2 Sam. 9:4; 17:27).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Uriahr of Uriah’s wife Ba’s wife Bathshua/Batthshua/Bathsheba whohsheba who later bec later became the wiame the wife of Davife ofe of David (of David (1 Chr. 3:51 Chr. 3:5). As the ). As the result of result of a transposa transposition of tition of the consonahe consonants, the nnts, the name appearame nname appeaname appears at 2 Sars at 2 Sam. 11:3 asm. 11:3 as Eliam. Eliam. Eliam.

3. The father of Uriah’s wife Bathshua/Bathsheba who later became the wife 
of David (1 Chr. 3:5). As the result of a transposition of the consonants, the 
name appears at 2 Sam. 11:3 as Eliam.

�4.4. The sixth The sixth son of Ob son of Obed-edom; aed-edom; a gatekeepe gatekeeper in the tr in the temple (1 Cemple (1 Chr. 26:5).hr. 26:5).

4. The sixth son of Obed-edom; a gatekeeper in the temple (1 Chr. 26:5).

AMMIHUDAMMIHUD (Heb.  (Heb. {ammiîhud�{ammiîhud�)))

AMMIHUD (Heb. {ammiîhud� )

�1.1. The fathe The father of Elishr of Elishama of Ephama of Ephraim (Num.raim (Num. 1:10; 2:1 1:10; 2:18; 7:48, 58; 7:48, 53; 10:22);3; 10:22); an ancest an an an ancestor oancestor of Joshua (f Joshua (1 Chr. 7:21 Chr. 7:26).6).6).

1. The father of Elishama of Ephraim (Num. 1:10; 2:18; 7:48, 53; 10:22); an 
ancestor of Joshua (1 Chr. 7:26).

�2.2. The fathe The father of Shemur of Shemuel, who reel, who represented presented the tribe the tribe of Simeon of Simeon in the divin the division of tisiondivdivision odivision of the landf the land of Canaan of Canaan (Num. 34: (Num. 34:20).20).20).

2. The father of Shemuel, who represented the tribe of Simeon in the 
division of the land of Canaan (Num. 34:20).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Pedahr of Pedahel of the el of the tribe of Ntribe of Naphtali, waphtali, who assisteho assisted in the dd in the division ofivision oivision of the lanof the land (Num. 34d (Num. 34:28).:28).:28).

3. The father of Pedahel of the tribe of Naphtali, who assisted in the division 
of the land (Num. 34:28).

�4.4. The fathe The father of King r of King Talmai of Talmai of Geshur (2 Geshur (2 Sam. 13:37Sam. 13:37; MT ; MT {ammiîh�u®{ammiîh�u®rr).).).

4. The father of King Talmai of Geshur (2 Sam. 13:37; MT {ammiîh�u®r ).

�5.5. One of th One of the returnine returning exiles; g exiles; the son ofthe son of Omri of t Omri of the family he family of Perez sof Perez son of Judaon of Jon of Judah, andJudah, and father of father of Uthai (1  Uthai (1 Chr. 9:4).Chr. 9:4).

5. One of the returning exiles; the son of Omri of the family of Perez son of 
Judah, and father of Uthai (1 Chr. 9:4).

AMMINADABAMMINADAB (Heb.  (Heb. {ammiînaœd{ammiînaœd�aœb��aœb�  Gk. Gk. AminadaébAminadaéb)))

AMMINADAB (Heb. {ammiînaœd�aœb�  
Gk. Aminadaéb)

�1.1. A leader  A leader of the triof the tribe of Judabe of Judah whose lih whose lineage is tneage is traced throraced through Ruth dugh Ruth down to Davown town to David (to David (Ruth 4:19-Ruth 4:19-20; Matt. 20; Matt. 1:4). He w1:4). He was the sonas the son of Ram (R of Ram (Ruth 4:19; uth 4:19; called Admcalled Admin in LukeiAdmAdmin in LAdmin in Luke 3:33),uke 3:33), father of father of Nahshon ( Nahshon (Num. 1:7; Num. 1:7; 2:3) and o2:3) and of Elishebaf Elisheba, the wife, the wife of Aaron  o of Aaron (of Aaron (Exod. 6:23Exod. 6:23).).).

1. A leader of the tribe of Judah whose lineage is traced through Ruth down 
to David (Ruth 4:19-20; Matt. 1:4). He was the son of Ram (Ruth 4:19; called 
Admin in Luke 3:33), father of Nahshon (Num. 1:7; 2:3) and of Elisheba, the wife 
of Aaron (Exod. 6:23).

�2.2. A Levite, A Levite, son of Ko son of Kohath and fhath and father of Kather of Korah (1 Chorah (1 Chr. 6:22[MTr. 6:22[MT 7]; LXX “ 7]; LXX “Izhar”; cfIzha““Izhar”; c“Izhar”; cf. Exod. 6f. Exod. 6:18).:18).:18).

2. A Levite, son of Kohath and father of Korah (1 Chr. 6:22[MT 7]; LXX 
“Izhar”; cf. Exod. 6:18).

�3.3. A chief o A chief of the levif the levitical famitical family of Uzzily of Uzziel, descenel, descendant of Kodant of Kohath (1 Chhath (1 Chr. 15:10-1r. 15:10r. 15:10-11).15:10-11). He was am He was among the Leong the Levites who vites who transferretransferred the ark d the ark from the hfrom the house of Obouse of Oouse of Obed-edom Obed-edom to Jerusalto Jerusalem.em.em.

3. A chief of the levitical family of Uzziel, descendant of Kohath (1 Chr. 
15:10-11). He was among the Levites who transferred the ark from the house of 
Obed-edom to Jerusalem.

�4.4. The fathe The father of Esther of Esther, accordir, according to the ng to the LXX (Esth.LXX (Esth. 2:15; 9:2 2:15; 9:29), though9), though the MT na the M the MT names AMT names Abihail as bihail as her fatherher father...

4. The father of Esther, according to the LXX (Esth. 2:15; 9:29), though the 
MT names Abihail as her father.

�5.5. The king  The king of Beth-amof Beth-ammon (Akk. mon (Akk. AmminadbiAmminadbi), who gav), who gave tribute e tribute to Assurbato Assurbanipal (nipAssurbaAssurbanipAssurbanipal (al (ANET,ANET, 294a). It 294a). It is not im is not impossible tpossible that he is hat he is identical identical with the swith the same name wame naame name whichname which occurs on occurs on a 7th-cen a 7th-century tury B.C.E.B.C.E. seal. seal. seal.

5. The king of Beth-ammon (Akk. Amminadbi), who gave tribute to 
Assurbanipal (ANET, 294a). It is not impossible that he is identical with the same 



name which occurs on a 7th-century B.C.E. seal.

Isaac KaliIsaac Kalimi/Gregorymi/Gregory A. Wolfe A. Wolfe

Isaac Kalimi/Gregory A. Wolfe

AMMISHADDAAMMISHADDAII (Heb.  (Heb. {ammiîsûad{ammiîsûaddaœydaœy)))

AMMISHADDAI (Heb. {ammiîsûaddaœy)

The fatherThe father of Ahieze of Ahiezer of the tr of the tribe of Daribe of Dan (Num. 1:n (Num. 1:12; 2:25; 12; 2:25; 7:66, 71; 7:66, 71; 10:25).10:25).

The father of Ahiezer of the tribe of Dan (Num. 1:12; 2:25; 7:66, 71; 10:25).

AMMIZABADAMMIZABAD (Heb.  (Heb. {ammiîzaœb{ammiîzaœb�aœd��aœd�)))

AMMIZABAD (Heb. {ammiîzaœb�aœd� )

The son ofThe son of Benaiah,  Benaiah, one of Davone of David’s Thirtid’s Thirty. He servy. He served as commed as commander of tander of the divisiohe division for the ndivisiodivision fdivision for the thior the third month (rd month (1 Chr. 27:1 Chr. 27:6).6).

The son of Benaiah, one of David’s Thirty. He served as commander of the 
division for the third month (1 Chr. 27:6).

AMMONAMMON (Heb.  (Heb. {ammo®n{ammo®n), ), AMMONITES AMMONITES (({ammo®niîm{ammo®niîm)))

AMMON (Heb. {ammo®n), 

AMMONITES ({ammo®niîm)

A sedentarA sedentary people ly people living eastiving east of the Jo of the Jordan at thrdan at the headwatee headwaters of the rs of the river Jabbriver Jabbok, known ok, JabbJabbok, knJabbok, known also fown also from the anrom the annals of Senals of Sennacherib nnacherib ((ANET,ANET, 279), Tig 279), Tiglath-pileslath-pileser III (28er III er III (282),III (282), and Assur and Assurbanipal (2banipal (294). Altho94). Although distinugh distinctively Amctively Ammonite matmonite material culterial culture might urecultculture miculture might not beght not be clearly d clearly distinguishistinguishable beforable before the Irone the Iron Age, the  Age, the Ammonites Ammonites as a peoplasas a peoplas a people emerged,e emerged, arguably, arguably, in the Mi in the Middle Bronzddle Bronze Age aroue Age around Rabbah nd Rabbah (Rabbath-a(Rabbath-(Rabbath-a(Rabbath-ammon), permmon), perhaps when haps when the Ammonithe Ammonite populacte populace overpowee overpowered the Rered the Rephaim, a rphaReRephaim, aRephaim, a rival eth rival ethnic group nic group (cf. LXX D(cf. LXX Deut. 2:21)eut. 2:21). Ammonite. Ammonite culture r culture reached itseached its florescen f florescencflorescence in wealte in wealth, power, h, power, and influeand influence duringnce during the 9th-6 the 9th-6th centurith centuries es B.C.B.C. Relevant  Releva Relevant eRelevant excavated sxcavated sites incluites include the Ammde the Amman citadelan citadel, Tell Saf, Tell Safut, Tell Sut, Tell Siran, Telliran, Tell Jawa (Sou Jawa Jawa (SoutJawa (South), Khildah), Khilda, Khirbet , Khirbet el-Hajjar,el-Hajjar, Meqabelei Meqabelein, Rujm eln, Rujm el-Malfuf, T-Malfuf, Tell el-Mazell el-Mazar, Tell Sar, Tar, Tell SahabTell Sahab, Tell , Tell el-{Umeiriel-{Umeiri, and Umm , and Umm ad-Dananirad-Dananir...

A sedentary people living east of the Jordan at the headwaters of the river 
Jabbok, known also from the annals of Sennacherib (ANET, 279), Tiglath-pileser 
III (282), and Assurbanipal (294). Although distinctively Ammonite material 
culture might not be clearly distinguishable before the Iron Age, the Ammonites 
as a people emerged, arguably, in the Middle Bronze Age around Rabbah 
(Rabbath-ammon), perhaps when the Ammonite populace overpowered the 
Rephaim, a rival ethnic group (cf. LXX Deut. 2:21). Ammonite culture reached its 
florescence in wealth, power, and influence during the 9th-6th centuries B.C. 
Relevant excavated sites include the Amman citadel, Tell Safut, Tell Siran, Tell 
Jawa (South), Khilda, Khirbet el-Hajjar, Meqabelein, Rujm el-Malfuf, Tell el-Mazar, 
Tell Sahab, Tell el-{Umeiri, and Umm ad-Dananir.

�GeographicGeographical boundaral boundaries and poies and political/militical/military inflitary influence of luence of the Ammonithe Ammonite kingdomte kingte kingdom dokingdom doubtlessly ubtlessly varied frovaried from time to m time to time. Fromtime. From the origi the original area lnal area limited morimited more or less emormore or lemore or less to the ss to the broader enbroader environs of virons of Rabbah itsRabbah itself, Ammonelf, Ammonites are sites are said to conaid to control the etconcontrol thcontrol the entire se entire space betwepace between Wadi en Wadi Mo®jibMo®jib (Arnon) a (Arnon) and Wadi Zend Wadi Zerqa (Jabborqa (Jabbok), from tk(Jabbo(Jabbok), (Jabbok), from the efrom the eastern desastern desert to theert to the Jordan Ri Jordan River. Ammonver. Ammonite rule wite rule was frequenas frequenas frequentlyfrequently eclipsed  eclipsed by premonaby premonarchic tribrchic tribal settlemal settlements and, ents and, later, by later, by Israelite Israelite and Judahiand Juand Judahite kJudahite kings.ings.ings.

Geographical boundaries and political/military influence of the Ammonite 
kingdom doubtlessly varied from time to time. From the original area limited 
more or less to the broader environs of Rabbah itself, Ammonites are said to 
control the entire space between Wadi Mo®jib (Arnon) and Wadi Zerqa 
(Jabbok), from the eastern desert to the Jordan River. Ammonite rule was 
frequently eclipsed by premonarchic tribal settlements and, later, by Israelite and 
Judahite kings.

�Ammonites Ammonites enter the enter the biblical sbiblical scene in ancene in an alliance  alliance with Amalewith Amalekites to hkites to help the Moelp the elp the Moabitthe Moabite king Egle king Eglon defeat on defeat Israel (JuIsrael (Judg. 3:12-1dg. 3:12-14). The fo4). The following 18llowing 18-year subj-year subjugation waugatsubjsubjugatiosubjugation was consn was construed as ptrued as punishment unishment for Israelfor Israel’s abandon’s abandoning the reing the relationshiplationship with God  w with God iwith God in preferrin preferring to worsng to worship the Bahip the Baals and Asals and Astartes of tartes of their neigtheir neighbors (Judhbors (Judg. 10:6-18g. (Jud(Judg. 10:(Judg. 10:6-18). The6-18). The Ammonites Ammonites were defe were defeated by Jeated by Jephthah (Juphthah (Judg. 11:33)dg. 11:33), slaughte, slaughtered by Saurslaughteslaughtereslaughtered by Saul d by Saul (1 Sam. 11(1 Sam. 11:11), and :11), and forced to forced to pay tributpay tribute to Davide to David (2 Sam. 8 (2 Sam. 8:12), who :1288:12), who8:12), who finally c finally conquered tonquered them. Subsehem. Subsequently, tquently, the Ammonithe Ammonite Naamah me Naamah married Solarried mmarried Somarried Solomon and lomon and presented presented him with Rhim with Rehoboam, aehoboam, a future ki future king of Judang of Judah (1 Kgs. h (1 Kgsh (1 Kgs. 14:21Kgs. 14:21, 31). Isr, 31). Israelite aniaelite animosity towmosity toward the Amard the Ammonite (anmonite (and Moabite)d Moabite) is forcef is forcefully stateullforcefforcefullyforcefully stated: n stated: none “may eone “may ever be admver be admitted to titted to the assemblhe assembly of the Ly of the Lord,” nor ord,” nor any descenanany descenany descendants of tdants of theirs “eveheirs “even to the tn to the tenth generenth generation” (Deation” (Deut. 23:3[Mut. 23:3[MT 4]).T 4]).T 4]).

Ammonites enter the biblical scene in an alliance with Amalekites to help 
the Moabite king Eglon defeat Israel (Judg. 3:12-14). The following 18-year 
subjugation was construed as punishment for Israel’s abandoning the relationship 
with God in preferring to worship the Baals and Astartes of their neighbors 
(Judg. 10:6-18). The Ammonites were defeated by Jephthah (Judg. 11:33), 
slaughtered by Saul (1 Sam. 11:11), and forced to pay tribute to David (2 Sam. 
8:12), who finally conquered them. Subsequently, the Ammonite Naamah 
married Solomon and presented him with Rehoboam, a future king of Judah (1 
Kgs. 14:21, 31). Israelite animosity toward the Ammonite (and Moabite) is 



forcefully stated: none “may ever be admitted to the assembly of the Lord,” nor 
any descendants of theirs “even to the tenth generation” (Deut. 23:3[MT 4]).

�Ammonite rAmmonite religion waeligion was of the ns of the nature/fertature/fertility sortility sort typical o typical of polytheif polytheism everywhsm everywsm everywhereeverywhere in antiqu in antiquity. The mity. The male deity ale deity Baal and hBaal and his female is female counterparcounterparts Astoretts Astoreth/Astarte/hAstoretAstoreth/AAstoreth/Astarte/Ashstarte/Asherah cominerah coming togetherg together ritually  ritually ensured thensured the fertilite fertility and welly and well-being of -bewellwell-beingwell-being of both p of both people and eople and land. As Iland. As Israelites sraelites accepted taccepted these beliehese beliefs and prafs and practices, thcticeprapractices,practices, the scrib the scribes and proes and prophets denophets denounced themunced them. Milcom w. Milcom was the maias the main Ammoniten Ammonn Ammonite gAmmonite god. His prod. His precious golecious gold crown Dad crown David stole vid stole for himselfor himself. Solomonf. Solomon’s Ammonit’s Ammo’s Ammonite wAmmonite wife persuaife persuaded the kided the king not simng not simply to buiply to build a templld a temple to Milcoe to Milcom, but evem, but evem, but even to abeven to abandon Yahwandon Yahweh for theeh for the worship o worship of her natif her native Ammonitve Ammonite god. Mile god. Milcom’s councom’s cocom’s counterparcounterpart is repret is represented in sented in the form othe form of terra-cof terra-cotta femaletta female fertility fertility figurines figurines found in  found found in mfound in many Iron Aany Iron Age excavatge excavations. Ammoions. Ammonite relignite religious cultuious culture, being re, being foreign toforeign to Israelite I Israelite Israelite faith, is faith, is what makeswhat makes them enem them enemies withouies without regard tt regard to changingo changing political political-military -mipoliticalpolitical-political-military smilitary situations.ituations.

Ammonite religion was of the nature/fertility sort typical of polytheism 
everywhere in antiquity. The male deity Baal and his female counterparts 
Astoreth/Astarte/Asherah coming together ritually ensured the fertility and 
well-being of both people and land. As Israelites accepted these beliefs and 
practices, the scribes and prophets denounced them. Milcom was the main 
Ammonite god. His precious gold crown David stole for himself. Solomon’s 
Ammonite wife persuaded the king not simply to build a temple to Milcom, but 
even to abandon Yahweh for the worship of her native Ammonite god. Milcom’s 
counterpart is represented in the form of terra-cotta female fertility figurines 
found in many Iron Age excavations. Ammonite religious culture, being foreign to 
Israelite faith, is what makes them enemies without regard to changing 
political-military situations.

�By the timBy the time the norte the northern and shern and southern kiouthern kingdoms colngdoms collapsed, Amlapsed, Ammonites cemonites ceased to beasececeased to ceased to be a commobe a common enemy ton enemy to Israel an Israel and Judah. Td Judah. The populathe population of lowion of lower Gilead er Gileader Gilead in Gilead in all likeliall likelihood had ahood had already beelready been comprisen comprised both of d both of Ammonite aAmmonite and Israelind Israelite tribes teIsraeliIsraelite Israelite tribes andtribes and families  families who were bwho were by no meansy no means always at always at odds with odds with each othe each other. During rotheother. Durother. During the Exing the Exile, and eile, and especially specially after the after the destructiodestruction of the Jn of the Jerusalem terusalem temple, manemplttemple, matemple, many Jews sony Jews sought refugught refuge among the among the Ammonitee Ammonites east of s east of the Jordanthe Jordan (Jer. 40: (Jer. 40 (Jer. 40:11).40:11).40:11).

By the time the northern and southern kingdoms collapsed, Ammonites 
ceased to be a common enemy to Israel and Judah. The population of lower 
Gilead in all likelihood had already been comprised both of Ammonite and 
Israelite tribes and families who were by no means always at odds with each 
other. During the Exile, and especially after the destruction of the Jerusalem 
temple, many Jews sought refuge among the Ammonites east of the Jordan (Jer. 
40:11).

�Perhaps itPerhaps it is the Pr is the Priestly wriiestly writer, conceter, concerned with rned with genealogiegenealogies, who puts, who puts the Ammos the Ams the Ammonites Ammonites in a bettein a better light. Or light. Origin narrrigin narratives of atives of eponymous eponymous ancestry lancestry link them wink them with Abrahaiwwith Abrahwith Abraham througham through Lot (Gen. Lot (Gen. 19:38). A 19:38). Ammonite anmmonite ancestry wascestry was conceived conceived (literari (litera (literaril(literarily if not ay if not also literalso literally) in a lly) in a union betwunion between Lot aneen Lot and, unbeknod, unbeknown to Lot,wn to Lot, Lot’s dau Lot’s Lot’s daugLot’s daughter. As whter. As with etioloith etiologies genergies generally, the ally, the interest iinterest is not in bs not in biology butiology but in convey in con in conveying conveying a value, ia value, in this casn this case a positie a positive relatiove relationship betwnship between Israeleen Israelites and Aites and Ammonites dmmoAAmmonites Ammonites due to an due to an ancestral ancestral bond (Gen.bond (Gen. 11:27). L 11:27). Lot migrateot migrates with Abrs with Abraham (Gen.aham (Geaham (Gen. 12:4(Gen. 12:4-5); Abrah-5); Abraham later ram later rescues Lotescues Lot (14:12–16 (14:12–16). Lot’s y). Lot’s younger dauounger daughter nameghter nameghter names her names her son Ben-amson Ben-ammon, “The mon, “The son of my son of my kinsman,” kinsman,” making clemaking clear that alar that all Ammonitel Ammol Ammonites Ammonites are relatiare relatives of allves of all Israelite Israelites.s.s.

Perhaps it is the Priestly writer, concerned with genealogies, who puts the 
Ammonites in a better light. Origin narratives of eponymous ancestry link them 
with Abraham through Lot (Gen. 19:38). Ammonite ancestry was conceived 
(literarily if not also literally) in a union between Lot and, unbeknown to Lot, 
Lot’s daughter. As with etiologies generally, the interest is not in biology but in 
conveying a value, in this case a positive relationship between Israelites and 
Ammonites due to an ancestral bond (Gen. 11:27). Lot migrates with Abraham 
(Gen. 12:4-5); Abraham later rescues Lot (14:12–16). Lot’s younger daughter 
names her son Ben-ammon, “The son of my kinsman,” making clear that all 
Ammonites are relatives of all Israelites.

�One can eaOne can easily see asily see a parallel  parallel between Isbetween Israelite inraelite incursions icursions into Late Into Late Iron Rabbatron Rabbaron Rabbath-amRabbath-ammon and anmon and ancient Isracient Israelite invaelite invasions undesions under Moses. Tr Moses. The author he author of Deut. 2of Deut. of Deut. 2, iDeut. 2, in prohibitn prohibiting Moses ing Moses from invadfrom invading LB Amming LB Ammonite terronite territory, givitory, gives the reaes the reason why Irsoreareason whyreason why Iron Age  Iron Age Judahites Judahites should notshould not encroach  encroach on their hon their host countrost country: the Lory: the Lory: the Lord had gLord had given it toiven it to the desce the descendants of ndants of Lot (v. 19Lot (v. 19). In the ). In the worldview worldview of antiquiof antiquity, lands ty, laty, lands belolands belong to godsng to gods. Presenti. Presenting its oring its origins as a gins as a measure ofmeasure of Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s own dispenown dispensation consadispendispensatidispensation conveyson conveys Israel’s  Israel’s recognitiorecognition of the ln of the legitimacy egitimacy of the Ammof the Ammonite kingonite kingdom, its vdokingkingdom, ikingdom, its very exts very existence deistence deriving ultriving ultimately frimately from an act om an act of Yahweh.of Yahweh. A plausib A plausible occasiole ole occasion toccasion to affirm to affirm this value his value would havewould have been in t been in the face ofhe face of a common  a common enemy: Babenemy: Babenemy: Babylon.Babylon.Babylon.

One can easily see a parallel between Israelite incursions into Late Iron 
Rabbath-ammon and ancient Israelite invasions under Moses. The author of 
Deut. 2, in prohibiting Moses from invading LB Ammonite territory, gives the 
reason why Iron Age Judahites should not encroach on their host country: the 
Lord had given it to the descendants of Lot (v. 19). In the worldview of antiquity, 
lands belong to gods. Presenting its origins as a measure of Yahweh’s own 
dispensation conveys Israel’s recognition of the legitimacy of the Ammonite 
kingdom, its very existence deriving ultimately from an act of Yahweh. A plausible 
occasion to affirm this value would have been in the face of a common enemy: 



Babylon.

�While it mWhile it may be corray be correct to speect to speak of the ak of the end of an end of an effective effective and distinand distinct Ammonitct Ammoct Ammonite kAmmonite kingdom shoingdom shortly afterrtly after Late Iron Late Iron, it is er, it is erroneous toroneous to think of  think of them as sithem as simply absormsisimply abssimply absorbed intoorbed into the local the local populatio population soon aftn soon after. Ammonier. Ammonite strengtte strength continueh continued. Worldwidcontinuecontinued.continued. Worldwide Worldwide conquests conquests by the Pe by the Persians andrsians and Greeks ov Greeks overshadowedershadowed but did n but d but did not nedid not necessarily cessarily lessen thelessen the regional  regional significansignificance of the ce of the Ammonites,Ammonites, who laste who lasted clearly d cld clearly inclearly into the Helto the Hellenistic plenistic period. Theeriod. The region be region became imporcame important againtant again with sign with significant Heificsignsignificansignificant Hellenist Hellenistic influxtic influxes, but ites, but it was still was still in its ow in its own culturaln cultural continuum continuum under the under th under the Ptolemthe Ptolemies. Ptoleies. Ptolemy II renamy II renamed Ammon med Ammon PhiladelphPhiladelphia and it ia and it eventuallyeventually became a  became a became a key citya key city of the De of the Decapolis. Acapolis. Ammonite pommonite power and inwer and influence cofluence continued atntinued at least unt least until defeat iluntuntil defeuntil defeat by Judaat by Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus in the 2s in the 2nd centurynd century (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 5:6).5:6).5:6).

While it may be correct to speak of the end of an effective and distinct 
Ammonite kingdom shortly after Late Iron, it is erroneous to think of them as 
simply absorbed into the local population soon after. Ammonite strength 
continued. Worldwide conquests by the Persians and Greeks overshadowed but 
did not necessarily lessen the regional significance of the Ammonites, who lasted 
clearly into the Hellenistic period. The region became important again with 
significant Hellenistic influxes, but it was still in its own cultural continuum under 
the Ptolemies. Ptolemy II renamed Ammon Philadelphia and it eventually became 
a key city of the Decapolis. Ammonite power and influence continued at least 
until defeat by Judas Maccabeus in the 2nd century (1 Macc. 5:6).

Donald H. Donald H. WimmerWimmer
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AMNONAMNON (Heb.  (Heb. }amno®n, }}amno®n, }amnoœnamnoœn)))

AMNON (Heb. }amno®n, }amnoœn)

�1.1. The first The firstborn son oborn son of David anf David and Ahinoam d Ahinoam of Jezreelof Jezreel (2 Sam. 3 (2 Sam. 3:2 = 1 Chr:2 = 1 Chr. 3:1). Hi. 3:1. 3:1). His 3:1). His story illustory illustrates thstrates the judgmente judgment announced announced by Nathan by Nathan for David for David’s crimes ’s crimes of adulterofof adulterof adultery and murdy and murder (2 Sam.er (2 Sam. 12:11-12) 12:11-12). Amnon’s . Amnon’s obsessive obsessive desire fordesire for his beaut his beautiful half-ifbeautbeautiful beautiful half-sistehalf-sister Tamar dir Tamar distressed hstressed him. Actingim. Acting on the ad on the advice of hivice of his cousin Js cousin Jonadab, AmonadaJJonadab, AJonadab, Amnon feignmnon feigned illnessed illness and asked and asked David to  David to send Tamarsend Tamar to visit  to visit and preparand prepare food forepreparprepare foprepare food for himod for him. When Tam. When Tamar broughtar brought the food  the food into his rinto his room, he seoom, he seized her aized herized her and urher and urged her toged her to submit to submit to his desir his desire. She rece. She recoiled and oiled and pleaded thpleaded that he speaat he speak to theirk tk to their fto their father abouather about marriaget marriage, but Amno, but Amnon refused n refused to listen.to listen. He raped  He raped her and thher and then orderedenththen orderthen ordered her outed her out of his ho of his house. When use. When she pleadeshe pleaded that he d that he not add tonot add to the wrong the wron the wrong he hwrong he had alreadyad already done to h done to her, Amnon er, Amnon ordered heordered her thrown ir thrown into the stnto the street. Unabreet. Ureet. Unable to Unable to console hiconsole his sister, s sister, Absalom soAbsalom sought revenught revenge when twge when two years lao years later he invter he invited the kiinvinvited thinvited the king ande king and princes t princes to celebrato celebrate the sheae the shearing of hiring of his flocks as flocks at Baal-hazt Baal-hazor. David or. Dor. David was David was not willinnot willing to go, pg to go, perhaps suserhaps suspicious ofpicious of Absalom’s Absalom’s request t request that Amnon hat Amnon be allowedbbe allowedbe allowed to attend to attend, but fina, but finally allowelly allowed all the d all the princes toprinces to attend Ab attend Absalom’s fesalom’s feast. When ast. Wast. When AmnonWhen Amnon was under was under the influ the influence of thence of the wine, Abe wine, Absalom ordesalom ordered his sered his servants to rvants seservants tservants to kill himo kill him, revenge , revenge he had conhe had contemplated templated since Amnosince Amnon’s rape on’s rape of Tamar.f Tamar.f Tamar.

1. The firstborn son of David and Ahinoam of Jezreel (2 Sam. 3:2 = 1 Chr. 
3:1). His story illustrates the judgment announced by Nathan for David’s crimes 
of adultery and murder (2 Sam. 12:11-12). Amnon’s obsessive desire for his 
beautiful half-sister Tamar distressed him. Acting on the advice of his cousin 
Jonadab, Amnon feigned illness and asked David to send Tamar to visit and 
prepare food for him. When Tamar brought the food into his room, he seized 
her and urged her to submit to his desire. She recoiled and pleaded that he speak 
to their father about marriage, but Amnon refused to listen. He raped her and 
then ordered her out of his house. When she pleaded that he not add to the 
wrong he had already done to her, Amnon ordered her thrown into the street. 
Unable to console his sister, Absalom sought revenge when two years later he 
invited the king and princes to celebrate the shearing of his flocks at Baal-hazor. 
David was not willing to go, perhaps suspicious of Absalom’s request that Amnon 
be allowed to attend, but finally allowed all the princes to attend Absalom’s feast. 
When Amnon was under the influence of the wine, Absalom ordered his 
servants to kill him, revenge he had contemplated since Amnon’s rape of Tamar.

�2.2. A son of  A son of Shimon, deShimon, descendant oscendant of Judah (1f Judah (1 Chr. 4:20 Chr. 4:20).).).

2. A son of Shimon, descendant of Judah (1 Chr. 4:20).

Keith L. EKeith L. Eadesades
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AMOKAMOK (Heb.  (Heb. {aœmo®q{aœmo®q)))

AMOK (Heb. {aœmo®q)

One of theOne of the priests a priests and heads ond heads of familiesf families returning returning with Zeru with Zerubbabel frobbabel from exile (Nm exile (Neh. 12:7);e(N(Neh. 12:7(Neh. 12:7); an ance); an ancestor of Ebstor of Eber, a prieer, a priest in the st in the days of thdays of the high prie high priest Joiakiest Joiakim (v. 20).m (v. 2m (v. 20).20).

One of the priests and heads of families returning with Zerubbabel from exile 
(Neh. 12:7); an ancestor of Eber, a priest in the days of the high priest Joiakim (v. 
20).

AMONAMON (Heb.  (Heb. }aœmo®n}aœmo®n) ) (DEITY)(DEITY)(DEITY)

AMON (Heb. }aœmo®n) (DEITY)

The EgyptiThe Egyptian god of an god of the wind (the wind (Jer. 46:25Jer. 46:25). As Amon). As Amon-Re he was-Re he was the supre the supreme god of me god ome god of the Newof the New Kingdom. Kingdom.

The Egyptian god of the wind (Jer. 46:25). As Amon-Re he was the supreme god 



of the New Kingdom.

AMONAMON (Heb.  (Heb. }aœmo®n}aœmo®n) ) (PERSON) (PERSON) (also AMI)(also AMI)

AMON (Heb. }aœmo®n) (PERSON) (also AMI)

�1.1. King of J King of Judah, son udah, son of Manasseof Manasseh and granh and grandson of Hedson of Hezekiah, anzekiah, and father od father of Josiah. f Josf Josiah. HiJosiah. His reign was reign was brief, ls brief, lasting onlasting only two yeary two years (643–642s (643–642  B.C.B.C.; 2 Kgs. 2; 2 Kgs. 21:19-26; 21:19-26; 2 Chr. 33:2 22 Chr. 33:2 Chr. 33:21-25).21-25).21-25).

1. King of Judah, son of Manasseh and grandson of Hezekiah, and father of 
Josiah. His reign was brief, lasting only two years (643–642 B.C.; 2 Kgs. 21:19-26; 
2 Chr. 33:21-25).

�Amon succeAmon succeeded to theded to the throne fe throne following tollowing the death ohe death of Manassehf Manasseh. Only 22 . Only 22 at his accat hat his accesshis accession (2 Kgsion (2 Kgs. 21:19), . 21:19), he must hahe must have been amve been among the yoong the youngest of ungest of Manasseh’sManasseh’sManasseh’sManasseh’s sons. His sons. His mother wa mother was Meshulles Meshullemeth, daugmeth, daughter of Hahter of Haruz. Amon ruz. Amon receives treceivereceives treceives the common he common negative enegative evaluation valuation given by tgiven by the Deuterohe Deuteronomistic enomistic editors (2 ditors (2 ditors (2 Kgs. 21(2 Kgs. 21:20). He w:20). He was assassias assassinated by hnated by his “servanis “servants” (probats” (probably officibly officials in theals in the royal adm roya royal admiroyal administrationnistration) in the p) in the palace, butalace, but motives f motives for the assor the assassinationassination are missi are missing. Most lng. Mng. Most likelMost likely, given Ay, given Amon’s appamon’s apparent contirent continuation ofnuation of Manasseh’ Manasseh’s policy os policy of submissif submission to the onsubmissisubmissionsubmission to the As to the Assyrians, isyrians, is that hiss that his assassins assassins may have  may have hoped to rhoped to revitalize evitalize hopes for hopehopes for hopes for Judean indJudean independence;ependence; if so, it if so, it was a fut was a futile effortile effort doomed to doomed to failure.  failure. The text oThe tThe text of 2 text of 2 Kgs. 21:24Kgs. 21:24 is clear  is clear that the “that the “people of people of the land,”the land,” probably  probably the landedthe landed aristocra arist aristocracaristocracy, saw to y, saw to it that Amit that Amon was repon was replaced withlaced with his eight his eight-year-old -year-old son Josiahson Josiah, during w, du, during whoduring whose minoritse minority the poliy the policy of submcy of submission conission continued. Antinued. Another possother possibility isibility is that Amon th that Amon that Amon was slain was slain by people by people desiring adesiring a restorati restoration of the on of the religious religious reforms inreforms initiated byitiaininitiated initiated by Hezekiaby Hezekiah late in h late in the 8th cethe 8th century and ntury and abandoned abandoned by Manasseby Manasseh early inh early in the 7th.  th the 7th. Athe 7th. Also possiblso possible is thatle is that Amon was  Amon was killed by killed by other membother members of theers of the royal fam royal family in a silfamfamily in family in a scramblea scramble for the t for the throne. In hrone. In the end, nthe end, nothing conothing conclusive caclusive can be said n be said regarding regarregarding regarding the circumthe circumstances orstances or motives o motives of Amon’s sf Amon’s slaying, anlaying, and the finad the final verdict l verdict is that ofis this that of ththat of the Deuterone Deuteronomistic edomistic editor who citor who condemns hiondemns him for his m for his failure tofailure to reverse t reverse the wrongs htthe wrongsthe wrongs of his fa of his father.ther.ther.

Amon succeeded to the throne following the death of Manasseh. Only 22 at 
his accession (2 Kgs. 21:19), he must have been among the youngest of 
Manasseh’s sons. His mother was Meshullemeth, daughter of Haruz. Amon 
receives the common negative evaluation given by the Deuteronomistic editors 
(2 Kgs. 21:20). He was assassinated by his “servants” (probably officials in the 
royal administration) in the palace, but motives for the assassination are missing. 
Most likely, given Amon’s apparent continuation of Manasseh’s policy of 
submission to the Assyrians, is that his assassins may have hoped to revitalize 
hopes for Judean independence; if so, it was a futile effort doomed to failure. The 
text of 2 Kgs. 21:24 is clear that the “people of the land,” probably the landed 
aristocracy, saw to it that Amon was replaced with his eight-year-old son Josiah, 
during whose minority the policy of submission continued. Another possibility is 
that Amon was slain by people desiring a restoration of the religious reforms 
initiated by Hezekiah late in the 8th century and abandoned by Manasseh early in 
the 7th. Also possible is that Amon was killed by other members of the royal 
family in a scramble for the throne. In the end, nothing conclusive can be said 
regarding the circumstances or motives of Amon’s slaying, and the final verdict is 
that of the Deuteronomistic editor who condemns him for his failure to reverse 
the wrongs of his father.

�2.2. An offici An official (NRSV “al (NRSV “governor”)governor”) of the ci of the city of Samaty of Samaria (1 Kgsria (1 Kgs. 22:26 = . 22:26 = 2 Chr. 19:2 Chr.2 Chr. 19:25Chr. 19:25). Amon ap). Amon appears in tpears in the narratihe narrative concernve concerning the pring the prophecy of ophecy of Micaiah asMicaiah as one of tw asas one of as one of two persontwo persons charged s charged with impriwith imprisoning andsoning and guarding  guarding the prophethe prophet during tt during tt during the king’sthe king’s absence a absence at Ramoth-gt Ramoth-gilead.ilead.ilead.

2. An official (NRSV “governor”) of the city of Samaria (1 Kgs. 22:26 = 2 
Chr. 19:25). Amon appears in the narrative concerning the prophecy of Micaiah 
as one of two persons charged with imprisoning and guarding the prophet during 
the king’s absence at Ramoth-gilead.

�3.3. A person  A person listed amolisted among those wng those who returneho returned from exid from exile in Babyle in Babylon under lon under ZerubbabelZeZerubbabelZerubbabel and Jeshu and Jeshua (Neh. 7:a (Neh. 7:59). In th59). In the parallele parallel text in E text in Ezra 2:57 tzra 2:57 the name ishe name is listed wi liste listed witlisted with an alterh an alternate spellnate spelling, Ami (ing, Ami (Heb. Heb. }aœmiî}aœmiî).).).

3. A person listed among those who returned from exile in Babylon under 
Zerubbabel and Jeshua (Neh. 7:59). In the parallel text in Ezra 2:57 the name is 
listed with an alternate spelling, Ami (Heb. }aœmiî).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Cogan aM. Cogan and H. Tadmnd H. Tadmor, or, II Kings.II Kings. AB 11 (Ga AB 11 (Garden City,rden City, 1988), 27 1988 1988), 2751988), 275–76; A. Ma–76; A. Malamat, “Thlamat, “The Historice Historical Backgroal Background of theund of the Assassina Assassination of Amtion of Amtion of Amon,” Amon,” IEJIEJ 3 (1953): 3 (1953): 26–29. 26–29. 26–29.

Bibliography. M. Cogan and H. Tadmor, II Kings. AB 11 (Garden City, 
1988), 275–76; A. Malamat, “The Historical Background of the Assassination of 
Amon,” IEJ 3 (1953): 26–29.
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AMORITESAMORITES (Heb.  (Heb. }eïmoœriî}eïmoœriî)))

AMORITES (Heb. }eïmoœriî)

An ethno-lAn ethno-lingustic tingustic term used term used to render So render Sum. um. mar-tumar-tu and Akk.  and Akk. amurru®.amurru®. The desig The des The designatiodesignation is impren is imprecise, as tcise, as the word Amhe word Amorite was orite was used diffeused differently in rently in different different times and timetimes and times and places. Alplaces. Although attthough attested earlested earlier, the wier, the word made iord made its first sts first significantignificant appearanc appe appearanceappearance during th during the time of e time of the Akkad the Akkad kings (233kings (2334–2154 4–2154 B.C.E.B.C.E.), who des), who described Jebcribed desdescribed described Jebel BishJebel Bishri, in Syrri, in Syria, as theia, as the Amorite m Amorite mountain. Tountain. This does nhis does not mean thot mean that this isat ththat this that this is their his their homeland oromeland or only plac only place of reside of residence; a ceence; a century latentury later Gudea wor Gudea would descriuldwowould descwould describe two sribe two such “Amoriuch “Amorite mountaite mountains,” Jebelns,” Jebel Bishri an Bishri and Jebel Had Jebel Hamrin, NE omrin, NE mrin, NE of SumeNE of Sumer. In the r. In the earlier Ebearlier Ebla texts fla texts from 3rd-mirom 3rd-millennium Sllennium Syria thereyria there is no tra is no trace of Amorce tratrace of Atrace of Amorites ormorites or of the la of the language. A nguage. A place by tplace by the name he name mar-tumar-tu is mentio is mentioned, but tned, butned, but that ibut that is all, ands all, and therefore therefore one must  one must conclude tconclude that the Amhat the Amorites entorites entered the rered the region someegrregion somregion sometime afteetime after 2400. Dur 2400. During the tring the time of theime of the Ur III dy Ur III dynasty (211nasty (2112–2004) in2–2004) in Mesopotam M MesopotamiMesopotamia Amoritesa Amorites appear fo appear for the firsr the first time in t time in numbers. Pnumbers. People in aeople in a wide vari wide variety of traevarivariety ofvariety of trades an trades and occupatid occupations were ions were identified dentified as “Amoritas “Amorites” in admes” in administrativinistrative texts, be te texts, buttexts, but not all o not all of them borf them bore Amorite e Amorite names. Connames. Conversely, oversely, others withthers with Amorite n Amorite n Amorite names are names are not descrinot described as belbed as belonging to onging to any ethnicany ethnic group. Th group. The majoritye majority of these  of these people areppeople arepeople are already i already integrated ntegrated into Mesopinto Mesopotamian sootamian society. Othciety. Other sourceser sources, includin, including later cogincludinincluding including later copilater copies of royaes of royal letters l letters of the Ur of the Ur III kings,III kings, describe  describe a differena different situatiot situatiot situation:situation: hostile A hostile Amorites onmorites on the north the northeastern boeastern borders of trders of the empire,he empire, who conti who continually thrnconticontinuallcontinually threateny threatened the staed the stability of bility of the state.the state. More prec More precisely, theisely, they were idey were identified asntifieideidentifiedidentified as belong as belonging to theing to the Tidnum cl Tidnum clan, and a an, and a line of foline of fortificatiortifications had to ns had to be built abe builbe built agaibuilt against them tnst them that spannehat spanned the Euphd the Euphrates and rates and Tigris rivTigris rivers and raers and ran into then into the Diyala re Di Diyala regDiyala region. Durinion. During the reigg the reign of the ln of the last Ur IIIast Ur III kings the kings these Amoritese Amorites, who stas, who staged their ged stastaged thestaged their raids fir raids from the varom the valleys in tlleys in the easternhe eastern mountains mountains, overran , overran much of thmuch of the northerne ne northern pnorthern part of Sumart of Sumer and werer and were a stronge a strong factor in factor in the event the eventual fall oual fall of the empif the empire. The sure.empiempire. Thempire. The successoe successor states tr states that emergehat emerged from thed from the turmoil w turmoil were governere governed by Amored by Amed by Amorite chAmorite chiefs, who iefs, who did not hidid not hide their ode their origins andrigins and often use often used such titd such titles as “Amles as “Amorite chieori“Am“Amorite c“Amorite chieftain” hieftain” or “king oor “king of the Amnaf the Amnanum tribe”num tribe” as part o as part of their tif their titulature. tulature. By the 19tBy tBy the 19th cthe 19th century theentury the dynasties dynasties ruling Me ruling Mesopotamiansopotamian cities su cities such as Isinch as Isin, Larsa, U, Larsa, Uruk, and BrukUUruk, and Uruk, and Babylon weBabylon were of Amorre of Amorite descenite descent.t.t.

An ethno-lingustic term used to render Sum. mar-tu and Akk. amurru®. The 
designation is imprecise, as the word Amorite was used differently in different 



times and places. Although attested earlier, the word made its first significant 
appearance during the time of the Akkad kings (2334–2154 B.C.E.), who 
described Jebel Bishri, in Syria, as the Amorite mountain. This does not mean 
that this is their homeland or only place of residence; a century later Gudea 
would describe two such “Amorite mountains,” Jebel Bishri and Jebel Hamrin, 
NE of Sumer. In the earlier Ebla texts from 3rd-millennium Syria there is no 
trace of Amorites or of the language. A place by the name mar-tu is mentioned, 
but that is all, and therefore one must conclude that the Amorites entered the 
region sometime after 2400. During the time of the Ur III dynasty (2112–2004) in 
Mesopotamia Amorites appear for the first time in numbers. People in a wide 
variety of trades and occupations were identified as “Amorites” in administrative 
texts, but not all of them bore Amorite names. Conversely, others with Amorite 
names are not described as belonging to any ethnic group. The majority of these 
people are already integrated into Mesopotamian society. Other sources, 
including later copies of royal letters of the Ur III kings, describe a different 
situation: hostile Amorites on the northeastern borders of the empire, who 
continually threatened the stability of the state. More precisely, they were 
identified as belonging to the Tidnum clan, and a line of fortifications had to be 
built against them that spanned the Euphrates and Tigris rivers and ran into the 
Diyala region. During the reign of the last Ur III kings these Amorites, who 
staged their raids from the valleys in the eastern mountains, overran much of the 
northern part of Sumer and were a strong factor in the eventual fall of the 
empire. The successor states that emerged from the turmoil were governed by 
Amorite chiefs, who did not hide their origins and often used such titles as 
“Amorite chieftain” or “king of the Amnanum tribe” as part of their titulature. By 
the 19th century the dynasties ruling Mesopotamian cities such as Isin, Larsa, 
Uruk, and Babylon were of Amorite descent.

�The situatThe situation was soion was somewhat difmewhat different in ferent in Syria and Syria and northern Mnorthern Mesopotamiaesopotamia. Only a h. On. Only a hanOnly a handful of pedful of personal namrsonal names are knoes are known from Urwn from Ur III sourc III sources; most oes; most of them aref them aref them are linguiare linguistically cstically closer to tloser to the old Eblhe old Eblaite languaite language than tage than to Amorite.o Amorite. By the ti By the time of Zimrme of me of Zimri-lof Zimri-lim, king oim, king of Mari (18f Mari (18th centuryth century), all the), all the cities an cities and villagesd villages from the  from the MediterranMediterMediterranMediterranean coast ean coast to the Zagto the Zagros Mountaros Mountains, down ins, down to the Perto the Persian Gulf,sian Gulf, were in t were in t were in the hands the hands of Amoriteof Amorite dynasties dynasties, bordered, bordered by Hurria by Hurrians to the ns to the north and north and other langother langother language glanguage groups in Iroups in Iran. No onran. No one is specie is specifically defically designated bsignated by the geney the generic term Aric term Amorite, almoAAmorite, aAmorite, although molthough more specifire specific tribal dc tribal designationesignations are wells are well attested. attested. In additi In addition to the on toon to the setto the settled popultled population, we ation, we now have tnow have textual eviextual evidence of adence of an Amorite n Amorite nomadic ponomadic ponomadic populationpopulation, viewed i, viewed in ancient n ancient sources disources differently fferently from the sfrom the settled folettled folk, and desk, and designated wiignatdesdesignateddesignated with a sp with a special Amorecial Amorite term, ite term, hana®.hana®. There is  There is abundant eabundant evidence ofvidence of the triba th the tribalthe tribal organizat organization of theion of the Amorites, Amorites, which enc which encompassed bompassed both the seoth the settled and ttled and transhumanttranshumantranshumant populatit population groups.on groups. The triba The tribal structurl structure was fluie was fluid, and oned, and one cannot tr cannot transfer infantrtransfer itransfer informationnformation from one  from one period andperiod and place to  place to another. Ianother. In Syria dun Syria during the 1ring the 18th centur8th118th centu18th century the varry the various clansious clans were subs were subsumed underumed under two large two larger groups, r groups, the Yaminathe Yaminthe Yamina (BeYamina (Beneî-Yaminaneî-Yamina) and the ) and the Sim}al (BeSim}al (Beneî-Sim}alneî-Sim}al), the “so), the “sons of the ns of the Left (NortLeft (North)” and “oh)(Nort(North)” a(North)” and “of thend “of the Right (So Right (South).” Theuth).” The former we former were found pre found primarily irimarily in the HÓabn the HÓabn the HÓabur regHÓabur region, whileion, while the latte the latter were setr were settled and gtled and grazed in trazed in the area arhe area around Mari.ound Mari.

The situation was somewhat different in Syria and northern Mesopotamia. 
Only a handful of personal names are known from Ur III sources; most of them 
are linguistically closer to the old Eblaite language than to Amorite. By the time 
of Zimri-lim, king of Mari (18th century), all the cities and villages from the 
Mediterranean coast to the Zagros Mountains, down to the Persian Gulf, were in 
the hands of Amorite dynasties, bordered by Hurrians to the north and other 
language groups in Iran. No one is specifically designated by the generic term 
Amorite, although more specific tribal designations are well attested. In addition 
to the settled population, we now have textual evidence of an Amorite nomadic 
population, viewed in ancient sources differently from the settled folk, and 
designated with a special Amorite term, hana®. There is abundant evidence of 
the tribal organization of the Amorites, which encompassed both the settled and 
transhumant population groups. The tribal structure was fluid, and one cannot 



transfer information from one period and place to another. In Syria during the 
18th century the various clans were subsumed under two larger groups, the 
Yamina (Beneî-Yamina) and the Sim}al (Beneî-Sim}al), the “sons of the Left 
(North)” and “of the Right (South).” The former were found primarily in the 
HÓabur region, while the latter were settled and grazed in the area around Mari.

�Amorite, cAmorite, classified lassified as West Seas West Semitic, wasmitic, was one of at one of at least thr least three Semiticee Semitic linguisti linguistic stocks tclinguistilinguisticlinguistic stocks th stocks that were usat were used during ed during the 2nd mithe 2nd millennium, llennium, together wtogether with varietith varieties of Akkies varietvarieties varieties of Akkadiaof Akkadian and a din and a different sefferent set of dialet of dialects, possicts, possibly relatebly related to Akkadd to Akkadian, that ian, thian, that were that were the descenthe descendants of 3dants of 3rd-millennrd-millennium Eblaitium Eblaite. Unlike e. Unlike the other the other two, it watwo, it was never wrs wawas never was never written, awritten, and Amoritend Amorite speakers  speakers chose to wchose to write exclurite exclusively in sively in Akkadian. Akkadian. The languaTThe languaThe language is therge is therefore knowefore known from pern from personal namesonal names, loanwors, loanwords in contds in contemporary Aemporarcontcontemporacontemporary Akkadiary Akkadian, as welln, as well as surviv as survivals in latals in later Babyloner Babylonian literaian literary languagry language. The hise. Te. The historThe history of the Ay of the Amorites anmorites and of the Ad of the Amorite lanmorite language is dguage is difficult tifficult to trace afo trace after the 16ter tter the 16th cthe 16th century. Thentury. The words e words mar-tumar-tu and  and amurru®amurru® continued continued to be use to be used in a vard in a variety of waievarvariety ofvariety of ways in t ways in texts, and exts, and a kingdom a kingdom of Amurru of Amurru existed inexisted in western S western Syria, but yria, but it is unclit iit is unclearis unclear what conn what connection, ifection, if any, this any, this has with  has with the Amoritthe Amorites of earles of earlier times.ier times.

Amorite, classified as West Semitic, was one of at least three Semitic 
linguistic stocks that were used during the 2nd millennium, together with 
varieties of Akkadian and a different set of dialects, possibly related to Akkadian, 
that were the descendants of 3rd-millennium Eblaite. Unlike the other two, it 
was never written, and Amorite speakers chose to write exclusively in Akkadian. 
The language is therefore known from personal names, loanwords in 
contemporary Akkadian, as well as survivals in later Babylonian literary language. 
The history of the Amorites and of the Amorite language is difficult to trace after 
the 16th century. The words mar-tu and amurru® continued to be used in a 
variety of ways in texts, and a kingdom of Amurru existed in western Syria, but it 
is unclear what connection, if any, this has with the Amorites of earlier times.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. BuccellG. Buccellati, “Amorati, “Amorites,” ites,” OEANE,OEANE, 1:107–11; 1:107–11; R. M. Whi R. M. Whiting, “Amoting, “ting, “Amorite T“Amorite Tribes and ribes and Nations ofNations of Second-Mi Second-Millennium Wllennium Western Asiestern Asia,” a,” CANE,CANE, 2:1231–42 2:1231– 2:1231–42.2:1231–42.
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AMOSAMOS (Heb.  (Heb. {aœmo®s{aœmo®s), BOOK OF), BOOK OF

AMOS (Heb. {aœmo®s), BOOK OF

A compilatA compilation of speion of speeches, sayeches, sayings, and ings, and vision repvision reports attriorts attributed to tbuted to the career he career of an 8th-of aof an 8th-cenan 8th-century tury B.C.E.B.C.E. prophetic prophetic figure. I figure. It is the et is the earliest ofarliest of the OT bo the OT books that coks that contain theontaccontain thcontain the messagese messages of indivi of individual prophdual prophets, preseets, preserved in anrved in antiquity astiquity as part of t part of the Book ofhe Bhe Book of thBook of the Twelve Me Twelve Minor Prophinor Prophets.ets.

A compilation of speeches, sayings, and vision reports attributed to the career of 
an 8th-century B.C.E. prophetic figure. It is the earliest of the OT books that 
contain the messages of individual prophets, preserved in antiquity as part of the 
Book of the Twelve Minor Prophets.

Amos the PAmos the Prophetrophet

Amos the Prophet

�According According to the scato the scant informant information withition within the bookn the book itself, w itself, which is thhich is the only avae only ave only available available historicalhistorical source, t source, the prophethe prophet Amos was  Amos was a residenta resident of the so of the southern kinuthern kingdom of Jugdkinkingdom ofkingdom of Judah who Judah who prophesie prophesied in the nd in the northern kiorthern kingdom of Ingdom of Israel durisrael during the midng the midng the middle parmiddle part of the 8t of the 8th centuryth century. Amos is . Amos is identifiedidentified as a resi as a resident of Tedent of Tekoa, a vilkoa, a village 10 kmlage 1lage 10 km. (6 10 km. (6 mi.) S of mi.) S of Jerusalem,Jerusalem, on the bo on the boundary of undary of the Judeanthe Judean wildernes wilderness. Amos 1:s. Amos 1:1 describe11:1:1 descri1:1 describes him asbes him as a  a noœqeäd�noœqeäd� (“shepher (“shepherd”), whiled”), while in 7:14 A in 7:14 Amos refersmos refers to himsel to him to himself ashimself as a  a bo®qeärbo®qeär (“herdsma (“herdsman”) and a n”) and a “tender of“tender of sycamore  sycamore fig trees.fig trees.” This com” This com” This combinatiocombination of vocatn of vocational termional terms suggestss suggests that Amos that Amos was eithe was either a seasonr a seasonal worker al workeral worker of worker of varied skivaried skills or poslls or possibly a pesibly a person of sorson of some means wme means who owned sho owned sheep, cattheep, catheep, cattle, ancattle, and land sufd land sufficient toficient to raise syc raise sycamore figsamore figs as cattle as cattle fodder. A fodder. Although Amlthough Amos engagedos enos engaged seengaged self-consciolf-consciously in thusly in the activitye activity of prophe of prophesying, he sying, he explicitlyexplicitly denied th denied the vocatione vocae vocation ovocation of a f a naœb�iî}naœb�iî} (7:14), a (7:14), a professio professional prophenal prophet supportet supported by a culd by a cultic or roytic or rotic or royal shriroyal shrine. He wasne. He was at effort at effort to show t to show that he prohat he prophesied onphesied only by divily by divine compulsne compulsion under iocompulscompulsioncompulsion under ext under extraordinaryraordinary circumsta circumstances (3:8;nces (3:8; 7:15). Th 7:15). That Amos’ mat Amos’ message poressage poessage portrayed portrayed contemporacontemporary religiory religious instituus institutions as ctions as corrupt perorrupt perhaps explahaps explains why a ins why a nonspecialnononspecialnonspecialist such aist such as Amos wass Amos was compelled compelled to perfor to perform the propm the prophetic rolehetic role of a reli of a religious integrelireligious religious intermediaintermediary.ry.

According to the scant information within the book itself, which is the only 
available historical source, the prophet Amos was a resident of the southern 
kingdom of Judah who prophesied in the northern kingdom of Israel during the 
middle part of the 8th century. Amos is identified as a resident of Tekoa, a village 
10 km. (6 mi.) S of Jerusalem, on the boundary of the Judean wilderness. Amos 
1:1 describes him as a noœqeäd�  (“shepherd”), while in 7:14 Amos refers to 
himself as a bo®qeär (“herdsman”) and a “tender of sycamore fig trees.” This 
combination of vocational terms suggests that Amos was either a seasonal 
worker of varied skills or possibly a person of some means who owned sheep, 
cattle, and land sufficient to raise sycamore figs as cattle fodder. Although Amos 
engaged self-consciously in the activity of prophesying, he explicitly denied the 



vocation of a naœb�iî}  (7:14), a professional prophet supported by a cultic or 
royal shrine. He was at effort to show that he prophesied only by divine 
compulsion under extraordinary circumstances (3:8; 7:15). That Amos’ message 
portrayed contemporary religious institutions as corrupt perhaps explains why a 
nonspecialist such as Amos was compelled to perform the prophetic role of a 
religious intermediary.

HistoricalHistorical Setting Setting

Historical Setting

Amos 1:1 pAmos 1:1 places his laces his activity dactivity during the uring the reigns of reigns of Jeroboam IJeroboam II in IsraeI in Israel (786–746l (786–746) and Uzzi) and) and Uzziahand Uzziah in Judah  in Judah (783–742).(783–742). These two These two monarchs  monarchs were able were able to exploitto exploit a period  a period a period of period of relative wrelative weakness ameakness among the reong the regional supgional superpowers oerpowers of Egypt anf Egypt and Assyria,d Assyria, d Assyria, tAssyria, thereby sechereby securing poliuring political stabtical stability and ility and territoriaterritorial expansiol expansion. Controln. Control of the in of the of the intercthe intercontinentalontinental trade rou trade route passingte passing through t through the Transjohe Transjordan regiordan region fueled en fueled economic prcoeeconomic peconomic prosperity rosperity and bureauand bureaucratic expcratic expansion of ansion of Jeroboam’sJeroboam’s monarchic monarchic governmen governm governmentgovernment. Excavati. Excavations of Jerons of Jeroboam’s caoboam’s capital citypital city of Samari of Samaria have yiea have yielded archalded archaeological eoarchaarchaeologarchaeological evideical evidence of urbnce of urban populatan population growthion growth and the d and the developmentevelopment of an eco of an ec of an economic eeconomic elite posselite possessing largssing large houses fe houses furnished wurnished with importith imported luxury ed luxury items. Theitems. The accelerat TheThe acceleThe accelerated redirated redistributionstribution of land,  of land, economic reconomic resources, esources, and socialand social authority authority from a ki fr from a kinfrom a kinship- and ship- and land-basedland-based society t society to the cento the centralized buralized bureaucracy reaucracy of an expaof an expanding statndexpaexpanding expanding state creastate created much oted much of the socif the social upheavaal upheaval that prol that provides the vides the setting fosetting for Amos’ mer Ar Amos’ messAmos’ message. Amos age. Amos is portrayis portrayed as Yahwed as Yahweh’s spokeeh’s spokesperson fosperson for those whr those who were diso wereo were disenwere disenfranchisedfranchised as a resu as a result of rapilt of rapid social cd social change.hange.hange.

Amos 1:1 places his activity during the reigns of Jeroboam II in Israel (786–746) 
and Uzziah in Judah (783–742). These two monarchs were able to exploit a 
period of relative weakness among the regional superpowers of Egypt and 
Assyria, thereby securing political stability and territorial expansion. Control of 
the intercontinental trade route passing through the Transjordan region fueled 
economic prosperity and bureaucratic expansion of Jeroboam’s monarchic 
government. Excavations of Jeroboam’s capital city of Samaria have yielded 
archaeological evidence of urban population growth and the development of an 
economic elite possessing large houses furnished with imported luxury items. 
The accelerated redistribution of land, economic resources, and social authority 
from a kinship- and land-based society to the centralized bureaucracy of an 
expanding state created much of the social upheaval that provides the setting for 
Amos’ message. Amos is portrayed as Yahweh’s spokesperson for those who 
were disenfranchised as a result of rapid social change.

�Amos 1:1 dAmos 1:1 dates Amos’ates Amos’ prophesyi prophesying to “twong to “two years bef years before the eaore the earthquake.”rthquake.” His messa Hi His messagHis message employede employed earthquak earthquake imagery e imagery (8:8; 9:1,(8:8; 9:1, 5, 9) to  5, 9) to describe Ydescribe Yahweh’s imahweh’s imahweh’s impending impending judgment ojudgment of Israel. f Israel. An earthquAn earthquake duringake during the reign the reign of Uzziah of Uzziah was appar was apparently seveeapparapparentlyapparently severe en severe enough to beough to be remembere remembered some thrd some three centuriee centuries later ies later in Zech. 14n Zech. 1n Zech. 14:4-5. Ar14:4-5. Archaeologicchaeological evidencal evidence from thee from the northern  northern Israelite Israelite city of Hacity of Hazor indicazor indicates a sevetesindicaindicates indicates a severe ea severe earthquake arthquake occurred doccurred during the uring the mid-8th cemid-8th century. Amontury. Amos also uses also uses also uses the iuses the image of a mage of a solar eclisolar eclipse (8:9) pse (8:9) to describto describe divine je divine judgment. Tudgment. Two solar ewo solar eclipses caclipeeclipses ceclipses can be datean be dated within Ad within Amos’ presumos’ presumed lifetimed lifetime (784 anme (784 and 763). Amd 763). Amos’ messagos’ messaos’ message pemessage perhaps owesrhaps owes its prese its preservation torvation to the perce the perception amonption among some of g some of his hearerhis hearehis hearers thhearers that he had at he had identifiedidentified a connect a connection betweeion between cosmic dn cosmic disturbanceisturbances of heaves of heaven and eartnheaveheaven andheaven and earth and earth and the socia the social upheavall upheaval of 8th-ce of 8th-century Israntury Israel.el.

Amos 1:1 dates Amos’ prophesying to “two years before the earthquake.” 
His message employed earthquake imagery (8:8; 9:1, 5, 9) to describe Yahweh’s 
impending judgment of Israel. An earthquake during the reign of Uzziah was 
apparently severe enough to be remembered some three centuries later in Zech. 
14:4-5. Archaeological evidence from the northern Israelite city of Hazor 
indicates a severe earthquake occurred during the mid-8th century. Amos also 
uses the image of a solar eclipse (8:9) to describe divine judgment. Two solar 
eclipses can be dated within Amos’ presumed lifetime (784 and 763). Amos’ 
message perhaps owes its preservation to the perception among some of his 
hearers that he had identified a connection between cosmic disturbances of 
heaven and earth and the social upheaval of 8th-century Israel.

ContentsContents

Contents

The supersThe superscription icription in 1:1 veryn 1:1 very briefly d briefly describes tescribes the book ashe book as “the word “the words of Amos s of Amos . . . whic. . . . whic. . . which he saw ch he saw concerning oncerning Israel,” iIsrael,” indicating ndicating the visionthe visionary and reary and revelatory nvelatory nature of Aaturennature of nature of Amos’ messAmos’ message. Amos age. Amos 1:2 functi1:2 functions as a tons as a thesis for hesis for the entirethe entire book. The book. The angry roa a angry roarangry roar of an enr of an enraged Yahweaged Yahweh from hish from his universal universal throne in throne in Jerusalem Jerusalem signals d signals distress anisddistress adistress and destrucnd destruction encomtion encompassing thpassing the entire ce entire created ordreated order, and deer, and demonstratesmonstratesdedemonstratdemonstrates the coses the cosmic dimensmic dimension of Isrion of Israel’s sociael’s social and moral and moral offenseal offenses.s.s.

The superscription in 1:1 very briefly describes the book as “the words of Amos 
. . . which he saw concerning Israel,” indicating the visionary and revelatory 
nature of Amos’ message. Amos 1:2 functions as a thesis for the entire book. The 



angry roar of an enraged Yahweh from his universal throne in Jerusalem signals 
distress and destruction encompassing the entire created order, and 
demonstrates the cosmic dimension of Israel’s social and moral offenses.

�Chs. 1 andChs. 1 and 2 contain 2 contain a unified a unified speech co speech comprised ofmprised of seven hig seven highly stylizhly stylized oraclesed oracled oracles oforacles of judgment  judgment against Isagainst Israel’s neirael’s neighboring sghboring states, contates, concluding wicluding with Judah ath Judah and followend fond followed bfollowed by an eighty an eighth, extendeh, extended oracle od oracle of judgmentf judgment against I against Israel itsesrael itself. Each olf. Each oracle begiracleooracle begoracle begins with tins with the formulahe formula “Thus say “Thus says Yahweh, s Yahweh, ‘For three‘For three transgres transgressions of —sions of —sions of ———, and f———, and for four, Ior four, I will not  will not revoke therevoke the punishmen punishment,’” follot,’” followed by a gwed by a general deseneral deseneral descriptiodescription of the nn of the nation’s ofation’s offense and fense and a declarata declaration of punion of punishment. Tishment. The rhetorihe rhetorical effectcal rhetorirhetoricalrhetorical effect of effect of the first the first seven ora seven oracles is tocles is to emphasize emphasize the concl the concluding judguding judgment againment judgjudgment ajudgment against Isrgainst Israel itselfael itself. Unlike t. Unlike the generalhe general accusatio accusations againstns against their nei their neighbors, Isghborsneineighbors,neighbors, Israel’s  Israel’s crimes arecrimes are spelled o spelled out in a liut in a list of sevest of seven offensesn offenses that are  that are violationsviolatioviolationsviolations of Israel of Israel’s covenan’s covenant traditiot traditions. In a rns. In a reversal ofeversal of Israel’s  Israel’s sacred trasacred traditions ofditions oditions of electioof election and salvn and salvation thatation that is charac is characteristic oteristic of Amos’ mef Amos’ message, Isrssage, Israel’s salvael’s salvation histation hation history dohistory does not exees not exempt them fmpt them from judgmerom judgment, but innt, but instead intestead intensifies thnsifies their punisheir punishment becaumpunishpunishmentpunishment because o because of their unf their unique relatique relationship anionship and responsid responsibility to bility to Yahweh (3:Yahweh (3:1–2).1–(3:(3:1–2).(3:1–2).(3:1–2).

Chs. 1 and 2 contain a unified speech comprised of seven highly stylized 
oracles of judgment against Israel’s neighboring states, concluding with Judah and 
followed by an eighth, extended oracle of judgment against Israel itself. Each 
oracle begins with the formula “Thus says Yahweh, ‘For three transgressions of 
———, and for four, I will not revoke the punishment,’” followed by a general 
description of the nation’s offense and a declaration of punishment. The 
rhetorical effect of the first seven oracles is to emphasize the concluding 
judgment against Israel itself. Unlike the general accusations against their 
neighbors, Israel’s crimes are spelled out in a list of seven offenses that are 
violations of Israel’s covenant traditions. In a reversal of Israel’s sacred traditions 
of election and salvation that is characteristic of Amos’ message, Israel’s salvation 
history does not exempt them from judgment, but instead intensifies their 
punishment because of their unique relationship and responsibility to Yahweh 
(3:1–2).

�Chs. 3—6 eChs. 3—6 employ a vamploy a variety of rriety of rhetorical hetorical devices andevices and speech fd speech forms to deorms to describe Isrscribededescribe Idescribe Israel’s sisrael’s sins and to ns and to announce Yannounce Yahweh’s juahweh’s judgment. Thdgment. The rhetorice rhetorical versatial versatility of thlitversativersatilitversatility of this y of this section insection includes thecludes the use of ri use of riddles (3:3ddles (3:3–8; 6:12),–8; 6:12), a parable a parable (3:12), a (3:12),  (3:12), a (3:12), a taunt (4:1taunt (4:1), satire ), satire (4:4–5), d(4:4–5), doxologies oxologies (4:13; 5:8(4:13; 5:8–9), a fun–9), a funeral lameneral lament (5:1–2),t (5:1–2t (5:1–2), a(5:1–2), and woe orand woe oracles (5:18cles (5:18; 6:1; 6:4; 6:1; 6:4). Amos’ d). Amos’ denunciatioenunciation of Israen of Israel is basedl is based upon the  upo upon the iupon the irony of inrony of increasing screasing social and ocial and economic eeconomic exploitatioxploitation, on the n, on the one hand, one hand, and a heiganand a heigand a heightened deghtened degree of relree of religious actigious activity, on ivity, on the other.the other. Israel’s  Israel’s prosperityprosperity is descri is des is described described in referenin references to “wices to “winter housenter houses,” “summes,” “summer houses,”r houses,” “houses o “houses of ivory,” f ivory,” f ivory,” “givory,” “great housereat houses” (3:15),s” (3:15), and “hous and “houses of hewnes of hewn stones” ( stones” (5:11), whe5:11), where the weare the wealthy live ltweawealthy liwealthy live in leisve in leisure and inure and indulgence (dulgence (6:4–6) at 6:4–6) at the expensthe expense of the de of the disenfranchisenfranchised poor iseddisenfranchdisenfrancdisenfranchised poorhised poor (4:1; 5:1 (4:1; 5:10–12). The0–12). Their myriad ir myriad religious religious practices practices are declarare declared to be aed ted to be abhoto be abhorrent to Yrrent to Yahweh (5:2ahweh (5:21–24) beca1–24) because they suse they serve to inerve to insulate thesulate the wealthy f wealthy from the plrffrom the pfrom the plight of tlight of the poor anhe poor and to mitigd to mitigate the deate the demands of cmands of conscience.onscience. Amos sati Amos satirizes Israrsatisatirizes satirizes Israel’s rIsrael’s religious oeligious observancesbservances as activi as activity that acty that actually inctually increases thereases their transgrir transgir transgresstransgression (4:4–5ion (4:4–5). Though ). Though they love they love to bring sto bring sacrifices,acrifices, tithes, a tithes, and freewilnd freewill offeringl offel offerings,offerings, Israel’s  Israel’s copious recopious religious acligious acts do not ts do not demonstratdemonstrate that thee that they had “rety had “returned” to urne“ret“returned”“returned” to Yahweh to Yahweh (4:6, 8,  (4:6, 8, 9, 10, 11)9, 10, 11). Military. Military conquest  conquest (3:11) and(3:11) and exile (5: exile (5:27; 6:7) d27; 627; 6:7) descr6:7) describe the juibe the judgment to dgment to be visitedbe visited upon Isra upon Israel.el.el.

Chs. 3—6 employ a variety of rhetorical devices and speech forms to 
describe Israel’s sins and to announce Yahweh’s judgment. The rhetorical 
versatility of this section includes the use of riddles (3:3–8; 6:12), a parable 
(3:12), a taunt (4:1), satire (4:4–5), doxologies (4:13; 5:8–9), a funeral lament 
(5:1–2), and woe oracles (5:18; 6:1; 6:4). Amos’ denunciation of Israel is based 
upon the irony of increasing social and economic exploitation, on the one hand, 
and a heightened degree of religious activity, on the other. Israel’s prosperity is 
described in references to “winter houses,” “summer houses,” “houses of 
ivory,” “great houses” (3:15), and “houses of hewn stones” (5:11), where the 
wealthy live in leisure and indulgence (6:4–6) at the expense of the 
disenfranchised poor (4:1; 5:10–12). Their myriad religious practices are declared 
to be abhorrent to Yahweh (5:21–24) because they serve to insulate the wealthy 
from the plight of the poor and to mitigate the demands of conscience. Amos 
satirizes Israel’s religious observances as activity that actually increases their 
transgression (4:4–5). Though they love to bring sacrifices, tithes, and freewill 
offerings, Israel’s copious religious acts do not demonstrate that they had 
“returned” to Yahweh (4:6, 8, 9, 10, 11). Military conquest (3:11) and exile (5:27; 
6:7) describe the judgment to be visited upon Israel.

�Chs. 7—9 cChs. 7—9 contain a sontain a series of reries of reports of eports of five visiofive visions of impens of impending doomnding doom for Israe for Is for Israel. InIsrael. In the first the first two visio two visions (7:1–6)ns (7:1–6), Amos is , Amos is shown threshown threatening imatening images of juages of judgment, fidgmejujudgment, judgment, first by lfirst by locust plagocust plague and theue and then fire. Afn fire. After each vter each vision, Amoision, Amos interceds intercedes for Isres foes for Israelfor Israel and Yahwe and Yahweh reversesh reverses the decis the decision of judion of judgment. Thegment. The third vis third vision of a pion of a plumb line lumpplumb lineplumb line (7:7–9),  (7:7–9), however, ihowever, is followeds followed by a decl by a declaration ofaration of judgment, judgment, with no i with no intercessionteiintercessiintercession and no on and no revocationrevocation of punish of punishment.ment.ment.

Chs. 7—9 contain a series of reports of five visions of impending doom for 
Israel. In the first two visions (7:1–6), Amos is shown threatening images of 
judgment, first by locust plague and then fire. After each vision, Amos intercedes 
for Israel and Yahweh reverses the decision of judgment. The third vision of a 
plumb line (7:7–9), however, is followed by a declaration of judgment, with no 



intercession and no revocation of punishment.

�The visionThe vision reports a reports are interrure interrupted in 7:pted in 7:10–17 by a10–17 by a narrative narrative of Amos’  of Amos’ confrontatconfronconfrontatconfrontation with Aion with Amaziah, prmaziah, priest of thiest of the royal she royal shrine at Berine at Bethel. The thel. The purpose ofpurpose of this narr th this narrathis narrative, whictive, which depicts h depicts the intracthe intractability otability of Israel’sf Israel’s religious religious establish establishment, is tment, is tment, is to explainto explain why Yahwe why Yahweh’s announh’s announced judgmeced judgment will nont will not again bet again be reversed. reversed. Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s Yahweh’s iYahweh’s irrevocablerrevocable judgment  judgment is restateis restated in the fd in the fourth visiourth vision (8:1–3)on (8:1–3) by means  by means of a wordpofof a wordpof a wordplay in Heblay in Hebrew. The vrew. The vision of aision of a basket of basket of summer fr summer fruit uit (qaœyis�)(qaœyis�) is interp is inte is interpreteinterpreted to mean d to mean that the ethat the end nd (qeäs�)(qeäs�) has come  has come to Israel.to Israel.

The vision reports are interrupted in 7:10–17 by a narrative of Amos’ 
confrontation with Amaziah, priest of the royal shrine at Bethel. The purpose of 
this narrative, which depicts the intractability of Israel’s religious establishment, is 
to explain why Yahweh’s announced judgment will not again be reversed. 
Yahweh’s irrevocable judgment is restated in the fourth vision (8:1–3) by means 
of a wordplay in Hebrew. The vision of a basket of summer fruit (qaœyis�)  is 
interpreted to mean that the end (qeäs�)  has come to Israel.

�In the fifIn the fifth vision,th vision, Amos sees Amos sees Yahweh st Yahweh standing by anding by the altar the altar of the temof the temple pronouple pronple pronouncinpronouncing utter ang utter and completed complete destructi destruction for theon for the people an people and the landd the land in langua in language evocatiglangualanguage elanguage evocative ovocative of an earthf an earthquake. Thequake. The vision is vision is followed  followed by an oracby an oracle (9:2–4)le (9:2–4) describin de describingdescribing the compr the comprehensive sehensive scope of Yacope of Yahweh’s deshweh’s destruction atruction and by a find by a final doxolonal doxolonal doxology (doxology (9:5–6) tha9:5–6) that affirms t affirms the justicthe justice of the oe of the omnipotent mnipotent deity who deity who executes sexecutes such judgmeucssuch judgmsuch judgment.ent.ent.

In the fifth vision, Amos sees Yahweh standing by the altar of the temple 
pronouncing utter and complete destruction for the people and the land in 
language evocative of an earthquake. The vision is followed by an oracle (9:2–4) 
describing the comprehensive scope of Yahweh’s destruction and by a final 
doxology (9:5–6) that affirms the justice of the omnipotent deity who executes 
such judgment.

�The final The final section ofsection of the book  the book (9:7–15) s(9:7–15) softens theoftens the oracles o oracles of doom in f doom in the precedthe precthe preceding preceding sections bsections by limitingy limiting the exten the extent of Israet of Israel’s destrul’s destruction. Amoction. Amos 9:8 stats 9:8 states that Yaes thes that Yahwethat Yahweh will noth will not utterly d utterly destroy “thestroy “the house ofe house of Jacob.” A Jacob.” Amos 9:9-10mos 9:9-10 uses the  uses the metaphor ommetaphor ometaphor of a sieve,f a sieve, by which  by which the sinnerthe sinners of Israes of Israel are siftl are sifted out thred out through judgmough judgment while entjudgmjudgment wjudgment while a remhile a remnant remainant remains. Amos 9ns. Amos 9:11-15 is :11-15 is the most hthe most hopeful pasopeful passage in thsage in thsage in the book, the book, with its pwith its promise of romise of a time of a time of restoratiorestoration and salvn and salvation for ation for the peoplethe people of Israel of  of Israel of Israel at some unat some undetermineddetermined future da future date. This fte. This final passainal passage is at sge is at such varianuch variance with thce wce with the dwith the doom of theoom of the rest of t rest of the book thhe book that many coat many conclude thanclude that it was at it was a late addi late addition. The tioaddiaddition. addition. The cosmolThe cosmology of theogy of the book of A book of Amos, howevmos, however, suggeser, suggests that ifts that if divine ju divine judgment is dgjujudgment ijudgment is a correcs a corrective to cotive to corporate inrporate injustice, tjustice, then the exhen the expected respected result would ult would be a restobebe a restobe a restored harmonred harmony once judy once judgment is cgment is completed. ompleted. The promisThe promised restoraed restoration of Amtion of tion of Amos 9:of Amos 9:11-15, wha11-15, whatever its tever its origin andorigin and however s however stark its ctark its contrast wiontrast with the resth the rest of the bt ot of the booof the book, is nevek, is nevertheless crtheless compatible ompatible with the cwith the cosmic dimeosmic dimension of Ansion of Amos’ messamos’ messamos’ message.message.

The final section of the book (9:7–15) softens the oracles of doom in the 
preceding sections by limiting the extent of Israel’s destruction. Amos 9:8 states 
that Yahweh will not utterly destroy “the house of Jacob.” Amos 9:9-10 uses the 
metaphor of a sieve, by which the sinners of Israel are sifted out through 
judgment while a remnant remains. Amos 9:11-15 is the most hopeful passage in 
the book, with its promise of a time of restoration and salvation for the people 
of Israel at some undetermined future date. This final passage is at such variance 
with the doom of the rest of the book that many conclude that it was a late 
addition. The cosmology of the book of Amos, however, suggests that if divine 
judgment is a corrective to corporate injustice, then the expected result would 
be a restored harmony once judgment is completed. The promised restoration 
of Amos 9:11-15, whatever its origin and however stark its contrast with the rest 
of the book, is nevertheless compatible with the cosmic dimension of Amos’ 
message.

CompositioCompositionn

Composition

In additioIn addition to 9:11–n to 9:11–15, other 15, other passages spassages such as theuch as the three dox three doxologies, cologies, certain refertain references toererefreferencesreferences to Judah, to Judah, and some  and some of the oraof the oracles againcles against the natst the nations have ions have also been also been questionedququestionedquestioned as late a as late additions tdditions to an “origo an “original” collinal” collection of ection of Amos materAmos material. Althoial. Although numerough AlthoAlthough nAlthough numerous reumerous reconstructiconstructions of theons of the various l various literary laiterary layers of coyers of composition mposition of the boooof the booof the book have beek have been proposedn proposed, each pro, each proposal is bposal is based upon ased upon a subjectia subjective view ofve view ofve view of what “eof what “earlier” foarlier” forms of therms of the book must book must have been have been like. Rec like. Recent studieent studies have sous have sought to demgsousought to sought to demonstratdemonstrate how the e how the entire conentire content of thtent of the book maye book may be unders be understood withitood witood within thewithin the 8th-centu 8th-century historiry historical contexcal context of the pt of the prophet Amorophet Amos, or as ts, or as the coherenhe coherent work of t coherencoherent wcoherent work of an ork of an editor noteditor not far remov far removed from Amed from Amos’ historos’ historical situaical situation. Whettion. Whetion. Whether orWhether or not one a not one accepts allccepts all of the bo of the book of Amosok of Amos as a prod as a product of theuct of the 8th centu 8th centu 8th century, tcentury, the book inhe book in its prese its present form prnt form presents a cesents a consistencyonsistency of messag of message and a coe and a coherence ofhecocoherence coherence of thoughtof thought from the  from the diverse sadiverse sayings and yings and speech forspeech forms preservms preserved within ed withined within it.within it. The echoe The echoes of the ps of the prophet Amorophet Amos’ overrids’ overriding messaging message of a cree of a created orderated order establish orderorder estaorder established upblished upon the fouon the foundation ofndation of social ju social justice contstice continues to iinues to inspire reanspire readers and rdersreareaders anreaders and reformerd reformers across ts across the millennhe millennia.ia.ia.

In addition to 9:11–15, other passages such as the three doxologies, certain 
references to Judah, and some of the oracles against the nations have also been 
questioned as late additions to an “original” collection of Amos material. 
Although numerous reconstructions of the various literary layers of composition 
of the book have been proposed, each proposal is based upon a subjective view 
of what “earlier” forms of the book must have been like. Recent studies have 
sought to demonstrate how the entire content of the book may be understood 
within the 8th-century historical context of the prophet Amos, or as the 
coherent work of an editor not far removed from Amos’ historical situation. 



Whether or not one accepts all of the book of Amos as a product of the 8th 
century, the book in its present form presents a consistency of message and a 
coherence of thought from the diverse sayings and speech forms preserved 
within it. The echoes of the prophet Amos’ overriding message of a created 
order established upon the foundation of social justice continues to inspire 
readers and reformers across the millennia.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. I. AndeF. I. Andersen and Drsen and D. N. Freed. N. Freedman, man, Amos.Amos. AB 24A (N AB 24A (New York, 1ew Yorew York, 1989York, 1989); J. H. H); J. H. Hayes, ayes, Amos, The Amos, The Eighth-CenEighth-Century Prophtury Prophetet (Nashvill (Nashville, 1988); e, 1988); S. M. PaulS. M. PaS. M. Paul, Paul, Amos.Amos. Herm (Min Herm (Minneapolis, neapolis, 1991); M. 1991); M. Polley, Polley, Amos and tAmos and the Davidiche Davidic Empire Empire (Oxford,  (Oxf (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1989).989).989).

Bibliography. F. I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Amos. AB 24A (New 
York, 1989); J. H. Hayes, Amos, The Eighth-Century Prophet (Nashville, 1988); S. M. 
Paul, Amos. Herm (Minneapolis, 1991); M. Polley, Amos and the Davidic Empire 
(Oxford, 1989).
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AMOZAMOZ (Heb.  (Heb. }aœmo®s�}aœmo®s�)))

AMOZ (Heb. }aœmo®s� )

The fatherThe father of the pr of the prophet Isaiophet Isaiah (2 Kgs.ah (2 Kgs. 19:2; Isa 19:2; Isa. 1:1). Tr. 1:1). Tradition caadition calls him thlls him the brother e brote brother ofbrother of King Amaz King Amaziah of Judiah of Judah and uncah and uncle of Kingle of King Uzziah. Uzziah.

The father of the prophet Isaiah (2 Kgs. 19:2; Isa. 1:1). Tradition calls him the 
brother of King Amaziah of Judah and uncle of King Uzziah.

AMPHIPOLISAMPHIPOLIS (Gk.  (Gk. AmphiípoliAmphiípoliss)))

AMPHIPOLIS (Gk. Amphiípolis)

A MacedoniA Macedonian city onan city on the North the North Aegean co Aegean coast, ca. 4ast, ca. 4—5 km. (2.—5 km. (2.5—3 mi.) i5—3 mi.) inland fromnland fronland from the pfrom the port city oort city of Eion andf Eion and ca. 50 km ca. 50 km. (31 mi.). (31 mi.) WSW from  WSW from Philippi aPhilippi along the Vlong the Via EgnatiaiaVVia EgnatiVia Egnatia. It takea. It takes its names its name (“around- (“around-city”) frocity”) from the Strym the Strymon River,mon River, which cur which curved aroundvedcurcurved arocurved around the teund the terraced citrraced city on threey on three sides. Fo sides. Founded by Tunded by Thracians ahracians and coloniznd colonized by Atheecolonizcolonized colonized by Atheniaby Athenians (437 ns (437 B.C.E.B.C.E.), it even), it eventually feltually fell to the Rl to the Romans (168omans (168), who mad), who ma), who made it thmade it the capital e capital of the firof the first districst district of Macedt of Macedonia.onia.onia.

A Macedonian city on the North Aegean coast, ca. 4—5 km. (2.5—3 mi.) inland 
from the port city of Eion and ca. 50 km. (31 mi.) WSW from Philippi along the 
Via Egnatia. It takes its name (“around-city”) from the Strymon River, which 
curved around the terraced city on three sides. Founded by Thracians and 
colonized by Athenians (437 B.C.E.), it eventually fell to the Romans (168), who 
made it the capital of the first district of Macedonia.

�Luke indicLuke indicates that ates that Paul and SPaul and Silas passeilas passed through d through AmphipolisAmphipolis on their  on their way from Pway froway from Philifrom Philippi to Theppi to Thessalonica ssalonica (Acts 17:1(Acts 17:1).).).

Luke indicates that Paul and Silas passed through Amphipolis on their way 
from Philippi to Thessalonica (Acts 17:1).

Richard S.Richard S. Ascough Ascough
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AMPLIATUSAMPLIATUS (Gk.  (Gk. AmpliAmpli�aétosaétos)))

AMPLIATUS (Gk. Ampli aétos)

A member oA member of the Chrif the Christian commstian community at Runity at Rome whom Pome whom Paul calls aul calls affectionaaffectionately “my btely “mytely “my belove“my beloved in the Ld in the Lord” (Rom.ord” (Rom. 16:8; som 16:8; some Greek MSe Greek MSS read AmpS read Amplias).lias).

A member of the Christian community at Rome whom Paul calls affectionately 
“my beloved in the Lord” (Rom. 16:8; some Greek MSS read Amplias).

AMRAMAMRAM (Heb.  (Heb. {amraœm{amraœm)))

AMRAM (Heb. {amraœm)

�1.1. The grand The grandson of Levson of Levi (Exod. 6i (Exod. 6:16-18) an:16-18) and son (or d son (or “descendan“descendant”) of Koht”) of Kohath; husbaathKohKohath; huKohath; husband of Jsband of Jochebed, hochebed, his father’is father’s sister (s sister (Exod. 6:20Exod. 6:20; 1 Chr. 6; 1 Chr. 6:2-3[MT 5::2-3[MT 5:28–29]). A28–5:5:28–29]).5:28–29]). Amram’s c Amram’s clan, the Alan, the Amramites, mramites, included hincluded his three fis three famous chilamous children: Mosedren: Mosedren: Moses, MirMoses, Miriam, and Aiam, and Aaron (Num.aron (Num. 26:59). A 26:59). As part of s part of the tribe the tribe of Levi, tof Levi, the Amramithe Amramites were aseAmramitAmramites Amramites were assigwere assigned dutiesned duties associate associated with thed with the cult cent cult center of Israer of Israel (Num. 3el (Num. 3:27), incl:233:27), inc3:27), including theluding the treasury  treasury (1 Chr. 26(1 Chr. 26:23-24). T:23-24). The name aphe name appears oftepears often in genean in genealogical lilogeneagenealogicgenealogical lists.al lists.al lists.

1. The grandson of Levi (Exod. 6:16-18) and son (or “descendant”) of 
Kohath; husband of Jochebed, his father’s sister (Exod. 6:20; 1 Chr. 6:2-3[MT 
5:28–29]). Amram’s clan, the Amramites, included his three famous children: 
Moses, Miriam, and Aaron (Num. 26:59). As part of the tribe of Levi, the 
Amramites were assigned duties associated with the cult center of Israel (Num. 
3:27), including the treasury (1 Chr. 26:23-24). The name appears often in 
genealogical lists.

�2.2. The son o The son of Bani. A f Bani. A postexilicpostexilic resident  resident of Jerusalof Jerusalem, he divem, he divorced his orced his non-Judeannon-Judnon-Judeannon-Judean wife duri wife during the refng the reforms of Ezorms of Ezra (Ezra 1ra (Ezra 10:34).0:34).0:34).

2. The son of Bani. A postexilic resident of Jerusalem, he divorced his 



non-Judean wife during the reforms of Ezra (Ezra 10:34).
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AMRAPHELAMRAPHEL (Heb.  (Heb. }amraœp�el}amraœp�el)))

AMRAPHEL (Heb. }amraœp�el )

King of ShKing of Shinar and oinar and one of the ne of the four kingsfour kings from the  from the East who jEast who joined togeoined together underther under Chedorlao underunder Chedunder Chedorlaomer, orlaomer, king of Elking of Elam, to attam, to attack the fiack the five kings ive kings in the Deadn the Dead Sea Valle Sea Valley (Gen. 14y (y (Gen. 14:1(Gen. 14:1, 9). This, 9). This coalition coalition plundered plundered Sodom and Sodom and Gomorrah  Gomorrah before takbefore taking Abrahaing Abrahing Abraham’s Abraham’s nephew Lotnephew Lot captive.  captive. Abraham gaAbraham gathered togthered together a foether a force that drce that defeated thefeated ddefeated tdefeated the coalitihe coalition and reson and rescued Lot acued Lot and the othnd the other captiveer captives.s.s.

King of Shinar and one of the four kings from the East who joined together 
under Chedorlaomer, king of Elam, to attack the five kings in the Dead Sea Valley 
(Gen. 14:1, 9). This coalition plundered Sodom and Gomorrah before taking 
Abraham’s nephew Lot captive. Abraham gathered together a force that 
defeated the coalition and rescued Lot and the other captives.

�Shinar, whShinar, where Amraphere Amraphel residedel resided, was late, was later identifir identified in the ed in the OT with BaOT with Babylon (Isabylon (bylon (Isa. 11:1(Isa. 11:11; Dan. 1:1; Dan. 1:2; Zech. 52; Zech. 5:11), whil:11), while the Targe the Targums and 1Qums and 1QapGen 21:2apGen 21:23 rendered3 rendered3 rendered irendered it as Babelt as Babel. Amraphel. Amraphel was once  was once identifiedidentified with the  with the BabylonianBabylonian king Hamm king Hamm king Hammurabi,Hammurabi, under the under the assumptio assumption that Amrn that Amraphel reflaphel reflected an iected an inaccurate naccurate Hebrew renHebrew Hebrew renHebrew rendering of dering of a variant a variant of the cunof the cuneiform nameiform name. If corre. If correct, this ect, this would histwould historically sorhisthistoricalhistorically situately situate Abraham b Abraham between 172etween 1728 and 16868 and 1686  B.C.E.B.C.E. No docume No documentation, hntation, however, exowhhowever, ehowever, exists thatxists that Hammurabi Hammurabi ever camp ever campaigned in aigned in Palestine.Palestine. Others us Others use the Akkae the Akke the Akkadian “Akkadian “ChedorlaomChedorlaomer texts,”er texts,” the so-ca the so-called Spartlled Spartoli Tabletoli Tablets, to equas, to equate Amraphete Amraphte Amraphel wAmraphel with Mardukith Marduk-apaliddin-apaliddina II (Meroa II (Merodach-baladdach-baladan), chiefan), chief of the Ch of the Chaldean trialdean tribe of btritribe of tribe of Biît-yakinBiît-yakin, who twic, who twice seized te seized the Babylonhe Babylonian throneian throne from Assy from Assyria (722–7ria (722–710 and 7031(722–7(722–710 a(722–710 and 703). Tnd 703). These theorhese theories remainies remain philogica philogically unconvlly unconvincing, alincing, although thethough the geographi g geographicgeographical detailsal details and possi and possible Akkadible Akkadian influenan influences supporces support the basit the basic credibilc credibility of theity oity of the narof the narrative. Morative. Most likely,st likely, Amraphel  Amraphel was a membwas a member of a coer of a coalition ofalition of minor fig minor figures, whomurefigfigures, wfigures, whom Abrahahom Abraham could rom could rout with nout with no more than more than 318 warri 318 warriors.ors.ors.

Shinar, where Amraphel resided, was later identified in the OT with Babylon 
(Isa. 11:11; Dan. 1:2; Zech. 5:11), while the Targums and 1QapGen 21:23 
rendered it as Babel. Amraphel was once identified with the Babylonian king 
Hammurabi, under the assumption that Amraphel reflected an inaccurate 
Hebrew rendering of a variant of the cuneiform name. If correct, this would 
historically situate Abraham between 1728 and 1686 B.C.E. No documentation, 
however, exists that Hammurabi ever campaigned in Palestine. Others use the 
Akkadian “Chedorlaomer texts,” the so-called Spartoli Tablets, to equate 
Amraphel with Marduk-apaliddina II (Merodach-baladan), chief of the Chaldean 
tribe of Biît-yakin, who twice seized the Babylonian throne from Assyria 
(722–710 and 703). These theories remain philogically unconvincing, although the 
geographical details and possible Akkadian influences support the basic credibility 
of the narrative. Most likely, Amraphel was a member of a coalition of minor 
figures, whom Abraham could rout with no more than 318 warriors.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. C. AstoM. C. Astour, “Politur, “Political and Cical and Cosmic Symbosmic Symbolism in Golism in Genesis 14 enesis 14enesis 14 and in 14 and in its Babyloits Babylonian Sourcnian Sources,” in es,” in Biblical MBiblical Motifs,otifs, ed. A. Al ed. A. Altmann (Camtmann (Cambridge, Mabridge, Mabridge, Mass., 196Mass., 1966), 65–1126), 65–112...

Bibliography. M. C. Astour, “Political and Cosmic Symbolism in Genesis 
14 and in its Babylonian Sources,” in Biblical Motifs, ed. A. Altmann (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1966), 65–112.
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AMULETAMULETAMULET

AMULET

Charms worCharms worn to provin to provide supernade supernatural prottural protection agaection against sickninst sickness, accidess, accidents, cursents, curses, and evecurscurses, ancurses, and evil spid evil spirits, and rits, and to assure to assure physical aphysical and materiand material well-beil well-being. Amuletng. Amulets were mads wers were made were made from semipfrom semiprecious strecious stones, gemsones, gems, beads, p, beads, precious merecious metals, and tals, and perishableperishableperishableperishable materials materials, and many, and many were insc were inscribed withribed with religious religious symbols o symbols or magical r magical incantatioincincantatioincantations (cf. Zens (cf. Zech. 14:20;ch. 14:20; Rev. 2:17 Rev. 2:17). Miniatu). Miniature images re images of gods orof gods or goddesses goddesses were also we were also were also used as amused as amulets (cf.ulets (cf. Gen. 35:4 Gen. 35:4). Amulets). Amulets were perv were pervasive throasive throughout theughout the ancient N thethe ancienthe ancient Near East Near East, and numt, and numerous examerous examples have ples have been discobeen discovered: sunvered: sun disks, cr disks, cr disks, crescent mcrescent moons, ankhoons, ankhs, and Asts, and Astarte figurarte figurines. Isaiines. Isaiah condemnah condemns the wears the wearing of amuing of amulets and slamuamulets anamulets and similar d similar magical pamagical paraphernaliraphernalia (Isa. 3:a (Isa. 3:18-21; cf.18-21; cf. Exod. 32: Exod. 32:3-4; Judg.3-4; Judg. 8:21, 26; 8:21,  8:21, 26; 8:21, 26; 2 Macc. 122 Macc. 12:40).:40).:40).

Charms worn to provide supernatural protection against sickness, accidents, 
curses, and evil spirits, and to assure physical and material well-being. Amulets 
were made from semiprecious stones, gems, beads, precious metals, and 
perishable materials, and many were inscribed with religious symbols or magical 
incantations (cf. Zech. 14:20; Rev. 2:17). Miniature images of gods or goddesses 
were also used as amulets (cf. Gen. 35:4). Amulets were pervasive throughout 
the ancient Near East, and numerous examples have been discovered: sun disks, 
crescent moons, ankhs, and Astarte figurines. Isaiah condemns the wearing of 
amulets and similar magical paraphernalia (Isa. 3:18-21; cf. Exod. 32:3-4; Judg. 
8:21, 26; 2 Macc. 12:40).
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AMZIAMZI (Heb.  (Heb. }ams�iî}ams�iî)))

AMZI (Heb. }ams�iî )

�1.1. A Levite  A Levite of the famof the family of Merily of Merari; the sari; the son of Banion of Bani and an an and an ancestor of cestor of Ethan (1 CEthan (Ethan (1 Chr. 6:(1 Chr. 6:46[MT 31])46[MT 31])...

1. A Levite of the family of Merari; the son of Bani and an ancestor of Ethan 
(1 Chr. 6:46[MT 31]).

�2.2. A priest, A priest, the son o the son of Zechariaf Zechariah and an ah and an ancestor ofncestor of Adaiah (N Adaiah (Neh. 11:12)eh. 11:12)..

2. A priest, the son of Zechariah and an ancestor of Adaiah (Neh. 11:12).

ANABANAB (Heb.  (Heb. {a�nab�{a�nab�)))

ANAB (Heb. {a�nab� )

One of theOne of the cities in cities in the hill  the hill country ofcountry of Judah whe Judah where Joshua re Joshua defeated tdefeated the Anakim he Anakim (Josh. 11:(Jo(Josh. 11:(Josh. 11:21; 15:50)21; 15:50). It has b. It has been identieen identified with fied with Khirbet Khirbet {Ana®b es�{Ana®b es�-S�eghiîre-S�eghiîrehhes�-S�eghiîrees�-S�eghies�-S�eghiîrehîreh (145091), (145091), ca. 5 km. ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) W (3 mi.) W of Debir. of Debir.

One of the cities in the hill country of Judah where Joshua defeated the Anakim 
(Josh. 11:21; 15:50). It has been identified with Khirbet {Ana®b 
es�-S�eghiîreh  (145091), ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) W of Debir.

ANAHANAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�na®{a�na®)))

ANAH (Heb. {a�na® )

�1.1. The son o The son of Zibeon tf Zibeon the Horite;he Horite; father of father of Oholibama Oholibamah the wifeh the wife of Esau ( of Esau (Gen. 36:2,Gen((Gen. 36:2(Gen. 36:2, 14, 18; , 14, 18; 1 Chr. 1:41 Chr. 1:40). Accord0). According to Gening to Gen. 36:24 he. 36:24 he discovere discovered the hot d the hot springs inspsprings insprings in the wilde the wilderness.rness.rness.

1. The son of Zibeon the Horite; father of Oholibamah the wife of Esau 
(Gen. 36:2, 14, 18; 1 Chr. 1:40). According to Gen. 36:24 he discovered the hot 
springs in the wilderness.

�2.2. The fourt The fourth son of Sh son of Seir the Hoeir the Horite (Gen.rite (Gen. 36:20, 29 36:20, 29; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 1:38, 41). :38, 41). Textual diTextuaTextual diTextual difficultiesfficulties make the  make the relationshrelationship betweenip between Anah  Anah 1 1 and and 2 2 highly unchighly uncertain.ertain.

2. The fourth son of Seir the Horite (Gen. 36:20, 29; 1 Chr. 1:38, 41). 
Textual difficulties make the relationship between Anah 1 and 2 highly uncertain.

ANAHARATHANAHARATH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�naœh�a�}a�naœh�a�raœt�raœt�)))

ANAHARATH (Heb. }a�naœh�a�raœt� )

A city in A city in the valleythe valley of Jezree of Jezreel assignedl assigned to Issach to Issachar (Josh. ar (Josh. 19:19). Li19:19). Listed amongsted among the towns the to the towns capttowns captured by Thured by Thutmose IIIutmose III, it has b, it has been identieen identified with fied with Tell el-MuTell el-Mukharkhash/kharkhash/Tel RekhesTeel-Mukharkhash/el-Mukharkel-Mukharkhash/Tel Rhash/Tel Rekhesh (19ekhesh (194228), 7 k4228), 7 km. (4 mi.)m. (4 mi.) SE of Mt. SE of Mt. Tabor. Tabor.

A city in the valley of Jezreel assigned to Issachar (Josh. 19:19). Listed among the 
towns captured by Thutmose III, it has been identified with Tell 
el-Mukharkhash/Tel Rekhesh (194228), 7 km. (4 mi.) SE of Mt. Tabor.

ANAIAHANAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�naœya®{a�naœya®)))

ANAIAH (Heb. {a�naœya® )

�1.1. One of th One of the six men e six men (probably (probably priests) wpriests) who stood aho stood at Ezra’s rt Ezra’s right hand ight hand when he rewhenwhen he rewhen he read to the ad to the people fropeople from the bookm the book of the la of the law (Neh. 8:w (Neh. 8:4).4).4).

1. One of the six men (probably priests) who stood at Ezra’s right hand 
when he read to the people from the book of the law (Neh. 8:4).

�2.2. A chief w A chief who, on behho, on behalf of hisalf of his people, s people, set his seaet his seal to the rl to the renewed covenewed covenant undeenant uenant under Neheunder Nehemiah (Neh.miah (Neh. 10:22[MT  10:22[MT 23]). He m23]). He may be the ay be the same as same as 1 1 above.above.

2. A chief who, on behalf of his people, set his seal to the renewed covenant 
under Nehemiah (Neh. 10:22[MT 23]). He may be the same as 1 above.

ANAKANAK (Heb.  (Heb. {a�naœq{a�naœq)))

ANAK (Heb. {a�naœq )

The son ofThe son of Arba and  Arba and ancestor oancestor of Ahiman, f Ahiman, Sheshai, aSheshai, and Talmai nd Talmai (Num. 13:2(Num. 13:22; Josh. 12; Josh. 12; Josh. 15:13-14; 15:13-14; 21:11; Jud21:11; Judg. 1:20). g. 1:20). The name iThe name is also taks also taken as a tren as a tribal desigibal designation equnation equivalent toivalenequequivalentequivalent to the An to the Anakim, regaakim, regarded as thrded as the descendae descendants of Anants of Anak.k.

The son of Arba and ancestor of Ahiman, Sheshai, and Talmai (Num. 13:22; Josh. 
15:13-14; 21:11; Judg. 1:20). The name is also taken as a tribal designation 
equivalent to the Anakim, regarded as the descendants of Anak.

ANAKIMANAKIM (Heb.  (Heb. {a�naœqiîm{a�naœqiîm)))

ANAKIM (Heb. {a�naœqiîm )

DescendantDescendants of Anak s of Anak (Num. 13:2(Num. 13:22) who liv2) who lived in the ed in the southern psouthern part of Canart of Canaan, especaan, espeaan, especiallyespecially in the ci in the city of Hebrty of Hebron. The oron. The original namiginal name of Hebroe of Hebron was Kirin was Kiriath-arba, ath-arba, named aftenamnamed aftenamed after its founr its founder Arba, der Arba, the forefathe forefather of Anther of Anak (Josh. ak (Josh. 15:13) and15:13) and the great the greatest of theestgreatgreatest ogreatest of the Anakf the Anakim (14:15)im (14:15)...

Descendants of Anak (Num. 13:22) who lived in the southern part of Canaan, 
especially in the city of Hebron. The original name of Hebron was Kiriath-arba, 
named after its founder Arba, the forefather of Anak (Josh. 15:13) and the 
greatest of the Anakim (14:15).



�DescendantDescendants of the Ns of the Nephilim (Nephilim (Num. 13:32-um. 13:32-33), the A33), the Anakim werenakim were a tall pe a tall people (cf. oplepepeople (cfpeople (cf. Heb. . Heb. {a�naœq,{a�naœq, “long-nec “long-necked” or “gked” or “giant”), toiant”), to whom were whom were compared  compared the Rephaitthe Rephaithe Rephaim in Ammonm in Ammon (whom the (whom the Ammonites Ammonites called Za called Zamzummites;mzummites; Deut. 2:2 Deut. 2:20-21) and 0-22:22:20-21) a2:20-21) and the Emind the Emim in Moab m in Moab (v. 10). A(v. 10). Anakim may nakim may be a generbe a generic term usic term used in the ed in the ed in the OT to the OT to describe tdescribe the imposinhe imposing height og height of all the f all the original ioriginal inhabitantsnhabitants of Canaan of Canaan, rather t, ra, rather tharather than a propern a proper name for  name for a particula particular nation ar nation or tribe (or tribe (cf. Amos 2cf. Amos 2:9). When :9). When Moses sentMMoses sentMoses sent the 12 sp the 12 spies to expies to explore the llore the land of Canand of Canaan, 10 ofaan, 10 of them brou them brought back aght back a pessimist aa pessimisa pessimistic reporttic report, declarin, declaring that theg that they were tery were terrified by rified by the size othe size of the inhaf the inhabitants ofbitantinhainhabitantinhabitants of Canaas of Canaan (Num. 13n (Num. 13:32-33).:32-33).:32-33).

Descendants of the Nephilim (Num. 13:32-33), the Anakim were a tall 
people (cf. Heb. {a�naœq,  “long-necked” or “giant”), to whom were compared 
the Rephaim in Ammon (whom the Ammonites called Zamzummites; Deut. 
2:20-21) and the Emim in Moab (v. 10). Anakim may be a generic term used in 
the OT to describe the imposing height of all the original inhabitants of Canaan, 
rather than a proper name for a particular nation or tribe (cf. Amos 2:9). When 
Moses sent the 12 spies to explore the land of Canaan, 10 of them brought back 
a pessimistic report, declaring that they were terrified by the size of the 
inhabitants of Canaan (Num. 13:32-33).

�Despite thDespite their size, eir size, the Anakimthe Anakim were conq were conquered by Juered by Joshua and oshua and driven frodriven from the landm them the land. the land. Only a smaOnly a small remnantll remnant survived, survived, finding r finding refuge in tefuge in the Philisthe Philistine citiesine cities of Gaza,  of Gaz of Gaza, GathGaza, Gath, and Ashd, and Ashdod (Josh. od (Josh. 11:21-22).11:21-22). When Cale When Caleb conquereb conquered Hebron, d Hebron, the strongthe strthe strongholdstronghold of the An of the Anakim, he dakim, he drove out trove out their threeheir three clans, Ah clans, Ahiman, Shesiman, Sheshai, and Thai, and Talmai (NumalTTalmai (NuTalmai (Num. 13:22; m. 13:22; Josh. 15:1Josh. 15:14).4).4).

Despite their size, the Anakim were conquered by Joshua and driven from 
the land. Only a small remnant survived, finding refuge in the Philistine cities of 
Gaza, Gath, and Ashdod (Josh. 11:21-22). When Caleb conquered Hebron, the 
stronghold of the Anakim, he drove out their three clans, Ahiman, Sheshai, and 
Talmai (Num. 13:22; Josh. 15:14).

Claude F. Claude F. MariottiniMariottini

Claude F. Mariottini

ANAMIMANAMIM (Heb.  (Heb. {a�naœmiîm{a�naœmiîm)))

ANAMIM (Heb. {a�naœmiîm )

DescendantDescendants of Egypts of Egypt (Gen. 10: (Gen. 10:13; 1 Chr.13; 1 Chr. 1:11), va 1:11), variously coriously considered tnsidered to be the Ko be the Kenemites (eKKenemites Kenemites (of the Kn(of the Knmt oasis Wmt oasis W of Egypt) of Egypt), Cyrenian, Cyrenians, or inhas, or inhabitants ofbitants of the Nile  the Nile Delta.DDelta.Delta.

Descendants of Egypt (Gen. 10:13; 1 Chr. 1:11), variously considered to be the 
Kenemites (of the Knmt oasis W of Egypt), Cyrenians, or inhabitants of the Nile 
Delta.

ANAMMELECHANAMMELECH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�nammele{a�nammelek�k�)))

ANAMMELECH (Heb. {a�nammelek� )

A SepharviA Sepharvite deity tte deity to whom chio whom children wereldren were sacrifice sacrificed (2 Kgs. d (2 Kgs. 17:31). Id17:31). Identificatientification is unceon ion is uncertais uncertain, possibin, possibly the Mesly the Mesopotamian opotamian Anu or SyrAnu or Syrian Anath.ian Anath.

A Sepharvite deity to whom children were sacrificed (2 Kgs. 17:31). Identification 
is uncertain, possibly the Mesopotamian Anu or Syrian Anath.

ANANANAN (Heb.  (Heb. {aœnaœn{aœnaœn)))

ANAN (Heb. {aœnaœn)

One of theOne of the chiefs se chiefs setting his tting his seal to thseal to the renewed e renewed covenant ucovenant under Nehemnder Nehemiah (Neh. iah (Neh.iah (Neh. 10:2(Neh. 10:26).6).

One of the chiefs setting his seal to the renewed covenant under Nehemiah 
(Neh. 10:26).

ANANIANANI (Heb.  (Heb. {a�naœniî{a�naœniî)))

ANANI (Heb. {a�naœniî )

One of theOne of the seven son seven sons of Elioes of Elioenai, a posnai, a postexilic detexilic descendant oscendant of David (1f David (1 Chr. 3:24 Chr. 3:24).).

One of the seven sons of Elioenai, a postexilic descendant of David (1 Chr. 3:24).

ANANIAHANANIAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�nanya®{a�nanya®) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ANANIAH (Heb. {a�nanya® ) (PERSON)

The fatherThe father of Maasei of Maaseiah, whose ah, whose son Azariason Azariah assistedh assisted in rebuil in rebuilding the wding the walls of Jealls of Jerusalem (NrusaJeJerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 3:23(Neh. 3:23).).

The father of Maaseiah, whose son Azariah assisted in rebuilding the walls of 
Jerusalem (Neh. 3:23).

ANANIAHANANIAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�nanya®{a�nanya®) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ANANIAH (Heb. {a�nanya® ) (PLACE)

A town whiA town which the Bench the Benjaminites jaminites resettled resettled after the after the Exile (NehExile (Neh. 11:32), . 11:32), perhaps perhaps el-{Azariîel-el-{Azariîel-{Azariîyehyeh (biblical (biblical Bethany;  Bethany; 174131), c174131), ca. 3 km. (a. 3 km. (2 mi.) E o2 mi.) E of Jerusalef Jerusalem.m.

A town which the Benjaminites resettled after the Exile (Neh. 11:32), perhaps 
el-{Azariîyeh (biblical Bethany; 174131), ca. 3 km. (2 mi.) E of Jerusalem.



ANANIASANANIAS (Gk.  (Gk. HananiíasHananiías)))

ANANIAS (Gk. Hananiías)

�1.1. A member  A member of the earof the early Christily Christian communian community in Jeruty in Jerusalem, thesalem, the husband o husband of Sapphiraf Sf Sapphira (Sapphira (Acts 5:1-1Acts 5:1-10). Anania0). Ananias and his s and his wife held wife held back some back some of the proof the proceeds of tceeds of the sale ofhetthe sale othe sale of their laf their land, givingnd, giving to the co to the community onmmunity only a portily a portion. Peter on. Peter interpretsinterprets this as l this  this as lythis as lying to theing to the apostolic apostolic leadershi leadership, the Holp, the Holy Spirit, y Spirit, and God. Cand God. Consequentlonsequently, both Any, boy, both Ananiboth Ananias and Sapas and Sapphira diedphira died, apparent, apparently as enacly as enactment of Gtment of God’s judgmod’s judgment. The eent. The eent. The exact natuexact nature of theire of their sin is nr sin is not made clot made clear (e.g.,ear (e.g., the text  the text does not sdoes not say whetheray whether they expl the they explithey explicitly claicitly claimed to be med to be giving thegiving the entire pr entire proceeds of oceeds of the sale).the sale). Confirmat Confirmation from 1ion frion from 1 Corfrom 1 Cor. 5:1-8 th. 5:1-8 that such seat such serious pronrious pronouncementsouncements were occa were occasionally msionally made againsade againade against siagainst sinful communful community membenity members allows rs allows for the pofor the possibility ssibility that the Athat the Ananias stonanias story is rootry stostory is rstory is rooted in eooted in early Jerusarly Jerusalem commualem community tradinity traditions and tions and may have amay have a historica historical kernel.l kl kernel.kernel.kernel.

1. A member of the early Christian community in Jerusalem, the husband of 
Sapphira (Acts 5:1-10). Ananias and his wife held back some of the proceeds of 
the sale of their land, giving to the community only a portion. Peter interprets 
this as lying to the apostolic leadership, the Holy Spirit, and God. Consequently, 
both Ananias and Sapphira died, apparently as enactment of God’s judgment. The 
exact nature of their sin is not made clear (e.g., the text does not say whether 
they explicitly claimed to be giving the entire proceeds of the sale). Confirmation 
from 1 Cor. 5:1-8 that such serious pronouncements were occasionally made 
against sinful community members allows for the possibility that the Ananias 
story is rooted in early Jerusalem community traditions and may have a historical 
kernel.

�2.2. A discipl A disciple in Damase in Damascus who plcus who played a rolayed a role in the ce in the call/converall/conversion of Sasion of Saul/Paul (Aul/PauSaSaul/Paul Saul/Paul (Acts 9:10(Acts 9:10-18; 22:12-18; 22:12-16). Anan-16). Ananias receivias receives a visioes a vision to go ton to go to Saul, now Saul, now blind in  blin blind in Dblind in Damascus, aamascus, and lay hannd lay hands on him ds on him that he mithat he might receivght receive his sighe his sight. Ananiast. Ananias protests, pr protests, protests, given Saulgiven Saul’s reputat’s reputation as a pion as a persecutor ersecutor of the Chuof the Church. Throurch. Through the recgh the recounting ofourecrecountingrecounting of the vi of the vision to Ansion to Ananias, theanias, the reader le reader learns that arns that Saul is toSaul is to be God’s  be God’s instrumentinstrinstrumentinstrument to bring  to bring God’s nameGod’s name before Je before Jews and Genws and Gentiles (Acttiles (Acts 9:15). Ps 9:15). Paul’s accoaul’s account of thiuaccoaccount ofaccount of this even this event, throught, through his speec his speech of Acts h of Acts 22, essent22, essentially compially complements Aclements Acts 9. It stsAcActs 9. ItActs 9. It seems unl seems unlikely thatikely that Luke woul Luke would have madd have made up this e up this character,character, given the given the negative  ne negative anegative associationssociation of the na of the name with otme with other characher characters in Acters in Acts.ts.ts.

2. A disciple in Damascus who played a role in the call/conversion of 
Saul/Paul (Acts 9:10-18; 22:12-16). Ananias receives a vision to go to Saul, now 
blind in Damascus, and lay hands on him that he might receive his sight. Ananias 
protests, given Saul’s reputation as a persecutor of the Church. Through the 
recounting of the vision to Ananias, the reader learns that Saul is to be God’s 
instrument to bring God’s name before Jews and Gentiles (Acts 9:15). Paul’s 
account of this event, through his speech of Acts 22, essentially complements 
Acts 9. It seems unlikely that Luke would have made up this character, given the 
negative association of the name with other characters in Acts.

�3.3. The 21st  The 21st Jewish higJewish high priest, h priest, appointed appointed by Herod Aby Herod Agrippa II,grippa II, and rulin and ruling ca. 47–5g ca. 4g ca. 47–58 47–58 C.E.C.E. He was ki He was killed by Jelled by Jewish rebelwish rebels in 66 fos in 66 for pro-Romar pro-Roman leaningsn leanings. Ananias . Ananias appears inapappears inappears in Acts as t Acts as the priest he priest before whobefore whom Paul wasm Paul was brought ( brought (Acts 23:2-Acts 23:2-5) and who5) and who5) and who personwho personally superally supervised the vised the case againcase against Paul best Paul before the Rfore the Roman goveroman governor Felix nor Felix (24:1).((24:1).(24:1).(24:1).

3. The 21st Jewish high priest, appointed by Herod Agrippa II, and ruling ca. 
47–58 C.E. He was killed by Jewish rebels in 66 for pro-Roman leanings. Ananias 
appears in Acts as the priest before whom Paul was brought (Acts 23:2-5) and 
who personally supervised the case against Paul before the Roman governor Felix 
(24:1).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. LüdemanG. Lüdemann, n, Early ChriEarly Christianity Astianity According tccording to the Trado the Traditions in itions in ActsActActsActs (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1989)lis, 1989)...

Bibliography. G. Lüdemann, Early Christianity According to the Traditions in 
Acts (Minneapolis, 1989).

J. BradleyJ. Bradley Chance Chance

J. Bradley Chance

ANATANAT (Heb.  (Heb. {a�naœt�{a�naœt�)))

ANAT (Heb. {a�naœt� )

A NorthwesA Northwest Semitic t Semitic goddess ofgoddess of war. Anat war. Anat is portra is portrayed unambiyed unambiguously inguously in the Ugari the Ugar the Ugaritic tUgaritic texts wieldexts wielding bow aning bow and sword agd sword against bothainst both human and human and supernatu supernatural enemieral enemral enemies, aenemies, and is evennd is even described described as joyous as joyously wading ly wading through ththrough the blood ofe blood of slain war slain warriors. Schriwarwarriors. warriors. Scholars aScholars agree that gree that she plays she plays a supportia supportive role inve role in her broth her brother Baal’s er Baal’s quest for quesquest for quest for a palace aa palace and the kinnd the kingship thatgship that a royal r a royal residence iesidence implies. Thmplies. The consensue consensus view thas vis view that view that Anat is poAnat is portrayed atrtrayed at Ugarit as Ugarit as a sexuall a sexually active “y active “fertility-fertility-goddess” agoddess” and consortnd connd consort ofconsort of her broth her brother Baal haer Baal has been recs been recently chalently challenged. Thlenged. The challenge challengers claim ers claim that no teththat no tethat no text unambigxt unambiguously refuously refers to Anaers to Anat having it having intercoursentercourse or bearin or bearing childreng children, and impu, a, and impugnand impugn the notio the notion that alln that all female de female deities are ities are sexually asexually active and ctive and reproductireproductive fertilive fve fertility fertility goddesses.goddesses.

A Northwest Semitic goddess of war. Anat is portrayed unambiguously in the 
Ugaritic texts wielding bow and sword against both human and supernatural 
enemies, and is even described as joyously wading through the blood of slain 
warriors. Scholars agree that she plays a supportive role in her brother Baal’s 
quest for a palace and the kingship that a royal residence implies. The consensus 
view that Anat is portrayed at Ugarit as a sexually active “fertility-goddess” and 
consort of her brother Baal has been recently challenged. The challengers claim 
that no text unambiguously refers to Anat having intercourse or bearing children, 



and impugn the notion that all female deities are sexually active and reproductive 
fertility goddesses.

�Anat the gAnat the goddess is oddess is nowhere clnowhere clearly mentearly mentioned in tioned in the OT, thohe OT, though her naugh her name may appme mme may appearmay appear as a comp as a component of tonent of the proper he proper name Shamgname Shamgar ben Anaar ben Anath (e.g., th (e.g., Judg. 3:31Judg. 3:3Judg. 3:31) and 3:31) and the place the place name Beth-name Beth-anath (Josanath (Josh. 19:38; h. 19:38; Judg. 1:33Judg. 1:33). On the ). On the basis of cbasis of conjecturalonjecconjecturaconjectural emendatil emendation, proposon, proposals have bals have been made teen made to read a ro read a reference teference to the goddo the godo the goddess ingoddess in Exod. 32: Exod. 32:18; Hos. 118; Hos. 14:8(MT 9).4:8(MT 9). Several s Several scholars hacholars have suggestve suggested that thed that the “Queen oe ththe “Queenthe “Queen of Heaven of Heaven” in Jer. ” in Jer. 7:18; 44:17:18; 44:17 is Anat,7 is Anat, and one h and one has understas understood Job 31ood Job 31:1 as refe:3131:1 as re31:1 as referring toferring to Anat by t Anat by the Hebrew he Hebrew equivalentequivalent of her Ug of her Ugaritic epiaritic epithet thet btltbtlt (“virgin” (“vir (“virgin”)(“virgin”). Allusion. Allusions to Anat s to Anat have been have been proposed fproposed for Judg. 5or Judg. 5; Cant. 7.; Cant. 7. Discovery Discovery of an Ana of of an Anatof an Anat temple in temple in Beth-shan Beth-shan suggests  suggests that mentithat mentioned at 1 oned at 1 Sam. 31:10Sam. 31:10...

Anat the goddess is nowhere clearly mentioned in the OT, though her name 
may appear as a component of the proper name Shamgar ben Anath (e.g., Judg. 
3:31) and the place name Beth-anath (Josh. 19:38; Judg. 1:33). On the basis of 
conjectural emendation, proposals have been made to read a reference to the 
goddess in Exod. 32:18; Hos. 14:8(MT 9). Several scholars have suggested that 
the “Queen of Heaven” in Jer. 7:18; 44:17 is Anat, and one has understood Job 
31:1 as referring to Anat by the Hebrew equivalent of her Ugaritic epithet btlt 
(“virgin”). Allusions to Anat have been proposed for Judg. 5; Cant. 7. Discovery 
of an Anat temple in Beth-shan suggests that mentioned at 1 Sam. 31:10.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. L. Day,P. L. Day, “Anat,”  “Anat,” DDD,DDD, 36–43; N. 36–43; N. H. Walls, H. Walls,  The GoddesThe Goddess Anat in s Anas Anat in UgAnat in Ugaritic Mytaritic Myth.h. SBLDS 135 SBLDS 135 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1992). 1992). 1992).

Bibliography. P. L. Day, “Anat,” DDD, 36–43; N. H. Walls, The Goddess 
Anat in Ugaritic Myth. SBLDS 135 (Atlanta, 1992).

Peggy L. DPeggy L. Dayay

Peggy L. Day

ANATHANATH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�naœt�{a�naœt�)))

ANATH (Heb. {a�naœt� )

The fatherThe father of the ju of the judge Shamgadge Shamgar (Judg. 3r (Judg. 3:31; 5:6).:31; 5:6).

The father of the judge Shamgar (Judg. 3:31; 5:6).

ANATHEMAANATHEMAANATHEMA

ANATHEMA

The recipiThe recipient or objent or object of a cect of a curse. Gk. urse. Gk. anaéthemaanaéthema and its c and its cognate verognate verb b anathematianathemanathematianathematiízoœízoœ (“to put  (“to put under a cuunder a curse”) are rse”) are used in thused in the LXX to te LXX to translate wranslate words from ordwwords fromwords from the Hebre the Hebrew root w root h�rm,h�rm, which ide which identified obntified objects compjects completely devletely devoted to Gooteddevdevoted todevoted to God and,  God and, notably, tnotably, the Canaanihe Canaanite cities te cities that were that were under Israunder Israelite ban.elite ban. Several t Se Several tiSeveral times in themes in the NT the wo NT the words refer rds refer to oaths (to oaths (Mark 14:71Mark 14:71; Acts 23:; Acts 23:12, 14, 2112, 14, 21).).2121).21).21).

The recipient or object of a curse. Gk. anaéthema and its cognate verb 
anathematiízoœ (“to put under a curse”) are used in the LXX to translate 
words from the Hebrew root h�rm,  which identified objects completely 
devoted to God and, notably, the Canaanite cities that were under Israelite ban. 
Several times in the NT the words refer to oaths (Mark 14:71; Acts 23:12, 14, 
21).

�In Paul’s In Paul’s writings writings anaéthemaanaéthema means “cu means “curse.” God rse.” God is normallis normally the imply the implied subjecied suied subject ofsubject of the cursi the cursing, makingng, making the term  the term synonymoussynonymous with damn with damnation (Romation (Rom. 9:3; 1 C. 9:3; 1 C. 9:3; 1 Cor. 16:22Cor. 16:22; Gal. 1:8; Gal. 1:8, 9). Paul, 9). Paul uses othe uses other curse lar curse language fornguage for those who those who seek to b seek to be justifiee jue justified justified by the Lawby the Law (Gal. 3:1 (Gal. 3:10, 13), an0, 13), and he remard he remarks that noks that no one speak one speaking by theing by the Spirit (i Spi Spirit (i.Spirit (i.e., charise., charismatic uttematic utterance) canrance) can say “Jesu say “Jesus is anaths is anathema,” the ema,” the opposite oopposite of which isf whicf which is twhich is the confesshe confession “Jesusion “Jesus is Lord”  is Lord” (1 Cor. 12(1 Cor. 12:3).:3).:3).

In Paul’s writings anaéthema means “curse.” God is normally the implied 
subject of the cursing, making the term synonymous with damnation (Rom. 9:3; 1 
Cor. 16:22; Gal. 1:8, 9). Paul uses other curse language for those who seek to be 
justified by the Law (Gal. 3:10, 13), and he remarks that no one speaking by the 
Spirit (i.e., charismatic utterance) can say “Jesus is anathema,” the opposite of 
which is the confession “Jesus is Lord” (1 Cor. 12:3).

Gary S. ShGary S. Shogrenogren

Gary S. Shogren

ANATHOTHANATHOTH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�naœt�o®{a�naœt�o®t�t�)))

ANATHOTH (Heb. {a�naœt�o®t� )

A leviticaA levitical city in l city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Benjam of Benjamin. Abiathin. Abiathar, David’ar, David’s priest, s priest, owned someowned soowned some fieldsome fields there ans there and was banid was banished to thshed to the city by e city by Solomon (1Solomon (1 Kgs. 2:26 Kgs. 2:26-27). Two -27). Two of David’soof David’sof David’s elite war elite warriors, Abiriors, Abiezer (2 Saezer (2 Sam. 23:29) m. 23:29) and Jehu (and Jehu (1 Chr. 12:1 Chr. 12:3), were f3), were from Anathoromffrom Anathfrom Anathoth. The poth. The prophet Jerrophet Jeremiah cameemiah came from Anat from Anathoth (Jer.hoth (Jer. 1:1; 29:2 1:1; 29:27) and own7) and ow7) and owned a fiowned a field there eld there (32:7–9); (32:7–9); ironicallyironically, some of , some of Jeremiah’sJeremiah’s fiercest  fiercest oppositionopposition came from cam came from came from the peoplethe people of Anatho of Anathoth (11:21–th (11:21–23). After23). After the Babyl the Babylonian Exilonian Exile, people e, people from this ffrom this from this city were city were among the among the first to rfirst to return to Jeturn to Judah (Ezraudah (Ezra 2:23). 2:23). 2:23).

A levitical city in the tribal territory of Benjamin. Abiathar, David’s priest, owned 
some fields there and was banished to the city by Solomon (1 Kgs. 2:26-27). Two 
of David’s elite warriors, Abiezer (2 Sam. 23:29) and Jehu (1 Chr. 12:3), were 
from Anathoth. The prophet Jeremiah came from Anathoth (Jer. 1:1; 29:27) and 
owned a field there (32:7–9); ironically, some of Jeremiah’s fiercest opposition 
came from the people of Anathoth (11:21–23). After the Babylonian Exile, people 



from this city were among the first to return to Judah (Ezra 2:23).

�The locatiThe location of Anaton of Anathoth has nhoth has not been idot been identified centified conclusivelonclusively. Two sity. Two sites have bees havees have been have been suggested,suggested, one near  one near modern Anamodern Anata (175135ta (175135; 5 km. [3; 5 km. [3 mi.] NE o mi.] NE of Jerusalef Jerusalf Jerusalem)Jerusalem) and the o and the other immedther immediately S oiately S of Anata atf Anata at  Ra®s el-KhRa®s el-Kharru®beharru®beh (174135). (1741 (174135). (174135). Soundings Soundings at the latat the latter site hter site have yieldeave yielded small qud small quantities oantities of sherds ff sherds from the Irrom trom the Iron tthe Iron through thehrough the Roman per Roman periods. Someiods. Some scholars  scholars believe thbelieve the site shie site shifted from fted from Ra®s el-KhRRa®s el-KhRa®s el-Kharru®beharru®beh during th during the Iron Agee Iron Age to Anata  to Anata during theduring the Hellenist Hellenistic and Romic and Ric and Roman periRoman periods. Recenods. Recently, Khirbtly, Khirbet Deir eset Deir es-Sidd has -Sidd has been suggebeen suggested as a sted as a third possthird possibility; sibposspossibilitpossibility; soundiny; soundings from thgs from the site inde site indicate a seicate a settlement dttlement during the uring the late 7th alate 7th and early 6nd earnd early 6th early 6th centuries centuries B.C.B.C.B.C.

The location of Anathoth has not been identified conclusively. Two sites 
have been suggested, one near modern Anata (175135; 5 km. [3 mi.] NE of 
Jerusalem) and the other immediately S of Anata at Ra®s el-Kharru®beh 
(174135). Soundings at the latter site have yielded small quantities of sherds from 
the Iron through the Roman periods. Some scholars believe the site shifted from 
Ra®s el-Kharru®beh during the Iron Age to Anata during the Hellenistic and 
Roman periods. Recently, Khirbet Deir es-Sidd has been suggested as a third 
possibility; soundings from the site indicate a settlement during the late 7th and 
early 6th centuries B.C.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. NadelmaY. Nadelman, “The Idn, “The Identificatientification of Anaton of Anathoth and thoth and the Soundinhe Soundihe Soundings Soundings at Khirbetat Khirbet Deir es-S Deir es-Sidd,” idd,” IEJIEJ 44 (1994) 44 (1994): 62–74.: 62–74.: 62–74.

Bibliography. Y. Nadelman, “The Identification of Anathoth and the 
Soundings at Khirbet Deir es-Sidd,” IEJ 44 (1994): 62–74.
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�SeeSee  ASIA MINORASIA MINOR..

See ASIA MINOR.

ANATOLIAN ANATOLIAN CULTSCULTSCULTS

ANATOLIAN CULTS

The religiThe religious life oous life of Anatoliaf Anatolia reflects  reflects diverse cudiverse cultural infltural influences ovluences over the couer the course of sevrse of rse of severalof several thousand  thousand years. Froyears. From as earlym as early as the 7t as the 7th millennih millennium um B.C.E.B.C.E., bulls’ h, bulls’ heads and aeads aeads and a Mothand a Mother Goddesser Goddess featured  featured prominentlprominently in domesy in domestic shrinetic shrines at Çatals at Çatal Höyük. Ta Höyük. T Höyük. Tablets frTablets from the 3rdom the 3rd millenniu millennium begin thm begin the historice historical record al record and show iand show interactionnteractions between s interactioninteractiointeractions betweenns between Old Assyr Old Assyrian tradinian trading coloniesg colonies and local and local Anatolian Anatolian rulers. T rulers. The subsequheTThe subseqThe subsequent Hittiuent Hittite civilizte civilization domiation dominated mostnated most of the pe of the peninsula foninsula for the 2nd r the 2nd millenniummmillenniummillennium. The Hitt. The Hittites left ites left huge rock huge rock sculpturessculptures of their  of their deities, ideities, including ancluding a gallery o galler gallery ofgallery of 63 deitie 63 deities in the ns in the natural rocatural rock shrine ak shrine at Yazilikat Yazilikaya, their ya, their national snational sanctuary nanctuaryssanctuary sanctuary near theirnear their capital  capital (HÓattusûa(HÓattusûa/Boghazköy/Boghazköy) E of Ank) E of Ankara.ara.

The religious life of Anatolia reflects diverse cultural influences over the course 
of several thousand years. From as early as the 7th millennium B.C.E., bulls’ heads 
and a Mother Goddess featured prominently in domestic shrines at Çatal Höyük. 
Tablets from the 3rd millennium begin the historical record and show 
interactions between Old Assyrian trading colonies and local Anatolian rulers. 
The subsequent Hittite civilization dominated most of the peninsula for the 2nd 
millennium. The Hittites left huge rock sculptures of their deities, including a 
gallery of 63 deities in the natural rock shrine at Yazilikaya, their national 
sanctuary near their capital (HÓattusûa/Boghazköy) E of Ankara.

ProcessionProcession of the Tw of the Twelve Gods,elve Gods, attendant attendant in the Ne in the New Year’s fw Year’s festival inestival in honor of  honor of the storm-ththe storm-the storm-god of god of HÓattusûaHÓattusûa. Chamber . Chamber B of the HB of the Hittite sanittite sanctuary at ctuary at YazilikayaYazilikaya (Associat (A (Associati(Association HATTI, on HATTI, UniversitéUniversité de Paris- de Paris-I, SorbonnI, Sorbonne)e)

Procession of the Twelve Gods, attendant in the New Year’s festival in honor of 
the storm-god of HÓattusûa. Chamber B of the Hittite sanctuary at Yazilikaya 

(Association HATTI, Université de Paris-I, Sorbonne)

�In the midIn the middle of thedle of the 1st mille 1st millennium, smannium, smaller kingdller kingdoms dominaoms dominated territted territories withories wories within thewithin the peninsula peninsula. In the m. In the mountainousountainous east, Ura east, Urartian cultrtian culture flouriure flourished (ca. shed (ca. 900–600). 900–900–600). 900–600). The short-The short-lived Phrylived Phrygian Empirgian Empire rose in e rose in the west, the west, succeeded succeeded by the Lydby the Lydby the Lydian EmpLydian Empire centerire centered at Sarded at Sardis. Lydianis. Lydian culture,  culture, which showwhich shows more affs more affinity withinity with Greek cul G Greek cultGreek culture, was aure, was at its heigt its height under tht under the Mermnadhe Mermnad dynasty ( dynasty (ca. 700–55ca. 700–550) before 0) before 0) before givbefore giving way toing way to the Persi the Persian Achaemean Achaemenian Empirnian Empire. Persiane. Persian dominatio domination in Anaton in Anaton in Anatolia (Anatolia (546–334) l546–334) left its leeft its legacy in thgacy in the worship e worship of deitiesof deities such as t such as the moon-gohe moon-god d MeînMMeînMeîn and the g and the goddess Anaoddess Anaietis (Anaietis (Anahita) and hita) and in religioin religious groups us groups which perswhich persisted wellisted wisted well into well into the Christthe Christian era. Aian era. A Persian f Persian family heldamily held the impor the important priestant priesthood of Athood of Artemis at rteAArtemis atArtemis at Ephesus u Ephesus until the 4ntil the 4th centuryth century  C.E.C.E. In additi In addition, Lycianon, Lycians, Pisidias, Pisidians, Pamphyns, Pamphyns, PamphylianPamphylians, Carianss, Carians, Lycaonia, Lycaonians, Cilicins, Cilicians, and Cans, and Cappadocianappadocians each reps each represent disresent distinct culttindisdistinct cdistinct cultures inultures in their res their respective etpective ethnic terrihnic territories.tories.tories.

In the middle of the 1st millennium, smaller kingdoms dominated territories 
within the peninsula. In the mountainous east, Urartian culture flourished (ca. 
900–600). The short-lived Phrygian Empire rose in the west, succeeded by the 
Lydian Empire centered at Sardis. Lydian culture, which shows more affinity with 
Greek culture, was at its height under the Mermnad dynasty (ca. 700–550) 
before giving way to the Persian Achaemenian Empire. Persian domination in 
Anatolia (546–334) left its legacy in the worship of deities such as the moon-god 
Meîn and the goddess Anaietis (Anahita) and in religious groups which persisted 



well into the Christian era. A Persian family held the important priesthood of 
Artemis at Ephesus until the 4th century C.E. In addition, Lycians, Pisidians, 
Pamphylians, Carians, Lycaonians, Cilicians, and Cappadocians each represent 
distinct cultures in their respective ethnic territories.

�In the HelIn the Hellenistic elenistic era, the prra, the presence of esence of Greek settGreek settlers and tlers and their deitiheir deities expandees expandes expanded fexpanded from westerrom western Asia Minn Asia Minor into thor into the Anatoliae Anatolian interiorn interior. Worship . Worship of deitiesof deitiesof deities sudeities such as Zeusch as Zeus, Apollo, , Apollo, Leto, and Leto, and Artemis, hArtemis, however, alowever, also reflectso reflects the appls the application oficatapplapplicatioapplication of Greekn of Greek names to  names to traditionatraditional Anatolial Anatolian deities n deities like Apolllike Apollo Lairbenoo Lairbenos. Greek as. Gs. Greek and Greek and Anatolian Anatolian religion sreligion should be should be seen as oveeen as overlapping erlapping entities whntities which mutualich mutually influenlymutualmutually imutually influenced nfluenced one anotheone another.r.r.

In the Hellenistic era, the presence of Greek settlers and their deities 
expanded from western Asia Minor into the Anatolian interior. Worship of 
deities such as Zeus, Apollo, Leto, and Artemis, however, also reflects the 
application of Greek names to traditional Anatolian deities like Apollo Lairbenos. 
Greek and Anatolian religion should be seen as overlapping entities which 
mutually influenced one another.

�Jewish setJewish settlements itlements in the inten the interior of Asrior of Asia Minor wia Minor were known ere known as early aas early as the 3rd s the 3s the 3rd centur3rd century y B.C.E.B.C.E. when Anti when Antiochus III ochus III resettled resettled 2000 Jewis2000 Jewish familiesh families from Baby from Babylonia intoloniaBabyBabylonia Babylonia into Lydiainto Lydia and Phryg and Phrygia. A sizaia. A sizable synagoble synagogue at Sargue at Sardis attestdis attests to theirs to their prominenc pro prominenceprominence there, an there, and evidenced evidence remains o remains of their imf their importance iportance in other lon other locations. Scations. Scholars dicSScholars dScholars differ on tiffer on the signifihe significance of icance of inscriptionnscriptions naming s naming Theos HypsTheos Hypsistosistos (Highest  (Highest God) for JGGod) for JGod) for Jewish inflewish influence in Auence in Anatolia.natolia.natolia.

Jewish settlements in the interior of Asia Minor were known as early as the 
3rd century B.C.E. when Antiochus III resettled 2000 Jewish families from 
Babylonia into Lydia and Phrygia. A sizable synagogue at Sardis attests to their 
prominence there, and evidence remains of their importance in other locations. 
Scholars differ on the significance of inscriptions naming Theos Hypsistos (Highest 
God) for Jewish influence in Anatolia.

�The GalatiThe Galatians crosseans crossed from Eurd from Europe into Aope into Anatolia innatolia in 278  278 B.C.E.B.C.E. as a mass as a mass migration migra migration migration of hundredof hundreds of thouss of thousands of maands of marauding Cerauding Celts. They lts. They maintainedmaintained their tri their tribal organibtritribal orgtribal organization anization and were aand were a dominant  dominant presence ipresence in the inten the interior even rior even after theyafter they were cont w were contawere contained by Atined by Attalus I oftalus I of Pergamum. Pergamum. Galatians Galatians adopted m adopted many religiany religious practious practices of thecpractipractices practices of the terof the territories tritories they occupihey occupied and foued and found their wnd their way into maay into major positijor positions in theonspositipositions positions in the temin the temple state ple state at Pessinuat Pessinus.s.s.

The Galatians crossed from Europe into Anatolia in 278 B.C.E. as a mass 
migration of hundreds of thousands of marauding Celts. They maintained their 
tribal organization and were a dominant presence in the interior even after they 
were contained by Attalus I of Pergamum. Galatians adopted many religious 
practices of the territories they occupied and found their way into major 
positions in the temple state at Pessinus.

�Under RomaUnder Roman dominatin domination the proon the process of Hecess of Hellenizatiollenization expandedn expanded, and the , and the Roman impeRomRoman impeRoman imperial cult rial cult became anobecame another majorther major feature o feature of Anatoliaf Anatolian religioun religious life. Ths life. The emperorse ThThe emperoThe emperors were inrs were incorporatedcorporated into the  into the Anatolian Anatolian pattern ofpattern of monarchic monarchical deitiesal deitieal deities. Edeities. Emperor wormperor worship addedship added impressiv impressive sanctuare sanctuaries to Anaies to Anatolian cittolian cities and a ies and a Roman stylRoRoman stylRoman style of publie of public religiouc religious activitys activity, includin, including games, bg games, banquets, aanquets, and food dind food distributionstribudidistributidistributions.ons.ons.

Under Roman domination the process of Hellenization expanded, and the 
Roman imperial cult became another major feature of Anatolian religious life. 
The emperors were incorporated into the Anatolian pattern of monarchical 
deities. Emperor worship added impressive sanctuaries to Anatolian cities and a 
Roman style of public religious activity, including games, banquets, and food 
distributions.

�Worship ofWorship of the Mothe the Mother of the Gr of the Gods ods (Meäíteär (Meäíteär Theoœén)Theoœén) was a con was a consistent fesistentconconsistentconsistent feature o feature of Anatoliaf Anatolian religionn religion. Her late. Her later Hellenizr Hellenized portrayed portrayals, seateals, seated between d betd between twbetween two lions, bo lions, bear strikiear striking iconogrng iconographic simiaphic similarity to larity to a terracota terracotta of the ta of the goddess begoddgoddess begoddess between two tween two felines difelines discovered ascovered at Çatal Höt Çatal Höyük. In moyük. In modern sourcdern sources she is es she ises she is often cis often called Cybealled Cybele, and onle, and one of her ee of her earlier namarlier names was Kubes was Kubaba. In thaba. In the Greco-Roe Greco-Roman era, imGreco-RoGreco-RomaGreco-Roman era, in n era, in addition taddition to o Meäíteär TMeäíteär Theoœén,heoœén, she was k she was known as Agnown as Agdistis or distiAgAgdistis oAgdistis or by a locr by a local place nal place name. Usualame. Usually she wasly she was named for named for a local m a local mountain, sountain, such as theuchssuch as thsuch as the Meäteär e Meäteär Dindymene Dindymene for Mount for Mount Dindymus oDindymus overlookingverlooking her templ her temple state ate state state at Pstate at Pessinus. Tessinus. The Meäíteähe Meäíteär Sipylener Sipylene was also  was also a huge imaa huge image of the ge of the goddess cagoddess carved into rvcacarved intcarved into Mt. Sipyo Mt. Sipylus probablus probably during ly during the Hittitthe Hittite era. Sime era. Similar huge ilar huge rock-cut frock-cut figures surigureffigures sufigures survive fromrvive from the Phryg the Phrygians. The ians. The Mother of Mother of the Gods wthe Gods was served as served by self-caby self-castrated fustself-caself-castrself-castrated functated functionaries cionaries called alled galli.galli. Her male  Her male companion,companion, also cast also castrated, wasrated, was Attis, an At Attis, andAttis, and the pries the priest-king of t-king of her templeher temple state was state was called th called the Attis. Ie Attis. In Cappadocn Cappadocia in eastia inia in easternin eastern Anatolia, Anatolia, the Mothe the Mother of the Gr of the Gods gave wods gave way to the ay to the goddess goddess Ma®Ma® (Bellona) (Bellon (Bellona).(Bellona).

Worship of the Mother of the Gods (Meäíteär Theoœén) was a 
consistent feature of Anatolian religion. Her later Hellenized portrayals, seated 
between two lions, bear striking iconographic similarity to a terracotta of the 
goddess between two felines discovered at Çatal Höyük. In modern sources she 
is often called Cybele, and one of her earlier names was Kubaba. In the 
Greco-Roman era, in addition to Meäíteär Theoœén, she was known as 
Agdistis or by a local place name. Usually she was named for a local mountain, 
such as the Meäteär Dindymene for Mount Dindymus overlooking her temple 
state at Pessinus. The Meäíteär Sipylene was also a huge image of the goddess 
carved into Mt. Sipylus probably during the Hittite era. Similar huge rock-cut 
figures survive from the Phrygians. The Mother of the Gods was served by 
self-castrated functionaries called galli. Her male companion, also castrated, was 



Attis, and the priest-king of her temple state was called the Attis. In Cappadocia 
in eastern Anatolia, the Mother of the Gods gave way to the goddess Ma® 
(Bellona).

�Forms of cForms of cult organiult organization andzation and worship r worship reflect a veflect a variety of ariety of influencesinfluences, includin, includin, including including Greek and Greek and Roman formRoman forms. Severals. Several features  features charactericharacterize the disze the distinctive rtinctive religious eelirreligious religious ethos of Aethos of Anatolia, inatolia, including tncluding temple-statemple-states ruled bes ruled by priest-ky priest-kings and iings and inhabited bnhabitiinhabited inhabited by sacred by sacred slaves slaves (hierodoul(hierodouloi).oi). In additi In addition to Pesson to Pessinus were inus were the large the large temple-statemptemple-statemple-states of tes of Ma®Ma®, Anaeitis, Anaeitis, the Vena, the Venasian Zeus,sian Zeus,  MeînMeîn, and othe, and others. Templers. Temple-states fr-staTempleTemple-staTemple-states frequetes frequently functntly functioned as cioned as commercial ommercial centers oncenters on the trade the trade routes an routes an routes and had laand had large land hrge land holdings.oldings.oldings.

Forms of cult organization and worship reflect a variety of influences, 
including Greek and Roman forms. Several features characterize the distinctive 
religious ethos of Anatolia, including temple-states ruled by priest-kings and 
inhabited by sacred slaves (hierodouloi). In addition to Pessinus were the large 
temple-states of Ma®, Anaeitis, the Venasian Zeus, Meîn, and others. 
Temple-states frequently functioned as commercial centers on the trade routes 
and had large land holdings.

�Many AnatoMany Anatolians perclians perceived theieived their deities r deities as powerfuas powerful monarchil monarchical figurecal figures who admis who s who adminiwho administered jusstered justice at altice at all levels ol levels of communitf community life. Coy life. Confession infession inscriptionnscriptions from Phrs fros from Phrygfrom Phrygia and Lydia and Lydia recountia recount offenders offenders’ experien’ experiences of punces of punishment byishment by these “en these “en these “enforcer”“enforcer” deities.  deities. Having beeHaving been punishedn punished by the de by the deity, they ity, they inscribed inscribed a stela toa stela to confess a con confess anconfess and to commed to commemorate themorate the deity’s p deity’s power as a ower as a form of reform of recompense. compense. Abundant cAbundaAbundant cAbundant curses invourses invoke divine ke divine punishmentpunishment upon pote upon potential offential offenders, espnders, especially asecially as protectio p protectionprotection for grave for graves and tombs and tombstones. Vistones. Victims alsoctims also placed wr placed written cursitten curses in tempes in temples to pleletemptemples totemples to plead the plead their case anir case and to invokd to invoke divine ae divine action agaiction against culprinst culprits. Angelsts. Angels and scept and  and scepteand scepters also plrs also played a rolayed a role in this e in this divine juddivine judicial systicial system. This “em. This “judicial” judicial” ethos is sethos isethos is seen inis seen in the names the names of such d of such distinctiveistinctively Anatolily Anatolian deitiesan deities as the di as the divine pair vine pair Holy and JHoly aHoly and Just and Just (Hosios(Hosios and  and Dikaios),Dikaios), portrayed portrayed with scal with scales and scees and scepter, and pter, and the goddesthe goddess s DikaiosyneDDikaiosyneDikaiosyneää...

Many Anatolians perceived their deities as powerful monarchical figures 
who administered justice at all levels of community life. Confession inscriptions 
from Phrygia and Lydia recount offenders’ experiences of punishment by these 
“enforcer” deities. Having been punished by the deity, they inscribed a stela to 
confess and to commemorate the deity’s power as a form of recompense. 
Abundant curses invoke divine punishment upon potential offenders, especially as 
protection for graves and tombstones. Victims also placed written curses in 
temples to plead their case and to invoke divine action against culprits. Angels 
and scepters also played a role in this divine judicial system. This “judicial” ethos 
is seen in the names of such distinctively Anatolian deities as the divine pair Holy 
and Just (Hosios and Dikaios), portrayed with scales and scepter, and the goddess 
Dikaiosyneä.

�Anatolian Anatolian worship inworship included entcluded enthusiastic husiastic forms assoforms associated witciated with divine ph divine possession.ossessioppossessionpossession. The . The galligalli of the Mo of the Mother of thther of the Gods were Gods were known foe known for their frr their frenzied posenzied posenzied possessionpossession by her in by her in their act their act of self-c of self-castration astration and subseqand subsequent blooduent bloody performay performances of sencperformaperformancperformances of selfes of self-punishmen-punishment, but orgt, but orgiastic foriastic forms of worsms of worship were nhip were not confineot confined to them.dconfineconfined tconfined to them. Ino them. In the Chris the Christian era, tian era, such ecstasuch ecstatic forms tic forms are also rare also reflected ieflected in the Montn then the Montanthe Montanist movemeist movement.nt.nt.

Anatolian worship included enthusiastic forms associated with divine 
possession. The galli of the Mother of the Gods were known for their frenzied 
possession by her in their act of self-castration and subsequent bloody 
performances of self-punishment, but orgiastic forms of worship were not 
confined to them. In the Christian era, such ecstatic forms are also reflected in 
the Montanist movement.

�The AnatolThe Anatolian contexian context is signit is significant forficant for NT writin NT writings, includgs, including Acts, ing Acts, Galatians,Galatians, Colossian Galatians,Galatians,Galatians, Colossian Colossians, 1 Peters, 1 Peter, and Reve, and Revelation; anlation; and other ead other early Christrly Christian writinian writings, includgs, ings, including including Ignatius oIgnatius of Antioch,f Antioch, the Marty the Martyrdom of Pordom of Polycarp, anlycarp, and the Cappd the Cappadocian Faadocian Fathers.thFaFathers.Fathers.Fathers.

The Anatolian context is significant for NT writings, including Acts, 
Galatians, Colossians, 1 Peter, and Revelation; and other early Christian writings, 
including Ignatius of Antioch, the Martyrdom of Polycarp, and the Cappadocian 
Fathers.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. AkurgalE. Akurgal, , Ancient CiAncient Civilizationvilizations and Ruins and Ruins of Turkes of Turkey,y, 4th ed. ( 4th ed. (Istanbul, Ist((Istanbul,(Istanbul, 1978); S. 1978); S. Mitchell, Mitchell,  Anatolia: Anatolia: Land, Men,Land, Men, and Gods  and Gods in Asia Miin Asia Minor,nor, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (Oxford, 19Oxf((Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1993); S. R993); S. R. F. Price. F. Price, , Rituals anRituals and Power: Td Power: The Roman Ihe Roman Imperial Cumperial Cult in Asialt in Asia Minor Min MinorMinor (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1984); e, 1984); L. Robert,L. Robert,  Opera MinoOpera Minora Selectara Selecta,, 5 vols. ( 5 vols. (Amsterdam,Amsterdam, 1969–1989 196 1969–1989)1969–1989)...
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Founder ofFounder of a family  a family or people.or people. Descendan Descendants viewed ts viewed themselvesthemselves as expres as expressions of isions of immediate omiimmediate immediate or distantor distant ancestors ancestors, and ance, and ancestors werestors were considere considered present d present in the insin the institutions tinsinstitutioinstitutions and trans and traditions ofditions of the famil the family. The tery. The term used form used for “ancestor “ancestor” (Heb. ” (Heb. }aœb�}aœb}aœb�}aœb�) is the w) is the word for “ford for “father,” trather,” translated “anslated “patriarch”patriarch” in some p in some passages anassages and versionsd versd versions.versions.versions.

Founder of a family or people. Descendants viewed themselves as expressions of 
immediate or distant ancestors, and ancestors were considered present in the 
institutions and traditions of the family. The term used for “ancestor” (Heb. 
}aœb� ) is the word for “father,” translated “patriarch” in some passages and 
versions.

�Israel parIsrael participated ticipated in its salin its salvation andvation and calling t calling through Godhrough God’s graciou’s gracious action ts action toward Abraowttoward Abrtoward Abraham, Isaaaham, Isaac, and Jacc, and Jacob. Yahwehob. Yahweh was “God  was “God of the ancof the ancestors” (Destors” (Deut. 1:11)eut. 1:1eut. 1:11), and1:11), and through t through them Israelhem Israel was promi was promised land (sed land (1:8; Gen. 1:8; Gen. 28:13), ma28:13), many descendny descendants (Deutadescenddescendantdescendants (Deut. 1s (Deut. 13:17), and3:17), and a blessin a blessing (Gen. 12g (Gen. 12:3). Becau:3). Because of his se of his covenant ocovenant oath with tathooath with oath with the ancestthe ancestors, Yahweors, Yahweh delivereh delivered Israel fd Israel from Egypt rom Egypt (Deut. 7:8(Deut. 7:8; Exod. 2:; Exod. 2:24-25; 6:2242:2:24-25; 62:24-25; 6:2-9) and :2-9) and would contwould continue to beinue to be merciful  merciful toward thetoward them (Deut. 4m (Deut. 4:31). Howe:31). How:31). However, cHowever, continued fontinued fulfillmentulfillment of the pr of the promises resomises rested on Isrted on Israel’s obedael’s obedience to tience to the Sinai chetthe Sinai the Sinai covenant (covenant (Deut. 29:1Deut. 29:1[MT 28:69][MT 28:69]—30:20). T—30:20). The exilic he exilic prophet approphet appealed to pealed topealed to the ancto the ancestors to estors to inspire hoinspire hope for Godpe for God’s future ’s future deliverancdeliverance (Isa. 51e (Isa. 51:1-3).:1-3).:1-3).

Israel participated in its salvation and calling through God’s gracious action 
toward Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Yahweh was “God of the ancestors” (Deut. 
1:11), and through them Israel was promised land (1:8; Gen. 28:13), many 
descendants (Deut. 13:17), and a blessing (Gen. 12:3). Because of his covenant 
oath with the ancestors, Yahweh delivered Israel from Egypt (Deut. 7:8; Exod. 
2:24-25; 6:2-9) and would continue to be merciful toward them (Deut. 4:31). 
However, continued fulfillment of the promises rested on Israel’s obedience to 
the Sinai covenant (Deut. 29:1[MT 28:69]—30:20). The exilic prophet appealed 
to the ancestors to inspire hope for God’s future deliverance (Isa. 51:1-3).

�The NT affThe NT affirms that irms that the story the story of salvatiof salvation culminaon culminating with ting with God’s act God’s act in Christ in Chrisin Christ hadChrist had its begin its beginning in thning in the promisese promises and elect and election of theion of the ancestors ancestors (Luke 1:4 (Luke 1:46-55; Acts6-51:41:46-55; A1:46-55; Acts 13:15-cts 13:15-41; Rom. 941; Rom. 9; Gal. 3:1; Gal. 3:15-16). Pau5-16). Paul states tl states that throughat through the mysth the mystery of Goderymystmystery ofmystery of God’s mer God’s mercy, the elcy, the election of ection of Israel thrIsrael through the aough the ancestors wncestors would not bould not be revoked ebbe revokedbe revoked (Rom. 11: (Rom. 11:11-35).11-35).11-35).

The NT affirms that the story of salvation culminating with God’s act in 
Christ had its beginning in the promises and election of the ancestors (Luke 
1:46-55; Acts 13:15-41; Rom. 9; Gal. 3:15-16). Paul states that through the 
mystery of God’s mercy, the election of Israel through the ancestors would not 
be revoked (Rom. 11:11-35).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. Barth, C. Barth, “God Chose“God Chose the Fathe the Fathers of Isrars of Israel,” in el,” in God with UGod with Uss (Grand Ra (G (Grand Rap(Grand Rapids, 1991)ids, 1991), 38–55; C, 38–55; C. Westerma. Westermann, nn, The PromisThe Promises to the es to the Fathers: SFathers: Studies in tudies intudies in the Patin the Patriarchal Nriarchal Narrativesarratives (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1980phia, 1980).).).

Bibliography. C. Barth, “God Chose the Fathers of Israel,” in God with Us 
(Grand Rapids, 1991), 38–55; C. Westermann, The Promises to the Fathers: Studies 
in the Patriarchal Narratives (Philadelphia, 1980).

Laurie J. Laurie J. BraatenBraaten

Laurie J. Braaten

ANCIENT OFANCIENT OF DAYS DAYS DAYS

ANCIENT OF DAYS

Aram. Aram. {attiîq yo{attiîq yo®miîn®miîn appears i appears in the “thrn the “throne visionone vision” of Dan. ” of Dan. 7:9-14, af7:9-14, after the inter the inter the initial apinitial appearance opearance of the fourf the four great bea great beasts who rists who rise from thse from the sea (cf.e sea (cf. 7:22). Su 7:22). Such a term ch a tch a term in reterm in reference toference to God, pres God, presumably theumably the referent  referent here, is uhere, is unprecedentnprecedented in the ed in the Hebrew texHHebrew texHebrew texts, althouts, although associagh associations withtions with “Everlast “Everlasting Fathering Father” in Isa. ” in Isa. 9:6b have 9:6b have been suggebeebeen suggebeen suggested. The sted. The most likelmost likely source oy source of the imagf the imagery is Canery is Canaanite mytaanite myth, since Eh, since El, the heal, EEl, the heEl, the head of the ad of the heavenly pheavenly pantheon, iantheon, is referreds referred to as  to as {abu sûani{abu sûanimama (“father  (“father of years”)ofof years”)of years”) and often and often portrayed portrayed on a thro on a throne with hene with heavenly attavenly attendants (cendants (cf. Isa. 6)f. Isa. 6). The asso. The. The associThe association of Eation of El with agel with age generally generally (“grey be (“grey beard”) is aard”) is also notabllso notable in Canaae in Canaanite mythonite CanaaCanaanite Canaanite mythology.mythology. The conte The context of the xt of the phrase, ocphrase, occurring incurring in proximity proximity to “One l to “One like a Son illike a Sonlike a Son of Man,”  of Man,” which drawwhich draws clearly s clearly on Baal imon Baal imagery, furagery, further suppother supports this arts this associationssocaassociatioassociation.n.n.

Aram. {attiîq yo®miîn appears in the “throne vision” of Dan. 7:9-14, after the 
initial appearance of the four great beasts who rise from the sea (cf. 7:22). Such a 
term in reference to God, presumably the referent here, is unprecedented in the 
Hebrew texts, although associations with “Everlasting Father” in Isa. 9:6b have 
been suggested. The most likely source of the imagery is Canaanite myth, since 
El, the head of the heavenly pantheon, is referred to as {abu sûanima (“father 
of years”) and often portrayed on a throne with heavenly attendants (cf. Isa. 6). 
The association of El with age generally (“grey beard”) is also notable in 
Canaanite mythology. The context of the phrase, occurring in proximity to “One 
like a Son of Man,” which draws clearly on Baal imagery, further supports this 
association.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Pope, M. Pope, El in the El in the Ugaritic TUgaritic Texts.exts. VTSup 2 ( VTSup 2 (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1955).55).55).

Bibliography. M. Pope, El in the Ugaritic Texts. VTSup 2 (Leiden, 1955).

Daniel L. Daniel L. Smith-ChriSmith-Christopherstopher

Daniel L. Smith-Christopher

ANDREWANDREW (Gk.  (Gk. AndréasAndréas)))

ANDREW (Gk. Andréas)



One of theOne of the 12 apostl 12 apostles, alwayses, always among the among the first fou first four so namedr so named (Matt. 10 (Matt. 10:2; Mark 3:2; Mark 3:18; Luke :133:18; Luke3:18; Luke 6:14; cf. 6:14; cf. Acts 1:13 Acts 1:13). Andrew ). Andrew is the brois the brother of Sither of Simon Peter mon Peter (Matt. 4:1(Matt. 4:18; Mark 1:8; M8; Mark 1:16;Mark 1:16; Luke 6:14 Luke 6:14; John 1:4; John 1:40), and th0), and the son of Je son of John (Matt.ohn (Matt. 16:17; Jo 16:17; John 1:42).hn 1:42).hn 1:42).

One of the 12 apostles, always among the first four so named (Matt. 10:2; Mark 
3:18; Luke 6:14; cf. Acts 1:13). Andrew is the brother of Simon Peter (Matt. 4:18; 
Mark 1:16; Luke 6:14; John 1:40), and the son of John (Matt. 16:17; John 1:42).

�The first The first two Gospeltwo Gospels identifys identify Andrew an Andrew and Peter asd Peter as fishermen fishermen who plied who plied their tra thei their tradtheir trade in the re in the region arouegion around the Seand the Sea of Galile of Galilee (Matt. 4e (Matt. 4:18; Mark :18; Mark 1:16), and1:16), and both rela bot both relatboth relate that Ande that Andrew lived rew lived with Peterwith Peter and his f and his family in Camily in Capernaum (apernaum (Mark 1:29)Mark 1:29). Andrew i.1:29)1:29). And1:29). Andrew is onerew is one of four a of four apostles whpostles who questiono questioned Jesus aed Jesus about the dbout the destructionestruction of the te destructiondestructiodestruction of the tn of the temple and emple and who receivwho received specialed special instructi instruction (Mark 1on (Mark 13), and he3), and he is presen is is presentis present later in  later in Jerusalem Jerusalem with the owith the other apostther apostles awaitiles awaiting the prong the promise of thmise of the Spirit (e Spe Spirit (AcSpirit (Acts 1:12-14ts 1:12-14).).).

The first two Gospels identify Andrew and Peter as fishermen who plied 
their trade in the region around the Sea of Galilee (Matt. 4:18; Mark 1:16), and 
both relate that Andrew lived with Peter and his family in Capernaum (Mark 
1:29). Andrew is one of four apostles who questioned Jesus about the 
destruction of the temple and who received special instruction (Mark 13), and he 
is present later in Jerusalem with the other apostles awaiting the promise of the 
Spirit (Acts 1:12-14).

�John’s GosJohn’s Gospel depictpel depicts Andrew as Andrew as one of Js one of John the Baohn the Baptist’s diptist’s disciples whsciples who, upon heo, upono, upon heariupon hearing John prng John proclaim thaoclaim that Jesus ist Jesus is “the Lamb “the Lamb of God,”  of God,” tells Petetells Peter that Jesr that Jesus is “theus ius is “the Meis “the Messiah” andssiah” and brings hi brings him to Jesusm to Jesus (John 1:3 (John 1:35-42). One5-42). One of four o of four of Jesus’ df Jesus’ disciples fiscipddisciples disciples from Bethsfrom Bethsaida (Johnaida (John 1:43-51), 1:43-51), Andrew is Andrew is the one w the one who directsho directs Jesus’ at Jesus’ attention totenatattention attention to the boyto the boy with loav with loaves and fises and fishes (6:8) hes (6:8) and who, aand who, along with long with Philip, inPhilip, informs Jesuformininforms Jeinforms Jesus that asus that a group of  group of Greeks wisGreeks wishes to seehes to see him (12:2 him (12:20–22).0–22).0–22).

John’s Gospel depicts Andrew as one of John the Baptist’s disciples who, 
upon hearing John proclaim that Jesus is “the Lamb of God,” tells Peter that Jesus 
is “the Messiah” and brings him to Jesus (John 1:35-42). One of four of Jesus’ 
disciples from Bethsaida (John 1:43-51), Andrew is the one who directs Jesus’ 
attention to the boy with loaves and fishes (6:8) and who, along with Philip, 
informs Jesus that a group of Greeks wishes to see him (12:20–22).

�Andrew appAndrew appears in seears in several apocveral apocryphal actryphal acts (e.g., As (e.g., Acts of Andcts of Andrew). Accorew). According to trding AccoAccording According to traditito tradition, Andrewon, Andrew preached  preached in Scythiain Scythia and was c and was crucified irucified in Achaia. n Achaia. The patronThThe patronThe patron saint of  saint of Scotland aScotland and Russia,nd Russia, his feast his feast date is N date is Nov. 30.ov. 30.ov. 30.

Andrew appears in several apocryphal acts (e.g., Acts of Andrew). 
According to tradition, Andrew preached in Scythia and was crucified in Achaia. 
The patron saint of Scotland and Russia, his feast date is Nov. 30.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. K. R. BrooK. R. Brooks, ed., ks, ed., Andreas, aAndreas, and the Fatnd the Fates of the es of the ApostlesApostles (Oxford,  (Oxfor (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1961); P. M961); P. M. Peterson. Peterson, , Andrew, BrAndrew, Brother of Sother of Simon Peterimon Peter.. NovTSup 1 NovTSup 1 (Leiden,  (Leiden (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1958).958).958).

Bibliography. K. R. Brooks, ed., Andreas, and the Fates of the Apostles 
(Oxford, 1961); P. M. Peterson, Andrew, Brother of Simon Peter. NovTSup 1 
(Leiden, 1958).

Jeffrey T.Jeffrey T. Tucker Tucker

Jeffrey T. Tucker

ANDREW, ACANDREW, ACTS OFTS OFTS OF

ANDREW, ACTS OF

One of sevOne of several apocreral apocryphal bookyphal books (ca. mids (ca. mid-2nd centu-2nd century) of thery) of the acts of v acts of various indarious individual apiviindindividualindividual apostles. apostles. It is fir It is first mentionst mentioned by Euseed by Eusebius (bius (HEHE 3.25.26), 3.25.26), who regar who regarded it as ded it ded it as hereit as heretical. No tical. No complete mcomplete manuscript anuscript survives, survives, but it canbut it can be pieced be pieced together  together in large pin lain large partlarge part and Grego and Gregory of Tourry of Tours’ s’ Liber de MLiber de Miraculisiraculis (6th cent (6th century) contaury) contains an extins an extensive sumensextextensive extensive summary. Osummary. Originally riginally written inwritten in Greek, pa Greek, parts and frrts and fragments aragments are extant ie extant in Greek, Ln iin Greek, in Greek, Latin, CopLatin, Coptic, and Atic, and Armenian. Nrmenian. No discernio discernible sourceble sources or authes or authentic histontic historical tradrihistohistoricalhistorical tradition traditions lie behis lie behind the texnd the text. It appet. It appears to be ars to be an entirelan entirely fictionay fictional creationl creatiol creation fcreation for the insor the inspiration, piration, edificatioedification, and entn, and entertainmentertainment of its 2n of its 2nd-century d-century Christian ChrisChristian Christian audience. audience. The book’sThe book’s value lie value lies in its rs in its reflection eflection of the thiof the thinking of onking of one strand ne strane strand of strand of ChristianiChristianity at thatty at that time. time. time.

One of several apocryphal books (ca. mid-2nd century) of the acts of various 
individual apostles. It is first mentioned by Eusebius (HE 3.25.26), who regarded 
it as heretical. No complete manuscript survives, but it can be pieced together in 
large part and Gregory of Tours’ Liber de Miraculis (6th century) contains an 
extensive summary. Originally written in Greek, parts and fragments are extant 
in Greek, Latin, Coptic, and Armenian. No discernible sources or authentic 
historical traditions lie behind the text. It appears to be an entirely fictional 
creation for the inspiration, edification, and entertainment of its 2nd-century 
Christian audience. The book’s value lies in its reflection of the thinking of one 
strand of Christianity at that time.

�The story The story tells of htells of how, after ow, after the ascensthe ascension of Jesion of Jesus, the apus, the apostle Androstle Andrew, brotheew, brothew, brother ofbrother of Peter, em Peter, embarks on mbarks on missionary issionary journeys tjourneys throughout hroughout Asia MinorAsia Minor and Maced and Mac and Macedonia.Macedonia. He perfor He performs miraclems miracles, healings, healings, and dems, and demon exorcison exorcisms and raims and raises the deses the dses the dead. He edead. He encounters ncounters trouble introuble in Patrae wh Patrae when he healen he heals and subss and subsequently cequently converts Maonverts Monverts Maximilla,Maximilla, wife of t wife of the proconshe proconsul Aegeateul Aegeates, and alss, and also convertso converts the proco the proconsul’s bronsul’s brother, Strathbrobrother, Sbrother, Stratocles.tratocles. Maximilla Maximilla then choo then chooses a lifeses a life of celiba of celibacy, to thecy, to the horror of horror of her husba her  her husbanher husband. Aegeated. Aegeates takes res takes revenge by hvenge by having Andraving Andrew crucifiew crucified. Andrewed. Andrew preaches  preache preaches fpreaches from the crrom the cross for thoss for three days, ree days, exhorting exhorting his audienhis audience to celice to celibacy and dbacy and disdain forisdddisdain fodisdain for the thinr the things of thisgs of this world. Ae world. Aegeates fingeates finally decidally decides to relees to release Andrewase Andrew, but Andr, but, but Andrewbut Andrew declines. declines. He condem He condemns Aegeatens Aegeates and thens and then dies. Aeg dies. Aegeates lateeates later commits r commir commits sucommits suicide.icide.icide.

The story tells of how, after the ascension of Jesus, the apostle Andrew, 
brother of Peter, embarks on missionary journeys throughout Asia Minor and 
Macedonia. He performs miracles, healings, and demon exorcisms and raises the 
dead. He encounters trouble in Patrae when he heals and subsequently converts 
Maximilla, wife of the proconsul Aegeates, and also converts the proconsul’s 



brother, Stratocles. Maximilla then chooses a life of celibacy, to the horror of 
her husband. Aegeates takes revenge by having Andrew crucified. Andrew 
preaches from the cross for three days, exhorting his audience to celibacy and 
disdain for the things of this world. Aegeates finally decides to release Andrew, 
but Andrew declines. He condemns Aegeates and then dies. Aegeates later 
commits suicide.

�The Acts oThe Acts of Andrew df Andrew displays reisplays remarkably lmarkably little Chriittle Christian theostian theology, and logy, and Andrew sayAndrewAndrew sayAndrew says little as little about Chrisbout Christ. Althougt. Although some schh some scholars haveolars have seen affi seen affinities witnities with Gnosticih Gh GnosticismGnosticism, Neo-Plat, Neo-Platonism, or onism, or Stoicism, Stoicism, the work sthe work shows no cohows no consistent pnsistent philosophichilosophipphilosophiphilosophical positical position.on.on.

The Acts of Andrew displays remarkably little Christian theology, and 
Andrew says little about Christ. Although some scholars have seen affinities with 
Gnosticism, Neo-Platonism, or Stoicism, the work shows no consistent 
philosophical position.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J.-M. PrieJ.-M. Prieur and W. ur and W. SchneemelcSchneemelcher, “The her, “The Acts of AnActs of Andrew,” in drew,” indrew,” in in New TestamNew Testament Apocryent Apocrypha,pha, ed. E. He ed. E. Hennecke-W. nnecke-W. SchneemelcSchneemelcher, rev. her, rev. ed. (Louised. (Louisville, 199vil(Louis(Louisvill(Louisville, 1991), e, 1991), 2:101–151.2:101–151.

Bibliography. J.-M. Prieur and W. Schneemelcher, “The Acts of Andrew,” 
in New Testament Apocrypha, ed. E. Hennecke-W. Schneemelcher, rev. ed. 
(Louisville, 1991), 2:101–151.

J. ChristiJ. Christian Wilsonan Wilson

J. Christian Wilson

ANDRONICUSANDRONICUS (Gk.  (Gk. AndroœnikoAndroœnikoss)))

ANDRONICUS (Gk. Androœnikos)

�1.1. A deputy  A deputy under Antiunder Antiochus IV Eochus IV Epiphanes (piphanes (2 Macc. 4:2 Macc. 4:31-38). Ac31-38). According tocording to 2 Maccabe 2  2 Maccabee2 Maccabees he was bs he was bribed by Mribed by Menelaus anenelaus and subsequed subsequently encountly encouraged to mraged to murder Oniaurder Ourder Onias in rOnias in retaliationetaliation for expos for exposing the cring the crime; for time; for this Antiochis Antiochus orderehus ordered his execd his execution. Othutioexecexecution.execution. Other sou Other sources indicrces indicate Antiocate Antiochus IV hadhus IV had him kille him killed to coverd to cover up Andron up Andron up AndronicusAndronicus’ murder o’ murder of Seleucusf Seleucus IV’s son  IV’s son Antiochus Antiochus (Diodorus (Diodorus Siculus Siculus Hist.Hist. 30.7.2–3) 30.7.2– 30.7.2–3).30.7.2–3).

1. A deputy under Antiochus IV Epiphanes (2 Macc. 4:31-38). According to 
2 Maccabees he was bribed by Menelaus and subsequently encouraged to murder 
Onias in retaliation for exposing the crime; for this Antiochus ordered his 
execution. Other sources indicate Antiochus IV had him killed to cover up 
Andronicus’ murder of Seleucus IV’s son Antiochus (Diodorus Siculus Hist. 
30.7.2–3).

�2.2. Commander Commander of the ga of the garrison at rrison at Gerizim unGerizim under Antiocder Antiochus IV Epihus IV Epiphanes (2 phanes (2 Macc. 5:23MMacc. 5:23Macc. 5:23; cf. v. 2; cf. v. 22, “govern2, “governor”).or”).or”).

2. Commander of the garrison at Gerizim under Antiochus IV Epiphanes (2 
Macc. 5:23; cf. v. 22, “governor”).

�3.3. A Jewish  A Jewish Christian,Christian, perhaps o perhaps originally riginally from the Jfrom the Jewish commewish community at Tunity at Tarsus, andarsusTTarsus, anTarsus, and fellow pd fellow prisoner wirisoner with Paul. Oth Paul. Of those tof those to whom the  whom the apostle seapostle sends his grnds his greetings, Aegrgreetings,greetings, Andronicu Andronicus and Junis and Junias are calas are called “promiled “prominent amongnent among the apost the apostles” (Rom.les” (Rom.les” (Rom. 16:7(Rom. 16:7).).

3. A Jewish Christian, perhaps originally from the Jewish community at 
Tarsus, and fellow prisoner with Paul. Of those to whom the apostle sends his 
greetings, Andronicus and Junias are called “prominent among the apostles” 
(Rom. 16:7).

ANEMANEM (Heb.  (Heb. {aœneäm{aœneäm) (also EN) (also EN-GANNIM)-GANNIM)-GANNIM)

ANEM (Heb. {aœneäm) (also EN-GANNIM)

A leviticaA levitical city in l city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Issach of Issachar, given ar, given to the Gerto the Gershomites (shomites (1 Chr. 6:71 Chr. 61 Chr. 6:73[MT 586:73[MT 58]). At Jos]). At Josh. 19:21; h. 19:21; 21:29 it i21:29 it is called Es called En-gannim, n-gannim, which may which may be identifbe identified with mied wied with moderwith modern n JeniînJeniîn (178207)  (178207) or Khirbetor Khirbet Beit Jann Beit Jann (196235). (196235). For topog For topographical rraphical reasons theerreasons threasons the site is e site is more likelmore likely y {Olam{Olam (197230), (197230), 11 km. (7 11 km. (7 mi.) E of mi.) E of Mt. Tabor Mt. Tabor, or Khirb, or K, or Khirbet Khirbet {Anim{Anim (202231), (202231), 3 km. (2  3 km. (2 mi.) NE ofmi.) NE of  {Olam{Olam..

A levitical city in the tribal territory of Issachar, given to the Gershomites (1 Chr. 
6:73[MT 58]). At Josh. 19:21; 21:29 it is called En-gannim, which may be identified 
with modern Jeniîn (178207) or Khirbet Beit Jann (196235). For topographical 
reasons the site is more likely {Olam (197230), 11 km. (7 mi.) E of Mt. Tabor, or 
Khirbet {Anim (202231), 3 km. (2 mi.) NE of {Olam.

ANERANER (Heb.  (Heb. {aœneär{aœneär) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ANER (Heb. {aœneär) (PERSON)

An AmoriteAn Amorite who, with who, with his broth his brothers Mamre ers Mamre and Eshkoland Eshkol, aided Ab, aided Abraham in hraham in his battle is battleis battle agabattle against the finst the four easterour eastern kings (Gn kings (Gen. 14:13,en. 14:13, 24). Like 24). Like the names the names of the br of the brothers, Anothebrbrothers, brothers, Aner may bAner may be a geograe a geographical desphical designation.ignation.

An Amorite who, with his brothers Mamre and Eshkol, aided Abraham in his 
battle against the four eastern kings (Gen. 14:13, 24). Like the names of the 
brothers, Aner may be a geographical designation.



ANERANER (Heb.  (Heb. {aœneär{aœneär) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ANER (Heb. {aœneär) (PLACE)

A city in A city in the half-tthe half-tribe of Maribe of Manasseh (1 nasseh (1 Chr. 6:70[Chr. 6:70[MT 55]), aMT 55]), assigned tossigned to the clan  the clan of the Kohof thof the Kohaththe Kohathites as a ites as a levitical levitical city. In acity. In a second li second list of levist of levitical cititical cities in Joshes in Josh. 21:25 An. 21:25 Aner is repleAnAner is reAner is replaced by placed by Taanach. OTaanach. On the basin the basis of this s of this and scribaand scribal error, ml error, most scholaost scholars agree trs ars agree the agree the cities arecities are one and t one and the same.he same.he same.

A city in the half-tribe of Manasseh (1 Chr. 6:70[MT 55]), assigned to the clan of 
the Kohathites as a levitical city. In a second list of levitical cities in Josh. 21:25 
Aner is replaced by Taanach. On the basis of this and scribal error, most scholars 
agree the cities are one and the same.

Troy K. RaTroy K. Rappoldppold

Troy K. Rappold

ANGELANGELANGEL

ANGEL

A spirituaA spiritual being, pl being, primarily arimarily a messenger messenger (Heb.  (Heb. mal}aœk�;mal}aœk�; Gk.  Gk. aéngelosaéngelos) for God ) for Go) for God (e.g.,God (e.g., Gen. 16:7 Gen. 16:7, 9; Exod., 9; Exod. 3:2; Num. 3:2; Num. 22:22-35) 22:22-35). Other de. Other designationssignations include “ include “sons of Goso““sons of G“sons of God” (Job 1od” (Job 1:6; Ps. 29:6; Ps. 29:1), “holy:1), “holy ones” (e. ones” (e.g., Ps. 89g., Ps. 89:7; Dan. 8:7; Dan. 8:13, and “:13, and “watchers” watch““watchers”“watchers” (Dan. 4:1 (Dan. 4:13, 17, 23[3, 17, 23[MT 10, 14,MT 10, 14, 20]). Som 20]). Sometimes “heetimes “heavenly hosavenly hosts” or “hots” or “hots” or “hosts of “hosts of heaven” alheaven” also refer tso refer to angels (o angels (1 Kgs. 22:1 Kgs. 22:19 = 2 Chr19 = 2 Chr. 18:18; P. 18:18; Ps. 148:2; s. 148:2; Neh. 9:6).Neh.Neh. 9:6).Neh. 9:6). Heb.  Heb. mal}aœk�mal}aœk� is also u is also used for hused for human propheman prophets (2 Chr.ts (2 Chr. 36:15-16; 36:15-16; Isa. 44:2 Isa. Isa. 44:26Isa. 44:26; Hag. 1:1; Hag. 1:13), priest3), priests (Mal. 2:s (Mal. 2:7), and th7), and the winds (Pe winds (Ps. 104:4);s. 104:4); Gk. Gk. aéngelos aéngelos may also  m may also rmay also refer to huefer to human messenman messengers (Lukegers (Luke 9:52; Mar 9:52; Mark 1:2 par.k 1:2 par.).).).

A spiritual being, primarily a messenger (Heb. mal}aœk�;  Gk. aéngelos) for 
God (e.g., Gen. 16:7, 9; Exod. 3:2; Num. 22:22-35). Other designations include 
“sons of God” (Job 1:6; Ps. 29:1), “holy ones” (e.g., Ps. 89:7; Dan. 8:13, and 
“watchers” (Dan. 4:13, 17, 23[MT 10, 14, 20]). Sometimes “heavenly hosts” or 
“hosts of heaven” also refer to angels (1 Kgs. 22:19 = 2 Chr. 18:18; Ps. 148:2; 
Neh. 9:6). Heb. mal}aœk�  is also used for human prophets (2 Chr. 36:15-16; 
Isa. 44:26; Hag. 1:13), priests (Mal. 2:7), and the winds (Ps. 104:4); Gk. aéngelos 
may also refer to human messengers (Luke 9:52; Mark 1:2 par.).

�Angels areAngels are a part of a part of the creat the creation of Godion of God, created , created either in either in the beginnthe beginning or soming or soing or sometime bsometime before the efore the foundationfoundation of the ea of the earth (Ps. 1rth (Ps. 148:2-5; Ne48:2-5; Neh. 9:6; Coh. 9:6; Col. 1:15-17l. 1:15-17). They ar). 1:15-171:15-17). 1:15-17). They are oThey are of a higherf a higher order tha order than humans (n humans (Heb. 2:7) Heb. 2:7) and are grand are greater in peater in power and mowppower and power and might (2 Pmight (2 Pet. 2:11; et. 2:11; cf. 2 Kgs.cf. 2 Kgs. 19:35). H 19:35). However, thowever, they are notey are not to be wor to be worshipped byshworworshippedworshipped by humans by humans (Col. 2:1 (Col. 2:18; Rev. 228; Rev. 22:8-9). Ang:8-9). Angels are noels are not omnisciet omniscient as is Gnt as is God, for thoGGod, for tGod, for they do nothey do not know the  know the time of thtime of the coming oe coming of Christ (f Christ (Matt. 24:3Matt. 24:36; cf. 1 P6; cf. 1 Pet. 1:12).etPPet. 1:12)Pet. 1:12). Neither . Neither are they oare they omnipresentmnipresent, for they, for they are said  are said to go fromto go from place to  place to place (Danplacplace (Danplace (Dan. 9:21-23). 9:21-23). Angels a. Angels are spirit re spirit beings (Hebeings (Heb. 1:14). b. 1:14). They do noThey do not die, nort die, nor do they m do  do they mado they marry (Luke rry (Luke 20:36; Mar20:36; Mark 12:25). k 12:25). While the While the number of number of the angelsthe angels is never  is never definitelyddefinitelydefinitely given, th given, they are saiey are said to be ind to be innumerable numerable (Dan. 7:10(Dan. 7:10; Heb. 12:; Heb. 12:22; Rev. 522; Rev. 5:11).:11).55:11).5:11).5:11).

Angels are a part of the creation of God, created either in the beginning or 
sometime before the foundation of the earth (Ps. 148:2-5; Neh. 9:6; Col. 
1:15-17). They are of a higher order than humans (Heb. 2:7) and are greater in 
power and might (2 Pet. 2:11; cf. 2 Kgs. 19:35). However, they are not to be 
worshipped by humans (Col. 2:18; Rev. 22:8-9). Angels are not omniscient as is 
God, for they do not know the time of the coming of Christ (Matt. 24:36; cf. 1 
Pet. 1:12). Neither are they omnipresent, for they are said to go from place to 
place (Dan. 9:21-23). Angels are spirit beings (Heb. 1:14). They do not die, nor 
do they marry (Luke 20:36; Mark 12:25). While the number of the angels is never 
definitely given, they are said to be innumerable (Dan. 7:10; Heb. 12:22; Rev. 
5:11).

�Angels mayAngels may be wicked be wicked (2 Pet. 2 (2 Pet. 2:4; Jude 6:4; Jude 6; cf. Rev.; cf. Rev. 12:7) or  12:7) or good. Goodgood. Good angels se angels  angels seeangels seem to operam to operate in conjte in conjunction wiunction with the worth the work of the Hk of the Holy Spiritoly Spirit in bringi in bringing God’s mng bringibringing Gbringing God’s messaod’s message to mankge to mankind. Shoulind. Should an angeld an angel bring ano bring another messather message, he wouge, he woge, he would bearwould bear the curse the curse of God (G of God (Gal. 1:8-9)al. 1:8-9). Satan ca. Satan can still con still come as an ame as an angel of lingel of light, and hght, aght, and his miand his ministers asnisters as ministers ministers of righte of righteousness, iousness, in deceivinn deceiving and poweg and powerful ways rful ways (2 Cor. 11(2 C(2 Cor. 11:14Cor. 11:14-15). The -15). The phrase “thphrase “thrones or drones or dominions oominions or rulers or rulers or powers” r powers” may refer may refermay refer to arefer to angels (Colngels (Col. 1:16).. 1:16).. 1:16).

Angels may be wicked (2 Pet. 2:4; Jude 6; cf. Rev. 12:7) or good. Good 
angels seem to operate in conjunction with the work of the Holy Spirit in 
bringing God’s message to mankind. Should an angel bring another message, he 
would bear the curse of God (Gal. 1:8-9). Satan can still come as an angel of light, 
and his ministers as ministers of righteousness, in deceiving and powerful ways (2 
Cor. 11:14-15). The phrase “thrones or dominions or rulers or powers” may 
refer to angels (Col. 1:16).

�Angels havAngels have a part te a part to play in o play in God’s ordeGod’s order in heaver in heaven, and arcn, and archangels hahangels have certainve certve certain recertain responsibilisponsibilities over ties over other angeother angels of theils of their order (1r order (1 Thess. 4: Thess. 4:16; cf. Re16; cf. Rev. 12:7). v. 12:7v. 12:7). Rig12:7). Righteous anghteous angels perforels perform the workm the work of God (P of God (Ps. 103:20)s. 103:20). They eff. They effect the veect the vengeance anngvevengeance vengeance and wrath and wrath of God upoof God upon the dison the disobedient, abedient, as is seen s is seen in the scoin the scourge of Isurge of Israel (2 SaraIsIsrael (2 Israel (2 Sam. 24:16Sam. 24:16); upon Ba); upon Balaam (Num.laam (Num. 22:31); a 22:31); and when Jend when Jesus shall sus shall come againcome again with his  w with his mwith his mighty angeighty angels to takels to take vengeance vengeance on those  on those that do nothat do not know Godt know God or obey t or obey  or obey the gobey the gospel (2 Tospel (2 Thess. 1:7-hess. 1:7-10).10).10).

Angels have a part to play in God’s order in heaven, and archangels have 
certain responsibilities over other angels of their order (1 Thess. 4:16; cf. Rev. 
12:7). Righteous angels perform the work of God (Ps. 103:20). They effect the 
vengeance and wrath of God upon the disobedient, as is seen in the scourge of 
Israel (2 Sam. 24:16); upon Balaam (Num. 22:31); and when Jesus shall come again 



with his mighty angels to take vengeance on those that do not know God or 
obey the gospel (2 Thess. 1:7-10).

�Righteous Righteous angels admangels administer Goinister God’s messagd’s message to mankie to mankind in givind in giving the lawng the law of Moses  of Mo of Moses (GalMoses (Gal. 3:19; He. 3:19; Heb. 2:2) anb. 2:2) and appear ad appear as humans is humans in the reven the revelation of lation of God’s messGod’s messages to thamessmessages tmessages to the patro the patriarchs (Geiarchs (Gen. 18:1-19n. 18:1-19:5). One s:5). One should showhould show hospitali hospitality to straty to strangers, forngstrastrangers,strangers, for some  for some may have “may have “entertaineentertained angels wd angels without knoithout knowing it” (wing it” (Heb. 13:2)Heb. 13:2). Angels a. 13:2)13:2). Ang13:2). Angels announels announce the birce the birth of Jesuth of Jesus to Mary s to Mary (Luke 1:26(Luke 1:26-28) and i-28) and in multitudn multitudes sing atesmultitudmultitudesmultitudes sing at h sing at his birth (is birth (2:8–15). T2:8–15). They ministhey minister to Jesuer to Jesus after his after his temptatis temptation (Matt. on (Mon (Matt. 4:1(Matt. 4:11) and app1) and appear at hisear at his resurrect resurrection and asion and ascension (2cension (28:1–7; Act8:1–7; Acts 1:11). As 1:11). Angels are ngeAAngels areAngels are now subje now subject to Chrict to Christ and wilst and will administl administer his miser his mission when sion when he comes ahe comes again (1 Pegaagain (1 Pagain (1 Pet. 3:22; et. 3:22; 1 Thess. 41 Thess. 4:16; Matt.:16; Matt. 25:31). 25:31). 25:31).

Righteous angels administer God’s message to mankind in giving the law of 
Moses (Gal. 3:19; Heb. 2:2) and appear as humans in the revelation of God’s 
messages to the patriarchs (Gen. 18:1-19:5). One should show hospitality to 
strangers, for some may have “entertained angels without knowing it” (Heb. 
13:2). Angels announce the birth of Jesus to Mary (Luke 1:26-28) and in 
multitudes sing at his birth (2:8–15). They minister to Jesus after his temptation 
(Matt. 4:11) and appear at his resurrection and ascension (28:1–7; Acts 1:11). 
Angels are now subject to Christ and will administer his mission when he comes 
again (1 Pet. 3:22; 1 Thess. 4:16; Matt. 25:31).

�Angels worAngels work in the dk in the destiny of estiny of nations fonations for the goodr the good of God’s  of God’s people. Gopeople. Good angels od angod angels witangels withstand Sathstand Satan while tan while the word ofhe word of God is be God is being preaching preached to the ed to the king of Peking of Persia (ZechrsPePersia (ZePersia (Zech. 3:1). ch. 3:1). They work They work in the proin the protection oftection of the right the righteous and eeous and encamp abouncamp about them thatabouabout themabout them that fear that fear the Lord  the Lord (Ps. 34:7[(Ps. 34:7[8]), and t8]), and they delivehey deliver God’s per God’s people from ople from their enemththeir enemtheir enemies (2 Kgsies (2 Kgs. 6:15-17). 6:15-17). Angels d. Angels deliver Peteliver Peter from prer from prison and rison and reassure Paeassure Paul in the ul PaPaul in thPaul in the great ste great storm at seaorm at sea (Acts 12: (Acts 12:7; 27:23).7; 27:23). They are  They are given chargiven charge to keepge to keep the right the the rightethe righteous in allous in all their way their ways, and ares, and are ministeri ministering spiritsng spirits to those  to those who are hewho are heirs of salirs oirs of salvatiof salvation (Ps. 91on (Ps. 91:11; Heb. :11; Heb. 1:14). Ang1:14). Angels represels represent indivient individuals befoduals before the thrre the throne of Godone oone of God (Maof God (Matt. 18:10;tt. 18:10; cf. Dan.  cf. Dan. 12:1), and12:1), and if heaven if heavenly angels ly angels are meant are meant in Rev. 2-in Rev. 2-3, then th3, th3, then they then they are given are given specific aspecific assignmentsssignments to congre to congregations ofgations of the Churc the Church.h.h.

Angels work in the destiny of nations for the good of God’s people. Good 
angels withstand Satan while the word of God is being preached to the king of 
Persia (Zech. 3:1). They work in the protection of the righteous and encamp 
about them that fear the Lord (Ps. 34:7[8]), and they deliver God’s people from 
their enemies (2 Kgs. 6:15-17). Angels deliver Peter from prison and reassure 
Paul in the great storm at sea (Acts 12:7; 27:23). They are given charge to keep 
the righteous in all their ways, and are ministering spirits to those who are heirs 
of salvation (Ps. 91:11; Heb. 1:14). Angels represent individuals before the throne 
of God (Matt. 18:10; cf. Dan. 12:1), and if heavenly angels are meant in Rev. 2-3, 
then they are given specific assignments to congregations of the Church.

�Angels areAngels are active in active in the praye the prayers of the rs of the righteous,righteous, and such  and such prayers avprayers avail much bail much ail much beformuch before God (Dane God (Dan. 9:21-23). 9:21-23). Angels a. Angels are in somere in some way invol way involved in assved in assemblies ofemblies oemblies of worshipof worship (cf. 1 Co (cf. 1 Cor. 11:10).r. 11:10). They rejo They rejoice over eice over every sinnevery sinner that repr that repents (Lukeents (Luke 15:10), a 15 15:10), an15:10), and assist id assist in transporn transporting the rting the redeemed inedeemed into the parto the paradise of Gadise of God (16:22)od (16:22)...

Angels are active in the prayers of the righteous, and such prayers avail 
much before God (Dan. 9:21-23). Angels are in some way involved in assemblies 
of worship (cf. 1 Cor. 11:10). They rejoice over every sinner that repents (Luke 
15:10), and assist in transporting the redeemed into the paradise of God (16:22).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. BietenhH. Bietenhard, “Angeard, “Angel, Messengl, Messenger,” er,” NIDNTTNIDNTT 1:101–3. 1:101–3. 1:101–3.

Bibliography. H. Bietenhard, “Angel, Messenger,” NIDNTT 1:101–3.

Edward P. Edward P. MyersMyers

Edward P. Myers

ANGLE, THEANGLE, THE

ANGLE, THE

A locationA location on the wa on the wall of Jerull of Jerusalem whersalem where King Uzze King Uzziah constriah constructed a toucted a tower to strwer to strengthen thestrstrengthenstrengthen the defen the defenses (2 Chrses (2 Chr. 26:9). T. 26:9). The Angle (he Angle (Heb. Heb. hammiqs�o®hammiqs�o®a{a{) is also ) is also ) is also mentialso mentioned as paoned as part of the rt of the repairs torepairs to the walls the walls of Jerusa of Jerusalem orderelem ordered by Nehemd by Nehemiah (Neh. iNehemNehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 3:19-Neh. 3:19-20, 24-25)20, 24-25). It may h. It may have been lave been located aloocated along the easng the eastern wall,tern wall, since in  wall,wall, sincwall, since in Neh. e in Neh. 3 it is li3 it is listed with sted with the Water the Water Gate, the Gate, the Wall of OpWall of Ophel, and thel, and the East Gahe Eahe East Gate.East Gate.

A location on the wall of Jerusalem where King Uzziah constructed a tower to 
strengthen the defenses (2 Chr. 26:9). The Angle (Heb. hammiqs�o®a{ ) is 
also mentioned as part of the repairs to the walls of Jerusalem ordered by 
Nehemiah (Neh. 3:19-20, 24-25). It may have been located along the eastern 
wall, since in Neh. 3 it is listed with the Water Gate, the Wall of Ophel, and the 
East Gate.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. Auld anG. Auld and M. L. Std M. L. Steiner, einer, Jerusalem,Jerusalem, 1:  1: From the BFrom the Bronze Age ronze Age to the Mactoto the Macto the Maccabeescabees (Macon, 1 (Macon, 1996), 16–1996), 16–18, 39–40; 8, 39–40; W. H. MareW. H. Mare, , The ArchaeThe Archaeology of tology of the Jerusalhe tthe Jerusathe Jerusalem Arealem Area (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1987pids, 1987), 119–37.), 119–37.

Bibliography. G. Auld and M. L. Steiner, Jerusalem, 1: From the Bronze Age 
to the Maccabees (Macon, 1996), 16–18, 39–40; W. H. Mare, The Archaeology of 
the Jerusalem Area (Grand Rapids, 1987), 119–37.
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David M. Valeta



ANIAMANIAM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�niî{am}a�niî{am)))

ANIAM (Heb. }a�niî{am )

A son of SA son of Shemida of hemida of the tribe the tribe of Manasseof Manasseh (1 Chr. h (1 Chr. 7:19).7:19).

A son of Shemida of the tribe of Manasseh (1 Chr. 7:19).

ANIMANIM (Heb.  (Heb. {aœniîm{aœniîm)))

ANIM (Heb. {aœniîm)

A border cA border city in theity in the hill coun hill country of Judtry of Judah (Josh. ah (Josh. 15:50). It15:50). It is called is called  HÓawinaHÓawina in the Am in the in the Amarnathe Amarna Letters.  Letters. According According to Eusebiuto Eusebius (s (Onom.Onom. 26.9) it  26.9) it was 9 Romawas 9 Roman mi. S ofn mi. S of Hebron; i H Hebron; itHebron; it is possib is possibly to be ily to be identified dentified with Khirbwith Khirbet Ghuweinet Ghuwein  et-Tah�taœet-Tah�taœ (156084), (15608 (156084), (156084), 20 km. (1220 km. (12.5 mi.) S .5 mi.) S of Hebron.of Hebron.

A border city in the hill country of Judah (Josh. 15:50). It is called HÓawina in 
the Amarna Letters. According to Eusebius (Onom. 26.9) it was 9 Roman mi. S of 
Hebron; it is possibly to be identified with Khirbet Ghuwein et-Tah�taœ  
(156084), 20 km. (12.5 mi.) S of Hebron.

ANIMALSANIMALSANIMALS

ANIMALS

Almost allAlmost all commentat commentators cautioors caution that it n that it is virtualis virtually impossily impossible to havble to have 100 perce 100 percent certaientpercpercent cepercent certainty whrtainty when identifen identifying Hebreying Hebrew animal tw animal terms with erms with modern scimodern scientific spentific species. Todespspecies. Tspecies. Today’s fauoday’s fauna is not na is not identical identical to that ofto that of the past; the past; also, man also, many of the Hy of the Hebrew termebrewHHebrew terHebrew terms appear ms appear as isolateas isolated names whd names which appearich appear only one  only one or two timor two times in the es in thes in the Bible the Bible in texts win texts which give hich give no real hino real hint as to tnt as to the habitathe habitat or charac or characteristics teristics of the namof the of the named the named animal; fianimal; finally, thenally, the names for names for a given a a given animal somenimal sometimes chantimes changed througged through time or hthrougthrough tithrough time or the me or the same animasame animal is givenl is given a differe a different name bynt name by neighbori neighboring peoplesng peoples who speak w who speak who speak a similar,a similar, but not i but not identical ddentical dialect or ialect or language. language. In spite oIn spite of the probf the problems, howelems, probproblems, problems, however, mhowever, modern schoodern scholars have lars have arrived atarrived at a general a general consensus consensus for the i for the i for the identity oidentity of most of f most of the animalthe animal terms fou terms found in the nd in the Bible. TheBible. They have dony have done this by e this by combining comcombining combining etymology,etymology, comparati comparative languagve languages, examines, examination of tation of the contexthe context of the te of the te of the text, and text, and study of pstudy of present-dayresent-day fauna, as fauna, as well as t well as the fauna ihe fauna in the archn the archaeologicalaeological record. reco record.record.

Almost all commentators caution that it is virtually impossible to have 100 
percent certainty when identifying Hebrew animal terms with modern scientific 
species. Today’s fauna is not identical to that of the past; also, many of the 
Hebrew terms appear as isolated names which appear only one or two times in 
the Bible in texts which give no real hint as to the habitat or characteristics of 
the named animal; finally, the names for a given animal sometimes changed 
through time or the same animal is given a different name by neighboring peoples 
who speak a similar, but not identical dialect or language. In spite of the 
problems, however, modern scholars have arrived at a general consensus for the 
identity of most of the animal terms found in the Bible. They have done this by 
combining etymology, comparative languages, examination of the context of the 
text, and study of present-day fauna, as well as the fauna in the archaeological 
record.

MammalsMammals

Mammals

At least 1At least 128 species28 species of wild m of wild mammals havammals have been idee been identified inntified in modern Is modern Israel so farael so far. These ir. fafar. Thesefar. These include a include a large num large number of smaber of small mammalsll mammals (e.g., ro (e.g., rodents, batdents, bats), as wels), as well as marinl as l as marine as marine mammals. Imammals. In additionn addition to the wi to the wild mammalsld mammals, at least, at least 10 specie 10 species of domess of domesticated matdomesdomesticatdomesticated mammalsed mammals live in I live in Israel. Thesrael. These includese include the dog,  the dog, cat, pig, cat, pig, sheep, goasheep, goats, cattlets, cts, cattle, oxcattle, oxen, donkeyen, donkeys, horses,s, horses, and camel and camels.s.s.

At least 128 species of wild mammals have been identified in modern Israel so 
far. These include a large number of small mammals (e.g., rodents, bats), as well 
as marine mammals. In addition to the wild mammals, at least 10 species of 
domesticated mammals live in Israel. These include the dog, cat, pig, sheep, goats, 
cattle, oxen, donkeys, horses, and camels.

�The OT proThe OT provides at lvides at least 60 woeast 60 words which rds which have been have been identifiedidentified as pertai as pertaining to maning toning to mammalsto mammals in either in either a generic a generic or specif or specific sense. ic sense. Of these, Of these, eight haveeight have been appl been applied to theiedapplapplied toapplied to the horse the horse family; s family; six to largix to large cattle; e cattle; 14 to smal14 to small cattle; l cattle; 14 to carn14 to carnivores; seivores; carncarnivorescarnivores; seven to; seven to rodents;  rodents; one to theone to the monkey; a monkey; and one gennd one generic term eric term referring referring to large atto large ato large animals. Ninimals. Nine terms ane terms are appliedre applied to other  to other miscellanemiscellaneous mammalous mammals.s.s.

The OT provides at least 60 words which have been identified as pertaining 
to mammals in either a generic or specific sense. Of these, eight have been 
applied to the horse family; six to large cattle; 14 to small cattle; 14 to 
carnivores; seven to rodents; one to the monkey; and one generic term referring 
to large animals. Nine terms are applied to other miscellaneous mammals.

�Grouping tGrouping these termshese terms according according to whethe to whether the mammr the mammals were wals were wild or domild or domesticated,edomdomesticatdomesticated, it apped, it appears that ears that at least 3at least 30 terms re0 terms refer to wilfer to wild mammals,d mammals, while the while the rest are  re rest are drest are domestic. Tomestic. The wild mahe wild mammals can mmals can be dividedbe divided into thre into three groups: e groups: large herblarge herbivores, laiherbherbivoresherbivores, large ca, large carnivores, rnivores, and small and small mammals. Tmammals. The herbivohe herbivores includres include the wilde the wild ox (auroc o ox (aurochox (aurochs), wild as), wild ass or onagss or onager, wild ger, wild goat, gazeloat, gazelle, ibex, le, ibex, fallow deefallow deer, roebuckr, roebuck, addax(?), adda, addax(?), addax(?), and wild sand wild swine. The wine. The carnivorescarnivores include t include the bear, fhe bear, fox, wolf, ox, wolf, hyena, jachyena, jackal, panthkal, pkal, panther, apanther, and lion. Snd lion. Small mammamall mammals includels include rodents,  rodents, mouse, harmouse, hare, hyrax, e, hyrax, bat, and pbat, and possibly thosppossibly tpossibly the porcupihe porcupine. One tene. One term, rm, qo®p�,qo®p�, refers to refers to the monke the monkey, which, y, which, although palthoughalthough palthough probably kerobably kept as exotpt as exotic pets, wic pets, were nevertere nevertheless wilheless wild.d.d.

Grouping these terms according to whether the mammals were wild or 
domesticated, it appears that at least 30 terms refer to wild mammals, while the 
rest are domestic. The wild mammals can be divided into three groups: large 
herbivores, large carnivores, and small mammals. The herbivores include the wild 



ox (aurochs), wild ass or onager, wild goat, gazelle, ibex, fallow deer, roebuck, 
addax(?), and wild swine. The carnivores include the bear, fox, wolf, hyena, jackal, 
panther, and lion. Small mammals include rodents, mouse, hare, hyrax, bat, and 
possibly the porcupine. One term, qo®p�,  refers to the monkey, which, 
although probably kept as exotic pets, were nevertheless wild.

�The Bible’The Bible’s domestics domestic mammals c mammals can also bean also be divided i divided into severanto several groups: l groups: camel, horcamel,camel, horcamel, horse family se family (horses, a(horses, asses, mulesses, mules), large s), large cattle, ancattle, and small cad small cattle (sheettle (sheep and goatp and gp and goats). Thgoats). The dog famie dog family should ly should probably aprobably also be inclso be included hereluded here, although, although wild dogs wild dogs were undo w were undouwere undoubtedly alsbtedly also plentifuo plentiful. Of the l. Of the domestic adomestic animals, shnimals, sheep and goeep and goats playedats played the most  t the most sthe most significantignificant role in t role in the lives ohe lives of biblicalf biblical peoples s peoples since they ince they provided mprovided meat, milk,eat, meat, milk, cheemilk, cheese, skin ase, skin and wool ornd wool or goats hai goats hair. Not surr. Not surprisingly,prisingly, their bon their bones providees provide the great the the greatethe greatest quantitst quantity of faunay of faunal remains l remains at an archat an archaeologicalaeological site. site.

The Bible’s domestic mammals can also be divided into several groups: 
camel, horse family (horses, asses, mules), large cattle, and small cattle (sheep and 
goats). The dog family should probably also be included here, although wild dogs 
were undoubtedly also plentiful. Of the domestic animals, sheep and goats played 
the most significant role in the lives of biblical peoples since they provided meat, 
milk, cheese, skin and wool or goats hair. Not surprisingly, their bones provide 
the greatest quantity of faunal remains at an archaeological site.

AmphibiansAmphibians

Amphibians

Because PaBecause Palestine islestine is mostly an mostly an arid regi arid region, there on, there are few amare few amphibian spphibian species. Herecies. HerpetologistpeHerHerpetologHerpetologists have ists have identifiedidentified seven spe seven species of amcies of amphibians cphibians currently lurrently living in tiving in the region he rehe region — tregion — three frogshree frogs, two toad, two toads, a salams, a salamander, andander, and a newt. a newt. a newt.

Because Palestine is mostly an arid region, there are few amphibian species. 
Herpetologists have identified seven species of amphibians currently living in the 
region — three frogs, two toads, a salamander, and a newt.

�The best-kThe best-known refernown reference to anence to an amphibian amphibian in the OT in the OT appears i appears in the accon the account of theunt accoaccount ofaccount of the secon the second Egyptiand Egyptian plague (E plague (Ex. 8:1-15)x. 8:1-15), generall, generally understoy understood to be aod to be a plague of p plague of plague of frogs (frogs (s�eïp�ardes�eïp�ardeäa{;äa{; cf. Ps. 7 cf. Ps. 78:45; 105:8:45; 105:30). Frogs30). Frogs also appe also appear in the ar in the plague of pplague of plague of Rev. 16:13Rev. 16:13 (Gk.  (Gk. baétrachosbaétrachos). Since t). Since the plagueshe plagues occurred  occurred in Egypt, in Egypt, the type othe tthe type of frtype of frog involveog involved should bd should be identifie identified with oned with one of the le of the local speciocal species, eitheres, either the commo the c the common common Rana esculRana esculantaanta (green fr (green frog) or og) or Rana punctRana punctataata (spotted  (spotted frog).frog).

The best-known reference to an amphibian in the OT appears in the 
account of the second Egyptian plague (Ex. 8:1-15), generally understood to be a 
plague of frogs (s�eïp�ardeäa{;  cf. Ps. 78:45; 105:30). Frogs also appear in the 
plague of Rev. 16:13 (Gk. baétrachos). Since the plagues occurred in Egypt, the 
type of frog involved should be identified with one of the local species, either the 
common Rana esculanta (green frog) or Rana punctata (spotted frog).

ReptilesReptiles

Reptiles

While amphWhile amphibians areibians are rare, rep rare, reptiles are tiles are plentiful plentiful in Palestiin Palestine. At leane. At least 126 spest 126 species have cies hcies have been have been identifiedidentified in modern in modern times. Th times. These includese include the lizae the lizard, snake,rd, snake, and turtl and turtle familiese fae families.families.families.

While amphibians are rare, reptiles are plentiful in Palestine. At least 126 species 
have been identified in modern times. These include the lizard, snake, and turtle 
families.

�The most pThe most plentiful glentiful group of reroup of reptiles is ptiles is the lizardthe lizards, of whics, of which there arh there are at leaste at least 40 specie 4 40 species40 species. At least. At least seven Heb seven Hebrew words rew words have been have been rendered arendered as lizard bs lizard by various y various y various trvarious translators,anslators, mostly fr mostly from the lisom the list of unclet of unclean foods ian foods in Lev. 11:n Lev. 11:29-30, alt29-30, although probhoughaltalthough palthough probably onrobably only three oly three or four worr four words actuallds actually refer toy refer to lizards a lizards and even hend even here there ire hehere therehere there is no cer is no certainty. Hetainty. Heb. b. leït�aœa®leït�aœa® appears t appears to be a geno be a general term eral term for lizardfor lizarfor lizard, allizard, although somthough some have eque have equated it wiated it with the pleth the plentiful Syrntiful Syrian green ian green lizard. Otlizard. Other commonher cher common or common or well-knownwell-known members o members of the lizaf the lizard family rd family that mightthat might be referr be referred to in ted to in ed to in the Bibin the Bible includele include the gecko the gecko ( (}a�naœqa®}a�naœqa® [?]), the [?]), the skink ( skink (h�oœmet�h�oœmet� [?]), the [?]), the [?]), the dab lithe dab lizard (a spzard (a spiny-tailediny-tailed hardun al hardun also known aso known as the lands the land crocodile crocodile, possibly, possibly Heb  Heb Heb Heb s�aœb�s�aœb�), and the), and the monitor ( monitor (koœah�koœah� [?]). [?]). [?]).

The most plentiful group of reptiles is the lizards, of which there are at least 
40 species. At least seven Hebrew words have been rendered as lizard by 
various translators, mostly from the list of unclean foods in Lev. 11:29-30, 
although probably only three or four words actually refer to lizards and even 
here there is no certainty. Heb. leït�aœa®  appears to be a general term for 
lizard, although some have equated it with the plentiful Syrian green lizard. Other 
common or well-known members of the lizard family that might be referred to 
in the Bible include the gecko (}a�naœqa®  [?]), the skink (h�oœmet�  [?]), 
the dab lizard (a spiny-tailed hardun also known as the land crocodile, possibly 
Heb s�aœb� ), and the monitor (koœah�  [?]).



�There are There are presently presently some 35 spsome 35 species of secies of snake in Panake in Palestine, elestine, eight of whight of which are poich are ich are poisonare poisonous. Ten Hous. Ten Hebrew and ebrew and four Greekfour Greek words hav words have been trae been translated asnslated as either se either  either sereither serpent, vipepent, viper, or adder, or adder. The conr. The contexts suggtexts suggest that test that the Bible whe Bible writers werriters were only cone oe only conceonly concerned with rned with the poisonthe poisonous snakesous snakes...

There are presently some 35 species of snake in Palestine, eight of which 
are poisonous. Ten Hebrew and four Greek words have been translated as 
either serpent, viper, or adder. The contexts suggest that the Bible writers were 
only concerned with the poisonous snakes.

�CorrelatinCorrelating the Hebrg the Hebrew and Greew and Greek terms wek terms with specifith specific speciesic species is diffic is difficult. Heb. ult. Hebult. Heb. Heb. pet�enpet�en probably  probably refers to refers to the Egyptithe Egyptian cobra. an cobra. The The síaœraœp�síaœraœp� is probab is probably a generlyprobabprobably aprobably a general t general term for deerm for desert vipersert vipers, of whics, of which there arh there are four spee four species in Pacies in Palestine. TlestPaPalestine.Palestine. The one m The one mostly likeostly likely to be ily to be identified dentified with the fwith the fiery serpeiery serpent is the nt is the carpet vipcarpetcarpet vipcarpet viper, which er, which has been nhas been numerous anumerous and highly pd highly poisonous.oisonous.oisonous.

Correlating the Hebrew and Greek terms with specific species is difficult. 
Heb. pet�en  probably refers to the Egyptian cobra. The síaœraœp�  is 
probably a general term for desert vipers, of which there are four species in 
Palestine. The one mostly likely to be identified with the fiery serpent is the 
carpet viper, which has been numerous and highly poisonous.

�Although tAlthough there do nohere do not appear tt appear to have beeo have been any refen any references to rences to turtles inturtles in the Bible the B the Bible (theBible (the KJV has m KJV has mistranslatistranslated Lev. 11ed Lev. 11:29), ther:29), there are, neve are, nevertheless,ertheless, currently currently 12 member 12 m 12 members ofmembers of the turtl the turtle family ie family in Palestinn Palestine. In addie. In addition to setion to seven specieven species or sub-ss or sub-species of peciesub-ssub-speciesub-species of sea ts of sea turtles, thurtles, there are seere are several specveral species of freies of freshwater tushwater turtles and rtles and land-dwellland-dland-dwellland-dwelling tortoiing tortoises. The bses. The better-knowetter-known members n members of Palestiof Palestine’s turtlne’s turtle family ie family include thencliinclude thinclude the softshele softshelled turtleled turtle ( (Trionyx trTrionyx triunguisiunguis), the str), the striped-neckeiped-necked terrapind terrapin or pond t or pon or pond turtlpond turtle (e (Mauremys cMauremys caspica rivaspica rivulataulata [ [Clemys casClemys caspicapica]), and th]), and the common oe common or spur-thir spur-tr spur-thighspur-thighed tortoised tortoise (e (Testudo grTestudo graeca terreaeca terrestrisstris).).).

Although there do not appear to have been any references to turtles in the 
Bible (the KJV has mistranslated Lev. 11:29), there are, nevertheless, currently 12 
members of the turtle family in Palestine. In addition to seven species or 
sub-species of sea turtles, there are several species of freshwater turtles and 
land-dwelling tortoises. The better-known members of Palestine’s turtle family 
include the softshelled turtle (Trionyx triunguis), the striped-necked terrapin or 
pond turtle (Mauremys caspica rivulata [Clemys caspica]), and the common or 
spur-thighed tortoise (Testudo graeca terrestris).

�Some imporSome important reptitant reptile speciesle species no longer no longer live in P live in Palestine. alestine. The Nile cThe Nile crocodile (rocodileccrocodile crocodile ((CrocodylusCrocodylus niloticus niloticus) ranged f) ranged from the Nirom the Nile River tle River to the riveo the rivers along trs along the coast ohe cohe coast of Pcoast of Palestine ualestine until the lntil the last centurast century. Indeed,y. Indeed, the Zerqa the Zerqa River, wh River, which flows ich flows into the Minto tinto the Meditethe Mediterranean nerranean near Caesarear Caesarea, was knoa, was known as the wn as the Crocodile Crocodile River. HowRiver. However, crocever, crever, crocodilescrocodiles have sinc have since been ente been entirely elimirely eliminated froinated from the regim the region north oon north of the Aswaf the Aswan Dam in EnAswaAswan Dam Aswan Dam in Egypt.in Egypt.in Egypt.

Some important reptile species no longer live in Palestine. The Nile 
crocodile (Crocodylus niloticus) ranged from the Nile River to the rivers along the 
coast of Palestine until the last century. Indeed, the Zerqa River, which flows into 
the Mediterranean near Caesarea, was known as the Crocodile River. However, 
crocodiles have since been entirely eliminated from the region north of the 
Aswan Dam in Egypt.

Randall W.Randall W. Younker Younker

Randall W. Younker

ANNAANNA (Gk.  (Gk. HaénnaHaénna)))

ANNA (Gk. Haénna)

�1.1. The wife  The wife of Tobit aof Tobit and mother nd mother of Tobias of Tobias (Tob. 1:9,(Tob. 1:9, 20). She  20). She exemplifieexemplifies the goods thes the good wthe good wife and duife and dutiful mothtiful mother.er.er.

1. The wife of Tobit and mother of Tobias (Tob. 1:9, 20). She exemplifies 
the good wife and dutiful mother.

�2.2. An elderl An elderly widow ofy widow of the tribe the tribe of Asher  of Asher who devoutwho devoutly served ly served daily at tdaily at the temple he tehe temple andtemple and was there was there at the pr at the presentationesentation of the in of the infant Jesusfant Jesus (Luke 2:3 (Luke 2:36-38). She6-38). She, like Sim, lik, like Simeolike Simeon, recognin, recognized the Mezed the Messiah and ssiah and proclaimedproclaimed redemptio redemption to all in to all in Jerusalen Jerusalem. She is mJerusaleJerusalem.Jerusalem. She is th She is the only wome only woman in the an in the NT who is NT who is given the given the title of ptitle of prophetess.rophetess.

2. An elderly widow of the tribe of Asher who devoutly served daily at the 
temple and was there at the presentation of the infant Jesus (Luke 2:36-38). She, 
like Simeon, recognized the Messiah and proclaimed redemption to all in 
Jerusalem. She is the only woman in the NT who is given the title of prophetess.

�3.3. Mother of Mother of Mary and  Mary and grandmothegrandmother of Jesusr of Jesus in NT apo in NT apocryphal wrcryphal writings (esitings (esp. the Prop. (es(esp. the (esp. the ProtevangeProtevangelium of Jalium of James). Annames). Anna was barre was barren and recen and received the nived the news of herews of herews of her child her child from angelfrom angelic messengic messengers. She pers. She promised toromised to dedicate  dedicate the child the child to God, anto God, and took Mardanand took Mand took Mary to theary to the temple at temple at the age o the age of three.f three.f three.

3. Mother of Mary and grandmother of Jesus in NT apocryphal writings 
(esp. the Protevangelium of James). Anna was barren and received the news of 
her child from angelic messengers. She promised to dedicate the child to God, 
and took Mary to the temple at the age of three.

Jo Ann H. Jo Ann H. SeelySeely
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ANNASANNAS (Gk. (Gk. Haénnas Haénnas)))

ANNAS (Gk. Haénnas)

High priesHigh priest appointet appointed by Quirid by Quirinius, the nius, the governor ogovernor of Syria, wf Syria, who served ho served 6–15 6–15 C.E.C.E. (Josephus (Jo (Josephus (Josephus Ant.Ant. 18.2.1–2  18.2.1–2 [26–27]). [26–27]). Five of hiFive of his sons ands sons and his son-i his son-in-law Caian-law Caiaphas becamphas becamphas became higbecame high priests.h priests. Although  Although Jesus’ arrJesus’ arrest, trialest, trial, and exec, and execution occuution occurred durinrred during Caiaphasg Cg Caiaphas’ Caiaphas’ priesthoodpriesthood, Annas is, Annas is designate designated as high d as high priest in priest in Luke 3:2 (Luke 3:2 (along withalong with Caiaphas) Ca Caiaphas);Caiaphas); Acts 4:6  Acts 4:6 (without C(without Caiaphas). aiaphas). In John 18In John 18:13-14 Cai:13-14 Caiaphas is caphas is clearly idelearly identified asntifiideidentifiedidentified as the hi as the high priest gh priest in power; in power; however, thowever, the accounthe account implies t implies that Annas hat Annas is the higis this the high pthe high priest who riest who first intefirst interrogated Jrrogated Jesus. Thesesus. These reference references to Annaes to Annas as high s as high priest refpriepriest refpriest reflect the plect the power and iower and influence tnfluence that high phat high priests conriests continued to tinued to exert afteexert after their der ther their depotheir deposition (sition (b. Pesah�.b. Pesah�. 57a). The 57a). The desire of desire of the Fourt the Fourth Evangelih Evangelist to focust to focus on the rs os on the rolon the role of the Re of the Romans in Jomans in Jesus’ arreesus’ arrest and trist and trial may accal may account for tount for the longer he longer account ofaccoaccount ofaccount of Annas’ in Annas’ inquiry (Johquiry (John 18:19-24n 18:19-24) and the ) and the cursory trcursory treatment ofeatment of Caiaphas’ Caiaphas’ interroga i interrogatinterrogation (vv. 2ion (vv. 24, 28).4, 28).4, 28).

High priest appointed by Quirinius, the governor of Syria, who served 6–15 C.E. 



(Josephus Ant. 18.2.1–2 [26–27]). Five of his sons and his son-in-law Caiaphas 
became high priests. Although Jesus’ arrest, trial, and execution occurred during 
Caiaphas’ priesthood, Annas is designated as high priest in Luke 3:2 (along with 
Caiaphas); Acts 4:6 (without Caiaphas). In John 18:13-14 Caiaphas is clearly 
identified as the high priest in power; however, the account implies that Annas is 
the high priest who first interrogated Jesus. These references to Annas as high 
priest reflect the power and influence that high priests continued to exert after 
their deposition (b. Pesah�.  57a). The desire of the Fourth Evangelist to focus 
on the role of the Romans in Jesus’ arrest and trial may account for the longer 
account of Annas’ inquiry (John 18:19-24) and the cursory treatment of Caiaphas’ 
interrogation (vv. 24, 28).

Emily ChenEmily Cheneyey
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ANNO DOMINANNO DOMINIII

ANNO DOMINI

Reckoning Reckoning from the bfrom the birth of Jeirth of Jesus, the dsus, the dating of yating of years “ears “A.D.A.D.” (Lat. “i” (Lat. “in the yearn the year of the Lo of th of the Lord”)the Lord”) and the c and the concept of oncept of a “Christia “Christian era” rean era” resulted frosulted from the Eastm the Easter cycle der cycle developed ievddeveloped developed in the 6thin the 6th century b century by the Scyty the Scythian monk hian monk Dionysius Dionysius Exiguus. RExiguus. Rather thanather thanather than the ythan the year 753 ear 753 A.U.C.A.U.C. (“from th (“from the foundinge founding of the ci of the city” of Romty” of Rome) upon whe) upon which the syich theich the systemthe system is based, is based, the birth the birth of Jesus  of Jesus is now belis now believed to hieved to have occurrave occurred somewhaed somewhat earlier,tsomewhasomewhat esomewhat earlier, prarlier, probably ca.obably ca. 7 to 6  7 to 6 B.C.E.B.C.E.

Reckoning from the birth of Jesus, the dating of years “A.D.” (Lat. “in the year of 
the Lord”) and the concept of a “Christian era” resulted from the Easter cycle 
developed in the 6th century by the Scythian monk Dionysius Exiguus. Rather 
than the year 753 A.U.C. (“from the founding of the city” of Rome) upon which 
the system is based, the birth of Jesus is now believed to have occurred 
somewhat earlier, probably ca. 7 to 6 B.C.E.

ANNUNCIATIANNUNCIATIONONON

ANNUNCIATION

The event The event when the awhen the angel Gabringel Gabriel informsel informs Mary that Mary that she will  she will bear a sonbear a son named Jes named Jes named Jesus, whoJesus, who will reig will reign over Isrn over Israel foreveael forever (Luke 1:r (Luke 1:26-38; cf.26-38; cf. Matt. 1:1 Matt. 1:18-25, in w8-25, in which an anhich ahich an angel ian angel informs Josnforms Joseph; Prot.eph; Prot. Jas. 10-1 Jas. 10-12). This a2). This annunciationnunciation paralleln parallels the props the prophecy of Johecy propprophecy oprophecy of John thef John the Baptist’s Baptist’s birth (Lu birth (Luke 1:8-25)ke 1:8-25) and appea and appears to drawrs to draw upon OT a upon OT a upon OT accounts (accounts (Gen. 18:1-Gen. 18:1-15; Judg. 15; Judg. 13:2-7).13:2-7).13:2-7).

The event when the angel Gabriel informs Mary that she will bear a son named 
Jesus, who will reign over Israel forever (Luke 1:26-38; cf. Matt. 1:18-25, in which 
an angel informs Joseph; Prot. Jas. 10-12). This annunciation parallels the 
prophecy of John the Baptist’s birth (Luke 1:8-25) and appears to draw upon OT 
accounts (Gen. 18:1-15; Judg. 13:2-7).

�In additioIn addition to an ann to an announcementnouncement, miraculo, miraculous events us events surroundinsurrounding the birtg the births of promhs of hs of promineof prominent personsnt persons were also were also conventio conventional in Helnal in Hellenistic llenistic literature iterature (e.g., Dio(e.g., Diogenes LaergenDioDiogenes LDiogenes Laertius aertius LivesLives 3.1–2; Fl 3.1–2; Flavius Philavius Philostratus ostratus Life of ApLife of Apollonius oollonius of Tyanaf Tyana 1.4–6). 1.4–6). 1.4–6).

In addition to an announcement, miraculous events surrounding the births 
of prominent persons were also conventional in Hellenistic literature (e.g., 
Diogenes Laertius Lives 3.1–2; Flavius Philostratus Life of Apollonius of Tyana 1.4–6).

Greg CareyGreg Carey
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ANOINTANOINTANOINT

ANOINT

To apply aTo apply an oil or on oil or ointment tointment to either a  either a person or person or a thing. Pa thing. People wereeople were variously variously anointed  an anointed fanointed for either or either cosmetic (cosmetic (Ruth 3:3; Ruth 3:3; cf. Luke 7cf. Luke 7:46) or me:46) or medicinal pudicinal purposes (Isrposes (Isa. 1:6; Lua. 1a. 1:6; Luke 1:6; Luke 10:34; cf.10:34; cf. John 9:6, John 9:6, 11) or as 11) or as part of t part of the embalmihe embalming processng process (Mark 16: (Mark 16:1; cf. Mat1; c1; cf. Matt. cf. Matt. 26:12). In26:12). In each of t each of these caseshese cases the act w the act was essentias essentially mundaally mundane, althoune, although cosmetigh cogh cosmetic acosmetic anointings nointings were usualwere usually associaly associated with jted with joyous occaoyous occasions and sions and so were noso were noso were not perfornot performed duringmed during periods o periods of mourningf mourning (Dan. 10: (Dan. 10:2-3) or fa2-3) or fasting (cf.sting (cf. Jesus’ ad Jesus’ advice contrviceadadvice conadvice contrary to ctrary to custom at Mustom at Matt. 6:16-att. 6:16-18).18).18).

To apply an oil or ointment to either a person or a thing. People were variously 
anointed for either cosmetic (Ruth 3:3; cf. Luke 7:46) or medicinal purposes (Isa. 
1:6; Luke 10:34; cf. John 9:6, 11) or as part of the embalming process (Mark 16:1; 
cf. Matt. 26:12). In each of these cases the act was essentially mundane, although 
cosmetic anointings were usually associated with joyous occasions and so were 
not performed during periods of mourning (Dan. 10:2-3) or fasting (cf. Jesus’ 
advice contrary to custom at Matt. 6:16-18).



�Actual phyActual physical anoisical anointings, alntings, almost alwaymost always with oils with oil, could al, could also carry iso carry important smportant smportant symbolic msymbolic meanings. Meanings. Most importost important in theant in the biblical  biblical traditionstraditions was anoin was anointing with ting with oil so as oil oil so as oil so as to set apato set apart, or conrt, or consecrate, asecrate, an object on object or person tr person to God (Exoo God (Exod. 30:25-2d. 30:25-29). The an9).30:25-230:25-29).30:25-29). The anoin The anointing of a ting of a stone pillstone pillar signifiar signified that thed that the place whe place where it wasere it was erected w erec erected waerected was sacred (s sacred (Gen. 28:16Gen. 28:16-18). Simi-18). Similarly, thelarly, the tabernacl tabernacle and its e and its furnishingfurnishings and impls ans and implemand implements were ents were anointed wanointed with oil toith oil to set them  set them apart fromapart from common, p common, profane userofane urofane uses to a uses to a holy and sholy and sacred funcacred function (Lev.tion (Lev. 8:10; Num 8:10; Num. 7:1). Th. 7:1). The anointine anointing of Aarong of Aaron (Exod. 29 (E (Exod. 29:(Exod. 29:7; Lev. 8:7; Lev. 8:12) and su12) and subsequent hbsequent high priestigh priests of Israes of Israel (Lev. 21l (Lev. 21:10) is pr:10) is probably to obablyprprobably tprobably to be undero be understood as sstood as serving theerving the same cons same consecratory pecratory purpose.urpose.urpose.

Actual physical anointings, almost always with oil, could also carry important 
symbolic meanings. Most important in the biblical traditions was anointing with 
oil so as to set apart, or consecrate, an object or person to God (Exod. 
30:25-29). The anointing of a stone pillar signified that the place where it was 
erected was sacred (Gen. 28:16-18). Similarly, the tabernacle and its furnishings 
and implements were anointed with oil to set them apart from common, profane 
uses to a holy and sacred function (Lev. 8:10; Num. 7:1). The anointing of Aaron 
(Exod. 29:7; Lev. 8:12) and subsequent high priests of Israel (Lev. 21:10) is 
probably to be understood as serving the same consecratory purpose.

�In the casIn the case of the ae of the anointing onointing of kings anf kings and prophetsd prophets, however,, however, the symbo the symbolism of thlism oflism of the phyof the physical act sical act seems to hseems to have gone bave gone beyond simpeyond simply settingly setting the perso the person apart frn apart from others.omfrfrom otherfrom others. In suchs. In such cases the cases the anointing anointing also serv also served to conved to convey power aey power and abilitynd ability to perfor to to performto perform the funct the function for whion for which one waich one was being ans being anointed. Itointed. It further d further designated esignated that the pththat the pthat the person had erson had been chosebeen chosen by God (n by God (1 Sam. 9:11 Sam. 9:16), and so6), and so kings in  kings in particularparticular could be  c could be rcould be referred toeferred to as “the L as “the Lord’s anoiord’s anointed” (24:nted” (24:6). Althou6). Although there agh there are numeroure numerous referencsnumerounumerous rnumerous references eferences to the actto the actual anointual anointing of Isring of Israel’s kingael’s kings (1 Sam. s (1 Sam. 10:1; 16:310:1; 16:3; 1 Kgs. 1; 1 K; 1 Kgs. 1:39;Kgs. 1:39; 2 Kgs. 9: 2 Kgs. 9:6; 11:12),6; 11:12), there is  there is only a sinonly a single referegle reference to a lnce to a literal anoiteral anointing of inting ointing of a prophof a prophet (1 Kgs.et (1 Kgs. 19:16). 19:16). 19:16).

In the case of the anointing of kings and prophets, however, the symbolism 
of the physical act seems to have gone beyond simply setting the person apart 
from others. In such cases the anointing also served to convey power and ability 
to perform the function for which one was being anointed. It further designated 
that the person had been chosen by God (1 Sam. 9:16), and so kings in particular 
could be referred to as “the Lord’s anointed” (24:6). Although there are 
numerous references to the actual anointing of Israel’s kings (1 Sam. 10:1; 16:3; 1 
Kgs. 1:39; 2 Kgs. 9:6; 11:12), there is only a single reference to a literal anointing 
of a prophet (1 Kgs. 19:16).

�NevertheleNevertheless, prophess, prophets did thits did think of theink of their commissir commissioning as aoning as a kind of a kind of anointing bnointingaanointing anointing by God, evby God, even if it wen if it were more mere more metaphoricaetaphorical than phyl than physical. Thisical. This metaphors metaphorical anoinimetaphormetaphoricmetaphorical anointial anointing could bng could be associate associated with reed with receiving thceiving the divine Se divine Spirit as apirit as a form of e form form of emform of empowerment powerment for the prfor the prophetic taophetic task (Isa. 6sk (Isa. 61:1). It w1:1). It was this noas this notion that tion that was most ewawas most ewas most explicitly xplicitly linked to linked to Jesus as GJesus as God’s anoinod’s anointed (Gk. ted (Gk. Christoœs,Christoœs, “Christ”; “Christ”; Heb.  H Heb. Heb. maœsûiîah�maœsûiîah�,, “Messiah” “Messiah”) in the N) in the NT (Luke 4:T (Luke 4:18-21; Act18-21; Acts 10:38). s 10:38). Such anoinSuch anointing was ntanoinanointing anointing was not, hwas not, however, unowever, unique to Jeique to Jesus; Paul sus; Paul claimed foclaimed for himself r himself and other and other ChristiansChChristiansChristians an anoint an anointing by Goding by God through t through the receptihe reception of the on of the Holy SpiriHoly Spirit (2 Cor. t (2 Cor. 1:21-22). 1:21:21-22). 1:21-22). Although tAlthough the NT alluhe NT alludes to vardes to various conteious contemporary bemporary beliefs abouliefs about an “anoit an “anointed” or mn“anoi“anointed”“anointed” or messia or messianic redeemnic redeemer who wouer who would bring pld bring political dolitical deliveranceeliverance, it gener, it generally distiagenergenerally generally distinguisdistinguishes its cohes its convictions nvictions about Jesuabout Jesus from thes from these popularse popular beliefs. beliefs. beliefs.

Nevertheless, prophets did think of their commissioning as a kind of 
anointing by God, even if it were more metaphorical than physical. This 
metaphorical anointing could be associated with receiving the divine Spirit as a 
form of empowerment for the prophetic task (Isa. 61:1). It was this notion that 
was most explicitly linked to Jesus as God’s anointed (Gk. Christoœs, “Christ”; 
Heb. maœsûiîah�,  “Messiah”) in the NT (Luke 4:18-21; Acts 10:38). Such 
anointing was not, however, unique to Jesus; Paul claimed for himself and other 
Christians an anointing by God through the reception of the Holy Spirit (2 Cor. 
1:21-22). Although the NT alludes to various contemporary beliefs about an 
“anointed” or messianic redeemer who would bring political deliverance, it 
generally distinguishes its convictions about Jesus from these popular beliefs.

Timothy B.Timothy B. Cargal Cargal
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ANTANTANT

ANT

Most likelMost likely the antsy the ants (Heb.  (Heb. neïmaœla®neïmaœla®) mentione) mentioned in Prov.d in Prov. 6:6-8; 30 6:6-8; 30:25 are ha:25 are harvester anrvehaharvester harvester ants ants (Messor Se(Messor Semirufus),mirufus), the most  the most frequent sfrequent species in pecies in Israel todIsrael today. Storinay. Storing food durgStorinStoring foStoring food during od during the harvesthe harvest for use t for use during theduring the wintertim wintertime, the ante, the ant embodied  embodied two great twtwo great two great virtues, dvirtues, diligence ailigence and wisdom.nd wisdom. Actually, Actually, the ants  the ants either enteither enter a stateer a state of dorman of d of dormancy wdormancy when it is hen it is cold or cocold or continue worntinue working all yking all year aroundear around. Obviousl. Obviously, the anty, the ants’ endlesssantants’ endlants’ endless carryiess carrying of graing of grains, leavesns, leaves, and matt, and matter to theier to their ant-heapr ant-heaps must havs must have been thee bee been the gbeen the grounds forrounds for the prove the proverbial sayirbial sayings.ngs.ngs.

Most likely the ants (Heb. neïmaœla®) mentioned in Prov. 6:6-8; 30:25 are 
harvester ants (Messor Semirufus), the most frequent species in Israel today. 
Storing food during the harvest for use during the wintertime, the ant embodied 
two great virtues, diligence and wisdom. Actually, the ants either enter a state of 
dormancy when it is cold or continue working all year around. Obviously, the 
ants’ endless carrying of grains, leaves, and matter to their ant-heaps must have 
been the grounds for the proverbial sayings.

�RabbinicalRabbinical literatur literature discussee discusses the damas the damage caused ge caused by ants anby ants and even desd even describes a kcribes desdescribes describes a kind of a kind of biologicalbiological control.  control. If soil weIf soil were broughtre brought from one  from one ant-heap tant-heap to another,o ano another, tanother, the two grohe two groups of antups of ants would des would destroy eachstroy each other ( other (Mo{ed Qat�Mo{ed Qat�.. 6b) becau 6b) bec 6b) because eabecause each colony ch colony has its owhas its own distinctn distinct smell. smell. smell.

Rabbinical literature discusses the damage caused by ants and even 



describes a kind of biological control. If soil were brought from one ant-heap to 
another, the two groups of ants would destroy each other (Mo{ed Qat�.  6b) 
because each colony has its own distinct smell.

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik

Jesper Svartvik

ANTELOPEANTELOPEANTELOPE

ANTELOPE

A fast, hoA fast, horned ruminrned ruminant (Heb. ant (Heb. teï}o®teï}o®), listed ), listed as a cleanas a clean animal, t animal, thus suitabhus suitable for eatle for eale for eating (Deeating (Deut. 14:5).ut. 14:5). The Bible The Bible distingui distinguishes varioshes various speciesus species, includin, including the gazeg the gazelle, ibex,lle, iblle, ibex, and ibex, and oryx. Due oryx. Due to its speto its speed, huntined, hunting an antelg an antelope requirope required the useed the use of a net  of a net or some otor sor some othersome other trap (cf. trap (cf. Isa. 51:2 Isa. 51:20; Israel’0; Israel’s defeat bs defeat by God’s wry God’s wrath is likath is likened to anened to an antelope  antel antelope cantelope caught in aaught in a net). net). net).

A fast, horned ruminant (Heb. teï}o®), listed as a clean animal, thus suitable for 
eating (Deut. 14:5). The Bible distinguishes various species, including the gazelle, 
ibex, and oryx. Due to its speed, hunting an antelope required the use of a net or 
some other trap (cf. Isa. 51:20; Israel’s defeat by God’s wrath is likened to an 
antelope caught in a net).

Lisa M. WoLisa M. Wolfelfe

Lisa M. Wolfe

ANTHOTHIJAANTHOTHIJAHH (Heb.  (Heb. {aneït�oœt{aneït�oœt�iîya®�iîya®)))

ANTHOTHIJAH (Heb. {aneït�oœt�iîya® )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, one oite, one of the sonsf the sons of Shasha of Shashak (1 Chr. k (1 Chr. 8:24).8:24).

A Benjaminite, one of the sons of Shashak (1 Chr. 8:24).

ANTHROPOLOANTHROPOLOGYGYGY

ANTHROPOLOGY

�SeeSee  HUMANITY.HUMANITY.

See HUMANITY.

ANTHROPOMOANTHROPOMORPHISMRPHISMRPHISM

ANTHROPOMORPHISM

The attribThe attribution of hution of human charauman characteristicscteristics to God, s to God, specificallpecifically the concy the conceptualizateptualization of Godion conceptualizatconceptualconceptualization ofization of God as ha God as having aspecving aspects of the ts of the human (Gk.human (Gk.  aénthroœpoaénthroœposs) form (Gk) for) form (Gk. form (Gk. morpheäímorpheäí), but not), but not human emo human emotions (suctions (such as love h as love or anger),or anger), called an called anthropopathtananthropopaanthropopathism. Antthism. Anthropomorphhropomorphic languagic language is intere is interspersed thspersed throughout troughout the Bible, he Biblehe Bible, butBible, but it is mor it is more prevalene prevalent in the Ot in the OT (esp. thT (esp. the Pentateue Pentateuch and Psach and Psalms) than lms) than in the NT.in tin the NT. Fithe NT. Figurative dgurative descriptionescriptions of God as of God as having hs having human featuuman features includres include reference references to God’esreferencreferencesreferences to God’s  to God’s face (Ps. face (Ps. 34:16[MT 134:16[MT 17]), eyes 7]), eyes (2 Chr. 16(2 Chr. 16:9), lips :9), lips (Prov. 16:(Prov. 16:27), mouth27), 16:16:27), mo16:27), mouth (Isa. uth (Isa. 1:20), ear1:20), ears (Jas. 5:s (Jas. 5:4), hands 4), hands (Exod. 15:(Exod. 15:17), finge17), finger (Luke 11r (Luke 11:20), arm :20), a:20), arm (John arm (John 12:38), an12:38), and foot (Lad foot (Lam. 1:15). m. 1:15). Other anthOther anthropomorphiropomorphic imagery c imagery implies huimplies huimplies human charhuman characteristicacteristics. God is s. God is depicted adepicted as walking s walking in the garin the garden (Gen. den (Gen. 3:8) and s3:8) and smelling samessmelling ssmelling sacrifices acrifices (8:21). Wh(8:21). While other ile other ancient reancient religions imligions imagined theagined their deitiesir deities as actual as act as actually bactually being animaeing animal or humanl or human in form — in form — or as a h or as a hybrid of aybrid of animal and nimal and human charhuman charhuman charactericharacteristics, as stics, as in Egypt —in Egypt — the ancie the ancient Jewish nt Jewish religious religious traditionstraditions reflected reflected in Script in Scr in Scripture Scripture refrained refrained from such.from such. Although  Although Gen. 1:27 Gen. 1:27 provides aprovides an apparentn apparent rationale rationale for anthr rationalerationale rationale for anthrofor anthropomorphic pomorphic imagery, timagery, the inherenhe inherent danger it danger is that sucs that such figuratih figurative languagve figuratifigurativefigurative language, language, employed  employed to expressto express how human how humans have exps have experienced aerienced a transcend transcen transcendetranscendent God, isnt God, is mistaken  mistaken for literafor literal languagel language, particul, particularly with arly with respect torespect to God’s gen God God’s gendGod’s gender. Jesus’er. Jesus’ many refe many references to rences to God as “FaGod as “Father” can ther” can best be unbest be understood aderstood ununderstoodunderstood against t against the backdrohe backdrop of Israep of Israel’s anthrol’s anthropomorphic pomorphic descriptiodescriptions of God.ns of God.ns of God. The sGod. The supreme antupreme anthropomorphhropomorphism is theism is the NT claim  NT claim that God ethat God entered humntered human flesh ian flan flesh in tflesh in the figure he figure of Jesus oof Jesus of Nazarethf Nazareth...

The attribution of human characteristics to God, specifically the 
conceptualization of God as having aspects of the human (Gk. aénthroœpos) 
form (Gk. morpheäí), but not human emotions (such as love or anger), called 
anthropopathism. Anthropomorphic language is interspersed throughout the 
Bible, but it is more prevalent in the OT (esp. the Pentateuch and Psalms) than in 
the NT. Figurative descriptions of God as having human features include 
references to God’s face (Ps. 34:16[MT 17]), eyes (2 Chr. 16:9), lips (Prov. 
16:27), mouth (Isa. 1:20), ears (Jas. 5:4), hands (Exod. 15:17), finger (Luke 11:20), 
arm (John 12:38), and foot (Lam. 1:15). Other anthropomorphic imagery implies 
human characteristics. God is depicted as walking in the garden (Gen. 3:8) and 
smelling sacrifices (8:21). While other ancient religions imagined their deities as 
actually being animal or human in form — or as a hybrid of animal and human 
characteristics, as in Egypt — the ancient Jewish religious traditions reflected in 
Scripture refrained from such. Although Gen. 1:27 provides an apparent 
rationale for anthropomorphic imagery, the inherent danger is that such 
figurative language, employed to express how humans have experienced a 
transcendent God, is mistaken for literal language, particularly with respect to 
God’s gender. Jesus’ many references to God as “Father” can best be 
understood against the backdrop of Israel’s anthropomorphic descriptions of 



God. The supreme anthropomorphism is the NT claim that God entered human 
flesh in the figure of Jesus of Nazareth.

Jeffrey T.Jeffrey T. Tucker Tucker

Jeffrey T. Tucker

ANTICHRISTANTICHRIST

ANTICHRIST

“Antichris“Antichrist” and “ant” and “antichrists”tichrists” appear in appear in the Bible the Bible only in 1 only in 1 John 2:18 John 2:18, 22; 4:3;, 22; 4:3; 2 John 7  2 John 2 John 7 andJohn 7 and are unkno are unknown elsewhewn elsewhere in Chrire in Christian litestian literature befrature before Polycaore Polycarp in the rp in the 2nd centur22nd centur2nd century y C.E.C.E. Yet by th Yet by the beginnine beginning of the 3g of the 3rd centuryrd century (e.g., Hi (e.g., Hippolytus) ppolytus) the expectthe expethe expectatioexpectation of an esn of an eschatologicchatological Antichral Antichrist had beist had become highlcome highly developey developed in Chrisd in Christian theoltiChrisChristian Christian theology atheology and has evend has ever remainedr remained a topic o a topic of intrinsif intrinsic interestc interest to many C to many Christians.hrCChristiansChristians. Attempts. Attempts to identi to identify an indify an individual Antvidual Antichrist haichrist have a long ve a long but dismalbut dismal history. histo history.history.history.

“Antichrist” and “antichrists” appear in the Bible only in 1 John 2:18, 22; 4:3; 2 
John 7 and are unknown elsewhere in Christian literature before Polycarp in the 
2nd century C.E. Yet by the beginning of the 3rd century (e.g., Hippolytus) the 
expectation of an eschatological Antichrist had become highly developed in 
Christian theology and has ever remained a topic of intrinsic interest to many 
Christians. Attempts to identify an individual Antichrist have a long but dismal 
history.

�It is cleaIt is clear that Johr that John applied n applied the pluralthe plural antichris antichrists to thosts to those former me former members of embers ofembers of the Chrof the Christian conistian congregation gregation who had rewho had recently depcently departed fromarted from the flock the flock (1 John 2 (1 John 2:19) under:122:19) unde2:19) under a mantler a mantle of false  of false teaching ateaching and practicnd practice. But bece. But because John ause John says very says very little abolittllittle abolittle about the sinut the singular Antigular Antichrist, thchrist, the biblicale biblical anteceden antecedents for thits for this figure as figure are in somere in somre in some dispusome dispute.te.te.

It is clear that John applied the plural antichrists to those former members 
of the Christian congregation who had recently departed from the flock (1 John 
2:19) under a mantle of false teaching and practice. But because John says very 
little about the singular Antichrist, the biblical antecedents for this figure are in 
some dispute.

�Many scholMany scholars distinars distinguish two guish two major biblmajor biblical tradiical traditions whictions which involve h involve eschatologeschatoloeschatologeschatological figurical figures opposedes opposed to God an to God and his purpd his purposes, one oses, one which warnwhich warns of a pols of a political or ipolpolitical political or militaror military persecuty persecutor and oneor and one of a dece of a deceptive inflptive influence. Foruence. For instance, instance, in his Ol in hi in his Olivethis Olivet discourse discourse, Jesus sp, Jesus spoke both ooke both of the appef the appearance of arance of Daniel’s aDaniel’s abominationbomination of desola o of desolatof desolation (Dan. ion (Dan. 9:27; 11:39:27; 11:31; 12:11; 1; 12:11; Matt. 24:1Matt. 24:15 par.) an5 par.) and of the cd of the coming of foming of false prophalse ffalse propfalse prophets and fhets and false Chrisalse Christs who wouts who would deceiveld deceive, if it we, if it were possiblre possible, even the, even the elect (Me ele elect (Matelect (Matt. 24:24 pt. 24:24 par.). Daniar.). Daniel’s “littel’s “little horn” (le horn” (Dan. 7:8, Dan. 7:8, 20, 24) se20, 24) seems to preems to presage a figsage asage a figure Pa figure Paul calls aul calls the “lawlethe “lawless one” (2ss one” (2 Thess. 2: Thess. 2:3-10), a p3-10), a persecutingersecuting foe with  foe with self-deifyself-deself-deifyself-deifying pretening pretensions. Dansions. Daniel’s direiel’s dire expectati expectations of theons of the future ar future are recast ae recast again in Regain ingain in Rev. 13in Rev. 13 as a drea as a dreadful beastdful beast to arise  to arise from the sfrom the sea, incorpea, incorporating maorating many of the ny of the charactericharcharactericharacteristics of tstics of the four behe four beasts of Daasts of Dan. 7:3-8. n. 7:3-8. But John gBut John goes on to oes on to describe adescribe another Antnothaanother Ananother Antichrist ftichrist figure, a sigure, a second beasecond beast, who rist, who rises from thes from the land ande land and supports  supports the first thethe first the first beast in hbeast in his diaboliis diabolical attackcal attacks on the gs on the godly. Thisodly. This Earth Bea Earth Beast has thest has the special c specia special chspecial characteristaracteristics of a fics of a false prophalse prophet (so namet (so named in Rev.ed in Rev. 16:13; 19 16:13; 19:20; 20:10:20; 20:10) who dece) wh) who deceivwho deceives with hies with his blasphems blasphemous lies. ous lies. It is not It is not agreed to agreed to what extenwhat extent John’s At John’s Antichrist ntAAntichristAntichrist represent represents only ones only one of these  of these strands orstrands or a combina a combination, thoution, though from Jogh from John’s limithJoJohn’s limJohn’s limited descrited description in iption in 1 and 2 Jo1 and 2 John, his Anhn, his Antichrist ftichrist figure has igure has more in comore in common with mmococommon witcommon with the deceh the deceiver/falseiver/false prophet i prophet image, for mage, for it is assoit is associated witciated with a denialh a denial of the tr of of the truof the truth about Jth about Jesus Chrisesus Christ (1 John t (1 John 2:22; 4:1-2:22; 4:1-3; 2 John 3; 2 John 7).7).7).

Many scholars distinguish two major biblical traditions which involve 
eschatological figures opposed to God and his purposes, one which warns of a 
political or military persecutor and one of a deceptive influence. For instance, in 
his Olivet discourse, Jesus spoke both of the appearance of Daniel’s abomination 
of desolation (Dan. 9:27; 11:31; 12:11; Matt. 24:15 par.) and of the coming of 
false prophets and false Christs who would deceive, if it were possible, even the 
elect (Matt. 24:24 par.). Daniel’s “little horn” (Dan. 7:8, 20, 24) seems to presage 
a figure Paul calls the “lawless one” (2 Thess. 2:3-10), a persecuting foe with 
self-deifying pretensions. Daniel’s dire expectations of the future are recast again 
in Rev. 13 as a dreadful beast to arise from the sea, incorporating many of the 
characteristics of the four beasts of Dan. 7:3-8. But John goes on to describe 
another Antichrist figure, a second beast, who rises from the land and supports 
the first beast in his diabolical attacks on the godly. This Earth Beast has the 
special characteristics of a false prophet (so named in Rev. 16:13; 19:20; 20:10) 
who deceives with his blasphemous lies. It is not agreed to what extent John’s 
Antichrist represents only one of these strands or a combination, though from 
John’s limited description in 1 and 2 John, his Antichrist figure has more in 
common with the deceiver/false prophet image, for it is associated with a denial 
of the truth about Jesus Christ (1 John 2:22; 4:1-3; 2 John 7).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. C. JenkG. C. Jenks, s, The OriginThe Origins and Earls and Early Developmy Development of theent of the Antichris Antichrist Myth.t AntichrisAntichristAntichrist Myth. Myth. BZNW 59 ( BZNW 59 (Berlin, 19Berlin, 1991); C. E.91); C. E. Hill, “An Hill, “Antichrist ftichrist from the Trrom the Tribe of Danibe of Dibe of Dan,” Dan,” JTSJTS  N.S.N.S. 46 (1995) 46 (1995): 99–117.: 99–117.: 99–117.

Bibliography. G. C. Jenks, The Origins and Early Development of the 
Antichrist Myth. BZNW 59 (Berlin, 1991); C. E. Hill, “Antichrist from the Tribe of 
Dan,” JTS N.S. 46 (1995): 99–117.

Charles E.Charles E. Hill Hill

Charles E. Hill



ANTIGONUSANTIGONUS (Gk.  (Gk. AntiígonusAntiígonus)))

ANTIGONUS (Gk. Antiígonus)

�1.1. One of Al One of Alexander thexander the Great’s e Great’s generals, generals, among the among the first of tfirst of the Diadochhe Diadochi. Satrap i. Sai. Satrap in Satrap in Phrygia duPhrygia during Alexaring Alexander’s lifnder’s life, he begae, he began extendinn extending his poweg his power throughor throughout the Easutthroughothroughoutthroughout the East  the East in 316 in 316 B.C.E. B.C.E. He claimedHe claimed the crown the crown in 306, t in 306, thus designhus designating himsating himating himself Alhimself Alexander’s exander’s successor.successor. Attacked  Attacked by a coaliby a coalition of thtion of the other Die other Diadochi, headochi, he was kille w was killedwas killed in battle in battle in 302. in 302. in 302.

1. One of Alexander the Great’s generals, among the first of the Diadochi. 
Satrap in Phrygia during Alexander’s life, he began extending his power 
throughout the East in 316 B.C.E. He claimed the crown in 306, thus designating 
himself Alexander’s successor. Attacked by a coalition of the other Diadochi, he 
was killed in battle in 302.

�2.2. Son of th Son of the Hasmoneae Hasmonean ruler Jon ruler John Hyrcanuhn Hyrcanus. When Ans. When Antigonus’ btigonus’ brother Arirother Arirother AristobuluAristobulus I becames I became high prie high priest (104), st (104), AristobuluAristobulus imprisons imprisoned his moted his mother and other and other brothehotother brotother brothers, but hers, but Antigonus Antigonus was allowewas allowed to remaid to remain free. Acn free. Accused of pcused of plotting hilotting his brother’s hihis brothehis brother’s assassr’s assassination, Aination, Aristobulusristobulus was execu was executed (Josepted (Josephus hus Ant.Ant. 13.303–31 13.303–317; 7; BJBBJBJ 1.80–84). 1.80–84).

2. Son of the Hasmonean ruler John Hyrcanus. When Antigonus’ brother 
Aristobulus I became high priest (104), Aristobulus imprisoned his mother and 
other brothers, but Antigonus was allowed to remain free. Accused of plotting 
his brother’s assassination, Aristobulus was executed (Josephus Ant. 13.303–317; 
BJ 1.80–84).

�3.3. Antigonus Antigonus II, king  II, king and high pand high priest of Jriest of Judea (40–3udea (40–37 7 B.C.E.B.C.E.); son of ); son of AristobuluAristobulus II, who sAristobuluAristobuluAristobulus II, who s II, who had seizedhad seized the thron the throne from hise from his brother H brother Hyrcanus IIyrcanus II in 67. Th in 67. The Romans re ThThe RomansThe Romans restored  restored Hyrcanus tHyrcanus to the higho the high priesthoo priesthood, and tood, and took Aristobuk Aristobulus and Anlus and Alus and Antigonus Antigonus captive tocaptive to Rome in 6 Rome in 63 (Josephu3 (Josephus s Ant.Ant. 14.5–79;  14.5–79; BJBJ 1.116–158 1.116–158). In 56 t). In 56 they escapehey tthey escapthey escaped, and Ared, and Aristobulus istobulus attempted attempted to retake to retake the thronethe throne. Though A. Though AristobulusristobulusAAristobuluAristobulus was recas was recaptured, Anptured, Antigonus watigonus was releaseds released ( (Ant.Ant. 14.92–95; 14.92–95;  BJBJ 1.171–74) 1.171–74). In 40, a. 1.171–74)1.171–74).1.171–74). In 40, af In 40, after his fater his father’s deather’s death, Antigoth, Antigonus overthnus overthrew Hyrcanrew Hyrcanus with Paus with Parthian aidrtPaParthian aParthian aid. He mutid. He mutilated theilated the old pries old priest’s ears (t’s ears (according according to to BJBJ 1.270, wi 1.270, with his ownth his ownth his own teeth)own teeth) so as to  so as to disqualifydisqualify him from  him from ever holdiever holding the pring the priesthood agesthood again. The Rain. The Roman senatomRRoman senaRoman senate, howevete, however, conferrr, conferred kingshied kingship on Herodp on Herod, and Anti, and Antigonus was gonus was eventuallyeventuaeventuallyeventually removed f removed from the throm the throne. He wrone. He was beheadeas beheaded in 37 d in 37 B.C.E.B.C.E. ( (Ant.Ant. 15.2;  15.2; BJBJ 1.357). 1. 1.357).1.357).1.357).

3. Antigonus II, king and high priest of Judea (40–37 B.C.E.); son of 
Aristobulus II, who had seized the throne from his brother Hyrcanus II in 67. 
The Romans restored Hyrcanus to the high priesthood, and took Aristobulus and 
Antigonus captive to Rome in 63 (Josephus Ant. 14.5–79; BJ 1.116–158). In 56 
they escaped, and Aristobulus attempted to retake the throne. Though 
Aristobulus was recaptured, Antigonus was released (Ant. 14.92–95; BJ 
1.171–74). In 40, after his father’s death, Antigonus overthrew Hyrcanus with 
Parthian aid. He mutilated the old priest’s ears (according to BJ 1.270, with his 
own teeth) so as to disqualify him from ever holding the priesthood again. The 
Roman senate, however, conferred kingship on Herod, and Antigonus was 
eventually removed from the throne. He was beheaded in 37 B.C.E. (Ant. 15.2; BJ 
1.357).

Anthony J.Anthony J. Tomasino Tomasino

Anthony J. Tomasino

ANTI-LEBANANTI-LEBANONON (Gk.  (Gk. AntilibaénAntilibaénosos)))

ANTI-LEBANON (Gk. Antilibaénos)

A mountainA mountain range E o range E of the Lebaf the Lebanon Mountanon Mountains, extenins, extending from ding from Kadesh (SyKadesh (Syria) to Daria) to Dria) to Dan (Jdt. Dan (Jdt. 1:7). Sepa1:7). Separated fromrated from Lebanon b Lebanon by the y the Beqa{Beqa{ Valley, t Valley, the range’she range’s highest p highest peak is Mt.eppeak is Mtpeak is Mt. Hermon (. Hermon (cf. Deut. cf. Deut. 3:9, Senir3:9, Senir).).

A mountain range E of the Lebanon Mountains, extending from Kadesh (Syria) to 
Dan (Jdt. 1:7). Separated from Lebanon by the Beqa{ Valley, the range’s highest 
peak is Mt. Hermon (cf. Deut. 3:9, Senir).

ANTIOCHANTIOCH (Gk.  (Gk. AntioœcheiAntioœcheiaa)))

ANTIOCH (Gk. Antioœcheia)

�1.1. Antioch t Antioch toward Pisioward Pisidia. A citdia. A city in the sy in the southern paouthern part of the rt of the Roman provRoman province calleince provprovince cprovince called Galaalled Galatia, in thtia, in the central e central part of mopart of modern Turkedern Turkey. More pry. More precisely itecisely it was actua wa was actualwas actually locatedly located in Phrygi in Phrygia, a distra, a district in souict in southern Galathern Galatia bordertia bordering on theing on the northern  nort northern bnorthern boundary ofoundary of the distr the district of Pisict of Pisidia. The idia. The boundariesboundaries of both d of both districts aistricts are indefinre inre indefiniteindefinite. The 1st-. The 1st-century gecentury geographer Sographer Strabo plactrabo placed it in Ped it in Phrygia on hrygia on the south the south side of a sideside of a side of a mountain rmountain ridge facinidge facing Pisidia.g Pisidia. Thus, he  Thus, he called it called it “Antioch n“Antioch near Pisidiear Pisidia” or “Anta” or “a” or “Antioch t“Antioch toward Pisioward Pisidia” (dia” (Geog.Geog. 12.8.14). 12.8.14). This agre This agrees with thes with the best mane best manuscripts ouscripts of Acts 13:f oof Acts 13of Acts 13:14, which:14, which have “Pis have “Pisidian Antiidian Antioch” (NIV)och” (NIV) rather th rather than “Antiocan “Antioch of Pisidh of Pisidia” as in ia”PisidPisidia” aPisidia” as in others in other translati translations.ons.ons.

1. Antioch toward Pisidia. A city in the southern part of the Roman 
province called Galatia, in the central part of modern Turkey. More precisely it 
was actually located in Phrygia, a district in southern Galatia bordering on the 
northern boundary of the district of Pisidia. The boundaries of both districts are 
indefinite. The 1st-century geographer Strabo placed it in Phrygia on the south 
side of a mountain ridge facing Pisidia. Thus, he called it “Antioch near Pisidia” or 
“Antioch toward Pisidia” (Geog. 12.8.14). This agrees with the best manuscripts 
of Acts 13:14, which have “Pisidian Antioch” (NIV) rather than “Antioch of 



Pisidia” as in other translations.

�Bypassing Bypassing Perga, PauPerga, Paul went dirl went directly to Aectly to Antioch on ntioch on his first his first visit to Avisit to Asia Minor sia Minor (Acts 13:1((Acts 13:1(Acts 13:13-14). He 3-14). He probably vprobably visited it isited it again on hagain on his second is second journey (Ajourney (Acts 16:6) cts 16:6) and may haandand may haand may have passed ve passed through itthrough it again on  again on his third his third journey (1journey (18:23). The8:23). The city was  city was at the peaat at the peaat the peak of its ik of its importance mportance when Paul when Paul was there,was there, functioni functioning as the ng as the center of center of both civilbotboth civilboth civil and milit and military adminiary administration istration in southernn southern Galatia,  Galatia, with roadswith roads leading f leading from there rom trom there to tthere to the varioushe various colonies. colonies. In 25  In 25 B.C.B.C. the emper the emperor Augustuor Augustus had refos had refounded the unded the unded the city athe city as a Roman s a Roman colony andcolony and populated populated it with v it with veterans freterans from the legom the legions. Empeions. Emperor worshirEmpeEmperor woEmperor worship flourship flourished herrished here, enhancee, enhanced by a numd by a number of buiber of buildings conldings connected witnected wnected with the iwith the imperial cumperial cult. Most olt. Most of the consf the construction itruction in Antioch n Antioch was done uwas done under the ender the emperors Timeemperors Temperors Tiberius aniberius and Claudiusd Claudius. Tiberius. Tiberius was the p was the principal brincipal builder of uilder of the templethe temple of August o of Augustuof Augustus which sts which stood in theood in the center of center of the city. the city. Two other Two other temples s temples stood near tood near this one dtthis one dthis one dedicated tedicated to pagan woo pagan worship, onership, one of which  of which an excavatan excavator of Antior of Antioch has deoch has described assdedescribed described as among tas among the great hhe great hill-top saill-top sacred sitescred sites of southw of southwestern Anaestern Anatolia.tolia.tolia.

Bypassing Perga, Paul went directly to Antioch on his first visit to Asia Minor 
(Acts 13:13-14). He probably visited it again on his second journey (Acts 16:6) 
and may have passed through it again on his third journey (18:23). The city was 
at the peak of its importance when Paul was there, functioning as the center of 
both civil and military administration in southern Galatia, with roads leading from 
there to the various colonies. In 25 B.C. the emperor Augustus had refounded 
the city as a Roman colony and populated it with veterans from the legions. 
Emperor worship flourished here, enhanced by a number of buildings connected 
with the imperial cult. Most of the construction in Antioch was done under the 
emperors Tiberius and Claudius. Tiberius was the principal builder of the temple 
of Augustus which stood in the center of the city. Two other temples stood near 
this one dedicated to pagan worship, one of which an excavator of Antioch has 
described as among the great hill-top sacred sites of southwestern Anatolia.

�2.2. Antioch o Antioch of Syria. Tf Syria. The largesthe largest and most  and most important important of 16 citiof 16 cities in the es in the ancient woancientancient woancient world that wrld that were named ere named after the after the Syrian empSyrian emperor Antioeror Antiochus. His chus. His son, Seleuson, Seleuson, Seleucus ISeleucus I Nicator,  Nicator, founder offounder of the Seleu the Seleucid Empirecid Empire, built it, built it and named and named it in his it in his honor. It hono honor. It honor. It was locatewas located 80 km. (d 80 km. (50 mi.) S 50 mi.) S of the poiof the point where tnt where the peninsuhe peninsula of Asiala of Asia Minor cur M Minor curvMinor curves south ies south into the Eanto the Eastern Medistern Mediterranean terranean seaboard oseaboard of Syria-Paf Syria-Palestine anlestine and at the fdanand at theand at the foot of M foot of Mt. Silpiust. Silpius on the Or on the Orontes Riveontes River, which gr, which gave it accave it access to theess to the Mediterra Me MediterranMediterranean port cean port city of Selity of Seleucia.eucia.eucia.

2. Antioch of Syria. The largest and most important of 16 cities in the 
ancient world that were named after the Syrian emperor Antiochus. His son, 
Seleucus I Nicator, founder of the Seleucid Empire, built it and named it in his 
honor. It was located 80 km. (50 mi.) S of the point where the peninsula of Asia 
Minor curves south into the Eastern Mediterranean seaboard of Syria-Palestine 
and at the foot of Mt. Silpius on the Orontes River, which gave it access to the 
Mediterranean port city of Seleucia.

�The populaThe population of thtion of the city in e city in the mid-1sthe mid-1st century t century A.D.A.D. may have  may have reached 30reached 300 thousand0 t0 thousand, thousand, though estthough estimates runimates run as low as as low as 100 thous 100 thousand. The land. The larger figuarger figure is suggre is suggested by tessuggsuggested suggested by the 1stby the 1st-century g-century geographer eographer Strabo (Strabo (Geog.Geog. 16.2.5),  16.2.5), who said iwho said it was not t was nott was not much snot much smaller thamaller than Alexandrn Alexandria in Egypia in Egypt. That cit. That city had morty had more than 300e than 300 thousand  thousand  thousand fthousand freemen in reemen in the mid-1sthe mid-1st century t century B.C.B.C. (Diodorus (Diodorus Siculus  Siculus Hist.Hist. 17.52). 17.52). 17.52).

The population of the city in the mid-1st century A.D. may have reached 300 
thousand, though estimates run as low as 100 thousand. The larger figure is 
suggested by the 1st-century geographer Strabo (Geog. 16.2.5), who said it was 
not much smaller than Alexandria in Egypt. That city had more than 300 
thousand freemen in the mid-1st century B.C. (Diodorus Siculus Hist. 17.52).

�Antioch haAntioch had a large,d a large, wealthy J wealthy Jewish popuewish population in lation in the 1st cethe 1st century (Josntury (Josephus ephus BJBJBJBJ 7:43). Th 7:43). These Jews eese Jews endowed beandowed beautifully dutifully decorated secorated synagogues,ynagogues, and “cons and “constantly atttantly attantly attracted attracted to their rto their religious celigious ceremonies eremonies multitudesmultitudes of Greeks of Greeks” (” (BJBJ 7.45). Th 7.45). The first mee first me first mention ofmention of Antioch i Antioch in the NT in the NT is in refers in reference to a ence to a proselyte proselyte to the Jewto the Jewish faith ish faith from this fromfrom this from this city, one city, one Nicolaus, Nicolaus, who acceptwho accepted Christ ed Christ and was suand was subsequentlybsequently appointed appointed appointed appointed as one of as one of seven men seven men to overseeto oversee the needs the needs of Hellen of Hellenist widowsist widows in Jerusa in Jerusa in Jerusalem Jerusalem in the earin the early days ofly days of the Churc the Church (Acts 6:h (Acts 6:5).5).5).

Antioch had a large, wealthy Jewish population in the 1st century (Josephus 
BJ 7:43). These Jews endowed beautifully decorated synagogues, and “constantly 
attracted to their religious ceremonies multitudes of Greeks” (BJ 7.45). The first 
mention of Antioch in the NT is in reference to a proselyte to the Jewish faith 
from this city, one Nicolaus, who accepted Christ and was subsequently 
appointed as one of seven men to oversee the needs of Hellenist widows in 
Jerusalem in the early days of the Church (Acts 6:5).

�MissionaryMissionary work was  work was done by pedone by people who fople who fled the peled the persecutionsrsecutions in Jerusa in Jerusalem and solem JerusaJerusalem Jerusalem and soon aand soon after arrivfter arriving in Anting in Antioch “spokioch “spoke to the Ge to the Greeks alsoreeks also” (Acts 11” (Acts 11:20). Thes:21111:20). Th11:20). These “Greekese “Greeks” were prs” were probably “Goobably “Godfearers,”dfearers,” Gentiles  Gentiles who were fwho were frequently requentffrequentlyfrequently attracted attracted to Jewish to Jewish monotheis monotheism (e.g., Am (e.g., Acts 10:22)cts 10:22). This mis. This missionary acsionary activity restiviacactivity ractivity resulted inesulted in “a great  “a great number” (Anumber” (Acts 11:21)cts 11:21) of gentil of gentile conversie conversions and prons and prompted theompprprompted tprompted the church he church in Jerusalin Jerusalem to sendem to send Barnabas  Barnabas to Antiochto Antioch to monito to monitor the progr the pror the progress. progress. Barnabas, Barnabas, impressed impressed by the larby the large number ge number of convertof converts and probs and probably awareably awarably aware of Paware of Paul’s commaul’s commission to ission to preach to preach to Gentiles (Gentiles (Acts 26:17Acts 26:17), brought), brought him from  him from Tarsus to TTarsus to Tarsus to work in Anwork in Antioch.tioch.tioch.

Missionary work was done by people who fled the persecutions in 
Jerusalem and soon after arriving in Antioch “spoke to the Greeks also” (Acts 
11:20). These “Greeks” were probably “Godfearers,” Gentiles who were 
frequently attracted to Jewish monotheism (e.g., Acts 10:22). This missionary 
activity resulted in “a great number” (Acts 11:21) of gentile conversions and 
prompted the church in Jerusalem to send Barnabas to Antioch to monitor the 
progress. Barnabas, impressed by the large number of converts and probably 



aware of Paul’s commission to preach to Gentiles (Acts 26:17), brought him from 
Tarsus to work in Antioch.

�For a yearFor a year, they wor, they worked togethked together in thiser in this gentile c gentile center (Actenter (Acts 11:26) ws 11:26) which subsehich subhich subsequentsubsequently became ly became the sponsothe sponsoring churcring church for his h for his missionarymissionary journeys  journeys to the gento the gento the gentile wogentile world (13:3;rld (13:3; 15:40; 18 15:40; 18:22–23). T:22–23). The term “Che term “Christian” hristian” (“follower(“follower of the Me of the Messiah”) wassMeMessiah”) Messiah”) was first was first applied toapplied to the disci the disciples of Jeples of Jesus in thisus in this predomins predominantly Gentantly Gentile Christile Cile Christian Christian city (Actscity (Acts 11:26). 11:26). 11:26).

For a year, they worked together in this gentile center (Acts 11:26) which 
subsequently became the sponsoring church for his missionary journeys to the 
gentile world (13:3; 15:40; 18:22–23). The term “Christian” (“follower of the 
Messiah”) was first applied to the disciples of Jesus in this predominantly Gentile 
Christian city (Acts 11:26).

�Eusebius rEusebius records a tecords a tradition iradition in the 4th n the 4th century thcentury that the firat the first bishop st bishop of Antiochof Antiochof Antioch waAntioch was Peter (s Peter (HEHE 3.36.2) w 3.36.2) who was sucho was succeeded by ceeded by Evodius anEvodius and then by d then by the well-kthe welthe well-knownwell-known martyr Ig martyr Ignatius of natius of Antioch, wAntioch, who died inho died in the reign the reign of Trajan of Trajan (ca. 108; (ca. 108;  HEHHEHE 3.22). 3.22). 3.22).

Eusebius records a tradition in the 4th century that the first bishop of 
Antioch was Peter (HE 3.36.2) who was succeeded by Evodius and then by the 
well-known martyr Ignatius of Antioch, who died in the reign of Trajan (ca. 108; 
HE 3.22).

�One of theOne of the most rema most remarkable everkable events in thents in the history o history of the earlf the early Church ry Church relating toelatingrrelating trelating to ethnic do ethnic distinctionistinctions occurreds occurred in Antioc in Antioch. When Peh. When Peter visiteter visited Paul on d Paul on one occasioneone occasione occasion, these on, these two most itwo most influentialnfluential leaders i leaders in the 1st-n the 1st-century Chcentury Church argueurch argued in the pd argueargued in argued in the presenthe presence of the ce of the whole Churwhole Church about Pch about Peter’s vaceter’s vacillation oillation on requiremn requirements of geerequiremrequiremenrequirements of gentts of gentile converile converts. Paul ats. Paul accused Petccused Peter of actier of acting “insincng “insincerely” (Gkerely” (Gk. “hypocri. “h. “hypocriti“hypocritically”). Ically”). In this hign this highly dramathly dramatic situatiic situation, Paul “on, Paul “opposed hiopposed him to his fm to his face becausace beace because hebecause he stood con stood condemned” (Gdemned” (Gal. 2:11),al. 2:11), rebuking  rebuking this chiefthis chief of Apostl of Apostles “beforees “before them all” “before“before th“before them all” (vem all” (v. 14).. 14).. 14).

One of the most remarkable events in the history of the early Church 
relating to ethnic distinctions occurred in Antioch. When Peter visited Paul on 
one occasion, these two most influential leaders in the 1st-century Church 
argued in the presence of the whole Church about Peter’s vacillation on 
requirements of gentile converts. Paul accused Peter of acting “insincerely” (Gk. 
“hypocritically”). In this highly dramatic situation, Paul “opposed him to his face 
because he stood condemned” (Gal. 2:11), rebuking this chief of Apostles 
“before them all” (v. 14).

�Antioch waAntioch was undoubtes undoubtedly the modly the most importast important city afnt city after Jerusater Jerusalem in thelem in the early exp early early expaearly expansion of tnsion of the Church.he Church. After the After the Jerusalem Jerusalem conferenc conference ended, te ended, the decisiohe decisions reachedndecisiodecisions decisions reached byreached by the confe the conference wererence were immediate immediately sent toly sent to Antioch i Antioch in a lettern a letter which was letterletter whiletter which was takch was taken by two en by two “leading m“leading men among ten among the brethrehe brethren,” Silas n,” Silas and Judas,and Judas, indicatin Judas,Judas, indJudas, indicating thicating the importane importance of Antice of Antioch in theoch in the eyes of t eyes of the Jerusalhe Jerusalem church.em church. Paul and  Pau Paul and BPaul and Barnabas acarnabas accompanied companied them (Actsthem (Acts 15:22). 15:22). 15:22).

Antioch was undoubtedly the most important city after Jerusalem in the 
early expansion of the Church. After the Jerusalem conference ended, the 
decisions reached by the conference were immediately sent to Antioch in a 
letter which was taken by two “leading men among the brethren,” Silas and 
Judas, indicating the importance of Antioch in the eyes of the Jerusalem church. 
Paul and Barnabas accompanied them (Acts 15:22).

�Because thBecause the modern ce modern city Antakyity Antakya stands oa stands on the siten the site of ancien of ancient Antioch,t Antioch, little ar little  little arclittle archaeologicahaeological excavatil excavation has beeon has been conducten conducted there. Md there. Much of ouruch of our informati information about toninformatiinformatioinformation about thn about the city muse city must therefort therefore be derive be derived from aned from ancient writcient writers, most ers, most significanssignificansignificantly Strabotly Strabo, Evagrius, Evagrius, Procopiu, Procopius, Libanius, Libanius, the emps, the emperor Juliaeror Julian, John Chn, John Chrysostom, rysosChChrysostomChrysostom, and espe, and especially thecially the  ChronicleChronicle of John M of John Malalas. A alalas. A number of number of prominent prominent people conppeople conpeople contributed ttributed to the builo the building projeding projects in Antcts in Antioch, amonioch, among them theg them the Hellenist Hellenistic rulers icHellenistHellenistiHellenistic rulers Sc rulers Seleucus I eleucus I (311–281 (311–281 B.C.B.C.) and Anti) and Antiochus Epipochus Epiphanes (175hanes (175–164) and –164) and–164) and the Roand the Roman rulersman rulers Pompey, J Pompey, Julius Caesulius Caesar, Augustar, Augustus Caesar,us Caesar, Tiberius  Tiberius Caesar, CaCaesar, CCaesar, Caligula, Caligula, and Claudiand Claudius.us.us.

Because the modern city Antakya stands on the site of ancient Antioch, 
little archaeological excavation has been conducted there. Much of our 
information about the city must therefore be derived from ancient writers, most 
significantly Strabo, Evagrius, Procopius, Libanius, the emperor Julian, John 
Chrysostom, and especially the Chronicle of John Malalas. A number of prominent 
people contributed to the building projects in Antioch, among them the 
Hellenistic rulers Seleucus I (311–281 B.C.) and Antiochus Epiphanes (175–164) 
and the Roman rulers Pompey, Julius Caesar, Augustus Caesar, Tiberius Caesar, 
Caligula, and Claudius.

�Antioch waAntioch was built ons built on the Hippo the Hippodamian gridamian grid of a typd of a typical Helleical Hellenistic citnistic city with stry with stry with streets lastreets laid out in id out in city blockcity blocks 112 m. xs 112 m. x 58 m. (36 58 m. (367 ft. x 197 ft. x 190 ft.). He0 ft.). Herod the Grrod the Great built eat beat built a cobuilt a colonnaded slonnaded street, whitreet, which ran thech ran the full leng full length of the th of the city, nortcity, north to southh to south, and cut , and , and cut Anand cut Antioch in htioch in half (Josepalf (Josephus hus BJBJ 1.425;  1.425; Ant.Ant. 16.148).  16.148). Tiberius iTiberius is crediteds credited with the  with th with the constrthe construction of uction of monumentalmonumental gates at  gates at each main each main intersectiintersection of the on of the city’s strcity’s streets.eetstrstreets.streets.streets.

Antioch was built on the Hippodamian grid of a typical Hellenistic city with 
streets laid out in city blocks 112 m. x 58 m. (367 ft. x 190 ft.). Herod the Great 
built a colonnaded street, which ran the full length of the city, north to south, 
and cut Antioch in half (Josephus BJ 1.425; Ant. 16.148). Tiberius is credited with 
the construction of monumental gates at each main intersection of the city’s 
streets.



�The city wThe city was surrounas surrounded by a wded by a wall and coall and contained mantained many importany important buildinnt buildings includigs incgs including including a palace aa palace and a circund a circus, both bes, both begun in 67 gun in 67 B.C.B.C. Starting  Starting in 47 in 47 B.C.B.C. Julius Ca Julius Caesar constesaCaCaesar conCaesar constructed astructed a theater,  theater, an amphithan amphitheater, bateater, bathhouses, ahhouses, an aqueductn aqueduct, and a Ka, and a Kaisareion, iKaKaisareionKaisareion, perhaps , perhaps the oldestthe oldest basilica  basilica in the easin the east, for uset, for use by the cu by the cult of Romelt of Rome. It carri. It ca. It carried hicarried his name ands name and contained contained a statue  a statue of himselfof himself. He also . He also rebuilt threbuilt the Pantheone Pantheon temple. te temple.temple.temple.

The city was surrounded by a wall and contained many important buildings 
including a palace and a circus, both begun in 67 B.C. Starting in 47 B.C. Julius 
Caesar constructed a theater, an amphitheater, bathhouses, an aqueduct, and a 
Kaisareion, perhaps the oldest basilica in the east, for use by the cult of Rome. It 
carried his name and contained a statue of himself. He also rebuilt the Pantheon 
temple.

�Part of thPart of the rebuildie rebuilding was prong was prompted by tmpted by two earthquwo earthquakes whichakes which hit Antio hit Antioch in the ch inch in the timin the time of Paul,e of Paul, one in  one in A.D.A.D. 37, at th 37, at the beginnine beginning of the rg of the reign of Caeign of Caligula (37ligula (37–41), and –41),(37(37–41), a(37–41), and the secnd the second duringond during the reign the reign of Claudi of Claudius (41–54)us (41–54). The latt. The latter quake aer quake also damagelsoaalso damagalso damaged Ephesused Ephesus, Smyrna, , Smyrna, and other and other cities of cities of Asia MinorAsia Minor...

Part of the rebuilding was prompted by two earthquakes which hit Antioch 
in the time of Paul, one in A.D. 37, at the beginning of the reign of Caligula 
(37–41), and the second during the reign of Claudius (41–54). The latter quake 
also damaged Ephesus, Smyrna, and other cities of Asia Minor.

�The “SilveThe “Silver Chalice r Chalice of Antiochof Antioch,” purport,” purportedly discoedly discovered herevered here in 1910 a in 1910 and thoughtnd thond thought bythought by some to b some to be the cup e the cup used by Chused by Christ at thrist at the Last Supe Last Supper, has bper, has been dated een dated by authoribby authoriby authorities from ties from the 2nd tothe 2nd to the 6th c the 6th century.entury.entury.

The “Silver Chalice of Antioch,” purportedly discovered here in 1910 and 
thought by some to be the cup used by Christ at the Last Supper, has been dated 
by authorities from the 2nd to the 6th century.
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ANTIOCHUSANTIOCHUS (Gk.  (Gk. AntiíochosAntiíochos)))

ANTIOCHUS (Gk. Antiíochos)

�The eventsThe events described described in 1—2 Ma in 1—2 Maccabees anccabees and Daniel td Daniel take place ake place against thagainst the backgroue bae backgroundbackground of Seleuc of Seleucid historyid history in the 2n in the 2nd century d century B.C.E.B.C.E. The seque The sequence of Selnce of Seleucid ruleeucid SelSeleucid rSeleucid rulers (witulers (with their aph their approximate proximate regnal yearegnal years) is: Anrs) is: Antiochus IItiochus III (223–187I (223–187), Seleucu), Se), Seleucus ISeleucus IV PhilopatV Philopator (187–17or (187–175), Antioc5), Antiochus IV Epihus IV Epiphanes (17phanes (175–164), An5–164), Antiochus V tiochus V tiochus V Eupator V Eupator (164–162),(164–162), Demetrius Demetrius I Soter ( I Soter (162–150), 162–150), Alexander Alexander I Balas (1I Balas (150–145), D50–145), D50–145), Demetrius Demetrius II NicatorII Nicator (145–139) (145–139), Antiochu, Antiochus VI (and s VI (and Trypho) (1Trypho) (145–142), a45–142), and Antiochnd Antiocnd Antiochus Antiochus VII SideteVII Sidetes (138–129s (138–129). A genea). A genealogical chlogical chart can heart can help to clarlp to clarify the reify the relationshiplatiorerelationshrelationships among ips among these rulethese rulers.rs.

The events described in 1—2 Maccabees and Daniel take place against the 
background of Seleucid history in the 2nd century B.C.E. The sequence of 
Seleucid rulers (with their approximate regnal years) is: Antiochus III (223–187), 
Seleucus IV Philopator (187–175), Antiochus IV Epiphanes (175–164), Antiochus 
V Eupator (164–162), Demetrius I Soter (162–150), Alexander I Balas (150–145), 
Demetrius II Nicator (145–139), Antiochus VI (and Trypho) (145–142), and 
Antiochus VII Sidetes (138–129). A genealogical chart can help to clarify the 
relationships among these rulers.
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Genealogical Chart

�1.1. Antiochus Antiochus III. Unde III. Under his ruler his rule Judea as  Judea as part of Copart of Coele-Syria ele-Syria came undercame under Seleucid  Seleu Seleucid rSeleucid rather thanather than Ptolemaic Ptolemaic (Egyptian (Egyptian) control ) control after his after his victory atvictory at Panium in Panium in 200  200 200 200 B.C.E.B.C.E. But his d But his defeats by efeats by the Romansthe Romans at Thermo at Thermopylae (191pylae (191) and Magn) and Magnesia (190)esia (190)esia (190) and (190) and his surrenhis surrender at Apader at Apamea (188) mea (188) checked hichecked his imperials imperial expansion expansion. He died . He died . He died in Eldied in Elam in 187 am in 187 while plunwhile plundering thedering the temple of temple of Bel. Bel. Bel.

1. Antiochus III. Under his rule Judea as part of Coele-Syria came under 
Seleucid rather than Ptolemaic (Egyptian) control after his victory at Panium in 
200 B.C.E. But his defeats by the Romans at Thermopylae (191) and Magnesia 
(190) and his surrender at Apamea (188) checked his imperial expansion. He 
died in Elam in 187 while plundering the temple of Bel.

�2.2. Antiochus Antiochus IV Epipha IV Epiphanes; the mnes; the most famousost famous and impor and important Antiotant Antiochus for bchus for biblical stiblbbiblical sbiblical studies. Thtudies. The son of Ae son of Antiochus Intiochus III, he wasII, he was sent as a sent as a hostage t hostage to Rome afto Rome after the bater ther the battlethe battle of Magnes of Magnesia and remia and remained therained there until 17e until 176. After s6. After spending sopending some time inme time in Athens, h A Athens, heAthens, he learned t learned that his brhat his brother Seleother Seleucus IV haucus IV had been assd been assassinated,assinated, and so he and so he traveled  tr traveled ttraveled to Antioch o Antioch in Syria ain Syria and claimednd claimed the Seleu the Seleucid thronecid throne for himse for himself in 175.lf in 175.

2. Antiochus IV Epiphanes; the most famous and important Antiochus for 
biblical studies. The son of Antiochus III, he was sent as a hostage to Rome after 
the battle of Magnesia and remained there until 176. After spending some time in 
Athens, he learned that his brother Seleucus IV had been assassinated, and so he 
traveled to Antioch in Syria and claimed the Seleucid throne for himself in 175.

�Antiochus Antiochus IV invadedIV invaded Egypt in  Egypt in 170 and ag170 and again in 168ain in 168. He was f. He was forced to worced to withdraw frithdrawwithdraw fwithdraw from Egypt rom Egypt by the Romby the Roman generalan general Popillius Popillius Laenas or Laenas or be counte be counted an enemyd an enemd an enemy of Renemy of Rome. On hiome. On his return fs return from Egypt rom Egypt he plunderhe plundered the Jered the Jerusalem temusalem temple (perhaple (peple (perhaps t(perhaps twice, or owice, or only in 168nly in 168). With th). With the encourage encouragement of aement of a group of  group of Jewish “prJewish “progressiveso“pr“progressi“progressives” (1 Maves” (1 Macc. 1:11-1cc. 1:11-15), Antioc5), Antiochus IV eithus IV either cooperher cooperated in orated in or promoted  promoted  promoted apromoted a program t program that establhat established Greeished Greek institutk institutions in Jeions in Jerusalem (trusalem (the gymnasihe gymnasium, etc.),ugymnasigymnasium,gymnasium, etc.), de etc.), decreed new creed new laws in pllaws in place of theace of the Torah, an Torah, and brought d brought a new ordea new ordea new order of worder of worship to orship to the Jerusathe Jerusalem templelem temple. Describe. Described in Jewisd in Jewish sources h sources as the “deas the “desolating ss“de“desolatin“desolating sacrilegg sacrilege” or “aboe” or “abomination omination of desolatif desolation” (cf. Don” (cf. Dan. 11:31;an. 11:31; 12:11; 1  12:11; 1 Macc. 1:54MaccMacc. 1:54Macc. 1:54; Matt. 24; Matt. 24:15; Mark :15; Mark 13:14), th13:14), the new culte new cult involved  involved the worshithe worship of the “p of the “Lord of heLo““Lord of h“Lord of heaven” — meaven” — most likelyost likely the Semit the Semitic deity Bic deity Baal Shaminaal Shamin who was p who was probably rerobably rrobably regarded aregarded as the equis the equivalent of valent of the Israelthe Israelite creatoite creator and mastr and master of heaver of heaven and earen and earth.th.earearth.earth.earth.

Antiochus IV invaded Egypt in 170 and again in 168. He was forced to 
withdraw from Egypt by the Roman general Popillius Laenas or be counted an 
enemy of Rome. On his return from Egypt he plundered the Jerusalem temple 



(perhaps twice, or only in 168). With the encouragement of a group of Jewish 
“progressives” (1 Macc. 1:11-15), Antiochus IV either cooperated in or 
promoted a program that established Greek institutions in Jerusalem (the 
gymnasium, etc.), decreed new laws in place of the Torah, and brought a new 
order of worship to the Jerusalem temple. Described in Jewish sources as the 
“desolating sacrilege” or “abomination of desolation” (cf. Dan. 11:31; 12:11; 1 
Macc. 1:54; Matt. 24:15; Mark 13:14), the new cult involved the worship of the 
“Lord of heaven” — most likely the Semitic deity Baal Shamin who was probably 
regarded as the equivalent of the Israelite creator and master of heaven and 
earth.

�The extentThe extent and purpo and purpose of Antise of Antiochus IV’sochus IV’s involveme involvement in Jewint in Jewish affairssh affairs between 1 betwe between 16between 168 and 164 8 and 164 remain disremain disputed. Hisputed. His activitie activities are attrs are attributed to ibuted to personal apersonal arrogance irraarrogance arrogance in 1 Maccain 1 Maccabees, whilbees, while Daniel ae Daniel and 2 Maccand 2 Maccabees regarbees regard them as d them as part of Gopart of Gpart of God’s discGod’s discipline befipline before Israelore Israel’s eschato’s eschatological anlogical and/or histod/or historical vindrical vindication. Mication. Modern schoodernMModern schModern scholars explolars explain his acain his actions in otions in other ways:ther ways: promoting promoting the cultu the cultural prograral program of hellemprograprogram ofprogram of helleniza hellenization, carrtion, carrying out aying out a religious religious persecuti persecution, intervon, intervening in aening in a Jewish ci Jewi Jewish civJewish civil war, deil war, developing tveloping the easternhe eastern equivalen equivalent of the nt of the nascent Romascent Roman Empire,an Empire, or raisin o or raisingor raising money to  money to pay his sopay his soldiers by ldiers by putting thputting the Jewish he Jewish high priestigh priesthood up fohood up for bid and r bir bid and robid and robbing the bbing the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple andtemple and its treas its treasury. A comury. A combination obination of several f several of these mofof these mof these motives seeotives seems likely.ms likely.

The extent and purpose of Antiochus IV’s involvement in Jewish affairs 
between 168 and 164 remain disputed. His activities are attributed to personal 
arrogance in 1 Maccabees, while Daniel and 2 Maccabees regard them as part of 
God’s discipline before Israel’s eschatological and/or historical vindication. 
Modern scholars explain his actions in other ways: promoting the cultural 
program of hellenization, carrying out a religious persecution, intervening in a 
Jewish civil war, developing the eastern equivalent of the nascent Roman Empire, 
or raising money to pay his soldiers by putting the Jewish high priesthood up for 
bid and robbing the Jerusalem temple and its treasury. A combination of several 
of these motives seems likely.

�According According to 1 Maccato 1 Maccabees, Jewibees, Jewish resistash resistance to thence to the program o program of Antiochuf Antiochus IV and hs IV as IV and his Jeand his Jewish collawish collaborators cborators coalesced aoalesced around the round the Maccabee oMaccabee or Hasmonear Hasmonean family ln familyn family ledfamily led first by  first by a priest oa priest of Modein nf Modein named Mattaamed Mattathias (1 Mthias (1 Macc. 2) anacc. 2) and then by d then by his sons Jhis his sons Jhis sons Judas, Jonaudas, Jonathan, and than, and Simon in tSimon in turn. By eaurn. By early 164 Anrly 164 Antiochus IVtiochus IV gave cond gave conditional amiticondconditionaconditional amnesty l amnesty to the Jewto the Jewish rebelsish rebels and ended and ended the relig the religious perseious persecution andcution and the edict t the edict the edict against obagainst observing thserving the Torah. Te Torah. This coincihis coincided with Aded with Antiochus Intiochus IV’s campaiV’s campaign to stregncampaicampaign tcampaign to strengtho strengthen the easen the eastern part tern part of his empof his empire. The aire. The ancient souncient sources give rces give conflictincoconflictinconflicting accountsg accounts of his de of his death (Dan. ath (Dan. 11:40-45; 11:40-45; 1 Macc. 6:1 Macc. 6:1-16; 2 Ma1-16; 2 Macc. 1:13-1cc. 1:13-17; 9:1-28)7; 97; 9:1-28). H9:1-28). He most like most likely died oely died of some disf some disease at Taease at Tabae in Perbae in Persia (Polybsia (Polybius ius Hist.Hist. 31.9) in  31.9) 31.9) in l31.9) in late 164 — ate 164 — around thearound the time of J time of Judas Maccaudas Maccabeus’ puribeus’ purification afication and rededicnd rededication of tatrededicrededicatirededication of the on of the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple.temple.temple.

According to 1 Maccabees, Jewish resistance to the program of Antiochus IV 
and his Jewish collaborators coalesced around the Maccabee or Hasmonean 
family led first by a priest of Modein named Mattathias (1 Macc. 2) and then by 
his sons Judas, Jonathan, and Simon in turn. By early 164 Antiochus IV gave 
conditional amnesty to the Jewish rebels and ended the religious persecution and 
the edict against observing the Torah. This coincided with Antiochus IV’s 
campaign to strengthen the eastern part of his empire. The ancient sources give 
conflicting accounts of his death (Dan. 11:40-45; 1 Macc. 6:1-16; 2 Macc. 1:13-17; 
9:1-28). He most likely died of some disease at Tabae in Persia (Polybius Hist. 
31.9) in late 164 — around the time of Judas Maccabeus’ purification and 
rededication of the Jerusalem temple.

�The fact tThe fact that his sohat his son and succn and successor Antiessor Antiochus V waochus V was called Es called Eupator (“oupator (“of a good ff a goof a good fathegood father”) suggesr”) suggests that Ants that Antiochus IVtiochus IV was respe was respected. He wcted. He was the firas the first Seleucist Seleucid king to d kd king to beking to be designate designated d theoœstheoœs (“god”) o (“god”) on his coinn his coinage, a praage, a practice thatctice that probably  probably increased incrincreased increased Jewish oppJewish opposition toosition to him. Poly him. Polybius descrbius described him aibed him as charmings charming but errat but erratic (and soicerraterratic (aerratic (and so the nd so the pun pun epimaneäísepimaneäís [“mad”] o [“mad”] on n epiphaneäíepiphaneäíss [“(god) m [“(god) manifest”])anifest”]mmanifest”]manifest”]) and as a) and as a student a student and patron nd patron of local rof local religious celigious customs (noustoms (not a religit a religious persecous pous persecutorpersecutor as the Je as the Jewish textswish texts suggest). suggest).

The fact that his son and successor Antiochus V was called Eupator (“of a 
good father”) suggests that Antiochus IV was respected. He was the first Seleucid 
king to be designated theoœs (“god”) on his coinage, a practice that probably 
increased Jewish opposition to him. Polybius described him as charming but 
erratic (and so the pun epimaneäís [“mad”] on epiphaneäís [“(god) 
manifest”]) and as a student and patron of local religious customs (not a religious 
persecutor as the Jewish texts suggest).

�3.3. Antiochus Antiochus V, made k V, made king in 164ing in 164 at nine y at nine years of agears of age, with Lye, with Lysias as hisias as his prime mis primes prime miniprime minister (2 Master (2 Macc. 10:11)cc. 10:11). They wer. They were preventee prevented from seid from seizing back zing back Jerusalem Jerusalem Jerusalem Jerusalem mainly becmainly because they ause they had to rethad to return to Anturn to Antioch and fioch and fight off aight off a rebellion rebellion by Philip by by Philip,by Philip, a courtie a courtier who clair who claimed that Amed that Antiochus Intiochus IV had promV had promised him gised him guardianshiuardianship and powepguardianshiguardianshguardianship and powip and power (1 Maccer (1 Macc. 6:14-17,. 6:14-17, 55-63; 2  55-63; 2 Macc. 13:2Macc. 13:23). In lat3). In late 162 or ee 162 or early 161 Aareearly 161 early 161 Antiochus Antiochus V and LysiV and Lysias were exas were executed undecuted under Demetrier Demetrius I, the us I, the son of Selson of Selson of Seleucus ISeleucus IV (1 Macc.V (1 Macc. 7:1-4; 2  7:1-4; 2 Macc. 14:1Macc. 14:1-2).-2).-2).

3. Antiochus V, made king in 164 at nine years of age, with Lysias as his 
prime minister (2 Macc. 10:11). They were prevented from seizing back 



Jerusalem mainly because they had to return to Antioch and fight off a rebellion 
by Philip, a courtier who claimed that Antiochus IV had promised him 
guardianship and power (1 Macc. 6:14-17, 55-63; 2 Macc. 13:23). In late 162 or 
early 161 Antiochus V and Lysias were executed under Demetrius I, the son of 
Seleucus IV (1 Macc. 7:1-4; 2 Macc. 14:1-2).

�4.4. Antiochus Antiochus VI, the s VI, the son of Alexon of Alexander Balaander Balas, whose os, whose own claim twn claim to be the so be the son of Antion oon of Antiochof Antiochus IV (cf.us IV (cf. 1 Macc. 1 1 Macc. 10:1) was d0:1) was disputed evisputed even in antien in antiquity. Antquity. Antiochus VI iochus VI was crownewaswas crownewas crowned king in d king in early 144 early 144 through ththrough the efforts e efforts of Trypho,of Trypho, who becam who became the reale the reae the real rulerreal ruler (11:54–59 (11:54–59) and succ) and succeeded in ceeded in capturing Japturing Jonathan Maonathan Maccabeus (1ccabeus (12:39–53). 2:39–53). Trypho wenTTrypho wenTrypho went so far at so far as to assass to assassinate Antsinate Antiochus VI iochus VI in 142 andin 142 and to claim  to claim the kingshthe kingship for himip kingshkingship fkingship for himselfor himself (13:31–32 (13:31–32).).).

4. Antiochus VI, the son of Alexander Balas, whose own claim to be the son 
of Antiochus IV (cf. 1 Macc. 10:1) was disputed even in antiquity. Antiochus VI 
was crowned king in early 144 through the efforts of Trypho, who became the 
real ruler (11:54–59) and succeeded in capturing Jonathan Maccabeus (12:39–53). 
Trypho went so far as to assassinate Antiochus VI in 142 and to claim the 
kingship for himself (13:31–32).

�5.5. Antiochus Antiochus VII. A so VII. A son of Demetn of Demetrius I (1 rius I (1 Macc. 15:1Macc. 15:1, 10), he , 10), he claimed thclaimed the Seleucide Selee Seleucid tSeleucid throne in 1hrone in 138. He ren38. He renewed the aewed the attempt to ttempt to gain greatgain greater controler control over Jeru over Jerusalem and sJeruJerusalem Jerusalem and other and other parts of tparts of the land ofhe land of Israel (1 Israel (15:38—16:105:38—16:10), but his), but his major int major interest was ereintinterest winterest was expandias expanding the Selng the Seleucid Empieucid Empire againstre against the Parth the Parthians. He dians. He died in 129ied in 129, either i, e, either in either in battle or battle or by suicideby suicide after bei after being defeateng defeated by the Pd by the Parthian ararthian army under Pmy under Phraates.hraaPPhraates.Phraates.Phraates.

5. Antiochus VII. A son of Demetrius I (1 Macc. 15:1, 10), he claimed the 
Seleucid throne in 138. He renewed the attempt to gain greater control over 
Jerusalem and other parts of the land of Israel (15:38—16:10), but his major 
interest was expanding the Seleucid Empire against the Parthians. He died in 129, 
either in battle or by suicide after being defeated by the Parthian army under 
Phraates.
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ANTIPASANTIPAS (Gk.  (Gk. AntipaésAntipaés)))

ANTIPAS (Gk. Antipaés)

�1.1. Herod Ant Herod Antipas, son ipas, son of Herod tof Herod the Great ahe Great and Malthacnd Malthace. He was e. He was the tetrarthe tetrarch of Galichtetrartetrarch otetrarch of Galilee f Galilee who had Jowho had John the Baphn the Baptist impritist imprisoned and soned and beheaded (beheaded (Matt. 14:1Matt. 14:1-11 = Mark-14:114:1-11 = 14:1-11 = Mark 6:14-Mark 6:14-28) and wh28) and who mocked Jo mocked Jesus at hiesus at his trial (Ls trial (Luke 23:7-1uke 23:7-11).1).1).

1. Herod Antipas, son of Herod the Great and Malthace. He was the 
tetrarch of Galilee who had John the Baptist imprisoned and beheaded (Matt. 
14:1-11 = Mark 6:14-28) and who mocked Jesus at his trial (Luke 23:7-11).

�SeeSee  HEROD (FAMHEROD (FAMILY) ILY) 11.11.11.

See HEROD (FAMILY) 11.

�2.2. A Christi A Christian at Pergan at Pergamum who wamum who was martyreas martyred on accoud on account of his nt of his faith (Revfaith (Rev. 2:12).. 2. 2:12).2:12).

2. A Christian at Pergamum who was martyred on account of his faith (Rev. 
2:12).

ANTIPATERANTIPATER (Gk.  (Gk. AntipaétroAntipaétross)))

ANTIPATER (Gk. Antipaétros)

�1.1. Son of Ja Son of Jason, one oson, one of two delef two delegates sentgates sent by the Ha by the Hasmonean Josmonean Jonathan to nathan to Rome and SRomRome and SRome and Sparta (Josparta (Josephus ephus Ant.Ant. 13.169; 1 13.169; 1 Macc. 12: Macc. 12:16; 14:22)16; 14:22) to negoti to negotiate — appaate — appaate — apparentlyapparently successfu successfully — renelly — renewals of trwals of treaties witeaties with Judea.h Judea.h Judea.

1. Son of Jason, one of two delegates sent by the Hasmonean Jonathan to 
Rome and Sparta (Josephus Ant. 13.169; 1 Macc. 12:16; 14:22) to negotiate — 
apparently successfully — renewals of treaties with Judea.

�2.2. Idumean n Idumean noble (ca. oble (ca. 100–43 100–43 B.C.E.B.C.E.), son of ), son of Antipas anAntipas and father od father of Herod.f Herod.f Herod.

2. Idumean noble (ca. 100–43 B.C.E.), son of Antipas and father of Herod.

�SeeSee  HERODHEROD (Family)  (Family) 1.1.1.

See HEROD (Family) 1.

�3.3. Eldest so Eldest son of Herodn of Herod and his f and his first wife irst wife Doris.Doris.Doris.

3. Eldest son of Herod and his first wife Doris.



�SeeSee  HEROD HEROD (Family) (Family) 6.6.6.

See HEROD (Family) 6.
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ANTIPATRISANTIPATRIS (Gk.  (Gk. AntipatriíAntipatriíss)))

ANTIPATRIS (Gk. Antipatriís)

The city rThe city rebuilt by ebuilt by Herod the Herod the Great in 9Great in 9  B.C.E.B.C.E. on the si on the site of Aphete of Aphek (k (11), renamed), renamed after his a after his after his father Antfather Antipater. Loipater. Located at mcated at modern odern Ra®s el-{ARa®s el-{Ain/Telin/Tel Afeq (143 Afeq (143168) on th168) o168) on the coaon the coastal plainstal plain, it was p, it was perhaps a cerhaps a control poiontrol point and waynt and way station b station between Caeetween Caesarea MarisaCaeCaesarea MCaesarea Maritima anaritima and Jerusaled Jerusalem. Antipatm. Antipatris is menris is mentioned in tioned in Acts 23:31Acts 23:31 as the pl as the place of an acplplace of aplace of an overnighn overnight stop by t stop by Paul when Paul when taken undetaken under guard frr guard from Jerusalom Jerusalem to Caesem to Caeem to Caesarea dCaesarea during the uring the procuratorprocuratorship of Feship of Felix.lix.lix.

The city rebuilt by Herod the Great in 9 B.C.E. on the site of Aphek (1), renamed 
after his father Antipater. Located at modern Ra®s el-{Ain/Tel Afeq (143168) 
on the coastal plain, it was perhaps a control point and way station between 
Caesarea Maritima and Jerusalem. Antipatris is mentioned in Acts 23:31 as the 
place of an overnight stop by Paul when taken under guard from Jerusalem to 
Caesarea during the procuratorship of Felix.

Bruce C. CBruce C. Cressonresson

Bruce C. Cresson

ANTI-SEMITANTI-SEMITISM AND ISM AND THE NEW TETHE NEW TESTAMENTSTAMENTSTAMENT

ANTI-SEMITISM AND 
THE NEW TESTAMENT

It is a trIt is a tragic fact agic fact that a numthat a number of NT ber of NT texts havetexts have been used been used to promot to promote anti-Seme anti-Semitism throitianti-Semanti-Semitanti-Semitism througism through the histh the history of theory of the Church do Church down to and wn to and including including the modernthe moderthe modern eramodern era. These te. These texts have bxts have been rippedeen ripped out of th out of their origineir original framewoal framework and hisrk and historical cothishistoricalhistorical contexts; contexts; they have they have been abso been absolutized anlutized and repeatedd repeatedly used toly used to demonize  demonize the Jewishththe Jewishthe Jewish people; t people; they have bhey have been employeen employed to justed to justify the peify the persecution rsecution of Jews inof Jews in the last  th the last 2the last 2000 years,000 years, culminati culminating in the ng in the murder of murder of 6 million 6 million Jews in thJews in the Nazi Hole Nazi Holocaust.ocaHolHolocaust.Holocaust.

It is a tragic fact that a number of NT texts have been used to promote 
anti-Semitism through the history of the Church down to and including the 
modern era. These texts have been ripped out of their original framework and 
historical contexts; they have been absolutized and repeatedly used to demonize 
the Jewish people; they have been employed to justify the persecution of Jews in 
the last 2000 years, culminating in the murder of 6 million Jews in the Nazi 
Holocaust.

�A few of tA few of the more nohe more notorious extorious examples mayamples may be noted  be noted here. The here. The Gospel of Gospel of Matthew, wMaMatthew, wMatthew, which is fuhich is full of polell of polemic againsmic against the Jewst the Jews, records , records the crowd the crowd that callsthat calls for the c for for the crfor the crucifixion ucifixion of Jesus cof Jesus crying out,rying out, “His bloo “His blood be on usd be on us and on ou and on our childrenr children” (Matt. 2” (M” (Matt. 27:(Matt. 27:25). The b25). The bitter worditter words against s against “the Jews”“the Jews” in the Fo in the Fourth Gospeurth Gospel come to l come to their climththeir climtheir climax in the ax in the statement:statement: “You are  “You are from your from your father thefather the devil” (J devil” (John 8:44).ohn 8:44). Commentin Co CommentingCommenting on the su on the suffering offfering of the Chris the Christians of Ttians of Thessalonichessalonica, Paul saa, Paul says that thys that the churchese ce churches ochurches of Judea alf Judea also suffereso suffered from “thd from “the Jews, whe Jews, who killed bo killed both the Looth the Lord Jesus ard Jesus and the prondaand the prand the prophets, anophets, and drove usd drove us out; they out; they displease displease God and o God and oppose everppose everyone by hiyone by hyone by hindering hindering us from spus from speaking to eaking to the Gentilthe Gentiles so thates so that they may  they may be saved. be saved. Thus they Thus they have consthahave consthave constantly beenantly been filling u filling up the measp the measure of theure of their sins; bir sins; but God’s wut God’s wrath has orath has overtaken tveroovertaken overtaken them at lathem at last” (1 Thest” (1 Thess. 2:14-1ss. 2:14-16). In the6). In the letter to letter to the churc the church in Smyrnh in Smyrna, John tha, Joa, John the SJohn the Seer writeseer writes: “I know : “I know the slandethe slander on the pr on the part of thoart of those who sayse who say that they that they are Jews  a are Jews aare Jews and are notnd are not, but are , but are a synagogua synagogue of Satane of Satan” (Rev. 2:” (Rev. 2:9; cf. 3:99; cf. 3:9).).).

A few of the more notorious examples may be noted here. The Gospel of 
Matthew, which is full of polemic against the Jews, records the crowd that calls 
for the crucifixion of Jesus crying out, “His blood be on us and on our children” 
(Matt. 27:25). The bitter words against “the Jews” in the Fourth Gospel come to 
their climax in the statement: “You are from your father the devil” (John 8:44). 
Commenting on the suffering of the Christians of Thessalonica, Paul says that the 
churches of Judea also suffered from “the Jews, who killed both the Lord Jesus 
and the prophets, and drove us out; they displease God and oppose everyone by 
hindering us from speaking to the Gentiles so that they may be saved. Thus they 
have constantly been filling up the measure of their sins; but God’s wrath has 
overtaken them at last” (1 Thess. 2:14-16). In the letter to the church in Smyrna, 
John the Seer writes: “I know the slander on the part of those who say that they 
are Jews and are not, but are a synagogue of Satan” (Rev. 2:9; cf. 3:9).

�In additioIn addition to the tn to the theme of thheme of the responsie responsibility forbility for the death the death of Jesus  of Jesus — the crim— the cri— the crime latecrime later describer described as “deicd as “deicide” — manide” — many passagesy passages are conce are concerned with rned with judgment ujudgment judgment ujudgment upon the Jepon the Jews for thews for their unbelieir unbelief in the mf in the message of essage of the gospelthe gospel. Often he. Often heavily rhetavheheavily rhheavily rhetorical letorical language caanguage can be used n be used of the Phaof the Pharisees in risees in particularparticular: e.g., “h: e.g., “hypocrites,ypocri“h“hypocrite“hypocrites,” “childs,” “child(ren) of h(ren) of hell,” “bliell,” “blind fools,”nd fools,” “blind gu “blind guides,” “brides,” “brood of vipood of vipers” (Matters” (Mers” (Matt. 23)(Matt. 23). Another . Another key elemenkey element is the tt is the theme of thheme of the displacee displacement of Isment of Israel by thrael by the Church: e Ce Church: e.Church: e.g., “the kg., “the kingdom of ingdom of God will bGod will be taken awe taken away from yoay from you and giveu and given to a peon to a peon to a people thapeople that producest produces the fruit the fruits of the ks of the kingdom” (Mingdom” (Matt. 21:43att. 21:43); “Let it); “Let it be known  be known to you [Jetoto you [Jeto you [Jews] then tws] then that this shat this salvation oalvation of God has f God has been sent been sent to the Gento the Gentiles; thetiles; they will lisy wy will listewill listen” (Acts 2n” (Acts 28:28, foll8:28, following a quowing a quotation ofotation of Isa. 6:9- Isa. 6:9-10, applie10, applied to the Jd to the Jews who doews whoews who do notwho do not believe i believe in the gospn the gospel); “Manyel); “Many will come will come from east from east and west  and west and will eand will eat with Abaeeat with Aeat with Abraham andbraham and Isaac and Isaac and Jacob in  Jacob in the kingdothe kingdom of heavem of heaven, while tn, while the heirs ohe heirs of the kingf oof the kinof the kingdom will gdom will be thrown be thrown into the ointo the outer darknuter darkness, whereess, where there wil there will be weepil be weeping and gnanweepiweeping anweeping and gnashingd gnashing of teeth” of teeth” (Matt. 8: (Matt. 8:11-12).11-12).11-12).

In addition to the theme of the responsibility for the death of Jesus — the 
crime later described as “deicide” — many passages are concerned with 
judgment upon the Jews for their unbelief in the message of the gospel. Often 
heavily rhetorical language can be used of the Pharisees in particular: e.g., 
“hypocrites,” “child(ren) of hell,” “blind fools,” “blind guides,” “brood of vipers” 
(Matt. 23). Another key element is the theme of the displacement of Israel by the 



Church: e.g., “the kingdom of God will be taken away from you and given to a 
people that produces the fruits of the kingdom” (Matt. 21:43); “Let it be known 
to you [Jews] then that this salvation of God has been sent to the Gentiles; they 
will listen” (Acts 28:28, following a quotation of Isa. 6:9-10, applied to the Jews 
who do not believe in the gospel); “Many will come from east and west and will 
eat with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven, while the heirs 
of the kingdom will be thrown into the outer darkness, where there will be 
weeping and gnashing of teeth” (Matt. 8:11-12).

�It is a grIt is a great irony eat irony that thesethat these words, wr words, written by Jitten by Jews, shoulews, should be used d be used to justifyto justify anti-Semi justifyjustify anjustify anti-Semitisti-Semitism. Jesus hm. Jesus himself wasimself was a Jew, an a Jew, and the authd the author of the or of the Fourth GosFourth Gospel statespel GosGospel staGospel states that “tes that “salvation salvation is from this from the Jews” (Je Jews” (John 4:22).ohn 4:22). All of th All of the first Che first Christians wristianChChristiansChristians were them were themselves Jewselves Jews and mores and moreover regarover regarded their ded their faith as nfaith as not alien tot alien to, but theotto, but thto, but the culminate culmination of, thion of, the hope of e hope of Israel (cfIsrael (cf. Acts 28:. Acts 28:20). The f20). The fact is thaact is that the vitrt the vit the vitriolic vitriolic language rlanguage reflects aneflects an intramura intramural debate, l debate, with Jews with Jews arguing agarguing against Jewsainst Jews, Christia, Chri, Christian Christian Jews againJews against the Jewst the Jews of the ss of the synagogue. ynagogue. This type This type of blisterof blistering languaing language is remige isge is reminisis reminiscent of thcent of that used byat used by the OT pr the OT prophets in ophets in their crittheir criticism of Iicism of Israel. Thesrael. The harshness hars harshness harshness of the polof the polemic furthemic furthermore refermore reflects the lects the conventionconventions of ancies of ancient rhetorint rhetoric.c.rhetorirhetoric.rhetoric.rhetoric.

It is a great irony that these words, written by Jews, should be used to 
justify anti-Semitism. Jesus himself was a Jew, and the author of the Fourth 
Gospel states that “salvation is from the Jews” (John 4:22). All of the first 
Christians were themselves Jews and moreover regarded their faith as not alien 
to, but the culmination of, the hope of Israel (cf. Acts 28:20). The fact is that the 
vitriolic language reflects an intramural debate, with Jews arguing against Jews, 
Christian Jews against the Jews of the synagogue. This type of blistering language 
is reminiscent of that used by the OT prophets in their criticism of Israel. The 
harshness of the polemic furthermore reflects the conventions of ancient 
rhetoric.

�Clearly itClearly it is wrong  is wrong to regard to regard this materthis material as antial as anti-Semitic i-Semitic (i.e., inv(i.e., involving racolving racial prejudial pial prejudice)prejudice), and even, and even the word  the word anti-Judaianti-Judaism is not sm is not adequate, adequate, although talthough to be sure o be sure there is pththere is pthere is polemic agaolemic against Judaiinst Judaism in the sm in the NT. BecausNT. Because the matee the material in qurial in question is estion is time-boundtimetime-boundtime-bound and histo and historically corically conditioned,nditioned, the follo the following mitigwing mitigating factating factors must bors must be kept in e ke kept in mikept in mind: (1) thnd: (1) the exceptioe exceptionally harsnally harsh criticish criticism of the Jm of the Jews in theews in the NT reflec NT reflects not merts nots not merelynot merely intramura intramural argumentl argument but hosti but hostility resullity resulting from ting from the Jewishthe Jewish persecuti persecution of Chrionpersecutipersecutiopersecution of Chrisn of Christian Jews;tian Jews; (2) much  (2) much of the NT of the NT polemic ispolemic is directed  directed against thagainst the leadershe le leadershipleadership rather th rather than the peoan the people as a wple as a whole; (3) hole; (3) to apply ato apply any of thisny of this material  material to Jews orto Jeto Jews or JuJews or Judaism of tdaism of the presenthe present is to be  is to be guilty notguilty not merely of merely of anachroni anachronism, but ofsm, but of a grave m a g a grave misugrave misunderstandinderstanding and misng and misuse of it.use of it. Even if t Even if the NT putshe NT puts the respo the responsibility nsibility for the defor for the defor the death of Jesath of Jesus upon thus upon the Jews, the Jews, that generatat generation (and tion (and their childheir children) have ren) have long sincelonglong sincelong since passed fr passed from the sceom the scene and so ne and so it makes nit makes no sense too sense to put the b put the blame on molame on molame on modern Jewmodern Jews. Of cours. Of course, Christse, Christians who aians who are theologre theologically awaically aware will rere will realize thatalize that the real  th the real rthe real responsibilesponsibility for thity for the death ofe death of Jesus fal Jesus falls upon thls upon themselves aemselves as much as s much as upon the Juponupon the Jupon the Jews.ews.ews.

Clearly it is wrong to regard this material as anti-Semitic (i.e., involving racial 
prejudice), and even the word anti-Judaism is not adequate, although to be sure 
there is polemic against Judaism in the NT. Because the material in question is 
time-bound and historically conditioned, the following mitigating factors must be 
kept in mind: (1) the exceptionally harsh criticism of the Jews in the NT reflects 
not merely intramural argument but hostility resulting from the Jewish 
persecution of Christian Jews; (2) much of the NT polemic is directed against the 
leadership rather than the people as a whole; (3) to apply any of this material to 
Jews or Judaism of the present is to be guilty not merely of anachronism, but of a 
grave misunderstanding and misuse of it. Even if the NT puts the responsibility 
for the death of Jesus upon the Jews, that generation (and their children) have 
long since passed from the scene and so it makes no sense to put the blame on 
modern Jews. Of course, Christians who are theologically aware will realize that 
the real responsibility for the death of Jesus falls upon themselves as much as 
upon the Jews.

�Given the Given the history ofhistory of the tragi the tragic abuse ofc abuse of this mate this material, Chririal, Christians musstians must now regat now regt now regard theregard themselves asmselves as under per under permanent oblmanent obligation toigation to go out of go out of their way their way to emphas to empha to emphasize emphasize what thesewhat these passages  passages do do notnot mean. Chr mean. Christianity istianity and anti-Sand anti-Semitism aremitism are mutuallye mue mutually emutually exclusive.xclusive.xclusive.

Given the history of the tragic abuse of this material, Christians must now 
regard themselves as under permanent obligation to go out of their way to 
emphasize what these passages do not mean. Christianity and anti-Semitism are 
mutually exclusive.

Donald A. Donald A. HagnerHagner

Donald A. Hagner

ANTONIAANTONIA (Gk.  (Gk. AntoœniaAntoœnia), FORTRES), FORTRESS OFS OFS OF

ANTONIA (Gk. Antoœnia), FORTRESS OF



A large foA large fortress buirtress built by Herolt by Herod the Gread the Great on the nt on the northwest corthwest corner of torner of the Temple he Temple he Temple MouTemple Mount. The Annt. The Antonia repltonia replaced an eaaced an earlier fortrlier fortress (Neh.ress (Neh. 2:8; 7:2) 2:8; 7:2) that Hero that Herod removed dHeroHerod remoHerod removed duringved during leveling  leveling excavationexcavations, replacis, replacing it withng it with a more im a more impressive spressive structure ntrsstructure structure named in hnamed in honor of hionor of his patron Ms patron Mark Antonyark Antony. The Anto. The Antonia, therenia, therefore, mustfore, mufore, must have must have been builtbeen built sometime  sometime prior to Aprior to Antony’s dentony’s defeat in 31feat in 31  B.C.B.C. and serve and served as Herodd as Hd as Herod’s quHerod’s quarters in arters in Jerusalem Jerusalem until the until the building obuilding of a new paf a new palace in thlace in the western e western quarter ofquaquarter ofquarter of the city. the city.

A large fortress built by Herod the Great on the northwest corner of the 
Temple Mount. The Antonia replaced an earlier fortress (Neh. 2:8; 7:2) that 
Herod removed during leveling excavations, replacing it with a more impressive 
structure named in honor of his patron Mark Antony. The Antonia, therefore, 
must have been built sometime prior to Antony’s defeat in 31 B.C. and served as 
Herod’s quarters in Jerusalem until the building of a new palace in the western 
quarter of the city.

�The AntoniThe Antonia was locaa was located on an ted on an elevated relevated rocky platfocky platform (45 x orm (45 x 120 m. [14120 m. [148 x 394 ft8 x 38 x 394 ft.]) 394 ft.]) now occupinow occupied by the ed by the Omariyyeh Omariyyeh school; deschool; deep moats aep moats and naturalnd natural escarpmen escarpm escarpmentescarpments protectes protected it on ald it on all sides. Al sides. According tccording to Josephuso Josephus ( (BJBJ 5.238–47) 5.238–47), the Anto, the An, the Antonia haAntonia had four towd four towers at theers at the corners a corners and four tund four turrets thatrrets that dominated dominated the templ the templ the temple coutemple courts below.rts below. The fortr The fortress contaiess contained baths,ned baths, porticos, porticos, courtyard courtyards, and oths, and other convenieothother convother conveniences seniences suitable touitable to royal vis royal visitors but itors but sufficientsufficient to accomm to accommodate a Roodate a Roman cohortmRoRoman cohoRoman cohort normallrt normally stationey stationed there (cd there (cf. Acts 21f. Acts 21:27-37). T:27-37). The Antoniahe Antonia was linke was linke was linked to linked to the templethe temple precincts precincts by two st by two stairways leairways leading downading down to the po to the porticos of rticos of the templeththe templethe temple enclosure enclosure and by a  and by a tunnel (tunnel (Ant.Ant. 15.424).  15.424). The StruthThe Struthion pool oion pool on the nortn the norn the northwest northwest side of thside of the Antonia e Antonia supplied wsupplied water to thater to the fortresse fortress...

The Antonia was located on an elevated rocky platform (45 x 120 m. [148 x 
394 ft.]) now occupied by the Omariyyeh school; deep moats and natural 
escarpments protected it on all sides. According to Josephus (BJ 5.238–47), the 
Antonia had four towers at the corners and four turrets that dominated the 
temple courts below. The fortress contained baths, porticos, courtyards, and 
other conveniences suitable to royal visitors but sufficient to accommodate a 
Roman cohort normally stationed there (cf. Acts 21:27-37). The Antonia was 
linked to the temple precincts by two stairways leading down to the porticos of 
the temple enclosure and by a tunnel (Ant. 15.424). The Struthion pool on the 
northwest side of the Antonia supplied water to the fortress.

�Whether orWhether or not the A not the Antonia wasntonia was the locat the location of theion of the trial of  trial of Jesus befoJesus before Pilate re Pilatre Pilate is Pilate is debated. Tdebated. The Roman phe Roman procuratorsrocurators could als could also have stao have stayed at eityed at either Herod’her Herod’s palace osHerod’Herod’s paHerod’s palace or thlace or the Hasmoneae Hasmonean palace, n palace, both locatboth located in the ed in the upper cityupper city...

Whether or not the Antonia was the location of the trial of Jesus before 
Pilate is debated. The Roman procurators could also have stayed at either 
Herod’s palace or the Hasmonean palace, both located in the upper city.

Thomas V. Thomas V. BriscoBrisco

Thomas V. Brisco

ANUBANUB (Heb.  (Heb. {aœnu®b�{aœnu®b�)))

ANUB (Heb. {aœnu®b� )

A JudahiteA Judahite, son of K, son of Koz (1 Chr.oz (1 Chr. 4:8). 4:8).

A Judahite, son of Koz (1 Chr. 4:8).

APELLESAPELLES (Gk.  (Gk. ApelleäísApelleäís)))

APELLES (Gk. Apelleäís)

A person “A person “approved iapproved in Christ,”n Christ,” who is gr who is greeted by Peeted by Paul (Rom. aul (Rom. 16:10).16:10).

A person “approved in Christ,” who is greeted by Paul (Rom. 16:10).

APHEKAPHEK (Heb.  (Heb. }a�p�eäq}a�p�eäq)))

APHEK (Heb. }a�p�eäq )

�1.1. A major c A major city of antity of antiquity, loiquity, located at mcated at modern Ras odern Ras el-}Ayinel-}Ayin (143168)  (143168) just abovejust abjust above abunabove abundant sprindant springs which ggs which give rise tive rise to the Yarko the Yarkon River. on River. Its importIts importance is reance is related not latrerelated norelated not only to t only to the water the water source (exsource (exceeded in ceeded in volume onlvolume only by the sy by the sources of ources of the Jordantthe Jordanthe Jordan), but to ), but to the fact tthe fact that it conhat it controlled thtrolled the Via Marie Via Maris, forced s, forced inland by inland by the swampsthe swthe swamps creswamps created by thated by the Yarkon be Yarkon between theetween the springs a springs and the Mednd the Mediterraneaniterranean Sea, and  Sea, an Sea, and thus pand thus passing thrassing through the nough the narrow vallarrow valley betweeney between the sprin the springs and thegs and the beginning beginning of the ce beginningbeginning beginning of the cenof the central hill tral hill ridge justridge just east of t east of the site.he site.he site.

1. A major city of antiquity, located at modern Ras el-}Ayin (143168) just 
above abundant springs which give rise to the Yarkon River. Its importance is 
related not only to the water source (exceeded in volume only by the sources of 
the Jordan), but to the fact that it controlled the Via Maris, forced inland by the 
swamps created by the Yarkon between the springs and the Mediterranean Sea, 
and thus passing through the narrow valley between the springs and the 
beginning of the central hill ridge just east of the site.

�Aphek is mAphek is mentioned ientioned in the Egypn the Egyptian Execrtian Execration Textation Texts and in ts and in topographicopographical lists oal listal lists of blists of both Thutmooth Thutmose III andse III and Amenhotep Amenhotep II. It is II. It is mentioned mentioned in the st in the stories of Jories of Joshua’s cooshuJJoshua’s cJoshua’s conquests aonquests and of the nd of the Hebrew-PhiHebrew-Philistine colistine conflict in nflict in the time othe time of Eli and f Eli and Samuel. ThSamuSamuel. ThSamuel. The Hellenise Hellenistic city ltic city located herocated here was knowe was known as Pegaen as Pegae, and when, and when Herod the Herod th Herod the Great the Great rebuilt threbuilt the city in e city in the 1st cethe 1st century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. it was re it was renamed Antinamed Antipatris.patris.patris.

Aphek is mentioned in the Egyptian Execration Texts and in topographical 
lists of both Thutmose III and Amenhotep II. It is mentioned in the stories of 
Joshua’s conquests and of the Hebrew-Philistine conflict in the time of Eli and 
Samuel. The Hellenistic city located here was known as Pegae, and when Herod 



the Great rebuilt the city in the 1st century B.C.E. it was renamed Antipatris.

�An archaeoAn archaeological sulogical survey of thrvey of the site wase site was made in 1 made in 1923 by Wil923 by William F. Alliam F. Albright, anbright, AlAlbright, Albright, and limiteand limited early exd early excavations cavations were conduwere conducted by J.cted by J. Ory in 19 Ory in 1935–36 and 35–36 and Abraham EiAAbraham EiAbraham Eitan in 196tan in 1961. A major1. A major campaign  campaign by a consoby a consortium of Irtium of Israeli andsraeli and American  American American sAmerican schools andchools and organizat organizations from ions from 1972–1985 1972–1985 was directwas directed by Moshed by Moshe Kochavi e Koche Kochavi anKochavi and Pirhiya d Pirhiya Beck of TeBeck of Tel Aviv Unil Aviv University. Tversity. This excavahis excavation prodution produced both iced both important fmiimportant important finds and finds and evidence oevidence of an extenf an extensive occupsive occupational hiational history of tstory of the site behe site beginning inginnbebeginning beginning in Early Bin Early Bronze I (3ronze I (3100), alth100), although an eaough an earlier Chalrlier Chalcolithic pcolithic pit and scait and scattered shetterescascattered scattered sherds wersherds were uncoveree uncovered. Remainsd. Remains were docu were documented fromented from EB II, Mm EB II, MB II A andB II A B II A and B, LA and B, LB I and IIB I and II, Iron I a, Iron I and II, Pernd II, Persian (justsian (just off the t off the tell properell proper), Helleni), Hellenistic, Romastic, Romastic, Roman, ByzRoman, Byzantine, Umantine, Umayyad, andayyad, and Ottoman p Ottoman periods. Areriods. Archaeologicchaeologically the mally the most impresost impost impressiveimpressive materials materials are from  are from MB IIA-B (MB IIA-B (areas A anareas A and X) with d X) with clear sequclear sequential strential stratificatioatstrstratificastratification withition within the perin the period identifod identified, and fied, and from the LBrom the LB occupatio occupation (area X)n (area X). Kochavi . Ko. Kochavi haKochavi has identifis identified 11 docued 11 documents fromments from the LB pe the LB period — Egyriod — Egyptian, Hitptian, Hittite, Akkatite, Akkatite, Akkadian, Akkadian, Sumerian, Sumerian, and Canaanand Canaanite — inclite — including a leuding a letter from tter from Ugarit (inUgarit (in Akkadian) Akkadian)...

An archaeological survey of the site was made in 1923 by William F. 
Albright, and limited early excavations were conducted by J. Ory in 1935–36 and 
Abraham Eitan in 1961. A major campaign by a consortium of Israeli and 
American schools and organizations from 1972–1985 was directed by Moshe 
Kochavi and Pirhiya Beck of Tel Aviv University. This excavation produced both 
important finds and evidence of an extensive occupational history of the site 
beginning in Early Bronze I (3100), although an earlier Chalcolithic pit and 
scattered sherds were uncovered. Remains were documented from EB II, MB II 
A and B, LB I and II, Iron I and II, Persian (just off the tell proper), Hellenistic, 
Roman, Byzantine, Umayyad, and Ottoman periods. Archaeologically the most 
impressive materials are from MB IIA-B (areas A and X) with clear sequential 
stratification within the period identified, and from the LB occupation (area X). 
Kochavi has identified 11 documents from the LB period — Egyptian, Hittite, 
Akkadian, Sumerian, and Canaanite — including a letter from Ugarit (in Akkadian).

�ReferencesReferences to Aphek  to Aphek (of the Sh(of the Sharon) are aron) are found in Jfound in Josh. 12:18osh. 12:18 (one of t (one of the cities he citiehe cities whocities whose king wase king was defeateds defeated by Joshua by Joshua); 1 Sam. ); 1 Sam. 4 (city fr4 (city from which tom which the Philisthe Philistines engaginesPhilistPhilistinePhilistines engaged s engaged the Hebrewthe Hebrews from Ebes from Ebenezer in bnezer in battle; theattle; the victoriou victorious Philistis Philistines capturnes PhilistiPhilistinePhilistines captureds captured the ark o the ark of the covef the covenant); 1 Snant); 1 Sam. 29:1 (am. 29:1 (the gatherthe gathering place ing place from whichfromfrom whichfrom which the Phili the Philistines laustines launched theinched their battle ar battle against Saugainst Saul at Mt. Gl at Mt. Gilboa).ilboa).ilboa).

References to Aphek (of the Sharon) are found in Josh. 12:18 (one of the 
cities whose king was defeated by Joshua); 1 Sam. 4 (city from which the 
Philistines engaged the Hebrews from Ebenezer in battle; the victorious 
Philistines captured the ark of the covenant); 1 Sam. 29:1 (the gathering place 
from which the Philistines launched their battle against Saul at Mt. Gilboa).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Eitan, A. Eitan, P. Beck, aP. Beck, and M. Kochnd M. Kochavi, “Apheavi, “Aphek,” k,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 1:62–72. 1:62–72. 1:62–72.1:62–72.1:62–72.

Bibliography. A. Eitan, P. Beck, and M. Kochavi, “Aphek,” NEAEHL 
1:62–72.

Bruce C. CBruce C. Cressonressonresson

Bruce C. Cresson

�2.2. A norther A northern Canaanitn Canaanite town bore town bordering thedering the land of t land of the Amoritehe Amorites (Josh. 1s (Josh. 13:4) and t3:4)113:4) and 13:4) and traditionatraditionally identilly identified with fied with AfqaœAfqaœ (231382), (231382), 37 km. (2 37 km. (23 mi.) NE 3 mi.) NE of Beirut.of Beirof Beirut.Beirut.Beirut.

2. A northern Canaanite town bordering the land of the Amorites (Josh. 
13:4) and traditionally identified with Afqaœ (231382), 37 km. (23 mi.) NE of 
Beirut.

�3.3. A town al A town alloted to tloted to the tribe ohe tribe of Asher inf Asher in the vicin the vicinity of Achity of Achzib, Ummahzib, Ummah, and Reho, and , and Rehob and Rehob (Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:29-30; Jud29-30; Judg. 1:31). g. 1:31). Most scholMost scholars identiars identify this Apfy this Aphek with Thek with Tell ell TTell Tell Kurda®nehKurda®neh, 9 km. (5, 9 km. (5.6 mi.) SE.6 mi.) SE of Acco.  of Acco. Others ideOthers identify it wntify it with Tell Kith Tell Kabri (1642abri (16abri (164268), (164268), 4 km. (2.54 km. (2.5 mi.) E of mi.) E of Nahariya. Nahariya.

3. A town alloted to the tribe of Asher in the vicinity of Achzib, Ummah, 
and Rehob (Josh. 19:29-30; Judg. 1:31). Most scholars identify this Aphek with 
Tell Kurda®neh, 9 km. (5.6 mi.) SE of Acco. Others identify it with Tell Kabri 
(164268), 4 km. (2.5 mi.) E of Nahariya.

�44 A town in A town in the Golan the Golan from whic from which Ben-hadah Ben-hadad launchedd launched an assaul an assault against t against the Israelthe the Israelthe Israelites, and ites, and to which hto which he fled afte fled after defeat er defeat by Ahab (1by Ahab (1 Kgs. 20:2 Kgs. 20:26-30). It 6-30). It is probablis probis probably tprobably the Aphek mhe Aphek mentioned ientioned in Elisha’sn Elisha’s predictio prediction of Joashn of Joash’s defeat ’s defeat of the Araof the Arameans (2 KmeAraArameans (Arameans (2 Kgs. 13:2 Kgs. 13:17). Tradi17). Traditionally itionally identified dentified with Afiq with Afiq in the in the Nah�al {EnNah�al {En Gev Valle Gev Gev ValleyGev Valley, the town, the town is now id is now identified wentified with ith {En{En Gev/Khirb Gev/Khirbet et el-{A‰sheqel-{A‰sheq (210243). (21024 (210243).(210243).(210243).

4 A town in the Golan from which Ben-hadad launched an assault against 
the Israelites, and to which he fled after defeat by Ahab (1 Kgs. 20:26-30). It is 
probably the Aphek mentioned in Elisha’s prediction of Joash’s defeat of the 
Arameans (2 Kgs. 13:17). Traditionally identified with Afiq in the Nah�al {En  
Gev Valley, the town is now identified with {En Gev/Khirbet el-{A‰sheq 
(210243).

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

APHEKAHAPHEKAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�p�eäqa®}a�p�eäqa®)))

APHEKAH (Heb. }a�p�eäqa® )

A city in A city in the hill cthe hill country of ountry of Judah, neaJudah, near Beth-tapr Beth-tappuah (Joshpuah (Josh. 15:53). . 15:53). Its precisIts precise locatione locate location rlocation remains unkemains unknown; suggnown; suggested siteested sites include s include Khirbet Khirbet el-H¸adabel-H¸adab (155098), (155098), Khirbet  (155098),(155098), (155098), Khirbet Khirbet Kana}anKana}an (157102), (157102), and Khirb and Khirbet Marajimet Marajim (152099). (152099).

A city in the hill country of Judah, near Beth-tappuah (Josh. 15:53). Its precise 



location remains unknown; suggested sites include Khirbet el-H¸adab 
(155098), Khirbet Kana}an (157102), and Khirbet Marajim (152099).

APHIAHAPHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�p�iîah�}a�p�iîah�)))

APHIAH (Heb. }a�p�iîah� )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, the fite, the father of Bather of Becorath anecorath and ancestord ancestor of King S of King Saul (1 Samaul (1 Sam. 9:1).. 9:1).

A Benjaminite, the father of Becorath and ancestor of King Saul (1 Sam. 9:1).

APHIKAPHIK (Heb.  (Heb. }a�p�iq}a�p�iq)))

APHIK (Heb. }a�p�iq )

Alternate Alternate form of Apform of Aphek hek 3, 3, a city in a city in the territthe territory of Ashory of Asher (Judg. er (Judg. 1:31).1:31).

Alternate form of Aphek 3, a city in the territory of Asher (Judg. 1:31).

APHORISMAPHORISMAPHORISM

APHORISM

One of sevOne of several termseral terms for short for short, pithy, p, pithy, popular wisopular wisdom sayingdom sayings. As the s. As the expressionexpression of the in o of the insof the insights of aights of an individun individual, it canal, it can be distin be distinguished frguished from the proom the proverb, whicverb, which is generh is geh is generally generally an unattrian unattributed exprbuted expression of ession of collectivecollective wisdom. I wisdom. Its authorits authority thus dety thus depends on tpendedepends ondepends on the prest the prestige of thaige of that individut individual. In thial. In this sense ths sense the aphorisme aphorism is closel is closely related y relay related torelated to the  the chreia,chreia, though th though the e chreiachreia generally generally is more e is more explicit inxplicit in its biogr its biographical inaphical biogrbiographicbiographical interesal interest.t.t.

One of several terms for short, pithy, popular wisdom sayings. As the expression 
of the insights of an individual, it can be distinguished from the proverb, which is 
generally an unattributed expression of collective wisdom. Its authority thus 
depends on the prestige of that individual. In this sense the aphorism is closely 
related to the chreia, though the chreia generally is more explicit in its 
biographical interest.

�Aphorisms Aphorisms represent represent one of Jesone of Jesus’ characus’ characteristic mteristic modes of spodes of speech, and eech, and therefore thereftherefore therefore are of speare of special intercial interest for hiest for historical Jstorical Jesus reseaesus research. Whilerch. While wisdom sa wisdom sayings typiyingssasayings tysayings typically fupically function to nction to support trsupport traditional aditional values andvalues and worldview worldviews, the aphs, the aphorisms of orismaphaphorisms aphorisms of Jesus oof Jesus often refleften reflect his radct his radical challical challenges to tenges to the acceptehe accepted wisdom od wisdom of the day f thf the day (Lthe day (Luke 12:37;uke 12:37; Mark 8:35 Mark 8:35 par.; 10: par.; 10:31 par.; L31 par.; Luke 9:60; uke 9:60; Matt. 8:22Matt. 8:22).).).

Aphorisms represent one of Jesus’ characteristic modes of speech, and 
therefore are of special interest for historical Jesus research. While wisdom 
sayings typically function to support traditional values and worldviews, the 
aphorisms of Jesus often reflect his radical challenges to the accepted wisdom of 
the day (Luke 12:37; Mark 8:35 par.; 10:31 par.; Luke 9:60; Matt. 8:22).

�Aphorisms Aphorisms are found are found in many foin many forms. In thrms. In the Gospels e Gospels they incluthey include beatitude beatitudes (Matt.des (Mdes (Matt. 5:3(Matt. 5:3-12; Luke -12; Luke 6:20-23; G6:20-23; Gos. Thom. os. Thom. 54, 68—69)54, 68—69), conditio, conditional sayingnal sayings (Mark 3:s (Mark 3:24-25 par.23:3:24-25 pa3:24-25 par.), admonr.), admonitions (Luitions (Luke 12:22 pke 12:22 par.), synoar.), synonymous parnymous parallelism (allelism (Mark 4:22;Mark 4:22; John 13:1 Jo John 13:16John 13:16), antithe), antithetical paratical parallelism (Mllelism (Mark 2:17 park 2:17 par.; Luke ar.; Luke 6:45), and6:45), and reciproca reciprocal statemenl statl statementsstatements (Luke 6:3 (Luke 6:37-38; 12:87-38; 12:8-9; Matt. -9; Matt. 10:32-33; 10:32-33; cf. 1 Clemcf. 1 Clem. 13:2).. 13:2).. 13:2).

Aphorisms are found in many forms. In the Gospels they include beatitudes 
(Matt. 5:3-12; Luke 6:20-23; Gos. Thom. 54, 68—69), conditional sayings (Mark 
3:24-25 par.), admonitions (Luke 12:22 par.), synonymous parallelism (Mark 4:22; 
John 13:16), antithetical parallelism (Mark 2:17 par.; Luke 6:45), and reciprocal 
statements (Luke 6:37-38; 12:8-9; Matt. 10:32-33; cf. 1 Clem. 13:2).

�Aphorisms Aphorisms are neitheare neither spoken nr spoken nor transmior transmitted in istted in isolation. Tolation. The aphorishe aphorisms of Jesums of ms of Jesus wof Jesus were gatherere gathered into thed into thematic colematic collections (lections (Matt. 7:7-Matt. 7:7-11 = Luke 11 = Luke 11:9-13, a11:9-13, asking; Matskiaasking; Maasking; Matt. 7:1-5,tt. 7:1-5, judging;  judging; Luke 11:42Luke 11:42-48; Matt.-48; Matt. 23:13-36, 23:13-36, woes) and woes) and used to f used to form the coormfform the cform the conclusion onclusion to “pronouto “pronouncement” sncement” stories (Matories (Mark 2:17; 1rk 2:17; 12:17). Rec2:17). Recent scholaent scholaent scholars hscholars have arguedave argued that NT w that NT writers expriters expanded aphoanded aphorisms or risms or chreiaichreiai into larg into larger narratier naer narrativesnarratives by use of by use of standard  standard rules founrules found in the d in the progymnasmprogymnasmataata (basic rh (basic rhetorical hetorical handbooks).ahhandbooks)handbooks)...

Aphorisms are neither spoken nor transmitted in isolation. The aphorisms 
of Jesus were gathered into thematic collections (Matt. 7:7-11 = Luke 11:9-13, 
asking; Matt. 7:1-5, judging; Luke 11:42-48; Matt. 23:13-36, woes) and used to 
form the conclusion to “pronouncement” stories (Mark 2:17; 12:17). Recent 
scholars have argued that NT writers expanded aphorisms or chreiai into larger 
narratives by use of standard rules found in the progymnasmata (basic rhetorical 
handbooks).

�As Jesus’ As Jesus’ aphorisms aphorisms were origiwere originally delinally delivered and vered and transmittetransmitted orally, d orally, the attempthe attemthe attempt toattempt to recover t recover the exact phe exact phrasing (hrasing (ipsissima ipsissima verbaverba) is dubio) is dubious. It is us. It is more fruitmore fruitful to spefufruitfruitful tfruitful to speak ofo speak of a stable  a stable structure structure ((ipsissima ipsissima structurastructura) from whi) from which changesch changes could be  could could be mcould be made. John ade. John Dominic CrDominic Crossan makeossan makes the impos the important distrtant distinction beinction between perftween ptween performancperformancial and heial and hermeneuticarmeneutical variatiol variation. Performn. Performancial varancial variation inviation involves chanolves changes (expangechanchanges (echanges (expansions,xpansions, contracti contractions, conveons, conversion, subrsion, substitution,stitution, transposi transposition) whiction) which do not ah dh do not affdo not affect the baect the basic sense sic sense of the aphof the aphorism. Thiorism. This would has would have been a ve been a natural chnatural characteristarchcharactericharacteristic of Jestic of Jesus’ teachsus’ teaching as he ing as he spoke to dspoke to different aifferent audiences; udiences; compare “Bcompare “But many whut mut many who amany who are first wre first will be lasill be last, and thet, and the last will last will be first” be first” (Matt. 19 (Matt. 19:30) to “S:30) to “So the lasto the lao the last will last will be first, be first, and the fiand the first will brst will be last” (2e last” (20:16). The0:16). The version i version in Gos. Thon Gos. Thom. 4, howem. 4, hom. 4, however, ihowever, is a hermens a hermeneutical vaeutical variation, sriation, since it prince it provides a dovides a distinct inistinct interpretatiterpretation: “For mon: “Fon: “For many “For many who are fiwho are first will brst will become lastecome last, and they, and they will beco will become one andme one and the same. the same.””same.same.”same.”same.”

As Jesus’ aphorisms were originally delivered and transmitted orally, the 
attempt to recover the exact phrasing (ipsissima verba) is dubious. It is more 
fruitful to speak of a stable structure (ipsissima structura) from which changes 
could be made. John Dominic Crossan makes the important distinction between 
performancial and hermeneutical variation. Performancial variation involves 
changes (expansions, contractions, conversion, substitution, transposition) which 
do not affect the basic sense of the aphorism. This would have been a natural 



characteristic of Jesus’ teaching as he spoke to different audiences; compare “But 
many who are first will be last, and the last will be first” (Matt. 19:30) to “So the 
last will be first, and the first will be last” (20:16). The version in Gos. Thom. 4, 
however, is a hermeneutical variation, since it provides a distinct interpretation: 
“For many who are first will become last, and they will become one and the 
same.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. E. AuneD. E. Aune, “Oral Tr, “Oral Tradition anadition and the Aphod the Aphorisms of Jrisms of Jesus,” in esus,” in Jesus and JeJesus and Jesus and the Oral Gthe Oral Gospel Tradospel Tradition,ition, ed. H. Wa ed. H. Wansbrough. nsbrough. JSNTSup 64JSNTSup 64 (Sheffiel (Sheffield, 1991), d, 1991d, 1991), 2111991), 211–65; J. D.–65; J. D. Crossan,  Crossan, In FragmenIn Fragments: The Apts: The Aphorisms ofhorisms of Jesus Jesus (San Fran (San Francisco, 198cisco, 19cisco, 1983); V. 1983); V. K. RobbinsK. Robbins, “The Chr, “The Chreia,” in eia,” in Greco-RomaGreco-Roman Literatun Literature and there and the New Testa New Testament,meTestaTestament,Testament, ed. D. E. ed. D. E. Aune. SBL Aune. SBLSBS 21 (AtSBS 21 (Atlanta, 198lanta, 1988), 1–23.8), 1–23.8), 1–23.
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APOCALYPSEAPOCALYPSE

APOCALYPSE

A genre ofA genre of writings  writings (Gk. (Gk. apokaélypsapokaélypsis,is, “revelati “revelation, discloon, disclosure”) whisure”) which concernch concerns visions s concernconcerns vconcerns visions or isions or propheciesprophecies of the en of the end times ord times or the age t the age to come.o come.o come.

A genre of writings (Gk. apokaélypsis, “revelation, disclosure”) which 
concerns visions or prophecies of the end times or the age to come.

�SeeSee  APOCALYPTIAPOCALYPTIC.C.

See APOCALYPTIC.

APOCALYPTIAPOCALYPTICCC

APOCALYPTIC

An adjectiAn adjective used tove used to describe  describe a broad caa broad category of tegory of phenomena phenomena linked by linked by a similar a similar worldview.wworldview.worldview. It is par It is part of a cont of a constellationstellation of terms  of terms (apocalypt(apocalypticism, apoicism, apocalyptic ecalyptic eschatologyschatoeeschatologeschatology) derivedy) derived from the  from the literary gliterary genre apocaenre apocalypse.lypse.lypse.

An adjective used to describe a broad category of phenomena linked by a similar 
worldview. It is part of a constellation of terms (apocalypticism, apocalyptic 
eschatology) derived from the literary genre apocalypse.

�The genre The genre name “apocname “apocalypse” dealypse” derives fromrives from Gk.  Gk. apokaélypsapokaélypsisis (“revelat (“revelation” or “dion” (“revelat(“revelati(“revelation” or “dion” or “disclosure”)sclosure”), which oc, which occurs in thcurs in the opening e opening line of thline of the NT book e NT book of Revelatofof Revelatof Revelation. This ion. This book, the book, the parade exaparade example of anmple of an apocalyps apocalypse in earlye in early Christian Christian literatur lit literatureliterature, gives it, gives its name to s name to the entirethe entire genre. Th genre. The genre ite genre itself may bself may be defined e defined as “a genras “a as “a genre o“a genre of revelatof revelatory literatry literature with aure with a narrative narrative framework framework, in which, in which a revelat a revelation is medion revelatrevelationrevelation is mediat is mediated by an oed by an otherworldltherworldly being toy being to a human r a human recipient, ecipient, disclosingdisclosing a transce a  a transcena transcendent realident reality which ity which is both tems both temporal, insporal, insofar as itofar as it envisages envisages eschatolo eschatological salvgicaleschatoloeschatologeschatological salvaical salvation, and tion, and spatial, ispatial, insofar as nsofar as it involveit involves another,s another, supernatu supernatural world”ral worral world” (Coworld” (Collins, llins, ApocalypseApocalypse,, 9). Apoca 9). Apocalypses arelypses are character characterized by thized by the presencee presence of vision of v of vision, syvision, symbolism, ambolism, a human see human seer and an or and an otherworldltherworldly mediatory mediator, an other, an otherworldly joworldly joworldly journey, ajourney, an emphasisn emphasis on events on events in the co in the cosmic rathesmic rather than humr than human realm, an realm, an increasan increased intereseincreasincreased increased interest iinterest in angels an angels and demons,nd demons, the notio the notion of the tn of the transcendenranscendence of God,ce of God, and pseud God,God, and pGod, and pseudonymitseudonymity. Given ty. Given this definihis definition, thertion, there is only e is only one examplone example of a true of a true apocalype trutrue apocatrue apocalypse in tlypse in the OT, Danhe OT, Dan. 7-12, wh. 7-12, while the Chile the Christian NTristian NT’s only ap’s only apocalypse iocalypse is the books iis the boois the book of Revelk of Revelation (whiation (which is excech is exceptional foptional for not beinr not being pseudonyg pseudonymous).mous).mous).

The genre name “apocalypse” derives from Gk. apokaélypsis 
(“revelation” or “disclosure”), which occurs in the opening line of the NT book 
of Revelation. This book, the parade example of an apocalypse in early Christian 
literature, gives its name to the entire genre. The genre itself may be defined as 
“a genre of revelatory literature with a narrative framework, in which a 
revelation is mediated by an otherworldly being to a human recipient, disclosing 
a transcendent reality which is both temporal, insofar as it envisages 
eschatological salvation, and spatial, insofar as it involves another, supernatural 
world” (Collins, Apocalypse, 9). Apocalypses are characterized by the presence of 
vision, symbolism, a human seer and an otherworldly mediator, an otherworldly 
journey, an emphasis on events in the cosmic rather than human realm, an 
increased interest in angels and demons, the notion of the transcendence of 
God, and pseudonymity. Given this definition, there is only one example of a 
true apocalypse in the OT, Dan. 7-12, while the Christian NT’s only apocalypse 
is the book of Revelation (which is exceptional for not being pseudonymous).

�The genre,The genre, however,  however, was more wwas more widespread idespread than the cthan the canonical eanonical examples. Axamples. Apocalypse poAApocalypseApocalypse as a genr as a genre flourishe flourished betweened between 250  250 B.C.E.B.C.E. and 250  and 250 C.E.,C.E., giving ma giving many more exny morny more exampmore examples to theles to the literatur literature, such ase, such as 1 Enoch,  1 Enoch, 4 Ezra, an4 Ezra, and 2 Baruchd 2 Baruch. However,. However, the antec However,However, tHowever, the antecedhe antecedents of apents of apocalyptic ocalyptic literatureliterature can be fo can be found much eund much earlier, inarlier, in the proph t the prophethe prophetic and witic and wisdom tradisdom traditions of ations of ancient Isrncient Israel, and tael, and the mytholohe mythologies of thgies of the ancient e ae ancient Neancient Near East. Aar East. Apocalypticpocalyptic literatur literature draws one draws on prophecy, prophecy, in which  in which the messagthe message of God cemessagmessage ofmessage of God conce God concerning a parning a particular hrticular historical istorical situation situation is conveyeis conveyed to a humd to a human recipieanhumhuman recihuman recipient thropient through an aurugh an aural or visual or visual experieal experience, throunce, through its empgh its emphasis on vhasis on vision, theisivvision, thvision, the special e special revelationrevelation given to  given to the human the human recipient,recipient, and the u and the use of histse of historical eveoricalhisthistoricalhistorical events to events to disclose  disclose God’s hiddGod’s hidden plan. Len plan. Late propheate prophetic texts tic texts which contwhich contain incipiaincontcontain incontain incipient chcipient characteristaracteristics of theics of the apocalyps apocalypse include e include Ezek. 1-3 Ezek. 1-3 and Zech. and Zech. 1-6. The a1-6.1-6. The a1-6. The antecedentsntecedents of the ap of the apocalypse iocalypse in the wisdn the wisdom traditiom tradition can be on can be seen partiseen particularly incupartiparticularparticularly in the ly in the speculativspeculative materiale material of books  of books such as 1 such as 1 Enoch, wheEnoch, where in the re in the Book of thBooBook of thBook of the Heavenlye Heavenly Luminarie Luminaries Enoch iss Enoch is taken on  taken on an otherwoan otherworldly jourrldly journey and isney and isney and is shown tis shown the secretshe secrets of the he of the heavenly reaavenly realm (cf. Jolm (cf. Job 37-38). b 37-38). Finally, tFinally, the influenhe influence of ancice of ce of ancientof ancient Near East Near Eastern mytholern mythology, especogy, especially the ially the literatureliteratures of Babyls of Babylon and Peron and Persia, can bsiaPerPersia, caPersia, can be discen be discerned in thrned in the type of e type of symbols ussymbols used throughed throughout apocalout apocalyptic liteyptic literature, e.ratliteliteratureliterature, e.g., th, e.g., the sea as ae sea as a symbol of symbol of chaos (Da chaos (Dan. 7:2-3; n. 7:2-3; Rev. 13:1)Rev. 13:1)...

The genre, however, was more widespread than the canonical examples. 
Apocalypse as a genre flourished between 250 B.C.E. and 250 C.E., giving many 
more examples to the literature, such as 1 Enoch, 4 Ezra, and 2 Baruch. 



However, the antecedents of apocalyptic literature can be found much earlier, in 
the prophetic and wisdom traditions of ancient Israel, and the mythologies of the 
ancient Near East. Apocalyptic literature draws on prophecy, in which the 
message of God concerning a particular historical situation is conveyed to a 
human recipient through an aural or visual experience, through its emphasis on 
vision, the special revelation given to the human recipient, and the use of 
historical events to disclose God’s hidden plan. Late prophetic texts which 
contain incipient characteristics of the apocalypse include Ezek. 1-3 and Zech. 
1-6. The antecedents of the apocalypse in the wisdom tradition can be seen 
particularly in the speculative material of books such as 1 Enoch, where in the 
Book of the Heavenly Luminaries Enoch is taken on an otherworldly journey and 
is shown the secrets of the heavenly realm (cf. Job 37-38). Finally, the influence 
of ancient Near Eastern mythology, especially the literatures of Babylon and 
Persia, can be discerned in the type of symbols used throughout apocalyptic 
literature, e.g., the sea as a symbol of chaos (Dan. 7:2-3; Rev. 13:1).

�The genre The genre “apocalyps“apocalypse” lends ie” lends its name tots name to a broad r a broad range of phange of phenomena loenomena loosely orgaoselloloosely orloosely organized unganized under the ruder the rubric “apocbric “apocalyptic.” alyptic.” The reasonThe reasons for the s for the rise of thrise of this type ofis tyis type of litype of literature aterature and its assnd its associated phociated phenomena inenomena in the Secon the Second Temple pd Temple period are eriod are not fully nnot fully not fully understoodunderstood, but ther, but there seems toe seems to be a stro be a strong connectng connection with sion with some crisisome crisis, bringing, crisiscrisis, brcrisis, bringing aboinging about a senseut a sense of social of social, politica, political, or relil, or religious powegious powerlessness,rlessness, either of either  either of either of a communita community or an iny or an individual. dividual. Sometimes Sometimes the crisisthe crisis is clear  is clear to the latto the later reader,er reer reader, sureader, such as the ch as the persecutiopersecution of the Jn of the Jews by Antews by Antiochus IV iochus IV Epiphanes,Epiphanes, reflected reflected in Dan. 7 in in Dan. 7-in Dan. 7-12, or the12, or the destructi destruction of the on of the Second TemSecond Temple by theple by the Romans in Romans in 70  70 C.E.C.E., reflecte, re, reflected reflected in 4 Ezra in 4 Ezra or 2 Barucor 2 Baruch. Howeverh. However, sometime, sometimes the precs the precipitating ipitating crisis is crisis is not at allnotnot at allnot at all evident,  evident, and may haand may have been ofve been of importanc importance only to e only to the originthe original author.al author. This is t Th This is thThis is the case fore case for large por large portions of ttions of the Enoch lhe Enoch literature.iterature.

The genre “apocalypse” lends its name to a broad range of phenomena 
loosely organized under the rubric “apocalyptic.” The reasons for the rise of this 
type of literature and its associated phenomena in the Second Temple period are 
not fully understood, but there seems to be a strong connection with some 
crisis, bringing about a sense of social, political, or religious powerlessness, 
either of a community or an individual. Sometimes the crisis is clear to the later 
reader, such as the persecution of the Jews by Antiochus IV Epiphanes, reflected 
in Dan. 7-12, or the destruction of the Second Temple by the Romans in 70 C.E., 
reflected in 4 Ezra or 2 Baruch. However, sometimes the precipitating crisis is 
not at all evident, and may have been of importance only to the original author. 
This is the case for large portions of the Enoch literature.

�This senseThis sense of crisis of crisis and impen and impending doom ding doom explains texplains the appearahe appearance of a pnce of a phenomenon henompphenomenonphenomenon known as  known as apocalyptiapocalyptic eschatolc eschatology, in whogy, in which the apich the apocalyptic ocalyptic worldview worldvieworldview worldview is appliedis applied to events to events surroundi surrounding the endng the end of the wo of the world, usualrld, usually thoughtly thought of as rap o of as rapiof as rapidly approadly approaching. Apoching. Apocalyptic ecalyptic eschatologyschatology declares  declares that the athat the adverse condverse conditions ofditconconditionsconditions of the pr of the present worlesent world, broughtd, brought about by  about by the precipthe precipitating critating crisis, willisis, will end in ju end  end in judend in judgment for gment for the wickedthe wicked and vindi and vindication forcation for the right the righteous, botheous, both from the  from the hand of Gohahand of Gohand of God. The judd. The judgment of tgment of the presenthe present world usu world usually inclually includes its dedes its destruction,struction, followed  fo followed bfollowed by a new any a new and glorified glorified existencd existence for the e for the righteous.righteous. A cogent  A cogent example ofexample of this is f t this is fothis is found in Revund in Rev. 20-21, i. 20-21, in which a n which a judgment, judgment, the “Greatthe “Great White Thr White Throne” judgmone” judgment, of alejudgmjudgment, judgment, of all theof all the dead occu dead occurs, followrs, following which ing which the damnedthe damned are throw are thrown into then into the lake of f thethe lake othe lake of fire. Aff fire. After this jter this judgment, tudgment, the seer rehe seer recounts:counts:counts:

This sense of crisis and impending doom explains the appearance of a 
phenomenon known as apocalyptic eschatology, in which the apocalyptic 
worldview is applied to events surrounding the end of the world, usually thought 
of as rapidly approaching. Apocalyptic eschatology declares that the adverse 
conditions of the present world, brought about by the precipitating crisis, will 
end in judgment for the wicked and vindication for the righteous, both from the 
hand of God. The judgment of the present world usually includes its destruction, 
followed by a new and glorified existence for the righteous. A cogent example of 
this is found in Rev. 20-21, in which a judgment, the “Great White Throne” 
judgment, of all the dead occurs, following which the damned are thrown into 
the lake of fire. After this judgment, the seer recounts:

�Then I sawThen I saw a new hea a new heaven and a ven and a new earth;new earth; for the f for the first heaveirst heaven and the n and the first eartfirstfirst eartfirst earth had passh had passed away, aed away, and the seand the sea was no mo was no more. And I re. And I saw the hosaw the holy city, tly hoholy city,holy city, the new J the new Jerusalem, erusalem, coming dowcoming down out of hn out of heaven fromeaven from God, prep God, prepared as a aprepprepared aprepared as a bride s a bride adorned foadorned for her husbr her husband. (21:1and. (21:1—2)—2)—2)

Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the 
first earth had passed away, and the sea was no more. And I saw the 
holy city, the new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God, 



prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. (21:1—2)

ApocalyptiApocalyptic eschatolc eschatology is parogy is part of the mt of the movement knovement known as apoown as apocalypticiscalypticism, a term m, a termm, a term used term used to describto describe a worldve a worldview or symiew or symbolic univbolic universe whoseerse whose character characteristics havistics havistics have been have been extrapolatextrapolated from thed from the apocalype apocalypses. Wholeses. Whole communiti communities, not sies, not simply indivmply indimply individualindividuals, may havs, may have a worldve a worldview best diew best described aescribed as apocalyps apocalyptic, with tic, with a tendencya tendency towards b to towards betowards believing thlieving that historyat history is moving is moving toward a  toward a crisis, thcrisis, that the escat the eschaton willhaton will come abou com come aboutcome about soon (wit soon (within the lihin the lifetime of fetime of the communthe community or belity or believer), aniever), and placing d placing an emphasianan emphasian emphasis on the cs on the community’sommunity’s possessio possession of a revn of a revelation whelation which gives ich gives it specialit special (and some (a (and somet(and sometimes secreimes secret) knowledt) knowledge about tge about the presenthe present age. Two  age. Two communitiecommunities from thes froms from the Sfrom the Second Tempecond Temple period le period which havewhich have been desc been described as aribed as apocalypticpocalyptic are the Q are the are the Qumranthe Qumran community community and the e and the early Chrisarly Christians. Alttians. Although the hough the Qumran comQumran community evimunitcomcommunity community evidently evidently did not prdid not produce any oduce any apocalypseapocalypses as such,s as such, its liter its literature is pature is permeated wermppermeated permeated with apocawith apocalypticism.lypticism. For examp For example, the le, the pesherim,pesherim, a type of a type of biblical  biblical interpretainterprinterpretainterpretation uniqution unique to the ce to the community, ommunity, use the biuse the biblical problical prophets and phets and psalms to psalms to interpret intinterpret interpret contemporacontemporary events ry events in the secin the sect’s existet’s existence as parnce as part of the ut of the unfolding onfolding of the eschf thf the eschatthe eschatological dological drama. The rama. The War ScrollWar Scroll (1QM), a  (1QM), a descriptiodescription of the bn of the battles of attles of the eschatthethe eschatthe eschatological aological age, assumege, assumes that hums that humans and anans and angels fightgels fight together  together in the armin the army of God, y oy of God, anof God, and it is ond it is only the decly the decisive inteisive intervention orvention of God in tf God in the final bhe final battle whicattle which brings ah brinh brings abobrings about the defut the defeat of Beleat of Belial’s armyial’s army..

Apocalyptic eschatology is part of the movement known as apocalypticism, a 
term used to describe a worldview or symbolic universe whose characteristics 
have been extrapolated from the apocalypses. Whole communities, not simply 
individuals, may have a worldview best described as apocalyptic, with a tendency 
towards believing that history is moving toward a crisis, that the eschaton will 
come about soon (within the lifetime of the community or believer), and placing 
an emphasis on the community’s possession of a revelation which gives it special 
(and sometimes secret) knowledge about the present age. Two communities 
from the Second Temple period which have been described as apocalyptic are 
the Qumran community and the early Christians. Although the Qumran 
community evidently did not produce any apocalypses as such, its literature is 
permeated with apocalypticism. For example, the pesherim, a type of biblical 
interpretation unique to the community, use the biblical prophets and psalms to 
interpret contemporary events in the sect’s existence as part of the unfolding of 
the eschatological drama. The War Scroll (1QM), a description of the battles of 
the eschatological age, assumes that humans and angels fight together in the army 
of God, and it is only the decisive intervention of God in the final battle which 
brings about the defeat of Belial’s army.

The beast The beast from the sfrom the sea and theea and the beast wit beast with lamb’s hh lamb’s horns (Rev.orns (Rev. 13:1-13)  13:1-13) (Woodcut b(Woodcut (Woodcut b(Woodcut by Albrechty Albrecht Dürer, 14 Dürer, 1498)98)

The beast from the sea and the beast with lamb’s horns (Rev. 13:1-13) 
(Woodcut by Albrecht Dürer, 1498)

�It has lonIt has long been recg been recognized thognized that at leasat at least parts oft parts of the early the early Christian Christian community communi community community were apocawere apocalyptic in lyptic in outlook. Toutlook. The Gospel he Gospel of Mark unof Mark understands derstands the comingthe comthe coming of coming of Jesus as tJesus as the dawn ofhe dawn of the escha the eschatological tological age, and tage, and the Gospel he Gospel closes witcloses with the expeh th the expectthe expectation of tation of the imminenhe imminent return ot return of Jesus inf Jesus in glory (Ma glory (Mark 16:6-7)rk 16:6-7). The Apos. The Apostle Paul ltlAposApostle PaApostle Paul likewisul likewise expects e expects the returnthe return of the ri of the risen Jesus sen Jesus in his lifin his lifetime, witetime, with the subsh the h the subseqthe subsequent resuruent resurrection ofrection of the dead  the dead (1 Thess. (1 Thess. 4:13-5:11)4:13-5:11). Also, Pa. Also, Paul hints iul hints in 2 Corintn 2 n 2 Corinthi2 Corinthians of an ans of an otherworldotherworldly journeyly journey during wh during which he wasich he was caught up caught up “to the t “to the third heavehtthird heavthird heaven” (2 Coren” (2 Cor. 12:1-4).. 12:1-4). Apocalyps Apocalypses also oces also occur in thecur in the mystical  mystical tradition tradition of later Jof laof later Judalater Judaism, e.g.,ism, e.g., 3 Enoch ( 3 Enoch (Sefer HekaSefer Hekalot), indilot), indicating percating perhaps the phaps the persistenceersistence of apocal of ap of apocalyptiapocalyptic thought c thought into the rinto the rabbinic peabbinic period.riod.riod.

It has long been recognized that at least parts of the early Christian 
community were apocalyptic in outlook. The Gospel of Mark understands the 
coming of Jesus as the dawn of the eschatological age, and the Gospel closes with 
the expectation of the imminent return of Jesus in glory (Mark 16:6-7). The 
Apostle Paul likewise expects the return of the risen Jesus in his lifetime, with 
the subsequent resurrection of the dead (1 Thess. 4:13-5:11). Also, Paul hints in 
2 Corinthians of an otherworldly journey during which he was caught up “to the 
third heaven” (2 Cor. 12:1-4). Apocalypses also occur in the mystical tradition of 
later Judaism, e.g., 3 Enoch (Sefer Hekalot), indicating perhaps the persistence of 
apocalyptic thought into the rabbinic period.
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APOCRYPHAAPOCRYPHAAPOCRYPHA

APOCRYPHA

The term “The term “Apocrypha,Apocrypha,” from the” from the Greek for Greek for “hidden”  “hidden” or “obscuror “obscure” (e” (apoœ + kryapoœ + kryapoœ + kryéptein,kryéptein, “to hide  “to hide away”), reaway”), refers to a fers to a collectioncollection of 15 boo of 15 books deemed ks deemed canonical canonical by Roman Cbby Roman Cby Roman Catholics aatholics and Easternnd Eastern Orthodox  Orthodox but not bybut not by Jews or P Jews or Protestantsrotestants. The reas. The re. The reason Jerreason Jerome (d. 42ome (d. 420) and Cyr0) and Cyril of Jeruil of Jerusalem (d. salem (d. 386) first386) first applied t applied the name tohe name to the colle the the collecthe collection remaition remains unknownns unknown; only 4 E; only 4 Ezra (2 Esdzra (2 Esdras) suggeras) suggests a sequsts a sequestered voestered volume (12:3luvovolume (12volume (12:37–38; 14:37–38; 14:4–6, 42–4:4–6, 42–46). Perhap6). Perhaps originals originally the titly the title indicatle indicated books ked books kept from peptkkept from kept from public reapublic readings becadings because of heruse of heretical vieetical views; perhapws; perhaps it refers it referred to wrired to writings hiddtingwriwritings hwritings hidden fromidden from those lac those lacking wisdoking wisdom.m.m.

The term “Apocrypha,” from the Greek for “hidden” or “obscure” (apoœ + 
kryéptein, “to hide away”), refers to a collection of 15 books deemed canonical 
by Roman Catholics and Eastern Orthodox but not by Jews or Protestants. The 
reason Jerome (d. 420) and Cyril of Jerusalem (d. 386) first applied the name to 
the collection remains unknown; only 4 Ezra (2 Esdras) suggests a sequestered 
volume (12:37–38; 14:4–6, 42–46). Perhaps originally the title indicated books 
kept from public readings because of heretical views; perhaps it referred to 
writings hidden from those lacking wisdom.

�The labelsThe labels “OT” or “ “OT” or “Jewish” arJewish” are often ade often added to “Apded to “Apocrypha” tocrypha” to distinguo distinguish this cish thish this collethis collection fromction from the “Chri the “Christian” or stian” or “NT Apocry“NT Apocrypha.” The pha.” The current Rocurrent Roman Catholman Cathman Catholic tCatholic term for therm for the collectie collection, “Deuteon, “Deuterocanonicarocanonical,” indical,” indicates not setes not secondary stcondary status but tatuststatus butstatus but that the  that the volumes bevolumes become canoncome canonical at a ical at a later datelater date compared  compared to the “Prto the “Protocanonico“Pr“Protocano“Protocanonical” (Henical” (Hebrew) “OT.brew) “OT.” The East” The Eastern Churchern Church, also usi, also using “Deuterng “Deuterocanonicalocanon“Deuter“Deuteroca“Deuterocanonical,” nonical,” reserves “reserves “Apocrypha”Apocrypha” for those for those noncanoni noncanonical works cal works also callealso callealso called “Pscalled “Pseudepigrapeudepigrapha.”ha.”ha.”

The labels “OT” or “Jewish” are often added to “Apocrypha” to distinguish 
this collection from the “Christian” or “NT Apocrypha.” The current Roman 
Catholic term for the collection, “Deuterocanonical,” indicates not secondary 
status but that the volumes become canonical at a later date compared to the 
“Protocanonical” (Hebrew) “OT.” The Eastern Church, also using 
“Deuterocanonical,” reserves “Apocrypha” for those noncanonical works also 
called “Pseudepigrapha.”

�The 15 booThe 15 books most ofks most often identiten identified as cofied as comprising tmprising the Apocryphe Apocrypha includeha include texts att text texts attrtexts attributed to ibuted to past worthpast worthies (Barucies (Baruch and the h and the Epistle ofEpistle of Jeremiah  Jeremiah usually inusually incorporatedcorpinincorporatincorporated within ed within it; Prayerit; Prayer of Manass of Manasseh; 1 Esdreh; 1 Esdras/3 Ezra;as/3 Ezra; 2 Esdras/ 2 Esdras/4 Ezra), n4 Ezra), novels (Judovennovels (Junovels (Judith), foldith), folktales (Toktales (Tobit), histbit), histories (1, ories (1, 2 Maccabee2 Maccabees), wisdoms), wisdom literatur literature (Ben Sire (Bene (Ben Sirac(Ben Sirach/Ecclesiah/Ecclesiasticus, Wisticus, Wisdom of Sosdom of Solomon), anlomon), and supplemed supplements to Hebnts to Hebrew biblicrew biblirew biblical tbiblical texts (Addiexts (Additions to/Rtions to/Rest of theest of the Book of E Book of Esther; Addsther; Additions to itions to Daniel). WDaniel). With the exith WWith the eWith the exception oxception of 4 Ezra, f 4 Ezra, the texts the texts exist in texist in their earliheir earliest compleest complete forms ote forms only in Grenly oonly in Gronly in Greek; in coeek; in copies of thpies of the LXX, thee LXX, they are intey are interspersed wrspersed with the Grith the Greek transleek translations of attransltranslatiotranslations of the ns of the Hebrew texHebrew texts rather ts rather than gathethan gathered separared separately. Fourtely. Fourth Ezra apth Ezra appears firspeapappears fiappears first in therst in the Old Latin Old Latin translati translations of theons of the LXX, and  LXX, and through ththrough this connectis connection it gaiion connectconnectionconnection it gains  it gains its place its place in the Apoin the Apocrypha.crypha.crypha.

The 15 books most often identified as comprising the Apocrypha include 
texts attributed to past worthies (Baruch and the Epistle of Jeremiah usually 
incorporated within it; Prayer of Manasseh; 1 Esdras/3 Ezra; 2 Esdras/4 Ezra), 
novels (Judith), folktales (Tobit), histories (1, 2 Maccabees), wisdom literature 
(Ben Sirach/Ecclesiasticus, Wisdom of Solomon), and supplements to Hebrew 
biblical texts (Additions to/Rest of the Book of Esther; Additions to Daniel). 
With the exception of 4 Ezra, the texts exist in their earliest complete forms 
only in Greek; in copies of the LXX, they are interspersed with the Greek 
translations of the Hebrew texts rather than gathered separately. Fourth Ezra 
appears first in the Old Latin translations of the LXX, and through this 
connection it gains its place in the Apocrypha.

�Both GreekBoth Greek and Slavo and Slavonic Orthodnic Orthodox Churcheox Churches expand ts expand the Apocryphe Apocrypha to inclha to include 3 Maccuinclinclude 3 include 3 Maccabees Maccabees and Ps. 15and Ps. 151, althoug1, although these teh these texts are soxts are sometimes semetimes seen as havien as having lesser nhavihaving leshaving lesser authorser authority. 3 Macity. 3 Maccabees appcabees appears in vaears in various LXX rious LXX manuscriptmanuscripts as well s as well as in the asas in the as in the Peshitta aPeshitta and most Arnd most Armenian Bibmenian Bibles. Ps. 1les. Ps. 151 appears51 appears in Sinait in Sinaiticus, mosticus, most Greek man Gre Greek manuGreek manuscripts ofscripts of the Psalt the Psalter, and iner, and in the Syria the Syriac. Finallyc. Finally, 4 Maccab, 4 Maccabees, preseees, present in soment innt in some main some major Greek jor Greek manuscriptmanuscripts, holds ns, holds no canonicao canonical status al status although itlthough it has influ has influenced Ortheninfluinfluencedinfluenced Orthodox  Orthodox thought anthought and practiced practices and appes and appears as an ars as an appendix iappendix in Greek Orn Greek On Greek Orthodox BOrthodox Bibles. Theibles. These three tse three texts, togeexts, together with ther with the other the other 15, are to15, are today printeday printed in the Adprinteprinted inprinted in the Apocr the Apocrypha of thypha of the ecumenice ecumenically targeally targeted RSV anted RSV and NRSV.d NRSV.d NRSV.

Both Greek and Slavonic Orthodox Churches expand the Apocrypha to 
include 3 Maccabees and Ps. 151, although these texts are sometimes seen as 
having lesser authority. 3 Maccabees appears in various LXX manuscripts as well 
as in the Peshitta and most Armenian Bibles. Ps. 151 appears in Sinaiticus, most 
Greek manuscripts of the Psalter, and in the Syriac. Finally, 4 Maccabees, present 
in some major Greek manuscripts, holds no canonical status although it has 
influenced Orthodox thought and practices and appears as an appendix in Greek 
Orthodox Bibles. These three texts, together with the other 15, are today 
printed in the Apocrypha of the ecumenically targeted RSV and NRSV.

�The books The books themselvesthemselves are diffi are difficult to locult to locate accorcate according to dading to date, provente, provenance, and ance, anance, and originand original languagal language. They rae. They range from tnge from the end of he end of the 3rd cethe 3rd century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. to the 1s to the 1st century t 1s1st centur1st century y C.E.C.E., with 4 E, with 4 Ezra, the ozra, the only apocalnly apocalypse in thypse in the collectie collection, post-don, post-dating the ating the ating the destruthe destruction of tction of the Jerusalhe Jerusalem temple em temple in 70 in 70 C.E.C.E. Some scho Some scholars insislars insist that savt that save for 2 Mae foe for 2 Maccfor 2 Maccabees and abees and the Wisdomthe Wisdom of Solomo of Solomon, all wern, all were composede composed in Israel in Israel and in ei and in e and in either Hebeither Hebrew or Ararew or Aramaic; othemaic; others argue frs argue for Greek aor Greek and Diaspornd Diaspora (especiaa (especially Alexanlly Alexanlly AlexandriaAlexandrian) originsn) origins. The disc. The discovery at Movery at Masada of fasada of fragments oragments of Ben Siraf Ben Sirach in Hebrch in Hebrew and at eHebrHebrew andHebrew and at Qumran at Qumran not only  not only of Ben Sirof Ben Sirach but alach but also of Tobiso of Tobit in both t in both Hebrew andHebrew aHebrew and Aramaiand Aramaic and the c and the Epistle ofEpistle of Jeremiah  Jeremiah in Greek hin Greek has not resas not resolved the olved the debates ondebates on language  onon languagon language or provee or provenance.nance.nance.

The books themselves are difficult to locate according to date, provenance, 
and original language. They range from the end of the 3rd century B.C.E. to the 
1st century C.E., with 4 Ezra, the only apocalypse in the collection, post-dating 



the destruction of the Jerusalem temple in 70 C.E. Some scholars insist that save 
for 2 Maccabees and the Wisdom of Solomon, all were composed in Israel and in 
either Hebrew or Aramaic; others argue for Greek and Diaspora (especially 
Alexandrian) origins. The discovery at Masada of fragments of Ben Sirach in 
Hebrew and at Qumran not only of Ben Sirach but also of Tobit in both Hebrew 
and Aramaic and the Epistle of Jeremiah in Greek has not resolved the debates 
on language or provenance.

�These bookThese books were auts were authored by Jhored by Jews, but wews, but whether Jewhether Jewish communish communities everities ever held them h held them held them to be divito be divinely inspinely inspired remainred remains an open s an open question. question. Likely theLikely the Greek ver Greek versions and sioverversions aversions and the relnd the relatively laatively late date ofte date of the works the works influence influenced the decid the decision-makinsion-making process.g prg process. Tprocess. The NT, itshe NT, itself substaelf substantially wrntially written by Jitten by Jews, contaews, contains no dirins no direct citatiect citations from tons frons from the Afrom the Apocrypha; pocrypha; however, ahowever, arguments frguments for the infor the influence of luence of Ben SirachBen Sirach on Matthe on Matth on Matthew, tMatthew, the Wisdom he Wisdom of Solomonof Solomon on Paul a on Paul and the Epind the Epistle to thstle to the Hebrews,e Hebrews, and Macca and Ma and Maccabees Maccabees on the Goson the Gospel of Johpel of John are plaun are plausible.sible.sible.

These books were authored by Jews, but whether Jewish communities ever 
held them to be divinely inspired remains an open question. Likely the Greek 
versions and the relatively late date of the works influenced the decision-making 
process. The NT, itself substantially written by Jews, contains no direct citations 
from the Apocrypha; however, arguments for the influence of Ben Sirach on 
Matthew, the Wisdom of Solomon on Paul and the Epistle to the Hebrews, and 
Maccabees on the Gospel of John are plausible.

�Several otSeveral other early her early Jewish souJewish sources show rces show cognizancecognizance of apocry of apocryphal worksphal works. Josephus. Jose. Josephus kJosephus knows the Anows the Additions tdditions to Esther; o Esther; rabbinic wrabbinic writings ciritings cite Ben Sirte Ben Sirach 16 timach 16 times; the ceestimtimes; thetimes; the celebrati celebration of Hanuon of Hanukkah depenkkah depends on evends on events recountts recounted in 1 aned in 1 and 2 Maccabd 2 Maccad 2 Maccabees,Maccabees, although  although the books’the books’ militaris militaristic tenor tic tenor did not codid not commend themmmend them to rabbin to rabbin to rabbinic irabbinic interests. nterests. The MaccabThe Maccabean martyrean martyred mother ed mother and her seand her seven sons aven sons appear in tppear in ppear in the Talin the Talmud as welmud as well as Lamenl as Lamentations Ratations Rabbah.bbah.bbah.

Several other early Jewish sources show cognizance of apocryphal works. 
Josephus knows the Additions to Esther; rabbinic writings cite Ben Sirach 16 
times; the celebration of Hanukkah depends on events recounted in 1 and 2 
Maccabees, although the books’ militaristic tenor did not commend them to 
rabbinic interests. The Maccabean martyred mother and her seven sons appear 
in the Talmud as well as Lamentations Rabbah.

�Similar faSimilar familiarity miliarity is displayis displayed by patred by patristic writistic writers: Clemeers: Clement of Roment of Rome quotes th quotes th quotes the Wisdomthe Wisdom of Solomo of Solomon, Judith,n, Judith, and the A and the Additions tdditions to Esther; o Esther; Polycarp cPolycarp cites Tobitites Tobit; 2 Maccab; TobitTobit; 2 MTobit; 2 Maccabees aaccabees appears in ppears in the Shephethe Shepherd of Hermrd of Hermas, and thas, and the Apostolie Apostolic Constituc Constitc ConstitutiConstitutions furtheons further note thar note that Baruch it Baruch is read in s read in Jewish worJewish worship; the ship; the MuratorianMuratorian fragment  fr fragment ifragment includes thncludes the Wisdom oe Wisdom of Solomon f Solomon as a NT voas a NT volume.lume.lume.

Similar familiarity is displayed by patristic writers: Clement of Rome quotes 
the Wisdom of Solomon, Judith, and the Additions to Esther; Polycarp cites 
Tobit; 2 Maccabees appears in the Shepherd of Hermas, and the Apostolic 
Constitutions further note that Baruch is read in Jewish worship; the Muratorian 
fragment includes the Wisdom of Solomon as a NT volume.

�The EasterThe Eastern Churchesn Churches, dependen, dependent upon thet upon the LXX rathe LXX rather than Hebr than Hebrew scrollrew scrolls, recognis,scrollscrolls, rscrolls, recognized ecognized the Apocrythe Apocrypha as autpha as authoritativehoritative. Although. Although the Synod the Synod of Consta of Constantinople (nConstaConstantinConstantinople (1642ople (1642), followi), following earlierng earlier proclamat proclamations from ions from the Synod the Synod of Laodiceof Laodicea (360) anaLaodiceLaodicea (Laodicea (360) and o360) and others, regthers, regarded the arded the books as nbooks as noncanonicaoncanonical but wortl but worthy of readhy of readhy of reading, treading, the Synod ohe Synod of Jerusalef Jerusalem (1672), m (1672), in its selin its self-definitif-definition of orthon of orthodoxy promodoxy prompted by Prptepromprompted bprompted by Protestay Protestant challennt challenges, speciges, specifically acfically acknowledgedknowledged Ben Sirac Ben Sirach, the Wish, the Wisdom of SoldWisWisdom of Wisdom of Solomon, JSolomon, Judith, andudith, and Tobit as  Tobit as canonical.canonical.

The Eastern Churches, dependent upon the LXX rather than Hebrew 
scrolls, recognized the Apocrypha as authoritative. Although the Synod of 
Constantinople (1642), following earlier proclamations from the Synod of 
Laodicea (360) and others, regarded the books as noncanonical but worthy of 
reading, the Synod of Jerusalem (1672), in its self-definition of orthodoxy 
prompted by Protestant challenges, specifically acknowledged Ben Sirach, the 
Wisdom of Solomon, Judith, and Tobit as canonical.

�Jerome — fJerome — following tollowing the Hebrew he Hebrew rather tharather than the LXX n the LXX for his Lafor his Latin versiotin version, the Vuln, thn, the Vulgatthe Vulgate (382) — e (382) — translatestranslates only the  only the Additions Additions to Esther to Esther and Danieland Daniel, and, upo, and, upon the requn upoupon the rupon the request of equest of two bishoptwo bishops, Tobit as, Tobit and Judith;nd Judith; these wor these works he noteks he noted as absend as absent from thetabsenabsent froabsent from the Hebrm the Hebrew Scriptuew Scriptures. For Jres. For Jerome, apoerome, apocryphal tecryphal texts had dixts had didactic valdactic value (e.g., uvalvalue (e.gvalue (e.g., he appr., he approved of Juoved of Judith becaudith because it valose it valorized a cerized a celibate widlibate widow) but noow) but not doctrinat dot doctrinal doctrinal significansignificance. As thece. As the Western C Western Church copihurch copied Bibles,ed Bibles, it added  it added the apocrythe apocryphal textsphapocryapocryphalapocryphal texts, su texts, such as 4 Ezch as 4 Ezra, preserra, preserved in theved in the Old Latin Old Latin to the Vu to the Vulgate, butlgate, but it droppe it d it dropped Jedropped Jerome’s notrome’s notation; thuation; thus the Apocs the Apocrypha becarypha became includeme included as sacred as sacred Scripturd Scriptud Scripture.Scripture. The Counc The Council of Trenil of Trent (1546) rt (1546) reasserted easserted the canonithe canonicity of alcity of all the volul the volumes for Romesvoluvolumes fovolumes for Roman Car Roman Catholicism tholicism save 1—2 Esave 1—2 Esdras and sdras and the Prayerthe Prayer of Manass of Manasseh; even teh; eveeh; even theseeven these works app works appear as an ear as an appendix tappendix to the 1592o the 1592 Vulgate.  Vulgate. The First The First Vatican coVatican council (187ucocouncil (1council (1870) confi870) confirmed Trentrmed Trent’s decisio’s decision.n.n.

Jerome — following the Hebrew rather than the LXX for his Latin version, 
the Vulgate (382) — translates only the Additions to Esther and Daniel, and, 
upon the request of two bishops, Tobit and Judith; these works he noted as 
absent from the Hebrew Scriptures. For Jerome, apocryphal texts had didactic 
value (e.g., he approved of Judith because it valorized a celibate widow) but not 
doctrinal significance. As the Western Church copied Bibles, it added the 
apocryphal texts, such as 4 Ezra, preserved in the Old Latin to the Vulgate, but it 
dropped Jerome’s notation; thus the Apocrypha became included as sacred 



Scripture. The Council of Trent (1546) reasserted the canonicity of all the 
volumes for Roman Catholicism save 1—2 Esdras and the Prayer of Manasseh; 
even these works appear as an appendix to the 1592 Vulgate. The First Vatican 
council (1870) confirmed Trent’s decision.

�Yet JeromeYet Jerome’s view wa’s view was never los never lost. Wyclifst. Wycliff’s Bible f’s Bible (1382), tr(1382), translated fanslated from the Vurom the Vrom the Vulgate, cVulgate, cites Jeromites Jerome in its de in its decision toecision to list the  list the Apocrypha Apocrypha (minus 4 E(minus 4 Ezra) as lazra) as lacking authckinglalacking aulacking authority. Lthority. Luther — inuther — influenced bfluenced by Jerome, y Jerome, the “Treatthe “Treatise on theise on the Differenc Difference between e DifferencDifferenceDifference between O between Our Versionur Version [the Vulg [the Vulgate] and tate] and the Hebrew he Hebrew Truth” by Truth” by the Jewishthe Jewthe Jewish conJewish convert to Chvert to Christianityristianity Nicholas  Nicholas of Lyra (dof Lyra (d. 1340), g. 1340), growing culrowing cultural preftural preference forerenprefpreferencepreference for the a for the authority outhority of antiquitf antiquity, and pery, and perhaps by Cahaps by Catholic cittholic citations of ations of the Apocrythe Athe Apocrypha Apocrypha in supportin support of purgat of purgatory (2 Macory (2 Macc. 12:43-4c. 12:43-45) and mer5) and merit earned it earned by works (by works by works (e.gworks (e.g., 2 Esdr.., 2 Esdr. 8:33) — c 8:33) — collected tollected the Apocryphe Apocrypha into a ha into a section atsection at the back  the back of his 153of of his 153of his 1534 OT and s4 OT and stated thattated that the books the books, while ed, while edifying, weifying, were not sacre not sacred. The Gred. The Geneva BibleGGeneva BibGeneva Bible (1599) le (1599) actually oactually omitted themitted them entirelym entirely (this may (this may have been have been unintende unintended; the voldunintendeunintendedunintended; the volu; the volumes appearmes appear in the Ta in the Table of Conble of Contents); thtents); the third are third article in Cticle in Calvinism’salviCCalvinism’Calvinism’s Westminss Westminster Confester Confession (1646sion (1646–1648) com–1648) compares the pares the books to sbooks to secular worecular ssecular wosecular works.rks.rks.

Yet Jerome’s view was never lost. Wycliff’s Bible (1382), translated from the 
Vulgate, cites Jerome in its decision to list the Apocrypha (minus 4 Ezra) as 
lacking authority. Luther — influenced by Jerome, the “Treatise on the 
Difference between Our Version [the Vulgate] and the Hebrew Truth” by the 
Jewish convert to Christianity Nicholas of Lyra (d. 1340), growing cultural 
preference for the authority of antiquity, and perhaps by Catholic citations of the 
Apocrypha in support of purgatory (2 Macc. 12:43-45) and merit earned by 
works (e.g., 2 Esdr. 8:33) — collected the Apocrypha into a section at the back 
of his 1534 OT and stated that the books, while edifying, were not sacred. The 
Geneva Bible (1599) actually omitted them entirely (this may have been 
unintended; the volumes appear in the Table of Contents); the third article in 
Calvinism’s Westminster Confession (1646–1648) compares the books to 
secular works.

�The early The early 17th centu17th century also wiry also witnessed thtnessed the printinge printing of the KJ of the KJV without V without the Apocrythe Apothe Apocrypha.Apocrypha. Although  Although the Churchthe Church of Englan of England includedd included the volum the volumes in its es in its Bibles andBibles andBibles and readinand readings from thgs from them in its em in its lectionarilectionaries, the Thes, the Thirty-Nine irty-Nine Articles (Articles (1562, 15711562, 1571) deny use) de) deny use odeny use of the workf the works in deters in determining docmining doctrine (Arttrine (Art. 6). In 1. 6). In 1827 the Br827 the British and itish and Foreign BiForForeign BiForeign Bible Societble Society refused y refused support fosupport for sister or sister organizatiorganizations in Eurons in Europe which ppe which printed Bibrinpprinted Biprinted Bibles contables containing the ining the Apocrypha;Apocrypha; soon ther soon thereafter theeafter the American  American Bible SociBible Society began eSociSociety beSociety began printigan printing Bibles ng Bibles without thwithout the Apocryphe Apocrypha. Making a. Making this shortthis shorter text moer text more popularrmomore populmore popular was itsar was its decreased decreased cost. cost. cost.

The early 17th century also witnessed the printing of the KJV without the 
Apocrypha. Although the Church of England included the volumes in its Bibles 
and readings from them in its lectionaries, the Thirty-Nine Articles (1562, 1571) 
deny use of the works in determining doctrine (Art. 6). In 1827 the British and 
Foreign Bible Society refused support for sister organizations in Europe which 
printed Bibles containing the Apocrypha; soon thereafter the American Bible 
Society began printing Bibles without the Apocrypha. Making this shorter text 
more popular was its decreased cost.

�From the mFrom the mid-20th ceid-20th century, as ntury, as ecumenism ecumenism gained popgained popularity anularity and as schold as scholars recognars rars recognizedrecognized the Apocr the Apocrypha’s valypha’s value for recue for reconstructinonstructing Jewish hg Jewish history botistory both in its oh in its own right awnoown right own right and as bacand as background tokground to Christian Christian origins,  origins, the volumethe volumes have bees have been reintrodn reintroduced to Jeureintrodreintroducreintroduced to Jewied to Jewish and Prosh and Protestant retestant readers. Modaders. Modern translern translations, suations, such as the ch as the RSV, NRSV,RRSV, NRSV,RSV, NRSV, and TEV,  and TEV, frequentlyfrequently contain t contain the Apocryphe Apocrypha.ha.ha.

From the mid-20th century, as ecumenism gained popularity and as scholars 
recognized the Apocrypha’s value for reconstructing Jewish history both in its 
own right and as background to Christian origins, the volumes have been 
reintroduced to Jewish and Protestant readers. Modern translations, such as the 
RSV, NRSV, and TEV, frequently contain the Apocrypha.

�HistoricalHistorically, the Aply, the Apocrypha procrypha provides subovides substantial istantial informationnformation about Hel about Hellenistic alenisticHelHellenistiHellenistic and earlc and early Roman Juy Roman Judaism. 1—2daism. 1—2 Maccabees Maccabees offer con offer conflicting cflicting comments abomments aomments about the about the Hasmonean Hasmonean dynasty andynasty and the relad the relationship btionship between pieetween piety and polty and politics; theitics; the Additions thethe Additithe Additions to Estons to Esther and Daher and Daniel as weniel as well as 2 Mall as 2 Maccabees anccabees and Tobit emd Tobit emphasize rephasize rephasize resistanceresistance to assimi to assimilation, palation, particularlyrticularly in the Di in the Diaspora, thaspora, through dietrough dietary regulaary regulations and tions regularegulationregulations and endos and endogamy; Ben gamy; Ben Sirach refSirach reflects Helllects Hellenistic-Meenistic-Mediterraneaditerranean views ofn views of honor and h honor and honor and shame and shame and the attendthe attendant concerant concern for contn for control over wrol over women; and omen; and the Wisdomthe Wisthe Wisdom of Wisdom of Solomon, iSolomon, influenced nfluenced by Greek pby Greek philosophy,hilosophy, develops  develops the concepthe concept of Sophit of Sopt of Sophia as Sophia as the manifethe manifestation ofstation of the divin the divine. Liturgie. Liturgical concercal concerns along wns along with a deepith a deepening focuenindeepdeepening deepening focus on pfocus on personal piersonal piety are deety are demonstratedmonstrated not only  not only by Ps. 151by Ps. 151 and the i and the invocationsniinvocationinvocations of Manass of Manasseh, Azariseh, Azariah, and thah, and the Three Yoe Three Young Men, bung Men, but also byut also by the praye the praye the prayers atprayers attributed ttributed to Tobit ano Tobit and his daugd his daughter-in-lahter-in-law Sarah, Jw Sarah, Judith, andudith, and Susanna. Susanna. Susanna.

Historically, the Apocrypha provides substantial information about 
Hellenistic and early Roman Judaism. 1—2 Maccabees offer conflicting comments 
about the Hasmonean dynasty and the relationship between piety and politics; 
the Additions to Esther and Daniel as well as 2 Maccabees and Tobit emphasize 
resistance to assimilation, particularly in the Diaspora, through dietary 
regulations and endogamy; Ben Sirach reflects Hellenistic-Mediterranean views of 
honor and shame and the attendant concern for control over women; and the 
Wisdom of Solomon, influenced by Greek philosophy, develops the concept of 
Sophia as the manifestation of the divine. Liturgical concerns along with a 
deepening focus on personal piety are demonstrated not only by Ps. 151 and the 



invocations of Manasseh, Azariah, and the Three Young Men, but also by the 
prayers attributed to Tobit and his daughter-in-law Sarah, Judith, and Susanna.

�Compared tCompared to the Hebro the Hebrew Bible, ew Bible, the Apocrythe Apocrypha shows pha shows an increasan increasing intereing interest in sustst ist in sustainin sustained female ed female characterscharacters, folktale, folktale motifs (T motifs (Tobit), andobit), and the novel the novel as being  as being entertainienterentertainientertaining as wellng as well as instru as instructive (Judctive (Judith); Susaith); Susanna is posnna is possibly the sibly the first detefirst detective storctive stoctive story. Comstory. Compared to tpared to the Pseudephe Pseudepigrapha anigrapha and the lattd the latter books oer books of the Hebrf the Hebrew Bible, ew Bible,ew Bible, theBible, the Apocrypha Apocrypha is notice is noticeably lackiably lacking in apocng in apocalyptic analyptic and, especiad, especially, prophlly, prophetic materetic metic materials;materials; this abse this absence may bence may be explained explained by the vi by the view that clew that classical prassical prophecy endophecy ended with Ezed endended withended with Ezra or e Ezra or even the seven the sense that tnse that the collecthe collection of proion of prophets was phets was complete.complete.complete.

Compared to the Hebrew Bible, the Apocrypha shows an increasing interest 
in sustained female characters, folktale motifs (Tobit), and the novel as being 
entertaining as well as instructive (Judith); Susanna is possibly the first detective 
story. Compared to the Pseudepigrapha and the latter books of the Hebrew 
Bible, the Apocrypha is noticeably lacking in apocalyptic and, especially, prophetic 
materials; this absence may be explained by the view that classical prophecy 
ended with Ezra or even the sense that the collection of prophets was complete.

�InformativInformative about Che about Church and Surch and Synagogue cynagogue concerns, toncerns, the apocryphe apocryphal works hal works themselvesthethemselvesthemselves influence influenced paintingd painting, music, a, music, and drama; nd drama; Chaucer anChaucer and Shakesped Shakespeare, Miltoare, Miltoare, Milton andMilton and Longfello Longfellow, Handel w, Handel and Anton and Anton RubinsteinRubinstein, Rembrand, Rembrandt and Artet and Artemesia Gentmesia Gmesia GentileschGentileschi all drawi all draw upon apoc upon apocryphal booryphal books. Even Cks. Even Columbus arolumbus argued from gued from 2 Esdr. 6:2 Esdr. 62 Esdr. 6:42 that 6:42 that the passagthe passage from Eure from Europe westwaope westward to Asiard to Asia should ta should take only a ke only a few days.few days.few days.

Informative about Church and Synagogue concerns, the apocryphal works 
themselves influenced painting, music, and drama; Chaucer and Shakespeare, 
Milton and Longfellow, Handel and Anton Rubinstein, Rembrandt and Artemesia 
Gentileschi all draw upon apocryphal books. Even Columbus argued from 2 Esdr. 
6:42 that the passage from Europe westward to Asia should take only a few days.
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APOCRYPHA, EARLY CHRISTIAN

The terms The terms “OT” and ““OT” and “NT ApocrypNT Apocrypha” (from ha” (from Gk. Gk. apoœkryphoapoœkryphos,s, “to be hi “to be hidden or codden odden or concealor concealed,” subseed,” subsequently “equently “esoteric”) soteric”) designate designate a diverse a diverse collectioncollection of writin of writings outsidegs ogs outside thoutside the two canoe two canons featurins featuring biblicang biblical figures l figures or events.or events. This bifu This bifurcation isrcation is problemat probl problematiproblematic when, e.c when, e.g., a Chrig., a Christian rewostian reworking of arking of an OT or Jen OT or Jewish pseudwish pseudepigraphicepigraphical narratiapseudepigraphicpseudepigrpseudepigraphical naaphical narrative dorrative does not fites not fit well into well into either ca either category. Eategory. Early Christrly Christian Apocryian Aian Apocrypha Apocrypha is a betteis a better designatr designation than Nion than NT ApocryphT Apocrypha because,a because, although  although these textthese texthese texts empltexts employ figuresoy figures from the  from the NT, they dNT, they do not neceo not necessarily hossarily hold a closeld a close connectio connection to the Nnconnectioconnectionconnection to the NT to the NT theologic theologically and mally and may well haay well have been wrve been written befoitten before the canre the canre the canon was canon was formed. Thformed. This amorphois amorphous corpus us corpus with no inwith no internal homternal homogeneity eogeneity entails a wntails a ntails a wide rana wide range of genrge of genres includies including gospelsng gospels, agrapha,, agrapha, apocalyps apocalypses, epistles, epistles, treaties, treatises, and ases, anses, and acts. and acts. AttemptingAttempting to catego to categorize textsrize texts into thes into these genres, e genres, however, ihowever, is also pros also problematic bbleproproblematiproblematic because c because they oftenthey often do not fi do not fit neatly it neatly into one clnto one classificatiassification or anoton or another. Some her.anotanother. Sanother. Some combinome combine several e several genres or genres or present onpresent one genre ine genre in the form  the form of anotherof anotheof another, sanother, such as a ruch as a revelation evelation discourse discourse in the forin the form of an epm of an epistle. Indistle. Indeed, no pueed, no pure forms ere fore forms exisforms exist because t because texts oftetexts often build upn build upon smalleron smaller literary  literary units, sucunits, such as hymnsh as hymns, creeds, , cr, creeds, pocreeds, poems, liturems, liturgical formgical formulas, and ulas, and parenetic parenetic material.material.material.

The terms “OT” and “NT Apocrypha” (from Gk. apoœkryphos, “to be hidden 
or concealed,” subsequently “esoteric”) designate a diverse collection of writings 
outside the two canons featuring biblical figures or events. This bifurcation is 
problematic when, e.g., a Christian reworking of an OT or Jewish 
pseudepigraphical narrative does not fit well into either category. Early Christian 
Apocrypha is a better designation than NT Apocrypha because, although these 
texts employ figures from the NT, they do not necessarily hold a close 
connection to the NT theologically and may well have been written before the 
canon was formed. This amorphous corpus with no internal homogeneity entails 
a wide range of genres including gospels, agrapha, apocalypses, epistles, treatises, 
and acts. Attempting to categorize texts into these genres, however, is also 
problematic because they often do not fit neatly into one classification or 
another. Some combine several genres or present one genre in the form of 
another, such as a revelation discourse in the form of an epistle. Indeed, no pure 
forms exist because texts often build upon smaller literary units, such as hymns, 
creeds, poems, liturgical formulas, and parenetic material.

�The apocryThe apocryphal Gospephal Gospels often ils often include wornclude words and trads and traditions abditions about Jesus,out Jesus, as well a as we as well as nawell as narratives crratives concerning oncerning his birth,his birth, childhood childhood, teaching, teachings, or Passs, or Passion. This ion. This literatureliteratliteratureliterature has prese has preserved such rved such well-knownwell-known tradition traditions as the as as the animals by nimals by the mangerthe manger, the birt, mangermanger, thmanger, the birth ine birth in the cave, the cave, childhood childhood miracles, miracles, and the d and the descent of escent of Christ intChrist into hell. Alo heo hell. Alsohell. Also portrayed portrayed are the a are the actions andctions and words of  words of Jesus’ disJesus’ disciples andciples and family me family members, sucmbememembers, smembers, such as in uch as in the Gospelthe Gospel of Peter, of Peter, the Gospe the Gospel of Mary,l of Mary, and the G and the Gospel of Tospel of Tospel of Thomas. ThThomas. The texts die texts discovered ascovered at Nag Hammt Nag Hammadi in 194adi in 1945 opened u5 opened up a large p a large treasure ctreasurtreasure ctreasure chest of mahest of materials prterials providing aloviding almost 50 prmost 50 previously ueviously unknown texnknown texts, some ots, some ots, some of which aof which are apocrypre apocryphal. Otherhal. Other discoveri discoveries of ancies of ancient manuscent manuscripts in mripts in monasteriesonasteries and libra a and librarand libraries in theies in the 20th cent 20th century and evury and even recent en recent decades indecades indicate thadicate that studies t studies of these tof thof these textthese texts carry mus carry much potentich potential for futal for future researure research projectch projects. Among ts. Among these findshese finds are papyr a are papyruare papyrus fragments fragments bearing s bearing sayings ofsayings of the Lord  the Lord (agrapha),(agrapha), which eve which even if not hn if not historicallistohhistoricalhistorically reliablly reliable reveal ae reveal a great dea great deal about thl about the communite communities that pies that preserved treserved them. Such hemtthem. Suchthem. Such early Chr early Christian sayistian saying traditing traditions as thions as the Gospel oe Gospel of Thomas af Thomas and the Diand the Dialogue of tloDiaDialogue oDialogue of the Savif the Savior appear or appear to have imto have imbedded witbedded within them rhin them rather earlather early oral tray oral traditions. Sdtratraditionstraditions. Similar . Similar to the wayto the way in which  in which Luke, MattLuke, Matthew, and Thew, and Tatian brinatian bring togetherg together sources t so sources tosources to produce a produce a harmony,  harmony, so too do so too do certain apcertain apocryphal tocryphal texts, suchexts, such as the Go as the Go as the Gospel of Gospel of the Ebionithe Ebionites, whichtes, which harmonize harmonized several d several traditionstraditions and sourc and sources at a ties at a time when wrmetitime when time when writers wewriters were freer tre freer to do so beo do so because the cause the Gospels weGospels were not yetre not yet canonized canonize canonized.canonized.

The apocryphal Gospels often include words and traditions about Jesus, as 



well as narratives concerning his birth, childhood, teachings, or Passion. This 
literature has preserved such well-known traditions as the animals by the 
manger, the birth in the cave, childhood miracles, and the descent of Christ into 
hell. Also portrayed are the actions and words of Jesus’ disciples and family 
members, such as in the Gospel of Peter, the Gospel of Mary, and the Gospel of 
Thomas. The texts discovered at Nag Hammadi in 1945 opened up a large 
treasure chest of materials providing almost 50 previously unknown texts, some 
of which are apocryphal. Other discoveries of ancient manuscripts in monasteries 
and libraries in the 20th century and even recent decades indicate that studies of 
these texts carry much potential for future research projects. Among these finds 
are papyrus fragments bearing sayings of the Lord (agrapha), which even if not 
historically reliable reveal a great deal about the communities that preserved 
them. Such early Christian saying traditions as the Gospel of Thomas and the 
Dialogue of the Savior appear to have imbedded within them rather early oral 
traditions. Similar to the way in which Luke, Matthew, and Tatian bring together 
sources to produce a harmony, so too do certain apocryphal texts, such as the 
Gospel of the Ebionites, which harmonized several traditions and sources at a 
time when writers were freer to do so because the Gospels were not yet 
canonized.

�The apocalThe apocalypses incoypses incorporate rerporate revelations,velations, visions,  visions, epiphaniesepiphanies, or postr, or postresurrectioesurrectpostrpostresurrpostresurrection appection appearances tearances to the disco the disciples. Theiples. These texts ase texts are often ere often extant onlyxtant only in fragme in in fragmenin fragments, while ts, while others areothers are known by  known by name only name only and have yand have yet to be fet to be found. Theyound. Theyound. They have They have preserved preserved exhortatioexhortations to repens to repentance andntance and, through , through pictorial pictorial language, language, portrayalspportrayalsportrayals of the la of the last judgmenst judgment and of ht and of heaven and eaven and hell (Apochell (Apocalypse of alypse of Paul). ThePaul). The pseudepig ps pseudepigrpseudepigraphical epaphical epistles oftistles often complemen complement or corent or correct doctrrect doctrine and arine and are not thate not that much unli thatthat much that much unlike theunlike the productio production of Deuten of Deutero-Paulinero-Pauline epistles. epistles. Among the Among the pseudepig pseudepig pseudepigrpseudepigraphical epaphical epistles areistles are Paul’s Ep Paul’s Epistle to tistle to the Laodicehe Laodiceans (Col. ans (Col. 4:16) and 4:16) and the third the tthe third Episthird Epistle to thetle to the Corinthia Corinthians (Acts ons (Acts of Paul). Of Paul). Other signither significant epificant epistles inclstles include the coude theude the corresthe correspondence bpondence between Chretween Christ and Abist and Abgar and begar and between Paultween Paul and Senec and Seneca.a.a.

The apocalypses incorporate revelations, visions, epiphanies, or 
postresurrection appearances to the disciples. These texts are often extant only 
in fragments, while others are known by name only and have yet to be found. 
They have preserved exhortations to repentance and, through pictorial language, 
portrayals of the last judgment and of heaven and hell (Apocalypse of Paul). The 
pseudepigraphical epistles often complement or correct doctrine and are not 
that much unlike the production of Deutero-Pauline epistles. Among the 
pseudepigraphical epistles are Paul’s Epistle to the Laodiceans (Col. 4:16) and the 
third Epistle to the Corinthians (Acts of Paul). Other significant epistles include 
the correspondence between Christ and Abgar and between Paul and Seneca.

�Some of thSome of the most wele most well-known apl-known apocryphal tocryphal texts are texts are the Acts, she Acts, such as theuch as the Acts of P Acts Acts of PaActs of Paul and Theul and Thecla, of Pecla, of Peter, of Thter, of Thomas, of Jomas, of John, of Anohn, of Andrew, and drew, and of Philip.of Philip. The first The The first The first five of thfive of these were aese were ascribed byscribed by Photius t Photius to a certaio a certain Leucius n Leucius Charinus, Charinus, although calthoalthough calthough clearly acclearly according to ording to style and style and content thcontent they were noey were not authoredt authored by the sa by the same person.msasame persosame person. These tn. These texts oftenexts often present a present a truncated truncated biography biography of an apo of an apostle, usuastle, usually beginnllusuausually beusually beginning wiginning with the recth the reception of eption of his or herhis or her mission a mission and includind including his or ng his or her speechher sher speeches, speeches, travels, atravels, and/or mirand/or miracles. Oftecles. Often the finan the final sectionsl sections of the Ac of the Acts describts describe the marte thee the martyrthe martyrdoms of thdoms of the apostlese apostles, which mu, which must have hast have had tremendod tremendous inspiraus inspirational valtional valtional value in tvalue in times of peimes of persecution.rsecution. Many of t Many of the apocryphe apocryphal texts hal texts focus uponfocus upon certain a certain apostles orpoaapostles oapostles or claim tor claim to have been have been written b written by them, thy them, thus invokinus invoking his or hg his or her authorier authority as the ty authoriauthority authority as the recas the receiver, traeiver, transmitter, nsmitter, and guaranand guarantor of thator of that particult particular messagear message. In the p. In . In the proIn the production ofduction of these Act these Acts eventuals eventually a develly a development occopment occurs from furs from featuring oeaturing one apostlenoone apostlone apostle to portre to portraying two aying two working inworking in tandem in tandem in their mis their missions. Anosions. Another transther transition occuittranstransitiontransition occurs in occurs in the 4th a the 4th and 5th cennd 5th centuries wheturies when apocryphn apocryphal literatal literature develoure develops into hapsdevelodevelops idevelops into hagiognto hagiographical mraphical material suaterial such that thch that they are somey are sometimes difetimes difficult to ficult to distinguisdistidistinguisdistinguish. These Ah. These Acts and otcts and other storieher stories present s present traditionstraditions concernin concerning the natig the nativity and lvitynatinativity anativity and life ofnd life of Mary the  Mary the Mother, thMother, the inverse e inverse crucifixiocrucifixion of Petern of Peter, and the , and the missionarymissiomissionarymissionary activitie activities of certas of certain female in female disciples,disciples, such as M such as Mary Magdalary Magdalene (Acts ene (Acts of Philip)of Phof Philip), TPhilip), Thecla (Acthecla (Acts of Paul s of Paul and Theclaand Thecla), and Max), and Maximilla (Acimilla (Acts of Andrts of Andrew). Becauew). Because these tse tse these textthese texts depict ss depict such well-kuch well-known but unown but unusual narnusual narratives anratives and were vird were virtually thetually the only sour o only sourconly sources for phyes for physical descsical descriptions oriptions of the aposf the apostles (relitles (reliable or noable or not), they at), they are essentire essre essential essential for undersfor understanding motanding motifs in Chtifs in Christian icristian iconography onography from late from late HellenistiHellenistic times thc timc times throtimes through the Meugh the Medieval perdieval period.iod.iod.

Some of the most well-known apocryphal texts are the Acts, such as the 
Acts of Paul and Thecla, of Peter, of Thomas, of John, of Andrew, and of Philip. 
The first five of these were ascribed by Photius to a certain Leucius Charinus, 
although clearly according to style and content they were not authored by the 
same person. These texts often present a truncated biography of an apostle, 
usually beginning with the reception of his or her mission and including his or her 
speeches, travels, and/or miracles. Often the final sections of the Acts describe 
the martyrdoms of the apostles, which must have had tremendous inspirational 
value in times of persecution. Many of the apocryphal texts focus upon certain 
apostles or claim to have been written by them, thus invoking his or her 
authority as the receiver, transmitter, and guarantor of that particular message. 



In the production of these Acts eventually a development occurs from featuring 
one apostle to portraying two working in tandem in their missions. Another 
transition occurs in the 4th and 5th centuries when apocryphal literature 
develops into hagiographical material such that they are sometimes difficult to 
distinguish. These Acts and other stories present traditions concerning the 
nativity and life of Mary the Mother, the inverse crucifixion of Peter, and the 
missionary activities of certain female disciples, such as Mary Magdalene (Acts of 
Philip), Thecla (Acts of Paul and Thecla), and Maximilla (Acts of Andrew). Because 
these texts depict such well-known but unusual narratives and were virtually the 
only sources for physical descriptions of the apostles (reliable or not), they are 
essential for understanding motifs in Christian iconography from late Hellenistic 
times through the Medieval period.

�Because thBecause the early Che early Christian coristian communities mmunities did not vadid not value the salue the same texts, me texts, this literthis litethis literatureliterature holds sig holds significance nificance for scholafor scholars for shers for shedding lighdding light upon thet upon the diverse i diverse interests interesiinterests interests in an everin an ever-expanding-expanding Christian Christianity. Althoity. Although often ugh often presentingpresenting novelisti novelistic and imagc anc and imaginand imaginative elemative elements, thesents, these texts ale texts also preservso preserve historice historical kernelsal kernels essential essential to recons to r to reconstrucreconstructing earlyting early Christian Christian thought a thought and theolognd theologies. The ties. The traditions raditions surroundinsurrounding certain g cg certain apcertain apostles in ostles in some casessome cases stem from stem from the very  the very origins oforigins of Christian Christianity. With ity. With a pluralita pa plurality plurality of recipieof recipients, some nts, some of the comof the communities vmunities valuing thealuing these texts hse texts highly (e.gighly (e.g., Montani., Mo., MontanistsMontanists, Manichae, Manichaeans, or Prans, or Priscillianiiscillianists) were sts) were eventuallyeventually marginali marginalized by whazed by what came to t cat came to became to be known as  known as dominant Cdominant Christianithristianity. Filled y. Filled with legenwith legends, unusuads, unusual miraclesl miracles, and even, a, and even tand even talking anialking animals, thesmals, these texts nee texts neverthelessvertheless offer ins offer insights intoights into the relig the religious, sociious, sious, social, ansocial, and culturald cultural worlds of worlds of early Chr early Christianity,istianity, particula particularly the forly the folk religiolk religion of the mn of the n of the massesthe masses during ap during apostolic tiostolic times. They mes. They parallel, parallel, supplementsupplement, or perha, or perhaps even prps even predate someedprpredate sopredate some of the me of the informatioinformation that then that the canonical canonical literatur literature presentse presents, apparent, apparently with a ly apparentapparentlyapparently with a va with a variety of priety of purposes raurposes ranging fromnging from entertain entertainment to prment to propaganda, opaganda, from polemfrfrom polemfrom polemic or apolic or apologetic matogetic material to ierial to instructionnstruction and encou and encouragement dragement during persuring persuring persecutiopersecution or even n or even martyrdom.martyrdom.

Because the early Christian communities did not value the same texts, this 
literature holds significance for scholars for shedding light upon the diverse 
interests in an ever-expanding Christianity. Although often presenting novelistic 
and imaginative elements, these texts also preserve historical kernels essential to 
reconstructing early Christian thought and theologies. The traditions surrounding 
certain apostles in some cases stem from the very origins of Christianity. With a 
plurality of recipients, some of the communities valuing these texts highly (e.g., 
Montanists, Manichaeans, or Priscillianists) were eventually marginalized by what 
came to be known as dominant Christianity. Filled with legends, unusual miracles, 
and even talking animals, these texts nevertheless offer insights into the religious, 
social, and cultural worlds of early Christianity, particularly the folk religion of 
the masses during apostolic times. They parallel, supplement, or perhaps even 
predate some of the information that the canonical literature presents, 
apparently with a variety of purposes ranging from entertainment to propaganda, 
from polemic or apologetic material to instruction and encouragement during 
persecution or even martyrdom.

�The issuesThe issues of dates, of dates, provenanc provenance, and aute, and authorship arhorship are often die often difficult orfficult or impossibl impossib impossibleimpossible to solve. to solve. Some of t Some of the texts che texts could have ould have been writtbeen written as earlen as early as the 1y as the 1st centuryst cst century, tcentury, the largesthe largest portion i portion in the 2nd n the 2nd and 3rd ceand 3rd centuries, wnturies, with some (ith some (e.g., Piste.g., Pistis Sophia)is Sois Sophia) stSophia) stemming anyemming anywhere fromwhere from the 3rd t the 3rd to the 5th o the 5th centuries.centuries. It is dif It is difficult to ficult to set a chroset aset a chronoloa chronological limigical limit to the rt to the range of daange of dates for aptes for apocryphal locryphal literature iterature because subecause such literatch lich literatureliterature continued continued to be pro to be produced, revduced, revised, and ised, and redacted fredacted for centurior centuries with noes with no clear-cut cl clear-cut clear-cut century incentury in which it  which it ceased to ceased to be createdbe created. Texts su. Texts such as the ch as the Didache, tDidache, the Epistlehe tthe Epistlthe Epistle of Barnae of Barnabas, and tbas, and the Shepherhe Shepherd of Hermad of Hermas were wris were written earlytten early enough to enough to enough to have beto have been consideen considered for inred for inclusion inclusion in the canon the canon. In fact,. In fact, Codex Sin Codex Sinaiticus, taiticus, the oldest he ohe oldest extoldest extant codex ant codex of the NT,of the NT, includes  includes both the Eboth the Epistle of pistle of Barnabas aBarnabas and the Shend the Shepherd of HphSheShepherd oShepherd of Hermas if Hermas in its colln its collection. Onection. One cannot, e cannot, therefore,therefore, readily g readily generalize eneralize negativelynegnegativelynegatively about the about the reception reception of these  of these texts as ttexts as they were shey were sometimes rometimes read as Scread as Scripture in ipScrScripture Scripture in the litin the liturgical asurgical assemblies osemblies of some of f some of the early the early Christian Christian churches achurches and still rnd stnd still readstill read even in t even in the Middle he Middle Ages. OfteAges. Often the titln the titles of the es of the texts havetexts have been lost been lost and have  and h and have only have only been supplbeen supplied by latied by later commenter commentators; somators; some texts wee texts were writtenre written anonymous anonym anonymouslanonymously or pseudy or pseudepigraphicepigraphically.ally.ally.

The issues of dates, provenance, and authorship are often difficult or 
impossible to solve. Some of the texts could have been written as early as the 1st 
century, the largest portion in the 2nd and 3rd centuries, with some (e.g., Pistis 
Sophia) stemming anywhere from the 3rd to the 5th centuries. It is difficult to set 
a chronological limit to the range of dates for apocryphal literature because such 
literature continued to be produced, revised, and redacted for centuries with no 
clear-cut century in which it ceased to be created. Texts such as the Didache, 
the Epistle of Barnabas, and the Shepherd of Hermas were written early enough 
to have been considered for inclusion in the canon. In fact, Codex Sinaiticus, the 
oldest extant codex of the NT, includes both the Epistle of Barnabas and the 
Shepherd of Hermas in its collection. One cannot, therefore, readily generalize 
negatively about the reception of these texts as they were sometimes read as 



Scripture in the liturgical assemblies of some of the early Christian churches and 
still read even in the Middle Ages. Often the titles of the texts have been lost and 
have only been supplied by later commentators; some texts were written 
anonymously or pseudepigraphically.

�Partly becPartly because of thause of theology andeology and partly be partly because of tcause of this pseudehis pseudepigraphicapigraphical nature ol naturel nature of nature of the texts,the texts, some earl some early church wy church writers porriters portrayed thetrayed these texts ase texts as spuriouss spurious, thus clo, t, thus cloudthus clouding them wing them with the suith the suspicion ofspicion of heresy. A heresy. Although thlthough the numerouse numerous patristic patristic reference r referencesreferences prove how prove how widesprea widespread they werd they were, these re, these references eferences also contralso contributed to ibuted toibuted to their bto their being vieweeing viewed as inferd as inferior to whaior to what became tt became their canonheir canonical countical counterparts. Terparts. The broad gheTThe broad The broad geographicgeographical existenal existence of thesce of these texts poe texts points to thints to the extent oe extent of their pof their popularity apupopopularitypopularity as they a as they appear eithppear either in the er in the original ooriginal or in transr in translation in lation in Greek, SyrGreek, Syriac, Coptiiac, Ciac, Coptic, LaCoptic, Latin, Arabitin, Arabic, Georgiac, Georgian, Armenian, Armenian, Slavic,n, Slavic, Gaelic, a Gaelic, and Ethiopind Ethiopic. Determic. Determining the lningDetermiDetermininDetermining the langg the language of thuage of the originale original text or r text or reconstructeconstructing fragmeing fragmentary evidntary evidence is soenevidevidence ievidence is sometimes sometimes quite dis quite difficult. Ffficult. For exampleor example, both the, both the Acts of P Acts of Paul and thaul and the Acts of e Ae Acts of PeActs of Peter contaiter contain the n the “Quo vadis“Quo vadis?”?” scene of  scene of Peter’s enPeter’s encounter wicounter with Christ th Christ on the Appon ton the Appianthe Appian Way, sign Way, signaling thataling that part of t part of the ongoinghe ongoing challenge challenge of these  of these texts is dtexts is determiningeterddeterminindetermining the exteg the extent of theint of their intertexr intertextuality ortuality or interdepe interdependence, asndence, as well as d well as determiningeterddeterminindetermining fissuresg fissures between s between source mateource material and rrial and redaction. edaction. These quesThese questions in ations in addition todaaddition taddition to the issuo the issues of orales of oral transmiss transmission and peion and performancesrformances, gender s, gender studies, thtudies, the complexie coe complexitycomplexity of manusc of manuscript evideript evidence, and tnce, and textual recextual reconstructioonstruction provide n provide fertile arfertile areas for fueaarareas for areas for future resfuture research. Forearch. For that purp that purpose criticose critical editional editions with tras with translations nslations and notes and noand notes are notes are increasingincreasingly more avly more available. Sailable. Sources incources include Richalude Richard A. Lipsrd A. Lipsius and Maius and Max Bonnet fx Bx Bonnet forBonnet for  Acta apostActa apostolorum apoolorum apocryphacrypha (Leipzig, (Leipzig, 1891—). E 1891—). English tranglish translations nslations exist in Eexist iexist in Edgar Hin Edgar Hennecke-Wiennecke-Wilhelm Schnlhelm Schneemelcher,eemelcher,  New TestamNew Testament Apocryent Apocryphapha (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1963phi(Philadel(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1963–hia, 1963–65; 2nd ed65; 2nd ed., Louisvi., Louisville, 1991–lle, 1991–92); James92); James K. Elliot K. Elliot, , The ApocryThe Apocryphal New TphaApocryApocryphalApocryphal New Testa New Testament,ment, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1993); and 993); and a forthcoma forthcoming four-ving four-volume projolumefour-vfour-volumfour-volume project e project from Polebfrom Polebridge Presridge Press. An intes. An international rnational group of sgroup of scholars, lcholars, led by Franedlled by Fraled by François Bovonçois Bovon and Piern and Pierre Geoltrare Geoltrain, calledin, called the Assoc the Association pouiation pour r l}étudel}étude de la lit d de la littde la littérature apérature apocryphe chocryphe chrétienne, rétienne, has dedicahas dedicated itselfted itself to intens to intensive researive research in thisch in ch in this fiin this field, thus eld, thus helping tohelping to overcome  overcome years of syears of scholarly ncholarly neglect of eglect of these vitathese vital and richl and rl and rich sourcrich sources of earles of early Christiay Christian tradition traditions.ns.ns.

Partly because of theology and partly because of this pseudepigraphical 
nature of the texts, some early church writers portrayed these texts as spurious, 
thus clouding them with the suspicion of heresy. Although the numerous patristic 
references prove how widespread they were, these references also contributed 
to their being viewed as inferior to what became their canonical counterparts. 
The broad geographical existence of these texts points to the extent of their 
popularity as they appear either in the original or in translation in Greek, Syriac, 
Coptic, Latin, Arabic, Georgian, Armenian, Slavic, Gaelic, and Ethiopic. 
Determining the language of the original text or reconstructing fragmentary 
evidence is sometimes quite difficult. For example, both the Acts of Paul and the 
Acts of Peter contain the “Quo vadis?” scene of Peter’s encounter with Christ on 
the Appian Way, signaling that part of the ongoing challenge of these texts is 
determining the extent of their intertextuality or interdependence, as well as 
determining fissures between source material and redaction. These questions in 
addition to the issues of oral transmission and performances, gender studies, the 
complexity of manuscript evidence, and textual reconstruction provide fertile 
areas for future research. For that purpose critical editions with translations and 
notes are increasingly more available. Sources include Richard A. Lipsius and Max 
Bonnet for Acta apostolorum apocrypha (Leipzig, 1891—). English translations exist 
in Edgar Hennecke-Wilhelm Schneemelcher, New Testament Apocrypha 
(Philadelphia, 1963–65; 2nd ed., Louisville, 1991–92); James K. Elliot, The 
Apocryphal New Testament, rev. ed. (Oxford, 1993); and a forthcoming 
four-volume project from Polebridge Press. An international group of scholars, 
led by François Bovon and Pierre Geoltrain, called the Association pour l}étude 
de la littérature apocryphe chrétienne, has dedicated itself to intensive research 
in this field, thus helping to overcome years of scholarly neglect of these vital and 
rich sources of early Christian traditions.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. H. CharJ. H. Charlesworth, lesworth, ed., ed., The New TeThe New Testament Apstament Apocrypha anocrypha and Pseudepid Psed PseudepigrPseudepigraphaapha (Chicago, (Chicago, 1987); J. 1987); J. M. Robins M. Robinson, ed., on, ed., The Nag HaThe Nag Hammadi Librmmadi Library,ary, 3rd ed. ( 3rd  3rd ed. (S3rd ed. (San Francisan Francisco, 1988);co, 1988); D. M. Sch D. M. Scholer, oler, Nag HammadNag Hammadi Bibliogri Bibliography.aphy. NHS 1 (Le NHS 1 (Le NHS 1 (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1971).971).971).

Bibliography. J. H. Charlesworth, ed., The New Testament Apocrypha and 
Pseudepigrapha (Chicago, 1987); J. M. Robinson, ed., The Nag Hammadi Library, 
3rd ed. (San Francisco, 1988); D. M. Scholer, Nag Hammadi Bibliography. NHS 1 
(Leiden, 1971).
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APOLLONIAAPOLLONIA (Gk.  (Gk. ApolloœniíApolloœniíaa)))

APOLLONIA (Gk. Apolloœniía)

A MacedoniA Macedonian town S an town S of Lake Boof Lake Bolbe, positlbe, positioned on tioned on the Via Egnhe Via Egnatia ca. 4atia ca. 43 km. (27 3 km. (27 3 km. (27 mi.) W(27 mi.) WSW of AmphSW of Amphipolis andipolis and ca. 50 km ca. 50 km. (31 mi.). (31 mi.) E of Thes E of Thessalonica. salonica. Paul and SPaul and Silas passeilSSilas passSilas passed throughed through Apollonia Apollonia on their  on their way from Pway from Philippi tohilippi to Thessalon Thessalonica (Acts ica (Acts 17:1).1717:1).17:1).17:1).

A Macedonian town S of Lake Bolbe, positioned on the Via Egnatia ca. 43 km. 
(27 mi.) WSW of Amphipolis and ca. 50 km. (31 mi.) E of Thessalonica. Paul and 



Silas passed through Apollonia on their way from Philippi to Thessalonica (Acts 
17:1).

�Several otSeveral other towns her towns bore this bore this name, the name, the most famoumost famous being ths being the terminale terminal point of  poin point of tpoint of the Via Egnhe Via Egnatia in Ilatia in Illyricum.lyricum.lyricum.

Several other towns bore this name, the most famous being the terminal 
point of the Via Egnatia in Illyricum.

Richard S.Richard S. Ascough Ascough
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APOLLONIUSAPOLLONIUS (Gk.  (Gk. ApolloœéniApolloœéniosos)))

APOLLONIUS (Gk. Apolloœénios)

�1.1. Son of Th Son of Tharseas (orarseas (or perhaps “ perhaps “of Tarsus”of Tarsus”), governo), governor of Coeler of Coele-Syria and-Syria and Phoenicia Pho Phoenicia Phoenicia during theduring the reign of  reign of Seleucus ISeleucus IV. AccordiV. According to 2 Mang to 2 Macc. 3:4-7 cc. 3:4-7 he plottedhe plotted with a Je w with a Jewwith a Jew named Sim named Simon and Selon and Seleucus to peucus to plunder thelunder the treasurie treasuries of the ts of the temple in Jemple in Jerusalem. eJJerusalem.Jerusalem. Apolloniu Apollonius sent hiss sent his chief min chief minister Heliister Heliodorus to odorus to carry out carry out the order,the order, but Helio bu but Heliodbut Heliodorus was torus was thwarted byhwarted by a divine  a divine apparitionapparition...

1. Son of Tharseas (or perhaps “of Tarsus”), governor of Coele-Syria and 
Phoenicia during the reign of Seleucus IV. According to 2 Macc. 3:4-7 he plotted 
with a Jew named Simon and Seleucus to plunder the treasuries of the temple in 
Jerusalem. Apollonius sent his chief minister Heliodorus to carry out the order, 
but Heliodorus was thwarted by a divine apparition.

�2.2. Son of Me Son of Menestheus, nestheus, governor ogovernor of Coele-Syf Coele-Syria and Phria and Phoenicia duoenicia during the rring the reigns of Seignrreigns of reigns of Seleucus ISeleucus IV and AntiV and Antiochus IV, ochus IV, perhaps idperhaps identical wientical with th 1 1 above. Accabove. According to ording AccAccording According to 2 Macc.to 2 Macc. 4:21 he w 4:21 he was sent toas sent to Egypt by  Egypt by Antiochus Antiochus to attend to attend the coronathe coronathe coronationcoronation of Ptolem of Ptolemy VI Philoy VI Philometor, andmetor, and brought b brought back news tack news that Egypt hat Egypt had becomehad becomhad become hosbecome hostile towartile toward Antiochud Antiochus.s.s.

2. Son of Menestheus, governor of Coele-Syria and Phoenicia during the 
reigns of Seleucus IV and Antiochus IV, perhaps identical with 1 above. 
According to 2 Macc. 4:21 he was sent to Egypt by Antiochus to attend the 
coronation of Ptolemy VI Philometor, and brought back news that Egypt had 
become hostile toward Antiochus.

�3.3. General o General of the Mysif the Mysian mercenaan mercenary soldierry soldiers in the ss in the service of ervice of Antiochus Antiochus IV EpiphanIV EpIV Epiphanes.Epiphanes. According According to 2 Macc to 2 Macc. 5:24-26;. 5:24-26; 1 Macc. 1 1 Macc. 1:29-32 Apo:29-32 Apollonius wallonius was sent to s sent to Jerusalem JJerusalem Jerusalem with orderwith orders to plunds to plunder the citer the city. Pretendy. Pretending to coming to come in peacee in peace, he attac, he attacked and makeattacattacked aattacked and massacrnd massacred the Jewed the Jews on the ss on the sabbath dayabbath day. He proba. He probably shouldbly should be identi be identi be identifiedidentified with the  with the general Apgeneral Apollonius wollonius who came wiho came with a largeth a large army from army from Samaria i Samaria in order toniin order tin order to put downo put down the Macca the Maccabean Revolbean Revolt (1 Macc.t (1 Macc. 3:10-12). 3:10-12). In the en In the ensuing battsuing battle, Apollolebattbattle, Apbattle, Apollonius wollonius was defeateas defeated and lostd and lost his sword his sword to the re to the rebel leaderbel leader Judas. Judas. Judas.

3. General of the Mysian mercenary soldiers in the service of Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes. According to 2 Macc. 5:24-26; 1 Macc. 1:29-32 Apollonius was sent to 
Jerusalem with orders to plunder the city. Pretending to come in peace, he 
attacked and massacred the Jews on the sabbath day. He probably should be 
identified with the general Apollonius who came with a large army from Samaria 
in order to put down the Maccabean Revolt (1 Macc. 3:10-12). In the ensuing 
battle, Apollonius was defeated and lost his sword to the rebel leader Judas.

�4.4. Son of Ge Son of Gennaeus, onnnaeus, one of the le of the local goverocal governors (Gk. nors (Gk. strateägoœstrateägoœs)s) who, afte who, aft who, after the after the rebels hadrebels had made peac made peace with Ante with Antiochus V (iochus V (164 164 B.C.E.B.C.E.), “refuse), “refused to allowd to allow the Jews  th the Jews tthe Jews to live in o live in peace” andpeace” and incited r incited renewed milenewed military confitary confrontationsrontations (2 Macc.  (2 Macc. 12:2).12:212:2).12:2).12:2).

4. Son of Gennaeus, one of the local governors (Gk. strateägoœs) who, 
after the rebels had made peace with Antiochus V (164 B.C.E.), “refused to allow 
the Jews to live in peace” and incited renewed military confrontations (2 Macc. 
12:2).

�5.5. Governor  Governor of Coele-Sof Coele-Syria, appoyria, appointed by tinted by the Seleucihe Seleucid monarch d monarch Demetrius Demetrius II (147). IIII (147). II (147). Josephus iJosephus identifies dentifies him as thehim as the son of  son of 1 1 above (above (Ant.Ant. 13.86–102 13.86–102). Accordi). According to 1 Mang AccordiAccording According to 1 Macc.to 1 Macc. 10:69-87  10:69-87 ApolloniusApollonius challenge challenged the Hasmd the Hasmonaean higonaean high priest Jh priest h priest Jonpriest Jonathan to bathan to battle, sinattle, since Jonathace Jonathan supporten supported Demetriud Demetrius’ rival As’ rival Alexander Blexander Balas for talaBBalas for Balas for the Seleucthe Seleucid throne.id throne. Jonathan  Jonathan responded responded by taking by taking the city othe city of Joppa frf Joppa from Apollonom frfrom Apollfrom Apollonius’ garonius’ garrison. Aporison. Apollonius atllonius attempted totempted to lure Jona lure Jonathan into than into an ambush,an ambush, but Jonat ambush,ambush, buambush, but Jonathant Jonathan put him t put him to flight. o flight. ApolloniusApollonius and his t and his troops fledroops fled to Ashdod to Ashdod, where th, w, where theywhere they took refu took refuge in the ge in the temple of temple of Dagon. JonDagon. Jonathan burnathan burned the temed the temple to theple to theple to the groundthe ground and plund and plundered the cered the city.ity.ity.

5. Governor of Coele-Syria, appointed by the Seleucid monarch Demetrius 
II (147). Josephus identifies him as the son of 1 above (Ant. 13.86–102). 
According to 1 Macc. 10:69-87 Apollonius challenged the Hasmonaean high 
priest Jonathan to battle, since Jonathan supported Demetrius’ rival Alexander 
Balas for the Seleucid throne. Jonathan responded by taking the city of Joppa 
from Apollonius’ garrison. Apollonius attempted to lure Jonathan into an 
ambush, but Jonathan put him to flight. Apollonius and his troops fled to Ashdod, 
where they took refuge in the temple of Dagon. Jonathan burned the temple to 
the ground and plundered the city.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. C. DancJ. C. Dancy, y, A CommentaA Commentary on 1 Mary on 1 Maccabeesccabees (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1954); J. 1954); J. 1954); J. GoldsteJ. Goldstein, in, I MaccabeeI Maccabees.s. AB (New Y AB (New York, 1976)ork, 1976); E. Schür; E. Schürer, er, A History A History of the Jewof the Jewish Peopleish Pish People in People in the Age ofthe Age of Jesus Chr Jesus Christ,ist, rev. ed., rev. ed., 4 vols. ( 4 vols. (Edinburgh,Edinburgh, 1973–1987 1973–1987).).).

Bibliography. J. C. Dancy, A Commentary on 1 Maccabees (Oxford, 1954); 
J. Goldstein, I Maccabees. AB (New York, 1976); E. Schürer, A History of the Jewish 
People in the Age of Jesus Christ, rev. ed., 4 vols. (Edinburgh, 1973–1987).
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APOLLOSAPOLLOS (Gk.  (Gk. ApolloœésApolloœés)))

APOLLOS (Gk. Apolloœés)

An AlexandAn Alexandrian Jew, rian Jew, best knownbest known for his c for his connection onnection to the sitto the situation adduation addressed by ressed by Paul in 1 PPaul in 1 Paul in 1 CorinthianCorinthians. Some Cos. Some Corinthians rinthians esteem himesteem him as their  as their teacher (1teacher (1 Cor. 1:12 Cor. 1:12; 3:4), an; 1:121:12; 3:4)1:12; 3:4), and Paul, and Paul describes describes him as a  him as a coworker icoworker in the “fien the “field” of Godld” of God (3:5–9) a (3:5–9) and fellow nd fnd fellow serfellow servant of Chvant of Christ (3:22rist (3:22; 4:6). Ho; 4:6). However, he wever, he is not preis not present in Cosent in Corinth whenrinth when Paul writ P Paul writePaul writes, and he s, and he balks at Pbalks at Paul’s suggaul’s suggestion to estion to return thereturn there (16:12)re (16:12)...

An Alexandrian Jew, best known for his connection to the situation addressed by 
Paul in 1 Corinthians. Some Corinthians esteem him as their teacher (1 Cor. 
1:12; 3:4), and Paul describes him as a coworker in the “field” of God (3:5–9) and 
fellow servant of Christ (3:22; 4:6). However, he is not present in Corinth when 
Paul writes, and he balks at Paul’s suggestion to return there (16:12).

�Acts 18:24Acts 18:24-28 contai-28 contains the onlns the only biography biographical inforical information abomation about Apollosut Apollos. Having a. Havin. Having a tHaving a thorough knhorough knowledge ofowledge of Scripture Scripture and great and great oratorica oratorical fervor, l fervor, he learnedhe learned the “way  learnedlearned thlearned the “way of e “way of the Lord,”the Lord,” taught ac taught accurately acurately about Jesusbout Jesus, and rece, and received the bived the baptism of apbbaptism ofbaptism of John. He  John. He spoke boldspoke boldly in the ly in the synagogue synagogue in Ephesusin Ephesus and was r and was recognized ecognized by Priscilbby Priscilby Priscilla and Aqula and Aquila, who iila, who invited himnvited him to their  to their home and ihome and instructed nstructed him more ahim more adequately deaadequatelyadequately in the go in the gospel. Apolspel. Apollos then wlos then went to Achent to Achaia with eaia with encouragemencouragement and letnt and letnt and letters ofletters of recommend recommendation fromation from some Ephe some Ephesian beliesian believers. In Cvers. In Corinth he orinth he greatly hegreatly hegreatly helped belhelped believers andievers and vigorousl vigorously refuted y refuted Jews in puJews in public debatblic debate, provinge, proving from the  from the ScripturesScrScripturesScriptures that Jesu that Jesus was the s was the Christ.Christ.Christ.

Acts 18:24-28 contains the only biographical information about Apollos. 
Having a thorough knowledge of Scripture and great oratorical fervor, he 
learned the “way of the Lord,” taught accurately about Jesus, and received the 
baptism of John. He spoke boldly in the synagogue in Ephesus and was recognized 
by Priscilla and Aquila, who invited him to their home and instructed him more 
adequately in the gospel. Apollos then went to Achaia with encouragement and 
letters of recommendation from some Ephesian believers. In Corinth he greatly 
helped believers and vigorously refuted Jews in public debate, proving from the 
Scriptures that Jesus was the Christ.

�This sketcThis sketch has fuelh has fueled speculaed speculation concetion concerning the rning the problems aproblems addressed bddressed by Paul in y Pauly Paul in 1 Paul in 1 CorinthianCorinthians. The dess. The designation oignation of Apollos f Apollos as as aneäír loœaneäír loœgiosgios (“an eloq (“an eloquent man,”ueeloqeloquent meloquent man,” Acts an,” Acts 18:24) sug18:24) suggests thatgests that the root  the root problem isproblem is an overva an overvaluation ofluation of Greco-Rom G Greco-RomaGreco-Roman rhetoricn rhetoric, though h, though his Alexandis Alexandrian heritrian heritage is advage is advanced to sanced to suggest thauggest thauggest that he wathat he was a Philons a Philonic philosoic philosopher practpher practiced in teiced in techniques ochniques of Alexandrf Alexandrian exegesian exegesis. This his.exegesexegesis. exegesis. This has lThis has led to sugged to suggestions thestions that gnosticat gnostic, Hellenis, Hellenistic-Jewishtic-Jewish wisdom, o wisdom, or excessivr excr excessive excessive pneumatic pneumatic tendenciestendencies lay behin lay behind the divid the divisions in Csions in Corinth. Paorinth. Paul does noul does not blame Apt bt blame Apolblame Apollos for thlos for the difficule difficulties in Coties in Corinth and rinth and depicts hidepicts him as a valm as a valued partneued partner in his mr in r in his minin his ministry. Theistry. The fault lie fault lies with thos with those Corinthse Corinthians who aians who are divisivre divisive.e.e.

This sketch has fueled speculation concerning the problems addressed by 
Paul in 1 Corinthians. The designation of Apollos as aneäír loœgios (“an 
eloquent man,” Acts 18:24) suggests that the root problem is an overvaluation of 
Greco-Roman rhetoric, though his Alexandrian heritage is advanced to suggest 
that he was a Philonic philosopher practiced in techniques of Alexandrian 
exegesis. This has led to suggestions that gnostic, Hellenistic-Jewish wisdom, or 
excessive pneumatic tendencies lay behind the divisions in Corinth. Paul does not 
blame Apollos for the difficulties in Corinth and depicts him as a valued partner 
in his ministry. The fault lies with those Corinthians who are divisive.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. D. LitfA. D. Litfin, in, St. Paul’sSt. Paul’s Theology  Theology of Proclamof Proclamation.ation. SNTSMS 79 SNTSMS 79 (Cambridg (Ca (Cambridge(Cambridge, 1994)., 1994)., 1994).

Bibliography. A. D. Litfin, St. Paul’s Theology of Proclamation. SNTSMS 79 
(Cambridge, 1994).
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APOLLYONAPOLLYON (Gk.  (Gk. ApollyéoœnApollyéoœn)))

APOLLYON (Gk. Apollyéoœn)

Greek tranGreek translation ofslation of Heb.  Heb. }a�b�addo®}a�b�addo®nn. The word. The word, meaning , meaning “destroyer“destroyer,” occurs ,” occu,” occurs onloccurs only once in y once in the NT andthe NT and refers to refers to the “ange the “angel of the bl of the bottomless ottomless pit” (Rev.pit” (Rev. 9:11). Th 9 9:11). The9:11). The LXX trans LXX translates the lates the Hebrew terHebrew term into Grem into Greek as ek as apoœéleiaapoœéleia. In Greek. In Greek literatur GreekGreek liteGreek literature therature the god of de god of destruction struction and pestiland pestilence is ofence is often connecten connected with tted with this word.histthis word.this word.

Greek translation of Heb. }a�b�addo®n . The word, meaning “destroyer,” 
occurs only once in the NT and refers to the “angel of the bottomless pit” (Rev. 
9:11). The LXX translates the Hebrew term into Greek as apoœéleia. In 
Greek literature the god of destruction and pestilence is often connected with 
this word.

Jim WestJim West

Jim West

APOSTASYAPOSTASYAPOSTASY

APOSTASY

The act ofThe act of “standing “standing away,” “r away,” “rebellion,”ebellion,” or “separ or “separation” (Gkation” (Gk. . apostasiíaapostasiía,, perhaps d perhaps perhaps deperhaps derived fromrived from  aphiísteämaphiísteämi,i, “to stand “to stand away from away from,” “rebel,,” “rebel,” “separat” “separate,” or “fae,” ore,” or “fall aor “fall away from”)way from”). A relate. A related term is d term is apostateäíapostateäís,s, “a rebel” “a rebel” or “apost or “apostate” (cf. ate” (cf. textual vattextual vatextual variation onriation on Jas. 2:11 Jas. 2:11).).).

The act of “standing away,” “rebellion,” or “separation” (Gk. apostasiía, 



perhaps derived from aphiísteämi, “to stand away from,” “rebel,” “separate,” 
or “fall away from”). A related term is apostateäís, “a rebel” or “apostate” (cf. 
textual variation on Jas. 2:11).

�In the LXXIn the LXX these ter these terms refer tms refer to various o various kinds of rkinds of relational elational separationseparation, includin, includin, including including political political separationseparation and rebel and rebellion (e.g.lion (e.g., 2 Chr. 2, 2 Chr. 21:8; Tob. 1:8; Tob. 1:4; 2 Mac1:4; 2 Macc. 5:8; 1 c. 5:8; c. 5:8; 1 Esd5:8; 1 Esdr. 2:23) or. 2:23) or religiour religious abandonms abandonment, rebelent, rebellion, or slion, or separation eparation from God ofrom God or the cover oor the covor the covenant (e.genant (e.g., Deut. 3., Deut. 32:15; Josh2:15; Josh. 22:18-19. 22:18-19, 22; 2 Ch, 22; 2 Chr. 33:19; r. 33:19; Isa. 30:1;Isa. 30:1; Jer. 2:19 Jer. 2 Jer. 2:19; 1 Ma2:19; 1 Macc. 2:19).cc. 2:19).

In the LXX these terms refer to various kinds of relational separation, 
including political separation and rebellion (e.g., 2 Chr. 21:8; Tob. 1:4; 2 Macc. 
5:8; 1 Esdr. 2:23) or religious abandonment, rebellion, or separation from God 
or the covenant (e.g., Deut. 32:15; Josh. 22:18-19, 22; 2 Chr. 33:19; Isa. 30:1; Jer. 
2:19; 1 Macc. 2:19).

�Acts 21:21Acts 21:21 refers to refers to the view  the view of some Jeof some Jerusalem Chrusalem Christians tristians that Paul that Paul taught a reaught a aught a rejectioa rejection of Mosesn of Moses’ law. The’ law. The noun also noun also appears a appears as an apocas an apocalyptic reflyptic reference to erence to a rebellioa ra rebellion rebellion at the endat the end of the ag of the age (2 Thesse (2 Thess. 2:3). Tw. 2:3). Two specifico specific theologic theological uses ofal uses of the verb  the v the verb that verb that are probleare problematic are matic are a warning a warning to avoid hto avoid having an eaving an evil heart vil heart that “turnthat “turns away fros aws away from away from the livingthe living God” (Heb God” (Heb. 3:12), w. 3:12), which recalhich recalls the hisls the historical antorical analogy of talogy of the ancienthe ahe ancient Isancient Israelites’ raelites’ rebellion rebellion against Goagainst God (Num. 14d (Num. 14:26-45; Ps:26-45; Ps. 95:7-11). 95:7-11), and a re, and a reference toferenrereference reference to those wto those who “renounho “renounce the faice the faith” in theth” in the latter da latter days (1 Tim.ys (1 Tim. 4:1). Sim 4:1). Similar uses ilarSimSimilar usSimilar uses of the es of the verb appeaverb appear in Luke r in Luke 8:13; Acts8:13; Acts 15:38; 19 15:38; 19:9; Rev. 3:9; Rev. 3:8.:8.:8.

Acts 21:21 refers to the view of some Jerusalem Christians that Paul taught 
a rejection of Moses’ law. The noun also appears as an apocalyptic reference to a 
rebellion at the end of the age (2 Thess. 2:3). Two specific theological uses of the 
verb that are problematic are a warning to avoid having an evil heart that “turns 
away from the living God” (Heb. 3:12), which recalls the historical analogy of the 
ancient Israelites’ rebellion against God (Num. 14:26-45; Ps. 95:7-11), and a 
reference to those who “renounce the faith” in the latter days (1 Tim. 4:1). 
Similar uses of the verb appear in Luke 8:13; Acts 15:38; 19:9; Rev. 3:8.

�According According to Heb. 6:to Heb. 6:6 6 (parapesoœ(parapesoœntas),ntas), some indi some individuals “cviduals “commit aposommit apostasy” (RSVtasaposapostasy” apostasy” (RSV) or “(RSV) or “have fallehave fallen away” (Nn away” (NRSV). ThisRSV). This may imply may imply the denia the denial of the fl of the faith durinaitffaith durifaith during persecung persecution.tion.tion.

According to Heb. 6:6 (parapesoœntas), some individuals “commit 
apostasy” (RSV) or “have fallen away” (NRSV). This may imply the denial of the 
faith during persecution.

Bennie R. Bennie R. Crockett, Crockett, Jr.Jr.

Bennie R. Crockett, Jr.

APOSTLEAPOSTLEAPOSTLE

APOSTLE

“One sent “One sent out,” geneout,” generally to prally to proclaim a roclaim a message. Nmessage. NT use is cT use is continuous ontinuous with the Owith the Owith the OT idea ofOT idea of a special a special messenger messenger from God  from God (cf. 2 Kgs(cf. 2 Kgs. 2:2; 2 S. 2:2; 2 Sam. 24:13)am. 24:13). The term. The term has a var h has a varihas a variety of speety of specific senscific senses in the es in the NT, but “sNT, but “special mespecial messenger, pasenger, particularlyrticularly from God” from from God” from God” best captubest captures the dores the dominant senminant sense.se.se.

“One sent out,” generally to proclaim a message. NT use is continuous with the 
OT idea of a special messenger from God (cf. 2 Kgs. 2:2; 2 Sam. 24:13). The term 
has a variety of specific senses in the NT, but “special messenger, particularly 
from God” best captures the dominant sense.

�According According to Mark 3:to Mark 3:14-15 Jesu14-15 Jesus “appoints “appointed twelve,ed twelve, whom he a whom he also named lso named apostles, apoapostles, apostles, to be withto be with him, and  him, and to be sentto be sent out to pr out to proclaim theoclaim the message,  message, and to havand to have authorite havhave authohave authority to carity to cast out demst out demons” (cf. ons” (cf. Matt. 10:1Matt. 10:1-4; Luke 6-4; Luke 6:13-16). T:13-16). The 12 aposhe 12 apostles, alontleaposapostles, apostles, along withalong with other dis other disciples, weciples, were sent byre sent by Jesus to  Jesus to proclaim tproclaim the same mehe same message he hssamemessage hemessage he himself p himself proclaimed:roclaimed: “The time “The time is fulfil is fulfilled, and tled, and the kingdomhe kingdom of God ha of God has come neas cs come near;come near; repent, a repent, and believend believe in the go in the good news” (od news” (Mark 1:15;Mark 1:15; cf. 6:7–1 cf. 6:7–13; Luke 9:3; Luke 9:1-6, 60). 1-9:9:1-6, 60)9:1-6, 60). Accordin. According to Matt.g to Matt. 10:2-4 th 10:2-4 the Twelve we Twelve were Simon,ere Simon, also know also known as Petern as Petern as Peter, andPeter, and his broth his brother Andrew;er Andrew; James, so James, son of Zebedn of Zebedee, and hiee, and his brother s brother John; PhilJohn; Philip and BaripPhilPhilip andPhilip and Bartholom Bartholomew; Thomasew; Thomas and Matth and Matthew the taxew the tax collector collector; James, s; James, son of Alphon of Alpon of Alphaeus, Alphaeus, and Thaddaand Thaddaeus; Simoneus; Simon the Canan the Cananaean, and aean, and Judas IscaJudas Iscariot, who riot, who betrayed Jbetrayed betrayed Jbetrayed Jesus (cf. esus (cf. Luke 6:14-Luke 6:14-16; John 116; John 1:40-51; Ac:40-51; Acts 1:13; sts 1:13; see Acts 1:ee Acts 1:15-26 for 15-26 for the succesthe the succesthe successor to Judsor to Judas).as).as).

According to Mark 3:14-15 Jesus “appointed twelve, whom he also named 
apostles, to be with him, and to be sent out to proclaim the message, and to 
have authority to cast out demons” (cf. Matt. 10:1-4; Luke 6:13-16). The 12 
apostles, along with other disciples, were sent by Jesus to proclaim the same 
message he himself proclaimed: “The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has 
come near; repent, and believe in the good news” (Mark 1:15; cf. 6:7–13; Luke 
9:1-6, 60). According to Matt. 10:2-4 the Twelve were Simon, also known as 
Peter, and his brother Andrew; James, son of Zebedee, and his brother John; 
Philip and Bartholomew; Thomas and Matthew the tax collector; James, son of 
Alphaeus, and Thaddaeus; Simon the Cananaean, and Judas Iscariot, who 
betrayed Jesus (cf. Luke 6:14-16; John 1:40-51; Acts 1:13; see Acts 1:15-26 for 
the successor to Judas).

�Initially,Initially, Jesus sen Jesus sent the Twelt the Twelve “to theve “to the lost shee lost sheep of the hp of the house of Isouse of Israel,” ratrael,” rather than theratrather tharather than to the Gn to the Gentiles orentiles or the Samar the Samaritans (Matitans (Matt. 10:5-6;t. 10:5-6; cf. 15:24 cf. 15:24). The rel). The relevance of evanrelrelevance relevance of the Tweof the Twelve to thelve to the house of  house of Israel becIsrael becomes expliomes explicit in Matcit in Matt. 19:28, t. 19:28, where Jesuwhewhere Jesuwhere Jesus remarks s remarks to his disto his disciples: “Tciples: “Truly I telruly I tell you, at l you, at the renewathe renewal of all tl of all things, whehings, whings, when the Swhen the Son of Man on of Man is seated is seated on the thron the throne of hisone of his glory, yo glory, you who haveu who have followed  followed me will almme will alme will also sit on so sit on twelve thrtwelve thrones, judgones, judging the twing the twelve tribeelve tribes of Israes of Israel.” The Twl.” The Twelve thus elveTwTwelve thuTwelve thus represens represent Jesus’ mt Jesus’ mission to ission to bring renebring renewal to allwal to all of Israel of Israel, through , through his inauguhis inhis inauguratiinauguration of the on of the kingdom ofkingdom of God (cf.  God (cf. Rev. 21:12Rev. 21:12-14).-14).-14).

Initially, Jesus sent the Twelve “to the lost sheep of the house of Israel,” 
rather than to the Gentiles or the Samaritans (Matt. 10:5-6; cf. 15:24). The 



relevance of the Twelve to the house of Israel becomes explicit in Matt. 19:28, 
where Jesus remarks to his disciples: “Truly I tell you, at the renewal of all things, 
when the Son of Man is seated on the throne of his glory, you who have followed 
me will also sit on twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel.” The 
Twelve thus represent Jesus’ mission to bring renewal to all of Israel, through his 
inauguration of the kingdom of God (cf. Rev. 21:12-14).

�The apostlThe apostles were pres were present at kesent at key juncturey junctures in Jesues in Jesus’ missions’ mission, includin, including the feedg the feeg the feeding offeeding of the five  the five thousand (thousand (Mark 6:30-Mark 6:30-44), the L44), the Last Supperast Supper (Luke 22: (Luke 22:14), and G14), and Gethsemane etGGethsemaneGethsemane (Mark 14: (Mark 14:32-43). Pe32-43). Peter and thter and the two sonse two sons of Zebede of Zebedee were alse were also present o preseo present atpresent at the trans the transfigurationfiguration of Jesus  of Jesus (Mark 9:2-(Mark 9:2-8), and Je8), and Jesus asked sus asked them in pathem in particular trticupaparticularparticular to accomp to accompany him atany him at Gethseman Gethsemane (14:33).e (14:33). Even so,  Even so, those threthose three show no e show noe show no specialno special understan understanding of ording of or fidelity  fidelity to Jesus (to Jesus (cf. Mark 1cf. Mark 10:35-41; 10:35-41; 14:66-72; L4:66-72; Luke 9:33).uke 9uke 9:33). In 9:33). In Matt. 26:3Matt. 26:31 the apos1 the apostles are ptles are portrayed aortrayed as being scs being scattered atattered at the arres the arrest of Jesust of t of Jesus (of Jesus (cf. Mark 1cf. Mark 14:27), and4:27), and John 20:1 John 20:19 depicts 9 depicts them as hithem as hiding togetding together in feaher in fear as a resr as r as a resulas a result of the at of the arrest and rrest and crucifixiocrucifixion of Jesusn of Jesus. Nonethel. Nonetheless, all fess, all four Gospelour Gospels represens reprs represent represent the apostlthe apostles as witnes as witnesses to tesses to the resurrehe resurrected Jesuscted Jesus (Mark 14: (Mark 14:28; 16:7; 28; 16:7; Matt. 26:3MaMatt. 26:3Matt. 26:32; 28:16; 2; 28:16; Luke 24:36Luke 24:36-53; John -53; John 20:19-29; 20:19-29; 21:1-14; c21:1-14; cf. Acts 1:f. Acts 1:1-3; 1 Cor1-3; 1 Cor. 15:5). L. 15. 15:5). Luk15:5). Luke depicts e depicts the apostlthe apostles as recees as receiving the iving the power of Gpower of God’s Spiriod’s Spirit to proclt to proclaim a messaim proclproclaim aproclaim a message o message of repentanf repentance and force and forgiveness tgiveness through Jeshrough Jesus to all us to all nations (Lnations (Luke 24:46-uk(L(Luke 24:4(Luke 24:46-48; Acts6-48; Acts 1:4-8; 2: 1:4-8; 2:1-13; cf. 1-13; cf. John 20:19John 20:19-23; Matt.-23; Matt. 28:16-20) 28:16-20)...

The apostles were present at key junctures in Jesus’ mission, including the 
feeding of the five thousand (Mark 6:30-44), the Last Supper (Luke 22:14), and 
Gethsemane (Mark 14:32-43). Peter and the two sons of Zebedee were also 
present at the transfiguration of Jesus (Mark 9:2-8), and Jesus asked them in 
particular to accompany him at Gethsemane (14:33). Even so, those three show 
no special understanding of or fidelity to Jesus (cf. Mark 10:35-41; 14:66-72; Luke 
9:33). In Matt. 26:31 the apostles are portrayed as being scattered at the arrest 
of Jesus (cf. Mark 14:27), and John 20:19 depicts them as hiding together in fear 
as a result of the arrest and crucifixion of Jesus. Nonetheless, all four Gospels 
represent the apostles as witnesses to the resurrected Jesus (Mark 14:28; 16:7; 
Matt. 26:32; 28:16; Luke 24:36-53; John 20:19-29; 21:1-14; cf. Acts 1:1-3; 1 Cor. 
15:5). Luke depicts the apostles as receiving the power of God’s Spirit to 
proclaim a message of repentance and forgiveness through Jesus to all nations 
(Luke 24:46-48; Acts 1:4-8; 2:1-13; cf. John 20:19-23; Matt. 28:16-20).

�The NT doeThe NT does not rests not restrict the trict the term “aposterm “apostle” to thele” to the Twelve se Twelve selected by lected by Jesus. In Jesus.Jesus. In Jesus. In Heb. 3:1 JHeb. 3:1 Jesus himseesus himself is calllf is called “the aped “the apostle and ostle and high prieshigh priest of our ct of our confession”onfessicconfessionconfession”; this fi”; this fits with Jets with Jesus’ refersus’ references to hences to himself as imself as the one “sthe one “sent” by Goent” by God (Matt. 1d (Md (Matt. 15:(Matt. 15:24; Mark 924; Mark 9:37; Luke :37; Luke 9:48; John9:48; John 3:17, 34; 3:17, 34; cf. Luke  cf. Luke 10:22; Mat10:22; Matt. 11:27).t. 11:27). In Gal. 1 In G In Gal. 1:19 Gal. 1:19 Paul impliPaul implies that Jaes that James, the bmes, the brother of rother of Jesus, wasJesus, was an apostl an apostle (cf. 1 Ce (cf. 1 Cor. 9:5), or. 9:or. 9:5), and 9:5), and in 1 Cor. in 1 Cor. 15:9 Paul 15:9 Paul refers to refers to himself ashimself as an apostl an apostle (cf. 9:1e (cf. 9:1; 2 Cor. 1; 2 Cor. 11:5; Gal. 1:5; Ga1:5; Gal. 1:1).Gal. 1:1). In Acts 1 In Acts 14:14 Luke 4:14 Luke refers to refers to Barnabas aBarnabas and Paul asnd Paul as apostles, apostles, and in Ro and in Rom. 16:7 Pam. 1m. 16:7 Paul 16:7 Paul implies thimplies that Androniat Andronicus and Jucus and Junias were nias were apostles aapostles at Rome. (Pt Rome. (Perhaps theerhaps the latter we l latter werlatter were husband e husband and wife.)and wife.)

The NT does not restrict the term “apostle” to the Twelve selected by 
Jesus. In Heb. 3:1 Jesus himself is called “the apostle and high priest of our 
confession”; this fits with Jesus’ references to himself as the one “sent” by God 
(Matt. 15:24; Mark 9:37; Luke 9:48; John 3:17, 34; cf. Luke 10:22; Matt. 11:27). In 
Gal. 1:19 Paul implies that James, the brother of Jesus, was an apostle (cf. 1 Cor. 
9:5), and in 1 Cor. 15:9 Paul refers to himself as an apostle (cf. 9:1; 2 Cor. 11:5; 
Gal. 1:1). In Acts 14:14 Luke refers to Barnabas and Paul as apostles, and in Rom. 
16:7 Paul implies that Andronicus and Junias were apostles at Rome. (Perhaps the 
latter were husband and wife.)

�Paul distiPaul distinguished tnguished true from frue from false apostalse apostles (2 Corles (2 Cor. 11:13; c. 11:13; cf. Rev. 2:f. Rev. 2:2), and he2), and he acknowled hehe acknowlhe acknowledged “sigedged “signs of a trns of a true apostleue apostle,” apparen,” apparently includtly including “signsing “signs and wonde and wonders and migrswondewonders anwonders and mighty wd mighty works” (2 Corks” (2 Cor. 12:12)or. 12:12). Paul may. Paul may also have also have thought o thought of his havif his havif his having seehaving seen the risen the risen Jesus asn Jesus as sufficien sufficient for his t for his being an abeing an apostle (1 postle (1 Cor. 9:1).Cor. 9:1). At any ra At any At any rate, any rate, some peoplsome people in Corine in Corinth and Galth and Galatia had catia had challenged hallenged Paul’s apoPaul’s apostleship (stleship (cf. Gal. 2cf. ((cf. Gal. (cf. Gal. 2:8), perh2:8), perhaps on theaps on the ground th ground that he had at he had not follownot followed the preed the pre-resurrect-resurrection Jesus.ionpre-resurrectpre-resurrpre-resurrection Jesection Jesus. Paul ius. Paul insisted thnsisted that he was at he was an apostlean apostle through J through Jesus Chrisesus Christ and God t ant and God thand God the Father, e Father, not througnot through human meh human means (Gal. ans (Gal. 1:1). In t1:1). In the Paulinehe Pauline tradition tradition, apostles, traditiontradition,tradition, apostles  apostles were apparwere apparently not ently not just prophjust prophets (Eph. ets (Eph. 4:11); sti4:11); still, this tll, this tradition craditionttradition tradition could speacould speak of apostk of apostles and prles and prophets as ophets as the foundathe foundation of thtion of the househole household of God.d householhousehold household of God.of God.of God.

Paul distinguished true from false apostles (2 Cor. 11:13; cf. Rev. 2:2), and 
he acknowledged “signs of a true apostle,” apparently including “signs and 
wonders and mighty works” (2 Cor. 12:12). Paul may also have thought of his 
having seen the risen Jesus as sufficient for his being an apostle (1 Cor. 9:1). At 
any rate, some people in Corinth and Galatia had challenged Paul’s apostleship 
(cf. Gal. 2:8), perhaps on the ground that he had not followed the 
pre-resurrection Jesus. Paul insisted that he was an apostle through Jesus Christ 
and God the Father, not through human means (Gal. 1:1). In the Pauline 
tradition, apostles were apparently not just prophets (Eph. 4:11); still, this 
tradition could speak of apostles and prophets as the foundation of the 
household of God.



�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. H. AgneF. H. Agnew, “The Orw, “The Origin of thigin of the NT Aposte NT Apostle-Conceptle-Concept,” ,” JBLJBL 105 (1986 1 105 (1986)105 (1986): 75–96; R: 75–96; R. E. Brown. E. Brown, “The Twe, “The Twelve and thlve and the Apostolae Apostolate,” te,” NJBC,NJBC, 1377–81. 1377–81. 1377–81.1377–81.1377–81.
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APOSTLES, APOSTLES, EPISTLE OFEPISTLE OF THE THE THE

APOSTLES, EPISTLE OF THE

A mid-2nd A mid-2nd century century C.E.C.E. text, pro text, probably of Ebably of Egyptian orgyptian origin, thatigin, that represent represents an attems an attempt by the pattemattempt byattempt by the “orth the “orthodox” Churodox” Church to use ch to use the revelathe revelation dialotion dialogue, a gengue, a genre typicalre typically used bylytypicaltypically typically used by Gnused by Gnostics, toostics, to combat gn combat gnosticism. osticism. Written asWritten as a letter  a letter from the dfrom the disciples tisciddisciples disciples to the unito the universal Chuversal Church, the trch, the text includext includes a miraces a miracle catena le catena (Ep. Apost(Ep. Apost. 5), a de. 5),. 5), a deta5), a detailed resuriled resurrection aprection appearance (pearance (9–12), and9–12), and passages  passages addressingaddressing various p various points of Coinppoints of points of Christian Christian theology. theology. The text cThe text came to ligame to light in 1895ht in 1895 with the  with the discovery discovery of major pof of major pof major portions ofortions of a Coptic  a Coptic translatiotranslation. Latin fn. Latin fragments aragments and a complnd a complete Ethiopete Ethiopic translaic EthiopEthiopic tEthiopic translationranslation were foun were found later.d later.d later.

A mid-2nd century C.E. text, probably of Egyptian origin, that represents an 
attempt by the “orthodox” Church to use the revelation dialogue, a genre 
typically used by Gnostics, to combat gnosticism. Written as a letter from the 
disciples to the universal Church, the text includes a miracle catena (Ep. Apost. 
5), a detailed resurrection appearance (9–12), and passages addressing various 
points of Christian theology. The text came to light in 1895 with the discovery 
of major portions of a Coptic translation. Latin fragments and a complete 
Ethiopic translation were found later.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. Detlef C. Detlef and G. Müland G. Müller, “Episler, “Epistula Aposttula Apostolorum,” iolorum,” in n New TestamNew TestNew Testament Testament Apocrypha,Apocrypha, ed. W. Sc ed. W. Schneemelchehneemelcher and R. Mr and R. McL. WilsoncL. Wilson, rev. ed., rev. ed. 1 (Philad 1 (Philad 1 (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1991)hia, 1991): 249–84; : 249–84; J. V. HillJ. V. Hills, s, Tradition Tradition and Composand Composition in tition in the Epistulhe Epistula Apostoloa Aposa ApostoloruApostolorum.m. HDR 24 (M HDR 24 (Minneapolisinneapolis, 1990)., 1990)., 1990).

Bibliography. C. Detlef and G. Müller, “Epistula Apostolorum,” in New 
Testament Apocrypha, ed. W. Schneemelcher and R. McL. Wilson, rev. ed. 1 
(Philadelphia, 1991): 249–84; J. V. Hills, Tradition and Composition in the Epistula 
Apostolorum. HDR 24 (Minneapolis, 1990).
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APOSTOLIC APOSTOLIC COUNCILCOUNCILCOUNCIL

APOSTOLIC COUNCIL

A gatherinA gathering in Jerusg in Jerusalem (alsoalem (also called th called the Jerusalee Jerusalem Council)m Council) of repres of representatives entatives from the cfromfrom the cfrom the church in Shurch in Syrian Antiyrian Antioch (incluoch (including Paul ding Paul and Barnaband Barnabas) togethas) together with ceer with certain aposrtcecertain apcertain apostles andostles and the elder the elders of the ps of the parent churarent church in Jeruch in Jerusalem, to salem, to respond torespond to the claim th the claim the claim of some Jeof some Jewish Chriswish Christians thattians that gentile c gentile converts neonverts needed to beeded to be circumcis circumcised in ordeedcircumciscircumcisecircumcised in orderd in order to be sav to be saved (Acts 1ed (Acts 15:1-35).5:1-35).5:1-35).

A gathering in Jerusalem (also called the Jerusalem Council) of representatives 
from the church in Syrian Antioch (including Paul and Barnabas) together with 
certain apostles and the elders of the parent church in Jerusalem, to respond to 
the claim of some Jewish Christians that gentile converts needed to be 
circumcised in order to be saved (Acts 15:1-35).

�Peter is tPeter is the first the first to speak ino speak in the assem the assembly, and tbly, and the force ohe force of his commf his comments is stents is stents is strongly astrongly against insgainst insisting on isting on circumcisicircumcision as a reon as a requirement quirement for the safor the salvation oflvation of Gentiles  Gent Gentiles (Gentiles (Acts 15:7-Acts 15:7-11). He re11). He reminds the minds the Council ofCouncil of his exper his experience withience with Cornelius Cornelius, a gentil, CorneliusCornelius,Cornelius, a gentile a gentile God-feare God-fearer who, togr who, together withether with family an family and friends,d friends, came to f came to faith and raithffaith and faith and received treceived the Holy Sphe Holy Spirit quiteirit quite apart fro apart from the ritem the rite of circum of circumcision (cfcision (cf. Acts 10:. Acts. Acts 10:1-Acts 10:1-11:18). Fo11:18). For Peter thr Peter this is compis is compelling evielling evidence thatdence that God looks God looks upon the  upon the heart of Jheheart of Jheart of Jew and Genew and Gentile aliketile alike (Acts 15: (Acts 15:8-9); fait8-9); faith and not h and not external dexternal distinctiveistinctives is the os is ths is the one pathe one path to salvth to salvation (vv.ation (vv. 9–11). Ne 9–11). Next Paul anxt Paul and Barnabasd Barnabas speak of  speak of the signs the signs and wonderandand wonderand wonders God did s God did as they mias they ministered anistered among Gentimong Gentiles, againles, again appealing appealing to divine to divine to divine actdivine activity whicivity which wins Genh wins Gentiles to ttiles to the gospel he gospel as evidencas evidence that cire that circumcision cumcision is not reqis nois not requirnot required for saled for salvation.vation.vation.

Peter is the first to speak in the assembly, and the force of his comments is 
strongly against insisting on circumcision as a requirement for the salvation of 
Gentiles (Acts 15:7-11). He reminds the Council of his experience with 
Cornelius, a gentile God-fearer who, together with family and friends, came to 
faith and received the Holy Spirit quite apart from the rite of circumcision (cf. 
Acts 10:1-11:18). For Peter this is compelling evidence that God looks upon the 
heart of Jew and Gentile alike (Acts 15:8-9); faith and not external distinctives is 
the one path to salvation (vv. 9–11). Next Paul and Barnabas speak of the signs 
and wonders God did as they ministered among Gentiles, again appealing to 
divine activity which wins Gentiles to the gospel as evidence that circumcision is 
not required for salvation.

�James (proJames (probably the bably the “half-brot“half-brother” of Jeher” of Jesus; cf. Msus; cf. Mark 6:3) iark 6:3) is convinces convinced especiald especiald especiallyespecially by Peter’ by Peter’s testimons testimony, and seey, and sees biblicals biblical support f support for God’s oor God’s openness topenness to and inter and and intereand interest in the st in the Gentiles (Gentiles (Acts 15:13Acts 15:13-21; cf. A-21; cf. Amos 9:11-1mos 9:11-12). James 2). James then delivthen delivers a deciers delivdelivers adelivers a decision  decision which is wwhich is welcomed byelcomed by the apost the apostles, the eles, the elders, andlders, and the whole the whole Church (A C Church (AcChurch (Acts 15:19-2ts 15:19-22): Gentil2): Gentiles need noes need not be circut be circumcised to mcised to be saved, be saved, but they abut they are called raare calledare called upon to a upon to accept certccept certain expresain expressions of Jsions of Jewish lawkewish lawkeeping to eeping to promote hapromote harmony and rhaharmony anharmony and moralityd morality within th within their mixed eir mixed congregaticongregation (vv. 20on (vv. 20, 29). Luk, 29). Luke indicatee indicates that this indicateindicates indicates that this that this decision idecision is joyouslys joyously accepted  accepted by the Antby the Antioch churcioch church (Acts 15h (Acts 15:31). The :31)1515:31). Th15:31). The fact thae fact that Jewish dt Jewish distinctiveistinctives are not s are not erased anderased and OT law is OT law is not set a not set aside no doside aaside no daside no doubt makesoubt makes it possib it possible for (atle for (at least mos least most) circumct) circumcision advoision advocates to acates to accept thiscceaaccept thiaccept this decisions decision (cf. Acts (cf. Acts 21:18-26) 21:18-26)...

James (probably the “half-brother” of Jesus; cf. Mark 6:3) is convinced 
especially by Peter’s testimony, and sees biblical support for God’s openness to 
and interest in the Gentiles (Acts 15:13-21; cf. Amos 9:11-12). James then 



delivers a decision which is welcomed by the apostles, the elders, and the whole 
Church (Acts 15:19-22): Gentiles need not be circumcised to be saved, but they 
are called upon to accept certain expressions of Jewish lawkeeping to promote 
harmony and morality within their mixed congregation (vv. 20, 29). Luke 
indicates that this decision is joyously accepted by the Antioch church (Acts 
15:31). The fact that Jewish distinctives are not erased and OT law is not set 
aside no doubt makes it possible for (at least most) circumcision advocates to 
accept this decision (cf. Acts 21:18-26).

�The questiThe question is ofteon is often raised an raised as to the ps to the possible coossible convergence nvergence of the Jerof the Jerusalem Couusalem Cusalem Council anCouncil and the accod the account of Pauunt of Paul’s visit l’s visit to Jerusalto Jerusalem in Gal.em in Gal. 2:1-10. I 2:1-10. In favor ofn favor of these pas these these passthese passages as reages as recounting acounting a single hi single historical ostorical occasion arccasion are Paul’s ae Paul’s associationssociation with Barn with  with Barnawith Barnabas and a bas and a concern abconcern about circumout circumcision in cision in both accouboth accounts. Argumnts. Arguments for tents for ents for the Gafor the Galatians aclatians account as dcount as describing escribing a visit toa visit to Jerusalem Jerusalem prior to  prior to the Councithe Council, howeverl, hol, however, ahowever, are noteworre noteworthy. The tthy. The two visits wo visits of Paul toof Paul to Jerusalem Jerusalem described described in Galati in Galatians (Gal. anGalatiGalatians Galatians (Gal. 1:18(Gal. 1:18-19; 2:1-1-19; 2:1-10) corresp0) correspond to twoond to two visits me visits mentioned byntioned by Luke in A Luke in Acts prior ctAActs priorActs prior to the Co to the Council (Actuncil (Acts 9:26-30;s 9:26-30; 11:30). M 11:30). Most importost importantly, if antly, if Paul were Paul were aware of tawaaware of taware of the decisiohe decision of the An of the Apostolic Cpostolic Council priouncil prior to writor to writing Galatiing Galatians, we mians, we might well eghmimight wellmight well expect hi expect him to appeam to appeal to that l to that decision idecision in order ton order to enhance h enhance his argumenis arguments againsttsargumenarguments arguments against thagainst the “agitatoe “agitators” in Galrs” in Galatia who aatia who advocate cidvocate circumcisionrcumcision for genti for gentile convertle gentigentile cogentile converts (cfnverts (cf. Gal. 5:2. Gal. 5:2, 6, 11-12, 6, 11-12; 6:12-13,; 6:12-13, 15), but  15), but he does nohe does not.t.t.

The question is often raised as to the possible convergence of the Jerusalem 
Council and the account of Paul’s visit to Jerusalem in Gal. 2:1-10. In favor of 
these passages as recounting a single historical occasion are Paul’s association 
with Barnabas and a concern about circumcision in both accounts. Arguments 
for the Galatians account as describing a visit to Jerusalem prior to the Council, 
however, are noteworthy. The two visits of Paul to Jerusalem described in 
Galatians (Gal. 1:18-19; 2:1-10) correspond to two visits mentioned by Luke in 
Acts prior to the Council (Acts 9:26-30; 11:30). Most importantly, if Paul were 
aware of the decision of the Apostolic Council prior to writing Galatians, we 
might well expect him to appeal to that decision in order to enhance his 
arguments against the “agitators” in Galatia who advocate circumcision for 
gentile converts (cf. Gal. 5:2, 6, 11-12; 6:12-13, 15), but he does not.

�The importThe importance of thance of the Apostolie Apostolic Council c Council in the lifin the life of the ee of the early Churcarly Church is very h is verh is very greatvery great. A preced. A precedent is creent is created for hated for handling maandling matters of ctters of conflict anonflict and theologid theological controcal ccal controverscontroversy in a civy in a civil, reasonil, reasoned, Spirited, Spirit-led manne-led manner, and a vr, and a vital foundital foundation of Cation of Christian thristiCChristian Christian theology itheology is expresses expressed: salvatid: salvation is by gon is by grace throurace through faith, gh faith, not througnot through human woh huh human workhuman works (Acts 15s (Acts 15:11).:11).:11).

The importance of the Apostolic Council in the life of the early Church is 
very great. A precedent is created for handling matters of conflict and theological 
controversy in a civil, reasoned, Spirit-led manner, and a vital foundation of 
Christian theology is expressed: salvation is by grace through faith, not through 
human works (Acts 15:11).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. N. LongR. N. Longenecker, enecker, Galatians.Galatians. WBC 41 (W WBC 41 (Waco, 1990)aco, 1990), lxxiii-l, lxxiii-lxxxiii; I.xlxxiii-llxxiii-lxxlxxiii-lxxxiii; I. Hxiii; I. H. Marshall. Marshall, , The Acts oThe Acts of the Aposf the Apostles.tles. TNTC (198 TNTC (1980, repr. G0, repr. Grand Rapidrand Rapidrand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1996), 242–596), 242–56.6.6.
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lxxiii-lxxxiii; I. H. Marshall, The Acts of the Apostles. TNTC (1980, repr. Grand 
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APOSTOLIC APOSTOLIC FATHERSFATHERSFATHERS

APOSTOLIC FATHERS

A collectiA collection of earlon of early Christiay Christian writingsn writings held to h held to have been wave been written by ritten by disciples disciples or close aor clor close assoclose associates of ciates of the apostlthe apostles. Usualles. Usually includedy included in the Ap in the Apostolic Faostolic Fathers are thers are the Didachthe Dthe Didache, 1Didache, 1 Clement,  Clement, 2 Clement,2 Clement, Barnabas, Barnabas, the lette the letters of Ignars of Ignatius, the tius, the letter(s) letter(s) of Polycarof Poof Polycarp tPolycarp to the Philo the Philippians, tippians, the Shepherhe Shepherd of Hermad of Hermas, and thes, and the writings  writings of Papias.of Papias. Sometimes So Sometimes Sometimes included aincluded are the Marre the Martyrdom of tyrdom of Polycarp, Polycarp, a work beta work better classiter classified with fied with the early tthe early the early martyr litmartyr literature, aerature, and the Epind the Epistle to Distle to Diognetus, wognetus, which belonhich belongs with thgs with the apologete ape apologeticapologetical literatal literature.ure.ure.

A collection of early Christian writings held to have been written by disciples or 
close associates of the apostles. Usually included in the Apostolic Fathers are the 
Didache, 1 Clement, 2 Clement, Barnabas, the letters of Ignatius, the letter(s) of 
Polycarp to the Philippians, the Shepherd of Hermas, and the writings of Papias. 
Sometimes included are the Martyrdom of Polycarp, a work better classified with 
the early martyr literature, and the Epistle to Diognetus, which belongs with the 
apologetical literature.

�The descriThe description of cption of certain indertain individuals wividuals who were noho were not apostlest apostles as “apost as “apostolic” goesolic” goolic” goes back goes back to the ancto the ancient Churcient Church (e.g., Mh (e.g., Mart. Pol. art. Pol. 1.2), but 1.2), but the modernthe modern designati designation of an aon designatidesignatiodesignation of an acn of an actual grouptual group of writin of writings as Aposgs as Apostolic Fathtolic Fathers deriveers derives from thes from the 17th cent 17 17th centu17th century. A collry. A collection of ection of five of thfive of these authorese authors was publs was published in 1ished in 1672 by Jea672 by Jean Baptisten Bn Baptiste CBaptiste Cotelier, aotelier, and the ternd the term “Apostolm “Apostolic Fathersic Fathers” was appl” was applied by Wilied by William Wake liam Wake liam Wake in 16Wake in 1693 to his 93 to his translatiotranslation of 1 Clen of 1 Clement, Polyment, Polycarp, Ignacarp, Ignatius, Marttius, Martyrdom of Iyrdom of Ignatius, MgnIIgnatius, Ignatius, Martyrdom Martyrdom , Barnabas, Barnabas, Hermas, , Hermas, and 2 Clemand 2 Clement.ent.ent.

The description of certain individuals who were not apostles as “apostolic” 
goes back to the ancient Church (e.g., Mart. Pol. 1.2), but the modern 



designation of an actual group of writings as Apostolic Fathers derives from the 
17th century. A collection of five of these authors was published in 1672 by Jean 
Baptiste Cotelier, and the term “Apostolic Fathers” was applied by William 
Wake in 1693 to his translation of 1 Clement, Polycarp, Ignatius, Martyrdom of 
Ignatius, Martyrdom , Barnabas, Hermas, and 2 Clement.

�The name wThe name was based oas based on the presn the presumed conneumed connection of sction of some of theome of the authors w authors with the apitwwith the awith the apostles, apostles, a presumpti presumption now regon now regarded as uarded as unlikely innlikely in most case most cases. The juss. The justificationtijusjustificatjustification for keion for keeping theseping these works toe works together as gether as a distincta distinctive body oive body of literatuf literature is thatre is tre is that they that they form the eform the earliest noarliest noncanonicalncanonical Christian Christian writings  writings not belongnot belonging to anoing to another classtheanoanother clanother classificatiassification and noton and not associate associated with latd with later hereticer heretical developal developments. Thements. Their dates fir dir dates falldates fall between t between the latter he latter part of thpart of the 1st cente 1st century (Didacury (Didache [?], 1 he [?], 1 Clement) tClement) to the middo theo the middlethe middle of the 2n of the 2nd century d century (Hermas [?(Hermas [?]). As wit]). As with the NT ah the NT authors bututhors but unlike th unlike the apologiseththe apologthe apologists, the ists, the Apostolic Apostolic Fathers weFathers were writingre writing to and fo to and for Christiar Christians.ns.ns.

The name was based on the presumed connection of some of the authors 
with the apostles, a presumption now regarded as unlikely in most cases. The 
justification for keeping these works together as a distinctive body of literature is 
that they form the earliest noncanonical Christian writings not belonging to 
another classification and not associated with later heretical developments. Their 
dates fall between the latter part of the 1st century (Didache [?], 1 Clement) to 
the middle of the 2nd century (Hermas [?]). As with the NT authors but unlike 
the apologists, the Apostolic Fathers were writing to and for Christians.

�These writThese writings were ings were highly reghighly regarded in tarded in the early Che early Church, andhurch, and some hove some hovered on thered ored on the bouon the boundary of cndary of canonicity;anonicity; e.g., the e.g., the biblical  biblical Codex SinaCodex Sinaiticus (4titicus (4th century)h century) included  inclu included Bincluded Barnabas anarnabas and the Shepd the Shepherd, and herd, and Codex AlexCodex Alexandrinus (andrinus (5th centur5th century) includey) includy) included 1included 1 and 2 Cle and 2 Clement. The ment. The works of Cworks of Clement andlement and Ignatius  Ignatius in many rein many respects repspects repspects represent represent charactericharacteristics thatstics that emerged i emerged in Western n Western and Easterand Eastern Christian Christianity respenity respectively. Tcresperespectiverespectively. They hly. They have been tave been the most inhe most influential fluential of the Apoof the Apostolic Fatstolic Fathers, althhers, although thrououghalthalthough talthough through muchrough much of histoh of history this inry this influence cafluence came about pme about pseudonymouseudonymously througsly thrously through exthrough expansions tpansions to Ignatiuso Ignatius’ letters ’ letters and false and false ascriptionascriptions of others of other works to  works to Clement.ClemClement.Clement.Clement.

These writings were highly regarded in the early Church, and some hovered 
on the boundary of canonicity; e.g., the biblical Codex Sinaiticus (4th century) 
included Barnabas and the Shepherd, and Codex Alexandrinus (5th century) 
included 1 and 2 Clement. The works of Clement and Ignatius in many respects 
represent characteristics that emerged in Western and Eastern Christianity 
respectively. They have been the most influential of the Apostolic Fathers, 
although through much of history this influence came about pseudonymously 
through expansions to Ignatius’ letters and false ascriptions of other works to 
Clement.

�The groupiThe grouping togetheng together of the Ar of the Apostolic Fpostolic Fathers is athers is in many rein many respects arbspects arbitrary. Thitrary. arbarbitrary.arbitrary. They over They overlap in datlap in date the latee the later NT writir NT writings (e.g. ngs (e.g. RevelationRevelation) and the ) and the early NT aearlyearly NT aearly NT apocrypha apocrypha and pseudepnd pseudepigrapha (Gigrapha (Gospel of Tospel of Thomas, Goshomas, Gospel of Petpel of Peter; Barnaber; Barner; Barnabas iBarnabas is perhaps s perhaps pseudonymopseudonymous), as weus), as well as the ll as the early apolearly apologists (Quogists (Quadratus, Aadratus, Aristides) rAAristides)Aristides) and acts  and acts of the marof the martyrs (Marttyrs (Mart. Pol., Ac. Pol., Acts of Justts of Justin). They in). They represent represent a variety a varia variety ofvariety of literary  literary types: chutypes: church order rch order (Didache);(Didache); letter (I letter (Ignatius, Pgnatius, Polycarp); olycarp); letter treletter tletter treatise (treatise (1 Clement;1 Clement; Barnabas) Barnabas); sermon (; sermon (2 Clement)2 Clement); apocalyp; apocalypse (Hermasse (Hermas); and per); and per); and perhaps coperhaps commentary (mmentary (Papias). TPapias). They show they show the geographe geographical sprehical spread of Chriad of Christianity: stianity: Rome (HermRRome (HermRome (Hermas, 1 Clemas, 1 Clement, the lent, the latter addratter addressed to Cessed to Corinth), Sorinth), Smyrna (Polmyrna (Polycarp, addycarp, adycarp, addressed addressed to Philippto Philippi), Antioci), Antioch (Ignatiuh (Ignatius, addresss, addressed to citied to cities in Asiaes in Asia), Syria (), Syria (Didache [?Didach((Didache [(Didache [?]), and A?]), and Alexandria lexandria (Barnabas (Barnabas [?]). They[?]). They reflect t reflect the varioushe various religio-c religio-cultural inulturareligio-creligio-cureligio-cultural infltural influences atluences at work in e work in early Chrisarly Christianity: etianity: e.g., the c.g., the compiler ofompiler of the Didac the Did the Didache liDidache lives in theves in the atmospher atmosphere of Judaie of Judaism, but Igsm, but Ignatius is natius is a Hellenisa Hellenist and seest and sees Christ as Chr Christ as Christ as replacing replacing the Jewishthe Jewish heritage. heritage.

The grouping together of the Apostolic Fathers is in many respects 
arbitrary. They overlap in date the later NT writings (e.g. Revelation) and the 
early NT apocrypha and pseudepigrapha (Gospel of Thomas, Gospel of Peter; 
Barnabas is perhaps pseudonymous), as well as the early apologists (Quadratus, 
Aristides) and acts of the martyrs (Mart. Pol., Acts of Justin). They represent a 
variety of literary types: church order (Didache); letter (Ignatius, Polycarp); letter 
treatise (1 Clement; Barnabas); sermon (2 Clement); apocalypse (Hermas); and 
perhaps commentary (Papias). They show the geographical spread of Christianity: 
Rome (Hermas, 1 Clement, the latter addressed to Corinth), Smyrna (Polycarp, 
addressed to Philippi), Antioch (Ignatius, addressed to cities in Asia), Syria 
(Didache [?]), and Alexandria (Barnabas [?]). They reflect the various 
religio-cultural influences at work in early Christianity: e.g., the compiler of the 
Didache lives in the atmosphere of Judaism, but Ignatius is a Hellenist and sees 
Christ as replacing the Jewish heritage.

�Each of thEach of the Apostolie Apostolic Fathers c Fathers representsrepresents some of t some of the distinche distinctive concetive concerns of Chrrns of rns of Christiof Christians of theans of the third gen third generation: meration: matters of atters of instructioinstruction of new cn of new converts, wonverts, worship, anorswworship, aworship, and church nd church organizatiorganization (Didachon (Didache); interne); internal unity (al unity (1 Clement)1 Clement); Christia; Christian living (n ln living (2 living (2 Clement; PClement; Polycarp); olycarp); the relatethe related matter od matter of involvemf involvement in theent in the affairs o affairs of the worlf thef the world the world and availaand availability of bility of repentancerepentance for post- for post-baptismal baptismal sins (Hermsins (Hermas); the ras); the relation toelatrrelation trelation to Jews ando Jews and the place the place of the OT of the OT (Barnabas (Barnabas); false t); false teaching aneaching and how to md how to meet its theemmeet its tmeet its threat (Ignhreat (Ignatius); anatius); and eschatold eschatological expogical expectation (ectation (Papias). FPapias). For the mosor the most part thet part part they part they addressed addressed the practithe practical needs cal needs of Christiof Christian communian communities and nties and not speculaot speculative theoltspeculaspeculativspeculative theologye theology...

Each of the Apostolic Fathers represents some of the distinctive concerns 
of Christians of the third generation: matters of instruction of new converts, 
worship, and church organization (Didache); internal unity (1 Clement); Christian 
living (2 Clement; Polycarp); the related matter of involvement in the affairs of 



the world and availability of repentance for post-baptismal sins (Hermas); the 
relation to Jews and the place of the OT (Barnabas); false teaching and how to 
meet its threat (Ignatius); and eschatological expectation (Papias). For the most 
part they addressed the practical needs of Christian communities and not 
speculative theology.

�For all thFor all their diverseir diversity in perity in personality asonality and concernnd concerns, the Apos, the Apostolic Fatstolic Fathers exhibhers exhibhers exhibit soexhibit some generalme general character characteristics. Thistics. They were eaey were earnest and rnest and pious indipious individuals stviduals struggling trugststrugglingstruggling to preser to preserve the apove the apostolic teastolic teachings in chings in the early the early years afteyears after the livir the living apostolng aposng apostolic apostolic presence wpresence was removedas removed. Not grea. Not great creativet creative thinkers  thinkers themselvesthemselves, they did, they did apply ori diddid apply did apply originalitoriginality to certay to certain traditiin traditional Chrisonal Christian matertian materials. Theyials. They sought to sought to be faithf be fai be faithful tfaithful to the fundo the fundamental Chamental Christian afristian affirmation firmation of the oneof the one God, salv God, salvation in hation in his Son Jesis Sois Son Jesus Son Jesus Christ, anChrist, and the Holyd the Holy Spirit dw Spirit dwelling in elling in the visiblthe visible Church oe Church of believerf believers, whose us, whs, whose unitwhose unity they souy they sought to maight to maintain againtain against variounst various threats.s threats. Although  Although each used each used Scripture ScScripture Scripture in his ownin his own way, ther way, there are manie are manifold citatfold citations of thions of the Bible (ee Bible (especially specially the OT) anthe Othe OT) and a OT) and a common comcommon commitment tomitment to its autho its authority as inrity as interpreted terpreted in the ligin the light of the ht of the coming of ccoming of coming of Christ. ThChrist. They were aley were all very conl very concerned witcerned with the Chrih the Christian lifestian life-style in -style in relation trelarelation trelation to the surro the surrounding woounding world. They rld. They are often are often accused ofaccused of represent representing a falling a falling away fing fallfalling awfalling away from thay from the Pauline e Pauline doctrines doctrines of grace aof grace and faith, nd faith, but this cbut this charge deriharge derives from aves frves from a onefrom a one-sided und-sided understandingerstanding of Paul a of Paul and fails tnd fails to take into take into account o account the situatthe situations in whionssituatsituationssituations in which  in which the respecthe respective Aposttive Apostolic Fatheolic Fathers wrote. rs wrote. For the moFor the most part, tst part, they assumeheytthey assumthey assumed the based the basis of salvis of salvation and ation and addressed addressed its conseqits consequences in uences in the lives the lives of believeof bof believers.believers. They are  They are confessedlconfessedly inferiory inferior to the ap to the apostolic wrostolic writings in itings in spiritual spiritual insight aninsight insight aninsight and inspiratd inspiration, but tion, but this does nhis does not diminisot diminish the signh the significance oificance of their tef their testimony tostimontetestimony testimony to Christito Christian life anan life and thought d thought at a cruciat a crucial time inal time in the Churc the Church’s historh’s history.y.y.

For all their diversity in personality and concerns, the Apostolic Fathers 
exhibit some general characteristics. They were earnest and pious individuals 
struggling to preserve the apostolic teachings in the early years after the living 
apostolic presence was removed. Not great creative thinkers themselves, they 
did apply originality to certain traditional Christian materials. They sought to be 
faithful to the fundamental Christian affirmation of the one God, salvation in his 
Son Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit dwelling in the visible Church of believers, 
whose unity they sought to maintain against various threats. Although each used 
Scripture in his own way, there are manifold citations of the Bible (especially the 
OT) and a common commitment to its authority as interpreted in the light of the 
coming of Christ. They were all very concerned with the Christian life-style in 
relation to the surrounding world. They are often accused of representing a 
falling away from the Pauline doctrines of grace and faith, but this charge derives 
from a one-sided understanding of Paul and fails to take into account the 
situations in which the respective Apostolic Fathers wrote. For the most part, 
they assumed the basis of salvation and addressed its consequences in the lives of 
believers. They are confessedly inferior to the apostolic writings in spiritual 
insight and inspiration, but this does not diminish the significance of their 
testimony to Christian life and thought at a crucial time in the Church’s history.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. J. GoodE. J. Goodspeed, speed, Index PatrIndex Patristicusisticus (1907, re (1907, repr. Peabodpr. Peabody, 1993); y, 1993);y, 1993); R. 1993); R. M. Grant, M. Grant, ed., ed., The ApostoThe Apostolic Fatherlic Fathers,s, vol. 1 (N vol. 1 (New York, 1ew York, 1964); C. N964); C. N. Jefford,. Jeffor. Jefford, Jefford, Reading thReading the Apostolie Apostolic Fathersc Fathers (Peabody, (Peabody, 1996); J. 1996); J. B. Lightf B. Lightfoot, oot, The ApostoThe Apostolic Fatherlic Falic Fathers,Fathers, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Grand RapiGrand Rapids, 1992);ds, 1992); Oxford So Oxford Society of Hciety of Historical istorical Theology, Theology, The New TeThe NThe New TestamNew Testament in theent in the Apostolic Apostolic Fathers Fathers (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1905).1905).1905).
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1993); R. M. Grant, ed., The Apostolic Fathers, vol. 1 (New York, 1964); C. N. 
Jefford, Reading the Apostolic Fathers (Peabody, 1996); J. B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic 
Fathers, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids, 1992); Oxford Society of Historical Theology, The 
New Testament in the Apostolic Fathers (Oxford, 1905).
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APPAIMAPPAIM (Heb.  (Heb. }appayim}appayim)))

APPAIM (Heb. }appayim)

A son of NA son of Nadab and fadab and father of Iather of Ishi; a desshi; a descendant ofcendant of Jerahmeel Jerahmeel of Judah  of Judah (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:30-31).30-2:2:30-31).2:30-31).

A son of Nadab and father of Ishi; a descendant of Jerahmeel of Judah (1 Chr. 
2:30-31).

APPHIAAPPHIA (Gk.  (Gk. ApphiíaApphiía)))

APPHIA (Gk. Apphiía)

A woman toA woman to whom Paul whom Paul’s Epistle’s Epistle to Philem to Philemon was addon was addressed (Phressed (Phlm. 2). Shlm. 2). She is desige is desige is designateddesignated “sister,” “sister,” often tak often taken as indien as indication thacation that she was t she was Philemon’sPhilemon’s wife, but wife, but perhaps i per perhaps inperhaps indicating pdicating primarily hrimarily her positioer position of respen of respect in the ct in the community community (Gk. “the (Gk. “the sister”).sistsister”).sister”).

A woman to whom Paul’s Epistle to Philemon was addressed (Phlm. 2). She is 
designated “sister,” often taken as indication that she was Philemon’s wife, but 
perhaps indicating primarily her position of respect in the community (Gk. “the 
sister”).



APPHUSAPPHUS (Gk.  (Gk. ApphouísApphouís)))

APPHUS (Gk. Apphouís)

Nickname oNickname of Jonathanf Jonathan ( (1616), the you), the youngest son ngest son of Matthiaof Matthias (1 Macc.s (1 Macc. 2:5) and  2:5) and successor successsuccessor successor of Judas Mof Judas Maccabeus.accabeus.

Nickname of Jonathan (16), the youngest son of Matthias (1 Macc. 2:5) and 
successor of Judas Maccabeus.

APPIAN WAYAPPIAN WAY (Lat.  (Lat. Via AppiaVia Appia)))

APPIAN WAY (Lat. Via Appia)

The secondThe second oldest Ro oldest Roman highwaman highway, begun by, begun by Appius Cy Appius Claudius inlaudius in 312  312 B.C.B.C. and event and even and eventuallyeventually stretchin stretching 579 km. g 579 km. (360 mi.) (360 mi.) from Rome from Rome to Brundisto Brundisium (moderium (modern Brindisin Brindisn Brindisi) Brindisi) on the Adron the Adriatic coasiatic coast. With ant. With an average w average width of 5.idth of 5.5 m. (18 f5 m. (18 ft.), theret.), there was space was  was space was space for two wafor two wagons to pagons to pass. It wasss. It was the prime the prime route for route for all land  all land travel bettravel between Rome weebetbetween Robetween Rome and Greme and Greece and poece and points east.ints east. Though no Though not explicitt explicitly mentionly mentioned, this wed, this ed, this was tthis was the road Pahe road Paul took enul took en route to  route to Rome, a faRome, a fact confirmct confirmed by the ed by the mention ofmention of the “Foru ofof the “Foof the “Forum of Apprum of Appius” and “ius” and “Three TaveThree Taverns” (Actsrns” (Acts 28:15). F 28:15). From Puteolrom Puteoli, he wouli, he woui, he would havewould have traveled  traveled 32 km. (2032 km. (20 mi.) to C mi.) to Capua, wherapua, where he coulde he could catch the catch the Via Appia Via Appia Via Appia and Appia and in five orin five or six days  six days traverse ttraverse the remainihe remaining 212 km.ng 212 km. (132 mi.) (132 mi.) to Rome. to Rome. to Rome.

The second oldest Roman highway, begun by Appius Claudius in 312 B.C. and 
eventually stretching 579 km. (360 mi.) from Rome to Brundisium (modern 
Brindisi) on the Adriatic coast. With an average width of 5.5 m. (18 ft.), there 
was space for two wagons to pass. It was the prime route for all land travel 
between Rome and Greece and points east. Though not explicitly mentioned, 
this was the road Paul took en route to Rome, a fact confirmed by the mention 
of the “Forum of Appius” and “Three Taverns” (Acts 28:15). From Puteoli, he 
would have traveled 32 km. (20 mi.) to Capua, where he could catch the Via 
Appia and in five or six days traverse the remaining 212 km. (132 mi.) to Rome.
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APPLEAPPLEAPPLE

APPLE

A fruit trA fruit tree (Heb. ee (Heb. tappu®ah�tappu®ah�), ), Malus sylvMalus sylvestrisestris Mill., kn Mill., known to havown to have been cule been cultivated intivatculcultivatedcultivated in Egypt  in Egypt and Syria and Syria in biblicain biblical times (cl times (cf. Arab. f. Arab. tufa{h�tufa{h�). Carboni). Carbonized remainzed remazed remains ofremains of the fruit the fruit have been have been found in  found in 9th-centur9th-century y B.C.E.B.C.E. debris fr debris from Kadesh-om Kadesh-barnea. SobarnKadesh-Kadesh-barKadesh-barnea. Some nea. Some scholars, scholars, however, chowever, contend thaontend that the “appt the “apples of golles of gold” (Prov. d” (Prov. 25:11) wer225:11) wer25:11) were the aprie the apricot (cot (Prunus armPrunus armeniacaeniaca L.) or a  L.) or a citrus frucitrus fruit. Traditit. Tradition has esion has established tabliesestablisheestablished the appld the apple as the fe as the fruit of thruit of the tree of e tree of knowledge knowledge (Gen. 2); (Gen. 2); however, nhowever, nothing in othnnothing innothing in the narra the narrative suggetive suggests this ists this identificatdentification.ion.ion.

A fruit tree (Heb. tappu®ah� ), Malus sylvestris Mill., known to have been 
cultivated in Egypt and Syria in biblical times (cf. Arab. tufa{h� ). Carbonized 
remains of the fruit have been found in 9th-century B.C.E. debris from 
Kadesh-barnea. Some scholars, however, contend that the “apples of gold” (Prov. 
25:11) were the apricot (Prunus armeniaca L.) or a citrus fruit. Tradition has 
established the apple as the fruit of the tree of knowledge (Gen. 2); however, 
nothing in the narrative suggests this identification.

�This cultiThis cultivated treevated tree (Joel 1:1 (Joel 1:12) bears r2) bears refreshing efreshing fruit (Canfruit (Cant. 2:5), wt. 2:5), which has ahich has a pleasant  p pleasant spleasant smell (7:8)mell (7:8). Since a . Since a mother in mother in labor sitslabor sits under a  under a tappu®ah�tappu®ah� tree, it  tree, it presumablyprespresumablypresumably provided  provided adequate sadequate shade (Canthade (Cant. 8:5).. 8:5).. 8:5).

This cultivated tree (Joel 1:12) bears refreshing fruit (Cant. 2:5), which has a 
pleasant smell (7:8). Since a mother in labor sits under a tappu®ah�  tree, it 
presumably provided adequate shade (Cant. 8:5).

�The term aThe term also occurslso occurs in place  in place names (e.gnames (e.g., Beth-ta., Beth-tappuah, Josppuah, Josh. 15:33) h. 15:33) and the prand the and the properthe proper name Tapp name Tappuah (1 Chruah (1 Chr. 2:43).. 2:43).. 2:43).

The term also occurs in place names (e.g., Beth-tappuah, Josh. 15:33) and 
the proper name Tappuah (1 Chr. 2:43).

Megan BishMegan Bishop Moore/Rop Moore/Randall W. andall W. YounkerYounker

Megan Bishop Moore/Randall W. Younker

AQUEDUCTAQUEDUCTAQUEDUCT

AQUEDUCT

An elevateAn elevated structurd structure, often se, often supported bupported by series oy series of arches, f arches, on which aon which an open chan open channel brougnchachannel brchannel brought wateought water to citier to cities and dry s and dry areas. Theareas. The three poo three pools of Solols of Solomon, ca. 2mon, ca. 21 km. (13 1 221 km. (1321 km. (13 mi.) S of mi.) S of Jerusalem Jerusalem, were con, were connected witnected with the capih the capital by meatal by means of two ns of two aqueducts;aaqueducts;aqueducts; built by  built by Herod the Herod the Great (37–Great (37–4 4 B.C.E.B.C.E.), they we), they were later rre later repaired byepaired by Pontius P Pon Pontius PiPontius Pilate (Joselate (Josephus phus Ant.Ant. 18.3.2[60 18.3.2[60]).]).

An elevated structure, often supported by series of arches, on which an open 
channel brought water to cities and dry areas. The three pools of Solomon, ca. 
21 km. (13 mi.) S of Jerusalem, were connected with the capital by means of two 
aqueducts; built by Herod the Great (37–4 B.C.E.), they were later repaired by 
Pontius Pilate (Josephus Ant. 18.3.2[60]).

AQUILAAQUILA (Gk.  (Gk. AkyélasAkyélas)))



AQUILA (Gk. Akyélas)

�1.1. The husba The husband of Prisnd of Priscilla/Priscilla/Prisca and assca and associate of ociate of Paul. A naPaul. A native of Potive of Pontus, but ntus, butntus, but later but later a residenta resident of Rome,  of Rome, Aquila metAquila met Paul in C Paul in Corinth aftorinth after he, Prier he, Priscilla, anscilla, and other Jed othd other Jewsother Jews had been  had been expelled fexpelled from Rome brom Rome by Claudiusy Claudius (Acts 18: (Acts 18:2-3). Many2-3). Many scholars  scholars scholars ascholars associate tssociate this expulshis expulsion with Sion with Suetonius’ uetonius’ statement statement that the ethat the emperor expmperor expelled Jewseexpexpelled Jexpelled Jews from Rews from Rome due toome due to the insti the instigation of gation of ChrestusChrestus ( (Claud.Claud. 25.4), wh 25.4), which may beich maich may be a rmay be a reference teference to the preao the preaching of Jching of Jesus esus Christos.Christos. Later Aqu Later Aquila moved ila moved to Ephesusto Ephesto Ephesus, wEphesus, where his hhere his home was usome was used as a hoed as a house churchuse church (Acts 18: (Acts 18:26; 1 Cor.26; 1 Cor. 16:19). A 16:19). A 16:19). According According to Acts, hto Acts, he and Prise and Priscilla instcilla instructed Aporucted Apollos “morellos “more accuratel accurately” regardiy” regarding the Wayngregardiregarding regarding the Way (Athe Way (Acts 18:26)cts 18:26), though s, though some scholaome scholars believers believe this to b this to be “pro-Paue “pro-Pauline” propl“pro-Pau“pro-Pauli“pro-Pauline” propagne” propaganda from anda from Luke, who Luke, who knew Apollknew Apollos to be aos to be a rival of  rival of Paul’s in Paul’s in Corinth (cCCorinth (cCorinth (cf. 1 Cor. f. 1 Cor. 1:12; 3:4-1:12; 3:4-9). Later 9). Later Aquila movAquila moved back toed back to Rome, aga Rome, again openingin opening his home  h his home this home to the churo the church (Rom. 1ch (Rom. 16:3-5). So6:3-5). Some have come have concluded thncluded that, as a tat, as a tentmaker, entmaker, ttentmaker,tentmaker, able to m able to move with rove with relative frelative frequency anequency and own a hod own a home large eme large enough for nough fornough for churchfor church gathering gatherings, he was s, he was a man of sa man of some means.ome means.

1. The husband of Priscilla/Prisca and associate of Paul. A native of Pontus, 
but later a resident of Rome, Aquila met Paul in Corinth after he, Priscilla, and 
other Jews had been expelled from Rome by Claudius (Acts 18:2-3). Many 
scholars associate this expulsion with Suetonius’ statement that the emperor 
expelled Jews from Rome due to the instigation of Chrestus (Claud. 25.4), which 
may be a reference to the preaching of Jesus Christos. Later Aquila moved to 
Ephesus, where his home was used as a house church (Acts 18:26; 1 Cor. 16:19). 
According to Acts, he and Priscilla instructed Apollos “more accurately” 
regarding the Way (Acts 18:26), though some scholars believe this to be 
“pro-Pauline” propaganda from Luke, who knew Apollos to be a rival of Paul’s in 
Corinth (cf. 1 Cor. 1:12; 3:4-9). Later Aquila moved back to Rome, again opening 
his home to the church (Rom. 16:3-5). Some have concluded that, as a 
tentmaker, able to move with relative frequency and own a home large enough 
for church gatherings, he was a man of some means.

�2.2. A transla A translator of Hebtor of Hebrew Scriptrew Scriptures into ures into Greek duriGreek during the firng the first quarterst quarter of the 2n of th of the 2nd cethe 2nd century ntury C.E.C.E. A native  A native of Sinope of Sinope in Pontus,in Pontus, he was fi he was first converrst converted to Chrted to Christianity,istChrChristianiChristianity, then Jty, then Judaism. Heudaism. He studied u studied under Rabbinder Rabbi Akiba. Aq Akiba. Aquila’s trauila’s translation wnslation was very lias vas very litervery literal and wasal and was sanctione sanctioned by the sd by the synagogue aynagogue as an alters an alternative to native to the LXX, wthe LXX, which was ihicwwhich was which was increasingincreasingly becominly becoming the Chrig the Christians’ Bistians’ Bible. His tble. His translationranslation exists to exists today only iday totoday onlytoday only in fragme in fragments. Both nts. Both Jerome andJerome and Origen em Origen employed thiployed this translats translation, with ion, with Origen incOOrigen incOrigen including it luding it in his Hexin his Hexapla. Someapla. Some have iden have identified Aqutified Aquila with Oila with Onqelos, thnqelos, the compilere ce compiler ocompiler of the Targf the Targum of the um of the PentateuchPentateuch, but ther, but there is no coe is no consensus onnsensus on this. this. this.

2. A translator of Hebrew Scriptures into Greek during the first quarter of 
the 2nd century C.E. A native of Sinope in Pontus, he was first converted to 
Christianity, then Judaism. He studied under Rabbi Akiba. Aquila’s translation was 
very literal and was sanctioned by the synagogue as an alternative to the LXX, 
which was increasingly becoming the Christians’ Bible. His translation exists 
today only in fragments. Both Jerome and Origen employed this translation, with 
Origen including it in his Hexapla. Some have identified Aquila with Onqelos, the 
compiler of the Targum of the Pentateuch, but there is no consensus on this.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. JellicoS. Jellicoe, e, The SeptuaThe Septuagint and Mgint and Modern Studodern Studyy (1968, re (1968, repr. Winonapr. Winopr. Winona LakWinona Lake, 1993), e, 1993), 76–83.76–83.76–83.

Bibliography. S. Jellicoe, The Septuagint and Modern Study (1968, repr. 
Winona Lake, 1993), 76–83.

J. BradleyJ. Bradley Chance Chance

J. Bradley Chance

ARAR (Heb.  (Heb. {aœr{aœr)))

AR (Heb. {aœr)

A site neaA site near the nortr the northern Moabihern Moabite border,te border, situated  situated at the Arnat the Arnon River (on River (Num. 21:15Num. 21:15Num. 21:15, 28;21:15, 28; Deut. 2:1 Deut. 2:18). The na8). The name (“city”me (“city”) may also) may also refer to  refer to the Moabitthe Moabite territore territory in genery iny in generalin general (Deut. 2: (Deut. 2:9, 29). Ar9, 29). Ar and Kir t and Kir together reogether refer eitherfer either to the tw to the two principao principal sites ofl sitel sites of Msites of Moab or to oab or to Moabite ciMoabite cities in geties in general (Isaneral (Isa. 15:1). A. 15:1). Ar has beenr has been identifie identified with ancd withd with anciewith ancient Rabbathnt Rabbath-moab / Ar-moab / Areopolis (meopolis (modern Rabbodern Rabbah) and reah) and recently witcently with Khirbet h Khirbeh Khirbet Khirbet el-Baœluœ{el-Baœluœ{ (244855), (244855), which bet which better fits tter fits the geographe geographical condhical conditions desitions described in cdesdescribed described in Num. 21in Num. 21:15.:15.:15.

A site near the northern Moabite border, situated at the Arnon River (Num. 
21:15, 28; Deut. 2:18). The name (“city”) may also refer to the Moabite territory 
in general (Deut. 2:9, 29). Ar and Kir together refer either to the two principal 
sites of Moab or to Moabite cities in general (Isa. 15:1). Ar has been identified 
with ancient Rabbath-moab / Areopolis (modern Rabbah) and recently with 
Khirbet el-Baœluœ{ (244855), which better fits the geographical conditions 
described in Num. 21:15.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. MillJ. M. Miller, “The Ier, “The Israelite Jsraelite Journey throurney through (arouough (around) Moab and) Moab and Moabitenaand Moabitand Moabite Toponymye Toponymy,” ,” JBLJBL 108 (1989 108 (1989): 577–95;): 577–95; U. Worshe U. Worshech and F. ch and F. Ninow, “PrNinow, “PrNinow, “Prelimina“Preliminary Report ry Report on the Thion the Third Campaigrd Campaign at the An at the Ancient Sitncient Site of e of el-Balu{el-Balu{ in 1991,” in 199 in 1991,” 1991,” ADAJADAJ 38 (1994) 38 (1994): 195–203.: 195–203.

Bibliography. J. M. Miller, “The Israelite Journey through (around) Moab 
and Moabite Toponymy,” JBL 108 (1989): 577–95; U. Worshech and F. Ninow, 
“Preliminary Report on the Third Campaign at the Ancient Site of el-Balu{ in 
1991,” ADAJ 38 (1994): 195–203.

Friedbert Friedbert NinowNinow

Friedbert Ninow



ARAARA (Heb.  (Heb. }a�raœ}}a�raœ})))

ARA (Heb. }a�raœ} )

A son of JA son of Jether, of ether, of the tribe the tribe of Asher (of Asher (1 Chr. 7:31 Chr. 7:38).8).

A son of Jether, of the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. 7:38).

ARABARAB (Heb.  (Heb. }a�raœb�}a�raœb�)))

ARAB (Heb. }a�raœb� )

A city in A city in the hill cthe hill country of ountry of Judah, SW Judah, SW of Hebron of Hebron (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:52); possi52); possibly the bibly the birthplace orthplabibirthplacebirthplace of Paarai of Paarai “the Arbi “the Arbite” (2 Samte” (2 Sam. 23:35). . 23:35). The site hThe site has been idas been identified aentified as modern s mos modern modern er-Ra®biyeer-Ra®biyehh (153093), (153093), E of Duma E of Dumah (Deir h (Deir ed-Do®mehed-Do®meh).).

A city in the hill country of Judah, SW of Hebron (Josh. 15:52); possibly the 
birthplace of Paarai “the Arbite” (2 Sam. 23:35). The site has been identified as 
modern er-Ra®biyeh (153093), E of Dumah (Deir ed-Do®meh).

ARABAHARABAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�raœb�a®{a�raœb�a®)))

ARABAH (Heb. {a�raœb�a® )

A term traA term translated innslated in some cont some contexts as “dexts as “desert,” “pesert,” “plain,” or lain,” or “wildernes“wilderness.” Its mes.” Its meanings areanimemeanings ameanings are derivedre derived from a sp from a specific plaecific place known ace known as “the Aras “the Arabah,” distbah,” distinguished inguished from generfrfrom generfrom general contextal contexts by the ps by the presence ofresence of the defin the definite articlite article (Josh. 1e (Josh. 11:16), whi1:16), which includech inch included tincluded three majorhree major regions w regions within the ithin the Great RiftGreat Rift Valley. F Valley. First is thirst is the Jordan Ve Jordan Valley, whialleyVValley, whValley, which descenich descends southwads southward along trd along the Jordan he Jordan River fromRiver from the south the southern end ofern end oern end of the Seaof the Sea of Chinne of Chinnereth to threth to the Dead Seae Dead Sea below sea below sea level (De level (Deut. 3:17).ut. 3:17). In refere In reference to thincereferereference reference to this arto this area, the teea, the term is tranrm is translated “plslated “plains,” as ains,” as in “the plin “the plains of Jeains of Jericho” (Joricho” (richo” (Josh. 4:1(Josh. 4:13) and opp3) and opposite themosite them “the plai “the plains of Moabns of Moab” (Num. 33” (Num. 33:49). The :49). The second regsecond regsecond region incregion includes the ludes the Dead Sea aDead Sea and its surnd its surrounding lrounding lowlands. Towlands. The third she third stretch soutretch southward ascthsousouthward southward ascends atascends at first rap first rapidly from idly from the Dead Sthe Dead Sea and theea and then descendsn descends very grad very gradually to sugradgradually gradually to sea levto sea level at the el at the Gulf of ElGulf of Elath. Mentiath. Mention of thison of this third reg third region is assion is associated wiociatedassassociatedassociated with the  with the “Arabah ro“Arabah road,” whichad,” which refers to refers to various r various roads runnioads running along nng along north-southonnorth-soutnorth-south lines uph lines up from Ezio from Ezion-Geber (2n-Geber (2 Sam. 4:7) Sam. 4:7). As a lan. As a land formatiod formation, the Aran, the Arabah createbAraArabah creArabah created a disated a distinct bordtinct border betweener between the land  the land of Israel of Israel and its enand its enemies to temies to the east, Ahe tthe east, the east, Ammon, MoaAmmon, Moab, and Edob, and Edom.m.m.

A term translated in some contexts as “desert,” “plain,” or “wilderness.” Its 
meanings are derived from a specific place known as “the Arabah,” distinguished 
from general contexts by the presence of the definite article (Josh. 11:16), which 
included three major regions within the Great Rift Valley. First is the Jordan 
Valley, which descends southward along the Jordan River from the southern end 
of the Sea of Chinnereth to the Dead Sea below sea level (Deut. 3:17). In 
reference to this area, the term is translated “plains,” as in “the plains of Jericho” 
(Josh. 4:13) and opposite them “the plains of Moab” (Num. 33:49). The second 
region includes the Dead Sea and its surrounding lowlands. The third stretch 
southward ascends at first rapidly from the Dead Sea and then descends very 
gradually to sea level at the Gulf of Elath. Mention of this third region is 
associated with the “Arabah road,” which refers to various roads running along 
north-south lines up from Ezion-Geber (2 Sam. 4:7). As a land formation, the 
Arabah created a distinct border between the land of Israel and its enemies to 
the east, Ammon, Moab, and Edom.

�ParticularParticular character characteristics typistics typify the ecify the ecology and ology and climate ofclimate of each of t each of these threehese threehese three divithree divisions of tsions of the Arabah.he Arabah. Although  Although rainfall irainfall is essentias essentially consislly consistent for etent for each, the Jach, thach, the Jordanthe Jordan Valley is Valley is the most  the most lush alonglush along the river the river and parti and particularly atcularly at its south its southern end, wern enern end, whereend, where springs a springs abound on tbound on the plains he plains of Jerichoof Jericho. In stark. In stark contrast, contrast, a desert  a desert climate chclimclimate chclimate characterizearacterizes the regis the region from thon from the Dead Seae Dead Sea south. It south. Its variatios variations both inns both in geography ge geography geography and climatand climate probablye probably contribut contributed to its ed to its associatioassociation with andn with and occasiona occasional translatl occasionaoccasionaloccasional translati translation as “junon as “jungle” or “tgle” or “thicket” (Jhicket” (Jer. 49:19)er. 49:19), “desert”, “desert” (Isa. 35: (Isa. 35:6), and “p6), and 6), and “plainand “plain” (2 Kgs. ” (2 Kgs. 25:4-5). A25:4-5). As a diverss a diverse landscape landscape, it woule, it would have prod have provided excevided excellent placllenexceexcellent excellent places forplaces for refuge, a refuge, as in the cs in the case of Davase of David’s flighid’s flight from Saut from Saul into thel into the wildernes wilder wildernesswilderness of Maon ( of Maon (1 Sam. 23:1 Sam. 23:24) and Ze24) and Zedekiah’s adekiah’s attempt to ttempt to escape theescape the Chaldeans Chaldean Chaldeans Chaldeans (Jer. 39:4(Jer. 39:4).).).

Particular characteristics typify the ecology and climate of each of these 
three divisions of the Arabah. Although rainfall is essentially consistent for each, 
the Jordan Valley is the most lush along the river and particularly at its southern 
end, where springs abound on the plains of Jericho. In stark contrast, a desert 
climate characterizes the region from the Dead Sea south. Its variations both in 
geography and climate probably contributed to its association with and 
occasional translation as “jungle” or “thicket” (Jer. 49:19), “desert” (Isa. 35:6), 
and “plain” (2 Kgs. 25:4-5). As a diverse landscape, it would have provided 
excellent places for refuge, as in the case of David’s flight from Saul into the 
wilderness of Maon (1 Sam. 23:24) and Zedekiah’s attempt to escape the 
Chaldeans (Jer. 39:4).

Aaron A. BAaron A. Burkeurke

Aaron A. Burke

ARABAH, WAARABAH, WADIDI (Heb.  (Heb. nah�al haœnah�al haœ{a�raœb�a®{a�raœb�a®)))

ARABAH, WADI (Heb. nah�al haœ{a�raœb�a® )

A stream rA stream representinepresenting Israel’sg Israel’s southern  southern boundary iboundary in Amos’ orn Amos’ oracle of doacle of doom (Amos 6om (Amosom (Amos 6:14(Amos 6:14). If iden). If identified wittified with the brooh the brook Zered (Wk Zered (Wadi adi el-H¸esaœel-H¸esaœ), its cro), its crossing by tssing bssing by the Isrby the Israelites maaelites marked the erked the end of theind of their wilderner wilderness wanderiss wanderings (Num. ngs (Num. 21:12; Deu21:12; Deut. 2:13-14tDeuDeut. 2:13Deut. 2:13-14). It m-14). It may be the ay be the same as thsame as the Wadi of e Wadi of the Willowthe Willows (Isa. 15s (Isa. 15:7).:7).

A stream representing Israel’s southern boundary in Amos’ oracle of doom 



(Amos 6:14). If identified with the brook Zered (Wadi el-H¸esaœ), its crossing 
by the Israelites marked the end of their wilderness wanderings (Num. 21:12; 
Deut. 2:13-14). It may be the same as the Wadi of the Willows (Isa. 15:7).

ARABIAARABIAARABIA

ARABIA

A term useA term used to referd to refer to an are to an area at timesa at times encompass encompassing the noing the north Syrianrth Syrian desert (c desert (cf. Paul’s f.(c(cf. Paul’(cf. Paul’s detour “s detour “into Arabiinto Arabia” after ha” after his revelatis revelation, Gal. ion, Gal. 1:17), at 1:17), at times the times the Sinai (theSinai (thSinai (the locat(the location of Mt.ion of Mt. Sinai in  Sinai in “Arabia,” “Arabia,” Gal. 4:25)Gal. 4:25), and anom, and anomalously toalously to gloss Sab gloss Saba in LXX Pa in La in LXX Ps. 72LXX Ps. 72:10, 15. B:10, 15. Biblical Ariblical Arabia was cabia was certainly nertainly not construot construed as the ed as the entirety oentirety of the Arabf thf the Arabiathe Arabian Peninsuln Peninsula, but maya, but may be likene be likened to an upd to an upright pararight parallelogram llelogram extending extending from the ofrofrom the ofrom the oasis of Deasis of Dedan in thedan in the southwest southwest, across t, across to the Jawfo the Jawf oasis at  oasis at the southethe southern end of rnsouthesouthern esouthern end of the nd of the Wadi SirhaWadi Sirhan, up inton, up into the Syria the Syrian desert, n desert, across to across to the borderthe borders of Paless borderborders ofborders of Palestine Palestine and the N and the Negeb, and egeb, and down throudown through the Hijgh the Hijaz. In thiaz. In this respect s respect it was notit it was notit was not dissimila dissimilar to the mr to the much later uch later Roman provRoman province of Arince of Arabia. As fabia. As for the inhor the inhabitants oabiinhinhabitantinhabitants of Arabis of Arabia, both tha, both the biblicale biblical and extra and extrabiblical sbiblical sources, esources, especially tpecially the Neo-Asshe Neohe Neo-AssyriNeo-Assyrian and Neoan and Neo-Babylonia-Babylonian records,n records, make it c make it clear that lear that Arabia wasArabia was populated populate populated populated by a varieby a variety of grouty of groups and conps and contained sedtained sedentary comentary communities lmunities living in civing in cities and iticcities andcities and towns as  towns as well as agwell as agriculturalriculturalists and pists and pastoralistastoralists.s.s.

A term used to refer to an area at times encompassing the north Syrian desert 
(cf. Paul’s detour “into Arabia” after his revelation, Gal. 1:17), at times the Sinai 
(the location of Mt. Sinai in “Arabia,” Gal. 4:25), and anomalously to gloss Saba in 
LXX Ps. 72:10, 15. Biblical Arabia was certainly not construed as the entirety of 
the Arabian Peninsula, but may be likened to an upright parallelogram extending 
from the oasis of Dedan in the southwest, across to the Jawf oasis at the 
southern end of the Wadi Sirhan, up into the Syrian desert, across to the 
borders of Palestine and the Negeb, and down through the Hijaz. In this respect 
it was not dissimilar to the much later Roman province of Arabia. As for the 
inhabitants of Arabia, both the biblical and extrabiblical sources, especially the 
Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian records, make it clear that Arabia was 
populated by a variety of groups and contained sedentary communities living in 
cities and towns as well as agriculturalists and pastoralists.

�A number oA number of the Nortf the North Arabian h Arabian toponyms atoponyms and ethnonynd ethnonyms attestems attested in Neo-Ad in Neo-Ad in Neo-AssyriNeo-Assyrian sourcesan sources can be id can be identified wentified with names ith names mentioned mentioned in the OT in the OT as well. Tas well. Tas well. Thus, the Thus, the people of people of Massa}Massa}  ((uruuruMas{ayya)Mas{ayya) who broug who brought tributeht tribute to Tiglat to Tiglath-pileser h-pileseTiglatTiglath-piTiglath-pileser III leser III are identiare identical with tcal with the OT Masshe OT Massa (Gen. 25a (Gen. 25:14; 1 Chr:14; 1 Chr. 1:30), l. 1:30), listed as aisted llisted as listed as a son of Ia son of Ishmael andshmael and hailing f hailing from a townrom a town not far f not far from Tema, rom Tema, as shown bas shown by the refey ty the referethe reference to a wnce to a war againstar against Massa} ( Massa} (msms[[}}]) in an i]) in an inscriptionnscription from Jaba from Jabal Ghunaym.l Ghunayml Ghunaym. TGhunaym. Tema, an imema, an important oaportant oasis settlesis settlement on thment on the route fre route from Dedan tom Dedan to Dumah (Go Dumao Dumah (GenDumah (Gen. 25:14), . 25:14), itself appitself appears in boears in both Neo-Assth Neo-Assyrian and yrian and Neo-BabyloNeo-Babylonian sourcnian sournian sources sources ((uruuruTemayya),Temayya), as well a as well as in the ls in the list of theist of the sons of I sons of Ishmael (Geshmael (Gen. 25:15; n. 25:15; 1 Chr. 1:31 Ch1 Chr. 1:30;Chr. 1:30; cf. Job 6 cf. Job 6:19; Isa. :19; Isa. 21:14; Jer21:14; Jer. 25:23). . 25:23). The homelaThe homeland of the nd of the “princes o“princes of Kedar” (f Kedf Kedar” (EzKedar” (Ezek. 27:21)ek. 27:21) appears i appears in Neo-Assyn Neo-Assyrian sourcrian sources as es as kurkurQid-ri, Qid-ri, kurkurQi-id-ri, Qi-id-ri, kurkurQií-id-ri,Qií-kurkurQií-id-kurQií-id-ri, ri, kurkurQa-da-ri; Qa-da-ri; it is cleait is clear that ther that the center of center of this regi this region was Dumon was Dumah (Gen. 2ah (Gen. 25:14; Akk.5225:14; Akk25:14; Akk. . uruuruA-du-um-maA-du-um-ma-tu, -tu, uruuruA-du-mu-u,A-du-mu-u,  uruuruA-du-mu-tuA-du-mu-tu) in the J) in the Jawf oasis awf oasis of modern of modeof modern normodern northern Saudthern Saudi Arabia, i Arabia, although Kalthough Kedarite tredarite tribes rangeibes ranged more widd more widely from tely fromely from the bfrom the borders of orders of MesopotamiMesopotamia to the fa to the fringes of ringes of Palestine.Palestine. The  The Idiba}iluIdiba}ilu  ((luíluíIdiba}ilayIdi(luí(luíIdiba}(luíIdiba}ilayya)ilayya) are the A are the Abdeel, onebdeel, one of the so of the sons of Ishmns of Ishmael (Gen. ael (Gen. 25:13; 1 C25:13; 1 Chr. 1:29) hr. 1hr. 1:29) and,1:29) and, according according to LXX Ge to LXX Gen. 25:3, an. 25:3, a son of De son of Dedan. The Hdan. The Hajappa ajappa ((uruuruHayappa®yyHayapp(uru(uruHayapp(uruHayappa®yya)a®yya) can be id can be identified wentified with Ephah ith Ephah (Gen. 25:4(Gen. 25:4; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 1:33), a so:33), a son of Midian soson of Midson of Midian, and sian, and sometimes iometimes identified dentified with the swith the site of Ruwite of Ruwwafa in nowafa in northwesternrthwestern Saudi Ara northwesternnorthwestenorthwestern Saudi Arn Saudi Arabia. Therabia. The inclusion inclusion of Sabaea of Sabaeans ns ((luíluíSaba{ayya)Saba{ayya) among the among the peoples f p peoples frpeoples from the Norom the North Arabianth Arabian desert wh desert who brought o brought tribute totribute to Assyria s Assyria suggests thuggests thuggests the existethe existence of a nnce of a northern Saorthern Saba or, at ba or, at the very lthe very least, of Seast, of Sabaean triabaean tribes in Norbes in North Arabia th Ath Arabia as Arabia as well as inwell as in the south the south...

A number of the North Arabian toponyms and ethnonyms attested in 
Neo-Assyrian sources can be identified with names mentioned in the OT as well. 
Thus, the people of Massa} (uruMas{ayya) who brought tribute to 
Tiglath-pileser III are identical with the OT Massa (Gen. 25:14; 1 Chr. 1:30), 
listed as a son of Ishmael and hailing from a town not far from Tema, as shown by 
the reference to a war against Massa} (ms[}]) in an inscription from Jabal 
Ghunaym. Tema, an important oasis settlement on the route from Dedan to 
Dumah (Gen. 25:14), itself appears in both Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian 
sources (uruTemayya), as well as in the list of the sons of Ishmael (Gen. 25:15; 1 
Chr. 1:30; cf. Job 6:19; Isa. 21:14; Jer. 25:23). The homeland of the “princes of 
Kedar” (Ezek. 27:21) appears in Neo-Assyrian sources as kurQid-ri, kurQi-id-ri, 
kurQií-id-ri, kurQa-da-ri; it is clear that the center of this region was Dumah (Gen. 
25:14; Akk. uruA-du-um-ma-tu, uruA-du-mu-u, uruA-du-mu-tu) in the Jawf oasis of 
modern northern Saudi Arabia, although Kedarite tribes ranged more widely 
from the borders of Mesopotamia to the fringes of Palestine. The Idiba}ilu 
(luíIdiba}ilayya) are the Abdeel, one of the sons of Ishmael (Gen. 25:13; 1 Chr. 
1:29) and, according to LXX Gen. 25:3, a son of Dedan. The Hajappa 
(uruHayappa®yya) can be identified with Ephah (Gen. 25:4; 1 Chr. 1:33), a 
son of Midian, and sometimes identified with the site of Ruwwafa in 
northwestern Saudi Arabia. The inclusion of Sabaeans (luíSaba{ayya) among the 
peoples from the North Arabian desert who brought tribute to Assyria suggests 



the existence of a northern Saba or, at the very least, of Sabaean tribes in North 
Arabia as well as in the south.

�The OT refThe OT refers variouers variously to sly to {a�rab/{a�{a�rab/{a�raœbraœb (Jer. 25: (Jer. 25:24; Ezek. 24; Ezek. 27:21; 2 C27:21; 2 Chr. 9:14; hrCChr. 9:14;Chr. 9:14; Isa. 21:1 Isa. 21:13) or 3) or {arb�iyyiä{arb�iyyiäm/{arb�iä}m/{arb�iä}iäm/{arb�iiäm/{arb�iämäm (2 Chr. 1 (2 Chr. 17:11; 21:17:11; 27:11; 21:16; 22:21:16; 22:1; 26:7; N1; 26:7; Neh. 4:7[MTeh. 4:7[MT 4:1]), i. 4:1]), i.e. “Arabs.e. “Arabs.” It has b” It has been customeen customary eitherary either to identi to i to identify tidentify these as sohese as some sort ofme sort of bedouin,  bedouin, nomads, panomads, pastoralistsstoralists, tent-dwe, tent-dwellers, or llers, or camel-breecamcamel-breecamel-breeders, or tders, or to derive to derive the terms fhe terms from rom {a�raœb�a®{a�raœb�a®,, meaning “ meaning “steppe” orsteppe” orsteppe” or “desertor “desert.” Other s.” Other scholars pocholars point to a nint to a number of cumber of cases (e.g.ases (e.g., Jer. 25:, Jer. 25:24; 2 Chr.24; 2 Chr. 9:14 comp 9:14 9:14 compa9:14 compared with tred with the par. 1 he par. 1 Kgs. 10:15Kgs. 10:15) where a ) where a phrase likphrase like “all thee “all the kings of  kings of {ereb�{er{ereb�{ereb� that dwel that dwell in the dl in the desert” is esert” is opposed toopposed to “all the  “all the kings of kings of {a�raœb�{a�raœb�.” The Heb.” The .” The HebrewThe Hebrew root  root {ereb�,{ereb�, meaning “ meaning “mixture,” mixture,” seems thusseems thus to be use to be used to glossd to gloss  {a�rab�,{a�{a�rab�,{a�rab�, a term fo a term for the Nortr the North Arabian h Arabian desert dwedesert dwellers, whellers, whether sedenther sedentary or motary or mtary or mobile, usmobile, used also ined also in Neo-Assyr Neo-Assyrian accounian accounts of campts of campaigns agaiaigns against Arabianst Arabia  ((kurkurArb-a-a, Arb-a-a(kur(kurArb-a-(kurArb-a-a, a, kurkurAra/i/ub-,Ara/i/ub-,  matmatAribi)Aribi) and the A and the Arabs rabs ((luíluíArba-a-a, Arba-a-a, luíluíArab-),Arab-), and when  and whe and when speakwhen speaking of theing of the tribute b tribute brought to rought to Assyria byAssyria by tribes fr tribes from this reom this region. The gion. The “mixed” na“m“mixed” na“mixed” nature of thture of the e {a�rab�{a�rab� may expla may explain why thein why they are not y are not mentioned mentioned in the OT in the Oin the OT genealoOT genealogies. It igies. It is importans important to rememt to remember, howevber, however, that ter, that these “Arabhese “Arabs” were nos” were ns” were not confinnot confined to Arabed to Arabia, but apia, but appear everypear everywhere fromwhere from the Ferti the Fertile Crescenle Crescent to Mesopt to Mesot to MesopotamiMesopotamia.a.a.

The OT refers variously to {a�rab/{a�raœb  (Jer. 25:24; Ezek. 27:21; 2 
Chr. 9:14; Isa. 21:13) or {arb�iyyiäm/{arb�iä}iäm/{arb�iäm  (2 Chr. 17:11; 
21:16; 22:1; 26:7; Neh. 4:7[MT 4:1]), i.e. “Arabs.” It has been customary either to 
identify these as some sort of bedouin, nomads, pastoralists, tent-dwellers, or 
camel-breeders, or to derive the terms from {a�raœb�a®,  meaning “steppe” 
or “desert.” Other scholars point to a number of cases (e.g., Jer. 25:24; 2 Chr. 
9:14 compared with the par. 1 Kgs. 10:15) where a phrase like “all the kings of 
{ereb�  that dwell in the desert” is opposed to “all the kings of {a�raœb� .” 
The Hebrew root {ereb�,  meaning “mixture,” seems thus to be used to gloss 
{a�rab�,  a term for the North Arabian desert dwellers, whether sedentary or 
mobile, used also in Neo-Assyrian accounts of campaigns against Arabia 
(kurArb-a-a, kurAra/i/ub-, matAribi) and the Arabs (luíArba-a-a, luíArab-), and 
when speaking of the tribute brought to Assyria by tribes from this region. The 
“mixed” nature of the {a�rab�  may explain why they are not mentioned in the 
OT genealogies. It is important to remember, however, that these “Arabs” were 
not confined to Arabia, but appear everywhere from the Fertile Crescent to 
Mesopotamia.

�The importThe importance of Arance of Arabia for tabia for the inhabithe inhabitants of Isants of Israel undourael undoubtedly laybtedly lay less in t less in t less in the wealththe wealth of its he of its herds (cf. trds (cf. the 7700 rahe 7700 rams and 770ms and 7700 male goa0 male goats broughtts brought by the Ar by the Arabians to aArArabians tArabians to Jehoshapo Jehoshaphat, 2 Chrhat, 2 Chr. 17:11; c. 17:11; cf. Ezek. 2f. Ezek. 27:21) than7:21) than in the we in the wealth (e.g.alth (e.g., gold and, gold, gold and sgold and silver, 2 Cilver, 2 Chr. 9:14) hr. 9:14) derived frderived from its posom its position astrition astride the roide the route which ute which linked thelinkelinked thelinked the frankince frankincense-bearinnse-bearing and tradg and trading statesing states of South  of South Arabia, suArabia, such as Sabach as Saba, and the , an, and the Meand the Mediterraneaditerranean world. Fn world. Furthermoreurthermore, it is di, it is difficult tofficult to comprehen comprehend the preod the preoccupation cpreopreoccupatpreoccupation of sucion of successive Necessive Neo-Assyriano-Assyrian monarchs, monarchs, and the e and the extended caxtended campaign in mpaign impaign in the regin the region by Nabion by Nabonidus, ifonidus, if it were o it were only for thnly for the pastorale pastoral and agric and agricultural prultural produce of toducprproduce ofproduce of the area, the area, all of wh all of which was avich was available inailable in Assyria a Assyria and Babylonnd Babylonia. High-qia. High-quality fraualitHigh-qHigh-qualiHigh-quality frankinty frankincense, on cense, on the other the other hand, was hand, was a monopolya monopoly of South  of South Arabia, anArabia, and even if danand even iand even if other sof other sources exisurces existed (e.g.,ted (e.g., Somalia,  Somalia, India) theIndia) these generalse generally producely produced an inferd and an inferioan inferior quality.r quality.

The importance of Arabia for the inhabitants of Israel undoubtedly lay less in 
the wealth of its herds (cf. the 7700 rams and 7700 male goats brought by the 
Arabians to Jehoshaphat, 2 Chr. 17:11; cf. Ezek. 27:21) than in the wealth (e.g., 
gold and silver, 2 Chr. 9:14) derived from its position astride the route which 
linked the frankincense-bearing and trading states of South Arabia, such as Saba, 
and the Mediterranean world. Furthermore, it is difficult to comprehend the 
preoccupation of successive Neo-Assyrian monarchs, and the extended campaign 
in the region by Nabonidus, if it were only for the pastoral and agricultural 
produce of the area, all of which was available in Assyria and Babylonia. 
High-quality frankincense, on the other hand, was a monopoly of South Arabia, 
and even if other sources existed (e.g., Somalia, India) these generally produced 
an inferior quality.

�That “ArabThat “Arabia” was neia” was never unifiever unified politicad politically is patlly is patently cleaently clear from ther from the Neo-Assyr Neo-Assy Neo-AssyriNeo-Assyrian sourcesan sources, for even, for even if severa if several Arabian l Arabian queens arequeens are mentioned mentioned there, no there, no there, nothing sunothing suggests thaggests that any of tt any of them ruled hem ruled over a uniover a unified countfied country identifry identifiable as “iable as “Arabia.” SArab““Arabia.” “Arabia.” Similarly,Similarly, when the  when the Bible refeBible refers to “allrs to “all the kings the kings of Arabia of Arabia” (e.g., 2” (e.g., 2 Chr. 9:14 Chr. 9 Chr. 9:14; cf. 9:14; cf. Peshitta Peshitta malkeä {armalkeä {arbaœyeä;baœyeä; Vulg.  Vulg. reges Arabreges Arabiaeiae) these sh) these should probaould probably be undbly bbly be understbe understood in theood in the sense of  sense of numerous pnumerous petty sheiketty sheikhs, each bhs, each based in onased in one of the te of the towns of Arottowns of Atowns of Arabia and rabia and enjoying tenjoying the allegiahe allegiance of a rnce of a relatively elatively small and small and geographicgeographically circually cally circumscricircumscribed populabed population. The tion. The decentralidecentralized naturezed nature of biblic of biblical Arabia al Arabia accounts faccounts for the mulor ffor the mufor the multitude ofltitude of ethnonyms ethnonyms which can which can be assign be assigned to the ed to the area, and area, and the absencthe absence of a “kieabsencabsence ofabsence of a “king o a “king of all the f all the Arabs,” a Arabs,” a title nevetitle never attestedr attested in the Bi in the Bible, confible, confirms that “rms tharms that “Arabthat “Arabia” never ia” never had a polihad a political meantical meaning.ing.ing.

That “Arabia” was never unified politically is patently clear from the 
Neo-Assyrian sources, for even if several Arabian queens are mentioned there, 
nothing suggests that any of them ruled over a unified country identifiable as 
“Arabia.” Similarly, when the Bible refers to “all the kings of Arabia” (e.g., 2 Chr. 
9:14; cf. Peshitta malkeä {arbaœyeä; Vulg. reges Arabiae) these should probably 
be understood in the sense of numerous petty sheikhs, each based in one of the 
towns of Arabia and enjoying the allegiance of a relatively small and geographically 
circumscribed population. The decentralized nature of biblical Arabia accounts 



for the multitude of ethnonyms which can be assigned to the area, and the 
absence of a “king of all the Arabs,” a title never attested in the Bible, confirms 
that “Arabia” never had a political meaning.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. W. BoweG. W. Bowersock, rsock, Roman ArabRoman Arabiaia (Cambridg (Cambridge, Mass., e, Mass., 1983); I. 1983); I.1983); I. I. Eph{alEph{al, , The AncienThe Ancient Arabst Arabs (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1982); J. 1982); J. Retsö, “ThRetsö, “The Earlieste Earliest Arabs,”  Arabs,” OrientaliaOrientaliaOrientaliaOrientalia Suecana Suecana 38/39 (19 38/39 (1989–1990): 89–1990): 131–39; R.131–39; R. Zadok, “A Zadok, “Arabians inrabians in Mesopotam Mesopotamia during iMesopotamMesopotamiMesopotamia during ta during the Late-Ashe Late-Assyrian, Chsyrian, Chaldean, Acaldean, Achaemenian haemenian and Hellenand Hellenistic Periistic Peristic Periods,” Periods,” ZDMGZDMG 131 (1981 131 (1981): 42–84; ): 42–84; “On Early “On Early Arabians iArabians in the Fertn the Fertile Cresceile Crescent,” nt,” Tel AvivTTel AvivTel Aviv 17 (1990) 17 (1990): 223–31.: 223–31.: 223–31.
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ARADARAD (Heb.  (Heb. {a�rad�{a�rad�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ARAD (Heb. {a�rad� ) (PERSON)

A son of BA son of Beriah and eriah and descendantdescendant of Benjam of Benjamin (1 Chr.in (1 Chr. 8:15). 8:15).

A son of Beriah and descendant of Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:15).

ARADARAD (Heb.  (Heb. {a�raœd�{a�raœd�) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ARAD (Heb. {a�raœd� ) (PLACE)

A city in A city in the Negeb the Negeb desert regdesert region. In thion. In the account e account of the entof the entry of the ry of the IsraelitesIsraelites into the  into into the rinto the region, theegion, the “King of  “King of Arad” is mArad” is mentioned aentioned as fightings fighting against I against Israel (Numsrael (Num. 21:1-3).. 21. 21:1-3). A21:1-3). After an infter an initial defeitial defeat the Israt the Israelites weaelites were victorire victorious and “dous and “destroyed testroyed them and thhem ahem and their and their cities”; tcities”; the place whe place was named Has named Hormah, or ormah, or “destructi“destruction” (cf. Non” (cf. Num. 33:40)um. 33:40). In Josh.. 33:40)33:40). In33:40). In Josh. 12: Josh. 12:14 Arad ap14 Arad appears in apears in a list of k list of kings defeaings defeated by Josted by Joshua. Judg.hua. Judg. 1:16 repo 1:16 r 1:16 reports threports that Kenitesat Kenites joined Ju joined Judahites indahites in settling  settling near Arad.near Arad.

A city in the Negeb desert region. In the account of the entry of the Israelites 
into the region, the “King of Arad” is mentioned as fighting against Israel (Num. 
21:1-3). After an initial defeat the Israelites were victorious and “destroyed them 
and their cities”; the place was named Hormah, or “destruction” (cf. Num. 
33:40). In Josh. 12:14 Arad appears in a list of kings defeated by Joshua. Judg. 1:16 
reports that Kenites joined Judahites in settling near Arad.

�The list oThe list of cities cf cities conquered bonquered by Shishak y Shishak of Egypt (of Egypt (960 960 B.C.E.B.C.E.) includes) includes “the cita “the citadels of Ardcitacitadels ocitadels of Arad thef Arad the Great and Great and Arad of t Arad of the house ohe house of YRHM” — f YRHM” — either theeither the house of  house o house of Yerohamof Yeroham or Jerahm or Jerahmiel. Archaiel. Archaeological eological evidence devidence does not cloes not clarify the arify the identificaidentifications of ttioidentificaidentificaidentifications of ttions of these Aradshese Arads...

The list of cities conquered by Shishak of Egypt (960 B.C.E.) includes “the 
citadels of Arad the Great and Arad of the house of YRHM” — either the house 
of Yeroham or Jerahmiel. Archaeological evidence does not clarify the 
identifications of these Arads.

�Tel Tel {Arad{Arad (162075), (162075), 30 km. (1 30 km. (19 mi.) E o9 mi.) E of Beershebf Beersheba and 32 ka and 32 km. (20 mi.m. (20 mi.) S of Heb) S of H) S of Hebron, haHebron, has retaineds retained the ancie the ancient name. Int name. It is a lart is a large site wige site with a smallth a smaller but proer but pronounced cinounpropronouncedpronounced citadel m citadel mound. The ound. The lower citylower city was excav was excavated betweated between 1964 anen 1964 and 1982 by d 1982d 1982 by Ru1982 by Ruth Amiran.th Amiran. Unfortifi Unfortified settlemed settlements are aents are attested frttested from the Chaom the Chalcolithic lcolithic period to pperiod to period to 2950 (EB I2950 (EB I). The cit). The city walls foy walls fortifying trtifying the site dahe site date to EB Ite to EB II, and encI, and enclose an arlose anlose an area ofan area of 10 ha. (2 10 ha. (25 a.). Pub5 a.). Public and prlic and private builivate buildings incldings including a pauding a palace and tlace and temples havemplesttemples hatemples have been idve been identified, entified, as has a was has a well-built ell-built water resewater reservoir. Thervoir. The city suff city suffered a majered aered a major dea major destruction struction ca. 2800, ca. 2800, but occupabut occupation contition continued untilnued until ca. 2650. ca. 2650. The demis The demise of Canaaedemisdemise of demise of Canaanite Canaanite Arad is prArad is probably to obably to be attribube attributed to dected to declining railining rainfall in tnfall in the area, ahe arhe area, and area, and perhaps asperhaps as well to p well to political uolitical unrest thronrest throughout theughout the Near East Near East...

Tel {Arad (162075), 30 km. (19 mi.) E of Beersheba and 32 km. (20 mi.) S of 
Hebron, has retained the ancient name. It is a large site with a smaller but 
pronounced citadel mound. The lower city was excavated between 1964 and 
1982 by Ruth Amiran. Unfortified settlements are attested from the Chalcolithic 
period to 2950 (EB I). The city walls fortifying the site date to EB II, and enclose 
an area of 10 ha. (25 a.). Public and private buildings including a palace and 
temples have been identified, as has a well-built water reservoir. The city suffered 
a major destruction ca. 2800, but occupation continued until ca. 2650. The 
demise of Canaanite Arad is probably to be attributed to declining rainfall in the 
area, and perhaps as well to political unrest throughout the Near East.

�ExcavationExcavation of the ci of the citadel by Ytadel by Yohanan Ahaohanan Aharoni showsroni shows a gap of  a gap of ca. 1500 yca. 1500 years from ears frears from the afrom the abandonmentbandonment of the EB of the EB city to t city to the buildinhe building of a setg of a settlement intlement in the citad the citadel area cael citadcitadel arcitadel area ca. 120ea ca. 1200. Six suc0. Six successive Ircessive Iron III stron III strata followata followed in the ed in the shape of ashape of a rectangul rectan rectangularectangular fortressr fortress. A temple. A temple or cult c or cult center withenter with a holy of a holy of holies ha holies has been ides been identified hentifiideidentifiedidentified here. Aha here. Aharoni suggeroni suggests that ssts that stratum XI tratum XI was destrowas destroyed by Shiyed by Shishak. Alsoshak. Also on the ci o on the citon the citadel was aadel was an unfortifn unfortified Persiaied Persian settlemen settlement, follownt, followed by Helled by Hellenistic anenistic and Roman fod Rod Roman fortRoman forts. The sits. The site is notabe is notable for havle for having producing produced more osed more ostraca — motraca — mostly Hebrestly Hebrstly Hebrew butHebrew but some Aram some Aramaic — thanaic — than any other any other archaeolo archaeological sitegical site in the an in the ancient biblcient bibcient biblical wbiblical world.orld.orld.

Excavation of the citadel by Yohanan Aharoni shows a gap of ca. 1500 years 
from the abandonment of the EB city to the building of a settlement in the 
citadel area ca. 1200. Six successive Iron III strata followed in the shape of a 
rectangular fortress. A temple or cult center with a holy of holies has been 
identified here. Aharoni suggests that stratum XI was destroyed by Shishak. Also 



on the citadel was an unfortified Persian settlement, followed by Hellenistic and 
Roman forts. The site is notable for having produced more ostraca — mostly 
Hebrew but some Aramaic — than any other archaeological site in the ancient 
biblical world.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. AharoniM. Aharoni, R. Amira, R. Amiran, and O. n, and O. Ilan, “AraIlan, “Arad,” d,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 1: 75–87; 1: 75–87 1: 75–87; Y. 75–87; Y. Aharoni, Aharoni, Arad InscrArad Inscriptionsiptions (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1981); m, 1981); R. Amiran,R. Amiran,  Early AradEarly Arad (Jerusale (Jerusa (Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1978)., 1978)., 1978).

Bibliography. M. Aharoni, R. Amiran, and O. Ilan, “Arad,” NEAEHL 1: 
75–87; Y. Aharoni, Arad Inscriptions (Jerusalem, 1981); R. Amiran, Early Arad 
(Jerusalem, 1978).
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ARAHARAH (Heb.  (Heb. }aœrah�}aœrah�)))

ARAH (Heb. }aœrah� )

�1.1. The oldes The oldest son of Ut son of Ulla of thella of the tribe of  tribe of Asher (1 CAsher (1 Chr. 7:39).hr. 7:39).

1. The oldest son of Ulla of the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. 7:39).

�2.2. An Israel An Israelite whose ite whose descendantdescendants (775, acs (775, according tocording to Ezra 2:5; Ezra 2:5; 652 at Ne 652 at Neh. 7:10) rh. 7:1h. 7:10) retu7:10) returned from rned from the Exile the Exile at the timat the time of Zerube of Zerubbabel. He babel. He is probablis probably the samey the same as the Ar a as the Araas the Arah mentioneh mentioned at Neh. d at Neh. 6:18, whos6:18, whose son Shece son Shecaniah was aniah was the fatherthe father-in-law of-in-law of-in-law of Tobiah of Tobiah the Ammonithe Ammonite.te.

2. An Israelite whose descendants (775, according to Ezra 2:5; 652 at Neh. 
7:10) returned from the Exile at the time of Zerubbabel. He is probably the same 
as the Arah mentioned at Neh. 6:18, whose son Shecaniah was the father-in-law 
of Tobiah the Ammonite.

ARAMARAM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�raœm}a�raœm) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ARAM (Heb. }a�raœm ) (PERSON)

�1.1. One of th One of the sons of e sons of Shem and gShem and grandson ofrandson of Noah; epo Noah; eponymous ancnymous ancestor of testor of the Arameanhtthe Arameathe Arameans (Gen. 1ns (Gen. 10:22-23; 10:22-23; 1 Chr. 1:17 Chr. 1:17).).).

1. One of the sons of Shem and grandson of Noah; eponymous ancestor of 
the Arameans (Gen. 10:22-23; 1 Chr. 1:17).

�2.2. The son o The son of Kemuel af Kemuel and grandsond grandson of Abrahn of Abraham’s brotham’s brother Nahor (er Nahor (Gen. 22:20Gen. 22:20Gen. 22:20-21).22:20-21).

2. The son of Kemuel and grandson of Abraham’s brother Nahor (Gen. 
22:20-21).

�3.3. A son of  A son of Shemer of Shemer of the tribe the tribe of Asher (of Asher (1 Chr. 7:31 Chr. 7:34).4).4).

3. A son of Shemer of the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. 7:34).

�4.4. An ancest An ancestor of Jesuor of Jesus (Matt. 1s (Matt. 1:3-4; Gk. :3-4; Gk. AraémAraém), often r), often rendered “Rendered “Ram” in Engam” in Eam” in English veEnglish versions (cfrsions (cf. Luke 3:3. Luke 3:33; NRSV “A3; NRSV “Arni”).rni”).

4. An ancestor of Jesus (Matt. 1:3-4; Gk. Araém), often rendered “Ram” in 
English versions (cf. Luke 3:33; NRSV “Arni”).

ARAMARAM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�raœm}a�raœm) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ARAM (Heb. }a�raœm ) (PLACE)

The territThe territory of theory of the Arameans, Arameans, comprisin comprising the areag the area from the  from the HÓaburHÓabur triangle  triangle in the Easin tin the East, the East, to the midto the middle Euphradle Euphrates regiontes region, through , through most of Symost of Syria, and sria, and south to thouth to the e Beqa{BBeqa{Beqa{ Valley, D Valley, Damascus, aamascus, and the Golnd the Golan Heightsan Heights. In some . In some occurrenceoccurrences Aram refs Aram refers to thierrefrefers to refers to this area this area in generalin general or at lea or at least to largst to large parts ofe parts of it (most  it (most clearly inclearly in 1 Kgs. 10 1 Kgs. 1 1 Kgs. 10:29 = 2 10:29 = 2 Chr. 1:17,Chr. 1:17, where Sol where Solomon tradeomon trades with thes with the kings of  kings of Aram), butAram), but at other  at other times to sttimes to stimes to specific copecific components (mponents (e.g., Judge.g., Judg. 10:6). I. 10:6). In Amos 9:7n Amos 9:7 it is a g it is a general deseneral designation fignatiodesdesignatiodesignation for the n for the people of people of the regionthe region...

The territory of the Arameans, comprising the area from the HÓabur triangle in 
the East, to the middle Euphrates region, through most of Syria, and south to the 
Beqa{ Valley, Damascus, and the Golan Heights. In some occurrences Aram 
refers to this area in general or at least to large parts of it (most clearly in 1 Kgs. 
10:29 = 2 Chr. 1:17, where Solomon trades with the kings of Aram), but at other 
times to specific components (e.g., Judg. 10:6). In Amos 9:7 it is a general 
designation for the people of the region.

�Use of theUse of the term corr term corresponds toesponds to the fact  the fact that Aram that Aram never becanever became a largeme a large unified s unif unified stunified state, but rate, but rather consather consisted of visted of various entarious entities. Onlities. Only in the ly in the late 9th ceate 9th century ntury B.C.E.BB.C.E.B.C.E., under th, under the leadershe leadership of Hazaip of Hazael, did Arel, did Aram-Damascuam-Damascus dominates dominate most of A most of Aram and evramAAram and eAram and even rivallven rivalled Assyriaed Assyria. The regi. The regional divisonal division of Araion of Aram is reflem is reflected in thcted in the compounde coe compound ncompound names desigames designating thenating the area, the area, the main city main city, or the l, or the local dynasocal dynasty:ty:ty:

Use of the term corresponds to the fact that Aram never became a large 
unified state, but rather consisted of various entities. Only in the late 9th century 
B.C.E., under the leadership of Hazael, did Aram-Damascus dominate most of 
Aram and even rivalled Assyria. The regional division of Aram is reflected in the 
compound names designating the area, the main city, or the local dynasty:

�Paddan-araPaddan-aram: m: Region aloRegion along the roang the road (Akk. d (Akk. paddanu)paddanu) through t through the he HÓaburHÓaburHÓaburHÓabur triangle, triangle, to Haran  to Haran at the Balat the Balikh River,ikh River, and on to and on to the Euphr the Euphrates.ates.ates.

Paddan-aram: Region along the road (Akk. paddanu) through the 



HÓabur triangle, to Haran at the Balikh River, and on to the Euphrates.

�Aram-naharAram-naharaim: aim: Western paWestern part of Paddrt of Paddan-aram (can-aram (cf. Gen. 24f. Gen. 24:10) and a:10) and areas alongreasaareas alonareas along the greag the great bend of t bend of the Euphrathe Euphrates (cf. Dtes (cf. Deut. 23:4[eut. 23:4[MT 5]; JudMT 5]; Judg. 3:8). Ig. 3:8). In Num. 23:n Nun Num. 23:7;Num. 23:7; Judg. 3:1 Judg. 3:10; Hos. 120; Hos. 12:12(13) th:12(13) the general e general term Aram term Aram designatesdesignates this area this area...

Aram-naharaim: Western part of Paddan-aram (cf. Gen. 24:10) and 
areas along the great bend of the Euphrates (cf. Deut. 23:4[MT 5]; Judg. 3:8). In 
Num. 23:7; Judg. 3:10; Hos. 12:12(13) the general term Aram designates this area.

�Most stateMost states of theses of these two regio two regions were nans were named after med after the rulingthe ruling dynasty o dynasty or the capir the r the capitathe capital, e.g., Gl, e.g., Gozan (2 Kgozan (2 Kgs. 17:6; 1s. 17:6; 19:12), Har9:12), Haran (cf. Gean (cf. Gen. 11:31; n. 11:31; 29:4), Pet29:4), Pethor (cf. Nhor (cfhor (cf. Num. (cf. Num. 22:5; Deut22:5; Deut. 23:4[5]). 23:4[5]); Bit-Adin; Bit-Adini (cf. 2 Ki (cf. 2 Kgs. 19:12;gs. 19:12; Amos 1:5) Amos 1:5)...

Most states of these two regions were named after the ruling dynasty or 
the capital, e.g., Gozan (2 Kgs. 17:6; 19:12), Haran (cf. Gen. 11:31; 29:4), Pethor 
(cf. Num. 22:5; Deut. 23:4[5]); Bit-Adini (cf. 2 Kgs. 19:12; Amos 1:5).

�Aram-zobahAram-zobah, , also callealso called Aram-betd Aram-beth-rehob (ah-rehob (after the ffter the founding dyounding dynasty): Conasty): Conasty): ComprisingComprising the  the Beqa{Beqa{ Valley of Valley of Lebanon,  Lebanon, stretchingstretching partly al partly along the Orong the Orontes, dowontes, dowontes, down to Hadown to Hamath, and math, and into the Ainto the Anti-Lebanonti-Lebanon Mountainn Mountains, possibls, possibly also to y also to the Euphrathe Euphrthe Euphrates Euphrates (cf. 2 Sam(cf. 2 Sam. 8:3, 9).. 8:3, 9). In the 10 In the 10th centuryth century Aram-zoba Aram-zobah became ph became part of Araart of Aram-DamascusmAraAram-DamasAram-Damascus, but tcus, but the name Zohe name Zobah is stibah is still found ill found in Assyriann Assyrian lists fro lists from ca. 700 m ca. 700 as the namasas the namas the name of an Ase of an Assyrian prosyrian province in tvince in the he Beqa{Beqa{...

Aram-zobah, also called Aram-beth-rehob (after the founding dynasty): 
Comprising the Beqa{ Valley of Lebanon, stretching partly along the Orontes, 
down to Hamath, and into the Anti-Lebanon Mountains, possibly also to the 
Euphrates (cf. 2 Sam. 8:3, 9). In the 10th century Aram-zobah became part of 
Aram-Damascus, but the name Zobah is still found in Assyrian lists from ca. 700 
as the name of an Assyrian province in the Beqa{.

�Aram-DamasAram-Damascus: cus: According According to 1 Kgs. to 1 Kgs. 11:23-24, 11:23-24, some time some time after Daviafter David’s defeatd’s dd’s defeat of defeat of Aram-zobahAram-zobah, Rezon se, Rezon seized powerized power at Damasc at Damascus. Damascus. Damascus thus beus thus became Aramecame Acame Aramean muAramean much as Jeruch as Jerusalem had salem had become Isrbecome Israelite thraelite through Davidough David. Aram-Dam. Aram-Damascus becaascus Aram-DamAram-DamasAram-Damascus becamecus became the most  the most powerful spowerful state in sotate in southern Syruthern Syria. In theia. In the 9th and 8 9th and 9th and 8th ceand 8th centuries itnturies it initiated initiated and led c and led coalitions oalitions against Asagainst Assyria. In syria. In the last tthe last third of thhird of third of the 9th anthe 9th and into thed into the early 8th early 8th century,  century, Aram-DamasAram-Damascus foughtcus fought and captu and captured parts red parts red parts of Iparts of Israel, notsrael, notably the Gably the Golan Heigholan Heights (cf. 2 ts (cf. 2 Kgs. 10:32Kgs. 10:32-33 and th-33 and the Tell Dane Tell Dan inscripti insc inscriptioinscription). Under n). Under the reign the reign of Hazael of Hazael (ca. 842–8(ca. 842–800) Aram-D00) Aram-Damascus beamascus became an emcame an ecame an empire domempire dominating lainating large parts rge parts of Syria aof Syria and Palestind Palestine. Hazaelne. Hazael even cros even crossed the Eused the Euphrates tophEuEuphrates Euphrates to attack to attack Assyria. AAssyria. Assyria recssyria recaptured Daaptured Damascus in mascus in 732. Aram-732. Aram-Damascus rDamascusAram-Aram-DamasAram-Damascus represcus represents the Aents the Aramean powramean power in the er in the OT, where OT, where it is ofteit is often simply cn simpln simply calsimply called Aram.led Aram.led Aram.

Aram-Damascus: According to 1 Kgs. 11:23-24, some time after David’s 
defeat of Aram-zobah, Rezon seized power at Damascus. Damascus thus became 
Aramean much as Jerusalem had become Israelite through David. 
Aram-Damascus became the most powerful state in southern Syria. In the 9th 
and 8th centuries it initiated and led coalitions against Assyria. In the last third of 
the 9th and into the early 8th century, Aram-Damascus fought and captured 
parts of Israel, notably the Golan Heights (cf. 2 Kgs. 10:32-33 and the Tell Dan 
inscription). Under the reign of Hazael (ca. 842–800) Aram-Damascus became an 
empire dominating large parts of Syria and Palestine. Hazael even crossed the 
Euphrates to attack Assyria. Assyria recaptured Damascus in 732. 
Aram-Damascus represents the Aramean power in the OT, where it is often 
simply called Aram.

�Aram-maacaAram-maacah h and and Geshur: Geshur: Small statSmall states in Tranes in Transjordan, bsjordan, between Mt.etween Mt. Hermon an He Hermon andHermon and the Yarmo the Yarmouk River, uk River, mentioned mentioned only in thonly in the OT. Arame OT. Aram-maacah si-maacah sided with Aded wded with Aram-with Aram-zobah agaizobah against David nst David (2 Sam. 10(2 Sam. 10:6, 8). Ge:6, 8). Geshur was ashur was apparently pparently S of Aram-S of AramS of Aram-maacaAram-maacah. Maacah,h. Maacah, daughter  daughter of Geshur’of Geshur’s king Tals king Talmai, marrimai, married David aed David and was thend was thnd was the motherthe mother of Absalo of Absalom (2 Sam. m (2 Sam. 3:3; cf. 13:3; cf. 13:37–38). 3:37–38). The ArameaThe Aramean characten character of Aram-r of Aramr of Aram-maacaAram-maacah and Geshh and Geshur is dispur is disputed, but uted, but in 2 Sam. in 2 Sam. 15:8 Geshu15:8 Geshur is explir is explicitly callcitly called a part edcallcalled a pcalled a part of Araart of Aram.m.m.

Aram-maacah and Geshur: Small states in Transjordan, between Mt. 
Hermon and the Yarmouk River, mentioned only in the OT. Aram-maacah sided 
with Aram-zobah against David (2 Sam. 10:6, 8). Geshur was apparently S of 
Aram-maacah. Maacah, daughter of Geshur’s king Talmai, married David and was 
the mother of Absalom (2 Sam. 3:3; cf. 13:37–38). The Aramean character of 
Aram-maacah and Geshur is disputed, but in 2 Sam. 15:8 Geshur is explicitly 
called a part of Aram.

�The ArameaThe Aramean state ofn state of  Sam}al/Ya}Sam}al/Ya}udiudi, modern Z, modern Zinjirli ininjirli in southeast southeastern Turkeyern Turkeern Turkey, caTurkey, ca. 100 km. . 100 km. (62 mi.) W(62 mi.) W of the be of the bend of the nd of the Euphrates,Euphrates, has yield has yielded importaed important documennimportaimportant important documents documents but is notbut is not mentioned mentioned in the OT in the OT...

The Aramean state of Sam}al/Ya}udi, modern Zinjirli in southeastern 
Turkey, ca. 100 km. (62 mi.) W of the bend of the Euphrates, has yielded 
important documents but is not mentioned in the OT.
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ARAMAICARAMAIC (Heb.  (Heb. }a�ramiît�}a�ramiît�)))

ARAMAIC (Heb. }a�ramiît� )

A NorthwesA Northwest Semitic t Semitic language clanguage closely rellosely related to Heated to Hebrew. Wellbrew. Well attested  attested in multiplin multiple dialectsemultiplmultiple dmultiple dialects anialects and extremeld extremely long-livy long-lived (moderned (modern Aramaic d Aramaic dialects arialects are spoken te spoken to this dayotto this dato this day in partsy in parts of the Mi of the Middle East ddle East and elsewhand elsewhere), its ere), its importanceimportance for bibli for biblical studiecal stcal studies castudies cannot be ovnnot be overemphasizeremphasized. Portioed. Portions of the ns of the OT (Dan. 2OT (Dan. 2:4-7:28; E:4-7:28; Ezra 4:8-6:zra 4:8-6:8; 7:12-2684:8-6:4:8-6:8; 74:8-6:8; 7:12-26; Je:12-26; Jer. 10:11; r. 10:11; Gen. 31:47Gen. 31:47 [two word [two words only]), s only]), and indiviand individual wordsdual words and phras and and phraseand phrases in the Ns in the NT are presT are preserved in aerved in an Aramaic n Aramaic original. original. Aramaic waAramaic was the succs the successor to Aesuccsuccessor successor to Akkadiato Akkadian as the in as the internationnternational languagal language of commue of communication anication and diplomand diplomand diplomacy diplomacy in the ancin the ancient Near ient Near East for mEast for much of theuch of the latter ha latter half of the lf of the 1st millen1st millennium niummillenmillenniummillennium  B.C.E.B.C.E., and was , and was a major spa major spoken languoken language duringage during the emerg the emergence of Chence of ChristianityristChChristianiChristianity and rabty and rabbinic Judabinic Judaism. As suism. As such it had ch it had a marked ia marked influence onfluence on late Bibn late Biblical and licalBibBiblical aBiblical and Rabbinind Rabbinic Hebrew. c Hebrew. Two of theTwo of the major anc major ancient transient translations oflations of the OT ar the OT are composedearare composare composed in Aramed in Aramaic — the aic — the Syriac Syriac Peshit�taPeshit�ta and the J and the Jewish Targewish Targums, as arums, as are significearare signifare significant porticant portions of boions of both the Babth the Babylonian anylonian and Palestind Palestinian Talmudian Talmuds and the s and the entire litententire litentire literary corperary corpus of Syrius of Syriac Christiac Christianity. Lasanity. Lastly, Aramatly, Aramaic textualic textual sources p sources preserve a reserppreserve apreserve a wealth of wealth of invaluabl invaluable comparate comparative materiive material from alal from all historicl historical periodsal periods that touc tha that touchthat touch on a wide on a wide range of  range of subjects, subjects, such as lisuch as linguistics,nguistics, history,  history, literatureliterature, epistolo, episto, epistologrepistolography, reliaphy, religion, integion, international rnational relations,relations, and legal and legal theory an theory and practiced practices.s.s.

A Northwest Semitic language closely related to Hebrew. Well attested in 
multiple dialects and extremely long-lived (modern Aramaic dialects are spoken 
to this day in parts of the Middle East and elsewhere), its importance for biblical 
studies cannot be overemphasized. Portions of the OT (Dan. 2:4-7:28; Ezra 
4:8-6:8; 7:12-26; Jer. 10:11; Gen. 31:47 [two words only]), and individual words 
and phrases in the NT are preserved in an Aramaic original. Aramaic was the 
successor to Akkadian as the international language of communication and 
diplomacy in the ancient Near East for much of the latter half of the 1st 
millennium B.C.E., and was a major spoken language during the emergence of 
Christianity and rabbinic Judaism. As such it had a marked influence on late 
Biblical and Rabbinic Hebrew. Two of the major ancient translations of the OT 
are composed in Aramaic — the Syriac Peshit�ta  and the Jewish Targums, as 
are significant portions of both the Babylonian and Palestinian Talmuds and the 
entire literary corpus of Syriac Christianity. Lastly, Aramaic textual sources 
preserve a wealth of invaluable comparative material from all historical periods 
that touch on a wide range of subjects, such as linguistics, history, literature, 
epistolography, religion, international relations, and legal theory and practices.

�For classiFor classificatory pficatory purposes, Aurposes, Aramaic mayramaic may be divide be divided into fivd into five principae principal phases ol phases l phases or phases or periods.periods.

For classificatory purposes, Aramaic may be divided into five principal 
phases or periods.

Old AramaiOld Aramaicc

Old Aramaic

This is thThis is the earlieste earliest phase of  phase of Aramaic, tAramaic, the lower lhe lower limit of whimit of which is conich is conventionallventionally marked by mary marked by marked by the fall othe fall of the Neo-f the Neo-Assyrian EAssyrian Empire (ca.mpire (ca. 612). Rel 612). Relatively featively few inscriptw inscriptions, writioninscriptinscriptioinscriptions, writtens, written on stonen on stone or on oth or on other imperiser imperishable matehable materials, havrials, have survivede survived from this fr from this from this period. Buperiod. But this scat this scarcity of wrcity of written remritten remains belieains belies the trues the true importanc importance of Aramae ofe of Aramaicof Aramaic in this p in this period, as eriod, as it was eveit was eventually adntually adopted as topted as the internahe international lantional language of dguagelanlanguage olanguage of diplomacf diplomacy (cf. 2 Ky (cf. 2 Kgs. 18:26)gs. 18:26). Linguist. Linguistically, maically, many of the ny of the features wfeatures which come hich chich come to chcome to characterizearacterize later Ara later Aramaic dialemaic dialects are oncts are only just emly just emerging in erging in this earlythis early phase of  pha phase of tphase of the languaghe language. Howevere. However, four inn, four innovative liovative linguistic fnguistic features haeatures have been idve been identified wentididentifiedidentified which are which are shared by shared by the early the early inscripti inscriptions and byons and by all succe all succeeding Arameding Aramaic dialecaic AramAramaic diAramaic dialects: 1)alects: 1) change of change of vocalic * vocalic *aan n to *to *rr in words  in words such as such as brbr “son” (cf “son” (cf. Heb. . Heb.. Heb. Heb. beän,beän, Ugar.  Ugar. bn,bn, Phoen.  Phoen. bn;bn; cf. also  cf. also the words the words for “daughfor “daughter” and “ter” and “two” in latwo” in later dialectlalater diallater dialects); 2) ects); 2) leveling tleveling through of hrough of the endingthe ending *- *-naœnaœ for the 1 for the 1st person st person plural; 3)plural; 3)plural; 3) creatio3) creation of the cn of the causative-rausative-reflexive seflexive stem *tem *hittaqtal;hittaqtal; and 4) co and 4) complete losmplete loss of the ns of the niphal stemipnniphal steniphal stem. These sm. These shared innohared innovations covations constitute Anstitute Aramaic as ramaic as a genetic a genetic sub-branchsub-branch of Northw sub-branchsub-branchsub-branch of Northw of Northwest Semitiest Semitic, alongsic, alongside Ugaritide Ugaritic and Canac and Canaanite. In anite. In addition, addition, the Proto-thethe Proto-the Proto-Semitic phSemitic phonemic invonemic inventory rementory remains basicains basically in plally in place in thiace in this early phs early phase, thougasephphase, thophase, though, owingugh, owing to the us to the use of the 2e of the 22-letter C2-letter Canaanite aanaanite alphabet, slphabet, some grapheome graphemes stand mgraphegraphemes graphemes stand for stand for more than more than one phonemone phoneme: e: qq =  = qq and  and d�; zd�; z =  = zz and  and d�; sûd�; sû =  = = = sû, sí,sû, sí, and  and t�; s�t�; s� =  = s�s� and  and t��t�� [= [=z�z� ];  ]; h�h� =  = h�h� and  and h˙; {h˙; { =  = {{ and  and gí.gí. Otherwise Oth Otherwise,Otherwise, the Arama the Aramaic of thisic of this phase is  phase is marked by marked by a general a general lack of stlack of standardizatandardization and byionstandardizatstandardizstandardization and ation and by dialectby dialectical diverical diversity. Amonsity. Among the earlg the earliest inscriest inscriptions ariptions are the bilie the e the bilingthe bilingual Akkadiual Akkadian-Aramaican-Aramaic stela fro stela from Tell Fakm Tell Fakhariya andhariya and the Tell  the Tell Dan stela,Dan stela, both of w bot both of whboth of which date fich date from the mirom the mid-9th centd-9th century. The lury. The latter withatter with its refer its reference to thence to the “House oe “e “House of “House of David” David” (bytdwd)(bytdwd) provides  provides the first the first extrabibliextrabiblical referecal reference to thence to the Davidic d Davidic  Davidic dyDavidic dynasty. Othnasty. Other notableer notable Old Arama Old Aramaic inscripic inscriptions incltions include the Zaude the Zakur inscrikur inscription, a sptinscriinscriptioinscription, a stelan, a stela whose con whose content strontent strongly resembgly resembles that oles that of the biblf the biblical Psalmical Psalms of Thanks of s of Thanksgof Thanksgiving, theiving, the Sefire Tr Sefire Treaty, whiceaty, which is a gooh is a good source fd source for West Seor West Semitic cursmitic curses, and thescurscurses, ancurses, and the Hadad the Hadad and Panad and Panammu inscrimmu inscriptions, whptions, which represich represent a veryent a very idiosyncr idiosyncr idiosyncraidiosyncratic Old Artic Old Aramaic dialamaic dialect utilizect utilized by the ed by the kings of akings of ancient ncient Sam}alSam}al (modern Z (modern  (modern Zi(modern Zinjirli).njirli).

This is the earliest phase of Aramaic, the lower limit of which is conventionally 
marked by the fall of the Neo-Assyrian Empire (ca. 612). Relatively few 
inscriptions, written on stone or on other imperishable materials, have survived 
from this period. But this scarcity of written remains belies the true importance 
of Aramaic in this period, as it was eventually adopted as the international 
language of diplomacy (cf. 2 Kgs. 18:26). Linguistically, many of the features which 
come to characterize later Aramaic dialects are only just emerging in this early 
phase of the language. However, four innovative linguistic features have been 
identified which are shared by the early inscriptions and by all succeeding 

Aramaic dialects: 1) change of vocalic *aaan to *r in words such as br “son” (cf. 
Heb. beän, Ugar. bn, Phoen. bn; cf. also the words for “daughter” and “two” in 
later dialects); 2) leveling through of the ending *-naœ for the 1st person plural; 
3) creation of the causative-reflexive stem *hittaqtal; and 4) complete loss of the 
niphal stem. These shared innovations constitute Aramaic as a genetic 
sub-branch of Northwest Semitic, alongside Ugaritic and Canaanite. In addition, 
the Proto-Semitic phonemic inventory remains basically in place in this early 



phase, though, owing to the use of the 22-letter Canaanite alphabet, some 
graphemes stand for more than one phoneme: q = q and d�; z  = z and d�; sû  
= sû, sí, and t�; s�  = s�  and t��  [=z�  ]; h�  = h�  and h˙; { = { and gí. 
Otherwise, the Aramaic of this phase is marked by a general lack of 
standardization and by dialectical diversity. Among the earliest inscriptions are 
the bilingual Akkadian-Aramaic stela from Tell Fakhariya and the Tell Dan stela, 
both of which date from the mid-9th century. The latter with its reference to the 
“House of David” (bytdwd) provides the first extrabiblical reference to the 
Davidic dynasty. Other notable Old Aramaic inscriptions include the Zakur 
inscription, a stela whose content strongly resembles that of the biblical Psalms 
of Thanksgiving, the Sefire Treaty, which is a good source for West Semitic 
curses, and the Hadad and Panammu inscriptions, which represent a very 
idiosyncratic Old Aramaic dialect utilized by the kings of ancient Sam}al 
(modern Zinjirli).

Official AOfficial Aramaicramaic

Official Aramaic

This phaseThis phase of Aramai of Aramaic, which ec, which ends ca. 20nds ca. 200, represe0, represents a formnts a form of the la of the language whinguage which is highcwhiwhich is hwhich is highly stanighly standardized adardized and strikinnd strikingly homogegly homogenized. It nized. It is in thisis in this period th period that the invat theat the inventthe inventory of feaory of features whictures which comes toh comes to character characterize all laize all later Aramaiter Aramaic dialectsc dialects is stabil is s is stabilizedstabilized. Such fea. Such features incltures include the seude the series of phries of phoneme mergoneme mergers which ers which differentidifferentiates the catedifferentidifferentidifferentiates the cates the consonantalonsonantal inventory inventory of Offici of Official Aramaical Aramaic and later and later dialects  dialects from that fromfrom that from that of Old Araof Old Aramaic (maic (d� > {; d�d� > {; d� > d; t� > > d; t� > t; t�� [= t; t�� [= z�] > t�; z�] > t�; hÓ > h�;  hÓ >  hÓ > h�; gí >> h�; gí > { { ), the fe ), the feminine pluminine plural jussivral jussive from e from yiqteïlaœnyiqteïlaœn,, the peal  the peal infinitiveinfinitive form  fo form form miqtal,miqtal, the femin the feminine pluraline plural nominal e nominal ending -nding -aœn,aœn, and the r and the realizationealization of the ca of the ca of the category ocategory of definitef definiteness as thness as the suffixale suffixal ending - ending -aœ}.aœ}. The name  The name Official AOfficial Aramaic (orramaic (orramaic (or Imperi(or Imperial Aramaical Aramaic) arises b) arises because thiecause this dialect s dialect is used this used throughout troughout the Neo-Babhe Neo-Babylonian anylNeo-BabNeo-BabyloNeo-Babylonian and, nian and, most especmost especially, theially, the Persian e Persian empires. Thmpires. The textual e textual remains frremains from this peofrfrom this from this period areperiod are scattered scattered across a  across a large geoglarge geographical rraphical region (Egyegion (Egypt, Arabiapt, Arabia, Palestin, Pa, Palestine,Palestine, Syria, Me Syria, Mesopotamia,sopotamia, Asia Mino Asia Minor, Armeniar, Armenia, and the , and the Indus VallIndus Valley) and reey) and represent a prrerepresent represent a wide spea wide spectrum of gctrum of genres (letenres (letters, legaters, legal contractl contracts and deeds and deeds, literars, literary texts, iy tey texts, inctexts, incantations,antations, monumenta monumental inscriptl inscriptions), whiions), which suggestch suggests that whas that what has survt has survived must ivesurvsurvived msurvived must represust represent only aent only a fraction  fraction of what orof what originally eiginally existed. Thxisted. The greateste greatest number of num number of number of textual fitextual finds come fnds come from Egypt,rom Egypt, where the where the dry clima dry climate is veryte is very conducive conducive conducive conducive to the preto the preservation servation of papyrusof papyrus and leath and leather, and byer, and by far the m far the most signifost significant of ticansignifsignificansignificant of the Et of the Egyptian figyptian finds is thends is the archive f archive from the Jerom the Jewish militwish military colonyary colony at Elepha at Ele at ElephantinElephantine. It conse. It consists chiefists chiefly of lettly of letters, varioers, various kinds ous kinds of legal dof legal documents, acuments, and fragmennd fragnd fragments fragments of literarof literary texts. Ty texts. The Aramaiche Aramaic material  material from the bfrom the book of Ezrook of Ezra probablya probably dates fro d dates fromdates from this peri this period as wellod as well..

This phase of Aramaic, which ends ca. 200, represents a form of the language 
which is highly standardized and strikingly homogenized. It is in this period that 
the inventory of features which comes to characterize all later Aramaic dialects is 
stabilized. Such features include the series of phoneme mergers which 
differentiates the consonantal inventory of Official Aramaic and later dialects 
from that of Old Aramaic (d� > {; d� > d; t� > t; t�� [= z�] > t�; hÓ 
> h�; gí > {  ), the feminine plural jussive from yiqteïlaœn, the peal infinitive 
form miqtal, the feminine plural nominal ending -aœn, and the realization of the 
category of definiteness as the suffixal ending -aœ}. The name Official Aramaic 
(or Imperial Aramaic) arises because this dialect is used throughout the 
Neo-Babylonian and, most especially, the Persian empires. The textual remains 
from this period are scattered across a large geographical region (Egypt, Arabia, 
Palestine, Syria, Mesopotamia, Asia Minor, Armenia, and the Indus Valley) and 
represent a wide spectrum of genres (letters, legal contracts and deeds, literary 
texts, incantations, monumental inscriptions), which suggests that what has 
survived must represent only a fraction of what originally existed. The greatest 
number of textual finds come from Egypt, where the dry climate is very 
conducive to the preservation of papyrus and leather, and by far the most 
significant of the Egyptian finds is the archive from the Jewish military colony at 
Elephantine. It consists chiefly of letters, various kinds of legal documents, and 
fragments of literary texts. The Aramaic material from the book of Ezra probably 
dates from this period as well.



Middle AraMiddle Aramaicmaic

Middle Aramaic

This perioThis period dates rod dates roughly fromughly from ca. 200  ca. 200 B.C.E.B.C.E. to 200  to 200 C.E.C.E. and repre and represents a phsents a phase of thease ofase of the lanof the language in wguage in which the shich the standardizetandardized dialect d dialect begins to begins to break downbreak down into reco into recognizable rgnrecorecognizabrecognizable regionale regional dialectsl dialects, a develo, a development inflpment influenced, nouenced, no doubt, by doubt, by the repla the replacement of cemreplareplacemenreplacement of Aramat of Aramaic by Greeic by Greek as the ak as the administratdministrative languaive language of the ge of the Near East Near East during thedduring theduring the Hellenist Hellenistic and Romic and Roman periodsan periods. Major ep. Major epigraphic figraphic finds come inds come from Palmyfrom Palmyfrom Palmyra, tPalmyra, the Arab kihe Arab kingdom of Pngdom of Petra (Nabaetra (Nabatean), Hattean), Hatra, and Qura, and Qumran. The mran. The Palmyrene PalmyrenPalmyrene Palmyrene texts are texts are an especiaan especially rich slly rich source for ource for onomasticaonomastica and infor and information abomation about the uaboabout the about the marzeäah�marzeäah� celebrati celebration. At Qumon. At Qumran most oran most of the nonsf the nonsectarian eectarian extrabiblicxtrabieextrabibliextrabiblical texts cal texts are in Araare in Aramaic, inclmaic, including the uding the Genesis ApGenesis Apocryphon aocryphon and the Tarnd the Targum of JobguTarTargum of Targum of Job. The AJob. The Aramaic porramaic portions of ttions of the book ofhe book of Daniel co Daniel come from thme from this period,is periodis period, asperiod, as do the is do the isolated Araolated Aramaic wordsmaic words and phras and phrases in the es in the Greek textGreek texts of Joseps of Josephus and thhJosepJosephus aJosephus and the NT nd the NT and the leand the legal formulgal formulas found ias found in early ran early rabbinic soubbinic sources. Somerces. Some of the Ta SomeSome of thSome of the Targums e Targums (Onkelos a(Onkelos and Jonathand Jonathan) and then) and the Aramaic m Aramaic material inaterial in Demotic s Demoti Demotic scDemotic script preseript preserved in Parved in Papyrus Amhepyrus Amherst 63 mayrst 63 may date from date from this peri this period as wellod as welod as well.well.

This period dates roughly from ca. 200 B.C.E. to 200 C.E. and represents a phase 
of the language in which the standardized dialect begins to break down into 
recognizable regional dialects, a development influenced, no doubt, by the 
replacement of Aramaic by Greek as the administrative language of the Near East 
during the Hellenistic and Roman periods. Major epigraphic finds come from 
Palmyra, the Arab kingdom of Petra (Nabatean), Hatra, and Qumran. The 
Palmyrene texts are an especially rich source for onomastica and information 
about the marzeäah�  celebration. At Qumran most of the nonsectarian 
extrabiblical texts are in Aramaic, including the Genesis Apocryphon and the 
Targum of Job. The Aramaic portions of the book of Daniel come from this 
period, as do the isolated Aramaic words and phrases in the Greek texts of 
Josephus and the NT and the legal formulas found in early rabbinic sources. 
Some of the Targums (Onkelos and Jonathan) and the Aramaic material in 
Demotic script preserved in Papyrus Amherst 63 may date from this period as 
well.

Late AramaLate Aramaicic

Late Aramaic

This phaseThis phase dates rou dates roughly from ghly from 200 200 C.E.C.E. to the be to the beginning ofginning of the Islam the Islamic conquesic conquest (ca. 700t (cat (ca. 700) (ca. 700) and represand represents the ments the most abundaost abundantly attesntly attested corported corpora of litera of literature and ature and inscriptioinsinscriptioinscriptions in Aramns in Aramaic. Late aic. Late Aramaic maAramaic may be dividy be divided into thed into three main bree main branches: 1ranches: 1) a Wester) 11) a Weste1) a Western (Palestrn (Palestinian) brainian) branch, consinch, consisting of Jsting of Jewish Paleewish Palestinian Arstinian Aramaic (incamaic (including theludin(inc(including(including the diale the dialects of thects of the Palestini Palestinian Talmud an Talmud and Targumand Targums), Christs), Christian Palestian Palestinian AraminianPalestPalestiniaPalestinian Aramaic,n Aramaic, and Samar and Samaritan Aramaitan Aramaic; 2) an ic; 2) an Eastern (BEastern (Babylonian)abylonian) branch, c branch, consisting oncconsistingconsisting of the Ar of the Aramaic of tamaic of the Babylonhe Babylonian Talmudian Talmud and Manda and Mandaic, the laic, the language of nguage of a non-Chria a non-Chria non-Christian gnosstian gnostic sect ftic sect from southerom southern Babylonrn Babylonia; and 3)ia; and 3) literary  literary Syriac, coSyriac, consisting onsistcoconsistingconsisting of the li of the liturgical lturgical literature iterature of Syriac of Syriac ChristianiChristianity. Syriacty. Syriac is the be is the best-attestest-attested Aramaic dbest-attestebest-attesbest-attested Aramaited Aramaic dialect.c dialect. In the Ea In the Eastern dialstern dialects, the ects, the imperfect imperfect verb formsverb forms are marke are are markedare marked by a pref by a prefixed ixed l-,l-, while in  while in Syriac theSyriac the same form same form is marked is marked by a pref by a prefixed ixed prefprefixed prefixed n-.n-. Both cont Both contrast with rast with the prefixthe prefixed ed y-y- of earlie of earlier dialectsr dialects. Other li. Other linguistic fnguistic features cheffeatures cfeatures characterisharacteristic of Lattic of Late Aramaic e Aramaic have been have been noted as wnoted as well, incluell, including a decding a decline in thlinedecdecline indecline in the absol the absolute and coute and construct stnstruct states of thates of the noun, ine noun, increase in crease in the use ofthe use of the posse the  the possesthe possessive pronosive pronoun un dil-,dil-, replaceme replacement of intent of internal passirnal passives with pves with prefixed refixed }t-}t- forms, an form forms, andforms, and heavy Gre heavy Greek influenek influence.ce.

This phase dates roughly from 200 C.E. to the beginning of the Islamic conquest 
(ca. 700) and represents the most abundantly attested corpora of literature and 
inscriptions in Aramaic. Late Aramaic may be divided into three main branches: 
1) a Western (Palestinian) branch, consisting of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic 
(including the dialects of the Palestinian Talmud and Targums), Christian 
Palestinian Aramaic, and Samaritan Aramaic; 2) an Eastern (Babylonian) branch, 
consisting of the Aramaic of the Babylonian Talmud and Mandaic, the language of 
a non-Christian gnostic sect from southern Babylonia; and 3) literary Syriac, 
consisting of the liturgical literature of Syriac Christianity. Syriac is the 
best-attested Aramaic dialect. In the Eastern dialects, the imperfect verb forms 
are marked by a prefixed l-, while in Syriac the same form is marked by a 
prefixed n-. Both contrast with the prefixed y- of earlier dialects. Other linguistic 
features characteristic of Late Aramaic have been noted as well, including a 
decline in the absolute and construct states of the noun, increase in the use of 
the possessive pronoun dil-, replacement of internal passives with prefixed }t- 
forms, and heavy Greek influence.

Modern AraModern Aramaicmaic

Modern Aramaic

Several (NSeveral (Neo-)Aramaieo-)Aramaic dialectsc dialects are spoke are spoken today. Tn today. These incluhese include de Ma}lulaMa}lula (a town N (a town  (a town NE oftown NE of Damascus) Damascus), Turoyo a, Turoyo and nd Mlah�soMlah�so (spoken i (spoken in southeasn southeastern Turketern Turkey), Neo-Syy), Ny), Neo-SyriacNeo-Syriac (original (originally spoken ly spoken in parts oin parts of Kurdistaf Kurdistan, but nown, but now widely sc widely scattered), attered), and Neo-Maandand Neo-Maand Neo-Mandaic (spondaic (spoken in souken in southern Iraqthern Iraq and weste and western Iran).rn Iran).rn Iran).

Several (Neo-)Aramaic dialects are spoken today. These include Ma}lula (a 



town NE of Damascus), Turoyo and Mlah�so  (spoken in southeastern Turkey), 
Neo-Syriac (originally spoken in parts of Kurdistan, but now widely scattered), 
and Neo-Mandaic (spoken in southern Iraq and western Iran).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. K. Beyer, K. Beyer, The AramaiThe Aramaic Languagec Language: Its Dist: Its Distribution aribution and Subdivind SubdivisionssionSubdiviSubdivisioSubdivisionsns (Göttinge (Göttingen, 1986); n, 1986); J. A. FitzJ. A. Fitzmyer, “Themyer, “The Phases of Phases of the Arama the Aramaic Languagic Language,” eLanguagLanguage,”Language,”  A WanderinA Wandering Arameang Aramean (Missoula (Missoula, 1979), 5, 1979), 57–84; repr7–84; repr. . The SemitiThe Semitic Backgrouc Backgroc BackgroundBackground of the Ne of the New Testamenw Testamentt (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1997pids, 1997), 57–84; ), 57–84; J. HuehnerJ. Huehnergard, “Remgard, “Regard, “Remarks o“Remarks on the Clasn the Classificationsification of the No of the Northwest Serthwest Semitic Langmitic Languages,” inuages,” in  The BalaamThe BalaThe Balaam TexBalaam Texts from Dets from Deir }Alla Rir }Alla Re-Evaluatee-Evaluated,d, ed. J. Ho ed. J. Hoftijzer anftijzer and G. van dd G. van der Kooij (er dder Kooij der Kooij (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1991), 282–991), 282–93; E. Y. 93; E. Y. Kutscher, Kutscher, “Aramaic,”“Aramaic,” in  in Hebrew andHebrew and Aramaic S Aramai Aramaic StAramaic Studies,udies, ed. Kutsc ed. Kutscher et al.her et al. (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1977), m, 1977), 90–155.90–155.90–155.
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ARAMEANSARAMEANS (Heb.  (Heb. }a�rammiîm}a�rammiîm)))

ARAMEANS (Heb. }a�rammiîm )

The designThe designation for ation for a large nua large number of pember of peoples who oples who spoke relaspoke related dialected dialects of the ts of the West SemitWWest SemitWest Semitic languagic language known ase known as Aramaic.  Aramaic. The ArameaThe Aramean peoples n peoples flourishedflourished from the  from t from the late 2the late 2nd millennnd millennium ium B.C.E.B.C.E. in Syria, in Syria, and sprea and spread southeasd southeastward intotward into Mesopotam Mesopotamia and souiMesopotamMesopotamiMesopotamia and souta and southwestward hwestward into centrinto central and soual and southern Syrithern Syria during ta during the early 1he early he early 1st early 1st millenniummillennium. The Aram. The Aramean statesean states of Zobah, of Zobah, Damascus, Damascus, Beth-reho Beth-rehob, Geshur,b, Geshub, Geshur, anGeshur, and Maacah id Maacah in southernn southern Syria pla Syria played importyed important roles ant roles in the hisin the history of bitory of biblical Isrblibibiblical Ibiblical Israel. Whisrael. While they nele they never coalesver coalesced into aced into a single la single large politirge political or culcal or cultural entitural entural entity, thentity, the Arameanse Arameans played an played an important important part in N part in Near Easterear Eastern history.n history.

The designation for a large number of peoples who spoke related dialects of the 
West Semitic language known as Aramaic. The Aramean peoples flourished from 
the late 2nd millennium B.C.E. in Syria, and spread southeastward into 
Mesopotamia and southwestward into central and southern Syria during the 
early 1st millennium. The Aramean states of Zobah, Damascus, Beth-rehob, 
Geshur, and Maacah in southern Syria played important roles in the history of 
biblical Israel. While they never coalesced into a single large political or cultural 
entity, the Arameans played an important part in Near Eastern history.

�The IsraelThe Israelites felt ites felt a close cua close cultural relltural relationship ationship with the Awith the Arameans anrameans and described described described described it in the it in the traditionstraditions preserved preserved in the bo in the book of Geneok of Genesis. In Gesis. In Gen. 22:21 An. 22:21 Aram, the eramAAram, the Aram, the eponymous eponymous ancestor oancestor of the Aramf the Arameans, is deans, is described aescribed as the grans the grandson of Nadson of Ndson of Nahor, AbrNahor, Abraham’s broaham’s brother, whilther, while in the Te in the Table of Naable of Nations in Gtions in Gen. 10:22 en. 10:22 Aram is saAram is said to be oisasaid to besaid to be one of th one of the sons of e sons of Shem. In GShem. In Gen. 25:20;en. 25:20; 31:20 Abr 31:20 Abraham’s relaham’s relatives Betatives Bethuel and LhuBetBethuel anBethuel and Laban ard Laban are called Ae called Arameans, arameans, and Jacob hnd Jacob himself is imself is called a “called a “wandering wandering Aramean” iArAramean” iAramean” in Deut. 26n Deut. 26:5. These :5. These traditionstraditions of family of family relations relationships must hips must be seen inbe seen in the conte th the contexthe context of genert of general belief al belief expressed expressed in Genesisin Genesis that Isra that Israel was relel was related by blated by blood to mosood blblood to mblood to most of theost of the Semitic-s Semitic-speaking pepeaking peoples arouoples around them (wnd them (with the exith the exception ofception oception of the Canof the Canaanites). aanites). They do noThey do not provide t provide us with sius with significant gnificant historicalhistorical insight i insight into the conto thnto the complethe complex origins x origins of the varof the various ethniious ethnic groups ic groups in Syria-Pan Syria-Palestine.lestine.lestine.

The Israelites felt a close cultural relationship with the Arameans and 
described it in the traditions preserved in the book of Genesis. In Gen. 22:21 
Aram, the eponymous ancestor of the Arameans, is described as the grandson of 
Nahor, Abraham’s brother, while in the Table of Nations in Gen. 10:22 Aram is 
said to be one of the sons of Shem. In Gen. 25:20; 31:20 Abraham’s relatives 
Bethuel and Laban are called Arameans, and Jacob himself is called a “wandering 
Aramean” in Deut. 26:5. These traditions of family relationships must be seen in 
the context of general belief expressed in Genesis that Israel was related by 
blood to most of the Semitic-speaking peoples around them (with the exception 
of the Canaanites). They do not provide us with significant historical insight into 
the complex origins of the various ethnic groups in Syria-Palestine.

�The ArameaThe Arameans are prens are presumably thsumably the descendae descendants of thents of the Amorite p Amorite peoples whoeoples who lived in  l lived in Slived in Syria durinyria during the firsg the first half of t half of the 2nd mithe 2nd millennium. llennium. But the eaBut the earliest clerliest clear referenar referar referencesreferences to people to people called Ar called Arameans onlameans only occur iny occur in Assyrian  Assyrian texts fromtexts from the late  the late 12th and e1212th and e12th and early 11th arly 11th centuries.centuries. Tiglath-p Tiglath-pileser I fileser I fought a seought a series of baries of battles at tttles at that time what timhat time with time with Aramean trAramean tribes alongibes along the cours the course of the Me of the Middle Euphiddle Euphrates Riverates River in the Mr in the Mr in the Mt. BishriMt. Bishri region of region of Syria. By Syria. By the late  the late 11th and e11th and early 10th arly 10th centuries,centuries, several A several Aramean starameAAramean stAramean states had eates had emerged in merged in Upper MesoUpper Mesopotamia anpotamia and in Syriad in Syria, includin, including Bir-zamag Bir-zamg Bir-zamaniBir-zamani, , Biät-bahiaBiät-bahianini, , Biät-h˙aluBiät-h˙alupepe, and Laqu, and Laqu on the Ti on the Tigris and gris and HÓaburHÓabur Rivers,  R Rivers, Rivers, Biät-adiniBiät-adini along the along the Great Ben Great Bend of the Ed of the Euphrates Ruphrates River, Yahaiver, Yahan (later cn (later called alleccalled called Biät-agusiBiät-agusi) W of ) W of Biät-adiniBiät-adini, and , and Sam}alSam}al, a small , a small city-statecity-state known bec known because of thaubecbecause ofbecause of the large the large number of number of inscripti inscriptions found ons found at the sitat the site. Hamath,e. Hamath, in centra in central Syria, al Syl Syria, appSyria, apparently haarently had a mixed d a mixed populationpopulation of Aramea of Arameans and Anans and Anatolians. Itolians. In southernn southern Syria two southernsouthern Ssouthern Syria two oyria two other Aramether Aramean states,an states, Aram-zoba Aram-zobah and Aramh and Aram-Damascus,-Damascus, became im beca became impbecame important polortant political powitical powers, the fers, the former in tormer in the 10th cehe 10th century, thentury, the latter in latter in the 9th a th the 9th anthe 9th and 8th centd 8th centuries. A nuries. A number of Aumber of Aramean triramean tribes also mbes also migrated soigrated southward inuthward inuthward into Mesopinto Mesopotamia in otamia in the late 2the late 2nd millennnd millennium.ium.ium.

The Arameans are presumably the descendants of the Amorite peoples who 
lived in Syria during the first half of the 2nd millennium. But the earliest clear 
references to people called Arameans only occur in Assyrian texts from the late 
12th and early 11th centuries. Tiglath-pileser I fought a series of battles at that 
time with Aramean tribes along the course of the Middle Euphrates River in the 
Mt. Bishri region of Syria. By the late 11th and early 10th centuries, several 
Aramean states had emerged in Upper Mesopotamia and in Syria, including 



Bir-zamani, Biät-bahiani, Biät-h˙alupe, and Laqu on the Tigris and HÓabur 
Rivers, Biät-adini along the Great Bend of the Euphrates River, Yahan (later 
called Biät-agusi) W of Biät-adini, and Sam}al, a small city-state known 
because of the large number of inscriptions found at the site. Hamath, in central 
Syria, apparently had a mixed population of Arameans and Anatolians. In 
southern Syria two other Aramean states, Aram-zobah and Aram-Damascus, 
became important political powers, the former in the 10th century, the latter in 
the 9th and 8th centuries. A number of Aramean tribes also migrated southward 
into Mesopotamia in the late 2nd millennium.

�Israel camIsrael came into cone into conflict withflict with Aram-zoba Aram-zobah during Dh during David’s reiavid’s reign in the gn in the late 11th late 11thlate 11th or ea11th or early 10th crly 10th century. Whentury. When Zobah, en Zobah, apparentlyapparently the domin the dominant politiant political power cal powercal power in tpower in the region he region at the timat the time, intervee, intervened in a cned in a conflict beonflict between Ammotween Ammon and Isran and Israel, David’eIsraIsrael, DaIsrael, David’s armyvid’s army fought th fought them to a stem to a stalemate (2alemate (2 Sam. 10:1 Sam. 10:15-19 = 1 C5-19 = 1 Chr. 19:16-hr. 19:16-19). Meeti1919:16-19:16-19).19:16-19). Meeting a Meeting again at thgain at the site of e site of Helam, IsrHelam, Israel defeatael defeated the armed the army of Zobahy of Zobah and broug an and broughand brought many of t many of the latterthe latter’s allies ’s allies into Israeinto Israel’s orbit.l’s orbit. A third b A third battle descattle described in 2ribed inribed in 2 Sam. in 2 Sam. 8 may be a8 may be a variant v variant version of ersion of the battlethe battle of Helam, of Helam, but is mo but is more likely re likely an accountan acan account ofaccount of a final b a final battle betwattle between the tween the two states io states in which Zon which Zobah was debah was decisively dcisively defeated. Iefeddefeated. defeated. It never aIt never again playegain played a major d a major role in Syrole in Syro-Palestiro-Palestinian histonian history.ry.ry.

Israel came into conflict with Aram-zobah during David’s reign in the late 
11th or early 10th century. When Zobah, apparently the dominant political 
power in the region at the time, intervened in a conflict between Ammon and 
Israel, David’s army fought them to a stalemate (2 Sam. 10:15-19 = 1 Chr. 
19:16-19). Meeting again at the site of Helam, Israel defeated the army of Zobah 
and brought many of the latter’s allies into Israel’s orbit. A third battle described 
in 2 Sam. 8 may be a variant version of the battle of Helam, but is more likely an 
account of a final battle between the two states in which Zobah was decisively 
defeated. It never again played a major role in Syro-Palestinian history.

�By the earBy the early 9th cenly 9th century Aram-tury Aram-Damascus hDamascus had emergedad emerged as a form as a formidable powidable power, attackerpowpower, attpower, attacking noracking northern Israthern Israel during el during the reign the reign of Baasha of Baasha (1 Kgs. 15(1 Kgs. 15:16-22) an:16-22) and leading d led leading a leading a 12-state c12-state coalition (oalition (including including Israel undIsrael under Ahab) aer Ahab) against thegainst the invasion  invasion of northerof norof northern Snorthern Syria by Shyria by Shalmaneser almaneser III of AssIII of Assyria in 85yria in 853 (cf. the3 (cf. the inscripti inscriptions of Shaons of Shalmaneser ilmaneShaShalmaneseShalmaneser in r in ANET,ANET, 278–81).  278–81). In three cIn three confrontationfrontations with Sons with Shalmaneserhalmaneser (853, 848 (853, 848 (853, 848, 843),848, 843), Hadadezer Hadadezer of Aram-D of Aram-Damascus anamascus and the coald the coalition heldition held back the  back the Assyrian aAssyrian Assyrian aAssyrian army. Shortrmy. Shortly thereafly thereafter (ca. 8ter (ca. 842/841) Ha42/841) Hazael, a uszael, a usurper, seiurper, seized the thzed the throne in Daronththrone in throne in Damascus (Damascus (cf. 2 Kgs.cf. 2 Kgs. 8:7-15) a 8:7-15) and the coand the coalition collition collapsed. Halapsed. Hazael was fzael was forced to forcfforced to forced to fight alonfight alone against e against ShalmaneseShalmaneser III threr III three additione additional times (al times (841, 838, 841, 838, 837), but 837),837), but 837), but was never was never fully defefully defeated. Afteated. After Shalmaner Shalmaneser turnedser turned his atten his attention elsewtion elsewhere, Hazaheelsewelsewhere,elsewhere, Hazael pr Hazael proceeded tooceeded to create an create an empire ar empire around Damasound Damascus, domincus, dominating virtating vating virtually virtually all the stall the states southates south of Damasc of Damascus, includus, including Israeling Israel and Judah and Judah (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 10:32-33; 10:32-3110:32-33; 10:32-33; 12:17-18).12:17-18). For ca. 4 For ca. 40 years Da0 years Damascus wasmascus was at the pe at the peak of its ak of its power.power.power.

By the early 9th century Aram-Damascus had emerged as a formidable 
power, attacking northern Israel during the reign of Baasha (1 Kgs. 15:16-22) and 
leading a 12-state coalition (including Israel under Ahab) against the invasion of 
northern Syria by Shalmaneser III of Assyria in 853 (cf. the inscriptions of 
Shalmaneser in ANET, 278–81). In three confrontations with Shalmaneser (853, 
848, 843), Hadadezer of Aram-Damascus and the coalition held back the 
Assyrian army. Shortly thereafter (ca. 842/841) Hazael, a usurper, seized the 
throne in Damascus (cf. 2 Kgs. 8:7-15) and the coalition collapsed. Hazael was 
forced to fight alone against Shalmaneser III three additional times (841, 838, 
837), but was never fully defeated. After Shalmaneser turned his attention 
elsewhere, Hazael proceeded to create an empire around Damascus, dominating 
virtually all the states south of Damascus, including Israel and Judah (2 Kgs. 
10:32-33; 12:17-18). For ca. 40 years Damascus was at the peak of its power.

�The tablesThe tables were turn were turned, howeveed, however, early ir, early in the 8th n the 8th century, wcentury, when Hazaelhen Hazael’s son Bir’s son’s son Bir-hason Bir-hadad lost tdad lost the empire he empire his fatherhis father had creat had created. Israeled. Israel regained  regained its indepeits independence in ndenindepeindependenindependence in a sece in a series of baries of battles durittles during the reing the reign of Kinggn of King Joash (2  Joash (2 Kgs. 13:22Kgs. 13:22-25) and a-25)13:2213:22-25) 13:22-25) and actualand actually dominatly dominated Damascued Damascus for a whs for a while duringile during the reign the reign of Jerobo of Jeroboam II (14:aJeroboJeroboam IJeroboam II (14:28).I (14:28). Eventuall Eventually Damascusy Damascus, like the, like the other sta other states of Syrtes of Syria, was ania, was annexed intonexanannexed inannexed into the Assto the Assyrian Empiyrian Empire and losre and lost its statt its status as an ius as an independentndependent state. state. state.

The tables were turned, however, early in the 8th century, when Hazael’s 
son Bir-hadad lost the empire his father had created. Israel regained its 
independence in a series of battles during the reign of King Joash (2 Kgs. 
13:22-25) and actually dominated Damascus for a while during the reign of 
Jeroboam II (14:28). Eventually Damascus, like the other states of Syria, was 
annexed into the Assyrian Empire and lost its status as an independent state.

�The ArameaThe Arameans’ primarns’ primary culturaly cultural contribut contribution to ancion to ancient Near ient Near Eastern ciEastern civilizationvilizaticicivilizaticivilization was itson was its language  language and scriptand script. Aramaic . Aramaic came to became to be the predo the predominant lanminant language of Sgualanlanguage olanguage of Syria eaf Syria early in therly in the 1st mille 1st millennium, butnnium, but it spread it spread from ther from there across te across the Near Eahe Nhe Near East.Near East. The Assyr The Assyrian policyian policy of deport of deporting large ing large portions oportions of the popuf the population of lation of rebelliousrebrebelliousrebellious states le states led to a lard to a large number ge number of Arameanof Arameans living is living in Assyria n Assyria itself. Byitself. By the mid-8 the m the mid-8th cemid-8th century the ntury the Aramaic laAramaic language wasnguage was extensive extensively used inly used in Assyria,  Assyria, and by theand by the 6th centu 6 6th centur6th century it was ty it was the predomihe predominate langunate language in Mesage in Mesopotamia. opotamia. Aramaic beAramaic became the ocame thecame the officithe official al lingua fralingua francanca of the Pe of the Persian Empirsian Empire, and byre, and by Hellenist Hellenistic times tic times the languaghe language and scrielanguaglanguage alanguage and script nd script had replachad replaced most ofed most of the local the local languages languages and scrip and scripts of Syrits of Syria-Palestina-PaSyriSyria-PaleSyria-Palestine, incstine, including Hebluding Hebrew. Aramarew. Aramaic translaic translations of ttions of the biblicahe biblical text (thl text (the Targums)e Tare Targums) wTargums) were made aere made and used bend used beside the oside the original Heriginal Hebrew textsbrew texts. Aramaic . Aramaic was probabwas prowas probably tprobably the primaryhe primary language  language of Jesus oof Jesus of Nazarethf Nazareth, and, as , and, as Syriac, coSyriac, continued tontinued to be used b be be used bybe used by portions  portions of the Easof the Eastern Churctern Church for centh for centuries.uries.uries.

The Arameans’ primary cultural contribution to ancient Near Eastern 
civilization was its language and script. Aramaic came to be the predominant 
language of Syria early in the 1st millennium, but it spread from there across the 



Near East. The Assyrian policy of deporting large portions of the population of 
rebellious states led to a large number of Arameans living in Assyria itself. By the 
mid-8th century the Aramaic language was extensively used in Assyria, and by the 
6th century it was the predominate language in Mesopotamia. Aramaic became 
the official lingua franca of the Persian Empire, and by Hellenistic times the 
language and script had replaced most of the local languages and scripts of 
Syria-Palestine, including Hebrew. Aramaic translations of the biblical text (the 
Targums) were made and used beside the original Hebrew texts. Aramaic was 
probably the primary language of Jesus of Nazareth, and, as Syriac, continued to 
be used by portions of the Eastern Church for centuries.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. A. BrinJ. A. Brinkman, kman, A PoliticaA Political History l History of Post-Kaof Post-Kassite Babyssite Babylonia, 115lonia, 1158–72281151158–7221158–722  B.C.B.C. AnOr 43 ( AnOr 43 (Rome, 1968Rome, 1968); J. C. G); J. C. Greenfield,reenfield, “Aramaic  “Aramaic Studies anStudies and the Bibld the d the Bible,the Bible,” ” VTSupVTSup 32 (1981) 32 (1981): 110–30; : 110–30; “Aspects o“Aspects of Aramean f Aramean Religion,”Religion,” in  in Ancient IsAncient Israelite ReraIsIsraelite Israelite Religion,Religion, ed. P. D. ed. P. D. Miller, P Miller, P. D. Hanso. D. Hanson, and S. n, and S. D. McBrideD. McBride (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1987phia, 198phia, 1987), 67–1987), 67–78; J. D. 78; J. D. Hawkins, “Hawkins, “The Neo-HiThe Neo-Hittite Statttite States in Syries in Syria and Anata and Anatolia,” olia,” CAHCAH22 3/1:372–4 CAH2CAH2 3/1:3CAH2 3/1:372–441; W.72–441; W. T. Pitard T. Pitard, , Ancient DaAncient Damascusmascus (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1987)ake, 1987); “Aramean; “Arame; “Arameans,“Arameans,” in ” in Peoples ofPeoples of the Old T the Old Testament Westament World,orld, ed. A. J. ed. A. J. Hoerth, G Hoerth, G. L. Matti. L. Mattingly, and nglyMattiMattingly,Mattingly, and E. M. and E. M. Yamauchi  Yamauchi (Grand Rap(Grand Rapids, 1994)ids, 1994), 207–30., 207–30., 207–30.

Bibliography. J. A. Brinkman, A Political History of Post-Kassite Babylonia, 
1158–722 B.C. AnOr 43 (Rome, 1968); J. C. Greenfield, “Aramaic Studies and 
the Bible,” VTSup 32 (1981): 110–30; “Aspects of Aramean Religion,” in Ancient 
Israelite Religion, ed. P. D. Miller, P. D. Hanson, and S. D. McBride (Philadelphia, 
1987), 67–78; J. D. Hawkins, “The Neo-Hittite States in Syria and Anatolia,” 
CAH2 3/1:372–441; W. T. Pitard, Ancient Damascus (Winona Lake, 1987); 
“Arameans,” in Peoples of the Old Testament World, ed. A. J. Hoerth, G. L. 
Mattingly, and E. M. Yamauchi (Grand Rapids, 1994), 207–30.
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ARAM-MAACAARAM-MAACAHH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�ram ma{}a�ram ma{a�k�a®a�k�a®)))

ARAM-MAACAH (Heb. }a�ram ma{a�k�a® )

An alternaAn alternate name fote name for the Aramr the Aramean kingdoean kingdom Maacah (m Maacah (1 Chr. 19:1 Chr. 19:6).6).

An alternate name for the Aramean kingdom Maacah (1 Chr. 19:6).

ARAM-NAHARARAM-NAHARAIMAIM (Heb.  (Heb. }a�ram nah}a�ram naha�raœyima�raœyim)))

ARAM-NAHARAIM (Heb. }a�ram naha�raœyim )

The geograThe geographical arephical area located a located around thearound the great ben great bend of the Ed of the Euphrates Ruphrates River in noiver in northern Syrrnonorthern Snorthern Syria. Egypyria. Egyptian textstian texts from the  from the last half last half of the 2ndof the 2nd millenniu millennium m B.C.E.B.C.E. refer to  refer  refer to trefer to this land ahis land as s Nh˙rn,Nh˙rn, and the A and the Amarna Lettmarna Letters as ers as na-ah˙-riína-ah˙-rií-ma-ma and  and na-rií-ma.na-na-rií-ma.na-rií-ma. The exact The exact boundarie boundaries of the ls of the land cannotand cannot be determ be determined, but ined, but it includeit includeit included tincluded territory oerritory on both bann both banks of the ks of the Euphrates,Euphrates, as well a as well as cities ss cities such as Haruch as Harran, Nahorran,HarHarran, NaHarran, Nahor, Pethohor, Pethor, and Tunr, and Tunip.ip.ip.

The geographical area located around the great bend of the Euphrates River in 
northern Syria. Egyptian texts from the last half of the 2nd millennium B.C.E. 
refer to this land as Nh˙rn, and the Amarna Letters as na-ah˙-rií-ma and 
na-rií-ma. The exact boundaries of the land cannot be determined, but it 
included territory on both banks of the Euphrates, as well as cities such as 
Harran, Nahor, Pethor, and Tunip.

�Following Following the LXX, tthe LXX, the term ishe term is frequentl frequently translaty translated “Mesopoed “Mesopotamia” in tamia” in English veEnglishEnglish veEnglish versions. Inrsions. In Gen. 24:1 Gen. 24:10 it refer0 it refers to the hs to the homeland ofomeland of Abraham’s Abraham’s family. B family. Both BalaamothBBoth BalaaBoth Balaam, the sonm, the son of Beor ( of Beor (Deut. 23:4Deut. 23:4), and Kin), and King Cushan-rg Cushan-rishathaim,ishathaim, who was t who was t who was the first the first to oppressto oppress Israel in Israel in the time  the time of the Judof the Judges (Judg.ges (Judg. 3:8), wer 3:8), were natives e natives of Aram-naof Aramof Aram-naharAram-naharaim. Davidaim. David fought me fought mercenary trrcenary troops from oops from the area hthe area hired by Haired by Hanun and thnun andnun and the Amand the Ammonites (1monites (1 Chr. 19:6 Chr. 19:6; cf. Ps. ; cf. Ps. 60 supersc60 superscription[MTription[MT 1]). 1]). 1]).

Following the LXX, the term is frequently translated “Mesopotamia” in 
English versions. In Gen. 24:10 it refers to the homeland of Abraham’s family. 
Both Balaam, the son of Beor (Deut. 23:4), and King Cushan-rishathaim, who was 
the first to oppress Israel in the time of the Judges (Judg. 3:8), were natives of 
Aram-naharaim. David fought mercenary troops from the area hired by Hanun 
and the Ammonites (1 Chr. 19:6; cf. Ps. 60 superscription[MT 1]).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. J. FinkJ. J. Finkelstein, “elstein, “‘Mesopotam‘Mesopotamia,’” ia,’” JNESJNES 21 (1962) 21 (1962): 73–92; R: 73–92; R. T. O’Cal. T. T. O’CallaT. O’Callaghan, ghan, Aram NaharAram Naharaim.aim. AnOr 26 ( AnOr 26 (Rome, 1948Rome, 1948).).).

Bibliography. J. J. Finkelstein, “‘Mesopotamia,’” JNES 21 (1962): 73–92; R. 
T. O’Callaghan, Aram Naharaim. AnOr 26 (Rome, 1948).
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ARAM-ZOBAHARAM-ZOBAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�ram s�o}a�ram s�o®b�a®®b�a®)))

ARAM-ZOBAH (Heb. }a�ram s�o®b�a® )

An alternaAn alternate designate designation of Zotion of Zobah (superbah (superscription scription to Ps. 60[to Ps. 60[MT 1]), a MT 1]), a powerful Apowerful Aramean staraAAramean stAramean state defeatate defeated by Davied by David.d.

An alternate designation of Zobah (superscription to Ps. 60[MT 1]), a powerful 
Aramean state defeated by David.

ARANARAN (Heb.  (Heb. }a�raœn}a�raœn)))

ARAN (Heb. }a�raœn )

The youngeThe younger son of Dr son of Dishan the ishan the Horite; epHorite; eponymous anonymous ancestor of cestor of an Edomitean Edomite clan (Gen clan (G clan (Gen. 36:2(Gen. 36:28; 1 Chr. 8; 1 Chr. 1:42).1:42).

The younger son of Dishan the Horite; eponymous ancestor of an Edomite clan 
(Gen. 36:28; 1 Chr. 1:42).

{ARAQ EL-E{ARAQ EL-EMIRMIRMIR

{ARAQ EL-EMIR

A site (22A site (221147) loca1147) located on theted on the Wadi  Wadi es�-S�iîres�-S�iîr. It was o. It was occupied, wccupied, with some gith some gaps, from aps,ggaps, fromgaps, from the Early the Early Bronze Ag Bronze Age to the Be to the Byzantine pyzantine period, anderiod, and is probab is probably biblicaly biblical Ramath-ml Ral Ramath-mizRamath-mizpeh (Josh.peh (Josh. 13:26). R 13:26). Remains exiemains exist of st of Qas�r el-{Qas�r el-{AbdAbd, “Fortres, “Fortress of the Ss of the s of the Servanthe Servant,” identit,” identified as Tyfied as Tyros and buros and built by theilt by the Tobiad Hy Tobiad Hyrcanus (2nrcanus (2nd century d century B.C.B.CB.C.B.C.), a desce), a descendant of Tndant of Tobiah (Nehobiah (Neh. 2:10; cf. 2:10; cf. Ezra 2:6. Ezra 2:60; Josephu0; Josephus s Ant.Ant. 12.4.1[22 12.4.1[229–35]). Tw9–3512.4.1[2212.4.1[22912.4.1[229–35]). Two–35]). Two 5th-4th c 5th-4th century Araentury Aramaic inscrmaic inscriptions ofiptions of a Tobiah  a Tobiah were foundwere founwere found nearfound nearby. Gk. by. Gk. tyérostyéros (from Heb (from Heb. . s�o®r,s�o®r, “rock”) i “rock”) is preserves preserved in the nd in the name of theame oame of the wadof the wadi.i.i.

A site (221147) located on the Wadi es�-S�iîr . It was occupied, with some 
gaps, from the Early Bronze Age to the Byzantine period, and is probably biblical 
Ramath-mizpeh (Josh. 13:26). Remains exist of Qas�r el-{Abd , “Fortress of 
the Servant,” identified as Tyros and built by the Tobiad Hyrcanus (2nd century 
B.C.), a descendant of Tobiah (Neh. 2:10; cf. Ezra 2:60; Josephus Ant. 
12.4.1[229–35]). Two 5th-4th century Aramaic inscriptions of a Tobiah were 
found nearby. Gk. tyéros (from Heb. s�o®r,  “rock”) is preserved in the name 
of the wadi.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. W. LappP. W. Lapp—N. L. Lap—N. L. Lapp, p, “{Iraq“{Iraq el-Emir,” el-Emir,”  NEAEHLNEAEHL 2:646–49. 2:646–49.

Bibliography. P. W. Lapp—N. L. Lapp, “{Iraq el-Emir,” NEAEHL 2:646–49.
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ARARATARARAT (Heb.  (Heb. }a�raœraœt}a�raœraœt��)))

ARARAT (Heb. }a�raœraœt� )

Biblical nBiblical name for a ame for a country (Acountry (Assyrian Urssyrian Urartu) in eartu) in eastern Asiastern Asia Minor nea Minor near Lake Vaar Lake Van, encompan,VaVan, encomVan, encompassing papassing parts of Turrts of Turkey, Armenkey, Armenia, Iran, ia, Iran, and Iraq. and Iraq. The territThe territory gainedory gained prominenc p prominenceprominence as a majo as a major politicar political entity dl entity during the uring the 9th centur9th century y B.C.E.B.C.E. Urartu bl Urartu blocked Assyockedblblocked Asblocked Assyria’s nosyria’s northern advrthern advances, andances, and major cam major campaigns intpaigns into Urartiano Urartian territory territory were unde w were underwere undertaken by Ataken by Assyrian russyrian rulers Shalmlers Shalmaneser IIIaneser III (859–824) (859–824) and Sargo and Sargon II (722–n II (722–n II (722–705).(722–705). Urartu ev Urartu eventually sentually succumbed tuccumbed to the Medeo the Medes, who dess, who destroyed thetroyed the region in region  region in region in 585. The t585. The territory werritory was later ias later incorporatencorporated into thed into the Persian E Persian Empire.mpire.mpire.

Biblical name for a country (Assyrian Urartu) in eastern Asia Minor near Lake 
Van, encompassing parts of Turkey, Armenia, Iran, and Iraq. The territory gained 
prominence as a major political entity during the 9th century B.C.E. Urartu 
blocked Assyria’s northern advances, and major campaigns into Urartian territory 
were undertaken by Assyrian rulers Shalmaneser III (859–824) and Sargon II 
(722–705). Urartu eventually succumbed to the Medes, who destroyed the 
region in 585. The territory was later incorporated into the Persian Empire.

�Following Following the murderthe murder of their  of their father, thfather, the sons of e sons of SennacheriSennacherib fled to b fled to the “land the “landthe “land of A“land of Ararat” (2 rarat” (2 Kgs. 19:37Kgs. 19:37 = Isa. 37 = Isa. 37:38). In J:38). In Jeremiah’s eremiah’s oracle agaoracle against Babylinst Babylon the kinon theon the kingdothe kingdom of Araram of Ararat is summot is summoned by Godned by God, along wi, along with neighboth neighboring natioring nations (Jer. 5ns (Jer. 5ns (Jer. 51:27).51:27).51:27).

Following the murder of their father, the sons of Sennacherib fled to the 
“land of Ararat” (2 Kgs. 19:37 = Isa. 37:38). In Jeremiah’s oracle against Babylon 
the kingdom of Ararat is summoned by God, along with neighboring nations (Jer. 
51:27).

�Gen. 8:4 rGen. 8:4 records thaecords that Noah’s at Noah’s ark came tork came to rest upon rest upon the “moun the “mountains of Atains of Ararat.” EararaAArarat.” EArarat.” Early tradiarly tradition soughtion sought to identt to identify a specify a specific peak ific peak as the locas the location of Nation of Noah’s ark.oah’s aoah’s ark. Josepark. Josephus quoteshus quotes the 3rd-c the 3rd-century Babentury Babylonian prylonian priest Berosiest Berossus that psus that portions ofortions of the ark h t the ark hathe ark had been disd been discovered incovered in Armenia,  Armenia, at the mouat the mountain of tntain of the Gordyaehe Gordyaeans (ans (Ant.Ant. 1.93). Th 1 1.93). The1.93). The modern id modern identificatientification of Mt. on of Mt. Ararat witArarat with h Agíri DagíAgíri Dagí, a mounta, a mountain in eastin in easin in eastern Tueastern Turkey, restrkey, rests upon a ls upon a late postbiate postbiblical trablical tradition.dition.dition.

Gen. 8:4 records that Noah’s ark came to rest upon the “mountains of 
Ararat.” Early tradition sought to identify a specific peak as the location of Noah’s 
ark. Josephus quotes the 3rd-century Babylonian priest Berossus that portions of 
the ark had been discovered in Armenia, at the mountain of the Gordyaeans (Ant. 
1.93). The modern identification of Mt. Ararat with Agíri Dagí, a mountain in 
eastern Turkey, rests upon a late postbiblical tradition.

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson
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ARATUSARATUS (Gk.  (Gk. ArétosArétos)))

ARATUS (Gk. Arétos)

A 3rd-centA 3rd-century ury B.C.E.B.C.E. Stoic poe Stoic poet from Solt from Soli in Cilici in Cilicia. In hisia. In his speech on speech on the Areop the Areopagus Paul agus AreopAreopagus Areopagus Paul quotePaul quotes from Aras from Aratus’ poem tus’ poem PhaenomenaPhaenomena (Acts 17: (Acts 17:28).28).

A 3rd-century B.C.E. Stoic poet from Soli in Cilicia. In his speech on the 
Areopagus Paul quotes from Aratus’ poem Phaenomena (Acts 17:28).

ARAUNAHARAUNAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�rawna®}a�rawna®) (also OR) (also ORNAN)NAN)NAN)

ARAUNAH (Heb. }a�rawna® ) (also ORNAN)

A JebusiteA Jebusite inhabitan inhabitant of Jerust of Jerusalem who oalem who offered hisffered his threshing threshing floor to  floor to David as aDavid as a site for  site site for ssite for sacrifice iacrifice in a time on a time of plague af plague against Isrgainst Israel and Jeael and Jerusalem (2rusalem (2 Sam. 24:1 Sam. 24:16-25; 1 Ch6-25; 16-25; 1 Chr. 21:1 Chr. 21:15-28). In15-28). In Chronicle Chronicles he is cas he is called Ornanlled Ornan. David in. David insisted on sisted on a legal pua legal purchase of rchapupurchase opurchase of the thref the threshing flooshing floor for 50 sr for 50 shekels of hekels of silver (2 silver (2 Sam. 24:24Sam. 24:24; cf. 600 ; cf. 600 shekels ofshekeshekels ofshekels of gold, 1 C gold, 1 Chr. 21:25)hr. 21:25). In obedi. In obedience to Gaence to Gad the seerd the seer, David er, David erected an aected an altar here ltaaaltar herealtar here on which  on which he made ofhe made offerings, tferings, thus bringihus bringing an end ng an end to a threeto a three-day plagu-day plague imposed e ie imposed byimposed by the Lord  the Lord due to Davdue to David’s censuid’s census. The Chrs. The Chronicler idonicler identifies tentifies the locatiohe location of the tn locatiolocation olocation of the thref the threshing flooshing floor as Mt. Mr as Mt. Moriah and oriah and the site othe site of the futuf the future temple re temple of Solomonof Soof Solomon (1Solomon (1 Chr. 22:1 Chr. 22:1; 2 Chr. 3; 2 Chr. 3:1).:1).:1).

A Jebusite inhabitant of Jerusalem who offered his threshing floor to David as a 
site for sacrifice in a time of plague against Israel and Jerusalem (2 Sam. 24:16-25; 
1 Chr. 21:15-28). In Chronicles he is called Ornan. David insisted on a legal 
purchase of the threshing floor for 50 shekels of silver (2 Sam. 24:24; cf. 600 
shekels of gold, 1 Chr. 21:25). In obedience to Gad the seer, David erected an 
altar here on which he made offerings, thus bringing an end to a three-day plague 
imposed by the Lord due to David’s census. The Chronicler identifies the 
location of the threshing floor as Mt. Moriah and the site of the future temple of 
Solomon (1 Chr. 22:1; 2 Chr. 3:1).

�The name mThe name may be relaay be related to Hurted to Hurrian rian iwirne,iwirne, “ruler,”  “ruler,” and thus rand thus represent aepresent a title rat title title rathtitle rather than a er than a personal npersonal name (cf. tame (cf. the use of he use of the definithe definite articlete article with Arau with Araunah, 2 Samnah, 2nah, 2 Sam. 24:2 Sam. 24:16, and th16, and the associate association of theion of the title “ki title “king,” v. 23ng,” v. 23 MT). MT). MT).

The name may be related to Hurrian iwirne, “ruler,” and thus represent a 
title rather than a personal name (cf. the use of the definite article with Araunah, 
2 Sam. 24:16, and the association of the title “king,” v. 23 MT).

John D. FoJohn D. Fortnerrtner
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ARBAARBA (Heb.  (Heb. }arba{}arba{)))

ARBA (Heb. }arba{)

The fatherThe father of Anak ( of Anak (Josh. 15:1Josh. 15:13; 21:11),3; 21:11), regarded  regarded as the greas the greatest of tatest of the Anakim he Anakim (14:15).(14(14:15).(14:15).(14:15).

The father of Anak (Josh. 15:13; 21:11), regarded as the greatest of the Anakim 
(14:15).

�SeeSee  KIRIATH-ARKIRIATH-ARBABA..

See KIRIATH-ARBA.

ARBATHITEARBATHITE (Heb.  (Heb. haœ{arb�aœhaœ{arb�aœt�it�i)))

ARBATHITE (Heb. haœ{arb�aœt�i )

A residentA resident of Beth-a of Beth-arabah, a crabah, a city on theity on the border be border between Judatween Judah and Benjh and Benjamin. Thisamin. This gentilic  ThisThis gentiThis gentilic is asslic is associated wiociated with Abi-albth Abi-albon/Abiel, on/Abiel, one of Davone of David’s champid’s champions (2 Saions (2 Sam. 23:31; m. 2m. 23:31; 1 C23:31; 1 Chr. 11:32)hr. 11:32)..

A resident of Beth-arabah, a city on the border between Judah and Benjamin. 
This gentilic is associated with Abi-albon/Abiel, one of David’s champions (2 Sam. 
23:31; 1 Chr. 11:32).

ARBATTAARBATTA (Gk.  (Gk. ArbaéttaArbaétta)))

ARBATTA (Gk. Arbaétta)

A region wA region whose Jewishose Jewish inhabitah inhabitants Simon nts Simon Maccabeus Maccabeus led safelyled safely to Jerusa to Jerusalem after lem after defeating ddefeating defeating the Syrianthe Syrian troops in troops in Galilee ( Galilee (1 Macc. 5:1 Macc. 5:23). Josep23). Josephus calls hus calls the place the place the toparcthe tothe toparchy otoparchy of Narbata,f Narbata, which was which was a retreat a retreat for the J for the Jews of Caeews of Caesarea durisarea during the Jewng the Jewish War ofisJewJewish WarJewish War of 66–70  of 66–70 C.E.C.E. ( (BJBJ 2.14.5; 1 2.14.5; 18.10). It 8.10). It is locatedis located ca. 16 km ca. 16 km. (10 mi.). (10 mi.) S of Mt.  S of Mt S of Mt. CarmelMt. Carmel, W of Sam, W of Samaria.aria.aria.

A region whose Jewish inhabitants Simon Maccabeus led safely to Jerusalem after 
defeating the Syrian troops in Galilee (1 Macc. 5:23). Josephus calls the place the 
toparchy of Narbata, which was a retreat for the Jews of Caesarea during the 
Jewish War of 66–70 C.E. (BJ 2.14.5; 18.10). It is located ca. 16 km. (10 mi.) S of 
Mt. Carmel, W of Samaria.

Richard A.Richard A. Spencer Spencer

Richard A. Spencer

ARBELAARBELA (Gk.  (Gk. ArbeäílaArbeäíla)))

ARBELA (Gk. Arbeäíla)



A village A village in lower Gin lower Galilee proalilee probably to bbably to be identifie identified with Khed with Khirbet Irbiirbet Irbid/Arbel (1d/Arbel (1955.2467) 955.2(1(1955.2467(1955.2467) on the s) on the southeasteroutheastern side of n side of Wadi HamamWadi Hamam. The site. The site faces a p faces a precipitousrecipitouspprecipitouprecipitous cliff wis cliff with numerouth numerous strategis strategically impocally important cavertant caves which wes which were favoritre favorite hideoutse he hideouts ohideouts of refugeesf refugees, rebels, , rebels, and briganand brigands. Josephds. Josephus reportsus reports that the  that the Seleucid aSeleucid armies besirmieaarmies besarmies besieged and ieged and captured mcaptured many Jews wany Jews who had fleho had fled there (d there (Ant.Ant. 12.11.1;  12.11.1; cf. 1 Macccf. 1 Macf. 1 Macc. 9:2)Macc. 9:2) and that  and that Herod had Herod had great diffgreat difficulty disiculty dislodging balodging bandits fromndits from the caves the caves ( (Ant.An((Ant.(Ant. 14.15.4–5 14.15.4–5; ; BJBJ 1.16.2–5) 1.16.2–5). Josephus. Josephus himself h himself had the cavad the caves fortifies fortified in preped in preparation foarationpreppreparatiopreparation for the n for the First JewiFirst Jewish Revolt sh Revolt ((BJBJ 2.20.6;  2.20.6; VitaVita 37) and h 37) and held an impeld an important conortant coortant conferenceconference of Galile of Galilean Jews inan Jews in the villa the village (ge (VitaVita 60). 60). 60).

A village in lower Galilee probably to be identified with Khirbet Irbid/Arbel 
(1955.2467) on the southeastern side of Wadi Hamam. The site faces a 
precipitous cliff with numerous strategically important caves which were favorite 
hideouts of refugees, rebels, and brigands. Josephus reports that the Seleucid 
armies besieged and captured many Jews who had fled there (Ant. 12.11.1; cf. 1 
Macc. 9:2) and that Herod had great difficulty dislodging bandits from the caves 
(Ant. 14.15.4–5; BJ 1.16.2–5). Josephus himself had the caves fortified in 
preparation for the First Jewish Revolt (BJ 2.20.6; Vita 37) and held an important 
conference of Galilean Jews in the village (Vita 60).

Randall D.Randall D. Chesnutt Chesnutt

Randall D. Chesnutt

ARBITEARBITE (Heb.  (Heb. haœ}arbiîhaœ}arbiî)))

ARBITE (Heb. haœ}arbiî)

An epithetAn epithet given to  given to Paarai (2 Paarai (2 Sam. 23:35Sam. 23:35), referri), referring either ng either to his fatto his father or theher or the city of h city o city of his resof his residency (cfidency (cf. Arab, Jo. Arab, Josh. 15:52)sh. 15:52)..

An epithet given to Paarai (2 Sam. 23:35), referring either to his father or the city 
of his residency (cf. Arab, Josh. 15:52).

ARCHAEOLOGARCHAEOLOGY AND THE Y AND THE BIBLEBIBLEBIBLE

ARCHAEOLOGY AND THE BIBLE

With the bWith the beginning oeginning of a new mif a new millennium tllennium the field ohe field of biblicalf biblical archaeolo archaeology finds igy finds itself stritself iitself stritself striving to aiving to achieve a schieve a social archocial archaeology ofaeology of Syria-Pal Syria-Palestine whiestine which moves ach moves away from tway fway from the pfrom the particular articular events menevents mentioned in tioned in textual datextual data, to theta, to the explanati explanation of the on of the more genermomore genermore general processal processes responses responsible for cible for cultural chultural change. For ange. For years biblyears biblical archaical archaeologists eolarchaarchaeologarchaeologists have ists have been loathbeen loath to experi to experiment with ment with theoreticatheoretical perspectl perspectives that ives that took them totook them took them far from tfar from the confinehe confines of the bs of the biblical teiblical text. This ixt. This is because s because the Bible the Bible was the prwas twas the primarthe primary lens thry lens through whichough which all archa all archaeological eological data had tdata had to be scruto be scrutinized. Uninized. Until recenttil UnUntil receUntil recently biblintly biblical archaecal archaeology was ology was the epitomthe epitome of a hise of a historical ditorical discipline oscipline obsessed wibsesseoobsessed wobsessed with the paith the particular erticular events and vents and peoples mepeoples mentioned inntioned in the text. the text. However,  However, some schoossome schoosome schools of histls of historical thoorical thought have ught have also been also been influencedinfluenced by the so by the social sciencial sciences that pces sciensciences tsciences that place hat place greater emgreater emphasis on phasis on the generathe general and longl and long term of h term of historical istorical processes proprocesses processes rather tharather than specificn specific short-ter short-term events.m events.m events.

With the beginning of a new millennium the field of biblical archaeology finds 
itself striving to achieve a social archaeology of Syria-Palestine which moves away 
from the particular events mentioned in textual data, to the explanation of the 
more general processes responsible for cultural change. For years biblical 
archaeologists have been loath to experiment with theoretical perspectives that 
took them far from the confines of the biblical text. This is because the Bible was 
the primary lens through which all archaeological data had to be scrutinized. 
Until recently biblical archaeology was the epitome of a historical discipline 
obsessed with the particular events and peoples mentioned in the text. However, 
some schools of historical thought have also been influenced by the social 
sciences that place greater emphasis on the general and long term of historical 
processes rather than specific short-term events.

�Geography,Geography, especiall especially historicy historical geograpal geography, has plhy, has played a keyayed a key role in t role in the archaeohe archaehe archaeologarchaeology of the Hy of the Holy Land soly Land since the eince the early 19th arly 19th century. Icentury. Interdiscipnterdisciplinary applinary approaches arroaappapproachesapproaches are parti are particularly apcularly appropriate propriate for archaefor archaeology, whiology, which by defich by definition deanition deals with anls wls with an exwith an expansive ampansive amount of daount of data — both ta — both material cmaterial culture andulture and textual.  textual. It is impoIt is important to crtimpoimportant important to conceptto conceptualize lonualize long-term facg-term factors, suchtors, such as those  as those concerningconcerning physical  physical geography,gegeography,geography, which wor which work togetherk together to struct to structure historure history, the “eny, the “enabling andabling and constrain constraining” factoinconstrainconstrainiconstraining” factorng” factors which crs which created oppoeated opportunities rtunities for societfor societies to devies to develop and celop and change in Phancchange in change in Palestine.Palestine.

Geography, especially historical geography, has played a key role in the 
archaeology of the Holy Land since the early 19th century. Interdisciplinary 
approaches are particularly appropriate for archaeology, which by definition deals 
with an expansive amount of data — both material culture and textual. It is 
important to conceptualize long-term factors, such as those concerning physical 
geography, which work together to structure history, the “enabling and 
constraining” factors which created opportunities for societies to develop and 
change in Palestine.

GeographicGeographic Setting Setting

Geographic Setting

The evolutThe evolution of socion of societies in ieties in Palestine,Palestine, from the  from the beginning beginning more than more than 1.5 millio1.5 million years agn yen years ago,years ago, has been  has been shaped by shaped by its geograits geographic locatphic location, whichion, which in turn h in turn has createdas created a unique  a u a unique cliunique climate, topomate, topography, hygraphy, hydrology, adrology, and other nnd other natural resatural resources. Foources. For all its r all its mention inmenmention inmention in the Bible the Bible and conte and contemporary memporary media, the Hdia, the Holy Land (oly Land (a less pola less politically citically charged terharccharged techarged term than Isrm than Israel, Jordrael, Jordan, Palestan, Palestine, Autonine, Autonomous Paleomous Palestinian testinian territories)rritories) is a very is a is a very smaa very small place —ll place — generally generally most of t most of the southerhe southern Levant. n Levant. The Holy LThe Holy Land is onland is only 410 km. yonlonly 410 konly 410 km. (256 mim. (256 mi.) long fr.) long from the Lebom the Lebanon bordeanon border to the Gr to the Gulf of Eilulf of Eilat/Aqaba. at/Aqaba. It is ca. ItIt is ca. It is ca. 80 km. (5080 km. (50 mi.) wide mi.) wide from the  from the Jordan RivJordan River to the er to the MediterranMediterranean. When ean. When Jordan is JoJordan is Jordan is included, included, the width the width of the regof the region is ca.ion is ca. 325 km. ( 325 km. (225 mi.). 225 mi.). The borderThe borders of ancies ofs of ancientof ancient Israel, “ Israel, “from Dan tfrom Dan to Beershebo Beersheba,” coincia,” coincide with thde with the Mediterre Mediterranean and anean and semi-arid ssemi-arid semi-arid zones wherzones where permanene permanent settlemet settlement is facint is facilitated bylitated by adequate  adequate rainfall frainfall for farmingor for farming. Tfarming. The Mediterhe Mediterranean andranean and semi-arid semi-arid zone in J zone in Jordan formordan forms a narrows a narrow strip run strip run strip running norunning north-south rth-south which is owhich is only some 4nly some 40 km. (25 0 km. (25 mi.) wide.mi.) wide. Taking to Taking together thegether the fertile l thethe fertilthe fertile land of e land of the Meditethe Mediterranean zorranean zone and thene and the semi-arid semi-arid zones of  zones of the Negeb the Negeb and Transjanand Transjand Transjordan, theordan, the region in region includes somcludes some 20,000 se 20,000 sq. km. (77q. km. (7725 sq. mi.25 sq. mi.) — an are) — an area nearly taarearea nearlarea nearly the sizey the size of New Je of New Jersey.rsey.rsey.

The evolution of societies in Palestine, from the beginning more than 1.5 million 



years ago, has been shaped by its geographic location, which in turn has created a 
unique climate, topography, hydrology, and other natural resources. For all its 
mention in the Bible and contemporary media, the Holy Land (a less politically 
charged term than Israel, Jordan, Palestine, Autonomous Palestinian territories) is 
a very small place — generally most of the southern Levant. The Holy Land is 
only 410 km. (256 mi.) long from the Lebanon border to the Gulf of Eilat/Aqaba. 
It is ca. 80 km. (50 mi.) wide from the Jordan River to the Mediterranean. When 
Jordan is included, the width of the region is ca. 325 km. (225 mi.). The borders 
of ancient Israel, “from Dan to Beersheba,” coincide with the Mediterranean and 
semi-arid zones where permanent settlement is facilitated by adequate rainfall for 
farming. The Mediterranean and semi-arid zone in Jordan forms a narrow strip 
running north-south which is only some 40 km. (25 mi.) wide. Taking together 
the fertile land of the Mediterranean zone and the semi-arid zones of the Negeb 
and Transjordan, the region includes some 20,000 sq. km. (7725 sq. mi.) — an 
area nearly the size of New Jersey.

�The Holy LThe Holy Land’s locaand’s location on thtion on the land brie land bridge connecdge connecting two mting two major contiajor continents, Afrnentsconticontinentscontinents, Africa a, Africa and Asia, hnd Asia, has determias determined its roned its role in the le in the history ofhistory of the ancie the ancient Near Eant Nent Near East.Near East. This uniq This unique locatioue location placed Pn placed Palestine oalestine on the perin the periphery of tphery of the great ahe great ancient powncieaancient poancient powers in Egwers in Egypt and Meypt and Mesopotamia.sopotamia. There wer There were no greate no great civilizat civilizations that ions that evolved ineevolved inevolved in Palestine Palestine, but in m, but in many respecany respects the legts the legacy of theacy of the Bible tha Bible that evolved t evolved in this pein thin this peripthis peripheral areaheral area has outla has outlasted anythsted anything that Eing that Egypt and Mgypt and Mesopotamiaesopotamia produced. produced. Palestine produced.produced. produced. Palestine Palestine lacked thelacked the great riv great rivers such aers such as the Niles the Nile, Tigris, , Tigris, and Euphraand Euphrates, whichtes, EuphraEuphrates,Euphrates, which pro which provided impovided important sourrtant sources of watces of water for higer for highly produchly productive farmitive farming systemsnfarmifarming syfarming systems thatstems that evolved i evolved in the Nearn the Near East at t East at the beginnihe beginning of the ng of the Bronze AgeBronze Age. More tha. M. More than More than any other any other region in region in the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East, Palestit, Palestine was alwne was always directays directly or indilydirectdirectly odirectly or indirectr indirectly connectly connected with oted with other parts her parts of the Neaof the Near East andr East and eastern M eastern MediterraneedMMediterranMediterranean.ean.

The Holy Land’s location on the land bridge connecting two major 
continents, Africa and Asia, has determined its role in the history of the ancient 
Near East. This unique location placed Palestine on the periphery of the great 
ancient powers in Egypt and Mesopotamia. There were no great civilizations that 
evolved in Palestine, but in many respects the legacy of the Bible that evolved in 
this peripheral area has outlasted anything that Egypt and Mesopotamia 
produced. Palestine lacked the great rivers such as the Nile, Tigris, and 
Euphrates, which provided important sources of water for highly productive 
farming systems that evolved in the Near East at the beginning of the Bronze Age. 
More than any other region in the ancient Near East, Palestine was always 
directly or indirectly connected with other parts of the Near East and eastern 
Mediterranean.

Biblical ABiblical Archaeologyrchaeology

Biblical Archaeology

In the worIn the world of inteld of international rnational academic aacademic archaeologyrchaeology, until re, until recently litcently little was hetle was heard about ard aard about the about the archaeologarchaeology of Israey of Israel and Jordl and Jordan except an except sensationasensational discoverl discoveries such aies such as the Deads ts the Dead Sthe Dead Sea Scrollsea Scrolls. Archaeol. Archaeology in thiogy in this part of s part of the easterthe eastern Mediterrn Mediterranean has anean has been dominbebeen dominbeen dominated by anated by an obsession obsession to find m to find material praterial proof of theoof of the events an events and peoples d peoples mentioned mmentioned mentioned in the Bibin the Bible and to le and to verify or verify or contradictcontradict aspects o aspects of the biblf the biblical textsical texts. It has b. It h. It has been “has been “historicalhistorical particula particular” in viewr” in view. An impor. An important corretant corrective is tctive is the French he French Annales scAnnAnnales scAnnales school’s emphool’s emphasis on hhasis on how societiow societies and thees and their respectir respective economive economies changeies changeies change in change in relation trelation to differeno different scales ot scales of time. Def time. Developed asveloped as an altern an alternative paraative paradigm for Edigmparaparadigm fparadigm for Europeaor European history,n history, their str their stress on theess on the dialectic dialectic between t between three diffehree different time rendiffedifferent different time scaletime scales which ins which influence chfluence change makesange makes it partic it particularly appularly appropriate fropriate for archaeoor aor archaeologarchaeology. The temy. The temporal scalporal scales includees include the “long the “long term,” wh term,” which represich represents the uents the unchanging nuunchangingunchanging or slowly or slowly changing  changing conditionsconditions of physic of physical geograpal geography and howhy and how humans re humans r humans respond torespond to them. The them. The long-term long-term forces fo forces focus on thecus on the natural e natural environmentnvironment with geol with geo with geologicalgeological, climatic, climatic, and geom, and geomorphologicorphological constraal constraints and oints and oscillationscillations. This iss. This is followed  follow followed bfollowed by “middle-y “middle-term” tempterm” temporal dimenoral dimensions, whisions, which relate ch relate to faster to faster changing schanging social and ossocial andsocial and economic  economic processes processes charactericharacterized by cyczed by cycles of socles of socio-politicio-political, agrarial, agrarian, and dean, aan, and demogrand demographic chanaphic change. Finallge. Finally, there ay, there are “short-re “short-term” procterm” processes, whiesses, which are fasch are fast-paced evt-fasfast-pacedfast-paced events in events in history. history. history.

In the world of international academic archaeology, until recently little was heard 
about the archaeology of Israel and Jordan except sensational discoveries such as 
the Dead Sea Scrolls. Archaeology in this part of the eastern Mediterranean has 
been dominated by an obsession to find material proof of the events and peoples 
mentioned in the Bible and to verify or contradict aspects of the biblical texts. It 
has been “historical particular” in view. An important corrective is the French 
Annales school’s emphasis on how societies and their respective economies 
change in relation to different scales of time. Developed as an alternative 
paradigm for European history, their stress on the dialectic between three 
different time scales which influence change makes it particularly appropriate for 



archaeology. The temporal scales include the “long term,” which represents the 
unchanging or slowly changing conditions of physical geography and how humans 
respond to them. The long-term forces focus on the natural environment with 
geological, climatic, and geomorphological constraints and oscillations. This is 
followed by “middle-term” temporal dimensions, which relate to faster changing 
social and economic processes characterized by cycles of socio-political, agrarian, 
and demographic change. Finally, there are “short-term” processes, which are 
fast-paced events in history.

�This paradThis paradigm positsigm posits a move aw a move away from thay from the study ofe study of the uniqu the unique and parte and particular to icularpartparticularparticular to achiev to achieve wider ine wider insights of sights of human histhuman history. It exory. It explicitly cplicitly calls for ialls for interdiscipnterdisciiinterdisciinterdisciplinary replinary research witsearch with all the h all the disciplinedisciplines concernes concerned with humd with human societyan society, seeking , se, seeking toseeking to adapt dat adapt data and conca and concepts for tepts for the study ohe study of history f history from a widfrom a wide range ofe range of fields in fi fields incfields including ecoluding economics, linomics, linguistics,nguistics, sociology sociology, anthropo, anthropology, psyclogy, psychology, anhology, and the natud thed the naturathe natural sciencesl sciences. One adva. One advantage is tntage is the notion he notion that diffethat different historent historical procrical processes operessesprocprocesses processes operate atoperate at different different temporal  temporal levels. Oflevels. Often, Syro-ten, Syro-PalestiniaPalestinian archaeoln archaeologists havogisarchaeolarchaeologarchaeologists have ists have worked accworked according to ording to the notionthe notion that arch that archaeologistsaeologists recover t recover the remainshtthe remainthe remains of a oncs of a once-living ce-living community, ommunity, stopped atstopped at a particu a particular point lar point in time. Iin time. In fact, arn facn fact, archfact, archaeologistsaeologists rarely en rarely encounter “icounter “instantaneonstantaneous occurreus occurrences” fossnces” fossilized in ilized in archaeologarcharchaeologarchaeological deposical deposits. Insteits. Instead, the arad, the archaeologicchaeological record al record is usuallyis usually a compoun a compound of repead od of repeateof repeated activitid activities carriedes carried out in th out in the same plae same place throughce through time, wit time, with little eh little evidence ofvidenceevidence oevidence of the indif the individual. Thvidual. Thus the prous the problem of thblem of the perceptie perception of timeon of time by archae by archaeologists lolarchaearchaeologarchaeologists lies ists lies at the heaat the heart of recert of recent effortsnt efforts to make S to make Syro-Palestyro-Palestinian archinian archaeology a aeoloarcharchaeologarchaeology a “seculy a “secular” discipar” discipline removline removed from thed from the historice historical particual particularism whilarism which until rch whiwhich untiwhich until recentlyl recently character characterized bibliized biblical archaecal archaeology.ology.

This paradigm posits a move away from the study of the unique and 
particular to achieve wider insights of human history. It explicitly calls for 
interdisciplinary research with all the disciplines concerned with human society, 
seeking to adapt data and concepts for the study of history from a wide range of 
fields including economics, linguistics, sociology, anthropology, psychology, and 
the natural sciences. One advantage is the notion that different historical 
processes operate at different temporal levels. Often, Syro-Palestinian 
archaeologists have worked according to the notion that archaeologists recover 
the remains of a once-living community, stopped at a particular point in time. In 
fact, archaeologists rarely encounter “instantaneous occurrences” fossilized in 
archaeological deposits. Instead, the archaeological record is usually a compound 
of repeated activities carried out in the same place through time, with little 
evidence of the individual. Thus the problem of the perception of time by 
archaeologists lies at the heart of recent efforts to make Syro-Palestinian 
archaeology a “secular” discipline removed from the historical particularism 
which until recently characterized biblical archaeology.

Mudbrick wMudbrick walls in Aralls in Area C at Teea C at Tel Rehov/Tel Rehov/Tell es-Sarell es-Sarem, lookingm, looking west. An  west. An important important Iron Age sIIron Age sIron Age site, this ite, this portion ofportion of the lower the lower city show city shows three sts three strata of ocrata of occupation (cupation (10th-9th c10th((10th-9th (10th-9th centuries centuries B.C.E.B.C.E.) (Photo b) (Photo by John Camy John Camp, Tel Rehp, Tel Rehov Expeditov Expedition)ion)

Mudbrick walls in Area C at Tel Rehov/Tell es-Sarem, looking west. An important 
Iron Age site, this portion of the lower city shows three strata of occupation 

(10th-9th centuries B.C.E.) (Photo by John Camp, Tel Rehov Expedition)

�Both the “Both the “long” and long” and “middle te“middle term” are berm” are beyond the pyond the perception erception of past inof past individuals.dividuinindividualindividuals. They acs. They act as “strut as “structures” whctures” which form cich form constraininonstraining and enabg and enabling frameling frameworks for woframeframeworksframeworks for human for human life, bot life, both communalh communal and indiv and individual. Conidual. Concentrationcentration on these  on these on these struthese structures of ctures of time make time make the “long”the “long” and “midd and “middle term” ole term” of particulf particular importaar importance to arcnimportaimportanceimportance to archae to archaeological rological researchersesearchers where the where the individua individual frequentl frequently escapesly escapes recogniti r recognitiorecognition in the an in the archaeologirchaeological recordcal record. These mu. These multiple, hiltiple, hierarchicalerarchical time scal time scales represees rees represent represent aspects ofaspects of a continu a continuum and proum and provide archavide archaeology witeology with a heurish a heuristic tool ftic tool for conceptorffor concepfor conceptualizing tualizing time and ctime and change in phange in prehistoricrehistoric, protohis, protohistoric, andtoric, and historic  historic societies.sociesocieties.societies.

Both the “long” and “middle term” are beyond the perception of past 
individuals. They act as “structures” which form constraining and enabling 
frameworks for human life, both communal and individual. Concentration on 
these structures of time make the “long” and “middle term” of particular 
importance to archaeological researchers where the individual frequently escapes 
recognition in the archaeological record. These multiple, hierarchical time scales 
represent aspects of a continuum and provide archaeology with a heuristic tool 
for conceptualizing time and change in prehistoric, protohistoric, and historic 
societies.

�DissatisfaDissatisfaction withction with its conte its contempt for himpt for history and story and its sciencits science-based que-based quest for tiest for timeless “lamtitimeless “timeless “laws of culaws of cultural behltural behavior” ledavior” led most arch most archaeologistsaeologists working i working in Israel an Israel and Jordan nd Jnd Jordan virJordan virtually to tually to ignore theignore the “new” or  “new” or “processua“processual” archaeol” archaeology, whiclogy, which developeh developed in the Uddevelopedeveloped developed in the U.Sin the U.S. in the l. in the late 1960s ate 1960s through 19through 1980s. This 80s. This school hasschool has since evo since evolved to anlveevoevolved toevolved to an attemp an attempt to integt to integrate the crate the cognitive aognitive and symbolind symbolic dimensioc dimensions of ancins of ancient culturenanciancient cuancient culture withlture with environme environmental factontal factors and to rs and to explore thexplore the role of e role of ideology aideology as an activs as an active an active organizatiorganizational forceonal force. Perhaps . Perhaps most impormost important is ittant is its stress os stress on interdisn interdisciplinary ciplininterdisinterdisciinterdisciplinary prplinary projects invojects involving speolving specialists icialists in archaeoln archaeolozoology, ozoology, archaeolobarchaeolobotany, geootanyarchaeolobarchaeolobarchaeolobotany, geootany, geology, physlogy, physical anthrical anthropology, aopology, archaeologyrchaeology, epigraph, epigraphy, and othy, and other fields.erothother fielother fields.ds.ds.

Dissatisfaction with its contempt for history and its science-based quest for 
timeless “laws of cultural behavior” led most archaeologists working in Israel and 



Jordan virtually to ignore the “new” or “processual” archaeology, which 
developed in the U.S. in the late 1960s through 1980s. This school has since 
evolved to an attempt to integrate the cognitive and symbolic dimensions of 
ancient culture with environmental factors and to explore the role of ideology as 
an active organizational force. Perhaps most important is its stress on 
interdisciplinary projects involving specialists in archaeolozoology, 
archaeolobotany, geology, physical anthropology, archaeology, epigraphy, and 
other fields.

�ExaminatioExamination of the mn of the more generaore general aspects l aspects of a socieof a society, such aty, such as the domes the domestic dimenstic dimstic dimensionsdimensions of ancien of ancient culturest cultures, includin, including religiong religion, can illu, can illuminate theminate the dynamic n dynamic nature of aaturennature of nature of ancient soancient societies. Tcieties. The renewedhe renewed concern w concern with historith history advocatey advocated by “postd by “post-processua-“post“post-proc“post-processual” Euessual” European andropean and American  American archaeologarchaeology demands y demands reconsiderreconsideration of hation oation of how to of how to integrate integrate the vast qthe vast quantities uantities of accumulof accumulated archaated archaeological eological and ethnohand ethnohistorical istethnohethnohistoethnohistorical datarical data into more into more synthetic synthetic views of  views of the past. the past. For examplFor example, in his e, in his studies ofstudstudies ofstudies of Canaanite Canaanite and early and early Israelite Israelite religion, religion, which com which combine textubine textual and arcal and archaeologicahaeoarcarchaeologarchaeological data,ical data, William G William G. Dever ha. Dever has shown hos shown how Israelitw Israelite religione religion, which th, which the OT procle ththe OT prothe OT proclaims as claims as supposedlysupposedly Yahwistic Yahwistic, was some, was somewhat more what more syncretistsyncretistic than pric than pic than previouslypreviously assumed. assumed.

Examination of the more general aspects of a society, such as the domestic 
dimensions of ancient cultures, including religion, can illuminate the dynamic 
nature of ancient societies. The renewed concern with history advocated by 
“post-processual” European and American archaeology demands reconsideration 
of how to integrate the vast quantities of accumulated archaeological and 
ethnohistorical data into more synthetic views of the past. For example, in his 
studies of Canaanite and early Israelite religion, which combine textual and 
archaeological data, William G. Dever has shown how Israelite religion, which 
the OT proclaims as supposedly Yahwistic, was somewhat more syncretistic than 
previously assumed.

FoundationFoundations: Politics: Politics, Prestigs, Prestige, and Powe, and Powerer

Foundations: Politics, Prestige, and Power

From the oFrom the outset, as utset, as late as 18late as 1800, the Bi00, the Bible stood ble stood unchallengunchallenged at the ed at the center of center of intellectuinteintellectuintellectual and relal and religious lifigious life throughoe throughout Europe ut Europe and Americand America. With tha. With the advent oe advent of 19th-cenf 1f 19th-centu19th-century “scientry “scientific conscific consciousness,”iousness,” its liter its literal accuracal accuracy was chaly was challenged. Thlenged. The growth oe groe growth of growth of biblical abiblical archaeologyrchaeology was an ef was an effort to defort to defend the “fend the “truth” of truth” of the Bible the Bible and develoand and develoand develop a new unp a new understandinderstanding of the rg of the roots of itoots of its birthplas birthplace. In mance. In many respectsy respects this stil th this stillthis still character characterizes the hizes the hidden agenidden agenda of manyda of many biblical  biblical archaeologarchaeologists.ists.ists.

From the outset, as late as 1800, the Bible stood unchallenged at the center of 
intellectual and religious life throughout Europe and America. With the advent of 
19th-century “scientific consciousness,” its literal accuracy was challenged. The 
growth of biblical archaeology was an effort to defend the “truth” of the Bible 
and develop a new understanding of the roots of its birthplace. In many respects 
this still characterizes the hidden agenda of many biblical archaeologists.

�Perhaps thPerhaps the main cate main catalyst for alyst for Western inWestern interest in terest in the Holy Lthe Holy Land was thand was the politicae polite political political agendas ofagendas of the 19th- the 19th-century Eucentury European supropean superpowers. erpowers. By the endBy the end of the 18 of the 18th centuryt1818th centu18th century when thry when the Ottoman e Ottoman Empire basEmpire based in Turked in Turkey still hey still held sway oeld sway over much over muchver much of thmuch of the Middle Ee Middle East, incluast, including Palesding Palestine, the tine, the world was world was on the eveon the eve of change of change. Since th. S. Since the Since the mid-1500s,mid-1500s, the Ottom the Ottoman Turks can Turks controlled ontrolled a huge empa huge empire that iire that incorporatencorporatiincorporatincorporated not onled not only the Middy the Middle East bule East but also Nort also North Africa th Africa and Easterand Eastern Europe. n Europe. With the wWWith the wWith the weakening oeakening of this empf this empire, Westeire, Western Europearn European powers mn powers made plans ade plans to take ovto taketo take over take over the Ottomathe Ottoman territorn territory, especiay, especially those lly those areas critareas critical to enical to ensuring smosuring smooth operatothsmosmooth opesmooth operation of ration of the Europethe European “world an “world system.”system.”system.”

Perhaps the main catalyst for Western interest in the Holy Land was the 
political agendas of the 19th-century European superpowers. By the end of the 
18th century when the Ottoman Empire based in Turkey still held sway over 
much of the Middle East, including Palestine, the world was on the eve of change. 
Since the mid-1500s, the Ottoman Turks controlled a huge empire that 
incorporated not only the Middle East but also North Africa and Eastern Europe. 
With the weakening of this empire, Western European powers made plans to 
take over the Ottoman territory, especially those areas critical to ensuring 
smooth operation of the European “world system.”

�As the shoAs the shore of the re of the eastern Meeastern Mediterraneaditerranean was the n was the Ottomans’ Ottomans’ weakest liweakest link, both tnk, bnk, both the Fboth the French and rench and British weBritish were interesre interested in conted in controlling ttrolling the Isthmushe Isthmus of Suez a of Suez and thus thnd aand thus tand thus the trade rhe trade routes fromoutes from India and India and the Far E the Far East to Eurast to Europe. In adope. In addition to dition to siege equisiegsiege equisiege equipment and pment and heavy artiheavy artillery, Napllery, Napoleon commoleon commissioned aissioned an elite con elite corps of scirps of scientists, eesciscientistsscientists, engineer, engineers, naturals, naturalists, orieists, orientalists, ntalists, and antiquand antiquarians to arians to survey evesurvey every facet ory facetry facet of cfacet of contemporarontemporary Egypt any Egypt and propose d propose the best mthe best means for ieans for its restorats restoration. Thustion. Thus, Napoleon,ThusThus, NapoThus, Napoleon was ileon was instrumentanstrumental in promol in promoting the nting the nascent disascent discipline ofcipline of archaeolo archaeolo archaeologarchaeology and Euroy and European interpean interest in theest in the ancient N ancient Near East. ear East. One of theOne of the most impo most impo most important important discoveriediscoveries during ts during the Napoleohe Napoleonic expedinic expedition was ttion was the Rosettahe Rosetta Stone, wh Stone, w Stone, which evenwhich eventually sertually served as theved as the key to un key to understandinderstanding Egyptiang Egyptian hieroglyp hieroglyphics. For hics. For the first thethe first the first time it watime it was possibles possible to roughl to roughly date arcy date archaeologicahaeological materiall materials in Paless in Palestine by cotine btine by compariby comparing them wing them with securelth securely dated oby dated objects fromjects from Egypt. Th Egypt. This was to is was to form the cform the cform the cornerstoncornerstone for a mee for a methodology thodology used by laused by later scholater scholars to daters to date the diffe the different layerrent layers of mounds os of mounds of mounds in Palestiin Palestine by the ne by the associatioassociation of localn of local materials materials with Egyp with Egyptian importian imports.ts.ts.

As the shore of the eastern Mediterranean was the Ottomans’ weakest link, 
both the French and British were interested in controlling the Isthmus of Suez 
and thus the trade routes from India and the Far East to Europe. In addition to 
siege equipment and heavy artillery, Napoleon commissioned an elite corps of 



scientists, engineers, naturalists, orientalists, and antiquarians to survey every 
facet of contemporary Egypt and propose the best means for its restoration. 
Thus, Napoleon was instrumental in promoting the nascent discipline of 
archaeology and European interest in the ancient Near East. One of the most 
important discoveries during the Napoleonic expedition was the Rosetta Stone, 
which eventually served as the key to understanding Egyptian hieroglyphics. For 
the first time it was possible to roughly date archaeological materials in Palestine 
by comparing them with securely dated objects from Egypt. This was to form the 
cornerstone for a methodology used by later scholars to date the different layers 
of mounds in Palestine by the association of local materials with Egyptian imports.

�Some of thSome of the early exe early explorers whplorers who contribuo contributed to theted to the European  European goal of gagoal of gaining contining gagaining cogaining control of Ontrol of Ottoman terttoman territory in ritory in conjunctioconjunction with resn with research in aearch in antiquitiesntiquities included  inc included Jincluded Johan Lewisohan Lewis Burckhard Burckhard, who in 1, who in 1812 discov812 discovered the rered the ruins of Peuins of Petra. Othertra. Othertra. Other adveOther adventurers innturers included thecluded the dilettant dilettante Lady Hese Lady Hester Lucy Ster Lucy Stanhope, wtanhope, who, informho, informho, informed oinformed of a marvelf a marvelous treasuous treasure buried re buried beneath thbeneath the mound ofe mound of Ashkelon, Ashkelon, uncovered uncover uncovered uncovered a headlessa headless statue of statue of a Roman e a Roman emperor, remperor, reputed to bputed to be the firse the first archaeolt archaeolt archaeologarchaeological artifical artifact discovact discovered in Paered in Palestine.lestine.

Some of the early explorers who contributed to the European goal of 
gaining control of Ottoman territory in conjunction with research in antiquities 
included Johan Lewis Burckhard, who in 1812 discovered the ruins of Petra. 
Other adventurers included the dilettante Lady Hester Lucy Stanhope, who, 
informed of a marvelous treasure buried beneath the mound of Ashkelon, 
uncovered a headless statue of a Roman emperor, reputed to be the first 
archaeological artifact discovered in Palestine.

Beginning Beginning of Scientiof Scientific Explorfic Explorationation

Beginning of Scientific Exploration

The beginnThe beginning of sciing of scientific arentific archaeologicchaeological researcal research in Palesh in Palestine can btine can be traced te traced to Edward Ro Edwo Edward RobEdward Robinson in tinson in the early 1he early 19th centur9th century. Unlike y. Unlike previous eprevious explorers txplorers to Palestino Palestine, RobinsoePalestinPalestine,Palestine, Robinson  Robinson was uniquewas uniquely qualifily qualified to studed to study the anciy the ancient sites ent sites based on hbased on his knowledis knis knowledge knowledge of biblicaof biblical history l history and Biblicand Biblical Hebrew.al Hebrew. By 1838 h By 1838 he and Eli e and Eli Smith wereSmith were able to i a able to idable to identify morentify more than 100e than 100 major sit major sites mentiones mentioned in the ed in the Bible, parBible, partly becaustly because Smith wae Se Smith was Smith was fluent in fluent in Arabic andArabic and many of t many of the villagehe villages retain ts retain traces of traces of the ancienthe ancient Hebrew na Heb Hebrew namHebrew names (e.g., es (e.g., Gezer/TellGezer/Tell Jezer). Jezer). Jezer).

The beginning of scientific archaeological research in Palestine can be traced to 
Edward Robinson in the early 19th century. Unlike previous explorers to 
Palestine, Robinson was uniquely qualified to study the ancient sites based on his 
knowledge of biblical history and Biblical Hebrew. By 1838 he and Eli Smith were 
able to identify more than 100 major sites mentioned in the Bible, partly because 
Smith was fluent in Arabic and many of the villages retain traces of the ancient 
Hebrew names (e.g., Gezer/Tell Jezer).

�However, aHowever, archaeologyrchaeology was Robin was Robinson’s weakson’s weakest tool, est tool, on accounton account of his ow of his own lack of n lan lack of exlack of experience iperience in a field n a field that itselthat itself was stilf was still unsophisl unsophisticated. Rticated. Robinson seobinson seems not toems noems not to havnot to have understoe understood even thod even the nature oe nature of a tell, f a tell, taking thetaking the thousands thousands of ancien of ancient mounds st mt mounds scamounds scattered acrttered across the laoss the landscape tondscape to be natura be natural formatiol formations and thuns and thus failing s failing to recognitoto recognito recognize such imze such important siportant sites as Lactes as Lachish and Jhish and Jericho. Neericho. Neverthelessvertheless, he pione, he pioneered the derpionepioneered pioneered the discipthe discipline of hiline of historical gstorical geography teography that is stihat is still an impoll an important facertant facet of biblit of bibt of biblical abiblical archaeologyrchaeology research. research.

However, archaeology was Robinson’s weakest tool, on account of his own 
lack of experience in a field that itself was still unsophisticated. Robinson seems 
not to have understood even the nature of a tell, taking the thousands of ancient 
mounds scattered across the landscape to be natural formations and thus failing 
to recognize such important sites as Lachish and Jericho. Nevertheless, he 
pioneered the discipline of historical geography that is still an important facet of 
biblical archaeology research.

Early NatiEarly National Agendonal Agendasas

Early National Agendas

�As a resulAs a result of his tt of his travels andravels and publicati publications, especons, especially ially Biblical RBiblical Researches esearches in Palestiin Palesin PalestinePalestine (1841), R (1841), Robinson reobinson revolutionizvolutionized biblicaed biblical researchl research. In respo. In response, the Bnse, the British estritish BBritish esBritish established tablished the Palestthe Palestine Explorine Exploration Fundation Fund, which sp, which sponsored seonsored several of tveral of the great ghe tthe great the great geographicgeographical surveysal surveys of wester of western Palestinn Palestine and Trane and Transjordan assjordan as well as e well as excavationsxceexcavationexcavations at a nums at a number of majber of major sites.or sites.or sites.

As a result of his travels and publications, especially Biblical Researches in 
Palestine (1841), Robinson revolutionized biblical research. In response, the 
British established the Palestine Exploration Fund, which sponsored several of 



the great geographical surveys of western Palestine and Transjordan as well as 
excavations at a number of major sites.

�On the basOn the basis of Robiis of Robinson and Snson and Smith’s piomith’s pioneering woneering work in the rk in the historicalhistorical geography geogra geography geography of the Holof the Holy Land, thy Land, the PEF in 1e PEF in 1865–66 sen865–66 sent Charles t Charles W. Wilson,W. Wilson, an office an office an officer ofofficer of the Royal the Royal Engineers Engineers, to overs, to oversee the firee the first scientist scientific mappinfic mapping of Jerusg of Jerusalem. Wilsalem. JerusJerusalem.Jerusalem. Wilson di Wilson discovered ascovered an arch lean arch leading to thding to the temple me temple mount whichount which still bea still bears his namrbeabears his bears his name, but name, but when he exwhen he experienced perienced numerous tnumerous technical pechnical problems wiroblems with the surth the sth the survey thesurvey the PEF dispa PEF dispatched anottched another explorher explorer, Charleer, Charles Warren, s Warren, whose misswhose mission ostension osteion ostensiblyostensibly was to pl was to plan a moderan a modern sewer syn sewer system for Jstem for Jerusalem. erusalem. Warren madWarren made a seriese a seriee a series of series of intricate intricate shafts thrshafts through the tough the thick refushick refuse layers oe layers of the Old f the Old City, effeCity, effectively cuctively effeeffectiveleffectively cutting y cutting through ththrough the town’s se town’s stratigraphtratigraphy, resultiy, resulting in a cong in a complete lacmplete lack of accurk of ak of accurate daccurate dates with ates with which to ewhich to evaluate suvaluate such discovech discoveries as thries as the subterrae subterranean cistenean cisterns associrncistecisterns acisterns associated ssociated with the Hwith the Haram ash-Saram ash-Sharif, theharif, the entrance  entrance to the Herto the Herodian tempodian temple, and otltemptemple, antemple, and other fid other finds. Perhands. Perhaps the mosps the most ambitiout ambitious project s project carried oucarried out under tht under the auspiceseththe auspicthe auspices of the es of the PEF was thPEF was the 19th-cene 19th-century survetury survey of Lieuty of Lieutenants Chaenants Charles R. Corles R. Conder and HnCoConder andConder and H. H. Kit H. H. Kitchener, whchener, who later heo later helped “conqlped “conquer” the Suer” the Sudan. Betwudan. Between 1872–1een 187een 1872–1878 1872–1878 the two cathe two carried out rried out a much mora much more sophistie sophisticated geogcated geographical sraphical survey thanurvey thurvey than that than that of Robinsoof Robinson, recordin, recording 10 thoung 10 thousand sitessand sites covering  covering 15,500 sq.15,500 sq. km. (6000 km. (6000 sq. mi.)  s sq. mi.) asq. mi.) and publishnd publishing seven ing seven volumes wivolumes with remarkath remarkably accurably accurate large-ste large-scale topogcale topographic mapratopogtopographitopographic maps of c maps of the Holy Lthe Holy Land.and.and.

On the basis of Robinson and Smith’s pioneering work in the historical 
geography of the Holy Land, the PEF in 1865–66 sent Charles W. Wilson, an 
officer of the Royal Engineers, to oversee the first scientific mapping of 
Jerusalem. Wilson discovered an arch leading to the temple mount which still 
bears his name, but when he experienced numerous technical problems with the 
survey the PEF dispatched another explorer, Charles Warren, whose mission 
ostensibly was to plan a modern sewer system for Jerusalem. Warren made a 
series of intricate shafts through the thick refuse layers of the Old City, 
effectively cutting through the town’s stratigraphy, resulting in a complete lack of 
accurate dates with which to evaluate such discoveries as the subterranean 
cisterns associated with the Haram ash-Sharif, the entrance to the Herodian 
temple, and other finds. Perhaps the most ambitious project carried out under 
the auspices of the PEF was the 19th-century survey of Lieutenants Charles R. 
Conder and H. H. Kitchener, who later helped “conquer” the Sudan. Between 
1872–1878 the two carried out a much more sophisticated geographical survey 
than that of Robinson, recording 10 thousand sites covering 15,500 sq. km. (6000 
sq. mi.) and publishing seven volumes with remarkably accurate large-scale 
topographic maps of the Holy Land.

�Some 10 yeSome 10 years later ars later an Americaan American, Navy Ltn, Navy Lt. William . William F. Lynch, F. Lynch, conducted conducted the first the fithe first sciefirst scientific surntific survey of thevey of the Dead Sea, Dead Sea, producing producing numerous  numerous maps, drawmaps, drawings, and ings, and reports onrepreports onreports on the flora the flora, fauna, a, fauna, and geologynd geology of the re of the region. A fugion. A fundamentalindamentalist thinkerst thinker, Lynch be, Lyn, Lynch beliLynch believed the Deved the Dead Sea vaead Sea valley to eclley to echo the bibho the biblical desclical descriptions, riptions, and he souand he sought to finghtsousought to sought to find the bfind the biblical Soiblical Sodom and Godom and Gomorrah.morrah.morrah.

Some 10 years later an American, Navy Lt. William F. Lynch, conducted the 
first scientific survey of the Dead Sea, producing numerous maps, drawings, and 
reports on the flora, fauna, and geology of the region. A fundamentalist thinker, 
Lynch believed the Dead Sea valley to echo the biblical descriptions, and he 
sought to find the biblical Sodom and Gomorrah.

�The FrenchThe French explorer  explorer Charles ClCharles Clermont-Ganermont-Ganneau. who neau. who began workbegan working under ing under the auspictthe auspicthe auspices of the es of the PEF in 187PEF in 1873, is asso3, is associated witciated with several h several outstandinoutstanding discoverg discoveries which ies wies which servwhich serve as benche as benchmarks for marks for Syro-PalesSyro-Palestinian arctinian archaeology. haeology. Included aIncluded are the Gezre the Gezer boundareGezGezer bounGezer boundary markedary marker bearing r bearing the Canaanthe Canaanite name oite name of the sitef the site, a 1st-ce, a 1st-century ntury B.C.E.B.C.EB.C.E.B.C.E. Greek ins Greek inscription wcription warning Genarning Gentiles not tiles not to enter tto enter the temple he temple court, andcourt, and the Moabi the M the Moabite StMoabite Stone.one.one.

The French explorer Charles Clermont-Ganneau. who began working under 
the auspices of the PEF in 1873, is associated with several outstanding discoveries 
which serve as benchmarks for Syro-Palestinian archaeology. Included are the 
Gezer boundary marker bearing the Canaanite name of the site, a 1st-century 
B.C.E. Greek inscription warning Gentiles not to enter the temple court, and the 
Moabite Stone.

�The eve ofThe eve of World War World War I saw the I saw the beginning beginnings of systes of systematic and matic and controlledcontrolled archaeolo arch archaeologarchaeological excavical excavations in ations in Palestine.Palestine. Prior to  Prior to the 1890s,the 1890s, the PEF h the PEF had concentad concentrated mostratconcentconcentratconcentrated most ofed most of its work  its work within thewithin the boundarie boundaries of the Os of the Old City ofld City of Jerusalem Jerusalem. In 1890 .JerusalemJerusalem.Jerusalem. In 1890 t In 1890 they embarkhey embarked on a maed on a major excavajor excavation in thtion in the Negeb, ae Negeb, an area clon area clon area close to tclose to the Sinai Phe Sinai Peninsula weninsula with accessith access to the st to the strategic Isrategic Isthmus of Sthmus of Suez, in houez, in hope of provpe ofpe of providiof providing the firng the first scientist scientific evidenfic evidence for thece for the rise of b rise of biblical ciiblical civilizationvilization. For this. For this task they t task they task they chose the chose the British EgBritish Egyptologistyptologist Sir Willi Sir William Flinderam Flinders Petrie, s Petrie, who becamewho became the first th the first the first biblical abiblical archaeologirchaeologist to undest to understand therstand the significa significance of telnce of tells as artils as artificial mouficial mouficial mounds madmounds made up of sue up of superimposedperimposed debris wh debris which represich represent different different ancienent ancient civilizat civilizat civilizaticivilizations. This ons. This he learnedhe learned from Hein from Heinrich Schlirich Schliemann, excemann, excavator of avator of Homeric TrHomeric Troy, who deoyTrTroy, who Troy, who demonstratdemonstrated how, thed how, through obserough observing strarving stratigraphy, tigraphy, changes inchanges in material  material material cmaterial culture couulture could be ordeld be ordered in seqred in sequence, wituence, with the earlh the earliest materiest material at theial at the bottom an bot bottom andbottom and the lates the latest at the tt at the top. Workinop. Working in Egyptg in Egypt from 1880 from 1880, Petrie d, Petrie developed teveloped the scientihtthe scientthe scientific methoific method of potted of pottery dating,ry dating, so that a so that a detailed  detailed chronologychronology could be  could be devised badevidevised badevised based on stysed on stylistic chalistic changes in conges in common Egyptmmon Egyptian ceramiian ceramic forms. Ic forms. It was the t was the prospect oprprospect oprospect of linking f linking his Egyptihis Egyptian chronolan chronology with togy with that of neihat of neighboring sghboring southern Paouthern Palestine thlesPaPalestine Palestine that led Pthat led Petrie to aetrie to accept the ccept the offer to doffer to direct the irect the first systfirst systematic excematic excavations iavationexcexcavationexcavations in the Hs in the Holy Land. oly Land. On the basOn the basis of a suis of a survey of sirvey of sites in soutes in southern Palethern Palestine, PetstinPalePalestine,Palestine, Petrie ch Petrie chose Tell ose Tell el-H¸esiel-H¸esi for his p for his pioneer excioneer excavations iavations in 1890. Men 1890. MethodicallythodMeMethodicalMethodically recordily recording and datng and dating archaeing archaeological mological materials, aterials, Petrie intPetrie introduced a roduced a truly scietrutruly scietruly scientific metntific method of rephod of replicating olicating observationbservations and intes and interpretationrpretations. In six s. In six weeks of eweeksweeks of eweeks of excavationsxcavations at Tell  at Tell el-H¸esiel-H¸esi he discov he discovered 11 suered 11 successive tccessive towns datinowns dating back to g bg back to thback to the Middle Be Middle Bronze Age.ronze Age. Using Egy Using Egyptian artiptian artifacts founfacts found in each d in each layer as clayer as chronologichrocchronologichronological anchorcal anchors, he was s, he was able to daable to date objectite objectively localvely local pottery a pottery and other rnd other remains. Whemrremains. Wremains. While this hile this relative drelative dating woulating would be honedd be honed and clari and clarified by lafied by later scholater scholars, Petriers, Prs, Petrie movPetrie moved Palestied Palestinian archanian archaeology outeology out of the re of the realm of puralm of purely biblicely biblical studiesal studies and helpe and and helpedand helped to fit Pa to fit Palestinian lestinian antiquitieantiquities into thes into the cultural  cultural context ofcontext of the entir the entire Middle Ee Middle Middle EasMiddle East.t.

The eve of World War I saw the beginnings of systematic and controlled 
archaeological excavations in Palestine. Prior to the 1890s, the PEF had 
concentrated most of its work within the boundaries of the Old City of 
Jerusalem. In 1890 they embarked on a major excavation in the Negeb, an area 
close to the Sinai Peninsula with access to the strategic Isthmus of Suez, in hope 
of providing the first scientific evidence for the rise of biblical civilization. For this 
task they chose the British Egyptologist Sir William Flinders Petrie, who became 
the first biblical archaeologist to understand the significance of tells as artificial 
mounds made up of superimposed debris which represent different ancient 



civilizations. This he learned from Heinrich Schliemann, excavator of Homeric 
Troy, who demonstrated how, through observing stratigraphy, changes in 
material culture could be ordered in sequence, with the earliest material at the 
bottom and the latest at the top. Working in Egypt from 1880, Petrie developed 
the scientific method of pottery dating, so that a detailed chronology could be 
devised based on stylistic changes in common Egyptian ceramic forms. It was the 
prospect of linking his Egyptian chronology with that of neighboring southern 
Palestine that led Petrie to accept the offer to direct the first systematic 
excavations in the Holy Land. On the basis of a survey of sites in southern 
Palestine, Petrie chose Tell el-H¸esi for his pioneer excavations in 1890. 
Methodically recording and dating archaeological materials, Petrie introduced a 
truly scientific method of replicating observations and interpretations. In six 
weeks of excavations at Tell el-H¸esi he discovered 11 successive towns dating 
back to the Middle Bronze Age. Using Egyptian artifacts found in each layer as 
chronological anchors, he was able to date objectively local pottery and other 
remains. While this relative dating would be honed and clarified by later scholars, 
Petrie moved Palestinian archaeology out of the realm of purely biblical studies 
and helped to fit Palestinian antiquities into the cultural context of the entire 
Middle East.

VolunteersVolunteers at Tel Mi at Tel Miqne/Ekron qne/Ekron excavationexcavation measuring measuring the locat the locations of diions of distinctive stinctive features ifefeatures ifeatures in the balkn the balk while mak while making a secting a section drawinion drawing (Phoenixg (Phoenix Data Syst Data Systems, Neal ems, Neal and Joel Banand Joel Band Joel Bierling)ierling)

Volunteers at Tel Miqne/Ekron excavation measuring the locations of distinctive 
features in the balk while making a section drawing (Phoenix Data Systems, Neal 
and Joel Bierling)

Honing ExcHoning Excavation Meavation Methodsthods

Honing Excavation Methods

When PetriWhen Petrie returnede returned to work i to work in Egypt, tn Egypt, the PEF chohe PEF chose an Amerse an American, Fredican, Frederick J. Berick J. Berick J. Bliss, as Bliss, as his succeshis successor at Telsor at Tell l el-H¸esiel-H¸esi from 1891 from 1891–1894. The–1894. There he excare he excavated a givated a giant, wedgeagigiant, wedgiant, wedge-shaped ge-shaped trench nowtrench now referred  referred to as “Blito as “Bliss’ Cut.” ss’ Cut.” Although mAlthough many Britisany British scholarshBritisBritish scBritish scholars casholars castigate himtigate him for diggi for digging almost ng almost one third one third of the mouof the mound and usind and using artificng ang artificialartificial “layers”  “layers” cut arbitrcut arbitrarily throarily through the siugh the site, Americte, Americans considans consider Bliss aer Bliss an excellenn exceln excellent excellent stratigrapstratigrapher who reher who refined Petrfined Petrie’s conceie’s concepts. In 18pts. In 1892 he disc92 he discovered theovered the first cun fir first cunefirst cuneiform tabliform tablet found iet found in Palestinn Palestine, contempe, contemporary withorary with those fro those from Tell el-m Tell el-Amarna andAmel-el-Amarna el-Amarna and mentioand mentioning Lachining Lachish. From 1sh. From 1894–1897 B894–1897 Bliss contiliss continued Warrenued Warren’s work an’s won’s work at Jework at Jerusalem. Hrusalem. He then joie then joined R. A. ned R. A. S. MacalisS. Macalister in theter in the first reg first regional archional archaeologicalaeoloarcharchaeologarchaeological projeical project, excavact, excavating four ting four major tellmajor tells in the Ss in the Shephelah: hephelah: Tell Tell es�-S�afi/es�-S�aes�-S�afi/es�-S�afi/Tel Z¸afitTel Z¸afit, Tell Zak, Tell Zakariyeh/Telariyeh/Tel Azekah, T Azekah, Tell el-Judell el-Judeideh, andeideh, and Tell  Tell S�andah�anS�aS�andah�anS�andah�annana. This was. This was the first the first time a co time a complete seqmplete sequence, spauence, spanning fromnning from the Bronz the the Bronzethe Bronze Age to th Age to the Crusadere Crusader period, w period, was uncoveras uncovered.ed.

When Petrie returned to work in Egypt, the PEF chose an American, Frederick J. 
Bliss, as his successor at Tell el-H¸esi from 1891–1894. There he excavated a 
giant, wedge-shaped trench now referred to as “Bliss’ Cut.” Although many 
British scholars castigate him for digging almost one third of the mound and using 
artificial “layers” cut arbitrarily through the site, Americans consider Bliss an 
excellent stratigrapher who refined Petrie’s concepts. In 1892 he discovered the 
first cuneiform tablet found in Palestine, contemporary with those from Tell 
el-Amarna and mentioning Lachish. From 1894–1897 Bliss continued Warren’s 
work at Jerusalem. He then joined R. A. S. Macalister in the first regional 
archaeological project, excavating four major tells in the Shephelah: Tell 
es�-S�afi/Tel Z¸afit , Tell Zakariyeh/Tel Azekah, Tell el-Judeideh, and Tell 
S�andah�anna . This was the first time a complete sequence, spanning from 
the Bronze Age to the Crusader period, was uncovered.



The Rise oThe Rise of Biblicalf Biblical City Exca City Excavationsvations

The Rise of Biblical City Excavations

To help esTo help establish a tablish a significansignificant British t British presence ipresence in the archn the archaeology ofaeology of the regio the region, the PEFn, then, the PEF inthe PEF initiated a itiated a major longmajor long-term proj-term project led byect led by Macaliste Macalister, who in r, who in 1902–8 dug1902–8 dug at Tell J a at Tell Jeat Tell Jezer/el-Jazzer/el-Jazari (Gezerari (Gezer). Despite). Despite his great his great potential potential, Macalist, Macalister’s Gezerer’s Gezer excavatio excav excavationexcavations reflect s reflect some of thsome of the worst pre worst practices ofactices of the time. the time. He worked He worked his way a his way across the craacross theacross the mound, di mound, digging a sigging a single trencngle trench some 12 h some 12 m. (40 ft.m. (40 ft.) wide, re) wide, reaching bedaching bedrock, thenrobedbedrock, tbedrock, then digginhen digging another g another behind it behind it and fillinand filling the firsg the first with thet with the back-dirt back-dirt. There wa. Ther. There was There was no controlno control over stra over stratigraphy, tigraphy, and the inand the interrelatioterrelation between n between artifacts artifacts and layersandand layersand layers was ignor was ignored. Yet deed. Yet despite thesspite these faults, e faults, MacalisterMacalister’s three-v’s three-volume olume The ExcavaThe ExcaThe ExcavationExcavation of Gezer of Gezer (1912) en (1912) endures as odures as one of the ne of the major contmajor contributions ributions to this eato this early phase rly prly phase of ephase of excavation xcavation in Palestiin Palestine.ne.

To help establish a significant British presence in the archaeology of the region, 
the PEF initiated a major long-term project led by Macalister, who in 1902–8 dug 
at Tell Jezer/el-Jazari (Gezer). Despite his great potential, Macalister’s Gezer 
excavations reflect some of the worst practices of the time. He worked his way 
across the mound, digging a single trench some 12 m. (40 ft.) wide, reaching 
bedrock, then digging another behind it and filling the first with the back-dirt. 
There was no control over stratigraphy, and the interrelation between artifacts 
and layers was ignored. Yet despite these faults, Macalister’s three-volume The 
Excavation of Gezer (1912) endures as one of the major contributions to this early 
phase of excavation in Palestine.

A PermanenA Permanent Americant American Presence Presence

A Permanent American Presence

By 1900 thBy 1900 the Americane Americans also dess also desired to plired to play a decisay a decisive role iive role in the expln the exploration oforation of Palestine Pa Palestine,Palestine, and so fo and so formed the Armed the American Scmerican Schools of Ohools of Oriental Reriental Research, a search, a consortiumconsortiumconsortiumconsortium of univer of universities intsities interested inerested in the archa the archaeology, bieology, biblical hisblical history, and tory, and anthropoloanthranthropoloanthropology of the gy of the Holy Land,Holy Land, headquart headquartered in Jeered in Jerusalem (nrusalem (now the W. ow the W. F. AlbrighF. AlbrighF. Albright IAlbright Institute onstitute of Archaeolf Archaeological Resogical Research). Alearch). Although Amethough American instrican institutions hitutions had excavatad hhad excavahad excavated elsewhted elsewhere in theere in the Middle Ea Middle East, they lst, they lacked expeacked experience in rience in Palestine.Palestine. Determine D DeterminedDetermined to conduc to conduct excavatit excavations on a sons on a scale compacale comparable to Brable to British andritish and Austrian  Austrian  Austrian eAustrian efforts, thfforts, they enlisteey enlisted the renod the renowned Ameriwned American Egyptocan Egyptologist Geologist George Andrewrge Andrerge Andrew ReiAndrew Reisner undersner under the spons the sponsorship of orship of the new Hathe new Harvard Semirvard Semitic Museumtic Museum to direct to di to direct thedirect their first mir first major campaajor campaign at Sebign at Sebaste (Samaaste (Samaria). The ria). The dual role dual role of the sitof the site as capite as ce as capital ofcapital of the north the northern Israelern Israelite kingdoite kingdom and the m and the later citylater city rebuilt b rebuilt by Herod thy Herod the Great mae Gre Great madeGreat made it especi it especially appeaally appealing. The ling. The fantastic fantastic palaces anpalaces and public bd public buildings buildings built by Omuilt built by Omri anby Omri and his son d his son Ahab wouldAhab would make the  make the site one osite one of the mostf the most important important excavatio excavat excavationexcavations in the cs in the country.ountry.ountry.

By 1900 the Americans also desired to play a decisive role in the exploration of 
Palestine, and so formed the American Schools of Oriental Research, a 
consortium of universities interested in the archaeology, biblical history, and 
anthropology of the Holy Land, headquartered in Jerusalem (now the W. F. 
Albright Institute of Archaeological Research). Although American institutions 
had excavated elsewhere in the Middle East, they lacked experience in Palestine. 
Determined to conduct excavations on a scale comparable to British and 
Austrian efforts, they enlisted the renowned American Egyptologist George 
Andrew Reisner under the sponsorship of the new Harvard Semitic Museum to 
direct their first major campaign at Sebaste (Samaria). The dual role of the site as 
capital of the northern Israelite kingdom and the later city rebuilt by Herod the 
Great made it especially appealing. The fantastic palaces and public buildings built 
by Omri and his son Ahab would make the site one of the most important 
excavations in the country.

�Reisner’s Reisner’s greatest cgreatest contributioontribution to Syro-n to Syro-PalestiniaPalestinian archaeoln archaeology was thogy was the introduce introde introductiintroduction of the on of the “debris-la“debris-layer” technyer” technique of diique of digging, whigging, which consistch consists of separs of separating the atingseparseparatingseparating the occup the occupation layeation layers of supers of superimposed srimposed strata whiltrata while carefulle carefully mapping y mapping the locatiththe locatithe location of impoon of important artirtant artifacts. Reifacts. Reisner combisner combined this mned this method withethod with a detaile a detailed recordind rd recording recording system, insystem, including phcluding photo recordoto records, a dailys, a daily written r written report or deport or diary, mapsiary, maps, architec, a, architectuarchitectural plans,ral plans, find-spot find-spots, and a rs, and a registry ofegistry of finds. Re finds. Reisner’s imisner’s impact was dpact was diminished iminishddiminisheddiminished by the ou by the outbreak of tbreak of World War World War I, which dI, which delayed pubelayed publication olication of his repof his repof his report untreport until 1924.il 1924.

Reisner’s greatest contribution to Syro-Palestinian archaeology was the 
introduction of the “debris-layer” technique of digging, which consists of 
separating the occupation layers of superimposed strata while carefully mapping 
the location of important artifacts. Reisner combined this method with a detailed 
recording system, including photo records, a daily written report or diary, maps, 
architectural plans, find-spots, and a registry of finds. Reisner’s impact was 
diminished by the outbreak of World War I, which delayed publication of his 
report until 1924.

Lawrence aLawrence and Musilnd Musil

Lawrence and Musil



Prior to WPrior to World War Iorld War I the only  the only region in region in western Pawestern Palestine thlestine the PEF had e PEF had yet to invyet to investigate weinvinvestigatinvestigate was the e was the Negeb deseNegeb desert in the rt in the south, adjsouth, adjacent to tacent to the strateghe strategic Suez Caic Suez Canal. For tnalCaCanal. ForCanal. For this they this they enlisted  enlisted two young two young archaeologarchaeologists, C. Lists, C. Leonard Wooeonard Woolley, excalley, excavator of tvexcaexcavator excavator of the Mesof the Mesopotamian opotamian city of Urcity of Ur, and T. E, and T. E. Lawrence. Lawrence, later kn, later known as Lawown as Lawown as Lawrence oLawrence of Arabia ff Arabia for his rolor his role in the Ae in the Arab revoltrab revolt against t against the Ottomanhe Ottomans. Becauses. Because of the ob o of the obvof the obvious signiious significance officance of the regio the region should hn should hostilitiesostilities break out break out between B between Britain andritaBBritain anBritain and the Ottod the Ottoman Empireman Empire, Lawrence, Lawrence was to us was to use his arche his archaeologicalaeological research  research research aresearch as a cover s a cover for militafor military reconnary reconnaissance. Wissance. Woolley andoolley and Lawrence’ Lawrence’s primary s primary research wrresearch wresearch was in the as in the arid centrarid central Negeb dal Negeb desert, wheesert, where they rere they recorded succorded such impressih impressih impressiveimpressive Nabatean  Nabatean sites as Osites as Oboda boda ({Avdat({Avdat), Sobata ), Sobata (Shivta), (Shivta), and Elusa and Elusa (H¸aluz�a(Ḩaluz(H¸aluz�a(H¸aluz�a).).).

Prior to World War I the only region in western Palestine the PEF had yet to 
investigate was the Negeb desert in the south, adjacent to the strategic Suez 
Canal. For this they enlisted two young archaeologists, C. Leonard Woolley, 
excavator of the Mesopotamian city of Ur, and T. E. Lawrence, later known as 
Lawrence of Arabia for his role in the Arab revolt against the Ottomans. Because 
of the obvious significance of the region should hostilities break out between 
Britain and the Ottoman Empire, Lawrence was to use his archaeological 
research as a cover for military reconnaissance. Woolley and Lawrence’s primary 
research was in the arid central Negeb desert, where they recorded such 
impressive Nabatean sites as Oboda ({Avdat), Sobata (Shivta), and Elusa 
(H¸aluz�a ).

�Of much grOf much greater signeater significance tificance to scholarso scholarship and eahip and early explorrly exploration is tation is the lesser he lesserhe lesser knolesser known Czech own Czech orientalistrientalist Alois Mus Alois Musil (1868–1il (1868–1944). Musi944). Musil is knownl is known to Wester to Weste to Western anWestern anthropologithropologists for hists for his seminal s seminal study, study, The MannerThe Manners and Custs and Customs of theoms of the Rwala Bed Rwa Rwala BedoRwala Bedouinuin (1928), s (1928), still the still the standard ettandard ethnography hnography of the Norof the North Arabianth Arabian Bedouin.  Bedouin Bedouin. IBedouin. In additionn addition to this e to this ethnographithnographic work, hec work, he published published  Arabia PetArabia Petraearaea (1917–18) (1917– (1917–18),(1917–18), a series  a series of reportsof reports on his to on his topographicapographical-culturall-cultural surveys o surveys of the Negef the Negeb, Transjob, Tb, TransjordaTransjordan, and Aran, and Arabia that abia that are still rre still reliable. Meliable. Musil was iusil was instrumentanstrumental in recorl in recording hundrding hding hundreds ohundreds of archaeolf archaeological sitogical sites, inscries, inscriptions, anptions, and monumentd monuments, includis, including many ofng many of the “dese th the “deserthe “desert castles”t castles” in Jordan in Jordan dating to dating to the early the early Islamic p Islamic period.eriod.

Of much greater significance to scholarship and early exploration is the 
lesser known Czech orientalist Alois Musil (1868–1944). Musil is known to 
Western anthropologists for his seminal study, The Manners and Customs of the 
Rwala Bedouin (1928), still the standard ethnography of the North Arabian 
Bedouin. In addition to this ethnographic work, he published Arabia Petraea 
(1917–18), a series of reports on his topographical-cultural surveys of the Negeb, 
Transjordan, and Arabia that are still reliable. Musil was instrumental in recording 
hundreds of archaeological sites, inscriptions, and monuments, including many of 
the “desert castles” in Jordan dating to the early Islamic period.

OrientalisOrientalist Traditiot Tradition Par Excen Par Excellencellence

Orientalist Tradition Par Excellence

The AmericThe American scholaran scholar William F William F. Albright. Albright represent represents what mays what may be regard be regarded as the ed as theed as the “Goldethe “Golden Age of Bn Age of Biblical Ariblical Archaeology”chaeology” (1925–194 (1925–1948). For al8). For almost 50 yemost 50 years after ars after his first hhis first his first visit to Pvisit to Palestine ialestine in 1919, Aln 1919, Albright probright produced an aduced an amazing cormazing corpus of wripus of writings touctings wriwritings twritings touching onouching on history,  history, archaeologarchaeology, ancienty, ancient Near East Near Eastern studieern studies, epigraps, epigraphy, and mohy,epigrapepigraphy,epigraphy, and more  and more that helpethat helped link thed link the general d general disciplinesisciplines of archae of archaeology and ology and biblical rbibbiblical rbiblical research. Iesearch. In the yearn the years before As before Albright, tlbright, the archaeohe archaeology of Palogy of Palestine pllestine played littlayed layed little or little or no part inno part in the bibli the biblical/historcal/historical contrical controversies goversies generated benerated by Julius Wy Julius Wellhausen ellhausWWellhausenWellhausen and the s and the school of hchool of higher critigher criticism. Albicism. Albright becaright became the mosme the most important important important important archaeologarchaeological playeical player in the dr in the debate by eebate by enlisting nnlisting new data, pew data, primarily frimarily from texts romffrom textsfrom texts found in  found in excavationexcavations in others in other Near East Near Eastern countrern countries. He usies. He used the broed the broadest defiabrobroadest dbroadest definition efinition of “biblicof “biblical archaeoal archaeology,” enclogy,” encompassing ompassing all lands all lands mentioned mentioned in the Bibin tin the Bible the Bible and thus cand thus coextensiveoextensive with the  with the “cradle of“cradle of civilizat civilization.” For ion.” For Albright, Albright, excavationexcavexcavationexcavations in everys in every part of t part of this broad his broad region sheregion shed light, dd light, directly orirectly or indirectl indirectly, on the y, on ty, on the Bible.the Bible.

The American scholar William F. Albright represents what may be regarded as 
the “Golden Age of Biblical Archaeology” (1925–1948). For almost 50 years after 
his first visit to Palestine in 1919, Albright produced an amazing corpus of 
writings touching on history, archaeology, ancient Near Eastern studies, 
epigraphy, and more that helped link the general disciplines of archaeology and 
biblical research. In the years before Albright, the archaeology of Palestine played 
little or no part in the biblical/historical controversies generated by Julius 
Wellhausen and the school of higher criticism. Albright became the most 
important archaeological player in the debate by enlisting new data, primarily 
from texts found in excavations in other Near Eastern countries. He used the 
broadest definition of “biblical archaeology,” encompassing all lands mentioned in 
the Bible and thus coextensive with the “cradle of civilization.” For Albright, 
excavations in every part of this broad region shed light, directly or indirectly, on 
the Bible.

�During thiDuring this period, s period, the publicthe public, particul, particularly in tharly in the English-e English-speaking wspeaking world, becaorld, became fascinambecabecame fasbecame fascinated wicinated with how arcth how archaeology chaeology could autheould authenticate ornticate or “prove” t “prove” the earlieshe earlieshe earliest hearliest history of istory of Israel. ByIsrael. By examining examining the inter the internal evidennal evidence of the ce of the biblical tbiblical text, Germaext, Geext, German bibGerman biblical scholical scholars such lars such as Albrechas Albrecht Alt and t Alt and Martin NotMartin Noth tried toh tried to identify  identify the “origithethe “origithe “originating” hinating” historical estorical events thatvents that were the  were the source of source of OT narratiOT narratives. Albrives. Albright too waght AlbriAlbright tAlbright too was invoo was involved in tolved in the quest fhe quest for ancientor ancient Israel, b Israel, but he emplut he employed the eoyed the external (nxteeexternal (external (nonbiblicanonbiblical) evidencl) evidence providede provided by archae by archaeology in Pology in Palestine aalestine and neighbond neighboring landsrinneighboneighborinneighboring lands rag lands rather than ther than the historthe history of tradiy of tradition in thtion in the Bible ale Bible alone. As anone. As an “oriental “ori “orientali“orientalist” he aimst” he aimed at placed at placing Israeling Israel and its t and its traditions raditions within thowithin those of the se of the greater angreatergreater angreater ancient Nearcient Near East by e East by examining txamining the Bible ihe Bible in the lighn the light of anciet of ancient Near Eant Near Eastern textsteEaEastern teEastern textual dataxtual data and mater and material culturial culture.e.e.

During this period, the public, particularly in the English-speaking world, 
became fascinated with how archaeology could authenticate or “prove” the 
earliest history of Israel. By examining the internal evidence of the biblical text, 



German biblical scholars such as Albrecht Alt and Martin Noth tried to identify 
the “originating” historical events that were the source of OT narratives. 
Albright too was involved in the quest for ancient Israel, but he employed the 
external (nonbiblical) evidence provided by archaeology in Palestine and 
neighboring lands rather than the history of tradition in the Bible alone. As an 
“orientalist” he aimed at placing Israel and its traditions within those of the 
greater ancient Near East by examining the Bible in the light of ancient Near 
Eastern textual data and material culture.

�Albright’sAlbright’s training  training was in Asswas in Assyriology ayriology and historind historical/bibliccal/biblical studiesal studies rooted in rooted in German sc G German schGerman scholarship. olarship. As a self-As a self-taught arctaught archaeologisthaeologist, he quick, he quickly linked ly linked this fieldthis field with hist with with histowith historical geogrical geography. Durraphy. During his foing his formative yermative years in Palars in Palestine he estine he developed developed not as a bnotnot as a bnot as a biblical ariblical archaeologischaeologist but ratht but rather a cultuer a cultural historral historian, seekiian, seeking to tranng to transform biblsform bsform biblical abiblical archaeologyrchaeology into the  into the history ofhistory of the Easte the Eastern Mediterrn Mediterranean, unranean, understandinderstanding biblicalg bg biblical lbiblical literature iterature as belongias belonging to an eng to an environmentnvironment of cultur of cultures.es.es.

Albright’s training was in Assyriology and historical/biblical studies rooted in 
German scholarship. As a self-taught archaeologist, he quickly linked this field 
with historical geography. During his formative years in Palestine he developed 
not as a biblical archaeologist but rather a cultural historian, seeking to transform 
biblical archaeology into the history of the Eastern Mediterranean, understanding 
biblical literature as belonging to an environment of cultures.

�The power The power of Albrighof Albright’s intellt’s intellect as refect as reflected in lected in his prolifhis prolific writingic writings had an es had an enormous imnoeenormous ienormous impact on smpact on scholarly dcholarly discourse fiscourse from the earom the early 1920s rly 1920s until his until his death in 1death in 1971. Surpr9711971. Surp1971. Surprisingly, risingly, he had lithe had little archaetle archaeological fological field experield experience. Hisience. His reputatio reputation as an arn as ann as an archaeoan archaeologist is logist is based on hbased on his importais important excavatnt excavations at Teions at Tell Beit Mill Beit Mirsim, a smrsim, a small tell iall tall tell in thtell in the southerne southern Shephelah Shephelah. His anal. His analysis of thysis of the pottery e pottery and stratiand stratigraphy frography from the sitem thm the site cthe site clarified tlarified the chronolhe chronology of theogy of the MB, LB, a MB, LB, and Iron Agnd Iron Ages — thosees — those periods m periods most closelommost closemost closely linked ly linked with the Owith the OT — and reT — and represents opresents one of the ne of the pillars onpillars on which rel which relative archarelrelative arelative archaeologirchaeological datingcal dating in Palest in Palestine rests.ine rests. Albright’ Albright’s command s command of so manyof so many disciplin dis disciplinedisciplines gave hiss gave his voice an  voice an authority authority which few which few questionedquestioned during hi during his lifetimes lifetime. His expe. His. His expertHis expertise in sucise in such diverse h diverse fields as fields as Akkadian, Akkadian, Hebrew, thHebrew, the OT, Neare OT, Near Eastern s Eastern studies, hitusstudies, hstudies, history, reistory, religion, hiligion, historical gstorical geography, eography, and archaeand archaeology provology provided a modided a model for theel foel for the fifor the first generarst generation of Istion of Israeli schoraeli scholars of whlars of what should at should constituteconstitute a thoroug a thorough groundinh groh grounding grounding in biblicain biblical archaeoll archaeology.ogy.

The power of Albright’s intellect as reflected in his prolific writings had an 
enormous impact on scholarly discourse from the early 1920s until his death in 
1971. Surprisingly, he had little archaeological field experience. His reputation as 
an archaeologist is based on his important excavations at Tell Beit Mirsim, a small 
tell in the southern Shephelah. His analysis of the pottery and stratigraphy from 
the site clarified the chronology of the MB, LB, and Iron Ages — those periods 
most closely linked with the OT — and represents one of the pillars on which 
relative archaeological dating in Palestine rests. Albright’s command of so many 
disciplines gave his voice an authority which few questioned during his lifetime. 
His expertise in such diverse fields as Akkadian, Hebrew, the OT, Near Eastern 
studies, history, religion, historical geography, and archaeology provided a model 
for the first generation of Israeli scholars of what should constitute a thorough 
grounding in biblical archaeology.

Rise of “BRise of “Biblical Ariblical Archaeology”chaeology”

Rise of “Biblical Archaeology”

Another prAnother prominent orominent orientalist ientalist was Rolandwas Roland de Vaux,  de Vaux, O.P., a maO.P., a master of anster of ancient Nearcient Nearcient Near EasteNear Eastern historyrn history, the OT, , the OT, and the arand the archaeology chaeology of Syro-Paof Syro-Palestine. Ilestine. In additionn addition to writin to to writingto writing lasting h lasting histories oistories of ancient f ancient Israel, deIsrael, de Vaux exca Vaux excavated (194vated (1946–1960) th6–1960) the northerne noe northern Tnorthern Tell ell el-Far{ahel-Far{ah (identifi (identified as the ed as the site of Tisite of Tirzah, capirzah, capital of thetal of the northern  northern kingdom bekikingdom bekingdom before Omri fore Omri transferretransferred the capid the capital to Samtal to Samaria) and aria) and Khirbet QuKhirbet Qumran. Howemran. Homran. However, iHowever, if scholarsf scholars such as A such as Albright, Mlbright, Musil, and usil, and de Vaux arde Vaux are distingue distinguished by tished by their breadheirttheir breatheir breadth, a numdth, a number of Albber of Albright’s stright’s students wenudents went on to nat on to narrow biblirrow biblical archaecal archaeology intoolarchaearchaeologarchaeology into a py into a parochial farochial field aimedield aimed at “provi at “proving” the Bing” the Bible.ble.ble.

Another prominent orientalist was Roland de Vaux, O.P., a master of ancient 
Near Eastern history, the OT, and the archaeology of Syro-Palestine. In addition 
to writing lasting histories of ancient Israel, de Vaux excavated (1946–1960) the 
northern Tell el-Far{ah (identified as the site of Tirzah, capital of the northern 
kingdom before Omri transferred the capital to Samaria) and Khirbet Qumran. 
However, if scholars such as Albright, Musil, and de Vaux are distinguished by 
their breadth, a number of Albright’s students went on to narrow biblical 
archaeology into a parochial field aimed at “proving” the Bible.

�Perhaps moPerhaps more than anre than any other, Ny other, Nelson Glueelson Glueck represeck represents the arnts the archetypal “chetypal “Biblical ABibli““Biblical “Biblical ArchaeologArchaeologist.” His ist.” His view of arview of archaeology chaeology in the Holin the Holy Land focy Land focused more used more narrowly onanarrowly onarrowly on two setsn two sets of data — of data — the Bible the Bible and surfa and surface surveysce surveys of sites  of sites in easternin eastern and weste an and westerand western Palestinn Palestine. Neverthe. Nevertheless, Glueless, Glueck’s conteck’s contribution tribution to the fielo the field, particud, particularly the larlyparticuparticularparticularly the stuly the study of settdy of settlement patlement patterns, canterns, cannot be minnot be minimized. Frimized. From 1932 toom 1932 to 1947 he u 1 1947 he un1947 he undertook a dertook a series of series of incredibleincredible one-man a one-man archaeologirchaeological surveycal surveys in Transs in Transjordan, mojoTransTransjordaTransjordan, mostly n, mostly in the regin the regions of Amions of Ammon, Edom,mon, Edom, and Moab, and Moab, traveling traveling on foot,  on foot, on foot, by cfoot, by camel, or hamel, or horseback, orseback, mapping, cmapping, collecting ollecting pottery shpottery sherds, and erds, and photographphotographing sites.inphotographphotographphotographing sites.ing sites. He constr He constructed mapsucted maps of settle of settlement distrment distributions, ibutions, period by period by period, bapeperiod, baperiod, based on chased on characteristiracteristic types ofc types of pottery c pottery collected oollected on the surfn the surface. Denieace. Denied access td ad access to access to Jordan folJordan following thelowing the establish establishment of thment of the state ofe state of Israel, G Israel, Glueck condlueck conducted a seuctecondconducted conducted a series oa series of similar f similar surveys insurveys in the Negeb the Negeb desert. H desert. However, Glowever, Glueck had rueck had relatively errelativelyrelatively little ex little experience aperience as an excavs an excavator, workator, working only ting only two signifiwo significant sitescant sites, the Naba, the N, the Nabatean tNabatean temple at Kemple at Khirbet et-hirbet et-Tannur (19Tannur (1937) and Te37) and Tell el-Khelll el-Kheleifeh (193eifeh (1938–1940), w8–1940), w8–1940), which he awhich he accepted asccepted as Solomon’s Solomon’s port city port city Ezion-geb Ezion-geber and whier and which he datech he dated to the 1d to the 1d to the 10th-5th c10th-5th centuries. enturies. Glueck alsGlueck also identifio identified a largeed a large building  building complex cocomplex containing tntaining thick deposhick tthick depothick deposits of assits of ash, soot, ah, soot, and evidencnd evidence of fire e of fire as a sophias a sophisticated csticated copper smelopper smelting instating smelsmelting ismelting installationstallation. Later rn. Later research haesearch has shown ths shown the earlieste earliest pottery r pottery remains to emains to be no earlbe nbe no earlierno earlier than the  than the 8th centur8th century, nor do y, nor do the remainthe remains indicates indicate metalwork metalworking at theing at the site. Rat si site. Rathsite. Rather, this rer, this represents epresents an overly an overly subjectivesubjective applicati application of archon of archaeology foaeology for biblicalr biblr biblical rbiblical research.esearch.esearch.

Perhaps more than any other, Nelson Glueck represents the archetypal 
“Biblical Archaeologist.” His view of archaeology in the Holy Land focused more 



narrowly on two sets of data — the Bible and surface surveys of sites in eastern 
and western Palestine. Nevertheless, Glueck’s contribution to the field, 
particularly the study of settlement patterns, cannot be minimized. From 1932 to 
1947 he undertook a series of incredible one-man archaeological surveys in 
Transjordan, mostly in the regions of Ammon, Edom, and Moab, traveling on 
foot, by camel, or horseback, mapping, collecting pottery sherds, and 
photographing sites. He constructed maps of settlement distributions, period by 
period, based on characteristic types of pottery collected on the surface. Denied 
access to Jordan following the establishment of the state of Israel, Glueck 
conducted a series of similar surveys in the Negeb desert. However, Glueck had 
relatively little experience as an excavator, working only two significant sites, the 
Nabatean temple at Khirbet et-Tannur (1937) and Tell el-Kheleifeh (1938–1940), 
which he accepted as Solomon’s port city Ezion-geber and which he dated to the 
10th-5th centuries. Glueck also identified a large building complex containing 
thick deposits of ash, soot, and evidence of fire as a sophisticated copper 
smelting installation. Later research has shown the earliest pottery remains to be 
no earlier than the 8th century, nor do the remains indicate metalworking at the 
site. Rather, this represents an overly subjective application of archaeology for 
biblical research.

�Another stAnother student of Audent of Albright, Glbright, George Erneeorge Ernest Wright,st Wright, went on t went on to carry tho carry the mantle oe mae mantle of mantle of “Biblical “Biblical ArchaeologArchaeology” from thy” from the early 19e early 1950s to the50s to the 1970s. Al 1970s. Although histhough his early wor e early workearly work was roote was rooted in archad in archaeology, haeology, having writtving written an impoen an important thesrtant thesis offerinis offering the firsg tg the first the first systematicsystematic pottery t pottery typology foypology for Palestinr Palestine (1937), e (1937), Wright’s gWright’s greater intreater interest in terestintinterest iinterest in theologyn theology character characterized his lized his later careeater career and mader and made significa significant impact nt impact on Americaon Aon American sAmerican scholars’ ucholars’ understandinderstanding of Paleng of Palestinian arstinian archaeology.chaeology. For Wrigh For Wright, the rolt, the role of archae rolrole of arrole of archaeology chaeology was to expwas to expose the hiose the historical bstorical basis of thasis of the Judeo-Che Judeo-Christian faristian faith and toith aith and to demand to demonstrate honstrate how revelatow revelation had coion had come throughme through history.  history. To this enTo this end, he found, he foud, he founded thfounded the journal e journal Biblical ABiblical Archaeologirchaeologist,st, in part t in part to raise poo raise popular supppular support for arort for archaeology chaeararchaeologarchaeology in Syro-y in Syro-Palestine.Palestine. Wright’s  Wright’s greatest cgreatest contributioontribution as an exn as an excavator wacavator was his works hs his work ahis work at Shechem t Shechem (Tell (Tell Bala®tahBala®tah), regarde), regarded as a watd as a watershed in ershed in American aAmerican archaeologyrchaaarchaeologarchaeology for intry for introducing a oducing a pedagogic pedagogic method of method of field schofield school and datol and data recordina recording that infgrecordinrecording recording that influthat influenced a geenced a generation oneration of Americanf American archaeolo archaeologists and gists and subsequentsubsequently Israelilsubsequentsubsequentsubsequently Israelily Israeli scholars  scholars as well.as well.

Another student of Albright, George Ernest Wright, went on to carry the 
mantle of “Biblical Archaeology” from the early 1950s to the 1970s. Although his 
early work was rooted in archaeology, having written an important thesis offering 
the first systematic pottery typology for Palestine (1937), Wright’s greater 
interest in theology characterized his later career and made significant impact on 
American scholars’ understanding of Palestinian archaeology. For Wright, the 
role of archaeology was to expose the historical basis of the Judeo-Christian faith 
and to demonstrate how revelation had come through history. To this end, he 
founded the journal Biblical Archaeologist, in part to raise popular support for 
archaeology in Syro-Palestine. Wright’s greatest contribution as an excavator was 
his work at Shechem (Tell Bala®tah), regarded as a watershed in American 
archaeology for introducing a pedagogic method of field school and data 
recording that influenced a generation of American archaeologists and 
subsequently Israeli scholars as well.

Towards a Towards a Secular ArSecular Archaeologychaeology

Towards a Secular Archaeology

British arBritish archaeology chaeology in Palestiin Palestine never hne never had the strad the strong links ong links to theologto theology that chay that characterizedractchacharactericharacterized the pozed the post-Albrighst-Albright period ot period of researchf research among Ame among American schorican scholars. Begilars. Begilars. Beginning Beginning in the latin the late 1920s, Be 1920s, British arcritish archaeology bhaeology became linkecame linked to prehed to prehistory witistory with the workh th the work othe work of Dorothy f Dorothy Garrod at Garrod at the Stone the Stone Age cave sAge cave site of Wadite of Wadi Mughara i Mughara in the Carin the Cin the Carmel MouCarmel Mountains. Frntains. From 1920–26om 1920–26 John Gars John Garstang servetang served as the fd as the founding diounding director of rector orector of the Briof the British Mandatish Mandatory Departory Department of Atment of Antiquitiesntiquities of Palest of Palestine. In 19ine. In 1930–36 he c30–36 he carried outarccarried oucarried out major ext major excavations cavations at Jerichoat Jericho, where he, where he delved in delved into problemto problems related s related to the Exototo the Exoto the Exodus and redus and revealed thevealed the existence existence of Pre-po of Pre-pottery Neolttery Neolithic cultithic cultures in thures in the Levant. e Le Levant. A Levant. A major contmajor contribution wribution was Kathleeas Kathleen M. Kenyon M. Kenyon’s use ofn’s use of the “debr the “debris-layer” is-layer” “debr“debris-la“debris-layer” methoyer” method of excavd of excavation emplation employed in Broyed in Britain by Sitain by Sir Mortimeir Mortimer Wheeler.r Wheelerr Wheeler.Wheeler.Wheeler.

British archaeology in Palestine never had the strong links to theology that 
characterized the post-Albright period of research among American scholars. 
Beginning in the late 1920s, British archaeology became linked to prehistory with 
the work of Dorothy Garrod at the Stone Age cave site of Wadi Mughara in the 



Carmel Mountains. From 1920–26 John Garstang served as the founding director 
of the British Mandatory Department of Antiquities of Palestine. In 1930–36 he 
carried out major excavations at Jericho, where he delved into problems related 
to the Exodus and revealed the existence of Pre-pottery Neolithic cultures in the 
Levant. A major contribution was Kathleen M. Kenyon’s use of the 
“debris-layer” method of excavation employed in Britain by Sir Mortimer 
Wheeler.

�Growing diGrowing dissatisfactssatisfaction with tion with the theologhe theological orienical orientation of tation of “Biblical “Biblical ArchaeologArchaeoloArchaeologArchaeology” can be y” can be seen in a seen in a number of number of Wright’s sWright’s students. Ltudents. Like many oike many of them a mf them a f them a member oa member of the Tellf the Tell  Bala®tahBala®tah excavatio excavation team, Pan team, Paul W. Lappul W. Lapp focused o focused on the ceran the cen the ceramic tyceramic typology of pology of the later the later periods (2periods (200 00 B.C.E.B.C.E.—70 —70 C.E.C.E.). Based o). Based on well-strn well-stratified siatifiedwell-strwell-stratwell-stratified siteified sites, his dets, his detailed studailed study presentey presented the mostd the most complete  complete ceramic coceramic corpus then rpucocorpus thecorpus then possiblen possible and repre and represented a ssented a significantignificant breakthro breakthrough. Beforugh. Before he died e he died at age 39,atat age 39,at age 39, he had ca he had carried out rried out major fielmajor field projectsd projects spanning  spanning a wide rana wide range of sitege of sites includins incs including including Bab Bab edh-Dhra{edh-Dhra{ (EB),  (EB), {Araq{Araq el-Emir ( el-Emir (HellenistiHellenistic), Taanacc), Taanach (Canaanih (Canaanite), and tte), ate), and the Waand the Wadi ed-Dalidi ed-Daliyeh caves yeh caves (containin(containing Aramaic g Aramaic documents documents dating to dating to ca. 375–33ca. 375–3ca. 375–335). 375–335). Lapp also Lapp also introducedintroduced the pract the practice of preice of preparing daiparing daily top plaly top plans, plottins, plotting on a thng ong on a threeon a three-dimension-dimensional map theal map the exact loc exact location of eation of each artifaach artifact discovect discovered that dred that day.ay.dday.day.

Growing dissatisfaction with the theological orientation of “Biblical 
Archaeology” can be seen in a number of Wright’s students. Like many of them 
a member of the Tell Bala®tah excavation team, Paul W. Lapp focused on the 
ceramic typology of the later periods (200 B.C.E.—70 C.E.). Based on 
well-stratified sites, his detailed study presented the most complete ceramic 
corpus then possible and represented a significant breakthrough. Before he died 
at age 39, he had carried out major field projects spanning a wide range of sites 
including Bab edh-Dhra{ (EB), {Araq el-Emir (Hellenistic), Taanach (Canaanite), 
and the Wadi ed-Daliyeh caves (containing Aramaic documents dating to ca. 
375–335). Lapp also introduced the practice of preparing daily top plans, plotting 
on a three-dimensional map the exact location of each artifact discovered that 
day.

Emergence Emergence of Israeliof Israeli Archaeolo Archaeologygy

Emergence of Israeli Archaeology

The emergeThe emergence and dence and development velopment of the staof the state of Israte of Israel has hadel has had a profoun a profound effect od effect on the archnoon the arcon the archaeology ohaeology of the Holyf the Holy Land. In  Land. In many respemany respects, the scts, the sheer numbeheer number of resear of resear of researcherresearchers and extes and extensive locansive local infrastrl infrastructure wilucture will have sigl have significant inificant implicationmplications for the s for ts for the futurethe future of the fi of the field. Whileeld. While the histo the history of the ry of the Jewish peoJewish people, partiple, particularly ofcularly of the First the Fi the First and First and Second TemSecond Temple periodple periods, has pros, has provided consvided considerable miderable motivation otivation for researfor researfor research, research, interpretainterpretation and ation and analysis hanalysis have been fave been far from dogr from dogmatic. Manmatic. Many of the yy of the younger schouyyounger scyounger scholars conholars concerned witcerned with the Bronh the Bronze and Iroze and Iron ages aren ages are proponent proponents of the bs of the s of the broadethe broader views ofr views of Syro-Pale Syro-Palestinian arstinian archaeology chaeology linked to linked to interpretiinterpretive framewove frameworks such arframewoframeworksframeworks such as c such as cultural ecultural ecology.ology.ology.

The emergence and development of the state of Israel has had a profound effect 
on the archaeology of the Holy Land. In many respects, the sheer number of 
researchers and extensive local infrastructure will have significant implications for 
the future of the field. While the history of the Jewish people, particularly of the 
First and Second Temple periods, has provided considerable motivation for 
research, interpretation and analysis have been far from dogmatic. Many of the 
younger scholars concerned with the Bronze and Iron ages are proponents of 
the broader views of Syro-Palestinian archaeology linked to interpretive 
frameworks such as cultural ecology.

�The roots The roots of Israeliof Israeli archaeolo archaeology go backgy go back to the be to the beginnings oginnings of the Zionf the Zionist movemeist moveist movement amovement and the found the founding of tnding of the Jewish he Jewish Palestine Palestine ExploratioExploration Society n Society in 1914. Ain 1914. Among the pmAAmong the Among the pioneers opioneers of archaeolf archaeology in Isrogy in Israel were Nael were Nahman Avigahman Avigad, Michaead, Michael Avi-Yonal Avi-Yol Avi-Yonah,Avi-Yonah, Ruth Amir Ruth Amiran, Immanuan, Immanuel Ben-Dorel Ben-Dor, Avraham , Avraham Biran, BenBiran, Benjamin Mazajamin Mazar, E. L. Sr, E. Lr, E. L. SukenikL. Sukenik, and Shmu, and Shmuel Yeivin.el Yeivin. Most were Most were trained a trained abroad in abroad in ancient Neancient Near Eastern r Eastern languages,llanguages,languages, biblical  biblical studies, astudies, and classicnd classics, and thes, and they learned y learned to excavatto excavate through e through foreign exforeigforeign exforeign expeditions peditions in their cin their country in ountry in the 1920s the 1920s and 1930s.and 1930s. In these  In these early yearearly years the limis ths the limitethe limited number od number of excavatif excavations carrieons carried out by Jd out by Jewish Paleewish Palestinian scstinian scholars werholars were at sitese werwere at siwere at sites relatetes related to the Bd to the Bible and aible and ancient Jewncient Jewish historish history: the Phiy: the Philistine silistine sites of tes of {Afulah{{Afulah{Afulah (Jezreel  (Jezreel Valley) anValley) and Nahariyad Nahariya (Sharon c (Sharon coast) by Moast) by Moshe Dothaoshe Dothan and Telln and Tell Qasile by Q Qasile by Qasile by Mazar; theMazar; the 2nd-4th-c 2nd-4th-century vilentury village of Belage of Beth th She{arimShe{arim by Mazar, by Mazar, Pesah Bar Pesah Ba Pesah Bar-Adon, Bar-Adon, Imanuel DuImanuel Dunayevsky, nayevsky, Moshe JaffMoshe Jaffe, and Jace, and Jacob Kaplan;ob Kaplan; and the s and the synagogue aynagogue ssynagogue synagogue at Beth Alat Beth Alpha by Sukpha by Sukenik and Aenik and Avigad.vigad.vigad.

The roots of Israeli archaeology go back to the beginnings of the Zionist 
movement and the founding of the Jewish Palestine Exploration Society in 1914. 
Among the pioneers of archaeology in Israel were Nahman Avigad, Michael 
Avi-Yonah, Ruth Amiran, Immanuel Ben-Dor, Avraham Biran, Benjamin Mazar, E. 
L. Sukenik, and Shmuel Yeivin. Most were trained abroad in ancient Near Eastern 
languages, biblical studies, and classics, and they learned to excavate through 
foreign expeditions in their country in the 1920s and 1930s. In these early years 
the limited number of excavations carried out by Jewish Palestinian scholars 
were at sites related to the Bible and ancient Jewish history: the Philistine sites of 



{Afulah (Jezreel Valley) and Nahariya (Sharon coast) by Moshe Dothan and Tell 
Qasile by Mazar; the 2nd-4th-century village of Beth She{arim by Mazar, Pesah 
Bar-Adon, Imanuel Dunayevsky, Moshe Jaffe, and Jacob Kaplan; and the 
synagogue at Beth Alpha by Sukenik and Avigad.

�What catapWhat catapulted younulted young Israeli g Israeli archaeologarchaeological scholical scholarship ontarship onto equal foo equal footing withoting woting with Ameriwith American and Eucan and European effropean efforts was Yorts was Yigael Yadiigael Yadin’s work an’s work at Hazor int Hazor initiated initiated in 1955. Thi 1 1955. This1955. This large-sca large-scale excavatle excavation of a kion of a key biblicaey biblical site shal site shaped Israelped Israeli field ari field archaeology chaeoloararchaeologarchaeology by makiny by making its majog its major focus per focus periods relariods related to theted to the OT. Yadin OT. Yadin’s excavat’s excavations of Haioexcavatexcavationexcavations of Hazors of Hazor were mode were modeled as a tled as a training grraining ground for aound for a whole gen whole generation oferation oeration of Israeliof Israeli archaeolo archaeologists. Hisgists. His scholarsh scholarship was rooip was rooted in a lted in a literal intiteral interpretatioerpretation of the Bn of thn of the Bible the Bible with clearwith clear links to  links to the archaethe archaeological rological record. Howecord. However, Yadiever, Yadin’s knowlen’s knowledge of ancdgknowleknowledge knowledge of ancientof ancient Near East Near Eastern historern history and culty and culture made hure made his views mis views more syntheore synthore synthetic synthetic than thosethan those of Glueck of Glueck or Wright or Wright. His work. His work at Masada at Masada in the 19 in the 1960s dove-t60s dove-t60s dove-tailedove-tailed with thed with the aspiratio aspirations of a yons of a young nationung nation searching searching for its r for its roots.oots.oots.

What catapulted young Israeli archaeological scholarship onto equal footing 
with American and European efforts was Yigael Yadin’s work at Hazor initiated in 
1955. This large-scale excavation of a key biblical site shaped Israeli field 
archaeology by making its major focus periods related to the OT. Yadin’s 
excavations of Hazor were modeled as a training ground for a whole generation 
of Israeli archaeologists. His scholarship was rooted in a literal interpretation of 
the Bible with clear links to the archaeological record. However, Yadin’s 
knowledge of ancient Near Eastern history and culture made his views more 
synthetic than those of Glueck or Wright. His work at Masada in the 1960s 
dove-tailed with the aspirations of a young nation searching for its roots.

�Yadin seleYadin selected Hazorcted Hazor, which is, which is referred  referred to severalto several times in  times in extrabibliextrabiblical sourcecal sourccal sources, bsources, because of ecause of its centraits central role in l role in the historthe history of anciey of ancient Israel.nt Israel. He follow He followed the Reied theed the Reisnethe Reisner-Fisher mr-Fisher method of eethod of excavation,xcavation, which inv which involved the olved the careful excareful exposure of posure of large arealalarge arealarge areas to traces to trace the archi the architectural ptectural plan and urlan and urban develoban development of tpment of the site, ihe site, in many resn man many respemany respects foreshcts foreshadowing thadowing the methodole methodology of schogy of scholars now olars now interestedinterested in social in socia in social arcsocial archaeology. haeology. Yadin’s apYadin’s approach engproach engendered a endered a debate betdebate between the Iween the Israeli schsraeli school of arcoschschool of school of archaeologarchaeology, which cy, which concentrateoncentrated on larged on large aerial ex aerial exposures, aposures, and the Amend the Amend the American mAmerican method, whiethod, which focusedch focused on smalle on smaller areas wir areas with tighterth tighter stratigra stratigraphic contrphic control. This oocontrcontrol. Tcontrol. This often his often acrimoniouacrimonious debate is debate in the 1970n the 1970s was genes was generated becarated because Americuse Ameriuse Americans Americans were re-exwere re-excavating lcavating large sitesarge sites such as G such as Gezer, Ai, ezer, Ai, and Tell and Tell el-H¸esiel-H¸esi, with the, wi, with the awith the aim of “corim of “correcting” trecting” the errors he errors of earlierof earlier scholars. scholars.

Yadin selected Hazor, which is referred to several times in extrabiblical 
sources, because of its central role in the history of ancient Israel. He followed 
the Reisner-Fisher method of excavation, which involved the careful exposure of 
large areas to trace the architectural plan and urban development of the site, in 
many respects foreshadowing the methodology of scholars now interested in 
social archaeology. Yadin’s approach engendered a debate between the Israeli 
school of archaeology, which concentrated on large aerial exposures, and the 
American method, which focused on smaller areas with tighter stratigraphic 
control. This often acrimonious debate in the 1970s was generated because 
Americans were re-excavating large sites such as Gezer, Ai, and Tell el-H¸esi, 
with the aim of “correcting” the errors of earlier scholars.

�In Israel,In Israel, a rivalry a rivalry developed developed focusing  focusing not on thenot on the philosoph philosophy of how oy of how one should ne shoulne should do should do archaeologarchaeology, but raty, but rather on hisher on historical intorical interpretatiterpretation. On theon. On the basis of  basis of his excavahis ehis excavationexcavations at Hazors at Hazor, Yadin ar, Yadin argued that gued that Israelite Israelite settlementsettlement began onl began only after thy after the destructe dee destructiodestruction of Hazorn of Hazor as descri as described in Josbed in Josh. 11:10-1h. 11:10-14. Yohanan4. Yohanan Aharoni’s Aharoni’s survey of survey of the Upper t the Upper the Upper Galilee, hGalilee, however, showever, showed many owed many unwalled Iunwalled Iron Age seron Age settlements ttlements in a relatin a relain a relativelyrelatively inhospita inhospitable area wble area which had bhich had been almosteen almost uninhabit uninhabited in the ed in the LB Age. ThLB Age. These data fesThThese dataThese data flew in t flew in the face ofhe face of Yadin’s s Yadin’s strict intetrict interpretationrpretation of the Bi of the Bible and suble and supported thpportsusupported supported the views the views of Alt, whof Alt, who argued ao argued against thegainst the literal c literal conquest deonquest depicted in picted in Joshua. InJosJoshua. InJoshua. In many resp many respects, thisects, this clash sti clash stifled collafled collaboration aboration among Israemong Israeli scholarli scholars, the effs, the s, the effectthe effect of which  of which is felt evis felt even today.en today.en today.

In Israel, a rivalry developed focusing not on the philosophy of how one 
should do archaeology, but rather on historical interpretation. On the basis of his 
excavations at Hazor, Yadin argued that Israelite settlement began only after the 
destruction of Hazor as described in Josh. 11:10-14. Yohanan Aharoni’s survey of 
the Upper Galilee, however, showed many unwalled Iron Age settlements in a 
relatively inhospitable area which had been almost uninhabited in the LB Age. 
These data flew in the face of Yadin’s strict interpretation of the Bible and 
supported the views of Alt, who argued against the literal conquest depicted in 
Joshua. In many respects, this clash stifled collaboration among Israeli scholars, 
the effect of which is felt even today.

�Ruth AmiraRuth Amiran, of the n, of the newly founnewly founded Israelded Israel Museum, i Museum, introduced ntroduced a systemiza systemization of Pationsystemizsystemizatsystemization of Palion of Palestinian pestinian pottery basottery based on bothed on both typology  typology and chronoand chronology in helogy in her classic rheher classiher classic c Ancient PoAncient Pottery of tttery of the Holy Lahe Holy Landnd (1963). H (1963). Her excavater excavation of an ion of an EB town atEB town at Tel Arad  atat Tel Araat Tel Arad in the nd in the northern Neorthern Negeb is remgeb is remarkable foarkable for the pictr the picture it proure it provides of ovides of one of the neoone of theone of the earliest  earliest walled towwalled towns in the ns in the southern Lsouthern Levant.evant.evant.

Ruth Amiran, of the newly founded Israel Museum, introduced a 
systemization of Palestinian pottery based on both typology and chronology in 
her classic Ancient Pottery of the Holy Land (1963). Her excavation of an EB town 
at Tel Arad in the northern Negeb is remarkable for the picture it provides of 
one of the earliest walled towns in the southern Levant.



�Israeli scIsraeli scholars havholars have assemblee assembled significd significant collecant collections for tions for comparativcomparative studies e studies e studies instudies in archaeolo archaeology. Naomi gy. Naomi Porat and Porat and Yuval GoreYuval Goren have an n have an extensive extensive petrographpetrograppetrographpetrographic slide cic slide collection ollection of potteryof pottery from the  from the southern Lsouthern Levant at tevant at the Geologihe Geological SurveycaGeologiGeologicalGeological Survey of Survey of Israel an Israel and Tel Avivd Tel Aviv Universit University. Patriciy. Patricia Smith, Ba Smith, Baruch Arenaruch Arensburg, andsbuArenArensburg,Arensburg, and Israe and Israel Hershkovl Hershkovitz have aitz have amassed larmassed large collectge collections of huions of human remainman remainman remains spremains spanning theanning the full rang full range of prehie of prehistoric andstoric and historic  historic periods. Mperiods. Mordechai Kordechai Kislev at BisleKKislev at Kislev at Bar Ilan UBar Ilan University niversity has a copihas a copious collecous collection of mation of macrobotaniccrobotanical materiaal materials from arls frls from archafrom archaeological eological sites in tsites in the Levant,he Levant, and Eitan and Eitan Tchernov  Tchernov has built has built a comprehea comprehensive collnscomprehecomprehenscomprehensive collecive collection of artion of archaeozoolochaeozoological and gical and recent faurecent fauna remainsna remains at the He at the He at the Hebrew UniHebrew University inversity in Jerusalem Jerusalem. These co. These collections llections serve as iserve as important rmportant reference peference points for oppoints forpoints for specialis specialists associats associated with ated with archaeologirchaeological fieldwcal fieldwork in theork in the southern  southern Levant.LevaLevant.Levant.Levant.

Israeli scholars have assembled significant collections for comparative 
studies in archaeology. Naomi Porat and Yuval Goren have an extensive 
petrographic slide collection of pottery from the southern Levant at the 
Geological Survey of Israel and Tel Aviv University. Patricia Smith, Baruch 
Arensburg, and Israel Hershkovitz have amassed large collections of human 
remains spanning the full range of prehistoric and historic periods. Mordechai 
Kislev at Bar Ilan University has a copious collection of macrobotanical materials 
from archaeological sites in the Levant, and Eitan Tchernov has built a 
comprehensive collection of archaeozoological and recent fauna remains at the 
Hebrew University in Jerusalem. These collections serve as important reference 
points for specialists associated with archaeological fieldwork in the southern 
Levant.

�Israeli scIsraeli scholars havholars have played ae played a central r central role in revole in revitalizing italizing debate condebate concerning thcerning the processeeththe procesthe processes of Isrses of Israelite setaelite settlement intlement in Canaan. T Canaan. The discourhe discourse focusesse focuses on four g on four general modenggeneral mogeneral models of sedels of settlement: ttlement: a literal a literal interpretainterpretation of a tion of a military cmilitary conquest asonquest as portrayed port portrayed portrayed in the booin the book of Joshuk of Joshua; a more a; a more peaceful “peaceful “infiltratiinfiltration” as seeon” as seen in Judgen in Judges; a “peass; a s; a “peasanta “peasant revolt”;  revolt”; and a symband a symbiosis modeiosis model. The Isrl. The Israeli contraeli contribution haibution has been spes been spearheaded barhspespearheadespearheaded by comprd by comprehensive aehensive archaeologirchaeological field cal field surveys bysurveys by Israel Fi Israel Finkelstein,nkelstein, Adam Zert Ad Adam ZertaAdam Zertal, Ram Gopl, Ram Gophna, and ohna, and others. Thithers. This huge sets huge settlement patlement pattern datattern database has mbase has base has made ihas made it possiblet possible to evalua to evaluate carefulte carefully these aly these and other mnd other models withodels with hard empi hard empirical datariempiempirical empirical data previdata previously unavously unavailable, pailable, providing aroviding an additionn additional source al source of extrabiof extrabiblical datblicalextrabiextrabibliextrabiblical data tcal data to examine o examine the historthe historicity of ticity of the biblicahe biblical accountsl accounts. Finally,. Finally, there hav there h there have been have been a number oa number of large-scf large-scale excavaale excavations at stions at sites incluites including Acco,ding Acco, Aphek, Be Aphek, Beth-shean, thBeBeth-sheanBeth-shean, Dan, Meg, Dan, Megiddo, Tel iddo, Tel Qasile, TeQasile, Tel Mevorakhl Mevorakh, Tel , Tel Sera{Sera{, and , and Yoqne{amYoqne{am which pro w which provwhich provide additiide additional data onal data for testinfor testing archaeolg archaeological modogical models.els.

Israeli scholars have played a central role in revitalizing debate concerning 
the processes of Israelite settlement in Canaan. The discourse focuses on four 
general models of settlement: a literal interpretation of a military conquest as 
portrayed in the book of Joshua; a more peaceful “infiltration” as seen in Judges; 
a “peasant revolt”; and a symbiosis model. The Israeli contribution has been 
spearheaded by comprehensive archaeological field surveys by Israel Finkelstein, 
Adam Zertal, Ram Gophna, and others. This huge settlement pattern database 
has made it possible to evaluate carefully these and other models with hard 
empirical data previously unavailable, providing an additional source of 
extrabiblical data to examine the historicity of the biblical accounts. Finally, there 
have been a number of large-scale excavations at sites including Acco, Aphek, 
Beth-shean, Dan, Megiddo, Tel Qasile, Tel Mevorakh, Tel Sera{, and Yoqne{am 
which provide additional data for testing archaeological models.

RevisionisRevisionist Scholarst Scholarshiphip

Revisionist Scholarship

Since the Since the later 1970later 1970s scholarss scholars using the using the methodolo methodology of litegy of literary critirary criticism and ccism and critical thriticccritical tcritical theory (devheory (developed by eloped by the Germanthe German “Frankfur “Frankfurt School,”t School,” an approa an approach emphasich emphasch emphasizinemphasizing that allg that all historica historical knowledgl knowledge is biasee is biased by the pd by the political volitical views of thiews of the investige invee investigatinvestigator) have vor) have viewed the iewed the Bible as pBible as pure literaure literature lackiture lacking any hisng any historical fatorical fact. By “dect. By ct. By “deconsBy “deconstructing” tructing” the text mthe text much as lituch as literary schoerary scholars teaselars tease apart gre apart great works oat works of literatuf lf literatureliterature, they con, they contend that tend that the editinthe editing of the Og of the OT was compT was completed no eleted no earlier thaarlier than the 2nd-n tn the 2nd-1sthe 2nd-1st centuriet centuries s B.C.E.B.C.E. and that  and that David, SolDavid, Solomon, and omon, and other biblother biblical figurical figures are meres are es are merelyare merely a part of a part of Israelite Israelite foundatio foundation myths. In myths. If correct,f correct, these vie these views have prws have profound effofouprprofound eprofound effect on iffect on interpretatnterpretation of theion of the archaeolo archaeological recogical record, especird, especially for tally for the Iron Aghe Irhe Iron Age wIron Age when such ihen such important emportant events as tvents as the Israelihe Israelite settlemte settlement, the fent, the formation oormation of the statf oof the staof the state, and otte, and other socialher social processes processes are dated are dated. The poli. The political agentical agenda of the da of the revisionisrevisirevisionisrevisionists themselts themselves is of ves is of issue, as issue, as in Philip in Philip R. Davies’R. Davies’ book  book In Search In Search of Ancientof Ancient Israel Is IsraelIsrael (1992), w (1992), which charghich charges that bies that biblical schblical scholars and olars and archaeologarchaeologists have ists have created a created acreated a fictitioa fictitious early (us early (13th centu13th century—586) hiry—586) history of tstory of the Israelihe Israelites in thetes in the land. land. land.

Since the later 1970s scholars using the methodology of literary criticism and 
critical theory (developed by the German “Frankfurt School,” an approach 
emphasizing that all historical knowledge is biased by the political views of the 
investigator) have viewed the Bible as pure literature lacking any historical fact. 
By “deconstructing” the text much as literary scholars tease apart great works of 
literature, they contend that the editing of the OT was completed no earlier than 
the 2nd-1st centuries B.C.E. and that David, Solomon, and other biblical figures 
are merely a part of Israelite foundation myths. If correct, these views have 
profound effect on interpretation of the archaeological record, especially for the 
Iron Age when such important events as the Israelite settlement, the formation 
of the state, and other social processes are dated. The political agenda of the 
revisionists themselves is of issue, as in Philip R. Davies’ book In Search of Ancient 



Israel (1992), which charges that biblical scholars and archaeologists have created 
a fictitious early (13th century—586) history of the Israelites in the land.

�In deconstIn deconstructing anructing ancient Isracient Israel, these el, these scholars gscholars go to greato to great lengths t lengths to explain o explain away many aaway many away many of the benof the benchmarks ofchmarks of Syro-Pale Syro-Palestinian arstinian archaeology.chaeology. For examp For example, they dle, they dle, they deny any cdeny any connection onnection between thbetween the people ce people called “Isralled “Israel” in thael” in the Merneptae Merneptah stela (ch stela (ca. 1208) aa.(c(ca. 1208)(ca. 1208) and the I and the Israel of Dsrael of David and Savid and Solomon. Tholomon. They furtherey further reject th reject the validitye validity of source of  of source-of source-critical acritical analysis innalysis in demonstra demonstrating olderting older materials materials such as t such as the Song ofhe Song of Deborah a Deb Deborah asDeborah as being emb being embedded in tedded in the Bible ohe Bible or extrabibr extrabiblical matelical materials. Somrials. Some revisione revisionists claimisrevisionrevisionisrevisionists claim tts claim that the Sihat the Siloam inscrloam inscription comiption commemoratingmemorating completio completion of Hezekn of Hezekn of Hezekiah’sHezekiah’s tunnel do tunnel does not dates not date to the le to the late 8th ceate 8th century, as ntury, as universalluniversally acceptedy accepted by epigra by by epigrapby epigraphers, but hers, but rather to rather to the 2nd cethe 2nd century, whintury, which ignoresch ignores the evide the evidence of synnce of syntax and letaxsynsyntax andsyntax and lexicogra lexicography. Otherphy. Other minimalis minimalists have gots have gone so far ne so far as to labeas to label the “Houl the “House of Davise“Hou“House of “House of David” insDavid” inscription dcription discovered iscovered at Tell Daat Tell Dan a forgern a forgery planted y planted by the excby the excavator andavexcexcavator excavator and to claand to claim that, lim that, likewise, aikewise, a 7th-centu 7th-century Philistry Philistine inscriine inscription discption discovered at overediscdiscovereddiscovered at Ekron  at Ekron is a forgeis a forgery promulgry promulgated by arated by archaeologischaeologists. Like dts. Like denials of enials of the Holocathethe Holocathe Holocaust, theseust, these revisioni revisionist claims st claims are in danare in danger of beiger of being accepteng accepted by an ild by an ill-informedl-infoilill-informill-informed public,ed public, obligatin obligating objectivg objective scholarse scholars to confro to confront and expnt and expose these ose these falsehoodsfalsefalsehoodsfalsehoods..

In deconstructing ancient Israel, these scholars go to great lengths to explain 
away many of the benchmarks of Syro-Palestinian archaeology. For example, they 
deny any connection between the people called “Israel” in the Merneptah stela 
(ca. 1208) and the Israel of David and Solomon. They further reject the validity 
of source-critical analysis in demonstrating older materials such as the Song of 
Deborah as being embedded in the Bible or extrabiblical materials. Some 
revisionists claim that the Siloam inscription commemorating completion of 
Hezekiah’s tunnel does not date to the late 8th century, as universally accepted 
by epigraphers, but rather to the 2nd century, which ignores the evidence of 
syntax and lexicography. Other minimalists have gone so far as to label the 
“House of David” inscription discovered at Tell Dan a forgery planted by the 
excavator and to claim that, likewise, a 7th-century Philistine inscription 
discovered at Ekron is a forgery promulgated by archaeologists. Like denials of 
the Holocaust, these revisionist claims are in danger of being accepted by an 
ill-informed public, obligating objective scholars to confront and expose these 
falsehoods.
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Recent Developments

The influeThe influence of thence of the Annales a Annales approach topproach to historiog historiography has raphy has much to domuch to do with bibl with biblical archaibiblbiblical abiblical archaeologyrchaeology’s need to’s need to integrate integrate historica historical data witl data with archaeolh archaeology yet woogy yet work with thrk wrk with the cwith the constraintsonstraints of the te of the textual and xtual and material cmaterial culture datulture data to produa to produce a sociace a social history l hisl history ofhistory of the Holy  the Holy Land. The Land. The result is result is a move awaa move away from they from the historica historical-particull-particularist oriearishistorical-particulhistoricalhistorical-particula-particularist orienrist orientation of tation of the field the field which had which had crystallizcrystallized with Wred with Wright and Gight aight and Glueckand Glueck. As noted. As noted, the sear, the search for a pch for a political holitical history of istory of Israel, wiIsrael, with its empth its emphasis on chasis empemphasis oemphasis on confirmin confirming events ng events associatedassociated with pers with personalities onalities mentioned mentioned in the Bibin the Bible, had beleBibBible, hadBible, had been domi been dominated in tnated in the United he United States by States by ProtestantProtestant scholars  scholars steeped insteeped in the Bible t the Bible the Bible and in Isrand in Israel by schael by scholars brouolars brought up on ght up on the OT andthe OT and influence influenced by the td by the teachings oeactteachings teachings of Albrighof Albright. During t. During the 1960s the 1960s professionprofessional archaeoal archaeologists inlogists in the U.S.  the U.S. increasingincrincreasingincreasingly regardely regarded biblicald biblical archaeolo archaeologists as ugists as unscientifinscientific amateursc amateurs...

The influence of the Annales approach to historiography has much to do with 
biblical archaeology’s need to integrate historical data with archaeology yet work 
with the constraints of the textual and material culture data to produce a social 
history of the Holy Land. The result is a move away from the 
historical-particularist orientation of the field which had crystallized with Wright 
and Glueck. As noted, the search for a political history of Israel, with its 
emphasis on confirming events associated with personalities mentioned in the 
Bible, had been dominated in the United States by Protestant scholars steeped in 
the Bible and in Israel by scholars brought up on the OT and influenced by the 
teachings of Albright. During the 1960s professional archaeologists in the U.S. 
increasingly regarded biblical archaeologists as unscientific amateurs.

�In 1975 WiIn 1975 William G. Dlliam G. Dever firstever first proposed  proposed a new secua new secular Syro-Plar Syro-Palestinianalestinian archaeolo archa archaeologarchaeology, dissociy, dissociated entirated entirely from wely from what he sawhat he saw as a theo as a theologically-logically-driven, dedriven, deterministiterdedeterminisdeterministic biblictic biblical archaeoal archaeology. The logy. The “new archa“new archaeology” theology” that had comat had come to domine to domine to dominate odominate other brancther branches of arches of archaeology ihaeology in the 1960n the 1960s was views was viewed as an eed as an explicitly xplicitly scientificsscientificscientific approach  approach for which for which history wahistory was of littls of little consequee consequence, and Dnce, and Dever demonever demonstrated vastdemondemonstratdemonstrated value ied value in focusingn focusing on enviro on environment, econment, economy, and nomy, and social isssocial issues.ues.ues.

In 1975 William G. Dever first proposed a new secular Syro-Palestinian 
archaeology, dissociated entirely from what he saw as a theologically-driven, 
deterministic biblical archaeology. The “new archaeology” that had come to 
dominate other branches of archaeology in the 1960s was viewed as an explicitly 
scientific approach for which history was of little consequence, and Dever 
demonstrated value in focusing on environment, economy, and social issues.

�A less outA less outspoken crispoken critic of thetic of the tradition traditional biblicaal biblical archaeoll archaeology, Lawreogy, Lawrence E. Stance E. Stance E. Stager hasStager has carefully carefully blended c blended concepts droncepts drawn from aawn from anthropolognthropology and sociy and sociology, as ology, as well as ecwwell as ecwell as ecology, ethology, ethnoarchaeolnoarchaeology, bibliogy, biblical studiecal studies, and ancs, and ancient histoient history to intery to interpret tradrpretinteinterpret interpret traditionatraditional source ml source materials paterials provided byrovided by the OT an the OT and “dirt” ad “dirt” archaeologyrchaeology. In recon. I. In reconstIn reconstructing thructing the social oe social organizatiorganization of the In of the Israelite hsraelite household, ousehold, he melds bhe melds biblical aciblicbbiblical abiblical accounts wiccounts with the harth the hard archaeold archaeological facogical facts of settts of settlement plalement plans to showns to show how the e how how the exhow the extended Isrtended Israelite famaelite family lived ily lived in antiquiin antiquity. Elsewhty. Elsewhere he looere he looks at the ks at the early phasearlyearly phasearly phase of Israee of Israelite settllite settlement to dement to determine wetermine why not allhy not all the tribe the tribes answereds answered Deborah’s D Deborah’s Deborah’s call to bacall to battle in Juttle in Judg. 4-5. Bdg. 4-5. By studyingy studying the local the local ecology o ecology of where thf where the various e vare various trvarious tribes livedibes lived, the arch, the archaeology ofaeology of these are these areas, and bias, and biblical datblical data concernia concerning variating varng variationsvariations in econom in economy among thy among the tribes, e tribes, Stager proStager provides innovides innovative insvative insights intoights into the socia th the socialthe social dynamics  dynamics of early Iof early Israel. Simsrael. Similarly, heilarly, he uses this uses this broader p broader perspectiveerspective to examin to ex to examine thexamine the processee processes of Philis of Philistine settstine settlement as lement as well as howell as how an “archw an “archaeology ofaeology of destructi d destructiodestruction” (i.e., n” (i.e., the Babylothe Babylonian conqunian conquest of Phiest of Philistia) calistia) can be estabn be established at lished at the site othe sitthe site of Assite of Ashkelon.hkelon.hkelon.

A less outspoken critic of the traditional biblical archaeology, Lawrence E. 
Stager has carefully blended concepts drawn from anthropology and sociology, as 



well as ecology, ethnoarchaeology, biblical studies, and ancient history to 
interpret traditional source materials provided by the OT and “dirt” archaeology. 
In reconstructing the social organization of the Israelite household, he melds 
biblical accounts with the hard archaeological facts of settlement plans to show 
how the extended Israelite family lived in antiquity. Elsewhere he looks at the 
early phase of Israelite settlement to determine why not all the tribes answered 
Deborah’s call to battle in Judg. 4-5. By studying the local ecology of where the 
various tribes lived, the archaeology of these areas, and biblical data concerning 
variations in economy among the tribes, Stager provides innovative insights into 
the social dynamics of early Israel. Similarly, he uses this broader perspective to 
examine the processes of Philistine settlement as well as how an “archaeology of 
destruction” (i.e., the Babylonian conquest of Philistia) can be established at the 
site of Ashkelon.

�SeeSee  POTTERY.POTTERY.POTTERY.

See POTTERY.
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ARCHANGELARCHANGELARCHANGEL

ARCHANGEL

“Chief” or“Chief” or “first an “first angel” (Gk. gel” (Gk. archaéngelarchaéngelosos). From th). From the postexile postexilic period ic period the term rthe termthe term referterm referred to an red to an angel who angel who headed a pheaded a particular articular group of agroup of angels. Thengels. The number of number of archangel ofof archangof archangels variesels varies, from sev, from seven (Tob. 1en (Tob. 12:15; 2 Es2:15; 2 Esdr. 5:20),dr. 5:20), to four ( to four (1 En. 87:21 En. 87:2–3; 88:1),–3; 8–3; 88:1), to 88:1), to three (90:three (90:31). Micha31). Michael (Jude 9el (Jude 9; Dan. 10:; Dan. 10:13; 12:1; 13; 12:1; 1 En. 9:1;1 En. 9:1; 10:11), G 10:11), Gabriel (DaabrielGGabriel (DGabriel (Dan. 8:16; an. 8:16; 1 En. 9:1;1 En. 9:1; 20:7; 40: 20:7; 40:9), Raphae9), Raphael (Tob. 3:l (Tob. 3:17; 12:14;17; 12:14; 1 En. 10: 1 En. 10:4; 40:9), 4; 40:94; 40:9), and40:9), and Uriel (9: Uriel (9:1; 19:1; 21; 19:1; 20:2) are s0:2) are special arcpecial archangels whhangels who served ao served as mediators mediators between s bes between Gobetween God and humad and humans. Archanns. Archangels will gels will be heard abe heard at the secot the second coming nd coming of Christ of Chrisof Christ (1 Christ (1 Thess. 4:1Thess. 4:16).6).6).

“Chief” or “first angel” (Gk. archaéngelos). From the postexilic period the 
term referred to an angel who headed a particular group of angels. The number 
of archangels varies, from seven (Tob. 12:15; 2 Esdr. 5:20), to four (1 En. 87:2–3; 
88:1), to three (90:31). Michael (Jude 9; Dan. 10:13; 12:1; 1 En. 9:1; 10:11), 
Gabriel (Dan. 8:16; 1 En. 9:1; 20:7; 40:9), Raphael (Tob. 3:17; 12:14; 1 En. 10:4; 
40:9), and Uriel (9:1; 19:1; 20:2) are special archangels who served as mediators 
between God and humans. Archangels will be heard at the second coming of 
Christ (1 Thess. 4:16).
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ARCHELAUSARCHELAUS (Gk.  (Gk. ArchélaosArchélaos)))

ARCHELAUS (Gk. Archélaos)

Son of HerSon of Herod the Greod the Great who inhat who inherited Juderited Judea, Idumeaea, Idumea, and Sama, and Samaria at hisria at his father’s  father’s death. He ddeath. He death. He was designwas designated by hiated by his father ts father to receive o receive the title the title of king. Tof king. The Jewish he Jewish historian histohistorian historian Josephus iJosephus is ambiguous ambiguous on this,s on this, saying at saying at one point one point that he d that he did receiveid receive the title the the title,the title, but at an but at another seemother seeming to saying to say that it w that it was promiseas promised only aftd only after a perioer a period of probad of d of probatiof probation (on (Ant.Ant. 17.195; c 17.195; cf. f. BJBJ 2.93). Hi 2.93). His only mens only mention in thtion in the NT is Mae NT is Matt. 2:22, tt. 2:22, which statwhwhich statwhich states that Maes that Mary and Josry and Joseph were aeph were afraid to lfraid to live in Judive in Judea with thea with the infant Je infant Jesus becauesus JJesus becaJesus because Archeluse Archelaus was ruaus was ruling thereling there...

Son of Herod the Great who inherited Judea, Idumea, and Samaria at his father’s 



death. He was designated by his father to receive the title of king. The Jewish 
historian Josephus is ambiguous on this, saying at one point that he did receive 
the title, but at another seeming to say that it was promised only after a period 
of probation (Ant. 17.195; cf. BJ 2.93). His only mention in the NT is Matt. 2:22, 
which states that Mary and Joseph were afraid to live in Judea with the infant 
Jesus because Archelaus was ruling there.
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ARCHIPPUSARCHIPPUS (Gk.  (Gk. AÉrchipposAÉrchippos)))

ARCHIPPUS (Gk. AÉrchippos)

A member oA member of the Colof the Colossian churssian church whom Pach whom Paul greets ul greets and remindand reminds to be fas to be faithful to ithful toithful to his minto his ministry (Colistry (Col. 4:17). A. 4:17). Archippus (rchippus (“master of“master of the horse the horse”) is also”) is also referred  referred to as Paulto asto as Paul’s as Paul’s “fellow so“fellow soldier” (Gkldier” (Gk. . sustratioœsustratioœéteäs,éteäs, Phlm. 2), Phlm. 2), implying  implying that they that they had previohad had previohad previously serveusly served togetherd together. He was a. He was a member of member of Philemon’ Philemon’s househols household, perhapsd, perhad, perhaps a perhaps a son or broson or brother, and ther, and may have bmay have been the oween the owner of Onener of Onesimus the simus the slave (Phlslave (Phslave (Phlm. 8-2(Phlm. 8-20). If the0). If the phrase “r phrase “received ineceived in the Lord” the Lord” is techni is technical languacal language for thege for the beginning begin beginningsbeginnings of ordina of ordination, thention, then Archippus Archippus may have  may have been a deabeen a deacon at Colcon at Colossae.ossae.ossae.

A member of the Colossian church whom Paul greets and reminds to be faithful 
to his ministry (Col. 4:17). Archippus (“master of the horse”) is also referred to 
as Paul’s “fellow soldier” (Gk. sustratioœéteäs, Phlm. 2), implying that they 
had previously served together. He was a member of Philemon’s household, 
perhaps a son or brother, and may have been the owner of Onesimus the slave 
(Phlm. 8-20). If the phrase “received in the Lord” is technical language for the 
beginnings of ordination, then Archippus may have been a deacon at Colossae.
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ARCHITEARCHITE (Heb.  (Heb. haœ}arkiîhaœ}arkiî)))

ARCHITE (Heb. haœ}arkiî)

A member oA member of a Benjamf a Benjaminite claninite clan near Beth near Bethel. The geel. The gentilic is ntilic is applied toapplied to Hushai, D Hushai, David’s friaviDDavid’s frDavid’s friend and aiend and adviser (2 dviser (2 Sam. 15:32Sam. 15:32). Accordi). According to Joshng to Josh. 16:2 the. 16:2 the clan’s te clan’s territory warritoteterritory territory was at Atawas at Ataroth (perhroth (perhaps Atarotaps Ataroth-adder).h-adder).

A member of a Benjaminite clan near Bethel. The gentilic is applied to Hushai, 
David’s friend and adviser (2 Sam. 15:32). According to Josh. 16:2 the clan’s 
territory was at Ataroth (perhaps Ataroth-adder).
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ARCHITECTURE

ArchitectuArchitecture, as there, as the art or sc art or science of bience of building, auilding, addresses tddresses the physicahe physical, ideologl, ideological, sociical, sical, social, ansocial, and creatived creative needs of  needs of humanity thumanity through thehrough the design of design of functiona functional structurl structures. Over tes. structurstructuresstructures. Over the. Over the centuries centuries of human  of human existence,existence, mankind h mankind has claimedas claimed the right the right to expres t to expressto express, in perso, in personal and monal and monumental vnumental venues, theenues, these needs wse needs within the ithin the limits of limits of available avavailable available materials.materials. Textual a Textual and archaeond archaeological relogical records in tcords in the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East attest to att attest to attest to the monumethe monuments left tnts left through thehrough the course of course of millennia millennia in the “c in the “cradle of cradle of civilizatioiviliccivilizaticivilization.”on.”

Architecture, as the art or science of building, addresses the physical, ideological, 
social, and creative needs of humanity through the design of functional 
structures. Over the centuries of human existence, mankind has claimed the right 
to express, in personal and monumental venues, these needs within the limits of 
available materials. Textual and archaeological records in the ancient Near East 
attest to the monuments left through the course of millennia in the “cradle of 
civilization.”

Materials Materials and Constrand Constructionuction

Materials and Construction

The buildiThe building materiang materials availabls available in Palele in Palestine werestine were limited t limited to the natuo the natural occurrral occurrence of loenceoccurroccurrenceoccurrence of local  of local limestone limestone and basaltand basalt, woods, a, woods, and earth und earth used in forsed in forming mudbrming mudbrming mudbrick. mudbrick. Biblical rBiblical references eferences to the useto the use of these  of these materials materials are abundaare abundant and accnt and accurately reuraaccaccuratelyaccurately reflect l reflect local constocal construction teruction techniques.chniques.chniques.

The building materials available in Palestine were limited to the natural 
occurrence of local limestone and basalt, woods, and earth used in forming 
mudbrick. Biblical references to the use of these materials are abundant and 
accurately reflect local construction techniques.

�Quarried lQuarried limestone wimestone was the mosas the most common bt common building mauilding material, esterial, especially ipecially in the coasn the n the coastathe coastal regions l regions and centraand central hill coul hill country, whilntry, while basalt we basalt was used inas used in the north the north, particul, par, particularparticularly in the ly in the Jordan ValJordan Valley and thley and the Galilee.e Galilee. Large rou Large rough and unhgh and unhewn stonesewn stones were used w were used were used as foundatas foundation and waion and walls, with lls, with chinking schinking stones plactones placed in craced in cracks, and unks, and uneven areasevununeven areuneven areas before as before the walls the walls were coverwere covered in mud ed in mud or plasteror plaster. It was n. It was not until tot until the Late Brhetthe Late Bthe Late Bronze Age ronze Age that ashlathat ashlar masonry r masonry was introdwas introduced for fuced for fine buildiine building, as is ng, as is evident atevidevident atevident at several o several of the palaf the palaces and teces and temples at Hmples at Hazor and tazor and the LB gatehe LB gate at Megidd at Megiddo. These oo.MegiddMegiddo. TMegiddo. These orthohese orthostats in nstats in northern Paorthern Palestine relestine reflect a stflect a strong Anatorong Anatolian influlian influence. Duriencinfluinfluence.influence. During la During later periodter periods ashlar ms ashlar masonry wasasonry was further d further developed aeveloped and used thnd used throughout Prththroughoutthroughout Palestine Palestine, especial, especially during ly during the periodthe period of the Is of the Israelite moraelite monarchy andnarchy and later (1  lat later (1 Klater (1 Kgs. 5:18).gs. 5:18). Stone con Stone continued to tinued to be a majorbe a major construct construction materiion material throughal through Hellenist H HellenistiHellenistic and Romac and Roman times.n times.n times.

Quarried limestone was the most common building material, especially in 
the coastal regions and central hill country, while basalt was used in the north, 



particularly in the Jordan Valley and the Galilee. Large rough and unhewn stones 
were used as foundation and walls, with chinking stones placed in cracks, and 
uneven areas before the walls were covered in mud or plaster. It was not until 
the Late Bronze Age that ashlar masonry was introduced for fine building, as is 
evident at several of the palaces and temples at Hazor and the LB gate at 
Megiddo. These orthostats in northern Palestine reflect a strong Anatolian 
influence. During later periods ashlar masonry was further developed and used 
throughout Palestine, especially during the period of the Israelite monarchy and 
later (1 Kgs. 5:18). Stone continued to be a major construction material through 
Hellenistic and Roman times.

�Timber wasTimber was employed  employed extensivelextensively (Josh. 1y (Josh. 17:15, 18) 7:15, 18) in the conin the construction struction of roofingof rooof roofing beroofing beams (1 Kgsams (1 Kgs. 6:9), wa. 6:9), wall reinforll reinforcement (6:cement (6:36; Ezra 536; Ezra 5:8; 6:4) a:8; 6:4) and for intnd for interior colueriorintinterior cinterior columns madolumns made of wood e of wood (1 Kgs. 7:(1 Kgs. 7:2) or ston2) or stone. Local we. Local woods used oods used in construin construin constructiconstruction includeon included the dated the date palm, jun palm, juniper, oak,iper, oak, olive, pi olive, pine, poplarne, poplar, and waln, and walnut. The weut. Tut. The well-kThe well-known cedarnown cedar of Lebano of Lebanon was impon was imported from rted from the north the north and shippeand shipped to Palesd to Pad to Palestine Palestine and Egypt,and Egypt, where it  where it was prizedwas prized as one of as one of the fines the finest lumbers t lumbers (2 Sam. 5:(2 Sam. 5:11; 1 Kgs.11; 5:5:11; 1 Kg5:11; 1 Kgs. 5:8-9; s. 5:8-9; 7:2).7:2).7:2).

Timber was employed extensively (Josh. 17:15, 18) in the construction of 
roofing beams (1 Kgs. 6:9), wall reinforcement (6:36; Ezra 5:8; 6:4) and for 
interior columns made of wood (1 Kgs. 7:2) or stone. Local woods used in 
construction included the date palm, juniper, oak, olive, pine, poplar, and walnut. 
The well-known cedar of Lebanon was imported from the north and shipped to 
Palestine and Egypt, where it was prized as one of the finest lumbers (2 Sam. 
5:11; 1 Kgs. 5:8-9; 7:2).

�Sun-baked Sun-baked mudbrick wmudbrick was used thas used throughout troughout the Near Eahe Near East as a vest as a versatile marsatile material in teriamamaterial imaterial in construcn constructing fortiting fortifications,fications, domestic, domestic, cultic, a cultic, and adminisnd administrative butrative buildings. Iildings.bubuildings.buildings. It was on It was once thoughtce thought that the  that the arch was iarch was introduced ntroduced in the Perin the Persian periosian period, but twod, bd, but two arbut two arched gatesched gates made of m made of mudbrick haudbrick have been fove been found at Telund at Tell Dan and l Dan and Ashkelon dAshkelonAshkelon dAshkelon dating to Mating to MB. The mudB. The mudbrick was brick was easily moleasily molded in forded in forms and sunms and sun-baked, so-baked, s-baked, sometimes sometimes adding stradding straw as a teaw as a temper that mper that would accewould accelerate drylerate drying and coing and coherence. Therence. cocoherence.coherence. The mudbr The mudbrick was laick was laid and morid and mortared withtared with mud or bi mud or bitumen (Gentumen (Gen. 11:3). T. 11:3). 11:3). The11:3). The walls wer walls were then fine then finished withished with either a  either a mud or plamud or plaster coat ster coat on the suron the surface. Mainfacsursurface. Msurface. Maintenanceaintenance would be  would be required orequired on a regulan a regular basis tor basis to prevent d prevent decay. The ecay. The combined uccombined ucombined use of thesse of these materiale materials in diffes in different buildrent buildings and aings and architecturrchitectural design al design varied thrvarievaried thrvaried throughout thoughout the history e history of ancientof ancient Palestine Palestine..

Sun-baked mudbrick was used throughout the Near East as a versatile 
material in constructing fortifications, domestic, cultic, and administrative 
buildings. It was once thought that the arch was introduced in the Persian period, 
but two arched gates made of mudbrick have been found at Tell Dan and 
Ashkelon dating to MB. The mudbrick was easily molded in forms and sun-baked, 
sometimes adding straw as a temper that would accelerate drying and 
coherence. The mudbrick was laid and mortared with mud or bitumen (Gen. 
11:3). The walls were then finished with either a mud or plaster coat on the 
surface. Maintenance would be required on a regular basis to prevent decay. The 
combined use of these materials in different buildings and architectural design 
varied throughout the history of ancient Palestine.

General SuGeneral Surveyrvey

General Survey

Palestine,Palestine, as a land as a land bridge be bridge between the tween the empires ofempires of Egypt, An Egypt, Anatolia, anatolia, and Mesopotad Mesopotamia, was amMesopotaMesopotamiMesopotamia, was at a, was at the crossrthe crossroads of anoads of ancient civicient civilizations.lizations. From the  From the beginning beginning of urbanizofof urbanizof urbanization in Eation in EB II-III (B II-III (3000–2400 3000–2400 B.C.B.C.) and espe) and especially durcially during MB II-ing MB II-III (1850–III (1850–1550) the 15(1850–(1850–1550(1850–1550) the city) the city-states of-states of Palestine Palestine reflected reflected the stron the strong influencg influences of Syries of Syria and Mesoa anda and Mesopoand Mesopotamia, a ftamia, a factor thatactor that continued continued into LB a into LB accompaniedccompanied by the in by the increasing icreasing impact of Emiimpact of impact of Egypt on aEgypt on architecturrchitecture and matee and material culturial culture. With tre. With the collapshe collapse of Bronze of Bronze Age civie BronzBronze AgeBronze Age civilizat civilization over aion over an extendedn extended period fr period from about 1om about 1250 to 115250 to 1150, archite0, archite0, architectuarchitectural changeral changes began tos began to take hold take hold as severa as several ethnic gl ethnic groups suchroups such as the Is as the Israelites araelIsIsraelitesIsraelites and Phili and Philistines begstines began to extean to extend their snd their settlement.ettlement. Throughou Throughout the follt the following centowinfollfollowing following centuries centuries powerful fpowerful forces fromorces from Assyria,  Assyria, Persia, GrPersia, Greece, and eece, and Rome wouldRome wouldRome would playwould play an intera an interactive rolective role with indi with indigenous culgenous cultures in atures in architecturrchitectural developal development.mendevelopdevelopmendevelopment.t.t.

Palestine, as a land bridge between the empires of Egypt, Anatolia, and 
Mesopotamia, was at the crossroads of ancient civilizations. From the beginning 
of urbanization in EB II-III (3000–2400 B.C.) and especially during MB II-III 
(1850–1550) the city-states of Palestine reflected the strong influences of Syria 
and Mesopotamia, a factor that continued into LB accompanied by the increasing 
impact of Egypt on architecture and material culture. With the collapse of 
Bronze Age civilization over an extended period from about 1250 to 1150, 
architectural changes began to take hold as several ethnic groups such as the 
Israelites and Philistines began to extend their settlement. Throughout the 



following centuries powerful forces from Assyria, Persia, Greece, and Rome 
would play an interactive role with indigenous cultures in architectural 
development.

�FortificatFortifications.ions. The const The construction ofruction of fortifica fortifications provtions provided proteided protection agaiction against maraudnst manst marauding marauding animals ananimals and attackind attacking militaryg military forces. T forces. The develophe development of thment of the fortifiee fortified city indd cd city indiccity indicated permaated permanent settlnent settlement as aement as a populatio population became an became attached tottached to a certain a certain region an r region andregion and felt that felt that its land  its land must be demust be defended. Defended. Defensive stfensive structures iructures included rancluded ramparts andmpararamparts aramparts and glacis,nd glacis, walls, an walls, and gates.d gates.d gates.

Fortifications. The construction of fortifications provided protection against 
marauding animals and attacking military forces. The development of the fortified 
city indicated permanent settlement as a population became attached to a certain 
region and felt that its land must be defended. Defensive structures included 
ramparts and glacis, walls, and gates.

�The ramparThe rampart and glact and glacis were inis were introduced dtroduced during EB Iuring EB II and contI and continue durininue during urban peg urbag urban periurban periods until ods until they appeathey appear again atr again at Iron Age  Iron Age sites. Thesites. The rampart w rampart was a builtas a built-up mound -upbuiltbuilt-up mbuilt-up mound of eaound of earth that srth that surrounded urrounded the city athe city and served nd served as the basas the base for masse for massive city wivmassmassive cimassive city walls. ty walls. Some thougSome thought that itht that it was const was constructed as ructed as a defense a defense against thagainst the batterine be battering battering ram, but iram, but it also pret also prevented erovented erosion and tsion and the sappinghe sapping of city w of city walls. The alls. The glacis wasglaciglacis wasglacis was the outer the outer facing of facing of the rampa the rampart or mounrt or mound d (tell)(tell) made of b made of beaten earteaten earth, lime plh, limh, lime plastlime plaster, brick,er, brick, or stone. or stone. It appear It appears at the Is at the Iron II sitron II sites of Beeres of Beer-sheba, La-sheba, Lachish, Telchish, Tchish, Tel Tel Malh�ataMalh�ata (Tell  (Tell el-Milh�el-Milh�), Tell ), Tell en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh, and Geze, and Gezer.r.r.

The rampart and glacis were introduced during EB II and continue during 
urban periods until they appear again at Iron Age sites. The rampart was a 
built-up mound of earth that surrounded the city and served as the base for 
massive city walls. Some thought that it was constructed as a defense against the 
battering ram, but it also prevented erosion and the sapping of city walls. The 
glacis was the outer facing of the rampart or mound (tell) made of beaten earth, 
lime plaster, brick, or stone. It appears at the Iron II sites of Beer-sheba, Lachish, 
Tel Malh�ata  (Tell el-Milh� ), Tell en-Nas�beh , and Gezer.

�The constrThe construction of uction of the Iron Athe Iron Age city wage city wall took onll took on several f several forms. In Iorms. In Iron I few ron I fewron I few fortiffew fortified citiesied cities other tha other than the Philn the Philistine penistine pentapolis extapolis existed alonisted along the soutg the southern coasthern chern coastal plcoastal plain. Excavain. Excavations at ations at Ashkelon, Ashkelon, Tel Miqne-Tel Miqne-Ekron, andEkron, and Ashdod re Ashdod revealed majvealed major mudbricomajmajor mudbmajor mudbrick wallsrick walls and tower and towers dating ts dating to the 12tho the 12th and 11th  and 11th centuries.centuries. Other cit Other cities were sicitcities wercities were surrounde surrounded by a sied by a simple belt mple belt of houses,of houses, the outer the outer walls ser walls serving for dving for defense. Exefeddefense. Edefense. Examples ofxamples of this defe this defensive systnsive system up to tem up to the United he United Monarchy aMonarchy appear at Bppear at Bppear at Beth-shemeBeth-shemesh, Gezer,sh, Gezer, Megiddo,  Megiddo, Tell Tell en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh, and Lach, and Lachish. Durinish. During and afteg and after the Monarafteafter the after the Monarchy, Monarchy, when adminwhen administration istration became cenbecame centralized, tralized, fortificatfortifications were ions were further defufurther defurther developed. Dveloped. During the uring the 10th throu10th through 8th cengh 8th centuries casturies casemate wallemate walls were cons were cons were constructeconstructed at Hazord at Hazor, Tell Bei, Tell Beit Mirsim, t Mirsim, Samaria, aSamaria, and nd {En{En Gev. Thes Gev. These casematee casemate walls con wal walls conswalls consisted of tisted of two parallewo parallel walls wil walls with the spath the space betweence between them divi them divided by parded by partition waltitparpartition partition walls intowalls into small roo small rooms that eims that either functther functioned for ioned for storage orstorage or were fill were filled with eaed wed with earthwith earth for reinf for reinforcement aorcement and supportnd support of upper  of upper courses. Tcourses. The offset-he offset-inset wallinset wall is found  is is found ais found at Gezer ant Gezer and Megiddo,d Megiddo, and massi and massive walls bve walls built of stuilt of stone are alone are also evidentso evident at Tell  at at Tell at Tell en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh, Hazor, T, Hazor, Tel Batash-el Batash-Timnah, JeTimnah, Jerusalem, arusalem, and Tel nd Tel Malh�ataMalh�ata..

The construction of the Iron Age city wall took on several forms. In Iron I 
few fortified cities other than the Philistine pentapolis existed along the southern 
coastal plain. Excavations at Ashkelon, Tel Miqne-Ekron, and Ashdod revealed 
major mudbrick walls and towers dating to the 12th and 11th centuries. Other 
cities were surrounded by a simple belt of houses, the outer walls serving for 
defense. Examples of this defensive system up to the United Monarchy appear at 
Beth-shemesh, Gezer, Megiddo, Tell en-Nas�beh , and Lachish. During and 
after the Monarchy, when administration became centralized, fortifications were 
further developed. During the 10th through 8th centuries casemate walls were 
constructed at Hazor, Tell Beit Mirsim, Samaria, and {En Gev. These casemate 
walls consisted of two parallel walls with the space between them divided by 
partition walls into small rooms that either functioned for storage or were filled 
with earth for reinforcement and support of upper courses. The offset-inset wall 
is found at Gezer and Megiddo, and massive walls built of stone are also evident 
at Tell en-Nas�beh , Hazor, Tel Batash-Timnah, Jerusalem, and Tel Malh�ata .

Iron Age sIron Age storehouse torehouse with two rwith two rows of monows of monolithic piolithic pillars flanllars flanking the cking the center aislenter aisle; Omride e; Oe; Omride dynOmride dynasty (ca. asty (ca. 875 875 B.C.E.B.C.E.), Hazor (), Hazor (W. S. LaSoW. S. LaSor)r)

Iron Age storehouse with two rows of monolithic pillars flanking the center aisle; 
Omride dynasty (ca. 875 B.C.E.), Hazor (W. S. LaSor)

�Life at thLife at the city gate city gate figured e figured in importain important institunt institutions in ations in ancient Palncient Palestine. Thestine. The “square e “e “square at“square at the gate  the gate of the citof the city” (2 Chr.y” (2 Chr. 32:6) was 32:6) was an area f an area for drawingor drawing up agreem up agreements beforenagreemagreementsagreements before wi before witnesses, atnesses, a seat for  seat for the eldersthe elders, prophets, prophets, and judg, and judges of the es of the city. At tcitycity. At tcity. At the gates ohe gates of Megiddo f Megiddo (stratum V(stratum V-A) and Da-A) and Dan possiblen possible “high pla “high places” were ces” were found (2 Kfofound (2 Kfound (2 Kgs. 23:8) gs. 23:8) that correthat correspond to tspond to the biblicahe biblical descriptl descriptions.ions.ions.

Life at the city gate figured in important institutions in ancient Palestine. The 
“square at the gate of the city” (2 Chr. 32:6) was an area for drawing up 
agreements before witnesses, a seat for the elders, prophets, and judges of the 
city. At the gates of Megiddo (stratum V-A) and Dan possible “high places” were 
found (2 Kgs. 23:8) that correspond to the biblical descriptions.



�The Iron AThe Iron Age gate dege gate developed inveloped in a succinc a succinct manner. t manner. During theDuring the 10th cent 10th century the thury tury the three-the three-entry gateentry gateway of theway of the Late Bron Late Bronze Age wasze Age was expanded  expanded to four ento four entries withtries withtries with six cwith six chambers. Ihambers. It was flant was flanked on eitked on either side wher side with massivith massive towers ae towers about two sbout two stories higtosstories histories high, which gh, which were open were open and accessand accessible durinible during the Irong the Iron Age. This Age. This four-entr four-entry gateway y gy gateway hagateway has been atts been attributed toributed to Solomon,  Solomon, who is saiwho is said to have d to have rebuilt threbuilt the walls ofe walls of Jerusalem Je Jerusalem,Jerusalem, Hazor, Me Hazor, Megiddo, andgiddo, and Gezer (1  Gezer (1 Kgs. 9:15)Kgs. 9:15), the latt, the latter cities er cities revealing revealing gates of tgategates of tgates of this designhis design together  together with fine with fine ashlar masashlar masonry. Althonry. Although thereough there is discus is discussion concesiondiscusdiscussiondiscussion concernin concerning the datig the dating of thesng of these gates toe gates to Solomon,  Solomon, the ashlarthe ashlar masonry s masonry specificallpesspecificalspecifically mentionly mentioned in conned in connection witection with his builh his building activding activities (1 Kities (1 Kgs. 5:15-1gs. 5:15-17[MT 29–317[MT 5:15-15:15-17[MT5:15-17[MT 29–31]; 7 29–31]; 7:9–10) is :9–10) is cited in icited in its favor.ts favor.ts favor.

The Iron Age gate developed in a succinct manner. During the 10th century 
the three-entry gateway of the Late Bronze Age was expanded to four entries 
with six chambers. It was flanked on either side with massive towers about two 
stories high, which were open and accessible during the Iron Age. This four-entry 
gateway has been attributed to Solomon, who is said to have rebuilt the walls of 
Jerusalem, Hazor, Megiddo, and Gezer (1 Kgs. 9:15), the latter cities revealing 
gates of this design together with fine ashlar masonry. Although there is 
discussion concerning the dating of these gates to Solomon, the ashlar masonry 
specifically mentioned in connection with his building activities (1 Kgs. 
5:15-17[MT 29–31]; 7:9–10) is cited in its favor.

�During theDuring the 9th centu 9th century gates wry gates with three ith three entries beentries became promicame prominent at sinent at sites like Ttes liktes like Tell like Tell en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh, Beersheb, Beersheba, Megiddoa, Megiddo, and Tel , and Tel Dan/Tell eDan/Tell el-Qadi. Otl-Qadi. Other simpleher simher simple twosimple two-entry gat-entry gates providees provided an essend an essential frametial framework at sework at several Ironveral Iron II sites. II sites.

During the 9th century gates with three entries became prominent at sites 
like Tell en-Nas�beh , Beersheba, Megiddo, and Tel Dan/Tell el-Qadi. Other 
simple two-entry gates provided an essential framework at several Iron II sites.

�Domestic BDomestic Buildings.uildings. A new typ A new type of housee of house was intro was introduced at tduced at the beginnihe beginning of the ng of thng of the Iron Athe Iron Age. Due toge. Due to its initi its initial discoveal discovery in the ry in the hill counthill country, the thry, the three- and free- and four-room hour-roffour-room four-room house was house was often assooften associated ethciated ethnically winically with the Isrth the Israelites. Taelites. The buildinhe building was typig wg was typicawas typically designlly designed in an oed in an oblong, recblong, rectangular stangular shape. The hape. The broad roombroad room, the larg, the largest space,estlarglargest splargest space, was aace, was at the backt the back with the  with the three fronthree front rooms but rooms built at rigilt at right angles ht angles to the broto thto the broad the broad room. A roroom. A row of pillaw of pillars dividedrs divided the front the front rooms cre rooms creating a tyating a type of courpe of courtyard. Thetycourcourtyard.courtyard. The build The building may aling may also have haso have had a secondd a second story at  story at least overleast over part of t part of the ground he tthe groundthe ground floor. Th floor. The size of e size of the four-rthe four-room house oom house seems to iseems to indicate thndicate that it was at it was occupied bococcupied boccupied by nuclear y nuclear families.families.families.

Domestic Buildings. A new type of house was introduced at the beginning of 
the Iron Age. Due to its initial discovery in the hill country, the three- and 
four-room house was often associated ethnically with the Israelites. The building 
was typically designed in an oblong, rectangular shape. The broad room, the 
largest space, was at the back with the three front rooms built at right angles to 
the broad room. A row of pillars divided the front rooms creating a type of 
courtyard. The building may also have had a second story at least over part of 
the ground floor. The size of the four-room house seems to indicate that it was 
occupied by nuclear families.

�The originThe origin of the fo of the four-room hour-room house is thouse is thought by sought by some to be ame to be a new innov new innovation of tationinnovinnovationinnovation of the Ir of the Iron Age, whon Age, while othersile others point to  point to LB predeceLB predecessors. Thessors. The earliest  earliest true four-trutrue four-true four-room houseroom house is found  is found at sites sat sites such as Giluch as Giloh (late 1oh (late 13th centur3th century), Tel May), Tel Masos, and sosMaMasos, andMasos, and  {Izbet S�a{Izbet S�art�ahrt�ah. It becam. It became most come most common duringmon during the 12th  the 12th century thcentury tcentury throughoutthroughout the centr the central hill coal hill country. Irountry. Iron II adminn II administrative istrative cities likcities like Megiddo,e Megiddo, Lachish,  Lachis Lachish, HLachish, Hazor, and azor, and Tell Tell en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh demonstra demonstrate carefulte careful architect architectural plannural planning and a ingplannplanning aplanning and a prolind a proliferation oferation of four-roof four-room houses im houses in domesticn domestic areas. Th areas. Thus this fous this form became rmfoform becamform became increasie increasingly populngly popular during ar during the Iron Athe Iron Age in settge in settlements anlements and cities od cities occupied byccooccupied boccupied by Israelity Israelites and Phies and Philistines (listines (e.g., Telle.g., Tell Qasile, T Qasile, Tel el Ser{/Tell Ser{/Tell esh-Shari{esh-Shari{aaesh-Shari{esh-Shari{esh-Shari{aa).).

The origin of the four-room house is thought by some to be a new 
innovation of the Iron Age, while others point to LB predecessors. The earliest 
true four-room house is found at sites such as Giloh (late 13th century), Tel 
Masos, and {Izbet S�art�ah . It became most common during the 12th century 
throughout the central hill country. Iron II administrative cities like Megiddo, 
Lachish, Hazor, and Tell en-Nas�beh  demonstrate careful architectural 
planning and a proliferation of four-room houses in domestic areas. Thus this 
form became increasingly popular during the Iron Age in settlements and cities 
occupied by Israelites and Philistines (e.g., Tell Qasile, Tel Ser{/Tell 
esh-Shari{a).

Artist’s rArtist’s reconstructeconstruction of theion of the Israelite Israelite “four-roo “four-room house” (m house” (Giselle S.Giselle S. Hasel) Hasel)

Artist’s reconstruction of the Israelite “four-room house” (Giselle S. Hasel)

�Cultic BuiCultic Buildings.ldings. Known onl Known only from itsy from its elaborate elaborate biblical  biblical descriptiodescription (1 Kgs. n (1 Kgs. 6; 2 Chr. 6; 2 6; 2 Chr. 3:12 Chr. 3:1-10; Ezek.-10; Ezek. 40-43), t 40-43), the temple he temple of Solomonof Solomon is perhap is perhaps the bests the best- known cu- known cultic buildlcucultic buicultic building. It lding. It was a rectwas a rectangular, langular, long-room bong-room building wiuilding with an entrth an entrance on itance on its eastern s easts eastern sieastern side. Its exde. Its exterior dimterior dimensions weensions were ca. 25 re ca. 25 x 20 m. (8x 20 m. (82 x 65 ft.2 x 65 ft.), its wal), its wall ca. 2.5—l ca. 2l ca. 2.5—6 m. (2.5—6 m. (8—20 ft.) 8—20 ft.) thick. Twothick. Two ornamenta ornamental pillars l pillars framed theframed the entrance. entrance. The inter The inter The interior winterior was dividedas divided into two  into two compartmencompartments, the hots, the holy and thely and the most holy most holy. The inte. The interior floorrinteinterior finterior floors wereloors were laid with laid with pine, whi pine, while the walle the walls and rools and roof were linf were lined with ceed with cedar. The mdar. cecedar. Thecedar. The most holy most holy place was place was also over also overlaid with laid with gold througold through the aidgh the aid of Phoeni of Phoenician craftciPhoeniPhoenicianPhoenician craftsmen craftsmen. The temp. The temple served le served the Israelthe Israelite communite community until ity until its destruits destruction by tctdestrudestructiodestruction by the Bn by the Babyloniansabylonians in 586. in 586. in 586.

Cultic Buildings. Known only from its elaborate biblical description (1 Kgs. 6; 
2 Chr. 3:1-10; Ezek. 40-43), the temple of Solomon is perhaps the best- known 
cultic building. It was a rectangular, long-room building with an entrance on its 
eastern side. Its exterior dimensions were ca. 25 x 20 m. (82 x 65 ft.), its wall ca. 
2.5—6 m. (8—20 ft.) thick. Two ornamental pillars framed the entrance. The 



interior was divided into two compartments, the holy and the most holy. The 
interior floors were laid with pine, while the walls and roof were lined with 
cedar. The most holy place was also overlaid with gold through the aid of 
Phoenician craftsmen. The temple served the Israelite community until its 
destruction by the Babylonians in 586.

�Other cultOther cultic buildinic buildings in Irongs in Iron II are kn II are known from Town from Tell Dan, Aell Dan, Arad, and Trad, and Tel Miqne-Eel Miqnel Miqne-EkroMiqne-Ekron. A largen. A large podium fo podium found at Telund at Tel Dan was i Dan was interpretednterpreted as a cult as a cultic high plic high place aplplace place (baœma®).(baœma®). Its sever Its several phases al phases span the 1span the 10th throug0th through early 9th early 9th centurieh centuries. The outs. Ths. The outlinThe outline of the pe of the perfectly serfectly square struquare structure is bcture is built of fiuilt of fine ashlar ne ashlar masonry wimasonry with an eartth anth an earth aan earth and basalt nd basalt fill. Withfill. Within its bouin its boundaries fondaries foundation wundation walls seemealls seemed to have d to have supported suppsupported supported a massive a massive superstrucsuperstructure.ture.ture.

Other cultic buildings in Iron II are known from Tell Dan, Arad, and Tel 
Miqne-Ekron. A large podium found at Tel Dan was interpreted as a cultic high 
place (baœma®). Its several phases span the 10th through early 9th centuries. 
The outline of the perfectly square structure is built of fine ashlar masonry with 
an earth and basalt fill. Within its boundaries foundation walls seemed to have 
supported a massive superstructure.

�At Arad a At Arad a series of series of rooms withrooms within a fortrin a fortress were iess were identified dentified as a sanctas a sanctuary becauuary becuary because ofbecause of the tripa the tripartite strurtite structure, larcture, large sacrifige sacrificial altarcial altar, and smal, and smaller altarsler altars within th within th within the inner the inner chambers. chambers. Two shalloTwo shallow bowls wew bowls were found ire found inscribed wnscribed with an abbith an abbreviated freviated abbabbreviateabbreviated formula d formula that mightthat might be interp be interpreted as “reted as “sanctifiedsanctified for pries for priests.”ts.”ts.”

At Arad a series of rooms within a fortress were identified as a sanctuary 
because of the tripartite structure, large sacrificial altar, and smaller altars within 
the inner chambers. Two shallow bowls were found inscribed with an 
abbreviated formula that might be interpreted as “sanctified for priests.”

�A massive A massive Assyrian tAssyrian temple has emple has been uncovbeen uncovered at Teered at Tel Miqne-Ekl Miqne-Ekron datingron dating to the 7t to  to the 7thto the 7th century.  century. A dedicatoA dedicatory inscripry inscription mentition mentions that Pons that Padi son ofadi son of Achsi ded Achsi dedicated theicadeddedicated dedicated the templethe temple to a godd to a goddess and adess and adds consideds considerable lighrable light to cultit to cultic practicec practices during ts dus during thiduring this period.s period.s period.

A massive Assyrian temple has been uncovered at Tel Miqne-Ekron dating 
to the 7th century. A dedicatory inscription mentions that Padi son of Achsi 
dedicated the temple to a goddess and adds considerable light to cultic practices 
during this period.

�AdministraAdministrative Buildtive Buildings.ings. Administr Administrative builative buildings can dings can be classifbe classified under ied under palaces orpalacespalaces orpalaces or large pat large patrician hourician houses and pises and pillared buillared buildings durldings during the Laing the Late Bronze te Bronze through Irthrothrough Irthrough Iron Ages.on Ages.on Ages.

Administrative Buildings. Administrative buildings can be classified under 
palaces or large patrician houses and pillared buildings during the Late Bronze 
through Iron Ages.

�The “goverThe “governor’s” resnor’s” residency wasidency was a develop a development of thment of the terminale terminal phase of  phase of the Late Bthe Lthe Late BronzLate Bronze Age. Thie Age. This type of s type of building ibuilding is said to s said to have stronhave strong Egyptiang Egyptian and Syria and Syrian influencn infn influencesinfluences. These we. These were square re square buildings buildings made of mumade of mudbrick waldbrick walls, with als, with a central c central courtyard souccourtyard courtyard surroundedsurrounded by smalle by smaller rooms. Ir rooms. It is thougt is thought that thht that they served ey served local govelocal governors in rrngovegovernors governors in ruling in ruling over Palesover Palestine in thtine in the south ane south and along thd along the major hie major highways leaghways leading northdinlealeading noleading north. Most rth. Most of these rof these residences esidences at such siat such sites as Bettes as Beth-shean (Th-shean (Tell ell el-Hus�nel-Hus�el-Hus�nel-Hus�n), Pella, ), Pella, Tell JemmeTell Jemmeh, Tell h, Tell el-H¸esiel-H¸esi, Tell , Tell es-Sa{idiyes-Sa{idiyeheh, Tel , Tel Sera{/TellSera{/TeSera{/TellSera{/Tell esh-Shari esh-Shari{a{a, and Tell, and Tell  el-Far{ahel-Far{ah (South) w (South) were destroere destroyed duringyed during the LB/Ir the the LB/Irothe LB/Iron Age trann Age transition (casition (ca. 1200) bu. 1200) but others st others survived orurvived or were buil were built in Iron t in Iron I (Tel MasI (TI (Tel Masos(Tel Masos).).).

The “governor’s” residency was a development of the terminal phase of the 
Late Bronze Age. This type of building is said to have strong Egyptian and Syrian 
influences. These were square buildings made of mudbrick walls, with a central 
courtyard surrounded by smaller rooms. It is thought that they served local 
governors in ruling over Palestine in the south and along the major highways 
leading north. Most of these residences at such sites as Beth-shean (Tell 
el-Hus�n ), Pella, Tell Jemmeh, Tell el-H¸esi, Tell es-Sa{idiyeh, Tel 
Sera{/Tell esh-Shari{a, and Tell el-Far{ah (South) were destroyed during 
the LB/Iron Age transition (ca. 1200) but others survived or were built in Iron I 
(Tel Masos).

�The biblicThe biblical narratial narratives providves provide vivid dee vivid descriptionsscriptions of David’ of David’s and Solos and Solomon’s palamon’s palmon’s palaces (2palaces (2 Sam. 5:11 Sam. 5:11; 7:7; 1 C; 7:7; 1 Chr. 17:1; hr. 17:1; 2 Chr. 2:32 Chr. 2:3[2]; 1 Kgs[2]; 1 Kgs. 7:1-12).. 7:1-12). Like the  Like the temple, thtempletemple, thtemple, they were erey were erected throected through the skugh the skills of Phills of Phoenician coenician craftsmen, raftsmen, but archaebut archaeological eoarchaearchaeologarchaeological excavical excavations havations have yet to le yet to locate themocate them. Other pa. Other palaces founlaces found at sitesd at sites like Megi lik like Megidlike Megiddo (Buildido (Buildings 1723 angs 1723 and 6000) and 6000) and Gezer (nd Gezer (“Palace 10“Palace 10,000”) ind,000”) indicate consicate construction itconsconstructiconstruction in the on in the Syrian Syrian bit ilanibit ilani tradition tradition. These pa. These palaces werelaces were designed  designed as two eloas two elas two elongated elongated halls withhalls with the longi the longitudinal axtudinal axis paralleis parallel to the fl to the facade. Theacade. The first hal first hall was a pol was a l was a portico a portico with a stawith a stairway leadirway leading up to ing up to the entranthe entrance. Anothece. Another staircasr staircase within le within led to a seed ted to a seconto a second story. Td story. The long inhe long inner hall wner hall was the thras the throne room. one room. Other palaOther palaces at Ramces at Ramces at Ramat Ramat Rah�elRah�el, Lachish,, Lachish, Hazor, an Hazor, and Samaria d Samaria indicate aindicate additional dditional architectuarchitectural develoral develral developmendevelopments which dts which differed friffered from earlierom earlier Canaanite Canaanite and later and later Assyrian  Assyrian influencesinfluences. Biblical. influencesinfluencesinfluences. Biblical. Biblical reference references to the us to the use of cedase of cedar beams inr beams in construct construction (1 Kgsion (1 Kgs. 6:36; 7:. 6:3. 6:36; 7:126:36; 7:12) are supp) are supported by aorted by archaeologirchaeological evidencal evidence at thesce at these sites, we sites, where gaps here gaps are found areare found are found between asbetween ashlar courshlar courses. Fragmees. Fragments of walnts of wall paintingl paintings were fous were found at Ramand at Ramand at Ramat Ramat Rah�elRah�el...

The biblical narratives provide vivid descriptions of David’s and Solomon’s 
palaces (2 Sam. 5:11; 7:7; 1 Chr. 17:1; 2 Chr. 2:3[2]; 1 Kgs. 7:1-12). Like the 
temple, they were erected through the skills of Phoenician craftsmen, but 
archaeological excavations have yet to locate them. Other palaces found at sites 
like Megiddo (Buildings 1723 and 6000) and Gezer (“Palace 10,000”) indicate 
construction in the Syrian bit ilani tradition. These palaces were designed as two 
elongated halls with the longitudinal axis parallel to the facade. The first hall was 
a portico with a stairway leading up to the entrance. Another staircase within led 



to a second story. The long inner hall was the throne room. Other palaces at 
Ramat Rah�el , Lachish, Hazor, and Samaria indicate additional architectural 
developments which differed from earlier Canaanite and later Assyrian 
influences. Biblical references to the use of cedar beams in construction (1 Kgs. 
6:36; 7:12) are supported by archaeological evidence at these sites, where gaps 
are found between ashlar courses. Fragments of wall paintings were found at 
Ramat Rah�el .

�Numerous sNumerous sites experites experienced Assienced Assyrian inflyrian influence duriuence during the 8thng the 8th and 7th c and 7th centuries aenturccenturies centuries as the Assas the Assyrian Empiyrian Empire expandere expanded and admid and administrativenistrative centers w centers were establere established in Piestablestablisheestablished in Palesd in Palestine. Assytine. Assyrian “openrian “open-court bui-court buildings” arldings” are found ate found at Hazor (Bu Hazor (Building 300ildi(Bu(Building (Building 3002), Meg3002), Megiddo (Builiddo (Buildings 1052dings 1052, 1369, an, 1369, and 1853), Gd 1853), Gezer, Tellezer, Tell Jemmeh/Te Jemmeh/Te Jemmeh/TelJemmeh/Tel  Re{imRe{im, Tel , Tel Ser{/Tell Ser{/Tell esh-Shari{esh-Shari{aa, and Buse, and Buseirah.irah.irah.

Numerous sites experienced Assyrian influence during the 8th and 7th 
centuries as the Assyrian Empire expanded and administrative centers were 
established in Palestine. Assyrian “open-court buildings” are found at Hazor 
(Building 3002), Megiddo (Buildings 1052, 1369, and 1853), Gezer, Tell 
Jemmeh/Tel Re{im, Tel Ser{/Tell esh-Shari{a, and Buseirah.

�Pillared bPillared buildings auildings are anotherre another important important architect architectural featuural feature of the re of the Iron Age. Iron Age.Iron Age. The rAge. The rectangularectangular structure structures, divideds, divided by pillar by pillars into thrs into three narrow ee narrow halls, arehalls, are thought t tho thought tothought to have serv have served a publied a public functionc function at Hazor, at Hazor, Tell Abu  Tell Abu Hawam, MegHawam, Megiddo, Telliddo, Telliddo, Tell QasilTell Qasile, Tell e, Tell el-H¸esiel-H¸esi, Beer-she, Beer-sheba, Tel ba, Tel Malh�ataMalh�ata, and Tell, and Tell Masos. Th Masos. The functione functe function ofunction of these buf these buildings asildings as stables,  stables, storehousestorehouses, barracks, barracks, or marks, or marketplaces retplaces remains an emarremains anremains an issue of  issue of debate.debate.debate.

Pillared buildings are another important architectural feature of the Iron 
Age. The rectangular structures, divided by pillars into three narrow halls, are 
thought to have served a public function at Hazor, Tell Abu Hawam, Megiddo, 
Tell Qasile, Tell el-H¸esi, Beer-sheba, Tel Malh�ata , and Tell Masos. The 
function of these buildings as stables, storehouses, barracks, or marketplaces 
remains an issue of debate.

�Later DeveLater Developments.lopments. Influence Influences from thes from the Hellenist Hellenistic and Romic and Roman culturean cultures were incs were is were increasingincreasingly felt thly felt throughout troughout the region.he region. The Roman The Romans establiss established no fewhed no fewer than 30er than 30 cities in 3030 cities 30 cities in Palestiin Palestine; one ofne; one of the most  the most impressiveimpressive building  building programs wprograms was initiatas initiated by Heroed bed by Herod tby Herod the Great (he Great (37–4 37–4 B.C.B.C.). Cities ). Cities such as Casuch as Caesarea Maresarea Maritima, theitima, the rebuildin rebuilding of Jerusg og of Jerusalof Jerusalem, Beth-sem, Beth-shean, Pellhean, Pella, and Bana, and Banias (Caesaias (Caesarea Philiprea Philippi) indicapi) indicate carefulte careful planning  plann planning fplanning for aqueducor aqueducts, cisterts, cisterns, templens, temples, amphiths, amphitheaters, hieaters, hippodromes,ppodromes, bathhouse bathhouses, and palsbathhousebathhousesbathhouses, and pala, and palaces placedces placed in conjun in conjunctive relactive relationship ttionship to fountaino fountains and stats and statues, thus ues,statstatues, tstatues, thus creatihus creating a magning a magnificent atmficent atmosphere ofosphere of power and power and culture.  culture. Despite thDespite this impressis ththis imprethis impressive showssive show, the cons, the construction otruction of synagoguf synagogues, the tees, the temple in Jemple in Jerusalem, arusalem, and other endaand other and other edifices aedifices attest to tttest to the persisthe persistence and ience and indomitablendomitable nature of nature of the socia the social, ideologl, idl, ideologicaideological, and crel, and creative elemative elements stillents still inherent  inherent in the locin the local cultureal cultures and theis and their ancient r ancier ancient heancient heritage.ritage.ritage.

Later Developments. Influences from the Hellenistic and Roman cultures were 
increasingly felt throughout the region. The Romans established no fewer than 
30 cities in Palestine; one of the most impressive building programs was initiated 
by Herod the Great (37–4 B.C.). Cities such as Caesarea Maritima, the rebuilding 
of Jerusalem, Beth-shean, Pella, and Banias (Caesarea Philippi) indicate careful 
planning for aqueducts, cisterns, temples, amphitheaters, hippodromes, 
bathhouses, and palaces placed in conjunctive relationship to fountains and 
statues, thus creating a magnificent atmosphere of power and culture. Despite 
this impressive show, the construction of synagogues, the temple in Jerusalem, 
and other edifices attest to the persistence and indomitable nature of the social, 
ideological, and creative elements still inherent in the local cultures and their 
ancient heritage.

�See alsoSee also  HOUSE; TEMHOUSE; TEMPLE.PLE.PLE.

See also HOUSE; TEMPLE.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Biran, A. Biran, ed., ed., Temples anTemples and High Plad High Places in Bibces in Biblical Timelical Timess (Jerusale (Jerusale (Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1981); W, 1981); W. G. Dever. G. Dever, “Palaces, “Palaces and Templ and Temples in Canaes in Canaan and Ancan and Ancient Israeient Israeient Israel,” Israel,” CANE,CANE, 1:605–14; 1:605–14; V. Fritz, V. Fritz,  The City iThe City in Ancient n Ancient IsraelIsrael (Sheffiel (Sheffield, 1995); d, 1995); A. KempinsA. KempA. Kempinski Kempinski and R. Reiand R. Reich, eds., ch, eds., The ArchitThe Architecture of ecture of Ancient IsAncient Israelrael (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1992); m, 1992); G. Leick, G. G. Leick, G. Leick, A DictionaA Dictionary of Anciry of Ancient Near Eent Near Eastern Arcastern Architecturehitecture (New York (New York, 1988); Y, 1988); Y. Shiloh, . Shilo. Shiloh, “TShiloh, “The Casemathe Casemate Wall, the Wall, the Four-Rooe Four-Room House, am House, and Early Pnd Early Planning inlanning in the Israe the Isra the Israelite Israelite City,” City,” BASORBASOR 268 (1987 268 (1987): 3–15; L): 3–15; L. E. Stage. E. Stager, “The Arr, “The Archaeology chaeology of the Famof the Famof the Family in Family in Ancient IsAncient Israel,” rael,” BASORBASOR 260 (1985 260 (1985): 1–35.): 1–35.): 1–35.

Bibliography. A. Biran, ed., Temples and High Places in Biblical Times 
(Jerusalem, 1981); W. G. Dever, “Palaces and Temples in Canaan and Ancient 
Israel,” CANE, 1:605–14; V. Fritz, The City in Ancient Israel (Sheffield, 1995); A. 
Kempinski and R. Reich, eds., The Architecture of Ancient Israel (Jerusalem, 1992); 
G. Leick, A Dictionary of Ancient Near Eastern Architecture (New York, 1988); Y. 
Shiloh, “The Casemate Wall, the Four-Room House, and Early Planning in the 
Israelite City,” BASOR 268 (1987): 3–15; L. E. Stager, “The Archaeology of the 
Family in Ancient Israel,” BASOR 260 (1985): 1–35.
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ARDARD (Heb.  (Heb. }ard}ard) (also AD) (also ADDAR)DAR)DAR)

ARD (Heb. }ard) (also ADDAR)

A descendaA descendant of Benjnt of Benjamin and tamin and the son of he son of Bela, listBela, listed among aed among ancestral cncestral clan leaderlan leaders who accos ws who accompwho accompanied Jacoanied Jacob to Egyptb to Egypt (Gen. 46: (Gen. 46:21; Num. 221; Num. 26:40). At 6:40). At 1 Chr. 8:31 Chr. 8:3 he is cal he is called Addar.lcalcalled Addcalled Addar.ar.

A descendant of Benjamin and the son of Bela, listed among ancestral clan leaders 
who accompanied Jacob to Egypt (Gen. 46:21; Num. 26:40). At 1 Chr. 8:3 he is 
called Addar.

ARDONARDON (Heb.  (Heb. }ardo®n}ardo®n)))

ARDON (Heb. }ardo®n)

The third The third son of Calson of Caleb and Azueb and Azubah of thebah of the tribe of  tribe of Judah (1 CJudah (1 Chr. 2:18).hr. 2:18).

The third son of Caleb and Azubah of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 2:18).

ARELIARELI (Heb.  (Heb. }ar}eäliî}ar}eäliî)))

ARELI (Heb. }ar}eäliî)

A son of GA son of Gad and graad and grandson of Jndson of Jacob (Gen.acob (Gen. 46:16; Nu 46:16; Num. 26:17).m. 26:17).

A son of Gad and grandson of Jacob (Gen. 46:16; Num. 26:17).

AREOPAGITEAREOPAGITE (Gk.  (Gk. AreopagiítAreopagiíteäseäs)))

AREOPAGITE (Gk. Areopagiíteäs)

A member oA member of the presf the prestigious Attigious Athenian couhenian council whichncil which held its  held its sessions asessions at or near t or near the Areopaththe Areopathe Areopagus. Dionygus. Dionysius, one sius, one of Paul’s of Paul’s converts, converts, was an Arewas an Areopagite (Aopagite (Acts 17:34)cts 17:34)..

A member of the prestigious Athenian council which held its sessions at or near 
the Areopagus. Dionysius, one of Paul’s converts, was an Areopagite (Acts 17:34).

AREOPAGUSAREOPAGUS (Gk.  (Gk. AÉreios paAÉreios paégoségos) ) (also MARS(also MARS HILL) HILL) HILL)

AREOPAGUS (Gk. AÉreios paégos) 
(also MARS HILL)

A rocky hiA rocky hill ca. 115ll ca. 115 m. (377 f m. (377 ft.) high, t.) high, near the Anear the Acropolis acropolis and Agora ind Agora in Athens, n Athens, whose namewhowhose namewhose name was deriv was derived from thed from the Greek goe Greek god of war Ad of war Ares (also res (also called Marcalled Mars Hill afts Hill afts Hill after the after the Roman MarsRoman Mars). Areopag). Areopagus also reus also refers to thfers to the council e council that once that once met on themet on themet on the above-the above- named hil named hill. (This cl. (This council retouncil retained the ained the name even name even after moviafter moving its meeng its meeting to thtinmeemeeting tomeeting to the Royal the Royal Stoa.) Th Stoa.) The Areopague Areopagus’ authoris’ authority vacillaty vacillated througted throughout time,hout time, but durin b but duringbut during the Roman the Roman era it wa era it was responsis responsible for vable for various educrious educational anational and philosopd philosophical/relihphilosopphilosophiphilosophical/religical/religious concerous concerns as wellns as well as legal  as legal matters sumatters such as forgch as forgery and stery and standards ofandarststandards standards of measureof measurement.ment.ment.

A rocky hill ca. 115 m. (377 ft.) high, near the Acropolis and Agora in Athens, 
whose name was derived from the Greek god of war Ares (also called Mars Hill 
after the Roman Mars). Areopagus also refers to the council that once met on 
the above- named hill. (This council retained the name even after moving its 
meeting to the Royal Stoa.) The Areopagus’ authority vacillated throughout time, 
but during the Roman era it was responsible for various educational and 
philosophical/religious concerns as well as legal matters such as forgery and 
standards of measurement.

�Epicurean Epicurean and Stoic and Stoic philosophephilosophers broughtrs brought Paul to t Paul to the Areopaghe Areopagus for a hus for a hearing aftearinghhearing afhearing after he debter he debated with ated with Jews and GJews and God-fearersod-fearers in the sy in the synagogue annagogue and Agora (Ad Agora (Ad Agora (Acts 17:1(Acts 17:16-21). Sch6-21). Scholars are olars are divided asdivided as to which  to which use of Areuse of Areopagus Actopagus Acts refers. s refers. Paul spokePaPaul spokePaul spoke as a skil as a skilled debateled debater, and ever, and even though hn though he did not e did not convince tconvince the multituhe multitude, some Ademultitumultitude,multitude, some Athe some Athenians did nians did believe inbelieve in Christ (A Christ (Acts 17:22-cts 17:22-34).34).34).

Epicurean and Stoic philosophers brought Paul to the Areopagus for a 
hearing after he debated with Jews and God-fearers in the synagogue and Agora 
(Acts 17:16-21). Scholars are divided as to which use of Areopagus Acts refers. 
Paul spoke as a skilled debater, and even though he did not convince the 
multitude, some Athenians did believe in Christ (Acts 17:22-34).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. F. BrucF. F. Bruce, e, The Book oThe Book of the Actsf the Acts,, rev. ed.  rev. ed. NICNT (GraNICNT (Grand Rapids,nd Rapind Rapids, 19Rapids, 1988); H. J.88); H. J. Cadbury,  Cadbury, The Book oThe Book of Acts in f Acts in HistoryHistory (London,  (London, 1955); F. 1955); F. Stagg, Stagg, The Book oThThe Book oThe Book of Acts: Thf Acts: The Early Ste Early Struggle forruggle for an Unhind an Unhindered Gospeered Gospell (Nashvill (Nashville, 1956).e, 1956).e, 1956).

Bibliography. F. F. Bruce, The Book of the Acts, rev. ed. NICNT (Grand 
Rapids, 1988); H. J. Cadbury, The Book of Acts in History (London, 1955); F. Stagg, 
The Book of Acts: The Early Struggle for an Unhindered Gospel (Nashville, 1956).
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ARETASARETAS (Gk.  (Gk. HarétasHarétas)))

ARETAS (Gk. Harétas)

�1.1. Aretas I, Aretas I, the first the first Nabatean  Nabatean ruler nameruler named in ancied in ancient literatnt literature. Accorure. According to 2 ding toding to 2 Macc.to 2 Macc. 5:8 the J 5:8 the Jewish highewish high priest Ja priest Jason somehoson somehow ran afouw ran afoul of Aretal of Aretas when he s when he fled from ffled from fled from Jerusalem Jerusalem to Nabateato Nabatea in 168  in 168 B.C.E.B.C.E. Here, Are Here, Aretas is caltas is called led tyérannos,tyérannos, which may wh which may which may indicate tindicate that the Nahat the Nabatean rulbatean rulers were ners were not yet calot yet called kings.led kings. After the After the outbreak  o outbreak ooutbreak of the Maccf the Maccabean Revoabean Revolt, the Nalt, the Nabatean leabatean leaders are dders are depicted asepicted as sympathiz sympathi sympathizisympathizing with thng with the revolutie revolutionaries (1onaries (1 Macc. 5:2 Macc. 5:25; 9:35).5; 9:35).5; 9:35).

1. Aretas I, the first Nabatean ruler named in ancient literature. According 
to 2 Macc. 5:8 the Jewish high priest Jason somehow ran afoul of Aretas when he 



fled from Jerusalem to Nabatea in 168 B.C.E. Here, Aretas is called tyérannos, 
which may indicate that the Nabatean rulers were not yet called kings. After the 
outbreak of the Maccabean Revolt, the Nabatean leaders are depicted as 
sympathizing with the revolutionaries (1 Macc. 5:25; 9:35).

�2.2. Aretas II Aretas II (ca. 100  (ca. 100 B.C.E.B.C.E.), who pro), who promised to amised to aid the citid the city of Gaza y of Gaza when it wawhen it was besiegeds wawas besiegwas besieged by the ed by the HasmonaeanHasmonaean monarch A monarch Alexander Jlexander Janneus (Joanneus (Josephus sephus Ant.Ant. 13.356–36 13.35 13.356–36413.356–364). However). However, his help, his help came too  came too late, and late, and the city wthe city was overthras overthrown. Josepown. Josepown. Josephus dJosephus describes Aescribes Aretas II aretas II as a “very s a “very illustriouillustrious person,”s person,” indicativ indicative of the ge of the growing powrowinggrowing pogrowing power of thewer of the Nabatean  Nabatean kingdom.kingdom.kingdom.

2. Aretas II (ca. 100 B.C.E.), who promised to aid the city of Gaza when it 
was besieged by the Hasmonaean monarch Alexander Janneus (Josephus Ant. 
13.356–364). However, his help came too late, and the city was overthrown. 
Josephus describes Aretas II as a “very illustrious person,” indicative of the 
growing power of the Nabatean kingdom.

�3.3. Aretas II Aretas III (ca. 87–I (ca. 87–62 62 B.C.E.B.C.E.), who, ac), who, according tocording to Josephus, Josephus, gained co gained control overntrol oventrol over Damasover Damascus and Cocus and Coele-Syria.ele-Syria. He invade He invaded Judea and Judea and defeatedd defeated Alexander Alexander Janneus i Janneus Janneus inJanneus in battle, b battle, but settledut settled on terms  on terms and returnand returned to his ed to his own land (own land (Ant.Ant. 13.392;  13.392; BJBBJBJ 1.103). I 1.103). In 65 Aretan 65 Aretas III supps III supported Hyrcorted Hyrcanus II inanus II in his strug his struggle againsgle against Aristobut Aristobulus II, belus AristobuAristobuluAristobulus II, besis II, besieging Ariseging Aristobulus intobulus in Jerusalem Jerusalem, but he w, but he was orderedas ordered to withdr to withdraw by the awwithdrwithdraw bwithdraw by the Romay the Roman general n general Scaurus. DScaurus. During his uring his retreat, Aretreat, Aretas was retas was attacked aattacked aattacked and overcoand overcome by Arisme by Aristobulus (tobulus (Ant.Ant. 14.14–33; 14.14–33;  BJBJ 1.123–130 1.123–130).).).

3. Aretas III (ca. 87–62 B.C.E.), who, according to Josephus, gained control 
over Damascus and Coele-Syria. He invaded Judea and defeated Alexander 
Janneus in battle, but settled on terms and returned to his own land (Ant. 13.392; 
BJ 1.103). In 65 Aretas III supported Hyrcanus II in his struggle against 
Aristobulus II, besieging Aristobulus in Jerusalem, but he was ordered to 
withdraw by the Roman general Scaurus. During his retreat, Aretas was attacked 
and overcome by Aristobulus (Ant. 14.14–33; BJ 1.123–130).

�4.4. Aretas IV Aretas IV (9  (9 B.C.E.B.C.E.—40 —40 C.E.C.E.), origina), originally calledlly called Aeneas. H Aeneas. He providede provided the Roman the Rom the Romans witRomans with troops fh troops for their cor their campaigns aampaigns against thegainst the Jews duri Jews during the rebng the rebellions thellions that followeatththat follothat followed Herod wed Herod the Great’the Great’s death (4s death (4  B.C.E.B.C.E.; ; Ant.Ant. 17.287;  17.287; BJBJ 2.68). La 2.68). Later in hister in his reign (ca r reign (ca.reign (ca. 36  36 C.E.C.E.) Aretas I) Aretas IV became aV became angry with ngry with Herod AntiHerod Antipas, the Jpas, the Jewish tetrewish tetrarch, whenarchtetrtetrarch, tetrarch, when Herodwhen Herod divorced  divorced Aretas’ daAretas’ daughter to ughter to marry Heromarry Herodias. The dias. The resulting resultingresulting resulting ill will will will was exacerbas exacerbated by boated by border dispurder disputes, and Ates, and Aretas and retas and Herod wentHerod went to battle t to battle,to battle, with Aret with Aretas emerginas emerging victoriog victorious. Althouus. Although reprimagh reprimanded by thnded by the Roman eme Roman eme Roman emperor Tiemperor Tiberius, Arberius, Aretas suffeetas suffered no repred no repercussionsercussions from the  from the incident. incident. Not long aNot long after, the faafter, theafter, the Apostle P Apostle Paul also raul also ran afoul oan afoul of Aretas If Aretas IV. In 2 CoV. In 2 Cor. 11:32-3r. 11:32-33, Paul te3, Paul tells of howlls of hlls of how the gohow the governor of vernor of Damascus, Damascus, under Kingunder King Aretas, h Aretas, had guardedad guarded the city  the city in order tin order in order to corder to capture Pauapture Paul, but he l, but he had escapehad escaped in a basd in a basket lowereket lowered out of ad out of a window. T window. The story rhTThe story The story reveals threveals that Damascuat Damascus was stils was still under Nal under Nabatean conbatean control, eventrol, even though it though it was withi itit was witit was within the Rohin the Roman provinman province of Coelce of Coele-Syria.e-Syria.e-Syria.

4. Aretas IV (9 B.C.E.—40 C.E.), originally called Aeneas. He provided the 
Romans with troops for their campaigns against the Jews during the rebellions 
that followed Herod the Great’s death (4 B.C.E.; Ant. 17.287; BJ 2.68). Later in his 
reign (ca. 36 C.E.) Aretas IV became angry with Herod Antipas, the Jewish 
tetrarch, when Herod divorced Aretas’ daughter to marry Herodias. The 
resulting ill will was exacerbated by border disputes, and Aretas and Herod went 
to battle, with Aretas emerging victorious. Although reprimanded by the Roman 
emperor Tiberius, Aretas suffered no repercussions from the incident. Not long 
after, the Apostle Paul also ran afoul of Aretas IV. In 2 Cor. 11:32-33, Paul tells of 
how the governor of Damascus, under King Aretas, had guarded the city in 
order to capture Paul, but he had escaped in a basket lowered out of a window. 
The story reveals that Damascus was still under Nabatean control, even though 
it was within the Roman province of Coele-Syria.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. W. BoweG. W. Bowersock, rsock, Roman ArabRoman Arabiaia (Cambridg (Cambridge, Mass., e, Mass., 1983); A. 1983); A1983); A. Kasher,A. Kasher,  Jews, IdumJews, Idumeans, and eans, and Ancient ArAncient Arabsabs (Tübingen (Tübingen, 1988); E, 1988); E. Schürer,. Schürer,  A History A History A History ofHistory of the Jewis the Jewish People ih People in the Age n the Age of Jesus Cof Jesus Christ (175hrist (175  B.C.B.C.--A.D.A.D.  135),135), rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Edinburgh(Edin(Edinburgh(Edinburgh, 1973–198, 1973–1987).7).7).

Bibliography. G. W. Bowersock, Roman Arabia (Cambridge, Mass., 1983); 
A. Kasher, Jews, Idumeans, and Ancient Arabs (Tübingen, 1988); E. Schürer, A 
History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ (175 B.C.-A.D. 135), rev. ed. 
(Edinburgh, 1973–1987).
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ARGOBARGOB (Heb.  (Heb. }argoœb�}argoœb�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ARGOB (Heb. }argoœb� ) (PERSON)

A person cA person connected wonnected with the slith the slaying of Paying of Pekahiah (2ekahiah (2 Kgs. 15:2 Kgs. 15:25 NRSV); o5 NRSV); omitted in mitted in some transssome transsome translations. Slations. Some scholaome scholars regard rs regard Argob and Argob and Arieh as pArieh as place nameslace names (cf. 2 Kg (cf. 2 Kgs. 15:29).sKgKgs. 15:29Kgs. 15:29).).

A person connected with the slaying of Pekahiah (2 Kgs. 15:25 NRSV); omitted in 
some translations. Some scholars regard Argob and Arieh as place names (cf. 2 
Kgs. 15:29).



ARGOBARGOB (Heb.  (Heb. }argoœb�}argoœb�) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ARGOB (Heb. }argoœb� ) (PLACE)

A region wA region with 60 forith 60 fortified cittified cities and nuies and numerous vilmerous villages in Blages in Bashan, theashan, the kingdom o kingdom of Og (Deutf Of Og (Deut. Og (Deut. 3:4, 13-143:4, 13-14). It was ). It was conquered conquered by Israel by Israel and allottand allotted to the ed to the tribe of Mtribe of Manasseh. JanaMManasseh. Manasseh. Jair renamJair renamed it Havved it Havvoth-jair (oth-jair (Deut. 3:14Deut. 3:14). It is i). It is included inncluded in the discu the discussion of Sssion discudiscussiondiscussion of Solomo of Solomon’s sixth n’s sixth administraadministrative distrtive district and seict and seems to be ems to be contrastedcontrasted with “the w with “the with “the villages ovillages of Jair” inf Jair” in Gilead (1 Gilead (1 Kgs. 4:13 Kgs. 4:13). Clearly). Clearly E of the  E of the Jordan RivJordan River and theer and ter and the Sea ofthe Sea of Chinneret Chinnereth, Argob’sh, Argob’s precise l precise location isocation is unknown. unknown. unknown.

A region with 60 fortified cities and numerous villages in Bashan, the kingdom of 
Og (Deut. 3:4, 13-14). It was conquered by Israel and allotted to the tribe of 
Manasseh. Jair renamed it Havvoth-jair (Deut. 3:14). It is included in the 
discussion of Solomon’s sixth administrative district and seems to be contrasted 
with “the villages of Jair” in Gilead (1 Kgs. 4:13). Clearly E of the Jordan River and 
the Sea of Chinnereth, Argob’s precise location is unknown.

�Argob alsoArgob also appears i appears in 2 Kgs. 1n 2 Kgs. 15:25, wher5:25, where, along we, along with Arieh,ith Arieh, it has be it has been understen underen understoodunderstood as either as either a referen a reference to a pece to a person (cf. rson (cf. LXX, NRSV,LXX, NRSV, NIV) or a NIV) or a place nam place nam place name transname transposed fromposed from v. 29 (cf v. 29 (cf. RSV mg).. RSV mg).

Argob also appears in 2 Kgs. 15:25, where, along with Arieh, it has been 
understood as either a reference to a person (cf. LXX, NRSV, NIV) or a place 
name transposed from v. 29 (cf. RSV mg).

Eric F. MaEric F. Masonson

Eric F. Mason

ARIDAIARIDAI (Heb.  (Heb. }a�riîd�ay}a�riîd�ay)))

ARIDAI (Heb. }a�riîd�ay )

One of theOne of the 10 sons o 10 sons of Haman slf Haman slain by theain by the Jews (Est Jews (Esth. 9:9).h. 9:9).

One of the 10 sons of Haman slain by the Jews (Esth. 9:9).

ARIDATHAARIDATHA (Heb.  (Heb. }a�riîd�aœ}a�riîd�aœt�aœ}t�aœ})))

ARIDATHA (Heb. }a�riîd�aœt�aœ} )

One of theOne of the 10 sons o 10 sons of Haman thf Haman the Agagite e Agagite (Esth. 9:8(Esth. 9:8).).

One of the 10 sons of Haman the Agagite (Esth. 9:8).

ARIEHARIEH (Heb.  (Heb. }aryeäh}aryeäh)))

ARIEH (Heb. }aryeäh)

Along withAlong with Argob, ei Argob, either a victher a victim of or tim of or a conspiraa conspirator in thetor in the massacre  massacre at the royat the royal palace al pal palace at palace at Samaria (2Samaria (2 Kgs. 15:2 Kgs. 15:25 NRSV). S5 NRSV). Some versioome versions (e.g., ns (e.g., RSV, NJB) RSV, NJB) omit the nomit the names becauamnnames becanames because of texuse of textual diffitual difficulties; aculties; according tccording to the RSV o the RSV mg they shmg they should be inould be included witcludinincluded wincluded with the naith the names of plames of places capturces captured by Tigled by Tiglath-pileseath-pileser III (2 Kr III (2 Kgs. 15:29)gs. 15:29)..

Along with Argob, either a victim of or a conspirator in the massacre at the royal 
palace at Samaria (2 Kgs. 15:25 NRSV). Some versions (e.g., RSV, NJB) omit the 
names because of textual difficulties; according to the RSV mg they should be 
included with the names of places captured by Tiglath-pileser III (2 Kgs. 15:29).

ARIELARIEL (Heb.  (Heb. }a�riî}el}a�riî}el) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ARIEL (Heb. }a�riî}el ) (PERSON)

�1.1. A member  A member of the delof the delegation seegation sent by Ezrant by Ezra the scrib the scribe to obtaie to obtain ministern ministers for the s fors for the tefor the temple (Ezrample (Ezra 8:16; cf. 8:16; cf. 1 Esdr. 8 1 Esdr. 8:43, “Idue:43, “Iduel”).l”).l”).

1. A member of the delegation sent by Ezra the scribe to obtain ministers 
for the temple (Ezra 8:16; cf. 1 Esdr. 8:43, “Iduel”).

�2, 3.2, 3. Two Moabi Two Moabites (RSV “tes (RSV “two arielstwo ariels of Moab”; of Moab”; NJB “two  NJB “two formidableformidable Moabites” Moabite Moabites”)Moabites”) killed by killed by Benaiah,  Benaiah, one of Davone of David’s champid’s champions (NRSVions (NRSV 2 Sam. 23 2 Sam. 23:20 = 1 Ch:20 = 1 C:20 = 1 Chr. 11:22Chr. 11:22).).

2, 3. Two Moabites (RSV “two ariels of Moab”; NJB “two formidable 
Moabites”) killed by Benaiah, one of David’s champions (NRSV 2 Sam. 23:20 = 1 
Chr. 11:22).

ARIELARIEL (Heb.  (Heb. }a�riî}el}a�riî}el) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ARIEL (Heb. }a�riî}el ) (PLACE)

A cryptic A cryptic name designame designating Jernating Jerusalem (Isusalem (Isa. 29:1-2,a. 29:1-2, 7) in an  7) in an oracle conoracle concerning bocerning both the sieth tth the siege the siege and preserand preservation of vation of the city. the city. The HebrewThe Hebrew term may  term may here desighere designate the hnate the hearth of aehhearth of hearth of an altar (an altar (cf. 1QIsacf. 1QIsaaa; Ezek. 43; Ezek. 43:15-16).:15-16).

A cryptic name designating Jerusalem (Isa. 29:1-2, 7) in an oracle concerning both 
the siege and preservation of the city. The Hebrew term may here designate the 
hearth of an altar (cf. 1QIsaa; Ezek. 43:15-16).

ARIMATHEAARIMATHEA (Gk.  (Gk. ArimathaiíArimathaiíaa)))

ARIMATHEA (Gk. Arimathaiía)

A place meA place mentioned byntioned by each of t each of the Gospelshe Gospels as the ho as the hometown of metown of a rich mana rich man named Jos named J named Joseph. GrJoseph. Granted permanted permission to ission to take the btake the body of Jesody of Jesus from thus from the cross, he cross, he preparede prepared it for bu preparedprepared iprepared it for burit for burial and plaal and placed it in ced it in his own tohis own tomb (Matt. mb (Matt. 27:57; Mar27:57; Mark 15:43; Lk 15:43; Luke 23:50;ukeLLuke 23:50Luke 23:50; John 19:; John 19:38). Refer38). Referred to as red to as a “Jewish a “Jewish town” by Ltown” by Luke (Luke uke (Luke 23:50), it23:50), it has been  ha has been ihas been identified dentified with both with both Ramathain Ramathain and Rentisand Rentis, ca. 24 k, ca. 24 km. (15 mi.m. (15 mi.) and 32 k) and 32 km. (20 mi.m.kkm. (20 mikm. (20 mi.) respect.) respectively E ofively E of Jaffa. La Jaffa. Later traditter tradition (Eusebion (Eusebius and Jeius and Jerome) idenrome) identifies Aritifies idenidentifiesidentifies Arimathea Arimathea as the bi as the birthplace orthplace of Samuel, f Samuel, called Ramcalled Ramah in 1 Saah in 1 Sam. 1:19.m. 1:19.m. 1:19.

A place mentioned by each of the Gospels as the hometown of a rich man named 
Joseph. Granted permission to take the body of Jesus from the cross, he 



prepared it for burial and placed it in his own tomb (Matt. 27:57; Mark 15:43; 
Luke 23:50; John 19:38). Referred to as a “Jewish town” by Luke (Luke 23:50), it 
has been identified with both Ramathain and Rentis, ca. 24 km. (15 mi.) and 32 
km. (20 mi.) respectively E of Jaffa. Later tradition (Eusebius and Jerome) 
identifies Arimathea as the birthplace of Samuel, called Ramah in 1 Sam. 1:19.

John GillmJohn Gillmanan

John Gillman

ARIOCHARIOCH (Heb.  (Heb. }aryoœk�}aryoœk�)))

ARIOCH (Heb. }aryoœk� )

�1.1. King of E King of Ellasar (Gellasar (Gen. 14:1, 9n. 14:1, 9), who tog), who together withether with Amraphel, Amraphel, Chedorlao Chedorlaomer, and TmerChedorlaoChedorlaomChedorlaomer, and Tier, and Tidal foughtdal fought five othe five other kings inr kings in the valle the valley of Siddiy of Siddim. Arioch m. Arioch is perhapsis pis perhaps idperhaps identical wientical with Arriwukth Arriwuk, a son of, a son of Zimrilim  Zimrilim and contemand contemporary of porary of Hammurabi,HammurabHammurabi,Hammurabi, known fro known from the Marim the Mari archives, archives, or the Ar or the Ariukki of tiukki of the Nuzi dohe Nuzi documents.cuments.dodocuments.documents.

1. King of Ellasar (Gen. 14:1, 9), who together with Amraphel, 
Chedorlaomer, and Tidal fought five other kings in the valley of Siddim. Arioch is 
perhaps identical with Arriwuk, a son of Zimrilim and contemporary of 
Hammurabi, known from the Mari archives, or the Ariukki of the Nuzi 
documents.

�2.2. Captain o Captain of Nebuchadf Nebuchadnezzar’s bnezzar’s bodyguards odyguards (Dan. 2:14(Dan. 2:14-15, 24-25-15, 24-25), commiss), commissioned by tiocommisscommissioncommissioned by the ed by the king to exking to execute all ecute all wise men iwise men in Babylon n Babylon since theysince they could not could not could not interpnot interpret Nebuchret Nebuchadnezzar’sadnezzar’s dream. dream. dream.

2. Captain of Nebuchadnezzar’s bodyguards (Dan. 2:14-15, 24-25), 
commissioned by the king to execute all wise men in Babylon since they could 
not interpret Nebuchadnezzar’s dream.

�3.3. King of t King of the Chaldeahe Chaldeans (Jdt. 1ns (Jdt. 1:6), other:6), otherwise unidewise unidentified. Tntified. The Greek the Greek text here iext heext here is cohere is corrupt.rrupt.rrupt.

3. King of the Chaldeans (Jdt. 1:6), otherwise unidentified. The Greek text 
here is corrupt.

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik

Jesper Svartvik

ARISAIARISAI (Heb.  (Heb. }a�riîsay}a�riîsay)))

ARISAI (Heb. }a�riîsay )

One of theOne of the 10 sons o 10 sons of Haman thf Haman the Agagite e Agagite who were kwho were killed by tilled by the Jews (Ehe Jews (Esth. 9:9).sth. 9:9).

One of the 10 sons of Haman the Agagite who were killed by the Jews (Esth. 9:9).

ARISTARCHUARISTARCHUSS (Gk.  (Gk. AriístarchAriístarchosos)))

ARISTARCHUS (Gk. Ariístarchos)

A Jewish CA Jewish Christian whristian whom Paul chom Paul calls a “fealls a “fellow workellow worker” (Phlm. r” (Phlm. 24) and “f24) and “fellow prisellow prisoner” (Coloprisprisoner” prisoner” (Col. 4:10(Col. 4:10; Gk. ; Gk. sunaichmaésunaichmaéloœtos,loœtos, lit., “pr lit., “prisoner of isoner of war,” but war,” but probably uprobabprobably uprobably used metaphsed metaphorically).orically). A native  A native of Thessalof Thessalonica, Arionica, Aristarchus wstarchus worked withorked with Paul in A withwith Paul with Paul in Asia anin Asia and was withd was with him when  him when the crowd the crowd rioted in rioted in Ephesus (AEphesus (Acts 19:29)cts 19:29)cts 19:29). He19:29). He was Paul’ was Paul’s travelins traveling companiog companion from Tron from Troas to Asiaas to Asia (Acts 20: (Acts 20:4, 6) and 4, 6) and later to Rlatlater to Rlater to Rome (27:2;ome (27:2; Phlm. 24) Phlm. 24). Both tra. Both travel referevel references in Acnces in Acts occur its occur in “we” pasn “we” passages, andsagpaspassages, passages, and it hasand it has been sugg been suggested thatested that Aristarch Aristarchus could ous could only have tnly have traveled wiraveled with Paul asth wiwith Paul with Paul as his slaas his slave. Since ve. Since AristarchuAristarchus was assos was associated witciated with the areah the area and known and known in procon in in proconsin proconsular Asia,ular Asia, Philemon’ Philemon’s communits community would hay would have specialve special concern f concern for him. Poor him. Poor him. Possibly 2Possibly 2 Cor. 8:18 Cor. 8:18-19 refers-19 refers to him as to him as “the brot “the brother” who ther” who traveled wiraveled with Paul, sth Paul, since incssince since sunékdeämosunékdeämos,s, “travelin “traveling companiog companion,” is usen,” is used only thed only there and in re and in Acts 19:29Acts 19:29Acts 19:29, whi19:29, which clearlych clearly refers to refers to Aristarch Aristarchus.us.us.

A Jewish Christian whom Paul calls a “fellow worker” (Phlm. 24) and “fellow 
prisoner” (Col. 4:10; Gk. sunaichmaéloœtos, lit., “prisoner of war,” but 
probably used metaphorically). A native of Thessalonica, Aristarchus worked 
with Paul in Asia and was with him when the crowd rioted in Ephesus (Acts 
19:29). He was Paul’s traveling companion from Troas to Asia (Acts 20:4, 6) and 
later to Rome (27:2; Phlm. 24). Both travel references in Acts occur in “we” 
passages, and it has been suggested that Aristarchus could only have traveled 
with Paul as his slave. Since Aristarchus was associated with the area and known 
in proconsular Asia, Philemon’s community would have special concern for him. 
Possibly 2 Cor. 8:18-19 refers to him as “the brother” who traveled with Paul, 
since sunékdeämos, “traveling companion,” is used only there and in Acts 
19:29, which clearly refers to Aristarchus.

Bonnie ThuBonnie Thurstonrston

Bonnie Thurston

ARISTEASARISTEAS (Gk.  (Gk. AristaiíosAristaiíos), ), LETTER OFLETTER OFLETTER OF

ARISTEAS (Gk. Aristaiíos), LETTER OF

Purported Purported to be an eto be an epistle fropistle from Aristeasm Aristeas, a member, a member of Ptolem of Ptolemy II Philay II Philadelphus’ cdelphus’ court, to houccourt, to court, to his brothehis brother Philocrar Philocrates, this tes, this pseudepigrpseudepigraphon tellaphon tells a story s a story of the traof the translation onslatitratranslatiotranslation of the Hn of the Hebrew Biblebrew Bible into Gree into Greek (the LXek (the LXX). AristeX). Aristeas describas describes how Ptoes how Ptoes how Ptolemy IIPtolemy II (285–247  (285–247 B.C.E.B.C.E.) came to ) came to make a formake a formal requesmal request to the ht to the high priestigh priest in Jerusa in Jer in Jerusalem,Jerusalem, asking hi asking him to provim to provide 72 trande 72 translators (sslators (six from eaix from each of the ch of the 12 tribes)12 tribes) who would wh who would who would undertake undertake the creatithe creation of a Gron of a Greek versioeek version of the Jn of the Jewish Law ewish Law (the Penta(the Pent(the PentateuchPentateuch). Include). Included in this d in this section ofsection of the lette the letter are a car are a catalog of ttalog of the gifts she gifts sent by theent by tent by the Egyptithe Egyptian king toan king to the high  the high priest, thpriest, the librariae librarian’s reportn’s report to the ki to the king about tng about the Jewish he Jewhe Jewish ScrJewish Scriptures, tiptures, the full “the full “texts” of texts” of the king’s he king’s request anrequest and the highd the high priest’s  priest’s affirmativaffirmaaffirmativaffirmative reply, ae reply, and substannd substantial descrtial descriptions ofiptions of the Jerus the Jerusalem templalem temple and Palee and Palestine. WhestinePalePalestine.Palestine. When the  When the translatortranslators arrive is arrive in Alexandrn Alexandria, the kiia, the king prepareng prepares a seven-s a seven-day-long bdayseven-seven-day-seven-day-long banqulong banquet. Duringet. During the banqu the banquet, the deet, the description scription of which tof which takes up neakes up nearly one tanenearly onenearly one third of  third of the book, the book, the king qthe king questions euestions each of theach of the visitors  visitors about theiabout their god and r gor god and regod and religion. A ligion. A brief descbrief description ofription of the succe the successful transsful translation ofslation of the Law i the Law into Greek nto Gnto Greek concGreek concludes the ludes the work.work.work.

Purported to be an epistle from Aristeas, a member of Ptolemy II Philadelphus’ 



court, to his brother Philocrates, this pseudepigraphon tells a story of the 
translation of the Hebrew Bible into Greek (the LXX). Aristeas describes how 
Ptolemy II (285–247 B.C.E.) came to make a formal request to the high priest in 
Jerusalem, asking him to provide 72 translators (six from each of the 12 tribes) 
who would undertake the creation of a Greek version of the Jewish Law (the 
Pentateuch). Included in this section of the letter are a catalog of the gifts sent by 
the Egyptian king to the high priest, the librarian’s report to the king about the 
Jewish Scriptures, the full “texts” of the king’s request and the high priest’s 
affirmative reply, and substantial descriptions of the Jerusalem temple and 
Palestine. When the translators arrive in Alexandria, the king prepares a 
seven-day-long banquet. During the banquet, the description of which takes up 
nearly one third of the book, the king questions each of the visitors about their 
god and religion. A brief description of the successful translation of the Law into 
Greek concludes the work.

�The letterThe letter probably  probably was writtewas written in Egyptn in Egypt, perhaps , perhaps AlexandriaAlexandria, during t, during the latter he lattehe latter hallatter half of the 2f of the 2nd centurynd century. Its purp. Its purpose is twoose is twofold: 1) tfold: 1) to offer ano offer an extended  extended “apology” “apol“apology” “apology” for Judaisfor Judaism and the m and the Jewish LawJewish Law; and 2) t; and 2) to defend to defend the complethe complete adequacye adequacye adequacy oadequacy of the Greef the Greek translatk translation of theion of the Law for r Law for religious peligious purposes. Aurposes. As the stors the story came to y cy came to became to be usurped,  usurped, transmittetransmitted, and altd, and altered by Chered by Christians iristians in the defen the defense of thense of their use of ir uir use of theuse of the LXX over  LXX over against thagainst the Hebrew Be Hebrew Bible, thisible, this second th second theme has coeme has come to domime to dome to dominate tdominate the readinghe reading of the te of the text. Howevext. However, given tr, given the extendehe extended reflectid reflections on Jewons on Jewish Law, tiJewJewish LawJewish Law, the temp, the temple, Palestle, Palestine, and tine, and the wise cohe wise counsel of tunsel of the translahe translators, it stors, it seems cleareemssseems cleaseems clear that ther that the primary p primary purpose wasurpose was to promot to promote a bettere a better understan understanding of Juding of Juding of Judaism inJudaism in an Egypti an Egyptian environan environment.ment.ment.

The letter probably was written in Egypt, perhaps Alexandria, during the 
latter half of the 2nd century. Its purpose is twofold: 1) to offer an extended 
“apology” for Judaism and the Jewish Law; and 2) to defend the complete 
adequacy of the Greek translation of the Law for religious purposes. As the story 
came to be usurped, transmitted, and altered by Christians in the defense of their 
use of the LXX over against the Hebrew Bible, this second theme has come to 
dominate the reading of the text. However, given the extended reflections on 
Jewish Law, the temple, Palestine, and the wise counsel of the translators, it 
seems clear that the primary purpose was to promote a better understanding of 
Judaism in an Egyptian environment.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. J. H. SR. J. H. Shutt, “Lethutt, “Letter of Ariter of Aristeas,” steas,” OTPOTP 2 (Garden 2 (Garden City, 198 City, 1985): 7–34; 51981985): 7–31985): 7–34; J. R. B4; J. R. Bartlett, artlett, The Jews iThe Jews in the Helln the Hellenistic Woenistic Worldrld (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1985).e, 1985).e, 1985).

Bibliography. R. J. H. Shutt, “Letter of Aristeas,” OTP 2 (Garden City, 
1985): 7–34; J. R. Bartlett, The Jews in the Hellenistic World (Cambridge, 1985).

James R. MJames R. Muellerueller

James R. Mueller

ARISTIONARISTION (Gk.  (Gk. AristiíoœnAristiíoœn)))

ARISTION (Gk. Aristiíoœn)

A 1st-centA 1st-century Christury Christian known ian known to Papias,to Papias, a primary a primary authority authority for tradi for traditions aboutions about the Lordt tt the Lord. the Lord. Aristion aAristion and John, cnd John, characterizharacterized as “theed as “the Lord’s di Lord’s disciples” asciples” analogouslynalogously with vari wit with variowith various of the us of the 12 apostle12 apostles, are sais, are said to have d to have conveyed iconveyed informationnformation to Papias to Papias “as the w “a “as the wo“as the word of a lird of a living and sving and surviving vurviving voice” (Eusoice” (Eusebius ebius HEHE 3.39.4).  3.39.4). PresumablyPresumably the text  the t the text indictext indicates that ates that Aristion aAristion and John pend John personally krsonally knew Jesus,new Jesus, although  although they were they were not membernonot membernot members of the Ts of the Twelve. Somwelve. Some read thee read the same data same data as implyi as implying the twong the two were disc were d were disciples disciples not of Jesnot of Jesus but of us but of some of thsome of the Twelve.e Twelve.e Twelve.

A 1st-century Christian known to Papias, a primary authority for traditions about 
the Lord. Aristion and John, characterized as “the Lord’s disciples” analogously 
with various of the 12 apostles, are said to have conveyed information to Papias 
“as the word of a living and surviving voice” (Eusebius HE 3.39.4). Presumably the 
text indicates that Aristion and John personally knew Jesus, although they were 
not members of the Twelve. Some read the same data as implying the two were 
disciples not of Jesus but of some of the Twelve.

�Aristion oAristion ought not tught not to be equato be equated with Ared with Ariston of Piston of Pella, whomella, whom Eusebius  Eusebius knew had wknew knew had wknew had written aboritten about the Barut the Bar Kokhba Re Kokhba Revolt (volt (HEHE 4.6.4), i 4.6.4), in spite ofn spite of the ident the identification ificaidentidentificaidentification of thtion of the two madee two made by Maximu by Maximus the Confs the Confessor. Howessor. However, an iever, an identificatdentification of theiidentificatidentificaidentification of thtion of the Aristione Aristion known to  known to Papias, whPapias, which is widich is widely assumeely assumed to be acd to be accurate, iscuracaccurate, accurate, is that fois that found in a 1und in a 10th-centur0th-century Armeniany Armenian manuscrip manuscript ascriptit ascription of the on of the authorshipautauthorshipauthorship of Mark 1 of Mark 16:9-20 (th6:9-20 (the “longer e “longer ending” ofending” of Mark) to  Mark) to “the presb“the presbyter Aristyter Aristion.” To aioAristAristion.”Aristion.” To assume To assume this is t this is the same pehe same person knownrson known to Papias to Papias is not, h is not, however, neowever, necessarily cnenecessarilnecessarily to assumy to assume he indeee he indeed wrote thd wrote the verses ie verses in questionn question...

Aristion ought not to be equated with Ariston of Pella, whom Eusebius 
knew had written about the Bar Kokhba Revolt (HE 4.6.4), in spite of the 
identification of the two made by Maximus the Confessor. However, an 
identification of the Aristion known to Papias, which is widely assumed to be 



accurate, is that found in a 10th-century Armenian manuscript ascription of the 
authorship of Mark 16:9-20 (the “longer ending” of Mark) to “the presbyter 
Aristion.” To assume this is the same person known to Papias is not, however, 
necessarily to assume he indeed wrote the verses in question.

Florence MFlorence M. Gillman. Gillman

Florence M. Gillman

ARISTOBULUARISTOBULUSS (Gk.  (Gk. AristoœbouAristoœbouloslos)))

ARISTOBULUS (Gk. Aristoœboulos)

�1.1. Aristobul Aristobulus I, the us I, the eldest soneldest son of John H of John Hyrcanus; ayrcanus; also calledlso called Judas  Judas (Yehuda).(Yehuda). According A According According to Josephuto Josephus he was ts he was the first ohe first of that dynf that dynasty to clasty to claim the tiaim the title of kintle of king. While Hg. Wg. While HyrcWhile Hyrcanus had tanus had transferredransferred authority authority over the  over the realm to hrealm to his wife, Ais wife, Aristobulusristobulus seized th s seized theseized the throne, i throne, imprisoningmprisoning and starv and starving his moing his mother to dether to death. He alath. He also imprisoso imprisoned three neimprisoimprisonedimprisoned three of  three of his brothehis brothers in thisrs in this effort an effort and then murd then murdered his dered his brother Anbrother Antigonus, wtiAnAntigonus,Antigonus, with whom with whom he initia he initially had shlly had shared powerared power. He held . He held the positithe positions of higons of high priest ah highigh prieshigh priest and kingt and king for only  for only one year, one year, from 104 tfrom 104 to 103 o 103 B.C.E.B.C.E. Some scho Some scholars attrilars attribute the cbuattriattribute attribute the coins the coins bearing thbearing the inscripte inscription “Judahion “Judah the High  the High Priest . .Priest . . .” to him .” to him...

1. Aristobulus I, the eldest son of John Hyrcanus; also called Judas (Yehuda). 
According to Josephus he was the first of that dynasty to claim the title of king. 
While Hyrcanus had transferred authority over the realm to his wife, Aristobulus 
seized the throne, imprisoning and starving his mother to death. He also 
imprisoned three of his brothers in this effort and then murdered his brother 
Antigonus, with whom he initially had shared power. He held the positions of 
high priest and king for only one year, from 104 to 103 B.C.E. Some scholars 
attribute the coins bearing the inscription “Judah the High Priest . . .” to him.

�2.2. Aristobul Aristobulus II, theus II, the younger s younger son of Alexon of Alexander Jannander Janneus and Saeus and Salome Alexalome Alexandra. UponndrAlexaAlexandra.Alexandra. Upon the  Upon the death of Adeath of Alexander Jlexander Janneus, Alanneus, Alexandra apexandra appointed thpointed their eldesteir eldeseir eldest soneldest son Hyrcanus  Hyrcanus II as highII as high priest wh priest while she asile she assumed the sumed the crown. Shecrown. She held this held this post for  po post for npost for nine years ine years (76–66 (76–66 B.C.E.B.C.E.). When sh). When she became ie became ill, Aristoll, Aristobulus II pbulus II proclaimed roclaimed himself kihhimself kihimself king. She ding. She died before ed before she could she could challenge challenge his claim.his claim. Aristobul Aristobulus forced us forced Hyrcanus tHyrcHyrcanus tHyrcanus to relinquio relinquish his clash his claim to the im to the throne andthrone and the high  the high priesthoodpriesthood. Aligned . Aligned with Antipwitwith Antipwith Antipater, the ater, the father of father of Herod the Herod the Great, HyrGreat, Hyrcanus II ecanus II enlisted thnlisted the support e support of Aretas,of of Aretas,of Aretas, the Nabat the Nabatean king aean king at Petra, tt Petra, to besiege o besiege his brothehis brother in the tr in the temple. Thiemple. This siege was sies siege was siege was lifted thrlifted through the iough the interventiontervention of the Rn of the Roman generoman general Scaurusal Scaurus, sent by , sent by Pompey. AfPoPompey. AfPompey. After Pompeyter Pompey began to  began to encounter encounter the resistthe resistance of Arance of Aristobulus,istobulus, he gradua he gradu he gradually gradually was led towas led to change hi change his opinion s opinion and placedand placed Aristobul Aristobulus under aus under arrest. Witrrest. With the aid h WitWith the aWith the aid of Hyrcid of Hyrcanus Pompeanus Pompey capturedy captured Jerusalem Jerusalem and occup and occupied the teied the temple in 63mple in mple in 63 in 63 B.C.E.B.C.E. Aristobul Aristobulus and hisus and his family we family were taken are taken as captivess captives to Rome.  to Rome. He escapedHe escapedHe escaped toescaped to raise a f raise a force in Juorce in Judea once adea once again and wgain and was again ras again returned toeturned to Rome a ca Rome a captive. Aripcacaptive. Acaptive. Aristobulusristobulus was liber was liberated by Caated by Caesar in 49esar in 49  B.C.E.B.C.E., but was , but was poisoned bpoisoned before he cefore bbefore he before he could reaccould reach Judea.h Judea.h Judea.

2. Aristobulus II, the younger son of Alexander Janneus and Salome 
Alexandra. Upon the death of Alexander Janneus, Alexandra appointed their 
eldest son Hyrcanus II as high priest while she assumed the crown. She held this 
post for nine years (76–66 B.C.E.). When she became ill, Aristobulus II proclaimed 
himself king. She died before she could challenge his claim. Aristobulus forced 
Hyrcanus to relinquish his claim to the throne and the high priesthood. Aligned 
with Antipater, the father of Herod the Great, Hyrcanus II enlisted the support 
of Aretas, the Nabatean king at Petra, to besiege his brother in the temple. This 
siege was lifted through the intervention of the Roman general Scaurus, sent by 
Pompey. After Pompey began to encounter the resistance of Aristobulus, he 
gradually was led to change his opinion and placed Aristobulus under arrest. 
With the aid of Hyrcanus Pompey captured Jerusalem and occupied the temple 
in 63 B.C.E. Aristobulus and his family were taken as captives to Rome. He 
escaped to raise a force in Judea once again and was again returned to Rome a 
captive. Aristobulus was liberated by Caesar in 49 B.C.E., but was poisoned 
before he could reach Judea.

John KampeJohn Kampennn

John Kampen

�3.3. A person  A person in Rome, tin Rome, to whose fao whose family Paul mily Paul sent greetsent greetings (Rom.ings (Rom. 16:10). S 16:10). Some scholaomeSSome scholSome scholars identiars identify him as fy him as the grandsthe grandson of Heroon of Herod the Gread the Great and brott and brother of Herher of Heher of Herod AgriHerod Agrippa I.ppa I.ppa I.

3. A person in Rome, to whose family Paul sent greetings (Rom. 16:10). 
Some scholars identify him as the grandson of Herod the Great and brother of 
Herod Agrippa I.

�SeeSee  HEROD HEROD (Family) (Family) 7.7.

See HEROD (Family) 7.

ARK OF NOAARK OF NOAHHH

ARK OF NOAH

According According to Gen. 6:to Gen. 6:1-8, the D1-8, the Deity decideity decided to dested to destroy the huroy the human race bman race by means ofy means oy means of a greatof a great flood, ex flood, excepting oncepting only the famly the family of theily of the righteous righteous Noah. The Noah. The latter’s  latter’s means of emeanmeans of emeans of escape was scape was to be a grto be a great boat (eat boat (“ark”), th“ark”), the dimensioe dimensions of whicns of which are prech are precisely giveisprecprecisely precisely given (6:1given (6:14–16).4–16).4–16).

According to Gen. 6:1-8, the Deity decided to destroy the human race by means 
of a great flood, excepting only the family of the righteous Noah. The latter’s 



means of escape was to be a great boat (“ark”), the dimensions of which are 
precisely given (6:14–16).

�DiscussionDiscussion of the cr of the craft, by thaft, by the church fe church fathers andathers and modern co modern conservativenservatives, has cons, has cs, has concerned concerned whether itwhether its dimensios dimensions were adns were adequate to equate to accommodataccommodate the immee the immense numbernse nnse number of number of animal pasanimal passengers fosengers for a year-lr a year-long voyageong voyage (“of ever (“of every living ty living thing . . .hing . . . two of ev two  two of evetwo of every kind,” ry kind,” Gen. 6:19)Gen. 6:19). It has a. It has also been clso been claimed thalaimed that remnantst remnants of the ar of the ark survive k suk survive tosurvive to the prese the present on a mont on a mountain in untain in the Near Ethe Near East. The “ast. The “adequacy” adequacy” problem haproblem hproblem has arisenhas arisen from inte from interpreters’ rpreters’ failure tofailure to realize t realize that ancienhat ancient persons t persons described described events froeventevents froevents from primevalm primeval time with time with fantastic fantastic imagery a imagery and symbolind symbolic numbers.c numbers.

Discussion of the craft, by the church fathers and modern conservatives, has 
concerned whether its dimensions were adequate to accommodate the immense 
number of animal passengers for a year-long voyage (“of every living thing . . . 
two of every kind,” Gen. 6:19). It has also been claimed that remnants of the ark 
survive to the present on a mountain in the Near East. The “adequacy” problem 
has arisen from interpreters’ failure to realize that ancient persons described 
events from primeval time with fantastic imagery and symbolic numbers.

�In the parIn the parallel Mesoallel Mesopotamian apotamian account, thccount, the hero (nae hero (named Utnapimed Utnapishtim) escshtim) escaped the Dapedescescaped thescaped the Deluge be Deluge by buildingy building a boat wh a boat whose dimensose dimensions are 1ions are 120 cubits 20 cubits on each sion each side. Since dsiside. Sincside. Since measureme measurement at theent at the time invo time involved decimlved decimal-place nal-place notation inotation in base-60 ( base-60 (whereas thw((whereas t(whereas the modern he modern system usesystem uses base-10)s base-10), the boat, the boat not only  not only followed afollowed a divine bl divine blueprint buublblueprint blueprint but was ofbut was of near magi near magical and “ical and “ideal” dimedeal” dimensions: a nsions: a cube of 60cube of 60 x 2 cubit x 2 cubits per sides pes per side. per side. Thus it coThus it could not fauld not fail to rideil to ride out the w out the waters of taters of the Flood!he Flood!he Flood!

In the parallel Mesopotamian account, the hero (named Utnapishtim) 
escaped the Deluge by building a boat whose dimensions are 120 cubits on each 
side. Since measurement at the time involved decimal-place notation in base-60 
(whereas the modern system uses base-10), the boat not only followed a divine 
blueprint but was of near magical and “ideal” dimensions: a cube of 60 x 2 cubits 
per side. Thus it could not fail to ride out the waters of the Flood!

�Noah’s boaNoah’s boat is assigt is assigned the dined the dimensions 3mensions 300 x 50 x 00 x 50 x 30 cubits 30 cubits (roughly 1(roughly 127 x 23 x 27 x 227 x 23 x 14 m.23 x 14 m. [450 x 75 [450 x 75 x 45 ft.] x 45 ft.]). Otherwi). Otherwise put, itse put, it is 60 x 5 is 60 x 5 cubits lo cubits long, 60/2 cng, 60/2 cubits highubits hubits high, and high, and has a voluhas a volume of (60me of (6033 x 2) + (6 x 2) + (60022 x 5) cubi x 5) cubic cubits. c cubits. Such dimenSuch dimensions are sions are meant to smmeant to smeant to signify an ignify an ideal consideal construction otruction of divine of divine origin. Thurigin. Thus, for ints, for interpreters erpreters to have lito havto have literhave literalized thealized the figures i figures is not onlys not only to misund to misunderstand therstand the nature ae nature and intent nd intent of the texof thof the text, the text, but also tbut also to generateo generate futile di futile discission ascission about the about the ark’s capacrk’s capacity. Otherity. Other accounts  accou accounts oaccounts of primevalf primeval time util time utilize “idealize “ideal” enumerat” enumeration, incluion, including the lding the length of length of life of preife ofife of pre-Floof pre-Flood generatod generations (cf. ions (cf. Gen. 7:11;Gen. 7:11; Deut 34:7 Deut 34:7). It is c). It is clear that lear that these numbthese numbers are syers aers are symbolare symbolic, else tic, else the writershe writers would not would not have allo have allowed the cowed the contradictiontradiction with Genn with Gen. 6:3..GenGen. 6:3.Gen. 6:3.Gen. 6:3.

Noah’s boat is assigned the dimensions 300 x 50 x 30 cubits (roughly 127 x 
23 x 14 m. [450 x 75 x 45 ft.]). Otherwise put, it is 60 x 5 cubits long, 60/2 cubits 
high, and has a volume of (603 x 2) + (602 x 5) cubic cubits. Such dimensions are 
meant to signify an ideal construction of divine origin. Thus, for interpreters to 
have literalized the figures is not only to misunderstand the nature and intent of 
the text, but also to generate futile discission about the ark’s capacity. Other 
accounts of primeval time utilize “ideal” enumeration, including the length of life 
of pre-Flood generations (cf. Gen. 7:11; Deut 34:7). It is clear that these numbers 
are symbolic, else the writers would not have allowed the contradiction with 
Gen. 6:3.

�Modern claModern claims that rims that remnants ofemnants of the ark y the ark yet surviveet survive are based are based upon cont upon contradictory radictcontcontradictcontradictory accounory accounts, supposts, supposed photogred photographs and daphs and documents tocuments that have vhat have vanished oranished vvanished ovanished or are of qr are of questionabluestionable origin, e origin, misidentifmisidentified geologied geological formaical formations, andtions, and misinterp mis misinterprmisinterpretation ofetation of satellite satellite imagery.  imagery. At least nAt least nine locatiine locations have bons have been proposeen proposed for theed fed for the arfor the ark’s landink’s landing place, rg place, ranging froanging from Asia Minm Asia Minor to Afghor to Afghanistan. Sanistan. Several haveveral have producede pre produced “produced “ark wood,”ark wood,” claimed t claimed to have beeo have been reliablyn reliably dated to  dated to an age of an age of 5000 years5000 years5000 years (rouyears (roughly the tghly the time of Noaime of Noah accordinh according to biblig to biblical chronocal chronology). Howlogy). However, noneever, none of the te nonenone of thnone of the tests ise tests is scientifi scientifically credcally creditable, anitable, and the woodd the wood instead s instead seems to beeems to belong to thlong bebelong to belong to the 7th cethe 7th century ntury C.E.C.E.C.E.

Modern claims that remnants of the ark yet survive are based upon 
contradictory accounts, supposed photographs and documents that have 
vanished or are of questionable origin, misidentified geological formations, and 
misinterpretation of satellite imagery. At least nine locations have been proposed 
for the ark’s landing place, ranging from Asia Minor to Afghanistan. Several have 
produced “ark wood,” claimed to have been reliably dated to an age of 5000 
years (roughly the time of Noah according to biblical chronology). However, 
none of the tests is scientifically creditable, and the wood instead seems to 
belong to the 7th century C.E.

�The commonThe commonly proposely proposed landing d landing site, the site, the spectaculaspectacular mountainr mountain  Agíri DagíAgíri Dagí (Masis, “ ( (Masis, “M(Masis, “Mt. Ararat”t. Ararat”) in Armen) in Armenia (Turkeyia (Turkey), was so ), was so identifiedidentified only afte only after the 13thr the 13th century  cen century century C.E.C.E. Early Chr Early Christian andistian and Jewish cl Jewish claims centeaims centered insteared instead on Mt. Qd on Mt. Qardu (now ardu (nowardu (now calle(now called Jabal Jud Jabal Judi).di).di).

The commonly proposed landing site, the spectacular mountain Agíri Dagí 
(Masis, “Mt. Ararat”) in Armenia (Turkey), was so identified only after the 13th 
century C.E. Early Christian and Jewish claims centered instead on Mt. Qardu 
(now called Jabal Judi).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. R. BailL. R. Bailey, ey, NoahNoah (Columbia (Columbia, S.C., 19, S.C., 1989), ch. 489), ch. 4; ; Genesis, CGenesis, Creation, areatCCreation, Creation, and Creatiand Creationismonism (New York (New York, 1993), A, 1993), Appendix VIppendix VII.I.I.

Bibliography. L. R. Bailey, Noah (Columbia, S.C., 1989), ch. 4; Genesis, 
Creation, and Creationism (New York, 1993), Appendix VII.
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ARK OF THEARK OF THE COVENANT COVENANT COVENANT

ARK OF THE COVENANT

The chest The chest of acacia of acacia wood that wood that contained contained the two tathe two tablets of tblets of the Ten Comhe Ten Commandments mandmenComCommandmenCommandments and, acts and, according tocording to the NT (H the NT (Heb. 9:4), eb. 9:4), Aaron’s buAaron’s budding rod dding rod (Num. 17:1(Num. (Num. 17:1(Num. 17:1-11[MT 16–-11[MT 16–26]) and a26]) and a golden ur golden urn filled wn filled with manna ith manna (Exod. 16:(Exod. 16:33-34); al33-34); also called salalso callealso called “the arkd “the ark of God,”  of God,” “the ark o“the ark of the Lordf the Lord,” and “th,” and “the ark of te ark of testimony.”estimony.” The shape The The shape The shape of the arkof the ark was recta was rectangular, mengular, measuring 2.asuring 2.5 x 1.5 x 5 x 1.5 x 1.5 cubits1.5 cubits, or rough, or roughly 114 cm.ly 1ly 114 cm. x 114 cm. x 69 cm. x 669 cm. x 69 cm. (45 9 cm. (45 in. x 27 iin. x 27 in. x 27 inn. x 27 in.). It was.). It was suspended suspended on poles  on poles that passethatthat passethat passed through d through rings on irings on its sides ats sides and by whicnd by which it couldh it could be carrie be carried (Exod. 2d (Exod. 25:10-22; 35:10225:10-22; 25:10-22; 37:1-9).37:1-9).37:1-9).

The chest of acacia wood that contained the two tablets of the Ten 
Commandments and, according to the NT (Heb. 9:4), Aaron’s budding rod 
(Num. 17:1-11[MT 16–26]) and a golden urn filled with manna (Exod. 16:33-34); 
also called “the ark of God,” “the ark of the Lord,” and “the ark of testimony.” 
The shape of the ark was rectangular, measuring 2.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 cubits, or roughly 
114 cm. x 69 cm. x 69 cm. (45 in. x 27 in. x 27 in.). It was suspended on poles 
that passed through rings on its sides and by which it could be carried (Exod. 
25:10-22; 37:1-9).

�Many scholMany scholars agree ars agree that the othat the oldest textldest textual sourceual source that ment that mentions the aions the ark is the rk is thrk is the so-calthe so-called Song oled Song of the Ark f the Ark in Num. 10in Num. 10:35-36. If:35-36. If so, then  so, then from the tfrom the time of ourime of our earliest  ea earliest aearliest attestationttestations the ark s the ark was presumwas presumed to repred to represent God’esent God’s presences presence in the cu in the cult and, inltcucult and, cult and, in fact, win fact, was virtualas virtually synonymly synonymous with tous with the deity. he deity. Thus, accoThus, according to trding to the Song, whe Sohe Song, whenSong, whenever the aever the ark was lifrk was lifted up to ted up to lead the Ilead the Israelites sraelites forward inforward in their wan their wanderings inderwanwanderingswanderings in the wi in the wilderness, lderness, Moses saidMoses said, “Arise, , “Arise, O Lord”; sO Lord”; similarly, imilarly, whenever twhenever the ark washetthe ark wathe ark was set downs set down in a new  in a new camp, Mosecamp, Moses said, “Rs said, “Return, O Leturn, O Lord.” Thisord.” This simultane simultane simultaneisimultaneity of ark ty of ark and deity and deity is also inis also indicated indicated in what is u what is usually consually considered tosidered to be the fu be th be the fullesthe fullest and mostt and most archaic n archaic name of theame of the ark, “the ark, “the ark of th ark of the covenante covenant of the Lo of the Lord of Hostrd LoLord of HoLord of Hosts who issts who is enthroned enthroned upon the  upon the cherubim” cherubim” (1 Sam. 4:(1 Sam. 4:5; cf. 2 S5; cf. 2 Sam. 6:2). am. 6:2). What seemsWWhat seemsWhat seems to be ima to be imagined heregined here is a thro is a throne wherebyne whereby the deity the deity sits invi sits invisibly abovsibly above the ark,eabovabove the above the ark, on thark, on the outstrete outstretched wingsched wings of cherub of cherubim, with tim, with the ark itshe ark itself servinelf serving as God’sg asg as God’s fas God’s footstool. ootstool. This imageThis image of a cher of a cherub throne ub throne with footswith footstool is frtool is frequently fequently found in Weounffound in Wfound in West Semitiest Semitic art, andc art, and biblical  biblical texts expltexts explicitly reficitly refer to the er to the ark as a fark as a footstool (ootstooffootstool footstool (1 Chr. 28(1 Chr. 28:2; Ps. 99:2; Ps. 99:5; 132:7;:5; 132:7; Lam. 2:1) Lam. 2:1) and descr and describe cherubibe cherub wings unf wings unfolded abovoldeunfunfolded aunfolded above the above the ark after irk after it is houset is housed in Solomd in Solomon’s templon’s temple (1 Kgs. e (1 Kgs. 6:23-28; 86:23-28; 8:6-7).:6-88:6-7).8:6-7).8:6-7).

Many scholars agree that the oldest textual source that mentions the ark is 
the so-called Song of the Ark in Num. 10:35-36. If so, then from the time of our 
earliest attestations the ark was presumed to represent God’s presence in the 
cult and, in fact, was virtually synonymous with the deity. Thus, according to the 
Song, whenever the ark was lifted up to lead the Israelites forward in their 
wanderings in the wilderness, Moses said, “Arise, O Lord”; similarly, whenever 
the ark was set down in a new camp, Moses said, “Return, O Lord.” This 
simultaneity of ark and deity is also indicated in what is usually considered to be 
the fullest and most archaic name of the ark, “the ark of the covenant of the 
Lord of Hosts who is enthroned upon the cherubim” (1 Sam. 4:5; cf. 2 Sam. 6:2). 
What seems to be imagined here is a throne whereby the deity sits invisibly 
above the ark, on the outstretched wings of cherubim, with the ark itself serving 
as God’s footstool. This image of a cherub throne with footstool is frequently 
found in West Semitic art, and biblical texts explicitly refer to the ark as a 
footstool (1 Chr. 28:2; Ps. 99:5; 132:7; Lam. 2:1) and describe cherub wings 
unfolded above the ark after it is housed in Solomon’s temple (1 Kgs. 6:23-28; 
8:6-7).

�The Song oThe Song of the Ark f the Ark and the oland the old liturgicd liturgical name asal name associating sociating the ark withe ark with the Lorth the Lth the Lord of HoLord of Hosts also bsts also both stressoth stress that God  that God is associais associated with tted with the ark as he ark as a warrior a warrior deity and deideity and deity and that the athat the ark itself rk itself functions functions for the Isfor the Israelites araelites as a pallads a palladium or shiium or shield. In theld. In theld. In the Song othe Song of the Ark f the Ark Moses follMoses follows his coows his command to tmmand to the ark to he ark to “Arise, O “Arise, O Lord” withLord” witLord” with an exwith an exhortation hortation that God’sthat God’s enemies s enemies should thenhould then scatter a scatter and the deind the deity’s foes ty’s foes flee. In tfleflee. In tflee. In the liturgihe liturgical name “cal name “the ark ofthe ark of the coven the covenant of theant of the Lord of H Lord of Hosts who iosts who is enthrones ens enthroned enthroned upon the cupon the cherubim,” herubim,” the “hoststhe “hosts” are most” are most likely th likely the “heavenle “heavenly hosts,” y hosts,” the cosmictthe cosmicthe cosmic army that army that fights on fights on God’s beh God’s behalf to ensalf to ensure an Isrure an Israelite vicaelite victory in batory in battle (e.g.ttle babattle (e.battle (e.g., Judg. g., Judg. 5:20, “the5:20, “the stars fou stars fought from hght from heaven”). Teaven”). This undershis understanding oftanding of the ark’s the a the ark’s miliark’s military functtary function also iion also illuminateslluminates narrative narratives such as s such as Josh. 6:1-Josh. 6:1-21, where 21, where the city othe citthe city of Jecity of Jericho fallricho falls to the Is to the Israelites sraelites after the after the warriors cwarriors circumambulircumambulate its waate its walls for sells for lls for seven for seven days, blowdays, blowing trumpeing trumpets and carts and carrying the rying the ark. The sark. The same militaame military motif iry motif is present s ps present inpresent in the Ark n the Ark narrative oarrative of 1 Sam. 4f 1 Sam. 4-6, where -6, where the ark isthe ark is brought f brought from its throm its then shrine en ththen shrinthen shrine in Shiloe in Shiloh to be prh to be present as tesent as the Israelihe Israelites go to tes go to war againswar against the Philt the Philistines.istinesPhilPhilistinePhilistines.s.s.

The Song of the Ark and the old liturgical name associating the ark with the 
Lord of Hosts also both stress that God is associated with the ark as a warrior 
deity and that the ark itself functions for the Israelites as a palladium or shield. In 
the Song of the Ark Moses follows his command to the ark to “Arise, O Lord” 
with an exhortation that God’s enemies should then scatter and the deity’s foes 
flee. In the liturgical name “the ark of the covenant of the Lord of Hosts who is 
enthroned upon the cherubim,” the “hosts” are most likely the “heavenly hosts,” 
the cosmic army that fights on God’s behalf to ensure an Israelite victory in 
battle (e.g., Judg. 5:20, “the stars fought from heaven”). This understanding of the 
ark’s military function also illuminates narratives such as Josh. 6:1-21, where the 
city of Jericho falls to the Israelites after the warriors circumambulate its walls 
for seven days, blowing trumpets and carrying the ark. The same military motif is 



present in the Ark narrative of 1 Sam. 4-6, where the ark is brought from its 
then shrine in Shiloh to be present as the Israelites go to war against the 
Philistines.

�The militaThe military efficacry efficacy of the ay of the ark in the rk in the Ark narratArk narrative, howevive, however, is inier, is initially caltially called into qledcalcalled intcalled into questiono question, as the a, as the ark is captrk is captured by thured by the Philistie Philistines and tanes and taken by theken by them to the tm to m to the temto the temple of theple of the god Dagon god Dagon in Ashdod in Ashdod (1 Sam. 5 (1 Sam. 5:1-2). Yet:1-2). Yet this fail this failure of theure of the ark to br ar ark to briark to bring about ang about an immediatn immediate militarye military victory o victory on earth isn earth is just prol just prologue to anogue to an ultimate  ult ultimate rultimate recounting ecounting of the milof the military supeitary superiority ofriority of the ark i the ark in the cosmn the cosmic realm. ic realm. During theDurinDuring theDuring the ark’s soj ark’s sojourn in Asourn in Ashdod, the hdod, the cult statucult statue of Dagone of Dagon and, by i and, by implicationmplication, Dagon hi, D, Dagon himsDagon himself is deself is destroyed; thtroyed; the citizense citizens of Ashdod of Ashdod are struc are struck by plaguk by plague, as evene, as eventually aretuaeveneventuallyeventually are the p are the people throeople throughout Phiughout Philistia. Thlistia. The Philistie Philistines have nnes have no recourseo recourse but to re but but to retbut to return the arurn the ark to Israek to Israel, who thul, who thus become ts become the “victorhe “victors” in thiss” in this battle wi battle without a swthouwiwithout a without a sword beinsword being raised.g raised.g raised.

The military efficacy of the ark in the Ark narrative, however, is initially 
called into question, as the ark is captured by the Philistines and taken by them 
to the temple of the god Dagon in Ashdod (1 Sam. 5:1-2). Yet this failure of the 
ark to bring about an immediate military victory on earth is just prologue to an 
ultimate recounting of the military superiority of the ark in the cosmic realm. 
During the ark’s sojourn in Ashdod, the cult statue of Dagon and, by implication, 
Dagon himself is destroyed; the citizens of Ashdod are struck by plague, as 
eventually are the people throughout Philistia. The Philistines have no recourse 
but to return the ark to Israel, who thus become the “victors” in this battle 
without a sword being raised.

�As the arkAs the ark moves fro moves from place tom place to place as  place as part of Ispart of Israel’s milrael’s military campitary campaigns and aigns andaigns and as a pand as a part of theart of the people’s  people’s general segeneral settlement ittlement in the landn the land, it is mo, it is most commonlst commonly describey dey described described as being has being housed in aoused in a tent (alt tent (although therhough there are somee are some indicatio indications of an ans of an actual shrictuaactual shractual shrine in Shiine in Shiloh). Scholoh). Scholars have lars have often compoften compared the ared the qubbaœh,qubbaœh, a portabl a portable tent shre portablportable tportable tent shrineent shrine of pre-Is of pre-Islamic Arablamic Arabs which cos which contained twntained two stones ao stones and which wnd which wnd which was used dwas used during timeuring times of battls of battle and alsoe and also for divin for divination (cf.ation (cf. Judg. 20: Judg. 20:27-28). Ev27-28). Eventually, entuaEvEventuallyEventually, however,, however, the ark e the ark ended up pended up permanently rmanently in Jerusalin Jerusalem, in theem, in the innermost innermost chamber o innermostinnermost innermost chamber ofchamber of the templ the temple. The stoe. The story of how ry of how it got theit got there is founre is found in 2 Samd in 2 Sam. 6 and al.SamSam. 6 andSam. 6 and also in P also in Ps. 132, ons. 132, one of the ve of the very few exery few explicit menplicit mentions of ttions of the ark outhe ark outside the Psideoutoutside thoutside the Pentateue Pentateuch and thech and the historica historical books (cl books (cf. otherwif. otherwise only Jese only Jer. 3:16). r. 3:16). According AccoAccording According to the Samto the Samuel and Psuel and Psalms materalms materials, the ials, the ark disappark disappeared afteeared after being rer being returned to turereturned treturned to the Israo the Israelites by elites by the Philisthe Philistines; e.gtines; e.g., between., between the end o the end of the Ark f the Ark narrative narranarrative narrative in 1 Sam. in 1 Sam. 7:1-2 and 7:1-2 and 2 Sam. 6, 2 Sam. 6, it is mentit is mentioned onlyioned only once (1 S once (1 Sam. 14:18)am. 14:18), and this, an, and this rand this reference ieference is often ass often assumed to bsumed to be textual e textual error. Theerror. The reasons f reasons for the arkor the ark’s oblivio’s o’s oblivion aoblivion at this poit this point are uncnt are unclear; we clear; we can only pran only presume thatesume that, for what, for whatever reasoever reasons, it wasns,reasoreasons, ireasons, it was not t was not regarded aregarded as importans important by Saul,t by Saul, the ruler the ruler whose mon whose monarchy is earchy is establishedsteestablisheestablished beginnind beginning in 1 Samg in 1 Sam. 8.. 8.. 8.

As the ark moves from place to place as part of Israel’s military campaigns 
and as a part of the people’s general settlement in the land, it is most commonly 
described as being housed in a tent (although there are some indications of an 
actual shrine in Shiloh). Scholars have often compared the qubbaœh, a 
portable tent shrine of pre-Islamic Arabs which contained two stones and which 
was used during times of battle and also for divination (cf. Judg. 20:27-28). 
Eventually, however, the ark ended up permanently in Jerusalem, in the 
innermost chamber of the temple. The story of how it got there is found in 2 
Sam. 6 and also in Ps. 132, one of the very few explicit mentions of the ark 
outside the Pentateuch and the historical books (cf. otherwise only Jer. 3:16). 
According to the Samuel and Psalms materials, the ark disappeared after being 
returned to the Israelites by the Philistines; e.g., between the end of the Ark 
narrative in 1 Sam. 7:1-2 and 2 Sam. 6, it is mentioned only once (1 Sam. 14:18), 
and this reference is often assumed to be textual error. The reasons for the ark’s 
oblivion at this point are unclear; we can only presume that, for whatever 
reasons, it was not regarded as important by Saul, the ruler whose monarchy is 
established beginning in 1 Sam. 8.

�Whatever tWhatever the cause ohe cause of its tempf its temporary obliorary oblivion, 2 Savion, 2 Sam. 6; Ps. m. 6; Ps. 132 are bo132 are both quite cth quitth quite cleaquite clear that ther that the ark re-em ark re-emerges in Ierges in Israelite rsraelite religion wheligion when Saul’s en Saul’s successor successor David sougDavidDavid sougDavid sought to estaht to establish it ablish it as the cults the cult symbol of symbol of his newly his newly-captured -captured capital ofcapital of Jerusalem Jeru Jerusalem.Jerusalem. Consisten Consistent with oldt with older traditier tradition, David on, David housed thehoused the ark in Je ark in Jerusalem inrusalem in a tent. T a t a tent. The tent. The building obuilding of a templef a temple and the e and the enshrining nshrining of the arkof the ark in its ho in its holy of holily of holies are lefes arees are left tare left to David’s o David’s son Solomoson Solomon. Yet even. Yet even in Solomn in Solomon’s templon’s temple, there ie, there is a nod tos a nod to custom, a c custom, ascustom, as 1 Kgs. 8: 1 Kgs. 8:4 seems to4 seems to indicate  indicate that the othat the older tent lder tent abode is eabode is erected overected over the ark r tr the ark inthe ark in the holy  the holy of holies.of holies.

Whatever the cause of its temporary oblivion, 2 Sam. 6; Ps. 132 are both 
quite clear that the ark re-emerges in Israelite religion when Saul’s successor 
David sought to establish it as the cult symbol of his newly-captured capital of 
Jerusalem. Consistent with older tradition, David housed the ark in Jerusalem in a 
tent. The building of a temple and the enshrining of the ark in its holy of holies 
are left to David’s son Solomon. Yet even in Solomon’s temple, there is a nod to 
custom, as 1 Kgs. 8:4 seems to indicate that the older tent abode is erected over 
the ark in the holy of holies.

�With SolomWith Solomon, the aron, the ark’s story k’s story ends ratheends rather abruptlyr abruptly. Jewish t. Jewish tradition aradition and most scnd mostnd most scholmost scholars presumars presume that it e that it remained iremained in the tempn the temple for almle for almost 400 yeost 400 years, untilars, until the destr th the destruthe destruction of Jction of Jerusalem berusalem by the Babyy the Babylonians inlonians in 586  586 B.C.E.B.C.E., yet it i, yet it is not ments not mentioned in tionementmentioned mentioned in the lisin the list of spoilt of spoils the Babys the Babylonians tolonians took from thok from the temple (e temple (2 Kgs. 25:2 Kgs. 25:13-17). Pe13-25:25:13-17).25:13-17). Perhaps t Perhaps this indicahis indicates that ttes that the ark washe ark was taken fro taken from Jerusalem Jerusalem already m already in the latin tin the late 1the late 10th centur0th century, as party, as part of the mi of the military camlitary campaigns undpaigns undertaken byertaken by Pharaoh S Pharaoh Shishak durhisSShishak duShishak during the rring the reign of Soeign of Solomon’s solomon’s son Rehoboamn Rehoboam. Or perha. Or perhaps the arkps the ark’s fate af’s fate after Solomotafafter Soloafter Solomon remainmon remains unknown s unknown because itbecause its chronicls chroniclers found ers found it of littit of little interesle interest. Certaint. Ct. Certainly Certainly in the booin the book of Deutek of Deuteronomy, whronomy, whose authorose authors also pros also provide our pvide our primary accrimary arimary accounts oaccounts of the postf the post-Solomonic-Solomonic monarchy, monarchy, the ark i the ark is of much s of much less signiless significance thficance than it is ianththan it isthan it is in, e.g., in, e.g., the Pries the Priestly tradittly traditions of Exions of Exod. 25:1-3od. 25:1-31:11; 35:11:11; 35:1—40:38.—40:38.—40:38.

With Solomon, the ark’s story ends rather abruptly. Jewish tradition and 
most scholars presume that it remained in the temple for almost 400 years, until 



the destruction of Jerusalem by the Babylonians in 586 B.C.E., yet it is not 
mentioned in the list of spoils the Babylonians took from the temple (2 Kgs. 
25:13-17). Perhaps this indicates that the ark was taken from Jerusalem already in 
the late 10th century, as part of the military campaigns undertaken by Pharaoh 
Shishak during the reign of Solomon’s son Rehoboam. Or perhaps the ark’s fate 
after Solomon remains unknown because its chroniclers found it of little interest. 
Certainly in the book of Deuteronomy, whose authors also provide our primary 
accounts of the post-Solomonic monarchy, the ark is of much less significance 
than it is in, e.g., the Priestly traditions of Exod. 25:1-31:11; 35:1—40:38.
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ARKITEARKITE (Heb.  (Heb. {arqiî{arqiî)))

ARKITE (Heb. {arqiî)

An inhabitAn inhabitant of theant of the town of A town of Arqat, moderqat, modern Tell rn Tell {Arqah{Arqah (250436), (250436), ca. 18 km ca. 18 km. (11 mi.). (11 . (11 mi.) N(11 mi.) N of Tripol of Tripoli. At Gen.i. At Gen. 10:17; 1  10:17; 1 Chr. 1:15 Chr. 1:15 the Arkitethe Arkites are ments are mentioned amonioned among the descgamonamong the among the descendantdescendants of Canaas of Canaan. In the n. In the Amarna LetAmarna Letters the tters the town is calown is called Irqataled Irqata; in Roman;IrqataIrqata; inIrqata; in Roman tim Roman times it was es it was known as Cknown as Caesarea Liaesarea Libani. Arkabani. Arkantu, mentintu, mentioned by Thoned by Thoned by Thutmose IThutmose III, may beII, may be the same  the same place.place.

An inhabitant of the town of Arqat, modern Tell {Arqah (250436), ca. 18 km. 
(11 mi.) N of Tripoli. At Gen. 10:17; 1 Chr. 1:15 the Arkites are mentioned 
among the descendants of Canaan. In the Amarna Letters the town is called 
Irqata; in Roman times it was known as Caesarea Libani. Arkantu, mentioned by 
Thutmose III, may be the same place.

ARMAGEDDONARMAGEDDON (Gk.  (Gk. HarmagedoœHarmagedoœénén)))

ARMAGEDDON (Gk. Harmagedoœén)

The “placeThe “place” where th” where the forces oe forces of evil aref evil are to assemb to assemble for onele for one final ons final onslaught agalaught against the finstagaagainst thagainst the forces oe forces of God (Revf God (Rev. 16:16; N. 16:16; NRSV “HarmaRSV “Harmagedon”). Tgedon”). The Greek nhe Greek name translame traame translitertransliterates Heb. ates Heb. har mag�edhar mag�ed�oœn�oœn (lit., “m (lit., “mountain ofountain of Magedon”) Magedon”), which ma, which many scholarnmamany scholmany scholars believars believe should be should be read e read har meïg�ihar meïg�iddo®n,ddo®n, “mountain “mountain of Megidd of Megiddo.”oMegiddMegiddo.”Megiddo.”Megiddo.”

The “place” where the forces of evil are to assemble for one final onslaught 
against the forces of God (Rev. 16:16; NRSV “Harmagedon”). The Greek name 
transliterates Heb. har mag�ed�oœn  (lit., “mountain of Magedon”), which 
many scholars believe should be read har meïg�iddo®n,  “mountain of 
Megiddo.”

�The city oThe city of Megiddo f Megiddo was stratewas strategic militagic militarily becaurily because it guarse it guarded the noded the north-south rth-soutnonorth-soutnorth-south passagewh passageway throughay through the Carme the Carmel mountainl mountain range. Th range. The region we region was the locas the las the locus of mlocus of many ancienany ancient battles t battles (e.g., Jud(e.g., Judg. 5:19; 2g. 5:19; 2 Kgs. 23:2 Kgs. 23:29-30 = 2 C9-30 = 2 Chr. 35:22-hr. 35:22-24). Altho24). A24). Although tAlthough there is nohere is no evidence  evidence of a mountof a mountain in Palain in Palestine thaestine that was evert was ever called ei called either Magedtheeieither Mageither Magedon or Meedon or Megiddo, Mt.giddo, Mt. Carmel is Carmel is a promine a prominent peak cant peak ca. 8 km. (5. 8 km. (5 mi.) NE o mi.) NE  mi.) NE of MegiNE of Megiddo. This ddo. This may well hmay well have been tave been the associahe association that tion that the authorthe author of Revela of Revelation intentRevelaRevelationRevelation intended  intended his readerhis readers to make.s to make. The appro The appropriatenesspriateness of Mt. Ca of Mt. Carmel as a rmel as a symbol forssymbol forsymbol for the defea the defeat of evil t of evil lies in thlies in the fact thae fact that it was tt it was the locatiohe location of Elijan of Elijah’s defeath’s defeah’s defeat of defeat of the prophethe prophets of Baalts of Baal (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 18:22-40). 8:22-40). No actual No actual battle is battle is described described in Revelatin Rein RevelationRevelation, however;, however; for the a for the author, theuthor, the battle in battle in principle principle had alrea had already been wody been won through n tn through ththrough the death ane death and resurrecd resurrection of Jetion of Jesus.sus.sus.

The city of Megiddo was strategic militarily because it guarded the 
north-south passageway through the Carmel mountain range. The region was the 
locus of many ancient battles (e.g., Judg. 5:19; 2 Kgs. 23:29-30 = 2 Chr. 35:22-24). 
Although there is no evidence of a mountain in Palestine that was ever called 
either Magedon or Megiddo, Mt. Carmel is a prominent peak ca. 8 km. (5 mi.) 
NE of Megiddo. This may well have been the association that the author of 
Revelation intended his readers to make. The appropriateness of Mt. Carmel as a 
symbol for the defeat of evil lies in the fact that it was the location of Elijah’s 



defeat of the prophets of Baal (1 Kgs. 18:22-40). No actual battle is described in 
Revelation, however; for the author, the battle in principle had already been won 
through the death and resurrection of Jesus.
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ARMLETARMLETARMLET

ARMLET

A band worA band worn on the an on the arm. Accordrm. According to 2 Sing to 2 Sam. 1:10, am. 1:10, King Saul King Saul wore an arwore an armlet (Heb.mlet (Hemlet (Heb. (Heb. }es�{aœd�a}es�{aœd�a®),®), perhaps a perhaps as an insigs an insignia of offnia of office. At Isice. At Isa. 3:20 a. 3:20 has�s�eï{ahas�s�eï{aœd�o®t�œhas�s�eï{ahas�s�eï{ahas�s�eï{aœd�o®t�œd�o®t� probably  probably designatesdesignates jewelry f jewelry for a womanor a woman’s arm (NR’s arm (NRSV “armletSV “SV “armlets”;“armlets”; NIV “ankl NIV “ankle chains”)e chains”). Among th. Among the articlese articles brought b brought by Moses’ cy Moses’ chief offichief officers as an ersofficofficers aofficers as an atones an atonement offerment offering from ting from the capturehe captured booty wed booty were “armletre “armlets and bracs and bracs and bracelets”bracelets” (Heb.  (Heb. }es�{aœd�a}es�{aœd�a® weïs�aœm® weïs�aœmiîd�;iîd�; Num. 31:5 Num. 31:50), distin0), distinguishing jguishing jewelry worejjewelry wojewelry worn on the rn on the upper arm upper arm and the wrand the wrist. Gold ist. Gold ornaments ornaments (Num. 31:5(Num. 31:50; 2 Sam. 0; 2 Sam0; 2 Sam. 1:10;Sam. 1:10; cf. Gen.  cf. Gen. 24:22) are24:22) are rare amon rare among archaeolg archaeological finogical finds from bids from biblical timblical times in Palees ines in Palestiin Palestine, but irne, but iron, copperon, copper, and bron, and bronze are comze are common. Carvimon. Carvings from angs from ancient Egyncient Egypt and MespEgyEgypt and Egypt and MesopotamiMesopotamia often sha often show male anow male and female fd female figures weaigures wearing ornamring ornaments on thents onents on their uon their upper arms,pper arms, sometimes sometimes together  together with otherwith other ornaments ornaments on their  on their wrists (cfwrists (cfwrists (cf. (cf. ANEP).ANEP).ANEP).

A band worn on the arm. According to 2 Sam. 1:10, King Saul wore an armlet 
(Heb. }es�{aœd�a®),  perhaps as an insignia of office. At Isa. 3:20 
has�s�eï{aœd�o®t�  probably designates jewelry for a woman’s arm (NRSV 
“armlets”; NIV “ankle chains”). Among the articles brought by Moses’ chief 
officers as an atonement offering from the captured booty were “armlets and 
bracelets” (Heb. }es�{aœd�a® weïs�aœmiîd�;  Num. 31:50), distinguishing 
jewelry worn on the upper arm and the wrist. Gold ornaments (Num. 31:50; 2 
Sam. 1:10; cf. Gen. 24:22) are rare among archaeological finds from biblical times 
in Palestine, but iron, copper, and bronze are common. Carvings from ancient 
Egypt and Mesopotamia often show male and female figures wearing ornaments 
on their upper arms, sometimes together with other ornaments on their wrists 
(cf. ANEP).
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ARMONIARMONI (Heb.  (Heb. }armoœniî}armoœniî)))

ARMONI (Heb. }armoœniî)

One of theOne of the two sons  two sons of Saul anof Saul and Rizpah wd Rizpah whom David hom David handed ovehanded over to the Gr to the Gibeonites,ibeonitGGibeonitesGibeonites, along wi, along with five otth five other of Sauher of Saul’s descenl’s descendants, as dants, as payment fopayment for the formr the former king’s er formformer kinformer king’s bloodgg’s bloodguilt (2 Sauilt (2 Sam. 21:8).m. 21:8).

One of the two sons of Saul and Rizpah whom David handed over to the 
Gibeonites, along with five other of Saul’s descendants, as payment for the 
former king’s bloodguilt (2 Sam. 21:8).

ARMYARMYARMY

ARMY

The IsraelThe Israelite army dite army developed teveloped through fouhrough four successir successive stages:ve stages: semi-noma semi-nomadic bands,dic bands, peasants’ bands,bands, peabands, peasants’ milsants’ militia, profitia, professional hessional heavy infaneavy infantry, and ctry, and classic anclassic ancient Near ient Near Eastern chEasterEastern chEastern chariot armyariot army. Despite . Despite these diffthese differentiatioerentiations, the idns, the ideal remaineal remained an earled an early one: they ony one: the wone: the whole armedhole armed people, o people, or every mar every male “who drle “who drew the swoew the sword” (Judg.rd” (Judg. 8:10; 20: 8:10; 20 8:10; 20:2). Thi20:2). This idealizes idealized picture d picture is concretis concretized in thized in the literatue literature, both ere, both early and larly and late, and rate, andate, and receivand receives speciales special expressio expression in 1 Chrn in 1 Chr. 27, wher. 27, where David’s e David’s champions champions are made iare made into officeniinto officinto officers over 1ers over 12 monthly 2 monthly levies of levies of 24 thousan24 thousand men eachd men each. Such a p. Such a portrayal, ortrayal, however, chohowever, chowever, can hardly an hardly be accuratbe accurate in lighte in light of other  of other ancient arancient armies. Thusmies. Thus the great the great conqueror co conqueror conqueror Sargon of Sargon of Akkad consAkkad considered it idered it significansignificant that he t that he could maincould maintain a statain a standing armyndstastanding astanding army of 540rmy of 5400, garriso0, garrisoned and prned and provisioned ovisioned in palace.in palace. According According to the hi to the historian Thstohihistorian historian ThucydidesThucydides, the 5th-, the 5th-century Atcentury Athenian exphenian expedition agedition against Syraainst Syracuse inclucuse included 4000 ndeincluincluded 4included 4000 native000 native Athenian  Athenian hoplites, hoplites, 300 horse 300 horse soldiers, soldiers, and perhapand perhaps 45 thouss 45 thousand more tanthousthousand mthousand more troopsore troops from Athe from Athens’ alliesns’ allies. This was. This was the large the largest Greek ast Greek army ever army ever army ever assembled assembled up to thatup to that time. The time. The Israelite Israelites under Ahs under Ahab contribab contributed 10 thuted 10 thousand fooousand fooousand foot soldifoot soldiers and 20ers and 2000 chariot00 chariots to the ws to the western allestern alliance at Qiance at Qarqar. Thiarqar. This battle ms battle marked the arkmmarked themarked the zenith of zenith of Israelite Israelite military  military power, andpower, and resulted  resulted in the defin the defeat of theeat of the great Ass grea great Assygreat Assyrian army.rian army. The actua The actualities of lities of Israel’s aIsrael’s army accordrmy accord much more much more closely t closely to these fio to these figuthese figures, and ires, and its historyts history is corres is correspondingly pondingly richer.richer.

The Israelite army developed through four successive stages: semi-nomadic 
bands, peasants’ militia, professional heavy infantry, and classic ancient Near 
Eastern chariot army. Despite these differentiations, the ideal remained an early 
one: the whole armed people, or every male “who drew the sword” (Judg. 8:10; 
20:2). This idealized picture is concretized in the literature, both early and late, 
and receives special expression in 1 Chr. 27, where David’s champions are made 
into officers over 12 monthly levies of 24 thousand men each. Such a portrayal, 
however, can hardly be accurate in light of other ancient armies. Thus the great 
conqueror Sargon of Akkad considered it significant that he could maintain a 
standing army of 5400, garrisoned and provisioned in palace. According to the 
historian Thucydides, the 5th-century Athenian expedition against Syracuse 
included 4000 native Athenian hoplites, 300 horse soldiers, and perhaps 45 
thousand more troops from Athens’ allies. This was the largest Greek army ever 
assembled up to that time. The Israelites under Ahab contributed 10 thousand 



foot soldiers and 2000 chariots to the western alliance at Qarqar. This battle 
marked the zenith of Israelite military power, and resulted in the defeat of the 
great Assyrian army. The actualities of Israel’s army accord much more closely to 
these figures, and its history is correspondingly richer.

Semi-nomadSemi-nomadic Originsic Origins

Semi-nomadic Origins

�The army oThe army of Israel hf Israel had its antad its antecedents iecedents in the bandn the bands of Habirs of Habiru marauderu marauders who appes who s who appearwho appeared out of ed out of the Near Ethe Near Eastern steastern steppe duringppe during the 3rd m the 3rd millennium illennium B.C.E.B.C.E. These ban The These bandThese bands, led by s, led by clan chiefclan chieftains suchtains such as Abraha as Abraham and Esaum and Esau, often di, often disrupted sesrupted settled lifettlsesettled lisettled life (as depfe (as depicted in ticted in the Amarna he Amarna texts), thtexts), though they ough they sometimes sometimes hired themhired themselves outsethemthemselvesthemselves out to, o out to, or worked wr worked with, localith, local rulers (c rulers (cf. Gen. 14f. Gen. 14).).

The army of Israel had its antecedents in the bands of Habiru marauders 
who appeared out of the Near Eastern steppe during the 3rd millennium B.C.E. 
These bands, led by clan chieftains such as Abraham and Esau, often disrupted 
settled life (as depicted in the Amarna texts), though they sometimes hired 
themselves out to, or worked with, local rulers (cf. Gen. 14).

Peasants’ Peasants’ MilitiaMilitia

Peasants’ Militia

During theDuring the sojourn i sojourn in Egypt, an Egypt, and after tnd after the initialhe initial settlemen settlement in Canaat in Canaan, the Isrn, the Israelite armaeliteIsrIsraelite Israelite army becamarmy became a kind oe a kind of peasant f peasant militia; tmilitia; this army fhis army forms the borms the backdrop toackdrop to Joshua an Jo Joshua andJoshua and Judges. T Judges. Though the hough the term “everterm “every man who y man who drew the sdrew the sword” is aword” is applied to pplied tpplied to this erto this era, swords a, swords were rare were rare and expensand expensive. Accorive. According to 1 ding to 1 Sam. 13:19Sam. 13:19-22 the Ph-22 the Ph-22 the PhilistinePhilistines were abls were able to embare to embargo the salgo the sale of sworde of swords to the Is to the Israelites sraelites at the outat the outset of Sauset oset of Saul’s of Saul’s reign. Morreign. More common we common were the weere the weapons of tapons of the poor: lhe poor: light javelight javelins for thins for throwing, boroththrowing, throwing, bows and abows and arrows, slirrows, slings, and cngs, and clubs or malubs or maces made fces made from animalrom animal bones. Ju bones. Ju bones. Judg. 20:1Judg. 20:16 mentions6 mentions an especi an especially skillally skillful cadre ful cadre of Benjamiof Benjaminite slingnite slingers. Samsoers. Samson is said n is sn is said to hasaid to have slain 1ve slain 1000 Philis000 Philistines withtines with the jawbo the jawbone of an ane of an ass; more css; more common wereommon wereommon were maceswere maces made from made from the thigh the thigh bone of a bone of an ox or stn ox or steer.eer.eer.

During the sojourn in Egypt, and after the initial settlement in Canaan, the 
Israelite army became a kind of peasant militia; this army forms the backdrop to 
Joshua and Judges. Though the term “every man who drew the sword” is applied 
to this era, swords were rare and expensive. According to 1 Sam. 13:19-22 the 
Philistines were able to embargo the sale of swords to the Israelites at the outset 
of Saul’s reign. More common were the weapons of the poor: light javelins for 
throwing, bows and arrows, slings, and clubs or maces made from animal bones. 
Judg. 20:16 mentions an especially skillful cadre of Benjaminite slingers. Samson is 
said to have slain 1000 Philistines with the jawbone of an ass; more common 
were maces made from the thigh bone of an ox or steer.

�Facing theFacing the often sup often superior numberior numbers and arers and arms of theims of their more urbr more urbanized oppanized opponents, thonenoppopponents,opponents, the Israe the Israelites relilites relied on straed on strategem and tegem and ambush to ambush to achieve viachieve victory, or ctory, or they resorthethey resorthey resorted to gueted to guerrilla warrrilla warfare. Orgafare. Organization onization of this natf this national miliional militia was artia was around localound araround locaround local tribal al tribal chieftainschieftains and their and their respectiv respective bands. Oe bands. Overall comverall command in anmand in any battle sy by battle seebattle seems to havems to have fallen to fallen to the chari the charismatic leasmatic leader of theder of the moment, o moment, or the one r the one in whose tin in whose tin whose territory territory the confliche conflict lay (cf.t lay (cf. Deborah,  Deborah, Barak, andBarak, and Gideon). Gideon).

Facing the often superior numbers and arms of their more urbanized 
opponents, the Israelites relied on strategem and ambush to achieve victory, or 
they resorted to guerrilla warfare. Organization of this national militia was 
around local tribal chieftains and their respective bands. Overall command in any 
battle seems to have fallen to the charismatic leader of the moment, or the one 
in whose territory the conflict lay (cf. Deborah, Barak, and Gideon).

ProfessionProfessional Heavy Ial Heavy Infantrynfantry

Professional Heavy Infantry

�The later The later period of period of the judgesthe judges witnessed witnessed the emerg the emergence of loence of local strongcal strongmen surroumen sumen surroundedsurrounded by bands  by bands of freebooof freebooters or ruters or ruffians. Thffians. These bands ese bands lived fromlived from the spoil the spoils of raidis spoilspoils of spoils of raiding, araiding, as in the cs in the case of Jepase of Jephthah’s mehthah’s men, or fromn, or from direct pa direct pay, as in ty, as in the case ofhe casehe case of Abcase of Abimelech ofimelech of Shechem.  Shechem. In an appaIn an apparent develrent development on opment on these bandthese bands, Israel’s, Israel’s, Israel’s fIsrael’s first king,irst king, Saul, bui Saul, built a corpslt a corps of ca. 40 of ca. 400 retainer0 retainers to meet s to meet the trainethe trained troops od troopsd troops of troops of the Philisthe Philistines. Factines. Faced with Phed with Philistine milistine military suilitary superiority,periority, Saul’s pr Saul’s private armyivate armivate army wouldarmy would have impr have improved its aoved its arms the sarms the same way gueme way guerrilla unirrilla units have alts have always done:ways doneways done: by sdone: by stripping ttripping the slain ohe slain of their arf their arms. Indeedms. Indeed, that Sau, that Saul built anl built and armed sud armed such a profech a pch a professionprofessional force ial force is ample tes ample testimony tostimony to his milit his military succesary success. These ts. These troops had roops had among themamoamong themamong them other sma other smaller distiller distinctions, snctions, such as theuch as the bodyguard bodyguard ( (misûma{at�misûma{at�;; 1 Sam. 22 1 S 1 Sam. 22:14Sam. 22:14) and the ) and the raœs�iîmraœs�iîm (“runners (“runners”), a cate”), a category whichgory which appears a appears at later stt later stages of Isagststages of stages of Israel’s hIsrael’s history as istory as well (1 Sawell (1 Sam. 22:17; m. 22:17; 2 Kgs. 10:2 Kgs. 10:25). These25). These men provi men provided their ded proviprovided tprovided their own aheir own arms from trms from the spoils he spoils of battle.of battle. Weapons c Weapons consisted oonsisted of the typif the typical, doublctypitypical, dtypical, double-edgeouble-edged, Iron Agd, Iron Age sword, ue sword, used for stsed for stabbing or abbing or thrusting;thrusting; heavy spe heavy spears which arsspespears whispears which could bch could be wielded e wielded or thrust,or thrust, or cast a or cast a short dis short distance; andtance; and bows and  bows and arrows. Arararrows. Ararrows. Armor includmor included shieldsed shields, helms, a, helms, and other ind other items, suchtems, such as greave as greaves and breas and breastplates. sbreabreastplatbreastplates. Saul’ses. Saul’s men compr men comprised a smaised a small, highlyll, highly mobile fo mobile force ideallrce ideally suited ty suited to fightingo figho fighting ifighting in the hilln the hill country o country of Israel. f Israel. Given the Given the melee tactmelee tactics of theics of the day, such day, such a corps c a corp a corps coulcorps could serve asd serve as a strengt a strengthening corhening core for the e for the always unsalways unsteady militeady militia, or thtia, or they — or a ey —ey — or a gro— or a group of themup of them — could b — could be concentre concentrated at a ated at a single poisingle point of the nt of the enemy lineenemy lineenemy line to foline to force a brearce a breach. Saul’sch. Saul’s death at  death at Mt. GilboaMt. Gilboa seems to  seems to have come have come about whenabout when the Israe whenwhen the Iwhen the Israelite lsraelite levies fledevies fled before th before the Philistie Philistine chariotne chariots, leavings, leaving Saul and  Saul and his men tohis menhis men to retmen to retreat up threat up the mountaine mountain for a las for a last stand.t stand.t stand.

The later period of the judges witnessed the emergence of local strongmen 
surrounded by bands of freebooters or ruffians. These bands lived from the 
spoils of raiding, as in the case of Jephthah’s men, or from direct pay, as in the 
case of Abimelech of Shechem. In an apparent development on these bands, 
Israel’s first king, Saul, built a corps of ca. 400 retainers to meet the trained 
troops of the Philistines. Faced with Philistine military superiority, Saul’s private 



army would have improved its arms the same way guerrilla units have always 
done: by stripping the slain of their arms. Indeed, that Saul built and armed such a 
professional force is ample testimony to his military success. These troops had 
among them other smaller distinctions, such as the bodyguard (misûma{at�;  1 
Sam. 22:14) and the raœs�iîm  (“runners”), a category which appears at later 
stages of Israel’s history as well (1 Sam. 22:17; 2 Kgs. 10:25). These men 
provided their own arms from the spoils of battle. Weapons consisted of the 
typical, double-edged, Iron Age sword, used for stabbing or thrusting; heavy 
spears which could be wielded or thrust, or cast a short distance; and bows and 
arrows. Armor included shields, helms, and other items, such as greaves and 
breastplates. Saul’s men comprised a small, highly mobile force ideally suited to 
fighting in the hill country of Israel. Given the melee tactics of the day, such a 
corps could serve as a strengthening core for the always unsteady militia, or they 
— or a group of them — could be concentrated at a single point of the enemy 
line to force a breach. Saul’s death at Mt. Gilboa seems to have come about 
when the Israelite levies fled before the Philistine chariots, leaving Saul and his 
men to retreat up the mountain for a last stand.

�David begaDavid began his caren his career as a prer as a professionalofessional soldier  soldier (}iîsû mil(}iîsû milh�aœma®)h�aœma®) in the se in the in the servicthe service of Saul e of Saul (1 Sam. 16(1 Sam. 16:18), from:18), from which pos which position he rition he rose to comose to command a mermand a mermand a mercenary mercenary troop. Dritroop. Driven from Sven from Saul’s couraul’s court out of jt out of jealousy ovealousy over his bater his battlefield stlefield successes, uccssuccesses,successes, David for David formed his owmed his own mercenarn mercenary band of y band of ca. 400 meca. 400 men, based on, based on disaffecn disaffecn disaffectedisaffected Israelitd Israelite and Judee and Judean elementan elements and his s and his own familyown family members ( members (1 Sam. 22:1 Sam. 22:1-2). To t122:22:1-2). T22:1-2). To these heo these he added ove added over time forr time foreign merceeign mercenaries, thnaries, the 600 men e 600 men of Gath unof Gath unof Gath under his under his friend Ittfriend Ittai, and thai, and the Cherethie Cherethites and Petes and Pelethites. lethites. These forcThese forces probables probably never nuy ney never numbnever numbered more ered more than 2000 than 2000 or 3000, bor 3000, but they stut they stood by Davood by David throughid through thick and thick a thick and thin, and thin, and secureand secured his throd his throne againstne against a success a succession of bloion of bloody populaody popular revolts.r revolts. Like Saul Lik Like Saul’Like Saul’s army, Das army, David’s consvid’s consisted of sisted of smaller elimaller elite divisiote divisions: the ns: the sûaœliîsûisûaœliîsûiîm,îm, or “three o or “three-or “three-ers,” a grers,” a group of betoup of between 30 anween 30 and 50 elited 50 elite warriors  warriors who probabwho probably fought ly fought as specialaas specialas special three-man three-man squads; t squads; the term mahe term may have oriy have originated asginated as a designa a designation for ttion for three-man chrtthree-man three-man chariot techariot teams (driveams (driver, archer,r, archer, shield-be shield-bearer) in tarer) in the ancienthe ancient Egyptian  Egyptian army (cf. armarmy (cf. army (cf. Exod. 14:7Exod. 14:7; 15:4). B; 15:4). Besides theesides the  sûaœliîsûisûaœliîsûiîmîm were the  were the gibbo®riîmgibbo®riîm,, or “heroe or or “heroesor “heroes”; the ”; the misûma{at�misûma{at�,, or “bodyg or “bodyguard”; anduard”; and the forei the foreign continggn contingents mentients mentents mentioned mentioned above. Davabove. David appearsid appears to have h to have had little ad little use for chuse for chariotry, aariotry, as he hamsts he hamstrung most ruhamsthamstrung hamstrung most horsemost horses captureds captured in battle in battle (2 Sam. 8 (2 Sam. 8:3-4). Ins:3-4). Instead, he btead, he built a foruilt a force similarce sce similar tosimilar to Saul’s, t Saul’s, though greahough greater in numter in number, and uber, and used it sucsed it successfully cessfully in the hilin the hill country l countl country ofcountry of Israel an Israel and the Trand the Transjordan. Isjordan. It is import is important to notant to note that Date that David’s privvid’s private army, ate aate army, unliarmy, unlike Saul’s,ke Saul’s, comprised comprised large num large numbers of fobers of foreigners: reigners: men whose men whose primary loprimary loyalty was yloloyalty waloyalty was to Davids to David, and not , and not to Israel.to Israel.

David began his career as a professional soldier (}iîsû milh�aœma®)  in 
the service of Saul (1 Sam. 16:18), from which position he rose to command a 
mercenary troop. Driven from Saul’s court out of jealousy over his battlefield 
successes, David formed his own mercenary band of ca. 400 men, based on 
disaffected Israelite and Judean elements and his own family members (1 Sam. 
22:1-2). To these he added over time foreign mercenaries, the 600 men of Gath 
under his friend Ittai, and the Cherethites and Pelethites. These forces probably 
never numbered more than 2000 or 3000, but they stood by David through thick 
and thin, and secured his throne against a succession of bloody popular revolts. 
Like Saul’s army, David’s consisted of smaller elite divisions: the sûaœliîsûiîm, 
or “three-ers,” a group of between 30 and 50 elite warriors who probably fought 
as special three-man squads; the term may have originated as a designation for 
three-man chariot teams (driver, archer, shield-bearer) in the ancient Egyptian 
army (cf. Exod. 14:7; 15:4). Besides the sûaœliîsûiîm were the gibbo®riîm, 
or “heroes”; the misûma{at�,  or “bodyguard”; and the foreign contingents 
mentioned above. David appears to have had little use for chariotry, as he 
hamstrung most horses captured in battle (2 Sam. 8:3-4). Instead, he built a force 
similar to Saul’s, though greater in number, and used it successfully in the hill 
country of Israel and the Transjordan. It is important to note that David’s private 
army, unlike Saul’s, comprised large numbers of foreigners: men whose primary 
loyalty was to David, and not to Israel.

�OrganizatiOrganization of the on of the infantry winfantry was carriedas carried out along out along the lines the lines of tens ( of tens (squads), fsquads), fifties (pliffifties (pfifties (platoons), latoons), hundreds (hundreds (companies)companies), and thou, and thousands (batsands (battalions), talions), as elsewheas elsewhere in the re inre in the ancin the ancient Orienient Orient. The unit. The units of thouts of thousands probsands probably had tably had their antecheir antecedents in edents in the units thethe units the units by which tby which the ancienthe ancient Semitic t Semitic tribes orgaribes organized themnized themselves (Juselves (Judg. 6:15; dg. 6:15; 1 Sam. 10:1 Sa1 Sam. 10:19Sam. 10:19). Such st). Such structure anructure and organizad organization were tion were probably hprobably helpful in elpful in regulariziregularizing the levng tng the leviesthe levies, to a deg, to a degree, and free, and for use in or use in siege warfsiege warfare, whereare, where large num large numbers of inbers of infantry werfantrininfantry winfantry were necessere necessary, and wary, and where thesehere these had to be had to be committed committed to battle to battle in a disc in a disciplined anipdiscdisciplinedisciplined and orded and ordered fashiored fashion.n.n.

Organization of the infantry was carried out along the lines of tens (squads), 
fifties (platoons), hundreds (companies), and thousands (battalions), as elsewhere 



in the ancient Orient. The units of thousands probably had their antecedents in 
the units by which the ancient Semitic tribes organized themselves (Judg. 6:15; 1 
Sam. 10:19). Such structure and organization were probably helpful in regularizing 
the levies, to a degree, and for use in siege warfare, where large numbers of 
infantry were necessary, and where these had to be committed to battle in a 
disciplined and ordered fashion.

�Overall coOverall command had mmand had fallen sinfallen since the timce the time of Saul e of Saul to a commato a commander-in-chnder-in-chief. Saul ief. Sief. Saul appoiSaul appointed his unted his uncle, Abnencle, Abner, to thisr, to this position; position; in David’ in David’s army thes army the position  position was succeswas swas successfulsuccessfully held byly held by David’s r David’s ruthless buuthless but courageot courageous nephew,us nephew, Joab. Nev Joab. Nevertheless,ertheless, the king  t the king wthe king was always as always the titulathe titular head of r head of the army, the army, and if he and if he wanted to wanted to maintain hmaintain his throne,is tis throne, hethrone, he often had often had to be its to be its active ba active battlefield ttlefield leader. Thleader. This status is status derived frderived from the ancom theom the ancienthe ancient role of t role of the king athe king as the warrs the warrior-chieftior-chieftain of hisain of his people. K people. Kings who rings who relinquisheelinqrrelinquishrelinquished militared military power ofy power often faced ten faced revolts lerevolts led by membed by members of theirs of their own housr own houses. The reehoushouses. Thhouses. The revolts e revolts in David’sin David’s later rei later reign may be gn may be attributedattributed, in part,, in part, to the fa to the fact that hect thact that he hathat he had long sind long since relinquce relinquished miliished military commatary command to the nd to the sons of Zesons of Zeruiah. Theruiah. The coups by  c coups by Zcoups by Zimri, Omriimri, Omri, and Jehu, and Jehu indicate  indicate that the pthat the position ofosition of commander commander-in-chief -in-chief could becococould becocould become its ownme its own political political power bas power base, from whe, from which a miliich a militarily weatarily weak or inactk or inactive king mivinactinactive kinactive king might ing might be deposedbe deposed..

Overall command had fallen since the time of Saul to a commander-in-chief. 
Saul appointed his uncle, Abner, to this position; in David’s army the position was 
successfully held by David’s ruthless but courageous nephew, Joab. Nevertheless, 
the king was always the titular head of the army, and if he wanted to maintain his 
throne, he often had to be its active battlefield leader. This status derived from 
the ancient role of the king as the warrior-chieftain of his people. Kings who 
relinquished military power often faced revolts led by members of their own 
houses. The revolts in David’s later reign may be attributed, in part, to the fact 
that he had long since relinquished military command to the sons of Zeruiah. The 
coups by Zimri, Omri, and Jehu indicate that the position of commander-in-chief 
could become its own political power base, from which a militarily weak or 
inactive king might be deposed.

Classic AnClassic Ancient Nearcient Near Eastern C Eastern Chariot Armhariot Armyy

Classic Ancient Near Eastern Chariot Army

�David’s soDavid’s son and succn and successor Soloessor Solomon transfmon transformed the ormed the army into army into a chariot a chariot army, witharmyarmy, witharmy, with its conco its concomitant expmitant expenses: proenses: professional fessional trainers atrainers and driversnd drivers ( (paœraœsûiîpaœraœs((paœraœsûi(paœraœsûiîm;îm; 2 Sam. 8: 2 Sam. 8:4; 1 Kgs. 4; 1 Kgs. 10:26), an10:26), and the upked the upkeep requireep required of thousd of thousands of hoandsthousthousands thousands of horses.of horses. Whether t Whether the new emphe new emphasis on chasis on chariotry lhariotry led to the ed to the creation ocreation creation ocreation of the kindf the kind of warrio of warrior nobilityr nobility  (maryannu)(maryannu) in Israel in Israel on which  on which the chariothe chariot corps det cot corps depecorps depended elsewnded elsewhere in thhere in the Near Ease Near East is an opt is an open questioen question. The cosn. The cost of the ht of the horses, andohhorses, anhorses, and their trd their training, coaining, could only buld only be borne bye borne by such a cl such a class, in thass, in the absence e absence of onerousof onof onerous taonerous taxes exactexes exacted by the cd by the crown for srown for such purposuch purposes. The sues. The successful rccessful revolts agaevolts against Solomiagaagainst Soagainst Solomon in blomon in both Edom aoth Edom and Aram-zond Aram-zobah are tebah are testimony tostimony to the ineff the ineffectivenessectivenesineffineffectivineffectiveness of ceness of chariotry ihariotry in that hiln that hilly countryly country, and the , and the secession secession of the 10 of the 10 northern tnorthenorthern tnorthern tribes underibes under Rehoboamr Rehoboam provides  provides further evfurther evidence of idence of the weaknethe weakness of charss of chass of chariotry chariotry in holdingin holding this terr this territory. Chaitory. Chariotry couriotry could be massld be massed wheel-ted wheel-to-wheel aco-wheel across vast roacacross vasacross vast plains, t plains, such as thsuch as the Jezreel,e Jezreel, and used  and used to face thto face the great poe great powers of thwers of the Near Ease Nee Near East,Near East, as was su as was successfullyccessfully done at Q done at Qarqar in 8arqar in 853. Chario53. Chariots served ts served as mobile as mobile firing plafirfiring plafiring platforms fortforms for archers,  archers, and as shoand as shock weaponsck weapons to stampe to stampede and crude and crush the massh the massed infantsmasmassed infmassed infantry. If antry. If the infantthe infantry broke ary broke and ran befnd ran before a charore a chariot chargeiot charge, they wer, they were run downe rue run down arun down and run ovend run over. Assyriar. Assyrian texts den texts describe thescribe the iron-ribb iron-ribbed charioted chariot wheels sp wheels splattered wlaspsplatteredsplattered with bloo with blood and feced and feces, and Mess, and Mesopotamian opotamian and Egyptiand Egyptian reliefsan reliefs depict th depict the severed e ththe severethe severed heads and heads and limbs ofd limbs of those cau those caught under ght under the hoovesthe hooves and wheel and wheels. Cavalrys. Cavalrys. Cavalry waCavalry was almost ns almost nonexistentonexistent. The late. The later Assyrianr Assyrians pioneeres pioneered its use,d its use, and Alexa and Alexander the GnAlexaAlexander Alexander the Great the Great commanded commanded an outstanan outstanding cavalding cavalry corps. ry corps. Still, theStill, the much late much later introducrlatelater intrlater introduction ooduction of the stirf the stirrup was nerup was necessary focessary for the cavar the cavalry to comlry to come into itse into its own. own own.own.own.

David’s son and successor Solomon transformed the army into a chariot 
army, with its concomitant expenses: professional trainers and drivers 
(paœraœsûiîm; 2 Sam. 8:4; 1 Kgs. 10:26), and the upkeep required of 
thousands of horses. Whether the new emphasis on chariotry led to the 
creation of the kind of warrior nobility (maryannu) in Israel on which the chariot 
corps depended elsewhere in the Near East is an open question. The cost of the 
horses, and their training, could only be borne by such a class, in the absence of 
onerous taxes exacted by the crown for such purposes. The successful revolts 
against Solomon in both Edom and Aram-zobah are testimony to the 
ineffectiveness of chariotry in that hilly country, and the secession of the 10 
northern tribes under Rehoboam provides further evidence of the weakness of 
chariotry in holding this territory. Chariotry could be massed wheel-to-wheel 
across vast plains, such as the Jezreel, and used to face the great powers of the 
Near East, as was successfully done at Qarqar in 853. Chariots served as mobile 
firing platforms for archers, and as shock weapons to stampede and crush the 
massed infantry. If the infantry broke and ran before a chariot charge, they were 
run down and run over. Assyrian texts describe the iron-ribbed chariot wheels 
splattered with blood and feces, and Mesopotamian and Egyptian reliefs depict 
the severed heads and limbs of those caught under the hooves and wheels. 



Cavalry was almost nonexistent. The later Assyrians pioneered its use, and 
Alexander the Great commanded an outstanding cavalry corps. Still, the much 
later introduction of the stirrup was necessary for the cavalry to come into its 
own.

�As the batAs the battle at Qartle at Qarqar demonsqar demonstrates, thtrates, the developme development of theent of the chariot d chariot did not makid noid not make tnot make the use of he use of infantry oinfantry obsolete. Ibsolete. Indeed, infndeed, infantry wereantry were required  required in supportin support of the ch of of the chaof the chariotry, anriotry, and remainedd remained important important in siegec in siegecraft, wherraft, where chariotse chariots had littl had little use. In e usee use. In thuse. In the later che later chapters of apters of Kings we sKings we still read till read of the eliof the elite infantrte infantry designaty designations in usions in uions in use since use since the time othe time of David anf David and Saul: thd Saul: the e raœs�iîmraœs�iîm and the  and the sûaœliîsûisûaœliîsûiîm,îm, both of w both both of whboth of which playedich played an import an important role iant role in Jehu’s rn Jehu’s revolt (2 Kevolt (2 Kgs. 10:25)gs. 10:25)...

As the battle at Qarqar demonstrates, the development of the chariot did 
not make the use of infantry obsolete. Indeed, infantry were required in support 
of the chariotry, and remained important in siegecraft, where chariots had little 
use. In the later chapters of Kings we still read of the elite infantry designations in 
use since the time of David and Saul: the raœs�iîm  and the sûaœliîsûiîm, 
both of which played an important role in Jehu’s revolt (2 Kgs. 10:25).
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ARNANARNAN (Heb.  (Heb. }arnaœn}arnaœn)))

ARNAN (Heb. }arnaœn)

A descendaA descendant of Zerunt of Zerubbabel; sobbabel; son of Rephan of Rephaiah (1 Chriah (1 Chr. 3:21).. 3:21).

A descendant of Zerubbabel; son of Rephaiah (1 Chr. 3:21).

ARNIARNI (Gk.  (Gk. ArniíArniíArnií

ARNI (Gk. Arnií

An ancestoAn ancestor of Jesusr of Jesus (Luke 3:3 (Luke 3:33). At Mat3). At Matt. 1:3-4 tt. 1:3-4 the name ishe name is given as  given as Aram (ofteAram (often renderedn rn rendered “rendered “Ram,” follRam,” following the owing the lists of Dlists of David’s desavid’s descendants acendants at Ruth 4:1t Ruth 4:19 and Juda9 and Judah’s descenh’JudaJudah’s deJudah’s descendants scendants at 1 Chr. at 1 Chr. 2:9-10).2:9-10).

An ancestor of Jesus (Luke 3:33). At Matt. 1:3-4 the name is given as Aram (often 
rendered “Ram,” following the lists of David’s descendants at Ruth 4:19 and 
Judah’s descendants at 1 Chr. 2:9-10).

ARNONARNON (Heb.  (Heb. {arno®n{arno®n)))

ARNON (Heb. {arno®n)

One of TraOne of Transjordan’snsjordan’s four majo four major perenniar perennial streams.l streams. The Arnon The Arnon’s source ’s source is near elis near el-Lejjun, 1-elel-Lejjun,el-Lejjun, 16 km. (1 16 km. (10 mi.) NE 0 mi.) NE of Kerak, of Kerak, from whichfrom which it transe it transects the Mocts the Moabite Platabite Plateau (modereauPlatPlateau (mPlateau (modern Wadiodern Wadi  Mo®jibMo®jib) to the n) to the northwest forthwest for 24 km. or 24 km. (15 mi.) a(15 mi.) and then tund then tund then turns westturns west where it  where it flows for flows for another 24another 24 km. (15 m km. (15 mi.) into ti.) into the Great Rhe Great Rift Valleyift Valley, finally , fin, finally emfinally emptying intptying into the easto the eastern side oern side of the Deadf the Dead Sea at Ra Sea at Ras el-Ghor.s el-Ghor. The great The great gorge tha go gorge thatgorge that the strea the stream has cut m has cut through ththrough the millennie millennia (which va (which varies fromaries from 3 km. [2  3 km. [2 mi.] to 5 mimi.] to 5 mi.] to 5 km. [3 mi.km. [3 mi.] wide and] wide and 390 m. [1 390 m. [1300 ft.] t300 ft.] to 690 m. [o 690 m. [2300 ft.] 2300 ft.] deep) has deep) has served as servserved as served as a natural a natural and politiand political boundacal boundary throughry throughout historout history (e.g., Ny (e.g., Num. 21:13;um. 21:13; Deut. 3:8 De Deut. 3:8,Deut. 3:8, 16; Josh. 16; Josh. 13:16). 13:16). 13:16).

One of Transjordan’s four major perennial streams. The Arnon’s source is near 
el-Lejjun, 16 km. (10 mi.) NE of Kerak, from which it transects the Moabite 
Plateau (modern Wadi Mo®jib) to the northwest for 24 km. (15 mi.) and then 
turns west where it flows for another 24 km. (15 mi.) into the Great Rift Valley, 
finally emptying into the eastern side of the Dead Sea at Ras el-Ghor. The great 
gorge that the stream has cut through the millennia (which varies from 3 km. [2 
mi.] to 5 km. [3 mi.] wide and 390 m. [1300 ft.] to 690 m. [2300 ft.] deep) has 
served as a natural and political boundary throughout history (e.g., Num. 21:13; 
Deut. 3:8, 16; Josh. 13:16).

Randall W.Randall W. Younker Younker

Randall W. Younker

ARODAROD (Heb.  (Heb. }a�ro®d�}a�ro®d�) (also AR) (also ARODI)ODI)ODI)

AROD (Heb. }a�ro®d� ) (also ARODI)

The sixth The sixth son of Gadson of Gad (Num. 26: (Num. 26:17). At Ge17). At Gen. 46:16 hn. 46:16 he is callee is called Arodi.d Arodi.

The sixth son of Gad (Num. 26:17). At Gen. 46:16 he is called Arodi.



AROERAROER (Heb.  (Heb. {a�ro®{eär{a�ro®{eär)))

AROER (Heb. {a�ro®{eär )

�1.1. “Aroer on “Aroer on the Arnon the Arnon,” a town ,” a town marking thmarking the southerne southern border of border of Sihon of  Sihon of Heshbon’s HHeshbon’s Heshbon’s Amorite kiAmorite kingdom (Deungdom (Deut. 2:36; Jt. 2:36; Josh. 12:2;osh. 12:2; Judg. 11: Judg. 11:26). It wa26). It was allotteds allotted to the Re to to the Reuto the Reubenites (Jbenites (Josh. 13:16osh. 13:16), althoug), although it was th it was the Gaditeshe Gadites who rebui who rebuilt and occlt and occupied it (upoccoccupied ioccupied it (Num. 32t (Num. 32:34). Acco:34). According to trding to the Mesha ihe Mesha inscriptionnscription (l. 26),  (l. 26), Mesha of MMesha of Moab (ca. 8oMMoab (ca. Moab (ca. 830 830 B.C.E.B.C.E.) later to) later took the citok the city from they from the Israelite Israelites and forts and fortified it. ified it. It temporaIt tempoIt temporariltemporarily fell undy fell under the ruler the rule of Hazaee of Hazael of Damasl of Damascus (2 Kgscus (2 Kgs. 10:33) b. 10:33) but was apput was apparently rearappapparentlyapparently reacquire reacquired by Moab d by Moab shortly thshortly thereafter (ereafter (Jer. 48:19Jer. 48:19).).).

1. “Aroer on the Arnon,” a town marking the southern border of Sihon of 
Heshbon’s Amorite kingdom (Deut. 2:36; Josh. 12:2; Judg. 11:26). It was allotted 
to the Reubenites (Josh. 13:16), although it was the Gadites who rebuilt and 
occupied it (Num. 32:34). According to the Mesha inscription (l. 26), Mesha of 
Moab (ca. 830 B.C.E.) later took the city from the Israelites and fortified it. It 
temporarily fell under the rule of Hazael of Damascus (2 Kgs. 10:33) but was 
apparently reacquired by Moab shortly thereafter (Jer. 48:19).

�Aroer on tAroer on the Arnon ihe Arnon is confidens confidently identitly identified with fied with {Ara®{ir{Ara®{ir (228097), (228097), ca. 5 km. ca. 5 km ca. 5 km. (3 mi.km. (3 mi.) S of Dib) S of Dibon, E of ton, E of the old Romhe old Roman road. Ean road. Excavationsxcavations exposed s exposed six occupatix occupational leveioccupatoccupationoccupational levels al levels from ca. 2from ca. 2250 250 B.C.E.B.C.E. to the 3r to the 3rd century d century C.E.C.E., with an , with an occupationoccupationoccupationoccupational gap dural gap during the Miing the Middle Bronzddle Bronze Age. A fe Age. A fortress waortress was establiss established on thehed on the site duri thethe site dthe site during the uring the Late BronzLate Bronze and Irone and Iron Ages. Ages. Ages.

Aroer on the Arnon is confidently identified with {Ara®{ir (228097), ca. 5 
km. (3 mi.) S of Dibon, E of the old Roman road. Excavations exposed six 
occupational levels from ca. 2250 B.C.E. to the 3rd century C.E., with an 
occupational gap during the Middle Bronze Age. A fortress was established on 
the site during the Late Bronze and Iron Ages.

�2.2. A town in A town in Gilead ne Gilead near the borar the border of Gadder of Gad and “oppo and “opposite” or “site” or “in front oin front of” Rabbah f” Rf” Rabbah (prRabbah (probably Rabobably Rabbath-ammonbath-ammon; Josh. 13; Josh. 13:25; Judg.:25; Judg. 11:33). E 11:33). Es-Sweiwinas-Sweiwina, W of Amm, W of Am, W of Amman, hasAmman, has been sugg been suggested as aested as a possible  possible identificaidentification.tion.tion.

2. A town in Gilead near the border of Gad and “opposite” or “in front of” 
Rabbah (probably Rabbath-ammon; Josh. 13:25; Judg. 11:33). Es-Sweiwina, W of 
Amman, has been suggested as a possible identification.

�3.3. A town in A town in the vicin the vicinity of Damity of Damascus (Isaascus (Isa. 17:2a). . 17:2a). The LXX doThe LXX does not reaes not read a place d a pd a place nameplace name (cf. NRSV (cf. NRSV), and no ), and no such town such town near Damasnear Damascus has becus has been identifen identified.ied.ied.

3. A town in the vicinity of Damascus (Isa. 17:2a). The LXX does not read a 
place name (cf. NRSV), and no such town near Damascus has been identified.

�4.4. A settlem A settlement W of tent W of the Jordan he Jordan (1 Sam. 30(1 Sam. 30:28). The :28). The site may bsite may be e {Ar{arah{Ar{arah (148062)  (1 (148062) i(148062) in the Negen the Negeb, ca. 19 b, ca. 19 km. (12 mikm. (12 mi.) SE of B.) SE of Beer-sheba,eer-sheba, although  although excavationexcavations there has excavationexcavationexcavations there has there have revealeve revealed no occupd no occupation prioation prior to the 7r to the 7th centuryth century  B.C.E.B.C.E. A better  A be A better canbetter candidate maydidate may be Tell E be Tell Esdar (1475sdar (1475.0645), 2..0645), 2.5 km. (1.55 km. (1.5 mi.) N of mi.) N of  {Ar{arah{Ar{arah, where so, w, where somewhere some 10th-9th  10th-9th century recentury remains havemains have been foun been found.d.d.

4. A settlement W of the Jordan (1 Sam. 30:28). The site may be {Ar{arah 
(148062) in the Negeb, ca. 19 km. (12 mi.) SE of Beer-sheba, although 
excavations there have revealed no occupation prior to the 7th century B.C.E. A 
better candidate may be Tell Esdar (1475.0645), 2.5 km. (1.5 mi.) N of {Ar{arah, 
where some 10th-9th century remains have been found.

Randall W.Randall W. Younker Younker

Randall W. Younker

AROERITEAROERITE (Heb.  (Heb. haœ{a�roœ{haœ{a�roœ{eäriîeäriî)))

AROERITE (Heb. haœ{a�roœ{eäriî )

Gentilic aGentilic associated ssociated with Hothawith Hothan, the fatn, the father of twoher of two of David’ of David’s Champions Champions, apparens, apparently designtapparenapparentlyapparently designati designating a nativng a native of Aroere of Aroer  1 1 (1 Chr. 11(1 Chr. 11:44).:44).

Gentilic associated with Hothan, the father of two of David’s Champions, 
apparently designating a native of Aroer 1 (1 Chr. 11:44).

ARPACHSHADARPACHSHAD (Heb.  (Heb. }arpak�sûa}arpak�sûad�;d�; Gk.  Gk. ArphaxaédArphaxaéd).).).

ARPACHSHAD (Heb. }arpak�sûad�;  Gk. Arphaxaéd).

A son of SA son of Shem (Gen. hem (Gen. 10:24; 11:10:24; 11:10-13; 1 C10-13; 1 Chr. 1:17-1hr. 1:17-18, 24; cf.8, 24; cf. Luke 3:36 Luke 3:36). The nam). The name seems toenamname seemsname seems to be non to be non-Semitic, -Semitic, and debateand debate continues continues over the  over the identity oidentity of the natif the nation for whionatination fornation for which he  which he was progenwas progenitor, withitor, with conjectur conjectures based oes based on either tn either the first ohe first or last halr lr last half last half of his namof his name being dee being derived varirived variously fromously from Chaldean, Chaldean, Assyrian, Assyrian, or Hurria or Hurrian.n.n.

A son of Shem (Gen. 10:24; 11:10-13; 1 Chr. 1:17-18, 24; cf. Luke 3:36). The 
name seems to be non-Semitic, and debate continues over the identity of the 
nation for which he was progenitor, with conjectures based on either the first or 
last half of his name being derived variously from Chaldean, Assyrian, or Hurrian.

W. CreightW. Creighton Marloweon Marlowe

W. Creighton Marlowe

ARPADARPAD (Heb.  (Heb. }arpaœd�;}arpaœd�; Akk.  Akk. arpaddaarpadda)))

ARPAD (Heb. }arpaœd�;  Akk. arpadda)

An AramaeaAn Aramaean city (Ten city (Tell ll Rifa{atRifa{at) ca. 30 k) ca. 30 km. (18.6 mm. (18.6 mi.) N of Ai.) N of Aleppo in nleppo in northwesterorthwestern Syria. Annorthwesternorthwestenorthwestern Syria. rn Syria. Arpad’s teArpad’s territory ocrritory occupied thecupied the steppe be steppe between the tween the Orontes anOrontes aOrontes and Euphraand Euphrates riverstes rivers. Strategi. Strategic in its lc in its location, iocation, it led the t led the north Syrinorth Syrian strugglan struggle against e againse against thagainst the westwarde westward advance o advance of the Assyf the Assyrians duririans during the 9thng the 9th and 8th c and 8th centuries enturies B.C.E.B.CB.C.E.B.C.E. Although  Although a treaty wa treaty was reachedas reached between A between Assyria andssyria and Arpad in  Arpad in 754, by 74754, by 740 the city0 the0 the city fthe city fell to Tigell to Tiglath-pileslath-pileser III. Iner III. In biblical  biblical literatureliterature Arpad is  Arpad is always linalways linked with iked with its southertsiits southeits southern neighborn neighbor, Hamath r, Hamath (2 Kgs. 18(2 Kgs. 18:34 = Isa.:34 = Isa. 36:19; Is 36:19; Isa. 10:9; Ja. 10:9; Jer. 49:23)er. 49:23)...

An Aramaean city (Tell Rifa{at) ca. 30 km. (18.6 mi.) N of Aleppo in 
northwestern Syria. Arpad’s territory occupied the steppe between the Orontes 



and Euphrates rivers. Strategic in its location, it led the north Syrian struggle 
against the westward advance of the Assyrians during the 9th and 8th centuries 
B.C.E. Although a treaty was reached between Assyria and Arpad in 754, by 740 
the city fell to Tiglath-pileser III. In biblical literature Arpad is always linked with 
its southern neighbor, Hamath (2 Kgs. 18:34 = Isa. 36:19; Isa. 10:9; Jer. 49:23).

Gary P. ArGary P. Arbinobino

Gary P. Arbino

ARPHAXADARPHAXAD (Gk.  (Gk. ArphaxaédArphaxaéd)))

ARPHAXAD (Gk. Arphaxaéd)

�1.1. An unknow An unknown king of n king of the Medes the Medes who was kiwho was killed by Nelled by Nebuchadnezzbuchadnezzar (Jdt. 1ar (Jdt. 1:1-15).:111:1-15).1:1-15).1:1-15).

1. An unknown king of the Medes who was killed by Nebuchadnezzar (Jdt. 
1:1-15).

�2.2. An ancest An ancestor of Jesuor of Jesus in Luke’s in Luke’s genealogs genealogy (Luke 3:y (Luke 3:36).36).

2. An ancestor of Jesus in Luke’s genealogy (Luke 3:36).

ARROWARROWARROW

ARROW

�SeeSee  BOW AND ARBOW AND ARROW.ROW.

See BOW AND ARROW.

ARSACESARSACES (Gk.  (Gk. ArsakeäsArsakeäs)))

ARSACES (Gk. Arsakeäs)

A ParthianA Parthian military  military leader, whleader, who in the mo in the mid-3rd cenid-3rd century tury B.C.E.B.C.E. rebelled  rebelled against Seagainst Seleucus II leuSeSeleucus ISeleucus II and estaI and established a blished a dynasty thdynasty that continuat continued until ted until the 3rd cenhe 3rd century tury C.E.C.E. Arsaces b Arsac Arsaces beArsaces became the ncame the name that aame that all Parthiall Parthian kings adn kings adopted. Paropted. Parthia gainethia gained officiald official independe ind independenindependence from Ance from Antiochus IItiochus III, who wasI, who was unable to unable to defeat a  defeat a coalition coalition in which Pin which Parthia paraPParthia paParthia participatedrticipated. Antiochu. Antiochus IV also s IV also suffered dsuffered defeat at tefeat at the hands ohe hands of Arsaces f Arsaces VI (MithraVI (MVI (Mithradat(Mithradates I). Aftes I). After Antiocher Antiochus IV’s deus IV’s death, Mithrath, Mithradates conadates conquered Medquered Media and Mesia and Mesia and MesopotamiMesopotamia. In 161 a. In 161 Demetrius Demetrius I took MedI took Media from thia from the Parthiane Parthians after his after his victory s victory over Timaroover Timarover Timarchus. In 1chus. In 141 his son41 his son Demetrius Demetrius II marche II marched east whed east where he met re he met the expandthe expanthe expanding expanding Parthian EParthian Empire stilmpire still under thl under the rule of e rule of Arsaces MiArsaces Mithradates thradates I. MithradI. Mithradates’ commateMithradMithradateMithradates’ commands’ commanders defeaters defeated and caped and captured Demetured Demetrius and trius and brought hibrought him to theirm to thm to their kingtheir king (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 14:1-3). M14:1-3). Mithradatesithradates, however,, however, treated D treated Demetrius Iemetrius II well, anI well, and later Ded lad later Demelater Demetrius marrtrius married his siied his sister.ster.ster.

A Parthian military leader, who in the mid-3rd century B.C.E. rebelled against 
Seleucus II and established a dynasty that continued until the 3rd century C.E. 
Arsaces became the name that all Parthian kings adopted. Parthia gained official 
independence from Antiochus III, who was unable to defeat a coalition in which 
Parthia participated. Antiochus IV also suffered defeat at the hands of Arsaces VI 
(Mithradates I). After Antiochus IV’s death, Mithradates conquered Media and 
Mesopotamia. In 161 Demetrius I took Media from the Parthians after his victory 
over Timarchus. In 141 his son Demetrius II marched east where he met the 
expanding Parthian Empire still under the rule of Arsaces Mithradates I. 
Mithradates’ commanders defeated and captured Demetrius and brought him to 
their king (1 Macc. 14:1-3). Mithradates, however, treated Demetrius II well, and 
later Demetrius married his sister.

Rodney A. Rodney A. WerlineWerline

Rodney A. Werline

ARTAXERXESARTAXERXES (Heb.  (Heb. }artah�sûa}artah�sûastaœ};staœ}; Gk.  Gk. ArtaxerxeäArtaxerxeäss)))

ARTAXERXES (Heb. }artah�sûastaœ};  Gk. Artaxerxeäs)

A common nA common name among ame among Persian kiPersian kings of thengs of the Achaemeni Achaemenid dynasty.d dynasty. Artaxerxe Artaxerxes is mentis is ms is mentioned mentioned as the Peras the Persian king sian king who commiswho commissioned thesioned the missions  missions of Ezra anof Ezra and Nehemiahd Nehemd Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Ezra 7:1-2Ezra 7:1-28; Neh. 2:8; Neh. 2:1-8). On t1-8). On the basis ohe basis of extrabibf extrabiblical refelical references to rences to his antagohishis antagohis antagonists Sanbnists Sanballat and allat and Geshem (cfGeshem (cf. Neh. 6:1. Neh. 6:1), Nehemia), Nehemiah’s missioh’s missions are almns are almost certaioalmalmost ceralmost certainly to tainly to be placed be placed during theduring the reign of  reign of ArtaxerxesArtaxerxes I (445 an I (445 and 433 d 433 B.C.E.B.C.E.; Neh. 2:1; N; Neh. 2:1; Neh. 2:1; 13:6-7). T13:6-7). There is lehere is less agreemess agreement concernnt concerning Ezra, ing Ezra, though incthough increasingly reasingly scholars aschscholars ascholars are inclinere inclined to date d to date his missiohis mission also to n also to the time othe time of Artaxerxf Artaxerxes I (458;es I (458; Ezra 7:7) Ezra Ezra 7:7).Ezra 7:7).

A common name among Persian kings of the Achaemenid dynasty. Artaxerxes is 
mentioned as the Persian king who commissioned the missions of Ezra and 
Nehemiah (Ezra 7:1-28; Neh. 2:1-8). On the basis of extrabiblical references to 
his antagonists Sanballat and Geshem (cf. Neh. 6:1), Nehemiah’s missions are 
almost certainly to be placed during the reign of Artaxerxes I (445 and 433 B.C.E.; 
Neh. 2:1; 13:6-7). There is less agreement concerning Ezra, though increasingly 
scholars are inclined to date his mission also to the time of Artaxerxes I (458; 
Ezra 7:7).

�1.1. Artaxerxe Artaxerxes I Longims I Longimanus (465–anus (465–424). Son 424). Son and succesand successor to Xersor to Xerxes I, Artxes I, Artaxerxes I axArtArtaxerxesArtaxerxes I first f I first faced rebelaced rebellion by Eglion by Egypt, whichypt, which was crush was crushed in 455 ed in 455 by Megabyzby Megabyzus, satrapusMegabyzMegabyzus,Megabyzus, satrap of satrap of “Beyond t “Beyond the River” he River” (({Abar Naha{Abar Nahara®ra®). In 448 ). In 448 Megabyzus Megabyzus revolted arerevolted arevolted and was remnd was removed from oved from office. Sooffice. Some have seme have seen this asen this as the backg the background to Nround to round to Nehemiato Nehemiah’s missioh’s mission. Otherwin. Otherwise, Artaxese, Artaxerxes’ reigrxes’ reign unfoldedn unfolded quite pea quite peacefully.cefully.cefully.

1. Artaxerxes I Longimanus (465–424). Son and successor to Xerxes I, 



Artaxerxes I first faced rebellion by Egypt, which was crushed in 455 by 
Megabyzus, satrap of “Beyond the River” ({Abar Nahara®). In 448 Megabyzus 
revolted and was removed from office. Some have seen this as the background 
to Nehemiah’s mission. Otherwise, Artaxerxes’ reign unfolded quite peacefully.

�2.2. Artaxerxe Artaxerxes II Mnemos II Mnemon (404–359n (404–359). Son and). Son and successor successor to Darius to Darius II, his c II, his claim to thlaimcclaim to tclaim to the throne he throne was challewas challenged in banged in battle by Cyttle by Cyrus the Yorus the Younger, as unger, as narrated inarrated in Xenophonn Xn Xenophon’sXenophon’s  Anabasis.Anabasis. Cyrus’ de Cyrus’ defeat (401)feat (401) and the l and the later routiater routing of the ng of the Spartans aSpartans at Cnidus (t Ct Cnidus (39Cnidus (394) returne4) returned control d control over the Wover the West to Artest to Artaxerxes. Taxerxes. The hegemonhe hegemony he sustay he suy he sustained sustained throughoutthroughout his lengt his lengthy reign why reign was largelyas largely due to th due to the rivalriee rivalries between s between the variouthethe variouthe various Greek cis Greek city-states ty-states and likewiand likewise betweense between satraps. satraps. satraps.

2. Artaxerxes II Mnemon (404–359). Son and successor to Darius II, his 
claim to the throne was challenged in battle by Cyrus the Younger, as narrated in 
Xenophon’s Anabasis. Cyrus’ defeat (401) and the later routing of the Spartans at 
Cnidus (394) returned control over the West to Artaxerxes. The hegemony he 
sustained throughout his lengthy reign was largely due to the rivalries between 
the various Greek city-states and likewise between satraps.

Gerald M. Gerald M. BilkesBilkes

Gerald M. Bilkes

ARTEMASARTEMAS (Gk.  (Gk. ArtemaésArtemaés)))

ARTEMAS (Gk. Artemaés)

A companioA companion of Paul n of Paul whom the awhom the apostle hoppostle hoped to sended to send to Crete  to Crete in order tin order to permit To permio permit Titpermit Titus to joinus to join Paul at N Paul at Nicopolis (icopolis (Tit. 3:12)Tit. 3:12)..

A companion of Paul whom the apostle hoped to send to Crete in order to 
permit Titus to join Paul at Nicopolis (Tit. 3:12).

ARTEMISARTEMIS (Gk.  (Gk. AÉrtemisAÉrtemis)))

ARTEMIS (Gk. AÉrtemis)

The patronThe patron deity of  deity of Ephesus. AEphesus. Artemis Ephrtemis Ephesia — a lesia — a local manifocal manifestation oestation of the Greef the Greek goddess kGreeGreek goddGreek goddess Artemiess Artemis and the s and the Roman DianRoman Diana — is a fa — is a form of theorm of the native An native Anatolian Moatolian AnAnatolian Anatolian Mother GodMother Goddess, a fedess, a fertility anrtility and lunar ded lunar deity known ity known for her prfor her protection ootection of new lifef oof new lifof new life, especiae, especially animallly animals and womes and women in childn in childbirth. Ephbirth. Ephesus claimesus claimed to be ted to be the place ohe phe place of hplace of her birth, er birth, feted twicfeted twice annuallye annually, in the m, in the month-long onth-long spring artspring artemisia, whemisia, which involvich inich involved ainvolved athletic, tthletic, theatrical,heatrical, and music and musical celebraal celebrations as wtions as well as banell as banquets and quets and assembliesassemassembliesassemblies, and a la, and a late summer te summer or fall evor fall event reenacent reenacting the bting the birth as pairth as part of a myrt of a mystery cultstermymystery cumystery cult. In thelt. In these celebrase celebrations, sactions, sacred imagesred images of Artemi of Artemis were cars were carried in prried in procession foceprprocessionprocession from the  from the ArtemisiumArtemisium, the temp, the temple, into tle, into the city anhe city and then bacd then back to the sk to the sanctuary. anssanctuary.sanctuary. Songs and Songs and acclamati acclamations of theons of the crowds, s crowds, similar to imilar to “Great is “Great is Artemis ofArtemis of the Ephes th the Ephesithe Ephesians!” (Actans!” (Acts 19:28, 3s 19:28, 34), were s4), were sung duringung during the proce the processions. Thssions. These festivese festivals attracals festivfestivals festivals attracted attracted thousands thousands of visitorof visitors and weres and were the city’ the city’s primary s primary economic ieconomic industry. Tndusiindustry. industry. The traditThe tradition in Action in Acts 19:35 ths 19:35 that her culat her cult image hat image had “fallen d “fallen from heavefrom heaven” suggestn” sn” suggests tsuggests that the orhat the original staiginal statue had betue had been carved en carved from a metfrom a meteor, althoeor, although no othugh no other literarerothother liteother literary referrary references to tences to that claim hat claim survive.survive.survive.

The patron deity of Ephesus. Artemis Ephesia — a local manifestation of the 
Greek goddess Artemis and the Roman Diana — is a form of the native 
Anatolian Mother Goddess, a fertility and lunar deity known for her protection 
of new life, especially animals and women in childbirth. Ephesus claimed to be the 
place of her birth, feted twice annually, in the month-long spring artemisia, which 
involved athletic, theatrical, and musical celebrations as well as banquets and 
assemblies, and a late summer or fall event reenacting the birth as part of a 
mystery cult. In these celebrations, sacred images of Artemis were carried in 
procession from the Artemisium, the temple, into the city and then back to the 
sanctuary. Songs and acclamations of the crowds, similar to “Great is Artemis of 
the Ephesians!” (Acts 19:28, 34), were sung during the processions. These 
festivals attracted thousands of visitors and were the city’s primary economic 
industry. The tradition in Acts 19:35 that her cult image had “fallen from heaven” 
suggests that the original statue had been carved from a meteor, although no 
other literary references to that claim survive.

�The centerThe center of the cu of the cult of Artelt of Artemis was inmis was in Ephesus,  Ephesus, where her where her image was image was minted on minteminted on minted on silver coisilver coins and thens and the statuette statuettes carried s carried in civic pin civic processionsrocessions. Conversi. Conversions to Chrons ConversiConversionConversions to Chriss to Christianity cetianity certainly wortainly would have culd have curtailed durtailed donations tonations to the Arteo the Artemisium, womArteArtemisiumArtemisium, would ha, would have had a dve had a detrimentaletrimental influence influence on the cu on the cult worshiplt worship of the go of the goddess, anddgogoddess, agoddess, and would hnd would have been save been seen as a teen as a threat to threat to the temple’he temple’s ancillars ancillary economicy economic activity. economiceconomic aeconomic activity. Tctivity. Thus, Demethus, Demetrius, probrius, probably a memably a member of theber of the temple bo temple board, saw Card, saw ard, saw Christsaw Christianity as ianity as a direct ta direct threat to threat to the religiohe religion and econn and economy of theomy of the city, and city, and he incite he i he incited thincited the silversme silversmiths to riiths to riot over thot over this intrusiis intrusion of the on of the Way (Acts Way (Acts 19:23-41).19:23-41).

The center of the cult of Artemis was in Ephesus, where her image was 
minted on silver coins and the statuettes carried in civic processions. 
Conversions to Christianity certainly would have curtailed donations to the 
Artemisium, would have had a detrimental influence on the cult worship of the 
goddess, and would have been seen as a threat to the temple’s ancillary 
economic activity. Thus, Demetrius, probably a member of the temple board, 
saw Christianity as a direct threat to the religion and economy of the city, and he 
incited the silversmiths to riot over this intrusion of the Way (Acts 19:23-41).



Joseph A. Joseph A. CorayCoray

Joseph A. Coray

ARUBBOTHARUBBOTH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�rubbo®t}a�rubbo®t��) (also AR) (also ARBATTA)BATTA)BATTA)

ARUBBOTH (Heb. }a�rubbo®t� ) (also ARBATTA)

A town in A town in Solomon’s Solomon’s third distthird district, wherrict, where Ben-hesee Ben-hesed was to gd was to gather a suather a supply of fopply of food for theofofood for tfood for the king onhe king one month oue month out of the yt of the year (1 Kgsear (1 Kgs. 4:10). K. 4:10). Khirbet el-hirbet el-Hamam (163Hamam (163201) on th2(163(163201) o(163201) on the soutn the southern edge hern edge of the Dotof the Dothan Valleyhan Valley is a like is a likely candidaly candidate for thete for the location. lo location. location. Nearby ArrNearby Arrabeh (1692abeh (169201) preser01) preserves the anves the ancient namecient name. At 1 Mac. At 1 Macc. 5:23 itc. 5:23 itc. 5:23 it is callit is called Arbattaed Arbatta (cf. Narb (cf. Narbata in theata in the Roman per Roman period).iod).

A town in Solomon’s third district, where Ben-hesed was to gather a supply of 
food for the king one month out of the year (1 Kgs. 4:10). Khirbet el-Hamam 
(163201) on the southern edge of the Dothan Valley is a likely candidate for the 
location. Nearby Arrabeh (169201) preserves the ancient name. At 1 Macc. 5:23 
it is called Arbatta (cf. Narbata in the Roman period).

ARUMAHARUMAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�ru®ma®}a�ru®ma®)))

ARUMAH (Heb. }a�ru®ma® )

A town in A town in Ephraim whEphraim where Abimelere Abimelech, son oech, son of Gideon, f Gideon, resided (Jresided (Judg 9:41),udg 9:41), and ident and iden and identifiedidentified with mode with modern Khirbetrn Khirbet  el-{Ormahel-{Ormah (180172), (180172), ca. 8 km. ca. 8 km. (5 mi.) S (5 mi.) S of Sheche of Shech of Shechem. IShechem. It may alsot may also appear in appear in Judg. 9:3 Judg. 9:31, althoug1, although the texth the text there is  there is problematiproblematic. The MT c. Tc. The MT reaThe MT reads ds beït�orma®beït�orma®,, which app which appears to beears to be the Hebre the Hebrew prep. w prep. beïbeï followed  followed followed bfollowed by an othery an otherwise unattwise unattested nounested noun. Scholars. Scholars who accep who accept this reat this reading derivding derive ederivderive derive torma®torma® from the  from the root root rmh,rmh, “to decei “to deceive” (cf. Kve” (cf. KJV “privilJV “privily”; NIV “uy”; NIV “under covernder covnder cover”). Ocover”). Others, incthers, including theluding the NRSV, rea NRSV, read d torma®torma® as simply as simply a corrupt a corrupt form of A form of Arumah.rAArumah.Arumah.Arumah.

A town in Ephraim where Abimelech, son of Gideon, resided (Judg 9:41), and 
identified with modern Khirbet el-{Ormah (180172), ca. 8 km. (5 mi.) S of 
Shechem. It may also appear in Judg. 9:31, although the text there is problematic. 
The MT reads beït�orma®,  which appears to be the Hebrew prep. beï 
followed by an otherwise unattested noun. Scholars who accept this reading 
derive torma® from the root rmh, “to deceive” (cf. KJV “privily”; NIV “under 
cover”). Others, including the NRSV, read torma® as simply a corrupt form of 
Arumah.

Wade R. KoWade R. Kottertter

Wade R. Kotter

ARVADARVAD (Heb.  (Heb. }arwad�;}arwad�; Gk.  Gk. AradosArados)))

ARVAD (Heb. }arwad�;  Gk. Arados)

The northeThe northernmost of rnmost of the Phoenithe Phoenician city-cian city-states, ocstates, occupying a cupying a small islasmall island (modernnd (modern Ruad; 229 (modern(modern Ru(modern Ruad; 229473ad; 229473) just off) just off the Syria the Syrian coast can coast ca. 85 km. (. 85 km. (53 mi.) S 53 mi.) S of Ugarit.of Ugarit. In the Ta In  In the TabIn the Table of Natile of Nations its inons its inhabitants habitants are includare included among ted among the Canaanihe Canaanites (Gen. tes (Gen. 10:18; 1 C1010:18; 1 C10:18; 1 Chr. 1:16).hr. 1:16). The Amarn The Amarna Letters a Letters indicate tindicate that the nahat the navy of Arvavy of Arvad (Akk. d (Akk. Ar-ma-da-aAr-mAr-ma-da-aAr-ma-da-a) was the ) was the main militmain military force ary force used by a used by a confederatconfederation of norion of northern citithern cities againstes citicities agacities against the sinst the southern ciouthern cities of Byties of Byblos, Sidoblos, Sidon, and Tyrn, and Tyre. Arvad’se. Arvad’s navy impr navy impressed Tiglessedimprimpressed impressed Tiglath-piTiglath-pileser I ofleser I of Assyria,  Assyria, who recounwho recounted his sated his sail on boaril on board an Arvadd an Arvadite ship.iteArvadArvadite sArvadite ship.hip.hip.

The northernmost of the Phoenician city-states, occupying a small island 
(modern Ruad; 229473) just off the Syrian coast ca. 85 km. (53 mi.) S of Ugarit. 
In the Table of Nations its inhabitants are included among the Canaanites (Gen. 
10:18; 1 Chr. 1:16). The Amarna Letters indicate that the navy of Arvad (Akk. 
Ar-ma-da-a) was the main military force used by a confederation of northern 
cities against the southern cities of Byblos, Sidon, and Tyre. Arvad’s navy 
impressed Tiglath-pileser I of Assyria, who recounted his sail on board an 
Arvadite ship.

�Assyrian aAssyrian annals reconnals record that Arrd that Arvad hostedvad hosted Assurnasi Assurnasirpal II, prpal II, presumably resumably as part ofas partas part of trpart of trade relatiade relations with Aons with Assyria. Hossyria. However, witwever, with the impeh the imperalistic aralistic advance of dvance of ShalmaneseShaShalmaneseShalmaneser III, Arvr III, Arvad joined ad joined the North the North Syrian coaSyrian coalition agalition against Assyrinst Assyria at the ia at the battle of battbattle of battle of Qarqar in Qarqar in 853. Subse853. Subsequently Arquently Arvad becamevad became a vassal  a vassal of Assyriaof Assyria. Nebuchad. Nebuchadnezzar capnNebuchadNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar captuzzar captured Arvad red Arvad and other and other coastal cicoastal cities, takities, taking their kng their kings captiings captive to Babyvecapticaptive tocaptive to Babylon.  Babylon. Arvad’s coArvad’s continued prntinued prowess on towess on the sea is he sea is echoed in echoed in Ezekiel’s Ezekiel’s oracle agaororacle agaoracle against Tyre inst Tyre (Ezek. 27:(Ezek. 27:8). The Pe8). The Persians grarsians granted autonnted autonomy to theomy to the Phoenicia Phoenician cities, nPhoeniciaPhoenicianPhoenician cities, b cities, but by 333 ut by 333 Arvad surrArvad surrendered toendered to Alexander Alexander the Great the Great, who used, who used, who used her nused her navy to besavy to besiege Tyre.iege Tyre. By the mi By the mid-2nd centd-2nd century the ciury the city was oncty was once again ime again important enpimimportant important enough to enough to receive a receive a proclamatiproclamation declarion declaring the allng the alliance betwiance between Rome aeen Rome een Rome and SRome and Simon Maccaimon Maccabee (1 Macbee (1 Macc. 15:23).c. 15:23).

Assyrian annals record that Arvad hosted Assurnasirpal II, presumably as 
part of trade relations with Assyria. However, with the imperalistic advance of 
Shalmaneser III, Arvad joined the North Syrian coalition against Assyria at the 
battle of Qarqar in 853. Subsequently Arvad became a vassal of Assyria. 
Nebuchadnezzar captured Arvad and other coastal cities, taking their kings 
captive to Babylon. Arvad’s continued prowess on the sea is echoed in Ezekiel’s 
oracle against Tyre (Ezek. 27:8). The Persians granted autonomy to the 
Phoenician cities, but by 333 Arvad surrendered to Alexander the Great, who 
used her navy to besiege Tyre. By the mid-2nd century the city was once again 
important enough to receive a proclamation declaring the alliance between 
Rome and Simon Maccabee (1 Macc. 15:23).



Gary P. ArGary P. Arbinobino

Gary P. Arbino

ARZAARZA (Heb.  (Heb. }ars�aœ}}ars�aœ})))

ARZA (Heb. }ars�aœ} )

A steward A steward of the houof the household of sehold of King Elah King Elah of Israel of Israel in whose hin whose home the kiome the king, while ng, while intoxicateinintoxicateintoxicated, was murd, was murdered by Zdered by Zimri (1 Kgimri (1 Kgs. 16:9).s. 16:9).

A steward of the household of King Elah of Israel in whose home the king, while 
intoxicated, was murdered by Zimri (1 Kgs. 16:9).

ASAASA (Heb.  (Heb. }aœsaœ}}aœsaœ})))

ASA (Heb. }aœsaœ})

�1.1. The grand The grandson of Rehson of Rehoboam and oboam and the third the third king to ruking to rule the soule the southern kingthern kingdom of Juddokingkingdom ofkingdom of Judah aft Judah after the diver the division of tision of the monarchhe monarchy. Accordiy. According to 1 Kgng to 1 Kgs. 15:10 hs. 15:10 he ruled 41ehhe ruled 4he ruled 41 years (c1 years (ca. 913–873a. 913–873  B.C.E.B.C.E.). His (gr). His (grand)motherand)mother Maacah se Maacah served as qurved as queen mothereen ququeen mothqueen mother, whose er, whose chief funcchief function was stion was senior counenior counselor to tselor to the king anhe king and others. d others. Maacah tooMMaacah tooMaacah took a leaderk a leadership role ship role in the Jerin the Jerusalem culusalem cult, and whet, and when Asa refon Asa reformed it hermed it he deposed M d deposed Madeposed Maacah for eacah for erecting anrecting an image for image for Asherah. Asherah. Asherah.

1. The grandson of Rehoboam and the third king to rule the southern 
kingdom of Judah after the division of the monarchy. According to 1 Kgs. 15:10 
he ruled 41 years (ca. 913–873 B.C.E.). His (grand)mother Maacah served as 
queen mother, whose chief function was senior counselor to the king and others. 
Maacah took a leadership role in the Jerusalem cult, and when Asa reformed it he 
deposed Maacah for erecting an image for Asherah.

�It was hisIt was his efforts a efforts at reformint reforming worship g worship in Jerusalin Jerusalem that woem that won Asa the n Asa the praise of praise opraise of the autof the author of 1 Khor of 1 Kgs. 15. Hegs. 15. He removed t removed the male prhe male prostitutes ostitutes associatedassociated with fert with fertility riteilitfertfertility fertility rites and rites and destroyed destroyed the imagesthe images that his  that his predecessopredecessors had plars had placed in Jerced in Jerusalem. ThusaleJerJerusalem.Jerusalem. The image The images includeds included Maacah’s  Maacah’s Asherah, wAsherah, which Asa chich Asa cut down anut down and burned ad burnedd burned at burned at the Wadi Kthe Wadi Kidron. In idron. In addition, addition, he offeredhe offered to God vo to God votive giftstive gifts made of s made of silver and ilvssilver andsilver and gold and  gold and new utensinew utensils for worls for worship.ship.ship.

It was his efforts at reforming worship in Jerusalem that won Asa the praise 
of the author of 1 Kgs. 15. He removed the male prostitutes associated with 
fertility rites and destroyed the images that his predecessors had placed in 
Jerusalem. The images included Maacah’s Asherah, which Asa cut down and 
burned at the Wadi Kidron. In addition, he offered to God votive gifts made of 
silver and gold and new utensils for worship.

�According According to 1 Kgs. to 1 Kgs. 15:16 Asa 15:16 Asa and Baashaand Baasha, king of , king of Israel, foIsrael, fought a borught a border war thder warder war througwar throughout theirhout their reigns. A reigns. At one point one point during tt during their war, heir war, Baasha “buBaasha “built Ramah”ilt Ramah” (1 Kgs. 1 ( (1 Kgs. 15(1 Kgs. 15:17), whic:17), which perhaps h perhaps meant thatmeant that he rebuil he rebuilt or fortit or fortified Ramahfied Ramah of Benjam of Benjamin (moderninBenjamBenjamin (Benjamin (modern er-modern er-Ram), whicRam), which lay 8 kmh lay 8 km. (5 mi.) . (5 mi.) N of JerusN of Jerusalem on thalem on the road by e road bye road by which tby which the Assyriahe Assyrians advancens advanced against d against that city that city (Isa. 10:2(Isa. 10:29). Asa of9). Asa offered Ben-fered Ben-hadad of DhadaBen-Ben-hadad Ben-hadad of Damascuof Damascus a hefty s a hefty “present” “present” of silver of silver and gold tand gold to break hio break his alliances alliance with Baas wi with Baashwith Baasha and attaa and attack Israel.ck Israel. When Ben- When Ben-hadad attahadad attacked the ncked the northern ciorthern cities Ijon,ties Ijon, Dan, Abel D Dan, Abel-Dan, Abel-beth-maacabeth-maacah, Chinnerh, Chinneroth, and “oth, and “all Naphtaall Naphtali,” Baashli,” Baasha was forca was forced to moveed to moved to move northmove north to Tirzah to Tirzah to stop B to stop Ben-hadad’sen-hadad’s advance.  advance. Asa seizedAsa seized the oppor the opportunity to tunity to tunity to order hto order his people is people to go to Rto go to Ramah and ramah and remove the emove the building mbuilding materials taterials to use in fo use in fortifying orffortifyingfortifying Geba of B Geba of Benjamin anenjamin and Mizpah, d Mizpah, thus estabthus establishing thlishing them as his em as his northern bnorthern border.orbborder.border.border.

According to 1 Kgs. 15:16 Asa and Baasha, king of Israel, fought a border 
war throughout their reigns. At one point during their war, Baasha “built Ramah” 
(1 Kgs. 15:17), which perhaps meant that he rebuilt or fortified Ramah of 
Benjamin (modern er-Ram), which lay 8 km. (5 mi.) N of Jerusalem on the road 
by which the Assyrians advanced against that city (Isa. 10:29). Asa offered 
Ben-hadad of Damascus a hefty “present” of silver and gold to break his alliance 
with Baasha and attack Israel. When Ben-hadad attacked the northern cities Ijon, 
Dan, Abel-beth-maacah, Chinneroth, and “all Naphtali,” Baasha was forced to 
move north to Tirzah to stop Ben-hadad’s advance. Asa seized the opportunity 
to order his people to go to Ramah and remove the building materials to use in 
fortifying Geba of Benjamin and Mizpah, thus establishing them as his northern 
border.

�2 Chr. 14:2 Chr. 14:1(MT 13:231(MT 13:23)—16:14 ex)—16:14 expands thispands this account o account of Asa’s ref Asa’s reign by meaign by means of a nans ons of a narraof a narrative (14:9tive (14:9–13[8–12])–13[8–12]) of an inv of an invasion by Zasion by Zerah the “erah the “Cushite” (Cushite” (Ethiopian)Ethiopian) and speec an and speechand speeches by Azares by Azariah son ofiah son of Oded (15: Oded (15:2–7) and t2–7) and the seer Hahe seer Hanani (16:7nani (16:7–10). The –10). The–10). The invasiThe invasion was repon was reported as eorted as evidence thvidence that divine at divine might woulmight would overcomed overcome military  military  military mmilitary might. In tight. In the aftermahe aftermath of the th of the defeat of defeat of Zerah, IsrZerah, Israel is saiael is said to have d to have attacked tattackeattacked tattacked the cities he cities around Geraround Gerar and ownar and owners of livers of livestock, whestock, which perhapich perhaps should bs should be understoebbe understbe understood as furood as further evidether evidence of Godnce of God’s protect’s protection of Asaion of Asa as reward as reward for obedi for obed for obedience.obedience. The speec The speeches appearhes appear to have b to have been composeen composed by the ed by the ChroniclerChronicler, the firs, the fir, the first to ifirst to indicate dindicate divine approvine approval of Asaval of Asa’s reforms’s reforms, the seco, the second to indind to indicate disapcate disapproval of provadisapdisapprovadisapproval of Asa’sl of Asa’s reliance  reliance on human ron human rather thanather than divine pr divine protection. otection. That motifThat motif carries o ca carries ovcarries over into 2 er into 2 Chr. 16:12Chr. 16:12, where th, where the Chronicle Chronicler condemner condemns Asa agais Asa again for relyn for relying on phyirelyrelying onrelying on physician physicians rather ts rather than God fohan God for healing r healing from his ffrom his fatal diseaatal disease of the se of the feet, the feet, feet, the feet, the nature of nature of which is owhich is obscure.bscure.bscure.

2 Chr. 14:1(MT 13:23)—16:14 expands this account of Asa’s reign by means 
of a narrative (14:9–13[8–12]) of an invasion by Zerah the “Cushite” (Ethiopian) 
and speeches by Azariah son of Oded (15:2–7) and the seer Hanani (16:7–10). 
The invasion was reported as evidence that divine might would overcome 
military might. In the aftermath of the defeat of Zerah, Israel is said to have 
attacked the cities around Gerar and owners of livestock, which perhaps should 
be understood as further evidence of God’s protection of Asa as reward for 
obedience. The speeches appear to have been composed by the Chronicler, the 
first to indicate divine approval of Asa’s reforms, the second to indicate 



disapproval of Asa’s reliance on human rather than divine protection. That motif 
carries over into 2 Chr. 16:12, where the Chronicler condemns Asa again for 
relying on physicians rather than God for healing from his fatal disease of the 
feet, the nature of which is obscure.

�2.2. A Levite  A Levite whose son whose son Berechiah Berechiah was among was among the first the first to receiveto receive back his  back his family posfamifamily posfamily possessions asessions after the Efter the Exile (1 Chxile (1 Chr. 9:16).r. 9:16).r. 9:16).

2. A Levite whose son Berechiah was among the first to receive back his 
family possessions after the Exile (1 Chr. 9:16).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N.-E. A. AN.-E. A. Andreasen, ndreasen, “The Role “The Role of the Queof the Queen Mother en Mother in Israeliin Israein Israelite Israelite Society,” Society,” CBQCBQ 45 (1983) 45 (1983): 179–94.: 179–94.: 179–94.

Bibliography. N.-E. A. Andreasen, “The Role of the Queen Mother in 
Israelite Society,” CBQ 45 (1983): 179–94.

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

ASAHELASAHEL (Heb.  (Heb. {a�sía®}eä{a�sía®}eäll)))

ASAHEL (Heb. {a�sía®}eäl )

�1.1. One of th One of the sons of e sons of Zeruiah, DZeruiah, David’s sisavid’s sister. He anter. He and his brotd his brothers, Joabhers, Joab and Abish and A and Abishai, wAbishai, were among ere among David’s reDavid’s retainers frtainers from his perom his period of exiiod of exile from thle from the court ofe court of Saul. Alt S Saul. AlthSaul. Although Joab ough Joab and Abishaand Abishai served li served long tenureong tenures as commas as commanders in Dnders in David’s armavid’s armavid’s army, Asaharmy, Asahel was kilel was killed duringled during the exten the extended war beded war between the tween the house of Dhouse of David and tavid and avid and the hoand the house of Sauuse of Saul (2 Sam. l (2 Sam. 2:18-32).2:18-32).2:18-32).

1. One of the sons of Zeruiah, David’s sister. He and his brothers, Joab and 
Abishai, were among David’s retainers from his period of exile from the court of 
Saul. Although Joab and Abishai served long tenures as commanders in David’s 
army, Asahel was killed during the extended war between the house of David 
and the house of Saul (2 Sam. 2:18-32).

�Despite hiDespite his early des early death, Asaheath, Asahel is inclul is included in theded in the list of D list of David’s avid’s sûaœliîsûisûaœliîsûiîmîmsûaœliîsûisûaœliîsûisûaœliîsûiîmîm (2 Sam. 2 (2 Sam. 23:24 = 1 C3:24 = 1 Chr. 11:26)hr. 11:26), an elite, an elite corps of  corps of warriors wwarriors who may havho may ho may have fmay have fought in sought in squads of tquads of three. Asahhree. Asahel’s incluel’s inclusion here sion here suggests tsuggests that the lihat the list of thesst ofst of these wof these warriors goarriors goes back toes back to the incep the inception of Dation of David’s monavid’s monarchy. His rchy. His presence hpresence here furtheehhere furthhere further implieser implies that the  that the list is culist is cumulative omulative over time, ver time, a fact thaa fact that strengtht strengthens the liens theens the likelithe likelihood that hood that the referethe reference here ince here is to the s to the sûaœliîsûisûaœliîsûiîm,îm, not to th not to the e sûeïlo®sûisûeïlosûeïlo®sûisûeïlo®sûiîmîm (the “Thi (the “Thirty”). Therty”). The presence  presence of Asahel’of Asahel’s name in s name in the list othe list of David’s f David’sf David’s coDavid’s commanders ommanders of monthly f monthly levies of levies of 24 thousan24 thousand men eachd men each (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 27:7) provi7:7) pro7:7) provides eprovides evidence thvidence that this liat this list is a last is a later, idealter, idealized constized construct.ruct.ruct.

Despite his early death, Asahel is included in the list of David’s 
sûaœliîsûiîm (2 Sam. 23:24 = 1 Chr. 11:26), an elite corps of warriors who 
may have fought in squads of three. Asahel’s inclusion here suggests that the list 
of these warriors goes back to the inception of David’s monarchy. His presence 
here further implies that the list is cumulative over time, a fact that strengthens 
the likelihood that the reference here is to the sûaœliîsûiîm, not to the 
sûeïlo®sûiîm (the “Thirty”). The presence of Asahel’s name in the list of 
David’s commanders of monthly levies of 24 thousand men each (1 Chr. 27:7) 
provides evidence that this list is a later, idealized construct.

�2.2. One of a  One of a group of sgroup of six Levitesix Levites sent by K sent by King Jehoshing Jehoshaphat intoaphat into the villa the villages of Judges of Jges of Judah to tJudah to teach the Beach the Book of theook of the Law (2 Ch Law (2 Chr. 17:7-8)r. 17:7-8)...

2. One of a group of six Levites sent by King Jehoshaphat into the villages of 
Judah to teach the Book of the Law (2 Chr. 17:7-8).

�3.3. A Levite  A Levite who assistwho assisted in colled in collecting titecting tithes and dehes and devoted offevoted offerings in trings in the temple he temphe temple durtemple during Hezekiing Hezekiah’s centrah’s centralization alization of the culof the cultus (2 Chrtus (2 Chr. 31:11-13. 31:11-13).).).

3. A Levite who assisted in collecting tithes and devoted offerings in the 
temple during Hezekiah’s centralization of the cultus (2 Chr. 31:11-13).

�4.4. The fathe The father of Jonatr of Jonathan, one ohan, one of the exilf the exiles at the es at the time of Eztime of Ezra. This Jra. This Jonathan, aonathan,JJonathan, Jonathan, along withalong with Jahzeiah  Jahzeiah the son ofthe son of Tikvah, s Tikvah, stood againtood against Ezra’s st Ezra’s efforts toefforts to have the  have have the ehave the exiles put xiles put away theiraway their foreign w foreign wives and cives and children (Ehildren (Ezra 10:15)zra 10:15)...

4. The father of Jonathan, one of the exiles at the time of Ezra. This 
Jonathan, along with Jahzeiah the son of Tikvah, stood against Ezra’s efforts to 
have the exiles put away their foreign wives and children (Ezra 10:15).

�5.5. A son of  A son of Ezora, whoEzora, who dismissed dismissed his forei his foreign wife fogn wife following Ezllowing Ezra’s actiora’s action (1 Esdr.n (1 Esn (1 Esdr. 9:34Esdr. 9:34).).).

5. A son of Ezora, who dismissed his foreign wife following Ezra’s action (1 
Esdr. 9:34).

Donald G. Donald G. SchleySchley

Donald G. Schley

ASAIAHASAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�síaœya®{a�síaœya®)))

ASAIAH (Heb. {a�síaœya® )

�1.1. The royal The royal “servant” “servant” among tho among those dignitase dignitaries sent ries sent to the proto the prophetess Huphetess Huldah to inldahHuHuldah to Huldah to inquire ofinquire of the Lord  the Lord concerningconcerning the book  the book of the lawof the law found in  found in the templethe temple (2 Kgs. 2 templetemple (2 temple (2 Kgs. 22:12Kgs. 22:12-14 = 2 Ch-14 = 2 Chr. 34:20).r. 34:20).

1. The royal “servant” among those dignitaries sent to the prophetess 
Huldah to inquire of the Lord concerning the book of the law found in the 
temple (2 Kgs. 22:12-14 = 2 Chr. 34:20).



�2.2. A leader  A leader of the triof the tribe of Simebe of Simeon who paron who participated ticipated in the extin the exterminationermination of the Me of th of the Meunimthe Meunim (1 Chr. 4 (1 Chr. 4:36).:36).:36).

2. A leader of the tribe of Simeon who participated in the extermination of 
the Meunim (1 Chr. 4:36).

�3.3. A head of A head of a Merarit a Merarite leviticae levitical family al family appointed bppointed by David toy David to move the  move the ark to Jerark toark to Jerusalto Jerusalem (1 Chr.em (1 Chr. 6:30[MT 1 6:30[MT 15]; 15:6, 5]; 15:6, 11).11).11).

3. A head of a Merarite levitical family appointed by David to move the ark 
to Jerusalem (1 Chr. 6:30[MT 15]; 15:6, 11).

�4.4. The first The firstborn of thborn of the Shilonite Shilonites returnies returning from thng from the exile (1e exile (1 Chr. 9:5) Chr. 9:5). In a par. In a pa. In a parallel lparallel list he is ist he is called Maacalled Maaseiah the seiah the son of Barson of Baruch (Neh. uch (Neh. 11:5).11:5).

4. The firstborn of the Shilonites returning from the exile (1 Chr. 9:5). In a 
parallel list he is called Maaseiah the son of Baruch (Neh. 11:5).

ASAPHASAPH (Heb.  (Heb. }aœsaœp�}aœsaœp�)))

ASAPH (Heb. }aœsaœp� )

�1.1. The fathe The father of Joah,r of Joah, state rec state recorder or “order or “herald” foherald” for King Hezr King Hezekiah (2 Kekiah (2 Kgs. 18:18,gs. 18gs. 18:18, 37 18:18, 37 = Isa. 36:= Isa. 36:3, 22) and3, 22) and one of th one of three officiree officials who meals who met with thet with the Assyrians Assyrians during th dur during theduring the siege of  siege of Jerusalem.Jerusalem.

1. The father of Joah, state recorder or “herald” for King Hezekiah (2 Kgs. 
18:18, 37 = Isa. 36:3, 22) and one of three officials who met with the Assyrians 
during the siege of Jerusalem.

�2.2. Son of Be Son of Berechiah threchiah the Levite; e Levite; eponymous eponymous ancestor oancestor of one of tf one of the prominehe prominent guilds nt promineprominent prominent guilds of guilds of singers ansingers and musiciand musicians. Asaph, s. Asaph, together wtogether with Heman ith Heman and Jeduthand Jeduthand Jeduthun, Jeduthun, was put inwas put in charge of charge of “the serv “the service of theice of the song” by  song” by David (1 CDavid (1 Chr. 6:39[Mhr. 6:39[MT 24]; cf.T 6:39[M6:39[MT 246:39[MT 24]; cf. 25:]; cf. 25:1; 2 Chr. 1; 2 Chr. 5:12). He 5:12). He was appoinwas appointed by Davted by David as “theid as “the chief” mi chief” minister befnismiminister bminister before the efore the ark of theark of the Lord in J Lord in Jerusalem (erusalem (1 Chr. 16:1 Chr. 16:4-5; cf. 24-5; cf. 25:5, where5:5, where Heman is  He Heman is pHeman is preeminent)reeminent), and is r, and is referred toeferred to once as “ once as “the seer” the seer” (Heb. (Heb. h�oœzeh;h�oœzeh; 2 Chr. 29 2 C 2 Chr. 29:30Chr. 29:30). The “so). The “sons of Asapns of Asaph” are saih” are said to have d to have “prophesie“prophesied under thd under the directioe direction of the kndirectiodirection direction of the kinof the king” during g” during David’s reDavid’s reign (1 Chrign (1 Chr. 25:1-2),. 25:1-2), and later and later descendan descendants took prts tots took promitook prominence as anence as a guild of  guild of temple sintemple singers in pogers in postexilic tstexilic times (Ezraimes (Ezra 2:41 [= N 2:41 [= Neh. 7:44; ehNNeh. 7:44;Neh. 7:44; 1 Esdr. 5 1 Esdr. 5:27]; Neh.:27]; Neh. 11:22). T 11:22). The supersche superscriptions oriptions of 12 psalmf 12 psalms are annos are annotated “of taannoannotated annotated “of Asaph”“of Asaph” (Pss. 50, (Pss. 50, 73-83), w 73-83), which likelhich likely indicatey indicates that thes that they were comy were composed in tpocomcomposed icomposed in the styln the style or tradie or tradition of Astion of Asaph. Suggeaph. Suggestions thastions that the psalt the psalms are of ms are of northern Inornorthern Inorthern Israelite osraelite origins or rigins or belong to belong to the “Ephrathe “Ephraimite tradimite tradition” areition” are appealing appealing but specu but but speculbut speculative.ative.ative.

2. Son of Berechiah the Levite; eponymous ancestor of one of the 
prominent guilds of singers and musicians. Asaph, together with Heman and 
Jeduthun, was put in charge of “the service of the song” by David (1 Chr. 
6:39[MT 24]; cf. 25:1; 2 Chr. 5:12). He was appointed by David as “the chief” 
minister before the ark of the Lord in Jerusalem (1 Chr. 16:4-5; cf. 25:5, where 
Heman is preeminent), and is referred to once as “the seer” (Heb. h�oœzeh;  2 
Chr. 29:30). The “sons of Asaph” are said to have “prophesied under the 
direction of the king” during David’s reign (1 Chr. 25:1-2), and later descendants 
took prominence as a guild of temple singers in postexilic times (Ezra 2:41 [= 
Neh. 7:44; 1 Esdr. 5:27]; Neh. 11:22). The superscriptions of 12 psalms are 
annotated “of Asaph” (Pss. 50, 73-83), which likely indicates that they were 
composed in the style or tradition of Asaph. Suggestions that the psalms are of 
northern Israelite origins or belong to the “Ephraimite tradition” are appealing 
but speculative.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. J. BussM. J. Buss, “The Psa, “The Psalms of Asalms of Asaph and Korph and Korah,” ah,” JBLJBL 82 (1963) 82 (1963): 382–92; : 3: 382–92; H.382–92; H. P. Nasuti P. Nasuti, , Tradition Tradition History anHistory and the Psald the Psalms of Asapms of Asaph.h. SBLDS 88  SBLDS 88 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1988).11988).1988).1988).

Bibliography. M. J. Buss, “The Psalms of Asaph and Korah,” JBL 82 (1963): 
382–92; H. P. Nasuti, Tradition History and the Psalms of Asaph. SBLDS 88 (Atlanta, 
1988).

�3.3. “The sons “The sons of Asaph, of Asaph,” one of t” one of the divisiohe divisions of gatens of gatekeepers inkeepers in the secon the second temple (d temd temple (1 temple (1 Chr. 26:1)Chr. 26:1). Heb. . Heb. }eb�yaœsaœ}eb�yaœsaœp�p� should be should be read as A read as Abiasaph.biasaph.biasaph.

3. “The sons of Asaph,” one of the divisions of gatekeepers in the second 
temple (1 Chr. 26:1). Heb. }eb�yaœsaœp�  should be read as Abiasaph.

�4.4. The keepe The keeper of King r of King ArtaxerxesArtaxerxes’ forest o’ forest or park (Ner park (Neh. 2:8). Hh. 2:8). He was askee was asked by the kd byd by the kinby the king to send g to send timber fortimber for the rebui the rebuilding of tlding of the temple he temple and city wand city walls.alls.alls.

4. The keeper of King Artaxerxes’ forest or park (Neh. 2:8). He was asked 
by the king to send timber for the rebuilding of the temple and city walls.

Tyler F. WTyler F. Williamsilliams

Tyler F. Williams

ASARELASAREL (Heb.  (Heb. }a�síar}eä}a�síar}eäll)))

ASAREL (Heb. }a�síar}eäl )

A son of JA son of Jehallelel ehallelel of the triof the tribe of Judabe of Judah (1 Chr. h (1 Chr. 4:16).4:16).

A son of Jehallelel of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 4:16).

ASCENSIONASCENSIONASCENSION

ASCENSION

An ascent An ascent to heaven.to heaven. Biblical  Biblical and extraband extrabiblical liiblical literature iterature include mannclude many referency references to figues toes to figuresto figures who went  who went up to heavup to heaven. In theen. In the OT living OT living figures a figures ascend. Enoscend. Enoch is assuch is assumed to havmeassuassumed toassumed to have asce have ascended to hended to heaven. He iaven. He is describes described as one wd as one who “walkedho “walked with God” with G with God” and “God” and “was no morwas no more, becausee, because God took  God took him” (Gen.him” (Gen. 5:24). El 5:24). Elijah is exijah is explicitly dplicitly described aeddescribed described as ascendias ascending into heng into heaven by meaven by means of a “ans of a “chariot ofchariot of fire and  fire and horses of horses of fire” (2 Kfirefire” (2 Kfire” (2 Kgs. 2:11).gs. 2:11).

An ascent to heaven. Biblical and extrabiblical literature include many references 
to figures who went up to heaven. In the OT living figures ascend. Enoch is 



assumed to have ascended to heaven. He is described as one who “walked with 
God” and “was no more, because God took him” (Gen. 5:24). Elijah is explicitly 
described as ascending into heaven by means of a “chariot of fire and horses of 
fire” (2 Kgs. 2:11).

ExtrabibliExtrabiblical Literacal Literatureture

Extrabiblical Literature

Jewish litJewish literature deerature describes describes descending ascending and ascendind ascending angels ng angels and human and human figures whfigures who ascend aowhwho ascendwho ascend and remai and remain in heaven in heaven. The angn. The angel Raphaelel Raphael ascends t ascends to heaven io heaven in the presn the pren the presence opresence of Tobit anf Tobit and his son d his son Tobias (ToTobias (Tob. 12:20).b. 12:20). Joseph an Joseph and Aseneth d Aseneth describes describes an angel’saan angel’san angel’s ascent to ascent to heaven in heaven in a chariot a chariot in the pr in the presence of esence of Aseneth (JAseneth (Jos. As. 17os. As. 17:7–8). 4 E:7–81717:7–8). 417:7–8). 4 Ezra refe Ezra refers to men rs to men who have bwho have been taken een taken up and havup and have not taste not tasted death (ed death (ed death (4 Ezra 4:(4 Ezra 4:26). Sever26). Several versional versions of 4 Ezrs of 4 Ezra add a coa add a concluding vncluding verse to cherse to ch. 14 descr. 14 describing how ibingdescrdescribingdescribing how Ezra  how Ezra was caughtwas caught up to the up to the place of  place of those likethose like him. 2 Ba him. 2 Baruch suggeruch suggests the fustsuggesuggests tsuggests the future he future ascension ascension of Baruch of Baruch when it tewhen it teaches thataches that he will b he will be preservee preserved until thd ud until the until the “end of ti“end of times” (2 Bames” (2 Bar. 13:3; 2r. 13:3; 25:1). The 5:1). The Testament Testament of Moses hof Moses has been taas been taken to teaketataken to ttaken to teach that each that Moses asceMoses ascended to hended to heaven afteraven after his death his death, but the , but the passage tepassage teaching thiacteteaching tteaching this (T. Mohis (T. Mos. 10:12) s. 10:12) is questiois questionable. Thenable. The mystical  mystical texts of 1texts of 1—3 Enoch b—3 Enoch build upon uilbbuild uponbuild upon Gen. 5:24 Gen. 5:24 by descri by describing Enochbing Enoch’s heavenl’s heavenly ascent, y ascent, experienceexperiences, and eves, and eventual glorneveeventual geventual glorificatilorification as the on as the angel Metaangel Metatron. Enoctron. Enoch’s transfh’s transformation iormation into an angnto an angel may be el mel may be basmay be based upon thed upon the teachinge teaching of Dan. 1 of Dan. 12:3 that t2:3 that the righteohe righteous will shus will shine “like ine “like the stars,thethe stars,the stars,” since st” since stars are idars are identified wentified with angelsith angels (Job 38:7 (Job 38:7).).).

Jewish literature describes descending and ascending angels and human figures 
who ascend and remain in heaven. The angel Raphael ascends to heaven in the 
presence of Tobit and his son Tobias (Tob. 12:20). Joseph and Aseneth describes 
an angel’s ascent to heaven in a chariot in the presence of Aseneth (Jos. As. 
17:7–8). 4 Ezra refers to men who have been taken up and have not tasted death 
(4 Ezra 4:26). Several versions of 4 Ezra add a concluding verse to ch. 14 
describing how Ezra was caught up to the place of those like him. 2 Baruch 
suggests the future ascension of Baruch when it teaches that he will be preserved 
until the “end of times” (2 Bar. 13:3; 25:1). The Testament of Moses has been 
taken to teach that Moses ascended to heaven after his death, but the passage 
teaching this (T. Mos. 10:12) is questionable. The mystical texts of 1—3 Enoch 
build upon Gen. 5:24 by describing Enoch’s heavenly ascent, experiences, and 
eventual glorification as the angel Metatron. Enoch’s transformation into an angel 
may be based upon the teaching of Dan. 12:3 that the righteous will shine “like 
the stars,” since stars are identified with angels (Job 38:7).

�Several otSeveral other Jewishher Jewish texts fea texts feature humanture human figures w figures who ascend ho ascend and returnand return. Some tex. Som. Some textsSome texts leave it  leave it unclear whunclear whether the ether the ascent is ascent is physical ophysical or revelator revelatory (mysticry (mystical). 3 Baral). (mystic(mystical)(mystical). 3 Baruch. 3 Baruch describes describes Baruch’s  Baruch’s ascent undascent under an angeer an angel’s guidanl’s guidance and leace and learning of hrnilealearning olearning of heavenlyf heavenly secrets ( secrets (3 Bar. 2–13 Bar. 2–17). In the7). In the Testament Testament of Levi L of Levi Levi ascendevi ascends to God’ss tos to God’s tto God’s throne and hrone and learns myslearns mysteries thateries that he is tot he is to declare t declare to others. o others. 4Q491 appe4Q491 appears to preaappeappears toappears to preserve  preserve the claim the claim of the Teaof the Teacher of Richer of Righteousnesghteousness (or one s (or one of his adoof his adoring folloradoadoring foadoring followers) tllowers) that he hashat he has ascended  ascended to a heaveto a heavenly thronenly throne. Other Qu. Other Qumran matermran matmran materials materials imply asceimply ascension whennsion when they desc they describe Qumraribe Qumran members n members communing communing with the awith with the awith the angels (1QHngels (1QH 6:13; 3:2 6:13; 3:20; 11:10; 0; 11:10; 2:10; 1QS 2:10; 1QS 2:5–10). T2:5–10). The Apocalyhe Apocalypse of Abrpse of Abraham and TaAbrAbraham anAbraham and Testamend Testament of Abraht of Abraham describam describe how Abrae how Abraham ascendham ascended to heaved to heaven under aen uen under angeunder angelic guidanlic guidance, learnece, learned heavenlyd heavenly secrets,  secrets, and saw Goand saw God’s throned’s throne (Apoc. Ab (Apoc. Ab (Apoc. Abr. 18:1fAbr. 18:1ff.). The Tf.). The Testament oestament of Isaac def Isaac describes Isscribes Isaac’s asceaac’s ascent and jount and journey to Gorney to God’s throned’sGoGod’s throGod’s throne. 3 Enocne. 3 Enoch describeh describes Rabbi Iss Rabbi Ishmael’s ashmael’s ascent to hecent to heaven, wheraven, where he sees e he sees e he sees God’ssees God’s throne, i throne, is led on as led on a tour by M tour by Metatron, aetatron, and learns nd learns heavenly sheavenly secrets.ecrets.ecrets.

Several other Jewish texts feature human figures who ascend and return. 
Some texts leave it unclear whether the ascent is physical or revelatory 
(mystical). 3 Baruch describes Baruch’s ascent under an angel’s guidance and 
learning of heavenly secrets (3 Bar. 2–17). In the Testament of Levi Levi ascends 
to God’s throne and learns mysteries that he is to declare to others. 4Q491 
appears to preserve the claim of the Teacher of Righteousness (or one of his 
adoring followers) that he has ascended to a heavenly throne. Other Qumran 
materials imply ascension when they describe Qumran members communing 
with the angels (1QH 6:13; 3:20; 11:10; 2:10; 1QS 2:5–10). The Apocalypse of 
Abraham and Testament of Abraham describe how Abraham ascended to heaven 
under angelic guidance, learned heavenly secrets, and saw God’s throne (Apoc. 
Abr. 18:1ff.). The Testament of Isaac describes Isaac’s ascent and journey to 
God’s throne. 3 Enoch describes Rabbi Ishmael’s ascent to heaven, where he 
sees God’s throne, is led on a tour by Metatron, and learns heavenly secrets.

�These asceThese ascending and nding and descendingdescending accounts  accounts may be basmay be based upon thed upon the Jewish te Jewish tradition tradittradition tradition that Mosesthat Moses ascended  ascended to heaven to heaven when he rewhen he received theceived the Law (Orph Law (Orphica, a fraica, a fraica, a fragmentarfragmentary version y version of 3 En. 1of 3 En. 15b). Philo5b). Philo adds the  adds the idea of Moidea of Moses being ses being deified whdeified when he enteenwhwhen he enwhen he entered God’tered God’s presences presence ( (Life of MoLife of Mosesses 2.290–91) 2.290–91). The rabb. The rabbinic storyinic story of the fo of th of the four rthe four rabbis who abbis who entered paentered paradise (heradise (heaven?) preaven?) preserved in served in b. H¸ag.b. H¸ag. 14b illus 14b illustrates howtraillusillustrateillustrates how Jewss how Jews in Amorai in Amoraic times coc times continued thntinued their intereeir interest in heavst in heavenly ascenenly ascents and werts ascenascents anascents and were ward were warned about ned about taking mystaking mystical ascetical ascents into hnts into heaven. Myseaven. Mystical ascetical ascents to heanasceascents toascents to heaven an heaven and the requd the required technired techniques wereiques were a major e a major element of lement of what came what camwhat came to became to be known as  known as Merkabah (Merkabah (“Chariot”)“Chariot”) and Hekal and Hekalot (“Thronot (“Thrones”) mysties”) mysticism.cism.cism.

These ascending and descending accounts may be based upon the Jewish 
tradition that Moses ascended to heaven when he received the Law (Orphica, a 
fragmentary version of 3 En. 15b). Philo adds the idea of Moses being deified 
when he entered God’s presence (Life of Moses 2.290–91). The rabbinic story of 



the four rabbis who entered paradise (heaven?) preserved in b. H¸ag. 14b 
illustrates how Jews in Amoraic times continued their interest in heavenly 
ascents and were warned about taking mystical ascents into heaven. Mystical 
ascents to heaven and the required techniques were a major element of what 
came to be known as Merkabah (“Chariot”) and Hekalot (“Thrones”) mysticism.

�One text rOne text refers to aefers to a heavenly  heavenly ascension ascension that appeathat appears to follrs to follow a resurow a resurrection. Trectionresurresurrectiresurrection. The Teon. The Testament ofstament of Job presu Job presumes the remes the resurrectionsurrection of Job’s  of Job’s children achildren and teachesnaand teacheand teaches their hes their heavenly ascavenly ascension andension and glorifica glorification (T. Jtion (T. Job 38:11—4ob 38:11—40:3); at t0:3); at the end of he ehe end of itsend of its account J account Job dies anob dies and his sould his soul ascends t ascends to heaven io heaven in a charion a chariot (52:10).t (52:10). The ascen The The ascensThe ascension of theion of the soul afte soul after death inr death in the Testa the Testament of Joment of Job is foundb is found elsewhere elsewhere (T. Abr.  ( (T. Abr. 2(T. Abr. 20:9–12; T.0:9–12; T. Isaac 7:1 Isaac 7:1; Hist. Re; Hist. Rech. 14:2–5ch. 14:2–5).).

One text refers to a heavenly ascension that appears to follow a 
resurrection. The Testament of Job presumes the resurrection of Job’s children 
and teaches their heavenly ascension and glorification (T. Job 38:11—40:3); at the 
end of its account Job dies and his soul ascends to heaven in a chariot (52:10). 
The ascension of the soul after death in the Testament of Job is found elsewhere 
(T. Abr. 20:9–12; T. Isaac 7:1; Hist. Rech. 14:2–5).

JesusJesus

Jesus

�The ascensThe ascension of Jesion of Jesus is the us is the most promimost prominent ascennent ascension in thsion in the Bible ane Bible and refers td referd refers to refers to the final the final departure departure of the risof the risen Jesus fen Jesus from his forom his followers. Tllowers. This event his event is describis desis described described in Acts asin Acts as an ascent an ascent to heaven to heaven following following Jesus’ re Jesus’ resurrectionsurrection from the  from the dead (Actsdedead (Actsdead (Acts 1:9-11).  1:9-11). Luke contaLuke contains a descins a description ofription of Jesus’ as Jesus’ ascension, bcension, but the reaut the reading is sudingreareading isreading is suspect ( suspect (Luke 24:51Luke 24:51). Luke do). Luke does refer tes refer to Jesus’ ao Jesus’ ascension ascension as a geogras a geographical marphicgeogrageographicgeographical marker al marker in his accin his account of Jeount of Jesus’ minissus’ ministry (Luke try (Luke 9:51). Act9:51). Acts’ descrips’ description of Jetiondescripdescriptiodescription of Jesusn of Jesus’ ascensio’ ascension on a clon on a cloud (Acts 1ud (Acts 1:9) allude:9) alludes to Dan. s to Dan. 7:13, wher7:13, where the “onee the the “one lthe “one like a son ike a son of man” coof man” comes with tmes with the “cloudshe “clouds of heaven of heaven” before t” before the “Ancienhe “Ancienhe “Ancient o“Ancient of Days.” Mf Days.” Mark and Maark and Matthew bothtthew both preserve  preserve Jesus’ preJesus’ prediction thdiction that he willat he will return on r return on return on the cloudsthe clouds of heaven of heaven (Mark 14: (Mark 14:62 = Matt.62 = Matt. 26:64). T 26:64). The inferenhe inference is thatce is that the cloud th the cloud the cloud of ascensiof ascension will beon will be the means the means of Jesus’ of Jesus’ return. R return. Revelation evelation continues continues this assocthisthis assocthis association of iation of Jesus withJesus with clouds (R clouds (Rev. 1:7) aev. 1:7) and describnd describes “one lies “one like a son oke a son of man” (Jef manf man” (Jesuman” (Jesus?) on a ws?) on a white cloudhite cloud in heaven in heaven (14:14). (14:14). (14:14).

The ascension of Jesus is the most prominent ascension in the Bible and 
refers to the final departure of the risen Jesus from his followers. This event is 
described in Acts as an ascent to heaven following Jesus’ resurrection from the 
dead (Acts 1:9-11). Luke contains a description of Jesus’ ascension, but the 
reading is suspect (Luke 24:51). Luke does refer to Jesus’ ascension as a 
geographical marker in his account of Jesus’ ministry (Luke 9:51). Acts’ 
description of Jesus’ ascension on a cloud (Acts 1:9) alludes to Dan. 7:13, where 
the “one like a son of man” comes with the “clouds of heaven” before the 
“Ancient of Days.” Mark and Matthew both preserve Jesus’ prediction that he will 
return on the clouds of heaven (Mark 14:62 = Matt. 26:64). The inference is that 
the cloud of ascension will be the means of Jesus’ return. Revelation continues 
this association of Jesus with clouds (Rev. 1:7) and describes “one like a son of 
man” (Jesus?) on a white cloud in heaven (14:14).

�Acts furthActs further presenter presents Jesus’ as Jesus’ ascension ascension as an exalts an exaltation to tation to the right hhe right hand of Godand of Goand of God (Acts God (Acts 2:33), an 2:33), an allusion tallusion to Ps. 110:o Ps. 110:1 (“sit at1 (“sit at my right  my right hand”), anhand”), and as an acd as an act of empowt of et of empowermenempowerment by whicht by which Jesus dis Jesus dispenses thepenses the Spirit an Spirit and is recogd is recognized as “nized as “both Lord both Lordboth Lord and MLord and Messiah” (Aessiah” (Acts 2:33, cts 2:33, 38). This 38). This portrayal portrayal is in keepis in keeping with ting with the early Che early Christian thrisCChristian Christian tradition tradition that Jesusthat Jesus would be  would be seated at seated at God’s righGod’s right hand (Mat hand (Mark 14:62 prk 14:62 par.). Actsarppar.). Actpar.). Acts 2:34-35 s 2:34-35 explicitlyexplicitly connects  connects Jesus’ ascJesus’ ascension to ension to a messiania messianic interprec interpretation of tationinterpreinterpretainterpretation of Pstion of Ps. 110 whic. 110 which predictsh predicts the Messi the Messiah’s enthrah’s enthronement ovonement over his eneer his enemies. Jesumeneenemies. Jenemies. Jesus’ asceesus’ ascension and nsion and glorificatglorification in Action in Acts is thus s is thus similar tosimilar to the Enoch the Enoch ascension asce ascension ascension traditionstraditions, Moses’ e, Moses’ enthronemennthronement in Ezekit in Ezekiel the Trael the Tragedian (2ngedian (2nd century d century B.C.E.BB.C.E.B.C.E.), the ent), the enthronement hronement claim of 4claim of 4Q491, and Q491, and Rabbi AkibRabbi Akiba’s beliefa’s belief in the en in the enthronementthroneenenthronemeenthronement of the nt of the Messiah (Messiah (b. H¸ag.b. H¸ag. 14a). 14a). 14a).

Acts further presents Jesus’ ascension as an exaltation to the right hand of 
God (Acts 2:33), an allusion to Ps. 110:1 (“sit at my right hand”), and as an act of 
empowerment by which Jesus dispenses the Spirit and is recognized as “both 
Lord and Messiah” (Acts 2:33, 38). This portrayal is in keeping with the early 
Christian tradition that Jesus would be seated at God’s right hand (Mark 14:62 
par.). Acts 2:34-35 explicitly connects Jesus’ ascension to a messianic 
interpretation of Ps. 110 which predicts the Messiah’s enthronement over his 
enemies. Jesus’ ascension and glorification in Acts is thus similar to the Enoch 
ascension traditions, Moses’ enthronement in Ezekiel the Tragedian (2nd century 
B.C.E.), the enthronement claim of 4Q491, and Rabbi Akiba’s belief in the 
enthronement of the Messiah (b. H¸ag. 14a).

�Other NT wOther NT writings eiritings either referther refer to Jesus’ to Jesus’ ascension ascension as a futu as a future event ore event or assume ir assumr assume itsassume its occurrenc occurrence. In Johne. In John Jesus ref Jesus refers to hisers to his future as future ascension (Jcension (John 3:13; ohn 3:13; 6:62; 20:16:626:62; 20:16:62; 20:17), and th7), and the ascensioe ascension is alludn is alluded to on ned to on numerous ocumerous occasions (7casions (7:33; 8:14,:33; 8:14, 21; 13:3; 21 21; 13:3; 21; 13:3; 14:2–3, 2814:2–3, 28; 16:5, 10; 16:5, 10, 28). Joh, 28). John’s referen’s references to asnces to ascension arcension are used to e used to teach Jesuteachteach Jesuteach Jesus’ heavenls’ heavenly origin ay origin and his spend his special relatcial relationship toionship to God the F God the Father. He ather. He is the oneis this the one whthe one who descendeo descended from head from heaven and thven and then ascendeen ascended to heaved to heaven. This thn. This theme calls eme caeme calls to mcalls to mind Tobit ind Tobit and Josephand Joseph and Asene and Aseneth, where th, where heavenly bheavenly beings desceings descend only tend only tend only to ascend to ascend (return) t(return) to their heo their heavenly aboavenly abode.de.de.

Other NT writings either refer to Jesus’ ascension as a future event or 
assume its occurrence. In John Jesus refers to his future ascension (John 3:13; 



6:62; 20:17), and the ascension is alluded to on numerous occasions (7:33; 8:14, 
21; 13:3; 14:2–3, 28; 16:5, 10, 28). John’s references to ascension are used to 
teach Jesus’ heavenly origin and his special relationship to God the Father. He is 
the one who descended from heaven and then ascended to heaven. This theme 
calls to mind Tobit and Joseph and Aseneth, where heavenly beings descend only 
to ascend (return) to their heavenly abode.

�The EpistlThe Epistles and Reves and Revelation shelation share Acts’ are Acts’ view that view that Jesus’ ascJesus’ ascension resension resulted in eulted in eulted in enthronemeenthronement at God’nt at God’s side ands side and empowerme empowerment (Eph. 1nt (Eph. 1:20-21; Re:20-21; Rev. 1:12-20v. 1:12-20; 3:21; cf; 3:21; c; 3:21; cf. 1 Pet.cf. 1 Pet. 3:22). Pa 3:22). Paul associaul associates Jesus’tes Jesus’ ascension ascension with the  with the Passion evPassion events (Rom.ents (Rom. 8:34; 1 T 8:34 8:34; 1 Ti8:34; 1 Tim. 3:16 prm. 3:16 preserves wheserves what appearsat appears to be an  to be an early Chriearly Christian hymnstian hymn that allu that alludes to Jesdeallualludes toalludes to Jesus’ as Jesus’ ascension incension in connectio connection with othn with other events er events from his lfrom his life). The ife). The descriptiodescdescriptiodescription in Phil.n in Phil. 2:9-10 of 2:9-10 of Jesus’ ex Jesus’ exaltation baltation by means ofy means of being giv being given a name en a name above everabovabove everabove every name andy name and being pai being paid homage ad homage alludes to lludes to his ascenshis ascension-glorifion-glorification (cication (cf. 3 En. 1f. (c(cf. 3 En.(cf. 3 En. 10:1; 12: 10:1; 12:5; 14:1–5)5; 14:1–5)...

The Epistles and Revelation share Acts’ view that Jesus’ ascension resulted in 
enthronement at God’s side and empowerment (Eph. 1:20-21; Rev. 1:12-20; 3:21; 
cf. 1 Pet. 3:22). Paul associates Jesus’ ascension with the Passion events (Rom. 
8:34; 1 Tim. 3:16 preserves what appears to be an early Christian hymn that 
alludes to Jesus’ ascension in connection with other events from his life). The 
description in Phil. 2:9-10 of Jesus’ exaltation by means of being given a name 
above every name and being paid homage alludes to his ascension-glorification 
(cf. 3 En. 10:1; 12:5; 14:1–5).

�Hebrews reHebrews refers to Jefers to Jesus’ ascensus’ ascension in thsion in the context e context of Jesus’ of Jesus’ role as a role as a heavenly pheavenly heavenly pheavenly priest who riest who ascended iascended in order ton order to enter the enter the heavenly  heavenly temple andtemple and make puri make pur make purificatipurification for humon for human sin (Hean sin (Heb. 1:3; 4:b. 1:3; 4:14; 6:19-214; 6:19-20; 9:11-120; 9:11-12). In late). In later Jewish tr Jewish tradition Mraditiottradition tradition Metatron iMetatron is not a prs not a priest offeriest offering sacrifing sacrifice like Jice like Jesus, but esus, but he is appohe is appointed to linted tointed to liturgito liturgical serviccal service and is se and is stationed itationed in heaven in heaven in order ton order to “serve th “serve the throne oe throne of glory daf glorf glory day glory day by day” (3by day” (3 En. 7:1). En. 7:1).

Hebrews refers to Jesus’ ascension in the context of Jesus’ role as a 
heavenly priest who ascended in order to enter the heavenly temple and make 
purification for human sin (Heb. 1:3; 4:14; 6:19-20; 9:11-12). In later Jewish 
tradition Metatron is not a priest offering sacrifice like Jesus, but he is appointed 
to liturgical service and is stationed in heaven in order to “serve the throne of 
glory day by day” (3 En. 7:1).

Other AsceOther Ascensions in nsions in the NTthe NT

Other Ascensions in the NT

Both Paul Both Paul and the Joand the John of Revehn of Revelation arelation are depicted  depicted as undertaas undertaking heaveking heavenly ascensnly ascensions. Theiioascensascensionsascensions. Their as. Their ascensions hcensions have severaave several parallell parallels with 1sts with 1st-century -century C.E.C.E. mystical  mystical Jewish texJeJewish texJewish texts such asts such as the Apoca the Apocalypse of Alypse of Abraham andbraham and Testament Testament of Abraha of Abraham, which dm, whichm, which descwhich describe Abrahribe Abraham’s heaveam’s heavenly ascentnly ascent and retur and return, and witn, and with 4Q491. Ih 4Q491. In 2 Cor. 1n 2 Cor. n 2 Cor. 12:2-Cor. 12:2-4 Paul des4 Paul describes hiscribes his heavenly  heavenly ascent wheascent where he learre he learns heavenlns heavenly secrets y secrets that he muththat he muthat he must not divst not divulge. Rev.ulge. Rev. 4:1-16:21 4:1-16:21 depicts J depicts John’s heavohn’s heavenly ascenenly ascent, during t, during which he swhicwhich he swhich he sees God’s ees God’s throne andthrone and learns he learns heavenly secavenly secrets (somerets (some of which  of which he must nohe must nhe must not revealnot reveal). These a). These accounts ilccounts illustrate tlustrate that early hat early ChristianiChristianity shared ty shared in the Jewin the Jewish mysticish mish mystical imystical interest innterest in heavenly  heavenly ascents.ascents.ascents.

Both Paul and the John of Revelation are depicted as undertaking heavenly 
ascensions. Their ascensions have several parallels with 1st-century C.E. mystical 
Jewish texts such as the Apocalypse of Abraham and Testament of Abraham, 
which describe Abraham’s heavenly ascent and return, and with 4Q491. In 2 
Cor. 12:2-4 Paul describes his heavenly ascent where he learns heavenly secrets 
that he must not divulge. Rev. 4:1-16:21 depicts John’s heavenly ascent, during 
which he sees God’s throne and learns heavenly secrets (some of which he must 
not reveal). These accounts illustrate that early Christianity shared in the Jewish 
mystical interest in heavenly ascents.

�In John 14In John 14:2-3 Jesus:2-3 Jesus refers to refers to his follo his followers’ heavwers’ heavenly ascenenly ascension when sion when he says thhe says the says that he withat he will come agll come again (desceain (descend) and tand) and take them toke them to the heave the heavenly dwellinly dwelling places ng places that he withthat he withat he will preparell prepare for them. for them. Like Jesu Like Jesus, Metatros, Metatron, the ascn, the ascended and ended and exalted Enexalted Enoch, was iocEnEnoch, wasEnoch, was in charge in charge of the he of the heavenly palavenly palace and itace and its stores (s stores (3 En. 11:63 En. 11:6). Paul al). Paul also refers so reso refers to refers to the futurethe future ascension ascension of Jesus’ of Jesus’ followers followers and conne and connects it witcts it with the famih the familiar cloudliar cliar cloud moticloud motif (1 Thessf (1 Thess. 4:17). P. 4:17). Paul’s descaul’s description ofription of the belie the believers’ futuvers’ future transfore transformation aprmatiotransfotransformatransformation appeation appears to be irs to be in connectin connection with thon with the ascensioe ascension-glorificn-glorification inteation interest assocresinteinterest ainterest associated ssociated with Jesuswith Jesus and early and early Judaism ( Judaism (1 Cor. 15:1 Cor. 15:51-57; Phi51-57; Phil. 3:21). l. 3:21). RevelationRevelRevelationRevelation describes describes the futur the future ascensioe ascension of two mn of two martyred wiartyred witnesses intnesses in a cloud ( a cloud (Rev. 11:12Re((Rev. 11:1(Rev. 11:12), callin2), calling to mind g to mind Acts’ descActs’ description ofription of Jesus’ as Jesus’ ascension oncension on a cloud ( a cloud (Acts 1:9).Acts 1Acts 1:9).1:9).1:9).

In John 14:2-3 Jesus refers to his followers’ heavenly ascension when he says 
that he will come again (descend) and take them to the heavenly dwelling places 
that he will prepare for them. Like Jesus, Metatron, the ascended and exalted 
Enoch, was in charge of the heavenly palace and its stores (3 En. 11:6). Paul also 
refers to the future ascension of Jesus’ followers and connects it with the familiar 
cloud motif (1 Thess. 4:17). Paul’s description of the believers’ future 
transformation appears to be in connection with the ascension-glorification 
interest associated with Jesus and early Judaism (1 Cor. 15:51-57; Phil. 3:21). 



Revelation describes the future ascension of two martyred witnesses in a cloud 
(Rev. 11:12), calling to mind Acts’ description of Jesus’ ascension on a cloud (Acts 
1:9).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. G. AbegM. G. Abegg Jr., “Whg Jr., “Who Ascendedo Ascended to Heaven to Heaven? 4Q491, 4? 4Q491, 4Q427, and Q427,44Q427, and4Q427, and the Teach the Teacher of Righer of Righteousness,teousness,” in ” in EschatologEschatology, Messiany, Messianism, and tism, and the Dead Sehe Deahe Dead Sea SDead Sea Scrolls,crolls, ed. C. A. ed. C. A. Evans and Evans and P. W. Fli P. W. Flint (Grand nt (Grand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1997), 61–7397), 61–73; M. Dean-; M. D; M. Dean-OttinDean-Otting, g, Heavenly JHeavenly Journeys: Aourneys: A Study of  Study of the Motif the Motif in Helleniin Hellenistic Jewisstic Jewish Literatuh Literature.re. Judentum  Jud Judentum uJudentum und Umwelt nd Umwelt (Frankfurt(Frankfurt, 1984); J, 1984); J. E. Fossu. E. Fossum, m, The Image The Image of the Invof the Invisible Godisible Godisible God: EssayGod: Essays on the Is on the Influence onfluence of Jewish Mf Jewish Mysticism oysticism on Early Chn Early Christology.ristology. NTOA 30 ( NTOA 30 (Göttingen,Göttin((Göttingen(Göttingen, 1995); M, 1995); M. Himmelfa. Himmelfarb, rb, Ascent to Ascent to Heaven in Heaven in Jewish andJewish and Christian Christian Apocalyps Apocalyps ApocalypseApocalypsess (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1993); C. 1993); C. R. A. MorrR. A. Morray-Jones, ay-Jones, “Paradise “Paradise Revisited Revisited (2 Cor 12:(2 Cor 12:1-12): The112:12:1-12): 12:1-12): The JewishThe Jewish Mystical  Mystical BackgroundBackground of Paul’s of Paul’s Apostolat Apostolate, Part 1:e, Part 1: The Jewis The Jewish Sources,h Sh Sources,” Sources,” HTRHTR 86 (1993) 86 (1993): 177–217;: 177–217; “Part 2:  “Part 2: Paul’s HeaPaul’s Heavenly Ascevenly Ascent and Itsnt and Its Significa Significa SignificanSignificance,” ce,” HTRHTR 86 (1993) 86 (1993): 265–92; : 265–92; A. F. SegaA. F. Segal, “The Ril, “The Risen Christsen Christ and the A and the Angelic MedngeliAAngelic MeAngelic Mediator Figdiator Figures in Liures in Light of Qumght of Qumran,” in ran,” in Jesus and Jesus and the Dead Sthe Dead Sea Scrollsea Scrolls,, ed. J. H. ed.  ed. J. H. ed. J. H. CharlesworCharlesworth (New Yoth (New York, 1992),rk, 1992), 302–28; J 302–28; J. D. Tabor. D. Tabor, , Things UnuThings Unutterable: tterable: Paul’s AscPPaul’s AscPaul’s Ascent to Parent to Paradise in Iadise in Its Greco-Rts Greco-Roman, Judaoman, Judaic, and Eaic, and Early Christrly Christian Contexian Contextsts (Lanham,  (Lanha (Lanham, 1(Lanham, 1986).986).986).

Bibliography. M. G. Abegg Jr., “Who Ascended to Heaven? 4Q491, 
4Q427, and the Teacher of Righteousness,” in Eschatology, Messianism, and the 
Dead Sea Scrolls, ed. C. A. Evans and P. W. Flint (Grand Rapids, 1997), 61–73; M. 
Dean-Otting, Heavenly Journeys: A Study of the Motif in Hellenistic Jewish Literature. 
Judentum und Umwelt (Frankfurt, 1984); J. E. Fossum, The Image of the Invisible 
God: Essays on the Influence of Jewish Mysticism on Early Christology. NTOA 30 
(Göttingen, 1995); M. Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven in Jewish and Christian 
Apocalypses (Oxford, 1993); C. R. A. Morray-Jones, “Paradise Revisited (2 Cor 
12:1-12): The Jewish Mystical Background of Paul’s Apostolate, Part 1: The Jewish 
Sources,” HTR 86 (1993): 177–217; “Part 2: Paul’s Heavenly Ascent and Its 
Significance,” HTR 86 (1993): 265–92; A. F. Segal, “The Risen Christ and the 
Angelic Mediator Figures in Light of Qumran,” in Jesus and the Dead Sea Scrolls, 
ed. J. H. Charlesworth (New York, 1992), 302–28; J. D. Tabor, Things Unutterable: 
Paul’s Ascent to Paradise in Its Greco-Roman, Judaic, and Early Christian Contexts 
(Lanham, 1986).
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ASCENTASCENTASCENT

ASCENT

A rising gA rising grade, inclrade, including thatuding that of a road of a road or stairw or stairway (e.g., ay (e.g., 2 Chr. 32:2 Chr. 32:33; Neh. 333; Neh. 3:19; 12:37:19; 12:19; 12:37). He12:37). Heb. b. ma{a�lehma{a�leh often ref often refers to a mers to a mountain paountain pass (so NIVss (so NIV) because ) because it was belit was beit was believed tbelieved to constituo constitute entrancte entrance to a moue to a mountain rangntain range. Importae. Important ascentsnt ascents include t include those of Akhotthose of Athose of Akrabbim (“krabbim (“Scorpion PScorpion Pass”; Num.ass”; Num. 34:4; Jos 34:4; Josh. 15:3; Jh. 15:3; Judg. 1:36)udg. 1:36) and Adumm and Adumm and Adummim (JAdummim (Josh. 15:7;osh. 15:7; 18:17). 18:17). 18:17).

A rising grade, including that of a road or stairway (e.g., 2 Chr. 32:33; Neh. 3:19; 
12:37). Heb. ma{a�leh  often refers to a mountain pass (so NIV) because it was 
believed to constitute entrance to a mountain range. Important ascents include 
those of Akrabbim (“Scorpion Pass”; Num. 34:4; Josh. 15:3; Judg. 1:36) and 
Adummim (Josh. 15:7; 18:17).

�At 2 Sam. At 2 Sam. 15:30 the 15:30 the ascent of ascent of the Mount the Mount of Olives of Olives simply measimply means the wesns the western slopetern weswestern slwestern slope of theope of the mountain, mountain, which Dav which David and hisid and his entourage entourage climbed a climbed as they wens they wes they went east went east from Jerusfrom Jerusalem. Convalem. Conversely, itersely, it was on th was on the “descente “descent” of the s” of the same mountaame mountame mountain tmountain that Jesus hat Jesus was comingwas coming down towa down toward the citrd the city (Luke 19y (Luke 19:37).:37).

At 2 Sam. 15:30 the ascent of the Mount of Olives simply means the 
western slope of the mountain, which David and his entourage climbed as they 
went east from Jerusalem. Conversely, it was on the “descent” of the same 
mountain that Jesus was coming down toward the city (Luke 19:37).

ASCENTS, SASCENTS, SONGS OFONGS OFONGS OF

ASCENTS, SONGS OF

A collectiA collection of 15 pon of 15 psalms (Psssalms (Pss. 120-134). 120-134) of variou of various types uns types united by thited by the Hebrew se Hebrew superscriptupssuperscripsuperscript t sûiîr hammsûiîr hamma{a�lo®t�,a{a�lo®t�, “the song “the song of the as of the ascents” (cents” (sûiîr lammsûiîr lamma{a�lo®t�a{alammlamma{a�lolamma{a�lo®t�®t� in Ps. 12 in Ps. 121). Four i1). Four interpretatnterpretations of thions of the superscre superscript have bipt have been suggeseen seen suggested.suggested. (1) Orige (1) Origen and Augun and Augustine undestine understood it rstood it as referrias referring mysticang mystically to thelly to the ascent of as ascent of ascent of the soul tthe soul to God. (2)o God. (2) Theodoret Theodoret considere considered it as and it as an identific identification of tation of the historihe hhe historicalhistorical songs sun songs sung by returg by returning exilening exiles (cf. Ezrs (cf. Ezra 2:1; 7:9a 2:1; 7:9). (3) Som). (3) Some early moe early modern scholdern sdern scholars sscholars suggested tuggested that the tihat the title referstle refers to the fo to the formal steplrmal steplike climacike climactic paralltic parallelism of telism oelism of the psaof the psalms themselms themselves. (4) lves. (4) Most have Most have argued thaargued that the songt the songs were culs were cultic and sutic and sung in conjngsusung in cosung in conjunction njunction with approwith approaching theaching the temple (c temple (cf. f. b. Mid.b. Mid. 2.5;  2.5; b. Sukk.b. Sukk. 51b). 51b). 51b).

A collection of 15 psalms (Pss. 120-134) of various types united by the Hebrew 
superscript sûiîr hamma{a�lo®t�,  “the song of the ascents” (sûiîr 
lamma{a�lo®t�  in Ps. 121). Four interpretations of the superscript have been 
suggested. (1) Origen and Augustine understood it as referring mystically to the 
ascent of the soul to God. (2) Theodoret considered it as an identification of the 
historical songs sung by returning exiles (cf. Ezra 2:1; 7:9). (3) Some early modern 
scholars suggested that the title refers to the formal steplike climactic parallelism 
of the psalms themselves. (4) Most have argued that the songs were cultic and 



sung in conjunction with approaching the temple (cf. b. Mid. 2.5; b. Sukk. 51b).

�Recent stuRecent studies, focudies, focusing less sing less on the supon the superscript aerscript and more onnd more on the chara the character of thcter ofcter of the sonof the songs themselgs themselves, have ves, have concluded concluded either thaeither that these sot these songs were vngs were votive offeotive offerings brourioffeofferings offerings brought tobrought to the templ the temple by pilgre by pilgrims, and sims, and subsequentlubsequently incorpory incorporated into ated into a song- ora sa song- or psong- or prayerbook rayerbook by cultic by cultic officials,officials, or that t or that they represhey represent a “pilent a “pilgrim psaltgrim psalter” createer” crer” created tocreated to encourage encourage northern  northern IsraelitesIsraelites during th during the Persian e Persian period to period to make pilgrmake pilgrimage to timpilgrpilgrimagepilgrimage to the Je to the Jerusalem terusalem temple.mple.mple.

Recent studies, focusing less on the superscript and more on the character 
of the songs themselves, have concluded either that these songs were votive 
offerings brought to the temple by pilgrims, and subsequently incorporated into a 
song- or prayerbook by cultic officials, or that they represent a “pilgrim psalter” 
created to encourage northern Israelites during the Persian period to make 
pilgrimage to the Jerusalem temple.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. D. CrowL. D. Crow, , The Songs The Songs of Ascentsof Ascents (Psalms 1 (Psalms 120-134).20-134). SBLDS 148 SBLDS 148 SBLDS 148 (Atlan148 (Atlanta, 1996).ta, 1996).

Bibliography. L. D. Crow, The Songs of Ascents (Psalms 120-134). SBLDS 
148 (Atlanta, 1996).
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ASCETICISMASCETICISM

ASCETICISM

Initially Initially referring referring to physicato physical exercisel exercise, training, training, or pract, or practice, ascetice, asceticism (froicism (from Gk. m Gk. aéskeäsisaéaéskeäsisaéskeäsis) assumed ) assumed religious religious significansignificance in the ce in the HellenistiHellenistic period, c period, indicatingindicating activitie activ activitiesactivities of the mi of the mind, soul, nd, soul, and will. and will. As a religAs a religious term,ious term, ascetic p ascetic purity was urity was often viewoften vioften viewed as viewed as a conditioa condition for apprn for approaching thoaching the gods, foe gods, for fulfillir fulfilling a divinng a divine commissie commission, or foron, oon, or for suror for surviving a hviving a historical istorical crisis. Alcrisis. Although thethough the Hebrew re Hebrew religion embligion embraced the raced the world, it worworld, it world, it also deniealso denied it at imd it at important moportant moments. Fasments. Fasting for dting for discrete peiscrete periods was riods was practiced prapracticed practiced at the Feaat the Feast of Purist of Purim (Esth. 9m (Esth. 9:31), on t:31), on the Day of he Day of Atonement Atonement (Lev. 16:2(Lev. 16:29-31; 23:29-316:216:29-31; 16:29-31; 23:26-32),23:26-32), and durin and during periods g periods of penanceof penance (1 Sam. 7 (1 Sam. 7:6) or mou:6) or mourning (2 Srning (2 Sam. 1:12; amSSam. 1:12;Sam. 1:12; 3:35; Dan 3:35; Dan. 9:3; 10:. 9:3; 10:3). Partic3). Participation inipation in the sacri the sacrificial culficial cult (Lev. 10t (Lev. 10:9) and th:9) and th:9) and the assumpthe assumption of thtion of the Nazaritee Nazarite vow (Num. vow (Num. 6:2) both 6:2) both required  required at least tat least temporary aemporary aemporary abstinenceabstinence from wine from wine and sex.  and sex. RechabitesRechabites vowed to  vowed to have no pahave no part in the rt in the planting oplanting or cultivatroor cultivaor cultivation of vition of vineyards orneyards or the produ the production and ction and consumptioconsumption of wine n of wine (Jer. 35:7(Jer. 35:7). Sexual ). 35:735:7). Sex35:7). Sexual intercual intercourse was ourse was also forbialso forbidden in prdden in preparation eparation for divinefor divine revelatio revelation (Exod. 1n (En (Exod. 19:(Exod. 19:15), for f15), for fighting a ighting a holy war (holy war (2 Sam. 11:2 Sam. 11:13), and f13), and for priestlor priestly service y service at the altat theat the altar.the altar.

Initially referring to physical exercise, training, or practice, asceticism (from Gk. 
aéskeäsis) assumed religious significance in the Hellenistic period, indicating 
activities of the mind, soul, and will. As a religious term, ascetic purity was often 
viewed as a condition for approaching the gods, for fulfilling a divine commission, 
or for surviving a historical crisis. Although the Hebrew religion embraced the 
world, it also denied it at important moments. Fasting for discrete periods was 
practiced at the Feast of Purim (Esth. 9:31), on the Day of Atonement (Lev. 
16:29-31; 23:26-32), and during periods of penance (1 Sam. 7:6) or mourning (2 
Sam. 1:12; 3:35; Dan. 9:3; 10:3). Participation in the sacrificial cult (Lev. 10:9) and 
the assumption of the Nazarite vow (Num. 6:2) both required at least temporary 
abstinence from wine and sex. Rechabites vowed to have no part in the planting 
or cultivation of vineyards or the production and consumption of wine (Jer. 
35:7). Sexual intercourse was also forbidden in preparation for divine revelation 
(Exod. 19:15), for fighting a holy war (2 Sam. 11:13), and for priestly service at 
the altar.

�These asceThese ascetic acts otic acts of self-denf self-denial servedial served a multitu a multitude of funcde of functions. Sextions. Sexual abstinual abstinence practeabstinabstinenceabstinence practiced practiced in the pr in the priestly Qumiestly Qumran communran community was thity was thought to pought to place one ilace one lace one in theone in the company o company of angels, f angels, and offereand offered a means d a means for reentefor reentering a losring a lost primordit primordial world. alprimordiprimordialprimordial world. Ab world. Abstention fstention from sexualrom sexual commitmen commitments, Paul bts, Paul believed, pelieved, prepared onrepared orepared one to remone to remain faithfain faithful in the ul in the eschatologeschatological crisiical crisis (1 Cor. s (1 Cor. 7:32-35). 7:32-35). Luke suggeLuke suggests that ssts thsts that sexuathat sexual asceticil asceticism ritualism ritualized a realzed a realized eschaized eschatology thatology that bestowedt bestowed angelic s angelic status on btatussstatus on status on believers believers (Luke 20:3(Luke 20:34-36), a v4-36), a viewpoint siewpoint shared by Chared by Corinthian orinthian enthusiastenthusiasts (1 Cor. s (s (1 Cor. 7)(1 Cor. 7). This pie. This piety enabledty enabled one to tr one to transcend thanscend the physicale physical limits so limits so uncomprom uncompromisingly seisuncompromuncompromiuncompromisingly setsingly set for all h for all humanity byumanity by focusing  focusing on the escon the eschaton. Thihaton. This asceticis asceticism, howevesmasceticiasceticismasceticism, however,, however, unlike th unlike that of the at of the Cynic philCynic philosophers, osophers, had stronghad strong tradition traditional ties toal tal ties to thties to the normative normative Jewish ae Jewish and early Cnd early Christian christian culture. Whulture. Where the Cyere the Cynics saw anics saw asceticism scaasceticismasceticism as an att as an attempt to brempt to break free oeak free of the shacf the shackles of thkles of the normative normative culture,e culture, Jewish an Jew Jewish andJewish and Christian Christian asceticis asceticism offered m offered a means ofa means of intensify intensifying devotiing devotion, of engon, of engaging in aaginengengaging iengaging in acts of n acts of self-deniaself-denial to offerl to offer oneself u oneself unreservedlnreservedly to God’sy to God’s tasks, an tasks, and of partid of pd of participatparticipating in theing in the sacred st sacred story of Isrory of Israel.ael.ael.

These ascetic acts of self-denial served a multitude of functions. Sexual 
abstinence practiced in the priestly Qumran community was thought to place 
one in the company of angels, and offered a means for reentering a lost 
primordial world. Abstention from sexual commitments, Paul believed, prepared 
one to remain faithful in the eschatological crisis (1 Cor. 7:32-35). Luke suggests 
that sexual asceticism ritualized a realized eschatology that bestowed angelic 
status on believers (Luke 20:34-36), a viewpoint shared by Corinthian enthusiasts 
(1 Cor. 7). This piety enabled one to transcend the physical limits so 
uncompromisingly set for all humanity by focusing on the eschaton. This 
asceticism, however, unlike that of the Cynic philosophers, had strong traditional 
ties to the normative Jewish and early Christian culture. Where the Cynics saw 
asceticism as an attempt to break free of the shackles of the normative culture, 
Jewish and Christian asceticism offered a means of intensifying devotion, of 



engaging in acts of self-denial to offer oneself unreservedly to God’s tasks, and of 
participating in the sacred story of Israel.

Calvin J. Calvin J. RoetzelRoetzel

Calvin J. Roetzel

ASENATHASENATH (Heb.  (Heb. }aœseïnat�}aœseïnat�) (also AS) (also ASENETH)ENETH)ENETH)

ASENATH (Heb. }aœseïnat� ) (also ASENETH)

The EgyptiThe Egyptian daughtean daughter of Potipr of Potiphera, priehera, priest of On (st of On (HeliopolisHeliopolis). Given t). Given to Joseph ao Joseph as a wife bs as a wife by a wife by Pharaoh asPharaoh as part of h part of his reward is reward for interpfor interpreting Phareting Pharaoh’s dreraoh’s dream (Gen. 4am (Gen. 41:45), Ase1:441:45), As41:45), Asenath was enath was also the malso the mother of Mother of Manasseh ananasseh and Ephraim d Ephraim (Gen. 41:5(Gen. 41:50-52; 46:20-52; 46:0-52; 46:20). Th46:20). The name, whe name, which means ich means “she belon“she belongs to Neitgs to Neith (an Egyph (an Egyptian goddetian goddess),” was ss),” was ss),” was commonwas common during th during the Middle Ke Middle Kingdom andingdom and First Int First Intermediate ermediate period. Anperiod. An apocrypha apocry apocryphalapocryphal Jewish st Jewish story, writtory, written in Greeen in Greek around tk around the turn ofhe turn of the Commo the Common Era, Josn Era, Jon Era, Joseph andJoseph and Aseneth e Aseneth explains hoxplains how the patrw the patriarch Joseiarch Joseph could mph could marry the darry the daughter ofaughter oaughter of an Egypof an Egyptian priestian priest. In the t. In the story, Asestory, Asenath convenath converts to therts to the religion  religion of Israel of Israel before shebeforebefore shebefore she marries J marries Joseph and oseph and becomes thbecomes the prototype prototype for all e for all future profuture proselytes ofselytes of Judaism. J Judaism.Judaism.Judaism.

The Egyptian daughter of Potiphera, priest of On (Heliopolis). Given to Joseph as 
a wife by Pharaoh as part of his reward for interpreting Pharaoh’s dream (Gen. 
41:45), Asenath was also the mother of Manasseh and Ephraim (Gen. 41:50-52; 
46:20). The name, which means “she belongs to Neith (an Egyptian goddess),” 
was common during the Middle Kingdom and First Intermediate period. An 
apocryphal Jewish story, written in Greek around the turn of the Common Era, 
Joseph and Aseneth explains how the patriarch Joseph could marry the daughter 
of an Egyptian priest. In the story, Asenath converts to the religion of Israel 
before she marries Joseph and becomes the prototype for all future proselytes of 
Judaism.

Nancy L. dNancy L. deClaissé-WeClaissé-Walfordalford

Nancy L. deClaissé-Walford

ASHANASHAN (Heb.  (Heb. {aœsûaœn{aœsûaœn)))

ASHAN (Heb. {aœsûaœn)

A town in A town in the Shephethe Shephelah initialah initially allocally allocated to Judted to Judah (Josh. ah (Josh. 15:42), bu15:42), but because t because the area wthe athe area was tarea was too large foo large for them toor them to conquer s conquer subsequentlubsequently reassigny reassigned to Simeed to Simeon (19:7–9on (19:7–on (19:7–9). (19:7–9). It was eveIt was eventually gintually given to Aarven to Aaron’s sons on’s sons as a city as a city of refuge of refuge (1 Chr. 6:(1 Chr. 6:57, 59[MT 57, 5957, 59[MT 42, 59[MT 42, 44]). Some44]). Some read “Ash read “Ashan” for “Aan” for “Ain” at Josin” at Josh. 21:16, h. 21:16, a similar a similar list of lelist of levitical civiticalelevitical levitical cities, bucities, but the relat the relationship btionship between theetween the two names two names is unclea is unclear in otherr in other comparabl com comparablecomparable city list city lists. Bor-ashs. Bor-ashan (“well an (“well of Ashan”)of Ashan”) in 1 Sam. in 1 Sam. 30:30 may 30:30 may be the sa be the same site. Amesasame site.same site. Ashan has Ashan has been asso been associated witciated with Khirbet h Khirbet {Asan{Asan, ca. 8 km, ca. 8 km. (5 mi.) . (5 mi.) NW of BeerNW oNW of Beer-shof Beer-sheba.eba.eba.

A town in the Shephelah initially allocated to Judah (Josh. 15:42), but because the 
area was too large for them to conquer subsequently reassigned to Simeon 
(19:7–9). It was eventually given to Aaron’s sons as a city of refuge (1 Chr. 6:57, 
59[MT 42, 44]). Some read “Ashan” for “Ain” at Josh. 21:16, a similar list of 
levitical cities, but the relationship between the two names is unclear in other 
comparable city lists. Bor-ashan (“well of Ashan”) in 1 Sam. 30:30 may be the 
same site. Ashan has been associated with Khirbet {Asan, ca. 8 km. (5 mi.) NW 
of Beer-sheba.

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow

Laura B. Mazow

ASHARELAHASHARELAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�síar}eä}a�síar}eäla®la®) ) (also JESH(also JESHARELAH)ARELAH)ARELAH)

ASHARELAH (Heb. }a�síar}eäla® ) 
(also JESHARELAH)

One of theOne of the sons of A sons of Asaph who wsaph who with othersith others prophesie prophesied with lyrd with lyres, harps,es, harps, and cymba and cymb and cymbals (1cymbals (1 Chr. 25:1 Chr. 25:1-2; called-2; called Jesharela Jesharelah in v. 14h in v. 14).).

One of the sons of Asaph who with others prophesied with lyres, harps, and 
cymbals (1 Chr. 25:1-2; called Jesharelah in v. 14).

ASHBELASHBEL (Heb.  (Heb. }asûbeäl}asûbeäl) (also JE) (also JEDIAEL)DIAEL)DIAEL)

ASHBEL (Heb. }asûbeäl) (also JEDIAEL)

Either theEither the second (1 second (1 Chr. 8:1) Chr. 8:1) or the th or the third (Gen. ird (Gen. 46:21) son46:21) son of Benjam of Benjamin. At 1 Cin. At 1 Chr. 7:6 thhrCChr. 7:6 tChr. 7:6 the name ishe name is rendered  rendered Jediael (HJediael (Heb. “knowneb. “known to God”), to God”), perhaps t perhaps to avoid alo avoid alleged pagalalalleged paalleged pagan connotgan connotations in ations in the name Athe name Ashbel (cf.shbel (cf. Ishbaal,  Ishbaal, “man of Ba“man of Baal”).al”).

Either the second (1 Chr. 8:1) or the third (Gen. 46:21) son of Benjamin. At 1 
Chr. 7:6 the name is rendered Jediael (Heb. “known to God”), perhaps to avoid 
alleged pagan connotations in the name Ashbel (cf. Ishbaal, “man of Baal”).

ASHDODASHDOD (Heb.  (Heb. }asûdo®d�}asûdo®d�)))

ASHDOD (Heb. }asûdo®d� )

One of theOne of the five prin five principal Philcipal Philistine citistine cities. The aies. The ancient citncient city is identy is identified withified with modern  modern modern modern Ashdod/EsdAshdod/Esdu®du®d (118129), (118129), 15 km. (9 15 km. (9 mi.) N of mi.) N of Ashkelon  Ashkelon and ca. 4 and ca. 4 km. (2.5 mkm.km. (2.5 mkm. (2.5 mi.) inlandi.) inland from the  from the MediterranMediterranean Sea.ean Sea.ean Sea.

One of the five principal Philistine cities. The ancient city is identified with 



modern Ashdod/Esdu®d (118129), 15 km. (9 mi.) N of Ashkelon and ca. 4 
km. (2.5 mi.) inland from the Mediterranean Sea.

�Ashdod wasAshdod was part of t part of the tribal he tribal territory territory of Judah (of Judah (Josh. 15:4Josh. 15:46-47), alt6-47), although it rhough it rhough it remained iremained in Philistin Philistine controlne control. The city. The city is listed is listed as one of as one of the few c the few cities wherities where the Anake the Ae the Anakim werAnakim were settled e settled during theduring the Israelite Israelite settlemen settlement (Josh. 1t (Josh. 11:22). The1:22). The Ark narra Ark narrative recortivnarranarrative narrative records threcords that the Phiat the Philistines plistines placed the laced the ark of Godark of God in the te in the temple of Dample of Dagon at AshgonDaDagon at ADagon at Ashdod, wheshdod, where they rere they received tumceived tumors from Gors from God (1 Sam.od (1 Sam. 5:5-6). A 5:5-6). Ashdod is nshdod isshdod is not menis not mentioned agationed again until Kin until King Uzziahing Uzziah of Judah  of Judah conquered conquered the city athe city and built cnd built cities in titieccities in cities in the “territhe “territory of Astory of Ashdod” (2 Chdod” (2 Chr. 26:6).hr. 26:6). In 713  In 713 B.C.B.C. Azuri the Azuri the king of A king of Ashdod revoshdAAshdod revAshdod revolted agaiolted against Assyrinst Assyria, and Sara, and Sargon II congon II conquered thequered the city, pla city, placing Ahimecing Ahimetu on the tuAhimeAhimetu onAhimetu on the thron the throne. From the. From this point ois point on the cityn the city became a  became a vassal of vassal of Assyria. AAssyria. According tccAAccording According to Herodotto Herodotus, duringus, during the Assyr the Assyrian king Aian king Ashurbanipashurbanipal’s reign l’s reign Ashdod witAshdod witAshdod withstood withstood an Egyptiaan Egyptian siege fon siege for 29 yearsr 29 years before it before it was conqu was conquered by Psered by Psamtik I. Aamtik I. After NebucftAAfter NebuAfter Nebuchadnezzarchadnezzar’s conques’s conquest of the rt of the region, Ashegion, Ashdod and itdod and its territors territory became ay became ay became a Babylonia Babylonian provincan province. During e. During this periothis period Ashdod id Ashdod is mentiones mentioned several d several times in ttimes in the oracleshetthe oraclethe oracles of the ps of the prophets (Jrophets (Jer. 25:20;er. 25:20; Amos 1:8; Amos 1:8; 3:9; Zeph 3:9; Zeph. 2:4; Zec. 2:4; Zech. 9:6).h. 9:6).h. 9:6).

Ashdod was part of the tribal territory of Judah (Josh. 15:46-47), although it 
remained in Philistine control. The city is listed as one of the few cities where the 
Anakim were settled during the Israelite settlement (Josh. 11:22). The Ark 
narrative records that the Philistines placed the ark of God in the temple of 
Dagon at Ashdod, where they received tumors from God (1 Sam. 5:5-6). Ashdod 
is not mentioned again until King Uzziah of Judah conquered the city and built 
cities in the “territory of Ashdod” (2 Chr. 26:6). In 713 B.C. Azuri the king of 
Ashdod revolted against Assyria, and Sargon II conquered the city, placing 
Ahimetu on the throne. From this point on the city became a vassal of Assyria. 
According to Herodotus, during the Assyrian king Ashurbanipal’s reign Ashdod 
withstood an Egyptian siege for 29 years before it was conquered by Psamtik I. 
After Nebuchadnezzar’s conquest of the region, Ashdod and its territory became 
a Babylonian province. During this period Ashdod is mentioned several times in 
the oracles of the prophets (Jer. 25:20; Amos 1:8; 3:9; Zeph. 2:4; Zech. 9:6).

�Ashdod (GkAshdod (Gk. . AÉzoœtosAÉzoœtos) is menti) is mentioned in vaoned in various sourrious sources from tces from the Persianhe Persian to the Ro to to the Romto the Roman periodsan periods (Jdt 2:28 (Jdt 2:28; 10:77-78; 10:77-78; 3:34; 16; 3:34; 16:10; Josep:10; Josephus hus Ant.Ant. 5:87; 5:1 5:87; 5:128; 13:39528; 1328; 13:395; 13:395; BJBJ 1.156, 16 1.156, 165–66; 4.135–66; 4.130). Judas 0). Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus captured icaptured it (1 Macc.t (1 Macc. 5:68), an 5:68), and his succd hd his succeshis successor, Jonatsor, Jonathan, burnehan, burned it (10:8d it (10:84; 16:10).4; 16:10). Philip th Philip the Evangelie Evangelist passed st passed through ththrouthrough ththrough the city en e city en route to Croute to Caesarea afaesarea after his enter his encounter wicounter with the Ethth the Ethiopian euniopian eunuch (Acts uceuneunuch (Aceunuch (Acts 8:40).ts 8:40).ts 8:40).

Ashdod (Gk. AÉzoœtos) is mentioned in various sources from the Persian 
to the Roman periods (Jdt 2:28; 10:77-78; 3:34; 16:10; Josephus Ant. 5:87; 5:128; 
13:395; BJ 1.156, 165–66; 4.130). Judas Maccabeus captured it (1 Macc. 5:68), and 
his successor, Jonathan, burned it (10:84; 16:10). Philip the Evangelist passed 
through the city en route to Caesarea after his encounter with the Ethiopian 
eunuch (Acts 8:40).

�Extensive Extensive excavationexcavations of the as of the ancient sitncient site by Moshee by Moshe Dothan be Dothan between 1962tween 1962 and 1970  and and 1970 hand 1970 have revealave revealed a fairled a fairly completey complete picture o picture of the sitef the site. The tell. The tell consists  consists of an acroof anof an acropolan acropolis of ca. is of ca. 8 ha. (20 8 ha. (20 a.) with aa.) with a lower cit lower city of at ley of at least 40 ha.ast 40 ha. (100 a.). (100 a.). Tell Ashd Tell Ash Tell Ashdod hasAshdod has been cont been continually ocinually occupied frocupied from the Middm the Middle Bronze le Bronze Age to theAge to the Byzantine Byzantin Byzantine Byzantine period. Experiod. Excavations cavations have exposhave exposed 23 straed 23 strata. A largta. A large fortifice fortification systation system consistem systsystem consystem consisting ofsisting of a rampart a rampart and gate  and gate complex wacomplex was built dus built during the 1ring the 17th centur7th century (MB III)ycenturcentury (Mcentury (MB III). DuB III). During the Lring the Late Bronzeate Bronze Age (1500 Age (1500–1200) the–1200) the city cont city continued to pinued to prosper undrpprosper unprosper under Egyptider Egyptian dominanan dominance, evidence, evidenced by theced by the excavatio excavation of an Egn of an Egyptian stryptian stryptian strongholdstronghold palace wi palace with variousth various Egyptian  Egyptian artifacts artifacts and importand imported vesselsed vessels from the  from the Aegean. ThAeAegean. ThAegean. This city wais city was destroyes destroyed and settd and settled by theled by the Philistin Philistines, who bues, who built a pottilt a potter’s workser’s pottpotter’s wpotter’s workshop anorkshop and new resid new residential qudential quarters. Itarters. It continued continued to grow a to grow and expand nd expand nd expand in expand in Iron Age IIron Age I (1200–100 (1200–1000) until i0) until it was destt was destroyed at troyed at the beginnihe beginning of the ng of the 10th centu10t10th centu10th century. It wasry. It was rebuilt a rebuilt and expandend expanded in the ld in the lower city,ower city, probably  probably as immigraas immigrants from tntsimmigraimmigrantsimmigrants from the  from the inner-coasinner-coastal Philistal Philistine citietine cities moved dus moved due to the se to the strong Isratrong Israelite statelitIsraIsraelite Israelite state undestate under David anr David and Solomon.d Solomon. Subsequen Subsequent occupatit occupation and deson and destruction ptruction ptruction phases arephases are most like most likely due to ly due to campaigns campaigns by Uzziah,by Uzziah, Assyria,  Assyria, and Egypt.and Egypt. The site  The site was continwawas continwas continuously occuously occupied on aupied on a much smal much smaller scale ler scale from the Pfrom the Persian to ersian to the Byzantthe Byzantthe Byzantine Byzantine periods, wperiods, with the moith the most notablest notable building  building activity dactivity during the uring the time of Hetime of Herod.rodHeHerod.Herod.Herod.

Extensive excavations of the ancient site by Moshe Dothan between 1962 
and 1970 have revealed a fairly complete picture of the site. The tell consists of 
an acropolis of ca. 8 ha. (20 a.) with a lower city of at least 40 ha. (100 a.). Tell 
Ashdod has been continually occupied from the Middle Bronze Age to the 
Byzantine period. Excavations have exposed 23 strata. A large fortification 
system consisting of a rampart and gate complex was built during the 17th 
century (MB III). During the Late Bronze Age (1500–1200) the city continued to 
prosper under Egyptian dominance, evidenced by the excavation of an Egyptian 
stronghold palace with various Egyptian artifacts and imported vessels from the 
Aegean. This city was destroyed and settled by the Philistines, who built a 
potter’s workshop and new residential quarters. It continued to grow and 
expand in Iron Age I (1200–1000) until it was destroyed at the beginning of the 
10th century. It was rebuilt and expanded in the lower city, probably as 
immigrants from the inner-coastal Philistine cities moved due to the strong 
Israelite state under David and Solomon. Subsequent occupation and destruction 
phases are most likely due to campaigns by Uzziah, Assyria, and Egypt. The site 
was continuously occupied on a much smaller scale from the Persian to the 
Byzantine periods, with the most notable building activity during the time of 



Herod.

Steven M. Steven M. OrtizOrtiz

Steven M. Ortiz

ASHERASHER (Heb.  (Heb. }aœsûeär}aœsûeär)))

ASHER (Heb. }aœsûeär)

�1.1. A god, th A god, the male coue male counterpart onterpart of Asherah,f Asherah, or a vari or a variant of Ashant of Ashar, a diviar, a divine name elne namne name elemename element that ocnt that occurs in Olcurs in Old Akkadiand Akkadian and Amori and Amorite names.te names.te names.

1. A god, the male counterpart of Asherah, or a variant of Ashar, a divine 
name element that occurs in Old Akkadian and Amorite names.

�2.2. The eight The eighth son of Jh son of Jacob by Ziacob by Zilpah, the lpah, the handmaidenhandmaiden of Jacob’ of Jacob’s wife Leas wife Leah, and theh, andh, and the epand the eponymous anonymous ancestor of cestor of one of theone of the 12 tribes 12 tribes (Gen. 30: (Gen. 30:12-13). Wh12-13). When Leah been Leah en Leah belieLeah believed herselved herself past chif past childbearing ldbearing age, she gage, she gave Zilpahave Zilpah to her hu to her husband Jacosband Jacob as a conb ab as a concuas a concubine. Ashebine. Asher was the r was the second sonsecond son born to Z born to Zilpah in Pilpah in Paddan-aramaddan-aram, where Ja, where J, where Jacob was Jacob was working asworking as a herdsma a herdsman for Laban for Laban, his fatn, his father-in-lawher-in-law. Asher is. Asher is always me always mentioned afntmementioned mentioned after his after his full brothfull brother Gad in er Gad in the lists the lists of Jacob’sof Jacob’s descendan descendants (Gen. 3ts (Gen. 35:26; 46:15:26335:26; 46:35:26; 46:17; Exod. 17; Exod. 1:4; 1 Chr1:4; 1 Chr. 2:2).. 2:2).. 2:2).

2. The eighth son of Jacob by Zilpah, the handmaiden of Jacob’s wife Leah, 
and the eponymous ancestor of one of the 12 tribes (Gen. 30:12-13). When 
Leah believed herself past childbearing age, she gave Zilpah to her husband Jacob 
as a concubine. Asher was the second son born to Zilpah in Paddan-aram, where 
Jacob was working as a herdsman for Laban, his father-in-law. Asher is always 
mentioned after his full brother Gad in the lists of Jacob’s descendants (Gen. 
35:26; 46:17; Exod. 1:4; 1 Chr. 2:2).

�3.3. A fertile A fertile tribal te tribal territory lorritory located in tcated in the westernhe western Galilee h Galilee highland, wighland, with the trith the trith the tribes of tribes of Naphtali tNaphtali to its easto its east and Zebul and Zebulun to its un to its southeast southeast (Gen. 49:2(Gen. 49:20; Deut. 30; Deut. 33:24; Josh3:24333:24; Jos33:24; Josh. 19:24-3h. 19:24-31). Becaus1). Because the weste the western portioern portion of Ashern of Asher adjoined  adjoined the Phoenithe Phoenician coastcPhoeniPhoenicianPhoenician coast, it coast, it maintaine maintained close cod close contact withntact with the coast the coastal state oal state of Tyre. Duf Tyre. During the CringDuDuring theDuring the Conquest, Conquest, the tribe the tribe failed to failed to drive out drive out the Canaa the Canaanites and nites and instead liinstead lived peacefvedlilived peaclived peacefully amoefully among them (Jng them (Judg. 1:31)udg. 1:31). Asher wa. Asher was criticizs criticized in the ed in the Song of DeSong of Deborah for boDeDeborah foDeborah for not partr not participating icipating in the batin the battle againstle against Jabin, tt Jabin, the Canaanihe Canaanite king ofte king of Hazor (Ju Hazo Hazor (JudHazor (Judg. 5:17). g. 5:17). Asher lateAsher later responder responded to Gideod to Gideon’s call tn’s call to fight tho fight the Midianite Midianites in the es ines in the Plain the Plain of Jezrin of Jezreel (Judg.eel (Judg. 6:35; 7:2 6:35; 7:23). The tr3). The tribe is recibe is recorded as sorded as supporting upporting the kingshthe kinthe kingship okingship of Ishbaal f Ishbaal (Ish-boshe(Ish-bosheth) followth) following Saul’sing Saul’s death (2  death (2 Sam. 2:9; Sam. 2:9; read “Asheread “Asherites”).rites“Ashe“Asherites“Asherites”).”).”).

3. A fertile tribal territory located in the western Galilee highland, with the 
tribes of Naphtali to its east and Zebulun to its southeast (Gen. 49:20; Deut. 
33:24; Josh. 19:24-31). Because the western portion of Asher adjoined the 
Phoenician coast, it maintained close contact with the coastal state of Tyre. 
During the Conquest, the tribe failed to drive out the Canaanites and instead 
lived peacefully among them (Judg. 1:31). Asher was criticized in the Song of 
Deborah for not participating in the battle against Jabin, the Canaanite king of 
Hazor (Judg. 5:17). Asher later responded to Gideon’s call to fight the Midianites 
in the Plain of Jezreel (Judg. 6:35; 7:23). The tribe is recorded as supporting the 
kingship of Ishbaal (Ish-bosheth) following Saul’s death (2 Sam. 2:9; read 
“Asherites”).

�Asher becaAsher became one of me one of Solomon’s Solomon’s 12 adminis12 administrative ditrative districts (1stricts (1 Kgs. 4:16 Kgs. 4:16). The nor). The ). The northeThe northern portionrn portion of Asher, of Asher, the “land the “land of Cabul, of Cabul,” was late” was later relinquir relinquished by Soshed by Solomon to HloSoSolomon toSolomon to Hiram of  Hiram of Tyre as paTyre as payment for yment for timber andtimber and gold used gold used in the co in the constructionnstructiococonstructiconstruction of the on of the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple (1 temple (1 Kgs. 9:10-Kgs. 9:10-14). Inhab14). Inhabitants of itants of Asher are Asher are listed as listlisted as listed as respondingresponding to Hezeki to Hezekiah’s invitah’s invitation to cation to celebrate Pelebrate Passover inassover in Jerusalem Jerusalem (2 Chr. 3 (2  (2 Chr. 30(2 Chr. 30:11).:11).:11).

Asher became one of Solomon’s 12 administrative districts (1 Kgs. 4:16). 
The northern portion of Asher, the “land of Cabul,” was later relinquished by 
Solomon to Hiram of Tyre as payment for timber and gold used in the 
construction of the Jerusalem temple (1 Kgs. 9:10-14). Inhabitants of Asher are 
listed as responding to Hezekiah’s invitation to celebrate Passover in Jerusalem 
(2 Chr. 30:11).

�The NT lisThe NT lists Anna asts Anna as a member  a member of the triof the tribe of Ashebe of Asher (Luke 2:r (Luke 2:36). In Re36). In Rev. 7:6 Ashv. 7:6 v. 7:6 Asher 7:6 Asher is among tis among those tribehose tribes who are s who are sealed.sealed.sealed.

The NT lists Anna as a member of the tribe of Asher (Luke 2:36). In Rev. 
7:6 Asher is among those tribes who are sealed.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. AharoniY. Aharoni, , The Land oThe Land of the Biblf the Bible,e, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1979),ia, 1979),ia, 1979), 2571979), 257–58; N. –58; N. Na}amanNa}aman, , Borders anBorders and Districtd Districts in Biblis in Biblical Historcal Historiographyiography (Jerusale (Jerusale (Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1986), 4, 1986), 40–62.0–62.0–62.

Bibliography. Y. Aharoni, The Land of the Bible, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia, 
1979), 257–58; N. Na}aman, Borders and Districts in Biblical Historiography 
(Jerusalem, 1986), 40–62.
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ASHERAHASHERAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�sûeära®}a�sûeära®)))

ASHERAH (Heb. }a�sûeära® )

The HebrewThe Hebrew name of a name of an Amorite n Amorite or Canaanior Canaanite goddesste goddess and the c and the cult objectult object dedicated dedicat dedicated dedicated to her. A to her. A complete dcomplete distinctionistinction between t between the deity ahe deity and the sacnd the sacred poles red poles erected ineerected inerected in her honor her honor is not al is not always possiways possible in theble in the OT (cf. J OT (cf. Judg. 3:7).udg. 3:7).

The Hebrew name of an Amorite or Canaanite goddess and the cult object 
dedicated to her. A complete distinction between the deity and the sacred poles 



erected in her honor is not always possible in the OT (cf. Judg. 3:7).

�Asherah maAsherah may have beey have been the samen the same as  as AsûratumAsûratum, the cons, the consort of Amuort of Amurru, one orru, onerru, one of theone of the chief dei chief deities mentities mentioned in anoned in an early Bab early Babylonian liylonian list of godsst of gods; in the A; in the Amarna LettmarnAAmarna LetAmarna Letters her nters her name appearame appears in the ps in the personal naersonal name me Abdi-asûirAbdi-asûirtata (“Servant (“Servant of Ashera o of Asherahof Asherah”). The Ra”). The Ras Shamra ts Shamra texts portrexts portray her (Ugay her (Ugar. ar. }at�rt}at�rt) as the s) as the spouse of tpouse of the supremehtthe supremthe supreme god El (e god El (sometimes sometimes called Elacalled Elat, “goddest, “goddess”) and ths”) and the mother oe mother of 70 childf 70 children, inclurchildchildren, children, including including Baal (perhBaal (perhaps also aaps also a consort); consort); she is al she is also called so called “Lady Ashe“Lady Asherah of therah orah of the seaof the sea.” In the .” In the Baal cycleBaal cycle she inter she intercedes withcedes with El to pro El to provide a palvide a palace for Baace for Baal. Asheraal. Asal. Asherah waAsherah was the moths the mother goddesser goddess, to be di, to be distinguishestinguished from Astd from Astarte, the arte, the Canaanite CanaaniteCanaanite Canaanite fertility fertility goddess. Cgoddess. Centers of enters of worship weworship were locatedre located throughou throughout the ancit the ancient Near Eeanciancient Neancient Near East, par East, particularlarticularly Phoeniciy Phoenicia. Manifesa. Manifestations oftations of Asherah w Asherah worship havorship have been idee be been identbeen identified in Eified in Egyptian, Hgyptian, Hittite, Phittite, Philistine, ilistine, and Arabicand Arabic texts. texts. texts.

Asherah may have been the same as Asûratum, the consort of Amurru, 
one of the chief deities mentioned in an early Babylonian list of gods; in the 
Amarna Letters her name appears in the personal name Abdi-asûirta (“Servant 
of Asherah”). The Ras Shamra texts portray her (Ugar. }at�rt ) as the spouse of 
the supreme god El (sometimes called Elat, “goddess”) and the mother of 70 
children, including Baal (perhaps also a consort); she is also called “Lady Asherah 
of the sea.” In the Baal cycle she intercedes with El to provide a palace for Baal. 
Asherah was the mother goddess, to be distinguished from Astarte, the 
Canaanite fertility goddess. Centers of worship were located throughout the 
ancient Near East, particularly Phoenicia. Manifestations of Asherah worship have 
been identified in Egyptian, Hittite, Philistine, and Arabic texts.

�Heb. Heb. }a�sûeära®}a�sûeära® refers no refers not only to t only to the goddesthe goddess but alsos but also to the co to the consecrated nsecratecoconsecrateconsecrated poles, cd poles, called eithalled either Asheraher Asherah (e.g., De (e.g., Deut. 16:21;ut. 16:21; Judg. 6:2 Judg. 6:25, 28) or 5, 28) or Asherim (eAsheAsherim (eAsherim (e.g., Exod..g., Exod. 34:13; De 34:13; Deut. 7:5; 1ut. 7:5; 12:3), whic2:3), which represenh represented the deted the deity. At fiity. At first they mrst thrst they may hthey may have been lave been living treeiving trees (cf. Deus (cf. Deut. 16:21; t. 16:21; possibly apossibly a sacred gr sacred grove), but ove), but in later uin latin later usaglater usage were wooe were wooden poles,den poles, perhaps s perhaps stylized totylized to represent represent a tree (c a tree (cf. 2 Kgs. f. 2 Kgs. 17:10). Th17:17:10). Th17:10). These poles ese poles may also hmay also have been cave been carved imagarved images of the es of the goddess. Rgoddess. Remains of emains of what are bwwhat are bwhat are believed toelieved to be such p be such poles, incloles, including thosuding those discovere discovered among Bed among Bronze Age ronze Ageronze Age finds Age finds at Shechemat Shechem, consist , consist mainly of mainly of postholes postholes in which tin which the rotted he rotted timber hastimber has left a di le left a difleft a differently cferently colored soiolored soil.l.l.

Heb. }a�sûeära®  refers not only to the goddess but also to the 
consecrated poles, called either Asherah (e.g., Deut. 16:21; Judg. 6:25, 28) or 
Asherim (e.g., Exod. 34:13; Deut. 7:5; 12:3), which represented the deity. At first 
they may have been living trees (cf. Deut. 16:21; possibly a sacred grove), but in 
later usage were wooden poles, perhaps stylized to represent a tree (cf. 2 Kgs. 
17:10). These poles may also have been carved images of the goddess. Remains of 
what are believed to be such poles, including those discovered among Bronze 
Age finds at Shechem, consist mainly of postholes in which the rotted timber has 
left a differently colored soil.

�In ancientIn ancient Israel wo Israel worship of Arship of Asherah is sherah is attested aattested at local sht local shrines durirines during the perng the perng the period of period of the judgesthe judges (Judg. 3: (Judg. 3:7-8). Both7-8). Both Jeroboam  Jeroboam I of IsraeI of Israel (1 Kgs. l (1 Kgs. 14:15) and14:15) and Rehoboam  Reh Rehoboam oRehoboam of Judah (vf Judah (v. 23), son. 23), sons and succs and successors of essors of Solomon, fSolomon, fostered Asostered Asherah worsherah woherah worship inworship in their res their respective kipective kingdoms. Whngdoms. When King Ahen King Ahab marriedab married the Phoen the Phoenician prinician prician princess Jprincess Jezebel, woezebel, worship of Arship of Asherah wassherah was strongly  strongly promoted ipromoted in the nortn the northern kingdhern kingdhern kingdom, tkingdom, together wiogether with the worth the worship of Baship of Baal. The pral. The prophet Elijophet Elijah countedah counted some 400  some 400 some 400 of her400 of her prophets  prophets (and 450 o(and 450 of Baal) eaf Baal) eating at Jeting at Jezebel’s tazebel’s table (no doble (no doubt supporubt supported by thetedsupporsupported supported by the queby the queen; 1 Kgs.en; 1 Kgs. 18:19). I 18:19). Israel’s desrael’s devotion to votion to Asherah isAsherah is cited as  cited as a cause foa caa cause for cause for its deportits deportation to Aation to Assyria (2 ssyria (2 Kgs. 17:10Kgs. 17:10, 16)., 16)., 16).

In ancient Israel worship of Asherah is attested at local shrines during the 
period of the judges (Judg. 3:7-8). Both Jeroboam I of Israel (1 Kgs. 14:15) and 
Rehoboam of Judah (v. 23), sons and successors of Solomon, fostered Asherah 
worship in their respective kingdoms. When King Ahab married the Phoenician 
princess Jezebel, worship of Asherah was strongly promoted in the northern 
kingdom, together with the worship of Baal. The prophet Elijah counted some 
400 of her prophets (and 450 of Baal) eating at Jezebel’s table (no doubt 
supported by the queen; 1 Kgs. 18:19). Israel’s devotion to Asherah is cited as a 
cause for its deportation to Assyria (2 Kgs. 17:10, 16).

�AllegianceAllegiance to the As to the Asherah cultherah cult was prosc was proscribed (Exoribed (Exod. 34:13-1d. 34:13-14; Deut. 74; Deut. 7:5), and v:5), an:5), and variouand various attemptss attempts were made were made to eradic to eradicate the prate the practice (e.actice (e.g., Gideong., Gideon, Judg. 6:, Judg. 6:25-30). Ma25-6:6:25-30). 6:25-30). Maacah theMaacah the queen mot queen mother had plher had placed an “iaced an “image” of Amage” of Asherah in sherah in Judah whicJudah whiJudah which her which her grandson Agrandson Asa destroysa destroyed in the ed in the Wadi KidroWadi Kidron (1 Kgs. n (1 Kgs. 15:13; cf.15:13; cf. 2 Chr. 15 2 Chr. 15 2 Chr. 15:16). Ki15:16). King Josiah ng Josiah of Judah bof Judah burned the urned the “vessels” “vessels” and the woand the woven “hangiven “hangings” of Asngs” of Asherah (2 KhAsAsherah (2Asherah (2 Kgs. 23:4 Kgs. 23:4, 7; 2 Chr, 7; 2 Chr. 34:3, 7). 34:3, 7) which his which his predecess predecessor Manasseor Manasseh had erech had erected in theterecerected inerected in the templ the temple at Jeruse at Jerusalem (2 Kgalem (2 Kgs. 21:7; cs. 21:7; cf. 2 Chr. f. 2 Chr. 33:3, 19);33:3, 19); earlier r earlier reforms wereformrreforms wereforms were carriedre carried out by Je out by Jehoshaphat hoshaphat (2 Chr. 19(2 Chr. 19:3) and He:3) and Hezekiah (2 zekiah (2 Kgs. 18:4)Kgs. 18:4). Propheti.18:4)18:4). Pro18:4). Prophetic judphetic judgments incgments include referlude references to cences to continued dontinued devotion toevotion to the “sacr the “sacred poles” e“sacr“sacred po“sacred poles” (Isa.les” (Isa. 27:9; Jer 27:9; Jer. 17:1ff.;. 17:1ff.; Mic. 5:14 Mic. 5:14).).).

Allegiance to the Asherah cult was proscribed (Exod. 34:13-14; Deut. 7:5), 
and various attempts were made to eradicate the practice (e.g., Gideon, Judg. 
6:25-30). Maacah the queen mother had placed an “image” of Asherah in Judah 
which her grandson Asa destroyed in the Wadi Kidron (1 Kgs. 15:13; cf. 2 Chr. 
15:16). King Josiah of Judah burned the “vessels” and the woven “hangings” of 
Asherah (2 Kgs. 23:4, 7; 2 Chr. 34:3, 7) which his predecessor Manasseh had 
erected in the temple at Jerusalem (2 Kgs. 21:7; cf. 2 Chr. 33:3, 19); earlier 
reforms were carried out by Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 19:3) and Hezekiah (2 Kgs. 
18:4). Prophetic judgments include references to continued devotion to the 
“sacred poles” (Isa. 27:9; Jer. 17:1ff.; Mic. 5:14).



�InscriptioInscriptions found ans found at Kuntillet Kuntillet t {Ajrud{Ajrud and Khirb and Khirbet el-Qom et el-Qom mention “Ymention “Yahweh and ahweh“Y“Yahweh an“Yahweh and his d his }a�sûeära®}a�sûeära®..” Many sch” Many scholars inteolars interpret thisrpret this as indica as indication of thtion of the goddess e ge goddess Asgoddess Asherah as cherah as consort of onsort of Yahweh (onYahweh (on the order the order of Baal a of Baal and Asherahnd Asherah), but the), but th), but the term pthe term probably inrobably indicates thdicates the cult syme cult symbol or, lebol or, less likely,ss likely, a cella o a cella or chapel.r chapel.r chapel.

Inscriptions found at Kuntillet {Ajrud and Khirbet el-Qom mention 
“Yahweh and his }a�sûeära®. ” Many scholars interpret this as indication of the 
goddess Asherah as consort of Yahweh (on the order of Baal and Asherah), but 
the term probably indicates the cult symbol or, less likely, a cella or chapel.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. Binger,T. Binger,  Asherah: GAsherah: Goddesses ioddesses in Ugarit, n Ugarit, Israel andIsrael and the Old T the Old Testament.estaTTestament.Testament. JSOTSup 2 JSOTSup 212 (Sheffi12 (Sheffield, 1994)eld, 1994); J. Day, ; J. Day, “Asherah i“Asherah in the Hebrn the Hebrew Bible aew Bible and Northwendaand Northwand Northwest Semitiest Semitic Literatuc Literature,” re,” JBLJBL 105 (1986 105 (1986): 385–408): 385–408; B. Marga; B. Margalit, “The lit, “The Meaning anMeaMeaning anMeaning and Significd Significance of Asance of Asherah,” herah,” VTVT 40 (1990) 40 (1990): 264–97; : 264–97; Z. Meshel,Z. Meshel, “Did Yahw “Did Yahw “Did Yahweh HavYahweh Have a Consore a Consort?” t?” BARevBARev 5 (1979): 5 (1979): 24–35; S. 24–35; S. A. Wiggin A. Wiggins, s, A ReassessA Reassessment of ‘Ament of ment of ‘Asheraof ‘Asherah.’h.’ AOAT 235  AOAT 235 (Neukirche(Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1n-Vluyn, 1993); N. W993); N. Wyatt, “Ashyatt, “Asherah,” erah,” DDD,DDD, 99–105. 99– 99–105.99–105.99–105.

Bibliography. T. Binger, Asherah: Goddesses in Ugarit, Israel and the Old 
Testament. JSOTSup 212 (Sheffield, 1994); J. Day, “Asherah in the Hebrew Bible 
and Northwest Semitic Literature,” JBL 105 (1986): 385–408; B. Margalit, “The 
Meaning and Significance of Asherah,” VT 40 (1990): 264–97; Z. Meshel, “Did 
Yahweh Have a Consort?” BARev 5 (1979): 24–35; S. A. Wiggins, A Reassessment 
of ‘Asherah.’ AOAT 235 (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1993); N. Wyatt, “Asherah,” DDD, 
99–105.
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ASHESASHESASHES

ASHES

A means toA means to denote hu denote humiliation,miliation, sorrow, w sorrow, worthlessneorthlessness, or purss, or purification.ification. As a symb As a symbol of humiosymbsymbol of symbol of humility, humility, ashes ofteashes often were coun were coupled with pled with other itemother items. When Abs. When Abraham apprraham apraham approachedapproached Yahweh, h Yahweh, he referrede referred to himsel to himself as dust f as dust and ashes and ashes (Gen. 18:2(Gen. 18:27). Simila7). Similarly, DanierSimilaSimilarly,Similarly, Daniel fa Daniel fasted and dsted and dressed himressed himself in saself in sackcloth anckcloth and ashes (Dd ashes (Dan. 9:3; can. 9:3; cf. Matt. 1f. Maf. Matt. 11:2Matt. 11:21). In the1). In the apocrypha apocryphal Additionl Additions to Esthes to Esther (14:2), r (14:2), Esther putEsther put ashes and ashes and dung on h dun dung on hedung on her head as r head as a sign of a sign of humility. humility. Ashes commAshes commonly were only were used to exused to express griepress griepress grief. Jergrief. Jeremiah encoemiah encouraged theuraged the nation to nation to mourn ove mourn over the comir the coming destrucng destruction by rotion by rotion by rolling inrolling in ashes (Je ashes (Jer. 6:26; cr. 6:26; cf. Job 2:8f. Job 2:8). Compari). Comparing something something to asheng to ashes suggestes suggested the wortd thed the worthlthe worthlessness ofessness of the objec the object (Job 13:t (Job 13:12) or its12) or its destructi destruction (Ezek. on (Ezek. 28:18; Job28:18; Job 30:19). H 30:1 30:19). Ho30:19). However, thewever, the ashes tha ashes that were prot were produced by bduced by burning a rurning a red heifer ed heifer were used were usedwere used to brused to bring about ing about purificatipurification (Num. 1on (Num. 19:9-10; cf9:9-10; cf. Heb. 9:1. Heb. 9:13).3).3).

A means to denote humiliation, sorrow, worthlessness, or purification. As a 
symbol of humility, ashes often were coupled with other items. When Abraham 
approached Yahweh, he referred to himself as dust and ashes (Gen. 18:27). 
Similarly, Daniel fasted and dressed himself in sackcloth and ashes (Dan. 9:3; cf. 
Matt. 11:21). In the apocryphal Additions to Esther (14:2), Esther put ashes and 
dung on her head as a sign of humility. Ashes commonly were used to express 
grief. Jeremiah encouraged the nation to mourn over the coming destruction by 
rolling in ashes (Jer. 6:26; cf. Job 2:8). Comparing something to ashes suggested 
the worthlessness of the object (Job 13:12) or its destruction (Ezek. 28:18; Job 
30:19). However, the ashes that were produced by burning a red heifer were 
used to bring about purification (Num. 19:9-10; cf. Heb. 9:13).

Scott M. LScott M. Langstonangston
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ASHHURASHHUR (Heb.  (Heb. }asûh�u®r}asûh�u®r)))

ASHHUR (Heb. }asûh�u®r )

The son ofThe son of Hezron an Hezron and Abijah, d Abijah, born folloborn following Hezrowing Hezron’s death n’s death (so NRSV, (so NRSV, following followingfollowing following MT). AccorMT). According to thding to the RSV (fole RSV (following MT)lowing MT) he was th he was the son of Ce son of Caleb and Ealeb and Ealeb and Ephrathah Ephrathah the wife othe wife of Hezron. f Hezron. Ashhur becAshhur became the “fame the “father” or ather” or founder offounder of Tekoa (1  Tekoa (1 Tekoa (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:24).24).

The son of Hezron and Abijah, born following Hezron’s death (so NRSV, 
following MT). According to the RSV (following MT) he was the son of Caleb and 
Ephrathah the wife of Hezron. Ashhur became the “father” or founder of Tekoa 
(1 Chr. 2:24).

ASHIMAASHIMA (Heb.  (Heb. }a�sûiîmaœ}a�sûiîmaœ})})})

ASHIMA (Heb. }a�sûiîmaœ })

A deity brA deity brought by Aought by Aramean setramean settlers fromtlers from Hamath to Hamath to Samaria ( Samaria (2 Kgs. 17:2 Kgs. 17:30). He is30). He is30). He is mentionis mentioned in an ied in an inscriptionnscription from Teim from Teima. A relata. A relationship wiionship with Phoenicth Phoenician ian EsûmunEsûmunEsûmunEsûmun and Eleph and Elephantine antine Esûem-bethEsûem-bethelel or with H or with Heb. eb. }aœsûaœm}aœsûaœm (“guilt”) (“guilt”) is improb is i is improbableimprobable, though A, though Amos 8:14 mmos 8:14 may containay contain a pun on  a pun on this name this name ((}asûmat� s}asûmat� sûomeïro®n,ûomssûomeïro®nsûomeïro®n,, “the sham “the shame of Samare of Samaria”). A coia”). A connection wnnection with the anith the ancient Semicient Semitic cattletic catic cattle-godcattle-god  It�mIt�m (identifi (identified at Ugared at Ugarit with Meit with Mesopotamiansopotamian Sumuqan)  Sumuqan) is possiblis possible.e.e.

A deity brought by Aramean settlers from Hamath to Samaria (2 Kgs. 17:30). He 
is mentioned in an inscription from Teima. A relationship with Phoenician 
Esûmun and Elephantine Esûem-bethel or with Heb. }aœsûaœm (“guilt”) is 
improbable, though Amos 8:14 may contain a pun on this name (}asûmat� 
sûomeïro®n, “the shame of Samaria”). A connection with the ancient Semitic 



cattle-god It�m  (identified at Ugarit with Mesopotamian Sumuqan) is possible.
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ASHKELONASHKELON (Heb.  (Heb. }asûqeïlo®}asûqeïlo®nn)))

ASHKELON (Heb. }asûqeïlo®n)

A large seA large seaport of aaport of ancient Palncient Palestine, onestine, one of the ce of the cities of Pities of Philistia. hilistia. The name, The name, possibly rpossiblpossibly rpossibly related to elated to Heb. Heb. sûql,sûql, “to weigh “to weigh,” could r,” could refer to thefer to the city’s ee city’s economic roconomic role (“Placele rorole (“Plarole (“Place of Weigce of Weights”?).hts”?).hts”?).

A large seaport of ancient Palestine, one of the cities of Philistia. The name, 
possibly related to Heb. sûql, “to weigh,” could refer to the city’s economic 
role (“Place of Weights”?).

�Located onLocated on the south the southern coast ern coast of Israel,of Israel, Ashkelon  Ashkelon (107119) o(107119) occupied a ccupied a strategic stratestrategic strategic position aposition along the clong the coastal higoastal highway, the hway, the Via Maris Via Maris (“Way of t(“Way of the Sea”). he Sea”). A nationalA naA national pnational park outsidark outside modern Ae modern Ashkelon, 1shkelon, 16 km. (10 6 km. (10 mi.) N of mi.) N of Gaza, 64 kGaza, 64 km. (40 mi.m. (40 mi.m. (40 mi.) S of mi.) S of Tel Aviv, Tel Aviv, marks the marks the site of thsite of the ancient e ancient city. Popucity. Populated succlated successively fessively from at learom arom at least cat least ca. 3000 a. 3000 B.C.E.B.C.E. until 127 until 1270 0 C.E.C.E. by Canaan by Canaanites, Philites, Philistines, Pistines, Phoenicianshoenicians, Jews, Gr, Jews, G, Jews, Greeks, RoGreeks, Romans, Byzamans, Byzantine Chrintine Christians, Mustians, Muslims, andslims, and Crusaders Crusaders, Ashkelon, Ashkelon witnessed witnesse witnessed witnessed and particand participated in ipated in the paradethe parade of orient of oriental and occal and occidental hiidental history.story.story.

Located on the southern coast of Israel, Ashkelon (107119) occupied a 
strategic position along the coastal highway, the Via Maris (“Way of the Sea”). A 
national park outside modern Ashkelon, 16 km. (10 mi.) N of Gaza, 64 km. (40 
mi.) S of Tel Aviv, marks the site of the ancient city. Populated successively from 
at least ca. 3000 B.C.E. until 1270 C.E. by Canaanites, Philistines, Phoenicians, Jews, 
Greeks, Romans, Byzantine Christians, Muslims, and Crusaders, Ashkelon 
witnessed and participated in the parade of oriental and occidental history.

�In the BibIn the Bible Ashkelole Ashkelon is listen is listed as one od as one of the fivef the five major Phi major Philistine cilistine cities, the ties, the PhilistinePhilPhilistinePhilistine Pentapoli Pentapolis (Josh. 1s (Josh. 13:3; 1 Sam3:3; 1 Sam. 6:17). A. 6:17). According tccording to Judg. 1:o Judg. 1:18 Judah t18 Judah took but coook buook but could but could not hold Anot hold Ashkelon. Ashkelon. At Ashkelont Ashkelon Samson ki Samson killed and slled and stripped thtripped the corpses e corpses e corpses ofcorpses of 30 men in 30 men in order to  order to make good make good on a wageron a wager (Judg. 14 (Judg. 14:12, 19). :12, 19). In his eleIn his elegy for Absgyeleelegy for elegy for Absalom anAbsalom and Saul Davd Saul David refers id refers to Ashkeloto Ashkelon (2 Sam. n (2 Sam. 1:20). The1:20). The majority  majority of biblicaoof biblicaof biblical referencl references to Ashkes to Ashkelon are ielon are in prophetin prophetic oracles c oracles against Phagainst Philistia (eilistia (e.g., Jer. .g., Jer.g., Jer. 25:20Jer. 25:20).).).

In the Bible Ashkelon is listed as one of the five major Philistine cities, the 
Philistine Pentapolis (Josh. 13:3; 1 Sam. 6:17). According to Judg. 1:18 Judah took 
but could not hold Ashkelon. At Ashkelon Samson killed and stripped the 
corpses of 30 men in order to make good on a wager (Judg. 14:12, 19). In his 
elegy for Absalom and Saul David refers to Ashkelon (2 Sam. 1:20). The majority 
of biblical references to Ashkelon are in prophetic oracles against Philistia (e.g., 
Jer. 25:20).

�The PhilisThe Philistine era itine era in Ashkelonn Ashkelon began in  began in the early the early 12th centu12th century. Nearlyry. Nearly 600 years 600 yea 600 years lateyears later, in 604,r, in 604, it ended  it ended when the Bwhen the Babylonian abylonian king Nebucking Nebuchadnezzar hadnezzar conquered conqueredconquered conquered the city athe city and took itnd took its elite ins elite into exile (to exile (Jer. 47:5)Jer. 47:5); 20 years; 20 years later a s later a similar fatimilar faimilar fate befelfate befell Jerusalel Jerusalem.m.m.

The Philistine era in Ashkelon began in the early 12th century. Nearly 600 
years later, in 604, it ended when the Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar 
conquered the city and took its elite into exile (Jer. 47:5); 20 years later a similar 
fate befell Jerusalem.

�For centurFor centuries pilgriies pilgrims, adventms, adventurers, andurers, and archaeolo archaeologists havegists have visited,  visited, plundered,plunderedplundered,plundered, and studi and studied Ashkeloed Ashkelon, where Rn, where Roman columoman columns and Fatns and Fatimid rampaimid ramparts still rts stillrts still stanstill stand. Among td. Among the finds ohe finds of the currf the current excavaent excavation, led tion, led by Lawrencby Lawrence E. Stagee E. Stager, is a smr, isr, is a smallis a small silver-pl silver-plated statuated statue of a bule of a bull calf, dal calf, dating from ting from the 16th cthe 16th century. Thentury. This physicais physicis physical ephysical evidence fovidence for the use r the use of bovine of bovine iconographiconography in Canaay in Canaanite relignite religion sheds ion sheds light on tlighlight on tlight on the backgrohe background of a nund of a number of bumber of biblical paiblical passages whissages which mentionch mention the culti the cultic use of bc uc use of buluse of bull or calf l or calf images (Eximages (Exod. 32; 1 od. 32; 1 Kgs. 12:28Kgs. 12:28; Hos. 8:5; Hos. 8:5).).).

For centuries pilgrims, adventurers, and archaeologists have visited, 
plundered, and studied Ashkelon, where Roman columns and Fatimid ramparts 
still stand. Among the finds of the current excavation, led by Lawrence E. Stager, 
is a small silver-plated statue of a bull calf, dating from the 16th century. This 
physical evidence for the use of bovine iconography in Canaanite religion sheds 
light on the background of a number of biblical passages which mention the cultic 
use of bull or calf images (Exod. 32; 1 Kgs. 12:28; Hos. 8:5).

�ThroughoutThroughout its histo its history, Ashkelry, Ashkelon’s statuon’s status as the ms as the major port ajor port of the souof the southern Palethern Pthern PalestiniaPalestinian coast len coast lent the citnt the city a cosmopy a cosmopolitan andolitan and diverse c diverse character. haracter. Ashkelon wAshkelon was famous as wwas famouswas famous in antiqu in antiquity for itity for its sweet ons sweet onions; the ions; the word “scalword “scallion” comelion” comes from thes from the Latin nam L Latin nameLatin name of the ci of the city.ty.ty.

Throughout its history, Ashkelon’s status as the major port of the southern 
Palestinian coast lent the city a cosmopolitan and diverse character. Ashkelon 
was famous in antiquity for its sweet onions; the word “scallion” comes from the 
Latin name of the city.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. E. StagL. E. Stager, “Ashkeer, “Ashkelon,” lon,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 1:103–12; 1:103–12;  Ashkelon DAshkelon Discovered:iscoverDDiscoveredDiscovered: From Can: From Canaanites anaanites and Philistid Philistines to Romnes to Romans and Moans and Moslemsslems (Washingt (Washington, 1991).on, 199on, 1991).1991).1991).

Bibliography. L. E. Stager, “Ashkelon,” NEAEHL 1:103–12; Ashkelon 
Discovered: From Canaanites and Philistines to Romans and Moslems (Washington, 
1991).
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ASHKENAZASHKENAZ (Heb.  (Heb. }asûkeïnaz}asûkeïnaz)))

ASHKENAZ (Heb. }asûkeïnaz)

The eldestThe eldest of the th of the three sons oree sons of Gomer, tf Gomer, the son of he son of Japheth (GJapheth (Gen. 10:3; en. 10:3; 1 Chr. 1:61 Chr. 1:6), and the),1:61:6), and 1:6), and the name othe name of a kingdof a kingdom (Jer. 51m (Jer. 51:27). Most:27). Most likely it likely it was the S was the Scythian kicythian kingdom (cf.ngdokikingdom (ckingdom (cf. Assyr. f. Assyr. Isû-ku-zaIsû-ku-za). Its con). Its connection tonection to the Cimme the Cimmerian invasrian invasions (Heroions (Heroions (Herodotus(Herodotus  Hist.Hist. 4.11) acc 4.11) accounts for ounts for its relatiits relation to Gomeon to Gomer.r.r.

The eldest of the three sons of Gomer, the son of Japheth (Gen. 10:3; 1 Chr. 
1:6), and the name of a kingdom (Jer. 51:27). Most likely it was the Scythian 
kingdom (cf. Assyr. Isû-ku-za). Its connection to the Cimmerian invasions 
(Herodotus Hist. 4.11) accounts for its relation to Gomer.

�Allying thAllying themselves wemselves with the Maith the Mannai, the nnai, the Scythians Scythians revolted arevolted against Assgainst Assyria (7th yria (7tyria (7th centu(7th century ry B.C.E.B.C.E.) but were) but were afterward afterward conquered conquered by the Me by the Medes and thdes and the Persianse Persians. In 538 t.PersiansPersians. Persians. In 538 theIn 538 they providedy provided contingen contingents of troots of troops for theps for the Persian a Persian attack agaittack against Babylonst agaiagainst Baagainst Babylon.bylon.

Allying themselves with the Mannai, the Scythians revolted against Assyria 
(7th century B.C.E.) but were afterward conquered by the Medes and the 
Persians. In 538 they provided contingents of troops for the Persian attack 
against Babylon.

ASHNAHASHNAH (Heb.  (Heb. }asûna®}asûna®)))

ASHNAH (Heb. }asûna®)

�1.1. A city in A city in the Sheph the Shephelah (lowlelah (lowlands) of Jands) of Judah, mentudah, mentioned in cioned in connection onnection with Eshtawith with Eshtawith Eshtaol and Zorol and Zorah (Josh. ah (Josh. 15:33). Th15:33). The modern ve modern village of illage of Aslin, E oAslin, E of Azekah, f Azekah, and Khirbeandand Khirbeand Khirbet Wadi Allt Wadi Allin, SE of in, SE of Beth-shemeBeth-shemesh, are posh, are possible locssible locations.ations.ations.

1. A city in the Shephelah (lowlands) of Judah, mentioned in connection 
with Eshtaol and Zorah (Josh. 15:33). The modern village of Aslin, E of Azekah, 
and Khirbet Wadi Allin, SE of Beth-shemesh, are possible locations.

�2.2. A city in A city in the Sheph the Shephelah of Juelah of Judah, furthdah, further south ter south than han 1 1 above (Josabove (Josh. 15:43).h. 15:43). The site  T The site mThe site may be modeay be modern Idna (1rn Idna (148107), 1048107), 10 km. (6 mi km. (6 mi.) E of La.) E of Lachish.chish.

2. A city in the Shephelah of Judah, further south than 1 above (Josh. 15:43). 
The site may be modern Idna (148107), 10 km. (6 mi.) E of Lachish.

ASHPENAZASHPENAZ (Heb.  (Heb. }asûpeïnaz}asûpeïnaz)))

ASHPENAZ (Heb. }asûpeïnaz)

The chief The chief of Nebuchaof Nebuchadnezzar’s dnezzar’s eunuchs, ceunuchs, charged witharged with recruitih recruiting Jewish ng Jewish nobility anobility among the cmaamong the among the captives fcaptives for the kinor the king’s servicg’s service (Dan. 1:e (Dan. 1:3-4).3-4).

The chief of Nebuchadnezzar’s eunuchs, charged with recruiting Jewish nobility 
among the captives for the king’s service (Dan. 1:3-4).

ASHTAROTHASHTAROTH (Heb.  (Heb. {asûtaœro®{asûtaœro®t�t�) ) (DEITY)(DEITY)(DEITY)

ASHTAROTH (Heb. {asûtaœro®t� ) (DEITY)

Plural forPlural form of the nm of the name of theame of the Canaanite Canaanite goddess A goddess Ashtart (NRshtart (NRSV “AstartSV “Astarte”). It ape”). It appears in tpapappears inappears in the OT in the OT in the phras the phrase “the Baae “the Baalim and thlim and the Ashtarote Ashtaroth” (Judg. h” (Judg. 10:6; 1 Sa10:6; 1 Sam. 7:4; 12mSaSam. 7:4; Sam. 7:4; 12:10), wh12:10), where it denere it denotes eitheotes either various r various local manilocal manifestationsfestations of Ashtar of Ashtart or, moret ort or, more lor, more likely, godikely, goddesses in desses in general. Tgeneral. The latter he latter sense is isense is implied in mplied in 1 Sam. 7:31 Sam. 7:3, where “t, whe, where “thewhere “the Ashtaroth Ashtaroth” is added” is added as the fe as the feminine equminine equivalent ofivalent of “foreign  “foreign (male) god(male) gods” (Heb. s”godgods” (Hebgods” (Heb. . }eïloœheî }eïloœheî hanneäk�aœhanneäk�aœrr). Ashtaro). Ashtaroth can be th can be understoodunderstood as a sing as a singular divinusingsingular dsingular divine nameivine name in two in in two instances: Jstances: Judg. 2:13,udg. 2:13, where it  where it parallels parallels sing. Baalsing. Baal, and 1 Sa, and 1, and 1 Sam. 31:1 Sam. 31:10, which 10, which refers to refers to “the templ“the temple of Ashtae of Ashtart,” “a tert,” “a temple of gomple of goddesses,” ddesses,” or “a temporor “a tempor “a temple of a gole of a goddess.”ddess.”ddess.”

Plural form of the name of the Canaanite goddess Ashtart (NRSV “Astarte”). It 
appears in the OT in the phrase “the Baalim and the Ashtaroth” (Judg. 10:6; 1 
Sam. 7:4; 12:10), where it denotes either various local manifestations of Ashtart 
or, more likely, goddesses in general. The latter sense is implied in 1 Sam. 7:3, 
where “the Ashtaroth” is added as the feminine equivalent of “foreign (male) 
gods” (Heb. }eïloœheî hanneäk�aœr ). Ashtaroth can be understood as a 
singular divine name in two instances: Judg. 2:13, where it parallels sing. Baal, and 
1 Sam. 31:10, which refers to “the temple of Ashtart,” “a temple of goddesses,” 
or “a temple of a goddess.”

�SeeSee  ASHTORETH.ASHTORETH.

See ASHTORETH.

Joel BurneJoel Burnetttt

Joel Burnett

ASHTAROTHASHTAROTH (Heb.  (Heb. {asûtaœro®{asûtaœro®t�t�) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ASHTAROTH (Heb. {asûtaœro®t� ) (PLACE)

A city in A city in Bashan, a Bashan, a dwelling pdwelling place (alonlace (along with Edrg with Edrei) of theei) of the Amorite k Amorite king Og, whing Og, who attempteo ao attempted attempted to impede to impede the progrethe progress of the ss of the IsraelitesIsraelites on their  on their way to Canway to Canaan (Deut.aan (Deut. 1:4; Josh (Deut.(Deut. 1:4(Deut. 1:4; Josh. 12; Josh. 12:4). After:4). After Og’s defe Og’s defeat, the toat, the town was allwn was allotted to totted to the half-trhe half-tribe of Manibe ofibe of Manasseof Manasseh (Josh. 1h (Josh. 13:31) and 3:31) and became a lbecame a levitical cevitical city of theity of the Gershomit Gershomites (1 Chr.es (1 Chr. 6:71[MT 5 6:7 6:71[MT 566:71[MT 56]).]).]).

A city in Bashan, a dwelling place (along with Edrei) of the Amorite king Og, who 
attempted to impede the progress of the Israelites on their way to Canaan 
(Deut. 1:4; Josh. 12:4). After Og’s defeat, the town was allotted to the half-tribe 



of Manasseh (Josh. 13:31) and became a levitical city of the Gershomites (1 Chr. 
6:71[MT 56]).

�The name (The name (the pluralthe plural form of t form of the Canaanihe Canaanite fertilite fertility goddessty goddess Ashtoreth Ashtoreth) is menti) is me) is mentioned mentioned in variantin variant forms in  forms in several anseveral ancient insccient inscriptions iriptions including tncluding the Egyptiahe Egyptian Execratin Exn ExecrationExecration Texts (19 Texts (19th centuryth century  B.C.B.C.), records), records of Thutmo of Thutmose III (15se III (1504–1450), 04–1450), Amarna LetAmarnAmarna LetAmarna Letters, Ugarters, Ugaritic textsitic texts, and a re, and a relief of Tilief of Tiglath-pileglath-pileser III (7ser III (745–727).45–727).45–727).

The name (the plural form of the Canaanite fertility goddess Ashtoreth) is 
mentioned in variant forms in several ancient inscriptions including the Egyptian 
Execration Texts (19th century B.C.), records of Thutmose III (1504–1450), 
Amarna Letters, Ugaritic texts, and a relief of Tiglath-pileser III (745–727).

�The place The place is probablis probably to be idy to be identified wentified with Tell ith Tell {Ashtarah{Ashtarah (243244), (243244), ca. 5 km. ca. 5 km ca. 5 km. (3 mi.km. (3 mi.) S of She) S of Sheikh ikh Sa{dSa{d, usually , usually identifiedidentified with Asht with Ashteroth-karneroth-karnaim (Gen. aim (Gen. 14:5), and14:5)14:5), and14:5), and ca. 32 km ca. 32 km. (20 mi.). (20 mi.) E of the  E of the Sea of GalSea of Galilee. The ilee. The site has osite has occupationaccupational evidencel evidl evidence fevidence from the Earom the Early Bronzerly Bronze Age throu Age through Iron I.gh Iron I.

The place is probably to be identified with Tell {Ashtarah (243244), ca. 5 
km. (3 mi.) S of Sheikh Sa{d, usually identified with Ashteroth-karnaim (Gen. 
14:5), and ca. 32 km. (20 mi.) E of the Sea of Galilee. The site has occupational 
evidence from the Early Bronze Age through Iron I.

Paul J. RaPaul J. Ray, Jr.y, Jr.

Paul J. Ray, Jr.

ASHTERATHIASHTERATHITETE (Heb.  (Heb. haœ{asûteïhaœ{asûteïraœt�iîraœt�iî)))

ASHTERATHITE (Heb. haœ{asûteïraœt�iî )

A native oA native of Ashtarotf Ashtaroth, a gentih, a gentilic applielic applied to Uzziad to Uzzia, one of D, one of David’s “miavid’s “mighty men” ghty men” (1 Chr. 11(1 C(1 Chr. 11:44Chr. 11:44).).

A native of Ashtaroth, a gentilic applied to Uzzia, one of David’s “mighty men” (1 
Chr. 11:44).

ASHTEROTH-ASHTEROTH-KARNAIMKARNAIM  (Heb. (Heb. {asûteïro®{asûteïro®t� qarnayit� qarnayimm)))

ASHTEROTH-KARNAIM 
(Heb. {asûteïro®t� qarnayim )

The place The place where Chedwhere Chedorlaomer aorlaomer and his allnd his allies defeaties defeated the Reped the Rephaim (Gen.haim (Gen. 14:5). 14:5). 14:5).

The place where Chedorlaomer and his allies defeated the Rephaim (Gen. 14:5).

�Because ofBecause of the simil the similarity of tarity of the names ahe names and becausend because Og, king  Og, king of Bashan,of Bashan, was among was am was among the among the last of thlast of the Rephaim e Rephaim (Deut. 3:1(Deut. 3:11; Josh. 11; Josh. 12:4; 13:122:4; 13:12), Ashtero), Ashteroth-karnaimth-karnaim may be th m may be themay be the same as A same as Ashtaroth ishtaroth in Bashan (n Bashan (Deut. 1:4;Deut. 1:4; Josh. 9:1 Josh. 9:10; 13:31; 0; 13:31; modern Telmodern Tell lTelTell Tell {Asûtarah{Asûtarah in southe in southern Syria; rn Syria; 243244). M243244). More likelyore likely, however,, however, the asynd the asyndetic combietic coetic combinatiocombination Ashterotn Ashteroth-karnaim h-karnaim (“the two-(“the two-horned [gohorned [goddess] Astddess] Astarte”; cf.arte”; cf. Deut. 1:4 Deut. 1: Deut. 1:4 MT) in1:4 MT) indicates thdicates that the sitat the site was locae was located near Kted near Karnaim (1 arnaim (1 Macc. 5:26Macc. 5:26; Amos 6:1; Amos 6:13), modern36:16:13), mod6:13), modern Tell Sern Tell Sheikh heikh S�a{d/Tel S�a{d/Tel S�a{dS�a{d (247249). (247249).

Because of the similarity of the names and because Og, king of Bashan, was 
among the last of the Rephaim (Deut. 3:11; Josh. 12:4; 13:12), Ashteroth-karnaim 
may be the same as Ashtaroth in Bashan (Deut. 1:4; Josh. 9:10; 13:31; modern 
Tell {Asûtarah in southern Syria; 243244). More likely, however, the asyndetic 
combination Ashteroth-karnaim (“the two-horned [goddess] Astarte”; cf. Deut. 
1:4 MT) indicates that the site was located near Karnaim (1 Macc. 5:26; Amos 
6:13), modern Tell Sheikh S�a{d/Tel S�a{d  (247249).

Brent A. SBrent A. Strawntrawn

Brent A. Strawn

ASHTORETHASHTORETH (Heb.  (Heb. {asûtoœret{asûtoœret��  Phoen. Phoen. {sûtrt;{sûtrt; Ugar.  Ugar. {t�trt{t�trt)))

ASHTORETH (Heb. {asûtoœret�  
Phoen. {sûtrt; Ugar. {t�trt )

A form of A form of the name othe name of the Canaf the Canaanite goddanite goddess Ashtaress Ashtart in the Ot in the OT (NRSV “AT (NRSV “Astarte”). starte”)“A“Astarte”)“Astarte”). It is a . It is a deliberatedeliberate parody of parody of the name, the name, employing employing the vowel the vowels of Heb. s of Heb. boœsûet�,boboœsûet�,boœsûet�, “shame.”  “shame.” Ashtart isAshtart is the West  the West Semitic coSemitic counterpart unterpart to Akkadiato Akkadian Ishtar an Ishtarn Ishtar andIshtar and Sumerian  Sumerian Inanna in Inanna in her aspecther aspect as a godd as a goddess of waress of war and (prob and (probably) of sably) of sexuality. exssexuality.sexuality. That Cana That Canaanite Ashtanite Ashtart was, lart was, like Ishtarike Ishtar and Inann and Inanna, a Venusa, a Venus deity, as deity, as the Greek the  the Greek the Greek tradition tradition reflects, reflects, is likely;is likely; as the ev as the evening starening star she would she would have shar have shared that roed thaed that role that role with the gwith the god Ashtar,od Ashtar, who appea who appears as the rs as the morning stmorning star and froar and from whose nam whose nam whose name the fname the feminine foeminine form Ashtartrm Ashtart is derive is derived.d.d.

A form of the name of the Canaanite goddess Ashtart in the OT (NRSV 
“Astarte”). It is a deliberate parody of the name, employing the vowels of Heb. 
boœsûet�,  “shame.” Ashtart is the West Semitic counterpart to Akkadian 
Ishtar and Sumerian Inanna in her aspect as a goddess of war and (probably) of 
sexuality. That Canaanite Ashtart was, like Ishtar and Inanna, a Venus deity, as 
the Greek tradition reflects, is likely; as the evening star she would have shared 
that role with the god Ashtar, who appears as the morning star and from whose 
name the feminine form Ashtart is derived.

�Though plaThough playing a subying a subdued role dued role in Ugaritiin Ugaritic myth, Asc myth, Ashtart’s behtart’s bellicose chllicose character isaracter chcharacter character is reflectis reflected in a foed in a formulaic curmulaic curse which rse which summons hesummons her to smashr to smash an enemy’ an enemy an enemy’s skenemy’s skull (ull (KTUKTU 1.2 I 7–8 1.2 I 7–8; 1.16 VI ; 1.16 VI 54–57). Wh54–57). While discusile discussion of Assion of Ashtart’s idhtart’s identity as entityididentity aidentity as a love-gs a love-goddess hasoddess has sometimes sometimes overstepp overstepped the evied the evidence, in dence, in the Keret the Keret Epic she (EEpic she (Epic she (along withalong with Anath) is Anath) is mentioned mentioned as a stan as a standard for fdard for feminine beeminine beauty (auty (KTUKTU 1.14 III  1 1.14 III 41.14 III 41–44). Ash1–44). Ashtart’s spetart’s special relatcial relationship toionship to Baal, per Baal, perhaps as cohaps as consort, is nsort, is reflected reflectereflected reflected in her epiin her epithet used thet used in the aboin the above-mentionve-mentioned curse fed curse formula (anormula (and in the Pd in the Phoenician hoPPhoenicianPhoenician inscripti inscription of Eshmon of Eshmunazar), “unazar), “name-of-Baname-of-Baal” (al” (sûm b{l,sûm b{l, alternati alternatively undervely undvely understoodunderstood as “heave as “heavens-of-Baalns-of-Baal”), an epi”), an epithet whichthet which denotes h denotes her role aser role as the hypos the hypostatized prthyposhypostatizhypostatized presenced presence of Baal e of Baal (cf. “the (cf. “the name” of Yname” of Yahweh in tahweh in the OT; e.ghe OT; e.g., Exod. 2., Exod. 20:24; Deut0:2220:24; Deu20:24; Deut. 12:5; 2t. 12:5; 2 Sam. 7:13 Sam. 7:13).).).

Though playing a subdued role in Ugaritic myth, Ashtart’s bellicose 



character is reflected in a formulaic curse which summons her to smash an 
enemy’s skull (KTU 1.2 I 7–8; 1.16 VI 54–57). While discussion of Ashtart’s 
identity as a love-goddess has sometimes overstepped the evidence, in the Keret 
Epic she (along with Anath) is mentioned as a standard for feminine beauty (KTU 
1.14 III 41–44). Ashtart’s special relationship to Baal, perhaps as consort, is 
reflected in her epithet used in the above-mentioned curse formula (and in the 
Phoenician inscription of Eshmunazar), “name-of-Baal” (sûm b{l, alternatively 
understood as “heavens-of-Baal”), an epithet which denotes her role as the 
hypostatized presence of Baal (cf. “the name” of Yahweh in the OT; e.g., Exod. 
20:24; Deut. 12:5; 2 Sam. 7:13).

�The connecThe connection betwetion between Ashtarten Ashtart and Baal  and Baal is reflectis reflected in texted in texts from Egys from Egypt, where pt, whpt, where worswhere worship of thehip of the Semitic g Semitic goddess wasoddess was widesprea widespread. In the d. In the 12th-centu12th-century ry B.C.E.B.C.E. text Horu t text Horustext Horus and Seth, and Seth, Ashtart a Ashtart and Anath, nd Anath, who are clwho are closely assoosely associated in ciated in Egypt as tEgypt as they are athetthey are athey are at Ugarit, t Ugarit, are given are given as wives tas wives to Seth, tho Seth, the Egyptiane Egyptian god ident god identified withified with Baal. A 1 Baal. Baal. A 13Baal. A 13th-centuryth-century magical t magical text descriext describing how Sbing how Seth “openeeth “opened the wombd the wombs” of Anats” of Anas” of Anath and Anath and Ashtart, “Ashtart, “the two grthe two great goddeseat goddesses who weses who were pregnanre pregnant but did t but did not bear,”not bearnot bear,” maybear,” may be unders be understood as evtood as evidence foridence for Ashtart a Ashtart as a goddess a goddess of sexuas of sexual love butl love but militates m militates militates against a against a fertility fertility aspect; thaspect; the extent te extent to which tho which this theme iis theme in the Egypn the Egyptian text tian tetian text presetext preserves an elrves an element of mement of myth originyth original to Semial to Semitic Ashtartic Ashtart is uncert is uncertain. The tain. The same can bsamsame can bsame can be said of e said of the fragmethe fragmentary Astantary Astarte papyrurte papyrus (s (ANET,ANET, 17–18), i 17–18), in which thn which the goddess,e ge goddess, agoddess, as the daugs the daughter of Pthter of Ptah, is givah, is given as a bren as a bride to theide to the Sea. In E Sea. In Egypt Ashtagypt Ashtart is decirt is drt is decisivelydecisively portrayed portrayed as a war- as a war-goddess, ogoddess, often depicften depicted in artted in art as riding as riding horseback horseback and brand an and brandiand brandishing weapshing weapons.ons.ons.

The connection between Ashtart and Baal is reflected in texts from Egypt, 
where worship of the Semitic goddess was widespread. In the 12th-century B.C.E. 
text Horus and Seth, Ashtart and Anath, who are closely associated in Egypt as 
they are at Ugarit, are given as wives to Seth, the Egyptian god identified with 
Baal. A 13th-century magical text describing how Seth “opened the wombs” of 
Anath and Ashtart, “the two great goddesses who were pregnant but did not 
bear,” may be understood as evidence for Ashtart as a goddess of sexual love but 
militates against a fertility aspect; the extent to which this theme in the Egyptian 
text preserves an element of myth original to Semitic Ashtart is uncertain. The 
same can be said of the fragmentary Astarte papyrus (ANET, 17–18), in which the 
goddess, as the daughter of Ptah, is given as a bride to the Sea. In Egypt Ashtart is 
decisively portrayed as a war-goddess, often depicted in art as riding horseback 
and brandishing weapons.

�In PhoenicIn Phoenician sourceian sources Ashtart s Ashtart is the patis the patron goddesron goddess of both s of both Tyre and STyre and Sidon and cidon aidon and consorand consort to Baal t to Baal in each ciin each city. In thety. In the 6th-centu 6th-century inscripry inscription of Tation of Tabnit of Sibnit of Sidon (don (don ((KAIKAI 13), the  13), the king identking identifies himsifies himself and hielf and his father bs father before him efore him as “priestas “priest of Ashtar of Ashtart” and invt”AshtarAshtart” aAshtart” and invokesnd invokes her name  her name in a cursein a curse. Tabnit’s. Tabnit’s son Eshmu son Eshmunazar callnazar calls his moths his mother “priestemothmother “prmother “priestess ofiestess of Ashtart”  Ashtart” and claimsand claims to have c to have constructedonstructed temples f temples for the godor the god Eshmun, f godgod Eshmungod Eshmun, for Baal, for Baal-of-Sidon,-of-Sidon, and for A and for Ashtart-namshtart-name-of-Baal e-of-Baal ((KAIKAI 14). Eshm 14). Eshmunazar locunazarEshmEshmunazarEshmunazar locates t locates the temple he temple of Ashtartof Ashtart in a sacr in a sacral area ofal area of Sidon cal Sidon called “The Hled “The Highest HeaighHHighest HeHighest Heaven” (1.1aven” (1.17).7).7).

In Phoenician sources Ashtart is the patron goddess of both Tyre and Sidon 
and consort to Baal in each city. In the 6th-century inscription of Tabnit of Sidon 
(KAI 13), the king identifies himself and his father before him as “priest of 
Ashtart” and invokes her name in a curse. Tabnit’s son Eshmunazar calls his 
mother “priestess of Ashtart” and claims to have constructed temples for the 
god Eshmun, for Baal-of-Sidon, and for Ashtart-name-of-Baal (KAI 14). 
Eshmunazar locates the temple of Ashtart in a sacral area of Sidon called “The 
Highest Heaven” (1.17).

�Exported bExported by the Phoey the Phoenicians, tnicians, the worshiphe worship of Ashtar of Ashtart thrived t thrived throughoutthroughout the Medit the M the MediterranMediterranean, as inean, as indicated bydicated by the godde the goddess’ name iss’ name in numerousn numerous personal  personal names and names andnames and in insand in inscriptions criptions from Carthfrom Carthage, Spainage, Spain (both 8th (both 8th century), century), and Italy and Italy (6th cent (6th century, whereury, centcentury, wcentury, where she ihere she is equated s equated with Etruswith Etruscan Uni-Jucan Uni-Juno). By thno). By the mid-1st e mid-1st millenniummillennium Ashtart h millenniummillenniummillennium Ashtart h Ashtart had assumedad assumed the godde the goddess Asherahss Asherah’s role as’s role as maritime  maritime deity and deity anddeity and had aband had absorbed aspsorbed aspects of Anects of Anath, with ath, with whom she wwhom she was later cas later combined asombined as the godde the god the goddess Atgoddess Atargatis. Dargatis. During the uring the HellenistiHellenistic and Romac and Roman periods n periods Ashtart isAshtart is identifie identified with Aphd wd with Aphrowith Aphrodite and Vdite and Venus. In Genus. In Greece Phoereece Phoenician Astnician Astarte is knarte is known as a gown as a goddess of oddess ofoddess of love anof love and fertilitd fertility.y.y.

Exported by the Phoenicians, the worship of Ashtart thrived throughout the 
Mediterranean, as indicated by the goddess’ name in numerous personal names 
and in inscriptions from Carthage, Spain (both 8th century), and Italy (6th 
century, where she is equated with Etruscan Uni-Juno). By the mid-1st 
millennium Ashtart had assumed the goddess Asherah’s role as maritime deity 
and had absorbed aspects of Anath, with whom she was later combined as the 
goddess Atargatis. During the Hellenistic and Roman periods Ashtart is identified 
with Aphrodite and Venus. In Greece Phoenician Astarte is known as a goddess 
of love and fertility.



�According According to 1 Kgs. to 1 Kgs. 11:5, 33 w11:5, 33 worship of orship of “Ashtoreth“Ashtoreth deity of  deity of the Sidonithe Sidonians” was gans” wans” was given was given official sofficial sanction inanction in Israel du Israel due to one oe to one or more of r more of Solomon’s Solomon’s foreign wiforeign wives. Josiaveswiwives. Joswives. Josiah is lauiah is lauded for dided for dismantling smantling and “defiland “defiling” the cing” the cult placesult places of Astart of Astarte and othee and oe and other foreother foreign deitieign deities (2 Kgs. s (2 Kgs. 23:13-14).23:13-14). The Phili The Philistines’ plstines’ placement ofacement of Saul’s ar Saul’s armor in a tmor inmor in a templin a temple called e called beît� {asûbeît� {asûtaœro®t�taœro®t� in 1 Sam. in 1 Sam. 31:10 pos 31:10 possibly implsibly implies the deies the deity’s martitdedeity’s madeity’s martial charrtial character. Howacter. However, as ever, as {asûtaœro®{asûtaœro®t�t� here is n here is not necessaot necessarily the nrily therily the name othe name of a speciff a specific goddessic goddess, it is no, it is not certain t certain with whichwith which deity the deity the temple, l temple, located eitocatellocated eilocated either in thther in the Philistie Philistine plain one plain or in Beth-r in Beth-shan, is tshan, is to be assoco be associated (cf.iated (cf. 1 Chr. 10 1 Chr. 1 1 Chr. 10:10). It10:10). It is unknow is unknown whether n whether Ashtart plAshtart played a cenayed a central role tral role in the relin the religion of tigion of the Philisthe Phe PhilistinePhilistines, whose cs, whose chief god whief god was Dagon. as Dagon. The identiThe identity of “thety of “the queen of  queen of heaven” inheaven” in Jer. 7:18 Je Jer. 7:18;Jer. 7:18; 44:17-25  44:17-25 is debatedis debated. Though N. Though New Kingdomew Kingdom Egyptian  Egyptian sources resources refer to Ashfer to Asfer to Ashtart asAshtart as “Lady of  “Lady of Heaven,” tHeaven,” this epithehis epithet was alsot was also applied t applied to Anath ano Anath and Asherah.d Asherah. However,  H However, eHowever, evidence frvidence from 1st-milom 1st-millennium Phlennium Phoenician aoenician and Punic pnd Punic personal naersonal names and thmes andmes and the faand the fact that thct that the temple oe temple of Ashtart f Ashtart of Sidon wof Sidon was locatedas located in an are in an area called “a called “the Highesthe ““the Highe“the Highest Heaven”st Heaven” (inscript (inscription of Eshion of Eshmunazar) wmunazar) weigh in faeigh in favor of Ashvor of Ashtart beingtart being the godde t the goddesthe goddess in quests in question. The fion. The fertility aertility aspect of Aspect of Ashtart is shtart is reflected reflected indirectlyindirectly in a term in a te in a term relatterm related to the ed to the productiviproductivity of the ty of the flock (Hebflock (Heb. . {asûteïroœ{asûteïroœt� s�oœ}net� s�oœ}neaœk;aœks�oœ}nes�oœ}neaœks�oœ}neaœk;; Deut. 7:1 Deut. 7:13; 28:4, 13; 28:4, 18, 51). Ve8, 51). Vestiges of stiges of pre-settlepre-settlement perioment period worship d worshd worship ofworship of Ashtart a Ashtart are preservre preserved in the ed in the toponyms Atoponyms Ashtaroth (shtaroth (Josh. 12:4Josh. 12:4; 1 Chr. 6; 1 Chr. 6:71[MT 56]:66:71[MT 566:71[MT 56]), Ashter]), Ashteroth-karnaioth-karnaim (Gen. 14m (Gen. 14:5), and B:5), and Beeshterah eeshterah (Josh. 21:(Josh. 21:27).27).27).

According to 1 Kgs. 11:5, 33 worship of “Ashtoreth deity of the Sidonians” 
was given official sanction in Israel due to one or more of Solomon’s foreign 
wives. Josiah is lauded for dismantling and “defiling” the cult places of Astarte and 
other foreign deities (2 Kgs. 23:13-14). The Philistines’ placement of Saul’s armor 
in a temple called beît� {asûtaœro®t�  in 1 Sam. 31:10 possibly implies the 
deity’s martial character. However, as {asûtaœro®t�  here is not necessarily 
the name of a specific goddess, it is not certain with which deity the temple, 
located either in the Philistine plain or in Beth-shan, is to be associated (cf. 1 Chr. 
10:10). It is unknown whether Ashtart played a central role in the religion of the 
Philistines, whose chief god was Dagon. The identity of “the queen of heaven” in 
Jer. 7:18; 44:17-25 is debated. Though New Kingdom Egyptian sources refer to 
Ashtart as “Lady of Heaven,” this epithet was also applied to Anath and Asherah. 
However, evidence from 1st-millennium Phoenician and Punic personal names 
and the fact that the temple of Ashtart of Sidon was located in an area called 
“the Highest Heaven” (inscription of Eshmunazar) weigh in favor of Ashtart being 
the goddess in question. The fertility aspect of Ashtart is reflected indirectly in a 
term related to the productivity of the flock (Heb. {asûteïroœt� 
s�oœ}neaœk;  Deut. 7:13; 28:4, 18, 51). Vestiges of pre-settlement period 
worship of Ashtart are preserved in the toponyms Ashtaroth (Josh. 12:4; 1 Chr. 
6:71[MT 56]), Ashteroth-karnaim (Gen. 14:5), and Beeshterah (Josh. 21:27).

�SeeSee  ASHTAROTHASHTAROTH...

See ASHTAROTH.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. M. CrosF. M. Cross, s, Canaanite Canaanite Myth and HMyth and Hebrew Epicebrew Epic (Cambridg (Cambridge, Mass., e, Mae, Mass., 197Mass., 1973); S. M. 3); S. M. Olyan, “SoOlyan, “Some Observame Observations Conctions Concerning theerning the Identity  Identity of the Queof the Quof the Queen of HQueen of Heaven,” eaven,” UFUF 19 (1987) 19 (1987): 161–74; : 161–74; J. B. PritJ. B. Pritchard, chard, PalestiniaPalestinian Figurinen Figurines in Relats in Relas in Relation tRelation to Certain o Certain Goddesses Goddesses Known ThroKnown Through Literaugh Literature.ture. AOS 24 (P AOS 24 (Philadelphihiladelphia, 1943).a, 1943).a, 1943).1943).1943).

Bibliography. F. M. Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1973); S. M. Olyan, “Some Observations Concerning the Identity of the 
Queen of Heaven,” UF 19 (1987): 161–74; J. B. Pritchard, Palestinian Figurines in 
Relation to Certain Goddesses Known Through Literature. AOS 24 (Philadelphia, 
1943).
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ASHURASHURASHUR

ASHUR

�SeeSee  ASSUR.ASSUR.

See ASSUR.

ASHURITESASHURITES (Heb.  (Heb. haœ}a�sûu®haœ}a�sûu®riîriî)))

ASHURITES (Heb. haœ}a�sûu®riî )

A people lA people located betocated between Gileaween Gilead and Jezrd and Jezreel, ruledeel, ruled briefly b briefly by Ishbaal/y Ishbaal/IshboshethIshbosheth the son o th the son ofthe son of Saul (2 S Saul (2 Sam. 2:9). am. 2:9). They are pThey are probably Asrobably Asherites (rherites (rather thanather than “Assyrian “Assyrians”), sinces”)“Assyrian“Assyrians“Assyrians”), since ”), since “Asher” is“Asher” is the colle the collective namective name for the t for the tribes of Aribes of Asher, Zebusher, Zebulun, and Nlun,ZebuZebulun, aZebulun, and Naphtalnd Naphtali.i.

A people located between Gilead and Jezreel, ruled briefly by Ishbaal/Ishbosheth 
the son of Saul (2 Sam. 2:9). They are probably Asherites (rather than 
“Assyrians”), since “Asher” is the collective name for the tribes of Asher, 
Zebulun, and Naphtali.

ASHVATHASHVATH (Heb.  (Heb. {asûwaœt�{asûwaœt�)))

ASHVATH (Heb. {asûwaœt� )

One of theOne of the sons of J sons of Japhlet, a aphlet, a descendantdescendant of Asher  of Asher (1 Chr. 7:(1 Chr. 7:33).33).

One of the sons of Japhlet, a descendant of Asher (1 Chr. 7:33).



ASH WEDNESASH WEDNESDAYDAYDAY

ASH WEDNESDAY

The first The first day of Lenday of Lent, 40 weekt, 40 weekdays (six days (six and a halfand a half weeks, no weeks, not countingt counting Sundays)  Sundays) before Easbefbefore Easbefore Easter. The nter. The name comes ame comes from the ifrom the imposition mposition of ashes oof ashes on the headn the heads of worshs of worss of worshipperworshippers, symbolis, symbolizing penitzing penitence and mence and mourning.ourning.

The first day of Lent, 40 weekdays (six and a half weeks, not counting Sundays) 
before Easter. The name comes from the imposition of ashes on the heads of 
worshippers, symbolizing penitence and mourning.

ASIAASIA (Gk.  (Gk. AsiíaAsiía)))

ASIA (Gk. Asiía)

DesignatioDesignation of both n of both the continthe continent and thent and the Roman pre Roman province of ovince of Asia. The Asia. The ancient Grancient Grancient Greeks useGreeks used the termd the term for lands for lands bordering bordering the easte the eastern part ofrn part of the Medit the Mediterranean Serranean Serranean Sea. The rSea. The region exteegion extended in thnded in the north toe north to the Tanai the Tanais River ans River and the Sea d the Sea of Azov abof Azov above the Bloababove the above the Black Sea,Black Sea, in the we in the west to the st to the Aegean SeaAegean Sea, in the s, in the south to paouth to parts of Afrrts of Africa, and iica,AfrAfrica, anAfrica, and in the ed in the east to theast to the Indian Oc Indian Ocean. The Gean. The Greeks consreeks considered Asiidered Asia Minor toa Minor to be a peni b be a peninbe a peninsula of Assula of Asia juttingia jutting out into  out into the Meditethe Mediterranean. Wrranean. With the deith the death in 133ath in 133  B.C.E.B.CB.C.E.B.C.E. of Attalu of Attalus III, thes III, the last king last king of Pergam of Pergamum, much oum, much of Asia Minf Asia Minor was beqor was bequeathed toueathedbeqbequeathedbequeathed to the Ro to the Romans, who mans, who made it inmade it into a provito a province in 129nce in 129. The prov. The province suffeince suffeince suffered usuffered under unscrnder unscrupulous anupulous and greedy ld greedy leaders andeaders and finally j finally joined withoined with Mithridat Mithridates VI, thees MithridatMithridateMithridates VI, the s VI, the king of Poking of Pontus, in rntus, in revolt agaievolt against Rome (nst Rome (88–84), wh88–84), which ended ich ended in their din in their din their defeat by Sefeat by Sulla and tulla and the reorganhe reorganization ofization of the provi the province.nce.nce.

Designation of both the continent and the Roman province of Asia. The ancient 
Greeks used the term for lands bordering the eastern part of the Mediterranean 
Sea. The region extended in the north to the Tanais River and the Sea of Azov 
above the Black Sea, in the west to the Aegean Sea, in the south to parts of 
Africa, and in the east to the Indian Ocean. The Greeks considered Asia Minor to 
be a peninsula of Asia jutting out into the Mediterranean. With the death in 133 
B.C.E. of Attalus III, the last king of Pergamum, much of Asia Minor was 
bequeathed to the Romans, who made it into a province in 129. The province 
suffered under unscrupulous and greedy leaders and finally joined with 
Mithridates VI, the king of Pontus, in revolt against Rome (88–84), which ended 
in their defeat by Sulla and the reorganization of the province.

�In the NT,In the NT, the provi the province of Asince of Asia is mentia is mentioned mainloned mainly as a regy as a region of Pauion of Paul’s missiol’s missil’s missionarymissionary activity  activity (Acts 13:1(Acts 13:1-16:10; 19-16:10; 19:1-41). Pa:1-41). Paul wrote lul wrote letters to etters to Colossae aColossae and Ephesusnd End Ephesus (tEphesus (the capitalhe capital city wher city where he minise he ministered for tered for two years,two years, Acts 19:1 Acts 19:10). Believ0). Believers in AsiersBelievBelievers Believers in Asia arin Asia are mentionee mentioned in the ld in the letters (1 etters (1 Cor. 16:19Cor. 16:19; 2 Cor. 1; 2 Cor. 1:8; 2 Tim.:8; 2 Tim. 1:15; 1 P 1:15 1:15; 1 Pe1:15; 1 Pet. 1:1). Tt. 1:1). The most nohe most notable menttable mention of Asiion of Asia in the Na in the NT is John’T is John’s letters s letters to the sevto thto the seven the seven churches ochurches of Asia (Epf Asia (Ephesus, Smyhesus, Smyrna, Pergarna, Pergamum, Thyatmum, Thyatira, Sardiira, Sardis, Philades, Philadelphia, andlpPhiladePhiladelphPhiladelphia, and Laia, and Laodicea, liodicea, listed in thsted in the order one order one would coe would come to themme to them during a  during a visit), whvisvisit), whvisit), which symbolich symbolically repically represent allresent all the churc the churches in Asihes in Asia Minor (Ra Minor (Rev. 1:4-3:ev. 1:4-3:22).22).22).

In the NT, the province of Asia is mentioned mainly as a region of Paul’s 
missionary activity (Acts 13:1-16:10; 19:1-41). Paul wrote letters to Colossae and 
Ephesus (the capital city where he ministered for two years, Acts 19:10). 
Believers in Asia are mentioned in the letters (1 Cor. 16:19; 2 Cor. 1:8; 2 Tim. 
1:15; 1 Pet. 1:1). The most notable mention of Asia in the NT is John’s letters to 
the seven churches of Asia (Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, 
Philadelphia, and Laodicea, listed in the order one would come to them during a 
visit), which symbolically represent all the churches in Asia Minor (Rev. 1:4-3:22).

Richard A.Richard A. Spencer Spencer

Richard A. Spencer

ASIA MINORASIA MINOR

ASIA MINOR

A term useA term used to descrd to describe the Anibe the Anatolian peatolian peninsula boninsula bounded by tunded by the Black She Black Sea on the ea on the ea on the north,the north, the Aegea the Aegean Sea on tn Sea on the west, ahe west, and the Mednd the Mediterraneaniterranean Sea on th Sea on the south. Te south. Te south. This regioThis region of ca. 5n of ca. 518,000 sq.18,000 sq. km. (200, km. (200,000 sq. mi000 sq. mi.) — three.) — three quarters  quarters the size othe size of Texas — f Tf Texas — toTexas — today constiday constitutes the tutes the western twwestern two thirds oo thirds of Asiatic f Asiatic Turkey. ThTurkey. The central e central part of thppart of thpart of the peninsule peninsula consistsa consists of a high of a high arid plat arid plateau (ca. 1eau (ca. 1219 m. [40219 m. [4000 ft.] ab00 ft.] above sea leove seove sea level)sea level) surrounde surrounded by mountd by mountains, mostains, most notably t notably the Pontic he Pontic range in trange in the north ahe north and the Taunaand the Taand the Taurus Mounturus Mountains alongains along the Medit the Mediterranean cerranean coast.oast.oast.

A term used to describe the Anatolian peninsula bounded by the Black Sea on 
the north, the Aegean Sea on the west, and the Mediterranean Sea on the south. 
This region of ca. 518,000 sq. km. (200,000 sq. mi.) — three quarters the size of 
Texas — today constitutes the western two thirds of Asiatic Turkey. The central 
part of the peninsula consists of a high arid plateau (ca. 1219 m. [4000 ft.] above 
sea level) surrounded by mountains, most notably the Pontic range in the north 
and the Taurus Mountains along the Mediterranean coast.

�During theDuring the OT period OT period, Asia Min, Asia Minor’s strator’s strategic locategic location as a lion as a land bridgeand bridge between M betwee between Mebetween Mesopotamia sopotamia and Europeand Europe created t created the circumshe circumstances thatances that allowed t allowed the Hittitthe Hitthe Hittite cuHittite culture to flture to flourish. Hlourish. However, thowever, this geograpis geographic positihic position also maon also made it the de it the battlefielbattlbattlefielbattlefield between d between colliding colliding cultures acultures as seen in s seen in the Trojanthe Trojan War, the  War, the Persian WaPersian War, and ther, ar, and the coand the conflicts benflicts between Alextween Alexander’s suander’s successors.ccessors.ccessors.

During the OT period, Asia Minor’s strategic location as a land bridge 
between Mesopotamia and Europe created the circumstances that allowed the 
Hittite culture to flourish. However, this geographic position also made it the 
battlefield between colliding cultures as seen in the Trojan War, the Persian War, 
and the conflicts between Alexander’s successors.



�Asia MinorAsia Minor’s major b’s major biblical siiblical significancegnificance, however,, however, lies in i lies in its importats important role innt role in the sprea t the spreadthe spread of Christ of Christianity in ianity in the NT. Ththe NT. The Apostle e Apostle Paul was bPaul was born in Tarorn in Tarsus in sousus in southeastern thsousoutheastesoutheastern Asia Mirn Asia Minor, and mnor, and much of hisuch of his evangelis evangelistic work wtic work was focusedas focused on the pe on the pe on the peninsula.peninsula. On Paul’s On Paul’s third mis third missionary josionary journey he iurney he invested thnvested three years ree years in Ephesusin Ephesus, making i, m, making it making it the hub ofthe hub of his entir his entire mission.e mission. Timothy a Timothy also workedlso worked with the  with the Ephesian cEphesian church (1 Thucchurch (1 church (1 Tim. 1:3) Tim. 1:3) between Pabetween Paul’s Romanul’s Roman imprisonm imprisonments, and ents, and John may hJohn may have lived ave livedave lived therlived there after the after the destructe destruction of Jerion of Jerusalem. Asusalem. Asia Minor cia Minor continued tontinued to be a domo be a dominant arenindomdominant adominant arena for Crena for Christian lhristian labor afterabor after the apost the apostolic perioolic period, as is ed, as is evident by vident by the four ethe fthe four ecumefour ecumenical counnical councils held cils held at Nicea (at Nicea (I and II),I and II), Ephesus,  Ephesus, and Chalceand Chalcedon.don.don.

Asia Minor’s major biblical significance, however, lies in its important role in 
the spread of Christianity in the NT. The Apostle Paul was born in Tarsus in 
southeastern Asia Minor, and much of his evangelistic work was focused on the 
peninsula. On Paul’s third missionary journey he invested three years in Ephesus, 
making it the hub of his entire mission. Timothy also worked with the Ephesian 
church (1 Tim. 1:3) between Paul’s Roman imprisonments, and John may have 
lived there after the destruction of Jerusalem. Asia Minor continued to be a 
dominant arena for Christian labor after the apostolic period, as is evident by the 
four ecumenical councils held at Nicea (I and II), Ephesus, and Chalcedon.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. AkurgalE. Akurgal, , Ancient CiAncient Civilizationvilizations and Ruins and Ruins of Turkes of Turkey,y, 8th ed. ( 8th ed. (Istanbul, Ist((Istanbul,(Istanbul, 1993); E. 1993); E. C. Blake  C. Blake and A. G. and A. G. Edmonds, Edmonds, Biblical SBiblical Sites in Tuites in Turkey,rkey, 4th ed. ( 4th ed. (Istanbul, Ista((Istanbul,(Istanbul, 1990). 1990). 1990).

Bibliography. E. Akurgal, Ancient Civilizations and Ruins of Turkey, 8th ed. 
(Istanbul, 1993); E. C. Blake and A. G. Edmonds, Biblical Sites in Turkey, 4th ed. 
(Istanbul, 1990).
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ASIARCHASIARCH (Gk.  (Gk. asiaércheäasiaércheäss)))

ASIARCH (Gk. asiaércheäs)

Title of dTitle of deputies ofeputies of the assem the assembly of Asibly of Asia (Gk. a (Gk. koinoœn Askoinoœn Asiíasiías), which m), which met regularet regulaet regularly regularly in Ephesusin Ephesus, the capi, the capital of thetal of the Roman pro Roman province of Avince of Asia Minor.sia Minor. Holding t Holding the office he tthe officethe office for a fix for a fixed term, ted term, the Asiarchhe Asiarchs were ofts were often from leen from leading famiading families of malies of major citiesjor cjor cities. Thcities. They frequeney frequently were btly were benefactorsenefactors of the ci of the city’s publity’s public celebratc celebrations and pions and participatearticpparticipatparticipated in civied in civic and provc and provincial govincial government anernment and the cultd the cult of the em of the emperors. Asperors. Asiarchs mayiarAsAsiarchs mAsiarchs may have heay have held temple ld temple titles, actitles, acting as leting as leaders in laders in local deityocal deity worship.  worship. Some of thSomeSome of thSome of the Asiarchse Asiarchs are descr are described as fribed as friends of Piends of Paul, who saul, who seek to proeek to protect him ftect him from a riotroffrom a riofrom a rioting crowdting crowd (Acts 19: (Acts 19:31).31).31).

Title of deputies of the assembly of Asia (Gk. koinoœn Asiías), which met 
regularly in Ephesus, the capital of the Roman province of Asia Minor. Holding 
the office for a fixed term, the Asiarchs were often from leading families of major 
cities. They frequently were benefactors of the city’s public celebrations and 
participated in civic and provincial government and the cult of the emperors. 
Asiarchs may have held temple titles, acting as leaders in local deity worship. 
Some of the Asiarchs are described as friends of Paul, who seek to protect him 
from a rioting crowd (Acts 19:31).
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ASIELASIEL (Heb.  (Heb. {a�síiî}eä{a�síiî}eäl;l; Gk.  Gk. AsieäílAsieäíl)))

ASIEL (Heb. {a�síiî}eäl;  Gk. Asieäíl)

�1.1. The fathe The father of Serair of Seraiah and greah and great-grandfaat-grandfather of Jether of Jehu. He washu. He was one of th one of the Simeonite Sime Simeonite Simeonite chiefs whochiefs who sought la sought land in Gedond in Gedor (1 Chr. r (1 Chr. 4:35).4:35).4:35).

1. The father of Seraiah and great-grandfather of Jehu. He was one of the 
Simeonite chiefs who sought land in Gedor (1 Chr. 4:35).

�2.2. An ancest An ancestor of Tobior of Tobit, of the t, of the tribe of Ntribe of Naphtali (Taphtali (Tob. 1:1).ob. 1:1).ob. 1:1).

2. An ancestor of Tobit, of the tribe of Naphtali (Tob. 1:1).

�3.3. A scribe  A scribe who copiedwho copied the books the books dictated  dictated by Ezra (2by Ezra (2 Esdr. 14: Esdr. 14:24).24).

3. A scribe who copied the books dictated by Ezra (2 Esdr. 14:24).

ASMODEUSASMODEUS (Gk.  (Gk. AsmodaiíosAsmodaiíos)))

ASMODEUS (Gk. Asmodaiíos)

A demon inA demon in the book  the book of Tobit wof Tobit who kills Sho kills Sarah’s husarah’s husbands on hbands on her weddinger wedding night. Ac night. Ac night. According According to one Greto one Greek recensiek recension of Tobion of Tobit, Asmodeut, Asmodeus is motivs is motivated by jeated by jealousy (4Qalousy (4alousy (4QTob(4QTobaa 6:15, “be 6:15, “because he lcause he loves her”)oves her”), but he c, but he could also ould also be acting be acting simply outsimply out of malice of m of malice. Inmalice. In the Testa the Testament of Soment of Solomon (1stlomon (1st-3rd centu-3rd century ry C.E.C.E.), Asmodeu), Asmodeus says, “Is says, “I am always am  am always am always hatching phatching plots againlots against newlywest newlyweds; I mar ds; I mar the beautythe beauty of virgin of virgins and causs and cause their hee causcause theicause their hearts tr hearts to grow colo grow cold” (T. Sold” (T. Sol. 5:7). Fo. 5:7). Following thllowing the angel Rae angel Raphael’s inphael’s instructionsstrucininstructioinstructions, Tobiasns, Tobias causes As causes Asmodeus to modeus to flee to Egflee to Egypt, whereypt, where he is bou he is bound by Raphnd by Raphnd by Raphael.Raphael.Raphael.

A demon in the book of Tobit who kills Sarah’s husbands on her wedding night. 
According to one Greek recension of Tobit, Asmodeus is motivated by jealousy 
(4QToba 6:15, “because he loves her”), but he could also be acting simply out of 
malice. In the Testament of Solomon (1st-3rd century C.E.), Asmodeus says, “I 
am always hatching plots against newlyweds; I mar the beauty of virgins and 
cause their hearts to grow cold” (T. Sol. 5:7). Following the angel Raphael’s 
instructions, Tobias causes Asmodeus to flee to Egypt, where he is bound by 
Raphael.



�A derivatiA derivation for theon for the name Asmo name Asmodeus from deus from the Persiathe Persian Aeshma Dn Aeshma Daeva, the aeva, the demon of vdedemon of vdemon of violence aniolence and wrath, wd wrath, was once thas once thought to bought to be virtualle virtually certain.y certain. However,  However, the Asmodetthe Asmodethe Asmodeus of the us of the book of Tobook of Tobit lacks bit lacks Aeshma’s cAeshma’s cosmic proposmic proportions. Mortions. Moreover, toreoverMMoreover, Moreover, the philolthe philological eviogical evidence is adence is ambiguous, mbiguous, and an altand an alternative Hernative Hebrew deriebrew derivation frovderiderivationderivation from  from sûmd,sûmd, “to destr “to destroy,” has foy,” has found increound increasing favoasing favor. But ever. But even if the nn if the name is notanname is noname is not Persian,t Persian, Asmodeus  Asmodeus was probabwas probably regardely regarded as a “lod as a “local” demoncal” demon active in active in active in Persia in Persia and Mesopoand Mesopotamia (cf.tamia (cf. T. Sol. 5 T. Sol. 5:10).:10).:10).

A derivation for the name Asmodeus from the Persian Aeshma Daeva, the 
demon of violence and wrath, was once thought to be virtually certain. However, 
the Asmodeus of the book of Tobit lacks Aeshma’s cosmic proportions. 
Moreover, the philological evidence is ambiguous, and an alternative Hebrew 
derivation from sûmd, “to destroy,” has found increasing favor. But even if the 
name is not Persian, Asmodeus was probably regarded as a “local” demon active 
in Persia and Mesopotamia (cf. T. Sol. 5:10).
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ASNAHASNAH (Heb.  (Heb. }asna®}asna®)))

ASNAH (Heb. }asna®)

The head oThe head of a familyf a family of temple of temple servants  servants returning returning from Exilefrom Exile with Zeru with Zerubbabel (Ezbbabel (Ezra 2:50).ra(Ez(Ezra 2:50(Ezra 2:50).).

The head of a family of temple servants returning from Exile with Zerubbabel 
(Ezra 2:50).

ASPATHAASPATHA (Heb.  (Heb. }aspaœt�aœ}aspaœt�aœ}})))

ASPATHA (Heb. }aspaœt�aœ} )

One of theOne of the 10 sons o 10 sons of Haman kif Haman killed by thlled by the Jews (Ese Jews (Esth. 9:7).th. 9:7).

One of the 10 sons of Haman killed by the Jews (Esth. 9:7).

ASRIELASRIEL (Heb.  (Heb. }asíriî}eä}asíriî}eäll)))

ASRIEL (Heb. }asíriî}eäl)

A descendaA descendant of Manant of Manasseh (Num.sseh (Num. 26:31; Jo 26:31; Josh. 17:2).sh. 17:2). According According to 1 Chr. to 1 Chr. 7:14 his  7:14 his mother wasmmother wasmother was an Aramea an Aramean concubinn concubine.e.

A descendant of Manasseh (Num. 26:31; Josh. 17:2). According to 1 Chr. 7:14 his 
mother was an Aramean concubine.

ASSASSASS

ASS

An animal An animal of the genof the genus us Equus,Equus, which inc which includes the ludes the wild ass (wild ass (Equus afriEquus africanus, asicanus, asinus, hemionus, hnus, hemionushemionus) and its ) and its descendantdescendant the domes the domesticated doticated donkey. The nkey. The most frequmost frequent Hebrewent Hebrewent Hebrew terHebrew term for “assm for “ass” is ” is h�a�mo®r,h�a�mo®r, which ref which refers to theers to the male dome male domesticated asticated animal and naanimal andanimal and relates t relates to a Semitio a Semitic root meac root meaning reddining reddish (thoughsh (though the ass i the ass is often grs often gray or whitay oay or white, or white, not red) anot red) and has posnd has possible Semisible Semitic connectic connections to stions to stubbornnestubbornness. Anothers. Another common te AnotherAnother coAnother common term mmon term is is }aœt�o®n,}aœt�o®n, which des which designates thignates the female de female domesticateomesticated ass or dd domesticatedomesticatdomesticated ass or ed ass or donkey. Ocdonkey. Occasionallycasionally  {ayir{ayir is used,  is used, meaning a meaning a colt or yocolt or young ass, wung asung ass, whichass, which contains  contains the linguithe linguistic sensestic sense of burden of burden-bearing. -bearing. “Wild ass”“Wild ass” comes mos comes most frequentt ft frequentlyfrequently from Heb. from Heb.  pere},pere}, but the O but the OT also menT also mentions tions {aœro®d�{aœro®d� and  and {a�raœd�,{a�raœd{a�raœd�,{a�raœd�, the onage the onager (a wild r (a wild Asian ass)Asian ass). The NT t. The NT term is Gk.erm is Gk.  oœnos,oœnos, related t related to otto to oœnasthaioœnasthai (“to be u (“to be useful”). Gseful”). Gk. k. hypozyégiohypozyégion (hypoœ +n (hypoœ + zygoœs) zygoœs) invokes t invoke invokes thinvokes the positione position of the an of the animal “undeimal “under” its “yor” its “yoke.” Gk. ke.” Gk. onaériononaérion refers pa refers particularlyrticupaparticularparticularly to a yoly to a young ass.ung ass.ung ass.

An animal of the genus Equus, which includes the wild ass (Equus africanus, asinus, 
hemionus) and its descendant the domesticated donkey. The most frequent 
Hebrew term for “ass” is h�a�mo®r,  which refers to the male domesticated 
animal and relates to a Semitic root meaning reddish (though the ass is often gray 
or white, not red) and has possible Semitic connections to stubbornness. 
Another common term is }aœt�o®n,  which designates the female 
domesticated ass or donkey. Occasionally {ayir is used, meaning a colt or young 
ass, which contains the linguistic sense of burden-bearing. “Wild ass” comes most 
frequently from Heb. pere}, but the OT also mentions {aœro®d�  and 
{a�raœd�,  the onager (a wild Asian ass). The NT term is Gk. oœnos, related 
to oœnasthai (“to be useful”). Gk. hypozyégion (hypoœ + zygoœs) 
invokes the position of the animal “under” its “yoke.” Gk. onaérion refers 
particularly to a young ass.

�The ass waThe ass was a beast s a beast of burden,of burden, bearing s bearing supplies (Gupplies (Gen. 44:13;en. 44:13; Josh. 9:4 Josh. 9:4) such as ) such as) such as food (Gas food (Gen. 42:26;en. 42:26; 1 Sam. 16 1 Sam. 16:20), rich:20), riches (Isa. 3es (Isa. 30:6), a co0:6), a corpse (1 Kgrpse (1 Kgs. 13:29),s. 13:29), and even  and e and even a chaeven a chariot (Isa.riot (Isa. 21:7). Th 21:7). The ass was e ass was used as trused as transportatiansportation (e.g., on (e.g., Exod. 4:20Exod. 4:20; 1 Sam. 2; 1 Sa; 1 Sam. 25:20Sam. 25:20), often w), often with a saddith a saddle (Gen. 2le (Gen. 22:3; 1 Kgs2:3; 1 Kgs. 13:13). . 13:13). The ass waThe ass was a valueds a valued possessio po possessionpossession (Exod. 20 (Exod. 20:17; 21:33:17; 21:33; Deut. 22; Deut. 22:3; cf. Ge:3; cf. Gen. 43:18; n. 43:18; Num. 31:28Num. 31:28-35; Josh.-35; Josh. 7:24). It 7:2 7:24). It 7:24). It was a wortwas a worthy gift (Ghy gift (Gen. 12:16;en. 12:16; 32:15), c 32:15), counted as ounted as a blessinga blessing (24:35; J (24:35; Job 1:3; 42ob 1:3ob 1:3; 42:121:3; 42:12), and use), and used to traded to trade for food  for food (Gen. 47:1(Gen. 47:17). Since 7). Since the ass isthe ass is considere considered unclean d und unclean (Lunclean (Lev. 11:3; ev. 11:3; Deut. 14:3Deut. 14:3-6; but cf-6; but cf. 2 Kgs. 6. 2 Kgs. 6:25), its :25), its firstborn firstborn must be remust be redeemed by deemereredeemed bredeemed by substituy substitution (Exodtion (Exod. 13:13; 3. 13:13; 34:20).4:20).4:20).

The ass was a beast of burden, bearing supplies (Gen. 44:13; Josh. 9:4) such 
as food (Gen. 42:26; 1 Sam. 16:20), riches (Isa. 30:6), a corpse (1 Kgs. 13:29), and 
even a chariot (Isa. 21:7). The ass was used as transportation (e.g., Exod. 4:20; 1 
Sam. 25:20), often with a saddle (Gen. 22:3; 1 Kgs. 13:13). The ass was a valued 
possession (Exod. 20:17; 21:33; Deut. 22:3; cf. Gen. 43:18; Num. 31:28-35; Josh. 



7:24). It was a worthy gift (Gen. 12:16; 32:15), counted as a blessing (24:35; Job 
1:3; 42:12), and used to trade for food (Gen. 47:17). Since the ass is considered 
unclean (Lev. 11:3; Deut. 14:3-6; but cf. 2 Kgs. 6:25), its firstborn must be 
redeemed by substitution (Exod. 13:13; 34:20).

�The ass plThe ass plays prominays prominently in sently in some biblicome biblical narratial narratives. In thves. In the tale of e tale of Balaam (NuBalaam (NBalaam (Num. 22:2(Num. 22:21-33) a sh1-33) a she-ass (e-ass (}aœt�o®n}aœt�o®n) is anthr) is anthropomorphizopomorphized, speakied, speaking and herng and heroic (throuoherheroic (thheroic (through her rough her purposefulpurposeful stubbornn stubbornness) in saess) in saving Balaaving Balaam from them from the wrath of  wrath of God, conseGGod, conseGod, consequently lequently leading him ading him back to faback to faithfulnessithfulness. The jawb. The jawbone of an one of an ass is useass is used to slay d td to slay 10to slay 1000 men in 00 men in Samson’s sSamson’s self-protecelf-protective rampative rampage againstge against the Phili the Philistines (Justines (Judg. 15:14-dg. 1dg. 15:14-20).15:14-20). Saul’s se Saul’s search for harch for his father’is father’s lost asss lost asses leads tes leads to “the seeo “the seer” Samuel,r” Samuel, who anoin who a who anoints Saanoints Saul the nexul the next king (1 t king (1 Sam. 9:1-2Sam. 9:1-27). In 1 K7). In 1 Kgs. 13:13-gs. 13:13-29 a lion 29 a lion and ass stand ass stand togethand tand together otogether over the bover the body of a “mdy of a “man of God”an of God” who was p who was punished wiunished with death fth death for particior particor participatparticipating in an ing in an illegitimaillegitimate cultic te cultic act.act.act.

The ass plays prominently in some biblical narratives. In the tale of Balaam 
(Num. 22:21-33) a she-ass (}aœt�o®n ) is anthropomorphized, speaking and 
heroic (through her purposeful stubbornness) in saving Balaam from the wrath of 
God, consequently leading him back to faithfulness. The jawbone of an ass is used 
to slay 1000 men in Samson’s self-protective rampage against the Philistines (Judg. 
15:14-20). Saul’s search for his father’s lost asses leads to “the seer” Samuel, who 
anoints Saul the next king (1 Sam. 9:1-27). In 1 Kgs. 13:13-29 a lion and ass stand 
together over the body of a “man of God” who was punished with death for 
participating in an illegitimate cultic act.

�The propheThe prophecy of the cy of the Messiah riMessiah riding on anding on an ass (Zech ass (Zech. 9:9) is . 9:9) is repeated irepeated in Matthew’n Matthn Matthew’s Matthew’s account ofaccount of Jesus’ en Jesus’ entry into Jtry into Jerusalem (erusalem (Matt. 21:2Matt. 21:2, 5-6), wh, 5-6), which conjurich conjures a bizares conjurconjures aconjures a bizarre i bizarre image of Jemage of Jesus side-ssus side-saddled on addled on an ass andan ass and ass’ colt ass’ colt. There is. There is significa sign significansignificance to a mece to a messianic kissianic king riding ng riding on an ass on an ass as it was as it was not an aninot an animal used imal used in war but n war n war but fowar but for work. Nor work. Nonetheless,netheless, the ass w the ass was also noas also noted as a sted as a sign of preign of prestige (Judstige (Judg. 5:10; 2g. 5g. 5:10; 2 Sa5:10; 2 Sam. 16:2) am. 16:2) and riches nd riches (Gen. 30:4(Gen. 30:43; 32:5).3; 32:5).3; 32:5).

The prophecy of the Messiah riding on an ass (Zech. 9:9) is repeated in 
Matthew’s account of Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem (Matt. 21:2, 5-6), which 
conjures a bizarre image of Jesus side-saddled on an ass and ass’ colt. There is 
significance to a messianic king riding on an ass as it was not an animal used in 
war but for work. Nonetheless, the ass was also noted as a sign of prestige (Judg. 
5:10; 2 Sam. 16:2) and riches (Gen. 30:43; 32:5).

�Finally, wFinally, when challehen challenged aboutnged about working o working on the sabbn the sabbath, Jesusath, Jesus refers to refers to caring fo caring  caring forcaring for an ass or an ass or pulling i pulling it from dant from danger (Luke ger (Luke 13:15; 14:13:15; 14:5).5).5).

Finally, when challenged about working on the sabbath, Jesus refers to 
caring for an ass or pulling it from danger (Luke 13:15; 14:5).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. Savran,G. Savran, “Beastly  “Beastly Speech,” Speech,” JSOTJSOT 64 (1994) 64 (1994): 33–55.: 33–55.: 33–55.

Bibliography. G. Savran, “Beastly Speech,” JSOT 64 (1994): 33–55.

Lisa MicheLisa Michelle Wolfelle Wolfe

Lisa Michelle Wolfe

ASSASSINSASSASSINSASSASSINS

ASSASSINS

A Jewish rA Jewish revolutionaevolutionary group (ry group (Gk. Gk. sikaérioi,sikaérioi, from Lat. from Lat.  sicarii,sicarii, “dagger c “dagger carriers”) arriers”) that aroseththat arosethat arose during th during the procurate procuratorship of orship of Felix (52–Felix (52–60 60 C.E.C.E.; Josephus; Josephus  Ant.Ant. 18.23–25; 18.23–25; 20.160–72 2 20.160–72;20.160–72; cf.  cf. BJBJ 2.261–63) 2.261–63). Named fo. Named for short dar short daggers (Latggers (Lat. . sicasica) they con) they concealed undcealed uncealed under theiunder their clothingr clothing, they ass, they assassinated assinated their enemtheir enemies in broies in broad daylighad daylight, especiat, especially duringlly dully during fesduring festivals whetivals when they coun they could escape ld escape in the croin the crowd (wd (BJBJ 2.252–60, 2.252–60, 425–29;  425–29; Ant.Ant. 20.185–88 20 20.185–88;20.185–88; cf. 20.20 cf. 20.204–10). The4–10). The Assassins Assassins promoted  promoted liberty anliberty and equalityd equality and were  and were against huaagainst huagainst human rule oman rule of any kindf any kind (even Jew (even Jewish). Theiish). Their relationr relationship to thship to the Zealots e Zealots is debatedis deis debated. Pdebated. Paul was miaul was mistaken forstaken for an Egypti an Egyptian leader an leader of the groof the group (Acts 2up (Acts 21:38).1:38).1:38).

A Jewish revolutionary group (Gk. sikaérioi, from Lat. sicarii, “dagger carriers”) 
that arose during the procuratorship of Felix (52–60 C.E.; Josephus Ant. 18.23–25; 
20.160–72; cf. BJ 2.261–63). Named for short daggers (Lat. sica) they concealed 
under their clothing, they assassinated their enemies in broad daylight, especially 
during festivals when they could escape in the crowd (BJ 2.252–60, 425–29; Ant. 
20.185–88; cf. 20.204–10). The Assassins promoted liberty and equality and were 
against human rule of any kind (even Jewish). Their relationship to the Zealots is 
debated. Paul was mistaken for an Egyptian leader of the group (Acts 21:38).

Douglas S.Douglas S. Huffman Huffman

Douglas S. Huffman

ASSEMBLYASSEMBLYASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLY

�SeeSee  CONGREGATICONGREGATION.ON.

See CONGREGATION.

ASSHURASSHUR (Heb.  (Heb. }asûsûu®r}asûsûu®r) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ASSHUR (Heb. }asûsûu®r) (PERSON)

One of theOne of the sons of S sons of Shem; eponyhem; eponymous ancesmous ancestor of thetor of the Assyrians Assyrians (Gen. 10: (Gen. 10:22; 1 Chr.22; 1 Ch22; 1 Chr. 1:17)Chr. 1:17)..

One of the sons of Shem; eponymous ancestor of the Assyrians (Gen. 10:22; 1 



Chr. 1:17).

ASSHURASSHUR (Heb.  (Heb. }asûsûu®r}asûsûu®r) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ASSHUR (Heb. }asûsûu®r) (PLACE)

�1.1. Assur, a  Assur, a major citymajor city in Assyri in Assyria and at oa and at one point ine point its capitalts capital (Ezek. 27 (Ezek. 27:23).:23).:23).

1. Assur, a major city in Assyria and at one point its capital (Ezek. 27:23).

�2.2. Another n Another name for Asame for Assyria (Numsyria (Num. 24:22, 2. 24:22, 24).4).

2. Another name for Assyria (Num. 24:22, 24).

ASSHURIMASSHURIM (Heb.  (Heb. }aœsûsûu®r}aœsûsûu®riîmiîm)))

ASSHURIM (Heb. }aœsûsûu®riîm)

A tribe deA tribe descended frscended from Jokshanom Jokshan and ultim and ultimately fromately from Abraham a Abraham and Keturahnd Keturah, about wh, about , about whicabout which little mh little more is knoore is known (Gen. 2wn (Gen. 25:3). Whil5:3). While some come some commentators mentators suppose thsupposesuppose thsuppose them to be rem to be related to elated to the Assyrithe Assyrians (perhaans (perhaps on the ps on the basis of Gbasis of Gen. 25:18)en. 25:18), they are, 25:18)25:18), th25:18), they are proey are probably an Abably an Arabian clarabian clan.n.

A tribe descended from Jokshan and ultimately from Abraham and Keturah, 
about which little more is known (Gen. 25:3). While some commentators 
suppose them to be related to the Assyrians (perhaps on the basis of Gen. 
25:18), they are probably an Arabian clan.

ASSIRASSIR (Heb.  (Heb. }assiîr}assiîr)))

ASSIR (Heb. }assiîr)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Korah of tKorah of the tribe ohe tribe of Levi (Exf Levi (Exod. 6:24; od. 6:24; 1 Chr. 6:21 Chr. 6:22[MT 7]).2[MT 7]).2[MT 7]).

1. A son of Korah of the tribe of Levi (Exod. 6:24; 1 Chr. 6:22[MT 7]).

�2.2. The son o The son of Ebiasaphf Ebiasaph (1 Chr. 6 (1 Chr. 6:23[8]) an:23[8]) and grandsond grandson of Korah  of Korah (v. 37[22](v. 37[22]).).

2. The son of Ebiasaph (1 Chr. 6:23[8]) and grandson of Korah (v. 37[22]).

ASSOCIATIOASSOCIATIONS, VOLUNTNS, VOLUNTARYARYARY

ASSOCIATIONS, VOLUNTARY

A group ofA group of men and/o men and/or women orr women organized onganized on the basis the basis of freely of freely chosen me chosen membership fmbershimemembershipmembership for a com for a common purposmon purpose. In antie. In antiquity suchquity such associati associations were pons were popular froopular fropular from the 5from the 5th centuryth century  B.C.E.B.C.E. until the until the late Roma late Roman Empire, n Empire, despite vadespite various atterious attempts to sumpts tmpts to suppresto suppress them. Ths them. Thousands ofousands of associati associations are atons are attested thrtested through inscrough inscriptions aniptions and, in the d,anand, in thand, in the case of e case of Egypt, papEgypt, papyri. Theseyri. These inscripti inscriptions most oons most often recorften record the assod the association’s ciatassoassociatioassociation’s membern’s membership list,ship list, decrees,  decrees, or statuteor statutes, althougs, although they migh they might also reht also record the fcordrerecord therecord the founding  founding of the groof the group. These up. These groups wergroups were relativee relatively small, ly small, with membewith membewith membershipmembership generally generally between 1 between 10 and 100.0 and 100. Among the Among the members t members themselves hemselves it is not it is nit is not uncommnot uncommon to findon to find citizens  citizens and noncitand noncitizens, masizens, masters and sters and slaves, andlaves, and men and w men and w men and women, ricwomen, rich and poorh and poor, all gath, all gathered togetered together in a sher in a single assoingle association (cciation (cf. Gal. 3:f. Gal. 3:28).28).28).

A group of men and/or women organized on the basis of freely chosen 
membership for a common purpose. In antiquity such associations were popular 
from the 5th century B.C.E. until the late Roman Empire, despite various attempts 
to suppress them. Thousands of associations are attested through inscriptions 
and, in the case of Egypt, papyri. These inscriptions most often record the 
association’s membership list, decrees, or statutes, although they might also 
record the founding of the group. These groups were relatively small, with 
membership generally between 10 and 100. Among the members themselves it is 
not uncommon to find citizens and noncitizens, masters and slaves, and men and 
women, rich and poor, all gathered together in a single association (cf. Gal. 3:28).

�Three broaThree broad categorid categories of assoes of associations cciations can be distan be distinguished.inguished. Funerary  Funerary associatioassociatassociatioassociations insuredns insured a proper  a proper burial in burial in exchange fexchange for entrancor entrance fees ande fees and/or regula/or regular dues. Rer dr dues. Relidues. Religious assogious associations fciations focused on ocused on the worshithe worship of a parp of a particular deticular deity or deiity or deities throuties deideities thdeities through cultrough cultic acts anic acts and special d special festival dfestival days. Profeays. Professional asssional associationssociations were form were f were formed by formed by traders ortraders or artisans  artisans living in living in a particula particular locale.ar locale. There is  There is no consistno consistency in teency inency in terminoin terminology for tlogy for the associahe associations, andtions, and many titl many titles were uses were used includied including ng thiíasoi, thiíasoi, collegia, ccollegia, collegia, ekkleäsiíaekkleäsiía, synagoœg, synagoœgeäí,eäí, and  and koinaé.koinaé. Almost al Almost all associatl associations worshions worions worshippedworshipped one or mo one or more patron re patron deities andeities and performed performed cultic ad cultic acts, and mcts, and most met toost met tost met together ftogether for social or social occasions occasions such as basuch as banquets or nquets or drinking pdrinking parties. Suarties. Such social ch social and religiand rand religious religious events werevents were funded be funded by human pay human patrons, whotrons, who received  received various hovarious honors in exnors in exnors in exchange fexchange for their bor their benefactionenefaction...

Three broad categories of associations can be distinguished. Funerary 
associations insured a proper burial in exchange for entrance fees and/or regular 
dues. Religious associations focused on the worship of a particular deity or 
deities through cultic acts and special festival days. Professional associations were 
formed by traders or artisans living in a particular locale. There is no consistency 
in terminology for the associations, and many titles were used including thiíasoi, 
collegia, ekkleäsiía, synagoœgeäí, and koinaé. Almost all associations 
worshipped one or more patron deities and performed cultic acts, and most met 
together for social occasions such as banquets or drinking parties. Such social and 
religious events were funded by human patrons, who received various honors in 
exchange for their benefaction.

�The internThe internal organizal organization of aation of an associatn association includion included the desed the designation oignation of various f variousf various ofvarious officials anficials and functiond functionaries. Foraries. For the most  the most part this part this replicatedreplicated the civic the civic structure struct structure.structure. However,  However, there is lthere is little consittle consistency amistency among variouong various groups is groups in the termn the terminology usintermterminologterminology used fory used for these off these officials.icials.icials.

The internal organization of an association included the designation of 
various officials and functionaries. For the most part this replicated the civic 



structure. However, there is little consistency among various groups in the 
terminology used for these officials.

�AssociatioAssociations are genns are generally conerally considered tosidered to have been have been popular b popular because theecause they offered y offey offered a offered a person a sperson a sense of beense of belonging atlonging at a time wh a time when the traen the traditional kditional kinship andinship and civic gro civ civic groucivic groups were beps were being brokening broken apart. Th apart. Through membrough membership a nership a number of sumber of social netwocial netocial networks cnetworks could be esould be established tablished and charitand charity was avaiy was available to tlable to those who fhose who fell on harell on hard times. Md harhard timeshard times. Membersh. Membership in a grip in a group also aoup also allowed forllowed for the attai the attainment of hnment of honor and ponor and prestige whrpprestige wprestige which was ohich was otherwise ntherwise not availabot available to the le to the majority omajority of persons.f persons.

Associations are generally considered to have been popular because they 
offered a person a sense of belonging at a time when the traditional kinship and 
civic groups were being broken apart. Through membership a number of social 
networks could be established and charity was available to those who fell on 
hard times. Membership in a group also allowed for the attainment of honor and 
prestige which was otherwise not available to the majority of persons.

�The most oThe most obvious NT bvious NT reference reference to a volunto a voluntary assoctary association is iation is the accounthe account at Acts t at At at Acts 19:23Acts 19:23-40 of the-40 of the uproar ca uproar caused by thused by the silversme silversmiths at Epiths at Ephesus. Volhesus. Voluntary assuntary associations ocassassociatioassociations have alns have also been usso been used by a nued by a number of scmber of scholars as holars as an analogyan analogy for under for understanding estunderunderstandunderstanding early ing early Pauline coPauline community fommunity formation anrmation and social rd social relationshielationships, particps, particularly theulparticparticularparticularly the Corly the Corinthian chinthian church.urch.urch.

The most obvious NT reference to a voluntary association is the account at 
Acts 19:23-40 of the uproar caused by the silversmiths at Ephesus. Voluntary 
associations have also been used by a number of scholars as an analogy for 
understanding early Pauline community formation and social relationships, 
particularly the Corinthian church.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. S. AscoR. S. Ascough, ugh, What Are TWhat Are They Sayinghey Saying About the About the Formation Formation of Paulin of Pau of Pauline ChPauline Churches?urches? (New York (New York, 1998); J, 1998); J. S. Klopp. S. Kloppenborg andenborg and S. G. Wil S. G. Wilson, eds.,son, eds.,  Voluntary VolunVoluntary Voluntary AssociatioAssociations in the ns in the Greco-RomaGreco-Roman Worldn World (London,  (London, 1996).1996).1996).

Bibliography. R. S. Ascough, What Are They Saying About the Formation of 
Pauline Churches? (New York, 1998); J. S. Kloppenborg and S. G. Wilson, eds., 
Voluntary Associations in the Greco-Roman World (London, 1996).

Richard S.Richard S. Ascough Ascough

Richard S. Ascough

ASSOSASSOS (Gk.  (Gk. AÉssosAÉssos)))

ASSOS (Gk. AÉssos)

A strategiA strategic city on c city on the Gulf othe Gulf of Adramyttf Adramyttium, on thium, on the east coae east coast of the st of the Aegean SeaAegean Sea, in Mysia, i, in Mysia. in Mysia. The city’sThe city’s defenses  defenses included nincluded natural andatural and artificia artificial terracedl terraced cliffs th cliffs that rose 21at rose 2at rose 215 m. (70215 m. (700 ft.) abo0 ft.) above sea levve sea level, compleel, complemented by mented by a wall 3.2a wall 3.2 km. (2 mi km. (2 mi.) long an.) long and 19.8 m. d 1d 19.8 m. (619.8 m. (65 ft.) hig5 ft.) high. Varioush. Various public bu public buildings (iildings (including ancluding a gymnasium gymnasium, treasury, treasury, baths, a, bath, baths, a mbaths, a marketplacearketplace, and thea, and theater) stoodter) stood on the te on the terraces. Asrraces. Assos (modersos (modern Behramkön Behramkn Behramköy)Behramköy) housed a  housed a Doric tempDoric temple to Athele to Athena and wasna and was the headq the headquarters ofuarters of Platonic  Platon Platonic pPlatonic philosopherhilosophers, includis, including Aristotng Aristotle. The Stle. The Stoic Cleantoic Cleanthes was bohes was born in thisrn in this city. city city.city.city.

A strategic city on the Gulf of Adramyttium, on the east coast of the Aegean Sea, 
in Mysia. The city’s defenses included natural and artificial terraced cliffs that rose 
215 m. (700 ft.) above sea level, complemented by a wall 3.2 km. (2 mi.) long and 
19.8 m. (65 ft.) high. Various public buildings (including a gymnasium, treasury, 
baths, a marketplace, and theater) stood on the terraces. Assos (modern 
Behramköy) housed a Doric temple to Athena and was the headquarters of 
Platonic philosophers, including Aristotle. The Stoic Cleanthes was born in this 
city.

�Assos was Assos was a part of a part of the realm the realm of the Perof the Pergamenian kgamenian kings and lings and later a porater a port of Asia.t of Ast of Asia. PaulAsia. Paul traveled  traveled from Troasfrom Troas to Assos  to Assos on a coaston a coastal road asal road as Luke and  Luke and others rouothers rounded Cape nrourounded Carounded Cape Lectum pe Lectum by sea (Acby sea (Acts 20:13-1ts 20:13-14).4).4).

Assos was a part of the realm of the Pergamenian kings and later a port of 
Asia. Paul traveled from Troas to Assos on a coastal road as Luke and others 
rounded Cape Lectum by sea (Acts 20:13-14).
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ASSUMPTIONASSUMPTION OF MOSES OF MOSES OF MOSES

ASSUMPTION OF MOSES

�SeeSee  MOSES, TESMOSES, TESTAMENT OF.TAMENT OF.

See MOSES, TESTAMENT OF.

ASSUMPTIONASSUMPTION OF THE VI OF THE VIRGINRGINRGIN

ASSUMPTION OF THE VIRGIN

Over 50 apOver 50 apocrypha anocrypha and homiliesd homilies from befo from before the 10tre the 10th century h century record in record in nine ancienine ancienine ancient laancient languages einguages either the Vther the Virgin’s doirgin’s dormition (“rmition (“falling asfalling asleep”) andleep”) and bodily as bodily assumption (sumptasassumptionassumption (“being t (“being taken up”) aken up”) into heaveinto heaven or her dn or her dormition wormition without an ithout an assumptionassumptioassumptionassumption. There is. There is, however,, however, no reliab no reliable evidencle evidence of eithee of either doctriner doctrine before th before the late 5the ththe late 5the late 5th centuryth century, at which, at which point sev point several witneeral witnesses, inclsses, including the uding the earliest aearliest apocryphon pocryaapocryphonapocryphon and homil and homily, attest y, attest belief in belief in the “rivalthe “rival” doctrine” doctrines of bodils of bodily assumptiy assumption and doron aon and dormitand dormition withouion without assumptit assumption, respecon, respectively. Thtively. The real floe real flowering of wering of this tradithis tradition occurtiontraditradition tradition occurs prioccurs primarily in marily in the 6th cethe 6th century, durntury, during which ing which time theretime there is a prol is a proliferation iferaprolproliferatproliferation of narion of narratives reratives revising thevising the earlier t earlier texts and pexts and purging theurging them of heterm of heterodoxy. Theodoxheterheterodoxyheterodoxy. The stor. The story’s main ey’s main events takevents take place in  place in Jerusalem Jerusalem (with the (with the occasionaloccasional inclusion in inclusion inclusion of a trip of a trip to Bethlehto Bethlehem), and iem), and include thenclude the miraculou miraculous reunion s reunion of the Apoof the Apostles and stleApoApostles aApostles and the retnd the return of Chrurn of Christ to recist to receive his meive his mother’s soother’s soul as it lul as it leaves her eaves her body. Onlybodybody. Onlybody. Only certain t certain texts contiexts continue with anue with an account n account of the Virof the Virgin’s resugin’s resurrection arrection and assumptnd aand assumpand assumption, but tion, but all are chall are characterizearacterized by a hosd by a hostility to tility to Judaism anJudaism and frequentd frequent attacks o atta attacks onattacks on the Jewis the Jewish leaders h leaders who, amongwho, among other thi other things, attemngs, attempt to burnpt to burn the Virgi the Virgin’s body. n’VirgiVirgin’s bVirgin’s body. A couody. A counter-tradinter-tradition locattion locating the ening the end of the Vd of the Virgin’s liirgin’s life in Ephefe in Ephesus develosus desus develops adevelops at a later t a later time, primtime, primarily in tarily in the medievahe medieval Syriac cl Syriac church.hurch.hurch.

Over 50 apocrypha and homilies from before the 10th century record in nine 
ancient languages either the Virgin’s dormition (“falling asleep”) and bodily 
assumption (“being taken up”) into heaven or her dormition without an 
assumption. There is, however, no reliable evidence of either doctrine before 



the late 5th century, at which point several witnesses, including the earliest 
apocryphon and homily, attest belief in the “rival” doctrines of bodily assumption 
and dormition without assumption, respectively. The real flowering of this 
tradition occurs primarily in the 6th century, during which time there is a 
proliferation of narratives revising the earlier texts and purging them of 
heterodoxy. The story’s main events take place in Jerusalem (with the occasional 
inclusion of a trip to Bethlehem), and include the miraculous reunion of the 
Apostles and the return of Christ to receive his mother’s soul as it leaves her 
body. Only certain texts continue with an account of the Virgin’s resurrection 
and assumption, but all are characterized by a hostility to Judaism and frequent 
attacks on the Jewish leaders who, among other things, attempt to burn the 
Virgin’s body. A counter-tradition locating the end of the Virgin’s life in Ephesus 
develops at a later time, primarily in the medieval Syriac church.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. J. BurgW. J. Burghardt, hardt, The TestimThe Testimony of theony of the Patristic Patristic Age Conce Age Concerning Maryrning Mrning Mary’s DeaMary’s Deathth (Westmins (Westminster, Md., ter, Md., 1957).1957).1957).

Bibliography. W. J. Burghardt, The Testimony of the Patristic Age Concerning 
Mary’s Death (Westminster, Md., 1957).
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ASSURASSUR (Heb.  (Heb. }asûsûu®r;}asûsûu®r; Akk.  Akk. asûsûurasûsûur) ) (DEITY)(DEITY)(DEITY)

ASSUR (Heb. }asûsûu®r; Akk. asûsûur) (DEITY)

The AssyriThe Assyrian nationaan national deity anl deity and head of d head of the panthethe pantheon; princion; principally a gopally a god of war, d of war, kingship, kinkingship, kingship, and royal and royal ideology. ideology. His name iHis name is identifis identified with thed with the city, ane city, and from it d from it the names the nathe names Assynames Assyria and thria and the Assyriane Assyrians derive. s derive. Assur may Assur may have been have been a local tra local tribal deityibal deity with no o w with no orwith no original posiginal position or lition or lineage in ineage in the Mesopothe Mesopotamian pantamian pantheon. He theon. He assimilateassimilated the chard assimilateassimilateassimilated the chard the characteristicacteristics of Enlils of Enlil, a promin, a prominent deity ent deity in the earin the early Mesopotly Mesopotamian pantamianMesopotMesopotamiMesopotamian pantheoan pantheon, sometimn, sometime during te during the 2nd milhe 2nd millennium lennium B.C.E.B.C.E. Assur bec Assur became the “lamebecbecame thebecame the “lord of  “lord of the univerthe universe” and “tse” and “the father he father of the godof the gods.” Along s.” Along with his cwith his consort Ninoncconsort Niconsort Ninlil, who nlil, who was also twas also the wife ofhe wife of Enlil, he Enlil, he resided i resided in the E-kun the E-kur temple ir temple in Assur. Wn Assn Assur. WheAssur. When the Assyn the Assyrian king rian king SennacheriSennacherib destroyeb destroyed Babylon d Babylon (ca. 689) (ca. 689) he replacehe replache replaced treplaced the Babylonhe Babylonian cult oian cult of Marduk wf Marduk with his deith his deity Assur.ity Assur.

The Assyrian national deity and head of the pantheon; principally a god of war, 
kingship, and royal ideology. His name is identified with the city, and from it the 
names Assyria and the Assyrians derive. Assur may have been a local tribal deity 
with no original position or lineage in the Mesopotamian pantheon. He 
assimilated the characteristics of Enlil, a prominent deity in the early 
Mesopotamian pantheon, sometime during the 2nd millennium B.C.E. Assur 
became the “lord of the universe” and “the father of the gods.” Along with his 
consort Ninlil, who was also the wife of Enlil, he resided in the E-kur temple in 
Assur. When the Assyrian king Sennacherib destroyed Babylon (ca. 689) he 
replaced the Babylonian cult of Marduk with his deity Assur.

�Assur is iAssur is identified dentified as as An-sûarAn-sûar in Enuma  in Enuma Elish, theElish, the Mesopotam Mesopotamian creatiian creation epic, aon epon epic, and epic, and in the Assin the Assyrian versyrian version of thiion of this myth Asss myth Assur displacur displaces Marduk es Marduk as the trias the triumphant heumptritriumphanttriumphant hero who  hero who slays Tiamslays Tiamat. The brat. The bronze doorsonze doors of Sennec of Sennecherib’s Neherib’s New Year’s tw Year’sw Year’s temYear’s temple in Assple in Assur depict ur depict scenes froscenes from this batm this battle. Addittle. Additionally, Aionally, Assur assumssur assumed the essed assumassumed thassumed the essentiae essential role plal role played by Maryed by Marduk in theduk in the  AkiîtuAkiîtu, the annu, the annual New Yeaal New Year’s festivr’sYeaYear’s fesYear’s festival in wtival in which the khich the king proclaing proclaimed obediimed obedience and lence and loyalty to oyalty to Assur and Assur and the citizethethe citizethe citizens of the ns of the land. The land. The Assyrian kAssyrian kings were ings were thus consithus considered not dered not only the aonly the administratdmaadministraadministrative leadetive leaders of the rs of the state, butstate, but also acte also acted as high d as high priests inpriests in Assur’s c Assur’s cult. The eult. Thult. The earlieThe earliest referenst reference to Assuce to Assur appears r appears in the Oldin the Old Assyrian  Assyrian cuneiform cuneiform texts of Ctexts of Cappadocia,aCCappadociaCappadocia, a major , a major trading cotrading colony, datilony, dating to ca. ng to ca. 2000. Assu2000. Assur, as a der, as a deity, is noity, is not mentionet met mentioned mentioned in the OT;in the OT; however,  however, the name dthe name does appearoes appear as a comp as a component in tonent in the theophohe theohe theophorictheophoric name of t name of the Assyriahe Assyrian king, Asn king, Assurbanipalsurbanipal (“Assur i (“Assur is the creas the creator of thetor of the heir”). he heir”).heir”).heir”).

Assur is identified as An-sûar in Enuma Elish, the Mesopotamian creation 
epic, and in the Assyrian version of this myth Assur displaces Marduk as the 
triumphant hero who slays Tiamat. The bronze doors of Sennecherib’s New 
Year’s temple in Assur depict scenes from this battle. Additionally, Assur 
assumed the essential role played by Marduk in the Akiîtu, the annual New 
Year’s festival in which the king proclaimed obedience and loyalty to Assur and 
the citizens of the land. The Assyrian kings were thus considered not only the 
administrative leaders of the state, but also acted as high priests in Assur’s cult. 
The earliest reference to Assur appears in the Old Assyrian cuneiform texts of 
Cappadocia, a major trading colony, dating to ca. 2000. Assur, as a deity, is not 
mentioned in the OT; however, the name does appear as a component in the 
theophoric name of the Assyrian king, Assurbanipal (“Assur is the creator of the 



heir”).
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ASSURASSUR (Heb.  (Heb. }asûsûu®r;}asûsûu®r; Akk.  Akk. asûsûurasûsûur) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ASSUR (Heb. }asûsûu®r; Akk. asûsûur) (PLACE)

The chief The chief city of Ascity of Assyria for syria for most of thmost of that nation’at nation’s history.s history. The city  The city (modern (modern Qal{atQal{aQal{atQal{at Sherqat)  Sherqat) was in thewas in the heartland heartland of Assyri of Assyria, along ta, along the west bahe west bank of the nk of the Tigris RivTigris RTigris River, in River, in the fertilthe fertile region oe region of northernf northern Iraq N of Iraq N of the Lesse the Lesser Zab tribr Zab tributary and utary and the Jebel the Jthe Jebel HamrJebel Hamrin range. in range. Along withAlong with Nineveh a Nineveh and Erbil, nd Erbil, Assur formAssur formed a trianed a triangle of Assgle of Assyrian townyAssAssyrian tAssyrian towns.owns.owns.

The chief city of Assyria for most of that nation’s history. The city (modern 
Qal{at Sherqat) was in the heartland of Assyria, along the west bank of the Tigris 
River, in the fertile region of northern Iraq N of the Lesser Zab tributary and the 
Jebel Hamrin range. Along with Nineveh and Erbil, Assur formed a triangle of 
Assyrian towns.

�Although lAlthough little is kittle is known aboutnown about its prehi its prehistoric perstoric period, Assuriod, Assur was an es was an established tablishedesestablisheestablished city by d city by the early the early 3rd millen3rd millennium nium B.C.B.C. when it w when it was a majoras a major religious religious center wi cent center witcenter with various h various public buipublic buildings, inldings, including a cluding a temple dedtemple dedicated to icated to the goddesthe goddess Ishtar. s Iss Ishtar. AfIshtar. After 2300 Ater 2300 Assur becamssur became part of e part of the Semitithe Semitic Akkadianc Akkadian Empire, a Empire, as evidences evidenced by an indevidenceevidenced evidenced by an inscby an inscription ofription of the Akkad the Akkadian king Mian king Manishtushuanishtushu found at  found at the site.the site.the site.

Although little is known about its prehistoric period, Assur was an 
established city by the early 3rd millennium B.C. when it was a major religious 
center with various public buildings, including a temple dedicated to the goddess 
Ishtar. After 2300 Assur became part of the Semitic Akkadian Empire, as 
evidenced by an inscription of the Akkadian king Manishtushu found at the site.

�The name AThe name Assur has pssur has presented presented problems toroblems to scholars  scholars as it was as it was not only tnot only the name ofhe nahe name of thname of the city, bue city, but also of t also of the chief the chief deity (oftdeity (often spelleden spelled “Ashur” t “Ashur” to distinguo distinguish it froish it ish it from thit from the city). Be city). By 2100 Assy 2100 Assur was a vur was a vassal townassal town of the Th of the Third Dynastird Dynasty of Ur, ay of Ur, as evidences es evidenced evidenced by numerouby numerous buildings building inscripti inscriptions of “vions of “viceroys of ceroys of Assur” whoAssur” who wrote in  wrote in the Old Astthe Old Asthe Old Assyrian diasyrian dialect of Aklect of Akkadian.kadian.kadian.

The name Assur has presented problems to scholars as it was not only the 
name of the city, but also of the chief deity (often spelled “Ashur” to distinguish 
it from the city). By 2100 Assur was a vassal town of the Third Dynasty of Ur, as 
evidenced by numerous building inscriptions of “viceroys of Assur” who wrote in 
the Old Assyrian dialect of Akkadian.

�In the earIn the early 2nd milly 2nd millennium Aslennium Assur appearsur appears to have s to have been a subbeen a substantial cstantial city-state ity-stateccity-statecity-state with fort with fortified cityified city walls and walls and commercia commercial interestl interests in distas in distant areas, nt areas, most notabmost nomost notably thnotably the trading e trading post at Kapost at Kanesh in cenesh in central Anatntral Anatolia. Accoolia. According to trding to the Assyriahe Assyrian King Lisn Kn King List King List and other and other texts (frotexts (from Mari andm Mari and Tell Leil Tell Leilan), the Aan), the Amorite chimorite chieftain eftain SÁamsûi-adSÁamSÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-adadad I (ca. 18 I (ca. 1814–1781) c14–1781) conquered Aonquered Assur and mssur and made it parade it part of his ft of his far-reachinar-reffar-reachifar-reaching empire.ng empire. Little is Little is known of  known of Assur’s faAssur’s fate for thete for the next few  next few centuries.centuries. It was ap It wa It was apparewas apparently underntly under control o control of the Mitaf the Mitanni state nni state for about for about a century a century until the until the reign of Areigreign of Areign of Assuruballissuruballit I (1365–t I (1365–1330), whe1330), when the cityn the city became th became the center oe center of a large f a large polity. Thpolpolity. Thpolity. The Assyriane Assyrian king Tuku king Tukulti-ninurtlti-ninurta I (1244–a I (1244–1208) tran1208) transferred rosferred royal power yal power across theacacross theacross the Tigris to Tigris to a brand n a brand new city, Kew city, Kar-tukultiar-tukulti-ninurta, -ninurta, which did which did not survivnot survive for longe fore for long. for long. Assur reclAssur reclaimed its aimed its title of ctitle of chief city hief city soon theresoon thereafter and after and continued continued until the until tuntil the reign the reign of Assurnaof Assurnasirpal II sirpal II (884–859),(884–859), who moved who moved to nearby to nearby Kalhu. As Kalhu. Assur, howevsur, howevsur, however, chowever, continued aontinued as the mains the main religious religious center of center of the Assyr the Assyrian Empireian Empire until the until the city was  ci city was dcity was destroyed iestroyed in 614.n 614.n 614.

In the early 2nd millennium Assur appears to have been a substantial 
city-state with fortified city walls and commercial interests in distant areas, most 
notably the trading post at Kanesh in central Anatolia. According to the Assyrian 
King List and other texts (from Mari and Tell Leilan), the Amorite chieftain 
SÁamsûi-adad I (ca. 1814–1781) conquered Assur and made it part of his 
far-reaching empire. Little is known of Assur’s fate for the next few centuries. It 
was apparently under control of the Mitanni state for about a century until the 
reign of Assuruballit I (1365–1330), when the city became the center of a large 
polity. The Assyrian king Tukulti-ninurta I (1244–1208) transferred royal power 
across the Tigris to a brand new city, Kar-tukulti-ninurta, which did not survive 
for long. Assur reclaimed its title of chief city soon thereafter and continued until 
the reign of Assurnasirpal II (884–859), who moved to nearby Kalhu. Assur, 
however, continued as the main religious center of the Assyrian Empire until the 
city was destroyed in 614.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. W. F. SH. W. F. Saggs, aggs, The Might The Might That Was AThat Was Assyriassyria (1984, re (1984, repr. New Yopr. New pr. New York, New York, 1991).1991).1991).

Bibliography. H. W. F. Saggs, The Might That Was Assyria (1984, repr. 
New York, 1991).
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ASSURBANIPASSURBANIPALAL (Akk.  (Akk. Asûsûur-baAsûsûur-baœni-apliœni-apli)))

ASSURBANIPAL (Akk. Asûsûur-baœni-apli)

The last oThe last of the greaf the great Assyriant Assyrian kings (66 kings (668–627 8–627 B.C.E.B.C.E.). Esarhad). Esarhaddon appoindon appointed his soted his son Assurbannsoson Assurbson Assurbanipal heianipal heir apparentr apparent during hi during his reign, ps reign, probably asrobably as a result  a result of the traof the trauma experiumatratrauma exptrauma experienced uerienced upon his owpon his own successin succession. The Ason. The Assyrian vassyrian vassals sworesals swore their loy their loy their loyalty toloyalty to Assurbani Assurbanipal as kinpal as king of Assyrg of Assyria, and toia, and to his broth his brother er SÁamasû-sûSÁamasû-sûum-ukinum-uSÁamasû-sûSÁamasû-sûSÁamasû-sûum-ukinum-ukin, who occu, who occupied the tpied the throne of Bhrone of Babylon durabylon during Esarhaing Esarhaddon’s reiddonEsarhaEsarhaddonEsarhaddon’s reign. ’s reign. ConsequentConsequently, upon Ely, upon Esarhaddon’sarhaddon’s death Ass death Assurbanipalsurbanipal did not h did not h did not have to behave to begin his regin his reign quelliign quelling revoltsng revolts as other  as other Assyrian kAssyrian kings did, ings did, and thus cand thus could contiould ccould contcould continue his finue his father’s atather’s attempt to ctempt to control Egyontrol Egypt.pt.pt.

The last of the great Assyrian kings (668–627 B.C.E.). Esarhaddon appointed his 
son Assurbanipal heir apparent during his reign, probably as a result of the 



trauma experienced upon his own succession. The Assyrian vassals swore their 
loyalty to Assurbanipal as king of Assyria, and to his brother 
SÁamasû-sûum-ukin, who occupied the throne of Babylon during 
Esarhaddon’s reign. Consequently, upon Esarhaddon’s death Assurbanipal did not 
have to begin his reign quelling revolts as other Assyrian kings did, and thus 
could continue his father’s attempt to control Egypt.

�AssurbanipAssurbanipal gathereal gathered auxiliard auxiliary troops fy troops from the Merom the Mediterraneaditerranean coast ann coast and managed d mand managed tomanaged to enter The enter Thebes, the cbes, the capital of apital of Upper EgypUpper Egypt. The dist. The distance betwtance between Assyrieen Assyreen Assyria anAssyria and Egypt wad Egypt was too greas too great for diret for direct Assyriact Assyrian managemen management, so locnt, so local rulers al rulers subject tosusubject tosubject to Assyria w Assyria were placedere placed in contro in control. Revoltsl. Revolts erupted s erupted shortly thehortly thereafter, preafter, prompting Arompprompting prompting AssurbanipAssurbanipal to utteal to utterly destrorly destroy Thebes. y Thebes. The uprisiThe uprising in Egypng in Egypt caused Tt caused Tyre and AryTTyre and ATyre and Arvad to rervad to revolt; bothvolt; both island ci island cities were ties were reduced toreduced to famine be famine before they fore they surrenderesusurrenderesurrendered. Assurbad. Assurbanipal thennipal then became de became deeply involeply involved with Eved with Elam, at whlam, at which time Eich time Eich time Egypt was Egypt was reinforcedreinforced with Ioni with Ionian and Caran and Carian troopsian troops as record as recorded by the ed by the Greek histGreek histGreek historian historian Herodotus.Herodotus. Assurbani Assurbanipal eventupal eventually killeally killed the Elamd the Elamite ruler ite ruler Te}ummanTe}umman and broug a and broughand brought his headt his head back to N back to Nineveh, asineveh, as depicted  depicted on his walon his wall relief. l relief. It was jusIt was just after tht aftt after thisafter this that  that SÁamasû-sûSÁamasû-sûum-ukinum-ukin tired of  tired of his secondhis secondary statusary status in Babylo in Babylon and led n ann and led a and led a revolt. Itrevolt. It took thre took three years toe years to quell, en quell, ending only ding only when the Bwhen the Babylonian abylonian king set fkingking set fking set fire to hisire to his own palac own palace and diede and died in the fl in the flames. Assuames. Assurbanipal trbanipal took the thook the throne of Baroneththrone of throne of Babylon unBabylon under the nader the name Kandalame Kandalanu. No extnu. No extant recordant records describes describe the last  the last the last 12 yelast 12 years of hisars of his reign. reign. reign.

Assurbanipal gathered auxiliary troops from the Mediterranean coast and 
managed to enter Thebes, the capital of Upper Egypt. The distance between 
Assyria and Egypt was too great for direct Assyrian management, so local rulers 
subject to Assyria were placed in control. Revolts erupted shortly thereafter, 
prompting Assurbanipal to utterly destroy Thebes. The uprising in Egypt caused 
Tyre and Arvad to revolt; both island cities were reduced to famine before they 
surrendered. Assurbanipal then became deeply involved with Elam, at which time 
Egypt was reinforced with Ionian and Carian troops as recorded by the Greek 
historian Herodotus. Assurbanipal eventually killed the Elamite ruler Te}umman 
and brought his head back to Nineveh, as depicted on his wall relief. It was just 
after this that SÁamasû-sûum-ukin tired of his secondary status in Babylon 
and led a revolt. It took three years to quell, ending only when the Babylonian 
king set fire to his own palace and died in the flames. Assurbanipal took the 
throne of Babylon under the name Kandalanu. No extant records describe the 
last 12 years of his reign.

�AssurbanipAssurbanipal is the al is the only Assyronly Assyrian ruler ian ruler who claimswho claims literacy, literacy, and his l and his library at ibrary at Nineveh, dNNineveh, dNineveh, discovered iscovered by Hormuzdby Hormuzd Rassam in Rassam in 1852, was 1852, was one of th one of the keys whie keys which unlockech unloch unlocked tunlocked the languaghe language and histe and history of theory of the Akkadian  Akkadian civilizaticivilizations. The lons. The library incibrary includes lettludeincincludes lincludes letters, coetters, contracts, entracts, economic anconomic and historicd historical inscripal inscriptions, littions, literary, relerary, religious, anigious, aigious, and scientand scientific textsific texts...

Assurbanipal is the only Assyrian ruler who claims literacy, and his library at 
Nineveh, discovered by Hormuzd Rassam in 1852, was one of the keys which 
unlocked the language and history of the Akkadian civilizations. The library 
includes letters, contracts, economic and historical inscriptions, literary, religious, 
and scientific texts.
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ASSURNASIRASSURNASIRPALPAL (Akk.  (Akk. Asûsûur-naAsûsûur-nas�ir-aplis�ir-apli)))

ASSURNASIRPAL (Akk. Asûsûur-nas�ir-apli )

AssurnasirAssurnasirpal II (88pal II (883–859 3–859 B.C.E.B.C.E.), often c), often considered onsidered the “classthe “classic” “Neo-Aic” “Neo-Assyrian” mssyrian” monarch. Heommonarch. Hmonarch. He inheritee inherited a stabled a stable and expan and expanding kingdding kingdom from hiom from his father, s father, Tukulti-niTukulti-ninurta II, nTukulti-niTukulti-niTukulti-ninurta II, nurta II, and then uand then undertook 1ndertook 10 major mi0 major military camlitary campaigns thrpaigns throughout weoughout weoughout western Aswestern Asia. He reaia. He reached as fached as far as the Mr as the Mediterraneediterranean in the an in the west, and west, and was the fiwas the first Assyrirsfifirst Assyfirst Assyrian king rian king to enter tto enter the new Phohe new Phoenician, Nenician, Neo-Hittiteeo-Hittite, and Aram, and Aramean kingdoean kingdoms, from wmkingdokingdoms, kingdoms, from whom from whom he receivehe received little rd little resistance esistance and much tand much tribute. Heribute. He moved the moved th moved the capitathe capital of Assyrl of Assyria from thia from the ancient e ancient and religiand religious city oous city of Assur tof Assur to a new cit a new city which hey whiy which he bwhich he built at Cauilt at Calah (Nimrulah (Nimrud). Assurnd). Assurnasirpal’s asirpal’s massive pamassive palace was tlace was the first ahe first adorned witdoraadorned wiadorned with monumenth monumental stone tal stone reliefs dereliefs depicting hipicting his accomplis accomplishments. Hshments. His Banquetis Banqueis Banquet stBanquet stela preserela preserves the guves the guest list, est list, menu, and menu, and festivitiefestivities that inas that inaugurated tugurated the new palhe nehe new palacenew palace and city. and city. Assurnasi Assurnasirpal’s insrpal’s inscriptions criptions are filledare filled with flam with flamboyant selboyant self-aggrandif-aggrselself-aggraself-aggrandizement,ndizement, vivid det vivid details of hiails of his militarys military successes successes, and desc, and descriptions oriptions of the punif the pf the punishmentpunishment of his en of his enemies.emies.emies.

Assurnasirpal II (883–859 B.C.E.), often considered the “classic” “Neo-Assyrian” 
monarch. He inherited a stable and expanding kingdom from his father, 
Tukulti-ninurta II, and then undertook 10 major military campaigns throughout 
western Asia. He reached as far as the Mediterranean in the west, and was the 
first Assyrian king to enter the new Phoenician, Neo-Hittite, and Aramean 
kingdoms, from whom he received little resistance and much tribute. He moved 
the capital of Assyria from the ancient and religious city of Assur to a new city 
which he built at Calah (Nimrud). Assurnasirpal’s massive palace was the first 
adorned with monumental stone reliefs depicting his accomplishments. His 
Banquet stela preserves the guest list, menu, and festivities that inaugurated the 
new palace and city. Assurnasirpal’s inscriptions are filled with flamboyant 



self-aggrandizement, vivid details of his military successes, and descriptions of the 
punishment of his enemies.

Tammi J. STammi J. Schneiderchneider

Tammi J. Schneider

ASSYRIAASSYRIAASSYRIA

ASSYRIA

A politicaA political and geogl and geographic desraphic designation fignation for a majoror a major ancient M ancient Mesopotamiaesopotamian civilizan civilization. The tiocivilizacivilizaticivilization. The geon. The geographicalographical extent of extent of the polit the political entitical entity varied dy varied due to the ue to the political politicapolitical political status of status of Assyria inAssyria in any perio any period. Locatedd. Located in what i in what is now norts now northern Iraq,hern Iraq, Assyria i Assy Assyria isAssyria is commonly  commonly referred treferred to as the lo as the land along and along the “middlthe “middle Tigris.”e Tigris.”

A political and geographic designation for a major ancient Mesopotamian 
civilization. The geographical extent of the political entity varied due to the 
political status of Assyria in any period. Located in what is now northern Iraq, 
Assyria is commonly referred to as the land along the “middle Tigris.”

Human-headHuman-headed, wingeded, winged bull, one bull, one of two wh of two which flankeich flanked the prind the principal entrcipal entrance to thance to the throne reththe thronethe throne room of t room of the palace he palace of Sargon of Sargon II at Dur-II at Dur-Sharrukin/Sharrukin/Khorsabad Khorsabad (721–705 (721–705 B.C.E.BB.C.E.B.C.E.) (Photo b) (Photo by Jean M. y Jean M. Grant; couGrant; courtesy of trtesy of the Orientahe Oriental Institutl Institute of the Ue of the University niversityUUniversityUniversity of Chicag of Chicago)o)

Human-headed, winged bull, one of two which flanked the principal entrance to 
the throne room of the palace of Sargon II at Dur-Sharrukin/Khorsabad (721–705 

B.C.E.) (Photo by Jean M. Grant; courtesy of the Oriental Institute of the 
University of Chicago)

�The early The early history ofhistory of Assyria i Assyria is tied ints tied into the polio the political conftical configurationsigurations of Babylo of Babylonia until niBabyloBabylonia Babylonia until the until the rise of Asrise of Assur-uballisur-uballit I (reignt I (reigned 1365–13ed 1365–1330 30 B.C.E.B.C.E.). The Mid). The Middle Assyridle Asdle Assyrian (Assyrian (1274–1077)1274–1077) and Neo-A and Neo-Assyrian pessyrian periods (911riods (911–612) are –612) are sometimes sometimes referred treferrereferred treferred to as “empio as “empires.” Sincres.” Since they usee they use different different criteria  criteria (language,(language, politics, politics, art histo art his art historicalhistorical considera considerations), notions), not all schot all scholars agreelars agree on the ex on the exact dates act dates of the Midof the Middle and Nedle adle and Neo-Asand Neo-Assyrian persyrian periods.iods.iods.

The early history of Assyria is tied into the political configurations of 
Babylonia until the rise of Assur-uballit I (reigned 1365–1330 B.C.E.). The Middle 
Assyrian (1274–1077) and Neo-Assyrian periods (911–612) are sometimes 
referred to as “empires.” Since they use different criteria (language, politics, art 
historical considerations), not all scholars agree on the exact dates of the Middle 
and Neo-Assyrian periods.

�The first The first historicalhistorical reference references to Assyrs to Assyria date toia date to the Sargo the Sargonic periodnic period (2334–219 (2334–21 (2334–2193(2334–2193). Assyria). Assyria at this t at this time was a ime was a series of series of autonomousautonomous cities. A cities. A bronze ma bronze mask of Kingsmamask of Kimask of King Sargon ng Sargon of Akkad (of Akkad (reigned 23reigned 2334–2279) d34–2279) discovered iscovered in the Ishin the Ishtar templetar templetar temple of temple of Nineveh teNineveh testifies tostifies to the Sargo the Sargonic presennic presence in Assyce in Assyria. Ninevria. Nineveh is linkeh is linked to ed ted to to ManisûtusuManisûtusu (reigned  (reigned 2269–2255)2269–2255), Sargon’s, Sargon’s grandson, grandson, through a through an inscriptn inscription of ion oion of of SÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-adadad (reigned  (reigned 1813–1781)1813–1781) claiming  claiming that he rethat he restored a tstored a temple in Nemple in Nineveh oriiNNineveh orNineveh originally biginally built by uilt by ManisûtusuManisûtusu. A copper. A copper spear-hea spear-head belongind belonging to g to ManisûtusuManisManisûtusuManisûtusu describes describes the ruler the ruler of Assur  of Assur as the seras the servant of vant of ManisûtusuManisûtusu...

The first historical references to Assyria date to the Sargonic period 
(2334–2193). Assyria at this time was a series of autonomous cities. A bronze 
mask of King Sargon of Akkad (reigned 2334–2279) discovered in the Ishtar 
temple of Nineveh testifies to the Sargonic presence in Assyria. Nineveh is linked 
to Manisûtusu (reigned 2269–2255), Sargon’s grandson, through an inscription 
of SÁamsûi-adad (reigned 1813–1781) claiming that he restored a temple in 
Nineveh originally built by Manisûtusu. A copper spear-head belonging to 
Manisûtusu describes the ruler of Assur as the servant of Manisûtusu.

�In the folIn the following Ur lowing Ur III periodIII period the vario the various cities us cities of Assyriaof Assyria were trea were treated differted differently by tedifferdifferentldifferently by the Uy by the Ur III admir III administrationnistration. For exam. For example, on a ple, on a stone plaqstone plaque discoveue discovered in Assred discovediscovereddiscovered in Assur  in Assur Zarriqum cZarriqum claims to blaims to be the govee the governor of Asrnor of Assur and sesur and servant of trvant of the Ur III htthe Ur IIIthe Ur III king Amar king Amar-sin (reig-sin (reigned 2046–2ned 2046–2038). Whil038). While Assur wae Assur was a periphs a peripheral stateeral state governed  g governed bgoverned by a royal y a royal appointee,appointee, economic  economic texts fromtexts from Nineveh s Nineveh show it to how it to be a vassabe a vassabe a vassal stavassal state.te.te.

In the following Ur III period the various cities of Assyria were treated 
differently by the Ur III administration. For example, on a stone plaque 
discovered in Assur Zarriqum claims to be the governor of Assur and servant of 
the Ur III king Amar-sin (reigned 2046–2038). While Assur was a peripheral state 
governed by a royal appointee, economic texts from Nineveh show it to be a 
vassal state.

�The Old AsThe Old Assyrian persyrian period is knoiod is known from tewn from texts discovxts discovered at thered at the site of e site of Karum KaneKarumKarum KaneKarum Kanesh (Kultepsh (Kultepe) in Turke) in Turkey, a towney, a town inhabited inhabited by a colo by a colony of Assyny of Assyrian merchrian mercrian merchants merchants who conducwho conducted busineted business in Anatss in Anatolia. The olia. The tablets attablets attest to trtest to trade in tinade in tin (needed f (n (needed fo(needed for bronze) r bronze) and textiland textiles.es.es.

The Old Assyrian period is known from texts discovered at the site of 
Karum Kanesh (Kultepe) in Turkey, a town inhabited by a colony of Assyrian 
merchants who conducted business in Anatolia. The tablets attest to trade in tin 
(needed for bronze) and textiles.

�SÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-adadad I is the  I is the best-knownbest-known ruler of  ruler of the Old Asthe Old Assyrian persyrian period. He waiod. He waiod. He was one ofwas one of the Semit the Semitic-speakinic-speaking Amoritesg Amorites who enter who entered Mesopoted Mesopotamia, domiamia, dominating thenating domidominatingdominating the polit the political situaical situation in thtion in the first hae first half of the lf of the 2nd millen2nd millennium. He cnium. He captured thaptureccaptured tcaptured the city ofhe city of Ekallatum Ekallatum and then  and then took contrtook control of Assuol of Assur. r. SÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-adadad I claims  I  I claims dI claims descent froescent from nomads, m nomads, but portrabut portrayed himselyed himself as a legf as a legitimate ruitimate ruler of Assler of Assur, carryiur,AssAssur, carAssur, carrying out rying out constructiconstruction in thaton in that city. Mor city. More informate information about ion about him comes him comes from an arfrfrom an arfrom an archive at Mchive at Mari, whereari, where  SÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-adadad I establi I established his sshed his son on Yasmah˙-adYasmaḣ-Yasmah˙-adYasmah˙-adadad on the th on the throne. Muchrone. Much of the co of the correspondenrrespondence betweence between father an father and son has danand son haand son has been excs been excavated. Thavated. The reign ofe reign of  SÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-adadad I was one I was one of relati of relative stabilive stve stability stability and prospeand prosperity. Uponrity. Upon his death his death Hammurabi Hammurabi of Babylo of Babylon conqueren conquered most of d most ofd most of the areof the areas formerlas formerly controlly controlled by ed by SÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-adadad...

SÁamsûi-adad I is the best-known ruler of the Old Assyrian period. He 



was one of the Semitic-speaking Amorites who entered Mesopotamia, 
dominating the political situation in the first half of the 2nd millennium. He 
captured the city of Ekallatum and then took control of Assur. SÁamsûi-adad 
I claims descent from nomads, but portrayed himself as a legitimate ruler of 
Assur, carrying out construction in that city. More information about him comes 
from an archive at Mari, where SÁamsûi-adad I established his son 
Yasmah˙-adad on the throne. Much of the correspondence between father 
and son has been excavated. The reign of SÁamsûi-adad I was one of relative 
stability and prosperity. Upon his death Hammurabi of Babylon conquered most 
of the areas formerly controlled by SÁamsûi-adad.

�Unity amonUnity amongst the cigst the city-states ty-states of Assyriaof Assyria collapsed collapsed, and the , and the following following period is period is period is often cis often called a “dalled a “dark age” iark age” in Assyria n Assyria because ofbecause of the pauci the paucity of evidty of evidence. The ence. The Assyrian KAssyAssyrian KAssyrian King List ping List provides narovides names of rulmes of rulers only oers only of the cityf the city of Assur. of Assur. Many of t Many of the cities he che cities whicities which make upch make up “Assyria” “Assyria” fell unde fell under the contr the control of therol of the kingdom o kingdom of Mitanni.f Mitanni.

Unity amongst the city-states of Assyria collapsed, and the following period 
is often called a “dark age” in Assyria because of the paucity of evidence. The 
Assyrian King List provides names of rulers only of the city of Assur. Many of the 
cities which make up “Assyria” fell under the control of the kingdom of Mitanni.

�Assur-ubalAssur-uballit I (reilit I (reigned 1363–gned 1363–1328) mark1328) marks the rises the rise to power  to power of the polof the political entitical enitical entity of entity of Assyria. HAssyria. He was the e was the first to cfirst to call himselall himself “King off “King of Assyria.” Assyria.” Assur-uba Assur-uballit I addllit I allit I addresses addresses the Egyptithe Egyptian king asan king as an equal  an equal in two letin two letters from ters from Amarna, inAmarna, indicating hdicating his status is sis status as status as a major fia major figure in thgure in the internate international scenional scene. His daue. His daughter was ghter was married tomarried to the king  the the king othe king of Babylon,f Babylon, and his g and his grandson evrandson eventually ientually inherited tnherited the Babylonhe Babylonian throneian throne. When the. W. When the gWhen the grandson warandson was killed ds killed during a reuring a rebellion, Abellion, Assur-uballssur-uballit I deposit I deposed the usued the usurper and prpusuusurper anusurper and placed hd placed his own chois own choice on theice on the throne. throne. throne.

Assur-uballit I (reigned 1363–1328) marks the rise to power of the political 
entity of Assyria. He was the first to call himself “King of Assyria.” Assur-uballit I 
addresses the Egyptian king as an equal in two letters from Amarna, indicating his 
status as a major figure in the international scene. His daughter was married to 
the king of Babylon, and his grandson eventually inherited the Babylonian throne. 
When the grandson was killed during a rebellion, Assur-uballit I deposed the 
usurper and placed his own choice on the throne.

�The followThe following three ing three kings mainkings maintained Asstained Assyria’s stayria’s status as an tus as an internatiointernational power.nal powenal power. Durpower. During the reing the reigns of Enigns of Enlil-nirarilil-nirari, Arik-den, Arik-den-ilu, and -ilu, and Adad-nirarAdad-nirari Assyria’i Assyria’s boundaris bous boundariesboundaries expanded, expanded, though th though they lost coey lost control of Bntrol of Babylonia. abylonia. Expansion Expansion brought webrought wbrought wealth intwealth into Assyria,o Assyria, laying th laying the groundwoe groundwork for therk for the Middle As Middle Assyrian “Emsyrian “Empire.” Shapire.” Shalmaneser IlmShaShalmaneseShalmaneser I (reignr I (reigned 1274–12ed 1274–1245) contin45) continued to camued to campaign, andpaign, and claims de claims defeat of thfeat of thfeat of the Hittitthe Hittites, Arameaes, Arameans, and thns, and the army of e army of Mitanni.Mitanni.Mitanni.

The following three kings maintained Assyria’s status as an international 
power. During the reigns of Enlil-nirari, Arik-den-ilu, and Adad-nirari Assyria’s 
boundaries expanded, though they lost control of Babylonia. Expansion brought 
wealth into Assyria, laying the groundwork for the Middle Assyrian “Empire.” 
Shalmaneser I (reigned 1274–1245) continued to campaign, and claims defeat of 
the Hittites, Arameans, and the army of Mitanni.

�Tukulti-niTukulti-ninurta I (rnurta I (reigned 124eigned 1244–1208) co4–1208) continued tontinued to fight the fight the Hittites, Hittites, and was t and was  and was the fiwas the first to carrst to carry out masry out mass deportats deportations. He cions. He came into came into conflict wionflict with Babylonth Babylon, plundere, p, plundered plundered the city, the city, tore down tore down its walls,its walls, and broug and brought the staht the statue of itstue of its god Mardu god Marduk to Assyrk tk to Assyriato Assyria. For this. For this deed he w deed he was the onlas the only Assyriany Assyrian to have a to have a historica historical epic coml epic composed in hposcomcomposed icomposed in his honon his honor. Howeverr. However, in other, in other circles t circles the destruche destruction of Bation of Babylon was bylon was bylon was considwas considered an ofered an offense to tfense to the gods, ahe gods, and Tukultind Tukulti-ninurta I-ninurta I was assas was assassinated insinated in his palac his his palacehis palace in the ne in the new city he w city he founded acfounded across the rross the river from iver from Assur.Assur.Assur.

Tukulti-ninurta I (reigned 1244–1208) continued to fight the Hittites, and 
was the first to carry out mass deportations. He came into conflict with Babylon, 
plundered the city, tore down its walls, and brought the statue of its god Marduk 
to Assyria. For this deed he was the only Assyrian to have a historical epic 
composed in his honor. However, in other circles the destruction of Babylon 
was considered an offense to the gods, and Tukulti-ninurta I was assassinated in 
his palace in the new city he founded across the river from Assur.

�Following Following Tukulti-niTukulti-ninurta I’s nurta I’s assassinatassassination Assyriion Assyria fell inta fell into a declino a decline (1132–10e (1132–1076) coinci7(1132–10(1132–1076(1132–1076) coincidi) coinciding with thng with the movemente movements and dests and destructions eructions ending the nding the Late BronzLate BroLate Bronze AgeBronze Age in the ea in the eastern Medistern Mediterranean terranean and with tand with the collapshe collapse of Kassie of Kassite Babylonte Babylonte Babylonia.Babylonia. Assyria d Assyria did not sufid not suffer as sevfer as severely as terely as the surrounhe surrounding areasding areas, so under, so under  Assur-resûAsAssur-resûAssur-resû-isûi-isûi I (reigne I (reigned 1133–111d 1133–1116) Assyria6) Assyria again bec again became powerfame powerful. ul. Assur-resûAssur-Assur-resûAssur-resû-isûi-isûi I restore I restored peace and peace and prosperid prosperity to the ty to the region by region by recapturinrecapturing and streg ang and strengand strengthening bothening borders and rders and rebuildingrebuilding fortresse fortresses. With ths. With the kingdom e kingdom secure Tigsecure Tiglath-pileslTigTiglath-piTiglath-pileser I (rleser I (reigned 111eigned 1114–1076) ex4–1076) expanded Asspanded Assyria. Confyria. Conflict with lict with Babylonia Babylonia did not rediddid not redid not result in musult in much gain, bch gain, but Tiglathut Tiglath-pileser I-pileser I’s success’s success in battle in battle against t against the Mushku he Mushhe Mushku andMushku and the Arame the Arameans broughans brought wealth tt wealth to Assyria,o Assyria, ushering  ushering in a perioin a period of prospd of prosd of prosperityprosperity. As a res. As a result there ult there were signiwere significant buificant building operlding operations in ations in many Assyrmany Assyrian citiesian AssyrAssyrian cAssyrian cities. Twoities. Two sets of l sets of laws were caws were compiled atompiled at this time this time, one a co, one a collection ollection of palace ef paf palace edipalace edicts of varcts of various kingsious kings and the o and the other a colther a collection oflection of laws conc laws concerned witherned with the statu the the statusthe status (which wa (which was particuls particularly poor arly poor at this tiat this time) of womme) of women in Assyen in Assyria.ria.ria.

Following Tukulti-ninurta I’s assassination Assyria fell into a decline 
(1132–1076) coinciding with the movements and destructions ending the Late 
Bronze Age in the eastern Mediterranean and with the collapse of Kassite 
Babylonia. Assyria did not suffer as severely as the surrounding areas, so under 
Assur-resû-isûi I (reigned 1133–1116) Assyria again became powerful. 
Assur-resû-isûi I restored peace and prosperity to the region by recapturing 



and strengthening borders and rebuilding fortresses. With the kingdom secure 
Tiglath-pileser I (reigned 1114–1076) expanded Assyria. Conflict with Babylonia 
did not result in much gain, but Tiglath-pileser I’s success in battle against the 
Mushku and the Arameans brought wealth to Assyria, ushering in a period of 
prosperity. As a result there were significant building operations in many 
Assyrian cities. Two sets of laws were compiled at this time, one a collection of 
palace edicts of various kings and the other a collection of laws concerned with 
the status (which was particularly poor at this time) of women in Assyria.

�Following Following the death the death of Tiglathof Tiglath-pileser I-pileser I, Assyria , Assyria entered a entered a period of period of decline, pdecline, probably asrpprobably aprobably as a results a result of inadeq of inadequate adminuate administration istration over the nover the newly conquewly conquered landsered lands. Assur-da. landslands. Asslands. Assur-dan II ur-dan II (reigned 9(reigned 934–912) re34–912) restored thestored the internal  internal stability stability of Assyriaof Assyria and was t and  and was thand was the first toe first to campaign  campaign abroad sinabroad since Tiglathce Tiglath-pileser I-pileser I. Adad-nir. Adad-nirari II (reari II (reigned 911–igned (re(reigned 9(reigned 911–891) co11–891) continued thntinued the work of e work of his fatherhis father, conducti, conducting even mong even more extensire extensre extensive extensive military emilitary expeditionsxpeditions. The Aram. The Arameans were eans were his chief his chief concern, aconcern, and after cnd after continued conccontinued continued campaignincampaigning Adad-nirg Adad-nirari could ari could finally unfinally undertake a dertake a “show of s“show of strength” otrength” offense emuffooffense emoffense emulated by ulated by his son anhis son and successod successor Tukulti-r Tukulti-ninurta IIninurta II (reigned  (reigned 890–884). 890–884). He was alsHeHe was alsHe was also the firso the first to estabt to establish storalish storage depots,ge depots, the begin the beginning of Asning of Assyria’s prsyria’s provincial sovincprprovincialprovincial system. system. system.

Following the death of Tiglath-pileser I, Assyria entered a period of decline, 
probably as a result of inadequate administration over the newly conquered 
lands. Assur-dan II (reigned 934–912) restored the internal stability of Assyria 
and was the first to campaign abroad since Tiglath-pileser I. Adad-nirari II 
(reigned 911–891) continued the work of his father, conducting even more 
extensive military expeditions. The Arameans were his chief concern, and after 
continued campaigning Adad-nirari could finally undertake a “show of strength” 
offense emulated by his son and successor Tukulti-ninurta II (reigned 890–884). 
He was also the first to establish storage depots, the beginning of Assyria’s 
provincial system.

�AssurnasirAssurnasirpal II (repal II (reigned 883–igned 883–859), the 859), the son of Tukson of Tukulti-ninurulti-ninurta I, was ta I, was one of theone of thone of the most fthe most famous Assyamous Assyrian kingsrian kings. He conti. He continued to canued to campaign, bumpaign, but on a scat on a scale even grle even greater thanegrgreater thgreater than his prean his predecessors.decessors. He was th He was the first toe first to come into come into contact w contact with the Arith the Aramean and amArAramean anAramean and Phoenicid Phoenician cities an cities of the wesof the west and clait and claims to havems to have reached t reached the Mediterhe Mediterhe MediterranMediterranean. Assurean. Assurnasirpal Inasirpal II establisI established regulahed regular tribute r tribute for the cofor the conquered tenquered territories.rritteterritorieterritories. This grs. This great wealtheat wealth was used  was used to build ato build a new city  new city Calah (NimCalah (Nimrud), whicrud), which served ah sh served as served as the capitathe capital of Assyrl of Assyria for theia for the following following reign. Th reign. The palace re palace reliefs depeliefs depict campaiict camict campaigns campaigns and other and other exploits aexploits and became nd became a hallmarka hallmark of the Ne of the Neo-Assyriano-Assyrian period. A period. A period. AssurnasirAssurnasirpal II usepal II used gory terd gory terminology, minology, apparentlyapparently revelling revelling in cruelt in cruelty, to descy, to describe his eribe descdescribe hdescribe his exploitis exploits.s.s.

Assurnasirpal II (reigned 883–859), the son of Tukulti-ninurta I, was one of 
the most famous Assyrian kings. He continued to campaign, but on a scale even 
greater than his predecessors. He was the first to come into contact with the 
Aramean and Phoenician cities of the west and claims to have reached the 
Mediterranean. Assurnasirpal II established regular tribute for the conquered 
territories. This great wealth was used to build a new city Calah (Nimrud), which 
served as the capital of Assyria for the following reign. The palace reliefs depict 
campaigns and other exploits and became a hallmark of the Neo-Assyrian period. 
Assurnasirpal II used gory terminology, apparently revelling in cruelty, to 
describe his exploits.

�ShalmaneseShalmaneser III (reir III (reigned 858–8gned 858–824) inheri24) inherited the thted the throne and crone and continued tontinued to rule froo ruleo rule from rule from Calah. He Calah. He campaignedcampaigned yearly fo yearly for 31 yearsr 31 years, continui, continuing to expang to expand the bornd the bornd the borders ofborders of Assyria.  Assyria. In the wesIn the west he met ct he met coalitions oalitions of city-stof city-states incluates including Hadadding Hadadezer of DaezerHadadHadadezer Hadadezer of Damascuof Damascus and Ahabs and Ahab of Israel of Israel, culminat, culminating in theing in the battle of battle of Qarqar. L Qarqar. Later in hiatLLater in hLater in his reign “is reign “Jehu, son Jehu, son of Omri,” of Omri,” who supplawho supplanted the Onted the Omride dynamride dynasty in Isrsty in Israel, paid aeIsrIsrael, paIsrael, paid tributeid tribute, a scene , a scene depicted odepicted on Shalmanen Shalmaneser III’s ser III’s famous Blafamous Black Obeliskck Obelisk. He also . He. He also heHe also helped the klped the king of Babing of Babylon, ylon, Marduk-zakMarduk-zakir-sûumiir-sûumi, regain t, regain the throne he throne from his bfrfrom his bfrom his brother Marrother Marduk-bel-usduk-bel-usate. Shalmate. Shalmaneser IIIaneser III’s ’s turtanuturtanu (second-i (second-in-command)n-command)(second-i(second-in(second-in-command) -command) Dayan-assuDayan-assur led the r led the last five last five military cmilitary campaigns iampaigns in his reign his reign. Possibln. Pn. Possibly aPossibly as a results a result of the re of the redistributidistribution of poweon of power one of Sr one of Shalmaneserhalmaneser’s sons le’s sons led a rebelld a d a rebellioa rebellion with then with the support o support of such citf such cities as Assies as Assur and Ninur and Nineveh. Shaleveh. Shalmaneser IImaneser III died durI diI died durindied during that rebg that rebellion. Hiellion. His son s son SÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-adadad V (reigne V (reigned 823–811)d 823–811) managed t managed managed tomanaged to win the t win the throne, buthrone, but Assyria n Assyria now enteredow entered a period  a period of declineof decline, while he, while her neighborrheher neighbher neighbor and eneor and enemy Urartu my Urartu gained ascgained ascendancy.endancy.endancy.

Shalmaneser III (reigned 858–824) inherited the throne and continued to 
rule from Calah. He campaigned yearly for 31 years, continuing to expand the 
borders of Assyria. In the west he met coalitions of city-states including 
Hadadezer of Damascus and Ahab of Israel, culminating in the battle of Qarqar. 
Later in his reign “Jehu, son of Omri,” who supplanted the Omride dynasty in 
Israel, paid tribute, a scene depicted on Shalmaneser III’s famous Black Obelisk. 
He also helped the king of Babylon, Marduk-zakir-sûumi, regain the throne 
from his brother Marduk-bel-usate. Shalmaneser III’s turtanu 
(second-in-command) Dayan-assur led the last five military campaigns in his reign. 
Possibly as a result of the redistribution of power one of Shalmaneser’s sons led 
a rebellion with the support of such cities as Assur and Nineveh. Shalmaneser III 
died during that rebellion. His son SÁamsûi-adad V (reigned 823–811) 



managed to win the throne, but Assyria now entered a period of decline, while 
her neighbor and enemy Urartu gained ascendancy.

�Adad-nirarAdad-nirari III (reii III (reigned 810–7gned 810–783) inheri83) inherited a weakted a weakened kingdened kingdom. He camom. He campaigned prpaigncamcampaignedcampaigned primarily primarily against B against Babylonia wabylonia with marginith marginal successal success. Better k. Better known is Adnown is Adad-nirari aAdAdad-nirarAdad-nirari III’s moi III’s mother, Sammther, Sammuramat, knuramat, known in latown in later traditier traditions as Semons as Semiramis. Shiramis. She may havee ShShe may haShe may have played ve played a significa significant role iant role in her son’n her son’s reign sis reign since he wasnce he was young whe young when he ascenn hn he ascendehe ascended the throd the throne; this lne; this led to her ed to her legendary legendary status in status in writings awritings among the Among the Arameans, GraAArameans, Arameans, Greeks, anGreeks, and Persiansd Persians. The foll. The following kingowing king Shalmanes Shalmaneser IV (reier IV (reigned 782–7gned 782–7gned 782–773) w782–773) was so weakas so weak that his  that his turtanuturtanu  SÁamsûi-ilSÁamsûi-iluu claimed v claimed victories oictories over Urartuver Urartver Urartu witUrartu without mentihout mentioning the oning the king’s namking’s name. Assur-de. Assur-dan III (rean III (reigned 772–igned 772–755) and A755) and A755) and Assur-niraAssur-nirari V (reigri V (reigned 754–74ned 754–745) did lit5) did little while tle while Urartu proUrartu prospered.spered.

Adad-nirari III (reigned 810–783) inherited a weakened kingdom. He 
campaigned primarily against Babylonia with marginal success. Better known is 
Adad-nirari III’s mother, Sammuramat, known in later traditions as Semiramis. 
She may have played a significant role in her son’s reign since he was young when 
he ascended the throne; this led to her legendary status in writings among the 
Arameans, Greeks, and Persians. The following king Shalmaneser IV (reigned 
782–773) was so weak that his turtanu SÁamsûi-ilu claimed victories over 
Urartu without mentioning the king’s name. Assur-dan III (reigned 772–755) and 
Assur-nirari V (reigned 754–745) did little while Urartu prospered.

Tiglath-piTiglath-pileser III leser III (747–727 (747–727 B.C.E.B.C.E.) standing) standing in his wa in his war chariot r chariot with a driwith a driver and “tver and “third man” hir“t“third man“third man” or “capt” or “captain” who hain” who holds an umolds an umbrella. Gybrella. Gypsum reliepsum relief from palf from palace at Nimace at Nimace at Nimrud (CoNimrud (Copyright Brpyright British Museitish Museum)um)

Tiglath-pileser III (747–727 B.C.E.) standing in his war chariot with a driver and 
“third man” or “captain” who holds an umbrella. Gypsum relief from palace at 

Nimrud (Copyright British Museum)

�Tiglath-piTiglath-pileser III leser III (reigned 7(reigned 747–727), p47–727), probably throbably the younger e younger brother ofbrother of Adad-nira Adad-n Adad-nirarAdad-nirari III and i III and not the denot the designated hsignated heir to theeir to the throne, w throne, was the arcas the architect of hitect of the last gthe lthe last greatlast great stage of  stage of Assyrian dAssyrian domination.omination. He first  He first chased Urachased Urartu out ofrtu out of Assyrian  Assyrian territory terterritory territory and then iand then invaded Uranvaded Urartu itselfrtu itself. After hi. After his defeat os defeat of Arpad, mf Arpad, many of theany of the southern  sou southern asouthern and westernnd western states br states brought voluought voluntary submntary submission andission and tribute.  tribute. Tiglath-piTiglath-pileser III leTiglath-piTiglath-piTiglath-pileser III leser III led his arled his army throughmy through Syria and Syria and Phoenicia Phoenicia to southe to southern Palestirn Palestine, eventune, ene, eventuallyeventually capturing capturing Gaza, whe Gaza, where he creare he created a tradted a trading centering center. After pr. After protracted potracted problems wiropproblems wproblems with Babyloith Babylonia he himnia he himself took self took the Babylothe Babylonian thronnian throne under the under the name Pule name Pue name Pulu (biblPulu (biblical Pul, ical Pul, 2 Kgs. 15:2 Kgs. 15:19-20). He19-20). He carried o carried out a reorgut a reorganization anization and improvand improvement of temeimprovimprovemenimprovement of the at of the army and prrmy and provincial aovincial administratdministration using ion using mass depormass deportations astations astations as standaras standard policy.d policy.d policy.

Tiglath-pileser III (reigned 747–727), probably the younger brother of 
Adad-nirari III and not the designated heir to the throne, was the architect of the 
last great stage of Assyrian domination. He first chased Urartu out of Assyrian 
territory and then invaded Urartu itself. After his defeat of Arpad, many of the 
southern and western states brought voluntary submission and tribute. 
Tiglath-pileser III led his army through Syria and Phoenicia to southern Palestine, 
eventually capturing Gaza, where he created a trading center. After protracted 
problems with Babylonia he himself took the Babylonian throne under the name 
Pulu (biblical Pul, 2 Kgs. 15:19-20). He carried out a reorganization and 
improvement of the army and provincial administration using mass deportations 
as standard policy.

�Little is Little is known of Sknown of Shalmaneserhalmaneser V (reigne V (reigned 726–722)d 726–722) other tha other than that he n that he laid siegelaid sielaid siege on Ssiege on Samaria aftamaria after King Hoer King Hoshea of Isshea of Israel revolrael revolted. Sargoted. Sargon II (reign II (reigned 721–70ned 721–705) probabl5) 721–70721–705) p721–705) probably usrobably usurped the urped the throne andthrone and began the began the Sargonid  Sargonid line that line that included tincluded tincluded the rest othe rest of the Assyf the Assyrian kingsrian kings. He claim. He claimed the caped the capture, destture, destruction, aruction, and deportand deportation of Satiodeportadeportatiodeportation of Samarn of Samaria’s citizia’s citizens. His rens. His reign beganeign began with rebe with rebellions whillions which he had ch he had to quell ato qto quell at hquell at home, and oome, and only then cnly then could he tuould he turn to the rn to the problem inproblem in Samaria.  Samaria. Sargon conSargon continued on tconcontinued continued on to Gazaon to Gaza, where he, where he defeated  defeated an Egyptiaan Egyptian army andn army and subdued P subdued Philistia. hilistia. Sargon buiSSargon buiSargon built a new clt a new capital NE apital NE of Ninevehof Nineveh at Khorsa at Khorsabad calledbad called  Dur-sûarruDur-sûarrukinkin (“Sargon’ (“S (“Sargon’s(“Sargon’s fortress” fortress”), which w), which was abandonas abandoned almost ed almost as soon asas soon as it was in it was inhabited.habited.habited.

Little is known of Shalmaneser V (reigned 726–722) other than that he laid 
siege on Samaria after King Hoshea of Israel revolted. Sargon II (reigned 
721–705) probably usurped the throne and began the Sargonid line that included 
the rest of the Assyrian kings. He claimed the capture, destruction, and 
deportation of Samaria’s citizens. His reign began with rebellions which he had to 
quell at home, and only then could he turn to the problem in Samaria. Sargon 
continued on to Gaza, where he defeated an Egyptian army and subdued Philistia. 
Sargon built a new capital NE of Nineveh at Khorsabad called Dur-sûarrukin 
(“Sargon’s fortress”), which was abandoned almost as soon as it was inhabited.

�SennacheriSennacherib (704–681b (704–681) was rais) was raised in the ed in the “house of “house of successionsuccession” and thus” and thus was prepa was  was preparwas prepared to folled to follow his fatow his father Sargonher Sargon II. Most  II. Most of his timof his time was engae was engaged with rged with revolts in evorrevolts inrevolts in the west  the west and Babyloand Babylonia. His ania. His annals reconnals record his camrd his campaigns to paigns to fight the fight the rebelliousreberebelliousrebellious towns of  towns of Sidon, AshSidon, Ashkelon, andkelon, and Judah and Judah and the inhab the inhabitants of itants of Ekron, whoEkron, who went so f w went so fawent so far as to har as to hand their knd their king Padi oing Padi over to Hezver to Hezekiah of Jekiah of Jerusalem. erusalem. SennacheriSennacherib’s destrub’sSennacheriSennacheriSennacherib’s destrub’s destruction of Lction of Lachish is achish is depicted odepicted on wall reln wall reliefs decoriefs decorating his ating his palace. Whpalacpalace. Whpalace. While he wagile he waged war in ed war in the area, the area, SennacheriSennacherib never cab never captured Jerptured Jerusalem. Atusalem. Atusalem. At the endAt the end of this c of this campaign Seampaign Sennacherib nnacherib planned thplanned though neverough never implement implemented an invaed an inved an invasion oinvasion of Egypt. Hf Egypt. He built a e built a new palacenew palace in Nineve in Nineveh, reinvigh, reinvigorating thorating the ancient e ancient city. Babycity. city. Babycity. Babylonia regulonia regularly rebelarly rebelled, evenlled, eventually leatually leading Sennading Sennacherib to cherib to destroy Badestroy Babylon. He byloBaBabylon. HBabylon. He was latee was later murderedr murdered by his so by his sons.ns.ns.

Sennacherib (704–681) was raised in the “house of succession” and thus 
was prepared to follow his father Sargon II. Most of his time was engaged with 
revolts in the west and Babylonia. His annals record his campaigns to fight the 
rebellious towns of Sidon, Ashkelon, and Judah and the inhabitants of Ekron, who 



went so far as to hand their king Padi over to Hezekiah of Jerusalem. 
Sennacherib’s destruction of Lachish is depicted on wall reliefs decorating his 
palace. While he waged war in the area, Sennacherib never captured Jerusalem. 
At the end of this campaign Sennacherib planned though never implemented an 
invasion of Egypt. He built a new palace in Nineveh, reinvigorating the ancient 
city. Babylonia regularly rebelled, eventually leading Sennacherib to destroy 
Babylon. He was later murdered by his sons.

�EsarhaddonEsarhaddon (reigned  (reigned 680–669) c680–669) came to theame to the throne am throne amidst the vidst the violence ofiolence of his fathe his  his fatherhis father’s murder.’s murder. The troub The troublesome beglesome beginning greinning greatly affecatly affected Esarhated Esarhaddon, who ddon, who reversed hrreversed hreversed his father’is father’s Babylonis Babylonian policy an policy and soughtand sought appeaseme appeasement, in larnt, in large part thge part through a rerouththrough a through a rebuildingrebuilding campaign. campaign. Despite t Despite the appearahe appearance that hnce that he was conse was constantly illtantly ill and in fe an and in feaand in fear of the gr of the gods, Esarhods, Esarhaddon conqaddon conquered as fuered as far as the ar as the capital ofcapital of Memphis i Memphis in Egypt. In En Egypt. It Egypt. It was on a cwas on a campaign toampaign to quell reb quell rebellion in ellion in Egypt thatEgypt that he died.  he died. His motherHis mother  Naqi}aNaNaqi}aNaqi}a exercised exercised more auth more authority thanority than any previ any previous woman,ous woman, at times  at times writing rowriting royal inscriyalroroyal inscroyal inscriptions ariptions and also bund also building a pilding a palace at Nalace at Nineveh. Heineveh. Her power cor power continued inntinued into the reito ininto the rinto the reign of heeign of her grandsonr grandson Assurbani Assurbanipal.pal.pal.

Esarhaddon (reigned 680–669) came to the throne amidst the violence of 
his father’s murder. The troublesome beginning greatly affected Esarhaddon, who 
reversed his father’s Babylonian policy and sought appeasement, in large part 
through a rebuilding campaign. Despite the appearance that he was constantly ill 
and in fear of the gods, Esarhaddon conquered as far as the capital of Memphis in 
Egypt. It was on a campaign to quell rebellion in Egypt that he died. His mother 
Naqi}a exercised more authority than any previous woman, at times writing 
royal inscriptions and also building a palace at Nineveh. Her power continued 
into the reign of her grandson Assurbanipal.

�Because ofBecause of the diffi the difficulties Esculties Esarhaddon farhaddon faced gainiaced gaining the thrng the throne, he toone, he took steps iok steps ok steps in hsteps in his lifetimis lifetime to secure to secure a smoothe a smooth transitio transition. He placn. He placed his soned his son Assurbani Assurbanipal (reignpal AssurbaniAssurbanipAssurbanipal (reigneal (reigned 668–627)d 668–627) on the th on the throne of Asrone of Assyria and syria and his son his son SÁamasû-sûSÁamasû-sSÁamasû-sûSÁamasû-sûum-ukinum-ukin on the th on the throne of Barone of Babylonia, abylonia, and made alnd made all the vassl the vassals in theals in thals in the empirethe empire swear an  swear an oath of looath of loyalty to byalty to both. The toth. The transition ransition worked smoworked smoothly. Assothly. Assurbanipal uAssAssurbanipAssurbanipal gathereal gathered 22 kingsd 22 kings and began and began his invas his invasion of Egyion of Egypt. So farpt. So far from Assy from Assyria, AssurriaAssyAssyria, AAssyria, Assurbanipassurbanipal had to al had to appoint Egyppoint Egyptians to ptians to rule in hirule in his stead. Ls stead. Later rebelater rebellions demalions rebelrebellionsrebellions demanded  demanded his returnhis return, at which, at which time Assu time Assurbanipal drbanipal destroyed Testroyed Thebes. Whehebes. Whhebes. When EgyptWhen Egypt revolted  revolted a third tia third time Assurbame Assurbanipal was nipal was so busy wiso busy with problemth problems in Elam s in Elams in Elam that Elam that he could nhe could not regain ot regain Egypt. AftEgypt. After 17 yearer 17 years Assurbans Assurbanipal’s broipal’s brother ther SÁamasû-sûSÁamaSÁamasû-sûSÁamasû-sûum-ukinum-ukin tired of  tired of his secondhis secondary statusary status in Babylo in Babylonia and renia and revolted. Asvolted. Avolted. AssurbanipAssurbanipal respondal responded by marced by marching againhing against his brost his brother. Aftether. After three yer three years of perars of perpetual batpperperpetual perpetual battle, battle, SÁamasû-sûSÁamasû-sûum-ukinum-ukin set fire  set fire to his palto his palace and diace and died in the ed in the flames. Asflamflames. Asflames. Assurbanipalsurbanipal then took then took the thron the throne of Babyle of Babylon under ton under the name Kahe name Kandalanu.ndalanu.ndalanu.

Because of the difficulties Esarhaddon faced gaining the throne, he took 
steps in his lifetime to secure a smooth transition. He placed his son 
Assurbanipal (reigned 668–627) on the throne of Assyria and his son 
SÁamasû-sûum-ukin on the throne of Babylonia, and made all the vassals in 
the empire swear an oath of loyalty to both. The transition worked smoothly. 
Assurbanipal gathered 22 kings and began his invasion of Egypt. So far from 
Assyria, Assurbanipal had to appoint Egyptians to rule in his stead. Later 
rebellions demanded his return, at which time Assurbanipal destroyed Thebes. 
When Egypt revolted a third time Assurbanipal was so busy with problems in 
Elam that he could not regain Egypt. After 17 years Assurbanipal’s brother 
SÁamasû-sûum-ukin tired of his secondary status in Babylonia and revolted. 
Assurbanipal responded by marching against his brother. After three years of 
perpetual battle, SÁamasû-sûum-ukin set fire to his palace and died in the 
flames. Assurbanipal then took the throne of Babylon under the name Kandalanu.

�There is nThere is no record oo record of the lastf the last 12 years  12 years of Assurbaof Assurbanipal’s renipal’s reign. It apign. It appears thatpears thatpears that civilthat civil strife an strife and militaryd military setbacks  setbacks weakened Aweakened Assyria to ssyria to a point fra point from which iom which it could not cout could not could not recover. Arecover. A fight for fight for the thron the throne followine following Assurbang Assurbanipal’s deaipal’s death furtherth further weakened  we weakened Aweakened Assyria, sossyria, so that in 6 that in 614 the cit14 the city of Assury of Assur was destr was destroyed by thoyed by the Medes. Be Medes. By 612 NineyBBy 612 NinBy 612 Nineveh, Nimreveh, Nimrud, and Asud, and Assur were asur were all in ruinll in ruins. A smalls. A small force hel force held out in Hd out in Haran untilaHHaran untiHaran until 609, at l 609, at which poinwhich point the Neo-t the Neo-BabylonianBabylonian “Empire”  “Empire” encompasseencompassed all the d all thed all the land fthe land formerly unormerly under Neo-Asder Neo-Assyrian consyrian control.trol.trol.

There is no record of the last 12 years of Assurbanipal’s reign. It appears 
that civil strife and military setbacks weakened Assyria to a point from which it 
could not recover. A fight for the throne following Assurbanipal’s death further 
weakened Assyria, so that in 614 the city of Assur was destroyed by the Medes. 
By 612 Nineveh, Nimrud, and Assur were all in ruins. A small force held out in 
Haran until 609, at which point the Neo-Babylonian “Empire” encompassed all 
the land formerly under Neo-Assyrian control.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. L. OppeA. L. Oppenheim, nheim, Ancient MeAncient Mesopotamia,sopotamia, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Chicago, 1Chicago, 1977); G. R9711977); G. 1977); G. Roux, Roux, Ancient IrAncient Iraq,aq, 3rd ed. ( 3rd ed. (Baltimore,Baltimore, 1992); H. 1992); H. W. F. Sag W. F. Saggs, gs, The Might The Might That Was ATThat Was AThat Was Assyriassyria (1984; re (1984; repr. New Yopr. New York, 1991).rk, 1991).
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ASTARTEASTARTE (Gk.  (Gk. AstarteAstarte)))

ASTARTE (Gk. Astarte)

�SeeSee  ASHTORETHASHTORETH..

See ASHTORETH.

ASTROLOGERASTROLOGER

ASTROLOGER

MesopotamiMesopotamian and Egyan and Egyptian starptian stargazers pragazers practiced whacticed what moderns t moderns would callwould call both astr both as both astronomy astronomy and astroland astrology, and togy, and their skillheir skill was sophi was sophisticated esticated enough to anough to allow accurllow accurate predicataccuraccurate paccurate predictionsredictions of eclips of eclipses and cones and construction struction of calendaof calendars. The Ners. The Neo-Assyriano-Assyrian monarchs  m monarchs (monarchs (743–612 743–612 B.C.E.B.C.E.) in parti) in particular werecular were eager pat eager patrons of asrons of astrologers trologers throughoutthroughthroughoutthroughout their emp their empire, and mire, and much of theuch of their extensiir extensive correspve correspondence suondence survives. Prrvives. Prrvives. Priests coPriests correlated crrelated celestial oelestial omens with mens with other typeother types, especias, especially those lly those from the rfrom the reading of eadirreading ofreading of sheep ent sheep entrails, allrails, all for the b for the benefit of enefit of their ruletheir rulers in an ers in an effort to pffort to predict andredict anredict and controand control the futul the future.re.re.

Mesopotamian and Egyptian stargazers practiced what moderns would call both 
astronomy and astrology, and their skill was sophisticated enough to allow 
accurate predictions of eclipses and construction of calendars. The Neo-Assyrian 
monarchs (743–612 B.C.E.) in particular were eager patrons of astrologers 
throughout their empire, and much of their extensive correspondence survives. 
Priests correlated celestial omens with other types, especially those from the 
reading of sheep entrails, all for the benefit of their rulers in an effort to predict 
and control the future.

�Biblical tBiblical texts are aexts are aware of thware of the importane importance of astrce of astrology in Mology in Mesopotamiaesopotamia (Isa. 47: (Isa. 4 (Isa. 47:13; Jer47:13; Jer. 10:2 cal. 10:2 call the pracl the practice the “tice the “way of theway of the Gentiles, Gentiles,” Heb. ” Heb. derek� hagderek� haggo®yimgo®haghaggo®yimhaggo®yim) and pred) and predict that iict that its practitts practitioners wilioners will share inl share in the disas the disaster awaititer awaiting their sng awaitiawaiting tawaiting their socieheir societies. Whilties. While no direce no direct evidencet evidence of Israel of Israelite astrolite astrology survivogy survives, the Bies, thes, the Bible the Bible does not edoes not explicitly xplicitly repudiate repudiate the craft,the craft, and lists and lists of forbid of forbidden divinaden divinatory practtory prtory practices practices conspicuouconspicuously omit rsly omit reference teference to it (Lev.o it (Lev. 19:26-28; 19:26-28; Deut. 18: Deut. 18:9-13; Zech9-13; Zech. 10:1-2; . 1. 10:1-2; cf10:1-2; cf. Isa. 3:3. Isa. 3:3). Second ). Second Temple texTemple texts perpetuts perpetuate this aate this ambivalencembivalence, e.g., by, e.g., by including inclu including including Daniel amoDaniel among the astng the astrologers (rologers (albeit as albeit as their supetheir superior; Dan.rior; Dan. 2:27; 4:7 2:27; 4:7, 10[MT 4,, 10[, 10[MT 4, 710[MT 4, 7]; 5:7, 11]; 5:7, 11) and trac) and tracing Abrahaing Abraham’s discovm’s discovery of Godery of God partly to partly to astrology astrology (Jub. 12: ( (Jub. 12:1(Jub. 12:16). The ma6). The magi of Mattgi of Matt. 2 are Ir. 2 are Iranian prieanian priests whose sts whose astrology astrology leads themleads them to Jesus. to  to Jesus.to Jesus.to Jesus.

Biblical texts are aware of the importance of astrology in Mesopotamia (Isa. 
47:13; Jer. 10:2 call the practice the “way of the Gentiles,” Heb. derek� 
haggo®yim) and predict that its practitioners will share in the disaster 
awaiting their societies. While no direct evidence of Israelite astrology survives, 
the Bible does not explicitly repudiate the craft, and lists of forbidden divinatory 
practices conspicuously omit reference to it (Lev. 19:26-28; Deut. 18:9-13; Zech. 
10:1-2; cf. Isa. 3:3). Second Temple texts perpetuate this ambivalence, e.g., by 
including Daniel among the astrologers (albeit as their superior; Dan. 2:27; 4:7, 
10[MT 4, 7]; 5:7, 11) and tracing Abraham’s discovery of God partly to astrology 
(Jub. 12:16). The magi of Matt. 2 are Iranian priests whose astrology leads them 
to Jesus.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. ParpolaS. Parpola, , Letters frLetters from Assyriaom Assyrian Scholarsn Scholars to the Ki to the Kings Esarhangs Esarhaddon and AddoEsarhaEsarhaddonEsarhaddon and Assur and Assurbanipal.banipal. AOAT 5/1  AOAT 5/1 (Neukirche(Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1n-Vluyn, 1970).970).970).

Bibliography. S. Parpola, Letters from Assyrian Scholars to the Kings 
Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal. AOAT 5/1 (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1970).
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ASTROLOGY

Belief thaBelief that the celet the celestial bodistial bodies, especies, especially the mally the moon, sun, oon, sun, planets, aplanets, and stars (nd stars (in Greek cin Greein Greek collGreek collectively cectively called “staalled “stars”), inflrs”), influence the uence the sublunar wsublunar world.orld.orld.

Belief that the celestial bodies, especially the moon, sun, planets, and stars (in 
Greek collectively called “stars”), influence the sublunar world.

�Astrology,Astrology, properly  properly speaking, speaking, arose in tarose in the Hellenihe Hellenistic spherstic sphere and perie and period. Babylood. Babyod. BabylonianBabylonians viewed ts viewed the stars ahe stars as only inds only indicators oficators of the will  the will of the godof the gods, not as s, not as in themselin thein themselvesthemselves the cause the causes of events of events. This ans. This ancient Babycient Babylonian tralonian tradition (2ndition (2nd millennid millennium ummillennimillenniummillennium  B.C.E.B.C.E.), which i), which influenced nfluenced Greece, EgGreece, Egypt, the Nypt, the Near East, ear East, and India,and India, is called is calle is called celcalled celestial estial ominaomina (“omens”) (“omens”) rather th rather than astroloan astrology. As it gy. As it has survivhas survived in lateed in later astrologr asr astrologicastrological works, al works, however, ihowever, it is somett is sometimes termeimes termed natural d natural astrology.astrology.

Astrology, properly speaking, arose in the Hellenistic sphere and period. 
Babylonians viewed the stars as only indicators of the will of the gods, not as in 
themselves the causes of events. This ancient Babylonian tradition (2nd 
millennium B.C.E.), which influenced Greece, Egypt, the Near East, and India, is 
called celestial omina (“omens”) rather than astrology. As it has survived in later 
astrological works, however, it is sometimes termed natural astrology.

�Astrology Astrology proper canproper can be divide be divided into foud into four varietier varieties: genethls: genethlialogical ialogical (one’s hor(one’s hor(one’s horoscope horoscope at birth),at birth), catarchic catarchic (position (position of the st of the stars at thears at the beginning beginning of an act of an action), inteion), actaction), iaction), interrogatonterrogatory (horoscry (horoscope when aope when a question  question is presentis presented), and ged), and general (efeneral (effects on gfe(ef(effects o(effects on groups, n groups, nations, onations, or the worlr the world).d).d).

Astrology proper can be divided into four varieties: genethlialogical (one’s 
horoscope at birth), catarchic (position of the stars at the beginning of an 



action), interrogatory (horoscope when a question is presented), and general 
(effects on groups, nations, or the world).

�Astrology Astrology proper is proper is too late ttoo late to have info have influenced thluenced the ancient e ancient Hebrew traHebrew tradition. Thdition. tratradition.tradition. The natur The nature and degre and degree of elemee of elements of anents of ancient Nearcient Near Eastern a Eastern astral relistral religion (esp.giorelireligion (religion (esp. sun wesp. sun worship; cforship; cf. 2 Kgs. 1. 2 Kgs. 17:16; 21:37:16; 21:3-5; 23:11;-5; 23:11; Jer. 8:2; Jer. 8:2; Ezek. 8:1 Ezek. 8:16) in Isra6) in Isr6) in Israelite Israelite religion areligion are disputere disputed. There id. There is little es little evidence ofvidence of the tradi the tradition of cetion of celestial omlestial omlestial omens (cf.omens (cf. Isa. 47:1 Isa. 47:13-14).3-14).3-14).

Astrology proper is too late to have influenced the ancient Hebrew 
tradition. The nature and degree of elements of ancient Near Eastern astral 
religion (esp. sun worship; cf. 2 Kgs. 17:16; 21:3-5; 23:11; Jer. 8:2; Ezek. 8:16) in 
Israelite religion are disputed. There is little evidence of the tradition of celestial 
omens (cf. Isa. 47:13-14).

�Jewish matJewish materials comerials combining omebining omens and Helns and Hellenistic alenistic astrology astrology are witnessre witnessed for theed fored for the infor the intertestametertestamental periontal period. Writingd. Writings from Qums from Qumran and thran and the Cairo Gee Cairo Geniza are sniza are niza are sheddiare shedding new ligng new light on the ht on the extent andextent and nature of nature of ancient J ancient Jewish astrewish astrology (4Q1ology (4Q186, 4Q318,8(4Q1(4Q186, 4Q(4Q186, 4Q318, Cambr318, Cambridge Genizidge Geniza MS T-S Ha MS T-S H 11.51), t 11.51), to which Heo which Hellenistic llenistic Jewish comJewish cJewish communitiecommunities such as s such as the one inthe one in Alexandri Alexandria surely ca surely contributedontributed. These di. These discoveries scoveries add furtheaadd furtheadd further credencer credence to ancien to ancient referenct references to Jewies to Jewish astrolosh astrological treagical treatises undetises under names sur nr names suchnames such as Seth,  as Seth, Abraham, SAbraham, Solomon, anolomon, and Ezra. Thd Ezra. They also suey also support the pport the suppositiosuppositiosuppositiosupposition of an orn of an originally Jiginally Jewish natuewish nature for sucre for such treatiseh treatises preserves preserved in Greekd in Greek, Latin, S, La, Latin, SyrLatin, Syriac, and Aiac, and Arabic.rabic.rabic.

Jewish materials combining omens and Hellenistic astrology are witnessed 
for the intertestamental period. Writings from Qumran and the Cairo Geniza 
are shedding new light on the extent and nature of ancient Jewish astrology 
(4Q186, 4Q318, Cambridge Geniza MS T-S H 11.51), to which Hellenistic Jewish 
communities such as the one in Alexandria surely contributed. These discoveries 
add further credence to ancient references to Jewish astrological treatises under 
names such as Seth, Abraham, Solomon, and Ezra. They also support the 
supposition of an originally Jewish nature for such treatises preserved in Greek, 
Latin, Syriac, and Arabic.

�The generaThe general validityl validity of astrol of astrology was coogy was confirmed innfirmed in rabbinic  rabbinic tradition,tradition, though he though h though here it wahere it was debated s debated whether thwhether the Jews thee Jews themselves wemselves were under tre under the influenhe influence of the ce of thece of the stars the stars ((b. SÁabb.b. SÁabb. 156a-b).  156a-b). ArchaeologArchaeological evideical evidence, such nce, such as zodiacsas zodiacs in synago in synagogues, poingsynagosynagoguessynagogues, points t, points toward moreoward more widesprea widespread astrologd astrological tradiical traditions thantions than previousl previously supposedypreviouslpreviouslypreviously supposed. supposed.

The general validity of astrology was confirmed in rabbinic tradition, though 
here it was debated whether the Jews themselves were under the influence of 
the stars (b. SÁabb. 156a-b). Archaeological evidence, such as zodiacs in 
synagogues, points toward more widespread astrological traditions than 
previously supposed.

�It is ofteIt is often thought n thought that anciethat ancient Christint Christianity strianity strictly rejecctly rejected astrolted astrology. Did. ogy. Did. 3:4 does i3:43:4 does i3:4 does instruct nonstruct not to be ant to be an interpret interpreter of omener of omens or an ass or an astrologer. trologer. Moral and Moral and scientificscscientificscientific arguments arguments against a against astrology dstrology developed ieveloped in the Grecn the Greco-Roman tro-Roman tradition, aadition, as well as s aas well asas well as a Jewish  a Jewish tradition tradition that fallethat fallen angels tn angels taught humaaught humankind astrnkind astrology, werology, were adopted e adoe adopted byadopted by the Chris the Christian herestian heresiologists.iologists. Still, th Still, there is cleere is clear evidencar evidence for Chrie for Christian astrstian astian astrology astrology from the efrom the early perioarly period (astrolod (astrological basigical basis for sabbs for sabbath observath observance and cance and catarchic aataccatarchic catarchic astrology astrology in the booin the book of Elchak of Elchasai, 116–1sai, 116–17 7 C.E.C.E.; genethli; genethlialogy in Balogy in Bardaisan, ardaisan, BBardaisan,Bardaisan, beginning beginning of 3rd ce of 3rd century; Manntury; Mani).i).i).

It is often thought that ancient Christianity strictly rejected astrology. Did. 
3:4 does instruct not to be an interpreter of omens or an astrologer. Moral and 
scientific arguments against astrology developed in the Greco-Roman tradition, 
as well as a Jewish tradition that fallen angels taught humankind astrology, were 
adopted by the Christian heresiologists. Still, there is clear evidence for Christian 
astrology from the early period (astrological basis for sabbath observance and 
catarchic astrology in the book of Elchasai, 116–17 C.E.; genethlialogy in 
Bardaisan, beginning of 3rd century; Mani).

�In the NT,In the NT, Paul’s re Paul’s remark in Gamark in Gal. 4:10 abl. 4:10 about a tendout a tendency to obency to observe daysserve days, months, , mont, months, semonths, seasons, andasons, and years see years seems equallyms equally to condem to condemn astrologn astrological reasoical reasonings. Thenings. Thenings. The group The group of Christiof Christian opponenan opponents combattts combatted in Col.ed in Col. 2:8-23 ar 2:8-23 are likely te likely to have reco have recognized asorecrecognizedrecognized astral po astral powers (cf. wers (cf. Jude 8). AJude 8). Astral and stral and astrologicastrological imageryal imagery pervades  pervades RevelationRevRevelationRevelation (e.g., Re (e.g., Rev. 11:12-1v. 11:12-13; 12:1), 3; 12:1), though herthough here the powee the power of the sr of the stars is netars is never recognver nenever reconever recognized. Sugnized. Such imagerych imagery is also w is also widely witnidely witnessed amonessed among the “Gnog the “Gnostics,” whstics,” whstics,” who variouwho variously used asly used astrologicastrological calculatl calculations.ions.ions.

In the NT, Paul’s remark in Gal. 4:10 about a tendency to observe days, 
months, seasons, and years seems equally to condemn astrological reasonings. 
The group of Christian opponents combatted in Col. 2:8-23 are likely to have 
recognized astral powers (cf. Jude 8). Astral and astrological imagery pervades 
Revelation (e.g., Rev. 11:12-13; 12:1), though here the power of the stars is 
never recognized. Such imagery is also widely witnessed among the “Gnostics,” 
who variously used astrological calculations.

�The value The value of astroloof astrology is praigy is praised by thesed by the author of author of the sourc the source of Pseude of Pseudo-Clementio-ClemPseudPseudo-ClePseudo-Clementine mentine RecognitioRecognitionsns 1.27–71 ( 1.27–71 (ca. 200), ca. 200), who, in liwho, in line with a ne with a Jewish traJewish tradition, gldittratradition,tradition, glorifies glorifies Abraham a Abraham as the pre-s the pre-eminent aseminent astrologer. trologer. Also influAlso influenced by Jenced by Jewish (andewisJJewish (anJewish (and Hellenisd Hellenistic sectartic sectarian) preceian) precedent, othedent, other Christiar Christians believens believed that thed that the stars hav star stars havestars have power ove power over everyoner everyone but Chris but Christians (Cletians (Clement of Alment of Alexandria exandria Excerpts fExcerpts from Theodoroffrom Theodfrom Theodotusotus 74.2—78.1 74.2—78.1; Pseudo-C; Pseudo-Clementine lementine RecognitioRecognitionsns 9.31.1).  9.31.1). Others, suOthers, such as Origch ach as Origen,as Origen, affirmed  affirmed that the sthat the stars are itars are indicators ndicators of divine of divine will but twill but that the sihat the signs are ingns aregns are intellare intelligible onligible only to angely to angels.s.s.

The value of astrology is praised by the author of the source of 
Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 1.27–71 (ca. 200), who, in line with a Jewish 
tradition, glorifies Abraham as the pre-eminent astrologer. Also influenced by 
Jewish (and Hellenistic sectarian) precedent, other Christians believed that the 



stars have power over everyone but Christians (Clement of Alexandria Excerpts 
from Theodotus 74.2—78.1; Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 9.31.1). Others, such 
as Origen, affirmed that the stars are indicators of divine will but that the signs 
are intelligible only to angels.

�The star oThe star of Bethlehef Bethlehem (Matt. 2m (Matt. 2:1-12) was:1-12) was a bone of a bone of contentio contention already n already in ancientin anciin ancient Chancient Christianityristianity. In origi. In origin the starn the star doubtless doubtless belongs i belongs in the tradn the tradition of tition of the omen (she omehe omen (simiomen (similar to thelar to the darkness  darkness at the deaat the death of Jesuth of Jesus, Mark 15s, Mark 15:33; Luke :33; Luke 23:44-45),23:44-45), connected co connected connected perhaps wiperhaps with an OT pth an OT prophecy (Nrophecy (Num. 24:17)um. 24:17). The powe. The power of astror of astrology crystlogy crlogy crystallizcrystallized in Chried in Christian tradstian tradition throition through celebrugh celebration of Dation of December 25ecember 25, the birt, the birthday of thhdaybirtbirthday obirthday of the sun f the sun (king of s(king of stars), as tars), as Christmas.Christmas.

The star of Bethlehem (Matt. 2:1-12) was a bone of contention already in 
ancient Christianity. In origin the star doubtless belongs in the tradition of the 
omen (similar to the darkness at the death of Jesus, Mark 15:33; Luke 23:44-45), 
connected perhaps with an OT prophecy (Num. 24:17). The power of astrology 
crystallized in Christian tradition through celebration of December 25, the 
birthday of the sun (king of stars), as Christmas.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. H. CharJ. H. Charlesworth, lesworth, “Jewish As“Jewish Astrology intrology in the Talmu the Talmud, Pseudepd, Pseudepd, PseudepigrPseudepigrapha, the apha, the Dead Sea SDead Sea Scrolls, ancrolls, and Early Pad Early Palestinian lestinian SynagoguesSynagogues,” ,” HTRHTR 70 (1977) 70 (1 70 (1977): 18(1977): 183–200; F. 3–200; F. Cumont, Cumont, Astrology Astrology and Religiand Religion among ton among the Greeks he Greeks and Romansand Romans (1912; re (1 (1912; rep(1912; repr. New Yorr. New York, 1960); k, 1960); D. PingreeD. Pingree, “Astrolo, “Astrology,” gy,” DictionaryDictionary of the Hi of the History of Istory of Istory of Ideas,Ideas, ed. P. P. ed. P. P. Wiener (N Wiener (New York, 1ew York, 1973), 1:11973), 1:118–26.8–26.8–26.

Bibliography. J. H. Charlesworth, “Jewish Astrology in the Talmud, 
Pseudepigrapha, the Dead Sea Scrolls, and Early Palestinian Synagogues,” HTR 70 
(1977): 183–200; F. Cumont, Astrology and Religion among the Greeks and Romans 
(1912; repr. New York, 1960); D. Pingree, “Astrology,” Dictionary of the History of 
Ideas, ed. P. P. Wiener (New York, 1973), 1:118–26.
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ASTRONOMYASTRONOMYASTRONOMY

ASTRONOMY

An ancientAn ancient science w science which attemhich attempts to dispts to discover the cover the laws goverlaws governing the cning the celestial belestial bodies. It odbbodies. Itbodies. It is known  is known that calenthat calendars, basedars, based upon astd upon astronomical ronomical observatioobservations, were dns, were developed beddeveloped developed by the Egyby the Egyptians andptians and Mesopotam Mesopotamians as eaians as early as therly as the 3rd mille 3rd millennium nnium B.C.B.C. Astronomy b.c.b.c. Astrob.c. Astronomy was anomy was ardently strdently studied by tudied by the early Bhe early Babyloniansabylonians, who blen, who blended their ded their astral obsaastral obsastral observations ervations with theirwith their polytheis polytheism, resultim, resulting in astrng in astrology. Babology. Babylonian ziylonian ziggurats, sgguraziziggurats,ziggurats, such as t such as the tower ohe tower of Babel, wf Babel, were structere structures probaures probably used fbly used for the obsor the observation oerobsobservatioobservation of the hn of the heavenly boeavenly bodies. Hebrdies. Hebrew astronoew astronomy was undmy was undoubtedly ioubtedly influenced nfluenceiinfluencedinfluenced by the Ba by the Babylonians.bylonians. However,  However, as a wholeas a whole the Babyl the Babylonian astronian astrological pological practices hrappractices practices had littlehad little impact up impact upon Israel.on Israel.

An ancient science which attempts to discover the laws governing the celestial 
bodies. It is known that calendars, based upon astronomical observations, were 
developed by the Egyptians and Mesopotamians as early as the 3rd millennium 
B.C. Astronomy was ardently studied by the early Babylonians, who blended their 
astral observations with their polytheism, resulting in astrology. Babylonian 
ziggurats, such as the tower of Babel, were structures probably used for the 
observation of the heavenly bodies. Hebrew astronomy was undoubtedly 
influenced by the Babylonians. However, as a whole the Babylonian astrological 
practices had little impact upon Israel.

�The HebrewThe Hebrew literatur literature does deme does demonstrate sonstrate some familiome familiarity witharity with astronomi astronomical observcal ocal observatioobservations. Job 9:ns. Job 9:9 refers t9 refers to observato observations of thions of the constelle constellations. Siations. Similarly, tmilarly, the prophethe prohe prophets Iprophets Isaiah (13:saiah (13:10) and Am10) and Amos (5:8) kos (5:8) knew of sucnew of such constellh constellations.ations.ations.

The Hebrew literature does demonstrate some familiarity with astronomical 
observations. Job 9:9 refers to observations of the constellations. Similarly, the 
prophets Isaiah (13:10) and Amos (5:8) knew of such constellations.

�In Amos 5:In Amos 5:26 the pro26 the prophet recalphet recalls Israel’ls Israel’s recalcits recalcitrance by france by following aollowing astral deitstral deitstral deities (pdeities (probably Sarobably Saturn and Jturn and Jupiter). Mupiter). Moreover, aoreover, a common si common sin during tn during the Monarchhe Monarchhe Monarchy wMonarchy was the proas the problem of woblem of worshipping rshipping the host othe host of heaven. f heaven. While thesWhile these practicee practice practices practices were more were more the exceptthe exception than tion than the norm, the norm, they do indhey do indicate the icate the degree to degree to degree to which ato which astronomy istronomy influenced nfluenced Israelite Israelite life.life.life.

In Amos 5:26 the prophet recalls Israel’s recalcitrance by following astral 
deities (probably Saturn and Jupiter). Moreover, a common sin during the 
Monarchy was the problem of worshipping the host of heaven. While these 
practices were more the exception than the norm, they do indicate the degree 
to which astronomy influenced Israelite life.

�AstronomicAstronomical catastral catastrophes wereophes were a common  a common feature infeature in Jewish ap Jewish apocalyptic ocalyptic writings awritwritings awritings as well as s well as in eschatoin eschatological palogical passages of ssages of the Bible.the Bible. Isa. 13:1 Isa. 13:10 asserts 0 asserts that the dthat thethat the day ofthe day of the Lord  the Lord would be bwould be beckoned byeckoned by a darkeni a darkening of the ng of the sun, moon,sun, moon, and stars and stars and stars. Joestars. Joel (2:10; 3l (2:10; 3:15[MT 4:1:15[MT 4:15]), Mark 5]), Mark (13:24–25)(13:24–25), 2 Peter , 2 Peter (3:10) and(3:10) and Revelatio Revelation (8:10) ln (8n (8:10) lik(8:10) likewise claiewise claim that celm that celestial calestial calamities woamities would accompuld accompany the daany the day of the Ly of the Lord.ordLLord.Lord.Lord.

Astronomical catastrophes were a common feature in Jewish apocalyptic 
writings as well as in eschatological passages of the Bible. Isa. 13:10 asserts that 
the day of the Lord would be beckoned by a darkening of the sun, moon, and 
stars. Joel (2:10; 3:15[MT 4:15]), Mark (13:24–25), 2 Peter (3:10) and Revelation 
(8:10) likewise claim that celestial calamities would accompany the day of the 



Lord.

�Matthew’s Matthew’s birth narrbirth narrative inclative includes a visudes a visit by the it by the Magi (astrMagi (astrologers frologers from the easom the eaom the east) who east) who witnessed witnessed an astronoan astronomical phenmical phenomenon andomenon and interpret interpreted this ased this as a sign of a sign o a sign of a new kof a new king. This ing. This has often has often been explabeen explained as eiined as either a comther a comet, a supeet, a supernova, or rnova, or a convergea ca convergencconvergence of planee of planets. Matthets. Matthew simply ew simply explains itxplains it as a star as a star and provi and provides no adddes no additional deitiaddadditionaladditional detail. detail. detail.

Matthew’s birth narrative includes a visit by the Magi (astrologers from the 
east) who witnessed an astronomical phenomenon and interpreted this as a sign 
of a new king. This has often been explained as either a comet, a supernova, or a 
convergence of planets. Matthew simply explains it as a star and provides no 
additional detail.

Mark R. FaMark R. Fairchildirchild
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ASYNCRITUSASYNCRITUS (Gk.  (Gk. AsyénkritoAsyénkritoss)))

ASYNCRITUS (Gk. Asyénkritos)

A Roman ChA Roman Christian toristian to whom Paul whom Paul sends his sends his greetings greetings (Rom. 16: (Rom. 16:14).14).

A Roman Christian to whom Paul sends his greetings (Rom. 16:14).

ATADATAD (Heb.  (Heb. }aœt�aœd�}aœt�aœd�)))

ATAD (Heb. }aœt�aœd� )

A place “bA place “beyond the eyond the Jordan” whJordan” where Jacob’ere Jacob’s burial ps burial procession rocession stopped fostopped for seven dar seven dar seven days to modays to mourn (Gen. urn (Gen. 50:10-11).50:10-11). The phras The phrase e goœren haœgoœren haœ}aœt�aœd�}aœt�aœd� is usuall is usually translatyusuallusually trusually translated “anslated “the threshthe threshing floor ing floor of (the) Aof (the) Atad,” but tad,” but it could ait could also be tralso be translated “tnslatedtratranslatedtranslated “the thre “the threshing flooshing floor of thornr of thorns,” suggess,” suggesting that ting that Atad may nAtad may not be a prot be a proper name.opeprproper namproper name. When loe. When local Canaancal Canaanites saw tites saw the mourninhe mourning (Gen. 50g (Gen. 50:11), they:11), they renamed t rename renamed threnamed the place Abe place Abel-mizraimel-mizraim (“mournin (“mourning of the Eg of the Egyptians”)gyptians”)...

A place “beyond the Jordan” where Jacob’s burial procession stopped for seven 
days to mourn (Gen. 50:10-11). The phrase goœren haœ}aœt�aœd�  is 
usually translated “the threshing floor of (the) Atad,” but it could also be 
translated “the threshing floor of thorns,” suggesting that Atad may not be a 
proper name. When local Canaanites saw the mourning (Gen. 50:11), they 
renamed the place Abel-mizraim (“mourning of the Egyptians”).

�The locatiThe location and ideon and identificationtification of Atad n of Atad is unknownis unknown. It shoul. It should be locatd be located in Traned in Traed in TransjordaTransjordan, but then, but the 6th-centu 6th-century ry A.D.A.D. Madeba Ma Madeba Map providesp provides informati information that anon that an Alon-atad Al Alon-atad Alon-atad is locatedis located near Beth near Beth-agla (mod-agla (modern Deir ern Deir H¸ajlahH¸ajlah; 197136) ; 197136) between Jebetween Jericho and ricJeJericho anJericho and the Deadd the Dead Sea, whic Sea, which is the wh is the wrong side rong side of the Jorof the Jordan River.dan River. It is unc It is uncertain whyertauncuncertain uncertain why Josephwhy Joseph’s party w’s party would have ould have taken the taken the longer roulonger route around te around the southethe souththe southern esouthern end of the nd of the Dead Sea.Dead Sea.Dead Sea.

The location and identification of Atad is unknown. It should be located in 
Transjordan, but the 6th-century A.D. Madeba Map provides information that an 
Alon-atad is located near Beth-agla (modern Deir H¸ajlah; 197136) between 
Jericho and the Dead Sea, which is the wrong side of the Jordan River. It is 
uncertain why Joseph’s party would have taken the longer route around the 
southern end of the Dead Sea.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. H. SheaW. H. Shea, “The Bur, “The Burial of Jacial of Jacob,” ob,” ArchaeologArchaeology and Bibly and Biblical Reseaical Resical ResearchResearch 5 (1992): 5 (1992): 33–44. 33–44. 33–44.

Bibliography. W. H. Shea, “The Burial of Jacob,” Archaeology and Biblical 
Research 5 (1992): 33–44.
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ATARAHATARAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�t�aœra®{a�t�aœra®)))

ATARAH (Heb. {a�t�aœra® )

The secondThe second wife of J wife of Jerahmeel; erahmeel; mother of mother of Onam (1 ChOnam (1 Chr. 2:26).r. 2:26).

The second wife of Jerahmeel; mother of Onam (1 Chr. 2:26).

ATARGATISATARGATIS (Gk.  (Gk. AtargatisAtargatis)))

ATARGATIS (Gk. Atargatis)

A Syrian gA Syrian goddess prooddess probably a cobably a composite ofmposite of the Canaa the Canaanite goddenite goddesses Astarsses Astart, Anat, at, Anat, at, Anat, and Asheraand Asherah. Her imah. Her images usuallges usually depict hy depict her riding er riding or flankedor flanked by lions; by lions; her conso her consort, Hadad,rt, consoconsort, Hconsort, Hadad, is eadad, is enthroned onthroned on or flankn or flanked by bulled by bulls. She is s. She is connected connected to fish anto fish and sacred pd sad sacred ponsacred ponds, both ods, both of which apf which appear in hepear in her imagery r imagery and near hand near her templeser temples. Lucian . Lucian (De Syria (D(De Syria (De Syria Dea)Dea) identifie identifies Atargatis Atargatis with Hers with Hera and Hadaa and Hadad with Zeud with Zeus. In his s. In his campaign acampaign campaign acampaign against neigainst neighboring nghboring nations, Juations, Judas Maccabdas Maccabeus burnedeus burned a temple  a temple of Atargatof Atargatof Atargatis Atargatis in the Gilin the Gileadite toweadite town of Carnan of Carnain (1 Maccin (1 Macc. 5:43-44;. 5:43-44; 2 Macc. 1 2 Macc. 12:26; call2:26; called Ashteroed Aed Ashteroth-Ashteroth-karnaim inkarnaim in Gen. 14:5 Gen. 14:5).).).

A Syrian goddess probably a composite of the Canaanite goddesses Astart, Anat, 
and Asherah. Her images usually depict her riding or flanked by lions; her 
consort, Hadad, is enthroned on or flanked by bulls. She is connected to fish and 
sacred ponds, both of which appear in her imagery and near her temples. Lucian 
(De Syria Dea) identifies Atargatis with Hera and Hadad with Zeus. In his 
campaign against neighboring nations, Judas Maccabeus burned a temple of 
Atargatis in the Gileadite town of Carnain (1 Macc. 5:43-44; 2 Macc. 12:26; called 
Ashteroth-karnaim in Gen. 14:5).
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ATAROTHATAROTH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�t�aœro®{a�t�aœro®t�t�)))

ATAROTH (Heb. {a�t�aœro®t� )

�1.1. A town in A town in Transjord Transjordan taken ban taken by the Isray the Israelites froelites from Sihon thm Sihon the Amorite e Amorite (Num. 32:3(Nu(Num. 32:3(Num. 32:3) and allo) and allotted to thtted to the tribe ofe tribe of Gad, who  Gad, who rebuilt itrebuilt it (Num. 32: (Num. 32:34; Mesha 34; Mesha Stela l. 1StStela l. 1Stela l. 10). Mesha,0). Mesha, the Moabi the Moabite king, lte king, later took ater took it from thit from the Gadites e Gadites (Mesha l. (Mesha l. 11) after 11) a11) after the after the death of Adeath of Ahab. It hahab. It has been ides been identified wintified with Khirbetth Khirbet  {At�t�aœru{At�t�aœru®s®s (213109), (2131 (213109), (213109), ca. 13 km.ca. 13 km. (8 mi.) N (8 mi.) NW of DibonW of Dibon...

1. A town in Transjordan taken by the Israelites from Sihon the Amorite 
(Num. 32:3) and allotted to the tribe of Gad, who rebuilt it (Num. 32:34; Mesha 
Stela l. 10). Mesha, the Moabite king, later took it from the Gadites (Mesha l. 11) 
after the death of Ahab. It has been identified with Khirbet {At�t�aœru®s  
(213109), ca. 13 km. (8 mi.) NW of Dibon.

�2.2. A town on A town on the borde the border of Ephrar of Ephraim and Benim and Benjamin (Josjamin (Josh. 16:2), h. 16:2), probably tprobably the same plhe she same placesame place as Atarot as Ataroth-addar (Jh-addar (Josh. 16:5;osh. 16:5; 18:13). 18:13). 18:13).

2. A town on the border of Ephraim and Benjamin (Josh. 16:2), probably the 
same place as Ataroth-addar (Josh. 16:5; 18:13).

�3.3. A town in A town in Ephraim ( Ephraim (Josh. 16:7Josh. 16:7) in the J) in the Jordan Vallordan Valley, possibey, possibly identifly identified with Tied withied with Tell with Tell Sheikh edhSheikh edh-Dhiab.-Dhiab.-Dhiab.

3. A town in Ephraim (Josh. 16:7) in the Jordan Valley, possibly identified 
with Tell Sheikh edh-Dhiab.

�4.4. A place i A place in Judah (1n Judah (1 Chr. 2:54 Chr. 2:54) which ha) which has not beens not been identifie identified. Howeverd. However, it is po, it is, it is possiblis possible to read e to read Atroth-betAtroth-beth-joab (“th-joab (“the crowns he crowns of the houof the house of Joabse of Joab”) as an a”) as an appositive ppoaappositiveappositive to Bethle to Bethlehem and thhem and the Netophate Netophathites.hites.hites.

4. A place in Judah (1 Chr. 2:54) which has not been identified. However, it 
is possible to read Atroth-beth-joab (“the crowns of the house of Joab”) as an 
appositive to Bethlehem and the Netophathites.

Paul J. RaPaul J. Ray, Jr.y, Jr.

Paul J. Ray, Jr.

ATAROTH-ADATAROTH-ADDARDAR (Heb.  (Heb. {a�t�aœro®{a�t�aœro®t� }addaœrt� }addaœr)))

ATAROTH-ADDAR (Heb. {a�t�aœro®t� }addaœr )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite town, ite town, on the boron the border betweeder between the terrn the territory of Eitory of Ephraim (Jophraim (Josh. 16:2, sh. 16:2, 5) to the 55) to the 5) to the north and north and Benjamin (Benjamin (18:13) to 18:13) to the south.the south. The city  The city may be idemay be identified wintified with Khirbetth wiwith Khirbwith Khirbet Raddanaet Raddana (1695.146 (1695.1468), just N8), just N of modern of modern Ramallah, Ramallah, or with t or with the modern he moderhe modern vilmodern village of lage of {At�tara{At�tara, located , located at the souat the southern footthern foot of Tell  of Tell en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh (Mizpah;  (M (Mizpah; 1(Mizpah; 179143), ca79143), ca. 12 km. (. 12 km. (8 mi.) NW 8 mi.) NW of Jerusalof Jerusalem.em.em.

A Benjaminite town, on the border between the territory of Ephraim (Josh. 16:2, 
5) to the north and Benjamin (18:13) to the south. The city may be identified 
with Khirbet Raddana (1695.1468), just N of modern Ramallah, or with the 
modern village of {At�tara , located at the southern foot of Tell en-Nas�beh  
(Mizpah; 179143), ca. 12 km. (8 mi.) NW of Jerusalem.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. F. AlbrW. F. Albright, Reviight, Review of P. Few of P. F.-M. Abel,.-M. Abel,  GéographieGéographie de la Pal de la PalestineesPalPalestinePalestine 2,  2, JBLJBL 58 (1939) 58 (1939): 177–87; : 177–87; J. A. CallJ. A. Callaway, “Radaway, “Raddana, Khirdana, Khirbet,” bet,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 4:1253–54 4:12 4:1253–54;4:1253–54; J. R. Zor J. R. Zorn, n, “Nas�beh“Nas�beh, Tell en-, Tell en-,” ,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 3:1098–11 3:1098–1102.02.02.

Bibliography. W. F. Albright, Review of P. F.-M. Abel, Géographie de la 
Palestine 2, JBL 58 (1939): 177–87; J. A. Callaway, “Raddana, Khirbet,” NEAEHL 
4:1253–54; J. R. Zorn, “Nas�beh , Tell en-,” NEAEHL 3:1098–1102.
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ATERATER (Heb.  (Heb. }aœt�eär}aœt�eär)))

ATER (Heb. }aœt�eär )

�1.1. The ances The ancestor of a ftor of a family thatamily that returned  returned from Exilefrom Exile under Zer under Zerubbabel (Eubbabel (Ezra 2:16 =zra 2zra 2:16 = Neh2:16 = Neh. 7:21).. 7:21).. 7:21).

1. The ancestor of a family that returned from Exile under Zerubbabel (Ezra 
2:16 = Neh. 7:21).

�2.2. A Levite, A Levite, the head  the head of a familof a family of gateky of gatekeepers reteepers returning to urning to Jerusalem Jerusalem with Zerubwith Zwith ZerubbabelZerubbabel (Ezra 2:4 (Ezra 2:42 = Neh. 72 = Neh. 7:45).:45).:45).

2. A Levite, the head of a family of gatekeepers returning to Jerusalem with 
Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:42 = Neh. 7:45).

�3.3. An Israel An Israelite chief ite chief who set hiwho set his seal on s seal on the renewethe renewed covenantd covenant under Neh under Nehemiah (NehemiNehNehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:17Neh. 10:17[MT 18]).[MT 18]).

3. An Israelite chief who set his seal on the renewed covenant under 
Nehemiah (Neh. 10:17[MT 18]).

ATHACHATHACH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�t�aœk�{a�t�aœk�)))

ATHACH (Heb. {a�t�aœk� )

One of theOne of the towns in  towns in Judah to wJudah to which Davidhich David sent vict sent victory spoilsory spoils from his  from his defeat of defeat of the Amalekththe Amalekthe Amalekites (1 Saites (1 Sam. 30:30).m. 30:30). It is pro It is probably the bably the same as Etsame as Ether mentioher mentioned in Josned in Josh. 15:42; h. JosJosh. 15:4Josh. 15:42; 19:7.2; 19:7.2; 19:7.

One of the towns in Judah to which David sent victory spoils from his defeat of 
the Amalekites (1 Sam. 30:30). It is probably the same as Ether mentioned in 
Josh. 15:42; 19:7.
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ATHAIAHATHAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�t�aœya®{a�t�aœya®)))

ATHAIAH (Heb. {a�t�aœya® )

A JudahiteA Judahite, the son , the son of Uzziah,of Uzziah, who resid who resided in Jerued in Jerusalem aftesalem after the Exilr the Exile (Neh. 11e (Neh. 11:4).:4).1111:4).11:4).

A Judahite, the son of Uzziah, who resided in Jerusalem after the Exile (Neh. 
11:4).

ATHALIAHATHALIAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�t�alya®{a�t�alya®, {a�t�aly, {a�t�alyaœhu®aœhu®)))

ATHALIAH (Heb. {a�t�alya®, {a�t�alyaœhu® )

Queen of JQueen of Judah (ca. udah (ca. 842–837 842–837 B.C.E.B.C.E.). Her lin). Her lineage is uneage is uncertain; icertain; identified dentified as the dauas the daughter of Agdaudaughter odaughter of Ahab andf Ahab and his wife  his wife (possibly (possibly Queen JezeQueen Jezebel). Somebel). Some scholars  scholars say she masay she may have beeymamay have bmay have been Omri’seen Omri’s daughter  daughter and therefand therefore Ahab’sore Ahab’s sister (2 sister (2 Kgs. 8:18 Kgs. 8:18; 2 Chr. 2; 2 Chr. 22:2). Her 2222:2). Her22:2). Her name is t name is the oldest he oldest documenteddocumented use of a  use of a female namfemale name with thee with the theophori theophor theophorictheophoric component component “Yahweh.” “Yahweh.”

Queen of Judah (ca. 842–837 B.C.E.). Her lineage is uncertain; identified as the 
daughter of Ahab and his wife (possibly Queen Jezebel). Some scholars say she 
may have been Omri’s daughter and therefore Ahab’s sister (2 Kgs. 8:18; 2 Chr. 
22:2). Her name is the oldest documented use of a female name with the 
theophoric component “Yahweh.”

�Athaliah mAthaliah married Jeharried Jehoram, croworam, crown prince on prince of Judah anf Judah and son of Jd son of Jehoshaphatehoshaphat. While it. Wh. While it mWhile it may have beay have been a good en a good move politmove politically becically because it joause it joined the hined the houses of Jouses of Judah and IudJJudah and Judah and Israel, thIsrael, the marriagee marriage was disas was disastrous spirtrous spiritually foitually for Judah. Wr Judah. When Jehorahen Jehoram was 32, m wm was 32, hewas 32, he succeeded succeeded to the th to the throne and Arone and Athaliah bethaliah became queencame queen. Jehoram’. Jehoram’s first acs first action was ttacaction wasaction was to murder to murder all his b all his brothers anrothers and other prd other princes (2 Cinces (2 Chr. 21:4).hr. 21:4). Athaliah  Athaliah may have smaymay have smay have supported oupported or even morr even more likely ie likely instigated nstigated these deedthese deeds.s.s.

Athaliah married Jehoram, crown prince of Judah and son of Jehoshaphat. 
While it may have been a good move politically because it joined the houses of 
Judah and Israel, the marriage was disastrous spiritually for Judah. When Jehoram 
was 32, he succeeded to the throne and Athaliah became queen. Jehoram’s first 
action was to murder all his brothers and other princes (2 Chr. 21:4). Athaliah 
may have supported or even more likely instigated these deeds.

�Athaliah iAthaliah introduced ntroduced the worshithe worship of Baal p of Baal Melqart inMelqart in Jerusalem Jerusalem during he during her husband’r husbr husband’s husband’s reign (2 Kreign (2 Kgs. 8:16-1gs. 8:16-18). Like h8). Like her mother er mother Jezebel, sJezebel, she was fanhe was fanatically datically devoted to evotddevoted todevoted to Baal Melq Baal Melqart. The Cart. The Chronicler hronicler holds her holds her responsiblresponsible for her e for her son Ahaziason Ahaziah’s godleshAhaziaAhaziah’s Ahaziah’s godlessnesgodlessness (2 Chr. s (2 Chr. 22:3), rep22:3), reporting thaorting that her sonst her sons broke int broke into the tempo the temple of God letemptemple of temple of God and usGod and used its saced its sacred objectred objects for Baals for Baal (24:7). (24:7). (24:7).

Athaliah introduced the worship of Baal Melqart in Jerusalem during her 
husband’s reign (2 Kgs. 8:16-18). Like her mother Jezebel, she was fanatically 
devoted to Baal Melqart. The Chronicler holds her responsible for her son 
Ahaziah’s godlessness (2 Chr. 22:3), reporting that her sons broke into the 
temple of God and used its sacred objects for Baal (24:7).

�Jehoram diJehoram died fightined fighting the Edomg the Edomites (2 Kgites (2 Kgs. 8:24), s. 8:24), and their and their son Ahaziason Ahaziah became kh becamh became kinbecame king, reigning, reigning for one g for one year (v. 2year (v. 26). Ahazia6). Ahaziah went to h went to Jezreel toJezreel to visit Jor visit Joram, Ahab’sam, Aam, Ahab’s sonAhab’s son. Jehu of . Jehu of Israel metIsrael met the two k the two kings thereings there, killing , killing Joram and Joram and mortally wmortally wounding Ahounwwounding Awounding Ahaziah, whhaziah, who then dieo then died at Megidd at Megiddo (2 Kgs.do (2 Kgs. 9:27). At 9:27). Athaliah washaliah was now a ver now a ve now a very powervery powerful queen ful queen mother andmother and widow; on widow; only her relly her relatives — satives — some of theome of them her granm her gm her grandchildgrandchildren — stooren — stood between d between her and thher and the throne. e throne. Ambition aAmbition and fanaticnd fanaticism spurreism spurism spurred Atspurred Athaliah to haliah to massacre tmassacre the royal hhe royal household, ousehold, thereby althereby almost eradimost eradicating thecating the Davidic d D Davidic dyDavidic dynasty (2 Knasty (2 Kgs. 11:1).gs. 11:1). Ahaziah’s Ahaziah’s infant so infant son Joash ann Joash and his nursd his nurse were hide were hidden and sadenhidhidden andhidden and saved by  saved by Jehosheba,Jehosheba, Joash’s a Joash’s aunt (2 Kgsunt (2 Kgs. 11:2 = 2. 11:2 = 2 Chr. 22:1 Chr. 22:11).1).1).

Jehoram died fighting the Edomites (2 Kgs. 8:24), and their son Ahaziah 
became king, reigning for one year (v. 26). Ahaziah went to Jezreel to visit Joram, 
Ahab’s son. Jehu of Israel met the two kings there, killing Joram and mortally 
wounding Ahaziah, who then died at Megiddo (2 Kgs. 9:27). Athaliah was now a 
very powerful queen mother and widow; only her relatives — some of them her 
grandchildren — stood between her and the throne. Ambition and fanaticism 
spurred Athaliah to massacre the royal household, thereby almost eradicating the 
Davidic dynasty (2 Kgs. 11:1). Ahaziah’s infant son Joash and his nurse were 
hidden and saved by Jehosheba, Joash’s aunt (2 Kgs. 11:2 = 2 Chr. 22:11).

�Believing Believing all contenall contenders to thders to the throne we throne were dead, ere dead, Athaliah hAthaliah had herselfad herself proclaime proclai proclaimedproclaimed sovereign sovereign. For six . For six years Jehoyears Jehoiada the piada the priest and riest and his wife Jhis wife Jehosheba cehosheba concealed Jonccconcealed concealed Joash. In Joash. In the seventthe seventh year, Jeh year, Jehoiada inshoiada instigated a tigated a carefully carefully planned replanned revolution bvolutrerevolutionrevolution by the pr by the priests and iests and military. military. He broughtHe brought Joash, wh Joash, who was wello was well protected protected with arme w with armedwith armed guards, o guards, out of the ut of the temple. Thtemple. The lad was e lad was presented presented a copy of a copy of the covenathe covenathe covenant, covenant, anointed, anointed, and acclaiand acclaimed king (med king (2 Kgs. 11:2 Kgs. 11:12). When 12). When Athaliah hAthaliah heard the seard the shouting, shsshouting, shouting, she rushedshe rushed to the te to the temple. Takimple. Taking in the ng in the situation situation immediatelimmediately, she tory, she tore her robee he her robes her robes and cried and cried out, “Treaout, “Treason! Treasson! Treason!” — iroon!” — ironically annically and approprid appropriately the ately the only wordsoonly wordsonly words she utter she utters in the as in the account (2 ccount (2 Chr. 23:13Chr. 23:13).).).

Believing all contenders to the throne were dead, Athaliah had herself 
proclaimed sovereign. For six years Jehoiada the priest and his wife Jehosheba 
concealed Joash. In the seventh year, Jehoiada instigated a carefully planned 
revolution by the priests and military. He brought Joash, who was well protected 
with armed guards, out of the temple. The lad was presented a copy of the 
covenant, anointed, and acclaimed king (2 Kgs. 11:12). When Athaliah heard the 
shouting, she rushed to the temple. Taking in the situation immediately, she tore 
her robes and cried out, “Treason! Treason!” — ironically and appropriately the 



only words she utters in the account (2 Chr. 23:13).

�Athaliah wAthaliah was summarias summarily led outly led out to the Ho to the Horse Gate arse Gate and killed nd killed (2 Kgs. 11(2 Kgs. 11:15-16; 2 :15-161111:15-16; 11:15-16; 2 Chr. 23:2 Chr. 23:15). After15). After her death her death cult wors cult worship was puhip was purified, thrified, the temple oe temple of Baal desf Bf Baal destrBaal destroyed, and oyed, and its priestits priest executed  executed (2 Kgs. 11(2 Kgs. 11:18 = 2 Ch:18 = 2 Chr. 23:17).r. 23:17).

Athaliah was summarily led out to the Horse Gate and killed (2 Kgs. 
11:15-16; 2 Chr. 23:15). After her death cult worship was purified, the temple of 
Baal destroyed, and its priest executed (2 Kgs. 11:18 = 2 Chr. 23:17).

�2.2. The son o The son of Jeroham f Jeroham and chief and chief of a promiof a prominent Benjanent Benjaminite famminite family dwelliily dwelling in Jerung inng in Jerusalin Jerusalem (1 Chr.em (1 Chr. 8:26). 8:26). 8:26).

2. The son of Jeroham and chief of a prominent Benjaminite family dwelling 
in Jerusalem (1 Chr. 8:26).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Jeshar of Jeshaiah, who riah, who returned freturned from Babylonom Babylon along wit along with Ezra andh Ezra and 70 men. H 70  70 men. He70 men. He was a mem was a member of theber of the family of family of Elam (Ezr Elam (Ezra 8:7). 1 a 8:7). 1 Esdr. 8:33Esdr. 8:33 gives his gives his name as G na name as Goname as Gotholiah.tholiah.tholiah.

3. The father of Jeshaiah, who returned from Babylon along with Ezra and 
70 men. He was a member of the family of Elam (Ezra 8:7). 1 Esdr. 8:33 gives his 
name as Gotholiah.

Robin GallRobin Gallaher Brancaher Branchh
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ATHARIMATHARIM (Heb.  (Heb. haœ}a�t�aœhaœ}a�t�aœriîmriîm)))

ATHARIM (Heb. haœ}a�t�aœriîm )

A place (sA place (so NRSV), po NRSV), possibly a ossibly a road, wherroad, where the Israe the Israelites werelites were attackede attacked by the ki by the king of Aradngkiking of Arking of Arad (Num. 2ad (Num. 21:1). LXX 1:1). LXX and Vulg. and Vulg. read “spieread “spies.”s.”

A place (so NRSV), possibly a road, where the Israelites were attacked by the 
king of Arad (Num. 21:1). LXX and Vulg. read “spies.”

ATHBASHATHBASHATHBASH

ATHBASH

A cryptogrA cryptographic systaphic system wherebyem whereby letters e letters equidistantquidistant from the  from the middle of middle of the alphabthe alphabet represeealphabalphabet ralphabet represent eepresent each other.ach other. Thus the  Thus the first lettfirst letter of the er of the consonantaconsonantal Hebrew al Hebrew alphabet (lpaalphabet (alphabet (alephaleph) is excha) is exchanged for tnged for the last (he last (tautau), the sec), the second letterond letter ( (bethbeth) for the ) for the second to secosecond to second to last (last (shinshin), and so ), and so on. The Heon. The Hebrew systebrew system’s name rm’s name represents epresents its first its first two exchantwotwo exchantwo exchanges (ges (aleph-tau,aleph-tau, beth-shin beth-shin = athbash = athbash).).).

A cryptographic system whereby letters equidistant from the middle of the 
alphabet represent each other. Thus the first letter of the consonantal Hebrew 
alphabet (aleph) is exchanged for the last (tau), the second letter (beth) for the 
second to last (shin), and so on. The Hebrew system’s name represents its first 
two exchanges (aleph-tau, beth-shin = athbash).

�In the OT In the OT the code hthe code has been unas been uncovered thcovered three times ree times in Jeremiain Jeremiah. In 25:2h. In 25:26; 51:41 B6; 51:6; 51:41 Baby51:41 Babylon (lon (bblbbl) is calle) is called “Sheshakd “Sheshak” (” (sûsûksûsûk). In 51:1). In 51:1 Chaldea ( Chaldea (ksídymksídym) is repre) is repr) is representerepresented by “Leb-d by “Leb-qamai,” a qamai,” a phrase meaphrase meaning “the ning “the midst (litmidst (lit., ‘heart’., ‘heart’) of them ) of them that rise thathat rise that rise up againstup against me” ( me” (lb-qmylb-qmy).).).

In the OT the code has been uncovered three times in Jeremiah. In 25:26; 
51:41 Babylon (bbl) is called “Sheshak” (sûsûk). In 51:1 Chaldea (ksídym) is 
represented by “Leb-qamai,” a phrase meaning “the midst (lit., ‘heart’) of them 
that rise up against me” (lb-qmy).

Nicole J. Nicole J. RuaneRuane
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ATHENSATHENS (Gk.  (Gk. AtheäínaiAtheäínai)))

ATHENS (Gk. Atheäínai)

The most fThe most famous of aamous of all Greek cll Greek cities, namities, named for theed for the Greek god Greek goddess of widess of wisdom, Athesdom, Athsdom, Athena. AtAthena. Athens imparhens imparted to theted to the Western w Western world influorld influential andential and lasting i lasting ideas aboutdeas about art, phil a art, philoart, philosophy, andsophy, and politics. politics. While occ While occupation onupation on the slope the slopes of the As of the Acropolis, cropolis, the rocky the the rocky the rocky mass that mass that is Athens’is Athens’ most prom most prominent natuinent natural featurral feature, dates te, dates to Neolithio Neolithic times, Ac NeolithiNeolithic Neolithic times, Athtimes, Athens held sens held secondary secondary status throtatus throughout theughout the Mycenean  Mycenean period (16period (1period (1600–1200(1600–1200  B.C.E.B.C.E.) and emer) and emerged as a sged as a significantignificant city only city only during th during the 8th cente 8th century, when ury, whury, when it bewhen it began to domgan to dominate the inate the whole regiwhole region of Attion of Attica. Athensca. Athens apparentl apparently resistedy resisted the Doria resistedresisted tresisted the Dorian he Dorian invasion oinvasion of Greece cf Greece ca. 1200 ana. 1200 and remainedd remained relativel relatively stable ay stable and isolatendaand isolatand isolated during ed during the Dark Athe Dark Ages (1200–ges (1200–750), thou750), though it may gh it may have playehave played prominend promined prominentlprominently in the Iy in the Ionian immionian immigration ofgration of Greeks to Greeks to Asia Mino Asia Minor (11th anr (11th and 10th cend 10th cend 10th centuries)centuries)..

The most famous of all Greek cities, named for the Greek goddess of wisdom, 
Athena. Athens imparted to the Western world influential and lasting ideas about 
art, philosophy, and politics. While occupation on the slopes of the Acropolis, 
the rocky mass that is Athens’ most prominent natural feature, dates to 
Neolithic times, Athens held secondary status throughout the Mycenean period 
(1600–1200 B.C.E.) and emerged as a significant city only during the 8th century, 
when it began to dominate the whole region of Attica. Athens apparently 
resisted the Dorian invasion of Greece ca. 1200 and remained relatively stable 
and isolated during the Dark Ages (1200–750), though it may have played 
prominently in the Ionian immigration of Greeks to Asia Minor (11th and 10th 
centuries).



Temple of Temple of Olympian ZOlympian Zeus built eus built in the 2ndin the 2nd century  century B.C.E. B.C.E. beneath thbeneath the Acropolie Acropolis. Originas. Ors. OriginallyOriginally surrounde surrounded by more d by more than 100 Cthan 100 Corinthian orinthian columns, tcolumns, this was thhis was the largest e largest temple in ttemple in temple in Greece (PhGreece (Philip Gendrilip Gendreau, N.Y.)eau, N.Y.)

Temple of Olympian Zeus built in the 2nd century B.C.E. beneath the Acropolis. 
Originally surrounded by more than 100 Corinthian columns, this was the largest 

temple in Greece (Philip Gendreau, N.Y.)

�In the 7thIn the 7th century A century Athens begathens began its moven its move from mona from monarchy towarrchy toward democracd democracy with pery democracdemocracy democracy with periowith periodic interrdic interruptions byuptions by tyrants.  tyrants. Early on, Early on, official pofficial power was dower was divided amoividddivided amdivided among appoinong appointed rulersted rulers, with a c, with a council of ouncil of nobles (thnobles (the Areopague Areopagus) exerciss) exercising advisoinexercisexercisingexercising advisory  advisory and appoinand appointive rolestive roles and a lar and a larger assembger assembly of citily of citizens graduzens gradually gainially gradugradually gradually gaining mogaining more power. re power. The 6th ceThe 6th century saw ntury saw a series oa series of aristocrf aristocrats, beginats, beginning with ninbeginbeginning beginning with Solonwith Solon (ca. 594) (ca. 594), initiati, initiating constitng constitutional reutional reforms thatforms that led to a  led to a form of deform oform of democraof democratic governtic government. Earlment. Early in the 5y in the 5th centuryth century Athens le Athens led Greek red Greek resistance tsistance to the Persotto the Perto the Persian attemsian attempts to conpts to conquer Greecquer Greece, first we, first with the deith the defeat of thfeat of the Persian e Persian army at Maarmarmy at Maarmy at Marathon (49rathon (490) and the0) and then in the dn in the defeat of tefeat of the Persianhe Persian navy at S navy at Salamis (48alamis (480).0)(48(480).(480).(480).

In the 7th century Athens began its move from monarchy toward 
democracy with periodic interruptions by tyrants. Early on, official power was 
divided among appointed rulers, with a council of nobles (the Areopagus) 
exercising advisory and appointive roles and a larger assembly of citizens 
gradually gaining more power. The 6th century saw a series of aristocrats, 
beginning with Solon (ca. 594), initiating constitutional reforms that led to a form 
of democratic government. Early in the 5th century Athens led Greek resistance 
to the Persian attempts to conquer Greece, first with the defeat of the Persian 
army at Marathon (490) and then in the defeat of the Persian navy at Salamis 
(480).

�The demiseThe demise of the Pe of the Persian thrersian threat led to at led to internal Ginternal Greek conflreek conflict, largeict, largely caused ly causedly caused by caused by Athenian vAthenian visions of isions of empire andempire and dominance dominance of other  of other Greek cityGreek city-states th-states th-states through itthrough its navy ands navy and commerce. commerce. Under Per Under Pericles, Athicles, Athens attainens attained its zened its zenith politiith politically and calpolitipoliticallpolitically and econy and economically, omically, as well asas well as culturall culturally in archiy in architecture, ltecture, literature,iterature, and drama and dram and drama. Incdrama. Increased rivreased rivalry betwealry between Athens en Athens and Spartaand Sparta erupted i erupted in the Pelon the Peloponnesian ponnesianPeloPeloponnesPeloponnesian War (4ian War (431–404). T31–404). Though defehough defeated by Spated by Sparta, Athearta, Athens quicklyns quickly rebounded reboun rebounded rebounded as a maritas a maritime power ime power and enjoyeand enjoyed its gread its greatest era otest era of influencf influence in philoe in philosophy and sophilophilosophyphilosophy and orato and oratory in the ry in the early 4th early 4th century.century.century.

The demise of the Persian threat led to internal Greek conflict, largely 
caused by Athenian visions of empire and dominance of other Greek city-states 
through its navy and commerce. Under Pericles, Athens attained its zenith 
politically and economically, as well as culturally in architecture, literature, and 
drama. Increased rivalry between Athens and Sparta erupted in the 
Peloponnesian War (431–404). Though defeated by Sparta, Athens quickly 
rebounded as a maritime power and enjoyed its greatest era of influence in 
philosophy and oratory in the early 4th century.

�The role oThe role of Athens af Athens as a politis a political power cal power gave way tgave way to Macedonio Macedonia under Pha under Philip II lailip IIilip II later iII later in the 4th n the 4th century. Mcentury. Macedonian acedonian control ofcontrol of Athens, a Athens, along with long with the rest othe rest of Greece, f Grf Greece, waGreece, was sealed bs sealed by Philip’sy Philip’s victory o victory over Thebanver Theban and Athen and Athenian forcesian forces at Chaero at Chaeronea in BoenChaeroChaeronea Chaeronea in Boeotiain Boeotia in 338. P in 338. Philip’s sohilip’s son Alexanden Alexander the Grear the Great, who hadt, who had been tuto been tuto been tutored bytutored by Aristotle Aristotle, extended, extended Macedonia Macedonian dominancn dominance, and wite, and with it many h it many aspects ofaspects oaspects of Atheniaof Athenian culture,n culture, throughou throughout the eastt the eastern Mediteern Mediterranean anrranean and beyond. d beyond. At AlexandAt AlexanAt Alexander’Alexander’s death (3s death (323), Athen23), Athens revolteds revolted against t against the Macedonhe Macedonians but wians but was subduedas subduedas subdued bysubdued by Alexander Alexander’s general’s general Antipater Antipater, who repl, who replaced the Aaced the Athenian dethenian democracy wimocracy dedemocracy democracy with an olwith an oligarchy. Aigarchy. Antigonus Gntigonus Gonatas, thonatas, the founder e founder of the Antof the Antigonid dynigonid dynigonid dynasty godynasty governing thverning the Macedonie Macedonian Greek pan Greek portions ofortions of Alexander Alexander’s empire,’s empire, made Athe made At made Athens hisAthens his cultural  cultural and religiand religious capitaous capital (276). Tl (276). The Atheniahe Athenian yearningn yearning for freed for freedom led to om lom led to a dled to a disastrous isastrous revolt undrevolt under Chremoner Chremonides (267–ides (267–262). The 262). The MacedonianMacedonian period en period  period endperiod ended for Athed for Athens when Rens when Rome eventuome eventually defeaally defeated the lated the last of the st of the Antigonid Antigonid Antigonid Antigonid rulers andrulers and divided M divided Macedonia iacedonia into four Rnto four Roman provioman provinces (168)nces (168)...

The role of Athens as a political power gave way to Macedonia under Philip 
II later in the 4th century. Macedonian control of Athens, along with the rest of 
Greece, was sealed by Philip’s victory over Theban and Athenian forces at 
Chaeronea in Boeotia in 338. Philip’s son Alexander the Great, who had been 
tutored by Aristotle, extended Macedonian dominance, and with it many aspects 
of Athenian culture, throughout the eastern Mediterranean and beyond. At 
Alexander’s death (323), Athens revolted against the Macedonians but was 
subdued by Alexander’s general Antipater, who replaced the Athenian 
democracy with an oligarchy. Antigonus Gonatas, the founder of the Antigonid 
dynasty governing the Macedonian Greek portions of Alexander’s empire, made 
Athens his cultural and religious capital (276). The Athenian yearning for freedom 
led to a disastrous revolt under Chremonides (267–262). The Macedonian 
period ended for Athens when Rome eventually defeated the last of the 
Antigonid rulers and divided Macedonia into four Roman provinces (168).

�Athens wasAthens was spared th spared the devastate devastation that Rion that Rome inflicome inflicted on manted on many Greek ciy Greek cities durinties dties during theduring the Second (2 Second (200–197) an00–197) and Third (1d Third (171–168) Ma71–168) Macedonian Wcedonian Wars becausars because it sidede it side it sided withsided with Rome. In  Rome. In 88, howeve88, however, Atheniar, Athenian nationaln nationalism led toism led to rebellion rebellion against R against Rome and suomRRome and sRome and support of upport of MithridateMithridates of Pontus of Pontus. The Roms. The Roman generalan general Sulla ove Sulla overcame Athercame Arcame Athenian rAthenian resistance esistance following following his defeathis defeat of Mithri of Mithridates but dates but limited hilimited his vengeancs vengeance against e age against thagainst the city. Ate city. Athens also hens also received preceived pardon fromardon from Julius Ca Julius Caesar for sesar for siding withiding with Pompey (4 Pom Pompey (49Pompey (49–48) and f–48) and from Antonyrom Antony and Octav and Octavian for suian for supporting Bpporting Brutus (44–rutus (44–42). Octav42). Oc42). Octavian lOctavian levied onlyevied only minor pen minor penalties agaalties against the cinst the city for itity for its support s support of his rivof his rival Antony al Antoal Antony (31Antony (31).).).

Athens was spared the devastation that Rome inflicted on many Greek cities 
during the Second (200–197) and Third (171–168) Macedonian Wars because it 
sided with Rome. In 88, however, Athenian nationalism led to rebellion against 
Rome and support of Mithridates of Pontus. The Roman general Sulla overcame 



Athenian resistance following his defeat of Mithridates but limited his vengeance 
against the city. Athens also received pardon from Julius Caesar for siding with 
Pompey (49–48) and from Antony and Octavian for supporting Brutus (44–42). 
Octavian levied only minor penalties against the city for its support of his rival 
Antony (31).

�Under RomaUnder Roman rule, ren rule, regional polgional political powitical power resideder resided in rebuil in rebuilt Corinth t Corinth (44), the (44), th(44), the capitathe capital of the Rl of the Roman provioman province of Achnce of Achaia. Athenaia. Athens continues continued to flourd to flourish, howevish, however, as a cehowevhowever, ahowever, as a centers a center of cultur of culture, with Roe, with Roman nobiliman nobility sendingty sending their son their sons there tos there to study in  st study in istudy in its philosots philosophical schphical schools. Someools. Some of its ar of its artistic tretistic treasures werasures were confiscae confiscated by Calted bted by Caligulby Caligula and Neroa and Nero, but the , but the Roman empeRoman emperors generrors generally treatally treated the cited the city with grey with grey with great defegreat deference.rence.rence.

Under Roman rule, regional political power resided in rebuilt Corinth (44), 
the capital of the Roman province of Achaia. Athens continued to flourish, 
however, as a center of culture, with Roman nobility sending their sons there to 
study in its philosophical schools. Some of its artistic treasures were confiscated 
by Caligula and Nero, but the Roman emperors generally treated the city with 
great deference.

�Athens is Athens is mentioned mentioned in the Bibin the Bible only inle only in connectio connection with then with the Apostle P Apostle Paul. Acts aul. Acaul. Acts 17:15Acts 17:15-34 recoun-34 recounts Paul prts Paul preaching ineaching in Athens. H Athens. He argued ie argued in the synan the synagogue withgogue withgogue with the Jwith the Jews and prews and preached in eached in the agora the agora (Acts 17:1(Acts 17:17), where 7), where he encounthe encountered Epicuered Epicuered Epicurean Epicurean and Stoic and Stoic philosophephilosophers (v. 18)rs (v. 18). Epicurea. Epicureanism and Snism and Stoicism hatoicism had been cend been centered in Atcencentered icentered in Athens sn Athens since the lince the late 4th ceate 4th century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E., as had t, as had the older Ahe older Academy of cademy of Plato (a sPPlato (a sPlato (a student of tudent of the famousthe famous Athenian  Athenian philosophephilosopher Socratesr Socrates) and the ) and the Lyceum of Lyceum of Lyceum of Plato’sof Plato’s one-time  one-time student, Astudent, Aristotle. ristotle. Paul then Paul then delivered delivered his famoushis famous sermon ab sermon about the “uouababout the about the “unknown g“unknown god” in theod” in the middle of middle of the Areop the Areopagus (possagus (possibly the cibly the council chaouncil chaouncil chamber N chamber N of the rocof the rocky hill caky hill called the Alled the Areopagus areopagus and not thend not the hill itse hill itself; Acts 1lf; Acts 17:22-31). 7:22117:22-31).17:22-31). He also s He also stayed in Atayed in Athens whilthens while sending e sending Timothy toTimothy to encourage encourage the Chris the Chris the ChristiansChristians in Thessa in Thessalonica (1 lonica (1 Thess. 3:1Thess. 3:1).).).

Athens is mentioned in the Bible only in connection with the Apostle Paul. 
Acts 17:15-34 recounts Paul preaching in Athens. He argued in the synagogue 
with the Jews and preached in the agora (Acts 17:17), where he encountered 
Epicurean and Stoic philosophers (v. 18). Epicureanism and Stoicism had been 
centered in Athens since the late 4th century B.C.E., as had the older Academy of 
Plato (a student of the famous Athenian philosopher Socrates) and the Lyceum 
of Plato’s one-time student, Aristotle. Paul then delivered his famous sermon 
about the “unknown god” in the middle of the Areopagus (possibly the council 
chamber N of the rocky hill called the Areopagus and not the hill itself; Acts 
17:22-31). He also stayed in Athens while sending Timothy to encourage the 
Christians in Thessalonica (1 Thess. 3:1).

�Athens floAthens flourished inurished in the 2nd c the 2nd century entury C.E.C.E. due to ge due to generous Romnerous Roman patronaan patronage under Hge uge under Hadrunder Hadrian and thian and the Antoninee Antonine emperors. emperors. The agora The agora suffered  suffered extensive extensive damage in damage idamage in the Herin the Herulian (Gotulian (Gothic) invashic) invasion of 267ion of 267, resultin, resulting in an Atg in an Athenian loshenian loss of confis of confidence in Rdenceconficonfidenceconfidence in Roman  in Roman protectionprotection and a red and a reduction in uction in the area ithe area inhabited. nhabited. Under earlUnder early Byzantinyearlearly Byzaearly Byzantine rulentine rule Athens de Athens declined in clined in importanceimportance. It conti. It continued to benued to be a center  a center of philosoof of philosoof philosophical eduphical education, hocation, however, untwever, until the Ediil the Edict of Justct of Justinian (529inian (529) closed i) closed its schoolsts schts schools. Bschools. By that timy that time, many ofe, many of its famou its famous monuments monuments had beens had been converted converted into Chri into Ch into Christian Christian structuresstructures...

Athens flourished in the 2nd century C.E. due to generous Roman patronage 
under Hadrian and the Antonine emperors. The agora suffered extensive damage 
in the Herulian (Gothic) invasion of 267, resulting in an Athenian loss of 
confidence in Roman protection and a reduction in the area inhabited. Under 
early Byzantine rule Athens declined in importance. It continued to be a center 
of philosophical education, however, until the Edict of Justinian (529) closed its 
schools. By that time, many of its famous monuments had been converted into 
Christian structures.
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ATHLAIATHLAI (Heb.  (Heb. {at�lay{at�lay)))

ATHLAI (Heb. {at�lay )

An IsraeliAn Israelite of the te of the family of family of Bebai. He Bebai. He was one ofwas one of the retur the returned exilesned exiles requested requested to send a to to send awto send away his foray his foreign wife eign wife (Ezra 10:2(Ezra 10:28).8).

An Israelite of the family of Bebai. He was one of the returned exiles requested 
to send away his foreign wife (Ezra 10:28).

ATONEMENTATONEMENTATONEMENT

ATONEMENT



ReconciliaReconciliation betwetion between estrangen estranged partiesed parties, bringing, bringing them into them into agreement agreement. The focu. The focus is the usfocufocus is tfocus is the univershe universal problemal problem of sin, w of sin, which humanhich humankind is unkind is unable to soable to solve, and wlve, and which disruhicwwhich disrwhich disrupted the upted the perfect haperfect harmony betwrmony between God aneen God and creationd creation, causing , causing separationseparatioseparationseparation (Isa. 59: (Isa. 59:2) and dea2) and death (Rom. 5th (Rom. 5:12; 6:23):12; 6:23). Atonemen. Atonement, therefot, therefore, is Godre, is God’s way of ’s GodGod’s way God’s way of bridginof bridging the gap g the gap and givingand giving life (Heb life (Heb. . kpr,kpr, “to cover “to cover,” “cancel,” “cancel,” “purge,,” “purge,” “purge,” ““purge,” “purify,” “purify,” “decontamindecontaminate”; Gk. ate”; Gk. katallageäkatallageäí,í, “reconcil “reconciliation”).iation”).iation”).

Reconciliation between estranged parties, bringing them into agreement. The 
focus is the universal problem of sin, which humankind is unable to solve, and 
which disrupted the perfect harmony between God and creation, causing 
separation (Isa. 59:2) and death (Rom. 5:12; 6:23). Atonement, therefore, is 
God’s way of bridging the gap and giving life (Heb. kpr, “to cover,” “cancel,” 
“purge,” “purify,” “decontaminate”; Gk. katallageäí, “reconciliation”).

�Atonement Atonement is describis described in the ed in the Hebrew culHebrew cultus as sactus as sacrifice, surifice, substitutionbstitution, mediatio, mediat, mediation,mediation, and judgm and judgment. Conseent. Consecration ofcration of priests r priests required saequired sacrifice ofcrifice of a bull as a bull as a “sin of a “s a “sin offer“sin offering for ating for atonement” (onement” (Exod. 29:3Exod. 29:36). Daily 6). Daily sacrificessacrifices (the  (the taœmiîd�taœmiîd�) were off) were ) were offerwere offered for theed for the forgivene forgiveness of sin ss of sin (Lev. 4:20(Lev. 4:20). The rep). The repentant sinentant sinner “slaugner “slaughtered thehter“slaug“slaughter“slaughtered the sined the sin offering” offering” (Lev. 4:2 (Lev. 4:29). On the9). On the Day of At Day of Atonement a onement a goat was sgoat was slain (Lev.lasslain (Levslain (Lev. 16:9). H. 16:9). Hence, atonence, atonement neceement necessitated tssitated the death ohe death of a victimf a victim...

Atonement is described in the Hebrew cultus as sacrifice, substitution, 
mediation, and judgment. Consecration of priests required sacrifice of a bull as a 
“sin offering for atonement” (Exod. 29:36). Daily sacrifices (the taœmiîd� ) 
were offered for the forgiveness of sin (Lev. 4:20). The repentant sinner 
“slaughtered the sin offering” (Lev. 4:29). On the Day of Atonement a goat was 
slain (Lev. 16:9). Hence, atonement necessitated the death of a victim.

�Lev. 17:11Lev. 17:11-14 expres-14 expresses the bases the basic idea osic idea of substituf substitution: “It tion: “It is the blois the blood that maod that maod that makes atonmakes atonement [forement [for one’s lif one’s life] . . . Fe] . . . For the lifor the life of everye of every creature  creature is its blois its blood.” The sod.” Thod.” The sacrifThe sacrificial blooicial blood represend represents a life ts a life that was gthat was given in pliven in place of, orace of, or on behalf on behalf of, the p of, the of, the penitethe penitent one whont one who presented presented the offer the offering to Goding to God. The bloo. The blood of the ad of the animal subsnimal subsnimal substitutesubstituted for the d for the sinner’s bsinner’s blood (i.e.lood (i.e., life)., life)., life).

Lev. 17:11-14 expresses the basic idea of substitution: “It is the blood that 
makes atonement [for one’s life] . . . For the life of every creature is its blood.” 
The sacrificial blood represents a life that was given in place of, or on behalf of, 
the penitent one who presented the offering to God. The blood of the animal 
substituted for the sinner’s blood (i.e., life).

�The techniThe technical term cal term kipperkipper means “to means “to atone by  atone by offering aoffering a substitut substitute.” Forty-e.” Forty-nine usageninForty-Forty-nineForty-nine usages in usages in Leviticus Leviticus alone att alone attest that test that this verb ihis verb is associats associated with reed with removal of smovalreremoval ofremoval of sin (e.g. sin (e.g., Lev. 1:4, Lev. 1:4; 4:20; 8:; 4:20; 8:15). It de15). It denotes a vinotes a vicarious sacarious sacrifice, tcrifice, the innocenhe innocehe innocent linnocent life given ife given for the gufor the guilty life.ilty life.

The technical term kipper means “to atone by offering a substitute.” 
Forty-nine usages in Leviticus alone attest that this verb is associated with 
removal of sin (e.g., Lev. 1:4; 4:20; 8:15). It denotes a vicarious sacrifice, the 
innocent life given for the guilty life.

�The sinnerThe sinner confessed confessed his sins  his sins by placingby placing his hands his hands on the he on the head of the ad of the animal, thanimal, tanimal, then slayithen slaying it, effng it, effectively tectively transferrinransferring his guilg his guilt to the st to the sacrifice. acrifice. The priestThe priest then plac then placed the bloeplacplaced theplaced the blood on  blood on the horns the horns of the altof the altar of burnar of burnt offeringt offering. It was n. It was not until tot until the blood whe blohe blood was blood was mediated bmediated by the priey the priest (i.e., st (i.e., placed on placed on the altar)the altar) that the  that the sinner recsinner received forgeivedrecreceived freceived forgivenessorgiveness and recon and reconciliation ciliation (Lev. 4:35(Lev. 4:35b). Therefb). Therefore, the pore, the priest stooriest stood as a medd asd as a mediaas a mediating agentting agent between G between God and theod and the penitent. penitent.

The sinner confessed his sins by placing his hands on the head of the animal, 
then slaying it, effectively transferring his guilt to the sacrifice. The priest then 
placed the blood on the horns of the altar of burnt offering. It was not until the 
blood was mediated by the priest (i.e., placed on the altar) that the sinner 
received forgiveness and reconciliation (Lev. 4:35b). Therefore, the priest stood 
as a mediating agent between God and the penitent.

�On the DayOn the Day of Atonem of Atonement, generent, generally underally understood as astood as a day of ju day of judgment, a dgment, a fast was pfast wfast was prescrwas prescribed as thibed as the people ce people conducted ionducted intense selntense self-examinatf-examination. The hion. The high priestigh priest entered t e entered thentered the holy of e holy of holies witholies with the blooh the blood of the sd of the sin offerinin offering to make g to make atonement atonement for the pefofor the pefor the people and tople and the sanctuahe sanctuary. Anothery. Another goat (Azr goat (Azazel, “scaazel, “scapegoat”) wpegoat”) was banisheas banished to perisdbanishebanished tbanished to perish io perish in the wildn the wilderness, syerness, symbolizing mbolizing the complethe complete eradicate eradication of sition of sin from then frn from the cfrom the camp (Lev. amp (Lev. 16).16).16).

On the Day of Atonement, generally understood as a day of judgment, a fast 
was prescribed as the people conducted intense self-examination. The high priest 
entered the holy of holies with the blood of the sin offering to make atonement 
for the people and the sanctuary. Another goat (Azazel, “scapegoat”) was 
banished to perish in the wilderness, symbolizing the complete eradication of sin 
from the camp (Lev. 16).

�Although iAlthough in the NT rn the NT reconciliateconciliation terminion terminology occuology occurs specifirs specifically onlycally only in Rom. 5 in Rom in Rom. 5:10-Rom. 5:10-11; 2 Cor.11; 2 Cor. 5:18-20,  5:18-20, the concepthe concept is vigort is vigorously atteously attested, in tsted, in that the OThat the OT metaphors m metaphors metaphors meet theirmeet their inexorabl inexorable fulfillme fulfillment in Chrent in Christ. The Cist. The Cross preseross presents Christnts Christ putting “ p putting “aputting “away sin byway sin by sacrifice sacrifice of himsel of himself” (Heb. 9f” (Heb. 9:26; cf. v:26; cf. v. 22). He . 22). He is “the Lais “the Lamb of God mb of Gmb of God who taGod who takes away tkes away the sin of he sin of the world”the world” (John 1:2 (John 1:29, 36), th9, 36), the “paschale “paschal lamb” (1  lamb” (1 Cor. 5:7).CCor. 5:7).Cor. 5:7). As the Pa As the Passover comssover commemorated memorated God’s deliGod’s deliverance ofverance of his peopl his people from Egye from Ee from Egyptian bEgyptian bondage, soondage, so Jesus’ sa Jesus’ sacrifice decrifice delivers peolivers people from tple from the slaveryhe slavery of sin (c of sin (cf. Eph. 5:f. Ephf. Eph. 5:2; Eph. 5:2; 1 Pet. 1:11 Pet. 1:18-19). The8-19). The book of H book of Hebrews higebrews highlights Chhlights Christ’s perrist’s perfect sacrifect sacrifice for sfice sacrisacrifice sacrifice for sin anfor sin and espousesd espouses the super the superiority of iority of his blood his blood over animaover animal blood (Hl blood (Heb. 9:13-1eb. (H(Heb. 9:13(Heb. 9:13-14). This-14). This was the i was the ideal, compdeal, complete, all-lete, all-encompassiencompassing sacrifing sacrifice, accompce, accomplishing whlishaccompaccomplishaccomplishing what ting what the OT sacrhe OT sacrifices couifices could not, “old not, “one sacrifine sacrifice for since for sins for all s for all time” (Hebtime”time” (Hebtime” (Heb. 10:12).. 10:12).. 10:12).

Although in the NT reconciliation terminology occurs specifically only in 
Rom. 5:10-11; 2 Cor. 5:18-20, the concept is vigorously attested, in that the OT 
metaphors meet their inexorable fulfillment in Christ. The Cross presents Christ 
putting “away sin by sacrifice of himself” (Heb. 9:26; cf. v. 22). He is “the Lamb of 
God who takes away the sin of the world” (John 1:29, 36), the “paschal lamb” (1 
Cor. 5:7). As the Passover commemorated God’s deliverance of his people from 
Egyptian bondage, so Jesus’ sacrifice delivers people from the slavery of sin (cf. 



Eph. 5:2; 1 Pet. 1:18-19). The book of Hebrews highlights Christ’s perfect 
sacrifice for sin and espouses the superiority of his blood over animal blood 
(Heb. 9:13-14). This was the ideal, complete, all-encompassing sacrifice, 
accomplishing what the OT sacrifices could not, “one sacrifice for sins for all 
time” (Heb. 10:12).

�Christ’s sChrist’s sacrifice iacrifice is understos understood in termod in terms of expias of expiation (Gk. tion (Gk. hilasteäírhilasteäírion;ion; Rom. 3:25 Rom Rom. 3:25)Rom. 3:25), the canc, the canceling of geling of guilt and cuilt and cleansing oleansing of sin. Thef sin. The Bible doe Bible does not subss not subscribe to tcribesubssubscribe subscribe to the pagto the pagan view ofan view of appeasing appeasing the wrath the wrath of a capr of a capricious deiicious deity. Ratherty. Rather, propitia, pr, propitiatipropitiation is ordeon is orderly here, rly here, in that Chin that Christ’s dearist’s death effecteth effected the meand the means by whichs by which God chose Go God chose God chose to manifesto manifest his “wrat his “wrath” againsth” against sin, butt sin, but averts it averts it from the  from the sinner, thsinner, thereby beinerebththereby bethereby being consising consistent with tent with his holy chis holy character aharacter and still mnd still making it paking it possible foossible for repentanr repr repentant repentant sinners tosinners to receive s receive salvation.alvation.alvation.

Christ’s sacrifice is understood in terms of expiation (Gk. hilasteäírion; 
Rom. 3:25), the canceling of guilt and cleansing of sin. The Bible does not 
subscribe to the pagan view of appeasing the wrath of a capricious deity. Rather, 
propitiation is orderly here, in that Christ’s death effected the means by which 
God chose to manifest his “wrath” against sin, but averts it from the sinner, 
thereby being consistent with his holy character and still making it possible for 
repentant sinners to receive salvation.

�Christ’s dChrist’s death was veath was vicarious: icarious: “Christ di“Christ died for oured for our sins” (1  sins” (1 Cor. 15:3)Cor. 15:3); he was “; he was ; he was “offerwas “offered once toed once to bear the  bear the sins of masins of many” (Heb. ny” (Heb. 9:28). He 9:28). He “bore our “bore our sins in hisins in his body” (1s bs body” (1 Pbody” (1 Pet. 2:24) et. 2:24) and died “and died “the rightethe righteous for thous for the unrightee unrighteous” (3:18ous” (3:18). He is t). He is the “ransomhe “he “ransom” (“ransom” (lyétronlyétron), the pri), the price paid byce paid by one perso one person to securn to secure the freee the freedom of anodom of another. Pristhanoanother. Panother. Prisoners orisoners of war and f war and slaves werslaves were freed ine freed in this mann this manner. Hence,er. Hence, Christ’s  Christ’s mission stmmission stmission statement, “atement, “to give hito give his life as s life as a ransom ‘a ransom ‘instead ofinstead of’ (or ‘in ’ (or ‘in the place the place of’) many”of’) maof’) many” (Marmany” (Mark 10:45), k 10:45), underscoreunderscores the volus the voluntary subsntary substitutionartitutionary nature oy nature of his sacrf his sacrifice (cf.ifisacrsacrifice sacrifice (cf. Matt.(cf. Matt. 26:28; 1  26:28; 1 Cor. 6:20;Cor. 6:20; 1 Tim. 2: 1 Tim. 2:6; Tit. 2:6; Tit. 2:14). Compa14). Compare the Sufre the Suffering Serfering SufSuffering Suffering Servant “wServant “who was wouho was wounded for onded for our sins” (ur sins” (Isa. 53:5)Isa. 53:5); as the ; as the }aœsûaœm,}aœsûaœm,}aœsûaœm,}aœsûaœm, “guilt of “guilt offering” (vfering” (v. 10), he . 10), he is the redis the redemptive seemptive self-oblatiolf-oblation.n.n.

Christ’s death was vicarious: “Christ died for our sins” (1 Cor. 15:3); he 
was “offered once to bear the sins of many” (Heb. 9:28). He “bore our sins in his 
body” (1 Pet. 2:24) and died “the righteous for the unrighteous” (3:18). He is the 
“ransom” (lyétron), the price paid by one person to secure the freedom of 
another. Prisoners of war and slaves were freed in this manner. Hence, Christ’s 
mission statement, “to give his life as a ransom ‘instead of’ (or ‘in the place of’) 
many” (Mark 10:45), underscores the voluntary substitutionary nature of his 
sacrifice (cf. Matt. 26:28; 1 Cor. 6:20; 1 Tim. 2:6; Tit. 2:14). Compare the 
Suffering Servant “who was wounded for our sins” (Isa. 53:5); as the 
}aœsûaœm, “guilt offering” (v. 10), he is the redemptive self-oblation.

�Hebrews unHebrews underscores derscores Christ’s hChrist’s high-priestigh-priestly mediatoly mediatorial role,rial role, which is  which is to “make eto “makto “make expi“make expiation (NRSation (NRSV ‘make a V ‘make a sacrifice sacrifice of atonemeof atonement’) for tnt’) for the sins ofhe sins of the peopl the people” (Heb. 2e”peoplpeople” (Hpeople” (Heb. 2:17).eb. 2:17). Seated at Seated at the place the place of author of authority, he isity, he is a ministe a minister in the sr in the sanctuary (anctuassanctuary sanctuary (8:1–12), (8:1–12), offering toffering the merits he merits of “his owof “his own blood” (n blood” (9:12), “in9:12), “in the prese the presence of Godnce presepresence opresence of God on of God on our behalf”ur behalf” (v. 24).  (v. 24). As the onlAs the only one who y one who is truly his truly human and duman and duman and divine, hedivine, he could med could mediate (i.e.iate (i.e., interpos, interpose) betweene) between parties a parties as the equas the equal friend ol friend of each, esf eacf each, espeeach, especially to cially to effect receffect reconciliatioonciliation. Indeed,n. Indeed, “there is “there is one God;  one God; there is athere is also one melso onlso one mediatone mediator betweenor between God and h God and humankind, umankind, Christ JesChrist Jesus, himselus, himself human, wf human, who gave hiho gaveho gave himsegave himself a ransolf a ransom for all”m for all” (1 Tim. 2 (1 Tim. 2:5-6).:5-6).:5-6).

Hebrews underscores Christ’s high-priestly mediatorial role, which is to 
“make expiation (NRSV ‘make a sacrifice of atonement’) for the sins of the 
people” (Heb. 2:17). Seated at the place of authority, he is a minister in the 
sanctuary (8:1–12), offering the merits of “his own blood” (9:12), “in the 
presence of God on our behalf” (v. 24). As the only one who is truly human and 
divine, he could mediate (i.e., interpose) between parties as the equal friend of 
each, especially to effect reconciliation. Indeed, “there is one God; there is also 
one mediator between God and humankind, Christ Jesus, himself human, who 
gave himself a ransom for all” (1 Tim. 2:5-6).

�The final The final assize wilassize will bring col bring complete resmplete resolution toolution to the probl the problem of sin.em of sin. Evil will Evil will be totall b be totallybe totally eradicate eradicated (Matt. 2d (Matt. 25:41; Rev.5:41; Rev. 20). God  20). God and his peand his people will ople will dwell togedwell together in pethertogetogether itogether in perfect n perfect and eternaand eternal harmony,l harmony, united in united in Christ (E Christ (Eph. 1:9-10ph. 1:9-10; Rev. 21-; Rev. 21-22). The c22)21-21-22). Th21-22). The chasm wie chasm will have bell have been bridgeden bridged...

The final assize will bring complete resolution to the problem of sin. Evil will 
be totally eradicated (Matt. 25:41; Rev. 20). God and his people will dwell 
together in perfect and eternal harmony, united in Christ (Eph. 1:9-10; Rev. 
21-22). The chasm will have been bridged.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. Letham,R. Letham,  The Work oThe Work of Christf Christ (Downers  (Downers Grove, 199Grove, 1993); L. Mor3); L. Mo3); L. Morris, Morris, The AtonemThe Atonementent (Downers  (Downers Grove, 198Grove, 1983); 3); The ApostoThe Apostolic Preachlic Preaching of theing of the Cross, Cross, Cross,Cross, 3rd ed. ( 3rd ed. (Grand RapiGrand Rapids, 1965);ds, 1965); A. Rodrig A. Rodriguez, uez, SubstitutiSubstitution in the on in the Hebrew CulHebrew Cultustus (Berrien  ( (Berrien S(Berrien Springs, 19prings, 1982); J. R.82); J. R. W. Stott, W. Stott,  The Cross The Cross of Christof Christ (Downers  (Downers Grove, 198Grove, 1986).6).6).
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ATONEMENT,ATONEMENT, DAY OF DAY OF DAY OF

ATONEMENT, DAY OF

The day (HThe day (Heb. eb. yo®m kippuyo®m kippurr) marking ) marking the sober the sober climax in climax in a 10-day ca 10-day cycle at thycle at the beginnine be beginning beginning of the Jewof the Jewish new yeish new year (Heb. ar (Heb. roœ}sû hasroœ}sû hasûsûaœna®ûsûaœna®). It is a). It is a day of in day of in day of introspectintrospection, self-ion, self-evaluationevaluation, and pray, and prayer rooted er rooted deeply in deeply in Israel’s iIsrael’s imaginationmagination and histo and  and historand history.y.y.

The day (Heb. yo®m kippur) marking the sober climax in a 10-day cycle at the 
beginning of the Jewish new year (Heb. roœ}sû hasûsûaœna®). It is a day of 
introspection, self-evaluation, and prayer rooted deeply in Israel’s imagination 
and history.

�Already inAlready in Scripture Scripture, this day, this day represent represented a compoed a composite of stsite of still earlieill earlier ritual pr ritual practices krappractices practices known outsknown outside Israelide Israel, but uniq, but uniquely combiuely combined in Isrned in Israel’s worsael’s worship for prhip for profound effofoprprofound eprofound effect. Theffect. The classical classical text Lev. text Lev. 16 blends 16 blends the cerem the ceremony of purony of purifying theifying the sanctuary san sanctuary sanctuary with that with that of the scaof the scapegoat ritpegoat ritual, restrual, restricting boticting both to perfoh to performance on rmance on the tenth thethe tenth the tenth day of theday of the seventh m seventh month, Tishonth, Tishri (16:29–ri (16:29–34; 23:27–34; 23:27–28).28).28).

Already in Scripture, this day represented a composite of still earlier ritual 
practices known outside Israel, but uniquely combined in Israel’s worship for 
profound effect. The classical text Lev. 16 blends the ceremony of purifying the 
sanctuary with that of the scapegoat ritual, restricting both to performance on 
the tenth day of the seventh month, Tishri (16:29–34; 23:27–28).

�ThroughoutThroughout the year  the year were well-were well-establisheestablished rituals d rituals to beg parto beg pardon for ondon for one’s known e’s knoe’s known and known and unknown siunknown sins (Lev. 4ns (Lev. 4:1-5:13). :1-5:13). However, tHowever, the sacred he sacred ritual sparitual space — incluce — incluce — including including the sanctuthe sanctuary, tent ary, tent of meetingof meeting, and alta, and altars — as wers — as well as the ll as the sacramentasacramental role of l rol role of throle of the priesthoe priesthood itself od itself all becameall became contamina contaminated by theted by the contagion contagion of sins n of sins not accountot aot accounted accounted for by thefor by the various o various ongoing litngoing liturgies andurgies and sacrifice sacrifices. Even ths. Even the people ae people as a whole s a ws a whole suffwhole suffered the eered the effects of ffects of sins unaccsins unaccounted forounted for and wrong and wrongs unforgivs unforgiven that pien that piled on defledpipiled on dpiled on defilement efilement needing enneeding entreaty. Sotreaty. So once a ye once a year, the onar, the only time hely time he could do  could do so, the hisoso, the hiso, the high priest gh priest would entewould enter the mostr the most holy plac holy place where the where the ark of te ark of the covenanhe covenant was locat covenancovenant wcovenant was locatedas located to purify to purify the sacre the sacred spaces, d spaces, the priestthe priestly stationly station, and the , and the whole congwhowhole congwhole congregation, regation, literally literally from the ifrom the inside out.nside out.

Throughout the year were well-established rituals to beg pardon for one’s 
known and unknown sins (Lev. 4:1-5:13). However, the sacred ritual space — 
including the sanctuary, tent of meeting, and altars — as well as the sacramental 
role of the priesthood itself all became contaminated by the contagion of sins not 
accounted for by the various ongoing liturgies and sacrifices. Even the people as a 
whole suffered the effects of sins unaccounted for and wrongs unforgiven that 
piled on defilement needing entreaty. So once a year, the only time he could do 
so, the high priest would enter the most holy place where the ark of the 
covenant was located to purify the sacred spaces, the priestly station, and the 
whole congregation, literally from the inside out.

�A fast wasA fast was called to called to underscor underscore the serie the seriousness ofousness of the day.  the day. The high pThe high priest remoriest reriest removed hiremoved his ornaments ornamental garmental garments, bathed,s, bathed, and put o and put on white lin white linen. He thnen. He then sacrifien sacrificed a bullcsacrifisacrificedsacrificed a bull as a bull as a sin off a sin offering for ering for himself anhimself and the othed the other priests,r priests, saving th saving the blood foe blood e blood for blood for the rite othe rite of purificaf purification. Aftetion. Afterward, he rward, he entered thentered the most hole most holy place, cy place, carrying wiarryccarrying wcarrying with him a ith him a censer of censer of hot coals hot coals and some iand some incense to ncense to create a hcreate a haze which aze which would shrowwould shrowould shroud the arkud the ark’s sacred ’s sacred lid (the “lid (the “mercy seatmercy seat”) lest he”) lest he see it (o see it (or God?) anr God?) and die. Oncd dd die. Once die. Once inside, heinside, he sprinkled sprinkled the blood the blood upon and  upon and in front oin front of the ark’f the ark’s coverings covering to effect to to effect to effect removal ofremoval of any sin r any sin residue dueesidue due to priest to priestly offensely offense in the pr in the previous yeaevious year. He thenr. Her. He then reHe then repeated thipeated this ritual us ritual using one osing one of two goatf two goats donated s donated by the conby the congregation gregation and chosenanand chosenand chosen by lot to by lot to atone for atone for the sin r the sin residue of esidue of the peoplethe people. In effec. In effect, the blot, the blood served od seod served as served as a detergena detergent removingt removing impuritie impurities from thes from the sanctuary sanctuary and the t and the tent of meeent of meeting. He ttmeemeeting. Hmeeting. He then tooe then took some blok some blood from eaod from each of the ch of the slain animslain animals and clals and cleansed theeansed theeansed the altar the altar outside ofoutside of any sinfu any sinful contaminl contamination (cf.ation (cf. Lev. 16;  Lev. 16; 23:26-32; 23:26-32; Exod. 30:1Exod. 30:10; Num. 290; Nu0; Num. 29:7-Num. 29:7-11). With 11). With the sacredthe sacred spaces an spaces and priestlyd priestly office pu office purified, thrified, the impuritie impurities ritualles res ritually rritually removed nowemoved now required  required official dofficial deposition.eposition. The pries The priest turned tt turned to the scapo the scapegoat rituegoscapscapegoat scapegoat ritual as ritual as the means the means to that ento that end.d.d.

A fast was called to underscore the seriousness of the day. The high priest 
removed his ornamental garments, bathed, and put on white linen. He then 
sacrificed a bull as a sin offering for himself and the other priests, saving the 
blood for the rite of purification. Afterward, he entered the most holy place, 
carrying with him a censer of hot coals and some incense to create a haze which 
would shroud the ark’s sacred lid (the “mercy seat”) lest he see it (or God?) and 
die. Once inside, he sprinkled the blood upon and in front of the ark’s covering 
to effect removal of any sin residue due to priestly offense in the previous year. 
He then repeated this ritual using one of two goats donated by the congregation 
and chosen by lot to atone for the sin residue of the people. In effect, the blood 
served as a detergent removing impurities from the sanctuary and the tent of 
meeting. He then took some blood from each of the slain animals and cleansed 
the altar outside of any sinful contamination (cf. Lev. 16; 23:26-32; Exod. 30:10; 
Num. 29:7-11). With the sacred spaces and priestly office purified, the impurities 
ritually removed now required official deposition. The priest turned to the 
scapegoat ritual as the means to that end.

�To understTo understand the siand the significancegnificance of animal of animal sacrifice sacrifice and the s and the scapegoat rcapegoat ritual, antitual, antitual, anthropoloanthropological studgical studies have ries have recently shecently shown how deown how deeply rooteeply rooted in primed in primeval time sval time sval time such sacresuch sacred ceremonid ceremonies lie. Thes lie. The emergence emergence of humane of human culture d culture depended inepended in large mea large m large measure onmeasure on the disco the discovery that very that reciprocalreciprocal violence  violence between brbetween brothers (e.others (e.g., Cain ag., Cain and Abel) anaand Abel) and Abel) and clans and clans and tribaland tribal groups th groups that threateat threatened human ned human coexistenccoexistence could bee could be offset by bebe offset be offset by ritual by ritual murder. Ifmurder. If the viole the violence inherence inherent in survnt in survival of thival of the fittest e fittest could be ucould becould be unanimobe unanimously redirusly redirected on aected on a common en common enemy withinemy within the clan, the clan, a sense o a sense of communitf commuf community community (“us again(“us against them”) st them”) could be rcould be restored. Sestored. Sacrificingacrificing a victim  a victim seemed to seemed to stop the cststop the cstop the cycle of reycle of retaliation taliation and renew and renew the peace.the peace. The scape The scapegoat mentagoat mentality becamlity became sacralizebecambecame sacbecame sacralized asralized as a means o a means of regulatif regulating endemicng endemic reciproca reciprocal violencel violence through v through vicarious sicvvicarious vicarious sacrifice.sacrifice. Fortunate Fortunately for Isrly for Israel (and oael (and others), Yathers), Yahweh requihweh required that tred that the sacral he sahe sacral lynsacral lynching of aching of a human vic human victim be reptim be replaced withlaced with a surroga a surrogate victim te victim in the forin the form of a goam om of a goat of a goat (or other (or other animals). animals). In ScriptuIn Scripture, esp. Lre, esp. Lev. 1 and ev. 1 and 16, pourin16, pouring the collg the collective sinectivecollcollectivecollective sins gath sins gathered up byered up by the clean the cleansing rituasing rituals of the ls of the high prieshigh priest upon thet upon the scapegoat scape scapegoat scapegoat and sendinand sending it burdeg it burdened by sinned by sin into the  into the wildernesswilderness served to served to reconcile reconcile human com h human commhuman community to Gunity to God and to od and to each othereach other. Doing th. Doing this every yis every year was noear was not only a tt only at only a theologia theologically impocally important ritertant rite, it was a, it was a social ne social necessity. Tcessity. The Day of he Day of Atonement Atonement rituals prriturituals prrituals profoundly rofoundly respond to espond to psychologipsychological and socal and socio-politicio-political needs cal needs that subsethat subsequent atonquesubsesubsequentsubsequent atonement atonement theories, theories, focusing  focusing as they doas they do so often  so often on dogmation dogmatic (i.e., cc (i.e., certain “orerccertain “ocertain “orthodox” drthodox” doctrinal) octrinal) interpretainterpretations, havtions, have not yet e not yet fully apprfully appreciated.eciated.eciated.

To understand the significance of animal sacrifice and the scapegoat ritual, 
anthropological studies have recently shown how deeply rooted in primeval time 
such sacred ceremonies lie. The emergence of human culture depended in large 



measure on the discovery that reciprocal violence between brothers (e.g., Cain 
and Abel) and clans and tribal groups that threatened human coexistence could 
be offset by ritual murder. If the violence inherent in survival of the fittest could 
be unanimously redirected on a common enemy within the clan, a sense of 
community (“us against them”) could be restored. Sacrificing a victim seemed to 
stop the cycle of retaliation and renew the peace. The scapegoat mentality 
became sacralized as a means of regulating endemic reciprocal violence through 
vicarious sacrifice. Fortunately for Israel (and others), Yahweh required that the 
sacral lynching of a human victim be replaced with a surrogate victim in the form 
of a goat (or other animals). In Scripture, esp. Lev. 1 and 16, pouring the 
collective sins gathered up by the cleansing rituals of the high priest upon the 
scapegoat and sending it burdened by sin into the wilderness served to reconcile 
human community to God and to each other. Doing this every year was not only 
a theologically important rite, it was a social necessity. The Day of Atonement 
rituals profoundly respond to psychological and socio-political needs that 
subsequent atonement theories, focusing as they do so often on dogmatic (i.e., 
certain “orthodox” doctrinal) interpretations, have not yet fully appreciated.

�After the After the scapegoat scapegoat carried wicarried with it the th it the systemic, systemic, structuralstructural, and pers, and personal sins onal sins of the peooof the peoof the people into tple into the wildernhe wilderness, the hess, the high priestigh priest once agai once again bathed an bathed and clothednd clothed himself i him himself inhimself in his usual his usual garb. He  garb. He then offerthen offered one mored one more sacrifice sacrifice, a burnte, a burnt offering  offering of the skiof theof the skin, the skin, flesh, andflesh, and entrails  entrails of the goaof the goat and bullt and bull outside t outside the now conhe now consecrated csecrated camp. The aamp.ccamp. The camp. The atonement atonement of the peoof the people was cople was complete formplete for one more  one more year. Commyear. Communal and punal CommCommunal aCommunal and personand personal shalom wl shalom was restoreas restored.d.d.

After the scapegoat carried with it the systemic, structural, and personal sins 
of the people into the wilderness, the high priest once again bathed and clothed 
himself in his usual garb. He then offered one more sacrifice, a burnt offering of 
the skin, flesh, and entrails of the goat and bull outside the now consecrated 
camp. The atonement of the people was complete for one more year. 
Communal and personal shalom was restored.

�The Day ofThe Day of Atonement Atonement would bec would become the anome the annual high nual high point in epoint in early Jewisarly Jewish spirituah sph spiritual spiritual renewal anrenewal and remains d remains so to thisso to this day. NT w day. NT writers witriters with equal prh equal prophetic imophetic imagination agimimaginatioimagination would sen would see in the de in the death of Jeeath of Jesus the cosus the combined ritmbined rituals of bluals of blood cleansood cleansing and thingcleanscleansing cleansing and the scand the scapegoat meapegoat mechanism wrchanism writ large ait large and permanend permanently securntly secured (Heb. 6ed (Heb. ed (Heb. 6-9)(Heb. 6-9)...

The Day of Atonement would become the annual high point in early Jewish 
spiritual renewal and remains so to this day. NT writers with equal prophetic 
imagination would see in the death of Jesus the combined rituals of blood 
cleansing and the scapegoat mechanism writ large and permanently secured 
(Heb. 6-9).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. Girard,R. Girard,  Things HidThings Hidden Since den Since the Foundathe Foundation of thtion of the Worlde World (Stanford (Sta (Stanford,(Stanford, 1987); L. 1987); L. L. Grabbe L. Grabbe, “The Sca, “The Scapegoat Trapegoat Tradition: A dition: A Study In EStudy In Early Jewisarly Jewish Interpreh Inh InterpretaInterpretation,” tion,” JSJJSJ 18 (1987) 18 (1987): 152–67; : 152–67; J. MilgromJ. Milgrom, , Leviticus Leviticus 1-16.1-16. AB 3 (New AB 3 (New York, 199 York,  York, 1991York, 1991); D. P. W); D. P. Wright, right, The DisposThe Disposal of Impual of Impurity: Elimrity: Elimination Riination Rites in thetes in the Bible and Bible and in Hittit andand in Hitand in Hittite and Mtite and Mesopotamiaesopotamian Literatun Literature.re. SBLDS 101 SBLDS 101 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1987). 1987). 1987).

Bibliography. R. Girard, Things Hidden Since the Foundation of the World 
(Stanford, 1987); L. L. Grabbe, “The Scapegoat Tradition: A Study In Early Jewish 
Interpretation,” JSJ 18 (1987): 152–67; J. Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16. AB 3 (New 
York, 1991); D. P. Wright, The Disposal of Impurity: Elimination Rites in the Bible 
and in Hittite and Mesopotamian Literature. SBLDS 101 (Atlanta, 1987).
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ATROTH-BETATROTH-BETH-JOABH-JOAB (Heb.  (Heb. {at�ro®t� {at�ro®t� beît� yo®}beît� yo®}aœb�aœb�)))

ATROTH-BETH-JOAB (Heb. {at�ro®t� beît� yo®}aœb� )

One of sevOne of several townseral towns in Judah  in Judah mentioned mentioned in the genin the genealogy of ealogy of Salma, sonSalma, son of Hur, a of Hur, a descenden aa descendea descendent of Judant of Judah (1 Chr. h (1 Chr. 2:54). If 2:54). If these townthese towns are lists are listed in geoged in geographical oraphical order, thenrderoorder, theorder, then Atroth-bn Atroth-beth-joab ieth-joab is to be los to be located betwcated between Netopheen Netophah (possibah (possibly Khirbetly Khirbetly Khirbet BeKhirbet Bedd dd Faœlu®h�Faœlu®h� [171119], [171119], SE of Bet SE of Bethlehem) anhlehem) and Manahathd Manahath (probably (probably  el-Ma®lh�aelel-Ma®lh�ael-Ma®lh�ah/Manah�ath/Manah�at [167128], [167128], NW of Bet NW of Bethlehem). Thlehem). This would his would place Atroplace Atroplace Atroth-betAtroth-beth-joab neah-joab near the edger the edge of the Ju of the Judean wildedean wilderness, altrness, although its hough its modern locmodern location has aloclocation hlocation has not yetas not yet been iden been identified.tified.tified.

One of several towns in Judah mentioned in the genealogy of Salma, son of Hur, 
a descendent of Judah (1 Chr. 2:54). If these towns are listed in geographical 
order, then Atroth-beth-joab is to be located between Netophah (possibly 
Khirbet Bedd Faœlu®h�  [171119], SE of Bethlehem) and Manahath (probably 



el-Ma®lh�ah/Manah�at  [167128], NW of Bethlehem). This would place 
Atroth-beth-joab near the edge of the Judean wilderness, although its modern 
location has not yet been identified.
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ATROTH-SHOATROTH-SHOPHANPHAN (Heb.  (Heb. {at�roœt� {at�roœt� sûo®p�aœnsûo®p�aœn)))

ATROTH-SHOPHAN (Heb. {at�roœt� sûo®p�aœn )

A city rebA city rebuilt by thuilt by the tribe ofe tribe of Gad in Tr Gad in Transjordan ansjordan (Num. 32:3(Num. 32:35). While 5). While the LXX lathe LXX lacks the wocklalacks the lacks the word word {at�roœt�,{at�roœt�, the Vulg. the Vulg. adds  adds etet (and) bet (and) between the tween the two, thus cwo, thus creating twreatinccreating tcreating two differewo different places,nt places, Atroth an Atroth and Shophan.d Shophan. Although  Although Jebel Jebel {At�t�arus{At�t�arus has been  ha has been phas been proposed asroposed as the site, the site, its locat its location is farion is far from cert from certain.ain.ain.

A city rebuilt by the tribe of Gad in Transjordan (Num. 32:35). While the LXX 
lacks the word {at�roœt�,  the Vulg. adds et (and) between the two, thus 
creating two different places, Atroth and Shophan. Although Jebel {At�t�arus  
has been proposed as the site, its location is far from certain.
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ATTAIATTAI (Heb.  (Heb. {attay{attay)))

ATTAI (Heb. {attay)

�1.1. A son of  A son of the Egyptithe Egyptian slave Jan slave Jarha by Sharha by Sheshan’s daeshan’s daughter. Heughter. He became th became the father oe fate father of father of Nathan (1 Nathan (1 Chr. 2:35-Chr. 2:35-36).36).36).

1. A son of the Egyptian slave Jarha by Sheshan’s daughter. He became the 
father of Nathan (1 Chr. 2:35-36).

�2.2. A Gadite  A Gadite warrior whwarrior who went oveo went over to Davidr to David at Ziklag at Ziklag (1 Chr. 1 (1 Chr. 12:11[MT 122:11[MT 12]).])1212]).12]).12]).

2. A Gadite warrior who went over to David at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:11[MT 
12]).

�3.3. A son of  A son of Rehoboam aRehoboam and his favnd his favorite wifeorite wife Maacah (2 Maacah (2 Chr. 11:2 Chr. 11:20).0).

3. A son of Rehoboam and his favorite wife Maacah (2 Chr. 11:20).

ATTALIAATTALIA (Gk.  (Gk. AttaéleiaAttaéleia)))

ATTALIA (Gk. Attaéleia)

A port citA port city (modern y (modern Antalya) lAntalya) lies on theies on the southwest southwestern cornerern corner of Asia M of Asia Minor on thinor on thinor on the Meditethe Mediterranean Serranean Sea, ca. 36.a, ca. 36.5 m. (120 5 m. (120 ft.) aboveft.) above the mouth the mouth of the Ca of the Catarrhactestarrhactes River. Th R River. TheRiver. The city, fou city, founded by annded by and named afd named after Attaluter Attalus II Philas II Philadelphus ofdelphus of Pergamum  Pergamum (159–138 (1(159–138 (159–138 B.C.E.B.C.E.), was loc), was located on a ated on a trade routtrade route between e between Macedonia Macedonia and Syria and Syria and Egypt.and Eand Egypt. It Egypt. It was the hawas the harbor for Prbor for Perga, capierga, capital of thetal of the province  province of Pamphylof Pamphylia. Paul aia. Paul and Barnaband Band Barnabas pBarnabas passed throassed through Attaliugh Attalia as they a as they returned treturned to Antioch o Antioch (Acts 14:2(Acts 14:25).5).5).

A port city (modern Antalya) lies on the southwestern corner of Asia Minor on 
the Mediterranean Sea, ca. 36.5 m. (120 ft.) above the mouth of the Catarrhactes 
River. The city, founded by and named after Attalus II Philadelphus of Pergamum 
(159–138 B.C.E.), was located on a trade route between Macedonia and Syria and 
Egypt. It was the harbor for Perga, capital of the province of Pamphylia. Paul and 
Barnabas passed through Attalia as they returned to Antioch (Acts 14:25).

�Remnants oRemnants of Hellenisf Hellenistic defenstic defenses are evies are evident in thdent in the existinge existing city wall city walls. These ws. These ws. These walls, comwalls, complemented plemented with towerwith towers, extendes, extended to an oud to an outer harborter harbor, which th, which the Attaliane Attaliane Attalians Attalians could closcould close by strete by stretching a chching a chain acrossain across the entra the entrance. A trince. A triple gate, ple gate, built by Hbuilt bbuilt by Hadrianby Hadrian (117–138  (117–138 C.E.C.E.), and an ), and an aqueduct aaqueduct also survivlso survive.e.e.

Remnants of Hellenistic defenses are evident in the existing city walls. These 
walls, complemented with towers, extended to an outer harbor, which the 
Attalians could close by stretching a chain across the entrance. A triple gate, built 
by Hadrian (117–138 C.E.), and an aqueduct also survive.
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AUDIENCE HAUDIENCE HALLALLALL

AUDIENCE HALL

A room (GkA room (Gk. . akroateäírakroateäírion,ion, “place of “place of hearing”) hearing”) in Herod  in Herod Agrippa’s Agrippa’s praetoriumpraetorium at Caesar a at Caesareat Caesarea where cra where criminal casiminal cases were dees were decided. It cided. It was here twas here that Paul fhat Paul faced not oaced not only Festusnoonly Festuonly Festus the Romas the Roman procuratn procurator and hisor and his five trib five tribunes but aunes but also King Also King Agrippa andgrippa and Bernice,  B Bernice, aBernice, after havinfter having appealedg appealed to Caesar to Caesar (Acts 25: (Acts 25:23).23).

A room (Gk. akroateäírion, “place of hearing”) in Herod Agrippa’s praetorium 
at Caesarea where criminal cases were decided. It was here that Paul faced not 
only Festus the Roman procurator and his five tribunes but also King Agrippa and 
Bernice, after having appealed to Caesar (Acts 25:23).

AUGUSTAN CAUGUSTAN COHORTOHORTOHORT

AUGUSTAN COHORT



�SeeSee  COHORT.COHORT.

See COHORT.

AUGUSTUSAUGUSTUS (Gk.  (Gk. AugouístosAugouístos)))

AUGUSTUS (Gk. Augouístos)

Augustus CAugustus Caesar, theaesar, the first emp first emperor at Roeror at Rome. Born 1me. Born 19 Septembe9 September 63 r 63 B.C.E.B.C.E., Gaius Oc, Gaius O, Gaius Octavius wOctavius was the graas the grandson of Jndson of Julius Caesulius Caesar’s sistear’s sister Julia. Fr Julia. For almost or almost a century a century Rome had eRomRome had eRome had endured thendured the chaos of  chaos of a series oa series of civil cof civil conflicts annflicts and war betwd war between powerfeen powerful factionupowerfpowerful fpowerful factions ofactions of nobles, e nobles, each vying ach vying for ultimafor ultimate and laste and lasting powerting power in an arc in an archaic and dhaic arcarchaic anarchaic and dying Rod dying Roman Republman Republic. By 46 ic. By 46 B.C.E.B.C.E. Julius Ca Julius Caesar, arguesar, arguably the Rably the Republic’s epublicRRepublic’sRepublic’s greatest  greatest military fmilitary figure, hadigure, had consolida consolidated militated military and polry and political powitical power, soon ter, soer, soon to besoon to be named hea named head of the Rd of the Roman stateoman state for life. for life. An empero An emperor in all br in all but name, Cut name, Cut name, Caesar wasCaesar was assassina assassinated on theted on the Ides of M Ides of March 44 arch 44 B.C.E.B.C.E. Caesar’s  Caesar’s will namedwill named Octavius  Octavi Octavius hOctavius his heir anis heir and posthumod posthumously adoptusly adopted son (noed son (now called Gw called Gaius Juliuaius Julius Caesar Os Caesar Os Caesar OctavianusOctavianus, after ta, after taking his aking his adoptive fadoptive father’s namther’s name with thee with the cognomen  cognomen “Octavian”“Octavian” denoting  “Octavian”“Octavian”“Octavian” denoting  denoting his originhis original family al family name). In name). In the 13 yeathe 13 years of chaors of chaos which fos which followed Caellowfofollowed Cfollowed Caesar’s deaesar’s death Octaviath Octavian gradualan gradually expandely expanded his own d his own political political influence influence and militaanand militaand military resourcry resources, finalles, finally to defeay to defeat Marc Antt Marc Antony and Clony and Cleopatra ineopatra in 31 at the 31 at the Battle of Ba Battle of Battle of Actium andActium and thus emer thus emerge as solege as sole ruler of  ruler of Rome’s empRome’s empire, expanire, expanded by hisded by hisded by his own cohis own conquest andnquest and annexatio annexation of Egyptn of Egypt...

Augustus Caesar, the first emperor at Rome. Born 19 September 63 B.C.E., Gaius 
Octavius was the grandson of Julius Caesar’s sister Julia. For almost a century 
Rome had endured the chaos of a series of civil conflicts and war between 
powerful factions of nobles, each vying for ultimate and lasting power in an 
archaic and dying Roman Republic. By 46 B.C.E. Julius Caesar, arguably the 
Republic’s greatest military figure, had consolidated military and political power, 
soon to be named head of the Roman state for life. An emperor in all but name, 
Caesar was assassinated on the Ides of March 44 B.C.E. Caesar’s will named 
Octavius his heir and posthumously adopted son (now called Gaius Julius Caesar 
Octavianus, after taking his adoptive father’s name with the cognomen 
“Octavian” denoting his original family name). In the 13 years of chaos which 
followed Caesar’s death Octavian gradually expanded his own political influence 
and military resources, finally to defeat Marc Antony and Cleopatra in 31 at the 
Battle of Actium and thus emerge as sole ruler of Rome’s empire, expanded by 
his own conquest and annexation of Egypt.

�Octavian rOctavian reorganizedeorganized the outmo the outmoded Roman ded Roman governmentgovernment to mainta to maintain supremain supremain supremacy supremacy for himselfor himself and his f and his followers,followers, masking w masking what was inhat was in effect th effect the sovereige sovereignty of an ntsovereigsovereigntsovereignty of an emy of an emperor withperor with the const the constitutional itutional trappings trappings of the oldof the old republica republican system. n sn system. Insystem. In this mann this manner the poler the politically aitically adroit Octadroit Octavian avoidvian avoided Caesar’ed Caesar’s insensits insensitivity to tivityinsensitinsensitivinsensitivity to theity to the Roman pen Roman penchant agaichant against outwarnst outward forms ofd forms of monarchy. monarchy. He was me He was m He was merely knomerely known as wn as princepsprinceps (lit., “f (lit., “first citizirst citizen”) and hen”) and his governmis government is ideent is identified byntified by history a his history ashistory as the Princ the Principate. Foripate. For thus “res thus “restoring thetoring the Republic” Republic” Octavian  Octavian was honorewas honored with yetd honorehonored wihonored with yet anoth yet another changther change in nomene in nomenclature — clature — henceforthhenceforth to be kno to be known as Impewn as Iwn as Imperator Imperator Augustus CAugustus Caesar. Theaesar. The names wer names were personale personal (lit., “h (lit., “he who rulee who rules, the eves, the eves, the ever increever increasing Caesasing Caesar”) but aar”) but all three lll three later becamater became titles fe titles for the rulor the ruler of Romeer of Rome...

Octavian reorganized the outmoded Roman government to maintain 
supremacy for himself and his followers, masking what was in effect the 
sovereignty of an emperor with the constitutional trappings of the old republican 
system. In this manner the politically adroit Octavian avoided Caesar’s 
insensitivity to the Roman penchant against outward forms of monarchy. He was 
merely known as princeps (lit., “first citizen”) and his government is identified by 
history as the Principate. For thus “restoring the Republic” Octavian was 
honored with yet another change in nomenclature — henceforth to be known as 
Imperator Augustus Caesar. The names were personal (lit., “he who rules, the 
ever increasing Caesar”) but all three later became titles for the ruler of Rome.

�The long 4The long 45-year rei5-year reign of Augugn of Augustus is costus is considered Rnsidered Rome’s goldome’s golden age. Auen age. Augustus’ legustuAuAugustus’ Augustus’ legions gulegions guarded the arded the long frontlong frontiers of thiers of the vast empe vast empire maintaire maintaining ining Pax AugustPax AugPax Augusta,Augusta, the Augus the Augustan peace.tan peace. Peace bro Peace brought prospught prosperity, anderity, and prosperit prosperity nourishey nourished the artsd td the arts. the arts. Great achiGreat achievements ievements in literatun literature remain re remain even todayeven today as a witn as a witness of theess of the times. Le tim times. Lestimes. Less endurings enduring were the  were the physical mphysical monuments eonuments erected by rected by Augustus aAugustus as he transs he trans he transformetransformed the cityd the city of brick  of brick into a citinto a city of marbly of marble. The prie. The princeps’ ownnceps’ own popularit popularity seemed wy sey seemed witseemed without boundhout bound. An adori. An adoring populacng populace named hie named him “father m “father of his couof his country” and ntry” anntry” and “seconand “second founder d founder of Rome.” of Rome.” In the proIn the provinces, Auvinces, Augustus insgustus insisted on jisted on just adminiust administration, sadminiadministraadministration, withtion, with the resul the result that thet that the whole emp whole empire benefiire benefited from hted from his rule, wis rule, with many pithwwith many with many provincialprovincials strivings striving to win th to win the coveted e coveted appellatioappellation of Romann of Roman citizen a citizen and quite wnd aand quite and quite willing towilling to pay Augus pay Augustus the untus the unrequested requested honor of ahonor of a living di living divinity in vinity in their temptheirtheir temptheir temples.les.les.

The long 45-year reign of Augustus is considered Rome’s golden age. 
Augustus’ legions guarded the long frontiers of the vast empire maintaining Pax 
Augusta, the Augustan peace. Peace brought prosperity, and prosperity nourished 
the arts. Great achievements in literature remain even today as a witness of the 
times. Less enduring were the physical monuments erected by Augustus as he 
transformed the city of brick into a city of marble. The princeps’ own popularity 
seemed without bound. An adoring populace named him “father of his country” 
and “second founder of Rome.” In the provinces, Augustus insisted on just 
administration, with the result that the whole empire benefited from his rule, 
with many provincials striving to win the coveted appellation of Roman citizen 
and quite willing to pay Augustus the unrequested honor of a living divinity in 
their temples.



�Augustus oAugustus outlived hiutlived his friend, s friend, son-in-lawson-in-law, and heir, and heir, Marcus A, Marcus Agrippa, angrippa, and also hisd also hisd also his grandshis grandsons and heons and heirs, Gaiusirs, Gaius and Luciu and Lucius Caesar, s Caesar, so that neso that nearing deataring death he had oh he had only his stnloonly his sonly his stepson Tibtepson Tiberius to werius to whom he couhom he could entrustld entrust Rome and  Rome and its empireits empire. With Aug. With Au. With Augustus’ Augustus’ death in 1death in 14 4 C.E.C.E. the Princ the Principate cameipate came to an end to an end; Tiberius; Tiberius had no he had no hesitation asitatiohehesitationhesitation about ope about openly callinnly calling himself g himself emperor. Temperor. Though the hough the “Empire” d“Empire” derived froerived from the Prinmfrofrom the Pfrom the Principate,rincipate, Augustus’ Augustus’ achieveme achievement is nevent is nevertheless rrtheless recognized ecognized as revitalas revitalizing Romeizinrevitalrevitalizirevitalizing Rome anng Rome and so permid so permitting the tting the continuaticontinuation of its on of its civilizingcivilizing and unify and unifying force ing foring force for force for half a milhalf a millennium tolennium to come. come. come.

Augustus outlived his friend, son-in-law, and heir, Marcus Agrippa, and also 
his grandsons and heirs, Gaius and Lucius Caesar, so that nearing death he had 
only his stepson Tiberius to whom he could entrust Rome and its empire. With 
Augustus’ death in 14 C.E. the Principate came to an end; Tiberius had no 
hesitation about openly calling himself emperor. Though the “Empire” derived 
from the Principate, Augustus’ achievement is nevertheless recognized as 
revitalizing Rome and so permitting the continuation of its civilizing and unifying 
force for half a millennium to come.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. K. GalinskK. Galinsky, y, Augustan CAugustan Cultureulture (Princeto (Princeton, 1996); n, 1996); F. Millar,F. Millar,  The EmperoThe The EmperoThe Emperor in the Rr in the Roman Worldoman World, 31, 31  B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D.  337337 (1977, re (1977, repr. Princepr. Princeton, 1992)ton, 1992); R. Syme,; R; R. Syme, R. Syme, The Roman The Roman RevolutionRevolution (1939, re (1939, repr. Oxfordpr. Oxford, 1960)., 1960)., 1960).

Bibliography. K. Galinsky, Augustan Culture (Princeton, 1996); F. Millar, 
The Emperor in the Roman World, 31 B.C.—A.D. 337 (1977, repr. Princeton, 1992); 
R. Syme, The Roman Revolution (1939, repr. Oxford, 1960).

John F. HaJohn F. Hallll

John F. Hall

AVARANAVARAN (Gk.  (Gk. AuaranAuaran)))

AVARAN (Gk. Auaran)

Alternate Alternate name of Elname of Eleazar (eazar (88), son of ), son of Matthias (Matthias (1 Macc. 2:1 Macc. 2:5), who ki5), who killed an ellled an elephant in ephanelelephant ielephant in battle an battle at Beth-zect Beth-zechariah (6:hariah (6:43–46).43–46).

Alternate name of Eleazar (8), son of Matthias (1 Macc. 2:5), who killed an 
elephant in battle at Beth-zechariah (6:43–46).

AVENAVEN (Heb.  (Heb. }aœwen}aœwen)))

AVEN (Heb. }aœwen)

�1.1. An abbrev An abbreviation of iation of Beth-aven,Beth-aven, the pejor the pejorative nickative nickname (“Houname (“House of Wickse of Wickedness”) oedWickWickednessWickedness”) of the ”) of the town and stown and sanctuary oanctuary of Bethel (f Bethel (“House of “House of God”; Hos.God”; Hos. 10:8; cf. 10:8; cf 10:8; cf. Jer. 4cf. Jer. 4:15). Amos:15). Amos first coi first coined the dened the derogatory progatory pun (Amos 5un (Amos 5:5), and H:5), and Hosea embraosea embraced it (Hocembraembraced iembraced it (Hos. 4:t (Hos. 4:15; 10:5).15; 10:5).

1. An abbreviation of Beth-aven, the pejorative nickname (“House of 
Wickedness”) of the town and sanctuary of Bethel (“House of God”; Hos. 10:8; 
cf. Jer. 4:15). Amos first coined the derogatory pun (Amos 5:5), and Hosea 
embraced it (Hos. 4:15; 10:5).

�2.2. A derisiv A derisive epithet e epithet for an Arafor an Aramaean vallmaean valley, probabey, probably betweenly between the Leban the Lebanon and Anton aon and Anti-Land Anti-Lebanon mouebanon mountains (Amntains (Amos 1:5).os 1:5).os 1:5).

2. A derisive epithet for an Aramaean valley, probably between the Lebanon 
and Anti-Lebanon mountains (Amos 1:5).

�3.3. A city wh A city which the MTich the MT vocalizes vocalizes as “Aven” as “Aven” ( (}wn,}wn, Ezek. 30: Ezek. 30:17), proba17), probably indictbly indicbly indicting indicting the metropthe metropolis’s celolis’s celebrated suebrated sun worship.n worship. The city  The city is probablis probably the Egypy the Egyptian city tianEgypEgyptian cEgyptian city On (Heity On (Heliopolis; liopolis; cf. Gen. 4cf. Gen. 41:45, 50; 1:45, 50; 46:20).46:20).46:20).

3. A city which the MT vocalizes as “Aven” (}wn, Ezek. 30:17), probably 
indicting the metropolis’s celebrated sun worship. The city is probably the 
Egyptian city On (Heliopolis; cf. Gen. 41:45, 50; 46:20).

Stephen L.Stephen L. Cook Cook

Stephen L. Cook

AVENGER OFAVENGER OF BLOOD BLOOD BLOOD

AVENGER OF BLOOD

A male memA male member of a mber of a murder victurder victim’s familim’s family, obligaty, obligated to finded to find and kill  and kill the personthe person who had t w who had tawho had taken the liken the life of his fe of his family memfamily member. The ober. The obligation bligation existed whexisted whether the ether the person waspeperson wasperson was killed wi killed with intent th intent or by accior by accident. The dent. The underlyingunderlying principle principle can be se can be seen in the en seseen in thseen in the translate translation of Hebion of Heb. . goœ}eäl.goœ}eäl. Usually t Usually translated ranslated “redeemer,“redeemer,” a more a” a more a” a more accurate maccurate meaning migeaning might be “resht be “restorer.” Kitorer.” Killing was lling was consideredconsidered the inapp the inappropriate tropriate taking of bakttaking of taking of blood beloblood belonging to tnging to the group, he group, which the which the avenger (avenger (goœ}eäl hagoœ}eäl haddaœmddaœm) was resp) haddaœmhaddaœm) whaddaœm) was responsas responsible to wiible to win back by n back by killing thkilling the one who e one who shed the bshed the blood.lood.lood.

A male member of a murder victim’s family, obligated to find and kill the person 
who had taken the life of his family member. The obligation existed whether the 
person was killed with intent or by accident. The underlying principle can be 
seen in the translation of Heb. goœ}eäl. Usually translated “redeemer,” a more 
accurate meaning might be “restorer.” Killing was considered the inappropriate 
taking of blood belonging to the group, which the avenger (goœ}eäl 
haddaœm) was responsible to win back by killing the one who shed the blood.

�The practiThe practice of blooce of blood vengeancd vengeance, found te, found throughout hroughout the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East and in mt andt and in manand in many parts ofy parts of the world the world to this d to this day, is conay, is connected to nected to an awarenean awareness of grouss of group or tribap grougroup or tgroup or tribal idenribal identity: the tity: the harm done harm done to one memto one member is harber is harm done to m done to the entirethe entirethe entire groentire group. It usuup. It usually ariseally arises in nonces in noncentralized ntralized societies societies and is intand is intended to bended to be a safegue a safe a safeguard safeguard and deterrand deterrent in theent in the absence o absence of a formalf a formalized justiized justice system.ce system.

The practice of blood vengeance, found throughout the ancient Near East 
and in many parts of the world to this day, is connected to an awareness of 
group or tribal identity: the harm done to one member is harm done to the 



entire group. It usually arises in noncentralized societies and is intended to be a 
safeguard and deterrent in the absence of a formalized justice system.

�Three of tThree of the four pahe four passages whissages which mentionch mention the aveng the avenger of blooer of blood are connd are connected to tecteconnconnected connected to the proto the provision forvision for cities of cities of refuge: N refuge: Num. 35:9-3um. 35:9-34; Deut. 14; Deut. 19:1-13; Jo9:1-13; Josh. 20:1-9sh. JoJosh. 20:1Josh. 20:1-9 (cf. Ex-9 (cf. Exod. 21:12-od. 21:12-14; Deut. 14; Deut. 4:41-43). 4:41-43). The practiThe practice underlice underlies the nares the narrative of rativnarnarrative narrative of the womof the woman of Tekoan of Tekoa before Da before David (2 Saavid (2 Sam. 14:5-11m. 14:5-11).).).

Three of the four passages which mention the avenger of blood are 
connected to the provision for cities of refuge: Num. 35:9-34; Deut. 19:1-13; 
Josh. 20:1-9 (cf. Exod. 21:12-14; Deut. 4:41-43). The practice underlies the 
narrative of the woman of Tekoa before David (2 Sam. 14:5-11).

�The establThe establishment ofishment of cities of cities of refuge ca refuge can be seen n be seen as an effoas an effort to limirt to limit and contt and contt and control blcontrol blood vengeaood vengeance, basednce, based upon a di upon a distinction stinction between kibetween killing withlling with malice (m malice (murder) andu(m(murder) a(murder) and killingnd killing by accide by accident or withnt or without intentout intention. The cion. The cities of rities of refuge wereefuge were to be set to  to be set to be set aside as paside as places to wlaces to which an unhich an unintentionaintentional killer cl killer could flee ould flee from the afrom the avenger of vengeaavenger ofavenger of blood, wh blood, who otherwiso otherwise could exe could execute the ecute the killer witkiller without penalhout penalty. If a sty. If a slayer souglayesslayer souslayer sought asylumght asylum in one of in one of these cit these cities, some ies, some kind of jukind of judicial boddicial body within ty within the city (the cithe city (the city (the texts are texts are ambiguous)ambiguous) was empow was empowered to deered to determine gutermine guilt or innilt or innocence. Ifocence. If the death IfIf the deaIf the death was detth was determined toermined to be accide be accidental, the ntal, the slayer wasslayer was given asy given asylum until lum until the death the the death the death of the higof the high priest, h priest, at which tat which time he wasime he was free to r free to return to heturn to his own homis own home. If foune. homhome. If fhome. If found guiltound guilty, the mury, the murderer was derer was to be turnto be turned over toed over to the aveng the avenger of blooer of blood for execdblooblood for blood for execution.execution.

The establishment of cities of refuge can be seen as an effort to limit and 
control blood vengeance, based upon a distinction between killing with malice 
(murder) and killing by accident or without intention. The cities of refuge were 
to be set aside as places to which an unintentional killer could flee from the 
avenger of blood, who otherwise could execute the killer without penalty. If a 
slayer sought asylum in one of these cities, some kind of judicial body within the 
city (the texts are ambiguous) was empowered to determine guilt or innocence. 
If the death was determined to be accidental, the slayer was given asylum until 
the death of the high priest, at which time he was free to return to his own 
home. If found guilty, the murderer was to be turned over to the avenger of 
blood for execution.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. PatrickD. Patrick, , Old TestamOld Testament Lawent Law (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1985); R. 1985); R. de Vaux,  de Vaux, Ancient IsAncAncient IsAncient Israelrael (1961, re (1961, repr. Grand pr. Grand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1997).97).97).

Bibliography. D. Patrick, Old Testament Law (Atlanta, 1985); R. de Vaux, 
Ancient Israel (1961, repr. Grand Rapids, 1997).

Marilyn J.Marilyn J. Lundberg Lundberg

Marilyn J. Lundberg

AVITHAVITH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�wiît�{a�wiît�)))

AVITH (Heb. {a�wiît� )

A city of A city of Edom and tEdom and the home ofhe home of King Hada King Hadad, whose fd, whose father Bedaather Bedad had defed had defeated the Mated theated the Midianthe Midianites (Gen.ites (Gen. 36:35; 1  36:35; 1 Chr. 1:46)Chr. 1:46). A possib. A possible locatiole location is Khirbn is Khirbet el-Jithet el-Jiththeh, betwtheh, el-Jithel-Jiththeel-Jiththeh, betweenh, between  Ma{a®nMa{a®n and  and el-Bast�ael-Bast�a..

A city of Edom and the home of King Hadad, whose father Bedad had defeated 
the Midianites (Gen. 36:35; 1 Chr. 1:46). A possible location is Khirbet 
el-Jiththeh, between Ma{a®n and el-Bast�a .

AVVAAVVA (Heb.  (Heb. {awwaœ{awwaœ)))

AVVA (Heb. {awwaœ)

A city in A city in Assyria orAssyria or Syria, po Syria, possibly thessibly the same as I same as Ivvah, fromvvah, from which Sha which Shalmaneser Vlmaneser V took colo to took colontook colonists, reseists, resettling thettling them in the cm in the cities of Sities of Samaria whoamaria whose Israelise Israelite inhabitte inhabitants he haants hants he had dephe had deported to Aorted to Assyria (2 ssyria (2 Kgs. 17:24Kgs. 17:24; 722 ; 722 B.C.E.B.C.E.).).

A city in Assyria or Syria, possibly the same as Ivvah, from which Shalmaneser V 
took colonists, resettling them in the cities of Samaria whose Israelite inhabitants 
he had deported to Assyria (2 Kgs. 17:24; 722 B.C.E.).

AVVIMAVVIM (Heb.  (Heb. {awwiîm{awwiîm)))

AVVIM (Heb. {awwiîm)

�1.1. The inhab The inhabitants of itants of the regionthe region later cal later called the Phled the Philistine Pilistine Plain, nearlain, near Gaza, bef Gaza, bef Gaza, before thebefore the Philistin Philistines (“Caphtes (“Caphtorim”) desorim”) destroyed thetroyed them and settm and settled in theled in the area (Deu area (Deut. 2:23). t.(Deu(Deut. 2:2(Deut. 2:23). Some w3). Some were appareere apparently displntly displaced to thaced to the south (ce south (cf. Josh. 1f. Josh. 13:3).3:3).3:3).

1. The inhabitants of the region later called the Philistine Plain, near Gaza, 
before the Philistines (“Caphtorim”) destroyed them and settled in the area 
(Deut. 2:23). Some were apparently displaced to the south (cf. Josh. 13:3).

�2.2. A city wi A city within the tthin the territory oerritory of the tribf the tribe of Benjae of Benjamin (Josh.min (Josh. 18:23), p 18:23), probably berobably brobably between Bebetween Bethel and Pthel and Parah. The arah. The form of thform of the word is e word is gentilic agentilic and may notnd may not represent represent represent represent a geographa geographical name.ical name. The place The place could the could then be identn be identical with ical with Ai, but thAi, but there is no erththere is nthere is no scholarlo scholarly consensuy consensus on this.s on this.

2. A city within the territory of the tribe of Benjamin (Josh. 18:23), probably 
between Bethel and Parah. The form of the word is gentilic and may not 
represent a geographical name. The place could then be identical with Ai, but 
there is no scholarly consensus on this.

Willard W.Willard W. Winter Winter

Willard W. Winter



AYYAHAYYAH (Heb.  (Heb. }ayya®}ayya®)))

AYYAH (Heb. }ayya®)

A town setA town settled by thtled by the Benjamine Benjaminites returites returning from ning from the Exile the Exile in Babylonin Babylon (1 Chr. 7 (1 Chr. 7:28). The :277:28). The7:28). The LXX reads LXX reads “Gaza,” w “Gaza,” which wouldhich would be distin be distinct from Gact from Gaza in Philza in Philistia. Ayyistia. Ayyah may be ahAyyAyyah may Ayyah may be the sambe the same as Aija e as Aija at Neh. 11at Neh. 11:31. Some :31. Some identify iidentify it with a st with a site near Aite near Ai or with i oi or with Aior with Ai itself (E itself (Ezra 2:28).zra 2:28).

A town settled by the Benjaminites returning from the Exile in Babylon (1 Chr. 
7:28). The LXX reads “Gaza,” which would be distinct from Gaza in Philistia. 
Ayyah may be the same as Aija at Neh. 11:31. Some identify it with a site near Ai 
or with Ai itself (Ezra 2:28).

Willard W.Willard W. Winter Winter

Willard W. Winter

AZALAZAL (Heb.  (Heb. }aœs�aœl}aœs�aœl)))

AZAL (Heb. }aœs�aœl )

Azal (KJV,Azal (KJV, NRSV) or  NRSV) or Azel (NAS,Azel (NAS, NIV) mean NIV) means “noble” s “noble” and possiband possibly refers ly refers to an unidto an unito an unidentifiunidentified locatioed location near Jern near Jerusalem (Zeusalem (Zech. 14:5).ch. 14:5). Other tra Other translations nslations render therender the word as a wo word as a word as a prepositiopreposition, “the sin, “the side of it” de of it” (RSV), or (RSV), or a noun,“tha noun,“the other sie other side” (TEV).de” (TEV).

Azal (KJV, NRSV) or Azel (NAS, NIV) means “noble” and possibly refers to an 
unidentified location near Jerusalem (Zech. 14:5). Other translations render the 
word as a preposition, “the side of it” (RSV), or a noun,“the other side” (TEV).

Betty P. LBetty P. Lawsonawson

Betty P. Lawson

AZALIAHAZALIAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�s�alyaœ}a�s�alyaœhu®hu®)))

AZALIAH (Heb. }a�s�alyaœhu® )

The son ofThe son of Meshullam Meshullam and fathe and father of Shaphr of Shaphan the secan the secretary, meretary, mentioned inntioned in connectio connectio connectionconnection with the  with the discovery discovery of the booof the book of the Lk of the Law (2 Kgs.aw (2 Kgs. 22:3). 22:3).

The son of Meshullam and father of Shaphan the secretary, mentioned in 
connection with the discovery of the book of the Law (2 Kgs. 22:3).

AZANIAHAZANIAH (Heb.  (Heb. }a�zanya®}a�zanya®)))

AZANIAH (Heb. }a�zanya® )

The fatherThe father of Jeshua of Jeshua the Levit the Levite, who sete, who set his seal  his seal to the rento the renewed covenewed covenant made uant made under Nehemnuunder Neheunder Nehemiah (Neh.miah (Neh. 10:9[MT 1 10:9[MT 10]).0]).

The father of Jeshua the Levite, who set his seal to the renewed covenant made 
under Nehemiah (Neh. 10:9[MT 10]).

AZARELAZAREL (Heb.  (Heb. {a�zar}eäl{a�zar}eäl) (also UZ) (also UZZIEL)ZIEL)ZIEL)

AZAREL (Heb. {a�zar}eäl ) (also UZZIEL)

�1.1. A Korahit A Korahite who wente who went over to D over to David at Ziavid at Ziklag (1 Chklag (1 Chr. 12:6[MTr. 12:6[MT 7]). 7]). 7]).

1. A Korahite who went over to David at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:6[MT 7]).

�2.2. A levitic A levitical singer al singer during theduring the days of D days of David (1 Chavid (1 Chr. 25:18).r. 25:18). He is cal He is called Uzzielled Uzzieled Uzziel in Uzziel in 1 Chr. 25:1 Chr. 25:4.4.4.

2. A levitical singer during the days of David (1 Chr. 25:18). He is called 
Uzziel in 1 Chr. 25:4.

�3.3. The son o The son of Jeroham;f Jeroham; leader of leader of the tribe the tribe of Dan un of Dan under David der David (1 Chr. 27(1 Chr. 27:22).:22)2727:22).27:22).27:22).

3. The son of Jeroham; leader of the tribe of Dan under David (1 Chr. 
27:22).

�4.4. An Israel An Israelite descenite descendant of Bidant of Binnui who hnnui who had to sendad to send away his  away his foreign wiforeign wife during fe dufe during theduring the administr administration of Eation of Ezra (Ezra zra (Ezra 10:41).10:41).10:41).

4. An Israelite descendant of Binnui who had to send away his foreign wife 
during the administration of Ezra (Ezra 10:41).

�5.5. The son o The son of Ahzai, af Ahzai, a descendan descendant of Immert of Immer, and the , and the father of father of Amashsai (Amashsai (Neh. 11:13Neh((Neh. 11:1(Neh. 11:13).3).3).

5. The son of Ahzai, a descendant of Immer, and the father of Amashsai 
(Neh. 11:13).

�6.6. A postexi A postexilic priestlic priest among tho among those who plase who played on musyed on musical instrical instruments at uments at the dedicathe the dedicathe dedication of thtion of the walls ofe walls of Jerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 12: (Neh. 12:36). He is36). He is probably  probably the same athe same as s 5 55 5 above.above.

6. A postexilic priest among those who played on musical instruments at 
the dedication of the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 12:36). He is probably the same as 
5 above.

AZARIAHAZARIAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�zarya®,{a�zarya®, {a�zaryaœ {a�zaryaœhu®hu®)))

AZARIAH (Heb. {a�zarya®, {a�zaryaœhu® )

�1. High pr1. High priest underiest under Solomon;  Solomon; a son of ta son of the priest he priest Zadok (1 KZadok (1 Kgs. 4:2).gs. 4:2).gs. 4:2).

1. High priest under Solomon; a son of the priest Zadok (1 Kgs. 4:2).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Nathan whoNathan who was in ch was in charge of tharge of the “officiae “officials” (perhals” (perhaps soldierps soldiers garrisons garrs garrisonedgarrisoned at the pa at the palace or pelace or perhaps depurhaps deputies) undeties) under Solomon r Solomon (1 Kgs. 4:(1 Kgs. 4:5).5).5).

2. A son of Nathan who was in charge of the “officials” (perhaps soldiers 



garrisoned at the palace or perhaps deputies) under Solomon (1 Kgs. 4:5).

�3.3. The given The given name of K name of King Uzziahing Uzziah (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 15:13; 2 Ch5:13; 2 Chr. 26:1-23r. 26:1-23). The son). The son of Amazia of A of Amaziah anAmaziah and Jecoliahd Jecoliah, he becam, he became king of e king of Judah at tJudah at the age of he age of 16 (2 Kgs.16 (2 Kgs. 14:21; 1  14:21; 1 Chr. 3:12)ChChr. 3:12)Chr. 3:12) and is sa and is said to haveid to have ruled 52  ruled 52 years (2 Kyears (2 Kgs. 15:1-2gs. 15:1-2). His rei). His reign is somegn is sometimes thoutimesomesometimes sometimes thought tothought to be limite be limited to 783–7d to 783–742 42 B.C.E.B.C.E., and very, and very likely in likely involved co-volved co-regency wiregeco-co-regencyco-regency with his  with his son Jothamson Jotham and perha and perhaps his fatps his father Amaziaher Amaziah as well.h as well.

3. The given name of King Uzziah (2 Kgs. 15:13; 2 Chr. 26:1-23). The son of 
Amaziah and Jecoliah, he became king of Judah at the age of 16 (2 Kgs. 14:21; 1 
Chr. 3:12) and is said to have ruled 52 years (2 Kgs. 15:1-2). His reign is 
sometimes thought to be limited to 783–742 B.C.E., and very likely involved 
co-regency with his son Jotham and perhaps his father Amaziah as well.

�4.4. The great The great-grandson -grandson of Judah tof Judah through Zerhrough Zerah (one ofah (one of the sons  the sons of Judah bof Judah by his daugy hiy his daughthis daughter-in-law er-in-law Tamar) andTamar) and Ethan (1  Ethan (1 Chr. 2:8).Chr. 2:8).

4. The great-grandson of Judah through Zerah (one of the sons of Judah by 
his daughter-in-law Tamar) and Ethan (1 Chr. 2:8).

�5.5. A distant A distant descendan descendant of Judaht of Judah through P through Perez, Hezrerez, Hezron, and Jeon, and Jerahmeel (1rahmeel (1 Chr. 2:38 Ch Chr. 2:38-Chr. 2:38-39).39).39).

5. A distant descendant of Judah through Perez, Hezron, and Jerahmeel (1 
Chr. 2:38-39).

�6.6. A descend A descendant of Aarant of Aaron and graon and grandson of Zndson of Zadok (1 Chadok (1 Chr. 6:9[5:3r. 6:9[5:35]).5]).5]).

6. A descendant of Aaron and grandson of Zadok (1 Chr. 6:9[5:35]).

�7.7. A priest  A priest in Solomonin Solomon’s temple ’s temple (1 Chr. 6:(1 Chr. 6:10[5:36]),10[5:36]), grandson  grandson of of 66 above. above. above.

7. A priest in Solomon’s temple (1 Chr. 6:10[5:36]), grandson of 6 above.

�8. A pries8. A priest, father t, father of Hilkiahof Hilkiah and son o and son of Seraiah f Seraiah (1 Chr. 6:(1 Chr. 6:13[5:39]).13[5:39]).

8. A priest, father of Hilkiah and son of Seraiah (1 Chr. 6:13[5:39]).

�9.9. A man of  A man of the Kohaththe Kohathite divisiite division of Levion of Levites, whosetes, whose descendan descendant Heman tht Heman the singer me se singer minsinger ministered inistered in the templ the temple in the te in the time of Davime of David (1 Chr.id (1 Chr. 6:36[21]. 6:36[21].

9. A man of the Kohathite division of Levites, whose descendant Heman the 
singer ministered in the temple in the time of David (1 Chr. 6:36[21].

�10.10. A priest  A priest and chief and chief officer ofofficer of the templ the temple, listed e, listed among the among the earliest searliest settlers inettlers ssettlers isettlers in Judah afn Judah after the Exter the Exile (1 Chrile (1 Chr. 9:11).. 9:11).. 9:11).

10. A priest and chief officer of the temple, listed among the earliest 
settlers in Judah after the Exile (1 Chr. 9:11).

�11.11. A prophet A prophet, the son , the son of Oded, wof Oded, who urged Aho urged Asa to purssa to pursue cultic ue cultic reform (2 reform (2 Chr. 15:1-CChr. 15:1-Chr. 15:1-7).7).7).

11. A prophet, the son of Oded, who urged Asa to pursue cultic reform (2 
Chr. 15:1-7).

�12.12. The name  The name of two sonof two sons of King s of King JehoshaphaJehoshaphat of Judaht of Judah, murdered, murdered when thei when the when their brottheir brother Jehoraher Jehoram ascendedm ascended the thron the throne (2 Chr. e (2 Chr. 21:2).21:2).21:2).

12. The name of two sons of King Jehoshaphat of Judah, murdered when 
their brother Jehoram ascended the throne (2 Chr. 21:2).

�13–14.13–14. Two milit Two military officeary officers, Azariars, Azariah son of Jh son of Jeroham anderoham and Azariah s Azariah son of Odedon of Odon of Oded, who Oded, who assisted tassisted the high prhe high priest Jehoiiest Jehoiada in theada in the revolt ag revolt against Athaainst Athaliah (2 Chliah (2 Chr. 23:1).r. 2r. 23:1).23:1).23:1).

13–14. Two military officers, Azariah son of Jeroham and Azariah son of 
Oded, who assisted the high priest Jehoiada in the revolt against Athaliah (2 Chr. 
23:1).

�15.15. A priest, A priest, who along who along with 80 o with 80 other priesther priests, prevents, prevented King Uted King Uzziah fromzziah from offering  of offering aoffering a sacrifice sacrifice on the in on the incense altacense altar in the tr in the temple (2 Cemple (2 Chr. 26:17,hr. 26:17, 20, in a  20, in a narrative narratinarrative narrative explainingexplaining why the k why the king contraing contracted leprocted leprosy).sy).sy).

15. A priest, who along with 80 other priests, prevented King Uzziah from 
offering a sacrifice on the incense altar in the temple (2 Chr. 26:17, 20, in a 
narrative explaining why the king contracted leprosy).

�16.16. An Ephrai An Ephraimite, numbmite, numbered amongered among the chief the chiefs who oppos who opposed the brsed the bringing of inging of inging of Judahitof Judahite captivese captives into the  into the city of Sacity of Samaria (2 Cmaria (2 Chr. 28:12)hr. 28:12)...

16. An Ephraimite, numbered among the chiefs who opposed the bringing 
of Judahite captives into the city of Samaria (2 Chr. 28:12).

�17–18.17–18. Two Levit Two Levites, fatheres, father of the Ko of the Kohathite Johathite Joel and sonel and son of the Me of the Merarite Jehrarite Jehallelel, aaJehJehallelelJehallelel, among th, among those who asose who assisted Hezsisted Hezekiah withekiah with the clean the cleansing of thsing of the temple (e temple (2 Chr. 29:2 C2 Chr. 29:12Chr. 29:12).).).

17–18. Two Levites, father of the Kohathite Joel and son of the Merarite 
Jehallelel, among those who assisted Hezekiah with the cleansing of the temple (2 
Chr. 29:12).

�19.19. The chief The chief priest un priest under Hezekider Hezekiah (2 Chr.ah (2 Chr. 31:10). 31:10). 31:10).

19. The chief priest under Hezekiah (2 Chr. 31:10).

�20.20. The grand The grandfather of father of Ezra (EzraEzra (Ezra 7:1). 7:1). 7:1).

20. The grandfather of Ezra (Ezra 7:1).

�21.21. The fathe The father of Amarir of Amariah, anotheah, another ancestorr ancestor of Ezra ( of Ezra (Ezra 7:3).Ezra 7:3).

21. The father of Amariah, another ancestor of Ezra (Ezra 7:3).

�22.22. One of th One of the persons e persons who repairwho repaired the waled the wall of Jerusl of Jerusalem next alem next to his ownto his own house (Ne h house (Nehhouse (Neh. 3:23-24). 3:23-24), and a le, and a leader who pader who participatearticipated in its dd in its dedication edication (12:33).(12:33).(12:33).

22. One of the persons who repaired the wall of Jerusalem next to his own 
house (Neh. 3:23-24), and a leader who participated in its dedication (12:33).

�23.23. One of th One of the leaders e leaders of the peoof the people who reple who returned froturned from Babylon m Babylon to Judah uto Judah under Zerubnuunder Zeruunder Zerubbabel (Nebbabel (Neh. 7:7). Eh. 7:7). Ezra 2:2 gizra 2:2 gives insteaves instead the named the name Seraiah.  Seraiah. Both namesBoth namesBoth names appenames appear as the ar as the names of pnames of priests whoriests who signed a  signed a document fdocument for Ezra pror Ezra promising toomising tomising to obey thto obey the law, to e law, to refrain frrefrain from businesom business on the ss on the sabbath, paabbath, pay the tempy the temple taxes, le taxes, and prevenandand prevenand prevent their dat their daughters frughters from marryinom marrying foreigneg foreigners (Neh. 1rs (Neh. 10:2[3]).0:2[3]).0:2[3]).

23. One of the leaders of the people who returned from Babylon to Judah 
under Zerubbabel (Neh. 7:7). Ezra 2:2 gives instead the name Seraiah. Both 
names appear as the names of priests who signed a document for Ezra promising 



to obey the law, to refrain from business on the sabbath, pay the temple taxes, 
and prevent their daughters from marrying foreigners (Neh. 10:2[3]).

�24.24. One of th One of the men who e men who interpreteinterpreted for the d for the people thepeople the law read  law read by Ezra (Nby Ezra (Neh. 8:7).e(N(Neh. 8:7)(Neh. 8:7)...

24. One of the men who interpreted for the people the law read by Ezra 
(Neh. 8:7).

�25.25. One of tw One of two men who,o men who, after the after the fall of J fall of Jerusalem ierusalem in 586, ledn 586, led a group o a group of Judahitef Judf Judahites Judahites to Egypt, to Egypt, taking Jertaking Jeremiah and emiah and Baruch witBaruch with them (Jeh them (Jer. 43:2).r. 43:2).r. 43:2).

25. One of two men who, after the fall of Jerusalem in 586, led a group of 
Judahites to Egypt, taking Jeremiah and Baruch with them (Jer. 43:2).

�26.26. The Hebre The Hebrew name of w name of Abednego, Abednego, one of theone of the three fri three friends of Daends of Daniel in Baniel in Babylon (DanbBaBabylon (DBabylon (Dan. 1:6-7,an. 1:6-7, 11, 19; 2 11, 19; 2:17).:17).:17).

26. The Hebrew name of Abednego, one of the three friends of Daniel in 
Babylon (Dan. 1:6-7, 11, 19; 2:17).

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

AZARIAH, PAZARIAH, PRAYER OFRAYER OFRAYER OF

AZARIAH, PRAYER OF

�SeeSee  DANIEL, ADDANIEL, ADDITIONS TODITIONS TO..

See DANIEL, ADDITIONS TO.

AZAZAZAZ (Heb.  (Heb. {aœzaœz{aœzaœz)))

AZAZ (Heb. {aœzaœz)

A ReubenitA Reubenite, the sone, the son of Shema  of Shema and fatherand father of Bela ( of Bela (1 Chr. 5:81 Chr. 5:8).).

A Reubenite, the son of Shema and father of Bela (1 Chr. 5:8).

AZAZELAZAZEL (Heb.  (Heb. {a�zaœ}zeä{a�zaœ}zeäll)))

AZAZEL (Heb. {a�zaœ}zeäl )

The male gThe male goat upon woat upon which all ohich all of the tranf the transgressionssgressions and sins  and sins of the peoof the people of Isrple of Israel are laael IsrIsrael areIsrael are laid on t laid on the Day of he Day of Atonement Atonement (Yom Kippu(Yom Kippur). The gor). The goat is thenat is then sent out  sent out into the wininto the winto the wilderness ilderness (Lev. 16:8(Lev. 16:8, 10, 21-2, 10, 21-22, 26).2, 26).2, 26).

The male goat upon which all of the transgressions and sins of the people of 
Israel are laid on the Day of Atonement (Yom Kippur). The goat is then sent out 
into the wilderness (Lev. 16:8, 10, 21-22, 26).

�There are There are four viewsfour views regarding regarding the origi the original meaninnal meaning of this g of this designatiodesignation: (1) a cn: (1) a cn: (1) a combinatiocombination of n of {z,{z, “goat,” a “goat,” and nd }zl,}zl, “to go, g “to go, go away,” wo away,” which can bhich can be renderede rendered “scapegoa “scap “scapegoat“scapegoat” (NIV, NA” (NIV, NASB); (2) “SB); (2) “entire rementire removal,” whioval,” which accordsch accords with the  with the stated purstated purstated purpose fopurpose for both ther both the goat itse goat itself (v. 21)lf (v. 21) and the d and the day in geneay in general (v. 34ral (v. 34); (3) the); (3) the place to  place  place to wplace to which the ghich the goat departoat departs; and (4)s; and (4) a desert  a desert demon or tdemon or the devil hhe devil himself (cfimself (cf. 1 En. 8:. 1 . 1 En. 8:1 1 En. 8:1 and passimand passim). The des). The desert or wilert or wilderness isderness is frequentl frequently describey described by both d by both the OT andthethe OT andthe OT and NT as the NT as the abode of  abode of evil spirievil spirits (Isa. 3ts (Isa. 34:13; Matt4:13; Matt. 12:43 = . 12:43 = Luke 11:24Luke 11:24; Rev. 18:; Re; Rev. 18:2)Rev. 18:2)...

There are four views regarding the original meaning of this designation: (1) a 
combination of {z, “goat,” and }zl, “to go, go away,” which can be rendered 
“scapegoat” (NIV, NASB); (2) “entire removal,” which accords with the stated 
purpose for both the goat itself (v. 21) and the day in general (v. 34); (3) the 
place to which the goat departs; and (4) a desert demon or the devil himself (cf. 
1 En. 8:1 and passim). The desert or wilderness is frequently described by both 
the OT and NT as the abode of evil spirits (Isa. 34:13; Matt. 12:43 = Luke 11:24; 
Rev. 18:2).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. L. FeinE. L. Feinberg, “Theberg, “The Scapegoat Scapegoat of Leviti of Leviticus Sixteecus Sixteen,” n,” BSacBSac 115 (1958 115 115 (1958)115 (1958): 320–31; : 320–31; L. L. GrabL. L. Grabbe, “The Sbe, “The Scapegoat Tcapegoat Tradition: radition: A Study inA Study in Early Jew Early Jewish InterpisJewJewish IntJewish Interpretatioerpretation,” n,” JSJJSJ 18 (1987) 18 (1987): 152–67; : 152–67; H. Tawil, H. Tawil, “{Azazel“{Azazel the Princ the Prince of the Se of thee of the Steepethe Steepe: A Compar: A Comparative Studative Study,” y,” ZAWZAW 92 (1980) 92 (1980): 43–59.: 43–59.: 43–59.

Bibliography. E. L. Feinberg, “The Scapegoat of Leviticus Sixteen,” BSac 
115 (1958): 320–31; L. L. Grabbe, “The Scapegoat Tradition: A Study in Early 
Jewish Interpretation,” JSJ 18 (1987): 152–67; H. Tawil, “{Azazel the Prince of 
the Steepe: A Comparative Study,” ZAW 92 (1980): 43–59.
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AZAZIAHAZAZIAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�zazyaœh{a�zazyaœhu®u®)))

AZAZIAH (Heb. {a�zazyaœhu® )

�1.1. A Levite  A Levite who playedwho played the lyre  the lyre when the awhen the ark of the rk of the covenant wcovenant was broughtas brought to Jerusa to to Jerusalto Jerusalem (1 Chr.em (1 Chr. 15:21). 15:21). 15:21).

1. A Levite who played the lyre when the ark of the covenant was brought 
to Jerusalem (1 Chr. 15:21).

�2.2. An Ephrai An Ephraimite, the mite, the father of father of Hoshea (1 Hoshea (1 Chr. 27:20Chr. 27:20).).).

2. An Ephraimite, the father of Hoshea (1 Chr. 27:20).

�3.3. An overse An overseer of the er of the temple durtemple during the reing the reign of Kinign of King Hezekiahg Hezekiah (2 Chr. 3 (2 Chr. 31:13).1:13331:13).31:13).

3. An overseer of the temple during the reign of King Hezekiah (2 Chr. 
31:13).



AZBUKAZBUK (Heb.  (Heb. {azbu®q{azbu®q)))

AZBUK (Heb. {azbu®q)

The fatherThe father of a cert of a certain Nehemiain Nehemiah, one ofah, one of those who those who worked on worked on the resto the restoration of ration ofration of the walof the walls and gatls and gates of Jerues of Jerusalem (Nehsalem (Neh. 3:16).. 3:16).

The father of a certain Nehemiah, one of those who worked on the restoration 
of the walls and gates of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:16).

AZEKAHAZEKAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�zeäqa®{a�zeäqa®)))

AZEKAH (Heb. {a�zeäqa® )

A city of A city of the Shephethe Shephelah of Judlah of Judah (Josh. ah (Josh. 15:35). Th15:35). The five Amoe five Amorite kingsrite kings Joshua de Joshua defeated at featdedefeated adefeated at Gibeon ft Gibeon fled as farled as far as Azekah as Azekah (Josh. 10 (Josh. 10:10-11). T:10-11). The Philisthe Philistines campeines camped between d bd between Azbetween Azekah and Sekah and Socoh in thocoh in the prelude e prelude to the Davto the David-Goliathid-Goliath battle (1 battle (1 Sam. 17:1 Sam. 17:1 Sam. 17:1), ill17:1), illustrating ustrating the stratethe strategic importgic importance of thance of the city in e city in the borderthe border region be region between Judatweenbebetween Jubetween Judah and Phdah and Philistia. Iilistia. It appears t appears among the among the places forplaces fortified by tified by Rehoboam (Rehoboam (2 Chr. 11:2 ((2 Chr. 11(2 Chr. 11:9).:9).:9).

A city of the Shephelah of Judah (Josh. 15:35). The five Amorite kings Joshua 
defeated at Gibeon fled as far as Azekah (Josh. 10:10-11). The Philistines camped 
between Azekah and Socoh in the prelude to the David-Goliath battle (1 Sam. 
17:1), illustrating the strategic importance of the city in the border region 
between Judah and Philistia. It appears among the places fortified by Rehoboam 
(2 Chr. 11:9).

�Azekah is Azekah is confidentlconfidently identifiy identified with Teed with Tell Zakariyll Zakariya (143123)a (143123), a triang, a triangular, flatular, flat-topped mo-tflatflat-toppeflat-topped mound atd mound atop a promiop a prominent ridgenent ridge 117 m. (3 117 m. (384 ft.) ab84 ft.) above the vaove the valley of Ellley of Elah (cf. 1 ahElElah (cf. Elah (cf. 1 Sam. 17:1 Sam. 17:2). A cune2). A cuneiform textiform text attribute attributed to Sennad to Sennacherib’s 7cherib’s 701 01 B.C.E.B.C.E. invasion  invas invasion oinvasion of Judah bof Judah boasts of taasts of taking “the king “the city of Azcity of Azekah, his ekah, his [Hezekiah’[Hezekiah’s] stronghs] stronghold . . . old .old . . . loca. . . located on a mted on a mountain riountain ridge, like dge, like pointed irpointed iron(?) daggon(?) daggers withouers without number rt number reaching hieachrreaching hreaching high to heaigh to heaven.” Despven.” Despite its apite its apparent desparent destruction btruction by Assyria,y Assyria, Azekah’s  Azekah’s strategic strstrategic strategic importanceimportance continued continued until the until the end of th end of the Monarchye Monarchy. During t. During the 587 invhe 587 invasion of Bainvinvasion oinvasion of Babylon f Babylon Jeremiah nJeremiah named Azekaamed Azekah and Lachh and Lachish as theish as the last rema last remaining fortining fortified citiiffortfortified fortified cities of cities of Judah (JerJudah (Jer. 34:7). I. 34:7). In a contemn a contemporary ostporary ostracon lettracon letter, a fieler, a field commanded commd commander commander writes to writes to his superihis superior at Lachor at Lachish, “we aish, “we are watchinre watching for the g for the signals ofsignals of Lachish . L Lachish . Lachish . . . for we. . for we cannot se cannot see Azekah.”e Azekah.”

Azekah is confidently identified with Tell Zakariya (143123), a triangular, 
flat-topped mound atop a prominent ridge 117 m. (384 ft.) above the valley of 
Elah (cf. 1 Sam. 17:2). A cuneiform text attributed to Sennacherib’s 701 B.C.E. 
invasion of Judah boasts of taking “the city of Azekah, his [Hezekiah’s] stronghold 
. . . located on a mountain ridge, like pointed iron(?) daggers without number 
reaching high to heaven.” Despite its apparent destruction by Assyria, Azekah’s 
strategic importance continued until the end of the Monarchy. During the 587 
invasion of Babylon Jeremiah named Azekah and Lachish as the last remaining 
fortified cities of Judah (Jer. 34:7). In a contemporary ostracon letter, a field 
commander writes to his superior at Lachish, “we are watching for the signals of 
Lachish . . . for we cannot see Azekah.”

�Judeans reJudeans returning frturning from exile som exile settled in ettled in Azekah (NeAzekah (Neh. 11:30),h. 11:30), and occup and occupation contation cation continued continued through ththrough the Second Te Second Temple periemple period. Eusebiod. Eusebius (us (Onom.Onom. 18:10) lo 18:10) locates Azekcates Azekcates Azekah betAzekah between Eleutween Eleutheropolis heropolis (Beth Guvr(Beth Guvrin) and Jein) and Jerusalem. Trusalem. The 6th-cenhe 6th-century tury C.E.C.E.C.E.C.E. Madeba Ma Madeba Map picturesp pictures a settlem a settlement Bethzaent Bethzachar and achar and a shrine fo shrine for “for St.r “for St. Zechariah Zechar Zechariah”Zechariah” on the Je on the Jerusalem-Elrusalem-Eleutheropoleutheropolis road; ais road; adjacent todjacent to these fea these features appetures appears an unnaappeappears anappears an unnamed v unnamed village on illage on a distincta distinct mountain, mountain, probably  probably a depictioa depiction of Azekan of Azekah to whichh AzekaAzekah to Azekah to which the which the name Tell name Tell Zakariya wZakariya was transfeas transferred.rred.rred.

Judeans returning from exile settled in Azekah (Neh. 11:30), and occupation 
continued through the Second Temple period. Eusebius (Onom. 18:10) locates 
Azekah between Eleutheropolis (Beth Guvrin) and Jerusalem. The 6th-century 
C.E. Madeba Map pictures a settlement Bethzachar and a shrine for “for St. 
Zechariah” on the Jerusalem-Eleutheropolis road; adjacent to these features 
appears an unnamed village on a distinct mountain, probably a depiction of 
Azekah to which the name Tell Zakariya was transferred.

�ExcavatingExcavating Tell Zaka Tell Zakariya for triya for the Palestihe Palestine Explorane Exploration Fund tion Fund in 1898–99in 1898–99, Frederic, Frede, Frederick Frederick J. Bliss aJ. Bliss and R. A. Snd R. A. S. Macalist. Macalister discoveer discovered a rectred a rectangular foangular fortress at rtress at the summitthe suthe summit andsummit and separate  separate defensive defensive towers at towers at the edge othe edge of the mounf the mound, perhapsd, perhaps originati originati originatinoriginating with Rehg with Rehoboam and oboam and continuingcontinuing in severa in several phases tl phases to the Romao the Roman period. n period. n period. Onperiod. One phase coe phase contained jantained jar handles r handles impressed impressed with sealswith seals of winged of winged scarabs a scarabs and the wornaand the woand the word rd lmlklmlk (“belongi (“belonging to the ng to the king”) knoking”) known to datewn to date to the pe to the period of Heriod of Hezekiah andzekHeHezekiah aHezekiah and Sennachnd Sennacherib’s inverib’s invasion in 7asion in 701. Variou01. Various finds sus finds suggest the ggest the settlementsettlement of the mo o of the mouof the mound, with ind, with interruptionterruptions, from cns, from ca. 1500 toa. 1500 to the Byzan the Byzantine periotine period.d.d.

Excavating Tell Zakariya for the Palestine Exploration Fund in 1898–99, 
Frederick J. Bliss and R. A. S. Macalister discovered a rectangular fortress at the 
summit and separate defensive towers at the edge of the mound, perhaps 
originating with Rehoboam and continuing in several phases to the Roman 
period. One phase contained jar handles impressed with seals of winged scarabs 
and the word lmlk (“belonging to the king”) known to date to the period of 
Hezekiah and Sennacherib’s invasion in 701. Various finds suggest the settlement 
of the mound, with interruptions, from ca. 1500 to the Byzantine period.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. Stern, E. Stern, “Azekah,” “Azekah,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 1:123–24. 1:123–24.

Bibliography. E. Stern, “Azekah,” NEAEHL 1:123–24.

Daniel C. Daniel C. Browning, Browning, Jr.Jr.

Daniel C. Browning, Jr.



AZELAZEL (Heb.  (Heb. }aœs�eäl}aœs�eäl)))

AZEL (Heb. }aœs�eäl )

A descendaA descendant of Saulnt of Saul and Jonat and Jonathan, and fhan, and father of sather of six sons (1ix sons (1 Chr. 8:37 Chr. 8:37-38; 9:43--38; 9:43-44).44)9:43-9:43-44).9:43-44).

A descendant of Saul and Jonathan, and father of six sons (1 Chr. 8:37-38; 
9:43-44).

AZGADAZGAD (Heb.  (Heb. {azgaœd�{azgaœd�)))

AZGAD (Heb. {azgaœd� )

The ancestThe ancestor of a nuor of a number of Ismber of Israelite exraelite exiles, of wiles, of whom some rhom some returned uneturned under Zerubbder Zerubder ZerubbabelZerubbabel (Ezra 2:1 (Ezra 2:12 = Neh. 72 = Neh. 7:17) and s:17) and some under ome under Ezra (EzraEzra (Ezra 8:12). He 8:12). He may be th may be t may be the Azgad the Azgad of Neh. 10of Neh. 10:15(MT 16):15(MT 16) who set h who set his seal tois seal to the renew the renewed covenaned covenant under Net under Nt under Nehemiah.Nehemiah.

The ancestor of a number of Israelite exiles, of whom some returned under 
Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:12 = Neh. 7:17) and some under Ezra (Ezra 8:12). He may be 
the Azgad of Neh. 10:15(MT 16) who set his seal to the renewed covenant under 
Nehemiah.

AZIELAZIEL (Heb.  (Heb. {a�ziî}eäl{a�ziî}eäl)))

AZIEL (Heb. {a�ziî}eäl )

One of theOne of the Levites w Levites who played ho played the harp athe harp as the ark s the ark was broughwas brought to Jerust to Jerusalem (1 Chalem (1 Chalem (1 Chr. 15:20Chr. 15:20). He is p). He is probably throbably the same as e same as the Jaaziethe Jaaziel of 1 Chrl of 1 Chr. 15:18.. 15:18.

One of the Levites who played the harp as the ark was brought to Jerusalem (1 
Chr. 15:20). He is probably the same as the Jaaziel of 1 Chr. 15:18.

AZIZAAZIZA (Heb.  (Heb. {a�ziîzaœ}{a�ziîzaœ})))

AZIZA (Heb. {a�ziîzaœ} )

An IsraeliAn Israelite of the te of the lineage oflineage of Zattu, co Zattu, compelled bympelled by Ezra to d Ezra to divorce hisivorce his foreign w foreign wife (Ezra ife (ife (Ezra 10:2(Ezra 10:27).7).

An Israelite of the lineage of Zattu, compelled by Ezra to divorce his foreign wife 
(Ezra 10:27).

AZMAVETHAZMAVETH (Heb.  (Heb. {azmaœwet�{azmaœwet�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

AZMAVETH (Heb. {azmaœwet� ) (PERSON)

�1.1. One of Da One of David’s Chamvid’s Champions (2 Spions (2 Sam. 23:31 am. 23:31 = 1 Chr. 1= 1 Chr. 11:33), fro1:33), from Bahurim.m Bahurim.

1. One of David’s Champions (2 Sam. 23:31 = 1 Chr. 11:33), from Bahurim.

�2.2. A Benjami A Benjaminite whosenite whose two sons  two sons joined Davjoined David at Ziklid at Ziklag (1 Chr.ag (1 Chr. 12:3). 12:3). 12:3).

2. A Benjaminite whose two sons joined David at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:3).

�3.3. A person  A person in charge in charge of the treof the treasuries inasuries in the palac the palace of Davide of David (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 27:25).7:25).7:25).

3. A person in charge of the treasuries in the palace of David (1 Chr. 27:25).

�4.4. One of th One of the sons of e sons of Jehoaddah;Jehoaddah; a descend a descendant of Sauant of Saul (1 Chr. l (1 Chr. 8:36; at 98:36; at 9:42 his fa:42 hi:42 his fatherhis father is named  is named Jarah).Jarah).

4. One of the sons of Jehoaddah; a descendant of Saul (1 Chr. 8:36; at 9:42 
his father is named Jarah).

AZMAVETHAZMAVETH (Heb.  (Heb. {azmaœwet�{azmaœwet�) ) (PLACE) (PLACE) (also BETH(also BETH-AZMAVETH)-AZMAVETH)

AZMAVETH (Heb. {azmaœwet� ) (PLACE) 
(also BETH-AZMAVETH)

A town in A town in the hill cthe hill country of ountry of Judah, to Judah, to which 42 mwhich 42 members of embers of the clan rthe clan returned freturned from exile womfrfrom exilefrom exile with Zeru with Zerubbabel (Ezbbabel (Ezra 2:24). ra 2:24). The town pThe town provided sirovided singers for ngers for the dedicathe dedication of thtdedicadedicationdedication of the re of the rebuilt wallbuilt walls of Jeruss of Jerusalem (Neh.alem (Neh. 12:29). I 12:29). In Neh. 7:2n Neh. 7:28 it is ca8 it is called Beth-lled Blled Beth-azmavBeth-azmaveth. The seth. The site is ideite is identified asntified as modern  modern H¸izmehH¸izmeh (175138), (175138), ca. 8 km. ca. 8 km. (5 mi.) N (5 m (5 mi.) NNE omi.) NNE of Jerusalef Jerusalem.m.m.

A town in the hill country of Judah, to which 42 members of the clan returned 
from exile with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:24). The town provided singers for the 
dedication of the rebuilt walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 12:29). In Neh. 7:28 it is called 
Beth-azmaveth. The site is identified as modern H¸izmeh (175138), ca. 8 km. (5 
mi.) NNE of Jerusalem.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. F. AlbrW. F. Albright, “Aleight, “Alemeth and Ameth and Azmaveth,” zmaveth,” ExcavationExcavations and Resus ands and Resultand Results at Tell s at Tell el-Fu®l (Gel-Fu®l (Gibeah of Sibeah of Saul).aul). AASOR 4 ( AASOR 4 (New Haven,New Haven, 1924): 15 1924) 1924): 1561924): 156–57; J. Si–57; J. Simons, mons, The GeograThe Geographical andphical and Topograph Topographical Textsical Texts of the Ol of the Old Testamend Testamd TestamentTestament (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1959).1959).1959).

Bibliography. W. F. Albright, “Alemeth and Azmaveth,” Excavations 
and Results at Tell el-Fu®l (Gibeah of Saul). AASOR 4 (New Haven, 
1924): 156–57; J. Simons, The Geographical and Topographical Texts of the Old 
Testament (Leiden, 1959).

Dennis M. Dennis M. SwansonSwanson

Dennis M. Swanson



AZMONAZMON (Heb.  (Heb. {as�mo®n{as�mo®n)))

AZMON (Heb. {as�mo®n )

A locationA location in the wi in the wilderness olderness of Zin thatf Zin that was part  was part of the souof the southern bordthern border of the er of the land of Islanland of Island of Israel (Num.rael (Num. 34:4-5),  34:4-5), and the soand the southern boruthern border of Judder of Judah’s tribaah’s tribal allotmenl allotment (Josh. 1t (Jot (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:4). The pr4). The probable locobable location is ation is {Ain Muwei{Ain Muweilih�lih� (085010), (085010), E of  E of {Ain{Ain el-Qudeir el-Qud el-Qudeirael-Qudeirat (Kadesh-t (Kadesh-barnea).barnea).barnea).

A location in the wilderness of Zin that was part of the southern border of the 
land of Israel (Num. 34:4-5), and the southern border of Judah’s tribal allotment 
(Josh. 15:4). The probable location is {Ain Muweilih�  (085010), E of {Ain 
el-Qudeirat (Kadesh-barnea).

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

AZNOTH-TABAZNOTH-TABOROR (Heb.  (Heb. }azno®t� t}azno®t� taœb�o®raœb�o®r)))

AZNOTH-TABOR (Heb. }azno®t� taœb�o®r )

A town N oA town N of Mt. Tabof Mt. Tabor which mar which marked the wrked the western bouestern boundary of tndary of the territohe territory of Naphry of Nry of Naphtali (Naphtali (Josh. 19:3Josh. 19:34). Khirbe4). Khirbet Umm-Jubet Umm-Jubeil (186237il (186237), 4 km. (), 4 km. (2.5 mi.) N2.5 mi.) N of the mo of the mountain, haumomountain, mountain, has been shas been suggested auggested as the sites the site, based on, based on the repor the reported discovted discovery of Latery of Late Bronze pe LatLate BronzLate Bronze pottery;e pottery; recent Is recent Israeli survraeli surveys have ieys have identified dentified only Iron only Iron II and latII and later period er perer period matperiod materials at erials at the site.the site.the site.

A town N of Mt. Tabor which marked the western boundary of the territory of 
Naphtali (Josh. 19:34). Khirbet Umm-Jubeil (186237), 4 km. (2.5 mi.) N of the 
mountain, has been suggested as the site, based on the reported discovery of 
Late Bronze pottery; recent Israeli surveys have identified only Iron II and later 
period materials at the site.

Thomas W. Thomas W. DavisDavis

Thomas W. Davis

AZORAZOR (Gk.  (Gk. AzoœérAzoœér)))

AZOR (Gk. Azoœér)

A postexilA postexilic ancestoic ancestor of Josepr of Joseph and Jesuh and Jesus accordins according to Matthg to Matthew’s geneaew’s genealogy (Mattlogy (Matt. 1:13-14). (Matt(Matt. 1:1(Matt. 1:13-14).3-14).

A postexilic ancestor of Joseph and Jesus according to Matthew’s genealogy 
(Matt. 1:13-14).

AZOTUSAZOTUS (Gk.  (Gk. AÉzoœtusAÉzoœtus)))

AZOTUS (Gk. AÉzoœtus)

Greek nameGreek name of Ashdod of Ashdod..

Greek name of Ashdod.

AZRIELAZRIEL (Heb.  (Heb. {azriî}eäl{azriî}eäl)))

AZRIEL (Heb. {azriî}eäl)

�1.1. The head  The head of a familof a family from they from the tribe of  tribe of Manasseh lManasseh living in Tiving in Transjordanransjordan (1 Chr. 5 (1 Ch (1 Chr. 5:24)Chr. 5:24)...

1. The head of a family from the tribe of Manasseh living in Transjordan (1 
Chr. 5:24).

�2.2. The fathe The father of Jerimr of Jerimoth, a chioth, a chief in the ef in the tribe of Ntribe of Naphtali duaphtali during the dring the days of Davays of Days of David (1 CDavid (1 Chr. 27:19)hr. 27:19)...

2. The father of Jerimoth, a chief in the tribe of Naphtali during the days of 
David (1 Chr. 27:19).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Serair of Seraiah, the coah, the courtier of urtier of King JehoiKing Jehoiakim, duriakim, during the prong the prophetic minphetic proprophetic prophetic ministry oministry of Jeremiahf Jeremiah (Jer. 36: (Jer. 36:26).26).

3. The father of Seraiah, the courtier of King Jehoiakim, during the 
prophetic ministry of Jeremiah (Jer. 36:26).

AZRIKAMAZRIKAM (Heb.  (Heb. {azriîqaœm{azriîqaœm)))

AZRIKAM (Heb. {azriîqaœm)

�1. A son o1. A son of Neariah,f Neariah, a descend a descendant of Zerant of Zerubbabel anubbabel and David (1d David (1 Chr. 3:23 Chr. 3:23).).).

1. A son of Neariah, a descendant of Zerubbabel and David (1 Chr. 3:23).

�2.2. A Benjami A Benjaminite, son nite, son of Azel anof Azel and descendad descendant of Jonant of Jonathan (1 Chthan (1 Chr. 8:38; 9r. 8:38; 9:44).:44).:44).

2. A Benjaminite, son of Azel and descendant of Jonathan (1 Chr. 8:38; 9:44).

�3.3. A Levite, A Levite, the son o the son of Hashabiaf Hashabiah and fathh and father of Hasser of Hasshub (1 Chrhub (1 Chr. 9:14 = N. 9:14 = Neh. 11:15)eh. 1eh. 11:15).11:15).11:15).

3. A Levite, the son of Hashabiah and father of Hasshub (1 Chr. 9:14 = Neh. 
11:15).

�4.4. The comma The commander of thnder of the palace ae palace at the timet the time of Ahaz.  of Ahaz. He was murHe was murdered alondered along with Maagalonalong withalong with Maaseiah  Maaseiah and Elkanaand Elkanah by the Eh by the Ephraimite phraimite Zichri (2 Zichri (2 Chr. 28:7)Chr. 28:7)..

4. The commander of the palace at the time of Ahaz. He was murdered 
along with Maaseiah and Elkanah by the Ephraimite Zichri (2 Chr. 28:7).

AZUBAHAZUBAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�zu®b�a®{a�zu®b�a®)))

AZUBAH (Heb. {a�zu®b�a® )



�1.1. The daugh The daughter of Shiter of Shilhi and molhi and mother of Kither of King Jehoshang Jehoshaphat (1 Kgphat (1 Kgs. 22:42 =s. 22:42 = 2 Chr. 20 2 C 2 Chr. 20:31Chr. 20:31).).).

1. The daughter of Shilhi and mother of King Jehoshaphat (1 Kgs. 22:42 = 2 
Chr. 20:31).

�2.2. One of th One of the wives ofe wives of Caleb, th Caleb, the son of He son of Hezron, andezron, and mother of mother of three son three sons (1 Chr. s (1s (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:18-19).18-19).

2. One of the wives of Caleb, the son of Hezron, and mother of three sons 
(1 Chr. 2:18-19).

AZZANAZZAN (Heb.  (Heb. {azzaœn{azzaœn)))

AZZAN (Heb. {azzaœn)

The fatherThe father of Paltie of Paltiel, a chiefl, a chief of the tr of the tribe of Issibe of Issachar (Numachar (Num. 34:26).. 34:26).

The father of Paltiel, a chief of the tribe of Issachar (Num. 34:26).

AZZURAZZUR (Heb.  (Heb. {azzu®r{azzu®r)))

AZZUR (Heb. {azzu®r)

�1.1. An Israel An Israelite who, aite who, as a repress a representative oentative of the peopf the people, put hile, put his seal on s seal on the new cothe newthe new covenanew covenant when Nent when Nehemiah washemiah was governor  governor (Neh. 10:1(Neh. 10:17[MT 18]).7[MT 18]).

1. An Israelite who, as a representative of the people, put his seal on the 
new covenant when Nehemiah was governor (Neh. 10:17[MT 18]).

�2.2. The fathe The father of the fr of the false prophalse prophet Hananiaet Hananiah of Gibeoh of Gibeon (Jer. 28n (Jer. 28:1).:1).:1).

2. The father of the false prophet Hananiah of Gibeon (Jer. 28:1).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Jaazar of Jaazaniah, a coniah, a contemporaryntemporary of Ezekie of Ezekiel (Ezek. 1l (Ezek. 11:1).1:1).

3. The father of Jaazaniah, a contemporary of Ezekiel (Ezek. 11:1).

BB

B

BBB

B

A designatA designation of theion of the 4th-centu 4th-century-ry-C.E.C.E. Greek Cod Greek Codex Vaticanex Vaticanus.us.

A designation of the 4th-century-C.E. Greek Codex Vaticanus.

BAALBAAL (Heb.  (Heb. ba{alba{al) ) DEITYDEITYDEITY

BAAL (Heb. ba{al) DEITY

The CanaanThe Canaanite storm-ite storm- and ferti and fertility-god. lity-god. As an epitAs an epithet for vahet for various Westrious West Semitic d Semitic deities, eseitddeities, edeities, especially specially Hadad, theHadad, the name mean name means “lord,” s “lord,” designatindesignating a legal g a legal state of ostate of ownership owneroownership ownership or social or social superioritsuperiority. With thy. With the obvious e obvious exception exception of Yahweh,of Yahweh, Baal is t Baal is the most sihetthe most sthe most significantignificant deity in  deity in the OT.the OT.the OT.

The Canaanite storm- and fertility-god. As an epithet for various West Semitic 
deities, especially Hadad, the name means “lord,” designating a legal state of 
ownership or social superiority. With the obvious exception of Yahweh, Baal is 
the most significant deity in the OT.

�In a land In a land dependent dependent upon rain-upon rain-fed agricufed agriculture, thelture, the storm-god storm-god is the mo is the most signifist signifst significansignificant deity int deity in the cultu the culture. Baal dre. Baal does serve oes serve as the mosas the most powerfult powerful god of th god of the Canaanite Cane Canaanite Canaanite pantheon, pantheon, though histhough his progenito progenitor El is itr El is its head. Fus head. Further, therther, the cult play cult plays a major s a ms a major rolemajor role in the da in the daily and riily and ritual livestual lives of societ of societal membersal members, given th, given the paramoune paramount need fort net need for rneed for rain and itain and its continuos continuous impact us impact upon the pupon the population.opulation.

In a land dependent upon rain-fed agriculture, the storm-god is the most 
significant deity in the culture. Baal does serve as the most powerful god of the 
Canaanite pantheon, though his progenitor El is its head. Further, the cult plays a 
major role in the daily and ritual lives of societal members, given the paramount 
need for rain and its continuous impact upon the population.

�Various deVarious derived epitrived epithets and fhets and functions ounctions of this deif this deity are attty are attested. An ested. An extension extensionextension extension of the conof the concept of racept of rain is thatin is that of fertil of fertility. Baal ity. Baal is represeis represented icononted iconographicallgraphiciconoiconographiconographically by ically by a bull, una bull, underscoringderscoring the fruct the fructative poweative powers of the rs of the god. Ugarigod. Ugaritic myths tic mtic myths recomyths record at lengrd at length the strth the struggle of Buggle of Baal againsaal against his nemet his nemesis, Mot (sis, Mot (“death”). “death”). Baal aloneBaalBaal aloneBaal alone among the among the pantheon  pantheon is powerfuis powerful enough tl enough to engage Mo engage Mot, as theot, as these two antse two anse two antitheticantithetical powers al powers collide mycollide mythologicalthologically. Baal’sly. Baal’s descent i descent into Mot (wnto Mot (who swallowho swallows him) is s hs him) is rehim) is representatipresentative of the ve of the agriculturagricultural cycle, al cycle, as life inas life in a dry-sum a dry-summer subtromer subtropical climpical cpical climate enclimate entails monttails months of aridhs of aridity, theolity, theologically uogically understood nderstood as the absas the absence of thence of the rain-gode rae rain-god.rain-god.rain-god.

Various derived epithets and functions of this deity are attested. An 
extension of the concept of rain is that of fertility. Baal is represented 



iconographically by a bull, underscoring the fructative powers of the god. Ugaritic 
myths record at length the struggle of Baal against his nemesis, Mot (“death”). 
Baal alone among the pantheon is powerful enough to engage Mot, as these two 
antithetical powers collide mythologically. Baal’s descent into Mot (who swallows 
him) is representative of the agricultural cycle, as life in a dry-summer subtropical 
climate entails months of aridity, theologically understood as the absence of the 
rain-god.

�The power The power inherent iinherent in a thunden a thunderstorm lenrstorm lends itself ds itself to associato association with tion with warring prwarringwarring prwarring prowess. Baaowess. Baal is the wl is the warrior pararrior par excellenc excellence in Ugarie in Ugaritic literatic literature. His ture. His defeat of defeadefeat of defeat of the forcesthe forces of chaos, of chaos, represent represented by the ed by the god Yamm (god Yamm (“sea”), sa“sea”), saved order ved order in the divinin the divin the divine realm.ine realm. The king  The king of a socieof a society which rty which revered himevered him was to im was to imitate Baalitate Baal in this a in  in this asin this aspect, to ppect, to protect munrotect mundane sociedane society from thty from the forces oe forces of chaos (af chaos (as were virs were virtually alltuavirvirtually virtually all ancienall ancient Near East Near Eastern kingstern kings, imitatin, imitating their reg their respective wspective warrior godarrior gods who defes whos who defeatwho defeated forces ed forces of chaos).of chaos). Iconograp Iconographically, Bhically, Baal is repaal is represented aresented as a warrios a warrior clutchinr cr clutching clutching lightning lightning as a weapoas a weapon.n.n.

The power inherent in a thunderstorm lends itself to association with 
warring prowess. Baal is the warrior par excellence in Ugaritic literature. His 
defeat of the forces of chaos, represented by the god Yamm (“sea”), saved order 
in the divine realm. The king of a society which revered him was to imitate Baal 
in this aspect, to protect mundane society from the forces of chaos (as were 
virtually all ancient Near Eastern kings, imitating their respective warrior gods 
who defeated forces of chaos). Iconographically, Baal is represented as a warrior 
clutching lightning as a weapon.

�A number oA number of elementsf elements of the Ba of the Baal cult aral cult are attestede attested in the OT in the OT. Ecstatic. Ecstatic prophets  prophe prophets aprophets are depictere depicted in the cd in the confrontationfrontation of Elijon of Elijah with 40ah with 400 prophets0 prophets of Baal a of Baal at Mt. Carmt Mt Mt. CarmelMt. Carmel (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 18; cf. als8; cf. also the Egypo the Egyptian work tian work Wen-amon).Wen-amon). The cutti The cutting mentionng mentiong mentioned mentioned in the ritin the ritual (1 Kgsual (1 Kgs. 18:28) w. 18:28) was probablas probably related y related to the culto the cult of the dt of the dead, as theadddead, as tdead, as the death ohe death of Baal is f Baal is equated wiequated with droughtth drought. Baal’s a. Baal’s associationssociation with this with this cult is i cult  cult is imcult is implied in tplied in the biblicahe biblical prohibitl prohibition againsion against cutting t cutting the hair othe hair or body in r body in mourning (mourninmourning (mourning (Lev. 19:28Lev. 19:28; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:1; cf. Je:1; cf. Jer. 16:6; 4r. 16:6; 41:5; 47:5;1:5; 47:5; Hos. 7:14 Hos. 7:14).).).

A number of elements of the Baal cult are attested in the OT. Ecstatic 
prophets are depicted in the confrontation of Elijah with 400 prophets of Baal at 
Mt. Carmel (1 Kgs. 18; cf. also the Egyptian work Wen-amon). The cutting 
mentioned in the ritual (1 Kgs. 18:28) was probably related to the cult of the 
dead, as the death of Baal is equated with drought. Baal’s association with this 
cult is implied in the biblical prohibition against cutting the hair or body in 
mourning (Lev. 19:28; Deut. 14:1; cf. Jer. 16:6; 41:5; 47:5; Hos. 7:14).

�Baalistic Baalistic cultic pracultic practices deectices deeply affectply affected Israelied Israelite and Judte and Judahite sociahite society on twoety on two levels. F l levels. Filevels. First, a numrst, a number of litber of liturgical thurgical themes, imagemes, images, and phes, and phrases wererases were adapted b adapted by the Isray thy the Israelthe Israelites. Althites. Although actuaough actual worship l worship of Baal waof Baal was completes completely forbiddly forbidden, there en, there was naturawaswas naturawas naturally theololly theological overgical overlap betweelap between Yahweh an Yahweh and deitiesnd deities of other  of other pantheons.pantheons.pantheons.pantheons. That Yahw That Yahweh and Baaeh and Baal are bothl are both pictured  pictured as storm-das storm-deities (Joeities (Job 38; Ps. b 38; Ps. 29) is exp2929) is exp29) is expected in sected in similar ecoimilar ecological nilogical niches, withches, with similar e similar epithets. Bpithets. Both are waoth are warriors whorriorswawarriors wwarriors who “ride tho “ride the clouds”he clouds” (Ps. 18:1 (Ps. 18:10[MT 11] =0[MT 11] = 2 Sam. 22 2 Sam. 22:11; Ps. 7:11; Ps. 77:18[19]).7:18[19]). The two s T The two shThe two share commonare common enemies,  enemies, Leviathan Leviathan (e.g., Job(e.g., Job 3:8; 41:1 3:8; 41:1[40:25]; P[40:25]; Ps. 74:14; s. 74:14; Isa. 27:1)IsaIsa. 27:1)Isa. 27:1), Tannin (, Tannin (e.g., Job e.g., Job 7:12; Ps. 7:12; Ps. 74:13; Isa74:13; Isa. 51:9; Ez. 51:9; Ezek. 29:3),ek. 29:3), and Yamm  and Yamm (Ps. 89:9)(Ps. 89:(Ps. 89:9). The89:9). The latter ex latter examples besamples best exemplift exemplify the Isray the Israelite demyelite demythologizatthologization of theion of the events, a ev events, asevents, as the mythi the mythic battle oc battle of Baal andf Baal and Yamm is r Yamm is reduced in educed in an act of an act of creation. creation. Order is aOrdOrder is aOrder is a part of c part of creation foreation for the Israr the Israelites, aselites, as the unive the universe was crrse was created and eated and controlledcontrcontrolledcontrolled by Yahweh by Yahweh from void from void to comple to completion. His tion. His enemies inenemies in the OT ar the OT are mortals,e mortale mortals, wmortals, who reject ho reject him or tryhim or try to thwart to thwart his plans his plans in the mu in the mundane realndane realm.m.m.

Baalistic cultic practices deeply affected Israelite and Judahite society on two 
levels. First, a number of liturgical themes, images, and phrases were adapted by 
the Israelites. Although actual worship of Baal was completely forbidden, there 
was naturally theological overlap between Yahweh and deities of other 
pantheons. That Yahweh and Baal are both pictured as storm-deities (Job 38; Ps. 
29) is expected in similar ecological niches, with similar epithets. Both are 
warriors who “ride the clouds” (Ps. 18:10[MT 11] = 2 Sam. 22:11; Ps. 77:18[19]). 
The two share common enemies, Leviathan (e.g., Job 3:8; 41:1[40:25]; Ps. 74:14; 
Isa. 27:1), Tannin (e.g., Job 7:12; Ps. 74:13; Isa. 51:9; Ezek. 29:3), and Yamm (Ps. 
89:9). The latter examples best exemplify the Israelite demythologization of the 
events, as the mythic battle of Baal and Yamm is reduced in an act of creation. 
Order is a part of creation for the Israelites, as the universe was created and 
controlled by Yahweh from void to completion. His enemies in the OT are 
mortals, who reject him or try to thwart his plans in the mundane realm.

�Second, thSecond, the syncretie syncretistic tendestic tendencies of tncies of the Israelihe Israelites generates generally focus lly focus upon the Bupon the Bupon the Baal cult.Baal cult. Again, th Again, the rationale rationale for the e for the associatioassociation stems frn stems from the oveom the overlapping trlapping theologicalheolttheologicatheological functionl functions within ts within the same eche same ecological nological niche. Thesiche. These practicee practices begin wis begin with the wilth tth the wilderthe wilderness narraness narrative of evtive of events at Baents at Baal-peor (Nal-peor (Num. 25; thum. 25; the orgiastie orgiastic nature oc nature of Baal worf Bf Baal worshBaal worship, not unip, not unusual amonusual among fertilitg fertility deities,y deities, is probab is probably reflectly reflected in Hos.ed in Hos. 4:14; 1 K 4:14; 4:14; 1 Kg4:14; 1 Kgs. 14:24; s. 14:24; 2 Kgs. 23:2 Kgs. 23:6-7). The 6-7). The cycles of cycles of foreign poforeign political oplitical oppression ipression in Judges cn Judgn Judges cenJudges center upon wter upon worship of orship of this deitythis deity (e.g., Ju (e.g., Judg. 2:11, dg. 2:11, 13). Indee13). Indeed, Gideon d, Gideon is nearly is neis nearly kilnearly killed by theled by the village m village men for desen for destroying thtroying the altar ofe altar of Baal and  Baal and its accompits accompanying Ashanyinaccompaccompanyiaccompanying Asherahng Asherah pole (Jud pole (Judg. 6:25-32g. 6:25-32; the asso; the association ofciation of Asherah w Asherah with Baal iith Baal in the OT mn iin the OT in the OT may flesh may flesh out a fragout a fragmentary mymentary myth, in whith, in which this goch this goddess, theddess, the consort o consort of El, seemf oof El, seeof El, seems to be tms to be trying to srying to seduce Baaleduce Baal). The deg). The degree of synree of syncretism iscretism is underscor underscored by the ed underscorunderscoreunderscored by the td by the townspeopleownspeople’s decisio’s decision to allown to allow Baal to d Baal to deal with Geal with Gideon (henideon (henideon (hence the(hence the folk etym folk etymology of hology of his name, Jis name, Jerubaal). erubaal). This syncrThis syncretistic pretistic practice plaactice plagued the Iguedplaplagued thplagued the Israelite Israelites to the es to the exile (Jerexile (Jer. 2:8). It. 2:8). It may be re may be reflected inflected in Baal name Baal names, althougs, althos, although although ba{alba{al may simpl may simply be intery be interpreted as preted as an epithetan epithet of Yahweh of Yahweh. The subs. The substitution otitutiosubssubstitutisubstitution of on of boœsûet�boœsûet� (“shame”) (“shame”) for the B for the Baal elemenaal element in namest in names is a theo is a theological stlogictheotheologicatheological statemenl statement by latert by later biblical  biblical editors (eeditors (e.g., 2 Sam.g., 2 Sam. 2:10).. 2:10).. 2:10).

Second, the syncretistic tendencies of the Israelites generally focus upon the 
Baal cult. Again, the rationale for the association stems from the overlapping 
theological functions within the same ecological niche. These practices begin with 
the wilderness narrative of events at Baal-peor (Num. 25; the orgiastic nature of 



Baal worship, not unusual among fertility deities, is probably reflected in Hos. 
4:14; 1 Kgs. 14:24; 2 Kgs. 23:6-7). The cycles of foreign political oppression in 
Judges center upon worship of this deity (e.g., Judg. 2:11, 13). Indeed, Gideon is 
nearly killed by the village men for destroying the altar of Baal and its 
accompanying Asherah pole (Judg. 6:25-32; the association of Asherah with Baal 
in the OT may flesh out a fragmentary myth, in which this goddess, the consort 
of El, seems to be trying to seduce Baal). The degree of syncretism is 
underscored by the townspeople’s decision to allow Baal to deal with Gideon 
(hence the folk etymology of his name, Jerubaal). This syncretistic practice 
plagued the Israelites to the exile (Jer. 2:8). It may be reflected in Baal names, 
although ba{al may simply be interpreted as an epithet of Yahweh. The 
substitution of boœsûet�  (“shame”) for the Baal element in names is a 
theological statement by later biblical editors (e.g., 2 Sam. 2:10).

�Baal worshBaal worship was alsip was also sponsoreo sponsored by the md by the monarchies onarchies of Israel of Israel and Judah.and Judah. Ahab buil Ahab Ahab builtAhab built a temple  a temple for Baal (for Baal (1 Kgs. 16:1 Kgs. 16:31-33), an31-33), and indeed wd indeed worshipped orshipped him (22:53him (22:53), doubtle),(22:53(22:53), d(22:53), doubtless soubtless spurred on purred on by his Tyrby his Tyrian wife Jian wife Jezebel. Thezebel. The cultic se cultic structure, tructure, including includincluding including the priestthe priesthood and thood and temple, wasemple, was eradicate eradicated in Jehu’d in Jehu’s bloody cs bloody coup (2 Kgsoup (2 Kgs. 10:18-27. KgsKgs. 10:18Kgs. 10:18-27). Offi-27). Official sanctcial sanction of Baaion of Baal worship l worship in Judah win Judah was crediteas credited to Manasd to Manasseh (2 KgssehManasManasseh (Manasseh (2 Kgs. 21:2 Kgs. 21:3). Josiah3). Josiah’s reform ’s reform completelycompletely eradicate eradicated Baal word Baal worship from ship from the land dththe land dthe land during his uring his reign (2 Kreign (2 Kgs. 23:4-5gs. 23:4-5). However). However, the prac, the practice persitice persisted amongsted among the masse th the massesthe masses. It was b. It was blamed for lamed for Yahweh’s iYahweh’s implementatmplementation of theion of the covenant  covenant curses, incurses, in retributi inin retribuin retribution for Ition for Israel’s insrael’s infidelity (fidelity (cf. Deut. cf. Deut. 30:15-20).30:15-20).

Baal worship was also sponsored by the monarchies of Israel and Judah. 
Ahab built a temple for Baal (1 Kgs. 16:31-33), and indeed worshipped him 
(22:53), doubtless spurred on by his Tyrian wife Jezebel. The cultic structure, 
including the priesthood and temple, was eradicated in Jehu’s bloody coup (2 
Kgs. 10:18-27). Official sanction of Baal worship in Judah was credited to 
Manasseh (2 Kgs. 21:3). Josiah’s reform completely eradicated Baal worship from 
the land during his reign (2 Kgs. 23:4-5). However, the practice persisted among 
the masses. It was blamed for Yahweh’s implementation of the covenant curses, 
in retribution for Israel’s infidelity (cf. Deut. 30:15-20).

Mark AnthoMark Anthony Phelpsny Phelps

Mark Anthony Phelps

BAALBAAL (Heb.  (Heb. ba{alba{al) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

BAAL (Heb. ba{al) (PERSON)

�1.1. A Reubeni A Reubenite and deste and descendant ofcendant of Joel who  Joel who lived befolived before the depre the deportation oortation of the 10 nf thf the 10 northe 10 northern tribthern tribes (1 Chr.es (1 Chr. 5:5). 5:5). 5:5).

1. A Reubenite and descendant of Joel who lived before the deportation of 
the 10 northern tribes (1 Chr. 5:5).

�2.2. A Benjami A Benjaminite, the nite, the fourth sonfourth son of Jeiel, of Jeiel, a Gibeoni a Gibeonite ancestote ancestor of Saul r of Saul (1 Chr. 8:(1 Chr.(1 Chr. 8:30;Chr. 8:30; 9:36). 9:36).

2. A Benjaminite, the fourth son of Jeiel, a Gibeonite ancestor of Saul (1 
Chr. 8:30; 9:36).

BAALBAAL (Heb.  (Heb. ba{alba{al) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

BAAL (Heb. ba{al) (PLACE)

A city in A city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Simeon of Simeon (1 Chr. 4 (1 Chr. 4:33), iden:33), identical withtical with Balaath-b Balaath-beer.eer.

A city in the tribal territory of Simeon (1 Chr. 4:33), identical with Balaath-beer.

BAALAHBAALAH (Heb.  (Heb. ba{a�la®ba{a�la®)))

BAALAH (Heb. ba{a�la® )

�1.1. Another n Another name for Kiame for Kiriath-jearriath-jearim (Josh. im (Josh. 15:9).15:9).15:9).

1. Another name for Kiriath-jearim (Josh. 15:9).

�2.2. A mountai A mountain on the bn on the boundary ofoundary of the triba the tribal territorl territory of Judahy of Judah, between , between Ekron and EkroEkron and Ekron and Jabneel (JJabneel (Josh. 15:11osh. 15:11).).).

2. A mountain on the boundary of the tribal territory of Judah, between 
Ekron and Jabneel (Josh. 15:11).

�3.3. A city in A city in the south the southern part oern part of Judah (Jf Judah (Josh. 15:29osh. 15:29), perhaps), perhaps the same  the same as Balah (as Balaas Balah (JosBalah (Josh. 19:3) oh. 19:3) or Bilhah (r Bilhah (1 Chr. 4:21 Chr. 4:29). It is 9). It is presumablypresumably Tulul el- Tulul el-Medhbah neMedhbah near Khirbetar Kar Khirbet elKhirbet el-Meshash/T-Meshash/Tel Masos (el Masos (between Bebetween Beer-sheba aer-sheba and the Deand the Dead Sea).d Sea).

3. A city in the southern part of Judah (Josh. 15:29), perhaps the same as 
Balah (Josh. 19:3) or Bilhah (1 Chr. 4:29). It is presumably Tulul el-Medhbah near 
Khirbet el-Meshash/Tel Masos (between Beer-sheba and the Dead Sea).



BAALATHBAALATH (Heb.  (Heb. ba{a�laœt�ba{a�laœt�)))

BAALATH (Heb. ba{a�laœt� )

A city oriA city originally loginally located in tcated in the tribal he tribal territory territory of Dan (Joof Dan (Josh. 19:44)sh. 19:44) and later and later fortified fortifie fortified fortified by Solomonby Solomon (1 Kgs. 9 (1 Kgs. 9:18; 2 Chr:18; 2 Chr. 8:6). It. 8:6). It is perhap is perhaps identicas identical with Mt.l with Mt. Baalah (J Baalah Baalah (JoBaalah (Josh. 15:9).sh. 15:9). The site  The site has been ihas been identified dentified as as el-Magha®rel-Magha®r (129138). (129138).

A city originally located in the tribal territory of Dan (Josh. 19:44) and later 
fortified by Solomon (1 Kgs. 9:18; 2 Chr. 8:6). It is perhaps identical with Mt. 
Baalah (Josh. 15:9). The site has been identified as el-Magha®r (129138).

BAALATH-BEBAALATH-BEERER (Heb.  (Heb. ba{a�lat� ba{a�lat� beï}eärbeï}eär)))

BAALATH-BEER (Heb. ba{a�lat� beï}eär )

A city appA city apportioned bortioned by Joshua ty Joshua to the tribo the tribe of Simeoe of Simeon followinn following the conqg the conquest of Cauest of Canaan (JoshnCaCanaan (JoCanaan (Josh. 19:8).sh. 19:8). It is equ It is equated with ated with Ramah of tRamah of the Negeb. he Negeb. Its later Its later identificaidentification with tion wtion with the cwith the city Baal (ity Baal (1 Chr. 4:31 Chr. 4:33) may ind3) may indicate Baalicate Baalath-beer’sath-beer’s cultic af cultic affiliation filiation (the name (the nam(the name meansname means “lady of  “lady of the well”)the well”). The city. The city may also  may also be identicbe identical to Bealal to Bealoth (Josh.oth (Josh. 15:24). 15: 15:24).15:24).15:24).

A city apportioned by Joshua to the tribe of Simeon following the conquest of 
Canaan (Josh. 19:8). It is equated with Ramah of the Negeb. Its later identification 
with the city Baal (1 Chr. 4:33) may indicate Baalath-beer’s cultic affiliation (the 
name means “lady of the well”). The city may also be identical to Bealoth (Josh. 
15:24).

Ryan ByrneRyan Byrne

Ryan Byrne

BAALBEKBAALBEKBAALBEK

BAALBEK

A town sitA town situated nearuated near the sourc the source of the Oe of the Orontes Rivrontes River, on theer, on the eastern e eastern edge of thedge of the fertile  thethe fertilthe fertile e Beqa{aBeqa{a Valley. B Valley. Baalbek wasaalbek was named Hel named Heliopolis byiopolis by the Greek the Greeks after ths after the classicae cle classical classical sun-deity,sun-deity, who was i who was identified dentified with Baal with Baal during theduring the Hellenist Hellenistic period.ic period. The Semit The S The Semitic naSemitic name indicatme indicates an earles an earlier occupaier occupation or shtion or shrine, but rine, but no evidencno evidence for pre-e for pre-HellenistiHepre-pre-Hellenpre-Hellenistic occuistic occupation haspation has been foun been found.d.d.

A town situated near the source of the Orontes River, on the eastern edge of 
the fertile Beqa{a Valley. Baalbek was named Heliopolis by the Greeks after the 
classical sun-deity, who was identified with Baal during the Hellenistic period. The 
Semitic name indicates an earlier occupation or shrine, but no evidence for 
pre-Hellenistic occupation has been found.

�The city wThe city was the culas the cultic centertic center of the so of the so-called He-called Heliopolitanliopolitan triad: Ju triad: Jupiter (Zeupiter (Zeus) Heliopos(Zeu(Zeus) Hel(Zeus) Heliopolitanuiopolitanus, Mercurys, Mercury (Hermes), (Hermes), and Venus and Venus (Aphrodit (Aphrodite). Their e). Their syncretic syncretic syncretic syncretic Semitic coSemitic counterpartsunterparts were Baal were Baal with Jupi with Jupiter and Atter and Atargatis wiargatis with Venus; th Venus; the local ththe local the local equivalentequivalent of Mercur of Mercury remains y remains problematiproblematic. One of c. One of the city’sthe city’s temples i temples is depicteds ds depicted odepicted on late 2ndn late 2nd/early 3rd/early 3rd-century -century A.D.A.D. coins. coins. coins.

The city was the cultic center of the so-called Heliopolitan triad: Jupiter 
(Zeus) Heliopolitanus, Mercury (Hermes), and Venus (Aphrodite). Their 
syncretic Semitic counterparts were Baal with Jupiter and Atargatis with Venus; 
the local equivalent of Mercury remains problematic. One of the city’s temples is 
depicted on late 2nd/early 3rd-century A.D. coins.

�The visiblThe visible architece architectural rematural remains date tins date to the Romao the Roman period an period and includend include a major t a majo a major tempmajor temple complexle complex with a la with a large staircrge staircase and cease and ceremonial gremonial gateway leaateway leading throuding throuding through a through a hexagonal hexagonal court intocourt into a vast co a vast courtyard. Purtyard. Pools of waools of water flanketer flanked a centrad a central altar. Wl al altar. Wesaltar. West of the ct of the courtyard wourtyard was the Jupas the Jupiter templiter temple, placed e, placed on a rectaon a rectangular plangular platform thattfoplaplatform tplatform that raisedhat raised it above  it above the surrouthe surrounding builnding buildings. Soudings. South of the th of the Jupiter teJupiter temple is thmpletetemple is temple is the so-calthe so-called templeled temple of Bacchu of Bacchus, althougs, although it may hh it may have been dave been dedicated tedicated to Venus. Lo tto Venus. to Venus. Late in thLate in the 4th cente 4th century a Chriury a Christian basistian basilica replalica replaced the ceced the central altantral altar, and a mr, andr, and a mosqand a mosque was plaue was placed west oced west of the tempf the temple of Baccle of Bacchus after hus after the Arab cthe Arab conquest. Nonquest. Nonquest. Not far frNot far from the acrom the acropolis is opolis is a quarry wa quarry where stonehere stone for the t for the temples wasemples was prepared. prepared.

The visible architectural remains date to the Roman period and include a 
major temple complex with a large staircase and ceremonial gateway leading 
through a hexagonal court into a vast courtyard. Pools of water flanked a central 
altar. West of the courtyard was the Jupiter temple, placed on a rectangular 
platform that raised it above the surrounding buildings. South of the Jupiter 
temple is the so-called temple of Bacchus, although it may have been dedicated 
to Venus. Late in the 4th century a Christian basilica replaced the central altar, 
and a mosque was placed west of the temple of Bacchus after the Arab conquest. 
Not far from the acropolis is a quarry where stone for the temples was prepared.

Thomas W. Thomas W. DavisDavis
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BAAL-BERITBAAL-BERITHH (Heb.  (Heb. ba{al beïrba{al beïriît�iît�)))

BAAL-BERITH (Heb. ba{al beïriît� )

The name oThe name or title ofr title of a deity w a deity worshipped orshipped by the Isrby the Israelites afaelites after Gideonter Gideon’s death (’s death (Judg. 8:33Judg((Judg. 8:3(Judg. 8:33) whose t3) whose temple was emple was at Shechemat Shechem (9:4). Ba (9:4). Baal could bal could be the Canae the Canaanite deitanite deity Hadad, kydeitdeity Hadadeity Hadad, known fd, known from Ugaritrom Ugaritic and bibic and biblical textlical texts, or the s, or the phrase couphrase could also beld also be a title,  a  a title, “a title, “Lord or MaLord or Master of thster of the Covenante Covenant,” applied,” applied to anothe to another deity. Ir deity. In Judg. 9:n Judg. 9:46 the nam46 th46 the name Ethe name El-berith (l-berith (found alsofound also in RS 24. in RS 24.278) appea278) appears, which rs, which if equatedif equated could mea could mean that El nmeamean that mean that El was theEl was the “lord of  “lord of the covenathe covenant” or connt” or conversely thversely that Baal waat Baal was the “gods the “god of the co o of the covof the covenant.” Whenant.” While many sile many scholars eqcholars equate the tuate the two templeswo temples and see t and see the titles he titles as referriaas referrias referring to the ng to the same deitysame deity, some see, some see separate  separate sites for sites for the two evthe two events recorents recorded in Juddedrecorrecorded irecorded in Judg. 9.n Judg. 9.

The name or title of a deity worshipped by the Israelites after Gideon’s death 
(Judg. 8:33) whose temple was at Shechem (9:4). Baal could be the Canaanite 
deity Hadad, known from Ugaritic and biblical texts, or the phrase could also be 



a title, “Lord or Master of the Covenant,” applied to another deity. In Judg. 9:46 
the name El-berith (found also in RS 24.278) appears, which if equated could 
mean that El was the “lord of the covenant” or conversely that Baal was the “god 
of the covenant.” While many scholars equate the two temples and see the titles 
as referring to the same deity, some see separate sites for the two events 
recorded in Judg. 9.

�The signifThe significance of icance of the covenathe covenant and itsnt and its deity or  deity or deities fodeities for the Shecr the Shechemites cahemites chemites cannot be cannot be determineddetermined by the co by the context of Jntext of Judg. 8-9. udg. 8-9. However, tHowever, the covenanhe covenant traditiot tradition of Shechntraditiotradition tradition of Shechemof Shechem for Israe for Israel is imporl is important in Jotant in Josh. 8; 24;sh. 8; 24; Judg. 9;  Judg. 9; and 1 Kgs.and 1 Kgs. 12. Shech 12. Sh 12. Shechem beShechem became the scame the site of theite of the fall fest fall festival of coival of covenant renvenant renewal for Iewal for Israel.srael.srael.

The significance of the covenant and its deity or deities for the Shechemites 
cannot be determined by the context of Judg. 8-9. However, the covenant 
tradition of Shechem for Israel is important in Josh. 8; 24; Judg. 9; and 1 Kgs. 12. 
Shechem became the site of the fall festival of covenant renewal for Israel.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. F. CampE. F. Campbell, “Shebell, “Shechem: Tellchem: Tell Balatah,” Balatah,”  NEAEHLNEAEHL 4:1345–54 4:1345–54; F. M. Cr; 4:1345–544:1345–54;4:1345–54; F. M. Cro F. M. Cross, ss, Canaanite Canaanite Myth and HMyth and Hebrew Epicebrew Epic (Cambridg (Cambridge, Mass., e, Mass., 1973).1973).1973).1973).1973).

Bibliography. E. F. Campbell, “Shechem: Tell Balatah,” NEAEHL 
4:1345–54; F. M. Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic (Cambridge, Mass., 
1973).

Russell D.Russell D. Nelson Nelson

Russell D. Nelson

BAALE-JUDABAALE-JUDAHH (Heb.  (Heb. ba{a�leî yba{a�leî yeïhu®d�a®eïhu®d�a®)))

BAALE-JUDAH (Heb. ba{a�leî yeïhu®d�a® )

“Baal of J“Baal of Judah,” theudah,” the city wher city where the ark e the ark of the covof the covenant was enant was taken aftetaken after its retur its return from Phrn frrn from Philifrom Philistia (2 Sastia (2 Sam. 6:2).m. 6:2).m. 6:2).

“Baal of Judah,” the city where the ark of the covenant was taken after its return 
from Philistia (2 Sam. 6:2).

�SeeSee  KIRIATH-JEKIRIATH-JEARIM.ARIM.

See KIRIATH-JEARIM.

BAAL-GADBAAL-GAD (Heb.  (Heb. ba{al gaœdba{al gaœd��)))

BAAL-GAD (Heb. ba{al gaœd� )

A CanaanitA Canaanite town mare town marking the nking the northern boorthern boundary of undary of Joshua’s cJoshua’s conquests (onquests (Josh. 11:1Josh. 11:Josh. 11:17; 12:11:17; 12:7; 13:5). 7; 13:5). The king lThe king list in Josist in Josh. 12 implh. 12 implicitly incicitly includes Baalludes Baal-gad withi-gad within the terrn the ten the territory territory of Og, kinof Og, king of Bashag of Bashan. The town. The town is locatn is located “below ed “below Mt. HermonMt. Hermon” and may ” and may” and may have omay have occupied thccupied the site of e site of modern Banmodern Banias. Permaias. Permanent waternent water sources a sources are by theire by there by their natutheir nature sacred re sacred sites, andsites, and the name  the name of the towof the town may refln may reflect the peect the permanent sprmanent spring at Barspspring at spring at Banias (21Banias (2112.2949).12.2949).12.2949).

A Canaanite town marking the northern boundary of Joshua’s conquests (Josh. 
11:17; 12:7; 13:5). The king list in Josh. 12 implicitly includes Baal-gad within the 
territory of Og, king of Bashan. The town is located “below Mt. Hermon” and 
may have occupied the site of modern Banias. Permanent water sources are by 
their nature sacred sites, and the name of the town may reflect the permanent 
spring at Banias (2112.2949).

Thomas W. Thomas W. DavisDavis
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BAAL-HAMONBAAL-HAMON (Heb.  (Heb. ba{al haœmba{al haœmo®no®n)))

BAAL-HAMON (Heb. ba{al haœmo®n)

An unknownAn unknown place whe place where Solomonre Solomon had a vin had a vineyard (Caneyard (Cant. 8:11). t. 8:11). According According to some coto someto some commesome commentators, “ntators, “vineyard” vineyard” refers to refers to the royal the royal harem; thuharem; thus the names the name could be  could b could be a coverbe a covert allusiont allusion to Jerusa to Jerusalem.lem.

An unknown place where Solomon had a vineyard (Cant. 8:11). According to 
some commentators, “vineyard” refers to the royal harem; thus the name could 
be a covert allusion to Jerusalem.

BAAL-HANANBAAL-HANAN (Heb.  (Heb. ba{al h�aœba{al h�aœnaœnnaœn)))

BAAL-HANAN (Heb. ba{al h�aœnaœn )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Achbor; thAchbor; the seventh e seventh king of Edking of Edom (Gen. 3om (Gen. 36:38 = 1 C6:38 = 1 Chr. 1:49).hr. 1:49).

1. A son of Achbor; the seventh king of Edom (Gen. 36:38 = 1 Chr. 1:49).

�2.2. Overseer  Overseer of the oliof the olive and sycve and sycamore treeamore trees in the Ss in the Shephelah dhephelah during the uring the reign of Dreignreign of Dreign of David (1 Chavid (1 Chr. 27:28).r. 27:28).

2. Overseer of the olive and sycamore trees in the Shephelah during the 
reign of David (1 Chr. 27:28).

BAAL-HAZORBAAL-HAZOR (Heb.  (Heb. ba{al h�aœba{al h�aœs�o®rs�o®r)))

BAAL-HAZOR (Heb. ba{al h�aœs�o®r )



A mountainA mountain where Abs where Absalom, the alom, the son of Kinson of King David, hg David, held a sheeeld a sheepshearing pshearing celebratiocelebraticelebratiocelebration, at whicn, at which he had hh he had his brotheris brother Amnon mur Amnon murdered for dered for raping hisraping his half-sist half-sister Tamar (erhalf-sisthalf-sistehalf-sister Tamar (2r Tamar (2 Sam. 13:2 Sam. 13:23). At the3). At the foot of t foot of the mountaihe mountain may haven may have been a se been a settlement wttsesettlementsettlement with the  with the same name.same name. The locat The location is genion is generally helerally held to be Jed to be Jebel bel }As�u®r}As�u®}As�u®r}As�u®r (177153), (177153), situated  situated some 1032 some 1032 m. (3386 fm. (3386 ft.) above t.) above the sea, 7the sea, 7 km. (4.5  km. (4.5 mi.) NE ofmimi.) NE ofmi.) NE of Bethel. Bethel. Bethel.

A mountain where Absalom, the son of King David, held a sheepshearing 
celebration, at which he had his brother Amnon murdered for raping his 
half-sister Tamar (2 Sam. 13:23). At the foot of the mountain may have been a 
settlement with the same name. The location is generally held to be Jebel 
}As�u®r  (177153), situated some 1032 m. (3386 ft.) above the sea, 7 km. (4.5 
mi.) NE of Bethel.

Willard W.Willard W. Winter Winter

Willard W. Winter

BAAL-HERMOBAAL-HERMONN (Heb.  (Heb. ba{al h�erba{al h�ermo®nmo®n)))

BAAL-HERMON (Heb. ba{al h�ermo®n )

A place inA place in the Leban the Lebanon Mountaion Mountains occupiens occupied by the Hd by the Hivites (Juivites (Judg. 3:3) adg. 3:3) and assignend assigned to the hd assigneassigned tassigned to the halfo the half-tribe of -tribe of Manasseh (Manasseh (1 Chr. 5:21 Chr. 5:23). It is 3). It is likely a Hlikely a Hivite townivite town or shrine or shr or shrine on shrine on the slopesthe slopes or in the or in the foothills foothills of the He of the Hermon massirmon massif. Althougf. Although the siteh the site of Baal-h of  of Baal-heof Baal-hermon has nrmon has not been idot been identified, entified, nearly twonearly two dozen anc dozen ancient cult ient cult sites are sites are known fromknoknown fromknown from the Hermo the Hermon area datn area dating from ting from the Hellenihe Hellenistic and Rstic and Roman periooman periods, indicads, indicds, indicatingindicating that the  that the local populocal populace consilace considered Mt. dered Mt. Hermon a sHermon a sacred areaacred area. Like mos. Like most of the htmosmost of thmost of the higher me higher mountains iountains in Palestinn Palestine, Mt. Here, Mt. Hermon probabmon probably was thely was the seat of a seat of a local dei aa local dea local deity.ity.ity.

A place in the Lebanon Mountains occupied by the Hivites (Judg. 3:3) and 
assigned to the half-tribe of Manasseh (1 Chr. 5:23). It is likely a Hivite town or 
shrine on the slopes or in the foothills of the Hermon massif. Although the site 
of Baal-hermon has not been identified, nearly two dozen ancient cult sites are 
known from the Hermon area dating from the Hellenistic and Roman periods, 
indicating that the local populace considered Mt. Hermon a sacred area. Like 
most of the higher mountains in Palestine, Mt. Hermon probably was the seat of 
a local deity.

Thomas W. Thomas W. DavisDavis

Thomas W. Davis

BAALISBAALIS (Heb.  (Heb. ba{a�liîsba{a�liîs)))

BAALIS (Heb. ba{a�liîs )

An AmmonitAn Ammonite king dure king during the miing the ministry of nistry of Jeremiah (Jeremiah (Jer. 40:14Jer. 40:14). He sent). He sent Ishmael t Ishmael the son of htthe son ofthe son of Nethaniah Nethaniah to murder to murder the gover the governor Gedalinor Gedaliah in ordeah in order to bringr to bring about the about the about the downfathe downfall of Judall of Judah and to eh and to enlarge hisnlarge his own kingd own kingdom.om.

An Ammonite king during the ministry of Jeremiah (Jer. 40:14). He sent Ishmael 
the son of Nethaniah to murder the governor Gedaliah in order to bring about 
the downfall of Judah and to enlarge his own kingdom.

BAAL-MEONBAAL-MEON (Heb.  (Heb. ba{al meï{ba{al meï{o®no®n)))

BAAL-MEON (Heb. ba{al meï{o®n)

A town (moA town (modern dern Ma{iînMa{iîn, 219120) , 219120) known variknown variously as Bously as Baal-meon (aal-meon (Num. 32:38Num. 32:38), Beon (3), Be), Beon (32:3Beon (32:3), Beth-ba), Beth-baal-meon (Jal-meon (Josh. 13:17osh. 13:17), or Beth), or Beth-meon (Jer-meon (Jer. 48:23), . 48:23), located 14located 14.5 km. (9 .51414.5 km. (14.5 km. (9 mi.) E o9 mi.) E of the Deadf the Dead Sea. Part Sea. Part of Moses’ of Moses’ gift to t gift to the tribes he tribes of Reuben of Reuben and Gad inand and Gad inand Gad in return fo return for militaryr military services  services against Siagainst Sihon the Amhon the Amorite, Baaorite, Baal-meon wasl-meon was rebuilt o r rebuilt orrebuilt or fortified fortified by the Re by the Reubenites (ubenites (Num. 32:38Num. 32:38). It fell). It fell into Moab into Moabite hands ite hands in the 9thin thein the 9th cethe 9th century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. in the re in the revolt led bvolt led by King Mesy King Mesha, who clha, who claims in hiaims in his stela (ts stela (the Mesha ihe Mhe Mesha inscMesha inscription, lription, l. 9) that . 9) that he built ahe built a reservoir reservoir at Baal-m at Baal-meon.eon.eon.

A town (modern Ma{iîn, 219120) known variously as Baal-meon (Num. 32:38), 
Beon (32:3), Beth-baal-meon (Josh. 13:17), or Beth-meon (Jer. 48:23), located 
14.5 km. (9 mi.) E of the Dead Sea. Part of Moses’ gift to the tribes of Reuben 
and Gad in return for military services against Sihon the Amorite, Baal-meon was 
rebuilt or fortified by the Reubenites (Num. 32:38). It fell into Moabite hands in 
the 9th century B.C.E. in the revolt led by King Mesha, who claims in his stela (the 
Mesha inscription, l. 9) that he built a reservoir at Baal-meon.

Robert DelRobert Delsnydersnyder

Robert Delsnyder

BAAL-PEORBAAL-PEORBAAL-PEOR

BAAL-PEOR

�SeeSee  BETH-PEOR;BETH-PEOR; PEOR. PEOR.

See BETH-PEOR; PEOR.

BAAL-PERAZBAAL-PERAZIMIM (Heb.  (Heb. ba{al peïrba{al peïraœs�iîmaœs�iîm)))

BAAL-PERAZIM (Heb. ba{al peïraœs�iîm )

The locatiThe location of Davion of David’s victord’s victory over they over the Philistin Philistine army afte army after he was er he was establisheestablished as king d as d as king ovas king over the enter the entire nationire nation (2 Sam. 5 (2 Sam. 5:20 = 1 Ch:20 = 1 Chr. 14:11).r. 14:11). Although  Although not precisnot precisely locateelyprecisprecisely precisely located, tlocated, the site ishe site is most like most likely above tly above the valley he valley of Rephaimof Rephaim, SW of Je, SW of Jerusalem (crusalJeJerusalem Jerusalem (cf. Mt. P(cf. Mt. Perazim in erazim in Isa. 28:21Isa. 28:21, an appar, an apparent allusient allusion to Davion to David’s victord’s victory). The hiy). Thy). The high gThe high ground therround there affordede afforded David the David the tactical  tactical advantage advantage in his batin his battle with ttle with the Philisthe Phe PhilistinePhilistines in the vs in the valley beloalley below. After hw. After his victoryis victory David gav David gave the sitee the site its name, its name, which mea which which meanwhich means “Lord ofs “Lord of Breaches” Breaches” or “Divin or “Divine Outburste Outburst.”.”.”

The location of David’s victory over the Philistine army after he was established 



as king over the entire nation (2 Sam. 5:20 = 1 Chr. 14:11). Although not 
precisely located, the site is most likely above the valley of Rephaim, SW of 
Jerusalem (cf. Mt. Perazim in Isa. 28:21, an apparent allusion to David’s victory). 
The high ground there afforded David the tactical advantage in his battle with the 
Philistines in the valley below. After his victory David gave the site its name, 
which means “Lord of Breaches” or “Divine Outburst.”

Dennis M. Dennis M. SwansonSwanson

Dennis M. Swanson

BAAL-SHALIBAAL-SHALISHAHSHAH (Heb.  (Heb. ba{al sûaœba{al sûaœliîsûa®liîsûa®)))

BAAL-SHALISHAH (Heb. ba{al sûaœliîsûa®)

A village A village in the hilin the hill country l country of Ephraimof Ephraim (1 Sam. 9 (1 Sam. 9:4), the h:4), the home of a mome of a man who gavan who gave Elisha te Ee Elisha theElisha the “bread of “bread of the first the first fruits” ( fruits” (2 Kgs. 4:42 Kgs. 4:42). The si2). The site may be te may be modern Khimodern Khirbet Sirisrbet KhiKhirbet SiKhirbet Sirisya (151risya (151168), SW o168), SW of Shechem.f Shechem. Kefr Thil Kefr Thilth (154174th (154174), 5.5 km.), 5.5 km. (3.5 mi.) (3.5 mi.) to the no t to the norto the north, preserth, preserves the anves the ancient namecient name..

A village in the hill country of Ephraim (1 Sam. 9:4), the home of a man who gave 
Elisha the “bread of the first fruits” (2 Kgs. 4:42). The site may be modern 
Khirbet Sirisya (151168), SW of Shechem. Kefr Thilth (154174), 5.5 km. (3.5 mi.) 
to the north, preserves the ancient name.

BAAL-TAMARBAAL-TAMAR (Heb.  (Heb. ba{al taœmba{al taœmaœraœr)))

BAAL-TAMAR (Heb. ba{al taœmaœr)

A town neaA town near Gibeah wr Gibeah where Israehere Israel ambushedl ambushed the Benja the Benjaminites (Jminites (Judg. 20:33udg. 20:33-36). Its -36). Its location allocation alocation and modern nd modern identificaidentification are ution are unclear. Thnclear. The biblicale biblical text sugg text suggests a locests a location nearationloclocation nlocation near Gibeahear Gibeah, in the B, in the Benjaminiteenjaminite teritory  teritory N of JerusN of Jerusalem. Somealem. Some scholars  scholars have identhahave identhave identified Baalified Baal-tamar wit-tamar with the “palh the “palm of Deborm of Deborah,” slighah,” slightly farthetly farther north inr north in Ephraim ( Eph Ephraim (JEphraim (Judg. 4:5);udg. 4:5); others, w others, with the biith the biblical towblical town of Tamarn of Tamar (Ezek. 47 (Ezek. 47:19; 48:28:19; 48:28) and the ) an) and the Roand the Roman town oman town of Tamara f Tamara (Mez�ad H¸(Mez�ad H¸az�evaaz�eva, 1734.024, 1734.0242; or 2; or Mez�ad T¸aMez�ad TMez�ad T¸amarT¸amar, 1731.048, 1731.0485) in the 5) in the Arabah.Arabah.Arabah.

A town near Gibeah where Israel ambushed the Benjaminites (Judg. 20:33-36). Its 
location and modern identification are unclear. The biblical text suggests a 
location near Gibeah, in the Benjaminite teritory N of Jerusalem. Some scholars 
have identified Baal-tamar with the “palm of Deborah,” slightly farther north in 
Ephraim (Judg. 4:5); others, with the biblical town of Tamar (Ezek. 47:19; 48:28) 
and the Roman town of Tamara (Mez�ad H¸az�eva , 1734.0242; or Mez�ad 
T¸amar, 1731.0485) in the Arabah.

John R. SpJohn R. Spencerencer

John R. Spencer

BAAL-ZEBUBBAAL-ZEBUB (Heb.  (Heb. ba{al zeïbba{al zeïb�u®b��u®b�)))

BAAL-ZEBUB (Heb. ba{al zeïb�u®b� )

God of theGod of the Philistin Philistine city Ekre city Ekron. The Ison. The Israelite kiraelite king Ahaziahng Ahaziah consulted consulted Baal-zebu Baal-zebub about reb abb about recoabout recovering frovering from a fall, m a fall, whereupon whereupon Elijah annElijah announced Ahaounced Ahaziah’s deaziah’s death (2 Kgs.th (2 Kgs. 1:2, 3, 6 1 1:2, 3, 6,1:2, 3, 6, 16). 16). 16).

God of the Philistine city Ekron. The Israelite king Ahaziah consulted Baal-zebub 
about recovering from a fall, whereupon Elijah announced Ahaziah’s death (2 Kgs. 
1:2, 3, 6, 16).

�The name sThe name suggests a uggests a Semitic deSemitic deity adopteity adopted after thd after the Philistie Philistines settlenes settled in Canaad in Canad in Canaan, alCanaan, although thethough the etymology etymology has been  has been disputed. disputed. Whether Whether ba{alba{al means “lo means “lord, masterrd, mrd, master, humaster, husband” or sband” or refers to refers to the Canaanthe Canaanite storm-ite storm-god dependgod depends on the is on the interpretatnterpretaiinterpretainterpretation of tion of zeïb�u®b�zeïb�u®b� (“flies”) (“flies”). The simp. The simple meaningle meaning “lord of  “lord of flies” sugflies” suggests, by gestsugsuggests, suggests, by extensiby extension, controon, control over disl over disease. Thisease. This parallels parallels the epith the epithet of Zeuset of Zeus the heale the  the healerthe healer, Gk. , Gk. apomuiosapomuios (“averter (“averter of flies” of flies”), and may), and may be suppor be supported by Rasted by Ras Ibn Hani  Ibn Han Ibn Hani 78.20Hani 78.20, in which, in which Baal driv Baal drives out “dees out “demon-flies”mon-flies”  (dbbm)(dbbm) from a si from a sick person.ck person. However,  How However, AHowever, Ahaziah sufhaziah suffers injurfers injury, not disy, not disease, castease, casting doubt ing doubt on Baal-zeon Baal-zebub’s connbub’s connection witecconnconnectionconnection with dise with disease. It isase. It is more like more likely that thly that the name wase name was originall originally y ba{al-zeïbba{al-zeïb�u®l�ba{al-zeïbba{al-zeïbba{al-zeïb�u®l�u®l (cf. Beel (cf. Beelzebul in tzebul in the NT). Alhe NT). Although though zeïb�u®lzeïb�u®l alone can alone can mean “lof mean  mean “loftmean “lofty, exaltedy, exalted place” (t place” (thus “lord hus “lord of heaven”of heaven”), the fix), the fixed phrase ed phrase zbl b{lzbl b{l (“prince  (“prin (“prince B(“prince Baal”) at Uaal”) at Ugarit suppgarit supports takinorts taking Baal-zebg Baal-zebul as a loul as a local manifecal manifestation ofstation of the storm the s the storm-god storm-god Baal. BaalBaal. Baal-zebub wou-zebub would thus beld thus be a derogat a derogatory pun onory pun on the origi the original name.nal name.nal name.

The name suggests a Semitic deity adopted after the Philistines settled in 
Canaan, although the etymology has been disputed. Whether ba{al means “lord, 
master, husband” or refers to the Canaanite storm-god depends on the 
interpretation of zeïb�u®b�  (“flies”). The simple meaning “lord of flies” 
suggests, by extension, control over disease. This parallels the epithet of Zeus 
the healer, Gk. apomuios (“averter of flies”), and may be supported by Ras Ibn 
Hani 78.20, in which Baal drives out “demon-flies” (dbbm) from a sick person. 
However, Ahaziah suffers injury, not disease, casting doubt on Baal-zebub’s 
connection with disease. It is more likely that the name was originally 
ba{al-zeïb�u®l  (cf. Beelzebul in the NT). Although zeïb�u®l  alone can 
mean “lofty, exalted place” (thus “lord of heaven”), the fixed phrase zbl b{l 



(“prince Baal”) at Ugarit supports taking Baal-zebul as a local manifestation of the 
storm-god Baal. Baal-zebub would thus be a derogatory pun on the original name.

John L. McJohn L. McLaughlinLaughlin

John L. McLaughlin

BAAL-ZEPHOBAAL-ZEPHONN (Heb.  (Heb. ba{al s�eïba{al s�eïp�o®np�o®n)))

BAAL-ZEPHON (Heb. ba{al s�eïp�o®n )

“Lord of t“Lord of the North,”he North,” another n another name for Baame for Baal, the Caal, the Canaanite stnaanite storm-god. Borm-god. Baal-zephonaal-zephoBBaal-zephoBaal-zephon has beenn has been compared  compared to the Greto the Greek Zeus-caek Zeus-casius; bothsius; both were patr were patrons of shions of sons of ships and ships and sailors.sailors.sailors.

“Lord of the North,” another name for Baal, the Canaanite storm-god. 
Baal-zephon has been compared to the Greek Zeus-casius; both were patrons of 
ships and sailors.

�Baal-zephoBaal-zephon probablyn probably refers to refers to a city wh a city which had a ich had a temple dedtemple dedicated to icated to the god, athe gothe god, and mgod, and most likelyost likely a seaport a seaport. In the b. In the biblical naiblical narrative Barrative Baal-zephon al-zephon is placed is placed in the easin thein the easterthe eastern Delta nen Delta near Migdol ar Migdol and Pi-hahand Pi-hahiroth (Exoiroth (Exod. 14:2, 9d. 14:2, 9; Num. 33:; Num. 33:7). Otto E7). Otto Eissfeldt lisEEissfeldt Eissfeldt located Balocated Baal-zephon al-zephon at Mahammeat Mahammediyeh, at diyeh, at the westerthe western end of Ln end of Lake Sirbonake Sirbonake Sirbonis (Sirbonis (Lake BardaLake Bardawil) E of wil) E of the Bay ofthe Bay of Pelusium  Pelusium (cf. Herod(cf. Herodotus otus Hist.Hist. 2.6; 3.5) 2.6; 3.5). Strabo (. Str. Strabo (Strabo (Geog.Geog. 16.2.28,  16.2.28, 32–33) men32–33) mentions a tetions a temple to Jumple to Jupiter-casipiter-casius (Zeus-cus (Zeus-casius) midasius) miasius) midway alomidway along the strng the strip of landip of land between L between Lake Sirbonake Sirbonis and theis and the Mediterra Mediterranean Sea anean Sea anean Sea at Ras at Ras Qas�runQas�run. Scholars. Scholars who follo who follow Eissfeldw Eissfeldt’s northet’s northern route frn route for the Exoor the Exodus identidus iddus identify tidentify this site ahis site as Baal-zeps Baal-zephon. Willihon. William F. Albram F. Albright offeright offered an alteed an alternative, Trnative, Tahpanhes (ahpanhTTahpanhes Tahpanhes (modern Te(modern Tell Defneh ll Defneh in the easin the eastern Deltatern Delta), which a), which according tccording to ancient o ancient o ancient trancient tradition haadition had a templed a temple to Baal-z to Baal-zephon.ephon.ephon.

Baal-zephon probably refers to a city which had a temple dedicated to the 
god, and most likely a seaport. In the biblical narrative Baal-zephon is placed in 
the eastern Delta near Migdol and Pi-hahiroth (Exod. 14:2, 9; Num. 33:7). Otto 
Eissfeldt located Baal-zephon at Mahammediyeh, at the western end of Lake 
Sirbonis (Lake Bardawil) E of the Bay of Pelusium (cf. Herodotus Hist. 2.6; 3.5). 
Strabo (Geog. 16.2.28, 32–33) mentions a temple to Jupiter-casius (Zeus-casius) 
midway along the strip of land between Lake Sirbonis and the Mediterranean Sea 
at Ras Qas�run . Scholars who follow Eissfeldt’s northern route for the Exodus 
identify this site as Baal-zephon. William F. Albright offered an alternative, 
Tahpanhes (modern Tell Defneh in the eastern Delta), which according to 
ancient tradition had a temple to Baal-zephon.

�The biblicThe biblical referenal reference to the ce to the site may bsite may be a later e a later addition taddition to indicateo indicate the locat the location of Pi-iolocatlocation olocation of Pi-hahirf Pi-hahiroth and Mioth and Migdol.gdol.gdol.

The biblical reference to the site may be a later addition to indicate the 
location of Pi-hahiroth and Migdol.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. F. AlbrW. F. Albright, “Baaight, “Baal-zephon,”l-zephon,”  FestschrifFestschrift Alfred Bt Alfred Bertholetertholet (Tubingen (Tubi (Tubingen,(Tubingen, 1950), 1– 1950), 1–14; J. Bai14; J. Baines and J.nes and J. Malik,  Malik, Atlas of AAtlas of Ancient Egyncient Egyptpt (New York (New York, 1980); O, 198, 1980); O. 1980); O. Eissfeldt,Eissfeldt,  Baal ZaphoBaal Zaphon, Zeus Kan, Zeus Kasios und dsios und der Durchzuer Durchzug der Israg der Israeliten dureliten durchs Meerchs Mchs MeerMeer (Haale, 1 (Haale, 1932).932).932).

Bibliography. W. F. Albright, “Baal-zephon,” Festschrift Alfred Bertholet 
(Tubingen, 1950), 1–14; J. Baines and J. Malik, Atlas of Ancient Egypt (New York, 
1980); O. Eissfeldt, Baal Zaphon, Zeus Kasios und der Durchzug der Israeliten durchs 
Meer (Haale, 1932).

Lawrence ALawrence A. Sinclair. Sinclair

Lawrence A. Sinclair

BAANABAANA (Heb.  (Heb. ba{a�naœ}ba{a�naœ})))

BAANA (Heb. ba{a�naœ} )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Ahilud (1 Ahilud (1 Kgs. 4:12)Kgs. 4:12); Solomon’; Solomon’s overseers overseer in the so in the southern paruthern part of the vt of tt of the valleythe valley of Jezree of Jezreel, from Mel, from Megiddo to tgiddo to the Jordan.he Jordan.

1. A son of Ahilud (1 Kgs. 4:12); Solomon’s overseer in the southern part of 
the valley of Jezreel, from Megiddo to the Jordan.

�2.2. A son of  A son of Hushai andHushai and overseer  overseer of Asher aof Asher and Bealothnd Bealoth during th during the reign ofe reign of Solomon ( Solo Solomon (1Solomon (1 Kgs. 4:16 Kgs. 4:16). His fat). His father was prher was probably Davobably David’s counsid’s counselor (2 Saelor (2 Sam. 15:32-3m. 15:32-37; 16:15—1715:32-315:32-37; 15:32-37; 16:15—17:416:15—17:4).).).

2. A son of Hushai and overseer of Asher and Bealoth during the reign of 
Solomon (1 Kgs. 4:16). His father was probably David’s counselor (2 Sam. 
15:32-37; 16:15—17:4).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Zadokr of Zadok, who help, who helped repair ed repair the walls the walls of Jerusalof Jerusalem (Neh. 3em (Neh. 3:4). He ma:4). H:4). He may be He may be the same athe same as Baanah s Baanah 3 3 at either at either Ezra 2:2 =Ezra 2:2 = Neh. 7:7  Neh. 7:7 or Neh. 10or Neh. 10:27(MT 28):27(MT 2:27(MT 28).28).

3. The father of Zadok, who helped repair the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:4). 
He may be the same as Baanah 3 at either Ezra 2:2 = Neh. 7:7 or Neh. 10:27(MT 
28).

BAANAHBAANAH (Heb.  (Heb. ba{a�na®ba{a�na®)))

BAANAH (Heb. ba{a�na® )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Rimmon whoRimmon who, with his, with his brother R brother Rechab, murechab, murdered Sauldered Saul’s son Ish’s son Ishbosheth anboIshIshboshethIshbosheth and broug and brought his sevht his severed head ered head to David (to David (2 Sam. 4:22 Sam. 4:2-12), in a-12), in an apparentn apparent attempt t a attempt toattempt to remove an remove any perceivey perceived threat td threat to David’s o David’s successionsuccession to the th to the throne of Isrone of Israel. DavirIsIsrael. DaIsrael. David’s respvid’s response was tonse was typical of ypical of the respecthe respect he showet he showed Saul’s hd Saul’s house (cf. ouse (cf. 2 Sam. 1:12 Sa2 Sam. 1:11-Sam. 1:11-16; 3:28-216; 3:28-29); he ord9); he ordered the eered the execution oxecution of the brotf the brothers and ahers and a proper bu proper bu proper burial forburial for Ishboshet Ishbosheth.h.h.

1. A son of Rimmon who, with his brother Rechab, murdered Saul’s son 
Ishbosheth and brought his severed head to David (2 Sam. 4:2-12), in an apparent 



attempt to remove any perceived threat to David’s succession to the throne of 
Israel. David’s response was typical of the respect he showed Saul’s house (cf. 2 
Sam. 1:11-16; 3:28-29); he ordered the execution of the brothers and a proper 
burial for Ishbosheth.

�2.2. The fathe The father of Helebr of Heleb, one of D, one of David’s “miavid’s “mighty men” ghty men” (2 Sam. 23(2 Sam. 23:29 = 1 Ch:29 = 1 Chr. 11:30).r. 1r. 11:30).11:30).11:30).

2. The father of Heleb, one of David’s “mighty men” (2 Sam. 23:29 = 1 Chr. 
11:30).

�3.3. The last  The last among the among the 10 (or 11,10 (or 11, Neh. 7:7) Neh. 7:7) “leaders” “leaders” (so 1 Esd (so 1 Esdr. 5:8) whr. 5:8) who returnedo reto returned freturned from the Barom the Babylonian ebylonian exile with xile with ZerubbabelZerubbabel (Ezra 2:2 (Ezra 2:2). He is p). He is perhaps to erhaps to be equatedbbe equatedbe equated with the  with the Baanah whoBaanah who was among was among those who those who set their set their seals to  seals to the covenathe covethe covenant tcovenant to keep theo keep the law (Neh. law (Neh. 10:27[MT  10:27[MT 28]).28]).28]).

3. The last among the 10 (or 11, Neh. 7:7) “leaders” (so 1 Esdr. 5:8) who 
returned from the Babylonian exile with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:2). He is perhaps to 
be equated with the Baanah who was among those who set their seals to the 
covenant to keep the law (Neh. 10:27[MT 28]).

C. Mack RoC. Mack Roarkark

C. Mack Roark

BAARABAARA (Heb.  (Heb. ba{a�raœ}ba{a�raœ})))

BAARA (Heb. ba{a�raœ} )

A wife of A wife of the Benjamthe Benjaminite Shahinite Shaharaim (1 Caraim (1 Chr. 8:8).hr. 8:8).

A wife of the Benjaminite Shaharaim (1 Chr. 8:8).

BAASEIAHBAASEIAH (Heb.  (Heb. ba{a�síeäyba{a�síeäya®a®)))

BAASEIAH (Heb. ba{a�síeäya® )

A son of MA son of Malchijah aalchijah and ancestond ancestor of Asaphr of Asaph the music the musician (1 Chrian (1 Chr. 6:40[MT . 6:40[MT 25]).25]).

A son of Malchijah and ancestor of Asaph the musician (1 Chr. 6:40[MT 25]).

BAASHABAASHA (Heb.  (Heb. ba{sûaœ}ba{sûaœ})))

BAASHA (Heb. ba{sûaœ})

The son ofThe son of Ahijah fr Ahijah from the triom the tribe of Issabe of Issachar; the char; the third kingthird king of the no of the northern kinrthern kingdom who egdomkinkingdom whkingdom who establiso established its sehed its second dynascond dynasty. He rulty. He ruled from Tied from Tirzah, NE orzah, NE of Shechem,f Shechemf Shechem, fShechem, for 24 yearor 24 years (ca. 900s (ca. 900–877 –877 B.C.B.C.). Baasha ). Baasha assassinatassassinated the Isred the Israelite kinaelite king Nadab whg Nadg Nadab whilNadab while Israel be Israel besieged thesieged the city of e city of Gibbethon Gibbethon (1 Kgs. 15(1 Kgs. 15:27-28; cf:27-28; cf. vv. 29–3. vv. 29–30). This b0). 29–329–30). Th29–30). This battle is battle indicates indicates the continthe continued instabued instability of tility of the tribal he tribal territorieterritories even thos even ts even though a kthough a king ruled ing ruled the northethe northern kingdomrn kingdom. Followin. Following the coupg the coup, Baasha e, Baasha exterminatexterminateeexterminatexterminated the houed the house of Jerose of Jeroboam I, a boam I, a fate also fate also to befall to befall his own hohis own house (1 Kgsuse (1 Kgs. 16:11). . 1. 16:11). Ap16:11). Apparently tparently the extermihe extermination of nation of the two hothe two houses was suses was so thorougho thorough that late that later generatirlatelater genelater generations strations still remembill remembered the bered the brutality orutality of the evenf the events (2 Kgs.ts (2 Kgs. 9:9). 9:9). 9:9).

The son of Ahijah from the tribe of Issachar; the third king of the northern 
kingdom who established its second dynasty. He ruled from Tirzah, NE of 
Shechem, for 24 years (ca. 900–877 B.C.). Baasha assassinated the Israelite king 
Nadab while Israel besieged the city of Gibbethon (1 Kgs. 15:27-28; cf. vv. 
29–30). This battle indicates the continued instability of the tribal territories even 
though a king ruled the northern kingdom. Following the coup, Baasha 
exterminated the house of Jeroboam I, a fate also to befall his own house (1 Kgs. 
16:11). Apparently the extermination of the two houses was so thorough that 
later generations still remembered the brutality of the events (2 Kgs. 9:9).

�Baasha andBaasha and King Asa  King Asa of Judah wof Judah were hostilere hostile toward oe toward one anotherne another throughou throughout their ret tht their reigtheir reigns (1 Kgs.ns (1 Kgs. 15:16). B 15:16). Baasha blocaasha blockaded Judakaded Judah by fortih by fortifying Ramafying Ramah, 8 km. (h, 8 km. (5 mi.) N o5 m5 mi.) N of mi.) N of Jerusalem,Jerusalem, and contr and controlling allolling all passage t passage through thehrough the region (1 region (1 Kgs. 15:1 Kgs. 15:17; 2 Chr. 7; 2 7; 2 Chr. 16:2 Chr. 16:1). Asa co1). Asa constructed nstructed fortificatfortifications to deions to defend his tfend his territory aerritory against Baagainst Baasha (Jer. sha (Jsha (Jer. 41:9(Jer. 41:9), but thi), but this proved is proved insufficiennsufficient against t against the superithe superior force oor force of Baasha. f Baasha. Asa then fAsa theAsa then formethen formed an alliad an alliance with Bnce with Ben-hadad oen-hadad of Syria byf Syria by paying th paying the Syrian ke Syrian king with fing with funds from undffunds fromfunds from the Jerus the Jerusalem templalem temple. Ben-hade. Ben-hadad proceedad proceeded to attaed to attack Baasha ck Baasha from the nfrom thefrom the north,the north, thus forc thus forcing the Ising the Israelite kiraelite king to withng to withdraw from draw from Ramah and Ramah and to abandonto abandon his south abandonabandon hiabandon his southerns southern fortifica fortifications (1 Ktions (1 Kgs. 15:21;gs. 15:21; 2 Chr. 16 2 Chr. 16:5). Baash:5). Baasha lost muca lost much of his nh oh of his norof his northern terrthern territory to titory to the Syrianshe Syrians. At the s. At the same time, ame time, Asa removeAsa removed the fortd the fortificationsificfortfortificatfortifications at Raions at Ramah that hmah that had been usad been used by Baased by Baasha and pusha and pushed Judah’hed Judah’s territors territorial claim ialterritorterritoriaterritorial claim nol claim north to Mizrth to Mizpah.pah.pah.

Baasha and King Asa of Judah were hostile toward one another throughout 
their reigns (1 Kgs. 15:16). Baasha blockaded Judah by fortifying Ramah, 8 km. (5 
mi.) N of Jerusalem, and controlling all passage through the region (1 Kgs. 15:17; 
2 Chr. 16:1). Asa constructed fortifications to defend his territory against Baasha 
(Jer. 41:9), but this proved insufficient against the superior force of Baasha. Asa 
then formed an alliance with Ben-hadad of Syria by paying the Syrian king with 
funds from the Jerusalem temple. Ben-hadad proceeded to attack Baasha from 
the north, thus forcing the Israelite king to withdraw from Ramah and to 
abandon his southern fortifications (1 Kgs. 15:21; 2 Chr. 16:5). Baasha lost much 
of his northern territory to the Syrians. At the same time, Asa removed the 
fortifications at Ramah that had been used by Baasha and pushed Judah’s 
territorial claim north to Mizpah.



�Baasha rulBaasha ruled under ted under the scrutinhe scrutiny of the py of the prophet Jehrophet Jehu ben Hanau ben Hanani. Elah, ni. Elah, Baasha’s sBaasha’Baasha’s sBaasha’s son, succeeon, succeeded his faded his father upon ther upon Baasha’s aBaasha’s apparently pparently peaceful dpeaceful death. The eath. The biblical rbibiblical rbiblical record condecord condemns Baashemns Baasha for “wala for “walking in thking in the way of Je way of Jeroboam” (eroboam” (1 Kgs. 15:1 Kgs. 15:34), even 315:15:34), ev15:34), even though en though Baasha wasBaasha was the Lord’ the Lord’s instrumes instrument for punnt for punishing theishing the house of  house of Jeroboam (JeJeroboam (Jeroboam (v. 29).v. 29).v. 29).

Baasha ruled under the scrutiny of the prophet Jehu ben Hanani. Elah, 
Baasha’s son, succeeded his father upon Baasha’s apparently peaceful death. The 
biblical record condemns Baasha for “walking in the way of Jeroboam” (1 Kgs. 
15:34), even though Baasha was the Lord’s instrument for punishing the house of 
Jeroboam (v. 29).
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BABELBABEL (Heb.  (Heb. baœb�elbaœb�el), ), TOWER OFTOWER OFTOWER OF

BABEL (Heb. baœb�el ), TOWER OF

A “city anA “city and a tower”d a tower” at the ce at the center of a nter of a clash of dclash of divine and ivine and human willhuman wills portrayes portrayed in Gen. d ind in Gen. 11in Gen. 11:1-9. Babe:1-9. Babel (Gen. 11l (Gen. 11:9) means :9) means “gate of G“gate of God” (Akk. od” (Akk. bab-ilubab-ilu). The bib). The biblical writlical wlical writer, howriter, however, optwever, opts for a pls for a play on the ay on the sound of tsound of the word anhe word and explainsd explains the name  the name by using tbby using tby using the Hebrew he Hebrew verb “to mverb “to mix” (ix” (baœlalbaœlal): Babel i): Babel is the placs the place where Yae where Yahweh “mixehweh “mhweh “mixed up”“mixed up” the langu the language of allage of all the earth the earth...

A “city and a tower” at the center of a clash of divine and human wills portrayed 
in Gen. 11:1-9. Babel (Gen. 11:9) means “gate of God” (Akk. bab-ilu). The biblical 
writer, however, opts for a play on the sound of the word and explains the name 
by using the Hebrew verb “to mix” (baœlal): Babel is the place where Yahweh 
“mixed up” the language of all the earth.

�Although pAlthough popular intopular interpretatioerpretation has focun has focused on thesed on the “tower,”  “tower,” this word this word never appenevernever appenever appears in thears in the text by i text by itself, onltself, only in the ey in the expression xpression “a city an“a city and a tower,d a tower,” a figure” a fig” a figure of figure of speech knospeech known as hendwn as hendiadys in wiadys in which two nhich two nouns joineouns joined by “and”d by “and” express a express a express a single ia single idea: “a cidea: “a city with a ty with a tower” or tower” or “a towerin“a towering city.” Tg city.” The biblicahe biblical text spel text speaks explicaks exaks explicitlyexplicitly of “the c of “the city” that ity” that “was calle“was called Babel” (d Babel” (Gen. 11:8-Gen. 11:8-9).9).9).

Although popular interpretation has focused on the “tower,” this word 
never appears in the text by itself, only in the expression “a city and a tower,” a 
figure of speech known as hendiadys in which two nouns joined by “and” express 
a single idea: “a city with a tower” or “a towering city.” The biblical text speaks 
explicitly of “the city” that “was called Babel” (Gen. 11:8-9).

�The story The story is notableis notable for its a for its apparent fapparent familiarity miliarity with Babylwith Babylonian builonian building technding technding techniquestechniques and techn and technical termiical terminology in nology in building ibuilding inscriptionnscriptions. Kiln-bas. Kiln-baked bricksked bricks were used wer were used were used for the oufor the outer layerster layers of monume of monumental archintal architecture, atecture, and hot bitnd hot bitumen was eumen was eumen was employed aemployed as mortar (s mortar (Gen. 11:3)Gen. 11:3). Extant B. Extant Babylonian abylonian building ibuilding inscriptionnscriptions frequents frequently containlyfrequentfrequentlyfrequently contain t contain the standarhe standard phrase, d phrase, “with bitu“with bitumen and bamen and baked brick”ked brick” (cf. “asp (cf. “asphalt and bha“asp“asphalt a“asphalt and bricks”nd bricks” in prover in proverb 44, b 44, ANET,ANET, 425). In  425). In addition, addition, “a tower w“a tower with its toith its top in the hp inp in the heain the heavens” (Genvens” (Gen. 11:4) is. 11:4) is quite sim quite similar to frilar to frequently aequently attested exttested expressions pressions of the samof thof the same ithe same idea, as indea, as in the date  the date formula foformula for the 36thr the 36th year of H year of Hammurabi, ammurabi, in which iin which it is report ist is reporteis reported “he build “he built the tempt the temple tower .le tower . . . whose . . whose top is sk top is sky-high” (y-high” (ANET,ANET, 270; cf.  270; cf. also the daalso the dalso the descriptionescription of the Ca of the Canaanite cinaanite cities in Deties in Deut. 1:28; ut. 1:28; 9:1). Fina9:1). Finally, the illy, the idea of secdea of sedea of securing asecuring a “name” fo “name” for oneself r oneself through grthrough great buildieat building projectng projects such as s such as temples antemples and cities id cd cities is cities is a common ra common royal ambitoyal ambition.ion.ion.

The story is notable for its apparent familiarity with Babylonian building 
techniques and technical terminology in building inscriptions. Kiln-baked bricks 
were used for the outer layers of monumental architecture, and hot bitumen was 
employed as mortar (Gen. 11:3). Extant Babylonian building inscriptions 
frequently contain the standard phrase, “with bitumen and baked brick” (cf. 
“asphalt and bricks” in proverb 44, ANET, 425). In addition, “a tower with its top 
in the heavens” (Gen. 11:4) is quite similar to frequently attested expressions of 
the same idea, as in the date formula for the 36th year of Hammurabi, in which it 
is reported “he built the temple tower . . . whose top is sky-high” (ANET, 270; cf. 
also the description of the Canaanite cities in Deut. 1:28; 9:1). Finally, the idea of 
securing a “name” for oneself through great building projects such as temples and 
cities is a common royal ambition.

�The tower The tower image in vimage in view in theiew in the biblical  biblical text is altext is almost certamost certainly the Minly the MesopotamiaesopotamMMesopotamiMesopotamian zigguraan ziggurat, an impot, an imposing “staising “stair-tower,” r-tower,” usually ofusually of seven lev seven levels with aels with a temple on te temple on temple on its groundits ground floor and floor and a chapel- a chapel-sanctuary sanctuary at its peaat its peak. The famk. The famed temple ed temple of Marduk ofof Marduk of Marduk in Babylonin Babylon, Etemenan, Etemenanki, was caki, was ca. 90 m. (3. 90 m. (300 ft.) ta00 ft.) tall. Accordll. According to Babing to Babylonian reyloBabBabylonianBabylonian religious religious conceptio conception, the temn, the temple stair-ple stair-tower was tower was the place the place where heavwhere heaven and eareheavheaven andheaven and earth mee earth meet (the samt (the same idea is e idea is reflected reflected in Gen. 28in Gen. 28:17, where:17, where Jacob dre Jacob dreams of a sadredreams of dreams of a staircasa staircase or laddee or ladder that is r that is designateddesignated “the gate “the gate of heaven of heaven”).”).”).

The tower image in view in the biblical text is almost certainly the 
Mesopotamian ziggurat, an imposing “stair-tower,” usually of seven levels with a 
temple on its ground floor and a chapel-sanctuary at its peak. The famed temple 
of Marduk in Babylon, Etemenanki, was ca. 90 m. (300 ft.) tall. According to 
Babylonian religious conception, the temple stair-tower was the place where 
heaven and earth meet (the same idea is reflected in Gen. 28:17, where Jacob 
dreams of a staircase or ladder that is designated “the gate of heaven”).

�CommentatoCommentators have vars have variously idriously identified tentified the “sin” ahe “sin” at Babel. It Babel. In tradition traditional Jewishnal Jewisnal Jewish intJewish interpretatioerpretation, it is hn, it is humankind’sumankind’s refusal t refusal to obey theo obey the command t command to fill theo fill the earth (Ge ear earth (Genearth (Gen. 1:28). O. 1:28). Others havethers have seen the  seen the building pbuilding project as roject as yet anotheyet another human atr human attempt “to teatattempt “tattempt “to be like o be like gods” (Gengods” (Gen. 3:5, 22). 3:5, 22), or as an, or as an effort to effort to secure th secure the future ae future apart from part aapart fromapart from God. Arro God. Arrogance and gance and pride or, pride or, variously,variously, distrust  distrust and fear (and fear (even fear even fear of diversiof of diversiof diversity) have bty) have been proposeen proposed. Read ied. Read in the lighn the light of the gt of the great city-reat city-building tbuilding tradition oraditiottradition tradition of Mesopotof Mesopotamia on whamia on which it cleich it clearly drawsarly draws and the c and the call of Abrall of Abraham whichaham which follows i whichwhich follwhich follows in Genows in Gen. 12, the . 12, the story of Bstory of Babel is a abel is a critique ocritique of the urbaf the urban cultic cn cultic center and enterccenter andcenter and an affirm an affirmation of tation of the name anhe name and the blesd the blessing that sing that Yahweh intYahweh intends “throends “through the wau“thro“through t“through the wanderihe wandering of an ong of an obedient pebedient people” (Patople” (Patrick D. Mirick D. Miller, 243)ller, 243)...

Commentators have variously identified the “sin” at Babel. In traditional 
Jewish interpretation, it is humankind’s refusal to obey the command to fill the 
earth (Gen. 1:28). Others have seen the building project as yet another human 



attempt “to be like gods” (Gen. 3:5, 22), or as an effort to secure the future 
apart from God. Arrogance and pride or, variously, distrust and fear (even fear 
of diversity) have been proposed. Read in the light of the great city-building 
tradition of Mesopotamia on which it clearly draws and the call of Abraham 
which follows in Gen. 12, the story of Babel is a critique of the urban cultic 
center and an affirmation of the name and the blessing that Yahweh intends 
“through the wandering of an obedient people” (Patrick D. Miller, 243).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. D. MillP. D. Miller, “Eriduer, “Eridu, Dunnu, a, Dunnu, and Babel: nd Babel: A Study inA Study in Comparati Comparative MytholovComparatiComparativComparative Mythologe Mythology,” y,” HARHAR 9 (1985): 9 (1985): 227–51; N 227–51; N. Sarna, . Sarna, UnderstandUnderstanding Genesiing Genesiss (New York ( (New York,(New York, 1966). 1966). 1966).

Bibliography. P. D. Miller, “Eridu, Dunnu, and Babel: A Study in 
Comparative Mythology,” HAR 9 (1985): 227–51; N. Sarna, Understanding Genesis 
(New York, 1966).
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BABYLONBABYLON (Sum.  (Sum. KAÉKAÉ.DINGIR.RA.DINGIR.RA; ; Akk. Akk. baœb-ilim;baœb-ilim; Heb.  Heb. baœb�el;baœb�el; Gk.  Gk. BabyloœénBabyloœén)))

BABYLON (Sum. KAÉ.DINGIR.RA; 
Akk. baœb-ilim; Heb. baœb�el;  Gk. Babyloœén)

An enormouAn enormously importsly important city iant city in antiquitn antiquity (“gate oy (“gate of the god”f the god”), situate), situated on the Ed on the Euphrates RuphEEuphrates Euphrates River SW oRiver SW of Baghdad.f Baghdad.

An enormously important city in antiquity (“gate of the god”), situated on the 
Euphrates River SW of Baghdad.

�Babylon’s Babylon’s earliest hearliest history is istory is obscure beobscure because of tcause of the lack ofhe lack of written s written sources andources anources and the viand the virtual oblirtual obliteration oteration of the earlf the earliest archaiest archaeological eological levels, bulevels, but during tt during the Ur III he Ur Ihe Ur III periodIII period (ca. 21st (ca. 21st century  century B.C.E.B.C.E.) it was t) it was the capitalhe capital of a prov of a province and tince and the seat ofhe seat of a local g a l a local govelocal governor. It brnor. It became the ecame the preeminentpreeminent political political and cultu and cultural centerral center in southe in southern Mesopotrn Mrn MesopotamiMesopotamia during ta during the 19th anhe 19th and 18th cend 18th centuries undturies under the Amoer the Amorite rulerrite rulers of its Fs of its First DynasiFFirst DynaFirst Dynasty, the msty, the most illustost illustrious of wrious of whom was Hahom was Hammurabi (1mmurabi (1792–1750).792–1750). During th During  During theDuring the last quar last quarter of hister of his reign, Ha reign, Hammurabi trmmurabi transformed ansformed the city ithe city into the cento the center of whntececenter of center of what may gwhat may guardedly buardedly be called ae called an extratern extraterritorial sritorial state whichtate which controlle controlled most of d md most of somost of southern Mesuthern Mesopotamia (opotamia (Akkad in tAkkad in the north ahe north and Sumer ind Sumer in the soutn the south) and, hoh) and, hh) and, however brhowever briefly, teriefly, territory in ritory in the middlethe middle Euphrates Euphrates region (M region (Mari) and Aari) and Assyria. Thssyria. The kings ofe ke kings of Hkings of Hammurabi’sammurabi’s dynasty l dynasty lavished exavished extensive retensive resources onsources on fortifyin fortifying and beaug and beautifying thtibeaubeautifyinbeautifying the cityg the city, and its , and its cultural acultural and religiond religious preeminus preeminence waxedence waxed. Thereaft. Thereafter, Babyloer, Ber, Babylon reBabylon remained themained the psycholog psychological if noical if not always tt always the actual he actual center of center of political political and religiand rand religious religious life in solife in southern Mesuthern Mesopotamia. opotamia. Babylon’s Babylon’s extraterriextraterritorial inftorial influence undluence under the Firer ther the First the First Dynasty waDynasty was short-lis short-lived.ved.ved.

Babylon’s earliest history is obscure because of the lack of written sources 
and the virtual obliteration of the earliest archaeological levels, but during the Ur 
III period (ca. 21st century B.C.E.) it was the capital of a province and the seat of a 
local governor. It became the preeminent political and cultural center in southern 
Mesopotamia during the 19th and 18th centuries under the Amorite rulers of its 
First Dynasty, the most illustrious of whom was Hammurabi (1792–1750). 
During the last quarter of his reign, Hammurabi transformed the city into the 
center of what may guardedly be called an extraterritorial state which controlled 
most of southern Mesopotamia (Akkad in the north and Sumer in the south) and, 
however briefly, territory in the middle Euphrates region (Mari) and Assyria. The 
kings of Hammurabi’s dynasty lavished extensive resources on fortifying and 
beautifying the city, and its cultural and religious preeminence waxed. Thereafter, 
Babylon remained the psychological if not always the actual center of political and 
religious life in southern Mesopotamia. Babylon’s extraterritorial influence under 
the First Dynasty was short-lived.

�Already duAlready during the rring the reign of Saeign of Samsu-iluna,msu-iluna, Hammurabi Hammurabi’s success’s successor, the soor, the southern reguthernsosouthern rsouthern region adjaegion adjacent to thcent to the Persian e Persian Gulf, the Gulf, the Sea-Land, Sea-Land, asserted iasserted its indepents independence; subdenindepenindependenindependence; subseqce; subsequently, thuently, the territore territory under Bay under Babylon’s cobylon’s control quicntrol quickly diminikly diminished. The shdiminidiminisheddiminished. The risi. The rising Hittiteng Hittite state und state under Mursilier Mursilis I sackeds I sacked Babylon j Babylon just after ust after 1600, endi1600, 1600, endi1600, ending the Firng the First Dynastyst Dynasty. For the . For the next five next five and a halfand a half centuries centuries, the non-, the non-native Kasnativnon-non-nativenon-native Kassites  Kassites ruled Babyruled Babylon. The plon. The period is reriod is relatively elatively unknown beunknown because of tcause of the paucityhetthe paucitthe paucity of sourcy of sources. From tes. From the end of he end of the Kassitthe Kassite period ue period until the antil the ascendance scendance of the norof of the norof the northern Mesothern Mesopotamian Apotamian Assyrian stssyrian state in theate in the 1st mille 1st millennium, a snnium, a series of ueries of unremarkablnruunremarkabunremarkable dynastile dynasties ruled Bes ruled Babylon. Thabylon. The most note most notable monarable monarch in the ch in the series wasseries waseries was perhapwas perhaps Nebuchads Nebuchadnezzar I (nezzar I (1125–1104)1125–1104), during w, during whose reignhose reign the cult  the cult statue of statue ofstatue of the godof the god Marduk wa Marduk was recoveres recovered from exid from exile in Elamle in Elam, and the , and the great epicgreat epic poem Enum poem Enu poem Enuma ElisEnuma Elish, which ch, which celebrates elebrates Marduk’s rMarduk’s rise to preise to preeminence ieminence in the pantn the pantheon, was heon, was heon, was codifiwas codified. Marduked. Marduk had becom had become the supre the supreme deity eme deity in the panin the pantheon, pattheon, patron of theron of thron of the city athe city and of its nd of its kings. Thekings. The erudite t erudite topographicopographical text knal text known as TINown as TINTIR=BabyloTIR=Babylon, which cnTINTIR=BabyloTINTIR=BabTINTIR=Babylon, whicylon, which celebrath celebrates the thees the theological aological and cosmolond cosmological preegical preeminence ofminence preepreeminencpreeminence of the ce of the city may ality may also date toso date to this peri this period.od.od.

Already during the reign of Samsu-iluna, Hammurabi’s successor, the 
southern region adjacent to the Persian Gulf, the Sea-Land, asserted its 
independence; subsequently, the territory under Babylon’s control quickly 
diminished. The rising Hittite state under Mursilis I sacked Babylon just after 
1600, ending the First Dynasty. For the next five and a half centuries, the 
non-native Kassites ruled Babylon. The period is relatively unknown because of 
the paucity of sources. From the end of the Kassite period until the ascendance 
of the northern Mesopotamian Assyrian state in the 1st millennium, a series of 
unremarkable dynasties ruled Babylon. The most notable monarch in the series 



was perhaps Nebuchadnezzar I (1125–1104), during whose reign the cult statue 
of the god Marduk was recovered from exile in Elam, and the great epic poem 
Enuma Elish, which celebrates Marduk’s rise to preeminence in the pantheon, 
was codified. Marduk had become the supreme deity in the pantheon, patron of 
the city and of its kings. The erudite topographical text known as 
TINTIR=Babylon, which celebrates the theological and cosmological 
preeminence of the city may also date to this period.

�During mucDuring much of Assyrh of Assyria’s dominia’s dominance of thance of the Near Ease Near East in the 1t in the 1st millennst millennium, Babylium, Bium, Babylon reBabylon remained a tmained a thorn in thhorn in the side of e side of its northeits northern neighborn neighbor. For ther. For the most part most part, the Assy, partpart, the part, the Assyrians Assyrians respected respected the culturthe cultural and relal and religious proigious prominence ofminence of the city, the city, even when eve even when even when they ruledthey ruled it, altho it, although there ugh there were excepwere exceptions, as tions, as when Sennawhen Sennacherib comcherib comcherib completelycompletely destroyed destroyed the city  the city in 689 becin 689 because of itause of its persistes persistent recalcint recalcitrance. Batrance. Babylon’s grbyloBaBabylon’s Babylon’s greatest pgreatest period of period of prosperity rosperity and power and power came undercame under the Neo-B the Neo-Babylonian abyloniaNeo-BNeo-BabyloNeo-Babylonian dynasnian dynasty foundedty founded by Nabopo by Nabopolassar. Thlassar. The city bece city became the caame the capital of apital of pital of an impeof an imperial staterial state that span that spanned much oned much of the Nearf the Near East unde East under the ruler the rule of his so of his son, Nebuchan, soson, Nebucson, Nebuchadnezzar hadnezzar II (605–56II (605–562). The Ne2). The Neo-Babylonio-Babylonian kings uan kings undertook mndertook massive buiassive bassive building pbuilding projects, arojects, and Nebuchand Nebuchadnezzar, pdnezzar, partly to martly to mimic the aimic the accomplishmccomplishments of Haents of Haents of Hammurabi,Hammurabi, sought to sought to make Baby make Babylon the eclon the economic andonomic and administr administrative centative center of the er of ther of the world,the world, a project a project in which  in which he achievehe achieved some mead some measure of susure of success.ccess.

During much of Assyria’s dominance of the Near East in the 1st millennium, 
Babylon remained a thorn in the side of its northern neighbor. For the most 
part, the Assyrians respected the cultural and religious prominence of the city, 
even when they ruled it, although there were exceptions, as when Sennacherib 
completely destroyed the city in 689 because of its persistent recalcitrance. 
Babylon’s greatest period of prosperity and power came under the 
Neo-Babylonian dynasty founded by Nabopolassar. The city became the capital 
of an imperial state that spanned much of the Near East under the rule of his 
son, Nebuchadnezzar II (605–562). The Neo-Babylonian kings undertook massive 
building projects, and Nebuchadnezzar, partly to mimic the accomplishments of 
Hammurabi, sought to make Babylon the economic and administrative center of 
the world, a project in which he achieved some measure of success.

Western toWestern towers of thwers of the Ishtar ge Ishtar gate with rate with reliefs of eliefs of animals. Canimals. Constructedonstructed by Nebuch by Nebuchadnezzar IaNebuchNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar II (6zzar II (605–562 05–562 B.C.E.B.C.E.), the gat), the gate led to te led to the sacred he sacred processionprocessional street al street al street (Costreet (Courtesy of urtesy of the Orientthe Oriental Institual Institute of the te of the UniversityUniversity of Chicag of Chicago)o)

Western towers of the Ishtar gate with reliefs of animals. Constructed by 
Nebuchadnezzar II (605–562 B.C.E.), the gate led to the sacred processional 
street (Courtesy of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago)

�ExcavationExcavations at Babyls at Babylon were coon were conducted benducted between 1899tween 1899 and 1917  and 1917 by the Deuby the Deutsche OrietsDeuDeutsche ODeutsche Orientgeselrientgesellschaft unlschaft under the dider the direction ofrection of Robert Ko Robert Koldewey. Paldewey. Partly becaurtly becaurtly because thbecause the high wate high water table oer table obliteratedbliterated earlier r earlier remains, anemains, and partly bd partly because of ecause of the sheer the the sheer the sheer extent of extent of Neo-BabyloNeo-Babylonian buildnian building projecing projects, most ots, most of the excaf the excavation resvation results illumulresresults ilresults illuminate tluminate the city inhe city in its imper its imperial phase ial phase during theduring the mid-6th c mid-6th century andentury and later. Th later later. Thelater. The city was  city was approximatapproximately rectanely rectangular in sgular in shape, bisehape, bisected by thcted by the Euphratee Euphrates. Two mass. Ts. Two massivTwo massive defensive defensive walls ane walls and a moat sd a moat surrounded urrounded it. Along it. Along with two ewith two enormous panormouseenormous penormous palace compalace complexes, Bablexes, Babylon was hylon was home to a home to a host of temost of temples largeples large and small and sma and small. Undsmall. Undoubtedly toubtedly the most imhe most important waportant was the Esags the Esagil (“Houseil (“House whose hea whose head is high”d is highd is high”), Mahigh”), Marduk’s temrduk’s temple compleple complex. Just tox. Just to the north the north of the te of the temple was tmple was the ziggurahe ziggurat of Mardut zigguraziggurat oziggurat of Marduk, f Marduk, EtemenankiEtemenanki (“House,  (“House, foundationfoundation platform  platform of heaven of heaven and underwand underand underworldunderworld”), a seve”), a seven-level stn-level staged toweraged tower with a sm with a small chapelall chapel on top. A on top. Another pronother prominent feamproprominent prominent feature offeature of the city  the city was the Prwas the Processionalocessional Street th Street that paralleat paralleled the riled the river in thever iver in the easin the eastern half tern half of the citof the city: it led y: it led to the monto the monumental Isumental Ishtar Gate htar Gate which was which was decorated decodecorated decorated with glazewith glazed bricks dd bricks depicting lepicting lions and dions and dragons.ragons.ragons.

Excavations at Babylon were conducted between 1899 and 1917 by the 
Deutsche Orientgesellschaft under the direction of Robert Koldewey. Partly 
because the high water table obliterated earlier remains, and partly because of 
the sheer extent of Neo-Babylonian building projects, most of the excavation 
results illuminate the city in its imperial phase during the mid-6th century and 
later. The city was approximately rectangular in shape, bisected by the Euphrates. 
Two massive defensive walls and a moat surrounded it. Along with two 
enormous palace complexes, Babylon was home to a host of temples large and 
small. Undoubtedly the most important was the Esagil (“House whose head is 
high”), Marduk’s temple complex. Just to the north of the temple was the 
ziggurat of Marduk, Etemenanki (“House, foundation platform of heaven and 
underworld”), a seven-level staged tower with a small chapel on top. Another 
prominent feature of the city was the Processional Street that paralleled the river 
in the eastern half of the city: it led to the monumental Ishtar Gate which was 
decorated with glazed bricks depicting lions and dragons.

�Babylon fiBabylon figures promgures prominently ininently in the OT, e the OT, especially specially in historiin historical and prcal and prophetic teophetic tophetic texts fromtexts from the imper the imperial era, aial era, and Nebuchand Nebuchadnezzar, wdnezzar, who was resho was responsible fponsible for the finor the final sack ofafinfinal sackfinal sack of Jerusa of Jerusalem in 587lem in 587, understa, understandably wasndably was an object an object of scorn. of scorn. One of th One of the most fame me most famoumost famous narrativs narratives concernes concerning Babyloing Babylon, howevern, however, is the T, is the Tower of Baower of Babel story bel storybel story in Gstory in Gen. 11:1-9en. 11:1-9. All huma. All humanity, sharnity, sharing one laing one language, senguage, settles in tttles in the Plain ohe Plain of Shinar (f Shinf Shinar (a Shinar (a name for sname for southern Meouthern Mesopotamia)sopotamia) and deter and determines to bmines to build a monuild a monumental toumentalmonmonumentalmonumental tower to  tower to secure lassecure lasting reputting repute. God cone. God confuses fuses (baœlal)(baœlal) their lan their language to fguaglanlanguage tlanguage to frustrato frustrate the plane the plan, and the , and the site is susite is subsequentlybsequently named Bab named Babel el (baœb�el).(baœb�e(baœb�el).(baœb�el). Scholars  Scholars have long have long thought ththought that the towat the tower may be er may be a reflex oa reflex of the Etemf the Etef the EtemenankiEtemenanki, the zigg, the ziggurat of Maurat of Marduk. Somerduk. Some have prot have protested thatested that the descr the description of iption of “the tower““the tower“the tower whose hea whose head is in thd is in the heavens”e heavens” (Gen. 11: (Gen. 11:4) better 4) better reflects treflects the ceremonhe ceremonial name oiceremonceremonialceremonial name of t name of the Esagil he Esagil temple, butemple, but note Nebt note Nebuchadnezzauchadnezzar’s claim:r’s claim: “I determ “I determ “I determineddetermined to raise  to raise the head othe head of Etemenanf Etemenanki to rivaki to rival the heavl the heavens” (Weisens” (Weissbach, 46,sbach, 46, no. 3:22– 46,46, no. 3:46, no. 3:22–26). Ba22–26). Babylon’s rebylon’s reputation aputation as a magnifs a magnificent if dicent if decadent imecadent imperial citperial city outlastey outy outlasted outlasted the Neo-Bathe Neo-Babylonian dbylonian dynasty, asynasty, as can be se can be seen in the en in the court talecourt tales of Danies of Daniel (e.g., Dl (l (e.g., Dan(e.g., Dan. 4:30); m. 4:30); much later,uch later, the early the early Christian Christians assigneds assigned the oppro the opprobrious nambrious name of Babyle oe of Babylonof Babylon to imperi to imperial Rome (Ral Rome (Rev. 14:8; ev. 14:8; 18:1-24).18:1-24).18:1-24).

Babylon figures prominently in the OT, especially in historical and prophetic 



texts from the imperial era, and Nebuchadnezzar, who was responsible for the 
final sack of Jerusalem in 587, understandably was an object of scorn. One of the 
most famous narratives concerning Babylon, however, is the Tower of Babel 
story in Gen. 11:1-9. All humanity, sharing one language, settles in the Plain of 
Shinar (a name for southern Mesopotamia) and determines to build a 
monumental tower to secure lasting repute. God confuses (baœlal) their 
language to frustrate the plan, and the site is subsequently named Babel 
(baœb�el).  Scholars have long thought that the tower may be a reflex of the 
Etemenanki, the ziggurat of Marduk. Some have protested that the description of 
“the tower whose head is in the heavens” (Gen. 11:4) better reflects the 
ceremonial name of the Esagil temple, but note Nebuchadnezzar’s claim: “I 
determined to raise the head of Etemenanki to rival the heavens” (Weissbach, 
46, no. 3:22–26). Babylon’s reputation as a magnificent if decadent imperial city 
outlasted the Neo-Babylonian dynasty, as can be seen in the court tales of Daniel 
(e.g., Dan. 4:30); much later, the early Christians assigned the opprobrious name 
of Babylon to imperial Rome (Rev. 14:8; 18:1-24).
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BABYLONIABABYLONIA

BABYLONIA

GeographyGeography

Geography

The land kThe land known to thnown to the Greeks ae Greeks as Babylonis Babylonia is synona is synonymous withymous with the south the southern portioern portern portion ofportion of present-d present-day Iraq. Iay Iraq. In Gen. 10:n Gen. 10:10 it is s10 it is simply refeimply referred to asrred to as the “land the “land of Shinar of Sh of Shinar” anShinar” and was the d was the center of center of the kingdothe kingdom of Nimrom of Nimrod. Extendid. Extending roughlyng roughly from Bagh from Ba from Baghdad soBaghdad south to theuth to the Persian G Persian Gulf, it isulf, it is character characterized by riized by rich alluviach alluvial soil depl soil deposited by ositeddepdeposited deposited by the Tigby the Tigris and Euris and Euphrates riphrates rivers as thvers as they flow soey flow south from tuth from their sourcheir sources in the essourcsources insources in the highl the highlands of Asands of Asia Minor. ia Minor. Described Described by the hisby the historians oftorians of the 2nd c the 2nd century entccentury century B.C.E.B.C.E. as lower  as lower MesopotamiMesopotamia (“the laa (“the land betweennd between the river the rivers”), Babyls”), Babylonia is quonia is qonia is quite dry,quite dry, receiving receiving less than less than 10 cm. (4 10 cm. (4 in.) of a in.) of annual precnnual precipitation.ipitation. Therefore Therefore, civiliza, civiliz, civilizaticivilization as we don as we define it cefine it could thrivould thrive only whee only when irrigatin irrigation methodson methods were deve were developed and lopdevedeveloped developed and employand employed. Essented. Essential irrigaial irrigation couldtion could be accomp be accomplished beclished because of thause of the annual feththe annualthe annual flood. Be flood. Beginning inginning in March-Apr March-April, the wail, the waters of thters of the Tigris ae Tigris and Euphratnd Euphrates began tes bes began to rbegan to rise, reachise, reaching their ing their highest lehighest levels in lavels in late spring te spring when they when they overflowedoverflowed their ban thei their banktheir banks in the ls in the lower reachower reaches. Thus pes. Thus planting colanting could be donuld be done only in e only in the fall, the fall, since the sincesince the since the land was iland was inundated wnundated when crops hen crops are normalare normally grown. ly grown. The harvesThe harvest took plat took plt took place in tplace in the followihe following spring.ng spring.

The land known to the Greeks as Babylonia is synonymous with the southern 
portion of present-day Iraq. In Gen. 10:10 it is simply referred to as the “land of 
Shinar” and was the center of the kingdom of Nimrod. Extending roughly from 
Baghdad south to the Persian Gulf, it is characterized by rich alluvial soil 
deposited by the Tigris and Euphrates rivers as they flow south from their 
sources in the highlands of Asia Minor. Described by the historians of the 2nd 
century B.C.E. as lower Mesopotamia (“the land between the rivers”), Babylonia is 
quite dry, receiving less than 10 cm. (4 in.) of annual precipitation. Therefore, 
civilization as we define it could thrive only when irrigation methods were 
developed and employed. Essential irrigation could be accomplished because of 
the annual flood. Beginning in March-April, the waters of the Tigris and Euphrates 
began to rise, reaching their highest levels in late spring when they overflowed 
their banks in the lower reaches. Thus planting could be done only in the fall, 
since the land was inundated when crops are normally grown. The harvest took 



place in the following spring.

�The annualThe annual inundatio inundation was not n was not always relalways reliable, andiable, and a shortfa a shortfall in the ll in the flood wateflood watflood waters couwaters could easily ld easily combine wicombine with other fth other factors to actors to transform transform Babylonia Babylonia into a laninto a land of turbud lanland of tuland of turbulence. rbulence. Although tAlthough the Tigris-he Tigris-Euphrates Euphrates Valley, wiValley, without irrithout irrigation, wagation, was generalls ges generally generally inhospitabinhospitable, no geole, no geographical graphical barriers (barriers (including including the Zagrosthe Zagros Mountains Mountains and the S an and the Syand the Syrian Deserrian Desert) preventt) prevented invasioed invasion of Babyln of Babylonia by nuonia by numerous ethmerous ethnic groupsnic groupsnic groups. Thgroups. Thus, while us, while Egypt was Egypt was largely islargely isolated froolated from the outsm the outside world ide world for many cfor many centuries, enccenturies,centuries, Mesopotam Mesopotamia as a whia as a whole, and Bole, and Babylonia iabylonia in particuln particular, witnesar, witnessed repeatsed repeated migratiedrepeatrepeated mrepeated migration, igration, conquest, conquest, and reconqand reconquest. The uest. The resulting resulting turbulenceturbulence largely p largely prevented trepprevented prevented the creatithe creation of a ston of a strong, unifrong, unified nationied nation. Such con. Such conditions inditions inhibited thhibited the breakdowe bree breakdown breakdown of localisof localism and ensum and ensured instabred instability fromility from the time  the time of the firof the first appearast appearance of urbnceappearaappearanceappearance of urban  of urban centers tocenters to the fall  the fall of Babylonof Babylon in 539. in 539.

The annual inundation was not always reliable, and a shortfall in the flood 
waters could easily combine with other factors to transform Babylonia into a 
land of turbulence. Although the Tigris-Euphrates Valley, without irrigation, was 
generally inhospitable, no geographical barriers (including the Zagros Mountains 
and the Syrian Desert) prevented invasion of Babylonia by numerous ethnic 
groups. Thus, while Egypt was largely isolated from the outside world for many 
centuries, Mesopotamia as a whole, and Babylonia in particular, witnessed 
repeated migration, conquest, and reconquest. The resulting turbulence largely 
prevented the creation of a strong, unified nation. Such conditions inhibited the 
breakdown of localism and ensured instability from the time of the first 
appearance of urban centers to the fall of Babylon in 539.

PrehistoriPrehistoric Settlemec Settlementsnts

Prehistoric Settlements

Our presenOur present archaeolt archaeological eviogical evidence indidence indicates thatcates that Babylonia Babylonia was inhab was inhabited at leited at least as earastleleast as eleast as early as tharly as the 6th mille 6th millennium. Exennium. Excavations cavations have yieldhave yielded the remed the remains of boains of both small ath sth small and small and sizeable ssizeable settlementsettlements, indicati, indicating a knowlng a knowledge of iredge of irrigation trigation techniques echniques that eventthat that eventthat eventually led ually led to the estto the establishmentablishment of major  of major urban centurban centers in hisers in historic timetoric times. Sites fs. Sis. Sites fromSites from Tell es-S Tell es-Sawwan to Tawwan to Tell al-Ubaell al-Ubaid reveal id reveal a sedentara sedentary existency existence and the e and the developmendedevelopmendevelopment of a vart of a variety of doiety of domestic dwemestic dwellings, grllings, granaries, aanaries, and religiond religious structuus structures (inclures structustructuresstructures (includin (including the protg the prototype of totype of the standarhe standard Babylonid Babylonian temple)an temple). Although. Although there wer t there werethere were most assu most assuredly locaredly local variatiol variations in pottns in pottery stylesery styles and paint and painted designsed designs, diversit, div, diversity diversity in house pin house plan or genlan or general settleral settlement pattement pattern does nern does not precludot preclude the exise the existence of otenexisexistence existence of one “cuof one “culture” witlture” with underlyih underlying common ng common traits. Netraits. Neverthelessvertheless, the issu, the issue of the eeissuissue of tissue of the ethnicihe ethnicity of the ty of the inhabitantinhabitants of Babyls of Babylonia prioronia prior to the ap to the appearance opearance of written f wrif written rewritten records probcords probably will ably will not be resnot be resolved to eolved to everyone’s veryone’s satisfactisatisfaction.on.

Our present archaeological evidence indicates that Babylonia was inhabited at 
least as early as the 6th millennium. Excavations have yielded the remains of both 
small and sizeable settlements, indicating a knowledge of irrigation techniques 
that eventually led to the establishment of major urban centers in historic times. 
Sites from Tell es-Sawwan to Tell al-Ubaid reveal a sedentary existence and the 
development of a variety of domestic dwellings, granaries, and religious 
structures (including the prototype of the standard Babylonian temple). Although 
there were most assuredly local variations in pottery styles and painted designs, 
diversity in house plan or general settlement pattern does not preclude the 
existence of one “culture” with underlying common traits. Nevertheless, the 
issue of the ethnicity of the inhabitants of Babylonia prior to the appearance of 
written records probably will not be resolved to everyone’s satisfaction.

Third MillThird Millennium; Beennium; Beginning ofginning of History History

Third Millennium; Beginning of History

The closinThe closing decades g decades of the 4thof the 4th millenniu millennium witnessem witnessed the inved the invention of wntion of writing andriting and the appea t the appearthe appearance of thance of the first hie first historical rstorical records. Alecords. Although thethough the original  original purpose ofpurpose of cuneiform cun cuneiform cuneiform writing iswriting is still a s still a subject forubject for considera considerable debateble debate, it likel, it likely was devey was developed in Bloped iloped in Babylonin Babylonia to meetia to meet the needs the needs of a bure of a bureaucratic saucratic state. Its tate. Its invention invention can be tracan be traced to theced tratraced to traced to the Sumerithe Sumerians, who fans, who first appeairst appeared ca. 32red ca. 3200 and set00 and settled in thtled in the southerne southern half of B h half of Bahalf of Babylonia (cbylonia (called Sumealled Sumer in Gen. r in Gen. 10). While10). While their ori their origins are sgins are still unknotill unknown, it is wn, itwn, it is wideit is widely held thly held that they weat they were indigenre indigenous to Babous to Babylonia. Thylonia. They lived iey lived in more or n more or less indeplessless indepless independent citendent city-states ty-states that were chat were considered onsidered to be indito be individual estvidual estates of goates of gods or goddds ods or goddessor goddesses cared fes cared for and govor and governed by herned by human agentuman agents known ass known as  enen (“lord”)  (“lord”) or or ensiensensiensi (“steward (“steward”) operati”) operating out of ng out of temple comtemple complexes. Acplexes. According tocording to the Sumer the Sumerian King Lian Kiian King List,King List, these the these theocracies vocracies vied with eied with each other ach other for controfor control of not ol of not only water nly water rights butrighrights butrights but (in time) (in time) for the w for the whole of Suhole of Sumer itselfmer itself. In the E. In the Early Dynasarly Dynastic periodtic period (2900–235 (290 (2900–2350(2900–2350), cities ), cities such as Ursuch as Uruk, Kish, uk, Kish, and Ur wagand Ur waged war wited war with one anoth one another. At tiher. At times of commtitimes of ctimes of common crisommon crisis, severais, several of thesel of these city-stat city-states banded es banded together utogether under a comnder a common leadermcomcommon leacommon leader calledder called a  a lugallugal (“great m (“great man”) untilan”) until condition conditions improveds improved enough to enough to allow com al allow commallow communities tounities to resume th resume their indepeeir independent exisndent existence. Fintence. Finally, ca. ally, ca. 2400, the 2400, the ensi of Umenensi of Umensi of Umma, Lugal-ma, Lugal-zagesi, dezagesi, defeated hisfeated his neighbor, neighbor, Lagash, a Lagash, and subseqund subsequently laidently laid claim to  cla claim to bclaim to both the cioth the city of Urukty of Uruk and to ki and to kingship of ngship of all of Sumall of Sumer.er.er.

The closing decades of the 4th millennium witnessed the invention of writing and 
the appearance of the first historical records. Although the original purpose of 
cuneiform writing is still a subject for considerable debate, it likely was developed 
in Babylonia to meet the needs of a bureaucratic state. Its invention can be 
traced to the Sumerians, who first appeared ca. 3200 and settled in the southern 
half of Babylonia (called Sumer in Gen. 10). While their origins are still unknown, 
it is widely held that they were indigenous to Babylonia. They lived in more or 
less independent city-states that were considered to be individual estates of gods 
or goddesses cared for and governed by human agents known as en (“lord”) or 
ensi (“steward”) operating out of temple complexes. According to the Sumerian 



King List, these theocracies vied with each other for control of not only water 
rights but (in time) for the whole of Sumer itself. In the Early Dynastic period 
(2900–2350), cities such as Uruk, Kish, and Ur waged war with one another. At 
times of common crisis, several of these city-states banded together under a 
common leader called a lugal (“great man”) until conditions improved enough to 
allow communities to resume their independent existence. Finally, ca. 2400, the 
ensi of Umma, Lugal-zagesi, defeated his neighbor, Lagash, and subsequently laid 
claim to both the city of Uruk and to kingship of all of Sumer.

�After ruliAfter ruling for 25 ng for 25 years, Lugyears, Lugal-zagesi’al-zagesi’s forces ss forces succumbed tuccumbed to the armio the armies of Sarges of Sares of Sargon, leSargon, leader of a ader of a Semitic peSemitic people knownople known as Akkadi as Akkadians. The Sans. The Semites firemites first appear st appear in texts ninin texts nin texts near Nippurear Nippur in Babylo in Babylonia and innia and in northern  northern Syria nearSyria near Ebla (Tel Ebla (Tell Mardikh)l Mardikh) ca. 2600. ca ca. 2600. ca. 2600. Quite possQuite possibly theseibly these Semites a Semites arrived everrived even earlier,n earlier, because t because the date ofhe date of the Ebla  the the Ebla mthe Ebla material isaterial is still hot still hotly disputely disputed. Trade bd. Trade between theetween the Sumerians Sumerians and the E and the Eblaite inhblaiEEblaite inEblaite inhabitants habitants of Syria wof Syria was apparenas apparently alreadtly already an estaby an established faclished fact by the mt by the mid-3rd milid-3rmmid-3rd mimid-3rd millennium. llennium. By contrasBy contrast, the Akkt, the Akkadians weradians were eastern e eastern Semites whSemites who originalo originao originallyoriginally came from came from the Arabi the Arabian desert an desert and establand established a coished a common capitmmon capital from whal from whal from which all which all of southerof southern Mesopotan Mesopotamia was rumia was ruled. Sargoled. Sargon I founden I founded the Akkad the Akkadian kingddian kingddian kingdom ankingdom and ruled frd ruled from Agade, om Agade, located solocated somewhere inmewhere in northern  northern Babylonia Babylonia (called Ak(called A(called Akkad in GAkkad in Gen. 10). Sen. 10). Sargon’s grargon’s grandson Narandson Naram-sin notam-sin not only conq only conquered Syriuered Syria and desta and desa and destroyed destroyed the city othe city of Ebla, buf Ebla, but also clat also claimed to beimed to be divine. H divine. His Sumeriais Sumerian subjectsn subjects considere con consideredconsidered this to b this to be sacrilege sacrilegious, and ious, and when Naramwhen Naram-sin’s kin-sin’s kingdom was ogdom was overrun by verrun byverrun by the barby the barbaric Gutibaric Guti from the  from the Zagros MouZagros Mountains, thntains, they devisedey devised a religio a religious explanaus explanation for ttiexplanaexplanatioexplanation for the n for the conquest tconquest that emphashat emphasized Naramized Naram-sin’s cla-sin’s claim to diviim to divinity as a nity as a reason forreareason forreason for his defea his defeat.t.t.

After ruling for 25 years, Lugal-zagesi’s forces succumbed to the armies of 
Sargon, leader of a Semitic people known as Akkadians. The Semites first appear 
in texts near Nippur in Babylonia and in northern Syria near Ebla (Tell Mardikh) 
ca. 2600. Quite possibly these Semites arrived even earlier, because the date of 
the Ebla material is still hotly disputed. Trade between the Sumerians and the 
Eblaite inhabitants of Syria was apparently already an established fact by the 
mid-3rd millennium. By contrast, the Akkadians were eastern Semites who 
originally came from the Arabian desert and established a common capital from 
which all of southern Mesopotamia was ruled. Sargon I founded the Akkadian 
kingdom and ruled from Agade, located somewhere in northern Babylonia (called 
Akkad in Gen. 10). Sargon’s grandson Naram-sin not only conquered Syria and 
destroyed the city of Ebla, but also claimed to be divine. His Sumerian subjects 
considered this to be sacrilegious, and when Naram-sin’s kingdom was overrun 
by the barbaric Guti from the Zagros Mountains, they devised a religious 
explanation for the conquest that emphasized Naram-sin’s claim to divinity as a 
reason for his defeat.

�The SumeriThe Sumerians witnesans witnessed one fised one final periodnal period of reviva of revival, the so-l, the so-called Neocalled Neo-Sumerian -SumerNeoNeo-SumeriNeo-Sumerian period an period (2100–1925(2100–1925), also co), also commonly calmmonly called the Urled the Ur III perio III period. It begad. It begad. It began whenbegan when Utu-hegal Utu-hegal of Uruk a of Uruk and Ur-nammnd Ur-nammu of Ur ovu of Ur overthrew therthrew the Guti ande Guti and establish estab establisheestablished Ur as thd Ur as the common ce common capital of apital of a Sumeriana Sumerian kingdom.  kingdom. Under Utu-Under Utu-hegal’s guhegal’s guhegal’s guidance, guidance, temples antemples and zigguratd ziggurats were buis were built in soutlt in southern Babylhern Babylonia, weigonia, weights and mehts and measures (asasmemeasures (measures (as well asas well as the lunar the lunar calendar) calendar) were stan were standardized, dardized, and the fiand the first writterst written law coden lan law code ilaw code in Western n Western history wahistory was promulgas promulgated. It wated. It was in this s in this period thaperiod that the Gilgt the Gilgamesh storamGilgGilgamesh Gilgamesh stories westories were probablre probably written y written (after bei(after being handed ng handed down oralldown orally from prey from prey from previous gprevious generationsenerations).).).

The Sumerians witnessed one final period of revival, the so-called 
Neo-Sumerian period (2100–1925), also commonly called the Ur III period. It 
began when Utu-hegal of Uruk and Ur-nammu of Ur overthrew the Guti and 
established Ur as the common capital of a Sumerian kingdom. Under Utu-hegal’s 
guidance, temples and ziggurats were built in southern Babylonia, weights and 
measures (as well as the lunar calendar) were standardized, and the first written 
law code in Western history was promulgated. It was in this period that the 
Gilgamesh stories were probably written (after being handed down orally from 
previous generations).

�The Ur IIIThe Ur III period en period ended due toded due to a combina a combination of fation of factors, Firctors, First, a prolst, a prolonged drouonged dronged drought fodrought forced the lrced the last king oast king of the Ur df the Ur dynasty, Ibynasty, Ibbi-sin (19bi-sin (1950–1925), 50–1925), to buy grato buy grain in nortin inin in northerin northern Mesopotan Mesopotamia at virmia at virtually anytually any price. Se price. Second, the cond, the Elamites fElamites from Iran srom Iran sacked and ackssacked andsacked and burned Ur burned Ur and carri and carried Ibbi-sied Ibbi-sin into capn into captivity. Fitivity. Finally, anonally, another groupther group of Semite of S of Semites, tSemites, the Amurru he Amurru (OT Amorit(OT Amorites; lit., es; lit., “people of“people of the West” the West”), invaded), invaded Mesopotam Mesopota MesopotamiMesopotamia from thea from the Syrian De Syrian Desert and osert and occupied thccupied the territore territory the Sumey the Sumerians had rians hadrians had develohad developed.ped.

The Ur III period ended due to a combination of factors, First, a prolonged 
drought forced the last king of the Ur dynasty, Ibbi-sin (1950–1925), to buy grain 
in northern Mesopotamia at virtually any price. Second, the Elamites from Iran 
sacked and burned Ur and carried Ibbi-sin into captivity. Finally, another group of 
Semites, the Amurru (OT Amorites; lit., “people of the West”), invaded 
Mesopotamia from the Syrian Desert and occupied the territory the Sumerians 
had developed.



Black marbBlack marble boundarle boundary stone ofy stone of Merodach- Merodach-baladan (7baladan (721–710 21–710 B.C.E.B.C.E.) granting) granting land to a land t land to an offito an official. Abovcial. Above are emble are emblems of fouems of four deities r deities who sanctiwho sanction the graon the grant (Staatlnt (Staatliche Museeiche(Staatl(Staatlich(Staatliche Museen, e Museen, Berlin)Berlin)

Black marble boundary stone of Merodach-baladan (721–710 B.C.E.) granting land 
to an official. Above are emblems of four deities who sanction the grant 
(Staatliche Museen, Berlin)

Age of HamAge of Hammurabi; murabi; Coming of Coming of the Indo-ethe Indo-europeansuropeans

Age of Hammurabi; 
Coming of the Indo-europeans

Although uAlthough unflatterinnflatteringly labelegly labeled by some d by some as nomads as nomads who “ate rwho “ate raw meat anaw meat and lived ind lived ind lived in tents,”in tents,” the Amori the Amorites were ates were an importann important Semitic t Semitic group thatgroup that preserved preserved the cultu the culture and wrircultuculture anculture and writing d writing system of system of their predtheir predecessors. ecessors. They were They were family andfamily and tribally  tribally oriented, orieoriented, oriented, with indivwith individual patridual patriarchs, oriarchs, or tribal sh tribal sheikhs, ofteikhs, often leadingen leading them agai them against both nnst bonst both non-Sboth non-Semitic peoemitic peoples and oples and other Amorither Amorites. By 18tes. By 1800 they we00 they were firmly re firmly entrenchedentrenchentrenchedentrenched in Babylo in Babylonia, and hnia, and had carved ad carved it into a it into a number of number of geographicgeographical areas oal areas owing allegwoowing alleowing allegiance to giance to a particula particular tribal ar tribal leader witleader with headquarh headquarters in whters in what amounteat amounted to a prod td to a provito a provincial capincial capital. The ctal. The city-state ity-state continued continued to exist oto exist only in thenly in theory, and pory, and property beroperpproperty bproperty became decrecame decreasingly aeasingly associated ssociated with templwith temples and inces and increasingly reasingly with privawith private citizenteprivaprivate ciprivate citizens.tizens.tizens.

Although unflatteringly labeled by some as nomads who “ate raw meat and lived 
in tents,” the Amorites were an important Semitic group that preserved the 
culture and writing system of their predecessors. They were family and tribally 
oriented, with individual patriarchs, or tribal sheikhs, often leading them against 
both non-Semitic peoples and other Amorites. By 1800 they were firmly 
entrenched in Babylonia, and had carved it into a number of geographical areas 
owing allegiance to a particular tribal leader with headquarters in what amounted 
to a provincial capital. The city-state continued to exist only in theory, and 
property became decreasingly associated with temples and increasingly with 
private citizens.

�Amorite ciAmorite civilizationvilization is genera is generally dividelly divided into twod into two phases. T phases. The first, he first, commonly ccommonly commonly ccommonly called the alled the Isin-LarsaIsin-Larsa period (2 period (2000–1800),000–1800), denotes t denotes the dominanhe dominance of two ce of twoce of two urban two urban centers, Icenters, Isin and Lasin and Larsa, whosersa, whose “kings” v “kings” vied with eied with each other ach other (and Amori(and Amorite AssyriatAmoriAmorite AsAmorite Assyria) forsyria) for power. To power. Toward the eward the end of thisnd of this period, t period, the dynamiche dynamic  SÁamsûi-adSÁamsûSÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-adadad (1813–178 (1813–1784) virtual4) virtually reducedly reduced the citie the cities of Assurs of Assur, Ekallatu, Ekallatum, and Marm, andm, and Mari tand Mari to subservio subservience throuence through conquesgh conquest, and hist, and his sons Ishm sons Ishme-dagan ane-dagan and d Yasmah˙-adYasmaYasmah˙-adYasmah˙-adadad succeeded succeeded him in co him in control of Antrol of Assur and Mssur and Mari, respeari, respectively. Tctively. Their jointheir TTheir joinTheir joint control t control of Assyriaof Assyria, however,, however, was short was short-lived, as-lived, as was the i was the independencndependence of the ce independencindependenindependence of the ce of the cities of cities of Isin and LIsin and Larsa in Suarsa in Sumer and Akmer and Akkad.kad.kad.

Amorite civilization is generally divided into two phases. The first, 
commonly called the Isin-Larsa period (2000–1800), denotes the dominance of 
two urban centers, Isin and Larsa, whose “kings” vied with each other (and 
Amorite Assyria) for power. Toward the end of this period, the dynamic 
SÁamsûi-adad (1813–1784) virtually reduced the cities of Assur, Ekallatum, 
and Mari to subservience through conquest, and his sons Ishme-dagan and 
Yasmah˙-adad succeeded him in control of Assur and Mari, respectively. 
Their joint control of Assyria, however, was short-lived, as was the 
independence of the cities of Isin and Larsa in Sumer and Akkad.

�The secondThe second phase of  phase of Amorite doAmorite domination wmination was the Oldas the Old Babylonia Babylonian period (n period (1800–1600)180((1800–1600(1800–1600) which wi) which witnessed thtnessed the rise of e rise of the city othe city of Babylon f Babylon and its ruand its ruler, Hammuler, Hammurabi (HammrHammuHammurabi Hammurabi (Hammurapi(Hammurapi, 1792–175, 1792–1750). Over a0). Over a period of period of 30 years, 30 years, Hammurabi Hammurabi very care very very carefvery carefully and dully and deliberateleliberately played oy played one Amoritene Amorite kingdom a kingdom against anogainst another, ferrther, ferreting out etferrferreting ferreting out weakneout weaknesses in hisses in his adversars adversaries. With ies. With consummateconsummate skill he  skill he conquered conquered Assur and AAssur and Assur and Mari and bMari and by 1763 redy 1763 reduced Isin uced Isin and Larsa and Larsa to submissto submission. By 17ion. By 1760 the who60 the wh60 the whole of Mwhole of Mesopotamiaesopotamia was effec was effectively unitively united under ted under the dynamithe dynamic leadershc leadership of one ip of oneip of one man, aone man, and the milnd the military, culitary, cultural, legtural, legal, and adal, and administratiministrative achieveve achievements assoments associated witciateassoassociatedassociated with his  with his reign amplreign amply justify y justify the designthe designation of tation of the last twhe last two centurieo centuries of Amoris of As of Amorite ciAmorite civilizationvilization as the “A as the “Age of Hammge of Hammurabi.” Wiurabi.” Without questhout question, one tion, one of the mosof the moof the most impormost important eventtant events of Hammus of Hammurabi’s reirabi’s reign was thegn was the promulgat promulgation of a lion of a lengthy wriengthy wrengthy written cowritten code of lawsde of laws...

The second phase of Amorite domination was the Old Babylonian period 
(1800–1600) which witnessed the rise of the city of Babylon and its ruler, 
Hammurabi (Hammurapi, 1792–1750). Over a period of 30 years, Hammurabi 
very carefully and deliberately played one Amorite kingdom against another, 
ferreting out weaknesses in his adversaries. With consummate skill he conquered 
Assur and Mari and by 1763 reduced Isin and Larsa to submission. By 1760 the 
whole of Mesopotamia was effectively united under the dynamic leadership of 
one man, and the military, cultural, legal, and administrative achievements 
associated with his reign amply justify the designation of the last two centuries of 
Amorite civilization as the “Age of Hammurabi.” Without question, one of the 
most important events of Hammurabi’s reign was the promulgation of a lengthy 
written code of laws.



�The Old BaThe Old Babylonian pbylonian period endeeriod ended when Babd when Babylonia wasylonia was invaded b invaded by a group y a group known as Iknknown as Iknown as Indo-europendo-europeans. Cominans. Coming originalg originally from thly from the steppe ne steppe north of thorth of the Caucasuse Caucasue Caucasus MCaucasus Mountains, ountains, they splitthey split into two  into two groups. Thgroups. The first, ke first, known simplnown simply as westey as western Indo-eurwestewestern Inwestern Indo-europeado-europeans, migratns, migrated into Aned into Anatolia (moatolia (modern Turkedern Turkey), the Bay), the Balkan Peninlkan Penilkan Peninsula,Peninsula, and weste and western Europe.rn Europe. The secon The second group, td group, the Indo-arhe Indo-aryans, settyans, settled in Mesled in Mesopotamia, oMesMesopotamiMesopotamia, Iran, aa, Iran, and the Indnd the Indus Valley.us Valley. The earli The earliest of theest of these Indo-euse Indo-europeans, tropeans, the Hittitehetthe Hittitthe Hittites, settlees, settled in the Hd in the Halys Riveralys River basin in  basin in Anatolia, Anatolia, conquered conquered the nativethe native  HÓattiHÓaHÓattiHÓatti folk livi folk living there, ng there, and establand established a smished a small kingdoall kingdom centeredm centered around th around the capital e capie capital cicapital city of ty of HÓattusûaHÓattusûa (modern B (modern Boghazköy).oghazköy). In 1595 t In 1595 the Hittitehe Hittite king Murs king Mursili I condili I cili I conducted conducted a daring ra daring raid into Baid into Babylonia, abylonia, sacking ansacking and burning d burning Babylon, dBabylon, destroying estroying Marduk’s tMaMarduk’s tMarduk’s temple, andemple, and taking th taking the statue oe statue of Marduk bf Marduk back to Syrack to Syria. He thuia. He thus ended ths ended the dynasty eththe dynastthe dynasty of Hammuy of Hammurabi.rabi.rabi.

The Old Babylonian period ended when Babylonia was invaded by a group 
known as Indo-europeans. Coming originally from the steppe north of the 
Caucasus Mountains, they split into two groups. The first, known simply as 
western Indo-europeans, migrated into Anatolia (modern Turkey), the Balkan 
Peninsula, and western Europe. The second group, the Indo-aryans, settled in 
Mesopotamia, Iran, and the Indus Valley. The earliest of these Indo-europeans, 
the Hittites, settled in the Halys River basin in Anatolia, conquered the native 
HÓatti folk living there, and established a small kingdom centered around the 
capital city of HÓattusûa (modern Boghazköy). In 1595 the Hittite king Mursili I 
conducted a daring raid into Babylonia, sacking and burning Babylon, destroying 
Marduk’s temple, and taking the statue of Marduk back to Syria. He thus ended 
the dynasty of Hammurabi.

�A group knA group known as theown as the Kassites  Kassites came to thcame to the fore afte fore after Babyloner Babylon’s destruc’s destruction. Evidtion. Etion. Evidence pEvidence presently aresently available svailable suggests thuggests the Kassitese Kassites were Indo were Indo-aryans wh-aryans who worshippo worshipped such goeworshippworshippedworshipped such gods such gods as Shuriy as Shuriya, Buriya,a, Buriya, and Marut and Marut, all foun, all found in the Hd in the Hindu Rig Vindu Rig Veda. The KedVVeda. The Veda. The Kassites rKassites rebuilt Babebuilt Babylon and fylon and flourished lourished in southerin southern Mesopotan Mesopotamia from 1mia from 1mia from 1600 to 121600 to 1200. They a00. They avoided provoided prolonged warlonged war with thei with their northernr northern and weste and western neighborn neighrn neighbors,neighbors, flourishi flourishing into thng into the 12th cene 12th century, whentury, when they were they were conquered conquered by the El by the Elamites.aElElamites.Elamites.

A group known as the Kassites came to the fore after Babylon’s destruction. 
Evidence presently available suggests the Kassites were Indo-aryans who 
worshipped such gods as Shuriya, Buriya, and Marut, all found in the Hindu Rig 
Veda. The Kassites rebuilt Babylon and flourished in southern Mesopotamia from 
1600 to 1200. They avoided prolonged war with their northern and western 
neighbors, flourishing into the 12th century, when they were conquered by the 
Elamites.

First MillFirst Millenniumennium

First Millennium

Although tAlthough the historyhe history of Babylo of Babylonia in thenia in the early 1st early 1st millenniu millennium is stillm is still largely s largely shrouded inhroudesshrouded ishrouded in mystery,n mystery, the Elami the Elamites, Assyrtes, Assyrians, Aramians, Arameans, and eans, and Chaldeans Chaldeans played proplayed proplayed prominent prominent roles in troles in the period.he period. Like thei Like their contempor contemporaries, thraries, the Phoenicie Phoenicians, the Aans, the Arameans weraAArameans wArameans were westerere western Semites n Semites who worshiwho worshipped a panpped a pantheon of gtheon of gods and usods and used a writied a ed a writing a writing system thasystem that was origt was originally derinally derived from ived from Egyptian hEgyptian hieroglyphiieroglyphics. Howevecs. However, the simr,HoweveHowever, tHowever, the similarhe similarities end ities end there. Manthere. Many scholarsy scholars still vie still view the Aramw the Arameans as seeans as semi-nomads misesemi-nomadsemi-nomads who weres who were forced to forced to migrate a migrate as a results a result of the tu of the turbulence crbulence caused by taused by taused by the movemethe movement of the nt of the Sea PeopleSea Peoples in the es in the eastern Medastern Mediterraneaniterranean in the 13 in the 13th centuryth centuryth century. Bcentury. By the 12thy the 12th century t century they began hey began to make thto make their unsetteir unsettling preseling presence felt ince felt in Babylonin Bn Babylonia.Babylonia. The Assyr The Assyrian kings ian kings Tiglath-piTiglath-pileser I anleser I and Assur-bed Assur-bel-kala hadl-kala had to conduc to conduct many camt mt many campamany campaigns againigns against them, ast them, and writtennd written sources i sources indicate thndicate that by the at by the end of theend of the 10th cent 1 10th centu10th century they wery they were firmly re firmly entrenchedentrenched in the ar in the area surrounea surrounding Damasding Damascus and incus and icus and in Mesopotin Mesopotamia as weamia as well. By thill. By this time thes time they were cery were certainly urbtainly urbanized, ananized, and traded (d traded (by donkey by((by donkey(by donkey and camel and camel caravan)  caravan) with both with both the Hebrewthe Hebrews and Assys and Assyria. Genesria. Genesis (25:20;is (25:20is (25:20; 29(25:20; 29:1–8), 1 S:1–8), 1 Samuel (14:amuel (14:47), 2 Sam47), 2 Samuel (8:3),uel (8:3), and 1 Kin and 1 Kings (10:29;gs (10:29; 11:23–25; 11:23–25; 15:16–21) 15 15:16–21) 15:16–21) are repletare replete with acce with accounts of bounts of both peacefoth peaceful and hosul and hostile encoutile encounters withnters with the Arame t the Arameathe Arameans during ns during the early the early years of tyears of the Hebrew he Hebrew monarchy. monarchy. Ezek. 23:2Ezek. 23:23; Jer. 503; Jer. 503; Jer. 50:21 indi50:21 indicate that cate that they were they were initially initially disruptivedisruptive in Babylo in Babylonia in gennia in general and ieral and in Babylon n Babyn Babylon inBabylon in particula particular. Althougr. Although they do h they do not appearnot appear to have h to have had long-tead long-term politicrm political influenal politicpolitical political influence,influence, the fact  the fact that the Athat the Arameans corameans could never uld never really unireally unify under ofy under one ruler mne rune ruler meanruler meant that thet that they were a cy were a constant soonstant source of trurce of trouble.ouble.ouble.

Although the history of Babylonia in the early 1st millennium is still largely 
shrouded in mystery, the Elamites, Assyrians, Arameans, and Chaldeans played 
prominent roles in the period. Like their contemporaries, the Phoenicians, the 
Arameans were western Semites who worshipped a pantheon of gods and used 
a writing system that was originally derived from Egyptian hieroglyphics. 
However, the similarities end there. Many scholars still view the Arameans as 
semi-nomads who were forced to migrate as a result of the turbulence caused by 
the movement of the Sea Peoples in the eastern Mediterranean in the 13th 
century. By the 12th century they began to make their unsettling presence felt in 
Babylonia. The Assyrian kings Tiglath-pileser I and Assur-bel-kala had to conduct 
many campaigns against them, and written sources indicate that by the end of the 
10th century they were firmly entrenched in the area surrounding Damascus and 
in Mesopotamia as well. By this time they were certainly urbanized, and traded 
(by donkey and camel caravan) with both the Hebrews and Assyria. Genesis 
(25:20; 29:1–8), 1 Samuel (14:47), 2 Samuel (8:3), and 1 Kings (10:29; 11:23–25; 
15:16–21) are replete with accounts of both peaceful and hostile encounters with 
the Arameans during the early years of the Hebrew monarchy. Ezek. 23:23; Jer. 
50:21 indicate that they were initially disruptive in Babylonia in general and in 



Babylon in particular. Although they do not appear to have had long-term 
political influence, the fact that the Arameans could never really unify under one 
ruler meant that they were a constant source of trouble.

�The ChaldeThe Chaldeans (Kalduans (Kaldu) appear i) appear in southernn southern Babylonia Babylonia as early  as early as the begas the beginning of inning begbeginning beginning of the 9thof the 9th century.  century. Their placTheir place of origie of origin and ethnn and ethnicity presicity present probleent problems. The Grms. probleproblems. problems. The GreeksThe Greeks used the  used the term “Chalterm “Chaldean” to ddean” to denote partenote particular triicular tribes of Kalbes of Kabes of Kaldu who Kaldu who eventuallyeventually overthrew overthrew the power the powerful Assyriful Assyrian Empire an Empire and establand established theiished theished their capitheir capital at Babtal at Babylon. Whilylon. While some pere some persist in idsist in identifying entifying the Chaldethe Chaldeans as Araans as Arameans, themeaAraArameans, Arameans, there is nthere is no direct eo direct evidence invidence in the cunei the cuneiform sourcform sources to suppes to support this. ort this. What littlWWhat littlWhat little evidencee evidence does surv does survive suggesive suggests that thts that they were aney were an ethnic gr ethnic group separaoup separate and disteseparaseparate aseparate and distincnd distinct from thet from the Arameans, Arameans, and that  and that they were they were grouped ingrouped into as few to as few as five traas five tras five tribes. In aibes. In any event, ny event, the Kaldu the Kaldu tribes alrtribes already posseeady possessed the essed the extreme souxtreme southern partthersousouthern psouthern part of Babart of Babylonia by ylonia by the secondthe second half of t half of the 9th cenhe 9th century and (tury and (like the Klike the Kassites eaassKKassites eKassites earlier) haarlier) had adopted d adopted the worshithe worship of the sp of the supreme godupreme god Marduk. N Marduk. Northward eorthwardNNorthward Northward expansion expansion put them iput them in direct cn direct conflict wionflict with Arameanth Aramean tribes co tribes collectivelyllectively called Ar collectivelycollectivecollectively called ly called Aramu. TheAramu. Their supremeir supreme god was S god was Sin, a god in, a god whose worswhose worship was cehip was cehip was centered acentered at Ur in tht Ur in the south ane south and Harran id Harran in the nortn the north. In 729 h. In 729 Tiglath-piTiglath-pileser III,leser III, the Assyr the A the Assyrian kAssyrian king who coing who conquered Isnquered Israel, enderael, ended Babylon’d Babylon’s independs independence. He rence. He received treceived teceived tribute frtribute from the eluom the elusive Mardusive Marduk-apal-iddk-apal-iddina (Merodina (Merodach-baladaach-baladan in 2 Kgsn in 2 Kgs. 20:12; I. 20:12; Isa. 39:1),saIIsa. 39:1)Isa. 39:1), who was , who was sheikh of sheikh of the importthe important Chaldeant Chaldean tribe oan tribe of Bit-yakif Bit-yakin and a con and a contemporaryntecocontemporacontemporary of Kingry of King Hezekiah. Hezekiah. It was he It was he who broug who brought Chaldeaht Chaldean and Aramn and Aramean tribesean trean tribes togtribes together in oether in opposition pposition to Assyriato Assyrian expansion expansion in southn in southern Babyloern Babylonia. The Ania. The Assyrian kissAAssyrian kAssyrian kings Sargoings Sargon II (722–n II (722–705) and S705) and Sennacheribennacherib (705–681) (705–681) were unab were unable to captle to captle to capture hicapture him, and undm, and under his leaer his leadership bodership both Chaldeath Chaldean and Aramn and Aramean tribesean tribes constitut constitut constituteconstituted a formidd a formidable threaable threat to the st to the stability otability of the Assyf the Assyrian Empirrian Empire, not onle, not only in Babyly in y in Babylonin Babylonia, but inia, but in Elam, Ara Elam, Arabia, and Jbia, and Judah as weudah as well. Sennacll. Sennacherib evenherib eventually destually destroyed Babtroydesdestroyed destroyed Babylon (6Babylon (694), which94), which lay in ru lay in ruins until ins until his son anhis son and successod successor Esarhaddr Esarhaddon (681–66onEsarhaddEsarhaddonEsarhaddon (681–669) (681–669) ordered i ordered it rebuilt.t rebuilt. The next  The next two monarctwo monarchs, Assurbhs, Assurbanipal andanipal ananipal and his brand his brother other SÁamasû-sûSÁamasû-sûum-ukinum-ukin, partitio, partitioned the whned the whole of Mesole of Mesopotamia iopotamia iopotamia into two kinto two kingdoms, ningdoms, north and sorth and south, owinouth, owing their alg their allegiance tlegiance to differeno different sovereigt sovereigns. But afns.sovereigsovereignssovereigns. But afte. But after a revoltr a revolt in 652, B in 652, Babylonia oabylonia once again nce again became a pbecame a part of theart of the Assyrian  As Assyrian EAssyrian Empire, andmpire, and remained  remained so for theso for the next 25 y next 25 years.ears.ears.

The Chaldeans (Kaldu) appear in southern Babylonia as early as the 
beginning of the 9th century. Their place of origin and ethnicity present 
problems. The Greeks used the term “Chaldean” to denote particular tribes of 
Kaldu who eventually overthrew the powerful Assyrian Empire and established 
their capital at Babylon. While some persist in identifying the Chaldeans as 
Arameans, there is no direct evidence in the cuneiform sources to support this. 
What little evidence does survive suggests that they were an ethnic group 
separate and distinct from the Arameans, and that they were grouped into as few 
as five tribes. In any event, the Kaldu tribes already possessed the extreme 
southern part of Babylonia by the second half of the 9th century and (like the 
Kassites earlier) had adopted the worship of the supreme god Marduk. 
Northward expansion put them in direct conflict with Aramean tribes 
collectively called Aramu. Their supreme god was Sin, a god whose worship was 
centered at Ur in the south and Harran in the north. In 729 Tiglath-pileser III, the 
Assyrian king who conquered Israel, ended Babylon’s independence. He received 
tribute from the elusive Marduk-apal-iddina (Merodach-baladan in 2 Kgs. 20:12; 
Isa. 39:1), who was sheikh of the important Chaldean tribe of Bit-yakin and a 
contemporary of King Hezekiah. It was he who brought Chaldean and Aramean 
tribes together in opposition to Assyrian expansion in southern Babylonia. The 
Assyrian kings Sargon II (722–705) and Sennacherib (705–681) were unable to 
capture him, and under his leadership both Chaldean and Aramean tribes 
constituted a formidable threat to the stability of the Assyrian Empire, not only 
in Babylonia, but in Elam, Arabia, and Judah as well. Sennacherib eventually 
destroyed Babylon (694), which lay in ruins until his son and successor 
Esarhaddon (681–669) ordered it rebuilt. The next two monarchs, Assurbanipal 
and his brother SÁamasû-sûum-ukin, partitioned the whole of Mesopotamia 
into two kingdoms, north and south, owing their allegiance to different 
sovereigns. But after a revolt in 652, Babylonia once again became a part of the 
Assyrian Empire, and remained so for the next 25 years.

�Finally, hFinally, however, thowever, the immense e immense size and isize and internal wenternal weakness of akness of Assyria toAssyria took their tok theok their tolltheir toll. In 626 t. In 626 the Kaldu she Kaldu sheikh Naboheikh Nabopolassar lpolassar led an upried an uprising and dsing and declared hieclared himself “kinmsehihimself “khimself “king of Babing of Babylon.” Botylon.” Both Nabopolah Nabopolassar and tssar and the Assyriahe Assyrian king Assn king Assur-etil-ilur-etil-ilani (likelani Assur-etil-ilAssur-etilAssur-etil-ilani (li-ilani (likely the pkely the predecessorredecessor of the  of the Sin-sûarraSin-sûarra-isûkun-isûkun known to  known to the Babylothe Bthe BabylonianBabylonians) claimeds) claimed authority authority over Baby over Babylonia. Nablonia. Nabopolassar opolassar allied himallied himself with self with the powerfththe powerfthe powerful Medes oul Medes of northernf northern Iran and  Iran and their kingtheir king Uvakshatr Uvakshatra, known ta, known to the Greeo the Greo the Greek writGreek writers as Cyaers as Cyaxeres. Thexeres. The two monar two monarchs unitedchs united forces an forces and preparedd prepared to engage to enga to engage theengage the Assyrians Assyrians and their and their Egyptian  Egyptian allies. Poallies. Pockets of rckets of resistance esistance to the Chato the Chaldeans nowldeaChaChaldeans Chaldeans now develonow developed in Babped in Babylonia (inylonia (in Uruk and  Uruk and Nippur), bNippur), but Nabopolut Nabopolassar was assar waassar was able twas able to overcomeo overcome them, and them, and by 612 Ni by 612 Nineveh itseneveh itself was taklf was taken. Cyaxeren. Cyaxeres retreates retreaes retreated retreated to his homto his homeland, andeland, and Nabopolas Nabopolassar’s forcsar’s forces defeatees defeated the Assyd the Assyrians in arians in a last stan l last standlast stand at Carche at Carchemish in 60mish in 605. With th5. With the defeat oe defeat of Assyrianf Assyrian king Assu king Assur-uballit r-uballit II, the AsII, tII, the Assyrithe Assyrian Empire an Empire passed intpassed into history.o history.

Finally, however, the immense size and internal weakness of Assyria took 
their toll. In 626 the Kaldu sheikh Nabopolassar led an uprising and declared 
himself “king of Babylon.” Both Nabopolassar and the Assyrian king 
Assur-etil-ilani (likely the predecessor of the Sin-sûarra-isûkun known to the 
Babylonians) claimed authority over Babylonia. Nabopolassar allied himself with 
the powerful Medes of northern Iran and their king Uvakshatra, known to the 
Greek writers as Cyaxeres. The two monarchs united forces and prepared to 
engage the Assyrians and their Egyptian allies. Pockets of resistance to the 



Chaldeans now developed in Babylonia (in Uruk and Nippur), but Nabopolassar 
was able to overcome them, and by 612 Nineveh itself was taken. Cyaxeres 
retreated to his homeland, and Nabopolassar’s forces defeated the Assyrians in a 
last stand at Carchemish in 605. With the defeat of Assyrian king Assur-uballit II, 
the Assyrian Empire passed into history.

�NabopolassNabopolassar died inar died in his hour  his hour of triumphof triumph, and his , and his throne pasthrone passed to hissed to his son,  son, Nabu®-kuduNNabu®-kuduNabu®-kudurri-usurrri-usur (OT Nebuc (OT Nebuchadnezzar)hadnezzar). With the. With the independe independent Chaldeant Chaldean dynasty n ChaldeaChaldean dChaldean dynasty nowynasty now firmly in firmly in control,  control, NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar made zzar made Babylon thBabylon the headquare headqe headquarteheadquarters of an irs of an imperial admperial administratiministrative bureaucve bureaucracy. Duriracy. During his 43-ng his 43-year reignyear reign (605–562) (6 (605–562),(605–562), he surrou he surrounded the cnded the capital citapital city with no y with no less than less than five fortifive fortification wfication walls of baalls oalls of baked aof baked and glazed nd glazed brick alonbrick along with sevg with several palaceral palaces which ses which served as herved as his royal ris royal residences.esidrresidencesresidences. Under hi. Under his guidances guidance Marduk of Marduk of Babylon w Babylon was again sas again supreme. Hiupreme. His temple, s temple,s temple, thtemple, the Esagila,e Esagila, and the z and the ziggurat Etiggurat Etemenanki (emenanki (the infamothe infamous Tower ous Tower of Babel) wf Babel) were restorewwere restowere restored, and Bred, and Babylon becabylon became the shame the showplace ofowplace of the Weste the Western world.rn world.rn world.

Nabopolassar died in his hour of triumph, and his throne passed to his son, 
Nabu®-kudurri-usur (OT Nebuchadnezzar). With the independent 
Chaldean dynasty now firmly in control, Nebuchadnezzar made Babylon the 
headquarters of an imperial administrative bureaucracy. During his 43-year reign 
(605–562), he surrounded the capital city with no less than five fortification walls 
of baked and glazed brick along with several palaces which served as his royal 
residences. Under his guidance Marduk of Babylon was again supreme. His 
temple, the Esagila, and the ziggurat Etemenanki (the infamous Tower of Babel) 
were restored, and Babylon became the showplace of the Western world.

�NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar campazzar campaigned in Signed in Syria and Pyria and Palestine aalestine and in 597 nd in 597 laid siegelaid siege to Jerusa to Jer to Jerusalem.Jerusalem. Judah was Judah was reduced t reduced to the stato the status of tribus of tributary and,utary and, according according to Jeremi to Jeremiah, 2 KingahJeremiJeremiah, Jeremiah, 2 Kings, a2 Kings, and 2 Chronnd 2 Chronicles, wasicles, was reduced t reduced to rubble io rubble in 586, when 586, when the Babyn the Babylonian monlBabyBabylonianBabylonian monarch d monarch destroyed testroyed the temple he temple of Solomonof Solomon and depor and deported the Heted the Hebrews intobrewsHeHebrews inHebrews into captivito captivity. Jehoiaty. Jehoiachin of Juchin of Judah was imdah was imprisoned iprisoned in Babylonin Babylonia until Nea until NebuchadnezzbuNeNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar’s sonzzar’s son and succe and successor, Amelssor, Amel-marduk (E-marduk (Evil-merodavil-merodach in 2 Kgch in 2 Kgs. 25:27; s. 25:27s. 25:27; Jer25:27; Jer. 52:31) s. 52:31) set him freet him free. The Hebe. The Hebrews remairews remained in capned in captivity fortivity for the durat the duration of theionduratduration oduration of the Chalf the Chaldean dynasdean dynasty.ty.ty.

Nebuchadnezzar campaigned in Syria and Palestine and in 597 laid siege to 
Jerusalem. Judah was reduced to the status of tributary and, according to 
Jeremiah, 2 Kings, and 2 Chronicles, was reduced to rubble in 586, when the 
Babylonian monarch destroyed the temple of Solomon and deported the 
Hebrews into captivity. Jehoiachin of Judah was imprisoned in Babylonia until 
Nebuchadnezzar’s son and successor, Amel-marduk (Evil-merodach in 2 Kgs. 
25:27; Jer. 52:31) set him free. The Hebrews remained in captivity for the 
duration of the Chaldean dynasty.

�NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar is vezzar is very prominery prominent in the nt in the book of Dabook of Daniel, whicniel, which records h records stories ofstorstories ofstories of the king’ the king’s madness.s madness. These acc These accounts no dounts no doubt refleoubt reflect an attect an attempt by thempt by the Hebrew wr H Hebrew wriHebrew writer to asster to associate Nebociate Nebuchadnezzauchadnezzar with ther with the deeds of  deeds of the last kthe last king of theing of theing of the Chaldethe Chaldean dynastyan dynasty, Nabonidu, Nabonidus (555–539s (555–539). Probabl). Probably of Syriay of Syrian origin, n origin, Nabonidus Nabonidus Nabonidus Nabonidus not only inot only introduced ntroduced the worshithe worship of Sin op of Sin of Harran tf Harran to the capio the capital city, tal city, but he alsbubut he alsbut he also was abseo was absent from Bant from Babylon for bylon for several yeseveral years while ars while undertakinundertaking a campaig a campaign to the gcampaicampaign tcampaign to the oasio the oasis of Tema s of Tema in Arabia.in Arabia. It was du It was during his aring his absence thabsence that his son t his son Bel-sûarraBelBel-sûarraBel-sûarra-usur-usur (Belshazz (Belshazzar in Dan.ar in Dan. 5) ruled  5) ruled as coregenas coregent. Shortlyt. Shortly after his after his return to retur return to return to Babylonia,Babylonia, Nabonidus Nabonidus had to de had to deal with thal with the Persianse Persians, an Indo-, an Indo-aryan peoparyan people originalepeoppeople oripeople originally asginally associated wsociated with the prith the province of ovince of Parsa in sParsa in southwest Iouthwest Iran. Underran. Under the leade th the leaderthe leadership of thship of their king Ceir king Cyrus II (5yrus II (549–529), t49–529), they took Bhey took Babylon in abylon in 539, proba539, probably througblyprobaprobably tprobably through a chrough a combinationombination of force  of force and the beand the betrayal of trayal of the governthe governor of Babyor of Babylon, GubarlBabyBabylon, GBabylon, Gubarru (Goubarru (Gobryas in cbryas in classical slassical sources). Nources). Nabonidus wabonidus was sent inas sent into exile, to exile, and the Heanand the Heand the Hebrews werebrews were allowed t allowed to return to return to Palestino Palestine (Ezra 6)e (Ezra 6). The Pers. The Persians contiians continued to runconticontinued continued to rule Bato rule Babylonia asbylonia as a part of a part of their emp their empire until ire until 331, when 331, when they were they were conquered coconquered conquered by Alexandby Alexander the Greer the Great.at.at.

Nebuchadnezzar is very prominent in the book of Daniel, which records 
stories of the king’s madness. These accounts no doubt reflect an attempt by the 
Hebrew writer to associate Nebuchadnezzar with the deeds of the last king of 
the Chaldean dynasty, Nabonidus (555–539). Probably of Syrian origin, 
Nabonidus not only introduced the worship of Sin of Harran to the capital city, 
but he also was absent from Babylon for several years while undertaking a 
campaign to the oasis of Tema in Arabia. It was during his absence that his son 
Bel-sûarra-usur (Belshazzar in Dan. 5) ruled as coregent. Shortly after his 
return to Babylonia, Nabonidus had to deal with the Persians, an Indo-aryan 
people originally associated with the province of Parsa in southwest Iran. Under 
the leadership of their king Cyrus II (549–529), they took Babylon in 539, 
probably through a combination of force and the betrayal of the governor of 
Babylon, Gubarru (Gobryas in classical sources). Nabonidus was sent into exile, 
and the Hebrews were allowed to return to Palestine (Ezra 6). The Persians 
continued to rule Babylonia as a part of their empire until 331, when they were 
conquered by Alexander the Great.

�The historThe history of Babyly of Babylonia is ononia is one of numere of numerous and dious and diverse cultverse cultures. Neveures. Nevertheless, rtheleNeveNevertheleNevertheless, from tss, from the time ofhe time of the emerg the emergence of Haence of Hammurabi tommurabi to the fall  the fall of Babylonof Babylonof Babylon itBabylon itself, therself, there is evidee is evidence of connce of continued restinued respect for tpect for the achievehe achievements of pments of previous cerevpprevious cprevious centuries. enturies. Sumerian pSumerian polytheism olytheism persisted,persisted, even thou even though Marduk gh Marduk was worshiwas worshwas worshippedworshipped as “king  as “king of the godof the gods” in Babys” in Babylon duringlon during Amorite,  Amorite, Kassite, aKassite, and Chaldeand Chaldean times. SnChaldeaChaldean tChaldean times. Sumeimes. Sumerian literrian literature was ature was translatedtranslated into Akka into Akkadian, and dian, and as a resulas a result of the et ot of the effof the efforts of scorts of scribes in Aribes in Amorite andmorite and Kassite t Kassite times, the imes, the exploits oexploits of such herf such heroes as Giloes aoes as Gilgameas Gilgamesh were prsh were preserved foeserved for posteritr posterity. Great ry. Great respect wasespect was shown for shown for the cult  the cult centers ofccenters ofcenters of city-stat city-state deities,e deities, and monar and monarchs such achs such as Nabonidus Nabonidus prided ts prided themselves hemselves on their roon their ron their restorationestoration of “ancie of “ancient” sanctunt” sanctuaries. Thearies. The achieveme achievements of thents of the civilizat civilizations of Baions civilizatcivilizaticivilizations of Babons of Babylonia (inylonia (including wrcluding writing, matiting, mathematics, hematics, and astroland astrology) were ogy) were largely prlargelargely prlargely preserved byeserved by the Greek the Greeks, throughs, through whom they whom they became a  became a part of thpart of the legacy oe legacy oe legacy of antiquiof antiquity.ty.ty.

The history of Babylonia is one of numerous and diverse cultures. 
Nevertheless, from the time of the emergence of Hammurabi to the fall of 



Babylon itself, there is evidence of continued respect for the achievements of 
previous centuries. Sumerian polytheism persisted, even though Marduk was 
worshipped as “king of the gods” in Babylon during Amorite, Kassite, and 
Chaldean times. Sumerian literature was translated into Akkadian, and as a result 
of the efforts of scribes in Amorite and Kassite times, the exploits of such heroes 
as Gilgamesh were preserved for posterity. Great respect was shown for the cult 
centers of city-state deities, and monarchs such as Nabonidus prided themselves 
on their restoration of “ancient” sanctuaries. The achievements of the 
civilizations of Babylonia (including writing, mathematics, and astrology) were 
largely preserved by the Greeks, through whom they became a part of the legacy 
of antiquity.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. K. GrayA. K. Grayson, son, Assyrian aAssyrian and Babylonnd Babylonian Chroniian Chroniclescles (Locust V (Locust Valley, 197alleVValley, 19Valley, 1975); J. Oa75); J. Oates, tes, BabylonBabylon (London,  (London, 1979); A. 1979); A. L. OppenheL. Oppenheim, im, Ancient MeAncient Mesopotamia,sopotaMeMesopotamiMesopotamia,a, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Chicago, 1Chicago, 1977); G. R977); G. Roux, oux, Ancient IrAncient Iraq,aq, 3rd ed. ( 3rd ed. (Baltimore,Baltimore, 1992); H. 19 1992); H. 1992); H. W. F. SaggW. F. Saggs, s, The GreatnThe Greatness That Wess That Was Babylonas Babylon,, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (London, 1(London, 1988); D. J988); D. 988); D. J. WiseD. J. Wiseman, man, NebuchadreNebuchadrezzar and Bzzar and Babylonabylon (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1985).1985).1985).
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BACABACA (Heb.  (Heb. baœk�aœ}baœk�aœ}), VALLEY ), VALLEY OFOFOF

BACA (Heb. baœk�aœ} ), VALLEY OF

A valley aA valley apparently pparently containingcontaining trees (He trees (Heb. “balsamb. “balsam[?]”) whic[?]”) which exuded rh exuded resin or guesin or gum (the Hebmgugum (the Hgum (the Hebrew termebrew term may be re may be related to lated to baœk�a®,baœk�a®, “weep,” h “weep,” hence “weepence “weeping trees”ing tring trees”). Ttrees”). This valleyhis valley, of unkno, of unknown identifwn identification, aication, apparently pparently was an ariwas an arid region td region through whihroutthrough whthrough which pilgriich pilgrims passed ms passed en route ten route to Jerusaleo Jerusalem (Ps. 84:m (Ps. 84:6[MT 7]).6[MT 7]).

A valley apparently containing trees (Heb. “balsam[?]”) which exuded resin or 
gum (the Hebrew term may be related to baœk�a®,  “weep,” hence “weeping 
trees”). This valley, of unknown identification, apparently was an arid region 
through which pilgrims passed en route to Jerusalem (Ps. 84:6[MT 7]).

BACCHIDESBACCHIDES (Gk.  (Gk. BakchideäsBakchideäs)))

BACCHIDES (Gk. Bakchideäs)

A Syrian oA Syrian official whfficial whom Demetriom Demetrius I Soterus I Soter sent to J sent to Jerusalem aerusalem as general s general of an armyof an army in 162  in in 162 in 162 B.C.E.B.C.E. He instal He installed Alcimuled Alcimus as high s as high priest, gapriest, gave him conve him control of Jutrol of Judea, and rdea, and returned toeturreturned treturned to the kingo the king, leaving , leaving behind a pbehind a protective rotective force. Bacforce. Bacchides retchides returned to Jurned to Jerusalem ieruJJerusalem Jerusalem in 161/0 win 161/0 when he defhen he defeated and eated and killed Judkilled Judas Maccabeas Maccabeus. Subsequs. Subsequently unauently unauently unable to unable to defeat Jondefeat Jonathan and athan and Simon, he Simon, he strengthenstrengthened a numbeed a number of fortrr of fortresses and esses and esses and towns and towns as a countas a counter measureer measure before le before leaving. He aving. He returned areturned again in 15gain in 158, but was8, but was8, but was still was still unable to unable to defeat Jondefeat Jonathan, so athan, so he made pehe made peace (1 Macace (1 Macc. 7:8-20;c. 7:8-20; 9:1-73; J 9:1-73; Josephus osepJJosephus Josephus Ant.Ant. 12.10.1–3 12.10.1–3; 11.1–2; ; 11.1–2; 13.1.1–6).13.1.1–6).

A Syrian official whom Demetrius I Soter sent to Jerusalem as general of an army 
in 162 B.C.E. He installed Alcimus as high priest, gave him control of Judea, and 
returned to the king, leaving behind a protective force. Bacchides returned to 
Jerusalem in 161/0 when he defeated and killed Judas Maccabeus. Subsequently 
unable to defeat Jonathan and Simon, he strengthened a number of fortresses 
and towns as a counter measure before leaving. He returned again in 158, but 
was still unable to defeat Jonathan, so he made peace (1 Macc. 7:8-20; 9:1-73; 
Josephus Ant. 12.10.1–3; 11.1–2; 13.1.1–6).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. A. KennH. A. Kennedy, “The edy, “The First PeriFirst Period: From Aod: From Antiochus Entiochus Epiphanes tpiphanesEEpiphanes Epiphanes to the Capto the Capture of Jeture of Jerusalem byrusalem by Pompey,”  Pompey,” in E. Schüin E. Schürer, rer, The HistorThe History of the Jy of they of the Jewishthe Jewish People in People in the Age o the Age of Jesus Chf Jesus Christ (175rist (175  B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D.  135),135), rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Edinburgh(Edinburgh, 1973), 1, 1, 1973), 1:11973), 1:169, 173–7669, 173–76...

Bibliography. H. A. Kennedy, “The First Period: From Antiochus 
Epiphanes to the Capture of Jerusalem by Pompey,” in E. Schürer, The History of 
the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ (175 B.C.—A.D. 135), rev. ed. (Edinburgh, 
1973), 1:169, 173–76.
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Most bags Most bags in the Bibin the Bible are of le are of three kindthree kinds: a pouchs: a pouch or purse  or purse (usually H(usually Heb. eb. kiîs;kiîs; Gk.  Gk.  Gk. Gk. ballaéntioballaéntionn), a trave), a traveler’s bag ler’s bag (Gk. (Gk. peäírapeäíra), or a la), or a large sack (rge sack (Heb. Heb. }amtah�at�}amtah�a}amtah�at�}amtah�at�). Heb. ). Heb. síaqsíaq usually r usually refers to tefers to the materiahe material, i.e., sl, i.e., sackcloth.ackcloth.ackcloth.

Most bags in the Bible are of three kinds: a pouch or purse (usually Heb. kiîs; 
Gk. ballaéntion), a traveler’s bag (Gk. peäíra), or a large sack (Heb. 
}amtah�at� ). Heb. síaq usually refers to the material, i.e., sackcloth.

�People in People in both the Oboth the OT and NT mT and NT might carryight carry money in  money in a purse (Pa purse (Prov. 1:14;rov. 1:14; Luke 10:4 Luk Luke 10:4)Luke 10:4) and grain and grain in sacks  in sacks (Gen. 42-4(Gen. 42-44). God wa4). God warns traderrns traders in the Os in the OT not to hT not to have false ahhave falsehave false weights i weights in their ban their bags or poucgs or pouches (Deut.hes (Deut. 25:13; Pr 25:13; Prov. 16:11;ov. 16:11; Mic. 6:11 Mic. 6:11). In his ). In). In his figIn his fight with thht with the giant, te giant, the young Dhe young David puts avid puts five slingfive slingstones in stones in his shephehis shepherd’s bag (rd’s bard’s bag (Heb. bag (Heb. keïliî;keïliî; 1 Sam. 17 1 Sam. 17:40). Judi:40). Judith smuggleth smuggles Holoferns Holofernes’ head oes’ head out of the ut of the Assyrian cAssyriAssyrian cAssyrian camp in heramp in her provision provision bag (Jdt. bag (Jdt. 10:5; 13: 10:5; 13:9-10, 15).9-10, 15).

People in both the OT and NT might carry money in a purse (Prov. 1:14; 
Luke 10:4) and grain in sacks (Gen. 42-44). God warns traders in the OT not to 
have false weights in their bags or pouches (Deut. 25:13; Prov. 16:11; Mic. 6:11). 
In his fight with the giant, the young David puts five slingstones in his shepherd’s 
bag (Heb. keïliî; 1 Sam. 17:40). Judith smuggles Holofernes’ head out of the 
Assyrian camp in her provision bag (Jdt. 10:5; 13:9-10, 15).

�When JesusWhen Jesus sends out sends out the Twelv the Twelve (Matt. 1e (Matt. 10:10 = Mar0:10 = Mark 6:8; Lukk 6:8; Luke 9:3) ande 9:3) and the Seven the  the Seventthe Seventy(-two) (Ly(-two) (Luke 10:4),uke 10:4), he tells  he tells them not tthem not to take a bo take a bag along. ag along. Later he tLater he tells them ells ttells themtells them to take o to take one (Luke 2ne (Luke 22:35-36). 2:35-36). Some scholSome scholars rejectars reject the “begg the “beggar’s bag” ar’s bag” interpretaintinterpretainterpretation (as ition (as in TEV) andn TEV) and conclude  conclude that the bthat the bag was simag was simply a piecply a piece of luggae of luggage.ge.ge.

When Jesus sends out the Twelve (Matt. 10:10 = Mark 6:8; Luke 9:3) and 
the Seventy(-two) (Luke 10:4), he tells them not to take a bag along. Later he 
tells them to take one (Luke 22:35-36). Some scholars reject the “beggar’s bag” 
interpretation (as in TEV) and conclude that the bag was simply a piece of luggage.

�Jesus usesJesus uses the money the money bag or pu bag or purse (rse (ballaéntioballaéntionn) figurati) figuratively when vely when he urges the urges he urges the urges the “little fl“little flock” to giock” to give to the ve to the poor and tpoor and thereby acqhereby acquire “pursuire “purses that wies that will never wll nell never wearnever wear out” (Luk out” (Luke 12:32-34e 12:32-34).).).

Jesus uses the money bag or purse (ballaéntion) figuratively when he 
urges the “little flock” to give to the poor and thereby acquire “purses that will 
never wear out” (Luke 12:32-34).
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BAGOASBAGOAS (Gk.  (Gk. BagoœasBagoœas)))

BAGOAS (Gk. Bagoœas)

The eunuchThe eunuch in charge in charge of the pe of the personal affrsonal affairs of thairs of the Assyriane Assyrian general H general Holofernes olofernes (Jdt. 12:1(Jd(Jdt. 12:1(Jdt. 12:11). He was1). He was instructe instructed to invitd to invite Judith te Judith to the geneo the general’s banqral’s banquet and lauet and later discovter diter discovereddiscovered her murde her murder of Holofr of Holofernes (Jdternes (Jdt. 14:14-18. 14:14-18).).

The eunuch in charge of the personal affairs of the Assyrian general Holofernes 
(Jdt. 12:11). He was instructed to invite Judith to the general’s banquet and later 
discovered her murder of Holofernes (Jdt. 14:14-18).

BAHURIMBAHURIM (Heb.  (Heb. bah�u®riîmbah�u®riîm)))

BAHURIM (Heb. bah�u®riîm )

A town (moA town (modern Khirbdern Khirbet et Ibqe{danIbqe{dan) located ) located on the noron the north side ofth side of the road  the road leading frleadingleading frleading from Jerusalom Jerusalem to Jeriem to Jericho, E of cho, E of the Mount the Mount of Olives.of Olives.

A town (modern Khirbet Ibqe{dan) located on the north side of the road 
leading from Jerusalem to Jericho, E of the Mount of Olives.

�Bahurim fiBahurim figures promgures prominently ininently in the David the Davidic historyic history. It is th. It is the home of e home of Shimei, whShimei, wShimei, who abusedwho abused and curse and cursed David asd David as he was fl he was fleeing fromeeing from Absalom ( Absalom (2 Sam. 16:2 Sam. 16:5; 19:16; 5; 19:16;5; 19:16; 1 K19:16; 1 Kgs. 2:8), gs. 2:8), and the loand the location whecation where Abner cre Abner compelled Pompelled Paltiel to altiel to leave his leave his wife Michawifewife Michawife Michal, Saul’s l, Saul’s daughter, daughter, as she wasas she was being ret being returned to Durned to David (2 Saavid (2 Sam. 3:16). m. 3:16). Azmaveth, AzmAzmaveth, Azmaveth, one of Davone of David’s eliteid’s elite military  military guard, wasguard, was from Bahu from Bahurim (2 Samrim (2 Sam. 23:31; 1. 23:31; 1 Chr. 11:3 C Chr. 11:33Chr. 11:33 [MT “Bahu [MT “Bahurum”]).rum”]).rum”]).

Bahurim figures prominently in the Davidic history. It is the home of Shimei, 
who abused and cursed David as he was fleeing from Absalom (2 Sam. 16:5; 
19:16; 1 Kgs. 2:8), and the location where Abner compelled Paltiel to leave his 
wife Michal, Saul’s daughter, as she was being returned to David (2 Sam. 3:16). 
Azmaveth, one of David’s elite military guard, was from Bahurim (2 Sam. 23:31; 1 
Chr. 11:33 [MT “Bahurum”]).

Dennis M. Dennis M. SwansonSwanson

Dennis M. Swanson

BAKBAKKARBAKBAKKAR (Heb.  (Heb. baqbaqqarbaqbaqqar)))

BAKBAKKAR (Heb. baqbaqqar)

A Levite wA Levite who returneho returned from thed from the Exile and Exile and was chose was chosen by lot tn by lot to dwell ato dwell at Jerusalem Jerusalem Jerusalem Jerusalem (1 Chr. 9:(1 Chr. 9:15).15).

A Levite who returned from the Exile and was chosen by lot to dwell at 
Jerusalem (1 Chr. 9:15).

BAKBUKBAKBUK (Heb.  (Heb. baqbu®qbaqbu®q)))

BAKBUK (Heb. baqbu®q)



A temple sA temple servant whoervant whose descendse descendants returants returned from tned from the Exile whe Exile with Zerubbith Zerubbabel (Ezraabel (Ezabel (Ezra 2:51(Ezra 2:51 = Neh. 7: = Neh. 7:53).53).

A temple servant whose descendants returned from the Exile with Zerubbabel 
(Ezra 2:51 = Neh. 7:53).

BAKBUKIAHBAKBUKIAH (Heb.  (Heb. baqbuqya®baqbuqya®)))

BAKBUKIAH (Heb. baqbuqya®)

A Levite (A Levite (Neh. 11:17Neh. 11:17) and desc) and descendant of endant of Asaph the Asaph the musician. musician. One of theOne of the returning returning returning returning exiles desexiles designated byignated by lot to li lot to live at Jeruve at Jerusalem, he salem, he was a gatewas a gatekeeper andkeeper and the leade the the leaderthe leader of a grou of a group of templp of temple singers e singers (Neh. 12:9(Neh. 12:9, 25)., 25).

A Levite (Neh. 11:17) and descendant of Asaph the musician. One of the 
returning exiles designated by lot to live at Jerusalem, he was a gatekeeper and 
the leader of a group of temple singers (Neh. 12:9, 25).

BAKERS’ STBAKERS’ STREETREETREET

BAKERS’ STREET

A street iA street in Jerusalen Jerusalem (Heb. m (Heb. h�u®s� haœh�u®s� haœ}oœp�iîm}oœp�iîm), apparen), apparently the pltly the place where ace wheace where membwhere members of theers of the bakers’ g bakers’ guild were uild were concentratconcentrated (Jer. 3ed (Jer. 37:21). Bec7:21). Because Heb. ause Heb. ause Heb. Heb. h�u®s�h�u®s� has the m has the more generaore general meaning l meaning of “the ouof “the out-of-doorst-of-doors” or “the ” or “the ground betgrounground betground between the hween the houses,” “bouses,” “bakers’ quaakers’ quarter” woulrter” would be a betd be a better translter translation.ation.

A street in Jerusalem (Heb. h�u®s� haœ}oœp�iîm ), apparently the place 
where members of the bakers’ guild were concentrated (Jer. 37:21). Because 
Heb. h�u®s�  has the more general meaning of “the out-of-doors” or “the 
ground between the houses,” “bakers’ quarter” would be a better translation.

BALAAMBALAAM (Heb.  (Heb. bil{aœmbil{aœm)))

BALAAM (Heb. bil{aœm)

A prophet A prophet referred treferred to in the Oo in the OT and NT aT and NT as well as s well as in an 8th-in an 8th-century century B.C.E.B.C.E. plaster i plaster plaster inplaster inscription scription from Tell from Tell Deir Deir {Allaœ{Allaœ in Jordan in Jordan; the book; the book of Number of Numbers containss containss contains tcontains the most exhe most extensive matensive material. Baterial. Balaam is filaam is first introdrst introduced in thuced in the biblicale biblical material  mate material wmaterial when the Ishen the Israelites araelites approach thpproach the land of e land of Canaan, afCanaan, after their ter their defeat of defeat of Sihon and SihoSihon and Sihon and Og (Num. 2Og (Num. 21:21-35). 1:21-35). His homelaHis homeland was in nd was in Pethor (NuPethor (Num. 22:5; Dm. 22:5; Deut. 23:4)eut. 23:eut. 23:4), som23:4), sometimes ideetimes identified wintified with Pitru oth Pitru on the Uppen the Upper Euphrater Euphrates. Balak, s. Balak, king of Trking of TransjordaniansTrTransjordaTransjordanian Moab,nian Moab, having wi having witnessed Istnessed Israel’s rourael’s rout of the At of the Amorites, smorites, sent messenent messengers to Bagmessenmessengersmessengers to Balaam to Balaam requestin requesting that he g that he curse the curse the IsraelitesIsraelites (Num. 22: (Num. 22:1-6). Afte1-6). After the messr AfteAfter the After the messengersmessengers arrived w arrived with “fees ith “fees for divinafor divination” (cf.tion” (cf. Josh. 13: Josh. 13:22), Balaa22), Balaam told them tom told them told them that he muthat he must first cst first consult Yahonsult Yahweh, an inweh, an intriguing striguing statement ftatement for a non-Ior a non-Israelite. sranon-Inon-Israelnon-Israelite. Balaaite. Balaam refused m refused to go to Mto go to Moab with toab with these messehese messengers, butngers, but received  received permissionppermissionpermission from God  from God to go withto go with the secon the second group (Nd group (Num. 22:7-2um. 22:7-21). After 1). After an unusualan unusuan unusual inunusual incident invcident involving Balolving Balaam’s donkaam’s donkey and an ey and an angel of Yangel of Yahweh (22:ahweh (22:22–35), Ba22–35), Balaam arrivlBaBalaam arrBalaam arrived in Moived in Moab. Althouab. Although Balak dgh Balak desired thaesired that Israel bt Israel be cursed, e cursed, Balaam staBalaam stated that htestastated thastated that he must t he must speak thatspeak that which he  which he was permitwas permitted to by ted to by God (22:36God (22:36–39). Afte–39). Afte–39). After sacrAfter sacrifices werifices were offered,e offered, Balaam so Balaam sought Yahweught Yahweh and receh and received a divived a divine messagine message (23:1–6)emessagmessage (2message (23:1–6). Mu3:1–6). Much to the ch to the chagrin ofchagrin of Balak, Ba Balak, Balaam blesslaam blessed Israel ed Israel in his firin his first oracle st orst oracle (23oracle (23:7–12). Ba:7–12). Balak convinlak convinced Balaamced Balaam to attemp to attempt again tot again to curse Isr curse Israel, but hael, but his second is sis second orasecond oracle was alcle was also a blessso a blessing (23:13ing (23:13–26). Two –26). Two more blessmore blessing oracleing oracles were subs were subs were subsequentsubsequently pronounly pronounced by Balced by Balaam, the faam, the final one pinal one predicting redicting that Israethat Israel would rul would rule over thlerurule over rule over the Transjthe Transjordanian kordanian kingdoms, iingdoms, including Mncluding Moab (24:1–oab (24:1–25).25).25).

A prophet referred to in the OT and NT as well as in an 8th-century B.C.E. 
plaster inscription from Tell Deir {Allaœ in Jordan; the book of Numbers 
contains the most extensive material. Balaam is first introduced in the biblical 
material when the Israelites approach the land of Canaan, after their defeat of 
Sihon and Og (Num. 21:21-35). His homeland was in Pethor (Num. 22:5; Deut. 
23:4), sometimes identified with Pitru on the Upper Euphrates. Balak, king of 
Transjordanian Moab, having witnessed Israel’s rout of the Amorites, sent 
messengers to Balaam requesting that he curse the Israelites (Num. 22:1-6). 
After the messengers arrived with “fees for divination” (cf. Josh. 13:22), Balaam 
told them that he must first consult Yahweh, an intriguing statement for a 
non-Israelite. Balaam refused to go to Moab with these messengers, but received 
permission from God to go with the second group (Num. 22:7-21). After an 
unusual incident involving Balaam’s donkey and an angel of Yahweh (22:22–35), 
Balaam arrived in Moab. Although Balak desired that Israel be cursed, Balaam 
stated that he must speak that which he was permitted to by God (22:36–39). 
After sacrifices were offered, Balaam sought Yahweh and received a divine 
message (23:1–6). Much to the chagrin of Balak, Balaam blessed Israel in his first 
oracle (23:7–12). Balak convinced Balaam to attempt again to curse Israel, but his 
second oracle was also a blessing (23:13–26). Two more blessing oracles were 
subsequently pronounced by Balaam, the final one predicting that Israel would 
rule over the Transjordanian kingdoms, including Moab (24:1–25).

�Although tAlthough the archaiche archaic (mostly J (mostly JE) Balaam E) Balaam traditionstraditions in Num. 2 in Num. 22-24 are r2-24 are rather posiather pather positive, positive, there are there are later negalater negative traditive traditions aboutions about him. Fort him. For example,  example, there was there was apparentlyappapparentlyapparently a traditi a tradition that Baon that Balaam was alaam was actually wictually willing to clling to curse the Iurse the Israelites,sraelites, but was p but w but was prevenwas prevented from dted from doing so byoing so by Yahweh (D Yahweh (Deut. 23:3-eut. 23:3-6; Josh. 26; Josh. 24:9-10; Ne4:9-10; Neh. 13:1-2)h. 13:1-2)h. 13:1-2), s13:1-2), something womething which diffehich differs with thrs with the statemene statements in Num.ts in Num. 22-24. Nu 22-24. Num. 25:1-15m. 25:1-15m. 25:1-15 is25:1-15 is a combine a combined narrativd narrative, one come, one component refponent referring to erring to incidents incidents involving involving Israelite IsrIsraelite Israelite men and Momen and Moabite womeabite women (vv. 1–5n (vv. 1–5) and a se) and a second to incond to incidents incidents involving anvolving an Israelite anan Israelian Israelite man andte man and a Midiani a Midianite woman (te woman (vv. 6–15).vv. 6–15). Num. 31 i Num. 31 is aware ofs aware of this comb this combined narraicombcombined ncombined narrative; arrative; it suggestit suggests that Bals that Balaam was inaam was instrumentalstrumental in the in in the initiation oitiation of the aposf thef the apostathe apostasy (v. 16 sy (v. 16 P) and staP) and states that htes that he was kille was killed along wed along with variouith various Midianits Midianites (v. 8).es (ves (v. 8). Fu(v. 8). Furthermore,rthermore, the NT re the NT references tferences to Balaam ao Balaam are all negre all negative, vieative, viewing him awing him as a protots as a prototypa prototype of falsee of false teachers  teachers in the NT in the NT period (2 period (2 Pet. 2:15;Pet. 2:15; Jude 11;  Jude 11; Rev. 2:14)Rev. 2:14)...

Although the archaic (mostly JE) Balaam traditions in Num. 22-24 are rather 
positive, there are later negative traditions about him. For example, there was 
apparently a tradition that Balaam was actually willing to curse the Israelites, but 
was prevented from doing so by Yahweh (Deut. 23:3-6; Josh. 24:9-10; Neh. 



13:1-2), something which differs with the statements in Num. 22-24. Num. 
25:1-15 is a combined narrative, one component referring to incidents involving 
Israelite men and Moabite women (vv. 1–5) and a second to incidents involving 
an Israelite man and a Midianite woman (vv. 6–15). Num. 31 is aware of this 
combined narrative; it suggests that Balaam was instrumental in the initiation of 
the apostasy (v. 16 P) and states that he was killed along with various Midianites 
(v. 8). Furthermore, the NT references to Balaam are all negative, viewing him as 
a prototype of false teachers in the NT period (2 Pet. 2:15; Jude 11; Rev. 2:14).

�Two major Two major fragment gfragment groups of aroups of a plaster i plaster inscriptionnscription were exca were excavated at Tvated at Tell Deir ell Deell Deir Deir {Allaœ{Allaœ in 1967,  in 1967, designateddesignated Combinati Combination I and Con I and Combinationombination II. The l II. The latter is patter is patter is particularparticularly fragmenly fragmentary and etary and enigmatic. nigmatic. On the basOn the basis of the is of the script as script as well as thwell as the archaeole arce archaeologarchaeological conteical context, the plxt, the plaster textaster texts are dates are dated ca. 700.d ca. 700. The langu The language of theage of the inscripti insc inscriptioinscription has bothn has both Aramaic a Aramaic and Canaanind Canaanite featurete features, therefos, therefore scholarre scholars are divis are divided as to dedividivided asdivided as to its pr to its precise lingecise linguistic clauistic classificatiossification. As for n. As for parallels parallels between thbetween the biblicale biblicale biblical abiblical and epigrapnd epigraphic materihic material, Combinal, Combination I spation I specificallyecifically mentions  mentions “Balaam so“Balaam son n (br)(b(br)(br) of Beor,” of Beor,” a “seer o a “seer of the godsf the gods” who had ” who had a night via night vision in whsion in which the ich the SÁaddayyiäSÁaddayyiSÁaddayyiäSÁaddayyiänn conveyed  conveyed the “futurthe “future” to him.e” to him. The fact  The fact that the nthat the name and paame and patronymic atronympapatronymicpatronymic are ident are identical is ceical is certainly strtainly striking andriking and indicates indicates that both that both the bibli the biblical and epcal and cal and epigraand epigraphic tradiphic traditions relations relate to the te to the same indivsame individual. Moridual. Moreover, in eover, in both textsboth texts, nocturna, no, nocturnal nocturnal dialogues dialogues with god(swith god(s) occur (C) occur (Combinationombination I, line 1 I, line 1; Num. 22:; Num. 22:8, 19) and8, 19) and the root  th the root the root h�zh,h�zh, “see(r),” “see(r),” is also u is also used of Balsed of Balaam in botaam in both texts (Ch texts (Combinationombination II, line  II, line II, line 1; Nuline 1; Num. 24:4). m. 24:4). Finally, tFinally, the referenhe reference to ce to SÁaddayyiäSÁaddayyiänn (“Gods of (“Gods of the Mount the Mountain”) is tainMountMountain”)Mountain”) is the li is the linguistic enguistic equivalent quivalent of of SÁaddaySÁadday (“God of  (“God of the Mountathe Mountain” or “Goin” or “Gin” or “God Almig“God Almighty”), fouhty”), found in a bind in a biblical orablical oracle of Balcle of Balaam (Num. aam (Num. 24:4). The24:4). The similarit similarities betweeies similaritsimilaritisimilarities betweenes between the bibli the biblical and epcal and epigraphic digraphic data demonsata demonstrate thattrate that both draw both draw upon a si up upon a simupon a similar tradiilar tradition abouttion about the same  the same figure, bufigure, but there art there are far moree far more differenc differences than sies tes than similthan similarities, rarities, revealing tevealing the distinche distinctiveness otiveness of each traf each tradition.dition.dition.

Two major fragment groups of a plaster inscription were excavated at Tell 
Deir {Allaœ in 1967, designated Combination I and Combination II. The latter is 
particularly fragmentary and enigmatic. On the basis of the script as well as the 
archaeological context, the plaster texts are dated ca. 700. The language of the 
inscription has both Aramaic and Canaanite features, therefore scholars are 
divided as to its precise linguistic classification. As for parallels between the 
biblical and epigraphic material, Combination I specifically mentions “Balaam son 
(br) of Beor,” a “seer of the gods” who had a night vision in which the 
SÁaddayyiän conveyed the “future” to him. The fact that the name and 
patronymic are identical is certainly striking and indicates that both the biblical 
and epigraphic traditions relate to the same individual. Moreover, in both texts, 
nocturnal dialogues with god(s) occur (Combination I, line 1; Num. 22:8, 19) and 
the root h�zh,  “see(r),” is also used of Balaam in both texts (Combination II, 
line 1; Num. 24:4). Finally, the reference to SÁaddayyiän (“Gods of the 
Mountain”) is the linguistic equivalent of SÁadday (“God of the Mountain” or 
“God Almighty”), found in a biblical oracle of Balaam (Num. 24:4). The 
similarities between the biblical and epigraphic data demonstrate that both draw 
upon a similar tradition about the same figure, but there are far more differences 
than similarities, revealing the distinctiveness of each tradition.
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BALADANBALADAN (Heb.  (Heb. bal}a�d�aœbal}a�d�aœnn)))

BALADAN (Heb. bal}a�d�aœn )

The fatherThe father of Meroda of Merodach-baladanch-baladan, king of , king of Babylon anBabylon and contempod contemporary of Kirary of King Hezekiang Hezekng Hezekiah oHezekiah of Judah (2f Judah (2 Kgs. 20:1 Kgs. 20:12 = Isa. 32 = Isa. 39:1).9:1).

The father of Merodach-baladan, king of Babylon and contemporary of King 



Hezekiah of Judah (2 Kgs. 20:12 = Isa. 39:1).

BALAHBALAH (Heb.  (Heb. baœla®baœla®) (also BA) (also BAALAH; BILHALAH; BILHAH)AH)AH)

BALAH (Heb. baœla®) (also BAALAH; BILHAH)

A city in A city in the southethe southern part ofrn part of Palestine Palestine, assigned, assigned to Simeon to Simeon (Josh. 19 (Josh. 19:3). It is:3). It is also call also c also called Bilcalled Bilhah (1 Chrhah (1 Chr. 4:29) an. 4:29) and Baalah (d Baalah (Josh. 15:2Josh. 15:29).9).

A city in the southern part of Palestine, assigned to Simeon (Josh. 19:3). It is also 
called Bilhah (1 Chr. 4:29) and Baalah (Josh. 15:29).

BALAKBALAK (Heb.  (Heb. baœlaœq;baœlaœq; Gk.  Gk. BalaékBalaék)))

BALAK (Heb. baœlaœq; Gk. Balaék)

The son ofThe son of Zippor an Zippor and king of d king of Moab. He wMoab. He was overcomas overcome with feae with fear after thr after the Israelite Israelites defeateeIsraelitIsraelitesIsraelites defeated  defeated the Amoritthe Amorites and so es and so summoned Bsummoned Balaam in oalaam in order to curder to curse them (rse them rse them (Num.them (Num. 22-24). H 22-24). His futile is futile attempts tattempts to seduce to seduce the people he people into idolainto idolatry and imtry and immorality wmimimmoralityimmorality were lege were legendary (Judndary (Judg. 11:25; g. 11:25; Mic. 6:5; Mic. 6:5; Rev. 2:14)Rev. 2:14)..

The son of Zippor and king of Moab. He was overcome with fear after the 
Israelites defeated the Amorites and so summoned Balaam in order to curse 
them (Num. 22-24). His futile attempts to seduce the people into idolatry and 
immorality were legendary (Judg. 11:25; Mic. 6:5; Rev. 2:14).

BALANCESBALANCESBALANCES

BALANCES

Although mAlthough modern coinodern coinage had deage had developed inveloped in the Easte the Eastern Mediterrn Mediterranean by ranean by the 7th cethe 7th the 7th centur7th century y B.C.E.B.C.E., coins we, coins were not widre not widely circulely circulated in thated in the ancient e ancient Near East Near East during OT duringduring OT during OT days. Silvdays. Silver and goler and gold, which wd, which were used aere used as media ofs media of exchange, exchange, were weig were weig were weighed onweighed on balances  balances (Jer. 32:1(Jer. 32:10). Weight0). Weights of stones of stone or metal  or metal marked witmarked with their weh their weights wereiweweights weweights were used tore used to ascertain ascertain the amoun the amount of gold t of gold or silver or silver placed on placed on the other the other side of thsiside of thside of the balance.e balance.

Although modern coinage had developed in the Eastern Mediterranean by the 
7th century B.C.E., coins were not widely circulated in the ancient Near East 
during OT days. Silver and gold, which were used as media of exchange, were 
weighed on balances (Jer. 32:10). Weights of stone or metal marked with their 
weights were used to ascertain the amount of gold or silver placed on the other 
side of the balance.

�Balance weBalance weights fromights from the 7th c the 7th century uneentury unearthed at arthed at Timnah (TeTimnah (Tel l Bat�ash/TeBat�ash/TeBat�ash/TeBat�ash/Tell el-Bat�ll el-Bat�a®shiäa®shiä) are made) are made of stone. of stone. These rou These round stones nd stones have flat have flahave flat basesflat bases, and cons, and consist of twoist of two types of  types of weight meaweight measurements:surements: the pim a the pim and the shend the shekel. The tkesheshekel. Thshekel. The three-pie three-pim stones dm stones discovered iscovered weigh 7.72weigh 7.72, 7.88, an, 7.88, and 8.02 gm.d 8.02 gm. A two-she A two-she A two-shekeltwo-shekel weight we weight weighs 22.78ighs 22.78 gm., a fo gm., a four-shekel ur-shekel weight weiweight weighs 43 gm.ghs 43 gm., and two , and two , and two eight-two eight-shekel weishekel weights weighghts weigh 91.2 gm.  91.2 gm. and 91.16 and 91.16 gm.. Thus,gm.. Thus, the weigh the weights varied ts varied slightly.slslightly.slightly.slightly.

Balance weights from the 7th century unearthed at Timnah (Tel 
Bat�ash/Tell el-Bat�a®shiä ) are made of stone. These round stones have 
flat bases, and consist of two types of weight measurements: the pim and the 
shekel. The three-pim stones discovered weigh 7.72, 7.88, and 8.02 gm. A 
two-shekel weight weighs 22.78 gm., a four-shekel weight weighs 43 gm., and 
two eight-shekel weights weigh 91.2 gm. and 91.16 gm.. Thus, the weights varied 
slightly.

�Coins wereCoins were widely us widely used by NT ted by NT times, but imes, but money was money was still somestill sometimes weigtimes weighed (Matt.hedweigweighed (Mweighed (Matt. 26:15att. 26:15). Balance). Balances are ments are mentioned in tioned in the NT onlyhe NT only in Rev. 6 in Rev. 6:5.:5.:5.

Coins were widely used by NT times, but money was still sometimes 
weighed (Matt. 26:15). Balances are mentioned in the NT only in Rev. 6:5.

�Dishonest Dishonest merchants merchants could easicould easily use weily use weights that ghts that were heaviwere heavier than ther than the amount ee amoe amount etcamount etched on thehed on them. In thism. In this way, the  way, the merchant cmerchant could colleould collect more goct more gold or silvld or silver than thesilvsilver thasilver than the purcn the purchaser thouhaser thought he wasght he was paying. T paying. This dishonhis dishonest practiest practice was thoce was thoroughly corothothoroughlythoroughly condemned condemned in the OT in the OT (cf. Lev. (cf. Lev. 19:36; al 19:36; also Prov. 1so Prov. 11:1; 16:111:1; 16:11; 20:23; E; 20:23; Ezek. 45:10zeEEzek. 45:1Ezek. 45:10; Hos. 120; Hos. 12:7[MT 8]; :7[MT 8]; Amos 8:5; Amos 8:5; Mic. 6:11)Mic. 6:11). Balances. Balances are used  are used figurativefiguratively in the ly ily in the Bibin the Bible to indile to indicate a percate a person’s inteson’s integrity, worgrity, worthless vanthless vanity, or moity, or moral bankrural bankruptcy (Job ptcy (ptcy (Job 31:6;(Job 31:6; Ps. 62:9[ Ps. 62:9[10]; Dan. 10]; Dan. 5:27).5:27).5:27).

Dishonest merchants could easily use weights that were heavier than the 
amount etched on them. In this way, the merchant could collect more gold or 
silver than the purchaser thought he was paying. This dishonest practice was 
thoroughly condemned in the OT (cf. Lev. 19:36; also Prov. 11:1; 16:11; 20:23; 
Ezek. 45:10; Hos. 12:7[MT 8]; Amos 8:5; Mic. 6:11). Balances are used figuratively 
in the Bible to indicate a person’s integrity, worthless vanity, or moral bankruptcy 
(Job 31:6; Ps. 62:9[10]; Dan. 5:27).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. R. BurnA. R. Burns, s, Money and Money and Monetary PMonetary Policy in Eolicy in Early Timesarly Times (1927, re (1927, re (1927, repr. New repr. New York, 1965York, 1965); M. I. F); M. I. Finley, inley, The AncienThe Ancient Economy,t Economy, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Berkeley, Berkeley, 1985); G. 1985);1985); G. 1985); G. L. Kelm anL. Kelm and M. Amihad M. Amihai, i, TimnahTimnah (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1995)ake, 1995)...

Bibliography. A. R. Burns, Money and Monetary Policy in Early Times (1927, 
repr. New York, 1965); M. I. Finley, The Ancient Economy, 2nd ed. (Berkeley, 
1985); G. L. Kelm and M. Amihai, Timnah (Winona Lake, 1995).
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BALD(NESS)BALD(NESS)

BALD(NESS)

The biblicThe biblical vocabulal vocabulary of balary of baldness refedness refers to severs to several phenomral phenomena. Naturena. Natural hair loal hair loss from thss fss from the hfrom the head ead (qarah�)(qarah�) or the fo or the forehead rehead (gibbeäah�(gibbeäah�)) is found  is found in males. in males. Hair loss Hair loHair loss assocloss associated withiated with disease p disease processes arocesses and self-innd self-inflicted baflicted baldness areldness are found in  found in both gendeboth both gendeboth genders.rs.rs.

The biblical vocabulary of baldness refers to several phenomena. Natural hair loss 
from the head (qarah�)  or the forehead (gibbeäah�)  is found in males. Hair 
loss associated with disease processes and self-inflicted baldness are found in 
both genders.

�Baldness mBaldness may be an oay be an ordinary cordinary condition (Lndition (Lev. 13:40-ev. 13:40-41) or may41) or may result fr result from carryinom carom carrying bcarrying burdens on urdens on the head (the head (Ezek. 29:1Ezek. 29:18). Elisha8). Elisha reacted b reacted badly when adly when a crowd ofa crowd of youngster y youngstersyoungsters shouted a shouted at him, “Got him, “Go on, Baldy on, Baldy” (2 Kgs. ” (2 Kgs. 2:23).2:23).2:23).

Baldness may be an ordinary condition (Lev. 13:40-41) or may result from 
carrying burdens on the head (Ezek. 29:18). Elisha reacted badly when a crowd of 
youngsters shouted at him, “Go on, Baldy” (2 Kgs. 2:23).

�If a certaIf a certain type ofin type of sore is f sore is found in baound in bald spots, ld spots, “leprosy” “leprosy” may exist,may exist, and the s and the sufferer muussufferer msufferer must be exaust be examined (Levmined (Lev. 13:43-44. 13:43-44; cf. v. 5; cf. v. 55).5).5).

If a certain type of sore is found in bald spots, “leprosy” may exist, and the 
sufferer must be examined (Lev. 13:43-44; cf. v. 55).

�IntentionaIntentional self-infl self-inflicted ballicted baldness, assdness, associated wiociated with mourninth mourning, is an og, is an ordinary prrdinary practice in aprpractice ipractice in Israel in Israel in Jeremiahn Jeremiah’s time (J’s time (Jer. 16:6).er. 16:6). Such bald Such baldness is amness is among the apong the appropriate proprapappropriatappropriate responsee responses to natios to national disastnal disasters, both ers, both in Israel in Israel (Isa. 22:1(Isa. 22:12; Ezek. 72; Ezek. 7:18; Amos :18; Am:18; Amos 8:10;Amos 8:10; Mic. 1:16 Mic. 1:16; among wo; among women only, men only, Isa. 3:24)Isa. 3:24) and elsew and elsewhere (Isa.here (Isa. 15:2; Jer 15:2; Jer. 47:5; 48. 4. 47:5; 48:347:5; 48:37; Ezek. 27; Ezek. 27:31). How7:31). However, suchever, such baldness  baldness is prohibiis prohibited in theted in the Torah: bo Torah: both to prieth boboth to prboth to priests (Leviests (Lev. 21:5; cf. 21:5; cf. Ezek. 44. Ezek. 44:20) and t:20) and to all Israo all Israel (Deut. el (Deut. 14:1). Rel14:1). Related mournated moated mourning pmourning practices iractices include cutnclude cutting off oting off or shortenir shortening the beang the beard (Lev. 1rd (Lev. 19:27; Isa.9:27; Isa. 15:2) and 15:2 15:2) and 15:2) and cutting thcutting the flesh (Le flesh (Lev. 19:28;ev. 19:28; 1 Kgs. 18 1 Kgs. 18:28; Jer. :28; Jer. 16:6).16:6).16:6).

Intentional self-inflicted baldness, associated with mourning, is an ordinary 
practice in Israel in Jeremiah’s time (Jer. 16:6). Such baldness is among the 
appropriate responses to national disasters, both in Israel (Isa. 22:12; Ezek. 7:18; 
Amos 8:10; Mic. 1:16; among women only, Isa. 3:24) and elsewhere (Isa. 15:2; Jer. 
47:5; 48:37; Ezek. 27:31). However, such baldness is prohibited in the Torah: 
both to priests (Lev. 21:5; cf. Ezek. 44:20) and to all Israel (Deut. 14:1). Related 
mourning practices include cutting off or shortening the beard (Lev. 19:27; Isa. 
15:2) and cutting the flesh (Lev. 19:28; 1 Kgs. 18:28; Jer. 16:6).

Victoria AVictoria Andrews/M. ndrews/M. O’ConnorO’Connor

Victoria Andrews/M. O’Connor

BALMBALMBALM

BALM

A resinousA resinous plant exu plant exudate obtaidate obtained througned through incisionh incisions in the bs in the bark (Heb. ark (Heb. s�eïriî/s�s�eïriî/s�s�eïriî/s�s�eïriî/s�o�riîo�riî). The Ish). The Ishmaelites tmaelites trade it wirade it with Egypt (th Egypt (Gen. 37:25Gen. 37:25), and Jos), and Joseph receiveph reeph receives ireceives it as a gift as a gift from Jact from Jacob (43:11)ob (43:11). It also . It also appears inappears in a list of a list of Judean ex Judean exports to Tports toports to Tyre (Eto Tyre (Ezek. 27:17zek. 27:17). While t). While these referhese references highences highlight the light the commercialcommercial value of  value of balm as a babalm as a balm as a perfuming perfuming oil, the roil, the references eferences in Jeremiain Jeremiah (Jer. 8:h (Jer. 8:22; 46:11;22; 46:11; 51:8) hig 51:8) highlight itshlight highighlight highlight its mediciits medicinal value nal value and its asand its association sociation with Gileawith Gilead. Gilead d. Gilead apparentlyapparently was famou was f was famous forfamous for both its  both its physiciansphysicians and, espe and, especially, thcially, the healing e healing propertiesproperties of the un of the unguent, whoguentununguent, wunguent, whose aromahose aroma perhaps c perhaps counteracteounteracted the odord the odor of infect of infected wounds ed wounds (Jer. 8:22(Jer. 8:2(Jer. 8:22).8:22).8:22).

A resinous plant exudate obtained through incisions in the bark (Heb. 
s�eïriî/s�o�riî ). The Ishmaelites trade it with Egypt (Gen. 37:25), and Joseph 
receives it as a gift from Jacob (43:11). It also appears in a list of Judean exports 
to Tyre (Ezek. 27:17). While these references highlight the commercial value of 
balm as a perfuming oil, the references in Jeremiah (Jer. 8:22; 46:11; 51:8) 
highlight its medicinal value and its association with Gilead. Gilead apparently was 
famous for both its physicians and, especially, the healing properties of the 
unguent, whose aroma perhaps counteracted the odor of infected wounds (Jer. 
8:22).

�Suggested Suggested identificaidentifications for tions for “balm” inc“balm” include storalude storax, balsam,x, balsam, and masti and mastic, but nonc, but noc, but none of thnone of these plantsese plants is indige is indigenous to Panous to Palestine. Ilestine. Its associats association with tion with Gilead mayGilead may reflect t refle reflect threflect the commercie commercial importaal importance of thance of that region it region in trade. Rn trade. Recent excaecent excavations invations in the Judea th the Judeanthe Judean desert (T desert (Tel Goren/Tel Goren/Tell el-Jurell el-Jurn; 187097)n; 187097) have unea have unearthed a porthed a possible prossible production cedproproductionproduction center fo center for perfume r perfume (identifie(identified as balm)d as balm)...

Suggested identifications for “balm” include storax, balsam, and mastic, but 
none of these plants is indigenous to Palestine. Its association with Gilead may 
reflect the commercial importance of that region in trade. Recent excavations in 
the Judean desert (Tel Goren/Tell el-Jurn; 187097) have unearthed a possible 
production center for perfume (identified as balm).

Rick R. MaRick R. Marrsrrs

Rick R. Marrs

BALSAMBALSAMBALSAM

BALSAM

A shrub (A shrub (BalsamodenBalsamodendrium Opoldrium Opolbalsamumbalsamum) which yi) which yields a spields a spice favoredce favored as a frag as a fragrance (Hebrancfragfragrance fragrance (Heb. (Heb. boœsíem;boœsíem; Cant. 5:1 Cant. 5:1, 13; cf. , 13; cf. Exod. 35:2Exod. 35:28). Heb. 8). Heb. baœk�aœ}baœk�aœ} (2 Sam. 5 (2 Sa (2 Sam. 5:23-Sam. 5:23-24; 1 Chr.24; 1 Chr. 14:14-15) 14:14-15) probably  probably indicates indicates the masticthe mastic tree ( tree (Pistacia lPistacia lentiscusentiscus L.), whic lentiscuslentiscus lentiscus L.), whichL.), which is more o is more of a shrub f a shrub than a trethan a tree and secre and secretes a miletes a milky sap. A ky sap. A prominent promprominent prominent shrub in tshrub in the Judean he Judean hill counthill country, its mary, its many brancheny branches and hards and hard leaves pr leaves provide a suovprprovide a provide a suitable psuitable place of prlace of protection ootection or concealmr concealment.ent.

A shrub (Balsamodendrium Opolbalsamum) which yields a spice favored as a 
fragrance (Heb. boœsíem; Cant. 5:1, 13; cf. Exod. 35:28). Heb. baœk�aœ}  (2 



Sam. 5:23-24; 1 Chr. 14:14-15) probably indicates the mastic tree (Pistacia 
lentiscus L.), which is more of a shrub than a tree and secretes a milky sap. A 
prominent shrub in the Judean hill country, its many branches and hard leaves 
provide a suitable place of protection or concealment.

BAMOTHBAMOTH (Heb.  (Heb. baœmo®t�baœmo®t�), ), BAMOTH-BAABAMOTH-BAAL (L (baœmo®t�baœmo®t�--ba{alba{al)))

BAMOTH (Heb. baœmo®t� ), BAMOTH-BAAL (baœmo®t� -ba{al)

A place whA place where the Isere the Israelites hraelites halted N ofalted N of the Arnon the Arnon (Num. 21: (Num. 21:19-20). Ba19-20). Bamoth is pemoth is pemoth is perhaps thperhaps the same as e same as Bamoth-baaBamoth-baal, where Bl, where Balak king alak king of Moab asof Moab assigned Balsigned Balaam to curaam to cuaam to curse Isracurse Israel (Num. 2el (Num. 22:41). Bam2:41). Bamoth-baal woth-baal was one of as one of many citiemany cities given tos given to Reuben, a Reuben, as well as saas well asas well as being num being numbered withbered with the towns the towns around He around Heshbon (Josshbon (Josh. 13:17).h. 13:17). Bamoth-ba Bamoth- Bamoth-baaBamoth-baal may alsol may also correspon correspond to Beth-d to Beth-bamoth of bamoth of the Mesha the Mesha stela, a pstela, a place Meshalace Meslace Mesha was Mesha was credited wcredited with rebuilith rebuilding. The ding. The precise loprecise location of cation of Bamoth-baaBamoth-baal is unknol is unknown, but itwunknounknown, bunknown, but it probut it probably was sably was situated onituated on the weste the western edge ofrn edge of the Trans the Transjordanian jordanian TransTransjordaTransjordanian platenian plateau in the au in the area of Mtarea of Mt. Nebo. Al. Nebo. Although arcthough archaeologicahaeological evidencel evidence has not b evidenceevidence hevidence has not beeas not been found, sn found, some scholaome scholars equate rs equate it with Khit with Khirbet el-Qirbet el-Quweiqiyeh,uweiqiyeh,el-Qel-Quweiqiel-Quweiqiyeh, whichyeh, which matches t matches the geographe geographical refehical references fourences found in the nd in the Bible.Bible.Bible.

A place where the Israelites halted N of the Arnon (Num. 21:19-20). Bamoth is 
perhaps the same as Bamoth-baal, where Balak king of Moab assigned Balaam to 
curse Israel (Num. 22:41). Bamoth-baal was one of many cities given to Reuben, 
as well as being numbered with the towns around Heshbon (Josh. 13:17). 
Bamoth-baal may also correspond to Beth-bamoth of the Mesha stela, a place 
Mesha was credited with rebuilding. The precise location of Bamoth-baal is 
unknown, but it probably was situated on the western edge of the 
Transjordanian plateau in the area of Mt. Nebo. Although archaeological 
evidence has not been found, some scholars equate it with Khirbet 
el-Quweiqiyeh, which matches the geographical references found in the Bible.

Philip R. Philip R. DreyDrey

Philip R. Drey

BANBANBAN

BAN

Heb. Heb. h�eäremh�eärem is not em is not employed in ployed in a consistea consistent manner nt manner within thewithin the OT. It so OT. It sometimes apmetimsosometimes sometimes appears asappears as a volunta a voluntary practicry practice undertake undertaken by the en by the IsraelitesIsraelites (Lev. 27: (Lev. 27:28; Num. 228;27:27:28; Num27:28; Num. 21:2) an. 21:2) and other tid other times seems mes seems to be commto be commanded by Ganded by God (Deut. od (Deut. 20:17; Jos20:17; 20:17; Jos20:17; Josh. 6:17-18h. 6:17-18). In gene). In general, thereral, there are many  are many more occurmore occurrences in rences in which God which God orders theoorders theorders the ban as op ban as opposed to iposed to instances instances in which itn which it is done a is done as part of s part of a vow. Thea vow. The voluntary vo voluntary voluntary idea of thidea of the ban occue ban occurs primarirs primarily in textly in texts of priess of priestly origintly origin (Lev. 27: (Lev. 27:21, 28; Nu21, 28;21, 28; Num. 128; Num. 18:14; Ezek8:14; Ezek. 44:29). . 44:29). In DeuteroIn Deuteronomy and tnomy and the Deuterohe Deuteronomistic hnomistic history theistory thistory the ban nethe ban never appearver appears as a vows as a vow and often and often, although, although not alway not always, it is es, it is explicitly xplicitly ordered byorderordered byordered by God (Deut God (Deut. 7:2; 13:. 7:2; 13:15[MT 16];15[MT 16]; Josh. 10: Josh. 10:40; 11:14,40; 11:14, 20; 1 Sam 20; 1 Sam. 15:2-3).. 15:2-3). On some o O On some ocOn some occasions oncasions one is allowe is allowed to keeped to keep parts of  parts of the booty the booty (Josh. 8:2(Josh. 8:2), and at ), and at other timeotother timeother times everythis everything is to bng is to be destroyee destroyed (Deut. 1d (Deut. 13:15-17[163:15-17[16–18]; 1 Sa–18]; 1 Sam. 15:3). m. 15:3). It is possIt It is possIt is possible that ible that this practthis practice changeice changed over timd over time, or perhe, or perhaps differaps different texts ent texts represent reprerepresent represent this instithis institution in tution in different different ways.ways.ways.

Heb. h�eärem  is not employed in a consistent manner within the OT. It 
sometimes appears as a voluntary practice undertaken by the Israelites (Lev. 
27:28; Num. 21:2) and other times seems to be commanded by God (Deut. 
20:17; Josh. 6:17-18). In general, there are many more occurrences in which God 
orders the ban as opposed to instances in which it is done as part of a vow. The 
voluntary idea of the ban occurs primarily in texts of priestly origin (Lev. 27:21, 
28; Num. 18:14; Ezek. 44:29). In Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic history 
the ban never appears as a vow and often, although not always, it is explicitly 
ordered by God (Deut. 7:2; 13:15[MT 16]; Josh. 10:40; 11:14, 20; 1 Sam. 15:2-3). 
On some occasions one is allowed to keep parts of the booty (Josh. 8:2), and at 
other times everything is to be destroyed (Deut. 13:15-17[16–18]; 1 Sam. 15:3). 
It is possible that this practice changed over time, or perhaps different texts 
represent this institution in different ways.

�Thus Josh.Thus Josh. 6-7 refer 6-7 refers to a bans to a ban in which  in which everythingeverything was to be was to be killed, d killed, destroyed, estroyed,ddestroyed,destroyed, or dedica or dedicated to Godted to God. But at l. But at least two ieast two instances instances in Deuteronn Deuteronomy allow omy allow omy allow one allow one to plunderto plunder the lives the livestock and btock and booty of a ooty of a nation thanation that has beent has been put to th put to the ban (Deue be ban (Deut.ban (Deut. 2:34-35;  2:34-35; 3:6-7). In3:6-7). Interestinglterestingly, after ty, after the misforthe misfortune resultune resulting from Aing from Achan’s mischanAAchan’s miAchan’s misappropriasappropriation of thtion of the banned ge banned goods in Jooods in Josh. 7, thesh. 7, the ban is re ban is reduced in cduced in ch. 8 and th. cch. 8 and ch. 8 and the peoplethe people now permi now permitted to ketted to keep the booep the booty and thety and the livestock livestock (vv. 2, 2 (vv. 2, 27). This i7)227). This 27). This instance ainstance along with long with 1 Sam. 15 1 Sam. 15 may suggesmay suggest that thet that the total ban total ban was diffi was difficult to imcult diffidifficult difficult to implemeto implement and thant and that the moret the more moderate  moderate versions dversions developed oeveloped out of the ut of the necessity nnecessity necessity to reward to reward the troopsthe troops...

Thus Josh. 6-7 refers to a ban in which everything was to be killed, 
destroyed, or dedicated to God. But at least two instances in Deuteronomy 
allow one to plunder the livestock and booty of a nation that has been put to the 
ban (Deut. 2:34-35; 3:6-7). Interestingly, after the misfortune resulting from 
Achan’s misappropriation of the banned goods in Josh. 7, the ban is reduced in 
ch. 8 and the people now permitted to keep the booty and the livestock (vv. 2, 
27). This instance along with 1 Sam. 15 may suggest that the total ban was 
difficult to implement and that the more moderate versions developed out of the 



necessity to reward the troops.

�Often the Often the language slanguage surroundingurrounding the conce the concept of the pt of the ban indicaban indicates that ttes that the object he objehe object is object is consecrateconsecrated or dedicd or dedicated in anated in an almost sa almost sacrificial crificial manner (Lemanner (Lev. 27:28-2v. 27:28-29; Deut. 19; D9; Deut. 13:1Deut. 13:16[17]). A 6[17]). A further safurther sacral propecral property of sucrty of such banned gh banned goods is thoods is their appareeir apparent abilityntappareapparent aapparent ability to bility to transfer ttransfer their dedicheir dedicated statuated status to thoses to those who misap who misappropriate propriate them (Deutthethem (Deutthem (Deut. 7:26; Jo. 7:26; Josh. 6:18).sh. 6:18). This is t This is the most lihe most likely explakely explanation fornation for why Joshu why Joshua executesa exa executes Aexecutes Achan’s whochan’s whole family le family and all hiand all his livestocs livestock as well k as well (Josh. 7).(Josh. 7).

Often the language surrounding the concept of the ban indicates that the 
object is consecrated or dedicated in an almost sacrificial manner (Lev. 27:28-29; 
Deut. 13:16[17]). A further sacral property of such banned goods is their 
apparent ability to transfer their dedicated status to those who misappropriate 
them (Deut. 7:26; Josh. 6:18). This is the most likely explanation for why Joshua 
executes Achan’s whole family and all his livestock as well (Josh. 7).

�Analogues Analogues to the ideto the idea of the ba of the ban appear an appear in other ain other ancient Neancient Near Eastern r Eastern cultures. culturecultures. cultures. Such paralSuch parallels stronlels strongly suggesgly suggest that thit that this practices practice did occur did occur in certai in certain periods n perion periods anperiods and should nd should not be viewot be viewed as a fied as a fictional coctional concept invencept invented by binted by biblical wriblical writers who wterswriwriters whwriters who were romo were romanticizinganticizing about the about the glorious  glorious past. The past. The single closingle closest analosest analogue to theguanaloanalogue tanalogue to the way o the way in which tin which the ban funhe ban functions in ctions in the OT canthe OT can be in the be in the 9th-centu 9th-century Mesha Sr9th-centu9th-centur9th-century Mesha Sty Mesha Stone. Line one. Line 17 uses th17 uses the root e root h�rmh�rm to descri to describe the Moabe the Moabite king’bite kinbite king’s kilking’s killing and uling and utterly dedtterly dedicating a icating a whole citywhole city to his go to his god.d.d.

Analogues to the idea of the ban appear in other ancient Near Eastern 
cultures. Such parallels strongly suggest that this practice did occur in certain 
periods and should not be viewed as a fictional concept invented by biblical 
writers who were romanticizing about the glorious past. The single closest 
analogue to the way in which the ban functions in the OT can be in the 
9th-century Mesha Stone. Line 17 uses the root h�rm  to describe the Moabite 
king’s killing and utterly dedicating a whole city to his god.

�A similar A similar usage is eusage is employed inmployed in 2 Kgs. 19 2 Kgs. 19:11. Here :11. Here the Assyrithe Assyrian king Sean king Sennacherib nnacherSeSennacheriSennacherib instructb instructs his offis his official to tecial to tell Hezekiall Hezekiah: “You hah: “You have heard wve heard what the kihat the kings of Assngs ongs of Assyriaof Assyria have done have done to all th to all the lands, de lands, destroying estroying them utterthem utterly.” Whethly.” Whether the Asser the Assyrian deleyrAssAssyrian dAssyrian delegation elegation actually uactually used the vesed the verb rb h�rmh�rm cannot be cannot be known for known for sure, but sure, but the fact  th the fact tthe fact that much ohat much of ancient f ancient warfare wawarfare was understos understood expliciod explicitly as figtly as fighting eithhting either to proter toer to protectto protect or expand or expand various g various gods’ terriods’ territories certories certainly maktainly makes this a es this a possibilitpossibility.y.y.

A similar usage is employed in 2 Kgs. 19:11. Here the Assyrian king 
Sennacherib instructs his official to tell Hezekiah: “You have heard what the kings 
of Assyria have done to all the lands, destroying them utterly.” Whether the 
Assyrian delegation actually used the verb h�rm  cannot be known for sure, but 
the fact that much of ancient warfare was understood explicitly as fighting either 
to protect or expand various gods’ territories certainly makes this a possibility.

�Akk. Akk. asakku,asakku, found in  found in texts fromtexts from Mari, car Mari, carries a simries a similar connoilar connotation. Thtation. The person we perse person whoperson who ate the  ate the asakkuasakku became co became contaminatedntaminated by it and by it and, original, originally, would ly, would have been have bhave been killebeen killed for thisd for this offense.  offense. This tabooThis taboo may have  may have originatedoriginated elsewhere elsewhere, but it d, but it does occur oes ddoes occurdoes occur in milita in military contextry contexts as well.s as well. Although  Although it is cleait is clear that ther that the notion of notion of  asakkuasakkasakkuasakku sheds som sheds some light one light on the bibli the biblical notioncal notion of ban, i of ban, it is also t is also certain thcertain that it is nat it is not an exacot nnot an exanot an exact analoguct analogue because e because the the asakkuasakku can belon can belong to a king to a king and eveng and even a soldier a soldier, as well , a, as well asas well as a god. a god. a god.

Akk. asakku, found in texts from Mari, carries a similar connotation. The 
person who ate the asakku became contaminated by it and, originally, would have 
been killed for this offense. This taboo may have originated elsewhere, but it 
does occur in military contexts as well. Although it is clear that the notion of 
asakku sheds some light on the biblical notion of ban, it is also certain that it is 
not an exact analogue because the asakku can belong to a king and even a soldier, 
as well as a god.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Fretz, M. Fretz, “Herem in “Herem in the Old Tethe Old Testament,” stament,” in in Essays on Essays on War and PeWar anWar and Peace:and Peace: Bible and Bible and Early Chu Early Church,rch, ed. W. M. ed. W. M. Swartley  Swartley (Elkhart, (Elkhart, 1986), 7–41986), 7–44, 67–95; 4, 67–95; J. S. KamiJJ. S. KamiJ. S. Kaminsky, nsky, Corporate Corporate ResponsibiResponsibility in thlity in the Hebrew Be Hebrew Bible.ible. JSOTSup 1 JSOTSup 196 (Sheffi96 (Sheffield, 1995)eld, 1eld, 1995); S. 1995); S. Niditch, Niditch, War in theWar in the Hebrew Bi Hebrew Bibleble (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1993); P. 1993); P. D. Stern, D. Stern, The BiblicThe Biblical H¸erem.aBiblicBiblical HBiblical H¸erem.¸erem. Brown Jud Brown Judaic Studieaic Studies 211 (Atls 211 (Atlanta, 1991anta, 1991).).).
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BANIBANI (Heb.  (Heb. baœniîbaœniî)))

BANI (Heb. baœniî)

Perhaps anPerhaps an abbreviat abbreviated form ofed form of Benaiah;  Benaiah; however, showever, since both ince both names appenames appear in the ar in the ar in the same lthe same lists, it iists, it is not likes not likely that thly that they are ideey are identical.ntical.ntical.

Perhaps an abbreviated form of Benaiah; however, since both names appear in 
the same lists, it is not likely that they are identical.

�1.1. A Gadite  A Gadite who was a who was a lesser memlesser member of Davber of David’s eliteid’s elite warrior g warrior group knownroup known as the “T a as the “Thas the “Thirty” (2 Sirty” (2 Sam. 23:36)am. 23:36). The para. The parallel accoullel account reads “nt reads “Hagri” (1 Hagri” (1 Chr. 11:38Chr. 11:38).).).

1. A Gadite who was a lesser member of David’s elite warrior group known 
as the “Thirty” (2 Sam. 23:36). The parallel account reads “Hagri” (1 Chr. 11:38).

�2.2. A Levite  A Levite in the ancin the ancestral linestral line of Ethane of Ethan, who serv, who served in the ed in the time of Datime of David (1 Chrvid (1 Cvid (1 Chr. 6:46[Chr. 6:46[MT 31]).MT 31]).MT 31]).

2. A Levite in the ancestral line of Ethan, who served in the time of David (1 



Chr. 6:46[MT 31]).

�3.3. A Judahit A Judahite who was e who was a son of Pa son of Perez (1 Cherez (1 Chr. 9:4).r. 9:4).r. 9:4).

3. A Judahite who was a son of Perez (1 Chr. 9:4).

�4.4. A family  A family of whom 64of whom 642 members 2 members returned treturned to Jerusaleo Jerusalem from them from the Babylonia Babylonia BabylonianBabylonian Exile (Ez Exile (Ezra 2:10). ra 2:10). Several meSeveral members who mbers who had marriehad married foreign d foreign women werewomen wewomen were amongwere among those who those who promised  promised to put awato put away their foy their foreign wivereign wives (Ezra 10s (Ezra 10:29, 34). :29, 34).:29, 34). A par34). A parallel listallel list reads Bin reads Binnui (nui (33) for Bani) for Bani (Neh. 7:1 (Neh. 7:15), but so5), but some scholarme scholars think ths think that the namaththat the nthat the names repreames represent two dsent two distinct faistinct families.milies.milies.

4. A family of whom 642 members returned to Jerusalem from the 
Babylonian Exile (Ezra 2:10). Several members who had married foreign women 
were among those who promised to put away their foreign wives (Ezra 10:29, 
34). A parallel list reads Binnui (3) for Bani (Neh. 7:15), but some scholars think 
that the names represent two distinct families.

�5.5. The fathe The father of Rehumr of Rehum, who was , who was closely inclosely involved witvolved with the revih the revival work oval work of Ezra. Hef Ezf Ezra. He dEzra. He directed a irected a group of Lgroup of Levites whoevites who repaired  repaired part of thpart of the wall of e wall of Jerusalem Jerusalem in the timin tin the time othe time of Nehemiahf Nehemiah (Neh. 3:1 (Neh. 3:17). Bani w7). Bani was also amas also among those ong those who stood who stood with Ezra with Ezrwith Ezra as thEzra as the scribe re scribe read the laead the law to the pw to the people (Neheople (Neh. 8:7-8; c. 8:7-8; cf. 9:4). Ef. 9:4). Ezra would zra would read a parreadread a parread a paragraph or agraph or two and ottwo and other men woher men would explaiuld explain, expoundn, expound, and poss, and possibly transibly tranibly translate translate into Aramainto Aramaic the texic the text as it wat as it was read. Its read. It is not cl is not clear if theear if they took tury took turns doing tns doinns doing thisdoing this or if eac or if each man had h man had a smaller a smaller group to wgroup to which he prhich he presented thesented the materiale material...

5. The father of Rehum, who was closely involved with the revival work of 
Ezra. He directed a group of Levites who repaired part of the wall of Jerusalem in 
the time of Nehemiah (Neh. 3:17). Bani was also among those who stood with 
Ezra as the scribe read the law to the people (Neh. 8:7-8; cf. 9:4). Ezra would 
read a paragraph or two and other men would explain, expound, and possibly 
translate into Aramaic the text as it was read. It is not clear if they took turns 
doing this or if each man had a smaller group to which he presented the material.

�Bani couldBani could also be t also be the father he father of Uzzi, tof Uzzi, the overseehe overseer of the 2r of the 284 Levites84 Levites chosen by chosen b chosen by lot to by lot to move into move into Jerusalem Jerusalem to occupy to occupy the city athe city and work atnd work at the templ the temple (Neh. 11e (Neh. 11e (Neh. 11:22). Or11:22). Originally tiginally the family he family of Bani haof Bani had been sind been singers in thgers in the house ofe house of God in th God in the time of e time time of Datime of David.vid.vid.

Bani could also be the father of Uzzi, the overseer of the 284 Levites chosen 
by lot to move into Jerusalem to occupy the city and work at the temple (Neh. 
11:22). Originally the family of Bani had been singers in the house of God in the 
time of David.

�6.6. One who s One who set his seaet his seal to the rl to the renewed covenewed covenant undeenant under Nehemiahr Nehemiah (Neh. 10: (Neh. 10:15[16]).110:10:15[16])10:15[16])...

6. One who set his seal to the renewed covenant under Nehemiah (Neh. 
10:15[16]).
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BANNERBANNERBANNER

BANNER

A flag, emA flag, emblem, carvblem, carved image, ed image, or streameor streamer attachedr attached to a pole to a pole. Heb. . Heb. neäsneäs is connec is connec is connected connected with militwith military endeavary endeavors. It isors. It is thus a ba thus a banner undernner under which ind which individuals gividuals gather for athggather forgather for battle (I battle (Isa. 5:26; sa. 5:26; Jer. 50:2;Jer. 50:2; 51:12, 27 51:12, 27) or celeb) or celebrate victorate victory (Exod. ry (Exod. 17:15; Isa17:15; Is17:15; Isa. 11:12Isa. 11:12). It can ). It can also descralso describe an incibe an incident thatident that serves as serves as a warning a warning from God  from God (Num. 26:1(Num(Num. 26:1(Num. 26:10), and it0), and it can be a  can be a metaphor ometaphor of safety ff safety for those wor those who trust iho trust in God (Ps.n God (Ps. 60:4 MT 6 6 60:4 MT 6)60:4 MT 6). Heb. . Heb. deg�eldeg�el also has  also has military cmilitary connotationonnotations (Ps. 20:s (Ps. 20:5[6]; Cant5[6]; Cant. 6:4, 10). 6:4, 10. 6:4, 10) but is10) but is used pred used predominantly ominantly to refer tto refer to a bannero a banner that iden that identified thetified the location  location of particuof paof particularparticular tribes as tribes as they were they were camped ar camped around Mt. Sound Mt. Sinai (Num.inai (Num. 2, 10). I 2, 10). It can alsot can also describe  de describe adescribe affection fffection for one’s lor one’s lover (Cantover (Cant. 2:4).. 2:4).. 2:4).

A flag, emblem, carved image, or streamer attached to a pole. Heb. neäs is 
connected with military endeavors. It is thus a banner under which individuals 
gather for battle (Isa. 5:26; Jer. 50:2; 51:12, 27) or celebrate victory (Exod. 17:15; 
Isa. 11:12). It can also describe an incident that serves as a warning from God 
(Num. 26:10), and it can be a metaphor of safety for those who trust in God (Ps. 
60:4 MT 6). Heb. deg�el  also has military connotations (Ps. 20:5[6]; Cant. 6:4, 
10) but is used predominantly to refer to a banner that identified the location of 
particular tribes as they were camped around Mt. Sinai (Num. 2, 10). It can also 
describe affection for one’s lover (Cant. 2:4).

�No one knoNo one knows what thws what these bannerese banners looked ls looked like. Some ike. Some scholars sscholars speculate tpeculate that the trhat tthat the tthat the tribes had ribes had totem animtotem animals (cf. Gals (cf. Gen. 49), wen. 49), which mighthich might have ador have adorned the baned the banners. Indnnbabanners. Ibanners. Indeed, stondeed, stone carvingne carvings and lites and literary textsrary texts indicate  indicate that otherthat other nations ( nations (Egypt, BabEgypt((Egypt, Ba(Egypt, Babylon, Assbylon, Assyria, Persyria, Persia, and Roia, and Rome) used bme) used banners adoanners adorned with rned with animals suanimals such as an ecsusuch as ansuch as an eagle (th eagle (the officiale official standard  standard of Rome), of Rome), wolf, lionwolf, lion, or serpe, or serpent. In othnt. In other instancer inster instances,instances, one finds one finds the image the image of the na of the national godtional god on the st on the standard (e.andard (e.g., the Asg., the Assyrian godsyriaAsAssyrian gAssyrian god Assur dod Assur drawing a brawing a bow).ow).ow).

No one knows what these banners looked like. Some scholars speculate 
that the tribes had totem animals (cf. Gen. 49), which might have adorned the 
banners. Indeed, stone carvings and literary texts indicate that other nations 
(Egypt, Babylon, Assyria, Persia, and Rome) used banners adorned with animals 
such as an eagle (the official standard of Rome), wolf, lion, or serpent. In other 
instances, one finds the image of the national god on the standard (e.g., the 
Assyrian god Assur drawing a bow).
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BANQUETBANQUETBANQUET

BANQUET

�SeeSee  MARZEAH; MMARZEAH; MEALS.EALS.

See MARZEAH; MEALS.

BAPTISMBAPTISMBAPTISM

BAPTISM

Ritual cleRitual cleansings ofansings of the body  the body were well were well establisheestablished in Torahd in Torah (e.g., Ex (e.g., Exod. 29:4; od. 29:4; 30:17-21; 30:1730:17-21; 30:17-21; 40:30-33; 40:30-33; Lev. 17:15Lev. 17:15-16; Deut.-16; Deut. 21:6), as 21:6), as throughou throughout the ancit the ancient Near Eent Near East. NaamaasEEast. NaamEast. Naaman was tolan was told to wash d to wash seven timeseven times in the Js in the Jordan to bordan to be healed (e healed (2 Kgs. 5:12 Kgs. 5:10). Later,05:15:10). Lat5:10). Later, lustraer, lustration playetion played a centrad a central role at l role at Qumran. FoQumran. Footwashing otwashing was used bwas used by Jesus asy Jy Jesus as aJesus as an example n example of his humof his humility and ility and of the neeof the need for submd for submission andission and servantho servanthood by his odservanthoservanthooservanthood by his fd by his followers (ollowers (John 13:2-John 13:2-20).20).20).

Ritual cleansings of the body were well established in Torah (e.g., Exod. 29:4; 
30:17-21; 40:30-33; Lev. 17:15-16; Deut. 21:6), as throughout the ancient Near 
East. Naaman was told to wash seven times in the Jordan to be healed (2 Kgs. 
5:10). Later, lustration played a central role at Qumran. Footwashing was used by 
Jesus as an example of his humility and of the need for submission and 
servanthood by his followers (John 13:2-20).

�Prior to tPrior to the NT perihe NT period, a rituod, a ritual cleansial cleansing was insng was instituted fotituted for the purir the purification ofication of gentile foof gentileof gentile converts  converts to Judaismto Judaism. If this . If this was the anwas the antecedent ttecedent to NT baptio NT baptism, John tsm, John the Baptizehe Bhe Baptizer aBaptizer assumed an ssumed an altered mealtered meaning by waning by which this hich this earlier prearlier practice becactice became a signame a sign of repent o of repentaof repentance for Jence for Jews themselws themselves. Thereves. There are indic are indications thaations that later tht later the Church fe Church found anothouffound anotfound another cruciaher crucial alteratil alteration in meanon in meaning for iting for its own use s own use of baptismof baptism. Had Chri. Had Christian baptstiChriChristian Christian baptism anbaptism and John’s bd John’s baptism beeaptism been viewed an viewed as identicas identical, the repl, the report in Actort in Acts 19:3-5 ws 1s 19:3-5 wou19:3-5 would be inexld be inexplicable. plicable. Nor is thiNor is this distincts distinction peculiion peculiar to Lukear to Luke’s theolog’s theology. Accordiy. Acy. According According to Matthewto Matthew, John was, John was puzzled t puzzled that Jesus hat Jesus should comshould come to him fe to him for baptismor baptismor baptism, sbaptism, since repenince repentance seemtance seemed to haveed to have no applic no applicability toability to Jesus (Ma Jesus (Matt. 3:13-1tt. 3:13-17). Within7).3:13-13:13-17). 3:13-17). Within thaWithin that narrativt narrative may lie e may lie the key tothe key to the disti the distinction; Jenction; Jesus requessus requests baptismts bats baptism apbaptism apparently nparently not simply ot simply in order tin order to identifyo identify himself w himself with sinnerith sinners but prims but primarily “to arilprimprimarily primarily “to fulfil“to fulfill all righl all righteousness.teousness.”””

Prior to the NT period, a ritual cleansing was instituted for the purification 
of gentile converts to Judaism. If this was the antecedent to NT baptism, John the 
Baptizer assumed an altered meaning by which this earlier practice became a sign 
of repentance for Jews themselves. There are indications that later the Church 
found another crucial alteration in meaning for its own use of baptism. Had 
Christian baptism and John’s baptism been viewed as identical, the report in Acts 
19:3-5 would be inexplicable. Nor is this distinction peculiar to Luke’s theology. 
According to Matthew, John was puzzled that Jesus should come to him for 
baptism, since repentance seemed to have no applicability to Jesus (Matt. 
3:13-17). Within that narrative may lie the key to the distinction; Jesus requests 
baptism apparently not simply in order to identify himself with sinners but 
primarily “to fulfill all righteousness.”

�“To fulfil“To fulfill” can be l” can be translatedtranslated “to bring “to bring to comple to completion or petion or perfection.”rfection.” Jesus’ ow Jesus’ ow Jesus’ own baptisown baptism is thus m is thus an identifan identifying sign ying sign about Jesuabout Jesus himself.s himself. He is the He is the one who c one who completes tomccompletes completes the intentthe intention of Godion of God, who brin, who brings to perfgs to perfection allection all that God  that God has envisihas envisioned sinceonenvisienvisionedenvisioned since cre since creation. Chration. Christian bapistian baptism is thtism is thus less a us less a negation (negation (in token oin token of renunciaf renf renunciatirenunciation) than aon) than an affirmatn affirmation of beiion of being incorpong incorporated intorated into Christ, w Christ, who is the ho is the perfectionperperfectionperfection of all Go of all God wills, ad wills, and thus ofnd thus of being gra being granted new lnted new life as a gife as a gift.ift.ift.

“To fulfill” can be translated “to bring to completion or perfection.” Jesus’ 
own baptism is thus an identifying sign about Jesus himself. He is the one who 
completes the intention of God, who brings to perfection all that God has 
envisioned since creation. Christian baptism is thus less a negation (in token of 
renunciation) than an affirmation of being incorporated into Christ, who is the 
perfection of all God wills, and thus of being granted new life as a gift.

�This motifThis motif of bringi of bringing to compng to completion allletion all that God  that God intends maintends makes sense kes sense of otherwiof otheof otherwise otherwise obscure alobscure allusions inlusions in the narra the narratives of Jtives of Jesus’ baptesus’ baptism. The Sism. The Synoptics (ynoptics (Matt. 3:13Mat((Matt. 3:1(Matt. 3:13-17; Mark3-17; Mark 1:9-11; L 1:9-11; Luke 3:21-2uke 3:21-22) mention2) mention water and water and a voice,  a voice, together wtogether with the deiwwith the dwith the descent of escent of the Spiritthe Spirit — all rem — all reminiscent oiniscent of God’s spf God’s spirit hoveririt hovering over ting over the waters he whe waters andwaters and speaking  speaking creation icreation into existento existence in Gennce in Gen. 1:1-5. T. 1:1-5. Thus Jesus hus Jesus at his bapat his baptism is idtismbapbaptism isbaptism is identifie identified as the od as the one who fulne who fulfills the fills the old creatiold creation by inston by instituting thituting the new creae new ce new creation. creation. Jesus, by Jesus, by going intogoing into the wilde the wilderness for rness for 40 days, i40 days, is portrayes portrayed as the nd as the new Moses aew Mew Moses and Moses and the new Elthe new Elijah (Exodijah (Exod. 24:18; 1. 24:18; 1 Kgs. 19:8 Kgs. 19:8). Similar). Similarly the figly the figure of theure of the dove furt dove dove furthdove further identifer identifies him asies him as the new N the new Noah (Gen. oah (Gen. 8:8-12), t8:8-12), thus intenshus intensifying theifying the motif of  mo motif of tmotif of the new crehe new creation. To ation. To be baptizebe baptized as a Chrd as a Christian is istian is to receiveto receive and to be and to be received  rec received ireceived into the whnto the whole sacredole sacred story in  story in its fulfilits fulfillment — a lment — a profound gprofound gift of theift of the Holy Spir Holy Holy SpiriHoly Spirit, whose at, whose activity inctivity in baptism i baptism is so frequs so frequently asseently asserted throurted throughout the ghout the NT.NT.NT.NT.NT.

This motif of bringing to completion all that God intends makes sense of 
otherwise obscure allusions in the narratives of Jesus’ baptism. The Synoptics 
(Matt. 3:13-17; Mark 1:9-11; Luke 3:21-22) mention water and a voice, together 
with the descent of the Spirit — all reminiscent of God’s spirit hovering over the 
waters and speaking creation into existence in Gen. 1:1-5. Thus Jesus at his 
baptism is identified as the one who fulfills the old creation by instituting the new 
creation. Jesus, by going into the wilderness for 40 days, is portrayed as the new 
Moses and the new Elijah (Exod. 24:18; 1 Kgs. 19:8). Similarly the figure of the 
dove further identifies him as the new Noah (Gen. 8:8-12), thus intensifying the 
motif of the new creation. To be baptized as a Christian is to receive and to be 
received into the whole sacred story in its fulfillment — a profound gift of the 



Holy Spirit, whose activity in baptism is so frequently asserted throughout the 
NT.

�The precisThe precise sequencee sequence of water  of water baptism, rbaptism, reception oeception of the Spirf the Spirit, and thit, and the associate associe associatedassociated laying on laying on of hands  of hands is not cleis not clear, howevear, however. In Actsr. In Acts these com these come in a vare in a variety of orietyvarvariety ofvariety of orders (w orders (water, handater, hands, Spirit:s, Spirit: in 19:5–6 in 19:5–6 the use o the use of hands isf hands is immediate immediate; in 8:14–; in 8; in 8:14–17 th8:14–17 the laying oe laying on of handsn of hands is deferr is deferred and doned and done by othere by others; hands, s; hands, Spirit, waSpirit, water: 9:17–terwawater: 9:1water: 9:17–19; Spir7–19; Spirit, water,it, water, without m without mention of ention of hands: 10:hands: 10:44—11:18).44—11:18). What is a What is asserted ovsaasserted oasserted overall by verall by Luke, howeLuke, however, is thver, is that throughat through baptism t baptism the presenche presence and worke and work of the Ri workwork of thwork of the Risen Loe Risen Lord (which rd (which is what this what the Spirit me Spirit makes real akes real to Christito Christians) is shans) is shared withiareshshared witshared within communhin community (thus ity (thus the importthe importance of thance of the laying oe laying on of handsn of hands). This gi). This gift is seenft gigift is segift is seen by Lukeen by Luke not as st not as static transatic transmission bumission but as dynamt as dynamic interacic interaction — a ption — a perspectiveersppperspectivperspective shared be shared by Johanniny Johannine teachinge teaching (John 3:1 (John 3:1-8; 1 John-8; 1 John 5:6-8). T 5:6-8). The importahe importance of bapncimportaimportanceimportance of baptis of baptism to the am to the ancient Chuncient Church is attrch is attested by tested by the evangelhe evangelical statuical status accordeds as accorded taccorded the rite inhe rite in Matt. 28: Matt. 28:19.19.19.

The precise sequence of water baptism, reception of the Spirit, and the 
associated laying on of hands is not clear, however. In Acts these come in a 
variety of orders (water, hands, Spirit: in 19:5–6 the use of hands is immediate; in 
8:14–17 the laying on of hands is deferred and done by others; hands, Spirit, 
water: 9:17–19; Spirit, water, without mention of hands: 10:44—11:18). What is 
asserted overall by Luke, however, is that through baptism the presence and 
work of the Risen Lord (which is what the Spirit makes real to Christians) is 
shared within community (thus the importance of the laying on of hands). This 
gift is seen by Luke not as static transmission but as dynamic interaction — a 
perspective shared by Johannine teaching (John 3:1-8; 1 John 5:6-8). The 
importance of baptism to the ancient Church is attested by the evangelical status 
accorded the rite in Matt. 28:19.

�Paul’s allPaul’s alleged indifeged indifference toference to baptism i baptism in 1 Cor. 1n 1 Cor. 1:14-17 ref:14-17 refers only ters only to the perso the perso the person of person of the adminithe administrator: Wstrator: Whether onehether one is baptiz is baptized by Pauled by Paul, Peter, o, Peter, or Apollos r Apollos means nothmmeans nothmeans nothing; one iing; one is to be ces to be centered on ntered on Christ intChrist into whom he o whom he or she is or she is baptized. baptized. This sometTThis sometThis sometimes distoimes distorted passarted passage must bege must be interpret interpreted in lighed in light of Paul’t of Paul’s clear afs clear affirmation firmafaffirmatioaffirmation of baptin of baptism as incosm as incorporation rporation into the dinto the death and reath and resurrectioesurrection of Chrisn of Christ (Rom. 6:t (t (Rom. 6:1-(Rom. 6:1-11) and as11) and as the putti the putting on of Cng on of Christ likehrist like a garment a garment, thereby , thereby receiving receiving a new idena nea new identinew identity beside ty beside which all which all of the usuof the usual distincal distinctions disstions dissolve (Gal.olve (Gal. 3:27-29). 3:27-29). Paul’s mo Paul’s Paul’s morPaul’s more puzzlinge puzzling comment a comment about Israebout Israel being “bl being “baptized inaptized into Moses ito Moses in the cloun the cloud and in tdcloucloud and cloud and in the seain the sea” (1 Cor. ” (1 Cor. 10:2) actu10:2) actually is qually is quite illumiite illuminating oncnating once one resie one resists the tests thests the temptathe temptation to sution to suppose the ppose the apostle isapostle is referring referring to some l to some literal rititeral rite. Paul ise. Paul is suggestin sugge suggestingsuggesting that as a that as a fragmente fragmented band of d band of refugees frefugees found a newound a new identity  identity in the Exoin the Exodus and itduExoExodus andExodus and its after its aftermath in thmath in the covenante covenant at Sinai, at Sinai, so those  so those who are bawho are baptized intptized into Christ to Co Christ theChrist thereby find reby find a new idena new identity throutity through their cgh their covenant wiovenant with God.th God.th God.

Paul’s alleged indifference to baptism in 1 Cor. 1:14-17 refers only to the 
person of the administrator: Whether one is baptized by Paul, Peter, or Apollos 
means nothing; one is to be centered on Christ into whom he or she is baptized. 
This sometimes distorted passage must be interpreted in light of Paul’s clear 
affirmation of baptism as incorporation into the death and resurrection of Christ 
(Rom. 6:1-11) and as the putting on of Christ like a garment, thereby receiving a 
new identity beside which all of the usual distinctions dissolve (Gal. 3:27-29). 
Paul’s more puzzling comment about Israel being “baptized into Moses in the 
cloud and in the sea” (1 Cor. 10:2) actually is quite illuminating once one resists 
the temptation to suppose the apostle is referring to some literal rite. Paul is 
suggesting that as a fragmented band of refugees found a new identity in the 
Exodus and its aftermath in the covenant at Sinai, so those who are baptized into 
Christ thereby find a new identity through their covenant with God.

�So also wiSo also with Peter’sth Peter’s compariso comparison of baptin of baptism to salvsm to salvation on tation on the ark: bohe ark: both events th eventh events besevents bespeak a newpeak a newness givenness given by the gr by the grace of Godace of God by which  by which humanity ihumanity is rescued s rescueds rescued frrescued from destrucom destruction. In Htion. In Heb. 6:2-4;eb. 6:2-4; 10:32 “en 10:32 “enlightenmenlightenment” alludest” alludes to baptis to baptism; and them;baptisbaptism; abaptism; and the ancnd the ancient Churcient Church when insh when instructing ctructing catechumensatechumens liberally liberally used John used John 9, Jesus’ JohnJohn 9, JeJohn 9, Jesus’ healisus’ healing of the ng of the man blind man blind from birthfrom birth...

So also with Peter’s comparison of baptism to salvation on the ark: both 
events bespeak a newness given by the grace of God by which humanity is 
rescued from destruction. In Heb. 6:2-4; 10:32 “enlightenment” alludes to 
baptism; and the ancient Church when instructing catechumens liberally used 
John 9, Jesus’ healing of the man blind from birth.

�The matterThe matter of the mo of the mode of baptde of baptism in theism in the NT is muc NT is much less cleh less clear than usar than usually suppually sually supposed. supposed. The baptisThe baptism of 3000 m of 3000 in Jerusalin Jerusalem on the em on the day of Penday of Pentecost (Actecost (Acts 2:41), ts 2:41), a city wita a city wita city without a rivhout a river, casts er, casts doubt on tdoubt on the usual ahe usual assumption ssumption that all Nthat all NT baptismsT baptisms were by i we were by imwere by immersion. Imersion. Indeed, it ndeed, it can be quecan be questioned whstioned whether the ether the NT proves NT proves immersion immersioimmersion immersion was used awas used at all (thot all (though almostugh almost certainly certainly it was).  it was). Ancient icAncient iconography onography persistentpepersistentpersistently shows Jly shows Jesus standesus standing in wating in water to his er to his waist (henwaist (hence the goice the going down anng down and the comid anand the coand the coming up ofming up of the Synop the Synoptics and otics and of the storf the story of the ey of the eunuch in Aunuch in Acts 8:36-3cts 8:36-38, as well8,8:36-38:36-38, a8:36-38, as well as s well as the need fthe need for abundanor abundant water int water in John 3:23 John 3:23), with th), with the Baptizere Baptizer pouring w po pouring wapouring water over Jter over Jesus’ headesus’ head. When chu. When churches begarches began to buildn to build baptister baptisteries, some ies, some were deep wwere deep were deep enough to enough to stand in bstand in but not brout not broad enough ad enough to lie dowto lie down in — a sn in — a strange factrange fatrange fact if imfact if immersion wamersion was the invas the invariable modriable mode handed de handed down from town from the apostlehe apostles. Rom. 6:s. Rom. 6s. Rom. 6:4 may re6:4 may refer to modfer to mode as well e as well as meaningas meaning; but that; but that is not ce is not certain; it rtain; it could alsocould also refer to  refe refer to trefer to timing, if iming, if baptism inbaptism in Rome duri Rome during Paul’s ng Paul’s time was atime was administeredministered primarild primarily at Eastey aty at Easter,at Easter, as certai as certainly it wasnly it was there in  there in subsequentsubsequent centuries centuries......

The matter of the mode of baptism in the NT is much less clear than usually 
supposed. The baptism of 3000 in Jerusalem on the day of Pentecost (Acts 2:41), 
a city without a river, casts doubt on the usual assumption that all NT baptisms 
were by immersion. Indeed, it can be questioned whether the NT proves 
immersion was used at all (though almost certainly it was). Ancient iconography 
persistently shows Jesus standing in water to his waist (hence the going down 
and the coming up of the Synoptics and of the story of the eunuch in Acts 
8:36-38, as well as the need for abundant water in John 3:23), with the Baptizer 



pouring water over Jesus’ head. When churches began to build baptisteries, some 
were deep enough to stand in but not broad enough to lie down in — a strange 
fact if immersion was the invariable mode handed down from the apostles. Rom. 
6:4 may refer to mode as well as meaning; but that is not certain; it could also 
refer to timing, if baptism in Rome during Paul’s time was administered primarily 
at Easter, as certainly it was there in subsequent centuries..

�The argumeThe argument that Gknt that Gk. . baptiízoœbaptiízoœ means imm means immersion assersion assumes that umes that a given woa given woa given word can hword can have only oave only one meaningne meaning — as if u — as if use of the se of the term “the term “the Lord’s SupLord’s Supper” todayper” todaper” today musttoday must necessari necessarily mean anly mean an ample mea ample meal served ol served only in thenly in the evening.  evening. If the worIf the word for baptdworword for bword for baptism canaptism can mean noth mean nothing excepting except immersion immersion, the refe, the references frorences from Peter anm Peter m Peter and Peter and Paul make Paul make no sense, no sense, since neitsince neither in theher in the great Del great Deluge nor inuge nor in the escap the escape through e escapescape threscape through the sough the sea were peea were people coverople covered with waed with water. Certater. Certainly the uinly the use of the se of the word in Luwword in Luword in Luke 11:38 dke 11:38 does not imoes not imply a fullply a full bath. bath. bath.

The argument that Gk. baptiízoœ means immersion assumes that a given 
word can have only one meaning — as if use of the term “the Lord’s Supper” 
today must necessarily mean an ample meal served only in the evening. If the 
word for baptism can mean nothing except immersion, the references from 
Peter and Paul make no sense, since neither in the great Deluge nor in the 
escape through the sea were people covered with water. Certainly the use of the 
word in Luke 11:38 does not imply a full bath.

�Similarly,Similarly, neither c neither can the bapan the baptism of intism of infants in tfants in the apostolhe apostolic period ic period be proved be proved be proved or proved or disproved disproved by Scriptuby Scripture. That tre. That there must here must have been have been infants ininfants included in cluded in the househththe househthe household baptisold baptisms (Acts 1ms (Acts 16:31; 18:86:31; 18:8; 1 Cor. 1; 1 Cor. 1:16) is pu:16) is pure conjectre conjecture; the aure; the assertion tsseaassertion assertion that no inthat no infants coulfants could possiblyd possibly have been have been so involv so involved is equaed is equally the relly the result of spsult osult of speculaof speculation, parttion, particularly iicularly in light ofn light of the tradi the traditional inctional incorporationorporation of infant of infant males int males in males into the cinto the covenant thovenant through circrough circumcision.umcision.umcision.

Similarly, neither can the baptism of infants in the apostolic period be 
proved or disproved by Scripture. That there must have been infants included in 
the household baptisms (Acts 16:31; 18:8; 1 Cor. 1:16) is pure conjecture; the 
assertion that no infants could possibly have been so involved is equally the result 
of speculation, particularly in light of the traditional incorporation of infant males 
into the covenant through circumcision.

�Both the mBoth the mode of bapode of baptism and ttism and the age at he age at which it mwhich it may be admiay be administered mnistered must be resust bust be resolvebe resolved through d through systematicsystematic and eccle and ecclesiologicalsiological theology, theology, not by an not by an appeal to appeal to the manda th the mandatthe mandate of Scripe of Scripture. Althture. Although churcough churches differhes differ on these  on these matters, amatters, all agree tll agree that baptishattthat baptithat baptism is incosm is incorporation rporation into Chrisinto Christ’s communt’s community of theity of the new creat new creation by theion by the grace of  g grace of tgrace of the Spirit.he Spirit. While not While not all churc all churches recognhes recognize the baize the baptism of eptism of every othervery other church, t ch church, thchurch, this agreemeis agreement as to ent as to essential mssential meaning at eaning at least poinleast points toward ts toward the emphasthe emphasis on unitisemphasemphasis oemphasis on unity inn unity in relation  relation to baptismto baptism expounded expounded in Eph. 4 in Eph. 4:5.:5.:5.

Both the mode of baptism and the age at which it may be administered must 
be resolved through systematic and ecclesiological theology, not by an appeal to 
the mandate of Scripture. Although churches differ on these matters, all agree 
that baptism is incorporation into Christ’s community of the new creation by the 
grace of the Spirit. While not all churches recognize the baptism of every other 
church, this agreement as to essential meaning at least points toward the 
emphasis on unity in relation to baptism expounded in Eph. 4:5.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. R. BeasG. R. Beasley-Murrayley-Murray, , Baptism inBaptism in the New T the New Testamentestament (Grand Ra (Grand R (Grand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1962); J. Da62); J. Daniélou, niélou, The Bible The Bible and the Liand the Liturgyturgy (Notre Da (Notre Dame, 1956);me, 1956); W. F. Fle W. F. Flemington, mFleFlemingtonFlemington, , The New TeThe New Testament Dostament Doctrine of ctrine of BaptismBaptism (London,  (London, 1948); K. 1948); K. McDonnell,McDonnell,  McDonnell,McDonnell,McDonnell,  The BaptisThe Baptism of Jesusm of Jesus in the Jo in the Jordanrdan (Collegev (Collegeville, 1996ille, 1996); L. H. S); L. H. Stookey, tookey, BaptismBaBaptismBaptism (Nashvill (Nashville, 1983).e, 1983).e, 1983).
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BARBARBAR

BAR

A beam useA beam used to lock d to lock the gates the gates of cities of cities (Heb. (Heb. beïriîah�;beïriîah�; e.g., Deu e.g., Deut. 3:5; Jut. 3:5; Judg. 16:3; dg. 16:3dg. 16:3; Neh.16:3; Neh. 3:3, 13-1 3:3, 13-15; Ps. 1475; Ps. 147:13), the :13), the doors of hdoors of houses (2 Souses (2 Sam. 13:17)am. 13:17), and pris, and prisons (Ps. 1ons prisprisons (Pprisons (Ps. 107:16 s. 107:16 par. “doorpar. “doors”); accors”); according to Joding to Josephus (sephus (BJBJ 4.4.6 [29 4.4.6 [298]) the do8]) the doors of theorsdodoors of tdoors of the temple he temple were lockewere locked in the sd in the same mannerame manner. Such bar. Such bars, usuallys, usually wooden be wooden b wooden beams thoubeams though sometimgh sometimes made fres made from iron (Iom iron (Isa. 45:2) sa. 45:2) or bronze or bronze (1 Kgs. 4:(1 Kgs. 4:13), were 13), were13), were inserwere inserted into hted into holes in tholes in the doorposte doorposts on the is on the inner side nner side of the dooof the door or gate r or gate and were hanand were hand were held in plaeld in place by meance by means of pegs.s of pegs. Another t Another type of barype of bar could be  could be drawn intodrawn into a locked  intointo a locinto a locked positiked position from thon from the outside e outside by hand orby hand or with a st with a strap; openirap; opening such long such locked doorsckelolocked doolocked doors requirers required a key (Jd a key (Judg. 3:25)udg. 3:25)...

A beam used to lock the gates of cities (Heb. beïriîah�;  e.g., Deut. 3:5; Judg. 
16:3; Neh. 3:3, 13-15; Ps. 147:13), the doors of houses (2 Sam. 13:17), and 
prisons (Ps. 107:16 par. “doors”); according to Josephus (BJ 4.4.6 [298]) the 
doors of the temple were locked in the same manner. Such bars, usually wooden 
beams though sometimes made from iron (Isa. 45:2) or bronze (1 Kgs. 4:13), 
were inserted into holes in the doorposts on the inner side of the door or gate 



and were held in place by means of pegs. Another type of bar could be drawn 
into a locked position from the outside by hand or with a strap; opening such 
locked doors required a key (Judg. 3:25).

�A city witA city with gates anh gates and bars wasd bars was considere considered safe. Obd safe. Obversely, aversely, a city that city that lost its  lost its bars was vbbars was vbars was viewed as fiewed as fallen (e.gallen (e.g., Amos 1:., Amos 1:5). Metaph5). Metaphorically borically bars refer ars refer to the domto the domain of theaindomdomain of domain of the underwthe underworld (Heb.orld (Heb.  baœd�,baœd�, Job 17:16 Job 17:16) or of th) or of the sea (38:e sea (38:10). At Le10). At Lev. 26:13 “vLeLev. 26:13Lev. 26:13 “the bars “the bars of your y of your yoke” oke” (mo®t�a®)(mo®t�a®) symbolize symbolize oppressio oppression.n.

A city with gates and bars was considered safe. Obversely, a city that lost its 
bars was viewed as fallen (e.g., Amos 1:5). Metaphorically bars refer to the 
domain of the underworld (Heb. baœd�,  Job 17:16) or of the sea (38:10). At 
Lev. 26:13 “the bars of your yoke” (mo®t�a®)  symbolize oppression.

BARABBASBARABBAS (Gk.  (Gk. BarabbaésBarabbaés)))

BARABBAS (Gk. Barabbaés)

The “notorThe “notorious prisoious prisoner” (Mattner” (Matt. 27:16) w. 27:16) whom Pilatehom Pilate released  released to the croto the crowd at Passwd at Passwd at Passover iPassover instead of nstead of Jesus. He Jesus. He is also deis also described asscribed as a bandit  a bandit (Gk. (Gk. leästeäís;leästeäís; John 18:4 John 18 John 18:40) and18:40) and one impri one imprisoned withsoned with the rebel the rebels who had s who had committed committed murder durmurder during an insing an ing an insurrean insurrection (Marction (Mark 15:7; cfk 15:7; cf. Luke 23:. Luke 23:19, 25). A19, 25). All four Goll four Gospels indispels indicate that cate that Pilate wanPilatePilate wanPilate wanted to setted to set Jesus fre Jesus free, but thee, but the crowd ins crowd insisted on Bisted on Barabbas. Warabbas. While therehile there is no ext is  is no extris no extrabiblical abiblical evidence fevidence for the cusor the custom of reltom of releasing prieasing prisoners at soners at Passover, Passover, similar prsimilsimilar prsimilar practices exactices existed at fisted at festivals iestivals in other ann other ancient cultcient cultures.ures.ures.

The “notorious prisoner” (Matt. 27:16) whom Pilate released to the crowd at 
Passover instead of Jesus. He is also described as a bandit (Gk. leästeäís; John 
18:40) and one imprisoned with the rebels who had committed murder during 
an insurrection (Mark 15:7; cf. Luke 23:19, 25). All four Gospels indicate that 
Pilate wanted to set Jesus free, but the crowd insisted on Barabbas. While there 
is no extrabiblical evidence for the custom of releasing prisoners at Passover, 
similar practices existed at festivals in other ancient cultures.

�Some manusSome manuscripts of cripts of Matt 27:16Matt 27:16-17 give B-17 give Barabbas’ narabbas’ name as Jesame as Jesus Barabbaus Barabbas. While ts. Ws. While thisWhile this seems to  seems to be the prebe the preferred reaferred reading, whicding, which some scrh some scribes probaibes probably omittebly omittebly omitted ouomitted out of revert of reverence for Jence for Jesus Chrisesus Christ, severalt, several questions questions remain. D remain. Did Matthewid Matthew invent th MatthewMatthew inMatthew invent the cvent the common nameommon name  IeäsouísIeäsouís to create to create a contras a contrast between t between Jesus BaraJesus BJesus Barabbas aBarabbas and Jesus wnd Jesus who is callho is called the Chred the Christ? Or waist? Or was he follos he following at thwing at this point ais point a source no so source notsource not used by M used by Mark? If soark? If so, did some, did someone in Matone in Matthew’s southew’s source traditrce tradition invention invent the name? inventinvent theinvent the name? Bec name? Because we caause we cannot answennot answer these qur these questions wiestions with certainth certainty, it is ty, it is impossibleimimpossibleimpossible to know w to know whether Barhether Barabbas was abbas was actually nactually named Jesusamed Jesus...

Some manuscripts of Matt 27:16-17 give Barabbas’ name as Jesus Barabbas. 
While this seems to be the preferred reading, which some scribes probably 
omitted out of reverence for Jesus Christ, several questions remain. Did 
Matthew invent the common name Ieäsouís to create a contrast between Jesus 
Barabbas and Jesus who is called the Christ? Or was he following at this point a 
source not used by Mark? If so, did someone in Matthew’s source tradition 
invent the name? Because we cannot answer these questions with certainty, it is 
impossible to know whether Barabbas was actually named Jesus.

Warren C. Warren C. TrenchardTrenchard

Warren C. Trenchard

BARACHELBARACHEL (Heb.  (Heb. baœrak�}eäbaœrak�}eäll)))

BARACHEL (Heb. baœrak�}eäl )

The fatherThe father of Job’s  of Job’s friend Elifriend Elihu, from Bhu, from Buz in eastuz in eastern Arabiaern Arabia (Job 32:2 (Job 32:2, 6)., 6).

The father of Job’s friend Elihu, from Buz in eastern Arabia (Job 32:2, 6).

BARACHIAHBARACHIAH (Gk.  (Gk. BarachiíasBarachiías)))

BARACHIAH (Gk. Barachiías)

The fatherThe father of Zechar of Zechariah (Matt.iah (Matt. 23:35), h 23:35), here confusere confused with thed with the Zechariae Zechariah who was h who was h who was murderwas murdered in the ed in the temple (2 temple (2 Chr. 24:20Chr. 24:20-23). Some-23). Some scholars  scholars identify hidentify him with Beim with Beim with Berechiah Berechiah 7 7 (cf. Zech.(cf. Zech. 1:1). 1:1).

The father of Zechariah (Matt. 23:35), here confused with the Zechariah who 
was murdered in the temple (2 Chr. 24:20-23). Some scholars identify him with 
Berechiah 7 (cf. Zech. 1:1).

BARAKBARAK (Heb.  (Heb. baœraœqbaœraœq)))

BARAK (Heb. baœraœq)

An IsraeliAn Israelite militarte military leader (y leader (Judg. 4:6-Judg. 4:6-22; 5:1-1222; 5:1-12, 15), the, 15), the son of Ab son of Abinoam frominoam from Kedesh in Ked Kedesh in Kedesh in Naphtali. Naphtali. Barak (“liBarak (“lightning”) ghtning”) had a secohad a secondary rolendary role in the ba in the battle betwettle between the Isren betwebetween thbetween the Israelite Israelite militia e militia and the Caand the Canaanite arnaanite army of Kingmy of King Jabin of  Jabin of Hazor and Hazor and his generahis his generahis general Sisera, l Sisera, as recordeas recorded in both d in both prose (Judprose (Judg. 4) and g. 4) and poetic (chpoetic (ch. 5) accou. 5) accounts. Baraknts. Bnts. Barak acceBarak accepted the cpted the commission ommission of the proof the prophet Deborphet Deborah contingah contingent upon hent upon her accompaer accoer accompanyiaccompanying his trong his troops (4:8).ops (4:8). This has  This has often errooften erroneously beneously been interpren interpreted as coeted as cowardice; hwcocowardice;cowardice; however,  however, it was notit was not unusual t unusual to seek asso seek assurance of urance of divine supdivine support from port from a prophet aa prophet a prophet or priest or priest before entbefore entering battering battle. Even tle. Even though Barahough Barak led the k led the Israelite Israelite tribal miltribatribal miltribal militia in a itia in a battle whibattle which they woch they won, the pron, the prose versionse version emphasize emphasizes that it s that it was divinewas dwas divine intdivine intervention ervention (4:15), as(4:15), as well as t well as the actionshe actions of two wo of two women, Debormen, Deborah (vv. 8–ah (vv. 8–9) and Jae9)8–8–9) and J8–9) and Jael (vv. 1ael (vv. 12–22), whi2–22), which were dech were decisive. Incisive. In the poeti the poetic account c account Deborah anDeborah and Barak ard anand Barak and Barak are compleare complementary pamentary partners, acrtners, acting withiting within their ren their respective sspective spheres as pheres as prophet anprprophet anprophet and warrior d warrior (5:12).(5:12).(5:12).

An Israelite military leader (Judg. 4:6-22; 5:1-12, 15), the son of Abinoam from 
Kedesh in Naphtali. Barak (“lightning”) had a secondary role in the battle 
between the Israelite militia and the Canaanite army of King Jabin of Hazor and 
his general Sisera, as recorded in both prose (Judg. 4) and poetic (ch. 5) accounts. 



Barak accepted the commission of the prophet Deborah contingent upon her 
accompanying his troops (4:8). This has often erroneously been interpreted as 
cowardice; however, it was not unusual to seek assurance of divine support from 
a prophet or priest before entering battle. Even though Barak led the Israelite 
tribal militia in a battle which they won, the prose version emphasizes that it was 
divine intervention (4:15), as well as the actions of two women, Deborah (vv. 
8–9) and Jael (vv. 12–22), which were decisive. In the poetic account Deborah 
and Barak are complementary partners, acting within their respective spheres as 
prophet and warrior (5:12).

�The cataloThe catalogue of hergue of heroes in Heboes in Heb. 11:32 li. 11:32 lists Barak sts Barak (and omits(and omits Deborah). Deborah). In extrab In ext In extrabibliextrabiblical sourcecal sources, Barak hs, Barak has a largeas a larger role in r role in the battlethe battle: accordin: according to Josepg to Josephus (hus (Ant.A((Ant.(Ant. 5), he sl 5), he slew Jabin aew Jabin and razed Hnd razed Hazor; accoazor; according to Prding to Pseudo-Philseudo-Philo (o (LABLAB 31.9), Ba 31.9), Barak beheadrakBaBarak beheBarak beheads Siseraads Sisera and sends and sends the head  the head to the Canto the Canaanite genaanite general’s moteral’s mother.her.her.

The catalogue of heroes in Heb. 11:32 lists Barak (and omits Deborah). In 
extrabiblical sources, Barak has a larger role in the battle: according to Josephus 
(Ant. 5), he slew Jabin and razed Hazor; according to Pseudo-Philo (LAB 31.9), 
Barak beheads Sisera and sends the head to the Canaanite general’s mother.

Gregory MoGregory Mobleybley

Gregory Mobley

BARBARIANBARBARIANBARBARIAN

BARBARIAN

A person nA person not of Greeot of Greek culture k culture or languagor language (Gk. e (Gk. baérbarosbaérbaros). Origina). Originally an onolly an onomatopoeic maonoonomatopoeonomatopoeic term deic term denoting stanoting stammering ormmering or unintelli unintelligible soungible sounds (“bar bds (“bar bar”), it war”), it was used inawwas used iwas used in the LXX,n the LXX, Philo, Jo Philo, Josephus, ansephus, and NT to did NT to distinguish stinguish “unciviliz“uncivilized” hellened” hellenized persoizedhellenhellenizedhellenized persons,  persons, often but often but not necessnot necessarily witharily with a derogat a derogatory connotory connotation.ation.ation.

A person not of Greek culture or language (Gk. baérbaros). Originally an 
onomatopoeic term denoting stammering or unintelligible sounds (“bar bar”), it 
was used in the LXX, Philo, Josephus, and NT to distinguish “uncivilized” 
hellenized persons, often but not necessarily with a derogatory connotation.

�In the NT In the NT the non-hethe non-hellenized illenized inhabitantsnhabitants of Malta, of Malta, twice cal twice called led baérbaroibaérbaroi (Acts 28: (A (Acts 28:2(Acts 28:2, 4; NRSV , 4; NRSV “natives”)“natives”) without d without derogatory erogatory connotatioconnotations, are prns, are praised for aised for their “unuththeir “unutheir “unusual kindnsual kindness,” and ess,” and Paul uses Paul uses the term wthe term with its orith its original liniginal linguistic coguistic connotation nnotatcoconnotatioconnotation (1 Cor. n (1 Cor. 14:11; NRS14:11; NRSV “foreignV “foreigner”). Pauler”). Paul also uses also uses “barbaria “barbarians” as an ns” as an antonym toanantonym toantonym to “Greeks,” “Greeks,” with the  with the two groupstwo groups together  together constituticonstituting the “Geng the “Gentiles,” wntiles,” wntiles,” who are diwho are distinguishestinguished from thed from the “Jews” (R “Jews” (Rom. 1:14).om. 1:14). However,  However, “Greeks” c“Greeks” could be usould be uould be used as anused as an inclusive inclusive term for  term for all non-Jeall non-Jews (e.g., ws (e.g., Rom. 1:16;Rom. 1:16; 2:9), for 2:9), forming a conming a contrast (Jewtrast concontrast (contrast (Jew-Greek)Jew-Greek) comparabl comparable to that e to that used by Grused by Greeks (Greeeeks (Greek-barbariak-barbarian). Perhapn). Perhan). Perhaps thPerhaps three ethnicree ethnic categorie categories are alsos are also intended  intended (Jew/circu(Jew/circumcised, Grmcised, Greek/uncirceek/uncircumcised, buGreek/uncircGreek/unciGreek/uncircumcised,rcumcised, barbarian barbarian [includin [including Scythiang Scythian]) along w]) along with two soith two social categcial categories (slaorcategcategoriescategories (slave/Sc (slave/Scythian, frythian, free) in Colee) in Col. 3:11.. 3:11.. 3:11.

In the NT the non-hellenized inhabitants of Malta, twice called baérbaroi 
(Acts 28:2, 4; NRSV “natives”) without derogatory connotations, are praised for 
their “unusual kindness,” and Paul uses the term with its original linguistic 
connotation (1 Cor. 14:11; NRSV “foreigner”). Paul also uses “barbarians” as an 
antonym to “Greeks,” with the two groups together constituting the “Gentiles,” 
who are distinguished from the “Jews” (Rom. 1:14). However, “Greeks” could be 
used as an inclusive term for all non-Jews (e.g., Rom. 1:16; 2:9), forming a 
contrast (Jew-Greek) comparable to that used by Greeks (Greek-barbarian). 
Perhaps three ethnic categories are also intended (Jew/circumcised, 
Greek/uncircumcised, barbarian [including Scythian]) along with two social 
categories (slave/Scythian, free) in Col. 3:11.

Eric F. MaEric F. Masonson
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BAREFOOTBAREFOOTBAREFOOT

BAREFOOT

Although IAlthough Israelites sraelites usually wousually wore shoes (re shoes (sandals) fsandals) for the preor the prevention ofvention of disease a disease and foot prnd fnd foot problfoot problems, at ceems, at certain timertain times they wens they went barefoott barefoot. The stat. The state of beinge of being barefoot  barefoot symbolizedsymsymbolizedsymbolized poverty.  poverty. At times bAt times being shoeleing shoeless also iess also implied capmplied capture (2 Chture (2 Chr. 28:15).r. 28:15). When self W When self-When self-imposed itimposed it expresses expresses mourning  mourning (e.g., Eze(e.g., Ezek. 24:17, k. 24:17, 23), shame23), shame (Isa. 20: (Isa. 20:2-4; 2 Sam2-420:20:2-4; 2 20:2-4; 2 Sam. 15:30Sam. 15:30), and rev), and reverence forerence for the holy  the holy (Exod. 3:5(Exod. 3:5; Josh. 5:; Josh. 5:15; Acts 715; Acts 7:33). Remo:33).77:33). Rem7:33). Removing one’oving one’s shoe sers shoe served to conved to confirm a lanfirm a land acquisitd acquisition (Ps. 6ion (Ps. 60:8 = 108:0:8 = 108:9). In Rut9).108:108:9). In108:9). In Ruth 4:7- Ruth 4:7-8 the rede8 the redeemer cedesemer cedes his right his right of redemp of redemption to Botion to Boaz by remoaz by removing his svremoremoving hremoving his shoe. Tis shoe. The sandal he sandal of a man rof a man refusing toefusing to do his le do his levirate dutvirate duties is fories is forcibly remociblyforforcibly rforcibly removed by emoved by his deceashis deceased brothered brother’s wife, t’s wife, thereby marhereby marking him aking him as a persons a person of shame  personperson of person of shame (Deushame (Deut. 25:9-10t. 25:9-10).).).

Although Israelites usually wore shoes (sandals) for the prevention of disease and 
foot problems, at certain times they went barefoot. The state of being barefoot 
symbolized poverty. At times being shoeless also implied capture (2 Chr. 28:15). 
When self-imposed it expresses mourning (e.g., Ezek. 24:17, 23), shame (Isa. 
20:2-4; 2 Sam. 15:30), and reverence for the holy (Exod. 3:5; Josh. 5:15; Acts 
7:33). Removing one’s shoe served to confirm a land acquisition (Ps. 60:8 = 



108:9). In Ruth 4:7-8 the redeemer cedes his right of redemption to Boaz by 
removing his shoe. The sandal of a man refusing to do his levirate duties is 
forcibly removed by his deceased brother’s wife, thereby marking him as a 
person of shame (Deut. 25:9-10).

�The choiceThe choice of povert of poverty may be ay may be a part of C part of Christian dhristian discipleshiiscipleship. In Lukep. In Luke 10:4 the  10:4 the 10:4 the Seventthe Seventy discipley disciples are tolds are told to go wit to go without shoeshout shoes as an exp as an expression ofression of their vul their vulnerabilitynervulvulnerabilvulnerability and deity and dependence opendence on God. Hown God. However, the ever, the Twelve disTwelve disciples areciples are permitted permitte permitted permitted to have sato have sandals (Marndals (Mark 6:9). Bok 6:9). Both passageth passages may impls may imply that shoy that shoes were a es were a necessity nnecessity necessity for peoplefor people in ancien in ancient Judah.t Judah.t Judah.

The choice of poverty may be a part of Christian discipleship. In Luke 10:4 
the Seventy disciples are told to go without shoes as an expression of their 
vulnerability and dependence on God. However, the Twelve disciples are 
permitted to have sandals (Mark 6:9). Both passages may imply that shoes were a 
necessity for people in ancient Judah.

Nicole J. Nicole J. RuaneRuane

Nicole J. Ruane

BARIAHBARIAH (Heb.  (Heb. baœriîah�baœriîah�)))

BARIAH (Heb. baœriîah� )

A son of SA son of Shemaiah, ahemaiah, a postexili postexilic descendac descendant of Davint of David (1 Chr. d (1 Chr. 3:22).3:22).

A son of Shemaiah, a postexilic descendant of David (1 Chr. 3:22).

BARISBARIS (Gk.  (Gk. BarisBaris)))

BARIS (Gk. Baris)

A HasmoneaA Hasmonean designatn designation for foion for fortificatiortifications (Heb. ns (Heb. bira®bira®). Baris w). Baris was the foras the formal name omal nammal name of Joname of John Hyrcanuhn Hyrcanus’ palace,s’ palace, built ca. built ca. 138  138 B.C.B.C. It was er It was erected on tected on the site ofhe site of an earlie an e an earlier foearlier fortress (Nertress (Neh. 2:8; 7:h. 2:8; 7:2), primar2), primarily to proily to protect the vtect the vulnerable ulnerable north sidenorth side of Jerusa of Jer of Jerusalem Jerusalem from invadfrom invaders. Adjacers. Adjacent to theent to the temple, i temple, it quickly t quickly became a fbecame a focus for tocus for the uneasy hetthe uneasythe uneasy relations relations of royal  of royal and priestand priestly partiesly parties. For inst. For instance, on hance, on high holy digh holy days the prays thays the priestthe priests had to as had to apply to Bapply to Baris for acris for access to thcess to their vestmeeir vestments (Josepnts (Josephus hus Ant.Ant. 15.11.4). 15.11 15.11.4). 15.11.4). When HerodWhen Herod rebuilt i rebuilt it as the At as the Antonia Forntonia Fortress, it tress, it retained tretained this religihis religio-politicao-poreligireligio-poreligio-political imlitical importance.portance.portance.

A Hasmonean designation for fortifications (Heb. bira®). Baris was the formal 
name of John Hyrcanus’ palace, built ca. 138 B.C. It was erected on the site of an 
earlier fortress (Neh. 2:8; 7:2), primarily to protect the vulnerable north side of 
Jerusalem from invaders. Adjacent to the temple, it quickly became a focus for 
the uneasy relations of royal and priestly parties. For instance, on high holy days 
the priests had to apply to Baris for access to their vestments (Josephus Ant. 
15.11.4). When Herod rebuilt it as the Antonia Fortress, it retained this 
religio-political importance.

David A. DDavid A. Dormanorman

David A. Dorman

BAR-JESUSBAR-JESUS (Gk.  (Gk. BarieäsouíBarieäsouíss)))

BAR-JESUS (Gk. Barieäsouís)

A Jewish mA Jewish magician (Aagician (Acts 13:6, cts 13:6, 8).8).8).

A Jewish magician (Acts 13:6, 8).

�SeeSee  ELYMAS.ELYMAS.

See ELYMAS.

BAR-JONABAR-JONA (Gk.  (Gk. BarioœnaésBarioœnaés)))

BAR-JONA (Gk. Barioœnaés)

Simon PeteSimon Peter’s patronr’s patronymic (Mattymic (Matt. 16:17; c. 16:17; cf. Heb. f. Heb. bar yo®na®bar yo®na®,, “son of J “son of Jonah”). Atonah”). Atonah”). At John 1:At John 1:42; 21:15-42; 21:15-17 the dis17 the disciple is cciple is called “sonalled “son of John.” of John.” It is not It is not clear if  clear if two differtwo diffetwo different different names are names are indicated indicated or a singlor a single Hebrew ne Hebrew name is rename is rendered intodered into Greek in  Greek in two differttwo differtwo different ways.ent ways.

Simon Peter’s patronymic (Matt. 16:17; cf. Heb. bar yo®na®, “son of Jonah”). 
At John 1:42; 21:15-17 the disciple is called “son of John.” It is not clear if two 
different names are indicated or a single Hebrew name is rendered into Greek in 
two different ways.

BAR KOKHBABAR KOKHBA (Aram.  (Aram. bar ko®k�bbar ko®k�baœ}aœ})))

BAR KOKHBA (Aram. bar ko®k�baœ} )

Title giveTitle given by his sn by his supporters upporters to Simon bto Simon bar Kosiba,ar Kosiba, leader of leader of the Secon the Second Jewish Rd Jewish Revolt (132evRRevolt (13Revolt (132–135 2–135 C.E.C.E.). Most fr). Most frequently uequently used in earsed in early Christily Christian writingan writings, this eps, this epithet someithetepepithet soepithet sometimes apmetimes appears in rpears in rabbinic teabbinic texts. Accorxts. According to rading to rabbinic trabbinic tradition, Badition, Bar Kokhba (r Kr Kokhba (“sKokhba (“son of the on of the star”) wasstar”) was a pun on  a pun on Bar KosibaBar Kosiba’s name, c’s name, coined by Roined by Rabbi Akibaabbi Akibaabbi Akiba in aAkiba in allusion tollusion to Num. 24:1 Num. 24:17, “A star7, “A star shall ari shall arise from Jase from Jacob, and acob, and a scepter s scepter shall go fohall sshall go fshall go forth from orth from Israel” (Israel” (y. Ta{an.y. Ta{an. 68d). Rab 68d). Rabbinic litebinic literature intrature interpreted terpreted this passaghis pashis passage aspassage as a messian a messianic prophecic prophecy, so the y, so the title impltitle implied that bied that bar Kosiba ar Kosiba was the Mewas the Messiah. HisssiMeMessiah. HMessiah. His detractis detractors, howevors, however, concocer, concocted a simited a similar pun, clar pun, calling himalling him Bar Kozib Bar Koziba, “son ofa,KozibKoziba, “sKoziba, “son of the on of the lie,” whiclie,” which he is ush he is usually callually called in rabbed in rabbinic literinic literature.ature.ature.

Title given by his supporters to Simon bar Kosiba, leader of the Second Jewish 
Revolt (132–135 C.E.). Most frequently used in early Christian writings, this 
epithet sometimes appears in rabbinic texts. According to rabbinic tradition, Bar 



Kokhba (“son of the star”) was a pun on Bar Kosiba’s name, coined by Rabbi 
Akiba in allusion to Num. 24:17, “A star shall arise from Jacob, and a scepter 
shall go forth from Israel” (y. Ta{an. 68d). Rabbinic literature interpreted this 
passage as a messianic prophecy, so the title implied that bar Kosiba was the 
Messiah. His detractors, however, concocted a similar pun, calling him Bar 
Koziba, “son of the lie,” which he is usually called in rabbinic literature.

�According According to rabbinito rabbinic traditioc tradition, he was n, he was of Davidicof Davidic descent,  descent, the nephewthe nephew of a cert of a c of a certain Racertain Rabbi Eleazabbi Eleazar of Modeir of Modein. Traditin. Tradition depictson depicts Bar Kosib Bar Kosiba as a mana as a man of great  of great strength astrstrength astrength and impetuond impetuosity. He wsity. He was acclaimas acclaimed messiahed messiah by Rabbi  by Rabbi Akiba, butAkiba, but other rab other rab other rabbis opprabbis opposed his aosed his aspirationsspirations. Texts di. Texts discovered ascovered at the Wadit the Wadi  Muraba{atMuraba{at, includin, includin, including including some of Basome of Bar Kosiba’sr Kosiba’s personal  personal correspondcorrespondence, haveence, have revealed  revealed his actualhis actual name and  n name and aname and also indicalso indicate that hete that he did indee did indeed use the d use the messianic messianic title “prititle “prince of Isrnce of Israel.” Theyael.” IsrIsrael.” TIsrael.” They also shey also show him tohow him to have been have been illiterat illiterate, dependee, dependent on othent on others to writrs to write his lette he his letterhis letters.s.s.

According to rabbinic tradition, he was of Davidic descent, the nephew of a 
certain Rabbi Eleazar of Modein. Tradition depicts Bar Kosiba as a man of great 
strength and impetuosity. He was acclaimed messiah by Rabbi Akiba, but other 
rabbis opposed his aspirations. Texts discovered at the Wadi Muraba{at, 
including some of Bar Kosiba’s personal correspondence, have revealed his actual 
name and also indicate that he did indeed use the messianic title “prince of 
Israel.” They also show him to have been illiterate, dependent on others to write 
his letters.

�The causesThe causes of the Ba of the Bar Kokhba rr Kokhba revolt are evolt are uncertain uncertain and probaband probably complexly complex. Accordin. Acc. According According to the 3rdto the 3rd-century R-century Roman histooman historian Dio Crian Dio Cassius, thassius, the Jews reve Jews revolted on holted on holted on hearing ruhearing rumors that mors that the emperothe emperor Hadrian r Hadrian planned toplanned to convert J convert Jerusalem ierusalem into a Romanto a Romnto a Roman coloRoman colony. Anotheny. Another Roman sor Roman source attriurce attributes the butes the revolt to revolt to Hadrian’s Hadrian’s attempt toattempt attempt toattempt to ban “muti ban “mutilation of lation of the genitathe genitals,” whichls,” which would hav would have meant a e meant a ban on cirban on circumcision.cucircircumcisicircumcision. Eusebion. Eusebius seems tus seems to have atto have attributed thributed the revolt te revolt to simple mo simple messianic fessianic fervor. Theervffervor. Thfervor. The course oe course of the war,f the war, however,  however, reveals threveals that the Jewat the Jews were wels were well preparedl prepared to fight, preparedprepared tprepared to fight, ao fight, and did notnd did not spontaneo spontaneously eruptusly erupt into viol into violence as thence as they had in ey had in the First thethe First the First Revolt. ByRevolt. By virtue of virtue of their pre their preparations,parations, the Jewis the Jewish forces ih forces inflicted hnflicted heavy damageavy daeavy damage on damage on the Roman the Roman legions belegions before beingfore being subdued i subdued in 135. Barn 135. Bar Kosiba wa Kosiba was killed is killed is killed in the siein the siege of Bethge of Bethar, near Jar, near Jerusalem, erusalem, the last rthe last remaining cemaining center of Jenter of Jewish resiewish resistance.stancresiresistanceresistance...

The causes of the Bar Kokhba revolt are uncertain and probably complex. 
According to the 3rd-century Roman historian Dio Cassius, the Jews revolted on 
hearing rumors that the emperor Hadrian planned to convert Jerusalem into a 
Roman colony. Another Roman source attributes the revolt to Hadrian’s 
attempt to ban “mutilation of the genitals,” which would have meant a ban on 
circumcision. Eusebius seems to have attributed the revolt to simple messianic 
fervor. The course of the war, however, reveals that the Jews were well 
prepared to fight, and did not spontaneously erupt into violence as they had in 
the First Revolt. By virtue of their preparations, the Jewish forces inflicted heavy 
damage on the Roman legions before being subdued in 135. Bar Kosiba was killed 
in the siege of Bethar, near Jerusalem, the last remaining center of Jewish 
resistance.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. SchürerE. Schürer, , The HistorThe History of the Jy of the Jewish Peopewish People in the le in the Age of JesAge of Jesus Christ us Cus Christ (17Christ (1755  B.C.B.C.--A.D.A.D.  135),135), rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Edinburgh(Edinburgh, 1973–198, 1973–1987); Y. Yad7); Y. Yadin, in, Bar-KokhbaBar-Kokhba (New York (N (New York,(New York, 1971). 1971). 1971).

Bibliography. E. Schürer, The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus 
Christ (175 B.C.-A.D. 135), rev. ed. (Edinburgh, 1973–1987); Y. Yadin, Bar-Kokhba 
(New York, 1971).

Anthony J.Anthony J. Tomasino Tomasino

Anthony J. Tomasino

BARKOSBARKOS (Heb.  (Heb. barqo®sbarqo®s)))

BARKOS (Heb. barqo®s)

The head oThe head of a familyf a family of temple of temple servants  servants who returnwho returned from exed from exile with Zile with Zerubbabel erubbabel ZZerubbabelZerubbabel (Ezra 2:5 (Ezra 2:53 = Neh. 73 = Neh. 7:55).:55).

The head of a family of temple servants who returned from exile with 
Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:53 = Neh. 7:55).

BARLEYBARLEYBARLEY

BARLEY

A winter gA winter grain (rain (Hordeum;Hordeum; Heb.  Heb. síeï{oœra®síeï{oœra®) planted ) planted from late from late October thOctober through Decerough Drough December. December. Its growinIts growing season ig season is shorter s shorter than that than that of wheat, of wheat, and its haand its harvest commrvest commrvest commences commences in April, in April, coincidingcoinciding with the  with the festival ofestival of f Pesah�/masPesah�/mas�s�o®t��s�o®t� (Passover (Pass (Passover)(Passover). Barley i. Barley is much mors much more resistane resistant than whet than wheat to harsat to harsh environmh environmental condental condental conditionsconditions; thus its; thus its cultivati cultivation can be on can be extended iextended into regionnto regions where whs where wheat cultiveat cultivation is uatiocultivcultivatiocultivation is unsucn is unsuccessful becessful because of lcause of low precipiow precipitation or tation or poor soilspoor soils. These ch. These characteristaracchcharactericharacteristics placstics placed barley ed barley on the lison the list of the st of the seven cropseven crops and fruit and fruit trees wit trees with which bih which which biblwhich biblical Israeical Israel was blesl was blessed (Deut.sed (Deut. 8:8). Bar 8:8). Barley, whichley, which was domes was domesticated witicated with other cth oth other cereother cereals in theals in the early Neo early Neolithic perlithic period, is diiod, is divided intovided into three spe three species: six-cies: six-row barleyrow barow barley (barley (H. vulgareH. vulgare L. emend. L. emend.), two-row), two-row barley ( barley (H. disticoH. disticonn L.), and  L.), and irregular irregular barley (barley (H. irregulH((H. irregu(H. irregularelare Åberg and Åberg and Weibe). Weibe). Weibe).

A winter grain (Hordeum; Heb. síeï{oœra®) planted from late October through 
December. Its growing season is shorter than that of wheat, and its harvest 
commences in April, coinciding with the festival of Pesah�/mas�s�o®t�  
(Passover). Barley is much more resistant than wheat to harsh environmental 



conditions; thus its cultivation can be extended into regions where wheat 
cultivation is unsuccessful because of low precipitation or poor soils. These 
characteristics placed barley on the list of the seven crops and fruit trees with 
which biblical Israel was blessed (Deut. 8:8). Barley, which was domesticated with 
other cereals in the early Neolithic period, is divided into three species: six-row 
barley (H. vulgare L. emend.), two-row barley (H. disticon L.), and irregular barley 
(H. irregulare Åberg and Weibe).

�Barley canBarley can be eaten  be eaten raw (2 Kgsraw (2 Kgs. 4:42) or. 4:42) or parched ( parched (2 Sam. 17:2 Sam. 17:28). It ca28). It can be grounn be gron be ground to ground to flour (flour (qemah� síeqemah� síeï{oœriîm;ï{oœriîm; Num. 5:15 Num. 5:15) for brea) for bread (Judg. 7d (Judg. 7:13) and o:13) and other bakedtoother bakeother baked goods (Ed goods (Ezek. 4:12)zek. 4:12). It was u. It was used to maksed to make porridgee porridge (Ezek. 4: (Ezek. 4:9) and to 9) and to produce beprproduce beproduce beer (er (sûeäk�aœr;sûeäk�aœr; Isa. 29:9 Isa. 29:9).).).

Barley can be eaten raw (2 Kgs. 4:42) or parched (2 Sam. 17:28). It can be 
ground to flour (qemah� síeï{oœriîm;  Num. 5:15) for bread (Judg. 7:13) and 
other baked goods (Ezek. 4:12). It was used to make porridge (Ezek. 4:9) and to 
produce beer (sûeäk�aœr;  Isa. 29:9).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. O. BorowskO. Borowski, i, AgriculturAgriculture in Iron e in Iron Age IsraelAge Israel (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1987)ake, 1987ake, 1987); J. 1987); J. M. RenfrewM. Renfrew, , PalaeoethnPalaeoethnobotanyobotany (New York (New York, 1973)., 1973)., 1973).

Bibliography. O. Borowski, Agriculture in Iron Age Israel (Winona Lake, 
1987); J. M. Renfrew, Palaeoethnobotany (New York, 1973).

Oded BorowOded Borowskiski

Oded Borowski

BARNABASBARNABAS (Gk.  (Gk. BarnabaésBarnabaés)))

BARNABAS (Gk. Barnabaés)

Joseph, a Joseph, a highly-rephighly-reputed apostuted apostle active le active in (perhapin (perhaps founder s founder of) gentilof) gentile mission e mission as senior as seas senior parsenior partner to Satner to Saul/Paul. Hul/Paul. He was a die was a diaspora Levaspora Levite from Cite from Cyprus who yprus who sold a fiesold a field and donldfiefield and field and donated thdonated the proceedse proceeds to the ap to the apostles forostles for the commu the community-of-gonity-of-goods experiods experiods experimentexperiment in Jerusa in Jerusalem (Acts lem (Acts 4:36-37). 4:36-37). The apostlThe apostles nicknames nicknamed him Bared him Barnabas (accnabas (accnabas (according(according to Luke,  to Luke, “son of en“son of encouragemencouragement”); sincet”); since the name  the name probably mprobably means “son eans “soneans “son of Ne“son of Nebo” (a Syrbo” (a Syrian god), ian god), it may be it may be a pre-Chria pre-Christian namestian name from the  from the HellenistiHellenistic Diasporac HellenistiHellenistiHellenistic Diasporac Diaspora. Eusebius. Eusebius claims he claims he was one o was one of the Sevef the Seventy (nty (HEHE 1.12). 1.12). 1.12).

Joseph, a highly-reputed apostle active in (perhaps founder of) gentile mission as 
senior partner to Saul/Paul. He was a diaspora Levite from Cyprus who sold a 
field and donated the proceeds to the apostles for the community-of-goods 
experiment in Jerusalem (Acts 4:36-37). The apostles nicknamed him Barnabas 
(according to Luke, “son of encouragement”); since the name probably means 
“son of Nebo” (a Syrian god), it may be a pre-Christian name from the 
Hellenistic Diaspora. Eusebius claims he was one of the Seventy (HE 1.12).

�Paul impliPaul implies that Baes that Barnabas is rnabas is an apostlean apostle and has n and has no wife (1 o wife (1 Cor. 9:1-7Cor. 9:1-7; cf. Acts; cf. Acts 14:14). I ActsActs 14:14Acts 14:14). It cann). It cannot be knowot be known if Barnan if Barnabas particbas participated in ipated in the templethe temple cult, but cult, but his role  his  his role ihis role in Jerusalen Jerusalem made himm made him a natural a natural advocate  advocate for Saul wfor Saul who, after ho, after his converhis conversion, wantsioconverconversionconversion, wanted a, wanted an introducn introduction to thtion to the apostlese apostles (Acts 9:2 (Acts 9:27). After 7). After ChristianiChristianity had sprty hty had spreadhad spread outside P outside Palestine, alestine, Barnabas wBarnabas was sent toas sent to Antioch a Antioch as a leaders a leader; needing ; needing help, he bhehelp, he bhelp, he brought Saurought Saul from Tarl from Tarsus to asssus to assist him (Aist him (Acts 11:19-cts 11:19-26). Becau26). Because of theise of their roles inr rr roles in Aroles in Antioch andntioch and Syria/Cil Syria/Cilicia, theyicia, they were dele were delegated to cgated to carry a famarry a famine-reliefine-relief contribut cont contributicontribution to Jeruon to Jerusalem (Actsalem (Acts 11:27-30s 11:27-30).).).

Paul implies that Barnabas is an apostle and has no wife (1 Cor. 9:1-7; cf. 
Acts 14:14). It cannot be known if Barnabas participated in the temple cult, but 
his role in Jerusalem made him a natural advocate for Saul who, after his 
conversion, wanted an introduction to the apostles (Acts 9:27). After Christianity 
had spread outside Palestine, Barnabas was sent to Antioch as a leader; needing 
help, he brought Saul from Tarsus to assist him (Acts 11:19-26). Because of their 
roles in Antioch and Syria/Cilicia, they were delegated to carry a famine-relief 
contribution to Jerusalem (Acts 11:27-30).

�Barnabas aBarnabas and Saul, wnd Saul, with John Mith John Mark (Barnaark (Barnabas’ cousibas’ cousin; Col. 4:n; Col. 4:10), toure10), toured through d throud through Cythrough Cyprus, withprus, with Paul stil Paul still the junil the junior partneror partner; after Ma; after Mark left thrk left them Paul beem Paul began to takgan tgan to take fito take first place rst place (Acts 13:1(Acts 13:13, 43, 46,3, 43, 46, 50) as th 50) as they worked ey worked in Pamphylin Pamphylia, Lycaonia, Lycaonia, and Piia, aia, and Pisidiand Pisidia. Accordia. According to Lukeng to Luke, they use, they used synagogud synagogues as basees as bases and weres and were especiall especially successfy sy successfulsuccessful among “Go among “Godfearers” dfearers” and “proseand “proselytes.” Gelytes.” Gentiles in ntiles in Lystra werLystra were so impree so impree so impressed impressed that they that they addressed addressed Barnabas aBarnabas as Zeus ands Zeus and Paul as H Paul as Hermes (Actermes (Acts 14:8-18)s 14:8-18s 14:8-18), 14:8-18), implying Bimplying Barnabas’ carnabas’ continued sontinued seniority.eniority.eniority.

Barnabas and Saul, with John Mark (Barnabas’ cousin; Col. 4:10), toured 
through Cyprus, with Paul still the junior partner; after Mark left them Paul began 
to take first place (Acts 13:13, 43, 46, 50) as they worked in Pamphylia, Lycaonia, 
and Pisidia. According to Luke, they used synagogues as bases and were especially 
successful among “Godfearers” and “proselytes.” Gentiles in Lystra were so 
impressed that they addressed Barnabas as Zeus and Paul as Hermes (Acts 
14:8-18), implying Barnabas’ continued seniority.

�On returniOn returning to theing to their base at r base at Antioch thAntioch they reporteey reported on Gentid on Gentile responsle response to the Ce to te to the Christthe Christian messagian message (Acts 14e (Acts 14:24-28). T:24-28). This led tohis led to debates o debates over circumver circumcision witcision with “some frh witwith “somewith “some from Jude from Judea,” first a,” first in Antiochin Antioch and then  and then in Jerusalin Jerusalem (Acts 1em (Acts 15:1-21). I5:1-21). In Jerusalen Jen Jerusalem Jerusalem Barnabas aBarnabas again took gain took first placfirst place, no doube, no doubt because t because of his staof his stature; the ture; the council’s councouncil’s council’s decision wdecision was sent toas sent to Christian Christians in Antios in Antioch, Syria,ch, Syria, and Cilic and Cilicia (Acts 1ia (Acts 15:22-29).5:22-2115:22-29).15:22-29).

On returning to their base at Antioch they reported on Gentile response to 
the Christian message (Acts 14:24-28). This led to debates over circumcision 



with “some from Judea,” first in Antioch and then in Jerusalem (Acts 15:1-21). In 
Jerusalem Barnabas again took first place, no doubt because of his stature; the 
council’s decision was sent to Christians in Antioch, Syria, and Cilicia (Acts 
15:22-29).

�This Acts This Acts tradition tradition is both suis both supported bypported by and in te and in tension withnsion with Paul’s ac Paul’s account in Gcount in count in Gal. 2:in Gal. 2:1-15. Barn1-15. Barnabas and Pabas and Paul partedaul parted company s company soon after oon after returning returning to Antiochto Antioch, though t, AntiochAntioch, tAntioch, though the hough the reasons gireasons given are raven are radically didically different: ifferent: in Acts oven Acts over John Marr John Mark, in Galak, ik, in Galatiain Galatians over tans over table matterble matters (Acts 15s (Acts 15:30-41; Ga:30-41; Gal. 2:11-14l. 2:11-14). Paul wa). Paul was ambivales ambivalent to Barnnt tnt to Barnabato Barnabas: hostiles: hostile in Gal. 2 in Gal. 2:13, frien:13, friendly in 1 Cdly in 1 Cor. 9:6, nor. 9:6, neutral in eutral in Gal. 2:1, Gal. 2:1, 9. It is i9. It is impossible miimpossibleimpossible to descri to describe Barnababe Barnabas’ theologs’ theological viewsical views...

This Acts tradition is both supported by and in tension with Paul’s account 
in Gal. 2:1-15. Barnabas and Paul parted company soon after returning to 
Antioch, though the reasons given are radically different: in Acts over John Mark, 
in Galatians over table matters (Acts 15:30-41; Gal. 2:11-14). Paul was ambivalent 
to Barnabas: hostile in Gal. 2:13, friendly in 1 Cor. 9:6, neutral in Gal. 2:1, 9. It is 
impossible to describe Barnabas’ theological views.

�The Acts aThe Acts and Epistlend Epistle of Barnab of Barnabas do not as do not stem from stem from him. Some him. Some argue thatargue that Barnabas  Barn Barnabas wBarnabas wrote Hebrerote Hebrews.ws.ws.

The Acts and Epistle of Barnabas do not stem from him. Some argue that 
Barnabas wrote Hebrews.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. BrowR. E. Brown and J. Pn and J. P. Meier, . Meier, Antioch anAntioch and Romed Rome (New York (New York, 1983); A, 19, 1983); A. 1983); A. von Harnacvon Harnack, k, Mission anMission and Expansiod Expansion of Chrisn of Christianitytianity (New York (New York, 1961), 5, 1961), 58–59; G. L8–5558–59; G. 58–59; G. Lüdemann, Lüdemann, OppositionOpposition to Paul i to Paul in Jewish Cn Jewish Christianithristianityy (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1989)lis, 1989); L. H. Ma; L. H; L. H. Martin,H. Martin, “Gods or  “Gods or AmbassadorAmbassadors of God? s of God? Barnabas aBarnabas and Paul innd Paul in Lystra,”  Lystra,” NTSNTS 41 (1995) 41 (1 41 (1995): 15(1995): 152–56; J. H2–56; J. H. Schütz, . Schütz, Paul and tPaul and the Anatomyhe Anatomy of Aposto of Apostolic Authorlic Authorityity (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1975).e,(Cambridg(Cambridge(Cambridge, 1975)., 1975)., 1975).

Bibliography. R. E. Brown and J. P. Meier, Antioch and Rome (New York, 
1983); A. von Harnack, Mission and Expansion of Christianity (New York, 1961), 
58–59; G. Lüdemann, Opposition to Paul in Jewish Christianity (Minneapolis, 1989); L. 
H. Martin, “Gods or Ambassadors of God? Barnabas and Paul in Lystra,” NTS 41 
(1995): 152–56; J. H. Schütz, Paul and the Anatomy of Apostolic Authority 
(Cambridge, 1975).
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BARNABAS, BARNABAS, ACTS OFACTS OFACTS OF

BARNABAS, ACTS OF

A 5th- or A 5th- or 6th-centur6th-century y C.E.C.E. legendary legendary account i account in Greek, pn Greek, purporting urporting to be writto be written by Johten byten by John Maby John Mark. It recrk. It recounts Barnounts Barnabas’ travabas’ travels with Pels with Paul (both aul (both are apostlare apostles) and hies) and his martyrdos ms martyrdom martyrdom in a hippoin a hippodrome, havdrome, having been ting been taken from aken from a synagogua synagogue.e.e.

A 5th- or 6th-century C.E. legendary account in Greek, purporting to be written 
by John Mark. It recounts Barnabas’ travels with Paul (both are apostles) and his 
martyrdom in a hippodrome, having been taken from a synagogue.

Peter RichPeter Richardsonardson

Peter Richardson

BARNABAS, BARNABAS, EPISTLE OFEPISTLE OF

BARNABAS, EPISTLE OF

An anonymoAn anonymous Christius Christian writingan writing from 70–1 from 70–135 35 C.E.C.E., with som, with some epistolae epistolary featurery features but betts bs but betterbut better understoo understood as a homd as a homily. It waily. It was includeds included in some N in some NT texts (ST texts (Sinaiticus)inaiticus), presumab, p, presumablypresumably because o because of Barnabasf Barnabas’ stature ’ stature as an aposas an apostle.tle.tle.

An anonymous Christian writing from 70–135 C.E., with some epistolary features 
but better understood as a homily. It was included in some NT texts (Sinaiticus), 
presumably because of Barnabas’ stature as an apostle.

�A Syrian-PA Syrian-Palestinianalestinian provenanc provenance is incree is increasingly suasingly suggested, bggested, based on vaased on various allurious allrious allusions allusions (Ep. Barn.(Ep. Barn. 4:10; 9:6 4:10; 9:6) and prot) and proto-rabbinico-rabbinic associati associations (7:6, ons (7:6, 8, 10; 8:18, 10; 8:1), though ), thou), though a mthough a majority haajority have locatedve located it in Egy it in Egypt becausept because of exeget of exegetical affinical affinities withities with Alexandri Alex AlexandriaAlexandria. Asia Min. Asia Minor has alsor has also been proo been proposed. Itsposed. Its date foll date follows from tows from the interprhe interpretation ofetinterprinterpretainterpretation of 16tion of 16:1–5; 4:4–:1–5; 4:4–5, as well5, as well as from w as from whether thehether the author us author used canoniced canonical documenalcanoniccanonical canonical documents.documents. A majorit A majority date it y date it sometime nsometime near the Seear the Second Revolcond Revolt (132–135t (132–13t (132–135),(132–135), though th though the late 90se late 90s seems mor seems more likely, e likely, while a fewhile a few date it w date it to the 70sto the 70s...

A Syrian-Palestinian provenance is increasingly suggested, based on various 
allusions (Ep. Barn. 4:10; 9:6) and proto-rabbinic associations (7:6, 8, 10; 8:1), 
though a majority have located it in Egypt because of exegetical affinities with 
Alexandria. Asia Minor has also been proposed. Its date follows from the 
interpretation of 16:1–5; 4:4–5, as well as from whether the author used 
canonical documents. A majority date it sometime near the Second Revolt 
(132–135), though the late 90s seems more likely, while a few date it to the 70s.

�The book hThe book has no specas no specific addreific address. It is ss. It is addressed addressed to both “sto both “sons and daons and daughters” (ughtersdadaughters”daughters” (1:1), th (1:1), the only eare only early Christily Christian work toan work to do so, th do so, though this ough this emphasis demphasis disappears.isaddisappearsdisappears. The Chur. The Church’s relatch’s relationship toionship to Judaism w Judaism was a contras a controversial ioversial issue for tssue for the communihe tthe communthe community, probaity, probably mixed bly mixed Jewish- anJewish- and Gentile-d Gentile-Christian.Christian. The autho The author was a Ger was a Gr was a Gentile ChGentile Christian, pristian, perhaps preerhaps previously a viously a Godfearer Godfearer or proselyor proselyte. The aute. The author knew thor knew Judaism weJJudaism weJudaism well and perll and perceived it ceived it as a threaas a threat, feelingt, feeling compelled compelled to counte to counter its attrr its attractions. Tactionattrattractionattractions. The tras. The traditional aditional attributionttribution to the Ba to the Barnabas of rnabas of Acts and PActs and Paul cannotaul cannot be correc be  be correctbe correct...

The book has no specific address. It is addressed to both “sons and 
daughters” (1:1), the only early Christian work to do so, though this emphasis 
disappears. The Church’s relationship to Judaism was a controversial issue for 



the community, probably mixed Jewish- and Gentile-Christian. The author was a 
Gentile Christian, perhaps previously a Godfearer or proselyte. The author knew 
Judaism well and perceived it as a threat, feeling compelled to counter its 
attractions. The traditional attribution to the Barnabas of Acts and Paul cannot 
be correct.

�The work, The work, which makewhich makes extensivs extensive use of ee use of earlier traarlier traditions, cditions, comprises aomprises a homily (2 homily homily (2—homily (2—16) and a 16) and a “two-ways”“two-ways” document  document (18—20) — (18—20) — the latterthe latter probably  probably sharing a sharinsharing a sharing a common soucommon source with Drce with Did. 1—5 — id. 1—5 — held togetheld together by an her by an introductiintroduction, transion, tranon, transitiontransitional passageal passage, and conc, and conclusion (1,lusion (1, 17, 21) w 17, 21) with some eith some epistolary pistolary elements. elements. It is partIt is It is part ofis part of a develop a developing Christing Christian exegetian exegetical tradiical tradition in ittion in its dependens dependence upon OTce upon OT Scripture Sc Scripture,Scripture, mostly th mostly the LXX, thoe LXX, though it is ugh it is more than more than a pastichea pastiche of unrela of unrelated traditted traditions. The iontradittraditionstraditions. The homi. The homily-like maly-like material in terial in 2—16 is ch2—16 is chiastic in iastic in structure:structure: sacrifice sacrifice/temple (1/templsacrificesacrifice/sacrifice/temple (1:temple (1:8—2:10; 168—2:10; 16), fasting), fasting/sabbath (/sabbath (3:1—4:6a; 3:1—4:6a; 15), coven15), covenant (4:6b—ant (4:6b—6:19; 13—16:(4:6b—(4:6b—6:19(4:6b—6:19; 13—14), ; 13—14), atonement atonement (7—8; 12),(7—8; 12), circumcis circumcision/baptision/baptism (9—10; 1m (9—10; 11).1).1).

The work, which makes extensive use of earlier traditions, comprises a 
homily (2—16) and a “two-ways” document (18—20) — the latter probably 
sharing a common source with Did. 1—5 — held together by an introduction, 
transitional passage, and conclusion (1, 17, 21) with some epistolary elements. It 
is part of a developing Christian exegetical tradition in its dependence upon OT 
Scripture, mostly the LXX, though it is more than a pastiche of unrelated 
traditions. The homily-like material in 2—16 is chiastic in structure: 
sacrifice/temple (1:8—2:10; 16), fasting/sabbath (3:1—4:6a; 15), covenant 
(4:6b—6:19; 13—14), atonement (7—8; 12), circumcision/baptism (9—10; 11).

�A typologiA typological-allegocal-allegorical interical interpretationrpretation of Script of Scripture dominaure dominates the eptes the epistle, seristle, serving a higvserserving a serving a high chrishigh christology (witology (with no inteth no interest in threst in the historice historical Jesus) al Jesus) and a stroand a strong ethicalng ethng ethical coethical concern, agancern, against the binst the background ackground of an immiof an imminent eschanent eschatology andtology and a strong  a strong convictioncoconvictionconviction that Isra that Israel’s role el’s role in God’s sin God’s scheme has cheme has become pasbecome passé. Christsé. Christians have ians have knowledge knknowledge knowledge (gnoœésis)(gnoœésis) of past,  of past, present, apresent, and future.nd future. Much of B Much of Barnabas’ sarnabas’ significancignificancssignificansignificance lies ince lies in the convi the convictions it ctions it has embrachas embraced (eighthed (eighth-day obser-day observance, bapvance, baptism, atontismbapbaptism, abaptism, atoning deatoning death of Jesuth of Jesus, Lord’s s, Lord’s Supper) anSupper) and those itd those it has firml has firmly rejectedy rejected (fasting  (fas (fasting a(fasting and food land food laws, sabbatws, sabbath, circumch, circumcision, sacision, sacrifice, terifice, temple). Barmple). Barnabas warnnabas warns against s agas against beagainst being “shipwing “shipwrecked by recked by proselytisproselytism to theirm to their law” (3:6 law” (3:6), while s), while standing getanding generally winergegenerally generally within a hwithin a halakhic tralakhic tradition (2adition (2:6; 5:9); :6; 5:9); the covenathe covenant cannot nt cannot be “both tbe “both theirs and heirsttheirs andtheirs and ours; it  ours; it is ours” (is ours” (4:6). Ther4:6). There is little is little evidencee evidence of famili of familiarity witharity with canonical canonica canonical canonical NT texts, NT texts, but there but there are similaare similarities witrities with Mattheanh Matthean tradition traditions. Barnabas. Barnabas is part s is s is part ofis part of the devel the development (Maopment (Matthew, Hebtthew, Hebrews, Melirews, Melito) stressto) stressing differing differentiation entiation from Judaifrofrom Judaifrom Judaism that lesm that led ultimated ultimately in an aly in an anti-Judaicnti-Judaic direction direction...

A typological-allegorical interpretation of Scripture dominates the epistle, 
serving a high christology (with no interest in the historical Jesus) and a strong 
ethical concern, against the background of an imminent eschatology and a strong 
conviction that Israel’s role in God’s scheme has become passé. Christians have 
knowledge (gnoœésis) of past, present, and future. Much of Barnabas’ 
significance lies in the convictions it has embraced (eighth-day observance, 
baptism, atoning death of Jesus, Lord’s Supper) and those it has firmly rejected 
(fasting and food laws, sabbath, circumcision, sacrifice, temple). Barnabas warns 
against being “shipwrecked by proselytism to their law” (3:6), while standing 
generally within a halakhic tradition (2:6; 5:9); the covenant cannot be “both 
theirs and ours; it is ours” (4:6). There is little evidence of familiarity with 
canonical NT texts, but there are similarities with Matthean traditions. Barnabas 
is part of the development (Matthew, Hebrews, Melito) stressing differentiation 
from Judaism that led ultimately in an anti-Judaic direction.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. W. BarnL. W. Barnard, “The ard, “The ‘Epistle o‘Epistle of Barnabasf Barnabas’ and Its ’ and Its ContemporaContemporContemporaContemporary Settingry Setting,” ,” ANRWANRW II.27,1 ( II.27,1 (Berlin, 19Berlin, 1993): 159–293): 159–207; J. C. 07; J. C. Paget, Paget, The EpistlThe EpisThe Epistle ofEpistle of Barnabas. Barnabas. WUNT 2/64 WUNT 2/64 (Tübingen (Tübingen, 1993); P, 1993); P. Richards. Richardson and M. on and M. B. ShuksteB. ShuksteB. Shukster, Shukster, “Barnabas,“Barnabas, Nerva, an Nerva, and the Yavnd the Yavnean Rabbisean Rabbis,” ,” JTSJTS  N.S.N.S. 34 (1983) 34 (1983): 31–55; S: 31–55; S. G. Wilso. SS. G. WilsS. G. Wilson, on, Related StRelated Strangers: Jrangers: Jews and Chews and Christians 7ristians 70–1700–170  C.E.C.E. (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1995phia, 1995), ch. 4.),19951995), ch.1995), ch. 4. 4. 4.

Bibliography. L. W. Barnard, “The ‘Epistle of Barnabas’ and Its 
Contemporary Setting,” ANRW II.27,1 (Berlin, 1993): 159–207; J. C. Paget, The 
Epistle of Barnabas. WUNT 2/64 (Tübingen, 1993); P. Richardson and M. B. 
Shukster, “Barnabas, Nerva, and the Yavnean Rabbis,” JTS N.S. 34 (1983): 31–55; 
S. G. Wilson, Related Strangers: Jews and Christians 70–170 C.E. (Philadelphia, 
1995), ch. 4.
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BARSABBASBARSABBAS (Gk.  (Gk. BarsabbasBarsabbas)))

BARSABBAS (Gk. Barsabbas)

�1.1. Surname o Surname of Joseph (f Joseph (cf. Aram. cf. Aram. bar-sûeïb�bar-sûeïb�aœ},aœ}, “son of t “son of the sabbathhe sabbath”), also s”), also”), also surnaalso surnamed Justusmed Justus (Lat. “th (Lat. “the just onee just one”). Lots w”). Lots were cast tere cast to determino determine whether e whether he or Matthehe or Matthe or Matthias wouldhias would replace J replace Judas Iscarudas Iscariot as an iot as an apostle (Aapostle (Acts 1:23).cts 1:23).

1. Surname of Joseph (cf. Aram. bar-sûeïb�aœ},  “son of the sabbath”), 
also surnamed Justus (Lat. “the just one”). Lots were cast to determine whether 
he or Matthias would replace Judas Iscariot as an apostle (Acts 1:23).



�2.2. Surname o Surname of Judas, wf Judas, who was senho was sent with Silt with Silas to assias to assist Paul anst Paul and Barnabasd Barnabas at Antioc at An at Antioch (AAntioch (Acts 15:22)cts 15:22). Like Sil. Like Silas, he wasas, he was a prophet a prophet (Acts 15: (Acts 15:32).32).

2. Surname of Judas, who was sent with Silas to assist Paul and Barnabas at 
Antioch (Acts 15:22). Like Silas, he was a prophet (Acts 15:32).

BARTHOLOMEBARTHOLOMEWW (Gk.  (Gk. BartholomaBartholomaiíosiíos)))

BARTHOLOMEW (Gk. Bartholomaiíos)

One of JesOne of Jesus’ originus’ original 12 discal 12 disciples accoiples according to trding to the Synoptihe Synoptic Gospels c Gospels and Acts. and Acts. Some scholSomSome scholSome scholars identiars identify him witfy him with the Nathh the Nathanael of Janael of John 1:45-4ohn 1:45-46 whom Phi6 whom Philip broughlip broughlip brought tobrought to Jesus. Th Jesus. The reasons e reasons are: (1) Bare: (1) Bartholomewartholomew is paired is paired with Phil with Philip in all ip in all three Synothrethree Synothree Synoptic listsptic lists. (2) The . (2) The name (fromname (from Aram.  Aram. bar toœlmabar toœlmay,y, “son of T “son of Talmai”) apalmai”) apalmai”) appears toappears to be incomp be incomplete witholete without a persout a personal name pnal name preceding ireceding it. (3) Bart. (3) Bartholomew itholomew BarBartholomeBartholomew is neverw is never mentioned mentioned in John,  in John, nor is Natnor is Nathanael menhanael mentioned in tioned in the Synoptthe Synopthe Synoptics.Synoptics. Pending f Pending further eviurther evidence, howdence, however, thisever, this identific identification is sation is speculativepeculative...

One of Jesus’ original 12 disciples according to the Synoptic Gospels and Acts. 
Some scholars identify him with the Nathanael of John 1:45-46 whom Philip 
brought to Jesus. The reasons are: (1) Bartholomew is paired with Philip in all 
three Synoptic lists. (2) The name (from Aram. bar toœlmay, “son of Talmai”) 
appears to be incomplete without a personal name preceding it. (3) 
Bartholomew is never mentioned in John, nor is Nathanael mentioned in the 
Synoptics. Pending further evidence, however, this identification is speculative.

�A traditioA tradition mentionen mentioned by Eusebd by Eusebius associius associates Barthates Bartholomew witolomew with missionah missionary work inry wry work in Inwork in India. Anothdia. Another traditier tradition places on places him as a mhim as a missionary issionary in the regin the region of theion of the Bosporus. Bos Bosporus. Bosporus. Eusebius aEusebius also stateslso states that Bart that Bartholomew leholomew left a copy ft a copy of Matthewof Matthew’s Gospel ’s Gospel in the Hebiin the Hebin the Hebrew languarew language. If sucge. If such a writinh a writing ever exig ever existed, no msted, no manuscript anuscript of it has of it has survived. survsurvived. survived. The whole The whole tradition tradition is questiois questionable, at nable, at best.best.best.

A tradition mentioned by Eusebius associates Bartholomew with missionary 
work in India. Another tradition places him as a missionary in the region of the 
Bosporus. Eusebius also states that Bartholomew left a copy of Matthew’s Gospel 
in the Hebrew language. If such a writing ever existed, no manuscript of it has 
survived. The whole tradition is questionable, at best.

Joe E. LunJoe E. Luncefordceford

Joe E. Lunceford

BARTHOLOMEBARTHOLOMEW, GOSPEL W, GOSPEL OFOFOF

BARTHOLOMEW, GOSPEL OF

An apocrypAn apocryphal Gospelhal Gospel mentioned mentioned in Jerome in Jerome’s comment’s commentary on Matary on Matthew (Jerothew (Jerome reportsme reme reports alreports also that Baso that Bartholomew rtholomew preached tpreached to the Indio the Indians and dians and died at Albaed at Albanopolis innopolis in Armenia). inin Armeniain Armenia). It was ). It was condemned condemned in the Gelin the Gelasian decrasian decree, referree, referred to in ted to in the works ohe works of Epiphanifoof Epiphanof Epiphanius the Moius the Monk, and mank, and may be quotey be quoted in the Pd in the Pseudo-Dionseudo-Dionysian writysian writings. Noneings. Nonings. None of thNone of this Gospel is Gospel has survivhas survived, thoughed, though some asso some associate it wciate it with the exith the extant Greektant Greek, Latin, a,GreekGreek, LatGreek, Latin, and Slin, and Slavonic Queavonic Questions of stions of BartholomeBartholomew.w.w.

An apocryphal Gospel mentioned in Jerome’s commentary on Matthew (Jerome 
reports also that Bartholomew preached to the Indians and died at Albanopolis 
in Armenia). It was condemned in the Gelasian decree, referred to in the works 
of Epiphanius the Monk, and may be quoted in the Pseudo-Dionysian writings. 
None of this Gospel has survived, though some associate it with the extant 
Greek, Latin, and Slavonic Questions of Bartholomew.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. K. ElliJ. K. Elliott, “The ott, “The Questions Questions of Bartholof Bartholomew and tomew and the Book ofhe Book ohe Book of the Resof the Resurrection urrection of Jesus Cof Jesus Christ by Bhrist by Bartholomewartholomew the Apost the Apostle,” le,” The ApocryThe Apocryphal New Tphal Nphal New TestamNew Testamentent (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1993), 6521993), 652–72.–72.–72.

Bibliography. J. K. Elliott, “The Questions of Bartholomew and the Book 
of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ by Bartholomew the Apostle,” The Apocryphal 
New Testament (Oxford, 1993), 652–72.
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BARTHOLOMEBARTHOLOMEW THE APOSW THE APOSTLE, BOOK TLE, BOOK OFOFOF

BARTHOLOMEW THE APOSTLE, BOOK OF

An apocrypAn apocryphal writinhal writing from theg from the 5th or 6t 5th or 6th century,h century, existing  existing only in seonly in several Coptveral Coptic manuscric CoptCoptic manCoptic manuscripts ouscripts of the medif the medieval perioeval period. Also knd. Also known as theown as the Book of t Book of the Resurrehe Resurrhe ResurrectiResurrection of Jesuon of Jesus Christ, s Christ, by Bartholby Bartholomew the Aomew the Apostle, thpostle, the work ince work includes, in ludes, in haphazard hhaphazard haphazard order, stoorder, stories aboutries about the risen the risen Christ an Christ and his descd his descent into hent into hell to redell to redeem, amongeemredredeem, amredeem, among othersong others, Adam. “D, Adam. “Doubting” Toubting” Thomas appehomas appears, alongars, along with his  with his son Siophason Sioson Siophanes,Siophanes, whom Thom whom Thomas raises as raises from the dfrom the dead in a fead in a faraway couaraway country beforntry before his own e his owe his own encounown encounter with tter with the resurrehe resurrected Jesuscted Jesus. The narr. The narrator, Bartator, Bartholomew, cholomew, commands hiommandccommands hcommands his son, whis son, who first heo first hears these ars these stories, tstories, to protect o protect them with them with great caregreat care from here f from heretfrom heretics and unics and unbelievers.believers.

An apocryphal writing from the 5th or 6th century, existing only in several 
Coptic manuscripts of the medieval period. Also known as the Book of the 
Resurrection of Jesus Christ, by Bartholomew the Apostle, the work includes, in 
haphazard order, stories about the risen Christ and his descent into hell to 
redeem, among others, Adam. “Doubting” Thomas appears, along with his son 
Siophanes, whom Thomas raises from the dead in a faraway country before his 
own encounter with the resurrected Jesus. The narrator, Bartholomew, 
commands his son, who first hears these stories, to protect them with great care 
from heretics and unbelievers.



Ira BirdwhIra Birdwhistellistell

Ira Birdwhistell

BARTIMAEUSBARTIMAEUS (Gk.  (Gk. BartimaiíoBartimaiíoss)))

BARTIMAEUS (Gk. Bartimaiíos)

The blind The blind beggar whobeggar who calls out calls out, “Son of , “Son of David, havDavid, have mercy one mercy on me,” and  me,” and whose sighwhose sighwhose sight Jesusight Jesus restoress restores after lea after leaving Jericving Jericho (Mark 1ho (Mark 10:46-52). 0:46-52). BartimaeusBartimaeus is not a  is not a proper nampropproper namproper name but an ie but an identificatdentification, “son ion, “son of Timaeusof Timaeus.”.”.”

The blind beggar who calls out, “Son of David, have mercy on me,” and whose 
sight Jesus restores after leaving Jericho (Mark 10:46-52). Bartimaeus is not a 
proper name but an identification, “son of Timaeus.”

�The BartimThe Bartimaeus storyaeus story concludes concludes the centr the central sectional section of Mark’s of Mark’s Gospel (M Gospel (Mark 8:22-1ark 8ark 8:22-10:528:22-10:52), which b), which begins withegins with Jesus’ en Jesus’ encounter atcounter at Bethsaida Bethsaida with anot with another blind her blind individualindindividualindividual (8:22–26) (8:22–26). Both per. Both pericopes noticopes not only conc only concern the reern the restoration storation of physicaof physical sight bul sl sight but sight but also are halso are highly symbighly symbolic of tholic of the ideal die ideal disciple. Basciple. Bartimaeus crtimaeus comes to seomes to see and belie ande and believand believe in Jesuse in Jesus, but he a, but he also “follolso “followed him onwed him on the way”  the way” to Jerusalto Jerusalem and theem and the cross (Ma cr cross (Marcross (Mark 10:52).k 10:52).k 10:52).

The Bartimaeus story concludes the central section of Mark’s Gospel (Mark 
8:22-10:52), which begins with Jesus’ encounter at Bethsaida with another blind 
individual (8:22–26). Both pericopes not only concern the restoration of physical 
sight but also are highly symbolic of the ideal disciple. Bartimaeus comes to see 
and believe in Jesus, but he also “followed him on the way” to Jerusalem and the 
cross (Mark 10:52).

�The MarkanThe Markan Bartimaeu Bartimaeus narrativs narrative is parale is paralleled withleled with minor dif minor differences iferences in Matt. 20n Matt.n Matt. 20:2Matt. 20:29-34 (9-34 (twotwo blind men blind men) and Luke) and Luke 18:35-43  18:35-43 (as Jesus (as Jesus entersenters Jericho), Jericho), but these but the but these Evanthese Evangelists dogelists do not ident not identify the blify the blind personind person(s).(s).(s).

The Markan Bartimaeus narrative is paralleled with minor differences in 
Matt. 20:29-34 (two blind men) and Luke 18:35-43 (as Jesus enters Jericho), but 
these Evangelists do not identify the blind person(s).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. J. AchtP. J. Achtemeier, “‘emeier, “‘And He FolAnd He Followed Him’lowed Him’: Miracles: Miracles and Disci and Disc and DiscipleshDiscipleship in Markip in Mark 10:46-52, 10:46-52,” ” SemeiaSemeia 11 (1978) 11 (1978): 115–45.: 115–45.: 115–45.

Bibliography. P. J. Achtemeier, “‘And He Followed Him’: Miracles and 
Discipleship in Mark 10:46-52,” Semeia 11 (1978): 115–45.
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BARUCHBARUCH (Heb.  (Heb. baœru®k�baœru®k�)))

BARUCH (Heb. baœru®k� )

�1.1. The son o The son of Zabbai. f Zabbai. He assisteHe assisted in the rd in the reconstructeconstruction of theion of the temple wa temple walls under lls unlls under the under the leadershipleadership of Nehemi of Nehemiah (Neh. 3ah (Neh. 3:20).:20).:20).

1. The son of Zabbai. He assisted in the reconstruction of the temple walls 
under the leadership of Nehemiah (Neh. 3:20).

�2.2. One of th One of the 80 leadee 80 leaders who ratrs who ratified the ified the covenant ocovenant of Nehemiahf Nehemiah (Neh. 10: (Neh. 10:6). As one6).10:10:6). As 10:6). As one of theone of the 22 signat 22 signatories of pories of priestly deriestly descent, Barscent, Baruch agreeduch agreed to strict to strict Torah obs Tora Torah obseTorah observance andrvance and abstinenc abstinence from exoe from exogamous congamous contacts withtacts with the “peop the “peoples of theles of tles of the land.”the land.”

2. One of the 80 leaders who ratified the covenant of Nehemiah (Neh. 
10:6). As one of the 22 signatories of priestly descent, Baruch agreed to strict 
Torah observance and abstinence from exogamous contacts with the “peoples of 
the land.”

�3.3. The son o The son of Colhozehf Colhozeh, listed i, listed in a censusn a census of Judean of Judean repatriat repatriates (Neh. 1es (Neh. 11:5). His 1:5). H1:5). His son MaHis son Maaseiah wasaseiah was one of th one of the chiefs oe chiefs of the provf the province who vince who volunteeredolunteered to live i to live in Jerusalen iin Jerusalin Jerusalem.em.em.

3. The son of Colhozeh, listed in a census of Judean repatriates (Neh. 11:5). 
His son Maaseiah was one of the chiefs of the province who volunteered to live 
in Jerusalem.

�4.4. The son o The son of Neriah, f Neriah, and grandsand grandson of Maason of Maaseiah. Barueiah. Baruch (“one wch (“one who is blesho is blessed”) is psedblesblessed”) blessed”) is presentis presented in the ed in the book of Jebook of Jeremiah as remiah as a close coa close companion anmpanion and scribe od scribe of the propf tf the prophethe prophet (Jer. 36t (Jer. 36:26, 32). :26, 32). He is a prHe is a prominent chominent character inaracter in chs. 32,  chs. 32, 36, 43, 4536, 43, 45...

4. The son of Neriah, and grandson of Maaseiah. Baruch (“one who is 
blessed”) is presented in the book of Jeremiah as a close companion and scribe of 
the prophet (Jer. 36:26, 32). He is a prominent character in chs. 32, 36, 43, 45.

�During theDuring the siege of  siege of Jerusalem Jerusalem by the Babby the Babylonians iylonians in early 58n early 587 7 B.C.E.B.C.E. Baruch pa Baruch participatedrpaparticipatparticipated in a bued in a business trasiness transaction bnsaction between Jeretween Jeremiah and emiah and Hanamel, JHanamel, Jeremiah’s eremiah’s cousin (Jecocousin (Jecousin (Jer. 32:12-1r. 32:12-15). The tr5). The transaction ansaction involved tinvolved the purchashe purchase of famile of familial land fial land for the puror thor the purposthe purpose of prevee of preventing the nting the loss of faloss of family propemily property. Jeremrty. Jeremiah entrusiah entrusted the deted the deeds of pureddedeeds of pdeeds of purchase tourchase to Baruch, w Baruch, who was insho was instructed totructed to place the place them in an “em in an “earthenwarearthenwar“e“earthenwa“earthenware jar, inre jar, in order tha order that they mayt they may last for  last for a long tima long time” (Jer. 3e” (Jer. 32:14). As 2:14). As a symbolica syma symbolic asymbolic act, the trct, the transaction ansaction serves to serves to illustrateillustrate that Juda that Judah would suh would survive the rvive the present trpresepresent trpresent tragedy and agedy and be rebuiltbe rebuilt and recon and reconfigured asfigured as a new-yet a new-yet-old commu-old community — beynity — benity — beyond exibeyond exile and disle and dislocation.location.location.

During the siege of Jerusalem by the Babylonians in early 587 B.C.E. Baruch 
participated in a business transaction between Jeremiah and Hanamel, Jeremiah’s 
cousin (Jer. 32:12-15). The transaction involved the purchase of familial land for 
the purpose of preventing the loss of family property. Jeremiah entrusted the 
deeds of purchase to Baruch, who was instructed to place them in an 
“earthenware jar, in order that they may last for a long time” (Jer. 32:14). As a 
symbolic act, the transaction serves to illustrate that Judah would survive the 
present tragedy and be rebuilt and reconfigured as a new-yet-old community — 



beyond exile and dislocation.

�In the fouIn the fourth year orth year of Jehoiakif Jehoiakim — a yearm — a year that sign that signals dangerals danger and the d and the dismantlingismantlinddismantlindismantling of Judahg of Judah’s social ’s social and symboland symbolic structuic structures — Barures — Baruch writes ch writes on a scrolon a scroll all of Jl al all of Jerall of Jeremiah’s oremiah’s oracles dateacles dated from thed from the “days of  “days of Josiah” toJosiah” to the prese the present (Jer. 3nt (Jer. 36:1-8). Je6:1-8)336:1-8). J36:1-8). Jeremiah’s eremiah’s scribe thescribe then reads thn reads the scroll ie scroll in the tempn the temple on a hole on a holy day, sily day, since the prnce thnce the prophethe prophet himself t himself is barred is barred from entrafrom entrance. Barucnce. Baruch’s readinh’s reading creates g creates considerabconsiderable “alarm”leconsiderabconsiderabconsiderable “alarm”le “alarm” among cou among court officiart officials, who asls, who ask Baruch tk Baruch to repeat to repeat the scroll’he scroll’s contentss cs contents icontents in their prn their presence. Afesence. After the scter the scroll is reroll is reread beforread before the royae the royal officiall officials, Jehudi s, Jehus, Jehudi theJehudi then reads itn reads it to King J to King Jehoiakim, ehoiakim, who systemwho systematically datically destroys itestroys it. Followin. Following the destg thg the destruthe destruction of tction of the scroll,he scroll, Jeremiah  Jeremiah dictates adictates another scrnother scroll to Baroll to Baruch with auch with additional dditaadditionaladditional material  material of like suof like substance (Jbstance (Jer. 36:32)er. 36:32)...

In the fourth year of Jehoiakim — a year that signals danger and the 
dismantling of Judah’s social and symbolic structures — Baruch writes on a scroll 
all of Jeremiah’s oracles dated from the “days of Josiah” to the present (Jer. 
36:1-8). Jeremiah’s scribe then reads the scroll in the temple on a holy day, since 
the prophet himself is barred from entrance. Baruch’s reading creates 
considerable “alarm” among court officials, who ask Baruch to repeat the scroll’s 
contents in their presence. After the scroll is reread before the royal officials, 
Jehudi then reads it to King Jehoiakim, who systematically destroys it. Following 
the destruction of the scroll, Jeremiah dictates another scroll to Baruch with 
additional material of like substance (Jer. 36:32).

�Some scholSome scholars discerars discern in Jeremn in Jeremiah’s dictiah’s dictation of sation of scrolls to crolls to Baruch impBaruch important cluortant cortant clues for clues for understandunderstanding the oring the origins of tigins of the book ofhe book of Jeremiah. Jeremiah. Among tho Among those who holse who holse who hold such hold such a view, tha view, there existsere exists little co little consensus asnsensus as to the co to the content of tntent of these hese Urtexts.Urtexts. Other sch O Other schoOther scholars, howelars, however, arguever, argue that the  that the genre and genre and TendenzTendenz of Jer. 3 of Jer. 36 preclude6 preclude judgments jud judgments judgments regarding regarding the historthe historical develical development of opment of the book. the book. For the laFor the latter, the tter, the pericope ipepericope ipericope is more thes more theological aological and didactind didactic than hisc than historical ortorical or referenti referential.al.al.

Some scholars discern in Jeremiah’s dictation of scrolls to Baruch important 
clues for understanding the origins of the book of Jeremiah. Among those who 
hold such a view, there exists little consensus as to the content of these Urtexts. 
Other scholars, however, argue that the genre and Tendenz of Jer. 36 preclude 
judgments regarding the historical development of the book. For the latter, the 
pericope is more theological and didactic than historical or referential.

�The remainThe remaining refereing references to Bances to Baruch in Jeruch in Jeremiah “foremiah “foreground” reground” his obediehis obedience and fance ance and faithfand faithfulness (cfulness (cf. the exem. the exemplary behaplary behavior of Etvior of Ethiopian Ebhiopian Ebed-melech ed-melech in Jer. 38in Jer. 38:7-13; 39::7-13838:7-13; 338:7-13; 39:15-18) i9:15-18) in contrastn contrast to the re to the rebellion anbellion and obduracyd obduracy of the na of the nation, whiction, which is on ith ish is on its is on its way to desway to destruction. truction. In ch. 45 In ch. 45 Baruch is Baruch is promised hpromised his life amis life amid a crumbid a crumbling worldling wling world. Notworld. Notwithstandiwithstanding this prng this promise, Baromise, Baruch, like uch, like Jeremiah, Jeremiah, must suffemust suffer profoundr profoundly as a relyprofoundprofoundlyprofoundly as a resu as a result of his lt of his vocation (vocation (Jer. 45:1-Jer. 45:1-5) and eve5) and eventually muntually must face thst face the same fate same same fate same fate as the Judas the Judean nationean nation: dislocat: dislocation and exion and exile to a file to a faraway lanaraway land (43:1–7)d (43:1–7)...

The remaining references to Baruch in Jeremiah “foreground” his obedience 
and faithfulness (cf. the exemplary behavior of Ethiopian Ebed-melech in Jer. 
38:7-13; 39:15-18) in contrast to the rebellion and obduracy of the nation, which 
is on its way to destruction. In ch. 45 Baruch is promised his life amid a crumbling 
world. Notwithstanding this promise, Baruch, like Jeremiah, must suffer 
profoundly as a result of his vocation (Jer. 45:1-5) and eventually must face the 
same fate as the Judean nation: dislocation and exile to a faraway land (43:1–7).

�Although BAlthough Baruch is aaruch is a relativel relatively minor fiy minor figure in thgure in the book of e book of Jeremiah, Jeremiah, Second TemSecond TSecond Temple conTemple constructionsstructions transform transform him into  him into an indepenan independent and pdent and principal crincipal character. haracter. Thus, whilTThus, whilThus, while Baruch ie Baruch is denied ts denied the prominehe prominence he so nce he so much desirmuch desired during ed during his lifetihis lifetime (Jer. 4mlifetilifetime (lifetime (Jer. 45:5)Jer. 45:5), he is ir, he is ironically ionically immortalizemmortalized in laterd in later Jewish li Jewish literature, terature, as 2 Barucas 2 Baruas 2 Baruch, whBaruch, which foreteich foretells his aslls his assumption.sumption.sumption.

Although Baruch is a relatively minor figure in the book of Jeremiah, Second 
Temple constructions transform him into an independent and principal character. 
Thus, while Baruch is denied the prominence he so much desired during his 
lifetime (Jer. 45:5), he is ironically immortalized in later Jewish literature, as 2 
Baruch, which foretells his assumption.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. BrueggeW. Brueggemann, “Themann, “The ‘Baruch C ‘Baruch Connection’onnection’: Reflecti: Reflections on Jerons on Jons on Jer 43:1-7Jer 43:1-7,” ,” JBLJBL 113 (1994 113 (1994): 405–20;): 405–20; R. P. Car R. P. Carroll, roll, Jeremiah.Jeremiah. OTL (Phil OTL (Philadelphia, adelphia, 1986); W. 19861986); W. 1986); W. L. HolladaL. Holladay, y, Jeremiah 1Jeremiah 1.. Herm (Phi Herm (Philadelphia,ladelphia, 1986);  1986); Jeremiah 2Jeremiah 2.. Herm (Min Herm (M Herm (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1989).is, 1989).
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BARUCH, BOOK OF

A five-chaA five-chapter pseudpter pseudepigraphicepigraphic work attr work attributed to ibuted to Baruch, thBaruch, the highly pe highly placed Jerulaced Jerusalem scrisaJeruJerusalem Jerusalem scribe whoscribe who appears i appears in the bookn the book of Jeremi of Jeremiah (Jer. 3ah (Jer. 32, 36, 43,2, 36, 43, 45). It i 45). It is preserves pres preserved preserved in the Grein the Greek LXX, whek LXX, where it immere it immediately fediately follows theollows the book of J book of Jeremiah. Beremiah. Beremiah. Bar. 1:1-3Bar. 1:1-3:8 and per:8 and perhaps the whaps the whole book hole book were transwere translated fromlated from a Hebrew  a Hebrew original. original. It is recoIIt is recoIt is recognized as gnized as canonical canonical by Roman Cby Roman Catholics aatholics and the Ortnd the Orthodox commhodox communities, bunities, commcommunitiecommunities, but clas, but classified amssified among the Apong the Apocrypha byocrypha by the Jewis the Jewish and Proth and Protestant comestant comestant communitiecommunities because s because it is not it is not part of thpart of the Hebrew Be Hebrew Bible.ible.ible.

A five-chapter pseudepigraphic work attributed to Baruch, the highly placed 
Jerusalem scribe who appears in the book of Jeremiah (Jer. 32, 36, 43, 45). It is 
preserved in the Greek LXX, where it immediately follows the book of Jeremiah. 
Bar. 1:1-3:8 and perhaps the whole book were translated from a Hebrew original. 



It is recognized as canonical by Roman Catholics and the Orthodox 
communities, but classified among the Apocrypha by the Jewish and Protestant 
communities because it is not part of the Hebrew Bible.

�Baruch mayBaruch may be divide be divided into foud into four uneven pr uneven parts, the arts, the first two first two of which aof which are prose are prosre prose and prose and the secondthe second two poetr two poetry: narratiy: narrative introduve introduction (1:1ction (1:1–14); pray–14); prayer of confer of confession andeconfconfessionconfession and repen and repentance (1:1tance (1:15—3:8); wi5—3:8); wisdom poem sdom poem of admonitof admonition and exion and exhortation hortatexexhortatioexhortation (3:9—4:4n (3:9—4:4); poem of); poem of consolati consolation and encon and encouragementouragement (4:5–5:9) (4:5–5:9). Though e. Though. Though eacThough each of the ph of the parts of Baarts of Baruch has aruch has a distincti distinctive style ave style and themes,nd themes, the autho the author has linkr hr has linkedhas linked the parts the parts with word with words, themes,s, themes, and tradi and traditions so ttions so that their hat their different different outlooks aoutlooutlooks aoutlooks and rhetorind rhetorical purposcal purposes work toes work together to gether to form a rheform a rhetorical antorical and literaryd literary unity whi u unity whicunity which moves frh moves from sufferiom suffering and repng and repentance foentance for sin (1:1r sin (1:15—3:8) to 5—3:8) to devotion tdevotion to wisdom aotto wisdom to wisdom and obedieand obedience to Godnce to God’s command’s commands (3:9–4:4s (3:9–4:4) and conc) and concludes withludes with encourage encou encouragemencouragement to endent to endurance andurance and the promi the promise of divise of divine intervene intervention (4:5ntion (4:5—5:9).—5:9).—5:9).

Baruch may be divided into four uneven parts, the first two of which are 
prose and the second two poetry: narrative introduction (1:1–14); prayer of 
confession and repentance (1:15—3:8); wisdom poem of admonition and 
exhortation (3:9—4:4); poem of consolation and encouragement (4:5–5:9). 
Though each of the parts of Baruch has a distinctive style and themes, the author 
has linked the parts with words, themes, and traditions so that their different 
outlooks and rhetorical purposes work together to form a rhetorical and literary 
unity which moves from suffering and repentance for sin (1:15—3:8) to devotion 
to wisdom and obedience to God’s commands (3:9–4:4) and concludes with 
encouragement to endurance and the promise of divine intervention (4:5—5:9).

�Baruch draBaruch draws upon anws upon and is part d is part of the traof the traditions ofditions of Israel as Israel as they deve they developed fromloped froloped from the Bfrom the Babylonian abylonian Exile throExile through the Seugh the Second Templcond Temple period: e period: cf. 1:15—3cf. 1:15—3:8 with Da:8 with D:8 with Dan. 9, JeDan. 9, Jeremiah, anremiah, and Deuterond Deuteronomy; 3:9—4omy; 3:9—4:4 with Jo:4 with Job 28 and tb 28 and the Wisdom he Wisdom tradition;traditiotradition;tradition; and 4:5—5 and 4:5—5:9 with Is:9 with Isa. 40-66. a. 40-66. The confesThe confession and psion and prayer of rrayer of repentance,epentance, which add w which addrwhich addresses God esses God with the lwith the liturgicalliturgically proper ty proper title “Lorditle “Lord,” is simi,” is similar to manlar to many Second Ty Sey Second TemSecond Temple prayerple prayers such as s such as Ezra 9:6-1Ezra 9:6-15; Neh. 1:5; Neh. 1:5-11; 9:5-5-11; 9:5-37; Dan. 937; Dan. 9; the Pray; the Prayer of AzarePrayPrayer of Prayer of Azariah (DAzariah (Dan. 3:3-22an. 3:3-22 LXX); and LXX); and the Words the Words of the Lu of the Luminaries (minaries (4QDibHam4QDibHa((4QDibHam(4QDibHama-ca-c). The wis). The wisdom poem idom poem identifies dentifies true wisdotrue wisdom with them with the biblical  biblical law (Torahlaw (Tolaw (Torah) an(Torah) and wise behd wise behavior withavior with obedience obedience to God’s  to God’s commandmencommandments, as do ts, as do other 2nd-other 2other 2nd-centur2nd-century books (ey books (e.g., Sir. .g., Sir. 24). Contr24). Contrary to manary to many sectariay sectarian polemican polemical texts, sl texts, such as thouchssuch as thsuch as those found ose found at Qumran,at Qumran, Baruch do Baruch does not dises not distinguish btinguish between thoetween those Jews whse Jews wse Jews who are fawho are faithful to ithful to a certain a certain way of keeway of keeping the lping the law and thoaw and those who arese who are unfaithfu unfaithful. The autl. Tl. The authorThe author invites a invites all Jews toll Jews to acknowled acknowledge the natge the nation’s sinfion’s sinfulness, reulness, repent, obeypent, obey the comma the the commanthe commandments, andments, and hope ford hope for divine as divine assistance isistance in a restorn a restored nation.ed nation. The autho The autho The author hasauthor has produced  produced a middle-oa middle-of-the-roadf-the-road, traditio, traditional theolonal theology for Isrgy for Israel to adhael to adhere to undereadhadhere to adhere to under all under all circumstancircumstances. Barucces. Baruch’s very gh’s very generality enerality and lack oand lack of originalf originality, for wity, fity, for which for which it has oftit has often been cren been criticized, iticized, made it atmade it attractive atractive and availabnd available to Jewsle to Jews of every  of ev of every inclevery inclination. Iination. It seems tot seems to have been have been especiall especially useful ty useful to Jews in o Jews in the Greek-the Greek-speaking DspeaGreek-Greek-speaGreek-speaking Diaspking Diaspora since ora since it surviveit survived in Greekd in Greek...

Baruch draws upon and is part of the traditions of Israel as they developed 
from the Babylonian Exile through the Second Temple period: cf. 1:15—3:8 with 
Dan. 9, Jeremiah, and Deuteronomy; 3:9—4:4 with Job 28 and the Wisdom 
tradition; and 4:5—5:9 with Isa. 40-66. The confession and prayer of repentance, 
which addresses God with the liturgically proper title “Lord,” is similar to many 
Second Temple prayers such as Ezra 9:6-15; Neh. 1:5-11; 9:5-37; Dan. 9; the 
Prayer of Azariah (Dan. 3:3-22 LXX); and the Words of the Luminaries 
(4QDibHama-c). The wisdom poem identifies true wisdom with the biblical law 
(Torah) and wise behavior with obedience to God’s commandments, as do other 
2nd-century books (e.g., Sir. 24). Contrary to many sectarian polemical texts, 
such as those found at Qumran, Baruch does not distinguish between those Jews 
who are faithful to a certain way of keeping the law and those who are unfaithful. 
The author invites all Jews to acknowledge the nation’s sinfulness, repent, obey 
the commandments, and hope for divine assistance in a restored nation. The 
author has produced a middle-of-the-road, traditional theology for Israel to 
adhere to under all circumstances. Baruch’s very generality and lack of originality, 
for which it has often been criticized, made it attractive and available to Jews of 
every inclination. It seems to have been especially useful to Jews in the 
Greek-speaking Diaspora since it survived in Greek.

�The book oThe book of Baruch if Baruch is extremels extremely difficuly difficult to date t to date because itbecause it provides  provides no certainno certano certain alcertain allusions tolusions to events co events contemporaryntemporary with the  with the author(s) author(s) and is couand is couched in trched in traditional adtrtraditionatraditional languagel language that has  that has a “timelesa “timeless” qualitys” quality. Modern c. Modern commentatorommentators do not ps do not place the clapplace the place the compositiocomposition of Barucn of Baruch in the Bh in the Babylonian abylonian period assperiod assigned it bigned it by the narry the narrative framatinarrnarrative narrative frame, butframe, but somewhere somewhere in the Gr in the Greco-Roman eco-Roman period froperiod from 300 m 300 B.C.E.B.C.E. to 135  to 13 to 135 135 C.E.C.E., and with, and within that tiin that time the Macme the Maccabean cricabean crisis in 167sis in 167–164 –164 B.C.E.B.C.E. has found has found favor rec favo favor recefavor recently. Thountly. Though Bar. 1:gh Bar. 1:15-2:18 is15-2:18 is literally literally related t related to Dan. 9:4o Dan. 9:4-19 as is -19 as is Bar. 5:5-9Bar. 5:5Bar. 5:5-9 to P5:5-9 to Pss. Sol. 1ss. Sol. 11, the evi1, the evidence for dence for dependencedependence and dates and dates is ambigu is ambiguous. The ious. The internal atnteiinternal ainternal atmosphere tmosphere of the booof the book and alluk and allusions to isions to its time ofts time of compositi composition are vagon are vague and conuevagvague and vague and contradictcontradictory.ory.ory.

The book of Baruch is extremely difficult to date because it provides no 
certain allusions to events contemporary with the author(s) and is couched in 
traditional language that has a “timeless” quality. Modern commentators do not 
place the composition of Baruch in the Babylonian period assigned it by the 
narrative frame, but somewhere in the Greco-Roman period from 300 B.C.E. to 
135 C.E., and within that time the Maccabean crisis in 167–164 B.C.E. has found 
favor recently. Though Bar. 1:15-2:18 is literally related to Dan. 9:4-19 as is Bar. 
5:5-9 to Pss. Sol. 11, the evidence for dependence and dates is ambiguous. The 



internal atmosphere of the book and allusions to its time of composition are 
vague and contradictory.

�The book oThe book of Baruch af Baruch as a whole s a whole is orienteis oriented toward Jd toward Jerusalem aerusalem and probablnd probably originaty ory originatedoriginated there. Th there. The goal of e goal of the prayerthe prayers and exhos and exhortations irtations is the rests the restoration oforation of Jerusalem Jer Jerusalem Jerusalem and its peand its people. The ople. The author(s) author(s) knew thoroknew thoroughly the ughly the biblical abiblical and Second nd Second Temple traTTemple traTemple traditions anditions and supported supported worship d worship at the temat the temple, the hple, the holiness ofoliness of Jerusalem Jerusalem, the rest,JerusalemJerusalem,Jerusalem, the resto the restoration of ration of Israel, anIsrael, and obediencd obedience to the Te to the Torah. The orah. The author(s) author(s) may have bmamay have bmay have been teacheeen teachers or offirs or officials in Jcials in Jerusalem, erusalem, part of a part of a learned cilearned circle devotrcle devoted to the ed toed to the stuto the study and prody and promotion of motion of the traditthe traditions of Isions of Israel. In trael. In the swirl ohe swirl of conflictf conflicts, dangerss, dangs, dangers, adangers, and changesnd changes in the He in the Hellenistic llenistic period Barperiod Baruch probabuch probably sought ly sought to influento influence the outceinflueninfluence influence the outloothe outlooks, commitks, commitments, andments, and policies  policies of the Jerof the Jerusalem leausalem leadership andership and people bd anand peopleand people by encour by encouraging adheaging adherence to trence to the traditihe traditional Deuteonal Deuteronomic thronomic theology, theology, teology, the wisdomthe wisdom of Israel of Israel articulat articulated in the ed in the Torah, andTorah, and the comma the commandments asndments as a guide f a guide for life.offor life.for life.for life.

The book of Baruch as a whole is oriented toward Jerusalem and probably 
originated there. The goal of the prayers and exhortations is the restoration of 
Jerusalem and its people. The author(s) knew thoroughly the biblical and Second 
Temple traditions and supported worship at the temple, the holiness of 
Jerusalem, the restoration of Israel, and obedience to the Torah. The author(s) 
may have been teachers or officials in Jerusalem, part of a learned circle devoted 
to the study and promotion of the traditions of Israel. In the swirl of conflicts, 
dangers, and changes in the Hellenistic period Baruch probably sought to 
influence the outlooks, commitments, and policies of the Jerusalem leadership 
and people by encouraging adherence to the traditional Deuteronomic theology, 
the wisdom of Israel articulated in the Torah, and the commandments as a guide 
for life.
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BARUCH, SEBARUCH, SECONDCOND  (SYRIAC AP(SYRIAC APOCALYPSE OOCALYPSE OF)F)F)

BARUCH, SECOND 
(SYRIAC APOCALYPSE OF)

A Jewish pA Jewish pseudepigraseudepigraphon in whphon in which Baruchich Baruch, the scri, the scribe of the be of the prophet ofprophet of Jeremiah, Jeremiah, is the re Jeremiah,Jeremiah, Jeremiah, is the recis the recipient of ipient of revelationrevelation concernin concerning the Babyg the Babylonian deslonian destruction otruction of Jerusalef Jef Jerusalem Jerusalem and the teand the temple in 58mple in 587 7 B.C.E.B.C.E. The autho The author of the tr of the text is actext is actually writually writing after ing afteing after the after the Roman destRoman destruction ofruction of Jerusalem Jerusalem in 70  in 70 C.E.C.E. and uses  and uses the earliethe earlier tragedy r tragedy to bring ttoto bring tto bring theologicalheological focus to  focus to the disastthe disaster of his er of his own time.own time.own time.

A Jewish pseudepigraphon in which Baruch, the scribe of the prophet of 
Jeremiah, is the recipient of revelation concerning the Babylonian destruction of 
Jerusalem and the temple in 587 B.C.E. The author of the text is actually writing 
after the Roman destruction of Jerusalem in 70 C.E. and uses the earlier tragedy 
to bring theological focus to the disaster of his own time.

�The main iThe main issue addressue addressed by Bassed by Baruch’s manruch’s many questiony questions, lamentss, laments, prayers,, prayers, and visio and v and visions, ivisions, is whether s whether or not theor not the disaster  disaster means thatmeans that the promi the promises of Godses of God to Israel to Israel have fail ha have failehave failed. Baruch d. Baruch gradually gradually comes to ucomes to understand,nderstand, and subse and subsequently tequently teaches the aches the people, thppeople, thpeople, that they haat they have not faive not failed.led.led.

The main issue addressed by Baruch’s many questions, laments, prayers, and 
visions, is whether or not the disaster means that the promises of God to Israel 
have failed. Baruch gradually comes to understand, and subsequently teaches the 
people, that they have not failed.

�The centerThe centerpiece of tpiece of the book cohe book consists of nsists of three visithree visions and dions and dialogues inalogues in which God which G which God revealGod reveals, with ins, with increasing dcreasing detail, howetail, how the promi the promises will bses will be fulfillee fulfilled (2 Bar. d (2 Bar. 22–30, 36–22–3022–30, 36–22–30, 36–43, 53–74)43, 53–74). In sum, . In sum, there willthere will be a univ be a universal distersal distress upon ress upon the earth,the earth, the Messi the the Messiathe Messiah will apph will appear, judgmear, judgment will tent will take place,ake place, the dead  the dead will be rawill be raised, the ised, the wicked wilwickewicked wilwicked will go to thl go to their tormeneir torment, and thet, and the righteous righteous will inhe will inherit a renerit a renewed earth.wed earth. It is cur It i It is curiousis curious that the  that the restoratiorestoration of the tn of the temple has emple has no place ino place in these cen these central visintral visions, for eons, foons, for earliefor earlier in the br in the book the eaook the earth was corth was commanded tommanded to open and  open and hide the thide the temple vessemple vesemple vessels unvessels until the entil the end time whed time when it wouldn it would be ordere be ordered to restod to restore them (6re them (6:6–9).:6–9).:6–9).

The centerpiece of the book consists of three visions and dialogues in which 
God reveals, with increasing detail, how the promises will be fulfilled (2 Bar. 
22–30, 36–43, 53–74). In sum, there will be a universal distress upon the earth, 
the Messiah will appear, judgment will take place, the dead will be raised, the 
wicked will go to their torment, and the righteous will inherit a renewed earth. It 
is curious that the restoration of the temple has no place in these central visions, 
for earlier in the book the earth was commanded to open and hide the temple 
vessels until the end time when it would be ordered to restore them (6:6–9).

�After eachAfter each of these  of these visions anvisions and dialogued dialogues, Baruch s, Baruch offers mesoffers messages of csages of consolationonsolaticconsolatioconsolation which grn which grow in theiow in their effectivr effectiveness as teness as the visionshe visions and dialo and dialogues grow gues grow more elabomomore elabomore elaborate. The rate. The people shopeople should not beuld not be so sad at so sad at what has  what has happened, happened, for a greafor a greafor a greater digreater distress is stress is coming witcoming with the shakh the shaking of theing of the entire cr entire creation. Theation. They should ey should persevere perspersevere persevere in the feain the fear of God, r of God, obey the Tobey the Torah and iorah and its teacherts teachers, trust is, trust in God’s men God’s mercy, and hrcmemercy, andmercy, and hope for  hope for good in thgood in the future.e future.e future.

After each of these visions and dialogues, Baruch offers messages of 
consolation which grow in their effectiveness as the visions and dialogues grow 
more elaborate. The people should not be so sad at what has happened, for a 
greater distress is coming with the shaking of the entire creation. They should 
persevere in the fear of God, obey the Torah and its teachers, trust in God’s 



mercy, and hope for good in the future.

�A concludiA concluding epistleng epistle (chs. 78– (chs. 78–87), writt87), written to the en to the nine and anine and a half trib half tribes of the es of the earlier Aseearlier Asearlier Assyrian capsyrian captivity, setivity, serves as a rves as a reprise ofreprise of the major the major themes of themes of the apoca the apocalypse, altlypseapocaapocalypseapocalypse, although, although it fails  it fails to mentionto mention any end t any end time role fime role for the Mesor the Messiah and esiah and even appearveneeven appeaeven appears to elimrs to eliminate the inate the idea that idea that the templethe temple vessels w vessels will be resill be restored (80:tored (80:2). Clearl2). C2). Clearly thClearly the role of e role of Torah has Torah has more contrmore controlling infolling influence oveluence over the thour the thought of thight of this author ts as author thaauthor than does then does the role of M role of Messiah or essiah or temple.temple.temple.

A concluding epistle (chs. 78–87), written to the nine and a half tribes of the 
earlier Assyrian captivity, serves as a reprise of the major themes of the 
apocalypse, although it fails to mention any end time role for the Messiah and 
even appears to eliminate the idea that the temple vessels will be restored (80:2). 
Clearly the role of Torah has more controlling influence over the thought of this 
author than does the role of Messiah or temple.

�The post-7The post-70 0 C.E.C.E. date of t date of the text ishe text is suggested suggested by textua by textual clues, sl clues, such as theuch as the prophecy  pro prophecy oprophecy of two destf two destructions oructions of the tempf the temple in ch. le in ch. 32. Howeve32. However, pre-70 r, pre-70 traditionatraditional materialltraditionatraditionatraditional materiall material is almost is almost certainly certainly employed  employed by the autby the author. The bhor. The book was prook was probably oriobprprobably oprobably originally riginally written inwritten in Hebrew in Hebrew in Palestine Palestine. It is ex. It is extant in ittant in its entiretys entirety only in S only in only in Syriac in Syriac translatiotranslation, though n, though a significa significant fragmeant fragment does exnt does exist in Greist in Greek.ek.ek.

The post-70 C.E. date of the text is suggested by textual clues, such as the 
prophecy of two destructions of the temple in ch. 32. However, pre-70 
traditional material is almost certainly employed by the author. The book was 
probably originally written in Hebrew in Palestine. It is extant in its entirety only 
in Syriac translation, though a significant fragment does exist in Greek.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. F. J. KA. F. J. Klijn, “2 (lijn, “2 (Syriac ApoSyriac Apocalypse ofcalypse of) Baruch,”) Baruch,”  OTPOTP 1 (Garden 1 (Garde 1 (Garden Ci(Garden City, 1983):ty, 1983): 615–52. 615–52. 615–52.

Bibliography. A. F. J. Klijn, “2 (Syriac Apocalypse of) Baruch,” OTP 1 
(Garden City, 1983): 615–52.

Randal A. Randal A. ArgallArgall

Randal A. Argall

BARUCH, THBARUCH, THIRDIRD  (GREEK APO(GREEK APOCALYPSE OFCALYPSE OF)))

BARUCH, THIRD (GREEK APOCALYPSE OF)

A pseudepiA pseudepigraphon ingraphon in which an  which an angel is sangel is sent to conent to console Barucsole Baruch, who is h, who is weeping ovweeping ovweeping over the dover the destructionestruction of Jerusa of Jerusalem. The alem. The angel seemsngel seems to offer  to offer consolatioconsolation by way on by way of distractf oof distracof distraction as hetion as he reveals “ reveals “the mysterthe mysteries of Godies of God” (3 Bar. ” (3 Bar. 1:8). The 1:8). The angel takeangel takes Baruch os Bas Baruch on Baruch on a guided ta guided tour to fivour to five heavens e heavens (chs. 2–16(chs. 2–16). At the ). At the end, the aend, the angel returngel returns Baruch ns Bns Baruch to Baruch to the earth the earth where Baruwhere Baruch praisesch praises God (ch.  God (ch. 17).17).17).

A pseudepigraphon in which an angel is sent to console Baruch, who is weeping 
over the destruction of Jerusalem. The angel seems to offer consolation by way 
of distraction as he reveals “the mysteries of God” (3 Bar. 1:8). The angel takes 
Baruch on a guided tour to five heavens (chs. 2–16). At the end, the angel returns 
Baruch to the earth where Baruch praises God (ch. 17).

�In the firIn the first three hst three heavens oneeavens one finds som finds some novel ine novel interpretatiterpretations of theons of the tower of  tower o tower of Babel, of Babel, the gardenthe garden of Eden,  of Eden, the Flood,the Flood, and the m and the movements oovements of the sun f the sun and moon. and moon.and moon. In tmoon. In the fourth he fourth heaven Barheaven Baruch sees tuch sees the souls ohe souls of the righf the righteous. Theteous. The angel Mic angel Michael descehMicMichael deMichael descends to scends to the fifth the fifth heaven in heaven in order to corder to collect theollect the virtues o virtues of the righf the righteous. Theteourighrighteous.righteous. The good  The good works are works are put in a hput in a huge bowl buge bowl by other any other angels, and gels, and Michael caMichael carries the rcacarries thcarries the bowl to e bowl to God. MichaGod. Michael returnsel returns with bles with blessings for sings for the rightethe righteous and cuous and curses for trsecucurses forcurses for those who those who do evil. do evil. do evil.

In the first three heavens one finds some novel interpretations of the tower 
of Babel, the garden of Eden, the Flood, and the movements of the sun and 
moon. In the fourth heaven Baruch sees the souls of the righteous. The angel 
Michael descends to the fifth heaven in order to collect the virtues of the 
righteous. The good works are put in a huge bowl by other angels, and Michael 
carries the bowl to God. Michael returns with blessings for the righteous and 
curses for those who do evil.

�The messagThe message of the be of the book is thaook is that God remat God remains in conins in control of thtrol of the world ane world and does rewd doed does rewardoes reward the righd the righteous and teous and punish thepunish the wicked. J wicked. Jerusalem aerusalem and the temnd the temple have bple have bple have been destrbeen destroyed, but oyed, but the angel the angel Michael caMichael carries out rries out a priestlya priestly service w service when he offhen he offers the viersoffoffers theoffers the virtues o virtues of the righf the righteous at tteous at the heavenlhe heavenly altar.y altar.y altar.

The message of the book is that God remains in control of the world and 
does reward the righteous and punish the wicked. Jerusalem and the temple have 
been destroyed, but the angel Michael carries out a priestly service when he 
offers the virtues of the righteous at the heavenly altar.

�The text iThe text is extant is extant in Greek ann Greek and Slavonicd Slavonic. While or. While originally wiginally written in ritten in Greek, theGreek, thGreek, the contenthe content of some t of some chapters achapters appears to ppears to be more rebe more reliably preliably preserved in served in the Slavonthe Slavonic versioniSlavonSlavonic vSlavonic version. Thersion. The text is e text is probably Jprobably Jewish, witewish, with some Chrh some Christian intistian interpolationerpolations. The plas. Ts. The place The place and date oand date of compositf composition are union are uncertain, acertain, although malthough many scholarny scholars favor a s favor a date in thddate in thdate in the 2nd cente 2nd century ury C.E.C.E.C.E.

The text is extant in Greek and Slavonic. While originally written in Greek, 
the content of some chapters appears to be more reliably preserved in the 
Slavonic version. The text is probably Jewish, with some Christian interpolations. 
The place and date of composition are uncertain, although many scholars favor a 
date in the 2nd century C.E.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. E. GaylH. E. Gaylord, Jr., ord, Jr., “3 (Greek “3 (Greek ApocalypseApocalypse of) Baruc of) Baruch,” h,” OTPOTP 1 (Garden 1 ( 1 (Garden Ci(Garden City, 1983):ty, 1983): 653–79. 653–79. 653–79.

Bibliography. H. E. Gaylord, Jr., “3 (Greek Apocalypse of) Baruch,” OTP 1 
(Garden City, 1983): 653–79.
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BARZILLAIBARZILLAI (Heb.  (Heb. barzillaybarzillay)))

BARZILLAI (Heb. barzillay)

�1.1. A Gileadi A Gileadite of Rogete of Rogelim who brlim who brought foodought food and suppl and supplies to Davies to David and hisid and his followers fol followers followers at Mahanaiat Mahanaim during Am during Absalom’s rbsalom’s rebellion (ebellion (2 Sam. 17:2 Sam. 17:27-29). Da27-29). David offerevid offered Barzilladoffereoffered Baoffered Barzillai a rzillai a permanent permanent residence residence in Jerusalin Jerusalem as a meem as a member of thmber of the royal coe royal court, but hurcocourt, butcourt, but he declin he declined the offed the offer becauseer because of his ad of his advanced agevanced age and asked and asked that his  that his son Chimhasonson Chimhason Chimham go in him go in his place. Ds place. David blessavid blessed Barzilled Barzillai before ai before proceedingproceeding to Jerusa to Jerusalem (2 SamlemJerusaJerusalem Jerusalem (2 Sam. 19(2 Sam. 19:31-40), a:31-40), and prior tnd prior to his deato his death instructh instructed Solomoned Solomon to favor  to favor Barzillai’BaBarzillai’Barzillai’s sons wits sons with a place h a place at the kinat the king’s table g’s table (1 Kgs. 2:(1 Kgs. 2:7).7).7).

1. A Gileadite of Rogelim who brought food and supplies to David and his 
followers at Mahanaim during Absalom’s rebellion (2 Sam. 17:27-29). David 
offered Barzillai a permanent residence in Jerusalem as a member of the royal 
court, but he declined the offer because of his advanced age and asked that his 
son Chimham go in his place. David blessed Barzillai before proceeding to 
Jerusalem (2 Sam. 19:31-40), and prior to his death instructed Solomon to favor 
Barzillai’s sons with a place at the king’s table (1 Kgs. 2:7).

�2.2. A Meholat A Meholathite whosehite whose son Adrie son Adriel married l married Saul’s dauSaul’s daughter Meraghter Merab (2 Sam. b (2 Sam. 21:8).2121:8).21:8).21:8).

2. A Meholathite whose son Adriel married Saul’s daughter Merab (2 Sam. 
21:8).

�3.3. A priest  A priest who marriewho married one of td one of the daughtehe daughters of Barzrs of Barzillai the illai the Gileadite Gileadite (likely (likely (likely (likely 1 1 above). Heabove). He adopted t adopted the name Bahe name Barzillai asrzillai as his own ( his own (Ezra 2:61 Ezra 2:61 = Neh. 7:6= Neh. 7:63; cf. 1 E3; 7:67:63; cf. 7:63; cf. 1 Esdr. 5:1 Esdr. 5:38). His s38). His sons were aons were among thosemong those excluded  excluded from the pfrom the priesthood riesthood as uncleanaas uncleanas unclean, failing , failing to provideto provide evidence  evidence of their pof their priestly geriestly genealogy (Enealogy (Ezra 2:59-6zra 2:59-63 = Neh. 73 = N3 = Neh. 7:61-Neh. 7:61-65). It is65). It is suggested suggested that Barz that Barzillai jeopillai jeopardized hiardized his priestlys priestly status by status by adopting  adoptin adopting tadopting the name ofhe name of a nonprie a nonpriestly familstly family.y.y.

3. A priest who married one of the daughters of Barzillai the Gileadite 
(likely 1 above). He adopted the name Barzillai as his own (Ezra 2:61 = Neh. 
7:63; cf. 1 Esdr. 5:38). His sons were among those excluded from the priesthood 
as unclean, failing to provide evidence of their priestly genealogy (Ezra 2:59-63 = 
Neh. 7:61-65). It is suggested that Barzillai jeopardized his priestly status by 
adopting the name of a nonpriestly family.

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson
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BASEMATHBASEMATH (Heb.  (Heb. baœsíeïmatbaœsíeïmat��)))

BASEMATH (Heb. baœsíeïmat� )

�1.1. One of Es One of Esau’s wivesau’s wives and mothe and mother of Reuelr of Reuel (Gen. 36: (Gen. 36:4, 13, 17)4, 13, 17). At Gen. . At Gen. 26:34 she 26:326:34 she 26:34 she is called is called a daughtera daughter of Elon t of Elon the Hittitehe Hittite, whereas , whereas at 36:3 shat 36:3 she is said e is said to be Ishmto be to be Ishmaelbe Ishmael’s daughte’s daughter (at 36:2r (at 36:2 Adah is c Adah is called the alled the daughter odaughter of Elon thef Elon the Hittite). Hittite). At Gen. 2 At G At Gen. 28:9 Gen. 28:9 Mahalath iMahalath is the names the name given the given the daughter  daughter of Ishmaelof Ishmael married t married to Esau.o Esau.o Esau.

1. One of Esau’s wives and mother of Reuel (Gen. 36:4, 13, 17). At Gen. 
26:34 she is called a daughter of Elon the Hittite, whereas at 36:3 she is said to 
be Ishmael’s daughter (at 36:2 Adah is called the daughter of Elon the Hittite). At 
Gen. 28:9 Mahalath is the name given the daughter of Ishmael married to Esau.

�2.2. The daugh The daughter of Solter of Solomon and womon and wife of Ahiife of Ahimaaz, Solomaaz, Solomon’s offimon’s officer in Napcer in Naphtali (1 KhtaNapNaphtali (Naphtali (1 Kgs. 4:11 Kgs. 4:15).5).

2. The daughter of Solomon and wife of Ahimaaz, Solomon’s officer in 
Naphtali (1 Kgs. 4:15).

BASHANBASHAN (Heb.  (Heb. baœsûaœnbaœsûaœn)))

BASHAN (Heb. baœsûaœn)

Although iAlthough its precisets precise boundarie boundaries changed s changed through tithrough time, the Bame, the Bashan genershan generally referally refers to the ss referrefers to refers to the slopinthe sloping, fertileg, fertile plateau o plateau of northernf northern Jordan, l Jordan, located E oocated E of the ancif the ancient Lake Hent Laent Lake HulehLake Huleh, the Sea , the Sea of Galileeof Galilee, and the , and the Upper JordUpper Jordan Valley.an Valley. Its eleva Its elevation varietion varies from 850s fros from 850–5from 850–500 m. (28000 m. (2800–1650 ft.0–1650 ft.) above se) above sea level. Wa level. When its mahen its maximum exteximum extent is consnt is connt is consideredconsidered, the Bash, the Bashan’s northan’s northern limit ern limit was the prwas the present al-Wesent al-Wa’arah, a a’arah, a rocky deserocky desert 24 km. rdesedesert 24 desert 24 km. (15 mikm. (15 mi.) SW of D.) SW of Damascus, wamascus, while its shile its southern liouthern limit was S mit was S of the Yarof the Yarmuk River mYarYarmuk RivYarmuk River (which er (which bisects thbisects the Bashan) e Bashan) at the poiat the point where tnt where the northerhe northern foothilln foothills of Gileasfoothillfoothills foothills of Gilead of Gilead begin to ebegin to emerge frommerge from the plate the plateau, ca. 8 au, ca. 8 km. (5 mi.km. (5 mi.) S of the) S of the present I pres present Irpresent Irbid-Mafraqbid-Mafraq highway. highway. highway.

Although its precise boundaries changed through time, the Bashan generally 
refers to the sloping, fertile plateau of northern Jordan, located E of the ancient 
Lake Huleh, the Sea of Galilee, and the Upper Jordan Valley. Its elevation varies 
from 850–500 m. (2800–1650 ft.) above sea level. When its maximum extent is 
considered, the Bashan’s northern limit was the present al-Wa’arah, a rocky 
desert 24 km. (15 mi.) SW of Damascus, while its southern limit was S of the 
Yarmuk River (which bisects the Bashan) at the point where the northern 
foothills of Gilead begin to emerge from the plateau, ca. 8 km. (5 mi.) S of the 
present Irbid-Mafraq highway.

�DecomposedDecomposed volcanics volcanics made the  made the soil of thsoil of the northerne northern Bashan ex Bashan extremely fetremely fertile for rtilfefertile fofertile for both natr both natural floraural flora and agric and agriculture. Thulture. Thus, in bibus, in biblical timelical times the regis the region was famon was fon was famous forfamous for its cattl its cattle, timber,e, timber, and agric and agriculture (Jeulture (Jer. 50:19; r. 50:19; Mic. 7:14;Mic. 7:14; Nah. 1:4; Nah. 1:4; Isa. 2:13 Isa. 2:1 Isa. 2:13; Ezek2:13; Ezek. 27:6; De. 27:6; Deut. 32:14;ut. 32:14; Ps. 22:12 Ps. 22:12[MT 13]; A[MT 13]; Amos 4:1).mos 4:1).mos 4:1).

Decomposed volcanics made the soil of the northern Bashan extremely 
fertile for both natural flora and agriculture. Thus, in biblical times the region was 



famous for its cattle, timber, and agriculture (Jer. 50:19; Mic. 7:14; Nah. 1:4; Isa. 
2:13; Ezek. 27:6; Deut. 32:14; Ps. 22:12[MT 13]; Amos 4:1).

�During OT During OT times, it times, it appears thappears the Bashan we Bashan was dividedas divided into at l into at least four east four subregionssubregiosubregionssubregions which cor which correspond farespond fairly closeirly closely with thly with the natural e natural topographytopography: (1) the : (1) the land of Gelanland of Geland of Geshur, corrshur, corresponding esponding to the norto the northern portthern portion of theion of the present G present Golan Heigholan Heigholan Heights, NHeights, NE of GalilE of Galilee; (2) thee; (2) the land of e land of Maacah, eqMaacah, equivalent tuivalent to the Golao the Golan Heights n Heights immediatelimmimmediatelimmediately E and SEy E and SE of the Ga of the Galilee; (3)lilee; (3) the Argob the Argob district  district in northeain northeast Bashan;st Bashan; (4) Havvo (4) (4) Havvot(4) Havvoth-jair, S h-jair, S of the Yarof the Yarmuk River muk River (Num. 32:4(Num. 32:41; Josh. 11; Josh. 12: 4, 5; 12: 4, 5; 13:30).3:30).3:30).

During OT times, it appears the Bashan was divided into at least four 
subregions which correspond fairly closely with the natural topography: (1) the 
land of Geshur, corresponding to the northern portion of the present Golan 
Heights, NE of Galilee; (2) the land of Maacah, equivalent to the Golan Heights 
immediately E and SE of the Galilee; (3) the Argob district in northeast Bashan; 
(4) Havvoth-jair, S of the Yarmuk River (Num. 32:41; Josh. 12: 4, 5; 13:30).

�According According to the OT,to the OT, the origi the original inhabinal inhabitants of Btants of Bashan wereashan were called th called the Rephaim.e Rephe Rephaim. TRephaim. The half-trhe half-tribe of Manibe of Manasseh tookasseh took possessio possession of the rn of the region, howegion, however, afteever, after defeatinrafteafter defeafter defeating Kingating King Og in the Og in the battle of battle of Edrei (Nu Edrei (Num. 21:33-3m. 21:33-35; Deut. 35; Deut. 3:1-11; Jos:1-11; Josh. 13:7, 8h. 1h. 13:7, 8, 113:7, 8, 12). Bashan2). Bashan technical technically remainely remained within td within the territohe territory of the ry of the northern knorthern kingdom aftingdkkingdom afkingdom after the seter the secession, bcession, but it consut it constantly chatantly changed handsnged hands during nu during numerous conmerous conmerous conflicts conflicts with Damaswith Damascus (1 Kgscus (1 Kgs. 22:3; 2 . 22:3; 2 Kgs. 8:28;Kgs. 8:28; 10:32, 33 10:32, 33; 14:25). ; 14:25). Tiglath-piTiglath-pileser III leser Tiglath-piTiglath-piTiglath-pileser III leser III finally mafinally made Bashan de Bashan into an Asinto an Assyrian depsyrian dependency afendency after his coter his conquest of nquecoconquest oconquest of Damascusf Damascus (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 15:29).5:29).5:29).

According to the OT, the original inhabitants of Bashan were called the 
Rephaim. The half-tribe of Manasseh took possession of the region, however, 
after defeating King Og in the battle of Edrei (Num. 21:33-35; Deut. 3:1-11; Josh. 
13:7, 8, 12). Bashan technically remained within the territory of the northern 
kingdom after the secession, but it constantly changed hands during numerous 
conflicts with Damascus (1 Kgs. 22:3; 2 Kgs. 8:28; 10:32, 33; 14:25). 
Tiglath-pileser III finally made Bashan into an Assyrian dependency after his 
conquest of Damascus (2 Kgs. 15:29).

�During theDuring the Greco-Rom Greco-Roman period an period the Bashanthe Bashan was divid was divided into thed into three distriree districts: (1) tcts: (cts: (1) the Ga(1) the Gaulanitis (ulanitis (which combwhich combined the fined the former terrormer territories ofitories of Geshur an Geshur and Maacah; d Maacah; (2) Batane((2) Batane(2) Batanea, which, a, which, although ialthough it preservet preserves the ancis the ancient name oent name of Bashan, f Bashan, actually ractually refers onlyeferrrefers onlrefers only to northy to northeastern Baeastern Bashan (OT Ashan (OT Argob) — sprgob) — specificallyecifically, the area, the area sandwiche sandwiched between dsandwichesandwichedsandwiched between t between the Gaulanihe Gaulanitis to thetis to the west and  west and the Jebel the Jebel Druze to tDruze to the east; (he east; (3) the Gad3((3) the Ga(3) the Gadarene Pladarene Plateau (soutteau (southern Bashahern Bashan), S of tn), S of the Yarmuk.he Yarmuk. The regio The region’s major n’s major cities durccities durcities during this ping this period incleriod included Seleuuded Seleucia, Hippocia, Hippos, Gamala,s, Gamala, Decapolis Decapolis, Abila, a, Abila, and Dion. Tnd Dnd Dion. The Dion. The Bashan wasBashan was in Nabata in Nabataean hands ean hands in the 2ndin the 2nd century  century B.C.E.B.C.E., until it, until it came unde came u came under the under the control ofcontrol of Herod the Herod the Great. It Great. It was then  was then ruled by hruled by his son Phiis son Philip and filip and finally by Anallfifinally byfinally by Agrippa I Agrippa II, its lasI, its last Jewish rt Jewish ruler.uler.uler.

During the Greco-Roman period the Bashan was divided into three districts: 
(1) the Gaulanitis (which combined the former territories of Geshur and Maacah; 
(2) Batanea, which, although it preserves the ancient name of Bashan, actually 
refers only to northeastern Bashan (OT Argob) — specifically, the area 
sandwiched between the Gaulanitis to the west and the Jebel Druze to the east; 
(3) the Gadarene Plateau (southern Bashan), S of the Yarmuk. The region’s major 
cities during this period included Seleucia, Hippos, Gamala, Decapolis, Abila, and 
Dion. The Bashan was in Nabataean hands in the 2nd century B.C.E., until it came 
under the control of Herod the Great. It was then ruled by his son Philip and 
finally by Agrippa II, its last Jewish ruler.

Randall W.Randall W. Younker Younker

Randall W. Younker

BASILIDES,BASILIDES, GOSPEL OF GOSPEL OF

BASILIDES, GOSPEL OF

A lost GosA lost Gospel attestpel attested by Origed by Origen (en (Hom. LukeHom. Luke 1.5.5–7)  1.5.5–7) as composeas composed by Basild by Basilides, a Chides, a Cides, a Christian Christian poet-philopoet-philosopher actsopher active in Aleive in Alexandria caxandria ca. 132–135,. 132–135, whose mov whose movement contement coement continued continued there intothere into the 4th c the 4th century, anentury, and whose ecd whose eclectic, wilectic, wide-rangingde-ranging writings, writings, including in including including some of thsome of the earlieste earliest commentar commentaries on theies on the NT, survi NT, survive only inve only in fragments fragments...

A lost Gospel attested by Origen (Hom. Luke 1.5.5–7) as composed by Basilides, a 
Christian poet-philosopher active in Alexandria ca. 132–135, whose movement 
continued there into the 4th century, and whose eclectic, wide-ranging writings, 
including some of the earliest commentaries on the NT, survive only in fragments.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H.-C. PuecH.-C. Puech, “The Goh, “The Gospel of Baspel of Basilides,” silides,” in in New TestamNew Testament Apocryent Apoent Apocrypha,Apocrypha, ed. W. Sc ed. W. Schneemelchehneemelcher and R. Mr and R. McL. WilsoncL. Wilson, rev. ed., rev. ed., 1 (Louis, 1 (Louisville, 199ville, 1991): 397–991)1991991): 3971991): 397–99; B. La–99; B. Layton, yton, The GnostiThe Gnostic Scripturc Scriptureses (Garden C (Garden City, 1987)ity, 1987), 417–44., 417–44., 417–44.

Bibliography. H.-C. Puech, “The Gospel of Basilides,” in New Testament 
Apocrypha, ed. W. Schneemelcher and R. McL. Wilson, rev. ed., 1 (Louisville, 
1991): 397–99; B. Layton, The Gnostic Scriptures (Garden City, 1987), 417–44.
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BASINBASINBASIN

BASIN

A shallow A shallow open vesseopen vessel, represel, represented by vanted by various Hebrrious Hebrew words. ew words. Heb. Heb. }a�g�art�a}a�g�art�a}a�g�art�a}a�g�art�aœlœl is probab is probably a baskely a basket (Ezra 1:t (Ezra 1:9), while 9), while }aggaœn}aggaœn indicates indicates a bowl (E a bowl  a bowl (Exodbowl (Exod. 24:6). H. 24:6). Heb. eb. mizraœqmizraœq (<  (< zaœraq,zaœraq, “sprinkle “sprinkle”) is a de”) is a deep bowl inep bowl into which wto whto which was which was poured thepoured the blood of  blood of the slaughthe slaughtered animtered animals to be als to be sprinkled sprinkled on the sidon the sides of the esidsides of tsides of the altar ohe altar of burnt off burnt offering (Exfering (Exod. 29:15;od. 29:15; cf. 38:3) cf. 38:3). Heb. . Heb. kiyyo®r nekiyyo®r neïh�oœsûet�ïh�oœneneïh�oœsûeneïh�oœsûet�t� designate designates the “bros the “bronze laver”nze laver” (so RSV)  (so RSV) situated bsituated between theetween the tent of m ten tent of metent of meeting and eting and the altar the altar used for cused for ceremonial eremonial washings (washings (Exod. 30:1Exod. 30:17-21; cf. 7-21; cf. 1 Kgs. 7:31 K1 Kgs. 7:38-Kgs. 7:38-39; 2 Chr.39; 2 Chr. 4:6). 4:6). 4:6).

A shallow open vessel, represented by various Hebrew words. Heb. 



}a�g�art�aœl  is probably a basket (Ezra 1:9), while }aggaœn indicates a 
bowl (Exod. 24:6). Heb. mizraœq (< zaœraq, “sprinkle”) is a deep bowl into 
which was poured the blood of the slaughtered animals to be sprinkled on the 
sides of the altar of burnt offering (Exod. 29:15; cf. 38:3). Heb. kiyyo®r 
neïh�oœsûet�  designates the “bronze laver” (so RSV) situated between the 
tent of meeting and the altar used for ceremonial washings (Exod. 30:17-21; cf. 1 
Kgs. 7:38-39; 2 Chr. 4:6).

�The vesselThe vessel (Gk.  (Gk. nipteäír,nipteäír, from  from niíptoœ,niíptoœ, “wash off “wash off”) in whic”) in which Jesus wah Jesus washed his dshed wawashed hiswashed his disciples disciples’ feet (Jo’ feet (John 13:5) mhn 13:5) may have beay have been a kind en a kind of basin, of basin, though northough normally the manornormally tnormally the Jews wahe Jews washed theirshed their feet by p feet by pouring watouring water over ther over them.em.em.

The vessel (Gk. nipteäír, from niíptoœ, “wash off”) in which Jesus 
washed his disciples’ feet (John 13:5) may have been a kind of basin, though 
normally the Jews washed their feet by pouring water over them.

�SeeSee  LAVER.LAVER.

See LAVER.

BASKETBASKETBASKET

BASKET

In biblicaIn biblical culturesl cultures, people u, people used basketsed baskets for carrs for carrying burdeying burdens and stons and storing materring materials. Baskials. matermaterials.materials. Baskets e Baskets existed in xisted in various sivarious sizes, some zes, some with handlwith handles or lidses or lids. Biblical. Biblical texts use texts  texts use texts use various Hevarious Hebrew wordsbrew words to refer  to refer to basketsto baskets. The . The salsal carried f carried food (Gen. ood (Gen. 40:16; Jud4040:16; Jud40:16; Judg. 6:19; Eg. 6:19; Exod. 29:3)xod. 29:3). The . The t�ene}t�ene} held food held food offerings offerings (Deut. 26 (Deut. 26:2). The :2). The keïlu®b�kekeïlu®b�keïlu®b� was a loo was a loosely wovensely woven basket (A basket (Amos 8:1; cmos 8:1; cf. Jer. 5:f. Jer. 5:27 “birdca27 “birdcage”). Heb.ge”). Heb.  du®d�ddu®d�du®d� refers to refers to different different types of  types of containerscontainers: cooking : cooking pots (Job pots (Job 41:20[MT 141:20[MT 12]), baske2]), b2]), baskets fobaskets for carryingr carrying burdens ( burdens (Ps. 81:6[7Ps. 81:6[7]) or the ]) or the heads of sheads of slaughteredlaughtered enemies ( enemies (2 Kgs. 10:2 K2 Kgs. 10:7)Kgs. 10:7). Infant M. Infant Moses was poses was placed in alaced in a  teäb�a®,teäb�a®, a sealed  a sealed papyrus bopapyrus box (Exod. 2x (Exod. 2:3, 5; :22:3, 5; 2:3, 5; teäb�a®teäb�a® refers to refers to Noah’s ar Noah’s ark in Gen. k in Gen. 6:14-9:18)6:14-9:18)...

In biblical cultures, people used baskets for carrying burdens and storing 
materials. Baskets existed in various sizes, some with handles or lids. Biblical 
texts use various Hebrew words to refer to baskets. The sal carried food (Gen. 
40:16; Judg. 6:19; Exod. 29:3). The t�ene}  held food offerings (Deut. 26:2). The 
keïlu®b�  was a loosely woven basket (Amos 8:1; cf. Jer. 5:27 “birdcage”). Heb. 
du®d�  refers to different types of containers: cooking pots (Job 41:20[MT 12]), 
baskets for carrying burdens (Ps. 81:6[7]) or the heads of slaughtered enemies (2 
Kgs. 10:7). Infant Moses was placed in a teäb�a®,  a sealed papyrus box (Exod. 
2:3, 5; teäb�a®  refers to Noah’s ark in Gen. 6:14-9:18).

�The NT menThe NT mentions two tions two types of btypes of baskets. Afaskets. After the feter the feeding of teding of the 5000, the 5000, the disciplhe dishe disciples disciples gathered 1gathered 12 baskets 2 baskets (Gk. (Gk. koœphinoikoœphinoi) of lefto) of leftovers (Mattvers (Matt. 14:20 = . 14:20 = Mark 6:43;Mark 6Mark 6:43; Luke6:43; Luke 9:17; Joh 9:17; John 6:13). An 6:13). After the ffter the feeding of eeding of the 4000, the 4000, they gathethey gathered leftovred leftovers in severs iers in seven in seven spyriídesspyriídes (Matt. 15 (Matt. 15:37 = Mark:37 = Mark 8:8, 20). 8:8, 20). The Evang The Evangelists maielists maintain a dintain a distinction stincdidistinctiodistinction between n between the terms the terms (Matt. 16:(Matt. 16:9-10; Mark9-10; Mark 8:19-20). 8:19-20). Further,  Further, Paul escapPaul escaped Damascuedescapescaped Daescaped Damascus by mascus by being let being let over the wover the wall in a all in a spyriísspyriís (Acts 9:2 (Acts 9:25; in 2 Co5; in 2 Cor. 11:33 Pr. 11:3r. 11:33 Paul11:33 Paul describes describes this bask this basket as a et as a sargaéneä,sargaéneä, a large h a large hamper). Thamper). Thus the us the spyriísspyrispyriísspyriís was likel was likely a large y a large basket, whbasket, while the ile the koœphinoskoœphinos was small was smaller.er.er.

The NT mentions two types of baskets. After the feeding of the 5000, the 
disciples gathered 12 baskets (Gk. koœphinoi) of leftovers (Matt. 14:20 = Mark 
6:43; Luke 9:17; John 6:13). After the feeding of the 4000, they gathered leftovers 
in seven spyriídes (Matt. 15:37 = Mark 8:8, 20). The Evangelists maintain a 
distinction between the terms (Matt. 16:9-10; Mark 8:19-20). Further, Paul 
escaped Damascus by being let over the wall in a spyriís (Acts 9:25; in 2 Cor. 
11:33 Paul describes this basket as a sargaéneä, a large hamper). Thus the 
spyriís was likely a large basket, while the koœphinos was smaller.

Perry L. SPerry L. Stepptepp

Perry L. Stepp

BASTARDBASTARDBASTARD

BASTARD

A person oA person of dubious f dubious status (Hestatus (Heb. b. mamzeär,mamzeär, “mixed”). “mixed”). Whether t Whether the term dehe term denotes the notededenotes thdenotes the offsprine offspring of an ung of an unmarried womarried woman or theman or the offspring offspring of mixed  of mixed parentage parentage parentage parentage (one genti(one gentile parent)le parent) is unclea is unclear. A “bastr. A “bastard” cannoard” cannot enter int enter into the assto the assembly of tembassassembly oassembly of the Lordf the Lord, even to , even to the 10th gthe 10th generation eneration of descendof descendants (Deutants (Deut. 23:2). Z. 23:2). Zech. 9:6 deZZech. 9:6 Zech. 9:6 denounces denounces the “mongrthe “mongrel” (NRSV)el” (NRSV) people of people of Philistin Philistine Ashdod.e Ashdod.e Ashdod.

A person of dubious status (Heb. mamzeär, “mixed”). Whether the term 
denotes the offspring of an unmarried woman or the offspring of mixed 
parentage (one gentile parent) is unclear. A “bastard” cannot enter into the 
assembly of the Lord, even to the 10th generation of descendants (Deut. 23:2). 
Zech. 9:6 denounces the “mongrel” (NRSV) people of Philistine Ashdod.

�A lack of A lack of disciplinediscipline signifies signifies illegitim illegitimacy (Heb. acy (Heb. 12:8), sin12:8), since a fathece a father reprovesr reproves only a so on only a sononly a son whom he l whom he loves (Provoves (Prov. 3:12). G. 3:12). Gk. k. noœthosnoœthos appears a appears also in Wislso in Wis. 4:3 rega. 4:3 reg. 4:3 regarding regarding the lack othe lack of endurancf endurance of the “e of the “illegitimaillegitimate” offsprte” offspring of theing of the ungodly. ungodly. ungodly.

A lack of discipline signifies illegitimacy (Heb. 12:8), since a father reproves 



only a son whom he loves (Prov. 3:12). Gk. noœthos appears also in Wis. 4:3 
regarding the lack of endurance of the “illegitimate” offspring of the ungodly.

Scott NashScott Nash

Scott Nash

BATBATBAT

BAT

A common PA common Palestinianalestinian mammal (H mammal (Heb. eb. {a�t�alleä{a�t�alleäp�p�), living ), living in the cavin the caves of the es of the Jordan ValJoJordan ValJordan Valley and thley and the hill coue hill country (Isa.ntry (Isa. 2:20), so 2:20), sometimes bymetimes by the hundr the hundreds. Usualeds. Usually they arly tly they are ithey are insect-eatinsect-eating animalsng animals except fo except for the flyir the flying dog of ng dog of Egypt (Egypt (Rousettus Rousettus egyptiacusegyptiacuegyptiacusegyptiacus), which f), which feeds on theeds on the fruit ofe fruit of sycamore  sycamore trees. Battrees. Bats have a ls have a large wingsarge wingspan of 90–pan opan of 90–95 cof 90–95 cm. (36–38 m. (36–38 in.). The in.). The bat was rebat was regarded as garded as an uncleanan unclean animal (L animal (Lev. 11:19;ev. 11:19; Deut. 14: D Deut. 14:1Deut. 14:18).8).

A common Palestinian mammal (Heb. {a�t�alleäp� ), living in the caves of the 
Jordan Valley and the hill country (Isa. 2:20), sometimes by the hundreds. Usually 
they are insect-eating animals except for the flying dog of Egypt (Rousettus 
egyptiacus), which feeds on the fruit of sycamore trees. Bats have a large wingspan 
of 90–95 cm. (36–38 in.). The bat was regarded as an unclean animal (Lev. 11:19; 
Deut. 14:18).

BATANEABATANEA (Gk.  (Gk. BataneaBatanea)))

BATANEA (Gk. Batanea)

The name oThe name of Bashan if Bashan in the Grecn the Greco-Roman peo-Roman period; one riod; one of the fouof the four divisionr divisions of Herods of Heros of Herod the Herod the Great’s kiGreat’s kingdom.ngdom.

The name of Bashan in the Greco-Roman period; one of the four divisions of 
Herod the Great’s kingdom.

BATHBATHBATH

BATH

A liquid mA liquid measure (Heeasure (Heb. b. bat�bat�). Accordi). According to Ezekng to Ezek. 45:11, 1. 45:11, 14 it was o4 it was one tenth one tenth of a homer f a f a homer ana homer and thus thed thus the equivalen equivalent of the et of the ephah, a drphah, a dry measure.y measure. Excavatio Excavations at Lachns at Lachish have uisLachLachish haLachish have uncoverve uncovered a brokeed a broken jar, datn jar, dated to the ed to the 8th centur8th century y B.C.E.B.C.E., inscribe, inscribed d bt (lmlk),bt (bt (lmlk),(lmlk), “(royal)  “(royal) bath”; thebath”; the volume of volume of this jar  this jar is 22 l. (is 22 l. (5.8 gal.).5.8 gal.).

A liquid measure (Heb. bat� ). According to Ezek. 45:11, 14 it was one tenth of 
a homer and thus the equivalent of the ephah, a dry measure. Excavations at 
Lachish have uncovered a broken jar, dated to the 8th century B.C.E., inscribed bt 
(lmlk), “(royal) bath”; the volume of this jar is 22 l. (5.8 gal.).

BATHINGBATHINGBATHING

BATHING

The washinThe washing in waterg in water of the en of the entire body,tire body, as oppose as opposed to simpld to simply the handy the hands, face, os, face, or feet (Her oor feet (Hor feet (Heb. eb. raœh�as�;raœh�as�; Gk.  Gk. louíoœlouíoœ).).).

The washing in water of the entire body, as opposed to simply the hands, face, 
or feet (Heb. raœh�as�;  Gk. louíoœ).

�It was in It was in the coursethe course of bathin of bathing in the Ng in the Nile River ile River that Pharathat Pharaoh’s daughoh’s daughter discovter discoter discovereddiscovered baby Mose baby Moses in a bass in a basket (Exod.ket (Exod. 2:5). Mos 2:5). Moses is saides is said to have “ to have “bathed [Aabathed [Aaron and hiro[Aa[Aaron and[Aaron and his sons] his sons] in water” in water” in the co in the course of inurse of inducting thducting them into them into the priesthoe priesthood (Lev. 8odpriesthopriesthoodpriesthood (Lev. 8:6 (Lev. 8:6). Accordi). According to Ezekng to Ezek. 16:4 it . 16:4 it was customwas customary to batary to bathe newbornhe newbornhe newborn innewborn infants befofants before diaperire diapering them. Lng them. Lev. 14:8 rev. 14:8 refers to befers to bathing in athing in water as pwater as part of theartppart of thpart of the extensive extensive rites foe rites for removingr removing the impur the impurity of a pity of a person who erson who had been dhad been diagnosed biaddiagnosed diagnosed by a priesby a priest as havint as having recovereg recovered from lepd from leprosy; 2 Kgrosy; 2 Kgs. 5:10 res. 5:10 reports thatports that Elisha pr El Elisha preElisha prescribed bascribed bathing in tthing in the Jordan he Jordan seven timeseven times as a curs as a cure for lepre for leprosy. John osy. John 5:2-8 cont5:2-85:2-8 cont5:2-8 contrasts the rasts the healing pohealing power of thewer of the pool of B pool of Bethesda wiethesda with that ofth that of Jesus, wh Jesus, who heals wio ho heals withheals without water.out water. It was cu It was customary fostomary for mournersr mourners not to ba not to bathe and tothe and to mark the  mark the mark the end ofthe end of a period  a period of mourninof mourning by bathig by bathing, anointng, anointing themseing themselves and plves and putting on utting on fresh clotfrfresh clotfresh clothing (2 Sahing (2 Sam. 12:20).m. 12:20). Women wou Women would bathe ald bathe and put on nd put on cosmetics cosmetics and fresh and freshand fresh clotfresh clothing and/ohing and/or jewelry r jewelry before entbefore enticing a maicing a man to have n to have sex with tsex with them (Ruth hem (Ruth 3:3; Ezek.3:3:3; Ezek.3:3; Ezek. 23:40). 2 23:40). 2 Sam. 11:2 Sam. 11:2-4 reports-4 reports that Davi that David saw Bathd saw Bathsheba, thesheba, the wife of U wife of Uriah the HriaUUriah the Uriah the Hittite, bHittite, bathing, whathing, which was a ich was a rite for prite for purificatiourification followinn following the end g the end of her menof herof her mensesher menses. Accordin. According to Lev. g to Lev. 15:16; Deu15:16; Deut. 23:10-1t. 23:10-11 emission1 emission of semen  of semen defiles a defiles a man; havinmman; havinman; having bathed, g bathed, he becomeshe becomes pure agai pure again at nightn at nightfall (cf. fall (cf. 1 Sam. 20:1 Sam. 20:26; 21:5[M26; 21:5[MT 6]).T 6T 6]).6]).6]).

It was in the course of bathing in the Nile River that Pharaoh’s daughter 
discovered baby Moses in a basket (Exod. 2:5). Moses is said to have “bathed 
[Aaron and his sons] in water” in the course of inducting them into the 
priesthood (Lev. 8:6). According to Ezek. 16:4 it was customary to bathe 
newborn infants before diapering them. Lev. 14:8 refers to bathing in water as 
part of the extensive rites for removing the impurity of a person who had been 
diagnosed by a priest as having recovered from leprosy; 2 Kgs. 5:10 reports that 
Elisha prescribed bathing in the Jordan seven times as a cure for leprosy. John 
5:2-8 contrasts the healing power of the pool of Bethesda with that of Jesus, who 
heals without water. It was customary for mourners not to bathe and to mark 
the end of a period of mourning by bathing, anointing themselves and putting on 
fresh clothing (2 Sam. 12:20). Women would bathe and put on cosmetics and 
fresh clothing and/or jewelry before enticing a man to have sex with them (Ruth 
3:3; Ezek. 23:40). 2 Sam. 11:2-4 reports that David saw Bathsheba, the wife of 



Uriah the Hittite, bathing, which was a rite for purification following the end of 
her menses. According to Lev. 15:16; Deut. 23:10-11 emission of semen defiles a 
man; having bathed, he becomes pure again at nightfall (cf. 1 Sam. 20:26; 21:5[MT 
6]).

�While ExodWhile Exod. 2:5; 2 K. 2:5; 2 Kgs. 5:10-1gs. 5:10-13 refer to3 refer to bathing i bathing in natural n natural bodies of bodies of water, 2 Swater, 2 water, 2 Sam. 11 2 Sam. 11 refers to refers to bathing inbathing in a pool pr a pool presumably fesumably filled by rilled by rain water ain water located atlocated atop the rooop top the roof othe roof of Bathshebf Bathsheba’s house.a’s house. Judith re Judith repeatedly ppeatedly purifies heurifies herself in arself in a natural s natural spring (Jdtpring (pring (Jdt. 12:7(Jdt. 12:7). The vir). The virtuous Susatuous Susanna attempnna attempted, unsucted, unsuccessfully,cessfully, to keep w to keep wicked men icked men from ravisfrofrom ravisfrom ravishing her whing her while she while she was taking as taking a bath in a bath in a locked oa locked orchard (Surchard (Sus. 17-27).s. 17-27).

While Exod. 2:5; 2 Kgs. 5:10-13 refer to bathing in natural bodies of water, 
2 Sam. 11 refers to bathing in a pool presumably filled by rain water located atop 
the roof of Bathsheba’s house. Judith repeatedly purifies herself in a natural spring 
(Jdt. 12:7). The virtuous Susanna attempted, unsuccessfully, to keep wicked men 
from ravishing her while she was taking a bath in a locked orchard (Sus. 17-27).

�Noting thaNoting that most of t most of the referethe references to bances to bathing in tthing in the OT are he OT are found in tfound in the laws ofhe lawshe laws of pulaws of purity and srity and sacrifice iacrifice in Exod. 29n Exod. 29, 40; Lev., 40; Lev. 14-17; Nu 14-17; Num. 19, allm. 19, all assigned  assigned to the posto theto the postexthe postexilic era, ilic era, many scholmany scholars contenars contend that excd that except for thept for the wealthy e wealthy most Iron most Iron Age IsraelAgAge IsraelAge Israelites rarelites rarely took baty took baths. Parallhs. Parallels in Hitels in Hittite and Atite and Assyrian tessyrian texts notwitxts notwithstanding,hstandnotwitnotwithstanotwithstanding, mannding, many scholarsy scholars have been have been reluctant reluctant to accept to accept that Levi that Leviticus’ preticus’ prescription scrpreprescriptiprescription of bathon of bathing as puring as purification ification from defilfrom defilement resuement resulting fromlting from genital d genital discharges ischarddischargesdischarges (Lev. 15: (Lev. 15:18-33) was18-33) was known in  known in the preexithe preexilic periodlic period, reasonin, reasoning that hadg that had it been p it  it been pait been part of preert of preexilic law,xilic law, which Jes which Jesus came tous came to fulfill a fulfill and not abrnd not abrogate (Matogate (Matt. 5:17), t. 5:1t. 5:17), nei5:17), neither Jesusther Jesus nor Chris nor Christianity wotianity would have muld have made light ade light of the penof the pentateuchal tateuchal purity lawpurpurity lawpurity laws (Mark 7:s (Mark 7:15; 1 Cor.15; 1 Cor. 6:11). 6:11). 6:11).

Noting that most of the references to bathing in the OT are found in the 
laws of purity and sacrifice in Exod. 29, 40; Lev. 14-17; Num. 19, all assigned to 
the postexilic era, many scholars contend that except for the wealthy most Iron 
Age Israelites rarely took baths. Parallels in Hittite and Assyrian texts 
notwithstanding, many scholars have been reluctant to accept that Leviticus’ 
prescription of bathing as purification from defilement resulting from genital 
discharges (Lev. 15:18-33) was known in the preexilic period, reasoning that had 
it been part of preexilic law, which Jesus came to fulfill and not abrogate (Matt. 
5:17), neither Jesus nor Christianity would have made light of the pentateuchal 
purity laws (Mark 7:15; 1 Cor. 6:11).

�ArchaeologArchaeological testiical testimony to bamony to bathing in Ithing in Iron Age Isron Age Israel inclurael includes a 9th-des a 9th-century bacentury 9th-9th-centur9th-century bathtub y bathtub found at Tfound at Tel Dan, 6tel Dan, 6th-century h-century wash basinwash basins found ins found in the guest the guestrooms at Trguestguestroomsguestrooms at Tell B at Tell Beit Mirsimeit Mirsim, cisterns, cisterns lined wit lined with lime plah lime plaster foundster found in typica in typical Israelitl Isral Israelite Israelite private dwprivate dwellings frellings from the begom the beginning of inning of the Iron Athe Iron Age, and thge, and the 8th-cente 8th-century potterury pury pottery fipottery figure of a gure of a woman bathwoman bathing in a sing in a shallow bowhallow bowl (perhapsl (perhaps a bidet?) a bidet?) from er-R from er-Ras cemeteraser-Rer-Ras cemer-Ras cemetery at eetery at ez-Zib.z-Zib.z-Zib.

Archaeological testimony to bathing in Iron Age Israel includes a 
9th-century bathtub found at Tel Dan, 6th-century wash basins found in the 
guestrooms at Tell Beit Mirsim, cisterns lined with lime plaster found in typical 
Israelite private dwellings from the beginning of the Iron Age, and the 8th-century 
pottery figure of a woman bathing in a shallow bowl (perhaps a bidet?) from 
er-Ras cemetery at ez-Zib.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Biran, A. Biran, Biblical DBiblical Danan (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1994); m, 1994); E. NeufeldE. Neufeld, “Hygiene, “Hygiene Condition “Hygiene“Hygiene C“Hygiene Conditions onditions in Ancientin Ancient Israel (I Israel (Iron Age),”ron Age),”  BABA 34 (1971) 34 (1971): 42–66; R: 42–66; R. de Vaux,. de Vau. de Vaux, Vaux, Ancient IsAncient Israelrael (1961, re (1961, repr. Grand pr. Grand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1997).97).97).

Bibliography. A. Biran, Biblical Dan (Jerusalem, 1994); E. Neufeld, 
“Hygiene Conditions in Ancient Israel (Iron Age),” BA 34 (1971): 42–66; R. de 
Vaux, Ancient Israel (1961, repr. Grand Rapids, 1997).

Mayer I. GMayer I. Gruberruber
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BATH-RABBIBATH-RABBIMM (Heb.  (Heb. bat�-rabbibat�-rabbiîmîm)))

BATH-RABBIM (Heb. bat�-rabbiîm )

A gate in A gate in the city othe city of Heshbon f Heshbon (Cant. 7:4(Cant. 7:4[MT 5]), f[MT 5]), facing Rabbacing Rabbah.ah.

A gate in the city of Heshbon (Cant. 7:4[MT 5]), facing Rabbah.

BATHSHEBABATHSHEBA (Heb.  (Heb. bat�-sûeb�bat�-sûeb�a{a{) ) (also BATH(also BATH-SHUA)-SHUA)-SHUA)

BATHSHEBA (Heb. bat�-sûeb�a{ ) 
(also BATH-SHUA)

Initially Initially the wife othe wife of Uriah thf Uriah the Hittite e Hittite (2 Sam. 11(2 Sam. 11:3), one o:3), one of David’s f David’s elite warrelite warriors (23:3iors (23iors (23:39). T(23:39). The story ohe story of David anf David and Bathshebd Bathsheba (2 Sam. a (2 Sam. 11:1-12:2511:1-12:25) begins w) begins with Uriah ith Uriah in the fieinin the fiein the field while Dld while David remaiavid remains in Jeruns in Jerusalem. Spysalem. Spying Bathshing Bathsheba from heba from his roof, Dis roof, David has havidDDavid has David has her broughher brought to him, t to him, even thougeven though inquirieh inquiries discloses disclose that she  that she is Uriah’sis Uriah’s wife. Whe wif wife. Whenwife. When she becom she becomes pregnanes pregnant, David at, David attempts tottempts to conceal h conceal his adulteris adultery by bringy by bringy by bringing Ubringing Uriah back riah back and encourand encouraging him aging him to visit hto visit his wife. Wis wife. When this fhen this fails he orails he orders Uriahdersororders Uriorders Uriah killed,ah killed, and quick and quickly marriesly marries Bathsheba Bathsheba so the ch so the child will aild will appear legippear legitimate (11timatlegilegitimatelegitimate (11:26–27 (11:26–27a). Convica). Convicted of aduted of adultery and ltery and murder, Damurder, David repentvid repents and the s and the death sentddeath sentdeath sentence is trence is transferred ansferred to his sonto his son (12:13–23 (12:13–23). David i). David is then guis then guiltless andltless and his marri his m his marriage tmarriage to Bathshebo Bathsheba is lawfua is lawful, so the l, so the next childnext child is legiti is legitimate (12:2mate (12:24). This i4). This is Solomon,s Soloms Solomon, aSolomon, and the narnd the narrative conrative concludes witcludes with an antich an anticipation ofipation of his futur his future kingshipe kingship (12:24b-2 (1 (12:24b-25(12:24b-25).).).

Initially the wife of Uriah the Hittite (2 Sam. 11:3), one of David’s elite warriors 
(23:39). The story of David and Bathsheba (2 Sam. 11:1-12:25) begins with Uriah 
in the field while David remains in Jerusalem. Spying Bathsheba from his roof, 
David has her brought to him, even though inquiries disclose that she is Uriah’s 
wife. When she becomes pregnant, David attempts to conceal his adultery by 



bringing Uriah back and encouraging him to visit his wife. When this fails he 
orders Uriah killed, and quickly marries Bathsheba so the child will appear 
legitimate (11:26–27a). Convicted of adultery and murder, David repents and the 
death sentence is transferred to his son (12:13–23). David is then guiltless and his 
marriage to Bathsheba is lawful, so the next child is legitimate (12:24). This is 
Solomon, and the narrative concludes with an anticipation of his future kingship 
(12:24b-25).

�The David The David and Bathshand Bathsheba story eba story is therefois therefore about Dre about David’s criavid’s crime, punishme, punishment, and ment,punishpunishmentpunishment, and repe, and repentance andntance and Solomon’s Solomon’s birth. Ba birth. Bathsheba isthsheba is present o present only when nnly when nly when neceswhen necessary to adsary to advance the vance the plot. She plot. She lacks charlacks characterizatiacterization, merelyon, merely functioni functioning as Uriangfunctionifunctioninfunctioning as Uriahg as Uriah’s wife, t’s wife, the object he object of David’sof David’s adultery, adultery, David’s w David’s wife, and Sife, and Solomon’s molomoSSolomon’s Solomon’s mother.mother.mother.

The David and Bathsheba story is therefore about David’s crime, 
punishment, and repentance and Solomon’s birth. Bathsheba is present only 
when necessary to advance the plot. She lacks characterization, merely 
functioning as Uriah’s wife, the object of David’s adultery, David’s wife, and 
Solomon’s mother.

�Bathsheba Bathsheba next appeanext appears in the rs in the narrative narrative of Solomonof Solomon’s success’s succession to Davion to David’s thronid’s thid’s throne (1 throne (1 Kgs. 1-2),Kgs. 1-2), first as  first as co-conspirco-conspirator with ator with Nathan (1:Nathan (1:11–31), th11–31), then as queeen as queen mother mn mn mother medmother mediating Adoiating Adonijah’s renijah’s request for quest for Abishag (2Abishag (2:13–22). N:13–22). Nathan and athan and Bathsheba BathshebaBathsheba Bathsheba plot to coplot to convince an nvince an aging Daviaging David that he d that he had sworn had sworn to Bathsheto Bathsheba that Soba that Soba that Solomon woSolomon would succeeuld succeed him (1:1d him (1:11–27). Due1–27). Due to David’ to David’s faulty ms faulty memory the emory the scheme worschemescheme worscheme works, and Daks, and David has Sovid has Solomon madelomon made king inst king instead of Adoead of Adonijah (1:2nijah (1:28–40). The8–40). T8–40). The story The story acknowledgacknowledges an actues an actual palace al palace coup whilecoup while asserting asserting the legal the legality of Solity of Solomon’s kinomSolSolomon’s Solomon’s kingship (kingship (cf. Gen. 2cf. Gen. 27). It als7). It also plays ono plays on Bathsheba Bathsheba’s name (“’s name (“daughter odaughter of oath” orf of oath” or “oath” or “daughter odaughter of seven”),f seven”), since Dav since David’s oath id’s oath appears seappears seven times ven times (1 Kgs. 1:(1 Kgs. 1:13, 17, 20131:1:13, 17, 1:13, 17, 20, 24, 2720, 24, 27, 30, 35; , 30, 35; cf. Gen. 2cf. Gen. 21:25-31).1:25-31).1:25-31).

Bathsheba next appears in the narrative of Solomon’s succession to David’s 
throne (1 Kgs. 1-2), first as co-conspirator with Nathan (1:11–31), then as queen 
mother mediating Adonijah’s request for Abishag (2:13–22). Nathan and 
Bathsheba plot to convince an aging David that he had sworn to Bathsheba that 
Solomon would succeed him (1:11–27). Due to David’s faulty memory the 
scheme works, and David has Solomon made king instead of Adonijah (1:28–40). 
The story acknowledges an actual palace coup while asserting the legality of 
Solomon’s kingship (cf. Gen. 27). It also plays on Bathsheba’s name (“daughter of 
oath” or “daughter of seven”), since David’s oath appears seven times (1 Kgs. 
1:13, 17, 20, 24, 27, 30, 35; cf. Gen. 21:25-31).

�Bathsheba’Bathsheba’s mediatios mediation of Adonin of Adonijah’s requjah’s request and itest and its fatal ous fatal outcome (1 Ktcome (1 Kgs. 2:13-2gs. 2:13gs. 2:13-25) t2:13-25) turn on theurn on the ambiguity ambiguity of Abisha of Abishag’s statusg’s status. She come. She comes to the cs to the court as Daourt as David’s consviDaDavid’s coDavid’s consort, butnsort, but he never  he never has relatihas relations with hons with her (1:1–4)er (1:1–4). Bathsheb. Bathsheba apparenta apparently does noly apparentapparentlyapparently does not  does not consider Aconsider Abishag onebishag one of the ha of the harem, so shrem, so she mediatese mediates the reque the reque the request torequest to Solomon ( Solomon (2:18–21). 2:18–21). Solomon, hSolomon, however, neowever, needs a preteds a pretext to eliext to eliminate hisminate himinate his rival his rival (1:52), so(1:52), so he interp he interprets the rrets the request as equest as an arrogatan arrogation of royion of royal privileal privilege (2:22–2ge (2:22ge (2:22–25; (2:22–25; cf. 2 Sam.cf. 2 Sam. 16:20-22) 16:20-22)...

Bathsheba’s mediation of Adonijah’s request and its fatal outcome (1 Kgs. 
2:13-25) turn on the ambiguity of Abishag’s status. She comes to the court as 
David’s consort, but he never has relations with her (1:1–4). Bathsheba 
apparently does not consider Abishag one of the harem, so she mediates the 
request to Solomon (2:18–21). Solomon, however, needs a pretext to eliminate 
his rival (1:52), so he interprets the request as an arrogation of royal privilege 
(2:22–25; cf. 2 Sam. 16:20-22).

�Solomon’s Solomon’s historian historian added 2 Saadded 2 Sam. 10-12; m. 10-12; 1 Kgs. 1-21 Kgs. 1-2 to an exi to an existing coursting court history t histort history ofhistory of Saul and  Saul and David in oDavid in order to lerder to legitimate Sgitimate Solomon’s solomon’s succession.uccession. The scene The scenes anticipas scenescenes antscenes anticipate Soicipate Solomon’s rilomon’s rise, contrase, contrast David’sst David’s weakness  weakness with Solomwith Solomon’s resolon’s resolve, and envresolresolve, aresolve, and enlist nd enlist Bathsheba’Bathsheba’s aid in es aid in establishinstablishing her son’g her son’s throne.s throne.s throne.

Solomon’s historian added 2 Sam. 10-12; 1 Kgs. 1-2 to an existing court 
history of Saul and David in order to legitimate Solomon’s succession. The 
scenes anticipate Solomon’s rise, contrast David’s weakness with Solomon’s 
resolve, and enlist Bathsheba’s aid in establishing her son’s throne.

�At 1 Chr. At 1 Chr. 3:5 she is3:5 she is called Ba called Bath-shua.th-shua.th-shua.

At 1 Chr. 3:5 she is called Bath-shua.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Berlin,A. Berlin, “Characte “Characterization irization in Biblicaln Biblical Narrative Narrative: David’s : David’s Wives,” WivWives,” Wives,” JSOTJSOT 23 (1982) 23 (1982): 69–85; P: 69–85; P. K. McCar. K. McCarter, ter, II Samuel.II Samuel. AB 9 (Gar AB 9 (Garden City, den City, 1984).19841984).1984).1984).

Bibliography. A. Berlin, “Characterization in Biblical Narrative: David’s 
Wives,” JSOT 23 (1982): 69–85; P. K. McCarter, II Samuel. AB 9 (Garden City, 
1984).
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BATH-SHUABATH-SHUA (Heb.  (Heb. bat�-sûu®abat�-sûu®a{{)))

BATH-SHUA (Heb. bat�-sûu®a{ )



�1.1. The Canaa The Canaanite wife nite wife of Judah aof Judah and the motnd the mother of hisher of his sons Er,  sons Er, Onan, and Onan, and Shelah (1 ShelShelah (1 Shelah (1 Chr. 2:3).Chr. 2:3). Her desig Her designation as nation as the “daughthe “daughter of Shuter of Shua” (Gen. 3a” (Gen. 38:2) sugge8:2) suggests that “stssuggesuggests tsuggests that “Bath-hat “Bath-shua” doesshua” does not repre not represent a prosent a proper name.per name.per name.

1. The Canaanite wife of Judah and the mother of his sons Er, Onan, and 
Shelah (1 Chr. 2:3). Her designation as the “daughter of Shua” (Gen. 38:2) 
suggests that “Bath-shua” does not represent a proper name.

�2.2. An altern An alternate form oate form of Bathshebf Bathsheba, the daua, the daughter of Aghter of Ammiel, wifmmiel, wife of Davide of David, and moth, and, and motherand mother of Shimea of Shimea, Shobab, , Shobab, Nathan, anNathan, and Solomon d Solomon (1 Chr. 3:(1 Chr. 3:5).5).

2. An alternate form of Bathsheba, the daughter of Ammiel, wife of David, 
and mother of Shimea, Shobab, Nathan, and Solomon (1 Chr. 3:5).

BATTERING BATTERING RAMRAMRAM

BATTERING RAM

An instrumAn instrument used ient used in siege wan siege warfare to brfare to break throureak through city wagh city walls. It colls. It consisted ofnsisted of a heavy r a h a heavy ram heavy ram suspended suspended from a frafrom a framework thamework that was usedt was used for prote for protection by tction by the machinehe machhe machine’s machine’s wielders fwielders from stonesrom stones and arrow and arrows thrown bs thrown by the cityy the city’s defende’s defenders. The enrs. The enrs. The entire engentire engine was usine was usually propually propelled by felled by four or sixour or six wheels an wheels and was build was built of wood.t of wood. Its earli Its Its earlieIts earliest form cost form comes from Ames from Assyria, anssyria, and it was kd it was known to benown to be an effect an effective siege ive siege weapon of weweapon of weapon of the Babylothe Babylonians (Ezenians (Ezek. 21:22; k. 21:22; 26:9).26:9).26:9).

An instrument used in siege warfare to break through city walls. It consisted of a 
heavy ram suspended from a framework that was used for protection by the 
machine’s wielders from stones and arrows thrown by the city’s defenders. The 
entire engine was usually propelled by four or six wheels and was built of wood. 
Its earliest form comes from Assyria, and it was known to be an effective siege 
weapon of the Babylonians (Ezek. 21:22; 26:9).

�Scholars bScholars believe thaelieve that the fortt the fortification ification systems ofsystems of the Bronz the Bronze and Irone and Iron Age citie Age citie Age cities in cities in Palestine Palestine were builtwere built with the  with the battering battering ram in minram in mind. In the d. In the Middle BroMiddle Bronze Age, wnze Anze Age, when Age, when the batterthe battering ram waing ram was making is making its first ats first appearance ppearance in Palestiin Palestine, a compne, a complex systemlecompcomplex sycomplex system of thstem of thick city wick city walls, eartalls, earthen ramparhen ramparts, and sots, and sophisticatephisticated gatewaysd gateways is common is is common.is common. In Ezek.  In Ezek. 4:2 the pr4:2 the prophet is tophet is told to makold to make a model e a model of sieged of sieged Jerusalem Jerusalem with battewwith battewith battering rams ring rams standing astanding against itsgainst its walls. Ba walls. Babylonian rbylonian reliefs poreliefs portraying thtraying the siege ofe siegee siege of Lsiege of Lachish cleachish clearly show arly show battering battering rams attacrams attacking the vking the vulnerable ulnerable parts of tparts of the city.he cihe city.city.city.

Scholars believe that the fortification systems of the Bronze and Iron Age 
cities in Palestine were built with the battering ram in mind. In the Middle Bronze 
Age, when the battering ram was making its first appearance in Palestine, a 
complex system of thick city walls, earthen ramparts, and sophisticated gateways 
is common. In Ezek. 4:2 the prophet is told to make a model of sieged Jerusalem 
with battering rams standing against its walls. Babylonian reliefs portraying the 
siege of Lachish clearly show battering rams attacking the vulnerable parts of the 
city.

Jennie R. Jennie R. EbelingEbeling

Jennie R. Ebeling

BAVVAIBAVVAI (Heb.  (Heb. bawwaybawway)))

BAVVAI (Heb. bawway)

The son ofThe son of Henadad,  Henadad, the “rulerthe “ruler of half t of half the distriche district of Keilat of Keilah” (Neh. 3h” (Neh. 3:18). He w:18). He was one of as oas one of thoone of those Levitesse Levites who aided who aided in the re in the restoration storation of the walof the walls of Jeruls of Jerusalem undesalem under Nehemiahr Nr Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 3:18)Neh. 3:18). He may b. He may be the samee the same as Binnui as Binnui (Neh. 3:2 (Neh. 3:24; so NRSV4; so NRSV).).

The son of Henadad, the “ruler of half the district of Keilah” (Neh. 3:18). He was 
one of those Levites who aided in the restoration of the walls of Jerusalem under 
Nehemiah (Neh. 3:18). He may be the same as Binnui (Neh. 3:24; so NRSV).

BAZLITH, BBAZLITH, BAZLUTHAZLUTH (Heb.  (Heb. bas�liît�bas�liît�, , bas�lu®t�bas�lu®t�)))

BAZLITH, BAZLUTH (Heb. bas�liît� , bas�lu®t� )

A temple sA temple servant whoervant whose descendse descendants returants returned from Ened from Exile underxile under Zerubbabe Zerubbabel (Neh. 7:l (Neh.l (Neh. 7:54(Neh. 7:54). In the ). In the parallel lparallel list the naist the name is spelme is spelled “Bazluled “Bazluth” (Ezra th” (Ezra 2:52).2:52).

A temple servant whose descendants returned from Exile under Zerubbabel 
(Neh. 7:54). In the parallel list the name is spelled “Bazluth” (Ezra 2:52).

BDELLIUMBDELLIUMBDELLIUM

BDELLIUM

ApparentlyApparently a thick,  a thick, yellowish yellowish resin or gresin or gum (Heb. um (Heb. beïd�oœlahbeïd�oœlah��). The gum). The gum was deriv was d was derived frderived from trees iom trees in Assyria,n Assyria, Babylonia Babylonia, India, a, India, and Media and Media and was valnd was valued as a sued as a sweet spiceweessweet spicsweet spice or a frae or a fragrant gum.grant gum. The term  The term is associais associated with gted with gold and onold and onyx as prodyx as products of thuprodproducts oproducts of the landf the land of Havila of Havilah (Gen. 2:h (Gen. 2:12), perha12), perhaps denotinps denoting its valug its value. In Num.e. In Num. 11:7 mann 11 11:7 manna11:7 manna is likene is likened to bdelld to bdellium, alludium, alluding to itsing to its yellowish yellowish color. color. color.

Apparently a thick, yellowish resin or gum (Heb. beïd�oœlah� ). The gum was 
derived from trees in Assyria, Babylonia, India, and Media and was valued as a 
sweet spice or a fragrant gum. The term is associated with gold and onyx as 
products of the land of Havilah (Gen. 2:12), perhaps denoting its value. In Num. 
11:7 manna is likened to bdellium, alluding to its yellowish color.
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BEALIAHBEALIAH (Heb.  (Heb. beï{alya®beï{alya®)))

BEALIAH (Heb. beï{alya®)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite warrioite warrior who joinr who joined David aed David at Ziklag (t Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:1 Chr. 12:5[MT 6]).5[MT 6]).

A Benjaminite warrior who joined David at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:5[MT 6]).

BEALOTHBEALOTH (Heb.  (Heb. beï{aœlo®tbeï{aœlo®t��)))

BEALOTH (Heb. beï{aœlo®t� )

�1.1. A city in A city in the Negeb the Negeb of Judah  of Judah (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:24), proba24), probably the sably the same as Baalme as Baalath-beer (ath-beBaalBaalath-beBaalath-beer (19:8).er (19:8).

1. A city in the Negeb of Judah (Josh. 15:24), probably the same as 
Baalath-beer (19:8).

�2.2. A place i A place in the terrn the territory of Aitory of Asher (1 Kgsher (1 Kgs. 4:16; cs. 4:16; cf. LXX Gk.f. LXX Gk.  BaaloœthBaaloœth).).

2. A place in the territory of Asher (1 Kgs. 4:16; cf. LXX Gk. Baaloœth).

BEAMBEAMBEAM

BEAM

Eight HebrEight Hebrew, one Arew, one Aramaic, andamaic, and two Greek two Greek words are words are translate translated variousld variously as “beamy as “beay as “beam,” “p“beam,” “plank,” “tilank,” “timber,” “pimber,” “pillar,” “rallar,” “rafter,” andfter,” and “board.”  “board.” The most cThe most common occuommon occurrences ofroccuoccurrenceoccurrences of theses of these terms in  terms in the OT arethe OT are in the co in the context of bntext of building couilding constructionnstruction, especial, constructionconstructiconstruction, especion, especially of Soally of Solomon’s telomon’s temple (1 Kgmple (1 Kgs. 6:6, 9,s. 6:6, 9, 36; 7:6). 36; 7:6). The roofs The roofs of most I of m of most Israemost Israelite houselite houses were cons were constructed wstructed with supporith support beams mat beams made of dresde of dressed or undsed or used or undressed undressed wood and twood and then finishhen finished with mued with mud and plasd and plaster (Ezra ter (Ezra 6:11; Hab.6:11; Hab. 2:11); no 2:11); no such roof nono such rono such roofs have sofs have survived tourvived to the prese the present. In Ps.nt. In Ps. 104:3 God 104:3 God is said t is said to have laio have laid the beamd thed the beams the beams for the upfor the upper rooms per rooms of his heaof his heavenly dwelvenly dwelling. “Bealing. “Beam” is usedm” is used metaphori metaphor metaphoricmetaphorically for tally for the large whe large wooden bar ooden bar of a weaveof a weaver’s loom tr’s loom to describeo describe the width the width the width of twidth of the spearhehe spearhead of Israad of Israel’s enemiel’s enemies (1 Sam.es (1 Sam. 17:7; 2 S 17:7; 2 Sam. 21:19;am. 21:19; 1 Chr. 11 1 Chr. 11:23).:231111:23).11:23).11:23).

Eight Hebrew, one Aramaic, and two Greek words are translated variously as 
“beam,” “plank,” “timber,” “pillar,” “rafter,” and “board.” The most common 
occurrences of these terms in the OT are in the context of building 
construction, especially of Solomon’s temple (1 Kgs. 6:6, 9, 36; 7:6). The roofs of 
most Israelite houses were constructed with support beams made of dressed or 
undressed wood and then finished with mud and plaster (Ezra 6:11; Hab. 2:11); 
no such roofs have survived to the present. In Ps. 104:3 God is said to have laid 
the beams for the upper rooms of his heavenly dwelling. “Beam” is used 
metaphorically for the large wooden bar of a weaver’s loom to describe the 
width of the spearhead of Israel’s enemies (1 Sam. 17:7; 2 Sam. 21:19; 1 Chr. 
11:23).

�In the NT,In the NT, Jesus spo Jesus spoke of the ke of the beam or plbeam or plank in theank in the eye of th eye of the hypocrite hypocrite (Matt. 7e (Matte (Matt. 7:3(Matt. 7:3-5), and s-5), and shipwreckedhipwrecked travelers travelers were save were saved by takind by taking hold of g hold of planks as planks as they floatthethey floatthey floated to shored to shore (Acts 27e (Acts 27:44).:44).:44).

In the NT, Jesus spoke of the beam or plank in the eye of the hypocrite 
(Matt. 7:3-5), and shipwrecked travelers were saved by taking hold of planks as 
they floated to shore (Acts 27:44).
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BEANBEANBEAN

BEAN

The broad The broad bean, bean, Vicia fabaVicia faba L, sown i L, sown in winter an winter and ripe innd ripe in summer. T summer. The plants he plants grow up togrow grow up togrow up to 1 m. (3 f 1 m. (3 ft.) tall at.) tall and have frnd have fragrant whiagrant white blossomte blossoms. Remainss. Remains of  of Vicia fabaVicia faba have been fabafaba have faba have been foundbeen found at severa at several Bronze al Bronze and Iron Agnd Iron Age sites ine sites in Israel. Israel. Israel.

The broad bean, Vicia faba L, sown in winter and ripe in summer. The plants 
grow up to 1 m. (3 ft.) tall and have fragrant white blossoms. Remains of Vicia 
faba have been found at several Bronze and Iron Age sites in Israel.

�David and David and his troopshis troops eat beans eat beans (Heb.  (Heb. po®lpo®l) at Mahan) at Mahanaim duringaim during Absalom’s Absalom’s revolt (2 re revolt (2 revolt (2 Sam. 17:28Sam. 17:28). God ins). God instructs Ezetructs Ezekiel to makiel to make bread fke bread from “wheatrom “wheat and barle and barley, beans aybarlebarley, bebarley, beans and leans and lentils, milntils, millet and splet and spelt” in prelt” in preparation eparation for the sifor the siege of Jerege of Jerusalem (Ezusalem JerJerusalem Jerusalem (Ezek. 4:9(Ezek. 4:9). Ground ). Ground beans are beans are often usedoften used by the po by the poor as a fior as a filler in brller in bread.eadbrbread.bread.bread.

David and his troops eat beans (Heb. po®l) at Mahanaim during Absalom’s 
revolt (2 Sam. 17:28). God instructs Ezekiel to make bread from “wheat and 
barley, beans and lentils, millet and spelt” in preparation for the siege of 
Jerusalem (Ezek. 4:9). Ground beans are often used by the poor as a filler in 
bread.

Megan BishMegan Bishop Mooreop Moore
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BEARDBEARDBEARD

BEARD

Hair grownHair grown on the lo on the lower half ower half of the facef the face, usually , usually excluding excluding the mustacthe mustache. Beardshe. Beards worn duri w worn durinworn during ancient g ancient periods weperiods were viewed re viewed with greatwith great reverence reverence and often and often symbolize symboliz symbolizedsymbolized strength  strength and viriliand virility. In somty. In some culturese cultures, such as , such as ancient Baancient Babylon, impbylon, important oatortaimpimportant important oaths wereoaths were sworn upo sworn upon beards. n beards. In contrasIn contrast, Egyptiat, Egyptians generalns generally wore lily wore little to notlilittle to little to no hair onno hair on their bod their bodies, but sies, but some pharaoome pharaohs wore fahs wore false beardslse beards to define to define their pos the their positheir position. To ftion. To further illurther illustrate thustrate the beard’s e beard’s importanceimportance, Queen Ha, Queen Hatshepsut (tshepsut (ca. 1500 ca.((ca. 1500 (ca. 1500 B.C.B.C.) is depic) is depicted in scuted in sculptured polptured portraits wertraits wearing a faaring a false beard.lse beard.

Hair grown on the lower half of the face, usually excluding the mustache. Beards 
worn during ancient periods were viewed with great reverence and often 



symbolized strength and virility. In some cultures, such as ancient Babylon, 
important oaths were sworn upon beards. In contrast, Egyptians generally wore 
little to no hair on their bodies, but some pharaohs wore false beards to define 
their position. To further illustrate the beard’s importance, Queen Hatshepsut 
(ca. 1500 B.C.) is depicted in sculptured portraits wearing a false beard.

�The beard The beard was also pwas also paramount iaramount in ancient n ancient Israel. ItIsrael. It was consi was considered a sidered a sign of humign of hugn of humiliatiohumiliation for an an for an adult male dult male not to havnot to have a beard e a beard (2 Sam. 10(2 Sam. 10:4-5). How:4-5). However, men ever, men often shavooften shavoften shaved their bed their beards durieards during periodsng periods of mourni of mourning (Jer. 4ng (Jer. 41:5).1:5).1:5).

The beard was also paramount in ancient Israel. It was considered a sign of 
humiliation for an adult male not to have a beard (2 Sam. 10:4-5). However, men 
often shaved their beards during periods of mourning (Jer. 41:5).

�Beards varBeards varied in shaied in shapes and stpes and styles in anyles in ancient Nearcient Near East. Int East. Intricate desricate designs, curligns, curls, and patscurlcurls, andcurls, and patterns  patterns defined thdefined the style ofe style of beards wo beards worn by the rn by the Assyrians,Assyrians, Babylonia Babylonians, and Suns, BabyloniaBabylonianBabylonians, and Sums, and Sumerians. Scerians. Sculptures fulptures from each orom each of these cuf these cultures depltures depict beardsict beards extending e extending extending to the midto the mid or upper  or upper chest. Depchest. Depending upoending upon the cultn the culture, the eure, the end of the nd of the beard may bbeard may beard may have been have been round, flaround, flat, or point, or pointed.ted.ted.

Beards varied in shapes and styles in ancient Near East. Intricate designs, 
curls, and patterns defined the style of beards worn by the Assyrians, 
Babylonians, and Sumerians. Sculptures from each of these cultures depict beards 
extending to the mid or upper chest. Depending upon the culture, the end of the 
beard may have been round, flat, or pointed.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. Cooper,W. Cooper,  Hair, Sex,Hair, Sex, Society,  Society, and Symboland Symbolismism (New York (New York, 1971); M, 197, 1971); M. 1971); M. Roaf, Roaf, Cultural ACultural Atlas of Metlas of Mesopotamia sopotamia and the Anand the Ancient Nearcient Near East East (New York (New York, 1990)., YorkYork, 1990York, 1990).).).

Bibliography. W. Cooper, Hair, Sex, Society, and Symbolism (New York, 
1971); M. Roaf, Cultural Atlas of Mesopotamia and the Ancient Near East (New 
York, 1990).
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BEASTBEASTBEAST

BEAST

UnspecifieUnspecified creatured creatures from thes from the animal ki animal kingdom. Hebngdom. Heb. . h�ayya®h�ayya® (cf. Aram (cf. Aram. . h�eîwa®h�eîwh�eîwa®h�eîwa®) and ) and beïheäma®beïheäma® most ofte most often refer ton refer to mammals a mammals and are oftnd are often used asen used asen used as collectas collective terms ive terms for an assfor an assortment ofortment of animals.  animals. Heb. Heb. h�ayya®h�ayya® frequentl frequently refers ty refersy refers to refers to wild animawild animals, while ls, while beïheäma®beïheäma® is more c is more commonly apommonly applied to dplied to domesticateomesticaddomesticatdomesticated animalsed animals, most oft, most often cattle.en cattle.

Unspecified creatures from the animal kingdom. Heb. h�ayya®  (cf. Aram. 
h�eîwa® ) and beïheäma® most often refer to mammals and are often used 
as collective terms for an assortment of animals. Heb. h�ayya®  frequently 
refers to wild animals, while beïheäma® is more commonly applied to 
domesticated animals, most often cattle.

�Though a mThough a metaphoricaetaphorical use of tl use of the concepthe concept was not p was not prevalent erevalent elsewhere ilsewhere in the OT, n then the OT, Dathe OT, Daniel used niel used Aram. Aram. h�eîwa®h�eîwa® for the w for the world powerorld powers which wes which were hostilere hostile to Israel t to Israel to Israel (Dan. 7:1-(Dan. 7:1-12); the e12); the emerging womerging world rulersrld rulers were seen were seen to posses to possess the attrs the attributes of ibuattrattributesattributes of wild b of wild beasts. Thieasts. This metaphors metaphor became th became the dominante dominant use of be use of beast (Gk. ast (Gk. theäriíonththeäriíontheäriíon) in the N) in the NT.T.T.

Though a metaphorical use of the concept was not prevalent elsewhere in 
the OT, Daniel used Aram. h�eîwa®  for the world powers which were hostile 
to Israel (Dan. 7:1-12); the emerging world rulers were seen to possess the 
attributes of wild beasts. This metaphor became the dominant use of beast (Gk. 
theäriíon) in the NT.

�The book oThe book of Revelatif Revelation uses “bon uses “beast” 37 teast” 37 times to reimes to refer to thefer to the enemies o enemies of the Churf the Cf the Church. A Church. A beast risebeast rises from thes from the abyss (Re abyss (Rev. 11:7), v. 11:7), another franother from the seaom the sea (13:1), a (13:1), another fronoaanother franother from the earom the earth (v. 11)th (v. 11), and anot, and another is desher is described as cribed as a scarlet a scarlet beast uponbeast upon which an  wh which an awhich an adulterous dulterous woman is swoman is sitting (17itting (17:3). The p:3). The preeminent reeminent beast of Rbeast of Revelation evelation emerges toeemerges toemerges to become th become the antichrie antichrist who oppst who opposes and poses and persecutes ersecutes the Churchthe Church and thwar and th and thwarts ththwarts the will of e will of God until God until the final the final battle witbattle with Christ (h Christ (19:20).19:20).19:20).

The book of Revelation uses “beast” 37 times to refer to the enemies of the 
Church. A beast rises from the abyss (Rev. 11:7), another from the sea (13:1), 
another from the earth (v. 11), and another is described as a scarlet beast upon 
which an adulterous woman is sitting (17:3). The preeminent beast of Revelation 
emerges to become the antichrist who opposes and persecutes the Church and 
thwarts the will of God until the final battle with Christ (19:20).

�This metapThis metaphorical ushorical use of beaste of beast is expand is expanded in otheed in other NT passar NT passages. Tit. ges. Tit. 1:12 comme1:12 co1:12 comments dcomments derogatorilerogatorily that peoy that people of Creple of Crete are liate are liars, evil brs, evil beasts, andeasts, and lazy glut lazy gluttons. In 1tonsglutgluttons. gluttons. In 1 Cor. In 1 Cor. 15:32 Paul15:32 Paul states th states that he fougat he fought with wiht with wild beasts ld beasts in Ephesusin Ephesus (Gk.  (Gk (Gk. (Gk. theäriomactheäriomachéoœhéoœ).).).

This metaphorical use of beast is expanded in other NT passages. Tit. 1:12 
comments derogatorily that people of Crete are liars, evil beasts, and lazy 
gluttons. In 1 Cor. 15:32 Paul states that he fought with wild beasts in Ephesus 
(Gk. theäriomachéoœ).
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BEATITUDESBEATITUDES

BEATITUDES

A literaryA literary form best form best known fro known from the ninem the nine plural “B plural “Blessed arelessed are” statemen” statements which bts which begin Matthebbegin Mattbegin Matthew’s Sermhew’s Sermon on the on on the Mount (MatMount (Matt. 5:3-12;t. 5:3-12; cf. the f cf. the four in Lukour in Luke’s Sermone’s Sermone’s Sermon on Sermon on the Plain,the Plain, Luke 6:20 Luke 6:20-23). Thes-23). These statemene statements are exats are examples of amples of a common fo common  common forcommon form known asm known as macarisms macarisms (from Gk. (from Gk.  makaérios,makaérios, “blessed” “blessed” or “happy or “happy,” which f,” “happy“happy,” w“happy,” which frequhich frequently intrently introduces theoduces the statement statement) found in) found in Egyptian, Egyptian, Greek, an Greek, and Hebrew ldanand Hebrewand Hebrew literatur literature. The fore. The form seems tom seems to have belo have belonged to linged to liturgical cturgical contexts buontexts but appears tbubut appearbut appears for didas for didactic purpoctic purposes in litses in literary mateerary material. It wrial. It was used toas used to provide a provide a brief sum brie brief summbrief summary of essary of essential docential doctrine. Ofttrine. Often it assuen it assured and inred and instructed astructed about destibout destiny in the ny destidestiny indestiny in the after the afterlife or ablife or about divineout divine justice,  justice, but in a wbut in a way that haay that has clear ims clear implicationsplicationimimplicatioimplications for prens for present ethicsent ethics and moras and morality. Colllity. Collections ofections of beatitude beatitudes are alsos are also common at com common at common at the beginnthe beginning of liting of literary workerary works, as withs, as with the Sermo the Sermon on the Mn on the Mount.ount.ount.

A literary form best known from the nine plural “Blessed are” statements which 
begin Matthew’s Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5:3-12; cf. the four in Luke’s 
Sermon on the Plain, Luke 6:20-23). These statements are examples of a 
common form known as macarisms (from Gk. makaérios, “blessed” or 
“happy,” which frequently introduces the statement) found in Egyptian, Greek, 
and Hebrew literature. The form seems to have belonged to liturgical contexts 
but appears for didactic purposes in literary material. It was used to provide a 
brief summary of essential doctrine. Often it assured and instructed about 
destiny in the afterlife or about divine justice, but in a way that has clear 
implications for present ethics and morality. Collections of beatitudes are also 
common at the beginning of literary works, as with the Sermon on the Mount.

�In Jewish In Jewish literatureliterature, beatitud, beatitudes are moses are most common it common in worship n worship and wisdomand wisdom tradition trad traditionstraditions (e.g., Ps (e.g., Ps. 1:1-2; 3. 1:1-2; 32:1, 2; 332:1, 2; 33:12; 41:1;:12; 41:1; 106:3; 11 106:3; 119:1, 2; Pr9:1, 2; Prov. 8:32, ov. 8:32, 34; Eccl. 34; Eccl. 10:17; Sir110:17; Sir10:17; Sir. 14:1, 2,. 14:1, 2, 20; 25:8, 20; 25:8, 9; 34:17; 9; 34:17; 48:11; Wi 48:11; Wis. 3:13). s. 3:13). They name They name a situatioa situation or action or acn or action in action in which theywhich they declare G declare God’s blessod’s blessing or faving or favor is expeor is experienced. Irienced. Implicitly mplicitly they exhorthey they exhorthey exhort others tt others to manifesto manifest this way  this way of life orof life or experienc experience this site this situation. Fouation. For those whr thor those who those who do not, thdo not, the blessinge blessing functions functions as condem as condemnation.nation.nation.

In Jewish literature, beatitudes are most common in worship and wisdom 
traditions (e.g., Ps. 1:1-2; 32:1, 2; 33:12; 41:1; 106:3; 119:1, 2; Prov. 8:32, 34; Eccl. 
10:17; Sir. 14:1, 2, 20; 25:8, 9; 34:17; 48:11; Wis. 3:13). They name a situation or 
action in which they declare God’s blessing or favor is experienced. Implicitly 
they exhort others to manifest this way of life or experience this situation. For 
those who do not, the blessing functions as condemnation.

�BeatitudesBeatitudes also appe also appear in apocar in apocalyptic lialyptic literature (terature (Dan. 12:12Dan. 12:12; 1 En. 58; 1 En. 58:2; 81:4; :2; 81:4; 82:4; 2 En882:4; 2 En82:4; 2 En. 42:6–14;. 42:6–14; 52:1–15). 52:1–15). In a situ In a situation of cation of crisis, therisis, the seer reve seer reveals the imals the imminent revminentimimminent rimminent reversal Goeversal God is to brd is to bring about.ing about. Beatitude Beatitudes tend to s tend to declare Godeclare God’s judgmed’s judgment on the njudgmejudgment ojudgment on the presn the present, and/oent, and/or promise r promise God’s antiGod’s anticipated, fcipated, favorable vavorable verdicts inerdicts in the futur t the futurethe future. As such . As such they requithey require a way ore a way of life nowf life now that is b that is based on anased on and consonand consonant with Godt wt with God’swith God’s righteous righteous verdict.  verdict. BeatitudesBeatitudes belonging belonging to both t to both the wisdom he wisdom (Rom. 14:2(Rom. 14:2(Rom. 14:22) and14:22) and apocalypt apocalyptic traditiic traditions (Rev. ons (Rev. 19:9; 20:619:9; 20:6; 22:7) ap; 22:7) appear in thpear in the approxime approximately 40 bateapproximapproximatapproximately 40 beaely 40 beatitudes intitudes in the NT. the NT. the NT.

Beatitudes also appear in apocalyptic literature (Dan. 12:12; 1 En. 58:2; 81:4; 
82:4; 2 En. 42:6–14; 52:1–15). In a situation of crisis, the seer reveals the 
imminent reversal God is to bring about. Beatitudes tend to declare God’s 
judgment on the present, and/or promise God’s anticipated, favorable verdicts in 
the future. As such they require a way of life now that is based on and consonant 
with God’s righteous verdict. Beatitudes belonging to both the wisdom (Rom. 
14:22) and apocalyptic traditions (Rev. 19:9; 20:6; 22:7) appear in the 
approximately 40 beatitudes in the NT.

�The nine bThe nine beatitudes eatitudes at the begat the beginning of inning of the Sermonthe Sermon on the Mo on the Mount have punt have provoked murovopprovoked mprovoked much discusuch discussion. Schosion. Scholars have lars have debated thdebated their origineir origins. The moss. The most common vt commont common viecommon view sees thrw sees three of the ee of the first fourfirst four beatitude beatitudes, the bles, the blessings on ssings on the poor, the poor, the mournithethe mournithe mourning, and thng, and the hungerine hungering (Matt. 5g (Matt. 5:3, 4, 6; :3, 4, 6; cf. Luke 6cf. Luke 6:20-21), d:20-21), deriving ineriving in at least  at le at least someleast some form from form from Jesus. Th Jesus. They exempliey exemplify Jesus’ fy Jesus’ concerns wconcerns with the poith the poor and maior and maior and maintain amaintain a tension b tension between preetween present expersent experience and ience and future blefuture blessing, whissing, which many sech many sech many see as refsee as reflective oflective of a tension a tension evident t evident throughout hroughout Jesus’ minJesus’ ministry. Somistry. Some scholarse scholars also clai also also claimalso claim on the gr on the grounds of mounds of multiple atultiple attestation testation that a fouthat a fourth beatitrth beatitude originude originates from ates originoriginatesoriginates from Jesu from Jesus, the bles, the blessing in 5ssing in 5:11–12 on :11–12 on suffering suffering (cf. Luke (cf. Luke 6:22-23).6:22-23).6:22-23).

The nine beatitudes at the beginning of the Sermon on the Mount have 
provoked much discussion. Scholars have debated their origins. The most 
common view sees three of the first four beatitudes, the blessings on the poor, 
the mourning, and the hungering (Matt. 5:3, 4, 6; cf. Luke 6:20-21), deriving in at 
least some form from Jesus. They exemplify Jesus’ concerns with the poor and 
maintain a tension between present experience and future blessing, which many 
see as reflective of a tension evident throughout Jesus’ ministry. Some scholars 
also claim on the grounds of multiple attestation that a fourth beatitude 
originates from Jesus, the blessing in 5:11–12 on suffering (cf. Luke 6:22-23).

�On this viOn this view, these ew, these four beatifour beatitudes weretudes were present ( present (in some foin some form) in therm) in the collectio collec collectioncollection of Jesus’ of Jesus’ sayings k sayings known as Q nown as Q (ca. 50s (ca. 50s C.E.C.E.). This co). This collection wllection was probablas probably expandedy probablprobably eprobably expanded inxpanded in the time  the time before thebefore the Gospel wa Gospel was written s written (before th(before the 80s) by e 80s) by the addititthe additithe addition of fouron of four beatitude beatitudes to a fors to a form of Q knom of Q known to Mattwn to Matthew’s commhew’s community. Sevunity. Seunity. Several ofSeveral of these bea these beatitudes (Mtitudes (Matt. 5:5, att. 5:5, the meek; the meek; 5:8, the p5:8, the pure in heaure in heart) were prt) were probably forobpprobably fprobably formed by tormed by taking overaking over beatitude beatitudes found ins found in the Psalm the Psalms (Ps. 37:s (Ps. 37:11; 24:4).11; 24:4). The write Th The writerThe writer of Matthe of Matthew’s Gospelw’s Gospel takes the takes the collectio collection of eightn of eight and makes and makes further r further redactionalerredactionaredactional changes,l changes, perhaps o perhaps on the basin the basis of Isa. s of Isa. 61, and pe61, and perhaps addsrhaps adds the beati the beatitude foundtudebeatibeatitude beatitude found in 5found in 5:10.:10.:10.

On this view, these four beatitudes were present (in some form) in the 
collection of Jesus’ sayings known as Q (ca. 50s C.E.). This collection was 
probably expanded in the time before the Gospel was written (before the 80s) by 
the addition of four beatitudes to a form of Q known to Matthew’s community. 



Several of these beatitudes (Matt. 5:5, the meek; 5:8, the pure in heart) were 
probably formed by taking over beatitudes found in the Psalms (Ps. 37:11; 24:4). 
The writer of Matthew’s Gospel takes the collection of eight and makes further 
redactional changes, perhaps on the basis of Isa. 61, and perhaps adds the 
beatitude found in 5:10.

�Hans DieteHans Dieter Betz, hor Betz, however, argwever, argues that tues that the Beatituhe Beatitudes were bdes were by the 50s y the 50s already paalreadalready paalready part of the rt of the Sermon on Sermon on the Mount,the Mount, which had which had been comp been composed to inosed to instruct Jewstruct Jestruct Jewish ChrJewish Christians abistians about being out being disciples disciples of Jesus. of Jesus. Matthew toMatthew took over thok over the whole see whole sermon from rmsesermon frosermon from his versm his version of Q aion of Q and insertend inserted it into d it into the Gospelthe Gospel without c without changes.hanges.hanges.

Hans Dieter Betz, however, argues that the Beatitudes were by the 50s 
already part of the Sermon on the Mount, which had been composed to instruct 
Jewish Christians about being disciples of Jesus. Matthew took over the whole 
sermon from his version of Q and inserted it into the Gospel without changes.

�There has There has also been also been considerabconsiderable debate le debate about how about how to interprto interpret Matthewet Matthew’s beatitu’s b’s beatitudesbeatitudes. Do they . Do they promise espromise eschatologicchatological rewardsal rewards for the v for the virtuous whirtuous who manifesto manifest these cha manifestmanifest tmanifest these charahese characteristicscteristics in their  in their lives, or lives, or do they prdo they proclaim Godoclaim God’s reversa’s reversals for thols fols for those for those who find twho find themselves hemselves in these uin these unfortunatenfortunate circumsta circumstances? Are nces? Are the Beatitthe Beatitudes ethicuBeatitBeatitudesBeatitudes ethicized ethicized “entrance “entrance requireme requirements” exhornts” exhorting readeting readers to a wars to a way of life y of life by which tbyby which tby which they might hey might enter God’enter God’s reign? Os reign? Or are theyr are they “eschatol “eschatological bleogical blessings” anssings” announced onnoanannounced announced on those won those who alreadyho already encounter encounter God’s rei God’s reign in partgn in part? Or is it? Or is it possible  possible to read thtto read thto read them in one em in one consistentconsistent way? To “ way? To “mourn” in mourn” in Matt. 5:4 Matt. 5:4 does not ndoes not necessarilyecessarilynnecessarilnecessarily seem to y seem to be a virtube a virtue, while te, while to be a “peo be a “peacemaker” acemaker” is not a sis not a situation tituation that needs hat tthat needsthat needs reversing reversing...

There has also been considerable debate about how to interpret Matthew’s 
beatitudes. Do they promise eschatological rewards for the virtuous who 
manifest these characteristics in their lives, or do they proclaim God’s reversals 
for those who find themselves in these unfortunate circumstances? Are the 
Beatitudes ethicized “entrance requirements” exhorting readers to a way of life 
by which they might enter God’s reign? Or are they “eschatological blessings” 
announced on those who already encounter God’s reign in part? Or is it possible 
to read them in one consistent way? To “mourn” in Matt. 5:4 does not 
necessarily seem to be a virtue, while to be a “peacemaker” is not a situation 
that needs reversing.

�Some have Some have argued conargued convincingly vincingly that the Bthat the Beatitudes eatitudes fall into fall into three stanthree stanzas of 5:3zas of 5:zas of 5:3–6, 7–15:3–6, 7–10, 11–12. 0, 11–12. Each stanzEach stanza has 36 wa has 36 words; the ords; the first and first and second endsecond end with a re with a reference toferereference reference to “righteto “righteousness” (ousness” (5:6, 10), 5:6, 10), and the fiand the first evidenrst evidences alliteces alliteration of ration of the letterthe letthe letter letter p,p, in Greek  in Greek and Englisand English (“the poh (“the poor in spiror in spirit, the plit, the plaintive, taintive, the powerlehe powerless, and thss, and ss, and those and those who pine fwho pine for righteoor righteousness”; susness”; so David E.o David E. Garland). Garland). The first The first stanza un stanza underlines sdeununderlinesunderlines situation situations which Gos which God reversesd reverses, circumst, circumstances in wances in which peoplhich people are opene are opene are open to Goopen to God’s savingd’s saving activity. activity. The secon The second stanza sd stanza shows qualihows qualities of a ties of a way of lifway of life created e cre created bycreated by God’s sav God’s saving presening presence. The thce. The third addresird addresses a consses a consequence foequence for the commr the comr the community’community’s life. Ons life. One advantage advantage of this e of this approach iapproach is that it s that it recognizesrecognizes some conn some connection betecconnconnectionconnection between t between the Beatituhe Beatitudes and thdes and the Gospel oe Gospel of which thf which they are a pey are a part. In Maart. In Maart. In Matt. 4:17Matt. 4:17-25 Jesus -25 Jesus has demonshas demonstrated thetrated the presence  presence of the reiof the reign of God gn of God in his heain his healing and plinheahealing anhealing and preachind preaching among thg among the afflictee afflicted crowds. d crowds. The beatitThe beatitudes of 5:udes of 5:3–6 elabor3–6 elaborate the exatelaborelaborate elaborate the experithe experience of 4:ence of 4:23–25, whi23–25, while 5:7–12 le 5:7–12 delineate delineate further cofurther consequencesnsequences of that p consequencesconsequencconsequences of thates of that present a present and future nd future blessing.blessing.blessing.

Some have argued convincingly that the Beatitudes fall into three stanzas of 
5:3–6, 7–10, 11–12. Each stanza has 36 words; the first and second end with a 
reference to “righteousness” (5:6, 10), and the first evidences alliteration of the 
letter p, in Greek and English (“the poor in spirit, the plaintive, the powerless, 
and those who pine for righteousness”; so David E. Garland). The first stanza 
underlines situations which God reverses, circumstances in which people are 
open to God’s saving activity. The second stanza shows qualities of a way of life 
created by God’s saving presence. The third addresses a consequence for the 
community’s life. One advantage of this approach is that it recognizes some 
connection between the Beatitudes and the Gospel of which they are a part. In 
Matt. 4:17-25 Jesus has demonstrated the presence of the reign of God in his 
healing and preaching among the afflicted crowds. The beatitudes of 5:3–6 
elaborate the experience of 4:23–25, while 5:7–12 delineate further 
consequences of that present and future blessing.
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BEBAIBEBAI (Heb.  (Heb. beäb�aybeäb�ay)))

BEBAI (Heb. beäb�ay )

�1.1. An Israel An Israelite whose ite whose descendantdescendants returneds returned from the  from the Exile, somExile, some of them e of them under Zeruundunder Zeruunder Zerubbabel (Ezbbabel (Ezra 2:11 = ra 2:11 = Neh. 7:16)Neh. 7:16) and some  and some under Ezraunder Ezra (Ezra 8:1 (Ezra 8:11).1).1).

1. An Israelite whose descendants returned from the Exile, some of them 
under Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:11 = Neh. 7:16) and some under Ezra (Ezra 8:11).

�2.2. An Israel An Israelite, one oite, one of the chief the chiefs of the fs of the people whopeople who set his s set his seal to theeal to the renewed c renewe renewed corenewed covenant undvenant under Nehemiaer Nehemiah (Neh. 10h (Neh. 10:15[MT 16]:15[MT 16]).).

2. An Israelite, one of the chiefs of the people who set his seal to the 
renewed covenant under Nehemiah (Neh. 10:15[MT 16]).

BECHERBECHER (Heb.  (Heb. bek�erbek�er), ), BECHERITESBECHERITES ( (bak�riîbak�riî)))

BECHER (Heb. bek�er ), BECHERITES (bak�riî )

The secondThe second son of Be son of Benjamin, acnjamin, according tocording to two Benja two Benjaminite genminite genealogies (ealogies (Gen. 46:21Gen. 46:21Gen. 46:21; 1 C46:21; 1 Chr. 7:6), hr. 7:6), and the faand the father of Zether of Zemirah, Joamirah, Joash, Eliezesh, Eliezer, Elioenar, Elioenai, Omri, Ji, Omri, Jeremoth, AeremoJJeremoth, Jeremoth, Abijah, AnAbijah, Anathoth, anathoth, and Alemeth d Alemeth (1 Chr. 7:(1 Chr. 7:8). Two ot8). Two other Benjamher Benjaminite geneinite geninite genealogiegenealogies, howevers, however, omit Bec, omit Becher, listiher, listing Ashbel ng Ashbel as Benjamias Benjamin’s secondn’s second son (Num. son (Num. 26:38; 1  (Num.(Num. 26:3(Num. 26:38; 1 Chr. 8; 1 Chr. 8:1). In G8:1). In Gen. 46:21 en. 46:21 Ashbel is Ashbel is listed as listed as Benjamin’sBenjamin’s third son third son after Bec afte after Bechafter Becher, but heer, but he is not li is not listed in thsted in the genealoge genealogy of 1 Chry of 1 Chr. 7:6. Thi. 7:6. This is only s is only one among one amone among manyamong many inconsist inconsistencies witencies with the Benjh the Benjaminite geaminite genealogies.nealogies.

The second son of Benjamin, according to two Benjaminite genealogies (Gen. 
46:21; 1 Chr. 7:6), and the father of Zemirah, Joash, Eliezer, Elioenai, Omri, 
Jeremoth, Abijah, Anathoth, and Alemeth (1 Chr. 7:8). Two other Benjaminite 
genealogies, however, omit Becher, listing Ashbel as Benjamin’s second son 
(Num. 26:38; 1 Chr. 8:1). In Gen. 46:21 Ashbel is listed as Benjamin’s third son 
after Becher, but he is not listed in the genealogy of 1 Chr. 7:6. This is only one 
among many inconsistencies with the Benjaminite genealogies.

�Becher is Becher is also listealso listed in one gd in one genealogy aenealogy as Ephraim’s Ephraim’s second ss second son (Num. 2on (Num. 26:35), but6:35), 226:35), bu26:35), but this namt this name is omitte is omitted in the ed in the LXX and maLXX and may have beey have been misplacen misplaced from thed from thed from the Benjamthe Benjaminite geneinite genealogy thatalogy that follows i follows it. Elsewhet. Elsewhere, Ephraire, Ephraim’s secondm’s second son is Be son is Bered (1 ChrreBeBered (1 CBered (1 Chr. 7:20),hr. 7:20), a name th a name that could hat could have been cave been confused foonfused for Becher. r Becher. The geograThe geograThe geographicgeographical proximial proximity of Benjty of Benjamin and Eamin and Ephraim migphraim might also haht also have led to ve led to confusion confusion over the aoover the aover the ancestry ofncestry of the Beche the Becherite clan.rite clan.

Becher is also listed in one genealogy as Ephraim’s second son (Num. 
26:35), but this name is omitted in the LXX and may have been misplaced from 
the Benjaminite genealogy that follows it. Elsewhere, Ephraim’s second son is 
Bered (1 Chr. 7:20), a name that could have been confused for Becher. The 
geographical proximity of Benjamin and Ephraim might also have led to confusion 
over the ancestry of the Becherite clan.
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BECORATHBECORATH (Heb.  (Heb. beïk�o®ratbeïk�o®rat��)))

BECORATH (Heb. beïk�o®rat� )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, son oite, son of Aphiah af Aphiah and ancestond ancestor of King r of King Saul (1 SaSaul (1 Sam. 9:1).m. 9:1).

A Benjaminite, son of Aphiah and ancestor of King Saul (1 Sam. 9:1).

BEDBEDBED

BED

The two moThe two most prominest prominent Hebrew nt Hebrew words for words for bed are bed are misûkaœb�,misûkaœb�, “place of “place of lying, co lyin lying, coulying, couch,” and ch,” and mit�t�a®,mit�t�a®, “place of “place of reclining reclining” or “couc” or “couch.” The NTh.” The NT counterpa counterpa counterparcounterparts are Gk.ts are Gk.  kraébattoskraébattos,, more ofte more often renderedn rendered “mat” or  “mat” or “pallet” i“pallet” in modern tn moden modern tramodern translations,nslations, and  and kliíneä,kliíneä, “bed, cou “bed, couch.”ch.”ch.”

The two most prominent Hebrew words for bed are misûkaœb�,  “place of 
lying, couch,” and mit�t�a®,  “place of reclining” or “couch.” The NT 
counterparts are Gk. kraébattos, more often rendered “mat” or “pallet” in 
modern translations, and kliíneä, “bed, couch.”

�Most beds Most beds were portawere portable. Archable. Archaeological eological excavationexcavations at Jerics at Jericho found sho found simple woveimple ssimple wovsimple woven mats asen mats as the norma the normal bedding,l bedding, though on though one wooden be wooden bed had stred had string lacinging lacining lacing. Inlacing. In a seminom a seminomadic socieadic society, portabty, portability was ility was required. required. For the veFor the very poorestry poorest, their ga, th, their garmtheir garments or clents or cloaks serveoaks served as beds,d as beds, prompting prompting the prohi the prohibition agabition against keepiinst keeping a cloakngkeepikeeping a keeping a cloak as scloak as security foecurity for a loan (r a loan (Exod. 22:2Exod. 22:26-27). Mos6-27). Most NT occurt NT occurrences arerences are in healin i in healingin healing narrative narratives, where ts, where the lame arhe lame are brought e brought to Jesus lto Jesus lying on thying on their beds aeir beds and leave cnd lend leave carrleave carrying them.ying them.

Most beds were portable. Archaeological excavations at Jericho found 
simple woven mats as the normal bedding, though one wooden bed had string 
lacing. In a seminomadic society, portability was required. For the very poorest, 
their garments or cloaks served as beds, prompting the prohibition against 
keeping a cloak as security for a loan (Exod. 22:26-27). Most NT occurrences are 
in healing narratives, where the lame are brought to Jesus lying on their beds and 
leave carrying them.



�Wealthier Wealthier people hadpeople had more subs more substantial betantial beds. The prds. The prophet Amosophet Amos criticize criticized the osted thed the ostentthe ostentatious bedatious beds inlaid ws inlaid with ivory ith ivory (Amos 6:4)(Amos 6:4) owned by  owned by some in hisome in his day, ands day, and King Ahas K King AhasuKing Ahasuerus of Peerus of Persia displrsia displayed his sayed his splendor inplendor in “couches  “couches of gold anof gold and silver” d silver” (Esth. 1:6(Es(Esth. 1:6(Esth. 1:6). Between). Between the extre the extremes of weames of wealth and polth and poverty are verty are beds consibeds consisting of msting of mattresses ammattressesmattresses on raised on raised platforms platforms, or woode, or wooden beds witn beds with short leh short legs (cf. 1 gs (cf. 1 Sam. 19:15Sam. 19:15; 28:23). ; 2; 28:23). La28:23). Lamps could mps could be placed be placed under thesunder these beds (Mae beds (Mark 4:21 = rk 4:21 = Luke 8:16)Luke 8:16)...

Wealthier people had more substantial beds. The prophet Amos criticized 
the ostentatious beds inlaid with ivory (Amos 6:4) owned by some in his day, and 
King Ahasuerus of Persia displayed his splendor in “couches of gold and silver” 
(Esth. 1:6). Between the extremes of wealth and poverty are beds consisting of 
mattresses on raised platforms, or wooden beds with short legs (cf. 1 Sam. 19:15; 
28:23). Lamps could be placed under these beds (Mark 4:21 = Luke 8:16).

�The bed waThe bed was used nots used not only as a only as a place of  place of rest, but rest, but also as a also as a place one place one went to awwent to went to await dto await death (Gen.eath (Gen. 48:2; 49: 48:2; 49:33). It wa33). It was thus uses thus used as a figd as a figurative exurative expression fpression for death (or deor death (Jobdeath (Job 17:13; Ps 17:13; Ps. 139:8). . 139:8). The righteThe righteous meditaous meditate (Ps. 4:te (Ps. 4:4[MT 5]; 64[MT 5]; 63:6[7]) an3:6[7]) and sing to d sid sing to Gosing to God (Ps. 149d (Ps. 149:5) on bed:5) on beds, while ts, while the wicked he wicked plot wickeplot wickedness on tdness on their beds heir beds (Ps. 36:4[(P(Ps. 36:4[(Ps. 36:4[5]). The s5]). The sluggard stluggard stays lazilyays lazily in bed (P in bed (Prov. 26:14rov. 26:14), while h), while he should be should be up doinge up de up doing nobldoing nobler things er things (Ps. 132:3(Ps. 132:3).).).

The bed was used not only as a place of rest, but also as a place one went 
to await death (Gen. 48:2; 49:33). It was thus used as a figurative expression for 
death (Job 17:13; Ps. 139:8). The righteous meditate (Ps. 4:4[MT 5]; 63:6[7]) and 
sing to God (Ps. 149:5) on beds, while the wicked plot wickedness on their beds 
(Ps. 36:4[5]). The sluggard stays lazily in bed (Prov. 26:14), while he should be up 
doing nobler things (Ps. 132:3).

�The bed isThe bed is also used also used euphemist euphemistically forically for sexual re sexual relations. Rlations. Reuben lay euben lay with his fwith his fwith his father’s cfather’s concubine, oncubine, and thus dand thus defiled hisefiled his father’s  father’s bed (Gen. bed (Gen. 49:4; 1 Ch49:4; 1 Chr. 5:1). Ir. 5:1). In the onlyn the n the only othe only occurrence ccurrence of bed in of bed in the NT Epithe NT Epistles, belstles, believers areievers are admonishe admonished to keep d to keep the marriatthe marriathe marriage bed undge bed undefiled (Heefiled (Heb. 13:4). b. 13:4). With similWith similar meaningar meaning the bed i the bed is used in s used in the contexthethe contexthe context of Israet of Israel’s unfaitl’s unfaithfulness thfulness to God (Isao God (Isa. 57:7-8; . 57:7-8; Ezek. 23:1Ezek. 23:17).7).7).

The bed is also used euphemistically for sexual relations. Reuben lay with his 
father’s concubine, and thus defiled his father’s bed (Gen. 49:4; 1 Chr. 5:1). In 
the only occurrence of bed in the NT Epistles, believers are admonished to keep 
the marriage bed undefiled (Heb. 13:4). With similar meaning the bed is used in 
the context of Israel’s unfaithfulness to God (Isa. 57:7-8; Ezek. 23:17).

John S. HaJohn S. Hammettmmett

John S. Hammett

BEDADBEDAD (Heb.  (Heb. beïd�ad�beïd�ad�)))

BEDAD (Heb. beïd�ad� )

The fatherThe father of Hadad, of Hadad, king of E king of Edom (Gen. dom (Gen. 36:35; 1 C36:35; 1 Chr. 1:46).hr. 1:46).

The father of Hadad, king of Edom (Gen. 36:35; 1 Chr. 1:46).

BEDANBEDAN (Heb.  (Heb. beïd�aœnbeïd�aœn)))

BEDAN (Heb. beïd�aœn )

�1.1. The son o The son of Ulam of f Ulam of the tribe the tribe of Manasseof Manasseh (1 Chr. h (1 Chr. 7:17). His7:17). His grandmoth grandmother, Manasser, grandmothgrandmothegrandmother, Manasser, Manasseh’s concubh’s concubine, was aine, was an Aramean n Aramean (1 Chr. 7:(1 Chr. 7:14).14).14).

1. The son of Ulam of the tribe of Manasseh (1 Chr. 7:17). His 
grandmother, Manasseh’s concubine, was an Aramean (1 Chr. 7:14).

�2.2. Possibly  Possibly a judge ofa judge of Israel (1 Israel (1 Sam. 12:1 Sam. 12:11). His na1). His name appearsme appears only here only here and is no and is and is not menis not mentioned in tioned in the book othe book of Judges.f Judges.f Judges.

2. Possibly a judge of Israel (1 Sam. 12:11). His name appears only here and 
is not mentioned in the book of Judges.

Carol J. DCarol J. Dempseyempsey

Carol J. Dempsey

BEDEIAHBEDEIAH (Heb.  (Heb. beäd�eïya®beäd�eïya®)))

BEDEIAH (Heb. beäd�eïya® )

A postexilA postexilic Israeliic Israelite who waste who was compelled compelled to send a to send away his foway his foreign wifereign wife (Ezra 10: (Ezra 10:35).3510:10:35).10:35).

A postexilic Israelite who was compelled to send away his foreign wife (Ezra 
10:35).

BEEBEEBEE

BEE

Heb. Heb. deïb�o®ra®deïb�o®ra® probably  probably refers to refers to the bandedthe banded bee  bee (Apis fasc(Apis fasciatta).iatta). Bees are  Bees are known for knknown for known for their proptheir propensity to ensity to get angry get angry and sting and sting when stirrwhen stirred up. Theed up. The bee is a  bee is a symbol of symsymbol of symbol of pursuit ofpursuit of Israel by Israel by the Amori the Amorites (Deut.tes (Deut. 1:44), of 1:44), of the psalm the psalmist by hisist by his enemies ( ene enemies (Penemies (Ps. 118:12)s. 118:12), and of G, and of God’s peoplod’s people by God (e by God (Isa. 7:18)Isa. 7:18). Bees are. Bees are more comm more comm more commonly acommonly associated ssociated with the pwith the prized commrized commodity theyodity they provide — provide — honey, ye honey, yet only in t only t only in Juonly in Judg. 14:8 adg. 14:8 are bees anre bees and honey med honey mentioned tontioned together. Begether. Beekeeping iekeeping is attesteds attested from earl f from earlifrom earliest times est times in Egypt ain Egypt and Palestind Palestine, but apne, but apparently wparently was not praas not practiced in cticed in MesopotamiMesMesopotamiMesopotamia until caa until ca. the 8th . the 8th century century B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

Heb. deïb�o®ra®  probably refers to the banded bee (Apis fasciatta). Bees are 
known for their propensity to get angry and sting when stirred up. The bee is a 
symbol of pursuit of Israel by the Amorites (Deut. 1:44), of the psalmist by his 
enemies (Ps. 118:12), and of God’s people by God (Isa. 7:18). Bees are more 
commonly associated with the prized commodity they provide — honey, yet 
only in Judg. 14:8 are bees and honey mentioned together. Beekeeping is attested 



from earliest times in Egypt and Palestine, but apparently was not practiced in 
Mesopotamia until ca. the 8th century B.C.E.

�Strangely Strangely enough, beenough, bee honey ise honey is permitted permitted as food a as food according tccording to Jewish to Jewish tradition, raditiottradition,tradition, although  although the bee isthe bee is not. The  not. The modern dommodern domesticationestication of bees d of bees dates to 18ates to 1880, in Isr80181880, in I1880, in Israel largsrael largely the spely the species ecies Apis ligusApis ligustica.tica.tica.

Strangely enough, bee honey is permitted as food according to Jewish 
tradition, although the bee is not. The modern domestication of bees dates to 
1880, in Israel largely the species Apis ligustica.

�SeeSee  HONEY.HONEY.HONEY.

See HONEY.

Randall W.Randall W. Younker/J Younker/Jesper Svaresper Svartviktvik

Randall W. Younker/Jesper Svartvik

BEELIADABEELIADA (Heb.  (Heb. beï{elyaœdbeï{elyaœd�aœ{�aœ{)))

BEELIADA (Heb. beï{elyaœd�aœ{ )

A son of DA son of David born avid born in Jerusalin Jerusalem (1 Chr.em (1 Chr. 14:7). Th 14:7). The name (“Be name (“Baal knows”aal knows”) was chan) was chan) was changed tochanged to Eliada (“ Eliada (“God knows”God knows”) at 2 Sam) at 2 Sam. 5:16; 1 . 5:16; 1 Chr. 3:8.Chr. 3:8.

A son of David born in Jerusalem (1 Chr. 14:7). The name (“Baal knows”) was 
changed to Eliada (“God knows”) at 2 Sam. 5:16; 1 Chr. 3:8.

BEELZEBULBEELZEBUL (Gk.  (Gk. BeelzebouíBeelzebouíll)))

BEELZEBUL (Gk. Beelzebouíl)

The Greek The Greek rendering rendering of Baal-zeof Baal-zebul, corrubul, corrupted into pted into Baal-zebubBaal-zebub in the OT in the OT. In the S. In the Synoptic GoySSynoptic GSynoptic Gospels Jesospels Jesus is accuus is accused of persed of performing exforming exorcisms byorcisms by the power the power of Beelze of Beelze of Beelzebul,Beelzebul, “the rule “the ruler of the dr of the demons” (Maemons” (Matt. 12:24 tt. 12:24 = Mark 3:2= Mark 3:22 = Luke 12 = Luke 11:15), and1:15), and in Matt.  andand in Matand in Matt. 10:25 Jt. 10:25 Jesus’ oppoesus’ opponents idennents identify him wtify him with Beelzeith Beelzebul. In thbul. In the NT Beelze NT Beelzebul is eqebBeelzBeelzebul Beelzebul is equatedis equated with Sata with Satan, not onln, not only by impliy by implication thrcation through the tough the title “ruleitle “ruler of the dr ofr of the demof the demons” but eons” but explicitly xplicitly in Mark 3:in Mark 3:23. Peggy 23. Peggy L. Day expL. Day explains the lains the connectionconnection through a th through a through a wordplay owordplay on n beï{eäl dibeï{eäl diîb�aœb�aœ}îb�aœb�aœ} (the Aram (the Aramaic equivaaic equivalent of lent of ba{al zeïbba{aba{al zeïbba{al zeïb�u®b�,�u®b�, the corru the corrupted form pted form of of ba{al zeïbba{al zeïb�u®l�u®l) and ) and beï{el deïbeï{el deïb�aœb�aœ}b�deïdeïb�aœb�adeïb�aœb�aœ}œ} (Aram. “e (Aram. “enemy”).nemy”).nemy”).

The Greek rendering of Baal-zebul, corrupted into Baal-zebub in the OT. In the 
Synoptic Gospels Jesus is accused of performing exorcisms by the power of 
Beelzebul, “the ruler of the demons” (Matt. 12:24 = Mark 3:22 = Luke 11:15), 
and in Matt. 10:25 Jesus’ opponents identify him with Beelzebul. In the NT 
Beelzebul is equated with Satan, not only by implication through the title “ruler 
of the demons” but explicitly in Mark 3:23. Peggy L. Day explains the connection 
through a wordplay on beï{eäl diîb�aœb�aœ}  (the Aramaic equivalent of 
ba{al zeïb�u®b�,  the corrupted form of ba{al zeïb�u®l ) and beï{el 
deïb�aœb�aœ}  (Aram. “enemy”).

�SeeSee  BAAL-ZEBUBBAAL-ZEBUB...

See BAAL-ZEBUB.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. L. Day,P. L. Day,  An AdversaAn Adversary in Heavry in Heaven:en:  síaœt�aœnsíaœt�aœn  in the Hebin the Hebrew Bible.rewHebHebrew BibHebrew Bible.le. HSM 43 (A HSM 43 (Atlanta, 19tlanta, 1988).88).88).

Bibliography. P. L. Day, An Adversary in Heaven: síaœt�aœn  in the 
Hebrew Bible. HSM 43 (Atlanta, 1988).

John L. McJohn L. McLaughlinLaughlin

John L. McLaughlin

BEERBEER (Heb.  (Heb. beï}eärbeï}eär)))

BEER (Heb. beï}eär)

�1.1. A camp pl A camp place (“wellace (“well”) in Tran”) in Transjordan ussjordan used by Israed by Israelites befelites before they more they marched to archemmarched tomarched to Mattanah  Mattanah (Num. 21:1(Num. 21:16), associ6), associated with ated with the well dthe well dug by prinug by princes and noces and noces and nobles celnobles celebrated inebrated in the Song  the Song of the Welof the Well (v. 18).l (v. 18). Most scho Most scholars agreelars agree that the  that the site shoulsitesite shoulsite should be foundd be found in northe in northeastern Moaastern Moab in the Wb in the Wadi eth-Thadi eth-Themed, wheremed, where adequatee adeque adequate wadequate water for aater for a large num large number of peober of people can eaple can easily be atsily be attained clotained close to the se to the surface. Tsursurface. Tsurface. This is prohis is probably the bably the same placesame place as Beer-e as Beer-elim (Isa. lim (Isa. 15:8).15:8).15:8).

1. A camp place (“well”) in Transjordan used by Israelites before they 
marched to Mattanah (Num. 21:16), associated with the well dug by princes and 
nobles celebrated in the Song of the Well (v. 18). Most scholars agree that the 
site should be found in northeastern Moab in the Wadi eth-Themed, where 
adequate water for a large number of people can easily be attained close to the 
surface. This is probably the same place as Beer-elim (Isa. 15:8).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. Glueck,N. Glueck,  ExploratioExploration in Easten in Eastern Palestirn Palestine, 1.ne, 1. AASOR 14  AASOR 14 (Baltimore(Balti(Baltimore(Baltimore, 1933–34), 1933–34): 1–113; A: 1–113; A. H. Van Z. H. Van Zyl, yl, The MoabitThe Moabiteses (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1960).1960).1960).

Bibliography. N. Glueck, Exploration in Eastern Palestine, 1. AASOR 14 
(Baltimore, 1933–34): 1–113; A. H. Van Zyl, The Moabites (Leiden, 1960).

Zeljko GreZeljko Gregorgorgor

Zeljko Gregor

�2.2. The place The place to which  to which Jotham fleJotham fled from hisd from his brother A brother Abimelech (bimelech (Judg. 9:21Judg. 9:21). It is p). It ). It is perhIt is perhaps to be aps to be identifiedidentified with el-B with el-Bireh, E ofireh, E of Mt. Tabor Mt. Tabor..

2. The place to which Jotham fled from his brother Abimelech (Judg. 9:21). 
It is perhaps to be identified with el-Bireh, E of Mt. Tabor.



BEERABEERA (Heb.  (Heb. beï}eäraœ}beï}eäraœ})))

BEERA (Heb. beï}eäraœ})

A son of ZA son of Zophah of tophah of the tribe ohe tribe of Asher (1f Asher (1 Chr. 7:37 Chr. 7:37).).

A son of Zophah of the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. 7:37).

BEERAHBEERAH (Heb.  (Heb. beï}eära®beï}eära®)))

BEERAH (Heb. beï}eära®)

The son ofThe son of Baal; a c Baal; a chieftain ohieftain of the tribf the tribe of Reubee of Reuben who was n who was deported tdeported to Assyria o Assyria by Tiglathbyby Tiglathby Tiglath-pileser I-pileser III (1 Chr.II (1 Chr. 5:6). 5:6).

The son of Baal; a chieftain of the tribe of Reuben who was deported to Assyria 
by Tiglath-pileser III (1 Chr. 5:6).

BEER-ELIMBEER-ELIM (Heb.  (Heb. beï}eär }ebeï}eär }eäliîmäliîm)))

BEER-ELIM (Heb. beï}eär }eäliîm)

A place inA place in Moab (Isa Moab (Isa. 15:8; “w. 15:8; “well of theell of the terebinth terebinths”), probas”), probably the sably the same as Beerme as Beer  1, 1, 1, 1, where the where the IsraelitesIsraelites encamped  encamped during theduring the wildernes wilderness wanderins wanderings (Num. 2gs (Num. 21:16). It 1:16). 221:16). It21:16). It has been  has been identifiedidentified with the  with the Wadi eth-TWadi eth-Themed.hemed.

A place in Moab (Isa. 15:8; “well of the terebinths”), probably the same as Beer 
1, where the Israelites encamped during the wilderness wanderings (Num. 
21:16). It has been identified with the Wadi eth-Themed.

BEERIBEERI (Heb.  (Heb. beï}eäriîbeï}eäriî)))

BEERI (Heb. beï}eäriî)

�1.1. The Hitti The Hittite father te father of Esau’s of Esau’s wife Juditwife Judith (Gen. 26h (Gen. 26:34).:34).:34).

1. The Hittite father of Esau’s wife Judith (Gen. 26:34).

�2. The fat2. The father of theher of the prophet H prophet Hosea (Hos.osea (Hos. 1:1). 1:1).

2. The father of the prophet Hosea (Hos. 1:1).

BEER-LAHAIBEER-LAHAI-ROI-ROI (Heb.  (Heb. beï}eär labeï}eär lah�ay roœ}ih�ay roœ}iîî)))

BEER-LAHAI-ROI (Heb. beï}eär lah�ay roœ}iî )

A well on A well on the road tthe road to Shur, ino Shur, in the vicin the vicinity of Kadity of Kadesh-barneaesh-barnea and Bered and Bered. Here (“w. Here (“well of thee(“w(“well of (“well of the Livingthe Living One who s One who sees me”; cees me”; cf. Vulg.) f. Vulg.) Hagar met Hagar met the angel the angel of the Lorof the Lord as she rd ad as she resas she rested duringted during her fligh her flight from Sart from Sarai (Gen. 1ai (Gen. 16:7-14). L6:7-14). Later, Isaaater, Isaac lived nec lived near this wear thisar this well this well (Gen. 24:6(Gen. 24:62; 25:11).2; 25:11).

A well on the road to Shur, in the vicinity of Kadesh-barnea and Bered. Here 
(“well of the Living One who sees me”; cf. Vulg.) Hagar met the angel of the Lord 
as she rested during her flight from Sarai (Gen. 16:7-14). Later, Isaac lived near 
this well (Gen. 24:62; 25:11).

BEEROTHBEEROTH (Heb.  (Heb. beï}eäro®tbeï}eäro®t��)))

BEEROTH (Heb. beï}eäro®t� )

One of fouOne of four cities or cities of the Hivif the Hivites that ctes that covenanted ovenanted peace withpeace with Joshua (J Joshua (Josh. 9:17)osh. 9:17) and were  and and were iand were incorporatencorporated into Bend into Benjamin (18:jamin (18:25–28; cf.25–28; cf. 2 Sam. 4: 2 Sam. 4:2-3). Ishb2-3). Ishbosheth’s aosheth’s assassins, ssaassassins,assassins, Bannah an Bannah and Rechab (d Rechab (1 Sam. 4:21 Sam. 4:2-3), came -3), came from Beerofrom Beeroth, as didth, as did Nahari, J Nahari, Joab’s armooJJoab’s armJoab’s armor-bearer or-bearer (23:37 = 1(23:37 = 1 Chr. 11:3 Chr. 11:39).9).9).

One of four cities of the Hivites that covenanted peace with Joshua (Josh. 9:17) 
and were incorporated into Benjamin (18:25–28; cf. 2 Sam. 4:2-3). Ishbosheth’s 
assassins, Bannah and Rechab (1 Sam. 4:2-3), came from Beeroth, as did Nahari, 
Joab’s armor-bearer (23:37 = 1 Chr. 11:39).

�Eusebius sEusebius spoke of a poke of a Beeroth thBeeroth that was conat was contemporary temporary with him awith him and was “unnd was “under Gideonder“un“under Gid“under Gideon” in OTeon” in OT times ( times (Onom.Onom. 48.9–10). 48.9–10). His descr His description of iption of the locatithe location of the on of thon of the villagthe village suggestse suggests an identi an identification wfication with el-Jibith el-Jib (167139)  (167139) NW of JeruNW of Jerusalem on tsalem on the road frhe rhe road from road from Jerusalem Jerusalem to Nicopolto Nicopolis (Emmausis (Emmaus; cf. Jero; cf. Jerome’s transme’s translation of lation of Onom.Onom. 49.8–9: N 49.8– 49.8–9: Ne49.8–9: Neapolis). Oapolis). Other possither possible locatible locations includons include the ancie the ancient city aent city at t Tell-en-NaTell-en-NaTell-en-NaTell-en-Nas�behs�beh (170143)  (170143) or or el-Biîrehel-Biîreh (170146), (170146), which app which appears ca. 1ears ca. 11 km. (7 m1 km. (71 km. (7 mi.) up(7 mi.) up the road  the road that leadsthat leads north out north out of Jerusa of Jerusalem via ellem via el-Jib. Perh-Jib. Perhaps Eusebiaps Eusebius’ descrius’ deus’ descriptiodescription of Beeron of Beeroth in relath in relation to thtion to the seventh e seventh milestone milestone meant thatmeant that it could  it could be accessebe be accessebe accessed or sightd or sighted from thed from that point oat point on the mainn the main road. road. road.

Eusebius spoke of a Beeroth that was contemporary with him and was 
“under Gideon” in OT times (Onom. 48.9–10). His description of the location of 
the village suggests an identification with el-Jib (167139) NW of Jerusalem on the 
road from Jerusalem to Nicopolis (Emmaus; cf. Jerome’s translation of Onom. 
49.8–9: Neapolis). Other possible locations include the ancient city at 
Tell-en-Nas�beh  (170143) or el-Biîreh (170146), which appears ca. 11 km. 
(7 mi.) up the road that leads north out of Jerusalem via el-Jib. Perhaps Eusebius’ 
description of Beeroth in relation to the seventh milestone meant that it could 
be accessed or sighted from that point on the main road.

Mark E. MoMark E. Moultonulton

Mark E. Moulton

BEEROTH BEBEEROTH BENE-JAAKANNE-JAAKAN (Heb.  (Heb. beï}eäroœbeï}eäroœ  beïneî-ya{beïneî-ya{a�qaœn) (aa�qaœn) (also BENE-Jlso BENE-JAAKAN)AAKAN)AAKAN)

BEEROTH BENE-JAAKAN (Heb. beï}eäroœ 



beïneî-ya{a�qaœn) (also BENE-JAAKAN)

The “WellsThe “Wells of the so of the sons of Jaakns of Jaakan,” a plaan,” a place near Edce near Edom where tom where the Israelihe Israelites encamptes encamped during eencampencamped dencamped during the uring the wildernesswilderness wandering wanderings (Deut. 1s (Deut. 10:6). In N0:6). In Num. 33:31-um. 33:31-32 it is c32 it is called simpaccalled simcalled simply Bene-jply Bene-jaakan. Jaaaakan. Jaakan, listekan, listed as a desd as a descendant ofcendant of Esau (1 C Esau (1 Chr. 1:42),hr. 1:42), was epony was  was eponymwas eponymous ancestous ancestor of an Eor of an Edomite cladomite clan. Modern n. Modern Birein (09Birein (095031), 11 5031), 11 km. (7 mi.km. (7 mkm. (7 mi.) N of mi.) N of Kadesh-barKadesh-barnea, may bnea, may be the sitee the site...

The “Wells of the sons of Jaakan,” a place near Edom where the Israelites 
encamped during the wilderness wanderings (Deut. 10:6). In Num. 33:31-32 it is 
called simply Bene-jaakan. Jaakan, listed as a descendant of Esau (1 Chr. 1:42), 
was eponymous ancestor of an Edomite clan. Modern Birein (095031), 11 km. (7 
mi.) N of Kadesh-barnea, may be the site.

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

BEER-SHEBABEER-SHEBA (Heb.  (Heb. beï}eär sûbeï}eär sûeb�a{eb�a{)))

BEER-SHEBA (Heb. beï}eär sûeb�a{ )

A major ciA major city in the ty in the Negeb. BeeNegeb. Beer-sheba, mr-sheba, meaning eiteaning either “well her “well of an oathof an oath” (Gen. 21” (Gen. 21:25-31) or:22121:25-31) 21:25-31) or “well oor “well of seven” (f seven” (26:26–35),26:26–35), is mentio is mentioned prominned prominently in Oently in OT accountsT accountsT accounts faccounts from the parom the patriarchs itriarchs in Genesis n Genesis to resettlto resettlement afteement after the Exilr the Exile.e.

A major city in the Negeb. Beer-sheba, meaning either “well of an oath” (Gen. 
21:25-31) or “well of seven” (26:26–35), is mentioned prominently in OT 
accounts from the patriarchs in Genesis to resettlement after the Exile.

ResidentiaResidential quarter l quarter in the wesin the western part tern part of Tell Beof Tell Beer-sheba (er-sheba (Iron II, lIron II, late 8th ceate 8th century nturycecentury century B.C.E.B.C.E.). A royal). A royal administr administrative centative center, the cier, the city was inhty was inhabited by abited by civil servcivil service elite,iceservservice elservice elite, with ite, with ordinary cordinary citizens dwitizens dwelling in elling in surroundinsurrounding villagesg villages and farms and farms (Phoenix  (Phoe (Phoenix D(Phoenix Data Systemata Systems, Neal ans, Neal and Joel Bied Joel Bierling)rling)

Residential quarter in the western part of Tell Beer-sheba (Iron II, late 8th 
century B.C.E.). A royal administrative center, the city was inhabited by civil 
service elite, with ordinary citizens dwelling in surrounding villages and farms 
(Phoenix Data Systems, Neal and Joel Bierling)

�Beer-shebaBeer-sheba is often  is often used to inused to indicate thedicate the southern  southern extent of extent of the land: the land: e.g., frome.g., frome.g., from Dan, from Dan, in the norin the north, to Beeth, to Beer-sheba, ir-sheba, in the soutn the south (e.g., Jh (e.g., Judg. 20:1;udg. 20:1; 2 Sam. 24 2 Sam. 24:2). In th:2). I:2). In the assIn the assignment ofignment of tribal te tribal territories rritories Beer-shebaBeer-sheba went to S went to Simeon, butimeon, but Simeon’s  Simeon’s territory terterritory territory was assimiwas assimilated intolated into Judah. Be Judah. Beer-sheba wer-sheba was often cas often considered onsidered the “capitthe “capital of the al “capit“capital o“capital of the Negef the Negeb.” Brief b.” Brief referencesreferences include t include the appointhe appointment of Sament of Samuel’s sonmuel’s sons as judges as as judges as judges in Beer-shin Beer-sheba (1 Sameba (1 Sam. 8:2); El. 8:2); Elijah passiijah passing throughng through Beer-sheb Beer-sheba when flea when fleeing from einflefleeing frfleeing from Jezebelom Jezebel (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 19:3); its 9:3); its high placehigh place destroyed destroyed by Josiah by Josiah (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 23:8); Amos3:8); A3:8); Amos condeAmos condemning the mning the worship atworship at Beer-sheb Beer-sheba (Amos 5:a (Amos 5:5; 8:14); 5; 8:14); its reoccuits reoccupation by pation bpation by returniby returning exiles ng exiles (Neh. 11:2(Neh. 11:27).7).7).

Beer-sheba is often used to indicate the southern extent of the land: e.g., 
from Dan, in the north, to Beer-sheba, in the south (e.g., Judg. 20:1; 2 Sam. 24:2). 
In the assignment of tribal territories Beer-sheba went to Simeon, but Simeon’s 
territory was assimilated into Judah. Beer-sheba was often considered the 
“capital of the Negeb.” Brief references include the appointment of Samuel’s sons 
as judges in Beer-sheba (1 Sam. 8:2); Elijah passing through Beer-sheba when 
fleeing from Jezebel (1 Kgs. 19:3); its high place destroyed by Josiah (2 Kgs. 23:8); 
Amos condemning the worship at Beer-sheba (Amos 5:5; 8:14); its reoccupation 
by returning exiles (Neh. 11:27).

�The identiThe identification ofication of the sitef the site of the we of the well of Abrall of Abraham and Isham and Isaac is notaac is not certain.  certain. Some conteSSome conteSome contend for a wnd for a well in modell in modern Beer-sern Beer-sheba (Bir heba (Bir es-Seba{es-Seba{; 130072),; 130072), others fo others fo others for a wellfor a well found at  found at Tell Tell es-Seba{/Tes-Seba{/Tellell Beer  Beer Sheva{Sheva{ (134072)  (134072) to the easto the east. Referent. Referet. ReferencesReferences to the ci to the city in the ty in the stories frstories from Israel’om Israel’s period os period of occupatif occupation and conon and control of thtroconcontrol ofcontrol of the land  the land are almostare almost certainly certainly to the ci to the city excavatty excavated at Telled at Tell  es-Seba{es-Seba{ under the und under the under the direction direction of Yohananof Yohanan Aharoni f Aharoni from 1969 trom 1969 to 1976. Tho 1976. The city wase city was occupied  occupied occupied ioccupied in the Ironn the Iron Age proba Age probably beginnbly beginning in theing in the 12th cent 12th century ury B.C.E.B.C.E. The first The first fortified for fortified fortified settlementsettlement was built was built ca. 1000  ca. 1000 and continand continued until ued until ca. 700, pca. 700, perhaps deserhaps destroyed by troydesdestroyed destroyed by Sennachby Sennacherib.erib.erib.

The identification of the site of the well of Abraham and Isaac is not certain. 
Some contend for a well in modern Beer-sheba (Bir es-Seba{; 130072), others 
for a well found at Tell es-Seba{/Tell Beer Sheva{ (134072) to the east. 
References to the city in the stories from Israel’s period of occupation and 
control of the land are almost certainly to the city excavated at Tell es-Seba{ 
under the direction of Yohanan Aharoni from 1969 to 1976. The city was 
occupied in the Iron Age probably beginning in the 12th century B.C.E. The first 
fortified settlement was built ca. 1000 and continued until ca. 700, perhaps 
destroyed by Sennacherib.

�Large areaLarge areas of the ts of the tell were eell were excavated, xcavated, revealing revealing public andpublic and private b private buildings, uildings, defensive ddefensive defensive walls, andwalls, and, in more , in more recent excrecent excavations, avations, a water sua water supply systepply system. Aharonim. Aharoni identifie id identifiedidentified, among ma, among many other fny other finds, a stinds, a stone hornedone horned altar — t altar — the stones he stones of which wof which were dismanewwere dismawere dismantled and ntled and in a seconin a secondary contedary context. The text. The tell was unoll was unoccupied foccupied for ca. 300 r ca. 300 years, theyyears, theyears, then reveals n reveals evidences evidences of occupatof occupation in theion in the Persian,  Persian, HellenistiHellenistic, Roman, c, Roman, and Early and and Early and Early Arab perioArab periods.ds.ds.

Large areas of the tell were excavated, revealing public and private buildings, 
defensive walls, and, in more recent excavations, a water supply system. Aharoni 
identified, among many other finds, a stone horned altar — the stones of which 
were dismantled and in a secondary context. The tell was unoccupied for ca. 300 



years, then reveals evidences of occupation in the Persian, Hellenistic, Roman, 
and Early Arab periods.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Z. Herzog,Z. Herzog,  Beer-shebaBeer-sheba 2 2 (Tel Aviv (Tel Aviv, 1984); J, 1984); J. Perrot, . Perrot, et al., “Bet al., “Beersheba,”ee“B“Beersheba“Beersheba,” ,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 1:161–73. 1:161–73.

Bibliography. Z. Herzog, Beer-sheba 2 (Tel Aviv, 1984); J. Perrot, et al., 
“Beersheba,” NEAEHL 1:161–73.

Bruce C. CBruce C. Cressonresson

Bruce C. Cresson

BE-ESHTERABE-ESHTERAHH (Heb.  (Heb. beï{esûteïbeï{esûteïra®ra®) ) (also ASHT(also ASHTAROTH)AROTH)AROTH)

BE-ESHTERAH (Heb. beï{esûteïra®) 
(also ASHTAROTH)

A city (alA city (also called so called Ashtaroth)Ashtaroth) located i located in land ownn land owned by Manaed by Manasseh and gsseh and given to thiven to the leviticae ththe levitithe levitical clans cal clans (Josh. 21:(Josh. 21:27; 1 Chr.27; 1 Chr. 6:71[MT 5 6:71[MT 56]). It ha6]). It has been ides been identified wintified with Tell th Tell th Tell Tell {Ashtarah{Ashtarah (243244)  (243244) on the Kinon the King’s Highwag’s Highway. In the y. In the 1920s Will1920s William F. Albiam F. Albright uncoright AlbAlbright uAlbright uncovered pncovered pottery datottery dating from ting from the Early Bhe Early Bronze to Ironze to Iron Ages.ron Ages.ron Ages.

A city (also called Ashtaroth) located in land owned by Manasseh and given to 
the levitical clans (Josh. 21:27; 1 Chr. 6:71[MT 56]). It has been identified with 
Tell {Ashtarah (243244) on the King’s Highway. In the 1920s William F. 
Albright uncovered pottery dating from the Early Bronze to Iron Ages.

Philip R. Philip R. DreyDrey

Philip R. Drey

BEGGARBEGGARBEGGAR

BEGGAR

Several HeSeveral Hebrew termsbrew terms are trans are translated “beglated “beggar,” mostgar,” most frequentl frequently y {aœnaœw.{aœnaœw. Greek dis Greek Greek distGreek distinguishes inguishes “beggar” (“beggar” (ptoœchoœsptoœchoœs), one who), one who lives at  lives at subsistencsubsistence level (te level (te level (the vast (the vast majority omajority of the popuf the populace), frolace), from “poor pem “poor person” (rson” (péneäspéneäs), a depen), a dependent, destdent, ddent, destitute destitute person; inperson; in the NT  the NT ptoœchoœsptoœchoœs is usuall is usually translaty translated “poor [ed “poor [person].” person].” Greco-RomaGrGreco-RomaGreco-Roman culture n culture had no ethhad no ethical or reical or religious idligious ideal of asseal of assistance toistance to beggars.  beggars. Biblical tBibBiblical tBiblical tradition, radition, however, fhowever, frequently requently portrays tportrays the destituhe destitute as undete as under the specr the special protecial pial protectionprotection of God, d of God, due to theiue to their helplessr helplessness and dness and dependency.ependency. Conversel Conversely, the ricy, the rich and powehricrich and prich and powerful arowerful are often dee often depicted as picted as wicked oppwicked oppressors ofressors of the poor. the poor. The Gospe The Gospe The Gospels giGospels give two vivve two vivid depictiid depictions of begons of beggars: the gars: the assertive assertive and demandand demanding Bartiming Bartimaeus, a blaeBartimBartimaeusBartimaeus, a blind , a blind man sittinman sitting at the og at the outskirts outskirts of Jericho f Jericho (Mark 10:4(Mark 10:46-52), and6-52), and Lazarus,  Laz Lazarus, aLazarus, a starving  starving beggar “cobeggar “covered withvered with sores,” l sores,” lying at a ying at a rich man’srich man’s gate (Luk gate (Luke 16:19-31e 16e 16:19-31).16:19-31). Jesus’ te Jesus’ teaching sinaching singles out bgles out beggars as eggars as “blessed” “blessed” (Matt. 5:3(Matt. 5:3; Luke 6:2; Luke 6:20).0).0).

Several Hebrew terms are translated “beggar,” most frequently {aœnaœw. 
Greek distinguishes “beggar” (ptoœchoœs), one who lives at subsistence level 
(the vast majority of the populace), from “poor person” (péneäs), a dependent, 
destitute person; in the NT ptoœchoœs is usually translated “poor [person].” 
Greco-Roman culture had no ethical or religious ideal of assistance to beggars. 
Biblical tradition, however, frequently portrays the destitute as under the special 
protection of God, due to their helplessness and dependency. Conversely, the 
rich and powerful are often depicted as wicked oppressors of the poor. The 
Gospels give two vivid depictions of beggars: the assertive and demanding 
Bartimaeus, a blind man sitting at the outskirts of Jericho (Mark 10:46-52), and 
Lazarus, a starving beggar “covered with sores,” lying at a rich man’s gate (Luke 
16:19-31). Jesus’ teaching singles out beggars as “blessed” (Matt. 5:3; Luke 6:20).

Mary Ann BMary Ann Beaviseavis

Mary Ann Beavis

BEHEMOTHBEHEMOTH (Heb.  (Heb. beheämo®t�beheämo®t�)))

BEHEMOTH (Heb. beheämo®t� )

Lit., a “gLit., a “great beastreat beast.” The ter.” The term represenm represents the pluts the plural of majral of majesty (pluresty (plural of the al of the Hebrew nouHebreHebrew nouHebrew noun “beast, n “beast, cattle,” acattle,” accompaniedccompanied by singul by singular verbs),ar verbs), implying  implying a single ba single beast (Job eabbeast (Jobbeast (Job 40:15). T 40:15). The traditihe traditional identonal identification ification of Behemotof Behemoth has beenh has been the hippo the hippopotamus. Ipohippohippopotamhippopotamus. In Egyus. In Egyptian reliptian religion the kgion the king, in thing, in the role of e role of the god Hothe god Horus, hunterus, hunted the hippd td the hippopthe hippopotamus, whotamus, which symbolich symbolized Seth,ized Seth, god of ch god of chaos, killeaos, killer of Horusr of Horus’ father O’ father Osiris. AftsOOsiris. AfOsiris. After winninter winning the battg the battle, Horus le, Horus assumed thassumed the Egyptiane Egyptian throne an throne and establisd established order.heestablisestablisheestablished order.d order.d order.

Lit., a “great beast.” The term represents the plural of majesty (plural of the 
Hebrew noun “beast, cattle,” accompanied by singular verbs), implying a single 
beast (Job 40:15). The traditional identification of Behemoth has been the 
hippopotamus. In Egyptian religion the king, in the role of the god Horus, hunted 
the hippopotamus, which symbolized Seth, god of chaos, killer of Horus’ father 
Osiris. After winning the battle, Horus assumed the Egyptian throne and 
established order.

�Since the Since the discovery discovery of the Ugaof the Ugaritic textritic texts which ids which identify Leventify Leviathan (Joiathan (Job 41:1) asb 41:1) asb 41:1) as a mythias a mythic charactec character, the ider, the identificationtification of Behemn of Behemoth as a hoth as a hippopotamuippopotamus has beens has been questione q questionedquestioned. Several . Several postbiblicpostbiblical texts cal texts confirm theonfirm the mythologi mythological characcal character of botter of both beasts (h beh beasts (1 beasts (1 En. 60:7–9En. 60:7–9; 2 Esdr. ; 2 Esdr. 6:49-52). 6:49-52). These textThese texts suggest s suggest that Behemthat Behemoth, like oth, like Leviathan LeviLeviathan Leviathan in Ugaritiin Ugaritic myths, hc myths, had a protoad a prototype in prtype in pre-Israelite-Israelite mythologe mythology, perhapsy, perhaps understoo un understoodunderstood as a prim as a primeval monsteval monster, a myther, a mythical symboical symbol of chaosl of chaos...

Since the discovery of the Ugaritic texts which identify Leviathan (Job 41:1) 
as a mythic character, the identification of Behemoth as a hippopotamus has been 
questioned. Several postbiblical texts confirm the mythological character of both 



beasts (1 En. 60:7–9; 2 Esdr. 6:49-52). These texts suggest that Behemoth, like 
Leviathan in Ugaritic myths, had a prototype in pre-Israelite mythology, perhaps 
understood as a primeval monster, a mythical symbol of chaos.

Patricia APatricia A. MacNicol. MacNicolll

Patricia A. MacNicoll

BEKABEKABEKA

BEKA

A weight eA weight equal to haqual to half (Heb. lf (Heb. beqa{beqa{) a shekel) a shekel or ca. 5. or ca. 5.712 g. (.2712 g. (.2 oz.), the oz.), the amount of amount of amount of silver of silver assessed oassessed of all malef all male Israelite Israelites for the s for the constructiconstruction of the on of the tabernacletabernacle (Exod. 38 (Exod (Exod. 38:(Exod. 38:26).26).

A weight equal to half (Heb. beqa{) a shekel or ca. 5.712 g. (.2 oz.), the amount 
of silver assessed of all male Israelites for the construction of the tabernacle 
(Exod. 38:26).

BELBEL (Heb.  (Heb. beäl;beäl; Akk.  Akk. beälu[m]beälu[m])))

BEL (Heb. beäl; Akk. beälu[m])

An AkkadiaAn Akkadian common nn common noun meaninoun meaning “master,g “master,” “ruler,”” “ruler,” “lord,” o “lord,” or “owner”;r “owner”; the cogna the co the cognate ofcognate of West Semi West Semitic tic ba{l.ba{l. In Akkadi In Akkadian the teran the term was widem was widely used toly used to refer to  refer to the king oththe king othe king or to specir to specify variousfy various officials officials (e.g.,  (e.g., beäl piäh˙beäl piäh˙ati,ati, “governor “governor”). Togeth”). Together with therTogethTogether wTogether with the prith the proper name oper name of any deiof any deity, ty, beälubeälu could be  could be used as anused as an appellati appellative in defeveappellatiappellativappellative in defere in deferential addential address: e.g.ress: e.g., , beälu SÁambeälu SÁamasû,asû, “lord SÁa “lord SÁamasû,” or masû,” or Marduk beäMarMarduk beäMarduk beäliya,liya, “Marduk,  “Marduk, my lord.” my lord.” The honoriThe honorific title fic title “lord” was“lord” was used inde used independently penindeindependenindependently from qtly from quite earlyuite early on for on on for one of severe of several gods: Eal gods: Enlil originlil originally, andnally, and then Mard then then Marduthen Marduk. In Babyk. In Babylonia, it lonia, it became an became an ubiquitousubiquitous title of  title of Marduk, thMarduk, the patron de patron deity of theitddeity of tdeity of the state ahe state and of the nd of the city Babylcity Babylon (cf. Enon (cf. Enuma Elish)uma Elish)...

An Akkadian common noun meaning “master,” “ruler,” “lord,” or “owner”; the 
cognate of West Semitic ba{l. In Akkadian the term was widely used to refer to 
the king or to specify various officials (e.g., beäl piäh˙ati, “governor”). 
Together with the proper name of any deity, beälu could be used as an 
appellative in deferential address: e.g., beälu SÁamasû, “lord SÁamasû,” or 
Marduk beäliya, “Marduk, my lord.” The honorific title “lord” was used 
independently from quite early on for one of several gods: Enlil originally, and 
then Marduk. In Babylonia, it became an ubiquitous title of Marduk, the patron 
deity of the state and of the city Babylon (cf. Enuma Elish).

�In the OT In the OT Bel occursBel occurs always as always as a name or a name or title for title for Marduk (I Marduk (Isa. 46:1; sa. 46:1; Jer. 50:2;Jer. 50:2Jer. 50:2; 51:450:2; 51:44). All th4). All three of theree of the texts in  texts in which it owhich it occurs dateccurs date to the mi to the middle of thddle of the 6th cente 6the 6th centur6th century y B.C.E.B.C.E., during o, during or immediatr immediately after ely after the Neo-Bathe Neo-Babylonian ibylonian imperial ermperial era (605–539a (60a (605–539).(605–539). In Isa. 4 In Isa. 46:1, Bel i6:1, Bel is paired ws paired with Nebo, ith Nebo, the Mesopothe Mesopotamian godtamian god  Nabu®Nabu®; Marduk a; M; Marduk andMarduk and  Nabu®Nabu® were the  were the principal principal deities ofdeities of the Babyl the Babylonian statonian state. Isa. 46e. Isa. 46:1-2 descr:1-2 4646:1-2 des46:1-2 describes thecribes them in procem in procession togession together departher departing helplting helplessly fromessly from Babylon i Babylon into exile,ntiinto exileinto exile, probably, probably a satiric a satirical reinteral reinterpretation pretation of their uof their usual rituasual ritual processil procession during on durinon during theduring the Babylonia Babylonian New Yearn New Year, or , or akiätu-akiätu-festival. festival. Jer. 50:2bJer. 50:2b reads: “B reads: “Babylon is abylon is taken, Belttaken, Beltaken, Bel is put to is put to shame, Me shame, Merodach is rodach is dismayed.”dismayed.” Here the  Here the use of use of beälbeäl as a name as a name as a name for Mname for Marduk is earduk is explicit. Ixplicit. In Jer. 51:n Jer. 51:44 Yahweh 44 Yahweh declares: declares: “I will pu“I will punish Bel inish Bel in Babylon.n Babn Babylon.” Babylon.” It is diffIt is difficult to dicult to determine wetermine whether thehether the anti-Baby anti-Babylon oraclelon oracles in Jer. s in Jer. 50-51 date50-5150-51 date50-51 date to a peri to a period before od before or after tor after the fall ofhe fall of Babylon t Babylon to the Perso the Persian king Cian king Cyrus in 53yrusCCyrus in 5Cyrus in 539. Clearl39. Clearly the propy the prophet assumehet assumed that Yahd that Yahweh would weh would (or had?) (or had?) rescue(d) rescue(drescue(d) rescue(d) his peoplehis people from Baby from Babylon and itlon and its titular s titular god, Mardugod, Marduk/Bel. Belk/Bel. Bel is encoun is encountered agaiterencounencountereencountered again lad again later in theter in the apocrypha apocryphal story ofl story of Bel and t Bel and the Dragon.he Dragon.

In the OT Bel occurs always as a name or title for Marduk (Isa. 46:1; Jer. 
50:2; 51:44). All three of the texts in which it occurs date to the middle of the 
6th century B.C.E., during or immediately after the Neo-Babylonian imperial era 
(605–539). In Isa. 46:1, Bel is paired with Nebo, the Mesopotamian god Nabu®; 
Marduk and Nabu® were the principal deities of the Babylonian state. Isa. 
46:1-2 describes them in procession together departing helplessly from Babylon 
into exile, probably a satirical reinterpretation of their usual ritual procession 
during the Babylonian New Year, or akiätu-festival. Jer. 50:2b reads: “Babylon is 
taken, Bel is put to shame, Merodach is dismayed.” Here the use of beäl as a 
name for Marduk is explicit. In Jer. 51:44 Yahweh declares: “I will punish Bel in 
Babylon.” It is difficult to determine whether the anti-Babylon oracles in Jer. 
50-51 date to a period before or after the fall of Babylon to the Persian king 
Cyrus in 539. Clearly the prophet assumed that Yahweh would (or had?) 
rescue(d) his people from Babylon and its titular god, Marduk/Bel. Bel is 
encountered again later in the apocryphal story of Bel and the Dragon.

�Numerous nNumerous names in thames in the Bible ane Bible and West Semd West Semitic epigritic epigraphs are caphs are compounded ompounded with wwith with ba{l.ba{l. In the Bi In the Bible, howevble, however, only oer, only one name fone name for certain r certain is compounis compounded with tded with the East Sehtthe East Sthe East Semitic emitic beäl:beäl: Belshazza Belshazzar (spelledr (spelled variously variously: Aram. : Aram. beälsûa}s�beälsûa}s�s�ars�ar in Dan. 5 in D in Dan. 5; Dan. 5; beäl}sûas�beäl}sûas�s�ars�ar in 7:1; 8 in 7:1; 8:1); the A:1); the Akkadian fokkadian form is rm is Beäl-sûarrBeäl-sûarra-us�ur,a-us�urBeäl-sûarrBeäl-sûarrBeäl-sûarra-us�ur,a-us�ur, “Bel (i.e “Bel (i.e., Marduk)., Marduk) protect t protect the king.” he king.” BelshazzarBelshazzar was crown was crown was crown princrown prince and sonce and son of Naboni of Nabonidus, the ldus, the last king oast king of the Babyf the Babylonian Emplonian Empire.ire.ire.

Numerous names in the Bible and West Semitic epigraphs are compounded 
with ba{l. In the Bible, however, only one name for certain is compounded with 
the East Semitic beäl: Belshazzar (spelled variously: Aram. beälsûa}s�s�ar  in 
Dan. 5; beäl}sûas�s�ar  in 7:1; 8:1); the Akkadian form is 



Beäl-sûarra-us�ur,  “Bel (i.e., Marduk) protect the king.” Belshazzar was 
crown prince and son of Nabonidus, the last king of the Babylonian Empire.

David VandDavid Vanderhoofterhooft

David Vanderhooft

BEL AND THBEL AND THE DRAGONE DRAGONE DRAGON

BEL AND THE DRAGON

�SeeSee  DANIEL, ADDANIEL, ADDITIONS TODITIONS TO..

See DANIEL, ADDITIONS TO.

BELABELA (Heb.  (Heb. bela{bela{) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

BELA (Heb. bela{) (PERSON)

�1.1. The son o The son of Beor andf Beor and king of E king of Edom who redom who reigned fromigned from the city  the city of Dinhabaof Dinhabah (Gen. 36h DinhabaDinhabah (Dinhabah (Gen. 36:32Gen. 36:32-33 = 1 Ch-33 = 1 Chr. 1:43-44r. 1:43-44).).).

1. The son of Beor and king of Edom who reigned from the city of 
Dinhabah (Gen. 36:32-33 = 1 Chr. 1:43-44).

�2.2. The eldes The eldest son of Bt son of Benjamin (Genjamin (Gen. 46:21;en. 46:21; 1 Chr. 7: 1 Chr. 7:6; 8:1). H6; 8:1). His descendis descendants were ants wants were the Bwere the Belaites.elaites.elaites.

2. The eldest son of Benjamin (Gen. 46:21; 1 Chr. 7:6; 8:1). His descendants 
were the Belaites.

�3.3. The son o The son of Azaz andf Azaz and herdsman  herdsman ruler of truler of the tribe ohe tribe of Reuben wf Reuben who owned aho owned a large amo l large amoularge amount of terrnt of territory in titory in the land ofhe land of Gilead (1 Gilead (1 Chr. 5:8- Chr. 5:8-9).9).

3. The son of Azaz and herdsman ruler of the tribe of Reuben who owned a 
large amount of territory in the land of Gilead (1 Chr. 5:8-9).

BELABELA (Heb.  (Heb. bela{bela{) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

BELA (Heb. bela{) (PLACE)

The originThe original name ofal name of Zoar, one Zoar, one of the “c of the “cities of tities of the valley”he valley” of Siddim of Siddim (Gen. 14: (Gen. 14:3), probab3), p3), probably lprobably located on ocated on the southethe southeastern banastern bank of the Dk of the Dead Sea.ead Sea.

The original name of Zoar, one of the “cities of the valley” of Siddim (Gen. 14:3), 
probably located on the southeastern bank of the Dead Sea.

BELIALBELIAL (Heb.  (Heb. beliyya{albeliyya{al;; Gk.  Gk. BeliaérBeliaér)))

BELIAL (Heb. beliyya{al; Gk. Beliaér)

In ancientIn ancient Hebrew li Hebrew literature, terature, the possesthe possessive “(of)sive “(of)  beliyya{albeliyya{al” (e.g., D” (e.g., Deut. 13:13eut. 13:13[MT 14]; J[M13:1313:13[MT 113:13[MT 14]; Judg. 4]; Judg. 19:22) pro19:22) provides an evides an evil connotvil connotation to pation to people or teople or things (lithings (lit., “sons o., “s., “sons of “sons of beliyya{albeliyya{al””). Althoug). Although the etymh the etymology of tology of the word rehe word remains uncemains uncertain, frortain, from the paramfrofrom the pfrom the parallelismarallelism with Mot  with Mot and Sheol and Sheol in 2 Sam. in 2 Sam. 22:5-6 = P22:5-6 = Ps. 18:4-5(s. 18:4-5(5–6) schol5–6) scholars recognarscholscholars rscholars recognize aecognize an originaln original mythologi mythological backgrcal background. Howeound. However, the aver, the actual biblctual biblical conteicbiblbiblical cbiblical context andontext and the Greek the Greek translati translation of the on of the LXX alwaysLXX always gave to t gave to the word thhe word the generic eththe generithe generic meaning c meaning of wickednof wickedness.ess.ess.

In ancient Hebrew literature, the possessive “(of) beliyya{al” (e.g., Deut. 
13:13[MT 14]; Judg. 19:22) provides an evil connotation to people or things (lit., 
“sons of beliyya{al”). Although the etymology of the word remains uncertain, 
from the parallelism with Mot and Sheol in 2 Sam. 22:5-6 = Ps. 18:4-5(5–6) 
scholars recognize an original mythological background. However, the actual 
biblical context and the Greek translation of the LXX always gave to the word 
the generic meaning of wickedness.

�In the latIn the late Hellenise Hellenistic-Roman tic-Roman period, soperiod, some Jewish me Jewish groups (ingroups (including thcluding the early Che early e early Chriearly Christians), istians), in line witn line with the theoh the theology of thlogy of the Book of e Book of the Watchethe Watchers (1 En. rs (1 En. 1—36), cla1—31—36), cla1—36), claimed belieimed belief in the af in the angelic oringelic origin of evigin of evil. At a cel. At a certain poinrtain point, these gt, these groups tookroups ggroups toogroups took the termk the term Belial as Belial as one of th one of the names ofe names of the chief the chief demon — t demon — the devil. he devil. We do not WWe do not We do not know exactknow exactly when thly when this phenomeis phenomenon first non first occurred. occurred. The two reThe two references iferencrereferencesreferences in the bo in the book of Jubiok of Jubilees (mid-lees (mid-2nd centur2nd century y B.C.E.B.C.E.) are stil) are still ambiguoul ambiguous and couls and cs and could be mcould be more properore properly translaly translated as “spted as “spirit of wiirit of wickedness” ckedness” (Jub. 1:20(Jub. 1:20) and “son) and “sons of wickes os of wickednof wickedness” (15:3ess” (15:33), simila3), similar to the br to the biblical usiblical usage of theage of the term as a term as a common na common name. It is menaname. It iname. It is in the Qs in the Qumran liteumran literature tharature that Belial ft Belial first appeairst appears unambigrs unambiguously anduously and repeatedl rep repeatedlyrepeatedly as a prop as a proper name (eer name (e.g., 1QH, .g., 1QH, 1QS, 1QM).1QS, 1QM). The Damas The Damascus Documecus Document is thusnt is nt is thus pris thus probably theobably the earliest  earliest extant litextant literary eviderary evidence of thence of this usage (is usage (CD 4:13, 1CD 4:13, 15; 5:8). N5; 5:85; 5:8). No s5:8). No specific thpecific theology of eology of the role athe role and functiond function of the dn of the devil seemsevil seems to be att to be attached to tachedattattached tattached to the devio the devil’s denomil’s denomination as nation as Belial (orBelial (or its varia its variant Beliar)nt Beliar). The name. The name was used  was  was used bwas used by ideologiy ideologically divecally diverse documerse documents, notabnts, notably the Tesly the Testaments oftaments of the Twelv the Twelve PatriarceTwelvTwelve PatTwelve Patriarchs, triarchs, the Lives ohe Lives of the Propf the Prophets (Liv.hets (Liv. Pro. 4:6, Pro. 4:6, 20; 17:2) 20; 17:2), the Siby, the Sibylline Oraclline Olline Oracles (SOracles (Sib. Or. 2:ib. Or. 2:167; 3:63,167; 3:63, 73), the  73), the Martyrdom Martyrdom and Ascensand Ascension of Isaion of Isaiah (e.g.,iah (e.g., Mart. Isa Ma Mart. Isa.Mart. Isa. 1:8, 9; 2 1:8, 9; 2:4), and 2:4), and 2 Cor. 6:15 Cor. 6:15...

In the late Hellenistic-Roman period, some Jewish groups (including the 
early Christians), in line with the theology of the Book of the Watchers (1 En. 
1—36), claimed belief in the angelic origin of evil. At a certain point, these 
groups took the term Belial as one of the names of the chief demon — the devil. 
We do not know exactly when this phenomenon first occurred. The two 
references in the book of Jubilees (mid-2nd century B.C.E.) are still ambiguous and 
could be more properly translated as “spirit of wickedness” (Jub. 1:20) and “sons 
of wickedness” (15:33), similar to the biblical usage of the term as a common 
name. It is in the Qumran literature that Belial first appears unambiguously and 
repeatedly as a proper name (e.g., 1QH, 1QS, 1QM). The Damascus Document 
is thus probably the earliest extant literary evidence of this usage (CD 4:13, 15; 
5:8). No specific theology of the role and function of the devil seems to be 
attached to the devil’s denomination as Belial (or its variant Beliar). The name 



was used by ideologically diverse documents, notably the Testaments of the 
Twelve Patriarchs, the Lives of the Prophets (Liv. Pro. 4:6, 20; 17:2), the Sibylline 
Oracles (Sib. Or. 2:167; 3:63, 73), the Martyrdom and Ascension of Isaiah (e.g., 
Mart. Isa. 1:8, 9; 2:4), and 2 Cor. 6:15.

�After the After the 1st centur1st century y C.E.C.E., both rab, both rabbinic and binic and Christian Christian traditionstraditions would occ would occasionally asioccoccasionaloccasionally retain ly retain the name Bthe name Belial as pelial as part of theart of their common ir common heritage. heritage. The name, The name, however, nhohowever, nhowever, never regaiever regained its foned its former populrmer popularity.arity.arity.

After the 1st century C.E., both rabbinic and Christian traditions would 
occasionally retain the name Belial as part of their common heritage. The name, 
however, never regained its former popularity.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. Sacchi,P. Sacchi,  Jewish ApoJewish Apocalyptic acalyptic and Its Hisnd Its History.tory. JSP Sup 2 JSP Sup 20 (Sheffie0 (Sheffield, 1997);l(Sheffie(Sheffield(Sheffield, 1997); J, 1997); J. A. Emert. A. Emerton, “Sheolon, “Sheol and the S and the Sons of Belons of Belial,” ial,” VTVT 37 (1987) 37 (1987): 214–17.: 214–1: 214–17.214–17.214–17.

Bibliography. P. Sacchi, Jewish Apocalyptic and Its History. JSP Sup 20 
(Sheffield, 1997); J. A. Emerton, “Sheol and the Sons of Belial,” VT 37 (1987): 
214–17.
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BELLBELLBELL

BELL

A gold objA gold object (Heb. ect (Heb. pa{a�mo®n,pa{a�mo®n, “clapper” “clapper”) fastened) fastened to the ro to the robes of thebes of the high prie high pr high priest, whpriest, which acted ich acted as a warnias a warning of his ng of his movements movements in the sanin the sanctuary (Exctuary (Exod. 28:33-od. 28:33-35; 39:25-3528:33-28:33-35; 28:33-35; 39:25-26).39:25-26). At Zech.  At Zech. 14:20 it i14:20 it is prophesis prophesied that thed that the tinklinge tinkling ornamenta ornamental “bells ol “bl “bells of “bells of the horsesthe horses” (Heb. ” (Heb. meïs�illo®meïs�illo®t�t�) would be) would bear the samar the same inscripte inscription as theion as thion as the turbanthe turban of the hi of the high priest:gh priest: “Holy to  “Holy to the Lord” the Lord” (cf. Exod.(cf. Exod. 28:36; 39 28:36; 39:30); in t:30); in the eschatohe esche eschatologeschatological age, ical age, even the meven the most profanost profane things we things would be taould be taken up intken up into the servo the service of Godicservservice ofservice of God. God.

A gold object (Heb. pa{a�mo®n,  “clapper”) fastened to the robes of the high 
priest, which acted as a warning of his movements in the sanctuary (Exod. 
28:33-35; 39:25-26). At Zech. 14:20 it is prophesied that the tinkling ornamental 
“bells of the horses” (Heb. meïs�illo®t� ) would bear the same inscription as 
the turban of the high priest: “Holy to the Lord” (cf. Exod. 28:36; 39:30); in the 
eschatological age, even the most profane things would be taken up into the 
service of God.

BELMAINBELMAIN (Gk.  (Gk. BelmaiínBelmaiín) ) (also BALB(also BALBAIM, BALAMAIM, BALAMON)ON)ON)

BELMAIN (Gk. Belmaiín) 
(also BALBAIM, BALAMON)

A village A village in Palestiin Palestine where tne where the Jews erhe Jews erected fortected fortificationsifications in their  in their struggle astruggle against Holgainst aagainst Hoagainst Holofernes (lofernes (Jdt. 4:4).Jdt. 4:4). If Bethul If Bethulia is anotia is another name fher name for Shechemor Shechem, Belmain , Belmain may have bmaymay have bmay have been locateeen located in the vd in the vicinity oficinity of Dothan, c Dothan, ca. 14 km. a. 14 km. (9 mi.) N (9 mi.) N of Samariaof Samaria (cf. Jdt. (c (cf. Jdt. (cf. Jdt. 7:3, Balba7:3, Balbaim; 8:3, Bim; 8:3, Balamon).alamon).

A village in Palestine where the Jews erected fortifications in their struggle 
against Holofernes (Jdt. 4:4). If Bethulia is another name for Shechem, Belmain 
may have been located in the vicinity of Dothan, ca. 14 km. (9 mi.) N of Samaria 
(cf. Jdt. 7:3, Balbaim; 8:3, Balamon).

BELOVED DIBELOVED DISCIPLESCIPLESCIPLE

BELOVED DISCIPLE

A mysterioA mysterious, unnameus, unnamed figure id figure in the Fourn the Fourth Gospel.th Gospel. He appear He appears explicits explicitly only inly only in the Gospe t the Gospelthe Gospel’s second ’s second half (Johnhalf (John 13-21) an 13-21) and serves ad serves as a witness a witness to all ts to all the major ehe major events of Jveneevents of events of Jesus’ finJesus’ final week: tal week: the supper,he supper, trial, cr trial, crucifixion,ucifixion, empty tom empty tomb, and resb, and resurrection.urrecresresurrectiresurrection. His fion. His first appearrst appearance is atance is at Jesus’ fi Jesus’ final meal, nal meal, where he rwhere he reclines neeclines next to the xt to xt to the Lorto the Lord and is pd and is prompted byrompted by Peter to  Peter to ask personask personal questioal questions about Jns about Jesus’ betresus’ betrayer (13:2aybetrbetrayer (betrayer (13:23–25).13:23–25). He also a He also appears at ppears at the cross,the cross, standing  standing with Jesuswith Jesus’ mother w’ mother while the ohiwwhile the while the other discother disciples haveiples have disappear disappeared (19:26)ed (19:26), receivin, receiving a commisg a commission to tasion to take Mary inke tatake Mary take Mary into his ointo his own home (vwn home (v. 27). At . 27). At the tomb, the tomb, he outrunshe outruns Peter (20 Peter (20:1–10) and:1–10) and:1–10) and believand believes even thes even though Peterough Peter enters th enters the tomb fire tomb first. Later st. Later when the dwhen the disciples aisciples are fishingre aare fishinare fishing in Galilg in Galilee and Jesee and Jesus calls fus calls from the shrom the shore, this ore, this disciple adisciple alone recoglone recognizes Jesunizes Jenizes Jesus (21:Jesus (21:7); and wh7); and while Peter ile Peter races to traces to the shore, he shore, the Belovethe Beloved Discipled Disciple labors to labors to bring in  brin bring in tbring in the net of he net of fish.fish.fish.

A mysterious, unnamed figure in the Fourth Gospel. He appears explicitly only in 
the Gospel’s second half (John 13-21) and serves as a witness to all the major 
events of Jesus’ final week: the supper, trial, crucifixion, empty tomb, and 
resurrection. His first appearance is at Jesus’ final meal, where he reclines next 
to the Lord and is prompted by Peter to ask personal questions about Jesus’ 
betrayer (13:23–25). He also appears at the cross, standing with Jesus’ mother 
while the other disciples have disappeared (19:26), receiving a commission to 
take Mary into his own home (v. 27). At the tomb, he outruns Peter (20:1–10) 
and believes even though Peter enters the tomb first. Later when the disciples 
are fishing in Galilee and Jesus calls from the shore, this disciple alone recognizes 
Jesus (21:7); and while Peter races to the shore, the Beloved Disciple labors to 



bring in the net of fish.

�Some scholSome scholars believars believe that othe that other indirecer indirect referenct references may likes may likewise idenewise identify the stify thetify the shadowthe shadow of this d of this disciple elisciple elsewhere insewhere in the Gospe the Gospel. An anonl. An anonymous discymous disciple is wiiple is with Andrew thwiwith Andrewith Andrew in John w in John 1:35-42. I1:35-42. In 18:15 hen 18:15 he is with P is with Peter at Jeeter at Jesus’ intersus’ interrogation arogation and is knownd ind is known bis known by the highy the high priest. A priest. At the crost the cross he is ans he is an eyewitnes eyewitness to the ds to the death of Jeeath of Jesus (19:35sus JeJesus (19:Jesus (19:35). Above35). Above all, 21:2 all, 21:24 describe4 describes him as ts him as the source he source of the Gosof the Gospel’s testpel’s testimonies toimotesttestimonietestimonies to the ls to the life of Jesife of Jesus.us.us.

Some scholars believe that other indirect references may likewise identify 
the shadow of this disciple elsewhere in the Gospel. An anonymous disciple is 
with Andrew in John 1:35-42. In 18:15 he is with Peter at Jesus’ interrogation and 
is known by the high priest. At the cross he is an eyewitness to the death of 
Jesus (19:35). Above all, 21:24 describes him as the source of the Gospel’s 
testimonies to the life of Jesus.

�Leading suLeading suggestions ggestions for the idfor the identity of entity of this mystethis mysterious literious literary figurrary figure include e include Lazarus, tLLazarus, tLazarus, the only pehe only person whom rson whom the Gospelthe Gospel says Jesu says Jesus loved (Js loved (John 11:3, ohn 11:3, 11, 36; co11, 36; compare 11:2mcocompare 11compare 11:25–26 and:25–26 and 21:20–23) 21:20–23). Another . Another suggestionsuggestion is John M is John Mark (Acts ark (Acts 12:12), wh12:12), w12:12), who is asswho is associated wiociated with Peter (th Peter (1 Pet. 5:11 Pet. 5:13) and may3) and may have been have been confused  confused with John with John in antiquiinin antiquiin antiquity. The trty. The traditional aditional identificaidentification is Jotion is John the sonhn the son of Zebede of Zebedee. John wae. John was one of ts ones one of theone of the Twelve, a Twelve, and the Belnd the Beloved Discioved Disciple attendple attended Jesus’ ed Jesus’ final mealfinal meal. John oft. John often appearsen oftoften appeoften appears with Pars with Peter in theter in the Synoptice Synoptic tradition tradition, thus the, thus the rivalry h rivalry here with Pere with Peter. The eterPPeter. ThePeter. The Fourth Go Fourth Gospel is cuspel is curiously siriously silent aboutlent about John, who John, who appears i appears in the Synon the Synoptics as aptSynoSynoptics Synoptics as a majoras a major figure. A figure. A number of number of postapost postapostolic writeolic writers (e.g., rs (e.g., Irenaeus aIrenaeus and Polycarnd Pnd Polycarp) Polycarp) claim thatclaim that John is t John is the Belovedhe Beloved Disciple, Disciple, the autho the author of the Fr of the Fourth Gospourth Gospel.el.GospGospel.Gospel.Gospel.

Leading suggestions for the identity of this mysterious literary figure include 
Lazarus, the only person whom the Gospel says Jesus loved (John 11:3, 11, 36; 
compare 11:25–26 and 21:20–23). Another suggestion is John Mark (Acts 12:12), 
who is associated with Peter (1 Pet. 5:13) and may have been confused with John 
in antiquity. The traditional identification is John the son of Zebedee. John was 
one of the Twelve, and the Beloved Disciple attended Jesus’ final meal. John 
often appears with Peter in the Synoptic tradition, thus the rivalry here with 
Peter. The Fourth Gospel is curiously silent about John, who appears in the 
Synoptics as a major figure. A number of postapostolic writers (e.g., Irenaeus and 
Polycarp) claim that John is the Beloved Disciple, the author of the Fourth 
Gospel.

�Today greaToday greater intereter interest focusesst focuses on the li on the literary or terary or symbolic rsymbolic role playedole played by the Be by the  by the Belovethe Beloved Discipled Disciple in the th in the theological eological framework framework of the Fouof the Fourth Gospelrth Gospel. Some hav. Some hav. Some have claimhave claimed that heed that he is the id is the ideal discipeal disciple, offerele, offered as a modd as a model of discel of discipleship —ipleship — a person  a pe a person whoperson who believes  believes without phwithout physical eviysical evidence. Othdence. Others have ders have described hescribed him as an iim as an ideal witnediideal witnideal witness, who bess, who believes anelieves and testified testifies before ts before the world whe world what God hahat God has done in s done in Christ. SoCChrist. SoChrist. Some criticsme critics have even have even thought t thought that he symhat he symbolically bolically representerepresented the chard the charismatic Joismcharcharismaticharismatic Johanninc Johannine church ce church competing wompeting with the grith the growing, forowing, formal, Petrimal, Petrine communine communne communitiecommunities. More res. More recently schcently scholars haveolars have suggested suggested that this that this was an un was an unknown Chriknown Chknown Christian Christian who playedwho played a revelat a revelatory role, ory role, mediating mediating divine trudivine truth to the th to the community community (much like(m(much like(much like the anony the anonymous Teachmous Teacher of Righer of Righteousness teousness at Qumran)at Qumran). These sc. These scholars comholars cholars compare thcompare the Beloved e Beloved Disciple wDisciple with the prith the promised Spiomised Spirit-Paraclrit-Paraclete, whoseete, whose attribute attributes may havesattributeattributesattributes may have  may have been the sbeen the same as thoame as those of the se of the disciple.disciple.disciple.

Today greater interest focuses on the literary or symbolic role played by 
the Beloved Disciple in the theological framework of the Fourth Gospel. Some 
have claimed that he is the ideal disciple, offered as a model of discipleship — a 
person who believes without physical evidence. Others have described him as an 
ideal witness, who believes and testifies before the world what God has done in 
Christ. Some critics have even thought that he symbolically represented the 
charismatic Johannine church competing with the growing, formal, Petrine 
communities. More recently scholars have suggested that this was an unknown 
Christian who played a revelatory role, mediating divine truth to the community 
(much like the anonymous Teacher of Righteousness at Qumran). These scholars 
compare the Beloved Disciple with the promised Spirit-Paraclete, whose 
attributes may have been the same as those of the disciple.

�There mustThere must, however,, however, be a hist be a historical figorical figure behindure behind this name this name. His hist. His historical actorical acorical activity aactivity as the truss the trustworthy sotworthy source of eyurce of eyewitness tewitness tradition dradition demands thaemands that some pert some person servedsperperson serperson served the Joved the Johannine cohannine community asmmunity as its inspi its inspiration andration and its link  its link to Jesus. to Jesus. He is a moHe iHe is a modelis a model of faith  of faith and discipand discipleship — bleship — but also anut also an anchor to anchor to history a history and the found the founder of thndefoufounder offounder of the Johan the Johannine communine community.nity.nity.

There must, however, be a historical figure behind this name. His historical 
activity as the trustworthy source of eyewitness tradition demands that some 
person served the Johannine community as its inspiration and its link to Jesus. He 
is a model of faith and discipleship — but also an anchor to history and the 
founder of the Johannine community.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. BrowR. E. Brown, n, The CommunThe Community of theity of the Beloved D Beloved Discipleisciple (New York (New York (New York, 1979York, 1979); G. M. B); G. M. Burge, urge, InterpretiInterpreting the Gosng the Gospel of Johpel of Johnn (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1992pids, 1992), 37–54; ), 37–5), 37–54; J. 37–54; J. CharlesworCharlesworth, th, The BeloveThe Beloved Discipled Disciple (Valley F (Valley Forge, 1995orge, 1995); V. Elle); V. Eller, r, The BeloveThe BelovThe Beloved DiBeloved Disciple: Hisciple: His Name, His Name, His Story, Hs Story, His Thoughtis Thought (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1987pids, 1987); M. de J); M. de Jonge, “TheongeJJonge, “ThJonge, “The Beloved e Beloved Disciple aDisciple and the Datnd the Date of the Ge of the Gospel of Jospel of John,” in ohn,” in Text and IText and InterpretatnterIInterpretaInterpretation,tion, ed. E. Be ed. E. Best and R. st and R. McL. WilsoMcL. Wilson (Cambridn (Cambridge, 1979),ge, 1979), 99–114; J 99–114; J. N. Sande. N. Sand. N. Sanders, “Sanders, “Who Was thWho Was the Disciplee Disciple Whom Jesu Whom Jesus Loved?” s Loved?” in in Studies inStudies in the Fourt the Fourth Gospel,h Gosph Gospel,Gospel, ed. F. Cr ed. F. Cross (Londooss (London, 1957), n, 1957), 72–82.72–82.72–82.
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Jonge, “The Beloved Disciple and the Date of the Gospel of John,” in Text and 



Interpretation, ed. E. Best and R. McL. Wilson (Cambridge, 1979), 99–114; J. N. 
Sanders, “Who Was the Disciple Whom Jesus Loved?” in Studies in the Fourth 
Gospel, ed. F. Cross (London, 1957), 72–82.
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BELSHAZZARBELSHAZZAR (Heb.  (Heb. beälsûa}s�beälsûa}s�s�ar;s�ar;  Akk. Akk. beäl-sûar-beäl-sûar-us�urus�ur)))

BELSHAZZAR (Heb. beälsûa}s�s�ar;  
Akk. beäl-sûar-us�ur )

The ruler The ruler of Babylonof Babylon during th during the time of e time of Daniel. AcDaniel. According tocording to the Bible the Bible, he was k, he was killed whenillekkilled whekilled when the cityn the city was captu was captured by thered by the Medes and Medes and Persians  Persians in 539 in 539 B.C.B.C. (Dan. 5:3 (Dan. 5:30).05:35:30).5:30).5:30).

The ruler of Babylon during the time of Daniel. According to the Bible, he was 
killed when the city was captured by the Medes and Persians in 539 B.C. (Dan. 
5:30).

�BelshazzarBelshazzar ruled in  ruled in place of hplace of his father is father Nabonidus Nabonidus (556–539),(556–539), who was i who was in Arabia fn Arabn Arabia forArabia for an extend an extended period ed period of time. Nof time. Nabonidus habonidus had entrustad entrusted the armed the army and kingy and kingy and kingship tkingship to his son,o his son, who was a who was apparently pparently consideredconsidered co-regent co-regent, a unique, a unique situation situation in Mesopo in in Mesopotin Mesopotamian histamian history. Belshory. Belshazzar, howazzar, however, was ever, was never callnever called king, ned king, nor did he or did he take part tatake part take part in the Newin the New Year Fest Year Festival. His ival. His tenure in tenure in Babylon laBabylon lasted untilsted until the 14th  the 14th year of hiyearyear of hiyear of his father’ss father’s reign (ca reign (ca. 543), wh. 543), which may haich may have been whve been when Naboniden Nabonidus returneus returned.dreturnereturned.returned.returned.

Belshazzar ruled in place of his father Nabonidus (556–539), who was in 
Arabia for an extended period of time. Nabonidus had entrusted the army and 
kingship to his son, who was apparently considered co-regent, a unique situation 
in Mesopotamian history. Belshazzar, however, was never called king, nor did he 
take part in the New Year Festival. His tenure in Babylon lasted until the 14th 
year of his father’s reign (ca. 543), which may have been when Nabonidus 
returned.

�A number oA number of legal tef legal texts, contrxts, contracts, and acts, and letters deletters describe Belscribe Belshazzar asshazzar as crown pri crown p crown prince andprince and delineate delineate his dutie his duties as co-rus as co-ruler, incluler, including oversding overseeing the eeing the temple esttemple estates of Uratesestestates ofestates of Uruk and  Uruk and Sippar andSippar and leasing o leasing out temple ut temple land. Accoland. According to trding to the Nabonidhe Nabonidus ChronicuNabonidNabonidus Nabonidus Chronicle,Chronicle, Belshazza Belshazzar was a grr was a grandson of andson of NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar II (czzar II (cf. Bar. 1:f. Bar. 1:11-12), bu11:1:11-12), 1:11-12), but this mbut this may have beay have been an atteen an attempt to jusmpt to justify his ftify his father’s reather’s reign, sinceign, since Nabonidus Nabo Nabonidus Nabonidus was not pawas not part of the rt of the royal famiroyal family.ly.ly.

A number of legal texts, contracts, and letters describe Belshazzar as crown 
prince and delineate his duties as co-ruler, including overseeing the temple 
estates of Uruk and Sippar and leasing out temple land. According to the 
Nabonidus Chronicle, Belshazzar was a grandson of Nebuchadnezzar II (cf. Bar. 
1:11-12), but this may have been an attempt to justify his father’s reign, since 
Nabonidus was not part of the royal family.

�The book oThe book of Daniel mf Daniel may have daay have dated eventsted events to Belsha to Belshazzar’s rulzzar’s rule (cf. Dane (cf. Dan. 7:1; 8:1. 7:1; 8. 7:1; 8:1), alth8:1), although cuneiough cuneiform textsform texts reckoned  reckoned them by ththem by the reign ofe reign of his fathe his father. Belshazr. Belshazzar’s bizazarBelshazBelshazzarBelshazzar’s bizarre’s bizarre banquet ( banquet (Dan. 5) doDan. 5) does not appes not appear in extear in extrabiblicalrabiblical sources,  sources, and there andand there and there is no hintis no hint that the  that the kingdom wakingdom was about tos about to fall. His fall. His name abru name abruptly disapptly disappears frompeadisapdisappearsdisappears from reco from records in 543rds in 543. He may h. He may have been cave been captured inaptured in Babylon i Babylon in 539 or dn 539 or dn 539 or defeated bdefeated by the Persy the Persian Cyrus ian Cyrus while commwhile commanding theanding the Babylonia Babylonian forces an forces at Opis.t Opis.t Opis.

The book of Daniel may have dated events to Belshazzar’s rule (cf. Dan. 7:1; 
8:1), although cuneiform texts reckoned them by the reign of his father. 
Belshazzar’s bizarre banquet (Dan. 5) does not appear in extrabiblical sources, 
and there is no hint that the kingdom was about to fall. His name abruptly 
disappears from records in 543. He may have been captured in Babylon in 539 or 
defeated by the Persian Cyrus while commanding the Babylonian forces at Opis.

�BelshazzarBelshazzar is also m is also mentioned bentioned by the Greey the Greek historiak historian Herodotun Herodotus (s (Hist.Hist. 1.188) an 1.188) a 1.188) and Josephand Josephusus (Ant. (Ant. 10.254). 10.254). 10.254).

Belshazzar is also mentioned by the Greek historian Herodotus (Hist. 1.188) 
and Josephus (Ant. 10.254).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. P. DougR. P. Dougherty, herty, Nabonidus Nabonidus and Belshaand Belshazzar.zzar. Yale Orie Yale Oriental Seriental Serntal Series 15 Series 15 (New Haven(New Haven, 1929); A, 1929); A. K. Grays. K. Grayson, on, Assyrian aAssyrian and Babylonnd Babylonian Chroniian Chroniclescles (Locust V (Lo (Locust Va(Locust Valley, 1975lley, 1975).).).

Bibliography. R. P. Dougherty, Nabonidus and Belshazzar. Yale Oriental 
Series 15 (New Haven, 1929); A. K. Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian Chronicles 
(Locust Valley, 1975).

Mark W. ChMark W. Chavalasavalas

Mark W. Chavalas

BELTESHAZZBELTESHAZZARAR (Heb.  (Heb. beält�eïsûbeält�eïsûa}s�s�ara}s�s�ar)))

BELTESHAZZAR (Heb. beält�eïsûa}s�s�ar )

The BabyloThe Babylonian name nian name (Akk. (Akk. balaœt�su-balaœt�su-us�ur,us�ur, “protect  “protect his life”)his life”) given to  given to Daniel durDanieDaniel durDaniel during his caing his captivity inptivity in Babylon ( Babylon (Dan. 1:7; Dan. 1:7; 2:26; 4:8-2:26; 4:8-9). At Dan9). At Dan. 4:8 Nebu. 4:8 NebuchadnezzarchadNebuNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar interzzar interprets the prets the name as dename as derived fromrived from the Babyl the Babylonian deitonian deity Bel, buty Bel, buty Bel, but this ibut this is probablys probably a popular a popular etymology etymology. LXX, Vul. LXX, Vulg. read “Bg. read “Balthasar,”althasar,” which in  which in Roman CathRoRoman CathRoman Catholic tradiolic tradition becamtion became the namee the name of one of of one of the three the three wise men  wise men from the Efrom thefrom the East wthe East who visitedho visited the infan the infant Jesus.t Jesus.

The Babylonian name (Akk. balaœt�su-us�ur,  “protect his life”) given to 
Daniel during his captivity in Babylon (Dan. 1:7; 2:26; 4:8-9). At Dan. 4:8 
Nebuchadnezzar interprets the name as derived from the Babylonian deity Bel, 



but this is probably a popular etymology. LXX, Vulg. read “Balthasar,” which in 
Roman Catholic tradition became the name of one of the three wise men from 
the East who visited the infant Jesus.

BENBENBEN

BEN

Used as a Used as a prefix, a prefix, a term desigterm designating a rnating a relationshielationship or condip or condition (Heb.tion (Heb.  beän,beän, “son of”; “son o “son of”; pl. of”; pl. beïneîbeïneî). Most of). Most often it indten it indicates a dicates a direct maleirect male descendan descendant, but it t, but it can also dcan also designate aeddesignate designate a member oa member of a tribe f a tribe or people or people (“sons of (“sons of Israel,” GIsrael,” Gen. 42:5),en. 42:5), national  national or geograpor gor geographicgeographical origin al origin (“son of J(“son of Jabesh,” 2 abesh,” 2 Kgs. 15:10Kgs. 15:10), or soci), or social or profal or professional cessional class (“sonlass (“lass (“sons of (“sons of the prophethe prophets,” e.g.,ts,” e.g., 1 Kgs. 20 1 Kgs. 20:35; 2 Kgs:35; 2 Kgs. 2:3). “S. 2:3). “Sons of Godons of God” can refe” can refer to belier to r to believito believing, godly ng, godly persons (Gpersons (Gen. 6:2; Hen. 6:2; Hos. 1:10) os. 1:10) or angels or angels (Job 1:6; (Job 1:6; 2:1; 38:7)2:1; 38:7)..

Used as a prefix, a term designating a relationship or condition (Heb. beän, “son 
of”; pl. beïneî). Most often it indicates a direct male descendant, but it can also 
designate a member of a tribe or people (“sons of Israel,” Gen. 42:5), national or 
geographical origin (“son of Jabesh,” 2 Kgs. 15:10), or social or professional class 
(“sons of the prophets,” e.g., 1 Kgs. 20:35; 2 Kgs. 2:3). “Sons of God” can refer 
to believing, godly persons (Gen. 6:2; Hos. 1:10) or angels (Job 1:6; 2:1; 38:7).

BEN-ABINADBEN-ABINADABAB (Heb.  (Heb. ben-}a�b�iben-}a�b�iînaœd�aœb�înaœd�aœb�)))

BEN-ABINADAB (Heb. ben-}a�b�iînaœd�aœb� )

An adminisAn administrator of trator of the Naphatthe Naphath-dor regih-dor region supplyion supplying royal png royal provision orovision one month pne month pne month per year. per year. He marriedHe married Solomon’s Solomon’s daughter  daughter Taphath (1Taphath (1 Kgs. 4:11 Kgs. 4:11).).).

An administrator of the Naphath-dor region supplying royal provision one month 
per year. He married Solomon’s daughter Taphath (1 Kgs. 4:11).

William D.William D. Matherly Matherly

William D. Matherly

BENAIAHBENAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. beïnaœya®,beïnaœya®, beïnaœyaœ beïnaœyaœhu®hu®)))

BENAIAH (Heb. beïnaœya®, beïnaœyaœhu®)

�1.1. The son o The son of Jehoiadaf Jehoiada the pries the priest, from tht, from the southerne southern Judean to Judean town of Kabzwn of Kabzeel, commaeel,KabzKabzeel, cKabzeel, commander oommander over the arver the army under Smy under Solomon. Beolomon. Benaiah camenaiah came to promin to prominence underenceprominprominenceprominence under Dav under David as commid as commander of Cander of Cherethitesherethites (Cretans) (Cretans) and Pelet and Pelethites (Phihites (Phites (Philistin(Philistines), the mes), the mercenary tercenary troops of Droops of David’s bodavid’s bodyguard (2 yguard (2 Sam. 8:18;Sam. 8:18; 20:23; 1  20:23; 1 Chr. 18:17ChrChr. 18:17Chr. 18:17). Benaiah). Benaiah’s deeds w’s deeds were renownere renowned among Ded among David’s Thiavid’s Thirty, althorty, although he wasugh he wugh he was not pawas not part of the rt of the Three (2 SThree (2 Sam. 23:20-am. 23:20-23 = 1 Chr23 = 1 Chr. 11:22-25. 11:22-25). At the ). At the end of Davend of David’s life iDavDavid’s liDavid’s life he sidefe he sided with Sold with Solomon over omon over against Adagainst Adonijah, anonijah, and secured d secured Solomon’s Solomon’s position opposition oposition on the thron the throne (1 Kgs.ne (1 Kgs. 1:36-38). 1:36-38). At Solomo At Solomon’s biddinn’s bidding, Benaiahg, Benaiah killed Ad killed Adonijah (1 onAdAdonijah (Adonijah (1 Kgs. 2:21 Kgs. 2:25), Joab (5), Joab (vv. 29–34)vv. 29–34), and Shim, and Shimei (v. 46)ei (v. 46). Solomon . Solomon rewarded Brewarded Benaiah by enBBenaiah byBenaiah by placing h placing him over alim over all the armyl the army instead o instead of Joab (1 f Joab (1 Kgs. 2:35)Kgs. 2:35)...

1. The son of Jehoiada the priest, from the southern Judean town of 
Kabzeel, commander over the army under Solomon. Benaiah came to 
prominence under David as commander of Cherethites (Cretans) and Pelethites 
(Philistines), the mercenary troops of David’s bodyguard (2 Sam. 8:18; 20:23; 1 
Chr. 18:17). Benaiah’s deeds were renowned among David’s Thirty, although he 
was not part of the Three (2 Sam. 23:20-23 = 1 Chr. 11:22-25). At the end of 
David’s life he sided with Solomon over against Adonijah, and secured Solomon’s 
position on the throne (1 Kgs. 1:36-38). At Solomon’s bidding, Benaiah killed 
Adonijah (1 Kgs. 2:25), Joab (vv. 29–34), and Shimei (v. 46). Solomon rewarded 
Benaiah by placing him over all the army instead of Joab (1 Kgs. 2:35).

�The ChroniThe Chronicler adds cler adds that Benaithat Benaiah was comah was commander ovemander over the Davir the Davidic militidic militia of 24 tha ofa of 24 thouof 24 thousand whichsand which served du served during the tring the third monthhird month, but also, but also suggests  suggests that he gathat he gave charge vegagave charggave charge of the me of the militia to ilitia to his son Amhis son Ammizabad (1mizabad (1 Chr. 27:5 Chr. 27:5- 6). Anot- 6). Another son, Jher son, Jehoiada, sehoJJehoiada, Jehoiada, succeeded succeeded AhithophelAhithophel as David’ as David’s counselos counselor (1 Chr. r (1 Chr. 27:34).27:34).27:34).

The Chronicler adds that Benaiah was commander over the Davidic militia 
of 24 thousand which served during the third month, but also suggests that he 
gave charge of the militia to his son Ammizabad (1 Chr. 27:5- 6). Another son, 
Jehoiada, succeeded Ahithophel as David’s counselor (1 Chr. 27:34).

�2.2. An Ephrai An Ephraimite from mite from Pirathon; Pirathon; one of Davone of David’s Thirtid’s Thirty (2 Sam. y (2 Sam. 23:30 = 1 23:30 = 1 Chr. 11:31Chr.Chr. 11:31Chr. 11:31). He was ). He was given chargiven charge of the ge of the Davidic miDavidic militia of 2litia of 24 thousand4 thousand that serv that served during ed servserved durserved during the eling the eleventh moneventh month (1 Chr.th (1 Chr. 27:14). 27:14). 27:14).

2. An Ephraimite from Pirathon; one of David’s Thirty (2 Sam. 23:30 = 1 
Chr. 11:31). He was given charge of the Davidic militia of 24 thousand that 
served during the eleventh month (1 Chr. 27:14).

�3.3. One of se One of several Simeveral Simeonite chieonite chiefs who migfs who migrated to trated to the region he region of Gedor dof Gedor during the uridduring theduring the reign of  reign of King HezekKing Hezekiah (1 Chriah (1 Chr. 4:36).. 4:36).. 4:36).

3. One of several Simeonite chiefs who migrated to the region of Gedor 
during the reign of King Hezekiah (1 Chr. 4:36).

�4.4. A Levite  A Levite musician wmusician who was appho was appointed at ointed at David’s coDavid’s command to pmmand to play the halay the harp before rphaharp beforharp before the ark e the ark (1 Chr. 15(1 Chr. 15:18, 20; 1:18, 20; 16:5). He i6:5). He is probablys probably the grand the grandfather of father of the Levitethe the Levitethe Levite Jahaziel, Jahaziel, who proph who prophesied duriesied during the reing the reign of Jehogn of Jehoshaphat (2shaphat (2 Chr. 20:1 Chr. 20:14).4).20:120:14).20:14).20:14).

4. A Levite musician who was appointed at David’s command to play the 
harp before the ark (1 Chr. 15:18, 20; 16:5). He is probably the grandfather of 
the Levite Jahaziel, who prophesied during the reign of Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 



20:14).

�5.5. One of th One of the priests e priests appointed appointed by David tby David to blow theo blow the trumpet b trumpet before the efore the ark (1 Chrarkark (1 Chrark (1 Chr. 15:24; 1. 15:24; 16:6).6:6).6:6).

5. One of the priests appointed by David to blow the trumpet before the 
ark (1 Chr. 15:24; 16:6).

�6.6. A Levite  A Levite who assistwho assisted in overed in overseeing theseeing the contribut contributions to thions to the temple de temple during the uringdduring theduring the reign of  reign of Hezekiah (Hezekiah (2 Chr. 31:2 Chr. 31:13).13).13).

6. A Levite who assisted in overseeing the contributions to the temple 
during the reign of Hezekiah (2 Chr. 31:13).

�7–10.7–10. Four Isra Four Israelites whoelites who divorced  divorced their foretheir foreign wives ign wives during theduring the time of E time of Ezra. They zrEEzra. TheyEzra. They were desc were descendants ofendants of Parosh, P Parosh, Pahath-moabahath-moab, Bani, an, Bani, and Nebo, red Nebo, respectivelyspectivelrerespectiverespectively (Ezra 1ly (Ezra 10:25, 30, 0:25, 30, 35, 43).35, 43).35, 43).

7–10. Four Israelites who divorced their foreign wives during the time of 
Ezra. They were descendants of Parosh, Pahath-moab, Bani, and Nebo, 
respectively (Ezra 10:25, 30, 35, 43).

�11.11. The fathe The father of Pelatr of Pelatiah, a layiah, a lay official  official whose deatwhose death was parth was part of Ezekie of Ezekiel’s visionl’s visiol’s vision (Ezvision (Ezek. 11:1, ek. 11:1, 13).13).13).

11. The father of Pelatiah, a lay official whose death was part of Ezekiel’s 
vision (Ezek. 11:1, 13).

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

BEN-AMMIBEN-AMMI (Heb.  (Heb. ben-{ammiîben-{ammiî)))

BEN-AMMI (Heb. ben-{ammiî)

The eponymThe eponymous ancestous ancestor of the or of the Ammonites,Ammonites, portrayed portrayed as the of as the offspring offspring of the inces the ince the incestuousincestuous relations relationship betweehip between Lot and n Lot and his youngehis younger daughterr daughter (Gen. 19: (Gen. 19:38).38).

The eponymous ancestor of the Ammonites, portrayed as the offspring of the 
incestuous relationship between Lot and his younger daughter (Gen. 19:38).

BEN-DEKERBEN-DEKER (Heb.  (Heb. ben-deqerben-deqer)))

BEN-DEKER (Heb. ben-deqer)

The officeThe officer over Solr over Solomon’s secomon’s second adminiond administrative dstrative district, wistrict, which incluhich included Makaz ded Makaz and Beth-sanand Beth-sand Beth-shemesh (1 hemesh (1 Kgs. 4:9).Kgs. 4:9).

The officer over Solomon’s second administrative district, which included Makaz 
and Beth-shemesh (1 Kgs. 4:9).

BENE-BERAKBENE-BERAK (Heb.  (Heb. beïneî-b�ebeïneî-b�eïraqïraq)))

BENE-BERAK (Heb. beïneî-b�eïraq )

A city in A city in the tribalthe tribal inheritan inheritance of Dan ce of Dan (Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:45), locat45), located on the ed on the coastal plcoastal plain. The sain. Thain. The site hThe site has been idas been identified aentified as modern s modern KheiriîyahKheiriîyah/Ibn Ibra®/Ibn Ibra®qq (133160), (133160), 4 km. (2. 4 km.  4 km. (2.5. km. (2.5. mi.) S of mi.) S of Bene-barakBene-barak, a suburb, a suburb of Tel Av of Tel Aviv which piv which preserves treserves the biblicahe biblical name.l nal name.name.

A city in the tribal inheritance of Dan (Josh. 19:45), located on the coastal plain. 
The site has been identified as modern Kheiriîyah/Ibn Ibra®q (133160), 4 
km. (2.5. mi.) S of Bene-barak, a suburb of Tel Aviv which preserves the biblical 
name.

BENEDICTUSBENEDICTUS

BENEDICTUS

Zechariah’Zechariah’s canticles canticle (Luke 1:6 (Luke 1:68-79), pro8-79), proclaimed atclaimed at the birth the birth of his so of his son John then John the Baptist,  Bap Baptist, aBaptist, and named fnd named for the firor the first word inst word in the Latin the Latin version.  version. Like Mary’Like Mary’s Magnifics Magnificat, it is at, itat, it is a prit is a prophetic hyophetic hymn of praimn of praise to God se to God for his vifor his visit and hisit and his genuine s genuine covenant kcovenant kindness (cindnekkindness (kindness (cf. Psalmscf. Psalms; Isa. 9; ; Isa. 9; Mal. 4; 1QMal. 4; 1QM 14:4–5).M 14:4–5). The hymn  The hymn (esp. vv. (esp. vv. 76–77) giv76–77) gives a Chrises aes a Christiaa Christian interpren interpretation of tation of John as prJohn as precursor, aecursor, although itlthough it says noth says nothing about ing about his work ahis whis work as bawork as baptizer or ptizer or his death.his death. Salvation Salvation is from ( is from (unspecifieunspecified) enemiesd) enemies who hate  who hate (Neh. 9:27(N(Neh. 9:27(Neh. 9:27; Ps. 106:; Ps. 106:9-10) and 9-10) and means “fremeans “freedom from edom from fear to sefear to serve” (v. 7rve” (v. 74), forgiv4), forgiveness of senforgivforgivenesforgiveness of sins s of sins (v. 77), a(v. 77), and peace (nd peace (v. 79).v. 79).v. 79).

Zechariah’s canticle (Luke 1:68-79), proclaimed at the birth of his son John the 
Baptist, and named for the first word in the Latin version. Like Mary’s Magnificat, 
it is a prophetic hymn of praise to God for his visit and his genuine covenant 
kindness (cf. Psalms; Isa. 9; Mal. 4; 1QM 14:4–5). The hymn (esp. vv. 76–77) gives 
a Christian interpretation of John as precursor, although it says nothing about his 
work as baptizer or his death. Salvation is from (unspecified) enemies who hate 
(Neh. 9:27; Ps. 106:9-10) and means “freedom from fear to serve” (v. 74), 
forgiveness of sins (v. 77), and peace (v. 79).

Seán KealySeán Kealy, C.S.Sp., C.S.Sp.

Seán Kealy, C.S.Sp.

BENE-JAAKABENE-JAAKANN (Heb.  (Heb. beïneî ya{beïneî ya{a�qaœna�qaœn) ) (also BEER(also BEEROTH BENE-JOTH BENE-JAAKAN)AAKAN)AAKAN)

BENE-JAAKAN (Heb. beïneî ya{a�qaœn ) 
(also BEEROTH BENE-JAAKAN)

An IsraeliAn Israelite encampmte encampment duringent during the wilde the wilderness jourrness journey, locatney, located near thed near the land of e land of Edom (Num.EdEdom (Num.Edom (Num. 33:31-32) 33:31-32). In Deut.. In Deut. 10:6 it i 10:6 it is called Bs called Beeroth Beneeroth Bene-jaakan.e-jaakan.e-jaakan.

An Israelite encampment during the wilderness journey, located near the land of 



Edom (Num. 33:31-32). In Deut. 10:6 it is called Beeroth Bene-jaakan.

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

BEN-GEBERBEN-GEBER (Heb.  (Heb. ben-geb�erben-geb�er)))

BEN-GEBER (Heb. ben-geb�er )

The officeThe officer over Solr over Solomon’s sixomon’s sixth administh administrative ditrative district, whstrict, which encompich encompassed nortassed northern Gileahnortnorthern Gnorthern Gilead and ilead and Argob (1 KArgob (1 Kgs. 4:13).gs. 4:13).

The officer over Solomon’s sixth administrative district, which encompassed 
northern Gilead and Argob (1 Kgs. 4:13).

BEN-HADADBEN-HADAD (Heb.  (Heb. ben-ha�d�aben-ha�d�ad�d�)))

BEN-HADAD (Heb. ben-ha�d�ad� )

Likely a tLikely a throne namehrone name taken by  taken by the king othe king of Damascusf Damascus (Aram.  (Aram. Bir-hadadBir-hadad). Althoug). Although scholarsh sch scholars dscholars debate as tebate as to preciselo precisely how manyy how many rulers bo rulers bore this nare this name in the me in the Bible and Bible and in epigrapinin epigrapin epigraphic evidenhic evidence preservce preserved in Akkaed in Akkadian and Adian and Aramaic, prramaic, probably throbably three kings aee kings are attesteraare attestare attested.ed.ed.

Likely a throne name taken by the king of Damascus (Aram. Bir-hadad). Although 
scholars debate as to precisely how many rulers bore this name in the Bible and 
in epigraphic evidence preserved in Akkadian and Aramaic, probably three kings 
are attested.

�1.1. Ben-hadad Ben-hadad I (ca. 88 I (ca. 885–865 5–865 B.C.E.B.C.E.), the son), the son of Tabrim of Tabrimmon and grmon and grandson of andson of Hezion (1 HHezion (1 Hezion (1 Kgs. 15:18Kgs. 15:18); a conte); a contemporary ofmporary of Kings Baa Kings Baasha of Isrsha of Israel and Asael and Asa of Judaha of Judah. Asa call. JudahJudah. AsaJudah. Asa called on called on Ben-hadad Ben-hadad I to aid  I to aid him by atthim by attacking noracking northern Israthern Israel while Bel while Baasha was aashBBaasha wasBaasha was restricti restricting access ng access to Jerusalto Jerusalem throughem through border fo border fortificatiortifications (1 Kgs.ns (1 Kgs. 15:16-22  15: 15:16-22 =15:16-22 = 2 Chr. 16 2 Chr. 16:1-6). The:1-6). The plan work plan worked for Asaed for Asa, as Ben-h, as Ben-hadad took adad took the towns the townsthe towns of “towns of “Ijon, Dan,Ijon, Dan, Abel-beth Abel-beth-maachah, -maachah, and all Chand all Chinneroth, inneroth, with all twith all the land ofhe land of Naphtali” N Naphtali” Naphtali” (1 Kgs. 15(1 Kgs. 15:20). This:20). This acquisiti acquisition gave Daon gave Damascus conmascus control over trol over the trade the trade route to sroroute to sroute to southern Phouthern Phoenicia. Boenicia. By the reigy the reign of Ahab n of Ahab (875–853) (875–853) the regionthe region was back  was back  was back in Isback in Israelite haraelite hands.nds.nds.

1. Ben-hadad I (ca. 885–865 B.C.E.), the son of Tabrimmon and grandson of 
Hezion (1 Kgs. 15:18); a contemporary of Kings Baasha of Israel and Asa of 
Judah. Asa called on Ben-hadad I to aid him by attacking northern Israel while 
Baasha was restricting access to Jerusalem through border fortifications (1 Kgs. 
15:16-22 = 2 Chr. 16:1-6). The plan worked for Asa, as Ben-hadad took the 
towns of “Ijon, Dan, Abel-beth-maachah, and all Chinneroth, with all the land of 
Naphtali” (1 Kgs. 15:20). This acquisition gave Damascus control over the trade 
route to southern Phoenicia. By the reign of Ahab (875–853) the region was 
back in Israelite hands.

�2.2. Ben-hadad Ben-hadad II (ca. 8 II (ca. 865–842), e65–842), either a soither a son or grandn or grandson of Benson of Ben-hadad I. -hadad I. A contempoA conA contemporacontemporary of Kingry of King Ahab of I Ahab of Israel, Bensrael, Ben-hadad II -hadad II is known fis known for his faior his failed siege led siege of Samariaof Sof Samaria, fSamaria, followed thollowed the next spre next spring by hising by his catastrop catastrophic loss ahic loss at Aphek (1t Aphek (1 Kgs. 20). Kgs. 20). He fought He He fought He fought alongside alongside Ahab againAhab against the Assst the Assyrian kingyrian king Shalmanes Shalmaneser III at er III at Qarqar (85Qarqar (853), but Ah3)(85(853), but(853), but Ahab died Ahab died in battle in battle against t against the forces he forces of his forof his former ally amer ally at Ramoth-gt Ramoth-gilead (1 KileadRamoth-gRamoth-gilRamoth-gilead (1 Kgsead (1 Kgs. 22:29-36. 22:29-36). Ben-had). Ben-hadad II was ad II was later murdlater murdered by thered by the usurper e usurper Hazael, whHHazael, whHazael, whom Ben-hadom Ben-hadad had senad had sent to inquit to inquire of Elisre of Elisha about hha about his recoveris recovery from an y from an y from an illnessan illness (2 Kgs. 8 (2 Kgs. 8:7-15).:7-15).:7-15).

2. Ben-hadad II (ca. 865–842), either a son or grandson of Ben-hadad I. A 
contemporary of King Ahab of Israel, Ben-hadad II is known for his failed siege of 
Samaria, followed the next spring by his catastrophic loss at Aphek (1 Kgs. 20). 
He fought alongside Ahab against the Assyrian king Shalmaneser III at Qarqar 
(853), but Ahab died in battle against the forces of his former ally at 
Ramoth-gilead (1 Kgs. 22:29-36). Ben-hadad II was later murdered by the usurper 
Hazael, whom Ben-hadad had sent to inquire of Elisha about his recovery from 
an illness (2 Kgs. 8:7-15).

�3.3. Ben-hadad Ben-hadad III (reig III (reigned from cned from ca. 806), ta. 806), the son of he son of the usurpethe usurper Hazael. r Hazael. Hazael hadHazaelHazael hadHazael had been the  been the most powermost powerful of theful of the kings of  kings of Damascus, Damascus, but his sobut his son sufferedn suffered a series  sufferedsuffered asuffered a series of series of defeats w defeats which reduchich reduced greatlyed greatly his inher his inherited kingdited kingdom. He wasom. He was defeated  d defeated tdefeated three timeshree times by Joash, by Joash, who freed who freed Israel fr Israel from vassaldom vassaldom to Damaom to Damascus (2 Kgscus (2 Kgscus (2 Kgs. 13:25Kgs. 13:25). Accordi). According to the ng to the Zakkur steZakkur stela, Ben-hala, Ben-hadad III wadad III was unsuccess unsuccessful in a sful in a siege of Hsiegsiege of Hsiege of Hazrak, a cazrak, a city of theity of the kingdom o kingdom of Hamath. f Hamath. Further, tFurther, the Assyriahe Assyrian king Adan king Adadnirari IIdnAdaAdadnirariAdadnirari III attac III attacked Damascked Damascus, forcinus, forcing the cityg the city’s surrend’s surrender by its er by its king king Mar}iMar}i (identifi (ide (identifie(identified as Ben-hd as Ben-hadad III) adad III) and paymenand payment of tribut of tribute in 796.te in 796.

3. Ben-hadad III (reigned from ca. 806), the son of the usurper Hazael. 
Hazael had been the most powerful of the kings of Damascus, but his son 
suffered a series of defeats which reduced greatly his inherited kingdom. He was 
defeated three times by Joash, who freed Israel from vassaldom to Damascus (2 
Kgs. 13:25). According to the Zakkur stela, Ben-hadad III was unsuccessful in a 
siege of Hazrak, a city of the kingdom of Hamath. Further, the Assyrian king 
Adadnirari III attacked Damascus, forcing the city’s surrender by its king Mar}i 
(identified as Ben-hadad III) and payment of tribute in 796.

�The ambiguThe ambiguity in numity in numbering thebering the attested  attested Ben-hadadsBen-hadads stems in  stems in part from part from the Melqarthe Mthe Melqart stMelqart stela. The kela. The king of Araing of Aram (a titlem (a title which a n which a number of cumber of cities coulities could claim, nd claim, not only Daot oot only Damasonly Damascus) commicus) commissioning tssioning the stela ihe stela is Ben-hadas Ben-hadad. His patd. His patronym is bronym is broken, androken, androken, and its reand its reconstructiconstruction is a maon is a matter of detter of debate. Franbate. Frank Moore Crk Moore Cross is theoss is the strongest strongest proponent p proponent proponent of identifof identifying this ying this patronym wpatronym with the Haith the Hadadezer ofdadezer of the Assyr the Assyrian annalsian annals, who is u, annalsannals, whannals, who is usualo is usually regardely regarded as Ben-hd as Ben-hadad II. Tadad II. Thus, the Bhus, the Ben-hadad oen-hadad of the inscf the inscription woriptinscinscriptioinscription would ben would be reckoned  reckoned Ben-hadad Ben-hadad III, and tIII, and the son of he son of Hazael wouHazael would then beld then be Ben-hadad bebe Ben-hadbe Ben-hadad IV.ad IV.ad IV.

The ambiguity in numbering the attested Ben-hadads stems in part from the 
Melqart stela. The king of Aram (a title which a number of cities could claim, not 
only Damascus) commissioning the stela is Ben-hadad. His patronym is broken, 



and its reconstruction is a matter of debate. Frank Moore Cross is the strongest 
proponent of identifying this patronym with the Hadadezer of the Assyrian 
annals, who is usually regarded as Ben-hadad II. Thus, the Ben-hadad of the 
inscription would be reckoned Ben-hadad III, and the son of Hazael would then 
be Ben-hadad IV.

�Further coFurther confusion arnfusion arises from ises from the identithe identity of the ty of the Hadadezer Hadadezer of the Assof the Assyrian annayrian anyrian annals. Heannals. He is identi is identified as Befied as Ben-hadad IIn-hadad II by most s by most scholars, ocholars, on the stren the strength of thngth of the appearane appe appearanceappearance of the bi of the biblical refblical references deerences denoting thenoting the leader of leader of Damascus  Damascus during thiduring this same pers ss same periosame period. This gid. This gives rise tves rise to the notio the notion of the on of the usage of tusage of this name ahis name as a thrones a throne name, ass nam name, assuname, assumed by allmed by all rulers of rulers of the city. the city.

Further confusion arises from the identity of the Hadadezer of the Assyrian 
annals. He is identified as Ben-hadad II by most scholars, on the strength of the 
appearance of the biblical references denoting the leader of Damascus during this 
same period. This gives rise to the notion of the usage of this name as a throne 
name, assumed by all rulers of the city.

Mark AnthoMark Anthony Phelpsny Phelps

Mark Anthony Phelps

BEN-HAILBEN-HAIL (Heb.  (Heb. ben-h�ayilben-h�ayil)))

BEN-HAIL (Heb. ben-h�ayil )

A prince oA prince of the tribf the tribe of Judahe of Judah, whom Kin, whom King Jehoshapg Jehoshaphat sent (hat sent (with otherwith others) throughs) through the citie throughthrough ththrough the cities oe cities of the soutf the southern kingdhern kingdom in ordeom in order to instrr to instruct the peuct the people in thople in the Law (2 Ce Le Law (2 ChrLaw (2 Chr. 17:7).. 17:7).

A prince of the tribe of Judah, whom King Jehoshaphat sent (with others) 
through the cities of the southern kingdom in order to instruct the people in the 
Law (2 Chr. 17:7).

BEN-HANANBEN-HANAN (Heb.  (Heb. ben-h�aœnaben-h�aœnaœnœn)))

BEN-HANAN (Heb. ben-h�aœnaœn )

A JudahiteA Judahite, one of t, one of the four sohe four sons of Shimns of Shimon (1 Chr.on (1 Chr. 4:20). 4:20).

A Judahite, one of the four sons of Shimon (1 Chr. 4:20).

BEN-HESEDBEN-HESED (Heb.  (Heb. ben-h�esedben-h�esed��)))

BEN-HESED (Heb. ben-h�esed� )

Solomon’s Solomon’s officer ovofficer over the thier the third adminisrd administrative ditrative district, whstrict, which includich included Socoh aed Socoh and the entnd tnd the entirethe entire land of H land of Hepher. He epher. He resided atresided at Arubboth  Arubboth (1 Kgs. 4:(1 Kgs. 4:10).10).

Solomon’s officer over the third administrative district, which included Socoh and 
the entire land of Hepher. He resided at Arubboth (1 Kgs. 4:10).

BEN-HINNOMBEN-HINNOM, VALLEY O, VALLEY OFFF

BEN-HINNOM, VALLEY OF

�SeeSee  GEHENNA; HGEHENNA; HINNOM, VALINNOM, VALLEY OF.LEY OF.

See GEHENNA; HINNOM, VALLEY OF.

BEN-HURBEN-HUR (Heb.  (Heb. ben-h�u®rben-h�u®r)))

BEN-HUR (Heb. ben-h�u®r )

An officerAn officer appointed appointed by Solomo by Solomon over then over the hill coun hill country of Ephtry of Ephraim, the raim, the first admifirst administrativenisadmiadministraadministrative distrtive district (1 Kgsict (1 Kgs. 4:8).. 4:8).

An officer appointed by Solomon over the hill country of Ephraim, the first 
administrative district (1 Kgs. 4:8).

BENINUBENINU (Heb.  (Heb. beïniînu®beïniînu®)))

BENINU (Heb. beïniînu®)

A Levite wA Levite who set hisho set his seal to t seal to the renewedhe renewed covenant  covenant under Neheunder Nehemiah (Neh.miah (Neh. 10:13[MT  10:13[M 10:13[MT 110:13[MT 14]).4]).

A Levite who set his seal to the renewed covenant under Nehemiah (Neh. 
10:13[MT 14]).

BENJAMINBENJAMIN (Heb.  (Heb. binyaœmiînbinyaœmiîn)))

BENJAMIN (Heb. binyaœmiîn)

�1.1. One of Ja One of Jacob’s 12 scob’s 12 sons; also ons; also the territthe territory and trory and tribe which ibe which bore his nbore his name. Benjaame. Bame. Benjamin wBenjamin was the youas the youngest chilngest child of Jacobd of Jacob, one of t, one of two childrewo children (along wn (along with Josephith Joseph) born to ) JosephJoseph) boJoseph) born to Jacorn to Jacob and Rachb and Rachel (Gen. 3el (Gen. 34:16-19). 4:16-19). Rachel dieRachel died during cd during childbirth,hildbirth, naming th na naming thenaming the child Ben child Benoni, “son oni, “son of my sorrof my sorrow.” Jacobow.” Jacob renamed h renamed him Benjamiim Benjamin, “son ofn, “son on, “son of the rigof the right/south” ht/south” (or “son o(or “son of my good f my good fortune”: fortune”: Rachel’s “Rachel’s “sorrow” besorrow” became Jacobcame Jacobcame Jacob’s “gJacob’s “good fortunood fortune”?). Indee”?). Indeed, Benjamed, Benjamin was Jacin was Jacob’s darliob’s darling (Gen. 4ng (Gen. 44:20), and4:20), and Joseph co Jo Joseph couJoseph counted on thnted on this in ordeis in order to lure r to lure Jacob and Jacob and clan to Egclan to Egypt (ch. 4ypt (ch. 42).2).2).

1. One of Jacob’s 12 sons; also the territory and tribe which bore his name. 
Benjamin was the youngest child of Jacob, one of two children (along with 
Joseph) born to Jacob and Rachel (Gen. 34:16-19). Rachel died during childbirth, 



naming the child Benoni, “son of my sorrow.” Jacob renamed him Benjamin, “son 
of the right/south” (or “son of my good fortune”: Rachel’s “sorrow” became 
Jacob’s “good fortune”?). Indeed, Benjamin was Jacob’s darling (Gen. 44:20), and 
Joseph counted on this in order to lure Jacob and clan to Egypt (ch. 42).

�The territThe territory of Benory of Benjamin was jamin was located inlocated in the south the southern Judeanern Judean highlands highlands. Its unst. Its un. Its unstable nunstable northern boorthern border was nrder was near Bethelear Bethel; its sout; its southern bordehern border, around r, around Jerusalem.Jerusalem.Jerusalem.Jerusalem. To the ea To the east Benjamist Benjamin extendedn extended to the Jo to the Jordan; to trdan; to the west, the west, to the Shepo the Shephelah. SinhShepShephelah.Shephelah. Since Ben Since Benjamin lay jamin lay between Jubetween Judah, the pdah, the preeminent reeminent southern tsouthern tribe, and ribe, and Ephraim, tEEphraim, tEphraim, the preeminhe preeminent northeent northern tribe, rn tribe, its locatiits location was stron was strategic. Thategic. The geographe geographic orientaic geographgeographicgeographic orientati orientation of its on of its name (“sonname (“son of the so of the south”) probuth”) probably resulably results from Bets from Benjamin’s lnjaBeBenjamin’sBenjamin’s location  location S of the JS of the Joseph triboseph tribe, Ephraime, Ephraim. One expr. One expression of ession of Benjamin’sBenjamin’s strategic st strategic strategic importanceimportance is that t is that two differewo different biblicant biblical books, Gl books, Genesis on enesis on a family la family level and Jevel aevel and Judgesand Judges on a trib on a tribal level, al level, end with send with stories abotories about restoriut restoring an estrng an estranged Benjanged Benjamin to a aminBenjBenjamin tBenjamin to a largero a larger group. group. group.

The territory of Benjamin was located in the southern Judean highlands. Its 
unstable northern border was near Bethel; its southern border, around 
Jerusalem. To the east Benjamin extended to the Jordan; to the west, to the 
Shephelah. Since Benjamin lay between Judah, the preeminent southern tribe, and 
Ephraim, the preeminent northern tribe, its location was strategic. The 
geographic orientation of its name (“son of the south”) probably results from 
Benjamin’s location S of the Joseph tribe, Ephraim. One expression of Benjamin’s 
strategic importance is that two different biblical books, Genesis on a family level 
and Judges on a tribal level, end with stories about restoring an estranged 
Benjamin to a larger group.

�Related, pRelated, perhaps, toerhaps, to the strat the strategic locategic location of Benion of Benjamin was jamin was the tribe’the tribe’s violent s violent s violent hiviolent history. Calstory. Called a “rapled a “rapacious wolacious wolf” (Gen. 4f” (Gen. 49:27), Ben9:27), Benjamin prodjamin produced many uced many warriors: wwarriors: warriors: the judge the judge Ehud, assaEhud, assassin of Egssin of Eglon, king lon, king of Moab (Jof Moab (Judg. 3:15-udg. 3:15-23); the 723); the 700 elite t00 e00 elite trooelite troops mentionps mentioned in Judged in Judg. 20:20 (l. 20:20 (like Ehud, ike Ehud, these warrthese warriors were iors were “left-hand“left-handed”); Sauled”“left-hand“left-hand“left-handed”); Sauled”); Saul; the assa; the assassins Baanssins Baanah and Recah and Rechab (2 Samhab (2 Sam. 4:2); an. 4:2); and, among Dd, among David’s waravDDavid’s waDavid’s warriors, Itrriors, Ittai (23:29tai (23:29). Benjami). Benjaminites fromnites from Gibeah ra Gibeah raped and brped and brutalized tutalized the wife ofhe whe wife of a wife of a Levite (JuLevite (Judg. 19), sdg. 19), sparking a parking a civil war civil war between Bebetween Benjamin andnjamin and the other the other tribes (c trib tribes (chtribes (ch. 20); the. 20); the Benjamini Benjaminites were dtes were decimated aecimated and the surnd the surviving malviving males resortees resorted to brided td to bride-cto bride-capture in apture in order to morder to maintain thaintain their lineageir lineage (ch. 21)e (ch. 21). Another . Another notable Benotable Benjaminite njaBeBenjaminitBenjaminite was Jeree was Jeremiah (Jer.miah (Jer. 1:1). 1:1). 1:1).

Related, perhaps, to the strategic location of Benjamin was the tribe’s 
violent history. Called a “rapacious wolf” (Gen. 49:27), Benjamin produced many 
warriors: the judge Ehud, assassin of Eglon, king of Moab (Judg. 3:15-23); the 700 
elite troops mentioned in Judg. 20:20 (like Ehud, these warriors were 
“left-handed”); Saul; the assassins Baanah and Rechab (2 Sam. 4:2); and, among 
David’s warriors, Ittai (23:29). Benjaminites from Gibeah raped and brutalized the 
wife of a Levite (Judg. 19), sparking a civil war between Benjamin and the other 
tribes (ch. 20); the Benjaminites were decimated and the surviving males resorted 
to bride-capture in order to maintain their lineage (ch. 21). Another notable 
Benjaminite was Jeremiah (Jer. 1:1).

�Despite anDespite ancient conncient connections wiections with the houth the house of Josese of Joseph (Ps. 80ph (Ps. 80:2[MT 3]) :2[MT 3]) and supporand suand support fosupport for a favorir a favorite son, Sate son, Saul, earlieul, earlier (2 Sam. r (2 Sam. 2:9; 16:5-2:9; 16:5-8), Benjam8), Benjamin sided win sided with Judah ith Juith Judah follJudah following the owing the split of tsplit of the monarchhe monarchy (1 Kgs. y (1 Kgs. 12:21). Fo12:21). For the restr the rest of the mo of the monarchic penarmomonarchic monarchic period andperiod and into the  into the postexilicpostexilic period, B period, Benjamin, aenjamin, along with long with Judah, madJudah, made up the ne madmade up thmade up the nation oe nation of Judah anf Judah and later thd later the Persian e Persian province oprovince of Yehud (Nf Yehud (Neh. 11:4).eh. 11:4).

Despite ancient connections with the house of Joseph (Ps. 80:2[MT 3]) and 
support for a favorite son, Saul, earlier (2 Sam. 2:9; 16:5-8), Benjamin sided with 
Judah following the split of the monarchy (1 Kgs. 12:21). For the rest of the 
monarchic period and into the postexilic period, Benjamin, along with Judah, 
made up the nation of Judah and later the Persian province of Yehud (Neh. 11:4).

�Paul (SaulPaul (Saul) was a Be) was a Benjaminite njaminite (Rom. 11:1(Rom. 11:1), namesak), namesake of the te of the tribal anceribal ancestor mentistor mestor mentioned mentioned by the apoby the apostle in a stle in a sermon in sermon in Antioch (AAntioch (Acts 13:21)cts 13:21)...

Paul (Saul) was a Benjaminite (Rom. 11:1), namesake of the tribal ancestor 
mentioned by the apostle in a sermon in Antioch (Acts 13:21).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. HalpernB. Halpern, , The First The First HistoriansHistorians: The Hebr: The Hebrew Bible aew Bible and Historynd History (1988, re (1 (1988, rep(1988, repr. Universr. University Park, ity Park, Pa., 1996)Pa., 1996), 40–43., 40–43., 40–43.

Bibliography. B. Halpern, The First Historians: The Hebrew Bible and History 
(1988, repr. University Park, Pa., 1996), 40–43.

Gregory MoGregory Mobleybleybley
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�2.2. A son of  A son of Bilhan, a Bilhan, a BenjaminitBenjaminite (1 Chr. e (1 Chr. 7:10).7:10).7:10).

2. A son of Bilhan, a Benjaminite (1 Chr. 7:10).

An IsraeliAn Israelite of the te of the family of family of Harim who Harim who had taken had taken a foreign a foreign wife (Ezrawife (Ezra 10:32). H 10:32). He may be te me may be themay be the same pers same person who woron who worked on theked on the restorati restoration of the on of the walls of Jwalls of Jerusalem aerusalem JJerusalem Jerusalem and took pand took part in theart in their restorair restoration (Neh.tion (Neh. 3:23; 12: 3:23; 12:34).34).

An Israelite of the family of Harim who had taken a foreign wife (Ezra 10:32). He 
may be the same person who worked on the restoration of the walls of 
Jerusalem and took part in their restoration (Neh. 3:23; 12:34).

BENOBENO (Heb.  (Heb. beïno®beïno®)))

BENO (Heb. beïno®)



The son ofThe son of Jaaziah,  Jaaziah, a Levite (a Levite (1 Chr. 24:1 Chr. 24:26-27). Th26-27). The Hebrew te Hebrew term may sierm may simply be remply be rendered “hinrerendered “rendered “his son” (his son” (cf. LXX) rcf. LXX) rather thanather than a proper  a proper name.name.

The son of Jaaziah, a Levite (1 Chr. 24:26-27). The Hebrew term may simply be 
rendered “his son” (cf. LXX) rather than a proper name.

BEN-ONIBEN-ONI (Heb.  (Heb. ben-}o®niîben-}o®niî)))

BEN-ONI (Heb. ben-}o®niî)

A name (HeA name (Heb. “son ofb. “son of my sorrow my sorrow”) given b”) given by Rachel ty Rachel to her youno her younger son. Jger son. Jacob, howeacob, howacob, however, chowever, changed it hanged it to Benjamito Benjamin (“son ofn (“son of the right the right hand”; Ge hand”; Gen. 35:18).n. 35:18).

A name (Heb. “son of my sorrow”) given by Rachel to her younger son. Jacob, 
however, changed it to Benjamin (“son of the right hand”; Gen. 35:18).

BEN-ZOHETHBEN-ZOHETH (Heb.  (Heb. ben-zo®h�eben-zo®h�eät�ät�)))

BEN-ZOHETH (Heb. ben-zo®h�eät� )

A son of IA son of Ishi of theshi of the tribe of  tribe of Judah (1 CJudah (1 Chr. 4:20).hr. 4:20). The name  The name may also bmay also be interpree interpreted to meatedinterpreinterpreteinterpreted to mean d to mean that he isthat he is the son o the son of Zoheth af Zoheth and grandsond grandson of Ishi.n of Ishi.

A son of Ishi of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 4:20). The name may also be 
interpreted to mean that he is the son of Zoheth and grandson of Ishi.

BEONBEON (Heb.  (Heb. beï{oœnbeï{oœn)))

BEON (Heb. beï{oœn)

A town in A town in the territthe territory of Reuory of Reuben (Num. ben (Num. 32:3).32:3).32:3).

A town in the territory of Reuben (Num. 32:3).

�SeeSee  BAAL-MEON.BAAL-MEON.

See BAAL-MEON.

BEORBEOR (Heb.  (Heb. beï{o®rbeï{o®r)))

BEOR (Heb. beï{o®r)

�1.1. The fathe The father of Bela,r of Bela, the first the first king of E king of Edom (Gen. dom (Gen. 36:32; 1 C36:32; 1 Chr. 1:43).hr. 1:43).

1. The father of Bela, the first king of Edom (Gen. 36:32; 1 Chr. 1:43).

�2.2. The fathe The father of the sr of the seer Balaameer Balaam (e.g., Nu (e.g., Num. 22:5; cm. 22:5; cf. 2 Pet. f. 2 Pet. 2:15, Gk. 2:15, Gk. Bosoœr,BosoœBosoœr,Bosoœr, following following Vaticanus Vaticanus).).

2. The father of the seer Balaam (e.g., Num. 22:5; cf. 2 Pet. 2:15, Gk. 
Bosoœr, following Vaticanus).

BERABERA (Heb.  (Heb. bera{bera{)))

BERA (Heb. bera{)

The king oThe king of Sodom, df Sodom, defeated whefeated when Chedorlen Chedorlaomer invaaomer invaded the vaded the valley of Silley of Siddim (Gen.ddim (Geddim (Gen. 14:2(Gen. 14:2).).

The king of Sodom, defeated when Chedorlaomer invaded the valley of Siddim 
(Gen. 14:2).

BERACAHBERACAH (Heb.  (Heb. beïraœk�a®beïraœk�a®)))

BERACAH (Heb. beïraœk�a® )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite warrioite warrior who defer who defected to Dacted to David at Zikvid at Ziklag (1 Chrlag (1 Chr. 12:3).. 12:3).

A Benjaminite warrior who defected to David at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:3).

BERACAHBERACAH (Heb.  (Heb. beïraœk�a®beïraœk�a®), ), VALLEY OFVALLEY OFVALLEY OF

BERACAH (Heb. beïraœk�a® ), VALLEY OF

A place (“A place (“valley of valley of blessing”)blessing”) where Jeh where Jehoshaphat goshaphat gathered hiathered his soldierss soldiers to bless  to bless God after GodGod after God after various pevarious peoples of toples of the Transjohe Transjordan invadrdan invaded his laned his land, but thed, but then slaughten slaughtered each oreslaughteslaughtereslaughtered each othd each other (2 Chr.er (2 Chr. 20:1-30). 20:1-30). The locat The location may beion may be  el-Baq{ahel-Baq{ah (170116), (170116 (170116), (170116), NW of KhirNW of Khirbet et-Tuqbet et-Tuqu, well-siu, well-situated neatuated near the ridgr the ridge road bete road between Bethlween Bethween Bethlehem Bethlehem and En-gedand En-gedi. The vali. The valley near Bley near Bethlehem wethlehem where Khirbhere Khirbet Bereikuet Bereikut (164117)t (16411t (164117) l(164117) lies is anoies is another possither possible locatible location. Since on. Since beïreäk�a®beïreäk�a® means “wa means “water pool,”ter pool,ter pool,” thepool,” the modern na modern name probablme probably reveals y reveals a traditioa traditional associnal association withation with the large the larger, well-war, largelarger, welarger, well-wateredll-watered Wadi el-A Wadi el-Arrub just rrub just south of tsouth of there. In ahere. In any case, tny case, the site ishe site is not far f not  not far frnot far from Tekoa (om Tekoa (2 Chr. 20:2 Chr. 20:20). Joel 20). Joel 3:2, 12(MT3:2, 12(MT 4:2, 12)  4:2, 12) may alludemay allude to the Be to the Beracah in hracBeBeracah inBeracah in his proph his prophecy about ecy about an apocalyan apocalyptic “vallptic “valley of Jehoey of Jehoshaphat.”shaphat.”shaphat.”

A place (“valley of blessing”) where Jehoshaphat gathered his soldiers to bless 
God after various peoples of the Transjordan invaded his land, but then 
slaughtered each other (2 Chr. 20:1-30). The location may be el-Baq{ah 
(170116), NW of Khirbet et-Tuqu, well-situated near the ridge road between 
Bethlehem and En-gedi. The valley near Bethlehem where Khirbet Bereikut 
(164117) lies is another possible location. Since beïreäk�a®  means “water 
pool,” the modern name probably reveals a traditional association with the 
larger, well-watered Wadi el-Arrub just south of there. In any case, the site is 
not far from Tekoa (2 Chr. 20:20). Joel 3:2, 12(MT 4:2, 12) may allude to the 
Beracah in his prophecy about an apocalyptic “valley of Jehoshaphat.”

Mark E. MoMark E. Moultonulton

Mark E. Moulton



BERAIAHBERAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. beïraœ}ya®beïraœ}ya®)))

BERAIAH (Heb. beïraœ}ya®)

A son of SA son of Shimei and himei and descendantdescendant of Shahar of Shaharaim of theaim of the tribe of  tribe of Benjamin (Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:21 Chr. 8:21).18:28:21).8:21).

A son of Shimei and descendant of Shaharaim of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr. 
8:21).

BEREABEREA (Gk.  (Gk. BereaBerea)))

BEREA (Gk. Berea)

A place neA place near Jerusalar Jerusalem, perhapem, perhaps on the Ns on the Nablus-Jeruablus-Jerusalem roadsalem road 16 km. (1 16 km. (10 mi.) N o0 mi.) N o0 mi.) N of the citof the city. Berea sy. Berea served as aerved as a stopping  stopping point for point for the forcesthe forces of Bacchi of Bacchides and Aldes and Alcimus (1 McimuAlAlcimus (1Alcimus (1 Macc. 9:4 Macc. 9:4), who arr), who arrived thereived there with 20 t with 20 thousand fohousand foot soldierot soldiers and 2000s and 2000 cavalry.  20002000 caval2000 cavalry. Two otry. Two other possibher possible locatiole locations are ns are el-Biîrehel-Biîreh and Bir e and Bir ez-Zait, caz-Zait, ca. 13 km. (. 13 km. 13 km. (8 mi.km. (8 mi.) N of Jer) N of Jerusalem.usalem.usalem.

A place near Jerusalem, perhaps on the Nablus-Jerusalem road 16 km. (10 mi.) N 
of the city. Berea served as a stopping point for the forces of Bacchides and 
Alcimus (1 Macc. 9:4), who arrived there with 20 thousand foot soldiers and 
2000 cavalry. Two other possible locations are el-Biîreh and Bir ez-Zait, ca. 13 
km. (8 mi.) N of Jerusalem.

Aaron M. GAaron M. Galeale

Aaron M. Gale

BERECHIAHBERECHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. berek�ya®,berek�ya®, berek�yaœ berek�yaœhu®hu®)))

BERECHIAH (Heb. berek�ya®, berek�yaœhu® )

�1.1. The fifth The fifth son of Ze son of Zerubbabel lrubbabel listed amonisted among David’s g David’s postexilicpostexilic descendan descendants (1 Chr.ts (1 ts (1 Chr. 3:(1 Chr. 3:20).20).20).

1. The fifth son of Zerubbabel listed among David’s postexilic descendants 
(1 Chr. 3:20).

�2.2. The fathe The father of the lr of the levitical mevitical musician Asusician Asaph (1 Chraph (1 Chr. 6:39[MT . 6:39[MT 24]; 15:1724]; 15:17).).).

2. The father of the levitical musician Asaph (1 Chr. 6:39[MT 24]; 15:17).

�3.3. The son o The son of Asa; a Lf Asa; a Levite listevite listed with thed with those first ose first returning returning to Jerusalto Jerusalem after tem afterem after the after the Exile (1 CExile (1 Chr. 9:16).hr. 9:16). The almos The almost parallelt parallel list in N list in Neh. 11:3-1eh. 11:3-10 omits Be0 omits Berechiah.rechiaBeBerechiah.Berechiah.

3. The son of Asa; a Levite listed with those first returning to Jerusalem 
after the Exile (1 Chr. 9:16). The almost parallel list in Neh. 11:3-10 omits 
Berechiah.

�4.4. A gatekee A gatekeeper for thper for the ark durie ark during David’sng David’s reign (1  reign (1 Chr. 15:23Chr. 15:23).).).

4. A gatekeeper for the ark during David’s reign (1 Chr. 15:23).

�5.5. The son o The son of Meshillef Meshillemoth, an Emoth, an Ephraimite phraimite chief who chief who successfulsuccessfully objectely objected to captud tod to capturito capturing Judahitng Judahite slaves ae slaves after the Ifter the Israelite israelite invasion dunvasion during Ahaz’ring Ahaz’ reign (2  reign (2 Chr. 28:12Chr. 28Chr. 28:12).28:12).28:12).

5. The son of Meshillemoth, an Ephraimite chief who successfully objected 
to capturing Judahite slaves after the Israelite invasion during Ahaz’ reign (2 Chr. 
28:12).

�6.6. The son o The son of Meshezabf Meshezabel and fatel and father of Mesher of Meshullam (Nehullam (Neh. 3:4, 30h. 3:4, 30).).).

6. The son of Meshezabel and father of Meshullam (Neh. 3:4, 30).

�7.7. The son o The son of Iddo andf Iddo and father of father of the proph the prophet Zechariet Zechariah (Zech. ah (Zech. 1:1, 7). E1:1, 7). Ezra 5:1; 6zra 5:zra 5:1; 6:14;5:1; 6:14; Neh. 12:1 Neh. 12:16 identify6 identify Iddo as Z Iddo as Zechariah’sechariah’s father. father. father.

7. The son of Iddo and father of the prophet Zechariah (Zech. 1:1, 7). Ezra 
5:1; 6:14; Neh. 12:16 identify Iddo as Zechariah’s father.

William D.William D. Matherly Matherly

William D. Matherly

BEREDBERED (Heb.  (Heb. bered�bered�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

BERED (Heb. bered� ) (PERSON)

The son ofThe son of Shutelah  Shutelah and grandsand grandson of Ephron of Ephraim (1 Chraim (1 Chr. 7:20).. 7:20).

The son of Shutelah and grandson of Ephraim (1 Chr. 7:20).

BEREDBERED (Heb.  (Heb. bered�bered�) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

BERED (Heb. bered� ) (PLACE)

A site neaA site near the wellr the well of Beer-l of Beer-lahai-roi, ahai-roi, associatedassociated with Haga with Hagar’s flightr’s flight (Gen. 16: (Gen. 16:14). Beer-14). B14). Beer-lahaiBeer-lahai-roi was p-roi was purportedlyurportedly located b located between Beretween Bered and Kaded and Kadesh, althoesh, although the exugh the eugh the exact geogexact geographical rraphical relationshielationship between p between the latterthe latter two sites two sites is uncert is uncertain. Targuain. Targumic traditmicTarguTargumic tTargumic traditions raditions suggest Besuggest Bered is to red is to be sought be sought either N oeither N or NE of Kar NE of Kadesh.desh.desh.

A site near the well of Beer-lahai-roi, associated with Hagar’s flight (Gen. 16:14). 
Beer-lahai-roi was purportedly located between Bered and Kadesh, although the 
exact geographical relationship between the latter two sites is uncertain. 
Targumic traditions suggest Bered is to be sought either N or NE of Kadesh.

Ryan ByrneRyan Byrne

Ryan Byrne

BERIBERI (Heb.  (Heb. beäriîbeäriî)))



BERI (Heb. beäriî)

A son of ZA son of Zophah of tophah of the tribe ohe tribe of Asher (1f Asher (1 Chr. 7:36 Chr. 7:36).).

A son of Zophah of the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. 7:36).

BERIAHBERIAH (Heb.  (Heb. beïriî{a®beïriî{a®), ), BERIITES BERIITES (Heb. (Heb. habbeïriî{habbeïriî{iîiî)))

BERIAH (Heb. beïriî{a®), BERIITES 
(Heb. habbeïriî{iî)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Asher and Asher and father of father of Heber and Heber and Malchiel (Malchiel (Gen. 46:17Gen. 46:17; 1 Chr. 7; 1 Chr. 7:30-31). H:30-377:30-31). 7:30-31). He was theHe was the eponymous eponymous ancestor  ancestor of the Berof the Beriites (Numiites (Num. 26:44).. 26:44).. 26:44).

1. A son of Asher and father of Heber and Malchiel (Gen. 46:17; 1 Chr. 
7:30-31). He was the eponymous ancestor of the Beriites (Num. 26:44).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Ephraim, bEphraim, born after orn after his other his other sons had bsons had been murdereen murdered by the ed by the men of Gatmenmen of Gatmen of Gath (1 Chr. h (1 Chr. 7:23). Heb7:23). Heb. . beïraœ{a®beïraœ{a® (“evil) i (“evil) in this vern this verse may repse may represent a present a resent a popular a popular etymology.etymology.

2. A son of Ephraim, born after his other sons had been murdered by the 
men of Gath (1 Chr. 7:23). Heb. beïraœ{a® (“evil) in this verse may represent 
a popular etymology.

�3.3. A Benjami A Benjaminite, son nite, son of Elpaal of Elpaal and fatherand father of nine s of nine sons (1 Chrons (1 Chr. 8:14). T. 8:14). The inhabithe inhahe inhabitantinhabitants of Aijals of Aijalon were deon were descendants scendants of Beriah of Beriah and his brand his brother Shemother Shema (1 Chr. a (1 Chr. 8:13).8:8:13).8:13).8:13).

3. A Benjaminite, son of Elpaal and father of nine sons (1 Chr. 8:14). The 
inhabitants of Aijalon were descendants of Beriah and his brother Shema (1 Chr. 
8:13).

�4.4. A son of  A son of the Levitethe Levite Shimei, o Shimei, of the linef the line of Gersho of Gershom. Becausem. Because they were they were few in nu few few in numfew in number, his sber, his sons and thons and those of hisose of his brother J brother Jeush were eush were counted ascounted as one famil one family (1 Chr. yfamilfamily (1 family (1 Chr. 23:10Chr. 23:10-11).-11).

4. A son of the Levite Shimei, of the line of Gershom. Because they were 
few in number, his sons and those of his brother Jeush were counted as one 
family (1 Chr. 23:10-11).

BERNICEBERNICE (Gk.  (Gk. BerniíkeäBerniíkeä) (also BE) (also BERENICE)RENICE)RENICE)

BERNICE (Gk. Berniíkeä) (also BERENICE)

Julia BernJulia Bernice (born ice (born 28 28 C.E.C.E.), the old), the oldest of Agrest of Agrippa I’s dippa I’s daughters aaughters and thus a nd thus a great-grangreat-gragreat-grangreat-granddaughter ddaughter of Herod tof Herod the Great (he Great (Josephus Josephus Ant.Ant. 18.132; 1 18.132; 19.354). Be9.354). Bernice firsrnice firrnice first marrfirst married Marcusied Marcus Julius Al Julius Alexander whexander who died in o died in 41. She wa41. She was then mars then married to heried to her uncle Herheher uncle her uncle Herod, kinHerod, king of Chalcg of Chalcis (is (Ant.Ant. 19.276–77 19.276–77; 20.104; ; 20.104; BJBJ 2:217–21) 2:217–21). After He. After Herod died iroHeHerod diedHerod died in 48 she in 48 she lived wit lived with her broth her brother Agrippher Agrippa II. Visia II. Visiting Festuting Festus in Caesas in Caesarea ca. 59rea CaesaCaesarea cCaesarea ca. 59 theya. 59 they heard Pau heard Paul give a dl give a defense of efense of his faith his faith (Acts 25:1(Acts 25:13-26:32). 3-26:32). To squelchTo sqTo squelch rusquelch rumors of inmors of incest (Juvecest (Juvenal nal SatiresSatires 6.156–60) 6.156–60), Bernice , Bernice convinced convinced Polemo kinPolemo king of Cilicgkinking of Ciking of Cilicia to ulicia to undergo Jewndergo Jewish circumish circumcision andcision and marry her marry her in 63, bu in 63, but she soont she soon left him, le left him, left him, returning returning to Agrippato Agrippa ( (Ant.Ant. 20.145–47 20.145–47).).).

Julia Bernice (born 28 C.E.), the oldest of Agrippa I’s daughters and thus a 
great-granddaughter of Herod the Great (Josephus Ant. 18.132; 19.354). Bernice 
first married Marcus Julius Alexander who died in 41. She was then married to 
her uncle Herod, king of Chalcis (Ant. 19.276–77; 20.104; BJ 2:217–21). After 
Herod died in 48 she lived with her brother Agrippa II. Visiting Festus in 
Caesarea ca. 59 they heard Paul give a defense of his faith (Acts 25:13-26:32). To 
squelch rumors of incest (Juvenal Satires 6.156–60), Bernice convinced Polemo 
king of Cilicia to undergo Jewish circumcision and marry her in 63, but she soon 
left him, returning to Agrippa (Ant. 20.145–47).

�At the begAt the beginning of inning of the Jewishthe Jewish War in 66 War in 66  C.E.C.E., and with, and with some risk some risk to person to personal safety,alpersonpersonal spersonal safety, Berafety, Bernice and Anice and Agrippa stogrippa stood for Jewod for Jewish peace.ish peace. She pled  She pled in vain wiin vain with procurath wiwith procuwith procurator Gessrator Gessius Florusius Florus on behalf on behalf of the Je of the Jews he was ws he was slaughterislaughtering (ng (BJBJ 2.310–14, 2.310 2.310–14, 2.310–14, 405–6, 425405–6, 425–29). Like–29). Like Agrippa,  Agrippa, Bernice soBernice soon sided won sided with Rome aith Rome and helped nd helpednd helped finhelped finance Vespaance Vespasian’s rissian’s rise to empere to emperor (Tacituor (Tacitus s Hist.Hist. 2.81). Sh 2.81). She became te became the mistreshe mishe mistress omistress of Titus, Vf Titus, Vespasian’sespasian’s son, and  son, and moved to Rmoved to Rome (ca. 7ome (ca. 75), expect5), expecting to be ing to be his wife (hihis wife (his wife (Dio CassiuDio Cassius s Hist.Hist. 65.15). B 65.15). But when Tiut when Titus becametus became emperor i emperor in 79 he ren 79 he reluctantly luctarereluctantlreluctantly dismissey dismissed Bernice d Bernice from Rome from Rome in an attein an attempt to impmpt to improve his rrove his reputation eputation (Suetonius((Suetonius(Suetonius  TitusTitus 7). Somet 7). Sometime beforeime before Titus’ de Titus’ death in 81 ath in 81 Bernice reBernice returned to turned to Rome withoRome Rome withoRome without damaginut damaging his publg his public image (ic image (Dio CassiuDio Cassius s Hist.Hist. 66.18). B 66.18). Bernice is ernice is often refeoftenoften refeoften referred to asrred to as “queen” ( “queen” (e.g., e.g., BJBJ 2.312;  2.312; VitaVita 119, 180– 119, 180–81; Sueton81; Suetonius ius TitusTitus 7; Tacitu 7; Tac 7; Tacitus Tacitus Hist.Hist. 2.2; Quin 2.2; Quintilian tilian Inst. oratInst. orat.. 4.1). 4.1). 4.1).

At the beginning of the Jewish War in 66 C.E., and with some risk to 
personal safety, Bernice and Agrippa stood for Jewish peace. She pled in vain 
with procurator Gessius Florus on behalf of the Jews he was slaughtering (BJ 
2.310–14, 405–6, 425–29). Like Agrippa, Bernice soon sided with Rome and 
helped finance Vespasian’s rise to emperor (Tacitus Hist. 2.81). She became the 
mistress of Titus, Vespasian’s son, and moved to Rome (ca. 75), expecting to be 
his wife (Dio Cassius Hist. 65.15). But when Titus became emperor in 79 he 
reluctantly dismissed Bernice from Rome in an attempt to improve his reputation 
(Suetonius Titus 7). Sometime before Titus’ death in 81 Bernice returned to 
Rome without damaging his public image (Dio Cassius Hist. 66.18). Bernice is 
often referred to as “queen” (e.g., BJ 2.312; Vita 119, 180–81; Suetonius Titus 7; 
Tacitus Hist. 2.2; Quintilian Inst. orat. 4.1).

�Bernice (aBernice (also Berenilso Berenice; Lat. ce; Lat. VeronicaVeronica) was a co) was a common Herodmmon Herodian name.ian name.ian name.

Bernice (also Berenice; Lat. Veronica) was a common Herodian name.
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Douglas S.Douglas S. Huffman Huffman

Douglas S. Huffman

BEROEABEROEA (Gk.  (Gk. Béroia, BéBéroia, Bérroiarroia)))

BEROEA (Gk. Béroia, Bérroia)

�1.1. A Macedon A Macedonian city iian city in the footn the foothills of Mhills of Mt. Bermiont. Bermion, 80 km. (, 80 km. (50 mi.) W 50 mi.) W of Thessalof Thof ThessaloniThessalonica. The Vica. The Via Egnatia a Egnatia passed by passed by several kiseveral kilometers tlometers to the norto the north. Under th. Under the Romans hetthe Romansthe Romans it became it became the headq the headquarters ofuarters of the Maced the Macedonian confonian confederation ederation (koinoœn)(koinoœ(koinoœn)(koinoœn) and was t and was the seat ofhe seat of the imper the imperial cult. ial cult. In the 1stIn the 1st century  century C.E.C.E. it was a  it was a populous appopulous apopulous and prospernd prosperous city.ous city.ous city.

1. A Macedonian city in the foothills of Mt. Bermion, 80 km. (50 mi.) W of 
Thessalonica. The Via Egnatia passed by several kilometers to the north. Under 
the Romans it became the headquarters of the Macedonian confederation 
(koinoœn) and was the seat of the imperial cult. In the 1st century C.E. it was a 
populous and prosperous city.

�Paul and SPaul and Silas fled ilas fled from Thessfrom Thessalonica toalonica to Beroea, w Beroea, where they here they successfulsuccessfully convertly convely converted converted a number oa number of people (f people (Acts 17:10Acts 17:10-14). Paul-14). Paul fled once fled once again whe again when Jewish ln Jewish leaders arrelleaders arleaders arrived fromrived from Thessalon Thessalonica and inica and incited the cited the crowds agacrowds against him. inst him. Silas and Silas and Timothy reTimTimothy reTimothy remained at mained at Beroea andBeroea and rejoined  rejoined Paul laterPaul later at Corint at Corinth. Sopaterh. Sopater, a compan, a compan, a companion companion of Paul, iof Paul, is said to s said to have been have been from Beroefrom Beroea (Acts 20a (Acts 20:4).:4).:4).

Paul and Silas fled from Thessalonica to Beroea, where they successfully 
converted a number of people (Acts 17:10-14). Paul fled once again when Jewish 
leaders arrived from Thessalonica and incited the crowds against him. Silas and 
Timothy remained at Beroea and rejoined Paul later at Corinth. Sopater, a 
companion of Paul, is said to have been from Beroea (Acts 20:4).

�2.2. The Helle The Hellenistic namnistic name of Aleppe of Aleppo in northo in northern Syria,ern Syria, where Men where Menelaus was elaus was executed (exeexecuted (executed (2 Macc. 132 Macc. 13:1-8).:1-8).:1-8).

2. The Hellenistic name of Aleppo in northern Syria, where Menelaus was 
executed (2 Macc. 13:1-8).

Richard S.Richard S. Ascough Ascough

Richard S. Ascough

BEROTHAHBEROTHAH (Heb.  (Heb. beäro®t�a®beäro®t�a®)))

BEROTHAH (Heb. beäro®t�a® )

A city on A city on the northethe northern boundarrn boundary of the iy of the ideal Israedeal Israel (Ezek. 4l (Ezek. 47:16). It 7:16). It may be themay be the same as B sam same as Besame as Berothai.rothai.

A city on the northern boundary of the ideal Israel (Ezek. 47:16). It may be the 
same as Berothai.

BEROTHAIBEROTHAI (Heb.  (Heb. beäro®t�aybeäro®t�ay)))

BEROTHAI (Heb. beäro®t�ay )

A city of A city of Hadadezer,Hadadezer, king of S king of Syria, fromyria, from which Dav which David took muid took much bronze ch bronze (2 Sam. 8:(2 Sam. 8:8). It is 88:8:8). It i8:8). It is probablys probably to be ide to be identified wintified with the modth the modern villagern village of e of Bereita®nBereita®n (257372), (257372) (257372), (257372), 13 km. (8 13 km. (8 mi.) S of mi.) S of Baalbek. IBaalbek. It may be tt may be the same ashe same as Berothah  Berothah in Ezek. 4in Ezek. 47:16. The 7:1447:16. The47:16. The parallel  parallel passage 1 passage 1 Chr. 18:8 Chr. 18:8 reads Cun reads Cun instead.instead.

A city of Hadadezer, king of Syria, from which David took much bronze (2 Sam. 
8:8). It is probably to be identified with the modern village of Bereita®n 
(257372), 13 km. (8 mi.) S of Baalbek. It may be the same as Berothah in Ezek. 
47:16. The parallel passage 1 Chr. 18:8 reads Cun instead.

BERYLBERYLBERYL

BERYL

A blue or A blue or green stongreen stone found one found on the Sinai the Sinai Peninsula Peninsula. Recent t. Recent translationranslations read “bes read “beryl” for Hry“be“beryl” fo“beryl” for Heb. r Heb. tarsûiîsûtarsûiîsû (LXX  (LXX chrysoœlitchrysoœlithoshos), somethi), something flashinng flashing or brighg or bright (Ezek. 1t (Et (Ezek. 1:1(Ezek. 1:16; 10:9; D6; 10:9; Dan. 10:6),an. 10:6), an engrav an engraved stone oed stone on the highn the high priest’s  priest’s breastpiecbreastpiece (Exod. 2e (Ee (Exod. 28:(Exod. 28:17-20; 39:17-20; 39:10-13), an10-13), and a stone d a stone adorning tadorning the king ofhe king of Tyre (Eze Tyre (Ezek. 28:13).k. 28:13). It is als It  It is alsoIt is also used for  used for baœreqet�baœreqet� (LXX  (LXX smaéragdossmaéragdos) and ) and sûoœhamsûoœham (LXX  (LXX beäryélliobeärybeäryélliobeäryéllionn). Gk. ). Gk. beäíryllosbeäíryllos designate designates a courses a course in the fo in the foundation oundation of the cityf the city wall of t wa wall of thwall of the new Jerue new Jerusalem (Revsalem (Rev. 21:20). . 21:20). Some transSome translations relations read “chrysoad “chrysolite,” “emlite,” “emerald,” “mer“em“emerald,”“emerald,” “malachit “malachite,” “onyx,e,” “onyx,” or “topa” or “topaz” for thez” for these Hebrew se Hebrew and Greek and Greek terms.terms.terms.

A blue or green stone found on the Sinai Peninsula. Recent translations read 
“beryl” for Heb. tarsûiîsû (LXX chrysoœlithos), something flashing or bright 
(Ezek. 1:16; 10:9; Dan. 10:6), an engraved stone on the high priest’s breastpiece 
(Exod. 28:17-20; 39:10-13), and a stone adorning the king of Tyre (Ezek. 28:13). 
It is also used for baœreqet�  (LXX smaéragdos) and sûoœham (LXX 
beäryéllion). Gk. beäíryllos designates a course in the foundation of the city 



wall of the new Jerusalem (Rev. 21:20). Some translations read “chrysolite,” 
“emerald,” “malachite,” “onyx,” or “topaz” for these Hebrew and Greek terms.

Joseph E. Joseph E. JensenJensen

Joseph E. Jensen

BESAIBESAI (Heb.  (Heb. beäsaybeäsay)))

BESAI (Heb. beäsay)

The head oThe head of a familyf a family of temple of temple servants  servants who returnwho returned from Exed from Exile under ile under ZerubbabelZerubbabeZerubbabelZerubbabel (Ezra 2:4 (Ezra 2:49 = Neh. 79 = Neh. 7:52).:52).

The head of a family of temple servants who returned from Exile under 
Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:49 = Neh. 7:52).

BESODEIAHBESODEIAH (Heb.  (Heb. beïso®d�yabeïso®d�ya®®)))

BESODEIAH (Heb. beïso®d�ya® )

The fatherThe father of Meshul of Meshullam, who alam, who assisted inssisted in repairing repairing the Old G the Old Gate at Jerate at Jerusalem in usalem in the time oththe time othe time of Nehemiahf Nehemiah (Neh. 3:6 (Neh. 3:6).).

The father of Meshullam, who assisted in repairing the Old Gate at Jerusalem in 
the time of Nehemiah (Neh. 3:6).

BESORBESOR (Heb.  (Heb. beïsío®rbeïsío®r), WADI), WADI), WADI

BESOR (Heb. beïsío®r), WADI

A brook whA brook where David ere David left 200 wleft 200 weary men weary men while he anhile he and the remad the remaining 400 ining 400 crossed incrossedcrossed incrossed in pursuit o pursuit of the Amalf the Amalekites (1 ekites (1 Sam. 30:9-Sam. 30:9-10). The A10). The Amalekites malekites had earliehad earlier raided cr rr raided citraided cities of theies of the Negeb, in Negeb, including Zicluding Ziklag. The klag. The Wadi BesorWadi Besor (Wadi Sha (Wadi Shallaleh/Ghallaleh/Ghazzeh, zzShallaleh/GhaShallaleh/Shallaleh/Ghazzeh, Ghazzeh, Nah�alNah�al Besor) is Besor) is one of tw one of two major wao major wadis of thedis of the western N western Negeb. The egeNNegeb. TheNegeb. The Besor is  Besor is the naturathe natural western l western drainage odrainage of the Negef the Negeb hills anb hills and the Beerd the Beer-sheba bas-sBeerBeer-shebaBeer-sheba basin out basin out to the Me to the Mediterraneaditerranean Sea. Sevn Sea. Several imporeral important ancietant ancient centersnt centers are locat centerscenters arcenters are located e located along thisalong this water sou water source, inclurce, including Tell ding Tell el-Ajjul, el-Ajjul, Tell JemmeTell Jemmeh, and Telh, anh, and Tell and Tell el-Far{ahel-Far{ah...

A brook where David left 200 weary men while he and the remaining 400 
crossed in pursuit of the Amalekites (1 Sam. 30:9-10). The Amalekites had earlier 
raided cities of the Negeb, including Ziklag. The Wadi Besor (Wadi 
Shallaleh/Ghazzeh, Nah�al  Besor) is one of two major wadis of the western 
Negeb. The Besor is the natural western drainage of the Negeb hills and the 
Beer-sheba basin out to the Mediterranean Sea. Several important ancient 
centers are located along this water source, including Tell el-Ajjul, Tell Jemmeh, 
and Tell el-Far{ah.

Steven M. Steven M. OrtizOrtiz

Steven M. Ortiz

BETAHBETAH (Heb.  (Heb. bet�ah�bet�ah�)))

BETAH (Heb. bet�ah� )

A city of A city of Hadadezer Hadadezer from whichfrom which David sei David seized much bzed much bronze (2 Sronze (2 Sam. 8:8). am. 8:8). The name iThe nameThe name is prname is probably to obably to be read “Tbe read “Tibhath” (cibhath” (cf. 1 Chr. f. 1 Chr. 18:8).18:8).

A city of Hadadezer from which David seized much bronze (2 Sam. 8:8). The 
name is probably to be read “Tibhath” (cf. 1 Chr. 18:8).

BETENBETEN (Heb.  (Heb. bet�enbet�en)))

BETEN (Heb. bet�en )

A city in A city in Asher (JosAsher (Josh. 19:25).h. 19:25). Eusebius  Eusebius identifiesidentifies “Batnai”  “Batnai” with Bethbwith Bethbeten (neareten (near Ptolemais Pto Ptolemais Ptolemais or Acco), or Acco), suggestingsuggesting identific identification of tation of the site wihe site with modern th modern Khirbet Khirbet Ibt�in/H¸oIbt�iIbt�in/H¸oIbt�in/H¸orvat Ivt�arvat Ivt�ann (160241), (160241), 4 km. (2. 4 km. (2.5 mi.) ENE5 mi.) ENE of Mt. Ca of Mt. Carmel.rmel.

A city in Asher (Josh. 19:25). Eusebius identifies “Batnai” with Bethbeten (near 
Ptolemais or Acco), suggesting identification of the site with modern Khirbet 
Ibt�in/H¸orvat Ivt�an  (160241), 4 km. (2.5 mi.) ENE of Mt. Carmel.

BETHBETH (Heb.  (Heb. beît�;beît�; Gk.  Gk. beäth, baibeäth, baith, bethth, beth)))

BETH (Heb. beît�;  Gk. beäth, baith, beth)

Heb. “housHeb. “house,” frequee,” frequently emplontly employed to desyed to designate a fignate a family or samily or social grouocial grouping. The ping. The term is coteterm is coterm is commonly themmonly the first com first component of ponent of such composuch compound properund proper names as  names as Bethel (“hBethelBethel (“hBethel (“house of Goouse of God”), Beth-d”), Beth-shean, andshean, and Beth-shem Beth-shemesh (“housesh (“house of the se of the son”).on”).

Heb. “house,” frequently employed to designate a family or social grouping. The 
term is commonly the first component of such compound proper names as 
Bethel (“house of God”), Beth-shean, and Beth-shemesh (“house of the son”).

BETHABARABETHABARA (Gk.  (Gk. BeäthabaraBeäthabaraéé)))

BETHABARA (Gk. Beäthabaraé)

A place whA place where John were John was baptizias baptizing E of thng E of the Jordan Re Jordan River (e.g.iver (e.g., John 1:2, John 1:28 KJV; the8 KJV; the Madeba Ma Ma Madeba MapMadeba Map places it places it W of the  W of the river). Thriver). The oldest ae oldest and most acnd most accurate mancurate manuscripts, uscripts, manmanuscriptmanuscripts, howevers, however, indicate, indicate the name  the name as Bethanyas Bethany  2.2.

A place where John was baptizing E of the Jordan River (e.g., John 1:28 KJV; the 



Madeba Map places it W of the river). The oldest and most accurate 
manuscripts, however, indicate the name as Bethany 2.

BETH-ANATHBETH-ANATH (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-{a�nbeît�-{a�nat�at�)))

BETH-ANATH (Heb. beît�-{a�nat� )

A CanaanitA Canaanite city (“he city (“house of [touse of [the goddesshe goddess] Anath”) ] Anath”) assigned tassigned to Naphtalio Naphtali (Josh. 19 (Josh. 19:38). The :381919:38). Th19:38). The inhabitae inhabitants were nnts were not expelleot expelled, but werd, but were compellee compelled by the Id by the Israelites sraelites to do forctoto do forcto do forced labor (ed labor (Judg. 1:33Judg. 1:33). Named o). Named on the listn the lists of severs of several Egyptiaal Egyptian pharaohsn pharaohs, it may b, it , it may be it may be identifiedidentified with mode with modern rn S�afed el-S�afed el-Bat�t�iîkhBat�t�iîkh (190289), (190289), ca. 24 km ca. 24 km. (15 mi.). (1. (15 mi.) E(15 mi.) ESE of TyreSE of Tyre..

A Canaanite city (“house of [the goddess] Anath”) assigned to Naphtali (Josh. 
19:38). The inhabitants were not expelled, but were compelled by the Israelites 
to do forced labor (Judg. 1:33). Named on the lists of several Egyptian pharaohs, 
it may be identified with modern S�afed el-Bat�t�iîkh  (190289), ca. 24 km. 
(15 mi.) ESE of Tyre.

BETH-ANOTHBETH-ANOTH (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-{a�nbeît�-{a�no®t�o®t�)))

BETH-ANOTH (Heb. beît�-{a�no®t� )

A town menA town mentioned onltioned only as part y as part of the inhof the inheritance oeritance of the tribf the tribe of Judahe of Judah (Josh. 15 (Josh. 15:59). Its :591515:59). It15:59). Its locations location may be so may be somewhere inmewhere in the hill  the hill country ofcountry of Judah, pe Judah, perhaps the rhaps the village ofvillavillage ofvillage of Beit  Beit {Anu®n{Anu®n (162107), (162107), 5 km. (3  5 km. (3 mi.) NE ofmi.) NE of Hebron. Hebron. Hebron.

A town mentioned only as part of the inheritance of the tribe of Judah (Josh. 
15:59). Its location may be somewhere in the hill country of Judah, perhaps the 
village of Beit {Anu®n (162107), 5 km. (3 mi.) NE of Hebron.

Aaron M. GAaron M. Galeale

Aaron M. Gale

BETHANYBETHANY (Gk.  (Gk. BeäthaniíaBeäthaniía)))

BETHANY (Gk. Beäthaniía)

�1.1. A village A village probably  probably on the lowon the lower slope oer slope of an eastef an eastern ridge orn ridge of the Mounf the Mount of Olivet of Ot of Olives, caOlives, ca. 3 km. (2. 3 km. (2 mi.) E of mi.) E of Jerusalem Jerusalem. The Lati. The Latin name n name Lazarium,Lazarium, traceable traceable to the 4t to the  to the 4th cethe 4th century ntury C.E.C.E. and used  and used of both thof both the village e village and an earand an early church ly church built on tbuilt on the traditihe trhe traditionatraditional site of l site of Lazarus’ tLazarus’ tomb, is promb, is probably refobably reflected in lected in the currenthe current Arabic nt Arabic name of theame oame of the vilof the village, el-Alage, el-Azariyeh (1zariyeh (174131). Th74131). The name Bete name Bethany may dhany may derive fromerive from Heb.  Heb. beît� {a�nbeîtbeît� {a�nbeît� {a�nanya®,anya®, “house of “house of the poor/ the poor/afflicted.afflicted.” The Benj” The Benjaminite viaminite village nearllage near Jerusalem Je Jerusalem Jerusalem referred treferred to in Neh. o in Neh. 11:32 as A11:32 as Ananiah maynaniah may be the sa be the same place. me place. Artifacts Artifacts and tombs anand tombs and tombs excavated excavated in a nearbin a nearby area atty area attest to setest to settlement astlement as early as  early as 1500 1500 B.C.E.B.C.E., and pott, a, and potterand pottery finds iny finds in the immed the immediate viciniate vicinity indicaity indicate that Bete that Bethany was thany was continuallcontinually occupiedy ocy occupied foccupied from the 6trom the 6th century h century on.on.on.

1. A village probably on the lower slope of an eastern ridge of the Mount of 
Olives, ca. 3 km. (2 mi.) E of Jerusalem. The Latin name Lazarium, traceable to 
the 4th century C.E. and used of both the village and an early church built on the 
traditional site of Lazarus’ tomb, is probably reflected in the current Arabic name 
of the village, el-Azariyeh (174131). The name Bethany may derive from Heb. 
beît� {a�nanya®,  “house of the poor/afflicted.” The Benjaminite village near 
Jerusalem referred to in Neh. 11:32 as Ananiah may be the same place. Artifacts 
and tombs excavated in a nearby area attest to settlement as early as 1500 B.C.E., 
and pottery finds in the immediate vicinity indicate that Bethany was continually 
occupied from the 6th century on.

�The NT ideThe NT identifies Bentifies Bethany as tthany as the home ofhe home of Mary, Mar Mary, Martha, and Ltha, and Lazarus. Jeazarus. Jesus visitesus vissus visited Bevisited Bethany six thany six days befordays before the Passe the Passover and wover and was anointeas anointed there byd there by Mary (Joh Mary (John 12:1-8).n(Joh(John 12:1(John 12:1-8). He wa-8). He was also anos also anointed therinted there by an une by an unnamed womanamed woman in the hn in the house of Siouse of Souse of Simon the Simon the Leper (MatLeper (Matt. 26:6; Mt. 26:6; Mark 14:3),ark 14:3), and his a and his ascension wscension was near thas near there (Luke ere (Luke 24:50).224:50).24:50).24:50).

The NT identifies Bethany as the home of Mary, Martha, and Lazarus. Jesus 
visited Bethany six days before the Passover and was anointed there by Mary 
(John 12:1-8). He was also anointed there by an unnamed woman in the house of 
Simon the Leper (Matt. 26:6; Mark 14:3), and his ascension was near there (Luke 
24:50).

�Pilgrims hPilgrims have visiteave visited the tradd the traditional critional crypt of Lazypt of Lazarus in Bearus in Bethany sincthany since at leaste at least the 4th c t the 4th cethe 4th century ntury C.E.C.E. Excavatio Excavations in the ns in the early 1950early 1950s uncoveres uncovered evidenced evidence of four c of four churches, thucchurches, churches, the earliethe earliest dating st dating to the latto the late 4th cente 4th century.ury.ury.

Pilgrims have visited the traditional crypt of Lazarus in Bethany since at least 
the 4th century C.E. Excavations in the early 1950s uncovered evidence of four 
churches, the earliest dating to the late 4th century.

�2.2. “Bethany  “Bethany beyond thebeyond the Jordan,”  Jordan,” the place the place where Johnwhere John the Bapti the Baptist baptizest baptized (John 1:d (Jod (John 1:28(John 1:28). The loc). The location of tation of this Bethanhis Bethany is unknoy is unknown, but itwn, but it seems to  seems to be a city be a city on the weson ton the west sthe west side of theide of the river (cf river (cf. Jdt. 1:9. Jdt. 1:9).).).

2. “Bethany beyond the Jordan,” the place where John the Baptist baptized 
(John 1:28). The location of this Bethany is unknown, but it seems to be a city on 
the west side of the river (cf. Jdt. 1:9).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. H. MareW. H. Mare, , The ArchaeThe Archaeology of tology of the Jerusalhe Jerusalem Areaem Area (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1987pRaRapids, 19Rapids, 1987); S. J.87); S. J. Saller,  Saller, ExcavationExcavations at Bethas at Bethany (1949–1ny (1949–1953)953) (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1957).m, 1957).m, 1957).

Bibliography. W. H. Mare, The Archaeology of the Jerusalem Area (Grand 
Rapids, 1987); S. J. Saller, Excavations at Bethany (1949–1953) (Jerusalem, 1957).



Scott NashScott Nash

Scott Nash

BETH-ARABABETH-ARABAHH (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-haœ{beît�-haœ{a�raœb�a®a�raœb�a®)))

BETH-ARABAH (Heb. beît�-haœ{a�raœb�a® )

A city on A city on the borderthe border between J between Judah and Budah and Benjamin (aenjamin (although thlthough the border be border between theetween tetween the two trthe two tribes is liibes is listed as pasted as passing nortssing north of the sh of the settlement;ettlement; Josh. 15: Josh. 15:6; 18:18).6; 18:18). It is alt It is a It is alternativalternatively listedely listed as both a as both a Judahite  Judahite (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:61) and a 61) and a BenjaminitBenjaminite (18:22) e (18:22) town, suggtown, town, suggtown, suggesting it esting it may have cmay have changed hanhanged hands. Beth-ads. Beth-arabah has rabah has been identbeen identified withified with  {Ain{{Ain{Ain el-Gharab el-Gharabeh (197139eh (197139), ca. 4.8), ca. 4.8 km. (3 mi km. (3 mi.) SE of J.) SE of Jericho, onericho, on the north the north bank of W bank of  bank of Wadi Qeof Wadi Qelt.lt.lt.

A city on the border between Judah and Benjamin (although the border between 
the two tribes is listed as passing north of the settlement; Josh. 15:6; 18:18). It is 
alternatively listed as both a Judahite (Josh. 15:61) and a Benjaminite (18:22) 
town, suggesting it may have changed hands. Beth-arabah has been identified with 
{Ain el-Gharabeh (197139), ca. 4.8 km. (3 mi.) SE of Jericho, on the north bank 
of Wadi Qelt.

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow

Laura B. Mazow

BETH-ARBELBETH-ARBEL (Heb.  (Heb. beît� }arbbeît� }arbeä}leä}l)))

BETH-ARBEL (Heb. beît� }arbeä}l )

A city whoA city whose locatiose location remains n remains unknown. Iunknown. It is commot is commonly associnly associated with ated with Arbela of Arbela of Arbela of Transjoof Transjordan (moderdan (modern Irbid),rn Irbid), although  although another Aranother Arbela existbela exists W of thes W of the Sea of Ga Sea of Galilee (1 MlGaGalilee (1Galilee (1 Macc. 9:2 Macc. 9:2). Hosea c). Hosea cites Shalmites Shalman’s destran’s destruction of uction of Beth-arbelBeth-arbel to illust to illustrate what rate illustillustrateillustrate what awai what awaited Israelted Israel (Hos. 10: (Hos. 10:14-15).14-15).14-15).

A city whose location remains unknown. It is commonly associated with Arbela 
of Transjordan (modern Irbid), although another Arbela exists W of the Sea of 
Galilee (1 Macc. 9:2). Hosea cites Shalman’s destruction of Beth-arbel to 
illustrate what awaited Israel (Hos. 10:14-15).

Philip R. Philip R. DreyDrey

Philip R. Drey

BETH-ASHBEBETH-ASHBEAA (Heb.  (Heb. beît� }asûbeît� }asûbeäa{beäa{)))

BETH-ASHBEA (Heb. beît� }asûbeäa{ )

The resideThe residence of thence of the “house of “house of linen wor linen workers,” a gkers,” a guild traciuild tracing its oring its origins to (ogins to (or under thr undr under the under the leadershipleadership of) Shela of) Shelah the son h the son of Judah (of Judah (1 Chr. 4:21 Chr. 4:21). Locate1). Located in the Sd in the Shephelah ohepSShephelah Shephelah of Judah, of Judah, neither thneither the town nore town nor the peopl the people are mente are mentioned elseioned elsewhere in twhere in twhere in the Bible.the Bible.

The residence of the “house of linen workers,” a guild tracing its origins to (or 
under the leadership of) Shelah the son of Judah (1 Chr. 4:21). Located in the 
Shephelah of Judah, neither the town nor the people are mentioned elsewhere in 
the Bible.

BETH-AVENBETH-AVEN (Heb.  (Heb. beît� }aœwbeît� }aœwenen)))

BETH-AVEN (Heb. beît� }aœwen )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite city site city situated neituated near Ai and ar Ai and Bethel (JoBethel (Josh. 7:2; 1sh. 7:2; 18:12); acc8:12); according to ording to 1 Sam. 13:1 Sam1 Sam. 13:5;Sam. 13:5; 13:23, a  13:23, a city W of city W of Michmash nMichmash near Bethelear Bethel. In Hosea. In Hosea Beth-aven Beth-aven (“house o (“house o (“house of wickednof wickedness”) becoess”) becomes a pejomes a pejorative namrative name for Bethe for Bethel (Hos. 4el (Hos. 4:15; 5:8; :15; 5:8; 10:5), bec10:5), because the gaubecbecause thbecause the golden ce golden calves madealves made by Jerobo by Jeroboam I were am I were worshippedworshipped there (1  there (1 Kgs. 13:28Kgs. 13:2Kgs. 13:28-29).13:28-29). Gilgal an Gilgal and Bethel wd Bethel were citiesere cities with nati with national shrinonal shrines (Amos 4es (Amos 4:4; 5:5; H:4; 5:5; Hos. 10:15;os. HHos. 10:15Hos. 10:15; 12:4[MT ; 12:4[MT 5]). Bethe5]). Bethel and Bethl and Beth-aven were-aven were two disti two distinct citiesnct cities in early  in early Israelite IsraIsraelite Israelite history, ahistory, although thlthough the identifie identification of cation of the latterthe latter remains u remains uncertain.ncertain.ncertain.

A Benjaminite city situated near Ai and Bethel (Josh. 7:2; 18:12); according to 1 
Sam. 13:5; 13:23, a city W of Michmash near Bethel. In Hosea Beth-aven (“house 
of wickedness”) becomes a pejorative name for Bethel (Hos. 4:15; 5:8; 10:5), 
because the golden calves made by Jeroboam I were worshipped there (1 Kgs. 
13:28-29). Gilgal and Bethel were cities with national shrines (Amos 4:4; 5:5; 
Hos. 10:15; 12:4[MT 5]). Bethel and Beth-aven were two distinct cities in early 
Israelite history, although the identification of the latter remains uncertain.

Aaron W. PAaron W. Parkark

Aaron W. Park

BETH-AZMAVBETH-AZMAVETHETH (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-{azmbeît�-{azmaœwet�aœwet�)))

BETH-AZMAVETH (Heb. beît�-{azmaœwet� )

An alternaAn alternate form ofte form of Azmaveth  Azmaveth (Neh. 7:28(Neh. 7:28).).

An alternate form of Azmaveth (Neh. 7:28).

BETH-BAAL-BETH-BAAL-MEONMEON (Heb.  (Heb. beît� ba{abeît� ba{al meï{o®nl meï{o®n)))

BETH-BAAL-MEON (Heb. beît� ba{al meï{o®n )

An alternaAn alternative name tive name for Baal-mfor Baal-meon (Josh.eon (Josh. 13:17). 13:17).

An alternative name for Baal-meon (Josh. 13:17).



BETH-BARAHBETH-BARAH (Heb.  (Heb. beît� baœrbeît� baœra®a®)))

BETH-BARAH (Heb. beît� baœra® )

The place The place where Gidewhere Gideon ralliedon rallied the tribe the tribe of Ephrai of Ephraim to cut om to cut off the fleff the fleeing Midiaeing Midianites (JudniteMidiaMidianitesMidianites (Judg. 7: (Judg. 7:24). There24). There they capt they captured and eured and executed thxecuted the Midianite Midianite leaders e leaders Oreb and ZOrOreb and ZOreb and Zeeb, and beeb, and brought therought their heads tir heads to Gideon (o Gideon (Judg. 7:25Judg. 7:25). Since t). Since there has bhere has been no ideebbeen no idbeen no identificatientification of Bethon of Beth-barah, so-barah, some have sume have suggested emggested emending theending the text to r text to read “the ferread “the read “the fords of tfords of the Jordan he Jordan ((hyrdn m{brhyrdn m{brwtwt).).).

The place where Gideon rallied the tribe of Ephraim to cut off the fleeing 
Midianites (Judg. 7:24). There they captured and executed the Midianite leaders 
Oreb and Zeeb, and brought their heads to Gideon (Judg. 7:25). Since there has 
been no identification of Beth-barah, some have suggested emending the text to 
read “the fords of the Jordan (hyrdn m{brwt).

John A. McJohn A. McLeanLean

John A. McLean

BETHBASIBETHBASI (Gk.  (Gk. BaithbasiBaithbasi)))

BETHBASI (Gk. Baithbasi)

A place inA place in the wilde the wilderness SE orness SE of Jerusalef Jerusalem which Jom which Jonathan andnathan and Simon Mac Simon Maccabeus defcabeus decabeus defended adefended against Bacgainst Bacchides (1 chides (1 Macc. 9:62Macc. 9:62, 64)., 64).

A place in the wilderness SE of Jerusalem which Jonathan and Simon Maccabeus 
defended against Bacchides (1 Macc. 9:62, 64).

BETH-BIRIBETH-BIRI (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-bir}beît�-bir}iîiî)))

BETH-BIRI (Heb. beît�-bir}iî )

A town in A town in which the which the sons of Sisons of Simeon livedmeon lived (1 Chr. 4 (1 Chr. 4:31). Most:31). Most scholars  scholars suggest Besuggest Beth-biri istBeBeth-biri Beth-biri is the samis the same as Beth-e as Beth-lebaoth, alebaoth, allocated tllocated to Judah (Jo Judah (Josh. 15:32osh. 15:32) but late) but later reassignr reasr reassignedreassigned to Simeon to Simeon (19:6). J (19:6). Jebel el-Biebel el-Biri, 32 km.ri, 32 km. (20 mi.)  (20 mi.) SW of BeerSW of Beer-sheba, ma-sheba, may preservey py preserve tpreserve the name.he name.he name.

A town in which the sons of Simeon lived (1 Chr. 4:31). Most scholars suggest 
Beth-biri is the same as Beth-lebaoth, allocated to Judah (Josh. 15:32) but later 
reassigned to Simeon (19:6). Jebel el-Biri, 32 km. (20 mi.) SW of Beer-sheba, may 
preserve the name.

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow

Laura B. Mazow

BETH-CARBETH-CAR (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-kaœrbeît�-kaœr)))

BETH-CAR (Heb. beît�-kaœr )

An elevateAn elevated place SWd place SW of Mizpah of Mizpah, beyond w, beyond which the Ihich the Israelites sraelites pursued thpursued the Philistie Philistines (1 SamnePhilistiPhilistinePhilistines (1 Sam. s (1 Sam. 7:11). Its7:11). Its precise l precise location isocation is unknown,  unknown, although salthough some have pome have proposed itroppproposed iproposed its identifts identification wiication with th {Ain Ka®ri{Ain Ka®rimm..

An elevated place SW of Mizpah, beyond which the Israelites pursued the 
Philistines (1 Sam. 7:11). Its precise location is unknown, although some have 
proposed its identification with {Ain Ka®rim.

BETH-DAGONBETH-DAGON (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-daœgbeît�-daœg�o®n�o®n)))

BETH-DAGON (Heb. beît�-daœg�o®n )

�1.1. A town in A town included in cluded in the list othe list of the tribf the tribal inherital inheritance of Juance of Judah (Josh.dah (Josh. 15:20-62) 15:20-62 15:20-62).15:20-62). Although  Although the tell’sthe tell’s exact loc exact location is uation is uncertain, ncertain, its associits association withation with cities su cities  cities succities such as Libnah as Libnah, Mareshah, Mareshah, and Lach, and Lachish (Joshhish (Josh. 15:41) p. 15:41) places it wlaces it within the ithin the Shephelah,ShephShephelah,Shephelah, or coasta or coastal lowlandsl lowlands of Judah. of Judah. Reference References to Beth-s to Beth-dagon occudagon occur in Assyrr in Assyrian texts iaAssyrAssyrian tAssyrian texts exts (Bit-Dagan(Bit-Dagannu),nu), the Taylo the Taylor Prism, ar Prism, and the texnd the texts of Ramets of Rameses III ses III (Bet dgn).(Bet dgn(Bet dgn).dgn).dgn).

1. A town included in the list of the tribal inheritance of Judah (Josh. 
15:20-62). Although the tell’s exact location is uncertain, its association with 
cities such as Libnah, Mareshah, and Lachish (Josh. 15:41) places it within the 
Shephelah, or coastal lowlands of Judah. References to Beth-dagon occur in 
Assyrian texts (Bit-Dagannu), the Taylor Prism, and the texts of Rameses III (Bet 
dgn).

�2.2. A town on A town on the south the southern borderern border of the tr of the tribal inheribal inheritance of itance of Asher in tAsher in the northerhe nohe northern knorthern kingdom (Joingdom (Josh. 19:27)sh. 19:27). It has b. It has been associeen associated with ated with the modernthe modern site belo site below Mt. Carmwbelobelow Mt. below Mt. Carmel, JeCarmel, Jelamet el-Alamet el-Atiqa.tiqa.tiqa.

2. A town on the southern border of the tribal inheritance of Asher in the 
northern kingdom (Josh. 19:27). It has been associated with the modern site 
below Mt. Carmel, Jelamet el-Atiqa.

Aaron A. BAaron A. Burkeurke

Aaron A. Burke

BETH-DIBLABETH-DIBLATHAIMTHAIM (Heb.  (Heb. beît� dib�beît� dib�laœt�aœyimlaœt�aœyim)))

BETH-DIBLATHAIM (Heb. beît� dib�laœt�aœyim )

A town namA town named in Jereed in Jeremiah’s oramiah’s oracle againscle against Moab (Jet Moab (Jer. 48:22).r. 48:22). It may be It may be the same  the same as Almon-dasas Almon-das Almon-diblathaim iblathaim (Num. 33:4(Num. 33:46), a rest6), a resting place ing place during theduring the Exodus. T Exodus. The town ishe town is mentioned isis mentionis mentioned along wed along with Medebaith Medeba and Baal- and Baal-meon in thmeon in the 9th-cente 9th-century Moabitury Moabite Stone.e Stone.

A town named in Jeremiah’s oracle against Moab (Jer. 48:22). It may be the same 



as Almon-diblathaim (Num. 33:46), a resting place during the Exodus. The town 
is mentioned along with Medeba and Baal-meon in the 9th-century Moabite Stone.

BETH-EDENBETH-EDEN (Heb.  (Heb. beît� {ed�beît� {ed�en;en; Akk.  Akk. Biät-adiniBiät-adini)))

BETH-EDEN (Heb. beît� {ed�en;  Akk. Biät-adini)

The HebrewThe Hebrew name of a name of an Aramean n Aramean state locastate located to theted to the east of t east of the great bhe great bend of theend of thend of the Euphrathe Euphrates River tes River in modern in modern Syria. BetSyria. Beth-eden wash-eden was made part made part of the As of the Assyrian Empsyrian Emsyrian Empire in Empire in 856 856 B.C.E.B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 19:12 = Isa9:12 = Isa. 37:12). . 37:12). During theDuring the first hal first half of the 8f of the 8th centuryth centth century a century a powerful Apowerful Assyrian gessyrian general, neral, SÁamsûi-ilSÁamsûi-iluu, set up a, set up a western A western Assyrian Emssyrian Emssyrian Empire basEmpire based in Bethed in Beth-eden with-eden with himself a himself as monarch s monarch (Amos 1:5)(Amos 1:5). The conn. The connection betection bection between Bebetween Beth-eden, kth-eden, known as Panown as Paddan-aram ddan-aram (the ances(the ancestral home tral home of Abrahamof Abraham) in Genes) in G) in Genesis, aGenesis, and the “gand the “garden of Edrden of Eden” remainen” remains uncertais uncertain.n.n.

The Hebrew name of an Aramean state located to the east of the great bend of 
the Euphrates River in modern Syria. Beth-eden was made part of the Assyrian 
Empire in 856 B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 19:12 = Isa. 37:12). During the first half of the 8th 
century a powerful Assyrian general, SÁamsûi-ilu, set up a western Assyrian 
Empire based in Beth-eden with himself as monarch (Amos 1:5). The connection 
between Beth-eden, known as Paddan-aram (the ancestral home of Abraham) in 
Genesis, and the “garden of Eden” remains uncertain.

Gary P. ArGary P. Arbinobino

Gary P. Arbino

BETH-EKEDBETH-EKED (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-{eäqbeît�-{eäqed�ed�)))

BETH-EKED (Heb. beît�-{eäqed� )

A place onA place on the road  the road from Jezrefrom Jezreel to Samael to Samaria, perharia, perhaps to be ips to be identified dentified with moderwith modern Beit Qadnmodermodern Beimodern Beit Qad (208t Qad (208192), ca. 192), ca. 5 km. (3 m5 km. (3 mi.) E of i.) E of JeniînJeniîn. Accordin. According to Eusebg to Eusebius it is ius it ius it is Bethit is Bethacath, 24 acath, 24 km. (15 mikm. (15 mi.) from Le.) from Legio in thegio in the plain. It plain. It was here  was here that Jehu that Jehu met and kimet anmet and killedand killed the kinsm the kinsmen of Kingen of King Ahaziah ( Ahaziah (2 Kgs. 10:2 Kgs. 10:12, 14).12, 14).

A place on the road from Jezreel to Samaria, perhaps to be identified with 
modern Beit Qad (208192), ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) E of Jeniîn. According to Eusebius 
it is Bethacath, 24 km. (15 mi.) from Legio in the plain. It was here that Jehu met 
and killed the kinsmen of King Ahaziah (2 Kgs. 10:12, 14).

BETHELBETHEL (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-}eälbeît�-}eäl) ) (DEITY)(DEITY)(DEITY)

BETHEL (Heb. beît�-}eäl ) (DEITY)

A deity atA deity attested fortested for the first the first time in a time in a 7th-centu 7th-century ry B.C.E.B.C.E. treaty of treaty of Esarhaddo Esarhaddon, though n, thoun, though certhough certainly ventainly venerated in erated in earlier peearlier periods. Desriods. Despite many pite many possibilitpossibilities, few ries, few references efererreferencesreferences to this g to this god in the od in the Bible haveBible have been conv been convincing. Thincing. The most like most likely are thely are the textualle tee textually textually corrupt Zecorrupt Zech. 7:2, ich. 7:2, in the persn the personal name onal name Beît-}eäl-Beît-}eäl-síar-}es�esíar-}es�err (“May Bet (“May B (“May Bethel proBethel protect the ptect the prince”), arince”), and Jer. 48nd Jer. 48:13, where:13, where Bethel is Bethel is parallel  parallel to the Moato the Moabite deitybite MoaMoabite deMoabite deity Chemosity Chemosh. Yet eveh. Yet even these inn these instances arstances are uncertaie uncertain. The firn. The first could bst could be ellipticebbe elliptibe elliptical (cf. Ncal (cf. NRSV) or a RSV) or a circumlocucircumlocution for Gtion for God; the seod; the second, despcond, despite the paite the parallelism,rallepaparallelisparallelism, may stim, may still be a toll be a topographicapographical designatl designation.ion.ion.

A deity attested for the first time in a 7th-century B.C.E. treaty of Esarhaddon, 
though certainly venerated in earlier periods. Despite many possibilities, few 
references to this god in the Bible have been convincing. The most likely are the 
textually corrupt Zech. 7:2, in the personal name Beît-}eäl-síar-}es�er  (“May 
Bethel protect the prince”), and Jer. 48:13, where Bethel is parallel to the 
Moabite deity Chemosh. Yet even these instances are uncertain. The first could 
be elliptical (cf. NRSV) or a circumlocution for God; the second, despite the 
parallelism, may still be a topographical designation.

�Outside thOutside the Bible, te Bible, the cleareshe clearest referenct references to Bethes to Bethel are in el are in the Elephathe Elephantine papyntine papntine papyri andpapyri and Philo of  Philo of Byblos, whByblos, who cites tho cites the 6th-cente 6th-century ury B.C.E.B.C.E. Phoenicia Phoenician historian historian Sanchunin San SanchuniatSanchuniathon’s repohon’s report that Bert that Bethel (Baitthel (Baitylus) was ylus) was a sibling a sibling of Elus (Kof Elus (Kronos, El)ronos, El), Dagon, a, Dag, Dagon, andDagon, and Atlas, al Atlas, all of whom l of whom were sons were sons of Uranus of Uranus and Ge.and Ge.and Ge.

Outside the Bible, the clearest references to Bethel are in the Elephantine 
papyri and Philo of Byblos, who cites the 6th-century B.C.E. Phoenician historian 
Sanchuniathon’s report that Bethel (Baitylus) was a sibling of Elus (Kronos, El), 
Dagon, and Atlas, all of whom were sons of Uranus and Ge.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. P. HyatJ. P. Hyatt, “The Det, “The Deity Bethelity Bethel and the O and the Old Testameld Testament,” nt,” JAOSJAOS 59 (1939) JAOSJAOS 59 (1JAOS 59 (1939): 81–9939): 81–98; W. Röll8; W. Röllig, “Betheig, “Bethel,” l,” DDD,DDD, 173–75. 173–75. 173–75.

Bibliography. J. P. Hyatt, “The Deity Bethel and the Old Testament,” 
JAOS 59 (1939): 81–98; W. Röllig, “Bethel,” DDD, 173–75.

Brent A. SBrent A. Strawntrawn

Brent A. Strawn

BETHELBETHEL (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-}eälbeît�-}eäl) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

BETHEL (Heb. beît�-}eäl ) (PLACE)

�1.1. An import An important city (ant city (“house of “house of God”) straGod”) strategically tegically located atlocated at a crossro a crossroads 19 km.ads 19ads 19 km. (1219 km. (12 mi.) N of mi.) N of Jerusalem Jerusalem at the bo at the border of Eprder of Ephraim/Benjhraim/Benjamin (for amin (for the sourcethe source of that a sourcesource of source of that ambigthat ambiguity compauity compare Josh. 1re Josh. 18:22 and J8:22 and Judg. 1:22)udg. 1:22) and Judah and Judah. Only the. Only the city of J c city of Jecity of Jerusalem isrusalem is mentioned mentioned more freq more frequently in uently in the OT. Itthe OT. It is not ci is not cited in theted in the NT. NT NT.NT.NT.

1. An important city (“house of God”) strategically located at a crossroads 
19 km. (12 mi.) N of Jerusalem at the border of Ephraim/Benjamin (for the 
source of that ambiguity compare Josh. 18:22 and Judg. 1:22) and Judah. Only the 



city of Jerusalem is mentioned more frequently in the OT. It is not cited in the 
NT.

�Abraham piAbraham pitched his tched his tent E of tent E of Bethel (GeBethel (Gen. 12:8) bn. 12:8) before goinefore going to Egyptg to Egypt and settl and se and settled insettled in Bethel fo Bethel for a time ur a time upon his repon his return (13:3turn (13:3). The “Go). The “God of Bethed of Bethel” spoke tl” spoke to Jacob who Jo Jacob whilJacob while he was se he was still in Hatill in Haran (Gen. ran (Gen. 31:13). La31:13). Later Jacob ter Jacob was commanwas commanded to go ded to go to Bethel tto Bethel to Bethel and build and build an altar (an altar (Gen. 35:1)Gen. 35:1), which he, which he did (v. 6 did (v. 6). The lat). The latter episodter episode also refe alsoe also referalso refers to the ss to the site by theite by the earlier n earlier names Luz aames Luz and El-bethnd El-bethel. Deborael. Deborah, a nurseh, a nurse of Rebeka of R of Rebekah, iRebekah, is buried us buried under an oander an oak near Betk near Bethel (Gen. hel (Gen. 35:8), and35:8), and the more  the more famous Debfamous Defamous Deborah juDeborah judged Israedged Israel at a sitl at a site between e between Bethel andBethel and Rama (Jud Rama (Judg. 4:5). Tg. 4:5). The ark of he ark of the covenathethe covenathe covenant was bront was brought to Beught to Bethel (perhthel (perhaps implieaps implied in Judg.d in Judg. 20:18 and 20:18 and confirmed confirmed in 20:27) confirmedconfirmed confirmed in 20:27).in 20:27). It was at It was at Bethel th Bethel that the peoat the people of Isrple of Israel gatherael gathered to inqued to inquire of theire oire of the Lorof the Lord who shoud who should be firsld be first to fightt to fight Benjamin  Benjamin to avenge to avenge the rape athe rape and murder nd murder of a Judeaoof a Judeaof a Judean concubinn concubine (Judg. 2e (Judg. 20:18). Bet0:18). Bethel was thhel was the first ste first stop on Elijop on Elijah’s last ah’s last journey bejournejourney bejourney before beingfore being taken up  taken up in the fiein the fiery chariotry chariot (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 2:3), and i:3), and it was at Bt was at Bethel thatethelBBethel thaBethel that his succt his successor Elisessor Elisha expressha expressed his anged his anger at the er at the children wchildren who called ho called him an oldhimhim an oldhim an old bald head bald head (v. 23).  (v. 23). Jeroboam, Jeroboam, the first the first king of thking of the northerne northern kingdom o kingdom of Israel, f Isf Israel, esIsrael, established tablished an Israelian Israelite sanctuate sanctuary there (ry there (1 Kgs. 12:1 Kgs. 12:25-33) whi25-33) which the unnch the unnamed prophamedunnunnamed prunnamed prophet fromophet from Judah (1  Judah (1 Kgs. 13) aKgs. 13) and Amos cond Amos condemned. Fndemned. Finally, thinally, the city wase city we city was destrowas destroyed by Josyed by Joshua (2 Kgshua (2 Kgs. 23:15-20. 23:15-20).).).

Abraham pitched his tent E of Bethel (Gen. 12:8) before going to Egypt and 
settled in Bethel for a time upon his return (13:3). The “God of Bethel” spoke to 
Jacob while he was still in Haran (Gen. 31:13). Later Jacob was commanded to go 
to Bethel and build an altar (Gen. 35:1), which he did (v. 6). The latter episode 
also refers to the site by the earlier names Luz and El-bethel. Deborah, a nurse of 
Rebekah, is buried under an oak near Bethel (Gen. 35:8), and the more famous 
Deborah judged Israel at a site between Bethel and Rama (Judg. 4:5). The ark of 
the covenant was brought to Bethel (perhaps implied in Judg. 20:18 and 
confirmed in 20:27). It was at Bethel that the people of Israel gathered to inquire 
of the Lord who should be first to fight Benjamin to avenge the rape and murder 
of a Judean concubine (Judg. 20:18). Bethel was the first stop on Elijah’s last 
journey before being taken up in the fiery chariot (2 Kgs. 2:3), and it was at 
Bethel that his successor Elisha expressed his anger at the children who called 
him an old bald head (v. 23). Jeroboam, the first king of the northern kingdom of 
Israel, established an Israelite sanctuary there (1 Kgs. 12:25-33) which the 
unnamed prophet from Judah (1 Kgs. 13) and Amos condemned. Finally, the city 
was destroyed by Joshua (2 Kgs. 23:15-20).

�ExcavationExcavations at moders at modern n BeitiînBeitiîn (172148)  (172148) by Williamby William F. Albrig F. Albright and Jamht and James L. Kelses L. Kes L. Kelso implKelso imply a continy a continuous occupuous occupation fromation from ca. 2200  ca. 2200 B.C.E.B.C.E. until Byz until Byzantine timantine times. It wases. It wes. It was thorouwas thoroughly burntghly burnt in the la in the late 13th cete 13th century (Latntury (Late Bronze Ae Bronze Age), but qge), but quickly rebuickly rebuilt and puirebrebuilt anrebuilt and prospered prospered until thd until the early Pee early Persian perirsian period. Bethelod. Bethel was only  was only a small via small village follllagevivillage fovillage following thllowing the Exile, be Exile, but was rebut was rebuilt by Bauilt by Bacchides incchides in the 2nd c the 2nd century entury B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

Excavations at modern Beitiîn (172148) by William F. Albright and James L. 
Kelso imply a continuous occupation from ca. 2200 B.C.E. until Byzantine times. It 
was thoroughly burnt in the late 13th century (Late Bronze Age), but quickly 
rebuilt and prospered until the early Persian period. Bethel was only a small 
village following the Exile, but was rebuilt by Bacchides in the 2nd century B.C.E.

�Some maintSome maintain that Bain that Bethel was ethel was primarily primarily a sanctuara sanctuary rather ty rather than a cityhan a city. Albright. Albrigh. Albright, Albright, among otheamong others, soughtrs, sought ties with ties with a West Se a West Semitic deitmitic deity of the sy of the same name mame name mame name mentioned mentioned in the Elein the Elephantine pphantine papyri and apyri and possibly ipossibly in the Ugarn the Ugaritic textsitic texts of Ras Sh of Ras Shamra.amShShamra.Shamra.Shamra.

Some maintain that Bethel was primarily a sanctuary rather than a city. 
Albright, among others, sought ties with a West Semitic deity of the same name 
mentioned in the Elephantine papyri and possibly in the Ugaritic texts of Ras 
Shamra.

�SeeSee  AI.AI.AI.

See AI.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. F. AlbrW. F. Albright, ight, From the SFrom the Stone Age ttone Age to Christiao Christianitynity (New York (New York, 1957); D, 1, 1957); D. 1957); D. LivingstonLivingston, “One Las, “One Last Word on t Word on Bethel andBethel and Ai,”  Ai,” BARevBARev 15/1 (198 15/1 (1989): 11.9): 11.9): 11.

Bibliography. W. F. Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity (New York, 
1957); D. Livingston, “One Last Word on Bethel and Ai,” BARev 15/1 (1989): 11.

�2.2. A town in A town in the Negeb the Negeb of Judah  of Judah mentioned mentioned in lists oin lists of towns inf towns in 1 Sam. 30 1 Sam. 30:27; Josh.:27; 3030:27; Jos30:27; Josh. 19:4 (Bh. 19:4 (Bethul); 1 ethul); 1 Chr. 4:30 Chr. 4:30 (Bethuel).(Bethuel).

2. A town in the Negeb of Judah mentioned in lists of towns in 1 Sam. 
30:27; Josh. 19:4 (Bethul); 1 Chr. 4:30 (Bethuel).

Robert T. Robert T. AndersonAnderson

Robert T. Anderson

BETH-EMEKBETH-EMEK (Heb.  (Heb. beît� haœ{beît� haœ{eämeqeämeq)))

BETH-EMEK (Heb. beît� haœ{eämeq )

A city on A city on the borderthe border of the te of the territory alrritory allotted to lotted to the tribe the tribe of Asher (of Asher (Josh. 19:2Josh. 19:27). Though7). T7). Though it Though it is describis described as locaed as located betweeted between the valln the valley of Iphtey of Iphtah-el to tah-el to the south ahe south and the citnd tnd the city othe city of Cabul tof Cabul to the north the north, archaeol, archaeologists havogists have generalle generally identifiy identified it withed it with Tel  Tel Miäma®sMMiäma®sMiäma®s (164263), (164263), NW of Cab NW of Cabul (modernul (modern Kabul) an Kabul) and NE of Acd NE of Acco. Othersco. Others have sugg have have suggehave suggested an idsted an identificatientification with Khon with Khirbet Mudairbet Mudawer Tamra wer Tamra (169250), (169250), S of KabulS of KabuS of Kabul.Kabul.Kabul.

A city on the border of the territory allotted to the tribe of Asher (Josh. 19:27). 
Though it is described as located between the valley of Iphtah-el to the south and 
the city of Cabul to the north, archaeologists have generally identified it with Tel 
Miäma®s (164263), NW of Cabul (modern Kabul) and NE of Acco. Others 



have suggested an identification with Khirbet Mudawer Tamra (169250), S of 
Kabul.

Eric F. MaEric F. Masonson

Eric F. Mason

BETHERBETHER (Gk.  (Gk. Baitheär;Baitheär; Heb.  Heb. bet�erbet�er)))

BETHER (Gk. Baitheär; Heb. bet�er )

A town in A town in the regionthe region allocated allocated to Judah  to Judah (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:59 LXX) ne59 LXX) near Jersualar Jersualem. The siem. The site has beetesisite has bsite has been identieen identified as Khfied as Khirbet el-Yirbet el-Yahudi (162ahudi (162126), just126), just SW of Mit SW of Mittar (wheretar (where the ancie th the ancienthe ancient name is t name is retained),retained), 11 km. (7 11 km. (7 mi.) SW o mi.) SW of Jerusalef Jerusalem. Bether m. Bether (perhaps “(perhaps “house of tho““house of “house of the mountathe mountain”) is alin”) is also noted iso noted in Cant. 2:n Cant. 2:17, but th17, but the usage ise usage is likely de likely descriptive scripdedescriptivdescriptive as oppose as opposed to a pred to a proper name;oper name; in either in either case it a case it adds nothindds nothing to the ig to the identity ofdeniidentity oidentity of the sitef the site. Bether i. Bether is most nots most notable as thable as the locatione location of the fi of the final capitanal capital of the Bl of thel of the Bar Kothe Bar Kokhba Rebelkhba Rebellion (Secolion (Second Jewish nd Jewish Revolt), Revolt), A.D.A.D. 132–135.  132–135. In 135 theIn 135 the Roman gen Roman Roman geneRoman general Hadriaral Hadrian took then took the city and  city and massacred massacred the rebelsthe rebels, ending t, ending the revolt.he revolt. The site  revolt.revolt. Threvolt. The site name site name has had e has had varied spevaried spellings (Bellings (Bettar, Bittttar, Bittir, and Beir, and Beithther) tithther) throughout hrougtthroughoutthroughout history f history from Iron Arom Iron Age I to thge I to the Roman ere Roman era.a.a.

A town in the region allocated to Judah (Josh. 15:59 LXX) near Jersualem. The 
site has been identified as Khirbet el-Yahudi (162126), just SW of Mittar (where 
the ancient name is retained), 11 km. (7 mi.) SW of Jerusalem. Bether (perhaps 
“house of the mountain”) is also noted in Cant. 2:17, but the usage is likely 
descriptive as opposed to a proper name; in either case it adds nothing to the 
identity of the site. Bether is most notable as the location of the final capital of 
the Bar Kokhba Rebellion (Second Jewish Revolt), A.D. 132–135. In 135 the 
Roman general Hadrian took the city and massacred the rebels, ending the 
revolt. The site name has had varied spellings (Bettar, Bittir, and Beithther) 
throughout history from Iron Age I to the Roman era.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. D. CarrW. D. Carroll, “Bittoll, “Bittir and Itsir and Its Archaeolo Archaeological Remagical Remains,” ins,” AASORAASORAASORAASOR 5 (1923–2 5 (1923–24): 77–1044): 77–104; J. Simon; J. Simons, s, The GeograThe Geographical andphical and Topograph Topographical Textsical Texts of the Ol of  of the Oldof the Old Testament Testament (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1959); D. 1959); D. Ussishkin,Ussishkin, “Archeolo “Archeological Soungical Soundings at Bdings at Betar, Bar etaBBetar, BarBetar, Bar Kochba’s  Kochba’s Last StronLast Stronghold,” ghold,” Tel AvivTel Aviv 20 (1993) 20 (1993): 66–97.: 66–97.: 66–97.

Bibliography. W. D. Carroll, “Bittir and Its Archaeological Remains,” 
AASOR 5 (1923–24): 77–104; J. Simons, The Geographical and Topographical Texts 
of the Old Testament (Leiden, 1959); D. Ussishkin, “Archeological Soundings at 
Betar, Bar Kochba’s Last Stronghold,” Tel Aviv 20 (1993): 66–97.

Dennis M. Dennis M. SwansonSwanson

Dennis M. Swanson

BETHESDABETHESDA (Gk.  (Gk. BeäthesdaéBeäthesdaé)))

BETHESDA (Gk. Beäthesdaé)

A pool locA pool located in Jeated in Jerusalem “brusalem “by the Sheey the Sheep Gate” (Jp Gate” (John 5:2; pohn 5:2; possibly “tossibly “the Sheep Phe Sheep Pool”). AccoPPool”). AcPool”). According tocording to John 5:1- John 5:1-9 many sic9 many sick and physk and physically impically impaired peopaired people congregle congregated in thacongregcongregatecongregated in this d in this pool’s fivpool’s five porticoee porticoes, and hers, and here Jesus hee Jesus healed a manaled a man who had b who had been “ill” eebbeen “ill”been “ill” for 38 ye for 38 years (but nars (but not totallyot totally “paralyze “paralyzed”; cf. v.d”; cf. v. 7b). Arch 7b). Archaeologicalaeological excavatio excava excavationexcavations beside ts beside the presenthe present church of church of St. Anne  St. Anne just N of just N of the Templethe Temple Mount hav Mount hav Mount have partihave partially uncovally uncovered the rered the remains of emains of a large doa large double pool uble pool dating to dating to pre-Christpre-Christian times ianpre-Christpre-Christpre-Christian times ian times which is awhich is almost certlmost certainly thatainly that mentioned mentioned in John 5 in John 5, but the , but the exact locaexaexact locaexact location of thtion of the “five poe “five porticoes” irticoes” is still des still debated. Thebated. Therapeutic trapeutic traditions raditions continued contincontinued continued at this siat this site in the te in the 2nd centur2nd century and beyoy and beyond throughnd through a shrine  a shrine dedicated dedicated to the Romtoto the Romto the Roman healingan healing-god Ascle-god Asclepius.pius.pius.

A pool located in Jerusalem “by the Sheep Gate” (John 5:2; possibly “the Sheep 
Pool”). According to John 5:1-9 many sick and physically impaired people 
congregated in this pool’s five porticoes, and here Jesus healed a man who had 
been “ill” for 38 years (but not totally “paralyzed”; cf. v. 7b). Archaeological 
excavations beside the present church of St. Anne just N of the Temple Mount 
have partially uncovered the remains of a large double pool dating to 
pre-Christian times which is almost certainly that mentioned in John 5, but the 
exact location of the “five porticoes” is still debated. Therapeutic traditions 
continued at this site in the 2nd century and beyond through a shrine dedicated 
to the Roman healing-god Asclepius.

�Most EngliMost English Bibles sh Bibles read Betheread Bethesda, but tsda, but there are shere are significantignificant variation variations in the Gs in the Gs in the Greek textGreek texts of John s of John 5:2. Some 5:2. Some erroneouslerroneously read Bety read Bethsaida (cfhsaida (cf. John 1:4. John 1:44). Others4). Others have Beth h have Bethzhave Bethzatha (Aramatha (Aram. “place o. “place of olives”)f olives”), which so, which some scholarme scholars argue was argue was the origs the original readiinorigoriginal roriginal reading (NReading (NRSV, UBSSV, UBS44), but thi), but this is probas is probably just ably just a variant o variant of Bezetha,f Bezetha, the newes the ne the newest secnewest section of Jetion of Jerusalem inrusalem in the 1st c the 1st century (Joentury (Josephus sephus BJBJ 2.15.5 [3 2.15.5 [328]; 5.5.228]; 5.5.2 [148–52]) [148 [148–52]).[148–52]). Most NT m Most NT manuscriptsanuscripts read Beth read Bethesda, meanesda, meaning eithering either “house or “house or mercy” (A mercy” mercy” (Armercy” (Aram. am. beît� h�esbeît� h�esdaœ}daœ}) or “plac) or “place of flowie of flowing water” ng water” (Aram. (Aram. beît� }esdbeît� }esbeît� }esdaœ}}esdaœ}). The lat). The latter interpter interpretation iretation is supportes supported by the 1d by the 1st-centuryst-century Copper sc Copper scroll from rollscscroll froscroll from Qumran, m Qumran, in which in which bet }esdatbet }esdatayimayim (a dual f (a dual form) apparorm) apparently refeently refers to a dors to rs to a doublto a double pool neae pool near the Jerur the Jerusalem tempsalem temple (3Q15 1le (3Q15 11:12). Thu1:12). Thus, the texs, the textual confutual confusion may ssconfuconfusion confusion may stem fmay stem from differrom differing Greek ing Greek translitertransliterations of ations of similar Arsimilar Aramaic nameamaic names, Bethesdsnamenames, Betnames, Bethesda refehesda referring to trring to the pool ithe pool itself and Bself and Beth-zatha eth-zatha to its locto its location.ation.ation.

Most English Bibles read Bethesda, but there are significant variations in the 
Greek texts of John 5:2. Some erroneously read Bethsaida (cf. John 1:44). Others 
have Bethzatha (Aram. “place of olives”), which some scholars argue was the 
original reading (NRSV, UBS4), but this is probably just a variant of Bezetha, the 
newest section of Jerusalem in the 1st century (Josephus BJ 2.15.5 [328]; 5.5.2 
[148–52]). Most NT manuscripts read Bethesda, meaning either “house or 
mercy” (Aram. beît� h�esdaœ} ) or “place of flowing water” (Aram. beît� 
}esdaœ}). The latter interpretation is supported by the 1st-century Copper 



scroll from Qumran, in which bet }esdatayim (a dual form) apparently refers 
to a double pool near the Jerusalem temple (3Q15 11:12). Thus, the textual 
confusion may stem from differing Greek transliterations of similar Aramaic 
names, Bethesda referring to the pool itself and Beth-zatha to its location.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. JeremiaJ. Jeremias, s, The RediscThe Rediscovery of Bovery of Bethesdaethesda (Louisvil (Louisville, 1966);le, 1966); D. J. Wie D. J. D. J. Wieand,J. Wieand, “John V.2 “John V.2 and the P and the Pool of Betool of Bethesda,” hesda,” NTSNTS 12 (1966) 12 (1966): 392–404.: 392–404.

Bibliography. J. Jeremias, The Rediscovery of Bethesda (Louisville, 1966); D. 
J. Wieand, “John V.2 and the Pool of Bethesda,” NTS 12 (1966): 392–404.

Felix JustFelix Just, s.j., s.j.

Felix Just, s.j.

BETH-EZELBETH-EZEL (Heb.  (Heb. beît� h�aœbeît� h�aœ}eäs�el}eäs�el)))

BETH-EZEL (Heb. beît� h�aœ}eäs�el )

A city in A city in southern Jsouthern Judah, perhudah, perhaps to be aps to be identifiedidentified with mode with modern Deir rn Deir el-{As�elel-{As�el, ca. 16 k, ca, ca. 16 km.ca. 16 km. (10 mi.)  (10 mi.) SW of HebrSW of Hebron. The pron. The prophet Micaophet Micah cites ith cites it in a word in a wordplay on Heplay on Heplay on Heb. Heb. }aœs�al,}aœs�al, “to withd “to withdraw, withhraw, withhold” (Mic.old” (Mic. 1:11). 1:11).

A city in southern Judah, perhaps to be identified with modern Deir el-{As�el , 
ca. 16 km. (10 mi.) SW of Hebron. The prophet Micah cites it in a wordplay on 
Heb. }aœs�al,  “to withdraw, withhold” (Mic. 1:11).

BETH-GADERBETH-GADER (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-gaœdbeît�-gaœd�eär�eär)))

BETH-GADER (Heb. beît�-gaœd�eär )

A “son” ofA “son” of Hareph in Hareph in the genea the genealogy of thlogy of the Judahitee Judahite Hur (1 Ch Hur (1 Chr. 2:51). r. 2:51). The name, The name, like otherlilike otherlike others in this s in this list, is plist, is probably a robably a place nameplace name...

A “son” of Hareph in the genealogy of the Judahite Hur (1 Chr. 2:51). The name, 
like others in this list, is probably a place name.

�SeeSee  GEDORGEDOR (Place)  (Place) 1.1.

See GEDOR (Place) 1.

BETH-GAMULBETH-GAMUL (Heb.  (Heb. beît� gaœmbeît� gaœmu®lu®l)))

BETH-GAMUL (Heb. beît� gaœmu®l )

A city in A city in Moab againMoab against which Jst which Jeremiah preremiah pronounced jonounced judgment (Judgment (Jer. 48:23)er. 48:23). It is pr. It is probably to obprprobably tprobably to be idento be identified withified with Khirbet e Khirbet el-Jumeil (l-Jumeil (235099), c235099), ca. 13 km. a. 13 km. (8 mi.) E (8 mi.) E of Dibon.of Dof Dibon.Dibon.

A city in Moab against which Jeremiah pronounced judgment (Jer. 48:23). It is 
probably to be identified with Khirbet el-Jumeil (235099), ca. 13 km. (8 mi.) E of 
Dibon.

BETH-GILGABETH-GILGALL (Heb.  (Heb. beît� haggbeît� haggilgaœlilgaœl)))

BETH-GILGAL (Heb. beît� haggilgaœl )

A town in A town in Judah appaJudah apparently setrently settled by tetled by temple singemple singers who parrs who participated ticipated in the dedin the dedication oficdeddedicationdedication of the re of the rebuilt wallbuilt walls of Jeruss of Jerusalem in thalem in the time of e time of Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 12:29Neh. 12:29). Althoug). 12:2912:29). Al12:29). Although it though it has been ihas been identified dentified with both with both the Gilgalthe Gilgal of Benjam of Benjamin, E of Jin, E of Jericho (JoerichJJericho (JJericho (Josh. 4:19)osh. 4:19), and that, and that of Judah  of Judah (15:7), it(15:7), its locations location remains u remains uncertain.ncertain.

A town in Judah apparently settled by temple singers who participated in the 
dedication of the rebuilt walls of Jerusalem in the time of Nehemiah (Neh. 
12:29). Although it has been identified with both the Gilgal of Benjamin, E of 
Jericho (Josh. 4:19), and that of Judah (15:7), its location remains uncertain.

BETH-HACCHBETH-HACCHEREMEREM (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-hakkbeît�-hakkeremerem)))

BETH-HACCHEREM (Heb. beît�-hakkerem )

A town 4 kA town 4 km. (2.58 mm. (2.58 mi.) S of Ji.) S of Jerusalem, erusalem, most recenmost recently identitly identified with fied with Ramat Ramat Rah�elRah�Rah�elRah�el (1708.127 (1708.1275). It was5). It was noted as  noted as the site othe site of a “fire f a “fire signal stasignal station,” whetion,” where signal re signare signal messignal messages to asages to and from Jend from Jerusalem anrusalem and surroundd surrounding towns ing towns and militaand military sites wry sites would be reowwould be rwould be relayed (Jeelayed (Jer. 6:1). Dr. 6:1). During the uring the Persian pePersian period it wariod it was the sites the site of the ad of the administratiminisadadministraadministrative headqtive headquarters fouarters for the distr the district of Jurict of Judah S of Jdah S of Jerusalem (erusalem (Neh. 3:14)Neh. 3:14)...

A town 4 km. (2.58 mi.) S of Jerusalem, most recently identified with Ramat 
Rah�el  (1708.1275). It was noted as the site of a “fire signal station,” where 
signal messages to and from Jerusalem and surrounding towns and military sites 
would be relayed (Jer. 6:1). During the Persian period it was the site of the 
administrative headquarters for the district of Judah S of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:14).

�Several otSeveral other locatiher locations have bons have been offereeen offered as possid as possible sites,ble sites, most nota most notably the vibly the vbly the village ofvillage of  {Ain Ka®ri{Ain Ka®rimm (6.5 km.  (6.5 km. [4 mi.] W [4 mi.] W of Jerusalof Jerusalem). Thereem). There are ruins are ruins on Jebel  on Jebel on Jebel Jebel {Ali{Ali, overlook, overlooking this ving this village, whillage, which could ich could have been have been a signal sa signal station, butation, but this loct this lt this location clocation conflicts wonflicts with the geith the geographic rographic reference oeference of Jeremiahf Jeremiah. Qumran d. Qumran documents (ocuments (ocuments (3Q15 [3QI(3Q15 [3QInv]; 1QapGnv]; 1QapGen) indicaen) indicate a site te a site of the samof the same name in e name in the King’sthe King’s Valley (2 Valley (2 Sam. 18:1 (2(2 Sam. 18(2 Sam. 18:18), but :18), but this locatthis location cannotion cannot be reconc be reconciled with iled with the referethe references of Jences of Jeremiah or remJeJeremiah oJeremiah or Nehemiahr Nehemiah. The most. The most convincin convincing evidenceg evidence points to points to Ramat  Ramat Rah�elRah�el, which mo, w, which mostwhich most closely f closely fits the OTits the OT and other and other sources. sources. sources.

Several other locations have been offered as possible sites, most notably the 
village of {Ain Ka®rim (6.5 km. [4 mi.] W of Jerusalem). There are ruins on 
Jebel {Ali, overlooking this village, which could have been a signal station, but this 
location conflicts with the geographic reference of Jeremiah. Qumran documents 



(3Q15 [3QInv]; 1QapGen) indicate a site of the same name in the King’s Valley 
(2 Sam. 18:18), but this location cannot be reconciled with the references of 
Jeremiah or Nehemiah. The most convincing evidence points to Ramat Rah�el , 
which most closely fits the OT and other sources.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. AharoniY. Aharoni, “The Cit, “The Citadel of Raadel of Ramat Rahel,mat Rahel,” ” ArchaeologArchaeologyy 18 (1965) 18 (19 18 (1965): 15(1965): 15–25; M. Av–25; M. Avi-Yonah,i-Yonah, The Holy  The Holy Land,Land, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Grand Rap(Grand Rapids, 1977)ids, 1977); N. Gluec; N. Glue; N. Glueck, Glueck, ExploratioExplorations in Eastns in Eastern Palestern Palestine IV.ine IV. AASOR 25– AASOR 25–28 (New Ha28 (New Haven, 1951)ven, 1951)...

Bibliography. Y. Aharoni, “The Citadel of Ramat Rahel,” Archaeology 18 
(1965): 15–25; M. Avi-Yonah, The Holy Land, rev. ed. (Grand Rapids, 1977); N. 
Glueck, Explorations in Eastern Palestine IV. AASOR 25–28 (New Haven, 1951).

Dennis M. Dennis M. SwansonSwanson

Dennis M. Swanson

BETH-HAGGABETH-HAGGANN (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-haggbeît�-haggaœnaœn)))

BETH-HAGGAN (Heb. beît�-haggaœn )

A town to A town to which Kingwhich King Ahaziah f Ahaziah fled from Jled from Jehu (2 Kgsehu (2 Kgs. 9:27). I. 9:27). It is locatt is located at modeed at modern rnmodemodern modern JeniînJeniîn (178207)) (178207)), ca. 10 k, ca. 10 km. (6 mi.)m. (6 mi.) S of Jezr S of Jezreel near Ieel near Ibleam.bleam.

A town to which King Ahaziah fled from Jehu (2 Kgs. 9:27). It is located at 
modern Jeniîn (178207)), ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) S of Jezreel near Ibleam.

BETH-HARAMBETH-HARAM (Heb.  (Heb. beît� haœrbeît� haœraœmaœm) ) (also BETH(also BETH-HARAN)-HARAN)-HARAN)

BETH-HARAM (Heb. beît� haœraœm ) 
(also BETH-HARAN)

A city of A city of Gad, locatGad, located at the ed at the Jordan RivJordan River oppositer opposite Jericho e Jericho (Josh. 13:(Josh. 13:27); calle27); called Beth-hard Betd Beth-haranBeth-haran at Num. 3 at Num. 32:36. Hero2:36. Herod the Gread the Great changed t changed its name tits name to Livias; o Livias; Herod AntiHerod AntHerod Antipas caAntipas called it Julled it Julias in holias in honor of Augnor of Augustus’ wifustus’ wife. It has e. It has been identbeen identified withified with modern Te moder modern Telmodern Tell l Iktanu®Iktanu® (214136)  (214136) on the souon the southern sidethern side of Wadi e of Wadi er-Rameh.r-Rameh.

A city of Gad, located at the Jordan River opposite Jericho (Josh. 13:27); called 
Beth-haran at Num. 32:36. Herod the Great changed its name to Livias; Herod 
Antipas called it Julias in honor of Augustus’ wife. It has been identified with 
modern Tell Iktanu® (214136) on the southern side of Wadi er-Rameh.

BETH-HOGLABETH-HOGLAHH (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-h�ogbeît�-h�ogla®la®)))

BETH-HOGLAH (Heb. beît�-h�ogla® )

A settlemeA settlement markingnt marking the triba the tribal border ol border of Benjaminf Benjamin and Judah and Judah (Josh. 15 (Josh. 15:6; 18:19):6; 18:19), listed a, li, listed as listed as a possessia possession of Benjon of Benjamin (18:2amin (18:21). Beth-h1). Beth-hoglah is poglah is presently iresently identified dentified on geograpon geon geographicgeographic and lingu and linguistic grouistic grounds with mnds with modern odern {Dier{Dier Hajlah, n Hajlah, near ear {Ain{Ain Hajlah (1 Hajlah (197136).97(1(197136).(197136).(197136).

A settlement marking the tribal border of Benjamin and Judah (Josh. 15:6; 18:19), 
listed as a possession of Benjamin (18:21). Beth-hoglah is presently identified on 
geographic and linguistic grounds with modern {Dier Hajlah, near {Ain Hajlah 
(197136).

Ryan ByrneRyan Byrne

Ryan Byrne

BETH-HORONBETH-HORON (Heb.  (Heb. beät�-h�o®beät�-h�o®ro®nro®n)))

BETH-HORON (Heb. beät�-h�o®ro®n )

A leviticaA levitical city in l city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Ephrai of Ephraim (Josh. 2m (Josh. 21:22; 1 Ch1:22; 1 Chr. 6:68). r. 6:68). The name mThe namThe name meansname means “house of “house of Horon” (p Horon” (perhaps a Cerhaps a Canaanite danaanite deity). Twieity). Twin cities an cities are indicatre indicated: Lower eindicatindicated:indicated: Lower Bet Lower Beth-horon wah-horon was assigneds assigned to Ephrai to Ephraim (Josh. 1m (Josh. 16:3), whil6:3), while Upper Bee Upper Bee Upper Beth-horonBeth-horon was on th was on the border be border between Ephetween Ephraim and Braim and Benjamin (venjamin (v. 5; 18:13. 5; 18:13–14). The –14). Th–14). The ChroniThe Chronicler attricler attributes theibutes their construcr construction to Shtion to Sheerah, graeerah, granddaughternddaughter of Ephrai of Ephraim (1 Chr. mEphraiEphraim (1Ephraim (1 Chr. 7:24 Chr. 7:24). Both ci). Both cities were ties were situated osituated on the “ascn the “ascent [or deent [or descent] of scent] of Beth-horonBeBeth-horonBeth-horon,” down wh,” down which Joshuaich Joshua chased Am chased Amorites fleorites fleeing theireing their defeat at defeat at Gibeon (J Gibeon (J Gibeon (Josh. 10:(Josh. 10:10-11). Th10-11). Their locatieir location on the on on the slope leadslope leading to theing to the hill coun hill country from ttry from the coastalhe cohe coastal plcoastal plain made tain made the cities he cities strategicastrategically importlly important and vuant and vulnerable tlnerable to attack. o attack. Upper BethUppeUpper BethUpper Beth-horon has-horon has been iden been identified wittified with Beit h Beit {Ur el-Foœ{Ur el-Foœqaœ}qaœ} (160143)  (160143) and Lower and Land Lower BethLower Beth-horon wit-horon with Beit h Beit {Ur et-T¸a{Ur et-T¸ahtahta (158144). (158144).

A levitical city in the tribal territory of Ephraim (Josh. 21:22; 1 Chr. 6:68). The 
name means “house of Horon” (perhaps a Canaanite deity). Twin cities are 
indicated: Lower Beth-horon was assigned to Ephraim (Josh. 16:3), while Upper 
Beth-horon was on the border between Ephraim and Benjamin (v. 5; 18:13–14). 
The Chronicler attributes their construction to Sheerah, granddaughter of 
Ephraim (1 Chr. 7:24). Both cities were situated on the “ascent [or descent] of 
Beth-horon,” down which Joshua chased Amorites fleeing their defeat at Gibeon 
(Josh. 10:10-11). Their location on the slope leading to the hill country from the 
coastal plain made the cities strategically important and vulnerable to attack. 
Upper Beth-horon has been identified with Beit {Ur el-Foœqaœ} (160143) and 
Lower Beth-horon with Beit {Ur et-T¸ahta (158144).



�During theDuring the reign of  reign of Saul, PhilSaul, Philistine raiistine raiders attacders attacked Beth-hked Beth-horon (1 Saoron (1 Sam. 13:18).m. 13:18)m. 13:18). So13:18). Solomon rebulomon rebuilt Lower ilt Lower Beth-horonBeth-horon (1 Kgs. 9 (1 Kgs. 9:17; the C:17; the Chronicler hronicler names bothnames botnames both citieboth cities, callings, calling them “for them “fortified cittified cities, with ies, with walls, gatwalls, gates, and baes, and bars”; 2 Chrrs”; 2 Chr. 8:5-6). . 8:5-6). . 8:5-6). Th8:5-6). The Egyptiane Egyptian pharaoh S pharaoh Shishak namhishak names Beth-hoes Beth-horon in hisron in his list of p list of places conqlaces conquered in Pueconqconquered conquered in Palestiin Palestine, recordne, recorded on the ed on the temple to temple to Amun at KaAmun at Karnak. Laternak. Later Beth-horr Beth-hor Beth-horonBeth-horon was attac was attacked by renked by renegade Judeegade Judean mercenaan mercenaries who rries who rampaged frampaged from Samariaom Samom Samaria toSamaria to Beth-horo Beth-horon (2 Chr. n (2 Chr. 25:13). Th25:13). The area reme area remained straained strategically tegically important important in the intinin the intin the intertestamenertestamental periodtal period. Judas Ma. Judas Maccabeus woccabeus won a victorn a victory there (1y there (1 Macc. 3:1 Macc. 3:16, 24). Th6,3:13:16, 24).3:16, 24). The Syria The Syrians used Bens used Beth-horon ath-horon as a camp (s a camp (1 Macc. 7:1 Macc. 7:39) and la39) and later refortter refortified the ifierefortrefortifierefortified the sited the site (9:50). (9:50). (9:50).

During the reign of Saul, Philistine raiders attacked Beth-horon (1 Sam. 
13:18). Solomon rebuilt Lower Beth-horon (1 Kgs. 9:17; the Chronicler names 
both cities, calling them “fortified cities, with walls, gates, and bars”; 2 Chr. 
8:5-6). The Egyptian pharaoh Shishak names Beth-horon in his list of places 
conquered in Palestine, recorded on the temple to Amun at Karnak. Later 
Beth-horon was attacked by renegade Judean mercenaries who rampaged from 
Samaria to Beth-horon (2 Chr. 25:13). The area remained strategically important 
in the intertestamental period. Judas Maccabeus won a victory there (1 Macc. 
3:16, 24). The Syrians used Beth-horon as a camp (1 Macc. 7:39) and later 
refortified the site (9:50).

Daniel C. Daniel C. Browning, Browning, Jr.Jr.

Daniel C. Browning, Jr.

BETH-JESHIBETH-JESHIMOTHMOTH (Heb.  (Heb. beît� hayebeît� hayeïsûiîmo®t�ïsûiîmo®t�)))

BETH-JESHIMOTH (Heb. beît� hayeïsûiîmo®t� )

One of theOne of the final sto final stopping placpping places of the es of the IsraelitesIsraelites at the en at the end of theird of their 40 years  40 years wanderingswandewanderingswanderings (Num 33:4 (Num 33:49). The to9). The town, identiwn, identified with fied with Tell Tell el-{Az�eimel-{Az�eimeheh (208132), (208132) (208132), (208132), was along was along an ancientan ancient road (“th road (“the way of Be way of Beth-Jeshimeth-Jeshimoth”; Joshoth”; Josh. 12:3) wh. 12:3) which later icwhwhich latewhich later became tr became the Jerichohe Jericho-Livias-Es-Livias-Esbus route bus route connectingconnecting to Trajan to Trajan’s Via Nov’s Via Nova. The towaNovNova. The Nova. The town was atown was allotted tollotted to the tribe the tribe of Reuben of Reuben (Josh. 13 (Josh. 13:20), but :20), but was later was later taken overtaktaken overtaken over by the Mo by the Moabites (Ezabites (Ezek. 25:9).ek. 25:9). In the Ro In the Roman periodman period, a town k, a town known as Benown as Benown as Besimoth (Besimoth (Khirbet esKhirbet es-Suweimeh)-Suweimeh), preservi, preserving the ancng the ancient name,ient name, was locat was located nearby.ed nearbyed nearby.nearby.nearby.

One of the final stopping places of the Israelites at the end of their 40 years 
wanderings (Num 33:49). The town, identified with Tell el-{Az�eimeh  
(208132), was along an ancient road (“the way of Beth-Jeshimoth”; Josh. 12:3) 
which later became the Jericho-Livias-Esbus route connecting to Trajan’s Via 
Nova. The town was allotted to the tribe of Reuben (Josh. 13:20), but was later 
taken over by the Moabites (Ezek. 25:9). In the Roman period, a town known as 
Besimoth (Khirbet es-Suweimeh), preserving the ancient name, was located 
nearby.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. Glueck,N. Glueck, “Some Anc “Some Ancient Townsient Towns in the Pl in the Plains of Moains of Moab,” ab,” BASORBASBASORBASOR 91 (1943) 91 (1943): 7–26.: 7–26.: 7–26.

Bibliography. N. Glueck, “Some Ancient Towns in the Plains of Moab,” 
BASOR 91 (1943): 7–26.

Paul J. RaPaul J. Ray, Jr.y, Jr.

Paul J. Ray, Jr.

BETH-LE-APBETH-LE-APHRAHHRAH (Heb.  (Heb. beît� leï{beît� leï{ap�ra®ap�ra®)))

BETH-LE-APHRAH (Heb. beît� leï{ap�ra® )

A small toA small town in Judawn in Judah (“house h (“house of vigor” of vigor” or “house or “house of the fawof the fawn”). The pn”). The prophet Microphet Microphet Micah madeMicah made a wordpla a wordplay in his py in his prophecy ofrophecy of doom agai doom against the sonst the southern kinuthern kingdom by mogdom by gdom by mockingby mockingly referrily referring to the ng to the city as a city as a “house of “house of dust” (Micdust” (Mic. 1:10). L. 1:10). Located E oocated E of Lachich f Lacf Lachich anLachich and S of Jerd S of Jerusalem, thusalem, the settlemee settlement may havnt may have been plue been plundered by ndered by the Assyrithe Assyrian king SeaAssyriAssyrian kAssyrian king Sennacing Sennacherib duriherib during his invng his invasion of Jasion of Judah in 70udah in 701 1 B.C.B.C. The ruin  The ruin of the towof the toof the town can btown can be identifie identified with ed with et�-T¸aiyiet�-T¸aiyibehbeh (153107), (153107), NW of Heb NW of Hebron.ron.ron.

A small town in Judah (“house of vigor” or “house of the fawn”). The prophet 
Micah made a wordplay in his prophecy of doom against the southern kingdom 
by mockingly referring to the city as a “house of dust” (Mic. 1:10). Located E of 
Lachich and S of Jerusalem, the settlement may have been plundered by the 
Assyrian king Sennacherib during his invasion of Judah in 701 B.C. The ruin of the 
town can be identified with et�-T¸aiyibeh  (153107), NW of Hebron.

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

BETH-LEBAOBETH-LEBAOTHTH (Heb.  (Heb. beît� leïbbeît� leïb�aœ}o®t��aœ}o®t�) ) (also BETH(also BETH-BIRI)-BIRI)-BIRI)

BETH-LEBAOTH (Heb. beît� leïb�aœ}o®t� ) 
(also BETH-BIRI)

A town assA town assigned to Signed to Simeon, locimeon, located in thated in the Negeb ree Negeb region of Jugion of Judah (Josh.dah (Josh. 19:6). At 19:6). At 1 Chr. 4: 1 1 Chr. 4:31 Chr. 4:31 it is ca1 it is called Beth-lled Beth-biri.biri.

A town assigned to Simeon, located in the Negeb region of Judah (Josh. 19:6). At 
1 Chr. 4:31 it is called Beth-biri.

BETHLEHEMBETHLEHEM (Heb.  (Heb. beît� leh�beît� leh�em, beît� em, beît� halah�miî;halah�miî;  Gk.Gk. Beäthleém Beäthleém)))

BETHLEHEM (Heb. beît� leh�em, beît� halah�miî;  



Gk. Beäthleém)

A city namA city name originale originally derivedly derived from Heb. from Heb. “ “bayit�,bayit�, “house,”  “house,” denoting adenoting a cultic si cultic site, and thte, sisite, and site, and the name othe name of a pair of a pair of ancient f ancient MesopotamiMesopotamian agriculan agricultural deittural deities, Lahmuies, Lahmu and Laham an and Lahamuand Lahamu, listed e, listed early in tharly in the cosmogone cosmogony of the y of the Enuma ElisEnuma Elish.h.

A city name originally derived from Heb. “bayit�,  “house,” denoting a cultic 
site, and the name of a pair of ancient Mesopotamian agricultural deities, Lahmu 
and Lahamu, listed early in the cosmogony of the Enuma Elish.

TraditionaTraditional Shepherdl Shepherds’ Field as’ Field at Bethlehet Bethlehem. In the m. In the distance idistance is Tell Hers Tell Herodium (Allodium (Allen C. Myeren (All(Allen C. (Allen C. Myers)Myers)

Traditional Shepherds’ Field at Bethlehem. In the distance is Tell Herodium 
(Allen C. Myers)

�1.1. A village A village in the tr in the tribal terriibal territory of Zetory of Zebulun (Josbulun (Josh. 19:15).h. 19:15). It was li It was likely the hkely the hometown ofohhometown ohometown of the judgf the judge Ibzan (Je Ibzan (Judg. 12:8,udg. 12:8, 10). The  10). The name surviname survives in modves in modern Beit ern Beit Lah�mLaLah�mLah�m, 11 km. (, 11 km. (7 mi.) NW 7 mi.) NW of Nazaretof Nazareth.h.h.

1. A village in the tribal territory of Zebulun (Josh. 19:15). It was likely the 
hometown of the judge Ibzan (Judg. 12:8, 10). The name survives in modern Beit 
Lah�m , 11 km. (7 mi.) NW of Nazareth.

�2.2. Bethlehem Bethlehem of Judah, of Judah, located 8 located 8 km. (5 mi km. (5 mi.) SSW of .) SSW of Jerusalem,Jerusalem, at an ele at an elevation of vationeleelevation elevation of ca. 762of ca. 762 m. (2500  m. (2500 ft.), and ft.), and just E of just E of the Hebronthe Hebron road whic road which runs aloh runs along the ridng tng the ridge the ridge of the Judof the Judean hill cean hill country. Thountry. The earlieste earliest mention o mention of the cityf the city may be in may be in the 14th- the  the 14th-cthe 14th-century entury B.C.E.B.C.E. Amarna Ta Amarna Tablets (blets (ANET,ANET, 489, n. 2 489, n. 21) in whic1) in which Jerusaleh Jerusalem’s governm’s govm’s governor Agovernor Abdi-heba sbdi-heba suggests thuggests that Bit Lahat Bit Lahmi (or mi (or Bit-ilu NiBit-ilu Nin.urtan.urta) has fall) has fallen into then into the hands ofe he hands of thands of the maraudihe marauding ng {Apiru{Apiru people. people. people.

2. Bethlehem of Judah, located 8 km. (5 mi.) SSW of Jerusalem, at an 
elevation of ca. 762 m. (2500 ft.), and just E of the Hebron road which runs along 
the ridge of the Judean hill country. The earliest mention of the city may be in 
the 14th-century B.C.E. Amarna Tablets (ANET, 489, n. 21) in which Jerusalem’s 
governor Abdi-heba suggests that Bit Lahmi (or Bit-ilu Nin.urta) has fallen into the 
hands of the marauding {Apiru people.

�The originThe origin of the ci of the city is unknty is unknown, and town, and the site ishe site is first men first mentioned as tioned as Ephrath, aEphrath, and parenthnaand parentand parenthetically hetically Bethlehem,Bethlehem, just nort just north of whichh of which Rachel di Rachel died after ged after giving birtiving birth to Benjah toh to Benjamito Benjamin (Gen. 35n (Gen. 35:19; 48:7):19; 48:7). The city. The city is not me is not mentioned inntioned in the Hebre the Hebrew text of w text of the tribalththe tribalthe tribal allocatio allocation list forn list for Judah in  Judah in Josh. 15:1Josh. 15:1-63, thoug-63, though the LXX h the LXX includes tincludes the city inhe cityhe city in thcity in the ninth die ninth district of strict of Judah. SalJudah. Salma, a granma, a grandson of Cadson of Caleb througleb through Ephrath,h Ephrath, is called is ca is called thecalled the “father o “father of Bethlehef Bethlehem” in 1 Chm” in 1 Chr. 2:51. Sr. 2:51. Surface sururface survey of a mvey of a mound immedound immediately to iimmedimmediatelimmediately to the ey to the east of theast of the Church of Church of the Nativ the Nativity yieldeity yielded Bronze ad Bronze and Iron Agnd Iron Age remains,eAgAge remainAge remains, but no s, but no stratigrapstratigraphic excavahic excavation has ytion has yet been caet been carried out rried out in the modin the modern city.emodmodern citmodern city.y.y.

The origin of the city is unknown, and the site is first mentioned as Ephrath, 
and parenthetically Bethlehem, just north of which Rachel died after giving birth 
to Benjamin (Gen. 35:19; 48:7). The city is not mentioned in the Hebrew text of 
the tribal allocation list for Judah in Josh. 15:1-63, though the LXX includes the 
city in the ninth district of Judah. Salma, a grandson of Caleb through Ephrath, is 
called the “father of Bethlehem” in 1 Chr. 2:51. Surface survey of a mound 
immediately to the east of the Church of the Nativity yielded Bronze and Iron 
Age remains, but no stratigraphic excavation has yet been carried out in the 
modern city.

�Israelite Israelite inhabitantinhabitants in Bethls in Bethlehem are kehem are known from nown from the time othe time of the judgf the judges. Thoughes. Thoes. Though theThough the city was  city was not allocanot allocated to theted to the Levites,  Levites, a young Lea young Levite from vite from Bethlehem Bethlehem served as seserved as served as priest to priest to Micah in tMicah in the hill cohe hill country of Euntry of Ephraim (Juphraim (Judg. 17:7).dg. 17:7). It was th It was the home of e home home of thhome of the concubine concubine of an Epe of an Ephraimite Lhraimite Levite whosevite whose slaughtee slaughter precipitr precipitated civilated civil war again w war againswar against the tribt the tribe of Benjae of Benjamin, leadimin, leading to the ng to the near annihnear annihilation ofilation of the tribe the tribe (Judg. 19 (Judg (Judg. 19-(Judg. 19-20). Bethl20). Bethlehem was hehem was home to Eliome to Elimelech andmelech and Naomi, an Naomi, and here Rutd here Ruth met Boazh met Bh met Boaz, who Boaz, who as kinsmanas kinsman-redeemer -redeemer purchased purchased the field the field of her decof her deceased husbeased husband. Henceand. Henand. Hence BethHence Bethlehem was lehem was the hometothe hometown of Daviwn of David, their dd, their descendant escendant through Obthrough Obed and Jesed aned and Jesse.and Jesse.

Israelite inhabitants in Bethlehem are known from the time of the judges. 
Though the city was not allocated to the Levites, a young Levite from Bethlehem 
served as priest to Micah in the hill country of Ephraim (Judg. 17:7). It was the 
home of the concubine of an Ephraimite Levite whose slaughter precipitated civil 
war against the tribe of Benjamin, leading to the near annihilation of the tribe 
(Judg. 19-20). Bethlehem was home to Elimelech and Naomi, and here Ruth met 
Boaz, who as kinsman-redeemer purchased the field of her deceased husband. 
Hence Bethlehem was the hometown of David, their descendant through Obed 
and Jesse.

�The city rThe city rose to proose to prominence afminence after Samuelter Samuel anointed  anointed David as tDavid as the second he second king of Isking king of Isking of Israel (1 Sarael (1 Sam. 16:1-13m. 16:1-13). The Phi). The Philistines elistines establishedstablished a militar a military outpost y outpost in Bethlehin Bethin Bethlehem Bethlehem in the dayin the days of Saul s of Saul (2 Sam. 23(2 Sam. 23:13-17) wh:13-17) while David ile David was assembwas assembling his bling his band of waranbband of waband of warriors. Larriors. Later Rehoboter Rehoboam fortifiam fortified Bethlehed Bethlehem and 14 em and 14 other Judaother Judahite citiehite cities as a defscitiecities as cities as a defensiva defensive network e network around Jeraround Jerusalem (2 usalem (2 Chr. 11:5-Chr. 11:5-6). Listed6). Listed among the among the returnees r returnees returnees from Babylfrom Babylonian Exilonian Exile under Zee under Zerubbabel arubbabel are 123 menre 123 men of Bethle of Bethlehem (Ezra hem (Ezrhem (Ezra 2:21(Ezra 2:21; Neh. 7:2; Neh. 7:26 cites 186 cites 188 combined8 combined from Beth from Bethlehem and lehem and Netophah).Netophah).

The city rose to prominence after Samuel anointed David as the second 
king of Israel (1 Sam. 16:1-13). The Philistines established a military outpost in 
Bethlehem in the days of Saul (2 Sam. 23:13-17) while David was assembling his 
band of warriors. Later Rehoboam fortified Bethlehem and 14 other Judahite 
cities as a defensive network around Jerusalem (2 Chr. 11:5-6). Listed among the 



returnees from Babylonian Exile under Zerubbabel are 123 men of Bethlehem 
(Ezra 2:21; Neh. 7:26 cites 188 combined from Bethlehem and Netophah).

�Micah’s prMicah’s prophecy conophecy concerning thcerning the messianie messianic king (Mic king (Mic. 5:2[MT c. 5:2[MT 1]) was fa1]) was familiar to miliar fafamiliar tfamiliar to the relio the religious leadgious leaders of Jerers of Jerusalem whousalem whom Herod sum Herod summoned whemmoned when the Magin the Mn the Magi soughMagi sought knowledgt knowledge concernie concerning the birng the birth of the th of the king (Mattking (Matt. 2:1-8). . 2:1-8). Matthew reMatthew records thatcrerecords threcords that Herod tat Herod then orderehen ordered the killd the killing of alling of all male chil male children two ydren two years old aears old and under ind aand under and under in Bethlehin Bethlehem (Matt. em (Matt. 2:13-18).2:13-18).2:13-18).

Micah’s prophecy concerning the messianic king (Mic. 5:2[MT 1]) was 
familiar to the religious leaders of Jerusalem whom Herod summoned when the 
Magi sought knowledge concerning the birth of the king (Matt. 2:1-8). Matthew 
records that Herod then ordered the killing of all male children two years old 
and under in Bethlehem (Matt. 2:13-18).

�Jesus was Jesus was born in Beborn in Bethlehem cathlehem ca. 6 . 6 B.C.E.B.C.E., and Chri, and Christians of stians of the early the early 2nd centur2nd centu2nd century century C.E.C.E. revered a revered a certain l certain limestone cimestone cave as theave as the site of t site of the birth ohe birth of the Messf the Messiah (JustiiahMessMessiah (JMessiah (Justin Martustin Martyr yr Dial.Dial. 78). A sa 78). A sacred grovecred grove at the si at the site was dedte was dedicated to icated to Adonis (TaAdoniAdonis (TaAdonis (Tammuz) in tmmuz) in the time ofhe time of Hadrian,  Hadrian, following following his supprehis suppression of tssion of the Bar Kokhe Bar Kokhba RevolthKokKokhba RevKokhba Revolt of 132olt of 132–135. Jews–135. Jews were expe were expelled from lled from Bethlehem Bethlehem and Jerusaand Jerusalem in thelem in tlem in the distrithe district of Aelict of Aelia Capitolia Capitolina, and nuna, and numerous Jewmerous Jewish and Chish and Christian horistian holy sites wly sites were desecrere wwere desecwere desecrated. Terrated. Tertullian cotullian confirms thenfirms the absence o absence of Jews in f Jews in Bethlehem,Bethlehem, and the 2 and the 2nd-centuryn22nd-centur2nd-century Protevany Protevangelium of gelium of James (ProJames (Prot. Jas. 18t. Jas. 18:1; 19:2) :1; 19:2) refers to refers to the cave athe cave as that whis ths that whichthat which Joseph fo Joseph found for thund for the birth ofe birth of Jesus. Or Jesus. Origen, who igen, who traveled ttraveled throughout hroughout Palestine PaPalestine Palestine from ca. 2from ca. 215, spoke 15, spoke of the manof the manger of Jesger of Jesus (us (Contra CelContra Cels.s. 1.51) 1.51) 1.51)

Jesus was born in Bethlehem ca. 6 B.C.E., and Christians of the early 2nd 
century C.E. revered a certain limestone cave as the site of the birth of the 
Messiah (Justin Martyr Dial. 78). A sacred grove at the site was dedicated to 
Adonis (Tammuz) in the time of Hadrian, following his suppression of the Bar 
Kokhba Revolt of 132–135. Jews were expelled from Bethlehem and Jerusalem in 
the district of Aelia Capitolina, and numerous Jewish and Christian holy sites 
were desecrated. Tertullian confirms the absence of Jews in Bethlehem, and the 
2nd-century Protevangelium of James (Prot. Jas. 18:1; 19:2) refers to the cave as 
that which Joseph found for the birth of Jesus. Origen, who traveled throughout 
Palestine from ca. 215, spoke of the manger of Jesus (Contra Cels. 1.51)

�With the sWith the support of upport of Helena, moHelena, mother of Cother of Constantine nstantine the Great,the Great, the const the construction ofructconstconstructiconstruction of the on of the first Churfirst Church of the ch of the Nativity cNativity commenced oommenced over the trver the traditional aditional cave of Jecacave of Jecave of Jesus’ birthsus’ birth (Eusebius (Eusebius  Vita ConstVita Const.. 3.25–32,  3.25–32, 51–53). Ac51–53). According tocording to the Borde the Bordeaux PilgriaBordeBordeaux PBordeaux Pilgrim (cailgrim (ca. 333) the. 333) the “basilica “basilica” was cons” was constructed “atructed “at the grott the grotto which hto which had been thadhhad been thad been the scene ohe scene of the Savif the Savior’s birthor’s birth” (Eusebiu” (Eusebius 3.43). Ts 3.43). The sanctuahe sanctuary was dedry was dedicated on icadeddedicated dedicated on 31 May on 31 May 339. Jerom339. Jerome resided e resided in one of in one of the nearbythe nearby caves fro caves from 385 to 4m 385 to 4m 385 to 420, durin420, during which heg which he prepared  prepared the Vulgatthe Vulgate translate translation.ion.ion.

With the support of Helena, mother of Constantine the Great, the 
construction of the first Church of the Nativity commenced over the traditional 
cave of Jesus’ birth (Eusebius Vita Const. 3.25–32, 51–53). According to the 
Bordeaux Pilgrim (ca. 333) the “basilica” was constructed “at the grotto which 
had been the scene of the Savior’s birth” (Eusebius 3.43). The sanctuary was 
dedicated on 31 May 339. Jerome resided in one of the nearby caves from 385 to 
420, during which he prepared the Vulgate translation.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Avi-YonM. Avi-Yonah, “Bethlah, “Bethlehem,” ehem,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 1:203–10; 1:203–10; J. Finega J. Finegan, n, The ArchaeThThe ArchaeThe Archaeology of tology of the New Teshe New Testament,tament, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Princeton,Princeton, 1992), 22 1992), 22–43.–43.–43.

Bibliography. M. Avi-Yonah, “Bethlehem,” NEAEHL 1:203–10; J. Finegan, 
The Archaeology of the New Testament, 2nd ed. (Princeton, 1992), 22–43.

R. Dennis R. Dennis ColeCole

R. Dennis Cole

BETH-MAACABETH-MAACAHH (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-ma{abeît�-ma{a�k�a®�k�a®)))

BETH-MAACAH (Heb. beît�-ma{a�k�a® )

Alternate Alternate name of Abname of Abel-beth-mael-beth-maacah (2 Saacah (2 Sam. 20:14-1m. 20:14-15).5).

Alternate name of Abel-beth-maacah (2 Sam. 20:14-15).

BETH-MARCABETH-MARCABOTHBOTH (Heb.  (Heb. beît� hammbeît� hammarkaœb�oœtarkaœb�oœt��)))

BETH-MARCABOTH (Heb. beît� hammarkaœb�oœt� )

A city appA city apportioned tortioned to the tribo the tribe of Simeoe of Simeon followinn following the conqg the conquest of Cauest of Canaan (Joshnaan (Josh. 19:5; 1 . (Josh(Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:5; 1 Chr. 5; 1 Chr. 4:31). The4:31). The similarit similarity of the py of the parallel liarallel list in Judast in Judah’s allotmh’s allotment (Josh.ent (Joshent (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:31-32) may31-32) may reflect S reflect Simeon’s teimeon’s territorial rritorial assimilatiassimilation with Juon with Judah, and sdah, and suggests thuggesssuggests tsuggests that Beth-mhat Beth-marcaboth marcaboth may be idenay be identified wittified with Madmannah Madmannah.h.h.

A city apportioned to the tribe of Simeon following the conquest of Canaan 
(Josh. 19:5; 1 Chr. 4:31). The similarity of the parallel list in Judah’s allotment 
(Josh. 15:31-32) may reflect Simeon’s territorial assimilation with Judah, and 
suggests that Beth-marcaboth may be identified with Madmannah.

Ryan ByrneRyan Byrne

Ryan Byrne

BETH-MEONBETH-MEON (Heb.  (Heb. beît� ma�{beît� ma�{o®no®n)))

BETH-MEON (Heb. beît� ma�{o®n )

Alternate Alternate name of Baname of Baal-meon (Jal-meon (Jer. 48:23)er. 48:23)..

Alternate name of Baal-meon (Jer. 48:23).



BETH-MILLOBETH-MILLO (Heb.  (Heb. beît� millbeît� millo®}o®})))

BETH-MILLO (Heb. beît� millo®} )

A fortressA fortress in the re in the region of Shgion of Shechem (Judechem (Judg. 9:6-20)g. 9:6-20), possibly, possibly associate associated with thed with the tower for tow tower forttower fortress that ress that was burnedwas burned down by A down by Abimelech abimelech and his fornd his forces (vv. 4ces (vv. 46–49). Fro6–49). Fro6–49). From the mFrom the meaning of eaning of millo®}millo®} (Heb.  (Heb. ml},ml}, “to fill” “to fill”), it may ), it may also be idalso be identified wentified with the foith thith the foundathe foundation of thtion of the upper cie upper city of Shecty of Shechem.hem.hem.

A fortress in the region of Shechem (Judg. 9:6-20), possibly associated with the 
tower fortress that was burned down by Abimelech and his forces (vv. 46–49). 
From the meaning of millo®} (Heb. ml}, “to fill”), it may also be identified with 
the foundation of the upper city of Shechem.

John A. McJohn A. McLeanLean

John A. McLean

BETH-NIMRABETH-NIMRAHH (Heb.  (Heb. beît� nimrbeît� nimra®a®) ) (also NIMR(also NIMRAH)AH)AH)

BETH-NIMRAH (Heb. beît� nimra® ) 
(also NIMRAH)

A city in A city in the inherithe inheritance of Gtance of Gad (Num. 3ad (Num. 32:36; Josh2:36; Josh. 13:27), . 13:27), called Nimcalled Nimrah at Numrah at Num. 32:3. Ac. NumNum. 32:3.Num. 32:3. According According to Eusebi to Eusebius (us (Onom.Onom. 44.17) it 44.17) it lay 8 km. lay 8 km. (5 mi.) N (5 mi.) N of Livias of Livias (Beth-har (Be (Beth-hara(Beth-haram). The nam). The name is presme is preserved in Terved in Tell ell NimriînNimriîn (located  (located on the Wadon the Wadi i NimriînNimrNimriînNimriîn in the Tr in the Transjordan,ansjordan, opposite  opposite Jericho), Jericho), but the olbut the oldest settldest settlement of Bement of Beth-nimraheth-nBBeth-nimraBeth-nimrah (during h (during the Bronzethe Bronze Age) lay  Age) lay in nearby in nearby Tell el-BlTell el-Bleibil (210eibil (210146).146).

A city in the inheritance of Gad (Num. 32:36; Josh. 13:27), called Nimrah at 
Num. 32:3. According to Eusebius (Onom. 44.17) it lay 8 km. (5 mi.) N of Livias 
(Beth-haram). The name is preserved in Tell Nimriîn (located on the Wadi 
Nimriîn in the Transjordan, opposite Jericho), but the oldest settlement of 
Beth-nimrah (during the Bronze Age) lay in nearby Tell el-Bleibil (210146).

BETH-PAZZEBETH-PAZZEZZ (Heb.  (Heb. beît� pas�beît� pas�s�eäs�s�eäs�)))

BETH-PAZZEZ (Heb. beît� pas�s�eäs� )

A town in A town in the territthe territory of Issory of Issachar (Josachar (Josh. 19:21).h. 19:21). The locat The location is notion is not known, al known, although somthoualalthough salthough some would ome would place it aplace it at Kerm t Kerm el-H¸adiîtel-H¸adiîteheh (196232), (196232), E of Mt.  E of Mt. Tabor.Tabor.

A town in the territory of Issachar (Josh. 19:21). The location is not known, 
although some would place it at Kerm el-H¸adiîteh (196232), E of Mt. Tabor.

BETH-PELETBETH-PELET (Heb.  (Heb. beît� pelebeît� pelet�t�)))

BETH-PELET (Heb. beît� pelet� )

A city inhA city inherited by erited by the tribe the tribe of Judah. of Judah. Although iAlthough its exact lts exact location isocation is unknown,  unknown, it may be it mait may be in may be in the extremthe extreme south ofe south of Judah nea Judah near the bordr the border of Edomer of Edom (Josh. 15 (Josh. 15:27). It w:27). It was one of awwas one ofwas one of the citie the cities inhabites inhabited after thd after the Exile (Ne Exile (Neh. 11:26)eh. 11:26)...

A city inherited by the tribe of Judah. Although its exact location is unknown, it 
may be in the extreme south of Judah near the border of Edom (Josh. 15:27). It 
was one of the cities inhabited after the Exile (Neh. 11:26).

Aaron M. GAaron M. Galeale

Aaron M. Gale

BETH-PEORBETH-PEOR (Heb.  (Heb. beît� peï{beît� peï{o®ro®r)))

BETH-PEOR (Heb. beît� peï{o®r )

A site in A site in NW Moab thNW Moab that served at served as a cult as a cult center forcenter for the worsh the worship of Baalip of Baal-peor, a d-peor, a deity who reiddeity who deity who resided onresided on Mt. Peor. Mt. Peor. It was lo It was located acrocated across a valless a valley below Mty below Mt. Peor, op. Peor, opposite Mospoopopposite Mopposite Moses’ unsposes’ unspecified buecified burial placerial place (Deut 34: (Deut 34:1-6). It e1-6). It eventually ventually fell withifell within the terrn the n the territthe territory assignory assigned to the ed to the tribe of Rtribe of Reuben (Joseuben (Josh. 13:20).h. 13:20).

A site in NW Moab that served as a cult center for the worship of Baal-peor, a 
deity who resided on Mt. Peor. It was located across a valley below Mt. Peor, 
opposite Moses’ unspecified burial place (Deut 34:1-6). It eventually fell within 
the territory assigned to the tribe of Reuben (Josh. 13:20).

�In the In the OnomasticoOnomasticonn Eusebius  Eusebius located Belocated Beth-peor (Bth-peor (Bethphogor)ethphogor) opposite  opposite Jericho, 9JerichoJericho, 9Jericho, 9.6 km. (6 .6 km. (6 mi.) abovemi.) above Livias an Livias and 11 km. (d 11 km. (7 mi.) fro7 mi.) from Esbus, am Esbus, a location  location that correthat that correthat corresponds almsponds almost perfecost perfectly with Ktly with Khirbet hirbet el-Mah�at�el-Mah�at�t�at�a (= Khirbe (= Khirbet esh-Sheit esh-t esh-Sheik esh-Sheik Jayil) on Jayil) on the Mushaqthe Mushaqqar ridge,qar ridge, just N of just N of Jebel en- Jebel en-Nebu, an iNebu, an identificatdentification that mion tion that most that most modern schmodern scholars haveolars have endorsed. endorsed. Oswald He Oswald Henke, howevnke, however, believer, believes the idees the ies the identificaidentification of thtion of this site “mis site “migrated” digrated” during Romauring Roman times ann times and prefers d prefers to identifto identify OT Beth-y OTy OT Beth-peOT Beth-peor with Khor with Khirbet irbet {Ayu®n Mu®{Ayu®n Mu®saœsaœ (220131), (220131), a site at a site at which Iro which Iron I pottern I pon I pottery hapottery has been fous been found (the eand (the earliest sherliest sherds at Khirds at Khirbet rbet el-Mah�at�el-Mah�at�t�at�a were Iron were Iro were Iron II/PeIron II/Persian). Norsian). None of the ne of the arguments arguments for any offor any of the ident the identificationsifications, however,, however, can prese can can presencan presently be contly be considered cosidered conclusive.nclusive.nclusive.

In the Onomasticon Eusebius located Beth-peor (Bethphogor) opposite 
Jericho, 9.6 km. (6 mi.) above Livias and 11 km. (7 mi.) from Esbus, a location 
that corresponds almost perfectly with Khirbet el-Mah�at�t�a  (= Khirbet 
esh-Sheik Jayil) on the Mushaqqar ridge, just N of Jebel en-Nebu, an identification 
that most modern scholars have endorsed. Oswald Henke, however, believes the 
identification of this site “migrated” during Roman times and prefers to identify 
OT Beth-peor with Khirbet {Ayu®n Mu®saœ (220131), a site at which Iron I 
pottery has been found (the earliest sherds at Khirbet el-Mah�at�t�a  were 



Iron II/Persian). None of the arguments for any of the identifications, however, 
can presently be considered conclusive.

Randall W.Randall W. Younker Younker

Randall W. Younker

BETHPHAGEBETHPHAGE (Gk.  (Gk. BeäthphageBeäthphageäíäí)))

BETHPHAGE (Gk. Beäthphageäí)

A village A village on the Mouon the Mount of Olivnt of Olives near Bees near Bethany. Thethany. The name mean name means “the hous “the house of unrise of unrse of unripe or unripe or early figsearly figs.” The Gos.” The Gospels name pels name Bethphage Bethphage as the staas the starting poinrting point of Jesust of Jesus’ triumpha’ tr’ triumphal triumphal entry intoentry into Jerusalem Jerusalem (Luke 19: (Luke 19:29; Mark 129; Mark 11:1; Matt.1:1; Matt. 21:1). In 21:1). In Talmudic  Talmudic literatureliteliteratureliterature Bethphage Bethphage (Beth Pag (Beth Pagi) marked i) marked the easterthe eastern limits on limits of Jerusalef Jerusalem.m.m.

A village on the Mount of Olives near Bethany. The name means “the house of 
unripe or early figs.” The Gospels name Bethphage as the starting point of Jesus’ 
triumphal entry into Jerusalem (Luke 19:29; Mark 11:1; Matt. 21:1). In Talmudic 
literature Bethphage (Beth Pagi) marked the eastern limits of Jerusalem.

�The FranciThe Franciscan Chapescan Chapel at Bethpl at Bethphage, fromhage, from which the which the modern Pa modern Palm Sunday lm Sunday ceremony ccerceremony cceremony commences, ommences, must be vemust be very near thry near the locatione location of the an of the ancient villcient village. Scattage. Scattered findseScattScattered Scattered finds (tomfinds (tombs, cisterbs, cisterns, a winens, a winepress) in press) in the area ithe area indicate ocndicate occupation dcupation dating fromatingddating frodating from the 2nd m the 2nd century century B.C.B.C. to the 8t to the 8th century h century A.D.A.D.A.D.

The Franciscan Chapel at Bethphage, from which the modern Palm Sunday 
ceremony commences, must be very near the location of the ancient village. 
Scattered finds (tombs, cisterns, a winepress) in the area indicate occupation 
dating from the 2nd century B.C. to the 8th century A.D.

Thomas V. Thomas V. BriscoBrisco

Thomas V. Brisco

BETH-RAPHABETH-RAPHA (Heb.  (Heb. beît� raœpbeît� raœp�aœ}�aœ})))

BETH-RAPHA (Heb. beît� raœp�aœ} )

A son of EA son of Eshton of tshton of the tribe ohe tribe of Judah (1f Judah (1 Chr. 4:12 Chr. 4:12), probabl), probably a clan oy a clan or place nar place name.me.

A son of Eshton of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 4:12), probably a clan or place name.

BETH-REHOBBETH-REHOB (Heb.  (Heb. beît� reïhbeît� reïh�o®b��o®b�)))

BETH-REHOB (Heb. beît� reïh�o®b� )

A place inA place in southern  southern Syria, neaSyria, near the cityr the city of Dan (J of Dan (Judg. 18:28udg. 18:28). During ). During David’s caDavid’s campaign agampacacampaign acampaign against thegainst the Ammonites Ammonites, the Ammo, the Ammonites hirenites hired 20 thousd 20 thousand Syrianand Syrian foot sold foot so foot soldiers fsoldiers from Beth-rrom Beth-rehob (2 Saehob (2 Sam. 10:6). m. 10:6). It does noIt does not appear it appear in the paran the parallel passallel passage (1 Chr.ge (ge (1 Chr. 19(1 Chr. 19:6-7), pos:6-7), possibly becasibly because the Chuse the Chronicler fronicler focuses on ocuses on the hiringthe hiring of chario of chariots and chats ats and charioand charioteers and teers and Beth-rehobBeth-rehob only had  only had foot soldifoot soldiers. This ers. This may suggesmay suggest that Bett that Beth-rehob reh-BetBeth-rehobBeth-rehob refers to refers to an upland an upland area of t area of the upper Ghe upper Golan and polan and portions ofortions of Upper Gal Upper Ga Upper Galilee neGalilee near the fooar the foothills of thills of Mt. HermonMt. Hermon, where ch, where chariots couariots could not be ld not be used. It mused. It may also reaymmay also rmay also refer to thefer to the entire Ae entire Anti-Lebanonti-Lebanon range.n range.n range.

A place in southern Syria, near the city of Dan (Judg. 18:28). During David’s 
campaign against the Ammonites, the Ammonites hired 20 thousand Syrian foot 
soldiers from Beth-rehob (2 Sam. 10:6). It does not appear in the parallel passage 
(1 Chr. 19:6-7), possibly because the Chronicler focuses on the hiring of chariots 
and charioteers and Beth-rehob only had foot soldiers. This may suggest that 
Beth-rehob refers to an upland area of the upper Golan and portions of Upper 
Galilee near the foothills of Mt. Hermon, where chariots could not be used. It 
may also refer to the entire Anti-Lebanon range.

Thomas W. Thomas W. DavisDavis

Thomas W. Davis

BETHSAIDABETHSAIDA (Gk.  (Gk. BeäthsaiÿdBeäthsaiÿdaéaé)))

BETHSAIDA (Gk. Beäthsaiÿdaé)

A city locA city located 3 km.ated 3 km. (1.7 mi.) (1.7 mi.) NNE of th NNE of the mouth ofe mouth of the Jorda the Jordan River onn River on the Sea o the Sea of Galilee.f oof Galileeof Galilee. It was h. It was home to theome to the apostles  apostles Peter, AndPeter, Andrew, and Prew, and Philip (Johhilip (John 1:44; 12n 1:44; 12:21). The :21)1212:21). Th12:21). The abundance abundance of game e of game and fish iand fish inhabiting nhabiting the nearbythe nearby plains an plains and waters id waters is responsis rs responsiblresponsible for the e for the name Bethsname Bethsaida, whicaida, which means “hh means “house of thouse of the hunter/fe hunter/fisherman.”isherman.”hunter/fhunter/fishunter/fisherman.”herman.”herman.”

A city located 3 km. (1.7 mi.) NNE of the mouth of the Jordan River on the Sea 
of Galilee. It was home to the apostles Peter, Andrew, and Philip (John 1:44; 
12:21). The abundance of game and fish inhabiting the nearby plains and waters is 
responsible for the name Bethsaida, which means “house of the 
hunter/fisherman.”

�Josephus rJosephus reports thaeports that sometimet sometime before 2  before 2 B.C.E.B.C.E. under the under the tetrarch  tetrarch Philip HerPhilip Herod, BethsaoHerHerod, BetHerod, Bethsaida’s shsaida’s status incrtatus increased to teased to that of a hat of a polispolis and was r and was renamed Betenamed Bethsaida Julhsaida Juhsaida Julias aftJulias after the Emper the Emperor Auguseror Augustus’ daughtus’ daughter (ter (Ant.Ant. 18.2.1).  18.2.1). Philip is Philip is also said also said to be entoto be ento be entombed aentombed at Bethsaidt Bethsaida (a (Ant.Ant. 18.4.6). 18.4.6). 18.4.6).

Josephus reports that sometime before 2 B.C.E. under the tetrarch Philip 
Herod, Bethsaida’s status increased to that of a polis and was renamed Bethsaida 
Julias after the Emperor Augustus’ daughter (Ant. 18.2.1). Philip is also said to be 
entombed at Bethsaida (Ant. 18.4.6).

�Several miSeveral miracles in racles in Jesus’ minJesus’ ministry are istry are reported treported to have occo have occurred at ourred at or near Betr near Br near Bethsaida,Bethsaida, such as t such as the feedinghe feeding of 5000 ( of 5000 (Mark 6:30-Mark 6:30-44), Jesus44), Jesus’ walking ’ walking on water (on water (6:45–52), 6:4((6:45–52),(6:45–52), and the h and the healing of ealing of a blind maa blind man (8:22–26n (8:22–26). Neverth). Nevertheless, theeless, the inhabitan inhabitants of Bethts ots of Bethsaiof Bethsaida appear da appear to remain to remain largely unlargely unmoved by tmoved by these wondehese wonders, as thers, as the city is c city is cursed by Jurccursed by cursed by Jesus alonJesus along with Chog with Chorazin for razin for not heedinnot heeding his messg his message (Matt.age (Matt. 11:21-22) 11:21-22)...

Several miracles in Jesus’ ministry are reported to have occurred at or near 



Bethsaida, such as the feeding of 5000 (Mark 6:30-44), Jesus’ walking on water 
(6:45–52), and the healing of a blind man (8:22–26). Nevertheless, the inhabitants 
of Bethsaida appear to remain largely unmoved by these wonders, as the city is 
cursed by Jesus along with Chorazin for not heeding his message (Matt. 11:21-22).

�ExcavationExcavations on the ms on the mound of Beound of Bethsaida, mthsaida, modern et-Todern et-Tell (20825ell (208255), began 5), began in 1987 anin 19in 1987 and h1987 and have uneartave unearthed many rhed many remains datemains dating from Iing from Iron II to ron II to the early the early Roman periRoman perRoman period, inperiod, including secluding several fishveral fishing impleming implements such ents such as anchorsas anchors, hooks, a, hooks, and net weind net weights.ghtweiweights.weights.weights.

Excavations on the mound of Bethsaida, modern et-Tell (208255), began in 
1987 and have unearthed many remains dating from Iron II to the early Roman 
period, including several fishing implements such as anchors, hooks, and net 
weights.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. Arav anR. Arav and R. Freund R. Freund, eds., d, eds., BethsaidaBethsaida (Kirksvil (Kirksville, Mo., 1le, Mo., 1995).995).995).

Bibliography. R. Arav and R. Freund, eds., Bethsaida (Kirksville, Mo., 1995).

Michael M.Michael M. Homan Homan

Michael M. Homan

BETH-SHANBETH-SHAN (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-sûanbeît�-sûan), ), BETH-SHEANBETH-SHEAN ( (beît�-sûeïbeît�-sûeï}aœn}aœn)))

BETH-SHAN (Heb. beît�-sûan ), 

BETH-SHEAN (beît�-sûeï}aœn )

A site at A site at the junctithe junction of the on of the Jezreel anJezreel and Jordan Vd Jordan Valleys (19alleys (1977.2124) w77.2124) which standhich stands sentinels ses sentinel osentinel over the eaver the east-west anst-west and north-sod north-south trade uth trade routes tharoutes that pass thrt pass through the vough the valleys. Thalvvalleys. Tvalleys. The region he region is fertileis fertile with wate with water availablr available from thee from the  H¸arodH¸arod River whi River which flows nch floch flows nortflows north of the sh of the site. The site. The summit of Tummit of Tel Beth-shel Beth-shean/Tell ean/Tell el-H¸us�nel-H¸us�n covers ca covers ca covers ca. 4 ha. ca. 4 ha. (10 a.) an(10 a.) and stands id stands imposingly mposingly 80 m. (26080 m. (260 ft.) abov ft.) above the rivee the river. Access r. Access to the sumto theto the summitthe summit is via a  is via a saddle of saddle of land on thland on the northwese northwest corner wt corner where an anhere an ancient gatecient gate has been  h has been lhas been located. Otocated. Otherwise, therwise, the slopes he slopes of the telof the tell are a dal are a daunting 30°unting 30° incline.  incline. The physicThe pThe physical cphysical characterisharacteristics of thtics of the site maye site may have cont have contributed toributed to its name, its name, “house of “house of quiet/res quie quiet/restquiet/rest.”.”.”

A site at the junction of the Jezreel and Jordan Valleys (1977.2124) which stands 
sentinel over the east-west and north-south trade routes that pass through the 
valleys. The region is fertile with water available from the H¸arod River which 
flows north of the site. The summit of Tel Beth-shean/Tell el-H¸us�n  covers 
ca. 4 ha. (10 a.) and stands imposingly 80 m. (260 ft.) above the river. Access to 
the summit is via a saddle of land on the northwest corner where an ancient gate 
has been located. Otherwise, the slopes of the tell are a daunting 30° incline. The 
physical characteristics of the site may have contributed to its name, “house of 
quiet/rest.”

�The first The first biblical rbiblical references eferences to the sitto the site narrate e narrate Israel’s iIsrael’s inability tnability to conquer o conquer it (Josh. it (it (Josh. 17:(Josh. 17:11; Judg. 11; Judg. 1:27). App1:27). Apparently tharently the Philistie Philistines contrones controlled Beth-lled Beth-shean for shean for some time somesome time some time because thbecause they impaledey impaled the bodie the bodies of Saul s of Saul and his soand his sons on the ns on the city’s temcity’s temple wall (ptemtemple waltemple wall (1 Sam. l (1 Sam. 31:12). Ev31:12). Eventually tentually the city cahe city came under Ime under Israelite csraelite control andontrol and appears a app appears asappears as part of t part of the Solomonhe Solomonic adminisic administrative ditrative districts (1stricts (1 Kgs. 4:12 Kgs. 4:12).).).

The first biblical references to the site narrate Israel’s inability to conquer it 
(Josh. 17:11; Judg. 1:27). Apparently the Philistines controlled Beth-shean for 
some time because they impaled the bodies of Saul and his sons on the city’s 
temple wall (1 Sam. 31:12). Eventually the city came under Israelite control and 
appears as part of the Solomonic administrative districts (1 Kgs. 4:12).

�ExtrabibliExtrabiblical referecal references to thnces to the site ince site include Thutmlude Thutmose III’s ose III’s annals andannals and the Amarn the Amar the Amarna tabAmarna tablets. Stellets. Stelae at Bethae at Beth-shean ind-shean indicate Egypicate Egyptian presetian presence duringnce during the reign the reigns of Seti s os of Seti I,of Seti I, Ramses II Ramses II, and Rams, and Ramses III.es III.es III.

Extrabiblical references to the site include Thutmose III’s annals and the 
Amarna tablets. Stelae at Beth-shean indicate Egyptian presence during the reigns 
of Seti I, Ramses II, and Ramses III.

�During HelDuring Hellenistic alenistic and Roman tnd Roman times, the imes, the site was ksite was known as Scnown as Scythopolis ythopolis (or Nysa S(or N(or Nysa ScythNysa Scythopolis; cfopolis; cf. 2 Macc. . 2 Macc. 12:29) and12:29) and was part  was part of the Decof the Decapolis (cfapolis (cf. Matt. 4:. Matt. 4:25; Mark 525; M25; Mark 5:20;Mark 5:20; 7:31). 7:31). 7:31).

During Hellenistic and Roman times, the site was known as Scythopolis (or 
Nysa Scythopolis; cf. 2 Macc. 12:29) and was part of the Decapolis (cf. Matt. 4:25; 
Mark 5:20; 7:31).

�ExcavationExcavations at Beth-s at Beth-shean begashean began under thn under the auspicese auspices of the Un of the University oiversity of Pennsylvf Pennf PennsylvanPennsylvania (1921–3ia (1921–33) under t3) under the directohe directorships of rships of C. S. FishC. S. Fisher, Alan Rer, Alan Rowe, and Gowe, and Gerald FitzeGGerald FitGerald FitzGerald. TzGerald. The Israelihe Israelis have excs have excavated theavated the tell and  tell and surroundinsurrounding areas sig areas since 1961, ncesisince 1961since 1961, directed, directed by Gideon by Gideon Foerster, Foerster, Yoram Tsa Yoram Tsafrir, Yigafrir, Yigael Yadin, el Yadin, Shulamit GShulamit Geva, AmihaeGGeva, AmihGeva, Amihai Mazar, ai Mazar, and Gaby Mand Gaby Mazor.azor.azor.

Excavations at Beth-shean began under the auspices of the University of 
Pennsylvania (1921–33) under the directorships of C. S. Fisher, Alan Rowe, and 
Gerald FitzGerald. The Israelis have excavated the tell and surrounding areas 
since 1961, directed by Gideon Foerster, Yoram Tsafrir, Yigael Yadin, Shulamit 
Geva, Amihai Mazar, and Gaby Mazor.

�Until RomaUntil Roman times, mn times, most settleost settlements werements were on the mo on the mound. Remaiund. Remains from thns from the Pottery e ththe Potterthe Pottery Neolithiy Neolithic B periodc B period along wit along with some froh some from the Chalm the Chalcolithic hcolithic have come tave come tave come to light (to light (strata XVIstrata XVIII-XVII; tII-XVII; the Chalcolhe Chalcolithic has ithic has been fairlbeen fairly well repy well represented iresented in remains n reman remains atremains at the foot  the foot of the telof the tell). Oval bl). Oval buildings, uildings, multi-roommulti-room structure structures, and ints, and intersecting ersecintintersectiintersecting streetsng streets represent represent the Early the Early Bronze Ag Bronze Age (XVI-XI)e (XVI-XI). The dist. The distinctive EBinctive EB III Khirb III III KhirbeIII Khirbet Kerak wat Kerak ware appearsre appears in abunda in abundance.nce.nce.

Until Roman times, most settlements were on the mound. Remains from 



the Pottery Neolithic B period along with some from the Chalcolithic have come 
to light (strata XVIII-XVII; the Chalcolithic has been fairly well represented in 
remains at the foot of the tell). Oval buildings, multi-room structures, and 
intersecting streets represent the Early Bronze Age (XVI-XI). The distinctive EB 
III Khirbet Kerak ware appears in abundance.

�With only With only some evidesome evidence of tomnce of tombs from MBbs from MB IIA, the  IIA, the site appeasite appears to havers to have been unoc bee been unoccbeen unoccupied untiupied until MB IIB. l MB IIB. But even wBut even with its reith its resettlementsettlement, the unus, the unusual featurual feature of the Me oe of the MB of the MB IIB periodIIB period is the la is the lack of fortck of fortificationsifications, which we, which were so prevre so prevalent at oalent at other MB sither oother MB sother MB sites.ites.ites.

With only some evidence of tombs from MB IIA, the site appears to have 
been unoccupied until MB IIB. But even with its resettlement, the unusual feature 
of the MB IIB period is the lack of fortifications, which were so prevalent at 
other MB sites.

�During theDuring the Late Bron Late Bronze Age, Beze Age, Beth-shean gth-shean grew, and erew, and excavationsxcavations have unco have uncovered a severeuncouncovered uncovered a sequencea sequence of temple of temples each buis each built over thlt over the remains e remains of the forof the former. Stratmer. Stratum IX presuStratStratum IXStratum IX preserves preserves the remai the remains of a cons of a complex tempmplex temple enclosule enclosure built ore built over the rever the rever the remains ofremains of an earlie an earlier one and r one and oriented ooriented on an east-n an east-west axis.west axis. Various a Various altars and ltars and cult roomscultcult roomscult rooms were foun were found and Egypd and Egyptian remaitian remains have cons have connected thnnected the stratum e stratum with Thutmwith Thuwith Thutmose IThutmose III (ca. 14II (ca. 1450 50 B.C.B.C.). Few rem). Few remains of stains of stratum VIIIratum VIII have been have been found, bu found, but the nextt the t the next sthe next stratum (VItratum (VII) had anoI) had another templther temple orientede oriented north-sou north-south which lth which likely was ikely was built duribbuilt duribuilt during the hegng the hegemony of Remony of Ramses II (amses II (ca. 1270).ca. 1270). This temp This temple preservle preserved characted characteristic Egecharactcharactericharacteristic Egyptstic Egyptian motifsian motifs, and the , and the residents residents recovered recovered from an eafrom an earlier perirlier period a stelaod aod a stela ofa stela of Seti I an Seti I and placed id placed it in the tt in the temple.emple.emple.

During the Late Bronze Age, Beth-shean grew, and excavations have 
uncovered a sequence of temples each built over the remains of the former. 
Stratum IX preserves the remains of a complex temple enclosure built over the 
remains of an earlier one and oriented on an east-west axis. Various altars and 
cult rooms were found and Egyptian remains have connected the stratum with 
Thutmose III (ca. 1450 B.C.). Few remains of stratum VIII have been found, but 
the next stratum (VII) had another temple oriented north-south which likely was 
built during the hegemony of Ramses II (ca. 1270). This temple preserved 
characteristic Egyptian motifs, and the residents recovered from an earlier period 
a stela of Seti I and placed it in the temple.

�The templeThe temple continues continues in stratu in stratum VI, but m VI, but with some with some modificatimodification. Egyption. Egyptian presencan prean presence ipresence is further s further indicated indicated by the numby the numerous Egyperous Egyptian-styletian-style paraphern paraphernalia inclualia including severdinincluincluding including several caseveral cartouches artouches and a basalnd a basalt statue ot statue of Ramses If Ramses III. The stII. The stratum enderatum ended with extd wd with extenwith extensive conflsive conflagration, agration, which was which was likely caulikely caused by an sed by an invasion oinvasion of the Sea f the Sea Peoples.PeoPeoples.Peoples.

The temple continues in stratum VI, but with some modification. Egyptian 
presence is further indicated by the numerous Egyptian-style paraphernalia 
including several cartouches and a basalt statue of Ramses III. The stratum ended 
with extensive conflagration, which was likely caused by an invasion of the Sea 
Peoples.

Tell of BeTell of Beth-shean, th-shean, with Romanwith Roman Scythopol Scythopolis below (is below (Phoenix DaPhoenix Data Systemsta Systems, Neal and, Neal an, Neal and Joel Band Joel Bierling)ierling)

Tell of Beth-shean, with Roman Scythopolis below (Phoenix Data Systems, Neal 
and Joel Bierling)

�The stratiThe stratigraphy of graphy of stratum V stratum V is confuseis confused, but to d, but to this periothis period probablyd probably belonged  belonge belonged abelonged a pair of t pair of temples whiemples which were orch were oriented to iented to the east. the east. These likeThese likely were thly were the temples e ththe templethe temples where ths where the bodies oe bodies of Saul andf Saul and his sons  his sons were impalwere impaled as troped as trophies of wahies of war (1 Sam. rwawar (1 Samwar (1 Sam. 31:10; 1. 31:10; 1 Chr. 10:1 Chr. 10:10). Numero0). Numerous ceramicus ceramic cultic ve cultic vessels withssels with molded se molded se molded serpents, serpents, animals, aanimals, and human fnd human figures camigures came from thee from these templesse temples as well a as well as stelae os stelae of Seti I, f Sf Seti I, RaSeti I, Ramses II, amses II, and a statund a statue of Ramsee of Ramses III. Thes III. The stratum e stratum ended by finded by fire, perhapre, perhaps as a ress as as as a result oa result of David’s f David’s capture ofcapture of the site. the site. Afterward Afterward the city  the city became parbecame part of Solomt of Solomon’s adminon’SolomSolomon’s Solomon’s administraadministrative distrtive districts (1 Kgicts (1 Kgs. 4:12), s. 4:12), and the teand the temple areasmple areas seem to h seem to have been cavehhave been have been converted converted to administo administrative qutrative quarters.arters.arters.

The stratigraphy of stratum V is confused, but to this period probably 
belonged a pair of temples which were oriented to the east. These likely were 
the temples where the bodies of Saul and his sons were impaled as trophies of 
war (1 Sam. 31:10; 1 Chr. 10:10). Numerous ceramic cultic vessels with molded 
serpents, animals, and human figures came from these temples as well as stelae of 
Seti I, Ramses II, and a statue of Ramses III. The stratum ended by fire, perhaps as 
a result of David’s capture of the site. Afterward the city became part of 
Solomon’s administrative districts (1 Kgs. 4:12), and the temple areas seem to 
have been converted to administrative quarters.

�The next sThe next stratum hadtratum had remains o remains of buildingf buildings similar s similar to the stato the stables/storebles/storehouses of houses ohouses of other Iof other Israelite tsraelite towns (e.g.owns (e.g., Megiddo,, Megiddo, Beer-sheb Beer-sheba). The sta). The stratum was ratum was destroyed destroyed by fire, lbyby fire, lby fire, likely by tikely by the Assyriahe Assyrian invasionn invasion under Tig under Tiglath-pileslath-pileser III (caer III (ca. 732). Th. 732). The site wase site wae site was re-occwas re-occupied withupied with the const the construction ofruction of poorly bu poorly built buildiilt buildings, but tngs, but this settlehis settlement apparmensettlesettlementsettlement apparentl apparently ended duy ended during the fring the first half irst half of the 7thof the 7th century. century. century.

The next stratum had remains of buildings similar to the stables/storehouses 
of other Israelite towns (e.g., Megiddo, Beer-sheba). The stratum was destroyed 
by fire, likely by the Assyrian invasion under Tiglath-pileser III (ca. 732). The site 



was re-occupied with the construction of poorly built buildings, but this 
settlement apparently ended during the first half of the 7th century.

�SeeSee  SCYTHOPOLISCYTHOPOLIS.S.S.

See SCYTHOPOLIS.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. FoersteG. Foerster, “Beth-sr, “Beth-shean at thhean at the Foot of e Foot of the Mound,the Mound,” ” NEAEHLNEAEHLNEAEHLNEAEHL 1:223–35; 1:223–35; Foerster, Foerster, et al., “ et al., “The Bet The Bet She}anShe}an Excavatio Excavation Project n Project (1989–1991(1989–19(1989–1991(1989–1991),” ),” ExcavationExcavations and Survs and Surveys in Isreys in Israelael 11 (1993) 11 (1993): 1–60; F.: 1–60; F. W. James, W. James,  The Iron AThe IroThe Iron Age aIron Age at Beth Shat Beth Shann (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1966phia, 1966); A. Maza); A. Mazar, “Beth-sr, “Beth-shean,” hean,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 1:214–23; 1:214–2 1:214–23; 1:214–23; A. Rowe, A. Rowe, The Four CThe Four Canaanite Tanaanite Temples of emples of Beth ShanBeth Shan 1 (Philad 1 (Philadelphia, 19elphia, 1940); Y. Ya40);191940); Y. 1940); Y. Yadin and Yadin and S. Geva, S. Geva, InvestigatInvestigations at Beions at Beth Shean: th Shean: The Early The Early Iron Age SIron Age Strata.trata. Qedem 3 ( Q Qedem 3 (JQedem 3 (Jerusalem, erusalem, 1986).1986).1986).

Bibliography. G. Foerster, “Beth-shean at the Foot of the Mound,” 
NEAEHL 1:223–35; Foerster, et al., “The Bet She}an Excavation Project 
(1989–1991),” Excavations and Surveys in Israel 11 (1993): 1–60; F. W. James, The 
Iron Age at Beth Shan (Philadelphia, 1966); A. Mazar, “Beth-shean,” NEAEHL 
1:214–23; A. Rowe, The Four Canaanite Temples of Beth Shan 1 (Philadelphia, 
1940); Y. Yadin and S. Geva, Investigations at Beth Shean: The Early Iron Age Strata. 
Qedem 3 (Jerusalem, 1986).
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BETH-SHEMEBETH-SHEMESHSH (Heb.  (Heb. beît� sûembeît� sûemesûesû)))

BETH-SHEMESH (Heb. beît� sûemesû )

�1.1. A city (l A city (lit., “housit., “house of the se of the sun”) occupun”) occupying a smaying a small rise nell rise near the junar the juncture of tcture of tcture of the Sorek the Sorek Valley andValley and the fosse the fosse along the along the western b western base of thease of the hill coun hill country formedtry formed by the Wa b by the Wadby the Wadi Ghurab ai Ghurab and Wadi ennd Wadi en-Najil. Th-Najil. The city wase city was apportion apportioned to the ed to the tribe of Dtribe of Dtribe of Dan, but nDan, but never conquever conquered and oered and occupied (Jccupied (Judg. 1:33)udg. 1:33). During t. During the Solomonhe Solomonic period ic periodic period it period it was assignwas assigned to the ed to the second dissecond district (1 Ktrict (1 Kgs. 4:9). gs. 4:9). Amaziah anAmaziah and Joash bad Joash battled in tttlebabattled inbattled in the regio the region, and forn, and for a time th a time the city fele city fell under Phl under Philistine cilistine control durontrol during the reing theing the reign the reign of Ahaz (2of Ahaz (2 Kgs. 14:1 Kgs. 14:11; 2 Chr. 1; 2 Chr. 28:18).28:18).28:18).

1. A city (lit., “house of the sun”) occupying a small rise near the juncture of 
the Sorek Valley and the fosse along the western base of the hill country formed 
by the Wadi Ghurab and Wadi en-Najil. The city was apportioned to the tribe of 
Dan, but never conquered and occupied (Judg. 1:33). During the Solomonic 
period it was assigned to the second district (1 Kgs. 4:9). Amaziah and Joash 
battled in the region, and for a time the city fell under Philistine control during 
the reign of Ahaz (2 Kgs. 14:11; 2 Chr. 28:18).

�ExcavationExcavations of the 8s of the 8 ha. (7 a. ha. (7 a.) Tel Beth) Tel Beth Shemesh/T Shemesh/Tell er-Rumell er-Rumeileh (147eileh (1477.1286), W7.1286(147(1477.1286(1477.1286), W of ), W of {Ain{Ain Shems, re Shems, revealed sixvealed six strata da strata dating from ting from the Early the Early Bronze thrBronze thBronze through Pethrough Persian and rsian and HellenistiHellenistic periods.c periods. Excavator Excavators considers consider the Late  the Late Bronze citBronze city the mosty ty the most pthe most prosperous.rosperous. Only scan Only scant remains t remains of the earof the earliest leveliest level survive.l survive. During th During the Hyksos pe He Hyksos perHyksos period (Middliod (Middle Bronze Ie Bronze II), a wallI), a wall with a Sy with a Syrian-stylerian-style gate and  gate and two towerstwo towers enclosed  e enclosed tenclosed the entire he entire site.site.site.

Excavations of the 8 ha. (7 a.) Tel Beth Shemesh/Tell er-Rumeileh 
(1477.1286), W of {Ain Shems, revealed six strata dating from the Early Bronze 
through Persian and Hellenistic periods. Excavators consider the Late Bronze city 
the most prosperous. Only scant remains of the earliest level survive. During the 
Hyksos period (Middle Bronze II), a wall with a Syrian-style gate and two towers 
enclosed the entire site.

�A completeA complete wall surr wall surrounded theounded the LB city,  LB city, with largewith large towers se towers set into it t into it at intervaat intervat intervals.intervals. This was  This was a unique fa unique fortificatiortification style fon style for the peror the period as theiod as the Egyptian  Egyptian overlords overlooverlords overlords of Canaan of Canaan seldom allseldom allowed citieowed cities to consts to construct stronruct strong defensesg defenses. The city. The city’s strateg’scitycity’s strcity’s strategic posategic position alonition along the edgeg the edge of the hi of the hill countryll country required  required strong defstrong defenses to penses defdefenses tdefenses to prevent o prevent access to access to the Shephethe Shephelah by invlah by invaders comiaders coming down frng down from the hilom the hiom the hills. Thehills. The settlemen settlement could hat could have defendeve defended itself sd itself successfulluccessfully against y against invaders ainvaders as an indeps an ins an independenindependent city-stat city-state outsidete outside Egyptian  Egyptian control. Rcontrol. Remains of emains of domestic sdomestic structures tructures reveal courereveal coureveal courtyards partyards paved with wved with white plasthite plaster and numer and numerous storerous storage bins. age bins. A furnace A furnace for smeltiffor smeltifor smelting ore wasng ore was found not found not far from  far from the domestthe domestic installic installations. A ations. A cuneiform cuneiform Ugaritic tUgUgaritic tUgaritic tablet and ablet and a Canaanita Canaanite alphabete alphabetic ostracoic ostracon were disn were discovered necovered nearby. A searby. A series of siriseseries of series of silos and silos and cisterns scisterns served for erved for wheat and wheat and water storwater storage. Otherage. Other remains i remains include an ncliinclude aninclude an open air  open air sanctuary sanctuary facing thefacing the setting s setting sun and twoun and two plaques f plaques featuring teaturing the goddesshe ghe goddess Asgoddess Astarte.tarte.tarte.

A complete wall surrounded the LB city, with large towers set into it at 
intervals. This was a unique fortification style for the period as the Egyptian 
overlords of Canaan seldom allowed cities to construct strong defenses. The 
city’s strategic position along the edge of the hill country required strong 
defenses to prevent access to the Shephelah by invaders coming down from the 
hills. The settlement could have defended itself successfully against invaders as an 
independent city-state outside Egyptian control. Remains of domestic structures 
reveal courtyards paved with white plaster and numerous storage bins. A furnace 
for smelting ore was found not far from the domestic installations. A cuneiform 
Ugaritic tablet and a Canaanite alphabetic ostracon were discovered nearby. A 
series of silos and cisterns served for wheat and water storage. Other remains 
include an open air sanctuary facing the setting sun and two plaques featuring the 
goddess Astarte.

�The Iron AThe Iron Age city wage city was smaller s smaller than its pthan its predecessorredecessor. Resident. Residents simply rs simply repaired thepairedrrepaired trepaired the older Lhe older LB wall, dwB wall, dwelling in elling in typical cotypical courtyard-tyurtyard-type houses.pe houses. During Ir During Iron II (10ton Ion II (10th-8II (10th-8th centurith centuries) a casees) a casemate wall mate wall surroundedsurrounded the city, the city, abutted b abutted by four-rooy four-room houses. m four-roofour-room four-room houses. Thhouses. The destructe destruction of strion of stratum II isatum II is attribute attributed to the Bd to the Babylonian abylonian invasion iinvinvasion iinvasion in 586.n 586.n 586.

The Iron Age city was smaller than its predecessor. Residents simply 



repaired the older LB wall, dwelling in typical courtyard-type houses. During Iron 
II (10th-8th centuries) a casemate wall surrounded the city, abutted by 
four-room houses. The destruction of stratum II is attributed to the Babylonian 
invasion in 586.

�2.2. A village A village near the  near the border of border of Issachar aIssachar and Naphtalnd Naphtali, S of thi, S of the Sea of Ge Sea of Galilee (Joalilee (Jalilee (Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:22). The a22). The ancient sitncient site is most e is most likely asslikely associated wiociated with modern th modern Khirbet ShKhirbet Sheikh eikhShSheikh Sheikh esh-Shamsaesh-Shamsaœwiîœwiî (199232). (199232).

2. A village near the border of Issachar and Naphtali, S of the Sea of Galilee 
(Josh. 19:22). The ancient site is most likely associated with modern Khirbet 
Sheikh esh-Shamsaœwiî (199232).

�3.3. A settlem A settlement assignent assigned to Naphed to Naphtali (Joshtali (Josh. 19:38), . 19:38), but unconqbut unconquered by Iuered by Israel durisrael IIsrael durIsrael during the peing the period of coriod of conquest andnquest and settlemen settlement (Judg. 1t (Judg. 1:33). Loca:33). Located slightted slightly north aly noly north and north and to the westo the west of Hazort of Hazor (possibly (possibly Khirbet T Khirbet Tell ell er-Ruweisier-Ruweisiää [181271]) [181271]), the site, th, the site ithe site is mentiones mentioned in the ld in the later Egyptater Egyptian Execraian Execration Textstion Texts (19th cen (19th century tury B.C.E.B.C.E.).).).

3. A settlement assigned to Naphtali (Josh. 19:38), but unconquered by 
Israel during the period of conquest and settlement (Judg. 1:33). Located slightly 
north and to the west of Hazor (possibly Khirbet Tell er-Ruweisiä [181271]), 
the site is mentioned in the later Egyptian Execration Texts (19th century B.C.E.).

�4.4. MT name f MT name for Egyptiaor Egyptian On (Jer.n On (Jer. 43:13 KJV 43:13 KJV; cf. LXX ; cf. LXX Heäliíou pHeäliíou poœleoœsoœleoœs).)poœleoœspoœleoœs).poœleoœs).

4. MT name for Egyptian On (Jer. 43:13 KJV; cf. LXX Heäliíou 
poœleoœs).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. Grant, E. Grant, “Beth Shem“Beth Shemesh, 1928,esh, 1928,” ” AASORAASOR 9 (1929); 9 (1929);  Ain Shems Ain Shems ExcavationEExcavationExcavationss 1—3 (Have 1—3 (Haverford, Pa.rford, Pa., 1931–34), 1931–34); Grant an; Grant and G. E. Wrd G. E. Wright, 4—5 ight, 4—5 (1938–39);(1938–3(1938–39);(1938–39); W. H. She W. H. Shea, “A Potea, “A Potential Biblntial Biblical Conneical Connection for ction for the Beth-sthe Beth-shemesh Osthemesh Osthemesh Ostracon,”Ostracon,”  AUSSAUSS 25 (1987) 25 (1987): 257–66.: 257–66.: 257–66.

Bibliography. E. Grant, “Beth Shemesh, 1928,” AASOR 9 (1929); Ain Shems 
Excavations 1—3 (Haverford, Pa., 1931–34); Grant and G. E. Wright, 4—5 
(1938–39); W. H. Shea, “A Potential Biblical Connection for the Beth-shemesh 
Ostracon,” AUSS 25 (1987): 257–66.

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

BETH-SHITTBETH-SHITTAHAH (Heb.  (Heb. beît� hasûbeît� hasûsûit�t�a®sûit�t�a®)))

BETH-SHITTAH (Heb. beît� hasûsûit�t�a® )

A place meA place mentioned inntioned in the accou the account of the nt of the battle betbattle between the Gween the Gideonites ideonites and the Miand the Miand the MidianitesMidianites (Judg. 7: (Judg. 7:22), most 22), most likely to likely to be identifbe identified with mied with modern Shutodern Shutta on the ta on the northern snortnorthern snorthern side of theide of the Jezreel V Jezreel Valley, E oalley, E of the founf the fountain of Hatain of Harod rod ({Ain Jaœl({Ain Jaœlu®du®d; 184217).; 18; 184217).184217).

A place mentioned in the account of the battle between the Gideonites and the 
Midianites (Judg. 7:22), most likely to be identified with modern Shutta on the 
northern side of the Jezreel Valley, E of the fountain of Harod ({Ain Jaœlu®d; 
184217).

BETH-TAPPUBETH-TAPPUAHAH (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-tappbeît�-tappu®ah�u®ah�)))

BETH-TAPPUAH (Heb. beît�-tappu®ah� )

A city in A city in the hill cthe hill country of ountry of Judah (JosJudah (Josh. 15:53).h. 15:53). The name  The name is preservis preserved in modeed in modern rn Taffu®h�TTaffu®h�Taffu®h� (154105), (154105), 5.5 km. ( 5.5 km. (3.5 mi.) W3.5 mi.) WNW of HebrNW of Hebron.on.

A city in the hill country of Judah (Josh. 15:53). The name is preserved in modern 
Taffu®h�  (154105), 5.5 km. (3.5 mi.) WNW of Hebron.

BETH-TOGARBETH-TOGARMAHMAH (Heb.  (Heb. beît� to®gbeît� to®g�arma®�arma®)))

BETH-TOGARMAH (Heb. beît� to®g�arma® )

A place N A place N of Israel,of Israel, likely in likely in modern Ar modern Armenia, whemenia, where the desre the descendants ocendants of Togarmahf Togarmahf Togarmah lTogarmah lived (cf. ived (cf. Akk. Til-gAkk. Til-garimmu). Iarimmu). In Ezekiel’n Ezekiel’s oracle as oracle against Tyrgainst Tyre Beth-toge Beth-togarmah (“hoarmBeth-togBeth-togarBeth-togarmah (“housmah (“house of Togare of Togarmah”) exchmah”) exchanges horsanges horses and mules and mules for meres for merchandise (chandimermerchandismerchandise (Ezek. 2e (Ezek. 27:14). Eze7:14). Ezek. 38:6 lik. 38:6 lists it as sts it as an ally ofan ally of Gog. Acco Gog. According to trding to the Table ohe Tahe Table of NTable of Nations (Geations (Gen. 10:3; 1n. 10:3; 1 Chr. 1:6) Chr. 1:6) Togarmah  Togarmah was one ofwas one of the three the three sons of G sons of G sons of Gomer, a dGomer, a descendant escendant of Noah’s of Noah’s son Japhetson Japheth.h.h.

A place N of Israel, likely in modern Armenia, where the descendants of 
Togarmah lived (cf. Akk. Til-garimmu). In Ezekiel’s oracle against Tyre 
Beth-togarmah (“house of Togarmah”) exchanges horses and mules for 
merchandise (Ezek. 27:14). Ezek. 38:6 lists it as an ally of Gog. According to the 
Table of Nations (Gen. 10:3; 1 Chr. 1:6) Togarmah was one of the three sons of 
Gomer, a descendant of Noah’s son Japheth.

H. Wayne HH. Wayne Houseouse

H. Wayne House

BETHUELBETHUEL (Heb.  (Heb. beït�u®}eäbeït�u®}eäll) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

BETHUEL (Heb. beït�u®}eäl ) (PERSON)



The youngeThe youngest son of st son of Abraham’s Abraham’s brother Nabrother Nahor and Mihor and Milcah (Gen.lcah (Gen. 22:22), a 22:22), also calledlso calledlso called “thcalled “the Aramean”e Aramean” (25:20; 2 (25:20; 28:5).8:5).

The youngest son of Abraham’s brother Nahor and Milcah (Gen. 22:22), also 
called “the Aramean” (25:20; 28:5).

BETHUELBETHUEL (Heb.  (Heb. beït�u®}eäbeït�u®}eäll) ) (PLACE) (PLACE) (also BETH(also BETHUL)UL)UL)

BETHUEL (Heb. beït�u®}eäl ) 
(PLACE) (also BETHUL)

A town wheA town where Simeon’re Simeon’s descendas descendants lived nts lived (1 Chr. 4:(1 Chr. 4:30). At Jo30). At Josh. 19:4 tsh. 19:4 the name ishe name is spelled B isis spelledis spelled Bethul. I Bethul. In a comparn a comparable list able list of southerof southern Judean tn Judean towns, Chesowns, Chesil appearsil appears in its pl in i in its place its place (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:30). Its l30). Its location neocation near Hormah ar Hormah and Ziklagand Ziklag suggests  suggests it may be it may be the same athe sthe same as Besame as Bethel at 1 thel at 1 Sam. 30:27Sam. 30:27. The loca. The location is untion is uncertain bucertain but proposedt proposed identific identifications incatioidentificidentificaidentifications incltions include Khirbeude Khirbet er-Ras at er-Ras and Khirbetnd Khirbet al-Qaryat al-Qaryatein, near ein, near Beer-shebaBeer-sheba...

A town where Simeon’s descendants lived (1 Chr. 4:30). At Josh. 19:4 the name 
is spelled Bethul. In a comparable list of southern Judean towns, Chesil appears in 
its place (Josh. 15:30). Its location near Hormah and Ziklag suggests it may be the 
same as Bethel at 1 Sam. 30:27. The location is uncertain but proposed 
identifications include Khirbet er-Ras and Khirbet al-Qaryatein, near Beer-sheba.

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow

Laura B. Mazow

BETHULIABETHULIA (Gk.  (Gk. BaithulouaBaithuloua)))

BETHULIA (Gk. Baithuloua)

A city in A city in Samaria inSamaria in which eve which events of thents of the book of J book of Judith are udith are set. Its eset. Its existence ixistence is uncertais unces uncertain uncertain and its loand its location unkcation unknown, but nown, but Judith doeJudith does provide s provide some geogrsome geographical inaphical information.foininformatioinformation. Bethulin. Bethulia is N of a is N of Jerusalem Jerusalem (Jdt. 11:1(Jdt. 11:19), facing9), facing “Esdraelo “Esdraelon oppositen opposite the plain the  the plain the plain near Dothanear Dothan,” near Bn,” near Betomesthaietomesthaim (4:6), im (4:6), in the “hiln the “hill country l country of Samariaof Samaria,” above s,” a,” above spriabove springs which ngs which supplied tsupplied the city’s he city’s water (6:1water (6:11–12; 7:121–12; 7:12–13).–13).–13).

A city in Samaria in which events of the book of Judith are set. Its existence is 
uncertain and its location unknown, but Judith does provide some geographical 
information. Bethulia is N of Jerusalem (Jdt. 11:19), facing “Esdraelon opposite 
the plain near Dothan,” near Betomesthaim (4:6), in the “hill country of Samaria,” 
above springs which supplied the city’s water (6:11–12; 7:12–13).

�Variant spVariant spellings foellings for Bethuliar Bethulia have rais have raised the posed the possibility tsibility that it is hat it is not an actnot an actual city nual actactual citactual city name buty name but a pseudon a pseudonym (for Beym (for Bethel, “houthel, “house of God”se of God”). Its mea). Its meaning may aning may also be derlaalso be dealso be derived fromrived from  beît� {a�lbeît� {a�liîya®,iîya®, “house of “house of ascents,” ascents,” which may which may refer to  refer to a city of a a city of a city of the Samarithe Samaritan hill ctan hill country sucountry such as Shechh as Shechem. Scholaem. Scholars also arrs also argue that cgue that city names ity nity names in Jnames in Judith are udith are symbolic lsymbolic literary eliterary elements, anements, and thus thed thus the siege of  siege of Bethulia cBethulia can be equaan bean be equatedbe equated with the  with the rape of Dirape of Dinah (Jdt. nah (Jdt. 9; cf. Heb9; cf. Heb. . btwlh,btwlh, “virgin”) “virgin”)...

Variant spellings for Bethulia have raised the possibility that it is not an 
actual city name but a pseudonym (for Bethel, “house of God”). Its meaning may 
also be derived from beît� {a�liîya®,  “house of ascents,” which may refer to 
a city of the Samaritan hill country such as Shechem. Scholars also argue that city 
names in Judith are symbolic literary elements, and thus the siege of Bethulia can 
be equated with the rape of Dinah (Jdt. 9; cf. Heb. btwlh, “virgin”).

Monica L. Monica L. W. BradyW. Brady

Monica L. W. Brady

BETH-ZAITHBETH-ZAITH (Gk.  (Gk. BeäthzaiítBeäthzaiíth, Beäzéthh, Beäzéth)))

BETH-ZAITH (Gk. Beäthzaiíth, Beäzéth)

The place The place to which Bto which Bacchides wacchides withdrew anithdrew and where hed where he slaughter slaughtered many ofed many of the Jews  the Jew the Jews who hJews who had desertead deserted him (1 Md him (1 Macc. 7:19;acc. 7:19; cf. Heb.  cf. Heb. beît� zayibeît� zayit�,t�,  �“house of “house of olive”). Iolivolive”). Iolive”). It has beent has been identifie identified with Khid with Khirbet Beit rbet Beit Zita (1611Zita (161114), ca. 614), ca. 6 km. (4 mi km. (4 mi.) N of Be.) N o.) N of Beth-zuof Beth-zur; a nearbr; a nearby cistern y cistern is said tois said to be the gr be the great pit ineat pit into which tto which the generalhe general threw the threw threw the threw the murdered Jmurdered Jews.ews.

The place to which Bacchides withdrew and where he slaughtered many of the 
Jews who had deserted him (1 Macc. 7:19; cf. Heb. beît� zayit�,  “house of 
olive”). It has been identified with Khirbet Beit Zita (161114), ca. 6 km. (4 mi.) N 
of Beth-zur; a nearby cistern is said to be the great pit into which the general 
threw the murdered Jews.

BETHZATHABETHZATHA (Gk.  (Gk. BeäthzathaBeäthzathaéé)))

BETHZATHA (Gk. Beäthzathaé)

The name uThe name used by thesed by the NRSV and  NRSV and found in afound in a few ancie few ancient manuscrnt manuscripts for tipts for the pool mohe pool mhe pool more commomore commonly callednly called Bethesda  Bethesda (John 5:2)(John 5:2)...

The name used by the NRSV and found in a few ancient manuscripts for the pool 
more commonly called Bethesda (John 5:2).

Felix JustFelix Just, S.J., S.J.

Felix Just, S.J.

BETH-ZECHABETH-ZECHARIAHRIAH (Gk.  (Gk. BaithzachaBaithzachariíariía)))

BETH-ZECHARIAH (Gk. Baithzachariía)



The place The place where Judawhere Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus defendeds defended himself a himself against Antgainst Antiochus V Eiochus V Eupator, whupator, wupator, who had mawho had marched agairched against Beth-znst Beth-zur (1 Maccur (1 Macc. 6:32-33;. 6:32-33; cf. Josep cf. Josephus hus Ant.Ant. 12.9.4).  12.9.4). It is idenIt is It is identifis identified with Kied with Khirbet Beihirbet Beit t Zeka®riaœZeka®riaœ (161118), (161118), 10 km. (6 10 km. (6 mi.) NE o mi.) NE of Beth-zurf Beth-zuf Beth-zur.Beth-zur.

The place where Judas Maccabeus defended himself against Antiochus V Eupator, 
who had marched against Beth-zur (1 Macc. 6:32-33; cf. Josephus Ant. 12.9.4). It 
is identified with Khirbet Beit Zeka®riaœ (161118), 10 km. (6 mi.) NE of 
Beth-zur.

BETH-ZURBETH-ZUR (Heb.  (Heb. beît�-s�u®beît�-s�u®rr)))

BETH-ZUR (Heb. beît�-s�u®r )

A town in A town in the southethe southern hill corn hill country of Juntry of Judah (Joshudah (Josh. 15:58) w. 15:58) which may hhich may have been oave been of Calebitefoof Calebitof Calebite origin (e origin (1 Chr 2:451 Chr 2:45). It is s). It is said to havaid to have been fore been fortified by tified by Rehoboam (Rehoboam (2 Chr 11:72 Ch2 Chr 11:7) Chr 11:7) and was apand was apparently tparently the center he center of an admiof an administrativenistrative district  district in the posin the postexilic petexipospostexilicpostexilic period (N period (Neh. 3:16).eh. 3:16). Judas Mac Judas Maccabeus defcabeus defeated Lysieated Lysias near Beas near Beth-zur in th-zur in 165 165165 165 B.C.B.C. (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 4:29). Lys4:29). Lysias returnias returned in 163 ed in 163 and took Band took Beth-zur byeth-zur by siege (1  siege (1 Macc. 6:31Macc.Macc. 6:31Macc. 6:31, 49), lea, 49), leaving behinving behind a small d a small garrison. garrison. Bacchides Bacchides rebuilt threbuilt the fortifice fortifications in ations fortificfortificatfortifications in 16ions in 160 (1 Macc.0 (1 Macc. 9:52), an 9:52), and it remaid it remained in Selned in Seleucid handeucid hands until Sis until Simon recaptmon rmon recapturedrecaptured the city  the city in 145 (11in 145 (11:65–66).:65–66).:65–66).

A town in the southern hill country of Judah (Josh. 15:58) which may have been 
of Calebite origin (1 Chr 2:45). It is said to have been fortified by Rehoboam (2 
Chr 11:7) and was apparently the center of an administrative district in the 
postexilic period (Neh. 3:16). Judas Maccabeus defeated Lysias near Beth-zur in 
165 B.C. (1 Macc. 4:29). Lysias returned in 163 and took Beth-zur by siege (1 
Macc. 6:31, 49), leaving behind a small garrison. Bacchides rebuilt the 
fortifications in 160 (1 Macc. 9:52), and it remained in Seleucid hands until Simon 
recaptured the city in 145 (11:65–66).

�The name oThe name of the townf the town apparentl apparently survivesy survives in the sm in the small site oall site of Khirbet f Khirbet Burj Burj es�-S�ures�es�-S�ures�-S�ur, 20 km. (, 20 km. (12 mi.) S 12 mi.) S of Jerusalof Jerusalem. Since em. Since this site this site dates to tdates to the Arab anhe Arab and Byzantind Bd Byzantine Byzantine periods, mperiods, most scholaost scholars accept rs accept the claim the claim that anciethat ancient Beth-zunt Beth-zur is to ber is to be identifie ide identifiedidentified with the  with the larger ruilarger ruins of Khirns of Khirbet bet et�-T¸ubeiet�-T¸ubeiqahqah (1590.110 (1590.1108) only 508) only 500 m. (.5 m0 50500 m. (.5500 m. (.5 mi.) from mi.) from the small the smaller, more rer, more recent siteecent site. Two exca. Two excavation seavation seasons in 19sons in 1931 and 19531191931 and 11931 and 1957 expose957 exposed extensivd extensive remains e remains dating frodating from the Middm the Middle Bronze le Bronze Age througAge throAge through ththrough the Second Te Second Temple periemple period. These od. These excavationexcavations discovers discovered that thed that the Iron Agee Iron Age Iron Age settleAge settlement at thment at the site wase site was unfortifi unfortified, despited, despite its beine its being includedg included in the li in the list of townst of tost of towns forttowns fortified by Rified by Rehoboam. Tehoboam. The fit bethe fit between the aween the archaeologirchaeological and thcal and the historice historical evidencahistorichistoricalhistorical evidence  evidence is much beis much better for ttter for the period he period of the Macof the Maccabean Revcabean Revolt.olt.olt.

The name of the town apparently survives in the small site of Khirbet Burj 
es�-S�ur , 20 km. (12 mi.) S of Jerusalem. Since this site dates to the Arab and 
Byzantine periods, most scholars accept the claim that ancient Beth-zur is to be 
identified with the larger ruins of Khirbet et�-T¸ubeiqah  (1590.1108) only 
500 m. (.5 mi.) from the smaller, more recent site. Two excavation seasons in 
1931 and 1957 exposed extensive remains dating from the Middle Bronze Age 
through the Second Temple period. These excavations discovered that the Iron 
Age settlement at the site was unfortified, despite its being included in the list of 
towns fortified by Rehoboam. The fit between the archaeological and the 
historical evidence is much better for the period of the Maccabean Revolt.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. W. FunkR. W. Funk, “Beth-Zu, “Beth-Zur,” r,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 1:259–61; 1:259–61; O. R. Sel O. R. Sellers, et alers, et lers, et al., et al., The 1957 EThe 1957 Excavationsxcavations at Beth-Z at Beth-Zur.ur. AASOR 38  AASOR 38 (New Haven(New Haven, 1968)., 1968)., 1968).

Bibliography. R. W. Funk, “Beth-Zur,” NEAEHL 1:259–61; O. R. Sellers, 
et al., The 1957 Excavations at Beth-Zur. AASOR 38 (New Haven, 1968).

Wade R. KoWade R. Kottertter

Wade R. Kotter

BETONIMBETONIM (Heb.  (Heb. beït�oœniîbeït�oœniîmm)))

BETONIM (Heb. beït�oœniîm )

A TransjorA Transjordanian citdanian city given byy given by Moses to  Moses to the tribe the tribe of Gad (Joof Gad (Josh. 13:26)sh. 13:26). Eusebius. Eusebius ( (Onom.O((Onom.(Onom. 48.11; 49 48.11; 49.10) refer.10) referred to Betred to Betonim as Boonim as Botnia (Gk. tnia (Gk. BotaneiBotanei), identif), identified with Kied with Kied with Khirbet Khirbet Bat�nehBat�neh (217154)  (217154) or Batana or Batana SW of SW of es�-S�alt�es�-S�alt�. The Hesh. The Heshbon to Rambon to Rambon to Ramath-MizRamath-Mizpeh to Betpeh to Betonim line onim line may have dmay have delineated elineated the boundathe boundary betweenry between Reuben an Reube Reuben andReuben and Gad. Gad. Gad.

A Transjordanian city given by Moses to the tribe of Gad (Josh. 13:26). Eusebius 
(Onom. 48.11; 49.10) referred to Betonim as Botnia (Gk. Botanei), identified with 
Khirbet Bat�neh  (217154) or Batana SW of es�-S�alt� . The Heshbon to 
Ramath-Mizpeh to Betonim line may have delineated the boundary between 
Reuben and Gad.

Philip R. Philip R. DreyDrey

Philip R. Drey

BEULAHBEULAH (Heb.  (Heb. beï{u®la®beï{u®la®)))

BEULAH (Heb. beï{u®la®)

A symbolicA symbolic name give name given to Israen to Israel, designal, designating its fting its future prosuture prosperity (Isperity (Isa. 62:4 MTa. 62:4 MT). Instead). Ins). Instead ofInstead of being for being forsaken and saken and desolate, desolate, Israel wilIsrael will be “marrl be “married” (NRSVied” (NRSV; lit., “p; lit., “possessed”)osses“p“possessed“possessed”) and its”) and its numerous  numerous inhabitantinhabitants will rems will remove the prove the present represent reproach of itoach of its widowhoos itits widowhits widowhood.ood.

A symbolic name given to Israel, designating its future prosperity (Isa. 62:4 MT). 
Instead of being forsaken and desolate, Israel will be “married” (NRSV; lit., 
“possessed”) and its numerous inhabitants will remove the present reproach of 



its widowhood.

BEYOND THEBEYOND THE JORDAN JORDAN JORDAN

BEYOND THE JORDAN

A geographA geographical term ical term (Heb. (Heb. {eäb�er ha{eäb�er hayyardeänyyardeän) designat) designating eithering either the regio the region W (e.g.,n Wn W (e.g., GW (e.g., Gen. 50:10-en. 50:10-11, Jacob’11, Jacob’s burial ps burial place) or (lace) or (usually) Eusually) E (e.g., Ju (e.g., Judg. 5:17, dg. 5:17, Gad; Matt.Gad; MaGad; Matt. 4:25Matt. 4:25, Gk. , Gk. péranpéran) of the r) of the river Jordaiver Jordan, dependin, depending on the ng on the writer’s vwriter’s viewpoint.iewpoint.

A geographical term (Heb. {eäb�er hayyardeän ) designating either the region 
W (e.g., Gen. 50:10-11, Jacob’s burial place) or (usually) E (e.g., Judg. 5:17, Gad; 
Matt. 4:25, Gk. péran) of the river Jordan, depending on the writer’s viewpoint.

BEYOND THEBEYOND THE RIVER RIVER RIVER

BEYOND THE RIVER

�1.1. The area  The area E of the EE of the Euphrates (uphrates (2 Sam. 10:2 Sam. 10:16; 1 Kgs.16; 1 Kgs. 14:15; Is 14:15; Isa. 7:20; 1a. 7:20; 1 Chr. 19:1 Chr. 1 Chr. 19:16); al19:16); also translaso translated “beyonted “beyond the Euphd the Euphrates” (NRrates” (NRSV).SV).SV).

1. The area E of the Euphrates (2 Sam. 10:16; 1 Kgs. 14:15; Isa. 7:20; 1 Chr. 
19:16); also translated “beyond the Euphrates” (NRSV).

�2.2. The area  The area W of the EW of the Euphrates (uphrates (1 Kgs. 4:21 Kgs. 4:24[MT 5:4])4[MT 5:4]); also tra; also translated innslated in various p vario various plvarious places as “waces as “west of theest of the Euphrates Euphrates” (NRSV, N” (NRSV, NIV), “TranIV), “Trans-Euphrates-Euphrates” (NIV), s” (NIV), and “the paand “the pand “the province berovince beyond the ryond the river” (NRSiver” (NRSV). As earV). As early as the ly as the 8th centur8th century, Akk. y, Akk. ebir naœriebebir naœriebir naœri (“beyond  (“beyond the river”the river”) was used) was used to refer  to refer to the Syrto the Syria-Palestiia-Palestine region.ne region. During or D During or During or after the after the reign of Xreign of Xerxes thiserxes this became a  became a satrapy bysatrapy by that name that name...

2. The area W of the Euphrates (1 Kgs. 4:24[MT 5:4]); also translated in 
various places as “west of the Euphrates” (NRSV, NIV), “Trans-Euphrates” (NIV), 
and “the province beyond the river” (NRSV). As early as the 8th century, Akk. 
ebir naœri (“beyond the river”) was used to refer to the Syria-Palestine region. 
During or after the reign of Xerxes this became a satrapy by that name.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. W. StolM. W. Stolper, “The per, “The Governor oGovernor of Babylon f Babylon and Acrossand Across-the-River-the-RiAcrossAcross-theAcross-the-River in -River in 486 486 B.C.B.C.,” ,” JNESJNES 48 (1989) 48 (1989): 283–305.: 283–305.

Bibliography. M. W. Stolper, “The Governor of Babylon and 
Across-the-River in 486 B.C.,” JNES 48 (1989): 283–305.

�3.3. The distr The district of Harict of Haran from whan from which the paich the patriarchs ctriarchs came (Josh.ame (Josh. 24:2-15). 24:2-15). Narrative Narr NarrativelNarratively these hay these have an eastve an eastward perspward perspective; geective; geographicalographically and polly and politically titically they are Mehey tthey are Mthey are Mesopotamiaesopotamian.n.n.

3. The district of Haran from which the patriarchs came (Josh. 24:2-15). 
Narratively these have an eastward perspective; geographically and politically 
they are Mesopotamian.

R. Glenn WR. Glenn Woodenooden

R. Glenn Wooden

BEZAIBEZAI (Heb.  (Heb. beäs�aybeäs�ay)))

BEZAI (Heb. beäs�ay )

The head oThe head of a familyf a family that retu that returned from rned from Exile undeExile under Zerubbabr Zerubbabel (Ezra 2el (Ezra 2:17 = Neh.:17 = Neh.:17 = Neh. 7:23)Neh. 7:23). One of t. One of their repreheir representativessentatives set his s set his seal to theeal to the renewed c renewed covenant (Novenant (Neh. 10:18[e(N(Neh. 10:1(Neh. 10:18[MT 19]).8[MT 19]).

The head of a family that returned from Exile under Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:17 = 
Neh. 7:23). One of their representatives set his seal to the renewed covenant 
(Neh. 10:18[MT 19]).

BEZALELBEZALEL (Heb.  (Heb. beïs�al}eäbeïs�al}eäll)))

BEZALEL (Heb. beïs�al}eäl )

�1.1. A Judahit A Judahite, descende, descendant of Calant of Caleb througheb through Hur and E Hur and Ephrath (1 phrath (1 Chr. 2:20)Chr. 2:20). A skille. A . A skilled A skilled artisan (Eartisan (Exod. 35:30xod. 35:30-36:3), he-36:3), he and Oholi and Oholiab were chab were chosen to coosen to construct thnstruct the tabernace ththe tabernthe tabernacle and iacle and its furnishts furnishings (Exodings (Exod. 31:1-11;. 31:1-11; 38:22; 2  38:22; 2 Chr. 1:5) Chr. 1:5) as well asas well as the ark o the a the ark of theark of the covenant  covenant (Exod. 37:(Exod. 37:1).1).1).

1. A Judahite, descendant of Caleb through Hur and Ephrath (1 Chr. 2:20). 
A skilled artisan (Exod. 35:30-36:3), he and Oholiab were chosen to construct 
the tabernacle and its furnishings (Exod. 31:1-11; 38:22; 2 Chr. 1:5) as well as the 
ark of the covenant (Exod. 37:1).

�2.2. A returne A returned exile frd exile from the famom the family of Pahily of Pahath-moab wath-moab who was comho was compelled to pelled to divorce hididivorce hidivorce his foreign s foreign wife (Ezrawife (Ezra 10:30). 10:30).

2. A returned exile from the family of Pahath-moab who was compelled to 
divorce his foreign wife (Ezra 10:30).

BEZEKBEZEK (Heb.  (Heb. bezeqbezeq)))

BEZEK (Heb. bezeq)

�1.1. The town  The town where the where the tribes of tribes of Judah and Judah and Simeon defSimeon defeated Adoneated Adoni-bezek ani-bezek and his armydanand his arand his army (Judg. my (Judg. 1:1-7). It1:1-7). Its locations location is unknow is unknown. Most scn. Most scholars equholars equate this cate this city with tity wity with the Bwith the Bezek NE ofezek NE of Shechem ( Shechem (2 2 below), bubelow), but others wt others would placeould place it somewh it somewhere S of Sere Sere S of ShechS of Shechem, probabem, probably closer ly closer to Jerusalto Jerusalememem

1. The town where the tribes of Judah and Simeon defeated Adoni-bezek 
and his army (Judg. 1:1-7). Its location is unknown. Most scholars equate this city 
with the Bezek NE of Shechem (2 below), but others would place it somewhere 



S of Shechem, probably closer to Jerusalem

�2.2. A town wh A town where Saul mere Saul mustered hiustered his troops fs troops for battle or battle (1 Sam. 11(1 Sam. 11:8-11). Mo:8-11). Most scholarst sst scholars ischolars identify thdentify the site as e site as modern Khimodern Khirbet Ibzikrbet Ibzik (187197), (187197), ca. 20 km ca. 20 km. (12.4 mi. (12.4 mi.) NE of S.) N.) NE of ShecNE of Shechem in thehem in the territory territory of Manass of Manasseh. Howeveeh. However, excavatr, excavations have ions have failed to failed to find traceffind tracefind traces of occups of occupation prioation prior to the lr to the late Iron Aate Iron Age and recge and recent archaeent archaeological eological evidence suvideeevidence sevidence suggests thuggests that the neaat the nearby Iron Arby Iron Age site ofge site of Khirbet S Khirbet Salhab (185alhab (185195) was i195) was its originats iits originits original locatioal location.n.n.

2. A town where Saul mustered his troops for battle (1 Sam. 11:8-11). Most 
scholars identify the site as modern Khirbet Ibzik (187197), ca. 20 km. (12.4 mi.) 
NE of Shechem in the territory of Manasseh. However, excavations have failed to 
find traces of occupation prior to the late Iron Age and recent archaeological 
evidence suggests that the nearby Iron Age site of Khirbet Salhab (185195) was 
its original location.

Wade R. KoWade R. Kottertter

Wade R. Kotter

BEZERBEZER (Heb.  (Heb. bes�erbes�er) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

BEZER (Heb. bes�er ) (PERSON)

A son of ZA son of Zophah of tophah of the tribe ohe tribe of Asher (1f Asher (1 Chr. 7:37 Chr. 7:37).).

A son of Zophah of the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. 7:37).

BEZERBEZER (Heb.  (Heb. bes�erbes�er) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

BEZER (Heb. bes�er ) (PLACE)

A city in A city in TransjordaTransjordan’s wildern’s wilderness in thness in the territore territory of Reubey of Reuben (Deut. 4n (Deut. 4:43). It w:43). It was assigneas asas assigned tassigned to the Levio the Levites and detes and designated asignated a city of r city of refuge (Josefuge (Josh. 20:8; 2h. 20:8; 21:36). Acc1:36). According to ordinAccAccording According to the Mesto the Mesha Stone (ha Stone (l. 27), itl. 27), it was recon was reconquered andquered and fortified fortified by the Mo by the Moabite kingaMoMoabite kiMoabite king Mesha.ng Mesha.ng Mesha.

A city in Transjordan’s wilderness in the territory of Reuben (Deut. 4:43). It was 
assigned to the Levites and designated a city of refuge (Josh. 20:8; 21:36). 
According to the Mesha Stone (l. 27), it was reconquered and fortified by the 
Moabite king Mesha.

�The locatiThe location and ideon and identity of antity of ancient Bezncient Bezer is unceer is uncertain. Ummrtain. Umm  el-}Amadel-}Amad (235132), (235 (235132), (235132), 12 km. (7.12 km. (7.5 mi.) NE 5 mi.) NE of Madaba,of Madaba, and Tell  and Tell Jalul, 5 kJalul, 5 km.(3.1 mi.m.(3.1 mi.) E of Mad) E of Madaba, have aba,MadMadaba, haMadaba, have been prve been proposed.oposed.oposed.

The location and identity of ancient Bezer is uncertain. Umm el-}Amad 
(235132), 12 km. (7.5 mi.) NE of Madaba, and Tell Jalul, 5 km.(3.1 mi.) E of 
Madaba, have been proposed.

Randall W.Randall W. Younker Younker

Randall W. Younker

BIBLEBIBLEBIBLE

BIBLE

Neither JeNeither Jews nor Chrws nor Christians oristians originally ciginally called theialled their Scripturr Scriptures “the Bies “the Bible” (lit.ble” (lit., “the Boo, “the B, “the Book”). JeBook”). Jews often uws often used words sed words signifyingsignifying “the Scro “the Scrolls,” and lls,” and ChristiansChristians did call  did call their Scritheirtheir Scritheir Scriptures “thptures “the Books” (e Books” (lit., “thelit., “the codices”) codices”). In the e. In the early centuarly centuries, the ries, the Christian ChristiaChristian Christian Bible appeBible appeared almosared almost exclusivt exclusively in theely in the form of c form of codex fasciodex fascicles, eachcles, each containin con containingcontaining either on either one of the le of the larger bookarger books (e.g., Is (e.g., Isaiah) or saiah) or a collectia collection of smalon of smaller books ler boler books (Paubooks (Paul’s Letterl’s Letters), so thes), so the Scripture Scriptures physicals physically corresply corresponded to Londed to Lat. at. biblia,biblia, “the book “the “the books“the books” (cf. Jer” (cf. Jerome: ome: bibliothecbibliotheca,a, lit., “th lit., “the library”e library”). The ter). The term derives m derives from from bublosbublobublosbublos or  or bublion,bublion, loanwords loanwords from Egyp from Egyptian, denotian, denoting origiting originally the nally the stalk and,stalk and, then, the then,  then, the then, the inner pitcinner pitch of the ph of the papyrus plaapyrus plant from whnt from which scrollich scrolls were coms were commonly mademonly mademonly made.made.made.

Neither Jews nor Christians originally called their Scriptures “the Bible” (lit., “the 
Book”). Jews often used words signifying “the Scrolls,” and Christians did call 
their Scriptures “the Books” (lit., “the codices”). In the early centuries, the 
Christian Bible appeared almost exclusively in the form of codex fascicles, each 
containing either one of the larger books (e.g., Isaiah) or a collection of smaller 
books (Paul’s Letters), so the Scriptures physically corresponded to Lat. biblia, 
“the books” (cf. Jerome: bibliotheca, lit., “the library”). The term derives from 
bublos or bublion, loanwords from Egyptian, denoting originally the stalk and, 
then, the inner pitch of the papyrus plant from which scrolls were commonly 
made.

�In both thIn both the Hebrew oe Hebrew of Jewish Sf Jewish Scripture acripture and its oldnd its oldest Greek est Greek translatiotranslations, one ofns, onens, one of theone of the most comm most common technicon technical names fal names for Scriptuor Scripture is “there is “the Scrolls.” Scrolls.” In Dan. 9 In Dan. 9:2 Daniel :299:2 Daniel9:2 Daniel interpret interprets the books the book of Jeremi of Jeremiah which hah which he finds “ie finds “in the Scron the Scrolls” (cf. lls” (cf. 1 Macc. 121 Ma1 Macc. 12:9Macc. 12:9; 2 Clem. ; 2 Clem. 14:2). Wit14:2). Without the dhout the definite arefinite article the ticle the Hebrew nouHebrew noun can be un can be used generisuused generused generically forically for “literatu “literature” other re” other than the Bthan the Bible.ible.ible.

In both the Hebrew of Jewish Scripture and its oldest Greek translations, 
one of the most common technical names for Scripture is “the Scrolls.” In Dan. 
9:2 Daniel interprets the book of Jeremiah which he finds “in the Scrolls” (cf. 1 
Macc. 12:9; 2 Clem. 14:2). Without the definite article the Hebrew noun can be 
used generically for “literature” other than the Bible.

�The NT itsThe NT itself lacks elf lacks the Greek the Greek plural, plural, taé bibliítaé bibliía,a, as a name as a name for Scrip for Scripture, thouture, thoture, though thithough this term does term does occur fos occur for nonbiblir nonbiblical colleccal collections (Johtions (John 21:25; An 21:25; Acts 19:19;cts 19:19; 2 Tim. 4: 2 T 2 Tim. 4:13;Tim. 4:13; Rev. 20:1 Rev. 20:12). The te2). The technical cochnical counterpart unterpart is is haií graphhaií graphaií,aií, “the writ “the writings.” Theings.”writwritings.”writings.” The singu The singular Greek lar Greek terms, terms, biíblosbiíblos or  or bibliíon,bibliíon, occur in  occur in reference reference only to poonlyonly to poonly to portions of rtions of Scripture,Scripture, such as a such as a single sc single scroll (e.g.roll (e.g., “the boo, “the book of Mosesk of Moses,” Mark 12,” Ma,” Mark 12:26Mark 12:26; “the boo; “the book of Isaiak of Isaiah,” Luke 3h,” Luke 3:4), a “bo:4), a “book” withinok” within a larger  a larger single scrsingle scroll (e.g.,oll (eoll (e.g., “th(e.g., “the book [Joe book [Joel] of theel] of the prophets, prophets,” Acts 7:4” Acts 7:42), or eve2), or even a “book”n a “book” that beco that becomes part omesbecobecomes pabecomes part of the rt of the NT itself NT itself (e.g., Joh(e.g., John 20:30).n 20:30).n 20:30).

The NT itself lacks the Greek plural, taé bibliía, as a name for Scripture, 
though this term does occur for nonbiblical collections (John 21:25; Acts 19:19; 2 



Tim. 4:13; Rev. 20:12). The technical counterpart is haií graphaií, “the 
writings.” The singular Greek terms, biíblos or bibliíon, occur in reference 
only to portions of Scripture, such as a single scroll (e.g., “the book of Moses,” 
Mark 12:26; “the book of Isaiah,” Luke 3:4), a “book” within a larger single scroll 
(e.g., “the book [Joel] of the prophets,” Acts 7:42), or even a “book” that 
becomes part of the NT itself (e.g., John 20:30).

�The earlieThe earliest referenst references to a pces to a parchment carchment codex used odex used for literafor literary purposery purpose (Lat.  (Lat.  (Lat. (Lat. membranamembrana) date fro) date from the lastm the last two decad two decades of the es of the 1st centur1st century y C.E.C.E. A Greek t A Greek transliterarttranslitertransliteration of tation of this term ohis term occurs in 2ccurs in 2 Tim. 4:13 Tim. 4:13, when Pau, when Paul asks Carl asks Carpus to bripus to bring from Trng fng from Troasfrom Troas his cloak his cloak and “also and “also the scrol the scrolls (ls (taé bibliítaé bibliíaa), especia), especially the pally the parchment corchment paparchment parchment codices (codices (taés membrtaés membraénasaénas).” Assumi).” Assuming Paulineng Pauline authorshi authorship, this rep, this reference miferereference reference might be tmight be the earlieshe earliest known ret known reference toference to literary  literary codices.codices.codices.

The earliest references to a parchment codex used for literary purpose 
(Lat. membrana) date from the last two decades of the 1st century C.E. A Greek 
transliteration of this term occurs in 2 Tim. 4:13, when Paul asks Carpus to bring 
from Troas his cloak and “also the scrolls (taé bibliía), especially the 
parchment codices (taés membraénas).” Assuming Pauline authorship, this 
reference might be the earliest known reference to literary codices.

�What was sWhat was signified bignified by this refy this reference to erence to “codices” “codices” remains a remains a mystery, wmystery, while “the hile “thhile “the scrol“the scrolls” could ls” could easily sugeasily suggest booksgest books of Jewish of Jewish Scripture Scripture, copies o, copies of Paul’s lf Paul’s letters, oretterslletters, oletters, or some othr some other literater literature. Perhaure. Perhaps Paul edps Paul edited and pited and published aublished a first edi first edition of hition otion of his ownof his own letters.  letters. MembraénasMembraénas could ref could refer to epheer to ephemeral notemeral notes of Paul,s of Paul, some othe some o some other unknother unknown resourown resources, or coces, or copies of a pies of a codex litecodex literary collerary collection thatction that Paul hims Paul himself had puelhimshimself hahimself had published published or a latd or a late letter ee letter editoriallyditorially attribute attributed to Paul.d to Paul.

What was signified by this reference to “codices” remains a mystery, while 
“the scrolls” could easily suggest books of Jewish Scripture, copies of Paul’s 
letters, or some other literature. Perhaps Paul edited and published a first edition 
of his own letters. Membraénas could refer to ephemeral notes of Paul, some 
other unknown resources, or copies of a codex literary collection that Paul 
himself had published or a late letter editorially attributed to Paul.

Jewish ScrJewish Scriptureipture

Jewish Scripture

Heb. Heb. to®ra®to®ra® can signi can signify teachinfy teaching, instrucg, instruction, and tion, and law. It malaw. It may indicatey indicate normative normative teaching  t teaching bteaching by a priesty a priest or later  or later rabbi (Jerrabbi (Jer. 18:18), . 18:18), a written a written collectioncollection of prophe of prophetic oracletic oratic oracles (Ioracles (Isa. 8:16),sa. 8:16), parts of  parts of the book othe book of Deuteronf Deuteronomy or othomy or other smallerer smaller collectio collections of lawsns collectiocollectioncollections of laws,s of laws, the first the first five book five books (Josh. 1s (Josh. 1:7-8), or :7-8), or all of Jewall of Jewish Scriptish Scripture (cf. Dure (cf. Dure (cf. Dan. 9:10)Dan. 9:10). Much lat. Much later the terer the term could rem could refer to thefer to the revealed  revealed subject masubject matter of botter of both Writtenthboboth Writtboth Written Torah (en Torah (Scripture)Scripture) and the O and the Oral Torah ral Torah (Mishnah a(Mishnah and Talmud)nd Talmud)...

Heb. to®ra® can signify teaching, instruction, and law. It may indicate normative 
teaching by a priest or later rabbi (Jer. 18:18), a written collection of prophetic 
oracles (Isa. 8:16), parts of the book of Deuteronomy or other smaller 
collections of laws, the first five books (Josh. 1:7-8), or all of Jewish Scripture (cf. 
Dan. 9:10). Much later the term could refer to the revealed subject matter of 
both Written Torah (Scripture) and the Oral Torah (Mishnah and Talmud).

�Since the Since the 19th centu19th century, most sry, most scholars hacholars have identifve identified “the bied “the book of theook of the Torah” me Torah” Torah” menTorah” mentioned in tioned in 2 Kgs. 22-2 Kgs. 22-23 with at23 with at least the least the core of t core of the presenthe present book of D book of DeuteronomyeDDeuteronomDeuteronomy (perhapsy (perhaps chs. 12—2 chs. 12—26 and 28) 6 and 28) (cf. Athan(cf. Athanasius, Jerasius, Jerome, Chrysome, Chrysostom). Moostom).ChrysChrysostomChrysostom). Most mo). Most modern scholdern scholars have aars have argued thatrgued that behind th behind the partly fe partly fictive depictive depictive depiction depiction of events of events in 2 Kingsin 2 Kings lies evid lies evidence pointence pointing to a ring to a real historeal historical momenical moment associatt asst associatedassociated with the  with the editing anediting and first pud first public readiblic reading of the ng of the book of Debook of Deuteronomy.uteronomy. However,  H However, tHowever, the parallehe parallel account l account in 2 Chr. in 2 Chr. 34-35 pres34-35 presents theseents these same refo same reforms by Josrms by Josiah in hisiJosJosiah in Josiah in his 11th yhis 11th year (627),ear (627), prior to  prior to the discovthe discovery of “thery of “the book of e book of the Torah.the Torah.” The exte” Th” The extensThe extensive citatiive citations from tons from the Pentatehe Pentateuch in Chruch in Chronicles alonicles also may impso may imply that thly that the editors e ththe editorthe editors probablys probably considere considered this to d this to be the penbe the pentateuchal tateuchal Torah rathTorah rather than juer than just the boostjujust the bjust the book of Deuook of Deuteronomy.teronomy.teronomy.

Since the 19th century, most scholars have identified “the book of the 
Torah” mentioned in 2 Kgs. 22-23 with at least the core of the present book of 
Deuteronomy (perhaps chs. 12—26 and 28) (cf. Athanasius, Jerome, 
Chrysostom). Most modern scholars have argued that behind the partly fictive 
depiction of events in 2 Kings lies evidence pointing to a real historical moment 
associated with the editing and first public reading of the book of Deuteronomy. 
However, the parallel account in 2 Chr. 34-35 presents these same reforms by 
Josiah in his 11th year (627), prior to the discovery of “the book of the Torah.” 
The extensive citations from the Pentateuch in Chronicles also may imply that 
the editors probably considered this to be the pentateuchal Torah rather than 
just the book of Deuteronomy.

�The five-bThe five-book scrollook scroll of the To of the Torah, firstrah, first published published and read  and read ca. the mica. the middle of thddle of thddle of the 5th cethe 5th century by Entury by Ezra (Neh. zra (Neh. 8), consti8), constitutes the tutes the earliest rearliest reliable ineliable instance of stance of a scroll ba scroa scroll beiscroll being regardeng regarded as a pard as a part of a Jewt of a Jewish Bible.ish Bible. The Torah The Torah scroll of scroll of Ezra seem Ezra seems to be a s tos to be a coto be a combination mbination of differeof different traditint traditions, only ons, only partially partially harmonizedharmonized, from dif, from different groferendifdifferent different groups of groups of exiled Judexiled Judeans identeans identified in tified in this periodhis period as “Jews” as “Jews” who have  who have been allowbeenbeen allowbeen allowed to retued to return to theirn to their land andr land and to rebuil to rebuild their ted their temple and rmple and religious leligious life togethife tife together. together. (Only afte(Only after this perr this period do we iod do we begin to sbegin to see evidencee evidence of “comme of “commentaries” entaries” on Jewish oon Jewish on Jewish Scripture,Scripture, with a di with a distinction stinction between “bbetween “biblical teiblical text” and “cxt” and “comment.”)omment.”)omment.”)

The five-book scroll of the Torah, first published and read ca. the middle of 
the 5th century by Ezra (Neh. 8), constitutes the earliest reliable instance of a 



scroll being regarded as a part of a Jewish Bible. The Torah scroll of Ezra seems 
to be a combination of different traditions, only partially harmonized, from 
different groups of exiled Judeans identified in this period as “Jews” who have 
been allowed to return to their land and to rebuild their temple and religious life 
together. (Only after this period do we begin to see evidence of “commentaries” 
on Jewish Scripture, with a distinction between “biblical text” and “comment.”)

�According According to Josh. 1to Josh. 1:7-8 Joshu:7-8 Joshua commandea commanded the peopd the people to “medle to “meditate day itate day and night”and and night”and night” on “this  on “this scroll of scroll of the Torah”the Torah” (cf. Ps.  (cf. Ps. 1:2-3). As1:2-3). As part of a part of a prebiblic prebiblical “Deuteral “Deual “Deuterono“Deuteronomistic hismistic history,” thetory,” the “scroll”  “scroll” in questioin question would han would have been Deve been Deuteronomy.uteronomDeDeuteronomDeuteronomy. But wity. But with later edh later editing by titing by the time ofhe time of Ezra, whe Ezra, when Deuteronn Deuteronomy becameomy becaomy became parbecame part of the Pt of the Pentateuch,entateuch, “this scr “this scroll” clearoll” clearly refers ly refers back to thback to the precedine preceding five-boog fivg five-book five-book Torah of MTorah of Moses.oses.oses.

According to Josh. 1:7-8 Joshua commanded the people to “meditate day 
and night” on “this scroll of the Torah” (cf. Ps. 1:2-3). As part of a prebiblical 
“Deuteronomistic history,” the “scroll” in question would have been 
Deuteronomy. But with later editing by the time of Ezra, when Deuteronomy 
became part of the Pentateuch, “this scroll” clearly refers back to the preceding 
five-book Torah of Moses.

�The term “The term “the Torah”the Torah” serves th serves the double pe double purpose of urpose of labeling alabeling a uniquely  uniquely biblical gbiblicabiblical gbiblical genre of lienre of literature —terature — the five- the five-book Torahbook Torah (Deut. 1: (Deut. 1:5; 31:24) 5; 31:24) — and of n— and of naming the amnnaming thenaming the revelator revelatory subject y subject matter of matter of that same that same literatureliterature, which by, which by later ext later extension is ensextextension extension is also this also the subject e subject matter of matter of the whole the whole of Jewish of Jewish Scripture.Scripture. This Tora This Torah may be dh mh may be desmay be described as cribed as “secret th“secret things,” whiings,” which God aloch God alone can makne can make known toe known to Israel (2 Israel (2 Israel (29:29[MT (29:29[MT 28]; cf. 328]; cf. 30:11–14). 0:11–14). God revealGod reveals the Toras the Torah through h through Moses, whoMoses, who is a “pro is a “pro is a “prophet” “prophet” par excellpar excellenceence (cf. 34:1 (cf. 34:10). (Later0). (Later Jewish tr Jewish tradition geadition generalized neralized this idea this idea for other forfor other for other books of Sbooks of Scripture scripture so that eveo that even Solomon n Solomon is called is called a “propheta “prophet” in the T” in the Targums to arTTargums toTargums to describe  describe his role ahis role as a writers a writer of Script of Scripture. Here ure. Here is a speciis a specialized conalized concept of prceptconconcept ofconcept of prophetic prophetic inspirati inspiration for theon for the books of  books of Scripture.Scripture.) The Tora) The Torah is heardh is heard in a pres in in a presein a present and futnt and future tense ure tense in that itin that it is ever a is ever addressed “ddressed “to us and to us and to our chito our children foreldrenchichildren fchildren forever” (2orever” (29:29[28]; 9:29[28]; cf. 4:9–10cf. 4:9–10; 6;2, 7; ; 6;2, 7; esp. 31:13esp. 31:13), speakin), speaking directlyg directly to later  to late to later genelater generations rarations rather than ther than simply dessimply describing orcribing or recalling recalling certain p certain past eventsast events. The Tora. The. The Torah The Torah is not expis not expressed in ressed in a heavenlya heavenly language  language but is “wrbut is “written” in itten” in human wordhuman wordhuman words on awords on a scroll (c scroll (cf. Exod. 1f. Exod. 17:14; 24:47:14; 24:4; 34:27; N; 34:27; Num. 33:2; um. 33:2; Deut. 28:5Deut. 28:58, 61; 29:8, 61; 29:20, 21, 2720, 220, 21, 27[19,21, 27[19, 20, 26];  20, 26]; 31:9, 22).31:9, 22).

The term “the Torah” serves the double purpose of labeling a uniquely 
biblical genre of literature — the five-book Torah (Deut. 1:5; 31:24) — and of 
naming the revelatory subject matter of that same literature, which by later 
extension is also the subject matter of the whole of Jewish Scripture. This Torah 
may be described as “secret things,” which God alone can make known to Israel 
(29:29[MT 28]; cf. 30:11–14). God reveals the Torah through Moses, who is a 
“prophet” par excellence (cf. 34:10). (Later Jewish tradition generalized this idea 
for other books of Scripture so that even Solomon is called a “prophet” in the 
Targums to describe his role as a writer of Scripture. Here is a specialized 
concept of prophetic inspiration for the books of Scripture.) The Torah is heard 
in a present and future tense in that it is ever addressed “to us and to our 
children forever” (29:29[28]; cf. 4:9–10; 6;2, 7; esp. 31:13), speaking directly to 
later generations rather than simply describing or recalling certain past events. 
The Torah is not expressed in a heavenly language but is “written” in human 
words on a scroll (cf. Exod. 17:14; 24:4; 34:27; Num. 33:2; Deut. 28:58, 61; 29:20, 
21, 27[19, 20, 26]; 31:9, 22).

�The writteThe written human won human words of therds of the Bible con Bible convey revelavey revelation only tion only when they when they are heard are hare heard as aheard as a perpetual perpetual “witness” “witness” or “testi or “testimony” to tmony” to the Torah (he Torah (Deut. 31:2Deut. 31:26; cf. 32;6; cf. 32;46) i.e., 4632;32;46) i.e32;46) i.e., when th., when the testimone testimony of the ty of the text and itext and its subject s subject matter canmatter can be heard  be heard together. togetogether. together. In this seIn this sense, “testnse, “testimony” is imony” is a mode of a mode of discourse discourse peculiar tpeculiar to Scripturo Scripture, analogoe, ane, analogous analogous to but notto but not reducible reducible to legal  to legal statementsstatements at a tria at a trial, eyewitnl, eyewitness statemess statements, or fentsstatemstatementsstatements, or final, or final statement statements attendans attendant to the rt to the reading of eading of wills. Thiwills. This testimons testimony is spokey is sy is spoken by spoken by a prophet a prophet and bears and bears witness towitness to something something only God  only God can make kcan make known. The nown. Tnown. The older The older theologicatheological languagel language of “inspi of “inspiration” (2ration” (2 Tim. 3:16 Tim. 3:16) sought t) sought to secure to secure this differhis tthis diffethis difference on trence on the side ofhe side of the human the human language  language of the Bibof the Bible, while le, while the concepthe conception of “rtionconcepconceptionconception of “revel of “revelation” hasation” has been used been used to mark t to mark the differehe difference in ternce in terms of the ms of the subject masusubject masubject matter from tter from which the which the testimony testimony lives and lives and finds its finds its only claimonly claim to validi to validity.ty.ty.

The written human words of the Bible convey revelation only when they are 
heard as a perpetual “witness” or “testimony” to the Torah (Deut. 31:26; cf. 
32;46) i.e., when the testimony of the text and its subject matter can be heard 
together. In this sense, “testimony” is a mode of discourse peculiar to Scripture, 
analogous to but not reducible to legal statements at a trial, eyewitness 
statements, or final statements attendant to the reading of wills. This testimony is 
spoken by a prophet and bears witness to something only God can make known. 
The older theological language of “inspiration” (2 Tim. 3:16) sought to secure 
this difference on the side of the human language of the Bible, while the 
conception of “revelation” has been used to mark the difference in terms of the 
subject matter from which the testimony lives and finds its only claim to validity.

�This testiThis testimony of thmony of the Torah ise Torah is preserved preserved as a writ as a written “coventen “covenant” (Deutant” (Deut. 31:26) b. 31:26. 31:26) bet31:26) between God aween God and Israel.nd Israel. It deline It delineates theirates their identity  identity as a peoplas a people, their te, their terms of poerms tterms of pterms of possessing ossessing and governand governing a parting a particular lanicular land, and othd, and other mutual er mutual obligationobligations of God as os of God andof God and Israel to Israel to each othe each other. Beyond r. Beyond its essentits essential narratial narratives, we mives, we might best ight best describe tdesdescribe tdescribe this covenahis covenant as a pent as a peculiar setculiar set of rules  of rules governing governing behavior (behavior (mundane asmundane as well as h w well as howell as holy) and thly) and the proper ce proper constructioonstruction of holy n of holy spaces, hospaces, holy implemely implements, and rnts, and ritual prociturritual proritual procedures.cedures.cedures.

This testimony of the Torah is preserved as a written “covenant” (Deut. 



31:26) between God and Israel. It delineates their identity as a people, their 
terms of possessing and governing a particular land, and other mutual obligations 
of God and Israel to each other. Beyond its essential narratives, we might best 
describe this covenant as a peculiar set of rules governing behavior (mundane as 
well as holy) and the proper construction of holy spaces, holy implements, and 
ritual procedures.

�The differThe difference betweence between the lawen the laws given ins given in Exodus an Exodus and those ofd those of Deuterono Deuteronomy has beemy DeuteronoDeuteronomDeuteronomy has beeny has been explained explained by the cl by the claim that Maim that Moses delivoses delivered the Tered the Torah to thorah to orah to the firto the first generatst generation of theion of the Exodus bu Exodus but in Deutet in Deuteronomy he ronomy he “interpret“interpreted the Tored the Tored the Torah” (DeTorah” (Deut. 1:5) tut. 1:5) to the nexto the next generatio generation after thn after the first ree first rebellious gbellious generation eneration had died. had had died. had died. So, the neSo, the necessity ofcessity of interpret interpreting Scripting Scripture from gure from generation eneration to generatto generation is buiiongeneratgenerationgeneration is built  is built into the sinto the structure otructure of Jewish Sf Jewish Scripture icripture itself.tself.tself.

The difference between the laws given in Exodus and those of 
Deuteronomy has been explained by the claim that Moses delivered the Torah 
to the first generation of the Exodus but in Deuteronomy he “interpreted the 
Torah” (Deut. 1:5) to the next generation after the first rebellious generation 
had died. So, the necessity of interpreting Scripture from generation to 
generation is built into the structure of Jewish Scripture itself.

�Within theWithin the Bible its Bible itself Moses elf Moses is not calis not called “an auled “an author,” butthor,” but is, more  is, more accuratelyaccuratelyaccuratelyaccurately, the only, the only person na person named as “wrmed as “writing” it iting” it and may thand may therefore beerefore be called it called its “designas “ds “designate“designated writer” d writer” or even itor even its “author.s “author.”””

Within the Bible itself Moses is not called “an author,” but is, more 
accurately, the only person named as “writing” it and may therefore be called its 
“designated writer” or even its “author.”

�The link bThe link between varetween various namedious named persons a persons and books ond books of Jewish Sf Jewish Scripture hcripture has stimulaas stas stimulatedstimulated an endles an endless preoccups preoccupation withation with the “live the “lives” of thess” of these biblicale biblical figures,  figures, whether nawhethwhether nawhether named explicmed explicitly as writly as writers or niters or not (e.g., ot (e.g., Jonah, RutJonah, Ruth, Esther)h, Esther). These co. These considerationsidcoconsideratconsiderations must ions must inform whainform whatever crittever criteria we aperia we apply in judply in judging the iging the integrity ontegrity of a biblicf a f a biblicala biblical book on t book on the basis ohe basis of its namif its naming a princng a principal, domiipal, dominant, or anant, or authoritatiuthoritative “writerve “wrve “writer.” “writer.” Any modernAny modern effort to effort to do justic do justice to “write to “writers” and sers” and scribes of cribes of Scripture Scripture must take mumust take must take into accouinto account this lent this legacy of pogacy of ponderable dnderable differencesifferences, so that , so that only afteronly after empatheti emp empatheticempathetic imaginati imagination of a woon of a world foreigrld foreign to our on to our own might wwn might we venture e venture in the verin the vernacular ofnververnacularvernacular of our ow of our own day an in day an intelligiblntelligible history e history of the samof the same things ae things across timecross time...

The link between various named persons and books of Jewish Scripture has 
stimulated an endless preoccupation with the “lives” of these biblical figures, 
whether named explicitly as writers or not (e.g., Jonah, Ruth, Esther). These 
considerations must inform whatever criteria we apply in judging the integrity of 
a biblical book on the basis of its naming a principal, dominant, or authoritative 
“writer.” Any modern effort to do justice to “writers” and scribes of Scripture 
must take into account this legacy of ponderable differences, so that only after 
empathetic imagination of a world foreign to our own might we venture in the 
vernacular of our own day an intelligible history of the same things across time.

�The precisThe precise list of e list of books and books and the determthe determination ofination of the offic the official text oial text of the Hebrf the Hebf the Hebrew BibHebrew Bible became le became a particula particularly imporarly important issuetant issue with the  with the dawn of radawn of rabbinic Judbbinic Judaism afteraJudJudaism afJudaism after the deter the destruction struction of the temof the temple in 70 ple in 70 C.E.C.E. and the S and the Second Jewiecond Jewish War of sh War osh War of 132–135of 132–135. Though m. Though most of theost of the books bel books belonging to onging to Jewish ScrJewish Scripture hadipture had been reco been rec been recognizedrecognized by some J by some Jewish grouewish groups as earlps as early as 180 y as 180 B.C.E.B.C.E. (cf. Sira (cf. Sirach), Jewisch), Jewish Scripturh Scripturh Scripture Scripture among the among the rabbis in rabbis in the 2nd cethe 2nd century mighntury might best be t best be seen as anseen as an inclusive inclusive, critical, c, critical mcritical mass of booass of books correspks corresponding to onding to the greatethe greatest breadthst breadth of the Je of the Jewish commuwish community. Thatncommucommunity.community. That rela That relatively comtively comprehensiveprehensive collectio collection could ben could be secondari secondarily debatedly debatedly debated, ldebated, leading to eading to official lofficial lists, contists, continued debainued debates over ctes over certain booertain books, refineks, refined efforts d effod efforts toefforts to arrange t arrange the order ohe order of biblicalf biblical books, an books, and an efford an effort to estabt to establish an oflish an official texficial tficial text. It wtext. It would be moould be more accuratre accurate historice historically to saally to say that Jewy that Jews felt thas felt that God throt God through Scriptugh throthrough Scthrough Scripture haripture had chosen td chosen them, than hem, than to say thato say that members t members of their lof their leadership eadership ever thougeever thougever thought they chht they chose the boose the books of Scroks of Scripture.ipture.ipture.

The precise list of books and the determination of the official text of the 
Hebrew Bible became a particularly important issue with the dawn of rabbinic 
Judaism after the destruction of the temple in 70 C.E. and the Second Jewish War 
of 132–135. Though most of the books belonging to Jewish Scripture had been 
recognized by some Jewish groups as early as 180 B.C.E. (cf. Sirach), Jewish 
Scripture among the rabbis in the 2nd century might best be seen as an inclusive, 
critical mass of books corresponding to the greatest breadth of the Jewish 
community. That relatively comprehensive collection could be secondarily 
debated, leading to official lists, continued debates over certain books, refined 
efforts to arrange the order of biblical books, and an effort to establish an official 
text. It would be more accurate historically to say that Jews felt that God 
through Scripture had chosen them, than to say that members of their leadership 
ever thought they chose the books of Scripture.

�The decisiThe decision about ton about the specifihe specific text of c text of Jewish ScrJewish Scripture appipture appears againears again more as a more as more as a reactas a reaction to recion to recognition oognition of a Scriptf a Scripture than aure than an effort tn effort to create io create it. From evt. From evidence of idencevevidence oevidence of Qumran mf Qumran manuscriptsanuscripts and from  and from old Greek old Greek translatiotranslations, we seens, we see the exist the exis the existence existence in earlierin earlier periods o periods of various f various textual trtextual traditions, aditions, sometimes sometimes with substwith substantial difantiasubstsubstantiasubstantial differenl differences. We maces. We may call “pry call “proto-Masoreoto-Masoretic” the otic” the official tefficial text of Scrixt of Scripture acceptureScriScripture Scripture accepted baccepted by rabbis iy rabbis in the 2nd n the 2nd century. Tcentury. Though it hhough it has precedeas precedents in texnts in texts that cats textexts thattexts that can be tr can be traced back aced back into the pinto the preceding creceding centuries, enturies, it also anit also anticipates ticipates the real Mthe rthe real Masorreal Masoretes of thetes of the 6th cente 6th century ury C.E.C.E. who help  who help to refine to refine textual detextual details, addtails, adding vowelsing voing vowels, acvowels, accents, andcents, and other not other notations.ations.

The decision about the specific text of Jewish Scripture appears again more 
as a reaction to recognition of a Scripture than an effort to create it. From 
evidence of Qumran manuscripts and from old Greek translations, we see the 



existence in earlier periods of various textual traditions, sometimes with 
substantial differences. We may call “proto-Masoretic” the official text of 
Scripture accepted by rabbis in the 2nd century. Though it has precedents in 
texts that can be traced back into the preceding centuries, it also anticipates the 
real Masoretes of the 6th century C.E. who help to refine textual details, adding 
vowels, accents, and other notations.

Christian Christian BibleBible

Christian Bible

We have noWe have no evidence  evidence of a Chrisof a Christian Bibletian Bible until the until the 2nd centu 2nd century ry C.E.C.E., in the s, in the same periodame peame period wheperiod when leaders n leaders of rabbiniof rabbinic Judaism c Judaism officiallyofficially published published the scrol the scrolls of Jewils of Jewish Scriptush Scrsh Scripture Scripture and began and began to codify to codify the Mishnathe Mishnah. Rabbinih. Rabbinic Judaism c Judaism and postapand postapostolic Chostolic ChristianityrChChristianiChristianity began tty began to consolido consolidate their ate their own identiown identities and sties and sharply disharply distinguish ttinguish themselves hemstthemselvesthemselves from one  from one another.another.another.

We have no evidence of a Christian Bible until the 2nd century C.E., in the same 
period when leaders of rabbinic Judaism officially published the scrolls of Jewish 
Scripture and began to codify the Mishnah. Rabbinic Judaism and postapostolic 
Christianity began to consolidate their own identities and sharply distinguish 
themselves from one another.

�The ChristThe Christian Bible ian Bible is not theis not the product o product of a triumpf a triumphant Churchant Church in the Wh in the West. Whileest. West. While the While the Christian Christian Bible implBible implies a cleaies a clear distinctr distinction betweeion between Jews andn Jews and Christian Christians, it alsos, ChristianChristiansChristians, it also , it also admits itsadmits its direct de direct dependence opendence on Jewish Sn Jewish Scripture. cripture. ChristiansChristians did not n did  did not nedid not need a handbed a handbook on praook on prayer in theyer in the NT becaus NT because they alre they already had aeady had a sufficien sufficient one, thetsufficiensufficientsufficient one, the  one, the book of Psbook of Psalms, whicalms, which served th served that functihat function for boton for both church ah church and synagognd aand synagoand synagogue. Yet, gue. Yet, ChristiansChristians tradition traditionally interally interpreted thepreted the Psalms as Psalms as a testimo a testimony to the ny tny to the gosto the gospel and repel and read, in a mad, in a manner entianner entirely foreirely foreign to Jewign to Jewish midrashsh midrash, parts of, parts of the lamen the the lamentthe lament psalms as psalms as “messiani “messianic.” In genc.” In general, Chrieral, Christians soustians sought to reaght to read Jewish Sd Jewish Scripture, cripSScripture,Scripture, unlike ra unlike rabbinic intbbinic interpreters,erpreters, in the li in the light of theght of the NT, but t NT, but they also uhey also used “the Osed “thsed “the OT” t“the OT” to supplemeo supplement and to nt and to shed lightshed light on the NT on the NT...

The Christian Bible is not the product of a triumphant Church in the West. 
While the Christian Bible implies a clear distinction between Jews and 
Christians, it also admits its direct dependence on Jewish Scripture. Christians 
did not need a handbook on prayer in the NT because they already had a 
sufficient one, the book of Psalms, which served that function for both church 
and synagogue. Yet, Christians traditionally interpreted the Psalms as a testimony 
to the gospel and read, in a manner entirely foreign to Jewish midrash, parts of 
the lament psalms as “messianic.” In general, Christians sought to read Jewish 
Scripture, unlike rabbinic interpreters, in the light of the NT, but they also used 
“the OT” to supplement and to shed light on the NT.

�The textuaThe textual fragmentl fragments of the Cs of the Christian Bhristian Bible that ible that have survihave survived suggesved suggest that it t that itt that it was pubit was published ca.lished ca. 150 in th 150 in the form of e form of codex fasccodex fascicles. Eacicles. Each codex coh codex contained a ntained a portion ofporportion ofportion of Scripture Scripture, probably, probably one for t one for the Gospelshe Gospels, for Acts, for Acts and the G and the General Epieneral Epistles, forstEpiEpistles, Epistles, for Paul’sfor Paul’s Letters,  Letters, and for thand for the book of e book of RevelationRevelation. The OT w. The OT was entirelas entirely in Greeky in y in Greek, in Greek, dependent dependent on selecteon selected (e.g., Td (e.g., Theodotion heodotion for Danielfor Daniel) and impr) and improved copieoved copieoved copies of copies of earlier Jeearlier Jewish Old Gwish Old Greek transreek translations oflations of Hebrew or Hebrew originals. Tiginals. This may achis may actually be tuaacactually bactually be the firse the first publishet published “LXX,” md “LXX,” meaning a ceaning a complete coomplete collection ollection of Greek trf Greek translationsantrtranslatiotranslations of Jewins of Jewish Scriptush Scripture in a sire in a single publingle publication sercation series. We haies. We have no evidve no evidence that ence evidevidence tevidence that a comphat a complete collelete collection of Oction of Old Greek sld Greek scrolls evecrolls ever played tr played the same rohe same role as did lerorole as dirole as did the Greed the Greek OT withik OT within the Chrin the Christian Biblstian Bible.e.e.

The textual fragments of the Christian Bible that have survived suggest that 
it was published ca. 150 in the form of codex fascicles. Each codex contained a 
portion of Scripture, probably one for the Gospels, for Acts and the General 
Epistles, for Paul’s Letters, and for the book of Revelation. The OT was entirely 
in Greek, dependent on selected (e.g., Theodotion for Daniel) and improved 
copies of earlier Jewish Old Greek translations of Hebrew originals. This may 
actually be the first published “LXX,” meaning a complete collection of Greek 
translations of Jewish Scripture in a single publication series. We have no 
evidence that a complete collection of Old Greek scrolls ever played the same 
role as did the Greek OT within the Christian Bible.

�According According to Irenaeuto Irenaeus, Bishop s, Bishop of Lyons, of Lyons, this Christhis Christian Bibletian Bible ought to  ought to prevail agprevail aprevail against Maagainst Marcion’s vercion’s version whicrsion which treated h treated Jewish ScrJewish Scripture as ipture as an inferioan inferior revelatir revelation and conon aon and contaiand contained only aned only a single “G single “Gospel” — aospel” — an edition n edition of Luke exof Luke expunged of punged of its “Judaiits “Judaizing” elemzi“Judai“Judaizing“Judaizing” elements” elements — togethe — together with ther with the “Apostle, “Apostle,” a collec” a collection of 10tion of 10 letters o letters of Paul. Thf Pf Paul. ThisPaul. This first Chr first Christian Bibistian Bible appearsle appears to be a c to be a comprehensiomprehensive, ecumenve, ecumenically genically generous, colerogengenerous, generous, collectioncollection of books. of books. Subsequen Subsequently, scholtly, scholars and chars and church leadeurch leaders would drs would debate wheteddebate whedebate whether certather certain books tin books truly deserruly deserved this sved this status and tatus and seek to deseek to determine a termine a more precimmore precimore precise list, ose list, order, or trder, or text for thext for the Bible. Se Bible. Similar to imilar to the case ithe case in Jewish Sn Jewish Scripture, cripturSScripture,Scripture, the publi the publication of cation of a criticala critical mass of b mass of books seemsooks seems to have g to have gained circained circulation prulaticirccirculatiocirculation prior ton prior to more nuan more nuanced decisiced decisions, incluons, including agreeding agreement on whment on whether the ether the text of thttext of thtext of the OT oughte OT ought to confor to conform to the Hm to the Hebrew of Jebrew of Jewish Scriewish Scripture or spture or simply relyimply relyimply rely on threly on the earlieste earliest official  official Greek publGreek publication ofication of the Chris the Christian Bibletian Bible...

According to Irenaeus, Bishop of Lyons, this Christian Bible ought to prevail 
against Marcion’s version which treated Jewish Scripture as an inferior revelation 
and contained only a single “Gospel” — an edition of Luke expunged of its 
“Judaizing” elements — together with the “Apostle,” a collection of 10 letters of 
Paul. This first Christian Bible appears to be a comprehensive, ecumenically 
generous, collection of books. Subsequently, scholars and church leaders would 



debate whether certain books truly deserved this status and seek to determine a 
more precise list, order, or text for the Bible. Similar to the case in Jewish 
Scripture, the publication of a critical mass of books seems to have gained 
circulation prior to more nuanced decisions, including agreement on whether the 
text of the OT ought to conform to the Hebrew of Jewish Scripture or simply 
rely on the earliest official Greek publication of the Christian Bible.

�ChristiansChristians knew what knew what would cha would characterize racterize a Christiaa Christian Bible ben Bible because the cause the notion of notionnotion of notion of a scriptura scriptural corpus al corpus had alreadhad already been accy been accepted for epted for several ceseveral centuries amnturies among Jews. onamamong Jewsamong Jews. “The Gos. “The Gospel” indicpel” indicates both ates both a uniquelya uniquely biblical  biblical genre of bgenre of books (the ooks (the four Gospefofour Gospefour Gospels) and thls) and the subject e subject matter of matter of revelationrevelation for all o for all of Christiaf Christian Scripturn Scripture, includie, ince, including including the OT. Chthe OT. Christians rristians retained thetained the Torah bye Torah by incorpora incorporating it inting it in various w various ways as intayswways as inways as interpreted terpreted and fulfiland fulfilled by theled by the Gospel or Gospel or as playin as playing more limg more limited rolesited roles, such as , suc, such as a such as a law (law (noœmosnoœmos) that ser) that serves as a pves as a preparationreparation for heari for hearing the gosng the gospel. Chrispel. Chripel. Christian Christian Scripture Scripture guaranteedguaranteed access to access to the revea the revealed gospelled gospel which had which had been “the been “the Word” wit “the“the Word”“the Word” with God  with God from the bfrom the beginning (eginning (John 1:1-5John 1:1-5) and belo) and belongs as welngs as well to the el to the el to the end of timend of time.e.e.

Christians knew what would characterize a Christian Bible because the 
notion of a scriptural corpus had already been accepted for several centuries 
among Jews. “The Gospel” indicates both a uniquely biblical genre of books (the 
four Gospels) and the subject matter of revelation for all of Christian Scripture, 
including the OT. Christians retained the Torah by incorporating it in various 
ways as interpreted and fulfilled by the Gospel or as playing more limited roles, 
such as a law (noœmos) that serves as a preparation for hearing the gospel. 
Christian Scripture guaranteed access to the revealed gospel which had been 
“the Word” with God from the beginning (John 1:1-5) and belongs as well to the 
end of time.

�The JewishThe Jewish understan understanding of Scding of Scripture asripture as prophetic prophetic testimony testimony to the To to the Torah is conrah israh is conspicis conspicuous when uous when NT writersNT writers cite Jewi cite Jewish Scriptush Scripture as a rere as a revealed “tevealed “testimony” (stimony” (e.g., Actse((e.g., Act(e.g., Acts 13:22; cs 13:22; cf. Heb. 2:f. Heb. 2:6). Relate6). Related statemend statements about tts about the nature he nature of Christiof Christian Scriptuan Scan Scripture Scripture occur in toccur in the editorihe editorial note atal note at the end o the end of the Gospf the Gospel of Johnel of John (ch. 21)  (ch. 21) and in theand and in theand in the mention o mention of the impef the impending deatnding deaths of Petehs of Peter in 2 Petr in 2 Peter and of er and of Paul in 2 Paul in 2 Timothy. 2TimTimothy. 2Timothy. 2 Tim. 1:8  Tim. 1:8 seems to aseems to assume thatssume that this test this testimony now imony now belongs tobelongs to a “standa a “standa a “standard”“standard” (v. 13) m (v. 13) manifest inanifest in Scripture Scripture itself (3 itself (3:14–17).:14–17).:14–17).

The Jewish understanding of Scripture as prophetic testimony to the Torah 
is conspicuous when NT writers cite Jewish Scripture as a revealed “testimony” 
(e.g., Acts 13:22; cf. Heb. 2:6). Related statements about the nature of Christian 
Scripture occur in the editorial note at the end of the Gospel of John (ch. 21) 
and in the mention of the impending deaths of Peter in 2 Peter and of Paul in 2 
Timothy. 2 Tim. 1:8 seems to assume that this testimony now belongs to a 
“standard” (v. 13) manifest in Scripture itself (3:14–17).

�2 Tim. 3:12 Tim. 3:15 clearly 5 clearly seems to rseems to refer to thefer to the OT, but e OT, but the assurathe assurance in v. nce in v. 16 that “A16 that “16 that “All Scrip“All Scripture is inture is inspired by spired by God” may wGod” may well reflecell reflect circumstt circumstances of tances of the 2nd cenhe 2nd century when turcencentury whcentury when this Chen this Christian Scristian Scripture wiripture will be usedll be used in refuta in refutation of Mation of Marcion’s gorcion’s gospel, as wspegogospel, asgospel, as well as t well as the proposahe proposals of othels of others. Peter rs. Peter seems to aseems to anticipate nticipate the Christthe Christian Bible ian Bian Bible by rBible by referring referring readers to eaders to “your apos“your apostles,” cittles,” citing Paul aing Paul as an “aposs an “apostle” and Ptle” and Paul’s own aul’s PPaul’s ownPaul’s own letters a letters as a prime s a prime example. Wexample. What Peter hat Peter appears toappears to describe  describe is the trais the transition frnstratransitiontransition from the  from the prebiblicaprebiblical teachingl teaching of Jesus  of Jesus and his diand his disciples tosciples to a biblica a biblical form of l form ol form of apostolof apostolic teachinic teaching, on a pag, on a par with Jewr with Jewish Scriptish Scripture.ure.ure.

2 Tim. 3:15 clearly seems to refer to the OT, but the assurance in v. 16 that 
“All Scripture is inspired by God” may well reflect circumstances of the 2nd 
century when this Christian Scripture will be used in refutation of Marcion’s 
gospel, as well as the proposals of others. Peter seems to anticipate the Christian 
Bible by referring readers to “your apostles,” citing Paul as an “apostle” and 
Paul’s own letters as a prime example. What Peter appears to describe is the 
transition from the prebiblical teaching of Jesus and his disciples to a biblical form 
of apostolic teaching, on a par with Jewish Scripture.

�In sum, thIn sum, the Christiae Christian view of n view of “all Scrip“all Scripture” as pture” as prophetic orophetic or apostolir apostolic “testimoc “testimoc “testimoni“testimonies” to Godes” to God’s revelat’s revelation of theion of the Gospel pl Gospel plays a majoays a major role in r role in the late ethe late editing of ditineediting ofediting of the NT bo the NT books and fioks and finds its prnds its precedent inecedent in a Jewish  a Jewish understandunderstanding of Jewing of Jewish ScriptishJewJewish ScrJewish Scripture. Boipture. Both Jews anth Jews and Christiad Christians realizens realized from ancd from ancient timesient times that the  that the Bible is aBibBible is aBible is at most a tt most a testimony testimony to a revelao a revelation that tion that exists befexists before, withiore, within, and beyn, and beyond the woond tond the words the words of the Bibof the Bible. Only ile. Only in this lign this light can we ht can we understandunderstand the logic the logic behind bo behind both midrashth mth midrash inmidrash in Jewish ra Jewish rabbinic intbbinic interpretatioerpretation and the n and the conceptionconception of a norm of a normative “litative “literal senseera“lit“literal s“literal sense” of Sense” of Scripture acripture as advocates advocated by Chrisd by Christians. Fortians. For Christian Christians, both Tos, both Torah and Gorah ToTorah and Torah and Gospel addGospel address them ress them through ththrough the human wie human witnesses oftnesses of Scripture Scripture from God’ from G from God’s sideGod’s side, so that , so that the best othe best of Christiaf Christian confessin confessions can lions can likewise be kewise be at most a at most a testimony testtestimony testimony to the mysto the mystery of Gotery of God’s revelad’s revelation rathetion rather than entr than entirely captirely capture it in ure it in human wordhumhuman wordhuman words.s.s.

In sum, the Christian view of “all Scripture” as prophetic or apostolic 
“testimonies” to God’s revelation of the Gospel plays a major role in the late 
editing of the NT books and finds its precedent in a Jewish understanding of 
Jewish Scripture. Both Jews and Christians realized from ancient times that the 
Bible is at most a testimony to a revelation that exists before, within, and beyond 
the words of the Bible. Only in this light can we understand the logic behind both 
midrash in Jewish rabbinic interpretation and the conception of a normative 
“literal sense” of Scripture as advocated by Christians. For Christians, both 
Torah and Gospel address them through the human witnesses of Scripture from 



God’s side, so that the best of Christian confessions can likewise be at most a 
testimony to the mystery of God’s revelation rather than entirely capture it in 
human words.
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BIBLE TRANBIBLE TRANSLATIONSSLATIONSSLATIONS

BIBLE TRANSLATIONS

“If every “If every man’s humoman’s humour were four were followed, thllowed, there would ere would be no end be no end of translaof translating.” Thuting.” Thuting.” Thus spokeThus spoke Richard B Richard Bancroft, bancroft, bishop of Lishop of London, at ondon, at the Hamptothe Hampton Court con Court conference onferenccoconferenceconference of 1604,  of 1604, where the where the proposal wproposal was first pas first put forwardut forward for a new for a new version o version of Scripturfoof Scriptuof Scripture which wre which would becomould become the Kinge the King James Ver James Version. Howesion. However, everyver, everyone’s humoone’s huone’s humor cannhumor cannot be follot be followed. Tranowed. Translating thslating the Bible ise Bible is an ambiti an ambitious and exous and expensive unpensive undertaking.dunundertakinundertaking. No fresg. No fresh translath translation or revion or revision of aision of an existingn existing translati translation can be on can be justified justifjustified justified without a without a clear and clear and distinct pdistinct purpose.urpose.urpose.

“If every man’s humour were followed, there would be no end of translating.” 
Thus spoke Richard Bancroft, bishop of London, at the Hampton Court 
conference of 1604, where the proposal was first put forward for a new version 
of Scripture which would become the King James Version. However, everyone’s 
humor cannot be followed. Translating the Bible is an ambitious and expensive 
undertaking. No fresh translation or revision of an existing translation can be 
justified without a clear and distinct purpose.

�There are There are two factortwo factors that dems that demand new veand new versions or rsions or revisions revisions from time from time to time: ato tito time: advatime: advances in binces in biblical schblical scholarship aolarship and linguisnd linguistic changetic change. Two addi. Two additional factional factors make tors mtors make new vmake new versions atersions at least des least desirable in irable in the judgmethe judgments of mannts of many: confessy: confessional tranional translation anslatrantranslatiotranslation and specn and specific audieific audiences. Thesnces. These four face four factors are btors are by no meansy no means mutually  mutually exclusive,excexclusive,exclusive, and a new and a new version m version may meet moay meet more than onre than one of thesee of these needs. In needs. In addition, addition, occasiona addition,addition, addition, occasionaloccasional individua individuals accomplls accomplish the ish the tour de fotour de forcerce of transl of translating the ating the Bible, or Bible,Bible, or Bible, or at least tat least the NT, on he NT, on their own,their own, often for often for no other  no other reason thareason than the simpn the simple challenle simpsimple chasimple challenge andllenge and the love  the love of Scriptuof Scripture. In addre. In addition, theition, theory and prory and practice shiactice shift from tift froft from time from time to time, ato time, and transland translations prodtions produced for auced for any of the ny of the above reasabove reasons and byons and by any group a any group any group or individor individual will gual will generally renerally reflect someflect some theory ge theory governing toverning the practiche practice of transe ofe of translaof translation.tion.

There are two factors that demand new versions or revisions from time to 
time: advances in biblical scholarship and linguistic change. Two additional factors 
make new versions at least desirable in the judgments of many: confessional 
translation and specific audiences. These four factors are by no means mutually 
exclusive, and a new version may meet more than one of these needs. In 
addition, occasional individuals accomplish the tour de force of translating the 
Bible, or at least the NT, on their own, often for no other reason than the 
simple challenge and the love of Scripture. In addition, theory and practice shift 
from time to time, and translations produced for any of the above reasons and by 
any group or individual will generally reflect some theory governing the practice 
of translation.

Advances iAdvances in biblicaln biblical scholarsh scholarshipip

Advances in biblical scholarship

This is onThis is one of the re of the reasons puteasons put forward b forward by the trany the translators ofslators of the KJV f the KJV for their wor their work, and iorkwwork, and work, and it is one it is one of the facof the factors whichtors which require n require new versionew versions or reviss or revisions to apions to appear from peaapappear froappear from time to m time to time. Thestime. These advancese advances in schola in scholarship are rship are generally generally three in nthree in number.umnnumber.number.

This is one of the reasons put forward by the translators of the KJV for their 
work, and it is one of the factors which require new versions or revisions to 
appear from time to time. These advances in scholarship are generally three in 
number.



TextualTextualTextual

Textual

Textual crTextual criticism, titicism, the scholarhe scholarly attemptly attempt to arrive to arrive at a Hebr at a Hebrew or Greeew or Greek text clok text close to the se cloclose to tclose to the form inhe form in which it  which it left the hleft the hands of thands of the originale original writers,  writers, was in itswas in its infancy a infancy infancy atinfancy at the time  the time of the KJVof the KJV, with sch, with scholars haviolars having access ng access to the reato the readings of fdings of few manuscrew mew manuscriptmanuscripts and litts and little criticale critical means ofl means of evaluatin evaluating differeng different readingst readings. During t. During the 19th cehe 19the 19th centu19th century especiary especially a pletlly a plethora of anhora of ancient manucient manuscripts wescripts were discovere discovered. By thred. By the end of te ththe end ofthe end of that cent that century so mucury so much more wash more was known abo known about the oriut the original textginal text of the Bi of the Bi of the Bible, parBible, particularly ticularly of the NT,of the NT, that a ne that a new version w version was neededwas needed that woul that would translatd translate a more ae ae a more acca more accurate texturate text. In the U. In the United Statnited States this nees this need was meted was met by the Am by the American Staerican Standard VersnStaStandard VStandard Version (a ersion (a revision orevision of the KJV)f the KJV) in 1901,  in 1901, as well asas well as other tra other translations nslations appearing appeappearing appearing about the about the same time,same time, such as t such as the versionhe version by James  by James Moffatt (1Moffatt (1913–1924).913–1924). Both were (1913–1924).(1913–1924(1913–1924). Both we). Both were far morre far more accuratee accurate than the  than the KJV in preKJV in presenting thsenting the real texe real text of the Bttextext of thtext of the Bible, be Bible, but the ASVut the ASV in partic in particular made ular made little efflittle effort to modort to modernize theernize the English.  Engl English. WEnglish. While the Khile the KJV had an JV had an archaic riarchaic ring, at leang, at least charminst charming and at mg and at most compelost compelling, the lincompelcompellingcompelling, the ASV , the ASV sounded sisounded simply peculmply peculiar. Whileiar. While the ASV,  the ASV, and to somand to some extent Me extent e extent Mofextent Moffatt, was fatt, was much used much used for severafor several decades l decades as a text as a text in collegein college and semin and seminary classearseminseminary cseminary classes, whlasses, where accuraere accuracy was morcy was more importane important than efft than effective styective style, the KJle, the KJV continueVKJKJV continKJV continued to domued to dominate lituinate liturgical usergical use. The ASV . The ASV was itselfwas itself revised i revised in 1952 as n 1952 as the Revisethethe Revisethe Revised Standardd Standard Version.  Version. Even in thEven in that last haat last half-centurylf-century a signifi a significant amouncant amount of textut of t of textualof textual knowledge knowledge had becom had become available available, enabline, enabling the RSV g the RSV to improveto improve significa significantly over ntsignificasignificansignificantly over itly over its immediats immediate predecete predecessor.ssor.ssor.

Textual criticism, the scholarly attempt to arrive at a Hebrew or Greek text 
close to the form in which it left the hands of the original writers, was in its 
infancy at the time of the KJV, with scholars having access to the readings of few 
manuscripts and little critical means of evaluating different readings. During the 
19th century especially a plethora of ancient manuscripts were discovered. By 
the end of that century so much more was known about the original text of the 
Bible, particularly of the NT, that a new version was needed that would translate 
a more accurate text. In the United States this need was met by the American 
Standard Version (a revision of the KJV) in 1901, as well as other translations 
appearing about the same time, such as the version by James Moffatt 
(1913–1924). Both were far more accurate than the KJV in presenting the real 
text of the Bible, but the ASV in particular made little effort to modernize the 
English. While the KJV had an archaic ring, at least charming and at most 
compelling, the ASV sounded simply peculiar. While the ASV, and to some 
extent Moffatt, was much used for several decades as a text in college and 
seminary classes, where accuracy was more important than effective style, the 
KJV continued to dominate liturgical use. The ASV was itself revised in 1952 as 
the Revised Standard Version. Even in that last half-century a significant amount 
of textual knowledge had become available, enabling the RSV to improve 
significantly over its immediate predecessor.

�Today progToday progress in teress in textual critxtual criticism liesicism lies less in t less in the discovehe discovery of new ry of new manuscriptmanuscripmanuscriptmanuscripts than in s than in new means new means of evaluatof evaluating textuaing textual evidencel evidence. Future t. Future translationranslations and revis as and revisiand revisions will bons will benefit froenefit from this, asm this, as study of  study of minusculesminuscules and lecti and lectionaries pronaries progresses, ogresprprogressesprogresses, and as m, and as more data aore data are availabre available for comle for computerized puterized study. In study. In the modernthe modern period it modernmodern permodern period it hasiod it has never bee never been necessarn necessary for trany for translators toslators to work dire work directly from ctly from manuscriptmmanuscriptmanuscripts; they has; they have always ve always had accesshad access to textua to textual evidencel evidence through s through systems of ystems of footnotingfofootnotingfootnoting in their  in their printed Heprinted Hebrew or Grbrew or Greek texts.eek texts. Just as r Just as readers museaders must rely on t rely on the work oththe work othe work of the tranf the translators, tslators, translatorsranslators must rely must rely on the wo on the work of the rk of the textual crtextual critics, altiticcrcritics, acritics, although trlthough translators anslators are free tare free to make theo make their own texir own textual decistual decisions.ions.

Today progress in textual criticism lies less in the discovery of new 
manuscripts than in new means of evaluating textual evidence. Future translations 
and revisions will benefit from this, as study of minuscules and lectionaries 
progresses, and as more data are available for computerized study. In the 
modern period it has never been necessary for translators to work directly from 
manuscripts; they have always had access to textual evidence through systems of 
footnoting in their printed Hebrew or Greek texts. Just as readers must rely on 
the work of the translators, translators must rely on the work of the textual 
critics, although translators are free to make their own textual decisions.

LexicograpLexicographicalhicalhical

Lexicographical

The KJV prThe KJV preface admieface admitted that tted that the translthe translators wereators were forced to forced to guess at  guess at the meaninthe meaning of many gmeaninmeaning ofmeaning of many seld many seldom-used woom-used words, partirds, particularly incularly in the OT. S the OT. Since then ince then knowledge knowledgeknowledge knowledge of the Hebof the Hebrew and Grrew and Greek vocabueek vocabularies haslaries has been grea been greatly enlargtly enlarged by the ed by theed by the discovthe discovery of litery of literary sourerary sources other ces other than biblithan biblical. In thcal. In the case of e case of the OT, ththe OT, these sourceese soese sources hasources have not necve not necessarily eessarily even been iven been in Hebrew, n Hebrew, but in clobut in closely relatsely related languaged languages. Study eslanguaglanguages.languages. Study of  Study of similar rosimilar roots in relots in related languated languages (e.g.ages (e.g., Arabic, , Arabic, Ugaritic) Ugaritic) have enablhave enhave enabled scenabled scholars to holars to come to mocome to more informere informed opinionsd opinions about the about the meaning o meaning of earlier f earlierf earlier unearlier unknown wordknown words; in manys; in many cases, th cases, there were uere were unexpected nexpected meanings fmeanings for well-knor well-kor well-knownwell-known words. Al words. All modern vl modern versions ofersions of the OT ha the OT have profiteve profited from thid from this study, as study, as study, although nalthough none took ione took it to greatt to greater lengthser lengths than the  than the New EnglisNew English Bible (1h Bible (1970), whic970), which was wideh whicwhich was which was widely fauwidely faulted for tlted for too quicklyoo quickly adopting  adopting meanings tmeanings that were shat were still specutill speculative. Mulatspecuspeculativspeculative. Much ofe. Much of this was  this was corrected corrected when the Nwhen the NEB was revEB was revised as thised as the Revised e Revised e Revised EnRevised English Biblglish Bible (REB) ine (REB) in 1989. 1989. 1989.

The KJV preface admitted that the translators were forced to guess at the 
meaning of many seldom-used words, particularly in the OT. Since then 
knowledge of the Hebrew and Greek vocabularies has been greatly enlarged by 
the discovery of literary sources other than biblical. In the case of the OT, these 
sources have not necessarily even been in Hebrew, but in closely related 
languages. Study of similar roots in related languages (e.g., Arabic, Ugaritic) have 
enabled scholars to come to more informed opinions about the meaning of 
earlier unknown words; in many cases, there were unexpected meanings for 



well-known words. All modern versions of the OT have profited from this study, 
although none took it to greater lengths than the New English Bible (1970), 
which was widely faulted for too quickly adopting meanings that were still 
speculative. Much of this was corrected when the NEB was revised as the 
Revised English Bible (REB) in 1989.

�In the NT,In the NT, the disco the discovery of mavery of many papyri,ny papyri, usually o usually of a complef a completely nonbitely nonbiblical natblical nablical nature, manature, made possiblde possible the undee the understanding rstanding of the Greof the Greek vocabulek vocabulary in wayary in ways not prevs not prevs not previouslypreviously recorded  recorded in scholarin scholars’ lexicons’ lexicons. All recs. All recent versioent versions rely onns rely on such work such work..

In the NT, the discovery of many papyri, usually of a completely nonbiblical 
nature, made possible the understanding of the Greek vocabulary in ways not 
previously recorded in scholars’ lexicons. All recent versions rely on such work.

LiteraryLiteraryLiterary

Literary

Since ca. Since ca. 1960 liter1960 literary studieary studies have begs have begun to impaun to impact translact translation theortion theory and pracy and practice. The ticepracpractice. practice. The RSV (1The RSV (1952) had r952) had relegated telegated to the footo the footnotes Marknotes Mark 16:9-20 a 16:9-20 and John 7:nd John 7:53-8:11 on57:7:53-8:11 7:53-8:11 on the texon the textual grountual grounds that thds that these passagese passages did notes did not constitut constitute part of e part of the originthethe originthe original text ofal text of the two G the two Gospels. Thospels. The second ee second edition of dition of the RSV (1the RSV (1977) resto977) restored these rerestorestored trestored these passahese passages to theges to the text, not text, not on textua on textual grounds,l grounds, but on li but on literary or terary or canonical cancanonical canonical grounds. Wgrounds. What constihat constitutes canotutes canonicity if nicity if not continnot continued use byued use by the Churc the Church for centhChurcChurch forChurch for centuries centuries? The reco? The recognition thgnition that differeat different genres nt genres of writingof writing (e.g., po (e.g., poetry, propetrypopoetry, prpoetry, prophecy, saophecy, saga, proverga, proverbs, short bs, short story, hisstory, history) may tory) may call for dcall for different aifferent approaches pproaapproachesapproaches to transl to translating maniating manifested itsfested itself in theelf in the Today’s E Today’s English Vernglish Version (1976sion (1976). We may ). W). We may expWe may expect these ect these studies tostudies to affect tr affect translation anslation much more much more in the futin the future, in inure, in interesting teininterestininteresting ways.g ways.

Since ca. 1960 literary studies have begun to impact translation theory and 
practice. The RSV (1952) had relegated to the footnotes Mark 16:9-20 and John 
7:53-8:11 on the textual grounds that these passages did not constitute part of 
the original text of the two Gospels. The second edition of the RSV (1977) 
restored these passages to the text, not on textual grounds, but on literary or 
canonical grounds. What constitutes canonicity if not continued use by the 
Church for centuries? The recognition that different genres of writing (e.g., 
poetry, prophecy, saga, proverbs, short story, history) may call for different 
approaches to translating manifested itself in the Today’s English Version (1976). 
We may expect these studies to affect translation much more in the future, in 
interesting ways.

LinguisticLinguistic change change

Linguistic change

Even if ouEven if our knowledgr knowledge of the Be of the Bible were ible were static, lastatic, language is nguage is always flualways fluid throughid through time. Man tim time. Manytime. Many parts of  parts of the KJV arthe KJV are now unine now unintelligibletelligible. More dan. More dangerously, gerously, many partsmany parts are now u a are now unare now understood iderstood in a way nen a way never intendver intended by authed by authors or traors or translators, nslators, since the since the meaning ofmmeaning ofmeaning of English w English words has sords has so changed o changed (e.g., “ma(e.g., “mansions” innsions” in John 14:2 John 14:2), as to s), as to some extentomssome extensome extent have thet have the structure structures of Englis of English grammarsh grammar. The grea. The great fault oft fault of the ASV w the ASV w the ASV was that iwas that it largely t largely ignored coignored contemporaryntemporary English s English style in ittyle in its effort ts effort to preserveo preserve the KJV t the K the KJV text. KJV text. This was aThis was addressed bddressed by the RSV,y the RSV, which pro which provided not vided not only a moronly a more accuratee accurate accurate taccurate text but alext but also a more so a more modern formodern form of Englim of English. It metsh. It met with a gr with a great deal meat deal more succesommore succemore success than itss than its predecess predecessor. But esor. But even the RSven the RSV was cautV was cautious. In tious. In the 1950s ihe 1950s it was the tiit was theit was the usual sty usual style for peole for people, even ple, even teenagers,teenagers, to pray i to pray in the archn the archaic conjugaic conjugations andationconjugconjugatioconjugations and prons and pronouns (“Thnouns (“Thou dost . ou dost . . .”), and. .”), and the RSV l the RSV left speecheft speech addressed addressed to God in t to God in to God in that stylethat style. In later. In later decades t decades that style hat style vanished, vanished, even in soeven in some of the me of the most formamostmost formamost formal liturgicl liturgical situatial situations, and tons, and the New Revhe New Revised Standised Standard Versioard Version (1989) en (1989) eliminated limeeliminatedeliminated archaic l archaic language alanguage altogether. together. This was nThis was never even ever even consideredconsidered by the TE by the TEV or the tVTETEV or theTEV or the theologic theologically conseally conservative Nervative New Internatw International Versional Version (1973–ion (1973–1978).1978).1978).

Even if our knowledge of the Bible were static, language is always fluid through 
time. Many parts of the KJV are now unintelligible. More dangerously, many parts 
are now understood in a way never intended by authors or translators, since the 
meaning of English words has so changed (e.g., “mansions” in John 14:2), as to 
some extent have the structures of English grammar. The great fault of the ASV 
was that it largely ignored contemporary English style in its effort to preserve the 
KJV text. This was addressed by the RSV, which provided not only a more 
accurate text but also a more modern form of English. It met with a great deal 
more success than its predecessor. But even the RSV was cautious. In the 1950s 
it was the usual style for people, even teenagers, to pray in the archaic 
conjugations and pronouns (“Thou dost . . .”), and the RSV left speech addressed 
to God in that style. In later decades that style vanished, even in some of the 
most formal liturgical situations, and the New Revised Standard Version (1989) 
eliminated archaic language altogether. This was never even considered by the 
TEV or the theologically conservative New International Version (1973–1978).

�The most sThe most striking litriking linguistic cnguistic change in rhange in recent yearecent years has beens has been the move  the move to gender to gendto gender incgender inclusive lanlusive language. By guage. By the last dthe last decade of tecade of the 20th cehe 20th century somentury some usages (e usages (e.g., avoid.g.,(e(e.g., avo(e.g., avoidance of idance of generic “mgeneric “man” or usean” or use of the ma of the masculine prsculine pronoun to ronoun to refer to anefer to any person) y py person) haperson) had become wd become well enoughell enough accepted  accepted that substthat substantial revantial revisions werisions were made in e made ine made in existinin existing versionsg versions incorpora incorporating such ting such adjustmentadjustment. Among th. Among these were tese were the NRSV (1he NRSV (1he NRSV (1989; hig(1989; highly succeshly successfully), Tsfully), TEV (1993; EV (1993; fairly sucfairly successfully)cessfully), and REB , and REB (1989, les(1989, less successfs succes successfulsuccessfully). None ly). None of these wof these went so farent so far as to ref as to refrain from rain from referring referring to God in to God in masculine masmasculine masculine terms. In terms. In 1995 a rev1995 a revision of tision of the NRSV NThe NRSV NT and Psalm and Psalms was publs was published as aished as aished as an Inclusian Inclusive Versionve Version, which we, which went to greant to great pains tot pains to avoid mas avoid masculine refculine references toerences to God (e.g. G God (e.g.,God (e.g., Father, K Father, King) or eving) or even to the en to the exalted Chexalted Christ (thourist (though not to gh not to the earthlthe earthly Jesus).y Jey Jesus).Jesus).Jesus).

The most striking linguistic change in recent years has been the move to 



gender inclusive language. By the last decade of the 20th century some usages 
(e.g., avoidance of generic “man” or use of the masculine pronoun to refer to any 
person) had become well enough accepted that substantial revisions were made 
in existing versions incorporating such adjustment. Among these were the NRSV 
(1989; highly successfully), TEV (1993; fairly successfully), and REB (1989, less 
successfully). None of these went so far as to refrain from referring to God in 
masculine terms. In 1995 a revision of the NRSV NT and Psalms was published as 
an Inclusive Version, which went to great pains to avoid masculine references to 
God (e.g., Father, King) or even to the exalted Christ (though not to the earthly 
Jesus).

�LinguisticLinguistic change is change is unpredict unpredictable, and able, and translatortranslators try to as try to avoid slangvoid slang and even  and even  and even colloeven colloquialisms,quialisms, since man since many of thesey of these usages qu usages quickly becoickly become obsoletme obsolete. It seeme. It seems best to s seemseems bestseems best to aim fo to aim for an audier an audience 25–35 nce 25–35 years old,years old, people wh people whose speechose speech is no lon is no lon is no longer marlonger marked by evaked by evanescent tenescent teenage slanenage slang, but whig, but which has notch has not yet becom yet become fossilize fossilized.efossilizfossilizedfossilized..

Linguistic change is unpredictable, and translators try to avoid slang and 
even colloquialisms, since many of these usages quickly become obsolete. It 
seems best to aim for an audience 25–35 years old, people whose speech is no 
longer marked by evanescent teenage slang, but which has not yet become 
fossilized.

ConfessionConfessional translaal translationstions

Confessional translations

OccasionalOccasionally new traly new translations nslations are made, are made, or less fror less frequently requently revisions, evisions, by membersby members of a part o of a partiof a particular relicular religious commgious community. Theunity. The results m results may be highay be highly tendently tendentious and uious and useful onlysefuuseful onluseful only for thaty for that community community (e.g., Th (e.g., The New Worle New World Translatd Translation of theion of the Watchtowe Watchtow WatchtowerWatchtower Society [ Society [1951–1960]1951–1960]) or of br) or of broad ecumenoad ecumenical appeaical appeal (e.g., tl (e.g., the New Jerhe New Jehe New Jerusalem Jerusalem Bible [RomBible [Roman Catholian Catholic, 1990]).c, 1990]). Even the  Even the KJV may beKJV may be said to b said to be confessie confessional. Inteoconfessiconfessionconfessional. Intendal. Intended to served to serve the neede the needs of the Cs of the Church of Ehurch of England (anngland (and no one ed no one else), it aleelse), it else), it actually cactually came to serame to serve the neeve the needs of the ds of the high-churchigh-church constituh constituency againency against the intst thst the interethe interests of thests of the Puritans. Puritans.

Occasionally new translations are made, or less frequently revisions, by members 
of a particular religious community. The results may be highly tendentious and 
useful only for that community (e.g., The New World Translation of the 
Watchtower Society [1951–1960]) or of broad ecumenical appeal (e.g., the New 
Jerusalem Bible [Roman Catholic, 1990]). Even the KJV may be said to be 
confessional. Intended to serve the needs of the Church of England (and no one 
else), it actually came to serve the needs of the high-church constituency against 
the interests of the Puritans.

�When the RWhen the RSV appeareSV appeared in 1952 d in 1952 it was theit was the first via first viable challeble challenge ever tnge ever to the swayo the so the sway of thsway of the KJV, ande KJV, and it was ro it was roundly condundly condemned by memned by many conserany conservative chuvative church peoplerch peoprch people. Mupeople. Much of the ch of the venom agaivenom against it wasnst it was political politically inspirely inspired, since id, since it was publt was published duriishedpublpublished published during theduring the height of height of the McCar the McCarthy anti-cthy anti-communist sommunist scare (somecare (some pointed o pointed o pointed out that tout that the first ehe first edition haddition had a red cov a red cover). Evanger). Evangelical schelical scholarship wolarship was weak atas weak at this time this  this time;this time; for those for those who wante who wanted an alterd an alternative to native to the “liberthe “liberal” RSV, nal” RSV, none betterone better was avail w was availawas available than tble than the Berkelehe Berkeley Version y Version (1949, 195(1949, 1959), theolo9), theologically ingically innocuous bunocuous but rather ot rt rather oddrather odd in some w in some ways. With ays. With the reemerthe reemergence of tgence of theologicalheological strength  strength among evanamong evaamong evangelicaevangelicals in the ls in the latter parlatter part of the ct of the century, thentury, the NIV was e NIV was produced tproduced to serve tho serve this communiis cis community.community. It is a t It is a textually aextually and transland translationally rtionally responsibleesponsible version t version that becamehat became the best- the the best-sthe best-selling Engelling English versilish version in the on in the United StaUnited States. Its ttes. Its translationranslational approacal approach is fairlh is fairh is fairly trafairly traditional, ditional, really notreally not much diff much different fromerent from the RSV,  the RSV, but it offbut it offered an alered an alternative ternatialalternativalternative for conse for conservative Cervative Christians hristians still diststill distrustful ofrustful of the RSV’s the RSV’s backgroun background. Kennethd. Kend. Kenneth TaKenneth Taylor openeylor opened new groud new ground for evand for evangelicals ngelicals with his “with his “paraphraseparaphrase” called t” called the Living htthe Livingthe Living Bible (19 Bible (1971), freel71), freely reading y reading his “rigidhis “rigid evangelic evangelical positioal position” into thn” into the text wite text we text with a brewith a breezy style ezy style marked by marked by admirable admirable turns of pturns of phrase. So hrase. So successfulsuccessful was this  was this that consethathat consethat conservative scrvative scholarship holarship was organiwas organized to prozed to produce a truduce a true translate translation inspirion inspired by Tayledinspirinspired binspired by Taylor’sy Taylor’s stylistic stylistic approach: approach: the New L the New Living Traniving Translation (1slation (1996).996).996).

When the RSV appeared in 1952 it was the first viable challenge ever to the 
sway of the KJV, and it was roundly condemned by many conservative church 
people. Much of the venom against it was politically inspired, since it was 
published during the height of the McCarthy anti-communist scare (some pointed 
out that the first edition had a red cover). Evangelical scholarship was weak at 
this time; for those who wanted an alternative to the “liberal” RSV, none better 
was available than the Berkeley Version (1949, 1959), theologically innocuous but 
rather odd in some ways. With the reemergence of theological strength among 
evangelicals in the latter part of the century, the NIV was produced to serve this 
community. It is a textually and translationally responsible version that became 
the best-selling English version in the United States. Its translational approach is 
fairly traditional, really not much different from the RSV, but it offered an 
alternative for conservative Christians still distrustful of the RSV’s background. 
Kenneth Taylor opened new ground for evangelicals with his “paraphrase” called 



the Living Bible (1971), freely reading his “rigid evangelical position” into the text 
with a breezy style marked by admirable turns of phrase. So successful was this 
that conservative scholarship was organized to produce a true translation 
inspired by Taylor’s stylistic approach: the New Living Translation (1996).

�It is natuIt is natural that Eral that English-spenglish-speaking Jewsaking Jews would wan would want a versiot a version translatn translated by Jewsed by Jewed by Jews. The Jews. The first widefirst widely used Jely used Jewish versiwish version was thaon was that of the (t of the (American) American) Jewish PubJewish Publication SlicPubPublicatioPublication Society n Society (1917). A (1917). A more succemore successful transsful translation haslation has been thes been the New Jewis New Jewish PublicathJewisJewish PubJewish Publication Slication Society Verociety Version (1962sion (1962–1985). Ei–1985). Either of thther of these, but eese, but especially specially the latterthe the latterthe latter, can be u, can be used helpfused helpfully and willy and without qualthout qualms by Chrims by Christian readstian readers.ers.ers.

It is natural that English-speaking Jews would want a version translated by 
Jews. The first widely used Jewish version was that of the (American) Jewish 
Publication Society (1917). A more successful translation has been the New 
Jewish Publication Society Version (1962–1985). Either of these, but especially 
the latter, can be used helpfully and without qualms by Christian readers.

�For EnglisFor English-speakingh-speaking Roman Cat Roman Catholics, thholics, the Douai-Rhe Douai-Rheims versieims version (1582–1on (1582–1610, heavi610(1582–1(1582–1610(1582–1610, heavily , heavily revised 17revised 1750) long s50) long served as terved as the standarhe standard version.d version. In the 20 In the 20th centuryth2020th centu20th century the Catry the Catholic faitholic faithful were hful were attracted attracted to Protestto Protestant versioant versions which hns which had receivead hhad receivhad received the Chued the Church’s imprrch’s imprimatur (e.imatur (e.g., RSV, Tg., RSV, TEV) beforeEV) before modern Ca modern Catholic vertholic vetholic versions bversions became avaiecame available. Tralable. Translations nslations by Catholiby Catholic scholarsc scholars now in wi now in wide use arede use are the New A th the New Amthe New American Biberican Bible (1970; le (1970; partially partially revised 19revised 1986, 1991) 86, 1991) and the Neand the New Jerusalew Jerusalew Jerusalem Jerusalem Bible, a rBible, a revision ofevision of the Jerus the Jerusalem Biblealem Bible of 1966.  of 1966. Many ProteMany Protestants usestants use these ver the these versthese versions withoions without hesitatut hesitation.ion.

For English-speaking Roman Catholics, the Douai-Rheims version 
(1582–1610, heavily revised 1750) long served as the standard version. In the 
20th century the Catholic faithful were attracted to Protestant versions which 
had received the Church’s imprimatur (e.g., RSV, TEV) before modern Catholic 
versions became available. Translations by Catholic scholars now in wide use are 
the New American Bible (1970; partially revised 1986, 1991) and the New 
Jerusalem Bible, a revision of the Jerusalem Bible of 1966. Many Protestants use 
these versions without hesitation.

Specific aSpecific audiencesudiences

Specific audiences

Most of thMost of the major tre major translationsanslations of Script of Scripture have bure have been addreseen addressed to as sed to as broad an abroad an audience asuaaudience aaudience as possibles possible, but some, but some individua individuals and grols and groups have sups have sponsored vponsored versions adersions addressed todadaddressed addressed to the neeto the needs of specds of special groupsial groups. In a sen. In a sense, confesse, confessional trasional translations nslations are so dirare sare so directeso directed; the Bapd; the Baptist scholtist scholars who prars who produced theoduced the Improved  Improved Version (1Version (1912) had l912) had l912) had little explittle expectation oectation of its beinf its being used beyg used beyond Baptisond Baptist circles.t circles. But trans But transconfessionconfessional groups al groal groups cangroups can be identi be identified and tfied and targeted. Targeted. The primaryhe primary audience  audience of the TEVof the TEV was peopl was peopl was people whopeople who had learn had learned Englished English as a seco as a second languagnd language; it was e; it was written inwritten in “common E “common E “common English,” English,” defined asdefined as English u English used with csed with comfort by omfort by the highlythe highly-educated -educated native spenative speaker and wakespespeaker anspeaker and with undd with understandingerstanding by the po by the poorly educaorly educated. The Nted. The New Living ew Living TranslatioTranslatioTranslatioTranslation is intenn is intended for Chded for Christians oristians of very conf very conservative servative theologicatheological bent. Thl bent. The translate tre translatiotranslations includens included in the Ad in the Anchor Biblnchor Bible commentae commentary series ry series are intendare intended for sched for scholars.oschscholars.scholars.scholars.

Most of the major translations of Scripture have been addressed to as broad an 
audience as possible, but some individuals and groups have sponsored versions 
addressed to the needs of special groups. In a sense, confessional translations are 
so directed; the Baptist scholars who produced the Improved Version (1912) had 
little expectation of its being used beyond Baptist circles. But transconfessional 
groups can be identified and targeted. The primary audience of the TEV was 
people who had learned English as a second language; it was written in “common 
English,” defined as English used with comfort by the highly-educated native 
speaker and with understanding by the poorly educated. The New Living 
Translation is intended for Christians of very conservative theological bent. The 
translations included in the Anchor Bible commentary series are intended for 
scholars.

�OccasionalOccasionally portionly portions of the Bs of the Bible are pible are presented iresented in the currn the current slang ent slang of some grof someof some groupsome group, such as , such as teenagers teenagers or gang meor gang members. Thembers. These have lise have little permattle permanent internent intenent interest. interest. One of theOne of the few to el few to elicit wide icit wide attention attention was Clarenwas Clarence Jordan’ce Jordan’s Cottonpas Cottonpatch VersiotcCottonpaCottonpatcCottonpatch Version,h Version, a clever  a clever transcultutransculturation intration into the lango the language and luage and life of theife of the American  Am American SAmerican South of 19outh of 1968–1973. T68–1973. Today it thoday it throws lightrows light on the cu on the culture of tlture of the era to he era to which it swwhich it swhich it spoke.poke.

Occasionally portions of the Bible are presented in the current slang of 
some group, such as teenagers or gang members. These have little permanent 
interest. One of the few to elicit wide attention was Clarence Jordan’s 
Cottonpatch Version, a clever transculturation into the language and life of the 
American South of 1968–1973. Today it throws light on the culture of the era to 
which it spoke.

IndividualIndividual translati translationsons

Individual translations



Major tranMajor translations oslations of the Biblf the Bible are virte are virtually alwaually always the proys the product of coduct of committee lammittee labors. (Sixborlalabors. (Slabors. (Six committix committees, totalees, totaling almosting almost 50 people 50 people, translat, translated the KJVed the KJV.) Occasio.) Occasionally, hownalOccasioOccasionalOccasionally, howevely, however, individr, individuals have uals have translatedtranslated a good po a good portion if nrtion if not the whoot the whole Bible. le whowhole Biblwhole Bible. As earle. As early as 382 Jy as 382 Jerome undeerome undertook the rtook the translatiotranslation of the Bn of the Bible into ible into the Latin thethe Latin the Latin Vulgate (aVulgate (at least lat least largely his rgely his work) at twork) at the requesthe request of Pope D of Pope Damasus. Moamasus. More recentlreMoMore recenMore recently Helen tly Helen Barrett MoBarrett Montgomery tntgomery translated ranslated the NT (Cethe NT (Centenary Nentenary New Testamenw Tesw Testament,Testament, 1924), sp 1924), sponsored byonsored by the Ameri the American Baptiscan Baptist Publicatt Publication Societion Society. Robert y. Robert y. Robert G. Robert G. Bratcher tBratcher translated ranslated the NT of the NT of Today’s EnToday’s English Versglish Version (1966)ion (1966) for the A for the American BimAAmerican BAmerican Bible Socieible Society. Othersty. Others have seen have seen a particu a particular need olar need or just a cr just a challenge. hallenge. The first TheThe first The first translatiotranslation of the wn of the whole Biblehole Bible in Englis in English was doneh was done largely b largely by John Wycy John Wyclif (ca. 1lif (lif (ca. 1382)(ca. 1382). Several . Several portions oportions of the Biblf the Bible were pube were published frolished from 1947 by m 1947 by J. B. PhilJ. B. Phillips, seeklips, PhilPhillips, Phillips, seeking atseeking at first a f first a form he couorm he could use witld use with people hh people huddled unduddled underground eerground escaping thscaeescaping tescaping the air warhe air war over Lond over London. Ronaldon. Ronald Knox, a R Knox, a Roman Cathooman Catholic priestlic priest in Englan in Englan in England, tEngland, translated ranslated the entirethe entire Bible fro Bible from Latin (1m Latin (1945–1949) 945–1949) into a higinto a highly idiosyhly idiosyncratic Enncraidiosyidiosyncraidiosyncratic Englistic English style. Ih style. In 1995 Even 1995 Everett Fox prett Fox published aublished an English n English version ofversion of the Torah the T the Torah, seeTorah, seeking to coking to convey the anvey the atmosphere tmosphere of the ancof the ancient Hebreient Hebrew while bew while being compeling comping compellingcompellingly readablly readable.e.

Major translations of the Bible are virtually always the product of committee 
labors. (Six committees, totaling almost 50 people, translated the KJV.) 
Occasionally, however, individuals have translated a good portion if not the 
whole Bible. As early as 382 Jerome undertook the translation of the Bible into 
the Latin Vulgate (at least largely his work) at the request of Pope Damasus. 
More recently Helen Barrett Montgomery translated the NT (Centenary New 
Testament, 1924), sponsored by the American Baptist Publication Society. 
Robert G. Bratcher translated the NT of Today’s English Version (1966) for the 
American Bible Society. Others have seen a particular need or just a challenge. 
The first translation of the whole Bible in English was done largely by John Wyclif 
(ca. 1382). Several portions of the Bible were published from 1947 by J. B. 
Phillips, seeking at first a form he could use with people huddled underground 
escaping the air war over London. Ronald Knox, a Roman Catholic priest in 
England, translated the entire Bible from Latin (1945–1949) into a highly 
idiosyncratic English style. In 1995 Everett Fox published an English version of the 
Torah, seeking to convey the atmosphere of the ancient Hebrew while being 
compellingly readable.

TranslatioTranslation theoryn theory

Translation theory

TranslatioTranslations may be ns may be located anlocated anywhere betywhere between the tween the two poles owo poles of formal ef formal equivalencequivalenceequivalencequivalence (literale (literal) and dyna) and dynamic equivamic equivalence (frelence (free). A strie). A strictly literctly literal translaal translation wouldtion wotion would be lwould be largely uniargely unintelligiblntelligible, but trae, but traditional tditional translationranslations, such ass, such as KJV, RSV, KJV, RSV, and NIV,  and N and NIV, have NIV, have tended to tended to translate translate sentence ssentence structures tructures and figureand figures of speecs of speech literallh literally. These ay. Ty. These are These are usually peusually perceived asrceived as intelligi intelligible and ofble and often normalten normal, if somet, if sometimes a bitimes a bit unusual f unus unusual founusual for English.r English. Dynamic e Dynamic equivalencequivalence (NEB, TEV (NEB, TEV) makes li) makes little if anttle if any attempt y attempt to preservtoto preservto preserve originale original sentence  sentence structure,structure, but seeks but seeks to state  to state the meaninthe meaning of the tg of the text in natext ttext in natext in natural conttural contemporary iemporary idiom. Origdiom. Original metapinal metaphors may bhors may be retainede retained if their  if their meaning ismmeaning ismeaning is clear to  clear to a contempoa contemporary readerary readership. Todrship. Today it seemay it seems clear ths clear that both tyat both types of trapetytypes of ttypes of translationranslations have thes have their place. ir place. Formal equFormal equivalence vivalence versions arersions are conveniee convenient for acant fnt for academfor academic study, ic study, dynamic eqdynamic equivalence uivalence for privatfor private reading.e reading. Both are  Both are used in puused in public worshblipupublic worpublic worship.ship.ship.

Translations may be located anywhere between the two poles of formal 
equivalence (literal) and dynamic equivalence (free). A strictly literal translation 
would be largely unintelligible, but traditional translations, such as KJV, RSV, and 
NIV, have tended to translate sentence structures and figures of speech literally. 
These are usually perceived as intelligible and often normal, if sometimes a bit 
unusual for English. Dynamic equivalence (NEB, TEV) makes little if any attempt 
to preserve original sentence structure, but seeks to state the meaning of the 
text in natural contemporary idiom. Original metaphors may be retained if their 
meaning is clear to a contemporary readership. Today it seems clear that both 
types of translations have their place. Formal equivalence versions are convenient 
for academic study, dynamic equivalence for private reading. Both are used in 
public worship.

�The currenThe current scene ext scene exhibits conhibits conflicting tflicting tendencies.endencies. The RSV w The RSV was rendereas rendered more dynd mord more dynammore dynamic in the ic in the NRSV, whilNRSV, while the NEB e the NEB became lesbecame less so in its so in its revisions revision as the RE as the RE as the REB. If thREB. If the NIV serve NIV serves the evaes the evangelical cngelical community wommunity well as a fell as a formal equiormal equivalence trvalence translation,antrtranslatiotranslation, perhapsn, perhaps the NLT w the NLT will serve ill serve for a dynafor a dynamic equivamic equivalence verslence version.ion.ion.

The current scene exhibits conflicting tendencies. The RSV was rendered 
more dynamic in the NRSV, while the NEB became less so in its revision as the 
REB. If the NIV serves the evangelical community well as a formal equivalence 
translation, perhaps the NLT will serve for a dynamic equivalence version.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. R. BailL. R. Bailey, ed., ey, ed., The Word oThe Word of God: A Gf God: A Guide to Enuide to English Versglish Versions of thions oions of the Bibof the Biblele (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1982); E. 1982); E. S. Freric S. Frerichs, ed., hs, ed., The Bible The Bible and Biblesand Bibles in Americ in Americaa (Atlanta, (Atlant (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1988); S. 1988); S. Kubo and WKubo and W. F. Spech. F. Specht, t, So Many VeSo Many Versions? Twrsions? Twentieth Ceentieth Century Englntury Englntury English VeEnglish Versions of rsions of the Bible,the Bible, rev. ed ( rev. ed (Grand RapiGrand Rapids, 1983);ds, 1983); J. P. Lew J. P. Lewis, is, The EnglisThe English Bible frh Bibh Bible fromBible from KJV to NI KJV to NIV,V, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Grand RapiGrand Rapids, 1991);ds, 1991); H. M. Orl H. M. Orlinsky and insky and R. G. BratR. G. Bratcher, cBratBratcher, Bratcher, A History A History of Bible Tof Bible Translationranslation and the N and the North Ameriorth American Contrican Contributionbution (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1991); A. 1 1991); A. 1991); A. C. PartridC. Partridge, ge, English BiEnglish Biblical Trablical Translationnslation (London,  (London, 1973).1973).1973).
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BIBLICAL CBIBLICAL CRITICISMRITICISMRITICISM

BIBLICAL CRITICISM

Biblical cBiblical criticism iriticism is a child s a child of the Enlof the Enlightenmentightenment, an era w, an era when it washen it was believed  believed that everythat evthat every humaevery human endeavorn endeavor must appe must appear before ar before the bar ofthe bar of reason an reason and be judged be judged accordind accordd according according to its relto its relation to uation to universal tniversal truth. Inevruth. Inevitably, thitably, the OT and Ne OT and NT were madT were made to appeae madmade to apmade to appear.pear.pear.

Biblical criticism is a child of the Enlightenment, an era when it was believed that 
every human endeavor must appear before the bar of reason and be judged 
according to its relation to universal truth. Inevitably, the OT and NT were 
made to appear.

�The purposThe purposes for whies for which biblicach biblical criticisl criticism were usem were used were mand were many and variy and varied. For exed. Foed. For examplFor example, the Free, the French prelatnch prelate Richard e Richard Simon (d. Simon (d. 1712) subj1712) subjected the ected the Bible to cBible to critical scrccritical scritical scrutiny incrutiny in order to  order to prove thatprove that it was no it was not a suffict a sufficient rule ient rule for faith.for faith. The great The gre The great Jewigreat Jewish philososh philosopher and lpher and lens-grindeens-grinder Benedictr Benedict Spinoza ( Spinoza (d. 1677) ad. 1677) applied thepplied the critical  cr critical mcritical method to dethod to distinguishistinguish whatever  whatever in the Bibin the Bible gave rile gave rise to dogmse to dogma, thus toa, thus to persecuti per persecutiopersecution, and whan, and whatever in itever in it could bet could be recognize recognized as eternd as eternally validally valid and thus  and thus could end coucould end could end religious religious conflict. conflict. Due to hisDue to his rigorous  rigorous examinatioexamination in the n in the Tractatus,Tractatus, Spinoza h Spino Spinoza haSpinoza has been cels been celebrated asebrated as the “fath the “father” of moder” of modern biblicern biblical criticial criticism. Johan sm. Johan Salomo SemSaloSalomo SemSalomo Semler (d. 17ler (d. 1791), early91), early Protestan Protestant biblicalt biblical critic, a critic, applied thepplied the disciplin discipline to the qe to the to the questithe question of the on of the biblical cbiblical canon — chianon — chiefly in orefly in order to detder to detach the OTach the OT from the  from the NT, and thNNT, and thNT, and the orientale orientalist Hermanist Hermann Samuel Rn Samuel Reimarus (deimarus (d. 1768) us. 1768) used it to ded it to distinguishistinguish the “syst t the “systethe “system” of Jesum” of Jesus from thas from that of his dt of his disciples, isciples, intent on intent on fraud.fraud.fraud.

The purposes for which biblical criticism were used were many and varied. 
For example, the French prelate Richard Simon (d. 1712) subjected the Bible to 
critical scrutiny in order to prove that it was not a sufficient rule for faith. The 
great Jewish philosopher and lens-grinder Benedict Spinoza (d. 1677) applied the 
critical method to distinguish whatever in the Bible gave rise to dogma, thus to 
persecution, and whatever in it could be recognized as eternally valid and thus 
could end religious conflict. Due to his rigorous examination in the Tractatus, 
Spinoza has been celebrated as the “father” of modern biblical criticism. Johan 
Salomo Semler (d. 1791), early Protestant biblical critic, applied the discipline to 
the question of the biblical canon — chiefly in order to detach the OT from the 
NT, and the orientalist Hermann Samuel Reimarus (d. 1768) used it to distinguish 
the “system” of Jesus from that of his disciples, intent on fraud.

�Initially,Initially, the word  the word “criticism“criticism” lacked n” lacked negative coegative connotation.nnotation. The Germa The German term n term n term term Kritik,Kritik, for which for which it served it served as transl as translation, simation, simply denoteply denoted a discred a discrete method te method of investiofof investiof investigation. Bugation. But owing tot owing to the large the largely negativly negative results e results at which iat which its advocatts advocates arrivedes arres arrived, iarrived, it came to t came to be associabe associated with ated with an attack on attack on the sacrn the sacred Scriptued Scriptures, and tres, and thus identihus tthus identthus identified as aified as an enemy ofn enemy of faith, an faith, an identific identification stilation still made by l made by some. Othesome. Others, then ars, thrs, then as nothen as now, have inw, have insisted thasisted that biblicalt biblical criticism criticism could be  could be made to semade to serve the enrve the ends of faitds ods of faith. of faith. In the UniIn the United Statested States, biblical, biblical criticism criticism actually  actually made its amade its advent at tdvent at the hands ohe handshe hands of phands of people of feople of faith. Moseaith. Moses Stuart os Stuart of Andover f Andover (d. 1852),(d. 1852), represent representative of tative of the evangelhe tthe evangethe evangelicalism olicalism of Jonathanf Jonathan Edwards,  Edwards, was early was early attracted attracted to German to German critical scritical scholars, wchosscholars, scholars, whose workwhose works he proces he proceeded to maeded to master and ister and interpret fnterpret for his Ameor his American readrican rearican readers. Sreaders. Stuart’s aptuart’s approach to proach to the OT andthe OT and NT earned NT earned him the t him the title of “fitle of “father of bather of biblical scibbbiblical sbiblical science in cience in America.”America.”America.”

Initially, the word “criticism” lacked negative connotation. The German 
term Kritik, for which it served as translation, simply denoted a discrete method 
of investigation. But owing to the largely negative results at which its advocates 
arrived, it came to be associated with an attack on the sacred Scriptures, and 
thus identified as an enemy of faith, an identification still made by some. Others, 
then as now, have insisted that biblical criticism could be made to serve the ends 
of faith. In the United States, biblical criticism actually made its advent at the 
hands of people of faith. Moses Stuart of Andover (d. 1852), representative of 
the evangelicalism of Jonathan Edwards, was early attracted to German critical 
scholars, whose works he proceeded to master and interpret for his American 
readers. Stuart’s approach to the OT and NT earned him the title of “father of 
biblical science in America.”

�If biblicaIf biblical criticisl criticism in the 1m in the 17th and 187th and 18th centurith centuries served es served the ends othe ends of the Enlif the Enlightenment,ghEnliEnlightenmEnlightenment, i.e.,ent, i.e., to lift o to lift out the “unut the “universal triversal truths of reuths of reason” fromason” from the merel the merely historicy histy historicalhistorical or “accid or “accidental,” inental,” in the 19th  the 19th century itcentury it engaged i engaged in historicn historical “excavaal “excavation.” Thrtion.” “excava“excavatio“excavation.” Througn.” Through advancesh advances in archae in archaeology and ology and the deciphthe deciphering of aering of ancient texncient texts, scholattextexts, schtexts, scholars encoolars encountered wiuntered witnesses totnesses to the bibli the biblical texts cal texts previouslypreviously unknown,  unknown, which greawhwhich greawhich greatly facilitly facilitated apprtated approximating oximating those textthose texts to theirs to their originals originals or autogr or autographs. The aphs.autograutographsautographs. The Germ. The German pietistan pietist Johan Alb Johan Albrecht Bengrecht Bengel (d. 175el (d. 1752) proceed2) proceeded to groued to groed to group the group the witnesses witnesses into “famiinto “families,” a plies,” a practice coractice continued byntinued by Brooke Fo Brooke Foss Westcotss Westcott (d. 1901tWestcotWestcott (Westcott (d. 1901) ad. 1901) and F. J. And F. J. Anthony Hornthony Hort (d. 1892t (d. 1892) in Engla) in England. This “nd. This “lower” or lower” or textual crtetextual crtextual criticism caiticism came to be dme to be distinguishistinguished from thed from the “higher e “higher criticism”criticism” with its  with its questions quesquestions questions touching stouching sources, stources, structures, ructures, and religiand religious-historous-historical conteical contexts of thexts of the biblical  bibl biblical wbiblical writings. Writings. While the mhile the more wary rore wary restricted estricted themselvesthemselves to the lo to the lower criticwer criticism, ultimismcriticcriticism,criticism, ultimatel ultimately the resty the restriction coriction could not guuld not guarantee searantee security. Thcurity. The so-callee so-called Textus Rd Texd Textus RecTextus Receptus (“reeptus (“received texceived text”) which t”) which had dominahad dominated since ted since the 16th cthe 16th century, anentury, anentury, and on whiand on which the ortch the orthodox had hodox had based theibased their doctriner doctrine of verbal of verbal inspirati inspiration, now feon, now fell from fallfefell from fell from favor. Thefavor. The result wa result was eliminats elimination of neuion of neutrality frtrality from the purom the pursuit of thsuit of the lower cre lowe lower critlower criticism.icism.icism.

If biblical criticism in the 17th and 18th centuries served the ends of the 
Enlightenment, i.e., to lift out the “universal truths of reason” from the merely 
historical or “accidental,” in the 19th century it engaged in historical 
“excavation.” Through advances in archaeology and the deciphering of ancient 
texts, scholars encountered witnesses to the biblical texts previously unknown, 



which greatly facilitated approximating those texts to their originals or 
autographs. The German pietist Johan Albrecht Bengel (d. 1752) proceeded to 
group the witnesses into “families,” a practice continued by Brooke Foss 
Westcott (d. 1901) and F. J. Anthony Hort (d. 1892) in England. This “lower” or 
textual criticism came to be distinguished from the “higher criticism” with its 
questions touching sources, structures, and religious-historical contexts of the 
biblical writings. While the more wary restricted themselves to the lower 
criticism, ultimately the restriction could not guarantee security. The so-called 
Textus Receptus (“received text”) which had dominated since the 16th century, 
and on which the orthodox had based their doctrine of verbal inspiration, now 
fell from favor. The result was elimination of neutrality from the pursuit of the 
lower criticism.

�In the firIn the first half ofst half of the 19th  the 19th century, tcentury, the greateshe greatest strides t strides in biblicain biblical criticisl criticism were madm wem were made were made by OT schoby OT scholars, chielars, chiefly in thefly in the search fo search for sources r sources underlyingunderlying the Penta the Pentateuch. FoltPentaPentateuchPentateuch. Followin. Following the suspg the suspicion of Jicion of Jewish tradewish tradition towaition toward Moses’ rd Moses’ authorshipauthorship of the Pe o of the Penof the Pentateuch, ttateuch, the French he French scholar Jescholar Jean Astruc an Astruc (d. 1766) (d. 1766) elaboratedelaborated the theor the theory that they theortheory thatheory that the patrt the patriarch combiarch combined two mined two main sourceain sources in his cs in his compositionomposition of Genesi of Genes of Genesis, tGenesis, the one usihe one using the divng the divine name Eine name Elohim, andlohim, and the other the other the name  the name Jehovah. BJehovah. BJehovah. Building oBuilding on Astruc’sn Astruc’s theory, O theory, OT scholarsT scholars arrived a arrived at the so-ct the so-called docualled documentary ormentary or Graf-Kuen G Graf-KueneGraf-Kuenen-Wellhausn-Wellhausen hypotheen hypothesis, namedsis, named for its t for its three princhree principal propoipal proponents, Karnents, Kanents, Karl HeinrKarl Heinrich Graf (ich Graf (d. 1869) ad. 1869) and Julius nd Julius WellhausenWellhausen (d. 1918) (d. 1918) of German of Germany and Abray and Abray and Abraham KuAbraham Kuenen (d. 1enen (d. 1891) of Ho891) of Holland. Acclland. According to ording to this theorthis theory the finay the final editor ol editor of the Pentfoof the Penof the Pentateuch cotateuch combined foumbined four sources r sources (the Jahvi(the Jahvist/Yahwistst/Yahwist, Elohist,, Elohist, Deuterono Deuteronomist, and mDeuteronoDeuteronomDeuteronomist, and tist, and the Priestlhe Priestly source, y source, hence: JEDhence: JEDP).P).P).

In the first half of the 19th century, the greatest strides in biblical criticism 
were made by OT scholars, chiefly in the search for sources underlying the 
Pentateuch. Following the suspicion of Jewish tradition toward Moses’ authorship 
of the Pentateuch, the French scholar Jean Astruc (d. 1766) elaborated the 
theory that the patriarch combined two main sources in his composition of 
Genesis, the one using the divine name Elohim, and the other the name Jehovah. 
Building on Astruc’s theory, OT scholars arrived at the so-called documentary or 
Graf-Kuenen-Wellhausen hypothesis, named for its three principal proponents, 
Karl Heinrich Graf (d. 1869) and Julius Wellhausen (d. 1918) of Germany and 
Abraham Kuenen (d. 1891) of Holland. According to this theory the final editor 
of the Pentateuch combined four sources (the Jahvist/Yahwist, Elohist, 
Deuteronomist, and the Priestly source, hence: JEDP).

�InfluencedInfluenced by their  by their OT colleagOT colleagues, NT scues, NT scholars advholars advanced to tanced to the problemhe problem of the si of t of the similathe similarity and drity and dissimilariissimilarity betweenty between the first the first three Gos three Gospels, the pels, the “Synoptic “Synoptic problem.” problproblem.” problem.” If the PenIf the Pentateuch retateuch resembled a sembled a weave of sweave of sources disources distinguishedtinguished either by either by their use byby their uby their use of the se of the divine namdivine names or by tes or by their legalheir legal or cultic or cultic character character, the rela, the relationship btionshrelarelationshrelationship betweenip between the NT Go the NT Gospels urgespels urged an analod an analogous sourcgous source theory. e theory. Earlier opEarlier oEarlier opting foropting for a single  a single written sowritten source (Gotturce (Gotthold Ephrahold Ephraim Lessingim Lessing, d. 1781), d. 1781) or fragme or fragments of thentfragmefragments fragments of the Jesof the Jesus traditius tradition (Friedron (Friedrich Schleiich Schleiermacher, ermacher, d. 1834) bd. 1834) behind all ehind all four Gospefour four Gospefour Gospels, scholals, scholars came tors came to settle fo settle for the theor the theory of litery of literary depenrary dependence amondence among the firsgamonamong the among the first threfirst three (J. K. Le (J. K. L. Gieseler. Gieseler, d. 1854), d. 1854), assignin, assigning the Fourg the Fourth Gospel th Gospel a separatea sepa separate pseparate place. Accolace. According to trding to this “multihis “multiple sourceple source hypothesi hypothesis,” Mark’ss,” Mark’s Gospel wa Gospel was prior answawas prior was prior and furnisand furnished Matthehed Matthew and Lukew and Luke with thei with their outline.r outline. Matthew a Matthew and Luke thnd Luke tnd Luke then supplthen supplemented whemented what they haat they had gleaned d gleaned from Mark from Mark with a secwith a second Synoptond Synoptic source ic souric source dubsource dubbed “Q” (ibed “Q” (i.e., Ger. .e., Ger. Quelle,Quelle, “source”) “source”). In addit. In addition, Mark’ion, Mark’s two co-es two co-evangelistsvangelco-eco-evangelco-evangelists incluists included materided material peculiaal peculiar to each r to each (e.g., in (e.g., in Matthew thMatthew the visit ofe visit of the Magi, the M the Magi, in LMagi, in Luke the pauke the parables of rables of the lost sthe lost sheep, lostheep, lost coin, and coin, and two sons) two sons)...

Influenced by their OT colleagues, NT scholars advanced to the problem of 
the similarity and dissimilarity between the first three Gospels, the “Synoptic 
problem.” If the Pentateuch resembled a weave of sources distinguished either 
by their use of the divine names or by their legal or cultic character, the 
relationship between the NT Gospels urged an analogous source theory. Earlier 
opting for a single written source (Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, d. 1781) or 
fragments of the Jesus tradition (Friedrich Schleiermacher, d. 1834) behind all 
four Gospels, scholars came to settle for the theory of literary dependence 
among the first three (J. K. L. Gieseler, d. 1854), assigning the Fourth Gospel a 
separate place. According to this “multiple source hypothesis,” Mark’s Gospel 
was prior and furnished Matthew and Luke with their outline. Matthew and Luke 
then supplemented what they had gleaned from Mark with a second Synoptic 
source dubbed “Q” (i.e., Ger. Quelle, “source”). In addition, Mark’s two 
co-evangelists included material peculiar to each (e.g., in Matthew the visit of the 
Magi, in Luke the parables of the lost sheep, lost coin, and two sons).

�In the latIn the latter half oter half of the 19thf the 19th century,  century, biblical cbiblical critics turritics turned in earned in earnest to thnest to the questione que question oquestion of the Biblf the Bible’s religie’s religious-historous-historical conteical context, and thxt, and the History e History of Religioof Religions School ns Schns School School (Religions(Religionsgeschichtlgeschichtliche Schuliche Schule)e) was born. was born. For examp For example, the OTle, the OT scholar H scholar Herman GunkermHHerman GunHerman Gunkel (d. 19kel (d. 1932) attemp32) attempted to demted to demonstrate tonstrate the Genesishe Genesis Creation  Creation story’s destory’s story’s destory’s dependence opendence on Babylonin Babylonian myth, pan myth, purged of iurged of its polythets polytheistic aspeistic aspects, whilects, while Richard R Ri Richard ReRichard Reitzensteinitzenstein (d. 1931) (d. 1931) asserted  asserted the influethe influence of Gnonce of Gnosticism onsticism on the NT Ch the NT Christology.rChChristologChristology. Others y. Others insisted tinsisted that Judaishat Judaism alone fum alone furnished thrnished the backgroue background for undnd for understandingeundunderstandunderstanding the twing the two testameno testaments, and a ts, and a division adivision among scholmong scholars ensuedars ensued which has which ha which has persishas persisted to theted to the present.  present. The influeThe influence of thence of the History o History of Religionf Religions School hs School has been mias bas been mixedbeen mixed. Reitzens. Reitzenstein’s idetein’s idea of a gnoa of a gnostic, pre-stic, pre-Christian Christian “Redeemed “Redeemed Redeemer” Redeemer”Redeemer” Redeemer” as sittingas sitting for the N for the NT portraitT portrait of the Ch of the Christ has nrist has not enduredot endured in face o in face of new evidf nf new evidennew evidence or of ice or of improvementmprovements in the ts in the techniques echniques of readingof reading the old e the old evidence. Bvidence. Bvidence. But GunkelBut Gunkel’s study o’s study on the Spirn the Spirit in bothit in both testament testaments as direcs as directly contratly contrary to the ry to the romantic iromromantic iromantic identificatdentification of theion of the Spirit wi Spirit with human cth human consciousneonsciousness remainsss remains axiomatic axiomatic...

In the latter half of the 19th century, biblical critics turned in earnest to the 



question of the Bible’s religious-historical context, and the History of Religions 
School (Religionsgeschichtliche Schule) was born. For example, the OT scholar 
Herman Gunkel (d. 1932) attempted to demonstrate the Genesis Creation 
story’s dependence on Babylonian myth, purged of its polytheistic aspects, while 
Richard Reitzenstein (d. 1931) asserted the influence of Gnosticism on the NT 
Christology. Others insisted that Judaism alone furnished the background for 
understanding the two testaments, and a division among scholars ensued which 
has persisted to the present. The influence of the History of Religions School has 
been mixed. Reitzenstein’s idea of a gnostic, pre-Christian “Redeemed 
Redeemer” as sitting for the NT portrait of the Christ has not endured in face of 
new evidence or of improvements in the techniques of reading the old evidence. 
But Gunkel’s study on the Spirit in both testaments as directly contrary to the 
romantic identification of the Spirit with human consciousness remains axiomatic.

�The greateThe greatest and besst and best known amt known among biblicong biblical criticsal critics of the 19 of the 19th centuryth century was Ferdi was Fe was Ferdinand Ferdinand Christian Christian Baur (d. 1Baur (d. 1860) of Tü860) of Tübingen, Gebingen, Germany. Baurmany. Baur, attractr, attracted to G. Fed to G. F. W. Hegel. FF. W. HegeF. W. Hegel’s tracinl’s tracing of the dg of the developmentevelopment of the “A of the “Absolute Spbsolute Spirit” towairit” toward self-rerd self-realization,aliself-reself-realiself-realization, sezation, set the litet the literature of rature of the NT witthe NT within the cohin the context of antext of a conflict  conflict and its fiand its and its final its final resolutionresolution between t between two partieswo parties, the one , the one reflected reflected in the Gosin the Gospel of Matpel of Matthew, withtheMatMatthew, wMatthew, with its alith its allegedly Jelegedly Jewish, partwish, particularistiicularistic, and nomc, and nomistic undeistic understanding rstanding of the gosof thof the gospelthe gospel, and the , and the other reprother represented byesented by the “genu the “genuine” Pauliine” Pauline epistlene epistles (1—2 Cors (1—2 Corinthians, iCorCorinthianCorinthians, Galatias, Galatians, and Rons, and Romans) withmans) with their uni their universalistiversalistic, law-frec, law-free gospel. e gospel. Baur’s assBaur’Baur’s assBaur’s assessment ofessment of each NT b each NT book as refook as reflecting thlecting the various e various stages of stages of this conflthis conflict and itict aict and its reand its resolution hsolution has been dias been discarded orscarded or corrected corrected, but his , but his insistenceinsistence on interp on interpreting theretiinterpinterpretiinterpreting the NT ng the NT in its hisin its historical cotorical context has ntext has remained aremained a principal principal rule of i rule of interpretatnterpriinterpretainterpretation.tion.tion.

The greatest and best known among biblical critics of the 19th century was 
Ferdinand Christian Baur (d. 1860) of Tübingen, Germany. Baur, attracted to G. 
F. W. Hegel’s tracing of the development of the “Absolute Spirit” toward 
self-realization, set the literature of the NT within the context of a conflict and 
its final resolution between two parties, the one reflected in the Gospel of 
Matthew, with its allegedly Jewish, particularistic, and nomistic understanding of 
the gospel, and the other represented by the “genuine” Pauline epistles (1—2 
Corinthians, Galatians, and Romans) with their universalistic, law-free gospel. 
Baur’s assessment of each NT book as reflecting the various stages of this conflict 
and its resolution has been discarded or corrected, but his insistence on 
interpreting the NT in its historical context has remained a principal rule of 
interpretation.

�Prior to WPrior to World War Iorld War I biblical  biblical research cresearch consisted lonsisted largely of argely of “source cr“source criticism.” iticism.”crcriticism.criticism.” From the” From the Astrucs,  Astrucs, Grafs, KueGrafs, Kuenens, and nens, and WellhausenWellhausens, to the s, to the Lessings, Lessings, SchleiermaScSchleiermaSchleiermachers, andchers, and Gieselers Gieselers, and the , and the hundreds bhundreds between andetween and following following affirming affirming or denyin affirmingaffirming affirming or denyingor denying, scholars, scholars concentra concentrated on queted on questions resstions respecting lipecting literary oriterary origins. Now,ginsoriorigins. Norigins. Now, attentow, attention was giion was given the shven the shape of theape of the biblical  biblical text priortext prior to its as to its assuming wrisuminasassuming wassuming written forritten form, and on m, and on its reflecits reflecting the “ting the “situation-situation-in-life” in-life” (Sitz im L(Sitz im Leben)eben) of the co of of the comof the community in munity in which it hwhich it had made itad made its home. Ths home. The name of e name of the new methe new method was “thod wathod was “form was “form criticism.criticism.”””

Prior to World War I biblical research consisted largely of “source 
criticism.” From the Astrucs, Grafs, Kuenens, and Wellhausens, to the Lessings, 
Schleiermachers, and Gieselers, and the hundreds between and following 
affirming or denying, scholars concentrated on questions respecting literary 
origins. Now, attention was given the shape of the biblical text prior to its 
assuming written form, and on its reflecting the “situation-in-life” (Sitz im Leben) 
of the community in which it had made its home. The name of the new method 
was “form criticism.”

�In a famouIn a famous 1938 esss 1938 essay (“Das fay (“Das formgeschicormgeschichtliche Prhtliche Problem des oblem des HexateuchsHexateuchs”), Gerhar”), G”), Gerhard voGerhard von Rad of Hn Rad of Heidelberg eidelberg (d. 1971) (d. 1971) attempted attempted to demonstto demonstrate that rate that the first the first the first six first six books of tbooks of the OT resthe OT rested upon “hed upon “historical istorical credos” orcredos” or rehearsal rehearsals of the ss of the saving deedavinssaving deesaving deeds of God ds of God which had which had taken on staken on stereotypedtereotyped, “canonic, “canonical” form tal” form to give shao give shao give shape and shape and content tocontent to Israel’s  Israel’s worship. Vworship. Von Rad wenon Rad went on to fit on to fix the timex the times and placs and places in whicesplacplaces in places in which theswhich these creeds oe creeds originated.riginated. Those whi Those which reflectch reflected the proed the promise of thmise of the land hade ththe land hthe land had their oad their origin wherrigin where the quese the question of ittion of its possessis possession was acuon was acute, at Gilte, at Gilgal near Jgal ngal near Jericnear Jericho, in theho, in the time of S time of Samuel and amuel and Saul; thosSaul; those which ree which reflected thflected the giving oe giving of the law f thef the law hathe law had their “sd their “situation-iituation-in-life” atn-life” at Shechem,  Shechem, during theduring the coalition coalition of the 12 of the 12 tribes. tribe tribes.tribes.tribes.

In a famous 1938 essay (“Das formgeschichtliche Problem des Hexateuchs”), 
Gerhard von Rad of Heidelberg (d. 1971) attempted to demonstrate that the 
first six books of the OT rested upon “historical credos” or rehearsals of the 
saving deeds of God which had taken on stereotyped, “canonical” form to give 
shape and content to Israel’s worship. Von Rad went on to fix the times and 
places in which these creeds originated. Those which reflected the promise of 
the land had their origin where the question of its possession was acute, at Gilgal 



near Jericho, in the time of Samuel and Saul; those which reflected the giving of 
the law had their “situation-in-life” at Shechem, during the coalition of the 12 
tribes.

�The princiThe principal pioneepal pioneers in NT frs in NT form criticorm criticism were Kism were Karl Ludwigarl Ludwig Schmidt ( Schmidt (d. 1956), d. 195d. 1956), Mar1956), Martin Dibelitin Dibelius (d. 194us (d. 1947), and Ru7), and Rudolf Bultmdolf Bultmann (d. 19ann (d. 1976). Schmi76). Schmidt and Dibdt and Dibelius cauteDibDibelius cDibelius cautiously autiously proceeded proceeded with the iwith the isolating osolating of individuf individual units oal units of the Gospf the Gospel traditiel trel tradition,tradition, presumabl presumably husbandey husbanded in the od in the oral periodral period for preac for preaching purpohing purposes, whileses, while Bultmann  B Bultmann bBultmann believed thelieved the method ee method enabled himnabled him to determ to determine the geine the genuineness nuineness or nongenuor nongor nongenuinenongenuineness of a ness of a given unitgiven unit of the tr of the tradition. Iadition. In n The HistorThe History of Synopy of Synoptic Tradittic Tradition,ion, he conclu h he concludhe concluded that thed that the entire Je entire Jesus tradiesus tradition had ution had undergone rndergone revision beevision before beingfore being committed c committed committed to writingto writing, having t, having taken on acaken on accretions icretions in analogy n analogy with the ewith the evolution ovolution of traditiof oof traditiof traditions in nonons in nonbiblical cbiblical circles. Coircles. Conservativenservative scholars  scholars registeredregistered alarm, ad alarm, adhering strheringadadhering sadhering strictly totrictly to the “safe the “safer” source r” source criticism,criticism, or conten or contented themseted themselves with lves with the purelythethe purelythe purely phenomeno phenomenological talogical task, classisk, classifying the fying the various unvarious units of theits of the gospel tr gospel tradition. Iaditiotrtradition.tradition. In the Un In the United Stateited States, Benjamis, Benjamin Wisner Bn Wisner Bacon’s (d.acon’s (d. 1932)  1932) The BeginnThe Beginnings of Goings oings of Gospel of Gospel StoryStory (1909) an (1909) anticipated ticipated form-critiform-critical analyscal analysis on the is on the continent,continent, and gave  and gave stimulus tsstimulus tstimulus to the “soco the “social enviroial environment resenment research” of tarch” of the Univershe University of Chiity of Chicago.cago.cago.

The principal pioneers in NT form criticism were Karl Ludwig Schmidt (d. 
1956), Martin Dibelius (d. 1947), and Rudolf Bultmann (d. 1976). Schmidt and 
Dibelius cautiously proceeded with the isolating of individual units of the Gospel 
tradition, presumably husbanded in the oral period for preaching purposes, while 
Bultmann believed the method enabled him to determine the genuineness or 
nongenuineness of a given unit of the tradition. In The History of Synoptic Tradition, 
he concluded that the entire Jesus tradition had undergone revision before being 
committed to writing, having taken on accretions in analogy with the evolution 
of traditions in nonbiblical circles. Conservative scholars registered alarm, 
adhering strictly to the “safer” source criticism, or contented themselves with 
the purely phenomenological task, classifying the various units of the gospel 
tradition. In the United States, Benjamin Wisner Bacon’s (d. 1932) The Beginnings 
of Gospel Story (1909) anticipated form-critical analysis on the continent, and gave 
stimulus to the “social environment research” of the University of Chicago.

�Close on tClose on the heels ohe heels of form crif form criticism folticism followed redalowed redaction critction criticism, whiicism, which concentch concech concentratconcentrated on the ed on the question oquestion of authoriaf authorial intent. l intent. If form crIf form criticism initicism inquired aftquired after the “lier ther the “life”the “life” of a text of a text prior to  prior to its assumiits assuming writtenng written form, red form, redaction criaction criticism inqticism inquired afteuired inqinquired ainquired after the lfter the life of thaife of that text onct text once it had ce it had come into aome into an author’sn author’s hands. Re hands. Redaction crdactiReRedaction Redaction criticism criticism also had ialso had its precursts precursors. In thors. In their work oeir work on the Gospn the Gospels, Baconels, Bacon, Wellhaus, W, WellhausenWellhausen, and Will, and William Wrede iam Wrede (d. 1906) (d. 1906) had alreadhad already wrestledy wrestled with the  with the question oquestion question oquestion of the degrf the degree to whicee to which an authoh an author’s theolor’s theological persgical perspective afpective affected hisfected his arrangeme arr arrangemenarrangement of the tt of the traditionalraditional material. material. And, as w And, as was also thas also the case wite case with form crih form criticism, thticiscricriticism,criticism, the metho the method was honed was honed and shard and sharpened to apened to a point its point its forebears forebears may not h may not h may not have recoghave recognized.nized.nized.

Close on the heels of form criticism followed redaction criticism, which 
concentrated on the question of authorial intent. If form criticism inquired after 
the “life” of a text prior to its assuming written form, redaction criticism 
inquired after the life of that text once it had come into an author’s hands. 
Redaction criticism also had its precursors. In their work on the Gospels, Bacon, 
Wellhausen, and William Wrede (d. 1906) had already wrestled with the 
question of the degree to which an author’s theological perspective affected his 
arrangement of the traditional material. And, as was also the case with form 
criticism, the method was honed and sharpened to a point its forebears may not 
have recognized.

�Partner toPartner to every sta every stage in the ge in the evolution evolution of biblicaof biblical criticisl criticism has beenm has been “The Ques “The Que “The Quest of tQuest of the Historihe Historical Jesus.cal Jesus.” In fact,” In fact, inquiry i inquiry into the linto the life and carfe and career of Jeseer of Jesus of Nazaus of Nus of Nazareth aNazareth as an objecs an object apart frt apart from faith hom faith has often sas often served the erved the critic as critic as ultimate gultimate goal. In thoal. ggoal. In tgoal. In the 18th cehe 18th century, Reintury, Reimarus belimarus believed that eved that his methodhis method uncovered uncovered a purpose a purpose of Jesus  purposepurpose ofpurpose of Jesus ant Jesus antithetical ithetical to that ofto that of his disci his disciples, and ples, and which theywhich they vainly in vainly intended to tendedinintended tintended to obscure,o obscure, as witnes as witness the masss the massive contraive contradictions idictions in the Gospn the Gospels. In thels. In the early 19e ee early 19thearly 19th century,  century, David FrieDavid Friedrich Stradrich Strauss (d. 18uss (d. 1874) of Tüb74) of Tübingen atteingen attempted to pmpted to peel away feeppeel away peel away from the sfrom the story of Jetory of Jesus the lasus the layers of myyers of myth and legth and legend deriveend derived from Judd from Judaism and HaiJudJudaism anJudaism and Hellenisd Hellenistic thoughtic thought. Criticst. Critics of the la of the later 19th cter 19th century herentury heralded Markalded Markan prioritan MarkMarkan priMarkan priority and ority and “Q” as the“Q” as the two great two great pillars o pillars on which ton which to base an a base an authentic luthentic life of Jesifellife of Jelife of Jesus. This sus. This confidenceconfidence later sha later shattered on ttered on the realizthe realization thatation that each Gosp each Gospel was wriel wael was writtewas written from a dn from a discrete thiscrete theological eological perspectivperspective which mae which made distingde distinguishing thuishing the message e ththe messagthe message of Jesuse of Jesus from that from that of his co of his community immmunity impossible. possible. In a celebIn a celebrated revirated review, Albertewrevireview, Alreview, Albert Schwebert Schweitzer (d. itzer (d. 1965) decl1965) declared this ared this “first,” 1“first,” 19th-centur9th-century quest ofy quest of the histo the the historthe historical Jesusical Jesus bankrupt, bankrupt, and concl and concluded with uded with a line whoa line whole generatle generations have ions have committed cocommitted committed to memory:to memory:

Partner to every stage in the evolution of biblical criticism has been “The 
Quest of the Historical Jesus.” In fact, inquiry into the life and career of Jesus of 
Nazareth as an object apart from faith has often served the critic as ultimate 
goal. In the 18th century, Reimarus believed that his method uncovered a 
purpose of Jesus antithetical to that of his disciples, and which they vainly 
intended to obscure, as witness the massive contradictions in the Gospels. In the 
early 19th century, David Friedrich Strauss (d. 1874) of Tübingen attempted to 
peel away from the story of Jesus the layers of myth and legend derived from 
Judaism and Hellenistic thought. Critics of the later 19th century heralded 
Markan priority and “Q” as the two great pillars on which to base an authentic 
life of Jesus. This confidence later shattered on the realization that each Gospel 
was written from a discrete theological perspective which made distinguishing 
the message of Jesus from that of his community impossible. In a celebrated 



review, Albert Schweitzer (d. 1965) declared this “first,” 19th-century quest of 
the historical Jesus bankrupt, and concluded with a line whole generations have 
committed to memory:

�He comes tHe comes to us as Ono us as One unknown,e unknown, without a without a name, as  name, as of old, byof old, by the lake- the lake-side, He csidlake-lake-side,lake-side, He came t He came to those meo those men who knewn who knew Him not.  Him not. He speaks He speaks to us the to us theto us the same wthe same word: “Follord: “Follow thou meow thou me!” and set!” and sets us to ths us to the tasks whe tasks which He hasich He has to fulfil t to fulfil to fulfil for our tifor our time. me. (The Quest(The Quest of the Hi of the Historical Jstorical Jesus)esus)esus)

He comes to us as One unknown, without a name, as of old, by the 
lake-side, He came to those men who knew Him not. He speaks to us 
the same word: “Follow thou me!” and sets us to the tasks which He has 
to fulfil for our time. (The Quest of the Historical Jesus)

�The 20th cThe 20th century hasentury has witnessed witnessed a resumpt a resumption of lifion of life-of-Jesuse-of-Jesus research. research. Bultmann’ Bultma Bultmann’sBultmann’s investiga investigation of thtion of the developme development of Gosent of Gospel traditpel tradition had leion had led him to od him to outlaw the uooutlaw theoutlaw the Quest and Quest and to give p to give priority toriority to the procl the proclamation oramation or  kerygmakerygma of the pr of the primitive coimitprprimitive primitive community,community, devoid of devoid of any mater any material link tial link to the histo the historical Jesorical Jesus. The reus. The result was rsult reresult wasresult was revolt fr revolt from all sidom all sides. Ernst es. Ernst Käsemann (Käsemann (1906-) fir1906-) fired the fired the first volley st volley with his 1with hwith his 1954 ehis 1954 essay, “Thessay, “The Problem o Problem of the Histf the Historical Jesorical Jesus.” He inus.” He insisted thasisted that skepticit skepticism need nosm nsm need not hneed not have the laave the last word; tst word; that, e.g.,hat, e.g., the Sermo the Sermon on the Mn on the Mount refleount reflected a clected a clear and unear cleclear and clear and unequivocaunequivocal reflectil reflection of the on of the historicalhistorical Jesus’ co Jesus’ consciousnesnsciousness of himses of himself and hislf anlf and his miand his mission. Kässsion. Käsemann’s esemann’s essay was fosay was followed by llowed by a host of a host of others. A others. A “second” q“second” quest came uqquest camequest came into bein into being which wog which would occupyuld occupy scholars  scholars in North Ain North America andmerica and abroad fo abroad  abroad forabroad for more than more than 30 years. 30 years. More rece More recently, a “tntly, a “third” queshird” quest of the ht of the historical istorical Jesus has JesuJesus has Jesus has come into come into vogue. Lesvogue. Less disciplis disciplined than tned than the “first”he “first” or “secon or “second” in termd” in terms of the us os of the useof the use of accept of accepted tools, ed tools, it is moreit is more radical i radical in its distn its distancing theancing the historica historical Jesus frl Jesus fl Jesus from the pfrom the proclamatioroclamation of the Cn of the Christian christian community.ommunity.ommunity.

The 20th century has witnessed a resumption of life-of-Jesus research. 
Bultmann’s investigation of the development of Gospel tradition had led him to 
outlaw the Quest and to give priority to the proclamation or kerygma of the 
primitive community, devoid of any material link to the historical Jesus. The 
result was revolt from all sides. Ernst Käsemann (1906-) fired the first volley with 
his 1954 essay, “The Problem of the Historical Jesus.” He insisted that skepticism 
need not have the last word; that, e.g., the Sermon on the Mount reflected a 
clear and unequivocal reflection of the historical Jesus’ consciousness of himself 
and his mission. Käsemann’s essay was followed by a host of others. A “second” 
quest came into being which would occupy scholars in North America and 
abroad for more than 30 years. More recently, a “third” quest of the historical 
Jesus has come into vogue. Less disciplined than the “first” or “second” in terms 
of the use of accepted tools, it is more radical in its distancing the historical Jesus 
from the proclamation of the Christian community.

�The 1950s The 1950s formed theformed the high-wate high-water mark of r mark of confidenceconfidence in histor in historical methoical method. From thd. Frd. From that From that time scholtime scholars began ars began to reflectto reflect malaise o malaise over the cover the conflicting nflicting and at timand at times absurd es aes absurd resabsurd results to whults to which biblicich biblical criticial criticism had ledsm had led, thus ove, thus over the totar the total absence l absence of consensof coof consensus consensus in even thin even the least are least arguable matguable matters, and ters, and called forcalled for radical r radical revision orevision or even aban even even abandeven abandonment of onment of traditionatraditional methods.l methods.

The 1950s formed the high-water mark of confidence in historical method. 
From that time scholars began to reflect malaise over the conflicting and at times 
absurd results to which biblical criticism had led, thus over the total absence of 
consensus in even the least arguable matters, and called for radical revision or 
even abandonment of traditional methods.

�The conseqThe consequences foruences for text (low text (lower) criticer) criticism have bism have been the leeen the least dramatast dramatic, howeveic, howic, however irhowever irritating tritating to persons o persons schooled ischooled in tradition traditional methodnal methods. For exas. For example, the mple, the grouping ogrgrouping ogrouping of texts inf texts into familieto families has beens has been abandoned abandoned in favor  in favor of the “loof the “local-genealcal-genealogical” meogic“local-geneal“local-gen“local-genealogical”ealogical” method. O method. Once it hasnce it has establish established the vared the variety of wiiety of witnesses totnesses to a given t a g a given textgiven text or passag or passage, this mee, this method subjethod subjects each wcts each witness to itness to scrutiny, scrutiny, line by liline by line, sentenne, sene, sentence bsentence by sentencey sentence, to deter, to determine whichmine which witness m witness might have ight have given birtgiven birth to the oh to the other.toother.other.other.

The consequences for text (lower) criticism have been the least dramatic, 
however irritating to persons schooled in traditional methods. For example, the 
grouping of texts into families has been abandoned in favor of the 
“local-genealogical” method. Once it has established the variety of witnesses to a 
given text or passage, this method subjects each witness to scrutiny, line by line, 
sentence by sentence, to determine which witness might have given birth to the 
other.

�The resultThe result for the e for the earlier labarlier labelled highelled higher criticier criticism has beesm has been a congern a congeries of meties of meies of methods, imethods, intent on sntent on supplementiupplementing or replng or replacing methacing methods of theods of the past. The past. The “structur “structuralist” meta“structur“structura“structuralist” methlist” method is concod is concerned witherned with the “sync the “synchronic” ashronic” as opposed t opposed to the “diao the “diachronic” ac“dia“diachroni“diachronic” aspectsc” aspects of the te of the text. Occupixt. Occupied with thed with the logic ofe logic of an entire an entire narrative narrative rather th rath rather tharather than of a givn of a given sentencen sentence, it inque, it inquires into ires into howhow an author an author appears i appears in his textn his text and sets  an and sets hand sets his readersis readers into it.  into it. The “oral The “oral history” mhistory” method treaethod treats the movts the move from “ore from “orality” to ali“or“orality” “orality” to textualto textuality as sacity as sacrificing arificing a “metaphys “metaphysics of preics of presence,” ansence,” and inquiresd inquires into the  into t into the socialthe social and psych and psychological uological upheaval supheaval such a move ch a move reflects. reflects. Another reAnother reading convading convention payeconvconventionconvention pays excl pays exclusive atteusive attention to tntion to the text, rhe text, rejecting aejecting all exclusill exclusive criticive criticism and attsm andsm and attentand attention to an ion to an author’s gauthor’s goal as an oal as an “intention“intentional fallacyal fallacy.” A relat.” A related method ed method denies to denidenies to denies to words any words any referents referents beyond thebeyond themselves, cmselves, concerning oncerning itself solitself solely with tely with the intratehetthe intratthe intratextual relextual relations of ations of words, witwords, with whateverh whatever meaning m meaning may be gleaay be gleaned from oned from oned from observing observing the connecthe connection betwetion between signifien signifiers, excluers, exclusive of whsive of what they siat they signify. “Regnify. “Reader-respoade“Re“Reader-re“Reader-response crisponse criticism” deticism” describes thscribes the relatione relation of the te of the text to the xt to the reader, rereader, rejecting thjectrerejecting rejecting the text’sthe text’s autonomy  autonomy in favor oin favor of its depef its dependence upondence upon the readn the reader’s partier’s participation. cippartiparticipatparticipation. Accorion. According to soding to some, readinme, reading not mereg not merely discovely discovers the mears the meaning of a ning of a text but atetext but atext but actually crctually creates it, eates it, to the effto the effect that tect that the reader he reader or interpror interpreter consteter constitutes theitutes constconstituteconstitutes the texts the text. Not to b. Not to be ignored e ignored is the “feis the “feminist” reminist” reading, whiading, which examinech examines the bibls ts the biblicthe biblical text foal text for reflectir reflecting or inhing or inhibiting wombiting women’s livesen’s lives and conce and concerns. In corns. In contrast witntrastcocontrast wcontrast with earlieith earlier periods,r periods, much of c much of contemporarontemporary biblicaly biblical criticism criticism takes its takes its lead from lead lead from lead from a communita community of scholy of scholars outsidars outside the theoe the theological dilogical disciplines.sciplines. In the Un In the United StateitedUnUnited StaUnited States, namestes, names of humani of humanities scholties scholars appearars appear with regu with regularity in larity in essays, moessays, monographs, nomomonographsmonographs, and volu, and volumes dealinmes dealing with bibg with biblical critlical criticism and icism and interpretainterpretation. In ftion. In fact, a conact, ffact, a cofact, a considerablensiderable amount of amount of contempor contemporary biblicary biblical criticial criticism is Anglsm is Anglo-Americano-American in charac in in charactin character, since er, since criticism criticism in Europe in Europe still givestill gives large ros large room to tradom to traditional meitional methods.thods.memethods.methods.methods.

The result for the earlier labelled higher criticism has been a congeries of 
methods, intent on supplementing or replacing methods of the past. The 
“structuralist” method is concerned with the “synchronic” as opposed to the 
“diachronic” aspects of the text. Occupied with the logic of an entire narrative 
rather than of a given sentence, it inquires into how an author appears in his text 
and sets his readers into it. The “oral history” method treats the move from 
“orality” to textuality as sacrificing a “metaphysics of presence,” and inquires into 



the social and psychological upheaval such a move reflects. Another reading 
convention pays exclusive attention to the text, rejecting all exclusive criticism 
and attention to an author’s goal as an “intentional fallacy.” A related method 
denies to words any referents beyond themselves, concerning itself solely with 
the intratextual relations of words, with whatever meaning may be gleaned from 
observing the connection between signifiers, exclusive of what they signify. 
“Reader-response criticism” describes the relation of the text to the reader, 
rejecting the text’s autonomy in favor of its dependence upon the reader’s 
participation. According to some, reading not merely discovers the meaning of a 
text but actually creates it, to the effect that the reader or interpreter 
constitutes the text. Not to be ignored is the “feminist” reading, which examines 
the biblical text for reflecting or inhibiting women’s lives and concerns. In 
contrast with earlier periods, much of contemporary biblical criticism takes its 
lead from a community of scholars outside the theological disciplines. In the 
United States, names of humanities scholars appear with regularity in essays, 
monographs, and volumes dealing with biblical criticism and interpretation. In 
fact, a considerable amount of contemporary biblical criticism is Anglo-American 
in character, since criticism in Europe still gives large room to traditional 
methods.
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BICHRIBICHRI (Heb.  (Heb. bik�riîbik�riî), ), BICHRITES BICHRITES ((habbik�riîhabbik�riîmm)))

BICHRI (Heb. bik�riî ), BICHRITES (habbik�riîm )

The fatherThe father of Sheba, of Sheba, the Benja the Benjaminite whominite who rebelled  rebelled against Daagainst David (2 Samvid (2 Sam. 20:1-22). 20:1-22). The name. T. The name pThe name probably derobably designates asignates a member of member of the line  the line of Becher of Becher (Gen. 46:2(Gen. 46:21; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr.1; 1 Chr. 7:6, Chr. 7:6, 8; cf. 2 S8; cf. 2 Sam. 20:14,am. 20:14, “Bichrite “Bichrites”).s”).

The father of Sheba, the Benjaminite who rebelled against David (2 Sam. 20:1-22). 
The name probably designates a member of the line of Becher (Gen. 46:21; 1 
Chr. 7:6, 8; cf. 2 Sam. 20:14, “Bichrites”).

BIDKARBIDKAR (Heb.  (Heb. bid�qarbid�qar)))

BIDKAR (Heb. bid�qar )

Jehu’s milJehu’s military aideitary aide at the mu at the murder of Kirder of King Joram ong Joram of Israel (f Israel (2 Kgs. 9:22 Kgs. 9:25).5).

Jehu’s military aide at the murder of King Joram of Israel (2 Kgs. 9:25).

BIGTHABIGTHA (Heb.  (Heb. big�t�aœ}big�t�aœ})))

BIGTHA (Heb. big�t�aœ} )

One of theOne of the seven eun seven eunuchs or chuchs or chamberlainsamberlains of the Pe of the Persian kingrsian king Ahasuerus Ahasuerus (Esth. 1: (Esth. 1:10; cf. O.11:1:10; cf. 1:10; cf. O. Pers. O. Pers. Bagadaœna,Bagadaœna, Bagadaœta Bagadaœta,, “gift of  “gift of God”).God”).

One of the seven eunuchs or chamberlains of the Persian king Ahasuerus (Esth. 
1:10; cf. O. Pers. Bagadaœna, Bagadaœta, “gift of God”).

BIGTHANBIGTHAN (Heb.  (Heb. big�eït�aœbig�eït�aœnn), ), BIGTHANA BIGTHANA (big�eït�a(big�eït�aœna})œna})œna})

BIGTHAN (Heb. big�eït�aœn ), 
BIGTHANA (big�eït�aœna})

A eunuch aA eunuch and courtiend courtier of King r of King Ahasuerus Ahasuerus who with hwho with his fellow is fellow courtier Tcourtier Teresh conseresh coneresh conspired conspired against thagainst the king (Ese king (Esth. 2:21; th. 2:21; cf. Pers. cf. Pers. Bagadaœna,Bagadaœna, “gift of  “gift of God”). UpoGod”). Upon discovernUpoUpon discoUpon discovering thevering their plot, Mir plot, Mordecai coordecai convinced hinvinced his cousin Qs cousin Queen Estheueen Esther to inforr to inforr to inform theinform the king, who king, who then orde then ordered the mered the men’s executn’s execution (Esth.ion (Esth. 6:2; cf.  6:2; cf. O. Pers. O. Pers. Bagadaœta,BagBagadaœta,Bagadaœta, “god give “god given”).n”).

A eunuch and courtier of King Ahasuerus who with his fellow courtier Teresh 



conspired against the king (Esth. 2:21; cf. Pers. Bagadaœna, “gift of God”). 
Upon discovering their plot, Mordecai convinced his cousin Queen Esther to 
inform the king, who then ordered the men’s execution (Esth. 6:2; cf. O. Pers. 
Bagadaœta, “god given”).

BIGVAIBIGVAI (Heb.  (Heb. big�waybig�way)))

BIGVAI (Heb. big�way )

�1.1. A leader  A leader of the posof the postexilic cotexilic community whmmunity who returnedo returned from Exil from Exile with Zere with Zerubbabel (EubbZerZerubbabelZerubbabel (Ezra 2:2 (Ezra 2:2 = Neh. 7: = Neh. 7:7; cf. 1 E7; cf. 1 Esdr. 5:8).sdr. 5:8). This is p This is possibly thossibly the same pere same person who lason wson who later who later sealed Ezrsealed Ezra’s covenaa’s covenant to keepnt to keep the law ( the law (Neh. 10:16Neh. 10:16[MT 17]). [MT 17]). In the EleIn the Elephantine PpEleElephantinElephantine Papyri (e Papyri (30.1; 32.130.1; 32.1) the name) the name Bagohi (A Bagohi (Aram. ram. bgwhybgwhy) appears,) appears, referring referring to a gove to to a goverto a governor of Judnor of Judah (410–40ah (410–407 7 B.C.E.B.C.E.).).).

1. A leader of the postexilic community who returned from Exile with 
Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:2 = Neh. 7:7; cf. 1 Esdr. 5:8). This is possibly the same person 
who later sealed Ezra’s covenant to keep the law (Neh. 10:16[MT 17]). In the 
Elephantine Papyri (30.1; 32.1) the name Bagohi (Aram. bgwhy) appears, referring 
to a governor of Judah (410–407 B.C.E.).

�2.2. A large f A large family grouamily group (“sons op (“sons of Bigvai”)f Bigvai”) who retur who returned to Palned to Palestine witestine with Zerubbabh Zeruh ZerubbabelZerubbabel after the after the Exile (Ez Exile (Ezra 2:14, 2ra 2:14, 2056 member056 members; Neh. 7:s; Neh. 7:19, 2067; 19, 2067; 1 Esdr. 5:1 Esdr. 5:14, 2066).145:5:14, 20665:14, 2066). It is a). It is also the nalso the name of a smme of a smaller famialler family group (ly group (70 members70 members) who retu) who returned laterrnretureturned lreturned later with ater with Ezra, led Ezra, led by Uthai aby Uthai and Zakkur nd Zakkur (Ezra 8:14(Ezra 8:14; cf. 1 Es; cf. 1 Esdr. 8:40, dr. 8:40, Uthai son UthaUthai son Uthai son of Istalcuof Istalcurus).rus).rus).

2. A large family group (“sons of Bigvai”) who returned to Palestine with 
Zerubbabel after the Exile (Ezra 2:14, 2056 members; Neh. 7:19, 2067; 1 Esdr. 
5:14, 2066). It is also the name of a smaller family group (70 members) who 
returned later with Ezra, led by Uthai and Zakkur (Ezra 8:14; cf. 1 Esdr. 8:40, 
Uthai son of Istalcurus).

Monica L. Monica L. W. BradyW. Brady

Monica L. W. Brady

BILDADBILDAD (Heb.  (Heb. bildad�bildad�)))

BILDAD (Heb. bildad� )

The ShuhitThe Shuhite, one of e, one of Job’s threJob’s three friends e friends whose intewhose intent is consnt is consolation (Jolation (Job 2:11) bob 2:11) but who becut wut who becomewho becomes a miseras a miserable comforble comforter (16:2)ter (16:2). The name. The name Bildad ap Bildad appears nowhpears nowhere else iere elsere else in thelse in the OT, nor e OT, nor does Shuhadoes Shuha appear as appear as a place n a place name, but iame, but it has beent has been linked wi linked with Shuah, thwiwith Shuahwith Shuah, Abraham’, Abraham’s son by Ks son by Keturah, wheturah, who lived ino lived in an easter an eastern country n country (Gen. 25:2(Gen. 25:2(Gen. 25:2, 6; 125:2, 6; 1 Chr. 1:32 Chr. 1:32). Scholar). Scholars speculats speculate Edomite e Edomite connectionconnections.s.s.

The Shuhite, one of Job’s three friends whose intent is consolation (Job 2:11) but 
who becomes a miserable comforter (16:2). The name Bildad appears nowhere 
else in the OT, nor does Shuha appear as a place name, but it has been linked 
with Shuah, Abraham’s son by Keturah, who lived in an eastern country (Gen. 
25:2, 6; 1 Chr. 1:32). Scholars speculate Edomite connections.

�In the firIn the first two diast two dialogue cycllogue cycles in the es in the book of Jobook of Job, the frib, the friends offerends offer speeches  speeches of approxioof approxiof approximately equmately equal length,al length, to which  to which Job responJob responds in turnds in turn. Bildad i. Bildad is the secos the second speakernd snd speaker inspeaker in each cycl each cycle. In the e. In the first cyclfirst cycle Bildad’se Bildad’s argument  argument begins andbegins and ends with ends with retributi retr retributivretributive justice e justice (Job 8:1-7(Job 8:1-7, 20-22). , 20-22). His tone iHis tone is uncompros uncompromising, bumising, but hopeful:t hopeful: because G bec because Gobecause God’s justicd’s justice is sure,e is sure, if Job wi if Job will make sull make supplicationpplication to God an to God and live uprd live uprightly, Goightlyupruprightly,uprightly, God will  God will restore Jorestore Job to his rb to his rightful plightful place. Bildaace. Bildad appeals d appeals to the trato the tradition of dition odition of the ancof the ancestors (8:estors (8:8–10) by q8–10) by quoting a puoting a parable of arable of two plantstwo plants and apply and applying it to ing it to Job’s circJob’sJob’s circJob’s circumstances umstances (8:11–19).(8:11–19). Bildad’s  Bildad’s condemningcondemning speech in speech in the secon the second cycle (cd cycle (ch. 18) foch(c(ch. 18) f(ch. 18) focuses on ocuses on the fate othe fate of the wickf the wicked, a commed, a common sapienton sapiential theme,ial theme, moving fr moving from the wicofrfrom the wfrom the wicked man’icked man’s life-lons life-long experieng experience of terrce of terror (vv. 7–or (vv. 7–15) to his15) to his death. Th death. The wicked se we wicked sinwicked sink into totk into total obscurial obscurity, leavinty, leaving no memorg no memory, name, oy, name, or offsprinr offspring (vv. 17–g (vv. 17–19). The t19)17–17–19). Th17–19). The third cye third cycle departcle departs from thes from the preceding preceding pattern:  pattern: there is nthere is no speech fo speech from Zopharroffrom Zophafrom Zophar, and Bilr, and Bildad’s speedad’s speech is shorch is shortened (ch.tened (ch. 25). Scho 25). Scholars arguelars argue disruptio disruption of the tn on of the thiof the third cycle; rd cycle; there are there are various suvarious suggestions ggestions for reconsfor reconstruction otruction of the textf the text, but no t, but, but no texbut no textual evidetual evidence suppornce supports them. Its them. In his finan his final speech, l speech, Bildad argBildad argues that nues that no one can o ono one can beone can be righteous righteous before Go before God (25:4): d (25:4): if even thif even the moon ande moon and stars are stars are impure in impure in God’s sig inin God’s sin God’s sight, mortight, mortals must bals must be also (vve also (vv. 4–5). Ul. 4–5). Ultimately, timately, Bildad’s wBildad’s words are rords are refuted by efuterrefuted byrefuted by God (42:7 God (42:7).).).

In the first two dialogue cycles in the book of Job, the friends offer speeches 
of approximately equal length, to which Job responds in turn. Bildad is the second 
speaker in each cycle. In the first cycle Bildad’s argument begins and ends with 
retributive justice (Job 8:1-7, 20-22). His tone is uncompromising, but hopeful: 
because God’s justice is sure, if Job will make supplication to God and live 
uprightly, God will restore Job to his rightful place. Bildad appeals to the tradition 
of the ancestors (8:8–10) by quoting a parable of two plants and applying it to 
Job’s circumstances (8:11–19). Bildad’s condemning speech in the second cycle 
(ch. 18) focuses on the fate of the wicked, a common sapiential theme, moving 
from the wicked man’s life-long experience of terror (vv. 7–15) to his death. The 
wicked sink into total obscurity, leaving no memory, name, or offspring (vv. 
17–19). The third cycle departs from the preceding pattern: there is no speech 
from Zophar, and Bildad’s speech is shortened (ch. 25). Scholars argue disruption 
of the third cycle; there are various suggestions for reconstruction of the text, 
but no textual evidence supports them. In his final speech, Bildad argues that no 
one can be righteous before God (25:4): if even the moon and stars are impure 



in God’s sight, mortals must be also (vv. 4–5). Ultimately, Bildad’s words are 
refuted by God (42:7).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. J. A. CD. J. A. Clines, lines, Job 1-20.Job 1-20. WBC 17 (W WBC 17 (Waco, 1989)aco, 1989); N. C. Ha; N. C. Habel, bel,HaHabel, Habel, The Book oThe Book of Job.f Job. OTL (Phil OTL (Philadelphia, adelphia, 1985); J. 1985); J. G. Janzen,G. Janzen,  Job.Job. Interpret Interpretation (Atlation (Aation (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1985).1985).1985).

Bibliography. D. J. A. Clines, Job 1-20. WBC 17 (Waco, 1989); N. C. 
Habel, The Book of Job. OTL (Philadelphia, 1985); J. G. Janzen, Job. Interpretation 
(Atlanta, 1985).

Patricia APatricia A. MacNicol. MacNicolll

Patricia A. MacNicoll

BILEAMBILEAM (Heb.  (Heb. bil}aœmbil}aœm)))

BILEAM (Heb. bil}aœm)

A city in A city in the westerthe western portion n portion of the halof the half tribe off tribe of Manasseh, Manasseh, assigned  assigned as a levitas a levitical city ical citical city of thcity of the Kohathite Kohathite clan (1 e clan (1 Chr. 6:70[Chr. 6:70[MT 55]). TMT 55]). The name ishe name is most like most likely a varialy a variant form ofnt fnt form of Ibform of Ibleam (Joshleam (Josh. 17:11; J. 17:11; Judg. 1:27)udg. 1:27)...

A city in the western portion of the half tribe of Manasseh, assigned as a levitical 
city of the Kohathite clan (1 Chr. 6:70[MT 55]). The name is most likely a variant 
form of Ibleam (Josh. 17:11; Judg. 1:27).

Troy K. RaTroy K. Rappoldppold

Troy K. Rappold

BILGAHBILGAH (Heb.  (Heb. bilga®bilga®)))

BILGAH (Heb. bilga®)

�1.1. The head  The head of a priesof a priestly familytly family, the fift, the fifteenth of teenth of the divisiohe divisions in servns in service at theice at the time of D thethe time othe time of David (1f David (1 Chr. 24:1 Chr. 24:14).4).4).

1. The head of a priestly family, the fifteenth of the divisions in service at 
the time of David (1 Chr. 24:14).

�2.2. The leade The leader of a famr of a family of priily of priests who rests who returned freturned from the Exiom the Exile with Zele with Zerubbabel (rubbaZeZerubbabelZerubbabel (Neh. 12: (Neh. 12:5, 18).5, 18).

2. The leader of a family of priests who returned from the Exile with 
Zerubbabel (Neh. 12:5, 18).

BILGAIBILGAI (Heb.  (Heb. bilgaybilgay)))

BILGAI (Heb. bilgay)

A priest aA priest among thosemong those who set t who set their sealsheir seals to the re to the renewed covenewed covenant undernant under Nehemiah  Nehemi Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:8[Neh. 10:8[MT 9]). HeMT 9]). He is probab is probably the samly the same as Bilgae as Bilgah h 2.2.

A priest among those who set their seals to the renewed covenant under 
Nehemiah (Neh. 10:8[MT 9]). He is probably the same as Bilgah 2.

BILHAHBILHAH (Heb.  (Heb. bilha®bilha®) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

BILHAH (Heb. bilha®) (PERSON)

A female sA female servant of ervant of Rachel, whRachel, who gave hero gave her to Jacob  to Jacob as a concuas a concubine (Gen.bine (Gen. 30:3); mo 30:3); mother of Datmomother of mother of Dan and NaDan and Naphtali (vvphtali (vv. 5–8; cf.. 5–8; cf. 1 Chr. 7: 1 Chr. 7:13). After13). After Rachel ha Rachel had given bid given birth to Benrth bibirth to Bbirth to Benjamin onenjamin on her death her deathbed, Jacobbed, Jacob’s oldest ’s oldest son Reubenson Reuben committed committed incest wi incest w incest with Bilhawith Bilhah (Gen. 35h (Gen. 35:22; cf. 4:22; cf. 49:4).9:4).

A female servant of Rachel, who gave her to Jacob as a concubine (Gen. 30:3); 
mother of Dan and Naphtali (vv. 5–8; cf. 1 Chr. 7:13). After Rachel had given 
birth to Benjamin on her deathbed, Jacob’s oldest son Reuben committed incest 
with Bilhah (Gen. 35:22; cf. 49:4).

BILHAHBILHAH (Heb.  (Heb. bilha®bilha®) ) (PLACE) (PLACE) (also BAAL(also BAALAH, BALAH)AH, BALAH)

BILHAH (Heb. bilha®) (PLACE) 
(also BAALAH, BALAH)

A town in A town in southern Jsouthern Judah (1 Chudah (1 Chr. 4:29), r. 4:29), also callealso called Balah (Jd Balah (Josh. 19:3)osh. 19:3) and Baala and Baalah (15:29).h (1h (15:29). T(15:29). The site hahe site has not beens not been identifie identified.d.

A town in southern Judah (1 Chr. 4:29), also called Balah (Josh. 19:3) and Baalah 
(15:29). The site has not been identified.

BILHANBILHAN (Heb.  (Heb. bilhaœnbilhaœn)))

BILHAN (Heb. bilhaœn)

�1.1. A son of  A son of the Horitethe Horite Ezer and  Ezer and descendantdescendant of Seir ( of Seir (Gen. 36:27Gen. 36:27; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 1:42), ance:42), 11:42), anc1:42), ancestor of aestor of an Edomite n Edomite clan.clan.clan.

1. A son of the Horite Ezer and descendant of Seir (Gen. 36:27; 1 Chr. 
1:42), ancestor of an Edomite clan.

�2.2. A Benjami A Benjaminite, the nite, the son of Jedson of Jediael and fiael and father of sather of seven sons even sons (1 Chr. 7:(1 Chr. 7:10).10).

2. A Benjaminite, the son of Jediael and father of seven sons (1 Chr. 7:10).



BILSHANBILSHAN (Heb.  (Heb. bilsûaœnbilsûaœn)))

BILSHAN (Heb. bilsûaœn)

A prominenA prominent Israelitt Israelite who retue who returned from rned from the Exile the Exile with Zerubwith Zerubbabel (Ezrbabel (Ezra 2:2 = Nea 2:2 = Nea 2:2 = Neh. 7:7 =Neh. 7:7 = 1 Esdr. 5 1 Esdr. 5:8; LXX Gk:8; LXX Gk. . BeelsarusBeelsarus).).

A prominent Israelite who returned from the Exile with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:2 = 
Neh. 7:7 = 1 Esdr. 5:8; LXX Gk. Beelsarus).

BIMHALBIMHAL (Heb.  (Heb. bimhaœlbimhaœl)))

BIMHAL (Heb. bimhaœl)

A son of JA son of Japhlet andaphlet and descendan descendant of Ashert of Asher (1 Chr. 7 (1 Chr. 7:33).:33).

A son of Japhlet and descendant of Asher (1 Chr. 7:33).

BINDING ANBINDING AND LOOSINGD LOOSINGD LOOSING

BINDING AND LOOSING

Jesus entrJesus entrusted the usted the keys of thkeys of the kingdom e kingdom of heaven of heaven and the poand the power of “biwer of “binding and nding and loosing” tlloosing” tloosing” to Simon Peo Simon Peter after ter after the apostlthe apostle’s declare’s declaration thatation that Jesus was Jesus was the Messi the Messiah (Matt. ah (ah (Matt. 16:(Matt. 16:16-19). La16-19). Later, Jesuster, Jesus gave the  gave the disciples disciples (the Twelv(the Twelve in Matthe in Matthew) similaew) similar authoritr aur authority authority to regulatto regulate disciplie disciplinary mattenary matters in the rs in the Church (MaChurch (Matt. 18:18)tt. 18:18), and when, and when he return he he returnshe returns he will h he will have the poave the power to “opwer to “open and shuen and shut” (Rev. 3t” (Rev. 3:7).:7).:7).

Jesus entrusted the keys of the kingdom of heaven and the power of “binding and 
loosing” to Simon Peter after the apostle’s declaration that Jesus was the Messiah 
(Matt. 16:16-19). Later, Jesus gave the disciples (the Twelve in Matthew) similar 
authority to regulate disciplinary matters in the Church (Matt. 18:18), and when 
he returns he will have the power to “open and shut” (Rev. 3:7).

�Linking keLinking keys with thys with the power toe power to bind and  bind and loose estaloose establishes Peblishes Peter, the pter, the proclaimer roclaimpproclaimerproclaimer of Christ of Christ, as an au, as an authority withority without equathout equal. Whereasl. Whereas former te former teachers hadachers hadachers had shut phad shut people out eople out of the kinof the kingdom (Mattgdom (Matt. 23:13), . 23:13), the apostothe apostolic preachlic preaching causeding caused people to p people to people to accept theaccept the gospel an gospel and enter thd enter the kingdom e kingdom or refuse or refuse it and be it and be excluded.excluded.excluded.

Linking keys with the power to bind and loose establishes Peter, the 
proclaimer of Christ, as an authority without equal. Whereas former teachers 
had shut people out of the kingdom (Matt. 23:13), the apostolic preaching caused 
people to accept the gospel and enter the kingdom or refuse it and be excluded.

�In the OT,In the OT, keys also keys also symbolize symbolized divinelyd divinely ordained  ordained responsibiresponsibility and ality and authority (uthorityaauthority authority (Isa. 22:1(Isa. 22:15-25; Job 5-25; Job 38:31). Te38:31). Terms such arms such as “to forgs “to forgive” and “ive” and “to retain”to retain” sins in t sins sins in thsins in the risen Jee risen Jesus’ mandasus’ mandate to his te to his disciples disciples lead some lead some to interprto interpret “to binet “to bind and loosd andd and loose”and loose” as author as authority to fority to forgive sins give sins (cf. John (cf. John 20:22-23).20:22-23).

In the OT, keys also symbolized divinely ordained responsibility and 
authority (Isa. 22:15-25; Job 38:31). Terms such as “to forgive” and “to retain” 
sins in the risen Jesus’ mandate to his disciples lead some to interpret “to bind 
and loose” as authority to forgive sins (cf. John 20:22-23).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. BornkamG. Bornkamm, “The Aum, “The Authority tothority to ‘Bind’ an ‘Bind’ and ‘Loose’ d ‘Loose’ in the Chuin the Chin the Church in Church in Matthew’s Matthew’s Gospel,” iGospel,” in n The InterpThe Interpretation oretation of Matthew,f Matthew, ed. G. St ed. G. Stanton (Phianton (Philadelphia,la(Phi(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1983)hia, 1983), 101–14., 101–14., 101–14.

Bibliography. G. Bornkamm, “The Authority to ‘Bind’ and ‘Loose’ in the 
Church in Matthew’s Gospel,” in The Interpretation of Matthew, ed. G. Stanton 
(Philadelphia, 1983), 101–14.

Terrence PTerrence Prendergastrendergast, S.J., S.J.

Terrence Prendergast, S.J.

BINEABINEA (Heb.  (Heb. bin{aœ}bin{aœ})))

BINEA (Heb. bin{aœ})

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, the site, the son of Mozaon of Moza and a des and a descendant ofcendant of Saul (1 C Saul (1 Chr. 8:37; hr. 8:37; 9:43).9:43).

A Benjaminite, the son of Moza and a descendant of Saul (1 Chr. 8:37; 9:43).

BINNUIBINNUI (Heb.  (Heb. binnu®ybinnu®y) (also BA) (also BANI)NI)NI)

BINNUI (Heb. binnu®y) (also BANI)

�1.1. One of th One of the sons of e sons of Pahath-moaPahath-moab who was b who was compelled compelled to divorceto divorce his forei his foreign wife (Egnforeiforeign wiforeign wife (Ezra 1fe (Ezra 10:30).0:30).0:30).

1. One of the sons of Pahath-moab who was compelled to divorce his 
foreign wife (Ezra 10:30).

�2.2. The fathe The father of 13 sor of 13 sons who werns who were forced te forced to divorce o divorce their foretheir foreign wives ign wives (Ezra 10:3(Ezr(Ezra 10:3(Ezra 10:38).8).8).

2. The father of 13 sons who were forced to divorce their foreign wives 
(Ezra 10:38).

�3.3. The head  The head of a familof a family whose dey whose descendants scendants returned freturned from exile rom exile with Zerubwith Zerubbabel (NehbaZerubZerubbabelZerubbabel (Neh. 7:1 (Neh. 7:15). He is 5). He is called Bancalled Bani (i (44) at Ezra ) at Ezra 2:10.2:10.2:10.

3. The head of a family whose descendants returned from exile with 
Zerubbabel (Neh. 7:15). He is called Bani (4) at Ezra 2:10.

�4.4. A postexi A postexilic Levitelic Levite and conte and contemporary ofmporary of Zerubbabe Zerubbabel (Neh. 12l (Neh. 12:8), proba:8), probably the sobly probaprobably tprobably the son of he son of Henadad whHenadad who took paro took part in the rt in the rebuilding ebuilding of the walof the walls of Jeruls of Jerusalem and saJeruJerusalem Jerusalem and set hiand set his seal to s seal to the renewethe renewed covenantd covenant under Neh under Nehemiah (3:2emiah (3:24; 10:9[MT4; 10:9[M4; 10:9[MT 1010:9[MT 10]). Accord]). According to Ezring to Ezra 8:33 he a 8:33 he was the fawas the father of Nother of Noadiah the adiah the Levite. ThLevite. This person iThThis persoThis person may haven may have been the  been the same as Basame as Bavvai (Neh.vvai (Neh. 3:18). 3:18).

4. A postexilic Levite and contemporary of Zerubbabel (Neh. 12:8), 
probably the son of Henadad who took part in the rebuilding of the walls of 
Jerusalem and set his seal to the renewed covenant under Nehemiah (3:24; 
10:9[MT 10]). According to Ezra 8:33 he was the father of Noadiah the Levite. 



This person may have been the same as Bavvai (Neh. 3:18).

BIRDSBIRDSBIRDS

BIRDS

Palestine’Palestine’s unique gs unique geographic eographic position aposition as a land bs a land bridge connridge connecting Eurecting Europe, Africope, Africa, and Asia, aa, and Asia, and Asia, along withalong with the confl the confluence of auence of a number of number of environme environmental zonesntal zones (ocean, l (ocean, lakes, streallakes, strlakes, streams, mouneams, mountains, valtains, valleys, deseleys, deserts) withirts) within a small n a small geographicgeographic area, has area, has resulted  resu resulted iresulted in an unusun an unusually rich ally rich assemblageassemblage of bird s of bird species. Nopecies. Not only do t only do numerous snumerous species of pesspecies ofspecies of birds mak birds make their hoe their home in Paleme in Palestine — castine — ca. 150 spec. 150 species are peies are permanent rermanent residents whsreresidents residents who breed who breed in the lanin the land — the lad — the land bridge nd bridge serves as serves as a major fla major flyway for nyway for numerous miumnnumerous mnumerous migrating sigrating species, prpecies, providing seoviding seasonal homasonal homes for thees for these countlese countless visitorss visitors. Indeed,s.visitorvisitors. visitors. Indeed, inIndeed, in recent ye recent years at leaars at least 380 disst 380 distinct spectinct species have bies have been identieen identified in Isfied in fied in Israel,in Israel, while som while some 374 spece 374 species of biries of birds have beds have been recordeen recorded for Jordd for Jordan (not suan (not surprisinglyrpsusurprisingsurprisingly, the sply, the species listecies lists for the s for the neighborinneighboring countrieg countries largely s largely overlap).overlap).overlap).

Palestine’s unique geographic position as a land bridge connecting Europe, Africa, 
and Asia, along with the confluence of a number of environmental zones (ocean, 
lakes, streams, mountains, valleys, deserts) within a small geographic area, has 
resulted in an unusually rich assemblage of bird species. Not only do numerous 
species of birds make their home in Palestine — ca. 150 species are permanent 
residents who breed in the land — the land bridge serves as a major flyway for 
numerous migrating species, providing seasonal homes for these countless 
visitors. Indeed, in recent years at least 380 distinct species have been identified 
in Israel, while some 374 species of birds have been recorded for Jordan (not 
surprisingly, the species lists for the neighboring countries largely overlap).

�The OT conThe OT contains at ltains at least 60 dieast 60 distinctive stinctive Hebrew worHebrew words in someds in some 203 passa 203 passages which ges passapassages wpassages which referhich refer to birds  to birds in either in either a generic a generic or a specior a specific sense.fic sense. The NT co The NT contains 9 dntaicocontains 9contains 9 different different Greek wor Greek words for birds for birds dispersds dispersed among 4ed among 47 NT passa7 NT passages, althoges, althoges, although 8although 8 of these  of these words appewords appear to refear to refer to kindsr to kinds of birds  of birds or bird teor bird terms alreadrms already known fry ky known fromknown from the Hebre the Hebrew text, mew text, meaning thataning that the NT ad the NT adds only onds only one additione additional type ofal type al type of bitype of bird not alrrd not already knowneady known from the  from the OT. SimilaOT. Similarly, the Arly, the Apocrypha cpocrypha contains 11ontains 11ontains 11 words f11 words for birds wor birds which are shich are spread thropread throughout somughout some 43 passae 43 passages but, ages but, again, onlygain, onlygain, only one oonly one of these wof these words is notrds is not included  included in either in either the OT or the OT or NT. Thus, NT. Thus, together, together, the OT, NTththe OT, NTthe OT, NT, and Apoc, and Apocrypha contrypha contain at leaain at least 62 termst 62 terms relatings relating to birds  to birds in a generin a general or specalgenergeneral orgeneral or specific  specific sense.sense.

The OT contains at least 60 distinctive Hebrew words in some 203 
passages which refer to birds in either a generic or a specific sense. The NT 
contains 9 different Greek words for birds dispersed among 47 NT passages, 
although 8 of these words appear to refer to kinds of birds or bird terms already 
known from the Hebrew text, meaning that the NT adds only one additional 
type of bird not already known from the OT. Similarly, the Apocrypha contains 
11 words for birds which are spread throughout some 43 passages but, again, 
only one of these words is not included in either the OT or NT. Thus, together, 
the OT, NT, and Apocrypha contain at least 62 terms relating to birds in a 
general or specific sense.

IdentificaIdentificationtion

Identification

UnfortunatUnfortunately, preciely, precise correlase correlation of thtion of these Hebrewese Hebrew, Aramaic,, Aramaic, Greek, an Greek, and Latin bid Latin bird terms wrbibird termsbird terms with mode with modern scientirn scientific speciefic species is not as is not always posslways possible. Someible. Sometimes simptimes simply not enolysimpsimply notsimply not enough in enough information formation is provideis provided to be prd to be precise abouecise about which spt which species of becies of bird is indirbbird is inbird is indicated. Adicated. Also, a numlso, a number of theber of the Hebrew an Hebrew and Greek wod Greek words are sirds are simply genermply genemply generic tegeneric terms for birms for birds, such rds, such as Heb. as Heb. {o®p�{o®p� (“birds”) (“birds”), , go®zaœlgo®zaœl (“young b (“young bird”), andird”), bbird”), anbird”), and d s�ippo®rs�ippo®r (“small s (“small song birds”ong birds”). Neverth). Nevertheless, careless, careful studyeful study of the me of the meaning of tamemeaning ofmeaning of the ancie the ancient aviary nt aviary words themwords themselves, alselves, along with tong with the textualhe textual contexts  contexts and an undanand an undand an understandingerstanding of the pr of the present birdesent bird populatio population and thein and their ecologicr ecological niches,al niches, has provi ha has providhas provided ornithoed ornithologists wilogists with a fairlth a fairly good idey good idea of whicha of which species a species are referrere referred to in mad tod to in manyto in many if not mo if not most of thesst of these biblicale biblical texts. texts. texts.

Unfortunately, precise correlation of these Hebrew, Aramaic, Greek, and Latin 
bird terms with modern scientific species is not always possible. Sometimes 
simply not enough information is provided to be precise about which species of 
bird is indicated. Also, a number of the Hebrew and Greek words are simply 
generic terms for birds, such as Heb. {o®p�  (“birds”), go®zaœl (“young 
bird”), and s�ippo®r  (“small song birds”). Nevertheless, careful study of the 
meaning of the ancient aviary words themselves, along with the textual contexts 
and an understanding of the present bird population and their ecological niches, 
has provided ornithologists with a fairly good idea of which species are referred 
to in many if not most of these biblical texts.

�In antiquiIn antiquity, of couty, of course, biblirse, biblical writercal writers did not s did not classify bclassify birds accorirds according to ouding to our modern tr mr modern taxmodern taxonomic sysonomic system. They tem. They did, howevdid, however, depicter, depict the diffe the different ways rent ways in which hin which hin which humans relhumans relate to birate to birds, thus ids, thus implicitly mplicitly creating acreating a number of number of broad cat broad categories. Tegories. These categhesTThese cateThese categories incgories included birdluded birds for foods for food, birds fo, birds for offeringr offerings, and birs, and birds of abomds of abomination — inatabomabominatioabomination — i.e., n — i.e., birds not birds not suitable fsuitable for the firor the first two catst two categories.egories.

In antiquity, of course, biblical writers did not classify birds according to our 
modern taxonomic system. They did, however, depict the different ways in which 
humans relate to birds, thus implicitly creating a number of broad categories. 
These categories included birds for food, birds for offerings, and birds of 



abomination — i.e., birds not suitable for the first two categories.

DomesticatDomesticated Birdsed Birds

Domesticated Birds

A number oA number of birds wef birds were domestire domesticated and cated and kept for bkept for both pets aoth pets and food. Tnd food. They includhey incluhey included tincluded the he yo®na®yo®na® (dove/pig (dove/pigeon), eon), to®rto®r (turtledo (turtledove), ve), barburiîmbarburiîm (geese an (geese and ducks), d dd ducks), ducks), qoœreä}qoœreä} (partridg (partridge), e), síeïlaœwsíeïlaœw (quail),  (quail), deïro®rdeïro®r (swallow) (swallow), and , and siîssiîs (swift).  (swif (swift). S(swift). Sometime caometime ca. 1400 . 1400 B.C.E.B.C.E. domestic  domestic chickens (chickens (probably Hprobably Heb. eb. tuhot�tuhot� and/or  and/or and/or and/or sek�wiîsek�wiî) were int) were introduced toroduced to Palestine Palestine...

A number of birds were domesticated and kept for both pets and food. They 
included the yo®na® (dove/pigeon), to®r (turtledove), barburiîm (geese and 
ducks), qoœreä} (partridge), síeïlaœw (quail), deïro®r (swallow), and siîs 
(swift). Sometime ca. 1400 B.C.E. domestic chickens (probably Heb. tuhot�  
and/or sek�wiî ) were introduced to Palestine.

�Some scholSome scholars have tars have thought thahought that the raist the raising of doving of doves became es became a major ina major industry durdustryinindustry dindustry during the uring the HellenistiHellenistic and latec and later periods.r periods. The major The major evidence  evidence in supportin support of this i of of this idof this idea is the ea is the appearanceappearance of columb of columbaria, instaria, installations allations consistingconsisting of dove-s of dove-sized squarized sqized squarish nsquarish niches usuaiches usually cut inlly cut into cave wato cave walls, throulls, throughout Paleghout Palestine. stine. ColumbariuColumbariumm actually  actua actually iactually is Latin fos Latin for dovecoter dovecote (Lat.  (Lat. columba,columba, “dove”; t “dove”; the scientihe scientific name ffic name for the dovor the dove family iedovdove famildove family is y is ColumbidaeColumbidae). Unfortu). Unfortunately, innately, in the absen the absence of any ce of any positive epositive evidence, tvidence, tvidence, the actualthe actual purpose o purpose of the coluf the columbaria is mbaria is still quitstill quite debatable debatable. Other se. Other suggested uuggested uses of theses uuses of thuses of the niches ie niches included stncluded storage chamorage chambers for hbers for human ashesuman ashes and beehi and beehives.ves.

Some scholars have thought that the raising of doves became a major 
industry during the Hellenistic and later periods. The major evidence in support 
of this idea is the appearance of columbaria, installations consisting of dove-sized 
squarish niches usually cut into cave walls, throughout Palestine. Columbarium 
actually is Latin for dovecote (Lat. columba, “dove”; the scientific name for the 
dove family is Columbidae). Unfortunately, in the absence of any positive evidence, 
the actual purpose of the columbaria is still quite debatable. Other suggested 
uses of the niches included storage chambers for human ashes and beehives.

Birds for Birds for OfferingsOfferings

Birds for Offerings

An importaAn important categornt category of birdsy of birds was that  was that used for sused for sacrificialacrificial offerings offerings. Birds co. Birds could be useuld beuld be used asbe used as substitut substitute animals e animals for speciafor special burnt ofl burnt offerings (Lferings (Lev. 5:7-10ev. 5:7-10) and vari) and various expiatous exous expiatory expiatory and purifiand purification offcation offerings (Nuerings (Num. 6:10; Lm. 6:10; Lev. 5:7, 1ev. 5:7, 11-12; 12:61-12; 12:6-8; 14:10,-8; 14:10, 19-22, 30 19-2 19-22, 30-19-22, 30-31; 15:13-31; 15:13-15, 29-30)15, 29-30). The subs. The substitution otitution of birds fof birds for animals r animals was generawas generally determlly generagenerally generally determineddetermined by social by social and econo and economic statusmic status of the in of the individuals dividuals making themaking the offering  o offering (offering (Lev. 5:7, Lev. 5:7, 11; 12:8; 11; 12:8; 14:22, 30)14:22, 30)...

An important category of birds was that used for sacrificial offerings. Birds could 
be used as substitute animals for special burnt offerings (Lev. 5:7-10) and various 
expiatory and purification offerings (Num. 6:10; Lev. 5:7, 11-12; 12:6-8; 14:10, 
19-22, 30-31; 15:13-15, 29-30). The substitution of birds for animals was 
generally determined by social and economic status of the individuals making the 
offering (Lev. 5:7, 11; 12:8; 14:22, 30).

�A number oA number of Hebrew wf Hebrew words are uords are used for thsed for the birds the birds that were coat were considered snsidered suitable oruitassuitable osuitable or were user were used for the d for the sacrificessacrifices. These in. These include clude {o®p�{o®p� (any bird (any bird), ), to®rto®r (dove/pig (do (dove/pige(dove/pigeon), on), beïniî-yo®beïniî-yo®na®na® (turtledo (turtledove), ve), go®zaœlgo®zaœl (turtledo (turtledove or any ve or any young birdyoungyoung birdyoung bird), and ), and s�ippo�riîs�ippo�riîmm (any smal (any small bird). Il bird). In the NT, n the NT, trygoœéntrygoœén and  and nossoœs,nossonossoœs,nossoœs, referring referring to the tu to the turtledove ortledove or any younr any young perchingg perching bird, are bird, are used. used.

A number of Hebrew words are used for the birds that were considered 
suitable or were used for the sacrifices. These include {o®p�  (any bird), to®r 
(dove/pigeon), beïniî-yo®na® (turtledove), go®zaœl (turtledove or any 
young bird), and s�ippo�riîm  (any small bird). In the NT, trygoœén and 
nossoœs, referring to the turtledove or any young perching bird, are used.

Birds of ABirds of Abominationbomination

Birds of Abomination

One of theOne of the striking  striking features ofeatures of the kindf the kinds of birdss of birds mentioned mentioned in the Bi in the Bible is theble is the large num larg large numblarge number of birder of birds of prey,s of prey, carrion b carrion birds, and irds, and scavengersscavengers. This is . This is not reallynot really surprisin surp surprisingsurprising in view o in view of the factf the fact that thes that these birds mae birds make up a lake up a large portiorge portion of the in of the indigenous ndigeniindigenousindigenous and migra and migratory bird tory bird populationpopulation of Israel of Israel, Jordan, , Jordan, and Syria,and Syria, due to va due to various geogriouvavarious gevarious geographic, ographic, environmenenvironmental, and etal, and ecological cological factors. Sfactors. Since theseince these birds ten birds tend to “findd tod to “find tto “find their own fheir own food in gutood in gutter and duter and dung heap, gng heap, gulping dowulping down filth ann filth and rotting d rotting flesh and fleshflesh and flesh and the foulesthe foulest carrion t carrion and excremand excrement” or roent” or rodents and dents and other creaother creatures thattures that carry dis c carry disecarry disease, humanase, humans have unds have understandablerstandably tended ty tended to avoid uso avoid using these ing these birds for birds for food. For fofood. For food. For this reasothis reason it is non it is not surprisit surprising that atng that at least 20  least 20 of these pof these predatory oredatory or scavenger scavr scavenger scavenger birds are birds are included iincluded in the Pentn the Pentateuch’s tateuch’s two lists owo lists of unclean f unclean animals (Lanimals (Lev. 11:13-ev. 1ev. 11:13-19; 11:13-19; Deut. 14:1Deut. 14:11-18). The1-18). The birds in  birds in these listthese lists can be ds can be divided intivided into five groo five groups: (1) tups: (ups: (1) those (1) those with soariwith soaring wings; ng wings; (2) birds (2) birds with swoopwith swooping wings;ing wings; (3) fligh (3) flightless birdtless birds (ostrichs (osts (ostrich);(ostrich); (4) silen (4) silent-winged bt-winged birds (owlsirds (owls); (5) and); (5) and birds wit birds with white wih white wings trimmengs trimmed in blackd in d in black. in black. The logic The logic behind thibehind this groupings grouping is that t is that these flighhese flight charactet characteristics arristics are the moste the me the most obviomost obvious ones thus ones that ancientat ancient ornitholo ornithologists woulgists would have beed have been able to n able to observe wiobserve wiobserve without thwithout the aid of be aid of binoculars.inoculars. Biblical  Biblical birds of pbirds of prey includrey include the ravee the raven/crow, ben/crow, bearded vultardebebearded vubearded vulture, andlture, and a variety a variety of hawks, of hawks, eagles, f eagles, falcons, owalcons, owls, and guls, and gulls.lls.lls.

One of the striking features of the kinds of birds mentioned in the Bible is the 
large number of birds of prey, carrion birds, and scavengers. This is not really 
surprising in view of the fact that these birds make up a large portion of the 
indigenous and migratory bird population of Israel, Jordan, and Syria, due to 
various geographic, environmental, and ecological factors. Since these birds tend 
to “find their own food in gutter and dung heap, gulping down filth and rotting 



flesh and the foulest carrion and excrement” or rodents and other creatures that 
carry disease, humans have understandably tended to avoid using these birds for 
food. For this reason it is not surprising that at least 20 of these predatory or 
scavenger birds are included in the Pentateuch’s two lists of unclean animals (Lev. 
11:13-19; Deut. 14:11-18). The birds in these lists can be divided into five groups: 
(1) those with soaring wings; (2) birds with swooping wings; (3) flightless birds 
(ostrich); (4) silent-winged birds (owls); (5) and birds with white wings trimmed 
in black. The logic behind this grouping is that these flight characteristics are the 
most obvious ones that ancient ornithologists would have been able to observe 
without the aid of binoculars. Biblical birds of prey include the raven/crow, 
bearded vulture, and a variety of hawks, eagles, falcons, owls, and gulls.

Randall W.Randall W. Younker Younker

Randall W. Younker

Birds of tBirds of the Biblehe Bible

Birds of the Bible

Common NamCommon Namee�Hebrew/GreHebrew/Greekek�Principal Principal ReferencesReferencesScientificScientific Name Name Name

Common Name Hebrew/Greek Principal References
Scientific Name

bee-eaterbee-eater�sûaœlaœk�sûaœlaœk��Lev. 11:17Lev. 11:17; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:17Merops apiMerops apiasterasteraster

bee-eater sûaœlaœk� Lev. 11:17; Deut. 14:17
Merops apiaster

bitternbittern�qippoœd�qippoœd��Isa. 14:23Isa. 14:23; 34:11; Z; 34:11; Zeph. 2:14IxobrychusIxobrychus minutus; minutus; minutus;

bittern qippoœd� Isa. 14:23; 34:11; Zeph. 2:14
Ixobrychus minutus;

��  Botaurus sBotaurus stellaristellaristellaris

 Botaurus stellaris

bustardbustard�bat� (hay)bat� (hay)ya{a�nna®ya{a�nna®Lev. 11:16Lev. 11:16; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:15;:15;�Otis tardaOtis tarda???

bustard bat� (hay)ya{a�nna®
Lev. 11:16; Deut. 14:15; Otis tarda?

�� Job 30:29 Job 30:29; Isa. 13:; Isa. 13:21; 34:1321; 34:1321; 34:13

 Job 30:29; Isa. 13:21; 34:13

buzzard (sbuzzard (see vultureee vulture)))

buzzard (see vulture)

chickenchicken�oœrnis, aloœrnis, aléktoœréktoœr�Matt. 26:3Matt. 26:34, 74-75Gallus domGallus domesticusesticusesticus

chicken oœrnis, aléktoœr Matt. 26:34, 74-75
Gallus domesticus

cock, hencock, hen�síek�wiî, síek�wiî, zarziîrzarziîr�Job 38:36;Job 38:36; Prov. 30: Prov. 30:31Gallus domGallus domesticusesticusesticus

cock, hen síek�wiî, zarziîr Job 38:36; Prov. 30:31
Gallus domesticus

cormorantcormorant�sûaœlaœk�sûaœlaœk��Lev. 11:17Lev. 11:17; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:17PhalacrocoPhalacrocorax carborax carborax carbo

cormorant sûaœlaœk� Lev. 11:17; Deut. 14:17
Phalacrocorax carbo

cranecrane�{aœg�u®r, {aœg�u®r, siîs, su®ssiîs, su®sIsa. 38:14Isa. 38:14; Jer. 8:7; Jer. 8:7�MegalornisMegalornis grus grus grus

crane {aœg�u®r, siîs, su®s
Isa. 38:14; Jer. 8:7 Megalornis grus

crowcrow�{oœreäb�; {oœreäb�; koœraxkoœrax�Gen. 8:7; Gen. 8:7; Lev. 11:15Lev. 11:15; Corvus corCorvus cornixnixnix

crow {oœreäb�; koœrax Gen. 8:7; Lev. 11:15; 
Corvus cornix

�� Deut. 14: Deut. 14:14; Luke 114; Luke 12:242:242:24

 Deut. 14:14; Luke 12:24

dovedove�yo®na®, goyo®na®, go®zaœl®zaœl�see concorsee concordanceStreptopelStreptopelia sp.; Coia sp.; Columba sp.lumba sp.lumba sp.

dove yo®na®, go®zaœl see concordance
Streptopelia sp.; Columba sp.



eagleeagle�nesûer?; anesûer?; aetoœsetoœs�Exod. 19:4Exod. 19:4; Matt. 24; Matt. 24:28;Aquila sp.Aquila sp.

eagle nesûer?; aetoœs Exod. 19:4; Matt. 24:28;
Aquila sp.

�� Luke 17:3 Luke 17:37; Rev. 4:7; Rev. 4:7; 8:13;7; 8:13;7; 8:13;

 Luke 17:37; Rev. 4:7; 8:13;

�� 12:14 12:14 12:14

 12:14

falconfalcon�raœ}a®, daraœ}a®, daœya®œya®�Deut. 14:1Deut. 14:13; Lev. 113; Lev. 11:14Falco sp.Falco sp.Falco sp.

falcon raœ}a®, daœya® Deut. 14:13; Lev. 11:14
Falco sp.

goosegoose�barburiîmbarburiîm�1 Kgs. 4:21 Kgs. 4:23(5:2)Branta sp.Branta sp.

goose barburiîm 1 Kgs. 4:23(5:2)
Branta sp.

griffon-vugriffon-vulturelture�nesûernesûer�Mic. 1:16Gyps fulvuGyps fulvusss

griffon-vulture nesûer Mic. 1:16
Gyps fulvus

hawkhawk�neäs�neäs��Lev. 11:16Lev. 11:16; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:15;Accipiter Accipiter sp.sp.sp.

hawk neäs� Lev. 11:16; Deut. 14:15;
Accipiter sp.

�� Job 39:26 Job 39:26

 Job 39:26

henhen�oœrnisoœrnis�Matt. 23:3Matt. 23:37Gallus domGallus domesticusesticusesticus

hen oœrnis Matt. 23:37
Gallus domesticus

heronheron�}a�naœp�aœ}a�naœp�aœ�Lev. 11:19Lev. 11:19; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:18Ardea sp.Ardea sp.Ardea sp.

heron }a�naœp�aœ Lev. 11:19; Deut. 14:18
Ardea sp.

hoopoehoopoe�du®k�iîp�adu®k�iîp�at�t��Lev. 11:19Lev. 11:19; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:18Upupa epopUpupa epopsss

hoopoe du®k�iîp�at� Lev. 11:19; Deut. 14:18
Upupa epops

ibisibis�tinsûemet�tinsûemet��Lev. 11:18Lev. 11:18; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:16ThreskiornThreskiornis aethiopis aethiopicaicaica

ibis tinsûemet� Lev. 11:18; Deut. 14:16
Threskiornis aethiopica

kitekite�raœ}a®raœ}a®�Deut. 14:1Deut. 14:13Milvus sp.Milvus sp.

kite raœ}a® Deut. 14:13
Milvus sp.

ospreyosprey�{ozniîya®{ozniîya®�Lev. 11:13Lev. 11:13; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:12Pandion haPandion halietuslietuslietus

osprey {ozniîya® Lev. 11:13; Deut. 14:12
Pandion halietus

ostrichostrich�reïnaœniîmreïnaœniîm, bat�, bat�  �Job 39:13Struthio cStruthio camelusamelusamelus

ostrich reïnaœniîm, bat�  Job 39:13
Struthio camelus

�  hayya{a�nahayya{a�na®®®

 hayya{a�na®

owl, barnowl, barn�yansûu®p�yansûu®p��Lev. 11:17Lev. 11:17; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:16;Tyto albaTyto albaTyto alba

owl, barn yansûu®p� Lev. 11:17; Deut. 14:16;
Tyto alba

�� Isa. 34:1 Isa. 34:1111

 Isa. 34:11

owl, eagleowl, eagle�qippoœzqippoœz�Isa. 34:15Isa. 34:15Bubo buboBubo buboBubo bubo

owl, eagle qippoœz Isa. 34:15
Bubo bubo

owl, littlowl, littlee�ko®sko®s�Lev. 11:17Lev. 11:17; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:16;Athene nocAthene noctuatuatua

owl, little ko®s Lev. 11:17; Deut. 14:16;
Athene noctua

�� Ps. 102:6 Ps. 102:6(7)(7)(7)

 Ps. 102:6(7)

owl, screeowl, screechch�liîliît�liîliît��Isa. 34:14Isa. 34:14Otus scopsOtus scops

owl, screech liîliît� Isa. 34:14
Otus scops

owl, shortowl, short-eared-eared�tah�maœstah�maœs�Lev. 11:16Lev. 11:16; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:15Asio flammAsio flammeuseuseus

owl, short-eared tah�maœs Lev. 11:16; Deut. 14:15



Asio flammeus

partridgepartridge�qoœreä}qoœreä}�1 Sam. 26:1 Sam. 26:20; Jer. 120; Jer. 17:11Caccabis cCaccabis chukaar;hukaar;hukaar;

partridge qoœreä} 1 Sam. 26:20; Jer. 17:11
Caccabis chukaar;

��  AmmoperdixAmmoperdix heyi heyi heyi

 Ammoperdix heyi

pelicanpelican�qaœ}at�qaœ}at��Lev. 11:18Lev. 11:18; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:17;Pelicanus Pelicanus onocrotaluonocrotalusss

pelican qaœ}at� Lev. 11:18; Deut. 14:17;
Pelicanus onocrotalus

�� Isa. 34:1 Isa. 34:11; Zeph. 21; Zeph. 2:14:14:14

 Isa. 34:11; Zeph. 2:14

quailquail�síeïlaœwsíeïlaœw�Exod. 16:1Exod. 16:13; Num. 113; Num. 11:31-32;Coturnix cCoturnix coturnixoturnixoturnix

quail síeïlaœw Exod. 16:13; Num. 11:31-32;
Coturnix coturnix

�� Ps. 105:4 Ps. 105:4000

 Ps. 105:40

raven (seeraven (see crow) crow) crow)

raven (see crow)

sparrowsparrow�s�ippo®r; s�ippo®r; strouthiíostrouthiíonnMatt. 10:2Matt. 10:29-31; Luke9-31; Luke 12:6 12:6�Passer domPasser domesticus; Pesticus; P. sp.. sp.. sp.

sparrow s�ippo®r; strouthiíon
Matt. 10:29-31; Luke 12:6 Passer domesticus; P. sp.

storkstork�h�a�siîd�ah�a�siîd�a®®�Lev. 11:19Lev. 11:19; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:18;Ciconia alCiconia alba; C. nigba; C. nigrarara

stork h�a�siîd�a® Lev. 11:19; Deut. 14:18;
Ciconia alba; C. nigra

�� Job 39:13 Job 39:13; Ps. 104:; Ps. 104:17;17;17;

 Job 39:13; Ps. 104:17;

�� Jer. 8:7 Jer. 8:7 Jer. 8:7

 Jer. 8:7

swallowswallow�deïro®rdeïro®r�Ps. 84:3[4Ps. 84:3[4]; Prov. 2]; Prov. 26:2Hirundo ruHirundo rusticasticastica

swallow deïro®r Ps. 84:3[4]; Prov. 26:2
Hirundo rustica

swiftswift�siîs, su®ssiîs, su®s�Jer. 8:7; Jer. 8:7; Isa. 38:14Isa. 38:14Apus sp.; Apus sp.; Cypselus aCypselus apuspuspus

swift siîs, su®s Jer. 8:7; Isa. 38:14
Apus sp.; Cypselus apus

tern (or gtern (or gull)ull)�sûah�ap�sûah�ap��Lev. 11:16Lev. 11:16; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:15Sterna fluSterna fluviatilisviatilis or  or Larus sp.Larus sp.Larus sp.

tern (or gull) sûah�ap� Lev. 11:16; Deut. 14:15
Sterna fluviatilis or Larus sp.

turtledoveturtledove�to®rto®r�Lev. 5:7StreptopelStreptopelia turturia turturia turtur

turtledove to®r Lev. 5:7
Streptopelia turtur

vulture, bvulture, beardedearded�peresperes�Lev. 11:13Lev. 11:13; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:12Gypaetus bGypaetus barbatusarbatusarbatus

vulture, bearded peres Lev. 11:13; Deut. 14:12
Gypaetus barbatus

vulture, Evulture, Egyptiangyptian�raœh�aœm, raœh�aœm, raœh�aœma®raœh�aœma®Lev. 11:18Lev. 11:18; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:17:17�Neophron pNeophron percnopteruercnopteruss

vulture, Egyptian raœh�aœm, raœh�aœma®
Lev. 11:18; Deut. 14:17 Neophron percnopterus

BIRSHABIRSHA (Heb.  (Heb. birsûa{birsûa{)))

BIRSHA (Heb. birsûa{)

The king oThe king of Gomorrahf Gomorrah during th during the time of e time of Abraham (GAbraham (Gen. 14:2),en. 14:2), defeated  defeated after his after his rebellion rrebellion rebellion against Chagainst Chedorlaomeredorlaomer (vv. 8, 1 (vv. 8, 10).0).

The king of Gomorrah during the time of Abraham (Gen. 14:2), defeated after his 
rebellion against Chedorlaomer (vv. 8, 10).

BIRTH, NEWBIRTH, NEW

BIRTH, NEW

�SeeSee  REGENERATIREGENERATION.ON.

See REGENERATION.

BIRTH PANGBIRTH PANGSSS

BIRTH PANGS



Birth painBirth pains are an is are an inescapablenescapable fundament fundament of human  of human existence.existence. Gen. 3:16 Gen. 3:16 specifica specifically mentiollyspecificaspecificalspecifically mentionly mentions them as s them as part of thpart of the curse one curse on humankind humankind, alongsid, alongside death ane death and the neced anand the neand the necessity ofcessity of toil. Alt toil. Although therhough there is an obe is an obvious connvious connection betection between the hween the horror of lohhorror of horror of labor painlabor pain and the j and the joy of a bioy of a birth, the brth, the biblical teiblical texts often xts often use the pause the pain imageryin imagin imagery byimagery by itself. itself. itself.

Birth pains are an inescapable fundament of human existence. Gen. 3:16 
specifically mentions them as part of the curse on humankind, alongside death 
and the necessity of toil. Although there is an obvious connection between the 
horror of labor pain and the joy of a birth, the biblical texts often use the pain 
imagery by itself.

�Birth pangBirth pangs are an is are an intense andntense and perilous  perilous form of paform of pain. Rachelin. Rachel’s death w’s death while givinhile givinhile giving birgiving birth to Benjth to Benjamin is deamin is described wiscribed with realismth realism in Gen. 3 in Gen. 35:16-18. T5:16-18. The pain anhe pain and peril ard pd peril are peril are also clearalso clear in Jer. 4 in Jer. 4:31; 30:12:31; 30:12-15, where-15, where the pain  the pain is a figuris a figure for God’e for God’s judgments judgms judgment. judgment. SignificanSignificantly in 1 Etly in 1 En. 62:4–6 n. 62:4–6 the mechanthe mechanics of chiics of childbirth arldbirth are mentionee mentioned, but thed, bd, but the bibut the birth itselfrth itself is not; n is not; no figuratio figurative child ive child is to be bos to be born to the rn to the kings and kings and governors governogovernors governors who are unwho are under judgmeder judgment; the innt; the intense paintense pain is all th is all they have. Tey have. This is so his is so even in soeveeven in soeven in some NT passme NT passages (e.g.ages (e.g., 1 Thess., 1 Thess. 5:3; cf.  5:3; cf. Mark 13:17Mark 13:17 par.). We par.). We must not  must not read birthreread birthread birth into pass into passages that ages that do not condo not contain it.tain it.tain it.

Birth pangs are an intense and perilous form of pain. Rachel’s death while 
giving birth to Benjamin is described with realism in Gen. 35:16-18. The pain and 
peril are also clear in Jer. 4:31; 30:12-15, where the pain is a figure for God’s 
judgment. Significantly in 1 En. 62:4–6 the mechanics of childbirth are mentioned, 
but the birth itself is not; no figurative child is to be born to the kings and 
governors who are under judgment; the intense pain is all they have. This is so 
even in some NT passages (e.g., 1 Thess. 5:3; cf. Mark 13:17 par.). We must not 
read birth into passages that do not contain it.

�Birth pangBirth pangs are a hes are a helpless pailpless pain. The pron. The prophets in pphets in particular articular describe tdescribe the opponenhe opponhe opponents opponents of God as of God as laboring wlaboring women (e.g.omen (e.g., Jer. 48:, Jer. 48:41; 49:22,41; 49:22, 24; 50:41 24; 50:41-43; Isa. -43; Isa. 13:6-8; 2613:613:6-8; 2613:6-8; 26:17-18; 42:17-18; 42:14; Ps. 4:14; Ps. 48:4-6[MT 58:4-6[MT 5–7]; cf. 1–7]; cf. 1 QH 5). Th QH 5). These are noese are not hopeful t hopeful passages, papassages, passages, but imagesbut images of pain,  of pain, ineffectuaineffectuality, and lity, and humiliatiohumiliation (cf. Jern (cf. Jer. 6:24; 13. 6:24; 13:21; 22:23:21; 22:2:21; 22:23; 30:22:23; 30:6). This m6). This may be the ay be the backgroundbackground of Rom. 8 of Rom. 8, featurin, featuring not onlyg not only birth pai birth pains but fruns paipains but pains but frustratiofrustration and the n and the mixed metamixed metaphor of adphor of adoption. Inoption. In Gal. 4:19 Gal. 4:19 it is Pau it is Paul who feell whl who feels who feels the birth the birth pangs untipangs until Christ il Christ is “formed s “formed in you,” ain you,” an ironic en ironic expression xpression of his helof hof his helplehis helplessness.ssness.ssness.

Birth pangs are a helpless pain. The prophets in particular describe the 
opponents of God as laboring women (e.g., Jer. 48:41; 49:22, 24; 50:41-43; Isa. 
13:6-8; 26:17-18; 42:14; Ps. 48:4-6[MT 5–7]; cf. 1 QH 5). These are not hopeful 
passages, but images of pain, ineffectuality, and humiliation (cf. Jer. 6:24; 13:21; 
22:23; 30:6). This may be the background of Rom. 8, featuring not only birth 
pains but frustration and the mixed metaphor of adoption. In Gal. 4:19 it is Paul 
who feels the birth pangs until Christ is “formed in you,” an ironic expression of 
his helplessness.

�Birth pangBirth pangs can, hows can, however, be aever, be a productiv productive pain. Soe pain. Some passageme passages make exps make explicit whatlicit wlicit what otherwhat others omit. Ins omit. In John 16:2 John 16:20-22 the p0-22 the pain is notain is not denied bu denied but subsumedt subsumed under the under the under the joy. Tthe joy. There seemshere seems to be pre to be precedent forcedent for seeing an seeing an apocalypt apocalyptic patternic pattern of judgme of judgment and resnjudgmejudgment ajudgment and restorand restoration in lation in labor pains bor pains and childband childbirth (Isa.irth (Isa. 66:6-9; M 66:6-9; Mic. 4:10; ic. 4:10; 5:3-4[2–3]5:3-4[5:3-4[2–3]5:3-4[2–3]; and expl; and explicitly in icitly in 1 QH 3; 1 QH 3; b. Sanh.b. Sanh. 97–98; cf 97–98; cf. Rev. 12:. Rev. 12:1-6).1-6).1-6).

Birth pangs can, however, be a productive pain. Some passages make explicit 
what others omit. In John 16:20-22 the pain is not denied but subsumed under 
the joy. There seems to be precedent for seeing an apocalyptic pattern of 
judgment and restoration in labor pains and childbirth (Isa. 66:6-9; Mic. 4:10; 
5:3-4[2–3]; and explicitly in 1 QH 3; b. Sanh. 97–98; cf. Rev. 12:1-6).

�Finally, bFinally, birth pangsirth pangs are a pai are a pain that musn that must run theit run their course: r course: a period oa period of time ratf time rather than ahratrather tharather than a point.n a point. Thus in M Thus in Mic. 4:9-10ic. 4:9-10 with 5:3( with 5:3(2) this er2) this era before ta before the figurathe figurative birth ive biive birth seembirth seems the focus the focus rather ts rather than the prhan the predicted biedicted birth itselfrth itself (so also  (so also rabbinic drabbinic discussionsiscussddiscussiondiscussions of the “s of the “birth painbirth pains of the Ms of the Messiah”; essiah”; b. Sanh.b. Sanh. 97–98;  97–98; Ketub.Ketub. 111a;  111a; SÁabb.SÁabbSÁabb.SÁabb. 118). In  118). In addition, addition, there is athere is a sense of  sense of inexorableinexorable process.  process. Once begunOnce begun, there is, the, there is nthere is no escape; o escape; it must ruit must run to compln to completion. Theetion. The onset of  onset of birth pangbirth pangs are not s are not yet the enyetyet the enyet the end, but thed, but the beginning beginning of the pr of the process thatocess that must sure must surely lead toly lead to the end ( the end (4 Ezra 16:4 Ez4 Ezra 16:37Ezra 16:37–39; Mark –39; Mark 13 par.; c13 par.; cf. 4 Ezra f. 4 Ezra 4:40–42; A4:40–42; Acts 2:24).cts 2:24).

Finally, birth pangs are a pain that must run their course: a period of time 
rather than a point. Thus in Mic. 4:9-10 with 5:3(2) this era before the figurative 
birth seems the focus rather than the predicted birth itself (so also rabbinic 
discussions of the “birth pains of the Messiah”; b. Sanh. 97–98; Ketub. 111a; 
SÁabb. 118). In addition, there is a sense of inexorable process. Once begun, 
there is no escape; it must run to completion. The onset of birth pangs are not 
yet the end, but the beginning of the process that must surely lead to the end (4 
Ezra 16:37–39; Mark 13 par.; cf. 4 Ezra 4:40–42; Acts 2:24).

�Birth pangBirth pangs are founs are found through d through the whole the whole sweep of tsweep of the canon, he canon, from Genesfrom Genesis to Reveis tois to Revelatto Revelation. But bion. But by Revelatiy Revelation, the doon, the dominant imaminant image has beege has been turned an turned around. Oncround. Onround. Once, the Once, the terrible aterrible appearance ppearance of Yahweh of Yahweh renders hirenders his enemies s enemies like womenlike women in labor. in labor in labor. In labor. In Rev. 12, hRev. 12, however, itowever, it is the En is the Enemy who paemy who parades withrades with ferocity  ferocity while Salvwhile Salvation arriatioSalvSalvation Salvation arrives tharrives through the rough the humility ohumility of birth paf birth pangs and chngs and childbirth.ildbirth.ildbirth.

Birth pangs are found through the whole sweep of the canon, from Genesis 
to Revelation. But by Revelation, the dominant image has been turned around. 
Once, the terrible appearance of Yahweh renders his enemies like women in 
labor. In Rev. 12, however, it is the Enemy who parades with ferocity while 
Salvation arrives through the humility of birth pangs and childbirth.

�SeeSee  MESSIANIC MESSIANIC WOES.WOES.WOES.

See MESSIANIC WOES.



�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. C. AlliD. C. Allison, Jr., son, Jr., The End ofThe End of the Ages  the Ages Has ComeHas Come (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1985phia, (Philadel(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1985)hia, 1985); G. Bertr; G. Bertram, am, “oœdiín“oœdiín, , oœdiínoœoœdiínoœ,” ,” TDNTTDNT 9:667–74; 9:667–74; C. Gempf, C. Gem C. Gempf, “ThGempf, “The Imagery e Imagery of Birth Pof Birth Pangs in thangs in the New Teste New Testament,” ament,” TynBulTynBul 45 (1994) 45 (1994): 119–35.: 119: 119–35.119–35.119–35.

Bibliography. D. C. Allison, Jr., The End of the Ages Has Come 
(Philadelphia, 1985); G. Bertram, “oœdiín, oœdiínoœ,” TDNT 9:667–74; C. 
Gempf, “The Imagery of Birth Pangs in the New Testament,” TynBul 45 (1994): 
119–35.
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BIRTHRIGHTBIRTHRIGHT

BIRTHRIGHT

The right The right of the firof the firstborn sonstborn son of the mo of the mother of thther of the househole household to be itd to be its heir. Ths heir. This heir reis his heir receiheir received twice ved twice the properthe property as did ty as did the othersthe others (Deut. 21 (Deut. 21:17; MAL B:17; MAL B:1).:1).:1).

The right of the firstborn son of the mother of the household to be its heir. This 
heir received twice the property as did the others (Deut. 21:17; MAL B:1).

�Four generFour generations madations made up a houe up a household (Hesehold (Heb. b. beît� }aœbbeît� }aœb��): the fat): the father of theher of ther of the househthe household and hiold and his brotherss brothers; his fath; his father and uncer and uncles; his sles; his sons; and hons; and his grandsois grandsons (Lev. 1ns (ns (Lev. 18:6(Lev. 18:6-18). Hous-18). Households wereholds were patriline patrilineal: membeeal: members receivers received social sd social status fromtatus from the fathe t the fatherthe father; only he ; only he designateddesignated heirs. So heirs. Some designame designated “heirsted “heirs” or “firs” or “firstborn” (Hetborn” (Heb. b. (He(Heb. (Heb. benben) by birth) by birthright, othright, others by achers by achievement. ievement. Using birtUsing birthright redhright reduced compeuced competition bettitcompecompetitiocompetition between n between the motherthe mothers and sonss and sons of the ho of the household. Iusehold. In the storn the stories of Isaies of Isaac and RebaIsaIsaac and Isaac and Rebekah (GRebekah (Gen. 27:1-4en. 27:1-45) and the5) and the Code of H Code of Hammurabi, ammurabi, however, ahowever, achievementchievemaachievemenachievement designatt designates a more es a more competent competent heir than heir than the birthrthe birthright male,ight male, which hel which hel which helped thehelped the Hebrews s Hebrews survive in urvive in an unstablan unstable world.e world.e world.

Four generations made up a household (Heb. beît� }aœb� ): the father of 
the household and his brothers; his father and uncles; his sons; and his grandsons 
(Lev. 18:6-18). Households were patrilineal: members received social status from 
the father; only he designated heirs. Some designated “heirs” or “firstborn” 
(Heb. ben) by birthright, others by achievement. Using birthright reduced 
competition between the mothers and sons of the household. In the stories of 
Isaac and Rebekah (Gen. 27:1-45) and the Code of Hammurabi, however, 
achievement designates a more competent heir than the birthright male, which 
helped the Hebrews survive in an unstable world.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. V. H. MattV. H. Matthews and Dhews and D. C. Benja. C. Benjamin, min, Social WorSocial World of Ancild of Ancient Israelent Isrent Israel, 12Israel, 1250–58750–587  B.C.E.B.C.E. (Peabody, (Peabody, 1993), 7– 1993), 7–21, 110–2021, 110–20...

Bibliography. V. H. Matthews and D. C. Benjamin, Social World of Ancient 
Israel, 1250–587 B.C.E. (Peabody, 1993), 7–21, 110–20.
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BIRZAITHBIRZAITH (Heb.  (Heb. birzaœwit�birzaœwit�)))

BIRZAITH (Heb. birzaœwit� )

The son ofThe son of Malchiel  Malchiel and grandsand grandson of Berion of Beriah, a descah, a descendant of endant of Asher (1 CAsher (1 Chr. 7:31).hr. 7:31). The name  T The name mThe name may designaay designate a placete a place, probably, probably Khirbet B Khirbet Bir Zeit, 2ir Zeit, 21 km. (13 1 km. (13 mi.) N of mi.) N of Jerusalem.JeJerusalem.Jerusalem.

The son of Malchiel and grandson of Beriah, a descendant of Asher (1 Chr. 7:31). 
The name may designate a place, probably Khirbet Bir Zeit, 21 km. (13 mi.) N of 
Jerusalem.

BISHLAMBISHLAM (Heb.  (Heb. bisûlaœmbisûlaœm)))

BISHLAM (Heb. bisûlaœm)

One of theOne of the Persian o Persian officials wfficials who sent a ho sent a letter to letter to King ArtaxKing Artaxerxes I oberxes I objecting tojecting to the build the the buildithe building activitng activities at Jeries at Jerusalem (Ezusalem (Ezra 4:7). Bra 4:7). Bishlam mayishlam may be an Ara be an Aramaic term maic term meaning “smeameaning “smeaning “son of peacon of peace” (cf. LXe” (cf. LXX X en eireäínen eireäíneä,eä, “in peace “in peace”; but cf.”; but cf. 1 Esdr. 2 1 Esdr. 2:16).:16).

One of the Persian officials who sent a letter to King Artaxerxes I objecting to 
the building activities at Jerusalem (Ezra 4:7). Bishlam may be an Aramaic term 
meaning “son of peace” (cf. LXX en eireäíneä, “in peace”; but cf. 1 Esdr. 2:16).

BISHOPBISHOPBISHOP

BISHOP

A high offA high office in earice in early Church ly Church ministry aministry and governand governance. It isnce. It is not clear not clear when the  when the word (Gk. worword (Gk. word (Gk. epiískoposepiískopos), as used), as used in early  in early Christian Christian circles, pcircles, passed fromassed from the gener the generic meaningicgenergeneric megeneric meaning “oveaning “overseer” or rseer” or “guardian”“guardian” to the sp to the specific meaecific meaning “bishning “bishop.” The fop.” The former meanofformer meaformer meaning is lining is likely in Ackely in Acts 20:28, ts 20:28, where Paulwhere Paul is said t is said to have deso have described thecribed the elders of eld elders of elders of the churchthe church at Ephesu at Ephesus (v. 17) s (v. 17) as as epiískopoiepiískopoi of the fl of the flock, appoiock, appointed by thnted by thnted by the Holy Sthe Holy Spirit (cf.pirit (cf. the assoc the association of iation of elders, flelders, flock, and eock, and exercising xercising guardianshguardianship [from tip [froip [from the [from the verb verb episkopéoœepiskopéoœ] in 1 Pet] in 1 Pet. 5:1-2). . 5:1-2). The pastorThe pastoral connectal connection is alsion is also found ino fouo found in 1found in 1 Pet. 2:25 Pet. 2:25, where Je, where Jesus is dessus is described as cribed as the Shephethe Shepherd and rd and epiískoposepiískopos of our so of of our souof our souls. For a ls. For a similar gesimilar generic meanneric meaning of theing of the related w related word ord episkopeäíepiskopeäí (“positio (“posi (“position(“position of overse of overseer”), cf. er”), cf. Acts 1:20 Acts 1:20 (citing Ps(citing Ps. 109:8 LX. 109:8 LXX).X).X).

A high office in early Church ministry and governance. It is not clear when the 
word (Gk. epiískopos), as used in early Christian circles, passed from the 
generic meaning “overseer” or “guardian” to the specific meaning “bishop.” The 
former meaning is likely in Acts 20:28, where Paul is said to have described the 
elders of the church at Ephesus (v. 17) as epiískopoi of the flock, appointed by 
the Holy Spirit (cf. the association of elders, flock, and exercising guardianship 



[from the verb episkopéoœ] in 1 Pet. 5:1-2). The pastoral connection is also 
found in 1 Pet. 2:25, where Jesus is described as the Shepherd and epiískopos 
of our souls. For a similar generic meaning of the related word episkopeäí 
(“position of overseer”), cf. Acts 1:20 (citing Ps. 109:8 LXX).

�The meaninThe meaning “bishop”g “bishop” seems pro seems probable in Pbable in Phil. 1:1, hil. 1:1, where Paulwhere Paul addresses addresses  epiískopoiepiísepiískopoiepiískopoi along wit along with deacons.h deacons. By the ti By the time of the me of the Pastoral EPastoral Epistles, tpistles, the traditihe tradition of aspion tradititradition tradition of aspirinof aspiring to the og to the office of bffice of bishop ishop (episkopeä(episkopeäí)í) was well  was well establisheestablished and apprd andd and approvand approved (1 Tim.ed (1 Tim. 3:1). Con 3:1). Congregationsgregations received  received counsel oncounsel on the types the types of person of person of persons supersons suited for tited for the office he office (1 Tim. 3:(1 Tim. 3:2-7; Tit. 2-7; Tit. 1:7-9). Th1:7-9). The charactee characteristics inristics included execluded inincluded eincluded exemplary pxemplary personal, dersonal, domestic, aomestic, and organiznd organizational trational traits. Whilaits. While it is cle it is clear that bear tear that bishothat bishops at thatps at that time were time were distinct  distinct from deacofrom deacons, their ns, their relationshrelationship to eldeip to elders is morers isrs is more unis more uncertain. Bcertain. Both 1 Timooth 1 Timothy and Tithy and Titus includtus include materiale material about eld about elders that cers that complementsomccomplementcomplements (1 Tim. s (1 Tim. 5:17-22) a5:17-22) and overlapnd overlaps (Tit. 1:s (Tit. 1:5-6) their5-6) their discussio discussions of bishns of bishops. The lopsbishbishops. Tbishops. The latter he latter may be a smay be a superior suuperior subset of thbset of the former oe former or may be ar may be appointed bppointed by them (poybby them (pby them (possibly suossibly suggested inggested in 1 Tim. 4: 1 Tim. 4:14), or th14), or the two may e two may be differebe different titles nt titles for the safor for the safor the same office.me office. Certainly Certainly, by the t, by the time of Ignime of Ignatius (earatius (early 2nd cenly 2nd century) the tury) the two posititwo ptwo positions positions were distiwere distinct.nct.nct.

The meaning “bishop” seems probable in Phil. 1:1, where Paul addresses 
epiískopoi along with deacons. By the time of the Pastoral Epistles, the 
tradition of aspiring to the office of bishop (episkopeäí) was well established 
and approved (1 Tim. 3:1). Congregations received counsel on the types of 
persons suited for the office (1 Tim. 3:2-7; Tit. 1:7-9). The characteristics 
included exemplary personal, domestic, and organizational traits. While it is clear 
that bishops at that time were distinct from deacons, their relationship to elders 
is more uncertain. Both 1 Timothy and Titus include material about elders that 
complements (1 Tim. 5:17-22) and overlaps (Tit. 1:5-6) their discussions of 
bishops. The latter may be a superior subset of the former or may be appointed 
by them (possibly suggested in 1 Tim. 4:14), or the two may be different titles 
for the same office. Certainly, by the time of Ignatius (early 2nd century) the two 
positions were distinct.

Warren C. Warren C. TrenchardTrenchard
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BITHIAHBITHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. bit�ya®bit�ya®)))

BITHIAH (Heb. bit�ya® )

A daughterA daughter of the Eg of the Egyptian phayptian pharaoh, wiferaoh, wife of the Ju of the Judahite Merdahite Mered (1 Chr.ed (1 Chr. 4:17[MT 1 4:17[MT 1 4:17[MT 18]). Her 18]). Her name (Heb.name (Heb. “daughter “daughter of Yahweh of Yahweh”) suggest”) suggests that shes that she was a fol was a follower of Ylower of Ylower of Yahwism.Yahwism.

A daughter of the Egyptian pharaoh, wife of the Judahite Mered (1 Chr. 4:17[MT 
18]). Her name (Heb. “daughter of Yahweh”) suggests that she was a follower of 
Yahwism.

BITHYNIABITHYNIA (Gk.  (Gk. BithyniíaBithyniía)))

BITHYNIA (Gk. Bithyniía)

A mountainA mountainous regionous region in northe in northern Asia Mirn Asia Minor, locatnor, located on the ed on the Black (EuxBlack (Euxine) Sea. ine) Sea. The HellenTThe HellenThe Hellenistic kingistic kingdom of Bitdom of Bithynia was hynia was bequeathedbequeathed to Rome b to Rome by King Nicy King Nicomedes IV omedes NicNicomedes Nicomedes IV (74 IV (74 B.C.E.B.C.E.) and, joi) and, joined with tned with the region he region to its easto its east, became t, became the Roman the Romanthe Roman provRoman province of Biince of Bithynia-Ponthynia-Pontus (ca. 6tus (ca. 63). Prusa,3). Prusa, one of it one of its major cis major cities, was ties, was the home othe the home othe home of the philf the philosopher Diosopher Dio Chrysosto Chrysostom, whose om, whose writings pwritings provide an rovide an important importaimportant important glimpse ofglimpse of 1st-centu 1st-century civic lry civic life in theife in the province. province. A Jewish  A Jewish synagogue synagogue is attesteis atis attested aattested at Nicomedit Nicomedia by the 2a by the 2nd or 3rd nd or 3rd century.century.century.

A mountainous region in northern Asia Minor, located on the Black (Euxine) Sea. 
The Hellenistic kingdom of Bithynia was bequeathed to Rome by King 
Nicomedes IV (74 B.C.E.) and, joined with the region to its east, became the 
Roman province of Bithynia-Pontus (ca. 63). Prusa, one of its major cities, was 
the home of the philosopher Dio Chrysostom, whose writings provide an 
important glimpse of 1st-century civic life in the province. A Jewish synagogue is 
attested at Nicomedia by the 2nd or 3rd century.

�The ChristThe Christian communian communities of Bities of Bithynia anithynia and Pontus ad Pontus are among tre among those addrehose addressed in 1 ssedaddreaddressed addressed in 1 Peterin 1 Peter, and the , and the correspondcorrespondence betweence between Pliny ten Pliny the Youngerhe Younger (the Roma (the Ro (the Roman goveRoman governor) and rnor) and emperor Tremperor Trajan reveaajan reveals that Chls that Christians wristians were evidenere evident enough tt enought enough to enough to warrant thwarrant the negativee negative reaction  reaction of local iof local inhabitantsnhabitants (Pliny  (Pliny Ep.Ep. 10.96–97; 10.96–97; ca. 110  ca ca. 110 ca. 110 C.E.C.E.). Paul an). Paul and his compd his companions weranions were preventee prevented from entd from entering Bithering Bithynia by “tynia by “tynia by “the Spiri“the Spirit of Jesust of Jesus” (Acts 16” (Acts 16:7).:7).:7).

The Christian communities of Bithynia and Pontus are among those 
addressed in 1 Peter, and the correspondence between Pliny the Younger (the 
Roman governor) and emperor Trajan reveals that Christians were evident 
enough to warrant the negative reaction of local inhabitants (Pliny Ep. 10.96–97; 
ca. 110 C.E.). Paul and his companions were prevented from entering Bithynia by 
“the Spirit of Jesus” (Acts 16:7).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. P. JoneC. P. Jones, s, The Roman The Roman World of DWorld of Dio Chrysosio Chrysostomtom (Princeto (Princeton, 1978); n, 19n, 1978); D. 1978); D. Magie, Magie, Roman RuleRoman Rule in Asia M in Asia Minorinor (1950, re (1950, repr. New Yopr. New York, 1975).rk, 1975).

Bibliography. C. P. Jones, The Roman World of Dio Chrysostom (Princeton, 
1978); D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor (1950, repr. New York, 1975).
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BITTER HERBITTER HERBSBSBS

BITTER HERBS

So the IsrSo the Israelites miaelites might recallght recall the bitte the bitterness of trness of their slaveheir slavery in Egypry in Egypt, God pret, God prescribed thscribepreprescribedprescribed that Isra that Israelites eatelites eat bitter he bitter herbs (Heb. rbs (Heb. meïroœriîmmeïroœriîm) along wi) along with lamb anth lamb and unleavendanand unleavand unleavened breadened bread at the Pa at the Passover (Exssover (Exod. 12:8; od. 12:8; Num. 9:11)Num. 9:11). Many bit. Many bitter-tastinter-tasting herbs grgbitter-tastinbitter-tasbitter-tasting herbsting herbs grow in L grow in Lower Egyptower Egypt, includin, including dandeliog dandelions, cumin,ns, cumin, fenugreek fenugreek, endive, , e, endive, waendive, watercress, tercress, and sorreland sorrel. The rabb. The rabbis suggestis suggested five pled five plants as suants as suitable foritable for eating as eatin eating as eating as the the meïroœriîmmeïroœriîm,, two of wh two of which can beich can be positivel positively identifiy identified as letted as lettuce and chuce anduce and chicorand chicory (y (Pesah�.Pesah�. 2:6). Rad 2:6). Radishes, letishes, lettuce, and tuce, and horseradishorseradish may reprh may represent the esent the bitter herbbitter herbitter herbs at the bs at the modern Pasmodern Passover sedesover seder.r.r.

So the Israelites might recall the bitterness of their slavery in Egypt, God 
prescribed that Israelites eat bitter herbs (Heb. meïroœriîm) along with lamb 
and unleavened bread at the Passover (Exod. 12:8; Num. 9:11). Many 
bitter-tasting herbs grow in Lower Egypt, including dandelions, cumin, fenugreek, 
endive, watercress, and sorrel. The rabbis suggested five plants as suitable for 
eating as the meïroœriîm, two of which can be positively identified as lettuce 
and chicory (Pesah�.  2:6). Radishes, lettuce, and horseradish may represent the 
bitter herbs at the modern Passover seder.
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BITTER LAKBITTER LAKESESES

BITTER LAKES

Two connecTwo connected lakes,ted lakes, the Great the Great and Littl and Little Bitter Le Bitter Lakes, betwakes, between the noeen the northernmostrthernmosnonorthernmonorthernmost tip of st tip of the Gulf othe Gulf of Suez andf Suez and the Medit the Mediterranean Serranean Sea. While ea. While enslaved ienslaved in Egypt, tniin Egypt, in Egypt, the Israelthe Israelites livedites lived W of the  W of the Bitter LakBitter Lakes in the es in the land of Goland of Goshen. Durishen. During the Exong thng the Exodusthe Exodus, the Isra, the Israelites eitelites either entereher entered the Sinad the Sinai Peninsuli Peninsula S of thea S of the lakes or  lakes or N of the lN of N of the lakof the lakes, traveles, traveling along ing along the easterthe eastern shore ton shore toward Mt. Sward Mt. Sinai.inai.inai.

Two connected lakes, the Great and Little Bitter Lakes, between the 
northernmost tip of the Gulf of Suez and the Mediterranean Sea. While enslaved 
in Egypt, the Israelites lived W of the Bitter Lakes in the land of Goshen. During 
the Exodus, the Israelites either entered the Sinai Peninsula S of the lakes or N 
of the lakes, traveling along the eastern shore toward Mt. Sinai.
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BITUMENBITUMENBITUMEN

BITUMEN

A term useA term used to descrd to describe all hyibe all hydrocarbonsdrocarbons that are  that are soluble insoluble in carbon di carbon disulfide, isulfide, including gncluiincluding including gases, easgases, easily mobileily mobile liquids,  liquids, viscous liviscous liquids, andquids, and solids. I solids. In the natun the natural enviroral envirral environmenenvironment bitumen t bitumen is a dark-is a dark-colored, ccolored, comparativeomparatively hard, nly hard, nonvolatileonvolatile substance substance. Its nonm.substancesubstance.substance. Its nonmi Its nonmineral consneral constituents atituents are fusiblere fusible and large and largely solublely soluble in carbon in carbon disulfide disu disulfide.disulfide. Originall Originally the termy the term was used  was used for nativefor native mineral p mineral pitch, tar,itch, tar, asphalt,  asphalt, or slime, or slimor slime, butslime, but now it is now it is applied t applied to any of to any of the flammabhe flammable viscid,le viscid, liquid, o liquid, or solid hyr solid hydrocarbon drocarhyhydrocarbohydrocarbon mixturesn mixtures, soluble , soluble in carbon in carbon disulfide.disulfide. Pitch is  Pitch is a thick via thick viscous subsscous substance obtatancesubssubstance substance obtained bobtained by boiling y boiling down tar, down tar, while slimwhile slime is a ceme is a cement made oent made of bitumen f bitumen or asphaltoor asphaltor asphalt. Actual b. Actual bitumen is itumen is not mentionot mentioned in thened in the Bible. Sl Bible. Slime was usime was used as morted as mortar to assuarmortmortar to mortar to assure buoassure buoyancy for yancy for Moses’ basMoses’ basket (Exod.ket (Exod. 2:3; Heb. 2:3; Heb.  h�eämaœrh�eämaœr) and to b) and t) and to build Bto build Babel (Gen.abel (Gen. 11:3), an 11:3), and pitch wad pitch was used fors used for Noah’s ar Noah’s ark (Gen. 6:k (Gen. 6:14) and fo14) and for sealing r sr sealing rosealing roofs, conduofs, conduits, and aits, and aqueducts.queducts.queducts.

A term used to describe all hydrocarbons that are soluble in carbon disulfide, 
including gases, easily mobile liquids, viscous liquids, and solids. In the natural 
environment bitumen is a dark-colored, comparatively hard, nonvolatile 
substance. Its nonmineral constituents are fusible and largely soluble in carbon 
disulfide. Originally the term was used for native mineral pitch, tar, asphalt, or 
slime, but now it is applied to any of the flammable viscid, liquid, or solid 
hydrocarbon mixtures, soluble in carbon disulfide. Pitch is a thick viscous 
substance obtained by boiling down tar, while slime is a cement made of bitumen 
or asphalt. Actual bitumen is not mentioned in the Bible. Slime was used as 
mortar to assure buoyancy for Moses’ basket (Exod. 2:3; Heb. h�eämaœr ) and 
to build Babel (Gen. 11:3), and pitch was used for Noah’s ark (Gen. 6:14) and for 
sealing roofs, conduits, and aqueducts.
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BIZIOTHIAHBIZIOTHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. bizyo®t�yabizyo®t�ya®®)))

BIZIOTHIAH (Heb. bizyo®t�ya® )

According According to the MT,to the MT, a town ne a town near Beer-shar Beer-sheba (Josh.eba (Josh. 15:28). H 15:28). However, thowever, the text shoe text she text should reashould read Heb. d Heb. beïno®t�eybeïno®t�eyhaœhaœ (“her dau (“her daughters,” ighters,” i.e., surro.e., surrounding plaunding places; cf. Lces; cf. ces; cf. LXX ancf. LXX and Neh. 11:d Neh. 11:27).27).

According to the MT, a town near Beer-sheba (Josh. 15:28). However, the text 
should read Heb. beïno®t�eyhaœ  (“her daughters,” i.e., surrounding places; 



cf. LXX and Neh. 11:27).

BIZTHABIZTHA (Heb.  (Heb. bizzeït�aœbizzeït�aœ}})))

BIZTHA (Heb. bizzeït�aœ} )

One of theOne of the seven eun seven eunuchs who suchs who served as cerved as chamberlainhamberlains for the s for the Persian kiPersian king Ahasuerng Ahasueng Ahasuerus Ahasuerus (Esth. 1:1(Esth. 1:10).0).

One of the seven eunuchs who served as chamberlains for the Persian king 
Ahasuerus (Esth. 1:10).

BLASPHEMYBLASPHEMYBLASPHEMY

BLASPHEMY

The act ofThe act of cursing o cursing or slanderir slandering the namng the name of God. e of God. It is not It is not only an aconly an act committet committed against d ad against Goagainst God (Exod. 2d (Exod. 22:28[MT 272:28[MT 27]) but als]) but also an act oo an act of slanderif slandering, abusinng, abusing, or revig, or reviling otherlingrevireviling oreviling other peoplther people or groupe or groups (Rom. 3:s (Rom. 3:8; 1 Cor. 8; 1 Cor. 4:13; 1 Pe4:13; 1 Pet. 4:4). Bt. 4:4). Blasphemy alasphemy also appearlso aalso appeaalso appears in Assyrs in Assyrian legalrian legal texts (cf texts (cf. Dan. 3:2. Dan. 3:29).9).9).

The act of cursing or slandering the name of God. It is not only an act committed 
against God (Exod. 22:28[MT 27]) but also an act of slandering, abusing, or 
reviling other people or groups (Rom. 3:8; 1 Cor. 4:13; 1 Pet. 4:4). Blasphemy 
also appears in Assyrian legal texts (cf. Dan. 3:29).

�Generally,Generally, OT laws e OT laws emphasize tmphasize the personahe personal responsil responsibility of bility of the indivithe individual who cdual whdual who commitwho commits blasphems blasphemy, and thuy, and thus it is ths it is the blaspheme blasphemer, not hier, not his or her fs or her family, whoamily, who incurs pu whowho incurswho incurs punishmen punishment for the t for the sin (Lev. sin (Lev. 24:10-16).24:10-16). Since one Since one person’s  person’s blasphemy blasphemy can pollutccan pollutcan pollute the entie the entire communire community, punishty, punishment adminment administered byistered by the commu the community itselnity itsenity itself funitself functions to ctions to “purge the“purge the evil from evil from from [its from [its] midst” (] midst” (Deut. 17:7Deut. 17:7). Nehemia). Nehemiah, howeverh, hoh, however, ahowever, accuses allccuses all of Israel of Israel of commit of committing “greating “great provocatt provocations (blasions (blasphemies)” phemies)” (Heb. (H(Heb. (Heb. ne}aœs�a®ne}aœs�a®) when the) when they made andy made and worshippe worshipped a moltend a molten calf duri calf during their wng their wng their wanderingswanderings in the wi in the wilderness (lderness (Neh. 9:18)Neh. 9:18)...

Generally, OT laws emphasize the personal responsibility of the individual 
who commits blasphemy, and thus it is the blasphemer, not his or her family, 
who incurs punishment for the sin (Lev. 24:10-16). Since one person’s blasphemy 
can pollute the entire community, punishment administered by the community 
itself functions to “purge the evil from from [its] midst” (Deut. 17:7). Nehemiah, 
however, accuses all of Israel of committing “great provocations (blasphemies)” 
(Heb. ne}aœs�a® ) when they made and worshipped a molten calf during their 
wanderings in the wilderness (Neh. 9:18).

�Jesus’ oppJesus’ opponents acconents accuse him ofuse him of blasphemy blasphemy on severa on several occasionl occasions (e.g., Ms (e.g., Matt. 9:3).att. 9:3att. 9:3). At h9:3). At his trial, is trial, the Sanhedthe Sanhedrin publicrin publicly accuse ly accuse Jesus of “Jesus of “uttering buttering blasphemy” lasphemy” and recommand reand recommend recommend the death the death sentence fsentence for him (Maor him (Matt. 26:65-tt. 26:65-66 = Mark 66 = Mark 14:64). Je14:64). Jewish authowish authwish authoritieauthorities accuse ms accuse many of Jesany of Jesus’ followus’ followers of blaers of blasphemy andsphemy and put them  put them to death bto death by stoning ybby stoningby stoning (Acts 6:1 (Acts 6:11; cf. Joh1; cf. John 10:31-39n 10:31-39). Before ). Before his converhis conversion Paul sion Paul “blaspheme“blasphemed and persd ad and persecand persecuted and iuted and insulted Chnsulted Christ” (1 Trist” (1 Tim. 1:13) im. 1:13) and revileand reviled Christiad Christians (Acts 2ns (Acts 26:11). Aft6:1226:11). Af26:11). After his coter his conversion, nversion, Paul admonPaul admonishes Chriishes Christians to stians to “put no ob“put no obstacle in stacle in anyone’s wanyanyone’s wanyone’s way” (2 Coray” (2 Cor. 6:3), to. 6:3), to avoid the avoid the sin of bl sin of blasphemy.asphemy.asphemy.

Jesus’ opponents accuse him of blasphemy on several occasions (e.g., Matt. 
9:3). At his trial, the Sanhedrin publicly accuse Jesus of “uttering blasphemy” and 
recommend the death sentence for him (Matt. 26:65-66 = Mark 14:64). Jewish 
authorities accuse many of Jesus’ followers of blasphemy and put them to death 
by stoning (Acts 6:11; cf. John 10:31-39). Before his conversion Paul “blasphemed 
and persecuted and insulted Christ” (1 Tim. 1:13) and reviled Christians (Acts 
26:11). After his conversion, Paul admonishes Christians to “put no obstacle in 
anyone’s way” (2 Cor. 6:3), to avoid the sin of blasphemy.

�In MatthewIn Matthew and Mark, and Mark, Jesus tea Jesus teaches that ches that blasphemy blasphemy against thagainst the Holy Spie Holy Spirit is an rit is arit is an eternalan eternal sin. Matt sin. Matt. 12:31-32. 12:31-32 reports t reports that while hat while “people wi“people will be forgll be forgiven for eiven for every sin avery eevery sin every sin and blasphand blasphemy. . . wemy. . . whoever spehoever speaks againsaks against the Holyt the Holy Spirit wi Spirit will not be ll not be forgiven, forgforgiven, forgiven, either in either in this age othis age or in the ar in the age to comege to come.” Mark 3:.” Mark 3:29 caution29 cautions that “whs that “whoever blasoev“wh“whoever b“whoever blasphemes lasphemes against thagainst the Holy Spie Holy Spirit. . . irit. . . is guilty os guilty of an eternf an eternal sin.”al sin.”al sin.”

In Matthew and Mark, Jesus teaches that blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is 
an eternal sin. Matt. 12:31-32 reports that while “people will be forgiven for 
every sin and blasphemy. . . whoever speaks against the Holy Spirit will not be 
forgiven, either in this age or in the age to come.” Mark 3:29 cautions that 
“whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit. . . is guilty of an eternal sin.”

Henry L. CHenry L. Carrigan, Jarrigan, Jr.r.

Henry L. Carrigan, Jr.

BLASTUSBLASTUS (Gk.  (Gk. BlaéstosBlaéstos)))

BLASTUS (Gk. Blaéstos)

ChamberlaiChamberlain of King n of King Herod AgriHerod Agrippa I (Actppa I (Acts 12:20). s 12:20). In their dIn their dispute witispute with the kingh the king, the peop, t, the peoplethe people of Tyre a of Tyre and Sidon “nd Sidon “persuaded”persuaded” (probably (probably bribed) B bribed) Blastus to lastus to use his inuse his influence asfluininfluence influence as keeper as keeper of the royof the royal bedchamal bedchamber to secber to secure them aure them an audiencen audience with the  with the  with the king.the king.

Chamberlain of King Herod Agrippa I (Acts 12:20). In their dispute with the king, 
the people of Tyre and Sidon “persuaded” (probably bribed) Blastus to use his 
influence as keeper of the royal bedchamber to secure them an audience with 
the king.



BLEMISHBLEMISHBLEMISH

BLEMISH

A physicalA physical defect, p defect, prohibited rohibited on priestson priests who serve who serve at the al at the altar and ontar and on animals o animals offered on fferooffered onoffered on the altar the altar (Lev. 21: (Lev. 21:17-21; 22:17-21; 22:19-25). Bl19-25). Blemished premished priests wereiests were allowed t allowed to provide o po provide otprovide other servicher services in the es in the sanctuary sanctuary except thaexcept that which int which involved sacvolved sacrifices atrifices at the altar the the altar,the altar, and anima and animals with lils with limited defemited defects could cts could be offeredbe offered as freewi as freewill offerinll offerings (Lev. 2gs (Legs (Lev. 22:2(Lev. 22:23). Neithe3). Neither the blemr the blemished prieished priest nor thest nor the blemished blemished animal wa animal was considers considered impure,econsiderconsideredconsidered impure, s impure, since blemiince blemished priesshed priests were alts were allowed to elowed to eat most ofat most of the offer the offerings (Lev.inofferofferings offerings (Lev. 21:2(Lev. 21:22) that on2) that only pure prly pure priests couliests could eat, andd eat, and blemished blemished animals w animals were not foere wwere not fwere not forbidden aorbidden as food. “Ws food. “Without bleithout blemish” denomish” denotes the abtes the absence of gsence of general phyeneral pheneral physical (physical (Cant. 4:7;Cant. 4:7; 2 Sam. 14 2 Sam. 14:25) and m:25) and moral (Job oral (Job 11:15; 31:11:15; 31:7) defect.7) defect.

A physical defect, prohibited on priests who serve at the altar and on animals 
offered on the altar (Lev. 21:17-21; 22:19-25). Blemished priests were allowed to 
provide other services in the sanctuary except that which involved sacrifices at 
the altar, and animals with limited defects could be offered as freewill offerings 
(Lev. 22:23). Neither the blemished priest nor the blemished animal was 
considered impure, since blemished priests were allowed to eat most of the 
offerings (Lev. 21:22) that only pure priests could eat, and blemished animals 
were not forbidden as food. “Without blemish” denotes the absence of general 
physical (Cant. 4:7; 2 Sam. 14:25) and moral (Job 11:15; 31:7) defect.

�In the samIn the same way thate way that OT sacrif OT sacrifices were ices were required trequired to be withoo be without physicaut physical blemish,l bleml blemish, sblemish, so too was o too was Christ witChrist without moralhout moral blemish a blemish as the sacrs the sacrificial laificial lamb of God mb of God (Heb. 9:14(H(Heb. 9:14(Heb. 9:14; 1 Pet. 1; 1 Pet. 1:19). Beli:19). Believers are evers are to live thto live their lives eir lives without mowithout moral blemisral blemish (Phil. 2h (Philh (Phil. 2:1(Phil. 2:15), a char5), a characteristicacteristic they shou they should have inld have in the divin the divine judgmente judgment (2 Pet. 3 (2 Pet. 3:14). In c:14). In:14). In contrasIn contrast, false tt, false teachers, beachers, by reason oy reason of their imf their immoral behamoral behavior, are vior, are blemishes blemishes among the amoamong the among the people of people of God (2 PetGod (2 Pet. 2:13).. 2:13).. 2:13).

In the same way that OT sacrifices were required to be without physical 
blemish, so too was Christ without moral blemish as the sacrificial lamb of God 
(Heb. 9:14; 1 Pet. 1:19). Believers are to live their lives without moral blemish 
(Phil. 2:15), a characteristic they should have in the divine judgment (2 Pet. 3:14). 
In contrast, false teachers, by reason of their immoral behavior, are blemishes 
among the people of God (2 Pet. 2:13).

Michael D.Michael D. Hildenbra Hildenbrandnd

Michael D. Hildenbrand

BLESS, BLEBLESS, BLESSINGSSINGSSING

BLESS, BLESSING

The HebrewThe Hebrew root  root brkbrk bears a n bears a number of uumber of unrelated enrelated etymologicatymological meaningsl meanings: the verb: the verb: the verbal andverbal and nominal f nominal forms of “borms of “bless”; theless”; the verbal an verbal and nominal d nominal forms of “forms of “kneel”; ankneel”; and a noun, d ad a noun, “pa noun, “pool, pond,ool, pond, basin.” E basin.” Even withinven within the seman the semantic range tic range “bless,” “bless,” brkbrk can mean  can mean to bestow tto bestow to bestow goodness ogoodness or favor orr favor or to greet, to greet, congratul congratulate, thankate, thank, make pea, make peace, worshice, worshice, worship, oworship, or praise. r praise. The qal paThe qal passive partssive participle iciple baœru®k�,baœru®k�, meaning “ meaning “blessed,” blessed,” occurs mosoccoccurs mosoccurs most often int often in the formu the formula “blessela “blessed be . . .d be . . .” In seven” In seven occurrenc occurrences, es, baœrak�baœrak�baœrak�baœrak� is used f is used for “curse”or “curse” (e.g., Ps (e.g., Ps. 10:3); b. 10:3); because sucecause such curses ah curses are directere directed against d agad against Goagainst God, most scd, most scholars attholars attribute theribute them to scribm to scribal emendatal emendation in spiion in spite of the te of the lack of telacklack of telack of textual evidxtual evidence.ence.ence.

The Hebrew root brk bears a number of unrelated etymological meanings: the 
verbal and nominal forms of “bless”; the verbal and nominal forms of “kneel”; and 
a noun, “pool, pond, basin.” Even within the semantic range “bless,” brk can mean 
to bestow goodness or favor or to greet, congratulate, thank, make peace, 
worship, or praise. The qal passive participle baœru®k�,  meaning “blessed,” 
occurs most often in the formula “blessed be . . .” In seven occurrences, 
baœrak�  is used for “curse” (e.g., Ps. 10:3); because such curses are directed 
against God, most scholars attribute them to scribal emendation in spite of the 
lack of textual evidence.

�BrkBrk is most o is most often a relften a relational maational marker, signrker, signifying theifying the existence existence of some s of some sacral, legacral, lacral, legal, or legal, or social relsocial relationship.ationship. God, ange God, angels, and huls, and humanity maymanity may bless; Go bless; God, humanitd, humanity, animalsy, ay, animals, aanimals, and inanimand inanimate objectste objects can be bl can be blessed. Preessed. Precisely whacisely what is convet is conveyed by theyed by the act of bl ac act of bleact of blessing diffssing differs dependers depending upon bing upon both its groth its grantor and antor and grantee. Fgrantee. Foremost, horemost, however, blowhhowever, bhowever, blessing islessing is a perform a performative utteative utterance, or rance, or speech actspeech act, that bri, that brings good ungs good upon someonpouupon someoupon someone or somene or something in cthing in contrast toontrast to cursing,  cursing, which is mwhich is maleficent aleficent to its recto its recipient.iprecrecipient.recipient.

Brk is most often a relational marker, signifying the existence of some sacral, 
legal, or social relationship. God, angels, and humanity may bless; God, humanity, 
animals, and inanimate objects can be blessed. Precisely what is conveyed by the 
act of blessing differs depending upon both its grantor and grantee. Foremost, 
however, blessing is a performative utterance, or speech act, that brings good 
upon someone or something in contrast to cursing, which is maleficent to its 
recipient.

�God repeatGod repeatedly blessedly blesses individes individuals (Job uals (Job 42:12), gr42:12), groups (cf. oups (cf. Exod. 32:2Exod. 32:29), and na9), and n9), and nations (Jnations (Jer. 4:2), er. 4:2), particularparticularly Israel ly Israel (Deut. 26:(Deut. 26:15), in ac15), in accordance wcordance with a diviith a divine-human cne-humdividivine-humdivine-human covenanan covenantal relatital relationship. Thonship. This idea isis idea is emphasize emphasized in the Dd in the DeuteronomieuteronomiDDeuteronomDeuteronomistic hististic history and thory and the Prophetse Prophets through G through God’s conveod’s conveying of blying of blessings foessings foessings for covenafor covenantal obedintal obedience, as oence, as opposed to pposed to curses forcurses for covenanta covenantal breach (l breach (Deut. 27-2Deut. 27-28). Such b827-227-28). Su27-28). Such blessinch blessings and curgs and curses would ses would serve to eserve to enforce thenforce the provision provision of the la of the law (Josh. 8w (w (Josh. 8:3(Josh. 8:34). It is 4). It is probable tprobable that the Hehat the Hebrew writebrew writers modeledrs modeled this cove this covenant relatnant relationship onionrelatrelationshrelationship on anciip on ancient Near Eent Near Eastern suzastern suzerainty trerainty treaties. Iteaties. It should be should be noted tha noted that there ist tht there is wthere is wide disagride disagreement amoeement among scholarng scholars regardins regarding the exteg the extent to whicnt to which divine bh divine blessing halbblessing hblessing has to do was to do with salvatith salvation historion history rather ty rather than naturehan nature and creat and creation as estion as established iablisestestablisheestablished in the pd in the primeval hirimeval history. Thestory. The benefacti benefactions of Godons of God are diver are diverse and incse and include vitalludincinclude viinclude vitality, hetality, health, longalth, longevity, ferevity, fertility, latility, land, prospend, prosperity, honority, honor, victoryr, victory, and powe, and powe, and power. Godpower. God also bles also blesses creatuses creatures (Gen. res (Gen. 1:22; Deut1:22; Deut. 28:4) an. 28:4) and inanimatd inanimate objects,e objects, such as l s such as lasuch as land (Deut. nd (Deut. 26:15), dw26:15), dwellings (Pellings (Prov. 3:33)rov. 3:33), crops (D, crops (Deut. 7:13)eut. 7:13), bread an, bread and water (Ed wad water (Exowater (Exod. 23:25),d. 23:25), work (Deu work (Deut. 28:8), t. 28:8), and the saand the sabbath (Genbbath (Gen. 2:3), us. 2:3), usually for ually for the benefithethe benefithe benefit of humant of humanity.ity.ity.

God repeatedly blesses individuals (Job 42:12), groups (cf. Exod. 32:29), and 
nations (Jer. 4:2), particularly Israel (Deut. 26:15), in accordance with a 
divine-human covenantal relationship. This idea is emphasized in the 
Deuteronomistic history and the Prophets through God’s conveying of blessings 
for covenantal obedience, as opposed to curses for covenantal breach (Deut. 



27-28). Such blessings and curses would serve to enforce the provision of the law 
(Josh. 8:34). It is probable that the Hebrew writers modeled this covenant 
relationship on ancient Near Eastern suzerainty treaties. It should be noted that 
there is wide disagreement among scholars regarding the extent to which divine 
blessing has to do with salvation history rather than nature and creation as 
established in the primeval history. The benefactions of God are diverse and 
include vitality, health, longevity, fertility, land, prosperity, honor, victory, and 
power. God also blesses creatures (Gen. 1:22; Deut. 28:4) and inanimate objects, 
such as land (Deut. 26:15), dwellings (Prov. 3:33), crops (Deut. 7:13), bread and 
water (Exod. 23:25), work (Deut. 28:8), and the sabbath (Gen. 2:3), usually for 
the benefit of humanity.

�Humans mayHumans may also bles also bless. While es. While early 20th-arly 20th-century sccentury scholarship holarship suggested suggested that blessthat bthat blessings blessings in the ancin the ancient worldient world held a po held a power indepewer independent of Gndent of God, the mood, the most recent st recent scholarshisscholarshischolarship concludep concludes that Gods that God is the or is the original souiginal source of allrce of all human ble human blessings (Nussings (Num. 6:22-27m. (Nu(Num. 6:22(Num. 6:22-27; 23:20-27; 23:20). First, ). First, humans mayhumans may bless oth bless others in theers in their role asir role as intermedi intermediaries for ariintermediintermediaintermediaries for Gries for God, e.g., od, e.g., family heafamily heads (Gen. 9ds (Gen. 9:1), leade:1), leaders (Exod. rs (Exod. 39:43), ki39:43), kings (2 Samngs (2ngs (2 Sam. 6:(2 Sam. 6:18 = 1 Chr18 = 1 Chr. 16:2), p. 16:2), prophets (Nrophets (Num. 23:11)um. 23:11), priests , priests (1 Sam. 2:(1 Sam. 2:20), or di20), or disciples (Ascipdidisciples disciples (Acts 3:26(Acts 3:26). Such bl). Such blessings maessings may hold legy hold legal or sacral or sacral signifial significance. A dcance. A deathbed bleathbeddeathbed bdeathbed blessing frlessing from the famom the family head sily head serves as aerves as an irrevocan irrevocable bequesble bequest of propet of property (Gen. rpropeproperty (property (Gen. 27-28Gen. 27-28, 48—49). , 48—49). A blessingA blessing may also  may also hold the lhold the legal statuegal status of a peas of a peace treaty cepeapeace treapeace treaty when ofty when offered by afered by a king or o king or other in auther in authority (2thority (2 Kgs. 18:3 Kgs. 18:31 = Isa. 31 = Isa. 36:16). Pri6:16336:16). Pr36:16). Priests are iests are especiallyespecially important important for their for their liturgica liturgical functionl function (Num. 6:2 (Num. 6:24-26).4-26).4-26).

Humans may also bless. While early 20th-century scholarship suggested that 
blessings in the ancient world held a power independent of God, the most recent 
scholarship concludes that God is the original source of all human blessings 
(Num. 6:22-27; 23:20). First, humans may bless others in their role as 
intermediaries for God, e.g., family heads (Gen. 9:1), leaders (Exod. 39:43), kings 
(2 Sam. 6:18 = 1 Chr. 16:2), prophets (Num. 23:11), priests (1 Sam. 2:20), or 
disciples (Acts 3:26). Such blessings may hold legal or sacral significance. A 
deathbed blessing from the family head serves as an irrevocable bequest of 
property (Gen. 27-28, 48—49). A blessing may also hold the legal status of a 
peace treaty when offered by a king or other in authority (2 Kgs. 18:31 = Isa. 
36:16). Priests are especially important for their liturgical function (Num. 6:24-26).

�Second, a Second, a human may human may seek to inseek to invoke divinvoke divine blessinge blessing upon anot upon another, whichher, which might be  migh might be omight be offered by ffered by anyone in anyone in the more mthe more mundane affundane affairs of liairs of life in greefe in greeting (Gen.ting (Gen. 47:7), in 47 47:7), in 47:7), in parting (Gparting (Gen. 24:60)en. 24:60), between , between host and ghost and guest (1 Sauest (1 Sam. 25:14),m. 25:14), in friend in friendship (2 Saship friendfriendshipfriendship (2 Sam. 2 (2 Sam. 21:3), as c1:3), as congratulatongratulations (1 Chions (1 Chr. 18:10),r. 18:10), in gratit in gratitude (Neh. ude (Neh. 11:2), or 11:2),11:2), or 11:2), or in homage in homage (2 Sam. 14(2 Sam. 14:22). One :22). One might alsomight also bless one bless oneself (Deutself (Deut. 29:19[MT. 29:19[MT 18]). In  29:19[MT29:19[MT 129:19[MT 18]). In al8]). In all such casl such cases, the bles, the blessing denessing denotes the potes the presence ofresence of a relatio a relationship betwnshiprelatiorelationshrelationship betweenip between the giver the giver and the r and the receiver theceiver that is grouat is grounded in thnded in the divine-he divine-human relatumdivine-hdivine-humdivine-human relatioan relationship.nship.nship.

Second, a human may seek to invoke divine blessing upon another, which 
might be offered by anyone in the more mundane affairs of life in greeting (Gen. 
47:7), in parting (Gen. 24:60), between host and guest (1 Sam. 25:14), in 
friendship (2 Sam. 21:3), as congratulations (1 Chr. 18:10), in gratitude (Neh. 
11:2), or in homage (2 Sam. 14:22). One might also bless oneself (Deut. 
29:19[MT 18]). In all such cases, the blessing denotes the presence of a 
relationship between the giver and the receiver that is grounded in the 
divine-human relationship.

�Third, humThird, humans sometians sometimes bless mes bless things. Ththings. This is anotis is another aspecther aspect of the in of the invocation ovocatioininvocationinvocation of God’s  of God’s favor uponfavor upon humanity, humanity, which ari which arises upon uses upon use of a blse of a blessed objeessed object. The cocobjeobject. Thobject. The consecrae consecration of artion of articles of ticles of sacrifice sacrifice is perhapsis perhaps the most  the most significansignificant example t examt example ofexample of this cate this category (1 Sagory (1 Sam. 9:13).m. 9:13).m. 9:13).

Third, humans sometimes bless things. This is another aspect of the 
invocation of God’s favor upon humanity, which arises upon use of a blessed 
object. The consecration of articles of sacrifice is perhaps the most significant 
example of this category (1 Sam. 9:13).

�Finally, hFinally, humans and umans and angels mayangels may bless God bless God (Ps. 134: (Ps. 134:1-2; 103:21-2; 103:20). Schola0). Scholars disagrers disagrs disagree cdisagree concerning oncerning the signifthe significance of icance of this type this type of blessinof blessing: can it g: can it signify thsignify the bestowale bestowe bestowal obestowal of favor orf favor or goodness  goodness upon God? upon God? The answerThe answer depends n depends not only upot only upon one’s von oneon one’s viewone’s view of ancien of ancient Israelitt Israelite theologye theology, but also, but also upon one’ upon one’s anthropos anthropological vilogical view of the ew oew of the ancof the ancient Israeient Israelites regalites regarding the rding the magical pomagical power of thewer of the speech ac speech act itself. t itself. Later schoLater Later schoLater scholarship sularship suggests thaggests that most likt most likely ely brkbrk here deno here denotes only ttes only the acts ofhe acts of worship,  worsh worship, pworship, praise, or raise, or thanksgivithanksgiving (Ps. 11ng (Ps. 115:17-18).5:17-18).5:17-18).

Finally, humans and angels may bless God (Ps. 134:1-2; 103:20). Scholars 
disagree concerning the significance of this type of blessing: can it signify the 
bestowal of favor or goodness upon God? The answer depends not only upon 
one’s view of ancient Israelite theology, but also upon one’s anthropological view 
of the ancient Israelites regarding the magical power of the speech act itself. 
Later scholarship suggests that most likely brk here denotes only the acts of 



worship, praise, or thanksgiving (Ps. 115:17-18).

�The EnglisThe English word “blh word “blessed” mayessed” may additiona additionally be uselly be used to transd to translate Heb. late Heb. }asûreî}asûre}asûreî}asûreî (or  (or }oœsûer,}oœsûer, Gen. 30:1 Gen. 30:13), which 3), which might alsomight also be render be rendered “happy.ed “happy.” This wor” This w” This word is moword is most frequenst frequently found tly found in the blein the blessing formssing formula found ula found in Psalms in Psalms and Proverand Proverbs: “blessbProverProverbs: Proverbs: “blessed a“blessed are those .re those . . .” The  . .” The NT equivalNT equivalent is Gk.ent is Gk.  makaérios,makaérios, found mos found mo found most notabmost notably in the ly in the BeatitudesBeatitudes (Matt. 5) (Matt. 5)...

The English word “blessed” may additionally be used to translate Heb. 
}asûreî (or }oœsûer, Gen. 30:13), which might also be rendered “happy.” This 
word is most frequently found in the blessing formula found in Psalms and 
Proverbs: “blessed are those . . .” The NT equivalent is Gk. makaérios, found 
most notably in the Beatitudes (Matt. 5).

�In the NT In the NT the blessithe blessings of Jesngs of Jesus take onus take on considera considerable importble importance. Jesuance. Jesus blesses s blesses blesses (Gblesses (Gk. k. eulogéoœeulogéoœ) the elem) the elements of thents of the Lord’s Se Lord’s Supper (Matupper (Matt. 26:26-2t. 26:26-28), and ac8), and 8), and accordand accordingly Paulingly Paul calls the calls the communion communion wine the  wine the cup of blecup of blessing (1 Cssing (1 Cor. 10:16)or. 10:16). Jesus al. 10:16)10:16). Je10:16). Jesus also bsus also blesses thelesses the loaves of loaves of the feedi the feeding miracleng miracles (Matt. 1s (Matt. 14:19), as 4:19), as well as thwell aswell as the disas the disciples theciples themselves (Lmselves (Luke 24:50-uke 24:50-51). The b51). The blessing onlessing on those who those who curse and curse and revile th r revile therevile the followers followers of the Lo of the Lord is anotrd is another signifher significant themicant theme (Luke 6:e (Luke 6:28). In Pa28). In Paul’s writiul’s wul’s writings “writings “blessed” tblessed” takes on adakes on additional mditional meaning in eaning in that God ithat God is called bs called blessed in lessed in the sense the sthe sense of bsense of being holy eing holy (Rom. 1:25(Rom. 1:25).).).

In the NT the blessings of Jesus take on considerable importance. Jesus 
blesses (Gk. eulogéoœ) the elements of the Lord’s Supper (Matt. 26:26-28), 
and accordingly Paul calls the communion wine the cup of blessing (1 Cor. 
10:16). Jesus also blesses the loaves of the feeding miracles (Matt. 14:19), as well 
as the disciples themselves (Luke 24:50-51). The blessing on those who curse and 
revile the followers of the Lord is another significant theme (Luke 6:28). In Paul’s 
writings “blessed” takes on additional meaning in that God is called blessed in the 
sense of being holy (Rom. 1:25).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. W. MitcC. W. Mitchell, hell, The MeaninThe Meaning of BRK “g of BRK “To Bless” To Bless” in the Oldin the Old Testament Testa Testament.Testament. SBLDS 95  SBLDS 95 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1987); R. 1987); R. Westbrook,Westbrook, “Undivide “Undivided Inheritad Inheritance,” in nce,” in Property aPrProperty aProperty and the Famnd the Family in Bibily in Biblical Law.lical Law. JSOT Sup  JSOT Sup 113 (Sheff113 (Sheffield, 1991ield, 1991), 188–41;), 188–41; C. Wester C. W C. WestermannWestermann, , Blessing iBlessing in the Bibln the Bible and the e and the Life of thLife of the Church.e Church. OBT (Phil OBT (Philadelphia, adelphia, 1978).19781978).1978).1978).

Bibliography. C. W. Mitchell, The Meaning of BRK “To Bless” in the Old 
Testament. SBLDS 95 (Atlanta, 1987); R. Westbrook, “Undivided Inheritance,” in 
Property and the Family in Biblical Law. JSOT Sup 113 (Sheffield, 1991), 188–41; C. 
Westermann, Blessing in the Bible and the Life of the Church. OBT (Philadelphia, 
1978).
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An injury An injury to standinto standing crops ang crops and vegetatid vegetation caused on caused by the scoby the scorching hearching heat of the dt of the dreaded easreddreaded eadreaded east wind. Ist wind. Its relatiots relationship to mnship to mildew (e.gildew (e.g., 1 Kgs. ., 1 Kgs. 8:37 = 2 C8:37 = 2 Chr. 6:28) hr. 6:28) could indicouldcould indicould indicate a discate a disease brougease brought on by aht on by a fungus ( fungus (Ustilago cUstilago carbo),arbo), the spore the spores of whichs of whichs of which werewhich were carried b carried by the windy the wind. At Deut.. At Deut. 28:22; Am 28:22; Amos 4:9; Haos 4:9; Hag. 2:17 itg. 2:17 it comes as  comes as divine punddivine pundivine punishment.ishment.

An injury to standing crops and vegetation caused by the scorching heat of the 
dreaded east wind. Its relationship to mildew (e.g., 1 Kgs. 8:37 = 2 Chr. 6:28) 
could indicate a disease brought on by a fungus (Ustilago carbo), the spores of 
which were carried by the wind. At Deut. 28:22; Amos 4:9; Hag. 2:17 it comes as 
divine punishment.

BLINDNESSBLINDNESSBLINDNESS

BLINDNESS

One of theOne of the most freq most frequently menuently mentioned ailtioned ailments in tments in the Bible ahe Bible and the ancnd the ancient Near ient Near East. CausEEast. CausEast. Causes of blines of blindness in adness in ancient Isrncient Israel includael included congenied congenital defecttal defects (John 9:s (John 9:1), physic1), ph1), physical tphysical trauma (Judrauma (Judg. 16:21),g. 16:21), and proba and probably a widebly a wide variety o variety of infectiof infections. Althouns. Although modern gh mgh modern socmodern societies andieties and the Talmu the Talmud recognizd recognize degrees e degrees of blindneof blindness, the usss, the usual Hebrewual Hebrewual Hebrew worHebrew word for a bld for a blind personind person  ({iwweär)({iwweär) seems to  seems to refer to trefer to total blindotal blindness (e.g.ness (e.g., Deut. 28,(e.g.(e.g., Deu(e.g., Deut. 28:29).t. 28:29). The corre The corresponding Gsponding Greek word reek word used in thused in the NT is e NT is typhloœstyphloœs (e.g., Ma ( (e.g., Mar(e.g., Mark 8:22).k 8:22).k 8:22).

One of the most frequently mentioned ailments in the Bible and the ancient Near 
East. Causes of blindness in ancient Israel included congenital defects (John 9:1), 
physical trauma (Judg. 16:21), and probably a wide variety of infections. Although 
modern societies and the Talmud recognize degrees of blindness, the usual 
Hebrew word for a blind person ({iwweär) seems to refer to total blindness 
(e.g., Deut. 28:29). The corresponding Greek word used in the NT is typhloœs 
(e.g., Mark 8:22).

�Ancient IsAncient Israel had arael had ambivalent mbivalent attitudes attitudes toward thetoward the blind. Th blind. The OT recore OT records laws prds lawds laws prohilaws prohibiting obsbiting obstacles thatacles that might int might injure the bjure the blind (Lev.lind (Lev. 19:14; De 19:14; Deut. 27:18)ut. 27:18). But blin. But . But blindnBut blindness was oness was one of the ce of the curses thaturses that God could God could bring on  bring on the disobethe disobedient (Deudient (Deudient (Deut. 28:(Deut. 28:29), and s29), and some passagome passages indicates indicate that thee that the blind wer blind were undesirae undesirable elemenble elements that wetselemenelements telements that were nhat were not allowedot allowed in the te in the temple (2 Sample (2 Sam. 5:8). Lm. 5:8). Lev. 21:18 ev. 21:18 prohibits prohibits the blind thethe blind the blind from servifrom serving as prieng as priests. It alsts. It also was impso was improper to oroper to offer blindffer blind animals f animals for sacrifior sacor sacrifice sacrifice (Mal. 1:8)(Mal. 1:8)...

Ancient Israel had ambivalent attitudes toward the blind. The OT records 
laws prohibiting obstacles that might injure the blind (Lev. 19:14; Deut. 27:18). 
But blindness was one of the curses that God could bring on the disobedient 
(Deut. 28:29), and some passages indicate that the blind were undesirable 



elements that were not allowed in the temple (2 Sam. 5:8). Lev. 21:18 prohibits 
the blind from serving as priests. It also was improper to offer blind animals for 
sacrifice (Mal. 1:8).

�The communThe community responity responsible for sible for the texts the texts at Qumran at Qumran seems to eseems to expand the xpand the prohibitioproprohibitioprohibitions againstns against the blind the blind. Thus, th. Thus, the Temple Se Temple Scroll (11Qcroll (11QT 45:12–13T 45:12–13) prohibit) prohibits the entrs ts the entranthe entrance of blince of blind persons d persons into Jerusinto Jerusalem for talem for their entirheir entire life bece life because blindause blindness was sness blindblindness blindness was seen awas seen as a form os a form of impurityf impurity which cou which could defile ld defile the sacredthe sacred city. city. city.

The community responsible for the texts at Qumran seems to expand the 
prohibitions against the blind. Thus, the Temple Scroll (11QT 45:12–13) prohibits 
the entrance of blind persons into Jerusalem for their entire life because 
blindness was seen as a form of impurity which could defile the sacred city.

�The policiThe policies in Levies in Leviticus and ticus and Qumran texQumran texts, if actts, if actually implually implemented, wemented, would have ould havould have creathave created a grouped a group of second of second-class cit-class citizens withizens with little ac little access to imcess to important reportant religious anligiorereligious religious and socialand social instituti institutions. Althoons. Although the heugh the healing of taling of the blind whe blind was to be aas to be a sign of t sign o sign of the comof the coming of theing of the Messiah ( Messiah (Isa. 29:18Isa. 29:18; 35:5; Ma; 35:5; Matt. 11:2-6tt. 11:2-6), the eff), the efforts of Jeorts of Jesus and otsus andsus and other and other disciples disciples to heal anto heal and ministerd minister to the bl to the blind (Matt.ind (Matt. 9:27-31;  9:27-31; 12:22) als12:22) also may be so mao may be seemay be seen as a crin as a critique of htique of health careealth care practices practices reflected reflected in Leviti in Leviticus and Qucus and Qumran.mraQuQumran.Qumran.Qumran.

The policies in Leviticus and Qumran texts, if actually implemented, would 
have created a group of second-class citizens with little access to important 
religious and social institutions. Although the healing of the blind was to be a sign 
of the coming of the Messiah (Isa. 29:18; 35:5; Matt. 11:2-6), the efforts of Jesus 
and other disciples to heal and minister to the blind (Matt. 9:27-31; 12:22) also 
may be seen as a critique of health care practices reflected in Leviticus and 
Qumran.

�Scholars aScholars also note tlso note the literarhe literary uses of y uses of blindness blindness and blind and blind persons inpersons in many bibl many bib many biblical sbiblical stories. Fotories. For example,r example, Ahijah re Ahijah retains his tains his perceptiveperceptive prophetic prophetic powers ev powers even though en ten though he though he is physicais physically blind lly blind (1 Kgs. 14(1 Kgs. 14:4-5). The:4-5). The message s message seems to beeems to be that God’ that God’s spoken ms ss spoken messpoken message is sosage is so clear tha clear that it need t it need not dependnot depend on vision on vision (cf. 1 Sa (cf. 1 Sam. 9:9, whm. 9:9, which notes ichwhwhich notewhich notes that pros that prophets werephets were formerly  formerly called “secalled “seers”). Thrers”). Throughout thoughout the Bible, be Bible, blindness albblindness blindness also is ofalso is often used aten used as a symbols a symbol of unbeli of unbelief (Isa. 4ef (Isa. 43:8), igno3:8), ignorance (Isarance (Isa. 42:16; 5. 42:16. 42:16; 56:42:16; 56:10), and o10), and other moralther moral inadequac inadequacies (2 Peties (2 Pet. 1:9).. 1:9).. 1:9).

Scholars also note the literary uses of blindness and blind persons in many 
biblical stories. For example, Ahijah retains his perceptive prophetic powers even 
though he is physically blind (1 Kgs. 14:4-5). The message seems to be that God’s 
spoken message is so clear that it need not depend on vision (cf. 1 Sam. 9:9, 
which notes that prophets were formerly called “seers”). Throughout the Bible, 
blindness also is often used as a symbol of unbelief (Isa. 43:8), ignorance (Isa. 
42:16; 56:10), and other moral inadequacies (2 Pet. 1:9).
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BLOODBLOODBLOOD

BLOOD

Blood is sBlood is significantignificant both as a both as a biblical  biblical term and aterm and as a theolos a theological concgical concept. Both ept. Both Heb. Heb. daœmddaœmdaœm and Gk.  and Gk. haiímahaiíma are used  are used in a theolin a theological senogical sense to desise to designate the gnate the life princlife principle in huipprincprinciple principle in humankiin humankind and anind and animals. Frommals. From the earli the earliest of timest of times blood hes blood has been asas been associated wsoasassociatedassociated with myst with mystery becausery because it was re it was recognized ecognized as a symboas a symbol of life l of life long beforlong before scientife se scientificscientifically proveally proved to be vid to be vital to thetal to the existence existence of life.  of life. The phraseThe phrase “flesh an “flesh and blood” rd bloodd blood” refblood” refers to theers to the perishabl perishable nature oe nature of humans, f humans, and it is and it is always conalways connected witnected with a loss oh ah a loss of a loss of life or a life or a sacrifice sacrifice for life (for life (clearly stclearly stated in Leated in Lev. 17:11).v. 17:11).

Blood is significant both as a biblical term and as a theological concept. Both Heb. 
daœm and Gk. haiíma are used in a theological sense to designate the life 
principle in humankind and animals. From the earliest of times blood has been 
associated with mystery because it was recognized as a symbol of life long before 
scientifically proved to be vital to the existence of life. The phrase “flesh and 
blood” refers to the perishable nature of humans, and it is always connected with 
a loss of life or a sacrifice for life (clearly stated in Lev. 17:11).

�In the OT In the OT blood is rblood is regarded asegarded as sacred, e sacred, expressing xpressing three majothree major concernsr concerns about the abou about the about the use of blouse of blood. The food. The focus is on cus is on the prohibthe prohibition of mition of murder. Theurder. The first act first actual refereual actactual refactual reference to erence to blood is iblood is in Gen. 4:1n Gen. 4:10, where G0, where God confronod confronts Cain fots Cain for sheddingr shedding Abel’s bl A Abel’s bloAbel’s blood in murdod in murder. While er. While customary customary law allowelaw allowed blood ved blood vengeance (Gngeance (Gen. 9:6), en. 9:6),en. 9:6), prov9:6), provision is mision is made for avade for avoiding unloiding unlimited bloimited blood feuds (od feuds (Deut. 19:6Deut. 19:6-13). The -13). The faithful afaithfaithful afaithful appeal to Gppeal to God to avenod to avenge the bloge the blood of his od of his servants (servants (Ps. 79:10)Ps. 79:10), and God , and God promises tpropromises tpromises that he himhat he himself wouldself would bring abo bring about that veut that vengeance onngeance on shed bloo shed blood (Isa. 63d (Isa. 63:1-6).:6363:1-6).63:1-6).63:1-6).

In the OT blood is regarded as sacred, expressing three major concerns 
about the use of blood. The focus is on the prohibition of murder. The first 
actual reference to blood is in Gen. 4:10, where God confronts Cain for shedding 
Abel’s blood in murder. While customary law allowed blood vengeance (Gen. 
9:6), provision is made for avoiding unlimited blood feuds (Deut. 19:6-13). The 
faithful appeal to God to avenge the blood of his servants (Ps. 79:10), and God 
promises that he himself would bring about that vengeance on shed blood (Isa. 
63:1-6).

�A second cA second concern is oncern is the dietarthe dietary prohibity prohibition of bloion of blood. As earod. As early as Gen.ly as Gen. 9:4, Noah 9:4, No 9:4, Noah is inNoah is instructed, structed, “Only, you“Only, you shall not shall not eat flesh eat flesh with its  with its life, thatlife, that is, its b is, its blood.”lood.”lood.”

A second concern is the dietary prohibition of blood. As early as Gen. 9:4, 



Noah is instructed, “Only, you shall not eat flesh with its life, that is, its blood.”

�Third, theThird, the OT is con OT is concerned witcerned with the use h the use of blood iof blood in the exprn the expression of ession of worship. Tworshiworship. Tworship. The covenanhe covenant between t between Yahweh andYahweh and his peopl his people was seale was sealed by a bled by a blood rite (ood riteood rite (Exodrite (Exod. 24:3-8).. 24:3-8). In all an In all animal sacriimal sacrifices bloofices blood was the d was the essential essential element, pelement, poured on toured ppoured on poured on the altar the altar (Lev. 1:5)(Lev. 1:5). With the. With the Passover  Passover observanceobservance, the bloo, the blood was placd was placed on the eplacplaced on placed on the lintelthe lintel and the d and the doorposts (oorposts (Exod. 12:7Exod. 12:7). On the ). On the Day of AtoDay of Atonement, thnement, the high prieththe high pthe high priest enteriest entered the hored the holy of holily of holies and spres and sprinkled bloinkled blood on the od on the mercy seatmercy seat (Lev. 16: (L (Lev. 16:1(Lev. 16:15). Sacrif5). Sacrificial blooicial blood also hadd also had a consecr a consecratory valuatory value in the ce in the consecratioonsecration of priesn of pn of priests (Epriests (Exod. 29:20xod. 29:20). The rit). The rite of circue of circumcision wamcision was also a fs also a form of bloorm of blood ceremonod ceremony (Gen. 17y ceremonceremony (ceremony (Gen. 17:10Gen. 17:10-11).-11).-11).

Third, the OT is concerned with the use of blood in the expression of 
worship. The covenant between Yahweh and his people was sealed by a blood 
rite (Exod. 24:3-8). In all animal sacrifices blood was the essential element, 
poured on the altar (Lev. 1:5). With the Passover observance, the blood was 
placed on the lintel and the doorposts (Exod. 12:7). On the Day of Atonement, 
the high priest entered the holy of holies and sprinkled blood on the mercy seat 
(Lev. 16:15). Sacrificial blood also had a consecratory value in the consecration of 
priests (Exod. 29:20). The rite of circumcision was also a form of blood 
ceremony (Gen. 17:10-11).

�The NT putThe NT puts an end ts an end to the blooo the bloody sacrifidy sacrifices of OT ces of OT worship, aworship, and it abrond it abrogates the gates abroabrogates abrogates the legal the legal dispositiodispositions relatinns relating to bloodg to blood vengeance vengeance. Both of . Both of these chanthese changes are brgeschanchanges archanges are brought e brought about by tabout by the “preciohe “precious blood” us blood” of Christ of Christ (Heb. 9:11(Heb. 9:11-12; 1 Pet-12; 1 Pet. 1:17-19).PetPet. 1:17-Pet. 1:17-19). Every19). Everything in tthing in the drama ohe drama of Jesus’ pf Jesus’ passion focassion focuses on bluses on blood. At thood. At the Last Supe Lae Last SuppeLast Supper, Jesus pr, Jesus presents thresents the cup by se cup by saying, “Thaying, “This is my bis is my blood of thlood of the covenante covenant” (Matt. 2” (” (Matt. 26:(Matt. 26:28). Judas28). Judas betrays “ betrays “innocent binnocent blood” (Matlood” (Matt. 27:4). t. 27:4). Pilate wasPilate washes his hahes his hands “of thnds “nds “of this m“of this man’s bloodan’s blood” (Matt. 2” (Matt. 27:24). By 7:24). By Christ’s sChrist’s shed blood,hed blood, believers believers are justi are justified (Rom.fied (fied (Rom. 5:9)(Rom. 5:9) and sanct and sanctified (Hebified (Heb. 10:29; 1. 10:29; 13:12).3:12).3:12).

The NT puts an end to the bloody sacrifices of OT worship, and it 
abrogates the legal dispositions relating to blood vengeance. Both of these 
changes are brought about by the “precious blood” of Christ (Heb. 9:11-12; 1 
Pet. 1:17-19). Everything in the drama of Jesus’ passion focuses on blood. At the 
Last Supper, Jesus presents the cup by saying, “This is my blood of the covenant” 
(Matt. 26:28). Judas betrays “innocent blood” (Matt. 27:4). Pilate washes his hands 
“of this man’s blood” (Matt. 27:24). By Christ’s shed blood, believers are justified 
(Rom. 5:9) and sanctified (Heb. 10:29; 13:12).

Donald R. Donald R. PottsPotts
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�SeeSee  AKELDAMA.AKELDAMA.

See AKELDAMA.
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Bleeding fBleeding from a womarom a woman’s reprodn’s reproductive orguctive organs, usualans, usually from mely from menstruationnstruation, menorrha, menorr, menorrhagimenorrhagia, or somea, or some form of u form of uterine hemterine hemorrhage. Lorrhage. Like other ike other bodily disbodily discharges, acharges, acharges, a woman’s a woman’s bleeding cbleeding caused rituaused ritual uncleanal uncleanness. Mensness. Menstruation mtruation made a womaade a woman unclean n unclean unclean founclean for seven dar seven days (Lev. 1ys (Lev. 15:19-24). 5:19-24). During thaDuring that time hert time her impurity  impurity is transmiis transmitted to anttetransmitransmittetransmitted to anyond to anyone or anythe or anything she toing she touches, anduches, and thus sexu thus sexual intercoal intercourse with urse with a menstruaa a menstruaa menstruant was pront was prohibited (Lhibited (Lev. 18:19;ev. 18:19; 20:18; cf 20:18; cf. Ezek. 22. Ezek. 22:10b). A w:10b). A woman suffeoman suffering from rinsuffesuffering suffering from irregfrom irregular or prular or prolonged blolonged bleeding waseeding was considere considered unclean d unclean until seveuntil seven days aftn seveseven daysseven days after the after the bleeding  bleeding ceased (Leceased (Lev. 15:25-3v. 15:25-30; cf. Num0; cf. Num. 5:21).. 5:21).. 5:21).

Bleeding from a woman’s reproductive organs, usually from menstruation, 
menorrhagia, or some form of uterine hemorrhage. Like other bodily discharges, 
a woman’s bleeding caused ritual uncleanness. Menstruation made a woman 
unclean for seven days (Lev. 15:19-24). During that time her impurity is 
transmitted to anyone or anything she touches, and thus sexual intercourse with 
a menstruant was prohibited (Lev. 18:19; 20:18; cf. Ezek. 22:10b). A woman 
suffering from irregular or prolonged bleeding was considered unclean until 
seven days after the bleeding ceased (Lev. 15:25-30; cf. Num. 5:21).

�Jesus’ heaJesus’ healing of a ling of a woman whoswoman whose bleedinge bleeding had laste had lasted 12 yearsd 12 years (Mark 5:2 (Mark 5:25-34; Luke5-34; 5:25:25-34; L5:25-34; Luke 8:43-4uke 8:43-48; Matt. 98; Matt. 9:20-22) is:20-22) is to be und to be understood inerstood in light of  light of the above.the above. When she  Wh When she tWhen she touched Jesouched Jesus’ garmenus’ garment, he shout, he should have beld have become unclecome unclean or she an or she should havshould hshould have been have been destroyed destroyed (cf. Lev. (cf. Lev. 15:31; 2 S15:31; 2 Sam. 6:6-7)am. 6:6-7). Instead,. Instead, the power the power of his ho of his holiness clelinehoholiness choliness cleansed heleansed her.r.r.

Jesus’ healing of a woman whose bleeding had lasted 12 years (Mark 
5:25-34; Luke 8:43-48; Matt. 9:20-22) is to be understood in light of the above. 
When she touched Jesus’ garment, he should have become unclean or she should 
have been destroyed (cf. Lev. 15:31; 2 Sam. 6:6-7). Instead, the power of his 
holiness cleansed her.

Frank D. WFrank D. Wulfulf
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Guilt incuGuilt incurred from rred from the unjustthe unjustified killified killing of an ing of an animal or animal or human. Spehuman. Specific infrcific infractions inactioninfrinfractioninfractions include s include failing tofailing to bring a s bring a slaughteredlaughtered animal to animal to the taber the tabernacle for nacle for sacrifice sacrificsacrifice sacrifice (Lev. 17:4(Lev. 17:4) and the ) and the “deliberat“deliberate murder” e murder” of a thiefof a thief who break who breaks in afters in after sunrise ( sunr sunrise (Esunrise (Exod. 22:3;xod. 22:3; in contra in contrast to v. 2st to v. 2[MT 1], th[MT 1], the “accidene “accidental homicital homicide” wherebde” whereby the owney ty the owner the owner of the houof the house slays ase slays a thief bre thief breaking in aaking in at night). t night). Other crimOther crimes incurries incurring bloodgung bng bloodguiltbloodguilt might inc might include neglilude negligence leadgence leading to accing to accidental deidental death (Deut.ath (Deut. 22:8; Eze 22:8; Ezek. 33:6-9)k. 33k. 33:6-9) an33:6-9) and blood ved blood vengeance cangeance carried out rried out within a cwithin a city of refity of refuge (Deut.uge (Deut. 19:10). S 19:10). Such infracuchSSuch infraSuch infractions couctions could be expild be expiated only ated only with the bwith the blood of thlood of the one accoe one accountable, auntable, and the guindaand the guand the guilty partyilty party bears ful bears full responsil responsibility forbility for the blood the blood shed in c shed in carrying ouarrying out his or ht his ot his or her exeor her execution (Jocution (Josh. 2:19; sh. 2:19; 2 Sam. 1:12 Sam. 1:16; 1 Kgs. 6; 1 Kgs. 2:37; Ezek2:37; Ezek. 18:13). . 18:13). David avoiDavid avoids bloodguds blds bloodguiltbloodguilt by not ta by not taking vengeking vengeance on Naance on Nabal and thbal and thus usurpinus usurping divine ag divine authority (uthority (1 Sam. 25:1 S1 Sam. 25:26Sam. 25:26, 33)., 33).

Guilt incurred from the unjustified killing of an animal or human. Specific 
infractions include failing to bring a slaughtered animal to the tabernacle for 
sacrifice (Lev. 17:4) and the “deliberate murder” of a thief who breaks in after 
sunrise (Exod. 22:3; in contrast to v. 2[MT 1], the “accidental homicide” whereby 
the owner of the house slays a thief breaking in at night). Other crimes incurring 
bloodguilt might include negligence leading to accidental death (Deut. 22:8; Ezek. 
33:6-9) and blood vengeance carried out within a city of refuge (Deut. 19:10). 
Such infractions could be expiated only with the blood of the one accountable, 
and the guilty party bears full responsibility for the blood shed in carrying out his 
or her execution (Josh. 2:19; 2 Sam. 1:16; 1 Kgs. 2:37; Ezek. 18:13). David avoids 
bloodguilt by not taking vengeance on Nabal and thus usurping divine authority (1 
Sam. 25:26, 33).

BOANERGESBOANERGES (Gk.  (Gk. BoaneärgésBoaneärgés)))

BOANERGES (Gk. Boaneärgés)

A surname A surname (from Aram(from Aramaic, possiaic, possibly Heb. bly Heb. beïneî regbeïneî reg�esû,�esû, “sons of  “sons of unrest,” ounrest,” or r beïneî reäbbeïneî reäbeïneî reäg�ez,g�ez, “sons of  “sons of thunder”) thunder”) given by Jgiven by Jesus to Jaesus to James and Jomes and John, the sohn, the sons of Zebens ons of Zebedeeof Zebedee (Mark 3:1 (Mark 3:17). The na7). The name would ame would appropriateppropriately reflectly reflect their rat their rather forcefher forceful behaviouforcefforceful bforceful behavior atehavior at a later s a later stage of Jetage of Jesus’ minissus’ ministry (Mark try (Mark 10:35-39; 10:35-39; cf. Luke 9cf. Luke 9:54).:54).

A surname (from Aramaic, possibly Heb. beïneî reg�esû,  “sons of unrest,” or 
beïneî reäg�ez,  “sons of thunder”) given by Jesus to James and John, the sons 
of Zebedee (Mark 3:17). The name would appropriately reflect their rather 
forceful behavior at a later stage of Jesus’ ministry (Mark 10:35-39; cf. Luke 9:54).

BOAZBOAZ (Heb.  (Heb. boœ{azboœ{az)))

BOAZ (Heb. boœ{az)

�1.1. A wealthy A wealthy relative  relative of the famof the family of Eliily of Elimelech andmelech and Naomi, ow Naomi, owner of fiener of fields near Blds nelds near Bethlnear Bethlehem. Boazehem. Boaz is portra is portrayed as theyed as the protector protector of Naomi’ of Naomi’s foreign s foreign daughter-idaughter-in-law Ruthndaughter-idaughter-idaughter-in-law Ruthn-law Ruth, by order, by ordering the woing the workers of hrkers of his fields is fields not to harnot to harass her anass her and to leaved td to leave eto leave extra grainxtra grain for her ( for her (Ruth 2:15-Ruth 2:15-16); by in16); by instructing structing her in theher in the preservat preservation of herion oion of her repof her reputation (3utation (3:14); by p:14); by publicly peublicly persuading Nrsuading Naomi’s nexaomi’s next-of-kin tt-of-kin to relinquio relinquish his rigsh hsh his right his right to purchasto purchase land bele land belonging to onging to Elimelech Elimelech (4:7–10); (4:7–10); and by acqand by acquiring Rutuiring Ruth as his wh ash as his wifas his wife and fathe and fathering Odedering Oded, the gran, the grandfather ofdfather of David (vv David (vv. 17, 22).. 17, 22).

1. A wealthy relative of the family of Elimelech and Naomi, owner of fields 
near Bethlehem. Boaz is portrayed as the protector of Naomi’s foreign 
daughter-in-law Ruth, by ordering the workers of his fields not to harass her and 
to leave extra grain for her (Ruth 2:15-16); by instructing her in the preservation 
of her reputation (3:14); by publicly persuading Naomi’s next-of-kin to relinquish 
his right to purchase land belonging to Elimelech (4:7–10); and by acquiring Ruth 
as his wife and fathering Oded, the grandfather of David (vv. 17, 22).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. N. FeweD. N. Fewell and D. ll and D. M. Gunn, M. Gunn, CompromisiCompromising Redemptng Redemption: Relation: Relation: Relating CRelating Characters haracters in the Booin the Book of Ruthk of Ruth (Louisvil (Louisville, 1990);le, 1990); J. M. Sas J. M. Sasson, son, Ruth,Ruth, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Sheffield(Sheffield, 1989)., 1989)., 1989).

Bibliography. D. N. Fewell and D. M. Gunn, Compromising Redemption: 
Relating Characters in the Book of Ruth (Louisville, 1990); J. M. Sasson, Ruth, 2nd ed. 
(Sheffield, 1989).

�2.2. The name  The name of a pillaof a pillar set in fr set in front of Soront of Solomon’s telomon’s temple (1 Kgmple (1 Kgs. 7:21; 2s. 7:21; 2 Chr. 3:17 Chr. 3 Chr. 3:17). The3:17). The meaning o meaning of this namf this naming and iting and its functions function is disput is disputed.ed.ed.

2. The name of a pillar set in front of Solomon’s temple (1 Kgs. 7:21; 2 Chr. 
3:17). The meaning of this naming and its function is disputed.

Alice H. HAlice H. Hudiburgudiburg

Alice H. Hudiburg

BOCHERUBOCHERU (Heb.  (Heb. boœk�eïru®boœk�eïru®)))

BOCHERU (Heb. boœk�eïru® )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, one oite, one of Azel’s sf Azel’s sons and a ons and a descendantdescendant of Jonath of Jonathan and Sauan and Saul (1 Chr. l (1 Chr. 8:38; 9:448:8:38; 9:448:38; 9:44).).

A Benjaminite, one of Azel’s sons and a descendant of Jonathan and Saul (1 Chr. 
8:38; 9:44).

BOCHIMBOCHIM (Heb.  (Heb. boœk�iîmboœk�iîm)))

BOCHIM (Heb. boœk�iîm )

A place (“A place (“Weepers”) Weepers”) W of the JW of the Jordan Riveordan River where thr where the Israelite Israelites wept foes wept for their dir their disobediencesdidisobediendisobedience in breace in breaking theirking their covenant  covenant with the Lwith the Lord (Judg.ord (Judg. 2:4-5). T 2:4-5). The site ishe site is unknown b unk unknown buunknown but was probt was probably near ably near Gilgal, inGilgal, in the hill  the hill country wecountry west of Jerist of Jericho. Bochicho. Bochim has beenm BochiBochim hasBochim has been asso been associated witciated with Bethel, h Bethel, where an ewhere an early tradiarly tradition (Gen.tion (Gen. 35:8) nam 35:8) names a buriaenamnames a bunames a burial placerial place Allon-bac Allon-bacuth (“Oak uth (“Oak of Weepingof Weeping”; cf. Jud”; cf. Judg. 20:23, g. 20:23, 26; 21:2).26; 21:2).

A place (“Weepers”) W of the Jordan River where the Israelites wept for their 



disobedience in breaking their covenant with the Lord (Judg. 2:4-5). The site is 
unknown but was probably near Gilgal, in the hill country west of Jericho. 
Bochim has been associated with Bethel, where an early tradition (Gen. 35:8) 
names a burial place Allon-bacuth (“Oak of Weeping”; cf. Judg. 20:23, 26; 21:2).

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow

Laura B. Mazow

BODYBODYBODY

BODY

Semitic thSemitic thought madeought made no clear  no clear distinctiodistinction between n between the physicthe physical and spial and spiritual or ritual or psychologipsypsychologipsychological aspectcal aspects of humans of human existence existence, hence th, hence the OT contae OT contains no worins no word which cod which cd which connotes “connotes “body” in tbody” in the modern he modern understandunderstanding of theing of the term. Heb term. Heb. . baœsíaœr,baœsíaœr, “flesh,”  “fles “flesh,” w“flesh,” which desighich designates basinates basically the cally the whole extewhole exterior beingrior being of a pers of a person (e.g., on (e.g., Lev. 13:3;Lev. 1Lev. 13:3; Ps. 13:3; Ps. 109:24) as109:24) as distingui distinguished from shed from specific pspecific parts (skinarts (skin, bones, b, bones, blood; cf. lood; cf. Lam. 3:4; Lam. 3:Lam. 3:4; Ezek.3:4; Ezek. 37:6, 8), 37:6, 8), refers ge refers generally tonerally to the whole the whole living cr living creature andeature and can be us can be used interched inted interchanginterchangeably witheably with nep�esû, nep�esû, “soul.” I “soul.” In the OT tn the OT the term rehe term refers collefers collectively toctively to people (I p people (Ispeople (Isa. 40:5), a. 40:5), both livinboth living (Exod. 3g (Exod. 30:32) and 0:32) and dead (Ps. dead (Ps. 79:2), and79:2), and to all li to all living creatving creving creatures,creatures, including including animals ( animals (Gen. 6:19)Gen. 6:19). It can a. It can also designlso designate flesh ate flesh for food —for food — animal fl anim animal fleanimal flesh as foodsh as food for peopl for people (Num. 11e (Num. 11:4) and hu:4) and human flesh man flesh as food foas food for animals r animals (1 Sam. 17(1(1 Sam. 17(1 Sam. 17:44).:44).:44).

Semitic thought made no clear distinction between the physical and spiritual or 
psychological aspects of human existence, hence the OT contains no word which 
connotes “body” in the modern understanding of the term. Heb. baœsíaœr, 
“flesh,” which designates basically the whole exterior being of a person (e.g., Lev. 
13:3; Ps. 109:24) as distinguished from specific parts (skin, bones, blood; cf. Lam. 
3:4; Ezek. 37:6, 8), refers generally to the whole living creature and can be used 
interchangeably with nep�esû,  “soul.” In the OT the term refers collectively to 
people (Isa. 40:5), both living (Exod. 30:32) and dead (Ps. 79:2), and to all living 
creatures, including animals (Gen. 6:19). It can also designate flesh for food — 
animal flesh as food for people (Num. 11:4) and human flesh as food for animals 
(1 Sam. 17:44).

�The NT disThe NT distinguishestinguishes more clea more clearly betweerly between “body” (n “body” (Gk. Gk. soœémasoœéma) and “fle) and “flesh” (sh“fle“flesh” (“flesh” (saérxsaérx). Althoug). Although both canh both can refer to  refer to the externthe external aspect,al aspect,  soœémasoœéma carries a carries  carries a carries a more wholimore wholistic connostic connotation (cftation (cf. Matt. 5:. Matt. 5:29). It re29). It refers to lifers to living humanving humans (Matt. 6s (Mas (Matt. 6:2(Matt. 6:22), dead h2), dead humans (Marumans (Mark 15:43), k 15:43), resurrecteresurrected humans (d humans (Rom. 8:11)Rom. 8:11), and beas, and bea, and beasts (Hebeasts (Heb. 13:11),b. 13:11), as well a as well as celestias celestial bodies (l bodies (1 Cor. 15:1 Cor. 15:40). Great40). Greater distincer distinction is mation ition is made beis made between the tween the physical nphysical nature of hature of humans and umans and the spiritthe spiritual or souual or soul (Matt. 1l (Matt. 10:28; 1 Th0:2110:28; 1 T10:28; 1 Thess. 5:23hess. 5:23; cf. 2 Co; cf. 2 Cor. 12:2-3)r. 12:2-3). As the o. As the organ of gergan of generation, neration, the body sthe body should not housshould notshould not be used f be used for sexual or sexual immoralityimmorality (1 Cor. 6 (1 Cor. 6:13, 16) b:13, 16) because in ecause in sex it belsex it belongs to anongbelbelongs tobelongs to another ( another (7:4).7:4).7:4).

The NT distinguishes more clearly between “body” (Gk. soœéma) and 
“flesh” (saérx). Although both can refer to the external aspect, soœéma 
carries a more wholistic connotation (cf. Matt. 5:29). It refers to living humans 
(Matt. 6:22), dead humans (Mark 15:43), resurrected humans (Rom. 8:11), and 
beasts (Heb. 13:11), as well as celestial bodies (1 Cor. 15:40). Greater distinction 
is made between the physical nature of humans and the spiritual or soul (Matt. 
10:28; 1 Thess. 5:23; cf. 2 Cor. 12:2-3). As the organ of generation, the body 
should not be used for sexual immorality (1 Cor. 6:13, 16) because in sex it 
belongs to another (7:4).

�“Body” has“Body” has special m special meaning witeaning with referench reference to Chrise to Christ. His crut. His crucified bodcified body is God’sy is Goy is God’s way God’s way of reconciof reconciling sinfuling sinful mankind l mankind with himsewith himself (Col. 1lf (Col. 1:22). As a:22). As a result of result of this salv this this salvathis salvation, Chrition, Christians becstians become the boome the body of Chridy of Christ in the st in the community community of faith (of faith (1 Cor. 12:1 C1 Cor. 12:27Cor. 12:27). As the ). As the body of Chbody of Christ, eachrist, each member of member of this comm this community needunity needs the othes the oths the others andothers and all belon all belong togetherg together (Rom. 12: (Rom. 12:5). Throug5). Through observanh observance of the ce of the Lord’s SupLord’s Supper, the CpSupSupper, thSupper, the Christiae Christian communitn community celebraty celebrates “a shares “a sharing in theing in the body of C body of Christ” (1 hrist” (1 Cor. 10:16CoCor. 10:16Cor. 10:16). Likewis). Likewise, the bode, the body of Chrisy of Christ is builtt is built up into a up into a Church th Church through its rough its “work of m“wo“work of m“work of ministry” (inistry” (Eph. 4:12)Eph. 4:12). Christ i. Christ is not onlys not only the Savio the Savior of the br of the body of belody of believers, buieverbelbelievers,believers, but also  but also the head othe head of the Churf the Church which ich which is his bodys his body (Eph. 5:2 (Eph. 5:23).3).3).

“Body” has special meaning with reference to Christ. His crucified body is 
God’s way of reconciling sinful mankind with himself (Col. 1:22). As a result of 
this salvation, Christians become the body of Christ in the community of faith (1 
Cor. 12:27). As the body of Christ, each member of this community needs the 
others and all belong together (Rom. 12:5). Through observance of the Lord’s 
Supper, the Christian community celebrates “a sharing in the body of Christ” (1 
Cor. 10:16). Likewise, the body of Christ is built up into a Church through its 
“work of ministry” (Eph. 4:12). Christ is not only the Savior of the body of 
believers, but also the head of the Church which is his body (Eph. 5:23).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. P. BratN. P. Bratsiotis, siotis, “baœsíaœr“baœsíaœr,” ,” TDOTTDOT 2:317–32. 2:317–32.

Bibliography. N. P. Bratsiotis, “baœsíaœr,” TDOT 2:317–32.

Donald R. Donald R. PottsPotts

Donald R. Potts

BODY OF CHBODY OF CHRISTRISTRIST

BODY OF CHRIST



Metaphor fMetaphor for the comor the community of munity of ChristiansChristians. The “bod. The “body of Chrisy of Christ” derivest” derives from the  from the from the words the words of Jesus aof Jesus at the Lastt the Last Supper wh Supper when he offeen he offered the brred the bread to be ead to be shared as shared as “my body w““my body w“my body which is fohich is for you” (1 r you” (1 Cor. 11:24Cor. 11:24; Luke 22:; Luke 22:19). Here 19). Here “body” (Gk“body” (Gk. . soœémasoœémsoœémasoœéma) refers t) refers to the ongoo the ongoing personing personal presencal presence of Chrise of Christ within tt within the communihe community. In thetcommunicommunity.community. In the sh In the sharing of taring of the Lord’s he Lord’s Supper, thSupper, the gatherede gathered community community celebrate celebrate celebratescelebrates the prese the presence of thence of the risen Chr risen Christ in theist in their midst “ir midst “until he cuntil he comes” (1 Comes” (1 Cor. 11:26)or. CCor. 11:26Cor. 11:26). No othe). No other term or r term or metaphor cmetaphor can convey an convey as adequatas adequately as ely as soœémasoœéma the corpo th the corporthe corporate realitate reality that Pauy that Paul defines l defines as “the boas “the body of Chridy of Christ.”st.”st.”

Metaphor for the community of Christians. The “body of Christ” derives from 
the words of Jesus at the Last Supper when he offered the bread to be shared as 
“my body which is for you” (1 Cor. 11:24; Luke 22:19). Here “body” (Gk. 
soœéma) refers to the ongoing personal presence of Christ within the 
community. In the sharing of the Lord’s Supper, the gathered community 
celebrates the presence of the risen Christ in their midst “until he comes” (1 
Cor. 11:26). No other term or metaphor can convey as adequately as soœéma 
the corporate reality that Paul defines as “the body of Christ.”

�Paul uses Paul uses soœémasoœéma to refer  to refer to both thto both the individue individuality — itality — it is as “bo is as “body” that wdy” that we will be ewwe will bewe will be resurrect resurrected and traed and transformed ansformed at the end t the end of time toof time to be like C be like Christ’s “ghrist’s “glorious bolor“g“glorious “glorious body” (Phibody” (Phil. 3:21) —l. 3:21) — and the c and the corporateneorporateness of humass of human existencn existence, but it e, but it is union wisis union wis union with God “iith God “in Christ” n Christ” that marksthat marks the corpo the corporateness orateness of Christiaf Christian existencn existence. Just aseexistencexistence.existence. Just as t Just as the Hebrew he Hebrew ScripturesScriptures had spoke had spoken of Israen of Israel as a “col as a “corporate perporate personality,rsopepersonalitpersonality,” so tooy,” so too, for Paul, for Paul, the “bod, the “body” retainsy” retains this esse this essentially contially corporate chrporate character. Paractechcharacter.character. Paul uses Paul uses the metap the metaphor to couhor to counteract thnteract the divisivee divisive effects o effects of the factf the factionalism pionalfactfactionalifactionalism presentsm present at Corint at Corinth but expah but expands its mends its meaning in eaning in extraordinaxtraordinary ways (1ry ways (1 Cor. 12:1 C Cor. 12:12Cor. 12:12-31), affi-31), affirming his rming his convictionconviction about the about the “body” of “body” of the risen the risen Christ an Christ and identifyd idd identifyinidentifying this bodg this body with they with the Christian Christian community community (v. 27) m (v. 27) made up of ade up of “many memb“many mem“many members” (members” (v. 12). Bav. 12). Baptism markptism marks the belis the believer’s entever’s entrance intorance into this body this body, and shar, and sharing in a cinsharsharing insharing in a common  a common spirit is spirit is its distinits distinctive charctive character. To acter. To share the share the “Lord’s su“Lord’s supper” (1 Cpper”susupper” (1supper” (1 Cor. 11:1 Cor. 11:17-34) with7-34) without “disceout “discerning the rning the body” is tbody” is to disregaro disregard the presd the presence of thenprespresence opresence of the Lordf the Lord in the co in the community anmmunity and thereford therefore to bringe to bring judgment  judgment upon oneseupon oneupon oneself. “oneself. “DiscerningDiscerning the body” the body” is nothin is nothing other thg other than recognian recognizing in thzing in the communite community the bodyy communitcommunity community the body othe body of Christ. f Christ. Authentic Authentic existence existence for a Chrifor a Christian, thestian, therefore, isrefore, is lived onl liv lived onlylived only as a memb as a member of the er of the one body, one body, who is Chrwho is Christ (Rom. ist (Rom. 12:5).12:5).12:5).

Paul uses soœéma to refer to both the individuality — it is as “body” that 
we will be resurrected and transformed at the end of time to be like Christ’s 
“glorious body” (Phil. 3:21) — and the corporateness of human existence, but it 
is union with God “in Christ” that marks the corporateness of Christian 
existence. Just as the Hebrew Scriptures had spoken of Israel as a “corporate 
personality,” so too, for Paul, the “body” retains this essentially corporate 
character. Paul uses the metaphor to counteract the divisive effects of the 
factionalism present at Corinth but expands its meaning in extraordinary ways (1 
Cor. 12:12-31), affirming his conviction about the “body” of the risen Christ and 
identifying this body with the Christian community (v. 27) made up of “many 
members” (v. 12). Baptism marks the believer’s entrance into this body, and 
sharing in a common spirit is its distinctive character. To share the “Lord’s 
supper” (1 Cor. 11:17-34) without “discerning the body” is to disregard the 
presence of the Lord in the community and therefore to bring judgment upon 
oneself. “Discerning the body” is nothing other than recognizing in the 
community the body of Christ. Authentic existence for a Christian, therefore, is 
lived only as a member of the one body, who is Christ (Rom. 12:5).

�The analogThe analogy of the hy of the human body uman body as image fas image for the socor the social body wial body was ubiquitas ubiquitous in antous inous in antiquiin antiquity (in claty (in classical texssical texts, cf. M.ts, cf. M. Aurelius  Aurelius Med.Med. 7.13; Liv 7.13; Livy y Urb. cond.Urb. cond. 2.32). 2.32). 2.32).

The analogy of the human body as image for the social body was ubiquitous 
in antiquity (in classical texts, cf. M. Aurelius Med. 7.13; Livy Urb. cond. 2.32).

Barbara E.Barbara E. Bowe Bowe

Barbara E. Bowe

BOHANBOHAN (Heb.  (Heb. boœhanboœhan)))

BOHAN (Heb. boœhan)

A son or dA son or descendant escendant of Reuben,of Reuben, after who after whom a monumem a monument (perhapnt (perhaps a rock; s a rock; cf. Heb. cf. Hebcf. Heb. Heb. boœhen,boœhen, “thumb”)  “thumb”) was named.was named. This ston This stone served ae served as a boundas a boundary marker ry marker between thbebetween thbetween the tribes oe tribes of Judah anf Judah and Benjamind Benjamin (Josh. 15 (Josh. 15:6; 18:17):6; 18:17)..

A son or descendant of Reuben, after whom a monument (perhaps a rock; cf. 
Heb. boœhen, “thumb”) was named. This stone served as a boundary marker 
between the tribes of Judah and Benjamin (Josh. 15:6; 18:17).

BOOKBOOKBOOK

BOOK

The earlieThe earliest form ofst form of the book  the book in biblicain biblical times wal times was the scros the scroll (Heb. ll (Heb. meïg�illa®meïg�illa®), a docum), meïg�illa®meïg�illa®meïg�illa®), a docum), a document made eent made either fromither from papyrus o papyrus or leather.r leather. The use o The use of papyrus f papyrusf papyrus scpapyrus scrolls can rolls can be traced be traced to ca. 320to ca. 3200 0 B.C.B.C. in Egypt, in Egypt, and the I and the Israelites sraelites likely implikely imported suchoimpimported simported such scrolluch scrolls for theis for their own writr own writing. Aftering. After the Exile the Exile and by th and by the time of e time of the Dead Sthe the Dead Sthe Dead Sea Scrollsea Scrolls, leather , leather was the fawas the favored matevored material for srial for scrolls.crolls.crolls.

The earliest form of the book in biblical times was the scroll (Heb. 
meïg�illa® ), a document made either from papyrus or leather. The use of 
papyrus scrolls can be traced to ca. 3200 B.C. in Egypt, and the Israelites likely 
imported such scrolls for their own writing. After the Exile and by the time of 
the Dead Sea Scrolls, leather was the favored material for scrolls.



�Recent eviRecent evidence offedence offers glimpsers glimpses into thes into the productio production of leathn of leather scrollser scrolls in the Qu in the Q in the Qumran comQumran community. Thmunity. The scribes e scribes in the comin the community usemunity used scrolls d scrolls of skin anof skin and specialld specialld specially specially made inks made inks to produceto produce their tex their texts. For thts. For these scribeese scribes, the mats, the materials theerials themselves, tmsethethemselvesthemselves, the inks, the inks and the l and the leather of eather of the scrollthe scrolls, contains, contained so muched so much power tha power that they enst tt they ensurthey ensured the saned the sanctity of tctity of the texts the texts themselves.hemselves. Scribes w Scribes were requirere required by commed by commed by community community rules to urules to use leatherse leather for bibli for biblical scrollcal scrolls, but nons, but nonbiblical wbiblical writings haritings have been fove beve been foundbeen found on papyru on papyrus scrolls.s scrolls. In additi In addition, papyruon, papyrus scrolls s scrolls of biblicaof biblical writingsl writings were forb were were forbiwere forbidden by thdden by the rabbis: e rabbis: “If it was“If it was written w written with caustiith caustic, red dyec, red dye, or coppe, or copperas, or onras,coppecopperas, copperas, or on papeor on paper (papyrusr (papyrus), of dift), of diftera, he haera, he had not fulfd not fulfilled his illed his obligationobligation, but only, but o, but only if itonly if it was writt was written in Assyen in Assyrian writirian writing, on parng, on parchment, anchment, and with inkd with ink.”.”.”

Recent evidence offers glimpses into the production of leather scrolls in the 
Qumran community. The scribes in the community used scrolls of skin and 
specially made inks to produce their texts. For these scribes, the materials 
themselves, the inks and the leather of the scrolls, contained so much power that 
they ensured the sanctity of the texts themselves. Scribes were required by 
community rules to use leather for biblical scrolls, but nonbiblical writings have 
been found on papyrus scrolls. In addition, papyrus scrolls of biblical writings 
were forbidden by the rabbis: “If it was written with caustic, red dye, or 
copperas, or on paper (papyrus), of diftera, he had not fulfilled his obligation, but 
only if it was written in Assyrian writing, on parchment, and with ink.”

�One of theOne of the great adv great advances of Cances of Christianithristianity is the py is the production roduction of the codof the codex book. Bex bookex book. By tbook. By the 2nd cenhe 2nd century tury A.D.A.D., parchmen, parchment leaves wt leaves were foldedere folded and sewn  and sewn together, together, and often aand often and often bound withbound within a coverin a cover, to give , to give the appearthe appearance of toance of today’s bookday’s book. While th. While the earliesteththe earliethe earliest codicesst codices may have  may have been produbeen produced by usiced by using single-ng single-leaf papyrleaf papyrus sheets,us sheets, later cod lat later codilater codices were aces were actually muctually multi-layerelti-layered sheets od sheets of parchmenf parchment sewn to t sewn to one anotheone another. The earranotheanother. Tanother. The earlieshe earliest known sit known single-leaf ngle-leaf papyrus copapyrus codices weredices were produced  produced in Egypt bin Egypt but were noubbut were nbut were not discoveot discovered until red until the 20th cthe 20th century at entury at Nag HammadNag Hammadi. The eari. The earliest knowliest knowliest known multknown multi-layered i-layered parchment parchment codices — codices — Codex SinaCodex Sinaiticus, Coiticus, Codex Alexandex Alexandrinus, andrinusAlexanAlexandrinAlexandrinus, and Cous, and Codex Vaticadex Vaticanus — provnus — provide the maide the major textuajor textual foundatil foundations for thons for tons for the NT writhe NT writings. By tings. By the time othe time of Constantf Constantine, the bine, the book was thook was the standarde standard form of w form of w form of writing.writing.writing.

One of the great advances of Christianity is the production of the codex 
book. By the 2nd century A.D., parchment leaves were folded and sewn together, 
and often bound within a cover, to give the appearance of today’s book. While 
the earliest codices may have been produced by using single-leaf papyrus sheets, 
later codices were actually multi-layered sheets of parchment sewn to one 
another. The earliest known single-leaf papyrus codices were produced in Egypt 
but were not discovered until the 20th century at Nag Hammadi. The earliest 
known multi-layered parchment codices — Codex Sinaiticus, Codex 
Alexandrinus, and Codex Vaticanus — provide the major textual foundations for 
the NT writings. By the time of Constantine, the book was the standard form of 
writing.

�In the OT In the OT and NT theand NT the term “boo term “book” (Heb. k” (Heb. seäp�er;seäp�er; Gk.  Gk. bibliíonbibliíon) sometime) sometim) sometimes sometimes refers to refers to a genealoga genealogy (Gen. 5:y (Gen. 5:1; Matt. 11; Matt. 1:1), royal:1), royal chronicle chronicles (Esth. 6s (Esth. 6:1), or a :1), 66:1), or a6:1), or a law book  law book (Deut. 28:(Deut. 28:61; Josh. 61; Josh. 1:8). Thro1:8). Throughout theughout the OT, vario OT, various “books”us “books” are repor a are reportare reported to proved to provide the baide the basis of cersis of certain biblitain biblical accouncal accounts. These ts. These include thinclude the Book of e Boe Book of thBook of the War of te War of the Lord (Nhe Lord (Num. 21:14)um. 21:14), the Book, the Book of Jashar of Jashar (Josh. 10 (Josh. 10:13; 2 Sam:13; 2 Sam. 1:18), t.SamSam. 1:18)Sam. 1:18), the Book, the Book of the Ac of the Acts of Solots of Solomon (1 Kgsmon (1 Kgs. 11:41), . 11:41), the Book othe Book of the Chrof the Chrof the ChroniclesChronicles of the Ki of the Kings of Isrngs of Israel (14:19ael (14:19; 15:31; 2; 15:31; 2 Kgs. 10:3 Kgs. 10:34), the Bo4), the Book of the ok of the ChroniclesChroChroniclesChronicles of the Ki of the Kings of Judngs of Judah (1 Kgs.ah (1 Kgs. 14:29; 15 14:29; 15:7; 2 Kgs.:7; 2 Kgs. 8:23), th 8:23), the Book of e Book of the Kings the the Kings the Kings of Israel of Israel (1 Chr. 9:(1 Chr. 9:1; 2 Chr. 1; 2 Chr. 20:34), th20:34), the Book of e Book of the Kings the Kings of Israel of Israel and Judah and Juand Judah (27:Judah (27:7; 35:27),7; 35:27), the Book  the Book of the Kinof the Kings of Judags of Judah and Israh and Israel (16:11;el (16:11; 25:26), a 25:26), and the Boond thnd the Book othe Book of Chroniclf Chronicles (Neh. 1es (Neh. 12:23). The2:23). The Bible als Bible also mentionso mentions various d various divinely auivinely authored boothauauthored bauthored books: the ooks: the book of rebook of remembrance membrance (Mal. 3:16(Mal. 3:16), the boo), the book of truthk of truth (Dan. 10: (Dan. 10 (Dan. 10:21), an10:21), and the bookd the book of life ( of life (Phil. 4:3;Phil. 4:3; Rev. 3:5; Rev. 3:5; 13:8; 20: 13:8; 20:12, 15). I12, 15). In the NT tn the NT the phrase he phrahe phrase “thphrase “the books” (e books” (Gk. Gk. taé bibliítaé bibliíaa) refers n) refers not to the ot to the entire Bibentire Bible but to le but to the books the boothe books of tbooks of the OT.he OT.he OT.

In the OT and NT the term “book” (Heb. seäp�er;  Gk. bibliíon) 
sometimes refers to a genealogy (Gen. 5:1; Matt. 1:1), royal chronicles (Esth. 
6:1), or a law book (Deut. 28:61; Josh. 1:8). Throughout the OT, various “books” 
are reported to provide the basis of certain biblical accounts. These include the 
Book of the War of the Lord (Num. 21:14), the Book of Jashar (Josh. 10:13; 2 
Sam. 1:18), the Book of the Acts of Solomon (1 Kgs. 11:41), the Book of the 
Chronicles of the Kings of Israel (14:19; 15:31; 2 Kgs. 10:34), the Book of the 
Chronicles of the Kings of Judah (1 Kgs. 14:29; 15:7; 2 Kgs. 8:23), the Book of 
the Kings of Israel (1 Chr. 9:1; 2 Chr. 20:34), the Book of the Kings of Israel and 
Judah (27:7; 35:27), the Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel (16:11; 25:26), and 
the Book of Chronicles (Neh. 12:23). The Bible also mentions various divinely 
authored books: the book of remembrance (Mal. 3:16), the book of truth (Dan. 
10:21), and the book of life (Phil. 4:3; Rev. 3:5; 13:8; 20:12, 15). In the NT the 
phrase “the books” (Gk. taé bibliía) refers not to the entire Bible but to the 
books of the OT.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. Y. GambH. Y. Gamble, le, Books and Books and Readers inReaders in the Early the Early Church Church (New Have (New Ha (New Haven, 199Haven, 1995); J. L. 5); J. L. Sharpe IIISharpe III and K. Va and K. Van Kampen, n Kampen, eds., eds., The Bible The Bible as Book: Tas Book: The Manuscrhe Manuhe ManuscriptManuscript Tradition Tradition (London,  (London, 1998).1998).1998).

Bibliography. H. Y. Gamble, Books and Readers in the Early Church (New 
Haven, 1995); J. L. Sharpe III and K. Van Kampen, eds., The Bible as Book: The 
Manuscript Tradition (London, 1998).
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BOOK OF LIBOOK OF LIFEFEFE

BOOK OF LIFE

The mundanThe mundane task of e task of bookkeepinbookkeeping in the ag in the ancient Neancient Near East oftr East often found aen found a parallel  parallel in the divinin the divin the divine realm.ine realm. The idea  The idea of divine of divine scribal acscribal activity apptivity appears severears several times tal times throughout hroughtthroughoutthroughout both the  both the OT and NT OT and NT and is freand is frequently mequently mentioned inntioned in pseudepig pseudepigraphal wriraphal wraphal writings (writings (cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 32:32-33; 32:32-33; Ps. 139:16Ps. 139:16; Isa. 65:; Isa. 65:6; Mal. 3:6; Mal. 3:16; Jub. 316; Jub. 30:19–23; 10:19–23; 1 En. 47:3; En. 47 En. 47:3; Rev.47:3; Rev. 13:8). Th 13:8). The Book of e Book of Life appeaLife appears to be ars to be a heavenly  heavenly book in whbook in which the naich the names of themnanames of tnames of the righteohe righteous are insus are inscribed. Thcribed. The psalmiste psalmist prays tha prays that his advet his adversaries bersaries be blotted o blo blotted oublotted out of the bt of the book of lifook of life and thate and that they not  they not be writtenbe written with the  with the names of tnames of the righteohe tthe rightethe righteous (Ps. 6ous (Ps. 69:28[MT 299:28[MT 29]; cf. Rev]; cf. Rev. 3:5; 21:. 3:5; 21:27).27).27).

The mundane task of bookkeeping in the ancient Near East often found a parallel 
in the divine realm. The idea of divine scribal activity appears several times 
throughout both the OT and NT and is frequently mentioned in pseudepigraphal 
writings (cf. Exod. 32:32-33; Ps. 139:16; Isa. 65:6; Mal. 3:16; Jub. 30:19–23; 1 En. 
47:3; Rev. 13:8). The Book of Life appears to be a heavenly book in which the 
names of the righteous are inscribed. The psalmist prays that his adversaries be 
blotted out of the book of life and that they not be written with the names of 
the righteous (Ps. 69:28[MT 29]; cf. Rev. 3:5; 21:27).

�In additioIn addition to the Bn to the Book of Lifook of Life, other be, other books appeaooks appear in the lr in the literature.iterature. A book of A book o A book of destrucof destruction corretion corresponds to sponds to the book othe book of life (cff life (cf. 1 En. 81. 1 En. 81:1–4; Jub.:1–4; Jub. 30:22; T. 30:22; T. Levi 5:4) Levi  Levi 5:4),Levi 5:4), and other and other books rec books record the deord the deeds or eveeds or events of lifnts of life. These se. These seem to be eem to be the basis ththe basis the basis for the lafor the last judgmenst judgment, where “t, where “the court the court sat in judsat in judgment and gment and the books the books were openewewere openewere opened” (Dan. 7d” (Dan. 7:10) and “:10) and “the dead wthe dead were judgedere judged according according to their  to their works, as works, asworks, as recordeas recorded in the bd in the books” (Revooks” (Rev. 20:12). . 20:12). Similar usSimilar usages are fages are found also ound also in the psein the pseudepigraphudepsepseudepigrpseudepigraphal and aphal and apocryphalapocryphal writings  writings (cf. 2 Esd(cf. 2 Esdr. 6:20; 2r. 6:20; 2 Apoc. Bar Apoc. Bar. 24:1; As. 24:1; Asc. Isa. 9:c. Isc. Isa. 9:22;Isa. 9:22; 1 Clem. 4 1 Clem. 45:8).5:8).5:8).

In addition to the Book of Life, other books appear in the literature. A book 
of destruction corresponds to the book of life (cf. 1 En. 81:1–4; Jub. 30:22; T. 
Levi 5:4), and other books record the deeds or events of life. These seem to be 
the basis for the last judgment, where “the court sat in judgment and the books 
were opened” (Dan. 7:10) and “the dead were judged according to their works, 
as recorded in the books” (Rev. 20:12). Similar usages are found also in the 
pseudepigraphal and apocryphal writings (cf. 2 Esdr. 6:20; 2 Apoc. Bar. 24:1; Asc. 
Isa. 9:22; 1 Clem. 45:8).

W. Dennis W. Dennis Tucker, JrTucker, Jr..
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BOOK OF THBOOK OF THE TWELVEE TWELVEE TWELVE

BOOK OF THE TWELVE

An ancientAn ancient designati designation for theon for the OT Minor  OT Minor Prophets tProphets that refershat refers to the sc to the scribal pracribal practice of prtipracpractice opractice of preservif preserving these 1ng these 12 propheti2 prophetic writingsc writings on a sing on a single scroll.le scroll. In antiqu In antiquity, theseity, thity, these indithese individual wrividual writings weretings were preserved preserved, referenc, referenced, reckoned, reckoned, and reed, and received intceived into the canoo intinto the cinto the canon as a anon as a single boosingle book.k.

An ancient designation for the OT Minor Prophets that refers to the scribal 
practice of preserving these 12 prophetic writings on a single scroll. In antiquity, 
these individual writings were preserved, referenced, reckoned, and received 
into the canon as a single book.

Ancient EvAncient Evidenceidence

Ancient Evidence

Evidence fEvidence for the bibor the bibliographicliographic unity of  unity of the Minor the Minor Prophets iProphets includes anncludes ancient manucient manuscripts, lscmanumanuscriptmanuscripts, literars, literary referency references, and lies, and lists of cansts of canonical booonical books. The olks. The oldest referdest reference to thencereferreference reference to the Booto the Book of the Tk of the Twelve is fwelve is from the earom the early 2nd cerly 2nd century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. in the Wi in the Wi in the Wisdom of Wisdom of Jesus ben Jesus ben Sira. FollSira. Following refeowing references to rences to the prophethe prophets Isaiah,ts Isaiah, Jeremiah, Jeremiah, and Ezeki an and Ezekieand Ezekiel, Sir. 49l, Sir. 49:10 speaks:10 speaks of “the T of “the Twelve Propwelve Prophets” as ahets” as a collectiv collective group. Te group. The literarhe lhe literary eliterary evidence frvidence from Sirach om Sirach is supportis supported by manued by manuscript eviscript evidence fromdence from Qumran. F Qumran. F Qumran. Fragments Fragments of seven dof seven different sifferent scrolls of crolls of the Twelvethe Twelve have been have been discovere discovered. The oldd. The oldest manusceoldoldest manoldest manuscript, 4uscript, 4QXIIQXIIaa, has been, has been dated to  dated to the middlethe middle of the 2n of the 2nd century d century and contaiand coand contains pcontains parts of tharts of the books ofe books of Zechariah Zechariah, Malachi,, Malachi, and Jonah and Jonah. Partial . Partial remains ofremains of a scroll  a sc a scroll of scroll of the Twelvethe Twelve in Greek  in Greek have also have also been discobeen discovered nearvered near Qumran an Qumran and are dated are datd are dated to tdated to the middle he middle of the 1stof the 1st century  century B.C.E.B.C.E. Ancient m Ancient manuscriptsanuscripts of the Gr of the Greek transleek traneek translatiotranslation of the Tn of the Twelve contwelve contain supersain superscriptions criptions that numbethat number the propr the prophetic bookhetic books from 1 tsbookbooks frombooks from 1 to 12.  1 to 12. In the NT In the NT the Book othe Book of the Twelf the Twelve is citeve is cited in the bd in the book of Actook of Acts as “the sActActs as “tActs as “the book ofhe book of the proph the prophets” (Actsets” (Acts 7:42). Al 7:42). All of the al of the ancient lisncient listings of ttings of the Jewish/he Jewhe Jewish/OT Jewish/OT canon and canon and all of theall of the medieval  medieval Hebrew manHebrew manuscripts ouscripts of the Minof the Minor Prophetsr Propher Prophets tProphets treat thesereat these writings  writings as a singlas a single book.e book.

Evidence for the bibliographic unity of the Minor Prophets includes ancient 
manuscripts, literary references, and lists of canonical books. The oldest 
reference to the Book of the Twelve is from the early 2nd century B.C.E. in the 
Wisdom of Jesus ben Sira. Following references to the prophets Isaiah, Jeremiah, 
and Ezekiel, Sir. 49:10 speaks of “the Twelve Prophets” as a collective group. The 
literary evidence from Sirach is supported by manuscript evidence from Qumran. 
Fragments of seven different scrolls of the Twelve have been discovered. The 
oldest manuscript, 4QXIIa, has been dated to the middle of the 2nd century and 
contains parts of the books of Zechariah, Malachi, and Jonah. Partial remains of a 
scroll of the Twelve in Greek have also been discovered near Qumran and are 
dated to the middle of the 1st century B.C.E. Ancient manuscripts of the Greek 
translation of the Twelve contain superscriptions that number the prophetic 



books from 1 to 12. In the NT the Book of the Twelve is cited in the book of 
Acts as “the book of the prophets” (Acts 7:42). All of the ancient listings of the 
Jewish/OT canon and all of the medieval Hebrew manuscripts of the Minor 
Prophets treat these writings as a single book.

History ofHistory of the Colle the Collectionction

History of the Collection

A lengthy A lengthy chronologichronological gap secal gap separates thparates the earlieste earliest, 8th-cent, 8th-century materiury materials withinals within the Twelv the the Twelvethe Twelve from the  from the time of thtime of the latest oe latest of those wrf those writings, coitings, composed ca.mposed ca. 450 or pe 450 or perhaps evenrpeperhaps evperhaps even later. en later. Another leAnother lengthy spanngthy span separates separates the writi the writing of the ng of the latest boolatest books within ks boobooks withbooks within the colin the collection frlection from the oldom the oldest explicest explicit referenit reference to the ce to the Book of thBook of the Twelve, e Te Twelve, caTwelve, ca. 200 . 200 B.C.E.B.C.E. Therefore Therefore, descript, descriptions of thions of the formatioe formation of the bn of the book can onook can onook can only claimonly claim greater o greater or lesser dr lesser degrees of egrees of likelihoodlikelihood. Neverthe. Nevertheless, someless, some conclusio conclusions about ins conclusioconclusionconclusions about its about its developms development have aent have a relativel relatively high degy high degree of proree of probability.bability.bability.

A lengthy chronological gap separates the earliest, 8th-century materials within 
the Twelve from the time of the latest of those writings, composed ca. 450 or 
perhaps even later. Another lengthy span separates the writing of the latest 
books within the collection from the oldest explicit reference to the Book of the 
Twelve, ca. 200 B.C.E. Therefore, descriptions of the formation of the book can 
only claim greater or lesser degrees of likelihood. Nevertheless, some 
conclusions about its development have a relatively high degree of probability.

�For examplFor example, there ie, there is some evis some evidence of edence of earlier colarlier collections plections prior to thrior to the final 12e final 12e final 12-book co12-book collection. llection. The supersThe superscriptions criptions of the booof the books of Hoseks of Hosea, Amos, aa, Amos, and Micah (nd Micah (nd Micah (Hos. 1:1,(Hos. 1:1, Amos 1:1, Amos 1:1, Mic. 1:1) Mic. 1:1) suggest a suggest an ancient n ancient compilatiocompilation of thesen of these three boo three books, the puks,boobooks, thebooks, the purpose o purpose of which waf which was to applys to apply the lesso the lessons of the ns of the Assyrian dAssyrian destructionestruction of Samari o of Samariaof Samaria, threaten, threatened in Hoseed in Hosea and Amosa and Amos, to the p, to the political solitical situation oituation of Judah anf Judah and Jerusaled Jed Jerusalem Jerusalem as describas described by Micaed by Micah. The seqh. The sequence of tuence of this presumhis presumed early ced early collection ollection is preservisis preservis preserved in the ed in the manuscriptmanuscripts of the Ls of the LXX Book ofXX Book of the Twelv the Twelve. The gere. The germ of the fm of the m of the final the final collectioncollection of the Tw of the Twelve is lielve is likely to bekely to be found in  found in this earlythis early compilati compilation. The laon. Theon. The latestThe latest book to b book to be added toe added to the Book  the Book of the Tweof the Twelve was prlve was probably Jonobably Jonah, which ah, whichah, which is fwhich is formally atormally at great var great variance withiance with the rest  the rest of the colof the collection. Tlection. The oldest he oldest manuscriptmanumanuscriptmanuscript of the Tw of the Twelve, 4QXIelve, 4QXIIIaa, places J, places Jonah afteronah after Malachi a Malachi at the end t the end of the colof the colof the collectioncollection. Jonah al. Jonah also has difso has differing posfering positions in itions in the Greek the Greek and Hebrewand Hebrew arrangeme arrangements of thentarrangemearrangemenarrangements of the ts of the Twelve.Twelve.

For example, there is some evidence of earlier collections prior to the final 
12-book collection. The superscriptions of the books of Hosea, Amos, and Micah 
(Hos. 1:1, Amos 1:1, Mic. 1:1) suggest an ancient compilation of these three 
books, the purpose of which was to apply the lessons of the Assyrian destruction 
of Samaria, threatened in Hosea and Amos, to the political situation of Judah and 
Jerusalem as described by Micah. The sequence of this presumed early collection 
is preserved in the manuscripts of the LXX Book of the Twelve. The germ of 
the final collection of the Twelve is likely to be found in this early compilation. 
The latest book to be added to the Book of the Twelve was probably Jonah, 
which is formally at great variance with the rest of the collection. The oldest 
manuscript of the Twelve, 4QXIIa, places Jonah after Malachi at the end of the 
collection. Jonah also has differing positions in the Greek and Hebrew 
arrangements of the Twelve.

Literary ULiterary Unitynity

Literary Unity

The ancienThe ancient and const and consistent praistent practice of pctice of preserving reserving the Minor the Minor Prophets aProphets as a singles a single book has  bo book has rbook has raised the aised the question oquestion of whether f whether the indivithe individual writidual writings withinngs within this scro this scroll possessll poll possess anpossess any degree oy degree of literaryf literary unity. Th unity. The possibile possibility of uniity of unity seems qty seems quite unlikuite unlikely at firely ately at first gat first glance, givlance, given the green the great chronolat chronological andogical and thematic  thematic diversity diversity of the indof the individual boividualindindividualindividual books. Ne books. Neverthelessvertheless, various , various unifying funifying features haeatures have been idve been identified wentified within the ithinwwithin thewithin the collectio collection.n.n.

The ancient and consistent practice of preserving the Minor Prophets as a single 
book has raised the question of whether the individual writings within this scroll 
possess any degree of literary unity. The possibility of unity seems quite unlikely 
at first glance, given the great chronological and thematic diversity of the 
individual books. Nevertheless, various unifying features have been identified 
within the collection.

�The refereThe reference to thence to the Twelve in Twelve in Sir. 49:1 Sir. 49:10 states t0 states that as a ghat as a group the 1roup the 12 prophets2 prophe2 prophets “prophets “comforted comforted the peoplethe people . . . wit . . . with confidenh confident hope,” wt hope,” which is pehich is perhaps a rerhaps a reference toferereference reference to the facto the fact that mant that many of the iy of the individual ndividual books withbooks within the Twein the Twelve conclulve conclude with a deconcluconclude wconclude with a hopeith a hopeful predicful prediction of retion of restoration storation and salvatand salvation. Anothion. Another unifyiner unifying element,g eg element, belement, beyond the eyond the theme of ftheme of future restuture restoration, ioration, is the impls the implied historied historical narraical narrative that tivenarranarrative narrative that underthat underlies the clies the collection.ollection. Israel an Israel and Judah’s d Judah’s experienceexperiences at the hs at the hands of Asands oands of Assyriaof Assyria provide h provide historical istorical backgroundbackground for the b for the books of Hoooks of Hosea, Amos,sea, Amos, and Micah and Micah and Micah. TheMicah. The fall of A fall of Assyria andssyria and the rise  the rise of Babylonof Babylon provide b provide background ackground for Nahum,for Nahum, Habakkuk, H Habakkuk, Habakkuk, and Zephanand Zephaniah. The riah. The restorationestoration of Judah  of Judah under the under the Persian EmPersian Empire inforpire infopire informs thinforms the books ofe books of Haggai, Z Haggai, Zechariah, echariah, and Malachand Malachi and parti and partially accoially accounts for tunts for the numerouhe tthe numerothe numerous similarus similarities betwities between these een these three bookthree books.s.s.

The reference to the Twelve in Sir. 49:10 states that as a group the 12 
prophets “comforted the people . . . with confident hope,” which is perhaps a 
reference to the fact that many of the individual books within the Twelve 
conclude with a hopeful prediction of restoration and salvation. Another unifying 



element, beyond the theme of future restoration, is the implied historical 
narrative that underlies the collection. Israel and Judah’s experiences at the hands 
of Assyria provide historical background for the books of Hosea, Amos, and 
Micah. The fall of Assyria and the rise of Babylon provide background for Nahum, 
Habakkuk, and Zephaniah. The restoration of Judah under the Persian Empire 
informs the books of Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi and partially accounts for 
the numerous similarities between these three books.

�Some of thSome of the books ame books among the Twong the Twelve appeaelve appear to be unr to be united by veited by verbal crossrbal cross reference ref referencesreferences at the be at the beginning anginning and ending sd ending sections ofections of each book each book. For exam. For example, the rple, the references efrreferencesreferences to Edom i to Edom in Amos 9:1n Amos 9:12; Obad. 12; Obad. 1 help to e help to explain thexplain their otherwiir otherwise inexplise inexplicable sequcinexpliinexplicabinexplicable sequencle sequence in Hebree in Hebrew manuscriw manuscripts of thepts of the Twelve. L Twelve. Likewise, tikewise, the books ohe books ohe books of Joel anof Joel and Amos shad Amos share highly re highly repetitiverepetitive language  language in the opein the opening and cning and closing seclosing sections of etionsecsections osections of each boof each book (cf. Joek (cf. Joel 3:16 [MTl 3:16 [MT 4:16] and 4:16] and Amos 1:2; Amos 1:2; also Joel also Joel 3:18 [4:1 3:18 [4:18] and Amo8] a8] and Amos 9and Amos 9:14). Simi:14). Similarities slarities such as theuch as these, which se, which span the bspan the boundaries oundaries of individof individual books,ual individindividualindividual books, ha books, have sparkedve sparked attempts  attempts to identifto identify certain y certain passages tpassages throughout hroughout the book athethe book athe book as the works the work of editor of editorial hands ial hands who unifiewho unified the colld the collection by ection by inserting inserting similar masimsimilar masimilar material at terial at various plvarious places. Althaces. Although such ough such unifying eunifying editorial aditorial additions additions are possiblre posre possible, possible, there is nthere is no concreteo concrete evidence  evidence of previouof previous forms ofs forms of the book  the book by which tby which to judge tho tto judge tto judge the proposahe proposals of editls of editorial addiorial additions.tions.tions.

Some of the books among the Twelve appear to be united by verbal cross 
references at the beginning and ending sections of each book. For example, the 
references to Edom in Amos 9:12; Obad. 1 help to explain their otherwise 
inexplicable sequence in Hebrew manuscripts of the Twelve. Likewise, the books 
of Joel and Amos share highly repetitive language in the opening and closing 
sections of each book (cf. Joel 3:16 [MT 4:16] and Amos 1:2; also Joel 3:18 [4:18] 
and Amos 9:14). Similarities such as these, which span the boundaries of 
individual books, have sparked attempts to identify certain passages throughout 
the book as the work of editorial hands who unified the collection by inserting 
similar material at various places. Although such unifying editorial additions are 
possible, there is no concrete evidence of previous forms of the book by which 
to judge the proposals of editorial additions.

�A primary A primary unifying funifying feature of eature of the Book othe Book of the Twelf the Twelve was theve was the theologic theological belief al belieal belief of belief of ancient reancient religious coligious communities mmunities that the wthat the words of thords of the various e various prophets wprophets were ultimaerwwere ultimwere ultimately the ately the unified wounified word of Isrard of Israel’s God. el’s God. This belieThis belief underlayf underlay the prese the preservation anrvatpresepreservatipreservation and comon and common transmmon transmission of ission of the Minor the Minor Prophets aProphets and is the nd is the same theolsame thesame theologicatheological presuppol presupposition thasition that allowed t allowed ancient Isancient Israelite, Jraelite, Jewish, andewish, and Christian Christian communiti com communitiecommunities to treats to treat the forma the formally and chlly and chronologicaronologically diverslly diverse words ofe words of Israel’s  Israel’s ScripturesScrScripturesScriptures as a unif as a unified, canonied, canonical tradiical tradition.tion.tion.

A primary unifying feature of the Book of the Twelve was the theological 
belief of ancient religious communities that the words of the various prophets 
were ultimately the unified word of Israel’s God. This belief underlay the 
preservation and common transmission of the Minor Prophets and is the same 
theological presupposition that allowed ancient Israelite, Jewish, and Christian 
communities to treat the formally and chronologically diverse words of Israel’s 
Scriptures as a unified, canonical tradition.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. A. JoneB. A. Jones, s, The FormatThe Formation of theion of the Book of t Book of the Twelve.he Twelve. SBLDS 149 SBLDS 14 SBLDS 149 (Atlan149 (Atlanta, 1995);ta, 1995); J. D. Nog J. D. Nogalski, alski, Literary PLiterary Precursors recursors to the Booto the Book of the Tk of the Twelve.welve. BZAW 217  BZAW BZAW 217 (BZAW 217 (Berlin, 19Berlin, 1993); 93); RedactionaRedactional Processel Processes in the Bs in the Book of theook of the Twelve. Twelve. BZAW 218  BZAW 21 BZAW 218 (Berli218 (Berlin, 1993).n, 1993).n, 1993).

Bibliography. B. A. Jones, The Formation of the Book of the Twelve. SBLDS 
149 (Atlanta, 1995); J. D. Nogalski, Literary Precursors to the Book of the Twelve. 
BZAW 217 (Berlin, 1993); Redactional Processes in the Book of the Twelve. BZAW 
218 (Berlin, 1993).
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BOOTHS, FEBOOTHS, FEAST OFAST OFAST OF

BOOTHS, FEAST OF

�SeeSee  TABERNACLETABERNACLES, FEAST OS, FEAST OF.F.

See TABERNACLES, FEAST OF.

BORASHANBORASHAN (Heb.  (Heb. bo®r-{aœsûbo®r-{aœsûaœnaœn)))

BORASHAN (Heb. bo®r-{aœsûaœn)

A place (“A place (“cistern” ocistern” or “well ofr “well of Ashan”) i Ashan”) in the soutn the south of Judahh of Judah to which  to which David sentDavid sent part of t pa part of thpart of the spoils oe spoils of his victf his victory over tory over the Amalekihe Amalekites (1 Samtes (1 Sam. 30:30). . 30:30). It is perhIt is perhaps the saaps thaps the same athe same as Ashan.s Ashan.

A place (“cistern” or “well of Ashan”) in the south of Judah to which David sent 
part of the spoils of his victory over the Amalekites (1 Sam. 30:30). It is perhaps 
the same as Ashan.



BOSOMBOSOMBOSOM

BOSOM

The word “The word “bosom” is bosom” is used in reused in reference toference to both God  both God and humankand humankind, male ind, male and femaleand femand female. Thfemale. The bosom ine bosom in its metap its metaphorical anhorical and literal d literal usages is usages is the locatithe location of bothon of both intimacy  inti intimacy aintimacy and vulnerand vulnerability.bility.bility.

The word “bosom” is used in reference to both God and humankind, male and 
female. The bosom in its metaphorical and literal usages is the location of both 
intimacy and vulnerability.

�In the OT In the OT and NT theand NT the bosom is  bosom is foremost aforemost an intimaten intimate place. It place. It is a sour is a source of nurtce of nce of nurture fonurture for a sucklir a suckling child (ng child (Ruth 4:16)Ruth 4:16), of comfo, of comfort (Luke 1rt (Luke 16:22, Abra6:22, Abraham’s bosoham’s bosom), protecmbosobosom), prbosom), protection (otection (Isa. 40:11Isa. 40:11, the boso, the bosom of God lm of God like that oike that of a shephef a shepherd, carryird, carrying the lamng carryicarrying tcarrying the lambs ohe lambs of Zion), hf Zion), honor (49:2onor (49:22), and ph2), and physical warysical warmth (1 Kgsmth (1 Kgs. 1:2, Abi. 1:2, Abishag in thshaAbiAbishag inAbishag in the bosom the bosom of David) of David). It is wh. It is where the grere the grieving widieving widow of Zareow of Zarephath holdphath holds her deadsholdholds her holds her dead son (dead son (1 Kgs. 17:1 Kgs. 17:19) as God19) as God holds a l holds a living One:iving One: Jesus in  Jesus in the bosom the bosom of God theofof God theof God the Father (J Father (John 1:18).ohn 1:18).

In the OT and NT the bosom is foremost an intimate place. It is a source of 
nurture for a suckling child (Ruth 4:16), of comfort (Luke 16:22, Abraham’s 
bosom), protection (Isa. 40:11, the bosom of God like that of a shepherd, 
carrying the lambs of Zion), honor (49:22), and physical warmth (1 Kgs. 1:2, 
Abishag in the bosom of David). It is where the grieving widow of Zarephath 
holds her dead son (1 Kgs. 17:19) as God holds a living One: Jesus in the bosom 
of God the Father (John 1:18).

�The bosom The bosom is also a is also a sign of insign of intimate reltimate relationship.ationship. Thus “the Thus “the wife of y wife of your bosom”our bosoour bosom” or bosom” or “the husba“the husband of yournd of your bosom” (D bosom” (Deut. 28:54eut. 28:54, 56) or a, 56) or a ewe lamb  ewe lamb in the pooin the pin the poor man’spoor man’s bosom (2  bosom (2 Sam. 12:3)Sam. 12:3) or a boso or a bosom friend (m friend (Ps. 41:9[MPs. 41:9[MT 10]) impT 10]) implies the mlies the mlies the most intenmost intense connectse connections and cions and communion.ommunion.ommunion.

The bosom is also a sign of intimate relationship. Thus “the wife of your 
bosom” or “the husband of your bosom” (Deut. 28:54, 56) or a ewe lamb in the 
poor man’s bosom (2 Sam. 12:3) or a bosom friend (Ps. 41:9[MT 10]) implies the 
most intense connections and communion.

�The bosom The bosom is a reposis a repository of eitory of emotions: gmotions: grief (Ps. rief (Ps. 35:13), ta35:13), taunts (79:1unts (79:12), insult2), insult2), insults (8insults (89:50[51]),9:50[51]), passion ( passion (Prov. 6:27Prov. 6:27), bribery), bribery (21:14),  (21:14), anger (Eccanger (Eccl. 7:9), hl. 7:9), hidden iniqidden inidden iniquity (iniquity (Job 31:33)Job 31:33), and reta, and retaliation (Pliation (Ps. 74:11).s. 74:11). It is als It is also a treasuo a treasury of wisdry of wisdom (Job 23om (Job om (Job 23:12(Job 23:12). Finally). Finally, the boso, the bosom is a locm is a locus of sexuus of sexual arousalal arousal and passi and passion (Ezek. on (Ezek. 23:3, 8, 223:3, 23:3, 8, 223:3, 8, 21).1).1).

The bosom is a repository of emotions: grief (Ps. 35:13), taunts (79:12), 
insults (89:50[51]), passion (Prov. 6:27), bribery (21:14), anger (Eccl. 7:9), hidden 
iniquity (Job 31:33), and retaliation (Ps. 74:11). It is also a treasury of wisdom 
(Job 23:12). Finally, the bosom is a locus of sexual arousal and passion (Ezek. 
23:3, 8, 21).

Jeanne SteJeanne Stevenson-Moevenson-Moessnerssner

Jeanne Stevenson-Moessner

BOSORBOSOR (Gk.  (Gk. BosoœrBosoœr) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

BOSOR (Gk. Bosoœr) (PERSON)

According According to 2 Pet. to 2 Pet. 2:15, the 2:15, the father of father of Balaam. ElBalaam. Elsewhere hesewhere he is called is called Beor ( Beor (22).).

According to 2 Pet. 2:15, the father of Balaam. Elsewhere he is called Beor (2).

BOSORBOSOR (Gk.  (Gk. BosoœrBosoœr) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

BOSOR (Gk. Bosoœr) (PLACE)

A city in A city in Gilead capGilead captured by Jtured by Judas Maccaudas Maccabeus (1 Mabeus (1 Macc. 5:25, cc. 5:25, 36). It ha36). It has been ides been identified wintifideidentifiedidentified with  with Bus�r el-HBus�r el-H¸ariîri¸ariîri, on the s, on the southern edouthern edge of ge of el-Lejaœel-Lejaœ..

A city in Gilead captured by Judas Maccabeus (1 Macc. 5:25, 36). It has been 
identified with Bus�r el-H¸ariîri , on the southern edge of el-Lejaœ.

BOUNDARYBOUNDARY (Heb.  (Heb. geïb�u®lgeïb�u®l)))

BOUNDARY (Heb. geïb�u®l )

In the DeuIn the Deuteronomistteronomistic perspecic perspective, bountive, boundary makindary making is assocg is associated withiated with the sacra the sacral apportiol sacrasacral appsacral apportionmentortionment of the la of the land of Isrand of Israel (cf. Joel (cf. Joshua, whershua, where Heb. e Heb. geïb�u®l,geïb�u®l, “boundary “bo “boundary,“boundary,” “territo” “territory,” is usry,” is used primaried primarily of landly of land allotment allotment and tenur and tenure). Land de). Land division waivisiddivision wdivision was predicaas predicated on linted on lineage categeage categories, proories, proceeding frceeding from distribom distribution amonution among the tribgamonamong the among the tribes, totribes, to distribut distribution among ion among kin-groupskin-groups, and then, and then to distri to distribution amobution among extendengamoamong exteamong extended familnded families. The ries. The resulting aesulting assignmentsssignments of land w of land were to be ere to be permanent permanentpermanent permanent inheritancinheritances. Accordes. Accordingly, oneingly, one must not  must not move a neimove a neighbor’s boghbor’s boundary marundary mundary marker (Demarker (Deut. 19:14;ut. 19:14; 27:17; Pr 27:17; Prov. 22:28;ov. 22:28; 23:10). P 23:10). Prophets derophets decried a blcried a blatant disratant disregard of segadisrdisregard disregard of such laof such laws, as Isrws, as Israel’s emerael’s emerging stateging state systems o systems outpaced anutpaced and eroded id eroded its older lts ots older lineolder lineage-based age-based understandunderstandings of laings of land boundarnd boundaries (e.g.,ies (e.g., 1 Kgs. 21 1 Kgs. 21:17-19; Mi:17-19; Mic. 2:1-5; c. 2c. 2:1-5; cf.2:1-5; cf. Hos. 5:10 Hos. 5:10).).).

In the Deuteronomistic perspective, boundary making is associated with the 
sacral apportionment of the land of Israel (cf. Joshua, where Heb. geïb�u®l,  
“boundary,” “territory,” is used primarily of land allotment and tenure). Land 
division was predicated on lineage categories, proceeding from distribution 
among the tribes, to distribution among kin-groups, and then to distribution 
among extended families. The resulting assignments of land were to be 
permanent inheritances. Accordingly, one must not move a neighbor’s boundary 
marker (Deut. 19:14; 27:17; Prov. 22:28; 23:10). Prophets decried a blatant 
disregard of such laws, as Israel’s emerging state systems outpaced and eroded its 
older lineage-based understandings of land boundaries (e.g., 1 Kgs. 21:17-19; Mic. 



2:1-5; cf. Hos. 5:10).

�In priestlIn priestly traditioy traditions, boundans, boundary making ry making is furtheris further associate associated with demd with demarcating tarcating demdemarcatindemarcating the holig the holiness of cuness of cultic areasltic areas. These tr. These traditions saditions stress the tress the temple moutemple mount as sacrnt moumount as smount as sacred spacacred space (Ezek. 4e (Ezek. 43:12). Ear3:12). Early texts sly texts such as Exouch as Exod. 19:12, d. 19:12, 23 establi23 establish this prsh tsh this princthis principle, but iple, but it is reemit is reemphasized iphasized in Ezekiel’n Ezekiel’s ideal ars ideal arrangementsrangements for the t for the temple. In emple.ttemple. Intemple. In Ezekiel n Ezekiel new tribal ew tribal borders anborders and definited definite gradation gradations of holins of holiness surrouess surround and prond and and protecand protect the tempt the temple.le.le.

In priestly traditions, boundary making is further associated with 
demarcating the holiness of cultic areas. These traditions stress the temple 
mount as sacred space (Ezek. 43:12). Early texts such as Exod. 19:12, 23 establish 
this principle, but it is reemphasized in Ezekiel’s ideal arrangements for the 
temple. In Ezekiel new tribal borders and definite gradations of holiness surround 
and protect the temple.

�The functiThe function of bounon of boundaries in daries in establishiestablishing sacred ng sacred space is rspace is related to elated to their roletheir roletheir role in birole in biblical cosblical cosmogony. Thmogony. The demarcate demarcation of a cion of a cultic centultic center and theer and the organizat organization of theionorganizatorganizatiorganization of the on of the rest of lirest of life around fe around it archetyit archetypically sypically symbolize thmbolize the structure structure of the ce of te of the createthe created universed universe. Thus the. Thus the temple on temple on Mt. Zion  Mt. Zion forms the forms the nexus of tnexus of the cosmos he cosmoshe cosmos — tcosmos — the organizhe organizing centering center that emer that emerged when Gged when God first dod first differentiaifferentiated the elted the eted the elements oelements of the worlf the world (e.g., Pd (e.g., Ps. 74:12-1s. 74:12-17; 104:5-97; 104:5-9; Jer. 5:2; Jer. 5:22). This p2). This primeval borimeval boundary makundarboboundary mboundary making is eaking is extended toxtended to include G include God’s demarod’s demarcation of cation of the nationthe nations (Deut. 3s (Deut. 3s (Deut. 32:8; Acts32:8; Acts 17:26). 17:26). 17:26).

The function of boundaries in establishing sacred space is related to their 
role in biblical cosmogony. The demarcation of a cultic center and the 
organization of the rest of life around it archetypically symbolize the structure of 
the created universe. Thus the temple on Mt. Zion forms the nexus of the 
cosmos — the organizing center that emerged when God first differentiated the 
elements of the world (e.g., Ps. 74:12-17; 104:5-9; Jer. 5:22). This primeval 
boundary making is extended to include God’s demarcation of the nations (Deut. 
32:8; Acts 17:26).

Stephen L.Stephen L. Cook Cook

Stephen L. Cook

BOW AND ARBOW AND ARROWROWROW

BOW AND ARROW

ArchaeologArchaeological findsical finds have prov have provided a relided a relatively acatively accurate descurate description ocription of the devef the development oflopmdevedevelopmendevelopment of the bt of the bow (Heb. ow (Heb. qesûet�qesûet�). The ear). The earliest bowsliest bows were made were made from one  from one from one piece one piece of wood, wof wood, which couldhich could be up to  be up to 1.7 m. (5.1.7 m. (5.5 ft.) lon5 ft.) long, and strg, and strung with aung with animal sinenimaanimal sinanimal sinew. Later ew. Later bows were bows were shorter anshorter and made frod made from bonded sm bonded strips of wtrips of wood and anood andood and animaland animal horn. horn. horn.

Archaeological finds have provided a relatively accurate description of the 
development of the bow (Heb. qesûet� ). The earliest bows were made from 
one piece of wood, which could be up to 1.7 m. (5.5 ft.) long, and strung with 
animal sinew. Later bows were shorter and made from bonded strips of wood 
and animal horn.

�Rock carviRock carvings of thengs of the upper Pal upper Paleolithic peolithic period atteeriod attest to the st to the bow’s use bow’s use in prehistin prehisin prehistoriprehistoric times asc times as a device  a device for huntinfor hunting and defeg and defense. It wanse. It was one of ts one of the earlieshe earliest weapons t wet weapons ofweapons of war. With war. With the intro the introduction ofduction of the compo the composite bow isite bow in Akkad inn Akkad in the 23rd  the 23r the 23rd centu23rd century ry B.C.B.C., the bow , the bow became thebecame the preeminen preeminent long-rant long-range weapon.ge weapon. This deve This development inlodevedevelopmendevelopment increaset increased the effed the effective rangctive range from 10 e from 10 m. (100 ydm. (100 yds.) to 40 s.) to 40 m. (400 ydm. (400 yds.) It wassydyds.) It wyds.) It was directlas directly responsiy responsible for thble for the organizae organization of thtion of the first are first archery unitchery units and the s and ts and the develothe development of tpment of the coat ofhe coat of mail. Wit mail. With the intrh the introduction ooduction of mail, thf mail, the bow coule bow could be deplod coulcould be dcould be deployed ameployed among cavalrong cavalry (cf. 2 Ky (cf. 2 Kgs. 9:24).gs. 9:24).

Rock carvings of the upper Paleolithic period attest to the bow’s use in 
prehistoric times as a device for hunting and defense. It was one of the earliest 
weapons of war. With the introduction of the composite bow in Akkad in the 
23rd century B.C., the bow became the preeminent long-range weapon. This 
development increased the effective range from 10 m. (100 yds.) to 40 m. (400 
yds.) It was directly responsible for the organization of the first archery units and 
the development of the coat of mail. With the introduction of mail, the bow 
could be deployed among cavalry (cf. 2 Kgs. 9:24).

�Local enemLocal enemies of Isries of Israel also eael also employed thmployed the bow. It e bow. It was the Phwas the Philistine ailistine archers whorchers wrchers who seem twho seem to have turo have turned the tined the tide of the de of the battle in battle in which Kingwhich King Saul was  Saul was killed (1 killed (1 Sam. 31:3)SamSam. 31:3)Sam. 31:3). Likewise. Likewise a Syrian  a Syrian archer wasarcher was responsib responsible for thele for the death of  death of King Ahab King Ahab (1 Kgs. 22(1(1 Kgs. 22(1 Kgs. 22:35). With:35). Within Israel in Israel use of theuse of the bow devel bow developed alongoped along similar l similar lines. The ines. The number of numnumber of number of archers prarchers present in tesent in the Lachishhe Lachish relief, t relief, the number he number of arrowheof arrowheads uncoveads uncoveads uncovered,uncovered, and the f and the frequency orequency of attestatf attestation in theion in the OT all su OT all suggest thatggest that use of th use of the bow was e be bow was wibow was widespread idespread in Israel. n Israel. Units of aUnits of archers werrchers were found ame found among Israelong Israelite troopsite troops (1 Chr. 5 troopstroops (1 troops (1 Chr. 5:18;Chr. 5:18; 8:40; Ps. 8:40; Ps. 78:9; cf. 78:9; cf. Gen. 49:2 Gen. 49:24).4).4).

Local enemies of Israel also employed the bow. It was the Philistine archers 
who seem to have turned the tide of the battle in which King Saul was killed (1 
Sam. 31:3). Likewise a Syrian archer was responsible for the death of King Ahab 
(1 Kgs. 22:35). Within Israel use of the bow developed along similar lines. The 
number of archers present in the Lachish relief, the number of arrowheads 
uncovered, and the frequency of attestation in the OT all suggest that use of the 
bow was widespread in Israel. Units of archers were found among Israelite 
troops (1 Chr. 5:18; 8:40; Ps. 78:9; cf. Gen. 49:24).

�Because thBecause the bow was e bow was a common sa common sight in anight in ancient Isracient Israel, the teel, the term is freqrm is frequently useuently freqfrequentlyfrequently used figu used figuratively —ratively — to mean b to mean battle-readattle-ready (Ps. 7:1y (Ps. 7:12[MT 13]; 2[MT 13]; 11:2; Jer.11:2; Jer. 46:9; 50: 46: 46:9; 50:146:9; 50:14, 29; 51:4, 29; 51:3; “to ben3; “to bend the bow”d the bow” refers no refers not to the at to the act of shooct of shooting, but ting, but to stringito stto stringing stringing the bow inthe bow in preparati preparation for baton for battle), to rtle), to refer to inefer to invincible fvincible forces (Isaorces (Isa. 21:15), . 21:15. 21:15), th21:15), the judgmente judgment of God (P of God (Ps. 7:13[14s. 7:13[14]; Hos. 1:]; Hos. 1:5; Jer. 495; Jer. 49:35), divi:35), divinely imposnely imposed peace (ed ped peace (Ps.peace (Ps. 46:9[10]; 46:9[10]; 76:3[4];  76:3[4]; Hos. 2:18[Hos. 2:18[20]; Ezek.20]; Ezek. 39:9), wi 39:9), wickedness (ckedness (Ps. 78:57;Ps. 78:57; Hos. 7:16 Hos Hos. 7:16)Hos. 7:16), defeat (, defeat (1 Sam. 2:41 Sam. 2:4), and vic), and victory (2 Kgtory (2 Kgs. 13:15-1s. 13:15-17).7).7).

Because the bow was a common sight in ancient Israel, the term is 



frequently used figuratively — to mean battle-ready (Ps. 7:12[MT 13]; 11:2; Jer. 
46:9; 50:14, 29; 51:3; “to bend the bow” refers not to the act of shooting, but to 
stringing the bow in preparation for battle), to refer to invincible forces (Isa. 
21:15), the judgment of God (Ps. 7:13[14]; Hos. 1:5; Jer. 49:35), divinely imposed 
peace (Ps. 46:9[10]; 76:3[4]; Hos. 2:18[20]; Ezek. 39:9), wickedness (Ps. 78:57; 
Hos. 7:16), defeat (1 Sam. 2:4), and victory (2 Kgs. 13:15-17).

�Heb. Heb. h�eäs�h�eäs� (“arrow”) (“arrow”) is derive is derived from thed from the root “to  root “to divide.” Edivide.” Egyptian argyptian artifacts shtifacarartifacts artifacts show that show that the shaft the shaft of the arrof the arrow was norow was normally 76 cmally 76 cm. (30 in.m. (30 in.) in lengt) in length and was h andh and was maand was made of a hode of a hollow reed llow reed with threewith three sets of f sets of feathers oneathers on one end.  one end. As furtherAs further confirmat furtherfurther cofurther confirmationnfirmation, the Nuzi, the Nuzi tablets u tablets use the samse the same word fore word for both “ree both “reed” and “ard” and “arrow shaft.r“ar“arrow sha“arrow shaft.” The bft.” The blade was mlade was made of stoade of stone, copperne, copper, bronze, , bronze, or iron, tor iron, the composihe composihe compositiocomposition changingn changing with each with each technolog technological advanical advance. Impetuce. Impetus for thess for these changes e changes was providwwas providwas provided by the ed by the ever-increever-increasing effeasing effectiveness ctiveness of body arof body armor. The Bmor. The Bible (Gen.ible (Gen. 27:3; Isa 2 27:3; Isa.27:3; Isa. 22:6; Jer 22:6; Jer. 5:16; La. 5:16; Lam. 3:13) am. 3:13) and archaeond archaeology indiclogy indicate that aate that arrows wererrows were stored in stor stored in stored in leather quleather quivers. Theivers. The Nuzi and  Nuzi and Amarna tabAmarna tablets and Alets and Assyrian ressyrian reliefs indiliefs indicate that catindiindicate tindicate that quiverhat quivers could hos could hold 20 to 5ld 20 to 50 arrows.0 arrows.0 arrows.

Heb. h�eäs�  (“arrow”) is derived from the root “to divide.” Egyptian 
artifacts show that the shaft of the arrow was normally 76 cm. (30 in.) in length 
and was made of a hollow reed with three sets of feathers on one end. As 
further confirmation, the Nuzi tablets use the same word for both “reed” and 
“arrow shaft.” The blade was made of stone, copper, bronze, or iron, the 
composition changing with each technological advance. Impetus for these changes 
was provided by the ever-increasing effectiveness of body armor. The Bible (Gen. 
27:3; Isa. 22:6; Jer. 5:16; Lam. 3:13) and archaeology indicate that arrows were 
stored in leather quivers. The Nuzi and Amarna tablets and Assyrian reliefs 
indicate that quivers could hold 20 to 50 arrows.

�The arrow The arrow was such awas such an effectivn effective weapon oe weapon of destructf destruction that iion that it became at became a popular m popu popular mepopular metaphor. Thtaphor. The arrow coe arrow could refer uld refer to God’s jto God’s judgment (Dudgment (Deut. 32:23eut. 32:23, 42; Ps. , 42; Ps. , 42; Ps. 7:13[1Ps. 7:13[14]; 45:5[64]; 45:5[6]; 64:7[8]]; 64:7[8]; Ezek. 5:; Ezek. 5:16; 39:3),16; 39:3), severe af severe afflictions flictions (Job 6:4; (Job 6:4; Ps. 38:2[3Ps. 38:2[3Ps. 38:2[3]), 38:2[3]), injurious injurious speech (Psspeech (Ps. 64:3-4[4. 64:3-4[4–5]; Jer. –5]; Jer. 9:8; Prov.9:8; Prov. 25:18), n 25:18), numerical sumerical strength (Ptrengtsstrength (strength (Ps. 127:4-Ps. 127:4-5), lightn5), lightning (18:14ing (18:14[15] [= 2 [15] [= 2 Sam. 22:15Sam. 22:15]; 77:17–1]; 77:17–18[18–19]; 8[18–19]; 144:6; Hab144:144:6; Hab144:6; Hab. 3:11), d. 3:11), divinely imivinely imposed peacposed peace (Ps. 76:e (Ps. 76:3[4]), sud3[4]), sudden dangerden danger (91:5), a (91:5), and possiblnd pnd possibly Spossibly Satan’s triatan’s trials and teals and temptations mptations (Eph. 6:16(Eph. 6:16).).).

The arrow was such an effective weapon of destruction that it became a 
popular metaphor. The arrow could refer to God’s judgment (Deut. 32:23, 42; 
Ps. 7:13[14]; 45:5[6]; 64:7[8]; Ezek. 5:16; 39:3), severe afflictions (Job 6:4; Ps. 
38:2[3]), injurious speech (Ps. 64:3-4[4–5]; Jer. 9:8; Prov. 25:18), numerical 
strength (Ps. 127:4-5), lightning (18:14[15] [= 2 Sam. 22:15]; 77:17–18[18–19]; 
144:6; Hab. 3:11), divinely imposed peace (Ps. 76:3[4]), sudden danger (91:5), and 
possibly Satan’s trials and temptations (Eph. 6:16).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. Gonen, R. Gonen, Weapons ofWeapons of the Ancie the Ancient Worldnt World (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1976)lis, 1976); T. R. Ho; 1976)1976); T. 1976); T. R. Hobbs, R. Hobbs, A Time forA Time for War. War. OTS 3 (Wi OTS 3 (Wilmington, lmington, 1989); Y. 1989); Y. Yadin, Yadin, The Art ofThe Art oThe Art of Warfareof Warfare in Biblic in Biblical Lands,al Lands, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (Jerusalem,Jerusalem, 1963). 1963). 1963).

Bibliography. R. Gonen, Weapons of the Ancient World (Minneapolis, 
1976); T. R. Hobbs, A Time for War. OTS 3 (Wilmington, 1989); Y. Yadin, The Art 
of Warfare in Biblical Lands, 2 vols. (Jerusalem, 1963).

W. E. NunnW. E. Nunnallyally
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BOZEZBOZEZ (Heb.  (Heb. bo®s�eäs�bo®s�eäs�)))

BOZEZ (Heb. bo®s�eäs� )

One of twoOne of two rocky cra rocky crags flankings flanking the moung the mountain pass tain pass near Michmnear Michmash (1 Samash (1 Sam. 14:4), o. 14:4), o. 14:4), on the noron the north side ofth side of the Wadi  the Wadi es�-S�uweies�-S�uweiniîtniît ca. 11 km ca. 11 km. (7 mi.) . (7 mi.) NNE of JerNNE of Jerusalem. ThusaJerJerusalem.Jerusalem. The other The other crag, to  crag, to the south the south of the gorof the gorge oppositge opposite Geba, wae Geba, was called Ss called Seneh.eSSeneh.Seneh.

One of two rocky crags flanking the mountain pass near Michmash (1 Sam. 14:4), 
on the north side of the Wadi es�-S�uweiniît  ca. 11 km. (7 mi.) NNE of 
Jerusalem. The other crag, to the south of the gorge opposite Geba, was called 
Seneh.

BOZKATHBOZKATH (Heb.  (Heb. bos�qat�bos�qat�)))

BOZKATH (Heb. bos�qat� )

A town in A town in the Shephethe Shephelah of Judlah of Judah, part oah, part of that trif that tribe’s inherbe’s inheritance anditance and the home  the home of Josiah’of of Josiah’of Josiah’s mother Js mother Jedidah (2 edidah (2 Kgs. 22:1)Kgs. 22:1). Although. Although F.-M. Abe F.-M. Abel linked Bl linked Bozkath witozkath with h ed-Dawa}imeed-Dawa}imed-Dawa}imee, 15 km. (, 15 km. (9 mi.) SE 9 mi.) SE of Lachishof Lachish, his iden, his identificationtification is not wi is not widely accepdely accepted. Bozkataccepaccepted. accepted. Bozkath waBozkath was includeds included within th within the same dise same district as Ltrict as Lachish andachish and Eglon (Jo Eglon (Josh. 15:39)sh(Jo(Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:39).39).39).

A town in the Shephelah of Judah, part of that tribe’s inheritance and the home 
of Josiah’s mother Jedidah (2 Kgs. 22:1). Although F.-M. Abel linked Bozkath with 
ed-Dawa}ime, 15 km. (9 mi.) SE of Lachish, his identification is not widely 
accepted. Bozkath was included within the same district as Lachish and Eglon 
(Josh. 15:39).
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BOZRAHBOZRAH (Heb.  (Heb. bos�ra®;bos�ra®; Gk.  Gk. BosorraBosorra)))

BOZRAH (Heb. bos�ra®;  Gk. Bosorra)

�1.1. The capit The capital of Edomal of Edom, modern B, modern Buseirah (2useirah (208018) W o08018) W of the Kingf the King’s Highway’s Highway in Jordan HighwayHighway inHighway in Jordan. S Jordan. Situated clituated close to botose to both valuableh valuable copper mi copper mines and thnes and the border we border we border with Judahwith Judah, Bozrah’s, Bozrah’s position  position was one ofwas one of great str great strategic sigategic significance.nificance. Presumabl Presumably owing toy owy owing to powing to prior confrrior confrontations,ontations, various O various OT prophetsT prophets predicted predicted Bozrah’s  Bozrah’s doom at thdoom at tdoom at the hands the hands of God’s vof God’s vengeance (engeance (Isa. 34:6;Isa. 34:6; 63:1; Jer 63:1; Jer. 49:13; A. 49:13; Amos 1:12).mos 1:12). Excavatio Excavations at Busens ans at Buseiraat Buseirah have unch have uncovered occovered occupation stupation strata datinrata dating approximg approximately no eately no earlier thaarlier than the 8th nthathan the 8than the 8th centuryth century  B.C.E.B.C.E. The upper The upper city has  city has yielded layielded large publicrge public buildings buildings, monument, monum, monumentalmonumental architect architecture, impreure, impressive casessive casemate defenmate defenses, and ases, and a possible  possible temple comtemple comtemple complex. Tcomplex. The bearinghe bearing of the ch of the chronologicaronological findingsl findings on the Ed on the Edomite kingomite king lists (Ge lists (Gen. 36:31; n. (Ge(Gen. 36:3(Gen. 36:31; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 1:44) rema1:44) remains a mattins a matter of disper of dispute among ute among scholars.scholars.scholars.

1. The capital of Edom, modern Buseirah (208018) W of the King’s 
Highway in Jordan. Situated close to both valuable copper mines and the border 
with Judah, Bozrah’s position was one of great strategic significance. Presumably 
owing to prior confrontations, various OT prophets predicted Bozrah’s doom at 
the hands of God’s vengeance (Isa. 34:6; 63:1; Jer. 49:13; Amos 1:12). Excavations 
at Buseirah have uncovered occupation strata dating approximately no earlier 
than the 8th century B.C.E. The upper city has yielded large public buildings, 
monumental architecture, impressive casemate defenses, and a possible temple 
complex. The bearing of the chronological findings on the Edomite king lists 
(Gen. 36:31; 1 Chr. 1:44) remains a matter of dispute among scholars.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C.-M. BennC.-M. Bennett, “Excaett, “Excavations atvations at Buseirah, Buseirah, Southern  Southern Jordan, 19Jordan, 19Jordan, 1971,” 1971,” LevantLevant 5 (1973): 5 (1973): 1–11. 1–11. 1–11.

Bibliography. C.-M. Bennett, “Excavations at Buseirah, Southern Jordan, 
1971,” Levant 5 (1973): 1–11.

�2.2. A city li A city listed amongsted among Moabite s Moabite settlementsettlements in a pole in a polemic prophemic prophesying doomsying doom and destr an and destruand destruction (Jerction (Jer. 48:24). . 48:24). Bozrah mayBozrah may refer to  refer to bs�rbs�r in the Mo in the Moabite Stonabite Stone or Bezere or Bee or Bezer, theBezer, the city of r city of refuge (Deuefuge (Deut. 4:43; Jt. 4:43; Josh. 20:8;osh. 20:8; 21:36). D 21:36). Despite manespite many possibley possible locations loca locations,locations, a compell a compelling archaeing archaeological iological identificatdentification for Boion for Bozrah remaizrah remains undeterns undetermined.minundeterundeterminundetermined.ed.ed.

2. A city listed among Moabite settlements in a polemic prophesying doom 
and destruction (Jer. 48:24). Bozrah may refer to bs�r  in the Moabite Stone or 
Bezer, the city of refuge (Deut. 4:43; Josh. 20:8; 21:36). Despite many possible 
locations, a compelling archaeological identification for Bozrah remains 
undetermined.

�3.3. A city in A city in Gilead co Gilead conquered bynquered by Judas Mac Judas Maccabeus (1 cabeus (1 Macc. 5:26Macc. 5:26-28), iden-28), identified wittifiedidenidentifiedidentified with mode with modern rn Bus�ra asûBus�ra asû-SÁaœm-SÁaœm. The Naba. The Nabateans infoteans informed Judasrmed Judas that many tha that many that many Jews were Jews were being heldbeing held captive a captive at Bozrah. t Bozrah. He promptlHe promptly marched y marched to their ato their ato their aid, slaugaid, slaughtered thehtered their captorsir captors and sacke and sacked the townd the town. Trajan r. Trajan renamed theenamed the Nabatean  Nabatean  Nabatean tNabatean town Noba Town Noba Trajana Bosrajana Bostra duringtra during his Arabi his Arabian reorganan reorganization ofization of 105  105 C.E.C.E., making i,c.e.c.e., makic.e., making it the ng it the provincialprovincial capital. capital. capital.

3. A city in Gilead conquered by Judas Maccabeus (1 Macc. 5:26-28), 
identified with modern Bus�ra asû-SÁaœm . The Nabateans informed Judas 
that many Jews were being held captive at Bozrah. He promptly marched to their 
aid, slaughtered their captors and sacked the town. Trajan renamed the 
Nabatean town Noba Trajana Bostra during his Arabian reorganization of 105 
C.E., making it the provincial capital.
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BRACELETBRACELETBRACELET

BRACELET

A decoratiA decorative object ve object worn on thworn on the wrist ore wrist or lower arm lower arm of both m of both men and women and women. Bracelen. Braen. Bracelets Bracelets in biblicain biblical times wel times were most ofre most often made oten made of copper af copper and bronze,nd bronze, but silve but silver, gold, ir, silvesilver, gosilver, gold, iron, ld, iron, and later and later glass wereglass were also used also used. Bracelet. Bracelets were fors were formed into vmed into various desariouvvarious devarious designs: flasigns: flat or roundt or rounded simple ed simple rings, intrings, intertwined wertwined wires, or sires, or solid or peolid or perforated rrforapeperforatedperforated rings. So rings. Some were opme were open-ended wen-ended with animalith animal finials.  finials. Beads and Beads and pendants mpendants mpendants made of memade of metal, glasstal, glass, faience,, faience, stone, sh stone, shell, bone,ell, bone, and ivory and ivory were stru were strung togetheng together and alsor andr and also wand also worn on theorn on the wrist. Br wrist. Bracelets weacelets were considere considered items red items not only onot only of beauty, f beauty, but also obbut also obut also of value sif value since they wnce they were donateere donated to the td to the tent of meeent of meeting (Num.ting (Num. 31:50) an 31:50) and were givdanand were gand were given as giiven as gifts to Rebfts to Rebekah in thekah in the hopes ofe hopes of securing  securing her marriaher marriage to Isaage to Isaac (Gen. 24c (c (Gen. 24:2(Gen. 24:22). They h2). They have been fave been found on thound on the arms of e arms of skeletons skeletons in ancientin ancient graves. graves. graves.

A decorative object worn on the wrist or lower arm of both men and women. 
Bracelets in biblical times were most often made of copper and bronze, but 
silver, gold, iron, and later glass were also used. Bracelets were formed into 
various designs: flat or rounded simple rings, intertwined wires, or solid or 
perforated rings. Some were open-ended with animal finials. Beads and pendants 
made of metal, glass, faience, stone, shell, bone, and ivory were strung together 
and also worn on the wrist. Bracelets were considered items not only of beauty, 
but also of value since they were donated to the tent of meeting (Num. 31:50) 
and were given as gifts to Rebekah in the hopes of securing her marriage to Isaac 
(Gen. 24:22). They have been found on the arms of skeletons in ancient graves.
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BRANCHBRANCHBRANCH

BRANCH

The translThe translation of vation of various Hebarious Hebrew and Grrew and Greek words,eek words, referring referring several t several times to acimes to actual branctacactual braactual branches suchnches such as those  as those used to coused to construct bonstruct booths at a oths at a feast (Levfeast (Lev. 23:40) o. 23:40) or branchesr br branches ubranches used in fessed in festal procestal processions (Ps.sions (Ps. 118:27; M 118:27; Matt. 21:8)att. 21:8). However,. However, “branch”  “branch” often bearofoften bearoften bears figuratis figurative signifive significance. Wavcance. Waving palm bing palm branches syranches symbolized cmbolized celebrationelebration before th be before thebefore the Lord, and Lord, and palm bran palm branches strewches strewn in the rn in the road symboload symbolized recepized reception of thtion of thtion of the king (the king (Matt. 21:8Matt. 21:8). The ima). The image of an oge of an olive tree live tree (Hos. 14:6(Hos. 14:6; Rom. 11:; Rom. 11:16-24), a 16-24), a cedar (Ezecedacedar (Ezecedar (Ezek. 17:23),k. 17:23), or a vine or a vine and its b and its branches (Pranches (Ps. 80:11[Ms. 80:11[MT 12]; NahT 12]; Nah. 2:2; Joh. 2:2; John 15:1-8) n 15n 15:1-8) po15:1-8) portrays Isrrtrays Israel as barael as barren or exiren or exiled and asled and as restored  restored and planteand planted in the ld in the land (Ezek.and (and (Ezek. 31:(Ezek. 31:6; Matt. 16; Matt. 13:32). Isr3:32). Israel’s Messael’s Messiah (Isa. iah (Isa. 4:2; 11:1)4:2; 11:1) is also r is also referred toeferred to as the “r as the “ as the “righteous“righteous Branch” t Branch” that sprouthat sprouts from Davs from David’s royalid’s royal line (Jer line (Jer. 23:5; 33. 23:5; 33:15). When:15). When Israelite Isr IsraelitesIsraelites returned  returned to the lanto the land from exid from exile and begle and began to rebuan to rebuild the teild the temple, Zechmple, Zechariah propariaZechZechariah Zechariah prophesiedprophesied that one  that one called “thcalled “the Branch” e Branch” would funcwould function as botion as both priest th priest and king (aand king (and king (Zech. 3:8;Zech. 3:8; 6:12); he 6:12); he would reb would rebuild the tuild the temple of temple of the Lord inhe Lord in the time  the time of restoraof rof restoratiorestoration.n.n.

The translation of various Hebrew and Greek words, referring several times to 
actual branches such as those used to construct booths at a feast (Lev. 23:40) or 
branches used in festal processions (Ps. 118:27; Matt. 21:8). However, “branch” 
often bears figurative significance. Waving palm branches symbolized celebration 
before the Lord, and palm branches strewn in the road symbolized reception of 
the king (Matt. 21:8). The image of an olive tree (Hos. 14:6; Rom. 11:16-24), a 
cedar (Ezek. 17:23), or a vine and its branches (Ps. 80:11[MT 12]; Nah. 2:2; John 
15:1-8) portrays Israel as barren or exiled and as restored and planted in the land 
(Ezek. 31:6; Matt. 13:32). Israel’s Messiah (Isa. 4:2; 11:1) is also referred to as the 
“righteous Branch” that sprouts from David’s royal line (Jer. 23:5; 33:15). When 
Israelites returned to the land from exile and began to rebuild the temple, 
Zechariah prophesied that one called “the Branch” would function as both priest 
and king (Zech. 3:8; 6:12); he would rebuild the temple of the Lord in the time of 
restoration.
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BREADBREADBREAD

BREAD

A major paA major part of the rt of the diet in thdiet in the ancient e ancient Near East,Near East, from the  from the earliest tearliest times. Heb.imes. Heb.  leh�emlehleh�emleh�em refers to refers to food prod food products made ucts made from grainfrom grains such as s such as wheat or bwheat or barley. Graarley. Grain is grouinGraGrain is gGrain is ground intoround into meal and  meal and flour, watflour, water and other and other ingredier ingredients are aents are added, and dded, and some meanssosome meanssome means of cookin of cooking is used g is used to produceto produce gruel, po gruel, porridge, lerridge, leavened andavened and unleavene unleavene unleavenedunleavened bread, ca bread, cakes or wafkes or wafers. Barleers. Barley is used y is used for cakes for cakes and gruel,and gruel, whereas w whereas wheat flourhewwheat flouwheat flour can be ur can be used for lesed for leavened breavened bread.ad.ad.

A major part of the diet in the ancient Near East, from the earliest times. Heb. 
leh�em  refers to food products made from grains such as wheat or barley. 
Grain is ground into meal and flour, water and other ingredients are added, and 
some means of cooking is used to produce gruel, porridge, leavened and 
unleavened bread, cakes or wafers. Barley is used for cakes and gruel, whereas 
wheat flour can be used for leavened bread.

�Bread was Bread was a staple aa staple and providend provided daily nod daily nourishment urishment (Sir. 29:2(Sir. 29:21). Bread 1). Bread and water and watand water madewater made up the wh up the whole meal oole meal of the poorf the poor and priso and prisoners (2 Kgners (2 Kgs. 6:22) as. 6:22) and part ofnd part ofnd part of the meaof the meal for the l for the wealthy. Bwealthy. Bread occurread occurs in listss in lists of travel of travel provision provisions (2 Sam. s (2 Sam. 16:1) and 16:1)16:1) and 16:1) and food supplfood supplies (1 Samies (1 Sam. 25:18).. 25:18).. 25:18).

Bread was a staple and provided daily nourishment (Sir. 29:21). Bread and 
water made up the whole meal of the poor and prisoners (2 Kgs. 6:22) and part 
of the meal for the wealthy. Bread occurs in lists of travel provisions (2 Sam. 
16:1) and food supplies (1 Sam. 25:18).

�Heb. Heb. leh�emleh�em may be us may be used in a geed in a general sensneral sense as “foode as “food,” for peo,” for people and anple and animals (Ps.imananimals (Panimals (Ps. 147:9).s. 147:9). Goats’ mi Goats’ milk is “foolk is “food” for thed” for the family an family and servantsd servants of the go of the goatherd (Prathergogoatherd (goatherd (Prov. 27:2Prov. 27:27). During7). During the wilde the wilderness wandrness wanderings, therings, the Israelite Israelites experiees experienced the mncexperieexperienceexperienced the mirad the miraculous gifculous gift of mannat of manna which was which was called “b called “bread from read from heaven” (Nheaven” (Nheaven” (Neh. 9:15(Neh. 9:15) or “brea) or “bread of angeld of angels” (Ps. 78s” (Ps. 78:25). God’:25). God’s blessings blessing was essen was essential so thtial so that food woat foat food wouldfood would grow (Ps. grow (Ps. 65:9-13[M 65:9-13[MT 10–14]).T 10–14]). People sh People should pray ould pray for sufficfor sufficient breadient bread for each  breadbread for bread for each day (each day (Prov. 30:8Prov. 30:8-9).-9).-9).

Heb. leh�em  may be used in a general sense as “food,” for people and 
animals (Ps. 147:9). Goats’ milk is “food” for the family and servants of the 
goatherd (Prov. 27:27). During the wilderness wanderings, the Israelites 
experienced the miraculous gift of manna which was called “bread from heaven” 
(Neh. 9:15) or “bread of angels” (Ps. 78:25). God’s blessing was essential so that 
food would grow (Ps. 65:9-13[MT 10–14]). People should pray for sufficient 
bread for each day (Prov. 30:8-9).

�Bread was Bread was used for oused for offerings afferings and sacrifind sacrifices. Offerces. Offerings were ings were called foocalled food for God d for God for God (Lev. God (Lev. 21:6) alth21:6) although this ough this is understis understood figuraood figuratively sintively since God doece God does not needs not need food (Ps. fo food (Ps. food (Ps. 50:12-13).50:12-13). Unleavene Unleavened bread wad bread was used fors used for cereal of cereal offerings. Wferings. While part hile part or all of oror all of or all of the bread the bread might be bmight be burnt, someurnt, sometimes parttimes part of it was of it was eaten by  eaten by the priestthe priests.s.s.

Bread was used for offerings and sacrifices. Offerings were called food for 
God (Lev. 21:6) although this is understood figuratively since God does not need 
food (Ps. 50:12-13). Unleavened bread was used for cereal offerings. While part 
or all of the bread might be burnt, sometimes part of it was eaten by the priests.



�Bread can Bread can be used fibe used figurativelyguratively. If peopl. If people had sorre had sorrow for nouow for nourishment trishment they had “bhey hadhey had “breadhad “bread of tears” of tears” (Ps. 80:5 (Ps. 80:5[6]). “Bre[6]). “Bread of wickad of wickedness” (Pedness” (Prov. 4:17)rov. 4:17) refers to refers to gaining n gain gaining nogaining nourishment urishment by impropeby improper means. Er means. Eating “breating “bread of idlead of idleness” meanness” means being las being lazy (Prov. zlalazy (Provlazy (Prov. 31:27). . 31:27). Lady WisdoLady Wisdom invites m invites people to people to eat her breat her bread (Prov.ead (Prov. 9:5), whi 9:5), which is didachwhiwhich is dwhich is didactic noidactic nourishment.urishment. Lady Foll Lady Folly invites y invites people to people to eat “breadeat “bread in secret in secret,” referri,” re,” referring referring to sexual to sexual indulgenceindulgence (Prov. 9: (Prov. 9:17).17).17).

Bread can be used figuratively. If people had sorrow for nourishment they 
had “bread of tears” (Ps. 80:5[6]). “Bread of wickedness” (Prov. 4:17) refers to 
gaining nourishment by improper means. Eating “bread of idleness” means being 
lazy (Prov. 31:27). Lady Wisdom invites people to eat her bread (Prov. 9:5), 
which is didactic nourishment. Lady Folly invites people to eat “bread in secret,” 
referring to sexual indulgence (Prov. 9:17).

�Gk. Gk. aértosaértos can refer can refer to leaven to leavened or unleed or unleavened breavened bread. Bread ad. Bread is part ofis part of a meal (M a mea a meal (Markmeal (Mark 6:44) and 6:44) and is taken  is taken as provisias provisions for joons for journeys (v.urneys (v. 8). Belie 8). Believers shoulvers should not be ad nod not be anxnot be anxious aboutious about bread, be bread, because God cause God will proviwill provide it for de it for them (2 Cothem (2 Cor. 9:10). r. 9:10). They shoulThThey shoulThey should pray ford pray for daily bre daily bread (Matt. ad (Matt. 6:11).6:11).6:11).

Gk. aértos can refer to leavened or unleavened bread. Bread is part of a 
meal (Mark 6:44) and is taken as provisions for journeys (v. 8). Believers should 
not be anxious about bread, because God will provide it for them (2 Cor. 9:10). 
They should pray for daily bread (Matt. 6:11).

�The JewishThe Jewish practice  practice of saying of saying grace befograce before a meal re a meal includes tincludes taking a loaking a loaf of breaaf of breaf of bread, givbread, giving thanksing thanks, breaking, breaking it, and d it, and distributinistributing it (Mattg it (Matt. 14:19). . 14:19). To “break To “break bread” coubread”bread” coubread” could designald designate a commote a common meal (Acn meal (Acts 2:46) ots 2:46) or the Euchr the Eucharist, whiarist, which includech includech included bincluded bread as anread as an element ( element (1 Cor. 11:1 Cor. 11:23-26).23-26).23-26).

The Jewish practice of saying grace before a meal includes taking a loaf of 
bread, giving thanks, breaking it, and distributing it (Matt. 14:19). To “break 
bread” could designate a common meal (Acts 2:46) or the Eucharist, which 
included bread as an element (1 Cor. 11:23-26).

�Bread can Bread can refer to srefer to spiritual npiritual nourishmentourishment. Jesus is. Jesus is called th called the “bread oe “bread of life” (Jf life” (John 6:35) oh(J(John 6:35(John 6:35) and the ) and the “bread tha“bread that came dowt came down from hean from heaven” (v. 4ven” (v. 41). In Luk1). In Luke 14:15 a e 14:15 a blessing ibblessing iblessing is pronouncs pronounced upon thed upon the one who e one who will eat bwill eat bread in thread in the kingdom e kingdom of God.of God.of God.

Bread can refer to spiritual nourishment. Jesus is called the “bread of life” 
(John 6:35) and the “bread that came down from heaven” (v. 41). In Luke 14:15 a 
blessing is pronounced upon the one who will eat bread in the kingdom of God.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. Behm, J. Behm, “aértos“aértos,” ,” TDNTTDNT 1:477–78; 1:477–78; W. Dommer W. Dommershausen anshausen and H.-J. Fadanand H.-J. and H.-J. Fabry, Fabry, “leh�em“leh�em,” ,” TDOTTDOT 7:521–29. 7:521–29.

Bibliography. J. Behm, “aértos,” TDNT 1:477–78; W. Dommershausen 
and H.-J. Fabry, “leh�em ,” TDOT 7:521–29.
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BREAD OF THE PRESENCE

Loaves of Loaves of bread placbread placed in the ed in the sanctuary sanctuary on a goldeon a golden table, bn table, before Yahwefore Yahweh. Its naeh. Its name derivesmenaname derivname derives from thes from the fact thae fact that the breat the bread is in thd is in the presencee presence of God an of God and is, therd is, therefore, holefothertherefore,therefore, holy. The holy. The bread of  bread of the presenthe presence is descce is described in mribed in most detailost detail by Priest by Priestly writersly wly writers inwriters in Exod. 25: Exod. 25:23-30; Lev23-30; Lev. 24:5-9 i. 24:5-9 in conjunctn conjunction with tion with the buildinhe building of the tg of the tabernacle.aberttabernacletabernacle. Exod. 25. Exod. 25:23-30 foc:23-30 focuses on thuses on the golden te golden table upon able upon which the which the bread is pbread is placed. Levlapplaced. Leplaced. Lev. 24:5-9 v. 24:5-9 describes describes the bread the bread itself. Thitself. The bread ofe bread of the prese the presence consisnce consists of 12 lts ots of 12 loavof 12 loaves, placedes, placed in two ro in two rows of six ws of six each. Eacheach. Each is made w is made with two teith two tenths of annths of an ephah of  ep ephah of fephah of flour. The lour. The bread of tbread of the presenche presence functione functioned like a ed like a grain offegrain offering whichring which was sprin wa was sprinkwas sprinkled with fled with frankincensrankincense. Aaron we. Aaron would replaould replace the loace the loaves with nves with new ones onew ones oew ones on a weeklon a weekly basis. Ty basis. The bread ohe bread of the presf the presence symboence symbolizes the lizes the eternal coeternal covenant betvenant between God awbetbetween Gobetween God and Israd and Israel. Its loel. Its location in cation in the sanctuthe sanctuary just iary just in front ofn front of the holy  the holy of holies of hoof holies indholies indicates theicates the holy stat holy status of the us of the bread. In bread. In view of itview of its sacred cs sacred character, haracter, once the bonce tonce the bread the bread was removewas removed it had td it had to be eateno be eaten by priest by priests within ts within the confinehe confines of the ss of the sanctuary.anssanctuary.sanctuary.

Loaves of bread placed in the sanctuary on a golden table, before Yahweh. Its 
name derives from the fact that the bread is in the presence of God and is, 
therefore, holy. The bread of the presence is described in most detail by Priestly 
writers in Exod. 25:23-30; Lev. 24:5-9 in conjunction with the building of the 
tabernacle. Exod. 25:23-30 focuses on the golden table upon which the bread is 
placed. Lev. 24:5-9 describes the bread itself. The bread of the presence consists 
of 12 loaves, placed in two rows of six each. Each is made with two tenths of an 
ephah of flour. The bread of the presence functioned like a grain offering which 
was sprinkled with frankincense. Aaron would replace the loaves with new ones 
on a weekly basis. The bread of the presence symbolizes the eternal covenant 
between God and Israel. Its location in the sanctuary just in front of the holy of 
holies indicates the holy status of the bread. In view of its sacred character, once 
the bread was removed it had to be eaten by priests within the confines of the 
sanctuary.

�The bread The bread of the preof the presence is msence is mentioned sentioned sporadicallporadically in othery in other parts of  parts of the Bible.the Bibthe Bible. 1 KBible. 1 Kgs. 7:48 pgs. 7:48 places the laces the bread of tbread of the presenche presence in the te in the temple of Semple of Solomon. A olomon. A number of nunumber of number of referencesreferences also occu also occur in Chronr in Chronicles (1 Cicles (1 Chr. 9:32; hr. 9:32; 23:29; 28:23:29; 28:16; 2 Chr.16; 2 Chr. 2:4[MT 3] 2 2:4[MT 3];2:4[MT 3]; 13:11; 29 13:11; 29:18). 1 Ma:18). 1 Macc. 1:22; cc. 1:22; 4:49 descr4:49 describe how Anibe how Antiochus Eptiochus Epiphanes caiphanes carried off rcacarried ofcarried off the goldf the golden table uen table used for thsed for the bread ofe bread of the prese the presence in 170nce in 170  B.C.E.B.C.E. and how i and ho and how it washow it was later rep later replaced by Slaced by Simon Maccaimon Maccabeus. 1 Sabeus. 1 Sam. 21:4-6[m. 21:4-6[5–7] depic5–7] depicts an incits an incident when dinciincident wincident when David hen David and his meand his men ate the n ate the bread of tbread of the presenche presence at the se at the sanctuary oanctuary of Nob, whifoof Nob, whof Nob, while fleeinile fleeing from Saug from Saul. The stol. The story emphasiry emphasizes that Dzes that David and havid and his men weris men were in a staewerwere in a were in a state of hstate of holiness beoliness because theycause they had refra had refrained from ined from sexual intsexual intercourse. ercourse. Thus theirThuThus theirThus their eating of eating of the bread the bread did not d did not defile its efile its holy statuholy status even thos even though they wugh they were not prere wwere not pwere not priests. Thriests. This story iis story is mentiones mentioned in the Sd in the Synoptic Goynoptic Gospels (Marspels (Mark 2:26 park 2:26 par.) in a te.)parpar.) in apar.) in a teaching  teaching of Jesus aof Jesus as a illusts a illustration of ration of why it is why it is lawful to lawful to pick grainpick grain on the sa on the sa on the sabbath.sabbath.sabbath.

The bread of the presence is mentioned sporadically in other parts of the 
Bible. 1 Kgs. 7:48 places the bread of the presence in the temple of Solomon. A 
number of references also occur in Chronicles (1 Chr. 9:32; 23:29; 28:16; 2 Chr. 
2:4[MT 3]; 13:11; 29:18). 1 Macc. 1:22; 4:49 describe how Antiochus Epiphanes 



carried off the golden table used for the bread of the presence in 170 B.C.E. and 
how it was later replaced by Simon Maccabeus. 1 Sam. 21:4-6[5–7] depicts an 
incident when David and his men ate the bread of the presence at the sanctuary 
of Nob, while fleeing from Saul. The story emphasizes that David and his men 
were in a state of holiness because they had refrained from sexual intercourse. 
Thus their eating of the bread did not defile its holy status even though they 
were not priests. This story is mentioned in the Synoptic Gospels (Mark 2:26 
par.) in a teaching of Jesus as a illustration of why it is lawful to pick grain on the 
sabbath.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Haran, M. Haran, Temples anTemples and Temple-Sd Temple-Service in ervice in Ancient IsAncient Israelrael (1978, re (1978, r (1978, repr. Winorepr. Winona Lake, 1na Lake, 1985).985).985).

Bibliography. M. Haran, Temples and Temple-Service in Ancient Israel (1978, 
repr. Winona Lake, 1985).
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Thomas B. Dozeman

BREASTBREASTBREAST

BREAST

The word “The word “breast” inbreast” in the OT an the OT and NT is mod NT is most commonlst commonly used in y used in its anatomits anatomical, liteical, liteical, literal seliteral sense for bonse for both animalsth animals and human and humankind. In Ekind. In Exodus, Levxodus, Leviticus, aniticus, and Numbers,d Numbers, the breas th the breastthe breasts of animas of animals such asls such as rams are  rams are used as waused as wave offerinve offerings before gs before the Lord (the Lord (e.g., Lev.e.g((e.g., Lev(e.g., Lev. 8:29). T. 8:29). The breast he breast is a placeis a place for the s for the sucking (Joucking (Job 3:12), wb 3:12), weaning (Iseaning (Isa. 28:9), a. 28:9)a. 28:9), saf28:9), safety (Ps. 2ety (Ps. 2:9[MT 10]):9[MT 10]), and quie, and quieting (131:ting (131:2) of a ch2) of a child. Sexuaild. Sexual and sensl and sensual arousaual aroual arousal coarousal comes from tmes from the breastshe breasts as object as objects of desirs of desire (Cant. 4e (Cant. 4:5; Ezek. :5; Ezek. 23:3; Hos.23:3; Hos. 2:2). The 2:2 2:2). The 2:2). The breasts arbreasts are recipiene recipients of beatts of beating and teing and tearing as iaring as in great den great desolation (solation (Ezek. 23:3Ezek. ((Ezek. 23:(Ezek. 23:34) or rem34) or remorse (Lukeorse (Luke 18:13). 18:13). 18:13).

The word “breast” in the OT and NT is most commonly used in its anatomical, 
literal sense for both animals and humankind. In Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers, 
the breasts of animals such as rams are used as wave offerings before the Lord 
(e.g., Lev. 8:29). The breast is a place for the sucking (Job 3:12), weaning (Isa. 
28:9), safety (Ps. 2:9[MT 10]), and quieting (131:2) of a child. Sexual and sensual 
arousal comes from the breasts as objects of desire (Cant. 4:5; Ezek. 23:3; Hos. 
2:2). The breasts are recipients of beating and tearing as in great desolation 
(Ezek. 23:34) or remorse (Luke 18:13).

�Although tAlthough the nursinghe nursing breasts a breasts are usuallyre usually depicted  depicted as female as female breasts orbreasts or those of  those o those of female of female animals, tanimals, twice they wice they are utilizare utilized metaphoed metaphorically: trically: the nursinghe nursing breasts o breasts of kings (If kinf kings (Isakings (Isa. 60:16) a. 60:16) and Jerusalnd Jerusalem’s consoem’s consoling breasling breasts (66:11)ts (66:11). While fu. While full breastsll breasts are a ble are a are a blessinga blessing and indic and indicate ripe mate ripe maidenhood,aidenhood, dry breas dry breasts are a cts are a curse (Hos.urse (Hos. 9:14). 9:14). 9:14).

Although the nursing breasts are usually depicted as female breasts or those 
of female animals, twice they are utilized metaphorically: the nursing breasts of 
kings (Isa. 60:16) and Jerusalem’s consoling breasts (66:11). While full breasts are 
a blessing and indicate ripe maidenhood, dry breasts are a curse (Hos. 9:14).

�Nearness tNearness to the breao the breast of Jesust of Jesus signifies signifies a place s a place of honor fof honor for the disor the disciples (Jociples (John 13:23 Rh(Jo(John 13:2(John 13:23 RSV). Wh3 RSV). Whereas the ereas the word “bosoword “bosom” is usedm” is used more ofte more often in a fign in a figurative seurative seurative sense, “brsense, “breast” is meast” is more commonore commonly found ily found in Scripturn Scripture in its le in its literal usaiteral usage.ge.ge.

Nearness to the breast of Jesus signifies a place of honor for the disciples 
(John 13:23 RSV). Whereas the word “bosom” is used more often in a figurative 
sense, “breast” is more commonly found in Scripture in its literal usage.

Jeanne SteJeanne Stevenson-Moevenson-Moessnerssner

Jeanne Stevenson-Moessner

BREASTPIECBREASTPIECEEE

BREASTPIECE

A 23 x 23 A 23 x 23 cm. (9 x 9cm. (9 x 9 in.) squa in.) square bag madre bag made of multie of multicolored facolored fabrics. To brics. To it were atit were attached 12 tacatattached 1attached 12 stones, 2 stones, each engraeach engraved with tved with the name ofhe name of one of th one of the 12 tribee 12 tribes. The bres. The breastpiece (abrebreastpiecbreastpiece (Heb. e (Heb. h�oœsûenh�oœsûen) was conn) was connected to tected to the high prhe high priest’s ephiest’s ephod (tunic)od (tunic) by golden b by golden by golden rings attarings attached to itched to its corners.s corners. Cords of  Cords of gold and bgold and blue were tlue were tied to theied to the rings, an rin rings, andrings, and the other the other ends were ends were attached  attached near the wnear the waistband aaistband and shouldend shoulder straps (r straps (Exod. 28:1E((Exod. 28:(Exod. 28:15-28; 39:15-28; 39:8-21).8-21).8-21).

A 23 x 23 cm. (9 x 9 in.) square bag made of multicolored fabrics. To it were 
attached 12 stones, each engraved with the name of one of the 12 tribes. The 
breastpiece (Heb. h�oœsûen ) was connected to the high priest’s ephod (tunic) 
by golden rings attached to its corners. Cords of gold and blue were tied to the 
rings, and the other ends were attached near the waistband and shoulder straps 
(Exod. 28:15-28; 39:8-21).

�The breastThe breastpiece (piece (h�oœsûen mh�oœsûen misûpaœt�,isûpaœt�, “breastpi “breastpiece of judece of judgment”) fugment”) functioned ancfufunctionedfunctioned as a cont as a container for ainer for the Urim athe Urim and Thummimnd Thummim (Exod. 28 (Exod. 28:30; Lev. :30; Lev. 8:8), iden8:8), identified thetidenidentifiedidentified the high  the high priest as priest as the intercthe intercessor for essor for a united Ia united Israel, andsrael, and served as served as a “memori a “me a “memorial”“memorial” or “remin or “reminder,” bornder,” borne “over/upe “over/upon the heaon the heart” (Exod.rt” (Exod. 28:29-30) 28:29-30)...

The breastpiece (h�oœsûen misûpaœt�,  “breastpiece of judgment”) 
functioned as a container for the Urim and Thummim (Exod. 28:30; Lev. 8:8), 



identified the high priest as the intercessor for a united Israel, and served as a 
“memorial” or “reminder,” borne “over/upon the heart” (Exod. 28:29-30).

�The term dThe term does not ocoes not occur in thecur in the NT, and i NT, and it should nt should not be confot be confused with used with the breastthe bthe breastplatbreastplate (Heb. e (Heb. síiryaœnsíiryaœn), which w), which was part ofas part of a soldier a soldier’s armor.’s armor.’s armor.

The term does not occur in the NT, and it should not be confused with the 
breastplate (Heb. síiryaœn), which was part of a soldier’s armor.

W. E. NunnW. E. Nunnallyally

W. E. Nunnally

BRICKBRICKBRICK

BRICK

One of theOne of the most comm most common buildinon building materialg materials in the as in the ancient Neancient Near East. Inr East. In Mesopotam Mesopota MesopotamiMesopotamia kiln-fira kiln-fired bricks ed bricks were commowere common (as in tn (as in the Tower ohe Tower of Babel acf Babel account, Gencount, Gcount, Gen. 11:3)Gen. 11:3); sun-drie; sun-dried bricks wd bricks were used iere used in Egypt ann Egypt and Palestind Palestine until the until the Roman pee Roman period. In tripeperiod. Inperiod. In the hills the hills of Palest of Palestine, whereine, where it was ab it was abundant, stundant, stone was usone was used for foued for foundations andatfoufoundationfoundations and mudbs and mudbrick for trick for the supersthe superstructure; iructure; in Egypt stn Egypt stone was usone was used to builed to build temples dbuilbuild tempbuild temples and roles and royal monumeyal monuments.nts.nts.

One of the most common building materials in the ancient Near East. In 
Mesopotamia kiln-fired bricks were common (as in the Tower of Babel account, 
Gen. 11:3); sun-dried bricks were used in Egypt and Palestine until the Roman 
period. In the hills of Palestine, where it was abundant, stone was used for 
foundations and mudbrick for the superstructure; in Egypt stone was used to 
build temples and royal monuments.

�ExcavationExcavations have shos have shown that muwn that mudbrick wasdbrick was used exte used extensively frnsively from as earlom as early as the Ny as ty as the Neolitthe Neolithic Periodhic Period. At Neoli. At Neolithic Jericthic Jericho handshaho handshaped “hog-bped “hog-back” brickack” bricks were coms were coms were common, focommon, followed by llowed by “bun” bric“bun” bricks, and laks, and later rectanter rectangular moldgular mold-made bric-made bricks in the ks in the ks in the Early the Early Bronze AgeBronze Age. Mudbrick. Mudbrick was used  was used to build mto build monumental onumental city wallscity walls, private , private dwellings,ddwellings,dwellings, and publi and public buildingc buildings like tems like temples.ples.ples.

Excavations have shown that mudbrick was used extensively from as early as 
the Neolithic Period. At Neolithic Jericho handshaped “hog-back” bricks were 
common, followed by “bun” bricks, and later rectangular mold-made bricks in 
the Early Bronze Age. Mudbrick was used to build monumental city walls, private 
dwellings, and public buildings like temples.

�The makingThe making of bricks of bricks has been  has been an importaan important occupatnt occupation from pion from prehistoricrehistoric times to  time times to ptimes to present-dayresent-day Egypt. Eg Egypt. Egyptian walyptian wall paintingl paintings depictins depicting the makig the making of bricng of bricks are knoks aks are known are known from as eafrom as early as Oldrly as Old Kingdom t Kingdom times; thesimes; these paintinge paintings show thes show the soaking o soaking o soaking of the claof the clay, the mixy, the mixing of theing of the clay with clay with straw or  straw or other mateother materials, andrials, and the shapi the shaping of the ng ofng of the briof the bricks eithercks either by hand o by hand or in a woor in a wooden mold. den mold. Some EgyptSome Egyptian bricksian bricks were stam were stam were stamped wistamped with the phath the pharaoh’s namraoh’s name, althouge, although more numh more numerous examerous examples of stples of stamped bricamped ststamped brstamped bricks have icks have been foundbeen found in Babylo in Babylonia.nia.nia.

The making of bricks has been an important occupation from prehistoric 
times to present-day Egypt. Egyptian wall paintings depicting the making of bricks 
are known from as early as Old Kingdom times; these paintings show the soaking 
of the clay, the mixing of the clay with straw or other materials, and the shaping 
of the bricks either by hand or in a wooden mold. Some Egyptian bricks were 
stamped with the pharaoh’s name, although more numerous examples of 
stamped bricks have been found in Babylonia.

Jennie R. Jennie R. EbelingEbeling

Jennie R. Ebeling

BRIDE OF CBRIDE OF CHRISTHRISTHRIST

BRIDE OF CHRIST

An ecclesiAn ecclesial metaphoal metaphor whereby r whereby Jesus is pJesus is presented aresented as the brids the bridegroom foregroom for his follo his followers (Markwfollofollowers followers (Mark 2:19(Mark 2:19-20), and -20), and the weddinthe wedding feast apg feast appears as apears as a recurring recurring image for image for the gathe th the gatherthe gathered communied community at the ty at the end time. end time. The precisThe precise phrase “e phrase “bride of Cbride of Christ” to hrist” to designate ddesignate designate the Churchthe Church never occ never occurs. Paul urs. Paul is the firis the first to descst to describe the Cribe the Church as ahurch as a bride (“F br bride (“Fobride (“For I promisr I promised you in ed you in marriage tmarriage to one husbo one husband, to prand, to present you esent you as a chastas a chaste virgin te chastchaste virchaste virgin to Chrgin to Christ”; 2 Coist”; 2 Cor. 11:2), r. 11:2), and the auand the author of Epthor of Ephesians ushesians uses this saes this same image tme imme image to eimage to explain thexplain the relations relationship betweehip between Christ an Christ and the Chund the Church (Eph. rch (Eph. 5:21-33). 5:21-33). The authorThThe authorThe author of Revela of Revelation refertion refers to both s to both the Churchthe Church (Rev. 19: (Rev. 19:7) and the7) and the heavenly  heavenly city of Jeccity of Jecity of Jerusalem (2rusalem (21:2, 9) as1:2, 9) as a bride. a bride. a bride.

An ecclesial metaphor whereby Jesus is presented as the bridegroom for his 
followers (Mark 2:19-20), and the wedding feast appears as a recurring image for 
the gathered community at the end time. The precise phrase “bride of Christ” to 
designate the Church never occurs. Paul is the first to describe the Church as a 
bride (“For I promised you in marriage to one husband, to present you as a 
chaste virgin to Christ”; 2 Cor. 11:2), and the author of Ephesians uses this same 
image to explain the relationship between Christ and the Church (Eph. 5:21-33). 
The author of Revelation refers to both the Church (Rev. 19:7) and the heavenly 
city of Jerusalem (21:2, 9) as a bride.

�Bridal imaBridal imagery in thgery in the OT and Ne OT and NT connotesT connotes the intim the intimacy and muacy and mutual fideltual fidelity betweeity beity between Gobetween God/Christ ad/Christ and God’s pnd God’s people. It eople. It also signaalso signals the carls the care and prote and protection reqection required of tureqrequired orequired of the bridf the bridegroom towegroom toward the brard the bride. The bide. The bridal metaridal metaphor underphor underscores herscores hescores her dependher dependence on anence on and obligatid obligation to showon to show reverence reverence toward he toward her spouse, r spouse, in accordain accorin accordanceaccordance with the  with the demands ofdemands of gender re gender relationshiplationships in “honos in “honor and shamr and shame” culturee” culture” cultures. cultures. Israel’s iIsrael’s infidelity,nfidelity, or “harlo or “harlotry” (Hos.try” (Hos. 2), const 2), constitutes theitutes the most deve most developed formloped floped form of thform of this maritalis marital metaphor  metaphor in the OT.in the OT.

Bridal imagery in the OT and NT connotes the intimacy and mutual fidelity 
between God/Christ and God’s people. It also signals the care and protection 
required of the bridegroom toward the bride. The bridal metaphor underscores 



her dependence on and obligation to show reverence toward her spouse, in 
accordance with the demands of gender relationships in “honor and shame” 
cultures. Israel’s infidelity, or “harlotry” (Hos. 2), constitutes the most developed 
form of this marital metaphor in the OT.

Barbara E.Barbara E. Bowe Bowe
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BRIDEGROOMBRIDEGROOM OF BLOOD OF BLOOD OF BLOOD

BRIDEGROOM OF BLOOD

An epithetAn epithet in Exod.  in Exod. 4:24-26, a4:24-26, arguably thrguably the most enie most enigmatic pasgmatic passage in thsage in the Pentateue Pentateuch. It haschPentateuPentateuchPentateuch. It has b. It has been seen veen seen variously aariously as the etios the etiology of inlogy of infant circufant circumcision inmcision in Israel; a Israe Israel; a Israel; a symbolic, symbolic, ritually critually correct, (rorrect, (re)circumcie)circumcision of Mosion of Moses; or evses; or even the expen the expiation of iationexpexpiation expiation of Moses’ of Moses’ bloodguiltbloodguilt after kil after killing the Eling the Egyptian.gyptian.gyptian.

An epithet in Exod. 4:24-26, arguably the most enigmatic passage in the 
Pentateuch. It has been seen variously as the etiology of infant circumcision in 
Israel; a symbolic, ritually correct, (re)circumcision of Moses; or even the 
expiation of Moses’ bloodguilt after killing the Egyptian.

�Moses retuMoses returns to Egyrns to Egypt accordipt according to God’ng to God’s instructs instructions and bions and brings withrings with him his w him h him his wife Zhis wife Zipporah anipporah and his sonsd his sons. Somewher. Somewhere along the along the way, whie way, while they arle they are encampede encampee encamped fencamped for the nigor the night, the Loht, the Lord seeks trd seeks to kill “hio kill “him” (Moses m” (Moses or either or either of his sonof his sons; the pros; ts; the pronouthe pronoun is ambign is ambiguous). At uous). At this pointthis point Zipporah  Zipporah uses a fliuses a flint to circnt to circumcise herumcise her “son,” to “so “son,” tou“son,” touches the fches the foreskin tooreskin to “his legs “his legs/feet” (th/feet” (the common ee common euphemism fuphemism for genitalor genitals), and thsgenitalgenitals),genitals), and then  and then pronouncespronounces the myste the mysterious phrarious phrase, “you ase, “you are a bridere a bridegroom of bgroom of blood unto lbblood untoblood unto me,” wher me,” whereupon God eupon God recants.recants.recants.

Moses returns to Egypt according to God’s instructions and brings with him 
his wife Zipporah and his sons. Somewhere along the way, while they are 
encamped for the night, the Lord seeks to kill “him” (Moses or either of his sons; 
the pronoun is ambiguous). At this point Zipporah uses a flint to circumcise her 
“son,” touches the foreskin to “his legs/feet” (the common euphemism for 
genitals), and then pronounces the mysterious phrase, “you are a bridegroom of 
blood unto me,” whereupon God recants.

�Some transSome translations adlations add Moses’ nd Moses’ name as theame as the one touch one touched with thed with the foreskine foreskin; most com; mo; most commemost commentaries alntaries also view hiso view him as the om as the object of Gbject of God’s attacod’s attack, and mank, and many see him y see himy see him as thehim as the recipient recipient of Zippor of Zipporah’s wordsah’s words. Others s. Others see Zipporaee Zipporah touchingh touching and speak and speak and speaking dspeaking directly toirectly to her son.  her son. All that iAll that is evident s evident is that Ziis that Zipporah’s dpporah’s decisive acecisive actions avertions ations avert God’avert God’s attack.s attack.s attack.

Some translations add Moses’ name as the one touched with the foreskin; 
most commentaries also view him as the object of God’s attack, and many see 
him as the recipient of Zipporah’s words. Others see Zipporah touching and 
speaking directly to her son. All that is evident is that Zipporah’s decisive actions 
avert God’s attack.

�The unanswThe unanswerable queerable questions surstions surrounding trounding this passaghis passage are manie are manifold, and fold, and go beyond go bego beyond thebeyond the identific identification of tation of the pronomihe pronominal antecenal antecedents and dents and Zipporah’sZipporah’s obscure f obscure formulaic pofformulaic formulaic pronouncempronouncement. What ent. What is God’s ais God’s almost demolmost demonic motivanic motivation, and tion, and why would why wowhy would he swould he seek the lieek the life of eithfe of either Moses oer Moses or his son?r his son? Why did c Why did circumcisioircumcision stay then stay the hand of G h hand of Gohand of God? How didd? How did Zipporah  Zipporah know what know what to do? Whyto do? Why would Zip would Zipporah toucporah touch anyone wh anh anyone witanyone with the foreh the foreskin? Whatskin? What does “bri does “bridegroom ofdegroom of blood” me blood” mean, and whan, and why is it rey is it ry is it repeated trepeated twice? Propwice? Proposed answeosed answers range frs range from the psrom the psychologicaychological (there wl (there was no actuas no actas no actual attactual attack; ratheack; rather, Moses sr, Moses suffered fruffered from a serioom a serious depressus depression, or ition, or it was all a was all a dream), t drea dream), todream), to the compa the comparative (Zirative (Zipporah perpporah performed a Mformed a Midianite ridianite rite on herite on her son to av son to av son to avert an aavert an attack fromttack from a pagan d a pagan deity). In eity). In any event,any event, after thi after this episode,s episode, Moses is  Moses is able to coable table to continuto continue safely oe safely on his missn his mission to freion to free the chile the children of Isdren of Israel from rael from bondage inbondage in Egypt. Egy Egypt.Egypt.Egypt.

The unanswerable questions surrounding this passage are manifold, and go 
beyond the identification of the pronominal antecedents and Zipporah’s obscure 
formulaic pronouncement. What is God’s almost demonic motivation, and why 
would he seek the life of either Moses or his son? Why did circumcision stay the 
hand of God? How did Zipporah know what to do? Why would Zipporah touch 
anyone with the foreskin? What does “bridegroom of blood” mean, and why is it 
repeated twice? Proposed answers range from the psychological (there was no 
actual attack; rather, Moses suffered from a serious depression, or it was all a 
dream), to the comparative (Zipporah performed a Midianite rite on her son to 
avert an attack from a pagan deity). In any event, after this episode, Moses is able 
to continue safely on his mission to free the children of Israel from bondage in 
Egypt.

Sharon R. Sharon R. KellerKeller
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BRIMSTONEBRIMSTONEBRIMSTONE

BRIMSTONE

Probably bProbably burning sulurning sulphur (cf. phur (cf. Lat. Lat. ignis et signis et sulphurulphur for Gk.  for Gk. puír kaií puír kaií theiíontheiíon). Except ). Excep). Except forExcept for Job 18:15 Job 18:15, all bibl, all biblical referical references to bences to brimstone arimstone are coupledre coupled with fire with fire. Sodom an. Sod. Sodom and Sodom and Gomorrah wGomorrah were destroere destroyed by firyed by fire and brime and brimstone (Genstone (Gen. 19:24). . 19:24). The PsalmiThe PsThe Psalmist uPsalmist uses fire ases fire and brimstond brimstone as a mene as a metaphor fortaphor for God’s jud God’s judgment upongment upon the wicke the wicke the wicked (Pswicked (Ps. 11:6). T. 11:6). The lake whhe lake which burns ich burns with fire with fire and brimstand brimstone is theone is the final des final destiny of thtiny desdestiny ofdestiny of the devil the devil, the beas, the beast, the falt, the false prophetse prophet (Rev. 19: (Rev. 19:20; 20:10)20; 20:10), death, h, death, hades (20:1ades (2ades (20:14), a(20:14), and all peond all people whose ple whose names are names are not writtenot written in the bn in the book of lifook of life (21:8).e (21:8).e (21:8).

Probably burning sulphur (cf. Lat. ignis et sulphur for Gk. puír kaií theiíon). 
Except for Job 18:15, all biblical references to brimstone are coupled with fire. 



Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed by fire and brimstone (Gen. 19:24). The 
Psalmist uses fire and brimstone as a metaphor for God’s judgment upon the 
wicked (Ps. 11:6). The lake which burns with fire and brimstone is the final 
destiny of the devil, the beast, the false prophet (Rev. 19:20; 20:10), death, hades 
(20:14), and all people whose names are not written in the book of life (21:8).

Joe E. LunJoe E. Luncefordceford
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BRONZEBRONZEBRONZE

BRONZE

A yellowisA yellowish-brown meh-brown metal alloy tal alloy composed pcomposed primarily orimarily of copper. f copper. MetallurgiMetallurgists use thsts use the term to eththe term tthe term to designato designate copper/te copper/tin alloys in alloys of less thof less than 11 percan 11 percent tin. Ient tin. In ancient n ancient texts and texts texts and texts and among contamong contemporary semporary scholars “bcholars “bronze” incronze” includes itemludes items made of s made of copper andcopper acopper and alloysand alloys with arse with arsenic, antimnic, antimony, lead,ony, lead, or silver or silver and not j and not just tin. Iust tin. In the KJV n the KJV the term “the terthe term “brasterm “brass” is useds” is used uniformly uniformly, since th, since the term whie term which specifich specifies copper/es copper/zinc alloyzinc alloys today was tos today was today was used of alused of all cuprous l cuprous alloys in alloys in 1611 1611 A.D.A.D.A.D.

A yellowish-brown metal alloy composed primarily of copper. Metallurgists use 
the term to designate copper/tin alloys of less than 11 percent tin. In ancient 
texts and among contemporary scholars “bronze” includes items made of copper 
and alloys with arsenic, antimony, lead, or silver and not just tin. In the KJV the 
term “brass” is used uniformly, since the term which specifies copper/zinc alloys 
today was used of all cuprous alloys in 1611 A.D.

�Alloyed coAlloyed copper is uspper is used to manued to manufacture prfacture products thaoducts that are supet are superior to thrior to those made oose mose made of pumade of pure copper.re copper. Bronze al Bronze alloys proviloys provide productde production advantion advantages of beages of being more fing moreing more fusibmore fusible, requirle, requiring less aing less annealing, nnealing, and being and being more fluidmore fluid in castin in casting. The fing. The finished bronished finfinished bfinished bronze prodronze products are hucts are harder, lesarder, less susceptis susceptible to oxible to oxidation, andation, and can be bd can be burnished turnbburnished burnished to shine. to shine. The ratio The ratio of copper of copper and alloyiand alloying ingreding ingredients can bents can be varied ie varied in accordann acn accordanceaccordance with the  with the desired pudesired purpose of trpose of the producthe product. Bronze i. Bronze is hardeneds hardened but also  but also becomes mobbecomes mobecomes more brittlere brittle with incr with increased propeased proportions ofortions of tin. Tin  tin. Tin content ofcontent of ca. 20 pe ca. 20 percent, e.grcpepercent, epercent, e.g., contr.g., contributes a sibutes a sonorous quonorous quality thatality that is desira is desirable in cymble in cymbals, but bals, but that wouldthat wthat would not would not meet the fmeet the flexibilitylexibility requireme requirements for a nts for a sword. Mossword. Most bronze it bronze in the ancin the ancient Near Eenanciancient Neancient Near East haar East has a tin cos a tin content of 5ntent of 5–10 percen–10 percent. This brt. This bronze hardeonze hardened by hamned by hamned by hammering hammering is as hardis as hard as 5.5 on as 5.5 on the Mohs’ the Mohs’ scale, al scale, almost twicemost twice as hard a as hard as copper. s copper. Bronze widBrBronze widBronze widely replacely replaced copper ed copper since it wsince it was a superas a superior materiior material for tooal for tools and weals and weapons that pweaweapons thweapons that needed at needed to remain to remain rigid or trigid or to sustain o sustain sharp edgesharp edges. Bronze s. Bronze was the chwas the chwas the chief utilchief utilitarian meitarian metal until tal until iron techniron technology suppology supplanted it.lanted it.

Alloyed copper is used to manufacture products that are superior to those 
made of pure copper. Bronze alloys provide production advantages of being 
more fusible, requiring less annealing, and being more fluid in casting. The 
finished bronze products are harder, less susceptible to oxidation, and can be 
burnished to shine. The ratio of copper and alloying ingredients can be varied in 
accordance with the desired purpose of the product. Bronze is hardened but also 
becomes more brittle with increased proportions of tin. Tin content of ca. 20 
percent, e.g., contributes a sonorous quality that is desirable in cymbals, but that 
would not meet the flexibility requirements for a sword. Most bronze in the 
ancient Near East has a tin content of 5–10 percent. This bronze hardened by 
hammering is as hard as 5.5 on the Mohs’ scale, almost twice as hard as copper. 
Bronze widely replaced copper since it was a superior material for tools and 
weapons that needed to remain rigid or to sustain sharp edges. Bronze was the 
chief utilitarian metal until iron technology supplanted it.

�The craft The craft of metalwoof metalworking is irking is identified dentified in the Bibin the Bible as origle as originating wiinating with Tubal-cth Tubal-cain (Gen. aTubal-cTubal-cainTubal-cain (Gen. 4:2 (Gen. 4:22), who is2), who is eponymous eponymously recognily recognized as thezed as the “father o “father of metallurf metallurgy.” The egymetallurmetallurgymetallurgy.” The ear.” The early applicaly application of hation of hammer and fmmer and fire was baire was basic to allsic to all subsequen subsequent metallurt mt metallurgymetallurgy. Artifact. Artifactual evidenual evidence points ce points towards wotowards work in copprk in copper taking er taking place in Uplace in Upper MesopppUUpper MesoUpper Mesopotamia bypotamia by the 6th m the 6th millennium illennium B.C.B.C. Alloys of Alloys of copper, p copper, particularlarticularly arsenicay arseny arsenical arsenical copper, arcopper, are widely ee widely evidenced ividenced in the 4th n the 4th millenniummillennium, with the, with the best-know best-known examplesnbest-knowbest-knownbest-known examples  examples being the being the horde of mhorde of mace heads ace heads and crownsand crowns found at  found at Nah�alNah�aNah�alNah�al Mishmar.  Mishmar. This “bronThis “bronze” was alze” was almost exclumost exclusively thesively the type util type utilized in thized in the 3rd mille 3re 3rd millen3rd millennium. Tin nium. Tin bronze becbronze became dominaame dominant in the nt in the 2nd millen2nd millennium.nium.nium.

The craft of metalworking is identified in the Bible as originating with 
Tubal-cain (Gen. 4:22), who is eponymously recognized as the “father of 
metallurgy.” The early application of hammer and fire was basic to all subsequent 
metallurgy. Artifactual evidence points towards work in copper taking place in 
Upper Mesopotamia by the 6th millennium B.C. Alloys of copper, particularly 
arsenical copper, are widely evidenced in the 4th millennium, with the 
best-known examples being the horde of mace heads and crowns found at 
Nah�al  Mishmar. This “bronze” was almost exclusively the type utilized in the 
3rd millennium. Tin bronze became dominant in the 2nd millennium.

�In the BibIn the Bible bronze le bronze technologytechnology was widel was widely known, ay known, and is evidnd is evidenced in tenced in the assemblhe assehe assemblageassemblage of artifa of artifacts from tcts from the last hahe last half of the lf of the 2nd millen2nd millennium and tnium and the initialhe initial part of t part  part of thpart of the 1st. Hame 1st. Hammering, ramering, raising, chaising, chasing, and sing, and casting arcasting are seen in e seen in the manufathe manufacture of icturmanufamanufacturmanufacture of itemse of items for the e for the exterior ofxterior of both the  both the tabernacletabernacle and the t and the temple (Exoemple (Exod. 27; 1 Kd(Exo(Exod. 27;(Exod. 27; 1 Kgs. 7) 1 Kgs. 7). Copper a. Copper alloys are lloys are relativelyrelatively valued in valued in taxonomic taxonomic lists (Nu lists (Num. 31:22) m. 3m. 31:22) as 31:22) as less than less than gold and sgold and silver, whiilver, which were usch were used inside ed inside religious religious structuresstructures. Bronze w. Bro. Bronze wasBronze was used for  used for the manufathe manufacture of ecture of extensivelyxtensively utilized  utilized ritual objritual objects such ects such as bowls, as bas bowls, lavbowls, lavers, altarers, altars, and muss, and musical instrical instruments (1 uments (1 Chr. 15:19Chr. 15:19); militar); military suppliesy supplies such as a such  such as arsuch as armor, spearmor, spears, swords s, swords and arrowhand arrowheads (1 Saeads (1 Sam. 17:5-7;m. 17:5-7; 2 Chr. 12 2 Chr. 12:10; Job 2:10; Job 20:24); and0220:24); an20:24); and domesticd domestic hardware  hardware such as dosuch as doors and clors and closing mechosing mechanisms (Psanisms (Ps. 107:16; . 107:16;. 107:16; 1 107:16; 1 Kgs. 4:13)Kgs. 4:13). Not high. Not highlighted inlighted in the Bible the Bible but evide but evidenced in phnced in physical remysical remains are aainsremremains arremains are a wide ae a wide assortment ssortment of tools aof tools and personand personal items thl items that extend at extend beyond awlbeyond awbeyond awls (Deutawls (Deut. 15:17) a. 15:17) and hand mind hand mirrors (Exorrors (Exod. 30:17).d. 30:17).

In the Bible bronze technology was widely known, and is evidenced in the 
assemblage of artifacts from the last half of the 2nd millennium and the initial 
part of the 1st. Hammering, raising, chasing, and casting are seen in the 



manufacture of items for the exterior of both the tabernacle and the temple 
(Exod. 27; 1 Kgs. 7). Copper alloys are relatively valued in taxonomic lists (Num. 
31:22) as less than gold and silver, which were used inside religious structures. 
Bronze was used for the manufacture of extensively utilized ritual objects such as 
bowls, lavers, altars, and musical instruments (1 Chr. 15:19); military supplies 
such as armor, spears, swords and arrowheads (1 Sam. 17:5-7; 2 Chr. 12:10; Job 
20:24); and domestic hardware such as doors and closing mechanisms (Ps. 
107:16; 1 Kgs. 4:13). Not highlighted in the Bible but evidenced in physical 
remains are a wide assortment of tools and personal items that extend beyond 
awls (Deut. 15:17) and hand mirrors (Exod. 30:17).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. RothenbB. Rothenberg, ed., erg, ed., The AncienThe Ancient Metallurt Metallurgy of Coppgy of Copperer (London,  (London, (London, 1(London, 1990).990).990).

Bibliography. B. Rothenberg, ed., The Ancient Metallurgy of Copper 
(London, 1990).

Robert WayRobert Wayne Smithne Smith

Robert Wayne Smith

BRONZE LAVBRONZE LAVERERER

BRONZE LAVER

A basin (sA basin (so NRSV) loo NRSV) located in tcated in the court bhe court between theetween the tent of m tent of meeting andeeting and the burnt the burnt the burnt-offeburnt-offering altarring altar, in which, in which the pries the priests were tots were to wash thei wash their hands ber hands before sacrifore sacrificing on ficinsacrisacrificinsacrificing on the ag on the altar (Exodltar (Exod. 30:17-21. 30:17-21). This ob). This object, madeject, made from bron from bronze mirrorsze mirrors donated b do donated bydonated by “the wome “the women who servn who served at the ed at the entrance oentrance of the tentf the tent of meetin of meeting” (Exod. g” (Exodg” (Exod. 38:(Exod. 38:8), consis8), consisted of a sted of a stand with tand with a bronze ba bronze base (30:18ase (30:18). In Solo). In Solomon’s tempmon’s temple the brole temptemple thetemple the bronze la bronze laver was rever was replaced by placed by the moltenthe molten sea (1 Kg sea (1 Kgs. 7:23-26s. 7:23-26; 2 Chr. 4; 2 Chr. 4:2-5; cf. :244:2-5; cf.4:2-5; cf. 2 Kgs. 25 2 Kgs. 25:13; 1 Chr:13; 1 Chr. 18:8, “b. 18:8, “bronze sea”ronze sea”).).

A basin (so NRSV) located in the court between the tent of meeting and the 
burnt-offering altar, in which the priests were to wash their hands before 
sacrificing on the altar (Exod. 30:17-21). This object, made from bronze mirrors 
donated by “the women who served at the entrance of the tent of meeting” 
(Exod. 38:8), consisted of a stand with a bronze base (30:18). In Solomon’s 
temple the bronze laver was replaced by the molten sea (1 Kgs. 7:23-26; 2 Chr. 
4:2-5; cf. 2 Kgs. 25:13; 1 Chr. 18:8, “bronze sea”).

BRONZE SEABRONZE SEA

BRONZE SEA

�SeeSee  SEA, MOLTESEA, MOLTENN..

See SEA, MOLTEN.

BROOKBROOKBROOK

BROOK

A small stA small stream of waream of water. In thter. In the seasonale seasonal climate o climate of Palestinf Palestine the stree the stream beds team beds tend to gushnd tetend to gutend to gush with rash with rainfall runinfall runoff duringoff during the winte the winter rains bur rains but dry up dt dry up during the uring the summer drosummsummer drosummer drought (1 Kgught (1 Kgs. 17:1-7;s. 17:1-7; Job 6:15- Job 6:15-17). Peren17). Perennial streanial streams such asms such as the Jorda the Jordan River annJordaJordan RivJordan River and itser and its major tri major tributaries abutaries are the excre the exception to eption to the generathe general rule, bul rule, but these stt thet these strethese streams pale iams pale in comparisn comparison with thon with the Nile, Tie Nile, Tigris, or Egris, or Euphrates. uphrates. More oftenMore often stream be s stream bedstream beds become ds become dry gulchesry gulches during th during the summer, e summer, and survivand survival becomesal becomes much more much m much more diffimore difficult. Thuscult. Thus Heb.  Heb. nah�al,nah�al, as well a as well as Arab. s Arab. wadi,wadi, can refer can refer to a pere to a perennial strennial stnnial stream or stream or river, a triver, a temporary remporary rainy seasoainy season torrent n torrent (Judg. 5:2(Judg. 5:21), or mer1), or merely a vallely a valley or dry ey oey or dry stror dry stream bed dueam bed during drougring drought (Num. 1ht (Num. 13:23; Deut3:23; Deut. 2:13; 2 . 2:13; 2 Sam. 15:23Sam. 15:23).).).

A small stream of water. In the seasonal climate of Palestine the stream beds 
tend to gush with rainfall runoff during the winter rains but dry up during the 
summer drought (1 Kgs. 17:1-7; Job 6:15-17). Perennial streams such as the 
Jordan River and its major tributaries are the exception to the general rule, but 
these streams pale in comparison with the Nile, Tigris, or Euphrates. More often 
stream beds become dry gulches during the summer, and survival becomes much 
more difficult. Thus Heb. nah�al,  as well as Arab. wadi, can refer to a perennial 
stream or river, a temporary rainy season torrent (Judg. 5:21), or merely a valley 
or dry stream bed during drought (Num. 13:23; Deut. 2:13; 2 Sam. 15:23).

�MetaphoricMetaphorically, the ally, the torrent oftorrent of the rainy the rainy season il season illustrates lustrates the prophethe prophetic demandtic demantic demand fordemand for pervasive pervasive justice ( justice (Amos 5:24)Amos 5:24), the bles, the blessing prophsing prophesied to cesied to come to Jerome to Jerusalem (IsuJerJerusalem Jerusalem (Isa. 66:1(Isa. 66:12), or the2), or the wise word wise words from thes from the mouth of  mouth of the rightethe righteous (Prov.ous (Prov. 18:4). Th 1 18:4). The18:4). The problem i problem involved innvolved in traversin traversing the “prig the “pride” of thede” of the Jordan (e Jordan (either the ither the dense vegedendense vegedense vegetation alotation along it whicng it which harboredh harbored dangerous dangerous animals o animals or its agitr its agitated turbuated turbulent waterleturbuturbulent turbulent waters) fiwaters) fittingly pittingly pictures Isrctures Israel’s diffael’s difficulties aiculties and dangersnd dangers (Jer. 12: (Jer. 12:5; cf. 47:5; cf. 47:2). A broo247:47:2). A b47:2). A brook at drrook at drought stagought stage serves ae serves as an apt ps an apt picture of icture of Job’s fickJob’s fickle friendsle friends (Job 6:15 (Job  (Job 6:15-(Job 6:15-20). The e20). The ephemeral nphemeral nature of bature of brooks mustrooks must be unders be understood if ontood if one is to ape is to appreciate tpapappreciateappreciate the suita the suitableness ofbleness of the compa the comparison of trison of the deer’s he deer’s panting fopanting for water wir water with the psath wiwith the pwith the psalmist’s salmist’s panting fopanting for God (Ps.r God (Ps. 42:1-2[MT 42:1-2[MT 2–3]). 2–3]). 2–3]).

Metaphorically, the torrent of the rainy season illustrates the prophetic 
demand for pervasive justice (Amos 5:24), the blessing prophesied to come to 
Jerusalem (Isa. 66:12), or the wise words from the mouth of the righteous (Prov. 
18:4). The problem involved in traversing the “pride” of the Jordan (either the 



dense vegetation along it which harbored dangerous animals or its agitated 
turbulent waters) fittingly pictures Israel’s difficulties and dangers (Jer. 12:5; cf. 
47:2). A brook at drought stage serves as an apt picture of Job’s fickle friends 
(Job 6:15-20). The ephemeral nature of brooks must be understood if one is to 
appreciate the suitableness of the comparison of the deer’s panting for water 
with the psalmist’s panting for God (Ps. 42:1-2[MT 2–3]).

David L. TDavid L. Turnerurner

David L. Turner

BROTHERBROTHERBROTHER

BROTHER

A designatA designation for soion for social relatcial relationships, ionships, sometimes sometimes familial, familial, sometimes sometimes political.political. Cain and  Cain  Cain and ACain and Abel are fabel are familial bromilial brothers, butthers, but the term  the term (Heb. (Heb. }aœh�/}ah�}aœh�/}ah�iîmiîm) also rel) also re) also relates torelates to their eco their economic rolenomic roles as farmes as farmer and shepr and shepherd withiherd within agrariann agrarian society ( society (Gen. 4). TGe((Gen. 4). (Gen. 4). The story The story of Esau anof Esau and Jacob isd Jacob is one of fa one of family, but mily, but it also esit also establishes tablishes the politithe pothe political political dominance dominance of Israel of Israel over Edom.over Edom.

A designation for social relationships, sometimes familial, sometimes political. 
Cain and Abel are familial brothers, but the term (Heb. }aœh�/}ah�iîm ) also 
relates to their economic roles as farmer and shepherd within agrarian society 
(Gen. 4). The story of Esau and Jacob is one of family, but it also establishes the 
political dominance of Israel over Edom.

�Biblical sBiblical storytellertorytellers used thes used the language  language and structand structure of famure of family to weaily to weave togetheve togethve together ttogether the disparahe disparate elementte elements that cons that constituted Istituted Israel. Thesrael. The Israelite Israelite God was b God was both king aothbboth king both king and fatherand father of this h of this heterogeneoeterogeneous nation.us nation. The tribe The tribes within ts within the nation he nation related threlarelated threlated themselves temselves to this Godo this God as sons t as sons to a fathero a father, subjects, subjects to a rule to a ruler; and ther; and the covenant  cove covenant acovenant arrangementrrangement bound the bound the tribes to tribes to each othe each other through r through clearly declearly defined oblifined obligations angobliobligationobligations and resps and responsibilitionsibilities as brotes as brother to broher to brother.ther.ther.

Biblical storytellers used the language and structure of family to weave 
together the disparate elements that constituted Israel. The Israelite God was 
both king and father of this heterogeneous nation. The tribes within the nation 
related themselves to this God as sons to a father, subjects to a ruler; and the 
covenant arrangement bound the tribes to each other through clearly defined 
obligations and responsibilities as brother to brother.

�In narratiIn narratives, brothves, brotherly relaterly relationships aionships are often cre often contentiousontentious as male s as male siblings coiblings coiblings compete focompete for divine ar divine approval (Gpproval (Gen. 4), paen. 4), paternal bleternal blessing (Genssing (Gen. 27), and. 27), and successio succession (1 Kgs. n (n (1 Kgs. 1-(1 Kgs. 1-2). Joseph2). Joseph’s brother’s brothers, jealouss, jealous because h because he is Jacobe is Jacob’s favorit’s favorite, plot toe, plot to kill thei kill th kill their arrotheir arrogant sibligant sibling (Gen. 3ng (Gen. 37), and Am7), and Amnon rapes non rapes his half-shis half-sister Tamaister Tamar, while hr, while her brotherer ber brother Abbrother Absalom explsalom exploits her aoits her anguish to nguish to remove hisremove his brother a brother as a rival s a rival (2 Sam. 13(2 Sam. 13). Yet bro)1313). Yet b13). Yet brothers sorothers sometimes bametimes band togethend together against r against common enecommon enemies, as Dmies, as Dinah’s broinah’s binah’s brothers dbrothers did (Gen. 3id (Gen. 34), or wil4), or willingly suplingly support theirport their sibling,  sibling, as Jonathaas Jonathan did withn did with David (1  David David (1 SDavid (1 Sam. 18, 20am. 18, 20).).).

In narratives, brotherly relationships are often contentious as male siblings 
compete for divine approval (Gen. 4), paternal blessing (Gen. 27), and succession 
(1 Kgs. 1-2). Joseph’s brothers, jealous because he is Jacob’s favorite, plot to kill 
their arrogant sibling (Gen. 37), and Amnon rapes his half-sister Tamar, while her 
brother Absalom exploits her anguish to remove his brother as a rival (2 Sam. 
13). Yet brothers sometimes band together against common enemies, as Dinah’s 
brothers did (Gen. 34), or willingly support their sibling, as Jonathan did with 
David (1 Sam. 18, 20).

�In the NT,In the NT, doing the doing the will of t will of the Father he Father in heaven in heaven makes one makes one a brother a brother or sister or sisteor sister to sister to Jesus of NJesus of Nazareth (Mazareth (Mark 3:35) ark 3:35) and to othand to other memberser members of the Ch of the Christian coristian community.mcocommunity.community.

In the NT, doing the will of the Father in heaven makes one a brother or 
sister to Jesus of Nazareth (Mark 3:35) and to other members of the Christian 
community.

Kathleen SKathleen S. Nash. Nash

Kathleen S. Nash

BROTHERS OBROTHERS OF THE LORDF THE LORD

BROTHERS OF THE LORD

The four GThe four Gospels refospels refer to “broer to “brothers” (Gkthers” (Gk. . adelphoiíadelphoií) of Jesus) of Jesus. While Jo. While John (2:12; hn (2:12;hn (2:12; 7:3(2:12; 7:3–10) never–10) never names the names them, Mark 6:m, Mark 6:3 ( = Matt3 ( = Matt. 13:54-56. 13:54-56) identifi) identifies them ases them as “James an “ “James and“James and Joses (Jo Joses (Joseph) and seph) and Judas and Judas and Simon” andSimon” and indicates indicates that Jesu that Jesus had mores had more than one  moremore than more than one sisterone sister. The Gosp. The Gospels also aels also agree that gree that none of hinone of his brotherss brothers believed  believed in him durinin him durin him during his liing his lifetime (Mafetime (Mark 3:31-35rk 3:31-35 = Matt. 1 = Matt. 12:46-50 = 2:46-50 = Luke 8:19-Luke 8:19-20; John 720; John 7:3-10). Lu:3-77:3-10). L7:3-10). Luke-Acts, uke-Acts, however, ahowever, adds that Jdds that Jesus’ brotesus’ brothers were hers were present inpresent in the upper the upper room afte r room afterroom after his ascen his ascension (Actssion (Acts 1:14, 16) 1:14, 16), and Paul, and Paul passes on passes on the tradi the tradition that tion that Jesus persJesusJesus persJesus personally apponally appeared to heared to his brotheris brother James (1  James (1 Cor. 15:7)Cor. 15:7), who quic, who quickly becamekly became a leader  becamebecame a lbecame a leader in teader in the early Che early Church (Acthurch (Acts 12:17; 1s 12:17; 15:13; 21:15:13; 21:18; Gal. 1:8; Gal. 1:19; 2:9). 19; 2:9). The books The The books The books of James aof James and Jude cand Jude can be attrin be attributed to Jbuted to Jesus’ brotesus’ brothers. Latehers. Later traditior tradition reports n ren reports threports that after Jat after James was mames was martyred (cartyred (ca. 61 a. 61 A.D.A.D.), Simon t), Simon took over aook over as leader os leader of the Jeruf tf the Jerusathe Jerusalem churchlem church...

The four Gospels refer to “brothers” (Gk. adelphoií) of Jesus. While John 
(2:12; 7:3–10) never names them, Mark 6:3 ( = Matt. 13:54-56) identifies them as 
“James and Joses (Joseph) and Judas and Simon” and indicates that Jesus had 
more than one sister. The Gospels also agree that none of his brothers believed 
in him during his lifetime (Mark 3:31-35 = Matt. 12:46-50 = Luke 8:19-20; John 
7:3-10). Luke-Acts, however, adds that Jesus’ brothers were present in the upper 



room after his ascension (Acts 1:14, 16), and Paul passes on the tradition that 
Jesus personally appeared to his brother James (1 Cor. 15:7), who quickly 
became a leader in the early Church (Acts 12:17; 15:13; 21:18; Gal. 1:19; 2:9). 
The books of James and Jude can be attributed to Jesus’ brothers. Later tradition 
reports that after James was martyred (ca. 61 A.D.), Simon took over as leader of 
the Jerusalem church.

�Jerome sugJerome suggested thagested that the Greet the Greek term be k term be interpreteinterpreted in the ad in the above contebove contexts as “rexts axts as “relatias “relatives,” and ves,” and he suggesthe suggested that thed that these men arese men are cousins e cousins of Jesus, of Jesus, sons of Masons of Mary, wife ory, MaMary, wifeMary, wife of Clopas of Clopas (Jesus’ a (Jesus’ aunt; John unt; John 19:25), wh19:25), who is idento is identified withified with “Mary the “Mary the mother of mo mother of mother of James (andJames (and Joseph)”  Joseph)” (Mark 16:1(Mark 16:1 = Matt. 2 = Matt. 27:56 = Luk7:56 = Luke 24:10). e 24:10). This interThis interpretation pinterinterpretainterpretation wouldtion would preserve  preserve the perpetthe perpetual virginual virginity of Marity of Mary the mothy the mother of Jesuer of Jesus. Before s. JesuJesus. BefJesus. Before this vore this view arose,iew arose, however,  however, and since and since the Reformthe Reformation, schation, scholars arguolars argued that thedarguargued thaargued that the mostt the most natural m natural meaning of eaning of the Greek the Greek term is “bterm is “brothers,” rothers,” which makewhich makwhich makes the makes the best sensebest sense of Mark 6 of Mark 6:3; Acts 1:3; Acts 1:14. Accor:14. According to thding to this understis understanding, afanding, after the biteafafter the after the birth of Jbirth of Jesus Mary esus Mary had other had other children bchildren by Joseph.y Joseph.y Joseph.

Jerome suggested that the Greek term be interpreted in the above contexts 
as “relatives,” and he suggested that these men are cousins of Jesus, sons of 
Mary, wife of Clopas (Jesus’ aunt; John 19:25), who is identified with “Mary the 
mother of James (and Joseph)” (Mark 16:1 = Matt. 27:56 = Luke 24:10). This 
interpretation would preserve the perpetual virginity of Mary the mother of 
Jesus. Before this view arose, however, and since the Reformation, scholars 
argued that the most natural meaning of the Greek term is “brothers,” which 
makes the best sense of Mark 6:3; Acts 1:14. According to this understanding, 
after the birth of Jesus Mary had other children by Joseph.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. BauckhaR. Bauckham, m, Jude and tJude and the Relativhe Relatives of Jesues of Jesus in the Es in the Early Churcarly Churchh (Edinburg ChurchChurch (EdChurch (Edinburgh, 1inburgh, 1990).990).990).

Bibliography. R. Bauckham, Jude and the Relatives of Jesus in the Early 
Church (Edinburgh, 1990).
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BUKKIBUKKI (Heb.  (Heb. buqqiîbuqqiî)))

BUKKI (Heb. buqqiî)

�1.1. A leader  A leader of the triof the tribe of Dan;be of Dan; one of th one of those chosenose chosen to assist to assist in dividi in dividing the Prong the Png the Promised LPromised Land of Canand of Canaan (Num. aan (Num. 34:22).34:22).34:22).

1. A leader of the tribe of Dan; one of those chosen to assist in dividing the 
Promised Land of Canaan (Num. 34:22).

�2.2. A Levite, A Levite, the son o the son of Abishua f Abishua and descenand descendant of Aadant of Aaron (1 Chrron (1 Chr. 6:5, 51[. 6:5, 51[MT 5:31; 6MT 5MT 5:31; 6:365:31; 6:36), and an ), and an ancestor oancestor of Ezra thef Ezra the scribe (E scribe (Ezra 7:4).zra 7:4).

2. A Levite, the son of Abishua and descendant of Aaron (1 Chr. 6:5, 51[MT 
5:31; 6:36), and an ancestor of Ezra the scribe (Ezra 7:4).

BUKKIAHBUKKIAH (Heb.  (Heb. buqqiîyaœhbuqqiîyaœhu®u®)))

BUKKIAH (Heb. buqqiîyaœhu®)

A son of HA son of Heman and leman and leader of teader of the sixth dhe sixth division ofivision of levitical levitical singers ( singers (1 Chr. 25:1 Chr. 25:4, 13).4, 134, 13).13).

A son of Heman and leader of the sixth division of levitical singers (1 Chr. 25:4, 
13).

BULBUL (Heb.  (Heb. bu®lbu®l)))

BUL (Heb. bu®l)

The eighthThe eighth month of  month of the Israelthe Israelite calendite calendar (Oct.-Nar (Oct.-Nov.; 1 Kgsov.; 1 Kgs. 6:38). A. 6:38). Also known lso known as the monas as the monas the month of rainth of rain, it is th, it is the month foe month for the sowir the sowing of wheang of wheat and barlt and barley and forey and for the harve th the harvesthe harvesting of olting of olives (in nives (in northern Gaorthern Galilee) andlilee) and winter fi winter figs. After gs. After the Exile the Exile the Hebrewthe Hethe Hebrews adHebrews adopted its opted its BabylonianBabylonian name, Mar name, Marheshvan.heshvan.

The eighth month of the Israelite calendar (Oct.-Nov.; 1 Kgs. 6:38). Also known 
as the month of rain, it is the month for the sowing of wheat and barley and for 
the harvesting of olives (in northern Galilee) and winter figs. After the Exile the 
Hebrews adopted its Babylonian name, Marheshvan.

BULLBULLBULL

BULL

An adult mAn adult male bovineale bovine. The bull. The bull is a very is a very common fi common figure in thgure in the religione religions of the as of the ancient Neancieaancient Neancient Near East. Iar East. In Egypt thn Egypt the Apis bule Apis bull, a persol, a personificationnification of the Ni of the Nile, was thle, was the sacred ae sacre sacred anisacred animal of Osimal of Osiris. A bulris. A bull with a sl with a sun disk anun disk and ankh betd ankh between its hween its horns, simiorns, similar to bullar tlar to bulls fto bulls found in Egound in Egypt, has bypt, has been discoveen discovered in Tyered in Tyre. This cre. This could suggeould suggest Egyptiast Egyptian influencn inn influence influence in the usein the use of the bu of the bull in Syrill in Syria-Palestina-Palestine. The Bule. The Bull of Heavel of Heaven appears n appears in Mesopotin Mein MesopotamiMesopotamian mytholoan mythology as a vegy as a vehicle for hicle for the gods’ the gods’ judgment. judgment. In CanaaniIn Canaanite religiote religious practicureligioreligious religious practice tpractice the bull wahe bull was often uss often used as a syed as a symbol for embol for either Baalither Baal or El. In or El. In Hazor a p Hazo Hazor a paHazor a pair of bullir of bulls has beens has been found wit found with feet on h feet on their backtheir backs, interprs, interpreted as a eted as a representareprrepresentarepresentation of Bation of Baal. Similaal. Similar depictior depictions exist ons exist of Adad, off Adad, often seen aten seen as a Mesopos a Mesopotamian reptamMesopoMesopotamiMesopotamian represean representation ofntation of Baal. Baal. Baal.

An adult male bovine. The bull is a very common figure in the religions of the 
ancient Near East. In Egypt the Apis bull, a personification of the Nile, was the 
sacred animal of Osiris. A bull with a sun disk and ankh between its horns, similar 
to bulls found in Egypt, has been discovered in Tyre. This could suggest Egyptian 



influence in the use of the bull in Syria-Palestine. The Bull of Heaven appears in 
Mesopotamian mythology as a vehicle for the gods’ judgment. In Canaanite 
religious practice the bull was often used as a symbol for either Baal or El. In 
Hazor a pair of bulls has been found with feet on their backs, interpreted as a 
representation of Baal. Similar depictions exist of Adad, often seen as a 
Mesopotamian representation of Baal.

�The main rThe main role of theole of the bull in I bull in Israelite wsraelite worship wasorship was as an obj as an object of sacect of sacrifice, ofrifice, offered at ofeofoffered atoffered at occasions occasions such as f such as festivals (estivals (i.e., Passi.e., Passover, Sukkover, Sukkoth) or asoth) or as purificat purification offeriion offeion offerings offerings (Lev. 4, 1(Lev. 4, 16; cf. Heb6; cf. Heb. 9:13; 10. 9:13; 10:4). Somet:4). Sometimes the rimes the reason for eason for the sacrifthe sacrifice is lefice is ice is left unis left unspecified specified (i.e., Ezr(i.e., Ezra 6:9).a 6:9).a 6:9).

The main role of the bull in Israelite worship was as an object of sacrifice, 
offered at occasions such as festivals (i.e., Passover, Sukkoth) or as purification 
offerings (Lev. 4, 16; cf. Heb. 9:13; 10:4). Sometimes the reason for the sacrifice 
is left unspecified (i.e., Ezra 6:9).

�Israelite Israelite and ancienand ancient Near East Near Eastern usagetern usage of bull i of bull imagery colmagery collided in alided in a pair of i pair of incidents iniincidents incidents involving involving bulls. Exobulls. Exod. 32:4 red. 32:4 reports the ports the fashioningfashioning of golden of golden calves, o calves, or bulls, br bullsr bulls, by bulls, by Aaron at tAaron at the requesthe request of the pe of the people. 1 Kgople. 1 Kgs. 12:28 rs. 12:28 reports theeports the establish establishment of gomenestablishestablishmestablishment of golent of golden bulls den bulls by Jeroboaby Jeroboam at Bethem at Bethel and Dan.l and Dan.

Israelite and ancient Near Eastern usage of bull imagery collided in a pair of 
incidents involving bulls. Exod. 32:4 reports the fashioning of golden calves, or 
bulls, by Aaron at the request of the people. 1 Kgs. 12:28 reports the 
establishment of golden bulls by Jeroboam at Bethel and Dan.

�The Bull (The Bull (Heb. Heb. }aœb�iîr}aœb�iîr or “Might or “Mighty One”) ofy One”) of Jacob is  Jacob is an epithetan epithet for God ( for God (Gen. 49:24Ge((Gen. 49:2(Gen. 49:24; Ps. 1324; Ps. 132:2, 5; Isa:2, 5; Isa. 49:26; 6. 49:26; 60:16). Twe0:16). Twelve bulls lve bulls supported supported the bronzethe bronze sea at th sea sea at thesea at the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple (1 temple (1 Kgs. 7:25 Kgs. 7:25).).).

The Bull (Heb. }aœb�iîr  or “Mighty One”) of Jacob is an epithet for God 
(Gen. 49:24; Ps. 132:2, 5; Isa. 49:26; 60:16). Twelve bulls supported the bronze 
sea at the Jerusalem temple (1 Kgs. 7:25).

Matthew A.Matthew A. Thomas Thomas

Matthew A. Thomas

BULRUSHBULRUSHBULRUSH

BULRUSH

�SeeSee  PAPYRUS; RPAPYRUS; REED, RUSH.EED, RUSH.

See PAPYRUS; REED, RUSH.

BUNAHBUNAH (Heb.  (Heb. bu®na®bu®na®)))

BUNAH (Heb. bu®na®)

A JudahiteA Judahite, son of J, son of Jerahmeel (erahmeel (1 Chr. 2:21 Chr. 2:25).5).

A Judahite, son of Jerahmeel (1 Chr. 2:25).

BUNNIBUNNI (Heb.  (Heb. bunniî, bubunniî, bu®nniî®nniî)))

BUNNI (Heb. bunniî, bu®nniî)

�1.1. A postexi A postexilic Levitelic Levite among tho among those who toose who took the leadk the lead in the pu in the public confeblic confession (Nehssionconfeconfessionconfession (Neh. 9:4 (Neh. 9:4).).).

1. A postexilic Levite among those who took the lead in the public 
confession (Neh. 9:4).

�2.2. An Israel An Israelite who seite who set his sealt his seal to the re to the renewed covenewed covenant undernant under Nehemiah  Nehemiah (Neh. 10:1(N(Neh. 10:1(Neh. 10:15[MT 16]).5[MT 16]).

2. An Israelite who set his seal to the renewed covenant under Nehemiah 
(Neh. 10:15[MT 16]).

�3.3. A Levite, A Levite, ancestor  ancestor of the posof the postexilic Shtexilic Shemaiah (Neemaiah (Neh. 11:15).h. 11:15).

3. A Levite, ancestor of the postexilic Shemaiah (Neh. 11:15).

BURIALBURIALBURIAL

BURIAL

Terms for Terms for burial in burial in the Bible the Bible may refer may refer to the burto the burial preparial preparation procation process, the iess, the interment onteriinterment interment of the bodof the body, or the y, or the place of bplace of burial. Biburial. Biblical textlical texts tend to s tend to be brief dbe brief descriptionescripddescriptiodescriptions of burins of burial practical practices rather es rather than lengtthan lengthy prescrihy prescriptions of ptions of burial ritburial rites. Among es. Ames. Among mostAmong most peoples o peoples of the ancif the ancient Near Eent Near East, buriaast, burial was an el was an especially specially sacred actsacred act; a distur; actact; a disact; a disturbance oturbance or desecratr desecration of theion of the burial pl burial place was coace was considered ansidered a heinous a heinous act. Even ict. aact. Even act. Even in times oin times of war, conf war, conquering arquering armies allowmies allowed for theed for the proper di proper disposition sposition of the deaof of the deaof the dead.d.

Terms for burial in the Bible may refer to the burial preparation process, the 
interment of the body, or the place of burial. Biblical texts tend to be brief 
descriptions of burial practices rather than lengthy prescriptions of burial rites. 
Among most peoples of the ancient Near East, burial was an especially sacred 
act; a disturbance or desecration of the burial place was considered a heinous 
act. Even in times of war, conquering armies allowed for the proper disposition 
of the dead.



LocationsLocations

Locations

In the OT In the OT era peopleera people were buri were buried in natued in natural caves,ral caves, rock-hewn rock-hewn tombs, sh tombs, shaft tombs,aft tombs,aft tombs, roctombs, rock cairns, k cairns, or cemeteror cemeteries. Families. Families of higies of higher economher economic statureic stature procured  procured facilitiesfafacilitiesfacilities for the p for the proper disproper disposal of thosal of themselves aemselves and their and their ancestors (ncestors (cf. Gen. 2cf. Gen. 23:3-20). N3:3-2223:3-20). 23:3-20). Numerous MNumerous Middle and iddle and Late BronzLate Bronze Age exame Age examples have ples have been excavbeen excavated at siated aated at sites sat sites such as Jeruch as Jericho, Gibeicho, Gibeon, Tell on, Tell en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh, and Hazo, and Hazor, which pr, which provide undrovide unrovide undistinguundistinguishable Caishable Canaanite panaanite parallels torallels to the bibli the biblical practical practice. In thece. In these multiplse multiple usage fae usagee usage faciusage facilities, thlities, the previouse previously buried ly buried bodily rembodily remnants werenants were moved to  moved to the rear othe rear of the cavef tf the cave-tthe cave-tomb, and tomb, and the new corhe new corpse was lapse was laid in the id in the primary poprimary position. Easition. Each was accch was accompanied boaccaccompanieaccompanied by graved by grave goods nec goods necessary foressary for proper tr proper treatment ofeatment of the body  the body or for somor for soor for some percesome perceived use iived use in the heren the hereafter.after.after.

In the OT era people were buried in natural caves, rock-hewn tombs, shaft 
tombs, rock cairns, or cemeteries. Families of higher economic stature procured 
facilities for the proper disposal of themselves and their ancestors (cf. Gen. 
23:3-20). Numerous Middle and Late Bronze Age examples have been excavated 
at sites such as Jericho, Gibeon, Tell en-Nas�beh , and Hazor, which provide 
undistinguishable Canaanite parallels to the biblical practice. In these multiple 
usage facilities, the previously buried bodily remnants were moved to the rear of 
the cave-tomb, and the new corpse was laid in the primary position. Each was 
accompanied by grave goods necessary for proper treatment of the body or for 
some perceived use in the hereafter.

�Only RacheOnly Rachel among thl among the early mae early matriarchs wtriarchs was not buras not buried at Macied at Machpelah duehpelah due to her un to  to her untto her untimely deatimely death in givinh in giving birth tog birth to Benjamin. Benjamin. Instead J Instead Jacob entomacob entombed her jubed her just north ost jujust northjust north of Ephrat of Ephrath along thh along the journey e journey to Kiriathto Kiriath-arba, and-arba, and memoriali memorialized the sized the site with a te sisite with site with a stone pia stone pillar (Gen.llar (Gen. 35:19-20) 35:19-20). This des. This description mcription may reflectay reflect the rock  the rock cairn knowcairn cairn knowcairn known among non among nomadic groumadic groups during ps during the Bronzethe Bronze Ages, whe Ages, where the bodre the body is intery is inty is interred winterred within or bithin or beneath a meneath a mound of stound of stones. Otheones. Others were burs were buried adjacried adjacent to disent to disent to distinctivdistinctive landmarke landmarks, as was s, as was Rebekah’s Rebekah’s nurse Debonurse Deborah under rah under an oak belan oak below Bethel ow Betheow Bethel (GeBethel (Gen. 35:8) an. 35:8) and the crend the cremated bodimated bodies of Saules of Saul and his s and his sons in Jabons in Jabesh-gileadesh-gilead under a t un under a taunder a tamarisk tremarisk tree (1 Sam. e (1 Sam. 31:11-13).31:11-13).

Only Rachel among the early matriarchs was not buried at Machpelah due 
to her untimely death in giving birth to Benjamin. Instead Jacob entombed her 
just north of Ephrath along the journey to Kiriath-arba, and memorialized the 
site with a stone pillar (Gen. 35:19-20). This description may reflect the rock 
cairn known among nomadic groups during the Bronze Ages, where the body is 
interred within or beneath a mound of stones. Others were buried adjacent to 
distinctive landmarks, as was Rebekah’s nurse Deborah under an oak below 
Bethel (Gen. 35:8) and the cremated bodies of Saul and his sons in Jabesh-gilead 
under a tamarisk tree (1 Sam. 31:11-13).

�In the eraIn the era of the ju of the judges (Irondges (Iron I), buria I), burial sites wel sites were often mre often markers to arkers to establish establish or safeguaoror safeguaor safeguard a claimrd a claim to tribal to tribal territory territory. Family b. Family burials forurials for multigene multigenerational urational use within se withse within thowithin those tribal se tribal regions seregions seem normatiem normative (e.g., ve (e.g., Judg. 8:32Judg. 8:32; 16:31). ; 16:31). The bones The bones of Joseph of Joof Joseph werJoseph were brought e brought from Egyptfrom Egypt in the Ex in the Exodus and bodus and buried nearuried near Shechem,  Shechem, in the ploin the plin the plot of grplot of ground purchound purchased by Jaased by Jacob from Hcob from Hamor (Gen.amor (Gen. 33:19-20; 33:19-20; Josh. 24: Josh. 24:32), and J32), and J32), and Joshua wasJoshua was buried “i buried “in his own n his own inheritancinheritance” at Timne” at Timnath-serah ath-serah in the hilin the hill country l country of Ephraimof Eof Ephraim (JEphraim (Josh. 24:30osh. 24:30).).).

In the era of the judges (Iron I), burial sites were often markers to establish 
or safeguard a claim to tribal territory. Family burials for multigenerational use 
within those tribal regions seem normative (e.g., Judg. 8:32; 16:31). The bones of 
Joseph were brought from Egypt in the Exodus and buried near Shechem, in the 
plot of ground purchased by Jacob from Hamor (Gen. 33:19-20; Josh. 24:32), and 
Joshua was buried “in his own inheritance” at Timnath-serah in the hill country of 
Ephraim (Josh. 24:30).

�During theDuring the Israelite Israelite monarchy  monarchy (Iron II),(Iron II), the kings the kings of Judah  of Judah and Israeland Israel generally generally were buri generallygenerally generally were buriewere buried in royald in royal tombs in  tombs in the capitathe capital city or l city or ancestral ancestral burial sitburial sites. The Jues. Thees. The JudahiThe Judahite kings fte kings from David rom David to Ahaz weto Ahaz were buried re buried in the ancin the ancestral royestral royal tombs ial tombs in the cityniin the citin the city of Davidy of David (e.g., 1  (e.g., 1 Kgs. 2:10;Kgs. 2:10; 11:43). M 11:43). Manasseh ananasseh and Amon werd Amon were buried ie buried in the gardn thn the gardenthe garden of Uzza ( of Uzza (2 Kgs. 21:2 Kgs. 21:18, 26). T18, 26). The Omrideshe Omrides were buri were buried at Samaed at Samaria (e.g.,ria (e.g., 1 Kgs. 16 1 1 Kgs. 16:1 Kgs. 16:28; 2 Kgs.28; 2 Kgs. 10:35; 13 10:35; 13:13).:13).:13).

During the Israelite monarchy (Iron II), the kings of Judah and Israel 
generally were buried in royal tombs in the capital city or ancestral burial sites. 
The Judahite kings from David to Ahaz were buried in the ancestral royal tombs 
in the city of David (e.g., 1 Kgs. 2:10; 11:43). Manasseh and Amon were buried in 
the garden of Uzza (2 Kgs. 21:18, 26). The Omrides were buried at Samaria (e.g., 
1 Kgs. 16:28; 2 Kgs. 10:35; 13:13).

�After the After the fall of thfall of the northerne northern kingdom,  kingdom, Assyrian bAssyrian bathtub cofathtub coffins and jfins and jar burialsar burialsar burials weburials were introdure introduced. But rced. But rock-hewn bock-hewn bench tombsench tombs continued continued to be uti to be utilized by plized by plized by prominent prominent families ifamilies in Jerusalen Jerusalem. Examplem. Examples have bees have been excavaten excavated at St. Ed at St. Etienne andtienne and the Ecole t the Ecole the Ecole Biblique iBiblique in the nortn the northern part hern part of the citof the city, along ty, along the scarp ohe scarp of the Hinnf the Hinnom Valley om Vom Valley andValley and its vicin its vicinity, and aity, and along the Klong the Kidron in Sidron in Silwan oppoilwan opposite the Osite the Ophel. The phel. The latter conlattelatter conlatter contained an tained an inscriptioinscription naming tn naming the owner, he owner, possibly Spossibly Shebna (Isahebna (Isa. 22:15-16. 22:15-16), and pro), a), and pronouand pronouncing a cuncing a curse upon arse upon any intrudeny intruder. In manyr. In many of these  of these tombs a chtombs a charnel pit arnel pit for collecfofor collecfor collecting the bting the bones of eaones of earlier decerlier deceased familased family members y members was hewn iwas hewn in a specian a special chamber l speciaspecial chspecial chamber or bamber or beneath theeneath the benches u benches upon which pon which the most rthe most recent corpecent corpse was laise was lase was laid. The laid. The burials ofburials of the poor  the poor were probawere probably in accbly in accessible naessible natural cavetural caves or in sis or in simple cemetmple sisimple cemsimple cemeteries, reteries, resulting iesulting in poor pren poor preservation.servation. As in the As in the Bronze Ag Bronze Age, infant e, infant children wchilchildren wchildren were occasiere occasionally buronally buried beneatied beneath the flooh the floor of the hr of the house.ouse.ouse.

After the fall of the northern kingdom, Assyrian bathtub coffins and jar 
burials were introduced. But rock-hewn bench tombs continued to be utilized by 
prominent families in Jerusalem. Examples have been excavated at St. Etienne and 
the Ecole Biblique in the northern part of the city, along the scarp of the Hinnom 
Valley and its vicinity, and along the Kidron in Silwan opposite the Ophel. The 



latter contained an inscription naming the owner, possibly Shebna (Isa. 22:15-16), 
and pronouncing a curse upon any intruder. In many of these tombs a charnel pit 
for collecting the bones of earlier deceased family members was hewn in a 
special chamber or beneath the benches upon which the most recent corpse was 
laid. The burials of the poor were probably in accessible natural caves or in 
simple cemeteries, resulting in poor preservation. As in the Bronze Age, infant 
children were occasionally buried beneath the floor of the house.

�During theDuring the Persian a Persian and Hellenind Hellenistic periostic periods shaft tds shaft tombs and pombs and pit graves it graves were commowere cowere common in common in Judea. TheJudea. The shaft tom shaft tombs consistbs consisted of a veed of a vertical or rtical or sloping ensloping entry into ttry into the burial he tthe burialthe burial chamber,  chamber, some of whsome of which contaiich contained perpenned perpendicular nidicular niches ches (kokhim)(kokhim) for place for pla for placement placement of individof individual corpseual corpses. Examples. Examples of Greeks of Greek and Phoen and Phoenician shafician shaft tombs art tombs are common aearare commonare common along the along the coastal p coastal plain and tlain and the westernhe western edge of t edge of the Shephelhe Shephelah, at sitah, at sites such asesitsites suchsites such as Achzib as Achzib, Dor, Gez, Dor, Gezer, Lachiser, Lachish, and Marh, and Mareshah. Shaeshah. Shallow pit gllow pit graves wereraves were common al c common alocommon along the lowng the lower classeser classes of Palest of Palestine.ine.ine.

During the Persian and Hellenistic periods shaft tombs and pit graves were 
common in Judea. The shaft tombs consisted of a vertical or sloping entry into 
the burial chamber, some of which contained perpendicular niches (kokhim) for 
placement of individual corpses. Examples of Greek and Phoenician shaft tombs 
are common along the coastal plain and the western edge of the Shephelah, at 
sites such as Achzib, Dor, Gezer, Lachish, and Mareshah. Shallow pit graves were 
common along the lower classes of Palestine.

�In the intIn the intertestamenertestamental and NTtal and NT eras seve eras several new tyral new types of burpes of burial are foial are found. Some und. Somund. Some of thSome of the very weae very wealthy had tlthy had tombs of thombs of the arcosolie arcosolia type, wia type, with elaborath elaborate memoriate memorite memorial smemorial structures tructures built adjabuilt adjacent to thcent to the entry ore entry or above it. above it. Well-know Well-known examplesn examplesn examples iexamples include Jasnclude Jason’s tomb on’s tomb in southwein southwestern Jerustern Jerusalem and salem and the so-calthe so-called tombs led tombsled tombs of Atombs of Absalom andbsalom and Zechariah Zechariah in the Ki in the Kidron Valledron Valley. A secony. A second tomb typd tomb type was the e was the was the loculithe loculi, with a l, with a large centrarge central chamberal chamber and branc and branching nichehing niches (s (kokhimkokhim) on three) on three sides. Th sid sides. Thesides. The entryway  entryway to some toto some tombs of thembs of the Herodian  Herodian era, as wiera, as with that ofth that of Jesus of  Jesus of Nazareth, NNazareth, Nazareth, were guardwere guarded by a roed by a rolling stonlling stone (1.2–1.5e (1.2–1.5 m. [4–5 f m. [4–5 ft.] in diat.] in diameter) setmeter) set in a subt in  in a subtein a subterranean slrranean slot. Examplot. Examples have bees have been found ien found in Jerusalen Jerusalem along thm along the western e western slopes of sslopes of slopes of the northethe northern extensirn extension of the on of the Hinnom ValHinnom Valley, and aley, and at the so-ct the so-called Tomballed Tombs of the KsTombTombs of tTombs of the Kings, he Kings, N of the DN of the Damascus Gaamascus Gate.te.te.

In the intertestamental and NT eras several new types of burial are found. 
Some of the very wealthy had tombs of the arcosolia type, with elaborate 
memorial structures built adjacent to the entry or above it. Well-known 
examples include Jason’s tomb in southwestern Jerusalem and the so-called 
tombs of Absalom and Zechariah in the Kidron Valley. A second tomb type was 
the loculi, with a large central chamber and branching niches (kokhim) on three 
sides. The entryway to some tombs of the Herodian era, as with that of Jesus of 
Nazareth, were guarded by a rolling stone (1.2–1.5 m. [4–5 ft.] in diameter) set 
in a subterranean slot. Examples have been found in Jerusalem along the western 
slopes of the northern extension of the Hinnom Valley, and at the so-called 
Tombs of the Kings, N of the Damascus Gate.

�Many bodieMany bodies were alss were also placed io placed in large stn large stone sarcopone sarcophagi (“flehagi (“flesh eaters”sh eaters”), often i), often), often inscoften inscribed withribed with the ident the identity of theity of the individua individual or etchel or etched with symd with symbolic faunbolic faunal, floralal, floal, floral, orfloral, or geometric geometric designs.  designs. Excellent Excellent examples hexamples have been eave been excavated axcavated at Beth-shet Beth-shearim, KedearBeth-sheBeth-shearBeth-shearim, Kedeshim, Kedesh in Galile in Galilee, Jerusale, Jerusalem, and them, and the region oe region of Tsefat. f Tsefat. Wooden cofWooden coffins, whicfcofcoffins, wcoffins, which were hich were deposited deposited in rock-hein rock-hewn loculi,wn loculi, have been have been uncovered uncovered around Je around Jericho. ThorJeJericho. TJericho. Those of wohose of women and chmen and children oftildren often containen contained grave ged grave goods such oods such as bowls, as bowls, as bowls, beabowls, beads, and leds, and leather sandather sandals. Laterals. Later secondary secondary burial in burial in ossuaries ossuaries (bone dep (bone depositories)osidepdepositoridepositories) was utes) was utilized; afilized; after the deter the decay of thecay of the body in t body in the loculushe loculus, the bone, the bones were plas wes were placewere placed in a card in a carved stone ved stone box for sabox for safekeeping.fekeeping.

Many bodies were also placed in large stone sarcophagi (“flesh eaters”), 
often inscribed with the identity of the individual or etched with symbolic faunal, 
floral, or geometric designs. Excellent examples have been excavated at 
Beth-shearim, Kedesh in Galilee, Jerusalem, and the region of Tsefat. Wooden 
coffins, which were deposited in rock-hewn loculi, have been uncovered around 
Jericho. Those of women and children often contained grave goods such as 
bowls, beads, and leather sandals. Later secondary burial in ossuaries (bone 
depositories) was utilized; after the decay of the body in the loculus, the bones 
were placed in a carved stone box for safekeeping.

Dolmen at Dolmen at Khirbet UmKhirbet Umm el-Ghozlm el-Ghozlan near Waan near Wadi el-Yabidi el-Yabis, E of ths, E of the Jordan Re Jordan River. Promiver. Proiver. Prominent Prominent from the Cfrom the Chalcolithihalcolithic through c through Early BronEarly Bronze I perioze I periods, some tds, some tombs in thombs in thombs in the area wthe area were reusedere reused into the  into the Roman and Roman and Byzantine Byzantine periods anperiods and later (Jd later (Jonathan Maonathan Monathan Mabry/GaetMabry/Gaetano Palumbano Palumbo, the Wado, the Wadi el-Yabisi el-Yabis Project) Project)

Dolmen at Khirbet Umm el-Ghozlan near Wadi el-Yabis, E of the Jordan River. 
Prominent from the Chalcolithic through Early Bronze I periods, some tombs in 
the area were reused into the Roman and Byzantine periods and later (Jonathan 
Mabry/Gaetano Palumbo, the Wadi el-Yabis Project)



Rites and Rites and PracticesPractices

Rites and Practices

Several deSeveral descriptive scriptive phrases arphrases are used in e used in the Bible the Bible to describto describe the deate the death and burih and burial of leadal oal of leadingof leading individua individuals. In Genls. In Genesis the pesis the patriarchs atriarchs generally generally “died and “died and were gathewere gathered (or ‘rred (red (or ‘remov(or ‘removed,’ Heb. ed,’ Heb. }aœsap�}aœsap�) to [thei) to [their] fathersr] fathers” (e.g., 2” (e.g., 25:8; 35;295:8; 35;29; 49:33). ; 49:33). In Kings aIn KingIn Kings and Kings and ChroniclesChronicles the commo the common formula n formula describingdescribing the buria the burial process l process for the kifor the kifor the kings of Ikings of Israel and srael and Judah was Judah was “X lay (“X lay (sûaœk�ab�sûaœk�ab�) with his) with his fathers,  fathers, and they band they buried him uribburied himburied him in Y,” Y  in Y,” Y denoting adenoting a place suc place such as the ch as the city of Davity of David, Samariid, Samaria, or a spa, or a specially precialspspecially specially prepared tprepared tomb (e.g.,omb (e.g., 2 Kgs. 10 2 Kgs. 10:35; 2 Chr:35; 2 Chr. 16:13-14. 16:13-14; 1 Kgs. 2; 1 Kgs. 2:10; 11:43:10; 11:43; 14:31). ; 14:; 14:31). Th14:31). The rare exce rare exceptions toeptions to the commo the common practicen practice include t include the desecrahe desecration of thtion of the bodies oeththe bodiesthe bodies of despis of despised individed individuals such uals such as Jezebelas Jezebel (2 Kgs. 9 (2 Kgs. 9:37).:37).:37).

Several descriptive phrases are used in the Bible to describe the death and burial 
of leading individuals. In Genesis the patriarchs generally “died and were gathered 
(or ‘removed,’ Heb. }aœsap� ) to [their] fathers” (e.g., 25:8; 35;29; 49:33). In 
Kings and Chronicles the common formula describing the burial process for the 
kings of Israel and Judah was “X lay (sûaœk�ab� ) with his fathers, and they 
buried him in Y,” Y denoting a place such as the city of David, Samaria, or a 
specially prepared tomb (e.g., 2 Kgs. 10:35; 2 Chr. 16:13-14; 1 Kgs. 2:10; 11:43; 
14:31). The rare exceptions to the common practice include the desecration of 
the bodies of despised individuals such as Jezebel (2 Kgs. 9:37).

�PreservatiPreservation of the on of the body and tbody and the person’he person’s identitys identity by embalm by embalming, an Eging, an Egyptian prayptian EgEgyptian pEgyptian practice whractice which involvich involved treatined treating the bodyg the body with spec with special fluidsial fluids and wrapp and wrappings for 7ingswrappwrappings wrappings for 70 dayfor 70 days or more,s or more, is descri is described only fbed only for Jacob aor Jacob and Joseph nd Joseph (Gen. 50:2(Gen. 50:2-3, 26). J-350:250:2-3, 2650:2-3, 26). Joseph’). Joseph’s body wass body was subsequen subsequently placedtly placed in a coff in a coffin, a rarein, a rare practice  practice until the until until the until the Second TemSecond Temple periodple period. People w. People were buriedere buried as soon a as soon as possibles possible after dea after death, a practdeadeath, a pdeath, a practice afractice afforded eveforded even criminaln criminals and deads and dead bodies di bodies discovered ascovered along the rlong the road or in oarroad or inroad or in a field ( a field (Deut. 21:1Deut. 21:1-9, 22—23;-9, 22—23; 1 Kgs. 13 1 Kgs. 13:24-30).:24-30).:24-30).

Preservation of the body and the person’s identity by embalming, an 
Egyptian practice which involved treating the body with special fluids and 
wrappings for 70 days or more, is described only for Jacob and Joseph (Gen. 
50:2-3, 26). Joseph’s body was subsequently placed in a coffin, a rare practice 
until the Second Temple period. People were buried as soon as possible after 
death, a practice afforded even criminals and dead bodies discovered along the 
road or in a field (Deut. 21:1-9, 22—23; 1 Kgs. 13:24-30).

�The inclusThe inclusion of accion of accompanying ompanying grave goodgrave goods is inters is interpreted as preted as provision provision of needs fof neeof needs for needs for the afterlthe afterlife, symboife, symbolic of suclic of such need, orh need, or indicativ indicative of the le of the life and stife and status of thatus of atus of the indof the individual. Pividual. Pottery warottery wares such ases such as bowls, co bowls, cooking potsoking pots, juglets,, juglets, vases, an vases, and jewelry d jewd jewelry arjewelry are among the among the examplese examples uncovered uncovered, and an i, and an increasing ncreasing number of number of metal objemetal obmetal objects suobjects such as bowlch as bowls, mirrorss, mirrors, and brac, and bracelets fromelets from the Persi the Persian period an period on have beon have been found.ebebeen foundbeen found...

The inclusion of accompanying grave goods is interpreted as provision of 
needs for the afterlife, symbolic of such need, or indicative of the life and status 
of the individual. Pottery wares such as bowls, cooking pots, juglets, vases, and 
jewelry are among the examples uncovered, and an increasing number of metal 
objects such as bowls, mirrors, and bracelets from the Persian period on have 
been found.

�The NT desThe NT descriptions criptions of burialsof burials include t include the treatmehe treatment of the nt of the body with body with spices andspices spices andspices and incense f incense for purificor purification and ation and odorific podorific purposes (Lurposes (Luke 23:56;uke 23:56; John 19:4 John 19:40), the wr0), 19:419:40), th19:40), the wrappinge wrapping of the bo of the body in clotdy in cloths, and thhs, and the placemene placement of a spet of a special face cial face cloth (Johclothcloth (Johcloth (John 11:44). n 11:44). The body wThe body was placed as placed on a benchon a bench ( (misûkaœb�,misûkaœb�, “resting  “resting place”), oplaceplace”), oplace”), often with ften with a specialla specially carved hy carved headrest.eadrest.eadrest.

The NT descriptions of burials include the treatment of the body with 
spices and incense for purification and odorific purposes (Luke 23:56; John 
19:40), the wrapping of the body in cloths, and the placement of a special face 
cloth (John 11:44). The body was placed on a bench (misûkaœb�,  “resting 
place”), often with a specially carved headrest.

�LamentatioLamentation rites wen rites were essentire essential to famial to familial respelial respect for thect for the deceased  deceased (Jer. 9:17(Jer. 9:17(Jer. 9:17-22[MT9:17-22[MT 16–21]) a 16–21]) and includend included mourningd mourning and waili and wailing (e.g., ng (e.g., 1 Kgs. 13:1 Kgs. 13:29-30; 2 C29-30; 2 Chr. 35:24-hCChr. 35:24Chr. 35:24-25; Acts -25; Acts 8:2; cf. J8:2; cf. Jer. 22:18)er. 22:18). A great . A great fire was bfire was built when uilt when Hezekiah dHezekiah died (2 Chried (2ied (2 Chr. 16(2 Chr. 16:14), and :14), and occasionaloccasionally sacrifily sacrifices were oces were offered (Isffered (Isa. 57:7). a. 57:7). The The marzeäah�marzeäahmarzeäah�marzeäah� festival  festival for the defor the dead was conad was condemned by demned by Amos (AmosAmos (Amos 6:6-7), a 6:6-7), as are the s are ts are the practithe practices of shaces of shaving portiving portions of theons of the head and  head and beard or cbeard or cutting oneutting oneself (Lev.self (Lev. 21:1-6). 21: 21:1-6).21:1-6).21:1-6).

Lamentation rites were essential to familial respect for the deceased (Jer. 
9:17-22[MT 16–21]) and included mourning and wailing (e.g., 1 Kgs. 13:29-30; 2 
Chr. 35:24-25; Acts 8:2; cf. Jer. 22:18). A great fire was built when Hezekiah died 
(2 Chr. 16:14), and occasionally sacrifices were offered (Isa. 57:7). The 
marzeäah�  festival for the dead was condemned by Amos (Amos 6:6-7), as are 
the practices of shaving portions of the head and beard or cutting oneself (Lev. 
21:1-6).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. Bloch-SE. Bloch-Smith, mith, Judahite BJudahite Burial Pracurial Practices and tices and Beliefs abBeliefs about the Deout the Deout the Dead.Dead. JSOTSup 1 JSOTSup 123 (Sheffi23 (Sheffield, 1992)eld, 1992); V. H. Ma; V. H. Matthews, tthews, Manners anManners and Customs d Customs in the Bibin the Bin the Bible,Bible, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Peabody, (Peabody, 1991); R. 1991); R. de Vaux, de Vaux, Ancient IsAncient Israelrael (1961, re (1961, repr. Grand pr. Grand Rapids, 19Rapids,Rapids, 19Rapids, 1997).97).97).

Bibliography. E. Bloch-Smith, Judahite Burial Practices and Beliefs about the 
Dead. JSOTSup 123 (Sheffield, 1992); V. H. Matthews, Manners and Customs in the 
Bible, rev. ed. (Peabody, 1991); R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel (1961, repr. Grand 



Rapids, 1997).

R. Dennis R. Dennis ColeCole
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BURNT OFFEBURNT OFFERINGRINGRING

BURNT OFFERING

One of theOne of the most comm most common forms oon forms of Israelitf Israelite sacrifice sacrifice (Heb. e (Heb. {o®la®,{o®la®, lit., “as lit., “ascending”).cendin“as“ascending“ascending”). As thi”). As this kind of s kind of offering woffering was consumeas consumed by fire,d by fire, the term  the term undoubtedlundoubtedly refers ty undoubtedlundoubtedlundoubtedly refers ty refers to the smoko the smoke which ase which ascends fromcends from the altar the altar. Similar . Similar offerings offerings in Ugarit in in Ugarit in Ugarit were callewere called d sûrpsûrp (“consume (“consumed by fire”d by fire”). Some tr). Some translationsanslations refer to refer to {o®la® {o®la {o®la®{o®la® as a “who as a “whole offerinle offering,” becausg,” because the sacre the sacrifice was ifice was completelycompletely consumed; consumed; however,  ho however, thowever, this can gehis can generate connerate confusion witfusion with the termh the term  kaœliîl,kaœliîl, which is  which is also applialso applied to offeed appliapplied toapplied to offerings offerings. Moreover. Moreover, as the s, as the skin of thekin of the  {o®la®{o®la® could be  could be kept by thkept by the priest, e prie priest, “bpriest, “burnt offerurnt offering” seemsing” seems the bette the better alternatr alternative.ive.ive.

One of the most common forms of Israelite sacrifice (Heb. {o®la®, lit., 
“ascending”). As this kind of offering was consumed by fire, the term 
undoubtedly refers to the smoke which ascends from the altar. Similar offerings 
in Ugarit were called sûrp (“consumed by fire”). Some translations refer to 
{o®la® as a “whole offering,” because the sacrifice was completely consumed; 
however, this can generate confusion with the term kaœliîl, which is also 
applied to offerings. Moreover, as the skin of the {o®la® could be kept by the 
priest, “burnt offering” seems the better alternative.

�There was There was no one parno one particular octicular occasion forcasion for burnt off burnt offerings. Soerings. Some were inme were included in cludedinincluded iincluded in the cultn the cultic calendaic calendars, and a rs, and a lamb was tlamb was to be made o be made a daily bua daily burnt offerirnt offering. We alsng. Wng. We also fiWe also find burnt ond burnt offerings offerings offered in ffered in thanksgivithanksgiving (Exod. ng (Exod. 18:12), as18:12), as expiation expiation for guilt for  for guilt for guilt (Lev. 5:7;(Lev. 5:7; Job 1:5), Job 1:5), to fulfil to fulfill a vow (Ll a vow (Lev. 22:18;ev. 22:18; Judg. 11: Judg. 11:31), in co31), in connection wnnection wnnection with divinwith divination (1 Sation (1 Sam. 7:9), am. 7:9), to seek thto seek the Lord’s fe Lord’s favor (2 Saavor (2 Sam. 24:25),m. 24:25), as part o as part of the consf the f the consecthe consecration of ration of the priestthe priests (Exod. 2s (Exod. 29), and ap9), and apparently tparently to consecrao consecrate an altate an altar (Judg. 6r (Jr (Judg. 6:2(Judg. 6:26; 2 Sam. 6; 2 Sam. 24:25). So24:25). Some of the me of the situationssituations which cal which call for a bul for a burnt offerirnt offering were thng weng were thus were thus prescribedprescribed, while ot, while others were hers were freewill ofreewill offerings.fferings.fferings.

There was no one particular occasion for burnt offerings. Some were 
included in the cultic calendars, and a lamb was to be made a daily burnt offering. 
We also find burnt offerings offered in thanksgiving (Exod. 18:12), as expiation 
for guilt (Lev. 5:7; Job 1:5), to fulfill a vow (Lev. 22:18; Judg. 11:31), in connection 
with divination (1 Sam. 7:9), to seek the Lord’s favor (2 Sam. 24:25), as part of 
the consecration of the priests (Exod. 29), and apparently to consecrate an altar 
(Judg. 6:26; 2 Sam. 24:25). Some of the situations which call for a burnt offering 
were thus prescribed, while others were freewill offerings.

�The distinThe distinction betwction between burnt een burnt offering aoffering and other ond other offerings ifferings is that it s that it was a giftwas a gift which was giftgift whichgift which was total was totally devotedly devoted to the Lo to the Lord, not berd, not being consuming consumed by humaed by humans. Severans. Severans. Several haSeveral have suggestve suggested that thed that the phrase e phrase {oœlo®t� u{oœlo®t� u®sûeïlaœmi®sûeïlaœmiîmîm (“burnt o (“burnt offerings affeoofferings offerings and fellowand fellowship offership offerings,” e.gings,” e.g., Judg. 2., Judg. 20:26) enco0:26) encompasses thmpasses the entire se entire sacrificialacrificssacrificiasacrificial system.l system.l system.

The distinction between burnt offering and other offerings is that it was a 
gift which was totally devoted to the Lord, not being consumed by humans. 
Several have suggested that the phrase {oœlo®t� u®sûeïlaœmiîm  (“burnt 
offerings and fellowship offerings,” e.g., Judg. 20:26) encompasses the entire 
sacrificial system.

�The animalThe animals sacrifics sacrificed as burned as burnt offeringt offerings were to s were to be from thbe from the flock ore flock or herd (e.g herd (e herd (e.g., goa(e.g., goats, rams, ts, rams, lambs, callambs, calves, bullsves, bulls, oxen) or, oxen) or birds. Th birds. They were aley were always male ways male and withouand wand without dewithout defect. It ifect. It is significs significant that oant that only domestnly domesticated aniicated animals were mals were sacrificedsacrificed. Wild ani. Wild. Wild animaWild animals or gamels or game, even if , even if consideredconsidered clean, we clean, were never ore never offered. Inffered. In addition  addition to animalstoto animalsto animals, the term, the term is applie is applied to the pd to the plunder of lunder of towns whictowns which were to h were to be destroybe destroyed for woredestroydestroyed destroyed for worshifor worshipping falspping false gods, ane gods, and is also d is also the term uthe term used for Issed for Isaac in theaac in the story of  sto story of tstory of the testinghe testing of Abraha of Abraham (Gen. 22m (Gen. 22). Agricul). Agricultural prodtural products were ucts were sometimes sometimes burned alobburned aloburned along with thng with the burnt ofe burnt offering (e.fering (e.g., Exod. g., Exod. 29:25).29:25).29:25).

The animals sacrificed as burnt offerings were to be from the flock or herd 
(e.g., goats, rams, lambs, calves, bulls, oxen) or birds. They were always male and 
without defect. It is significant that only domesticated animals were sacrificed. 
Wild animals or game, even if considered clean, were never offered. In addition 
to animals, the term is applied to the plunder of towns which were to be 
destroyed for worshipping false gods, and is also the term used for Isaac in the 
story of the testing of Abraham (Gen. 22). Agricultural products were sometimes 
burned along with the burnt offering (e.g., Exod. 29:25).

�The place The place for makingfor making a burnt o a burnt offering waffering was an altars an altar, not a te, not a temple. Sincmple. Since every tee every te every temple hadtemple had an associ an associated altarated altar, this dis, this distinction itinction is not alwas not always obviousys obvious, but alta, but altars withoutrs withrs without tewithout temples weremples were common in common in the early the early periods.  periods. Burnt offeBurnt offerings wererings were rarely, i rarely, if ever, mafiif ever, mif ever, made indoorade indoors. The rits. The ritual of hanual of hand-laying (d-laying (laying a hlaying a hand on theand on the head of t head of the sacrifihe sahe sacrificiasacrificial animal) l animal) was part owas part of Israelitf Israelite burnt ofe burnt offering cusfering customs (excetoms (except for birpt for birds). Biblids). Bibds). Biblical pBiblical prescriptiorescriptions call fons call for the animr the animal to be sal to be skinned andkinned and quartered quartered, with the, with the priest ke prie priest keepriest keeping the sping the skin (e.g.,kin (e.g., Lev. 7:8) Lev. 7:8), but some, but some evidence  evidence suggests tsuggests that an earhat an earlier Israelier Islier Israelite Israelite practice mpractice might have ight have been to bubeen to burn the entrn the entire animalire animal, includin, including the sking the skin...

The place for making a burnt offering was an altar, not a temple. Since every 
temple had an associated altar, this distinction is not always obvious, but altars 
without temples were common in the early periods. Burnt offerings were rarely, 
if ever, made indoors. The ritual of hand-laying (laying a hand on the head of the 
sacrificial animal) was part of Israelite burnt offering customs (except for birds). 
Biblical prescriptions call for the animal to be skinned and quartered, with the 
priest keeping the skin (e.g., Lev. 7:8), but some evidence suggests that an earlier 



Israelite practice might have been to burn the entire animal, including the skin.

�Burnt offeBurnt offerings are rings are extremely extremely ancient, uancient, undoubtedlyndoubtedly predating predating written h written history. Ifistory. hhistory. Ihistory. If there isf there is any signi any significant conficant controversy ttroversy to be foundo be found regarding regarding them, it  them, it would be iwouldwould be iwould be in speculatn speculation concerion concerning theirning their origin. T origin. The fact thhe fact that they doat they do not appea not appear in preser ir in preservin preserved Sumeriaed Sumerian, Akkadian, Akkadian, or Egypn, or Egyptian documtian documents suggeents suggests that bsts that burnt offerurnt offerings were iofferofferings offerings were not cwere not common, perommon, perhaps unknohaps unknown, in Souwn, in Southern Mesothern Mesopotamia anpotamia and Egypt. Td Egypd Egypt. TheEgypt. They are welly are well attested  attested in Canaaniin Canaanite, Hittitte, Hittite, and Gree, and Greek recordsek records. One of t. One of the more cohetthe more cthe more commonly heommonly held explanald explanations is ttions is that the prhat the practice devactice developed in eloped in conjunctioconjunctioconjunctioconjunction with then with the domestica domestication of antion of animals as aimals as a way of de way of dealing withaling with guilt ass guilt associated wiociaassassociatedassociated with the  with the necessity necessity of slaughtof slaughtering animering animals under als under one’s careone’s care...

Burnt offerings are extremely ancient, undoubtedly predating written 
history. If there is any significant controversy to be found regarding them, it 
would be in speculation concerning their origin. The fact that they do not appear 
in preserved Sumerian, Akkadian, or Egyptian documents suggests that burnt 
offerings were not common, perhaps unknown, in Southern Mesopotamia and 
Egypt. They are well attested in Canaanite, Hittite, and Greek records. One of 
the more commonly held explanations is that the practice developed in 
conjunction with the domestication of animals as a way of dealing with guilt 
associated with the necessity of slaughtering animals under one’s care.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. A. AndeG. A. Anderson, rson, SacrificesSacrifices and Offer and Offerings in Anings in Ancient Isracient Israel.el. HSM 41 (A HSM  HSM 41 (AtHSM 41 (Atlanta, 198lanta, 1987); J. Mil7); J. Milgrom, grom, Leviticus Leviticus 1-16.1-16. AB 3 (New AB 3 (New York, 199 York, 1991), esp. 11), esp. 133–77.31133–77.133–77.133–77.

Bibliography. G. A. Anderson, Sacrifices and Offerings in Ancient Israel. 
HSM 41 (Atlanta, 1987); J. Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16. AB 3 (New York, 1991), esp. 
133–77.
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BUSHELBUSHELBUSHEL

BUSHEL

A measure A measure for dry wafor dry wares (Gk. res (Gk. moœdiosmoœdios), nearly ), nearly equal to 7equal to 7.4 l. (7.8.4 l. (7.8 qt.). At  qt.). At Matt. 5:15Matt.Matt. 5:15Matt. 5:15; Mark 4:2; Mark 4:21; Luke 111; Luke 11:33 it des:33 it designates a ignates a vessel whivessel which might bch might be used to e used to cover a licovcover a licover a light.ght.

A measure for dry wares (Gk. moœdios), nearly equal to 7.4 l. (7.8 qt.). At 
Matt. 5:15; Mark 4:21; Luke 11:33 it designates a vessel which might be used to 
cover a light.

BUZBUZ (Heb.  (Heb. bu®zbu®z)))

BUZ (Heb. bu®z)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Nahor and Nahor and Milcah (GeMilcah (Gen. 22:21).n. 22:21). His desce His descendants forndants formed an Aramed an Arabian tribebiAraArabian trArabian tribe (Jer. ibe (Jer. 25:23), th25:23), the Buzites e Buzites (cf. Job 3(cf. Job 32:2, 6).2:2, 6).2:2, 6).

1. A son of Nahor and Milcah (Gen. 22:21). His descendants formed an 
Arabian tribe (Jer. 25:23), the Buzites (cf. Job 32:2, 6).

�2.2. The fathe The father of Jahdor of Jahdo, of the t, of the tribe of Garibe of Gad (1 Chr. d (1 Chr. 5:14).5:14).

2. The father of Jahdo, of the tribe of Gad (1 Chr. 5:14).

BUZIBUZI (Heb.  (Heb. bu®ziîbu®ziî)))

BUZI (Heb. bu®ziî)

A priest, A priest, the fatherthe father of the pr of the prophet Ezekophet Ezekiel (Ezek.iel (Ezek. 1:3). 1:3).

A priest, the father of the prophet Ezekiel (Ezek. 1:3).

BYBLOSBYBLOS (Gk.  (Gk. ByblosByblos)))

BYBLOS (Gk. Byblos)

Greek nameGreek name of the an of the ancient citycient city of Gebal  of Gebal (modern Je(modern Jebeil; 2103beil; 210391). The n91). The name is thoame is thoame is thought tothought to be relate be related to Gk. d to Gk. biíblos,biíblos, “papyrus, “papyrus,” suggesti” suggesting the citng the city’s manufay’s manufacture of octuremanufamanufacturmanufacture of or tre of or trade in thiade in this writing s writing material.material.

Greek name of the ancient city of Gebal (modern Jebeil; 210391). The name is 
thought to be related to Gk. biíblos, “papyrus,” suggesting the city’s 
manufacture of or trade in this writing material.
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The symbolThe symbol used to d used to designate tesignate the Codex Ehe Codex Ephraemi Syphraemi Syri.ri.

The symbol used to designate the Codex Ephraemi Syri.

CABBONCABBON (Heb.  (Heb. kabbo®nkabbo®n)))

CABBON (Heb. kabbo®n)

A city in A city in the tribalthe tribal allotment allotment of Judah  of Judah (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:40), one o40), one of 16 citief 16 cities belongins belonging to the Lg to thg to the Lachisthe Lachish districth district in the so in the southwest Shuthwest Shephelah. Iephelah. Its locatiots location is unknon is unknown, althouwn, although it has gh igh it has recit has recently beenently been identifie identified with Teld with Tel Haraqim ( Haraqim (13363.103613363.10360). It is 0). It is sometimes sometimes identifiedideidentifiedidentified with Mach with Machbenah (1 Cbenah (1 Chr. 2:49).hr. 2:49).

A city in the tribal allotment of Judah (Josh. 15:40), one of 16 cities belonging to 
the Lachish district in the southwest Shephelah. Its location is unknown, although 
it has recently been identified with Tel Haraqim (13363.10360). It is sometimes 
identified with Machbenah (1 Chr. 2:49).

Steven M. Steven M. OrtizOrtiz

Steven M. Ortiz

CABULCABUL (Heb.  (Heb. kaœb�u®lkaœb�u®l)))

CABUL (Heb. kaœb�u®l )

�1.1. A border  A border town locattown located in the ed in the territory territory of Asher (of Asher (Josh. 19:2Josh. 19:27). It is 7). It is generally generallgenerally generally associatedassociated with the  with the modern Aramodern Arab town of b town of Kabul (170Kabul (170252) in lo252) in lower Galilewer Galilewer Galilee, cGalilee, ca. 16 km. a. 16 km. (10 mi.) S(10 mi.) SE of Acre.E of Acre. Cabul is  Cabul is the only athe only ancient easncient eastern bordetern border town in r tor town in thtown in the territore territory of the ty of the tribe of Asribe of Asher that rher that retains theetains the same name same name today. today. today.

1. A border town located in the territory of Asher (Josh. 19:27). It is 
generally associated with the modern Arab town of Kabul (170252) in lower 
Galilee, ca. 16 km. (10 mi.) SE of Acre. Cabul is the only ancient eastern border 
town in the territory of the tribe of Asher that retains the same name today.

�2.2. A distric A district in Galilt in Galilee consistee consisting of 20 ing of 20 towns thattowns that was given was given to Hiram  to Hiram of Tyre byof Tyreof Tyre by SoTyre by Solomon as rlomon as remuneratioemuneration for cedan for cedar, cypressr, cypress timber, a timber, and gold (1nd gold (1 Kgs. 9:13 Kgs. 9:13). The nam)9:139:13). The9:13). The name Cabu name Cabul (“unpleal (“unpleasant” or “sant” or “unfruitfulunfruitful”) connote”) connoted Hiram’s d Hiram’s displeasurdispleasure with theedispleasurdispleasurdispleasure with thee with the area, alt area, although the hough the precise meprecise meaning of taning of the word ishe word is not known not known. Accordin.knownknown. Accknown. According to ording to an alternaan alternate versionte version of the st of the story, it waory, it was Solomon s Solomon who receivwho receivwho received treceived the towns fhe towns from Hiram rom Hiram (2 Chr. 8:(2 Chr. 8:2), but th2), but the version e version in 1 Kingsin 1 Kings is consid is considered more erconsidconsideredconsidered more auth more authentic.entic.entic.

2. A district in Galilee consisting of 20 towns that was given to Hiram of 
Tyre by Solomon as remuneration for cedar, cypress timber, and gold (1 Kgs. 
9:13). The name Cabul (“unpleasant” or “unfruitful”) connoted Hiram’s 
displeasure with the area, although the precise meaning of the word is not 
known. According to an alternate version of the story, it was Solomon who 
received the towns from Hiram (2 Chr. 8:2), but the version in 1 Kings is 
considered more authentic.

John FotopJohn Fotopoulosoulos
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CAESARCAESAR (Gk.  (Gk. KaisarKaisar)))

CAESAR (Gk. Kaisar)

OriginallyOriginally the famil the family name of y name of Julius CaeJulius Caesar, it wasar, it was assumed s assumed upon adoptupon adoption into tion into the family hetthe familythe family of Julius of Julius by the fi by the first three rst three emperors: emperors: Augustus, Augustus, Tiberius, Tiberius, and Caliguand Caligula. Claudila. Clla. Claudius, Claudius, a grandsona grandson of August of Augustus, was nous, was not adopted t adopted into the Jinto the Julian clanulian clan and began and began a new tra a a new trada new tradition whenition when he took t he took the name Cahe name Caesar as a esar as a cognomen acognomen and kept hind kept his own famis own fas own family namfamily name. Subseque. Subsequent emperoent emperors followers followed suit, tad suit, taking the nking the name Caesarame Caesar either on either on either on accession accession or whenon or when adopted o adopted or appointer appointed heir appd heir apparent. Thearent. The family na family name thus beme thus bme thus became a mbecame a mark of staark of status. In 28tus. In 285 Emperor 5 Emperor DiocletianDiocletian bestowed  bestowed the title the title “Caesar” (“Caesar” (junior empj((junior em(junior emperor) on peror) on Maximian. Maximian. When DioclWhen Diocletian lateetian later elevatedr elevated Maximian  Maximian to senior to senioto senior empsenior emperor (Augueror (Augustus), thestus), they each appy each appointed junointed junior emperoior emperors (Caesarrs (Caesars).s).s).

Originally the family name of Julius Caesar, it was assumed upon adoption into 
the family of Julius by the first three emperors: Augustus, Tiberius, and Caligula. 
Claudius, a grandson of Augustus, was not adopted into the Julian clan and began 
a new tradition when he took the name Caesar as a cognomen and kept his own 
family name. Subsequent emperors followed suit, taking the name Caesar either 
on accession or when adopted or appointed heir apparent. The family name thus 
became a mark of status. In 285 Emperor Diocletian bestowed the title “Caesar” 
(junior emperor) on Maximian. When Diocletian later elevated Maximian to 
senior emperor (Augustus), they each appointed junior emperors (Caesars).

�Caesar is Caesar is the title the title by which tby which the NT refehe NT refers to the rs to the emperors: emperors: Caesar AugCaesar Augustus (Lukustus AugAugustus (Augustus (Luke 2:1),Luke 2:1), Tiberius  Tiberius Caesar (3:Caesar (3:1), Claudi1), Claudius Caesar us Caesar (Acts 17:7(Acts 17:7). Jesus a). Jesus affirmed paffirmaaffirmed paffirmed paying taxeaying taxes to Caesas to Caesar (Matt. 2r (Matt. 22:17-21 pa2:17-21 par.). At Jer.). At Jesus’ trialsus’ trial, Jewish l, Jewish leaders acceaderslleaders acleaders accused Pilacused Pilate of not te of not being “Caebeing “Caesar’s friesar’s friend” (John nd” (John 19:12), an19:12), and the pried the priests assertsts asts asserted tasserted they had “nhey had “no king buto king but Caesar” ( Caesar” (v. 15). Pav. 15). Paul exercisul exercised his riged his right as a Roht as a Roman citizemanRoRoman citiRoman citizen to appzen to appeal his caeal his case to Caesse to Caesar (Acts 2ar (Acts 25:10-12), 5:10-12), and he refand he refers to “Caers to “Caesar’s houes“Ca“Caesar’s “Caesar’s household”household” (Phil. 4: (Phil. 4:22).22).22).

Caesar is the title by which the NT refers to the emperors: Caesar 
Augustus (Luke 2:1), Tiberius Caesar (3:1), Claudius Caesar (Acts 17:7). Jesus 



affirmed paying taxes to Caesar (Matt. 22:17-21 par.). At Jesus’ trial, Jewish 
leaders accused Pilate of not being “Caesar’s friend” (John 19:12), and the priests 
asserted they had “no king but Caesar” (v. 15). Paul exercised his right as a 
Roman citizen to appeal his case to Caesar (Acts 25:10-12), and he refers to 
“Caesar’s household” (Phil. 4:22).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. Scarre,C. Scarre,  Chronicle Chronicle of the Romof the Roman Emperoran Emperorss (London,  (London, 1995).1995).1995).
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CAESAREACAESAREA (Gk.  (Gk. KaisaéreiaKaisaéreia)))

CAESAREA (Gk. Kaisaéreia)

Caesarea MCaesarea Maritima (1aritima (1399.2115),399.2115), a major G a major Greek and Rreek and Roman port oman port city on thcity on the Mediterre Meditee MediterranMediterranean ca. 40ean ca. 40 km. (25 m km. (25 mi.) N of Ti.) N of Tel Aviv; kel Aviv; known also nown also as Caesareas Caesarea Palestina Palestinae, “CaesaaPalestinPalestinaePalestinae, “Caesare, “Caesarea of Palesa of Palestine.” Hertine.” Herod the Greod the Great built iat built it between t between 22 and 10/22 and 10/9 9 B.C.E.BB.C.E.B.C.E., on the s, on the site of an ite of an earlier Phearlier Phoenician aoenician and Greek tnd Greek town calledown called Straton’s Straton’s Tower, na Tower, Tower, namTower, naming his neing his new foundatiw foundation for theon for the Emperor C Emperor Caesar Auguaesar Augustus. As Jstus. As Josephus deosephusJJosephus dJosephus described iescribed it (t (BJBJ 1.408–15) 1.408–15), Caesarea, Caesarea was an up was an up-to-date H-to-date Hellenisticellenistic city with city wi city with markewith markets, theatets, theaters, streetrs, streets on a gris on a grid plan, and plan, and especiald especially a capacly a capacious harboious harbor, likewisr, likr, likewise nlikewise named for Aamed for Augustus (Gugustus (Gk. k. SebastoœsSebastoœs), with ar), with artificial mtificial moles that oles that protected protecteprotected protected vessels frvessels from powerfuom powerful coastal l coastal storms andstorms and currents. currents.

Caesarea Maritima (1399.2115), a major Greek and Roman port city on the 
Mediterranean ca. 40 km. (25 mi.) N of Tel Aviv; known also as Caesarea 
Palestinae, “Caesarea of Palestine.” Herod the Great built it between 22 and 10/9 
B.C.E., on the site of an earlier Phoenician and Greek town called Straton’s 
Tower, naming his new foundation for the Emperor Caesar Augustus. As 
Josephus described it (BJ 1.408–15), Caesarea was an up-to-date Hellenistic city 
with markets, theaters, streets on a grid plan, and especially a capacious harbor, 
likewise named for Augustus (Gk. Sebastoœs), with artificial moles that 
protected vessels from powerful coastal storms and currents.

�When the RWhen the Romans anneomans annexed Judea xed Judea in 6 in 6 C.E.C.E., Caesarea, Caesarea became he became headquartersadquarters of the Ro of of the Romof the Roman governoan governors, includrs, including Pontiuing Pontius Pilate. s Pilate. Vespasian,Vespasian, acclaimed acclaimed emperor t emperor there in 69htthere in 6there in 69, refound9, refounded Caesareed Caesarea as a Roma as a Roman colony,an colony, the first the first in the pr in the province, anovince, and it remaid id it remaineit remained metropold metropolis of Paleis of Palestine and stine and center of center of the Roman the Roman administraadministration to thtion to the end of aeththe end ofthe end of antiquity antiquity. Its zeni. Its zenith in poputh in population andlation and influence influence was in th was in the early Che early Christian anristianChChristian Christian and Byzantand Byzantine periodine periods, the 3rds, the 3rd through 5 through 5th centurith centuries, when Ces, when Caesarea waaesarea waaesarea was metropwas metropolitan seeolitan see of Palest of Palestine and ceine and celebrated flebrated for biblicaor biblical scholarsl scholarship. Origehip. Origen and Eusen ann and Eusebiand Eusebius taught us taught there and there and created ancreated and tended ad tended a famous li famous library. In brary. In 640/41 the640/41 the city succ c city succucity succumbed to anmbed to an Arab sieg Arab siege. In the e. In the 10th and 110th and 11th centur1th centuries Muslimies Muslim Qaisariyy Qaisariyyah was a paQaisariyyQaisariyyaQaisariyyah was a prh was a prosperous cosperous commercial ommercial and agricuand agricultural towltural town, much smn, much smaller, thoaller, thoaller, though, ththough, than the ancan the ancient city,ient city, and in th and in the 12th ande 12th and 13th cent 13th centuries it curies it continued aontinued as center os cens center of center of a Crusadera Crusader principal principality. Destrity. Destroyed by thoyed by the Muslims e Muslims in 1265 anin 1265 and 1278, thd 1278, the site layeththe site lthe site lay mostly ay mostly abandoned abandoned until reseuntil resettled in 1ttled in 1884 by Bos884 by Bosnian Muslinian Muslim refugeesm refugees, of whom , o, of whom a of whom a small commsmall community survunity survived thereived there until the until the 1940s. 1940s.

When the Romans annexed Judea in 6 C.E., Caesarea became headquarters 
of the Roman governors, including Pontius Pilate. Vespasian, acclaimed emperor 
there in 69, refounded Caesarea as a Roman colony, the first in the province, and 
it remained metropolis of Palestine and center of the Roman administration to 
the end of antiquity. Its zenith in population and influence was in the early 
Christian and Byzantine periods, the 3rd through 5th centuries, when Caesarea 
was metropolitan see of Palestine and celebrated for biblical scholarship. Origen 
and Eusebius taught there and created and tended a famous library. In 640/41 the 
city succumbed to an Arab siege. In the 10th and 11th centuries Muslim 
Qaisariyyah was a prosperous commercial and agricultural town, much smaller, 
though, than the ancient city, and in the 12th and 13th centuries it continued as 
center of a Crusader principality. Destroyed by the Muslims in 1265 and 1278, 
the site lay mostly abandoned until resettled in 1884 by Bosnian Muslim refugees, 
of whom a small community survived there until the 1940s.

High-levelHigh-level aqueduct  aqueduct brings watbrings water to Romaer to Roman Caesarean Caesarea from spri from springs on thengs on the southern  southern southern ssouthern slopes of Mlopes of Mt. Carmel t. Carmel (Photo by (Photo by Aaron LeviAaron Levin; copyrign; copyright Combineht Combined Caesaread Caesad Caesarea ECaesarea Expeditionsxpeditions))

High-level aqueduct brings water to Roman Caesarea from springs on the 
southern slopes of Mt. Carmel (Photo by Aaron Levin; copyright Combined 
Caesarea Expeditions)

�Caesarea iCaesarea is prominens prominent in the At in the Acts of thects of the Apostles  Apostles as a princas a principal urbanipal urban setting o setting setting ofsetting of primitive primitive Christian Christianity. Paul ity. Paul sailed frosailed from there atm there at the begin the beginning of hining of his mission s missios mission anmission and landed ad landed at Caesareat Caesarea’s harbor ’s harbor before goibefore going up to Jng up to Jerusalem (erusalem (Acts 9:30;Acts 9:30; 18:22). P 1 18:22). Ph18:22). Philip the eilip the evangelist vangelist apparentlyapparently brought C brought Christianithristianity to Caesay to Caesarea soon area soon after the Cfteraafter the after the CrucifixioCrucifixion, and yean, and years later hrs later he and foure and four grown dau grown daughters, apghters, apparently aparently a nucleus o nu nucleus ofnucleus of the Caesa the Caesarea communrea community, hosteity, hosted Paul (6:d Paul (6:5; 21:8). 5; 21:8). Arrested bArrested by the Romay the Romay the Roman authRoman authorities caorities ca. 60, Paul. 60, Paul was kept  was kept in arrest in arrest at Caesareat Caesarea by the ga by the governor Feovernor Felix until lixFeFelix untiFelix until judged bl judged by the nexty the next governor  governor Festus andFestus and sent from sent from there on  there on to Rome (2to Rome (23:33—27:1)3(2(23:33—27:(23:33—27:1). In the1). In the meantime, meantime, Peter had Peter had also brou also brought the Chght the Christian meristian message to Cssage to Cssage to Caesarea, Caesarea, where he wwhere he was hosted as hosted in the houin the house of Cornse of Cornelius, a Relius, a Roman centuoman centurion (Actsrion (Acrion (Acts 10).(Acts 10). Around th Around this man andis man and his house his household apparhold apparently formently formed the eared the earliest Gentliest Gentliest Gentile ChGentile Christian coristian community anmmunity anywhere.ywhere.ywhere.

Caesarea is prominent in the Acts of the Apostles as a principal urban 
setting of primitive Christianity. Paul sailed from there at the beginning of his 
mission and landed at Caesarea’s harbor before going up to Jerusalem (Acts 9:30; 



18:22). Philip the evangelist apparently brought Christianity to Caesarea soon 
after the Crucifixion, and years later he and four grown daughters, apparently a 
nucleus of the Caesarea community, hosted Paul (6:5; 21:8). Arrested by the 
Roman authorities ca. 60, Paul was kept in arrest at Caesarea by the governor 
Felix until judged by the next governor Festus and sent from there on to Rome 
(23:33—27:1). In the meantime, Peter had also brought the Christian message to 
Caesarea, where he was hosted in the house of Cornelius, a Roman centurion 
(Acts 10). Around this man and his household apparently formed the earliest 
Gentile Christian community anywhere.

�The site wThe site was never las never lost, but oost, but only recentnly recently have arly have archaeologischaeologists explorets explored large trd large d large traclarge tracts of it. ts of it. Israeli anIsraeli and internatd international teamional teams have exps have explored the lored the harbors exharbors extensively,tensivexextensivelextensively, where Hy, where Herod’s engerod’s engineers useineers used hydraulid hydraulic concretec concrete, imported, imported from Ital from Italy, to builyItalItaly, to Italy, to build the build the moles. Benmoles. Beneath the seath the streets wastreets was an elabor an elaborate systemate system of sewers of sewers and drain an and drainsand drains, as Josep, as Josephus descrihus described. The Hbed. The Herodian therodian theater has eater has been excavbeen excavated, and ated, and more recenmmore recenmore recently the amtly the amphitheaterphitheater on the co on the coast where ast where Herod sponHerod sponsored charsored chariot races iot raciot races whenraces when he dedica he dedicated the cited the city. On thety. On the temple pl temple platform, abatform, above the haove the harbor on itrbor on its eastern sitits easterits eastern side, wan side, was Herod’s s Herod’s temple of temple of Augustus, Augustus, which had which had colossal scolossal statues of tatues of the goddesthethe goddesthe goddess Roma ands Roma and Augustus  Augustus as a god. as a god. To the souTo the south, juttinth, jutting into theg into the sea, was  sea, was the promonththe promonthe promontory palactory palace, undoubte, undoubtedly the pedly the praetorium raetorium of the Romof the Roman governoan governors mentionrs menrs mentioned mentioned in Acts, win Acts, where Paul here Paul lay in prilay in prison and deson and defended himfended himself beforself before the authe the authorities. Coauthauthoritieauthorities. Currents. Current excavatio excavation beneath n beneath later levelater levels holds pls holds promise of romise of revealing revealing physical rphyphysical rphysical remains of emains of the urban the urban setting thsetting that first nat first nourished pourished primitive Crimitive Christianithristianity.y.y.

The site was never lost, but only recently have archaeologists explored 
large tracts of it. Israeli and international teams have explored the harbors 
extensively, where Herod’s engineers used hydraulic concrete, imported from 
Italy, to build the moles. Beneath the streets was an elaborate system of sewers 
and drains, as Josephus described. The Herodian theater has been excavated, and 
more recently the amphitheater on the coast where Herod sponsored chariot 
races when he dedicated the city. On the temple platform, above the harbor on 
its eastern side, was Herod’s temple of Augustus, which had colossal statues of 
the goddess Roma and Augustus as a god. To the south, jutting into the sea, was 
the promontory palace, undoubtedly the praetorium of the Roman governors 
mentioned in Acts, where Paul lay in prison and defended himself before the 
authorities. Current excavation beneath later levels holds promise of revealing 
physical remains of the urban setting that first nourished primitive Christianity.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. K. G. HoluK. G. Holum, R. L. Hm, R. L. Hohlfelder,ohlfelder, R. J. Bul R. J. Bull, and A. l, and A. Raban, Raban, King HerodKing HKing Herod’s DrHerod’s Dream: Caesaeam: Caesarea on therea on the Sea Sea (New York (New York, 1988); K, 1988); K. G. Holum. G. Holum, A. Raban, A. Raban, and J. P, and, and J. Patand J. Patrich, ed.,rich, ed.,  Caesarea PCaesarea Papers II: apers II: Herod’s TeHerod’s Temple, the mple, the Later HarbLater Harbor, Byzantor, Byzantine Praetoine Praine PraetoriumPraetorium and Wareh and Warehouses, theouses, the Gold Coin Gold Coin Hoard, an Hoard, and Other Std Other Studies.udies. Journal o Journal of Roman Arf Romanf Roman ArchRoman Archaeology Suaeology Sup (forthcop (forthcoming); A. ming); A. Raban and Raban and K. G. HoluK. G. Holum, eds., m, eds., Caesarea MCaesarea Caesarea MCaesarea Maritima: Aaritima: A Retrospec Retrospective aftertive after Two Mille Two Millennia.nnia. DMOA 21 ( DMOA 21 (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1996) (with 96) (wi96) (with bibl(with bibliog.); R. iog.); R. L. Vann, eL. Vann, ed., d., Caesara PaCaesara Papers: Strapers: Straton’s Toweton’s Tower, Herod’sr, Herod’s Harbour,  Harbour, and Roman andand Roman and Roman and Byzantand Byzantine Caesarine Caesarea.ea. Journal o Journal of Roman Arf Roman Archaeology chaeology Sup 5 (AnnSup 5 (Ann Arbor, 19 Arbo Arbor, 199Arbor, 1992).2).2).
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CAESAREA PHILIPPI 
(Gk. Kaisaéreia heä Philiíppou)

The capitaThe capital and chiel and chief residencf residence of the te of the tetrarch Heetrarch Herod Philiprod Philip. Located . Located in northerin northern Palestinn Pn Palestine Palestine on the lowon the lower range oer range of Mt. Hermf Mt. Hermon, the sion, the site had sevte had several featueral features that cres that contributedonccontributecontributed to its dd to its developmentevelopment. At an el. At an elevation ofevation of 340 m. (1 340 m. (1100 ft.) a100 ft.) above sea lbove sea level, it hevellevel, it level, it had a commhad a commanding vieanding view of the fw of the fertile Hulertile Huleh Valley eh Valley to the souto the southwest. Sithwest. Situated on tuatSiSituated oSituated on the eastn the east-west high-west highway that rway that ran from Tyan from Tyre to Damare to Damascus, it wscus, it was tied inas tied into the inttoininto the iinto the internationnternational trade ral trade route systeoute system. The sitm. The site also feae also featured a sptured a spring, whicring, which providedh proh provided wprovided water for hater for habitation,abitation, along wit along with a cave th a cave that made ihat made it attractit attractive for culve for cultic activitic actic activitiesactivities...

The capital and chief residence of the tetrarch Herod Philip. Located in northern 
Palestine on the lower range of Mt. Hermon, the site had several features that 
contributed to its development. At an elevation of 340 m. (1100 ft.) above sea 
level, it had a commanding view of the fertile Huleh Valley to the southwest. 
Situated on the east-west highway that ran from Tyre to Damascus, it was tied 



into the international trade route system. The site also featured a spring, which 
provided water for habitation, along with a cave that made it attractive for cultic 
activities.

�The site hThe site has been suas been suggested asggested as that of O that of OT Baal-gadT Baal-gad, Baal-her, Baal-hermon, or Bemon, or Beth-rehob, th-rehBeBeth-rehobBeth-rehob, but pott, but pottery fragmeery fragments found nts found thus far dthus far do not pre-o not pre-date the Hdate the Hellenisticellenistic period. T p period. Thperiod. The earlieste earliest developme developments took pnts took place durinlace during that perg that period in theiod in the area of t area of the cave anhetthe cave athe cave and the sprnd the spring. Greeking. Greek settlers  settlers named the named the site Paneisite Paneion (also son (also spelled Panpelled Paneas and PaeaPanPaneas andPaneas and Panias) a Panias) after the Gfter the Greek god Preek god Pan; the suan; the surrounding rrounding territory territory was also kwas also known as Panokknown as Pknown as Paneas. Nicaneas. Niches were ches were cut in the ut in the face of thface of the bluff ane bluff and around td around the cave, rhe cave, recognized ecrrecognizedrecognized as the sa as the sanctuary ornctuary or dwelling  dwelling place of tplace of the deity, he deity, and dedicaand dedicated to “Pated to “Pan and the n an and the Nyand the Nymphs.” Accmphs.” According to ording to Josephus, Josephus, the regionthe region was given was given to Herod  to Herod by Caesar by Caesaby Caesar AugCaesar Augustus in 2ustus in 20 0 B.C.E.B.C.E. Herod in  Herod in turn constturn constructed a bructed a beautiful weautiful white marblhite marble temple de tee temple dedtemple dedicated to icated to Augustus, Augustus, and it mosand it most likely bt likely became the ecame the focal poinfocal point of the ct of the cultic precultccultic precultic precinct.cinct.cinct.

The site has been suggested as that of OT Baal-gad, Baal-hermon, or 
Beth-rehob, but pottery fragments found thus far do not pre-date the Hellenistic 
period. The earliest developments took place during that period in the area of 
the cave and the spring. Greek settlers named the site Paneion (also spelled 
Paneas and Panias) after the Greek god Pan; the surrounding territory was also 
known as Paneas. Niches were cut in the face of the bluff and around the cave, 
recognized as the sanctuary or dwelling place of the deity, and dedicated to “Pan 
and the Nymphs.” According to Josephus, the region was given to Herod by 
Caesar Augustus in 20 B.C.E. Herod in turn constructed a beautiful white marble 
temple dedicated to Augustus, and it most likely became the focal point of the 
cultic precinct.

�The characThe character of theter of the site chan site changed followged following the deing the death of Herath of Herod the Greod the Great in 4 at in 4at in 4 4 B.C.E.B.C.E., when Pan, when Paneion and ieion and its territots territory became ry became a part of a part of the tetrarthe tetrarchy of Herchy of Herod’s son, od’s sod’s son, Herodson, Herod Philip. I Philip. In 2 n 2 B.C.E.B.C.E. Herod Phi Herod Philip foundelip founded the firsd the first actual ct actual city there,ity there, naming it namin naming it naming it Caesarea iCaesarea in honor ofn honor of Caesar Au Caesar Augustus, angustus, and Philippid Philippi, to disti, to distinguish it nguish it from the Cfromfrom the Cfrom the Caesarea onaesarea on the coast the coast. As Herod. As Herod Philip’s  Philip’s capital, tcapital, the city fuhe city functioned anctioned as a centers a s a center oa center of both worf both worship and gship and government.overnment. This stat This status is reflus is reflected in tected in the accounthe account of Simon  of of Simon Pof Simon Peter’s coneter’s confession (Mfession (Matt. 16:13att. 16:13; Mark 8:2; Mark 8:27).7).7).

The character of the site changed following the death of Herod the Great in 
4 B.C.E., when Paneion and its territory became a part of the tetrarchy of Herod’s 
son, Herod Philip. In 2 B.C.E. Herod Philip founded the first actual city there, 
naming it Caesarea in honor of Caesar Augustus, and Philippi, to distinguish it 
from the Caesarea on the coast. As Herod Philip’s capital, the city functioned as 
a center of both worship and government. This status is reflected in the account 
of Simon Peter’s confession (Matt. 16:13; Mark 8:27).

�The city wThe city was rebuiltas rebuilt by Herod  by Herod Agrippa IIAgrippa II ca. 60  ca. 60 C.E.C.E. and renam and renamed Neroniaed Neronias, in honos, ins, in honor oin honor of the empef the emperor Nero. ror Nero. It was oneIt was one of the mo of the most magnifist magnificent citiecent cities of the Rs of the Roman worldoRRoman worlRoman world. Followid. Following the deang the death of Neroth of Nero, the name, the name reverted  reverted once againonce again to Caesar to Caes to Caesarea PCaesarea Philippi. Ahilippi. According tccording to Josephuso Josephus, both Ves, both Vespasian andpasian and Titus vis Titus visited the cited the city (ity ccity (city (BJBJ 3.443–44; 3.443–44; 7.23–24)  7.23–24) during theduring the course of course of the Jewis the Jewish-Roman Wah-Roman War (66–70 r (66–70 C.E.C.EC.E.C.E.), using t), using the site tohe site to rest and  rest and refresh threfresh their troopseir troops. Subseque. Subsequently the nntly the name of theame of the site reve thethe site rthe site reverted toeverted to the earli the earlier Paneas,er Paneas, preserved preserved in the mo in the modern name dern name of the sitof the site, Banias.e, sitsite, Banisite, Banias.as.as.

The city was rebuilt by Herod Agrippa II ca. 60 C.E. and renamed Neronias, 
in honor of the emperor Nero. It was one of the most magnificent cities of the 
Roman world. Following the death of Nero, the name reverted once again to 
Caesarea Philippi. According to Josephus, both Vespasian and Titus visited the 
city (BJ 3.443–44; 7.23–24) during the course of the Jewish-Roman War (66–70 
C.E.), using the site to rest and refresh their troops. Subsequently the name of 
the site reverted to the earlier Paneas, preserved in the modern name of the 
site, Banias.

�Recent excRecent excavations aavations at the sitet the site have focu have focused on thesed on the cultic ar cultic area at the ea at the base of thbase of tbase of the bluff the bluff near the cnear the cave of Panave of Pan and the u and the urban centerban center to the sr to the south. Excaouth. Excavations invations in the culti the the culticthe cultic precinct  precinct have produhave produced the reced the remains of amains of a temple, p temple, perhaps thaerhaps that built byt built by Herod the He Herod the Herod the Great. ExcGreat. Excavations oavations of the urbaf the urban center hn center have revealave revealed evidenced evidence of a lare of a large 3rd- toglarlarge 3rd-large 3rd- to 4th-ce to 4th-century basintury basilica, a selica, a series of arries of arches with ches with vaulted rovaulted rooms, a secoms, a section of thtion otion of the citof the city’s Cardo y’s Cardo Maximus, aMaximus, and a monumnd a monumental Earlental Early Roman cry Roman cryptoporticyptoportica.a.a.

Recent excavations at the site have focused on the cultic area at the base of 
the bluff near the cave of Pan and the urban center to the south. Excavations in 
the cultic precinct have produced the remains of a temple, perhaps that built by 
Herod the Great. Excavations of the urban center have revealed evidence of a 
large 3rd- to 4th-century basilica, a series of arches with vaulted rooms, a section 
of the city’s Cardo Maximus, and a monumental Early Roman cryptoportica.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Z. U. Z. U. Ma{ozMa{oz, “Banias,, “Banias,” ” NEAEHLNEAEHL 1:136–43. 1:136–43.
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CAESAR’S HCAESAR’S HOUSEHOLDOUSEHOLDOUSEHOLD

CAESAR’S HOUSEHOLD

Paul extenPaul extended greetided greetings from “ngs from “those of Cthose of Caesar’s hoaesar’s household” (usehold” (Phil. 4:22Phil. 4:22). This ma). This may indicatey mamay indicamay indicate that Pate that Paul wrote ful wrote from Rome wrom Rome while awaithile awaiting trial ing trial before Caebefore Caesar, and tsar, and that converhtthat convethat conversions occrsions occurred amonurred among Caesar’sg Caesar’s family. H family. However, thowever, the phrase he phrase had severalad severaad several meseveral meanings. Asanings. As early as  early as Augustus, Augustus, the empirethe empire could be  could be referred treferred to as the eo as the emperor’s hmpeemperor’s emperor’s household household since he wsince he was the as the paterfamilpaterfamiliasias of the wh of the whole realm.ole realm. Tacitus r Tacitus referred toefrreferred treferred to the incoo the incorporation rporation of Egypt iof Egypt into the nto the domus Caesdomus Caesarisaris ( (Hist.Hist. 1.11). Mo 1.11). Most often, st ofst often, it often, it referred treferred to the vasto the vast imperial  imperial bureacracybureacracy consistin consisting of persog of personal servannal servants, freedmts, frts, freedmen, freedmen, and slavesand slaves (Philo  (Philo Flacc.Flacc. 35). 35). 35).

Paul extended greetings from “those of Caesar’s household” (Phil. 4:22). This 



may indicate that Paul wrote from Rome while awaiting trial before Caesar, and 
that conversions occurred among Caesar’s family. However, the phrase had 
several meanings. As early as Augustus, the empire could be referred to as the 
emperor’s household since he was the paterfamilias of the whole realm. Tacitus 
referred to the incorporation of Egypt into the domus Caesaris (Hist. 1.11). Most 
often, it referred to the vast imperial bureacracy consisting of personal servants, 
freedmen, and slaves (Philo Flacc. 35).

Scott NashScott Nash

Scott Nash

CAIAPHASCAIAPHAS (Gk.  (Gk. KaiÿaéphasKaiÿaéphas)))

CAIAPHAS (Gk. Kaiÿaéphas)

Most frequMost frequently descently described as tribed as the high prhe high priest involiest involved in theved in the Jewish tr Jewish trial of Jesial of Jesus.us.us.

Most frequently described as the high priest involved in the Jewish trial of Jesus.

�Luke’s staLuke’s statements artements are confusine confusing. He usesg. He uses only the  only the plural forplural form “high prm “high priests” in iests” iniests” in the Pasin the Passion narrasion narrative withotive without providiut providing their nng their names. In cames. In contrast, iontrast, in both plan both places where ces wces where he nwhere he names Caiapames Caiaphas Luke jhas Luke joins him woins him with Annas ith Annas as the higas the high priest. h priest. Luke 3:2 lLuke 3:2 locates Johollocates Jolocates John the Baphn the Baptist’s wiltist’s wilderness apderness appearance apearance at the timet the time of the hi of the high priesthgh priesthood of Annoodpriesthpriesthoodpriesthood of Annas  of Annas and of Caiand of Caiaphas. Thiaphas. This phrase is phrase is difficuls difficult to intert to interpret becaupret because never mse nse never morenever more than one  than one person serperson served that oved that office at affice at a time. In  time. In Acts 4:6 LActs 4:6 Luke ascribuke ascribes the tites ascribascribes tascribes the title “he title “high prieshigh priest” to Annat” to Annas but lists but lists Caiaphass Caiaphas as one of as one of the high  the high priest’s fpriestpriest’s fpriest’s family. Accamily. According to ording to Josephus, Josephus, however, Ahowever, Annas was hnnas was high priestigh priest roughly b roughly between 6 aetbbetween 6 between 6 and 15 and 15 C.E.C.E., and Caia, and Caiaphas betwephas between 18 and en 18 and 36 (36 (Ant.Ant. 18.2.1–2; 18.2.1–2; 18.4.3).  18.4.3). If JosephuIf JIf Josephus iJosephus is correct,s correct, it was no it was not Annas but Annas but Caiaphast Caiaphas who was h who was high priestigh priest both at t both at the time ofhetthe time othe time of John thef John the Baptist a Baptist and during nd during the early the early Christian Christian period. Moperiod. Most probablst probably, Luke’s y, Ly, Luke’s conLuke’s confusing stafusing statements retements reflect the flect the contemporacontemporary custom ry custom to use theto use the office ti office title even atletititle eventitle even after the after the term is o term is over.ver.ver.

Luke’s statements are confusing. He uses only the plural form “high priests” 
in the Passion narrative without providing their names. In contrast, in both places 
where he names Caiaphas Luke joins him with Annas as the high priest. Luke 3:2 
locates John the Baptist’s wilderness appearance at the time of the high 
priesthood of Annas and of Caiaphas. This phrase is difficult to interpret because 
never more than one person served that office at a time. In Acts 4:6 Luke 
ascribes the title “high priest” to Annas but lists Caiaphas as one of the high 
priest’s family. According to Josephus, however, Annas was high priest roughly 
between 6 and 15 C.E., and Caiaphas between 18 and 36 (Ant. 18.2.1–2; 18.4.3). If 
Josephus is correct, it was not Annas but Caiaphas who was high priest both at 
the time of John the Baptist and during the early Christian period. Most probably, 
Luke’s confusing statements reflect the contemporary custom to use the office 
title even after the term is over.

�Both MatthBoth Matthew and Johew and John seem to n seem to be historibe historically morecally more accurate. accurate. Matthew n Matthew names only amennames onlynames only Caiaphas  Caiaphas as high pras high priest. Jewiiest. Jewish leaderssh leaders conspire  conspire to arrest to arrest Jesus at tJesus at the palace he phe palace of palace of “the high “the high priest, whpriest, who was callo was called Caiaphaed Caiaphas” (Matt. s” (Matt. 26:3), and26:3), and after his after his arrest Je arre arrest Jesarrest Jesus is led us is led to “Caiaphto “Caiaphas the higas the high priest” h priest” (v. 57). J(v. 57). John mentioohn mentions both Anns both Annas and Canas AnAnnas and Annas and Caiaphas bCaiaphas by name buty name but never use never uses the titls the title “the hige “the high priest” h priest” for Annas.for Annas. Caiaphas  C Caiaphas iCaiaphas is designats designated as “theed as “the high prie high priest that yest that year” (John ar” (John 11:49, 51;11:49, 51; 18:13) or 18:13) or simply as simp simply as simply as “the high “the high priest” (1priest” (18:24), and8:24), and Annas as  Annas as “the fathe“the father-in-law or-in-law of Caiaphasf Caiaphas, who was , wh, who was thwho was the high prie high priest that yest that year” (v. 1ear” (v. 13). Accord3). According to Johing to John, after tn, after the arrest he arrest Jesus was JesusJesus was Jesus was sent firstsent first to Annas, to Annas, then to C then to Caiaphas (Jaiaphas (John 18:13,ohn 18:13, 24). 24). 24).

Both Matthew and John seem to be historically more accurate. Matthew 
names only Caiaphas as high priest. Jewish leaders conspire to arrest Jesus at the 
palace of “the high priest, who was called Caiaphas” (Matt. 26:3), and after his 
arrest Jesus is led to “Caiaphas the high priest” (v. 57). John mentions both 
Annas and Caiaphas by name but never uses the title “the high priest” for Annas. 
Caiaphas is designated as “the high priest that year” (John 11:49, 51; 18:13) or 
simply as “the high priest” (18:24), and Annas as “the father-in-law of Caiaphas, 
who was the high priest that year” (v. 13). According to John, after the arrest 
Jesus was sent first to Annas, then to Caiaphas (John 18:13, 24).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. BrowR. E. Brown, n, The Death The Death of the Mesof the Messiahsiah (New York (New York, 1994), 1, 1994), 1:404–11; W:4011:404–11; 1:404–11; W. HorburyW. Horbury, “The ‘Ca, “The ‘Caiaphas’ Osiaphas’ Ossuaries ansuaries and Joseph Cd Joseph Caiaphas,” aiaphas,” PEQPEQ 126 (1994 126  126 (1994)126 (1994): 32–48.: 32–48.: 32–48.

Bibliography. R. E. Brown, The Death of the Messiah (New York, 1994), 
1:404–11; W. Horbury, “The ‘Caiaphas’ Ossuaries and Joseph Caiaphas,” PEQ 
126 (1994): 32–48.
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CAINCAIN (Heb.  (Heb. qayinqayin) ) AND ABEL (AND ABEL (heb�elheb�el)))

CAIN (Heb. qayin) AND ABEL (heb�el )

Cain was tCain was the eldest he eldest son of Adason of Adam and Eve m and Eve (Gen. 4:1)(Gen. 4:1), a “tille, a “tiller of the gr of the ground”; Abround”; Abel, their el,AbAbel, theiAbel, their second sr second son, was a on, was a “keeper of“keeper of sheep” (v sheep” (v. 2).. 2).. 2).

Cain was the eldest son of Adam and Eve (Gen. 4:1), a “tiller of the ground”; 



Abel, their second son, was a “keeper of sheep” (v. 2).

�Most readiMost readings of thengs of the stories o stories of Cain andf Cain and Abel (Gen Abel (Gen. 4:3-5:32. 4:3-5:32) convict ) convict Cain of saCain of Cain of sacrileof sacrilege and murge and murder (4 Macder (4 Macc. 18:11; c. 18:11; 1 John 3:11 John 3:12) and con2) and consider themsider them an explan an explanation for aexplanexplanatioexplanation for an in for an irreconcilarreconcilable conflible conflict betweenct between farmers a farmers and herdersnd herders. Hebrews . Hebrews sees Cain sesees Cain sees Cain as the oneas the one whose sac whose sacrifice wasrifice was not as go not as good as his od as his brother’s brother’s (Heb. 11:4(Heb. 11:4). Jude pr). 11:411:4). Jud11:4). Jude pronounce pronounces judgmenes judgment upon thot upon those who actse who act like Cain like Cain and lead  and lead others intothers intothers into sin (into sin (Jude 11). Jude 11). For JosephFor Josephus and manus and many rabbis, y rabbis, Abel repreAbel represents the sents the virtuous, virtuous, Cain the gCaiCain the gCain the greedy and reedy and grasping. grasping. Abel is anAbel is an innocent  innocent victim, Cavictim, Cain a murdein a murderer. For Arer. For Augustine, ugAAugustine,Augustine, the stori the stories demonstes demonstrate the srate the spread of spread of sin. Disobein. Disobedience sprdience spreads to saeads to sacrilege (Gcrsasacrilege sacrilege (Gen. 4:3-(Gen. 4:3-7), murder7), murder (v. 8), p (v. 8), perjury (vverjury (vv. 9–10), a. 9–10), and vengeannd vengeance (vv. 23ce (vv. 23–24).–24)2323–24).23–24).23–24).

Most readings of the stories of Cain and Abel (Gen. 4:3-5:32) convict Cain 
of sacrilege and murder (4 Macc. 18:11; 1 John 3:12) and consider them an 
explanation for an irreconcilable conflict between farmers and herders. Hebrews 
sees Cain as the one whose sacrifice was not as good as his brother’s (Heb. 
11:4). Jude pronounces judgment upon those who act like Cain and lead others 
into sin (Jude 11). For Josephus and many rabbis, Abel represents the virtuous, 
Cain the greedy and grasping. Abel is an innocent victim, Cain a murderer. For 
Augustine, the stories demonstrate the spread of sin. Disobedience spreads to 
sacrilege (Gen. 4:3-7), murder (v. 8), perjury (vv. 9–10), and vengeance (vv. 
23–24).

�Before AleBefore Alexander thexander the Great bro Great brought Helleught Hellenism into nism into the world the world of the Bibof the Bible in 333 le in le in 333 in 333 B.C.E.B.C.E., neither , neither theologiestheologies of origin of original sin noral sin nor etiologie etiologies about cls about class confliass conflict appear ct apct appear in appear in ancient Neancient Near Easternar Eastern tradition traditions. Like ths. Like the Enuma Ele Enuma Elish storieish stories from Mess from Mesopotamia aopMesMesopotamiMesopotamia and the a and the stories ofstories of Anubis an Anubis and Bata frod Bata from Egypt, tm Egypt, the storieshe stories of Cain a of Cain and Abel annaand Abel aand Abel and those ond those of Adam andf Adam and Eve (Gen. Eve (Gen. 2:4-4:2)  2:4-4:2) were creatwere creation storieion stories about hos about hos about how humanshow humans learned t learned to bear chio bear children, farldren, farm, build cm, build cities, makities, make tents, he tents, herd livesterd livestock, play ocklivestlivestock,livestock, play musi play music, work mec, work metal, admintal, administer justister justice, and tice, and trade.rade.rade.

Before Alexander the Great brought Hellenism into the world of the Bible 
in 333 B.C.E., neither theologies of original sin nor etiologies about class conflict 
appear in ancient Near Eastern traditions. Like the Enuma Elish stories from 
Mesopotamia and the stories of Anubis and Bata from Egypt, the stories of Cain 
and Abel and those of Adam and Eve (Gen. 2:4-4:2) were creation stories about 
how humans learned to bear children, farm, build cities, make tents, herd 
livestock, play music, work metal, administer justice, and trade.

�When the sWhen the stories opetories open, Cain ann, Cain and Abel ared Abel are ratifying ratifying covenants covenants for seed  for seed to plant ato planto plant and plant and animals toanimals to breed. “A breed. “An offeringn offering of the fr of the fruit of theuit of the ground” a ground” and “. . . nd “. . . the firstlthe firthe firstlingsfirstlings of his fl of his flock, theirock, their fat porti fat portions” are sons” are standard bitandard biblical expblical expressions fressions for the sacor the saor the sacrificessacrifices of farmer of farmers and herds and herders. “Theiers. “Their fat portr fat portions” (v. ions” (v. 4) does no4) does not privilegt privilege the sacre the e the sacrifthe sacrifice of Abeice of Abel over thal over that of Cain.t of Cain. All sacri All sacrifices mustfices must be the be be the best or “fatst or “fat” portions” port” portions.portions.portions.

When the stories open, Cain and Abel are ratifying covenants for seed to 
plant and animals to breed. “An offering of the fruit of the ground” and “. . . the 
firstlings of his flock, their fat portions” are standard biblical expressions for the 
sacrifices of farmers and herders. “Their fat portions” (v. 4) does not privilege 
the sacrifice of Abel over that of Cain. All sacrifices must be the best or “fat” 
portions.

�TranslatioTranslations readingns reading “. . . an “. . . and the Lordd the Lord had regar had regard for Abeld for Abel . . . but . . . but for Cain  for Cain . . . he h. . . . he h. . . he had no regaad no regard” (Gen. rd” (Gen. 4:4)” invi4:4)” invite a painfte a painful theologul theology portrayiy portraying Yahweh ng Yahweh as capricias caas capriciouscapricious. A better. A better reading w reading would be “.ould be “. . . and t . . and the land hahe land had regard fd regard for Abel . or Abel . . . but fo. . but. . but for Cabut for Cain . . . tin . . . the land hahe land had no regard no regard.” “Land”d.” “Land” and “Yahw and “Yahweh” here aeh” here are synonymre synonymous, just osynonymsynonymoussynonymous, just as , just as in Cain’s in Cain’s appeal latappeal later: “. . .er: “. . . today you today you have driv have driven me awayen me away from the  from from the lfrom the land, and Iand, and I shall be  shall be hidden frohidden from your facm your face” (v. 14)e” (v. 14). Even tho. Even though both ough both offer accepffeooffer acceoffer acceptable sacptable sacrifices, trifices, the land prhe land produces enooduces enough for Abugh for Abel’s flockel’s flocks, but nots, but not enough fo eno enough forenough for Cain’s cr Cain’s crops.ops.ops.

Translations reading “. . . and the Lord had regard for Abel . . . but for Cain 
. . . he had no regard” (Gen. 4:4)” invite a painful theology portraying Yahweh as 
capricious. A better reading would be “. . . and the land had regard for Abel . . . 
but for Cain . . . the land had no regard.” “Land” and “Yahweh” here are 
synonymous, just as in Cain’s appeal later: “. . . today you have driven me away 
from the land, and I shall be hidden from your face” (v. 14). Even though both 
offer acceptable sacrifices, the land produces enough for Abel’s flocks, but not 
enough for Cain’s crops.

�The sin luThe sin lurking at trking at the door (Ghe door (Gen. 4:7) ien. 4:7) is not the s not the temptationtemptation to murder to murder Abel. Whe Abel. W Abel. When harveWhen harvests come ists come in, humans n, humans easily acceasily accept fertilept fertility as a bity as a blessing; blessing; but when haut when harvests fairvehaharvests fharvests fail, they ail, they are tempteare tempted to see td to see their fertiheir fertility as a lity as a curse. Thecurse. The stories r stories remind humaemind hemind humans thahumans that despite t despite the temptathe temptation to fotion to forgo creatirgo creativity and rvity and remain steremain sterile, they ile, they should notshoshould notshould not let the l let the labor whichabor which creativit creativity requiresy requires discourag discourage them froe them from farming.m farming.

The sin lurking at the door (Gen. 4:7) is not the temptation to murder Abel. 
When harvests come in, humans easily accept fertility as a blessing; but when 
harvests fail, they are tempted to see their fertility as a curse. The stories remind 
humans that despite the temptation to forgo creativity and remain sterile, they 
should not let the labor which creativity requires discourage them from farming.

�When Cain’When Cain’s grain sas grain sacrifice docrifice does not bries not bring a good ng a good year, he syear, he sacrifices acrifices Abel. In tAbel. In tAbel. In the Enuma the Enuma Elish storElish stories, Nintuies, Nintu-mami uses-mami uses the blood the blood of Wei-la of Wei-la to moiste to moisten the clayn the clay she will  clayclay she wclay she will use toill use to create th create the first hue first humans. Heremans. Here Cain mois Cain moistens soil tens soil with the bwith the blood of Abloodbblood of Ablood of Abel to bribel to bring it to lng it to life. The sife. The sacrifice oacrifice of Abel alsf Abel also alters to alters the status he status of the houof the hof the household household of Cain. Bof Cain. By sacrificy sacrificing the heing the herder whoserder whose livestock livestock are its i are its insurance ansurance against stagainaagainst stagainst starvation warvation when crops hen crops fail, Cainfail, Cain places hi places his househols household in compld in complete dependete dependence upon endependdependencedependence upon Yahw upon Yahweh for itseh for its survival. survival.

When Cain’s grain sacrifice does not bring a good year, he sacrifices Abel. In 
the Enuma Elish stories, Nintu-mami uses the blood of Wei-la to moisten the 
clay she will use to create the first humans. Here Cain moistens soil with the 



blood of Abel to bring it to life. The sacrifice of Abel also alters the status of the 
household of Cain. By sacrificing the herder whose livestock are its insurance 
against starvation when crops fail, Cain places his household in complete 
dependence upon Yahweh for its survival.

�Yahweh intYahweh intervenes, nervenes, not to puniot to punish Cain lish Cain like a judgeke a judge but rathe but rather, like a r, like a midwife, tmidwife, midwife, tmidwife, to prepare o prepare him to fachim to face the laboe the labor which hur which human creatiman creativity demanvity demands. Yahwehds. Yahweds. Yahweh teaYahweh teaches Cain ches Cain that he withat he will survivell survive in the la in the land of Nod nd of Nod (Heb. (Heb. no®d�no®d�) by forag) by for) by foraging (foraging (nw{nw{) and scav) and scavenging (enging (nwdnwd) to suppl) to supplement farmement farming. Cain ing. Cain will farm,will farm, but not w but not but not withounot without difficult difficulty. Labor,ty. Labor, Yahweh te Yahweh teaches, is aches, is life, not life, not a life sena life sentence.tence.tence.

Yahweh intervenes, not to punish Cain like a judge but rather, like a 
midwife, to prepare him to face the labor which human creativity demands. 
Yahweh teaches Cain that he will survive in the land of Nod (Heb. no®d� ) by 
foraging (nw{) and scavenging (nwd) to supplement farming. Cain will farm, but 
not without difficulty. Labor, Yahweh teaches, is life, not a life sentence.

�Cain proteCain protests. Huntests. Hunters kill hurs kill human scavenman scavengers like gers like animal preanimal predators. Yadators. Yahweh concehweh chweh concedes. concedes. Cain must Cain must continue tcontinue to scavengeo scavenge, but the , but the apotropaicapotropaic mark or t mark or tattoo on Cattoo on attoo on Cain waon Cain warns hunterrns hunters that he s that he is under dis under divine protivine protection.ection.ection.

Cain protests. Hunters kill human scavengers like animal predators. Yahweh 
concedes. Cain must continue to scavenge, but the apotropaic mark or tattoo 
on Cain warns hunters that he is under divine protection.

�Cain’s wifCain’s wife deliverse delivers a child n a child named Enochamed Enoch, whose ch, whose child Irad fild Irad founds Eridounds Eridu, the firu, the fiu, the first cityfirst city built bef built before the Flore the Flood accordood according to theing to the Sumerian  Sumerian King List.King List. The ferti The fertility in chlity inlity in childbein childbearing and aring and city-buildcity-building are paing are paralleled bralleled by giving by giving both the saoth the same name. Tme name. The deliverhe dhe delivery odelivery of a child f a child and the buand the building of ilding of a city desa city describe the cribe the spread of spread of life. Likelife. Like the seven the sev the seven greaseven great teacherst teachers (Akk.  (Akk. apkalluapkallu) in Mesop) in Mesopotamian trotamian traditions, aditions, the househthe household of Caiold of Cold of Cain endowCain endows humanitys humanity with all  with all the skillsthe skills of civili of civilization. Cazation. Cain is the in is the first teacfirst teacher, folloher, folher, followed bfollowed by Enoch, Iy Enoch, Irad, Mahujrad, Mahujael, Methuael, Methushael, Lamshael, Lamech, and Jech, and Jabal, Jubaabal, Jubal, and Tubl, and Tubal-cain.al-TubTubal-cainTubal-cain...

Cain’s wife delivers a child named Enoch, whose child Irad founds Eridu, the 
first city built before the Flood according to the Sumerian King List. The fertility 
in childbearing and city-building are paralleled by giving both the same name. The 
delivery of a child and the building of a city describe the spread of life. Like the 
seven great teachers (Akk. apkallu) in Mesopotamian traditions, the household of 
Cain endows humanity with all the skills of civilization. Cain is the first teacher, 
followed by Enoch, Irad, Mahujael, Methushael, Lamech, and Jabal, Jubal, and 
Tubal-cain.

�Read as anRead as an ancient N ancient Near Easterear Eastern creationn creation story, th story, the stories e stories of Cain anof Cain and Abel tead Abel td Abel teach thatteach that the layin the laying down of g down of human lifehuman life is part o is part of the discf the discovery of hovery of how to creaow to create life. Mte lte life. Mortlife. Mortality enteality enters the worrs the world either ld either through ththrough the self-sace self-sacrifice of rifice of Adam and EAdam and Eve or throve orve or throughor through the sacri the sacrifice of Abfice of Abel by Cainel by Cain. As painf. As painful as mortul as mortality can ality can be, it is be, it is also the kalso thalso the key tothe key to human cre human creativity. Wativity. Without deaithout death, there th, there is no lifeis no life. These bi. These biblical trablical traditions enditiontratraditionstraditions encourage encourage human bei human beings to embngs to embrace the frace the fertility oertility of farming f farming and childband childbearing whieachildbchildbearichildbearing which mng which makes them akes them the image the image of Yahweh.of Yahweh. To give l To give life to theife to the land or t land or to another otto anotherto another human, Ad human, Adam, Eve, Cam, Eve, Cain, and Aain, and Abel each mbel each must lay doust lay down their lwn their lives in diives in different waffdidifferent different ways.ways.ways.

Read as an ancient Near Eastern creation story, the stories of Cain and Abel 
teach that the laying down of human life is part of the discovery of how to create 
life. Mortality enters the world either through the self-sacrifice of Adam and Eve 
or through the sacrifice of Abel by Cain. As painful as mortality can be, it is also 
the key to human creativity. Without death, there is no life. These biblical 
traditions encourage human beings to embrace the fertility of farming and 
childbearing which makes them the image of Yahweh. To give life to the land or 
to another human, Adam, Eve, Cain, and Abel each must lay down their lives in 
different ways.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. D. LeveJ. D. Levenson, nson, The Death The Death and Resurrand Resurrection of ection of the Belovethe Beloved Sond Son (New Have ( (New Haven(New Haven, 1993); S, 1993); S. Niditch,. Niditch,  Underdogs Underdogs and Tricksand Trickstersters (San Fran (San Francisco, 198cisco, 1987); J. G. 7); J. G7); J. G. WilliamG. Williams, s, The Bible,The Bible, Violence  Violence and the Saand the Sacredcred (Valley F (Valley Forge, 1995orge, 1995).).).

Bibliography. J. D. Levenson, The Death and Resurrection of the Beloved Son 
(New Haven, 1993); S. Niditch, Underdogs and Tricksters (San Francisco, 1987); J. 
G. Williams, The Bible, Violence and the Sacred (Valley Forge, 1995).
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CAINANCAINAN (Gk.  (Gk. KaiÿnaémKaiÿnaém)))

CAINAN (Gk. Kaiÿnaém)

�1.1. According According to Luke’s to Luke’s genealogy genealogy of Jesus, of Jesus, the son o the son of Arphaxadf Arphaxad (Luke 3:3 (Luke 3:36; cf. LXX6; cf6; cf. LXX Gecf. LXX Gen. 10:24; n. 10:24; 11:12).11:12).11:12).

1. According to Luke’s genealogy of Jesus, the son of Arphaxad (Luke 3:36; 
cf. LXX Gen. 10:24; 11:12).

�2.2. Another n Another name for Keame for Kenan, in Lunan, in Luke’s geneake’s genealogy (Lukelogy (Luke 3:37; cf. 3:37; cf. Gen. 5:9- Gen. 5:9-14; 1 Chr.14; 114; 1 Chr. 1:21 Chr. 1:2).).

2. Another name for Kenan, in Luke’s genealogy (Luke 3:37; cf. Gen. 5:9-14; 
1 Chr. 1:2).



CAKECAKECAKE

CAKE

Various foVarious food productod products made fros made from wheat orm wheat or barley me barley meal, figs oal, figs or raisins,r raisins, and shape and shaped or moldedshapeshaped or shaped or molded intmolded into a compaco a compact form. Wat form. Water, oil, ter, oil, and spicesand spices might be  might be added to dadded to dadded to dough whicdough which was formh was formed into ried into ring, disk, ng, disk, heart, andheart, and flat shap flat shapes. Severaes. Several Hebrew tl Hebrew terms are uertterms are terms are used to deused to denote cakesnote cakes. “Wafer” . “Wafer” is used tois used to render He render Heb. b. s�appiîh�is�appiîh�it�,t�, a thin ca s�appiîh�it�,s�appiîh�is�appiîh�it�, a thint�, a thin cake made cake made of honey  of honey (Exod. 16:(Exod. 16:31). Cakes31). Cakes for cerea for cereal offeringl offeringl offerings offerings could be bcould be baked in anaked in an oven, in  oven, in a pan, or a pan, or on a griddon a griddle (Lev. 2le (Lev. 2:4-7).:4-7).:4-7).

Various food products made from wheat or barley meal, figs or raisins, and 
shaped or molded into a compact form. Water, oil, and spices might be added to 
dough which was formed into ring, disk, heart, and flat shapes. Several Hebrew 
terms are used to denote cakes. “Wafer” is used to render Heb. 
s�appiîh�it�,  a thin cake made of honey (Exod. 16:31). Cakes for cereal 
offerings could be baked in an oven, in a pan, or on a griddle (Lev. 2:4-7).

�Grain cakeGrain cakes were pars were part of a meat of a meal offered l offered to guests to guests (Gen. 18:6(Gen. 18:6). Cakes o). Cakes of figs werf figs wf figs were used were used for gifts for gifts (1 Sam. 25(1 Sam. 25:18) and a:18) and as travel ps travel provisions rovisions (1 Chr. 12(1 Chr. 12:40). Unle:40). Unleavened cakavenUnleUnleavenedUnleavened cakes mad cakes made with oile with oil were used were used during th during the ordinatie ordination offerinon offering of well-g of well-being (Exobwell-well-beingwell-being (Exod. 29 (Exod. 29:2, 23) an:2, 23) and for graid for grain offeringn offerings (Lev. 2:s (Lev. 2:4). Some I4). Some Israelites sraelites made cakesmade cmade cakes for cakes for the queen the queen of heaven of heaven which werewhich were marked wi marked with or shapth or shaped in her ed in her image (Jerimage (Jeimage (Jer. 44:1(Jer. 44:19).9).9).

Grain cakes were part of a meal offered to guests (Gen. 18:6). Cakes of figs 
were used for gifts (1 Sam. 25:18) and as travel provisions (1 Chr. 12:40). 
Unleavened cakes made with oil were used during the ordination offering of 
well-being (Exod. 29:2, 23) and for grain offerings (Lev. 2:4). Some Israelites made 
cakes for the queen of heaven which were marked with or shaped in her image 
(Jer. 44:19).

Stephen AlStephen Alan Reedan Reed

Stephen Alan Reed

CALAHCALAH (Heb.  (Heb. kaœlah�;kaœlah�; Akk.  Akk. kalh˙ukalh˙u)))

CALAH (Heb. kaœlah�;  Akk. kalh˙u)

The capitaThe capital of the Al of the Assyrian Emssyrian Empire durinpire during much of g much of the Iron Athe Iron Age; locatege; located at moderd at modern nmodermodern modern Nimru®dNimru®d near the  near the confluenceconfluence of the Ti of the Tigris and Zgris and Zab rivers,ab rivers, ca. 35 km ca. 35 km. (22 mi.). (22. (22 mi.) S(22 mi.) S of Nineve of Nineveh (Tell Kuh (Tell Kuyunjik). Tyunjik). The city wahe city was located s located on the banon the banks of the ks of the Tigris. ExTigTigris. ExTigris. Excavations cavations revealed trevealed that the cihat the city was inhty was inhabited froabited from the earlm the early 3rd milly 3rd millennium enniumillmillenniummillennium  B.C.E.B.C.E. onward. I onward. It is firstt is first mentioned mentioned in writte in written documentn documents of the 1s of the 13th centur3th ce3th century. Fcentury. From the slrom the slight evideight evidence from tnce from the late Mihe late Middle Assyrddle Assyrian periodian period it can be it can be inferred  in inferred tinferred that hat Kalh˙uKalh˙u functione functioned as a prod as a provincial cavincial capital in tpital in that periodhat period. In the e. In the early 9th carly 9arly 9th centur9th century Assurnasy Assurnasirpal II rirpal II rebuilt andebuilt and extended  extended the city tthe city to make it o make it the capitathe capital of the Nl of l of the Neoof the Neo-Assyrian -Assyrian Empire, wiEmpire, with a numbeth a number of palacr of palaces and temes and temples. ples. Kalh˙uKalh˙u was locat was lo was located inlocated in an agricu an agricultural areltural area in the Aa in the Assyrian hessyrian heartland. Aartland. As a politis a political and recal and religious celigious rereligious religious center thecenter the city also city also was a scr was a scribal centeibal center that hour that housed its owsed its own library.n library. The city  The c The city functcity functioned as tioned as the place whe place where the ahere the army was asrmy was assembled besembled before campafore campaigns, evenigns, evenigns, even aftereven after Sargon II Sargon II moved the moved the capital t capital to Dur-sharo Dur-sharruken. In ruken. In the final the final years of Eyears of Esarhaddon sarhEEsarhaddonEsarhaddon  Kalh˙uKalh˙u again fun again functioned asctioned as a capital a capital for a sho for a short time.rt time.rt time.

The capital of the Assyrian Empire during much of the Iron Age; located at 
modern Nimru®d near the confluence of the Tigris and Zab rivers, ca. 35 km. 
(22 mi.) S of Nineveh (Tell Kuyunjik). The city was located on the banks of the 
Tigris. Excavations revealed that the city was inhabited from the early 3rd 
millennium B.C.E. onward. It is first mentioned in written documents of the 13th 
century. From the slight evidence from the late Middle Assyrian period it can be 
inferred that Kalh˙u functioned as a provincial capital in that period. In the early 
9th century Assurnasirpal II rebuilt and extended the city to make it the capital 
of the Neo-Assyrian Empire, with a number of palaces and temples. Kalh˙u was 
located in an agricultural area in the Assyrian heartland. As a political and 
religious center the city also was a scribal center that housed its own library. The 
city functioned as the place where the army was assembled before campaigns, 
even after Sargon II moved the capital to Dur-sharruken. In the final years of 
Esarhaddon Kalh˙u again functioned as a capital for a short time.

�No deportaNo deportation of Istion of Israelites traelites to o Kalh˙uKalh˙u is mentio is mentioned in Assned in Assyrian inscyrian inscriptions. riptions.inscinscriptioinscriptions. Israelns. Israelite personite personal names ial names in Neo-Assyn Neo-Assyrian inscrrian inscriptions, hiptions, however, giowever, give evidencve eve evidence tevidence that after hat after the conquethe conquest of Samast of Samaria Israelria Israelites were ites were brought tobrought to Calah to  Calah to function ifunfunction ifunction in the Assyn the Assyrian army.rian army.

No deportation of Israelites to Kalh˙u is mentioned in Assyrian 
inscriptions. Israelite personal names in Neo-Assyrian inscriptions, however, give 
evidence that after the conquest of Samaria Israelites were brought to Calah to 
function in the Assyrian army.

�Calah is iCalah is identified dentified as one of as one of the citiesthe cities built by  built by the heroicthe heroic hunter Ni hunter Nimrod aftermrod aftermrod after he mafter he moved from oved from Babel to ABabel to Assur (Gen.ssur (Gen. 10:11-12) 10:11-12). The Tabl. The Table of Natioe of Nations does nons does nns does not supplynot supply trustwort trustworthy historihy historical informcal information on pation on primeval hirimeval history, butstory, but seems to  seems to reflect rerereflect rereflect relations frlations from the Neoom the Neo-Assyrian -Assyrian Empire at Empire at its summitits summit...

Calah is identified as one of the cities built by the heroic hunter Nimrod 
after he moved from Babel to Assur (Gen. 10:11-12). The Table of Nations does 
not supply trustworthy historical information on primeval history, but seems to 
reflect relations from the Neo-Assyrian Empire at its summit.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. BeckingB. Becking, , The Fall oThe Fall of Samaria.f Samaria. Studies i Studies in the Histn the History of theory of the Ancient N A Ancient NeAncient Near East 2 ar East 2 (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1992), 73–8992), 73–87; M. E. L7; M. E. L. Mallowan. Mallowan, , Nimrud andNimrud and Its Remai Its Rema Its RemainsRemains (London,  (London, 1966).1966).1966).

Bibliography. B. Becking, The Fall of Samaria. Studies in the History of the 
Ancient Near East 2 (Leiden, 1992), 73–87; M. E. L. Mallowan, Nimrud and Its 



Remains (London, 1966).
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CALAMUSCALAMUSCALAMUS

CALAMUS

An item ofAn item of trade pro trade produced fromduced from an aromat an aromatic reed (Hic reed (Heb. eb. qaœneh;qaœneh; Cant. 4:1 Cant. 4:14; cf. Eze4; cf. 4; cf. Ezek. cf. Ezek. 27:19).27:19).27:19).

An item of trade produced from an aromatic reed (Heb. qaœneh; Cant. 4:14; 
cf. Ezek. 27:19).

�SeeSee  SWEET CANESWEET CANE..

See SWEET CANE.

CALCOLCALCOL (Heb.  (Heb. kalkoœlkalkoœl)))

CALCOL (Heb. kalkoœl)

�1.1. The grand The grandson of Judson of Judah by his ah by his daughter-idaughter-in-law Taman-law Tamar and their and their son Zerar son Zerah (1 Chr. h (h (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:6).6).6).

1. The grandson of Judah by his daughter-in-law Tamar and their son Zerah 
(1 Chr. 2:6).

�2.2. One of th One of the sons of e sons of Mahol, whiMahol, which was proch was probably the bably the name of a name of a guild of mguild of musicians. usicmmusicians.musicians. 1 Kgs. 4: 1 Kgs. 4:31(MT 5:1131(MT 5:11) compares) compares Solomon f Solomon favorably tavorably to Calcol, o Calcol, one of theone of theone of the four wthe four wisest men isest men of his dayof his day...

2. One of the sons of Mahol, which was probably the name of a guild of 
musicians. 1 Kgs. 4:31(MT 5:11) compares Solomon favorably to Calcol, one of 
the four wisest men of his day.

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

CALEBCALEB (Heb.  (Heb. kaœleäb�kaœleäb�)))

CALEB (Heb. kaœleäb� )

�1.1. The third The third son of He son of Hezron; brotzron; brother of Jehher of Jehrahmeel anrahmeel and Ram. In d Ram. In the genealthe genealogies of togiegenealgenealogiegenealogies of the Is of the Israelite tsraelite tribes the ribes the descendantdescendants of Calebs of Caleb are membe are members of the rs of the family of famfamily of family of Hezron, thHezron, the clan of e clan of Perez, andPerez, and the tribe the tribe of Judah  of Judah (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:9 [NRSV “C9 [NRSV “Chelubai”],he“C“Chelubai”“Chelubai”], 18, 42)], 18, 42). Although. Although his genea his genealogy in 1 logy in 1 Chr. 2:18-Chr. 2:18-24; 2:42-524; 2:42-55 is not i5 is not intelligiblntelliintelligibintelligible, it is le, it is clear thatclear that his desce his descendants werndants were the leade the leaders of impers of important Judortant Judean clans ean claean clans for clans for whom the twhom the towns of Heowns of Hebron, Tappbron, Tappuah, Bethluah, Bethlehem, Kiriehem, Kiriath-jearimath-jearim, and othe, and oth, and others werothers were named.e named.e named.

1. The third son of Hezron; brother of Jehrahmeel and Ram. In the 
genealogies of the Israelite tribes the descendants of Caleb are members of the 
family of Hezron, the clan of Perez, and the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 2:9 [NRSV 
“Chelubai”], 18, 42). Although his genealogy in 1 Chr. 2:18-24; 2:42-55 is not 
intelligible, it is clear that his descendants were the leaders of important Judean 
clans for whom the towns of Hebron, Tappuah, Bethlehem, Kiriath-jearim, and 
others were named.

�2.2. The son o The son of Jephunnef Jephunneh, Kenizzih, Kenizzite (Num. 1te (Num. 13:6; 32:123:6; 32:12), and fat), and father-in-lawher-in-law of Othnie of O of Othniel, oOthniel, one of the ne of the first judgfirst judges of Israes of Israel (Josh. el (Josh. 15:17). Or15:17). Originally aiginally an Edomite n Edomite clan (Gen.clan (Gclan (Gen. 36:1(Gen. 36:15, Kenaz) 5, Kenaz) that settlthat settled in souted in southern Paleshern Palestine, the tine, the KenizzitesKenizzites are liste are listed among thd amod among the among the people of people of Canaan whoCanaan who are to be are to be disposses dispossessed by thesed by the descendan descendants of Abrats of Abts of Abraham (1Abraham (15:19). The5:19). The Calebites Calebites appear in appear in 1 Sam. 25 1 Sam. 25:3 as a gr:3 as a group distinoup distinct from thct from the tribe ofeththe tribe the tribe of Judah. of Judah. Many scholMany scholars believars believe that thee that the Calebites Calebites were a Ke were a Kenizzite clnizzite clan which wan wan which was which was incorporatincorporated into thed into the tribe ofe tribe of Judah dur Judah during the reing the reign of Davign of David. When Mid. When Mid. When Moses requMoses requested eachested each tribe to  tribe to designate designate a man to ea man to explore thexplore the land of C land of Canaan, Calanaan, Calanaan, Caleb was Caleb was selected bselected because he ecause he was one ofwas one of the leade the leaders of Judars of Judah (Num. 13h (Num. 13:3). He wa:3). He w:3). He was sent awas sent as one of ts one of the 12 spiehe 12 spies to scouts to scout the land  the land of Canaan of Canaan and bring and bring a report ta report to the peopo to the peoplethe people of Israel of Israel. While th. While the other 10e other 10 spies bro spies brought a pesught a pessimistic rsimistic report, Caleport, Caleb and Joseb aeb and Joshuaand Joshua encourage encouraged the peopd the people to trusle to trust in Yahwet in Yahweh and takeh and take possessio possession of the ln of the ln of the land. Becaland. Because of theuse of their faithfuir faithfulness, Callness, Caleb and Joseb and Joshua were ahua were allowed to llowed to enter the enter the land and tlandland and tland and take part iake part in the conqn the conquest of Cauest of Canaan (Num.naan (Num. 13:1-14:1 13:1-14:10; Josh. 10; Josh. 14:6; 13-144:6; 13-14).).13-1413-14).13-14).13-14).

2. The son of Jephunneh, Kenizzite (Num. 13:6; 32:12), and father-in-law of 
Othniel, one of the first judges of Israel (Josh. 15:17). Originally an Edomite clan 
(Gen. 36:15, Kenaz) that settled in southern Palestine, the Kenizzites are listed 
among the people of Canaan who are to be dispossessed by the descendants of 
Abraham (15:19). The Calebites appear in 1 Sam. 25:3 as a group distinct from 
the tribe of Judah. Many scholars believe that the Calebites were a Kenizzite clan 
which was incorporated into the tribe of Judah during the reign of David. When 
Moses requested each tribe to designate a man to explore the land of Canaan, 
Caleb was selected because he was one of the leaders of Judah (Num. 13:3). He 
was sent as one of the 12 spies to scout the land of Canaan and bring a report to 
the people of Israel. While the other 10 spies brought a pessimistic report, Caleb 
and Joshua encouraged the people to trust in Yahweh and take possession of the 
land. Because of their faithfulness, Caleb and Joshua were allowed to enter the 
land and take part in the conquest of Canaan (Num. 13:1-14:10; Josh. 14:6; 
13-14).

�When MosesWhen Moses appointed appointed a group o a group of people rf people responsibleesponsible for distr for distributing thibuting the land of e lande land of Caland of Canaan, Calenaan, Caleb was seleb was selected to rected to represent thpresent the tribe ofe tribe of Judah (Nu Judah (Num. 34:19).m. 34:19). He was 85 H He was 85 He was 85 years old years old when he fiwhen he finished connished conquering thquering the land asse land assigned to higned to his clan (Jis clan (Josh. 14:7,osh(J(Josh. 14:(Josh. 14:7, 10). Ca7, 10). Caleb receivleb received as his ed as his inheritancinheritance the citye the city of Hebron of Hebron, formally, formally known as  know known as Kknown as Kiriath-arbiriath-arba from whia from which he expech he expelled the tlled the three leadehree leaders of the rs of the Anakim (JoAnakim (Josh. 14:13-s(Jo(Josh. 14:(Josh. 14:13-15; 15:13-15; 15:14). As a 14). As a reward forreward for Othniel’s Othniel’s conquest  conquest of Kiriathof Kiriath-sepher (D-sepher (Debir), Caleb(D(Debir), C(Debir), Caleb gave aleb gave his daughthis daughter Acsah ier Acsah in marriagen marriage (Josh. 15 (Josh. 15:15-19); s:15-19); since the tince the text is notext ttext is notext is not clear, it clear, it is not ct is not certain wheertain whether Othnither Othniel was Calel was Caleb’s brotheb’s brother or nepher or nephew. The laew.nephnephew. Thnephew. The land occe land occupied by Cupied by Caleb and haleb and his descendis descendants was kants was known as thnown as the Negeb ofe Negee Negeb of CNegeb of Caleb (1 Saaleb (1 Sam. 30:14).m. 30:14). Its locat Its location is unkion is unknown, but nown, but it was proit was probably situbably situated S of atesitusituated Ssituated S of Hebron of Hebron, the area, the area where Nab where Nabal, a descal, a descendant of endant of Caleb, livCaleb, lived (1 Sam.ed (1 Sam. 25:3). 2 25:3).25:3).25:3).

When Moses appointed a group of people responsible for distributing the 



land of Canaan, Caleb was selected to represent the tribe of Judah (Num. 34:19). 
He was 85 years old when he finished conquering the land assigned to his clan 
(Josh. 14:7, 10). Caleb received as his inheritance the city of Hebron, formally 
known as Kiriath-arba from which he expelled the three leaders of the Anakim 
(Josh. 14:13-15; 15:14). As a reward for Othniel’s conquest of Kiriath-sepher 
(Debir), Caleb gave his daughter Acsah in marriage (Josh. 15:15-19); since the 
text is not clear, it is not certain whether Othniel was Caleb’s brother or 
nephew. The land occupied by Caleb and his descendants was known as the 
Negeb of Caleb (1 Sam. 30:14). Its location is unknown, but it was probably 
situated S of Hebron, the area where Nabal, a descendant of Caleb, lived (1 Sam. 
25:3).

Claude F. Claude F. MariottiniMariottini
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CALEB-EPHRCALEB-EPHRATHAHATHAH (Heb.  (Heb. kaœleäb� }kaœleäb� }ep�raœt�a®ep�raœt�a®)))

CALEB-EPHRATHAH (Heb. kaœleäb� }ep�raœt�a® )

The place The place where Hezrwhere Hezron, the faon, the father of Cather of Caleb, died leb, died (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:24). The l24). The location ofocation of the place th the place the place is unknownis unknown. If the H. If the Hebrew textebrew text is correc is correct, Caleb-et, Caleb-ephrathah sphrathah should be lhould be located in ocllocated inlocated in the land  the land of Goshen,of Goshen, since Hez since Hezron entereron entered Egypt wid Egypt with his fatth his father Perez her Perez and his granand his grand his grandfather andfather Judah (GenJudah (Gen. 46:8-12). 46:8-12). If the l. If the location ofocation of Caleb-eph Caleb-ephrathah is rathah is to be founto beto be found ibe found in Canaan, n Canaan, then it wothen it would be neauld be near Hebron, r Hebron, where Calewhere Caleb settled b settled after he cafter he cafter he came from came from Egypt. TheEgypt. The LXX readi LXX reading of 1 Chng of 1 Chr. 2:24, “r. 2:24, “Caleb cameCaleb came to Ephrat to Ephrathah,” is phah,” is phah,” is preferablepreferable because C because Caleb-ephraaleb-ephrathah appeathah appears nowherers nowhere else in t else in the OT as the OT as the name ofhe name he name of a name of a city (cf. city (cf. RSV “went RSV “went in to Ephrin to Ephrathah,” i.athah,” i.e., a wifee., a wife of Hezron of Hezron).).).

The place where Hezron, the father of Caleb, died (1 Chr. 2:24). The location of 
the place is unknown. If the Hebrew text is correct, Caleb-ephrathah should be 
located in the land of Goshen, since Hezron entered Egypt with his father Perez 
and his grandfather Judah (Gen. 46:8-12). If the location of Caleb-ephrathah is to 
be found in Canaan, then it would be near Hebron, where Caleb settled after he 
came from Egypt. The LXX reading of 1 Chr. 2:24, “Caleb came to Ephrathah,” is 
preferable because Caleb-ephrathah appears nowhere else in the OT as the 
name of a city (cf. RSV “went in to Ephrathah,” i.e., a wife of Hezron).

Claude F. Claude F. MariottiniMariottini
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CALENDARCALENDARCALENDAR

CALENDAR

�SeeSee  YEAR.YEAR.

See YEAR.

CALIGULACALIGULA (Lat.  (Lat. CaligulaCaligula)))

CALIGULA (Lat. Caligula)

Gaius JuliGaius Julius Caesar us Caesar GermanicusGermanicus. Born 31 . Born 31 August 12 August 12 C.E.C.E. at Antium at Antium, ca. 40 k, ca. 40 km. (25 mi.m. (25 m. (25 mi.) S(25 mi.) S of Rome,  of Rome, to Germanito Germanicus, nephecus, nephew of Tiberw of Tiberius, he waius, he was nicknames nicknamed Caligulad Caliguld Caligula (Caligula (“Bootkins”“Bootkins”) by mutin) by mutinous Rhine ous Rhine legionarielegionaries in 14. As in 14. Although Tilthough Tiberius hadberius had his mothe h his motherhis mother and two b and two brothers kirothers killed for clled for conspiracy,onspiracy, the emper the emperor befrienor befriended Gaius ded Gaius aded Gaius and named and named him his suhim his successor. Gccessor. Gaius succeaius succeeded Tibereded Tiberius in 37 ius in 37 with suppowith support from thrt from trt from the praetothe praetorian guardrian guard, the sena, the senate, and thte, and the people.e people.e people.

Gaius Julius Caesar Germanicus. Born 31 August 12 C.E. at Antium, ca. 40 km. 
(25 mi.) S of Rome, to Germanicus, nephew of Tiberius, he was nicknamed 
Caligula (“Bootkins”) by mutinous Rhine legionaries in 14. Although Tiberius had 
his mother and two brothers killed for conspiracy, the emperor befriended Gaius 
and named him his successor. Gaius succeeded Tiberius in 37 with support from 
the praetorian guard, the senate, and the people.

�Caligula’sCaligula’s favor end favor ended soon afed soon after. Besetter. Beset by illnes by illness, he rules, he ruled despoticd despotically, instally, instituting trituinstinstitutininstituting treason g treason trials agatrials against senatinst senators and thors and the praetorie praetorian guard aan guard and executind executing supportng sung supporterssupporters and foes  and foes alike. Hisalike. His inclinati inclination toward on toward extravagenextravagent spectaclt spectacle and drese and dress brought s bs brought dibrought disfavor, assfavor, as did confi did confiscations ascations and extortind extortions. In 39ons. In 39 he dismis he dismissed the cosed the consuls and nsulcoconsuls anconsuls and banishedd banished or execut or executed membersed members of his fa of his family for cmily for conspiracy.onspiracy. His campa His campa His campaigns campaigns in Britainin Britain and Germa and Germany failed.ny failed. Upon retu Upon return to Romern to Rome in 40, Ca in 40, Caligula assligula assumed trappuassassumed trassumed trappings ofappings of the imper the imperial cult pial cult popular in opular in the east bthe east but dislikeut disliked in Rome.d in Rome. He built  He He built aHe built a temple to temple to himself o himself on the Palan the Palatine and etine and extorted laxtorted large sums frge sums from citizerom citizens to be hns tns to be his to be his priests, apriests, and he ordend he ordered that tred that the Jerusalhe Jerusalem temple em temple be convertbe converted to an ied to an imperial shmpiimperial simperial shrine. Afthrine. After Caliguler Caligula was assaa was assassinated ossinated on 24 Januan 24 January 41, hisry 41, his name was  name was removed frremremoved frremoved from officiaom official records l records and his stand his statues destatues destroyed.royed.royed.

Caligula’s favor ended soon after. Beset by illness, he ruled despotically, 
instituting treason trials against senators and the praetorian guard and executing 
supporters and foes alike. His inclination toward extravagent spectacle and dress 
brought disfavor, as did confiscations and extortions. In 39 he dismissed the 
consuls and banished or executed members of his family for conspiracy. His 
campaigns in Britain and Germany failed. Upon return to Rome in 40, Caligula 



assumed trappings of the imperial cult popular in the east but disliked in Rome. 
He built a temple to himself on the Palatine and extorted large sums from citizens 
to be his priests, and he ordered that the Jerusalem temple be converted to an 
imperial shrine. After Caligula was assassinated on 24 January 41, his name was 
removed from official records and his statues destroyed.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. A. BarrA. A. Barrett, ett, Caligula: Caligula: The CorrupThe Corruption of Potion of Powerwer (New Have (New Haven, 1990); n, 1n, 1990); C. 1990); C. Scarre, Scarre, Chronicle Chronicle of the Romof the Roman Emperoran Emperorss (London,  (London, 1995).1995).1995).

Bibliography. A. A. Barrett, Caligula: The Corruption of Power (New Haven, 
1990); C. Scarre, Chronicle of the Roman Emperors (London, 1995).
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CALL, CALLCALL, CALLINGINGING

CALL, CALLING

The verb (The verb (Heb. Heb. qaœra};qaœra}; Gk.  Gk. kaléoœkaléoœ) used to ) used to describe “describe “naming” (Gnaming” (Gen. 3:20; en. 3:20; Luke 1:60)LukLuke 1:60)Luke 1:60) or to ref or to refer to the er to the act of praact of prayer, whereyer, where persons “ persons “call to” ocall to” or “call onr “call on” God (Ps.” Go” God (Ps. 1God (Ps. 145:18; Rom45:18; Rom. 10:13). . 10:13). In additioIn addition, the iden, the idea of a “caa of a “call” or “call” or “calling” in lling” in the sense the senthe sense of asense of a (divine)  (divine) commissioncommission or vocati or vocation is alsoon is also present i present in both then both the OT and NT OT and NT..NTNT.NT.NT.

The verb (Heb. qaœra}; Gk. kaléoœ) used to describe “naming” (Gen. 3:20; 
Luke 1:60) or to refer to the act of prayer, where persons “call to” or “call on” 
God (Ps. 145:18; Rom. 10:13). In addition, the idea of a “call” or “calling” in the 
sense of a (divine) commission or vocation is also present in both the OT and 
NT.

�In the OT In the OT call narracall narratives occutives occur frequentr frequently with prly with prophets (Isophets (Isa. 6:1-13;a. 6:1-13; Jer. 1:1- Jer. 1:1-10; Ezek. 11:1-1:1-10; Ez1:1-10; Ezek. 1:1-28ek. 1:1-28) as well ) as well as others as others (e.g., Mos(e.g., Moses; Exod. es; Exod. 3:1-4:17).3:1-4:17). Interesti Interestingly, a congly, a ngly, a consistea consistent featurent feature of OT cal of OT call narrativl narratives is the es is the reluctancereluctance of the pe of the person callerson called (e.g., Md (e.gd (e.g., Mos(e.g., Moses, Exod. es, Exod. 4:10-13; G4:10-13; Gideon, Judideon, Judg. 6:15). g. 6:15). Calls can Calls can also be exalso be extended to tended to the entirethe ethe entire comentire community: Ismunity: Israel is torael is to be a king be a kingdom of pridom of priests (Exodests (Exod. 19:6); t. 19:6); the larger he larger Israelite IsraeIsraelite Israelite community community in exile rin exile receives a eceives a commissioncommission to be God to be God’s servant’s servant (Isa. 49: (Isa. 49:3-6).3-649:49:3-6).49:3-6).49:3-6).

In the OT call narratives occur frequently with prophets (Isa. 6:1-13; Jer. 
1:1-10; Ezek. 1:1-28) as well as others (e.g., Moses; Exod. 3:1-4:17). Interestingly, 
a consistent feature of OT call narratives is the reluctance of the person called 
(e.g., Moses, Exod. 4:10-13; Gideon, Judg. 6:15). Calls can also be extended to the 
entire community: Israel is to be a kingdom of priests (Exod. 19:6); the larger 
Israelite community in exile receives a commission to be God’s servant (Isa. 
49:3-6).

�In the NT In the NT individualindividuals and the s and the larger comlarger community recmunity receive callseive calls. In the G. In the Gospels calospels cospels call narracall narratives occutives occur with ther with the disciples disciples (e.g., Ma (e.g., Mark 1:16-20rk 1:16-20; 2:13-14); 2:13-14). A consis. A consistent featutent fetent feature offeature of the NT ca the NT call narratill narratives is thaves is that successft successful “calls”ul “calls” have two  have two elements: elements: first, Jesfirst, first, Jesfirst, Jesus takes tus takes the initiathe initiative; seconive; second, there id, there is unqualifs unqualified and imied and immediate acmediate acceptance. ceptancacacceptanceacceptance. The Gosp. The Gospels recordels record a set of  a set of unsuccessfunsuccessful call stul call stories, wheories, where in eachre in each case one  ca case one ocase one or both of r both of the above the above criteria acriteria are not fulre not fulfilled (Lufilled (Luke 9:57-62ke 9:57-62). In the ). In the Epistles tEpistleEpistles tEpistles to be a memo be a member of theber of the Christian Christian community community is to hav is to have receivede received a divine  a divine calling (Ecacalling (Ecalling (Eph. 1:18; ph. 1:18; Phil. 3:14Phil. 3:14).).).

In the NT individuals and the larger community receive calls. In the Gospels 
call narratives occur with the disciples (e.g., Mark 1:16-20; 2:13-14). A consistent 
feature of the NT call narratives is that successful “calls” have two elements: 
first, Jesus takes the initiative; second, there is unqualified and immediate 
acceptance. The Gospels record a set of unsuccessful call stories, where in each 
case one or both of the above criteria are not fulfilled (Luke 9:57-62). In the 
Epistles to be a member of the Christian community is to have received a divine 
calling (Eph. 1:18; Phil. 3:14).

Gregory MoGregory Mobleybley
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CALNEHCALNEH (Heb.  (Heb. kalneähkalneäh) (also CA) (also CALNO)LNO)LNO)

CALNEH (Heb. kalneäh) (also CALNO)

A city in A city in the north the north of Aram-naof Aram-naharaim (Amharaim (Amos 6:2). Sos 6:2). Situated atituated at the north the northern end ofern end of the Oront t the Orontethe Orontes, this ars, this area became ea became a center fa center for resistior resisting Assyriang Assyrian advance n advance in the 8thin the 8th century  ce century century B.C.E.B.C.E. Tiglath-p Tiglath-pileser IIIileser III attacked  attacked the Urartithe Urartian coalitian coalition in 743,on in 743, then move then moved against dmovemoved agaimoved against the Nenst the Neo-Hittite o-Hittite state of Ustate of Unqi, whosenqi, whose capital K capital Kullania (Cullania (Calneh) wasalneh) was taken in  t taken in 7taken in 738 (record38 (recorded in Amosed in Amos 6:2 as a  6:2 as a precursor precursor to Israel’to Israel’s judgments judgment). Royal i). Royal inscriptionnsciinscriptioinscriptions of Tiglns of Tiglath-pileseath-pileser III showr III show that Sama that Samaria, Damasria, Damascus, and Tcus, and Tyre paid tyre paid tribute to ributttribute totribute to Assyria i Assyria in 738 (n 738 (ANET,ANET, 282–84). 282–84). 282–84).

A city in the north of Aram-naharaim (Amos 6:2). Situated at the northern end of 
the Orontes, this area became a center for resisting Assyrian advance in the 8th 
century B.C.E. Tiglath-pileser III attacked the Urartian coalition in 743, then 
moved against the Neo-Hittite state of Unqi, whose capital Kullania (Calneh) was 
taken in 738 (recorded in Amos 6:2 as a precursor to Israel’s judgment). Royal 
inscriptions of Tiglath-pileser III show that Samaria, Damascus, and Tyre paid 
tribute to Assyria in 738 (ANET, 282–84).



�The refereThe reference to Calnce to Calneh in Amoneh in Amos 6:2 (ands 6:2 (and Isa. 10:9 Isa. 10:9, where it, where it is called is called Calno) he Calno)  Calno) helCalno) helps to estaps to establish a reblish a relative chrlative chronology beonology between Calntween Calneh’s defeaeh’s defeat in 738 at in 738 and prophetndaand propheand prophetic utteratic utterances afternces after this even this event.t.t.

The reference to Calneh in Amos 6:2 (and Isa. 10:9, where it is called 
Calno) helps to establish a relative chronology between Calneh’s defeat in 738 
and prophetic utterances after this event.

�Gen. 10:10Gen. 10:10 (MT) list (MT) lists Calneh as Calneh as a city fs a city founded by ounded by Nimrod, prNimrod, presumably iesumably in southernn soutn southern Msouthern Mesopotamiaesopotamia. The Hebr. The Hebrew text isew text is presumed  presumed to be corrto be corrupt (cf. Nupt (cf. NRSV “and aRSV “anRSV “and all o“and all of them,” rf them,” reading eading weïk�ullaœweïk�ullaœna®na®).).).

Gen. 10:10 (MT) lists Calneh as a city founded by Nimrod, presumably in 
southern Mesopotamia. The Hebrew text is presumed to be corrupt (cf. NRSV 
“and all of them,” reading weïk�ullaœna® ).
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CALNOCALNO (Heb.  (Heb. kalno®kalno®) (also CA) (also CALNEH)LNEH)LNEH)

CALNO (Heb. kalno®) (also CALNEH)

A north SyA north Syrian city rian city captured bcaptured by Tiglath-y Tiglath-pileser IIpileser III in 738 I in 738 B.C.E.B.C.E. (Isa. 10: (Isa. 10:9). The lo9). The location of catilolocation olocation of Calno, cf Calno, called alled KullaniîKullaniî in Assyri in Assyrian inscripan inscriptions, hastions, has been iden been identified wittified with Kullan Kh witwith Kullawith Kullan Köy, ca.n Köy, ca. 13 km. (8 13 km. (8 mi.) NW o mi.) NW of Aleppo. f Aleppo. This formeThis former capital r capital of the staof the state of Unqitestastate of Ustate of Unqi is calnqi is called Calnehled Calneh in Amos 6 in Amos 6:2.:2.:2.

A north Syrian city captured by Tiglath-pileser III in 738 B.C.E. (Isa. 10:9). The 
location of Calno, called Kullaniî in Assyrian inscriptions, has been identified 
with Kullan Köy, ca. 13 km. (8 mi.) NW of Aleppo. This former capital of the 
state of Unqi is called Calneh in Amos 6:2.

Hyun Chul Hyun Chul Paul KimPaul Kim
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CALVARYCALVARYCALVARY

CALVARY

Latin tranLatin translation ofslation of Golgotha  Golgotha (Vulg. (Vulg. calvariacalvaria for Gk.  for Gk. kraniíon,kraniíon, “skull,”  “skull,” Matt. 27:3Matt. 27:33 par.).3 27:327:33 par.27:33 par.).).

Latin translation of Golgotha (Vulg. calvaria for Gk. kraniíon, “skull,” Matt. 
27:33 par.).

CAMBYSESCAMBYSES (Pers.  (Pers. Kanbujia, Kanbujia, KambujetKambujet)))

CAMBYSES (Pers. Kanbujia, Kambujet)

�1.1. Cambyses  Cambyses I, PersianI, Persian king of A king of Anshan (ca.nshan (ca. 600–559  600–559 B.C.E.B.C.E.) and a va) and a vassal of Asssal of Astyages, kityAsAstyages, Astyages, king of thking of the Median Ee Median Empire. He mpire. He married a married a daughter odaughter of Astyagesf Astyages named Man named M named Mandane, bMandane, by whom he y whom he fathered Cfathered Cyrus II (“yrus II (“the Great”the Great”), founder), founder of the Ac of the Achaemenid EhaemenidAcAchaemenidAchaemenid Empire. Empire. Empire.

1. Cambyses I, Persian king of Anshan (ca. 600–559 B.C.E.) and a vassal of 
Astyages, king of the Median Empire. He married a daughter of Astyages named 
Mandane, by whom he fathered Cyrus II (“the Great”), founder of the 
Achaemenid Empire.

�2.2. Cambyses  Cambyses II, succesII, successor to hissor to his father Cy father Cyrus II as rus II as king of thking of the Achaemene Achaemenid Empire id Emid Empire (52Empire (529–522). Ba9–522). Babylonian sbylonian sources depources depict him asict him as overseein overseeing affairs g affairs in Babylonin Babylonia during iaBabylonBabylonia Babylonia during Cyrduring Cyrus’ adminius’ administration, stration, but he madbut he made a name fe a name for himselfor himself by carryi by carrying out hisngcarryicarrying ocarrying out his fatut his father’s unfuher’s unfulfilled amlfilled ambition to bition to add Egypt add Egypt to the empto the empire when hire when he conqueree coe conquered conquered Memphis inMemphis in 525 and f 525 and founded theounded the 27th Dyna 27th Dynasty of Egysty of Egypt. His mipt. His military andlitary anlitary and adminiand administrative estrative exploits thxploits there were qere were quite succeuite successful (reassful (reaching soutching south at leasth at least beyond th bey beyond thebeyond the first cat first cataract of taract of the Nile anhe Nile and west pasd west past Cyrene),t Cyrene), though it though it appears t appears that his evhattthat his ethat his even grandeven grander plans for plans for conquestr conquests to the ss to the south and wouth and west in Afrest in Africa were fica were foiled by doileffoiled by foiled by difficultidifficulties in sustes in sustaining theaining the lengthy s lengthy supply lineupply lines necessars necessary to sustay to sustain his armin his arin his armies. Acarmies. According tocording to an Aramai an Aramaic papyrus c papyrus from Elephfrom Elephantine in antine in southern Esouthern Egypt, the gypt, the Jewish temJJewish temJewish temple there ple there avoided deavoided destruction struction during Camduring Cambyses’ cambyses’ campaign, altpaign, although manyhough manhough many Egyptmany Egyptian templeian temples apparents apparently were noly were not as fortut as fortunate.nate.nate.

2. Cambyses II, successor to his father Cyrus II as king of the Achaemenid 
Empire (529–522). Babylonian sources depict him as overseeing affairs in 
Babylonia during Cyrus’ administration, but he made a name for himself by 
carrying out his father’s unfulfilled ambition to add Egypt to the empire when he 
conquered Memphis in 525 and founded the 27th Dynasty of Egypt. His military 
and administrative exploits there were quite successful (reaching south at least 
beyond the first cataract of the Nile and west past Cyrene), though it appears 
that his even grander plans for conquests to the south and west in Africa were 
foiled by difficulties in sustaining the lengthy supply lines necessary to sustain his 
armies. According to an Aramaic papyrus from Elephantine in southern Egypt, the 
Jewish temple there avoided destruction during Cambyses’ campaign, although 
many Egyptian temples apparently were not as fortunate.

�The circumThe circumstances ofstances of the end o the end of Cambysesf Cambyses’ life in ’ life in Syria in 5Syria in 522 are unc22 are uncertain. Peertain. Pertain. Persian soPersian sources suggurces suggest eitherest either suicide o suicide or an accidr an accident (so alent (so also Herodotso Herodotus). With us). With no clear hnono clear hno clear heir to theeir to the throne (a throne (and a rebelnd a rebellion alrealion already under wdy under way, led eiay, led either by Cather by Cambyses’ brmbCaCambyses’ Cambyses’ brother Babrother Bardiya or ardiya or an impostern imposter, Gaumata , Gaumata [“Pseudo-S[“Pseudo-Smerdis”], merdis”], posing as posing aposing as him), Pas him), Persian goversian government waernment was thrown is thrown into a statnto a state of disare of disarray that wray that was only evas only eventually qeneveventuallyeventually quelled b quelled by Darius, y Darius, who seizedwho seized the Persi the Persian throne an throne in 521 andin 521 and set about set about quelling  q quelling rquelling rebellions ebellions in many plin many places throuaces throughout the ghout the empire. Inempire. In this cont this context of disext of dissension ansensdisdissensiondissension and insta and instability folbility following thelowing the death of  death of Cambyses, Cambyses, the prophethe prophets Haggai ts Haggai and Zecharandand Zecharand Zechariah raisediah raised expectati expectations in Jerons in Jerusalem of usalem of a return oa return of royal pof royal power to thewer to the descendan d descendantdescendants of Davids of David, in parti, in particular to Zcular to Zerubbabel erubbabel who at thewho at the time was  time was serving asserving as governor  g governor ogovernor of Judah unf Judah under Persiader Persian oversighn oversight (Hag. 2:t (Hag. 2:20-23; Zec20-23; Zech. 4:6-10;h. 4:6-10; 6:11-13). 6:11-13). However,  H However, DHowever, Darius and arius and his army phis army passed throassed through Palestugh Palestine in 519ine in 519 en route  en route to Egypt, to Egypt, to Egypt, andEgypt, and the renas the renascent Judeacent Judean nationaln nationalism appearism appears to have s to have subsided qsubsided quickly.uickly.uickly.

The circumstances of the end of Cambyses’ life in Syria in 522 are uncertain. 
Persian sources suggest either suicide or an accident (so also Herodotus). With 
no clear heir to the throne (and a rebellion already under way, led either by 
Cambyses’ brother Bardiya or an imposter, Gaumata [“Pseudo-Smerdis”], posing 



as him), Persian government was thrown into a state of disarray that was only 
eventually quelled by Darius, who seized the Persian throne in 521 and set about 
quelling rebellions in many places throughout the empire. In this context of 
dissension and instability following the death of Cambyses, the prophets Haggai 
and Zechariah raised expectations in Jerusalem of a return of royal power to the 
descendants of David, in particular to Zerubbabel who at the time was serving as 
governor of Judah under Persian oversight (Hag. 2:20-23; Zech. 4:6-10; 6:11-13). 
However, Darius and his army passed through Palestine in 519 en route to 
Egypt, and the renascent Judean nationalism appears to have subsided quickly.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. L. BerqJ. L. Berquist, uist, Judaism inJudaism in Persia’s  Persia’s ShadowShadow (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1996)lis, 1996); J. Board; J.; J. BoardmaJ. Boardman et al., n et al., eds., eds., CAHCAH22, 4: Persi, 4: Persia, Greece,a, Greece, and the W and the Western Medestern Mediterraneaniterranean c.  c. 525 to 47952525 to 479525 to 479  B.C.B.C. (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1988).e, 1988).e, 1988).

Bibliography. J. L. Berquist, Judaism in Persia’s Shadow (Minneapolis, 1996); 
J. Boardman et al., eds., CAH2, 4: Persia, Greece, and the Western Mediterranean c. 
525 to 479 B.C. (Cambridge, 1988).
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CAMELCAMELCAMEL

CAMEL

Either of Either of two specietwo species of camels of camel (Heb.  (Heb. gaœmaœl;gaœmaœl; Gk.  Gk. kaémeäloskaémeälos): the dro): the dromedary, onmedardrodromedary,dromedary, one-hump  one-hump camel, natcamel, native to Araive to Arabia; and tbia; and the Bactriahe Bactrian, two-humn, two-hump camel, np camel,p camel, namcamel, named for itsed for its origin in origin in central A central Asia. The dsia. The dromedary iromedary is the one s the one normally rnormally referred toeferreferred treferred to in Scripo in Scripture, thouture, though Isa. 21gh Isa. 21:7 may ref:7 may refer to the er to the Bactrian cBactrian camel, whicamel, which had spreh hah had spreadhad spread to Assyri to Assyria by 1100 a by 1100 B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

Either of two species of camel (Heb. gaœmaœl; Gk. kaémeälos): the 
dromedary, one-hump camel, native to Arabia; and the Bactrian, two-hump 
camel, named for its origin in central Asia. The dromedary is the one normally 
referred to in Scripture, though Isa. 21:7 may refer to the Bactrian camel, which 
had spread to Assyria by 1100 B.C.E.

�Abraham isAbraham is given cam given camels by theels by the pharaoh o pharaoh of Egypt (Gf Egypt (Gen. 12:16)en. 12:16). Camels a. Camels also figurelso figlso figure in figure in the story the story of Abrahamof Abraham’s servant’s servant sent to s sent to search for earch for a wife fora wife for Isaac (Ge Isaac (Gen. 24). Mon. 24n. 24). More 24). More often, howoften, however, cameever, camels are ownls are owned by non-ed by non-IsraelitesIsraelites: the Egyp: the Egyptians (Exotians (Exod. 9:3), Md(Exo(Exod. 9:3(Exod. 9:3), Midiani), Midianites (Judg.tes (Judg. 6:5; 7:12 6:5; 7:12), Amaleki), Amalekites (1 Samtes (1 Sam. 15:3; 27. 15:3; 27:9; 30:17):9; 30:17), the quee, the q, the queen of Squeen of Sheba (1 Kgheba (1 Kgs. 10:2), s. 10:2), the king othe king of Syria (2f Syria (2 Kgs. 8:9) Kgs. 8:9), and othe, and others. Camelsrs. Camels were used wer were used were used during theduring the reign of  reign of David (1 CDavid (1 Chr. 12:40)hr. 12:40) and were  and were brought babrought back to Paleck to Paleck to Palestine Palestine by those rby those returning feturning from exile rom exile (Ezra 2:67(Ezra 2:67), but the), but they remainedy remained much more much more extensive moremore extenmore extensively usesively used in landsd in lands to the so to the south and eauth and east of Palest of Palestine, whestine, where their pre their physiologichyspphysiologiphysiological featurcal features made thes made them uniquelem uniquely adapted y adapted to life atto life at the deser the desert’s edge.t’s edge.t’s edge.

Abraham is given camels by the pharaoh of Egypt (Gen. 12:16). Camels also 
figure in the story of Abraham’s servant sent to search for a wife for Isaac (Gen. 
24). More often, however, camels are owned by non-Israelites: the Egyptians 
(Exod. 9:3), Midianites (Judg. 6:5; 7:12), Amalekites (1 Sam. 15:3; 27:9; 30:17), the 
queen of Sheba (1 Kgs. 10:2), the king of Syria (2 Kgs. 8:9), and others. Camels 
were used during the reign of David (1 Chr. 12:40) and were brought back to 
Palestine by those returning from exile (Ezra 2:67), but they remained much 
more extensively used in lands to the south and east of Palestine, where their 
physiological features made them uniquely adapted to life at the desert’s edge.

�The MosaicThe Mosaic law forba law forbade eating de eating the meat othe meat of the camef the camel (Lev. 11l (Lev. 11:4), but s:4), but since betteince beince better milbetter milk and meatk and meat were avai were available fromlable from other dom other domestic animestic animals, this als, this was no grewas no great hardshiagregreat hardgreat hardship. Moreship. Moreover, cameover, camels tended ls tended to be ill-to be ill-tempered, tempered, intractablintractable, and at e, and at times dangtimtimes dangtimes dangerous, anderous, and so other  so other animals weanimals were preferrre preferred by the ed by the Hebrews.Hebrews.Hebrews.

The Mosaic law forbade eating the meat of the camel (Lev. 11:4), but since 
better milk and meat were available from other domestic animals, this was no 
great hardship. Moreover, camels tended to be ill-tempered, intractable, and at 
times dangerous, and so other animals were preferred by the Hebrews.

�The camel’The camel’s hide wass hide was used by t used by the Jewish he Jewish people forpeople for leather,  leather, and the thand the thick coat oick coaick coat of hacoat of hair the camir the camel shed evel shed every springery spring was woven was woven into roug into rough cloth, sh cloth, such as thauch as that worn by t thathat worn that worn by John thby John the Baptist e Baptist (Matt. 3:4(Matt. 3:4 = Mark 1: = Mark 1:6), possib6), possibly as a syly as a symbol of himbol of his prophetis prs prophetic prophetic status (cfstatus (cf. Zech. 13. Zech. 13:4; 2 Kgs.:4; 2 Kgs. 1:8). 1:8). 1:8).

The camel’s hide was used by the Jewish people for leather, and the thick 
coat of hair the camel shed every spring was woven into rough cloth, such as 
that worn by John the Baptist (Matt. 3:4 = Mark 1:6), possibly as a symbol of his 
prophetic status (cf. Zech. 13:4; 2 Kgs. 1:8).

�In Matt. 2In Matt. 23:24 strai3:24 straining at a ning at a gnat (Aramgnat (Aram. . qalmaœ}qalmaœ}) and swal) and swallowing a clowing a camel amel (gamlaœ})(g(gamlaœ})(gamlaœ}) produces  produces a play on a play on words in Awords in Aramaic. Jeramaic. Jesus commensus comments that itts that it is easier is easier is easier “foeasier “for a camel r a camel to go throto go through the eyugh the eye of a neee of a needle than fdle than for a rich or a rich man to entman to enter the kiner ententer the enter the kingdom ofkingdom of God” (Mat God” (Matt. 19:24 =t. 19:24 = Mark 10:2 Mark 10:25; Luke 185; Luke 18:25). The :25). The suggestionsuggestiosuggestionsuggestion that Gk.  that Gk. kaémeälonkaémeälon (“camel”) (“camel”) should be should be read  read kaémilonkaémilon (“cable”) (“cable”) lacks any lac lacks any lacks any serious baserious basis and issis and is disregard disregarded by mosted by most scholars. scholars.

In Matt. 23:24 straining at a gnat (Aram. qalmaœ}) and swallowing a camel 
(gamlaœ}) produces a play on words in Aramaic. Jesus comments that it is 
easier “for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to 



enter the kingdom of God” (Matt. 19:24 = Mark 10:25; Luke 18:25). The 
suggestion that Gk. kaémeälon (“camel”) should be read kaémilon (“cable”) 
lacks any serious basis and is disregarded by most scholars.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. E. ZeunF. E. Zeuner, er, A History A History of Domestiof Domesticated Animcated Animalsals (New York (New York, 1963)., 19, 1963).1963).1963).

Bibliography. F. E. Zeuner, A History of Domesticated Animals (New York, 
1963).
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CAMPCAMPCAMP

CAMP

A temporarA temporary gatheriny gathering or settlg or settlement, oftement, often situateen situated near watd near water (e.g., er (e.g., Exod. 15:2Exod. 15:27; Josh. 17; 15:215:27; Jos15:27; Josh. 11:5). h. 11:5). Temporary Temporary military smilitary settlementsettlements frequentl frequently encampedy encamped on plains on plains or hills  o or hills oor hills or near valr near valleys (e.g.leys (e.g., Judg. 6:, Judg. 6:33; 1 Sam.33; 1 Sam. 17:2), an 17:2), and leaders d leaders often tookoften took up strate up stra up strategic strategic positions positions at the edgat the edge or entrae or entrance of camnce of camps to safeps to safeguard the guard the settlementsettlement (e.g., Ex (e (e.g., Exo(e.g., Exod. 32:26; d. 32:26; 33:7; Num.33:7; Num. 3:38; Jud 3:38; Judg. 7:13).g. 7:13).g. 7:13).

A temporary gathering or settlement, often situated near water (e.g., Exod. 
15:27; Josh. 11:5). Temporary military settlements frequently encamped on plains 
or hills or near valleys (e.g., Judg. 6:33; 1 Sam. 17:2), and leaders often took up 
strategic positions at the edge or entrance of camps to safeguard the settlement 
(e.g., Exod. 32:26; 33:7; Num. 3:38; Judg. 7:13).

�In the PenIn the Pentateuch “ctateuch “camp” (usuaamp” (usually Heb. lly Heb. mah�a�nehmah�a�neh) describe) describes the manns the manner in whicermannmanner in manner in which the which the IsraelitesIsraelites, organize, organized by divisd by divisions and sions and standards (tandards (Num. 1:52)Num. 1:52), journeye, jo, journeyed journeyed across theacross the desert fr desert from Egypt tom Egypt to Canaan. o Canaan. This deserThis desert camp inct camp included a teluded a teluded a tent of metent of meeting, wheeting, where Moses mre Moses met with Yaet with Yahweh (Exodhweh (Exod. 33:7-8) . 33:7-8) and the Isand the Israelites braelites braelites brought sabrought sacrifices (crifices (Lev. 1:3).Lev. 1:3). The tent  The tent may have bmay have been locateeen located outside d outside the camp ithe camp itself (Exotseiitself (Exitself (Exod. 33:7) od. 33:7) or in the or in the center, sucenter, surrounded brrounded by the Leviy the Levites (Num. tes (Num. 1:53). Des1:53). Descriptions cripDesDescriptioDescriptions of the ns of the desert camdesert camp may be ap may be anachronistnachronistic; a festic; a festival assemival assembly, perhably, perhaps the Feaps perhaperhaps thperhaps the Feast ofe Feast of Booths, m Booths, may have inay have influenced tfluenced the depictihe depiction of the on of the camp.camp.camp.

In the Pentateuch “camp” (usually Heb. mah�a�neh ) describes the 
manner in which the Israelites, organized by divisions and standards (Num. 1:52), 
journeyed across the desert from Egypt to Canaan. This desert camp included a 
tent of meeting, where Moses met with Yahweh (Exod. 33:7-8) and the Israelites 
brought sacrifices (Lev. 1:3). The tent may have been located outside the camp 
itself (Exod. 33:7) or in the center, surrounded by the Levites (Num. 1:53). 
Descriptions of the desert camp may be anachronistic; a festival assembly, 
perhaps the Feast of Booths, may have influenced the depiction of the camp.

�Writings oWritings of the Secof the Second Temple nd Temple period conperiod contain numertain numerous refereous references to minces to military camlitamimilitary cmilitary camps (e.g.amps (e.g., Jdt. 6:1, Jdt. 6:11; 1 Macc.1; 1 Macc. 2:32; 1QM 2:32; 1QM 1:3; 1QH  1:3; 1QH 2:25). In 2:25). In addition taddition to militaryo milo military rmilitary references,eferences, Qumran te Qumran texts also uxts also use “camp” se “camp” to describto describe a commune a community separaity separity separated separated from the wfrom the world and lorld and living undeiving under specificr specific rules of  rules of purity (e.purity (e.g., CD 7:6g., CD 7:6; 9:11).; 9:1; 9:11).9:11).9:11).

Writings of the Second Temple period contain numerous references to 
military camps (e.g., Jdt. 6:11; 1 Macc. 2:32; 1QM 1:3; 1QH 2:25). In addition to 
military references, Qumran texts also use “camp” to describe a community 
separated from the world and living under specific rules of purity (e.g., CD 7:6; 
9:11).

�In the NT In the NT Jesus’ sufJesus’ suffering outfering outside the “side the “gate” is cgate” is compared toompared to the high  the high priest burpriest bupriest burning thburning the bodies oe bodies of sacrificf sacrificed animalsed animals outside t outside the “camp” he “camp” (Gk. (Gk. paremboleäparemboleäí;í; Heb. 13:1 H Heb. 13:11Heb. 13:11-12); Chri-12); Christians shostians should join Juld join Jesus “outsesus “outside the caide the camp” and shmp” and share in hisare in his plight (v pli plight (v.plight (v. 13). In R 13). In Rev. 20:9 “ev. 20:9 “camp” desccamp” describes the ribes the gathering gathering of God’s pof God’s people.eople.eople.

In the NT Jesus’ suffering outside the “gate” is compared to the high priest 
burning the bodies of sacrificed animals outside the “camp” (Gk. paremboleäí; 
Heb. 13:11-12); Christians should join Jesus “outside the camp” and share in his 
plight (v. 13). In Rev. 20:9 “camp” describes the gathering of God’s people.

Jack J. GaJack J. Garland, Jr.rland, Jr.

Jack J. Garland, Jr.

CANACANA (Gk.  (Gk. KanaéKanaé)))

CANA (Gk. Kanaé)

A village A village in the Galin the Galilee. The ilee. The only NT reonly NT references tferences to Cana areo Cana are in the Go in the Gospel of Jospel of John, which hn,JoJohn, whicJohn, which uses theh uses the phrase “C phrase “Cana of theana of the Galilee”  Galilee” (John 2:1;(John 2:1; 4:46; 21: 4:46; 21:2); the la2); the latter versetter lalatter verlatter verse states se states that Jesusthat Jesus’ disciple’ disciple Nathanael Nathanael came from came from Cana. The Cana. The exact loc exact location of Catioloclocation olocation of Cana (tof Cana (to be distin be distinguished frguished from Kanah iom Kanah in Josh. 16n Josh. 16:8; 19:28):8; 19:28) is uncert is uncertain. Two cain. uncertuncertain.uncertain. Two churc Two churches at thehes at the tradition traditional site inal site in the moder the modern village n village of Kafr Kaof Kafr Kana commemona cna commemoratcommemorate Jesus’ me Jesus’ miracle of iracle of turning waturning water into wter into wine there ine there (John 2:1-(John 2:1-11). Kafr 11). Kafr Kana, 6 kmKKana, 6 kmKana, 6 km. (4 mi.) . (4 mi.) N of NazarN of Nazareth, was eeth, was easily acceasily accessible by ssible by Byzantine Byzantine and Crusadand Crusader pilgrimerCrusadCrusader pCrusader pilgrims trilgrims traveling ofaveling off the mainf the main road from road from Sepphoris Sepphoris to Tiberi to Tiberias. Howeveas. However, the morrHoweveHowever, tHowever, the more lihe more likely site kely site is Khirbetis Khirbet  Qa®naœQa®naœ (178247;  (178247; the name ithe name is etymologs etymolos etymologicetymologically closeally closer), 13 km.r), 13 km. (8 mi.) N (8 mi.) N of Nazare of Nazareth along tth along the plain ohe plain of Asochis f Asochis (perhaps c(per(perhaps c(perhaps connected ionnected in Josephusn Josephus  VitaVita 14; 41).  14; 41). No excavatNo excavations have ions have been carribeen carried out at ed outed out at thiout at this site.s site.s site.

A village in the Galilee. The only NT references to Cana are in the Gospel of 
John, which uses the phrase “Cana of the Galilee” (John 2:1; 4:46; 21:2); the 
latter verse states that Jesus’ disciple Nathanael came from Cana. The exact 
location of Cana (to be distinguished from Kanah in Josh. 16:8; 19:28) is 
uncertain. Two churches at the traditional site in the modern village of Kafr Kana 
commemorate Jesus’ miracle of turning water into wine there (John 2:1-11). Kafr 
Kana, 6 km. (4 mi.) N of Nazareth, was easily accessible by Byzantine and 



Crusader pilgrims traveling off the main road from Sepphoris to Tiberias. 
However, the more likely site is Khirbet Qa®naœ (178247; the name is 
etymologically closer), 13 km. (8 mi.) N of Nazareth along the plain of Asochis 
(perhaps connected in Josephus Vita 14; 41). No excavations have been carried 
out at this site.

Jonathan LJonathan L. Reed. Reed

Jonathan L. Reed

CANAANCANAAN (Heb.  (Heb. keïna{ankeïna{an) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

CANAAN (Heb. keïna{an) (PERSON)

A son of HA son of Ham and graam and grandson of Nndson of Noah (Gen. oah (Gen. 9:18, 22);9:18, 22); according according to 1 Chr. to 1 Chr. 1:8 Ham’s 1:8 Ham 1:8 Ham’s younHam’s youngest son. gest son. He became He became the ancestthe ancestor of the or of the people latpeople later called er called the Canaanthe Canaathe CanaanitesCanaanites (Gen. 10: (Gen. 10:15-19).15-19).15-19).

A son of Ham and grandson of Noah (Gen. 9:18, 22); according to 1 Chr. 1:8 
Ham’s youngest son. He became the ancestor of the people later called the 
Canaanites (Gen. 10:15-19).

�For the imFor the impropriety propriety of Ham’s sof Ham’s seeing the eeing the “nakedness“nakedness” of Noah ” of Noah (Gen. 9:22(Gen. 9:22-24), Noah-24)9:229:22-24), 9:22-24), Noah curseNoah cursed Canaan td Canaan to be the “o be the “lowest of lowest of slaves” (Gslaves” (Gen. 9:25) en. 9:25) to his broto his brothers. Thithbrobrothers. brothers. This curseThis curse, which ap, which applies moreplies more to his de to his descendants scendants than to Cathan to Canaan himsenaan himsenaan himself, dhimself, does not imoes not imply the slply the slavery of aavery of a particula particular race (asr race (as some have some have held); ra held); rather, it sther,rarather, itrather, it suggests  suggests the inferithe inferior positioor position of the Cn of the Canaanites anaanites before thebefore the Conquest  Conquest relative trelarelative trelative to the impoo the important rolertant role played by played by their nei their neighbors, thghbors, the Egyptiane Egyptians and the s and the inhabitantinhainhabitantinhabitants of Mesops of Mesopotamia.otamia.otamia.

For the impropriety of Ham’s seeing the “nakedness” of Noah (Gen. 
9:22-24), Noah cursed Canaan to be the “lowest of slaves” (Gen. 9:25) to his 
brothers. This curse, which applies more to his descendants than to Canaan 
himself, does not imply the slavery of a particular race (as some have held); 
rather, it suggests the inferior position of the Canaanites before the Conquest 
relative to the important role played by their neighbors, the Egyptians and the 
inhabitants of Mesopotamia.

�SeeSee  HAMHAM  (PERSON).(PERSON).

See HAM (PERSON).

CANAANCANAAN (Heb.  (Heb. keïna{ankeïna{an), ), CANAANITESCANAANITES ( (keïna{aniîkeïna{aniî))

CANAAN (Heb. keïna{an), 

CANAANITES (keïna{aniî)

NameName

Name

The originThe origin of the na of the name Canaan me Canaan and Canaanand Canaanite is obsite is obscure. The cure. The obvious Seobvious Semitic rootmitic roomitic root seemsroot seems to be  to be *kn{*kn{ which app which appears in Heears in Hebrew and Abrew and Aramaic in ramaic in secondary secondary verbal steverbalverbal steverbal stems, meaninms, meaning “to bow g “to bow down.” Thedown.” The unaccente unaccented suffix -d suffix -anan is not co is not common in Semmon inmmon in Semiticin Semitic. The olde. The older view thar view that it repret it represented thesented the name of a name of a blue colo blue colored cloth red cloth (cf. Nuzi (cf(cf. Nuzi (cf. Nuzi kinah˙h˙ukinah˙h˙u) has been) has been challenge challenged. Neverthd. Nevertheless, cuneless, cuneiform soueiform sources, esperces, esperces, especiallyespecially the Amarn the Amarna Letters,a Letters, often spe often speak of ak of Kinah˙h˙i,Kinah˙h˙i, Kinah˙ni Kinah˙ni as an ort as an orthography fhogortorthographorthography for Canay for Canaan. The usan. The use of e of h˙h˙-signs is -signs is simply a gsimply a graphic mearaphic means to reprns to represent the esenreprrepresent represent the gutturthe guttural al {ayin{ayin to which  to which the final the final --nn is often  is often assimilateassimilated. A few Ld. A few LXX passageXX pXX passages tpassages translate Cranslate Canaan or Canaan or Canaanites anaanites as as phoiniíkoœphoiniíkoœnn (Josh. 5: (Josh. 5:12; Job 4012; Job 40:25[MT 30]:25[M4040:25[MT 340:25[MT 30]) or 0]) or phoiniíkeäphoiniíkeäss (Exod. 16 (Exod. 16:35; Josh.:35; Josh. 5:1). An  5:1). An eponymous eponymous ancestor ancestor ChnaœCChnaœChnaœ is cited  is cited by Sanchunby Sanchuniaton and iaton and explained explained by Philo oby Philo of Byblos af Byblos as the firss the first to bear t to bet to bear the tbear the title itle Phoinikos,Phoinikos, “Phoenici “Phoenician.”an.”

The origin of the name Canaan and Canaanite is obscure. The obvious Semitic 
root seems to be *kn{ which appears in Hebrew and Aramaic in secondary 
verbal stems, meaning “to bow down.” The unaccented suffix -an is not common 
in Semitic. The older view that it represented the name of a blue colored cloth 
(cf. Nuzi kinah˙h˙u) has been challenged. Nevertheless, cuneiform sources, 
especially the Amarna Letters, often speak of Kinah˙h˙i, Kinah˙ni as an 
orthography for Canaan. The use of h˙-signs is simply a graphic means to 
represent the guttural {ayin to which the final -n is often assimilated. A few LXX 
passages translate Canaan or Canaanites as phoiniíkoœn (Josh. 5:12; Job 
40:25[MT 30]) or phoiniíkeäs (Exod. 16:35; Josh. 5:1). An eponymous ancestor 
Chnaœ is cited by Sanchuniaton and explained by Philo of Byblos as the first to 
bear the title Phoinikos, “Phoenician.”



LandLand

Land

Biblical SBiblical Sourcesourcesources

Biblical Sources

�There are There are two bordertwo border descripti descriptions for thons for the geographe geographical entitical entity known asy known as the land  the la the land of Caland of Canaan (Heb.naan (Heb.  }eres� keï}eres� keïnaœ{an,naœ{an, Num. 34:1 Num. 34:1-12; Ezek.-12; Ezek. 47:15-20; 47:15-20; 48:1-28). 48:1-28 48:1-28). 48:1-28). The southeThe southern border rn border is identicis identical with thal with that assigneat assigned to the td to the tribal inheribal inheritance ofritaninheinheritancinheritance of Judahe of Judah (Josh. 15 (Josh. 15:1-4); it :1-4); it begins at begins at the southethe southern end of rn end of the Dead Sthe Dead Sea and reaea anea and reacheand reaches the Medis the Mediterranean terranean shore at tshore at the “Brook he “Brook of Egypt” of Egypt” ((nah�al misnah�al mis�rayim�rayimismis�rayimmis�rayim = Wadi el = Wadi el-{Ariîsh; -{Ariîsh; cf. the incf. the inscriptionsscriptions of Esarha of Esarhaddon, 7th ddon, 7th century century B.C.B.C.B.C.B.C.). The mid). The midway point way point is marked is marked by Kadesh(by Kadesh(-barnea) l-barnea) located neaocated near {Ain Qudr {Ain Qudeis. It iseis. Iteis. It is doubIt is doubtful whethtful whether this soer this southern boruthern border was inder was in effect du effect during the Lring the Late Bronzeate Bronze Age as it A Age as it Age as it finds no efinds no echo in thecho in the Egyptian  Egyptian sources thsources that deal wiat deal with northerth northern Sinai.n Sinai.n Sinai.

There are two border descriptions for the geographical entity known as the 
land of Canaan (Heb. }eres� keïnaœ{an,  Num. 34:1-12; Ezek. 47:15-20; 
48:1-28). The southern border is identical with that assigned to the tribal 
inheritance of Judah (Josh. 15:1-4); it begins at the southern end of the Dead Sea 
and reaches the Mediterranean shore at the “Brook of Egypt” (nah�al 
mis�rayim  = Wadi el-{Ariîsh; cf. the inscriptions of Esarhaddon, 7th century 
B.C.). The midway point is marked by Kadesh(-barnea) located near {Ain Qudeis. 
It is doubtful whether this southern border was in effect during the Late Bronze 
Age as it finds no echo in the Egyptian sources that deal with northern Sinai.

�The northeThe northern border rn border has two crhas two crucial anchucial anchor points:or points:  leïb�o®} hleïb�o®} h�a®mat��a®mat� (“the ent h�a®mat�h�a®mat� (h�a®mat� (“the entra“the entrance to Hamnce to Hamath”) is sath”) is surely modeurely modern Lebweh rn Lebweh located onlocated on the water the the watersthe watershed betweehed between the Litan the Litani and Oroni and Orontes riverntes rivers in the Ls in the Lebanese Beebanese Beqa{ Valleyqa{ Valleyqa{ Valley. ThValley. The other sie other site is Zedate is Zedad, modern d, modern S�ada®d N S�ada®d N of Damascuof Damascus. The bors. The border swingsder swder swings aroswings around to theund to the east enco east encompassing tmpassing the entire he entire Damascene Damascene district idistrict including tncluding the Bashan htthe Bashanthe Bashan area and  area and it touchesit touches the easte the eastern shore orn shore of the Chinf the Chinnereth (Senereth (Sea of Galila of Galilee). The JeeGalilGalilee). Galilee). The JordanThe Jordan River is  River is the easterthe eastern boundaryn boundary (cf. the  (cf. the controverscontroversy in Josh.y in Josh. 22 about  22 a 22 about the about the relation orelation of the Tranf the Transjordaniansjordanian tribes to tribes to Israel ev Israel even though en though they livedthey lived outside o ou outside ofoutside of Canaan). Canaan). Canaan).

The northern border has two crucial anchor points: leïb�o®} 
h�a®mat�  (“the entrance to Hamath”) is surely modern Lebweh located on 
the watershed between the Litani and Orontes rivers in the Lebanese Beqa{ 
Valley. The other site is Zedad, modern S�ada®d N of Damascus. The border 
swings around to the east encompassing the entire Damascene district including 
the Bashan area and it touches the eastern shore of the Chinnereth (Sea of 
Galilee). The Jordan River is the eastern boundary (cf. the controversy in Josh. 22 
about the relation of the Transjordanian tribes to Israel even though they lived 
outside of Canaan).

�The EzekieThe Ezekiel passagesl passages show that show that this nort this northern boundhern boundary for Caary for Canaan was rnaan was recognized ecogrrecognizedrecognized in the 6t in the 6th century.h century. It must r It must reflect theeflect the actual so actual southern bouuthern boundary of tndary of the kingdomhe tthe kingdothe kingdom of Hamatm of Hamath in the Ih in the Iron Age. Tron Age. The differehe difference betweence between the arean the area actually  actually occupied booccupied boccupied by a populay a population assoction associated withiated with Israel an Israel and the geogd the geographical traphical territory oerritory of Canaan if Cf Canaan is Canaan is expressed expressed in the “lain the “land that rend that remains” (Jomains” (Josh. 13:1-6sh. 13:1-6).).).

The Ezekiel passages show that this northern boundary for Canaan was 
recognized in the 6th century. It must reflect the actual southern boundary of 
the kingdom of Hamath in the Iron Age. The difference between the area actually 
occupied by a population associated with Israel and the geographical territory of 
Canaan is expressed in the “land that remains” (Josh. 13:1-6).

�The refereThe reference to thence to the zone occu zone occupied by thpied by the Canaanite Canaanites (Gen. 1es (Gen. 10:19) only0:19) only makes use mak makes use makes use of major gof major geographicaeographical centers,l centers, e.g., Sid e.g., Sidon (from won (from which the Chich the Canaanite banaanite border was obborder wasborder was always mu always much fartherch farther north) an north) and Gaza (whd Gaza (where the Caere the Canaanite bonaanite border was arder warder was alwayswas always much fart much farther south)her south). There is. There is no justif no justification inication in this pass this passage for idage for identifying entifyididentifyinidentifying the Broog the Brook of Egyptk of Egypt with the  with the Wadi GhazzWadi Ghazzeh.eh.

The reference to the zone occupied by the Canaanites (Gen. 10:19) only 
makes use of major geographical centers, e.g., Sidon (from which the Canaanite 
border was always much farther north) and Gaza (where the Canaanite border 
was always much farther south). There is no justification in this passage for 
identifying the Brook of Egypt with the Wadi Ghazzeh.

NonbiblicaNonbiblical Sourcesl Sourcesl Sources

Nonbiblical Sources

UnfortunatUnfortunately, the fely, the famous peacamous peace treaty be treaty between Rametween Rameses II aneses II and Hattusild Hattusili III doesi III does not have  n not have anot have a border de border description scription defining tdefining the sphereshe spheres under pol under political conitical control of thtrol of the respectie ree respectiverespective parties.  parties. There is rThere is reason to beason to believe, hoelieve, however, thawever, that it wouldt it would resemble  resemble in detail in din detail thedetail the biblical  biblical boundary dboundary descriptionescription of Num. 3 of Num. 34:7-9. A n4:7-9. A number of Bumber of Bronze Age ronze Age referencesrreferencesreferences point in  point in this directhis direction.tion.tion.

Unfortunately, the famous peace treaty between Rameses II and Hattusili III does 
not have a border description defining the spheres under political control of the 
respective parties. There is reason to believe, however, that it would resemble in 
detail the biblical boundary description of Num. 34:7-9. A number of Bronze Age 
references point in this direction.

�The earlieThe earliest allusiost allusion to Canaan to Canaanites is fnites is from a Marirom a Mari text (A.3 text (A.3552) which552) which is the re is the r is the report of report of a general a general known to bknown to be operatine operating in the vg in the vicinity oficinity of Qatanum,  Qatanum, where he hwhere he has come toahhas come thas come to a standoo a standoff with soff with some me h˙abbaœtumh˙abbaœtum u Kinah˙n u Kinah˙nuu (“Raiders (“Raiders and Canaa and Ca and CanaanitesCanaanites”) who are”) who are located a located at a place t a place called Raœcalled Raœh˙is�u (cfh˙is�u (cf. Ro®gíis�. Ro®gíis�u, topograu, topogru, topographitopographical list ocal list of Thutmosef Thutmose III, no.  III, no. 79; also A79; also Amarna textmarna texts).s).s).

The earliest allusion to Canaanites is from a Mari text (A.3552) which is the 



report of a general known to be operating in the vicinity of Qatanum, where he 
has come to a standoff with some h˙abbaœtum u Kinah˙nu (“Raiders and 
Canaanites”) who are located at a place called Raœh˙is�u (cf. Ro®gíis�u, 
topographical list of Thutmose III, no. 79; also Amarna texts).

�The renegaThe renegade prince de prince Idrimi refIdrimi refers in hisers in his autobiogr autobiography to thaphy to the town of e town of Ammiya in AmmiyAmmiya in Ammiya in the land othe land of Canaan, f Canaan, most likelmost likely modern y modern Amyu®nAmyu®n in the hi in the hills above lls above Byblos. AfBybByblos. AfByblos. After he seiter he seized the thzed the throne of Alrone of Alalakh, on alakh, on the northethe northern bend ofrn bend of the Oront the Orontes, CanaaneOrontOrontes, COrontes, Canaanites anaanites were presewere present, but lint, but listed as fosted as foreigners.reigners.reigners.

The renegade prince Idrimi refers in his autobiography to the town of 
Ammiya in the land of Canaan, most likely modern Amyu®n in the hills above 
Byblos. After he seized the throne of Alalakh, on the northern bend of the 
Orontes, Canaanites were present, but listed as foreigners.

�Likewise, Likewise, Ugaritic tUgaritic texts recorexts record d “Ya{ilu“Ya{ilu, a Canaan, a Canaanite” (ite” (KTUKTU22 496:7) ju 496:7) just as theyst as thest as they recorthey record an Egyptd an Egyptian or a Hian or a Hittite or ittite or an Assyriaan Assyrian. Furthern. Furthermore, a frmore, a fragmentary agmentary report of rereport of report of a lawsuit a lawsuit found at Ufound at Ugarit (RS garit (RS 20.182 A +20.182 A + B) mentio B) mentions the “sons the “sons of Ugarns of Ugarit” and thitUgarUgarit” anUgarit” and the “sond the “sons of Canaas of Canaan” as the n” as the disputantsdisputants. Ugarit a. Ugarit and its kinnd its kingdom were gdom were not part ononot part onot part of Canaan af Canaan and its peond its people were nple were not consideot considered Canaanred Canaanites.ites.ites.

Likewise, Ugaritic texts record “Ya{ilu, a Canaanite” (KTU2 496:7) just as 
they record an Egyptian or a Hittite or an Assyrian. Furthermore, a fragmentary 
report of a lawsuit found at Ugarit (RS 20.182 A + B) mentions the “sons of 
Ugarit” and the “sons of Canaan” as the disputants. Ugarit and its kingdom were 
not part of Canaan and its people were not considered Canaanites.

�An epistleAn epistle from Alas from Alashia (probahia (probably on Cypbly on Cyprus) makesrus) makes specific  specific reference reference to “the prto “thto “the provi“the province of Cannce of Canaan” (EA 3aan” (EA 36:15). The6:15). The king of t king of the Mitannihe Mitanni Empire se Empire sent an ambant an ambant an ambassadorambassador with a le with a letter of intter of introductiontroduction to “the k to “the kings of things of the land of e land of Canaan” (ECanaan” (EA 30:1).A 3A 30:1).30:1).30:1).

An epistle from Alashia (probably on Cyprus) makes specific reference to 
“the province of Canaan” (EA 36:15). The king of the Mitanni Empire sent an 
ambassador with a letter of introduction to “the kings of the land of Canaan” (EA 
30:1).

�The use ofThe use of  kn{nkn{n as a syno as a synonym for nym for PhoiniíkeäPhoiniíkeä on Beirut on Beirut coins fro coins from the Hellm the Hellenistic peeHellHellenistiHellenistic period sc period shows that hows that Laodicea iLaodicea in Canaan (n Canaan (Beirut) waBeirut) was distingus distinguished fromished from its more  it its more fits more famous nameamous namesake farthsake farther north (er north (11 km. [6.11 km. [6.8 mi.] S o8 mi.] S of Ugarit).f Ugarit).

The use of kn{n as a synonym for Phoiniíkeä on Beirut coins from the 
Hellenistic period shows that Laodicea in Canaan (Beirut) was distinguished from 
its more famous namesake farther north (11 km. [6.8 mi.] S of Ugarit).

PeoplePeople

People
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Biblical Sources

It is not It is not possible tpossible to define ao define an ethnic gn ethnic group as throup as the “Canaanie “Canaanites,” but tes,” but a social ea social entity recontity rntity recognizedrecognized in the Bi in the Bible as theble as the “inhabita “inhabitants of Cannts of Canaan” (Exodaan” (Exod. 15:15) i. 15:15) is distincts distinct from the  from from the Pfrom the Philistineshilistines and the T and the Transjordanransjordanian Edomitian Edomites and Moaes and Moabites. Thebites. The coalition coalition of rulers o of rulers of rulers at the batat the battle of Debtle of Deborah and Borah and Barak consiarak consists of thests of the “kings of “kings of Canaan” ( Canaan” (Judg. 5:19Judg((Judg. 5:1(Judg. 5:19). The Ca9). The Canaanites anaanites are often lre often listed and isted and sometimes sometimes contrastedcontrasted with othe with other peoples r otheother peopother peoples such ales such as the Amors the Amorites (Deutites (Deut. 1:7; Jos. 1:7; Josh. 5:1) orh. 5:1) or Perizzite Perizzites (Gen. 34s (Gen. 34:30). In G:303434:30). In34:30). In Gen. 15:1 Gen. 15:19-21 the C9-21 the Canaanites anaanites appear amoappear among a long ng a long list of pelist of peoples, thuoples, thus demonstrs ds demonstratdemonstrating that ting that the geographe geographical entihical entity includety included in that d in that promise topromise to Abraham ( Abraham (“from the “((“from the(“from the river of  river of Egypt to tEgypt to the great rhe great river, the iver, the river Euphriver Euphrates,” Gerates,” Gen. 15:18) n. 15:18) was much lwas was much lwas much larger thanarger than the land  the land of Canaan.of Canaan. A number  A number of these lof these lists (Num.ists (Num. 13:29; De 13:29; De 13:29; Deut. 1:7;Deut. 1:7; Josh. 5:1 Josh. 5:1; 13:3; 17; 13:3; 17:15-18; Ju:15-18; Judg. 1:1-36dg. 1:1-36) place th) place the Canaanite Canaanites on the es on the coastal plcoastcoastal plcoastal plain and thain and the inland Je inland Jezreel andezreel and Jordan va Jordan valleys.lleys.lleys.

It is not possible to define an ethnic group as the “Canaanites,” but a social entity 
recognized in the Bible as the “inhabitants of Canaan” (Exod. 15:15) is distinct 
from the Philistines and the Transjordanian Edomites and Moabites. The coalition 
of rulers at the battle of Deborah and Barak consists of the “kings of Canaan” 
(Judg. 5:19). The Canaanites are often listed and sometimes contrasted with 
other peoples such as the Amorites (Deut. 1:7; Josh. 5:1) or Perizzites (Gen. 
34:30). In Gen. 15:19-21 the Canaanites appear among a long list of peoples, thus 
demonstrating that the geographical entity included in that promise to Abraham 
(“from the river of Egypt to the great river, the river Euphrates,” Gen. 15:18) 
was much larger than the land of Canaan. A number of these lists (Num. 13:29; 
Deut. 1:7; Josh. 5:1; 13:3; 17:15-18; Judg. 1:1-36) place the Canaanites on the 
coastal plain and the inland Jezreel and Jordan valleys.

�A number oA number of cities af cities and populatnd populations are lions are listed in Gisted in Gen. 10:16-en. 10:16-18 which a18 which are said tore said re said to besaid to be part of t part of the Canaanihe Canaanite people:te people: Sidon (th Sidon (the most proe most prominent citminent city-state ofy-state of Phoenicia Ph Phoenicia Phoenicia during theduring the late Isra late Israelite and elite and Persian pePersian period), Hetriod), Heth (the neoh (the neo-Hittites,-Hittites, actually  actu actually sactually speakers ofpeakers of Aramaic b Aramaic by the 9th y the 9th century), century), and a grouand a group of pre-Ip of pre-Israelite psraelite peoples: Jeeopppeoples: Jpeoples: Jebusites, ebusites, Amorites, Amorites, GirgashiteGirgashites, and Hivs, and Hivites. In 2ites. In 2 Sam. 24:7 Sam. 24:7 the “citi the “cities of the es of es of the Hivof the Hivites and Cites and Canaanites”anaanites” are evide are evidently thosently those towns not towns not conquered conquered in the in in the initial settitininitial seinitial settlement pttlement process (Jurocess (Judg. 1). Otdg. 1). Other city pher city populationsopulations in Gen. 1 in Gen. 10:17-18 (c0:17-18 (cf. extrabif. extf. extrabibliextrabiblical referecal references to nces to {Arqat{Arqat, Siyannu,, Siyannu, Arwad, Su Arwad, Sumur, and Hmur, and Hamath on tamath on the Oronteshe Orhe Orontes) wOrontes) were all inere all in extreme n extreme northern Phorthern Phoenicia, soenicia, some just oome just outside theutside the northern  northern  northern bnorthern biblical boiblical boundary of undary of Canaan.Canaan.Canaan.

A number of cities and populations are listed in Gen. 10:16-18 which are 
said to be part of the Canaanite people: Sidon (the most prominent city-state of 
Phoenicia during the late Israelite and Persian period), Heth (the neo-Hittites, 



actually speakers of Aramaic by the 9th century), and a group of pre-Israelite 
peoples: Jebusites, Amorites, Girgashites, and Hivites. In 2 Sam. 24:7 the “cities 
of the Hivites and Canaanites” are evidently those towns not conquered in the 
initial settlement process (Judg. 1). Other city populations in Gen. 10:17-18 (cf. 
extrabiblical references to {Arqat, Siyannu, Arwad, Sumur, and Hamath on the 
Orontes) were all in extreme northern Phoenicia, some just outside the 
northern biblical boundary of Canaan.

�One contexOne context uses thet uses the term Cana term Canaanites as anites as an epithetan epithet for merch for merchants (Isa.ants (Isa. 23:8; cf. 23:8;  23:8; cf. 23:8; cf. Prov. 31:2Prov. 31:24; Zech. 14; Zech. 14:21; Ezek4:21; Ezek. 16:29; 1. 16:29; 17:4; Hos. 7:4; Hos. 12:7[8]; Z12:7[8]; Zeph. 1:11;eph. 1:11; which ref whic which reflwhich reflect the roect the role of the le of the PhoenicianPhoenicians, the Iros, the Iron Age Canan Age Canaanites, inanites, in Mediterra Mediterranean commeneaMediterraMediterranMediterranean commerean commerce).ce).

One context uses the term Canaanites as an epithet for merchants (Isa. 
23:8; cf. Prov. 31:24; Zech. 14:21; Ezek. 16:29; 17:4; Hos. 12:7[8]; Zeph. 1:11; 
which reflect the role of the Phoenicians, the Iron Age Canaanites, in 
Mediterranean commerce).

NonbiblicaNonbiblical Sourcesl Sourcesl Sources

Nonbiblical Sources

The list oThe list of booty frf booty from Thutmosom Thutmose III’s fie III’s first campairst campaign as solegn as sole ruler men ruler mentions “640tions “640 Canaanite Ca CanaanitesCanaanites,” but no ,” but no other natiother national or etonal or ethnic grouphnic groups are lists are listed, only sed, only social grouocial groups (e.g., ps (eps (e.g., (e.g., ma-r-ya-nama-r-ya-na,, “chariot  “chariot warriors” warriors” [noblemen][noblemen]). The ). The Ki-na-{-nuKi-na-{-nu are paral are paralleled by tleled bleled by the “Huby the “Hurrians,” hrrians,” here resideere residents in thents in the southern  southern Levant, anLevant, and the Nugíd the Nugíassians, rassians, residents oesidrresidents residents of centralof central Syria. Ac Syria. Actually, thtually, the Canaanite Canaanites in the es in the first listfirst list correspon correspond to the Hd to thd to the Hurriathe Hurrians in the ns in the second. Sosecond. So the Egypt the Egyptian knew tian knew the Canaanihe Canaanites as onetes as one among sev among sev among several naseveral national/ethtional/ethnic groupsnic groups in the Le in the Levant.vant.

The list of booty from Thutmose III’s first campaign as sole ruler mentions “640 
Canaanites,” but no other national or ethnic groups are listed, only social groups 
(e.g., ma-r-ya-na, “chariot warriors” [noblemen]). The Ki-na-{-nu are paralleled 
by the “Hurrians,” here residents in the southern Levant, and the Nugíassians, 
residents of central Syria. Actually, the Canaanites in the first list correspond to 
the Hurrians in the second. So the Egyptian knew the Canaanites as one among 
several national/ethnic groups in the Levant.

Culture anCulture and Religiond Religion

Culture and Religion

The most dThe most detailed pietailed picture of acture of ancient Canncient Canaanite relaanite religious beligious beliefs is foiefs is found in Phiund in Philo of Bybllo oflo of Byblos’of Byblos’  PhoenicianPhoenician History, History, preserved preserved only in E only in Eusebius’ usebius’ PreparatioPreparation for the n for the GospelGospel and Porph a and Porphyand Porphyry’s ry’s Against thAgainst the Christiae Christians.ns. This anci This ancient work pent work probably isrobably is based par based partly on oritly ontly on originaon original Phoenicil Phoenician traditian traditions from Tons from Tyre and Byyre and Byblos and pblos and perhaps Siderhaps Sidon. There on. There are a cosmaare a cosmare a cosmogony and ogony and the historthe history of Kronoy of Kronos (whom Phs (whom Philo equateilo equates with El)s with El), who even, who eve, who eventuallyeventually overcomes overcomes Ouranos h Ouranos his father.is father. Both the  Both the sources ofsources of Philo and Philo and those of  those of Hesiod seeHHesiod seeHesiod seem to go bam to go back to earlck to earlier Near Eier Near Eastern traastern traditions suditions such as the ch as the Hittite KuHittite Kumarbi mythmKuKumarbi myKumarbi myth. The teth. The texts speak xts speak of a cosmoof a cosmological crlogical creation froeation from chaos anm chaos and of the rd of the rd of the rule of Krrule of Kronos on eaonos on earth. Thererth. There are some  are some striking pstriking points of coints of contact witontact with the biblh the biblical cosmoicabiblbiblical cbiblical cosmogony iosmogony in Gen. 1-2n Gen. 1-2 and also  and also mythologicmythological contactal contacts with thes with the literary  literary myths and mytmyths and myths and legends folegends found at Ugaund at Ugarit. It isrit. It is usually a usually assumed in ssumed in scholarly scholarly literatureliterature today tha toda today thattoday that the Ugari the Ugaritic materitic materials, incluals, including the sding the stories of tories of various mevarious members of tmbers of the pantheohe phe pantheon, pantheon, reflect “Creflect “Canaanite” anaanite” religion. religion. However, gHowever, geographicaeographically and polly and politically litically (also ethn(also(also ethn(also ethnically) Ugically) Ugarit was narit was not a Canaaot a Canaanite city.nite city.

The most detailed picture of ancient Canaanite religious beliefs is found in Philo 
of Byblos’ Phoenician History, preserved only in Eusebius’ Preparation for the Gospel 
and Porphyry’s Against the Christians. This ancient work probably is based partly 
on original Phoenician traditions from Tyre and Byblos and perhaps Sidon. There 
are a cosmogony and the history of Kronos (whom Philo equates with El), who 
eventually overcomes Ouranos his father. Both the sources of Philo and those of 
Hesiod seem to go back to earlier Near Eastern traditions such as the Hittite 
Kumarbi myth. The texts speak of a cosmological creation from chaos and of the 
rule of Kronos on earth. There are some striking points of contact with the 
biblical cosmogony in Gen. 1-2 and also mythological contacts with the literary 
myths and legends found at Ugarit. It is usually assumed in scholarly literature 
today that the Ugaritic materials, including the stories of various members of the 
pantheon, reflect “Canaanite” religion. However, geographically and politically 
(also ethnically) Ugarit was not a Canaanite city.

�To reconstTo reconstruct a cleruct a clear picturear picture of Canaan of Canaanite religiite religion is virton is virtually impoually impossible. Eassible. Each of the cEaEach of thEach of the coastal e coastal cities of cities of Phoenicia Phoenicia as well asas well as non-Phoen non-Phoenician Ugarician Ugarit must hait must have had theve hve had their had their own distinown distinct versionct versions of the gs of the great religreat religious mythsious myths, theogoni, theogonies, and coes, and cosmogonies.smococosmogoniecosmogonies. Some fes. Some features, liatures, like child ske child sacrifice (acrifice (attested mattested mainly in lainly in late sourceate sources and in Ps ands and in Punand in Punic [Carthaic [Carthage] archaege] archaeology), weology), were known tre known to the neigo the neighboring pehboring peoples, butoples, butoples, but the idbut the ideology of eology of that practthat practice is notice is not recorded  recorded in any ancin any ancient Phoenient Phoenician or Cician or Classical tlassCClassical Classical texts. Thatexts. That Baal andt Baal and Asherah w Asherah were the leere the leading deitading deities is obvies is obvious from ious from the many bthethe many bthe many biblical deiblical denunciationnunciations of theirs of their worship,  worship, but there but there is no recois no record of the rd of the mythology mytmythology mythology or ideologor ideology attachedy attached to them. to them. to them.

To reconstruct a clear picture of Canaanite religion is virtually impossible. 
Each of the coastal cities of Phoenicia as well as non-Phoenician Ugarit must have 
had their own distinct versions of the great religious myths, theogonies, and 



cosmogonies. Some features, like child sacrifice (attested mainly in late sources 
and in Punic [Carthage] archaeology), were known to the neighboring peoples, 
but the ideology of that practice is not recorded in any ancient Phoenician or 
Classical texts. That Baal and Asherah were the leading deities is obvious from 
the many biblical denunciations of their worship, but there is no record of the 
mythology or ideology attached to them.

�The biblicThe biblical view ofal view of Canaanite Canaanite religious religious practices practices is thorou is thoroughly negatghly negative. A freive. A frequent themqfrefrequent tfrequent theme is inheme is inclinationsclinations of Israel of Israel to adopt  to adopt the practithe practices of theces of the peoples a peoples among whom monaamong whomamong whom they were they were living in living in Canaan (J Canaan (Judg. 3:1-6udg. 3:1-6). They ar). They are frequente frequently exhortely exhortely exhorted texhorted to “put awao “put away the forey the foreign gods aign gods and the Ashnd the Ashteroth froteroth from among yom among you” (1 Sam.u” (1 Sau” (1 Sam. 7:3).Sam. 7:3). The north The northern kingdoern kingdom was destm was destroyed becaroyed because “they use “they went afterwent after false ido false ido false idols and idols and became falbecame false; they fse; they followed thollowed the nations e nations that were that were around thearound them” (2 Kgs.m” (2 Kgs. 17:15; cf 1 17:15; cf.17:15; cf. Amos). So Amos). Solomon alsolomon also fostered  fostered the worshithe worship of the dp of the deities froeities from the neigm the neighboring pehbneigneighborinneighboring peoples g peoples (1 Kgs. 11(1 Kgs. 11:4-8). The:4-8). The reign of  reign of Manasseh wManasseh was the mosas the most notoriout notoriout notorious notorious for its adfor its adoption of option of foreign cuforeign cult practiclt practices (2 Kgs.es (2 Kgs. 21:2-9; 2 21:2-9; 2 Chr. 33:2 Chr. 33:2-9). Such -9). S-9). Such a polSuch a polemical attemical attitude harditude hardly permittly permitted any bibed any biblical writlical writer the opper the opportunity tortunity to give an o gio give an obgive an objective apjective appraisal ofpraisal of Canaanite Canaanite or other  or other neighborinneighboring religiong religion...

The biblical view of Canaanite religious practices is thoroughly negative. A 
frequent theme is inclinations of Israel to adopt the practices of the peoples 
among whom they were living in Canaan (Judg. 3:1-6). They are frequently 
exhorted to “put away the foreign gods and the Ashteroth from among you” (1 
Sam. 7:3). The northern kingdom was destroyed because “they went after false 
idols and became false; they followed the nations that were around them” (2 Kgs. 
17:15; cf. Amos). Solomon also fostered the worship of the deities from the 
neighboring peoples (1 Kgs. 11:4-8). The reign of Manasseh was the most 
notorious for its adoption of foreign cult practices (2 Kgs. 21:2-9; 2 Chr. 33:2-9). 
Such a polemical attitude hardly permitted any biblical writer the opportunity to 
give an objective appraisal of Canaanite or other neighboring religion.

�PhoenicianPhoenician inscripti inscriptions and soons and some Greco-Rme Greco-Roman sourcoman sources furnishes furnish the names the names of variou of of variousof various deities:  deities: e.g., “Thee.g., “The Lady of B Lady of Byblos,” “Byblos,” “Baal of Heaaal of Heaven,” Melqven,” Melqart (at Tyart (at Tyre), Ashmure), Are), Ashmun (atAshmun (at Sidon). B Sidon). But beyond ut beyond some mythisome mythical themescal themes preserved preserved in Greek  in Greek sources, tsourcessources, tsources, there is nohere is no real acce real access to reliss to religious textgious texts.s.s.

Phoenician inscriptions and some Greco-Roman sources furnish the names 
of various deities: e.g., “The Lady of Byblos,” “Baal of Heaven,” Melqart (at Tyre), 
Ashmun (at Sidon). But beyond some mythical themes preserved in Greek 
sources, there is no real access to religious texts.

�Various teVarious temples excamples excavated in Mvated in Middle and iddle and Late BronzLate Bronze contextse contexts in Palest in Palestine (e.g.,ine (eine (e.g., Haz(e.g., Hazor, Megiddor, Megiddo, Shechemo, Shechem, Beth-she, Beth-shean) show san) show some generaome general featuresl features in common in comm in common: oucommon: outer courtyter courtyard, vestiard, vestibule, mainbule, main chamber a chamber and inner rnd inner room, nicheoom, niche or platfo or platf or platform fplatform for the deior the deity’s imagety’s image. However,. However, they seld they seldom have thom have the same orie same orientation tentation to the compotto the comto the compass, and pass, and types of atypes of altars assoltars associated witciated with them (ifh them (if found at  found at all) are nall) are not uniformot unot uniformly uniformly placed.placed.placed.

Various temples excavated in Middle and Late Bronze contexts in Palestine 
(e.g., Hazor, Megiddo, Shechem, Beth-shean) show some general features in 
common: outer courtyard, vestibule, main chamber and inner room, niche or 
platform for the deity’s image. However, they seldom have the same orientation 
to the compass, and types of altars associated with them (if found at all) are not 
uniformly placed.

�Household Household worship maworship may be impliy be implied by culted by cult figurines figurines and other and other similar a similar artifacts, rtifactaartifacts,artifacts, but their but their use is st use is still disputill disputed. They med. They most likelyost likely have to d have to do with fero with fertility andtility andtility and childband childbirth.irth.irth.

Household worship may be implied by cult figurines and other similar 
artifacts, but their use is still disputed. They most likely have to do with fertility 
and childbirth.

�Artistic fArtistic forms in ceorms in ceramics, ivramics, ivory carvinory carving, and metg, and metalwork arealwork are basically basically the same  the same the same in Casame in Canaan as innaan as in North Syr North Syria (includia (including Ugariting Ugarit). There r). There really is neally is no distincto distinctive “Canaaive “ive “Canaanite“Canaanite” art with” art with features  features that set ithat set it apart frt apart from the entom the entire easterire eastern Mediterrn Mediterranean littaneMediterrMediterranMediterranean littorean littoral (and Cyal (and Cyprus). Ivoprus). Ivory carvingry carving and glypt and glyptic art do ic art do show consishow considerable adderconsiconsiderabconsiderable adoptiole adoption of Egyptn of Egyptian forms ian forms and themesand themes, but this, but this is typica is typical of the el of the entire areantireentire areentire area, not jusa, not just objects t objects found in Cfound in Canaan.anaan.

Artistic forms in ceramics, ivory carving, and metalwork are basically the 
same in Canaan as in North Syria (including Ugarit). There really is no distinctive 
“Canaanite” art with features that set it apart from the entire eastern 
Mediterranean littoral (and Cyprus). Ivory carving and glyptic art do show 
considerable adoption of Egyptian forms and themes, but this is typical of the 
entire area, not just objects found in Canaan.

LanguageLanguage

Language

The most lThe most legitimate egitimate claim to tclaim to the title Che title Canaanite ganaanite goes to whaoes to what modern st modern scholars cacholars call Phoeniclcacall Phoencall Phoenician. Phoician. Phoenician spenician spread beyonread beyond the tradd the traditional boitional borders of Crders of Canaan; it anaan; it was adoptewaswas adoptewas adopted by kingdd by kingdoms in Ciloms in Cilicia and nicia and northern Syorthern Syria, by Phria, by Phoenician coenician colonies onolonies on Cyprus an onon Cyprus on Cyprus and the noand the northern shorthern shores of Afrres of Africa (Punicica (Punic in Graeco in Graeco-Roman tim-Roman times) and Maes) and Mes) and Malta. HowMalta. However, the ever, the close afficlose affinities of nities of ancient Heancient Hebrew show brew show that it tothat it too was a dio was a dialect of taledidialect ofdialect of the same  the same family. Thfamily. The Amarna Le Amarna Letters froetters from Canaanitm Canaanite scribes e scribes were compowere compwere composed icomposed in a strangn a strange mixed Ake mixed Akkadian/Weskadian/West Semitic t Semitic dialect. Sdialect. Since this ince this hybrid lanhybrid language is cglanlanguage ilanguage is confineds confined to the ar to the area known fea known from the gerom the geographicalographical texts as  texts as Canaan, thCanaan, the West Seme ththe West Sthe West Semitic linemitic linguistic feguistic features canatures can legitimat legitimately be calely be called “Canaaled “Canaanite.”nite.”nite.”

The most legitimate claim to the title Canaanite goes to what modern scholars 



call Phoenician. Phoenician spread beyond the traditional borders of Canaan; it 
was adopted by kingdoms in Cilicia and northern Syria, by Phoenician colonies 
on Cyprus and the northern shores of Africa (Punic in Graeco-Roman times) and 
Malta. However, the close affinities of ancient Hebrew show that it too was a 
dialect of the same family. The Amarna Letters from Canaanite scribes were 
composed in a strange mixed Akkadian/West Semitic dialect. Since this hybrid 
language is confined to the area known from the geographical texts as Canaan, 
the West Semitic linguistic features can legitimately be called “Canaanite.”

�Ugaritic iUgaritic is usually s usually called a Ccalled a Canaanite danaanite dialect, buialect, but in spitet in spite of many i of many isoglosses soglosses (and also (an(and also (and also syntactic syntactic and literaand literary expressry expressions and pions and phrases) thhrases) there are stere are strong similrong similarities toaritisimilsimilaritisimilarities to somees to some dialects  dialects of Aramaicof Aramaic. The shor. The short, so-callt, so-called Phoeniced Phoenician alphabian alphabet of onlyet oet of only 22of only 22 character characters was knows was known sporadicn sporadically at Ugally at Ugarit (in carit (in contrast toontrast to the nativ the native alphabete ae alphabet walphabet with many mith many more consonore consonants), butants), but only as a only as an intrusion intrusion, an impon, an import.rt.rt.

Ugaritic is usually called a Canaanite dialect, but in spite of many isoglosses 
(and also syntactic and literary expressions and phrases) there are strong 
similarities to some dialects of Aramaic. The short, so-called Phoenician alphabet 
of only 22 characters was known sporadically at Ugarit (in contrast to the native 
alphabet with many more consonants), but only as an intrusion, an import.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. C. AstoM. C. Astour, “The Our, “The Origin of trigin of the Terms ‘he Terms ‘Canaan,’ ‘Canaan,’ ‘PhoenicianPhoenician‘‘Phoenicia‘Phoenician,’ and ‘Pn,’ and ‘Purple,’” urple,’” JNESJNES 24 (1965) 24 (1965): 346–50; : 346–50; N. P. LemcN. P. Lemche, he, The CanaanThe Canaanites and Tites aites and Their and Their Land.Land. JSOTSup 1 JSOTSup 110 (Sheffi10 (Sheffield, 1991)eld, 1991); B. Mazar; B. Mazar (Maisler) (Maisler), “Canaan , “Canaan and the Caand theand the Canaanthe Canaanites,” ites,” BASORBASOR 102 (1946 102 (1946): 7–12; ): 7–12; The Early The Early Biblical PBiblical Perioderiod (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1980); m, 1980)m, 1980); A. 1980); A. F. Rainey,F. Rainey,  Canaanite Canaanite in the Amain the Amarna Tabletrna Tablets,s, 4 vols. H 4 vols. HO 25 (LeidO 25 (Leiden, 1996);en, 1996); “Unruly E “ “Unruly El“Unruly Elements in ements in Late BronzLate Bronze Canaanite Canaanite Society,e Society,” in ” in PomegranatPomegranates and Goles and Golden Bells,den Bden Bells,Bells, ed. D. P. ed. D. P. Wright, D Wright, D. N. Freed. N. Freedman, and Aman, and A. Hurvitz . Hurvitz (Winona La(Winona Lake, 1995),ke, 1995), 481–96; “ 481– 481–96; “W481–96; “Who Is a Caho Is a Canaanite? Anaanite? A Review of Review of the Textu the Textual Evidencal Evidence,” e,” BASORBASOR 304 (1996 304 (199 304 (1996): 1–(1996): 1–15; K. N. 15; K. N. Schoville,Schoville, “Canaanit “Canaanites and Amoes and Amorites,” inrites,” in  Peoples ofPeoples of the Old T the Old Testament WestaTTestament Testament World,World, ed. A. J. ed. A. J. Hoerth, G Hoerth, G. L. Matti. L. Mattingly, and ngly, and E. M. YamaE. M. Yamauchi (Granuchi (Grand Rapids, d Rapid Rapids, 19Rapids, 1994), 157–894), 157–82; M. S. S2; M. S. Smith, “Mytmith, “Myth and Mythh and Mythmaking in making in Canaan andCanaan and Ancient I Ancient  Ancient IsAncient Israel,” rael,” CANECANE 3:2031–41 3:2031–41...
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CANANAEANCANANAEAN (Gk.  (Gk. KananaiíosKananaiíos)))

CANANAEAN (Gk. Kananaiíos)

An epithetAn epithet of Simon  of Simon ((77), a disci), a disciple of Jesple of Jesus (Matt. us (Matt. 10:4 = Mar10:4 = Mark 3:18), ak 3:18), apparently pparently a translita ta translitertransliteration of Aation of Aram. ram. qan}aœn,qan}aœn, “zealot.” “zealot.” At Luke 6 At Luke 6:15; Acts :15; Acts 1:13 he is1:13 he is called Si called S called Simon the Simon the Zealot.Zealot.

An epithet of Simon (7), a disciple of Jesus (Matt. 10:4 = Mark 3:18), apparently a 
transliteration of Aram. qan}aœn, “zealot.” At Luke 6:15; Acts 1:13 he is called 
Simon the Zealot.

CANDACECANDACE (Gk.  (Gk. kandaékeäkandaékeä)))

CANDACE (Gk. kandaékeä)

An EthiopiAn Ethiopic title foc title for the queer the queen and queen and queen mother. n mother. The CandacThe Candace mentionee mentioned in Acts d in Actsd in Acts 8:27 Acts 8:27 is not ideis not identified byntified by a persona a personal name. Phl name. Philip baptiilip baptized her trzed her treasurer, aeasurer, an Ethiopian Ethn Ethiopian Ethiopian eunuch whoeunuch who came to J came to Jerusalem terusalem to worship.o worship. According According to Bion o to Bion of Soli (f Soli (AethiopicaAe((Aethiopic(Aethiopicaa 1, ca. 2n 1, ca. 2nd century d century B.C.E.B.C.E.), the Can), the Candace was tdace was the head ofhe head of the gover the government in tnmentgovergovernmentgovernment in the Nu in the Nubian kingdbian kingdom of Meroom of Meroe (locatede (located in modern in modern Sudan). T Sudan). The title Che titlehe title Candtitle Candace is alsace is also attestedo attested in severa in several classical classical sources l sources (cf. Strab(cf. Strabo o Geog.Geog. 17.1.54;  17.1.54; Dio CassiuDDio CassiuDio Cassius s Hist.Hist. 54.5.4–5; 54.5.4–5; Pliny  Pliny Nat. hist.Nat. hist. 6.35.186; 6.35.186; Pseudo-Ca Pseudo-Callistus 3.llistus 3.18).18).18).

An Ethiopic title for the queen and queen mother. The Candace mentioned in 
Acts 8:27 is not identified by a personal name. Philip baptized her treasurer, an 
Ethiopian eunuch who came to Jerusalem to worship. According to Bion of Soli 
(Aethiopica 1, ca. 2nd century B.C.E.), the Candace was the head of the 
government in the Nubian kingdom of Meroe (located in modern Sudan). The 
title Candace is also attested in several classical sources (cf. Strabo Geog. 17.1.54; 
Dio Cassius Hist. 54.5.4–5; Pliny Nat. hist. 6.35.186; Pseudo-Callistus 3.18).
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CANNEHCANNEH (Heb.  (Heb. kanneähkanneäh)))

CANNEH (Heb. kanneäh)

A MesopotaA Mesopotamian city mian city that maintthat maintained tradained trade relatione relations with Tyrs with Tyre (Ezek. 2e (Ezek. 27:23). Old7:23). Older attempteOldOlder atteOlder attempts to idmpts to identify it entify it with Calnewith Calneh (Amos 6:h (Amos 6:2) have be2) have been discreden discredited.ited.

A Mesopotamian city that maintained trade relations with Tyre (Ezek. 27:23). 
Older attempts to identify it with Calneh (Amos 6:2) have been discredited.

CANON OF TCANON OF THE OLD TESHE OLD TESTAMENTTAMENTTAMENT

CANON OF THE OLD TESTAMENT

�A ChristiaA Christian term forn term for the relig the religious writiious writings of ancngs of ancient Israeient Israel held as l held as sacred by sacred by Judaism anJJudaism anJudaism and Christiad Christianity. The nity. The name “Old name “Old Testament”Testament” reflects  reflects the Christthe Christian movemeian movemian movement’smovement’s self-unde self-understanding rstanding as the fulas the fulfillment ofillment of Jeremiahf Jeremiah’s prophec’s prophecy (Jer. 31y (Jer. 31:31) of a :313131:31) of 31:31) of a new covea new covenant (Lat.nant (Lat.  testamentutestamentumm) between ) between God and IsGod and Israel. Judarael. Judaism uses aism usesism uses a varuses a variety of deiety of designationssignations for its s for its sacred writacred writings, inclings, including: (1)uding: (1) “scriptur “scripture,” from He,” frome,” from Heb. from Heb. miqraœ},miqraœ}, “that whi “that which is readch is read aloud;” ( aloud;” (2) “Tanak,2) “Tanak,” an acron” an acronym createdym createdym created frcreated from the namom the names of the es of the three tradthree traditional diitional divisions ofvisions of the Hebre the Hebrew Scripturw Scriptures, Torah esScripturScripturesScriptures, Torah (L, Torah (Law), Nebi}aw), Nebi}im (Propheim (Prophets), and Kts), and Kethubim (Wethubim (Writings); ritings); and (3) “Tand (3) “Torah,” afto“T“Torah,” a“Torah,” after the sfter the section of ection of the Scriptthe Scriptures that ures that is most imis most important foportant for Jewish pr Jewish practice.ractppractice.practice.practice.

A Christian term for the religious writings of ancient Israel held as sacred by 
Judaism and Christianity. The name “Old Testament” reflects the Christian 
movement’s self-understanding as the fulfillment of Jeremiah’s prophecy (Jer. 
31:31) of a new covenant (Lat. testamentum) between God and Israel. Judaism 
uses a variety of designations for its sacred writings, including: (1) “scripture,” 
from Heb. miqraœ}, “that which is read aloud;” (2) “Tanak,” an acronym 
created from the names of the three traditional divisions of the Hebrew 
Scriptures, Torah (Law), Nebi}im (Prophets), and Kethubim (Writings); and (3) 
“Torah,” after the section of the Scriptures that is most important for Jewish 
practice.

�The develoThe development of tpment of the OT canohe OT canon is a resn is a result of theult of the interacti interaction betweenon between two disti two two distintwo distinct but insct but inseparable meparable meanings ofeanings of the term  the term “canon.” ““canon.” “Canon” is Canon” is derived frderived from Semiticofrfrom Semitfrom Semitic ic qaœneh,qaœneh, “reed,” a “reed,” and takes ind takes its meaningts meaning metaphori metaphorically fromcally from the use o the use the use of sucuse of such objects h objects as measurias measuring devicesng devices. When app. When applied to a lied to a literary cliterary collection,ollection, canon in  can canon in icanon in its strictets strictest sense rst sense refers to aefers to a fixed lis fixed list of textst of texts possessin possessing an exclug an exclusive statusive stasive status relstatus relative to oative to other writither writings. On thngs. On the basis ofe basis of such a de such a definition, finition, one might one might assume thaassumassume thaassume that the OT ct the OT canon posseanon possessed a unissed a uniform shapeform shape and a pre and a precise date cise date of origin.of origin.of origin. Hoorigin. However, eviwever, evidence for dence for its historits history providesy provides neither a neither a clearly i clearly identifiabldentifiable date of e datee date of ordate of origin nor aigin nor a single, u single, universallyniversally accepted  accepted descriptiodescription of its cn of its contents. Uontents. Under thesender tnder these circthese circumstances,umstances, a broader a broader definitio definition is requin is required. Canonred. Canon in its br in its broader sensoader sense is the ne ise is the noris the normative funmative functioning octioning of given tef given texts withinxts within social gr social groups, withoups, without regardout regard to the fi to  to the fixto the fixed contented content or exclus or exclusive statusive status of the te of the texts in usexts in use. By this . By this definitiondefinition, the text, the te, the texts of ttexts of the OT werehe OT were employed  employed as a fluidas a fluid, function, functional “canon-al “canon-in-the-makin-the-making” for ming” for many years ammany yearsmany years prior to  prior to their ultitheir ultimate definmate definition as aition as a fixed and fixed and exclusive exclusive collectio collection.n.

The development of the OT canon is a result of the interaction between 
two distinct but inseparable meanings of the term “canon.” “Canon” is derived 
from Semitic qaœneh, “reed,” and takes its meaning metaphorically from the 
use of such objects as measuring devices. When applied to a literary collection, 
canon in its strictest sense refers to a fixed list of texts possessing an exclusive 
status relative to other writings. On the basis of such a definition, one might 
assume that the OT canon possessed a uniform shape and a precise date of 
origin. However, evidence for its history provides neither a clearly identifiable 
date of origin nor a single, universally accepted description of its contents. Under 
these circumstances, a broader definition is required. Canon in its broader sense 
is the normative functioning of given texts within social groups, without regard 
to the fixed content or exclusive status of the texts in use. By this definition, the 
texts of the OT were employed as a fluid, functional “canon-in-the-making” for 
many years prior to their ultimate definition as a fixed and exclusive collection.

Evidence fEvidence for a Fixedor a Fixed Canon Canon

Evidence for a Fixed Canon

Hebrew manHebrew manuscripts auscripts and rabbinind rabbinic listingsc listings of the de of the definitive bfinitive books of thooks of the Jewish Se Jewish Scriptures cripSScripturesScriptures include 2 include 24 books ar4 books arranged in ranged in a tripartia tripartite divisiote division of Torahn of Torah, Prophets, Prophets, and Writ, an, and Writinand Writings. The nugs. The numbering ofmbering of the books the books reflects  reflects the numberthe number of indivi of individual scroldual scrolls used tolsscrolscrolls usscrolls used to recoed to record each bord each book in antiok in antiquity.quity.quity.

Hebrew manuscripts and rabbinic listings of the definitive books of the Jewish 
Scriptures include 24 books arranged in a tripartite division of Torah, Prophets, 
and Writings. The numbering of the books reflects the number of individual 
scrolls used to record each book in antiquity.

�The earlieThe earliest referenst reference to a fice to a fixed collecxed collection of Jetion of Jewish Scripwish Scriptures is ftures is found in thound in the writingseththe writinthe writings of the gs of the historian historian Josephus (Josephus (Ag. Ap.Ag. Ap. 1.8, ca.  1.8, ca. 90 90 B.C.E.B.C.E.). Accordi). According to Joseng to Josephus, the pJoseJosephus, Josephus, the 22 sacthe 22 sacred books red books of the Jewof the Jewish Scriptish Scriptures were ures were written duwritten during Israering Israel’s classil’sIsraeIsrael’s cIsrael’s classical plassical period of period of prophetic irophetic inspirationnspiration, from the, from the time of M time of Moses to thoses to the period oe pere period of period of Judean resJudean restoration itoration in the mid-n the mid-5th centur5th century. Althougy. Although the conth the contents of thents of the Scripture ththe Scriptthe Scriptures are dures are described iescribed in three sen three sections, thctions, these sectioese sections are notns are not identical identical to the tr to t to the triparthe tripartite rabbitite rabbinic divisinic division. Josephon. Josephus’ canon us’ canon consisted consisted of: (1) thof: (1) the five booe five books of Moseks of Mks of Moses; (2)Moses; (2) 13 prophe 13 prophetic books,tic books, including including not only  not only the eight the eight books of tbooks of the rabbinihe rabbinic “Prophetc “c “Prophets”“Prophets” section,  section, but also Jbut also Job, Danielob, Daniel, Chronicl, Chronicles, Ezra-Nes, Ezra-Nehemiah, aehemiah, and Esther;nd Esther; and (3) t a and (3) thand (3) the four booe four books of Psalks of Psalms, Proverms, Proverbs, Ecclesbs, Ecclesiastes, aniastes, and the Songd the Song of Songs. of Songs. The diffe Th The differThe difference betweence between the 22 en the 22 books in Jbooks in Josephus’ losephus’ list and thist and the 24 in the 24 in the rabbinice rabbinic lists is  lis lists is ulists is usually expsually explained by lained by counting Rcounting Ruth with Juth with Judges and udges and LamentatioLamentations with Jens with Jeremiah. ThremJeJeremiah. Jeremiah. The numberThe number 22 is ide 22 is identical to ntical to the numberthe number of letter of letters in the Hs in the Hebrew alphebrew alphabet, symbaalphalphabet, alphabet, symbolizinsymbolizing the compg the completeness oleteness of the collf the collection. Thection. The traditioe tradition of countn of counting the boingcountcounting tcounting the books ahe books as 24 is ats 24 is attested in tested in 4 Ezra 14:4 Ezra 14:45, a pass45, a passage roughlage roughly contempoy contemporaneous wiracontempocontemporacontemporaneous withneous with Josephus. Josephus.

The earliest reference to a fixed collection of Jewish Scriptures is found in 
the writings of the historian Josephus (Ag. Ap. 1.8, ca. 90 B.C.E.). According to 



Josephus, the 22 sacred books of the Jewish Scriptures were written during 
Israel’s classical period of prophetic inspiration, from the time of Moses to the 
period of Judean restoration in the mid-5th century. Although the contents of 
the Scriptures are described in three sections, these sections are not identical to 
the tripartite rabbinic division. Josephus’ canon consisted of: (1) the five books of 
Moses; (2) 13 prophetic books, including not only the eight books of the rabbinic 
“Prophets” section, but also Job, Daniel, Chronicles, Ezra-Nehemiah, and Esther; 
and (3) the four books of Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Songs. 
The difference between the 22 books in Josephus’ list and the 24 in the rabbinic 
lists is usually explained by counting Ruth with Judges and Lamentations with 
Jeremiah. The number 22 is identical to the number of letters in the Hebrew 
alphabet, symbolizing the completeness of the collection. The tradition of 
counting the books as 24 is attested in 4 Ezra 14:45, a passage roughly 
contemporaneous with Josephus.

�Attempts tAttempts to trace tho trace the history e history of a fixedof a fixed collectio collection of Scripn of Scriptures to atures to a time earl time earlier than Jiearlearlier thearlier than Josephuan Josephus are fruss are frustrated by trated by a complex a complex set of finset of findings. Thedings. The LXX, the  LXX, the ancient trancancient trancient translation anslation of the Jewof the Jewish Scriptish Scriptures from ures from Hebrew intHebrew into Greek, po Greek, provides earovides earlier chroreaearlier chearlier chronologicaronological evidencel evidence for the h for the history of istory of the OT canthe OT canon, but noon, but not without t without complicaticocomplicaticomplicating that hing that history a grstory a great deal. eat deal. Except forExcept for the Torah the Torah, the LXX , the LXX preserves preserves the books ththe books the books in a diffein a different orderrent order, based lo, based loosely on cosely on chronology hronology and literaand literary typologry typology, and wity, ay, and with aand with a variety o variety of textual f textual divergencedivergences from exis from existing Hebrsting Hebrew manuscrew manuscripts. The ipts. The most signimmost signimost significant difficant difference isference is that the  that the Greek tranGreek translation inslation included sevcluded several writieral writings not inngs nongs not includnot included in the ed in the Hebrew canHebrew canon. Addition. Additional textsonal texts found in  found in the LXX buthe LXX but not in Ht not in Ht not in Hebrew manHebrew manuscripts auscripts and lists ind lists include 1–2nclude 1–2 Esdras, J Esdras, Judith, Tobudith, Tobit, 1–2 Mait, 1–2 Maccabees, Wccabees, Wccabees, Wisdom of Wisdom of Solomon, SSolomon, Sirach, andirach, and Baruch, a Baruch, as well as s well as numerous anumerous additions tdditions to individuo individuo individualindividual books. books. books.

Attempts to trace the history of a fixed collection of Scriptures to a time 
earlier than Josephus are frustrated by a complex set of findings. The LXX, the 
ancient translation of the Jewish Scriptures from Hebrew into Greek, provides 
earlier chronological evidence for the history of the OT canon, but not without 
complicating that history a great deal. Except for the Torah, the LXX preserves 
the books in a different order, based loosely on chronology and literary typology, 
and with a variety of textual divergences from existing Hebrew manuscripts. The 
most significant difference is that the Greek translation included several writings 
not included in the Hebrew canon. Additional texts found in the LXX but not in 
Hebrew manuscripts and lists include 1–2 Esdras, Judith, Tobit, 1–2 Maccabees, 
Wisdom of Solomon, Sirach, and Baruch, as well as numerous additions to 
individual books.

�The Greek The Greek translatiotranslation of the Jn of the Jewish Scriewish Scriptures oweptures owes its press its preservation tervation to the Chrio the Co the Christian Christian movement. movement. The Greek The Greek Bible was Bible was the Scriptthe Scripture of theure of the early Chu early Church, a facrch, a facrch, a fact reflefact reflected not octed not only in thenly in the numerous  numerous citations citations of the LXXof the LXX found in  found in the NT, buthe NT, but also in t bubut also ibut also in the accen the acceptance of ptance of most of thmost of the books ofe books of the Greek the Greek Bible int Bible into the canoo the canon of the en canocanon of tcanon of the early Che early Church, boohurch, books that haks that have been reve been retained unttained until the preil the present time sent time in the caninin the canin the canon of the on of the Roman CathRoman Catholic and Oolic and Orthodox Chrthodox Christian Christian Churches. Alurches. Although Prothough Pthough ProtestantProtestant Christian Christianity acceptity accepts as canons as canonical only ical only those bookthose books of the Js of the Jewish Scriewish Scriptures preptuScriScripturesScriptures preserved preserved in Hebrew in Hebrew, the Prot, the Protestant OT estant OT still follstill follows the orows the order of theder of the LXX and n L LXX and noLXX and not the Hebrt the Hebrew Bible. ew Bible. Until the Until the 19th centu19th century, even pry, even printed edirinted editions of ttions of the Protesthtthe Protesthe Protestant Bibletant Bible included  included the deuterthe deuterocanonicalocanonical books of  books of the Catholthe Catholic and Ortic and Orthodox OT, hOrtOrthodox OOrthodox OT, which aT, which are designare designated as “Apted as “Apocrypha” bocrypha” by Protestay Protestant Christint Christianity.anity.anity.

The Greek translation of the Jewish Scriptures owes its preservation to the 
Christian movement. The Greek Bible was the Scripture of the early Church, a 
fact reflected not only in the numerous citations of the LXX found in the NT, 
but also in the acceptance of most of the books of the Greek Bible into the 
canon of the early Church, books that have been retained until the present time 
in the canon of the Roman Catholic and Orthodox Christian Churches. Although 
Protestant Christianity accepts as canonical only those books of the Jewish 
Scriptures preserved in Hebrew, the Protestant OT still follows the order of the 
LXX and not the Hebrew Bible. Until the 19th century, even printed editions of 
the Protestant Bible included the deuterocanonical books of the Catholic and 
Orthodox OT, which are designated as “Apocrypha” by Protestant Christianity.

�The best eThe best explanationxplanation of the di of the difference bfference between theetween the number an number and order ofd order of books in  boo books in tbooks in the rabbinihe rabbinic Jewish cc Jewish canon and tanon and that of thehat of the LXX manus LXX manuscripts andcripts and the early the early Church is earlyearly Churearly Church is thatch is that, apart fr, apart from the fivom the five books ofe books of the Torah the Torah, the limi, the limits and divts and divisions of isiondivdivisions divisions of the Jewof the Jewish Scriptish Scriptures were ures were not fully not fully defined atdefined at the time  the time of the traof the translation inslatiotratranslatiotranslation into Gren into Greek, betweeek, between the 3rd n the 3rd and the 1sand the 1st centuriet centuries s B.C.E.B.C.E. The manus The manuscript disccripmanusmanuscriptmanuscript discoveri discoveries from thes from the Dead Seae Dead Sea region, e region, especially specially Qumran, suQumran, support thispport thispport this conclthis conclusion. Theusion. The Jewish se Jewish sect living ct living at Qumran at Qumran preserved preserved and esteemand esteemed religioed religious writingureligioreligious religious writings bwritings beyond thoseyond those of the se of the subsequent ubsequent Hebrew canHebrew canon, such aon, such as the pseus the pseus the pseudonymopseudonymous books ous books of Jubileesf Jubilees and Enoch and Enoch, as well , as well as texts uas texts unique to tnique to the Qumran he Qumrahe Qumran comQumran community. Thmunity. The overall e overall picture thpicture that the LXXat the LXX and Qumra and Qumran manuscrin manuscripts yield pts yipts yield is tyield is that prior hat prior to the 1stto the 1st century  century C.E.C.E. the 24 bo the 24 books of theoks of the Hebrew ca Hebrew canon were pnon were non were presewere preserved, tranrved, translated, emslated, employed, anployed, and esteemedd esteemed as Script as Scripture, but, ure, but, apart fromapart from the Torah fromfrom the Tfrom the Torah, theyorah, they did not p did not possess an ossess an exclusive exclusive status norstatus nor a uniform a uniform shape. Ba shape. Based upon tseBaBased uponBased upon the avail the available evideable evidence, priornce, prior to the la to the last half ofst half of the 1st c the 1st century entury C.E.C.E., the Jewi, the, the Jewishthe Jewish Scripture Scriptures consistes consisted of the Td of the Torah, a loorah, a loosely defiosely defined group ned group of writingof writings referreds res referred treferred to as “the o as “the Prophets,”Prophets,” and an un and an undefined grdefined group of misoup of miscellaneouscellaneous writings. writings.

The best explanation of the difference between the number and order of 
books in the rabbinic Jewish canon and that of the LXX manuscripts and the 
early Church is that, apart from the five books of the Torah, the limits and 



divisions of the Jewish Scriptures were not fully defined at the time of the 
translation into Greek, between the 3rd and the 1st centuries B.C.E. The 
manuscript discoveries from the Dead Sea region, especially Qumran, support 
this conclusion. The Jewish sect living at Qumran preserved and esteemed 
religious writings beyond those of the subsequent Hebrew canon, such as the 
pseudonymous books of Jubilees and Enoch, as well as texts unique to the 
Qumran community. The overall picture that the LXX and Qumran manuscripts 
yield is that prior to the 1st century C.E. the 24 books of the Hebrew canon 
were preserved, translated, employed, and esteemed as Scripture, but, apart 
from the Torah, they did not possess an exclusive status nor a uniform shape. 
Based upon the available evidence, prior to the last half of the 1st century C.E., 
the Jewish Scriptures consisted of the Torah, a loosely defined group of writings 
referred to as “the Prophets,” and an undefined group of miscellaneous writings.

Process ofProcess of Canonizat Canonizationion

Process of Canonization

Although iAlthough identifyingdentifying the mid-t the mid-to-late 1sto-late 1st century  century C.E.C.E. as the da as the date of the te of the earliest eearliest explicitly xpeexplicitlyexplicitly limited c limited collection ollection of Jewish of Jewish ScripturesScriptures satisfies satisfies the stric the strict definitit definition of canoon of canoon of canon as acanon as a fixed col fixed collection oflection of exclusive exclusive status, s status, such a descuch a description exription excludes extcludes extensive eviensivextextensive extensive evidence fevidence for the autor the authoritativehoritative usage of  usage of most of thmost of the OT at tie OT at times much emes much earlier thaaeearlier thearlier than this mian this minimal datenimal date of origin of origin. Some arg. Some argue that thue that the present e present form of poform of portions of rtiopoportions oportions of biblicalf biblical material  material may be tramay be traced back dced back directly toirectly to the histo the historical figurical figure of Mosere of re of Moses. of Moses. Most wouldMost would agree tha agree that, at the t, at the very leastvery least, material, material preserved preserved in Deut.  in Deut. 12-26 is d12-12-26 is d12-26 is directly reirectly related to tlated to the scroll he scroll of law proof law promulgated bmulgated by King Josy King Josiah of Judiah of Judah in the ah in ah in the 7thin the 7th century ( century (2 Kgs. 22:2 Kgs. 22:8-23:25). 8-23:25). A great poA great portion of trtion of the Jewish he Jewish ScripturesScriptures took thei too took theirtook their present s present shape in thhape in the 6th cente 6th century duringury during the Babyl the Babylonian Exilonian Exile, so thate, so that by the ti by  by the timby the time Ezra thee Ezra the scribe ca scribe came to Jerume to Jerusalem fromsalem from Babylon i Babylon in the mid-n the mid-5th centur5th century “with thycenturcentury “wcentury “with the Laith the Law of his Gw of his God in his od in his hand” (Ezrhand” (Ezra 7:14), ma 7:14), much of theuch of the subsequen subsequent OT canontsubsequensubsequentsubsequent OT canon  OT canon was circulwas circulating in rating in roughly itsoughly its present f present form.orm.orm.

Although identifying the mid-to-late 1st century C.E. as the date of the earliest 
explicitly limited collection of Jewish Scriptures satisfies the strict definition of 
canon as a fixed collection of exclusive status, such a description excludes 
extensive evidence for the authoritative usage of most of the OT at times much 
earlier than this minimal date of origin. Some argue that the present form of 
portions of biblical material may be traced back directly to the historical figure 
of Moses. Most would agree that, at the very least, material preserved in Deut. 
12-26 is directly related to the scroll of law promulgated by King Josiah of Judah 
in the 7th century (2 Kgs. 22:8-23:25). A great portion of the Jewish Scriptures 
took their present shape in the 6th century during the Babylonian Exile, so that 
by the time Ezra the scribe came to Jerusalem from Babylon in the mid-5th 
century “with the Law of his God in his hand” (Ezra 7:14), much of the 
subsequent OT canon was circulating in roughly its present form.

�The differThe difference betweence between the relen the relatively laatively late emergente emergence of the ce of the exclusive exclusive status of status ostatus of the OT of the OT canon and canon and the great the great antiquity antiquity of the norof the normative usamative usage of the ge of the OT writingOT writings demonstrswritingwritings dwritings demonstrateemonstrates the neces the necessity of essity of expanding txpanding the definithe definition of canion of canon to inclon to include the moudeinclinclude thinclude the more gene more general conceeral concept of a tept of a text’s functxt’s function as a nion as a normative sormative standard oftandard of evaluatio e evaluationevaluation. In the f. In the functional unctional stage of cstage of canon formaanon formation, the tion, the status of status of a canonicaa canonical work is l worl work is imwork is implicitly aplicitly assumed in ssumed in its usage.its usage. Further,  Further, the canonithe canonical functical function of a woon of a work is contrk is rk is contingis contingent upon tent upon the situatihe situation in whicon in which it is ush it is used and is ed and is therefore therefore subject tosubject to change gi chan change givchange given the exien the exigencies ofgencies of the momen the moment. The fixt. The fixed, definied, definitive OT cative OT canon is thenon is the final, re fi final, reffinal, reflective stlective stage of a lage of a lengthy andengthy and complex p complex process durrocess during which ing which the biblicthe biblical texts cal texal texts conttexts continued to finued to function nounction normatively rmatively over an exover an extended sertended series of ciries of circumstancescumstances. Due to t.circumstancescircumstancircumstances. Due tces. Due to the implo the implicit and sicit and somewhat raomewhat random naturndom nature of the ce of the continuous ontinuouccontinuouscontinuous normative normative use of th use of the canonicae canonical books, tl books, the processhe process of the ca of the canon’s devenon’s development isldevedevelopmendevelopment is best t is best described described in a theorin a theoretical, raetical, rather than ther than objective,objective, manner. manner. manner.

The difference between the relatively late emergence of the exclusive status 
of the OT canon and the great antiquity of the normative usage of the OT 
writings demonstrates the necessity of expanding the definition of canon to 
include the more general concept of a text’s function as a normative standard of 
evaluation. In the functional stage of canon formation, the status of a canonical 
work is implicitly assumed in its usage. Further, the canonical function of a work 
is contingent upon the situation in which it is used and is therefore subject to 
change given the exigencies of the moment. The fixed, definitive OT canon is the 
final, reflective stage of a lengthy and complex process during which the biblical 
texts continued to function normatively over an extended series of 
circumstances. Due to the implicit and somewhat random nature of the 



continuous normative use of the canonical books, the process of the canon’s 
development is best described in a theoretical, rather than objective, manner.

�The initiaThe initial stage inl stage in the forma the formation of thtion of the OT canone OT canon was the w was the written preritten preservation servatioprepreservatipreservation of its on of its contents. contents. For much oFor much of the OT mf the OT material, haterial, however, thowever, this stage ois stage of the procf tf the procesthe process is shrous is shrouded in mysded in mystery. The tery. The current wrcurrent written formitten form of most O of most OT books isT books iT books is the resis the result of a pult of a process of rocess of collectioncollection or compil or compilation of mation of material exaterial existing in isting in a previousa previa previous fprevious form, whethorm, whether oral orer oral or written,  written, that cannothat cannot be recret be recreated with ated with great certgreat certainty.aicertcertainty.certainty.

The initial stage in the formation of the OT canon was the written 
preservation of its contents. For much of the OT material, however, this stage of 
the process is shrouded in mystery. The current written form of most OT books 
is the result of a process of collection or compilation of material existing in a 
previous form, whether oral or written, that cannot be recreated with great 
certainty.

�In order tIn order to continueo continue the proce the process that less that leads to canads to canonization,onization, the writt the written materiaen mateen material rmaterial required soequired some form ofme form of publicati publication or offion or official sanctcial sanction withinion within a communi a community. The actycommunicommunity.community. The accou The account given int given in 2 Kgs. 2n 2 Kgs. 23 of Josia3 of Josiah’s promulh’s promulgation of gation of the Deuterthe Deuteronomic lawoDeuterDeuteronomDeuteronomic law codic law code providese provides a rare gl a rare glimpse of timpse of the kind ofhe kind of official  official publicatiopublication that wasn tn that was nthat was necessary fecessary for the suror the survival of bvival of biblical liiblical literature, terature, despite thdespite the silence e silence of the bibof the bof the biblical rbiblical record regaecord regarding suchrding such official  official sanctions.sanctions.

In order to continue the process that leads to canonization, the written 
material required some form of publication or official sanction within a 
community. The account given in 2 Kgs. 23 of Josiah’s promulgation of the 
Deuteronomic law code provides a rare glimpse of the kind of official publication 
that was necessary for the survival of biblical literature, despite the silence of the 
biblical record regarding such official sanctions.

�The fact tThe fact that ancienhat ancient Near East Near Eastern textstern texts outside t outside the Bible hhe Bible have survivave survived only ased only ed only as aronly as archaeologicchaeological discoveal discoveries showsries shows that offi that official publicial publication andcation and sanction  sanction alone do nalonealone do nalone do not guarantot guarantee continuee continuous canonious canonical statuscal status. Publishe. Published texts mud texts must be reprst be reproduced texoreprreproducedreproduced textually textually, an effor, an effort not to bt not to be undereste underestimated in imated in a predomina predominantly oralantly oral culture.  c culture. Eculture. Economic faconomic factors relactors related to trated to training scriining scribes, procubes, procuring and pring and preparing wreparing writing matritiwwriting mawriting materials, rterials, reproducingeproducing lengthy t lengthy texts by haexts by hand, storinnd, storing the textg the texts and the s and the copies, ancopicopies, ancopies, and repeatind repeating the copyg the copying procesing process requireds required a highly  a highly motivated motivated interest ginterest group. The roggroup. Thegroup. The preserved preserved texts mus texts must have mett have met some pres some pressing need sing need of the preof the preserving coserving cserving community,community, whether f whether for self-unor self-understandinderstanding or commug or community governity governance, in nance, in order to jorder toorder to justifyto justify such expe such expense in ternse in terms of laboms of labor and mater and materials. Isrrials. Israel’s undeael’s understanding rstanding of its traof itsof its traditits traditions as diions as divine revelvine revelation, wheation, whether as prther as priestly insiestly instruction truction (to®ra®)(to®ra®) or as pro or as p or as prophetic prophetic word word (daœb�aœr)(daœb�aœr),, reflects  reflects the explicthe explicit religioit religious value ous value of the presf the preserved traderveprespreserved preserved traditionstraditions. Referenc. References to ancies to ancient books ent books no longer no longer extant, suextant, such as the ch as the Book of thBoBook of thBook of the Wars of e Wars of the Lord (the Lord (Num. 21:14Num. 21:14) and the ) and the Book of JaBook of Jashar (Joshshar (Josh. 10:13; 2. 10:13; 2. 10:13; 2 Sam. 1:12 Sam. 1:18), sugges8), suggest that onlt that only a fractiy a fraction of Israon of Israelite liteelite literature wasrature was esteemed  esteemed valuable evaluabvaluable evaluable enough by snough by succeeding ucceeding generationgenerations to receis to receive continuve continuous reprodous reproduction.uction.uction.

The fact that ancient Near Eastern texts outside the Bible have survived 
only as archaeological discoveries shows that official publication and sanction 
alone do not guarantee continuous canonical status. Published texts must be 
reproduced textually, an effort not to be underestimated in a predominantly oral 
culture. Economic factors related to training scribes, procuring and preparing 
writing materials, reproducing lengthy texts by hand, storing the texts and the 
copies, and repeating the copying process required a highly motivated interest 
group. The preserved texts must have met some pressing need of the preserving 
community, whether for self-understanding or community governance, in order 
to justify such expense in terms of labor and materials. Israel’s understanding of 
its traditions as divine revelation, whether as priestly instruction (to®ra®) or as 
prophetic word (daœb�aœr),  reflects the explicit religious value of the 
preserved traditions. References to ancient books no longer extant, such as the 
Book of the Wars of the Lord (Num. 21:14) and the Book of Jashar (Josh. 10:13; 
2 Sam. 1:18), suggest that only a fraction of Israelite literature was esteemed 
valuable enough by succeeding generations to receive continuous reproduction.

�Beyond phyBeyond physical reprsical reproduction, oduction, textual trtextual transmissionansmission by succee by succeeding generding generations reqationsgenergenerationgenerations requireds required various d various degrees of egrees of actualizinactualizing interpreg interpretation in tation in order to aorder to appropriateppraappropriatappropriate older tee older texts to newxts to new situation situations. Often ss. Often such interpuch interpretation tretation took the foook the form of editrmfoform of edform of editorial alitorial alteration oteration of the textf the text itself, a itself, a process t process that is demhat is demonstrable onstrable for the OTfor thefor the OT by the OT by comparing comparing the texts the texts of variousof various ancient m ancient manuscriptsanuscripts. Other co. Other contemporizintemporizcocontemporicontemporizing interzing interpretationspretations circulate circulated independd independently of tently of the biblicahe biblical text in l text in the form othe fthe form of orform of oral traditial tradition. The deon. The description scription in Neh. 8 in Neh. 8 of Ezra reof Ezra reading the ading the Torah of MTorah of Moses whileoseMMoses whilMoses while the Levie the Levites “intertes “interpret and gpret and give the seive the sense” provinse” provides a cleades a clear example r example of the rolofof the rolof the role of intere of interpretation pretation in the train the transmission nsmission of valued of valued texts.texts.texts.

Beyond physical reproduction, textual transmission by succeeding 
generations required various degrees of actualizing interpretation in order to 
appropriate older texts to new situations. Often such interpretation took the 
form of editorial alteration of the text itself, a process that is demonstrable for 
the OT by comparing the texts of various ancient manuscripts. Other 
contemporizing interpretations circulated independently of the biblical text in the 
form of oral tradition. The description in Neh. 8 of Ezra reading the Torah of 
Moses while the Levites “interpret and give the sense” provides a clear example 
of the role of interpretation in the transmission of valued texts.

�If a text If a text survives lsurvives long enoughong enough due to co due to continued acntinued actualizatiotualization and alson and also the conti the con the continued continued survival osurvival of the intef the interpreting crpreting community, ommunity, then it acthen it achieves addhieves added signified significance not cancsignifisignificansignificance not onlce not only for its y for its content bucontent but also fort also for its “time its “timeless” charless” character. Theacter. The text is a text i text is affordeis afforded a “classd a “classical” statical” status relativus relative to othere to other literatur literature because e because of its antof its antiquity andiquity aniquity and durabiand durability. Suchlity. Such a phenome a phenomenon would non would explain thexplain the prolifere proliferation of pation of pseudonymouseudonymoppseudonymopseudonymous writingus writings during ts during the 3rd andhe 3rd and 2nd centu 2nd centuries. Evenries. Eventually, a tually, a level of “level of “critical” cr““critical”“critical” study eme study emerges in orrges in order to disder to distinguish ctinguish classical llassical literature iterature from otherfrom other imitative imita imitative,imitative, archaizin archaizing works. Tg works. The emerginhe emerging boundarig boundaries betweenes between a classic a classic text and  text and a secondara sa secondary secondary text are itext are illustratedllustrated by compar by comparing the boing the book of Daniok of Daniel, which el, which is includeis included in the cd id in the canin the canon perhapson perhaps because o because of its exilf its exilic narratiic narrative settingve setting, and the , and the book of Sibook of Sirach, whicrach, SiSirach, whSirach, which, althoich, although highlyugh highly esteemed  esteemed by both Juby both Judaism and daism and ChristianiChristianity, nevertty, nevertheless is henevertneverthelenevertheless is exclss is excluded from uded from the Jewishthe Jewish canon bec canon because of itause of its self-cons self-conscious andscious and explicit  ex explicit oexplicit origin in trigin in the 2nd cenhe 2nd century tury B.C.E.B.C.E. By the ti By the time of Joseme of Josephus, the phus, the canon was canon was defined todefidefined todefined to exclude n exclude not only teot only texts writtexts written later thn later than the timan the time of Ezra e of Ezra and Nehemiand Nehemiah, but alahNehemiNehemiah, Nehemiah, but also tbut also those textshose texts claiming  claiming to have beto have been writtenen written earlier t earlier than Moses.han Moses.

If a text survives long enough due to continued actualization and also the 



continued survival of the interpreting community, then it achieves added 
significance not only for its content but also for its “timeless” character. The text 
is afforded a “classical” status relative to other literature because of its antiquity 
and durability. Such a phenomenon would explain the proliferation of 
pseudonymous writings during the 3rd and 2nd centuries. Eventually, a level of 
“critical” study emerges in order to distinguish classical literature from other 
imitative, archaizing works. The emerging boundaries between a classic text and a 
secondary text are illustrated by comparing the book of Daniel, which is included 
in the canon perhaps because of its exilic narrative setting, and the book of 
Sirach, which, although highly esteemed by both Judaism and Christianity, 
nevertheless is excluded from the Jewish canon because of its self-conscious and 
explicit origin in the 2nd century B.C.E. By the time of Josephus, the canon was 
defined to exclude not only texts written later than the time of Ezra and 
Nehemiah, but also those texts claiming to have been written earlier than Moses.

�Study and Study and reflectionreflection upon clas upon classical textsical texts increases increases the stats the status of thosus of those texts ane texts ane texts and providand provides the intes the intellectual ellectual context focontext for a definer a defined canon. Ad canon. After the nfter the number of cumber of canonical wanoccanonical canonical works is dworks is determined,etermined, the text, the text, arrangeme arrangement, and clnt, and classificatiassification of the on of the contents dcontcontents dcontents develop a develop a degree of segree of standardizatandardization. It ition. It is theoretis theoretically posscally possible that ible that a text miga texta text mighttext might be remove be removed or addedd or added to the ca to the canon at thinon at this late stas late stage, but suge, but such changesch changes are extre a are extremare extremely unlikeely unlikely. The laly. The latter, refltter, reflective staective stages of theges of the canonical canonical process p process possess a sossesppossess a possess a self-perpeself-perpetuating tetuating tendency.ndency.

Study and reflection upon classical texts increases the status of those texts 
and provides the intellectual context for a defined canon. After the number of 
canonical works is determined, the text, arrangement, and classification of the 
contents develop a degree of standardization. It is theoretically possible that a 
text might be removed or added to the canon at this late stage, but such changes 
are extremely unlikely. The latter, reflective stages of the canonical process 
possess a self-perpetuating tendency.

Canon and Canon and InterpretaInterpretationtion

Canon and Interpretation

The concepThe concept of the Ot of the OT canon asT canon as a distinc a distinct stage int stage in the histo the history of the ry of the biblical tbiblical text has reext hext has receivhas received increased increased attentied attention in receon in recent scholarnt scholarship. In aship. In addition toddition to the vario the various other sus ous other stagother stages of devees of development oflopment of biblical  biblical texts, thetexts, the final, “c final, “canonical” anonical” form of thform of the text hase texe text has btext has become a toecome a topic of renpic of renewed invesewed investigation. tigation. Study of tStudy of texts in thexts in their canonieir canonical form pcal canonicanonical canonical form presuform presumes that tmes that the text hahe text has undergons undergone a genre e a genre transformatransformation from tion fromtion from a prifrom a prior literaror literary categoryy category to the di to the distinct catstinct category of negory of normative Sormative Scripture acripture and may be nd mnd may be promay be productively ductively interpreteinterpreted as such.d as such.

The concept of the OT canon as a distinct stage in the history of the biblical text 
has received increased attention in recent scholarship. In addition to the various 
other stages of development of biblical texts, the final, “canonical” form of the 
text has become a topic of renewed investigation. Study of texts in their 
canonical form presumes that the text has undergone a genre transformation 
from a prior literary category to the distinct category of normative Scripture and 
may be productively interpreted as such.
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One cannotOne cannot discuss t discuss the issue ohe issue of the NT cf the NT canon todayanon today without a without acknowledgicknowledging a diverng a diveng a diversity diversity of evaluatof evaluations on thions on the part of e part of scholars wscholars who approacho approach it from h it from diverse stdiverse starting poiartiststarting pstarting points. Theoints. The following following account a account assumes thessumes the permanent permanent validity  validity of the traof the traditional Ndititratraditionatraditional NT canonl NT canon but is wr but is written in ditten in dialogue wiialogue with other vth other views, partiews, particularly ticularly those whichhosetthose whicthose which, from thh, from the historice historical evidencal evidence, would qe, would question ituestion its legitimas legitimacy.cy.

One cannot discuss the issue of the NT canon today without acknowledging a 
diversity of evaluations on the part of scholars who approach it from diverse 
starting points. The following account assumes the permanent validity of the 
traditional NT canon but is written in dialogue with other views, particularly 
those which, from the historical evidence, would question its legitimacy.

Prophetic Prophetic FoundationFoundation of the Go of the Gospelspel

Prophetic Foundation of the Gospel

The germ oThe germ of a NT canf a NT canon can be on can be regarded aregarded as implicits implicit in the co in the consummationnsummation of redemp of redem of redemptionredemption which we  which we know as thknow as the incarnate incarnation, deathion, death, resurrec, resurrection, and tion, and ascension ascension ascension ascension of Jesus. of Jesus. This is alThis is already postready postulated in ulated in the OT, inthe OT, in places su places such as Jer.ch as Jer. 31:31-34, 31:31 31:31-34, 31:31-34, which predwhich predicts a newicts a new covenant  covenant between Gobetween God and his d and his people. Thpeople. The author oe authore author of author of Hebrews, wHebrews, who expliciho explicitly approptly appropriates Jerriates Jeremiah’s premiah’s prophecy, utophecy, utilizes othilizes other OT texterothother OT tother OT texts as weexts as well which sll which stress the tress the incompleteincompleteness or teness or temporary namporary nature of thture of thture of the old cothe old covenant modvenant modes and poies and point forwardnt forward to someth to something bettering better to be rea to be realized in Clized in Clized in Christ (HeChrist (Heb. 7:17, 2b. 7:17, 20; 8:8-13;0; 8:8-13; 10:5-10,  10:5-10, 16-18). It16-18). It was a fun was a fundamental cdamental conviction onviction of the earof thof the early the early Church thaChurch that the OT St the OT Scriptures criptures themselvesthemselves anticipat anticipated a greated a greater redempter redempter redemptionredemption, and an a, and an addendum ofddendum of divine re divine revelation cvelation cannot be sannot be seen as an een as an unnatural unnatural consequenccconsequencconsequence of the re of the realized prealized prophetic hoophetic hope once itpe once it came. In  came. In the words the words of Jesus iof Jesus in Luke 24:niin Luke 24in Luke 24:47 it is :47 it is seen that seen that not only “not only “the Christthe Christ event” bu event” but even thet even the mission a mission and messagend mnd message ofmessage of Jesus’ fi Jesus’ first followrst followers were pers were predicted bredicted by the propy the prophets: “thuhets: “thus it is wrs it is written. . .ittenwrwritten. .written. . .that rep .that repentance anentance and forgivend forgiveness of siness of sins is to bes is to be proclaime proclaimed in his nd in his name to allame tame to all natto all nations, begiions, beginning fromnning from Jerusalem Jerusalem.” Isaiah .” Isaiah had foretohad foretold a lightld a light to the na to the nations (Isations (tions (Isa. 49:6(Isa. 49:6); a new l); a new law and woraw and word of the Ld of the Lord was toord was to break for break forth from Jeth from Jerusalem (Irusalem (Isa. 2:4-5 sa.(I(Isa. 2:4-(Isa. 2:4-5 = Mic. 45 = Mic. 4:1- 3). Th:1- 3). The prophetse prophets predicted predicted not only  not only a Messiah,a Messiah, but a mes but a message to acsagemesmessage tomessage to accompany accompany him (Rom. him (Rom. 1:1-2; 15 1:1-2; 15:16-22; Is:16-22; Isa. 66:18-2a. 66:18-21). Theref1). Therefore, inasmore, inasmore, inasmuch ainasmuch as the evens the eventual NT catual NT canon is thenon is the crystalli crystallization of zation of the messagthe message of the oe of the original aprigooriginal aoriginal apostolic mpostolic mission, itission, it has its a has its authorizatiuthorization in prinon in principle in tciple in the OT Scrihe OT Scriptures theptures tptures themselvesthemselves..

The germ of a NT canon can be regarded as implicit in the consummation of 
redemption which we know as the incarnation, death, resurrection, and 
ascension of Jesus. This is already postulated in the OT, in places such as Jer. 
31:31-34, which predicts a new covenant between God and his people. The 
author of Hebrews, who explicitly appropriates Jeremiah’s prophecy, utilizes 
other OT texts as well which stress the incompleteness or temporary nature of 
the old covenant modes and point forward to something better to be realized in 
Christ (Heb. 7:17, 20; 8:8-13; 10:5-10, 16-18). It was a fundamental conviction of 
the early Church that the OT Scriptures themselves anticipated a greater 
redemption, and an addendum of divine revelation cannot be seen as an unnatural 
consequence of the realized prophetic hope once it came. In the words of Jesus 
in Luke 24:47 it is seen that not only “the Christ event” but even the mission and 
message of Jesus’ first followers were predicted by the prophets: “thus it is 
written. . .that repentance and forgiveness of sins is to be proclaimed in his name 
to all nations, beginning from Jerusalem.” Isaiah had foretold a light to the nations 
(Isa. 49:6); a new law and word of the Lord was to break forth from Jerusalem 
(Isa. 2:4-5 = Mic. 4:1- 3). The prophets predicted not only a Messiah, but a 
message to accompany him (Rom. 1:1-2; 15:16-22; Isa. 66:18-21). Therefore, 
inasmuch as the eventual NT canon is the crystallization of the message of the 
original apostolic mission, it has its authorization in principle in the OT Scriptures 
themselves.

AuthorizatAuthorization and Meion and Message of tssage of the Apostlehe Apostless

Authorization and Message of the Apostles

This authoThis authorization rrization receives iteceives it highest v highest validation alidation in Jesus, in Jesus, as can be as can be observed iobserved in two waysn twon two ways. two ways. First, theFirst, the original  original apostolic apostolic mission wamission was groundeds grounded in a spec in a special commisial commission from siocommiscommissioncommission from Jesu from Jesus. As his s. As his representarepresentatives the tives the apostles sapostles stand and stand and speak for Jpeak for Jesus (MattesuJJesus (MatJesus (Matt. 10:40; t. 10:40; cf. John 1cf. John 13:20; 20:23:20; 20:21). Alongs1). Alongside him thide him they constitey constitute the foute the foundation oundafofoundationfoundation of the Ch of the Church (Matturch (Matt. 16:18; G. 16:18; Gal. 2:9; Eal. 2:9; Eph. 2:20; ph. 2:20; Rev. 21:14Rev. 21:14). They ar). They are uniquelye une uniquely euniquely endowed forndowed for their wor their work by the Hk by the Holy Spiritoly Spirit (Matt. 10 (Matt. 10:18-20; Ma:18-20; Mark 13:11; rk 13:11; Acts 1:8; AActs 1:8; Acts 1:8; John 14:26John 14:26; 15:26, 2; 15:26, 27; 16:13, 7; 16:13, 15). The c15). The concept of oncept of the “witnethe “witness” in 1 Pss” in 1 Peter and LeterPPeter and Peter and Luke-Acts Luke-Acts and the “eand the “eye-witnessye-witness” appeal o” appeal of John 1:1f John 1:1-3 corresp-3 correspond to thiond to this. The unisthithis. The this. The unique autunique authority of hority of the apostlthe apostles, set apes, set apart from tart from that of thehat of the continuin continuing offices g offg offices inoffices in the Churc the Church, is plaih, is plainly observnly observed in earled in early, nonaposy, nonapostolic writtolic writers (1 Cleers (1 Clem. 44:1–4;m. 44m. 44:1–4; Ig44:1–4; Ignatius natius Rom.Rom. 4.3;  4.3; Magn.Magn. 6.1;  6.1; Trall.Trall. 7.1; 12.2 7.1; 12.2; Polycarp; Polycarp  Phil.Phil. 3.2; 6.3) 3.2; 6.3)...

This authorization receives it highest validation in Jesus, as can be observed in 
two ways. First, the original apostolic mission was grounded in a special 
commission from Jesus. As his representatives the apostles stand and speak for 
Jesus (Matt. 10:40; cf. John 13:20; 20:21). Alongside him they constitute the 
foundation of the Church (Matt. 16:18; Gal. 2:9; Eph. 2:20; Rev. 21:14). They are 
uniquely endowed for their work by the Holy Spirit (Matt. 10:18-20; Mark 13:11; 
Acts 1:8; John 14:26; 15:26, 27; 16:13, 15). The concept of the “witness” in 1 
Peter and Luke-Acts and the “eye-witness” appeal of John 1:1-3 correspond to 



this. The unique authority of the apostles, set apart from that of the continuing 
offices in the Church, is plainly observed in early, nonapostolic writers (1 Clem. 
44:1–4; Ignatius Rom. 4.3; Magn. 6.1; Trall. 7.1; 12.2; Polycarp Phil. 3.2; 6.3).

�Second, thSecond, the mission e mission of the apoof the apostles is pstles is presented iresented in the NT an the NT as the misss the mission of Jesion of Jion of Jesus himsJesus himself. In Iself. In Isa. 49:6 tha. 49:6 the commissie commission to brigon to bright light tht light to the Gento the Gentiles beloniles belongs to the gs to gs to the Mesto the Messiah. But siah. But the missiothe mission of Paul n of Paul is the misis the mission of Jesion of Jesus (Rom. sus (Rom. 15:18-20),15:18-20), so Isaiah so  so Isaiah’so Isaiah’s prophecys prophecy relates d relates directly toirectly to Paul’s ow Paul’s own calling n calling (Acts 13:4(Acts 13:47). Throug7). Throughout the bhoutThrougThroughoutThroughout the book  the book of Acts thof Acts the apostlese apostles’ work in ’ work in evangelizievangelizing the natng the nations is reions is represented prrerepresenterepresented as the wd as the work of theork of the ascended  ascended Christ (2:Christ (2:33; 14:3),33; 14:3), and their and their preaching preaching is the wo is is the woris the word of the Ld of the Lord (6:7; ord (6:7; 12:24; 19:12:24; 19:20). The f20). The form of theorm of the gospel me gospel message was ssage was given by tgivgiven by tgiven by the Lord hihe Lord himself (Galmself (Gal. 1:12) an. 1:12) and by the Ld by the Lord througord through his aposh his apostles (1 Cotles (1 Cor. 11:23; r. 1r. 11:23; 15:11:23; 15:8; 2 Pet. 8; 2 Pet. 3:2). Jesu3:2). Jesus will bris will bring his “otng his “other sheep,her sheep,” and they” and they will heed will heed his voice his vo his voice (Johvoice (John 10:16), n 10:16), but that vbut that voice they oice they can hear ocan hear only througnly through his chosh his chosen apostleen apostles (17:18, s (1s (17:18, 20(17:18, 20). The apo). The apostolic tesstolic testimony wiltimony will be the ml be the means to treans to transport siansport sinners fromnners from unbelief  u unbelief tunbelief to faith (Jo faith (John 20:31)ohn 20:31)...

Second, the mission of the apostles is presented in the NT as the mission of 
Jesus himself. In Isa. 49:6 the commission to bright light to the Gentiles belongs 
to the Messiah. But the mission of Paul is the mission of Jesus (Rom. 15:18-20), 
so Isaiah’s prophecy relates directly to Paul’s own calling (Acts 13:47). 
Throughout the book of Acts the apostles’ work in evangelizing the nations is 
represented as the work of the ascended Christ (2:33; 14:3), and their preaching 
is the word of the Lord (6:7; 12:24; 19:20). The form of the gospel message was 
given by the Lord himself (Gal. 1:12) and by the Lord through his apostles (1 Cor. 
11:23; 15:8; 2 Pet. 3:2). Jesus will bring his “other sheep,” and they will heed his 
voice (John 10:16), but that voice they can hear only through his chosen apostles 
(17:18, 20). The apostolic testimony will be the means to transport sinners from 
unbelief to faith (John 20:31).

�From the NFrom the NT point ofT point of view, the view, then, the apon, the apostolic misstolic mission is unsion is uniquely theiquely the mission o mission mission ofmission of Jesus him Jesus himself and iself and is part ands part and parcel of parcel of his own r his own redemptive edemptive work as prwork as predicted byedprpredicted predicted by the proby the prophets.phets.

From the NT point of view, then, the apostolic mission is uniquely the 
mission of Jesus himself and is part and parcel of his own redemptive work as 
predicted by the prophets.

ConsciousnConsciousness of Apoess of Apostolic Autstolic Authorityhority

Consciousness of Apostolic Authority

It is ofteIt is often assertedn asserted that the  that the 1st-centur1st-century Church hy Church had only thad only the OT, and e OT, and some wordssome words of Jesus  wordswords of Jwords of Jesus orallesus orally transmity transmitted, as itted, as its authorits authority. Yet in y. Yet in the writinthe writings of the gs of the NT it is oNT it iNT it is often pis often perceptibleerceptible that the  that the authors reauthors regarded thegarded their teachinir teachings as the gs as the Word of GoWord of God (1 Thessd GoGod (1 TheGod (1 Thess. 2:13) ss. 2:13) in no way in no way inferior, inferior, and in impand in important resortant respects supepects superior, to trior, to the Word ofhe tthe Word othe Word of God theyf God they knew as t knew as the Law, Prhe Law, Prophets, anophets, and Writingsd Writings (1 Pet. 1 (1 Pet. 1:10-12; Ti:10-12; T:10-12; Tit. 1:3; Tit. 1:3; Heb. 1:1-2Heb. 1:1-2). Nor did). Nor did this eval this evaluation of uation of the divinethe divine sanction  sanction of their mof their message disessagemmessage dimessage disappear whsappear when that meen that message was ssage was committed committed to writingto writing. Paul equ. Paul equates his wates his ates his writtehis written word by n word by letter witletter with his spokh his spoken word (2en word (2 Thess. 2: Thess. 2:15; 3:14),15; 3:14), and his s and his spoken wordpoksspoken worspoken word of instrd of instruction anduction and proclamat proclamation with tion with the Word ofhe Word of God (1 Th God (1 Thess. 2:13;ess. 2:1ess. 2:13; 2 Th2:13; 2 Thess. 3:1, ess. 3:1, 6, 14; cf.6, 14; cf. 1 Cor. 14 1 Cor. 14:37). In E:37). In Eph. 3:4 Paph. 3:4 Paul anticipul anticipates that ates that his readerhis readehis readers wireaders will recognill recognize his insze his insight into ight into the mysterthe mystery of Chrisy of Christ not onlyt not only by hearin by hearing him but g himg him but byhim but by reading h reading his epistleis epistle. That Pau. That Paul perceivel perceived his episd his epistolary acttolary activity, thoivity, though addresugh adugh addressed addressed to many pato many particular crticular concerns ofoncerns of individua individual churchesl churches, as havin, as having more thag more than merely ln thathan merelthan merely local vay local validity is lidity is seen in hiseen in his instructs instructions to exions to exchange letchange letters (Col.ters (Col. 4:16) and 4:16)  4:16) and 4:16) and probably iprobably in the charn the character of Eacter of Ephesians, phesians, which seemwhich seems to have s to have been sent been sent as a circuasas a circuas a circular letterlar letter to severa to several churchesl churches initially initially. The coll. The collecting andecting and publishin publishing of Paul’g of Paug of Paul’s letPaul’s letters, at aters, at any rate, mny rate, mark a timeark a time when they when they were perc were perceived as veived as valid for talid for the entire he ehe entire Chuentire Church, and lrch, and likely as pikely as perpetuallyerpetually valid. Th valid. There is nowere is now good evid good evidence from ence from the contemthethe contemthe contemporary praporary practice of lctice of letter publetter publishing andishing and from the  from the stability stability of the Pauof the Pauline corpulinePauPauline coPauline corpus in thrpus in the manuscrie manuscript traditipt tradition for belon for believing thaieving that it was Pt it was Paul himselaul himself who firsf whof who first who first collected collected and publisand published an edihed an edition of hition of his letters s letters for distrifor distribution amobution among the chung thng the churchthe churches. A colles. A collection of ection of Paul’s letPaul’s letters is geters is generally avnerally available inailable in the congr the congregations aegationcongrcongregaticongregations and knons and known as Scrown as Scripture at ipture at least by tleast by the time ofhe time of 2 Pet. 3: 2 Pet. 3:16. And th16. And throughout troththroughoutthroughout the NT on the NT one discernse discerns the delib the deliberate conserate construction otruction of a legacyf a legacy, a deposi, a deposit, a body t,deposideposit, adeposit, a body of t body of teaching toeaching to be left t be left to succeedio succeeding generatng generations (1 Coions (1 Cor. 11:2; 1r. 11:2; 15:1-8; 1 T5:1-115:1-8; 1 15:1-8; 1 Tim. 6:20;Tim. 6:20; 2 Tim. 1: 2 Tim. 1:14; 2:2; L14; 2:2; Luke 1:1-3;uke 1:1-3; 2 Pet. 1: 2 Pet. 1:12-15; 1 J12-15; 1 John 1:1-4;ohn 1:1-4; Jude 3, 1 Jude 3 Jude 3, 17; Rev3, 17; Rev. 1:3; 22:. 1:3; 22:18-19).18-19).

It is often asserted that the 1st-century Church had only the OT, and some 
words of Jesus orally transmitted, as its authority. Yet in the writings of the NT it 
is often perceptible that the authors regarded their teachings as the Word of 
God (1 Thess. 2:13) in no way inferior, and in important respects superior, to 
the Word of God they knew as the Law, Prophets, and Writings (1 Pet. 1:10-12; 
Tit. 1:3; Heb. 1:1-2). Nor did this evaluation of the divine sanction of their 
message disappear when that message was committed to writing. Paul equates 
his written word by letter with his spoken word (2 Thess. 2:15; 3:14), and his 
spoken word of instruction and proclamation with the Word of God (1 Thess. 
2:13; 2 Thess. 3:1, 6, 14; cf. 1 Cor. 14:37). In Eph. 3:4 Paul anticipates that his 
readers will recognize his insight into the mystery of Christ not only by hearing 
him but by reading his epistle. That Paul perceived his epistolary activity, though 
addressed to many particular concerns of individual churches, as having more 
than merely local validity is seen in his instructions to exchange letters (Col. 
4:16) and probably in the character of Ephesians, which seems to have been sent 
as a circular letter to several churches initially. The collecting and publishing of 
Paul’s letters, at any rate, mark a time when they were perceived as valid for the 
entire Church, and likely as perpetually valid. There is now good evidence from 
the contemporary practice of letter publishing and from the stability of the 



Pauline corpus in the manuscript tradition for believing that it was Paul himself 
who first collected and published an edition of his letters for distribution among 
the churches. A collection of Paul’s letters is generally available in the 
congregations and known as Scripture at least by the time of 2 Pet. 3:16. And 
throughout the NT one discerns the deliberate construction of a legacy, a 
deposit, a body of teaching to be left to succeeding generations (1 Cor. 11:2; 
15:1-8; 1 Tim. 6:20; 2 Tim. 1:14; 2:2; Luke 1:1-3; 2 Pet. 1:12-15; 1 John 1:1-4; Jude 
3, 17; Rev. 1:3; 22:18-19).

Extent of Extent of the NT Canthe NT Canonon

Extent of the NT Canon

The authorThe authorization ofization of a new ins a new installment otallment of revelatif revelation implicion implicit in the rt in the redemption edemption accomplishaccaccomplishaccomplished by Jesued by Jesus did not s did not of course of course mark out bmark out beforehand eforehand the precisthe precise number oe number e number or number or identity oidentity of the docuf the documents whicments which would evh would eventually eentually embody thatmbody that revelatio revelat revelationrevelation. From the. From the theologic theological point oal point of view, caf view, canonicity, nonicity, or scriptuor scriptural statusral status, is first, is fir, is first of afirst of all a divinll a divine judgmente judgment, though i, though its human ets human echo be impcho be imperfect anderfect and not immed not immediately unaiatimmedimmediatelimmediately unanimouy unanimous.s.s.

The authorization of a new installment of revelation implicit in the redemption 
accomplished by Jesus did not of course mark out beforehand the precise 
number or identity of the documents which would eventually embody that 
revelation. From the theological point of view, canonicity, or scriptural status, is 
first of all a divine judgment, though its human echo be imperfect and not 
immediately unanimous.

�It would bIt would be the end e the end of the 4thof the 4th century ( century (AthanasiusAthanasius’ 39th Fes’ 39th Festal Lettertal Letter, 369; the, 369; th, 369; the councithe councils of Hippls of Hippo Regius, o Regius, 393, and C393, and Carthage, 3arthage, 397) before97) before the churc the churches of Eashes of East and Westt EasEast and WEast and West could est could concur on concur on the full 2the full 27 books wh7 books which since ich since that time that time have been have been have been commobeen commonly confesnly confessed in allsed in all major bra major branches of Cnches of Christendomhristendom (portions (portions of the Sy of the S of the Syriac andSyriac and Ethiopian Ethiopian churches  churches never did never did conform coconform completely tmpletely to the resto the rest). Yet it ). Yet it has been whahas been whas been widely recoidely recognized thagnized that by the et by the end of the nd of the 2nd centur2nd century a “core y a “core canon” of canon” of 20 or more220 or more20 or more books was books was generally generally acknowled acknowledged througged throughout the chout the churches. Thurches. This has behis has his has been shas been strenuouslytrenuously challenge challenged, howeverd, however, by schol, by scholars who maars who maintain thaintain that the Churt the Churt the Church wasChurch was unconcern unconcerned with caed with canonicity, nonicity, or the bouor the boundaries ofndaries of its colle its collections of ctions of scripturalscscripturalscriptural literatur literature, until te, until the 4th cenhe 4th century.tury.tury.

It would be the end of the 4th century (Athanasius’ 39th Festal Letter, 369; 
the councils of Hippo Regius, 393, and Carthage, 397) before the churches of 
East and West could concur on the full 27 books which since that time have 
been commonly confessed in all major branches of Christendom (portions of the 
Syriac and Ethiopian churches never did conform completely to the rest). Yet it 
has been widely recognized that by the end of the 2nd century a “core canon” of 
20 or more books was generally acknowledged throughout the churches. This 
has been strenuously challenged, however, by scholars who maintain that the 
Church was unconcerned with canonicity, or the boundaries of its collections of 
scriptural literature, until the 4th century.

�It is trueIt is true that in t that in the period he period of the Apoof the Apostolic Fatstolic Fathers (ca. hers (ca. 90–140) th90–140) the apostolie apostolic Gospels capostoliapostolic apostolic Gospels anGospels and Letters d Letters are cited are cited along withalong with some occa some occasional orasional oral traditiol traditions of Jesuns traditiotraditionstraditions of Jesus’ of Jesus’ words — b words — both used moth used matter-of-fatter-of-factly, as actly, as if accepteif accepted by all Cd by all Christians.hristCChristiansChristians. Oral tra. Oral tradition alrdition already growieady growing less reng less reliable, holiable, however, thewever, the Church ev Church even at thisen eveven at theven at this time wais time was dependins depending with incg with increasing exreasing exclusivity clusivity upon its wupon its written depritten deposit.osidepdeposit.deposit.deposit.

It is true that in the period of the Apostolic Fathers (ca. 90–140) the 
apostolic Gospels and Letters are cited along with some occasional oral 
traditions of Jesus’ words — both used matter-of-factly, as if accepted by all 
Christians. Oral tradition already growing less reliable, however, the Church 
even at this time was depending with increasing exclusivity upon its written 
deposit.

�Some have Some have held that held that the continthe continued producued production of aption of apostolic psostolic pseudepigrapeudepigrapha in someha in ha in some ciin some circles in trcles in the early che early centuries denturies demonstrateemonstrates the opens the openness of thness of the Church te Church to receivinotto receivito receiving new boong new books. But thks. But the prepondee preponderant use orant use of the namef the names of aposts of apostles for sules for such works scsusuch workssuch works shows ins shows instead wheretead where authority authority in the Ch in the Church was purch was perceived berceived by all to ly all to lie. Serapiillie. Seraplie. Serapion of Antion of Antioch (fl. ioch (fl. 180s) is o180s) is often citedften cited for his w for his willingnessillingness to accept to accept the Gospe the Go the Gospel of Gospel of Peter as aPeter as a scriptura scriptural documentl document. However,. However, it was no it was not a mattert a matter of script of scriptural statuurscriptscripturalscriptural status, b status, but of fitnut of fitness for edess for edificatory ificatory reading, areading, as can be ss can be seen from heen from his words, is wordis words, “wewords, “we receive P receive Peter and teter and the other ahe other apostles aspostles as Christ, b Christ, but the wriut the writings whictings which falsely h whicwhich falswhich falsely bear tely bear their namesheir names we reject we reject, as men o, as men of experienf experience, knowince, knowing that sucg that such were noth sucsuch were such were not handednot handed down to u down to us” (Eusebis” (Eusebius us HEHE 6.12.3–6) 6.12.3–6). Serapion. Serapion, like oth, like others of hisers oers of his genof his generation, deration, did not conid not conceive of tceive of the Church he Church as authorias authorized to chozed to choose the doose the documents itcudodocuments documents it pleasedit pleased, but as b, but as bound to usound to use and prese and preserve what erve what had been dhad been delivered telivered telivered to it.to it.to it.

Some have held that the continued production of apostolic pseudepigrapha 
in some circles in the early centuries demonstrates the openness of the Church 
to receiving new books. But the preponderant use of the names of apostles for 
such works shows instead where authority in the Church was perceived by all to 
lie. Serapion of Antioch (fl. 180s) is often cited for his willingness to accept the 
Gospel of Peter as a scriptural document. However, it was not a matter of 
scriptural status, but of fitness for edificatory reading, as can be seen from his 



words, “we receive Peter and the other apostles as Christ, but the writings 
which falsely bear their names we reject, as men of experience, knowing that 
such were not handed down to us” (Eusebius HE 6.12.3–6). Serapion, like others 
of his generation, did not conceive of the Church as authorized to choose the 
documents it pleased, but as bound to use and preserve what had been delivered 
to it.

�It is custIt is customary to somary to speak of “cpeak of “criteria” sriteria” such as apouch as apostolicity,stolicity, catholici catholicity, use byty, use by the major th the majorithe majority of churty of churches, and ches, and orthodoxy,orthodoxy, as used b as used by the chury the churches of thches of the 2nd throe 2nd through 4th ceuthrothrough 4tthrough 4th centurieh centuries in deters in determining themining their canonicir canonical documenal documents. Whereats. Whereas these dis these dis these did functidid function negativon negatively to excely to exclude certalude certain books, in books, we do not,we do not, however,  however, read of otread of others findiheotothers finothers finding accepding acceptance becatance because they “use they “passed” thpassed” the tests. Se tests. Such books uch books simply funsimply functioned asctfunfunctionedfunctioned as they h as they had from thad from the beginnine beginning, as authg, as authoritative oritative documents documents handed dowhanded dowhanded down to thdown to the Church be Church by its aposy its apostles and ptles and prophets. Mrophets. Most were iost were indeed belindeed believed to haeved to heved to have been have been authored bauthored by apostlesy apostles, but “apo, but “apostolicity”stolicity” extended  extended also to woalso to works by therks by the apostles’ thethe apostlthe apostles’ immedies’ immediate co-worate co-workers involkers involved with tved with them in thehem in the original  original apostolic apostolic mission. Bmmission. Bmission. By the end y the end of the 2ndof the 2nd century,  century, when churcwhen church leaders h leaders began to rbegan to reckon witheckon witheckon with the pwith the problem of roblem of differing differing collectioncollections, there cs, there could have ould have been no sebeen no serious quesrious question abouttioquesquestion aquestion about the rbout the reception oeception of the bulkf the bulk of the bo of the books (four oks (four Gospels, AGospels, Acts, 13 orcts, 13 or 14 Paulin 1 14 Pauline14 Pauline Epistles, Epistles, 1 Peter,  1 Peter, 1 John), a1 John), and these “nd these “agreed” boagreed” books set thoks set the stage, ie stage, in terms ofn tern terms of aterms of apostolic opostolic orthodoxy, rthodoxy, for the acfor the acceptance oceptance of the restf the rest. Whatever. Whatever “criteria “criteria” might ha” “criteria“criteria”“criteria” might hav might have been empe been employed wereloyed were scarcely  scarcely relevant frelevant for any butor any but Hebrews,  Hebrews,  Hebrews, JHebrews, James, 2 Peames, 2 Peter, 2 andter, 2 and 3 John, J 3 John, Jude, and Rude, and Revelation.evelation.

It is customary to speak of “criteria” such as apostolicity, catholicity, use by 
the majority of churches, and orthodoxy, as used by the churches of the 2nd 
through 4th centuries in determining their canonical documents. Whereas these 
did function negatively to exclude certain books, we do not, however, read of 
others finding acceptance because they “passed” the tests. Such books simply 
functioned as they had from the beginning, as authoritative documents handed 
down to the Church by its apostles and prophets. Most were indeed believed to 
have been authored by apostles, but “apostolicity” extended also to works by 
the apostles’ immediate co-workers involved with them in the original apostolic 
mission. By the end of the 2nd century, when church leaders began to reckon 
with the problem of differing collections, there could have been no serious 
question about the reception of the bulk of the books (four Gospels, Acts, 13 or 
14 Pauline Epistles, 1 Peter, 1 John), and these “agreed” books set the stage, in 
terms of apostolic orthodoxy, for the acceptance of the rest. Whatever 
“criteria” might have been employed were scarcely relevant for any but 
Hebrews, James, 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, Jude, and Revelation.

�Of those bOf those books aboutooks about which som which some controvee controversy existersy existed, Hebrewsd, Hebrews and Revel and Revelation suffatRevelRevelationRevelation suffered  suffered subsequentsubsequently after aly after an early ren early recognition.cognition. In the ca In the case of Hebrse of Hebrews, whichewsHebrHebrews, wHebrews, which was uhich was used by Clesed by Clement of Roment of Rome in the me in the 1st centur1st century, the uncy, the uncertaintiesertaintieuncuncertaintuncertainties conceries concerned authorned authorship, withship, with residual  residual doubts abodoubts about a perceut a perceived penitived penitential rigepenitpenitentiapenitential rigorisml rigorism (Heb. 6:4 (Heb. 6:4-6). With -6). With RevelationRevelation, converse, conversely, the inly, the initial attaitial attacks in thecks in cks in the 3rdin the 3rd century w century were based ere based on an alleon an alleged supporged support for Montt for Montanism and anism and then chilithen chiliasm, prompachilichiliasm, chiliasm, prompting prompting further qufurther questions abestions about authorout authorship. Thesship. These problemse problems prevented prevented prevented prevented unanimity unanimity in the 2ndin the 2nd and 3rd c and 3rd centuries aenturies as Hebrews s Hebrews was doubtewas doubted in the Wd in the d in the West, the West, and Revelaand Revelation in thtion in the East evee East even through n through the 4th cethe 4th century. Eusntury. Eusebius relaebius relates that bterelarelates threlates that besidesat besides Hebrews a Hebrews and Revelatnd Revelation, 2 Petion, 2 Peter, 2 and er, 2 and 3 John, Ju3 John, Jude, and Jade, and James, thougmeJaJames, thoJames, though “knownugh “known to most,” to most,” were disp were disputed by souted by some (Eusebime (Eusebius us HEHE 3.25.3).  3.25.3). We read ofWeWe read ofWe read of no theolo no theological objegical objections to ctions to these fivethese five short epi short epistles; thestles; the doubts co doubts concerned auncecoconcerned concerned authorshipauthorship and were  and were due in gredue in great part toat part to a lack of a lack of citation  citation in earlierin earlier writers ( wr writers (writers (HEHE 2.23.25). 2.23.25). All these All these books wer books were known ane known and used by d used by the churchthe church in Alexan in Alexa in AlexandriaAlexandria in the 2n in the 2nd and 3rd d and 3rd centuries,centuries, until Rev until Revelation waelation was temporars temporarily eclipsily eclipsed.ed.eclipseclipsed.eclipsed.eclipsed.

Of those books about which some controversy existed, Hebrews and 
Revelation suffered subsequently after an early recognition. In the case of 
Hebrews, which was used by Clement of Rome in the 1st century, the 
uncertainties concerned authorship, with residual doubts about a perceived 
penitential rigorism (Heb. 6:4-6). With Revelation, conversely, the initial attacks 
in the 3rd century were based on an alleged support for Montanism and then 
chiliasm, prompting further questions about authorship. These problems 
prevented unanimity in the 2nd and 3rd centuries as Hebrews was doubted in 
the West, and Revelation in the East even through the 4th century. Eusebius 
relates that besides Hebrews and Revelation, 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, Jude, and 
James, though “known to most,” were disputed by some (Eusebius HE 3.25.3). 
We read of no theological objections to these five short epistles; the doubts 
concerned authorship and were due in great part to a lack of citation in earlier 
writers (HE 2.23.25). All these books were known and used by the church in 
Alexandria in the 2nd and 3rd centuries, until Revelation was temporarily 
eclipsed.

�Despite thDespite the impressie impression sometimon sometimes given, es given, there are there are only a hanonly a handful of dodful of documents oucumendodocuments documents outside thoutside the traditioe traditional 27 whinal 27 which might hch might have enjoyeave enjoyed temporard temporary, local py, local prestige aprpprestige aprestige approachingpproaching that of t that of the others.he others. Surveying Surveying the Churc the Church’s historh’s history at the by at the beginning oegibbeginning beginning of the 4thof the 4th century,  century, Eusebius (Eusebius (HEHE 3.25) lis 3.25) lists five suts five such works wch works which he juhich he judges must dgjujudges musjudges must be consit be considered spurdered spurious: the ious: the Acts of PaActs of Paul, Shepheul, Shepherd of Hermrd of Hermas, Apocalas, Apocalas, ApocalypseApocalypse of Peter, of Peter, Letter of Letter of Barnabas, Barnabas, and Teach and Teachings of things of the Apostlese Apostles. In addit. In addition 1 Clemionadditaddition 1addition 1 Clement s Clement should perhhould perhaps be menaps be mentioned. Thtioned. The first ofe first of these was these was known to  known to known to Tertullto Tertullian, who sian, who says it wasays it was written r written recently byecently by an Asian  an Asian presbyter presbyter out of theout of the love for  lov love for Plove for Paul, thougaul, though it got hh it got him defrockim defrocked (ed (De bapt.De bapt. 17). 17). 17).

Despite the impression sometimes given, there are only a handful of 
documents outside the traditional 27 which might have enjoyed temporary, local 



prestige approaching that of the others. Surveying the Church’s history at the 
beginning of the 4th century, Eusebius (HE 3.25) lists five such works which he 
judges must be considered spurious: the Acts of Paul, Shepherd of Hermas, 
Apocalypse of Peter, Letter of Barnabas, and Teachings of the Apostles. In 
addition 1 Clement should perhaps be mentioned. The first of these was known 
to Tertullian, who says it was written recently by an Asian presbyter out of the 
love for Paul, though it got him defrocked (De bapt. 17).

�The ShepheThe Shepherd of Hermrd of Hermas was citas was cited sparinged sparingly but quily but quite favorabte favorably by Irenly by Irenaeus, Clemaeus, Caeus, Clement ofClement of Alexandri Alexandria, and Oria, and Origen. Thouggen. Though he rejech he rejects it, Eusts it, Eusebius tellebius tells us it was us it was “read pus “rs “read publ“read publicly” in micly” in many churchany churches (es (HEHE 3.3.6). I 3.3.6). It was spect was specifically eifically excluded, hxcluded, however, byowever, hhowever, bhowever, by the Muray the Muratorian Fratorian Fragment, thegment, the earliest  earliest surviving surviving NT canon lNT canon list, from ist, from ca. the encaca. the enca. the end of the 2d of the 2nd centurynd century, as neith, as neither apostoler apostolic nor proic nor prophetic, anphetic, and late. Itd late. It was sharp was  was sharplwas sharply criticizy criticized by Terted by Tertullian, whullian, who also relo also relates that ates that both orthoboth orthodox and Modox and Montanist contMoMontanist Montanist councils hcouncils had by thenad by then rejected  rejected it (it (De pudicitDe pudicitiaia 10). 10). 10).

The Shepherd of Hermas was cited sparingly but quite favorably by Irenaeus, 
Clement of Alexandria, and Origen. Though he rejects it, Eusebius tells us it was 
“read publicly” in many churches (HE 3.3.6). It was specifically excluded, 
however, by the Muratorian Fragment, the earliest surviving NT canon list, from 
ca. the end of the 2nd century, as neither apostolic nor prophetic, and late. It 
was sharply criticized by Tertullian, who also relates that both orthodox and 
Montanist councils had by then rejected it (De pudicitia 10).

�Clement ofClement of Alexandri Alexandria cited tha cited the Apocalype Apocalypse of Petese of Peter, as if br, as if by Peter, ty Peter, though he whough hehough he was nothe was not followed  followed in this byin this by Origen. T Origen. The Muratorhe Muratorian Fragmeian Fragment says itnt says it is accept is accepted by the edacceptaccepted baccepted by the Chury the Church, “althoch, “although some ough some of us do nof us do not want it t want it to be readto be read in the ch in the church.” It uchchurch.” Ichurch.” It is absent is absent from thet from the 4th-centu 4th-century canon lry canon lists.ists.ists.

Clement of Alexandria cited the Apocalypse of Peter, as if by Peter, though 
he was not followed in this by Origen. The Muratorian Fragment says it is 
accepted by the Church, “although some of us do not want it to be read in the 
church.” It is absent from the 4th-century canon lists.

�The LetterThe Letter of Barnab of Barnabas was alsas was also used by o used by Clement ofClement of Alexandri Alexandria, though a, though this was pthis wthis was predicwas predicated on thated on the mistakene mistaken notion th notion that it was at it was written bywritten by the compa the companion of Panion of Panion of Paul and wPaul and was therefoas therefore quasi-are quasi-apostolic. postolic. Origen alsOrigen also regardedo regarded it highly it highly, though h, though he did not e de did not wrdid not write any coite any commentary ommentary or homily or homily on it. Neitn it. Neither Irenaeher Irenaeus nor Terus nor Tertullian setullian seems to knoeseseems to kseems to know it, annow it, and it was pd it was practicallyractically unknown i unknown in the Westn the West...

The Letter of Barnabas was also used by Clement of Alexandria, though this 
was predicated on the mistaken notion that it was written by the companion of 
Paul and was therefore quasi-apostolic. Origen also regarded it highly, though he 
did not write any commentary or homily on it. Neither Irenaeus nor Tertullian 
seems to know it, and it was practically unknown in the West.

�The DidachThe Didache, a churce, a church manual nh manual not later tot later than the eahan the early 2nd cerly 2nd century, wasntury, was also cite also c also cited favocited favorably by brably by both Clemenoth Clement and Origt and Origen. It is en. It is not mentionot mentioned by thened by the Muratoria Muratorian FragmentnMuratoriaMuratorianMuratorian Fragment  Fragment or evidentor evidently used byly used by other ear other early Fathersly Fathers, though i, though its “two wats “two ways” doctriywaways” doctways” doctrine may brine may be the soure the source of the ce of the same teachsame teaching in Baring in Barnabas. It nabas. It is listed is listed by Athanasby Aby AthanasiusAthanasius as a cate as a catechetical dchetical document, bocument, but not canut not canonical.onical.onical.

The Didache, a church manual not later than the early 2nd century, was also 
cited favorably by both Clement and Origen. It is not mentioned by the 
Muratorian Fragment or evidently used by other early Fathers, though its “two 
ways” doctrine may be the source of the same teaching in Barnabas. It is listed by 
Athanasius as a catechetical document, but not canonical.

�The epistlThe epistle of the Re of the Roman churcoman church to the Ch to the Corinthiansorinthians, commonly, commonly known as  known as 1 Clement,1 C1 Clement, wClement, was universas universally belovally beloved, thoughed, though clearly p clearly placed by Ilaced by Irenaeus inrenaeus in a categor a category with Poly wy with Polycwith Polycarp’s episarp’s epistles, and tles, and not with tnot with the apostlehe apostles. It is as. It is absent frombsent from the Murat the Muratorian FragorianMuratMuratorianMuratorian Fragment  Fragment and from aand from all but thell but the most ecce most eccentric of tntric of the 4th-cenhe 4th-century canontury canontury canon listcanon lists (the Apos (the Apostolic Canstolic Canons).ons).ons).

The epistle of the Roman church to the Corinthians, commonly known as 1 
Clement, was universally beloved, though clearly placed by Irenaeus in a category 
with Polycarp’s epistles, and not with the apostles. It is absent from the 
Muratorian Fragment and from all but the most eccentric of the 4th-century 
canon lists (the Apostolic Canons).

�Current atCurrent attempts to tempts to promote thpromote the 2nd-cente 2nd-century Gospelury Gospel of Thomas of Thomas do so in  do so in the face oththe face othe face of the uniff the unified aversiied aversion of the on of the patristic patristic sources. Hsources. Hippolytus ippolytus (ca. 235) (ca. 235) says a boosays a says a book of a book of this name this name belonged tbelonged to the Naaso the Naassene Gnostsene Gnostics (ics (Ref.Ref. 5.7.20).  5.7.20). Origen criOrigen criticized itticcricriticizedcriticized it as spu it as spurious (rious (Hom. Lk.Hom. Lk. 1), and E 1), and Eusebius adusebius advised thatvised that it be “sh it be “shunned as aunned as altogether ltaaltogetheraltogether wicked an wicked and impious”d impious” ( (HEHE 3.25.6). 3.25.6). 3.25.6).

Current attempts to promote the 2nd-century Gospel of Thomas do so in 
the face of the unified aversion of the patristic sources. Hippolytus (ca. 235) says 
a book of this name belonged to the Naassene Gnostics (Ref. 5.7.20). Origen 
criticized it as spurious (Hom. Lk. 1), and Eusebius advised that it be “shunned as 
altogether wicked and impious” (HE 3.25.6).

�AthanasiusAthanasius’ Festal L’ Festal Letter of 3etter of 369 is prob69 is probably the fably the first extanirst extant list of t list of the presenthe present 27 bookst presenpresent 27present 27 books and books and them alon them alone, though e, though there is othere is one disputene disputed text in d text in Origen. FrOrigen. From the endoFrFrom the eFrom the end of the nd of the 4th centur4th century there isy there is virtual u virtual unanimity ananimity among East mong East and West oand West oand West on the NT on the NT canon. Lutcanon. Luther launchher launched a well-ed a well-known attaknown attack on the ck on the Epistle ofEpistle of James, an James, and to a lesdanand to a land to a lesser exteesser extent Jude, 2nt Jude, 2 Peter, an Peter, and Revelatid Revelation, but noon, but not even hist even his most devo most devoted succesteddevodevoted sudevoted successors fccessors followed suollowed suit. Calvinit. Calvin saw no co saw no conflict in nflict in these bookthese books with thes with the doctrine  d doctrine odoctrine of justificf justification by fation by faith, founaith, found nothing d nothing in them unin them unworthy of worthy of apostles, apostles, and acceptand aand accepted taccepted their self-heir self-testimony testimony and the teand the testimony ofstimony of the early the early Church. T Church. The Protesthe Protestant churchanProtestProtestantProtestant churches  churches have confihave confirmed this rmed this judgment, judgment, adding theadding their voices ir voices to the conto the confession offeconconfessionconfession of Orthdo of Orthdoxy and Romxy and Roman Catholian Catholicism.cism.cism.

Athanasius’ Festal Letter of 369 is probably the first extant list of the 
present 27 books and them alone, though there is one disputed text in Origen. 



From the end of the 4th century there is virtual unanimity among East and West 
on the NT canon. Luther launched a well-known attack on the Epistle of James, 
and to a lesser extent Jude, 2 Peter, and Revelation, but not even his most 
devoted successors followed suit. Calvin saw no conflict in these books with the 
doctrine of justification by faith, found nothing in them unworthy of apostles, and 
accepted their self-testimony and the testimony of the early Church. The 
Protestant churches have confirmed this judgment, adding their voices to the 
confession of Orthdoxy and Roman Catholicism.
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CANTICLESCANTICLESCANTICLES

CANTICLES

�SeeSee  SONG OF SOSONG OF SOLOMON.LOMON.

See SONG OF SOLOMON.

CAPERNAUMCAPERNAUM (Heb.  (Heb. keïp�ar nakeïp�ar nah�umh�um; ; Gk. Gk. KapharnaouKapharnaouímím)))

CAPERNAUM (Heb. keïp�ar nah�um ; 
Gk. Kapharnaouím)

A city on A city on the northwthe northwestern shoestern shore of the re of the Sea of GalSea of Galilee, idenilee, identified wittified with modern Th modern Tell elTTell Tell H¸um (TalhH¸um (Talh�um�um). Located). Located just to t just to the west ofhe west of where the where the Jordan em Jordan empties intopties intpties into the Sinto the Sea of Galiea of Galilee, Caperlee, Capernaum was anaum was a border to border town separatwn separating Herod ing Herod Antipas’ aAntipas’ aAntipas’ and Herod and Herod Philip’s tPhilip’s territory derritory during Jesuuring Jesus’ ministrs’ ministry. No texty. No texts prior tos prior to the 1st c the 1st century enturccentury century C.E.C.E. mention C mention Capernaum, apernaum, and it is and it is doubtful tdoubtful that the Nahat the Nahum in itshum in its name refe name re name refers to refers to the OT prothe OT prophet. Josephet. Josephus twicephus twice anecdotal anecdotally mentionly mentions Capernaus Capernaum without m withoum without giwithout giving it anving it any politicay political or cultul or cultural signifral significance: heicance: he once fell once fell off his h off his horse near orse nearorse near therenear there, and he (, and he (perhaps inperhaps incorrectly)correctly) identifie identified the “Sprd the “Springs of Heings of Heptapegon” ptapegon” as the “Spas as the “Spas the “Springs of Crings of Capernaum” apernaum” ((VitaVita 403;  403; BJBJ 3.520). L 3.520). Later rabbiater rabbinic literanic literature notesture notes Capernaum C Capernaum’Capernaum’s associats association with tion with the he minim,minim, an unorth an unorthodox Jewisodox Jewish group (wh group (which some hich somehich some simplsome simply assume ty assume to be Jewiso be Jewish-Christiah-Christians; cf. Qons; cf. Qoh. Rab. 1.h. Rab. 1.8).8).8).

A city on the northwestern shore of the Sea of Galilee, identified with modern 
Tell H¸um (Talh�um ). Located just to the west of where the Jordan empties 
into the Sea of Galilee, Capernaum was a border town separating Herod Antipas’ 
and Herod Philip’s territory during Jesus’ ministry. No texts prior to the 1st 
century C.E. mention Capernaum, and it is doubtful that the Nahum in its name 
refers to the OT prophet. Josephus twice anecdotally mentions Capernaum 
without giving it any political or cultural significance: he once fell off his horse 
near there, and he (perhaps incorrectly) identified the “Springs of Heptapegon” 
as the “Springs of Capernaum” (Vita 403; BJ 3.520). Later rabbinic literature notes 
Capernaum’s association with the minim, an unorthodox Jewish group (which 
some simply assume to be Jewish-Christians; cf. Qoh. Rab. 1.8).

�ArchaeologArchaeological excavical excavations filations fill the voidl the void left in l left in literary teiterary texts for Caxts for Capernaum. Mpernaum. Mpernaum. More than More than a century a century of excavatof excavations have ions have unearthed unearthed some wallssome walls and sherd and sherds from thes from ths from the Bronzethe Bronze Age, but  Age, but the most sthe most significantignificant remains d remains date to theate to the Roman, By Roman, Byzantine, azantine, and Islamicndaand Islamiand Islamic periods.c periods. The most  The most imposing simposing structures tructures are the 4tare the 4th-century h-century synagogue synagogue and the 5taand the 5tand the 5th-century h-century octagonal octagonal church. Thchurch. The synagogue synagogue is one oe is one of the largf the largest in Isrest in Israel; its waelIsrIsrael; itIsrael; its white lis white limestone famestone facades stoocades stood in starkd in stark contrast  contrast to the blato the black basalt ck basalt houses thahousehouses thahouses that encirclet encircled it. Of id it. Of interest benterest because of pcause of parallel naarallel names in themes in the NT is an  NT is an Aramaic inAramAramaic inAramaic inscription scription on a columon a column from then from the Byzantine Byzantine period th period that reads “at reads “Alphaeus, Alphaeus, son of Zebsson of Zebson of Zebedee, son edee, son of John, mof John, made this cade this column; mayolumn; may he be ble he be blessed (ssed (CIJ,CIJ, 982–83).  982–83). Whether a WWhether a Whether a basalt flobasalt floor underneor underneath this sath this synagogue rynagogue represents epresents a 1st-centa 1st-century synagoury synagoury synagogue synagogue or not is or not is disputed. disputed. The 5th-ceThe 5th-century octantury octagonal churgonal church known ach known as St. Petes St. Petes St. Peter’s HoPeter’s House was reuse was rebuilt on abuilt on a 4th-centu 4th-century house cry house church. Chrhurch. Christian graistian graffiti makeffiti makes it likels is it likely it likely that this that this was the siwas the site mentionte mentioned by the ed by the 4th-centur4th-century pilgrim y pilgrim Egeria as Egeria as the “housethe “hthe “house of “house of the princethe prince of the ap of the apostles.” Oostles.” One speculane speculates that ttes that the remainshe remains under thi under this structurs ss structure,structure, the so-ca the so-called lled insula sacinsula sacrara which was which was built in  built in the 1st cethe 1st century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. and occup and oc and occupied ioccupied in the 1st n the 1st century century C.E.C.E., were ass, were associated wiociated with Peter (th Peter (Mark 1:29-Mark 1:29-31). Recen31). Recen31). Recent excRecent excavations havations have also uave also uncovered ancovered a small bat small bathhouse, anhhouse, analogous toalogous to those use those use those used by Roused by Roman soldieman soldiers stationrs stationed along Red along Rome’s bordome’s borders. The oers. The obvious linbvious link to the Ck to the Ck to the Capernaum Capernaum centurion centurion mentioned mentioned in the NT in the NT is undermiis undermined by thened by the bathhouse bathhouse’s likely ’s likel’s likely datlikely date to the le to the late 1st orate 1st or 2nd centu 2nd century (Matt. ry (Matt. 8:5-13 = L8:5-13 = Luke 7:1-10uke 7:1-10).).).

Archaeological excavations fill the void left in literary texts for Capernaum. 
More than a century of excavations have unearthed some walls and sherds from 
the Bronze Age, but the most significant remains date to the Roman, Byzantine, 
and Islamic periods. The most imposing structures are the 4th-century synagogue 
and the 5th-century octagonal church. The synagogue is one of the largest in 
Israel; its white limestone facades stood in stark contrast to the black basalt 
houses that encircled it. Of interest because of parallel names in the NT is an 



Aramaic inscription on a column from the Byzantine period that reads “Alphaeus, 
son of Zebedee, son of John, made this column; may he be blessed (CIJ, 982–83). 
Whether a basalt floor underneath this synagogue represents a 1st-century 
synagogue or not is disputed. The 5th-century octagonal church known as St. 
Peter’s House was rebuilt on a 4th-century house church. Christian graffiti makes 
it likely that this was the site mentioned by the 4th-century pilgrim Egeria as the 
“house of the prince of the apostles.” One speculates that the remains under this 
structure, the so-called insula sacra which was built in the 1st century B.C.E. and 
occupied in the 1st century C.E., were associated with Peter (Mark 1:29-31). 
Recent excavations have also uncovered a small bathhouse, analogous to those 
used by Roman soldiers stationed along Rome’s borders. The obvious link to the 
Capernaum centurion mentioned in the NT is undermined by the bathhouse’s 
likely date to the late 1st or 2nd century (Matt. 8:5-13 = Luke 7:1-10).

�More signiMore significant thaficant than these lan these later structter structures for uures for understandinderstanding the lifng the life of Jesuse of Jesus has been  JesusJesus has Jesus has been the pbeen the picture of icture of 1st-centur1st-century Capernauy Capernaum that them that the excavatio excavations paint: ns paint: crudely macrcrudely macrudely made basalt de basalt houses reihouses reinforced winforced with mud andth mud and dung and  dung and covered wicovered with thatcheth thatchth thatched rthatched roofs (cf. oofs (cf. Mark 2:1-1Mark 2:1-12). Houses2). Houses consisted consisted of rooms  of rooms and animaland animal pens cent pens centered arounecentcentered acentered around a ceround a central beatntral beaten earth cen earth courtyard. ourtyard. The unpaveThe unpaved roads, td roads, the crudelyhe crudelyhe crudely macrudely made harbor,de harbor, and the l and the lack of puback of public Graecolic Graeco-Roman arc-Roman architecturalhitectural features  features renders thrrenders threnders the Gospel’se Gospel’s use of Gk use of Gk. . poœlispoœlis hardly ap hardly appropriate propriate in its proin its proper techniper technical sense caltechnitechnical technical sense (Matsense (Matt. 9:1; Lut. 9:1; Luke 4:31). ke 4:31). With a popWith a population ofulation of no more t no more than 1500, han 1500, it was a lit it was a lit was a large villaarge village that prge that profited froofited from fishing,m fishing, as the ma as the many fishhoony fishhooks found tks found there indichere inhere indicate. indicate. A 1st-centA 1st-century boat sury boat salvaged byalvaged by archaeolo archaeologists at ngists at nearby Kibbearby Kibbutz Ginnosutz Ginnosar providearGinnosGinnosar pGinnosar provides a rovides a good illusgood illustration oftration of the type  the type of small bof small boat used boat used by Galileany Galilean fishermen fish fishermen.fishermen. A Roman m A Roman milestone dilestone dating to tating to the early 2he early 2nd centurynd century confirms  confirms that a majthat a majthat a major roadmajor road led throu led through Capernagh Capernaum towardsum towards Syria, an Syria, and Matthew’d Matthew’s traditios traditional identinal identnal identificaidentification as a tion as a tax collectax collector can petor can perhaps morerhaps more precisely precisely be tied t be tied to border to border tolls (Mattolls ttolls (Mattolls (Matt. 9:9).t. 9:9).

More significant than these later structures for understanding the life of 
Jesus has been the picture of 1st-century Capernaum that the excavations paint: 
crudely made basalt houses reinforced with mud and dung and covered with 
thatched roofs (cf. Mark 2:1-12). Houses consisted of rooms and animal pens 
centered around a central beaten earth courtyard. The unpaved roads, the 
crudely made harbor, and the lack of public Graeco-Roman architectural features 
renders the Gospel’s use of Gk. poœlis hardly appropriate in its proper 
technical sense (Matt. 9:1; Luke 4:31). With a population of no more than 1500, 
it was a large village that profited from fishing, as the many fishhooks found there 
indicate. A 1st-century boat salvaged by archaeologists at nearby Kibbutz 
Ginnosar provides a good illustration of the type of small boat used by Galilean 
fishermen. A Roman milestone dating to the early 2nd century confirms that a 
major road led through Capernaum towards Syria, and Matthew’s traditional 
identification as a tax collector can perhaps more precisely be tied to border 
tolls (Matt. 9:9).

Ruins of tRuins of the 4th-cenhe 4th-century tury C.E. C.E. synagogue synagogue at Capernaat Capernaum, a basium, a basilica with lica with gabled roogabled roof. Its ricf. rooroof. Its roof. Its richly ornrichly ornamented aramented architecturachitectural details l details are uniqueare unique among the among the synagogue synagogues of Paless os of Palestiof Palestine (Consulne (Consulate Generaate General of Israel of Israel in New Yl in New York)ork)

Ruins of the 4th-century C.E. synagogue at Capernaum, a basilica with gabled 
roof. Its richly ornamented architectural details are unique among the synagogues 
of Palestine (Consulate General of Israel in New York)

�The GospelThe Gospels indicates indicate that Jesu that Jesus’ ministrs’ ministry centeredy centered around Ca around Capernaum, apernaum, and it woulnd it nd it would nit would not be inacot be inaccurate to curate to label it hlabel it his base ofis base of operation operations. Matt. 4s. Matt. 4:13 states:13 states that Jesu that  that Jesusthat Jesus left Naza left Nazareth for Creth for Capernaum, apernaum, and Mark 2and Mark 2:1 describ:1 describes Jesus aes Jesus as being “as being “at home” tht ht home” therhome” there. The Gose. The Gospels recorpels record several d several miracles amiracles as having os having occurred inccurred in Capernaum Capernau Capernaum,Capernaum, including including the heali the healing of a pang of a paralytic whralytic who was loweo was lowered througred through an openih an openh an opening inopening in the roof  the roof where Jesuwhere Jesus was preas was preaching (Marching (Mark 2:1-12) k 2:1-12) and the exand the exorcism of orcism of orcism of an unclof an unclean spiritean spirit from a ma from a man in the sn in the synagogue (ynagogue (1:23–28). 1:23–28). Five of thFive of the disciplee disciples were chos wes were chosewere chosen in or nen in or near Capernaar Capernaum: Peter um: Peter and Andrewand Andrew were from were from Capernaum Capernaum and were  and and were cand were called to falled to follow Jesuollow Jesus near thes near there (Mark 1re (Mark 1:16, 29), :16, 29), James and James and John were John were fishing nefifishing nefishing nearby when arby when they were they were called (1:called (1:21), and M21), and Matthew’s tatthew’s toll booth oll booth was apparewas apparently statinappareapparentlyapparently stationed stationed there (Ma there (Matt 9:9-13)tt 9:9-13). Jesus’ u. Jesus’ unique relanique relationship wtionship with Capernith Capernaum is peraumCapernCapernaum Capernaum is perhapsis perhaps nowhere m nowhere more appareore apparent than innt than in the vehem the vehement woe agent woe against Capeainst agagainst Caagainst Capernaum fopernaum for its refur its refusal to ressal to respond to hipond to his teachings teachings (Matt. 1s (Matt. 11:23).1:23).1:23).

The Gospels indicate that Jesus’ ministry centered around Capernaum, and 
it would not be inaccurate to label it his base of operations. Matt. 4:13 states 
that Jesus left Nazareth for Capernaum, and Mark 2:1 describes Jesus as being “at 
home” there. The Gospels record several miracles as having occurred in 
Capernaum, including the healing of a paralytic who was lowered through an 
opening in the roof where Jesus was preaching (Mark 2:1-12) and the exorcism 
of an unclean spirit from a man in the synagogue (1:23–28). Five of the disciples 



were chosen in or near Capernaum: Peter and Andrew were from Capernaum 
and were called to follow Jesus near there (Mark 1:16, 29), James and John were 
fishing nearby when they were called (1:21), and Matthew’s toll booth was 
apparently stationed there (Matt 9:9-13). Jesus’ unique relationship with 
Capernaum is perhaps nowhere more apparent than in the vehement woe 
against Capernaum for its refusal to respond to his teachings (Matt. 11:23).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. LoffredS. Loffreda, a, A Visit toA Visit to Capharnau Capharnaumm (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1972); m, 1972); Loffreda aLoffreda Loffreda aLoffreda and V. Tzafnd V. Tzaferis, “Caperis, “Capernaum,” ernaum,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 1:291–96; 1:291–96; J. L. Ree J. L. Reed, d, The PopulaThe Population of CatioPopulaPopulationPopulation of Capern of Capernaum.aum. Institute Institute for Antiq for Antiquity and Cuity and Christianithristianity Occasiony Occasional Paper 2al Paper 2al Paper 24 (Clarem24 (Claremont, 1993)ont, 1993); J. E. Ta; J. E. Taylor, ylor, ChristiansChristians and the H and the Holy Placesoly Places (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1993).1993).1993).

Bibliography. S. Loffreda, A Visit to Capharnaum (Jerusalem, 1972); 
Loffreda and V. Tzaferis, “Capernaum,” NEAEHL 1:291–96; J. L. Reed, The 
Population of Capernaum. Institute for Antiquity and Christianity Occasional Paper 
24 (Claremont, 1993); J. E. Taylor, Christians and the Holy Places (Oxford, 1993).
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CAPHAR-SALCAPHAR-SALAMAAMA (Gk.  (Gk. ChapharsalChapharsalamaama)))

CAPHAR-SALAMA (Gk. Chapharsalama)

A place neA place near which tar which the Syrian he Syrian general Nigeneral Nicanor was canor was ambushed, ambushed, losing 500losing 500 soldiers  soldiers in battle iin battle in battle (1 Macc. 7(1 Macc. 7:31-32). S:31-32). Some scholaome scholars identifrs identify it with y it with Khirbet SeKhirbet Selmah (1671lmah (167140) near 40)(1671(167140) n(167140) near ear ej-Jiîbej-Jiîb, ca. 10 k, ca. 10 km. (6 mi.)m. (6 mi.) NW of Jer NW of Jerusalem.usalem.

A place near which the Syrian general Nicanor was ambushed, losing 500 soldiers 
in battle (1 Macc. 7:31-32). Some scholars identify it with Khirbet Selmah 
(167140) near ej-Jiîb, ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) NW of Jerusalem.

CAPHTORCAPHTOR (Heb.  (Heb. kap�to®rkap�to®r)))

CAPHTOR (Heb. kap�to®r )

The seventThe seventh “child” h “child” of Mizraimof Mizraim (Egypt) ( (Egypt) (Gen. 10:13Gen. 10:13-14 = 1 Ch-14 = 1 Chr. 1:11-12r. 1:11-12). Deut. 2). Deut. 2:23 report:222:23 repor2:23 reports that thts that the Caphtorie Caphtorim displacem displaced the Avvid the Avvim along thm along the Palestine Palestinian coast ian coast as far as asas far as as far as Gaza. CaphGaza. Caphtor is, actor is, according tocording to Jer. 47:4 Jer. 47:4; Amos 9:7; Amos 9:7, the plac, the place of origie of origin of the Pn of tn of the Philisthe Philistines. Thetines. The parenthet parenthetical note ical note in Gen. 10in Gen. 10:14, howev:14, however, indicaer, indicates that ttes that the Casluhihe Che Casluhim, Casluhim, not the Canot the Caphtorim, aphtorim, are the ancre the ancestors of estors of the Philisthe Philistines, buttines, but many scho many scholars suggelarschoscholars sscholars suggest thauggest that the notet the note be transp be transposed to thosed to the end of te end of the verse.he verse.he verse.

The seventh “child” of Mizraim (Egypt) (Gen. 10:13-14 = 1 Chr. 1:11-12). Deut. 
2:23 reports that the Caphtorim displaced the Avvim along the Palestinian coast 
as far as Gaza. Caphtor is, according to Jer. 47:4; Amos 9:7, the place of origin of 
the Philistines. The parenthetical note in Gen. 10:14, however, indicates that the 
Casluhim, not the Caphtorim, are the ancestors of the Philistines, but many 
scholars suggest that the note be transposed to the end of the verse.

�The name CThe name Caphtor is aphtor is traditionatraditionally associlly associated with ated with the islandthe island of Crete. of Crete. Texts fro Texts f Texts from Mari from Mari and Ugaritand Ugarit mention a mention a place cal place called Kaptarled Kaptara, describa, described as beyoed as beyond the Uppnd the Uppnd the Upper Sea Upper Sea and withinand within the spher the sphere of influe of influence of Saence of Sargon of Akrgon of Akkad. Egyptkad. Egyptian documeian documeian documents documents frequentlyfrequently mention a mention a place cal place called led KeftiíuKeftiíu; since Eg; since Egypt had exypt had extensive cotensive cotensive commercialcommercial relations relations with Cret with Crete after 22e after 2200 00 B.C.E.B.C.E., identify, identifying ing KeftiíuKeftiíu with Cret with Crete would ace we would accowould account for thunt for the many refe many references. Cerences. Caphtor hasaphtor has also been also been identifie identified with coad with coastal areasscoacoastal arcoastal areas of Asieas of Asia Minor ora Minor or Syria. (T Syria. (The LXX trahe LXX translates Canslates Caphtor as Cphtor as Cappadocia appadocia in Amos 9:inin Amos 9:in Amos 9:7.) Crete,7.) Crete, however,  however, seems to bseems to be the moste the most probable  probable location.location.location.

The name Caphtor is traditionally associated with the island of Crete. Texts 
from Mari and Ugarit mention a place called Kaptara, described as beyond the 
Upper Sea and within the sphere of influence of Sargon of Akkad. Egyptian 
documents frequently mention a place called Keftiíu; since Egypt had extensive 
commercial relations with Crete after 2200 B.C.E., identifying Keftiíu with Crete 
would account for the many references. Caphtor has also been identified with 
coastal areas of Asia Minor or Syria. (The LXX translates Caphtor as Cappadocia 
in Amos 9:7.) Crete, however, seems to be the most probable location.

�Little arcLittle archaeologicahaeological or literl or literary connecary connections can tions can be made bebe made between the tween the PhilistinePhilistinPhilistinePhilistines and Crets and Crete/Caphtor.e/Caphtor. The Phili The Philistines maystines may have “sto have “stopped over”pped over” in Caphto in Caphtor in theirrCaphtoCaphtor inCaphtor in their jou their journeys fromrneys from some othe some other homelandr homeland, or Capht, or Caphtor may havor may have become, e become become, bybecome, by the 2nd m the 2nd millennium,illennium, a name fo a name for the entir the entire Aegean re Aegean area.area.area.

Little archaeological or literary connections can be made between the 
Philistines and Crete/Caphtor. The Philistines may have “stopped over” in 
Caphtor in their journeys from some other homeland, or Caphtor may have 
become, by the 2nd millennium, a name for the entire Aegean area.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. AharoniY. Aharoni, , The Land oThe Land of the Biblf the Bible,e, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1979);ia, 1979);ia, 1979); G. 1979); G. A. RendsbuA. Rendsburg, “Gen 1rg, “Gen 10:13–14: A0:13–14: An Authentin Authentic Hebrew Tc Hebrew Tradition Cradition Concerning oncernCConcerningConcerning the Origi the Origin of the Pn of the Philistineshilistines,” ,” JNSLJNSL 13 (1987) 13 (1987): 89–96.: 89–96.: 89–96.
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CAPPADOCIACAPPADOCIA (Gk.  (Gk. KappadokiíKappadokiíaa)))

CAPPADOCIA (Gk. Kappadokiía)

A rough, mA rough, mountainousountainous district  district in east cein east central Asiantral Asia Minor. Lo Minor. Located N ofcated N of Cilicia a Cilicia and the Tarnd aand the Taand the Tarsus Mountrsus Mountains, E ofains, E of Phrygia a Phrygia and Galatiand Galatia, and W of, and W of the Euphr the Euphrates Riverates River, Cappadoc,RiverRiver, CapRiver, Cappadocia wapadocia was renowneds renowned for raisi for raising horses,ng horses, growing w growing wheat, and heat, and producing producingproducing producing wines. Becwines. Because of itause of its strategis strategic mountainc mountain pass over pass overlooks, it looks, it was often was often the objectthethe objectthe object of foreig of foreign conquestn conquest, making i, making it difficult difficult to locatt to locate its shife its shifting bordeting borders in antirs in anrs in antiquity.antiquity. From 1700 From 1700 until 140 until 1400 0 B.C.E.B.C.E., Cappadoc, Cappadocia was a cia was a center of Henter of Hittite culittite culture, knowture, culculture, kculture, known for inown for its art of ts art of smelting ismelting iron and foron and for its silvr its silver mines.er mines.er mines.

A rough, mountainous district in east central Asia Minor. Located N of Cilicia 
and the Tarsus Mountains, E of Phrygia and Galatia, and W of the Euphrates 
River, Cappadocia was renowned for raising horses, growing wheat, and 
producing wines. Because of its strategic mountain pass overlooks, it was often 
the object of foreign conquest, making it difficult to locate its shifting borders in 
antiquity. From 1700 until 1400 B.C.E., Cappadocia was a center of Hittite 
culture, known for its art of smelting iron and for its silver mines.

�OriginallyOriginally the distr the district includict included all theed all the northeast northeast territory territory of Asia M of Asia Minor, but inor, but the northeththe northethe northern part warn part was segregats segregated (probabed (probably under tly under the Persianhe Persians) and cams) and came to be kne to be kne to be known as Cknown as Cappadocia appadocia on the Ponon the Pontus (latertus (later, simply P, simply Pontus) andontus) and the south the southern regionern regionern region wasregion was called Gr called Great Cappadeat Cappadocia. Unliocia. Unlike the coake the coastal regiostal regions of Asians of Asia Minor whi Minor which came uncwhiwhich camewhich came under str under strong Greek ong Greek influence,influence, this regi this region deep wion deep within the rthin the rugged Anatugged Anatugged Anatolian Anatolian territory territory perpetuateperpetuated its Persd its Persian tendenian tendencies untilcies until the Roman the Romans made an s made an alliance waalliance walliance with King Aith King Ariarathes riarathes (164; cf. (164; cf. 1 Macc. 151 Macc. 15:22). Mark:22). Mark Antony ga Antony gave Cappadove Cappadocia to ArccCappadoCappadociaCappadocia to Archel to Archelaus to rulaus to rule as king e as king (36 (36 B.C.E.B.C.E.), a conce), a concession perpssion perpetuated byetuated by Augustus. A Augustus. Augustus. When TiberWhen Tiberius succeeius succeeded Augustded Augustus, he calus, he called Archelled Archelaus to Romaus to Rome and strie and ste and stripped hstripped him of his im of his crown (14 crown (14 C.E.C.E.). Cappado). Cappadocia becamecia became a Roman p a Roman province (1rovince (17), admini7), ad7), administeradministered as 10 ded as 10 districts sistricts since thereince there were so f were so few towns iew towns in the provn the province.ince.ince.

Originally the district included all the northeast territory of Asia Minor, but 
the northern part was segregated (probably under the Persians) and came to be 
known as Cappadocia on the Pontus (later, simply Pontus) and the southern 
region was called Great Cappadocia. Unlike the coastal regions of Asia Minor 
which came under strong Greek influence, this region deep within the rugged 
Anatolian territory perpetuated its Persian tendencies until the Romans made an 
alliance with King Ariarathes (164; cf. 1 Macc. 15:22). Mark Antony gave 
Cappadocia to Archelaus to rule as king (36 B.C.E.), a concession perpetuated by 
Augustus. When Tiberius succeeded Augustus, he called Archelaus to Rome and 
stripped him of his crown (14 C.E.). Cappadocia became a Roman province (17), 
administered as 10 districts since there were so few towns in the province.

�CappadociaCappadocians were prns were present at Pesent at Pentecost (entecost (Acts 2:9),Acts 2:9), and were  and were among the among the addresseesaddaddresseesaddressees of 1 Pet. of 1 Pet. 1:1. Thei 1:1. Their districtr district was not v was not visited by isited by Paul, possPaul, possibly becauibly because of its se of se of its difof its difficult geoficult geographical graphical setting. Csetting. Cappadocia appadocia became fambecame famous for thous for the 4th-cente 4th-century theoloury 4th-cent4th-centur4th-century theologiy theologians it proans it produced: Basduced: Basil (later il (later of Caesareof Caesarea), Gregora), Gregory of Naziay of Nazianzus, and nzuNaziaNazianzus,Nazianzus, and Grego and Gregory of Nyssry of Nyssa.a.a.

Cappadocians were present at Pentecost (Acts 2:9), and were among the 
addressees of 1 Pet. 1:1. Their district was not visited by Paul, possibly because 
of its difficult geographical setting. Cappadocia became famous for the 
4th-century theologians it produced: Basil (later of Caesarea), Gregory of 
Nazianzus, and Gregory of Nyssa.

Richard A.Richard A. Spencer Spencer

Richard A. Spencer

CAPTAINCAPTAINCAPTAIN

CAPTAIN

Usually a Usually a person of person of military rmilitary rank (Heb. ank (Heb. síaœrsíaœr). The tit). The title is furtle is further qualifher qualified by theied by the officer’s thethe officethe officer’s specifr’s specific responsic responsibilities ibilities (e.g., Gen(e.g., Gen. 37:36; 2. 37:36; 2 Kgs. 1:9; Kgs. 1:9; 1 Sam. 22 1 Sam. 22:7; Exod. :7; Exod.:7; Exod. 18:2Exod. 18:21). Heb. 1). Heb. síar s�eïbsíar s�eïb�aœ},�aœ}, lit., “ca lit., “captain of tptain of the host” (he host” (2 Kgs. 5:12 Kgs. 5:1), is usua), is usua), is usually trusually translated “anslated “commander commander in chief.”in chief.”

Usually a person of military rank (Heb. síaœr). The title is further qualified by 
the officer’s specific responsibilities (e.g., Gen. 37:36; 2 Kgs. 1:9; 1 Sam. 22:7; 
Exod. 18:21). Heb. síar s�eïb�aœ},  lit., “captain of the host” (2 Kgs. 5:1), is 
usually translated “commander in chief.”

�In the NT In the NT Gk. Gk. strateägoœstrateägoœss is restri is restricted to thcted to the Lukan mae Lukan material andterial and is used o is used o is used often in ioften in its simplests simplest sense ast sense as “captain” “captain” (Luke 22: (Luke 22:4; NRSV “o4; NRSV “officer”), fficer”), but also abut also as “captains “cas “captain o“captain of the tempf the temple” (Luke le” (Luke 22:52; Act22:52; Acts 4:1; 5:2s 4:1; 5:24), i.e., 4), i.e., a sanctuara sanctuary guard. Ty guard. The plural he pluhe plural is plural is used of ciused of civic officivic officials (NRSV als (NRSV “magistrat“magistrates”) in Aces”) in Acts (16:20,ts (16:20, 22, 35, 3 22, 35, 36, 38).6, 38).6, 38).

In the NT Gk. strateägoœs is restricted to the Lukan material and is used 
often in its simplest sense as “captain” (Luke 22:4; NRSV “officer”), but also as 
“captain of the temple” (Luke 22:52; Acts 4:1; 5:24), i.e., a sanctuary guard. The 
plural is used of civic officials (NRSV “magistrates”) in Acts (16:20, 22, 35, 36, 38).

�The term The term síaœrsíaœr is also f is also found in thound in the Mejad µae Mejad µashavyahu ishavyahu inscriptionnscription, in an Ar, in an Arad letter,adArArad letteArad letter, on two r, on two early sealearly seals, and in s, and in graffiti fgraffiti from Kuntilrom Kuntilet {Ajrud.et {Ajrud. Here, too Here, too, it is us, it is , it is used inis used in a militar a military context.y context. The seals The seals and graff and graffiti refer iti refer to a “captto a “captain of theain of the city,” pr city,” p city,” probably tprobably the commandhe commander of a gaer of a garrison towrrison town (cf. 2 Cn (cf. 2 Chr. 11:11,hr. 11:11, 18-23). 18-23). 18-23).

The term síaœr is also found in the Mejad µashavyahu inscription, in an 
Arad letter, on two early seals, and in graffiti from Kuntilet {Ajrud. Here, too, it 
is used in a military context. The seals and graffiti refer to a “captain of the city,” 
probably the commander of a garrison town (cf. 2 Chr. 11:11, 18-23).
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CAPTAIN OFCAPTAIN OF THE TEMPL THE TEMPLEEE

CAPTAIN OF THE TEMPLE

The priestThe priestly officerly officer who presi who presided over tded over the temple he temple guard and guard and was subjecwas subject to the ht to the high priestighhigh prieshigh priest (Jer. 20t (Jer. 20:1; 1 Chr.:1; 1 Chr. 9:11; 2 C 9:11; 2 Chr. 31:13;hr. 31:13; Neh. 11:1 Neh. 11:11). The mi1). The military asplitary aspect of theect oect of the temof the temple, for wple, for which the chich the captain of aptain of the templethe temple (Heb.  (Heb. naœg�iîd�naœg�iîd�) was resp) was responsible, ionrespresponsiblresponsible, includee, included policingd policing, managing, managing the gates the gates, keeping , keeping sentry possentry posts (Josephts (Josephus us BJBBJBJ 6.5.3), a 6.5.3), and guardinnd guarding the tempg the temple treasurle treasuries. The ties. The term, oftenerm, often translate translated as “chied as “chief officer,f of officer,” officer,” “superviso“supervisor,” or “inr,” or “in charge,”  charge,” was also uwas also used in admsed in administrativinistrative contextse contexts (e.g., 1  (e.g (e.g., 1 K(e.g., 1 Kgs. 4:7).gs. 4:7).gs. 4:7).

The priestly officer who presided over the temple guard and was subject to the 
high priest (Jer. 20:1; 1 Chr. 9:11; 2 Chr. 31:13; Neh. 11:11). The military aspect 
of the temple, for which the captain of the temple (Heb. naœg�iîd� ) was 
responsible, included policing, managing the gates, keeping sentry posts (Josephus 
BJ 6.5.3), and guarding the temple treasuries. The term, often translated as “chief 
officer,” “supervisor,” or “in charge,” was also used in administrative contexts 
(e.g., 1 Kgs. 4:7).

�In the NT In the NT the term (the term (Gk. Gk. strateägoœstrateägoœs touí hies touí hierouírouí) appears ) appears in Acts (4in Acts (4:1; 5:24; :1; 5:1; 5:24; 26) 5:24; 26) and Luke (and Luke (22:4, 52; 22:4, 52; the pluralthe plural forms mos forms most likely it likely indicate sundicate subordinatesbordinates of the ca of t of the captaithe captain). Josephn). Josephus notes tus notes that Ananushat Ananus, the capt, the captain of theain of the temple, w temple, was arresteas arrested with Anad wd with Ananiwith Ananias the higas the high priest ah priest and sent tond sent to Claudius  Claudius Caesar in Caesar in Rome (Rome (Ant.Ant. 20.6.2). 20.6.2). 20.6.2).

In the NT the term (Gk. strateägoœs touí hierouí) appears in Acts (4:1; 
5:24; 26) and Luke (22:4, 52; the plural forms most likely indicate subordinates of 
the captain). Josephus notes that Ananus, the captain of the temple, was arrested 
with Ananias the high priest and sent to Claudius Caesar in Rome (Ant. 20.6.2).

Bruce W. GBruce W. Gentryentry
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CAPTIVESCAPTIVESCAPTIVES

CAPTIVES

A term encA term encompassing ompassing a range ofa range of meanings, meanings, including including prisoner  prisoner of war, slof war, slave, debtoave, debtor, suspectrdebtodebtor, sudebtor, suspected crspected criminal, deiminal, deportee, exportee, exile, oppreile, oppressed, and ssed, and prisoner iprisoner in a figuran a figurative sensetivefigurafigurativefigurative sense. Th sense. These categoese categories must ries must be understbe understood in theood in the circumsta circumstances of binces of biblical timblbibiblical tbiblical times. The imes. The “prisoner”“prisoner” of the mo of the modern penaldern penal system is system is not found not found in the Bi in the Bible. Thus,bleBiBible. ThuBible. Thus, biblicas, biblical texts del texts dealing withaling with liberty f liberty for captiveor captives (e.g., Ls (e.g., Luke 4:18) uke 4:18) cannot be cannot bcannot be simplisbe simplistically aptically applied to tplied to today’s socoday’s society, wheriety, where differene different principlt principles of crimes of crime and punie and e and punishand punishment prevament prevail.il.il.

A term encompassing a range of meanings, including prisoner of war, slave, 
debtor, suspected criminal, deportee, exile, oppressed, and prisoner in a 
figurative sense. These categories must be understood in the circumstances of 
biblical times. The “prisoner” of the modern penal system is not found in the 
Bible. Thus, biblical texts dealing with liberty for captives (e.g., Luke 4:18) cannot 
be simplistically applied to today’s society, where different principles of crime 
and punishment prevail.

�In biblicaIn biblical times sul times suspected crspected criminals weiminals were held inre held in what toda what today would bey would be termed “r terme termed “retermed “remand prisomand prisons” until ns” until trial and trial and sentencingsentencing. Imprison. Imprisonment was ament was a transitio transition to eithentransitiotransitiontransition to either to either physical  physical punishmentpunishment (e.g., fl (e.g., flogging), dogging), death, slaveath, slavery, or deery, or deportation portatidedeportatiodeportation and exiln and exile. Prisonee. Prisoners of war rs of war were treatwere treated the samed the same. Imprisoe. Imprisonment simpnment simpnment simply as simply as a punishmea punishment was notnt was not known. Oc known. Occasionallycasionally, persons , persons suspected suspected of subversof subverof subversivesubversive activitie activities were hels were held in prisod in prison to curb n to curb their actitheir activities andvities and influence influence. Imprison. Impr. ImprisonmeImprisonment of debtnt of debtors in bibors in biblical timelical times is best s is best understoodunderstood in the se in the sense of hosnse of hostage holditaghoshostage hohostage holding to flding to force relatorce relatives and fives and friends to riends to honor the honor the debts. Thedebts. The term “cap term “captives” wastiv“cap“captives”“captives” was used  was used of the “exof the “exiles,” refiles,” referring to erring to those Israthose Israelites depelites deported and orted and living amolivingliving amoliving among foreignng foreigners such aers such as Babylonis Babylonians. In thans. In this case this case there is a sere is a suggestion uggestion of religioof relof religious religious persecutiopersecution: The Isrn: The Israelites araelites are seen as e seen as suffering suffering for their for their faith. Yetfaith. Yet, in the e, in the , in the eyes othe eyes of the impef the imperial authorial authorities therities the deportati deportation was polon was political. Liitical. Likewise in kewise in NT times, NT tiNT times, indtimes, individuals sividuals such as Pauuch as Paul are viewl are viewed as impred as imprisoned becisoned because they ause they proclaimedproclaimed Christ, w C Christ, whChrist, while in theile in the eyes of t eyes of the civil ahe civil authoritiesuthorities their off their offense was vense was viewed as aiewed as a disturban distur disturbancdisturbance of the pe of the peace.eace.eace.

In biblical times suspected criminals were held in what today would be 
termed “remand prisons” until trial and sentencing. Imprisonment was a 
transition to either physical punishment (e.g., flogging), death, slavery, or 
deportation and exile. Prisoners of war were treated the same. Imprisonment 
simply as a punishment was not known. Occasionally, persons suspected of 
subversive activities were held in prison to curb their activities and influence. 
Imprisonment of debtors in biblical times is best understood in the sense of 
hostage holding to force relatives and friends to honor the debts. The term 
“captives” was used of the “exiles,” referring to those Israelites deported and 
living among foreigners such as Babylonians. In this case there is a suggestion of 
religious persecution: The Israelites are seen as suffering for their faith. Yet, in 
the eyes of the imperial authorities the deportation was political. Likewise in NT 
times, individuals such as Paul are viewed as imprisoned because they proclaimed 
Christ, while in the eyes of the civil authorities their offense was viewed as a 
disturbance of the peace.

�With the pWith the possible exossible exception ofception of the debto the debtor, the strr, the strictly biblictly biblical connoical connotation of tation of tation of “captivof “captive” is thate” is that of an opp of an oppressed innressed innocent. Todocent. Today, the clay, the closest analosest analogy is perogy is perhaps to behapsperperhaps toperhaps to be found  be found in the casin the case of refuge of refugees, displees, displaced persoaced persons, prisonns, prisoners of warers of war, those pe, th, those persthose persecuted forecuted for religious religious reasons,  reasons, and prisonand prisoners of coners of conscience.science.science.

With the possible exception of the debtor, the strictly biblical connotation 



of “captive” is that of an oppressed innocent. Today, the closest analogy is 
perhaps to be found in the case of refugees, displaced persons, prisoners of war, 
those persecuted for religious reasons, and prisoners of conscience.

Michael CaMichael Cahillhill
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CAPTIVITYCAPTIVITYCAPTIVITY

CAPTIVITY

�SeeSee  EXILE.EXILE.

See EXILE.

CARAVANCARAVANCARAVAN

CARAVAN

A travelinA traveling group wig group with pack anth pack animals loadimals loaded with goed with goods and meods and merchandise.rchandise. For count For coun For countries countries lacking eilacking either the sther the skill or abkill or ability to cility to conduct comonduct commerce via merce via sea travelsea travel, caravan , cara, caravan trcaravan trade was viade was vital for ectal for economic welonomic well-being. Tl-being. The geographe geographic positihic position of Israon of Israel betweenel bel between thbetween three continree continents made ents made it a centeit a center of overlr of overland commerand commerce. As trace. As travel in thevel in thevel in the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East was a dat was a dangerous anngerous and difficuld difficult affair dt affair due to weatue to weather, wild her, wild animals, aanimanimals, aanimals, and roving nd roving bands of rbands of robbers, caobbers, caravans proravans provided an avided an advantage odvantage of safety if safety in numbers.n nn numbers. Cnumbers. Caravans wearavans were almost re almost exclusivelexclusively operatedy operated by govern by governmental autmental authorities. horities.autauthoritieauthorities. The kins. The king or clan g or clan leader couleader could afford ld afford to provideto provide an armed  an armed escort, maescort, maintain forintmamaintain fmaintain fortresses ortresses at strategat strategic points ic points along the along the way (e.g.,way (e.g., Solomon’s Solomon’s fortifica fortification at Artion ation at Arad), at Arad), and guard and guard the vital the vital oasis wateoasis water suppliesr supplies. Only a v. Only a very few “pery few “private” carivate” caravans areravacacaravans acaravans are recordere recorded in the hd in the history, thistory, though indivough individuals andiduals and family gr family groups were oups were welcome towewelcome towelcome to travel wi travel with a caravth a caravan. Caravaan. Caravans normallns normally traveledy traveled at night  at night to avoid tto avoid the heat ofhetthe heat othe heat of the day f the day and to redand to reduce the liuce the likelihood okelihood of attack. f attack. Many caravMany caravans were rans were remarkably emrremarkablyremarkably large and large and could mov could move substante substantial quantiial quantities of goties of goods. Donkeods. Donkeys, mules ys, mules and camelsaand camelsand camels were the  were the pack animapack animals most ofls most often utilizten utilized, althoued, although by 1900gh by 1900  B.C.B.C. the stron the st the stronger mstronger mules had rules had replaced doeplaced donkeys in mnkeys in most caravaost caravans. While ns. While donkeys ordonkeys or mules cou mules co mules could carrcould carry larger ly larger loads and woads and were simpleere simpler to managr to manage, camels e, camels had the adhad the advantage ofvantage of speed and ofof speed aof speed and the abind the ability to trlity to travel longeavel longer distancer distances between s between oases. Theoases. The average c average caravan numaraccaravan nucaravan numbered 100mbered 100–300 anima–300 animals; howevels; however, one recr, one record testiford testifies to a cies to a caravan of aravan of aravan of 3000 doof 3000 donkeys. On nkeys. On another ocanother occasion 170casion 170 camels tr camels transported ansported 30 tons of30 tons of merchandi merchan merchandismerchandise from Dame from Damascus to Mascus to Mecca.ecca.ecca.

A traveling group with pack animals loaded with goods and merchandise. For 
countries lacking either the skill or ability to conduct commerce via sea travel, 
caravan trade was vital for economic well-being. The geographic position of Israel 
between three continents made it a center of overland commerce. As travel in 
the ancient Near East was a dangerous and difficult affair due to weather, wild 
animals, and roving bands of robbers, caravans provided an advantage of safety in 
numbers. Caravans were almost exclusively operated by governmental 
authorities. The king or clan leader could afford to provide an armed escort, 
maintain fortresses at strategic points along the way (e.g., Solomon’s fortification 
at Arad), and guard the vital oasis water supplies. Only a very few “private” 
caravans are recorded in the history, though individuals and family groups were 
welcome to travel with a caravan. Caravans normally traveled at night to avoid 
the heat of the day and to reduce the likelihood of attack. Many caravans were 
remarkably large and could move substantial quantities of goods. Donkeys, mules 
and camels were the pack animals most often utilized, although by 1900 B.C. the 
stronger mules had replaced donkeys in most caravans. While donkeys or mules 
could carry larger loads and were simpler to manage, camels had the advantage 
of speed and the ability to travel longer distances between oases. The average 
caravan numbered 100–300 animals; however, one record testifies to a caravan 
of 3000 donkeys. On another occasion 170 camels transported 30 tons of 
merchandise from Damascus to Mecca.

�The Bible The Bible records serecords several notaveral notable caravable caravans: Abrahans: Abraham’s travelm’s travels from Ur s from Ur of the Chaof theof the Chaldethe Chaldeans to Canans to Canaan (Gen. aan (Gen. 12); the c12); the caravan of aravan of traders totraders to whom Jose whom Joseph was solph was soph was sold (Gen.sold (Gen. 37:25); t 37:25); the queen ohe queen of Sheba’s f Sheba’s visit to Svisit to Solomon (1 olomon (1 Kgs. 10:1-Kgs. 10:1-2); and th2); and the night ese nie night escanight escape of Josepe of Joseph, Mary, ph, Mary, and Jesus and Jesus from Bethlfrom Bethlehem to Egehem to Egypt (Matt.ypt (Matt. 2:14). 2:14). 2:14).

The Bible records several notable caravans: Abraham’s travels from Ur of 
the Chaldeans to Canaan (Gen. 12); the caravan of traders to whom Joseph was 
sold (Gen. 37:25); the queen of Sheba’s visit to Solomon (1 Kgs. 10:1-2); and the 
night escape of Joseph, Mary, and Jesus from Bethlehem to Egypt (Matt. 2:14).

Dennis M. Dennis M. SwansonSwanson
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CARBUNCLECARBUNCLECARBUNCLE

CARBUNCLE

A deep redA deep red stone fou stone found on the nd on the Sinai PeniSinai Peninsula. Thensula. The NAB reads NAB reads “carbuncl “carbuncle” for Hebe” for Hee” for Heb. Heb. }eqdah�,}eqdah�, the mater the material of ideial of idealized Zioalized Zion’s gates n’s gates (Isa. 54:1(Isa. 54:12). Other 2). Other translatiotranslatiotranslatiotranslations includens include “crystal, “crystal,” “beryl,”” “beryl,” “fireston “firestone,” and “re,” and “red graniteed granite.” Some pr.” Some previous traeviouprprevious tprevious translationranslations used “cas used “carbuncle” frbuncle” for or baœreqet�,baœreqet�, an engrav an engraved stone oed stone on the highn then the high pthe high priest’s brriest’s breastpiece eastpiece (Exod. 28:(Exod. 28:17; 39:10)17; 39:10) and a sto and a stone adorninne adorning the kingg the king of Tyre ( of  of Tyre (Eof Tyre (Ezek. 28:13zek. 28:13), where L), where LXX XX smaéragdossmaéragdos,, “emerald, “emerald,” suggests” suggests a green-c a green-colored stoologreen-cgreen-cologreen-colored stone.red stone. Recent tr Recent translationsanslations translate translate “emerald” “emerald” or “felds or “feldspar.”par.”par.”

A deep red stone found on the Sinai Peninsula. The NAB reads “carbuncle” for 
Heb. }eqdah�,  the material of idealized Zion’s gates (Isa. 54:12). Other 
translations include “crystal,” “beryl,” “firestone,” and “red granite.” Some 



previous translations used “carbuncle” for baœreqet�,  an engraved stone on 
the high priest’s breastpiece (Exod. 28:17; 39:10) and a stone adorning the king 
of Tyre (Ezek. 28:13), where LXX smaéragdos, “emerald,” suggests a 
green-colored stone. Recent translations translate “emerald” or “feldspar.”

Joseph E. Joseph E. JensenJensen
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CARCHEMISHCARCHEMISH (Heb.  (Heb. karkeïmiîskarkeïmiîsûû)))

CARCHEMISH (Heb. karkeïmiîsû)

A city in A city in Syria locaSyria located near tted near the border he border of Turkey,of Turkey, ca. 100 k ca. 100 km. (62 mi.m. (62 mi.) N of Ale) N of Aleppo. The cppoAleAleppo. ThAleppo. The city is e city is well atteswell attested in theted in the OT and Eb OT and Eblaite, Akklaite, Akkadian, Ugaadian, Ugaritic, andritic, and Egyptian  Egy Egyptian tEgyptian texts. Earlexts. Early digs by y digs by the Britisthe British Museum ih Museum in 1879 andn 1879 and 1911–1920 1911–1920 reveal a  reveal a number of nunumber of number of artifacts artifacts and a bit and a bit of architeof architecture fromcture from the Neo-H the Neo-Hittite perittite period.iod.iod.

A city in Syria located near the border of Turkey, ca. 100 km. (62 mi.) N of 
Aleppo. The city is well attested in the OT and Eblaite, Akkadian, Ugaritic, and 
Egyptian texts. Early digs by the British Museum in 1879 and 1911–1920 reveal a 
number of artifacts and a bit of architecture from the Neo-Hittite period.

�Inhabited Inhabited from Chalcfrom Chalcolithic tiolithic times, the smes, the site is neaite is near the primr the prime ford of e ford of the upper the upperthe upper Euphupper Euphrates Riverates River. Thus thr. Thus the city wase city was continual continually occupiely occupied, to taked, to take financial financial advantage adv advantage advantage of this naof this natural geogtural geographic fearaphic feature. The ture. The presence opresence of the fordf the ford also made also made the site  th the site sthe site subject to ubject to frequent afrequent attacks, asttacks, as most regi most regional poweronal powers aspired s aspired to have acto have access to thcesacaccess to access to the materithe material wealth al wealth generated generated by the citby the city. It enjoy. It enjoyed indepeyed independence as ndence as reflected refreflected reflected in the texin the texts from Ebts from Ebla, Mari, la, Mari, Emar, and Emar, and Ugarit. CaUgarit. Carchemish wrchemish was subsumeas subsumed by Mitandsubsumesubsumed bsubsumed by Mitanni y Mitanni (15th cent(15th century ury B.C.E.B.C.E.), conquer), conquered by the ed by the Egyptian pEgyptian pharaoh Thuharaoh Thuharaoh Thutmose IThutmose III (1504–1II (1504–1450), and 450), and ruled by truled by the powerfuhe powerful Hittite l Hittite king king SÁuppiluliSÁuppiluliumaumaSÁuppiluliSÁuppiluliSÁuppiluliumauma I (ca. 13 I (ca. 1340). Begin40). Beginning with ning with his son Pihis son Piyassili, fyassili, five generaive generations of tions of SÁuppiluliSSÁuppiluliSÁuppiluliumauma I’s desce I’s descendants rulndants ruled Carchemed Carchemish as Hitish as Hittite rule tite rule there outlthere outlived the Hived thived the Hittitthe Hittite Empire (e Empire (which collwhich collapsed ca. apsed ca. 1200). The1200). The city domi city dominated the nated the political political scene in Sscenscene in Sscene in Syria as a yria as a Hittite prHittite provincial covincial capital. Hiapital. Hittite cultttite cultural influural influence likewence likewise survivise survivise survived (survived (hence the hence the term Neo-Hterm Neo-Hittite), aittite), as statuarys statuary from the  from the Iron Age bIron Age betrays Hitetrays Hittite styletiHitHittite stHittite style. The cyle. The city was inity was incorporatedcorporated into the  into the Assyrian EAssyrian Empire in 7mpire in 717 by Sarg17 by Sargon II, witon SargSargon II,Sargon II, with its  with its elite claselite classes deportses deported (cf. Ised (cf. Isa. 10:9). a. 10:9). The most sThe most significantignificant event sur event su event surroundinsurrounding the cityg the city was the f was the final destrinal destruction of uction of the remnanthe remnant of Assyrt of Assyrian forcesian forces with thei wi with theirwith their Egyptian  Egyptian allies at allies at the hand othe hand of Nebuchadf Nebuchadnezzar’s Bnezzar’s Babylonian abylonian forces in forces in 605 (Jer. 605605 (Jer. 605 (Jer. 46:2-12; 146:2-12; 1 Esdr. 1:2 Esdr. 1:25). It was5). It was Judah’s k Judah’s king Josiahing Josiah’s ill-adv’s ill-advised attemised attempt to prevpt to prpt to prevent thprevent the Egyptiane Egyptian pharaoh N pharaoh Neco II froeco II from uniting m uniting with the Awith the Assyrians wssyrians which cost hich cost him his lihhim his lihim his life (2 Chr.fe (2 Chr. 35:20-24) 35:20-24)...

Inhabited from Chalcolithic times, the site is near the prime ford of the 
upper Euphrates River. Thus the city was continually occupied, to take financial 
advantage of this natural geographic feature. The presence of the ford also made 
the site subject to frequent attacks, as most regional powers aspired to have 
access to the material wealth generated by the city. It enjoyed independence as 
reflected in the texts from Ebla, Mari, Emar, and Ugarit. Carchemish was 
subsumed by Mitanni (15th century B.C.E.), conquered by the Egyptian pharaoh 
Thutmose III (1504–1450), and ruled by the powerful Hittite king 
SÁuppiluliuma I (ca. 1340). Beginning with his son Piyassili, five generations of 
SÁuppiluliuma I’s descendants ruled Carchemish as Hittite rule there outlived 
the Hittite Empire (which collapsed ca. 1200). The city dominated the political 
scene in Syria as a Hittite provincial capital. Hittite cultural influence likewise 
survived (hence the term Neo-Hittite), as statuary from the Iron Age betrays 
Hittite style. The city was incorporated into the Assyrian Empire in 717 by 
Sargon II, with its elite classes deported (cf. Isa. 10:9). The most significant event 
surrounding the city was the final destruction of the remnant of Assyrian forces 
with their Egyptian allies at the hand of Nebuchadnezzar’s Babylonian forces in 
605 (Jer. 46:2-12; 1 Esdr. 1:25). It was Judah’s king Josiah’s ill-advised attempt to 
prevent the Egyptian pharaoh Neco II from uniting with the Assyrians which cost 
him his life (2 Chr. 35:20-24).

Mark AnthoMark Anthony Phelpsny Phelps

Mark Anthony Phelps

CARIACARIA (Gk.  (Gk. KariaKaria)))

CARIA (Gk. Karia)

A region iA region in southwesn southwest Asia Mint Asia Minor, boundeor, bounded by Lydiad by Lydia on the no on the north, Phrygrth, Phrygia on the ia on the east, Lycieeast, Lycieast, Lycia on the sa on the south, the outh, the Aegean SeaAegean Sea on the we on the west, and thst, and the Mediterre Mediterranean Sea anean Sea on the souoon the souon the southwest. Ththwest. The populatie population of the on of the coastal cicoastal cities was Gties was Greek and treek and the populathe population of theiopopulatpopulationpopulation of the in of the interior wouterior would have cold have considered tnsidered themselves hemselves indigenousindigenous and relat and related to the erelatrelated torelated to the Lydia the Lydians and Mysns and Mysians. Contians. Controlled by rolled by the Persiathe Persians and thens and then after Aln after Alexander thexAlAlexander Alexander the Great the Great by the islby the island of Rhoand of Rhodes, Cariades, Caria received  received its indepeits independence frondence from the Romamfrofrom the Rfrom the Romans. Accomans. According to ording to 1 Macc. 151 Macc. 15:23 Rome w:23 Rome wrote Cariarote Caria and other and other countries count countries countries declaring declaring support fosupport for Simon’s r Simon’s rule over rule over the Jewishthe Jewish state. In state. In 129  129 B.C.E.B.C.E. the regio the the regionthe region was incor was incorporated inporated into the Romto the Roman provincan province of Asia.e of Asia.

A region in southwest Asia Minor, bounded by Lydia on the north, Phrygia on the 
east, Lycia on the south, the Aegean Sea on the west, and the Mediterranean Sea 
on the southwest. The population of the coastal cities was Greek and the 
population of the interior would have considered themselves indigenous and 
related to the Lydians and Mysians. Controlled by the Persians and then after 
Alexander the Great by the island of Rhodes, Caria received its independence 



from the Romans. According to 1 Macc. 15:23 Rome wrote Caria and other 
countries declaring support for Simon’s rule over the Jewish state. In 129 B.C.E. 
the region was incorporated into the Roman province of Asia.

�Besides thBesides the major cie major cities of Haties of Halicarnassulicarnassus and Cnids and Cnidus (Acts 2us (Acts 27:7), Mile7:7), Miletus was intus was tus was in Carwas in Caria (Acts 2ia (Acts 20:15-17; 20:15-17; 2 Tim. 4:20 Tim. 4:20). Caria i). Caria itself is ntself is not named iot named in Acts sinn Acts since it was ce it ce it was parit was part of the pt of the province ofrovince of Asia at t Asia at the time ofhe time of Paul’s jo Paul’s journeys. Igurneys. Ignatius of natius of Antioch, oAntiocAntioch, oAntioch, on his journ his journey to Romney to Rome and marte and martyrdom, senyrdom, sent a lettert a letter to Tralle to Tralles in Carias in Caria. Inscript. CariaCaria. InsCaria. Inscriptions,criptions, synagogue synagogue remains,  remains, and other and other evidence ievidence indicate thndicate that Caria hat Caria had a signiad hhad a signhad a significant Jeificant Jewish populwish population.ation.ation.

Besides the major cities of Halicarnassus and Cnidus (Acts 27:7), Miletus 
was in Caria (Acts 20:15-17; 2 Tim. 4:20). Caria itself is not named in Acts since 
it was part of the province of Asia at the time of Paul’s journeys. Ignatius of 
Antioch, on his journey to Rome and martyrdom, sent a letter to Tralles in 
Caria. Inscriptions, synagogue remains, and other evidence indicate that Caria 
had a significant Jewish population.

Douglas LoDouglas Loww

Douglas Low

CARITESCARITES (Heb.  (Heb. kaœriîkaœriî)))

CARITES (Heb. kaœriî)

BodyguardsBodyguards who helpe who helped Jehoiadad Jehoiada the high  the high priest propriest protect the Jtect the Jerusalem terusalem temple duriemple duremple during theduring the crowning  crowning of young Jof young Joash (2 Kgoash (2 Kgs. 11:4, 1s. 11:4, 19). They m9). They may have peay have performed a rformed a function sffunction sfunction similar to imilar to that of ththat of the Cherethie Cherethites. Some tes. Some scholars ascholars associate tssociate them with Chem with Caria, a rearCCaria, a rCaria, a region whicegion which suppliedh supplied mercenari mercenaries to Egypes to Egypt.t.

Bodyguards who helped Jehoiada the high priest protect the Jerusalem temple 
during the crowning of young Joash (2 Kgs. 11:4, 19). They may have performed a 
function similar to that of the Cherethites. Some scholars associate them with 
Caria, a region which supplied mercenaries to Egypt.

CARKASCARKAS (Heb.  (Heb. karkaskarkas)))

CARKAS (Heb. karkas)

One of theOne of the eunuchs s eunuchs serving as erving as chamberlaichamberlain to the Pn to the Persian kinersian king Ahasuerug Ahasuerus (Esth. 1s (Esth. 1:10).:111:10).1:10).

One of the eunuchs serving as chamberlain to the Persian king Ahasuerus (Esth. 
1:10).

CARMELCARMEL (Heb.  (Heb. karmelkarmel)))

CARMEL (Heb. karmel)

�1.1. A wooded  A wooded mountain rmountain range alongange along the north the northern coast ern coast of Israel of Israel that runs that runs northwest nornorthwest northwest from the pfrom the plain of Eslain of Esdraelon todraelon to the Medit the Mediterranean cerranean coast near oast near the modernthe moderthe modern citmodern city of Haifay of Haifa, where it, where its headlands headland (Mt. Carm (Mt. Carmel or Jebeel or Jebel Kurmul) l Kurmul) forms the forms the harbor andhharbor andharbor and the bay o the bay of Acre. Thf Acre. The range see range separates thparates the coastal e coastal plain of Aplain of Acco to thecco to the north fro n north fromnorth from the plain the plains of Sharos of Sharon and Philn and Philistia in tistia in the south. he south. The averagThe average height oe height of the mounf thef the mountathe mountain range iin range is 457 m. (s 457 m. (1500 ft.),1500 ft.), with its  with its highest pohighest point near Iint near Isfiya (530sfiya (530 m. [1742  m. [1 m. [1742 ft.][1742 ft.]). Because). Because of Carmel of Carmel’s height ’s height and locatiand location near thon near the coast, te coast, the temperahe temperatures duriturtemperatemperaturtemperatures during es during the summerthe summer are mild, are mild, and annua and annual rainfalll rainfall averages  averages 91 cm. (3691 cm. (36 in.). The i in.). Thesin.). These factors e factors gave rise gave rise to abundanto abundant vegetatit vegetation, which on, which explains wexplains why this rehy this region was cgionreregion wasregion was called Ca called Carmel or “ormel or “orchard.”rchard.”rchard.”

1. A wooded mountain range along the northern coast of Israel that runs 
northwest from the plain of Esdraelon to the Mediterranean coast near the 
modern city of Haifa, where its headland (Mt. Carmel or Jebel Kurmul) forms the 
harbor and the bay of Acre. The range separates the coastal plain of Acco to the 
north from the plains of Sharon and Philistia in the south. The average height of 
the mountain range is 457 m. (1500 ft.), with its highest point near Isfiya (530 m. 
[1742 ft.]). Because of Carmel’s height and location near the coast, the 
temperatures during the summer are mild, and annual rainfall averages 91 cm. (36 
in.). These factors gave rise to abundant vegetation, which explains why this 
region was called Carmel or “orchard.”

�The most mThe most memorable bemorable biblical eviblical event tied tent tied to this areo this area revolveda revolved around th around the issue ofe issuee issue of fissue of fertility aertility and divinitnd divinity. Accordiy. According to 1 Kgng to 1 Kgs. 18 Elijs. 18 Elijah challenah challenged the prged the prophets of ophets prprophets oprophets of Baal andf Baal and Asherah o Asherah on Carmel. n Carmel. It was herIt was here that Yahe that Yahweh demonsweh demonstrated to trated ttrated to the peoto the people of Isrple of Israel that Bael that Baal was noaal was not the truet the true God, by c God, by consuming tonsuming the water-lhe water-logged offeogwater-lwater-loggwater-logged offerined offering with firg with fire/lightnine/lightning and theng and then sending w sending what Baal chat Baal could not, ould not, rain. The rain.rain. The rain. The fire and rfire and rain were cain were convincing onvincing proof of Gproof of God’s soverod’s sovereignty to eignty to a people wa people who had beehowwho had bewho had been practicen practicing a syncing a syncretic reliretic religion.gion.gion.

The most memorable biblical event tied to this area revolved around the 
issue of fertility and divinity. According to 1 Kgs. 18 Elijah challenged the 
prophets of Baal and Asherah on Carmel. It was here that Yahweh demonstrated 
to the people of Israel that Baal was not the true God, by consuming the 
water-logged offering with fire/lightning and then sending what Baal could not, 
rain. The fire and rain were convincing proof of God’s sovereignty to a people 
who had been practicing a syncretic religion.

�2.2. A town in A town in the Judea the Judean wildernen wilderness (cf. Joss (cf. Josh. 15:55)sh. 15:55) that can  that can be identifbe identified with mied withied with moderwith modern el-Kirmin el-Kirmil (162092)l (162092), a villag, a village ca. 13 ke ca. 13 km. (8 mi.)m. (8 mi.) SE of Heb SE of Hebron. It waron. It was in this s ins in this arin this area that Saea that Saul erectedul erected a monumen a monument in honort in honor of his vi of his victory overctory over the Amale the Amalekites (1 SkAmaleAmalekitesAmalekites (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 15:12). In 5:12). In addition, addition, the story the story of David aof David and Abigailnd Abigail took plac took place in this e ine in this viin this vicinity (1 cinity (1 Sam. 25; cSam. 25; cf. 27:3). f. 27:3). Carmel wasCarmel was part of a part of a western l western line of forine of fortificationtificatioforfortificatfortifications proteions protecting the cting the highways ohighways of the areaf the area and the e and the economic stconomic stability ofability of the regio the  the regionthe region, which fo, which focused primcused primarily on aarily on animal breenimal breeding.ding.ding.

2. A town in the Judean wilderness (cf. Josh. 15:55) that can be identified 



with modern el-Kirmil (162092), a village ca. 13 km. (8 mi.) SE of Hebron. It was 
in this area that Saul erected a monument in honor of his victory over the 
Amalekites (1 Sam. 15:12). In addition, the story of David and Abigail took place 
in this vicinity (1 Sam. 25; cf. 27:3). Carmel was part of a western line of 
fortifications protecting the highways of the area and the economic stability of 
the region, which focused primarily on animal breeding.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. O. BorowskO. Borowski, “The Cai, “The Carmel-Formirmel-Formidable Barrdable Barrier and Weier and Wedge into tdge indge into the Sinto the Sea,” ea,” BibRevBibRev 6/5 (1990 6/5 (1990): 46–52.): 46–52.): 46–52.

Bibliography. O. Borowski, “The Carmel-Formidable Barrier and Wedge 
into the Sea,” BibRev 6/5 (1990): 46–52.

Rick W. ByRick W. Byargeonargeon

Rick W. Byargeon

CARMICARMI (Heb.  (Heb. karmiîkarmiî) (also AC) (also ACHAR)HAR)HAR)

CARMI (Heb. karmiî) (also ACHAR)

�1.1. The young The youngest son ofest son of Reuben, w Reuben, who accompaho accompanied the onied the other sons ther sons of Jacob tof Jacob to Egypt (Gotto Egypt (to Egypt (Gen. 46:9;Gen. 46:9; Exod. 6:1 Exod. 6:14; 1 Chr. 4; 1 Chr. 5:3; cf. N5:3; cf. Num. 26:6).um. 26:6).

1. The youngest son of Reuben, who accompanied the other sons of Jacob 
to Egypt (Gen. 46:9; Exod. 6:14; 1 Chr. 5:3; cf. Num. 26:6).

�2.2. A Judahit A Judahite and the e and the father of father of Achan (JosAchan (Josh. 7:1, 18h. 7:1, 18; called “; called “Achar” at Achar” at 1 Chr. 2:71 Chr. 21 Chr. 2:7).2:7).2:7).

2. A Judahite and the father of Achan (Josh. 7:1, 18; called “Achar” at 1 Chr. 
2:7).

�3.3. A possibl A possible alternate alternate name fore name for Caleb at  Caleb at 1 Chr. 2:11 Chr. 2:18.8.

3. A possible alternate name for Caleb at 1 Chr. 2:18.

CARMITESCARMITES (Heb.  (Heb. karmiîkarmiî)))

CARMITES (Heb. karmiî)

A ReubenitA Reubenite clan whoe clan whose ancestose ancestor was Carmr was Carmi i 1 1 (Num. 26:6(Num. 26:6).).

A Reubenite clan whose ancestor was Carmi 1 (Num. 26:6).

CARNAIMCARNAIM (Gk.  (Gk. KarnaimKarnaim)))

CARNAIM (Gk. Karnaim)

A city in A city in Gilead whoGilead whose inhabitse inhabitants had bants had been taken een taken captive (1captive (1 Macc. 5:2 Macc. 5:26; 2 Macc.6; 2 Macc. 12:21, 26 12 12:21, 26)12:21, 26), identifi, identified with moed with modern Tell dern Tell Sheikh Sheikh S�a{d/Tel S�a{d/Tel S�a{dS�a{d (247249), (247249), 5 km. (3  5 km. 5 km. (3 mi.km. (3 mi.) NE of Te) NE of Tell ll {Asûtarah{Asûtarah. It may b. It may be the samee the same as Ashter as Ashteroth-karnaioth-karnaim.m.

A city in Gilead whose inhabitants had been taken captive (1 Macc. 5:26; 2 Macc. 
12:21, 26), identified with modern Tell Sheikh S�a{d/Tel S�a{d  (247249), 5 
km. (3 mi.) NE of Tell {Asûtarah. It may be the same as Ashteroth-karnaim.

CARNELIANCARNELIANCARNELIAN

CARNELIAN

A deep broA deep brown or red wn or red stone prizstone prized for cared for carving and eving and engraving. ngraving. NJPSV, NABNJPSV, NAB, and NRSV, and NR, and NRSV read NRSV read “carnelian“carnelian” for Heb.” for Heb.  }oœd�em}oœd�em (LXX  (LXX saérdionsaérdion), an engr), an engraved stoneaved stone on the hi stonestone on tstone on the high prhe high priest’s breiest’s breastpiece (astpiece (Exod. 28:1Exod. 28:17; 39:10) 7; 39:10) and a stonand a stone adorninge adorning the king  th the king othe king of Tyre (Ezf Tyre (Ezek. 28:13)ek. 28:13). In the N. In the NT the NAB,T the NAB, NIV, NRSV NIV, NRSV, and REB , and REB read “carnread “carread “carnelian“carnelian” for Gk. ” for Gk. saérdion,saérdion, describin describing God’s apg God’s appearance (pearance (Rev. 4:3) Rev. 4:3) and a courand a course in the secourcourse in course in the foundathe foundation of thtion of the city wale city wall of the nl of the new Jerusalew Jerusalem (21:20)em (21:20). Other tr. Other translationsanstrtranslatiotranslations of thesns of these Hebrew ae Hebrew and Greek tnd Greek terms incluerms include “ruby,”de “ruby,” “sard,” “ “sard,” “sardin,” asardin,” and “sardiunaand “sardiand “sardius.”us.”us.”

A deep brown or red stone prized for carving and engraving. NJPSV, NAB, and 
NRSV read “carnelian” for Heb. }oœd�em  (LXX saérdion), an engraved 
stone on the high priest’s breastpiece (Exod. 28:17; 39:10) and a stone adorning 
the king of Tyre (Ezek. 28:13). In the NT the NAB, NIV, NRSV, and REB read 
“carnelian” for Gk. saérdion, describing God’s appearance (Rev. 4:3) and a 
course in the foundation of the city wall of the new Jerusalem (21:20). Other 
translations of these Hebrew and Greek terms include “ruby,” “sard,” “sardin,” 
and “sardius.”

Joseph E. Joseph E. JensenJensen

Joseph E. Jensen

CAROBCAROBCAROB

CAROB

A leguminoA leguminous tree (us tree (Ceratonia Ceratonia siliquiasiliquia), thought), thought to be the to be the  keraétionkeraétion of Luke 1 of Luke 15:16 (cf. 5:16 115:16 (cf.15:16 (cf. Matt. 3:4 Matt. 3:4). It prod). It produces pods,uces pods, the pea-l the pea-like seeds ike seeds of which aof which are edible.re edible. The tree  The t The tree is sotree is sometimes cametimes called St. Jlled St. John’s breaohn’s bread because d because tradition tradition holds thatholds that he ate th he ate these pods.ese ththese podsthese pods...

A leguminous tree (Ceratonia siliquia), thought to be the keraétion of Luke 
15:16 (cf. Matt. 3:4). It produces pods, the pea-like seeds of which are edible. The 



tree is sometimes called St. John’s bread because tradition holds that he ate 
these pods.

Randall W.Randall W. Younker Younker

Randall W. Younker

CARPENTERCARPENTERCARPENTER

CARPENTER

The skill The skill of carpentof carpentry was notry was not fully dev fully developed in eloped in OT Israel.OT Israel. Perhaps b Perhaps because of ecause of their nomathetheir nomatheir nomadic backgrdic background, the ound, the IsraelitesIsraelites depended  depended on the moron the more highly se highly skilled artkilled artisans fromisaartartisans fartisans from Tyre irom Tyre in the consn the construction otruction of the tempf the temple and palle and palaces underaces under David and David and Solomon.  S Solomon. KSolomon. King Hiram ing Hiram sent carpesent carpenters (Hebnters (Heb. . h�aœraœsû h�aœraœsû {eäs�,{eäs�, “worker i “worker in wood”) fn won wood”) forwood”) for these pro these projects (2 Sjects (2 Sam. 5:11; am. 5:11; 1 Chr. 14:1 Chr. 14:1). Later,1). Later, when the  when the temple neetemple needed repairdneeneeded repneeded repairs, Jehoairs, Jehoash and Joash and Josiah were siah were able to fiable to find native nd native carpenterscarpenters for the r for the renovation enorrenovationrenovation projects  projects (2 Kgs. 12(2 Kgs. 12:11; 22:6):11; 22:6). However,. However, the Babyl the Babylonian Captonian Captivity deplivity depleted Jerusetdepldepleted Jdepleted Jerusalem oerusalem of these skf these skilled carpilled carpenters, alenters, along with oong with other artisther artisans and weans and wealthy citialtwewealthy ciwealthy citizens (Jetizens (Jer. 24:1). r. 24:1). In ZerubbaIn Zerubbabel’s timebel’s time carpenter carpenters were imps were imported fromorted from Phoenicia P Phoenicia Phoenicia for the cofor the constructionnstruction of the te of the temple (Ezrample (Ezra 3:7). 3:7). 3:7).

The skill of carpentry was not fully developed in OT Israel. Perhaps because of 
their nomadic background, the Israelites depended on the more highly skilled 
artisans from Tyre in the construction of the temple and palaces under David and 
Solomon. King Hiram sent carpenters (Heb. h�aœraœsû {eäs�,  “worker in 
wood”) for these projects (2 Sam. 5:11; 1 Chr. 14:1). Later, when the temple 
needed repairs, Jehoash and Josiah were able to find native carpenters for the 
renovation projects (2 Kgs. 12:11; 22:6). However, the Babylonian Captivity 
depleted Jerusalem of these skilled carpenters, along with other artisans and 
wealthy citizens (Jer. 24:1). In Zerubbabel’s time carpenters were imported from 
Phoenicia for the construction of the temple (Ezra 3:7).

�CarpentersCarpenters’ tools in’ tools included thecluded the compass,  compass, pencil, plpencil, plane, saw, ane, saw, hammer, axhammer, ax, adz, chi, adz, c, adz, chisel, plchisel, plumb line, umb line, drill, fildrill, file, and sque, and square (Isa. are (Isa. 44:13; Amo44:13; Amos 7:7-8). s 7:7-8). Joints couJoints could be formld be formld be formed witformed with the use h the use of dowels of dowels and nails.and nails. Mortised, Mortised, dovetaile dovetailed, and mitd, and mitered jointered joints were coms ws were commowere common. Artworkn. Artwork from tomb from tombs, especias, especially in Egylly in Egypt, illustpt, illustrates the rates the use of theuse of these tools asthethese toolthese tools and techs and techniques. Inniques. In some citi some cities, carpenes, carpenters may hters may have formedave formed guilds (1 guilds (1 Chr. 4:14 C Chr. 4:14)Chr. 4:14), and they, and they also used also used their ski their skills to carlls to carve idols (ve idols (Isa. 40:20Isa. 40:20; Jer. 10:; Jer. 10:3).3).3).

Carpenters’ tools included the compass, pencil, plane, saw, hammer, ax, adz, 
chisel, plumb line, drill, file, and square (Isa. 44:13; Amos 7:7-8). Joints could be 
formed with the use of dowels and nails. Mortised, dovetailed, and mitered joints 
were common. Artwork from tombs, especially in Egypt, illustrates the use of 
these tools and techniques. In some cities, carpenters may have formed guilds (1 
Chr. 4:14), and they also used their skills to carve idols (Isa. 40:20; Jer. 10:3).

�In the NT In the NT carpentry carpentry included tincluded the construhe construction of yction of yokes, plowokes, plows, threshis, threshing boards,ng boang boards, beboards, benches, bednches, beds, boxes, s, boxes, coffins, bcoffins, boats, and oats, and houses. Lahouses. Larger constrger construction prruction projects, suojeprprojects, projects, such as thsuch as those sponsoose sponsored by thered by the Herods, m Herods, may have pray have provided empovided employment foloyment empemploymentemployment for carpe for carpenters nters (téktoœn)(téktoœn) such as J such as Joseph and oseph and Jesus (MatJesus (Matt. 13:55; t. 13:55; Mark 6:3).MarMark 6:3).Mark 6:3). The addit The addition of a rion of a room to Paloom to Palestinian hestinian homes was comes was common and ommon and in some cain somein some casessome cases might req might require the huire the help of a celp of a carpenter.arpenter.arpenter.

In the NT carpentry included the construction of yokes, plows, threshing 
boards, benches, beds, boxes, coffins, boats, and houses. Larger construction 
projects, such as those sponsored by the Herods, may have provided 
employment for carpenters (téktoœn) such as Joseph and Jesus (Matt. 13:55; 
Mark 6:3). The addition of a room to Palestinian homes was common and in 
some cases might require the help of a carpenter.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. Hodges,H. Hodges,  TechnologyTechnology in the An in the Ancient Worlcient Worldd (New York (New York, 1980); S, 1980), 1980); S. 1980); S. Safrai andSafrai and M. Stern, M. Stern, eds.,  eds., The JewishThe Jewish People in People in the First the First Century, Century, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (Assen, 197Asse((Assen, 19(Assen, 1974–76).74–76).74–76).

Bibliography. H. Hodges, Technology in the Ancient World (New York, 
1980); S. Safrai and M. Stern, eds., The Jewish People in the First Century, 2 vols. 
(Assen, 1974–76).
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CARPUSCARPUS (Gk.  (Gk. KaérposKaérpos)))

CARPUS (Gk. Kaérpos)

An associaAn associate of the te of the Apostle PaApostle Paul (perhapul (perhaps his hosts his host) residing) residing at Troas, at Troas, in whose  in whose care Paul carcare Paul care Paul had entrushad entrusted his boted his books and paoks and parchments (rchments (2 Tim. 4:12 Tim. 4:13). While 3). While in prison in prison awaiting haawaiting hawaiting his executiis execution, Paul aon, Paul asked that sked that these matethese materials be rrials be returned toeturned to him. The  him. The cloak citeclocloak citecloak cited here (Gkd here (Gk. . phailoœneäphailoœneäss) may have) may have been a ca been a case in whicse in which books coh books could be plauld buld be placed be placed for protecfor protection.tion.

An associate of the Apostle Paul (perhaps his host) residing at Troas, in whose 
care Paul had entrusted his books and parchments (2 Tim. 4:13). While in prison 
awaiting his execution, Paul asked that these materials be returned to him. The 
cloak cited here (Gk. phailoœneäs) may have been a case in which books could 
be placed for protection.

CARSHENACARSHENA (Heb.  (Heb. karsûeïnaœkarsûeïnaœ}})))

CARSHENA (Heb. karsûeïnaœ})



One of theOne of the seven pri seven princes of thnces of the Medes ane Medes and Persiansd Persians called to called to advise Ki advise King Ahasuerng Ahasuerus (Esth. uAhasuerAhasuerus Ahasuerus (Esth. 1:1(Esth. 1:14).4).

One of the seven princes of the Medes and Persians called to advise King 
Ahasuerus (Esth. 1:14).

CARTCARTCART

CART

A wheeled A wheeled vehicle drvehicle drawn by horawn by horses (Isa. ses (Isa. 28:28) or 28:28) or cows (1 Sacows (1 Sam. 6:7) thm. 6:7) that is usedat is used to transp to to transpoto transport people rt people or goods. or goods. Carts wereCarts were most ofte most often employedn employed for agric for agricultural woultural woultural work (Isa.work (Isa. 28:27; Am 28:27; Amos 12:13),os 12:13), but one w but one was used toas used to carry the carry the ark of th ark of the covenante covenant (1 Sam. 6 covenantcovenant (covenant (1 Sam. 6:71 Sam. 6:7; 2 Sam. 6; 2 Sam. 6:3 = 1 Chr:3 = 1 Chr. 13:7). T. 13:7). The ropes the ropes that pull ahat pull a cart are  cart are used as anusedused as anused as an analogy f analogy for the wayor the way in which  in which one pulls one pulls sin behindsin behind him (Isa. him (Isa. 5:18), wh 5:18), while a ladeile aile a laden caa laden cart is a syrt is a symbol for pmbol for punishment unishment given by Ggiven by God for Isrod for Israel’s tranael’s transgressionssgressions (Amos 2:1 (A (Amos 2:13(Amos 2:13).).).

A wheeled vehicle drawn by horses (Isa. 28:28) or cows (1 Sam. 6:7) that is used 
to transport people or goods. Carts were most often employed for agricultural 
work (Isa. 28:27; Amos 12:13), but one was used to carry the ark of the 
covenant (1 Sam. 6:7; 2 Sam. 6:3 = 1 Chr. 13:7). The ropes that pull a cart are 
used as an analogy for the way in which one pulls sin behind him (Isa. 5:18), while 
a laden cart is a symbol for punishment given by God for Israel’s transgressions 
(Amos 2:13).

�NonbiblicaNonbiblical sources l sources suggest thsuggest that carts wat carts with four dith four disc wheelsisc wheels were used were used in battle in batt in battle, bubattle, but this typt this type of vehice of vehicle has beele has been found onn found only in agrily in agricultural ocultural or mythologr mythological conteical cical contexts. contexts. A cart’s wA cart’s weight and eight and lack of malack of maneuverabilneuverability would ity would not allow not allow for outstafor outstanding perfndoutstaoutstandinoutstanding performag performance on thence on the battlefie battlefield, nor wold, nor would the rould the rough terraiugh terrain in the ln in the land of Israndlland of Island of Israel be surael be suitable foritable for it. The t it. The two-wheeledwo-wheeled chariot w chariot was clearlyas clearly used in m used in military coilitarmmilitary cmilitary contexts. Iontexts. Informationnformation gleaned f gleaned from wall arom wall and vase pand vase paintings, rintings, reliefs, aceliefs, actual charitual ctual chariots, chariots, the contexthe context of horset of horse skeletons skeletons, and lite, and literary descrrary descriptions suiptions suggests thaggests that the cartt thet the cart sthe cart seems to haeems to have been acve been accessible tcessible to all, whio all, while the chale the chariot was triot was the prerogahe prerogative of thtiveprerogaprerogativprerogative of the ee of the elite in thlite in the ancient e ancient world.world.world.

Nonbiblical sources suggest that carts with four disc wheels were used in 
battle, but this type of vehicle has been found only in agricultural or mythological 
contexts. A cart’s weight and lack of maneuverability would not allow for 
outstanding performance on the battlefield, nor would the rough terrain in the 
land of Israel be suitable for it. The two-wheeled chariot was clearly used in 
military contexts. Information gleaned from wall and vase paintings, reliefs, actual 
chariots, the context of horse skeletons, and literary descriptions suggests that 
the cart seems to have been accessible to all, while the chariot was the 
prerogative of the elite in the ancient world.
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CASIPHIACASIPHIA (Heb.  (Heb. kaœsip�yaœkaœsip�yaœ}})))

CASIPHIA (Heb. kaœsip�yaœ} )

An unidentAn unidentified placified place in Babyle in Babylonia (“plaonia (“place of silvce of silversmiths[?ersmiths[?]”), not f]”), not far from thar from the river Ahe rivee river Ahavriver Ahava (Ezra 8:a (Ezra 8:17). It wa17). It was to this s to this village thvillage that Ezra seat Ezra sent a delegnt a delegation askiation asking Iddo, ing Iddong Iddo, its Iddo, its leading releading resident, fosident, for “minister “ministers for thers for the house of  house of our God.”our God.”

An unidentified place in Babylonia (“place of silversmiths[?]”), not far from the 
river Ahava (Ezra 8:17). It was to this village that Ezra sent a delegation asking 
Iddo, its leading resident, for “ministers for the house of our God.”

CASLUHIMCASLUHIM (Heb.  (Heb. kasluh�iîmkasluh�iîm)))

CASLUHIM (Heb. kasluh�iîm )

DescendantDescendants of Egypts of Egypt the son o the son of Ham (Genf Ham (Gen. 10:6, 14. 10:6, 14; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 1:8, 12), c:8, 12), called ancealled ancestors of tstanceancestors ancestors of the Phiof the Philistines. listines. Some scholSome scholars relatears relate these peo these people to theple to the inhabitan inhabitants of the ts ots of the regof the region near Mion near Mt. Cassiust. Cassius, E of the, E of the Nile Delt Nile Delta.a.a.

Descendants of Egypt the son of Ham (Gen. 10:6, 14; 1 Chr. 1:8, 12), called 
ancestors of the Philistines. Some scholars relate these people to the inhabitants 
of the region near Mt. Cassius, E of the Nile Delta.

�SeeSee  CAPHTOR.CAPHTOR.

See CAPHTOR.

CASSIACASSIACASSIA

CASSIA

A tree (A tree (CinnamomumCinnamomum cassia cassia Blume) wh Blume) whose bark pose bark peels off aeels off and producend produces a fragras a fragrant oil whent ont oil when doil when distilled (istilled (Ps. 45:8[MPs. 45:8[MT 9]). SimT 9]). Similar to ciilar to cinnamon, itnnamon, it is often  is often used as a used as a less preciless prless precious sprecious substitute ubstitute for that sfor that spice. Casspice. Cassia (Heb. ia (Heb. qidda®, qeqidda®, qeïs�iî{a®ïs�iî{a®) is nativ) is native to the Fe toe to the Farto the Far East, and East, and its produ its products were bcts were brought to rought to the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East via the t via the “Silk Road“Sil“Silk Road“Silk Road.” Cassia .” Cassia oil was inoil was included in cluded in the mixturthe mixture Moses mae Moses made to anoide to anoint the arknt the ark of the co o of the covof the covenant and enant and the tent othe tent of meeting f meeting (Exod. 30:(Exod. 30:24). Ezeki24). Ezekiel mentionel mentions it as a s it as a product trproproduct trproduct traded in Tyaded in Tyre (Ezek. re (Ezek. 27:19). Jo27:19). Job’s secondb’s second daughter  daughter was named was named Keziah (Keziah (qeïs�iî{a®qe((qeïs�iî{a(qeïs�iî{a®,®, Job 42:14 Job 42:14).).).

A tree (Cinnamomum cassia Blume) whose bark peels off and produces a fragrant 
oil when distilled (Ps. 45:8[MT 9]). Similar to cinnamon, it is often used as a less 
precious substitute for that spice. Cassia (Heb. qidda®, qeïs�iî{a® ) is native 
to the Far East, and its products were brought to the ancient Near East via the 
“Silk Road.” Cassia oil was included in the mixture Moses made to anoint the ark 
of the covenant and the tent of meeting (Exod. 30:24). Ezekiel mentions it as a 



product traded in Tyre (Ezek. 27:19). Job’s second daughter was named Keziah 
(qeïs�iî{a®,  Job 42:14).

Megan BishMegan Bishop Mooreop Moore
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CATHOLIC LCATHOLIC LETTERSETTERSETTERS

CATHOLIC LETTERS

The seven The seven NT lettersNT letters of James, of James, 1—2 Peter 1—2 Peter, 1—2—3 Jo, 1—2—3 John, and Juhn, and Jude. Gk. de. Gk. katholikoœkatholikkatholikoœkatholikoœs,s, “catholic “catholic” or “gene” or “general,” denoral,” denotes a letttes a letter sent toer sent to a number  a number of churcheof churcof churches schurches spread out pread out geographicgeographically or toally or to the Churc the Church universah universal (almost l (almost in the senin the sense of an esesensense of asense of an encyclicn encyclical). Such al). Such a letter ia letter is distincts distinct from one  from one sent to losent to local churchcal churches in a coes in aes in a communita community or to iny or to individuals dividuals (as were t(as were the lettershe letters of Paul). of Paul). Although  Although 2 John add2 John addresses a lresaddaddresses addresses a local coa local congregationngregation and 3 Joh and 3 John addressen addresses an indivs an individual, theidual, these lettersse letters were so c we were so clwere so closely assoosely associated witciated with 1 John th 1 John that they what they were includere included along wed along with it witith it within the Cahinwitwithin thewithin the Catholic  Catholic Letters.Letters.Letters.

The seven NT letters of James, 1—2 Peter, 1—2—3 John, and Jude. Gk. 
katholikoœs, “catholic” or “general,” denotes a letter sent to a number of 
churches spread out geographically or to the Church universal (almost in the 
sense of an encyclical). Such a letter is distinct from one sent to local churches in 
a community or to individuals (as were the letters of Paul). Although 2 John 
addresses a local congregation and 3 John addresses an individual, these letters 
were so closely associated with 1 John that they were included along with it 
within the Catholic Letters.

�The designThe designation Cathation Catholic Letteolic Letters can be rs can be traced bactraced back to the lk to the late 2nd ceate 2nd century ntury C.E.CC.E.C.E. to Apollo to Apollonius (Eusenius (Eusebius bius HEHE 5.18.5) a 5.18.5) and was appnd was applied to a lied to a general legeneral letter, canotter, canonical or nniccanocanonical canonical or not. Foor not. For example,r example, Origen ca Origen calls the Eplls the Epistle of Bistle of Barnabas a arnabas a catholic ecatholic epistle becpistleepistle beepistle because it icause it is not addrs not addressed to aessed to any one conny one congregation gregation ((Contra CelContra Cels.s. 1.63). Th 1.63). Thus, at firuThThus, at fThus, at first “Cathirst “Catholic Letteolic Letters” did nors” did not denote tt denote the authorihe authority or canoty or canonical statnical status of thesus ous of these sof these seven letteeven letters as if trs as if to distinguo distinguish them aish them as orthodoxs orthodox rather th rather than heretican heretical. Neitheal. Nal. Neither diNeither did the desid the designation sugnation suggest univggest universal recoersal recognition ofgnition of their aut their authority, fohority, for while thr whr while theywhile they were call were called “catholed “catholic” their ic” their inclusion inclusion in the canin the canon was beion was being disputeng disputed. Howeverd. Hd. However, bHowever, by the 4th y the 4th century thcentury the designate designation was usion was used to speced to specify these ify these seven as aseven as a collectio aa collectia collection (on (HEHE 2.23.24–2 2.23.24–25), probab5), probably in ordely in order to distir to distinguish thenguish them from them from the Pauline c Paulin Pauline coPauline collection. llection. As the sevAs the seven lettersen letters were cano were canonized, “canized, “catholic” betholic” began to dengan to denote their otedendenote thedenote their authoriir authoritative andtative and canonical canonical status, s status, something romething reflected ieflected in their ocn their occasional dcasioococcasionaloccasional designati designation as “canon as “canonical epionical epistles” stles” (epistolae(epistolae canonicae canonicae))...

The designation Catholic Letters can be traced back to the late 2nd century 
C.E. to Apollonius (Eusebius HE 5.18.5) and was applied to a general letter, 
canonical or not. For example, Origen calls the Epistle of Barnabas a catholic 
epistle because it is not addressed to any one congregation (Contra Cels. 1.63). 
Thus, at first “Catholic Letters” did not denote the authority or canonical status 
of these seven letters as if to distinguish them as orthodox rather than heretical. 
Neither did the designation suggest universal recognition of their authority, for 
while they were called “catholic” their inclusion in the canon was being disputed. 
However, by the 4th century the designation was used to specify these seven as 
a collection (HE 2.23.24–25), probably in order to distinguish them from the 
Pauline collection. As the seven letters were canonized, “catholic” began to 
denote their authoritative and canonical status, something reflected in their 
occasional designation as “canonical epistles” (epistolae canonicae).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. M. MetzB. M. Metzger, ger, The Canon The Canon of the Newof the New Testament Testament (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1987); R. 19871987); R. 1987); R. W. Wall anW. Wall and E. E. Led E. E. Lemcio, mcio, The New TeThe New Testament asstament as Canon. Canon. JSNTSup 7 JSNTSup 76 (Sheffie6 (She6 (Sheffield(Sheffield, 1992), 1, 1992), 161–83.61–83.61–83.

Bibliography. B. M. Metzger, The Canon of the New Testament (Oxford, 
1987); R. W. Wall and E. E. Lemcio, The New Testament as Canon. JSNTSup 76 
(Sheffield, 1992), 161–83.
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CATTLECATTLECATTLE

CATTLE

Together wTogether with sheep ith sheep and goats,and goats, he- and s he- and she-asses, he-asses, servants, servants, camels, ancamels, and tents, ld tents, large cattlargellarge cattlarge cattle (bulls,le (bulls, oxen, cow oxen, cows) were als) were always consiways considered a medered a measure of wasure of wealth (Genealth (Gen. 12:16; 1. (Gen(Gen. 12:1(Gen. 12:16; 13:5). 6; 13:5). Cattle (HeCattle (Heb. b. baœqaœrbaœqaœr) were fir) were first domestist domesticated for cated for their milktheir milktheir milk, meatmilk, meat, hide, bo, hide, bone, and dune, and dung, and onng, and only later dly later did they beid they become draftcome draft animals.  animals. Cattle do CatCattle do Cattle do not producnot produce fibers fe fibers for spinninor spinning and weavg and weaving. Durining. During biblicalg biblical times, ca times, cattle were ttlecacattle wercattle were raised pe raised primarily frimarily for tractioor traction and thein and their milk andr milk and dung, and dung, and secondari secondarily for mealy foly for meat, for meat, hide, and hide, and other by-pother by-products avroducts available onailable only after tly after the animalshe animals are kille are killed. Once cad. Ond. Once cattlOnce cattle are judge are judged to be ted to be too old foroo old for work as d work as draft animaraft animals, they mls, they may provideay provide meat and  m meat and omeat and other by-prther by-products.oducts.oducts.

Together with sheep and goats, he- and she-asses, servants, camels, and tents, 
large cattle (bulls, oxen, cows) were always considered a measure of wealth 
(Gen. 12:16; 13:5). Cattle (Heb. baœqaœr) were first domesticated for their 
milk, meat, hide, bone, and dung, and only later did they become draft animals. 
Cattle do not produce fibers for spinning and weaving. During biblical times, 
cattle were raised primarily for traction and their milk and dung, and secondarily 
for meat, hide, and other by-products available only after the animals are killed. 
Once cattle are judged to be too old for work as draft animals, they may provide 



meat and other by-products.

�Cattle areCattle are not given not given to wander to wandering like sing like sheep and gheep and goats; thusoats; thus their pre their presence in tsence insence in the zooin the zooarchaeologarchaeological recorical record usually d usually indicates indicates a more seta more settled envirtled environment, thonment, that of an aatththat of anthat of an agrarian  agrarian village orvillage or town. Cat town. Cattle need mtle need more attentore attention than oion than other ruminther ruminants and danruminruminants ruminants and do besand do best under stt under stable condiable conditions. In tions. In pre-industpre-industrial Palesrial Palestine threetine three native ty nat native typnative types probables probably were very were very close toy close to those ext those extant in theant in the biblical  biblical period. Thperiod. The most come me most commomost common and adapn and adapted breed ted breed is the smais the small, furry ll, furry Arab cow. Arab cow. It is veryIt is very lean, wit lean, with a brown hwitwith a browith a brown to blacwn to black or blackk or black-white bod-white body and poory and poorly developly developed musculaed musculature and uture andture and uddersand udders. It weigh. It weighs ca. 260 s ca. 260 kg. (575 lkg. (575 lb.) and gib.) and gives 400–70ves 400–700 l. (105–0 l. (105–185 gal.) 185 gal.) of milk peof miof milk per ymilk per year duringear during a four-fi a four-five month pve month period wheneriod when the calf  the calf is presentis present. The bull. The bulls and oxens ans and oxen mand oxen may be twicay be twice as largee as large as the co as the cow. This isw. This is a working a working animal wh animal whose meat iose meat is of very siis of veryis of very poor qual poor quality. It isity. It is adapted t adapted to semi-ario semi-arid conditiod conditions; like ans; like a goat, it  goat, it is easily is easily satisfied ssatisfied satisfied and fairlyand fairly resistant resistant to diseas to diseases.es.es.

Cattle are not given to wandering like sheep and goats; thus their presence 
in the zooarchaeological record usually indicates a more settled environment, 
that of an agrarian village or town. Cattle need more attention than other 
ruminants and do best under stable conditions. In pre-industrial Palestine three 
native types probably were very close to those extant in the biblical period. The 
most common and adapted breed is the small, furry Arab cow. It is very lean, 
with a brown to black or black-white body and poorly developed musculature 
and udders. It weighs ca. 260 kg. (575 lb.) and gives 400–700 l. (105–185 gal.) of 
milk per year during a four-five month period when the calf is present. The bulls 
and oxen may be twice as large as the cow. This is a working animal whose meat 
is of very poor quality. It is adapted to semi-arid conditions; like a goat, it is easily 
satisfied and fairly resistant to diseases.

�The secondThe second breed is  breed is the Beirutthe Beirut cow, whic cow, which is actuah is actually a bettlly a better-bred foer-bred form of the rm of thrm of the Arab cthe Arab cow. Its yeow. Its yellow-brownllow-brown to brown  to brown body is labody is larger and wrger and weighs 230–eighs 230–350 kg. (5350 kg. (5350 kg. (507–770 l(507–770 lb.). It yib.). It yields 1500–elds 1500–2000 l. (32000 l. (395–530 gal95–530 gal.) per yea.) per year during ar during a period of period of seven-eig seve seven-eighseven-eight months wt months when the cahen the calf is preslf is present. Selecent. Selected cows mted cows may give upay give up to 4000 l to 4000 l. (1055 ga. ll. (1055 gl. (1055 gal.) of mial.) of milk under flk under favorable cavorable conditions.onditions. This bree This breed is relatd is relatively resiively resistant to dstant tostant to diseaseto diseases, but reqs, but requires suppuires supplementary lementary feed. Its feed. Its predecessopredecessor may haver may have been the  been the cow used icocow used icow used in the red n the red heifer ritheifer ritual (Num. ual (Num. 19:2).19:2).19:2).

The second breed is the Beirut cow, which is actually a better-bred form of 
the Arab cow. Its yellow-brown to brown body is larger and weighs 230–350 kg. 
(507–770 lb.). It yields 1500–2000 l. (395–530 gal.) per year during a period of 
seven-eight months when the calf is present. Selected cows may give up to 4000 
l. (1055 gal.) of milk under favorable conditions. This breed is relatively resistant 
to diseases, but requires supplementary feed. Its predecessor may have been the 
cow used in the red heifer ritual (Num. 19:2).

�The best mThe best milk-producilk-producing nativeing native cow is th cow is the Damascuse Damascus cow, whic cow, which is nativh is native to Syriae to Se to Syria and Syria and is identicis identical in appeal in appearance to arance to the Egyptithe Egyptian cow-godan cow-goddess Hathodess Hathor. This rer. This reddish to dddrereddish toreddish to dark brow dark brown cow has n cow has a smooth ha smooth hide and weide and weighs 380–5ighs 380–500 kg. (8300 kg. (835–1100 lb.5–1100 (83(835–1100 (835–1100 lb.). It ilb.). It is raised os raised only where nly where water for water for growing fegrowing feed is avaied is available. Itslable. Its yield is  yield i yield is 3000 l.is 3000 l. (795 gal. (795 gal.) of milk ) of milk per year dper year during a peuring a period of seriod of seven-eight ven-eight months whemonths when the calfn thn the calf ithe calf is present.s present. Good cows Good cows may produ may produce as muchce as much as 5000 l as 5000 l. (1325 ga. (1325 gal.). This l.). This breed is nbrbreed is nbreed is not fit forot fit for any work, any work, requires  requires good nutrigood nutrition, and tion, and is not resis not resistant to istant to climatic cclimatclimatic cclimatic changes andhanges and diseases. diseases. The refer The reference to “tence to “the cows ofhe cows of Bashan” i Bashan” in Amos 4:1n Amos 4:1 is probab 4:14:1 is pro4:1 is probably to tbably to this breed his breed because thbecause they are bigey are big, fat, and, fat, and do not wo do not work.rk.rk.

The best milk-producing native cow is the Damascus cow, which is native to 
Syria and is identical in appearance to the Egyptian cow-goddess Hathor. This 
reddish to dark brown cow has a smooth hide and weighs 380–500 kg. 
(835–1100 lb.). It is raised only where water for growing feed is available. Its yield 
is 3000 l. (795 gal.) of milk per year during a period of seven-eight months when 
the calf is present. Good cows may produce as much as 5000 l. (1325 gal.). This 
breed is not fit for any work, requires good nutrition, and is not resistant to 
climatic changes and diseases. The reference to “the cows of Bashan” in Amos 
4:1 is probably to this breed because they are big, fat, and do not work.

�Large herdLarge herds of cattls of cattle needed le needed large tractarge tracts of land s of land for grazinfor grazing, as allug, as alluded to in ded to in the storieththe storiethe stories about ths about the conflicte conflict between A between Abraham’s abraham’s and Lot’s hnd Lot’s herds (Gen.erds (Gen. 13) and J 13) and Jacob’s famaJJacob’s faJacob’s family in thmily in the land of e land of Goshen (GeGoshen (Gen. 45:10; n. 45:10; 47:6a). Du47:6a). During the Iring the Israelite msraelite monarchy thonarmmonarchy tmonarchy the king behe king became ownercame owner of large  of large herds of cherds of cattle. Undattle. Under David, er David, special ovspecial ovspecial overseers overseers were appoiwere appointed for tnted for the he baœqaœrbaœqaœr (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 27:29). The7:29). The cattle we cattle were probablre prore probably uprobably used as trased as track animalsck animals on royal  on royal lands, andlands, and for their for their by-produc by-products.ts.ts.

Large herds of cattle needed large tracts of land for grazing, as alluded to in 
the stories about the conflict between Abraham’s and Lot’s herds (Gen. 13) and 
Jacob’s family in the land of Goshen (Gen. 45:10; 47:6a). During the Israelite 
monarchy the king became owner of large herds of cattle. Under David, special 
overseers were appointed for the baœqaœr (1 Chr. 27:29). The cattle were 
probably used as track animals on royal lands, and for their by-products.

�Young calvYoung calves were coes were considered ansidered a culinary  culinary delicacy adelicacy and were prnd were prepared forepared for special m spec special mespecial meals (Gen. als (Gen. 18:6-8). C18:6-8). Calves, spealves, specially selcially selected for ected for fattening fattening ({eäg�el-m({eäg�el-marbeäq),ar({eäg�el-m({eäg�el-m({eäg�el-marbeäq),arbeäq), were serv were served on parted on particular occicular occasions (1 asions (1 Sam. 28:24Sam. 28:24). Young c). Young). Young calvYoung calves were ales were also consideso considered choicered choice animals f animals for sacrifior sacrifice (Lev. 9ce (Lev. 9:2; 16:3; :2; 16:3; Num. 7).NumNum. 7).Num. 7).Num. 7).

Young calves were considered a culinary delicacy and were prepared for 
special meals (Gen. 18:6-8). Calves, specially selected for fattening 
({eäg�el-marbeäq),  were served on particular occasions (1 Sam. 28:24). 
Young calves were also considered choice animals for sacrifice (Lev. 9:2; 16:3; 
Num. 7).



�The bull wThe bull was the symas the symbol of powbol of power and ferer and fertility. Intility. In several a several ancient Neancient Near Eastern r Easterr Eastern cuEastern cultures, thltures, the bull wase bull was the symbo the symbol of variol of various gods, aus gods, a fact whic fact which must havh must have influence ine influencedinfluenced Israelite Israelite iconograp iconography and washy and was expressed expressed verbally  verbally and iconogand iconographicallyraphically (Exod. 32 (E (Exod. 32)(Exod. 32), as with , as with the bronzethe bronze bull stat bull statuette fromuette from the Bull  the Bull Site in thSite in the hill-coue hill-country of Santry ontry of Samariaof Samaria. Sometime. Sometimes the Bibls the Bible uses thee uses the bull as a bull as a symbol fo symbol for Yahweh (r Yahweh (Heb. Heb. }aœb�iîr;}aœb}aœb�iîr;}aœb�iîr; Gen. 49:2 Gen. 49:24; Isa. 494; Isa. 49:26; 1:24):26; 1:24)...

The bull was the symbol of power and fertility. In several ancient Near 
Eastern cultures, the bull was the symbol of various gods, a fact which must have 
influenced Israelite iconography and was expressed verbally and iconographically 
(Exod. 32), as with the bronze bull statuette from the Bull Site in the hill-country 
of Samaria. Sometimes the Bible uses the bull as a symbol for Yahweh (Heb. 
}aœb�iîr;  Gen. 49:24; Isa. 49:26; 1:24).

�The femaleThe female is mentio is mentioned signifned significantly feicantly fewer times wer times and mostlyand mostly metaphori metaphorically (Gencally (cally (Gen. 41).(Gen. 41). Hos. 4:16 Hos. 4:16 compares  compares Israel to Israel to a stubborna stubborn cow, and  cow, and Amos 4:1 rAmos 4:1 ridicules nidicules northern Isonnorthern Inorthern Israelite wsraelite women as “Bomen as “Bashan cowsashan cows.” However.” However, cows wer, cows were harnessee harnessed for workd for wd for work (1 Sawork (1 Sam. 6), andm. 6), and when the  when the red heiferred heifer was selec was selected, she wted, she was supposeas supposed to be “wd to be “wd to be “without b“without blemish or lemish or defect, ondefect, one which hae which has never bos never borne a yokerne a yoke” (Num. 19” (Num. 19:2).:2).:2).

The female is mentioned significantly fewer times and mostly metaphorically 
(Gen. 41). Hos. 4:16 compares Israel to a stubborn cow, and Amos 4:1 ridicules 
northern Israelite women as “Bashan cows.” However, cows were harnessed for 
work (1 Sam. 6), and when the red heifer was selected, she was supposed to be 
“without blemish or defect, one which has never borne a yoke” (Num. 19:2).

�SeeSee  SHEEP; GOASHEEP; GOAT.T.T.

See SHEEP; GOAT.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. S. BodeF. S. Bodenheimer, nheimer, Animal LifAnimal Life in Palese in Palestinetine (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1935).m, 1935).m, 1935).

Bibliography. F. S. Bodenheimer, Animal Life in Palestine (Jerusalem, 1935).
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CAUDACAUDA (Gk.  (Gk. KauídaKauída)))

CAUDA (Gk. Kauída)

A small isA small island, now land, now called Gaucalled Gaudos, ca. 3dos, ca. 37 km. (23 7 km. (23 mi.) S of mi.) S of Crete, menCrete, mentioned in tioned in connectionconconnectionconnection with the  with the sudden galsudden gale that hite that hit the ship  the ship carrying Pcarrying Paul and otaul and other prisonher prisoners to Romersprisonprisoners prisoners to Rome (Ato Rome (Acts 27:16;cts 27:16; NRSV mg.  NRSV mg. “Clauda”).“Clauda”). By taking By taking shelter t shelter to the lee o the lee side (soutsside (soutside (south) of the h) of the island, thisland, the crew wase crew was able to s able to survive theurvive the tempest ( tempest (Acts 27:17Acts 27:17-19).-1927:1727:17-19).27:17-19).

A small island, now called Gaudos, ca. 37 km. (23 mi.) S of Crete, mentioned in 
connection with the sudden gale that hit the ship carrying Paul and other 
prisoners to Rome (Acts 27:16; NRSV mg. “Clauda”). By taking shelter to the lee 
side (south) of the island, the crew was able to survive the tempest (Acts 
27:17-19).

CAULKERSCAULKERSCAULKERS

CAULKERS

Tradesmen Tradesmen (Heb. (Heb. mah�a�ziîqmah�a�ziîqeî bid�qeäeî bid�qeäk�,k�, “those wh “those who strengtho strengthen your bren your breach”) skiebrbreach”) sbreach”) skilled in killed in repairing repairing large leaklarge leaks in marins in marine vessels e vessels (Ezek. 27:(Ezek. 27:9, 27). Th9, 27). The task woue task e task wouldtask would have invo have involved the ulved the use of bituse of bitumen or pitmen or pitch (cf. Gech (cf. Gen. 6:14). n. 6:14). More preciMore precisely, thessepreciprecisely,precisely, these wor these workers were kers were ships’ carships’ carpenters, apenters, a trade cen trade centered at Gtered at Gebal (Byblebal (Byblos; cf. 1 os(Bybl(Byblos; c(Byblos; cf. 1 Kgs. f. 1 Kgs. 5:18). Eze5:18). Ezek. 27 is ak. 27 is a lamentati lamentation over “ton over “the good shhe good ship Tyre,” ip Tyre,” a major Pha maja major Phoemajor Phoenician marnician maritime centitime center.er.

Tradesmen (Heb. mah�a�ziîqeî bid�qeäk�,  “those who strengthen your 
breach”) skilled in repairing large leaks in marine vessels (Ezek. 27:9, 27). The 
task would have involved the use of bitumen or pitch (cf. Gen. 6:14). More 
precisely, these workers were ships’ carpenters, a trade centered at Gebal 
(Byblos; cf. 1 Kgs. 5:18). Ezek. 27 is a lamentation over “the good ship Tyre,” a 
major Phoenician maritime center.

CAVECAVECAVE

CAVE

A natural A natural hollow on hollow on the side othe side of a hill. f a hill. Early humaEarly humans used cans used caves for shves for shelter, proelter, protection, atectiproprotectionprotection, and resi, and residence, anddence, and some of t some of the earlieshe earliest expressit expressions of humons of human art havan art have been foue havhave been have been found in cfound in caves, suchaves, such as in Fra as in France and Spnce and Spain. Cavesain. Caves have also have also had mytho had mythological aslomythomythologicmythological associaal associations, symtions, symbolically bolically representirepresenting the reang the realms of birlms of birth and death and death, birthpth, deadeath, birdeath, birthplaces fthplaces for deitiesor deities, and entr, and entrances (birances (birth wombs) th wombs) from one wfrom one world into orld into another. Sananother. Sanother. Some uses oome uses of caves inf caves in the bibli the biblical texts cal texts include:include:include:

A natural hollow on the side of a hill. Early humans used caves for shelter, 
protection, and residence, and some of the earliest expressions of human art 
have been found in caves, such as in France and Spain. Caves have also had 
mythological associations, symbolically representing the realms of birth and 
death, birthplaces for deities, and entrances (birth wombs) from one world into 
another. Some uses of caves in the biblical texts include:

�(1) A buri(1) A burial place. al place. Abraham boAbraham bought the cught the cave at Macave at Machpelah as hpelah as a burial sa burial site for Saite for ite for Sarah for Sarah (Gen. 23:1(Gen. 23:10), and ac0), and according tocording to Matthew ( Matthew (Matt. 27:6Matt. 27:60) Jesus w0) Jesus was buried as buried in a cave inin a cave in a cave (cf. John (cf. John 11:38).11:38).11:38).

(1) A burial place. Abraham bought the cave at Machpelah as a burial site 
for Sarah (Gen. 23:10), and according to Matthew (Matt. 27:60) Jesus was buried 
in a cave (cf. John 11:38).



�(2) A hidi(2) A hiding place. ng place. Five AmoriFive Amorite kings hte kings hid in a caid in a cave at Makkve at Makkedah, wheredah, where they were they we they were eventwere eventually killually killed and subed and subsequently sequently buried (Joburied (Josh. 10:16-sh. 10:16-27). David27). David hid in th hid in the cave of e cae cave of Adcave of Adullam (1 Sullam (1 Sam. 22:1-2am. 22:1-2), and fro), and from there hem there he formed hi formed his band of s band of followers.followers. He also u H He also usHe also used an incied an incident withident within a cave tn a cave to spare Sao spare Saul’s life,ul’s life, thereby i thereby indicating ndicating his supporhis suphis support ofsupport of the Lord’ the Lord’s anointeds anointed (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sam. 24:1-16). O4:1-16). Obadiah, vibadiah, vizier of Kizier of King Ahab, sng Ahab, saved a numavessaved a nusaved a number of prmber of prophets froophets from Queen Jem Queen Jezebel by pzebel by placing thelacing them in cavesm in caves (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 18:3-4), a18:3-4), and caves bnd caves became a hiecame a hiding placeding place from “the from “the terror of terror of the Lord” the Lord” (Isa. 2:1 (Isa. 2:19-22).9-22:12:19-22).2:19-22).2:19-22).

(2) A hiding place. Five Amorite kings hid in a cave at Makkedah, where they 
were eventually killed and subsequently buried (Josh. 10:16-27). David hid in the 
cave of Adullam (1 Sam. 22:1-2), and from there he formed his band of followers. 
He also used an incident within a cave to spare Saul’s life, thereby indicating his 
support of the Lord’s anointed (1 Sam. 24:1-16). Obadiah, vizier of King Ahab, 
saved a number of prophets from Queen Jezebel by placing them in caves (1 Kgs. 
18:3-4), and caves became a hiding place from “the terror of the Lord” (Isa. 
2:19-22).

�(3) A plac(3) A place of revele of revelation. Eliation. Elijah hears jah hears the words the words of Yahweh of Yahweh in a cave in a cave at Mt. Horat Mt. Hoat Mt. Horeb (SinHoreb (Sinai), whereai), where God told  God told him to anohim to anoint royal int royal and propheand prophetic succestic successors (1 Kgsors (1 Kgsors (1 Kgs. 19:9-Kgs. 19:9-18).18).18).

(3) A place of revelation. Elijah hears the words of Yahweh in a cave at Mt. 
Horeb (Sinai), where God told him to anoint royal and prophetic successors (1 
Kgs. 19:9-18).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. StenuitR. Stenuit, , Caves and Caves and the Marvelthe Marvelous World ous World Beneath UsBeneath Us (South Br (South B (South Brunswick,Brunswick, N.J., 196 N.J., 1966).6).6).

Bibliography. R. Stenuit, Caves and the Marvelous World Beneath Us (South 
Brunswick, N.J., 1966).

C. GilbertC. Gilbert Romero Romero

C. Gilbert Romero

CEDARCEDARCEDAR

CEDAR

The celebrThe celebrated cedarated cedars of Lebans of Lebanon are laron are large, conifege, coniferous, everrous, evergreen moungreen mountain treestain treestain trees (trees (Cedrus libCedrus libaniani Loud). Th Loud). These cedarsese cedars (Heb.  (Heb. }erez}erez) were apt) were aptly named, ly named, as they dias they dias they did not grdid not grow in Israow in Israel. As youel. As young trees, ng trees, cedars arecedars are cone-shap cone-shaped, but ased, but as they age, they age, the branc the the branchthe branches spread es spread and flatteand flatten. Cedars n. Cedars of Lebanonof Lebanon grow up t grow up to 28 m. (9o 28 m. (90 ft.) tal0 ft.) tall and may l al and may liand may live 3000 yeve 3000 years. Many ars. Many more cedarmore cedar forests w forests were in Lebere in Lebanon in bianon in biblical timblical times than exetimtimes thantimes than exist the exist there today. re today. The wood oThe wood of the treef the tree was a pop was a popular commoular commodity used dity useddity used in buused in building. Itilding. It carries a carries a pleasant  pleasant fragrance fragrance and resistand resists insects.s insects.

The celebrated cedars of Lebanon are large, coniferous, evergreen mountain 
trees (Cedrus libani Loud). These cedars (Heb. }erez) were aptly named, as they 
did not grow in Israel. As young trees, cedars are cone-shaped, but as they age, 
the branches spread and flatten. Cedars of Lebanon grow up to 28 m. (90 ft.) tall 
and may live 3000 years. Many more cedar forests were in Lebanon in biblical 
times than exist there today. The wood of the tree was a popular commodity 
used in building. It carries a pleasant fragrance and resists insects.

�The Bible The Bible records serecords several instveral instances of cances of cedars of Ledars of Lebanon useebanon used in constd in construction, tructionconstconstructiconstruction, the beon, the best known bst known being Solomeing Solomon’s templon’s temple. Solomone. Solomon contracte contracted with Kind with Kd with King HiramKing Hiram of Tyre t of Tyre to bring gro bring great quantieat quantities of ceties of cedar and otdar and other wood ther wood to build tho build the temple ie ththe templethe temple in Jerusa in Jerusalem (1 Kgslem (1 Kgs. 5; 2 Chr. 5; 2 Chr. 2). Ceda. 2). Cedar was usedr was used extensive extensively in the ly in the structure,strustructure,structure, from the  from the supports asupports and pillarsnd pillars to the pa to the paneling andneling and carved wo carved woodwork. Inodwork. In addition  a addition taddition to the tempo the temple, housesle, houses of the ri of the rich were alch were also made ofso made of cedar. Da cedar. David lived vid lived in a housein in a housein a house of cedar  of cedar (2 Sam. 7:(2 Sam. 7:2 = 1 Chr.2 = 1 Chr. 17:1), an 17:1), and Ezekiel d Ezekiel mentions cmentions cedar that edar that is used inis uis used in coused in constructionnstruction (Ezek. 27 (Ezek. 27:5).:5).:5).

The Bible records several instances of cedars of Lebanon used in 
construction, the best known being Solomon’s temple. Solomon contracted with 
King Hiram of Tyre to bring great quantities of cedar and other wood to build 
the temple in Jerusalem (1 Kgs. 5; 2 Chr. 2). Cedar was used extensively in the 
structure, from the supports and pillars to the paneling and carved woodwork. In 
addition to the temple, houses of the rich were also made of cedar. David lived 
in a house of cedar (2 Sam. 7:2 = 1 Chr. 17:1), and Ezekiel mentions cedar that is 
used in construction (Ezek. 27:5).

�The Bible The Bible also contaalso contains many rins many references eferences to the greto the great height at height and strengand strength of cedath of cth of cedar treecedar trees. Amos prs. Amos prophesies tophesies that the mihat the might of theght of the Amorites  Amorites “was like “was like the heightthe height of cedars heightheight of height of cedars” (Acedars” (Amos 2:9), mos 2:9), and Ezekieand Ezekiel comparesl compares Assyria’s Assyria’s power to  power to a cedar ofa cedar of Lebanon ( L Lebanon (ELebanon (Ezek. 31:3-zek. 31:3-9). The ps9). The psalmist comalmist compares the pares the growth of growth of the rightethe righteous to thaous to that of the ctthathat of ththat of the cedars oe cedars of Lebanon f Lebanon (Ps. 92:12(Ps. 92:12[MT 13]), [MT 13]), and Zecharand Zechariah uses tiah uses the image ohe image of destroyefoof destroyof destroyed and faled and fallen cedarslen cedars and other and other trees to  trees to show how dshow how devastatingevastating God’s jud God’s judg God’s judgment wjudgment will be (Zeill be (Zech. 11:1-2ch. 11:1-2).).).

The Bible also contains many references to the great height and strength of 
cedar trees. Amos prophesies that the might of the Amorites “was like the 
height of cedars” (Amos 2:9), and Ezekiel compares Assyria’s power to a cedar of 
Lebanon (Ezek. 31:3-9). The psalmist compares the growth of the righteous to 
that of the cedars of Lebanon (Ps. 92:12[MT 13]), and Zechariah uses the image 
of destroyed and fallen cedars and other trees to show how devastating God’s 
judgment will be (Zech. 11:1-2).

�Cedar woodCedar wood is also a is also associated ssociated with cleanwith cleansing. Cedasing. Cedar, along wr, along with hyssopith hyssop and blood and b and blood, is blood, is prescribedprescribed in cleans in cleansing ritualing rituals in Lev. s in Lev. 14.14.14.

Cedar wood is also associated with cleansing. Cedar, along with hyssop and 
blood, is prescribed in cleansing rituals in Lev. 14.
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CELIBACYCELIBACYCELIBACY

CELIBACY

AbstentionAbstention from marr from marriage in fuiage in fulfillment lfillment of a vow. of a vow. Celibacy aCelibacy as depicteds depicted in the NT in the NT has both  ha has both Jhas both Jewish and ewish and HellenistiHellenistic parentagc parentage.e.e.

Abstention from marriage in fulfillment of a vow. Celibacy as depicted in the NT 
has both Jewish and Hellenistic parentage.

�The OT speThe OT speaks of Nazaks of Nazarite vowsarite vows taken for taken for life (Jud life (Judg. 13:5, 7g. 13:5, 7; 16:17). ; 16:17). The propheThe propThe prophetic prophetic task laid task laid on Jeremiaon Jeremiah expresslh expressly forbade y forbade marriage (marriage (Jer. 16:1-Jer. 16:1-2). Philo 2). Philo reports threporeports threports that, in ordat, in order to remaer to remain in perpin in perpetual readetual readiness for iness for divine revdivine revelation afelation after Sinai,ter Ster Sinai, MosSinai, Moses never aes never again “knewgain “knew” his wife” his wife Zipporah  Zipporah ((Life of MoLife of Mosesses 11.68–69) 11.68–69). Accordin. Accord. According According to Jubileeto Jubilees, Adam ans, Adam and Eve wered Eve were chaste in chaste in the garde the garden until thn until the time of e time of their expuththeir exputheir expulsion (3:3lsion (3:34–35; 4:1)4–35; 4:1), and not , and not until the until the first Jubifirst Jubilee after lee after their exputheir expulsion (49 lsion (4lsion (49 years)(49 years) did they  did they have sexuahave sexual intercoul intercourse and chrse and children.ildren.ildren.

The OT speaks of Nazarite vows taken for life (Judg. 13:5, 7; 16:17). The 
prophetic task laid on Jeremiah expressly forbade marriage (Jer. 16:1-2). Philo 
reports that, in order to remain in perpetual readiness for divine revelation after 
Sinai, Moses never again “knew” his wife Zipporah (Life of Moses 11.68–69). 
According to Jubilees, Adam and Eve were chaste in the garden until the time of 
their expulsion (3:34–35; 4:1), and not until the first Jubilee after their expulsion 
(49 years) did they have sexual intercourse and children.

�As a symboAs a symbol for Jerul for Jerusalem, entsalem, entry into thry into the holy plae holy place and parce and participationticipation in the ho in the h in the holy cult holy cult at Qumran at Qumran required arequired abiding sexbiding sexual purityual purity or celiba or celibacy. Likewicy. Likewise, withinse, within the popul the the populathe popular Hellenisr Hellenistic philostic philosophical cuophical currents of rrents of the last tthe last two centuriwo centuries es B.C.E.B.C.E. celibacy  celiba celibacy fcelibacy functioned unctioned as a precoas a precondition fondition for enteringr entering sacred sp sacred space, an esace, an escape from cape from a destituta da destitute destitute world, preworld, preparation fparation for communior communion with thon with the gods, ane gods, and a foundad a foundation for ation for a life of v aa life of a life of virtue. Anvirtue. Any literatey literate Jew in to Jew in touch with tuch with the major phe major philosophichilosophical movemenal movements of the ts ots of the timof the time would hae would have been inve been influenced bfluenced by this ricy this rich body of h body of tradition tradition and practiand practice.ce.ce.

As a symbol for Jerusalem, entry into the holy place and participation in the 
holy cult at Qumran required abiding sexual purity or celibacy. Likewise, within 
the popular Hellenistic philosophical currents of the last two centuries B.C.E. 
celibacy functioned as a precondition for entering sacred space, an escape from a 
destitute world, preparation for communion with the gods, and a foundation for 
a life of virtue. Any literate Jew in touch with the major philosophical movements 
of the time would have been influenced by this rich body of tradition and practice.

�Early ChriEarly Christian celistian celibacy sharebacy shared many of d many of these tendthese tendencies. Luencies. Luke 20:34-3ke 20:34-36 reflects6 refle6 reflects areflects an early Chn early Christian beristian belief that lief that celibacy ocelibacy offered a fffered a foretaste ooretaste of the eschf the eschaton, and aton, aaton, and 1 Cor.and 1 Cor. 7 bases P 7 bases Paul’s celiaul’s celibacy on thbacy on the impendine impending eschatolg eschatological criogical crisis.sis.sis.

Early Christian celibacy shared many of these tendencies. Luke 20:34-36 
reflects an early Christian belief that celibacy offered a foretaste of the eschaton, 
and 1 Cor. 7 bases Paul’s celibacy on the impending eschatological crisis.

�SeeSee  ASCETICISMASCETICISM...

See ASCETICISM.

Calvin J. Calvin J. RoetzelRoetzel
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CENCHREAECENCHREAE (Gk.  (Gk. KenchreaiíKenchreaií)))

CENCHREAE (Gk. Kenchreaií)

A Greek seA Greek seaport locaaport located in Achted in Achaia on theaia on the Saronic G Saronic Gulf, ca. 1ulf, ca. 11 km. (5 m1 km. (5 mi.) E of Ci.) E of Corinth andorCCorinth anCorinth and ca. 4 kmd ca. 4 km. (2.5 mi.. (2.5 mi.) S of Ist) S of Isthmia. It shmia. It served as terved as the easternhe eastern port of C port of Corinth botorintCCorinth boCorinth both in the th in the classical classical Greek periGreek period and in od and in the Roman the Roman period. Siperiod. Since the ponce the port faced trpoport facedport faced toward th toward the eastern e eastern MediterranMediterranean, it isean, it is natural t natural that Paul, hat Paul, Aquila, anAquila, and Priscilld Prd Priscilla Priscilla would havewould have departed  departed from it onfrom it on their jou their journey to Syrney to Syria (Acts ria (Acts 18:18). Pa18:18). Paul’s letteul’s PaPaul’s letPaul’s letter to theter to the Romans (R Romans (Rom. 16:1-2om. 16:1-2) mentions) mentions the Chris the Christian womantian woman Phoebe an Phoebe a Phoebe and the coand the congregationngregation she helpe she helped support d support at Cenchreat Cenchreae.ae.ae.

A Greek seaport located in Achaia on the Saronic Gulf, ca. 11 km. (5 mi.) E of 
Corinth and ca. 4 km. (2.5 mi.) S of Isthmia. It served as the eastern port of 
Corinth both in the classical Greek period and in the Roman period. Since the 
port faced toward the eastern Mediterranean, it is natural that Paul, Aquila, and 
Priscilla would have departed from it on their journey to Syria (Acts 18:18). 
Paul’s letter to the Romans (Rom. 16:1-2) mentions the Christian woman Phoebe 
and the congregation she helped support at Cenchreae.

Richard E.Richard E. Oster, Jr Oster, Jr..

Richard E. Oster, Jr.

CENDEBEUSCENDEBEUS (Gk.  (Gk. KendebaiosKendebaios, Cendebae, Cendebaeus, Kendebus, Kendebaeusaeus)))

CENDEBEUS (Gk. Kendebaios, Cendebaeus, Kendebaeus)

A Syrian oA Syrian officer whofficer who was defea was defeated by Johted by John Hyrcanusn Hyrcanus. When Ant. When Antiochus VIIiochus VII claimed t claimed  claimed thclaimed the Syrian te Syrian throne, he hrone, he pursued thpursued the usurper e usurper Tryphon, aTryphon, and in his nd in his absence heabsence he appointed hehe appointhe appointed Cendebeed Cendebeus commandus commander-in-chieer-in-chief of the “f of the “coastal cocoastal country” wituntry” with instructh instruch instructioinstructions “to makns “to make war” on e war” on the Judeanthe Judeans (1 Macc.s (1 Macc. 15:38-39) 15:38-39). Under Si. Under Simon Maccabmon Maccmon Maccabeus’Maccabeus’ sons Juda sons Judas and Johns and John, the Jude, the Judeans battleans battled the Syrid the Syrians near Mans near Modein. Theodein. The Syrians f TheThe SyrianThe Syrians fled, ans fled, and John purd John pursued them sued them to Kedron,to Kedron, where 200 where 2000 fell and0 fell and their for their fortificationtforfortificatfortifications were ions were destroyed destroyed (16:1–10).(16:1–10).

A Syrian officer who was defeated by John Hyrcanus. When Antiochus VII 
claimed the Syrian throne, he pursued the usurper Tryphon, and in his absence 
he appointed Cendebeus commander-in-chief of the “coastal country” with 
instructions “to make war” on the Judeans (1 Macc. 15:38-39). Under Simon 



Maccabeus’ sons Judas and John, the Judeans battled the Syrians near Modein. 
The Syrians fled, and John pursued them to Kedron, where 2000 fell and their 
fortifications were destroyed (16:1–10).

Edmon L. REdmon L. Rowell, Jr.owell, Jr.
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CENSERCENSERCENSER

CENSER

A small coA small container fontainer for carryingr carrying hot coals hot coals, used in , used in the servicthe service of the te of the tabernacle abernacle (Exod. 25:(Exo(Exod. 25:(Exod. 25:38; 27:3; 38; 27:3; Lev. 16:12Lev. 16:12). The cen). The censer held lser held live coals ive coals onto whichonto which incense w incense was placed,as pas placed, crplaced, creating a teating a thick smokehick smoke and proba and probably a pleably a pleasing smellsing smell. Heb. . Heb. mah�ta®mah�ta® is also g is als is also glossalso glossed as “traed as “tray,” “pan,”y,” “pan,” and “fire and “firepan,” termpan,” terms which des which describe funscribe functions relctions related to thatedrelrelated torelated to the lamps the lampstand, the tand, the altar, andaltar, and the offer the offering of incing of incense.ense.ense.

A small container for carrying hot coals, used in the service of the tabernacle 
(Exod. 25:38; 27:3; Lev. 16:12). The censer held live coals onto which incense was 
placed, creating a thick smoke and probably a pleasing smell. Heb. mah�ta®  is 
also glossed as “tray,” “pan,” and “firepan,” terms which describe functions 
related to the lampstand, the altar, and the offering of incense.

Walter E. Walter E. BrownBrown
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CENSUSCENSUSCENSUS

CENSUS

An officiaAn official enumeratl enumeration of a gion of a group or grroup or groups of peoups of people. The ople. The census is census is well atteswell attested in thetedattesattested iattested in the ancin the ancient Near Eent Near East, incluast, including Egyptding Egypt, Mari, Ug, Mari, Ugarit, and arit, and Assyria. TAssyria. The ancienthe anhe ancient ceancient census, howensus, however, was uver, was unlike a monlike a modern one idern one in its lackn its lack of comple of completeness. Seteness. Seldom was aldSeSeldom wasSeldom was an entire an entire nation co nation counted or dunted or data collecata collected on ageted on age, sex, inc, sex, income, or ocome, or occupation. cococcupationoccupation. The near. The nearest parallest parallel is the el is the “Assyrian “Assyrian Doomsday BDoomsday Book,” whicook,” which enumerath enumerah enumeratedenumerated and order and ordered people ed people by age andby age and sex, incl sex, including infouding information onrmation on land size land size land size and ssize and such. This uch. This census, hocensus, however, waswever, was restricte restricted to the pd to the province ofrovince of Haran in  Haran in north Syrinonorth Syrinorth Syria.a.a.

An official enumeration of a group or groups of people. The census is well 
attested in the ancient Near East, including Egypt, Mari, Ugarit, and Assyria. The 
ancient census, however, was unlike a modern one in its lack of completeness. 
Seldom was an entire nation counted or data collected on age, sex, income, or 
occupation. The nearest parallel is the “Assyrian Doomsday Book,” which 
enumerated and ordered people by age and sex, including information on land 
size and such. This census, however, was restricted to the province of Haran in 
north Syria.

�Exod. 30:1Exod. 30:11-16 makes1-16 makes the censu the census of the Is of the Israelites sraelites a fixed paa fixed part of the rt of the Law. In adLaw. In adLaw. In addition, addition, the Bible the Bible reports a reports a formal cenformal census on thrsus on three occasioee occasions. Accordns. According to Numing to Num. 1, short.NumNum. 1, shNum. 1, shortly afteortly after the Exodr the Exodus the figus the fighting men hting men were countwere counted; 603,55ed; 603,550 is most 0 is most likely an llikely an likely an exaggerateexaggerated figure dd figure deriving freriving from either om either embellisheembellished traditiod tradition or a latn or a later period er peer period of period of Israel’s hIsrael’s history. Thistory. This number is number excludes Lexcludes Levites, woevites, women, and cmen, and children. Ahildren. According tccAAccording According to Num. 26to Num. 26, a census, a census of the Is of the Israelites wraelites was taken pas taken prior to thrior to their entraneir entrance into Cace entranentrance ientrance into Canaannto Canaan. On this . On this occasion, occasion, the males the males over 20 yeover 20 years of agears of age numbered  numbered numbered 6numbered 601,730. Be01,730. Besides counsides counting the mting the men eligiblen eligible for milie for military servitary service (Num. 1ce (Num. 1:3), these:311:3), thes1:3), these two cense two censuses estabuses established thelished the maintenan maintenance of the ce of the tabernacletabernacle and empha and emphasized the semphaemphasizedemphasized the Levit the Levites’ exemptes’ exempt status (1 status (1:48–53). F:48–53). Further, thurther, the census ie census in Num. 26 n Num. 26 would detewwould detewould determine the rmine the size of lasize of land grants nd grants for the trfor the tribes (vv. ibes (vv. 52–56).52–56).52–56).

Exod. 30:11-16 makes the census of the Israelites a fixed part of the Law. In 
addition, the Bible reports a formal census on three occasions. According to 
Num. 1, shortly after the Exodus the fighting men were counted; 603,550 is most 
likely an exaggerated figure deriving from either embellished tradition or a later 
period of Israel’s history. This number excludes Levites, women, and children. 
According to Num. 26, a census of the Israelites was taken prior to their 
entrance into Canaan. On this occasion, the males over 20 years of age 
numbered 601,730. Besides counting the men eligible for military service (Num. 
1:3), these two censuses established the maintenance of the tabernacle and 
emphasized the Levites’ exempt status (1:48–53). Further, the census in Num. 26 
would determine the size of land grants for the tribes (vv. 52–56).

�As recordeAs recorded in 2 Samd in 2 Sam. 24, Davi. 24, David sent Joad sent Joab out to cb out to count the mount the males who cales who could fightould ccould fighcould fight in the at in the army. Againrmy. Again, the figu, the figure is exagre is exaggerated: 8gerated: 800 thousan00 thousand men of Id men of Israel and sraeIIsrael andIsrael and 500 thous 500 thousand of Judand of Judah (2 Sam.ah (2 Sam. 24:9). Be 24:9). Because of tcause of this censushis census, Yahweh s, Yahweh sent a plagenssent a plasent a plague againsgue against Israel at Israel and killed nd killed 70 thousan70 thousand people. d people. The reasonThe reason for the p for the plague is ulagupplague is plague is uncertain.uncertain. Possibly, Possibly, the censu the census implied s implied military cmilitary conscriptioonscription and violn and violated the rated tated the rules the rules of holy waof holy war, subvertr, subverting Yahwehing Yahweh’s preroga’s prerogative to letive to lead the armad the army, or perhy, or perhaps a taboapperhperhaps a perhaps a taboo agaitaboo against numbernst numbering the peing the people existople existed. Most led. Most likely, howikely, however, cultever, cultic concernic cultcultic concultic concerns werecerns were at root.  at root. According According to Exod. 3to Exod. 30:11-15, a0:11-15, as part of s part of the censusthe census the Israe th the Israelthe Israelites had tites had to give a ho give a half-shekelalf-shekel as a rans as a ransom specifiom specifically to acally to avoid a plavoid a plague. In adgue. In gue. In additioIn addition, evidencn, evidence was foune was found at Mari d at Mari that a ritthat a ritual cleansual cleansing was reing was required befquired before a censore befbefore a cbefore a census. Theensus. Therefore, Darefore, David most lvid most likely violikely violated eitheated either the halfr the half-shekel pu-shekel purity law oritypupurity lawpurity law or anothe or another cultic dr cultic demand, cauemand, causing the psing the plague.lague.lague.

As recorded in 2 Sam. 24, David sent Joab out to count the males who 
could fight in the army. Again, the figure is exaggerated: 800 thousand men of 
Israel and 500 thousand of Judah (2 Sam. 24:9). Because of this census, Yahweh 
sent a plague against Israel and killed 70 thousand people. The reason for the 
plague is uncertain. Possibly, the census implied military conscription and violated 
the rules of holy war, subverting Yahweh’s prerogative to lead the army, or 
perhaps a taboo against numbering the people existed. Most likely, however, 



cultic concerns were at root. According to Exod. 30:11-15, as part of the census 
the Israelites had to give a half-shekel as a ransom specifically to avoid a plague. 
In addition, evidence was found at Mari that a ritual cleansing was required 
before a census. Therefore, David most likely violated either the half-shekel 
purity law or another cultic demand, causing the plague.

�The NT menThe NT mentions a cetions a census takennsus taken during th during the reign ofe reign of Augustus  Augustus requiring requiring the registthe rthe registratiregistration of all on of all individualindividuals in the Rs in the Roman Empiroman Empire (Luke 2:e (Luke 2:1). Beginn1). Beginning with Aing with Augustus, tugusAAugustus, Augustus, the Roman the Roman administraadministration regultion regularly conduarly conducted a cencted a census of thesus of the provinces provinces provinces provinces to determito determine the degne the degree of taxree of taxation. In ation. In Egypt it aEgypt it appears to ppears to have been have been conducted coconducted conducted every 14 yevery 14 years. Accoears. According to Lrding to Luke, becauuke, because of thisse of this census Jo census Joseph and Mseph and Mseph and Mary went Mary went to Bethlehto Bethlehem where Jem where Jesus was besus was born.orn.orn.

The NT mentions a census taken during the reign of Augustus requiring the 
registration of all individuals in the Roman Empire (Luke 2:1). Beginning with 
Augustus, the Roman administration regularly conducted a census of the 
provinces to determine the degree of taxation. In Egypt it appears to have been 
conducted every 14 years. According to Luke, because of this census Joseph and 
Mary went to Bethlehem where Jesus was born.

Paul S. AsPaul S. Ashh
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CENTER OF CENTER OF THE LANDTHE LANDTHE LAND

CENTER OF THE LAND

An epithetAn epithet for the h for the holy templeoly temples of the Ss of the Samaritans amaritans and the Isand the Israelites, raelites, on Mt. Geron Mt. Gerizim and MizimGerGerizim anGerizim and Mt. Ziond Mt. Zion respectiv respectively, whichely, which each grou each group considerp considered its saced its sacred place red place as the earasas the earas the earth’s (spirth’s (spiritual) “ceitual) “center” (Hebnter” (Heb. . t�abbu®r ht�abbu®r haœ}aœres�;aœ}aœres�; Judg. 9:3 Judg. 9:37; Ezek. 37; Ez7; Ezek. 38:1Ezek. 38:12). The LX2). The LXX translatX translation “navelion “navel” (Gk. ” (Gk. omphaloœs;omphaloœs; cf. Lat.  cf. Lat. umbilicusumbilicus) suggests) sug) suggests asuggests a connectio connection with ancn with ancient Near ient Near Eastern myEastern mythology whthology wherein the erein the temple sertemple setemple serves as serves as the bond bthe bond between heaetween heaven and eaven and earth. This rth. This motif eithmotif either came ther came through the rough the rough the Ugaritthe Ugaritic literatic literature via Caure via Canaanite mynaanite mythology ofthology of the cosmi the cosmic mountainc mountain (i.e., Mt (i.e., Mt. Zion) or. Zi. Zion) or wZion) or was attacheas attached to the bd to the biblical teiblical text throughxt through the LXX t the LXX translationranslation during th during the Hellenise He HellenistiHellenistic period. c period. However, JHowever, Jewish talmewish talmudic and mudic and midrashic lidrashic literature iterature understoodunderstood the expre understoodunderstoodunderstood the expre the expression to mssion to mean that Jean that Jerusalem werusalem was the poias the point from whnt from which the woich the wich the world was world was created (created (b. Yomab. Yoma 54b; Tanh 54b; Tanhuma uma KedoshimKedoshim 10). 10). 10).

An epithet for the holy temples of the Samaritans and the Israelites, on Mt. 
Gerizim and Mt. Zion respectively, which each group considered its sacred place 
as the earth’s (spiritual) “center” (Heb. t�abbu®r haœ}aœres�;  Judg. 9:37; 
Ezek. 38:12). The LXX translation “navel” (Gk. omphaloœs; cf. Lat. umbilicus) 
suggests a connection with ancient Near Eastern mythology wherein the temple 
serves as the bond between heaven and earth. This motif either came through 
the Ugaritic literature via Canaanite mythology of the cosmic mountain (i.e., Mt. 
Zion) or was attached to the biblical text through the LXX translation during the 
Hellenistic period. However, Jewish talmudic and midrashic literature 
understood the expression to mean that Jerusalem was the point from which the 
world was created (b. Yoma 54b; Tanhuma Kedoshim 10).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. BurrowsE. Burrows, “Some Co, “Some Cosmologicalsmological Patterns  Patterns in Babylonin Babylonian Religiian Religian Religion,”Religion,” in  in The LabyriThe Labyrinth: Furthnth: Further Studieser Studies in the Re in the Relation betlation between Myth ween Myth and Ritualand Ritual in the An in th in the Ancienthe Ancient World,t World, ed. S. H. ed. S. H. Hooke (Lo Hooke (London, 1935ndon, 1935), 43–70; ), 43–70; S. TerrienS. Terrien, “The Omp, “The Omphalos MythhaOmpOmphalos MOmphalos Myth and Heyth and Hebrew Religbrew Religion,” ion,” VTVT 20 (1970) 20 (1970): 315–38; : 315–38; A. J. WensA. J. Wensinck, “Theinck, “Theinck, “The Ideas“The Ideas of the We of the Western Semistern Semites Concertes Concerning the Nning the Navel of thavel of the Earth,” e Earth,” in in Studies ofStudies Studies ofStudies of A. J. Wen A. J. Wensincksinck (New York (New York, 1978), 4, 1978), 43–70.3–70.3–70.

Bibliography. E. Burrows, “Some Cosmological Patterns in Babylonian 
Religion,” in The Labyrinth: Further Studies in the Relation between Myth and Ritual in 
the Ancient World, ed. S. H. Hooke (London, 1935), 43–70; S. Terrien, “The 
Omphalos Myth and Hebrew Religion,” VT 20 (1970): 315–38; A. J. Wensinck, 
“The Ideas of the Western Semites Concerning the Navel of the Earth,” in 
Studies of A. J. Wensinck (New York, 1978), 43–70.
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CENTURIONCENTURIONCENTURION

CENTURION

The rank dThe rank designated esignated for the cofor the commander ofmmander of a Roman  a Roman centuria,centuria, a subdivi a subdivision of a sion of a cohort. Atcohcohort. Atcohort. At full stre full strength the ngth the centuriacenturia would con would constitute 80stitute 80 soldiers  soldiers (not the h(not the hundred thaundredhhundred thhundred that the namat the name implies)e implies)...

The rank designated for the commander of a Roman centuria, a subdivision of a 
cohort. At full strength the centuria would constitute 80 soldiers (not the 
hundred that the name implies).

�The centurThe centurion (Gk. ion (Gk. hekatontaéhekatontaércheäsrcheäs) was the ) was the highest-rahighest-ranking noncnking noncommissioneommisnoncnoncommissnoncommissioned offiioned officer in botcer in both the Romah the Roman army andn army and the auxil the auxiliary cohoriary cohorts. In a lts. In a legion the ellegion thelegion the senior ce senior centurion ofnturion of the first the first cohort wa cohort was designats designated ed primus pilprimus pilus;us; a positio a positio a position hposition he would hoe would hold for a sld for a single yearingle year, after wh, after which he wasich he was promoted  promoted out of theout of the centurion c centurion centurion class. In class. In auxiliary auxiliary cohorts cecohorts centurions wnturions were rankedere ranked in six le in six levels, withvels, with the senio the  the seniorthe senior centurion centurion second in second in command a command after the fter the chiliarchchiliarch or comman or commander. The cder. The centurion weccenturion centurion was the bawas the backbone of ckbone of the Roman the Roman military omilitary organizatiorganization, the pron, the professional fessional soldiers ossoldiers osoldiers of the empif the empire (cf. Pore (cf. Polybius lybius Hist.Hist. 6.24). Ce 6.24). Centurions anturions are mentionre mentioned severaled several times in  ti times in ttimes in the Gospelshe Gospels and Acts, and Acts, always in always in a positiv a positive manner, e manner, and two arand two are mentionee mentioned by name:dmentionementioned mentioned by name: Cby name: Cornelius (ornelius (Acts 10:1-Acts 10:1-8) and Jul8) and Julius (27:1–ius (27:1–6). Althou6). Although not cough not counted amongncoucounted amcounted among the arong the aristocracy istocracy in Roman sin Roman society, ceociety, centurions wnturions were Roman ere Roman citizens acitizens citizens acitizens and often bnd often became afflecame affluent and iuent and important important in local afn local affairs (cf.fairs (cf. Luke 7:2- Luke 7:2-5; Acts 105; Act5; Acts 10:2)Acts 10:2). Jesus ex. Jesus extolled a ctolled a centurion’senturion’s faith (Ma faith (Matt. 8:5-13tt. 8:5-13).).).

The centurion (Gk. hekatontaércheäs) was the highest-ranking 
noncommissioned officer in both the Roman army and the auxiliary cohorts. In a 
legion the senior centurion of the first cohort was designated primus pilus; a 



position he would hold for a single year, after which he was promoted out of the 
centurion class. In auxiliary cohorts centurions were ranked in six levels, with 
the senior centurion second in command after the chiliarch or commander. The 
centurion was the backbone of the Roman military organization, the professional 
soldiers of the empire (cf. Polybius Hist. 6.24). Centurions are mentioned several 
times in the Gospels and Acts, always in a positive manner, and two are 
mentioned by name: Cornelius (Acts 10:1-8) and Julius (27:1–6). Although not 
counted among the aristocracy in Roman society, centurions were Roman 
citizens and often became affluent and important in local affairs (cf. Luke 7:2-5; 
Acts 10:2). Jesus extolled a centurion’s faith (Matt. 8:5-13).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. R. S. BT. R. S. Broughton, roughton, “The Roman“The Roman Army,” in Army,” in  The BeginnThe Beginnings of Chings of Cings of ChristianiChristianity,ty, ed. F. J. ed. F. J. Foakes-Ja Foakes-Jackson and ckson and K. Lake (LK. Lake (London, 193ondon, 1933), 5:427–3), 5:427–45; B. Dob45; B. Dobson, “The sDobDobson, “TDobson, “The Signifihe Significance of tcance of the Centurihe Centurion and theon and the ‘Primpila ‘Primpilaris’ in thris’ in the Roman Are Roman Army and AdmmArArmy and AArmy and Administratdministration,” ion,” ANRWANRW II.1, 392 II.1, 392–434.–434.–434.

Bibliography. T. R. S. Broughton, “The Roman Army,” in The Beginnings of 
Christianity, ed. F. J. Foakes-Jackson and K. Lake (London, 1933), 5:427–45; B. 
Dobson, “The Significance of the Centurion and the ‘Primpilaris’ in the Roman 
Army and Administration,” ANRW II.1, 392–434.
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CEPHASCEPHAS (Gk.  (Gk. KeäphaésKeäphaés)))

CEPHAS (Gk. Keäphaés)

Nickname oNickname or surname r surname given the given the Apostle PeApostle Peter (from ter (from Aram. Aram. keîp�aœ},keîp�aœ}, “rock”). “rock”). “rock”).

Nickname or surname given the Apostle Peter (from Aram. keîp�aœ},  “rock”).

�SeeSee  PETERPETER..

See PETER.

CEREAL OFFCEREAL OFFERINGERINGERING

CEREAL OFFERING

Also transAlso translated “gralated “grain offerinin offering” (and, mg” (and, misleadinglisleadingly, KJV “mey, KJV “meat offerinat offering”). Heb. g”). Heb. minh�a®minhminh�a®minh�a® means “gi means “gift” or “trft” or “tribute” andibute” and often ref often refers to payers to payments to sments to suzerains wuzerains which are ohwwhich are which are obligated obligated by vassal by vassal treaties; treaties; as Israel’as Israel’s Lord, Gos Lord, God also recd also received a eived a minh�a®.minh�minh�a®.minh�a®. The relig The religious conceious concept pt minh�a®minh�a® might hav might have once ince once included animluded animal sacrifial sacal sacrificessacrifices as well a as well as grain ofs grain offerings. Iferings. In Gen. 4:4n Gen. 4:4 Abel’s of Abel’s offering of fering of the firstlthe firstlings of hiings of his flock isshihis flock his flock is called is called a a minh�a®,minh�a®, and in 1  and in 1 Sam. 2:17 Sam. 2:17 Eli’s sonsEli’s sons’ demand f’ demand for a largeor a larger portion r pr portion ofportion of sacrifici sacrificial meat isal meat is said to s said to show contemhow contempt for Godpt for God’s ’s minh�a®.minh�a®. However,  Howeve However, aHowever, all other bll other biblical eviblical evidence of idence of the culticthe cultic use of th use of this word clis word clearly refeearly refers to offers to rs to offerinto offerings of ceregs of cereal, and thal, and there is no ere is no reliable breliable basis upon asis upon which to awhich to assume thatssume that  minh�a®minminh�a®minh�a® as cereal as cereal offering  offering is a late is a late or postexior postexilic linguilic linguistic develstic development — topment — the preexilhe phe preexilic preexilic PhoenicianPhoenician equivalen equivalent also reft also referred to cerred to cereal offeereal offerings. Regrings. Regardless ofardless of its actua its ac its actual etyactual etymology, thmology, this word unis word undoubtedly doubtedly brought tobrought to mind thou mind thoughts of thghts of the covenante covenane covenant wcovenant with God. Iith God. It is not it is not insignificansignificant that Lent that Lev. 2:13 wav. 2:13 warns that trns that the salt ofhe salt of the Lord’ the Lo the Lord’s covLord’s covenant shouenant should never bld never be omitted e omitted from the cfrom the cereal offeereal offering.ring.ring.

Also translated “grain offering” (and, misleadingly, KJV “meat offering”). Heb. 
minh�a®  means “gift” or “tribute” and often refers to payments to suzerains 
which are obligated by vassal treaties; as Israel’s Lord, God also received a 
minh�a®.  The religious concept minh�a®  might have once included animal 
sacrifices as well as grain offerings. In Gen. 4:4 Abel’s offering of the firstlings of 
his flock is called a minh�a®,  and in 1 Sam. 2:17 Eli’s sons’ demand for a larger 
portion of sacrificial meat is said to show contempt for God’s minh�a®.  
However, all other biblical evidence of the cultic use of this word clearly refers 
to offerings of cereal, and there is no reliable basis upon which to assume that 
minh�a®  as cereal offering is a late or postexilic linguistic development — the 
preexilic Phoenician equivalent also referred to cereal offerings. Regardless of its 
actual etymology, this word undoubtedly brought to mind thoughts of the 
covenant with God. It is not insignificant that Lev. 2:13 warns that the salt of the 
Lord’s covenant should never be omitted from the cereal offering.

�Three typeThree types of cultis of cultic c minh�a®minh�a® are attes are attested: (1) cted: (1) cereal offeereal offerings accorings accompanying bmpanyiaccoaccompanyiaccompanying burnt ong burnt offerings, fferings, (2) cereal(2) cereal offerings offerings in lieu o in lieu of burnt off burnt offerings, aferings, and (3) offnd (3)nd (3) offeri(3) offerings of thengs of the firstfrui firstfruits of graits of grain and its n and its products. products. Those of tThose of the third the third type are eiype are ype are eitherare either  minh�at� bminh�at� bikku®riîm,ikku®riîm, firstfrui firstfruits of the ts of the harvest (charvest (crushed, parushed, parched grairched grched grain fromgrain from new ears) new ears), a portio, a portion of whichn of which was burne was burned, or d, or reä}sûit�,reä}sûit�, the first the firsts of proces of ps of processed processed products, products, which werewhich were never bur never burned. Presuned. Presumably, themably, the firstfrui firstfruits offerints offerings would agsofferinofferings offerings would applwould apply to any gy to any grain, thourain, though one mosgh one most often tht often thinks of thinks of the barley he barley harvest andarvhharvest anharvest and the graid the grain offeringn offering associate associated with thed with the Festival  Festival of Weeks. of Weeks. The indepeThe independent and ndindepeindependenindependent and accot and accompanying cmpanying cereal offeereal offerings wererings were to be of  to be of wheat flouwheat flour, which ar, which ar, which as twice aas twice as expensivs expensive as barlee as barley flour (2y flour (2 Kgs. 7:16 Kgs. 7:16), but wit), but within reach hin reach of the comof the common personmoncomcommon percommon person’s budgson’s budget. Offereet. Offered uncookedd uncooked, it was t, it was to be accomo be accompanied by panied by frankincenfrankinfrankincenfrankincense, a fairse, a fairly expensily expensive spice. ve spice. As an alteAs an alternative, irnative, it could bet could be offered w offered without theithoutwwithout thwithout the frankince frankincense if itense if it were cook were cooked in any ed in any of four diof four different wafferent ways (Lev. 2ys (Lev. 2:4-7). The:4-722:4-7). Th2:4-7). The cereal oe cereal offering waffering was always us always unleavened,nleavened, mixed wit mixed with oil, andh oil, and offered w offered with salt. ithwwith salt.with salt. The presc The prescriptions friptions for the sinor the sin offering  offering (Lev. 5:7,(Lev. 5:7, 11) make  11) make it clear tit clear that the cehat thehat the cerealthe cereal offering  offering was an accwas an acceptable sueptable substitute fbstitute for a burntor a burnt offering  offering if the perif the person makingson mson making themaking the offering  offering could not could not afford eveafford even a pair on a pair of birds. Tf birds. The cereal he cereal offering ioffering is thus ofts thuss thus oftenthus often called th called the offeringe offering of the po of the poor and wasor and was common as common as such thro such throughout theughout theughout the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East.t.t.

Three types of cultic minh�a®  are attested: (1) cereal offerings 
accompanying burnt offerings, (2) cereal offerings in lieu of burnt offerings, and 
(3) offerings of the firstfruits of grain and its products. Those of the third type 
are either minh�at� bikku®riîm,  firstfruits of the harvest (crushed, parched 



grain from new ears), a portion of which was burned, or reä}sûit�,  the firsts of 
processed products, which were never burned. Presumably, the firstfruits 
offerings would apply to any grain, though one most often thinks of the barley 
harvest and the grain offering associated with the Festival of Weeks. The 
independent and accompanying cereal offerings were to be of wheat flour, which 
as twice as expensive as barley flour (2 Kgs. 7:16), but within reach of the 
common person’s budget. Offered uncooked, it was to be accompanied by 
frankincense, a fairly expensive spice. As an alternative, it could be offered 
without the frankincense if it were cooked in any of four different ways (Lev. 
2:4-7). The cereal offering was always unleavened, mixed with oil, and offered 
with salt. The prescriptions for the sin offering (Lev. 5:7, 11) make it clear that 
the cereal offering was an acceptable substitute for a burnt offering if the person 
making the offering could not afford even a pair of birds. The cereal offering is 
thus often called the offering of the poor and was common as such throughout 
the ancient Near East.

�Because itBecause it could sub could substitute fostitute for the burnr the burnt offeringt offerings, the cers, the cereal offerieal offering served ng served the same wtthe same wthe same wide range ide range of purposeof purposes and occas and occasions as dsions as did the burid the burnt offerinnt offerings. Unlikegs. Unlike the burnt t the burnt the burnt offerings,offerings, however,  however, only a tokonly a token portionen portion of the pr of the priestly ceriestly cereal offerieal offering was burng wng was burnt.was burnt. The rest  The rest was contriwas contributed to tbuted to the priestshe priests. Non-Prie. Non-Priestly sourcstly sources (e.g., es (e.g., 2 Kgs. 16:2 K2 Kgs. 16:15Kgs. 16:15) suggest ) suggest that the cthat the cereal offeereal offering was cring was completely ompletely burnt. Howburnt. However, it iever, it is likely ts liks likely thalikely that divergent divergent practicet practices were coms were common. One mmon. One might inferight infer this from this from the accou the account of Eli’naccouaccount ofaccount of Eli’s son Eli’s sons (1 Sam. s (1 Sam. 2) and fro2) and from 2 Kgs. 2m 2 Kgs. 23:9, which3:9, which points ou points out that thet that the priests o prie priests ofpriests of the high  the high places “atplaces “ate unleavene unleavened bread (ed bread (i.e., theii.e., their share ofr share of cereal of cereal offerings) aferingsofofferings)offerings) among the among their kindredir kindred.” Cereal .” Cereal offerings,offerings, even in t even in the postexihe postexilic periodlic period, could be, cou, could be ocould be offered at ffered at locations locations where burnwhere burnt offeringt offerings would has would have been unve been unthinkable thinkable (e.g., Ele((e.g., Ele(e.g., Elephantine).phantine). After the After the destructi destruction of Soloon of Solomon’s tempmon’s temple, devoutle, devout worshippe worshippers continursworshippeworshipperworshippers continues continued to leaved to leave cereal of cereal offerings atferings at the templ the temple site, eve site, even though en though no altar rnono altar rno altar remained (Jemained (Jer. 41:5).er. 41:5). Cereal of Cereal offerings weferings were common re common in other ain other ancient Neancient Near Eastern rNeaNear EasteNear Eastern religiorn religions, and wens, and were even tore even to be found  be found in Judah iin Judah in connectin connection with woon with woon with worship ofworship of the queen the queen of heaven of heaven (Jer. 44: (Jer. 44:19).19).19).

Because it could substitute for the burnt offerings, the cereal offering served 
the same wide range of purposes and occasions as did the burnt offerings. Unlike 
the burnt offerings, however, only a token portion of the priestly cereal offering 
was burnt. The rest was contributed to the priests. Non-Priestly sources (e.g., 2 
Kgs. 16:15) suggest that the cereal offering was completely burnt. However, it is 
likely that divergent practices were common. One might infer this from the 
account of Eli’s sons (1 Sam. 2) and from 2 Kgs. 23:9, which points out that the 
priests of the high places “ate unleavened bread (i.e., their share of cereal 
offerings) among their kindred.” Cereal offerings, even in the postexilic period, 
could be offered at locations where burnt offerings would have been unthinkable 
(e.g., Elephantine). After the destruction of Solomon’s temple, devout 
worshippers continued to leave cereal offerings at the temple site, even though 
no altar remained (Jer. 41:5). Cereal offerings were common in other ancient 
Near Eastern religions, and were even to be found in Judah in connection with 
worship of the queen of heaven (Jer. 44:19).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. MilgromJ. Milgrom, , Leviticus Leviticus 1-16.1-16. AB 3 (New AB 3 (New York, 199 York, 1991), 177–201), 177–202.2.2.
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CEREMONIALCEREMONIAL LAW LAW LAW

CEREMONIAL LAW

Law regardLaw regarding primaring primarily the maily the major religijor religious observous observances and ances and cultic pracultic practices.ctices.ctices.

Law regarding primarily the major religious observances and cultic practices.

�SeeSee  LAW.LAW.

See LAW.

CERINTHUSCERINTHUS (Gk.  (Gk. KeärinthosKeärinthos)))

CERINTHUS (Gk. Keärinthos)

A Gnostic A Gnostic who taughtwho taught an adopti an adoptionist Chrionist Christology anstology and held thad held that Jesus wat Jesus was the natus the natural son ofrnatunatural sonatural son of Josepn of Joseph and Maryh and Mary. Living n. Living near the enear the end of the 1d of the 1st centuryst century  C.E.C.E., Cerinthu, Cerinth, Cerinthus Cerinthus is a primeis a prime example o example of the tendf the tendency towarency toward syncretid syncretism in the sm in the religious religious life of thliflife of thlife of the Hellenise Hellenistic world tic world as he brouas he brought Jewishght Jewish millenari millenarianism, earanism, early Ebionitly Ebionite and Egype ande and Egyptiand Egyptian Gnostican Gnosticism, and aism, and a lurid ima lurid imagination tgination to bear on o bear on his undershis understanding oftanding of the natur th the naturethe nature of Jesus  of Jesus of Nazaretof Nazareth. Furtherh. Further, he seems, he seems to have h to have held that meld that matter is eatter is essentiallysseeessentiallessentially evil; liy evil; like Marcionke Marcion, that the, that the God of th God of the OT was ae OT was an angel orn angel or demiurge  demiurge who createwhwho createwho created the natud the natural order;ral order; that the  that the supreme Gosupreme God was ultid was ultimately unkmately unknowable; anowable; unkunknowableunknowable; and that; and that following following the secon the second advent, d advent, Jesus woulJesus would reign ovd reign over a laviser a lavish and sensh lavislavish andlavish and sensual e sensual earthly kinarthly kingdom.gdom.gdom.

A Gnostic who taught an adoptionist Christology and held that Jesus was the 
natural son of Joseph and Mary. Living near the end of the 1st century C.E., 



Cerinthus is a prime example of the tendency toward syncretism in the religious 
life of the Hellenistic world as he brought Jewish millenarianism, early Ebionite 
and Egyptian Gnosticism, and a lurid imagination to bear on his understanding of 
the nature of Jesus of Nazareth. Further, he seems to have held that matter is 
essentially evil; like Marcion, that the God of the OT was an angel or demiurge 
who created the natural order; that the supreme God was ultimately 
unknowable; and that following the second advent, Jesus would reign over a 
lavish and sensual earthly kingdom.
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CHALCEDONYCHALCEDONY

CHALCEDONY

A variety A variety of quartz of quartz with a micwith a microscopic croscopic crystallinerystalline structure structure, occurrin, occurring in many g in many color varicolocolor varicolor variations. Thations. The agate foe agate form is colorm is colored with ared with alternatinglternating bands, ir bands, irregular clregular clouds, or mouds,clclouds, orclouds, or mosslike  mosslike structuresstructures, usually , usually of opal. Wof opal. When referrhen referring to geming to gems, the ters, the term chalcedom cm chalcedonychalcedony is used f is used for the ligor the light blue-grht blue-gray varietyay variety of such q of such quartz. Theuartz. The breastpie breastpiece of judgce oce of judgmenof judgment of the ht of the high priestigh priest is decora is decorated with 1ted with 12 stones, 2 stones, set in golset in gold and eachd and each engraved  eng engraved wengraved with the naith the name of one me of one of the 12 of the 12 tribes. Thtribes. The middle se middle stone in thtone in the third ofe third of four rows fo four rows four rows is Heb. is Heb. sûeïb�o®,sûeïb�o®, most ofte most often translatn translated “agate”ed “agate” (Exod. 28 (Exod. 28:19; 39:12:19; 39:12). In Rev.). 39:1239:12). In39:12). In Rev. 21:1 Rev. 21:19 the thir9 the third of the 1d of the 12 foundati2 foundation stones on stones for the Jefor the Jerusalem whrusalem which comes ich whwhich comewhich comes down outs down out of heaven of heaven is chalce is chalcedony (Gk. dony (Gk. chalkeädoœchalkeädoœénén).).).

A variety of quartz with a microscopic crystalline structure, occurring in many 
color variations. The agate form is colored with alternating bands, irregular 
clouds, or mosslike structures, usually of opal. When referring to gems, the term 
chalcedony is used for the light blue-gray variety of such quartz. The breastpiece 
of judgment of the high priest is decorated with 12 stones, set in gold and each 
engraved with the name of one of the 12 tribes. The middle stone in the third of 
four rows is Heb. sûeïb�o®,  most often translated “agate” (Exod. 28:19; 
39:12). In Rev. 21:19 the third of the 12 foundation stones for the Jerusalem 
which comes down out of heaven is chalcedony (Gk. chalkeädoœén).
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CHALDEACHALDEACHALDEA

CHALDEA

The regionThe region in southe in southern Babylonrn Babylonia borderiia bordering on the ng on the Persian GuPersian Gulf. After lf. After a Chaldeana Chaldean dynasty c ChaldeanChaldean dChaldean dynasty camynasty came to powere to power over all  over all of Babylonof Babylonia in 626 ia in 626 B.C.E.B.C.E., the term, the term Chaldea ( Chal Chaldea (AChaldea (Akk. kk. Kaldu®;Kaldu®; Heb.  Heb. kasídiîmkasídiîm) became s) became synonymous ynonymous with “Babywith “Babylonia.”lonia.”

The region in southern Babylonia bordering on the Persian Gulf. After a 
Chaldean dynasty came to power over all of Babylonia in 626 B.C.E., the term 
Chaldea (Akk. Kaldu®; Heb. kasídiîm) became synonymous with “Babylonia.”

Land and PLand and Peopleeople

Land and People

This marshThis marshy region by region between theetween the Tigris an Tigris and Euphrated Euphrates rivers bs rivers bordering oordering on the Gulfn the Gulfn the Gulf was cGulf was called the alled the “Sea-Lands“Sea-Lands” by the A” by the Assyrians assyrians and Babylonnd Babylonians in thians in the 2nd mille 2nd millennium enmillmillenniummillennium  B.C.E.B.C.E., but in t, but in the 1st milhe 1st millennium “Llennium “Land of theand of the Chaldeans Chaldeans,” after t,” after the tribes he tribehe tribes thatribes that lived tht lived there. The Gere. The Greek name reek name ((geäí Chaldgeäí Chaldaiíoœn, Chaiíoœn, Chaldaií, Chaldaií, ChaldaiíoialdaChChaldaiíoiChaldaiíoi) follows ) follows Akk. Akk. Kaldu®Kaldu®, but the , but the Hebrew (Hebrew (kasídiîm, kasídiîm, }eres� kas}eres� kasídiîm;ídiîmkaskasídiîm;kasídiîm; cf. Aram. cf. Aram.  kasídaœykasídaœy) does not) does not. While th. While there is no ere is no satisfactosatisfactory explanary explanation for ttexplanaexplanatioexplanation for thisn for this, the one , the one most frequmost frequently suggently suggested is tested is that the Hehat the Hebrew form brew form reflects arereflects areflects an earlier n earlier Akkadian Akkadian *kasûdu.*kasûdu. (The Hebr (The Hebrew ew sísí would thu would thus represens represent Akkadiant Akkt Akkadian Akkadian sûsû prior to  prior to the assimithe assimilation of lation of sûsû to  to ll before  before d,d, as common as commonly occurs ly occurs in later Ain lain later Akkalater Akkadian). Howdian). However, thisever, this postulate postulated form d form *kasûdu*kasûdu remains u remains unattested nattested in cuneifoin cuin cuneiform cuneiform texts.texts.texts.

This marshy region between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers bordering on the 
Gulf was called the “Sea-Lands” by the Assyrians and Babylonians in the 2nd 
millennium B.C.E., but in the 1st millennium “Land of the Chaldeans,” after the 
tribes that lived there. The Greek name (geäí Chaldaiíoœn, Chaldaií, 
Chaldaiíoi) follows Akk. Kaldu®, but the Hebrew (kasídiîm, }eres� 
kasídiîm; cf. Aram. kasídaœy) does not. While there is no satisfactory 
explanation for this, the one most frequently suggested is that the Hebrew form 
reflects an earlier Akkadian *kasûdu. (The Hebrew sí would thus represent 
Akkadian sû prior to the assimilation of sû to l before d, as commonly occurs in 
later Akkadian). However, this postulated form *kasûdu remains unattested in 



cuneiform texts.

�The ChaldeThe Chaldeans were pans were part of a hart of a heterogeneoeterogeneous and polus and politically-fitically-fragmented ragmented BabylonianBabylBabylonianBabylonian populatio population that alsn that also includedo included Aramean t Aramean tribal grouribal groups and theps and the native in native inhabitants haininhabitantinhabitants of tradis of traditionally stionally semi-indepeemi-independent citindent cities. There es. There were threewere three major Cha major Chaldean tribldeChaChaldean tChaldean tribes: ribes: Biät-DakkuBiät-Dakkuœriœri, , Biät-AmukaBiät-Amukaœniœni, and , and Biät-YakiäBiät-Yakiänn, and two , and two, and two minor,two minor,  Biät-SÁa}aBiät-SÁa}allilli and  and Biät-SÁilaBiät-SÁilaœniœni. The . The Biät-DakkuBiät-Dakkuœriœri and the  and the Biät-AmukaBiäBiät-AmukaBiät-Amukaœniœni lived alo lived along the cenng the central and ltral and lower Euphrower Euphrates, the ates, the former setformer settling souttlingsetsettling ssettling south of Boouth of Borsippa andrsippa and the latte the latter just abor just above Uruk, wve Uruk, while the hile the Biät-YakiäBiät-Yakiänn were acti w were activwere active along the along the Persian e Persian Gulf itselGulf itself, from Urf, from Ur to the ma to the marshlands trshlands that stretchat stretched eastwahedstretcstretched stretched eastward teastward to Elam. Tho Elam. The designate designation of Abrion of Abraham’s homaham’s home as “Ur oe as “Ur of the Chalf the Chf the Chaldeans”Chaldeans” (Gen. 11: (Gen. 11:28, 31; 1528, 31; 15:7; Acts 7:7; Acts 7:4) reflec:4) reflects this lats this latter assoctter association.iation.iation.

The Chaldeans were part of a heterogeneous and politically-fragmented 
Babylonian population that also included Aramean tribal groups and the native 
inhabitants of traditionally semi-independent cities. There were three major 
Chaldean tribes: Biät-Dakkuœri, Biät-Amukaœni, and Biät-Yakiän, and 
two minor, Biät-SÁa}alli and Biät-SÁilaœni. The Biät-Dakkuœri and the 
Biät-Amukaœni lived along the central and lower Euphrates, the former 
settling south of Borsippa and the latter just above Uruk, while the Biät-Yakiän 
were active along the Persian Gulf itself, from Ur to the marshlands that 
stretched eastward to Elam. The designation of Abraham’s home as “Ur of the 
Chaldeans” (Gen. 11:28, 31; 15:7; Acts 7:4) reflects this latter association.

�In the BibIn the Bible the terle the term “Chaldeam “Chaldean” is usedn” is used in two se in two senses. In mnses. In most contexost contexts it occuts it octs it occurs as occurs as a synonym a synonym for “Babylfor “Babylonian”; hoonian”; however, in wever, in Daniel it Daniel it is a technis a technical term ical term for practiforfor practifor practitioners oftioners of tradition traditional Babylonal Babylonian sciencian sciences, i.e., es, i.e., astrologerastrologers, magicias, magicians, and dins, and ns, and divineand diviners (Dan. 2rs (Dan. 2:2, 4).:2, 4).

In the Bible the term “Chaldean” is used in two senses. In most contexts it 
occurs as a synonym for “Babylonian”; however, in Daniel it is a technical term 
for practitioners of traditional Babylonian sciences, i.e., astrologers, magicians, 
and diviners (Dan. 2:2, 4).

HistoryHistory

History

There are There are two major two major periods ofperiods of Chaldean  Chaldean history: thistory: the first dhe first during whicuring which Babylonih Babylonia and its aBabyloniBabylonia Babylonia and its diand its diverse peopverse peoples were oles were overshadowevershadowed by the Nd by the Neo-Assyriaeo-Assyrian Empire; n Empiren Empire; thEmpire; the second ae second after the bfter the breakdown oreakdown of the Neo-f the Neo-Assyrian EAssyrian Empire in wmpire in which Babylhich Babhich Babylonia Babylonia was unitedwas united under a C under a Chaldean dyhaldean dynasty.nasty.nasty.

There are two major periods of Chaldean history: the first during which 
Babylonia and its diverse peoples were overshadowed by the Neo-Assyrian 
Empire; the second after the breakdown of the Neo-Assyrian Empire in which 
Babylonia was united under a Chaldean dynasty.

�Assyrians Assyrians first encofirst encountered thuntered the Chaldeane Chaldean tribes as tribes as they trie they tried to stabid to stabilize tradelize tradelize trade routtrade routes to the es to the south durisouth during the earng the early 1st milly 1st millennium. Hlennium. However, whowever, whenever theenever theenever the Assyrithe Assyrians left tans left the south ahe south alone for alone for any substanny substantial lengttial length of time h of time the Chaldethe Chaldean tribes an tran tribes rivtribes rivaled otheraled other Babylonia Babylonians for conns for control of Batrol of Babylonia; ebylonia; each of theach of the three maj three major Chaldeaor Cor Chaldean tChaldean tribes was ribes was able to puable to put a king ot a king on the thron the throne during ne during the first the first half of thhalf of the 8th cente 8the 8th centur8th century.y.y.

Assyrians first encountered the Chaldean tribes as they tried to stabilize 
trade routes to the south during the early 1st millennium. However, whenever 
the Assyrians left the south alone for any substantial length of time the Chaldean 
tribes rivaled other Babylonians for control of Babylonia; each of the three major 
Chaldean tribes was able to put a king on the throne during the first half of the 
8th century.

�Probably tProbably the greateshe greatest Chaldeant Chaldean of this e of this earlier perarlier period of Chaiod of Chaldean histldean history was Maory wasory was Mardukwas Marduk-apal-iddi-apal-iddina II (bibna II (biblical Merolical Merodach-baladdach-baladan) of thean) of the  Biät-yakiäBiät-yakiänn. He fough. He fou. He fought witfought with the Assyh the Assyrians duririans during the reing the reigns of Tiggns of Tiglath-pileslath-pileser III, Saer III, Sargon II, argon II, and Sennachnd Sennnd SennacheriSennacherib, and wasb, and was able to t able to take power ake power in Babylonin Babylon at least  at least twice duritwice during the latng the latter half oterlatlatter hallatter half of the 8f of the 8th centuryth century. Merodach. Merodach-baladan t-baladan took refugeook refuge in Elam m in Elam more than oore than once, and tnoonce, and once, and the Elamitthe Elamites often les often lent their ent their support agsupport against the ainst the Assyrians.Assyrians. In Isa. 3 In Isa. 39:1-8 = 2 9:1-8 339:1-8 = 239:1-8 = 2 Kgs. 20:1 Kgs. 20:12-19 Merod2-19 Merodach-baladaach-baladan is said n is said to have seto have sent an embant an embassy to Hezssy to Hezssy to Hezekiah tHezekiah to request o request Judah’s aiJudah’s aid against d against the Assyrithe Assyrians as welans as well; this wal; this was perhaps s perhaps occasionedoccaoccasionedoccasioned by a gene by a general spiritral spirit of revolt of revolt throughou throughout the Assyt the Assyrian Empirrian Empire after the after the death ofe de death of Sdeath of Sargon II.argon II.argon II.

Probably the greatest Chaldean of this earlier period of Chaldean history 
was Marduk-apal-iddina II (biblical Merodach-baladan) of the Biät-yakiän. He 
fought with the Assyrians during the reigns of Tiglath-pileser III, Sargon II, and 
Sennacherib, and was able to take power in Babylon at least twice during the 
latter half of the 8th century. Merodach-baladan took refuge in Elam more than 
once, and the Elamites often lent their support against the Assyrians. In Isa. 
39:1-8 = 2 Kgs. 20:12-19 Merodach-baladan is said to have sent an embassy to 
Hezekiah to request Judah’s aid against the Assyrians as well; this was perhaps 
occasioned by a general spirit of revolt throughout the Assyrian Empire after the 
death of Sargon II.

�The secondThe second period of period of Chaldean  Chaldean history behistory begins aftergins after the death the death of Assurb of Assurbanipal of anipalAssurbAssurbanipAssurbanipal of Assyal of Assyria. The Cria. The Chaldeans uhaldeans under Nabopnder Nabopolassar weolassar were able tore able to revolt su revolt su revolt successfulsuccessfully and caply and capture Babylture Babylon in 626.on in 626. Nabopolas Nabopolassar then asar then allied withllied with the Medes the Medes to overth t to overthrto overthrow the Assow the Assyrian Empiyrian Empire; the grre; the great Assyrieat Assyrian city ofan city of Assur fel Assur fell in 614 al in 614 and Ninevehnd aand Nineveand Nineveh, the caph, the capital, in 6ital, in 612. Nabopo12. Nabopolassar’s slassar’s son, on, Nabu®-kuduNabu®-kudurri-us�urrri-us�ur II (Nebuc II II (NebuchII (Nebuchadnezzar, adnezzar, 605–562) c605–562) campaigned ampaigned westward iwestward into Syria nto Syria and Palestand Palestine and deine and dine and defeated tdefeated the Egyptiahe Egyptians, Babylons, Babylonia’s rivania’s rivals for conls for control of thtrol of that region,at region, at Charch at Charchemish in 6emishCharchCharchemisCharchemish in 605.h in 605.h in 605.

The second period of Chaldean history begins after the death of 
Assurbanipal of Assyria. The Chaldeans under Nabopolassar were able to revolt 



successfully and capture Babylon in 626. Nabopolassar then allied with the Medes 
to overthrow the Assyrian Empire; the great Assyrian city of Assur fell in 614 
and Nineveh, the capital, in 612. Nabopolassar’s son, Nabu®-kudurri-us�ur  
II (Nebuchadnezzar, 605–562) campaigned westward into Syria and Palestine and 
defeated the Egyptians, Babylonia’s rivals for control of that region, at 
Charchemish in 605.

�NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar is mozzar is most noted ist noted in the Bibln the Bible for brine for bringing aboutging about the end o the end of the kingf the f the kingdothe kingdom of Judahm of Judah (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 24-25; 2 Ch4-25; 2 Chr. 36). Inr. 36). In 605 durin 605 during Nebuchadg Nebuchadnezzar’s wnezzar’s wnezzar’s western cawestern campaign, Jempaign, Jehoiakim ofhoiakim of Judah ini Judah initially subtially submitted to mitted to NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar. Judazzar. Judah later dehJudaJudah lateJudah later defectedr defected to the Eg to the Egyptians, ayptians, and Nebuchand Nebuchadnezzar wadnezzar was provokeds provoked to attack to attack to attack Jerattack Jerusalem in usalem in 597, takin597, taking Jehoiakig Jehoiakim’s succesm’s successor, Jehoisor, Jehoiachin, andachin, and other lea other leading citizdinglealeading cileading citizens bactizens back with himk with him to Babylo to Babylon. Nebuchan. Nebuchadnezzar thdnezzar then placed en placed Mattaniah Mattaniah Mattaniah Mattaniah (throne na(throne name Zedekiame Zedekiah) on the h) on the throne of throne of Judah, butJudah, but Judah reb Judah rebelled undeelled undeelled under his under his rule too. rule too. Jerusalem Jerusalem was finallwas finally sacked by sacked by the Babyy the Babylonians inlonians in 587, and  587, and even more eveneven more even more Judahites Judahites were takenwere taken into exil into exile.e.e.

Nebuchadnezzar is most noted in the Bible for bringing about the end of 
the kingdom of Judah (2 Kgs. 24-25; 2 Chr. 36). In 605 during Nebuchadnezzar’s 
western campaign, Jehoiakim of Judah initially submitted to Nebuchadnezzar. 
Judah later defected to the Egyptians, and Nebuchadnezzar was provoked to 
attack Jerusalem in 597, taking Jehoiakim’s successor, Jehoiachin, and other 
leading citizens back with him to Babylon. Nebuchadnezzar then placed 
Mattaniah (throne name Zedekiah) on the throne of Judah, but Judah rebelled 
under his rule too. Jerusalem was finally sacked by the Babylonians in 587, and 
even more Judahites were taken into exile.

�NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar was azzar was a powerful  powerful and succesand successful rulersful ruler who rebui who rebuilt Babylonlt Babylon and broug and and broughand brought politicat political and econl and economic prospomic prosperity to Berity to Babylonia. abylonia. After his After his death, thedeath, the empire de em empire decempire declined. Neblined. Nebuchadnezzauchadnezzar’s son r’s son Ameîl-mardAmeîl-mardukuk (Evil-mer (Evil-merodach, 2 Kodach, 2 Kgs. 25:27-gs. 2gs. 25:27-30),25:27-30), and his s and his successors,uccessors, Nerigliss Neriglissar (Nergalar (Nergal-sharezer,-sharezer, Jer. 39:3 Jer. 39:3) and ) and Labaœsûi-mLabaœsLabaœsûi-mLabaœsûi-mardukarduk, reigned , reigned only a fewonly a few years bet years between them.ween them. Nabonidus Nabonidus (556–539) (556–5 (556–539),(556–539), with his  with his son Belshason Belshazzar as cozzar as co-regent, r-regent, restored soestored some stabilime stability, but coty, but could not pruldcocould not could not prevent Baprevent Babylon’s evbylon’s eventual falentual fall to the Pl to the Persians unersians under Cyrus der Cyrus the Great the Great in 539.in in 539.in 539.in 539.

Nebuchadnezzar was a powerful and successful ruler who rebuilt Babylon 
and brought political and economic prosperity to Babylonia. After his death, the 
empire declined. Nebuchadnezzar’s son Ameîl-marduk (Evil-merodach, 2 Kgs. 
25:27-30), and his successors, Neriglissar (Nergal-sharezer, Jer. 39:3) and 
Labaœsûi-marduk, reigned only a few years between them. Nabonidus 
(556–539), with his son Belshazzar as co-regent, restored some stability, but 
could not prevent Babylon’s eventual fall to the Persians under Cyrus the Great 
in 539.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. A. BrinJ. A. Brinkman, kman, A PoliticaA Political History l History of Post-Kaof Post-Kassite Babyssite Babylonia, 115lonia, 1158–72281151158–7221158–722  B.C.B.C. AnOr 43 ( AnOr 43 (Rome 1968)Rome 1968); ; Prelude toPrelude to Empire: B Empire: Babylonian abylonian Society anSociety and Politicsd Politd Politics, Politics, 747–626747–626  B.C.B.C. Occasiona Occasional Publicatl Publications of thions of the Babylonie Babylonian Fund 7 an Fund 7 (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1984)hia(Philadelp(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1984)hia, 1984); J. Oates; J. Oates, , Babylon,Babylon, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (London, 1(London, 1986); H. W986); H. W. F. Saggs. F. Saggs, , BabylonianBabBabylonianBabylonianss (London,  (London, 1995); 1995); The GreatnThe Greatness That Wess That Was Babylonas Babylon,, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (London, 1(London, 1988).98811988).1988).1988).
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CHAMPIONSCHAMPIONSCHAMPIONS

CHAMPIONS

TranslatioTranslation of Heb. n of Heb. gibbo®r,gibbo®r, “hero,” o “hero,” or r gibbo®r hagibbo®r hayiîl,yiîl, “valiant  “valiant hero” (RSVhero” (RSV awkwardly a awkwardly awkwardly “mighty ma“mighty man,” “mightn,” “mighty man of vy man of valor”). Inalor”). In the age o the age of melee cof melee combat betwembat betwmbat between mabetween massed bodiessed bodies of infans of infantry, befortry, before the onsee the onset of masset of massed heavy chd heavy chariotry, iariotry, individualsniindividualindividuals of larges of larger stature r stature and greateand greater martial r martial prowess coprowess could by theuld by themselves fomselves force breachrcefoforce breaforce breaches in thches in the enemy lie enemy line. Such hne. Such heroes wereeroes were especiall especially terrifyiy terrifying to moreng to more lightly a li lightly arlightly armed troopsmed troops and peasa and peasants’ militnts’ militia, as illia, as illustrated bustrated by the terry the terror of the or of the IsraelitesIsraelitIsraelitesIsraelites before Go before Goliath (1 Sliath (1 Sam. 17:4-1am. 17:4-11). The be1). The best literarst literary presentay presentation of thtion of these champiese cese champions champions and their and their skills is skills is still to bstill to be found ine found in Homer’s  Homer’s Iliad,Iliad, where Aja where Ajax, Achillex, Achilles, and Dios,AchilleAchilles, Achilles, and Diomedand Diomedes singly es singly and at varand at various timesious times force bre force breaches in taches in the Trojan he Trojan line. Somelinline. Someline. Sometimes thestimes these warriorse warriors would cha would challenge anollenge another of thther of the opposinge opposing side to s side to single combinssingle comsingle combat, with bat, with both sidesboth sides looking o looking on.n.n.

Translation of Heb. gibbo®r, “hero,” or gibbo®r hayiîl, “valiant hero” (RSV 
awkwardly “mighty man,” “mighty man of valor”). In the age of melee combat 
between massed bodies of infantry, before the onset of massed heavy chariotry, 
individuals of larger stature and greater martial prowess could by themselves 
force breaches in the enemy line. Such heroes were especially terrifying to more 
lightly armed troops and peasants’ militia, as illustrated by the terror of the 
Israelites before Goliath (1 Sam. 17:4-11). The best literary presentation of these 
champions and their skills is still to be found in Homer’s Iliad, where Ajax, 



Achilles, and Diomedes singly and at various times force breaches in the Trojan 
line. Sometimes these warriors would challenge another of the opposing side to 
single combat, with both sides looking on.

�Goliath, IGoliath, Ishbe-benobshbe-benob, Saph, an, Saph, and a fourthd a fourth, unnamed , unnamed champion achampion are listed re listed in 2 Sam. in 2 Sain 2 Sam. 21:15Sam. 21:15-22 as Phi-22 as Philistine chlistine champions. Tampions. The impropehe improper use of tr use of the term “ghe term “giants” giviants” gives a fairyesgivgives a fagives a fairy-tale ciry-tale cast to theast to these storiesse stories, but the , but the listing oflisting of Goliath’s Goliath’s height in height in the Qumra the Qum the Qumran texQumran texts as “fouts as “four cubits ar cubits and a span”nd a span” — 1.98 m. — 1.98 m. (6 ft. 6  (6 ft. 6 in.) — offin.) — offers a moreers a more realistic r realistic realistic impressionimpression. David co. David countered wiuntered with his ownth his own champions champions, listed u, listed under the tnder the title the itlttitle the title the sûeïloœsûisûeïloœsûiîmîm (the “thi (the “thirty”) in 2rty”) in 2 Sam. 23:8 Sam. 23:8-39.-39.-39.

Goliath, Ishbe-benob, Saph, and a fourth, unnamed champion are listed in 2 
Sam. 21:15-22 as Philistine champions. The improper use of the term “giants” 
gives a fairy-tale cast to these stories, but the listing of Goliath’s height in the 
Qumran texts as “four cubits and a span” — 1.98 m. (6 ft. 6 in.) — offers a more 
realistic impression. David countered with his own champions, listed under the 
title the sûeïloœsûiîm (the “thirty”) in 2 Sam. 23:8-39.

Donald G. Donald G. SchleySchley

Donald G. Schley

CHAOSCHAOSCHAOS

CHAOS

A state ofA state of confusion confusion, emptines, emptiness, or disos, or disorder. Chaorder. Chaos existed s existed before Godbefore God brought o brought o brought order to torder to the univershe universe during ce during creation. Ireation. In a paralln a parallel creatioel creation epic, thn epic, the Babylonie Babylonian Enuma Ean Enuan Enuma ElisEnuma Elish, the seah, the sea-goddess T-goddess Tiamat repriamat represents theesents the unbounded unbounded chaos and chaos and power of  power o power of the oceof the ocean. Mardukan. Marduk defeats h defeats her in a heer in a heroic strugroic struggle and thgle and then cuts heen cuts her body intr body into pieces, o po pieces, thpieces, thus creatinus creating the ordeg the orderly boundarly boundaries of thries of the physicale physical world. Ec world. Echoes of thhoes of the Babylonie Bae BabylonianBabylonian epic can  epic can be found ibe found in the bookn the book of Genesi of Genesis, where ts, where the “earth he “earth was withouwas withouwas without fowithout form (Heb. rm (Heb. toœhu®toœhu®) and void) and void, and dark, and darkness was uness was upon the fapon the face of the ce of the deep dedeep deep (teïho®m)(teïho®m)” (Gen. 1:” (Gen. 1:2).2).2).

A state of confusion, emptiness, or disorder. Chaos existed before God brought 
order to the universe during creation. In a parallel creation epic, the Babylonian 
Enuma Elish, the sea-goddess Tiamat represents the unbounded chaos and power 
of the ocean. Marduk defeats her in a heroic struggle and then cuts her body into 
pieces, thus creating the orderly boundaries of the physical world. Echoes of the 
Babylonian epic can be found in the book of Genesis, where the “earth was 
without form (Heb. toœhu®) and void, and darkness was upon the face of the 
deep (teïho®m)” (Gen. 1:2).

�Isaiah andIsaiah and Jeremiah  Jeremiah often predoften predict desolaict desolation and ction and chaos as Gohaos as God’s punishd’s punishment for tment foment for the nafor the nations: Thetions: The Lord “wil Lord “will lay wastl lay waste the earte the earth and makeh and make it desola it desolate,” and Bte,” and Babylon wilabyBBabylon wiBabylon will become ll become “the city “the city of chaos,”of chaos,” desolate  desolate and brokenand broken down (Isa down (Isa. 24:1-12). 24:1-12). So too E. 24:1-12)24:1-12). 24:1-12). So too EdoSo too Edom shall bem shall be laid wast laid waste “from gee “from generation tneration to generatio generation” when Gon” when Gon” when God uses hGod uses his “plummeis “plummet of chaost of chaos” (Isa. 34” (Isa. 34:10-11; cf:10-11; cf. Jer. 49:. Jer. 49:7-22). Jer7-22). Jeremiah direemiah directs his prcts hcts his prophehis prophecy at Judacy at Judah but urgeh but urges all the s all the nations tonations to return to return to the ways  the ways of God or of God or else the eelselse the eelse the earth will arth will be returnebe returned to its pd to its primeval strimeval state of “waate of “waste and voste and void” (Jer. id” (Jer. 4:23-28). 4:23-24:23-28). 4:23-28). In a passaIn a passage where hge where he prophesie prophesies that ales that all nations l nations will bow twill bow to Israel’so Israel’s God, Isai God God, IsaiaGod, Isaiah stressesh stresses God’s omn God’s omnipotence bipotence by declariny declaring that Godg that God “did not  “did not create [thcreate [the earth] ae[th[the earth[the earth] a chaos,] a chaos, but forme but formed it to bed it to be inhabited inhabited” (Isa. 45” (Isa. 45:18).:18).:18).

Isaiah and Jeremiah often predict desolation and chaos as God’s punishment 
for the nations: The Lord “will lay waste the earth and make it desolate,” and 
Babylon will become “the city of chaos,” desolate and broken down (Isa. 
24:1-12). So too Edom shall be laid waste “from generation to generation” when 
God uses his “plummet of chaos” (Isa. 34:10-11; cf. Jer. 49:7-22). Jeremiah directs 
his prophecy at Judah but urges all the nations to return to the ways of God or 
else the earth will be returned to its primeval state of “waste and void” (Jer. 
4:23-28). In a passage where he prophesies that all nations will bow to Israel’s 
God, Isaiah stresses God’s omnipotence by declaring that God “did not create 
[the earth] a chaos, but formed it to be inhabited” (Isa. 45:18).

Henry L. CHenry L. Carrigan, Jarrigan, Jr.r.

Henry L. Carrigan, Jr.

CHARIOTCHARIOTCHARIOT

CHARIOT

A wheeled A wheeled vehicle thvehicle that served at served a variety a variety of functioof functions over a ns over a long histolong history, includry, including ordinaing oing ordinary tordinary transportatransportation, huntiion, hunting, royal ng, royal and religiand religious procesous processions, andsions, and warfare.  warfare. Its designIts dIts design wasdesign was altered a altered and improvend improved through d through the centurthe centuries. By thies. By the time thae time that chariot t chariot races wereraraces wereraces were held in m held in major citieajor cities of the Rs of the Roman Empiroman Empire, this vee, this vehicle — inhicle — in one form  one form or anotheroor anotheror another — had bee — had been used forn used for more than more than three mil three millennia. Thlennia. The chariot e chariot is best knis best knis best known for known for its role iits role in war, as n war, as a mobile fa mobile fighting plighting platform (foatform (for two or tr two or three riderhree riders) in confs) ins) in conflicin conflicts fought ts fought on broad, on broad, flat battlflat battlefields. Iefields. Informationnformation about the about the chariot’s chariot’s evolution evolut evolution evolution comes fromcomes from a variety a variety of source of sources — texts,s — texts, art, and  art, and archaeologarchaeological remaiical remains, i.e., nsremairemains, iremains, i.e., the r.e., the remains of emains of actual chaactual chariots (in riots (in Egypt).Egypt).Egypt).

A wheeled vehicle that served a variety of functions over a long history, including 
ordinary transportation, hunting, royal and religious processions, and warfare. Its 
design was altered and improved through the centuries. By the time that chariot 
races were held in major cities of the Roman Empire, this vehicle — in one form 
or another — had been used for more than three millennia. The chariot is best 
known for its role in war, as a mobile fighting platform (for two or three riders) 
in conflicts fought on broad, flat battlefields. Information about the chariot’s 



evolution comes from a variety of sources — texts, art, and archaeological 
remains, i.e., the remains of actual chariots (in Egypt).

�The earlieThe earliest chariotst chariots were buis were built in Mesolt in Mesopotamia dupotamia during the lring the latter partatter part of the 4t of the 4 of the 4th millen4th millennium nium B.C.B.C.; these ea; these early modelsrly models were heav were heavy, four-why, four-wheeled, andeeled, and sometimes sometimes pulled by sometimessometimes sometimes pulled by pulled by teams of oteams of onagers. Bynagers. By the 1st m the 1st millennium illennium the chariothe chariot had passt had passed throughepasspassed thrpassed through almosough almost every cot every conceivable nceivable variation variation in design in design and constrand construction. Inuction. Information foInInformatioInformation on the Nn on the Neo-Assyriaeo-Assyrian chariot n chariot is not equis not equal to whatal to what is known  is known about the about the about the Egyptithe Egyptian vehiclean vehicle, since so, since so many exam many examples of thples of the latter he latter have survivave survived in Egyped in Egyptian tombstianEgypEgyptian tEgyptian tombs. Whilombs. While chariotse chariots were used were used by other  by other ancient Neancient Near Easternar Eastern armies (e armies (e armies (e.g., in (e.g., in Anatolia, Anatolia, Syria, IsrSyria, Israel), the ael), the Late BronzLate Bronze Age Egype Age Egyptian and Itian and Iron Age Asron Age Assyrian warsyrianAsAssyrian wAssyrian war chariotar chariots were sups were superior to terior to their compeheir competitors, antitors, and tremendod tremendous effort us effort us effort (reeffort (research andsearch and developme development) was innt) was invested to vested to improve thimprove the war chare war chariot. Changiot. Chaniot. Changes inChanges in the desig the design and consn and construction otruction of chariotsf chariots resulted  resulted when armiewhen armies returneds returneds returned freturned from battlerom battles, as in ts, as in the great che great chariot enghariot engagement atagement at Kedesh-on Kedesh-on-the-Oront-the-OrontKedesh-onKedesh-on-Kedesh-on-the-Orontethe-Orontes, in 1286s, in 1286...

The earliest chariots were built in Mesopotamia during the latter part of the 
4th millennium B.C.; these early models were heavy, four-wheeled, and 
sometimes pulled by teams of onagers. By the 1st millennium the chariot had 
passed through almost every conceivable variation in design and construction. 
Information on the Neo-Assyrian chariot is not equal to what is known about 
the Egyptian vehicle, since so many examples of the latter have survived in 
Egyptian tombs. While chariots were used by other ancient Near Eastern armies 
(e.g., in Anatolia, Syria, Israel), the Late Bronze Age Egyptian and Iron Age 
Assyrian war chariots were superior to their competitors, and tremendous 
effort (research and development) was invested to improve the war chariot. 
Changes in the design and construction of chariots resulted when armies 
returned from battles, as in the great chariot engagement at 
Kedesh-on-the-Orontes, in 1286.

�Chariots sChariots served as served as symbols of ymbols of power and power and prestige, prestige, as when thas when the Egyptiane Egyptian pharaoh g phar pharaoh gapharaoh gave Joseph ve Joseph a chariot a chariot (Gen. 41:4(Gen. 41:43; cf. 46:3; cf. 46:29; 50:9; 29; 50:9; 2 Sam. 15:2 Sam. 15:1; 1 Kgs. 1; 1 Kgs. 1:5). In t1:5).1:5). In t1:5). In the accounthe account of Philip of Philip and the E and the Ethiopian ethiopian eunuch, theunuch, the status of status of the latte the latter is indicr is indr is indicated indicated by his useby his use of a char of a chariot for triot for transportatiansportation (Acts 8on (Acts 8:26-40). E:26-40). Egyptian kigyptian kings were pngs wngs were portrwere portrayed in chayed in chariots to ariots to indicate tindicate their militheir military prowesary prowess, and soms, and some of thesee of these chariots  ch chariots wchariots were buriedere buried with them with them in royal  in royal tombs.tombs.tombs.

Chariots served as symbols of power and prestige, as when the Egyptian 
pharaoh gave Joseph a chariot (Gen. 41:43; cf. 46:29; 50:9; 2 Sam. 15:1; 1 Kgs. 
1:5). In the account of Philip and the Ethiopian eunuch, the status of the latter is 
indicated by his use of a chariot for transportation (Acts 8:26-40). Egyptian kings 
were portrayed in chariots to indicate their military prowess, and some of these 
chariots were buried with them in royal tombs.

�The HebrewThe Hebrews felt oves felt overwhelmed wrwhelmed when facinghen facing the Egypt the Egyptian charioian chariotry at thetry at the Red Sea ( Red Red Sea (ERed Sea (Exod. 14:6-xod. 14:6-7, 17-18; 7, 17-18; 15:4, 19).15:4, 19). These wer These were the sleee the sleek, lightwek, lightweight chariight chariots known otscharichariots kchariots known from nown from New KingdoNew Kingdom art and m art and similar tosimilar to the examp the examples from Eles from Egyptian togyptianEEgyptian tEgyptian tombs, inclombs, including six uding six recovered recovered from the tfrom the tomb of Tutomb of Tutankhamen. ankhamen. Later, theLater, theLater, the Canaanthe Canaanites (Joshites (Josh. 11:4-9; . 11:4-9; 17:16; Jud17:16; Judg. 1:19; 4g. 1:19; 4:3, 13) an:3, 13) and Philistid Philistines (1 Samnes (1 Sam. 13:5) us. 13:5). 13:5) used13:5) used chariots  chariots against thagainst the Hebrews.e Hebrews. Samuel wa Samuel warned the Hrned the Hebrews whoebrews who asked for asked  asked for asked for a king thaa king that this stet this step to natiop to nationhood woulnhood would require d require them to githem to give up sonsve up sons to man ch to to man chato man chariots in triots in time of warime of war (1 Sam. 8 (1 Sam. 8:11-17).:11-17).:11-17).

The Hebrews felt overwhelmed when facing the Egyptian chariotry at the 
Red Sea (Exod. 14:6-7, 17-18; 15:4, 19). These were the sleek, lightweight 
chariots known from New Kingdom art and similar to the examples from 
Egyptian tombs, including six recovered from the tomb of Tutankhamen. Later, 
the Canaanites (Josh. 11:4-9; 17:16; Judg. 1:19; 4:3, 13) and Philistines (1 Sam. 
13:5) used chariots against the Hebrews. Samuel warned the Hebrews who 
asked for a king that this step to nationhood would require them to give up sons 
to man chariots in time of war (1 Sam. 8:11-17).

�David captDavid captured chariured chariots in hisots in his war with  war with the Arameathe Arameans (2 Sam.ns (2 Sam. 8:4); thi 8:4); this was easis was es was easier thaeasier than Israel’sn Israel’s building  building their own,their own, since the since the productio production of charin of chariots requirots required consideed coed considerabconsiderable expertile expertise. Solomose. Solomon gave conn gave considerable siderable attention attention to the devto the development oelopment oelopment of chariotof chariot forces (1 forces (1 Kgs. 4:26 Kgs. 4:26; 9:19, 22; 9:19, 22; 10:26, 2; 10:26, 29); the at9); the attempt to itempt to identify ardentify archaeologicchaeolararchaeologarchaeologically Solically Solomon’s facomon’s facilities foilities for horses ar horses and chariotnd chariots remains s remains controverscontroversial. Chariial. controverscontroverscontroversial. Chariial. Chariots remainots remained in use ed in use for later for later Hebrew kinHebrew kings (1 Kgs.gs (1 Kgs. 22:34-38; 22:34-38; 2 Kgs. 9: 2 2 Kgs. 9:22 Kgs. 9:21-25; 2 Ch1-25; 2 Chr. 35:24);r. 35:24); Ahab cont Ahab contributed a ributed a chariot fochariot force to therce to the coalition coalition that met  tha that met Sthat met Shalmaneserhalmaneser III at Qa III at Qarqar in 85rqar in 853. Jer. 513. Jer. 51:21 refers:21 refers to Cyrus  to Cyrus as God’s was God’s weapon who eawweapon whoweapon who would “sh would “shatter charatter chariot and chiot and charioteer.”arioteer.” The only  The only portrayal portrayal of an Israof an Israelite chareIsraIsraelite Israelite chariot ischariot is found on  found on SennacheriSennacherib’s wall rb’s wall relief thatelief that documents documents his attac his attack on Lachik on k on Lachishon Lachish in 701. in 701. in 701.

David captured chariots in his war with the Arameans (2 Sam. 8:4); this was 
easier than Israel’s building their own, since the production of chariots required 
considerable expertise. Solomon gave considerable attention to the development 
of chariot forces (1 Kgs. 4:26; 9:19, 22; 10:26, 29); the attempt to identify 
archaeologically Solomon’s facilities for horses and chariots remains 
controversial. Chariots remained in use for later Hebrew kings (1 Kgs. 22:34-38; 
2 Kgs. 9:21-25; 2 Chr. 35:24); Ahab contributed a chariot force to the coalition 
that met Shalmaneser III at Qarqar in 853. Jer. 51:21 refers to Cyrus as God’s 
weapon who would “shatter chariot and charioteer.” The only portrayal of an 
Israelite chariot is found on Sennacherib’s wall relief that documents his attack 
on Lachish in 701.



�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. A. LittM. A. Littauer and Jauer and J. H. Crouw. H. Crouwel, el, Chariots aChariots and Relatednd Related Equipment Eq Equipment Equipment from the Tfrom the Tomb of Tutomb of Tut{ankhamun{ankhamun (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1985); 1985); Wheeled VeWheeled Vehicles andhVeVehicles aVehicles and Ridden nd Ridden Animals inAnimals in the Ancie the Ancient Near Eant Near East.st. HO 7, 1/2 HO 7, 1/2, B/1 (Lei, B/1 (Leiden, 1979)den, 1979); Y. Yadin; Y; Y. Yadin, Y. Yadin, The Art ofThe Art of Warfare i Warfare in Biblicaln Biblical Lands Lands (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1963).m, 1963).m, 1963).
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CHEBARCHEBAR (Heb.  (Heb. keïb�aœkeïb�aœkeïb�aœ

CHEBAR (Heb. keïb�aœ

A MesopotaA Mesopotamian canalmian canal besides w besides whose bankshose banks Ezekiel r Ezekiel received hieceived his inauguras inaugural vision (l vision (Ezek. 1:1-E((Ezek. 1:1(Ezek. 1:1-3:27) as -3:27) as well as a well as a number of number of other propother prophetic orachetic oracles (10:15les (10:15, 20, 22; , 20, 22; 43:3). In 43:343:3). In 43:3). In antiquity antiquity its courseits course left the  left the Euphrates Euphrates N of SippaN of Sippar and ran r and ran southeast southeast ca. 300 kmca. 30ca. 300 km. (1300 km. (186 mi.) th86 mi.) through the rough the Nippur regNippur region beforeion before rejoining rejoining the Euphr the Euphrates S of ates S of ancient Uraancient Urancient Uruk. The Chuk. The Chebar (Akk.ebar (Akk.  ka-ba-ruka-ba-ru) is also ) is also mentioned mentioned in severalin several cuneiform cuneiform documents d documents documents of the 5thof the 5th century  century B.C.E.B.C.E. from Nipp from Nippur.ur.ur.

A Mesopotamian canal besides whose banks Ezekiel received his inaugural vision 
(Ezek. 1:1-3:27) as well as a number of other prophetic oracles (10:15, 20, 22; 
43:3). In antiquity its course left the Euphrates N of Sippar and ran southeast ca. 
300 km. (186 mi.) through the Nippur region before rejoining the Euphrates S of 
ancient Uruk. The Chebar (Akk. ka-ba-ru) is also mentioned in several cuneiform 
documents of the 5th century B.C.E. from Nippur.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. Zadok, R. Zadok, “The Nippu“The Nippur Region dr Region during the uring the Late AssyrLate Assyrian, Chaldian, Chaian, Chaldaean Chaldaean and Achaemand Achaemenian Perienian Periods, Chiefods, Chiefly Accordily According to Writng to Written Sourceten Sources,” s,” IOSIOS 8 (1978): IOSIOS 8 (197IOS 8 (1978): 266–338): 266–332.2.2.

Bibliography. R. Zadok, “The Nippur Region during the Late Assyrian, 
Chaldaean and Achaemenian Periods, Chiefly According to Written Sources,” 
IOS 8 (1978): 266–332.
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CHEDORLAOMCHEDORLAOMERER (Heb.  (Heb. keïd�or-lakeïd�or-laœ{oœmerœ{oœmer)))

CHEDORLAOMER (Heb. keïd�or-laœ{oœmer )

The king oThe king of Elam menf Elam mentioned in tioned in Gen. 14 whGen. 14 who allied wo allied with the kiith the kings of Shings of Shinar, Ellasnar, Ellasar, and Goar,EllasEllasar, aEllasar, and Goiim and Goiim against Sodgainst Sodom and Gomom and Gomorrah and orrah and their allitheir allies. After es. After serving Chserving ChedorlaomereChChedorlaomChedorlaomer for 12 er for 12 years, theyears, the cities re cities rebelled andbelled and Chedorlao Chedorlaomer retalimer retaliated, captated, capturing bothucaptcapturing capturing both and tboth and taking theiaking their people, r people, including including Lot, as boLot, as booty. Abrahoty. Abraham with onam with only 318 menly ononly 318 monly 318 men surprisen surprised them ined them in a night r a night raid, freeiaid, freeing the capng the captives and tives and chasing thchasing the four kine foe four kingsfour kings out of th out of the territore territory.y.y.

The king of Elam mentioned in Gen. 14 who allied with the kings of Shinar, 
Ellasar, and Goiim against Sodom and Gomorrah and their allies. After serving 
Chedorlaomer for 12 years, the cities rebelled and Chedorlaomer retaliated, 
capturing both and taking their people, including Lot, as booty. Abraham with 
only 318 men surprised them in a night raid, freeing the captives and chasing the 
four kings out of the territory.

�The four kThe four kings repreings represent the msent the major powerajor powers of the fs of the four quarteour quarters of the rs of the world in tworld world in tworld in the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East: Chedorla: Chedorlaomer of Elomer of Elam (East),am (East), Amraphel  Amraphel of Shinar of Shinar (Babylon, ((Babylon, (Babylon, South), AnSouth), Anrioch of Erioch of Ellasar (Asllasar (Assur, Northsur, North) and Tida) and Tidal of Goiiml of Goiim (Hittites (Hittites, West). W, W, West). WhiWest). While no battle no battle or allile or alliance of thance of these kings ese kings is known, is known, it fits thit fits the context e context of Gen. 10of Geof Gen. 10-12Gen. 10-12 well, whe well, where Yahweh re Yahweh promises apromises a new natio new nation is to ben is to be formed an formed and establisd establid establisheestablished from Abrd from Abraham’s desaham’s descendants (cendants (Gen. 12:1-Gen. 12:1-4). The ar4). The area from whea from which Chedorich Chedich ChedorlaomChedorlaomer is driver is driven by Abraen by Abraham is a fham is a foreshadowioreshadowing of the ng of the boundariesboundaries of the Da of the D of the Davidic kiDavidic kingdom.ngdom.ngdom.

The four kings represent the major powers of the four quarters of the 
world in the ancient Near East: Chedorlaomer of Elam (East), Amraphel of Shinar 
(Babylon, South), Anrioch of Ellasar (Assur, North) and Tidal of Goiim (Hittites, 
West). While no battle or alliance of these kings is known, it fits the context of 
Gen. 10-12 well, where Yahweh promises a new nation is to be formed and 
established from Abraham’s descendants (Gen. 12:1-4). The area from which 
Chedorlaomer is driven by Abraham is a foreshadowing of the boundaries of the 
Davidic kingdom.

�The name CThe name Chedorlaomehedorlaomer is seen r is seen as an Elamas an Elamite name cite name consisting onsisting of two eleof two elements, Kudmeneleelements, elements, Kudur/KutiKudur/Kutir, “son,” r, “son,” and Lagamaand Lagamar, an Elamr, an Elamite deity.ite deity. No known  No known Elamite kiElamite kiElamite king, howeking, however, bearsver, bears that name that name. An alter. An alternative sugnative suggestion isgestion is that Ched that Chedorlaomer iorlaomer is a misreas iis a misreis a misreading of tading of the name Kuhe name Ku.Ku.Ku.(Ku.Ku.Ku.(Ku).Mal = ).Mal = KutirNuh�hKutirNuh�h�unte�unte III (12th III (12th century)  cen century) icentury) in the so-cn the so-called Chedalled Chedorlaomer torlaomer texts, publexts, published by Tished by T. G. Pinch. G. Pinches in 1894es in 1894. The four. 18941894. The 1894. The four kingsfour kings of these  of these texts who texts who destroy Badestroy Babylon and bylon and are repaidare repaid for their for their crimes by c crimes by crimes by Marduk mayMarduk may be the mo be the model for thdel for the writer oe writer of Gen. 14 f Gen. 14 for all kifor all kings who wongs who wongs who would invawould invade Israel.de Israel.

The name Chedorlaomer is seen as an Elamite name consisting of two 
elements, Kudur/Kutir, “son,” and Lagamar, an Elamite deity. No known Elamite 
king, however, bears that name. An alternative suggestion is that Chedorlaomer 
is a misreading of the name Ku.Ku.Ku.(Ku).Mal = KutirNuh�h�unte  III (12th 
century) in the so-called Chedorlaomer texts, published by T. G. Pinches in 
1894. The four kings of these texts who destroy Babylon and are repaid for their 
crimes by Marduk may be the model for the writer of Gen. 14 for all kings who 



would invade Israel.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. C. AstoM. C. Astour, “Politur, “Political and Cical and Cosmic Symbosmic Symbolism in Golism in Genesis 14 enesis 14enesis 14 and in 14 and in Its BabyloIts Babylonian Sourcnian Sources,” in es,” in Biblical MBiblical Motifs,otifs, ed. A. Al ed. A. Altmann (Camtmann (Cambridge, Mabridge, Mabridge, Mass., 196Mass., 1966), 65–1126), 65–112...

Bibliography. M. C. Astour, “Political and Cosmic Symbolism in Genesis 
14 and in Its Babylonian Sources,” in Biblical Motifs, ed. A. Altmann (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1966), 65–112.

Russell NeRussell Nelsonlson

Russell Nelson

CHEEKCHEEKCHEEK

CHEEK

The portioThe portion of the bn of the burnt offerurnt offering of an ing of an ox or sheeox or sheep reservedp reserved for the p for the priest’s suriest’s sustenance, stesusustenancesustenance, along wi, along with the shoth the shoulder and ulder and stomach (Dstomach (Deut. 18:3;eut. 18:3; NRSV “jow NRSV “jowls”; Heb. ls”; Heb.ls”; Heb. Heb. leïh�iî raleïh�iî raqqa®qqa®). A woman). A woman’s cheeks,’s cheeks, whose sof whose softness was tness was a mark of a mark of beauty, webeauty, beauty, webeauty, were often pre often perfumed anerfumed and bedeckedd bedecked with orna with ornaments, perments, perhaps beadshaps beads or fringe or frin or fringe (Cafringe (Cant. 1:10; nt. 1:10; 5:13). Per5:13). Perhaps becauhaps because it was se it was regarded aregarded as the seats the seat of modest of modesty (cf. Cany (cy (cf. Cant.(cf. Cant. 4:3; 6:7) 4:3; 6:7), people i, people in the ancin the ancient Near Eent Near East considast considered it a ered it a particularparticular affront t affron affront toaffront to touch or  touch or strike a pstrike a person on terson on the cheek (he cheek (1 Kgs. 22:1 Kgs. 22:24; Ps. 3:24; Ps. 3:7; cf. Mat7; cf. Matt. 5:39 = t. 5:3t. 5:39 = Luk5:39 = Luke 6:29; Gke 6:29; Gk. . siagoœénsiagoœén).).

The portion of the burnt offering of an ox or sheep reserved for the priest’s 
sustenance, along with the shoulder and stomach (Deut. 18:3; NRSV “jowls”; 
Heb. leïh�iî raqqa® ). A woman’s cheeks, whose softness was a mark of 
beauty, were often perfumed and bedecked with ornaments, perhaps beads or 
fringe (Cant. 1:10; 5:13). Perhaps because it was regarded as the seat of modesty 
(cf. Cant. 4:3; 6:7), people in the ancient Near East considered it a particular 
affront to touch or strike a person on the cheek (1 Kgs. 22:24; Ps. 3:7; cf. Matt. 
5:39 = Luke 6:29; Gk. siagoœén).

CHELALCHELAL (Heb.  (Heb. keïlaœlkeïlaœl)))

CHELAL (Heb. keïlaœl)

A descendaA descendant of the nt of the Israelite Israelite Pahath-moaPahath-moab who had b who had to send awto send away his foray his foreign wife eign wife when the cwwhen the cwhen the covenant toovenant to abandon m abandon mixed marriixed marriages was mages was made (Ezra ade (Ezra 10:30).10:30).

A descendant of the Israelite Pahath-moab who had to send away his foreign wife 
when the covenant to abandon mixed marriages was made (Ezra 10:30).

CHELUBCHELUB (Heb.  (Heb. keïlu®b�keïlu®b�)))

CHELUB (Heb. keïlu®b� )

�1.1. A Judahit A Judahite, the broe, the brother of Shther of Shuhah and fuhah and father of Mather of Mehir (1 Chehir (1 Chr. 4:11).r. 4:11).r. 4:11).

1. A Judahite, the brother of Shuhah and father of Mehir (1 Chr. 4:11).

�2.2. The fathe The father of Ezri,r of Ezri, an overse an overseer of the er of the field workfield workers of Kiners of King David (1g David (1 Chr. 27:2 Chr. 2 Chr. 27:26).27:26).

2. The father of Ezri, an overseer of the field workers of King David (1 Chr. 
27:26).

CHELUBAICHELUBAI (Heb.  (Heb. keïlu®b�aœkeïlu®b�aœyy)))

CHELUBAI (Heb. keïlu®b�aœy )

A descendaA descendant of Hezrnt of Hezron of Judaon of Judah (1 Chr. h (1 Chr. 2:9), a va2:9), a variant formriant form of the na of the name Caleb ame Caleb at 1 Chr. 2taat 1 Chr. at 1 Chr. 2:18, 42.2:18, 42.

A descendant of Hezron of Judah (1 Chr. 2:9), a variant form of the name Caleb 
at 1 Chr. 2:18, 42.

CHELUHICHELUHI (Heb.  (Heb. keïlu®hiîkeïlu®hiî)))

CHELUHI (Heb. keïlu®hiî)

A son of tA son of the Israelihe Israelite Bani whte Bani who was compo was compelled to selled to send away hend away his foreignis foreign wife (Ezr wife (Ezra 10:35 a (Ezr(Ezra 10:3(Ezra 10:35 5 KK).).

A son of the Israelite Bani who was compelled to send away his foreign wife 
(Ezra 10:35 K).

CHEMOSHCHEMOSH (Heb.  (Heb. keïmo®sûkeïmo®sû)))

CHEMOSH (Heb. keïmo®sû)

The nationThe national god of al god of Moab. ChemMoab. Chemosh was knosh was known and woown and worshipped ershipped elsewhere, lsewhere, especiallyespecespeciallyespecially in northe in northern Syria (rn Syria (Ebla, UgarEbla, Ugarit). The 9it). The 9th-centuryth-century stela of  stela of Mesha, kinMesha, king of Moab,g of Mg of Moab, provMoab, provides most ides most of our knoof our knowledge conwledge concerning Chcerning Chemosh. Theemosh. The ideology  ideology expressed expresexpressed expressed there is sthere is similar to imilar to Israelite Israelite religious religious notions: enotions: e.g., Chemo.g., Chemosh is angrsh is angry with hisy withy with his lwith his land, allowand, allowing it to ing it to come undercome under foreign ( foreign (Israelite)Israelite) control,  control, but later but later delivers ideliverdelivers idelivers it (ll. 5, t (ll. 5, 9; cf. 2 K9; cf. 2 Kgs. 3:27).gs. 3:27). He was ap He was apparently mparently militaristiilitaristic (later ac (later associated ssociated with the Rwwith the Rwith the Roman god Aoman god Ares) and cres) and chthonic inhthonic in nature. T nature. The name Chhe name Chemosh may emosh may mean sometmean mean sometmean something like hing like “conqueror“conqueror” or “subd” or “subduer.”uer.”uer.”

The national god of Moab. Chemosh was known and worshipped elsewhere, 
especially in northern Syria (Ebla, Ugarit). The 9th-century stela of Mesha, king of 
Moab, provides most of our knowledge concerning Chemosh. The ideology 
expressed there is similar to Israelite religious notions: e.g., Chemosh is angry 
with his land, allowing it to come under foreign (Israelite) control, but later 



delivers it (ll. 5, 9; cf. 2 Kgs. 3:27). He was apparently militaristic (later associated 
with the Roman god Ares) and chthonic in nature. The name Chemosh may 
mean something like “conqueror” or “subduer.”

�Biblical eBiblical evidence revidence regarding Chgarding Chemosh addsemosh adds little to little to the nonbi the nonbiblical datblical data. Moab isa. Moab ia. Moab is the “peis the “people of Chople of Chemosh” (Nuemosh” (Num. 21:29; m. 21:29; Jer. 48:46Jer. 48:46). Solomon). Solomon built a h built a high place igh place to Chemoshtoto Chemoshto Chemosh (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 11:7; cf. M1:7; cf. Mesha stelaesha stela ll. 3–4)  ll. 3–4) which Josiwhich Josiah later dah later defiled (2 efiled (2 Kgs. 23:13Kgs. 2Kgs. 23:13). Th23:13). The worship e worship of Chemoshof Chemosh is one of is one of the reaso the reasons for thens for the division  division of the kinof the kingdom (1 Kggdkinkingdom (1kingdom (1 Kgs. 11:3 Kgs. 11:33). Jeremi3). Jeremiah proclaiah proclaims judgmenms judgment against t against Moab and CMoab and Chemosh (Jehemosh (hemosh (Jer. 48:7(Jer. 48:7, 13, 46)., 13, 46). Various a Various attempts hattempts have been tove been to explain t explain the referenhe reference in Judgce in Judg. 11:24 to. 11:. 11:24 to C11:24 to Chemosh as hemosh as the god ofthe god of the Ammon the Ammonites, but ites, but without sawithout satisfactiontisfaction...

Biblical evidence regarding Chemosh adds little to the nonbiblical data. Moab 
is the “people of Chemosh” (Num. 21:29; Jer. 48:46). Solomon built a high place 
to Chemosh (1 Kgs. 11:7; cf. Mesha stela ll. 3–4) which Josiah later defiled (2 Kgs. 
23:13). The worship of Chemosh is one of the reasons for the division of the 
kingdom (1 Kgs. 11:33). Jeremiah proclaims judgment against Moab and Chemosh 
(Jer. 48:7, 13, 46). Various attempts have been to explain the reference in Judg. 
11:24 to Chemosh as the god of the Ammonites, but without satisfaction.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H.-P. MüllH.-P. Müller, “Chemoer, “Chemosh,” sh,” DDD,DDD, 186–89. 186–89. 186–89.

Bibliography. H.-P. Müller, “Chemosh,” DDD, 186–89.

Brent A. SBrent A. Strawntrawn

Brent A. Strawn

CHENAANAHCHENAANAH (Heb.  (Heb. keïna{a�nakeïna{a�na®®)))

CHENAANAH (Heb. keïna{a�na® )

�1.1. The fathe The father of Zedekr of Zedekiah, a faliah, a false prophetse prophet during th during the reign ofe reign of Ahab (1 K Ahab (1 Kgs. 22:11,gs. 22gs. 22:11, 24 22:11, 24 = 2 Chr. 1= 2 Chr. 18:10, 23).8:10, 23).

1. The father of Zedekiah, a false prophet during the reign of Ahab (1 Kgs. 
22:11, 24 = 2 Chr. 18:10, 23).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Bilhan andBilhan and grandson  grandson of Benjamiof Benjamin, a “mighn, a “mighty warriorty warrior” (1 Chr. ” (1 Chr. 7:10).7:107:10).7:10).

2. A son of Bilhan and grandson of Benjamin, a “mighty warrior” (1 Chr. 
7:10).

CHENANICHENANI (Heb.  (Heb. keïnaœniîkeïnaœniî)))

CHENANI (Heb. keïnaœniî)

A Levite iA Levite in the daysn the days of Nehemi of Nehemiah, among ah, among those readthose reading from ting from the Law andhe Law and voicing c voicing c voicing confessionconfession (Neh. 9:4 (Neh. 9:4).).

A Levite in the days of Nehemiah, among those reading from the Law and voicing 
confession (Neh. 9:4).

CHENANIAHCHENANIAH (Heb.  (Heb. keïnanyaœhkeïnanyaœhu®, keïnanu®, keïnanya®ya®)))

CHENANIAH (Heb. keïnanyaœhu®, keïnanya®)

�1.1. A chief o A chief of the Levif the Levites and tetes and temple singemple singers who parrs who participated ticipated in the cerin the ceremony brinemonycerceremony bceremony bringing thringing the ark frome ark from the house the house of Obed-e of Obed-edom to thedom to the city of D city of David (1 Chavid (1 Cavid (1 Chr. 15:22Chr. 15:22, 27)., 27)., 27).

1. A chief of the Levites and temple singers who participated in the 
ceremony bringing the ark from the house of Obed-edom to the city of David (1 
Chr. 15:22, 27).

�2.2. A Levite, A Levite, appointed appointed with his  with his sons to pesons to perform the rform the “outside d“outside duties” of uties” of officials officiaofficials officials and judgesand judges (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 26:29; cf. 6:29; cf. Neh. 11:16Neh. 11:16).).

2. A Levite, appointed with his sons to perform the “outside duties” of 
officials and judges (1 Chr. 26:29; cf. Neh. 11:16).

CHEPHAR-AMCHEPHAR-AMMONIMONI (Heb.  (Heb. keïp�ar hakeïp�ar haœ{ammoœnaœœ{ammoœnaœyy)))

CHEPHAR-AMMONI (Heb. keïp�ar haœ{ammoœnaœy )

A town (HeA town (Heb. “villagb. “village of the Ae of the Ammonites”)mmonites”) assigned  assigned to the trito the tribe of Benjbe of Benjamin (Joshamin (Josh. 18:24). . (Josh(Josh. 18:(Josh. 18:24). Khirb24). Khirbet Kefr et Kefr {Anaœ{Anaœ (173153), (173153), ca. 5 km. ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) N (3 mi.) N of Bethel of Bethel, has been, has bee, has been suggebeen suggested as thsted as the site, bue site, but the ident the identificationtification is not wi is not widely accepdely accepted.ted.

A town (Heb. “village of the Ammonites”) assigned to the tribe of Benjamin 
(Josh. 18:24). Khirbet Kefr {Anaœ (173153), ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) N of Bethel, has 
been suggested as the site, but the identification is not widely accepted.

CHEPHIRAHCHEPHIRAH (Heb.  (Heb. keïp�iîra®keïp�iîra®)))

CHEPHIRAH (Heb. keïp�iîra® )

One of theOne of the four Hivi four Hivite cities te cities that had mthat had made a coveade a covenant of penant of peace with Jace with Joshua and oshua and the eldersththe eldersthe elders of Israel of Israel, thus esc, thus escaping anniaping annihilation (hilation (Josh. 9:17Josh. 9:17). After t). After the Exile the Exile the Israelihe Israehe IsraelitesIsraelites repopulat repopulated Chephired Chephirah, along ah, along with Kiriawith Kiriath-jearim th-jearim and Beerotand Beeroth (Ezra 2:h (Ezra 2:25; Neh. 7252:2:25; Neh.2:25; Neh. 7:29). Th 7:29). The city hase city has been iden been identified wittified with modern Kh modern Khirbet hirbet el-Kefiîreel-Kefiîrehh (160137), (1 (160137), (160137), ca. 8 km. ca. 8 km. (5 mi.) WS(5 mi.) WSW of W of el-Jiîbel-Jiîb (Gibeon). (Gibeon).

One of the four Hivite cities that had made a covenant of peace with Joshua and 
the elders of Israel, thus escaping annihilation (Josh. 9:17). After the Exile the 
Israelites repopulated Chephirah, along with Kiriath-jearim and Beeroth (Ezra 



2:25; Neh. 7:29). The city has been identified with modern Khirbet el-Kefiîreh 
(160137), ca. 8 km. (5 mi.) WSW of el-Jiîb (Gibeon).

CHERANCHERAN (Heb.  (Heb. keïraœnkeïraœn)))

CHERAN (Heb. keïraœn)

The fourthThe fourth son of th son of the Horite De Horite Dishon, heaishon, head of a clad of a clan dwellingn dwelling in the la in the land of Seirnd of Seir (Gen. 36: (Ge (Gen. 36:2(Gen. 36:26; 1 Chr. 6; 1 Chr. 1:41).1:41).

The fourth son of the Horite Dishon, head of a clan dwelling in the land of Seir 
(Gen. 36:26; 1 Chr. 1:41).

CHERETHITECHERETHITESS (Heb.  (Heb. keïreät�iîkeïreät�iî, keïreät�, keïreät�iîmiîm)))

CHERETHITES (Heb. keïreät�iî, keïreät�iîm )

A mercenarA mercenary group aly group along with tong with the Pelethihe Pelethites who setes who served as Darved as David’s bodyvid’s bodyguards. Daguards. Dguards. David mostDavid most likely en likely encountered countered these warrthese warrior guildsior guilds when he “ when he “lived in tlived in the countryhe country of the Ph countrycountry ofcountry of the Phili the Philistines” (1stines” (1 Sam. 27:1 Sam. 27:11). Althou1). Although it is ggh it is generally aenerally agreed thatgreed that the Chere the C the CherethiteCherethites were of s were of Aegean oriAegean origin and ligin and lived on theved on the Mediterra Mediterranean coastnean coast SE of Phi SE of Philistia, thlPhiPhilistia,Philistia, there is  there is not enoughnot enough evidence  evidence to prove cto prove conclusivelonclusively their exy their exact derivaact derivation. Theytion.derivaderivationderivation. They pos. They possibly had sibly had been settlbeen settled earliered earlier by the Eg by the Egyptians asyptians as Cretan me Cretan mercenaries rcememercenariemercenaries (cf. LXXs (cf. LXX Ezek. 25: Ezek. 25:16; Gk. 16; Gk. KreäítesKreäítes) to be a ) to be a northern bnorthern buffer-outpuffer-outpost. Ezek.ost. buffer-outpbuffer-outbuffer-outpost. Ezekpost. Ezek. 25:16; Z. 25:16; Zeph. 2:5 heph. 2:5 hold the Chold the Cherethites erethites and Philisand Philistines in ptines in parallel anarallpparallel aparallel and, along nd, along with 1 Samwith 1 Sam. 30:14, a. 30:14, are the onlre the only referency references where tes where the Cherethhe Cherethites are niteCherethCherethiteCherethites are not s are not listed in listed in compound wcompound with the Peith the Pelethites.lethites.lethites.

A mercenary group along with the Pelethites who served as David’s bodyguards. 
David most likely encountered these warrior guilds when he “lived in the 
country of the Philistines” (1 Sam. 27:11). Although it is generally agreed that the 
Cherethites were of Aegean origin and lived on the Mediterranean coast SE of 
Philistia, there is not enough evidence to prove conclusively their exact 
derivation. They possibly had been settled earlier by the Egyptians as Cretan 
mercenaries (cf. LXX Ezek. 25:16; Gk. Kreäítes) to be a northern 
buffer-outpost. Ezek. 25:16; Zeph. 2:5 hold the Cherethites and Philistines in 
parallel and, along with 1 Sam. 30:14, are the only references where the 
Cherethites are not listed in compound with the Pelethites.

�The CheretThe Cherethites are hites are listed in listed in both of Daboth of David’s admivid’s administrativenistrative lists (2  lists (2 Sam. 8:18;Sam. 8:18;Sam. 8:18; 20:28:18; 20:23) under t3) under the leadershe leadership of Benhip of Benaiah. Benaaiah. Benaiah is alsiah is also listed ao listed as the genes the general of Solral oral of Solomonof Solomon’s army in’s army in the list  the list of 1 Kgs. of 1 Kgs. 4:2-6, and4:2-6, and there is  there is no separatno separate reference reference for the e foe for the Chfor the Cherethites erethites and Pelethand Pelethites. Thesites. These fighterse fighters owed thei owed their utmost ar utmost allegiance llegiance to David ato to David ato David and followend followed him in rd him in retreat outetreat out of Jerusa of Jerusalem duringlem during the revol the revolt of Absalt of Absalom (2 Sam.omAbsalAbsalom (2Absalom (2 Sam. 15:1 Sam. 15:18) and wer8) and were instrumee instrumental in puntal in putting downtting down the revol the revolt of Shebat of Shebat of Sheba (20:Sheba (20:7).7).7).

The Cherethites are listed in both of David’s administrative lists (2 Sam. 
8:18; 20:23) under the leadership of Benaiah. Benaiah is also listed as the general 
of Solomon’s army in the list of 1 Kgs. 4:2-6, and there is no separate reference 
for the Cherethites and Pelethites. These fighters owed their utmost allegiance 
to David and followed him in retreat out of Jerusalem during the revolt of 
Absalom (2 Sam. 15:18) and were instrumental in putting down the revolt of 
Sheba (20:7).

Bruce W. GBruce W. Gentryentry

Bruce W. Gentry

CHERITHCHERITH (Heb.  (Heb. keïriît�keïriît�), ), BROOKBROOKBROOK

CHERITH (Heb. keïriît� ), BROOK

A stream EA stream E of the Jo of the Jordan Riverrdan River, where El, where Elijah soughijah sought refuge ft refuge from Ahab arom Ahab and Jezebelnd Jezebel (1 Kgs. 1 ( (1 Kgs. 17(1 Kgs. 17:3-7). Som:3-7). Some scholarse scholars equate Ch equate Cherith witherith with the Wadi  the Wadi Qelt, abovQelt, above Jericho e Jericho W of the JWW of the JW of the Jordan, butordan, but this loca this location contrtion contradicts bibadicts biblical evidlical evidence (1 Kgence (1 Kgs. 17:3). s. 17:3). The Wadi eThe WThe Wadi el-YuWadi el-Yubis is curbis is currently therently the accepted  accepted location. location. Situated iSituated in northernn northern Gilead, i Gilead, it correspot cort correspondcorresponds to 1 Kgss to 1 Kgs. 17:1 whe. 17:1 where Elijah re Elijah is describis described as “theed as “the Tishbite, Tishbite, of Tishbe of Tishbe of Gilead of  of Gilead.of Gilead.”””

A stream E of the Jordan River, where Elijah sought refuge from Ahab and Jezebel 
(1 Kgs. 17:3-7). Some scholars equate Cherith with the Wadi Qelt, above Jericho 
W of the Jordan, but this location contradicts biblical evidence (1 Kgs. 17:3). The 
Wadi el-Yubis is currently the accepted location. Situated in northern Gilead, it 
corresponds to 1 Kgs. 17:1 where Elijah is described as “the Tishbite, of Tishbe 
of Gilead.”

Philip R. Philip R. DreyDrey

Philip R. Drey

CHERUBCHERUB (Heb.  (Heb. keïru®b�keïru®b�) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

CHERUB (Heb. keïru®b� ) (PLACE)

An unidentAn unidentified locaified location in Bation in Babylonia, fbylonia, from which rom which exiles retexiles returned to Jurned to Jerusalem. erusalem. According AccAccording According to Ezra 2:to Ezra 2:59 = Neh. 59 = Neh. 7:61 these7:61 these exiles we exiles were unable re unable to prove tto prove their Israeheir Israelite descelitIsraeIsraelite Israelite descent. Idescent. In 1 Esdr. n 1 Esdr. 5:36 Cheru5:36 Cherub appears b appears with Addanwith Addan and Immer and Immer as the na as the names of leamnanames of lnames of leaders whoeaders who returned  returned to Jerusalto Jerusalem from Teem from Tel-melach al-melach and Tel-harnd Tel-harsha.sha.sha.

An unidentified location in Babylonia, from which exiles returned to Jerusalem. 
According to Ezra 2:59 = Neh. 7:61 these exiles were unable to prove their 
Israelite descent. In 1 Esdr. 5:36 Cherub appears with Addan and Immer as the 



names of leaders who returned to Jerusalem from Tel-melach and Tel-harsha.

Jorge L. VJorge L. Valdesaldes

Jorge L. Valdes

CHERUBCHERUB (Heb.  (Heb. keïru®b�keïru®b�), ), CHERUBIM CHERUBIM (keïru®b�i(keïru®b�iîmîm)))

CHERUB (Heb. keïru®b� ), 
CHERUBIM (keïru®b�iîm )

MythologicMythological winged al winged creatures,creatures, borrowed  borrowed by the Isrby the Israelites fraelites from ancientom ancient Near East Near Eastern traditeEastEastern trEastern traditions. aditions. The HebrewThe Hebrew term is l term is likely relaikely related to Akkted to Akk. . kaœribukaœribu or  or karuœbukaruœkaruœbukaruœbu (“interce (“intercessor”) or ssor”) or karibi, kukaribi, kuriäbi, karriäbi, karibaœtiibaœti (“gatekee (“gatekeepers”), thpers”), the latter re lae latter reflatter referring to erring to the colossthe colossal mytholoal mythological creagical creatures whictures which flanked h flanked the entranthe entrances of Mesces entranentrances entrances of Mesopotof Mesopotamian palaamian palaces and teces and temples.mples.mples.

Mythological winged creatures, borrowed by the Israelites from ancient Near 
Eastern traditions. The Hebrew term is likely related to Akk. kaœribu or 
karuœbu (“intercessor”) or karibi, kuriäbi, karibaœti (“gatekeepers”), the 
latter referring to the colossal mythological creatures which flanked the 
entrances of Mesopotamian palaces and temples.

�The only uThe only uniformity niformity among the among the many exampmany examples known les known from anciefrom ancient Near Eant Near Eastern art stEaEastern arEastern art is that t is that cherubim wcherubim were wingedere winged creatures creatures. Statues . Statues and reliefand reliefs depictins depicting various g vg various tyvarious types of chepes of cherubim haverubim have been foun been found at many d at many Near EasteNear Eastern sites, rn sites, including including Aleppo, CaAAleppo, CaAleppo, Carchemish, rchemish, and Byblosand Byblos; carved i; carved ivory depicvory depictions of ctions of cherubim haherubim have been fove been fove been found at Sfound at Samaria andamaria and Nimrud. M Nimrud. Many examplany examples of coloes of colossal wingessal winged bulls and bulls and other bed other bd other beasts arebeasts are known fro known from Babylonim Babylonian and Assan and Assyrian palayrian palaces and teces and temples.mples.mples.

The only uniformity among the many examples known from ancient Near 
Eastern art is that cherubim were winged creatures. Statues and reliefs depicting 
various types of cherubim have been found at many Near Eastern sites, including 
Aleppo, Carchemish, and Byblos; carved ivory depictions of cherubim have been 
found at Samaria and Nimrud. Many examples of colossal winged bulls and other 
beasts are known from Babylonian and Assyrian palaces and temples.

�In Gen. 3:In Gen. 3:24 the Lor24 the Lord places cd places cherubim wiherubim with flamingth flaming swords ov swords over the wayer the way to the tr to th to the tree othe tree of life in f life in the gardenthe garden of Eden.  of Eden. In 1 Sam. In 1 Sam. 22:11 = Ps22:11 = Ps. 18:10(MT. 18:10(MT 11) the L 11) the Lord is depord LLord is deLord is depicted as picted as riding on riding on a cherub aa cherub as he fliess he flies through t through the heavenshe heavens. Cherubim. Cherubim also flan al also flankalso flank or suppor or support God’s tht God’s throne (Ps. rone (Ps. 80:1[2]; 980:1[2]; 99:1; 2 Kgs9:1; 2 Kgs. 19:15 = . 19:15 = Isa. 37:16Isa. 37:16). Ezekiel). Ez). Ezekiel enEzekiel envisions chvisions cherubim as erubim as four-wingefour-winged and fourd and four-faced “li-faced “living creatving creatures” accoures” accompanied bympaccoaccompanieaccompanied by whirld by whirling wheelsing wheels (Ezek. 1: (Ezek. 1:4-28; 10:14-28; 10:1-22); in h-22); in his vision,is vision, the cheru the cherubim supporbimcherucherubim scherubim support theupport the platform  platform on which ton which the Lord ishe Lord is enthroned enthroned...

In Gen. 3:24 the Lord places cherubim with flaming swords over the way to 
the tree of life in the garden of Eden. In 1 Sam. 22:11 = Ps. 18:10(MT 11) the 
Lord is depicted as riding on a cherub as he flies through the heavens. Cherubim 
also flank or support God’s throne (Ps. 80:1[2]; 99:1; 2 Kgs. 19:15 = Isa. 37:16). 
Ezekiel envisions cherubim as four-winged and four-faced “living creatures” 
accompanied by whirling wheels (Ezek. 1:4-28; 10:1-22); in his vision, the 
cherubim support the platform on which the Lord is enthroned.

�The Lord cThe Lord commands Moommands Moses to setses to set two gold- two gold-covered wocovered wooden imageoden images of cherus of cherus of cherubim ocherubim on top of tn top of the mercy she mercy seat coverieat covering the arkng the ark of the co of the covenant (Exvenant (Exod. 25:18-od. 25:18-20; 37:6-9225:18-25:18-20; 25:18-20; 37:6-9; Nu37:6-9; Num. 7:89; 1m. 7:89; 1 Sam. 4:4) Sam. 4:4); it was f; it was from betweerom between these crn these creatures theatures that the Loraththat the Lthat the Lord would ord would speak to Mspeak to Moses and roses and reveal his eveal his plans for plans for Israel. PiIsrael. Pictures of ctures of cherubim wchercherubim wcherubim were woven ere woven in the fabin the fabric of theric of the veil and  veil and curtains ocurtains of the tabef the tabernacle (Exrnacle (Exod. 26:1, od(Ex(Exod. 26:(Exod. 26:1, 31). La1, 31). Later, in thter, in the Jerusalee Jerusalem temple, m temple, images of images of cherubim wcherubim were carvedere carved into the  in into the winto the walls (1 Kgalls (1 Kgs. 6:29), s. 6:29), woven intowoven into the veil  the veil (2 Chr. 3:(2 Chr. 3:14), and c14), and carved intoarved into the panel the  the panelsthe panels of the 10 of the 10 stands of stands of the bronz the bronze lavers (e lavers (1 Kgs. 7:21 Kgs. 7:29, 36). Tw9, 36). Two enormouso enormous cherubim  c cherubim mcherubim made of oliade of olivewood andvewood and overlaid  overlaid in gold wein gold were placed re placed in the holin the holy of holiey of holies (1 Kgs. sholieholies (1 holies (1 Kgs. 6:23-Kgs. 6:23-28; 8:6-7)28; 8:6-7), covering, covering the ark o the ark of the covef the covenant and vnant and virtually firtually filling theilling tilling the small the small room. Cherroom. Cherubim were ubim were the guardithe guardians of theans of the Lord’s in Lord’s invisible revisible resting placsting place on earthe placplace on eplace on earth, the arth, the mercy seatmercy seat above the above the ark of th ark of the covenante covenant in the Je in the Jerusalem terusalem temple.mtetemple.temple.temple.

The Lord commands Moses to set two gold-covered wooden images of 
cherubim on top of the mercy seat covering the ark of the covenant (Exod. 
25:18-20; 37:6-9; Num. 7:89; 1 Sam. 4:4); it was from between these creatures 
that the Lord would speak to Moses and reveal his plans for Israel. Pictures of 
cherubim were woven in the fabric of the veil and curtains of the tabernacle 
(Exod. 26:1, 31). Later, in the Jerusalem temple, images of cherubim were carved 
into the walls (1 Kgs. 6:29), woven into the veil (2 Chr. 3:14), and carved into 
the panels of the 10 stands of the bronze lavers (1 Kgs. 7:29, 36). Two enormous 
cherubim made of olivewood and overlaid in gold were placed in the holy of 
holies (1 Kgs. 6:23-28; 8:6-7), covering the ark of the covenant and virtually filling 
the small room. Cherubim were the guardians of the Lord’s invisible resting 
place on earth, the mercy seat above the ark of the covenant in the Jerusalem 
temple.

�In Ezek. 2In Ezek. 28:14 the k8:14 the king of Tyring of Tyre is guarde is guarded by a ched by a cherub, whicerub, which banishesh banishes him on ac him on him on accounton account of his tr of his transgressioansgressions (v. 16;ns (v. 16; cf. Gen.  cf. Gen. 3:24).3:24).3:24).

In Ezek. 28:14 the king of Tyre is guarded by a cherub, which banishes him 
on account of his transgressions (v. 16; cf. Gen. 3:24).

Jennie R. Jennie R. EbelingEbeling

Jennie R. Ebeling



CHESALONCHESALON (Heb.  (Heb. keïsaœlo®nkeïsaœlo®n)))

CHESALON (Heb. keïsaœlo®n)

A city on A city on the northethe northern boundarrn boundary of Judahy of Judah (Josh. 15 (Josh. 15:10), iden:10), identified wittified with h KeslaœKeslaœ (154132), (1 (154132), (154132), ca. 20 km.ca. 20 km. (12 mi.)  (12 mi.) W of JerusW of Jerusalem.alem.

A city on the northern boundary of Judah (Josh. 15:10), identified with Keslaœ 
(154132), ca. 20 km. (12 mi.) W of Jerusalem.

CHESEDCHESED (Heb.  (Heb. kesíed�kesíed�)))

CHESED (Heb. kesíed� )

The fourthThe fourth son of Na son of Nahor and Mihor and Milcah (Gen.lcah (Gen. 22:22) an 22:22) and nephew od nephew of Abraham.f Abraham. The name  The na The name of hiname of his clan mays clan may be relate be related to the Cd to the Chaldeans (haldeans (cf. Heb. cf. Heb. kasídiîmkasídiîm).).

The fourth son of Nahor and Milcah (Gen. 22:22) and nephew of Abraham. The 
name of his clan may be related to the Chaldeans (cf. Heb. kasídiîm).

CHESILCHESIL (Heb.  (Heb. keïsiîlkeïsiîl)))

CHESIL (Heb. keïsiîl)

A town witA town within the sohin the southern paruthern part of Judaht of Judah’s inherit’s inheritance (Joshance (Josh. 15:30). . 15:30). In comparaIn comparable lists blecomparacomparablecomparable lists of  lists of southern Jsouthern Judean townudean towns, Chesil s, Chesil is replaceis replaced with Betd with Bethul (Josh.hul (Josh. 19:4) and 19 19:4) and 19:4) and Bethuel (1Bethuel (1 Chr. 4:30 Chr. 4:30). Context). Contextually, it ually, it is placed is placed between Elbetween Eltolad and tolad and Hormah, whHorHormah, whHormah, which would ich would suggest a suggest a location Elocation E of Beer-s of Beer-sheba.heba.heba.

A town within the southern part of Judah’s inheritance (Josh. 15:30). In 
comparable lists of southern Judean towns, Chesil is replaced with Bethul (Josh. 
19:4) and Bethuel (1 Chr. 4:30). Contextually, it is placed between Eltolad and 
Hormah, which would suggest a location E of Beer-sheba.

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow

Laura B. Mazow

CHESTER BECHESTER BEATTY PAPYRATTY PAPYRIII

CHESTER BEATTY PAPYRI

Greek biblGreek biblical manusical manuscripts acqcripts acquired by Suired by Sir Alfred ir Alfred Chester BeChester Beatty in 19atty in 1931 and hou31 and housed in theshouhoused in housed in the Chestethe Chester Beatty Lr Beatty Library andibrary and Gallery o Gallery of Orientalf Oriental Art in Du Art in Dublin, Irelblin, Ireland. They andIrelIreland. TIreland. They are thhey are the most impe most important colortant collection oflection of manuscrip manuscripts on papyts on papyrus becausrus because of theirebecausbecause ofbecause of their num their number (11) aber (11) and their end their early date arly date (2nd-4th c(2nd-4th centuries).enturies).

Greek biblical manuscripts acquired by Sir Alfred Chester Beatty in 1931 and 
housed in the Chester Beatty Library and Gallery of Oriental Art in Dublin, 
Ireland. They are the most important collection of manuscripts on papyrus 
because of their number (11) and their early date (2nd-4th centuries).

�The papyriThe papyri are most  are most valuable fvaluable for their cor their contributioontribution to the tn to the textual criextual criticism of ticism of ticism of the Greof the Greek Bible. ek Bible. Papyrus X Papyrus X ((��967) is on967) is one of only e of only three majothree major witnesser witnesses to the Os to the s to the Old Grthe Old Greek of Daneek of Daniel. The ciel. The collection ollection also inclualso includes witnesdes witnesses to Genses to Genesis, Isaiesis, Isaiah, Ezekieah, IsaiIsaiah, EzIsaiah, Ezekiel, Estekiel, Esther, and Rher, and Revelation.evelation.

The papyri are most valuable for their contribution to the textual criticism 
of the Greek Bible. Papyrus X (� 967) is one of only three major witnesses to 
the Old Greek of Daniel. The collection also includes witnesses to Genesis, 
Isaiah, Ezekiel, Esther, and Revelation.

�In additioIn addition to textun to textual criticial criticism, the pasm, the papyri are apyri are also valuablso valuable becausele because they were they were they were in thwere in the form of e form of the codex,the codex, which sho which shows that thws that the codex cae codex came into usme into use very eare very eae very early; theearly; they employ cy employ contractionontractions for names for names such as s such as God, JesusGod, Jesus, Christ, , Christ, and Spiritand Spirit; and they; an; and they pand they preserve alreserve alternative ternative orders of orders of biblical bbiblical books or chooks or chapters witapters within books.hin books. In papyru In In papyrusIn papyrus X, Dan. 7 X, Dan. 7-8 follows-8 follows ch. 4; in ch. 4; in papyrus I papyrus I, the orde, the order of the Gr of the Gospels is ospels is Matthew, JMatthMatthew, JMatthew, John, Luke,ohn, Luke, and Mark; and Mark; and in pa and in papyrus II, pyrus II, the order the order of NT bookof NT books is Romans is Romans is Romans, HeRomans, Hebrews, Corbrews, Corinthians, inthians, Ephesians,Ephesians, Galatians Galatians, Philippi, Philippians, Colosans, Colossians, andsians, and 1 Thessal 1 1 Thessalo1 Thessalonians.nians.nians.

In addition to textual criticism, the papyri are also valuable because they 
were in the form of the codex, which shows that the codex came into use very 
early; they employ contractions for names such as God, Jesus, Christ, and Spirit; 
and they preserve alternative orders of biblical books or chapters within books. 
In papyrus X, Dan. 7-8 follows ch. 4; in papyrus I, the order of the Gospels is 
Matthew, John, Luke, and Mark; and in papyrus II, the order of NT books is 
Romans, Hebrews, Corinthians, Ephesians, Galatians, Philippians, Colossians, and 
1 Thessalonians.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. G. KenyF. G. Kenyon, on, The ChesteThe Chester Beatty Br Beatty Biblical Paiblical Papyri,pyri, 7 vols. ( 7 vols. (London, 19Londo((London, 1(London, 1933–1958).933–1958).

Bibliography. F. G. Kenyon, The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri, 7 vols. 
(London, 1933–1958).

Tim McLayTim McLay

Tim McLay

CHESULLOTHCHESULLOTH (Heb.  (Heb. keïsu®lloœkeïsu®lloœt�t�)))

CHESULLOTH (Heb. keïsu®lloœt� )

A city in A city in Issachar (Issachar (Josh. 19:1Josh. 19:18), identi8), identified with fied with modern modern Iksa®lIksa®l (180232), (180232), 5 km. (3  5 km. (3 mi.) SE ofmmi.) SE ofmi.) SE of Nazareth. Nazareth. The name  The name is a variais a variant form ofnt form of Chisloth- Chisloth-tabor.tabor.

A city in Issachar (Josh. 19:18), identified with modern Iksa®l (180232), 5 km. (3 
mi.) SE of Nazareth. The name is a variant form of Chisloth-tabor.



CHEZIBCHEZIB (Heb.  (Heb. keïziîb�keïziîb�)))

CHEZIB (Heb. keïziîb� )

A town in A town in southern Csouthern Canaan wheranaan where the dauge the daughter of thhter of the Canaanite Canaanite Shua gave Shua gave birth toe birth te birth to Shelah,to Shelah, Judah’s t Judah’s third son (hird son (Gen. 38:5)Gen. 38:5). Chezib h. Chezib has been fias been firmly identrmly identified withified with ancient A anci ancient Acancient Achzib in Juhzib in Judah (moderdah (modern Tell el-n Tell el-Beida; 145Beida; 145116) near 116) near Adullam (cAdullam (cf. Eusebiuf. Eusebius s EusebiuEusebius Eusebius Onom.Onom. 172,  172, ChasbiChasbi).).).

A town in southern Canaan where the daughter of the Canaanite Shua gave birth 
to Shelah, Judah’s third son (Gen. 38:5). Chezib has been firmly identified with 
ancient Achzib in Judah (modern Tell el-Beida; 145116) near Adullam (cf. 
Eusebius Onom. 172, Chasbi).

Christian Christian M. M. BradM. M. Bradyy

Christian M. M. Brady

CHIDONCHIDON (Heb.  (Heb. kiîd�oœnkiîd�oœn)))

CHIDON (Heb. kiîd�oœn )

The threshThe threshing floor ing floor where Uzzawhere Uzzah was struh was struck dead fock dead for touchingr touching the ark o the ark of the covef the covef the covenant (covenant (1 Chr. 13:1 Chr. 13:9). The pa9). The passage doesssage does not indic not indicate if Chiate if Chidon is thedon is the name, the name, the site, or  si site, or tsite, or the owner ohe owner of the thref the threshing flooshing floor. The namr. The name Nacon ise Nacon is used in t used in the parallehe parallel passage l pl passage (2passage (2 Sam. 6:6) Sam. 6:6). After Uz. After Uzzah’s deatzah’s death, David rh, David renamed theenamed the place Per place Perez-uzzah, ez-uzzah, meaning “ommeaning “omeaning “outbreak agutbreak against Uzzaainst Uzzah” (2 Sam.h” (2 Sam. 6:8 = 1 C 6:8 = 1 Chr. 13:11)hr. 13:11)...

The threshing floor where Uzzah was struck dead for touching the ark of the 
covenant (1 Chr. 13:9). The passage does not indicate if Chidon is the name, the 
site, or the owner of the threshing floor. The name Nacon is used in the parallel 
passage (2 Sam. 6:6). After Uzzah’s death, David renamed the place Perez-uzzah, 
meaning “outbreak against Uzzah” (2 Sam. 6:8 = 1 Chr. 13:11).

Betty P. LBetty P. Lawsonawson

Betty P. Lawson

CHIEF PRIECHIEF PRIESTSSTSSTS

CHIEF PRIESTS

A collectiA collective term (Gve term (Gk. k. archiereiíarchiereiíss) designat) designating the aring the aristocracy istocracy of the Jerof the Jerusalem priusalem prusalem priesthoodpriesthood (e.g., Ma (e.g., Matt. 2:4; Mtt. 2:4; Mark 11:18,ark 11:18, 27). 27). 27).

A collective term (Gk. archiereiís) designating the aristocracy of the Jerusalem 
priesthood (e.g., Matt. 2:4; Mark 11:18, 27).

�SeeSee  PRIESTHOODPRIESTHOOD, ISRAELIT, ISRAELITE.E.

See PRIESTHOOD, ISRAELITE.

CHILDREN, CHILDREN, CHILDHOODCHILDHOODCHILDHOOD

CHILDREN, CHILDHOOD

Children wChildren were an impere an important parortant part of anciet of ancient societynt society. The voca. The vocabulary assbulary associated wiociated with childhothwiwith childwith childhood reflehood reflects an awacts an awareness of reness of the child the child in its socin its social settinial setting, but thag, but that is not rt is not is not relatenot related to any ud to any understandinderstanding of the ng of the precise stprecise stages of a ages of a child’s dechild’s development velopment (e.g., Mar(e.g(e.g., Mar(e.g., Mark 5:42 link 5:42 links togetheks together two quitr two quite differene different life stat life stages). Chilges). Children were dren were essentiallessenessentiallessentially valued fy valued for their eor their economic poconomic potential (Mtential (Matt. 22:23att. 22:23-28) and a-28) and as prospects prospective care five prospectprospectivprospective care fore care for adults in adults in old age ( old age (although ialthough infant mortnfant mortality was ality was quite highquite high and the l and  and the liand the life span offe span of the major the majority of peoity of people was cople was considerablynsiderably shorter t shorter than today)han today)...

Children were an important part of ancient society. The vocabulary associated 
with childhood reflects an awareness of the child in its social setting, but that is 
not related to any understanding of the precise stages of a child’s development 
(e.g., Mark 5:42 links together two quite different life stages). Children were 
essentially valued for their economic potential (Matt. 22:23-28) and as 
prospective care for adults in old age (although infant mortality was quite high 
and the life span of the majority of people was considerably shorter than today).

�The life oThe life of the chilf the child was formd was formed and oried and oriented withented within the houin the household undsehold under the ulter theer the ultimathe ultimate authorite authority of the ty of the paterfamilpaterfamilias, who mias, who might (Lukeight (Luke 11:7) or  11:7) or might not might not (in the ca(in (in the ca(in the case of the se of the children ochildren of slaves) f slaves) be the fatbe the father. Childher. Children were gren were generally lenerally left to be eft to eft to be rearto be reared up to ted up to the age of he age of about seveabout seven by the mn by the mother and other and other womeother women; thereafn; theren; thereafterthereafter, while da, while daughters coughters continued tontinued to learn a d learn a domestic roomestic role, sons wle, sons were socialere socialized into izesocialsocializedsocialized into the  into the adult maleadult male environme environment. The vant. The value of obelue of obedience wasdience was especiall especially emphasizy ey emphasizedemphasized (cf. Deut (cf. Deut. 21:18-21. 21:18-21; Sir. 3:2; Sir. 3:2-16; Matt.-16; Matt. 21:28-31; 21:28-31; Rom. 1:30 Rom. 1:30; 1 Tim. 3; 1 Tim. 3:4; 5:8), :4; 33:4; 5:8),3:4; 5:8), and since and since that was  that was not thoughnot thought to ariset to arise naturally naturally, parents , parents were exhorwere exhorted to watted exhorexhorted texhorted to watchfulo watchful disciplin discipline (Prov. 3e (Prov. 3:11-12; He:11-12; Heb. 12:7-11b. 12:7-11). Such di). Such discipline cscipline could be seouldccould be scould be severe (Sirevere (Sir. 30:1-13). 30:1-13). Neverthe. Nevertheless, sociless, social practical practices in the es in the rearing ofrearing of children  childr children rchildren reflect pareflect parents’ sorrents’ sorrow at the ow at the death of cdeath of children, ahildren, and in bothnd in both the Domes the Domestic Codes ticDomesDomestic CDomestic Codes and todes and the teachinhe teaching of Jesusg of Jesus’ kindness’ kindness to childr to children is cleaen is clearly advocarly advocated (Matt.teadvocaadvocated advocated (Matt. 7:9(Matt. 7:9-11; Col. -11; Col. 3:21; cf. 3:21; cf. 2 Cor. 12:2 Cor. 12:14; 1 Thes14; 1 Thess. 2:7; Iss. 2:7; Isa. 66:12-1a. 66:12-13; 4 Macc.3; 4 M3; 4 Macc. 15:4Macc. 15:4).).).

The life of the child was formed and oriented within the household under 
the ultimate authority of the paterfamilias, who might (Luke 11:7) or might not 
(in the case of the children of slaves) be the father. Children were generally left 
to be reared up to the age of about seven by the mother and other women; 
thereafter, while daughters continued to learn a domestic role, sons were 
socialized into the adult male environment. The value of obedience was especially 
emphasized (cf. Deut. 21:18-21; Sir. 3:2-16; Matt. 21:28-31; Rom. 1:30; 1 Tim. 
3:4; 5:8), and since that was not thought to arise naturally, parents were 
exhorted to watchful discipline (Prov. 3:11-12; Heb. 12:7-11). Such discipline 
could be severe (Sir. 30:1-13). Nevertheless, social practices in the rearing of 
children reflect parents’ sorrow at the death of children, and in both the 



Domestic Codes and the teaching of Jesus’ kindness to children is clearly 
advocated (Matt. 7:9-11; Col. 3:21; cf. 2 Cor. 12:14; 1 Thess. 2:7; Isa. 66:12-13; 4 
Macc. 15:4).

�The metaphThe metaphorical undorical understandingerstanding of childh of childhood as a pood as a perspectiveerspective for disci for discipleship repleshipdiscidiscipleshdiscipleship reflectip reflects the roles the role and statu and status of childs of children expresren expressed negatised negatively as chvely as childishnessildishnchchildishnechildishness, the chss, the child as an ild as an object lesobject lesson in whason in what to avoidt to avoid (1 Cor. 1 (1 Cor. 13:11-12; E3:11-12; Eph. 4:14; ph. 4ph. 4:14; cf. 4:14; cf. m. }Abotm. }Abot 3:11). Gi 3:11). Given that cven that children wehildren were viewed re viewed essentiallessentially as adulty as adults in the ms in ts in the makingthe making, it was f, it was frequently requently the case tthe case that childrhat children were then were thought of aought of as weak in s weak in mind, i.e.minmind, i.e.mind, i.e., deficien, deficient in ratiot in rationality. Thnality. This may be is may be further refurther reinforced binforced by imagery y imagery related torelatedrelated torelated to dietary d dietary distinctionistinctions (1 Cor. s (1 Cor. 3:1-2; Heb3:1-2; Heb. 5:12-14;. 5:12-14; 1 Pet. 2: 1 Pet. 2:2).2).2).

The metaphorical understanding of childhood as a perspective for 
discipleship reflects the role and status of children expressed negatively as 
childishness, the child as an object lesson in what to avoid (1 Cor. 13:11-12; Eph. 
4:14; cf. m. }Abot 3:11). Given that children were viewed essentially as adults in 
the making, it was frequently the case that children were thought of as weak in 
mind, i.e., deficient in rationality. This may be further reinforced by imagery 
related to dietary distinctions (1 Cor. 3:1-2; Heb. 5:12-14; 1 Pet. 2:2).

�Paul descrPaul describes the Jibes the Jewish teacewish teacher as “a her as “a guide to tguide to the blind, he blind, a light toa light to those who those who those who are inwho are in darkness, darkness, a correct a corrector of the or of the foolish, afoolish, a teacher o teacher of childrenf children” (Rom. 2:” (Rom. 2:19-20). Th19-22:2:19-20). 2:19-20). The corollThe corollary to thiary to this, where ts, where the image ohe image of the chilf the child has a pod has a positive measitive meaning, liesningmeameaning, lmeaning, lies in theies in the praise of praise of the schoo the schoolchild, onlchild, one who can e who can be emulatebe emulated by adultd by adults as a leas as as a learnas a learner. Indeeder. Indeed, the rela, the relationship btionship between teaetween teacher and pcher and pupil can bupil can be defined e defined in terms oin tin terms of pterms of parent and arent and child (Johchild (John 21:5; Gan 21:5; Gal. 4:19; 1l. 4:19; 1 Thess. 2: Thess. 2:11; 1 John11; 1 John 2:1), and 2:1), and disciples disci discipleshdiscipleship may be ip may be described described as filial as filial obedience obedience and trust and trust (Ps. 131).(Ps. 131). While the While there is no ere isre is no emphis no emphasis on thasis on the innocence innocence of the ce of the child (althhild (although the Gough the Gospel of Tospel of Thomas estahomas establishes a bestaestablisheestablishes a link ws a link with sexualith sexual innocence innocence), childho), childhood may be od may be associatedassociated with para with paradisal fulfdisparaparadisal paradisal fulfillmenfulfillment (Isa. 11t (Isa. 11:6-9), and:6-9), and intuitive intuitive spontanei spontaneity may be ty may be thought tothought to provide i provid provide inprovide insight intosight into the divin the divine purpose e purpose (Matt. 21:(Matt. 21:15-16; cf.15-16; cf. Ps. 8:1-2 Ps. 8:1-2[MT 2–3]; [MT 2–3]; Matt. 11:2MattMatt. 11:2Matt. 11:25-26 = Luk5-26 = Luke 10:21). e 10:21). In the ancIn the ancient worldient world the expos the exposure of unwure of unwanted chilanted children was cdchilchildren wchildren was common as common (cf. Ezek.(cf. Ezek. 16:5), bu 16:5), but in Judait in Judaism childresm children were conn were considered tosidered to be under  b be under dbe under divine protivine protection (Exection (Exod. 1:15-2od. 1:15-2:10; Matt.:10; Matt. 18:10). 18:10). 18:10).

Paul describes the Jewish teacher as “a guide to the blind, a light to those 
who are in darkness, a corrector of the foolish, a teacher of children” (Rom. 
2:19-20). The corollary to this, where the image of the child has a positive 
meaning, lies in the praise of the schoolchild, one who can be emulated by adults 
as a learner. Indeed, the relationship between teacher and pupil can be defined in 
terms of parent and child (John 21:5; Gal. 4:19; 1 Thess. 2:11; 1 John 2:1), and 
discipleship may be described as filial obedience and trust (Ps. 131). While there 
is no emphasis on the innocence of the child (although the Gospel of Thomas 
establishes a link with sexual innocence), childhood may be associated with 
paradisal fulfillment (Isa. 11:6-9), and intuitive spontaneity may be thought to 
provide insight into the divine purpose (Matt. 21:15-16; cf. Ps. 8:1-2[MT 2–3]; 
Matt. 11:25-26 = Luke 10:21). In the ancient world the exposure of unwanted 
children was common (cf. Ezek. 16:5), but in Judaism children were considered to 
be under divine protection (Exod. 1:15-2:10; Matt. 18:10).

�In the SynIn the Synoptic Gospoptic Gospels especiels especially, a paally, a particular srticular significancignificance attachese attaches to Jesus’ to Jesus’ teaching  te teaching bteaching both in teroth in terms of his ms of his welcome towelcome to children  children and the meand the metaphoricaltaphorical significa significance of chincesignificasignificansignificance of chilce of childhood. Twodhood. Two passages  passages relate to relate to the receptthe reception of chiion of children: theldren: the incident  inci incident oincident of the chilf the child in the md in the midst at Maidst at Mark 9:36-37rk 9:36-37 (cf. Matt (cf. Matt. 18:2, 4-. 18:2, 4-5; Luke 9:5; Luke 9:47-48) and47-48)9:9:47-48) a9:47-48) and the blend the blessing of cssing of children athildren at Mark 10:1 Mark 10:13-16 (cf. 3-16 (cf. Matt. 19:1Matt. 19:13-15; Luke3-15; Luke 18:15-17) 18: 18:15-17).18:15-17). In the fi In the first story,rst story, set again set against the bacst the background ofkground of the low s the low social statocial status of chilus of cus of children, children, the child the child is welcomeis welcomed and servd and serves as an oes as an object lessbject lesson for theon for the disciples disciples. Moreover. Mo. Moreover, Moreover, the child the child in its ownin its own right is  right is also declaalso declared to be red to be an envoy oan envoy of the Kingf the Kingdom since domKingKingdom siKingdom since it is nce it is the naturethe nature of God to of God to care for  care for the least.the least. In the se In the second storycond story Jesus gla Jes Jesus gladJesus gladly welcomely welcomes and bless and blesses the chses the children whoildren who are broug are brought to him ht to him (echoing t(echoing the blessinhtthe blessithe blessing by Jacong by Jacob at Gen. b at Gen. 48) and de48) and declares thaclares that they aret they are fully par fully part of God’st of God’s covenant. cove covenant. covenant. Both storiBoth stories expresses express Jesus’ un Jesus’ understandinderstanding of God’sg of God’s free grac free grace bestowede bestowede bestowed obestowed on all withn all without refereout reference to stance to status or mertus or merit (and thit (and thus they reus they recall Israecall Israel’s own exl’s ol’s own experiown experience as a ence as a child: Deuchild: Deut. 7:7-8; t. 7:7-8; Hos. 11:1-Hos. 11:1-4; Ezek. 14; Ezek. 16:3-7, 22)6:3-7, 22). But with. But within the Marin thin the Markanthe Markan story of  story of the blessithe blessing of the ng of the children tchildren there is inhere is introduced atroduced another saynother saying about ing saysaying abosaying about receiviut receiving the Kinng the Kingdom “as agdom “as a child” (M child” (Mark 10:15 ark 10:15 par.; cf. par.; cf. Matt. 18:3Matt. 18:3). This sh). Th). This shoulThis should probablyd probably be unders be understood as retood as receiving “iceiving “in a childln a childlike mannerike manner” (as in M” (as in Mark 9:37).arMMark 9:37)Mark 9:37). Childhoo. Childhood thus nowd thus now becomes a becomes a metaphor  metaphor for the befor the believer’s oliever’s own attitudwn attituwn attitude oattitude of faith. Ff faith. For Mark anor Mark and Luke thid Luke this expresses expresses itself as itself as a glad as a glad and wholehend wholehearted acceartedwholehewholeheartwholehearted acceptaed acceptance of thence of the Kingdom a Kingdom as a gift, s a gift, while in Mwhile in Matthew (18atthew (18:4) there :4) there is an emphisis an emphis an emphasis on huasis on humility in mility in the recognthe recognition of nition of need and deeed and dependency.pendency.pendency.

In the Synoptic Gospels especially, a particular significance attaches to Jesus’ 
teaching both in terms of his welcome to children and the metaphorical 
significance of childhood. Two passages relate to the reception of children: the 
incident of the child in the midst at Mark 9:36-37 (cf. Matt. 18:2, 4-5; Luke 
9:47-48) and the blessing of children at Mark 10:13-16 (cf. Matt. 19:13-15; Luke 
18:15-17). In the first story, set against the background of the low social status of 
children, the child is welcomed and serves as an object lesson for the disciples. 
Moreover, the child in its own right is also declared to be an envoy of the 
Kingdom since it is the nature of God to care for the least. In the second story 
Jesus gladly welcomes and blesses the children who are brought to him (echoing 
the blessing by Jacob at Gen. 48) and declares that they are fully part of God’s 
covenant. Both stories express Jesus’ understanding of God’s free grace 
bestowed on all without reference to status or merit (and thus they recall Israel’s 
own experience as a child: Deut. 7:7-8; Hos. 11:1-4; Ezek. 16:3-7, 22). But within 
the Markan story of the blessing of the children there is introduced another 
saying about receiving the Kingdom “as a child” (Mark 10:15 par.; cf. Matt. 18:3). 



This should probably be understood as receiving “in a childlike manner” (as in 
Mark 9:37). Childhood thus now becomes a metaphor for the believer’s own 
attitude of faith. For Mark and Luke this expresses itself as a glad and 
wholehearted acceptance of the Kingdom as a gift, while in Matthew (18:4) there 
is an emphasis on humility in the recognition of need and dependency.

�Two furtheTwo further object lr object lessons invessons involving chiolving children are ldren are to be founto be found at Matt.d at Matt. 11:16-19  11:16-1 11:16-19 p11:16-19 par. (the par. (the parable of arable of the childrthe children’s game en’s game in the marin the marketplace) ketplace) and Matt. and Matt. 21:15-16 (21:121:15-16 (21:15-16 (the childrthe children’s voiceen’s voices in the ts in the temple). Inemple). In the forme the former it is nor it is not the caset the case that Jesu that  that Jesusthat Jesus is critic is critical of the al of the children schildren since guessince guesswork is pawork is part of the rt of the game. The game. The game is a game igame is a visuais a visual referencl reference to the pe to the predicamentredicament of the pr of the present geneesent generation whiration which has faich has failed to undled faifailed to failed to understandunderstand the missi the missions of Johons of John and Jesun and Jesus. The oths. The other incidener incident (cf. Ps.t (cf. Ps. 8:2[3]) r 8:2[3 8:2[3]) re8:2[3]) returns to aturns to a familiar  familiar theme thattheme that it is the it is the children  children who are rawho are ranked with nked with the marginthe mthe marginal (marginal (Matt. 21:1Matt. 21:14) who dis4) who display true play true wisdom (cfwisdom (cf. 11:25).. 11:25).. 11:25).

Two further object lessons involving children are to be found at Matt. 
11:16-19 par. (the parable of the children’s game in the marketplace) and Matt. 
21:15-16 (the children’s voices in the temple). In the former it is not the case 
that Jesus is critical of the children since guesswork is part of the game. The game 
is a visual reference to the predicament of the present generation which has 
failed to understand the missions of John and Jesus. The other incident (cf. Ps. 
8:2[3]) returns to a familiar theme that it is the children who are ranked with the 
marginal (Matt. 21:14) who display true wisdom (cf. 11:25).

�In generalIn general Jesus’ we Jesus’ welcome of clcome of children anhildren and his consd his consistently nistently nonpejorationpejorative metaphove metave metaphoricmetaphorical understal understanding of anding of childhood childhood are notewoare noteworthy. It wrthy. It would be reould be remarkable emarkable reremarkableremarkable enough fo enough for an adultr an adult to think  to think that he hathat he had anythingd anything to learn  to learn from a chifrom a child, other ld,chichild, othchild, other than ther than the zeal of e zeal of the schoolthe schoolchild, butchild, but Jesus wel Jesus welcomes chilcomes children in thdren in their own rieir oeir own right.own right. Moreover, Moreover, in contra in contrast to the st to the prevailingprevailing imagery o imagery of childhoof childhood as immatd as immaturity he muimmatimmaturityimmaturity he makes  he makes of childhoof childhood a metapod a metaphor for fahor for faith. Jesusith. Jesus’ teaching’ teaching concernin concerning childreng concerninconcerningconcerning children  children representsrepresents a sharp r a sharp re-evaluatie-evaluation of the on of the social valsocial value of honoue of honor. It advor. Ir. It advocatIt advocates the reqes the requirement tuirement to adopt tho adopt the way of ae way of a child bot child both in readyh in ready trust and trust and in identi in in identifin identifying with ying with the least the least and the diand the dispossessedspossessed as the wa as the way of the Ky of the Kingdom. Itingdom. It may be th may may be thimay be this call to s call to a change oa change of outlook f outlook (Matt. 18:(Matt. 18:3) which i3) which influences nfluences the Fourththe Fourth Gospel to Go Gospel to Gospel to relate disrelate discipleship cipleship to new birto new birth (John 3th (John 3:3-6). Bir:3-6). Birthing imagthing imagery is alsery is also descripto desco descriptivdescriptive of the ce of the coming of toming of the messianhe messianic age (Joic age (John 16:21; hn 16:21; Rom. 8:22;Rom. 8:22; 1 Thess.  1 Thess. 5:3; Rev. 5:35:3; Rev. 5:3; Rev. 12:2; cf. 12:2; cf. Isa. 26:17Isa. 26:17-18; 66:7--18; 66:7-9).9).9).

In general Jesus’ welcome of children and his consistently nonpejorative 
metaphorical understanding of childhood are noteworthy. It would be 
remarkable enough for an adult to think that he had anything to learn from a 
child, other than the zeal of the schoolchild, but Jesus welcomes children in their 
own right. Moreover, in contrast to the prevailing imagery of childhood as 
immaturity he makes of childhood a metaphor for faith. Jesus’ teaching 
concerning children represents a sharp re-evaluation of the social value of honor. 
It advocates the requirement to adopt the way of a child both in ready trust and 
in identifying with the least and the dispossessed as the way of the Kingdom. It 
may be this call to a change of outlook (Matt. 18:3) which influences the Fourth 
Gospel to relate discipleship to new birth (John 3:3-6). Birthing imagery is also 
descriptive of the coming of the messianic age (John 16:21; Rom. 8:22; 1 Thess. 
5:3; Rev. 12:2; cf. Isa. 26:17-18; 66:7-9).

�The theme The theme of childhoof childhood also heod also helped to shlped to shape Christape Christology in tology in the Gospelshe Gospels. It undou. It un. It undoubtedlundoubtedly contribuy contributes to thetes to the wider por wider portrait of Jtrait of Jesus himseesus himself as chillf as child of God, d of God, obedient tobeobedient tobedient through thehrough the whole of  whole of his ministhis ministry to the ry to the will of hiwill of his Father. s Father. It also inIt also informs the formsininforms thinforms the Infancy e Infancy narrativesnarratives of Matthe of Matthew and Lukew and Luke (cf. Luke (cf. Luke 2:49-52). 2:49-52). In the Fo In the Fourth GospeurtFoFourth GosFourth Gospel a distpel a distinction isinction is made wher made whereby Jesus eby Jesus alone is calone is consistentlonsistently referredy referred to as the to to as the to as the Son of GodSon of God while the while the believers believers are the c are the children ofhildren of God. God. God.

The theme of childhood also helped to shape Christology in the Gospels. It 
undoubtedly contributes to the wider portrait of Jesus himself as child of God, 
obedient through the whole of his ministry to the will of his Father. It also 
informs the Infancy narratives of Matthew and Luke (cf. Luke 2:49-52). In the 
Fourth Gospel a distinction is made whereby Jesus alone is consistently referred 
to as the Son of God while the believers are the children of God.

�The teachiThe teaching of chilng of children was pdren was part of theart of the mission o mission of the earlf the early Church, y Church, perhaps thperhapsperhaps thperhaps though not eough not exclusivelyxclusively associate associated with thed with the influence influence of women  of women in the houin the household (e.shouhousehold household (e.g., 2 T(e.g., 2 Tim. 1:5; cim. 1:5; cf. Acts 16f. Acts 16:1; 1 Cor.:1; 1 Cor. 7:14). Bu 7:14). But Jesus’ ot Jesus’ own teachinwn teaching about chg abog about chilabout childhood, givdhood, given within en within a domestica domestic setting ( setting (Mark 9:33;Mark 9:33; 10:10), u 10:10), undoubtedlyndoubtedly continued c continued continued to influento influence the Chuce the Church in itsrch in its awareness awareness of the ca of the care of chilre of children, and dren, and of all whoof aof all who miall who might be desght be described as cribed as “little on“little ones” irrespes” irrespective of ective of age (Matt.age (Matt. 18:5; Luk 18:5; Luke 9:48; Bae 9:4e 9:48; Barn9:48; Barn. 19; cf. . 19; cf. Luke 22:26Luke 22:26).).).

The teaching of children was part of the mission of the early Church, 
perhaps though not exclusively associated with the influence of women in the 
household (e.g., 2 Tim. 1:5; cf. Acts 16:1; 1 Cor. 7:14). But Jesus’ own teaching 
about childhood, given within a domestic setting (Mark 9:33; 10:10), undoubtedly 
continued to influence the Church in its awareness of the care of children, and of 
all who might be described as “little ones” irrespective of age (Matt. 18:5; Luke 
9:48; Barn. 19; cf. Luke 22:26).
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James FranJames Franciscis

James Francis

CHILEABCHILEAB (Heb.  (Heb. kil}aœb�kil}aœb�)))

CHILEAB (Heb. kil}aœb� )

The secondThe second of David’ of David’s sons, bos sons, born in Hebrrn in Hebron, the fion, the firstborn ofrstborn of David and David and Abigail,  Abigail, the widow thethe widow the widow of Nabal oof Nabal of Carmel (f Carmel (2 Sam. 3:22 Sam. 3:2-3). He is-3). He is called Da called Daniel in thniel in the MT of 1 e MT of 1 Chr. 3:1 (ChChr. 3:1 (Chr. 3:1 (cf. Josephcf. Josephus us Ant.Ant. 7.21,  7.21, DanieälosDanieälos) and Dalo) and Dalouia in theuia in the LXX of 2  LXX of 2 Sam. 3:3. Sam. 3:3.Sam. 3:3. Based3:3. Based upon thes upon these differene different spellingt spellings, it is cs, it is conjecturedonjectured that Chil that Chileab’s actueab’s actual name waal namal name was ename was either Daniither Daniel or Daluel or Daluiah.iah.iah.

The second of David’s sons, born in Hebron, the firstborn of David and Abigail, 
the widow of Nabal of Carmel (2 Sam. 3:2-3). He is called Daniel in the MT of 1 
Chr. 3:1 (cf. Josephus Ant. 7.21, Danieälos) and Dalouia in the LXX of 2 Sam. 
3:3. Based upon these different spellings, it is conjectured that Chileab’s actual 
name was either Daniel or Daluiah.

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson

CHILIONCHILION (Heb.  (Heb. kilyo®nkilyo®n)))

CHILION (Heb. kilyo®n)

The youngeThe younger son of Er son of Elimelech alimelech and Naomi, nd Naomi, and the huand the husband of Osband of Orpah (Ruthrpah (Ruth 1:2-4). C 1:2-4).  1:2-4). Ch1:2-4). Chilion, likilion, like his brote his brother Mahlonher Mahlon, died ear, died early, leavinly, leaving his wifeg his wife a widow ( a widow (Ruth 1:5).Ruth 1Ruth 1:5).1:5).

The younger son of Elimelech and Naomi, and the husband of Orpah (Ruth 
1:2-4). Chilion, like his brother Mahlon, died early, leaving his wife a widow (Ruth 
1:5).

CHILMADCHILMAD (Heb.  (Heb. kilmad�kilmad�)))

CHILMAD (Heb. kilmad� )

A unknown A unknown place or rplace or region whicegion which traded wh traded with Tyre (ith Tyre (Ezek. 27:2Ezek. 27:23). Some s3). Some scholars idcholars idcholars identify Cidentify Chilmad withilmad with the cityh the city of Kullim of Kullimeri in noreri in northern Mesothern Mesopotamia (epotamia (emending mending klmdklmklmdklmd to  to klmrklmr) and othe) and others identifrs identify it with y it with the entirethe entire country o country of Media (ef Media (emending mending klmdklmklmdklmd to  to kl mdykl mdy).).

A unknown place or region which traded with Tyre (Ezek. 27:23). Some scholars 
identify Chilmad with the city of Kullimeri in northern Mesopotamia (emending 
klmd to klmr) and others identify it with the entire country of Media (emending 
klmd to kl mdy).

CHIMHAMCHIMHAM (Heb.  (Heb. kimhaœmkimhaœm)))

CHIMHAM (Heb. kimhaœm)

A son (so A son (so 1 Kgs. 2:71 Kgs. 2:7; “servant; “servant” at 2 Sam” at 2 Sam. 19:37[MT. 19:37[MT 38]) of B 38]) of Barzillai tarzillai the Gileadihe Gileadite, who dete, wte, who declinwho declined David’sed David’s reward fo reward for his aid r his aid to the kinto the king during Ag during Absalom’s rbsalom’s rebellion, ebellion, asking thaaskasking thaasking that he instet he instead favor tad favor the lad (vvhe lad (vv. 34–37[35. 34–37[35–38]). Dav–38]). David took Chid took Chimham withimham with him to Je withwith him twith him to Jerusaleo Jerusalem (2 Sam. m (2 Sam. 19:40[41])19:40[41]), where he, where he provided  provided for his phfor his physical neeysical needs; it is dsneeneeds; it needs; it is possiblis possible that thee that the king gave king gave him a gra him a grant of landnt of land near Beth near Bethlehem, latlehem, later called er caler called Gercalled Geruth Chimhauth Chimham (Jer. 41m (Jer. 41:17).:17).

A son (so 1 Kgs. 2:7; “servant” at 2 Sam. 19:37[MT 38]) of Barzillai the Gileadite, 
who declined David’s reward for his aid to the king during Absalom’s rebellion, 
asking that he instead favor the lad (vv. 34–37[35–38]). David took Chimham 
with him to Jerusalem (2 Sam. 19:40[41]), where he provided for his physical 
needs; it is possible that the king gave him a grant of land near Bethlehem, later 
called Geruth Chimham (Jer. 41:17).

CHINNERETHCHINNERETH (Heb.  (Heb. kinneret�kinneret�)))

CHINNERETH (Heb. kinneret� )

�1.1. A large f A large freshwater reshwater lake in nolake in northern Isrrthern Israel known ael known by severalby several names: Ch names: Chinnereth (inneChChinnerethChinnereth (Num 34:1 (Num 34:11; Deut. 31; Deut. 3:17; Josh.:17; Josh. 13:27), C 13:27), Chinneroth hinneroth (Josh. 11:(Josh. 11:2; 12:3), 2; 12:3), the Sea ofththe Sea ofthe Sea of Gennesare Gennesaret (Mark 6:t (Mark 6:53; Luke 553; Luke 5:1), the S:1), the Sea of Galiea of Galilee (Matt.lee (Matt. 15:29; Ma 15:29; Mark 1:16), rk MaMark 1:16)Mark 1:16), and Lake, and Lake Tiberias  Tiberias (John 6:1;(John 6:1; 21:1). Th 21:1). The name of e name of the sea mathe sea may have beey have been derived nbeebeen derivbeen derived from Heed from Heb. b. kinno®r,kinno®r, which mea which means “harp,”ns “harp,” resemblin resembling the shapg the shape of the le of te of the lake.the lake.the lake.

1. A large freshwater lake in northern Israel known by several names: 
Chinnereth (Num 34:11; Deut. 3:17; Josh. 13:27), Chinneroth (Josh. 11:2; 12:3), 
the Sea of Gennesaret (Mark 6:53; Luke 5:1), the Sea of Galilee (Matt. 15:29; 
Mark 1:16), and Lake Tiberias (John 6:1; 21:1). The name of the sea may have 



been derived from Heb. kinno®r, which means “harp,” resembling the shape of 
the lake.

�2.2. A city (H A city (Heb. eb. kinnaœret�kinnaœret�) located ) located on the noron the northwestern thwestern side of thside of the Sea of Ce Sea oe Sea of Chinnerof Chinnereth. It waeth. It was one of ts one of the fortifihe fortified cities ed cities in the triin the tribal allotmbal allotment of Napent of Naphtali (Joshtali (Jhtali (Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:35). The c35). The city is menity is mentioned in tioned in Thutmose IThutmose III’s list II’s list of conquerof conquered cities ed cities during hisduringduring hisduring his campaign  campaign (ca. 1468 (ca. 1468 B.C.B.C.). The sit). The site is idente is identified withified with modern Te modern Tell el-{Orell el-{Oreimeh/Tel Ciel-{Oreel-{Oreimeel-{Oreimeh/Tel Chinh/Tel Chinnereth (20nereth (2008.2529).08.2529).08.2529).

2. A city (Heb. kinnaœret� ) located on the northwestern side of the Sea 
of Chinnereth. It was one of the fortified cities in the tribal allotment of Naphtali 
(Josh. 19:35). The city is mentioned in Thutmose III’s list of conquered cities 
during his campaign (ca. 1468 B.C.). The site is identified with modern Tell 
el-{Oreimeh/Tel Chinnereth (2008.2529).

�3.3. The terri The territory arountory around the cityd the city (Chinnero (Chinneroth; Heb. th; Heb. kineïro®t�kineïro®t�) and the ) and the lake conqulakelake conqulake conquered by Beered by Ben-hadad frn-hadad from King Baom King Baasha of Isasha of Israel (1 Kgrael (1 Kgs. 15:20).s. 15:20). In the NT In the NT it is kno NTNT it is kNT it is known as thnown as the land of e land of GennesaretGennesaret (Matt. 14 (Matt. 14:34).:34).:34).

3. The territory around the city (Chinneroth; Heb. kineïro®t� ) and the 
lake conquered by Ben-hadad from King Baasha of Israel (1 Kgs. 15:20). In the 
NT it is known as the land of Gennesaret (Matt. 14:34).

Bradford SBradford Scott Hummecott Hummell

Bradford Scott Hummel

CHIOSCHIOS (Gk.  (Gk. ChiíosChiíos)))

CHIOS (Gk. Chiíos)

An island An island in the Aegin the Aegean Sea, cean Sea, ca. 19 km. a. 19 km. (12 mi.) W(12 mi.) W of Smyrna of Smyrna (Izmir).  (Izmir). At the endAt the end of his th o of his thiof his third missionrd missionary journeary journey Paul andy Paul and his compa his companions sailnions sailed from Mied from Mitylene pastylene past Chios bet Ct Chios befoChios before arrivinre arriving at Samosg at Samos the next  the next day (Acts day (Acts 20:15).20:15).

An island in the Aegean Sea, ca. 19 km. (12 mi.) W of Smyrna (Izmir). At the end 
of his third missionary journey Paul and his companions sailed from Mitylene past 
Chios before arriving at Samos the next day (Acts 20:15).

CHISLEVCHISLEV (Heb.  (Heb. kisleäwkisleäw)))

CHISLEV (Heb. kisleäw)

The ninth The ninth month of tmonth of the Hebrew he Hebrew calendar (calendar (Nov./Dec.;Nov./Dec.; Zech. 7:1 Zech. 7:1). On the ). On the 25th day o25th day 25th day of Chiday of Chislev the Jslev the Jews celebrews celebrated the Fated the Feast of theast of the Renewal e Renewal of the temof the temple (“festple (“festival of thiva(“fest(“festival(“festival of the De of the Dedication”;dication”; John 10:2 John 10:22).2).

The ninth month of the Hebrew calendar (Nov./Dec.; Zech. 7:1). On the 25th 
day of Chislev the Jews celebrated the Feast of the Renewal of the temple 
(“festival of the Dedication”; John 10:22).

CHISLONCHISLON (Heb.  (Heb. kislo®nkislo®n)))

CHISLON (Heb. kislo®n)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, the fite, the father of Eather of Elidad (Numlidad (Num. 34:21).. 34:21).

A Benjaminite, the father of Elidad (Num. 34:21).

CHISLOTH-TCHISLOTH-TABORABOR (Heb.  (Heb. kislo®t� tkislo®t� taœb�oœraœb�oœr)))

CHISLOTH-TABOR (Heb. kislo®t� taœb�oœr )

A town on A town on the southethe southern border rn border of Zebulunof Zebulun (Josh. 19 (Josh. 19:12). Mode:12). Modern rn Iksa®lIksa®l (180232), (180232 (180232), (180232), ca. 5 km. ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) SE(3 mi.) SE of Nazare of Nazareth, preserth, preserves the anves the ancient namecient name. Although. Although most scho m most scholmost scholars identiars identify the twofy the two, the qual, the qualifying terifying term “Tabor” m “Tabor” (a mountai(a mountain on the bn on the borders of orbborders ofborders of Issachar, Issachar, Zebulun,  Zebulun, and Naphtaand Naphtali) may dili) may distinguish stinguish this town this town from Chesufrom Chesulloth in IllChesuChesullothChesulloth in Issach in Issachar (Josh. ar (Josh. 19:18).19:18).

A town on the southern border of Zebulun (Josh. 19:12). Modern Iksa®l 
(180232), ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) SE of Nazareth, preserves the ancient name. Although 
most scholars identify the two, the qualifying term “Tabor” (a mountain on the 
borders of Issachar, Zebulun, and Naphtali) may distinguish this town from 
Chesulloth in Issachar (Josh. 19:18).

CHITLISHCHITLISH (Heb.  (Heb. kit�liîsûkit�liîsû)))

CHITLISH (Heb. kit�liîsû )

A town in A town in the tribalthe tribal allotment allotment of Judah  of Judah (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:40), situa40), situated in theted in the Lachish d Lachish district inistricddistrict idistrict in the soutn the southwest Shephwest Shephelah. Thehelah. The precise l precise location isocation is unknown,  unknown, but recentbut recent suggestio su suggestionsuggestion puts it i puts it in the n the Nah�alNah�al Adorayim  Adorayim basin, posbasin, possibly at Ksibly at Khirbet el-hirbet el-Baqar (130Baqar (130Baqar (13006.104(13006.10427). Chitl27). Chitlish may beish may be the Kenti the Kentisha conquesha conquered by Thured by Thutmose III tmose III and the and the k-n-ti-sak-k-n-ti-sak-n-ti-sa on an ost on an ostracon fromracon from Lachish. Lachish. Lachish.

A town in the tribal allotment of Judah (Josh. 15:40), situated in the Lachish 
district in the southwest Shephelah. The precise location is unknown, but recent 
suggestion puts it in the Nah�al  Adorayim basin, possibly at Khirbet el-Baqar 
(13006.10427). Chitlish may be the Kentisha conquered by Thutmose III and the 
k-n-ti-sa on an ostracon from Lachish.

Steven M. Steven M. OrtizOrtiz

Steven M. Ortiz



CHLOECHLOE (Gk.  (Gk. ChloœeäChloœeä)))

CHLOE (Gk. Chloœeä)

A wealthy A wealthy business wbusiness woman whoseoman whose people br people brought to Pought to Paul in Ephaul in Ephesus news esus news of divisioof divisof division wdivision within the ithin the CorinthianCorinthian church (1 church (1 Cor. 1:11 Cor. 1:11). Chloe’s). Chloe’s people (l people (lit., “thosit., “those of Chloee of e of Chloe”)of Chloe”) were eith were either her famer her family memberily members, business, business associats associates, slaveses, slaves, or free , or free employees.ememployees.employees. Whether s Whether she residedhe resided in Corint in Corinth and senth and sent others to others to conduct b conduct business inusiness inusiness in Ephesusin Ephesus or vice v or vice versa is unersa is unclear. Chlclear. Chloe’s peoploe’s people were unde were undoubtedly Coubtedly Christian, hristian, but Chloe bubut Chloe but Chloe may not hamay not have been, ave been, although Palthough Paul’s desigul’s designation “thnation “those of Chlose of Chloe” is typoe” is typical of hoictyptypical oftypical of how he re how he refers to Chfers to Christian horistian households (useholds (cf. Rom. 1cf. Rom. 16:10-11). 6:10-11). Chloe may Chloe may have been hahave been have been the leaderthe leader of a hous of a household churehold church.ch.ch.

A wealthy business woman whose people brought to Paul in Ephesus news of 
division within the Corinthian church (1 Cor. 1:11). Chloe’s people (lit., “those 
of Chloe”) were either her family members, business associates, slaves, or free 
employees. Whether she resided in Corinth and sent others to conduct business 
in Ephesus or vice versa is unclear. Chloe’s people were undoubtedly Christian, 
but Chloe may not have been, although Paul’s designation “those of Chloe” is 
typical of how he refers to Christian households (cf. Rom. 16:10-11). Chloe may 
have been the leader of a household church.

JoAnn FordJoAnn Ford Watson Watson

JoAnn Ford Watson

CHOIRMASTECHOIRMASTERRR

CHOIRMASTER

Fifty-fiveFifty-five Psalm hea Psalm headings and dings and Hab. 3:19 Hab. 3:19 refer to trefer to the “choirmhe “choirmaster” (Heaster” (Heb. b. meïnas�s�emeïnas�meïnas�s�emeïnas�s�eäah�äah�). The ver). The verbal form (bal form (Ezek. 3:8;Ezek. 3:8; 1 Chr. 23 1 Chr. 23:4; 2 Chr.:4; 2 Chr. 2:1) mean 2:1) means “to leads “s “to lead,”“to lead,” or “to be or “to be at the he at the head”; in 1 ad”; in 1 Chr. 15:21Chr. 15:21 the verb  the verb probably mprobably means “to means “to make music.akmmake musicmake music.” Undoubt.” Undoubtedly, musiedly, music had a prc had a prominent plominent place in theace in the religious religious worship o worship o worship of Israel of Israel (1 Chr. 15(1 Chr. 15:16-24), a:16-24), and most lind most likely the ckely the choirmasterhoirmaster led the c led the community iommunity in the prain tn the praisethe praise of God th of God through musirough music.c.c.

Fifty-five Psalm headings and Hab. 3:19 refer to the “choirmaster” (Heb. 
meïnas�s�eäah� ). The verbal form (Ezek. 3:8; 1 Chr. 23:4; 2 Chr. 2:1) means 
“to lead,” or “to be at the head”; in 1 Chr. 15:21 the verb probably means “to 
make music.” Undoubtedly, music had a prominent place in the religious worship 
of Israel (1 Chr. 15:16-24), and most likely the choirmaster led the community in 
the praise of God through music.

W. Dennis W. Dennis Tucker, JrTucker, Jr..

W. Dennis Tucker, Jr.

CHORAZINCHORAZIN (Gk.  (Gk. ChoraziínChoraziín)))

CHORAZIN (Gk. Choraziín)

A town in A town in Upper GaliUpper Galilee rebukelee rebuked by Jesusd by Jesus for its l for its lack of repack of repentance, eentance, even thoughven though the town  t the town hthe town had witnessad witnessed his mired his miracles (Matacles (Matt. 11:21; t. 11:21; Luke 10:13Luke 10:13). Rabbini). Rabbinic sources c sources describe Cdedescribe Cdescribe Chorazin ashorazin as a medium- a medium-sized townsized town with a di with a distinctive stinctive wheat prodwheat production (uction (b. Menah�.b.((b. Menah�(b. Menah�.. 85a). The 85a). The city pros city prospered in tpered in the 2nd cenhe 2nd century tury A.D.A.D. when the  when the region expregion eregion expanded wexpanded with refugeith refugees from thes from the Bar Kokhe Bar Kokhba Rebelliba Rebellion.on.on.

A town in Upper Galilee rebuked by Jesus for its lack of repentance, even though 
the town had witnessed his miracles (Matt. 11:21; Luke 10:13). Rabbinic sources 
describe Chorazin as a medium-sized town with a distinctive wheat production 
(b. Menah�.  85a). The city prospered in the 2nd century A.D. when the region 
expanded with refugees from the Bar Kokhba Rebellion.

�Khirbet Khirbet Kara®zehKara®zeh (2031.257 (2031.2575), ca. 3 5), ca. 3 km. (2 mi.km. (2 mi.) NW of Ca) NW of Capernaum, wpernaum, was first ias firas first idenfirst identified as tified as Chorazin iChorazin in the middn the middle of the le of the 19th centu19th century by C. Wry by C. W. M. Van d. M. Van de Velde. Ae Ve Velde. A 4Velde. A 4th-centuryth-century  A.D.A.D. synagogue synagogue was uncov was uncovered thereered there in 1926.  in 1926. The IsraelThe Israel Departmen Depa DepartmentDepartment of Antiqu of Antiquities and ities and Museums coMuseums conducted exnducted excavations cavations there in 1there in 1962–65 and962–65 11962–65 an1962–65 and restoratd restoration work iion work in 1982–86.n 1982–86.

Khirbet Kara®zeh (2031.2575), ca. 3 km. (2 mi.) NW of Capernaum, was 
first identified as Chorazin in the middle of the 19th century by C. W. M. Van de 
Velde. A 4th-century A.D. synagogue was uncovered there in 1926. The Israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums conducted excavations there in 
1962–65 and restoration work in 1982–86.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Z. Yeivin,Z. Yeivin, “Ancient  “Ancient Chorazin CChorazin Comes Back omes Back to Life,” to Life,” BARevBARev 13/5 (198 13/ 13/5 (198713/5 (1987): 22–36.): 22–36.): 22–36.

Bibliography. Z. Yeivin, “Ancient Chorazin Comes Back to Life,” BARev 
13/5 (1987): 22–36.

Stephen J.Stephen J. Andrews Andrews

Stephen J. Andrews

CHRISTCHRISTCHRIST

CHRIST

Gk. Gk. Christoœs,Christoœs, lit., “th lit., “the Anointede Anointed One,” a t One,” a translationranslation of Heb. / of Heb. /Aram. “theAram. “the Messiah.” Messia Messiah.” Messiah.” The term iThe term is related s related to the verto the verb “to anoib “to anoint, to sment, to smear.” As wiar.” As with its Hebth its Hebrew countereHebHebrew couHebrew counterpart, nterpart, “Christ” c“Christ” can be usedan be used adjectiva adjectivally (“the lly (“the anointed panointed priest”; e.riest”; e.g., Lev. 4g., e.e.g., Lev.e.g., Lev. 4:5, 16)  4:5, 16) but is mosbut is most common at common as a noun. s a noun. As a titleAs a title, “the Chr, “the Christ” makesist” makes sense onl sen sense onlysense only in Jewish in Jewish and Chris and Christian litertian literature wherature where the ancie the ancient (biblient (biblical) practcal) practice of anoice oice of anointiof anointing with oing with oil as part l as part of ritual of ritual installatiinstallation to offion to office is in vce is in view. The tiew. The term presumerm presuerm presumes npresumes not only a ot only a biblical cbiblical context butontext but a history a history of interp of interpretation, retation, since the since the form — a nformform — a nform — a noun and a oun and a definite adefinite article, wirticle, without modithout modifiers — isfiers — is unatteste unattested in the Gd in the Greek LXX areGGreek LXX Greek LXX as well asas well as in the He in the Hebrew Biblebrew Bible..

Gk. Christoœs, lit., “the Anointed One,” a translation of Heb. /Aram. “the 
Messiah.” The term is related to the verb “to anoint, to smear.” As with its 



Hebrew counterpart, “Christ” can be used adjectivally (“the anointed priest”; 
e.g., Lev. 4:5, 16) but is most common as a noun. As a title, “the Christ” makes 
sense only in Jewish and Christian literature where the ancient (biblical) practice 
of anointing with oil as part of ritual installation to office is in view. The term 
presumes not only a biblical context but a history of interpretation, since the 
form — a noun and a definite article, without modifiers — is unattested in the 
Greek LXX as well as in the Hebrew Bible.

The TransfThe Transfiguration,iguration, Duccio di Duccio di Buoninseg Buoninsegna (1311; na (1311; National GNational Gallery, Loallery, London). Chrndon). Christ standsisChrChrist staChrist stands beforends before the apost the apostles Peter,les Peter, John, and John, and James and James and flanked b flanked by the propy the prophets Moseshepropprophets Mprophets Moses and Eoses and Elijah (Artlijah (Art Resource, Resource, N.Y.) N.Y.)

The Transfiguration, Duccio di Buoninsegna (1311; National Gallery, London). 
Christ stands before the apostles Peter, John, and James and flanked by the 
prophets Moses and Elijah (Art Resource, N.Y.)

Pauline LePauline Letterstters

Pauline Letters

The term aThe term appears in ppears in the NT mosthe NT most frequentt frequently in the ly in the Pauline lePauline letters (mortters (more than 200e than 200 times in  200200 times 200 times in the undin the undisputed leisputed letters alontters alone). In thee). In the vast majo vast majority of inrity of instances, “stances, “Christ” apChrist““Christ” a“Christ” appears in ppears in nontitularnontitular form. It  form. It can appearcan appear with the  with the proper namproper name Jesus (“e Jesus (“Jesus ChriJes(“(“Jesus Ch(“Jesus Christ,” “Christ,” “Christ Jesusrist Jesus,” “the Lo,” “the Lord Jesus Crd Jesus Christ”), ohrist”), or alone, ir alone, in anarthron anarthrous form (“us forus form (“Chrform (“Christ died fist died for our sinor our sins,” “in Chs,” “in Christ,” “barist,” “baptized intptized into Christ”)o Christ”), where th, where the reference ree reference reference is clearlyis clearly to the on to the one Christ, e Christ, Jesus. OnlJesus. Only once in y once in the Paulinthe Pauline corpus de corpus does “the Coes ddoes “the does “the Christ” reChrist” refer clearlfer clearly to a figy to a figure from Jure from Jewish tradewish tradition, witition, without neceshout necessarily beisarilnecesnecessarilnecessarily being a y being a reference reference to Jesus (to Jesus (“to them [“to them [the Israelthe Israelites] beloites] belong the patng the patriarchs, ariarcpatpatriarchspatriarchs, and from, and from them, acc them, according to ording to the flesh,the flesh, comes the comes the Christ .  Christ . . .”; Rom.. .”; Rom. 9:5). 9:5 9:5).9:5).9:5).

The term appears in the NT most frequently in the Pauline letters (more than 
200 times in the undisputed letters alone). In the vast majority of instances, 
“Christ” appears in nontitular form. It can appear with the proper name Jesus 
(“Jesus Christ,” “Christ Jesus,” “the Lord Jesus Christ”), or alone, in anarthrous 
form (“Christ died for our sins,” “in Christ,” “baptized into Christ”), where the 
reference is clearly to the one Christ, Jesus. Only once in the Pauline corpus 
does “the Christ” refer clearly to a figure from Jewish tradition, without 
necessarily being a reference to Jesus (“to them [the Israelites] belong the 
patriarchs, and from them, according to the flesh, comes the Christ . . .”; Rom. 
9:5).

�While the While the title nevetitle never appears r appears as a predias a predicate nomincate nominative (“Jeative (“Jesus is thesus is the Christ”), Christ”) Christ”), Christ”), the data ithe data in Paul’s ln Paul’s letters repetters represent an resent an advanced sadvanced stage in a tage in a developingdeveloping christolo chri christologchristological tradiical tradition, prestion, presupposing aupposing an initial n initial Hebrew/AraHebrew/Aramaic confemaic confession, “Jession, “Jesus is thesus “Je“Jesus is “Jesus is the Messiathe Messiah.” It is h.” It is possible tpossible to read Pauo read Paul’s letterl’s letters without s without knowing muknowing much about “ch abch about “Chrabout “Christ” otherist” other than that than that it is som it is some honorifie honorific designatc designation that aion that appears nexppears next to Jesust tt to Jesus’ to Jesus’ name. The name. The meaning ofmeaning of the term  the term is provideis provided by stated by statements abouments about the Chrit the Christ, Jesus.sChriChrist, JeChrist, Jesus. As Nisus. As Nils A. Dahlls A. Dahl has shown has shown, however,, however, a more ca a more careful readreful reading of Pauing of Paul’s letterl’sPauPaul’s letPaul’s letters indicters indicates the dates the degree to wegree to which Paul hich Paul presumes apresumes a whole his whole history of chtory of christologicristchchristologchristological tradiical tradition, incltion, including a couding a complex and mplex and sophisticasophisticated “messited “messianic exegeanic exegesis” of Issis” exegeexegesis” exegesis” of Israel’of Israel’s Scripturs Scriptures. Knowines. Knowing something something about Isg about Israel’s mesrael’s messianic trasianic tradition is ditiotratradition tradition is thus imis thus important foportant for understar understanding Paulnding Paul’s use of ’s use of the term.the term.the term.

While the title never appears as a predicate nominative (“Jesus is the 
Christ”), the data in Paul’s letters represent an advanced stage in a developing 
christological tradition, presupposing an initial Hebrew/Aramaic confession, 
“Jesus is the Messiah.” It is possible to read Paul’s letters without knowing much 
about “Christ” other than that it is some honorific designation that appears next 
to Jesus’ name. The meaning of the term is provided by statements about the 
Christ, Jesus. As Nils A. Dahl has shown, however, a more careful reading of 
Paul’s letters indicates the degree to which Paul presumes a whole history of 
christological tradition, including a complex and sophisticated “messianic 
exegesis” of Israel’s Scriptures. Knowing something about Israel’s messianic 
tradition is thus important for understanding Paul’s use of the term.

�Striking iStriking is how greas how greatly Paul’stly Paul’s “christol “christological” stogical” statements datements differ fromiffer from tradition traditional Jewish atraditiontraditionatraditional Jewish ml Jewish messianism.essianism. Apart fro Apart from a few pam a few passages likssages like Rom. 2:1e Rom. 2:16; 1 Cor. 6; 1 Cor. 15:24-28 t1515:24-28 t15:24-28 that refer hat refer to judgingto judging and rulin and ruling, identifg, identifying Jesusying Jesus as “Chris as “Christ” has lest” has less to do wis to dos to do with a do with a royal offiroyal office than wice than with sufferith suffering, humiling, humiliation, andation, and death (e. death (e.g., 1 Cor.g., 1 Cor. 1:22-24;  1:22-2 1:22-24; 11:22-24; 15:3-4). Pa5:3-4). Paul can speul can speak in moreak in more tradition traditional terms, al terms, e.g., aboue.g., about the Davit the Davidic descendic ddic descent ofdescent of Jesus the Jesus the Christ, b Christ, but even inut even in these ins these instances it tances it is Jesus’ is Jesus’ death and death and vindicatiovindicavindicatiovindication that aren that are the focus the focus of his “o of his “office” (Roffice” (Rom. 1:2-4)m. 1:2-4)m. 1:2-4)

Striking is how greatly Paul’s “christological” statements differ from 
traditional Jewish messianism. Apart from a few passages like Rom. 2:16; 1 Cor. 
15:24-28 that refer to judging and ruling, identifying Jesus as “Christ” has less to 
do with a royal office than with suffering, humiliation, and death (e.g., 1 Cor. 



1:22-24; 15:3-4). Paul can speak in more traditional terms, e.g., about the Davidic 
descent of Jesus the Christ, but even in these instances it is Jesus’ death and 
vindication that are the focus of his “office” (Rom. 1:2-4)

�While “SonWhile “Son of God” i of God” is a more cs a more comprehensiomprehensive term, ive term, its place its place in messianin messianic oracles c orac oracles lioracles like 2 Sam. ke 2 Sam. 7:14; Ps. 7:14; Ps. 2:7, where2:7, where God addre God addresses the ksses the king as “Soing as “Son,” is an n,” is an important impoimportant important feature offeature of the title the title. To be th. To be the promisede promised Christ is Christ is part of w part of what it meahat it means to be “ns tns to be “theto be “the Son of Go Son of God.”d.”d.”

While “Son of God” is a more comprehensive term, its place in messianic 
oracles like 2 Sam. 7:14; Ps. 2:7, where God addresses the king as “Son,” is an 
important feature of the title. To be the promised Christ is part of what it means 
to be “the Son of God.”

�While not While not explicitlyexplicitly developed developed in the ex in the extant lettetant letters, Jesus’rs, Jesus’ identity  identity as “Christas “Christ” is centr”“Christ“Christ” i“Christ” is central s central to Paul’s to Paul’s theology. theology. While JesuWhile Jesus may be cs may be called “Sonalled “Son of God” a of God” and “Lord,”nd aand “Lord,and “Lord,” terms wi” terms with currencth currency in gentiy in gentile as wellle as well as Jewish as Jewish religious religious tradition tradition, as “Chri, as “, as “Christ” J“Christ” Jesus belonesus belongs to Isrags to Israel (Rom. 9el (Rom. 9:5). It is:5). It is not surpr not surprising, theising, therefore, threfore, that Paul shat Paulat Paul shoulPaul should find lard find large-scale Jge-scale Jewish oppoewish opposition to sition to his preachhis preaching a seriing a serious theoloous theological as wgicaltheolotheologicatheological as well l as well as personaas personal problem.l problem. At stake  At stake are God’s are God’s promises tpromises to Israel. o Israel. Rom. 9-11 RomRom. 9-11 Rom. 9-11 are cruciaare crucial to Paul’l to Paul’s understas understanding of tnding of the gospel he gospel as well asas well as of his mi of his mission.ssionmimission.mission.mission.

While not explicitly developed in the extant letters, Jesus’ identity as 
“Christ” is central to Paul’s theology. While Jesus may be called “Son of God” 
and “Lord,” terms with currency in gentile as well as Jewish religious tradition, as 
“Christ” Jesus belongs to Israel (Rom. 9:5). It is not surprising, therefore, that 
Paul should find large-scale Jewish opposition to his preaching a serious 
theological as well as personal problem. At stake are God’s promises to Israel. 
Rom. 9-11 are crucial to Paul’s understanding of the gospel as well as of his 
mission.

�That JesusThat Jesus is the pr is the promised Chromised Christ is likist is likewise centewise central to Paural to Paul’s reflecl’s reflection on getion on gentile freengegentile frgentile freedom fromeedom from adherence adherence to the la to the law of Mosesw of Moses. His argu. His argument in Gament in Gal. 3 aboutl. 3 aboutl. 3 about gentabout gentile particile participation inipation in the herit the heritage of Abrage of Abraham incluaham includes actualdes actual citations citations and allus and  and allusiand allusions to a hons to a host of texost of texts, some ots, some of which wef which were part ofre part of messianic messianic tradition tradition (2 Sam. 7 (2  (2 Sam. 7:(2 Sam. 7:10-14; Gen10-14; Gen. 49:10). . 49:10). At the cenAt the center of hister of his own argum own argument is theent is the image of  image of the crucifththe crucifthe crucified Christied Christ who died  who died “on a tree“on a tree” and thus” and thus under the under the curse of  curse of God’s law God’s law (Gal. 3:13(G(Gal. 3:13(Gal. 3:13; quoting ; quoting Deut. 21:2Deut. 21:23). That G3). That Gentiles arentiles are exemptede exempted from obli from obligation to gation to the law ofththe law ofthe law of Moses is  Moses is bound up wbound up with Jesus’ith Jesus’ death as  death as Christ — aChrist — and his vinnd his vindication bdication by God in ty bby God in by God in the Resurrthe Resurrection. Gaection. Gal. 3 in pal. 3 in particular articular affords a gffords a glimpse of limpse of a whole tra whole tradition ofadititrtradition tradition of “messiaof “messianic exegesnic exegesis” which is” which Paul both Paul both presupposepresupposes and deves and develops furthlops further.efurthfurther.further.further.

That Jesus is the promised Christ is likewise central to Paul’s reflection on 
gentile freedom from adherence to the law of Moses. His argument in Gal. 3 
about gentile participation in the heritage of Abraham includes actual citations 
and allusions to a host of texts, some of which were part of messianic tradition 
(2 Sam. 7:10-14; Gen. 49:10). At the center of his own argument is the image of 
the crucified Christ who died “on a tree” and thus under the curse of God’s law 
(Gal. 3:13; quoting Deut. 21:23). That Gentiles are exempted from obligation to 
the law of Moses is bound up with Jesus’ death as Christ — and his vindication 
by God in the Resurrection. Gal. 3 in particular affords a glimpse of a whole 
tradition of “messianic exegesis” which Paul both presupposes and develops 
further.

�It is signIt is significant thificant that at precat at precisely the isely the point wherpoint where Paul’s te Paul’s theologicalheological and pasto and pastoral reflecrapastopastoral rpastoral reflection eflection are most dare most distant froistant from Jewish tm Jewish tradition (radition (Romans andRomans and Galatians Galatians) he makes) h) he makes the makes the most exhe most extensive ustensive use of learne of learned scriptued scriptural argumeral argument parallent paralleling that ling that of school of of school of school traditionstraditions within Ju within Judaism. Whidaism. While knowledle knowledge of Jewige of Jewish messiansh messianic traditiic tradition is crucon tradititradition tradition is crucialis crucial for under for understanding Pstanding Paul’s arguaul’s argument, whatment, what stands ou stands out is the nt is the novelty of oveltnnovelty ofnovelty of Paul’s co Paul’s conclusions nclusions — somethin— something even Paug even Paul’s colleal’s colleagues withigues within the Churn the Church found scChurChurch fouChurch found subversnd subversive and daive and dangerous.ngerous.

It is significant that at precisely the point where Paul’s theological and 
pastoral reflection are most distant from Jewish tradition (Romans and Galatians) 
he makes the most extensive use of learned scriptural argument paralleling that 
of school traditions within Judaism. While knowledge of Jewish messianic 
tradition is crucial for understanding Paul’s argument, what stands out is the 
novelty of Paul’s conclusions — something even Paul’s colleagues within the 
Church found subversive and dangerous.

GospelsGospels

Gospels

In the GosIn the Gospels “Chripels “Christ” is usest” is used far lessd far less frequentl frequently than in y than in Paul’s letPaul’s letters (Mattters (Matthew, 17 tihew, 1hew, 17 times; 17 times; Mark, 7; LMark, 7; Luke, 12 [Auke, 12 [Acts, 28]; cts, 28]; John, 18).John, 18). As in the As in the Epistles, Epistles, “Christ”  “Christ” can be usecan becan be used wibe used with Jesus’ th Jesus’ name (e.g.name (e.g., Mark 1:1, Mark 1:1). However). However, the use , the use of “the Chof “the Christ” as arist” as a title is  tit title is mtitle is more commonore common (“where t (“where the Christ he Christ was to be was to be born,” Matborn,” Matt. 2:4; “Yt. 2:4; “You are theou are theou are the Christthe Christ,” Mark 8:,” Mark 8:29; “the C29; “the Christ is Dhrist is David’s sonavid’s son,” 12:35; ,” 12:35; “Let the C“Let the Christ, thehrist, the King of I King King of IsKing of Israel, comerael, come down from down from the cross the cross now,” 15: now,” 15:32); “but 32); “but these are these are written sowritten so that you  soso that yoso that you may beliu may believe that Jeve that Jesus is thesus is the Christ, e Christ, the Son ofthe Son of God . . . God . . .,” John 20,” John 20:31). Only:31). O:31). Only in LuOnly in Luke-Acts doke-Acts does the teres the term appear om appear occasionallccasionally in its my in its more biblicore biblical form (“al form (“the Lord’sthe(“(“the Lord(“the Lord’s Christ,’s Christ,” Luke 2:2” Luke 2:26; “the Ch6; “the Christ of Gorist of God,” 9:20; d,” 9:20; “his Chris“his Christ,” Acts 3t,” Acts 3:18). In a:18).33:18). In 3:18). In all instanall instances, readeces, readers are exprs are expected to kected to know what tnow what the term mehe term means: it haans: it has to do wis ts to do withto do with a royal o a royal office.ffice.ffice.

In the Gospels “Christ” is used far less frequently than in Paul’s letters (Matthew, 
17 times; Mark, 7; Luke, 12 [Acts, 28]; John, 18). As in the Epistles, “Christ” can 
be used with Jesus’ name (e.g., Mark 1:1). However, the use of “the Christ” as a 
title is more common (“where the Christ was to be born,” Matt. 2:4; “You are 



the Christ,” Mark 8:29; “the Christ is David’s son,” 12:35; “Let the Christ, the 
King of Israel, come down from the cross now,” 15:32); “but these are written 
so that you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God . . .,” John 20:31). 
Only in Luke-Acts does the term appear occasionally in its more biblical form 
(“the Lord’s Christ,” Luke 2:26; “the Christ of God,” 9:20; “his Christ,” Acts 
3:18). In all instances, readers are expected to know what the term means: it has 
to do with a royal office.

�There are There are a few excea few exceptions, asptions, as in Luke 4 in Luke 4:17-19, wh:17-19, where Jesus ere Jesus is “anointis “anointed” to preed” to ed” to preach to preach good news good news to the pooto the poor, more clr, more clearly a prearly a prophetic thophetic than a royalan a royal office. E office. Elsewhere ilseEElsewhere Elsewhere in Luke-Acin Luke-Acts, howevets, however, the conr, the content of Jetent of Jesus’ officsus’ office as “a sae as “a savior who ivior who is Christ ts Cs Christ theChrist the Lord” is  Lord” is provided bprovided by royal try royal tradition: hadition: he is the “e is the “Son of theSon of the Most High Most High” who will” w” who will swho will sit “on theit “on the throne of throne of his ances his ancestor David”tor David”; he will ; he will “reign ove“reign over the housr the house of Jacobe oe of Jacob fof Jacob forever, anorever, and of his kd of his kingdom theingdom there will bere will be no end” ( no end” (Luke 1:32-Luke 1:32-33). He is33). He is the one w th the one whthe one whom God hasom God has made “bot made “both Lord andh Lord and Christ” b Christ” by raising y raising him from thim from the dead anhe deadhe dead and sdead and seating himeating him at the ri at the right hand (ght hand (Acts 2:34,Acts 2:34, quoting P quoting Ps. 110:1).s. 110:1). Passages  Passages like Luke like like Luke like Luke 4 are best4 are best understoo understood as fillid as filling out whang out what it meanst it means to be “th to be “the Christ” e Christ” by means oby mby means of cmeans of creative inreative interpretatiterpretation of the on of the ScripturesScriptures...

There are a few exceptions, as in Luke 4:17-19, where Jesus is “anointed” 
to preach good news to the poor, more clearly a prophetic than a royal office. 
Elsewhere in Luke-Acts, however, the content of Jesus’ office as “a savior who is 
Christ the Lord” is provided by royal tradition: he is the “Son of the Most High” 
who will sit “on the throne of his ancestor David”; he will “reign over the house 
of Jacob forever, and of his kingdom there will be no end” (Luke 1:32-33). He is 
the one whom God has made “both Lord and Christ” by raising him from the 
dead and seating him at the right hand (Acts 2:34, quoting Ps. 110:1). Passages 
like Luke 4 are best understood as filling out what it means to be “the Christ” by 
means of creative interpretation of the Scriptures.

�The term iThe term is notably s notably uncommon wuncommon within the ithin the Gospel accGospel accounts of Jounts of Jesus’ miniesus’ ministry. In tstry.miniministry. ministry. In the SynIn the Synoptic Gospoptic Gospels, it isels, it is the demon the demons who froms who from the outse the outset know whot know whot know who Jesus who Jesus is. Yet acis. Yet according tocording to Mark and  Mark and Matthew, tMatthew, the demons he demons do not recdo not recognize Jesognize Jeognize Jesus as “Jesus as “Messiah” bMessiah” but as “theut as “the Son of Go Son of God” (thoughd” (though “Son of G “Son of God” is cleod” is clearly a titarly a title associale ale associatedassociated with the  with the royal offiroyal office, as in ce, as in Ps. 2:7; 2Ps. 2:7; 2 Sam. 7:14 Sam. 7:14). The com). The common peoplemon people recognize re recognize recognize Jesus as aJesus as a prophetic prophetic figure: J figure: John the Baohn the Baptist, Eliptist, Elijah, or onjah, or one of the pe of the prophets (Mrophepprophets (prophets (Mark 8:28 Mark 8:28 par.). In par.). In the Gospelthe Gospel narrative narratives, the onls, the only person ty person to call Jeso call Jesus “the Chus “tus “the Chris“the Christ” is Petet” is Peter — an insr — an insight that ight that in Matthewin Matthew Jesus cha Jesus characterizesracterizes as possib as possible only thle ole only throuonly through inspiragh inspiration (“fletion (“flesh and blosh and blood has notod has not revealed  revealed this to yothis to you but my Fu but my Father in hathFFather in Father in heaven”; Mheaven”; Matt. 16:16att. 16:16-17). The -17). The “confessio“confession” of Jesun” of Jesus as the Cs as the Christ is fhrist is followed byollowffollowed bfollowed by the firsy the first of Jesust of Jesus’ predicti’ predictions of hisons of his impending impending rejection rejection, death, a, death, and resurrend resnd resurrectiresurrection (Matt. on (Matt. 16:21-23; 16:21-23; Mark 8:31-Mark 8:31-33). Peter33). Peter’s reactio’s reaction — his “rn — his “rebuke” of ebuke” of Jesus — inJeJesus — inJesus — indicates thdicates that “Christat “Christ” and cros” and cross do not bs do not belong togeelong together.ther.ther.

The term is notably uncommon within the Gospel accounts of Jesus’ 
ministry. In the Synoptic Gospels, it is the demons who from the outset know 
who Jesus is. Yet according to Mark and Matthew, the demons do not recognize 
Jesus as “Messiah” but as “the Son of God” (though “Son of God” is clearly a title 
associated with the royal office, as in Ps. 2:7; 2 Sam. 7:14). The common people 
recognize Jesus as a prophetic figure: John the Baptist, Elijah, or one of the 
prophets (Mark 8:28 par.). In the Gospel narratives, the only person to call Jesus 
“the Christ” is Peter — an insight that in Matthew Jesus characterizes as possible 
only through inspiration (“flesh and blood has not revealed this to you but my 
Father in heaven”; Matt. 16:16-17). The “confession” of Jesus as the Christ is 
followed by the first of Jesus’ predictions of his impending rejection, death, and 
resurrection (Matt. 16:21-23; Mark 8:31-33). Peter’s reaction — his “rebuke” of 
Jesus — indicates that “Christ” and cross do not belong together.

�In all theIn all the Gospels,  Gospels, “Christ” a“Christ” appears mosppears most frequentt frequently, with rly, with related royelated royal imageryal imageral imagery, iimagery, in the Passn the Passion Narration Narratives: Jesuives: Jesus is arress is arrested, triedted, tried, mocked, , mocked, and executand executed as kinged aed as king. Tas king. The royal ohe royal office is effice is expressed dxpressed differentlyifferently by variou by various groups is groups in the storn the story. The chiy. They. The chief The chief priests uspriests use the lange the language of thuage of the traditioe tradition in refern in referring to Jering to Jesus as “thsus as “the Christ,”e Chrie Christ,” “Christ,” “the Christthe Christ of God,”  of God,” or “the Chor “the Christ the Krist the King of Isring of Israel.” Romaael.” Romans, appropns, appropriate to triaappropappropriatappropriate to theire to their gentile s gentile status, reftatus, refer to Jesuer to Jesus as “the s as “the King of thKing of the Jews,” ue Jews,” using “Jewssing “Jsing “Jews” ins“Jews” instead of “Itead of “Israel” andsrael” and viewing t viewing the title ehe title exclusivelyxclusively as a poli as a political claitical claim. Jesus im. Jesus m. Jesus is mJesus is most frequeost frequently identntly identified as “ified as “the Christthe Christ” (= King)” (= King) at that p at that point in thoint in the story whe store story wherstory where he lookse he looks least lik least like the prome the promised Messiised Messiah.ah.ah.

In all the Gospels, “Christ” appears most frequently, with related royal 
imagery, in the Passion Narratives: Jesus is arrested, tried, mocked, and executed 
as king. The royal office is expressed differently by various groups in the story. 
The chief priests use the language of the tradition in referring to Jesus as “the 
Christ,” “the Christ of God,” or “the Christ the King of Israel.” Romans, 
appropriate to their gentile status, refer to Jesus as “the King of the Jews,” using 
“Jews” instead of “Israel” and viewing the title exclusively as a political claim. 
Jesus is most frequently identified as “the Christ” (= King) at that point in the 
story where he looks least like the promised Messiah.

�Even apartEven apart from know from knowledge of Jledge of Jewish biblewish biblical tradiical tradition, the tion, the Gospel stoGospel stories highlries highries highlight highlight the strangthe strangeness of teness of the term whhe term when applieden applied to Jesus  to Jesus in this coin this context. To ntext. To the Jewishthe the Jewishthe Jewish authoriti authorities, callines, calling Jesus “tg Jesus “the Christ”he Christ” is blasph is blasphemous and emous and absurd (Maabsurd (Mark 14:63-6rk 1rk 14:63-65).14:63-65). He is tau He is taunted as hented as he hangs on  hangs on the cross:the cross: “Let the  “Let the Christ, thChrist, the King of e King of Israel, coIsraIsrael, coIsrael, come down frme down from the croom the cross now, soss now, so that we m that we may see anday see and believe”  believe” (Mark 15:3(Mark 15(Mark 15:32). He15:32). He does not, does not, which mea which means to the ns to the Jewish autJewish authorities thorities that he is hat he is simply anosimply another pretethanoanother pranother pretender. Tetender. The claim the claim to be the Co be the Christ, whihrist, which makes Jch makes Jesus guiltesus guilty of sedity of sedition in Caeionseditsedition isedition in Caesar’sn Caesar’s empire, i empire, is no less s no less absurd to absurd to the Romansthe Romans, who trea, who treat Jesus tot Jesus to a mock in a  a mock inva mock investiture. estiture. They put aThey put a robe on h robe on him, make aim, make a crown, an crown, and salute hd salute him: “Hail,im: “Hail, King of t K King of thKing of the Jews” (Me Jews” (Mark 15:17-ark 15:17-19). From 19). From the perspethe perspective of tctive of the characthe characters, thereers, therefore — thefotheretherefore therefore — the reli— the religious and gious and political political authoritieauthorities — there s — there is somethiis something grosslyng grossly inappropr ina inappropriinappropriate about ate about calling Jecalling Jesus “the Csus “the Christ.”hrist.”hrist.”

Even apart from knowledge of Jewish biblical tradition, the Gospel stories 



highlight the strangeness of the term when applied to Jesus in this context. To 
the Jewish authorities, calling Jesus “the Christ” is blasphemous and absurd (Mark 
14:63-65). He is taunted as he hangs on the cross: “Let the Christ, the King of 
Israel, come down from the cross now, so that we may see and believe” (Mark 
15:32). He does not, which means to the Jewish authorities that he is simply 
another pretender. The claim to be the Christ, which makes Jesus guilty of 
sedition in Caesar’s empire, is no less absurd to the Romans, who treat Jesus to 
a mock investiture. They put a robe on him, make a crown, and salute him: “Hail, 
King of the Jews” (Mark 15:17-19). From the perspective of the characters, 
therefore — the religious and political authorities — there is something grossly 
inappropriate about calling Jesus “the Christ.”

�From the rFrom the readers’ peeaders’ perspective,rspective, the charg the charges and taues and taunts are irnts are ironic. Readonic. Readers are toers areers are told aare told at various t various points thapoints that Jesus ist Jesus is the Chris the Christ; his vint; his vindication bdication by God in hy God in his resurreis resuis resurrectiresurrection is foreon is foreshadowed tshadowed throughout hroughout the Gospelthe Gospel narrative narratives. That Jes. That Jesus’ enemisus’ enemisus’ enemies arenemies are the onese the ones to dress  to dress him as kinhim as king and to ag and to announce hinnounce his identitys identity to the wo to the world is a lrwoworld is aworld is a literary  literary expressionexpression of Paul’s of Paul’s insistenc insistence that Gode that God has chose has chosen to revean to reveal wisdom tl wil wisdom thrwisdom through fooliough foolishness (1 shness (1 Cor. 1).Cor. 1).Cor. 1).

From the readers’ perspective, the charges and taunts are ironic. Readers 
are told at various points that Jesus is the Christ; his vindication by God in his 
resurrection is foreshadowed throughout the Gospel narratives. That Jesus’ 
enemies are the ones to dress him as king and to announce his identity to the 
world is a literary expression of Paul’s insistence that God has chosen to reveal 
wisdom through foolishness (1 Cor. 1).

�What it meWhat it means to calans to call Jesus “tl Jesus “the Christ”he Christ” is thus b is thus bound tightound tightly to his ly to his trial, deatrial, death, and rethdeadeath, anddeath, and resurrect resurrection. Thus ion. Thus there is ithere is in the Gospn the Gospels and Paels and Paul a subveul a subversive elemrsive element, an acenelemelement, aelement, an acknowlen acknowledgment thadgment that Jesus’ “t Jesus’ “messianic”messianic” career is career is a surpris a surprise, a scande, a scandal, a crital,scandscandal, ascandal, a critical  critical moment thamoment that demands t demands a reappraia reappraisal of thesal of the whole bib whole biblical witnlical witness. It isess.witnwitness. Iwitness. It is approt is appropriate thapriate that those wht those who are not o are not persuaded persuaded should finshould find such a cd such a confession onfcconfessionconfession at odds w at odds with Israelith Israel’s biblica’s biblical heritagel heritage. And whil. And while believere believers in Jesuss in Jesus began an  began began an ebegan an effort to uffort to understand nderstand the OT witthe OT witness in liness in light of hisght of his cross and cross and resurrect resurrection — evenionresurrectresurrectiresurrection — eventon — eventually remaually remaking the nking the notion of “otion of “the Christthe Christ” through ” through a radical a radical reconfigurrereconfigurreconfiguring of mesing of messianic trasianic tradition — tdition — the scandalhe scandal of a “cru of a “crucified Chrcified Christ” stillist” still remains. rema remains.remains.remains.

What it means to call Jesus “the Christ” is thus bound tightly to his trial, 
death, and resurrection. Thus there is in the Gospels and Paul a subversive 
element, an acknowledgment that Jesus’ “messianic” career is a surprise, a 
scandal, a critical moment that demands a reappraisal of the whole biblical 
witness. It is appropriate that those who are not persuaded should find such a 
confession at odds with Israel’s biblical heritage. And while believers in Jesus 
began an effort to understand the OT witness in light of his cross and 
resurrection — eventually remaking the notion of “the Christ” through a radical 
reconfiguring of messianic tradition — the scandal of a “crucified Christ” still 
remains.

�To understTo understand what iand what it means tht means that Jesus iat Jesus is “the Chrs “the Christ” in thist” in the NT is aie NT is aided by knoded by kded by knowledge knowledge of Jewish of Jewish messianic messianic tradition.tradition. The langu The language deriveage derives from thes from the Scripture Scriptures of Israes ScriptureScripturesScriptures of Israel of Israel and the h and the history of istory of their expotheir exposition in sition in postbiblicpostbiblical times. al times. The specifThe speThe specifics specifics of NT tradof NT tradition, howition, however, are ever, are bound to tbound to the particuhe particulars of thlars of the career oe career of Jesus off Jef Jesus of NJesus of Nazareth. Oazareth. Only in vienly in view of thosew of those particula particulars, especirs, especially the aally the accounts ofccounts of Jesus’ tr Jesu Jesus’ triJesus’ trial and deaal and death, is it th, is it possible tpossible to understao understand the drand the dramatic shifmatic shift in meanit in meaning of “theng of “ng of “the Messi“the Messiah” as it ah” as it is used ofis used of Jesus of  Jesus of Nazareth.Nazareth.

To understand what it means that Jesus is “the Christ” in the NT is aided by 
knowledge of Jewish messianic tradition. The language derives from the 
Scriptures of Israel and the history of their exposition in postbiblical times. The 
specifics of NT tradition, however, are bound to the particulars of the career of 
Jesus of Nazareth. Only in view of those particulars, especially the accounts of 
Jesus’ trial and death, is it possible to understand the dramatic shift in meaning of 
“the Messiah” as it is used of Jesus of Nazareth.

Beyond theBeyond the New Testa New Testamentment

Beyond the New Testament

Jewish andJewish and Christian Christian tradition tradition developed developed in differ in different directent directions from ions from a common ha common heritage. Fehheritage. heritage. For the laFor the later rabbister rabbis, the Mess, the Messiah-King riah-King remained onemained one of the ie of the important fmportant figures in iguffigures infigures in visions a visions and dreams nd dreams of the futof the future. For fure. For followers oollowers of Jesus, “f Jesus, “Christ” beChrist” became largecamebebecame larbecame largely a secgely a second name oond name of Jesus, tf Jesus, though signhough significant enificant enough to seough to serve as therve as the basis for b basis for basis for a new selfa new self-designati-designation that woon that would distinuld distinguish thosguish those heirs ofe heirs of Israel’s  Israel’s heritage wheritagheritage wheritage who confessho confessed Jesus fed Jesus from those rom those who did nowho did not. By the t. By the end of theend of the 2nd centu 2nd centu 2nd century, “century, “Christian”Christian” came to d came to designate aesignate a worshippe worshipper of Israer of Israel’s God whl’s God who believedo believed in Jesus  believedbelieved ibelieved in Jesus thn Jesus the Christ, e Christ, to be distto be distinguished inguished from “Jew.from “Jew.”””

Jewish and Christian tradition developed in different directions from a common 
heritage. For the later rabbis, the Messiah-King remained one of the important 
figures in visions and dreams of the future. For followers of Jesus, “Christ” 



became largely a second name of Jesus, though significant enough to serve as the 
basis for a new self-designation that would distinguish those heirs of Israel’s 
heritage who confessed Jesus from those who did not. By the end of the 2nd 
century, “Christian” came to designate a worshipper of Israel’s God who 
believed in Jesus the Christ, to be distinguished from “Jew.”

�The later The later tradition tradition of the Chuof the Church took urch took up the taskp the task of making of making sense the sense theologicallyologicathetheologicatheologically and chlly and christologicristologically in a ally in a gentile segentile setting. Thetting. The confessio confession of Jesusn of Jesus as “Chris as “Ch as “Christ” w“Christ” was presuppas presupposed but wosed but was largelyas largely insignifi insignificant for tcant for the dogmatihe dogmatic traditioc tradition and trinn ann and trinitand trinitarian devearian developments. lopments. Even by thEven by the middle oe middle of the 2nd f the 2nd century, tcentury, the issue ohe issue of Jesus’ if Jef Jesus’ ideJesus’ identity as “ntity as “Christ” waChrist” was importans important for autht for authors like Jors like Justin Martustin Martyr almost yr almost exclusivelexcluexclusivelexclusively in the cy in the context of ontext of scripturalscriptural interpret interpretation. Moration. More importane important were to t were to be biblicabe be biblicabe biblical images ll images like the “Like the “Logos,” theogos,” the “Lord,” a “Lord,” and “the Sond “the Son” and hisn” and his relations relationship to thehip thip to the Fatto the Father.her.her.

The later tradition of the Church took up the task of making sense 
theologically and christologically in a gentile setting. The confession of Jesus as 
“Christ” was presupposed but was largely insignificant for the dogmatic tradition 
and trinitarian developments. Even by the middle of the 2nd century, the issue of 
Jesus’ identity as “Christ” was important for authors like Justin Martyr almost 
exclusively in the context of scriptural interpretation. More important were to 
be biblical images like the “Logos,” the “Lord,” and “the Son” and his relationship 
to the Father.

�Yet while Yet while the NT begthe NT begins the prins the process of rocess of reflecting eflecting on the newon the new rules for rules for speaking  speaki speaking aspeaking about God about God as the one s the one who raisedwho raised Jesus fro Jesus from the deadm the dead and is no and is now revealedw revealew revealed irevealed in Jesus, Jn Jesus, Jesus remaiesus remains “the Chns “the Christ” — rorist” — rooted in thoted in the traditioe tradition of Israen of Israel — whose l — l — whose id— whose identity is entity is tied most tied most closely toclosely to his death his death and vindi and vindication as cation as “the King “the King of the Jewof tof the Jews.”the Jews.”

Yet while the NT begins the process of reflecting on the new rules for 
speaking about God as the one who raised Jesus from the dead and is now 
revealed in Jesus, Jesus remains “the Christ” — rooted in the tradition of Israel 
— whose identity is tied most closely to his death and vindication as “the King of 
the Jews.”

�SeeSee  MESSIAH.MESSIAH.MESSIAH.

See MESSIAH.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. H. CharJ. H. Charlesworth, lesworth, ed., ed., The MessiaThe Messiah: Developh: Developments in Ements in Earliest Juarliest Jarliest Judaism anJudaism and Christiad Christianitynity (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1992)lis, 1992); N. A. Da; N. A. Dahl, hl, Jesus the Jesus the Christ: ThChrist: The Historice Historical OriginsaHistoricHistoricalHistorical Origins o Origins of Christolf Christological Docogical Doctrinetrine (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1991)lis, 1991); D. Juel,; D. Juel,  Messianic Messianic Exegesis: ExegExegesis: Exegesis: ChristologChristological Interical Interpretation pretation of the Oldof the Old Testament Testament in Earlie in Earliest Christist Christianityanity (Minneapo (Minne (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1988);is, 1988); G. Vermes G. Vermes, , Jesus the Jesus the JewJew (1973, re (1973, repr. Philadpr. Philadelphia, 19elphia, 1981).81).81).
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CHRIST AND ABGAR

One of theOne of the more intr more intriguing legiguing legends of thends of the early Che early Church involurch involving King ving King Abgar of EAbgar of Edessa’s codEEdessa’s cEdessa’s correspondeorrespondence with Jnce with Jesus as reesus as recorded by corded by Eusebius aEusebius and the Teand the Teachings of chings of chings of Addai. of Addai. Abgar tellAbgar tells Jesus ths Jesus that he had at he had heard of hheard of his miraculis miraculous cures,ous cures, and had c and had concluded tonccconcluded concluded that Jesusthat Jesus must be e must be either God ither God or the Sonor the Son of God, a of God, and then rend then requests thaquests thaquests that Jesusthat Jesus come to E come to Edessa to hdessa to heal him ofeal him of his “suff his “suffering.” Thering.” The letter ce letter concludes woncludes with an offith wwith an ofwith an offer of saffer of safe haven sie haven since Abgar nce Abgar also knew also knew of the Jewof the Jews’ persecus’ persecution of Jetion of Jesus. JesussusJeJesus. JesJesus. Jesus’ letterus’ letter in respon in response praisesse praises Abgar’s f Abgar’s faith but daith but declines theclines the invitatie invitation. Jesus on. Jesuon. Jesus doesJesus does, however,, however, promise t promise to send a do send a disciple toisciple to heal Abga heal Abgar and to pr and to preach the reach the gospel aftggospel aftgospel after his Ascer his Ascension. Thension. The Teachinge Teaching of Addai  of Addai differs frdiffers from Eusebiuom Eusebius’ accounts’ account in that J in in that Jein that Jesus sends sus sends an oral rean oral reply, alongply, along with a po with a portrait of rtrait of himself, ihimself, instead of nstead of a letter. a lettera letter. Alletter. Although thethough the Abgar leg Abgar legend circulend circulated widelated widely in the ey in the early and marly and medieval Chedieval Church (JesuurChChurch (JeChurch (Jesus’ lettesus’ letter was usedr was used as a char as a charm to ward m to ward off evil),off evil), most mode most modern interprrn interpreters conceinterprinterpreteinterpreters concur rs concur with Rome’with Rome’s 6th-cents 6th-century determury determination thination that the letat the letters were ters were spurious.sspurious.spurious.spurious.

One of the more intriguing legends of the early Church involving King Abgar of 
Edessa’s correspondence with Jesus as recorded by Eusebius and the Teachings 
of Addai. Abgar tells Jesus that he had heard of his miraculous cures, and had 
concluded that Jesus must be either God or the Son of God, and then requests 
that Jesus come to Edessa to heal him of his “suffering.” The letter concludes 
with an offer of safe haven since Abgar also knew of the Jews’ persecution of 
Jesus. Jesus’ letter in response praises Abgar’s faith but declines the invitation. 
Jesus does, however, promise to send a disciple to heal Abgar and to preach the 
gospel after his Ascension. The Teaching of Addai differs from Eusebius’ account 
in that Jesus sends an oral reply, along with a portrait of himself, instead of a 
letter. Although the Abgar legend circulated widely in the early and medieval 
Church (Jesus’ letter was used as a charm to ward off evil), most modern 
interpreters concur with Rome’s 6th-century determination that the letters were 



spurious.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. H. MoffS. H. Moffett, ett, A History A History of Christiof Christianity in Aanity in Asia,sia, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Maryknoll,Marykno((Maryknoll(Maryknoll, 1998); S, 1998); S. Runciman. Runciman, “Some Re, “Some Remarks on tmarks on the Image ohe Image of Edessa,”f Edessa,”  Cambridge CambridCambridge Cambridge HistoricalHistorical Journal Journal 3 (1929–1 3 (1929–1932): 238–932): 238–52; H. C. 52; H. C. Youtie, “AYoutie, “A Gothenber Gothenberg Papyrus g Pg Papyrus anPapyrus and the Lettd the Letter to Abgaer to Abgar,” r,” HTRHTR 23 (1930) 23 (1930): 299–302;: 299–302; “Gothenbe “Gothenberg Papyrusrg Papyrus 21 and th PapyrusPapyrus 21Papyrus 21 and the C and the Coptic Versoptic Version of theion of the Letter to Letter to Abgar,”  Abgar,” HTRHTR 24 (1931) 24 (1931): 61–65.: 61–65.: 61–65.61–65.61–65.
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A term (GkA term (Gk. . christianochristianoœsœs) found in) found in the Bible the Bible only in A only in Acts 11:26;cts 11:26; 26:28; 1  26:28; 1 Pet. 4:16.Pet. 4:1Pet. 4:16. Amon4:16. Among both Latg both Latin and Grein and Greek writersek writers, it was c, it was common to aommon to add the sufdd the suffix fix -ianus-ianus (Latin) o -ianus-ianus (La-ianus (Latin) or tin) or -ianos-ianos (Greek) t (Greek) to the propo the proper name ofer name of one consi one considered to bdered to be the leade the lee the leader of leader of a group. Aa group. According tccording to Acts 11:o Acts 11:26 it was 26 it was non-Christnon-Christian Antiocian Antiochenes of Shenes of Syria who fyrSSyria who Syria who first applfirst applied the naied the name to follme to followers of Jowers of Jesus. Thisesus. This indicates indicates that they that they were know wer were knownwere known by outsid by outsiders as perers as persons who fsons who followed onollowed one known ase known as  Christoœs,Christoœs, and it im an and it impand it implies that lies that from a relfrom a relatively eaatively early periodrly period people re people recognized scognized something domething distinctiveistinddistinctivdistinctively non-Jeely non-Jewish aboutwish about the movem the movement (sinceent (since it is unl it is unlikely thatikely that Gentiles  Gentiles would havewouwould havewould have known the known the Jewish si Jewish significancegnificance of the wo of the word rd christoœs,christoœs, “messiah” “messiah”). It was ). It ). It was notIt was not until the until the early 2nd early 2nd century t century that Christhat Christians beganians began with some with some regularit regularity to employ toy to employ to employ the term athe term as a self-ds a self-designationesignation (e.g., Ig (e.g., Ignatius andnatius and the Didac the Didache).he).he).

A term (Gk. christianoœs) found in the Bible only in Acts 11:26; 26:28; 1 Pet. 
4:16. Among both Latin and Greek writers, it was common to add the suffix 
-ianus (Latin) or -ianos (Greek) to the proper name of one considered to be the 
leader of a group. According to Acts 11:26 it was non-Christian Antiochenes of 
Syria who first applied the name to followers of Jesus. This indicates that they 
were known by outsiders as persons who followed one known as Christoœs, 
and it implies that from a relatively early period people recognized something 
distinctively non-Jewish about the movement (since it is unlikely that Gentiles 
would have known the Jewish significance of the word christoœs, “messiah”). 
It was not until the early 2nd century that Christians began with some regularity 
to employ the term as a self-designation (e.g., Ignatius and the Didache).
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From OE From OE Cristes MæCristes Mæsse.sse. Not knowi Not knowing the datng the date of Chrise of Christ’s birth,t’s birth, the early the early Church so Church s Church sought onesought one by combin by combining calending calendrical specrical speculations wulations with the exith the exegesis of egesis of biblical nbiblical numbers. Seumbnnumbers. Snumbers. Several dateveral dates were sues were suggested, iggested, including Mncluding Mar. 25, Apar. 25, Apr. 2, May r. 2, May 20, Nov. 820, Nov. 8, Dec. 25,, 88, Dec. 258, Dec. 25, and Jan., and Jan. 6. The ea 6. The earliest evirliest evidence, thedence, the  Depositio Depositio martyrum,martyrum, has the F has the Feast of theast oeast of the Natof the Nativity beinivity being celebratg celebrated on Dec.ed on Dec. 25 by the 25 by the year 336  year 336 in Rome. Win Rome. Within a ceithin a century thisncecentury thcentury this date wais date was almost us almost universallyniversally accepted. accepted.

From OE Cristes Mæsse. Not knowing the date of Christ’s birth, the early Church 
sought one by combining calendrical speculations with the exegesis of biblical 
numbers. Several dates were suggested, including Mar. 25, Apr. 2, May 20, Nov. 
8, Dec. 25, and Jan. 6. The earliest evidence, the Depositio martyrum, has the Feast 
of the Nativity being celebrated on Dec. 25 by the year 336 in Rome. Within a 
century this date was almost universally accepted.

�Dec. 25 maDec. 25 marked, in trked, in the Julian he Julian calendar, calendar, the winterthe winter solstice  solstice (the begin(the beginning of thning of thning of the victorthe victory of lighty of light over dark over darkness afterness after the year’ the year’s longest s longest night) andnight) and, after 27, after 274, the fea4, the 4, the feast the feast of the birof the birthday of thday of Sol InvictSol Invictusus (the “inv (the “invincible suincible sun”), patron”), patron deity ofn deity of the emper the em the emperor. Temperor. The associahe association betwetion between Jesus aen Jesus and the sunnd the sun occurred  occurred early and early and naturally;naturally; Jesus ros naturally;naturally;naturally; Jesus ros Jesus rose on Sundae on Sunday (the “Loy (the “Lord’s Day”)rd’s Day”). As early. As early as Clemen as Clement of Alexat of Alexandria (d. ndAlexaAlexandriaAlexandria (d. 216)  (d. 216) Jesus was Jesus was being idenbeing identified wittified with the “Sunh the “Sun of Righte of Righteousness” (ousness” (Vulg. Vul((Vulg. (Vulg. Sol IustitSol Iustitiaeiae) of Mal. ) of Mal. 4:2(MT 3:24:2(MT 3:20) (0) (Exhort.Exhort. 11). A re 11). A related earllated early traditioy tradition identifin identin identifiedidentified Mar. 25,  Mar. 25, the “Sundathe “Sunday” of creay” of creation week,tion week, as the da as the date of Chrite of Christ’s concest’s conception (ninptioconceconceptionconception (nine mon (nine months beforeths before Dec. 25!) Dec. 25!). It was o. It was only naturanly natural that aftl that after Constaner Constantine had atinConstanConstantinConstantine had abane had abandoned the doned the patronage patronage of of Sol InvictSol Invictusus in 324,  in 324, Sol IustitSol Iustitiae,iae, the light the ligh the light of tlight of the world, he world, should supshould supersede himersede him...

Dec. 25 marked, in the Julian calendar, the winter solstice (the beginning of 
the victory of light over darkness after the year’s longest night) and, after 274, 
the feast of the birthday of Sol Invictus (the “invincible sun”), patron deity of the 
emperor. The association between Jesus and the sun occurred early and 
naturally; Jesus rose on Sunday (the “Lord’s Day”). As early as Clement of 
Alexandria (d. 216) Jesus was being identified with the “Sun of Righteousness” 
(Vulg. Sol Iustitiae) of Mal. 4:2(MT 3:20) (Exhort. 11). A related early tradition 
identified Mar. 25, the “Sunday” of creation week, as the date of Christ’s 
conception (nine months before Dec. 25!). It was only natural that after 
Constantine had abandoned the patronage of Sol Invictus in 324, Sol Iustitiae, the 



light of the world, should supersede him.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. O. CullmanO. Cullmann, “The Orn, “The Origin of Chigin of Christmas,” ristmas,” The Early The Early ChurchChurch (Philadel (Ph (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1956)hia, 1956), 17–36; A, 17–36; A. T. Kraab. T. Kraabel, “The Rel, “The Roots of Choots of Christmas,” ristmas,” DialogDialog 21 (1982) 21 (19 21 (1982): 27(1982): 274–80; K. L4–80; K. Lake, “Chriake, “Christmas,” stmas,” EREERE 3 (New Yo 3 (New York, 1958):rk, 1958): 601–8. 601–8. 601–8.

Bibliography. O. Cullmann, “The Origin of Christmas,” The Early Church 
(Philadelphia, 1956), 17–36; A. T. Kraabel, “The Roots of Christmas,” Dialog 21 
(1982): 274–80; K. Lake, “Christmas,” ERE 3 (New York, 1958): 601–8.
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CHRISTOLOGY

In the broIn the broadest sensadest sense, Christoe, Christology attemlogy attempts to anspts to answer the quwer the question Jesestion Jesus poses tus poses to his discotto his disto his disciples in ciples in Mark 8:27-Mark 8:27-29: “Who d29: “Who do people so people say that I ay that I am?” In a am?” In a narrower snarrower sense, Chrienssense, Chrsense, Christology iistology is a study s a study of the titof the titles the eales the early Churchrly Church ascribed  ascribed to the histo the historical Jetoricahishistoricalhistorical Jesus ins Jesus insofar as thofar as those titlesose titles (e.g., So (e.g., Son of Man, n of Man, Christ, SoChrist, Son of God, n of God, Messiah, TMessiahMessiah, TMessiah, Teacher) reeacher) reflect Jesuflect Jesus’ own sels’ own self-understaf-understanding. Stinding. Still more nall more narrowly, Chrrowly, Christology risChChristologChristology refers ty refers to the theoo the theological dological doctrine conctrine concerning thcerning the person ae person and nature nd nature of Christ oof Christ of Christ and the exand the extent to whtent to which the huich the humanity andmanity and divinity  divinity are unitedare united in his pe in his person. Whilrsopeperson. Whperson. While the NTile the NT writings  writings raise quesraise questions aboutions about the ident the identity of Chtity of Christ, explrist, explicit chrisicitexplexplicit cexplicit christologihristological statemcal statements do noents do not appear ut appear until well ntil well into the 1into the 1st centuryst century when the  whe when the ewhen the early Churcarly Church is strivh is striving for seing for self-definitlf-definition and orion and orthodoxy.thodoxy.thodoxy.

In the broadest sense, Christology attempts to answer the question Jesus poses 
to his disciples in Mark 8:27-29: “Who do people say that I am?” In a narrower 
sense, Christology is a study of the titles the early Church ascribed to the 
historical Jesus insofar as those titles (e.g., Son of Man, Christ, Son of God, 
Messiah, Teacher) reflect Jesus’ own self-understanding. Still more narrowly, 
Christology refers to the theological doctrine concerning the person and nature 
of Christ and the extent to which the humanity and divinity are united in his 
person. While the NT writings raise questions about the identity of Christ, 
explicit christological statements do not appear until well into the 1st century 
when the early Church is striving for self-definition and orthodoxy.

�Even thougEven though the creeh the creeds of the ds of the 4th and 5t4th and 5th centurieh centuries are the s are the earliest dearliest documents tocumenddocuments documents to define to define the union the union of Christ’of Christ’s humanitys humanity and divin and divinity, earlyity, early christolo christological confgicachristolochristologchristological confeical confessions in ssions in the NT idethe NT identify God’ntify God’s divine ns divine nature withature with Christ’s  Christ’s human natuhumhuman natuhuman nature, particre, particularly in ularly in the act ofthe act of creation. creation. Paul decl Paul declares that ares that “there is “there is one God, tone Gone God, the FGod, the Father, froather, from whom arem whom are all thing all things and for s and for whom we exwhom we exist, and oist, and one Lord, Jne Lord, ne Lord, JesuLord, Jesus Christ, s Christ, through whthrough whom are allom are all things an things and through d through whom we exwhom we exist” (1 Coist” (1 Cist” (1 Cor. 8:6).Cor. 8:6). In Col. 1 In Col. 1:15-20 Chr:15-20 Christ is “thist is “the image ofe image of the invis the invisible God .ible God . . . in hi . . in him all thinm all thim all things werthings were created e created . . . in h. . . in him all theim all the fullness  fullness of God wasof God was pleased t pleased to dwell.” o dwell.” Heb. 1:10 Heb. 1Heb. 1:10 procl1:10 proclaims that aims that Christ notChrist not only crea only created the eated the earth but alrth but also that “tso that “the heavenshe heavens are the w ar are the woare the work of his rk of his hands.” Evhands.” Even the earen the early Christily Christian writer an writer and martyrand martyr Polycarp  Polycarp boldly tesboboldly tesboldly testifies thatifies that God is tt God is the “Fatherhe “Father of Jesus  of Jesus Christ,” iChrist,” i.e., God’s.e., God’s activity  activity is known ois knownis known onlyknown only through C through Christ’s achrist’s activity.tivity.tivity.

Even though the creeds of the 4th and 5th centuries are the earliest 
documents to define the union of Christ’s humanity and divinity, early 
christological confessions in the NT identify God’s divine nature with Christ’s 
human nature, particularly in the act of creation. Paul declares that “there is one 
God, the Father, from whom are all things and for whom we exist, and one 
Lord, Jesus Christ, through whom are all things and through whom we exist” (1 
Cor. 8:6). In Col. 1:15-20 Christ is “the image of the invisible God . . . in him all 
things were created . . . in him all the fullness of God was pleased to dwell.” Heb. 
1:10 proclaims that Christ not only created the earth but also that “the heavens 
are the work of his hands.” Even the early Christian writer and martyr Polycarp 
boldly testifies that God is the “Father of Jesus Christ,” i.e., God’s activity is 
known only through Christ’s activity.

�Such earlySuch early christolo christological confgical confessions enessions enabled the abled the early Churearly Church to democh to demonstrate itnstratedemodemonstratdemonstrate its diste its distinctive seinctive self-identitlf-identity to Jewisy to Jewish and Hellh and Hellenistic reenistic religious moligious movements ofvememomovements movements of the 1stof the 1st century.  century. As the ChuAs the Church grew, rch grew, however, thowever, there were here were great debagreat degreat debates bedebates between varitween various Christous Christian partieian parties about ths about the person ae person and nature nd nature of Christ.of Christ.

Such early christological confessions enabled the early Church to 
demonstrate its distinctive self-identity to Jewish and Hellenistic religious 
movements of the 1st century. As the Church grew, however, there were great 
debates between various Christian parties about the person and nature of Christ.

�Within theWithin the 1st centu 1st century the Docry the Docetists conetists considered Chsidered Christ’s humrist’s humanity and anity and suffering suffersuffering suffering to be appato be apparent ratherent rather than rear than real. For thel. For the Docetists Docetists, who beli, who believed that eved that the body wthe the body wthe body was evil, Gas evil, God could nod could not have enot have entered intotered into a corrupt a corrupt human bod human body. Some Doy. Some Dy. Some Docetists Docetists claimed thclaimed that Jesus eat Jesus escaped deascaped death, and Juth, and Judas Iscaridas Iscariot or Simoot or Simon of Cyrenn of Cyrene took hise CyrenCyrene tooCyrene took his plack his place on the ce on the cross. In cross. In contrast, tontrast, the Ebionithe Ebionites denied es denied Jesus’ divJesus’ divinity, clainitydivdivinity, divinity, claiming tclaiming that he washat he was the human the human son of Jo son of Joseph and Mseph and Mary upon wary upon whom God behom God hom God bestowGod bestowed divine ed divine power at hpower at his baptismis baptism...

Within the 1st century the Docetists considered Christ’s humanity and 
suffering to be apparent rather than real. For the Docetists, who believed that 
the body was evil, God could not have entered into a corrupt human body. Some 
Docetists claimed that Jesus escaped death, and Judas Iscariot or Simon of 
Cyrene took his place on the cross. In contrast, the Ebionites denied Jesus’ 
divinity, claiming that he was the human son of Joseph and Mary upon whom 
God bestowed divine power at his baptism.



�In the 4thIn the 4th century a century a presbyter presbyter named Ari named Arius argued us argued that therethat there were not  were not two naturetwo ntwo natures prnatures present in Cesent in Christ. He hrist. He went on towent on to deny that deny that Christ is Christ is truly God truly God. At the C. At the Council of ouCCouncil ofCouncil of Nicea in  Nicea in 325 Athana325 Athanasius and asius and a number of number of other bis other bishops condehops condemned Ariusmned Armned Arius’ ideArius’ ideas and decas and declared thatlared that Jesus was Jesus was fully div fully divine and eqine and equal with tual with the Father.he Father. Later in  Late Later in tLater in the 4th cenhe 4th century Apolltury Apollinarius, binarius, bishop of Lishop of Laodicea, aaodicea, argued thatrgued that the deity the deity of Christ of C of Christ wasChrist was so domina so dominant that Chnt that Christ’s divrist’s divine natureine nature replaced  replaced his human his human nature. Innature. In 381 the C 3 381 the Co381 the Council of Cuncil of Constantinoonstantinople ratifiple ratified the wored the work of the Ck of the Council of ouncil of Nicea and Nicea and declared tddeclared tdeclared that Christhat Christ was fully was fully human and human and fully div fully divine. Durinine. During the 5th g the 5th century Necentury Nestorius, astoNeNestorius,Nestorius, an Antioc an Antiochene monk,hene monk, claimed t claimed that there hat there were two dwere two distinct peistinct persons, onersons, onersons, one human one human and one diand one divine, in Cvine, in Christ. Neshrist. Nestorius alstorius also assertedo asserted that the  that the title ascrtitle ascribed to thibedascrascribed tascribed to the Virgo the Virgin Mary, “in Mary, “Theotokos,Theotokos,” or God-b” or God-bearer, conearer, contradicted tradicted the full hthe full humanity ofumhhumanity ohumanity of Christ. f Christ. The CounciThe Council of Ephesl of Ephesus (431) cus (431) condemned Nondemned Nestorius aestorius and affirmend affirmnd affirmed taffirmed the Nicene he Nicene formula offormula of Christ’s  Christ’s full humanfull humanity and diity and divinity. Nevinity. Nearly 20 yearly 20 years later ars yeyears lateyears later Eutychusr Eutychus, the head, the head of a mona of a monastery at Cstery at Constantinoonstantinople, maintple, maintained thatained that Christ ha C Christ hadChrist had two natur two natures “beforees “before the Incar the Incarnation” bunation” but Christ ht Christ had only onad only one nature “e nature “after the a““after the“after the Incarnati Incarnation.” The Con.” The Council of ouncil of Chalcedon Chalcedon (451) cond(451) condemned the emned the heresies oheresies oheresies of Nestoriof Nestorius and Eutus and Eutychus and ychus and establisheestablished what hasd what has become th become the orthodoxe orthodox christolo christo christologchristological formuical formula by declla by declaring thataring that there is  there is “one . . .“one . . . Christ .  Christ . . . in two. . in two natures,  natures, natures, wnatures, without conithout confusion, wifusion, without chanthout change, withouge, without divisiont division, without , without separationseparation.”.”.”

In the 4th century a presbyter named Arius argued that there were not two 
natures present in Christ. He went on to deny that Christ is truly God. At the 
Council of Nicea in 325 Athanasius and a number of other bishops condemned 
Arius’ ideas and declared that Jesus was fully divine and equal with the Father. 
Later in the 4th century Apollinarius, bishop of Laodicea, argued that the deity of 
Christ was so dominant that Christ’s divine nature replaced his human nature. In 
381 the Council of Constantinople ratified the work of the Council of Nicea and 
declared that Christ was fully human and fully divine. During the 5th century 
Nestorius, an Antiochene monk, claimed that there were two distinct persons, 
one human and one divine, in Christ. Nestorius also asserted that the title 
ascribed to the Virgin Mary, “Theotokos,” or God-bearer, contradicted the full 
humanity of Christ. The Council of Ephesus (431) condemned Nestorius and 
affirmed the Nicene formula of Christ’s full humanity and divinity. Nearly 20 
years later Eutychus, the head of a monastery at Constantinople, maintained that 
Christ had two natures “before the Incarnation” but Christ had only one nature 
“after the Incarnation.” The Council of Chalcedon (451) condemned the heresies 
of Nestorius and Eutychus and established what has become the orthodox 
christological formula by declaring that there is “one . . . Christ . . . in two 
natures, without confusion, without change, without division, without separation.”

�Although tAlthough the Chalcedhe Chalcedonian defionian definition hasnition has dominated dominated Christian Christian theologic theological self-unal selfal self-underself-understanding fstanding for centurior centuries, new cues, new currents in rrents in biblical cbiblical criticism criticism continue toontinue to raise imp raise raise imporaise important quesrtant questions aboutions about the wayst the ways that the  that the NT writingNT writings portray s portray Jesus’ selJesus’ self-understaf-uselself-underself-understanding astanding as well as s well as the early the early Church’s uChurch’s understandinderstanding of Jesung of Jesus. Focusins. Focusing on the pg og on the picon the picture of Jeture of Jesus in Q asus in Q and extracand extracanonical sononical sources, Johurces, John Dominic n Dominic Crossan, LCrossan, Leif Vaage,eLLeif VaageLeif Vaage, Burton M, Burton Mack, Gregoack, Gregory Riley, ry Riley, and the Jeand the Jesus Seminasus Seminar have char have challenged thllenged the portraiteththe portrathe portrait of Jesuit of Jesus as an aps as an apocalyptic ocalyptic prophet (Sprophet (Son of Man)on of Man) ushering  ushering in the immin the imminent kingineimmimminent kimminent kingdom of ingdom of God. In thGod. In these writinese writings, Jesus gs, Jesus is less meis less messianic Sossianic Son of God tn of God than a Medihatthan a Medthan a Mediterraneaniterranean Jewish pe Jewish peasant (Croasant (Crossan) who ssan) who identifiesidentifies with the  with the marginalizmarginalized sectorsemarginalizmarginalizmarginalized sectorsed sectors of Palest of Palestinian sociinian society and whety and who espouseso espouses wise mora wise moral sayings l sayings (Mack) in (M(Mack) in (Mack) in the fashiothe fashion of a Cynn of a Cynic philosoic philosopher (Vaagpher (Vaage). Such de). Such debates demebates demonstrate tonstrate the centralhtthe centrathe centrality of Chlity of Christology ristology to the Chrto the Christian faiistian faith as wellth as well as its dy as its dynamic natunamic nature.re.re.

Although the Chalcedonian definition has dominated Christian theological 
self-understanding for centuries, new currents in biblical criticism continue to 
raise important questions about the ways that the NT writings portray Jesus’ 
self-understanding as well as the early Church’s understanding of Jesus. Focusing 
on the picture of Jesus in Q and extracanonical sources, John Dominic Crossan, 
Leif Vaage, Burton Mack, Gregory Riley, and the Jesus Seminar have challenged 
the portrait of Jesus as an apocalyptic prophet (Son of Man) ushering in the 
imminent kingdom of God. In these writings, Jesus is less messianic Son of God 
than a Mediterranean Jewish peasant (Crossan) who identifies with the 
marginalized sectors of Palestinian society and who espouses wise moral sayings 
(Mack) in the fashion of a Cynic philosopher (Vaage). Such debates demonstrate 
the centrality of Christology to the Christian faith as well as its dynamic nature.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. O. CullmanO. Cullmann, n, ChristologChristology of the Ny of the New Testameew Testament,nt, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Philadelp(Philad(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1964)hia, 1964)...

Bibliography. O. Cullmann, Christology of the New Testament, rev. ed. 
(Philadelphia, 1964).
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A record oA record or list of r list of events. Thevents. The genre ofe genre of chronicle chronicle (Heb.  (Heb. seäp�er diseäp�er dib�reî hayyb�reî hayyaœmiîmahayyhayyaœmiîmhayyaœmiîm) should n) should not be equaot be equated with 1ted with 1—2 Chronic—2 Chronicles, whichles, which are histo are histories that ries tries that utilithat utilize variousze various sources a sources and genres,nd genres, including including chronicle chronicles. A chrons. A chronicle listsicle lists events wi event events witevents without any nhout any necessary cecessary connection onnection or coherenor coherence and thece and therefore doerefore does not conss not cos not constituteconstitute a history a history in itself in itself. Chronicl. Chronicles were uses were usually mainually maintained by tained by the palacethe palace or temple or te or temple to temple to record sigrecord significant enificant events withvents with precise d precise dates in chates in chronologicaronological sequencel sequence. Chronicl. C. ChroniclesChronicles typically typically included  included brief, higbrief, highly stylizhly stylized reportsed reports of milita of military campaigry campaigns, buildins, buins, building pbuilding projects, hrojects, hunting expunting exploits, andloits, and royal don royal donations. Chations. Chronicles mronicles may be as say be as specific aspecisspecific aspecific as daybookss daybooks, precisel, precisely dated day dated daily recordily records of activs of activity in theity in the palace, o palace, or as generr as ger as general asgeneral as summaries summaries of the pr of the principal deincipal deeds of theeds of the kings. kings. kings.

A record or list of events. The genre of chronicle (Heb. seäp�er dib�reî 
hayyaœmiîm) should not be equated with 1—2 Chronicles, which are histories 
that utilize various sources and genres, including chronicles. A chronicle lists 
events without any necessary connection or coherence and therefore does not 



constitute a history in itself. Chronicles were usually maintained by the palace or 
temple to record significant events with precise dates in chronological sequence. 
Chronicles typically included brief, highly stylized reports of military campaigns, 
building projects, hunting exploits, and royal donations. Chronicles may be as 
specific as daybooks, precisely dated daily records of activity in the palace, or as 
general as summaries of the principal deeds of the kings.

�The biblicThe biblical historial historians cite vans cite various chrarious chronicles suonicles such as the ch as the chronicleschronicles (NRSV “An (NRSV “A (NRSV “Annals”) “Annals”) of the Kinof the Kings of Judags of Judah (i.e., 1h (i.e., 1 Kgs. 14:2 Kgs. 14:29; 15:7, 29; 15:7, 23), the ch3), the chronicles oronicles of the Kingf the Kf the Kings of IKings of Israel (14:srael (14:19; 15:31)19; 15:31), the book, the books of the Ks of the Kings of Isings of Israel and Jrael and Judah (1 Chudah (1 Chr. 9:1; 2 r. 9:1r. 9:1; 2 Chr9:1; 2 Chr. 16:11), . 16:11), the book othe book of the Actsf the Acts of Solomo of Solomon (1 Kgs. n (1 Kgs. 11:41), th11:41), the chronicle chronicles of Kinges chroniclchronicleschronicles of King D of King David (1 Chavid (1 Chr. 27:24),r. 27:24), the chron the chronicles of Sicles of Samuel, Natamuel, Nathan, and Ghan, and Gad (29:29)adGGad (29:29Gad (29:29), the chr), the chronicles ofonicles of Shemaiah  Shemaiah the Prophethe Prophet and of It and of Iddo the Seddo the Seer (2 Chr.er (2 Chr. 12:15), t 1 12:15), th12:15), the chronicle chronicles of the es of the Kings of MKings of Media and Pedia and Persia (Estersia (Esth. 10:2), h. 10:2), and other and other various chvariovarious chvarious chronicles (ronicles (Neh. 12:23Neh. 12:23; Esth. 2:; Esth. 2:23; 6:1).23; 6:1).23; 6:1).

The biblical historians cite various chronicles such as the chronicles (NRSV 
“Annals”) of the Kings of Judah (i.e., 1 Kgs. 14:29; 15:7, 23), the chronicles of the 
Kings of Israel (14:19; 15:31), the books of the Kings of Israel and Judah (1 Chr. 
9:1; 2 Chr. 16:11), the book of the Acts of Solomon (1 Kgs. 11:41), the 
chronicles of King David (1 Chr. 27:24), the chronicles of Samuel, Nathan, and 
Gad (29:29), the chronicles of Shemaiah the Prophet and of Iddo the Seer (2 Chr. 
12:15), the chronicles of the Kings of Media and Persia (Esth. 10:2), and other 
various chronicles (Neh. 12:23; Esth. 2:23; 6:1).

�The genre The genre of chronicof chronicles used bles used by the bibly the biblical histoical historians was rians was common thrcommon throughout thoughothrthroughoutthroughout the ancie the ancient Near Eant Near East. Numerost. Numerous Mesopotus Mesopotamian and amian and Egyptian cEgyptian chronicles hroniccchronicleschronicles are extan are extant or knownt or known in ancien in ancient referenct references, such aes, such as the Weids the Weidner Chroniner Chronner Chronicle,Chronicle, the Babyl the Babylonian dateonian date lists, an lists, and the Assyd the Assyrian eponyrian eponym lists.m lists.m lists.

The genre of chronicles used by the biblical historians was common 
throughout the ancient Near East. Numerous Mesopotamian and Egyptian 
chronicles are extant or known in ancient references, such as the Weidner 
Chronicle, the Babylonian date lists, and the Assyrian eponym lists.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. K. GrayA. K. Grayson, son, Assyrian aAssyrian and Babylonnd Babylonian Chroniian Chronicles.cles. Texts fro Texts from Cuneiform frofrom Cuneifrom Cuneiform Sourcform Sources 5 (Locues 5 (Locust Valley,st Valley, N.Y., 197 N.Y., 1975); B. Hal5); B. Halpern, pern, The First The First HistoriansHistoriaHistoriansHistorians (1988, re (1988, repr. Univerpr. University Park,sity Park, Pa., 1996 Pa., 1996); J. Van ); J. Van Seters, Seters, In Search In Search of Historyof History (New Have HistoryHistory (NHistory (New Haven, ew Haven, 1983).1983).1983).
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History (New Haven, 1983).
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CHRONICLER’S HISTORY

The historThe history beginniny beginning with theg with the books of  books of ChroniclesChronicles and endin and ending with Ezrg with Ezra-Nehemiaha-NehemiaEzrEzra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah. Sinceiah. Since Chronicle Chronicles ends wits ends with Cyrus’ dh Cyrus’ decree alloecree allowing the ewing the exiled Jewsxiled Jewsxiled Jews to reJews to return home turn home and rebuiland rebuild the tempd the temple and Ezrle and Ezra begins wa begins with the saith the same, it hasme, it has been assu b been assumbeen assumed that thed that these books ese books form part form part of a greatof a greater whole, er whole, a unity bea unity best explainst explained as the eexplainexplained explained as the woras the work of a sink of a single authorgle author or editor or editor. In posit. In positing a comming a common authorson authorship for Chhiauthorsauthorshipauthorship for Chron for Chronicles, Ezricles, Ezra, and Neha, and Nehemiah, comemiah, commentators mentators have also have also cited simicited simcited similar insimilar interests interests in genealogi genealogies, the pres, the primacy of Jimacy of Jerusalem, erusalem, the templethe temple, sacrific, sacrifice, and thee, ande, and the reand the relations belations between prietween priests and Lests and Levites. Seevites. Seen in this n in this perspectivperspective, the Chre, the Chronicler’s onicChrChroniclerChronicler’s history’s history covers an covers an enormous  enormous historicalhistorical span, beg span, beginning witinning with the firsh the first person (t pt person (Adperson (Adam) and enam) and ending with ding with the secondthe second term of N term of Nehemiah’s ehemiah’s governorshgovernorship.ip.ip.

The history beginning with the books of Chronicles and ending with 
Ezra-Nehemiah. Since Chronicles ends with Cyrus’ decree allowing the exiled 
Jews to return home and rebuild the temple and Ezra begins with the same, it has 
been assumed that these books form part of a greater whole, a unity best 
explained as the work of a single author or editor. In positing a common 
authorship for Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah, commentators have also cited 
similar interests in genealogies, the primacy of Jerusalem, the temple, sacrifice, 
and the relations between priests and Levites. Seen in this perspective, the 
Chronicler’s history covers an enormous historical span, beginning with the first 
person (Adam) and ending with the second term of Nehemiah’s governorship.

�However, iHowever, in recent dn recent decades theecades the consensus consensus about aut about authorship hahorship has unravells unravelled. Some sed. Sed. Some scholSome scholars, led bars, led by Sara Japy Sara Japhet and H.het and H. G. M. Wil G. M. Williamson, dliamson, distinguishistinguish between t between the Chronichtthe Chronithe Chronicler’s hiscler’s history, undetory, understood simrstood simply as Chrply as Chronicles, aonicles, and Ezra-Nend Ezra-Nehemiah. Sehemiah. Sehemiah. Seen in thSeen in this perspecis perspective, the tive, the ChroniclerChronicler’s history’s history begins wi begins with the firth the first person st person (Adam) and(Adam(Adam) and(Adam) and ends with ends with the Babyl the Babylonian exilonian exile and Cyrue and Cyrus’ summonss’ summons to return to return home (2 C home ( home (2 Chr. 36(2 Chr. 36:21-23). I:21-23). In spite ofn spite of the growi the growing popularng popularity of theity of the theory of theory of separate  separate authorshipauthauthorshipauthorship, some (e., some (e.g., Josephg., Joseph Blenkinso Blenkinsopp) trenchpp) trenchantly defeantly defend common nd common authorshipauthorshipauthorshipauthorship. Others (. Others (e.g., Thome.g., Thomas Willi) as Willi) believe thbelieve that the Chrat the Chronicler wronicler wrote Chroniote Chronicles and EcChroniChroniclesChronicles and Ezra- and Ezra-Nehemiah aNehemiah at two difft two different timeerent times in his ls in his life.ife.ife.

However, in recent decades the consensus about authorship has unravelled. 
Some scholars, led by Sara Japhet and H. G. M. Williamson, distinguish between 
the Chronicler’s history, understood simply as Chronicles, and Ezra-Nehemiah. 
Seen in this perspective, the Chronicler’s history begins with the first person 
(Adam) and ends with the Babylonian exile and Cyrus’ summons to return home 



(2 Chr. 36:21-23). In spite of the growing popularity of the theory of separate 
authorship, some (e.g., Joseph Blenkinsopp) trenchantly defend common 
authorship. Others (e.g., Thomas Willi) believe that the Chronicler wrote 
Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah at two different times in his life.

�The debateThe debate about aut about authorship hahorship has involveds involved at least  at least five majorfive major issues. ( issues. (1) Scholar1) Schola1) Scholars dScholars debate whetebate whether the LXher the LXX book of X book of 1 Esdras, 1 Esdras, which begiwhich begins with Jons with Josiah’s reisiah’s reign, contingreireign, conreign, continues wittinues with the retuh the return, and enrn, and ends with thds with the Feast ofe Feast of Tabernacl Tabernacles (cf. Nees (cf. Neh. 8), beah. 8h. 8), bears 8), bears witness towitness to an origin an original unity oal unity of Chroniclf Chronicles, Ezra, es, Ezra, and Nehemiand Nehemiah or reprah or represents a sesereprrepresentsrepresents a seconda a secondary adaptatry adaptation of theion of the same. (2) same. (2) Commentat Commentators disagrors disagree whetheree whethee whether thwhether the style ane style and characted characteristic lanristic language of Cguage of Chronicles hronicles and Ezra-Nand Ezra-Nehemiah arehemiah are similar earare similaare similar or differ or different. (3) rent. (3) Some scholSome scholars view tars view the doublethe doublet in 2 Chr. in 2 Chr. 36:22-23; 36:22-23; Ezra 1:1- Ezr Ezra 1:1-3Ezra 1:1-3a as evidea as evidence for conce for common authommon authorship, whirship, while others le others view it asview it as a seconda a secondary seam, arsecondasecondary secondary seam, artiseam, artificially lficially linking theinking the two books two books. (4) Some. (4) Some commentat commentators think ors think that Chronththat Chronthat Chronicles betricles betrays a fundays a fundamentally amentally different,different, more conc more conciliatory ailiatory and open idnd open ideology froeoidideology fideology from the morom the more restricre restricted and reted and restricting stricting perspectivperspective of Ezra e of Ezra and Nehemiand Nehemiah. But otaNehemiNehemiah. Nehemiah. But othersBut others (e.g., Ga (e.g., Gary N. Knopry N. Knoppers) thinpers) think that somk that some of the de of the differencesifferences between t differencesdifferencedifferences between s between the theolothe theology of Chrogy of Chronicles andnicles and Ezra-Nehe Ezra-Nehemiah have miah have been too sbeen toobeen too sharpltoo sharply drawn ory drawn or that some that some of these  of these differencedifferences can be as can be attributed ttributed to differeto different subjectnt differedifferent different subject masubject matter (the tter (the preexilic preexilic monarchy vmonarchy vs. postexis. postexilic Yehud)lic Yehud). (5) Some. (5) Some scholars  sc scholars dscholars discern difiscern different comferent compositionalpositional technique techniques in Ezra-s in Ezra-Nehemiah fNehemiah from those rom those manifest immanifest imanifest in Chronicln Chronicles. The aues. The authors of Ethors of Ezra and Nezra and Nehemiah calhemiah call attentiol attention to sourcn to sources, such aesourcsources, ssources, such as royuch as royal decreesal decrees and lette and letters, while rs, while the authorthe author of Chroni of Chronicles is sacles is said to inteid toid to integrato integrate his soute his sources into rces into his narrathis narrative. Similive. Similarly, Ezraarly, Ezra-Nehemiah -Nehemiah evinces a evinces a consistentconsiconsistentconsistent typology: typology: project,  project, oppositionopposition, and even, and eventual succetual success, but thss, but this dialectis dialectical view ical vical view of hiview of history in wstory in which one phich one problem (reroblem (rebuilding Jbuilding Jerusalem’serusalem’s temple) a temple) after anothfter another (rebuileranothanother (ranother (rebuilding ebuilding Jerusalem’Jerusalem’s walls) is walls) is engaged s engaged and surmouand surmounted is santed is said to be uid to be uncharacternchuuncharacteuncharacteristic of ristic of ChroniclesChronicles...

The debate about authorship has involved at least five major issues. (1) 
Scholars debate whether the LXX book of 1 Esdras, which begins with Josiah’s 
reign, continues with the return, and ends with the Feast of Tabernacles (cf. Neh. 
8), bears witness to an original unity of Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah or 
represents a secondary adaptation of the same. (2) Commentators disagree 
whether the style and characteristic language of Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah 
are similar or different. (3) Some scholars view the doublet in 2 Chr. 36:22-23; 
Ezra 1:1-3a as evidence for common authorship, while others view it as a 
secondary seam, artificially linking the two books. (4) Some commentators think 
that Chronicles betrays a fundamentally different, more conciliatory and open 
ideology from the more restricted and restricting perspective of Ezra and 
Nehemiah. But others (e.g., Gary N. Knoppers) think that some of the 
differences between the theology of Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah have been 
too sharply drawn or that some of these differences can be attributed to 
different subject matter (the preexilic monarchy vs. postexilic Yehud). (5) Some 
scholars discern different compositional techniques in Ezra-Nehemiah from those 
manifest in Chronicles. The authors of Ezra and Nehemiah call attention to 
sources, such as royal decrees and letters, while the author of Chronicles is said 
to integrate his sources into his narrative. Similarly, Ezra-Nehemiah evinces a 
consistent typology: project, opposition, and eventual success, but this dialectical 
view of history in which one problem (rebuilding Jerusalem’s temple) after 
another (rebuilding Jerusalem’s walls) is engaged and surmounted is said to be 
uncharacteristic of Chronicles.

�Debate on Debate on these fivethese five issues ha issues has led to is led to inconclusivnconclusive results.e results. To compli To complicate mattecate matcate matters fumatters further, it rther, it is by no mis by no means to beeans to be assumed t assumed that Ezra ahat Ezra and Nehemiand Nehemiah stem froh stem froh stem from the sfrom the same authorame author. A close . A close reading ofreading of Ezra-Nehe Ezra-Nehemiah suggemiah suggests that tsts that the composihe compohe compositiocompositional histornal history of this y of this work was cwork was complex. Giomplex. Given the diven the diversity ofversity of perspecti perspectives in Chrveperspectiperspectivperspectives in Chroes in Chronicles, Eznicles, Ezra, and Nera, and Nehemiah, ithemiah, it is not su is not surprising trprising that some shat some scholars (echosscholars (scholars (e.g., Karle.g., Karl-Friedrich-Friedrich Pohlmann, Pohlmann, David Noe David Noel Freedmanl Freedman, Frank M., Frank M. Cross) ha Cross) ha Cross) have advanhave advanced theoriced theories of two es of two or more reor more redactions idactions in the Chron the Chronicler’s hnicler’s history. Thistory. These authoreThThese authThese authors affirmors affirm connectio connections betweenns between Chronicle Chronicles, Ezra, as, Ezra, and Nehemiand Nehemiah, but sugh, but suh, but suggest thsuggest that more that more than one indan one individual isividual is responsib responsible for allle for all three wor three works.ks.ks.

Debate on these five issues has led to inconclusive results. To complicate 
matters further, it is by no means to be assumed that Ezra and Nehemiah stem 
from the same author. A close reading of Ezra-Nehemiah suggests that the 
compositional history of this work was complex. Given the diversity of 
perspectives in Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah, it is not surprising that some 
scholars (e.g., Karl-Friedrich Pohlmann, David Noel Freedman, Frank M. Cross) 
have advanced theories of two or more redactions in the Chronicler’s history. 
These authors affirm connections between Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah, but 
suggest that more than one individual is responsible for all three works.

�What conclWhat conclusions canusions can be drawn  be drawn from this from this ongoing deongoing debate? New bate? New theories otheories of authorshf auf authorshipauthorship bear on i bear on interpretatnterpretation. Scholion. Scholars who hoars who hold either ld either to separatto separate authorshe authorship or to mipauthorshauthorshipauthorship or to mul or to multiple edittiple editions no loions no longer internger interpret Chronpret Chronicles withicles with primary r primary reliance upelirreliance ureliance upon Ezra-Npon Ezra-Nehemiah. Behemiah. Because Chrecause Chronicles isonicles is no longer no longer being vie being viewed as inswed as insewed as inseparablinseparable from Ezre from Ezra-Nehemiaha-Nehemiah, its char, its characteristicacteristic concerns  concerns are no lonare no longer forcedger forced into the  i into the minto the mold of Ezrold of Ezra or Nehema or Nehemiah. Such iah. Such distinctiodistinctions have lens have led to a vard to a variety of friety of fresh interpesh frfresh intefresh interpretationrpretations of both s of both ChroniclesChronicles and Ezra- and Ezra-Nehemiah.Nehemiah.Nehemiah.

What conclusions can be drawn from this ongoing debate? New theories of 
authorship bear on interpretation. Scholars who hold either to separate 
authorship or to multiple editions no longer interpret Chronicles with primary 
reliance upon Ezra-Nehemiah. Because Chronicles is no longer being viewed as 



inseparable from Ezra-Nehemiah, its characteristic concerns are no longer forced 
into the mold of Ezra or Nehemiah. Such distinctions have led to a variety of 
fresh interpretations of both Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. BlenkinJ. Blenkinsopp, sopp, Ezra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah.iah. OTL (Phil OTL (Philadelphia, adelphia, 1988); F. 1988); F. M. Cross, MM. Cross, M. Cross, “A Reconst“A Reconstruction ofruction of the Judea the Judean Restoratn Restoration,” ion,” JBLJBL 94 (1975) 94 (1975): 4–18; D.: 4–18; D. N. Freedm N N. FreedmaN. Freedman, “The Chn, “The Chronicler’sronicler’s Purpose,” Purpose,”  CBQCBQ 23 (1961) 23 (1961): 432–42; : 432–42; S. Japhet,S. Japhet, “The Supp “The “The Suppo“The Supposed Commonsed Common Authorshi Authorship of Chronp of Chronicles and icles and Ezra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah Investiah Investigated AneigateInvestInvestigatInvestigated Anew,” ed Anew,” VTVT 18 (1968) 18 (1968): 330–71; : 330–71; G. N. KnopG. N. Knoppers, “‘Yhpers, “‘Yhwh Is Not wh Is Not with Israewith Isrwith Israel’: AIsrael’: Alliances alliances as a s a ToposTopos in Chroni in Chronicles,” cles,” CBQCBQ 58 (1996) 58 (1996): 601–26; : 601–26; H. G. M. WH. G. M. Williamson,illiamWWilliamsonWilliamson, , Ezra, NeheEzra, Nehemiah.miah. WBC 16 (W WBC 16 (Waco, 1985)aco, 1985)...
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CHRONICLES, BOOKS OF

Like many Like many other biblother biblical booksical books, Chronicl, Chronicles is anones is anonymous and ymous and untitled. untitled. The name aThe name ascribed tosaascribed tascribed to the booko the book by the ea by the early rabbisrly rabbis, “the boo, “the book of the ek of the events of tvents of the days” he days” (seäp�er d(seä(seäp�er d(seäp�er dib�reî hayib�reî hayyaœmiîm),yaœmiîm), indicates indicates that they that they viewed Ch viewed Chronicles aronicles as a book as a bos a book aboutbook about past even past events — a hists — a history. The tory. The name givenname given in the LX in the LXX, X, ParalipomeParalipomena,na, “the thin “th “the thing“the things left outs left out,” testifi,” testifies to anotes to another early her early understandunderstanding: Chroning: Chronicles recoicles records the evrds thrds the eventsthe events left out  left out of earlierof earlier biblical  biblical history. Bhistory. But it was ut it was Jerome’s dJerome’s descriptionescription of the bo of the  of the book athe book as a “chrons a “chronicle,” a sicle,” a summary of ummary of divine hisdivine history, thattory, that has prove has proved most infd most influential ilueinfinfluentiainfluential in the hl in the history of istory of Christian Christian interpretainterpretation.tion.

Like many other biblical books, Chronicles is anonymous and untitled. The name 
ascribed to the book by the early rabbis, “the book of the events of the days” 
(seäp�er dib�reî hayyaœmiîm),  indicates that they viewed Chronicles as a 
book about past events — a history. The name given in the LXX, Paralipomena, 
“the things left out,” testifies to another early understanding: Chronicles records 
the events left out of earlier biblical history. But it was Jerome’s description of 
the book as a “chronicle,” a summary of divine history, that has proved most 
influential in the history of Christian interpretation.

CompositioComposition, Date, an, Date, and Sourcesnd Sources

Composition, Date, and Sources

By the timBy the time the Chroe the Chronicler wronicler wrote in the te in the postexilicpostexilic period, m period, much of theuch of the literatur literature that we e te that we asthat we associate wisociate with the OT th the OT was alreadwas already written.y written. The autho The author draws exr draws extensively tensively exextensivelextensively upon thiy upon this rich lits rich literary traderary tradition. Hisition. His dependenc dependence upon Gene upon Genesis is evesis is evident in tidenevevident inevident in the genea the genealogies (1 logies (1 Chr. 1-9),Chr. 1-9), and his d and his dependence ependence upon Samueupon Samuel and Kingl and Kings is obviosKingKings is oKings is obvious in bvious in his narrathis narration of theion of the Monarchy  Monarchy (1 Chr. 10(1 Chr. 10—2 Chr. 36—2 Chr. 36). The Chr). The Chr). The ChroniclerChronicler’s indebte’s indebtedness to adness to antecedent ntecedent literatureliterature is not co is not confined, honfined, however, to wever, to his selecthishis selecthis selective reuse ive reuse of Genesisof Genesis, Samuel, , Samuel, and Kings.and Kings. Parallels Parallels with or c with or citations fitations from Joshuarom Jorom Joshua, IsJoshua, Isaiah, Jereaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekmiah, Ezekiel, the Piel, the Psalms, andsalms, and Ruth all  Ruth all appear in appear in ChroniclesChronicles. Scholars. Scho. Scholars gScholars generally aenerally agree that gree that the Chronithe Chronicler also cler also had accesshad access to extrab to extrabiblical soiblical sources, buturcesosources, bsources, but the natut the nature and exure and extent of thtent of these sourceese sources are disps are disputed.uted.uted.

By the time the Chronicler wrote in the postexilic period, much of the literature 
that we associate with the OT was already written. The author draws 
extensively upon this rich literary tradition. His dependence upon Genesis is 
evident in the genealogies (1 Chr. 1-9), and his dependence upon Samuel and 
Kings is obvious in his narration of the Monarchy (1 Chr. 10—2 Chr. 36). The 
Chronicler’s indebtedness to antecedent literature is not confined, however, to 
his selective reuse of Genesis, Samuel, and Kings. Parallels with or citations from 
Joshua, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, the Psalms, and Ruth all appear in Chronicles. 
Scholars generally agree that the Chronicler also had access to extrabiblical 
sources, but the nature and extent of these sources are disputed.

�Within theWithin the postexili postexilic period Cc period Chronicles hronicles is very hais very hard to daterd to date. There ar. There are no specie no spe no specific rspecific references,eferences, no absolu no absolute synchrote synchronisms, andnisms, and no extrab no extrabiblical ciiblical citations thtations that could dat coat could deficould definitively snitively situate theituate the book with book within a givenin a given decade or decade or century.  century. Indeed, a Indeed, a range of mrangrange of mrange of more than 3ore than 350 years (50 years (from the lfrom the late 6th toate 6th to the mid-2 the mid-2nd centurynd century  B.C.E.B.C.E.) has been) has) has been shas been suggested. uggested. Although aAlthough an absoluten absolute date cann date cannot be assiot be assigned, one gned, one past the lpast the late 3rd ceatllate 3rd clate 3rd century is entury is unlikely. unlikely. First, oneFirst, one must allo must allow time forw time for Chronicle Chronicles or Chrons or Chronicles-EzraicleChronChroniclesChronicles-Ezra-Nehe-Ezra-Nehemiah to bemiah to be brought t brought to Egypt ano Egypt and translatd translated into ated into at least two least two least two differtwo different works ent works (1 Esdras (1 Esdras and and ParalipomeParalipomenana). Second,). Second,  ParalipomeParalipomenana is cited  is cited by Eupolemby Eby Eupolemos,Eupolemos, a Jewish- a Jewish-HellenistiHellenistic writer, c writer, in the 2ndin the 2nd century ( century (Eusebius Eusebius Praep. ev.Praep. ev. 9.30–34). 9.30 9.30–34).9.30–34).9.30–34).

Within the postexilic period Chronicles is very hard to date. There are no 
specific references, no absolute synchronisms, and no extrabiblical citations that 
could definitively situate the book within a given decade or century. Indeed, a 
range of more than 350 years (from the late 6th to the mid-2nd century B.C.E.) 
has been suggested. Although an absolute date cannot be assigned, one past the 
late 3rd century is unlikely. First, one must allow time for Chronicles or 



Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah to be brought to Egypt and translated into at least 
two different works (1 Esdras and Paralipomena). Second, Paralipomena is cited by 
Eupolemos, a Jewish-Hellenistic writer, in the 2nd century (Eusebius Praep. ev. 
9.30–34).

�Scholars dScholars disagree abisagree about the coout the compositionampositional history l history of Chronicof Chronicles. Some les. Some believe thbelievebelieve thbelieve that the booat the book underwenk underwent a priestt a priestly, levitily, levitical, or decal, or deuteronomisuteronomistic redacttic redaction. Argumion.redactredaction.redaction. Arguments Arguments for disun for disunity fail, ity fail, however, thowever, to come to o come to grips withgrips with the disti the distinctive feanctidistidistinctivdistinctive featurese features of the Ch of the Chronicler’sronicler’s compositi compositional technonal technique: his ique: his indebtedneindebtedness to a vass toss to a varieto a variety of earlty of earlier biblicier biblical traditial traditions, his aons, his adroitness droitness in quotingin quoting and synth and synthesizing oresizing oesizing originallyoriginally disparate disparate passages  passages in the Deuin the Deuteronomic teronomic and Priestand Priestly writingly writings, and hiss, and his ability t abil ability toability to negotiate negotiate different different ideologic ideological perspecal perspectives. Thetives. There is no qre is no question thuestion that one encat oneat one encounone encounters both ters both pro-priestpro-priestly and proly and pro-levitical-levitical passages  passages in Chronicin Chronicles. But rles. But rather thanathrrather tharather than proving n proving that Chronthat Chronicles undeicles underwent majorwent major redactior redactions, it is ns, it is more likelmore likely that they ty that thesethat these texts evi texts evince one aunce one author’s conthor’s concern to mecern to mediate histdiate historically dorically different pifferent perspectiveersppperspectivperspectives within es within the contexthe context of the pt of the postexilic ostexilic age.age.

Scholars disagree about the compositional history of Chronicles. Some 
believe that the book underwent a priestly, levitical, or deuteronomistic 
redaction. Arguments for disunity fail, however, to come to grips with the 
distinctive features of the Chronicler’s compositional technique: his indebtedness 
to a variety of earlier biblical traditions, his adroitness in quoting and synthesizing 
originally disparate passages in the Deuteronomic and Priestly writings, and his 
ability to negotiate different ideological perspectives. There is no question that 
one encounters both pro-priestly and pro-levitical passages in Chronicles. But 
rather than proving that Chronicles underwent major redactions, it is more likely 
that these texts evince one author’s concern to mediate historically different 
perspectives within the context of the postexilic age.

Structure Structure and Major and Major ThemesThemes

Structure and Major Themes

ChroniclesChronicles has two m has two major sectiajor sections: the gons: the genealogiesenealogies of 1 Chr. of 1 Chr. 1-9 and t 1-9 and the historyhe history of the Mo o of the Monof the Monarchy (1 Carchy (1 Chr. 10—2 Chr. 10—2 Chr. 36). Thr. 36). The first she first section, whection, which forms ich forms the introdthe introduction to uintrodintroductiintroduction to the on to the work, inclwork, includes briefudes brief genealogi genealogies for othes for other peopleser peoples to whom I to whom Israel (JacsrIIsrael (JaIsrael (Jacob) is recob) is related (1 Clated (1 Chr. 1), buhr. 1), but focuses t focuses upon the iupon the identity andentity and locationd location of Israel of Isr of Israel’s 1Israel’s 12 tribes. 2 tribes. The very sThe very scope and scope and structure otructure of the Chrof the Chronicler’s gnicler’s genealogicaenealogical system ul sysl system undsystem underscore therscore the indivisie indivisibility of bility of Israel. YeIsrael. Yet, Judah, t, Judah, Levi, and Levi, and Benjamin rBenjamin receive theeceiverreceive threceive the most exte most extensive genensive genealogies. ealogies. The ChroniThe Chronicler both cler both creates a creates a comprehenscomprehencomprehenscomprehensive portraive portrait of his it of his people andpeople and underscor underscores the crues the crucial rolescial roles played by played by these thr t these threthese three tribes. e tribes. The list oThe list of those inf those in the resto the restored communred community (1 Chrity (1 Chr. 9) calls. 9) calls attention atte attention attention to the conto the continuity betinuity between posttween postexilic socexilic society and tiety and the Israel he Israel of ages paof ages past. Populast. Pst. PopulationPopulation shifts, w shifts, war, politiar, political turmoical turmoil, naturall, natural disaster, disaster, and exile and exile are part  are part of shiftinof shiftinof shifting hshifting history, buistory, but God’s ret God’s relationshiplationship with his  with his people endpeople endures.ures.ures.

Chronicles has two major sections: the genealogies of 1 Chr. 1-9 and the history 
of the Monarchy (1 Chr. 10—2 Chr. 36). The first section, which forms the 
introduction to the work, includes brief genealogies for other peoples to whom 
Israel (Jacob) is related (1 Chr. 1), but focuses upon the identity and location of 
Israel’s 12 tribes. The very scope and structure of the Chronicler’s genealogical 
system underscore the indivisibility of Israel. Yet, Judah, Levi, and Benjamin 
receive the most extensive genealogies. The Chronicler both creates a 
comprehensive portrait of his people and underscores the crucial roles played by 
these three tribes. The list of those in the restored community (1 Chr. 9) calls 
attention to the continuity between postexilic society and the Israel of ages past. 
Population shifts, war, political turmoil, natural disaster, and exile are part of 
shifting history, but God’s relationship with his people endures.

�The ChroniThe Chronicler’s covcler’s coverage of terage of the Monarchhe Monarchy proceedsy proceeds according according to a fund to a fundamentally amefundfundamentafundamentally historlly historical outliical outline. After ne. After briefly adbriefly addressing adressing and condemnnd condemning the reing the reign of Sauign rereign of Sreign of Saul (1 Chraul (1 Chr. 10), the. 10), the Chronicle Chronicler devotes r devotes extensive extensive attention attention to the higto the highly succeshly highighly suchighly successful ricessful rise and reise and reign of Davign of David (1 Chr. d (1 Chr. 11-29) and11-29) and the glori the glorious tenureous tenure of Solomo of  of Solomonof Solomon (2 Chr. 1 (2 Chr. 1-9). The r-9). The rest of theest of the book enga book engages the emges the emergence, cergence, continuatioontinuatioccontinuaticontinuation, and faon, and fall of the ll of the kingdom ofkingdom of Judah. By Judah. By placing D placing David and Savid and Solomon’s aolomon’s achievementchiaachievemenachievements at the ts at the center of center of Israelite Israelite history, thistory, the author he author underscoreunderscores the Davis the Davidic dynastdicDaviDavidic dyDavidic dynasty’s cenasty’s centrality tntrality to Israelito Israelite life.e life.e life.

The Chronicler’s coverage of the Monarchy proceeds according to a 
fundamentally historical outline. After briefly addressing and condemning the 
reign of Saul (1 Chr. 10), the Chronicler devotes extensive attention to the 
highly successful rise and reign of David (1 Chr. 11-29) and the glorious tenure 
of Solomon (2 Chr. 1-9). The rest of the book engages the emergence, 
continuation, and fall of the kingdom of Judah. By placing David and Solomon’s 
achievements at the center of Israelite history, the author underscores the 
Davidic dynasty’s centrality to Israelite life.

�In ChronicIn Chronicles, Davidles, David’s ascent ’s ascent to power ito power is a politis a politician’s drecian’s dream. Whereaam. Whereas in Samues in Sams in Samuel theSamuel the unificati unification of Judaon of Judah (2 Sam. h (2 Sam. 2:4) and I2:4) and Israel (5:1srael (5:1–10) under–10) under David’s c David’s command is ommccommand iscommand is a long, a a long, arduous, anrduous, and highly-cd highly-contested pontested process, inrocess, in Chronicle Chronicles represens representatives frtrepresenrepresentarepresentatives fromtives from all over  all over Israel comIsrael come to Davide to David to anoint to anoint him, accl him, acclaim him kiaim him king, and plng,kiking, and king, and pledge suppledge support (1 Chport (1 Chr. 11-12).r. 11-12). David’s f David’s first publiirst public act as kc act as king is to ing is to bring the bring tbring the ark ofthe ark of the coven the covenant to Jerant to Jerusalem. Thusalem. This passionis passion for prope for proper worship,r worship, a consist a consistent featurenconsistconsistentconsistent feature o feature of David’s f David’s reign, culreign, culminates inminates in his beque his bequeathing to athing to Solomon a Solomon a generous egengenerous egenerous endowment andowment and detailend detailed plans fod plans for buildingr building the Jerus the Jerusalem templalem temple (1 Chr. e (1 Chr. e (1 Chr. 22, 2Chr. 22, 28—29). Dav8—29). David also deid also devotes greavotes great attentiot attention to Jerusn to Jerusalem, the alem, the Lord’s choLord’s chosen city (schochosen citchosen city (2 Chr. y (2 Chr. 6:34, 38; 6:34, 38; 12:13; 33:12:13; 33:7), the re7), the respective rspective responsibilesponsibilities of pities of priests andriests ariests and Leviteand Levites (1 Chr. s (1 Chr. 15; 23—24)15; 23—24), and to m, and to matters of atters of song and msong and music (1 Chusic (1 Chr. 16:7-36r. 16:7-36r. 16:7-36; 216:7-36; 25).5).5).

In Chronicles, David’s ascent to power is a politician’s dream. Whereas in 
Samuel the unification of Judah (2 Sam. 2:4) and Israel (5:1–10) under David’s 



command is a long, arduous, and highly-contested process, in Chronicles 
representatives from all over Israel come to David to anoint him, acclaim him 
king, and pledge support (1 Chr. 11-12). David’s first public act as king is to bring 
the ark of the covenant to Jerusalem. This passion for proper worship, a 
consistent feature of David’s reign, culminates in his bequeathing to Solomon a 
generous endowment and detailed plans for building the Jerusalem temple (1 
Chr. 22, 28—29). David also devotes great attention to Jerusalem, the Lord’s 
chosen city (2 Chr. 6:34, 38; 12:13; 33:7), the respective responsibilities of priests 
and Levites (1 Chr. 15; 23—24), and to matters of song and music (1 Chr. 
16:7-36; 25).

�But David But David is more this more than a patroan a patron of worshn of worship, the prip, the priesthood, iesthood, and music.and music. He is als He is  He is also anis also an astute le astute leader and mader and military geilitary genius. The nius. The support Dasupport David receivvid receives and thees and the counsel h cou counsel hecounsel he seeks fro seeks from all quarm all quarters consoters consolidate Isrlidate Israel’s natiael’s national solidonal solidarity, whiarity, while David’sle Davle David’s exDavid’s extraordinartraordinary success y success against Isagainst Israel’s neirael’s neighbors ensghbors ensures complures complete controete control over thel ol over the lover the land (1 Chrand (1 Chr. 11-12; 1. 11-12; 14; 18—20).4; 18—20). His beque His bequeathing a nathing a national adational administratiministration (1 Chr.onadministratiadministraadministration (1 Chtion (1 Chr. 23-27) r. 23-27) to his divto his divinely chosinely chosen son anden son and successor successor ensures a ensures a smooth tr sm smooth trasmooth transfer of pnsfer of power to Soower to Solomon and lomon and contributecontributes to the ls to the latter’s suatter’s success. Indccess. Indeed, at theIndIndeed, atIndeed, at the end o the end of David’s f David’s reign all reign all Israel, inIsrael, including thcluding the rest of e rest of David’s soDavid’s sons, acclains, acclns, acclaims tacclaims the accessihe accession of Soloon of Solomon (1 Chrmon (1 Chr. 29:20-25. 29:20-25; cf. 2 Sa; cf. 2 Sam. 9-20; 1m. 9-20; 1 Kgs. 1-2) Kgs. 1-2)...

But David is more than a patron of worship, the priesthood, and music. He 
is also an astute leader and military genius. The support David receives and the 
counsel he seeks from all quarters consolidate Israel’s national solidarity, while 
David’s extraordinary success against Israel’s neighbors ensures complete control 
over the land (1 Chr. 11-12; 14; 18—20). His bequeathing a national 
administration (1 Chr. 23-27) to his divinely chosen son and successor ensures a 
smooth transfer of power to Solomon and contributes to the latter’s success. 
Indeed, at the end of David’s reign all Israel, including the rest of David’s sons, 
acclaims the accession of Solomon (1 Chr. 29:20-25; cf. 2 Sam. 9-20; 1 Kgs. 1-2).

�Like DavidLike David, Solomon , Solomon receives wreceives widespread idespread popular supopular support at tpport at the beginnihe beginning of his ng ofng of his reiof his reign. He toogn. He too is an avi is an avid patron od patron of worship.f worship. Much of S Much of Solomon’s rolomon’s reign is, ieign is, in fact, den facn fact, dedifact, dedicated to rcated to religious meligious matters. Atatters. At the incep the inception of hition of his reign, as reign, all Israel ll Israel accompanieaccompaaccompanieaccompanies Solomon s Solomon in journeyin journeying to theing to the tent of t tent of the meetinghe meeting at Gibeon at Gibeon (2 Chr. 1 (2 Chr. 1 (2 Chr. 1:2-5). In1:2-5). In accordanc accordance with dive with divine wishesine wishes, Solomon , Solomon prepares fprepares for and supor and supervises thervises the construce ththe constrthe construction of uction of the long-athe long-awaited Jerwaited Jerusalem temusalem temple. All aple. All antecedent ntecedent religious religious shrines, sshrshrines, sshrines, such as theuch as the tent of t tent of the meetinghe meeting and the a and the ark of the rk of the covenant, covenant, enjoy sacrenjoy sacred but proed sacrsacred butsacred but provision provisional status.al status. The estab The establishment olishment of the tempf the temple under Sle under Solomon repolomon represents thrreprepresentsrepresents the culmi the culmination of nation of disparate disparate cultic tracultic traditions.ditions.ditions.

Like David, Solomon receives widespread popular support at the beginning 
of his reign. He too is an avid patron of worship. Much of Solomon’s reign is, in 
fact, dedicated to religious matters. At the inception of his reign, all Israel 
accompanies Solomon in journeying to the tent of the meeting at Gibeon (2 Chr. 
1:2-5). In accordance with divine wishes, Solomon prepares for and supervises 
the construction of the long-awaited Jerusalem temple. All antecedent religious 
shrines, such as the tent of the meeting and the ark of the covenant, enjoy 
sacred but provisional status. The establishment of the temple under Solomon 
represents the culmination of disparate cultic traditions.

�The value The value of the temof the temple for alple for all Israelitl Israelites, repeates, repeatedly emphaedly emphasized durisized during the dedng the deng the dedicationdedication ceremonie ceremonies, is espes, is especially appcially apparent in Sarent in Solomon’s polomon’s prayer (2 Crayer (2 Chr. 6:19-3hr. 6:19-39; cf. 1 K9; 6:19-36:19-39; c6:19-39; cf. 1 Kgs. f. 1 Kgs. 8:28-49). 8:28-49). In prayingIn praying toward th toward the temple ie temple in times ofn times of trouble,  trouble, IsraelitesIsraeIsraelitesIsraelites can find  can find divine comdivine compassion, fpassion, forgivenessorgiveness, and rest, and restitution. Iitution. In his repln his reply to Solomy to Soy to Solomon’s Solomon’s petitions,petitions, God affir God affirms that shms that should the pould the people respeople respond to calond to calamity by hamity by humbling thuhhumbling thumbling themselves,hemselves, praying,  praying, seeking Goseeking God, or retud, or returning to Grning to God, God wiod, God will “hear fll “hear from heavenrffrom heavefrom heaven, forgiven, forgive their sin their sins, and heas, and heal their lal their land” (2 Chrnd” (2 Chr. 7:14). T. 7:14). The Chroniche Chronicler’s inteler’sChronicChroniclerChronicler’s interes’s interest in the tt in the temple’s naemple’s national imptional importance isortance is not limit not limited to his ed to his record of recorrecord of record of the Unitedthe United Monarchy. Monarchy. When late When later monarchsr monarchs, such as , such as Rehoboam (Rehoboam (2 Chr. 12:2 Chr.2 Chr. 12:1-Chr. 12:1-12), Abija12), Abijah (13:2–18h (13:2–18), Asa (14), Asa (14:9–15[MT 8:9–15[MT 8–14]), Jeh–14]), Jehoshaphat (oshaphat (18:28–34; 18:28–34; 20:5–30), 220:5–30), 20:5–30), Hezekiah (Hezekiah (30:13–21; 30:13–21; 32:16–26),32:16–26), and Manas and Manasseh (33:10seh (33:10–13), resp–13), respond to advond to adond to adversity adversity according according to Solomonto Solomon’s petitio’s petitions, God inns, God intervenes atervenes and restorend restores them. Cos them. Cos them. ConverselyConversely, when eit, when either king oher king or people nr people neglect theeglect the temple, I temple, Israel suffsrael suffers.ers.ers.

The value of the temple for all Israelites, repeatedly emphasized during the 
dedication ceremonies, is especially apparent in Solomon’s prayer (2 Chr. 
6:19-39; cf. 1 Kgs. 8:28-49). In praying toward the temple in times of trouble, 
Israelites can find divine compassion, forgiveness, and restitution. In his reply to 
Solomon’s petitions, God affirms that should the people respond to calamity by 
humbling themselves, praying, seeking God, or returning to God, God will “hear 
from heaven, forgive their sins, and heal their land” (2 Chr. 7:14). The 
Chronicler’s interest in the temple’s national importance is not limited to his 
record of the United Monarchy. When later monarchs, such as Rehoboam (2 
Chr. 12:1-12), Abijah (13:2–18), Asa (14:9–15[MT 8–14]), Jehoshaphat (18:28–34; 
20:5–30), Hezekiah (30:13–21; 32:16–26), and Manasseh (33:10–13), respond to 
adversity according to Solomon’s petitions, God intervenes and restores them. 



Conversely, when either king or people neglect the temple, Israel suffers.

�In ChronicIn Chronicles the nales the national soltional solidarity thidarity that charactat characterizes Solerizes Solomon’s accomon’s accession andession anession and templeand temple dedicatio dedication continuen continues throughos throughout his reiut his reign (cf. 1 gn (cf. 1 Kgs. 11). Kgs. 11). There is nThere is no hint of o ho hint of tehint of tension betwnsion between northeeen northern tribes rn tribes and southeand southern tribes rn tribes until the until the division. division. This idyllThisThis idyllThis idyllic pictureic picture of inter- of inter-tribal hartribal harmony has bmony has been upheldeen upheld as a sign as a sign of the br of the breadth of teadthbrbreadth ofbreadth of the Chron the Chronicler’s viicler’s vision, but sion, but this visiothis vision also hasn also has an edge.  an edge. Because thBecause the Chronicle Che ChroniclerChronicler’s portray’s portrayal of the al of the united kinunited kingdom is sogdom is so uniformly uniformly positive, positive, it effect it effectively impuively effecteffectiveleffectively impugns y impugns any personany person or group  or group who would who would violate itviolate it. Having p. Having portrayed tortrayed the establihtthe establthe establishment ofishment of Israel’s  Israel’s normative normative political political and culticand cultic instituti institutions in theons in the time of D time o time of David aof David and Solomonnd Solomon, the Chro, the Chronicler nevnicler never renegeser reneges on their  on their pertinencepertinence to all Is to all Israelites.raIsIsraelitesIsraelites...

In Chronicles the national solidarity that characterizes Solomon’s accession 
and temple dedication continues throughout his reign (cf. 1 Kgs. 11). There is no 
hint of tension between northern tribes and southern tribes until the division. 
This idyllic picture of inter-tribal harmony has been upheld as a sign of the 
breadth of the Chronicler’s vision, but this vision also has an edge. Because the 
Chronicler’s portrayal of the united kingdom is so uniformly positive, it 
effectively impugns any person or group who would violate it. Having portrayed 
the establishment of Israel’s normative political and cultic institutions in the time 
of David and Solomon, the Chronicler never reneges on their pertinence to all 
Israelites.

�Following Following the death the death of Solomonof Solomon and the a and the accession occession of his son f his son Rehoboam, Rehoboam, the 10 northe 1the 10 norther10 northern tribes sn tribes secede fromecede from southern  southern rule (1 Kgrule (1 Kgs. 12:1-20s. 12:1-20; 2 Chr. 1; 2 Chr. 11:1-17). W1:1-17). Whereas thehWWhereas thWhereas the author oe author of Kings fof Kings follows the llows the course of course of both northboth northern and soern and southern kinuthern kinuthern kingdoms, kingdoms, the Chronithe Chronicler concecler concentrates upntrates upon the trion the tribes of Judbes of Judah, Benjamah, Benjamin, and Lein, and Levi, who mavLeLevi, who Levi, who make up thmake up the kingdom e kingdom of Judah (of Judah (2 Chr. 11)2 Chr. 11). Largely . Largely blaming moblaming mostly Jerobstly Jerobstly Jeroboam aJeroboam and his entnd his entourage forourage for the divis the division, the Cion, the Chronicler hronicler sees both sees both the politithe political and thcalpolitipolitical political and the cuand the cultic separltic separation of Iation of Israel as asrael as an affront n affront against Goagainst God (2 Chr. d (2 Chr. 13:4-12). 13:4-1213:4-12). 13:4-12). Unlike theUnlike the Deuterono Deuteronomist (1 Kgmist (1 Kgs. 11:11-1s. 11:11-13, 29-38; 3, 29-38; 14:9), the14:9), the Chronicle Chronicler views thr ChronicleChroniclerChronicler views the views the Davidic p Davidic promises asromises as permanent permanently valid fly valid for all 12 or all 12 Israelite Israelite tribes. Hetribtribes. Hetribes. Hence, the Cnce, the Chronicler hronicler passes ovepasses over the inder the independent hipendent history of tstory of the separathe separatist kingdoistseparatseparatistseparatist kingdom J kingdom Jeroboam foeroboam founded. Nevunded. Nevertheless,ertheless, the autho the author shows a r shows a sustained sustainedsustained sustained interest iinterest in (northern (northern) Israelin) Israelite historyte history by record by recording virtuaing virtually every lly every incident bincidenincident bincident between noretween north and south and south mentionth mentioned in Kinged in Kings, as wells, as well as a numb as a number of otheer of otheer of other contother contacts. The acts. The ChroniclerChronicler’s coverag’s coverage of the de of the dual monarcual monarchies is, thies is, therefore, herefore, broadly cobrbroadly cobroadly consistent wnsistent with the paith the pattern he ettern he establishedstablished in the ge in the genealogies.nealogies. Israel co Israel continues tontinucocontinues continues to encompato encompass all 12 ss all 12 tribes, butribes, but Judah, Bt Judah, Benjamin, aenjamin, and Levi pend Levi perpetuate trpetuate the normatihetthe normatthe normative institive institutions estutions established dablished during the uring the United MonUnited Monarchy.archy.archy.

Following the death of Solomon and the accession of his son Rehoboam, the 
10 northern tribes secede from southern rule (1 Kgs. 12:1-20; 2 Chr. 11:1-17). 
Whereas the author of Kings follows the course of both northern and southern 
kingdoms, the Chronicler concentrates upon the tribes of Judah, Benjamin, and 
Levi, who make up the kingdom of Judah (2 Chr. 11). Largely blaming mostly 
Jeroboam and his entourage for the division, the Chronicler sees both the 
political and the cultic separation of Israel as an affront against God (2 Chr. 
13:4-12). Unlike the Deuteronomist (1 Kgs. 11:11-13, 29-38; 14:9), the 
Chronicler views the Davidic promises as permanently valid for all 12 Israelite 
tribes. Hence, the Chronicler passes over the independent history of the 
separatist kingdom Jeroboam founded. Nevertheless, the author shows a 
sustained interest in (northern) Israelite history by recording virtually every 
incident between north and south mentioned in Kings, as well as a number of 
other contacts. The Chronicler’s coverage of the dual monarchies is, therefore, 
broadly consistent with the pattern he established in the genealogies. Israel 
continues to encompass all 12 tribes, but Judah, Benjamin, and Levi perpetuate 
the normative institutions established during the United Monarchy.

�The JudahiThe Judahite monarchte monarchy is charay is characterized bcterized by both achy both achievements ievements and failurand failures. The wres. Thes. The writerThe writer consisten consistently documetly documents the acnts the achievementshievements of Judah’ of Judah’s best kins best kings — Abijags — Abijags — Abijah (2 Abijah (2 Chr. 13), Chr. 13), Asa (chs. Asa (chs. 14—15), Je14—15), Jehoshaphat hoshaphat (chs. 17; (chs. 17; 19), Hezek19), Hezekiah (chs. iah (chs. 29—31), an2929—31), an29—31), and Josiah (d Josiah (ch. 34) — ch. 34) — institutininstituting reforms,g reforms, reuniting reuniting the peopl the people, and rece, and recovering loovrecrecoveringrecovering lost terr lost territories. Mitories. Major regreajor regressions occssions occur in the ur in the reigns of reigns of Ahaz (2 ChAhaz (2 Chr. 28) andr. 2r. 28) and Ma28) and Manasseh (33nasseh (33:1–9). Yet:1–9). Yet, consiste, consistent with thnt with the Chronicle Chronicler’s underer’s understanding ostanding of divine mf oof divine of divine mercy, Manmercy, Manasseh repeasseh repents and ennts and enjoys a sigjoys a significant rnificant recovery (3ecovery (33:10–19).3:10–19).3:10–19).

The Judahite monarchy is characterized by both achievements and failures. 
The writer consistently documents the achievements of Judah’s best kings — 
Abijah (2 Chr. 13), Asa (chs. 14—15), Jehoshaphat (chs. 17; 19), Hezekiah (chs. 
29—31), and Josiah (ch. 34) — instituting reforms, reuniting the people, and 
recovering lost territories. Major regressions occur in the reigns of Ahaz (2 Chr. 
28) and Manasseh (33:1–9). Yet, consistent with the Chronicler’s understanding 
of divine mercy, Manasseh repents and enjoys a significant recovery (33:10–19).

�During theDuring the Judahite  Judahite monarchy pmonarchy prophets plrophets play a majoray a major role in s role in society. Whociety. Whereas the ereasWhWhereas thWhereas the Deuterone Deuteronomist portomist portrays very rays very few activefew active prophets  prophets in the souin the southern kingthern kinthern kingdom unkingdom until after til after the fall othe fall of the nortf the northern kingdhern kingdom (2 Kgs.om (2 Kgs. 17), the  17), the ChroniclerChronicler portrays  po portrays mportrays many. In Chany. In Chronicles, ronicles, prophecy rprophecy represents epresents an indepenan independent instident institution thatution that checks rtthathat checkthat checks royal ans royal and popular d popular regressionregression. Even som. Even some of Judahe of Judah’s better ’s better kings, suckings, such as Jehosh ah as Jehoshaas Jehoshaphat, succphat, succumb to milumb to military, comitary, commercial, amercial, and cultic nd cultic compromisecompromise (2 Chr. 1 (2 Chr. 18:1-19:3; 8118:1-19:3;18:1-19:3; 20:35-37) 20:35-37). As a div. As a divinely ordainely ordained instiined institution, prtution, prophets limophets limit the excit the excess and abess aness and abuse and abuse of power, of power, sanctioninsanctioning wars (20g wars (20:14–17) or:14–17) or refusing  refusing to do so (to do so (18:4–27), 18:4–27), praising hppraising hpraising humility (1umility (12:5–8) or 2:5–8) or lambastinglambasting arrogance arrogance (16:7–10) (16:7–10), encourag, encouraging reforming reforms (15:1–7)s reformreforms (1reforms (15:1–7) or 5:1–7) or assailing assailing idolatry (idolatry (25:15–16).25:15–16). Trust in  Trust in God is eveGod is even equated n equated with trustwitwith trustwith trust in his pr in his prophets (20ophets (20:20). In c:20). In commentary ommentary on the defon the defeat and exeat and exile of Judile of Judah, the auah, JudJudah, theJudah, the author st author states that ates that although Yalthough Yahweh sentahweh sent a steady  a steady supply of supply of prophets tprophets to stir theo tto stir thto stir the people ae people and priestlnd priestly leaders y leaders to reform,to reform, their war their warnings wentnings went unheeded  unheeded (36:14–16)(36(36:14–16)(36:14–16)...

During the Judahite monarchy prophets play a major role in society. 
Whereas the Deuteronomist portrays very few active prophets in the southern 
kingdom until after the fall of the northern kingdom (2 Kgs. 17), the Chronicler 
portrays many. In Chronicles, prophecy represents an independent institution 
that checks royal and popular regression. Even some of Judah’s better kings, such 



as Jehoshaphat, succumb to military, commercial, and cultic compromise (2 Chr. 
18:1-19:3; 20:35-37). As a divinely ordained institution, prophets limit the excess 
and abuse of power, sanctioning wars (20:14–17) or refusing to do so (18:4–27), 
praising humility (12:5–8) or lambasting arrogance (16:7–10), encouraging 
reforms (15:1–7) or assailing idolatry (25:15–16). Trust in God is even equated 
with trust in his prophets (20:20). In commentary on the defeat and exile of 
Judah, the author states that although Yahweh sent a steady supply of prophets 
to stir the people and priestly leaders to reform, their warnings went unheeded 
(36:14–16).

�Both KingsBoth Kings and Chron and Chronicles end icles end with the Bwith the Babylonian abylonian Exile, butExile, but the endin the ending of Chrong of Cg of ChroniclesChronicles offers a  offers a clearer hoclearer hope for thepe for the future. I future. In the finan the final verses ol verses of his workf his work, the Chro, the , the Chronithe Chronicler presecler presents the dents the decree of Cycree of Cyrus commenrus commending the rding the return of teturn of the Babylonhe Babylohe BabylonianBabylonian deportees deportees to Judah  to Judah (2 Chr. 36(2 Chr. 36:22-23). I:22-23). In this mann this manner, Chronner, Chronicles conticles contains and racontcontains acontains and relativnd relativizes the tizes the tremendous remendous tragedy oftragedy of the Babyl the Babylonian depoonian deportations. rtations. As the begAsAs the begAs the beginning of inning of ChroniclesChronicles introduce introduces the peops the people of Israle of Israel and chael and charts their rts their emergence ememergence emergence in the lanin the land, the endd, the ending anticiing anticipates theipates their return.r return.r return.

Both Kings and Chronicles end with the Babylonian Exile, but the ending of 
Chronicles offers a clearer hope for the future. In the final verses of his work, 
the Chronicler presents the decree of Cyrus commending the return of the 
Babylonian deportees to Judah (2 Chr. 36:22-23). In this manner, Chronicles 
contains and relativizes the tremendous tragedy of the Babylonian deportations. 
As the beginning of Chronicles introduces the people of Israel and charts their 
emergence in the land, the ending anticipates their return.
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Bibliography. S. Japhet, I and II Chronicles. OTL (Louisville, 1993); H. G. M. 
Williamson, 1 and 2 Chronicles. NCBC (Grand Rapids, 1982); Israel in the Book of 
Chronicles (Cambridge, 1977).
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CHRONOLOGYCHRONOLOGY OF THE OL OF THE OLD TESTAMEND TESTAMENTTT

CHRONOLOGY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT

The OT conThe OT contains an etains an extensive sxtensive set of chroet of chronological nological data whichdata which have been have been used to o used to o used to orient theorient the history r history recited in ecited in time. Begitime. Beginning at tnning at the end of he end of the OT perthe OT period we posiod we possess quitesepospossess qupossess quite precisite precise figures e figures for the chfor the chronology oronology of the Persf the Persian and Baian and Babylonian pbylonian periods. Theripperiods. Tperiods. The chronolhe chronology presenogy present there prt there probably doeobably does not varys not vary by more t by more than plus ohan plus ohan plus or minus oor minus one year. Bne year. By the timey the time one reach one reaches the times the time of Davide of David at the be at the beginning ofginning of the 1st m t the 1st mithe 1st millennium llennium B.C.E.B.C.E. that vari that variation is pation is probably strobably still limiteill limited to less d to less than a decthan a decade.adedecdecade.decade.decade.

The OT contains an extensive set of chronological data which have been used to 
orient the history recited in time. Beginning at the end of the OT period we 
possess quite precise figures for the chronology of the Persian and Babylonian 
periods. The chronology present there probably does not vary by more than plus 
or minus one year. By the time one reaches the time of David at the beginning of 
the 1st millennium B.C.E. that variation is probably still limited to less than a 
decade.

�The chronoThe chronology for tlogy for the biblicahe biblical events ol events of the 2nd f the 2nd millenniummillennium is based  is based upon more upon mupon more variamore variables; thusbles; thus there is  there is more fleximore flexibility to bility to the possibthe possible times wle times when those hen those events occevenevents occevents occurred. Theurred. The grand sch grand scheme of OT eme of OT chronologychronology worked ou worked out here plat here places the thces theces the three the three landmark plandmark personalitiersonalities of Abraes of Abraham ca. 20ham ca. 2000, David 00, David ca. 1000, ca. 1000, and Ezra cand Ezra ca. 450, pracca. 450, pca. 450, providing droviding dates for eates for events thatvents that spanned o spanned over 1500 yver 1500 years.ears.

The chronology for the biblical events of the 2nd millennium is based upon 
more variables; thus there is more flexibility to the possible times when those 
events occurred. The grand scheme of OT chronology worked out here places 
the three landmark personalities of Abraham ca. 2000, David ca. 1000, and Ezra 
ca. 450, providing dates for events that spanned over 1500 years.

Special IsSpecial Issues in Bisues in Biblical Chrblical Chronologyonology

Special Issues in Biblical Chronology

IntercalatIntercalationionion

Intercalation

Virtually Virtually all Semitiall Semitic calendarc calendars of Westes of Western Asia oprn Asia operated upoerated upon the basin the basis of the ls of the lunar monthunallunar montlunar month, which ih, which is approxims approximately 29.5ately 29.5 days. How days. However, lunaever, lunar months yr months yield a yeaield a yeaield a year that year that is more this more than 10 daysan 10 days short of  short of a solar yea solar year, the tiar, the time that itme that it takes for takes for the earth the e the earth to mearth to make a compake a complete revollete revolution. In ution. In order to korder to keep the lueep the lunar calendnar calendar in aligar in alignment withnmaligalignment alignment with the swith the solar year,olar year, which det which determined thermined the agriculte agricultural year,ural year, adjustmen adjustment had to bt ht had to be had to be made by admade by adding an exding an extra month tra month about everabout every third yey third year. The poar. The postexilic cstexilic community ooccommunity community of Judah mof Judah may have foay have followed thellowed the Babylonia Babylonian pattern n pattern of intercaof intercalation, whlation, whlation, which theywhich they could hav could have brought e brought back from back from exile. At exile. At most the dmost the difference ifference involved hinvolved here is oneehhere is onhere is one month, we month, which is nohich is not significt significant.ant.

Virtually all Semitic calendars of Western Asia operated upon the basis of the 



lunar month, which is approximately 29.5 days. However, lunar months yield a 
year that is more than 10 days short of a solar year, the time that it takes for the 
earth to make a complete revolution. In order to keep the lunar calendar in 
alignment with the solar year, which determined the agricultural year, adjustment 
had to be made by adding an extra month about every third year. The postexilic 
community of Judah may have followed the Babylonian pattern of intercalation, 
which they could have brought back from exile. At most the difference involved 
here is one month, which is not significant.

Spring or Spring or Fall CalenFall Calendarsdarsdars

Spring or Fall Calendars

Moses is cMoses is credited wiredited with introduth introducing a sprcing a spring-to-spring-to-spring calending calendar for thear for the religious religious year (Exo yea year (Exodyear (Exod. 12:2). T. 12:2). This appliehis applied to the fd to the first Passoirst Passover and thver and then subsequen subsequently to tently to the religiohe rhe religious religious festivals festivals that follothat followed througwed throughout the yhout the year (Lev. ear (Lev. 23). The m23). The matter was atter was complicatecomcomplicatecomplicated later, hd later, however, byowever, by the addit the addition of a fion of a fall new yeall new year ar (roœ}sû ha(roœ}sû hasûsûaœna®)sûsûaœhahasûsûaœnahasûsûaœna®)®), which ha, which has been dess been designated thignated the civil yee civil year.ar.ar.

Moses is credited with introducing a spring-to-spring calendar for the religious 
year (Exod. 12:2). This applied to the first Passover and then subsequently to the 
religious festivals that followed throughout the year (Lev. 23). The matter was 
complicated later, however, by the addition of a fall new year (roœ}sû 
hasûsûaœna®), which has been designated the civil year.

�It appearsIt appears that the  that the spring newspring new year was  year was used for tused for the civil yhe civil year in theear in the northern  northern northern knorthern kingdom andingdom and the fall  the fall new year wnew year was used foas used for the regnr the regnal year raal year rather consither consistently insconsiconsistentconsistently in the ly in the southern ksouthern kingdom, alingdom, although somthough some would ree would reverse thisverse this applicati application. Calculoapplicatiapplicatioapplication. Calculan. Calculating the rting the regnal yearegnal years of kingss of kings, there ma, there may be a dify be a difference ofference of up to six up to up to six monto six months, depenths, depending on ifding on if the king  the king ascended tascended to the throo the throne after tne after the spring he spring new year onewnew year onew year or after thr after the fall newe fall new year. year.

It appears that the spring new year was used for the civil year in the 
northern kingdom and the fall new year was used for the regnal year rather 
consistently in the southern kingdom, although some would reverse this 
application. Calculating the regnal years of kings, there may be a difference of up 
to six months, depending on if the king ascended to the throne after the spring 
new year or after the fall new year.

Accession Accession and Nonaccand Nonaccession Yeaession Year Reckoninr Reckoninggg

Accession and Nonaccession Year Reckoning

The ancienThe ancients employets employed two systd two systems to deaems to deal with thel with the rest of t rest of the regnal he regnal year afteryear after the old k t the old kithe old king died. Ing died. In nonaccesn nonaccession year sion year reckoning,reckoning, the first the first regnal ye regnal year of the ar of the new king bnew knew king beganking began immediate immediately, so thely, so there was an re was an excess of excess of regnal yearegnal years in contrs in contrast to carast to calendar yealencacalendar ycalendar years. Therears. There was no ae was no accession pccession period (yeaeriod (year 0 of ther 0 of the new king) new king). This was. This was the syste t the systemthe system used in E used in Egypt and, gypt and, possibly, possibly, for some pfor some periods in eriods in the northethe northern kingdomrn kingdom of Israel kingdomkingdom ofkingdom of Israel. Israel. Israel.

The ancients employed two systems to deal with the rest of the regnal year after 
the old king died. In nonaccession year reckoning, the first regnal year of the new 
king began immediately, so there was an excess of regnal years in contrast to 
calendar years. There was no accession period (year 0 of the new king). This was 
the system used in Egypt and, possibly, for some periods in the northern 
kingdom of Israel.

�In accessiIn accession year reon year reckoning, tckoning, the rest ofhe rest of the calen the calendar year adar year after the ofter the old king dild king died was notedidied was ndied was not countedot counted, but was , but was reckoned areckoned as year 0. s year 0. The first The first full regnafull regnal year of l year of the new kithe the new kithe new king began ang began at the nextt the next new year, new year, either in either in the sprin the spring or the fg or the fall, whichall, whichever was ieverwhichwhichever whichever was in usewas in use at the ti at the time. This sme. This system keptystem kept the numbe the number of regnar of regnal years anl years and the numbdanand the nuand the number of camber of calendar yealendar years even. Trs even. This systemhis system was used  was used in Assyriain Assyria and Babyl and Babylonia, and oBabylBabylonia,Babylonia, and also  and also regularly regularly in the souin the southern kingthern kingdom of Juddom of Judah. The diah. The difference tfference that these hattthat thesethat these two syste two systems presentms presented could ied could involve as nvolve as little as little as a few daysa few days or more t or more than monthshantthan monththan months.s.

In accession year reckoning, the rest of the calendar year after the old king 
died was not counted, but was reckoned as year 0. The first full regnal year of 
the new king began at the next new year, either in the spring or the fall, 
whichever was in use at the time. This system kept the number of regnal years 
and the number of calendar years even. This system was used in Assyria and 
Babylonia, and also regularly in the southern kingdom of Judah. The difference 
that these two systems presented could involve as little as a few days or more 
than months.

CoregencyCoregencyCoregency

Coregency

�The practiThe practice of two ce of two living kinliving kings or co-kgs or co-kings on things on the throne ae throne at one timet one time was an Eg was an  was an Egyptiaan Egyptian custom an custom as early ass early as the 12th  the 12th dynasty (cdynasty (ca. 2000 a. 2000 B.C.E.B.C.E.). There m). There may have beay have bay have been coregbeen coregencies in encies in Judah nearJudah near Egypt, bu Egypt, but probablyt probably none of s none of significancignificance in the ne in the northern kiortnnorthern knorthern kingdom. Itingdom. It seems pro seems probable thatbable that there wer there were some core some coregencies degencies during the uring theuring the dividethe divided monarchyd monarchy, followin, following the precg the precedent of Dedent of David and Savid and Solomon. Wholomon. When Adonijaen Adonen Adonijah sAdonijah sought to sought to supplant Daupplant David, the avid, the aging king ging king put Solomoput Solomon on the tn on the throne (1 Khrone (1 Khrone (1 Kgs. 1). TKgs. 1). Thus there hus there were two kwere two kings or coings or coregents onregents on the thron the throne of the Ue of the United Kingnited Kingnited Kingdom; DKingdom; David was tavid was the senior he senior king and Sking and Solomon theolomon the junior ki junior king. Coregeng. Coregency was apncy was ancy was apparentlyapparently adopted i adopted in times ofn times of war or wh war or when the olden the older king waer king was physicals physically disablely disabled.d.disabledisabled.disabled.

The practice of two living kings or co-kings on the throne at one time was 



an Egyptian custom as early as the 12th dynasty (ca. 2000 B.C.E.). There may have 
been coregencies in Judah near Egypt, but probably none of significance in the 
northern kingdom. It seems probable that there were some coregencies during 
the divided monarchy, following the precedent of David and Solomon. When 
Adonijah sought to supplant David, the aging king put Solomon on the throne (1 
Kgs. 1). Thus there were two kings or coregents on the throne of the United 
Kingdom; David was the senior king and Solomon the junior king. Coregency was 
apparently adopted in times of war or when the older king was physically 
disabled.

Use of theUse of the LXX LXX LXX

Use of the LXX

In a fair In a fair number of number of cases the cases the Hebrew andHebrew and the LXX g the LXX give a diffive a different numberent number of yearer of years for a pasyearyears for years for a particula particular king. War king. When taken hen taken together ttogether these variahese variants offer nts offer a differena different chronolot chrt chronologichronological systemcal system. Probably. Probably the LXX i the LXX is expansios expansionistic (cfnistic (cf. Exod. 12. Exod. 12:40).:40).

In a fair number of cases the Hebrew and the LXX give a different number of 
years for a particular king. When taken together these variants offer a different 
chronological system. Probably the LXX is expansionistic (cf. Exod. 12:40).

Relative aRelative and Absolutnd Absolute Chronoloe Chronologygygy

Relative and Absolute Chronology

The OT conThe OT contains a matains a massive amoussive amount of chront of chronological nological data, but data, but almost allalmost all of it is  of it is in relativin rin relative trelative terms. For erms. For the Dividethe Divided Monarchyd Monarchy, e.g., th, e.g., the dates are dates are given ine given in terms of  terms of the lengththe lthe lengths oflengths of reign and reign and synchroni synchronisms with tsms with the opposithe opposite kingdom.e kingdom. That give That gives a relatis a relative dating verelatirelative drelative dating of kating of king A to king A to king B, buting B, but it does n it does not give anot give an absolute  absolute date date B.C.E.B.C.E. for eithe for ei for either of either of them.them.them.

The OT contains a massive amount of chronological data, but almost all of it is in 
relative terms. For the Divided Monarchy, e.g., the dates are given in terms of the 
lengths of reign and synchronisms with the opposite kingdom. That gives a 
relative dating of king A to king B, but it does not give an absolute date B.C.E. for 
either of them.

�Thus thereThus there needs to  needs to be a synchbe a synchronism extronism external to bernal to both kingdooth kingdoms which pms which provides anrovpprovides aprovides an even betn even better systemter system of connec of connecting theseting these relative  relative dates to adates to absolute dabsolute dates tedadates dates B.C.E.B.C.E. For the p For the period of teriod of the Dividedhe Divided Monarchy, Monarchy, this is s this is supplied byupplied by records f records from Assyriroffrom Assyrfrom Assyria and Babia and Babylonia. Thylonia. These includese include king lise king lists, eponymts, eponym lists whi lists which name evch name every year, erevevery yearevery year, and year, and year-by-year e-by-year entries in ntries in the royal the royal annals or annals or chronicleschronicles, all of w, all of which can bhich chich can be calcan be calibrated asibrated astronomicaltronomically and matly and mathematicallhematically by the ry by the records of ecords of eclipses, eclipses, which can whwhich can which can be dated ibe dated in absoluten absolute terms by  terms by modern astmodern astronomers. ronomers. UnfortunatUnfortunately, exterely, exteely, external sexternal synchronismynchronisms between s between the Bible the Bible and the anand the ancient Nearcient Near East have East have not yet t not yet t not yet turned up turned up for the 2nfor the 2nd millennid millennium and earum and earlier.lier.

Thus there needs to be a synchronism external to both kingdoms which 
provides an even better system of connecting these relative dates to absolute 
dates B.C.E. For the period of the Divided Monarchy, this is supplied by records 
from Assyria and Babylonia. These include king lists, eponym lists which name 
every year, and year-by-year entries in the royal annals or chronicles, all of which 
can be calibrated astronomically and mathematically by the records of eclipses, 
which can be dated in absolute terms by modern astronomers. Unfortunately, 
external synchronisms between the Bible and the ancient Near East have not yet 
turned up for the 2nd millennium and earlier.

OT HistoryOT History

OT History

From theseFrom these theoretic theoretical consideal considerations werations we turn to t turn to the actual he actual chronologychronology of the OT of the OT of the OT. Most cOT. Most chronologiehronologies begin ats begin at the begin the beginning and wning and work their ork their way througway through the courh the couh the course of course of OT historyOT history to its en to its end. The appd. The approach takeroach taken here is n here is somewhat tsomewhat the reversehe reversehe reverse foreverse for the reasr the reason that thon that the historiae historian works frn works from the welom the well known tol known to the less  the less known.knknown.known.

From these theoretical considerations we turn to the actual chronology of the 
OT. Most chronologies begin at the beginning and work their way through the 
course of OT history to its end. The approach taken here is somewhat the 
reverse for the reason that the historian works from the well known to the less 
known.

Persian PePersian Periodriodriod

Persian Period



ExtrabibliExtrabiblical chronocal chronology for tlogy for the postexihe postexilic periodlic period comes fro comes from various m various sources dasources dating the Ptindadating thedating the Persian k Persian kings: cuneings: cuneiform contiform contract tableract tablets, the Grts, the Greek Olympieek Olympiads, an ecads, an eclipse textlipececlipse teeclipse text that mext that mentions thentions the death of  death of Xerxes, anXerxes, and a Seleucd a Seleucid-period id-period king list.king list.

Extrabiblical chronology for the postexilic period comes from various sources 
dating the Persian kings: cuneiform contract tablets, the Greek Olympiads, an 
eclipse text that mentions the death of Xerxes, and a Seleucid-period king list.

Cylinder rCylinder recording Cecording Cyrus’ blooyrus’ bloodless captdless capture of Babure of Babylon (536 ylon (536 B.C.E.B.C.E.), his res), his restoration otorationresrestoratiorestoration of captin of captives’ templves’ temples, and thes, and the return oe return of prisonerf prisoners to theirs to their own lands own lands (Copyrigh (C (Copyright(Copyright British M British Museum)useum)

Cylinder recording Cyrus’ bloodless capture of Babylon (536 B.C.E.), his 
restoration of captives’ temples, and the return of prisoners to their own lands 
(Copyright British Museum)

�Several biSeveral biblical booblical books containks contain dated mat dated material fromerial from this peri this period, which od, which began in 5began inbegan in 539 witin 539 with the fallh the fall of Babylo of Babylon (Dan. 5)n (Dan. 5). Cyrus’ d. Cyrus’ decree for ecree for the returnthe return of the Je of the Jews is datews isws is dated iis dated in his firsn his first regnal yt regnal year in Babear in Babylonia (2 ylonia (2 Chr. 36:22Chr. 36:22; Ezra 1:1; Ezra 1:1), 538. Da), 538. Darius I camrius I crius I came to thcame to the throne ie throne in 522. In n 522. In 520 the pr520 the prophets Hagophets Haggai and Zegai and Zechariah urchariah urged the reged the reged the rebuildingrebuilding of the te of the temple, whicmple, which was comph was completed earlleted early in 515. y in 515. Esther proEsther provides chrovides chronological nchrochronologichronological data fcal data from the rerom the reign of Xerign of Xerxes (biblixes (biblical Ahasuecal Ahasuerus, Esth.rus, Esth. 1:3-4; 2: 1:3-4; 2:16; 3:7, 116; 316; 3:7, 12, 13:7, 12, 13; 8:9, 123; 8:9, 12; 9:1-21).; 9:1-21). The secon The second return od return of the Jewsf the Jews from exil from exile led by Ee led by Ezra himselzra hzra himself fohimself following a llowing a decree by decree by ArtaxerxesArtaxerxes I reached I reached Jerusalem Jerusalem probably  probably in the sumin the summer of 457msumsummer of summer of 457, if Ez457, if Ezra was usira was using a Jewisng a Jewish fall calh fall calendar (Ezrendar (Ezra 7:7-8; ca 7:7-8; cf. Neh. 1:f. Neh. 1:1). Nehemi1). Ne1). Nehemiah rNehemiah records thaecords that he was st he was sent back tent back to Judah byo Judah by Artaxerxe Artaxerxes in his 2s in his 20th year (0th year (0th year (Neh. 1:1;(Neh. 1:1; 2:1) and  2:1) and served as served as governor ogovernor of Judah fof Judah for 12 yearsr 12 years (5:14), 4 (5:14), 444–432.44–432.

Several biblical books contain dated material from this period, which began 
in 539 with the fall of Babylon (Dan. 5). Cyrus’ decree for the return of the Jews 
is dated in his first regnal year in Babylonia (2 Chr. 36:22; Ezra 1:1), 538. Darius I 
came to the throne in 522. In 520 the prophets Haggai and Zechariah urged the 
rebuilding of the temple, which was completed early in 515. Esther provides 
chronological data from the reign of Xerxes (biblical Ahasuerus, Esth. 1:3-4; 2:16; 
3:7, 12, 13; 8:9, 12; 9:1-21). The second return of the Jews from exile led by Ezra 
himself following a decree by Artaxerxes I reached Jerusalem probably in the 
summer of 457, if Ezra was using a Jewish fall calendar (Ezra 7:7-8; cf. Neh. 1:1). 
Nehemiah records that he was sent back to Judah by Artaxerxes in his 20th year 
(Neh. 1:1; 2:1) and served as governor of Judah for 12 years (5:14), 444–432.

Neo-BabyloNeo-Babylonian Perionian Perioddd

Neo-Babylonian Period

The chronoThe chronology of thlogy of the Neo-Babye Neo-Babylonian kinlonian kingdom is wegdom is well establill established throushed through extensigh extensgh extensive extensive dates fromdates from contract  contract tablets antablets and the chrod the chronicles of nicles of NabopolassNabopolassar, Nebuchar, Nebuchadnezzar IaNebuchNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar II, azzar II, and Nabonidnd Nabonidus, and caus, and calibrated tlibrated through an hrough an eclipse teeclipse text from yext from year 37 of Nayeyear 37 ofyear 37 of Nebuchadn Nebuchadnezzar. Theezzar. The period be period begins with gins with NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar cominzzar coming to the tg to thg to the thronethe throne in 605 an in 605 and ends witd ends with the Persh the Persian conqueian conquest of Babyst of Babylon in 539lon in 539...

The chronology of the Neo-Babylonian kingdom is well established through 
extensive dates from contract tablets and the chronicles of Nabopolassar, 
Nebuchadnezzar II, and Nabonidus, and calibrated through an eclipse text from 
year 37 of Nebuchadnezzar. The period begins with Nebuchadnezzar coming to 
the throne in 605 and ends with the Persian conquest of Babylon in 539.

�For biblicFor biblical purposeal purposes this pers this period may beiod may be extended  extended back to 60back to 609, the yea9, the year King Josr King r King JosiaKing Josiah died in h died in battle witbattle with the Egyph the Egyptian Nechotian Necho II at Car II at Carchemish (2chemish (2 Kgs. 23:2 Kgs. 23:29). The ch9). 23:223:29). Th23:29). The chronoloe chronology of the gy of the last four last four kings of Jkings of Judah afterudah after the death the death of Josiah of Josiah follows a follo follows a follows a pattern:pattern:pattern:

For biblical purposes this period may be extended back to 609, the year 
King Josiah died in battle with the Egyptian Necho II at Carchemish (2 Kgs. 
23:29). The chronology of the last four kings of Judah after the death of Josiah 
follows a pattern:

Jehoahaz rJehoahaz reigned threigned three monthsee months�(2 Kgs. 23(2 Kgs. 23:31):31):31)

Jehoahaz reigned three months (2 Kgs. 23:31)

Jehoiakim Jehoiakim reigned elreigned eleven yearseven years�(2 Kgs. 23(2 Kgs. 23:36):36):36)

Jehoiakim reigned eleven years (2 Kgs. 23:36)

JehoiachinJehoiachin reigned t reigned three monthhree monthss�(2 Kgs. 24(2 Kgs. 24:8):8):8)

Jehoiachin reigned three months (2 Kgs. 24:8)

Zedekiah rZedekiah reigned eleeigned eleven yearsven years�(2 Kgs. 24(2 Kgs. 24:18):18):18)

Zedekiah reigned eleven years (2 Kgs. 24:18)

CorrelatioCorrelations with Nens with Nebuchadnezzbuchadnezzar’s chronar’s chronicle indicicle indicate that Jate that Jehoiakim rehoiakim ruled untiluled until the end o t the end ofthe end of 598, and  598, and JehoiachinJehoiachin surrender surrendered to Nebued to Nebuchadnezzarchadnezzar on 2 Adar on 2 Adar 597. Zede 597. Ze 597. Zedekiah rZedekiah reigned unteigned until 587 if il 587 if a spring ca spring calendar waalendar was used in s used in Judah at tJudah at this time ohis time or 586 if ar 58r 586 if a f586 if a fall calendall calendar was usear was used. Assumind. Assuming the fallg the fall calendar, calendar, Jerusalem Jerusalem held out  held out against Neagainsagainst Neagainst Nebuchadnezzbuchadnezzar for thrar for three years iee years instead of nstead of two years.two years. Nebuchadn Nebuchadnezzar’s siezzar’s siezzar’s siege of tsiege of the city behe city began early gan early in 589 andin 589 and ended in  ended in the summerthe summer of either of either 587 or 58 587 or 586.6.6.

Correlations with Nebuchadnezzar’s chronicle indicate that Jehoiakim ruled until 
the end of 598, and Jehoiachin surrendered to Nebuchadnezzar on 2 Adar 597. 
Zedekiah reigned until 587 if a spring calendar was used in Judah at this time or 
586 if a fall calendar was used. Assuming the fall calendar, Jerusalem held out 
against Nebuchadnezzar for three years instead of two years. Nebuchadnezzar’s 
siege of the city began early in 589 and ended in the summer of either 587 or 586.



�Not only dNot only did the wriid the writers of 2 ters of 2 Kings and Kings and Jeremiah kJeremiah know the chnow the chronology oronology of the kingf thef the kings the kings of Judah wof Judah well, they ell, they also knew also knew that of ththat of the reign ofe reign of Nebuchadn Nebuchadnezzar. Theezzar. They double dy dy double datdouble dated the lased the last years oft years of Judah to  Judah to JehoiachinJehoiachin and Zedek and Zedekiah, and tiah, and to Nebuchado Nebuchadnezzar (2 nNebuchadNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar (2 Kgzzar (2 Kgs. 24:12; s. 24:12; 25:2, 8).25:2, 8).

Not only did the writers of 2 Kings and Jeremiah know the chronology of 
the kings of Judah well, they also knew that of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar. They 
double dated the last years of Judah to Jehoiachin and Zedekiah, and to 
Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kgs. 24:12; 25:2, 8).

Later YearLater Years of Judahs of Judah

Later Years of Judah

Most of thMost of the dates ine dates in this peri this period are uncod are uncomplicatedomplicated and strai and straightforwardghtforward, but its , but its beginning begbeginning beginning with the rwith the reign of Heeign of Hezekiah is zekiah is one of theone of the most diff most difficult of picult of problems inroblems in biblical  bib biblical cbiblical chronology.hronology. This prob This problem stems lem stems from the ffrom the fact that tact that the accessihe accession of Hezeon of Hezekiah appeakiaHezeHezekiah aHezekiah appears to ppears to be dated ibe dated in two diffn two different wayserent ways, each con, each connected witnected with a differh a different event endifferdifferent different event in wevent in which the Ahich the Assyrians wssyrians were involvere involved. Hezekied. Hezekiah’s “firsah’s “first” accessit” accession is dateon ion is dated iis dated in the thirn the third year of d year of Hoshea, thHoshea, the last kine last king of the ng of the northern kiorthern kingdom (2 Kngdom (2 Kgs. 18:1).gs. 1gs. 18:1). Thi18:1). This would aps would appear to dapear to date Hezekiate Hezekiah’s accessh’s accession to 728ion to 728 and the s and the siege of Saiege of Samaria to 7mSaSamaria toSamaria to 724–722.  724–722. But anotheBut another major Asr major Assyrian incsyrian incursion in ursion in the west, the west, which can which can be correlabbe correlabe correlated directted directly with Sely with Sennacherib’nnacherib’s third cas third campaign in mpaign in 701, is da701, is dated only ited only in the 14thn then the 14th ythe 14th year of Hezear of Hezekiah, notekiah, not his 27th  his 27th or 28th yeor 28th year. This iar. This is clarifies clarified by assumd by assuming a coreing aing a coregenca coregency, wherebyy, whereby Hezekiah’ Hezekiah’s father As father Ahaz appoinhaz appointed his soted his son as coregn as coregent in 728ent in 728ent in 728 and He728 and Hezekiah’s szekiah’s sole reign ole reign began in 7began in 715 when Ah15 when Ahaz died.az died.az died.

Most of the dates in this period are uncomplicated and straightforward, but its 
beginning with the reign of Hezekiah is one of the most difficult of problems in 
biblical chronology. This problem stems from the fact that the accession of 
Hezekiah appears to be dated in two different ways, each connected with a 
different event in which the Assyrians were involved. Hezekiah’s “first” accession 
is dated in the third year of Hoshea, the last king of the northern kingdom (2 Kgs. 
18:1). This would appear to date Hezekiah’s accession to 728 and the siege of 
Samaria to 724–722. But another major Assyrian incursion in the west, which can 
be correlated directly with Sennacherib’s third campaign in 701, is dated only in 
the 14th year of Hezekiah, not his 27th or 28th year. This is clarified by assuming 
a coregency, whereby Hezekiah’s father Ahaz appointed his son as coregent in 
728 and Hezekiah’s sole reign began in 715 when Ahaz died.

�The dates The dates for the kifor the kings of Judngs of Judah after tah after that kingdohat kingdom stood alm stood alone after one after the fall othe fall othe fall of Samariaof Samaria can be ta can be tabulated asbulated as follows: follows: follows:

The dates for the kings of Judah after that kingdom stood alone after the fall 
of Samaria can be tabulated as follows:

�Hezekiah —Hezekiah — 728–686 728–686�coregent wcoregent with Ahaz —ith Ahaz — 728–715 728–715�coregent wcoregent with Manassith Manasseh — 696–6eh — 696–6868686

Hezekiah — 728–686
coregent with Ahaz — 728–715
coregent with Manasseh — 696–686

�Manasseh —Manasseh — 696–642 696–642�coregent wcoregent with Hezekiith Hezekiah — 696–6ah — 696–6868686

Manasseh — 696–642
coregent with Hezekiah — 696–686

�Amon — 642Amon — 642–640–640–640

Amon — 642–640

�Josiah — 6Josiah — 640–60940–609

Josiah — 640–609

Later YearLater Years of the Ds of the Divided Monivided Monarchyarchyarchy

Later Years of the Divided Monarchy

The year 8The year 841 provide41 provides a convens a convenient turniient turning point ing point in the chron the chronology of nology of Israel andIsrael and Judah bec Ju Judah becaJudah because the kiuse the kings of botngs of both kingdomsh kingdoms were exec were executed and auted and a new king  new king and queen and queeand queen (a fqueen (a female regeemale regent) took ont) took over those ver those kingdoms.kingdoms.kingdoms.

The year 841 provides a convenient turning point in the chronology of Israel and 
Judah because the kings of both kingdoms were executed and a new king and 
queen (a female regent) took over those kingdoms.

�This perioThis period is one od is one of the mostf the most complicat complicated in all ed in all of biblicaof biblical chronolol chronology becausegy becausgy because ofbecause of an excess an excess of years  of years in relativin relative chronoloe chronology of Isragy of Israel and Judel and Judah in relaah in relation to thtion relarelation trelation to the numbo the number of caleer of calendar yearsndar years in absolu in absolute chronolte chronology deriveogy derived from synd from synchronisms csynsynchronissynchronisms with Asms with Assyria. Minsyria. Minor adjustmor adjustments made ents made for springfor spring and fall  and fall calendars calendars and accessanand accessand accession and noion and nonaccessionnaccession practices practices can accou can account for a fnt for a few of thesew of these.e.e.

This period is one of the most complicated in all of biblical chronology 
because of an excess of years in relative chronology of Israel and Judah in 
relation to the number of calendar years in absolute chronology derived from 
synchronisms with Assyria. Minor adjustments made for spring and fall calendars 
and accession and nonaccession practices can account for a few of these.

�All of theAll of the kings of  kings of Judah in tJudah in this periodhis period were core were coregents (altgents (although the hough the parallel rparallel rparallel reigns of reigns of Athaliah aAthaliah and Joash wnd Joash were only aere only a quasi-cor quasi-coregency). Fegency). For Israel,or Israel, where cor where coregency doeegecorcoregency coregency does not adoes not appear to hppear to have been pave been practiced, racticed, the solutithe solution lies inon lies in scribal e scribal errors or arroeerrors or errors or adjustmentadjustments. Both ths. Both the reigns oe reigns of Jeroboamf Jeroboam and Pekah and Pekah appear to appear to be inaccu be inaccu be inaccurateinaccurate by precis by precisely a decaely a decade.de.de.

All of the kings of Judah in this period were coregents (although the parallel 
reigns of Athaliah and Joash were only a quasi-coregency). For Israel, where 
coregency does not appear to have been practiced, the solution lies in scribal 



errors or adjustments. Both the reigns of Jeroboam and Pekah appear to be 
inaccurate by precisely a decade.

�The externThe external synchroal synchronisms avainisms available fromlable from Assyrian  Assyrian sources insources include: (1)clude: (1) Shalmanes Shalm ShalmaneseShalmaneser III’s rer III’s reception ofception of tribute f tribute from Jehu (rom Jehu (841), (2) 841), (2) the paymenthe payment of tribut of tribute by Jehote bte by Jehoashby Jehoash of Israel of Israel to Adad-n to Adad-nirari III irari III (probably (probably 796), (3) 796), (3) the paymenthe payment of tribut of tribute by Menate by te by Menahemby Menahem to Tiglat to Tiglath-pileser h-pileser III (probaIII (probably ca. 74bly ca. 742–740), (42–740), (4) the paym) the payment of trient of tribute by Pebuttritribute bytribute by Pekah to  Pekah to the same Athe same Assyrian kissyrian king (732), ng (732), (5) the co(5) the conquest of nquest of Samaria bySamaria by Shalmanes S ShalmaneseShalmaneser in 722, r in 722, and (6) thand (6) the reconquee reconquest of Samast of Samaria by Sarria by Sargon after gon after a revolt ia revolt in 720.n 7n 720.720.

The external synchronisms available from Assyrian sources include: (1) 
Shalmaneser III’s reception of tribute from Jehu (841), (2) the payment of tribute 
by Jehoash of Israel to Adad-nirari III (probably 796), (3) the payment of tribute 
by Menahem to Tiglath-pileser III (probably ca. 742–740), (4) the payment of 
tribute by Pekah to the same Assyrian king (732), (5) the conquest of Samaria by 
Shalmaneser in 722, and (6) the reconquest of Samaria by Sargon after a revolt in 
720.

Early YearEarly Years of the Ds of the Divided Monivided Monarchyarchyarchy

Early Years of the Divided Monarchy

�The HebrewThe Hebrew monarchy  monarchy was dividewas divided into thed into the kingdoms  kingdoms of Israel of Israel and Judah and Judah shortly afshoshortly afshortly after the deter the death of Solath of Solomon in 93omon in 932. This da2. This date is detete is determined by rmined by working baworking backward thrckbabackward tbackward through thehrough the list of s list of successive uccessive kings. Sinkings. Since the firce the first of bothst of both kingdoms  kingdoms dated theidatedated theidated their regnal yr regnal years from ears from Solomon’s Solomon’s death, it death, it makes a usmakes a useful boundeful boundary for thary for the beginnine ththe beginnthe beginning of thiing of this period. s period. The relatiThe relatively simulvely simultaneous detaneous deaths of kiaths of kings Joram ngs Joram and Ahaziaand and Ahaziaand Ahaziah in 841 mh in 841 mark a convark a convenient endenient ending point ing point for this pfor this period. Theeriod. The only exte only external synchrexteexternal sexternal synchronismynchronism of signif of significance in icance in this periothis period is the cd is the contact betontact between Ahab ween Ahab and Shalmaandand Shalmaand Shalmaneser III neser III at the Batat the Battle of Qartle of Qarqar in 853qar in 853...

The Hebrew monarchy was divided into the kingdoms of Israel and Judah 
shortly after the death of Solomon in 932. This date is determined by working 
backward through the list of successive kings. Since the first of both kingdoms 
dated their regnal years from Solomon’s death, it makes a useful boundary for 
the beginning of this period. The relatively simultaneous deaths of kings Joram 
and Ahaziah in 841 mark a convenient ending point for this period. The only 
external synchronism of significance in this period is the contact between Ahab 
and Shalmaneser III at the Battle of Qarqar in 853.

�The date oThe date of Ahab’s df Ahab’s death is dieath is disputed. Thsputed. The reference reference from Shae from Shalmaneser’slmaneser’s annals in annal annals indannals indicates he icates he was alive was alive during theduring the summer of summer of 853. The  853. The question iquestion is whether s whether he died lahhe died lahe died later that ster that same year oame year or the nextr the next...

The date of Ahab’s death is disputed. The reference from Shalmaneser’s 
annals indicates he was alive during the summer of 853. The question is whether 
he died later that same year or the next.

�There are There are three corethree coregencies ingencies in the south the southern kingdoern kingdom in this m in this period. Thperiod. The most obve mose most obviomost obvious is thatus is that between J between Jehoram andehoram and Jehoshaph Jehoshaphat, since at, since the accessthe accession of Jorion of Joram of IsraaJorJoram of IJoram of Israel is dsrael is double dateouble dated in termsd in terms of both o of both of their ref their reigns (2 Kgigns (2 Kgs. 1:17; 3s. 1:17; 3:1). Jehos:1). Je:1). JehoshaphaJehoshaphat also hadt also had been core been coregent with gent with his fatherhis father Asa. Ahaz Asa. Ahaziah may haiah may have been apve been apve been appointed appointed as a coregas a coregent when hent when his father is father Jehoram feJehoram fell ill (cfll ill (cf. 2 Kgs. 8. 2 Kgs. 8:25; 9:29):25; 9:29)..

There are three coregencies in the southern kingdom in this period. The 
most obvious is that between Jehoram and Jehoshaphat, since the accession of 
Joram of Israel is double dated in terms of both of their reigns (2 Kgs. 1:17; 3:1). 
Jehoshaphat also had been coregent with his father Asa. Ahaziah may have been 
appointed as a coregent when his father Jehoram fell ill (cf. 2 Kgs. 8:25; 9:29).

United MonUnited Monarchyarchyarchy

United Monarchy

The dates The dates of two of of two of the three the three kings of tkings of the United he United Monarchy aMonarchy are relativre relatively straigely straightforward.htfstraigstraightfostraightforward. Therward. The official  official regnal yearegnal years of Rehors of Rehoboam and Jboam and Jeroboam beeroboam begin in 931gin in 931, placing , 931931, placi931, placing the deang the death of Soloth of Solomon in themon in the preceding preceding year, 932 year, 932. 1 Kgs. 1. 1 Kgs. 11:42 indic1:42 indicates that ateindicindicates indicates that his rthat his reign lasteeign lasted 40 yearsd 40 years. Given th. Given the detailede detailed nature of nature of court rec court records by thords recrecords byrecords by that time that time, this fig, this figure can beure can be taken at  taken at face valueface value...

The dates of two of the three kings of the United Monarchy are relatively 
straightforward. The official regnal years of Rehoboam and Jeroboam begin in 
931, placing the death of Solomon in the preceding year, 932. 1 Kgs. 11:42 
indicates that his reign lasted 40 years. Given the detailed nature of court 
records by that time, this figure can be taken at face value.

�The reign The reign of David iof David is also dats also dated at 40 yed at 40 years. Sincears. Since this fige this figure is broure is broken down iken down iken down into seveninto seven years of  years of rule at Herule at Hebron and 3bron and 33 years in3 years in Jerusalem Jerusalem, the spec, the specificity ofificity of those fig tho those figuthose figures shouldres should be accept be accepted (1 Kgs.ed (1 Kgs. 2:11). We 2:11). We are given are given no specif no specific indicatic indication as to ion indicatindicationindication as to how as to how long the  long the short-liveshort-lived coregencd coregency between y between David and David and Solomon laSolomon lSolomon lasted andlasted and whether i whether it was inclt was included or exuded or excluded frocluded from the totam the totals of theils of their regnal yr regnal years. One earyyears. Oneyears. One might est might estimate it cimate it could have ould have lasted frolasted from six montm six months to two hs to two years (cf.years (cf. 1 Kgs. 2: 1 1 Kgs. 2:31 Kgs. 2:39, 46).9, 46).9, 46).

The reign of David is also dated at 40 years. Since this figure is broken down 
into seven years of rule at Hebron and 33 years in Jerusalem, the specificity of 
those figures should be accepted (1 Kgs. 2:11). We are given no specific 
indication as to how long the short-lived coregency between David and Solomon 
lasted and whether it was included or excluded from the totals of their regnal 
years. One might estimate it could have lasted from six months to two years (cf. 



1 Kgs. 2:39, 46).

�The lengthThe length of Saul’s of Saul’s reign is  reign is more problmore problematic. Paematic. Part of a dart of a date formulate formula for his r for his r for his reign in 1reign in 1 Sam. 13:1 Sam. 13:1 appears t appears to have beeo have been lost in n lost in the transmthe transmission of ission of the text. the text. The numberThe The numberThe number “[20 and] “[20 and] two years two years” is a com” is a common estimamon estimate here, bte here, but other cut other combinationombinatccombinatiocombinations are posns are possible. Thesible. The reference reference in Acts 1 in Acts 13:21 to Sa3:21 to Saul’s reignul’s reign as lastin as lasting 40 yearsg 40g 40 years a40 years appears to ppears to be a schembe a schematized metatized method of deahod of dealing with ling with this gap bthis gap by projectiy projecting the 40-ngprojectiprojectingprojecting the 40-ye the 40-year reigns ar reigns of David aof David and Solomonnd Solomon back into back into the time  the time of Saul.of Saul.of Saul.

The length of Saul’s reign is more problematic. Part of a date formula for his 
reign in 1 Sam. 13:1 appears to have been lost in the transmission of the text. 
The number “[20 and] two years” is a common estimate here, but other 
combinations are possible. The reference in Acts 13:21 to Saul’s reign as lasting 
40 years appears to be a schematized method of dealing with this gap by 
projecting the 40-year reigns of David and Solomon back into the time of Saul.

�The dates The dates for the kifor the kings for thngs for the United Me United Monarchy caonarchy can be outlin be outlined as folned as follows:lows:lows:

The dates for the kings for the United Monarchy can be outlined as follows:

�Saul — (2)Saul — (2)2 years, 12 years, 1034(?)-101034(?)-101222

Saul — (2)2 years, 1034(?)-1012

�David — 40David — 40 years, 10 years, 1012–97212–97212–972

David — 40 years, 1012–972

�Solomon — Solomon — 40 years, 40 years, 972–932972–932

Solomon — 40 years, 972–932

Period of Period of the Judgesthe Judges

Period of the Judges

The book oThe book of Judges if Judges is replete s replete with an exwith an extensive amtensive amount of chount of chronologicaronological data. Apl data. ApproximatelpApApproximatApproximately two doely two dozen chronozen chronological stlogical statements aatements are almost re almost evenly divevenly divided betweided betwided between stbetween statements aatements about the lbout the length of pength of periods of eriods of oppressionoppression by Israel by Israel’s enemies’s enemies and that  enemiesenemies anenemies and that of d that of periods ofperiods of peace or  peace or rest initirest initiated by Isated by Israel’s librael’s liberating juerating judges. At fdges. Adges. At first gAt first glance theslance these data woue data would appear ld appear to provideto provide an extens an extensive chronoive chronology of thlogy of the judges.e ththe judgesthe judges...

The book of Judges is replete with an extensive amount of chronological data. 
Approximately two dozen chronological statements are almost evenly divided 
between statements about the length of periods of oppression by Israel’s 
enemies and that of periods of peace or rest initiated by Israel’s liberating judges. 
At first glance these data would appear to provide an extensive chronology of 
the judges.

�However, tHowever, there are nhere are no synchrono synchronisms exterisms external to Isrnal to Israel with wael with which to quhich to quantify theantifyququantify tquantify the internahe internal data. Isl data. Israel’s enerael’s enemies in thmies in the book of e book of Judges, wiJudges, with only onth only one exceptioe exce exception,exception, are local are local enemies a enemies and not thend not the great pow great powers of theers of the ancient N ancient Near East. ear East. Also, someAlAlso, someAlso, some of the op of the oppressions pressions were contewere contemporary. Jmporary. Judg. 10:7 udg. 10:7 states thastates that Israel wt Israel was oppressawwas oppreswas oppressed by thesed by the Philistin Philistines (in thees (in the west) and west) and the Ammon the Ammonites (in tites (in the east) dhe east) during the urdduring theduring the same peri same period of 18 yod of 18 years. How ears. How many more many more of the oppof the oppressions eressions elsewhere ilsewhereeelsewhere elsewhere in Judges in Judges were contewere contemporaneousmporaneous is not ea is not easy to detesy to determine becarmine because of lacuse of lause of lack of splack of specific datecific data. This qua. This question canestion can be extend be extended to ask ed to ask how many ohow many of the opprf the oppressions inesopproppressionoppressions in some s in some parts of Iparts of Israel weresrael were contempor contemporaneous witaneous with periods h periods of peace lof peace of peace led peace led by the judby the judges in othges in other parts. er parts. For examplFor example, not alle, not all tribes an tribes answered theswered the call to a cal call to arcall to arms given bms given by Deborah y Deborah and Barak and Barak (Judg. 4-5(Judg. 4-5). Likewis). Likewise, the oppe, the oppression ofression of Moab in J M Moab in JuMoab in Judg. 3 seemdg. 3 seems mainly ts mainly to have beeo have been a northen a northern tribe ern tribe exercise.xercise.xercise.

However, there are no synchronisms external to Israel with which to 
quantify the internal data. Israel’s enemies in the book of Judges, with only one 
exception, are local enemies and not the great powers of the ancient Near East. 
Also, some of the oppressions were contemporary. Judg. 10:7 states that Israel 
was oppressed by the Philistines (in the west) and the Ammonites (in the east) 
during the same period of 18 years. How many more of the oppressions 
elsewhere in Judges were contemporaneous is not easy to determine because of 
lack of specific data. This question can be extended to ask how many of the 
oppressions in some parts of Israel were contemporaneous with periods of 
peace led by the judges in other parts. For example, not all tribes answered the 
call to arms given by Deborah and Barak (Judg. 4-5). Likewise, the oppression of 
Moab in Judg. 3 seems mainly to have been a northern tribe exercise.

�Once the dOnce the date of theate of the Exodus ha Exodus has been fixs been fixed, the daed, the dates in Judtes in Judges can beges can be prorated  prora prorated oprorated out, since ut, since the lower the lower limits of limits of this periothis period with Samd with Samuel and Sauel and Saul can be ul can be fixed withfixefixed withfixed with reasonabl reasonable approxime approximation. Fixation. Fixing the daing the date of the te of the Exodus, hoExodus, however, is wever, is not an easnonot an easnot an easy process.y process. There is, There is, however,  however, one more lone more longer-rangonger-range datum ine datum in Judges th Judges th Judges that may athat may assist withssist with that task that task. Jephthah. Jephthah’s claim (’s claim (Judg. 11:2Judg. 11:26) that th6) that the Israelite Israelites had setes had es had settlehad settled in Ammond in Ammonite territite territory 300 yeory 300 years beforears before provides  provides a round fia round figure that gure that is not preisis not preis not precise, but cise, but it still iit still is useful. s useful. If JephthaIf Jephthah’s date ih’s date is estimates estimated at ca. 1d at ca. 1100, then 100, then the initiatthe initiathe initial settlemel settlement was ca.nt was ca. 1400. Thi 1400. This is consis is consistent withstent with one of th one of the lines ofe lines of chronolog chron chronologychronology that prov that provide dates ide dates for the Exfor the Exodus.odus.

Once the date of the Exodus has been fixed, the dates in Judges can be 
prorated out, since the lower limits of this period with Samuel and Saul can be 
fixed with reasonable approximation. Fixing the date of the Exodus, however, is 
not an easy process. There is, however, one more longer-range datum in Judges 
that may assist with that task. Jephthah’s claim (Judg. 11:26) that the Israelites 
had settled in Ammonite territory 300 years before provides a round figure that 
is not precise, but it still is useful. If Jephthah’s date is estimated at ca. 1100, then 
the initial settlement was ca. 1400. This is consistent with one of the lines of 
chronology that provide dates for the Exodus.



Date of thDate of the Exoduse Exoduse Exodus

Date of the Exodus

The ExodusThe Exodus from Egyp from Egypt was ident was identified as tified as a landmarka landmark event in  event in the formatthe formation of ancion of ancient Israeieancancient Isancient Israel as a rael as a people whopeople who covenante covenanted with thed with their God at ir God at Sinai. FirSinai. First, howevest, however, came thr, howevehowever, chowever, came the deame the deliverance.liverance. Since the Since the pharaoh o pharaoh of the Exodf the Exodus is not us is not named in tnamed in the book ofhtthe book othe book of Exodus, f Exodus, more indirmore indirect means ect means must be apmust be applied to dplied to determine tetermine the date ofhe date ohe date of that evof that event. This ent. This has led tohas led to four main four main solutions solutions:::

The Exodus from Egypt was identified as a landmark event in the formation of 
ancient Israel as a people who covenanted with their God at Sinai. First, 
however, came the deliverance. Since the pharaoh of the Exodus is not named in 
the book of Exodus, more indirect means must be applied to determine the date 
of that event. This has led to four main solutions:

1.1.�Late 16th Late 16th century. Tcentury. This is conhis is consistent wisistent with Josephuth Josephus’ use of s’ use of the Egyptithe Egyptian historian histan historian historian Manetho inManetho in synchroni synchronizing the dzing the departure oeparture of the Israf the Israelites witelites with the defeh theh the defeatthe defeat and expul and expulsion of thsion of the Hyksos. e Hyksos. It is univIt is universally reersally rejected by jected by modern schmodermodern schmodern scholars.olars.olars.

1. Late 16th century. This is consistent with Josephus’ use of the Egyptian 
historian Manetho in synchronizing the departure of the Israelites with 
the defeat and expulsion of the Hyksos. It is universally rejected by 
modern scholars.

2.2.�Mid-15th cMid-15th century. Thentury. This date isis date is based upo based upon the chron the chronological nological statement statement in 1 Kgs. in 1in 1 Kgs. 6:11 Kgs. 6:1 that Solo that Solomon began mon began to build tto build the temple he temple in his 4thin his 4th year, 480 year, 480 years aft yea years afteyears after the Exodr the Exodus. A minous. A minority of scrity of scholars, moholars, mostly consestly conservative, hrvative, have adhereave aave adhered toadhered to this date this date...

2. Mid-15th century. This date is based upon the chronological statement in 
1 Kgs. 6:1 that Solomon began to build the temple in his 4th year, 480 
years after the Exodus. A minority of scholars, mostly conservative, have 
adhered to this date.

3.3.�13th Centu13th Century. This vry. This view is basiew is based upon thed upon three main pree main points: (1)oints: (1) The name  The name of Ramesesof of Ramesesof Rameses for one o for one of the storf the store cities be cities built by thuilt by the Israelite Israelites in Egypes in Egypt (Exod. 1t (Exodt (Exod. 1:1(Exod. 1:11) from wh1) from which they lich they left at theeft at the time of t time of their deparheir departure (12:3ture (12:37). Ramese7). R7). Rameses IIRameses II was a fam was a famous and imous and important kiportant king who rulng who ruled Egypt fed Egypt for more thor more than half a aththan half than half a century,a century, covering  covering the first the first half of thhalf of the 13th cene 13th century. He btury. He built up hiuilt up uilt up his norup his northern capithern capital of Pertal of Per-rameses i-rameses in the arean the area of Avaris of Avaris, the form, the former Hyksos er Her Hyksos capHyksos capital. The ital. The identificaidentification of thtion of this city wiis city with the bibth the biblical citylical city is the fi is the first cornerrsfifirst cornfirst cornerstone oferstone of this theo this theory. (2) Whry. (2) What was thoat was thought to beught to be a “wave o a “wave of destructf def destructiodestructions” causedns” caused by the Is by the Israelites araelites at strategit strategic biblicalc biblical sites in  sites in Canaan. MoCanaan. MCanaan. More carefMore careful study hul study has determias determined that tned that this was a his was a much more much more complex ancomplex ancomplex and irreguand irregular phenomlar phenomenon. (3) enon. (3) Merneptha’Merneptha’s stela (cs stela (ca. 1200), a. 1200), which namewhich names Israel as namenames Isranames Israel as a peel as a people who wople who were settleere settled in Canaad in Canaan by the tn by the time it wasime it was written. w written.written.written.

3. 13th Century. This view is based upon three main points: (1) The name 
of Rameses for one of the store cities built by the Israelites in Egypt 
(Exod. 1:11) from which they left at the time of their departure (12:37). 
Rameses II was a famous and important king who ruled Egypt for more 
than half a century, covering the first half of the 13th century. He built 
up his northern capital of Per-rameses in the area of Avaris, the former 
Hyksos capital. The identification of this city with the biblical city is the 
first cornerstone of this theory. (2) What was thought to be a “wave of 
destructions” caused by the Israelites at strategic biblical sites in Canaan. 
More careful study has determined that this was a much more complex 
and irregular phenomenon. (3) Merneptha’s stela (ca. 1200), which 
names Israel as a people who were settled in Canaan by the time it was 
written.

4.4.�12th Centu12th Century. As thery. As the consensus consensus about the about the wave of d wave of destructionestructions in Canaas in Canaan in the ln CanaaCanaan in Canaan in the late 1the late 13th centur3th century crumbledy crumbled, people l, people looked elseooked elsewhere, botwhere, both earlier hbotboth earliboth earlier and later and later, for ther, for the Exodus ae Exodus and the subnd the subsequent sesequent settlement. ttlement. Rather speRathRather speRather specific archcific archaeologicalaeological evidence  evidence for the sefor the settlement ottlement of Israel af Israel appears in ppearsaappears inappears in the 12th  the 12th century, icentury, in the formn the form of many s of many small villamall village settlemge settlements spreaents settlemsettlementsettlements spread os spread over the laver the land with mand with mainly Israeinly Israelite featulite features.res.res.

4. 12th Century. As the consensus about the wave of destructions in 
Canaan in the late 13th century crumbled, people looked elsewhere, 
both earlier and later, for the Exodus and the subsequent settlement. 
Rather specific archaeological evidence for the settlement of Israel 
appears in the 12th century, in the form of many small village 
settlements spread over the land with mainly Israelite features.

While a maWhile a majority of jority of scholars pscholars probably norobably now lean toww lean towards the 1ards the 12th centur2th century for the y for the date of thddate of thdate of the Exodus, e Exodus, a significa significant minoriant minority leans bty leans back to theack to the 15th cent 15th century.ury.

While a majority of scholars probably now lean towards the 12th century for the 
date of the Exodus, a significant minority leans back to the 15th century.

SojournSojournSojourn

Sojourn

An estimatAn estimate for the e for the length of length of time that time that the Israelthe Israelites spentites spent in Egypt  in Egypt depends updepends upon two maion ton two main ftwo main factors. (1actors. (1) The gene) The genealogical salogical statement itatement in Exod. 6 n Exod. 6 gives the gives the two generatwo generations thattiogeneragenerationgenerations that wens that went into Egyt into Egypt (Levi apt (Levi and Kohath)nd Kohath) and the t and the two generatwo generations at thions at the end of teththe end ofthe end of the sojou the sojourn (Amram rn (Amram and Moses)and Moses). If this . If this is a complis a complete genealete genealogical lisogical list, then tht, tht, then the sthen the sojourn shoojourn should have buld have been a relaeen a relatively shotively short period rt period of time. Iof time. If, howeverf, however, there is, th, there is athere is a gap in th gap in the middle oe middle of that genf that genealogy, thealogy, then the sojen the sojourn couldourn could have been have been considera co considerabconsiderably longer.ly longer. (2) Exod. (2) Exod. 12:40 sta 12:40 states that ttes that the Israelihe Israelites were ites were in Egypt 43n Egypt 430 years. A0 ye0 years. A 1years. A 13th-Dynast3th-Dynasty Egyptiany Egyptian papyrus f papyrus from the larom the late 18th cete 18th century favontury favors the lonrs the longer chronoglonlonger chrlonger chronology foonology for the sojor the sojourn. This urn. This is a list is a list of female of female household household slaves, a slaves, a number of numbnumber of number of whom bear whom bear Semitic naSemitic names, some mes, some rather disrather distinctivelytinctively Israelite Israelite. If these. If these were desc w were descewere descendants of ndants of Jacob and Jacob and his sons, his sons, they wouldthey would have to h have to have come tave come to Egypt duo Egypt do Egypt during theduring the 12th Dyna 12th Dynasty, not tsty, not the 15th (Hhe 15th (Hyksos) Dynyksos) Dynasty as thasty as the short che short chronology fronology for the sojoffor the sofor the sojourn wouljourn would indicated indicate...

An estimate for the length of time that the Israelites spent in Egypt depends upon 
two main factors. (1) The genealogical statement in Exod. 6 gives the two 



generations that went into Egypt (Levi and Kohath) and the two generations at 
the end of the sojourn (Amram and Moses). If this is a complete genealogical list, 
then the sojourn should have been a relatively short period of time. If, however, 
there is a gap in the middle of that genealogy, then the sojourn could have been 
considerably longer. (2) Exod. 12:40 states that the Israelites were in Egypt 430 
years. A 13th-Dynasty Egyptian papyrus from the late 18th century favors the 
longer chronology for the sojourn. This is a list of female household slaves, a 
number of whom bear Semitic names, some rather distinctively Israelite. If these 
were descendants of Jacob and his sons, they would have to have come to Egypt 
during the 12th Dynasty, not the 15th (Hyksos) Dynasty as the short chronology 
for the sojourn would indicate.

�Thus far aThus far archaeologirchaeological evidencal evidence illumince illuminating thisating this period ha period has been mins been minimal. The imal. Thimal. The questiThe question remainson remains open unti open until further l further evidence ievidence is discovers discovered which bed which bears upon ears upon ears upon the qupon the question.uestion.

Thus far archaeological evidence illuminating this period has been minimal. 
The question remains open until further evidence is discovered which bears 
upon the question.

PatriarchsPatriarchs

Patriarchs

According According to Gen. 47to Gen. 47:7, 28, Ja:7, 28, Jacob was 13cob was 130 years ol0 years old when he d when he came to licame to live in Egypve in Egypt. He was tEgypEgypt. He Egypt. He was born wwas born when Isaac hen Isaac was 60 yeawas 60 years old (2:rs old (2:26). Abrah26). Abraham came toam came to Canaan wh Canaan  Canaan wheCanaan when he was 7n he was 75 years ol5 years old (12:4), d (12:4), and Isaac and Isaac was born twas born to him wheno him when he was 10 he was 1 he was 100 (21:5)100 (21:5). These ag. These ages look ines look inordinatelyordinately high to m high to moderns, buoderns, but the histt the historian shouorian should at leasld shoushould at should at least workleast work with thes with these figures e figures as hypotheas hypothetical.tical.tical.

According to Gen. 47:7, 28, Jacob was 130 years old when he came to live in 
Egypt. He was born when Isaac was 60 years old (2:26). Abraham came to 
Canaan when he was 75 years old (12:4), and Isaac was born to him when he was 
100 (21:5). These ages look inordinately high to moderns, but the historian 
should at least work with these figures as hypothetical.

�In generalIn general terms, bi terms, biblical chrblical chronology plonology places the daces the date for thate for the entry ofe entry of Abraham i Abraham Abraham inAbraham into Canaan to Canaan at ca. 200at ca. 2000, with a 0, with a margin of margin of error of perror of plus or minlus or minus a centuus a century. There rcentucentury. Tcentury. There has bhere has been consideen considerable deberable debate about ate about which archwhich archaeologicalaeological period sh period sh period should be should be identifiedidentified as the ti as the time of the me of the patriarchspatriarchs. Those wh. Those who favor Eao favor Early Bronzerly Bronze IV note t IV IV note thIV note the seminomae seminomadic experidic experience of Abence of Abraham. Thoraham. Those who favse who favor Middle or Middle Bronze II BronzeBronze II Bronze II A note theA note the number of number of settled c settled cities in tities in these narrahese narratives.tives.tives.

In general terms, biblical chronology places the date for the entry of 
Abraham into Canaan at ca. 2000, with a margin of error of plus or minus a 
century. There has been considerable debate about which archaeological period 
should be identified as the time of the patriarchs. Those who favor Early Bronze 
IV note the seminomadic experience of Abraham. Those who favor Middle 
Bronze II A note the number of settled cities in these narratives.
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CHRONOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT

NT chronolNT chronology can beogy can be divided i divided into discusnto discussion of Jesion of Jesus and ofsus and of the apost the apostolic perioolic period, includid, perioperiod, inperiod, including escluding especially Ppecially Paul. All saul. All study of NTtudy of NT chronolog chronology, howevery, however, is compl, is complicated by icatcomplcomplicatecomplicated by severd by several factorsal factors: the NT a: the NT authors weruthors were not conce not concerned witherned with the same  the same the same kind same kind of date-keof date-keeping as meping as moderns areoderns are; means of; means of calculati calculating time weng time were differere different in the ndifferedifferent different in the ancin the ancient worldient world; and, mos; and, most important importantly, theretly, there are few f are few firmly estairmly established dablishestaestablisheestablished dates ard dates around whichound which to create to create a chronol a chronology.ogy.

NT chronology can be divided into discussion of Jesus and of the apostolic 
period, including especially Paul. All study of NT chronology, however, is 
complicated by several factors: the NT authors were not concerned with the 
same kind of date-keeping as moderns are; means of calculating time were 
different in the ancient world; and, most importantly, there are few firmly 
established dates around which to create a chronology.

Jesus’ LifJesus’ Lifee

Jesus’ Life

The issuesThe issues regarding regarding the life  the life of Jesus aof Jesus are: his bire: his birth, the brth, the beginning oeginning of his minif his ministry, its stry, its stry, its duratiits duration, and hion, and his death.s death.

The issues regarding the life of Jesus are: his birth, the beginning of his ministry, 
its duration, and his death.

BirthBirthBirth

Birth

DiscussionDiscussion of the bi of the birth of Jesrth of Jesus revolveus revolves around ts around three majorhree major events: t events: the death ohe death of Herod thf Hf Herod the Herod the Great, theGreat, the Lukan cen Lukan census, and tsus, and the visit ohe visit of the magif the magi...

Discussion of the birth of Jesus revolves around three major events: the death of 
Herod the Great, the Lukan census, and the visit of the magi.

Death of HDeath of Herod.erod. Matt. 2:1 Matt. 2:1; Luke 1:5; Luke 1:5 state tha state that Jesus wat Jesus was born durs born during Herod’ing Herod’s reign ovs rs reign overreign over Judea, an Judea, and Matt. 2:d Matt. 2:15, 19-20 15, 19-20 that Herodthat Herod died whil died while Jesus wae Jesus was a baby. s a baby. Josephus sJosJosephus sJosephus states thattates that Herod die Herod died 34 yearsd 34 years after put after putting Antigting Antigonus to deonus to death in 37 ath in 37 B.C.B.CB.C.B.C. and 37 ye and 37 years after ars after being appobeing appointed kinginted king by the Ro by the Romans in 40mans in 40  B.C.B.C. (ca. 4  (ca. 4 B.C.B.C.), althoug), al), although salthough some recentome recent scholars  scholars argue for argue for a date of a date of 4/3 4/3 B.C.B.C. for Herod for Herod’s death; ’s death; Ant.Ant. 17.190–91 1 17.190–91;17.190–91;  BJBJ 1.665), t 1.665), that there hat there was an eclwas an eclipse of thipse of the moon thee moon the year Hero year Herod died (12d died (1d died (12 or 13 (12 or 13 March 4 March 4 B.C.B.C.; ; Ant.Ant. 17.167),  17.167), and that tand that the Passovehe Passover occurredr occurred soon afte soon after his son r his r his son Arhis son Archelaus bechelaus became king came king (17 April (17 April 4 4 B.C.B.C.; ; Ant.Ant. 17.213;  17.213; BJBJ 2.10). Th 2.10). Thus Jesus wus Jesus was born beawwas born bwas born before Apriefore April 4 l 4 B.C.B.C., not in t, not in the year 0.he year 0. In the 6t In the 6th century h century A.D.A.D. a mistake a mistake in calcul in  in calculain calculating datesting dates was made  was made by Dionysiby Dionysius Exiguusus Exiguus, which ha, which has not beens not been corrected corrected..correctedcorrected.corrected.

Death of Herod. Matt. 2:1; Luke 1:5 state that Jesus was born during Herod’s 
reign over Judea, and Matt. 2:15, 19-20 that Herod died while Jesus was a baby. 
Josephus states that Herod died 34 years after putting Antigonus to death in 37 
B.C. and 37 years after being appointed king by the Romans in 40 B.C. (ca. 4 B.C.), 
although some recent scholars argue for a date of 4/3 B.C. for Herod’s death; Ant. 
17.190–91; BJ 1.665), that there was an eclipse of the moon the year Herod died 
(12 or 13 March 4 B.C.; Ant. 17.167), and that the Passover occurred soon after 
his son Archelaus became king (17 April 4 B.C.; Ant. 17.213; BJ 2.10). Thus Jesus 
was born before April 4 B.C., not in the year 0. In the 6th century A.D. a mistake 
in calculating dates was made by Dionysius Exiguus, which has not been 
corrected.

Census.Census. Luke 2:1- Luke 2:1-5 states t5 states that a censhat a census was takus was taken by the en by the Emperor AuEmperor Augustus befgustus before Jesus obefbefore Jesbefore Jesus was borus was born, and than, and that Jesus’ pt Jesus’ parents traarents traveled to Bveled to Bethlehem tethlehem to enroll io enroll in their hon thn their hometheir hometown. Howetown. However, no Rover, no Roman historman historian mentioian mentions a censuns a census ca. 4 s ca. 4 B.C.B.C. In Luke 2 In Luk In Luke 2 theLuke 2 the census is census is reported  reported in relatioin relation to the gn to the governorshiovernorship of Quirip of Quirinius, who nius, who became govbebecame govbecame governor of Sernor of Syria afteryria after  A.D.A.D. 6 and too 6 and took a censusk a census then ( then (Ant.Ant. 17.355; 1 17.355; 18.356). Ma8.356)118.356). M18.356). Many, if noany, if not most, sct most, scholars holholars hold that Lukd that Luke erred ine erred in his chron his chronology, by ology, by either inceitheither inceither incorrectly iorrectly identifyingdentifying the gover the governor of Syrnor of Syria as Quiria as Quirinius, givinius, giving Quirining Quirinius the wrius theius the wrong the wrong title, or title, or introducinintroducing an earlig an earlier census er census that neverthat never occurred. occurred.

Census. Luke 2:1-5 states that a census was taken by the Emperor Augustus 
before Jesus was born, and that Jesus’ parents traveled to Bethlehem to enroll in 
their hometown. However, no Roman historian mentions a census ca. 4 B.C. In 
Luke 2 the census is reported in relation to the governorship of Quirinius, who 
became governor of Syria after A.D. 6 and took a census then (Ant. 17.355; 
18.356). Many, if not most, scholars hold that Luke erred in his chronology, by 
either incorrectly identifying the governor of Syria as Quirinius, giving Quirinius 
the wrong title, or introducing an earlier census that never occurred.

�Several faSeveral factors mustctors must be consid be considered beforered before Luke’s ae Luke’s account is ccount is dismissed.dismissed. First, th First, t First, the Romansthe Romans undertook undertook censuses  censuses throughoutthroughout their emp their empire. In Roire. In Roman Egypt,man Egypt, it is wel it is we it is well estabwell established thalished that from t from A.D.A.D. 33/34 unt 33/34 until 257/258il 257/258 censuses  censuses were takenwere taken at 14-yea at 14-year intervalr14-yea14-year in14-year intervals. Rtervals. Recently diecently discussed evscussed evidence, hoidence, however, indwever, indicates thaicates that during tt during the reign ohe rhe reign of Areign of Augustus ceugustus censuses wernsuses were taken ate taken at seven-yea seven-year intervalr intervals, and cans, and can be establ be established withishestablestablisheestablished with indd with indirect and irect and direct evidirect evidence for dence for 11/10, 4/311/10, 4/3  B.C.B.C., , A.D.A.D. 4/5, and  4/5, and 11/12. Sec11/1211/12. Sec11/12. Second, in liond, in light of theght of the turmoil a turmoil at the clost the close of Herode of Herod’s reign (’s reign (Ant.Ant. 16.300–40 16.300–404; 416.300–4016.300–40416.300–404; ; BJBJ 1.516–51) 1.516–51), includin, including what he g what he perceived perceived as threatsas threats to his po to his power by hiswer by hwer by his sons ahis sons and strainend strained relationd relations with Roms with Rome and the e and the fact that fact that he was a che was a client kinglient king who ruled wh who ruled who ruled only becauonly because of Romase of Roman favor, in favor, it may wellt may well be that t be that the Egyptiahe Egyptian census on census of 4/3 foof 4/3 of 4/3 B.C.B.C. was exten was extended to Judded to Judea or one ea or one like it pelike it performed thrformed there, and tere, and this is thehis is the one refer on one referrone referred to in Led to in Luke 2:1. Tuke 2:1. Third, the hird, the edict of Vedict of Vibius Maxiibius Maximus in mus in A.D.A.D. 104 (P. L 104 (P. Lond. III 9ondLLond. III Lond. III 904.18–27)904.18–27), that all, that all people re people return to thturn to their homes eir homes for the cefor the census, indinsus, indicates the catesindiindicates indicates the plausithe plausibility of bility of the trip tthe trip to Bethleheo Bethlehem recordedm recorded in the Go in the Gospels. Finspels. Finally, the ally, tally, the Greek the Greek grammar ofgrammar of Luke 2:2  Luke 2:2 has been ihas been interpretednterpreted that this that this was “the  was “the previous cprevious cprevious census, becensus, before Quirifore Quirinius was gnius was governor ofovernor of Syria.” L Syria.” Luke may beuke may be using Qui using Quirinius’ gorinius’ governorshipvegogovernorshgovernorship and cenip and census as a rsus as a reference peference point, sincoint, since Quiriniue Quirinius’ census s’ census in in A.D.A.D. 6, when J 6, wh 6, when Judeawhen Judea became pa became part of Syrirt of Syria, was traa, was traumatic forumatic for the Jews  the Jews — it marke— it marked the end d the end d the end of eveend of even the pretn the pretense of seense of self-rule. Tlf-rule. This evidenhis evidence supportce supports a date os a date of ca. 4 f ca. 4 B.C.B.C. for Jesus for for Jesus’for Jesus’ birth. birth. birth.

Several factors must be considered before Luke’s account is dismissed. First, 
the Romans undertook censuses throughout their empire. In Roman Egypt, it is 



well established that from A.D. 33/34 until 257/258 censuses were taken at 
14-year intervals. Recently discussed evidence, however, indicates that during the 
reign of Augustus censuses were taken at seven-year intervals, and can be 
established with indirect and direct evidence for 11/10, 4/3 B.C., A.D. 4/5, and 
11/12. Second, in light of the turmoil at the close of Herod’s reign (Ant. 
16.300–404; BJ 1.516–51), including what he perceived as threats to his power by 
his sons and strained relations with Rome and the fact that he was a client king 
who ruled only because of Roman favor, it may well be that the Egyptian census 
of 4/3 B.C. was extended to Judea or one like it performed there, and this is the 
one referred to in Luke 2:1. Third, the edict of Vibius Maximus in A.D. 104 (P. 
Lond. III 904.18–27), that all people return to their homes for the census, 
indicates the plausibility of the trip to Bethlehem recorded in the Gospels. Finally, 
the Greek grammar of Luke 2:2 has been interpreted that this was “the previous 
census, before Quirinius was governor of Syria.” Luke may be using Quirinius’ 
governorship and census as a reference point, since Quirinius’ census in A.D. 6, 
when Judea became part of Syria, was traumatic for the Jews — it marked the 
end of even the pretense of self-rule. This evidence supports a date of ca. 4 B.C. 
for Jesus’ birth.

Magi.Magi. Various p Various proposals hroposals have been mave been made regardade regarding the “sing the “star” that tar” that magi or asmagi or astrologers troloasastrologerastrologers followeds followed in search in search of Jesus  of Jesus (Matt. 2:1(Matt. 2:1-12). Hall-12). Halley’s cometey’s comet, which ca, which can be seen n ben be seen evbe seen every 76 yeaery 76 years, would rs, would have been have been visible invisible in the sky i the sky in 12/11 n 12/11 B.C.B.C., but this, but this date is t da date is todate is too early. So early. Some posit ome posit a form of a form of spectaculaspectacular explodinr exploding star (sug star (supernova) cpernova) ca. 5/4 a. 5a. 5/4 5/4 B.C.B.C., but ther, but there is no fie is no firm evidencrm evidence. The aste. The astronomer Joronomer Johannes Kephannes Kepler in 160ler in 1606 calculat6 ca6 calculatedcalculated that ther that there had beene had been a conjunc a conjunction of thtion of the planets e planets of Mars, Jof Mars, Jupiter, anupiter, and Saturn id Satd Saturn in Saturn in 7 7 B.C.B.C., somethin, something that onlg that only happens y happens every 805 every 805 years. Astyears. Astrology wasrology was widesprea wides widespreadwidespread in the an in the ancient Nearcient Near East, wit East, with special h special events oftevents often seen toen seen to accompany accompany the birth accompanyaccompany accompany the birth the birth of signifiof significant peoplcant people (e.g., Ae (e.g., Alexander tlexander the Great).he Great). However,  However, the story thethe story the story of the magof the magi adds liti adds little to esttle to establishing ablishing the date othe date of Jesus’ bf Jesus’ birth.irth.irth.

Magi. Various proposals have been made regarding the “star” that magi or 
astrologers followed in search of Jesus (Matt. 2:1-12). Halley’s comet, which can 
be seen every 76 years, would have been visible in the sky in 12/11 B.C., but this 
date is too early. Some posit a form of spectacular exploding star (supernova) ca. 
5/4 B.C., but there is no firm evidence. The astronomer Johannes Kepler in 1606 
calculated that there had been a conjunction of the planets of Mars, Jupiter, and 
Saturn in 7 B.C., something that only happens every 805 years. Astrology was 
widespread in the ancient Near East, with special events often seen to 
accompany the birth of significant people (e.g., Alexander the Great). However, 
the story of the magi adds little to establishing the date of Jesus’ birth.

�The evidenThe evidence points ce points to a date to a date of Jesus’ of Jesus’ birth ca. birth ca. 5/4 5/4 B.C.B.C. The tradi The traditional dattional date of 25 Dee oe of 25 Deceof 25 December (6 Jamber (6 January for nuary for the Easterthe Eastern Church) n Church) is based uis based upon the inpon the influence offluence of later Rom ofof later Rof later Roman paganoman paganism on Chrism on Christianity,istianity, and canno and cannot be reliet be relied upon.d upon.

The evidence points to a date of Jesus’ birth ca. 5/4 B.C. The traditional date 
of 25 December (6 January for the Eastern Church) is based upon the influence 
of later Roman paganism on Christianity, and cannot be relied upon.

MinistryMinistryMinistry

Ministry

The beginnThe beginning of Jesing of Jesus’ ministus’ ministry revolvery revolves around ts around that of Johhat of John the Baptn the Baptist, stateist, statements in tmenstatestatementsstatements in the Go in the Gospels abouspels about Jesus’ at Jesus’ age, and thge, and the buildinge building of the te of the temple. The mple. The story of Jstostory of Jstory of Jesus’ visiesus’ visit to the tt to the temple whenemple when he was 12 he was 12 (Luke 2:4 (Luke 2:41-45) prov1-45) provides no evides no evidence foridevevidence fevidence for establior establishing a prshing a precise chroecise chronology.nology.nology.

The beginning of Jesus’ ministry revolves around that of John the Baptist, 
statements in the Gospels about Jesus’ age, and the building of the temple. The 
story of Jesus’ visit to the temple when he was 12 (Luke 2:41-45) provides no 
evidence for establishing a precise chronology.

John the BJohn the Baptist.aptist. Luke 3:1- Luke 3:1-2 purports2 purports to date t to date the beginnihe beginning of Johnng of John’s ministr’s ministry precisely py precisely precisely to the 15tto the 15th year of h year of the Emperothe Emperor Tiberiusr Tiberius. However,. However, this may  this may not be as not be as precise aspprecise asprecise as first app first appears. If tears. If the Julian he Julian calendar icalendar is used, ths used, the date woue date would be ld be A.D.A.D. 29; if th 29; if t 29; if the regnalthe regnal years beg years beginning witinning with Tiberiush Tiberius’ own rege’ own regency are usncy are used (most led (most likely), thikely), the date woue de date woulddate would be 28/29; be 28/29; if the re if the regnal yearsgnal years beginning beginning with Tibe with Tiberius’ co-rrius’ co-rule with Aule with Augustus aruguAAugustus aAugustus are used (1re used (11/12), it 1/12), it would be 2would be 25/26 (alth5/26 (although his cough his co-rule is o-rule is disputed bdisputed by historiay hy historianshistorians, and does, and does not appea not appear to have r to have been used been used for datingfor dating events to events to his reign his reign). (This a). (). (This assu(This assumes that Lmes that Luke knew huke knew how to calcow to calculate dateulate dates accordins according to theseg to these methods a methods  methods anmethods and was inted was interested in rested in doing so.)doing so.) For most, For most, the last  the last date woulddate would be too ea be too early, althoreaearly, altearly, although for hough for some the fsome the first two airst two are too latre too late. There ie. There is no indics no indication in tation in the NT regahe NThe NT regardiNT regarding the among the amount of timunt of time between e between the beginnthe beginning of Johing of John’s ministn’s ministry and Jesry and Jesus’ being uJesJesus’ beiJesus’ being baptizeng baptized by him, d by him, but the twbut the two probablyo probably occurred  occurred ca. 28/29.ca. 28/29.

John the Baptist. Luke 3:1-2 purports to date the beginning of John’s ministry 
precisely to the 15th year of the Emperor Tiberius. However, this may not be as 
precise as first appears. If the Julian calendar is used, the date would be A.D. 29; if 



the regnal years beginning with Tiberius’ own regency are used (most likely), the 
date would be 28/29; if the regnal years beginning with Tiberius’ co-rule with 
Augustus are used (11/12), it would be 25/26 (although his co-rule is disputed by 
historians, and does not appear to have been used for dating events to his reign). 
(This assumes that Luke knew how to calculate dates according to these 
methods and was interested in doing so.) For most, the last date would be too 
early, although for some the first two are too late. There is no indication in the 
NT regarding the amount of time between the beginning of John’s ministry and 
Jesus’ being baptized by him, but the two probably occurred ca. 28/29.

Jesus’ AgeJesus’ Age. . Luke 3:23 Luke 3:23 says that says that Jesus was Jesus was “about 30 “about 30 years of ayears of age” when hge” when he began hie begane began his began his ministry. ministry. The word tThe word translated ranslated “about” in“about” indicates thdicates that “30” isat “30” is an approx an approximate termimapproxapproximatapproximate term. Ale term. Although somthough some have proe have proposed thatposed that 30 is use 30 is used here ford here for theologic theolog theologicatheological reasons l reasons or to indior to indicate an agcate an age of spirie of spiritual maturtual maturity, such ity, such proposals proposals are probabare pare probably aprobably at best sect best secondary to ondary to this servithis serving as an ang as an approximatipproximating temporang temporal indicatol indicator. By reckr. indicatoindicator.indicator. By reckon By reckoning from ting from the date ofhe date of Jesus’ bi Jesus’ birth, he worth, he would have buld have begun his megun his ministry cainimministry cministry ca. 27 (thea. 27 (the date coul date could be laterd be later due to th due to the length oe length of time beif time being imprecing imprecise).se).se).

Jesus’ Age. Luke 3:23 says that Jesus was “about 30 years of age” when he 
began his ministry. The word translated “about” indicates that “30” is an 
approximate term. Although some have proposed that 30 is used here for 
theological reasons or to indicate an age of spiritual maturity, such proposals are 
probably at best secondary to this serving as an approximating temporal 
indicator. By reckoning from the date of Jesus’ birth, he would have begun his 
ministry ca. 27 (the date could be later due to the length of time being imprecise).

The TempleThe Temple.. According According to John 2 to John 2:13-3:21 J:13-3:21 Jesus visitesus visits Jerusales Jerusalem at Passom at Passover. He isver. Hever. He is toldHe is told that it h that it had taken 4ad taken 46 years to6 years to build the build the temple (i temple (it was stilt was still under col under constructionnstruccoconstructiconstruction, and neon, and never complever completely finistely finished beforehed before the Roman the Romans destroyes destroyed it in 70d it in 70). Accordi)7070). Accor70). According to Joding to Josephus (sephus (Ant.Ant. 15.380),  15.380), Herod’s reHerod’s rebuilding obuilding of the tempf the temple began ile began in the 18thniin the 18tin the 18th year of h year of his reign his reign (in (in BJBJ 1.401 Jos 1.401 Josephus dateephus dates it to ths it to the 15th yeae 15th year). This wr). This wr). This was the sawas the same year thme year that Augustuat Augustus arrived s arrived in Syria (in Syria (Ant.Ant. 15.354),  15.354), which has which has been calcubeen calcbeen calculatedcalculated to 20  to 20 B.C.B.C. (Dio Cass (Dio Cassius ius Hist.Hist. 54.7.4).  54.7.4). Herod’s 18Herod’s 18th year woth year would thus huld thus have been 2avehhave been have been 20/19 20/19 B.C.B.C., and 46 y, and 46 years from ears from beginning beginning the templethe temple would be  would be A.D.A.D. 28. Jesus 28. Jes 28. Jesus probJesus probably beganably began his minis his ministry, theretry, therefore, ca. fore, ca. 28, at the28, at the age of ca age of ca. 31.. 31.. 31.

The Temple. According to John 2:13-3:21 Jesus visits Jerusalem at Passover. 
He is told that it had taken 46 years to build the temple (it was still under 
construction, and never completely finished before the Romans destroyed it in 
70). According to Josephus (Ant. 15.380), Herod’s rebuilding of the temple began 
in the 18th year of his reign (in BJ 1.401 Josephus dates it to the 15th year). This 
was the same year that Augustus arrived in Syria (Ant. 15.354), which has been 
calculated to 20 B.C. (Dio Cassius Hist. 54.7.4). Herod’s 18th year would thus 
have been 20/19 B.C., and 46 years from beginning the temple would be A.D. 28. 
Jesus probably began his ministry, therefore, ca. 28, at the age of ca. 31.

�The duratiThe duration of Jesuon of Jesus’ ministrs’ ministry is one oy is one of the mostf the most controver controversial aspecsial aspects in estats in estats in establishiestablishing the chrng the chronology ofonology of his life, his life, especiall especially since thy since the Synoptice Synoptic Gospels a Gospels and John send Johnd John seem John seem to be at oto be at odds. The Sdds. The Synoptics mynoptics mention oneention one Passover  Passover (Matt. 26:(Matt. 26:17; Mark 117; Mark 17; Mark 14:1;Mark 14:1; Luke 22:1 Luke 22:1), while J), while John mentioohn mentions three (ns three (John 2:13,John 2:13, 23; 6:4;  23; 6:4; 11:55). As11:55). As a result, a r a result, prresult, proposals fooposals for the lengr the length of Jesuth of Jesus’ ministrs’ ministry range fry range from one to om one to four yearsfour years. Many of . Man. Many of thMany of the church fe church fathers helathers held to a oned to a one-year mini-year ministry (somestry (some viewing J viewing John 2:13; ohn 2:13; 11:55 as i111:55 as i11:55 as indicating ndicating the beginnthe beginning and ening and ending of Jeding of Jesus’ minissus’ ministry with Ptry with Passovers).assovers). Others ar Oth Others argOthers argue for a tue for a three- to fhree- to four-year mour-year ministry bainistry based on Johsed on John, some evn, some even advocaten advocating an unmiadvocatadvocatingadvocating an unment an unmentioned fourioned fourth Passoveth Passover between r between 2:13 and 62:13 and 6:4. Althou:4. Although many hagh many gh many have many have criticizedcriticized the relia the reliability of bility of John’s chrJohn’s chronology beonology because of hcause of his theologis theological tendeical tical tendenciestendencies, it is to, it is too extreme o extreme to explainto explain every ref every reference to erence to Passover iPassover in theologin theological terms.cal theologitheologicatheological terms. Ml terms. Most likelyost likely Jesus had Jesus had a three-y a three-year ministear ministry.ry.

The duration of Jesus’ ministry is one of the most controversial aspects in 
establishing the chronology of his life, especially since the Synoptic Gospels and 
John seem to be at odds. The Synoptics mention one Passover (Matt. 26:17; 
Mark 14:1; Luke 22:1), while John mentions three (John 2:13, 23; 6:4; 11:55). As a 
result, proposals for the length of Jesus’ ministry range from one to four years. 
Many of the church fathers held to a one-year ministry (some viewing John 2:13; 
11:55 as indicating the beginning and ending of Jesus’ ministry with Passovers). 
Others argue for a three- to four-year ministry based on John, some even 
advocating an unmentioned fourth Passover between 2:13 and 6:4. Although 
many have criticized the reliability of John’s chronology because of his theological 
tendencies, it is too extreme to explain every reference to Passover in 
theological terms. Most likely Jesus had a three-year ministry.

DeathDeathDeath

Death

The death The death of Jesus iof Jesus involves convolves considerationsideration of the dn of the day and yeaay and year of that r of that event.event.event.

The death of Jesus involves consideration of the day and year of that event.



Day. Day. DetermininDetermining the day g the day of Jesus’ of Jesus’ death agaideath again apparentn apparently brings ly brings the Synoptthe Synoptic Gospelsic Gosic Gospels anGospels and John intd John into conflicto conflict. All agre. All agree that Jese that Jesus was cruus was crucified on cified on a Friday (a Friday (Matt. 27:6Matt.((Matt. 27:(Matt. 27:62; Mark 162; Mark 15:42; Luke5:42; Luke 23:54; Jo 23:54; John 19:31, hn 19:31, 42), befor42), before the begie the beginning of tnning of the sabbathhe she sabbath (asabbath (and that hend that he was resur was resurrected on rected on the third the third day, Sundaday, Sunday), and thy), and that it was at it was the time othethe time othe time of the Passf the Passover. The over. The Synoptics Synoptics portray Jeportray Jesus as eatsus as eating the Laing the Last Supper st Supper as a Passoas aas a Passovera Passover-like meal-like meal with his  with his disciples disciples the night the night before he before he was crucifwas crucified (Matt.ied (Matt. 26:17-35; 26:1 26:17-35; 26:17-35; Mark 14:12Mark 14:12-25; Luke -25; Luke 22:7-38), 22:7-38), although talthough there is sohere is some ambiguime ambiguity that thty that they may coneththey may cthey may consider thonsider the day of Ue day of Unleavened nleavened Bread as tBread as the day befhe day before the Paore the Passover (Massover (Mssover (Matt. 27:(Matt. 27:62; Mark 162; Mark 14:12; Luke4:12; Luke 23:54). I 23:54). In the Synon the Synoptics, Jesptics, Jesus’ arrestus’ arrest, trial, a, trial, and crucifind crucnd crucifixiocrucifixion apparentn apparently took plly took place on Pasace on Passover (15 sover (15 Nisan), thNisan), the day befoe day before the sabre the sabbath. Johnbasabsabbath. Jsabbath. John, howevohn, however, portraer, portrays Jesus ays Jesus as eating ts eating the Last Suhe Last Supper on thpper on the day befoe day before the Pasrebefobefore thebefore the Passover  Passover (John 19:1(John 19:14, 16), or4, 16), or the day o the day of Preparatf Preparation (14 Niion (14 Nisan), the san), the same day osamsame day osame day on which hen which he was kille was killed and alsod and also the day b the day before the efore the sabbath. Tsabbath. There have here have been many bbeen many been many attempts tattempts to reconcilo reconcile this appe this apparent discarent discrepancy. Srepancy. Some have pome have posited thaosited thaosited that Mark that Mark (subsequen(subsequently followtly followed by Matted by Matthew and Luhew and Luke) erred ke) erred in linkingin linking the Last  the Last Supper witSSupper witSupper with the Passh the Passover meal.over meal. Others su Others suggest a prggest a private pre-ivate pre-Passover mPassover meal celebreal celebreal celebratedcelebrated by Jesus  by Jesus and his diand his disciples orsciples or that the  that the Passover wPassover was celebraas celebrated on sevted on several succeerasevseveral suseveral successive dccessive days becausays because of the le of the large numbearge numbers of animrs of animals to be als to be slaughtereslaughtered. Some cod.slaughtereslaughtereslaughtered. Some cod. Some contend thatntend that various c various calendars walendars were involvere involved, accorded, according to reging to region or reliregregion or region or religious religious associatioassociation. Qumran n. Qumran may have fmay have followed a ollowed a solar as osolar as opposed to pposed to a lunar caaa lunar caa lunar calendar follendar followed by olowed by other Jews,ther Jews, but there but there is no evi is no evidence thatdence that Jesus and Jesus and his follo his his followhis followers followers followed the Qumed the Qumran calendran calendar. Some sar. Some suggest thauggest that the parat the parameters of meters of meters of a day wof a day were calculere calculated diffeated differently: frrently: from sunriseom sunrise to sunris to sunrise (the Syne (the Synoptics: Gaoptics: Galileans anlileanGaGalileans Galileans and Pharisand Pharisees) or frees) or from eveningom evening to evenin to evening (John: Jg (John: Judeans andudeans and Sadducees Sadducees). Those w)SadduceesSadducees)Sadducees). Those wh. Those who wish to o wish to harmonize harmonize the Gospelthe Gospel accounts  accounts frequentlyfrequently favor thi favor t favor this last this last proposal. proposal. There is nThere is no scholarlo scholarly consensuy consensus on this,s on this, but many  but many scholars cscholars contend, ononteccontend, ocontend, on the basin the basis of John s of John and possiband possible ambiguile ambiguity in the ty in the Synoptics,Synoptics, that Jesu that Jesus was crucs was was crucifwas crucified on Friied on Friday 14 Nisday 14 Nisan.an.an.

Day. Determining the day of Jesus’ death again apparently brings the Synoptic 
Gospels and John into conflict. All agree that Jesus was crucified on a Friday 
(Matt. 27:62; Mark 15:42; Luke 23:54; John 19:31, 42), before the beginning of the 
sabbath (and that he was resurrected on the third day, Sunday), and that it was 
the time of the Passover. The Synoptics portray Jesus as eating the Last Supper as 
a Passover-like meal with his disciples the night before he was crucified (Matt. 
26:17-35; Mark 14:12-25; Luke 22:7-38), although there is some ambiguity that 
they may consider the day of Unleavened Bread as the day before the Passover 
(Matt. 27:62; Mark 14:12; Luke 23:54). In the Synoptics, Jesus’ arrest, trial, and 
crucifixion apparently took place on Passover (15 Nisan), the day before the 
sabbath. John, however, portrays Jesus as eating the Last Supper on the day 
before the Passover (John 19:14, 16), or the day of Preparation (14 Nisan), the 
same day on which he was killed and also the day before the sabbath. There have 
been many attempts to reconcile this apparent discrepancy. Some have posited 
that Mark (subsequently followed by Matthew and Luke) erred in linking the Last 
Supper with the Passover meal. Others suggest a private pre-Passover meal 
celebrated by Jesus and his disciples or that the Passover was celebrated on 
several successive days because of the large numbers of animals to be 
slaughtered. Some contend that various calendars were involved, according to 
region or religious association. Qumran may have followed a solar as opposed to 
a lunar calendar followed by other Jews, but there is no evidence that Jesus and 
his followers followed the Qumran calendar. Some suggest that the parameters 
of a day were calculated differently: from sunrise to sunrise (the Synoptics: 
Galileans and Pharisees) or from evening to evening (John: Judeans and 
Sadducees). Those who wish to harmonize the Gospel accounts frequently favor 
this last proposal. There is no scholarly consensus on this, but many scholars 
contend, on the basis of John and possible ambiguity in the Synoptics, that Jesus 
was crucified on Friday 14 Nisan.

YearYear. The year. The year of Jesus’ of Jesus’ death is  death is determineddetermined by two fa by two factors: whectors: when 14 Nisann 14 Nisan falls on  falls o falls on a Fridaon a Friday, and whey, and when the peopn the people involvele involved in Jesusd in Jesus’ death we’ death were in offire in office. These ce. These people incpeopeople incpeople include Pilatlude Pilate, prefecte, prefect of Judea, of Judea, 26–36 (Ma 26–36 (Matt. 27:2-2tt. 27:2-26; Mark 156; Mark 15:1-15; Luk:1-15; Luke 23:1-25;e 23e 23:1-25; J23:1-25; John 18:28-ohn 18:28-19:16; Act19:16; Acts 3:13; 4:s 3:13; 4:27; 13:28;27; 13:28;  Ant.Ant. 18.89); H 18.89); Herod Antiperod Antipas, tetraras, tetraas, tetrarch otetrarch of Galilee f Galilee and Perea,and Perea, 4  4 B.C.B.C.——A.D.A.D. 39 (Luke  39 (Luke 23:6-12; 23:6-12; Ant.Ant. 18.240–56 18.240–56; 19:351);; 19:351; 19:351); a19:351); and Caiaphand Caiaphas, high prs, high priest, 18–3iest, 18–37 (Matt. 27 (Matt. 26:3, 57; J6:3, 57; John 11:49-ohn 11:49-53; 18:13-53; 18:13-14; 14; 18:13-18:13-14; 18:13-14; Ant.Ant. 18.35, 90 18.35, 90–95). With–95). Within the rulin the rule of Pilate of Pilate, 27, 30,e, 27, 30, 33 and 36 33 and 36 seem to b seem to b seem to be theoretbe theoretical possiical possibilities fbilities for 14 Nisaor 14 Nisan falling n falling on a Fridaon a Friday. Accordiy. According to the ng to the reckoning reckonreckoning reckoning above, howabove, however, 27 iever, 27 is too earls too early and 36 ty and 36 too late. Moo late. Most scholaost scholars, especirs, especially thoseallespeciespeciallyespecially those who those who argue for argue for a shorter a shorter ministry  ministry of Jesus, of Jesus, believe thbelieve that Jesus wat Jesus was killed as kias killed in killed in 30. Schola30. Scholars who argrs who argue for a lue for a longer minionger ministry tend stry tend to believeto believe that he d that he died in 33.ied iied in 33.in 33.

Year. The year of Jesus’ death is determined by two factors: when 14 Nisan falls 
on a Friday, and when the people involved in Jesus’ death were in office. These 
people include Pilate, prefect of Judea, 26–36 (Matt. 27:2-26; Mark 15:1-15; Luke 
23:1-25; John 18:28-19:16; Acts 3:13; 4:27; 13:28; Ant. 18.89); Herod Antipas, 
tetrarch of Galilee and Perea, 4 B.C.—A.D. 39 (Luke 23:6-12; Ant. 18.240–56; 
19:351); and Caiaphas, high priest, 18–37 (Matt. 26:3, 57; John 11:49-53; 
18:13-14; Ant. 18.35, 90–95). Within the rule of Pilate, 27, 30, 33 and 36 seem to 
be theoretical possibilities for 14 Nisan falling on a Friday. According to the 
reckoning above, however, 27 is too early and 36 too late. Most scholars, 
especially those who argue for a shorter ministry of Jesus, believe that Jesus was 
killed in 30. Scholars who argue for a longer ministry tend to believe that he died 
in 33.



Apostolic Apostolic Period, InPeriod, Including Pacluding Paulul

Apostolic Period, Including Paul

ReconstrucReconstructing the ating the apostolic ppostolic period invoeriod involves examilves examination of nation of three majothree major bodies or bodies of evidencefoof evidencof evidence: the booe: the book of Acts,k of Acts, Paul’s le Paul’s letters, andtters, and extrabibl extrabiblical peoplical people and evene and events. Since ts. Sits. Since ActsSince Acts may well  may well have been have been written bywritten by someone c someone closely asslosely associated wiociated with the earth the earth the early Chriearly Christian missstian missionary movionary movement, andement, and in light  in light of the facof the fact that Paut that Paul’s letterl’s letters were nots wers were not wwere not written witritten with historich historical chronolal chronology in minogy in mind, the disd, the distinction otinction often made ften made between Acbebetween Acbetween Acts as a sets as a secondary socondary source and Purce and Paul’s lettaul’s letters as priers as primary sourcmary sources is cleaes is clearly overdrrlycleaclearly ovclearly overdrawn. Aerdrawn. All of the ll of the available available data must data must be judiciobe judiciously weighusly weighed.ed.

Reconstructing the apostolic period involves examination of three major bodies 
of evidence: the book of Acts, Paul’s letters, and extrabiblical people and events. 
Since Acts may well have been written by someone closely associated with the 
early Christian missionary movement, and in light of the fact that Paul’s letters 
were not written with historical chronology in mind, the distinction often made 
between Acts as a secondary source and Paul’s letters as primary sources is 
clearly overdrawn. All of the available data must be judiciously weighed.

ActsActsActs

Acts

The book oThe book of Acts prof Acts provides the vides the following following sequentialsequentially-listed ly-listed informatioinformation regardinn regarding the chrog tg the chronothe chronology of thlogy of the early Che early Church, espeurch, especially witcially with referench reference to Paul:e to Paul: the stoni the stoning of Stepng ong of Stephenof Stephen, at which, at which Paul is a Paul is a “young ma “young man” (Acts 7n” (Acts 7:58; possi:58; possibly indicably indicating birthting birth in  in A.D.AA.D.A.D. 5 to 15); 5 to 15); Paul’s co Paul’s conversion, nversion, stay in Dastay in Damascus, anmascus, and dramaticd dramatic escape (9 escape (9:1–25; cf.:1–25; cf.:1–25; cf. 22:4–5cf. 22:4–5; 26:12); ; 26:12); first tripfirst trip to Jerusa to Jerusalem, and tlem, and then to Tarhen to Tarsus and Ansus and Antioch (9:2tioch (9:26–30; 11:26–30;(9:2(9:26–30; (9:26–30; 11:25–26);11:25–26); second tr second trip to Jeruip to Jerusalem, brisalem, bringing faminging famine relief ne relief from Antiofrom Antioch (11:27–ch AntioAntioch (1Antioch (11:27–30; 11:27–30; 12:25); fir2:25); first missionst missionary journeary journey (13:1—14y (13:1—14:28); thir:28); third trip to d trip to Jerusalem,JeruJerusalem,Jerusalem, for the a for the apostolic cpostolic council (15ouncil (15:1–35); se:1–35); second missicond missionary jouronary journey (15:35ney (15:35—18:22; so—(15:35(15:35—18:(15:35—18:22; some p22; some put the eveut the events of 18:nts of 18:18—19:20 t18—19:20 together, aogether, although Anlthough Antioch seemtioch setioch seems in Aseems in Acts to marcts to mark a point k a point of terminaof termination and btion and beginning feginning for the Pauor the Pauline journline journeys); thireyjournjourneys);journeys); third mis third missionary josionary journey (18:urney (18:23—21:16);23—21:16); final (fo final (fourth or fiurth or fifth) trip fth) trip to Jerusalto Jerto Jerusalem Jerusalem (21:17—23:(21:17—23:10); impri10); imprisonment fosonment for two yearr two years in Caesas in Caesarea (23:12rea (23:12—26:32); a—26:32)(23:12(23:12—26:(23:12—26:32); and j32); and journey to ourney to Rome and iRome and imprisonmenmprisonment there (2t there (27:1—28:31)7:1—28:31)...

The book of Acts provides the following sequentially-listed information regarding 
the chronology of the early Church, especially with reference to Paul: the stoning 
of Stephen, at which Paul is a “young man” (Acts 7:58; possibly indicating birth in 
A.D. 5 to 15); Paul’s conversion, stay in Damascus, and dramatic escape (9:1–25; 
cf. 22:4–5; 26:12); first trip to Jerusalem, and then to Tarsus and Antioch 
(9:26–30; 11:25–26); second trip to Jerusalem, bringing famine relief from 
Antioch (11:27–30; 12:25); first missionary journey (13:1—14:28); third trip to 
Jerusalem, for the apostolic council (15:1–35); second missionary journey 
(15:35—18:22; some put the events of 18:18—19:20 together, although Antioch 
seems in Acts to mark a point of termination and beginning for the Pauline 
journeys); third missionary journey (18:23—21:16); final (fourth or fifth) trip to 
Jerusalem (21:17—23:10); imprisonment for two years in Caesarea 
(23:12—26:32); and journey to Rome and imprisonment there (27:1—28:31).

�It is extrIt is extremely diffemely difficult to eicult to establish tstablish the amountshe amounts of time t of time that each shat each stage of thtage of the chronoloeththe chronothe chronology took,logy took, since Act since Acts has onlys has only infrequen infrequent referenct references to amoues to amounts of timnts of time (11:26; etimtime (11:2time (11:26; 14:3, 26; 14:3, 28; 18:11; 8; 18:11; 19:8, 10, 19:8, 10, 22; 20:3; 22; 20:3; 24:27; 28:24:27; 28:30).30).

It is extremely difficult to establish the amounts of time that each stage of 
the chronology took, since Acts has only infrequent references to amounts of 
time (11:26; 14:3, 28; 18:11; 19:8, 10, 22; 20:3; 24:27; 28:30).

EpistlesEpistlesEpistles

Epistles

Paul’s letPaul’s letters, esp.ters, esp. Gal. 1-2, Gal. 1-2, provide t provide the followihe following chronolng chronology (the rogy (the relationshielationship of thesep of tp of these eventhese events as compts as compiled from iled from the indivithe individual lettedual letters is subjrs is subject to difect to difference ofference of opinion b opin opinion byopinion by scholars) scholars): Paul’s c: Paul’s conversion onversion (Gal. 1:12(Gal. 1:12-16); stay-16); stay in Arabia in Arabia and retur and return to Damasn to n to Damascuto Damascus (v. 17);s (v. 17); first tri first trip to Jerusp to Jerusalem (vv. alem (vv. 18–20); st18–20); stay in Syriay in Syria and Cilia and Cilicia (vv. 2cia (vv.cia (vv. 21–24(vv. 21–24); second ); second trip to Jetrip to Jerusalem torusalem to confer wi confer with Peter (th Peter (2:1–10); i2:1–10); incident atncident at Antioch w An Antioch wiAntioch with Peter (th Peter (vv. 11–14;vv. 11–14; perhaps b perhaps before the efore the second trisecond trip to Jerusp to Jerusalem); hinalem); hints of a fits hinhints of ahints of a first Mac first Macedonian anedonian and Achaian/d Achaian/Greek missGreek missionary jouionary journey (1 Thrney (1 Thess. 1:8; ess. 1:8; 3:1; cf. P3:13:1; cf. P3:1; cf. Phil. 4:15-hil. 4:15-16); stay 16); stay in Ephesusin Ephesus (2 Cor. 1 (2 Cor. 1:8-11), be:8-11), before goingfore going to Troas  to Troas and to Macand toand to Macedonto Macedonia (1 Cor.ia (1 Cor. 16:8-9; 2 16:8-9; 2 Cor. 2:12 Cor. 2:12-13); and -13); and clear refeclear reference to wrence to what was prhat was probably a loprprobably aprobably a later Mac later Macedonian (Pedonian (Philippian)hilippian) and Achai and Achaian/Greek man/Greek missionary issionary journey (1journey (1 Cor. 16:1 (1(1 Cor. 16(1 Cor. 16:1-9; 2 Co:1-9; 2 Cor. 8-9; Ror. 8-9; Rom. 15:19-3m. 15:19-32).2).2).

Paul’s letters, esp. Gal. 1-2, provide the following chronology (the relationship of 
these events as compiled from the individual letters is subject to difference of 
opinion by scholars): Paul’s conversion (Gal. 1:12-16); stay in Arabia and return 
to Damascus (v. 17); first trip to Jerusalem (vv. 18–20); stay in Syria and Cilicia 
(vv. 21–24); second trip to Jerusalem to confer with Peter (2:1–10); incident at 
Antioch with Peter (vv. 11–14; perhaps before the second trip to Jerusalem); 
hints of a first Macedonian and Achaian/Greek missionary journey (1 Thess. 1:8; 
3:1; cf. Phil. 4:15-16); stay in Ephesus (2 Cor. 1:8-11), before going to Troas and 
to Macedonia (1 Cor. 16:8-9; 2 Cor. 2:12-13); and clear reference to what was 
probably a later Macedonian (Philippian) and Achaian/Greek missionary journey 



(1 Cor. 16:1-9; 2 Cor. 8-9; Rom. 15:19-32).

�Apart fromApart from the two r the two references eferences in Galatiain Galatians (Gal. 1ns (Gal. 1:18; 2:1),:18; 2:1), the Pauli the Pauline lettersne lettersne letters coletters contain no sntain no specific tepecific temporal indmporal indicators. Ticators. The above lhe above list offersist offers a probabl a probable arrangeme arre arrangemenarrangement of the et of the events, altvents, although the hough the first missfirst missionary jouionary journey may hrney may have occurrave occurred before eoccurroccurred boccurred before the efore the second trisecond trip to Jerusp to Jerusalem, sincalem, since 1 Thessae 1 Thessalonians dolonians does not menes not menes not mention thmention the Jerusalee Jerusalem visit. Tm visit. This is unlhis is unlikely, howikely, however, on tever, on the basis ohe basis of the sequf the sequencing of encinsequsequencingsequencing of Gal. 1 of Gal. 1-2.-2.

Apart from the two references in Galatians (Gal. 1:18; 2:1), the Pauline 
letters contain no specific temporal indicators. The above list offers a probable 
arrangement of the events, although the first missionary journey may have 
occurred before the second trip to Jerusalem, since 1 Thessalonians does not 
mention the Jerusalem visit. This is unlikely, however, on the basis of the 
sequencing of Gal. 1-2.

ExtrabibliExtrabiblical Referecal Referencesncesnces

Extrabiblical References

ExtrabibliExtrabiblical pointscal points of chrono of chronological relogical reference atference attest to eitest to eight eventsght events with poss with possible beariible bible bearing onbearing on NT chrono NT chronology. All logy. All have debathave debatable interable interpretationspretations...

Extrabiblical points of chronological reference attest to eight events with possible 
bearing on NT chronology. All have debatable interpretations.

�1.1. In 2 Cor. In 2 Cor. 11:32-33  11:32-33 Paul mentiPaul mentions that tons that the ethnarche ethnarch of King h of King Aretas wasAretas was guarding  gua guarding Dguarding Damascus. Camascus. Critical quritical questions inestions include dispclude dispute over tute over the date ofhe date of Aretas’ d Aretas’ death (betweaddeath (betdeath (between 38 anween 38 and 40), thed 40), the date at w date at which Aretahich Aretas took cons took control of Datrol of Damascus (pomascus (pomascus (possibly (possibly as late asas late as 37, the a 37, the accession occession of Caligulaf Caligula), and whe), and whether this ther this passage evpassage even requireen reen requires trequires that Aretashat Aretas was in co was in control of Dntrol of Damascus. Tamascus. The referenhe reference may indce may indicate thaticate that Paul’s es thatthat Paul’that Paul’s escape ts escape took place ook place between 37between 37 and 38–40 and 38–40, or simpl, or simply before 3y before 38–40.8–40.8–40.

1. In 2 Cor. 11:32-33 Paul mentions that the ethnarch of King Aretas was 
guarding Damascus. Critical questions include dispute over the date of Aretas’ 
death (between 38 and 40), the date at which Aretas took control of Damascus 
(possibly as late as 37, the accession of Caligula), and whether this passage even 
requires that Aretas was in control of Damascus. The reference may indicate 
that Paul’s escape took place between 37 and 38–40, or simply before 38–40.

�2.2. Acts 11:2 Acts 11:28 says tha8 says that a prophet a prophet named Agt named Agabus foretabus foretold a greaold a great famine dt famine during the urindduring theduring the reign of  reign of Claudius (Claudius (41–54). Po41–54). Possible datssible dates range fes range from 45, 46rom 45, 46, 48 to af, 48 to after 51. Soter afafter 51. after 51. Some dispuSome dispute that thte that there was a ere was a famine at famine at all, certaall, certainly a worinly a world-wide onld-wide one (Suetonie (Se (Suetonius(Suetonius  ClaudiusClaudius 18; Tacit 18; Tacitus us Ann.Ann. 12.43). F 12.43). Further difurther difficulty inficulty in dating th dating the second Je second Jerusalem teJJerusalem Jerusalem trip is thtrip is that the proat the prophecy may phecy may have been have been given wellgiven well in advanc in advance of the fe of the famine itseamffamine itsfamine itself.elf.elf.

2. Acts 11:28 says that a prophet named Agabus foretold a great famine 
during the reign of Claudius (41–54). Possible dates range from 45, 46, 48 to 
after 51. Some dispute that there was a famine at all, certainly a world-wide one 
(Suetonius Claudius 18; Tacitus Ann. 12.43). Further difficulty in dating the second 
Jerusalem trip is that the prophecy may have been given well in advance of the 
famine itself.

�3.3. Acts 12:2 Acts 12:20-30 recor0-30 records the deads the death of Heroth of Herod Agrippa d Agrippa I in 44 (cI in 44 (cf. f. Ant.Ant. 19.343–52 19.343–5 19.343–52)19.343–52). Acts pla. Acts places this bces this between theetween the story of  story of Peter in vPeter in vv. 1–19 anv. 1–19 and the summd the summary statemasummsummary stsummary statement ofatement of v. 24 and v. 24 and resumptio resumption of Paul’n of Paul’s story ins story in v. 25. It v. 25. It is diffic is difficult to estult toult to establito establish the exash the exact chronolct chronological relogical relation of tation of these eventhese events, althougs, although it is lih it is likely that kely thakely that the sthat the sequence isequence is correct,  correct, and that tand that the first mhe first missionary issionary journey tojourney took place aok place after Herodfter aafter Heroafter Herod Agrippa’d Agrippa’s death.s death.s death.

3. Acts 12:20-30 records the death of Herod Agrippa I in 44 (cf. Ant. 
19.343–52). Acts places this between the story of Peter in vv. 1–19 and the 
summary statement of v. 24 and resumption of Paul’s story in v. 25. It is difficult 
to establish the exact chronological relation of these events, although it is likely 
that the sequence is correct, and that the first missionary journey took place 
after Herod Agrippa’s death.

�4.4. Acts 13:7 Acts 13:7 says that says that Sergius P Sergius Paulus was aulus was proconsul proconsul of Cyprus.of Cyprus. Several i Several inscriptionnscriptiinscriptioinscriptions link suns link such a persoch a person with Cypn with Cyprus, but trus, but they are amhey are ambiguous wibiguous with regard th regard to referentoto referento reference and datce and date.e.e.

4. Acts 13:7 says that Sergius Paulus was proconsul of Cyprus. Several 
inscriptions link such a person with Cyprus, but they are ambiguous with regard 
to reference and date.

�5.5. Acts 18:2 Acts 18:2 refers to refers to Claudius’ Claudius’ having co having commanded almmanded all the Jewsl the Jews to leave  to leave Rome. SuetRomeRome. SuetRome. Suetonius (25.onius (25.4) refers 4) refers to the expto the expulsion of ulsion of Jews who wJews who were causinere causing disturbag disturbances at thndisturbadisturbancdisturbances at the es at the instigatioinstigation of a Chrn of a Chrestus (it estus (it is unclearis unclear that this that this is a refe is a reference to Crence torence to Christ)to Christ), but no d, but no date is givate is given. The tren. The traditional aditional date of thdate of this event —is event — still wid still widely held iely helely held in scheld in scholarly ciholarly circles — isrcles — is 49, follo 49, following the 5wing the 5th-centuryth-century church hi church historian Orstorian Orosius (7.6osiuOrOrosius (7Orosius (7.6.15), wh.6.15), who dates ito dates it to the 9t to the 9th year of h year of Claudius’ Claudius’ reign. Accreign. According to ording to Dio CassiuDioDio CassiuDio Cassius (60.6.6)s (60.6.6), expulsio, expulsion of the Jn of the Jews was noews was not possiblet possible during Je during Jewish upriswish uprisings in 41ingsuprisuprisings uprisings in 41 becain 41 because of theuse of their large nir large numbers, buumbers, but this altt this alternative dernative date has beate has been champioen chen championedchampioned of late d of late due to the ue to the questionabquestionable reliabile reliability of Orlity of Orosius’ infosius’ information aormation and the posnd tnd the possibthe possibility thatility that the expul the expulsion involsion involved only sved only some but noome but not all Jewst all Jews. The impl. The implications ficatiimplimplicatioimplications for estns for establishing ablishing chronologychronology are signi are significant. Thficant. The earlier e earlier date suggedate suggests an earsts ansts an early dan early date for Paate for Paul’s firstul’s first visit to  visit to Corinth, eCorinth, even if he ven if he did not ardid not arrive rightrive right after Pri after Pr after Priscilla Priscilla and Aquilaand Aquila. This wou. This would also reld also require a sequire a second visitcond visit to Corint to Corinth when Galh when Gallio was prlio wlio was proconwas proconsul, possisul, possibly eitherbly either just befo just before or aftere or after the Jerur the Jerusalem counsalem council. Acts cil. Acts 18 provide18 p18 provides sprovides some evidenome evidence of confce of conflation beclation because v. 8 ause v. 8 refers to refers to Crispus anCrispus and v. 17 tod v. 17 to Sosthenes So Sosthenes Sosthenes as ruler oas ruler of the synaf the synagogue. Thegogue. The later dat later date, which se, which suggests thuggests that Acts 18at Acts 18 records a re records a records a single vissingle visit to Coriit to Corinth duringnth during the time  the time of Gallio,of Gallio, is still  is still more likelmore likely.y.y.

5. Acts 18:2 refers to Claudius’ having commanded all the Jews to leave 
Rome. Suetonius (25.4) refers to the expulsion of Jews who were causing 
disturbances at the instigation of a Chrestus (it is unclear that this is a reference 
to Christ), but no date is given. The traditional date of this event — still widely 
held in scholarly circles — is 49, following the 5th-century church historian 
Orosius (7.6.15), who dates it to the 9th year of Claudius’ reign. According to 
Dio Cassius (60.6.6), expulsion of the Jews was not possible during Jewish 
uprisings in 41 because of their large numbers, but this alternative date has been 



championed of late due to the questionable reliability of Orosius’ information and 
the possibility that the expulsion involved only some but not all Jews. The 
implications for establishing chronology are significant. The earlier date suggests 
an early date for Paul’s first visit to Corinth, even if he did not arrive right after 
Priscilla and Aquila. This would also require a second visit to Corinth when Gallio 
was proconsul, possibly either just before or after the Jerusalem council. Acts 18 
provides some evidence of conflation because v. 8 refers to Crispus and v. 17 to 
Sosthenes as ruler of the synagogue. The later date, which suggests that Acts 18 
records a single visit to Corinth during the time of Gallio, is still more likely.

�6.6. Acts 18:1 Acts 18:12 refers t2 refers to Gallio ao Gallio as proconsus proconsul of Achail of Achaia, before a, before whom Paul whom Paul was draggewas was draggewas dragged by the Jd by the Jews. The wews. The well-known ell-known Gallio insGallio inscription (cription (fragmentarfragmentary and in sy and in several majesseveral maseveral major sectiojor sections) found ns) found at Delphi at Delphi is an edicis an edict by Claudt by Claudius referrius referring to Galing to Gallio as prolio alio as proconsas proconsul. On theul. On the basis of  basis of this and othis and other inscrther inscriptions thiptions that establiat establish its datsh its date, as welle, as we, as well as thwell as the fact thae fact that proconsut proconsuls usuallyls usually served on served one-year tere-year terms, it is ms, it is possible tpossible to date Galo dateo date Gallidate Gallio’s term oo’s term of office tf office to 51/52. Po 51/52. Paul appearaul appears to have s to have been in Cobeen in Corinth by 5rinth by 51 or 52, w1 o1 or 52, wheor 52, whether or nother or not this wast this was his first his first visit. visit. visit.

6. Acts 18:12 refers to Gallio as proconsul of Achaia, before whom Paul 
was dragged by the Jews. The well-known Gallio inscription (fragmentary and in 
several major sections) found at Delphi is an edict by Claudius referring to Gallio 
as proconsul. On the basis of this and other inscriptions that establish its date, as 
well as the fact that proconsuls usually served one-year terms, it is possible to 
date Gallio’s term of office to 51/52. Paul appears to have been in Corinth by 51 
or 52, whether or not this was his first visit.

�7.7. In Acts 2 In Acts 23:2; 24:1 3:2; 24:1 Paul appeaPaul appears in the rs in the presence opresence of Ananias f Ananias the high pthe high priest. Appriest. Ariest. Appointed Appointed in 47, Anain 47, Ananias was snias was sent to Roment to Rome in 52 ase in 52 as the resul the result of a dist of a dispute betwepute between the Jewebetwebetween thbetween the Jews ande Jews and Samaritan Samaritans, but wass, but was probably  probably restored trestored to power who power when Claudiuen Clauen Claudius rClaudius ruled in fauled in favor of thevor of the Jews, and Jews, and continued continued in that o in that office untiffice until replacedl replaced, probably, prob, probably iprobably in 59 (n 59 (Ant.Ant. 20.128–36 20.128–36; ; BJBJ 2.241–44) 2.241–44)...

7. In Acts 23:2; 24:1 Paul appears in the presence of Ananias the high priest. 
Appointed in 47, Ananias was sent to Rome in 52 as the result of a dispute 
between the Jews and Samaritans, but was probably restored to power when 
Claudius ruled in favor of the Jews, and continued in that office until replaced, 
probably in 59 (Ant. 20.128–36; BJ 2.241–44).

�8.8. Acts 23:2 Acts 23:24-26:32 pl4-26:32 places Paul aces Paul in the cusin the custody of thtody of the Roman pre Roman procurators ocurators Felix and FelixFelix and Felix and Festus. HeFestus. He was in Fe was in Felix’ custolix’ custody for twody for two years (24 years (24:27) befor:27) before Festus te Festus took officeookttook offictook office. Accordie. According to Actsng to Acts, within d, within days after ays after his arrivahis arrival Festus wl Festus went to Jerent to Jerusalem andusaleJerJerusalem Jerusalem and was peand was persuaded torsuaded to put Paul  put Paul on trial, on trial, but Paul abut Paul appealed toppealed to Caesar. A Caesar. A few days  f few days lfew days later King ater King Herod AgriHerod Agrippa II visppa II visited Caesaited Caesarea, and drea, and during his uring his stay Paul stay Paul appeared bappeappeared bappeared before him.efore him. It is dif It is difficult to ficult to establish establish the dates the dates of the proof the procuratorshicuratorships of Felips of Fps of Felix and Felix and Festus. AcFestus. According tocording to Josephus, Josephus, Felix too Felix took up his pk up his post in 52 ost in 52 or 53 (or 53 (BJBJ 2.247;  2.24 2.247; 2.247; Ant.Ant. 20.137).  20.137). There is dThere is dispute oveispute over when hisr when his term came term came to an end to an end; many bib; many bib; many biblical sbiblical scholars archolars argue for a gue for a date ca. 5date ca. 55, but cla5, but classical schssical scholars prefolars prefer a laterer a later date. The date. Th date. The early The early date is badate is based on thesed on the notion th notion that Pallas,at Pallas, the wealt the wealthy and highy and highly influehly influential treantial influeinfluentiainfluential treasurel treasurer of Claudr of Claudius (Suetoius (Suetonius 28) fnius 28) fell out ofell out of favor wit favor with Nero in h Nero in 55 and mus55 and55 and must hand must have immediave immediately lostately lost his power his power, and ther, and thereby authoreby authority to keeity to keep his brotp his brother Felix hbrotbrother Febrother Felix in offlix in office. Howevice. However, there er, there is clear eis clear evidence (Tvidence (Tacitus acitus Ann.Ann. 13–14) th 13–14) that Pallas at ththat Pallathat Pallas retaineds retained much powe much power, until hr, until he was poise was poisoned by Neoned by Nero in 62 (ro in 62 (cf. cf. BJBJ 2.250–70) 2.250 2.250–70).2.250–70). The later The later date for  date for Festus’ suFestus’ succeeding Fcceeding Felix, howeelix, however, is stver, is still disputill disputed. Estimaed. Esed. Estimates Estimates range fromrange from 56, on th 56, on the basis ofe basis of the Latin the Latin translati translation of Euseon of Eusebius’ bius’ ChronicleChronicleChronicleChronicle (2.155),  (2.155), to 58 to 6to 58 to 61. A very 1. A very plausible plausible date is 59date is 59..

8. Acts 23:24-26:32 places Paul in the custody of the Roman procurators 
Felix and Festus. He was in Felix’ custody for two years (24:27) before Festus 
took office. According to Acts, within days after his arrival Festus went to 
Jerusalem and was persuaded to put Paul on trial, but Paul appealed to Caesar. A 
few days later King Herod Agrippa II visited Caesarea, and during his stay Paul 
appeared before him. It is difficult to establish the dates of the procuratorships of 
Felix and Festus. According to Josephus, Felix took up his post in 52 or 53 (BJ 
2.247; Ant. 20.137). There is dispute over when his term came to an end; many 
biblical scholars argue for a date ca. 55, but classical scholars prefer a later date. 
The early date is based on the notion that Pallas, the wealthy and highly 
influential treasurer of Claudius (Suetonius 28) fell out of favor with Nero in 55 
and must have immediately lost his power, and thereby authority to keep his 
brother Felix in office. However, there is clear evidence (Tacitus Ann. 13–14) 
that Pallas retained much power, until he was poisoned by Nero in 62 (cf. BJ 
2.250–70). The later date for Festus’ succeeding Felix, however, is still disputed. 
Estimates range from 56, on the basis of the Latin translation of Eusebius’ 
Chronicle (2.155), to 58 to 61. A very plausible date is 59.

Synthesis Synthesis of a Pauliof a Pauline Chronolne Chronologyogyogy
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On the basOn the basis of the is of the evidence aevidence above, sevebove, several plausiral plausible scenarble scenarios of a Pios of a Pauline chrauline chronology caonochrchronologychronology can be de can be developed. Pveloped. Perhaps moserhaps most notewortt noteworthy, those hy, those from Acts from Acts and the Paand theand the Paulinthe Pauline letters e letters have a surhave a surprisingly prisingly high degrehigh degree of harmoe of harmony. The biny. The bibliographybliography below pro be below provbelow provides alterides alternative timnative timelines, buelines, but the follt the following is aowing is a plausible plausible suggestio suggestion. Not alln. Non. Not all ofNot all of the data  the data fit equallfit equally well, asy well, as the dispu the disputed items ted items mentioned mentioned above indiabove indicate. Any cate.indiindicate. indicate. Any chronoAny chronology of thlogy of the NT is sue NT is subject to nbject to numerous liumerous limitations.mitations.

On the basis of the evidence above, several plausible scenarios of a Pauline 
chronology can be developed. Perhaps most noteworthy, those from Acts and 
the Pauline letters have a surprisingly high degree of harmony. The bibliography 
below provides alternative timelines, but the following is a plausible suggestion. 
Not all of the data fit equally well, as the disputed items mentioned above 
indicate. Any chronology of the NT is subject to numerous limitations.

�One must fOne must first decidirst decide when Paue when Paul was convl was converted. erted. A.D.A.D. 33 or 34  33 or 34 is likely,is likely, with the  with th with the resultthe result that he s that he stayed thretayed three years ine years in Arabia an Arabia and Damascusd Damascus, before f, before first visitirst visiting Jerusaing Jeing Jerusalem Jerusalem in 37. Aftin 37. After ca. 10 er ca. 10 more yearsmore years (Gal. 2:1 (Gal. 2:1 marks 14  marks 14 years afteyears after his convr his conversion), Persconvconversionconversion), Paul ma), Paul made his famde his famine visit ine visit to Jerusalto Jerusalem (probabem (probably to be ely to be equated witquated with Gal. 2:1h Gh Gal. 2:1-1Gal. 2:1-10). The fi0). The first missiorst missionary journnary journey was theey was then from 47 n from 47 to 48, andto 48, and the Jerus the Jerusalem councalemJerusJerusalem Jerusalem council ofcouncil of Acts 15 i Acts 15 in 49. Thisn 49. This order, fo order, following Acllowing Acts, is notts, is not incompati incompatible with tble wble with the Pwith the Pauline chrauline chronology. Tonology. The second he second missionarymissionary journey ( journey (first Macefirst Macedonian anddonian anddonian and Achaiaand Achaian/Greek vin/Greek visit) lastesit) lasted from 49 d from 49 to 52, andto 52, and the third the third (second M (second Macedonian acedonian and Achaiaaand Achaiaand Achaian/Greek vin/Greek visit) from sit) from 53 to 57. 53 to 57. Paul was aPaul was arrested inrrested in Jerusalem Jerusalem and impri and imprisoned in Csoimpriimprisonedimprisoned in Caesar in Caesarea from 57ea from 57 to 59. In to 59. In 59 he was 59 he was sent to R sent to Rome, whereome, where he was im he was i he was imprisonedimprisoned until 62, until 62, and may w and may well have dell have died there.ied there.

One must first decide when Paul was converted. A.D. 33 or 34 is likely, with 
the result that he stayed three years in Arabia and Damascus, before first visiting 
Jerusalem in 37. After ca. 10 more years (Gal. 2:1 marks 14 years after his 
conversion), Paul made his famine visit to Jerusalem (probably to be equated with 
Gal. 2:1-10). The first missionary journey was then from 47 to 48, and the 
Jerusalem council of Acts 15 in 49. This order, following Acts, is not incompatible 
with the Pauline chronology. The second missionary journey (first Macedonian 
and Achaian/Greek visit) lasted from 49 to 52, and the third (second Macedonian 
and Achaian/Greek visit) from 53 to 57. Paul was arrested in Jerusalem and 
imprisoned in Caesarea from 57 to 59. In 59 he was sent to Rome, where he was 
imprisoned until 62, and may well have died there.

�At this poAt this point, Acts int, Acts includes nincludes nothing furothing further of a ther of a Pauline chPauline chronology. ronology. On the basOn the bOn the basis of abasis of a possible  possible placement placement of the Pasof the Pastoral Epistoral Epistles withitles within the Pauln the Pauline chronoine chronology, it hlogychronochronologychronology, it has b, it has been positeeen posited that Paud that Paul was relel was released in 62ased in 62, traveled, traveled for two y for two years in thearyyears in tyears in the Mediterhe Mediterranean, poranean, possibly wenssibly went west to t west to Spain, andSpain, and then was  then was arrested aarrested and killed naand killedand killed in Rome i in Rome in 64 or 65n 64 or 65 under Ner under Nero.o.o.

At this point, Acts includes nothing further of a Pauline chronology. On the 
basis of a possible placement of the Pastoral Epistles within the Pauline 
chronology, it has been posited that Paul was released in 62, traveled for two 
years in the Mediterranean, possibly went west to Spain, and then was arrested 
and killed in Rome in 64 or 65 under Nero.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. C. A. AL. C. A. Alexander, lexander, “Chronolog“Chronology of Paul,y of Paul,” in ” in DictionaryDictionary of Paul a of Pau of Paul and HPaul and His Lettersis Letters,, ed. G. F. ed. G. F. Hawthorne Hawthorne and R. P. and R. P. Martin (D Martin (Downers Groowners Grove, 1993),ve, 1993),ve, 1993), 1151993), 115–23; R. S.–23; R. S. Bagnall a Bagnall and B. W. Fnd B. W. Frier, rier, The DemogrThe Demography of Roaphy of Roman Egyptman Egypt (Cambridg (Cam (Cambridge(Cambridge, 1994); H, 1994); H. W. Hoehn. W. Hoehner, “Chroner, “Chronology,” inology,” in  DictionaryDictionary of Jesus  of Jesus and the Goand the Goand the Gospels,Gospels, ed. J. B. ed. J. B. Green and Green and S. McKnig S. McKnight (Downerht (Downers Grove, 1s Grove, 1992), 118–992), 118–22; R. Jew22; R. Jewett, etJewJewett, Jewett, A ChronoloA Chronology of Paulgy of Paul’s Life’s Life (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1979phia, 1979); A. Kush); A. Kushnir-Stein,nir-Stein, “Another  “Another Look at JoLLook at JoLook at Josephus’ Evsephus’ Evidence foridence for the Date  the Date of Herod’sof Herod’s Death,”  Death,” Scripta ClScripta Classica Israssica IsraelicaaelicIsrIsraelicaIsraelica 14 (1995) 14 (1995): 73–86; G: 73–86; G. Lüdemann. Lüdemann, , Paul, AposPaul, Apostle to thetle to the Gentiles Gentiles (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1984phia, 1phia, 1984); L. 1984); L. McDonald aMcDonald and S. E. Pnd S. E. Porter, orter, Early ChriEarly Christianity astianity and Its Sacnd Its Sacred Literared Literatureture (Peabody, (Peabo (Peabody, (Peabody, 2000); G. 2000); G. Ogg, Ogg, The ChronoThe Chronology of thlogy of the Life of e Life of PaulPaul (London,  (London, 1968); B. 1968); B. W. R. PearW. R.W. R. PearsonR. Pearson, “The Luk, “The Lukan Censusean Censuses, Revisits, Revisited,” ed,” CBQCBQ 61 (1999) 61 (1999): 262–82; : 262–82; R. RiesnerR. Riesner, , Paul’s EarPPaul’s EarPaul’s Early Periodly Period (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1998pids, 1998).).).
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Stanley E. Porter

CHRYSOLITECHRYSOLITE

CHRYSOLITE

A clear grA clear green stone,een stone, also call also called peridoted peridot. Some ver. Some versions (NABsions (NAB, NIV, NJP, NIV, NJPVS) translVS) translate Heb. atransltranslate translate Heb. Heb. tarsûiîsûtarsûiîsû (Gk.  (Gk. chrysoœlitchrysoœlithoshos) as “chry) as “chrysolite,” ssolite,” something fomething flashing orlashingfflashing oflashing or bright (r bright (Ezek. 1:16Ezek. 1:16; 10:9), a; 10:9), an engravedn engraved stone on  stone on the high pthe high priest’s brriest’s breastpiece eastpibrbreastpiecbreastpiece (Exod. 2e (Exod. 28:17-20; 38:17-20; 39:10-13), 9:10-13), and a stonand a stone adorninge adorning the king  the king of Tyre (Eof Tyre (Ezek. 28:13ze(E(Ezek. 28:(Ezek. 28:13). “Chry13). “Chrysolite” issolite” is also used also used for Gk.  for Gk. chrysoœlitchrysoœlithos,hos, a course  a course in the fouin the foin the foundationfoundation of the wa of the wall of the ll of the New JerusaNew Jerusalem (Rev. lem (Rev. 21:20).21:20).21:20).

A clear green stone, also called peridot. Some versions (NAB, NIV, NJPVS) 
translate Heb. tarsûiîsû (Gk. chrysoœlithos) as “chrysolite,” something 
flashing or bright (Ezek. 1:16; 10:9), an engraved stone on the high priest’s 



breastpiece (Exod. 28:17-20; 39:10-13), and a stone adorning the king of Tyre 
(Ezek. 28:13). “Chrysolite” is also used for Gk. chrysoœlithos, a course in the 
foundation of the wall of the New Jerusalem (Rev. 21:20).

�Other termOther terms translats translated “chrysoed “chrysolite” incllite” include Heb. ude Heb. pit�eïd�a®pit�eïd�a® (Gk.  (Gk. topaézion,topaéztopaézion,topaézion, “topaz”). “topaz”). Some tran Some translations rslations render “berender “beryl,” “goldyl,” “gold quartz,”  quartz,” “onyx,” or“onyx,” or“onyx,” or “topaz”or “topaz” for these for these terms. terms. terms.

Other terms translated “chrysolite” include Heb. pit�eïd�a®  (Gk. 
topaézion, “topaz”). Some translations render “beryl,” “gold quartz,” “onyx,” 
or “topaz” for these terms.

Joseph E. Joseph E. JensenJensen

Joseph E. Jensen

CHRYSOPRASCHRYSOPRASEEE

CHRYSOPRASE

An apple-gAn apple-green variereen variety of chalty of chalcedony, vacedony, valued as a lued as a gem in Egygem in Egypt, and thpt, and the tenth pre tenth precious stoeciprprecious sprecious stone in thtone in the foundatie foundation of the on of the walls of twalls of the New Jerhe New Jerusalem (Reusalem (Rev. 21:20; v. 21:20; Gk. GkGk. Gk. chrysoœprachrysoœprasossos).).

An apple-green variety of chalcedony, valued as a gem in Egypt, and the tenth 
precious stone in the foundation of the walls of the New Jerusalem (Rev. 21:20; 
Gk. chrysoœprasos).

CHURCHCHURCHCHURCH

CHURCH

The commonThe common English t English translationranslation of Gk.  of Gk. ekkleäsiíaekkleäsiía.. At the ti At the time of the me of the compositiocompositiocompositiocomposition of the Nn of the NT it was wT it was widely usedidely used to refer  to refer to gatherito gatherings of peongs of people in somple in some kind of esomsome kind some kind of assemblof assembly. In the y. In the Greek versGreek version of theion of the OT  OT ekkleäsiíaekkleäsiía was used  was used for the pefor tfor the peoplethe people of God (I of God (Israel) gatsrael) gathered togehered together for ather for an importann important purpose t purpose (Judg. 20:(Judg. 20:2; 1 Chr. 2;20:20:2; 1 Ch20:2; 1 Chr. 29:1; cr. 29:1; cf. Acts 7:f. Acts 7:38). In th38). In the NT it ree NT it refers mainlfers mainly to the py to the people of Geople of God gathereod gaod gathered igathered in the namen the name of Jesus  of Jesus or the Godor the God of Jesus  of Jesus Christ (EpChrist (Eph. 3:21; 5h. 3:21; 5:23; 1 The:23; 1 Thess. 1:1; 1ss.TheThess. 1:1Thess. 1:1; 1 Cor. 1; 1 Cor. 10:32).0:32).0:32).

The common English translation of Gk. ekkleäsiía. At the time of the 
composition of the NT it was widely used to refer to gatherings of people in 
some kind of assembly. In the Greek version of the OT ekkleäsiía was used for 
the people of God (Israel) gathered together for an important purpose (Judg. 
20:2; 1 Chr. 29:1; cf. Acts 7:38). In the NT it refers mainly to the people of God 
gathered in the name of Jesus or the God of Jesus Christ (Eph. 3:21; 5:23; 1 
Thess. 1:1; 1 Cor. 10:32).

�The NT undThe NT understands “erstands “church” tochurch” to refer to  refer to the visiblthe visible expressie expression of the on of the gathered fgathergathered fgathered followers oollowers of Jesus Chf Jesus Christ who hrist who have been gave been grafted intrafted into a communo a community createity createity created bycreated by God, unde God, under the bannr the banner of Jesuer of Jesus Christ, s Christ, embodying embodying in an antiin an anticipatory wcipatory way the lifawway the liway the life and valfe and values of theues of the new creat new creation. As suion. As such the Chuch the Church standsrch stands in direct in direct continuit co continuitycontinuity with the  with the historic phistoric people of Geople of God (Israelod (Israel); but as ); but as an eschatoan eschatological cological community ofmmucocommunity community of the lasof the last days, mat days, marked off brked off by its ackny its acknowledgmentowledgment of Jesus  of Jesus as Lord anas Lord and Messiah,danand Messiaand Messiah, there ah, there are discontre discontinuities ainuities as well.s well.

The NT understands “church” to refer to the visible expression of the 
gathered followers of Jesus Christ who have been grafted into a community 
created by God, under the banner of Jesus Christ, embodying in an anticipatory 
way the life and values of the new creation. As such the Church stands in direct 
continuity with the historic people of God (Israel); but as an eschatological 
community of the last days, marked off by its acknowledgment of Jesus as Lord 
and Messiah, there are discontinuities as well.

BeginningsBeginnings of the Ch of the Churchurch

Beginnings of the Church

This tensiThis tension betweenon between continuit continuity and discy and discontinuity ontinuity with the pwith the people of Geople of God in histod in history, preciorhisthistory, phistory, precipitaterecipitated by the cd by the coming of Joming of Jesus, is aesus, is a fundament fundamental factor al factor in assessiin assessing when thng whng when the Cwhen the Church actuhurch actually beganally began. It is a . It is a foundationfoundational presuppal presupposition ofosition of the Bible the Bible that Isra tha that Israethat Israel is the pl is the people of Geople of God (Lev. 2od (Lev. 26:12). Nev6:12). Nevertheless,ertheless, from a Ch from a Christian peristian perspective rspepeperspectivperspective it is une it is unarguable targuable that somethhat something essenting essentially new ially new emerged wiemerged with the comth the coming of Jesicomcoming of coming of Jesus.Jesus.Jesus.

This tension between continuity and discontinuity with the people of God in 
history, precipitated by the coming of Jesus, is a fundamental factor in assessing 
when the Church actually began. It is a foundational presupposition of the Bible 
that Israel is the people of God (Lev. 26:12). Nevertheless, from a Christian 
perspective it is unarguable that something essentially new emerged with the 
coming of Jesus.

�At the cenAt the center of Jester of Jesus’ missious’ mission was the n was the announcemeannouncement that Isnt that Israel was arael was at the edget the et the edge of a edge of a new era whnew era when God wasen God was about to  about to fulfill hifulfill his promisess promises and inaug and inaugurate his urate his kingship. kinkingship. kingship. Jesus viewJesus viewed himselfed himself as an amb as an ambassador foassador for this annr this announcement.ouncement. He called He called around hi a around himaround him an inner  an inner circle of circle of followers followers (the Twelv(the Twelve) who asse) who assisted in tisted in this proclahis proclamation andmaproclaproclamatiproclamation and whoon and who constitut constituted the nuced the nucleus of thleus of the communite community (Matt. 1y (Matt. 10:1-42; Ma0:1-42; M0:1-42; Mark 3:13-Mark 3:13-19; 6:7-1319; 6:7-13; Luke 9:1; Luke 9:1-6, 10). T-6, 10). This new cohis new community anmmunity anticipated ticipated the speciathe special fellowshl speciaspecial fespecial fellowship ollowship of the new f the new era by dinera by dining togething together in celeer in celebrative mebrative meals (cf. Lals (cf. Luke 14:1-2uke 1uke 14:1-24; 214:1-24; 22:14-23). 2:14-23). At these mAt these meals, and eals, and throughoutthroughout his teach his teaching, Jesusing, Jesus employed  employed images sucimimages sucimages such as harveh as harvest, banquest, banquet, and newt, and new wine to d wine to describe thescribe the salvatioe salvation of the nn of the new era. Asewnnew era. Anew era. As part of s part of Jesus’ tabJesus’ table fellowsle fellowship, tradihip, traditional soctional social distinial distinctions crections created by obated byated by observaby observance of thence of the rites of  rites of purity werpurity were abandonee abandoned; and thed; and the return of return of the lost  the lost was joyouswawas joyouswas joyously celebraly celebrated as a pted as a paradigm ofaradigm of the antic the anticipated repipated repentance anentance and restoratd restoration of Isriorestoratrestoratiorestoration of Israen of Israel (Luke 15l (Luke 15:1-32; 19::1-32; 19:1-10; Mark1-10; Mark 2:18-20). 2:18-20).

At the center of Jesus’ mission was the announcement that Israel was at the 
edge of a new era when God was about to fulfill his promises and inaugurate his 
kingship. Jesus viewed himself as an ambassador for this announcement. He called 



around him an inner circle of followers (the Twelve) who assisted in this 
proclamation and who constituted the nucleus of the community (Matt. 10:1-42; 
Mark 3:13-19; 6:7-13; Luke 9:1-6, 10). This new community anticipated the 
special fellowship of the new era by dining together in celebrative meals (cf. Luke 
14:1-24; 22:14-23). At these meals, and throughout his teaching, Jesus employed 
images such as harvest, banquet, and new wine to describe the salvation of the 
new era. As part of Jesus’ table fellowship, traditional social distinctions created 
by observance of the rites of purity were abandoned; and the return of the lost 
was joyously celebrated as a paradigm of the anticipated repentance and 
restoration of Israel (Luke 15:1-32; 19:1-10; Mark 2:18-20).

�Matt. 16:1Matt. 16:16-19 incor6-19 incorporates thporates the historice historical realityal reality of Jesus’ of Jesus’ giving th giving the name e name keîp�aœ}/Pkeîkeîp�aœ}/Pkeîp�aœ}/Pétros,étros, “the Rock “the Rock,” to Simo,” to Simon and inven and investing it wsting it with speciaith special significl significance (cf. ancesignificsignificansignificance (cf. Joce (cf. John 1:42). hn 1:42). In the conIn the confession offession of Jesus as  Jesus as the “Messithe “Messiah, the Soah, the Son of the ln of thn of the livingthe living God,” Pet God,” Peter becomeser becomes a foundat a foundation rock oion rock of the new f the new community community of the endof the enof the end times.end times. This new  This new messianic messianic community community would havewould have to surviv to survive a terribe a terrible ordeal le ordeal (the messi((the messi(the messianic woes)anic woes), which wo, which would probabuld probably involvely involve the destr the destruction of uction of the Jerusathe Jerusalem templeleJerusaJerusalem Jerusalem temple (Matemple (Matt. 24:2 ptt. 24:2 par.). The ar.). The old sanctuold sanctuary would ary would be replacebe replaced by a newd by a new sanctuary newnew sanctunew sanctuary: the mary: the messianic cessianic community (ommunity (Matt. 26:6Matt. 26:61 par.). I1 par.). In keeping n keeping with the pwith the previously reppreviouslypreviously spoken wo spoken word of Jesurd of Jesus, this nes, this new sanctuarw sanctuary or Churcy or Church would beh would be inaugurat inaugura inaugurateinaugurated by Peterd by Peter (Matt. 16 (Matt. 16:19).:19).:19).

Matt. 16:16-19 incorporates the historical reality of Jesus’ giving the name 
keîp�aœ}/Pétros,  “the Rock,” to Simon and investing it with special 
significance (cf. John 1:42). In the confession of Jesus as the “Messiah, the Son of 
the living God,” Peter becomes a foundation rock of the new community of the 
end times. This new messianic community would have to survive a terrible ordeal 
(the messianic woes), which would probably involve the destruction of the 
Jerusalem temple (Matt. 24:2 par.). The old sanctuary would be replaced by a 
new sanctuary: the messianic community (Matt. 26:61 par.). In keeping with the 
previously spoken word of Jesus, this new sanctuary or Church would be 
inaugurated by Peter (Matt. 16:19).

�Upon the dUpon the death of Jeeath of Jesus, aftersus, after the disci the disciples returples returned to fained to faith and theth and the Holy Spir Holy Spi Holy Spirit felSpirit fell upon thel upon the fledgling fledgling, but stil, but still frightenl frightened messianed messianic communiic community in Jeruty in Jerusalem, Petsalem, JeruJerusalem,Jerusalem, Peter bec Peter became the iname the instrument wstrument who furnishho furnished the wored the word as to hod as to how humans mw humanw humans mayhumans may become pa become part of the rt of the new messianew messianic communnic community and paity and participate rticipate in the salin the sin the salvation salvation brought bybrought by Jesus (Ac Jesus (Acts 2:14-42ts 2:14-42). When th). When that day endat day ended with thed with the repentane repentane repentancerepentance and bapti and baptism of sevesm of several thousaral thousand, it cound, it could be verild be verified that fied that the communthe community of theitcommuncommunity community of the endof the end time, the time, the Church, h Church, had been inad been inaugurated.augurated. Jesus ann Jesus announced theounced thounced the Churchthe Church and the H and the Holy Spiritoly Spirit inaugurat inaugurated it.ed it.

Upon the death of Jesus, after the disciples returned to faith and the Holy 
Spirit fell upon the fledgling, but still frightened messianic community in 
Jerusalem, Peter became the instrument who furnished the word as to how 
humans may become part of the new messianic community and participate in the 
salvation brought by Jesus (Acts 2:14-42). When that day ended with the 
repentance and baptism of several thousand, it could be verified that the 
community of the end time, the Church, had been inaugurated. Jesus announced 
the Church and the Holy Spirit inaugurated it.

Expansion Expansion in the NT in the NT EraEra

Expansion in the NT Era

Jerusalem Jerusalem and Judeaand Judeaand Judea

Jerusalem and Judea

Luke and oLuke and other Greekther Greek-speaking -speaking believers believers use use ekkleäsiíaekkleäsiía to descri to describe the earbe the earliest Chriliest Cliest Christian Christian community community in Jerusalin Jerusalem after tem after the Resurrehe Resurrection (Actction (Acts 5:11; 8:s 5:11; 8:1). This w1). This was far moraswwas far mowas far more than anre than an alternati alternative to ve to synagoœgeäsynagoœgeäí,í, the usual the usual term for  term for a gatherina gathering of Torahggatheringathering gathering of Torah-oof Torah-observant Jbservant Jews. The Cews. The Church as ahurch as a living co living community vimmunity viewed itselewed itself as the rfitselitself as itself as the restorthe restored tabernaed tabernacle of Davcle of David (Acts 1id (Acts 15:15-16; c5:15-16; cf. Amos 9:f. Amos 9:11-12). Th11-12). The Twelve we Te Twelve werTwelve were the guide the guiding forcesing forces directing directing this trul this truly apostoliy apostolic communitc community (Matt. 1y (Matt. 19:28; Luke9:2119:28; Luk19:28; Luke 22:29-30e 22:29-30; Acts 2:4; Acts 2:42; 6:2, 6)2; 6:2, 6). These ap. These apostles sawostles saw Jerusalem Jerusalem as the ce as the central placntrcecentral plcentral place where ace where God would God would bring to fbring to fruition hiruition his eschatols eschatological plaogical plans instituns instituted with tted instituinstitutedinstituted with the  with the ResurrectiResurrection (Acts 1on (Acts 1:8). Livin:8). Living in vitalg in vital anticipat anticipation of theion of the culminati culmin culminatioculmination of thesen of these eschatolo eschatological evengical events, this cts, this community aommunity attended tottended to the most  the most mundane tammundane tamundane tasks of lifsks of life with gree with great fervor at fervor (2:43–47).(2:43–47). By the en By the end of the fd of the first generirst generation, theationgenergenerationgeneration, the Chur, the Church was a sch was a substantialubstantial force in  force in the life othe life of Jerusalef Jerusalem (2:41; 4m (2:41; 4:4; 6:7).:4; 6:7:4; 6:7).6:7).

Luke and other Greek-speaking believers use ekkleäsiía to describe the earliest 
Christian community in Jerusalem after the Resurrection (Acts 5:11; 8:1). This 
was far more than an alternative to synagoœgeäí, the usual term for a 
gathering of Torah-observant Jews. The Church as a living community viewed 
itself as the restored tabernacle of David (Acts 15:15-16; cf. Amos 9:11-12). The 
Twelve were the guiding forces directing this truly apostolic community (Matt. 
19:28; Luke 22:29-30; Acts 2:42; 6:2, 6). These apostles saw Jerusalem as the 



central place where God would bring to fruition his eschatological plans 
instituted with the Resurrection (Acts 1:8). Living in vital anticipation of the 
culmination of these eschatological events, this community attended to the most 
mundane tasks of life with great fervor (2:43–47). By the end of the first 
generation, the Church was a substantial force in the life of Jerusalem (2:41; 4:4; 
6:7).

Beyond JudBeyond Judeaeaea

Beyond Judea

According According to Acts, tto Acts, the messianhe messianic communiic community began tty began to emerge qo emerge quickly thruickly throughout thoughout thrthroughoutthroughout the Roman the Roman province  province of greaterof greater Syria. Mo Syria. Most agree tst agree that Paul’shat Paul’s call near call near Damascus  D Damascus tDamascus took place ook place within fivwithin five years ofe years of Jesus’ de Jesus’ death. Paul ath. Paul immediatelimmediately associaty associated with oted associatassociatedassociated with othe with other believerr believers there ans there and apparentd apparently worked ly worked with churcwith churches near Dhes near Dhes near Damascus aDamascus and east ofnd east of the Jorda the Jordan (Gal. 1:n (Gal. 1:17). The c17). The connection onnection between thbetween the “mother”e “mothee “mother” c“mother” church at Jhurch at Jerusalem aerusalem and similarnd similar churches  churches among the among the Jews in grJews in greater Syrieater Syrieater Syria and Syria and throughoutthroughout the Jewis the Jewish Diasporah Diaspora is still  is still an unsettlan unsettled issue. ed issue. However, eHowever, each local acheeach localeach local assembly  assembly seemed to seemed to perceive iperceive itself as ttself as the visiblehe visible expressio expression of the gn of the gathered coatheggathered cgathered community iommunity in any given any given place thn place that owed ulat owed ultimate loytimate loyalty to Jealty to Jesus as Lorsus as Lord and Savid LorLord and SLord and Savior (cf.avior (cf. 1 Thess.  1 Thess. 1:1; 1 Cor1:1; 1 Cor. 1:2; Gal. 1:2; Gal. 1:2, 22;. 1:2, 22; 2 Cor. 8: 2 Cor. 8:1). Even t1). Even the referenhe refhe reference reference in Acts 9:in Acts 9:31 to the 31 to the church in church in Judea, GalJudea, Galilee, and ilee, and Samaria prSamaria probably refobably refers to colers refrefers to refers to collectioncollections of Chriss of Christians meettians meeting in difing in different assferent assemblies soemblies somewhat anamewhat analogous witloganaanalogous analogous with the swith the structure otructure of the Jewif the Jewish synagogsh synagogues.ues.ues.

According to Acts, the messianic community began to emerge quickly 
throughout the Roman province of greater Syria. Most agree that Paul’s call near 
Damascus took place within five years of Jesus’ death. Paul immediately 
associated with other believers there and apparently worked with churches near 
Damascus and east of the Jordan (Gal. 1:17). The connection between the 
“mother” church at Jerusalem and similar churches among the Jews in greater 
Syria and throughout the Jewish Diaspora is still an unsettled issue. However, 
each local assembly seemed to perceive itself as the visible expression of the 
gathered community in any given place that owed ultimate loyalty to Jesus as 
Lord and Savior (cf. 1 Thess. 1:1; 1 Cor. 1:2; Gal. 1:2, 22; 2 Cor. 8:1). Even the 
reference in Acts 9:31 to the church in Judea, Galilee, and Samaria probably 
refers to collections of Christians meeting in different assemblies somewhat 
analogous with the structure of the Jewish synagogues.

�A major miA major missionary tssionary thrust was hrust was carried oucarried out by the Ht by the Hellenists,ellenists, a minorit a minority of Greeky of Gry of Greek-speaGreek-speaking Jewisking Jewish Christiah Christians in the ns in the church at church at Jerusalem.Jerusalem. In develo In developing theirping their own under ow own undersown understanding oftanding of faith in  faith in Jesus, theJesus, they quickly y quickly drew the adrew the antagonism ntagonism of the autof the authorities (hoautauthoritieauthorities (Acts 6:s (Acts 6:8-15; 7:548-15; 7:54—8:3). Fro—8:3). From this grom this group emergedup emerged Stephen,  Stephen, Saul (PaulSaul (Paul), Barnaba),(Paul(Paul), Ba(Paul), Barnabas, Phrnabas, Philip, and ilip, and Silas. TheSilas. The planting  planting and rapid and rapid growth of growth of the churchthe church in Antioc in A in Antioch isAntioch is attributa attributable to theble to the Hellenist Hellenists. Their ws. Their worship andorship and manner of manner of life quic life quickly becamekly bkly became so became so distinctivdistinctive from othe from other groups er groups within Diawithin Diaspora Judaspora Judaism that tism that they were ihey were identified diidentifiedidentified separatel separately as “Chriy as “Christians” (Astians” (Acts 11:26)cts 11:26). Part of . Part of that distithat distinctivenessnctiveness involved  involv involved tinvolved the open wehe open welcoming oflcoming of Gentiles  Gentiles to be partto be part of the pe of the people of Goople of God through d throughd through fathrough faith in Jesith in Jesus as Messus as Messiah withouiah without first emt first embracing thbracing the badges oe badges of Judaism f Judaism (circumcis(circ(circumcis(circumcision, dietaion, dietary and sabry and sabbath obserbath observance). Thvance). This not onlis not only precipity precipitated Antioated Antioch’s sponsch’AntioAntioch’s Antioch’s sponsorshisponsorship of the gp of the great missireat mission to the on to the Gentiles bGentiles but also caut also caused problused problems in theemproblproblems iproblems in the relan the relationship wtionship with the chith the church in Jeurch in Jerusalem, wrusalem, which were hich were resolved aresolved at an ecumet aat an ecumat an ecumenical meeenical meeting in Jeting in Jerusalem carusalem ca. 48–49 (A. 48–49 (Acts 15:1-3cts 15:1-35; cf. Gal5; cf. Gal. 2:1-21).. 2:1-21).

A major missionary thrust was carried out by the Hellenists, a minority of 
Greek-speaking Jewish Christians in the church at Jerusalem. In developing their 
own understanding of faith in Jesus, they quickly drew the antagonism of the 
authorities (Acts 6:8-15; 7:54—8:3). From this group emerged Stephen, Saul 
(Paul), Barnabas, Philip, and Silas. The planting and rapid growth of the church in 
Antioch is attributable to the Hellenists. Their worship and manner of life quickly 
became so distinctive from other groups within Diaspora Judaism that they were 
identified separately as “Christians” (Acts 11:26). Part of that distinctiveness 
involved the open welcoming of Gentiles to be part of the people of God 
through faith in Jesus as Messiah without first embracing the badges of Judaism 
(circumcision, dietary and sabbath observance). This not only precipitated 
Antioch’s sponsorship of the great mission to the Gentiles but also caused 
problems in the relationship with the church in Jerusalem, which were resolved 
at an ecumenical meeting in Jerusalem ca. 48–49 (Acts 15:1-35; cf. Gal. 2:1-21).

Mission toMission to the Genti the Gentileslesles

Mission to the Gentiles

The latterThe latter half of t half of the 1st cenhe 1st century saw stury saw steady growteady growth of the th of the churches achurches around the round the MediterranMMediterranMediterranean basin,ean basin, especiall especially among thy among the Gentilese Gentiles. The NT h. The NT highlights ighlights the missiothe mission of Paul.n missiomission ofmission of Paul. But Paul. But others, m others, many of whoany of whom will form will forever remaiever remain unknown n unknown and who enand who and who engagewho engaged in ordind in ordinary pursuiary pursuits, also sts, also spread the pread the word.word.word.

The latter half of the 1st century saw steady growth of the churches around the 
Mediterranean basin, especially among the Gentiles. The NT highlights the 
mission of Paul. But others, many of whom will forever remain unknown and 



who engaged in ordinary pursuits, also spread the word.

�With the eWith the emergence omergence of churchesf churches throughou throughout the widet the wider Greco-Ror Greco-Roman world,man world,man world, theworld, the question  question of the relof the relationship ationship of these oof these overwhelminverwhelmingly gentilgly gentile churchese churches to the Je to to the Jewto the Jewish Christish Christian brethrian brethren in Judeen in Judea remaineda remained a burning a burning issue. Pa issue. Paul was senul was sensitive to sitsensensitive sensitive to this mato this matter and stter and sought to pought to promote uniromote unity in the ty in the Church by Church by collectingcollecting voluntary vo voluntary voluntary contributicontributions from tons from the gentilehe gentile churches  churches he had fouhe had founded for tnded for the poor inhe poor in Jerusalem inin Jerusalin Jerusalem (1 Cor.em (1 Cor. 16:1; 2 C 16:1; 2 Cor. 8:1-5)or. 8:1-5). Besides . Besides the politithe political functical function of meldon of melding togething toing together ttogether the gentilehe gentile and Jewis and Jewish segmentsh segments of the Ch of the Church, therurch, there is evidee is evidence that Pnce that Paul undersauPPaul underPaul understood thisstood this as signal as signalling the aling the arrival of rrival of the messiathe messianic era (Inic era (Isa. 60:4-7sa. 60:4-7; Rom. 15:; Rom. ; Rom. 15:25Rom. 15:25-31).-31).-31).

With the emergence of churches throughout the wider Greco-Roman 
world, the question of the relationship of these overwhelmingly gentile churches 
to the Jewish Christian brethren in Judea remained a burning issue. Paul was 
sensitive to this matter and sought to promote unity in the Church by collecting 
voluntary contributions from the gentile churches he had founded for the poor 
in Jerusalem (1 Cor. 16:1; 2 Cor. 8:1-5). Besides the political function of melding 
together the gentile and Jewish segments of the Church, there is evidence that 
Paul understood this as signalling the arrival of the messianic era (Isa. 60:4-7; 
Rom. 15:25-31).

�Besides thBesides the consolide consolidation of tation of the churchehe churches founded s founded by Paul, mby Paul, many other any other churches pchurchchurches pchurches planted arolanted around the Meund the Mediterraneaditerranean conceiven conceived of themsd of themselves as celves as closely conlosely conlosely connected connected with majorwith major figures i figures in early Chn early Christianityristianity such as P such as Peter (1 Peeter (1 Pet. 1:1) ant. 1:1) and John (Red Johd John (Rev.John (Rev. 2-3; 3 Jo 2-3; 3 John 9, 10).hn 9, 10). By the en By the end of the ad of the apostolic ppostolic period the eriod the Church, alChurch, although prithoualalthough palthough primarily srimarily still a numtill a number of smaber of small and strll and struggling asuggling assemblies, semblies, had becomehad become a disting a d a distinguisdistinguishable entihable entity in muchty in much of the Ro of the Roman Empireman Empire (Col. 1:6 (Col. 1:6).).

Besides the consolidation of the churches founded by Paul, many other 
churches planted around the Mediterranean conceived of themselves as closely 
connected with major figures in early Christianity such as Peter (1 Pet. 1:1) and 
John (Rev. 2-3; 3 John 9, 10). By the end of the apostolic period the Church, 
although primarily still a number of small and struggling assemblies, had become a 
distinguishable entity in much of the Roman Empire (Col. 1:6).

Features oFeatures of the Churf the Churchch

Features of the Church

OrganizatiOrganization in Minion in Ministrystrystry

Organization in Ministry

Paul arguePaul argued that eacd that each local coh local congregationngregation can be de can be described asscribed as the worki the working parts ong parts of a body (f af a body (1 a body (1 Cor. 12:12Cor. 12:12-31). God -31). God has arranghas arranged to disted to distribute gifribute gifts (charists (charismata) for mata) for the orderlthe the orderlthe orderly working y working of the bodof the body (1 Cor. y (1 Cor. 12:27-31; 12:27-31; Rom. 12:5-Rom. 12:5-8; cf. Eph8; cf. Eph. 4:4-16).. 4:4-16). There is  Th There is nThere is no absoluteo absolute dichotomy dichotomy between s between spirit and pirit and structure structure in the NT;in the NT; rather, t rather, the spirit htthe spiritthe spirit provided  provided differing differing structuresstructures for the e for the early Chrisarly Christian commutian communities in nities in keeping wikeepkeeping wikeeping with the neeth the needs of partds of particular siticular situations. Tuations. Thus, the Jhus, the Jerusalem cerusalem church begahurch began under thn un under the under the direct guidirect guidance of tdance of the Twelve,he Twelve, who provi who provided guidanded guidance and teace and teaching (Actching (Actching (Acts 6:1-(Acts 6:1-6; cf. Eph6; cf. Eph. 2:20). L. 2:20). Later, a coater, a combination mbination of apostleof apostles and eldes and elders became rs became responsiblrespresponsiblresponsible for the e for the leadershipleadership (Acts 15: (Acts 15:2-23).2-23).2-23).

Paul argued that each local congregation can be described as the working parts of 
a body (1 Cor. 12:12-31). God has arranged to distribute gifts (charismata) for 
the orderly working of the body (1 Cor. 12:27-31; Rom. 12:5-8; cf. Eph. 4:4-16). 
There is no absolute dichotomy between spirit and structure in the NT; rather, 
the spirit provided differing structures for the early Christian communities in 
keeping with the needs of particular situations. Thus, the Jerusalem church began 
under the direct guidance of the Twelve, who provided guidance and teaching 
(Acts 6:1-6; cf. Eph. 2:20). Later, a combination of apostles and elders became 
responsible for the leadership (Acts 15:2-23).

�The situatThe situation in theion in the Pauline c Pauline churches wahurches was even mors even more diverse.e diverse. Paul urge Paul urges submissis subms submissionsubmission to leader to leaders of the hs of the home churchome churches who “sues who “supervise” tpervise” the membershe members (1 Thess. (1 The (1 Thess. 5:1Thess. 5:12; Rom. 122; Rom. 12:8; cf. He:8; cf. Heb. 13:7). b. 13:7). Generally Generally leadershipleadership in the Pa in the Pauline churuline churches becamcheschurchurches bchurches became vestecame vested in senied in senior men of or men of the congrethe congregation whogation who manifeste manifested a recordd a recod a record of record of stability stability and holy land holy living. Variving. Various termsious terms that seem that seem to be pra to be practically sctically synonymous,ynonyssynonymoussynonymous, such as , such as elders (Acelders (Acts 20:17; ts 20:17; James 5:14James 5:14) and over) and overseers (Actseers (Acts 20:28), s 20:28), describe tddescribe tdescribe their dutieheir duties. Also, ds. Also, deacons (boeacons (both women ath women and men) usnd men) usually assiually assisted the lsted the leadership ealleadershipleadership (Rom. 16: (Rom. 16:1; 1 Tim. 1; 1 Tim. 3:8-12). E3:8-12). Evangelistsvangelists were orda were ordained to prined to proclaim theoclaim the word (Act w word (Actsword (Acts 21:8; Eph 21:8; Eph. 4:11; 2 . 4:11; 2 Tim. 4:5).Tim. 4:5). Finally,  Finally, 1 Tim. 5:91 Tim. 5:9-15 identi-15 identifies widowfies widows as a spes as as as a specifica specific group who group who rendered  rendered practical practical service. Sservice. Similar divimilar diversity of ersity of leadershipleadership was appar was  was apparewas apparent in othent in other churchesr churches not found not founded by Pauled by Paul...

The situation in the Pauline churches was even more diverse. Paul urges 
submission to leaders of the home churches who “supervise” the members (1 
Thess. 5:12; Rom. 12:8; cf. Heb. 13:7). Generally leadership in the Pauline 
churches became vested in senior men of the congregation who manifested a 
record of stability and holy living. Various terms that seem to be practically 
synonymous, such as elders (Acts 20:17; James 5:14) and overseers (Acts 20:28), 
describe their duties. Also, deacons (both women and men) usually assisted the 
leadership (Rom. 16:1; 1 Tim. 3:8-12). Evangelists were ordained to proclaim the 
word (Acts 21:8; Eph. 4:11; 2 Tim. 4:5). Finally, 1 Tim. 5:9-15 identifies widows as 
a specific group who rendered practical service. Similar diversity of leadership 



was apparent in other churches not founded by Paul.

�Despite thDespite the considere considerable influable influence of soence of some centersme centers (e.g., Je (e.g., Jerusalem), rusalem), the basic the basicthe basic orgabasic organization anization and ministrnd ministry of the Ny of the NT Church sT Church seem to haveem to have been cene been centered in ttered in ttered in the local the local congregaticongregation. Yet, eon. Yet, even thoughven though spread ov spread over a vast er a vast geographicgeographical area anal area and having id hd having inshaving insignificantignificant social st social standing, ananding, an amazing s amazing sense of soense of solidarity alidarity and unity end unity existed (cfxisted (xisted (cf. 1 Pet(cf. 1 Pet. 2:17; 1 . 2:17; 1 Cor. 1:2).Cor. 1:2). Early Chr Early Christians viistians viewed the Cewed the Church not hurch not only as a only as a gathered cgathegathered cgathered community iommunity in a local n a local sense but sense but as a spirias a spiritual unitytual unity of the to of the total completal complement of bemencomplecomplementcomplement of believ of believers (Col. ers (Col. 1:18, 24; 1:18, 24; Eph. 1:22)Eph. 1:22). It was t. It was truly the vruly the vanguard ofanguard of the new a the the new agthe new age.e.

Despite the considerable influence of some centers (e.g., Jerusalem), the 
basic organization and ministry of the NT Church seem to have been centered in 
the local congregation. Yet, even though spread over a vast geographical area and 
having insignificant social standing, an amazing sense of solidarity and unity existed 
(cf. 1 Pet. 2:17; 1 Cor. 1:2). Early Christians viewed the Church not only as a 
gathered community in a local sense but as a spiritual unity of the total 
complement of believers (Col. 1:18, 24; Eph. 1:22). It was truly the vanguard of 
the new age.

Role of thRole of the Assemblye Assembly

Role of the Assembly

The undersThe understanding oftanding of worship w worship was radicalas radically re-oriely re-oriented by thnted by the coming oe coming of Jesus. Ef Jesus. Essential tssEEssential Essential to worshipto worship in the Gr in the Greco-Roman eco-Roman world wereworld were (1) a tem (1) a temple or houple or house of the se of these of the god (2the god (2) a sacrif) a sacrifice made tice made to appease o appease the god; (the god; (3) an alta3) an altar where thr where the sacrifice sacrifice is placee is pe is placed; (4placed; (4) a priest) a priest designate designated to offerd to offer the sacri the sacrifice and mfice and mediate betediate between the hween the human and tumahhuman and human and the god. Athe god. All of thisll of this was oblit was obliterated by erated by the death the death of Jesus wof Jesus who, for hiho, for his followers fos followers,followers, ended all ended all sacrifici sacrificial systemsal systems with his  with his once-and-fonce-and-for-all sacor-all sacrifice (Herifice (Heb. 9:24-28b. 9:24b. 9:24-28). 9:24-28). Christ is Christ is the Christthe Christian’s highian’s high priest in priest in the heave the heavenly sanctunly sanctuary (7:25–ary (7:25–28). His s28). H28). His sacrifHis sacrifice is theice is the Christian Christian’s altar (’s altar (13:10). In13:10). In place of  place of animal sacanimal sacrifices, rrifices, religious eeligious ecstasy, orceecstasy, oecstasy, or even spir even spiritual comritual communion, thmunion, the followere follower of Jesus  of Jesus offered asoffered as worship a worship a committed co committed committed life (Rom.life (Rom. 12:1-2). 12:1-2). 12:1-2).

The understanding of worship was radically re-oriented by the coming of Jesus. 
Essential to worship in the Greco-Roman world were (1) a temple or house of 
the god (2) a sacrifice made to appease the god; (3) an altar where the sacrifice is 
placed; (4) a priest designated to offer the sacrifice and mediate between the 
human and the god. All of this was obliterated by the death of Jesus who, for his 
followers, ended all sacrificial systems with his once-and-for-all sacrifice (Heb. 
9:24-28). Christ is the Christian’s high priest in the heavenly sanctuary (7:25–28). 
His sacrifice is the Christian’s altar (13:10). In place of animal sacrifices, religious 
ecstasy, or even spiritual communion, the follower of Jesus offered as worship a 
committed life (Rom. 12:1-2).

�NevertheleNevertheless, this dss, this did not vitid not vitiate the niate the need of Jeseed of Jesus’ followus’ followers to parers to participate iticipate in communaln iin communain communal life (Hel life (Heb. 10:24-2b. 10:24-25). In the5). In these assemblse assemblies, whichies, which usually t usually took place ook place in the homin tin the homes the homes of believeof believers, the dirs, the distinction stinction between eabetween earthly and rthly and heavenly wheavenly was blurredas blurred, and an o, blurredblurred, ablurred, and an ordend an ordered world red world was createwas created and reprd and represented inesented in word and  word and action wheaction waction whereby thwhereby the followere followers of Jesuss of Jesus “drew nea “drew near” to God.r” to God. In an ant In an anticipatory icipatory sense, thesense, the believers b believers believers joined thejoined the heavenly  heavenly assembly iassembly in giving pn giving praise to Graise to God throughod through Christ (1 Christ (12:22–23; c2:2(1(12:22–23;(12:22–23; cf. 10:1– cf. 10:1–22).22).22).

Nevertheless, this did not vitiate the need of Jesus’ followers to participate 
in communal life (Heb. 10:24-25). In these assemblies, which usually took place in 
the homes of believers, the distinction between earthly and heavenly was 
blurred, and an ordered world was created and represented in word and action 
whereby the followers of Jesus “drew near” to God. In an anticipatory sense, the 
believers joined the heavenly assembly in giving praise to God through Christ 
(12:22–23; cf. 10:1–22).

�An assemblAn assembly would usy would usually takeually take place on  place on the first the first day of theday of the week (the week (the Lord’s da Lord’s Lord’s dayLord’s day), when Je), when Jesus first sus first appeared tappeared to his disco his disciples (cf.iples (cf. 1 Cor. 16 1 Cor. 16:2; Rev. 1:2; Rev. 1:10). Cent:10). C:10). Central toCentral to the assem the assembly was a bly was a gathering gathering around a taround a table for aable for a main meal main meal (1 Cor. 1 (1 Cor. 11:17-33). 1:111:17-33).11:17-33). Through p Through participatiarticipation in the on in the bread and bread and the cup cothe cup covenant loyvenant loyalties weralties were renewed.e werwere renewwere renewed. Accorded. According to 1 Cing to 1 Cor. 14:1-4or. 14:1-40 a wide r0 a wide range of prange of prayer, praiayer, praise, and chse, and chse, and charismaticharismatic activityc activity such as s such as speaking inpeaking in tongues a tongues and prophetnd prophetic utteranic utterances also tces also took place.ookttook placetook place. Paul’s e. Paul’s emphasis onmphasis on the need  the need for decencfor decency and ordey and order (v. 40),r (v. 40), and that  and that all thingsall all thingsall things ought to  ought to contributecontribute to the sp to the spiritual griritual growth of thowth of the Church, e Church, suggests tsuggests that the cehat that the centrathe central functionl function of the as of the assembly wassembly was not only  not only to usher tto usher the believehe believer into ther into the divine wo div divine wordivine world but alsld but also to buildo to build up him or up him or her in th her in the faith (1e faith (1 Cor. 14:2 Cor. 14:26).6).

An assembly would usually take place on the first day of the week (the 
Lord’s day), when Jesus first appeared to his disciples (cf. 1 Cor. 16:2; Rev. 1:10). 
Central to the assembly was a gathering around a table for a main meal (1 Cor. 
11:17-33). Through participation in the bread and the cup covenant loyalties 
were renewed. According to 1 Cor. 14:1-40 a wide range of prayer, praise, and 
charismatic activity such as speaking in tongues and prophetic utterances also 
took place. Paul’s emphasis on the need for decency and order (v. 40), and that 
all things ought to contribute to the spiritual growth of the Church, suggests that 
the central function of the assembly was not only to usher the believer into the 
divine world but also to build up him or her in the faith (1 Cor. 14:26).

The Hope oThe Hope of the Churf the Churchchch

The Hope of the Church



Central toCentral to the faith the faith of the ap of the apostolic Chostolic Church was turch was the convicthe conviction that Jion that Jesus wouldesus would return an re return andreturn and bring to  bring to fulfillmenfulfillment the escht the eschatologicalatological events in events inaugurated augurated with his fwith his first cominirst cirst coming (Accoming (Acts 1:6-8; ts 1:6-8; 1 John 2:21 John 2:28). The Ar8). The Aramaic wordamaic word  maranatha,maranatha, “O Lord,  “O Lord, come,” wascome,” wcome,” was not onwas not only a shoutly a shout of acclam of acclamation in eation in early Chrisarly Christian assemtian assemblies assoblies associated witciated with prophetih ph prophetic prophetic speech butspeech but also an a also an anticipationticipation of the Ln of the Lord’s retuord’s return at the rn at the end of theend of the age (1 Co age age (1 Corage (1 Cor. 16:22; c. 16:22; cf. Rev. 6:f. Rev. 6:10-11; 22:10-11; 22:20). The C20). The Church exishurch existed to telted to tell the storl the story of God’sy of y of God’s fof God’s faithfulnesaithfulness to his cs to his creation; breation; but the culut the culmination omination of that faif that faithfulness thfulness was considwas cowas consideredconsidered to be Jes to be Jesus’ returnus’ returning as theing as the glorified glorified Lord, vin Lord, vindicating tdicating the righteohe righteous throughus thus through rethrough resurrectionsurrection (1 Thess. (1 Thess. 4:13-17;  4:13-17; 1 Cor. 15:1 Cor. 15:50-58) and50-58) and judging t judging the wicked he wicked (John 5:29(J(John 5:29(John 5:29). This wa). This was the reals the reality that sity that sustained tustained the daily lhe daily life of theife of the Church th Church through the rough ththrough ththrough the apostolie apostolic period.c period.c period.

Central to the faith of the apostolic Church was the conviction that Jesus would 
return and bring to fulfillment the eschatological events inaugurated with his first 
coming (Acts 1:6-8; 1 John 2:28). The Aramaic word maranatha, “O Lord, come,” 
was not only a shout of acclamation in early Christian assemblies associated with 
prophetic speech but also an anticipation of the Lord’s return at the end of the 
age (1 Cor. 16:22; cf. Rev. 6:10-11; 22:20). The Church existed to tell the story 
of God’s faithfulness to his creation; but the culmination of that faithfulness was 
considered to be Jesus’ returning as the glorified Lord, vindicating the righteous 
through resurrection (1 Thess. 4:13-17; 1 Cor. 15:50-58) and judging the wicked 
(John 5:29). This was the reality that sustained the daily life of the Church 
through the apostolic period.

�Awareness Awareness of this doof this dominant reaminant reality explality explains two mains two major concerjor concerns of the ns of the Church at ChurcChurch at Church at the end ofthe end of the apost the apostolic perioolic period: the dand: the danger of apoger of apostasy and stasy and the need fthe need for holy liorffor holy lfor holy living. Theiving. The early can early canonical wrionical writers from ters from Matthew toMatthew to Revelatio Revelation made strn made strong appealonstrstrong appstrong appeals to beeals to believers tolievers to remain fa remain faithful to ithful to their commtheir commitment (Maitment (Matt. 13:36-tt. 13:36-43, 47-50;43,13:36-13:36-43, 13:36-43, 47-50; 24:47-50; 24:36—25:30; 36—25:30; 2 Pet. 2:22 Pet. 2:21; Heb. 6:1; Heb. 6:4-8). Ther4-8). There was an ee was an equal call qual call to remain to to remain to remain loyal to tloyal to the contenthe content of the ap of the apostolic faostolic faith (Jude ith (Jude 3; 2 Thess3; 2 Thess. 2:15) an. 2:15) and follow ad follod follow a Cfollow a Christian lhristian lifestyle iifestyle in positiven positive holy livi holy living (1 Pet.ng (1 Pet. 1:15-16;  1:15-16; 4:2). Thus4:2). Thus, although, althoug, although talthough the apostolhe apostolic Church ic Church as a “remeas a “remembering combering community” nmmunity” naturally faturally focused on ocused oocused on the pason the past with rest with respect to lipect to living underving under the impac the impact of the ct of the coming of Coming of Christ, thehrist, there was alsre wre was also awas also a strong em strong emphasis on phasis on the need tthe need to persist o persist in the hopin the hope that Gode that God’s eschato’s eschatological puloeschatoeschatologeschatological purpoical purposes would ses would be broughtbe brought to comple to completion in thtion in the near fute near future. At thure. At this time, tisththis time,this time, the kingd the kingdom would bom would be given upe given up to God (1 to God (1 Cor. 15:2 Cor. 15:24-25). Fra4-25). Framed by a cmed by a cmed by a consciousnconsciousness of theess of these two comse two comings, the ings, the apostolic apostolic Church livChurch lived in hopeed in hope...

Awareness of this dominant reality explains two major concerns of the 
Church at the end of the apostolic period: the danger of apostasy and the need 
for holy living. The early canonical writers from Matthew to Revelation made 
strong appeals to believers to remain faithful to their commitment (Matt. 
13:36-43, 47-50; 24:36—25:30; 2 Pet. 2:21; Heb. 6:4-8). There was an equal call 
to remain loyal to the content of the apostolic faith (Jude 3; 2 Thess. 2:15) and 
follow a Christian lifestyle in positive holy living (1 Pet. 1:15-16; 4:2). Thus, 
although the apostolic Church as a “remembering community” naturally focused 
on the past with respect to living under the impact of the coming of Christ, there 
was also a strong emphasis on the need to persist in the hope that God’s 
eschatological purposes would be brought to completion in the near future. At 
this time, the kingdom would be given up to God (1 Cor. 15:24-25). Framed by a 
consciousness of these two comings, the apostolic Church lived in hope.
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CHURCH FATHERS

Those persThose persons whose ons whose views the views the Church conChurch considered tosidered to be founda be foundational fortional for the devel the dev the developmendevelopment of earlyt of early Christian Christian orthodoxy orthodoxy and spiri and spirituality. Ttuality. The time ofhe time of the Fathe the Fathers is clasrsFatheFathers isFathers is classical classically dividedly divided into thre into three periods:e periods: the found the foundational yeational years (untilars (until the Counc the Co the Council ofCouncil of Nicaea [3 Nicaea [325]); the 25]); the formationaformational period (l period (until the until the Council ofCouncil of Chalcedon Chalcedon [451]); a [ [451]); an[451]); and the decld the decline of theine of the patristic patristic era (in t era (in the Latin Che Latin Church, unthurch, until the deail the death of Gregth of Gth of Gregory thGregory the Great [6e Great [604] or per04] or perhaps Isidohaps Isidore of Sevire of Seville [636];lle [636]; in the Gr in the Greek Churcheek Church, until th,ChurchChurch, unChurch, until the detil the death of Johath of John of Damasn of Damascus [749])cus [749]). Viewed a. Viewed as founderss founders of the ma of the ma of the mainline emainline ecclesiasticclesiastical traditcal tradition, the cion, the category ofategory of Fathers i Fathers includes apncludes apostles, biostles, bishops, marshops, bibishops, mbishops, martyrs, apartyrs, apologists, ologists, heresiologheresiologists, theoists, theologians, alogians, and historind historians.ans.ans.

Those persons whose views the Church considered to be foundational for the 
development of early Christian orthodoxy and spirituality. The time of the 
Fathers is classically divided into three periods: the foundational years (until the 
Council of Nicaea [325]); the formational period (until the Council of Chalcedon 
[451]); and the decline of the patristic era (in the Latin Church, until the death of 
Gregory the Great [604] or perhaps Isidore of Seville [636]; in the Greek 
Church, until the death of John of Damascus [749]). Viewed as founders of the 
mainline ecclesiastical tradition, the category of Fathers includes apostles, 



bishops, martyrs, apologists, heresiologists, theologians, and historians.

�The meaninThe meaning of the tg of the term Fathererm Fathers has chans has changed in nuaged in nuance over tnce over the centurihe centuries. In antes. Ines. In antiquiIn antiquity the desty the designation iignation indicated andicated a teacher i teacher in relationn relationship to a ship to a student — student — a father ta fatha father to father to a son. Draa son. Drawing from wing from traditionatraditional Hellenisl Hellenistic culturtic culture, early Ce, early Christians hristians identifiedidentiidentifiedidentified the teach the teachers of Chrers of Christian belistian belief as Fatief as Fathers, the hers, the spiritual spiritual teachers oteachers of the faitf the faf the faith (1 Cfaith (1 Cor. 4:15; or. 4:15; Mart. Pol.Mart. Pol. 12.2; Ire 12.2; Irenaeus naeus Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 4.41.2; C 4.41.2; Clement of lement of AlexandriaAlexandriaAlexandriaAlexandria  Misc.Misc. 1.1.2—2.1 1.1.2—2.1). The apo). The apostles werestles were naturally naturally included  included in this cain this category, sitegory,cacategory, category, since theysince they served as served as the instr the instructors of uctors of specific Cspecific Christian christian communitiesommunities. By the 2. By. By the 2ndBy the 2nd century,  century, bishops asbishops assumed the sumed the title becatitle because of theuse of their functioir function as paston as pastors of indirs pastopastors ofpastors of individua individual churchesl churches and as su and as successors tccessors to the aposo the apostles (1 Cltles (1 Clem. 62.2; em. 62.2; Eusebius EusEusebius Eusebius HEHE 5.4.2). D 5.4.2). During the uring the theologicatheological controvel controversies of trsies of the 4th andhe 4th and 5th centu 5th centuries, the rcentucenturies,centuries, the term  the term was appliewas applied to thosed to those bishops w bishops whose teachhose teachings speciings specifically cofically conformed tonfococonformed conformed to the teato the teachings of chings of the orthodthe orthodox faith (ox faith (cf. Basil cf. Basil Ep.Ep. 140.2), e 140.2), especially specially as that faas as that faas that faith later ith later came to became to be defined b defined by ecumenicy ecumenical councilal councils (Ephesuss (Ephesus [431] can [431] canon 7). Subon cancanon 7). canon 7). SubsequentSubsequent Christian Christians eventuals eventually employely employed the termd the term as a way  as a way to identifto identify certain yidentifidentify cidentify certain revertain revered authoered authors of the rs of the tradition tradition in distincin distinction from tion from ecclesiastecclesiastical writeical wrical writers inwriters in general.  general. Vincent ofVincent of Lérins ( Lérins (Common.Common. 63, 66) r 63, 66) represents epresents a 5th-centa 5th-century movemeury moury movement tmovement to separateo separate the desig the designation of nation of Father froFather from the posim the position of bition of bishop altogshop altogether, theealtogaltogetheraltogether, thereby , thereby to remove to remove any specifany specific apostolic apostolic distincic distinction for ution for use of the se of the term. Certtermterm. Certterm. Certain publisain published lists hed lists of Fathersof Fathers evolved b evolved by the 6th y the 6th century, acentury, as illustras illustrated by theted byted by the Decby the Decretum Gelaretum Gelasianum, whsianum, which identiich identifies the Ffies the Fathers accathers according to ording to their assotheir association wicassoassociatioassociation with then with the Latin Chu Latin Church.rch.rch.

The meaning of the term Fathers has changed in nuance over the centuries. 
In antiquity the designation indicated a teacher in relationship to a student — a 
father to a son. Drawing from traditional Hellenistic culture, early Christians 
identified the teachers of Christian belief as Fathers, the spiritual teachers of the 
faith (1 Cor. 4:15; Mart. Pol. 12.2; Irenaeus Adv. haer. 4.41.2; Clement of 
Alexandria Misc. 1.1.2—2.1). The apostles were naturally included in this 
category, since they served as the instructors of specific Christian communities. 
By the 2nd century, bishops assumed the title because of their function as 
pastors of individual churches and as successors to the apostles (1 Clem. 62.2; 
Eusebius HE 5.4.2). During the theological controversies of the 4th and 5th 
centuries, the term was applied to those bishops whose teachings specifically 
conformed to the teachings of the orthodox faith (cf. Basil Ep. 140.2), especially 
as that faith later came to be defined by ecumenical councils (Ephesus [431] 
canon 7). Subsequent Christians eventually employed the term as a way to 
identify certain revered authors of the tradition in distinction from ecclesiastical 
writers in general. Vincent of Lérins (Common. 63, 66) represents a 5th-century 
movement to separate the designation of Father from the position of bishop 
altogether, thereby to remove any specific apostolic distinction for use of the 
term. Certain published lists of Fathers evolved by the 6th century, as illustrated 
by the Decretum Gelasianum, which identifies the Fathers according to their 
association with the Latin Church.

�By modern By modern criteria, criteria, the designthe designation of Fation of Fathers of athers of the Churchthe Church is determ is determined accorined acined according according to four prto four primary critimary criteria: ortheria: orthodoxy of todoxy of teaching aneaching and doctrined doctrine; holiness; holiness of lifest of of lifestyof lifestyle; confirle; confirmation by mation by ecclesiastecclesiastical authoical authority; and rity; and antiquity.antiquity. The title The title of Father of Fathe of Father is Father is strictly astrictly an ecclesian ecclesiastical constical concern. Thoscern. Those whom thee whom the Church co Church considers asnsiders as worthy to w worthy to worthy to be listed be listed among the among the Fathers haFathers have typicalve typically providely provided a solid d a solid witness towitness to scriptura sc scripturalscriptural norms and norms and the Chris the Christian traditian tradition as sotion as sources for urces for faith. Thefaith. Their work anir work and lives ard livd lives are lives are viewed a wviewed a worthy testorthy testimony to timony to these realihese realities.ties.ties.

By modern criteria, the designation of Fathers of the Church is determined 
according to four primary criteria: orthodoxy of teaching and doctrine; holiness 
of lifestyle; confirmation by ecclesiastical authority; and antiquity. The title of 
Father is strictly an ecclesiastical concern. Those whom the Church considers as 
worthy to be listed among the Fathers have typically provided a solid witness to 
scriptural norms and the Christian tradition as sources for faith. Their work and 
lives are viewed a worthy testimony to these realities.

�Because thBecause the Fathers e Fathers are considare considered to reered to reflect the flect the foundationfoundations of earlys of early Christian Christi Christian Christian faith, detfaith, determinationermination of member of membership amongship among the Fathe the Fathers often ers often elicits fielicits fierce controrcefiefierce confierce controversy. troversy. As a resulAs a result, differet, different lists ont lists of Fathers f Fathers have evolvhave evolved. The Laed. The Latin Churchtin Chtin Church natChurch naturally hasurally has chosen to chosen to revere ce revere certain figurtain figures whose res whose theology rtheology represents epresents Western orWWestern orWestern orthodoxy: Athodoxy: Ambrose, Jembrose, Jerome, Augurome, Augustine, Grestine, Gregory the Ggory the Great. The reat. The Greek ChurGreekGreek ChurGreek Church tends tch tends to give greo give greater weighater weight to thoset to those who are m who are more sympatore sympathetic to Ehetic tohetic to Easternto Eastern thought:  thought: Basil the Basil the Great, GreGreat, Gregory of Nagory of Nazianzus, Azianzus, Athanasius,thanasius, John Chry John Chrysostom. OfsChryChrysostomChrysostom. Of cours. Of course, the Late, the Latin and Grein and Greek Churcheek Churches include s include a majoritya majority of the sa of the sa of the same namessame names and have  and have given consgiven consideration ideration to the theto the theological, ological, sociologicsociological, and hial, and historical cstohihistoricalhistorical circumsta circumstances whichnces which affected  affected the teachithe teachings of canngs of candidates dudidates during theirring their times. De tim times. Destimes. Despite the epite the extent of txtent of their theolheir theological conogical contributionstributions, however,, however, certain t certain teachers reeachtteachers rteachers remain the emain the focus of cfocus of controversyontroversy either be either because of tcause of their breakheir break with the  with the Catholic CCCatholic CCatholic Church or bhurch or because of ecause of their uniqtheir unique doctrinue doctrinal positioal positions: Tatianns: Tatian, Tertulli, Tertullian, Clemenan, TertulliTertullianTertullian, Clement , Clement of Alexandof Alexandria, Origeria, Origen, Theodorn, Theodore of Mopsue of Mopsuestia.estia.estia.

Because the Fathers are considered to reflect the foundations of early 
Christian faith, determination of membership among the Fathers often elicits 
fierce controversy. As a result, different lists of Fathers have evolved. The Latin 
Church naturally has chosen to revere certain figures whose theology represents 
Western orthodoxy: Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine, Gregory the Great. The 
Greek Church tends to give greater weight to those who are more sympathetic 
to Eastern thought: Basil the Great, Gregory of Nazianzus, Athanasius, John 
Chrysostom. Of course, the Latin and Greek Churches include a majority of the 
same names and have given consideration to the theological, sociological, and 
historical circumstances which affected the teachings of candidates during their 
times. Despite the extent of their theological contributions, however, certain 



teachers remain the focus of controversy either because of their break with the 
Catholic Church or because of their unique doctrinal positions: Tatian, 
Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Theodore of Mopsuestia.

�Some of thSome of the Fathers e Fathers have been have been further idfurther identified aentified as Doctors s Doctors of the Chuof the Church, a titrch, a rch, a title ofa title often given ten given to ecclesito ecclesiastical auastical authors who thors who have reveahave revealed specialed special marks ofl marks of Church te Chu Church teaChurch teaching. Perching. Persons who lsons who lived afterived after the patri the patristic periostic period usually d usually receive threceive this title ais tiis title as atitle as a mark that mark that they have they have demonstra demonstrated theoloted theological contgical contributions ributions in agreemein agreement with thntagreemeagreement agreement with the twith the teachings oeachings of the Fathf the Fathers. Incluers. Included are thded are theologians eologians such as Alsuch as Albert the GbeAlAlbert theAlbert the Great, Th Great, Thomas Aquinomas Aquinas, Bonaveas, Bonaventure, andnture, and John of t John of the Cross.he Cross.he Cross.

Some of the Fathers have been further identified as Doctors of the Church, 
a title often given to ecclesiastical authors who have revealed special marks of 
Church teaching. Persons who lived after the patristic period usually receive this 
title as a mark that they have demonstrated theological contributions in 
agreement with the teachings of the Fathers. Included are theologians such as 
Albert the Great, Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventure, and John of the Cross.

�The authorThe authority of theity of the Fathers i Fathers is based ups based upon their son their support of upport of the traditthe tradition. The tion. Theion. The teachiThe teaching of any ng of any specific Fspecific Father whicather which divergesh diverges from the  from the tradition tradition bears no pbears no particular artpparticularparticular weight un weight unless approless approved by a gved by a general coueneral council. The ncil. The Church accChurch accepts the uepts the unanimous anuunanimous unanimous agreement agreement of the Fatof the Fathers with hers with respect torespect to scriptura scriptural exegesisl exegesis as faith  as faith without erwitwithout erwithout error. The bror. The balance of alance of their combtheir combined teachined teachings in things in theology andeology and doctrine, doctrine, especiall e especiallyespecially when the  when the Fathers arFathers are taken ine taken in relation  relation to one anoto one another, is gther, is given speciiven specific considfic cfic consideratconsideration in mation in matters of moters of modern eccledern ecclesiasical dsiasical debate.ebate.ebate.

The authority of the Fathers is based upon their support of the tradition. 
The teaching of any specific Father which diverges from the tradition bears no 
particular weight unless approved by a general council. The Church accepts the 
unanimous agreement of the Fathers with respect to scriptural exegesis as faith 
without error. The balance of their combined teachings in theology and doctrine, 
especially when the Fathers are taken in relation to one another, is given specific 
consideration in matters of modern ecclesiasical debate.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. L. CrosF. L. Cross, s, The Early The Early Christian Christian FathersFathers (London,  (London, 1960); G. 1960); G. L. PrestigL. PL. Prestige, Prestige, Fathers anFathers and Hereticsd Heretics (London,  (London, 1940); M. 1940); M. Wiles, Wiles, The ChristThe Christian Fatherian Fathers,s, 2nd ed. ( 2nd e 2nd ed. (Oxfored. (Oxford, 1982).d, 1982).d, 1982).

Bibliography. F. L. Cross, The Early Christian Fathers (London, 1960); G. L. 
Prestige, Fathers and Heretics (London, 1940); M. Wiles, The Christian Fathers, 2nd 
ed. (Oxford, 1982).
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CHUZACHUZA (Gk.  (Gk. ChouzaésChouzaés)))

CHUZA (Gk. Chouzaés)

An “officiAn “official” (NRSV al” (NRSV “steward”)“steward”) of Herod  of Herod Antipas. HAntipas. His preciseis precise office is office is unclear ( unclear (cf. Matt. cf. ((cf. Matt.(cf. Matt. 20:8; Gal 20:8; Gal. 4:2). Ch. 4:2). Chuza’s wifeuza’s wife Joanna wa Joanna was among Jes among Jesus’ follosus’ followers (Lukewers (Luke 8:3), sug 8:3) 8:3), sugg8:3), suggesting thaesting that Jesus’ mt Jesus’ message reaessage reached even ched even the aristothe aristocracy. Joacracy. Joanna’s presnna’s presence amongenceprespresence apresence among Jesusmong Jesus’ follower’ followers has led s has led to speculato speculations thattions that either Ch either Chuza had diuza had died before eddidied befordied before she begae she began followinn following Jesus, og Jesus, or that he r that he himself wahimself was also a cs also a convert; neonvert; neither is sitheneneither isneither is suggested suggested by the te by the text. Chuza xt. Chuza may have bmay have been a Nabaeen a Nabatean, as ttean, as the name Chhe name Chhe name Chuza has Chuza has been foundbeen found in Nabate in Nabatean and Syran and Syrian inscriian inscriptions.ptions.ptions.

An “official” (NRSV “steward”) of Herod Antipas. His precise office is unclear 
(cf. Matt. 20:8; Gal. 4:2). Chuza’s wife Joanna was among Jesus’ followers (Luke 
8:3), suggesting that Jesus’ message reached even the aristocracy. Joanna’s 
presence among Jesus’ followers has led to speculations that either Chuza had 
died before she began following Jesus, or that he himself was also a convert; 
neither is suggested by the text. Chuza may have been a Nabatean, as the name 
Chuza has been found in Nabatean and Syrian inscriptions.
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CILICIACILICIA (Gk.  (Gk. KilikiíaKilikiía)))

CILICIA (Gk. Kilikiía)

A country A country in southerin southern Anatolian Anatolia, the sout, the southeastern cheastern coast of Asoast of Asia Minor. ia Minor. Cilicia haCilicia has two dists tws two distintwo distinct geograpct geographical regihical regions, the rons, the rugged westugged western coastlern coastlands (Ciliands (Cilicia Asperacia Aspera) and the ) a) and the feand the fertile plairtile plain in the en in the east (Cilicast (Cilicia Campestia Campestris). It iris). It is ringed ws ringed with mountaith mountains, on thins, onins, on the weson the west by its ot by its own mountaiwn mountains separatns separating it froing it from Pamphylim Pamphylia, on the a, on the north by tnorth by the Taurus htthe Taurusthe Taurus range sep range separating itarating it from Capp from Cappadocia andadocia and Lycaonia, Lycaonia, and on th and on the east by e east by the Amanustthe Amanusthe Amanus range sep range separating itarating it from Syri from Syria. In antia. In antiquity Ciliquity Cilicia offerecia offered the maind the main trade rou trad trade routtrade route between e between Syria and Syria and the centrathe central sectionsl sections of Asia M of Asia Minor.inor.inor.

A country in southern Anatolia, the southeastern coast of Asia Minor. Cilicia has 
two distinct geographical regions, the rugged western coastlands (Cilicia Aspera) 
and the fertile plain in the east (Cilicia Campestris). It is ringed with mountains, 
on the west by its own mountains separating it from Pamphylia, on the north by 
the Taurus range separating it from Cappadocia and Lycaonia, and on the east by 
the Amanus range separating it from Syria. In antiquity Cilicia offered the main 
trade route between Syria and the central sections of Asia Minor.

�The CiliciThe Cilicians claimeans claimed that thed that their land wair land was founded s founded by Cilix, by Cilix, the son ofthe son of Agenor, w Agenor, Agenor, whAgenor, who accompano accompanied his bried his brothers Cadothers Cadmus and Phmus and Phoenix in soenix in search of tearch of their sisteheir sistheir sister Eursister Europa, but wopa, but who settledho settled in their  in their fertile plfertile plain. Becauain. Because of its se of its strategic strategic location flocationlocation flocation for trade, or trade, Cilicia waCilicia was invaded s invaded successivesuccessively by Hittly by Hittites, Myceites, Mycenaean Greenaean Greeks, Assyriks, GreeGreeks, AsGreeks, Assyrians, Psyrians, Persians (uersians (under whom nder whom the Cilicithe Cilicians had a ans had a degree of degree of autonomy aautonomy aautonomy as a satraas a satrapy), Alexapy), Alexander the Gnder the Great, the reat, the Seleucid kSeleucid kings, and ings, and finally thfinally the Romans we Romans who made itho wwho made iwho made it into a pt into a province inrovince in 102  102 B.C.E.B.C.E. In 67  In 67 B.C.E.B.C.E. Pompey st Pompey stamped out amped out piracy whipiracy wpiracy which flouwhich flourished in rished in the ruggedthe rugged coastland coastlands (which ws (which were unmanaere unmanageable andgeable and not added not adde not added to tadded to the provinche province until the until the reign ofe reign of Vespasian Vespasian, 69–79 , 69–79 C.E.C.E.). In 51–5). In 51–50 0 B.C.E.B.C.E. Cicero re Cice Cicero relCicero reluctantly tuctantly tried as goried as governor to vernor to correct nucorrect numerous premerous previous admivious administrativenistrative problems. p problems. problems. In 36 In 36 B.C.E.B.C.E. Mark Anto Mark Antony gave Cyny gave Cyprus and tprus and the rugged he rugged western cowestern coastlands tastlandcocoastlandscoastlands to Cleopa to Cleopatra as a gtra as a gift. Underift. Under Roman rul Roman rulers the reers the region was agion was at times lit times linked to Synkelilinked to linked to Syria for Syria for governing governing purposes.purposes.purposes.

The Cilicians claimed that their land was founded by Cilix, the son of 



Agenor, who accompanied his brothers Cadmus and Phoenix in search of their 
sister Europa, but who settled in their fertile plain. Because of its strategic 
location for trade, Cilicia was invaded successively by Hittites, Mycenaean 
Greeks, Assyrians, Persians (under whom the Cilicians had a degree of autonomy 
as a satrapy), Alexander the Great, the Seleucid kings, and finally the Romans 
who made it into a province in 102 B.C.E. In 67 B.C.E. Pompey stamped out piracy 
which flourished in the rugged coastlands (which were unmanageable and not 
added to the province until the reign of Vespasian, 69–79 C.E.). In 51–50 B.C.E. 
Cicero reluctantly tried as governor to correct numerous previous administrative 
problems. In 36 B.C.E. Mark Antony gave Cyprus and the rugged western 
coastlands to Cleopatra as a gift. Under Roman rulers the region was at times 
linked to Syria for governing purposes.

�In the NT In the NT Cilicia isCilicia is best know best known as the hn as the home countrome country of Paul y of Paul (Acts 21:3(Acts 21:39; 22:3; 29; 22:39; 22:3; 23:322:3; 23:34) and a s4) and a stop on histop on his missionar missionary journeysy journeys through A through Asia Minor sia Minor (15:41; Ga(15:41; Gal. 1:21).l. GaGal. 1:21)Gal. 1:21)...

In the NT Cilicia is best known as the home country of Paul (Acts 21:39; 
22:3; 23:34) and a stop on his missionary journeys through Asia Minor (15:41; 
Gal. 1:21).
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CINNAMONCINNAMONCINNAMON

CINNAMON

A member oA member of the laurf the laurel family.el family. The cinna The cinnamon tree (mon tree (CinnamomumCinnamomum zeylanicu zeylanicumm Nees) is  Nees)  Nees) is eNees) is evergreen avergreen and grows und grows up to 9 m. p to 9 m. (30 ft.) t(30 ft.) tall. The fall. The fruit of thruit of the cinnamone cinnamon tree (Heb tre tree (Heb.tree (Heb.  qinnaœmo®nqinnaœmo®n;; Gk.  Gk. kinnaémoœmkinnaémoœmonon) provides) provides a fragran a fragrant oil whent oil when pressed.  whenwhen presswhen pressed. The died. The distilled bastilled bark also prrk also produces oiloduces oil of lesser of lesser quality.  quality. Quills of Quills of the bark athe bathe bark and tbark and the ground he ground inner rindinner rind of the ba of the bark are userk are used for sweed for sweetening footening food. It is ld. It is likely thatikelyllikely thalikely that in biblit in biblical times cal times cinnamon wcinnamon was importeas imported from thed from the tropical  tropical Far East vFar East via the Silia thia the Silk Rthe Silk Road.oad.oad.

A member of the laurel family. The cinnamon tree (Cinnamomum zeylanicum 
Nees) is evergreen and grows up to 9 m. (30 ft.) tall. The fruit of the cinnamon 
tree (Heb. qinnaœmo®n; Gk. kinnaémoœmon) provides a fragrant oil 
when pressed. The distilled bark also produces oil of lesser quality. Quills of the 
bark and the ground inner rind of the bark are used for sweetening food. It is 
likely that in biblical times cinnamon was imported from the tropical Far East via 
the Silk Road.

�In ancientIn ancient times, ci times, cinnamon oilnnamon oil was value was valued as a pred as a precious perfcious perfume. It waume. It was an ingres an ings an ingredientingredient in the sa in the sacred oil Mcred oil Moses made oses made to anoint to anoint the ark ofthe ark of the coven the covenant and thant and the tent of e ththe tent othe tent of meeting f meeting (Exod. 30:(Exod. 30:23). The “23). The “strange” wstrange” woman of Proman of Proverbs peroverbs perfumed her fumed hefumed her bed wiher bed with cinnamoth cinnamon (Prov. 7n (Prov. 7:17). In t:17). In the Song ofhe Song of Solomon a Solomon and Revelatnd Revelation cinnamion cinnamion cinnamon acinnamon appears as ppears as a luxury ia luxury item (Cant.tem (Cant. 4:14; Rev 4:14; Rev. 18:13).. 18:13).. 18:13).

In ancient times, cinnamon oil was valued as a precious perfume. It was an 
ingredient in the sacred oil Moses made to anoint the ark of the covenant and 
the tent of meeting (Exod. 30:23). The “strange” woman of Proverbs perfumed 
her bed with cinnamon (Prov. 7:17). In the Song of Solomon and Revelation 
cinnamon appears as a luxury item (Cant. 4:14; Rev. 18:13).
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CIRCUMCISICIRCUMCISIONONON

CIRCUMCISION

The removaThe removal of the fl of the foreskin froreskin from the penom the penis. While is. While practiced practiced by some anby some ancient Nearcient Nearcient Near EasteNear Eastern peoplesrn peoples for vario for various reasonsus reasons and in sp and in specific wayecific ways, circumcs, circumcision had ision had a unique pa ua unique plaunique place in the ce in the worship anworship and practiced practice of the pe of the people of Isople of Israel.rael.rael.

The removal of the foreskin from the penis. While practiced by some ancient 
Near Eastern peoples for various reasons and in specific ways, circumcision had a 
unique place in the worship and practice of the people of Israel.

�According According to Genesisto Genesis circumcis circumcision was fiion was first practirst practiced by theced by the patriarch patriarchs and invos and ins and involved ainvolved all males oll males of the housf the household, incehold, including slaluding slaves; even ves; even resident aresident aliens had liens had to be circto beto be circumcbe circumcised in orised in order to obsder to observe the Perve the Passover (Gassover (Gen. 34:13-en. 34:13-24). Norma24). Normally male illy male infants werniinfants weinfants were circumcre circumcised when ised when eight dayseight days old (Gen. old (Gen. 17:12; Le 17:12; Lev. 12:3). v. 12:3). CircumcisiCircumcision became onCircumcisiCircumcisiCircumcision became on became the most cthe most critical diritical distinguishistinguishing mark seng mark separating tparating the Israelihe Israelites from stesIsraeliIsraelitesIsraelites from surr from surrounding peounding peoples. It oples. It was a requwas a requirement ofirement of God’s cov God’s covenant (Genenant (Gen. 17:9-14).(Gen(Gen. 17:9(Gen. 17:9-14), alon-14), along with sabg with sabbath obserbath observance and vance and food laws.food laws. By the ti By the time of the me of the Maccabees MMaccabees Maccabees circumcisicircumcision was inton was intimately boimately bound up witund up with Israel’sh Israel’s identity  identity as the covas the covenant peopencovcovenant pcovenant people of Geople of God (1 Maccod (1 Macc. 1:14-15,. 1:14-15, 60-61; 2  60-61; 2 Macc. 6:10Macc. 6:10). It was ). It was the most sthe most significantigssignificansignificant boundaryt boundary marker wh marker which distinich distinguished Jeguished Jew from Genw from Gentile, thostile, those within te within the covenanhetthe covenathe covenant from thnt from those outsidose outside.e.e.

According to Genesis circumcision was first practiced by the patriarchs and 
involved all males of the household, including slaves; even resident aliens had to 
be circumcised in order to observe the Passover (Gen. 34:13-24). Normally male 
infants were circumcised when eight days old (Gen. 17:12; Lev. 12:3). 



Circumcision became the most critical distinguishing mark separating the 
Israelites from surrounding peoples. It was a requirement of God’s covenant 
(Gen. 17:9-14), along with sabbath observance and food laws. By the time of the 
Maccabees circumcision was intimately bound up with Israel’s identity as the 
covenant people of God (1 Macc. 1:14-15, 60-61; 2 Macc. 6:10). It was the most 
significant boundary marker which distinguished Jew from Gentile, those within 
the covenant from those outside.

�Conquered Conquered peoples wepeoples were circumcre circumcised so thised so the inhabitae inhabitants could nts could be viewed be viewed as part ofas pas part of Ispart of Israel (1 Marael (1 Macc. 2:46; cc. 2:46; Josephus Josephus Ant.Ant. 13.257–58 13.257–58, 318). By, 318). By the time  the time of Second of Second Temple JudTTemple JudTemple Judaism the taism the terms “circerms “circumcision” umcision” and “Jew” and “Jew” were virtuwere virtually synonally synonymous. Eveymous. Evymous. Even thougEven though circumcih circumcision was psion was practiced bracticed by other pey other peoples of toples of the time (ehe time (e.g., the E.g., the Egyptians),gyEEgyptians)Egyptians), Greco-Ro, Greco-Roman sourceman sources highlighs highlight the pract the practice as a tice as a distinguisdistinguishing mark hing mark of Judaismof of Judaismof Judaism (e.g., Ta (e.g., Tacitus citus Hist.Hist. 5.5.2). 5.5.2). 5.5.2).

Conquered peoples were circumcised so the inhabitants could be viewed as 
part of Israel (1 Macc. 2:46; Josephus Ant. 13.257–58, 318). By the time of Second 
Temple Judaism the terms “circumcision” and “Jew” were virtually synonymous. 
Even though circumcision was practiced by other peoples of the time (e.g., the 
Egyptians), Greco-Roman sources highlight the practice as a distinguishing mark 
of Judaism (e.g., Tacitus Hist. 5.5.2).

�All this sAll this should not hould not be misundebe misunderstood to rstood to mean that mean that only the oonly the outward prautward practice of ccticeprapractice opractice of circumcif circumcision was ision was important fmportant for keepingor keeping the coven the covenant. Circuant. Circumcision anmcision and obediencdanand obedieand obedience to thence to the entire co entire covenant wenvenant went hand in t hand in hand. The hand. The transformatransformation of ontion of ontion of one’s hearone’s heart was of st was of such essentuch essential importial importance that ance that without itwithout it circumcis circumcision was ofion was of no value  no no value (no value (Deut. 10:1Deut. 10:16; 30:6; J6; 30:6; Jer. 4:4; 9er. 4:4; 9:25[MT 24]:25[MT 24]). A fine ). A fine distinctiodistinction between n between inward andinwainward andinward and outward c outward cannot be mannot be maintained aintained in Judaismin Judaism; those wh; those who are the o are the people of people opeople of God musof God must live as t live as the peoplethe people of God. of God. of God.

All this should not be misunderstood to mean that only the outward 
practice of circumcision was important for keeping the covenant. Circumcision 
and obedience to the entire covenant went hand in hand. The transformation of 
one’s heart was of such essential importance that without it circumcision was of 
no value (Deut. 10:16; 30:6; Jer. 4:4; 9:25[MT 24]). A fine distinction between 
inward and outward cannot be maintained in Judaism; those who are the people 
of God must live as the people of God.

�In the NT In the NT the issue the issue of circumcof circumcision comeision comes to the ss to the surface in urface in the late 4the late 40s 0s C.E.C.E. with the  w with the cwith the council of ouncil of Jerusalem Jerusalem (Acts 15:1(Acts 15:1-29; cf. G-29; cf. Gal. 2:1-10al. 2:1-10). Why it ). Why it does not adoes not appear to bppeaappear to appear to be an impobe an important issurtant issue earlier e earlier in the Chuin the Church is difrch is difficult to ficult to say.say.say.

In the NT the issue of circumcision comes to the surface in the late 40s C.E. 
with the council of Jerusalem (Acts 15:1-29; cf. Gal. 2:1-10). Why it does not 
appear to be an important issue earlier in the Church is difficult to say.

�The discusThe discussion of cision of circumcisionrcumcision in the NT in the NT finds its finds its focus in  focus in the Paulinthe Pauline corpus. e corpus. e corpus. Incorpus. In Galatians Galatians Paul insi Paul insists that csts that circumcisioircumcision not be rn not be required ofequired of gentile b gentile believers. elievebbelievers.believers. This was  This was for Paul’sfor Paul’s opponents opponents nothing l nothing less than tess than the abandonhe abandonment of a ment of a necessary nenecessary necessary requiremenrequirement for the t for the covenant wcovenant which was shich was so inextrico inextricably boundably bound up with I up with I up with Israel’s nIsrael’s national idational identity. Foentity. For Paul’s or Paul’s opponents opponents one could nne could not abandonot abandon circumcis circumcision, the sioncircumciscircumcisicircumcision, the sion, the sign of God’gn of God’s covenants covenant with Abra with Abraham, and rham, and remain faitemain faithful to thhful to the covenante ce covenant. covenant. Paul arguePaul argues quite fos quite forcefully ircefully in Galatiann Galatians that thes that the Gentiles  Gentiles belong to belong to the peoplethe pthe people of people of God by virGod by virtue of thetue of their faith iir faith in Christ. n Christ. They need They need not identinot identify themselfy themselves as Jewves themselthemselvesthemselves as Jews b as Jews by adoptingy adopting the badge the badges of the cs of the covenant soovenant so identifie identified with ethd with ethnic Israelniethethnic Isrethnic Israel. Accorael. According to Pading to Paul the Croul the Cross is the ss is the way one enway one enters into ters into the covenathe covenant, becomint,covenacovenant, covenant, becoming abecoming a member of member of the peopl the people of God (e of God (cf. Col. 2cf. Col. 2:11). Thus:11). Thus Paul can  Paul can accuse hisaaccuse hisaccuse his opponents opponents of dimini of diminishing the shing the Cross in tCross in their desirheir desire to retaie to retain circumcin circumcision (Gal.sioncircumcicircumcisicircumcision (Gal. 5on (Gal. 5:11; 6:12-:11; 6:12-15). For P15). For Paul there aul there could be ncould be no importano importance placed ce placed on circumconon circumcon circumcision nor ision nor uncircumciuncircumcision, Jew sion, Jew nor Gentilnor Gentile, in Chrie, in Christ Jesus.st Jesus.st Jesus.

The discussion of circumcision in the NT finds its focus in the Pauline 
corpus. In Galatians Paul insists that circumcision not be required of gentile 
believers. This was for Paul’s opponents nothing less than the abandonment of a 
necessary requirement for the covenant which was so inextricably bound up with 
Israel’s national identity. For Paul’s opponents one could not abandon 
circumcision, the sign of God’s covenant with Abraham, and remain faithful to the 
covenant. Paul argues quite forcefully in Galatians that the Gentiles belong to the 
people of God by virtue of their faith in Christ. They need not identify 
themselves as Jews by adopting the badges of the covenant so identified with 
ethnic Israel. According to Paul the Cross is the way one enters into the 
covenant, becoming a member of the people of God (cf. Col. 2:11). Thus Paul can 
accuse his opponents of diminishing the Cross in their desire to retain 
circumcision (Gal. 5:11; 6:12-15). For Paul there could be no importance placed 
on circumcision nor uncircumcision, Jew nor Gentile, in Christ Jesus.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. G. BJ. M. G. Barclay, arclay, Obeying thObeying the Truth: Pe Truth: Paul’s Ethiaul’s Ethics in Galacs in Galatianstians (Minneapo (M (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1991);is, 1991); S. J. D.  S. J. D. Cohen, “CrCohen, “Crossing theossing the Boundary  Boundary and Becomiand Becoming a Jew,”ng a Jew,”  Jew,”Jew,” Jew,” HTRHTR 82 (1989) 82 (1989): 13–33; J: 13–33; J. Collins,. Collins, “A Symbol “A Symbol of Othern of Otherness: Circuess: Circumcision anmcision and Salvatiod anand Salvatand Salvation in theion in the First Cen First Century,” in tury,” in “To See Ou“To See Ourselves asrselves as Others Se Others See Us”: Chre Us”: Christians, JistiansChrChristiansChristians, Jews, “O, Jews, “Others” in thers” in Late AntiqLate Antiquity,uity, ed. J. Ne ed. J. Neusner and usner and E. FrerichE. Frerichs (Chico, s (Chico, 1985), 1631981985), 1631985), 163–86; J. D.–86; J. D. G. Dunn,  G. Dunn, The PartinThe Partings of the gs of the Ways: BetwWays: Between Christeen Christianity andianity and Judaism a Juda Judaism anJudaism and Their Sid Their Significancegnificance for the C for the Character oharacter of Christiaf Christianitynity (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1991phia, 1991), 28–29, ), 28–), 28–29, 12428–29, 124–27; J. No–27; J. Nolland, “Unlland, “Uncircumcisecircumcised Proselytd Proselytes?” es?” JSJJSJ 12 (1981) 12 (1981): 173–94; : 173–94; F. ThielmaF. TF. Thielman, Thielman, Paul and tPaul and the Lawhe Law (Downers  (Downers Grove, 199Grove, 1994), 119–444), 119–44...
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CISTERN

SubterraneSubterranean receptaan receptacles to cocles to collect and llect and store the store the runoff watrunoff water from seer from seasonal raiasonal rains. They ansrairains. Therains. They are disty are distinguished inguished from open from open water storwater storage faciliage facilities, whicties, which are moreh are more appropria ap appropriatappropriately calledely called pools or  pools or reservoirsreservoirs, and from, and from wells, wh wells, which tap thich tap the water ofe water of undergrou un undergroununderground aquifersd aquifers...

Subterranean receptacles to collect and store the runoff water from seasonal 
rains. They are distinguished from open water storage facilities, which are more 
appropriately called pools or reservoirs, and from wells, which tap the water of 
underground aquifers.

�The typicaThe typical bottle-sl bottle-shaped cisthaped cistern with aern with a narrow ne narrow neck expandick expanding into a ng into a larger stolarger larger stolarger storage area rage area dates to tdates to the 4th milhe 4th millennium lennium B.C.E.B.C.E. The inter The interior was ofior was often lined ten lined with plastwwith plastwith plaster. A raiser. A raised circulaed circular stone cor stone collar was ellar was erected arorected around the mound the mouth of theuth of the cistern,  ci cistern, acistern, and a heavynd a heavy removable removable stone cov stone covered it toered it to reduce ev reduce evaporation aporation and keep oand keep oand keep out debrisout debris. Cisterns. Cisterns located i located in wadi bedn wadi beds were fils were filled by sealed by seasonal floosonal floods, while ds, while hillside chillsidhillside chillside cisterns reisterns received runceived runoff channeoff channeled to theled to them from them from the watershed watershed. Marks on. Marks on cistern c c cistern cocistern collars indillars indicate that cate that water was water was drawn diredrawn directly from ctly from them into them into skin or poskin or pottery contttepopottery copottery containers ontainers on ropes. Cn ropes. Cisterns vaisterns varied in shried in shape and siape and size. Privatze. Private, househoe, household cisternld househohousehold household cisterns tcisterns tended to bended to be small ane small and bottle-sd bottle-shaped, whihaped, while those sle those serving whoerving whole communilwhowhole commwhole communities, sunities, such as Arauch as Arad and Masad and Masada, were lda, were large, rectarge, rectangular enangular enclosures, closures, enenclosuresenclosures, often wi, often with steps lth steps leading to eading to the water the water level. Frelevel. Frequently caquently caves in hilves in hillsides werlsideshilhillsides hillsides were enlarwere enlarged and usged and used as cisted as cisterns.erns.erns.

The typical bottle-shaped cistern with a narrow neck expanding into a 
larger storage area dates to the 4th millennium B.C.E. The interior was often lined 
with plaster. A raised circular stone collar was erected around the mouth of the 
cistern, and a heavy removable stone covered it to reduce evaporation and keep 
out debris. Cisterns located in wadi beds were filled by seasonal floods, while 
hillside cisterns received runoff channeled to them from the watershed. Marks on 
cistern collars indicate that water was drawn directly from them into skin or 
pottery containers on ropes. Cisterns varied in shape and size. Private, 
household cisterns tended to be small and bottle-shaped, while those serving 
whole communities, such as Arad and Masada, were large, rectangular 
enclosures, often with steps leading to the water level. Frequently caves in 
hillsides were enlarged and used as cisterns.

�The Bible The Bible refers to refers to cisterns (cisterns (Heb. Heb. bo®rbo®r) in passa) in passages descriges describing wealtbing wealth and the h and thh and the bountythe bounty of the la of the land (Deut. nd (Deut. 6:11; 2 Kg6:11; 2 Kgs. 18:31 =s. 18:31 = Isa. 36:1 Isa. 36:16; 2 Chr. 6; 2 Chr. 26:10). Th26:10). They are notey arey are not suare not subject to rbject to ritual impuitual impurity (Lev.rity (Lev. 11:36). T 11:36). The Israelihe Israelites hid frtes hid from the Phiom the Philistines ilistinePhiPhilistinePhilistines in cistes in cisterns (1 Samrns (1 Sam. 13:6), J. 13:6), Jeremiah waeremiah was imprisons imprisoned in one ed in one (Jer. 38:1(Jer. 38:1-13), and -13), 38:138:1-13), 38:1-13), and a cistand a cistern becameern became the grave the grave of those  of those slain by Islain by Ishmael in shmael in his revolthis revolt against G again against Geagainst Gedaliah (41daliah (41:7–9). Cis:7–9). Cisterns are terns are used figurused figuratively asatively as symbols f symbols for rejectior rejection of God on ofon of God (Jeof God (Jer. 2:13), r. 2:13), the judgmethe judgment of God nt of God (14:3), an(14:3), and mortalitd mortality (Eccl. 1y (Eccl. 12:6).2:6).2:6).

The Bible refers to cisterns (Heb. bo®r) in passages describing wealth and 
the bounty of the land (Deut. 6:11; 2 Kgs. 18:31 = Isa. 36:16; 2 Chr. 26:10). They 
are not subject to ritual impurity (Lev. 11:36). The Israelites hid from the 
Philistines in cisterns (1 Sam. 13:6), Jeremiah was imprisoned in one (Jer. 
38:1-13), and a cistern became the grave of those slain by Ishmael in his revolt 
against Gedaliah (41:7–9). Cisterns are used figuratively as symbols for rejection 
of God (Jer. 2:13), the judgment of God (14:3), and mortality (Eccl. 12:6).
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CITADEL

The fortifThe fortified portioied portion of a citn of a city or a paly or a palace. It waace. It was in such s in such quarters oquarters of the kingf the king’s house (’s hous’s house (palhouse (palace) at Saace) at Samaria thatmaria that Pekah kil Pekah killed Azarialed Azariah, king ofh, king of Judah (2  Judah (2 Kgs. 15:25Kgs. 15:25), and at ), an), and at Tirand at Tirzah where zah where Zimri commZimri commited suiciited suicide (1 Kgs.de (1 Kgs. 16:18). 1 16:18). 1 Macc. 13: Macc. 13:50 describ50 describes Simon’sedescribdescribes describes Simon’s liSimon’s liberating tberating the Jerusalhe Jerusalem citadelem citadel from enem from enemy hands any hands and “cleansid “cleansing the citng“cleansi“cleansing“cleansing the citad the citadel from itel from its pollutios pollution.” Accordn.” According to Josing to Josephus the ephus the Hasmonean Hasmonean kings renakikings renakings renamed it themed it the Baris ( Baris (Ant.Ant. 18.91). R 18.91). Rebuilt by ebuilt by Herod the Herod the Great and Great and named the named thenamed the Tower the Tower of Antoniaof Antonia, it fell , it fell to the Romto the Romans in 70 ans in 70 C.E.C.E. Some scho Some scholars thinklars think that the  that the that the house the house of the Phiof the Philippian jalippian jailer was siler was situated inituated in Philippi’ Philippi’s citadel s citadel (Acts 16:3(Acts 16:34). Ps. 484). Ps. 44). Ps. 48:3, 13(M48:3, 13(MT 4, 14) cT 4, 14) celebrates elebrates the securithe security of Jeruty of Jerusalem, prasalem, praising God ising God for havingfor having “shown hi “sh “shown him“shown himself a surself a sure defense.e defense.”””

The fortified portion of a city or a palace. It was in such quarters of the king’s 
house (palace) at Samaria that Pekah killed Azariah, king of Judah (2 Kgs. 15:25), 
and at Tirzah where Zimri commited suicide (1 Kgs. 16:18). 1 Macc. 13:50 
describes Simon’s liberating the Jerusalem citadel from enemy hands and 
“cleansing the citadel from its pollution.” According to Josephus the Hasmonean 



kings renamed it the Baris (Ant. 18.91). Rebuilt by Herod the Great and named 
the Tower of Antonia, it fell to the Romans in 70 C.E. Some scholars think that 
the house of the Philippian jailer was situated in Philippi’s citadel (Acts 16:34). Ps. 
48:3, 13(MT 4, 14) celebrates the security of Jerusalem, praising God for having 
“shown himself a sure defense.”
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CITIES OF REFUGE

Mosaic lawMosaic law calls for calls for the estab the establishment olishment of a place,f a place, or places or places, of asylu, of asylum, to whicm, to which one who h oneh one who kione who kills accidells accidentally or ntally or without mawithout malice may flice may flee to esclee to escape from tape from the avengerhe avenger of blood. o of blood. of blood. Exod. 21:1Exod. 21:13 mentions3 mentions only “a p only “a place to whlace to which he mayich he may flee,” bu flee,” but Num. 35:t Num. 35:9-34; Deut935:35:9-34; D35:9-34; Deut. 4:41-eut. 4:41-43; 19:1-143; 19:1-13; Josh. 23; Josh. 20:1-9 all 0:1-9 all speak of tspeak of the settinghe setting aside of  aside of specific cspecificspecific cspecific cities (Hebities (Heb. . {aœreî miq{aœreî miqlaœt�laœt�) for such) for such a purpose a purpose...

Mosaic law calls for the establishment of a place, or places, of asylum, to which 
one who kills accidentally or without malice may flee to escape from the avenger 
of blood. Exod. 21:13 mentions only “a place to which he may flee,” but Num. 
35:9-34; Deut. 4:41-43; 19:1-13; Josh. 20:1-9 all speak of the setting aside of 
specific cities (Heb. {aœreî miqlaœt� ) for such a purpose.

�The establThe establishment ofishment of cities of cities of refuge ca refuge can be seen n be seen as an effoas an effort to limirt to limit and contt and contt and control thcontrol the practicee practice of blood  of blood vengeance.vengeance. In ancien In ancient Israel, t Israel, as elsewheas elsewhere in the re in the ancient Neancieancient Neancient Near East, bar East, blood vengelood vengeance was aance was accepted asccepted as a means o a means of dealing f dealing with the swith the shedding ofhsshedding oshedding of blood ouf blood outside the tside the context ofcontext of war. If a war. If a family me family member was kmber was killed, it illed, it was the rewaswas the rewas the responsibilisponsibility of the ty of the go®}eäl hago®}eäl haddaœm,ddaœm, “avenger  “avenger of blood,”of blood,” a male re a male relative, tolrerelative, relative, to find anto find and kill thed kill the person wh person who had takeo had taken the lifen the life of the fa of the family membemily member, whetherr, wr, whether thwhether the killing e killing had been ihad been intentionalntentional or not. or not. or not.

The establishment of cities of refuge can be seen as an effort to limit and 
control the practice of blood vengeance. In ancient Israel, as elsewhere in the 
ancient Near East, blood vengeance was accepted as a means of dealing with the 
shedding of blood outside the context of war. If a family member was killed, it 
was the responsibility of the go®}eäl haddaœm, “avenger of blood,” a male 
relative, to find and kill the person who had taken the life of the family member, 
whether the killing had been intentional or not.

�The provisThe provision for plion for places of asaces of asylum to whylum to which an accich an accidental kiidental killer may gller may go, howevero, howeo, however, chowever, combines thombines the awarenese awareness of a diss of a distinction btinction between kiletween killing with ling with malice (mumalice (murder) and r(mu(murder) a(murder) and killingnd killing by accide by accident or withnt or without intentout intention, with ion, with prohibitioprohibitions againstns against the shedd the the sheddithe shedding of innong of innocent bloodcent blood...

The provision for places of asylum to which an accidental killer may go, 
however, combines the awareness of a distinction between killing with malice 
(murder) and killing by accident or without intention, with prohibitions against 
the shedding of innocent blood.

�In Num. 35In Num. 35 the estab the establishment olishment of six citif six cities of refues of refuge from amge from among the leong the levitical civitical cvitical cities is cities is commanded,commanded, three bey three beyond the Joond the Jordan and trdan and three in thhree in the land of e land of Canaan. ThCanaan. The cities weThThe citiesThe cities were inte were intended for anded for anyone who nyone who killed a pkilled a person witherson without intentout intent (cf. Num. (cf. Num. 35:22-28) Num.Num. 35:22Num. 35:22-28). If a-28). If an unintentn unintentional killional killer sought er sought refuge in refuge in one of theone of the cities, t cities, the “congrehe “cohe “congregat“congregation” was tion” was to rescue to rescue the person he person from the afrom the avenger of venger of blood and blood and restore hirestore hrestore him to thehim to the city of r city of refuge, wheefuge, where he had re he had to stay unto stay until the detil the death of theath of the high prie high priest.st.st.

In Num. 35 the establishment of six cities of refuge from among the levitical 
cities is commanded, three beyond the Jordan and three in the land of Canaan. 
The cities were intended for anyone who killed a person without intent (cf. 
Num. 35:22-28). If an unintentional killer sought refuge in one of the cities, the 
“congregation” was to rescue the person from the avenger of blood and restore 
him to the city of refuge, where he had to stay until the death of the high priest.

�The NumberThe Numbers passage s passage makes verymakes very clear tha clear that those gut those guilty of muilty of murder, i.e.rder, i.e., intentio, inten, intentionaintentional killing,l killing, or killin or killing with malg with malice, had tice, had to be put to be put to death ano death and could ind could in no case g no cas no case get ocase get off throughff through payment o payment of a ransomf a ransom. Neither . Neither could the could the accidentalaccidental killer re killer return to hiturrereturn to return to his own cihis own city by paymty by payment of ranent of ransom. The isom. The intent in bntent in both cases oth cases seems to bseems to be to avoidebbe to avoibe to avoid pollutind polluting the landg the land, since “b, since “blood pollulood pollutes the lates the land” (Num. nd” (Num. 35:33), ap35:33), apparently epareapapparentlyapparently even bloo even blood shed witd shed without intenhout intent.t.t.

The Numbers passage makes very clear that those guilty of murder, i.e., 
intentional killing, or killing with malice, had to be put to death and could in no 
case get off through payment of a ransom. Neither could the accidental killer 
return to his own city by payment of ransom. The intent in both cases seems to 
be to avoid polluting the land, since “blood pollutes the land” (Num. 35:33), 
apparently even blood shed without intent.

�Josh. 20 iJosh. 20 is similar s similar to Num. 35to Num. 35, but in a, but in addition caddition calls for a lls for a trial (Jostrial (Josh. 20:6), h. 20:6), and names and and names and names the six cithe six cities of reties of refuge (vv. fuge (vv. 7–8): Kede7–8): Kedesh in Galish in Galilee, in thlee, in the hill coue hill country of Nantry ontry of Naphtalof Naphtali; Shechemi; Shechem in the hi in the hill countryll country of Ephrai of Ephraim; Kiriathm; Kiriath-arba (Heb-arba (Hebron) in thron) in the hill coue he hill counthill country of Judary of Judah; Bezer ih; Bezer in the wildn the wilderness witerness within the tehin the territory ofrritory of Reuben; R Reuben; Ramoth in GamoRRamoth in Ramoth in Gilead froGilead from the tribm the tribe of Gad; e of Gad; and Golan and Golan in Bashan in Bashan from Manasfrom Manasseh.seh.seh.

Josh. 20 is similar to Num. 35, but in addition calls for a trial (Josh. 20:6), 
and names the six cities of refuge (vv. 7–8): Kedesh in Galilee, in the hill country 
of Naphtali; Shechem in the hill country of Ephraim; Kiriath-arba (Hebron) in the 
hill country of Judah; Bezer in the wilderness within the territory of Reuben; 



Ramoth in Gilead from the tribe of Gad; and Golan in Bashan from Manasseh.

�In Deut. 4In Deut. 4:41-43 onl:41-43 only the threy the three cities be cities beyond the eyond the Jordan areJordan are named. Th named. The setting e settie setting apsetting apart of theart of the remaining remaining three is  three is dealt withdealt with in Deut.  in Deut. 19:1-13, a19:1-13, although thlthough those three ose tose three are three are not named.not named. Deuterono Deuteronomy also almy also allows for elows for establishinstablishing three adg three additional cditional cities if titccities if cities if the borderthe borders of the ls of the land are enand are enlarged.larged.larged.

In Deut. 4:41-43 only the three cities beyond the Jordan are named. The 
setting apart of the remaining three is dealt with in Deut. 19:1-13, although those 
three are not named. Deuteronomy also allows for establishing three additional 
cities if the borders of the land are enlarged.

�The intentThe intent in Deuter in Deuteronomy seemonomy seems to be dis to be different thfferent than in Numban in Numbers. Thereers. There the purpo the the purposthe purpose of asylue of asylum seem to m seem to be to prevbe to prevent the kient the killer (evenller (even if accide if accidental) fromntal) from polluting po polluting polluting the land bthe land by keeping y keeping him withinhim within a circums a circumscribed spacribed space. In Deuce. In Deuteronomy tteronomy the cities htthe citiesthe cities are there are there to preven to prevent the spilt the spilling of inling of innocent blonocent blood, namelyod, namely that of t that of the accidenhe acche accidentalaccidental killer (D killer (Deut. 19:6,eut. 19:6, 10). 10). 10).

The intent in Deuteronomy seems to be different than in Numbers. There 
the purpose of asylum seem to be to prevent the killer (even if accidental) from 
polluting the land by keeping him within a circumscribed space. In Deuteronomy 
the cities are there to prevent the spilling of innocent blood, namely that of the 
accidental killer (Deut. 19:6, 10).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. PatrickD. Patrick, , Old TestamOld Testament Lawent Law (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1985); R. 1985); R. de Vaux,  de Vaux, Ancient IsAncAncient IsAncient Israelrael (1961, re (1961, repr. Grand pr. Grand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1997).97).97).

Bibliography. D. Patrick, Old Testament Law (Atlanta, 1985); R. de Vaux, 
Ancient Israel (1961, repr. Grand Rapids, 1997).
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CITIES OF THE VALLEY

Five citieFive cities (also cas (also called “citilled “cities of the es of the plain”) — plain”) — Sodom, GomSodom, Gomorrah, Admorrah, Admah, Zeboiiah, Zeboiim, and BelmZeboiiZeboiim, aZeboiim, and Bela (ond Bela (or Zoar) — r Zoar) — in the regin the region of theion of the valley of valley of the Jorda the Jordan River ann River and the Deadd td the Dead Sthe Dead Sea, at Genea, at Gen. 14:3, 8,. 14:3, 8, 10 called 10 called the valle the valley of Siddiy of Siddim. The kinm. The kings of thesgs of these cities (e citie cities (Hecities (Heb. b. {aœreî hak{aœreî hakkikkaœrkikkaœr) rebelled) rebelled against C against Chedorlaomehedorlaomer of Elam,r of Elam, prompting promp prompting prompting the battlethe battle recorded  recorded in Gen. 14in Gen. 14. Except f. Except for Zoar, tor Zoar, the cities he cities were destrwere destroyed by Yaoydestrdestroyed destroyed by Yahweh by Yahweh because ofbecause of their cor their corruption (Gruption (Gen. 19:24-en. 19:24-29).29).

Five cities (also called “cities of the plain”) — Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah, 
Zeboiim, and Bela (or Zoar) — in the region of the valley of the Jordan River and 
the Dead Sea, at Gen. 14:3, 8, 10 called the valley of Siddim. The kings of these 
cities (Heb. {aœreî hakkikkaœr) rebelled against Chedorlaomer of Elam, 
prompting the battle recorded in Gen. 14. Except for Zoar, the cities were 
destroyed by Yahweh because of their corruption (Gen. 19:24-29).

CITIZENSHICITIZENSHIPPP

CITIZENSHIP

In biblicaIn biblical usage, al usage, a term sign term signifying theifying the community community where one where one is a memb is a member. Througer. Throughout the BhThrougThroughoutThroughout the Bible the Bible, individu, individuals are poals are portrayed hortrayed holding citilding citizenship inzenship in three typ three types of commes oes of communiof community. The fity. The first type irst type is citizenss citizenship withinhip within a concret a concrete geographe geographic entity.ic entity. In Acts 2 In A In Acts 21:39Acts 21:39 Paul decl Paul declares his bares his being a “cieing a “citizen of Ttizen of Tarsus . . arsus . . . no mean . no mean city,” acccity,” accenting theentingaccaccenting accenting the identithe identification ofication of his homef his home city with city with some civi some civic pride. Tc pride. The second he second type is a typtype is a type is a group thatgroup that shares a  shares a special, tspecial, temporal stemporal status that atus that transcendstranscends geography geography. While pr. W. While preaWhile preaching in Pching in Philippi anhilippi and again lad again later in Jerter in Jerusalem, Pausalem, Paul twice rul twice reveals hiseveals his Roman cit Rom Roman citiRoman citizenship tozenship to the autho the authorities whorities who arrested  arrested him (Acts him (Acts 16:37; 22:16:37; 22:25). He di25). He did so to cld didid so to did so to claim the claim the rights onlrights only those why those who held cito held citizenship eizenship enjoyed thrnjoyed throughout thoughout the Roman Eme Re Roman EmpiRoman Empire. The thre. The third type iird type is a group s a group united witunited with God as ah God as a local chu local church. Paul rch. Paul proclaims pproclaims proclaims to the Phito the Philippians tlippians that they ahat they already hollready hold citizensd citizenship in heahip in heaven (Phil.ven (Phil. 3:20). He 3:20) 3:20). He 3:20). He sees not jsees not just a physust a physical groupical group of person of persons who holds who hold faith in  faith in Jesus ChriJesus Christ, but a st, bst, but a commbut a community who unity who collectivecollectively hold thly hold the eschatole eschatological quaogical quality of Chlity of Christian faristian faith: hope ith: fafaith: hopfaith: hope in Chrise in Christ’s returnt’s return, when the, when they will be y will be glorified.glorified. The lette The letter to the Er to the Ephesians pphesianEEphesians Ephesians portrays tportrays the believehe believers there ars there as citizenss citizens of God’s  of God’s “household“household” (Eph. 2:” (Eph. 2:19); once 19)2:2:19); onc2:19); once alienatee alienated from Godd from God by sin, t by sin, their faithheir faith in Christ in Christ makes the makes them citizensm citizens of a spec of  of a speciof a special communial community where Gty where God’s Spiriod’s Spirit dwells.t dwells.t dwells.

In biblical usage, a term signifying the community where one is a member. 
Throughout the Bible, individuals are portrayed holding citizenship in three types 
of community. The first type is citizenship within a concrete geographic entity. In 
Acts 21:39 Paul declares his being a “citizen of Tarsus . . . no mean city,” 
accenting the identification of his home city with some civic pride. The second 
type is a group that shares a special, temporal status that transcends geography. 
While preaching in Philippi and again later in Jerusalem, Paul twice reveals his 
Roman citizenship to the authorities who arrested him (Acts 16:37; 22:25). He 
did so to claim the rights only those who held citizenship enjoyed throughout the 
Roman Empire. The third type is a group united with God as a local church. Paul 
proclaims to the Philippians that they already hold citizenship in heaven (Phil. 
3:20). He sees not just a physical group of persons who hold faith in Jesus Christ, 
but a community who collectively hold the eschatological quality of Christian 
faith: hope in Christ’s return, when they will be glorified. The letter to the 
Ephesians portrays the believers there as citizens of God’s “household” (Eph. 
2:19); once alienated from God by sin, their faith in Christ makes them citizens 
of a special community where God’s Spirit dwells.



�The portraThe portrayal in Actyal in Acts of Paul’s of Paul’s exercisis exercising his rigng his rights as a chts as a citizen of itizen of Rome is thRome is the most expeththe most ethe most explicit dexplicit demonstratiomonstration of citizn of citizenship in enship in the Bible.the Bible. Roman cit Roman citizenship wizenship was a politas wwas a poliwas a political stattical status grantedus granted only to f only to free males ree males throughoutthroughout the empir the empire. He who e. He who held it enheheld it enheld it enjoyed expljoyed explicit legalicit legal rights, a rights, and implicind implicit privilegt privileges extendees extended due to hd due to holding thiolding tolding this statuthis status. The exps. The explicit righlicit rights of Romats of Roman citizensn citizenship were phip were protection rotection from unjusfrom unjust punishmet put punishmentpunishments (cf. Acts (cf. Acts 16:37; 2s 16:37; 22:25), app2:25), appeal of oneeal of one’s judicia’s judicial case to l case to Caesar (25Caesar (25:9–11), an:9–1(25(25:9–11),(25:9–11), and the r and the right to voight to vote in Romate in Roman electionn elections. (Some fs. (Some freedmen, ureedmen, upon receivpon receiving Roman ireceivreceiving receiving Roman citiRoman citizenship, dzenship, did not gaiid not gain this rign this right.) The fht.) The first two rirst two rights heldights held the most  the m the most relevmost relevance for Rance for Roman citizoman citizens outsidens outside Italy. (e Italy. (A citizen A citizen had to be had to be physicallyphysically present i pre present inpresent in the city  the city of Rome itof Rome itself to caself to cast his votst his vote.) Paul ue.) Paul used his rised his rights to enghts to ensure that sure thsure that he cothat he continued tontinued to preach th preach the gospel te gospel throughout hroughout the empirethe empire. His citi. His citizenship gazenship gave him a svegagave him agave him a status be status before the lfore the local authoocal authority, wherrity, whereby he coueby he could defend ld defend himself aghimself against the ainagagainst thagainst the legal che legal challenges lallenges leveled by eveled by opponents opponents attemptingattempting to obstru to obstruct his evact his evangelizing ngeevaevangelizievangelizing activitng activity (e.g., Ay (e.g., Acts 17:22-cts 17:22-23). Somet23). Sometimes, Paulimes, Paul did not n did not need to opeeed to open his moutn hisn his mouth,his mouth, the charg the charges being ses being simply dismimply dismissed for issed for not violatnot violating Roman ing Roman law (e.g.,law (e.g., Acts 18:1 Ac Acts 18:14Acts 18:14-15).-15).-15).

The portrayal in Acts of Paul’s exercising his rights as a citizen of Rome is 
the most explicit demonstration of citizenship in the Bible. Roman citizenship 
was a political status granted only to free males throughout the empire. He who 
held it enjoyed explicit legal rights, and implicit privileges extended due to holding 
this status. The explicit rights of Roman citizenship were protection from unjust 
punishments (cf. Acts 16:37; 22:25), appeal of one’s judicial case to Caesar 
(25:9–11), and the right to vote in Roman elections. (Some freedmen, upon 
receiving Roman citizenship, did not gain this right.) The first two rights held the 
most relevance for Roman citizens outside Italy. (A citizen had to be physically 
present in the city of Rome itself to cast his vote.) Paul used his rights to ensure 
that he continued to preach the gospel throughout the empire. His citizenship 
gave him a status before the local authority, whereby he could defend himself 
against the legal challenges leveled by opponents attempting to obstruct his 
evangelizing activity (e.g., Acts 17:22-23). Sometimes, Paul did not need to open 
his mouth, the charges being simply dismissed for not violating Roman law (e.g., 
Acts 18:14-15).

�Later, wheLater, when imprisonn imprisoned by Romaed by Roman authoritn authority, Paul hay, Paul had certain d certain privilegesprivileges extended  exten extended textended to him due o him due to his holto his holding citizding citizenship. Heenship. He could rec could receive visiteive visitors (Acts ors (Acts 23:17; 28:23:123:17; 28:23:17; 28:30), make 30), make pastoral vpastoral visits as hisits as he did while did while on Maltae on Malta (28:8), a (28:8), and order and order a Roman cen Rom Roman centRoman centurion to durion to do his biddo his bidding (23:17ing (23:17). Most im). Most important waportant was his privs his privilege to pilege to preach the reppreach thepreach the gospel wi gospel without restthout restriction, eriction, even as a pven as a prisoner ofrisoner of Caesar in Caesar in the heart the heart of the em of  of the empof the empire (Acts ire (Acts 28:30).28:30).28:30).

Later, when imprisoned by Roman authority, Paul had certain privileges 
extended to him due to his holding citizenship. He could receive visitors (Acts 
23:17; 28:30), make pastoral visits as he did while on Malta (28:8), and order a 
Roman centurion to do his bidding (23:17). Most important was his privilege to 
preach the gospel without restriction, even as a prisoner of Caesar in the heart 
of the empire (Acts 28:30).
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Two kinds Two kinds of cities of cities appear in appear in the world the world of the Bibof the Bible, one anle, one ancient Nearcient Near Eastern ( Eastern (Heb. He((Heb. (Heb. {iîr{iîr), the oth), the other Hellenier Hellenistic (Gk. stic (Gk. poœlispoœlis). The peo). The peoples of Syples of Syria-Palestria-Palestine establine estaine establisheestablished ancient d ancient Near EasteNear Eastern cities rn cities like Jericlike Jericho and Megho and Megiddo as eaiddo as early as 300rly as 3000 0 B.C.E.B.B.C.E.B.C.E. Hebrew ci Hebrew cities in thties in this traditiis tradition have beon have been excavaten excavated at Dan,ed at Dan, Hazor, La Hazor, Lachish, Arachish, Achish, Arad, and Arad, and Beersheba.Beersheba. After con After conquering Syquering Syria-Palestria-Palestine in 333ine in 333, Alexande, Alexander the Grear the Great of MacedtGreaGreat of MGreat of Macedonia eacedonia establishedstablished its first its first Hellenist Hellenistic cities.ic cities. The citie The cities of Samars of Samaria (Gk. ia (Gkia (Gk. (Gk. SebastosSebastos) and Caes) and Caesarea Maritarea Maritima built ima built by Herod (by Herod (73–4 73–4 B.C.E.B.C.E.) follow t) follow this tradithis tradithis tradition,tradition, as do Jer as do Jerusalem, Jeusalem, Jerash, and rash, and Beth-sheanBeth-shean...

Two kinds of cities appear in the world of the Bible, one ancient Near Eastern 
(Heb. {iîr), the other Hellenistic (Gk. poœlis). The peoples of Syria-Palestine 
established ancient Near Eastern cities like Jericho and Megiddo as early as 3000 
B.C.E. Hebrew cities in this tradition have been excavated at Dan, Hazor, Lachish, 
Arad, and Beersheba. After conquering Syria-Palestine in 333, Alexander the 
Great of Macedonia established its first Hellenistic cities. The cities of Samaria 
(Gk. Sebastos) and Caesarea Maritima built by Herod (73–4 B.C.E.) follow this 



tradition, as do Jerusalem, Jerash, and Beth-shean.

�Ancient NeAncient Near Easternar Eastern and Helle and Hellenistic citnistic cities have bies have been defineeen defined both by d both by architectuarchitearchitectuarchitectural designral design and econo and economic structmic structure. Archiure. Architecturallytecturally, a city i, a city is a settles a settlement wherement settlesettlementsettlement where peo where people live pple live physically hysically close togeclose together arounther around a compled a complex of monumx of monumx of monumentalmonumental buildings buildings surrounde surrounded by a wald by a wall. Economil. Economically, a ccally, a city or staity or state is a cete is a centralized ntrcecentralizecentralized system fd system for producior producing and disng and distributing tributing goods and goods and services. services. This centrThis centralized sysalizcentrcentralizecentralized system id system is also cals also called a “surled a “surplus econoplus economy,” becaumy,” because it prodse it produces more uces more basic goodbbasic goodbasic goods and servs and services than ices than its own peits own people need ople need to surviveto survive. This sur. This surplus is usplus is used to traded usused to trused to trade with oade with other citiether cities for luxus for luxuries.ries.ries.

Ancient Near Eastern and Hellenistic cities have been defined both by 
architectural design and economic structure. Architecturally, a city is a 
settlement where people live physically close together around a complex of 
monumental buildings surrounded by a wall. Economically, a city or state is a 
centralized system for producing and distributing goods and services. This 
centralized system is also called a “surplus economy,” because it produces more 
basic goods and services than its own people need to survive. This surplus is 
used to trade with other cities for luxuries.

�Farmers anFarmers and herders d herders make up lemake up less than 50ss than 50 percent o percent of a city’sf a city’s populatio population. The remn. The n. The remainThe remaining househing households speciolds specialize in salize in skills likekills like writing a writing and in the nd in the manufacturmanufacture of tradee ofe of trade gof trade goods like oods like wine at Giwine at Gibeon or dybeon or dyed textileed textiles at Debirs at Debir. Cities c. Cities controlled ontrolled not only lnotnot only lnot only land used fand used for farms aor farms and pasturend pastures, but tras, but trade routes de routes as well. Tas well. The first khe first known writtnowkknown writknown written documeten documents deal wnts deal with the adith the administratiministration of cition of cities.es.es.

Farmers and herders make up less than 50 percent of a city’s population. 
The remaining households specialize in skills like writing and in the manufacture 
of trade goods like wine at Gibeon or dyed textiles at Debir. Cities controlled 
not only land used for farms and pastures, but trade routes as well. The first 
known written documents deal with the administration of cities.

�The sanctuThe sanctuary is theary is the primary a primary architecturrchitectural expressal expression of a cion of a city’s authity’s authority to fority to fority to feed its pfeed its people. Hereople. Here priests e priests tax herds tax herds and harvesand harvests as sacrts as sacrifices, whifices, which are prich are processed, socesprprocessed,processed, stored, a stored, and redistrnd redistributed. Thibuted. The palace we palace with its waith its wall and gatll and gate is the pe is the primary arcrimapprimary arprimary architecturachitectural expressil expression of a cion of a city’s authoty’s authority to prrity to protect its otect its people. Hepeople. Here monarchre mre monarchs rmonarchs resolve disesolve disputes betwputes between househeen households, tradolds, trade with thee with their covenanir covenant partnerst partnert partners, partners, and commanand command their sod their soldiers. Thldiers. The style ane style and arrangemd arrangement of theent of these buildinse buildings in an agbuildinbuildings buildings in an anciin an ancient Near Eent Near Eastern citastern city varied. y varied. Most HelleMost Hellenistic citnistic cities were lies were laid out acaid ouaid out accordout according to theing to the plan of H plan of Hippodamus ippodamus of Miletusof Miletus described described in the  in the PoliticsPolitics of Aristo of Aris of Aristotle Aristotle (2.1267b-1(2.1267b-1268a). The268a). The land of a land of a Hellenist Hellenistic city waic city was surveyeds surveyed in rectan in rectangles dividglesrectanrectanglesrectangles divided b divided by a main sy a main street (Lattreet (Lat. . cardocardo) running ) running north-soutnorth-south and a mah and a main street in strein street street (decimanus(decimanus)) running e running east-west. ast-west. These streThese streets intersets intersected at tected at the geographe geographical centhical geograpgeographicgeographical center al center of the citof the city where thy where the market (e market (Gk. Gk. agoraéagoraé) or forum) or forum was locat was loca was located. Ilocated. It was surrt was surrounded by ounded by a walk a walk (stoaé)(stoaé) lined wit lined with columns h columns supportingsupporting a roof. T a roo a roof. Temproof. Temples, a meeles, a meeting hall ting hall (bouleuteä(bouleuteäírion),írion), a banquet a banquet hall  hall (prytaneií(prytaneiíon),on), theaters, th theaters, theaters, gymnasium,gymnasium, stadium,  stadium, and palaceand palaces were plas were placed in preced in predetermineddetermined positions positions positions positions on this Hion this Hippodamian ppodamian grid.grid.

The sanctuary is the primary architectural expression of a city’s authority to 
feed its people. Here priests tax herds and harvests as sacrifices, which are 
processed, stored, and redistributed. The palace with its wall and gate is the 
primary architectural expression of a city’s authority to protect its people. Here 
monarchs resolve disputes between households, trade with their covenant 
partners, and command their soldiers. The style and arrangement of these 
buildings in an ancient Near Eastern city varied. Most Hellenistic cities were laid 
out according to the plan of Hippodamus of Miletus described in the Politics of 
Aristotle (2.1267b-1268a). The land of a Hellenistic city was surveyed in 
rectangles divided by a main street (Lat. cardo) running north-south and a main 
street (decimanus) running east-west. These streets intersected at the 
geographical center of the city where the market (Gk. agoraé) or forum was 
located. It was surrounded by a walk (stoaé) lined with columns supporting a 
roof. Temples, a meeting hall (bouleuteäírion), a banquet hall (prytaneiíon), 
theaters, gymnasium, stadium, and palaces were placed in predetermined 
positions on this Hippodamian grid.

City plan City plan of Iron Agof Iron Age II Beer-e II Beer-sheba (strsheba (stratum II, 8atum II, 8th centuryth century  B.C.E.B.C.E.) (followi) (following ng Ze}evZe}evZe}evZe}ev Herzog) Herzog)

City plan of Iron Age II Beer-sheba (stratum II, 8th century B.C.E.) (following 
Ze}ev Herzog)

�Some tradiSome traditions of ations of ancient Isrncient Israel and eaael and early Christrly Christianity in ianity in the Bible the Bible challenge challenge the economtthe economthe economic systemsic systems which cit which cities suppories support. Jerichot. Jericho and Ai ar and Ai are placed ue placed under internder interdict (Joshdinterinterdict interdict (Josh. 5:1(Josh. 5:13-6:27). B3-6:27). Bethel is sethel is sentenced fentenced for breach or breach of the covof the covenant betwenant between Yahweheenbetwbetween Yabetween Yahweh and Ihweh and Israel (Amosrael (Amos 7:10-17)s 7:10-17). Sodom (G. Sodom (Gen. 19), Jen. 19), Jerusalem (erusalem (Isa. 5:1-7Isa. 5:1-Isa. 5:1-7; Jer5:1-7; Jer. 34-35; E. 34-35; Ezek. 16), zek. 16), and Samariand Samaria (Amos 4)a (Amos 4) are indic are indicted for soted for social injuscial injustice. The tice. Ttice. The citiesThe cities of Jerusa of Jerusalem and Rolem and Rome martyr me martyr Jesus and Jesus and Paul. ThisPaul. This prejudice prejudice, which co, which considers anncoconsiders considers ancient Isancient Israel and erael and early Chrisarly Christianity totianity to be a noma be a nomadic or vildic or village way olage way of life whif lifef life whichlife which cities th cities threaten to reaten to destroy, idestroy, is ancient s ancient and ingraiand ingrained. For ened. For example, thxample, the Yahwistse Yahe Yahwists, Yahwists, whose tradwhose traditions (J)itions (J) are the b are the backbone ofackbone of the books the books of the Pe of the Pentateuch, ntateuch, lived in tlivlived in tlived in the city ofhe city of Jerusalem Jerusalem. Nonethel. Nonetheless, theiress, their tradition traditions deny cits deny cities were eies were ever a propver aver a proper ha proper home for thome for the Hebrews.e Hebrews. For the Y For the Yahwists, tahwists, the Creatorhe Creator gives the gives the Adam a ga Adam a g Adam a garden, nogarden, not a city (t a city (Gen. 2:4-1Gen. 2:4-17). Cities7). Cities are the h are the homes of muomes of murderers lirderers like Cain (Gke Cain (Gen. 4:3-5:en(G(Gen. 4:3-(Gen. 4:3-5:32), of 5:32), of braggarts braggarts like the clike the citizens ofitizens of Babel (11 Babel (11:1–9), and:1–9), and of savage of savages like thes like s like the plike the people of Seople of Sodom (19:1odom (19:1–38). The –38). The Yahwists’ Yahwists’ story is tstory is the exodus he exodus of Abrahamof Abrahamof Abraham frAbraham from the citom the cities of Mesies of Mesopotamia (opotamia (Gen. 11:27Gen. 11:27-25:18), t-25:18), the exodus he exodus of Moses fof Mosesof Moses fromMoses from the citie the cities of Egypts of Egypt (Exod. 1: (Exod. 1:7-13:16), 7-13:16), and the viand the victory of Jctory of Joshua overoshua over the citie th the citiesthe cities of Canaan of Canaan (Josh. 1: (Josh. 1:1—Judg. 211—Judg. 21:25). They:25). They portray t portray the Hebrewshe Hebrews as a peop as a people who eitlpeoppeople whopeople who either ab either abandon citiandon cities or destes or destroy them.roy them.roy them.

Some traditions of ancient Israel and early Christianity in the Bible challenge 
the economic systems which cities support. Jericho and Ai are placed under 
interdict (Josh. 5:13-6:27). Bethel is sentenced for breach of the covenant 
between Yahweh and Israel (Amos 7:10-17). Sodom (Gen. 19), Jerusalem (Isa. 
5:1-7; Jer. 34-35; Ezek. 16), and Samaria (Amos 4) are indicted for social injustice. 
The cities of Jerusalem and Rome martyr Jesus and Paul. This prejudice, which 



considers ancient Israel and early Christianity to be a nomadic or village way of 
life which cities threaten to destroy, is ancient and ingrained. For example, the 
Yahwists, whose traditions (J) are the backbone of the books of the Pentateuch, 
lived in the city of Jerusalem. Nonetheless, their traditions deny cities were ever 
a proper home for the Hebrews. For the Yahwists, the Creator gives the Adam a 
garden, not a city (Gen. 2:4-17). Cities are the homes of murderers like Cain 
(Gen. 4:3-5:32), of braggarts like the citizens of Babel (11:1–9), and of savages 
like the people of Sodom (19:1–38). The Yahwists’ story is the exodus of 
Abraham from the cities of Mesopotamia (Gen. 11:27-25:18), the exodus of 
Moses from the cities of Egypt (Exod. 1:7-13:16), and the victory of Joshua over 
the cities of Canaan (Josh. 1:1—Judg. 21:25). They portray the Hebrews as a 
people who either abandon cities or destroy them.

�NonethelesNonetheless, the tras, the traditions ofditions of ancient I ancient Israel and srael and early Chriearly Christianity istianity in the Bibln the Bible also endeBiblBible alsoBible also endorse t endorse the economihe economics which ccs which cities suppities support. Betheort. Bethel is the fl is the first land irst land deeded to deeddeeded to deeded to the Hebrewthe Hebrews by Yahwes by Yahweh (Gen. 11h (Gen. 11:27-13:18;:27-13:18; 28:10-22) 28:10-22) and the s and the setting of etting oetting of the arkof the ark stories ( stories (1 Sam. 4-61 Sam. 4-6; 2 Sam. 6; 2 Sam. 6). Jerusal). Jerusalem is celeem is celebrated as brated as the dwellithe dwelling place ong plang place of Yplace of Yahweh (Ezeahweh (Ezek. 40-48; k. 40-48; Rev. 21:1-Rev. 21:1-22:7). Som22:7). Some of the me of the most signifost significant wordicant words and deeds wordwords and words and deeds of Jdeeds of Jesus and Pesus and Paul take paul take place in thlace in the cities oe cities of Caesareaf Caesarea Philippi, Philippi, the Decap the  the Decapothe Decapolis, Jeruslis, Jerusalem, Caesalem, Caesarea Maritarea Maritima, Antioima, Antioch, and Roch, and Rome. In theme. In the tradition traditions of the Es traditiontraditionstraditions of the Ex of the Exodus, the odus, the SettlementSettlement, the Mona, the Monarchy, and rchy, and the Exile,the Exile, cities pl cities play an impoay anay an importaan important positivnt positive role in e role in Israel’s uIsrael’s understandinderstanding of itseng of itself and of lf and of Yahweh. AtYahweh. At times, th time times, thetimes, the Hebrews w Hebrews were migranere migrant, itinerat, itinerant, or pasnt, or pastoral, buttoral, but they were they were always go always going somewhingogoing somegoing somewhere. Evewhere. Even when then when the Hebrews w Hebrews were withouere without land, tht land, they were neey were never withouver wver without a without a promise ofpromise of land, and land, and the core  the core of this laof this land, with wnd, with which theirhich their destiny i destiny is so closes so s so closelyso closely tied, is  tied, is the city. the city. Not only wNot only were citiesere cities fit place fit places for the s for the people of people of Yahweh to YahwehYahweh to Yahweh to dwell, butdwell, but the city  the city was a fit was a fit symbol of symbol of Yahweh.Yahweh.Yahweh.

Nonetheless, the traditions of ancient Israel and early Christianity in the 
Bible also endorse the economics which cities support. Bethel is the first land 
deeded to the Hebrews by Yahweh (Gen. 11:27-13:18; 28:10-22) and the setting 
of the ark stories (1 Sam. 4-6; 2 Sam. 6). Jerusalem is celebrated as the dwelling 
place of Yahweh (Ezek. 40-48; Rev. 21:1-22:7). Some of the most significant 
words and deeds of Jesus and Paul take place in the cities of Caesarea Philippi, 
the Decapolis, Jerusalem, Caesarea Maritima, Antioch, and Rome. In the 
traditions of the Exodus, the Settlement, the Monarchy, and the Exile, cities play 
an important positive role in Israel’s understanding of itself and of Yahweh. At 
times, the Hebrews were migrant, itinerant, or pastoral, but they were always 
going somewhere. Even when the Hebrews were without land, they were never 
without a promise of land, and the core of this land, with which their destiny is 
so closely tied, is the city. Not only were cities fit places for the people of 
Yahweh to dwell, but the city was a fit symbol of Yahweh.

�AnthropoloAnthropologists and gists and sociologissociologists today cts today continue toontinue to provide e provide evidence thvidence that a dichoat a diat a dichotomy dichotomy between thbetween the values ae values and the lifnd the lifestyle of estyle of people livpeople living in citing in cities and peies and people livinoplepepeople livpeople living in theing in the country a country appears onlppears only after thy after the industrie industrial revolutal revolution in wesion in western Europtern weswestern Euwestern Europe. In trope. In the world ohe world of the Biblf the Bible, cities e, cities and villagand villages were twes were two parts ofo parts of a single  a si a single ecosingle economy. Citinomy. Cities dependees depended upon fard upon farmer’s and mer’s and herders toherders to provide t provide them with ghem with hem with goodswith goods to mainta to maintain themselin themselves and toves and to provide a provide a surplus.  surplus. Cities proCities protected thetected the farmer’s  f farmer’s cfarmer’s crops, offerops, offered farmerred farmers homes ans homes and markets d markets for their for their harvests, harvests, and providand provided the beneprovidprovided tprovided the benefithe benefits of others of other skills, s skills, such as metuch as metal work, pal work, pottery makottery making, and wing, and weaving, wheavwweaving, wweaving, which farmehich farmers and herrs and herders no loders no longer had tnger had time to praime to practice. Thectice. There may havre may hare may have been have been divisions divisions between ribetween rich and pooch and poor, betweenr, between the power the powerful and thful and the powerlese powerlee powerless,powerless, between m between military anilitary and civiliand civilian, between , between governing governing and governand governed, but thed, but there was noeththere was there was no dichotono dichotomy betweenmy between people wh people who lived ino lived in cities an cities and those whd those who lived ino lived ino lived in villagein villages.s.s.

Anthropologists and sociologists today continue to provide evidence that a 
dichotomy between the values and the lifestyle of people living in cities and 
people living in the country appears only after the industrial revolution in 
western Europe. In the world of the Bible, cities and villages were two parts of a 
single economy. Cities depended upon farmer’s and herders to provide them 
with goods to maintain themselves and to provide a surplus. Cities protected the 
farmer’s crops, offered farmers homes and markets for their harvests, and 
provided the benefits of other skills, such as metal work, pottery making, and 
weaving, which farmers and herders no longer had time to practice. There may 
have been divisions between rich and poor, between the powerful and the 
powerless, between military and civilian, between governing and governed, but 
there was no dichotomy between people who lived in cities and those who lived 
in villages.
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CITY (NEW TESTAMENT)

Cities plaCities played an impyed an important rolortant role in the se in the social, culocial, cultural, andtural, and religious religious world of  world of the Roman the Rothe Roman EmpiRoman Empire, anecdore, anecdotally illutally illustrated instrated in the Latin the Latin root for  root for civilizaticivilization (on (civitas,civitas, “city”).  “city “city”). J“city”). Jesus’ miniesus’ ministry took stry took place on tplace on the outskirhe outskirts of citits of cities in and es in and around thearound the Galilee,  Galile Galilee, PGalilee, Paul’s travaul’s travels and leels and letter-writitter-writing occurreng occurred in an urd in an urban contexban context, and thet, and the city is a city  city is a city is a key theolokey theological concgical concept in sevept in several NT boeral NT books.oks.oks.

Cities played an important role in the social, cultural, and religious world of the 
Roman Empire, anecdotally illustrated in the Latin root for civilization (civitas, 
“city”). Jesus’ ministry took place on the outskirts of cities in and around the 
Galilee, Paul’s travels and letter-writing occurred in an urban context, and the 
city is a key theological concept in several NT books.

�Even thougEven though the termh the term  poœlispoœlis occurs mo occurs more than 15re than 150 times in0 times in the NT, t the NT, the Greek che Grhe Greek concGreek concept of a dept of a democratic,emocratic, self-gove self-governing cityrning city-state had-state had given way given way to the re to the reality of Ralirereality ofreality of Roman adm Roman administrativinistrative needs. Re needs. Rome ruled ome ruled its empireits empire through c through cities and ities and distinguisdidistinguisdistinguished betweehed between a bewildn a bewildering variering variety (e.g.,ety (e.g.,  civitas, ccivitas, colonia, muolonia, municipiumnicipium). In the ). In the). In the East, the East, Rome integRome integrated the rated the local elitlocal elites and rules and rulers into aers into a network o network of cities tf cities to tax effio taxo tax efficitax efficiently its ently its empire, anempire, and even cred even created confeated confederations derations of cities,of cities, such as t such as the Decapolhe Dehe Decapolis,Decapolis, to facili to facilitate its dtate its defense. Ciefense. Cities did hties did have largerave larger populatio populations than tons than towns or vilwns orwns or villageor villages, but wers, but were primarile primarily recognizy recognizable by diable by distinctive stinctive architectuarchitectural featurral features and pates andes and patterand patterns. Roman ns. Roman period citperiod cities adopteies adopted several d several architectuarchitectural featurral features from thes from the Greek e ththe Greek the Greek poœlispoœlis and provi and provided amenitded amenities necessies necessary for whary for what the Romat the Romans thoughans thoughans thought ofthought of as civili as civilized life: zed life: an an agora,agora, a  a basilicabasilica used as a used as a court or  court or administraadministrative buildtive buildtive building, building, an an odeon,odeon, an aquedu an aqueduct, publicct, public baths,  baths, nymphaea,nymphaea, and templ and temples. The ares. The architecturachitectararchitectuarchitectural arrangral arrangement tendement tended towardsed towards regulariz regularized orthogoed orthogonal grids,nal grids, often by  often by artificialarartificialartificially subduinly subduing topograpg topographical limihical limitations antations and challengd challenges. Facadees. Facades of frescs of fresco, marble,o, maro, marble, ormarble, or plaster,  plaster, coupled wicoupled with ingenioth ingeniously execuusly executed colonnted colonnades creatades created vistas ed vistas that focusththat focusthat focused on monued on monuments of Rments of Roman rule,oman rule, such as a such as a temple, a temple, an emperor’n emperor’s status, s status,s status, orstatus, or the  the basilica.basilica. The socia The social positionl position of the we of the wealthy was althy was visually rvisually reinforced einforced in seatingin sin seating inseating in theaters  theaters or amphithor amphitheaters or eaters or in inscripin inscriptions decltions declaring theiaring their munificer munificence.nce.nce.

Even though the term poœlis occurs more than 150 times in the NT, the 
Greek concept of a democratic, self-governing city-state had given way to the 
reality of Roman administrative needs. Rome ruled its empire through cities and 
distinguished between a bewildering variety (e.g., civitas, colonia, municipium). In 
the East, Rome integrated the local elites and rulers into a network of cities to 
tax efficiently its empire, and even created confederations of cities, such as the 
Decapolis, to facilitate its defense. Cities did have larger populations than towns 
or villages, but were primarily recognizable by distinctive architectural features 
and patterns. Roman period cities adopted several architectural features from 
the Greek poœlis and provided amenities necessary for what the Romans 
thought of as civilized life: an agora, a basilica used as a court or administrative 
building, an odeon, an aqueduct, public baths, nymphaea, and temples. The 
architectural arrangement tended towards regularized orthogonal grids, often by 
artificially subduing topographical limitations and challenges. Facades of fresco, 
marble, or plaster, coupled with ingeniously executed colonnades created vistas 
that focused on monuments of Roman rule, such as a temple, an emperor’s 
status, or the basilica. The social position of the wealthy was visually reinforced in 
seating in theaters or amphitheaters or in inscriptions declaring their munificence.

�In its socIn its socio-politicio-political structual structure, the cire, the city’s elitety’s elites competeds competed with one  with one another foanother for prestigerfofor prestifor prestige by sponge by sponsoring buisoring building projlding projects, theiects, their maintenar maintenance, and pnce, and public festublic festivals, madivals,festfestivals,festivals, made poss made possible by thible by the rents ane rents and taxes thd taxes they collectey collected from thed from the countryse countryside. In vaidecountryscountrysidcountryside. In varye. In varying degreeing degrees, individs, individual citiesual cities numbered  numbered few wealthfew wealthy residenty residents but manys bs but many pbut many poor, some oor, some of whom haof whom had migratedd migrated after bei after being dispossng dispossessed fromessed from their lan their la their land only land only to become to become dependent dependent upon distrupon distribution anibution and beneficed beneficence of thence of the elites. A elites. Aside from sAAside fromAside from the few w the few wealthy, soealthy, some merchanme merchants, artisats, artisans, soldiens, soldiers, and purs, and public workeblic workers, a cityrworkeworkers, aworkers, a city’s po city’s population cpulation comprised pomprised primarily srimarily slaves, daylaves, day laborers, laborers, the chron the chronically pooicalchronchronicallchronically poor, any poor, and indigentd indigents. Trade rs. Trade routes throoutes through the laugh the larger citierger cities, and esps, and especially theciaespespeciallyespecially those nea those near the Medir the Mediterranean terranean coast, faccoast, facilitated militated mobility anobility and brought d brought together vtogetogether vtogether various cularious cultural, ethtural, ethnic, and rnic, and religious geligious groups — whroups — who often clo often clashed. Sucashed. Such social th sh social tursocial turmoil, and moil, and the disconthe discontent of thtent of the poorest e poorest substratumsubstratum, were bot, were both feared ah feared and harshlyndaand harshland harshly controlly controlled by Romaed by Roman-appointen-appointed rulers.d rulers.d rulers.

In its socio-political structure, the city’s elites competed with one another 
for prestige by sponsoring building projects, their maintenance, and public 
festivals, made possible by the rents and taxes they collected from the 
countryside. In varying degrees, individual cities numbered few wealthy residents 
but many poor, some of whom had migrated after being dispossessed from their 
land only to become dependent upon distribution and beneficence of the elites. 
Aside from the few wealthy, some merchants, artisans, soldiers, and public 
workers, a city’s population comprised primarily slaves, day laborers, the 



chronically poor, and indigents. Trade routes through the larger cities, and 
especially those near the Mediterranean coast, facilitated mobility and brought 
together various cultural, ethnic, and religious groups — who often clashed. Such 
social turmoil, and the discontent of the poorest substratum, were both feared 
and harshly controlled by Roman-appointed rulers.

�Numerous cNumerous cities in Pities in Palestine halestine had alreadyad already been urba been urbanized in tnized in the Hellenihe Hellenistic sensestic senstic sense in tsense in the first fhe first few centuriew centuries es B.C.E.B.C.E. Herod the Herod the Great’s r Great’s rule (37–4 ule (37–4 B.C.E.B.C.E.) as a cli) as a client king oencliclient kinclient king of Rome g of Rome was characwas characterized byterized by enormous  enormous architectuarchitectural and urral and urban activiban activity — he fotactiviactivity —activity — he founde he founded Caesaread Caesarea Maritima  Maritima as the mosas the most modern at modern and beautifnd beautiful port ciul port cul port city in thcity in the Levant, e Levant, and Jerusaand Jerusalem and Selem and Sebaste-Samabaste-Samaria were tria were transformedransformed with Roma with Rom with Roman urbaRoman urban architecn architecture. Heroture. Herod Antipas,d Antipas, who inher who inherited Galilited Galilee from hiee from his father’ss father’s kingdom,  father’sfather’s kfather’s kingdom, buingdom, built the ciilt the cities of Seties of Sepphoris anpphoris and Tiberiasd Tiberias as his ca as his capitals — apitals — albeit on albeit olbeit on a smallon a smaller and leser and less ostentats ostentatious scaleious scale — and he  — and he apparentlyapparently avoided o avoided overt signsvert signs of pagani o of paganisof paganism, such asm, such as statues o statues or pagan ter pagan temples, andmples, and his coins his coins remained  remained aniconic. aniconic. Although nAltAlthough nAlthough no evidenceo evidence indicates indicates that Jesu that Jesus visited s visited these citithese cities during es during his ministhis ministry, certairy, cery, certainly certainly they had athey had an impact on impact on the Galin the Galilee by realee by realigning trligning trade patterade patterns and funns and funneling pronelinfunfunneling funneling profits frprofits from the couom the countryside’sntryside’s agricultu agricultural producral produce as taxese as taxes for Antip for Antipas and Romas aas and Rome. and Rome. The GospelThe Gospel writers’  writers’ proclivityproclivity for the t for the term erm poœlispoœlis — they ev — they even bestow en bestoen bestow thibestow this title ons title on the villa the villages of Nazges of Nazareth (Matareth (Matt. 2:23) at. 2:23) and Capernand Capernaum (Matt. um (Matt. 9:1 and Lu9:19:1 and Lu9:1 and Luke 4:31) —ke 4:31) — is indica is indicative of thtive of the imprecise imprecision with wion with which the dhich the designationesignation was used  w was used owas used or perhaps r perhaps even theireven their unawarene unawareness of thesss of these sites.e sites.e sites.

Numerous cities in Palestine had already been urbanized in the Hellenistic 
sense in the first few centuries B.C.E. Herod the Great’s rule (37–4 B.C.E.) as a 
client king of Rome was characterized by enormous architectural and urban 
activity — he founded Caesarea Maritima as the most modern and beautiful port 
city in the Levant, and Jerusalem and Sebaste-Samaria were transformed with 
Roman urban architecture. Herod Antipas, who inherited Galilee from his 
father’s kingdom, built the cities of Sepphoris and Tiberias as his capitals — albeit 
on a smaller and less ostentatious scale — and he apparently avoided overt signs 
of paganism, such as statues or pagan temples, and his coins remained aniconic. 
Although no evidence indicates that Jesus visited these cities during his ministry, 
certainly they had an impact on the Galilee by realigning trade patterns and 
funneling profits from the countryside’s agricultural produce as taxes for Antipas 
and Rome. The Gospel writers’ proclivity for the term poœlis — they even 
bestow this title on the villages of Nazareth (Matt. 2:23) and Capernaum (Matt. 
9:1 and Luke 4:31) — is indicative of the imprecision with which the designation 
was used or perhaps even their unawareness of these sites.

�While JesuWhile Jesus’ ministrs’ ministry took play took place in Jewice in Jewish Galileash Galilean village n village culture onculture on the fring the fringe of seconefringfringe of fringe of second-ratsecond-rate urban cee urban centers, Paunters, Paul was fulll was fully immersedy immersed in the ur in the urban life oban life of the Grecf thf the Greco-the Greco-Roman worlRoman world. His homd. His hometown of Tetown of Tarsus was arsus was a major poa major port city, art city, and the citnd the nd the citiesthe cities most iden most identified wittified with his missh his missionary traionary travels — Antvels — Antioch, Coriioch, Corinth, Ephesnth, Ephesus — countus EphesEphesus — Ephesus — count amoncount among the largg the largest and moest and most cosmopost cosmopolitan of tlitan of the time. The time. Their sociaheir socheir social, resocial, religious, aligious, and culturand cultural diversitl diversity and compy and complexity lealexity leave their mve their mark on Pauark on Paul’s letterl’s letl’s letters anletters and in Acts;d in Acts; Paul typi Paul typically madecally made contact w contact with these ith these cities’ Jecities’ Jewish commuwish communities, anniticommucommunitiecommunities, and fros, and from there som there sought to exught to expand to inpand to include Gentclude Gentiles. The iles. The latter parlatter part of the btparpart of thpart of the book of e book of Acts can eActs can even be reaven be read as the vd as the various citarious city officialy officials’ attempts’ attempts to deal s to s to deal wito deal with the polth the political stritical strife and soife and social upheacial upheaval accompval accompanying Pauanying Paul’s missiol’s missions. The dens. Thns. The demogrThe demographics of aphics of the Paulinthe Pauline communite communities were pies were primarily lrimarily lower-classower-class, though s, though , though somthough some upper-cle upper-class slave ass slave owners (e.owners (e.g., Philemg., Philemon) were ion) were included, ancluded, and a mix ond a mix ond a mix of Jews anof Jews and Gentilesd Gentiles with vari with various ethnicous ethnic heritages heritages. Paul’s v. Paul’s visits to Pisits to Palestine walestine were confinere cere confined pconfined primarily trimarily to the largo the large port cite port city of Caesay of Caesarea and torea and to Jerusalem Jerusalem (Acts 21- (Acts 21-26).26)21-21-26).21-26).21-26).

While Jesus’ ministry took place in Jewish Galilean village culture on the 
fringe of second-rate urban centers, Paul was fully immersed in the urban life of 
the Greco-Roman world. His hometown of Tarsus was a major port city, and 
the cities most identified with his missionary travels — Antioch, Corinth, 
Ephesus — count among the largest and most cosmopolitan of the time. Their 
social, religious, and cultural diversity and complexity leave their mark on Paul’s 
letters and in Acts; Paul typically made contact with these cities’ Jewish 
communities, and from there sought to expand to include Gentiles. The latter 
part of the book of Acts can even be read as the various city officials’ attempts 
to deal with the political strife and social upheaval accompanying Paul’s missions. 
The demographics of the Pauline communities were primarily lower-class, 
though some upper-class slave owners (e.g., Philemon) were included, and a mix 
of Jews and Gentiles with various ethnic heritages. Paul’s visits to Palestine were 
confined primarily to the large port city of Caesarea and to Jerusalem (Acts 
21-26).

�The city oThe city of Jerusalef Jerusalem itself pm itself plays a thelays a theological rological role in theole in the Gospels,  Gospels, Acts, and Acts, and the Apocalththe Apocalthe Apocalypse. Twicypse. Twice Matthew e Matthew explicitlyexplicitly calls it  calls it “the holy “the holy city” (Matcity” (Matt. 4:5; 27t. 4:5; 27:53), and :53), 2727:53), an27:53), and Luke pred Luke presents Jerusents Jerusalem as asalem as a kind of  kind of axis mundiaxis mundi,, the Chris the Christian naveltian navel of the wo of t of the world.the world. Jesus ste Jesus steadily moveadily moves towards s towards Jerusalem Jerusalem in Luke’s in Luke’s Gospel culGospel culminating iminating in his inevniin his inein his inevitable crvitable crucifixion ucifixion which mustwhich must take plac take place there, ae there, according tccording to Luke 13:o Luke 13:30-33. In 30-313:13:30-33. 13:30-33. In the geoIn the geographical graphical schema of schema of Acts, ChriActs, Christianity sstianity spreads fropreads from Jerusalem Jerusalem . . . tom JerusaleJerusalem Jerusalem . . . to t. . . to the ends ofhe ends of the earth the earth. The cris. The crisis of the is of the destructiodestruction of the Jn of the Jerusalem terusaleJJerusalem Jerusalem temple revtemple reverberated erberated among earlamong early Christiay Christians as wellns as well, and its , and its devastatindevastating consequeg cg consequencconsequences can beses can best be seen t be seen in the prein the predictions fdictions found in Maound in Mark 13. Therk 13. The apocalypt apocalypt apocalyptiapocalyptic vision oc vision of John forf John foresees a neesees a new Jerusalew Jerusalem which wim which will supersell supersede the falde the fallen Babylolenfalfallen Babfallen Babylon/Rome ylon/Rome (Rev. 21).(Rev. 21).

The city of Jerusalem itself plays a theological role in the Gospels, Acts, and 
the Apocalypse. Twice Matthew explicitly calls it “the holy city” (Matt. 4:5; 
27:53), and Luke presents Jerusalem as a kind of axis mundi, the Christian navel of 
the world. Jesus steadily moves towards Jerusalem in Luke’s Gospel culminating 



in his inevitable crucifixion which must take place there, according to Luke 
13:30-33. In the geographical schema of Acts, Christianity spreads from 
Jerusalem . . . to the ends of the earth. The crisis of the destruction of the 
Jerusalem temple reverberated among early Christians as well, and its devastating 
consequences can best be seen in the predictions found in Mark 13. The 
apocalyptic vision of John foresees a new Jerusalem which will supersede the 
fallen Babylon/Rome (Rev. 21).
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CITY OF CHCITY OF CHAOSAOSAOS

CITY OF CHAOS

An epithetAn epithet (Heb.  (Heb. qiryat�-toqiryat�-toœhu®œhu®) for a ci) for a city of sinnty of sinners (Isa. ers (Isa. 24:10), mo24:10), most commonlst commst commonly acommonly assumed to ssumed to be Jerusalbe Jerusalem but posem but possibly Babysibly Babylon, Samarlon, Samaria, Tyre, ia, Tyre, or a symboor a symbor a symbolic csymbolic city of eviity of evil.l.

An epithet (Heb. qiryat�-toœhu® ) for a city of sinners (Isa. 24:10), most 
commonly assumed to be Jerusalem but possibly Babylon, Samaria, Tyre, or a 
symbolic city of evil.

CITY OF MOCITY OF MOABABAB

CITY OF MOAB

A site vagA site vaguely noteduely noted in the na in the narrative ofrrative of Balaam an Balaam and Balak (Nd Balak (Num. 22:36;um. 22:36; NRSV “Ir- NRSV “Ir-Moab”; NIVM“Ir-“Ir-Moab”;“Ir-Moab”; NIV “the  NIV “the Moabite toMoabite town”). It iwn”). It is describes described as on thd as on the Arnon boe Arnon border, on trder, on the (northehtthe (norththe (northern) boundern) boundary of Balary of Balak’s terriak’s territory. Givetory. Given the currn the current evidenent evidence, any atce, any attempt to ltematattempt toattempt to link a sp link a specific plaecific place name wice name with the towth the town that heln that held such impd such important staortant status in Baltusstastatus in status in Balak’s daBalak’s day must remy must remain speculain speculative. Nevative. Nevertheless,ertheless, if “the c if “the city of Moaity of Moab” is idenb” isb” is identifis identified as “Aried as “Ar of Moab”  of Moab” (Num. 21:2(Num. 21:28; Isa. 158; Isa. 15:1), a num:1), a number of posber of possibilitiessibilities exist — e exist  exist — e.exist — e.g., Rabbahg., Rabbah (ancient  (ancient Ar/AreopolAr/Areopolis/Rabbathis/Rabbath-moab), Ka-moab), Karak (Kir/Krak (Kir/Kir-haresetir-hareset(Kir/K(Kir/Kir-h(Kir/Kir-hareseth), areseth), Khirbet Khirbet el-Misna{el-Misna{ (NE of Ra (NE of Rabbah), Khibbah), Khirbet el-Merbet el-Medeineh (indeineh (in the north th the northethe northeast regionast region of Moab), of Moab), and Khirb and Khirbet et el-Baœluœ{el-Baœluœ{ (NE of Qa (NE of Qasr). All osr). All of these sif thef these sitethese sites are locas are located S of Wted S of Wadi adi el-Mo®jibel-Mo®jib (Arnon),  (Arnon), but most abut most are too farre too far from this from  from this from this canyon to canyon to be regardebe regarded as near d as near Moab’s borMoab’s border. Scholder. Scholars have oars have often identften identified “theifidentidentifiedidentified “the city “the city of Moab”  of Moab” with Ar (Nwith Ar (Num. 21:15;um. 21:15; Deut. 2:1 Deut. 2:18), but Kh8), but Khirbet irbet el-Baœluœ{el-Baœel-Baœluœ{el-Baœluœ{ is the mo is the most likely st likely option becoption because of itause of its locations location, size, an, size, and history d history of occupatof of occupatof occupation (i.e.,ion (i.e., evidence  evidence of Late Brof Late Bronze and Ionze and Iron Age seron Age settlement).ttlement).

A site vaguely noted in the narrative of Balaam and Balak (Num. 22:36; NRSV 
“Ir-Moab”; NIV “the Moabite town”). It is described as on the Arnon border, on 
the (northern) boundary of Balak’s territory. Given the current evidence, any 
attempt to link a specific place name with the town that held such important 
status in Balak’s day must remain speculative. Nevertheless, if “the city of Moab” 
is identified as “Ar of Moab” (Num. 21:28; Isa. 15:1), a number of possibilities 
exist — e.g., Rabbah (ancient Ar/Areopolis/Rabbath-moab), Karak 
(Kir/Kir-hareseth), Khirbet el-Misna{ (NE of Rabbah), Khirbet el-Medeineh (in 
the northeast region of Moab), and Khirbet el-Baœluœ{ (NE of Qasr). All of 
these sites are located S of Wadi el-Mo®jib (Arnon), but most are too far 
from this canyon to be regarded as near Moab’s border. Scholars have often 
identified “the city of Moab” with Ar (Num. 21:15; Deut. 2:18), but Khirbet 
el-Baœluœ{ is the most likely option because of its location, size, and history 
of occupation (i.e., evidence of Late Bronze and Iron Age settlement).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. MillJ. M. Miller, “The Ier, “The Israelite Jsraelite Journey throurney through (arouough (around) Moab and) Moab and Moabitenaand Moabitand Moabite Toponymye Toponymy,” ,” JBLJBL 108 (1989 108 (1989): 577–95.): 577–95.
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CITY OF PALM TREES

Another naAnother name for Jerme for Jericho or foicho or for the surrr the surrounding vaounding valley, famolley, famous for itsus for its many palm many palm trees (De palmpalm treespalm trees (Deut. 34 (Deut. 34:3; 2 Chr.:3; 2 Chr. 28:15). I 28:15). It was the t was the residence residence of the Kenof the Kenites (Judgites (Judg. 1:16) an. 1:1. 1:16) and,1:16) and, after his after his conquest, conquest, of King E of King Eglon (3:13glon (3:13). Accordi). According to ancing to ancient historent historians, it tians,historhistorianshistorians, it took , it took five hoursfive hours to travel to travel through t through the palm grhe palm groves by waoves by way of intery of intersecting wasectiinterintersectiintersecting waterwang waterways.ys.

Another name for Jericho or for the surrounding valley, famous for its many 
palm trees (Deut. 34:3; 2 Chr. 28:15). It was the residence of the Kenites (Judg. 
1:16) and, after his conquest, of King Eglon (3:13). According to ancient 



historians, it took five hours to travel through the palm groves by way of 
intersecting waterways.

CITY OF SACITY OF SALTLTLT

CITY OF SALT

A city in A city in Judah (JosJudah (Josh. 15:62; h. 15:62; Heb. Heb. {iîr hamme{iîr hammelah�lah�), located), located in the wi in the wilderness blderness between Nibetbbetween Nibetween Nibshan and bshan and En-gedi. SEn-gedi. Some scholaome scholars suggestrs suggest identific identification withation with Khirbet Q Khirbet Q Khirbet Qumra®n (1Qumra®n (193127) on 93127) on the basis the basis of the remof the remains of buains of buildings frildings from Iron Agom Iron Age II (900–e II (900–e II (900–600 (900–600 B.C.E.B.C.E.).).

A city in Judah (Josh. 15:62; Heb. {iîr hammelah� ), located in the wilderness 
between Nibshan and En-gedi. Some scholars suggest identification with Khirbet 
Qumra®n (193127) on the basis of the remains of buildings from Iron Age II 
(900–600 B.C.E.).

CITY OF THCITY OF THE SUNE SUNE SUN

CITY OF THE SUN

A city locA city located in thated in the Egyptiane Egyptian Delta NE  Delta NE of modern of modern Cairo It sCairo It served as oerved as one of the ne of the important imimportant important spiritual spiritual and religiand religious centerous centers of ancies of ancient Egypt, nt Egypt, housing tehousing temples to tmples to the gods Rehe gohe gods Re-Hagods Re-Harachte andrachte and Atum. The Atum. Their cults wir cults were characere characterized asterized as cosmologi cosmological, and ical, and ical, and its Heavenits Heaven Feast was Feast was well know well known.n.n.

A city located in the Egyptian Delta NE of modern Cairo It served as one of the 
important spiritual and religious centers of ancient Egypt, housing temples to the 
gods Re-Harachte and Atum. Their cults were characterized as cosmological, and 
its Heaven Feast was well known.

�Potiphera,Potiphera, the fathe the father of Josepr of Joseph’s wife Ah’s wife Asenath, wasenath, was a priests a priest of On (Ge of On (Gen. 41:45).n. 41:45n. 41:45). Th41:45). The LXX (Exoe LXX (Exod. 1:11b) d. 1:11b) adds “and adds “and On, this iOn, this is, Heliopos, Heliopolis” afterlis” after Pithom an Pithom and Raamses,d anand Raamseand Raamses, as the s, as the third citythird city that the  that the IsraelitesIsraelites built for built for Pharaoh.  Pharaoh. It is unliIt is unlikely that kely thatkely that thesethat these cities we cities were locatedre located far from  far from Goshen; thGoshen; therefore therefore the originale originality of LXXity of LXX here is d he here is dohere is doubtful. Moubtful. Most probablst probably, Josephuy, Josephus’ (s’ (Ant.Ant. 2.188) me 2.188) mention thatntion that Jacob’s f Jacob’s family settamily samily settled insettled in Heliopoli Heliopolis is baseds is based on the LX on the LXX. In EzekX. In Ezek. 30:17 th. 30:17 the young mee young men of Awen n of Awen (“iniquity((“iniquity(“iniquity,” a wordp,” a wordplay with tlay with the name Onhe name On, symboliz, symbolizing all Eging all Egypt) will ypt) will fall by thfall by the sword ane swoe sword and sword and will go inwill go into captivito captivity. In Isaty. In Isa. 19:18 th. 19:18 the city is e city is called called {iîr haher{iîr haheres,es, “the city “the c “the city of decity of destruction,struction,” a play o” a play on the namen the name  “{iîr hah�“{iîr hah�eres”eres” (so 1QIsa (so 1QIsaaa  and many Mand many MSS), whichSMMSS), whicMSS), which is h is {iîr hasûe{iîr hasûemesûmesû (“the cit (“the city of sun”;y of sun”; cf. Tg. J cf. Tg. Jonathan anonathan and Vulg.; ad Vulg.; also Job 9:lso aalso Job 9also Job 9:7; Jer. 4:7; Jer. 43:13). How3:13). However, accoever, according to trding to this verse his verse “the City “the City of the Sunof the Sun” will be ” wi” will be onwill be one of the fe of the five Egyptiive Egyptian cities an cities whose inhawhose inhabitants wibitants will speak Hll speak Hebrew and ebrew and worship Yaworworship Yaworship Yahweh.hweh.hweh.

Potiphera, the father of Joseph’s wife Asenath, was a priest of On (Gen. 
41:45). The LXX (Exod. 1:11b) adds “and On, this is, Heliopolis” after Pithom 
and Raamses, as the third city that the Israelites built for Pharaoh. It is unlikely 
that these cities were located far from Goshen; therefore the originality of LXX 
here is doubtful. Most probably, Josephus’ (Ant. 2.188) mention that Jacob’s family 
settled in Heliopolis is based on the LXX. In Ezek. 30:17 the young men of Awen 
(“iniquity,” a wordplay with the name On, symbolizing all Egypt) will fall by the 
sword and will go into captivity. In Isa. 19:18 the city is called {iîr haheres, “the 
city of destruction,” a play on the name “{iîr hah�eres”  (so 1QIsaa and many 
MSS), which is {iîr hasûemesû (“the city of sun”; cf. Tg. Jonathan and Vulg.; 
also Job 9:7; Jer. 43:13). However, according to this verse “the City of the Sun” 
will be one of the five Egyptian cities whose inhabitants will speak Hebrew and 
worship Yahweh.

Isaac KaliIsaac Kalimimi

Isaac Kalimi

CITY OF WACITY OF WATERSTERSTERS

CITY OF WATERS

Another naAnother name for Rabme for Rabbah bah 2 2 (2 Sam. 12(2 Sam. 12:27; NRSV :27; NRSV “water cit“water city”).y”).

Another name for Rabbah 2 (2 Sam. 12:27; NRSV “water city”).

CLAUDIACLAUDIA (Gk.  (Gk. KlaudiíaKlaudiía)))

CLAUDIA (Gk. Klaudiía)

A ChristiaA Christian woman lin woman living at Roving at Rome, among me, among those who those who sent greetsent greetings to Tiings to Timothy via mothy viamothy via Paul (via Paul (2 Tim. 4:22 Tim. 4:21). Accord1). According to lating to later traditier tradition she wason she was the wife  the wife of the Pudof the Pudens and thens aens and the moand the mother of thther of the Linus mee Linus mentioned inntioned in the same  the same verse, or verse, or the wife othe wife of Linus.f Linus.

A Christian woman living at Rome, among those who sent greetings to Timothy 
via Paul (2 Tim. 4:21). According to later tradition she was the wife of the Pudens 
and the mother of the Linus mentioned in the same verse, or the wife of Linus.

CLAUDIUSCLAUDIUSCLAUDIUS

CLAUDIUS

The fourthThe fourth emperor o emperor of Rome. Tif Rome. Tiberius Claberius Claudius Drusudius Drusus was steus was step-grandsonp-grandson and grand and gr and grandnephegrandnephew of Augusw of Augustus and grtus and grandson of andson of Mark AntonMark Antony. Born 1 y. Born 1 August 10 August 10 B.C.E.B.C.E., Claudius, C, Claudius sClaudius survived thurvived the politicae political murders l murders of Sejanusof Sejanus during th during the reign ofe reign of his uncle his uncle, the empe, the, the emperothe emperor Tiberiusr Tiberius, but on a, but on account of ccount of physical dphysical disabilitieisabilities he was ns he was not consideot considered a candredconsideconsideredconsidered a candida a candidate for thete for the throne as throne as were his  were his brother anbrother and nephews.d nephews. Upon the  Upon the Upon the assassthe assassination ofination of his nephe his nephew, the empw, the emperor Gaiuseror Gaius (Caligula (Caligula), Claudiu), Claudius was founs was found hiding id founfound hidifound hiding in the ng in the palace by palace by rampaging rampaging praetorianpraetorian guards wh guards who proclaimo proclaimed the stued the stunned Claudnstustunned Clstunned Claudius empaudius emperor.eror.eror.

The fourth emperor of Rome. Tiberius Claudius Drusus was step-grandson and 



grandnephew of Augustus and grandson of Mark Antony. Born 1 August 10 B.C.E., 
Claudius survived the political murders of Sejanus during the reign of his uncle, 
the emperor Tiberius, but on account of physical disabilities he was not 
considered a candidate for the throne as were his brother and nephews. Upon 
the assassination of his nephew, the emperor Gaius (Caligula), Claudius was 
found hiding in the palace by rampaging praetorian guards who proclaimed the 
stunned Claudius emperor.

�Claudius’ Claudius’ reign (41–reign (41–54 54 C.E.C.E.) demonstr) demonstrated excelated excellent managlent management, parement, particularly ticularlyparparticularparticularly in the ly in the provinces,provinces, perhaps n perhaps not unexpecot unexpected of oneted of one who had s who had spent most pent most of his lifoof his lifof his life as a hise as a historian of torian of Rome’s pasRome’s past. For thet. For the first tim first time provincie provincial leadersal leaders were admi were ad were admitted tadmitted to the Senao the Senate at Romete at Rome. Claudius. Claudius establish established a govered a government burenment bureaucracy toaucracy taucracy to furtherto further facilitat facilitate efficiene efficient and fairt and fair administr administration of tation of the provinche provinces. He enges. He engaged in seaged inaged in severalin several building  building projects tprojects that improvhat improved Rome’s ed Rome’s supply of supply of water and water and grain, incgrain, including hisludincincluding including his succeshis successful constsful construction ofruction of Rome’s ha Rome’s harbor at Osrbor at Ostia. He sutia. He successfullyccessfully centraliz cen centralizecentralized the powed the power of the er of the emperor, bumperor, but his relit his reliance on thance on the counsel e counsel of freedmeof freedmen and his nfreedmefreedmen afreedmen and his appnd his apparent maniarent manipulation bpulation by his wivey his wives tarnishes tarnished his repud his reputation. Altation. Although earthAlAlthough eAlthough early in hiarly in his reign, ps reign, perhaps dueerhaps due to the in to the influence offluence of his boyho his boyhood friend,od friend, Herod Agr Her Herod AgriHerod Agrippa, Claudppa, Claudius had enius had enacted an eacted an edict protedict protecting the cting the religious religious freedom offreedom of Jews thro ofof Jews thof Jews throughout troughout the empire,he empire, he later  he later ordered thordered the expulsioe expulsion of Jews n of Jews from Rome from Romefrom Rome becauRome because of theise of their frequentr frequent rioting a rioting at the instt the instigation ofigation of “Chrestus “Chrestus.”.”.”

Claudius’ reign (41–54 C.E.) demonstrated excellent management, 
particularly in the provinces, perhaps not unexpected of one who had spent most 
of his life as a historian of Rome’s past. For the first time provincial leaders were 
admitted to the Senate at Rome. Claudius established a government bureaucracy 
to further facilitate efficient and fair administration of the provinces. He engaged 
in several building projects that improved Rome’s supply of water and grain, 
including his successful construction of Rome’s harbor at Ostia. He successfully 
centralized the power of the emperor, but his reliance on the counsel of 
freedmen and his apparent manipulation by his wives tarnished his reputation. 
Although early in his reign, perhaps due to the influence of his boyhood friend, 
Herod Agrippa, Claudius had enacted an edict protecting the religious freedom 
of Jews throughout the empire, he later ordered the expulsion of Jews from 
Rome because of their frequent rioting at the instigation of “Chrestus.”

�During ClaDuring Claudius’ reiudius’ reign Britaingn Britain and Thrac and Thrace were adde were added to the ed to the empire aftempire after their cer theer their conqtheir conquest by Cluest by Claudius’ geaudius’ generals. Hinerals. His only sons only son was named was named Britannic Britannicus in honous in honor of Britarhonohonor of Bhonor of Britain’s sritain’s subjugationubjugation. Claudius. Claudius’ fourth w’ fourth wife was hiife was his niece Ags niece Agrippina, wrippina, who arrangeho aho arranged tarranged the murder he murder of first Cof first Claudius anlaudius and then Brid then Britannicus, tannicus, to obtain to obtain and ensureand ensure the thron th the thronethe throne for her s for her son by a pron by a previous marevious marriage, Nerriage, Nero.o.o.

During Claudius’ reign Britain and Thrace were added to the empire after 
their conquest by Claudius’ generals. His only son was named Britannicus in 
honor of Britain’s subjugation. Claudius’ fourth wife was his niece Agrippina, who 
arranged the murder of first Claudius and then Britannicus, to obtain and ensure 
the throne for her son by a previous marriage, Nero.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. Levick,B. Levick,  ClaudiusClaudius (New Have (New Haven, 1990).n, 1990).n, 1990).

Bibliography. B. Levick, Claudius (New Haven, 1990).

John F. HaJohn F. Hall/Scott Nll/Scott Nashash

John F. Hall/Scott Nash

CLAUDIUS LCLAUDIUS LYSIASYSIAS (Gk.  (Gk. Klauídios Klauídios LysiíasLysiías)))

CLAUDIUS LYSIAS (Gk. Klauídios Lysiías)

The tribunThe tribune or chilie or chiliarch (commarch (commander of 1ander of 1000 troops000 troops) of the R) of the Roman cohoroman cohort stationet stationt stationed stationed at the Forat the Fortress of Atress of Antonia in ntonia in Jerusalem.Jerusalem. Lysias wa Lysias was not a Ros not a Roman by birman by birth: his cothbirbirth: hisbirth: his cognomen  cognomen is Greek ais Greek and his Romnd his Roman citizenan citizenship came ship came at a high at a high price (Actprice (Acts 22:28). s (Act(Acts 22:2(Acts 22:28). He pro8). He probably tookbably took the Latin the Latin name Clau name Claudius when dius when he receivehe received his citid his citizenship.zciticitizenshicitizenship.p.p.

The tribune or chiliarch (commander of 1000 troops) of the Roman cohort 
stationed at the Fortress of Antonia in Jerusalem. Lysias was not a Roman by 
birth: his cognomen is Greek and his Roman citizenship came at a high price 
(Acts 22:28). He probably took the Latin name Claudius when he received his 
citizenship.

�Lysias plaLysias placed Paul uced Paul under protender protective custctive custody after ody after Paul provoPaul provoked a riotked a riot in the te in the t in the temple (Actemple (Acts 21:27-3ts 21:27-36). Learni6). Learning that Pang that Paul was notul was not a terrori a terrorist (cf. Jost (cf. Josephus sephus BJBJ 2.261–63) 2.26 2.261–63),2.261–63), Lysias al Lysias allowed him lowed him to speak (to speak (Acts 21:37Acts 21:37-40). When-40). When Paul near Paul nearly provokely provokely provoked aprovoked a second ri second riot, Lysiasot, Lysias took him  took him to the forto the fortress, whetress, where Paul esre Paul escaped scoucaped scourging by rrscouscourging scourging by revealiby revealing his Romng his Roman citizenan citizenship (Actsship (Acts 22:1-29). 22:1-29). After Pau After Paul appearedl appeared before th be before thebefore the Sanhedrin Sanhedrin the next  the next day, Lysiaday, Lysias learned s learned of a plot of a plot against Paagainst Paul’s life ul’s life and sent hand seand sent him bsent him by night uny night under heavy der heavy guard to Cguard to Caesarea, aaesarea, along with long with a letter ta letter to Felix, to Felix, the governohe ghe governor ogovernor of Caesareaf Caesarea, explaini, explaining the cirng the circumstancescumstances (Acts 23: (Acts 23:26-30). Lu26-30). Luke’s narrake’s narrative presetinarranarrative narrative presents tpresents the Romans he Romans — as elsew— as elsewhere in Achere in Acts — as fats — as fair-minded ir-minded and just iand just iand just in their din their dealings wiealings with Paul.th Paul.th Paul.

Lysias placed Paul under protective custody after Paul provoked a riot in the 
temple (Acts 21:27-36). Learning that Paul was not a terrorist (cf. Josephus BJ 
2.261–63), Lysias allowed him to speak (Acts 21:37-40). When Paul nearly 
provoked a second riot, Lysias took him to the fortress, where Paul escaped 
scourging by revealing his Roman citizenship (Acts 22:1-29). After Paul appeared 
before the Sanhedrin the next day, Lysias learned of a plot against Paul’s life and 



sent him by night under heavy guard to Caesarea, along with a letter to Felix, the 
governor of Caesarea, explaining the circumstances (Acts 23:26-30). Luke’s 
narrative presents the Romans — as elsewhere in Acts — as fair-minded and just 
in their dealings with Paul.

Mark L. StMark L. Straussrauss

Mark L. Strauss

CLEAN AND CLEAN AND UNCLEANUNCLEANUNCLEAN

CLEAN AND UNCLEAN

That whichThat which is clean  is clean or pure isor pure is in its pr in its proper placeoper place, whereas , whereas that whichthat which is unclea is unclean or impurn orn or impure or impure is disgustis disgustingly out ingly out of place. of place. The clean The clean is limitedis limited by its op by its opposite, thposite, the unclean,e unclee unclean, funclean, for dirt auor dirt automaticalltomatically pollutesy pollutes or contam or contaminates whainates what is cleant is clean. In order. In order to restor to r to restore sorestore something ormething or someone t someone to a state o a state of purity,of purity, the dirt  the dirt must be remust be removed.moved.moved.

That which is clean or pure is in its proper place, whereas that which is unclean 
or impure is disgustingly out of place. The clean is limited by its opposite, the 
unclean, for dirt automatically pollutes or contaminates what is clean. In order to 
restore something or someone to a state of purity, the dirt must be removed.

�Clean and Clean and unclean arunclean are defined e defined by particuby particular culturlar cultures, which es, which determine determine the properthe prothe proper plaproper places for peces for people and tople and things. Reahings. Realities thalities that do not ft do not fit a cultuit a culture’s categre’s categories provories pories provoke anprovoke anxiety and xiety and discomfortdiscomfort. Purity r. Purity rules attemules attempt to avoipt to avoid discomfod discomfort and mairt and maintain wholnmaimaintain wmaintain wholeness oholeness or completer completeness in a ness in a society bysociety by defining  defining what belonwhat belongs (the clgs (the clean) and weaclclean) andclean) and what does what does not (the  not (the unclean). unclean). Impurity iImpurity is especials especially dangeroly dangerous when itus when it is associ is  is associais associated with dted with death and weath and when it thrhen it threatens to eatens to gain accesgain access to the bs to the body.ody.ody.

Clean and unclean are defined by particular cultures, which determine the 
proper places for people and things. Realities that do not fit a culture’s categories 
provoke anxiety and discomfort. Purity rules attempt to avoid discomfort and 
maintain wholeness or completeness in a society by defining what belongs (the 
clean) and what does not (the unclean). Impurity is especially dangerous when it 
is associated with death and when it threatens to gain access to the body.

�In the BibIn the Bible the conle the concept of clcept of clean and unean and unclean is nclean is not identicot identical to the al to the modern notmodern nmodern notion of notion of sanitary asanitary and unsanitnd unsanitary. Impurary. Impurity can beity can be physical, physical, ritual, o ritual, or moral. Ur moral. UncleannessncleanUUncleannesUncleanness is especs is especially oppoially opposed to holsed to holiness, andiness, and so OT law so OT laws attemptes attempted to separd to separd to separate tseparate the uncleanhe unclean from the  from the holy. The holy. The Priestly wPriestly writings weritings were especiare especially concerlly concerned with sneconcerconcerned concerned with such with such laws, for laws, for it was theit was the responsib responsibility of tility of the priest he priest to distingto distinguish betweuish buish between thbetween the holy ande holy and the profa the profane, betweene, between the clean the clean and the n and the unclean. Punclean. Priests werriests werriests were also were also obligated obligated to teach Ito teach Israel the srael the laws of pulaws of purity in orrity in order to avoder to avoid offendiid offending God’s hng Gng God’s holiGod’s holiness (Lev.ness (Lev. 10:10-11; 10:10-11; Ezek. 22: Ezek. 22:26; 44:23)26; 44:23)...

In the Bible the concept of clean and unclean is not identical to the modern 
notion of sanitary and unsanitary. Impurity can be physical, ritual, or moral. 
Uncleanness is especially opposed to holiness, and so OT laws attempted to 
separate the unclean from the holy. The Priestly writings were especially 
concerned with such laws, for it was the responsibility of the priest to distinguish 
between the holy and the profane, between the clean and the unclean. Priests 
were also obligated to teach Israel the laws of purity in order to avoid offending 
God’s holiness (Lev. 10:10-11; Ezek. 22:26; 44:23).

�Ancient IsAncient Israel’s purrael’s purity laws wity laws were concerere concerned with tned with the nation’he nation’s relations relationship with ship withship with God. with God. Since the Since the holy and tholy and the uncleanhe unclean were inco were incompatible, mpatible, it was necit was necessary foressary for the sacre t the sacredthe sacred to be pro to be protected frotected from pollutiom pollution. This wan. This was especials especially true foly true for the sancr the sanctuary, thetuasancsanctuary,sanctuary, the altar the altar, and thos, and those who minie who ministered in stered in sacred plasacred places. Sinceces. Since the pries the priests crossedts crts crossed thcrossed the boundarie boundaries from thes from the profane e profane to the sacto the sacred in thered in the performan performance of theice of their duties, rtheitheir dutitheir duties, it wases, it was important important that they that they avoid imp avoid impurity.urity.urity.

Ancient Israel’s purity laws were concerned with the nation’s relationship 
with God. Since the holy and the unclean were incompatible, it was necessary for 
the sacred to be protected from pollution. This was especially true for the 
sanctuary, the altar, and those who ministered in sacred places. Since the priests 
crossed the boundaries from the profane to the sacred in the performance of 
their duties, it was important that they avoid impurity.

�UncleannesUncleanness was conss was considered to idered to be infectibe infectious or conous or contagious, ftagious, for it coulor it could be incurd be incd be incurred tincurred through conhrough contact with tact with an uncleanan unclean person or person or thing. Th thing. Three forms ree forms of uncleanof uncleanof uncleannesuncleanness were esps were especially poecially powerful andwerful and contagiou contagious (Num. 5:s (Num. 5:2): 2): s�aœra{at�s�aœra{at�,, bodily di b bodily disbodily discharges, acharges, and corpsesnd corpses. Each typ. Each type of impure of impurity had soity had some connectme connection with dion with death.eddeath.death.death.

Uncleanness was considered to be infectious or contagious, for it could be 
incurred through contact with an unclean person or thing. Three forms of 
uncleanness were especially powerful and contagious (Num. 5:2): s�aœra{at�,  
bodily discharges, and corpses. Each type of impurity had some connection with 
death.

�Heb. Heb. s�aœra{at�s�aœra{at� is usuall is usually translaty translated “leprosed “leprosy,” althouy,” although most scgh most scholars todholars todholars today denytoday deny that it i that it is identicas identical with Hanl with Hansen’s disesen’s disease. This ase. This “scale dis“scale disease” was ease” was probably pprobaprobably pprobably psoriasis osoriasis or a fungalr a fungal infection infection. It could. It could even atta even attack clothinck clothing and housg and houses (Lev. 1es (Les (Lev. 13:4(Lev. 13:47-59). Sin7-59). Since the vicce the victim’s bodytim’s body appeared  appeared to be wastto be wasting away, ing away, the diseasthe disease was seene we was seen awas seen as a punishs a punishment from ment from God (Num. God (Num. 12:10-15).12:10-15). Those wit Those with h s�aœra{at�s�aœra{at� were sepa w were separwere separated from ated from the communthe community as theity as the dead were dead were separated separated from the  from the living (Leliving (Lliving (Lev. 13:4(Lev. 13:45-46).5-46).5-46).

Heb. s�aœra{at�  is usually translated “leprosy,” although most scholars 
today deny that it is identical with Hansen’s disease. This “scale disease” was 
probably psoriasis or a fungal infection. It could even attack clothing and houses 
(Lev. 13:47-59). Since the victim’s body appeared to be wasting away, the disease 



was seen as a punishment from God (Num. 12:10-15). Those with s�aœra{at�  
were separated from the community as the dead were separated from the living 
(Lev. 13:45-46).

�Bodily disBodily discharges, echarges, especially specially from sexuafrom sexual organs, l organs, were also were also consideredconsidered to be str to be s to be strong polstrong pollutants (Llutants (Lev. 15:1-3ev. 15:1-33). The Bi3). The Bible says lble says little abouittle about the necet the necessary funcssary functions of utions funcfunctions functions of urinatiof urinating and defng and defecating (Decating (Deut. 23:12eut. 23:12-14). But -14). But vaginal blvaginal blood and seood and semen symbolmensesemen symbsemen symbolized lifolized life, and thee, and their loss seir loss seemed to reemed to represent depresent death. Childath. Childbirth, toobirth, too, was dang, w, was dangerwas dangerous: not oous: not only were bnly were bodily fluiodily fluids lost, bds lost, but the bouut the boundary betwndary between life aeen life and death wndaand death and death was breachwas breached.ed.ed.

Bodily discharges, especially from sexual organs, were also considered to be 
strong pollutants (Lev. 15:1-33). The Bible says little about the necessary 
functions of urinating and defecating (Deut. 23:12-14). But vaginal blood and 
semen symbolized life, and their loss seemed to represent death. Childbirth, too, 
was dangerous: not only were bodily fluids lost, but the boundary between life 
and death was breached.

�Contact wiContact with animal th animal and especiand especially humanally human corpses a corpses also broughlso brought uncleannt uncleanness (Num. ess (Ness (Num. 19:1(Num. 19:11-22). Pri1-22). Priests (Lev.ests (Lev. 10:6-7; 2 10:6-7; 21:1-4; Eze1:1-4; Ezek. 44:25-2k. 44:25-26) and Naz6) and Nazirites (Nuirites (Num. 6:6-7),m. (Nu(Num. 6:6-(Num. 6:6-7), becaus7), because of theire of their holy stat holy status, had tous, had to avoid con avoid contact with tact with the dead. the dead. A high priA hA high prieshigh priest could not could not even appt even approach the roach the corpse of corpse of his own fahis own father or mother or mother (Lev.ther (Lev. 21:11). (Lev.(Lev. 21:1(Lev. 21:11).1).1).

Contact with animal and especially human corpses also brought uncleanness 
(Num. 19:11-22). Priests (Lev. 10:6-7; 21:1-4; Ezek. 44:25-26) and Nazirites 
(Num. 6:6-7), because of their holy status, had to avoid contact with the dead. A 
high priest could not even approach the corpse of his own father or mother 
(Lev. 21:11).

�Purity lawPurity laws also regs also regulated othulated other areas oer areas of life whef life where boundarre boundaries could ies could become blubecomebecome blubecome blurred. Mixtrred. Mixtures, whetures, whether of cloher of cloth, agricuth, agricultural praltural practices, orctices, or animal br animal breeding, weeedbrbreeding, breeding, were forbiwere forbidden (Lev.dden (Lev. 19:19; De 19:19; Deut. 22:9-1ut. 22:9-11). Adulte1). Adultery, incestry, incest, bestiali, bestiality, and hoty, anty, and homoseand homosexuality wexuality were also sere also seen as crosen as crossing boundsing boundaries and aries and thus were thus were prohibitedprohibiteprohibitedprohibited (Lev. 18: (Lev. 18:6-23; 20:16-23; 20:10-21). For0-21). Foreign landseign lands were auto were automatically matically unclean (Junclean (Josh. 22:19osh(J(Josh. 22:(Josh. 22:19; Amos 719; Amos 7:17).:17).:17).

Purity laws also regulated other areas of life where boundaries could 
become blurred. Mixtures, whether of cloth, agricultural practices, or animal 
breeding, were forbidden (Lev. 19:19; Deut. 22:9-11). Adultery, incest, bestiality, 
and homosexuality were also seen as crossing boundaries and thus were 
prohibited (Lev. 18:6-23; 20:10-21). Foreign lands were automatically unclean 
(Josh. 22:19; Amos 7:17).

�Since unclSince uncleanness waeanness was contagios contagious, it hadus, it had to be rem to be removed by rioved by rituals. Contuals. Contact with tact wtact with unclewith uncleanness noranness normally requmally required simplired simple acts of e acts of bathing, wbathing, washing oneashing one’s clothes’s clothes, and wait, a, and waitinand waiting until evg until evening. Morening. More dangeroue dangerous pollutios pollution, such asn, such as menstrual menstrual blood or  blood or a corpse, a a corpse, a corpse, required srequired seven days even days of waitingof waiting and even  and even sprinklingsprinkling with spec with special water ial water (Lev. 15:1(Le(Lev. 15:1(Lev. 15:19-24; Num.9-24; Num. 19:11-13) 19:11-13). The uncl. The uncleanness aseanness associated wsociated with ith s�aœra{at�s�aœra{at�,, irregular ir irregular irregular bodily disbodily discharges, acharges, and childbind childbirth necessrth necessitated rititated ritual actionual actions by a pris by a priest (Lev. est (Leest (Lev. 12:1(Lev. 12:1-8; 14:1-5-8; 14:1-57; 15:1-157; 15:1-15, 25-30). , 25-30). Since unclSince uncleanness waeanness was opposed s opposed to holinesto holiness, it had s, is, it had a vit had a vague conneague connection withction with sin and g sin and guilt. All uilt. All impurity wimpurity was potentias potentially damagally damaging to theing ting to the santo the sanctuary (Lectuary (Lev. 15:31).v. 15:31). The altar The altar and sanct and sanctuary had tuary had to be regulo be regularly purifarly purified from tied fied from the efrom the effects of ffects of uncleannesuncleanness and sin s and sin (Lev. 4:1-(Lev. 4:1-35; 16:14-35; 16:14-16).16).16).

Since uncleanness was contagious, it had to be removed by rituals. Contact 
with uncleanness normally required simple acts of bathing, washing one’s clothes, 
and waiting until evening. More dangerous pollution, such as menstrual blood or 
a corpse, required seven days of waiting and even sprinkling with special water 
(Lev. 15:19-24; Num. 19:11-13). The uncleanness associated with s�aœra{at�,  
irregular bodily discharges, and childbirth necessitated ritual actions by a priest 
(Lev. 12:1-8; 14:1-57; 15:1-15, 25-30). Since uncleanness was opposed to holiness, 
it had a vague connection with sin and guilt. All impurity was potentially damaging 
to the sanctuary (Lev. 15:31). The altar and sanctuary had to be regularly purified 
from the effects of uncleanness and sin (Lev. 4:1-35; 16:14-16).

�Food couldFood could also be c also be clean or unlean or unclean. Isrclean. Israelites weaelites were absolutre absolutely forbidely forbidden to “eaden to “den to “eat” bloo“eat” blood with thed with their meat, sir meat, since bloodince blood was assoc was associated withiated with life and  life and with holinwith holiness (Lev. ess holinholiness (holiness (Lev. 17:10Lev. 17:10-14; Deut.-14; Deut. 12:16, 23 12:16, 23-25). Ther-25). There were rese were restrictions trictions on the kinon the kinds of animds kinkinds of akinds of animals whinimals which could bch could be eaten. Fe eaten. For exampleor example, only fis, only fish which hah which had both find both fins and scals as and scalesand scales were perm were permitted (Levitted (Lev. 11:9-12;. 11:9-12; Deut. 14: Deut. 14:9-10). Amo9-10). Among quadrupng quadrupeds only teds only eds only thoseonly those which che which chewed the cuwed the cud and had d and had divided hodivided hooves were oves were consideredconsidered clean (Le clean ( clean (Lev. 11:3(Lev. 11:3-7; Deut. -7; Deut. 14:4-8). A14:4-8). Animals whinimals which crossedch crossed distinct  distinct boundariesboundaries or which  or which did not cldiddid not cldid not clearly beloearly belong to certng to certain categoain categories were ries were normally cnormally classified lassified as uncleanas unclean (Lev. 11: (Le (Lev. 11:2(Lev. 11:27-31).7-31).7-31).

Food could also be clean or unclean. Israelites were absolutely forbidden to 
“eat” blood with their meat, since blood was associated with life and with 
holiness (Lev. 17:10-14; Deut. 12:16, 23-25). There were restrictions on the 
kinds of animals which could be eaten. For example, only fish which had both fins 
and scales were permitted (Lev. 11:9-12; Deut. 14:9-10). Among quadrupeds 
only those which chewed the cud and had divided hooves were considered clean 
(Lev. 11:3-7; Deut. 14:4-8). Animals which crossed distinct boundaries or which 
did not clearly belong to certain categories were normally classified as unclean 
(Lev. 11:27-31).

�The distinThe distinction betwction between clean een clean and uncleaand unclean was a ren was a reminder of minder of Israel’s cIsrael’s call to holall to hall to holiness (holiness (Exod. 22:3Exod. 22:31[MT 30]; 1[MT 30]; Lev. 20:22Lev. 20:22-26; Deut.-26; Deut. 14:2). Ho 14:2). Holiness impliness implied separlied separation fromatseparseparationseparation from the  from the common or common or the profanthe profane. Israel’e. Israel’s vocations vocation to holine to holiness thus dess thus demanded sepmdedemanded sdemanded separation eparation from otherfrom other nations.  nations. The restriThe restrictions on ctions on Israel’s dIsrael’s diet and itiet and its concept s cs concept ofconcept of the clean the clean and the u and the unclean defnclean defined its sined its self-identielf-identity and kepty and kept it apartt it apart from othe from from otherfrom others.s.s.

The distinction between clean and unclean was a reminder of Israel’s call to 



holiness (Exod. 22:31[MT 30]; Lev. 20:22-26; Deut. 14:2). Holiness implied 
separation from the common or the profane. Israel’s vocation to holiness thus 
demanded separation from other nations. The restrictions on Israel’s diet and its 
concept of the clean and the unclean defined its self-identity and kept it apart 
from others.

�The notionThe notion of clean  of clean and uncleaand unclean also sern also served metaphved metaphorically torically to describeo describe moral or  moral moral or emoral or ethical catthical categories. “egories. “Unclean liUnclean lips” (Isa. ps” (Isa. 6:5) stood6:5) stood for sinfu for sinfulness, whilness, while “clean le “clele “clean han“clean hands and purds and pure hearts” e hearts” (Ps. 24:4)(Ps. 24:4) were symb were symbols of morols of moral uprightal uprightness. Chriness. Christians, whsChriChristiansChristians, who reje, who rejected Jewiscted Jewish purity rh purity rules becauules because they exse they excluded Gencluded Gentiles, pretiles, preferred to feprepreferred preferred to understto understand clean and clean and uncleaand unclean primariln primarily as ethicy as ethical categoral categories (Acts ies (Acts 10:15; 15:10:10:15; 15:10:15; 15:19-29).19-29).19-29).

The notion of clean and unclean also served metaphorically to describe 
moral or ethical categories. “Unclean lips” (Isa. 6:5) stood for sinfulness, while 
“clean hands and pure hearts” (Ps. 24:4) were symbols of moral uprightness. 
Christians, who rejected Jewish purity rules because they excluded Gentiles, 
preferred to understand clean and unclean primarily as ethical categories (Acts 
10:15; 15:19-29).

�In the NT In the NT Jesus critJesus criticized Jewicized Jewish purityish purity regulatio regulations and allns and allowed his dowed his disciples tisciples to violate otto violateto violate them (Mar them (Mark 7:1-23).k 7:1-23). He touche He touched and heald and healed those wed those who were riho were ritually unctually unctually unclean (lunclean (lepers, Marepers, Mark 1:40-45;k 1:40-45; Luke 17:1 Luke 17:11-19; the 1-19; the woman withwoman with a hemorrh a hemorrhage, Mark age, Marage, Mark 5:25-Mark 5:25-34). He as34). He associated hsociated himself witimself with known sih known sinners. Butnners. But he also d he also drove out “rove out “unclean” su““unclean” “unclean” spirits. Cspirits. Clean and ulean and unclean in nclean in the NT is the NT is often linkoften linked to the ed to the authority authority of Jesus aof Jeof Jesus and Jesus and the meaninthe meaning of his dg of his death and reath and resurrectioesurrection (Mark 1:n (Mark 1:27; Gal. 227; Gal. 2:15-21).:15-21).:15-21).

In the NT Jesus criticized Jewish purity regulations and allowed his disciples 
to violate them (Mark 7:1-23). He touched and healed those who were ritually 
unclean (lepers, Mark 1:40-45; Luke 17:11-19; the woman with a hemorrhage, 
Mark 5:25-34). He associated himself with known sinners. But he also drove out 
“unclean” spirits. Clean and unclean in the NT is often linked to the authority of 
Jesus and the meaning of his death and resurrection (Mark 1:27; Gal. 2:15-21).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. DouglasM. Douglas, “The For, “The Forbidden Anibidden Animals in Lemals in Leviticus,” viticus,” JSOTJSOT 59 (1993) 59 (1 59 (1993): 3–(1993): 3–23; 23; Purity andPurity and Danger: A Danger: An Analysisn Analysis of the Co of the Concepts of ncepts of Pollution Pollution and Tabooand Taboo (New York (N (New York,(New York, 1966); J. 1966); J. Milgrom,  Milgrom, Leviticus Leviticus 1-16.1-16. AB 3 (New AB 3 (New York, 199 York, 1991); R. D. 1); R. D. Nelson, NelsonNelson, Nelson, Raising UpRaising Up a Faithfu a Faithful Priest: l Priest: Community Community and Priestand Priesthood in Bihood in Biblical Theblical Theologyology (Louisvil (Lou (Louisvill(Louisville, 1993); e, 1993); J. NeusnerJ. Neusner, , The Idea oThe Idea of Purity if Purity in Ancient n Ancient JudaismJudaism (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1973).1973).1973).
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CLEMENTCLEMENT (Gk.  (Gk. KleäímeäsKleäímeäs)))

CLEMENT (Gk. Kleäímeäs)

A “fellow A “fellow worker” whworker” who shared Po shared Paul’s “straul’s “struggle in tuggle in the work ofhe work of the gospe the gospel,” among l,” among those “whotthose “whothose “whose names ase names are in the re in the book of libook of life”(Phil. fe”(Phil. 4:3). This4:3). This indicates indicates his value his value to Paul,  to Pa to Paul, but Paul, but reveals noreveals nothing elsething else about him about him. Clement . Clement was a commwas a common Latin non Latin name, approame, apprame, appropriatappropriate for his e for his presence ipresence in the thrin the thriving Romanving Roman colony of colony of Philippi. Philippi. Origen id Origen identifies hentididentifiesidentifies him as Cl him as Clement of Rement of Rome, the aome, the author of 1uthor of 1 Clement,  Clement, but that ibut that identificatdentification is speionidentificatidentificaidentification is sption is speculative eculative at best.at best.at best.

A “fellow worker” who shared Paul’s “struggle in the work of the gospel,” among 
those “whose names are in the book of life”(Phil. 4:3). This indicates his value to 
Paul, but reveals nothing else about him. Clement was a common Latin name, 
appropriate for his presence in the thriving Roman colony of Philippi. Origen 
identifies him as Clement of Rome, the author of 1 Clement, but that 
identification is speculative at best.

David R. BDavid R. Beckeck

David R. Beck

CLEMENT, ECLEMENT, EPISTLES OFPISTLES OF

CLEMENT, EPISTLES OF

Two texts Two texts attributedattributed to Clemen to Clement, found it, found in the 4th-n the 4th-century bicentury biblical Codblical Codex Alexandex Alexandrinus and rAlexandAlexandrinAlexandrinus and incus and included in tluded in the Apostolhe Apostolic Fathersic Fathers. They are. They are in fact c in fact completely ompletely separate Csepseparate Cseparate Christian dhristian documents wocuments written by ritten by two differtwo different authorent authors. Both res. Both reflect a trflect a traditional adtrtraditionatraditional piety stl piety strongly infrongly influenced byluenced by Judaism b Judaism but have liut have little else ttle else in common.in common.

Two texts attributed to Clement, found in the 4th-century biblical Codex 
Alexandrinus and included in the Apostolic Fathers. They are in fact completely 
separate Christian documents written by two different authors. Both reflect a 
traditional piety strongly influenced by Judaism but have little else in common.

1 Clement1 Clement

1 Clement



One of theOne of the earliest  earliest Christian Christian documents documents outside thoutside the NT canone NT canon, 1 Clemen, 1 Clement is a gent is a gent is a genuine legenuine letter from tter from the Roman the Roman church to church to the churchthe church in Corint in Corinth written h written about the about theabout the turn othe turn of the 1st f the 1st century. Tcentury. These Romanhese Roman Christian Christians were pros were prompted to wmpted to write by thrite by trite by the reportthe report (1 Clem.  (1 Clem. 47:7) of r47:7) of renewed outenewed outbreak of fbreak of factions anactions and divisiond divisions in Corins in Corinth, triggethCorinCorinth, tCorinth, triggered briggered by the depoy the deposition of sition of some of thsome of the Corinthie Corinthian presbytan presbyters (44:6)ers (44:6). In keepi. I. In keepingIn keeping with acce with acceptable rheptable rhetorical sttorical strategy, thrategy, the author(se author(s) provides) provides only vagu only vague allusione ale allusions allusions to the exato the exact nature ct nature of the disof the dispute and ipute and its cause. ts cause. However, hHowever, he considere considers its effes its its effectits effects serious s serious enough to enough to warrant sowarrant some responsme response from thee from the Roman com Roman community in munity imunity in the forin the form of an apm of an appeal for tpeal for the restorahe restoration of petion of peace and coace and concord (63:ncord (63:2). The le2). The letter was ctteleletter wasletter was carried t carried to Corinth o Corinth by courierby couriers from Roms from Rome (63:3; 6e (63:3; 65:1) who n5:1) who no doubt aco doubt aco doubt acted as macted as mediators iediators in the dispn the dispute.ute.ute.

One of the earliest Christian documents outside the NT canon, 1 Clement is a 
genuine letter from the Roman church to the church in Corinth written about 
the turn of the 1st century. These Roman Christians were prompted to write by 
the report (1 Clem. 47:7) of renewed outbreak of factions and divisions in 
Corinth, triggered by the deposition of some of the Corinthian presbyters (44:6). 
In keeping with acceptable rhetorical strategy, the author(s) provides only vague 
allusions to the exact nature of the dispute and its cause. However, he considers 
its effects serious enough to warrant some response from the Roman community 
in the form of an appeal for the restoration of peace and concord (63:2). The 
letter was carried to Corinth by couriers from Rome (63:3; 65:1) who no doubt 
acted as mediators in the dispute.

�The identiThe identity of the ty of the author(s) author(s) remains obremains obscure, butscure, but ancient t ancient tradition fradition from the tirom the rom the time othe time of Eusebiusf Eusebius in the ea in the early 4th cerly 4th century (ntury (HEHE 3.16.1; 3 3.16.1; 38.1) attri8.1) attributes the butes the letter to letterletter to letter to a “Clementa “Clement.” Who thi.” Who this might has might have been reve been remains uncemains uncertain, altrtain, although manyhough manhough many claimmany claim that he w that he was an impeas an imperial freedrial freedman of theman of the household household of Titus  of Titus Flavius ClFlavius Clemens and eClClemens anClemens and a (or d a (or thethe) leader a) leader among the Rmong the Roman presboman presbyters. He yters. He might havemight have been the  been t been the same Cthe same Clement menlement mentioned by tioned by the Shephethe Shepherd of Hermrd of Hermas (as (VisionsVisions 2.4.3) wh 2.4.3) whose duty iose dutose duty it waduty it was to send s to send communicatcommunication from Rion from Rome “to thome “to the cities ae cities abroad,” bubroad,” but this idet this identificationideidentificaidentification is bytion is by no means  no means certain. Hcertain. However, itowever, it is certai is certain that he n that he did not fudid not function as nctionfufunction afunction as a monarcs a monarchical bishhical bishop, as Ireop, as Irenaeus latenaeus later claimed r claimed ((Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 3.3.3), s 3.3.3), since otherince oince other earlother early sources y sources (notably I(notably Ignatius’ lgnatius’ letter to Retter to Rome) confiome) confirm that thrm that the monarchie monarchical episcocamonarchimonarchicamonarchical episcopal episcopate did notte did not exist in  exist in Rome untilRome until at least  at least the middlethe middle of the 2n of the 2nd century.d cd century. Mcentury. Moreover, 1oreover, 1 Clement u Clement uses the teses the terms “bishorms “bishops” and “pps” and “presbyters”resbyters” interchan intercha interchanginterchangeably and eably and always in always in the pluralthe plural...

The identity of the author(s) remains obscure, but ancient tradition from 
the time of Eusebius in the early 4th century (HE 3.16.1; 38.1) attributes the 
letter to a “Clement.” Who this might have been remains uncertain, although 
many claim that he was an imperial freedman of the household of Titus Flavius 
Clemens and a (or the) leader among the Roman presbyters. He might have been 
the same Clement mentioned by the Shepherd of Hermas (Visions 2.4.3) whose 
duty it was to send communication from Rome “to the cities abroad,” but this 
identification is by no means certain. However, it is certain that he did not 
function as a monarchical bishop, as Irenaeus later claimed (Adv. haer. 3.3.3), since 
other early sources (notably Ignatius’ letter to Rome) confirm that the 
monarchical episcopate did not exist in Rome until at least the middle of the 2nd 
century. Moreover, 1 Clement uses the terms “bishops” and “presbyters” 
interchangeably and always in the plural.

�Whoever thWhoever the actual ae actual author(s) muthor(s) might have ight have been, the been, the worldview worldview and perspeand perspective of tctivperspeperspectivperspective of the le of the letter are etter are unambiguouunambiguous. The auts. The author shareshor shares a positiv a positive assessmee assessment of Romanassessmeassessmentassessment of Roman  of Roman society ansociety and governmed government (61:1–3nt (61:1–3) and demo) and demonstrates anstrates a concern f concer concern foconcern for the mainr the maintenance oftenance of hierarchi hierarchical order cal order consistentconsistent with the  with the prevailingprevailing perspecti pe perspectivperspective of the we of the well-educatell-educated “socialed “social elite” of elite” of Roman soc Roman society. Thisiety. This stands in stands in sharp con sha sharp contsharp contrast with rast with the perspethe perspective of tctive of the contemphe contemporary bookorary book of Revela of Revelation, whiction, whiction, which seeswhich sees the imper the imperial Roman ial Roman system as system as the “Beastthe “Beast” to be op” to be opposed at aposed at all costs, ll costs, even at theveven at theven at the risk of e risk of death.death.death.

Whoever the actual author(s) might have been, the worldview and 
perspective of the letter are unambiguous. The author shares a positive 
assessment of Roman society and government (61:1–3) and demonstrates a 
concern for the maintenance of hierarchical order consistent with the prevailing 
perspective of the well-educated “social elite” of Roman society. This stands in 
sharp contrast with the perspective of the contemporary book of Revelation, 
which sees the imperial Roman system as the “Beast” to be opposed at all costs, 
even at the risk of death.

�Eusebius rEusebius reports (eports (HEHE 4.22.1; 2 4.22.1; 23.11) that3.11) that 1 Clement 1 Clement was succe was successful in issful in its attemptts attemts attempt toattempt to end the c end the crisis in Crisis in Corinth. Moorinth. Moreover, threover, the perspecte perspectives of thives of the letter ce letter contributedontccontributecontributed significd significantly to tantly to the later dhe later developmentevelopment of a theo of a theology of eclogy of ecclesiasticclesiastical office al offal office in office in the Churchthe Church..

Eusebius reports (HE 4.22.1; 23.11) that 1 Clement was successful in its 
attempt to end the crisis in Corinth. Moreover, the perspectives of the letter 
contributed significantly to the later development of a theology of ecclesiastical 
office in the Church.

2 Clement2 Clement

2 Clement



2 Clement 2 Clement is not a lis not a letter at aetter at all but a mll but a mid-2nd-cenid-2nd-century sermotury sermon exhortinn exhorting its audig its audience to fiencaudiaudience taudience to fidelityo fidelity in tradit in traditional Chriional Christian virtstian virtues in theues in the face of t face of the coming he coming judgment. judgmejudgment. judgment. There is nThere is nothing verothing very distincty distinctive about ive about the sermonthe sermon, and its , and its main valuemain value is that i is  is that itis that it demonstra demonstrates the ortes the ordinary stydinary style of Chrile of Christian preastian preaching in tching in the 2nd cenhe 2nd century. Writturycencentury. Wcentury. Written forritten for a predomi a predominantly Gennantly Gentile Christile Christian audietian audience of connce of converts (2 Cverts (2 Clem. 1:6),lCClem. 1:6)Clem. 1:6), the prea, the preacher strescher stresses the neses the need for reped for repentance anentance and self-cond self-control, and trol, and recommendsrecrecommendsrecommends the tradi the traditional Jewtional Jewish pious ish pious practices practices of fastingof fasting, prayer, , prayer, and almsgiand almsgiving. He evingalmsgialmsgivingalmsgiving. He exhor. He exhorts the audts the audience to kience to keep pure aeep pure and undefilnd undefiled the “seed the “seal of baptal of baptism” (6:9;ismbaptbaptism” (baptism” (6:9; 7:6; 6:9; 7:6; 8:6) so th8:6) so that they miat they might “gatheght “gather the immor the immortal fruitrtal fruit of resurr of resurrection” (1ectioresurrresurrectiresurrection” (19:3)on” (19:3)...

2 Clement is not a letter at all but a mid-2nd-century sermon exhorting its 
audience to fidelity in traditional Christian virtues in the face of the coming 
judgment. There is nothing very distinctive about the sermon, and its main value 
is that it demonstrates the ordinary style of Christian preaching in the 2nd 
century. Written for a predominantly Gentile Christian audience of converts (2 
Clem. 1:6), the preacher stresses the need for repentance and self-control, and 
recommends the traditional Jewish pious practices of fasting, prayer, and 
almsgiving. He exhorts the audience to keep pure and undefiled the “seal of 
baptism” (6:9; 7:6; 8:6) so that they might “gather the immortal fruit of 
resurrection” (19:3).
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CLEOPASCLEOPAS (Gk.  (Gk. KleopaésKleopaés)))

CLEOPAS (Gk. Kleopaés)

One of twoOne of two disciples disciples to whom J to whom Jesus appeaesus appeared on thered on the road to E road to Emmaus (Lukmmaus (Luke 24:13-32e 24:13e 24:13-32).24:13-32). The two w The two were discusere discussing Jesussing Jesus’ crucifix’ crucifixion and diion and did not recod not recognize Jesugnize Jesus until hes us until he buntil he broke breadroke bread with them with them in their  in their house. Somhouse. Some have idee have identified Clntified Cleopas witheopas with Clopas th C Clopas theClopas the husband o husband of Mary whof Mary who was at th was at the cross ofe cross of Jesus (Jo Jesus (John 19:25).hn 19:25). The name  The name The name is prname is probably a sobably a shortened fhortened form of Cleorm of Cleopatros.opatros.opatros.

One of two disciples to whom Jesus appeared on the road to Emmaus (Luke 
24:13-32). The two were discussing Jesus’ crucifixion and did not recognize Jesus 
until he broke bread with them in their house. Some have identified Cleopas with 
Clopas the husband of Mary who was at the cross of Jesus (John 19:25). The 
name is probably a shortened form of Cleopatros.

Joe E. LunJoe E. Luncefordceford
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CLIMATECLIMATECLIMATE

CLIMATE

Climate isClimate is associate associated with wead with weather, but ther, but differs frdiffers from it. Weaom it. Weather is ofther is often defineten defined within sd wid within showithin short time pert time periods, dayriods, day, week, mo, week, month, or yenth, or year, and dear, and describes atscribes atmospheric mospheric conditionscconditionsconditions which det which determine levermine levels of preels of precipitationcipitation, wind dir, wind direction andection and velocity, velocity, the path  the the path othe path of the jet f the jet stream andstream and temperatu temperature. Climatre. Climate defines e defines the statusthe status of the va of the various factriovavarious favarious factors assoctors associated witciated with weather,h weather, but over  but over a longer da longer duration, yuration, years or miears or millennia. Cllenmimillennia.millennia. Climate i Climate is not the s not the summation summation of weatherof weather condition conditions, but thes, but the study of  study of atmospheriatmatmospheriatmospheric conditioc conditions which dns which determine wetermine weather pateather patterns.terns.terns.

Climate is associated with weather, but differs from it. Weather is often defined 
within short time periods, day, week, month, or year, and describes atmospheric 
conditions which determine levels of precipitation, wind direction and velocity, 
the path of the jet stream and temperature. Climate defines the status of the 
various factors associated with weather, but over a longer duration, years or 
millennia. Climate is not the summation of weather conditions, but the study of 
atmospheric conditions which determine weather patterns.

�Two climatTwo climate systems e systems determine determine the weathethe weather of the Nr of the Near East; ear East; (1) the we(1) the westerlies, sterwewesterlieswesterlies, which co, which control the ntrol the weather ovweather over Greece,er Greece, Turkey, S Turkey, Syria, Paleyria, Palestine, Irastine, Iraq, and Iraq, aq, and Iran; and Iran; and (2) thand (2) the monsoon,e monsoon, which con which controls the trols the weather ovweather over east Afer east Africa and Erica and Ethiopia. TtEEthiopia. Ethiopia. The westerThe westerlies contrlies control the amool the amount of preunt of precipitationcipitation in Turkey in Turkey, where th, where the sources e ththe sourcethe sources of the Ts of the Tigris and igris and Euphrates Euphrates rivers arerivers are located,  located, and determand determine the voine the volume of walumvovolume of volume of water in twater in the river she river system. Theystem. The African m African monsoon detonsoon determines thermines the amount oe amounte amount of amount of precipitatprecipitation in Ethion in Ethiopia and iopia and Lake VictoLake Victoria, whereria, where the sourc the sources of the es of the Nile RiverNiNile RiverNile River are locat are located, and deed, and determines ttermines the volume he volume of water iof water in the riven the river. Since tr. Since there is lihertthere is lthere is little or nittle or no rainfallo rainfall in southe in southern Mesopotrn Mesopotamia, or iamia, or in Egypt, tn Egypt, these two shese two systems areystemssystems arsystems are vital foe vital for survivalr survival in the ar in the areas. The teas. The two systemswo systems work in c work in concert. Ifoncert. If climatic  clim climatic cclimatic conditions onditions cause a nocause a northerly shrtherly shift of theift of the two syste two systems, then tms, then there wouldhere would be less p be be less prbe less precipitatioecipitation in Turken in Turkey and lowey and lower river ler river levels in Mevels in Mesopotamia,sopotamia, leading t leading to food shoo foo food shortfood shortage and faage and famine. Egypmine. Egypt, on the t, on the other handother hand, would ha, would have abundanve abundance of watece of watce of water and water and surplus ofsurplus of food. The food. The reverse i reverse is also trus also true.e.e.

Two climate systems determine the weather of the Near East; (1) the 
westerlies, which control the weather over Greece, Turkey, Syria, Palestine, Iraq, 
and Iran; and (2) the monsoon, which controls the weather over east Africa and 
Ethiopia. The westerlies control the amount of precipitation in Turkey, where 
the sources of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers are located, and determine the 
volume of water in the river system. The African monsoon determines the 
amount of precipitation in Ethiopia and Lake Victoria, where the sources of the 
Nile River are located, and determines the volume of water in the river. Since 
there is little or no rainfall in southern Mesopotamia, or in Egypt, these two 
systems are vital for survival in the areas. The two systems work in concert. If 
climatic conditions cause a northerly shift of the two systems, then there would 
be less precipitation in Turkey and lower river levels in Mesopotamia, leading to 



food shortage and famine. Egypt, on the other hand, would have abundance of 
water and surplus of food. The reverse is also true.

�A recentlyA recently developed developed method kn method known as arcown as archaeoclimathaeoclimatic modelinic modeling is site-g is site-specific aspecsite-site-specisite-specific and offic and of high reso high resolution, relution, relating clilating climatic condmatic conditions to itions to specific sspecific societies iocieties ssocieties societies in particuin particular locatilar locations withinons within a given p a given period of ceriod of centuries oenturies or millennir millennium. The moum. Thum. The model The model starts witstarts with the varih the variation of tation of the heat ofhe heat of the earth the earth and atmos and atmosphere basephere based on volcadbasebased on vbased on volcanic moolcanic modulation odulation of incomingf incoming radiation radiation and the e and the extent of txtent of the ice covhe ice cover of the ercovcover of tcover of the surfacehe surface of the ea of the earth. In adrth. In addition, itdition, it includes  includes data from data from atmospheriatmospheric dynamicsc dync dynamics, dynamics, location olocation of the jetsf the jetstream, andtream, and intertrop intertropical conveical convergence. Pargence. Past climatest climate can be ca can can be calcan be calculated foculated for each secr each section of thtion of the hemisphee hemispheres at 200res at 200-year inte-year intervals as frvals as far back asar bar back as 14back as 14 thousand  thousand years. Theyears. The modeling  modeling technique technique has importhas importance for tance for the study ohe study ohe study of the ancof the ancient Near ient Near East, showEast, showing signifing significant climicant climatic changatic change in the le in the last 10 thoast 10 thousand yearusandthothousand ythousand years.ears.ears.

A recently developed method known as archaeoclimatic modeling is 
site-specific and of high resolution, relating climatic conditions to specific 
societies in particular locations within a given period of centuries or millennium. 
The model starts with the variation of the heat of the earth and atmosphere 
based on volcanic modulation of incoming radiation and the extent of the ice 
cover of the surface of the earth. In addition, it includes data from atmospheric 
dynamics, location of the jetstream, and intertropical convergence. Past climate 
can be calculated for each section of the hemispheres at 200-year intervals as far 
back as 14 thousand years. The modeling technique has importance for the study 
of the ancient Near East, showing significant climatic change in the last 10 
thousand years.

�For PalestFor Palestine the moine the modeling hasdeling has shown tha shown that climatict climatic condition conditions are conns are connected withected wected with the wwith the westerlies esterlies and in manand in many cases, by cases, but not allut not all, opposite, opposite to Egypt’ to Egypt’s. For exas. For example, the mpleexaexample, texample, the Predynahe Predynastic Age ostic Age of Egypt enf Egypt ended with aded with a severe fl severe flood, whileood, while in Mesopo in Mesopo in MesopotamiMesopotamia the Preda the Predynastic Agynastic Age ended wie ended with a drougth a drought. In Palht. In Palestine theestine the end of Ea end of Ea end of Early BronEarly Bronze I endedze I ended with a dr with a drought. Theought. These events se events occurred aoccurred at about tht about the same time same time same time, 2900time, 2900/2800 /2800 B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

For Palestine the modeling has shown that climatic conditions are connected 
with the westerlies and in many cases, but not all, opposite to Egypt’s. For 
example, the Predynastic Age of Egypt ended with a severe flood, while in 
Mesopotamia the Predynastic Age ended with a drought. In Palestine the end of 
Early Bronze I ended with a drought. These events occurred at about the same 
time, 2900/2800 B.C.E.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. C. BricW. C. Brice, ed., e, ed., The EnviroThe Environmental Hinmental History of tstory of the Near anhe Near and Middle Ed Mid Middle EasMiddle East Since tht Since the Last Icee Last Ice Age Age (New York (New York, 1978); F, 1978); F. A. Hassa. A. Hassan and S. Wn and S. W. Robinson. Robinso. Robinson, Robinson, “High-prec“High-precision Radiision Radiocarbon Chocarbon Chronology oronology of Ancient f Ancient Egypt, andEgypt, and Compariso Compar ComparisonComparison with Nubi with Nubia, Palestia, Palestine and Mesne and Mesopotamia,”opotamia,”  AntiquityAntiquity 61 (1987) 61 (1987): 119–35; : 119–35; : 119–35; H.119–35; H. H. Lamb,  H. Lamb, Climate: PClimate: Present, Paresent, Past, and Fust, and Futureture 1 (London 1 (London, 1972); M, 1972); M. R. Rampi. R. Ramp. R. Rampino etRampino et al., eds. al., eds., , Climate: HClimate: History, Peistory, Periodicity riodicity and Predicand Predictabilitytability (New York (New York, 1987), e, 1987), e, 1987), esp. 37–46esp. 37–46...
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CLOPASCLOPAS (Gk.  (Gk. KloœpaésKloœpaés)))

CLOPAS (Gk. Kloœpaés)

The husbanThe husband of Mary d of Mary who stood who stood near the cnear the cross (Johnross (John 19:25; th 19:25; the Greek coe Greek constructionnstructiococonstructiconstruction “of Maron “of Mary” also aly” also allows for hlows for husband or usband or brother). brother). Some identSome identify him wiify him with Cleopastwiwith Cleopwith Cleopas, to whoas, to whom the risem the risen Lord appn Lord appeared on teared on the road tohe road to Emmaus (L Emmaus (Luke 24:18)uke 24:uke 24:18) and24:18) and with Alph with Alphaeus, the aeus, the father of father of James the James the Less.Less.

The husband of Mary who stood near the cross (John 19:25; the Greek 
construction “of Mary” also allows for husband or brother). Some identify him 
with Cleopas, to whom the risen Lord appeared on the road to Emmaus (Luke 
24:18) and with Alphaeus, the father of James the Less.

CLOTHINGCLOTHINGCLOTHING

CLOTHING

Despite thDespite the several e several hundred bihundred biblical refblical references toerences to clothing, clothing, translato translators face dirs face difficultiesfficultdidifficultidifficulties renderies rendering accuratng accurately many oely many of the Hebrf the Hebrew, Aramaiew, Aramaic, and Grec, and Greek words fek words for specifioffor speciffor specific garmentic garments. As texts. As texts took shas took shape over sope over some 1000 yeme 1000 years words ars words took on netook on ntook on new meaninnew meanings, cloth-gs, cloth-making tecmaking technology imhnology improved, anproved, and fashionsd fashions changed.  changed. Biblical aBiblical accounts arcaaccounts aaccounts are set in re set in different different geographicgeographic areas, wi areas, with varyingth varying climates, climates, resources resources, national, nat, nationalitnationalities, and cies, and cultures. Dultures. Dress styleress styles can diffs can differ accordier according to occung to occupation (e.pation (e.g., Zech. g., Zecg., Zech. 13:4Zech. 13:4), status ), status (e.g., 2 S(e.g., 2 Sam. 13:18)am. 13:18) and wealt and wealth (e.g., Jh (e.g., Jas. 2:2-3)as. 2:2-3), and can , and can be influenbe influebe influencedinfluenced by styles by styles from othe from other culturesr cultures (e.g., 2  (e.g., 2 Macc. 4:12Macc. 4:12). The com). The complexity trplexity translators anslatrtranslatortranslators face becs face becomes apparomes apparent when oent when one comparene compares translats translations; e.g.ions; e.g., in Gen. , in Gen. 37:3, 23, 337:3, 23, 37:3, 23, 32 Joseph’32 Joseph’s s keït�oœnetkeït�oœnet� passiîm:� passiîm: “tunic of “tunic of many colo many colors” (NKJV)rs” (NKJV), “long ro, “lo, “long robe“long robe with slee with sleeves” (NRSVves” (NRSV, REB), “l, REB), “long tunic”ong tunic” (NAB), “d (NAB), “decorated tecorated tunic” (NJBunic” (NJBunic” (NJB), “or(NJB), “ornamented tnamented tunic” (NJPunic” (NJPSV), “richSV), “richly ornamenly ornamented robe” ted robe” (NIV).(NIV).(NIV).

Despite the several hundred biblical references to clothing, translators face 
difficulties rendering accurately many of the Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek words 
for specific garments. As texts took shape over some 1000 years words took on 
new meanings, cloth-making technology improved, and fashions changed. Biblical 
accounts are set in different geographic areas, with varying climates, resources, 



nationalities, and cultures. Dress styles can differ according to occupation (e.g., 
Zech. 13:4), status (e.g., 2 Sam. 13:18) and wealth (e.g., Jas. 2:2-3), and can be 
influenced by styles from other cultures (e.g., 2 Macc. 4:12). The complexity 
translators face becomes apparent when one compares translations; e.g., in Gen. 
37:3, 23, 32 Joseph’s keït�oœnet� passiîm:  “tunic of many colors” (NKJV), 
“long robe with sleeves” (NRSV, REB), “long tunic” (NAB), “decorated tunic” 
(NJB), “ornamented tunic” (NJPSV), “richly ornamented robe” (NIV).

�No clothinNo clothing from OT g from OT times has times has been recovbeen recovered in Paered in Palestine. Hlestine. However somowever some clothinge somsome clothsome clothing from ting from the end of he end of the NT perthe NT period has suiod has survived. Clrvived. Cloth fragmeoth fragments and sants and sants and sandals frsandals from Masada om Masada and Qumranand Qumran date to 7 date to 70–73 0–73 C.E.C.E. Entire tu Entire tunics, mantnics, mantles, and sles, and sandals froassandals frsandals from the neaom the nearby Cave orby Cave of Letters f Letters date to Badate to Bar Kokhba’sr Kokhba’s revolt (1 revolt (135).35).35).

No clothing from OT times has been recovered in Palestine. However 
some clothing from the end of the NT period has survived. Cloth fragments and 
sandals from Masada and Qumran date to 70–73 C.E. Entire tunics, mantles, and 
sandals from the nearby Cave of Letters date to Bar Kokhba’s revolt (135).

�Pictures aPictures and statuesnd statues from surr from surrounding peounding peoples are oples are useful. Anuseful. An Egyptian  Egyptian wall paintwall pawall painting apainting at Beni Hast Beni Hasan from Khan from Khnum-hotep num-hotep III’s tombIII’s tomb (ca. 1890 (ca. 1890  B.C.E.B.C.E., contempo, contemporaneous wirancontempocontemporacontemporaneous withneous with the bibli the biblical patriacal patriarchs) showrchs) shows two Egyps two Egyptian offictian officials meetiials meeting a caravngmeetimeeting a meeting a caravan ofcaravan of eastern m eastern men, women,en, women, and child and children (ren (ANEP,ANEP, 3). The B 3). The Black Obelilack Obellack Obelisk ofObelisk of Assyrian  Assyrian King ShalmKing Shalmaneser IIIaneser III (858–824) (858–824) depicts I depicts Israel’s Kisrael’s King Jehu (2ng Jehu (2 Kgs. 9-10 Kg Kgs. 9-10)Kgs. 9-10) and 13 at and 13 attendants btendants bringing trringing tribute (ibute (ANEP,ANEP, 351–55).  351–55). Wall carviWall carvings from Nngs from Nngs from Nineveh deNineveh depicting thpicting the siege ofe siege of Lachish ( Lachish (SE of JeruSE of Jerusalem) in salem) in 701 show A701 show Assyrian anssyrian and Judean sd anand Judeanand Judean soldiers, soldiers, and men,  and men, women, andwomen, and children  children from the cfrom the city (ity (ANEP,ANEP, 371–73). 371–73). 371–73).

Pictures and statues from surrounding peoples are useful. An Egyptian wall 
painting at Beni Hasan from Khnum-hotep III’s tomb (ca. 1890 B.C.E., 
contemporaneous with the biblical patriarchs) shows two Egyptian officials 
meeting a caravan of eastern men, women, and children (ANEP, 3). The Black 
Obelisk of Assyrian King Shalmaneser III (858–824) depicts Israel’s King Jehu (2 
Kgs. 9-10) and 13 attendants bringing tribute (ANEP, 351–55). Wall carvings from 
Nineveh depicting the siege of Lachish (SE of Jerusalem) in 701 show Assyrian 
and Judean soldiers, and men, women, and children from the city (ANEP, 371–73).

�Heb. Heb. beg�ed�beg�ed� is used a is used as a collecs a collective term tive term for “clothfor “clothing” (Lev.ing” (Lev. 11:25) or 11:25) or generical gen genericallgenerically for any y for any garment (1garment (13:47). It 3:47). It is used ofis used of the attir the attire of a kine of a king and his g and his servants (servantservants (servants (2 Sam. 13:2 Sam. 13:31), pries31), priestly vestmetly vestments (Exod.nts (Exod. 28:2), an 28:2), and women’s d women’s clothing (clothing (Gen. 38:14Ge((Gen. 38:1(Gen. 38:14). Gk. 4). Gk. himaétionhimaétion functions functions similarly similarly (Mark 2:2 (Mark 2:21 par.). C1 par.). Clothing inlothing included mancludeinincluded mincluded mantles (alantles (alternately ternately translatedtranslated “coat,” “ “coat,” “cloak,” “rcloak,” “robe”), tunobe”), tunics (“robeics (“robe”), sashes”), sa”), sashes (“bsashes (“belt,” “aprelt,” “apron,” “loinon,” “loincloth,” “wcloth,” “waistcloth”aistcloth”), headdre), headdresses (“tursses (“turban,” “veiban,” “veil,” “crownl,” “cl,” “crown”), “crown”), and sandaland sandals (“shoes”s (“shoes”).).).

Heb. beg�ed�  is used as a collective term for “clothing” (Lev. 11:25) or 
generically for any garment (13:47). It is used of the attire of a king and his 
servants (2 Sam. 13:31), priestly vestments (Exod. 28:2), and women’s clothing 
(Gen. 38:14). Gk. himaétion functions similarly (Mark 2:21 par.). Clothing 
included mantles (alternately translated “coat,” “cloak,” “robe”), tunics (“robe”), 
sashes (“belt,” “apron,” “loincloth,” “waistcloth”), headdresses (“turban,” “veil,” 
“crown”), and sandals (“shoes”).

�Gen. 3:7 iGen. 3:7 is the firss the first referenct reference to clothe to clothing. The ming. The man and woman and woman stitch an stitch fig leavesfig leavefig leaves to leaves to make “waismake “waistcloths” (tcloths” (Heb. Heb. h�a�g�oœrah�a�g�oœra®® ). In 2 S ). In 2 Sam. 18:11;am. 18:11; 1 Kgs. 2: 1 Kgs. 2:5 52:2:5 2:5 h�a�g�oœrah�a�g�oœra®® describes describes soldiers’ soldiers’ garb. Thi garb. This shirtliks shirtlike garment e garment was wrappewas wrapped around tdwrappewrapped arwrapped around the wound the waist and caist and covered theovered the thighs. A thighs. A “loinclot “loincloth” (Heb. h” (Heb. }eäzo®r;}eäzo®r; Gk.  G Gk. Gk. zoœéneäzoœéneä) was simi) was similar (Isa. lar (Isa. 5:27; Ezek5:27; Ezek. 23:15). . 23:15). Either couEither could be foldld be folded into a ed into a beltlike sbebeltlike sbeltlike sash.ash.ash.

Gen. 3:7 is the first reference to clothing. The man and woman stitch fig 
leaves to make “waistcloths” (Heb. h�a�g�oœra®  ). In 2 Sam. 18:11; 1 Kgs. 
2:5 h�a�g�oœra®  describes soldiers’ garb. This shirtlike garment was 
wrapped around the waist and covered the thighs. A “loincloth” (Heb. }eäzo®r; 
Gk. zoœéneä) was similar (Isa. 5:27; Ezek. 23:15). Either could be folded into a 
beltlike sash.

�The fig-leThe fig-leaf waistclaf waistcloths controths contrast with tast with the “skin the “skin tunics” witunics” with which Goh which God “clothedd “clothd “clothed” “clothed” the man anthe man and woman (Gd woman (Gen. 3:21).en. 3:21). The “tuni The “tunic” (Heb. c” (Heb. kuttoœnet�kuttoœnet�;; Gk.  Gk. chitoœéncchitoœénchitoœén), a kind ), a kind of shirt sof shirt suspended fuspended from one orrom one or both shou both shoulders, waslders, was worn by m worn by m worn by men (2 Sammen (2 Sam. 15:32) a. 15:32) and women (nd women (Cant. 5:3)Cant. 5:3). A “skin . A “skin loincloth”loincloth” was chara was characteristic cteristic of Elijah oof Elijah of Elijah (2 Kgs. 1:(2 Kgs. 1:8) and Joh8) and John the Baptn the Baptist (Matt.ist (Matt. 3:4 = Mar 3:4 = Mark 1:6). Zek 1:6). Zech. 13:4 mch. 13:4 mentions a entiommentions amentions a “garment  “garment of hair” wof hair” worn by proorn by prophets; Johphets; John the Baptn the Baptist’s clotist’s clothes were ohes were of “camel’sfoof “camel’of “camel’s hair.” Hs hair.” Heb. 11:37 eb. 11:37 speaks of speaks of biblical sbiblical saints who aints who traveled “traveled “in sheepskin sheepskins, in goins, iins, in goatskiin goatskins.” Sheepns.” Sheepskin tunicskin tunics were fous were found in the nd in the Cave of LeCave of Letters.tters.tters.

The fig-leaf waistcloths contrast with the “skin tunics” with which God 
“clothed” the man and woman (Gen. 3:21). The “tunic” (Heb. kuttoœnet�;  Gk. 
chitoœén), a kind of shirt suspended from one or both shoulders, was worn by 
men (2 Sam. 15:32) and women (Cant. 5:3). A “skin loincloth” was characteristic 
of Elijah (2 Kgs. 1:8) and John the Baptist (Matt. 3:4 = Mark 1:6). Zech. 13:4 
mentions a “garment of hair” worn by prophets; John the Baptist’s clothes were 
of “camel’s hair.” Heb. 11:37 speaks of biblical saints who traveled “in sheepskins, 
in goatskins.” Sheepskin tunics were found in the Cave of Letters.



�Wool from Wool from fleece andfleece and linen fro linen from flax werm flax were Palestine Palestinian agricuian agricultural proltural products throducts thducts throughoutthroughout biblical  biblical times. Thetimes. There are frere are frequent refequent references to rences to spinning (spinning (Prov. 31:1Prov. 31:19; Luke 129; L9; Luke 12:27Luke 12:27), weaving), weaving (Isa. 19: (Isa. 19:9; John 199; John 19:23), and :23), and embroideryembroidery (Exod. 28 (Exod. 28:39). Diff:39). Different shadereDiffDifferent Different shades of shades of wool dyed wool dyed with naturwith natural hues pral hues provided a fovided a full palettull palette of colore of colors. In the s. Ins. In the BenIn the Beni Hasan pai Hasan painting theinting the visitors’ visitors’ waistclot waistcloths and tunhs and tunics show mics show multiple coultiple colors and plorscocolors andcolors and patterns, patterns, while Egy while Egyptians weaptians wear white lir white linen waistcnen waistcloths. Wooloths. Wool garmentsl garments from the  garmentsgarments fgarments from the Carom the Cave of Lettve of Letters have bers have brown, tan,rown, tan, red, or y red, or yellow huesellow hues, with bla, with black, blue, cblablack, blublack, blue, and gree, and green stripesen stripes. Leather,. Leather, wool, and wool, and linen gar linen garments mighments might become it become infested (Lnfeiinfested (infested (Lev. 13:47Lev. 13:47-59).-59).-59).

Wool from fleece and linen from flax were Palestinian agricultural products 
throughout biblical times. There are frequent references to spinning (Prov. 31:19; 
Luke 12:27), weaving (Isa. 19:9; John 19:23), and embroidery (Exod. 28:39). 
Different shades of wool dyed with natural hues provided a full palette of colors. 
In the Beni Hasan painting the visitors’ waistcloths and tunics show multiple 
colors and patterns, while Egyptians wear white linen waistcloths. Wool 
garments from the Cave of Letters have brown, tan, red, or yellow hues, with 
black, blue, and green stripes. Leather, wool, and linen garments might become 
infested (Lev. 13:47-59).

�An outer gAn outer garment couarment could be wornld be worn over a tu over a tunic (Ezra nic (Ezra 9:3, 5; Ez9:3, 5; Ezek. 26:16;ek. 26:16; Matt. 5:4 Matt.  Matt. 5:40Matt. 5:40 = Luke 6: = Luke 6:29; John 129; John 19:23). Sev9:23). Several wordseral words (Heb.  (Heb. síimla®, msíimla®, med�ew, keïed�ew, keed�ew, keïsu®t�, keïsu®t�, me{iîl, }ame{iîl, }adderet�;dderet�; Gk.  Gk. ependyéteäependyéteäs, himaétis, himaétion, periboon, periboœlaion, phœlaioperiboperiboœlaiperiboœlaion, phainoon, phainoœleäsœleäs) refer to) refer to a rectang a rectangular mantlular mantle that drae that draped over tped over the shouldehtthe shouldthe shoulders and wrers and wrapped arouapped around the bodnd the body. A mantly. A mantle was essee was essential (Jobntial (Job 31:19). I 31:19). It served atIIt served It served as a blankas a blanket at nighet at night (Exod. 2t (Exod. 22:27; Deut2:27; Deut. 24:12-13. 24:12-13) and a me) and a means for caans for carrying othrrycacarrying ocarrying other itemsther items (Exod. 12 (Exod. 12:34; Ruth :34; Ruth 3:15; Hag.3:15; Hag. 2:12). Ma 2:12). Mantles werentles were decorated decorated with frin w with fringwith fringes or tasses or tassels (Deut.els (Deut. 22:12; cf 22:12; cf. Matt. 23. Matt. 23:5; Luke 8:5; Luke 8:44) with :44) with blue or viblue or violet threaolet tholet thread thathread that remindedt reminded the weare the wearer of the cr of the commandmentommandments (Num. 15s (Num. 15:37-41). O:37-41). On the Blacn the n the Black the Black Obelisk JeObelisk Jehu and hishu and his attendant attendants wear tuns wear tunics, fringics, fringed mantlesed mantles, and sash, and sashes. Yarn tes. sashsashes. Yasashes. Yarn tasselsrn tassels awaiting  awaiting to be attato be attached to gached to garments werrments were found ine found in the Cave  the Cave of Lettersoof Lettersof Letters...

An outer garment could be worn over a tunic (Ezra 9:3, 5; Ezek. 26:16; 
Matt. 5:40 = Luke 6:29; John 19:23). Several words (Heb. síimla®, med�ew, 
keïsu®t�, me{iîl, }adderet�;  Gk. ependyéteäs, himaétion, 
periboœlaion, phainoœleäs) refer to a rectangular mantle that draped over 
the shoulders and wrapped around the body. A mantle was essential (Job 31:19). 
It served as a blanket at night (Exod. 22:27; Deut. 24:12-13) and a means for 
carrying other items (Exod. 12:34; Ruth 3:15; Hag. 2:12). Mantles were decorated 
with fringes or tassels (Deut. 22:12; cf. Matt. 23:5; Luke 8:44) with blue or violet 
thread that reminded the wearer of the commandments (Num. 15:37-41). On 
the Black Obelisk Jehu and his attendants wear tunics, fringed mantles, and 
sashes. Yarn tassels awaiting to be attached to garments were found in the Cave 
of Letters.

�The headdrThe headdress (Heb. ess (Heb. peï}eär, speï}eär, s�aœniîp��aœniîp�) was a cl) was a cloth drapedoth draped over the  over the head, or wheahead, or whead, or wrapped likrapped like a turbane a turban (Ezek. 24 (Ezek. 24:17; Zech.:17; Zech. 3:5). In  3:5). In the Lachisthe Lachish reliefs h reliefs women leavwomwomen leavwomen leaving the ciing the city wear anty wear an ankle-lon ankle-long cloth drg cloth draped over aped over their headtheir heads and downs and downs and down theirdown their backs. Wo backs. Women sometimen sometimes used ames used a veil ( veil (s�aœ{iîp�s�aœ{iîp�) to cover) to cover their fac their faces (Gen. 2efacfaces (Genfaces (Gen. 24:65; C. 24:65; Cant. 4:1, ant. 4:1, 3). Paul u3). Paul uncompromisncompromisingly insiingly insisted that sted that CorinthianCorinthian women cov wo women covewomen cover their har their hair while pir while praying in raying in community community gatheringsgatherings (1 Cor. 1 (1 Cor. 11:4-16).1:4-16).1:4-16).

The headdress (Heb. peï}eär, s�aœniîp� ) was a cloth draped over the 
head, or wrapped like a turban (Ezek. 24:17; Zech. 3:5). In the Lachish reliefs 
women leaving the city wear an ankle-long cloth draped over their heads and 
down their backs. Women sometimes used a veil (s�aœ{iîp� ) to cover their 
faces (Gen. 24:65; Cant. 4:1, 3). Paul uncompromisingly insisted that Corinthian 
women cover their hair while praying in community gatherings (1 Cor. 11:4-16).

�Sandals (HSandals (Heb. eb. na{a�laœyina{a�laœyim;m; Gk.  Gk. hypodeäímahypodeäímata, sandaéta, sandaélialia) were com) were common footwemcomcommon foocommon footwear (Deutwear (Deut. 29:5[MTt. 29:5[MT 4]; Mark  4]; Mark 1:7; Acts 1:7; Acts 12:8). In 12:8). In the Ben Hathe Ben Hasan paintisan painsan painting tpainting the men weahe men wear sandals r sandals or are baror are barefoot, whiefoot, while the womle the women wear shen wear shoes. On thoes. On toes. On the Black the Black Obelisk JeObelisk Jehu’s attenhu’s attendants weardants wear pointed s pointed shoes.hoes.hoes.

Sandals (Heb. na{a�laœyim;  Gk. hypodeäímata, sandaélia) were 
common footwear (Deut. 29:5[MT 4]; Mark 1:7; Acts 12:8). In the Ben Hasan 
painting the men wear sandals or are barefoot, while the women wear shoes. On 
the Black Obelisk Jehu’s attendants wear pointed shoes.

�While biblWhile biblical authoical authors used thrs used the same wore same words for mends for men’s and wom’s and women’s garmeen’s garments, Deut.ntsgarmegarments, garments, Deut. 22:5Deut. 22:5 implies t implies that there hat there were diffewere differences. Derences. Decorations corations woven intowoven into mantles f intointo mantlinto mantles found ies found in the Caven the Cave of Letter of Letters may refls may reflect distinect distinctions forctions for men and w men and women. Widoomwwomen. Widwomen. Widows wore iows wore identifyingdentifying clothing  clothing (Gen. 38:1(Gen. 38:14; Jdt. 8:4; Jdt. 8:5). In Isa5). In Isa. 3:18-24 . 3:18-24 a detaileda da detailed pdetailed poem itemizoem itemizes garmentes garments and ornas and ornaments of 8ments of 8th-centuryth-century upper-cla upper-class Jerusalss Jerusalss Jerusalem Jerusalem women, butwomen, but translati translations for maons for many items rny items remains veremains very uncertaiy uncertain. Ezek. 1n. Ezek. 16:13-14 me6116:13-14 m16:13-14 metaphoricaetaphorically descrilly describes Jerusabes Jerusalem’s clotlem’s clothing as “fhing as “fine linen,ine linen, rich fabr rich fabric, and emic, anic, and embroiand embroidered clotdered cloth,” such ah,” such as a queen s a queen might wearmight wear (cf. LXX  (cf. LXX Esth. 15:1Esth. 15:1-2; Jdt. 1-2; Jdt. 1-:3–4).-:311-:3–4).1-:3–4).1-:3–4).

While biblical authors used the same words for men’s and women’s 
garments, Deut. 22:5 implies that there were differences. Decorations woven 
into mantles found in the Cave of Letters may reflect distinctions for men and 
women. Widows wore identifying clothing (Gen. 38:14; Jdt. 8:5). In Isa. 3:18-24 a 
detailed poem itemizes garments and ornaments of 8th-century upper-class 
Jerusalem women, but translations for many items remains very uncertain. Ezek. 
16:13-14 metaphorically describes Jerusalem’s clothing as “fine linen, rich fabric, 
and embroidered cloth,” such as a queen might wear (cf. LXX Esth. 15:1-2; Jdt. 
1-:3–4).



�DistinctivDistinctive clothinge clothing was assoc was associated withiated with the sanct the sanctuary and tuary and the temple.he temple. Young Sam Young  Young SamuYoung Samuel (1 Sam.el (1 Sam. 2:18), th 2:18), the priests e priests of Nob (1 of Nob (1 Sam. 22:18Sam. 22:18), and Dav), and David (2 Sam.id (2 Sam. 6:14) wor 6 6:14) wore6:14) wore a linen e a linen ephod (Heb.phod (Heb.  }eäp�o®d� }eäp�o®d� baœd�),baœd�), a loinclo a loincloth, while th, while in the sanin the sin the sanctuary.sanctuary. Exod. 28, Exod. 28, 39 descri 39 describe Aaron abe Aaron and his sonnd his sons’ vestmens’ vestments. Priestts. Priests wore spes wore special linencspespecial lispecial linen undergnen undergarmentsarments (mik�neïs (mik�neïseî pisûtiîeî pisûtiîmm) to avoid) to avoid exposing  exposing themselvesthemselvethemselvesthemselves while min while ministering. istering. Over theseOver these were worn were worn a linen t a linen tunic, woolunic, wool mantle, a mantle, and an embrnaand an emband an embroidered sroidered sash. Priesash. Priests also wots also wore linen hre linen headdresseseaddresses. The chie. The chief priest af priest added a mulddaadded a muadded a multicoloredlticolored decorated decorated ephod, je ephod, jeweled breaweled breastpiece, astpiece, and a gold nd a gold engraved eengraved eengraved emblem on emblem on his headdrhis headdress. Lateress. Later levitical levitical priests m priests may have woay have worn only lirn only linen vestmenen vestments (Ezek.nvestmevestments vestments (Ezek. 44:(Ezek. 44:15-19).15-19).15-19).

Distinctive clothing was associated with the sanctuary and the temple. 
Young Samuel (1 Sam. 2:18), the priests of Nob (1 Sam. 22:18), and David (2 Sam. 
6:14) wore a linen ephod (Heb. }eäp�o®d� baœd�),  a loincloth, while in the 
sanctuary. Exod. 28, 39 describe Aaron and his sons’ vestments. Priests wore 
special linen undergarments (mik�neïseî pisûtiîm ) to avoid exposing 
themselves while ministering. Over these were worn a linen tunic, wool mantle, 
and an embroidered sash. Priests also wore linen headdresses. The chief priest 
added a multicolored decorated ephod, jeweled breastpiece, and a gold engraved 
emblem on his headdress. Later levitical priests may have worn only linen 
vestments (Ezek. 44:15-19).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. BonfantL. Bonfante and E. Je and E. Janunzems, anunzems, “Clothing “Clothing and Ornameand Ornament,” in nt,” in CivilizatiCCivilizatiCivilization of the on of the MediterranMediterranean,ean, ed. M. Gr ed. M. Grant and R.ant and R. Kitzinger Kitzinger (New York (New York, 1988), 3, 1988), 3:1385–413;:33:1385–4133:1385–413; Y. Yadin; Y. Yadin, , Bar-KokhbaBar-Kokhba (New York (New York, 1971); , 1971); MasadaMasada (New York (New York, 1966)., 1966)., 1966).

Bibliography. L. Bonfante and E. Janunzems, “Clothing and Ornament,” in 
Civilization of the Mediterranean, ed. M. Grant and R. Kitzinger (New York, 1988), 
3:1385–413; Y. Yadin, Bar-Kokhba (New York, 1971); Masada (New York, 1966).
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CNIDUSCNIDUS (Gk.  (Gk. KniídosKniídos)))

CNIDUS (Gk. Kniídos)

A port citA port city on the sy on the southwesterouthwestern coast ofn coast of Asia Mino Asia Minor, locatedr, located at the we at the western tip stern tip of a long ofof a long of a long peninsula peninsula that juts that juts out into tout into the Mediterhe Mediterranean, opranean, opposite theposite the island of island of Cos, in t Cos Cos, in thCos, in the region ce region called Carialled Caria. A smalla. A small island, a island, artificiallrtificially connectey connected to the pd to the peninsula, eninsulppeninsula,peninsula, was also  was also part of Cnpart of Cnidus. Cnididus. Cnidus was famus was famous for Prous for Praxiteles’ axiteles’ statue of statue of Aphrodite.AphAphrodite.Aphrodite. Rome sent Rome sent Cnidus an Cnidus and other cid other cities a letties a letter declarter declaring supporing support for Simot for Simon’s rule onSimoSimon’s ruSimon’s rule over thle over the Jewish se Jewish state (1 Matate (1 Macc. 15:23)cc. 15:23). After a . After a difficult difficult voyage, thvoyage, the ship care shipe ship carryship carrying Paul aing Paul as a prisons a prisoner to Romeer to Rome had to ch had to change direcange directions off tions off Cnidus wheCnidus when it was enwhewhen it wawhen it was exposed s exposed to unfavorto unfavorable windsable winds (Acts 27: (Acts 27:7).7).7).

A port city on the southwestern coast of Asia Minor, located at the western tip 
of a long peninsula that juts out into the Mediterranean, opposite the island of 
Cos, in the region called Caria. A small island, artificially connected to the 
peninsula, was also part of Cnidus. Cnidus was famous for Praxiteles’ statue of 
Aphrodite. Rome sent Cnidus and other cities a letter declaring support for 
Simon’s rule over the Jewish state (1 Macc. 15:23). After a difficult voyage, the 
ship carrying Paul as a prisoner to Rome had to change directions off Cnidus 
when it was exposed to unfavorable winds (Acts 27:7).
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COAL

While coalWhile coal today is  today is understoodunderstood as a read as a readily combusily combustible rocktible rock primarily primarily composed  composed  composed ocomposed of carbonacf carbonaceous matereous material, such ial, such a mineral a mineral was not knwas not known in theown in the biblical  biblical world. Ratwworld. Ratworld. Rather, the “her, the “coal” (Hebcoal” (Heb. . gah�elet�,gah�elet�, res�ep�,  res�ep�, peh�aœm;peh�aœm; Gk.  Gk. aénthraxaénthaénthraxaénthrax) of the B) of the Bible was fible was formed by pormed by placing woolacing wood, often td, often the hard wohe hard wood of the od of the broom planbbroom planbroom plant (Ps. 120t (Ps. 120:4), in a :4), in a slow flameslow flame of intens of intense heat, whe heat, which turnedich turned the wood  the wood into charcininto charcinto charcoal. Coal oal. Coal may thus amay thus also refer lso refer to the hotto the hot coals or  coals or embers fouembers found in a chnd in a charcoal firarcchcharcoal fcharcoal fire (Lev. ire (Lev. 16:12; Ps.16:12; Ps. 18:8[MT 9 18:8[MT 9]; Prov. 6]; Prov. 6:28; Isa. :28; Isa. 47:14; Eze47:14; Ezek. 10:2).k. 10:2).k. 10:2).

While coal today is understood as a readily combustible rock primarily 
composed of carbonaceous material, such a mineral was not known in the biblical 
world. Rather, the “coal” (Heb. gah�elet�, res�ep�, peh�aœm;  Gk. 
aénthrax) of the Bible was formed by placing wood, often the hard wood of the 
broom plant (Ps. 120:4), in a slow flame of intense heat, which turned the wood 
into charcoal. Coal may thus also refer to the hot coals or embers found in a 
charcoal fire (Lev. 16:12; Ps. 18:8[MT 9]; Prov. 6:28; Isa. 47:14; Ezek. 10:2).

�Coal is usCoal is used in imaged in images figurates figuratively to rively to represent tepresent the loss ofhe loss of life and  life and one’s lineone’s lineage (2 Samaglinelineage (2lineage (2 Sam. 14:7 Sam. 14:7) as well ) as well as guilt-ias guilt-inspiring anspiring acts of kincts of kindness to odness to one’s enemyne’s enemy (Prov. 25 (Pro (Prov. 25:(Prov. 25:22; cf. Ro22; cf. Rom. 12:20).m. 12:20). A glowing A glowing coal is p coal is put to the ut to the lips of Islips of Isaiah by a aiah by a seraphim iseraphiseraphim iseraphim in order ton order to purify th purify the prophet’e prophet’s unclean s unclean lips so thlips so that he mighat he might speak wht speak what is trueat whwhat is trwhat is true (Isa. 6ue (Isa. 6:6).:6).:6).

Coal is used in images figuratively to represent the loss of life and one’s 
lineage (2 Sam. 14:7) as well as guilt-inspiring acts of kindness to one’s enemy 
(Prov. 25:22; cf. Rom. 12:20). A glowing coal is put to the lips of Isaiah by a 
seraphim in order to purify the prophet’s unclean lips so that he might speak 
what is true (Isa. 6:6).
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COAST, COACOAST, COASTLANDSTLANDSTLAND

COAST, COASTLAND

The shore The shore of either of either the mainlathe mainland (e.g., nd (e.g., Isa. 23:2,Isa. 23:2, 6) or an  6) or an island (e.island (e.g., Jer. 2g., Jer. 2:10; 47:4):10; 47:4):10; 47:4) adja47:4) adjacent to orcent to or within th within the Mediterre Mediterranean Sea anean Sea (Heb. (Heb. }iî, geïb�}iî, geïb�u®lu®l). The NRS). The NRS). The NRSV frequNRSV frequently tranently translates slates geïb�u®lgeïb�u®l as “count as “country” or “bory” or “border” (e.grder” (e.g., Exod. 3., Exod. 34:24; Josh4:24334:24; Jos34:24; Josh. 13:23).h. 13:23). “Coastlan “Coastlands” also ids” also indicates fndicates faraway (gearaway (gentile) natntile) nations (e.g.ions (e.g., Isa. 40-, Isa. 4, Isa. 40-66; Jer40-66; Jer. 31:10; E. 31:10; Ezek. 26:15zek. 26:15).).

The shore of either the mainland (e.g., Isa. 23:2, 6) or an island (e.g., Jer. 2:10; 
47:4) adjacent to or within the Mediterranean Sea (Heb. }iî, geïb�u®l ). The 
NRSV frequently translates geïb�u®l  as “country” or “border” (e.g., Exod. 
34:24; Josh. 13:23). “Coastlands” also indicates faraway (gentile) nations (e.g., Isa. 
40-66; Jer. 31:10; Ezek. 26:15).

COAT OF MACOAT OF MAILILIL

COAT OF MAIL

Armor consArmor consisting of isting of 400–600 pl400–600 plates of meates of metal, whichtal, which were pier were pierced and seced and sewn to a clwn to a clwn to a cloth or lcloth or leather undeather undercoat. Thercoat. The plates oe plates overlapped verlapped to provideto provide maximum p maximum protection;rotectionpprotectionprotection; the armo; the armor was weakr was weakest at theest at the joining o joining of the sleef the sleeve to the ve to the tunic bodytunic body and betwe an and betweeand between the scaln the scales (1 Kgs.es (1 Kgs. 22:34 = 2 22:34 = 2 Chr. 18:3 Chr. 18:33). Such a3). Such armor was prmor was probably derobably derobably developed developed to free thto free the hands fre hands from having om having to hold a to hold a shield, thshield, thus enablinus enabling charioteg charioteers to drierschariotecharioteercharioteers to drives to drive and soldi and soldiers to wieers to wield the bowld the bow and yet s and yet still have till have protectionprotection...

Armor consisting of 400–600 plates of metal, which were pierced and sewn to a 
cloth or leather undercoat. The plates overlapped to provide maximum 
protection; the armor was weakest at the joining of the sleeve to the tunic body 
and between the scales (1 Kgs. 22:34 = 2 Chr. 18:33). Such armor was probably 
developed to free the hands from having to hold a shield, thus enabling 
charioteers to drive and soldiers to wield the bow and yet still have protection.

�The coat oThe coat of mail wasf mail was used by e used by either foreither foreigners (1 igners (1 Sam. 17:5)Sam. 17:5) or the el or the elite (v. 38ite (v. 38ite (v. 38) until 38) until the time othe time of Uzziah (f Uzziah (2 Chr. 26:2 Chr. 26:14; Neh. 414; Neh. 4:16[MT 10]:16[MT 10]), who int), who introduced throduced this technolisththis technthis technology intoology into the rank  the rank and file. and file. The propheThe prophet Isaiah ut Isaiah uses armor ses armor metaphoricmetaphorically to reallmetaphoricmetaphoricmetaphorically to really to refer to thefer to the righteous righteous character character and actio and actions of God ns of God (Isa. 59:1(Isa. 59:17). In the7). 59:159:17). In59:17). In the NT, P the NT, Paul applieaul applies Isaiah’ss Isaiah’s metaphor  metaphor to the rigto the righteous lifhteous lifestyle of estyle of the Christthe Cthe Christian Christian (Eph. 6:14(Eph. 6:14; 1 Thess.; 1 Thess. 5:8). 5:8). 5:8).

The coat of mail was used by either foreigners (1 Sam. 17:5) or the elite (v. 
38) until the time of Uzziah (2 Chr. 26:14; Neh. 4:16[MT 10]), who introduced 
this technology into the rank and file. The prophet Isaiah uses armor 
metaphorically to refer to the righteous character and actions of God (Isa. 
59:17). In the NT, Paul applies Isaiah’s metaphor to the righteous lifestyle of the 
Christian (Eph. 6:14; 1 Thess. 5:8).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. Gonen, R. Gonen, Weapons ofWeapons of the Ancie the Ancient Worldnt World (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1976)lis, 1976); T. R. Ho; 1976)1976); T. 1976); T. R. Hobbs, R. Hobbs, A Time forA Time for War. War. OTS 3 (Wi OTS 3 (Wilmington, lmington, 1989).1989).1989).

Bibliography. R. Gonen, Weapons of the Ancient World (Minneapolis, 
1976); T. R. Hobbs, A Time for War. OTS 3 (Wilmington, 1989).
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CODEXCODEXCODEX

CODEX

A wooden tA wooden tablet (or ablet (or tablets cotablets connected winnected with thongs th thongs laced throlaced through holes ugh holes bored nearbored neabored near the enear the edges). Thedges). The codex, th codex, the earlieste earliest form of b form of book — whicook — which in Romanh in Roman times beg times be times began to rbegan to replace theeplace the more cumb more cumbersome scrersome scroll — was oll — was first usedfirst used in busine in business and legss and legss and legal tranlegal transactions. sactions. Later RomaLater Romans experimns experimented withented with a codex o a codex of parchmenf parchment sheets ft sheets t sheets folsheets folded over aded over and sewn tond sewn together.gether.gether.

A wooden tablet (or tablets connected with thongs laced through holes bored 
near the edges). The codex, the earliest form of book — which in Roman times 
began to replace the more cumbersome scroll — was first used in business and 
legal transactions. Later Romans experimented with a codex of parchment 
sheets folded over and sewn together.

�SeeSee  BOOK; PARCBOOK; PARCHMENT.HMENT.

See BOOK; PARCHMENT.

CODEX ALEXCODEX ALEXANDRINUSANDRINUSANDRINUS

CODEX ALEXANDRINUS

A 5th-centA 5th-century codex ury codex (siglum A)(siglum A) containin containing the OT, g the OT, except forexcept for several m several mutilationsutilations, and most, mutilationsmutilationmutilations, and moss, and most of the Nt of the NT. LackingT. Lacking are Gen.  are Gen. 14:14-17; 14:14-17; 15:1-5, 1615:1-5, 16-19; 16:6--19; 16:6-9; 1 Sam. 9; 16:6-16:6-9; 1 16:6-9; 1 Sam. 12:20Sam. 12:20-14:9; Pss-14:9; Pss. 49:19-79. 49:19-79:10. Matth:10. Matthew up to 2ew up to 25:6 is los5:6 is lost, as are t, as are John 6:50-JohnJohn 6:50-John 6:50-8:52; 2 Co8:52; 2 Cor. 4:13-12r. 4:13-12:6, and, a:6, and, according tccording to the tablo the table of contee of contents, Psalmnts, Psalms of Soloms ofs of Solomonof Solomon. Included. Included are the l are the letters of etters of Clement ofClement of Rome. The Rome. The manuscrip manuscript now contt now cot now contains 7contains 773 leaves,73 leaves, but origi but originally thernally there were 822e were 822. Each lea. Each leaf measuresf measures 32 by 26. 32 by 26.3 cm. (12.3 c3 cm. (12.6 cm. (12.6 by 10.4 inby 10.4 in.). There .). There are two coare two columns to tlumns to the page, ahe page, and the wrind the writing is inting is in a firm un a fir a firm unciafirm uncial hand. Thl hand. The work of e work of several coseveral correctors irrectors is evident.s evident.

A 5th-century codex (siglum A) containing the OT, except for several 
mutilations, and most of the NT. Lacking are Gen. 14:14-17; 15:1-5, 16-19; 
16:6-9; 1 Sam. 12:20-14:9; Pss. 49:19-79:10. Matthew up to 25:6 is lost, as are 
John 6:50-8:52; 2 Cor. 4:13-12:6, and, according to the table of contents, Psalms 
of Solomon. Included are the letters of Clement of Rome. The manuscript now 
contains 773 leaves, but originally there were 822. Each leaf measures 32 by 26.3 



cm. (12.6 by 10.4 in.). There are two columns to the page, and the writing is in a 
firm uncial hand. The work of several correctors is evident.

�The natureThe nature of the te of the text of Codext of Codex A, whosex A, whose origin is origin is unknown,  unknown, is far frois far from uniform.m unifom uniform. Huniform. Hexaplaric exaplaric influence influence is evidentis evident in Joshua in Joshua, Ruth, Es, Ruth, Esther, and ther, and to a much to a much greater exgreagreater exgreater extent in Satent in Samuel and Kmuel and Kings. Chroings. Chronicles andnicles and 1–2 Esdra 1–2 Esdras probablys probably represent represent represent represent an early Aan early Alexandrianlexandrian Text, and Text, and Lucianic  Lucianic elements oelements occur in Joccur in Job, Psalms,b, Psalms, and the P a and the Prand the Prophets. Thophets. The Gospels e Gospels represent represent the Byzantthe Byzantine Text; ine Text; the rest othe rest of the NT, f the NT, with Codexwwith Codexwith Codex Vaticanus Vaticanus and Codex and Codex Sinaiticu Sinaiticus, represes, represents the Alnts the Alexandrian exandrian Text.Text.Text.

The nature of the text of Codex A, whose origin is unknown, is far from 
uniform. Hexaplaric influence is evident in Joshua, Ruth, Esther, and to a much 
greater extent in Samuel and Kings. Chronicles and 1–2 Esdras probably 
represent an early Alexandrian Text, and Lucianic elements occur in Job, Psalms, 
and the Prophets. The Gospels represent the Byzantine Text; the rest of the NT, 
with Codex Vaticanus and Codex Sinaiticus, represents the Alexandrian Text.

�The codex The codex has been ihas been in England n England since 1627since 1627, when it , when it was presenwas presented to Kinted to King Charles g Chg Charles I Charles I by Cyril Lby Cyril Lucar, patrucar, patriarch of Aiarch of Alexandria lexandria (until 162(until 1621) and Con1) and Constantinoplstantinople (1621–38e (1e (1621–38).(1621–38). Lucar obt Lucar obtained the ained the manuscriptmanuscript from Mt.  from Mt. Athos in 1Athos in 1616. Now b616. Now bound in foound in ound in four voin four volumes, it lumes, it is housed is housed in the Briin the British Museutish Museum next to m next to Codex SinaCodex Sinaiticus.iticus.iticus.

The codex has been in England since 1627, when it was presented to King 
Charles I by Cyril Lucar, patriarch of Alexandria (until 1621) and Constantinople 
(1621–38). Lucar obtained the manuscript from Mt. Athos in 1616. Now bound 
in four volumes, it is housed in the British Museum next to Codex Sinaiticus.
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CODEX BEZACODEX BEZAEEE

CODEX BEZAE

A 4th- or A 4th- or 5th-centur5th-century codex (sy codex (siglum D origlum D or 05) whose 05) whose origin is origin is unknown.  unknown. Codex BezaCodex BeCodex Bezae CantBezae Cantabrigiensiabrigiensis, a princs, a principal repreipal representative sentative of the so-of the so-called Wescalled Western Text tern Text of the NT,of of the NT,of the NT, contains  contains parallel tparallel texts, whicexts, which have beeh have been repeatedn repeatedly correctly corrected, of Greed, of Greek and OldekGreGreek and Greek and Old Latin Old Latin on opposinon opposing pages. Tg pages. The manuscrhe manuscript includipt includes most ofes most of the four  the four the four Gospefour Gospels and Actls and Acts as well s as well as a fragmas a fragment of 3 Jent of 3 John. The Gohn. The Gospels areospels are arranged  arranged in the Wesinin the Wesin the Western ordertern order (Matthew, (Matthew, John, Luk John, Luke, Mark). e, Mark). Codex BezaCodex Bezae’s readine’s readings are unigs are ungs are unique in unique in thousands thousands of instancof instances, partices, particularly in ularly in the text othe text of Acts, whf Acts, which is almich is almost 10 perost 10ost 10 percent10 percent longer th longer than the genan the generally accerally accepted textepted text. Scholars. Scholars have atte have attempted to ampted to ascertain tscaascertain ascertain the theolothe theological motigical motivation behvation behind the siind the singularly pngularly peculiar reeculiar readings in adings in the text, the tethe text, but text, but the investthe investigation reigation remains openmains open. The code. The codex was donax was donated by theted by the reformer  reformer reformer Treformer Theodore Beheodore Beza to Cambza to Cambridge Univridge University in ersity in 1581.1581.1581.

A 4th- or 5th-century codex (siglum D or 05) whose origin is unknown. Codex 
Bezae Cantabrigiensis, a principal representative of the so-called Western Text 
of the NT, contains parallel texts, which have been repeatedly corrected, of 
Greek and Old Latin on opposing pages. The manuscript includes most of the 
four Gospels and Acts as well as a fragment of 3 John. The Gospels are arranged 
in the Western order (Matthew, John, Luke, Mark). Codex Bezae’s readings are 
unique in thousands of instances, particularly in the text of Acts, which is almost 
10 percent longer than the generally accepted text. Scholars have attempted to 
ascertain the theological motivation behind the singularly peculiar readings in the 
text, but the investigation remains open. The codex was donated by the 
reformer Theodore Beza to Cambridge University in 1581.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. C. ParkD. C. Parker, er, Codex BezaCodex Bezae: An Earle: An Early Christiay Christian Manuscrin Manuscript and Itspt and Itpt and Its TextIts Text (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1992).e, 1992).e, 1992).

Bibliography. D. C. Parker, Codex Bezae: An Early Christian Manuscript and 
Its Text (Cambridge, 1992).
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CODEX CLARCODEX CLAROMONTANUSOMONTANUSOMONTANUS

CODEX CLAROMONTANUS

A 6th-centA 6th-century codex ury codex (siglum D(siglum DPP), the lea), the leading authoding authority for trity for the so-callhe so-called Westerned Western Text of t T Text of thText of the Epistlese Epistles. The code. The codex, whose ox, whose origin is urigin is unknown, conknown, contains parntains parallel textallel texts, which hs, ws, which havewhich have been repe been repeatedly coratedly corrected, ofrected, of Greek and Greek and Old Latin Old Latin on opposi on opposing pages. ng pages.ng pages. Thepages. The manuscrip manuscript has the t has the epistles oepistles of Paul, inf Paul, including Hecluding Hebrews, witbrews, with the exceh the exception of Rptexceexception exception of Rom. 1:of Rom. 1:1-7, 27-301-7, 27-30, and 1 Co, and 1 Cor. 14:13-2r. 14:13-22, of whic2, of which the Greeh the Greek text is k text is lost. The lolost. The lost. The codex contcodex contains 533 lains 533 leaves, eaceaves, each page meah page measuring 24.suring 24.6 by 19.5 6 by 19.5 cm. (9.7 bcm. (9.7 by 7.7 in.)y bby 7.7 in.by 7.7 in.), with on), with one column oe column of 21 linesf 21 lines per page. per page.

A 6th-century codex (siglum DP), the leading authority for the so-called Western 
Text of the Epistles. The codex, whose origin is unknown, contains parallel texts, 
which have been repeatedly corrected, of Greek and Old Latin on opposing 
pages. The manuscript has the epistles of Paul, including Hebrews, with the 
exception of Rom. 1:1-7, 27-30, and 1 Cor. 14:13-22, of which the Greek text is 
lost. The codex contains 533 leaves, each page measuring 24.6 by 19.5 cm. (9.7 
by 7.7 in.), with one column of 21 lines per page.

�Codex ClarCodex Claromontanus omontanus often agreoften agrees with Coes with Codex Augiendex Augiensis and Cosis and Codex Boernedex Boernedex BoernerianBoernerianus. Unlikeus. Unlike Codex Bez Codex Bezae, the teae, the text on the xt on the Latin sideLatin side of Clarom of Claromontanus isontanus isontanus is not alwis not always dependays dependent upon tent upon the Greek. he Greek. With a fewWith a few exception exceptions, the Lats, the Latin text isin text is remarkabl r remarkablyremarkably similar t similar to that of o that of Lucifer ofLucifer of Cagliari  Cagliari in the 4thin the 4th century. century. century.

Codex Claromontanus often agrees with Codex Augiensis and Codex 
Boernerianus. Unlike Codex Bezae, the text on the Latin side of Claromontanus 



is not always dependent upon the Greek. With a few exceptions, the Latin text is 
remarkably similar to that of Lucifer of Cagliari in the 4th century.

�Both CodexBoth Codex Claromont Claromontanus and Canus and Codex Bezaeodex Bezae were once were once owned by  owned by Theodore BTheodorTheodore BTheodore Beza, and teza, and they probabhey probably belongely belonged togetherd together. As indic. As indicated by Beated by Beza on the za on theza on the back othe back of the titlf the title page, Cle page, Claromontanuaromontanus was founs was found in the md in the monastery aonastery at Clermontt Clermont Clermont-eClermont-en-Beauvoisn-Beauvoisis; it is is; it is now housednow housed in the Na in the National Libtional Library at Parary at Paris.ris.ris.

Both Codex Claromontanus and Codex Bezae were once owned by 
Theodore Beza, and they probably belonged together. As indicated by Beza on 
the back of the title page, Claromontanus was found in the monastery at 
Clermont-en-Beauvoisis; it is now housed in the National Library at Paris.

Carroll D.Carroll D. Osburn Osburn

Carroll D. Osburn

CODEX EPHRCODEX EPHRAEMI SYRIAEMI SYRIAEMI SYRI

CODEX EPHRAEMI SYRI

A Greek coA Greek codex (fullydex (fully named Eph named Ephraemi Syriraemi Syri rescriptu rescriptus Parisiens Parisiensis), writsis), written in theten in the 5th or 6t 5t 5th or 6th5th or 6th century  century C.E.C.E., probably, probably in Egypt. in Egypt. Originall Originally consistiy consisting of the ng of the entire Bibentire Bible, the male, BibBible, theBible, the manuscrip manuscript was unbot was unbound and reund and reused in thused in the 12th cene 12th century. The tury. The codex is tcodex is thus a palihtthus a palthus a palimpsest animpsest and owes itsd owes its name to t name to the second he second text, a Grtext, a Greek transleek translation of tation of treatises brettreatises treatises by the Syrby the Syrian Churchian Church Father Ep Father Ephraem, whihraem, which was wrich was written over tten over the originthe original. The coaoriginoriginal. original. The codex The codex presently presently consists oconsists of 209 leavf 209 leaves: 64 leaes: 64 leaves of theves of the OT and 14 OT and 145 of the N5 o5 of the NT.of the NT. Every can Every canonical booonical book of the Nk of the NT is repreT is represented; onsented; only portionly portions of Proves of Proverbs, EcclerProveProverbs, Proverbs, EcclesiastEcclesiastes, Cantices, Canticles, Job, les, Job, Wisdom, anWisdom, and Sirach fd Sirach from the OTrom the OT are extan are extant. Correcttextanextant. Coextant. Corrections rrections were made were made to the bibto the biblical textlical text in the 6t in the 6th and agaih and again in the 9n in the 9th centuryth cth century. Tcentury. The codex ihe codex is importans important for textt for textual criticual criticism, althoism, although the maugh the manuscript rnuscript remains difemrremains diremains difficult tofficult to decipher  decipher due to itsdue to its palimpses palimpsest charactet character.r.r.

A Greek codex (fully named Ephraemi Syri rescriptus Parisiensis), written in the 
5th or 6th century C.E., probably in Egypt. Originally consisting of the entire 
Bible, the manuscript was unbound and reused in the 12th century. The codex is 
thus a palimpsest and owes its name to the second text, a Greek translation of 
treatises by the Syrian Church Father Ephraem, which was written over the 
original. The codex presently consists of 209 leaves: 64 leaves of the OT and 145 
of the NT. Every canonical book of the NT is represented; only portions of 
Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Canticles, Job, Wisdom, and Sirach from the OT are 
extant. Corrections were made to the biblical text in the 6th and again in the 9th 
century. The codex is important for textual criticism, although the manuscript 
remains difficult to decipher due to its palimpsest character.

Tawny L. HTawny L. Holmolm

Tawny L. Holm

CODEX LENICODEX LENINGRADENSISNGRADENSIS

CODEX LENINGRADENSIS

SeeSee  LENINGRAD LENINGRAD CODEX.CODEX.

See LENINGRAD CODEX.

CODEX SINACODEX SINAITICUSITICUSITICUS

CODEX SINAITICUS

A 4th-centA 4th-century Greek ury Greek uncial manuncial manuscript (uscript (aa) original) originally containly containing the ening the entire Bibletire Bible. Written . W. Written onWritten on fine vell fine vellum, 390 leum, 390 leaves (of aaves (of an originaln original total of  total of at least 7at least 730) were d30) were discovered iscoveddiscovereddiscovered by Consta by Constantin von Tntin von Tischendorfischendorf in St. Ca in St. Catherine’s therine’s Monastery Monastery at the fooat the foot of Mt. Stfoofoot of Mtfoot of Mt. Sinai. A. Sinai. Additional dditional OT leaves,OT leaves, as yet un as yet unpublished,published, were disc were discovered in overed in 1975. Whil1971975. Whil1975. While less thae less than half of n half of the OT is the OT is extant, thextant, the NT is coe NT is complete. Inmplete. In addition, addition, the Epist the the Epistlthe Epistle of Barnae of Barnabas and thbas and the first que first quarter of tarter of the Shepherhe Shepherd of Hermad of Hermas are incls are included folloudeinclincluded fincluded following tollowing the book ofhe book of Revelatio Revelation.n.n.

A 4th-century Greek uncial manuscript (aaa) originally containing the entire Bible. 
Written on fine vellum, 390 leaves (of an original total of at least 730) were 
discovered by Constantin von Tischendorf in St. Catherine’s Monastery at the 
foot of Mt. Sinai. Additional OT leaves, as yet unpublished, were discovered in 
1975. While less than half of the OT is extant, the NT is complete. In addition, 
the Epistle of Barnabas and the first quarter of the Shepherd of Hermas are 
included following the book of Revelation.

�The codex The codex may have omay have originated riginated in either in either Egypt or CEgypt or Caesarea. Taesarea. The text ofhe text of the OT re the O the OT reflectOT reflects the Old s the Old Greek. In Greek. In the NT Sinthe NT Sinaiticus isaiticus is frequentl frequently cited asy cited as an Alexan an Alexandrian witndriAlexanAlexandriaAlexandrian witness,n witness, but John  but John 1-8 is mor1-8 is more closely e closely related torelated to the Weste the Western traditirn tradition. The anontradititradition.tradition. The antiq The antiquity of thuity of the manuscrie manuscript and thept and the quality o quality of its textf its text make it o make it one of the ne of ne of the mosof the most important important manuscrit manuscripts of thepts of the Bible. Bible. Bible.

The codex may have originated in either Egypt or Caesarea. The text of the 
OT reflects the Old Greek. In the NT Sinaiticus is frequently cited as an 
Alexandrian witness, but John 1-8 is more closely related to the Western 
tradition. The antiquity of the manuscript and the quality of its text make it one 
of the most important manuscripts of the Bible.



�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. Lake anH. Lake and K. Lake,d K. Lake,  Codex SinaCodex Sinaiticus Petiticus Petropolitanuropolitanus,s, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (Oxford, 19O((Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1911–22).911–22).911–22).

Bibliography. H. Lake and K. Lake, Codex Sinaiticus Petropolitanus, 2 vols. 
(Oxford, 1911–22).

James R. AJames R. Adairdair

James R. Adair

CODEX VATICODEX VATICANUSCANUSCANUS

CODEX VATICANUS

One of theOne of the most impo most important manurtant manuscripts ofscripts of the Bible the Bible in Greek. in Greek. Produced  Produced around thearound tharound the middlethe middle of the 4t of the 4th century h century and housedand housed in the Va in the Vatican Librtican Library at leaary at least since tst since the 15th cehe 1he 15th centu15th century, Vaticary, Vaticanus (siglunus (siglum B) origim B) originally inclnally included the euded the entire OT antire OT and NT and nd NT and the Apocryththe Apocrythe Apocrypha or Deupha or Deuterocanoniterocanonicals (the cals (the books of Mbooks of Maccabees waccabees were omitteere omitted, apparend, appad, apparentlyapparently inadverte inadvertently, and ntly, and it now lacit now lacks the firks the first 46 chapst 46 chapters of Geters of Genesis, abonesis, about 30 psalut 30ut 30 psalms,30 psalms, the end o the end of Hebrews,f Hebrews, the Pasto the Pastoral Epistlral Epistles, and Rees, and Revelation).velation). In Codex  In Codex B the GeneB B the GeneB the General Epistlral Epistles follow es follow the book othe book of Acts (anf Acts (and thereford therefore precede e precede Paul’s letPaul’s letters), andterletletters), letters), and both tand both the longer he longer ending of ending of Mark (16:9Mark (16:9–19) and J–19) and John 7:53-8ohn 7:53-8:11 are mi:11 are missing. Vatssmimissing. Vmissing. Vaticanus iaticanus is one of ts one of the best rehe best representatipresentatives of theves of the Alexandri Alexandrian family an family of manuscrof mof manuscriptmanuscripts, the moss, the most reliablet reliable ancient r ancient recension oecension of the biblf the biblical text.ical text. It is als It is also an imporo an imo an important important witness towitness to the origi the origin and grown and growth of the th of the LXX.LXX.LXX.

One of the most important manuscripts of the Bible in Greek. Produced around 
the middle of the 4th century and housed in the Vatican Library at least since the 
15th century, Vaticanus (siglum B) originally included the entire OT and NT and 
the Apocrypha or Deuterocanonicals (the books of Maccabees were omitted, 
apparently inadvertently, and it now lacks the first 46 chapters of Genesis, about 
30 psalms, the end of Hebrews, the Pastoral Epistles, and Revelation). In Codex 
B the General Epistles follow the book of Acts (and therefore precede Paul’s 
letters), and both the longer ending of Mark (16:9–19) and John 7:53-8:11 are 
missing. Vaticanus is one of the best representatives of the Alexandrian family of 
manuscripts, the most reliable ancient recension of the biblical text. It is also an 
important witness to the origin and growth of the LXX.

Jeffrey S.Jeffrey S. Rogers Rogers

Jeffrey S. Rogers

CODEX WASHCODEX WASHINGTONENSIINGTONENSISSS

CODEX WASHINGTONENSIS

A late 4thA late 4th- or early- or early 5th-centu 5th-century ry C.E.C.E. uncial ma uncial manuscript inuscript in codex fon codex form containrm containing the foing thing the four Gthe four Gospels in ospels in the so-calthe so-called Westerled Western order (Mn order (Matthew, Joatthew, John, Luke, hn, Luke, and Mark).and Mark).and Mark). TheMark). The manuscrip manuscript (siglum t (siglum W) is housW) is housed in the ed in the Freer GallFreer Gallery of theery of the Smithsoni Smithsonian InstituaSmithsoniSmithsoniaSmithsonian Institutn Institution, Washiion, Washington.ngton.ngton.

A late 4th- or early 5th-century C.E. uncial manuscript in codex form containing 
the four Gospels in the so-called Western order (Matthew, John, Luke, and 
Mark). The manuscript (siglum W) is housed in the Freer Gallery of the 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington.

�Behind theBehind the present t present text may beext may be several f several fragments oragments of differenf different Gospel mt Gospel manuscriptsanuscrmmanuscriptmanuscripts represens representing diffeting different familrent families of texies of texts that wets that were collectre collected and assed and assembled by embassassembled assembled by an indiby an individual scrvidual scribe. This ibe. This would explwould explain the vaain the variegated triegated text types ext types representereprepresenterepresented. Matthewd. Matthew and Luke  and Luke 8:13-24:538:13-24:53 represent represent the commo the common Byzantinn Byzantine Text; Mae Texte Text; MarkText; Mark 1:1-5:30  1:1-5:30 is Westernis Western, similar , similar to the Oldto the Old Latin; Ma Latin; Mark 5:31-16rk 5:31-16:20 is of :20 is of the Caesarthethe Caesarthe Caesarean type; ean type; and Luke 1and Luke 1:1-8:12; J:1-8:12; John 5:12-2ohn 5:12-21:25 repre1:25 represent the Asent the Alexandrianlexandrian type. AlexandrianAlexandriaAlexandrian type.n type.n type.

Behind the present text may be several fragments of different Gospel 
manuscripts representing different families of texts that were collected and 
assembled by an individual scribe. This would explain the variegated text types 
represented. Matthew and Luke 8:13-24:53 represent the common Byzantine 
Text; Mark 1:1-5:30 is Western, similar to the Old Latin; Mark 5:31-16:20 is of 
the Caesarean type; and Luke 1:1-8:12; John 5:12-21:25 represent the 
Alexandrian type.

�An importaAn important variantnt variant in W is a in W is an additionn addition to Mark 1 to Mark 16:14, the 6:14, the so-called so-called Freer LogiFreer LFreer Logion, inLogion, in which the which the disciples disciples offer an  offer an excuse forexcuse for their fai their failure to belure to believe thoslieve those who had e whoe who had rewho had reported Jesported Jesus’ resurrus’ resurrection.ection.ection.

An important variant in W is an addition to Mark 16:14, the so-called Freer 
Logion, in which the disciples offer an excuse for their failure to believe those 
who had reported Jesus’ resurrection.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. A. SandH. A. Sanders, ers, Facsimile Facsimile of the Wasof the Washington Mahington Manuscript fnuscript for the Fouor the Foor the Four GospeFour Gospels in the ls in the Freer CollFreer Collectionection (Ann Arbo (Ann Arbor, 1912); r, 1912); The New TeThe New Testament Mastament Manuscripts nuscripMaManuscriptManuscripts in the Fs in the Freer Collereer Collection,ction, 1:  1: The WashinThe Washington Manusgton Manuscript of tcript of the Four Gohe Four Gospelsspels (1912, re ( (1912, rep(1912, repr. New Yorr. New York, 1972).k, 1972).k, 1972).

Bibliography. H. A. Sanders, Facsimile of the Washington Manuscript for the 
Four Gospels in the Freer Collection (Ann Arbor, 1912); The New Testament 
Manuscripts in the Freer Collection, 1: The Washington Manuscript of the Four Gospels 
(1912, repr. New York, 1972).

William R.William R. Goodman Goodman

William R. Goodman

COELE-SYRICOELE-SYRIAA (Gk.  (Gk. Koiíleä SyKoiíleä Syriíariía)))

COELE-SYRIA (Gk. Koiíleä Syriía)



A HellenisA Hellenistic term ftic term for “all thor “all the lands ofe lands of Syria.” T Syria.” The older vhe older view is thaiew is that “Coele-St “Coele-Syria” meanyria” “Coele-S“Coele-Syr“Coele-Syria” means ia” means “hollow Sy“hollow Syria,” but ria,” but other schoother scholars contelars contend that thnd that the word “coe word “coe word “coele” is“coele” is a Greek a a Greek adaptation daptation of Sem. of Sem. koœl,koœl, “all.” Th “all.” The term wase term was used at t used at the time ofhe time he time of Altime of Alexander toexander to refer to  refer to a large ada large administratiministrative unit, bve unit, but continuut continued throughed through the Helle the the Hellenthe Hellenistic and istic and Roman periRoman periods, referods, referring to varing to variously deriously defined bordfined borders that cers that could incluouccould inclcould include lands ude lands in presentin present-day Israe-day Israel, Lebanonl, Lebanon, Jordan, , Jordan, and Syria,and Syria, depending depending on the so on  on the souon the source. The trce. The term was alerm was also used toso used to designate designate Transjord Transjordanian terranian territories initories in the NT pe t the NT perthe NT period (cf. Jiod (cf. Josephus osephus Ant.Ant. 12.13.3;  12.13.3; 2 Macc. 3:2 Macc. 3:5, 8; 1 Es5, 8; 1 Esdr. 2:17, dr. 2:17, 24).24).24).

A Hellenistic term for “all the lands of Syria.” The older view is that 
“Coele-Syria” means “hollow Syria,” but other scholars contend that the word 
“coele” is a Greek adaptation of Sem. koœl, “all.” The term was used at the 
time of Alexander to refer to a large administrative unit, but continued through 
the Hellenistic and Roman periods, referring to variously defined borders that 
could include lands in present-day Israel, Lebanon, Jordan, and Syria, depending 
on the source. The term was also used to designate Transjordanian territories in 
the NT period (cf. Josephus Ant. 12.13.3; 2 Macc. 3:5, 8; 1 Esdr. 2:17, 24).

Daniel L. Daniel L. Smith-ChriSmith-Christopherstopher

Daniel L. Smith-Christopher

COHORTCOHORTCOHORT

COHORT

A Roman miA Roman military unilitary unit (Gk. t (Gk. speiíraspeiíra) comprise) comprised generalld generally of 600 py of 600 personnel (ersonnel (size couldsize cosize could varycould vary from 500  from 500 to 1000) uto 1000) under the lnder the leadership eadership of a of a chiliíarchchiliíarchos.os. Cohorts w Cohorts were eitherewwere eithewere either regular,r regular, i.e., one i.e., one tenth of  tenth of a legion, a legion, or auxiliaor auxiliary, not atry, not attached to tached to a legion. a legiona legion. Aulegion. Auxiliary coxiliary cohorts werehorts were often div often divided ca. 4ided ca. 4:1 between:1 between infantry  infantry and cavalrand cavalry; these wy; ty; these werethese were the units the units stationed stationed in the bo in the border regiorder regions and remns and remote areas ote areas of the empof the empire. Whileiempempire. Whempire. While statioile stationed througned throughout the ehout the empire cohompire cohorts would rts would recruit frrecruit from the locom the loom the local populocal population to lation to replenish replenish their stretheir strength (Josength (Josephus phus BJBJ 2.13.7),  2.13.7), with citizwith citizenship beienship beenship being the being the reward forreward for 20 years  20 years of serviceof service. During t. During the reign ohe reign of Claudiusf Claudius (41–54) t (41–54) the occasiohe tthe occasithe occasional practonal practice of rewice of rewarding desarding deserving coherving cohorts with orts with citizenshicitizenship was madep was made a standar a a standarda standard procedure procedure. No legio. No legionary troopnary troops were stas were stationed in tioned in Judea fromJudea from  A.D.A.D. 6 to 66.  6 to  6 to 66. Auxto 66. Auxiliary uniiliary units stationts stationed in Jerued in Jerusalem funcsalem functioned as tioned as garrisonedgarrisoned troops an troops and militaryd md military pmilitary police (cf.olice (cf. Matt. 27: Matt. 27:27; Mark 127; Mark 15:16; John5:16; John 18:3, 22; 18:3, 22; Acts 21:3 Acts 21:31).1).1).

A Roman military unit (Gk. speiíra) comprised generally of 600 personnel (size 
could vary from 500 to 1000) under the leadership of a chiliíarchos. Cohorts 
were either regular, i.e., one tenth of a legion, or auxiliary, not attached to a 
legion. Auxiliary cohorts were often divided ca. 4:1 between infantry and cavalry; 
these were the units stationed in the border regions and remote areas of the 
empire. While stationed throughout the empire cohorts would recruit from the 
local population to replenish their strength (Josephus BJ 2.13.7), with citizenship 
being the reward for 20 years of service. During the reign of Claudius (41–54) 
the occasional practice of rewarding deserving cohorts with citizenship was made 
a standard procedure. No legionary troops were stationed in Judea from A.D. 6 
to 66. Auxiliary units stationed in Jerusalem functioned as garrisoned troops and 
military police (cf. Matt. 27:27; Mark 15:16; John 18:3, 22; Acts 21:31).

�Cohorts haCohorts had descriptd descriptive or honive or honorific namorific names. The Ites. The Italian Cohoalian Cohort, to whirt, to which the cench thech the centurthe centurion Cornelion Cornelius was atius was attached (Actached (Acts 10:1), ts 10:1), was compriwas comprised of Romsed of Roman citizenan citizenan citizens icitizens initially rnitially recruited iecruited in Italy ann Italy and likely sd likely stationed itationed in Caesarean Caesarea from 41 t from 41 to 44. Insco 44. Inso 44. InscriptioInscriptions referrins referring to the ng to the Cohors II Cohors II Italica alItalica also attest so attest to this coto this cohort beinghort being stationed station stationed stationed in Syria cin Syria ca. a. A.D.A.D. 69. The A 69. The Augustan Cougustan Cohort (hort (Cohors AugCohors Augusta Sebasusta Sebastenorumtenorum), to whic),SebastenorumSebastenorSebastenorum), to whum), to which the ceich the centurion Junturion Julius was alius was attached (Attached (Acts 27:1),cts 27:1), is attest is attested by epiged attestattested battested by epigraphy epigraphic evidencic evidence and Josee and Josephus as alphus as also being sso being stationed itationed in Syria. Tn Syria. The identithe ihe identity aidentity and functiond function of this n of this cohort havcohort have been dise been disputed. Somputed. Some identifye identify Julius an Julius and his cohod hisd his cohorthis cohort as  as frumentarifrumentarii,i, special o special officers acfficers acting as liting as liaisons betaisons between the eween the emperor andmperor anmperor and the prand the provinces anovinces and as imperd as imperial policeial police, but thes, but these expandede expanded duties ar duties are not attee not attested to prsteatteattested tattested to prior too prior to the reign the reign of Hadria of Hadrian (117–138n (117–138). At the ). At the time of Actime of Acts 27 the ts 27 the frumentarifrumfrumentarifrumentariii had only  had only the immedithe immediate duty oate duty of supervisf supervising the tring the transportatiansportation of graion of grain to Rome.n tn to Rome.to Rome.to Rome.

Cohorts had descriptive or honorific names. The Italian Cohort, to which 
the centurion Cornelius was attached (Acts 10:1), was comprised of Roman 
citizens initially recruited in Italy and likely stationed in Caesarea from 41 to 44. 
Inscriptions referring to the Cohors II Italica also attest to this cohort being 
stationed in Syria ca. A.D. 69. The Augustan Cohort (Cohors Augusta 
Sebastenorum), to which the centurion Julius was attached (Acts 27:1), is 
attested by epigraphic evidence and Josephus as also being stationed in Syria. The 
identity and function of this cohort have been disputed. Some identify Julius and 
his cohort as frumentarii, special officers acting as liaisons between the emperor 
and the provinces and as imperial police, but these expanded duties are not 
attested to prior to the reign of Hadrian (117–138). At the time of Acts 27 the 
frumentarii had only the immediate duty of supervising the transportation of grain 
to Rome.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. F. BrucF. F. Bruce, e, The Acts oThe Acts of the Aposf the Apostles,tles, 3rd ed. ( 3rd ed. (Grand RapiGrand Rapids, 1990),ds, 19ds, 1990), 5101990), 510–12; D. B.–12; D. B. Saddingto Saddington, “The Den, “The Development velopment of the Romof the Roman Auxiliaan Auxiliary Forces ry Forcery Forces froForces from Augustusm Augustus to Trajan to Trajan,” ,” ANRWANRW II.3, 176 II.3, 176–201; A. N–201; A. N. Sherwin-. Sherwin-White, White, Roman SociRomaRoman SociRoman Society and Roety and Roman Law inman Law in the New T the New Testamentestament (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1963), 1551963), 155–61.–61.–61.

Bibliography. F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles, 3rd ed. (Grand Rapids, 
1990), 510–12; D. B. Saddington, “The Development of the Roman Auxiliary 
Forces from Augustus to Trajan,” ANRW II.3, 176–201; A. N. Sherwin-White, 
Roman Society and Roman Law in the New Testament (Oxford, 1963), 155–61.



Dennis M. Dennis M. SwansonSwanson

Dennis M. Swanson

COL-HOZEHCOL-HOZEH (Heb.  (Heb. kol-h�oœzekol-h�oœzehh)))

COL-HOZEH (Heb. kol-h�oœzeh )

�1.1. The fathe The father of Shallr of Shallum, ruler um, ruler of the disof the district of Mtrict of Mizpah duriizpah during the admng the administratioinistratadmadministraadministration of Netion of Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 3:15).h. 3:15).h. 3:15).

1. The father of Shallum, ruler of the district of Mizpah during the 
administration of Nehemiah (Neh. 3:15).

�2.2. A Judahit A Judahite, the fate, the father of Barher of Baruch and anuch and an ancestor  ancestor of Ma-aseiof Ma-aseiah, who seah, who settled at Jttled sesettled atsettled at Jerusalem Jerusalem after the after the Exile (Ne Exile (Neh. 11:5). h. 11:5). He may be He may be the same athe same as s 1 1 above.above.

2. A Judahite, the father of Baruch and an ancestor of Ma-aseiah, who 
settled at Jerusalem after the Exile (Neh. 11:5). He may be the same as 1 above.

COLLECTIONCOLLECTION

COLLECTION

Paul’s colPaul’s collection oflection of funds fro funds from gentile m gentile churches fchurches for the Chror the Christian comistian community in munity in Jerusalem JerJerusalem Jerusalem in ca. 53–in ca. 53–56 56 C.E.C.E. (Gal. 2:1 (Gal. 2:10; Rom. 150; Rom. 15:25-32; 1 :25-32; 1 Cor. 16:1-Cor. 16:1-4; 2 Cor. 4; 2 Cor. 8-9; cf. A8-9; cf8-9; cf. Acts 2cf. Acts 24:17). The4:17). The Jerusalem Jerusalem church’s  church’s understandunderstanding of theing of the agreement agreement at the Ap at the Apostolic CooApApostolic Apostolic Council toCouncil to “remember “remember the poor” the poor” (Gal. 2:1 (Gal. 2:10) is best0) is best sought in sought in their sel their self-designatf-dselself-desigself-designation as nation as the faithfthe faithful eschatoul eschatological cological community (“mmunity (“the poor”)the poor”), rather t, rather than in thehan ihan in their ein their economic poconomic poverty. Mosverty. Most studies t studies assume thaassume that Paul cont Paul considered thsidered the collectie collection a demononcollecticollectioncollection a demonst a demonstration of ration of or a methoor a method of achied of achieving eccleving ecclesiologicalsiological unity, bu unity, but there art tht there are there are problems wproblems with this aith this assumption.ssumption. Clearly P Clearly Paul initiaaul initially acknowlly acknowledged theledged the Jerusalem Je Jerusalem Jerusalem church’s echurch’s eschatologischatological priorical priority and sawty and saw the colle the collection as action as a visible c visible connection onnecconnectionconnection between t between the two Chrhe two Christian misistian missions. Butsions. But after the after the Galatian  Galatian controverscontroversy, Paul alycontroverscontroverscontroversy, Paul aly, Paul also envisioso envisioned the coned the collection allection as proof ofs proof of the reali the reality of God’ty of God’s grace ams gras grace amongrace among the Gentg the Gentiles and ailes and as a symbols a symbolic gentileic gentile pilgrimag pilgrimage that woue that would signal ld signal the eschatthethe eschatthe eschaton. By theon. By the time he w time he wrote Romanrote Romans, Paul sos, Paul sought only ught only to acknowlto acknowledge the Gedge the edge the Gentilthe Gentiles’ histores’ historical debt ical debt to Jerusalto Jerusalem throughem through economic  economic relief. Otrelief. Other interpher interpretive issretinterpinterpretiinterpretive issues ve issues include: tinclude: the relatiohe relationship of tnship of the collecthe collection to theion to the famine re famine relief in Aclief in lief in Acts 11in Acts 11 and to th and to the temple te temple tax; Paul’sax; Paul’s rhetoric  rhetoric persuadingpersuading churches  churches to contribto contribute, and tutecontribcontributecontribute, and thei, and their responser response; and the ; and the absence ofabsence of certain c certain cities fromities from the catal the catalogs of parogs catalcatalogs ocatalogs of participf participants (cf. ants (cf. Rom. 15:26Rom. 15:26; 1 Cor. 1; 1 Cor. 16:1; Acts 6:1; Acts 20:4).20:4).20:4).

Paul’s collection of funds from gentile churches for the Christian community in 
Jerusalem in ca. 53–56 C.E. (Gal. 2:10; Rom. 15:25-32; 1 Cor. 16:1-4; 2 Cor. 8-9; 
cf. Acts 24:17). The Jerusalem church’s understanding of the agreement at the 
Apostolic Council to “remember the poor” (Gal. 2:10) is best sought in their 
self-designation as the faithful eschatological community (“the poor”), rather than 
in their economic poverty. Most studies assume that Paul considered the 
collection a demonstration of or a method of achieving ecclesiological unity, but 
there are problems with this assumption. Clearly Paul initially acknowledged the 
Jerusalem church’s eschatological priority and saw the collection as a visible 
connection between the two Christian missions. But after the Galatian 
controversy, Paul also envisioned the collection as proof of the reality of God’s 
grace among the Gentiles and as a symbolic gentile pilgrimage that would signal 
the eschaton. By the time he wrote Romans, Paul sought only to acknowledge 
the Gentiles’ historical debt to Jerusalem through economic relief. Other 
interpretive issues include: the relationship of the collection to the famine relief 
in Acts 11 and to the temple tax; Paul’s rhetoric persuading churches to 
contribute, and their response; and the absence of certain cities from the 
catalogs of participants (cf. Rom. 15:26; 1 Cor. 16:1; Acts 20:4).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. Georgi,D. Georgi,  RememberinRemembering the Poorg the Poor: The Hist: The History of Pauory of Paul’s Collecl’s Collection for JtioCollecCollectionCollection for Jerus for Jerusalemalem (Nashvill (Nashville, 1992).e, 1992).e, 1992).

Bibliography. D. Georgi, Remembering the Poor: The History of Paul’s 
Collection for Jerusalem (Nashville, 1992).
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COLONYCOLONYCOLONY

COLONY

TerritorieTerritories administs administered as suered as subordinate bordinate political political units withunits within larger in larger governmentgovernmental entitieal eal entities, entities, such as emsuch as empires. A cpires. A colony may olony may have some have some autonomy, autonomy, but in manbut in many aspects y aspects y aspects itaspects it is subjug is subjugated to thated to the empire oe empire or other rur other ruling entitling entity. In the y. In the ancient woancient world, empirrld, erld, empires exempires expanded by panded by conqueringconquering nations a nations and cities nd cities and turninand turning them intg them into colonieso colonieso colonies, colonies, with the pwith the purpose of urpose of extractingextracting labor and labor and wealth fr wealth from them toom them to fund the  fund the imperial bimimperial bimperial bureaucracyureaucracy...

Territories administered as subordinate political units within larger governmental 
entities, such as empires. A colony may have some autonomy, but in many 
aspects it is subjugated to the empire or other ruling entity. In the ancient world, 
empires expanded by conquering nations and cities and turning them into 
colonies, with the purpose of extracting labor and wealth from them to fund the 
imperial bureaucracy.

�When the BWhen the Babylonian abylonian Empire conEmpire conquered thequered the nation of nation of Judah (59 Judah (597 7 B.C.E.B.C.E.), it colo), it co), it colonized colonized Jerusalem Jerusalem and the suand the surrounding rrounding area. Thisarea. This was not j was not just a miliust a military conqutary conquest; the Besconquconquest; conquest; the Babylothe Babylonian Empirnian Empire intentioe intentionally leftnally left behind in behind in the Jerus the Jerusalem area alem area a sufficiea sua sufficientsufficient number of number of peasants  peasants and other and other people to people to farm the gfarm the ground, to round, to pay taxes pay taxes and tributanand tributand tribute, and to e, and to provide foprovide forced laborrced labor for imper for imperial projecial projects. Duringts. During the time  the time of the Exiof tof the Exile the Exile (597–539),(597–539), there wer there were Jewish ce Jewish communitiesommunities not only  not only in Babylonin Babylon but also  but also in the Jerinin the Jerin the Jerusalem areusalem area.a.a.

When the Babylonian Empire conquered the nation of Judah (597 B.C.E.), it 
colonized Jerusalem and the surrounding area. This was not just a military 



conquest; the Babylonian Empire intentionally left behind in the Jerusalem area a 
sufficient number of peasants and other people to farm the ground, to pay taxes 
and tribute, and to provide forced labor for imperial projects. During the time of 
the Exile (597–539), there were Jewish communities not only in Babylon but also 
in the Jerusalem area.

�In 539 PerIn 539 Persia defeatsia defeated the Babed the Babylonian Emylonian Empire and tpire and took controook control of Jerusl of Jerusalem, whicalem, walem, which the which the Persian EmPersian Empire callepire called the colod the colony of Yehuny of Yehud. Persia d. Persia administeradministered this coed this colony throulococolony thrcolony through appoiough appointing or snting or supporting upporting leaders suleaders such as Shesch as Sheshbazzar thhbazzar the governore governore governor, governor, Joshua theJoshua the high prie high priest, Zerubbst, Zerubbabel the gabel the governor, Eovernor, Ezra the przra the priest and siest and scribe, andcrisscribe, anscribe, and Nehemiahd Nehemiah the gover the governor.nor.nor.

In 539 Persia defeated the Babylonian Empire and took control of Jerusalem, 
which the Persian Empire called the colony of Yehud. Persia administered this 
colony through appointing or supporting leaders such as Sheshbazzar the 
governor, Joshua the high priest, Zerubbabel the governor, Ezra the priest and 
scribe, and Nehemiah the governor.

�During theDuring the Greek and Greek and Roman per Roman periods, Judaiods, Judah and the h and the Jerusalem Jerusalem region forregion formed a colomedforformed a cformed a colony or solony or similar govimilar governmental ernmental unit withiunit within the rulin the ruling empiresng empires of the da of the day. Rulers y. daday. Rulerday. Rulers and admis and administratorsnistrators were know were known by a varn by a variety of teiety of terms, inclurms, including kingsding kings, tetrarch, t, tetrarchs,tetrarchs, and gover and governors. Lukenors. Luke and Acts  and Acts show an awshow an awareness ofareness of these pol these political stritical structures, nucstrstructuresstructures, naming s, naming several of everal of the rulersthe rulers with thei with their titles, r titles, including including King HerodKing Herod of Judea  of Ju of Judea (LukJudea (Luke 1:5), Que 1:5), Quirinius thirinius the governore governor of Syria  of Syria (2:2), Pon(2:2), Pontius Pilattius Pilate the govee the governor of Jurnorgovegovernor ogovernor of Judea (3f Judea (3:1), Herod:1), Herod the tetra the tetrarch of Galrch of Galilee (Lukeilee (Luke 3:1, 19;  3:1, 19; 9:7-9; Act9:7-9; Acts 12:1-6, s 12s 12:1-6, 2012:1-6, 20-23; 13:1)-23; 13:1), Gallio t, Gallio the proconshe proconsul of Achaul of Achaia (18:12–ia (18:12–17), Felix17), Felix the gover the governor (23:24norgovergovernor (governor (23:24—24:223:24—24:27), Festus7), Festus the gover the governor (24:27nor (24:27—26:32), a—26:32), and King Agnd King Agrippa (25:rippa (2rippa (25:13—26:(25:13—26:32). Simil32). Similar figuresar figures appear th appear throughout troughout the rest ofhe rest of the NT as the NT as well as i well as in ancient n an ancient Grancient Greek and Laeek and Latin literatin literature. Althture. Although it isough it is not possi not possible to detble to determine theermine the precise i pre precise inprecise interrelatioterrelationship of tnship of these variohese various governmus governmental offiental officials, it cials, it is clear tis clear that early hat earlhat early Chriearly Christianity astianity arose in anrose in an empire wi empire with a complth a complex bureaucex bureaucratic admiratic administrationnistration enforced  e enforced tenforced through a nhrough a number of sumber of smaller colmaller colonies.onies.onies.

During the Greek and Roman periods, Judah and the Jerusalem region 
formed a colony or similar governmental unit within the ruling empires of the 
day. Rulers and administrators were known by a variety of terms, including kings, 
tetrarchs, and governors. Luke and Acts show an awareness of these political 
structures, naming several of the rulers with their titles, including King Herod of 
Judea (Luke 1:5), Quirinius the governor of Syria (2:2), Pontius Pilate the 
governor of Judea (3:1), Herod the tetrarch of Galilee (Luke 3:1, 19; 9:7-9; Acts 
12:1-6, 20-23; 13:1), Gallio the proconsul of Achaia (18:12–17), Felix the 
governor (23:24—24:27), Festus the governor (24:27—26:32), and King Agrippa 
(25:13—26:32). Similar figures appear throughout the rest of the NT as well as in 
ancient Greek and Latin literature. Although it is not possible to determine the 
precise interrelationship of these various governmental officials, it is clear that 
early Christianity arose in an empire with a complex bureaucratic administration 
enforced through a number of smaller colonies.
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COLORCOLORCOLOR

COLOR

Though theThough the abstract  abstract term “coloterm “color” is not r” is not found in tfound in the OT and he OT and not used inot used in the NT, n the NT, both partsbboth partsboth parts of the Ch of the Christian Biristian Bible describle describe variousbe various colors. A colors. Athalya Brethalya Brenner identnner identifies fiveifieidentidentifiesidentifies five basi five basic colors mc colors mentioned ientioned in the OT: n the OT: (1) red (H(1) red (Heb. eb. }aœd�oœm}aœd�oœm); (2) whi); (2) w); (2) white white (laœb�aœn)(laœb�aœn);; (3) black (3) black  (sûaœh�oœr(sûaœh�oœr);); (4) green (4) green  (yaœro®q);(yaœro®q); and (5) y and (5) yellow eyyellow yellow (s�aœhoœb�(s�aœhoœb�).). Though ot Though other color her color terms alsoterms also are found are found in Script in Scripture (e.g.,ure (e.ure (e.g., pur(e.g., purple), theyple), they do not fi do not fit the critt the criteria for beria for basic colorasic colors. These ts. These terms meet erms meet three primthree three primthree primary characary characteristics:teristics: (1) monol (1) monolexemic (i.exemic (i.e., no expe., no expressions sressions such as reduch as reddish); (2)dishredreddish); reddish); (2) exclus(2) exclusive signifive signification (iication (i.e., must .e., must not be a tnot be a term that cerm that can be subsan be subsumed underumed uumed under a brunder a broader colooader color); and (3r); and (3) unrestri) unrestricted applicted applicability (cability (i.e., the i.e., the color has color has a universaa univea universal universal applicatioapplication; it is nn; it is not restricot restricted to a nted to a narrow clasarrow class of objecs of objects). Of thts). Of the five maie five me five main colormain color terms, th terms, the dominante dominant three are three are red, whit red, white, and blae, and black.ck.ck.

Though the abstract term “color” is not found in the OT and not used in the NT, 
both parts of the Christian Bible describe various colors. Athalya Brenner 
identifies five basic colors mentioned in the OT: (1) red (Heb. }aœd�oœm ); (2) 
white (laœb�aœn);  (3) black (sûaœh�oœr);  (4) green (yaœro®q); and (5) 
yellow (s�aœhoœb�).  Though other color terms also are found in Scripture 
(e.g., purple), they do not fit the criteria for basic colors. These terms meet 
three primary characteristics: (1) monolexemic (i.e., no expressions such as 
reddish); (2) exclusive signification (i.e., must not be a term that can be subsumed 
under a broader color); and (3) unrestricted applicability (i.e., the color has a 
universal application; it is not restricted to a narrow class of objects). Of the five 
main color terms, the dominant three are red, white, and black.

�White is tWhite is the term ushe term used most ofed most often, and iten, and it not onlyt not only describes describes the color the color of an obj of an o of an object (haobject (hair in Lev.ir in Lev. 13) but a 13) but also has a lso has a symbolic ssymbolic significancignificance. It indie. It indicates wealcates wealth (Gen. 4th (Genth (Gen. 49:1(Gen. 49:12; Esth. 12; Esth. 1:6), joy (:6), joy (Eccl. 9:8)Eccl. 9:8), or purit, or purity (Rev. 3:y (Rev. 3:4; 7:9, 134; 7:9, 13-14). Whit-14). White was not e was ne was not a natunot a natural color ral color in Israel;in Israel; fullers b fullers bleached naleached natural fabrtural fabrics to achics to achieve the cieve the color.olor.olor.

White is the term used most often, and it not only describes the color of an 
object (hair in Lev. 13) but also has a symbolic significance. It indicates wealth 



(Gen. 49:12; Esth. 1:6), joy (Eccl. 9:8), or purity (Rev. 3:4; 7:9, 13-14). White was 
not a natural color in Israel; fullers bleached natural fabrics to achieve the color.

�Black is uBlack is used to dessed to describe the cribe the color of ocolor of objects, subjects, such as sheech as sheep (Gen. 30p (Gen. 30:32-33, 35:32-33, 3:32-33, 35, 40) or35, 40) or hair (Can hair (Cant. 5:11), t. 5:11), but it canbut it can also symb also symbolize trouolize trouble (Job 3ble (Job 3:5) or jud:5) or judgment (2 Pgmentjudjudgment (judgment (2 Pet. 2:12 Pet. 2:17; Rev. 6:7; Rev. 6:5). Red is5). Red is used to d used to describe thescribe the color ofe color of skin (Gen skin (Gen. 25:25), . 25. 25:25), st25:25), stew (v. 30)ew (v. 30), and bloo, and blood (2 Kgs. d (2 Kgs. 3:22). Red3:22). Red also is u also is used symbolsed symbolically to ically to describe ldescrdescribe ldescribe luxury (Isauxury (Isa. 63:2) an. 63:2) and war (Revd war (Rev. 6:4). Ti. 6:4). Tints of rednts of red include s include such color uch color terms as ptermsterms as pterms as purple, scaurple, scarlet, and rlet, and crimson. Pcrimson. Purple, a surple, a symbol of lymbol of luxury or kuxury or kingship (Eingship (Esth. 8:15;sth. (E(Esth. 8:1(Esth. 8:15; Cant. 35; Cant. 3:10; John :10; John 19:2), was19:2), was derived f derived from the murom the murex shellfrex shellfish along ish along the coastlthe the coastlthe coastline of Paline of Palestine, whestine, which accounich accounts for thets for the name of t name of the region he region — Canaan (— Canaan (the land oth((the land (the land of purple)of purple). Scarlet . Scarlet and crimsoand crimson are derin are derived from tved from the female he female insect knoinsect known as kermwnknoknown as kknown as kermes and ermes and are used tare used to describeo describe the color the color of sin (I of sin (Isa. 1:18).sa. 1:18).

Black is used to describe the color of objects, such as sheep (Gen. 30:32-33, 
35, 40) or hair (Cant. 5:11), but it can also symbolize trouble (Job 3:5) or 
judgment (2 Pet. 2:17; Rev. 6:5). Red is used to describe the color of skin (Gen. 
25:25), stew (v. 30), and blood (2 Kgs. 3:22). Red also is used symbolically to 
describe luxury (Isa. 63:2) and war (Rev. 6:4). Tints of red include such color 
terms as purple, scarlet, and crimson. Purple, a symbol of luxury or kingship 
(Esth. 8:15; Cant. 3:10; John 19:2), was derived from the murex shellfish along 
the coastline of Palestine, which accounts for the name of the region — Canaan 
(the land of purple). Scarlet and crimson are derived from the female insect 
known as kermes and are used to describe the color of sin (Isa. 1:18).

�Often therOften there is a tene is a tendency to odency to overinterprverinterpret Scriptuet Scripture by attare by attaching symbching symbolic meaniolic meolic meaning tomeaning to a color i a color in the textn the text. Scholars. Scholars might sug might suggest that gest that the colorsthe colors of the ta of the tabernacle —berntatabernacletabernacle — predomi — predominantly blunantly blue, purple,e, purple, and scarl and scarlet — have et — have some deep,some deep, spiritual spiritual spiritual spiritual meaning atmeaning attached to tached to them. Howethem. However, if thver, if the text doee text does not allus not allude to a dede to a deeper signiepdedeeper sigdeeper significance,nificance, it is bes it is best to avoidt to avoid those int those interpretatioerpretations.ns.ns.

Often there is a tendency to overinterpret Scripture by attaching symbolic 
meaning to a color in the text. Scholars might suggest that the colors of the 
tabernacle — predominantly blue, purple, and scarlet — have some deep, 
spiritual meaning attached to them. However, if the text does not allude to a 
deeper significance, it is best to avoid those interpretations.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. BrennerA. Brenner, , Colour TerColour Terms in the ms in the Old TestamOld Testament.ent. JSOTSup 2 JSOTSup 21 (Sheffie1 (Sh1 (Sheffield(Sheffield, 1982)., 1982)., 1982).

Bibliography. A. Brenner, Colour Terms in the Old Testament. JSOTSup 21 
(Sheffield, 1982).
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COLOSSAECOLOSSAE (Gk.  (Gk. KolossaiíKolossaií)))

COLOSSAE (Gk. Kolossaií)

A city in A city in the centrathe central highlandl highlands of Asia s of Asia Minor, 201Minor, 201 km. (125  km. (125 mi.) E of mi.) E of the Aegeanthe Aegean Sea and 1 Sea Sea and 14Sea and 145 km. (90 5 km. (90 mi.) N of mi.) N of the Meditethe Mediterranean Serranean Sea, situatea, situated mostly od mostly on the soutn the south bank of hsoutsouth banksouth bank of the Ly of the Lycus River.cus River. It was lo It was located aloncated along a major g a major southern tsouthern trade routerade route that exte t that extenthat extended througded through Asia Minh Asia Minor from thor from the Aegean ce Aegean coast into oast into the Syrianthe Syrian Euphrates Euphrate Euphrates Euphrates region. Thregion. The fertile e fertile Lycus VallLycus Valley made Coey made Colossae riclossae rich in oliveh in olives and figss and figs, and the , and, and the ciand the city had a tty had a thriving wohriving wool industrol industry, specialy, specializing in bizing in black wool lack wool and a famoand a famous woolen us wous woolen clowoolen cloth dyed reth dyed reddish-purpddish-purple.le.le.

A city in the central highlands of Asia Minor, 201 km. (125 mi.) E of the Aegean 
Sea and 145 km. (90 mi.) N of the Mediterranean Sea, situated mostly on the 
south bank of the Lycus River. It was located along a major southern trade route 
that extended through Asia Minor from the Aegean coast into the Syrian 
Euphrates region. The fertile Lycus Valley made Colossae rich in olives and figs, 
and the city had a thriving wool industry, specializing in black wool and a famous 
woolen cloth dyed reddish-purple.

�Part of thPart of the Phrygiane Phrygian kingdom ( kingdom (12th-7th c12th-7th centuries enturies B.C.E.B.C.E.), Colossa), Colossae was domie was dominated succndomidominated dominated successivesuccessively by Cimmly by Cimmerians, Lyerians, Lydians, Perdians, Persians, Gresians, Greeks, Seleueks, Seleucids, Galacids, Galatians, andtiGalaGalatians,Galatians, and Roman and Romans. Xenophos. Xenophon (ca. 401n (ca. 401) referred) referred to Coloss to Colossae as “a lae as “a large and parge and parge and prosperousprosperous city,” bu city,” but Strabo lt Strabo later apparater apparently consently considered it idered it only a smaonly a small town (cll town (ca. 15 a. 1a. 15 15 C.E.C.E.). In the ). In the 1st centur1st century y C.E.C.E., Colossae, Colossae was overs was overshadowed byhadowed by its north its northern neighbern neighern neighbors,neighbors, Laodicea  Laodicea and Hieropand Hieropolis.olis.olis.

Part of the Phrygian kingdom (12th-7th centuries B.C.E.), Colossae was 
dominated successively by Cimmerians, Lydians, Persians, Greeks, Seleucids, 
Galatians, and Romans. Xenophon (ca. 401) referred to Colossae as “a large and 
prosperous city,” but Strabo later apparently considered it only a small town (ca. 
15 C.E.). In the 1st century C.E., Colossae was overshadowed by its northern 
neighbors, Laodicea and Hieropolis.

�Roman ColoRoman Colossian coinssian coins indicates indicate the worsh the worship of numeip of numerous deitirous deities, includes, including Artemiing Aring Artemis, HArtemis, Helios, Demelios, Demeter, Men,eter, Men, Isis, and Isis, and Serapis.  Serapis. To this reTo this religious miligious milieu couldlieu could presumabl pre presumablypresumably be added  be added Phrygian mPhrygian mysteries, ysteries, the Roman the Roman imperial cimperial cult, and Jult, and Judaism. Thudaism. Thudaism. The ChristThe Christian communian community at Colity at Colossae was ossae was probably fprobably founded by ounded by Epaphras, Epaphras, a companioa compaa companion companion of Paul (Cof Paul (Col. 1:7-8;ol. 1:7-8; 4:12-13;  4:12-13; Phlm. 23).Phlm. 23). The lette The letter to the Cr to the Colossians olossians may alludemamay alludemay allude to aspect to aspects of Coloss of Colossae’s syncsae’s syncretistic eretistic environmentnvironment...

Roman Colossian coins indicate the worship of numerous deities, including 
Artemis, Helios, Demeter, Men, Isis, and Serapis. To this religious milieu could 
presumably be added Phrygian mysteries, the Roman imperial cult, and Judaism. 
The Christian community at Colossae was probably founded by Epaphras, a 
companion of Paul (Col. 1:7-8; 4:12-13; Phlm. 23). The letter to the Colossians 



may allude to aspects of Colossae’s syncretistic environment.

�An earthquAn earthquake betweeake between 60 and 6n 60 and 64 4 C.E.C.E. devastate devastated Laodicead Laodicea and Hiero and Hieropolis, andpolis, anpolis, and presumand presumably Colosably Colossae. Coinssae. Coins minted at minted at Colossae  Colossae appear froappear from 150 to cm 150 to ca. 250, bua. 250, ba. 250, but not labut not later. The pter. The population opulation shifted toshifted to nearby Ch nearby Chonae, but onae, but the bishopthe bishopric there ric there retained areretained aretained a reference reference to Coloss to Colossae until tae until the 8th cenhe 8th century.tury.tury.

An earthquake between 60 and 64 C.E. devastated Laodicea and Hieropolis, 
and presumably Colossae. Coins minted at Colossae appear from 150 to ca. 250, 
but not later. The population shifted to nearby Chonae, but the bishopric there 
retained a reference to Colossae until the 8th century.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Barth aM. Barth and H. Blannd H. Blanke, ke, ColossiansColossians.. AB 34B (N AB 34B (New York, 1ew York, 1994); J. B994)11994); J. 1994); J. B. LightfoB. Lightfoot, ot, St. Paul’sSt. Paul’s Epistle t Epistle to the Coloo the Colossians andssians and to Philem to Philemonon (1886, re (1886, repr. Wheatopr. Wpr. Wheaton, 1Wheaton, 1997).997).997).

Bibliography. M. Barth and H. Blanke, Colossians. AB 34B (New York, 
1994); J. B. Lightfoot, St. Paul’s Epistle to the Colossians and to Philemon (1886, repr. 
Wheaton, 1997).
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COLOSSIANS, LETTER TO THE

A NT letteA NT letter presentir presenting itself ng itself as a commuas a communication fnication from Paul arom Paul and Timothynd Timothy to Christ to Christ to ChristiansChristians in Coloss in Colossae, a signae, a significant ciificant city in the ty in the Lycus VallLycus Valley, ca. 19ey, ca. 195 km. (1205 km. (120 mi.) E of mi.) E mi.) E of EphesE of Ephesus (Col. 1us (Col. 1:1-2). It :1-2). It implies thimplies that the chuat the church there rch there was never was never visited byvisited by Paul but  Paul Paul but fPaul but founded by ounded by one of hisone of his associate associates, a certas, a certain Epaphrain Epaphras (1:7–8; s (1:7–8; 4:12). Ref4:12). References toerenRefReferencesReferences to other  to other Christian Christian leaders inleaders in 4:7–17 (s 4:7–17 (such as Tycuch as Tychicus, Onehicus, Onesimus, Marsimus, Mark, BarnabakMarMark, BarnMark, Barnabas, Lukeabas, Luke, and Nymp, and Nympha) offer ha) offer a lively pa lively picture of icture of the importthe importance of peance of personal conrspepersonal cpersonal contacts anontacts and friendshd friendships in theips in the Pauline c Pauline churches (ihurches (including cncluding congregatioongregations foundedns fns founded byfounded by Paul’s as Paul’s associates asociates and disciplnd disciples). Coloses). Colossians is asians is also an offlso an official commicial communication unicacommcommunicatcommunication to a Cion to a Christian christian community, ommunity, and the wrand the writer requeiter requests (commasts (commands?) thatnds?) thnds?) that it bethat it be read in t read in the church he church there and there and also in thalso in the Laodiceae Laodicean church; n church; he furtherhe further instructs ins instructs instructs the Colossthe Colossians to reians to read “the lead “the letter from tter from Laodicea” Laodicea” (presumabl(presumably one writy one written by himtewritwritten bywritten by himself). himself). One motiv One motive for the e for the writing ofwriting of Colossian Colossians is a dess is a desire to repire to repudiate vigudiareprepudiate repudiate vigorouslyvigorously a false r a false religious peligious position whosition which may teich may tempt the admpt the addressees (dressees (2:8–23). T2:8((2:8–23). (2:8–23). The letterThe letter’s forcefu’s forceful teachingl teaching about sot about soteriology aeriology and ethics nd ethics is meant tis meant to provide o proo provide a provide a sound altesound alternative tornative to this fals this false positione position...

A NT letter presenting itself as a communication from Paul and Timothy to 
Christians in Colossae, a significant city in the Lycus Valley, ca. 195 km. (120 mi.) 
E of Ephesus (Col. 1:1-2). It implies that the church there was never visited by 
Paul but founded by one of his associates, a certain Epaphras (1:7–8; 4:12). 
References to other Christian leaders in 4:7–17 (such as Tychicus, Onesimus, 
Mark, Barnabas, Luke, and Nympha) offer a lively picture of the importance of 
personal contacts and friendships in the Pauline churches (including congregations 
founded by Paul’s associates and disciples). Colossians is also an official 
communication to a Christian community, and the writer requests (commands?) 
that it be read in the church there and also in the Laodicean church; he further 
instructs the Colossians to read “the letter from Laodicea” (presumably one 
written by himself). One motive for the writing of Colossians is a desire to 
repudiate vigorously a false religious position which may tempt the addressees 
(2:8–23). The letter’s forceful teaching about soteriology and ethics is meant to 
provide a sound alternative to this false position.

�The vocabuThe vocabulary and slary and syntax of Cyntax of Colossians olossians show similshow similarities toarities to the undis the undisputed Paulputed Pputed Pauline lePauline letters, nottters, notably Romanably Romans, 1–2 Cors, 1–2 Corinthians, inthians, and Galatiand Galatians. Many ans. Many sentences,sentences, however,  h however, ahowever, are comparare comparatively lontively long, with plg, with pleonastic eeonastic expressionsxpressions, and thes, and these featurese features seem to d s seem to diseem to distinguish stinguish the style the style of Colossiof Colossians from tans from that of Pauhat of Paul’s undispl’s undisputed letteuted letters. The gers. Trs. The generaThe general tone of l tone of the letterthe letter is less p is less personal anersonal and more ford more formal than tmal than that found hat found in many ofin min many of thmany of the undispute undisputed Paulineed Pauline letters.  letters. Like RomanLike Romans and Ephes and Ephesians, Colsians, Colossians ofossians offers a clefeofoffers a coffers a clear struclear structural divitural division betwesion between a main en a main section fosection focused on dcused on doctrine anoctrine and one centd od one centerone centered on exhoed on exhortation. Irtation. In its attan its attack on falsck on false “philosoe “philosophy,” Colophy,” Colossians hasssians has a special a s a special afspecial affinity to finity to Galatians;Galatians; in regard in regard to the ch to the church leadeurch leaders mentionrs mentioned by nameed by name, it is ve, it , it is veryit is very close to  close to Philemon; Philemon; in theologin theological ideasical ideas and phras and phraseology, iteology, it is extrao is extraordinarily rdinarextraoextraordinextraordinarily simiarily similar to Ephlar to Ephesians (moesians (most scholarst scholars think ths think the author oe author of Ephesianf Ephesians was dires ws was directwas directly and healy and heavily depenvily dependent on Codent on Colossians).lossians).

The vocabulary and syntax of Colossians show similarities to the undisputed 
Pauline letters, notably Romans, 1–2 Corinthians, and Galatians. Many sentences, 
however, are comparatively long, with pleonastic expressions, and these features 
seem to distinguish the style of Colossians from that of Paul’s undisputed letters. 
The general tone of the letter is less personal and more formal than that found in 
many of the undisputed Pauline letters. Like Romans and Ephesians, Colossians 
offers a clear structural division between a main section focused on doctrine and 
one centered on exhortation. In its attack on false “philosophy,” Colossians has a 
special affinity to Galatians; in regard to the church leaders mentioned by name, 
it is very close to Philemon; in theological ideas and phraseology, it is 
extraordinarily similar to Ephesians (most scholars think the author of Ephesians 
was directly and heavily dependent on Colossians).

�The authorThe authorship of Coship of Colossians hlossians has been deas been debated sincbated since the firse the first half of t half of the 19th cthe 19ththe 19th centu19th century, and a ry, and a large numblarge number of criter of critical scholical scholars today ars today consider iconsider it deutero-t deutero-Pauline. EPaudeutero-deutero-Padeutero-Pauline. Eduuline. Eduard Schweiard Schweizer proposzer proposes that Ties that Timothy actumothy actually compoally composed it, whsed it, wsed it, while Paulwhile Paul was in pr was in prison underison under condition conditions that mads that made it impose it impossible for sible for the apostlthe apostle to writee toe to write tto write the entire he entire letter himletter himself but mself but may have alay have allowed him lowed him to add theto add the concludin concluding greetingg gg greeting. greeting. Some scholSome scholars, howevars, however, continer, continue to mainue to maintain that tain that Paul direcPaul directly wrote tly wrote the letterththe letterthe letter. The synt. The syntax of Coloax of Colossians, sossians, some of its me of its theologicatheological ideas (Cl ideas (Christ as hhrist as head of theead oead of the Chuof the Church; primarch; primary emphasiry emphasis on realis on realized eschatzed eschatology), anology), and some of d some of the ways ithe ways in which Paniin which Pin which Paul is desaul is described (thcribed (the sufferine sufferings of Paulgs of Paul as “compl as “completing whateting what is lackin is lacking in Chrisg in Cg in Christ’s aChrist’s afflictionsfflictions” [1:24]) ” [1:24]) make it vemake it very doubtfury doubtful that Paul that Paul himself l himself was the auwas the author. Yet thor. auauthor. Yeauthor. Yet the inflt the influence of Cuence of Colossians olossians on Ephesiaon Ephesians is probns is probably easieably easier to explar to explain if the in ifin if the letif the letter was geter was generally thnerally thought in tought in the early Che early Church to hhurch to have been tave been the work ofhe work of Paul. If  Pa Paul. If PPaul. If Paul did wraul did write Colossite Colossians, he pians, he probably dirobably did so near d so near the end ofthe end of his life, his life, soon afte soon a soon after compafter composing Philosing Philemon. If Cemon. If Colossians olossians was writtewas written by anothn by another in Pauler in Paul’s name, i’s name, it must havt mt must have must have been compobeen composed withinsed within a decade  a decade or two of or two of his death his death (Ephesians(Ephesians, which se, which s, which seems to dseems to depend on Cepend on Colossians,olossians, can hardl can hardly be latery be later than abou than about 90). Thet 90). The place of  place of origin is oorigin is origin is unknown, tunknown, though Ephehough Ephesus and Rosus and Rome are likme are likely possibely possibilities.ilities.ilities.

The authorship of Colossians has been debated since the first half of the 
19th century, and a large number of critical scholars today consider it 



deutero-Pauline. Eduard Schweizer proposes that Timothy actually composed it, 
while Paul was in prison under conditions that made it impossible for the apostle 
to write the entire letter himself but may have allowed him to add the concluding 
greeting. Some scholars, however, continue to maintain that Paul directly wrote 
the letter. The syntax of Colossians, some of its theological ideas (Christ as head 
of the Church; primary emphasis on realized eschatology), and some of the ways 
in which Paul is described (the sufferings of Paul as “completing what is lacking in 
Christ’s afflictions” [1:24]) make it very doubtful that Paul himself was the 
author. Yet the influence of Colossians on Ephesians is probably easier to explain 
if the letter was generally thought in the early Church to have been the work of 
Paul. If Paul did write Colossians, he probably did so near the end of his life, soon 
after composing Philemon. If Colossians was written by another in Paul’s name, it 
must have been composed within a decade or two of his death (Ephesians, which 
seems to depend on Colossians, can hardly be later than about 90). The place of 
origin is unknown, though Ephesus and Rome are likely possibilities.

�Aside fromAside from the polem the polemic in 2:8–ic in 2:8–23, there 23, there is little is little argument. argument. Most of thMost of the letter te letter te letter takes the takes the form of coform of concise assencise assertions andrtions and injunctio injunctions, apparens, apparently exprently expressing “pressing “previously covio“pre“previousl“previously coined ay coined and fixed vnd fixed views and ciews and concepts” (oncepts” (Gunther BoGunther Bornkamm). Arnkamm). At least int least int least in the “hyin the “hymn” of 1:1mn” of 1:15–20 and t5–20 and the “table he “table of househoof household duties”ld duties” in 3:18—4 in 3:18—4:1, Coloss:1, Coloss:1, ColossiansColossians evidently evidently relies on relies on authorita authoritative traditive traditional chutional church materirch materials. In coals. In contrast to ntrascocontrast tcontrast to a numbero a number of other  of other Pauline lePauline letters, Coltters, Colossians noossians nowhere strewhere stresses the asses the authority ouaauthority authority of Jewish of Jewish ScripturesScriptures (there ar (there are no OT que no OT quotations, otations, and very fand very few allusioew allusions). Perhans)allusioallusions)allusions). Perhaps . Perhaps this is bethis is because the cause the presumed Cpresumed Colossian rolossian readers areeaders are overwhelm overwhelm overwhelmioverwhelmingly gentingly gentile (cf. 1:le (cf. 1:27), but i27), but it also prot also probably reflbably reflects the fects the fact that tact that the “false he “falshe “false tea“false teaching” assching” assailed in 2ailed in 2:8–23 has :8–23 has at least sat least some Jewishome Jewish features. features. The write The writer variouslr varr variously variously assumes anassumes and asserts d asserts the authorthe authority of Pauity of Paul, “absentl, “absent in body b in body but presentut present in spirit in  in spirit”in spirit” (2:5). Al (2:5). All his minil his ministerial lasterial labors are obors are on behalf on behalf of believerf believers like thes like the Colossian Colossian ColossiansColossians, and thos, and those labors (e labors (and teachiand teachings) are ings) are inspired bynspired by God (1:25 God (1:25–29).–29).–29).

Aside from the polemic in 2:8–23, there is little argument. Most of the letter 
takes the form of concise assertions and injunctions, apparently expressing 
“previously coined and fixed views and concepts” (Gunther Bornkamm). At least 
in the “hymn” of 1:15–20 and the “table of household duties” in 3:18—4:1, 
Colossians evidently relies on authoritative traditional church materials. In 
contrast to a number of other Pauline letters, Colossians nowhere stresses the 
authority of Jewish Scriptures (there are no OT quotations, and very few 
allusions). Perhaps this is because the presumed Colossian readers are 
overwhelmingly gentile (cf. 1:27), but it also probably reflects the fact that the 
“false teaching” assailed in 2:8–23 has at least some Jewish features. The writer 
variously assumes and asserts the authority of Paul, “absent in body but present 
in spirit” (2:5). All his ministerial labors are on behalf of believers like the 
Colossians, and those labors (and teachings) are inspired by God (1:25–29).

�The exact The exact nature of nature of the false the false teaching iteaching is not verys not very clear, th clear, though Colosough Colossians suggsians sugsians suggests tsuggests that its adhat its advocates cavocates called it a lled it a “philosoph“philosophy” and empy” and emphasized “thasized “the elementhe elemental spiritsal elementelemental elemental spirits ofspirits of the unive the universe,” visirse,” visions and woons and worship of (rship of (or alongsior alongside) angelsde) angels, the obse, the , the observthe observance of spance of special festecial festivals (incivals (including sabluding sabbaths), anbaths), and certain d certain ritual andritual and ascetic r asceti ascetic reascetic regulations gulations (including(including circumcis circumcision and thion and the avoidance avoidance of certae of certain foods).in foods). Many mode Man Many moderMany modern scholarsn scholars have trie have tried to identd to identify the teify the teaching moraching more precisele precisely, linkingy, linking it with p it  it with pait with pagan mystergan mystery cults (My cults (Martin Dibeartin Dibelius), Gnolius), Gnosticism (Bsticism (Bornkamm), ornkamm), or apocalyor apocalyptic Judaipapocalyapocalyptiapocalyptic Judaism c Judaism (Fred O. F(Fred O. Francis). Orancis). Others havethers have urged tha urged that the “falt the “false teachinse teaching” is not g” teachinteaching” teaching” is not Chris not Christian at istian at all, but sall, but simply a foimply a form of diasrm of diaspora Judaipora Judaism (Morna sm (Morna Hooker, JaHooHooker, JaHooker, James D. G. mes D. G. Dunn). A sDunn). A sizable Jewizable Jewish populaish population is kntion is known to havown to have existed e existed e existed inexisted in the area  the area of Colossaof Colossae in the 1e in the 1st centuryst century...

The exact nature of the false teaching is not very clear, though Colossians 
suggests that its advocates called it a “philosophy” and emphasized “the 
elemental spirits of the universe,” visions and worship of (or alongside) angels, 
the observance of special festivals (including sabbaths), and certain ritual and 
ascetic regulations (including circumcision and the avoidance of certain foods). 
Many modern scholars have tried to identify the teaching more precisely, linking 
it with pagan mystery cults (Martin Dibelius), Gnosticism (Bornkamm), or 
apocalyptic Judaism (Fred O. Francis). Others have urged that the “false 
teaching” is not Christian at all, but simply a form of diaspora Judaism (Morna 
Hooker, James D. G. Dunn). A sizable Jewish population is known to have 
existed in the area of Colossae in the 1st century.

�ChristologChristology is at thy is at the heart ofe heart of Colossian Colossians. The chis. The chief accusatef accusation againsion against the “falt the “false teachins“fal“false tea“false teaching” is ching” is that it isthat it is not based not based on Christ on Christ and does  and does not hold fnot hold fast to himast to him as head o as he as head of thhead of the Church. e Church. The Holy SThe Holy Spirit is hpirit is hardly mentardly mentioned (1:8ioned (1:8), but God), but God is emphas is emphasized oftenizemphasemphasizedemphasized often as  often as Father of Father of Jesus and Jesus and ChristiansChristians and the u and the ultimate soltimate source of crurce of creation andeacrcreation acreation and salvatind salvation. Christon. Christ is the im is the image of Godage of God, the one , the one through whthrough whom and forom and for whom God  forfor whom Gfor whom God createdod created all thing all things. All thes. All the fullness  fullness (Gk. (Gk. pleäíroœmapleäíroœma) of God d) of God dwells in Cwelddwells in dwells in Christ. HiChrist. His redemptis redemptive work have work has cosmic as cosmic and universnd universal resultsal results, though t, though these are khetthese are these are known at pknown at present onlresent only in the Cy in the Church (hishurch (his body). Th body). The ontologie ontological orientcal orientation of taorientorientatioorientation of the cn of the christologyhristology recalls,  recalls, and may beand may be dependent dependent on, Helle on, Hellenistic Jewnistic Jewish concepish JewJewish conJewish concepts of Wcepts of Wisdom and isdom and the divinethe divine Word  Word (Logos).(Logos). Special e Special emphasis ismphasis is placed on placed placed on placed on Jesus’ savJesus’ saving death,ing death, which rec which reconciled alonciled all things il things in heaven an heaven and earth tnd earth to God and o Goo God and siGod and simultaneousmultaneously constitly constituted a vicuted a victory over tory over hostile sphostile spiritual foiritual forces allierces allied with a ld wid with a legwith a legal bond thal bond threatening reatening sinners (2sinners (2:13–15). T:13–15). The presenthe present and futur and future life of e life of believers beliebelievers believers is one of is one of participatparticipation in Chrion in Christ: theirist: their present e present existence ixistence is “hidden”s “hidden” in him, a in him in him, and thim, and their bond heir bond with him awith him assures futssures future glory ure glory (1:27; 3:3(1:27; 3:3–4).–4).–4).

Christology is at the heart of Colossians. The chief accusation against the 



“false teaching” is that it is not based on Christ and does not hold fast to him as 
head of the Church. The Holy Spirit is hardly mentioned (1:8), but God is 
emphasized often as Father of Jesus and Christians and the ultimate source of 
creation and salvation. Christ is the image of God, the one through whom and 
for whom God created all things. All the fullness (Gk. pleäíroœma) of God 
dwells in Christ. His redemptive work has cosmic and universal results, though 
these are known at present only in the Church (his body). The ontological 
orientation of the christology recalls, and may be dependent on, Hellenistic 
Jewish concepts of Wisdom and the divine Word (Logos). Special emphasis is 
placed on Jesus’ saving death, which reconciled all things in heaven and earth to 
God and simultaneously constituted a victory over hostile spiritual forces allied 
with a legal bond threatening sinners (2:13–15). The present and future life of 
believers is one of participation in Christ: their present existence is “hidden” in 
him, and their bond with him assures future glory (1:27; 3:3–4).

�The ethicaThe ethical teachingl teaching in 3:5—4: in 3:5—4:6 is groun6 is grounded in theded in the claim tha claim that Christiat Christians have rens have rns have received areceived a new natur new nature through e through dying and dying and rising witrising with Christ (h Christ (presumablypresumably in baptis in baptism). They mmbaptisbaptism). baptism). They must They must “become wh“become what they alat they already are”ready are” by giving by giving up all si up all sinful inclinful inclinations annatiincliinclinatioinclinations and prans and practices andctices and “putting  “putting on” a radion” a radically new cally new selfhood mselfhood marked by parked by purity, lovurippurity, lopurity, love, and muve, and mutual forgitual forgiveness. Chveness. Christ livesrist lives in them,  in them, and they aand they are apparenre apparently all sptly atly all spiritall spiritual equalsual equals (3:10–11) (3:10–11). Nonethel. Nonetheless, in 3:ess, in 3:18—4:1 the18—4:1 the duties of duties of believers believers are descr are  are descriare described in relbed in relation to hation to household pousehold positions (ositions (wives-husbwives-husbands, chilands, children-parendren-parents, slavestschildren-parenchildren-pchildren-parents, slarents, slaves-masteaves-masters): inferrs): inferiors are tiors are taught to oaught to obey, and sbey, and superiors tuperiors to command,o coo command, ecommand, everyone neveryone needing to beding to bear in minear in mind their cod their common subjemmon subjection to action to a heavenly  heaven heavenly Lheavenly Lord. The aord. The author deliuthor deliberately aberately affirms a hffirms a hierarchicaierarchical moral col moral code that wode that would not ouulwowould not would not outwardly outwardly disturb ordisturb ordinary Jewdinary Jewish and paish and pagan sensibgan sensibilities, bilities, but prefaceut prefaces it with s its it with anit with an egalitari egalitarian love etan love ethic which hic which could trancould transform or asform or at least mat least make more toke more tolerable “wleratotolerable tolerable “worldly” “worldly” patterns opatterns of authoritf authority and submy and submission.ission.ission.

The ethical teaching in 3:5—4:6 is grounded in the claim that Christians have 
received a new nature through dying and rising with Christ (presumably in 
baptism). They must “become what they already are” by giving up all sinful 
inclinations and practices and “putting on” a radically new selfhood marked by 
purity, love, and mutual forgiveness. Christ lives in them, and they are apparently 
all spiritual equals (3:10–11). Nonetheless, in 3:18—4:1 the duties of believers 
are described in relation to household positions (wives-husbands, 
children-parents, slaves-masters): inferiors are taught to obey, and superiors to 
command, everyone needing to bear in mind their common subjection to a 
heavenly Lord. The author deliberately affirms a hierarchical moral code that 
would not outwardly disturb ordinary Jewish and pagan sensibilities, but prefaces 
it with an egalitarian love ethic which could transform or at least make more 
tolerable “worldly” patterns of authority and submission.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. E. ArnoC. E. Arnold, ld, The ColossThe Colossian Syncreian Syncretism.tism. WUNT 2/77 WUNT 2/77 (Tübingen (Tübingen (Tübingen,(Tübingen, 1995); J. 1995); J. E. Crouch E. Crouch, , The OriginThe Origin and Inten and Intention of thtion of the Colossiae Colossian Haustafen Haustafel.l. FRLANT 10 FR FRLANT 109FRLANT 109 (Göttinge (Göttingen, 1972); n, 1972); J. D. G. DJ. D. G. Dunn, unn, The EpistlThe Epistles to the es to the ColossiansColossians and to Ph and to and to Philemoto Philemon.n. NIGTC (Gr NIGTC (Grand Rapidsand Rapids, 1996); F, 1996); F. O. Franc. O. Francis and W. is and W. A. Meeks, A. Meeks, Conflict aConflict Conflict aConflict at Colossaet Colossae.. SBLSBS 4  SBLSBS 4 (Missoula,(Missoula, 1973); A. 1973); A. T. Lincol T. Lincoln and A. Jn and A. J. M. Wedde. M. Wedderburn, rbuWeddeWedderburnWedderburn, , The TheoloThe Theology of the gy of the Later PaulLater Pauline Letterine Letterss (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1993); e, 1993); E. SchweizE. SchweiE. Schweizer,Schweizer,  The LetterThe Letter to the Co to the Colossianslossians (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1982)lis, 1982)...
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�SeeSee  PARACLETE.PARACLETE.

See PARACLETE.
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A title ofA title of authority authority given to  given to military, military, governmentgovernment, civic, a, civic, and religiond religious leadersus leaders. Heb. . Heb. . Heb. Heb. síarsíar is transl is translated in a ated in a variety ofvariety of ways in t ways in the OT. It he OT. It refers to refers to the Egyptithe Egyptian princesan prinan princes ofprinces of the phara the pharaoh (Gen. 1oh (Gen. 12:15), the2:15), the captains  captains of Moses’ of Moses’ military umilitary units (Num.nits (Num. 31:14), a 31 31:14), an31:14), and men of hd men of honor or vaonor or valor (Isa. lor (Isa. 23:8). On 23:8). On the occasithe occasion of Abneon of Abner’s death,r’s death, David sai D David saidDavid said, “Do you , “Do you not know tnot know that a prinhat a prince and a gce and a great man hreat man has fallen as fallen today?” (2today?” (2 Sam. 3:38 S Sam. 3:38)Sam. 3:38)...

A title of authority given to military, government, civic, and religious leaders. 
Heb. síar is translated in a variety of ways in the OT. It refers to the Egyptian 
princes of the pharaoh (Gen. 12:15), the captains of Moses’ military units (Num. 
31:14), and men of honor or valor (Isa. 23:8). On the occasion of Abner’s death, 
David said, “Do you not know that a prince and a great man has fallen today?” (2 
Sam. 3:38).

�In the conIn the contexts of gtexts of government,overnment, civic ser civic service, and vice, and religion, religion, several reseveral references aferences aferences are made care made concerning oncerning commanderscommanders: Judg. 9:: Judg. 9:30, the go30, the governor of vernor of a town; Gea town; Gen. 40:16, n. 40:16,n. 40:16, the40:16, the chief bak chief baker; Jer. 3er; Jer. 35:4, relig5:4, religious officious officials who sials who served in terved in the temple;he temple; 1 Chr. 24 1 Chr. 1 Chr. 24:5,Chr. 24:5, in the or in the organizationganization of the pr of the priests of tiests of the sanctuahe sanctuary, the sory, the sons of Eleans of Eleazar and thzar anzar and the soand the sons of Ithans of Ithamar.mar.mar.

In the contexts of government, civic service, and religion, several references 
are made concerning commanders: Judg. 9:30, the governor of a town; Gen. 
40:16, the chief baker; Jer. 35:4, religious officials who served in the temple; 1 
Chr. 24:5, in the organization of the priests of the sanctuary, the sons of Eleazar 
and the sons of Ithamar.

�Daniel useDaniel uses the terms the term  síarsíar when refe when referring to hrring to heavenly aneavenly and divine bd divine beings. Theeings. The angel Mic a angel Michangel Michael is calael is called the “pled the “prince” of rince” of Judah (DanJudah (Dan. 10:21), . 10:21), and God hiand God himself is rmself is referred toeferrrreferred treferred to as a como as a commander, thmander, the “Prince e “Prince of princesof princes,” who wil,” who will face thel face the attack of attack of an evil k an an evil kian evil king (8:25).ng (8:25).

Daniel uses the term síar when referring to heavenly and divine beings. The 
angel Michael is called the “prince” of Judah (Dan. 10:21), and God himself is 
referred to as a commander, the “Prince of princes,” who will face the attack of 
an evil king (8:25).
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A prescripA prescription or retion or requirement,quirement, usually f usually from God; mrom God; most often ost often a referenca reference to God’se to God’se to God’s willGod’s will as reveal as revealed in the ed in the laws of thlaws of the Pentateue Pentateuch.ch.ch.

A prescription or requirement, usually from God; most often a reference to 
God’s will as revealed in the laws of the Pentateuch.

�The HebrewThe Hebrew word for  word for commandmencommandment (t (mis�wa®;mis�wa®; pl.  pl. mis�woœt�mis�woœt�) is one o) is one) is one of sevone of several synoneral synonyms for toyms for torah or “inrah or “instruction.struction.” In the P” In the Pentateuch entateuch the term ithe term is used, ofs us used, ofteused, often in conjun in conjunction witnction with one or mh one or more of theore of the other syn other synonyms for onyms for torah (e.gtorah (e.g., .(e.g(e.g., (e.g., huœqiîm,huœqiîm, “statutes “statutes”; ”; misûpaœt�imisûpaœt�iîm,îm, “ordinanc “ordinances”) to rees”) to refer to a cfer to a collection ollectioccollectioncollection of laws ( of laws (e.g., Gen.e.g., Gen. 26:5; Exo 26:5; Exod. 15:26; d. 15:26; 24:12; Lev24:12; Lev. 26:3; Nu. 26:3; Num. 15:22; m. 15:22; Deut. 5:29DeutDeut. 5:29Deut. 5:29; 6:1; 7:1; 6:1; 7:11) or to t1) or to the Ten Comhe Ten Commandments mandments in particuin particular (Exod.lar (Exod. 34:28; De 34:28; De 34:28; Deut. 4:13Deut. 4:13). Some co). Some commandmentsmmandments, such as , such as the commanthe commandment to wdment to wear tasselear tassels (Num. 15s (Nus (Num. 15:3(Num. 15:37-41), are7-41), are intended  intended to draw atto draw attention totention to the comma the commandments asndments as a whole.  a whole a whole. Othwhole. Others recallers recall important important historica historical events (l events (e.g., Deute.g., Deut. 16:3). I. 16:3). In the bookn the book of Psalms of P of Psalms thePsalms the divine co divine commandmentsmmandments are uphel are upheld for theid for their perfectir perfection, clariton, clarity, and truy, and truthfulness thtrutruthfulnetruthfulness (Ps. 19ss (Ps. 19:7-10[MT 8:7-10[MT 8–11]; 119)–11]; 119). Througho. Throughout Ps. 119ut Ps. 119 the psalm the psalmist delighist delights in Yahwtsdelighdelights idelights in Yahweh’sn Yahweh’s instructi instructions by usions by using eight dng eight different sifferent synonyms foynonyms for torah inr torah in alternati alte alternatinalternating fashion.g fashion.

The Hebrew word for commandment (mis�wa®;  pl. mis�woœt� ) is 
one of several synonyms for torah or “instruction.” In the Pentateuch the term is 
used, often in conjunction with one or more of the other synonyms for torah 
(e.g., huœqiîm, “statutes”; misûpaœt�iîm,  “ordinances”) to refer to a 
collection of laws (e.g., Gen. 26:5; Exod. 15:26; 24:12; Lev. 26:3; Num. 15:22; 
Deut. 5:29; 6:1; 7:11) or to the Ten Commandments in particular (Exod. 34:28; 
Deut. 4:13). Some commandments, such as the commandment to wear tassels 
(Num. 15:37-41), are intended to draw attention to the commandments as a 
whole. Others recall important historical events (e.g., Deut. 16:3). In the book of 
Psalms the divine commandments are upheld for their perfection, clarity, and 
truthfulness (Ps. 19:7-10[MT 8–11]; 119). Throughout Ps. 119 the psalmist 
delights in Yahweh’s instructions by using eight different synonyms for torah in 
alternating fashion.

�Within theWithin the context o context of emergingf emerging Judaism,  Judaism, Jesus sougJesus sought to attaht to attain a unifiin a unified concepted conceed conceptionconception of divine of divine commandme commandment (Matt. nt (Matt. 5:19) by p5:19) by pronouncingronouncing the Great the Great Commandme Comm CommandmenCommandment (22:34–4t (22:34–40; Mark 120; Mark 12:28-34; Lu:28-34; Luke 10:25-2ke 10:25-28; cf. Rom8; cf. Rom. 13:8-10). 13:8-10) as the su as the as the sum ofthe sum of all comma all commandments. Fndments. For Paul, hor Paul, however, thowever, the commandme commandments are aents are an occasionn occan occasion foccasion for sin, anor sin, and through d through them sin ithem sin is known (Rs known (Rom. 7:7-13om. 7:7-13). In the ). In the Johannine Johannine writings, wwritings, writings, the commanthe commandments refdments refer to the er to the commissioncommission of the Fa of the Father to thther to the Son (Johe Son (Joe Son (John 10:1(John 10:18; 12:49-58; 12:49-50) or of t0) or of the Son to he Son to his disciphis disciples (15:12les (15:12–17), and –17), and obeying thobeying them is prooem ththem is prthem is proof that ooof that one abides ne abides in God andin God and walks in  walks in the truth the truth (1 John 2:(1 John 2:3-7; 3:22-3-7; 3:22-24; 4:21; 24;3:22-3:22-24; 43:22-24; 4:21; 5:2-4:21; 5:2-4; 2 John 4; 2 John 4-6).-6).-6).

Within the context of emerging Judaism, Jesus sought to attain a unified 
conception of divine commandment (Matt. 5:19) by pronouncing the Great 
Commandment (22:34–40; Mark 12:28-34; Luke 10:25-28; cf. Rom. 13:8-10) as 
the sum of all commandments. For Paul, however, the commandments are an 
occasion for sin, and through them sin is known (Rom. 7:7-13). In the Johannine 
writings, the commandments refer to the commission of the Father to the Son 
(John 10:18; 12:49-50) or of the Son to his disciples (15:12–17), and obeying 



them is proof that one abides in God and walks in the truth (1 John 2:3-7; 
3:22-24; 4:21; 5:2-4; 2 John 4-6).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. CrüsemaF. Crüsemann, nn, The Torah:The Torah: Theology  Theology and Socialand Social History o History of Old Testf Old Tef Old Testament Testament LawLaw (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1996)lis, 1996)...

Bibliography. F. Crüsemann, The Torah: Theology and Social History of Old 
Testament Law (Minneapolis, 1996).

Arnold BetArnold Betzz
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COMMENTARYCOMMENTARY

COMMENTARY

The genre The genre of explicaof explication of bition of biblical texblical texts, usuallts, usually followiny following the ordeg the order of verser of verses as they s as ths as they are pthey are presented. resented. The constiThe constituent elemtuent elements of thents of the commentae commentary generalry generally includely includely include teinclude text-criticaxt-critical discussil discussion relatinon relating to the eg to the establishmestablishment of a rent of a reliable texliable text and philt and pt and philologicphilological and graal and grammatical ammatical analysis thnalysis that addressat addresses difficues difficult or unuslt or unusual words,ual words, phrases,  phra phrases, ophrases, or syntax. r syntax. Once theseOnce these elements  elements of “lower of “lower criticism”criticism” have been have been applied,  applied, “higher cr“h“higher cr“higher criticism” uiticism” usually begsually begins. Higheins. Higher criticisr criticism is interm is interested in tested in the formatihe formation of the on of ton of the text ithe text in its histn its historical conorical context and itext and includes soncludes source, formurce, form, and reda, and redaction critction critical analyical anical analysis. analysis. Along withAlong with these mor these more technicae technical aspects l aspects of the comof the commentary, amentary, a number of number of other cha ofof other cof other characterisharacteristics of thtics of the biblicale biblical text are  text are often analoften analyzed, inclyzed, including the uding the literary qliteraryliterary qliterary qualities oualities of the textf the text and its t and its theologicalheological import. C import. Commentarieommentaries often als often also includeso inso include ininclude interdisciplterdisciplinary apprinary approaches thaoaches that bring cut bring current critrrent critical theorical theory to bear y to bear on the anaon thon the analysthe analysis of textis of texts.s.s.

The genre of explication of biblical texts, usually following the order of verses as 
they are presented. The constituent elements of the commentary generally 
include text-critical discussion relating to the establishment of a reliable text and 
philological and grammatical analysis that addresses difficult or unusual words, 
phrases, or syntax. Once these elements of “lower criticism” have been applied, 
“higher criticism” usually begins. Higher criticism is interested in the formation of 
the text in its historical context and includes source, form, and redaction critical 
analysis. Along with these more technical aspects of the commentary, a number 
of other characteristics of the biblical text are often analyzed, including the 
literary qualities of the text and its theological import. Commentaries often also 
include interdisciplinary approaches that bring current critical theory to bear on 
the analysis of texts.

�The historThe history of bibliy of biblical commencal commentary is patary is part of the rt of the larger hislarger history of thtory of the exegesise exegesise exegesis oexegesis of the Biblf the Bible. Perhapse. Perhaps the earli the earliest examplest examples were Ares were Aramaic paraamaic paraphrases (cphrases (cf. Neh. 8:f.(c(cf. Neh. (cf. Neh. 8:8) such 8:8) such as the Taras the Targums and tgums and the midrashhe midrashim (cf. 2 im (cf. 2 Chr. 13:22Chr. 13:22 JB). Much JB). Much of what a o of what apof what appears in tpears in the modern he modern genre of cgenre of commentary ommentary is witnessis witnessed in commed in commentaries fentariecommcommentaricommentaries from thes from the late clae late classical andssical and medieval  medieval period. Moperiod. Modern critidern critical commencal commencal commentaricommentaries often ies often ignore the gnore the work of thwork of these early ese early commentaricommentaries becausees because they are  they ar they are considare considered to beered to be “precriti “precritical.” In rcal.” In reality, hoeality, however, earwever, early commently commentaries shararies share with thee we with theirwith their modern ve modern versions thersions the awareness awareness of ambigu of ambiguities in gities in grammar, lerammar, lexicographyxicographylelexicograplexicography, textuahy, textual variantsl variants, and mean, and meaning in gening in general. By aeral. By and large, nd large, the differthe difference betweence bence between mobetween modern and edern and earlier forarlier forms of commms of commentary is entary is not in thenot in the ability t ability to recognizo recognize the proberecognizrecognize recognize the problethe problematics of matics of interpretiinterpreting the Bibng the Bible but, rale but, rather, in tther, in the locatiohe location of meanin of mn of meaning. Imeaning. It has beent has been said that said that prior to  prior to the “critithe “critical” approcal” approach the woach the world was unrld was understood pderununderstoodunderstood primarily primarily through t through the Bible, he Bible, but with tbut with the rise ofhe rise of the “crit the “critical” apprical” approach the Boachapprapproach tapproach the Bible bhe Bible began to beegan to be understoo understood primarild primarily through y through observatioobservations about tns about tns about the world the world in generalin general...

The history of biblical commentary is part of the larger history of the 
exegesis of the Bible. Perhaps the earliest examples were Aramaic paraphrases 
(cf. Neh. 8:8) such as the Targums and the midrashim (cf. 2 Chr. 13:22 JB). Much 
of what appears in the modern genre of commentary is witnessed in 
commentaries from the late classical and medieval period. Modern critical 
commentaries often ignore the work of these early commentaries because they 
are considered to be “precritical.” In reality, however, early commentaries share 
with their modern versions the awareness of ambiguities in grammar, 
lexicography, textual variants, and meaning in general. By and large, the difference 
between modern and earlier forms of commentary is not in the ability to 
recognize the problematics of interpreting the Bible but, rather, in the location of 
meaning. It has been said that prior to the “critical” approach the world was 
understood primarily through the Bible, but with the rise of the “critical” 
approach the Bible began to be understood primarily through observations about 
the world in general.

Larry L. LLarry L. Lykeyke

Larry L. Lyke

COMMISSIONCOMMISSION, GREAT, GREAT, GREAT

COMMISSION, GREAT

The risen The risen Jesus’ chaJesus’ charge to hisrge to his followers followers to “go an to “go and make disd make disciples of ciples of all nationall nations” (Matt. s” (Ms” (Matt. 28:(Matt. 28:18-20). Th18-20). This task ofis task of drawing G drawing Gentiles asentiles as well as J well as Jews into Cews into Christian dhristian discipleshiisciplddiscipleshdiscipleship involveip involves baptizins baptizing them andg them and instructi instructing them inng them in Jesus’ te Jesus’ teachings. Tachings. The commandhe cohe command iscommand is undergird undergirded by Jesued by Jesus’ assertis’ assertion that heon that he possesses possesses divine au divine authority, athority, and is suppndaand is supand is supported by ported by the promisthe promise of Jesuse of Jesus’ presence’ presence with his  with his followers followers “to the en“to the end of the ad enend of theend of the age.” Par age.” Parallels or allels or allusions allusions to the Greto the Great Commissat Commission are prion are present in sesent in several strevesseveral stseveral strands of Nrands of NT traditioT tradition (Mark 16n (Mark 16:15; Luke :15; Luke 24:47-48; 24:47-48; John 20:21John 20:21; Acts 1:8; Acts 1:8; cf. Mark; c; cf. Mark 1cf. Mark 13:10; Matt3:10; Matt. 24:14).. 24:14).. 24:14).

The risen Jesus’ charge to his followers to “go and make disciples of all nations” 
(Matt. 28:18-20). This task of drawing Gentiles as well as Jews into Christian 
discipleship involves baptizing them and instructing them in Jesus’ teachings. The 



command is undergirded by Jesus’ assertion that he possesses divine authority, 
and is supported by the promise of Jesus’ presence with his followers “to the 
end of the age.” Parallels or allusions to the Great Commission are present in 
several strands of NT tradition (Mark 16:15; Luke 24:47-48; John 20:21; Acts 1:8; 
cf. Mark 13:10; Matt. 24:14).

Peter K. NPeter K. Nelsonelson

Peter K. Nelson

COMMUNITY COMMUNITY OF GOODSOF GOODSOF GOODS

COMMUNITY OF GOODS

Although nAlthough not found iot found in the NT, n the NT, the expresthe expression “commsion “community of gunity of goods” is aoods” is a common de common common descommon description ocription of the sharf the sharing of posing of possessions isessions in the earln the early Jerusaley Jerusalem church. m church. According AAccording According to Acts 2:to Acts 2:44-47 the 44-47 the ChristiansChristians lived tog lived together and ether and shared allshared all things in things in common  co common common (haépanta (haépanta koinaé),koinaé), each havi each having sold alng sold all personall personal possessio possessions. Proceens. Proceeds from thdsProceeProceeds fProceeds from the sarom the sale of prople of property and berty and buildings wuildings were given ere given to the apoto the apostles for stles for distributidisdistributidistribution among non among needy membeeedy members (Acts 4rs (Acts 4:32-35).:32-35).:32-35).

Although not found in the NT, the expression “community of goods” is a 
common description of the sharing of possessions in the early Jerusalem church. 
According to Acts 2:44-47 the Christians lived together and shared all things in 
common (haépanta koinaé), each having sold all personal possessions. 
Proceeds from the sale of property and buildings were given to the apostles for 
distribution among needy members (Acts 4:32-35).

�Barnabas, Barnabas, who sold hwho sold his propertis property and gavey and gave the proce the proceeds to theeds to the Church, s Church, serves as aervessserves as serves as a positivea positive example ( example (Acts 4:36-Acts 4:36-37). Howev37). However, the prer, the practice wasactice was not witho not without problemuwithowithout prwithout problems. Anoblems. Ananias and anias and Sapphira lSapphira lied in theied in their claim tir claim to be handio be handing over alng over all their pol thl their posstheir possessions anessions and were strd were struck down buck down by God (Acty God (Acts 5:1-11).s 5:1-11). Complaint Complaints about uns about us about unequal diunequal distributionstribution of food n of food necessitateecessitated the formd the formation of aation of a committee committee of seven  of seven overseers ovoverseers overseers (Acts 6:1-(Acts 6:1-6).6).6).

Barnabas, who sold his property and gave the proceeds to the Church, 
serves as a positive example (Acts 4:36-37). However, the practice was not 
without problems. Ananias and Sapphira lied in their claim to be handing over all 
their possessions and were struck down by God (Acts 5:1-11). Complaints about 
unequal distribution of food necessitated the formation of a committee of seven 
overseers (Acts 6:1-6).

�The existeThe existence of an nce of an actual comactual communal groumunal group within tp within the early Che early Church is dhurch is doubted by oubteddoubted bydoubted by those who those who find cont find contradictionsradictions within Lu within Luke’s accouke’s account. Othersnt. Others suggest t suggest that Luke ihtthat Luke that Luke is simply is simply presentingpresenting an ideali an idealized picturzed picture based one based on the commo the common Greek phn Greek phn Greek philosophiphilosophical theme cal theme of “all thof “all things commoings common.” Howeven.” However, a number, a number of commer of commentators hantatorscommecommentatocommentators have surs have suggested higgested historical astorical antecedentsntecedents for the p for the practice.ractice.ractice.

The existence of an actual communal group within the early Church is 
doubted by those who find contradictions within Luke’s account. Others suggest 
that Luke is simply presenting an idealized picture based on the common Greek 
philosophical theme of “all things common.” However, a number of 
commentators have suggested historical antecedents for the practice.

�Some scholSome scholars look tars look to the Ruleo the Rule of the Co of the Community ofmmunity of the Dead  the Dead Sea ScrollSea Scrolls, which es, ws, which estawhich establishes hoblishes how communitw community members y members should shashould share their pre their property. Sroperty. Some even iome evome even identeven identify in Actify in Acts the techs the technical termnical terminology ofinology of property  property sharing assharing as used in t used in the Qumran he Qhe Qumran texQumran text. Others t. Others look to thlook to the practicee practice of sharin of sharing propertyg property within Es within Essene groupsene groupsene groups (Jogroups (Josephus sephus BJBJ 2.8.2–4), 2.8.2–4), although  although many who amany who assume the ssume the Qumran groQumran group were Esup wereup were Essenwere Essenes see Joses see Josephus’ desephus’ description acription as a variats a variation. Otherion. Other scholars  scholars connect thconnect the early Che ththe early the early Christian Christian practice wpractice with the laith the later rabbinter rabbinic accountic account of the  of the quppa®,quppa®, a weekly  a wee a weekly colweekly collection oflection of money for money for the poor  the poor residents residents of a town,of a town, and the  and the tamh�uœy,tamh�uœytamh�uœy,tamh�uœy, a daily c a daily collection ollection of food foof food for poor nonr poor nonresidents.residents. However,  However, there is sthere is sthere is some questsome question whetheion whether this wasr this was practiced practiced in the 1s in the 1st century t century C.E.C.E.C.E.

Some scholars look to the Rule of the Community of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 
which establishes how community members should share their property. Some 
even identify in Acts the technical terminology of property sharing as used in the 
Qumran text. Others look to the practice of sharing property within Essene 
groups (Josephus BJ 2.8.2–4), although many who assume the Qumran group 
were Essenes see Josephus’ description as a variation. Other scholars connect 
the early Christian practice with the later rabbinic account of the quppa®, a 
weekly collection of money for the poor residents of a town, and the 
tamh�uœy,  a daily collection of food for poor nonresidents. However, there is 
some question whether this was practiced in the 1st century C.E.

�The practiThe practice within ce within the early the early Church sooChurch soon died outn died out. There is. There is no mentio no mention of it eln of itn of it elsewheit elsewhere in the re in the NT, and itNT, and it quickly f quickly fades from ades from the narratthe narrative of Active of Acts. By Actss. By Acts 11:27-30  11:2 11:27-30 t11:27-30 the Judean he Judean churches achurches are impoverre impoverished and ished and in need ofin need of outside h outside help (cf. Pelp (cf. Paul’s collauPPaul’s colPaul’s collection).lection).lection).

The practice within the early Church soon died out. There is no mention of 
it elsewhere in the NT, and it quickly fades from the narrative of Acts. By Acts 
11:27-30 the Judean churches are impoverished and in need of outside help (cf. 
Paul’s collection).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. J. CappB. J. Capper, “Commuer, “Community of Gonity of Goods in theods in the Early Jer Early Jerusalem Chuusalem Chusalem Church,” Church,” ANRWANRW II.26.2,  II.26.2, 1730–74; K1730–74; K. Lake, “T. Lake, “The Communihe Communism of Actssm of Acts II. and I II. and IV.-VI. andV.-VI.IIV.-VI. anIV.-VI. and the Appod the Appointment ofintment of the Seven the Seven,” in ,” in The BeginnThe Beginnings of Chings of Christianityristianity,, 1:  1: The Acts oThe AcThe Acts of thActs of the Apostlese Apostles,, ed. K. La ed. K. Lake and H. ke and H. J. CadburyJ. Cadbury (1933, re (1933, repr. Grand pr. Grand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1966), 5:14066)191966), 5:11966), 5:140–51; D. 40–51; D. P. SeccombP. Seccombe, e, PossessionPossessions and the s and the Poor in LuPoor in Luke-Acts.ke-Acts. Studien z Studien zum Neuen Tumzzum Neuen zum Neuen Testament Testament und seinerund seiner Umwelt B/ Umwelt B/6 (Linz, 16 (Linz, 1982), esp.982), esp. 197–222. 197–222. 197–222.

Bibliography. B. J. Capper, “Community of Goods in the Early Jerusalem 



Church,” ANRW II.26.2, 1730–74; K. Lake, “The Communism of Acts II. and 
IV.-VI. and the Appointment of the Seven,” in The Beginnings of Christianity, 1: The 
Acts of the Apostles, ed. K. Lake and H. J. Cadbury (1933, repr. Grand Rapids, 
1966), 5:140–51; D. P. Seccombe, Possessions and the Poor in Luke-Acts. Studien 
zum Neuen Testament und seiner Umwelt B/6 (Linz, 1982), esp. 197–222.
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CONANIAHCONANIAH (Heb.  (Heb. ko®nanyaœhko®nanyaœhu®u®)))

CONANIAH (Heb. ko®nanyaœhu®)

�1.1. A Levite  A Levite entrusted entrusted with the swith the supervisionupervision of the co of the contributionntributions, the tits, the tithes, and thes, andhes, and the deand the dedicated thdicated things durinings during the reigg the reign of King n of King Hezekiah (Hezekiah (2 Chr. 31:2 Chr. 31:12-13).12-13).12-13).

1. A Levite entrusted with the supervision of the contributions, the tithes, 
and the dedicated things during the reign of King Hezekiah (2 Chr. 31:12-13).

�2.2. A chief a A chief among the Lmong the Levites whoevites who contribut contributed to the ed to the Passover oPassover offering atffering at the time  the  the time othe time of King Josf King Josiah (2 Chriah (2 Chr. 35:9).. 35:9).

2. A chief among the Levites who contributed to the Passover offering at 
the time of King Josiah (2 Chr. 35:9).

CONCUBINECONCUBINECONCUBINE

CONCUBINE

A female wA female whose statuhose status in relats in relation to herion to her sole legi sole legitimate sextimate sexual partneual partner, a nonslr, a nonslave male, ave nonslnonslave mnonslave male, is soale, is something otmething other than pher than primary wifrimary wife. Heb. e. Heb. piîleg�esûpiîleg�esû seems cle seems clearly to beacleclearly toclearly to be a word be a word of non-Se of non-Semitic origmitic origin. Conseqin. Consequently, atuently, attempts to tempts to compare thcompare the term witeththe term wthe term with allegeith alleged paralleld parallel statuses  statuses in the culin the cultures reprtures represented byesented by those lan those languages areguaglanlanguages languages are of dubare of dubious valueious value. The fact. The fact that ther that there are cleae are clear cognatesr cognates in Greek in Greek (pallakií (pa (pallakiís(pallakiís/pallakeäí/pallakeäí) and Lati) and Latin (n (paelexpaelex) suggests) suggests that the  that the word is Inword is Indo-europeado-european in origin Indo-europeaIndo-europIndo-european in oriean in origin, borrogin, borrowed into awed into all three lll three languages fanguages from an as rom an as yet unevidyet unevidenced sourenunevidunevidenceunevidenced source ld source language (eanguage (e.g., Phili.g., Philistine).stine).stine).

A female whose status in relation to her sole legitimate sexual partner, a 
nonslave male, is something other than primary wife. Heb. piîleg�esû  seems 
clearly to be a word of non-Semitic origin. Consequently, attempts to compare 
the term with alleged parallel statuses in the cultures represented by those 
languages are of dubious value. The fact that there are clear cognates in Greek 
(pallakiís/pallakeäí) and Latin (paelex) suggests that the word is 
Indo-european in origin, borrowed into all three languages from an as yet 
unevidenced source language (e.g., Philistine).

�Some scholSome scholars maintaars maintain that thin that the word orie word originally waginally was applied s applied to non-Isrto non-Israelite womaelite waelite women. Thewomen. The view that view that a  a piîleg�esûpiîleg�esû was the f was the female partemale partner in a mner in a matrilocal,atrilocal, so-called so-ca so-called so-called sadiäqasadiäqa or  or beenabeena marriage, marriage, has been  has been largely ablargely abandoned. Tandoned. This view whis view was based oas bas based on tbased on the premisehe premises that mats that matrilocal rerilocal residence issidence is an indica an indicator of mattor of matriarchy, ariarchy, a less-evol less less-evolvless-evolved form ofed form of social or social organizationganization than patr than patriarchy, aniarchy, and everywhed everywhere precedere preceded patriarcdprecedepreceded ppreceded patriarchy,atriarchy, and was p and was posited by osited by analogy wianalogy with allegedth alleged pre-Islam pre-Islamic connubiic connubial customsalconnubiconnubial connubial customs. Tcustoms. The biblicahe biblical texts tyl texts typically cipically cited in supted in support of thport of this view (Jis view (Judg. 8:29-udg. 8udg. 8:29-31; 18:29-31; 19:1-30) ha9:1-30) have been suve been successfullyccessfully explained explained otherwise otherwise...

Some scholars maintain that the word originally was applied to non-Israelite 
women. The view that a piîleg�esû  was the female partner in a matrilocal, 
so-called sadiäqa or beena marriage, has been largely abandoned. This view was 
based on the premises that matrilocal residence is an indicator of matriarchy, a 
less-evolved form of social organization than patriarchy, and everywhere 
preceded patriarchy, and was posited by analogy with alleged pre-Islamic 
connubial customs. The biblical texts typically cited in support of this view (Judg. 
8:29-31; 19:1-30) have been successfully explained otherwise.

�Live debatLive debate remains e remains about whetabout whether concubher concubines were ines were of slave oof slave or “free” sr “free” status. Schtatussstatus. Scstatus. Scholars havholars have noted the noted that Bilhah at Bilhah is termed is termed both a slaboth a slave (e.g., ve (e.g., Gen. 29:29Gen. 29:29; 30:3) an; 30:; 30:3) and 30:3) and a concubina concubine (35:22).e (35:22). Similarly Similarly, Gideon/J, Gideon/Jerubbaal’serubbaal’s unnamed c unnamed concubine (oncubine (Judg. 8:31Ju((Judg. 8:3(Judg. 8:31) is also1) is also referred  referred to as his to as his slave (9:1slave (9:18). The Le8). The Levite of Juvite of Judg. 19-20 dg. 19-20 once referonce reonce refers to refers to his concubhis concubine as a sine as a slave (19:1lave (19:19), but co9), but contextual cntextual considerationsiderations point ons point toward undtowatoward undtoward understandingerstanding this as a this as an instancen instance of defere of deferential speential speech. Scholach. Scholars who affrs who affirm that cirmaffaffirm thaaffirm that concubint concubines were sles were slaves generaves generally underally understand Exodstand Exod. 21:7-11 . 21:7-11 as regulatas regulating men’s ingregulatregulatingregulating men’s tre men’s treatment of atment of their conctheir concubines eveubines even though n though piîleg�esûpiîleg�esû is nowher is nowhe is nowhere usnowhere used in thesed in these verses.e verses.e verses.

Live debate remains about whether concubines were of slave or “free” 
status. Scholars have noted that Bilhah is termed both a slave (e.g., Gen. 29:29; 
30:3) and a concubine (35:22). Similarly, Gideon/Jerubbaal’s unnamed concubine 
(Judg. 8:31) is also referred to as his slave (9:18). The Levite of Judg. 19-20 once 
refers to his concubine as a slave (19:19), but contextual considerations point 
toward understanding this as an instance of deferential speech. Scholars who 
affirm that concubines were slaves generally understand Exod. 21:7-11 as 
regulating men’s treatment of their concubines even though piîleg�esû  is 
nowhere used in these verses.

�Scholars wScholars who assert ho assert that concuthat concubines werebines were not slave not slaves generalls generally center ty center their argumheir arheir argument oargument on marriagen marriage terminolo terminology, notinggy, noting that the  that the language ulanguage used to dessed to describe a cocribe a concubine’s ncoconcubine’concubine’s marital s marital status parstatus parallels theallels the language  language used of “fused of “free” wivesree” wives. Both are. Both are taken ( take taken (taken (laœqah�laœqah�) by their) by their prospecti prospective marriagve marriage partnerse partners (e.g., Ju (e.g., Judg. 19:1; dg. 19:1; Gen. 26:34Gen. 26Gen. 26:34), an26:34), and a concubd a concubine’s partine’s partner entersner enters into a so into a son-in-law/fn-in-law/father-in-lather-in-law relatioaw relationship withnshiprelatiorelationshrelationship with heip with her father (r father (Judg. 19:4Judg. 19:4-5). Ketur-5). Keturah is explah is explicitly boticitly both wife (Geh wife (Gen. 25:1) an. 25:1n. 25:1) and 25:1) and concubine concubine (1 Chr. 1:(1 Chr. 1:32). Also,32). Also, 2 Sam. 20 2 Sam. 20:3 applies:3 applies the term  the term “widowhood“widowhood“widowhood“widowhood” (” (}almaœnu®t}almaœnu®t��) to 10 of) to 10 of David’s c David’s concubines.oncubines. Some scho Some scholars speculars speclars speculate speculate that concuthat concubines werebines were of a lowe of a lower status tr status than primarhan primary wives bey wives because no bcause no bcause no bridepricebrideprice ( (moœharmoœhar) was paid) was paid for them, for them, or they b or they brought no rought no dowry (dowry (sûillu®h�isûillu®h�i((sûillu®h�(sûillu®h�iîmiîm), or both), or both, but no b, but no biblical teiblical text either xt either confirms oconfirms or denies tr denies these specuhese spechese speculatiospeculations.ns.ns.

Scholars who assert that concubines were not slaves generally center their 



argument on marriage terminology, noting that the language used to describe a 
concubine’s marital status parallels the language used of “free” wives. Both are 
taken (laœqah� ) by their prospective marriage partners (e.g., Judg. 19:1; Gen. 
26:34), and a concubine’s partner enters into a son-in-law/father-in-law 
relationship with her father (Judg. 19:4-5). Keturah is explicitly both wife (Gen. 
25:1) and concubine (1 Chr. 1:32). Also, 2 Sam. 20:3 applies the term 
“widowhood” (}almaœnu®t� ) to 10 of David’s concubines. Some scholars 
speculate that concubines were of a lower status than primary wives because no 
brideprice (moœhar) was paid for them, or they brought no dowry 
(sûillu®h�iîm ), or both, but no biblical text either confirms or denies these 
speculations.

�Sons of coSons of concubines incubines inherited pnherited paternal laaternal land at the nd at the father’s dfather’s discretion iscretion (compare G(compare(compare G(compare Gen. 25:6, en. 25:6, where the where the sons of Absons of Abraham’s coraham’s concubines ancubines are given gre given gifts but nifts but nifts but no propertno property, with thy, with the traditioe tradition that then that the four sons four sons of Bilhah of Bilhah and Zilpa and Zilpah — Dan, Nh — Dan, Naphtali, GapNNaphtali, Naphtali, Gad, and AGad, and Asher — wersher — were allottede allotted land by t land by their fatheheir father Jacob/Isr Jacob/Israel). Conrael). Concubines wecuConConcubinesConcubines were part were part of the in of the inheritance heritance that was pthat was passed downassed down to sons ( to sons (Gen. 35:22Gen. 35:2Gen. 35:22; 2 S35:22; 2 Sam. 3:8; 1am. 3:8; 16:22; 1 Kg6:22; 1 Kgs. 2:17-22s. 2:17-22; cf. 2 Sa; cf. 2 Sam. 12:8, wm. 12:8, where issuehere issues of inhers of inheritance anditanceinherinheritancinheritance and intee and intercourse wircourse with concubith concubines are junes are juxtaposed).xtaposed).

Sons of concubines inherited paternal land at the father’s discretion 
(compare Gen. 25:6, where the sons of Abraham’s concubines are given gifts but 
no property, with the tradition that the four sons of Bilhah and Zilpah — Dan, 
Naphtali, Gad, and Asher — were allotted land by their father Jacob/Israel). 
Concubines were part of the inheritance that was passed down to sons (Gen. 
35:22; 2 Sam. 3:8; 16:22; 1 Kgs. 2:17-22; cf. 2 Sam. 12:8, where issues of 
inheritance and intercourse with concubines are juxtaposed).

�To infer tTo infer typical Isrypical Israelite famaelite family structily structure from, ure from, e.g., porte.g., portrayals of rayals of Jacob’s hoJacob’s household inusehohousehold household in Genesisin Genesis, implicit, implicitly fails tly fails to take foro take formal and fumal and functional cnctional considerationsiderations seriouons seons seriously.seriously. The fact  The fact that the wthat the word ord piîleg�esûpiîleg�esû is nowher is nowhere mentionee mentioned in the ld in the legal colleegal cegal collectioncollections of Exodus of Exodus and Deuts and Deuteronomy, neronomy, nor in the or in the lists of plists of proscribed roscribed sexual relsexual relationshipsatirelrelationshrelationships in Levips in Lev. 18, 20, . 18, 20, should furshould further cautither caution againston against too quick too quickly positinly positing that thig thatg that this that this form of coform of connubial arnnubial arrangement rangement was widelywas widely practiced practiced. Various . Various factors lefactors lead to the adlelead to thlead to the conclusie conclusion that kion that kings in ancngs in ancient Israeient Israel had concl had concubines, buubines, but beyond tt beyond that it is hat tthat it isthat it is difficult difficult to say. to say. to say.

To infer typical Israelite family structure from, e.g., portrayals of Jacob’s 
household in Genesis, implicitly fails to take formal and functional considerations 
seriously. The fact that the word piîleg�esû  is nowhere mentioned in the legal 
collections of Exodus and Deuteronomy, nor in the lists of proscribed sexual 
relationships in Lev. 18, 20, should further caution against too quickly positing 
that this form of connubial arrangement was widely practiced. Various factors 
lead to the conclusion that kings in ancient Israel had concubines, but beyond 
that it is difficult to say.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Bal, M. Bal, Death and Death and DissymmetrDissymmetryy (Chicago, (Chicago, 1988); L. 1988); L. M. Epstei M. Epstein, “The Inn, EpsteiEpstein, “Epstein, “The InstitThe Institution of Cution of Concubinageoncubinage Among the Among the Jews,”  Jews,” ProceedingProceedings of the As of the American AcmeriAAmerican AAmerican Academy forcademy for Jewish Re Jewish Researchsearch 6 (1934–3 6 (1934–35): 153–885): 153–88; D. R. Ma; D. R. Mace, ce, Hebrew MarHebrew MaHebrew MarriageMarriage (New York (New York, 1953); J, 1953); J. Morgenst. Morgenstern, “ern, “BeenaBeena Marriage  Marriage (Matriarch(Matriarchat) in Ancat) in Ancient IsraeieAncAncient IsAncient Israel and irael and its Historits Historical Impliccal Implications,” ations,” ZAWZAW 47 (1929) 47 (1929): 91–110; : 91–110; “Additiona“Additional Note on l“Additiona“Additiona“Additional Note on l Note on ‘Beena‘Beena Marriage  Marriage (Matriarch(Matriarchat) in Ancat) in Ancient Israeient Israel,’” l,’” ZAWZAW 49 (1931) 49 (193 49 (1931): 46(1931): 46–58; E. Ne–58; E. Neufeld, ufeld, Ancient HeAncient Hebrew Marribrew Marriage Lawsage Laws (London,  (London, 1944); C. 1944); C. Rabin, “ThRabin, Rabin, “ThRabin, “The Origin oe Origin of the Hebrf the Hebrew Word ew Word PiälegesûPiälegesû,” ,” JJSJJS 25 (1974) 25 (1974): 353–64.: 353–64.: 353–64.
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CONDUITCONDUITCONDUIT

CONDUIT

In the envIn the environmentalironmental sense, ge sense, generally a nerally a closed chaclosed channel or pannel or passage thatssage that is filled is filled with flui with with fluidwith fluid under pre under pressure. Geossure. Geologically,logically, it is a v it is a vertical paertical passageway tssageway through whihrough which lava flch lavch lava flowslava flows upward in upward in a volcano a volcano. It can a. It can also be conlso be considered a sidered a pipe made pipe made by connectby connecting reeds,inconnectconnectingconnecting reeds, tr reeds, tree trunks,ee trunks, tiles, br tiles, bricks, or licks, or lead pipingead piping. Because . Because water is awater is an exceedinn excen exceedinglexceedingly importany important resourcet resource in arid l in arid lands, in aands, in ancient timncient times conduites conduits often sus often supplied setpplsusupplied ssupplied settlementsettlements with wate with water from sprr from springs and oings and other sourcther sources. In muces. In much of the Hh of the Holy Land woHHoly Land Holy Land wells or swells or shafts werehafts were dug to co dug to collect groullect ground water, nd water, and conduiand conduits (or ts (or kanatskanakanatskanats) connecte) connected them intd them into intricato intricate water sue water supply systepply systems. Many ams. Many ancient kanncient kanats are stats aats are still are still in use todin use today throughay throughout the Miout the Middle East.ddle East. Conduits  Conduits are mentioare mentioned in thened in the Bible as  Bi Bible as aBible as a means of  means of getting wagetting water from ster from springs or prings or streams instreams into settlemto settlements such ents such as Jerusalas as Jerusalas Jerusalem. For exem. For example, theample, the conduit f conduit from a sprirom a spring to the ng to the upper poolupper pool and then  and then below two bbelow two below two other poolother pools in Jeruss in Jerusalem durinalem during the timeg the times of Hezeks of Hezekiah and Isiah and Isaiah is quaiah is quite well kitququite wellquite well known. Th known. The conduit e conduit of the uppof the upper pool iner pool in the highw the highway of the ay of the Fuller’s FFuller’s Field whereieldFField wherField where garmentse garments were wash were washed was a ped was a particularlarticularly importany important meeting t meeting place.place.place.

In the environmental sense, generally a closed channel or passage that is filled 
with fluid under pressure. Geologically, it is a vertical passageway through which 
lava flows upward in a volcano. It can also be considered a pipe made by 



connecting reeds, tree trunks, tiles, bricks, or lead piping. Because water is an 
exceedingly important resource in arid lands, in ancient times conduits often 
supplied settlements with water from springs and other sources. In much of the 
Holy Land wells or shafts were dug to collect ground water, and conduits (or 
kanats) connected them into intricate water supply systems. Many ancient kanats 
are still in use today throughout the Middle East. Conduits are mentioned in the 
Bible as a means of getting water from springs or streams into settlements such 
as Jerusalem. For example, the conduit from a spring to the upper pool and then 
below two other pools in Jerusalem during the times of Hezekiah and Isaiah is 
quite well known. The conduit of the upper pool in the highway of the Fuller’s 
Field where garments were washed was a particularly important meeting place.

Richard A.Richard A. Stephenso Stephensonn
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CONFESSIONCONFESSION

CONFESSION

To confessTo confess means “to means “to say the s say the same thing”ame thing” or “to ag or “to agree to a sree to a statement.”tatement.” Widely us Widely us Widely used in anused in ancient legacient legal contextsl contexts, in bibli, in biblical texts cal texts the term athe term and its cognd its cognates are nates are used to exused toused to expressto express belief in belief in God, ackn God, acknowledge faowledge failure to kilure to keep God’s eep God’s laws, and laws, and praise Godpraise God for salva f for salvatfor salvation. Theseion. These meanings  meanings are evidenare evident in the it in the individual ndividual and communand communal liturgial liturgical contexcal liturgiliturgicalliturgical contexts  contexts of the Psaof the Psalms (Pss. lms (Pss. 9; 22; 34;9; 22; 34; 50:14; 51 50:14; 51; 116). To; 116). To confess t confess then servedhen sehen served as served as an essentian essential part ofal part of worship,  worship, functioninfunctioning to identg to identify, set aify, set apart, and part, and reaffirm mreaffirreaffirm mreaffirm membership embership in the covin the covenant (Deuenant (Deut. 6:4-9).t. 6:4-9).

To confess means “to say the same thing” or “to agree to a statement.” Widely 
used in ancient legal contexts, in biblical texts the term and its cognates are used 
to express belief in God, acknowledge failure to keep God’s laws, and praise God 
for salvation. These meanings are evident in the individual and communal 
liturgical contexts of the Psalms (Pss. 9; 22; 34; 50:14; 51; 116). To confess then 
served as an essential part of worship, functioning to identify, set apart, and 
reaffirm membership in the covenant (Deut. 6:4-9).

�In the NT,In the NT, likewise  likewise often withoften within liturgiin liturgical contexcal contexts, confests, confession expresion expresses similsses similar meaningasimilsimilar mesimilar meanings. Hoanings. However, thewever, the focus is  focus is now on thenow on the centralit centrality of Jesusy of Jesus and his a and his activity inctivaactivity iactivity in salvation salvation. The earn. The earliest formliest formulations aulations are those sre those stating thatating that God had t God had raised Jesraisedraised Jesraised Jesus from thus from the dead (Roe dead (Rom. 1:3; 4:m. 1:3; 4:24; 10:9; 24; 10:9; 1 Cor. 6:11 Cor. 6:14; 15:15; 4; 15:15; 2 Cor. 4:12 Cor. 4:13-14; 1 Th3-144:14:13-14; 14:13-14; 1 Thess. 1: Thess. 1:10). This 10). This resurrectiresurrection motif ion motif is linked bs linked both to Godoth to God’s deliver’s deliverance of Isancedeliverdeliverancdeliverance of Israee of Israel from Egyl from Egypt and to pt and to Jesus’ beiJesus’ being raised ng raised to God’s rto God’s right hand ight hand and his coand and his coand his coming role ming role as judge (as judge (1 Cor. 16:1 Cor. 16:22; Did. 122; Did. 10:6).0:6).0:6).

In the NT, likewise often within liturgical contexts, confession expresses 
similar meanings. However, the focus is now on the centrality of Jesus and his 
activity in salvation. The earliest formulations are those stating that God had 
raised Jesus from the dead (Rom. 1:3; 4:24; 10:9; 1 Cor. 6:14; 15:15; 2 Cor. 
4:13-14; 1 Thess. 1:10). This resurrection motif is linked both to God’s 
deliverance of Israel from Egypt and to Jesus’ being raised to God’s right hand 
and his coming role as judge (1 Cor. 16:22; Did. 10:6).

�The confesThe confession of Jesion of Jesus as thesus as the Christ or Christ or Lord (Mar Lord (Mark 8:29; Rok 8:29; Rom. 10:9; 1m. 10:9; 1 Cor. 8:6) Cor. 8 Cor. 8:6) is fu8:6) is fundamental,ndamental, both in t both in the Paulinehe Pauline corpus (w corpus (where it fohere it forms the barms the basis of thesis of the kerygma,  ker kerygma, 1kerygma, 1 Cor. 15:3 Cor. 15:3) and in t) and in the Gospelshe Gospels (Mark 8:2 (Mark 8:29 par.). I9 par.). In Rom. 10:n Rom. 10:9 the accl9 the acclamation “Jamacclacclamatioacclamation “Jesus in “Jesus is Lord” (ls Lord” (like those ike those in 1 Cor. in 1 Cor. 8:6; 12:3;8:6; 12:3; Phil. 2:1 Phil. 2:11) serves 1) serves as a chrisas a chas a christologchristological confeical confession thatssion that links Jes links Jesus to the us to the creative acreative activity ofctivity of God. Conf God. Confession funessionConfConfessionConfession functions functions as a crit as a criterion of oerion of orthodoxy (rthodoxy (1 John 2:21 John 2:22; 4:2-3, 2; 4:2-3, 15; 5:1, 515; 5:1, 5). It is a). It ). It is assoIt is associated witciated with persecuth persecution, and mion, and modeled on odeled on the examplthe example of Jesuse of Jesus’ confessi’ confession itself onconfessiconfessionconfession itself (1 itself (1 Tim. 6:13 Tim. 6:13; Matt. 10; Matt. 10:17-18).:17-18).:17-18).

The confession of Jesus as the Christ or Lord (Mark 8:29; Rom. 10:9; 1 Cor. 
8:6) is fundamental, both in the Pauline corpus (where it forms the basis of the 
kerygma, 1 Cor. 15:3) and in the Gospels (Mark 8:29 par.). In Rom. 10:9 the 
acclamation “Jesus is Lord” (like those in 1 Cor. 8:6; 12:3; Phil. 2:11) serves as a 
christological confession that links Jesus to the creative activity of God. 
Confession functions as a criterion of orthodoxy (1 John 2:22; 4:2-3, 15; 5:1, 5). 
It is associated with persecution, and modeled on the example of Jesus’ 
confession itself (1 Tim. 6:13; Matt. 10:17-18).

�In later CIn later Christian thristian thought, cohought, confession infession is often uss often used interched interchangeably wangeably with creed.ith creedith creed. Howcreed. However, no sever, no such systemuch systematic and catic and comprehensiomprehensive statemeve statement exists nt exists in the NT.in the Nin the NT. RatherNT. Rather, due to t, due to the genre ohe genre of the matef the material (e.g.rial (e.g., letters), letters), there ex, there exist only bist only brief staterief strief statementsstatements of Jesus’ of Jesus’ lordship  lordship (Peter’s c(Peter’s confession;onfession; Mark 8:29 Mark 8:29 par.) and par.) and others of others of binitaria bin binitarianbinitarian or trinit or trinitarian chararian character (Matacter (Matt. 28:19; t. 28:19; 2 Cor. 13:2 Cor. 13:13), which13), which reflect e reflect early Chrisarly Carly Christian Christian beliefs anbeliefs and practiced practices such as s such as the confesthe confessional stasional statements attements at baptism ( baptism (1 Tim. 6:11 Tim1 Tim. 6:12;Tim. 6:12; Acts 8:36 Acts 8:36-38 Wester-38 Western Text). Fn Text). From these rom these kerygmatickerygmatic, liturgic, liturgical, and caal, and catecheticaltecacatecheticcatechetical elemental elements the lates the later creeds wr creeds were develoere developed from tped from the 2nd cenhe 2nd century onwartury onwatury onward.onward.onward.

In later Christian thought, confession is often used interchangeably with 
creed. However, no such systematic and comprehensive statement exists in the 
NT. Rather, due to the genre of the material (e.g., letters), there exist only brief 
statements of Jesus’ lordship (Peter’s confession; Mark 8:29 par.) and others of 



binitarian or trinitarian character (Matt. 28:19; 2 Cor. 13:13), which reflect early 
Christian beliefs and practices such as the confessional statements at baptism (1 
Tim. 6:12; Acts 8:36-38 Western Text). From these kerygmatic, liturgical, and 
catechetical elements the later creeds were developed from the 2nd century 
onward.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. O. CullmanO. Cullmann, n, The EarlieThe Earliest Christist Christian Confessan Confessionsions (London,  (London, 1949); J. 1949)1949); J. 1949); J. N. D. KellN. D. Kelly, y, Early ChriEarly Christian Creestian Creeds,ds, 3rd ed. ( 3rd ed. (London, 19London, 1976).76).76).

Bibliography. O. Cullmann, The Earliest Christian Confessions (London, 
1949); J. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian Creeds, 3rd ed. (London, 1976).
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CONFIRMATICONFIRMATIONONON

CONFIRMATION

The practiThe practice of the ce of the early Churearly Church, well ech, well establishedstablished only by t only by the 3rd cenhe 3rd century, to atury, to anoint withnoinaanoint witanoint with oil and h oil and lay hands lay hands upon thoseupon those emerging  emerging from baptifrom baptismal watersmal waters for the s for the impartatioimimpartatioimpartation of the Hn of the Holy Spiritoly Spirit. Scriptur. Scriptural justifial justification forcation for this dual this dual act was f act was found in Maound in ound in Mark 1:in Mark 1:10, where 10, where the Holy Sthe Holy Spirit descpirit descended on Jended on Jesus as heesus as he came up f came up from the Jorom the Jorom the Jordan; inJordan; in Acts 10:3 Acts 10:38, where J8, where Jesus is saesus is said to haveid to have been “ano been “anointed” witinted” with the Holyh the Holy Spirit; a Sp Spirit; anSpirit; and in Acts d in Acts 8, where t8, where the Holy Sphe Holy Spirit was wirit was withheld awithheld awaiting theaiting the impositio imposition of apostn ofn of apostolof apostolic hands. ic hands. This latteThis latter link betr link between the aween the apostolic mpostolic ministry aninistry and the givid the giving of the ng ofng of the Holof the Holy Spirit ly Spirit led to the ed to the insistenceinsistence that the  that the bishop alobishop alone performne perform the act,  the act, and the neand tand the need tthe need to postponeo postpone it until  it until the bishopthe bishop made his  made his rounds everounds eventually lentually led, in the d, in the West, to iWeWest, to iWest, to its being tts being treated as reated as a separatea separate sacrament sacramental action,al action, called fr called from the 5thom the 5th century o cen century oncentury onward ward confirmaticonfirmatio.o. In the la In the later Middleter Middle Ages it c Ages it came to be ame to be regarded aregarded as renewings rens renewing trenewing the sacramehe sacrament of baptnt of baptism and asism and associated wsociated with a courith a course of instse of instruction inruction in basic Chr b basic Chribasic Christian belistian beliefs or a pefs or a prescribed rescribed confessionconfessional catechial catechism.sm.sm.

The practice of the early Church, well established only by the 3rd century, to 
anoint with oil and lay hands upon those emerging from baptismal waters for the 
impartation of the Holy Spirit. Scriptural justification for this dual act was found 
in Mark 1:10, where the Holy Spirit descended on Jesus as he came up from the 
Jordan; in Acts 10:38, where Jesus is said to have been “anointed” with the Holy 
Spirit; and in Acts 8, where the Holy Spirit was withheld awaiting the imposition 
of apostolic hands. This latter link between the apostolic ministry and the giving 
of the Holy Spirit led to the insistence that the bishop alone perform the act, and 
the need to postpone it until the bishop made his rounds eventually led, in the 
West, to its being treated as a separate sacramental action, called from the 5th 
century onward confirmatio. In the later Middle Ages it came to be regarded as 
renewing the sacrament of baptism and associated with a course of instruction in 
basic Christian beliefs or a prescribed confessional catechism.
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CONGREGATICONGREGATIONONON

CONGREGATION

A gatherinA gathering or assemg or assembly. Heb. bly. Heb. {eäd�a®{eäd�a® and  and qaœhaœlqaœhaœl are synon are synonymous in mymous in many contexanymmany contemany contexts, especxts, especially in rially in reference teference to the polio the political insttical institutions oitutions of ancient f ancient Israel. WhIsrael. Israel. WhIsrael. While ile {eäd�a®{eäd�a® is used t is used to denote to denote the officiahe officials of Israls of Israel, el, qaœhaœlqaœhaœl never app never a never appears inappears in such cont such contexts, suggexts, suggesting thaesting that the termt the term implies n implies no legislato legislative or judive or judicial funcicial judjudicial fjudicial function.unction.unction.

A gathering or assembly. Heb. {eäd�a®  and qaœhaœl are synonymous in 
many contexts, especially in reference to the political institutions of ancient 
Israel. While {eäd�a®  is used to denote the officials of Israel, qaœhaœl never 
appears in such contexts, suggesting that the term implies no legislative or 
judicial function.

�The functiThe function of the on of the {eäd�a®{eäd�a® is to bri is to bring to triang to trial and punil and punish violatosh violators of the rs of the covenant (ccovenant (covenant (Num. 35:12Num. 35:12, 24-25; L, 24-25; Lev. 24:14,ev. 24:14, 16); to a 16); to arbitrate irbitrate intertribalntertribal disputes  disputes (Judg. 21:(Judg(Judg. 21:(Judg. 21:10, 13, 1610, 13, 16); to crow); to crown kings (1n kings (1 Kgs. 12:2 Kgs. 12:20); and to0); and to reprimand reprimand its own l its own leaders (Joeadelleaders (Jleaders (Josh. 9:18-osh. 9:18-19). The 19). The {eäd�a®{eäd�a® could inc could include the elude the entire natintire nation, includon, including women ing wing women and women and children; children; all adult all adult males; or males; or the leaderthe leaders of the ps of the people. Theeople. The usage of  usage of qaœhaœlqaqaœhaœlqaœhaœl is roughl is roughly equivaley equivalent to nt to {eäd�a®,{eäd�a®, though it though it is more g is more general. Iteneral. It is used o is used is used of a used of a multitude multitude of nationsof nations (Gen. 28: (Gen. 28:3), an arm3), an army (Num. 22y (Num. 22:4; Ezek. :4; Ezek. 17:17; 23:17:17; 23:46), and o46)23:23:46), an23:46), and other hud other human gatherman gatherings of vaings of various kindrious kinds. Though s. Though qaœhaœlqaœhaœl is relati is relatively more verelatirelativelyrelatively more freq more frequent in thuent in the later boe later books Chronioks Chronicles, Ezracles, Ezra-Nehemiah,-Nehemiah, and Ezeke and Ezekel, both HelEzekeEzekel, boEzekel, both Hebrew th Hebrew terms are terms are spread thrspread throughout thoughout the biblicale biblical corpus fr corpus from Genesisom Genesom Genesis thGenesis through the rough the Minor PropMinor Prophets.hets.hets.

The function of the {eäd�a®  is to bring to trial and punish violators of the 
covenant (Num. 35:12, 24-25; Lev. 24:14, 16); to arbitrate intertribal disputes 
(Judg. 21:10, 13, 16); to crown kings (1 Kgs. 12:20); and to reprimand its own 
leaders (Josh. 9:18-19). The {eäd�a®  could include the entire nation, including 
women and children; all adult males; or the leaders of the people. The usage of 
qaœhaœl is roughly equivalent to {eäd�a®,  though it is more general. It is 
used of a multitude of nations (Gen. 28:3), an army (Num. 22:4; Ezek. 17:17; 
23:46), and other human gatherings of various kinds. Though qaœhaœl is 
relatively more frequent in the later books Chronicles, Ezra-Nehemiah, and 



Ezekel, both Hebrew terms are spread throughout the biblical corpus from 
Genesis through the Minor Prophets.

�In the NT In the NT Gk. Gk. ekkleäsiíaekkleäsiía designate designates “the [los “the [local] assemcal] assembly” or “cbly” or “church” (1 hurch” (1 Cor. 11:18CCor. 11:18Cor. 11:18) and “the) and “the [universa [universal] church”l] church” (12:28);  (12:28); synagoœgeäsynagoœgeäí,í, “a place  “a place of assemblof assemof assembly” assembly” (Matt. 10:(Matt. 10:17; Jas. 217; Jas. 2:2) or a m:2) or a meeting foreeting for worship ( worship (Matt. 4:23Matt. 4:23); and ); and pleäíthos,pleäíthpleäíthos,pleäíthos, a “crowd  a “crowd of people”of people” (Luke 6:1 (Luke 6:17), “commu7), “community” (Actnity” (Acts 6:2, 4),s 6:2, 4), or “the c or “the c or “the church” (1church” (15:30). The5:30). The LXX alway LXX always uses s uses synagoœgeäsynagoœgeäíí to transl to translate Heb. ate Heb. {eäd�a®,{eäd�a®{eäd�a®,{eäd�a®, but  but qaœhaœlqaœhaœl is transl is translated by boated by both th ekkleäsiíaekkleäsiía and  and synagoœgeäsynagoœgeäí.í. In Classi synagoœgeäí.synagoœgeäsynagoœgeäí. In Clasí. In Classical and sical and HellenistiHellenistic Greek lic Greek literature terature ekkleäsiíaekkleäsiía became a  became a technical tetechnical technical expressionexpression for the a for the assembly ofssembly of the peopl the people, consiste, consisting of freing of free men entie men entitled to votledentientitled tentitled to vote. Alo vote. Although thethough the three ter three terms are roums are roughly synonghly synonymous in tymous in the NT, he NT, ekkleäsiíaekkekkleäsiíaekkleäsiía is the mo is the most common.st common. It was ad It was adopted by topted by the early Che early Christians hristians over over synagoœgeäsynasynagoœgeäsynagoœgeäíí to design to designate their ate their fellowshipfellowships after ths after the resurrece resurrection of Jetion of Jesus, but nsus, but nsus, but not duringnot during his lifet his lifetime.ime.ime.

In the NT Gk. ekkleäsiía designates “the [local] assembly” or “church” (1 
Cor. 11:18) and “the [universal] church” (12:28); synagoœgeäí, “a place of 
assembly” (Matt. 10:17; Jas. 2:2) or a meeting for worship (Matt. 4:23); and 
pleäíthos, a “crowd of people” (Luke 6:17), “community” (Acts 6:2, 4), or “the 
church” (15:30). The LXX always uses synagoœgeäí to translate Heb. 
{eäd�a®,  but qaœhaœl is translated by both ekkleäsiía and 
synagoœgeäí. In Classical and Hellenistic Greek literature ekkleäsiía became a 
technical expression for the assembly of the people, consisting of free men 
entitled to vote. Although the three terms are roughly synonymous in the NT, 
ekkleäsiía is the most common. It was adopted by the early Christians over 
synagoœgeäí to designate their fellowships after the resurrection of Jesus, but 
not during his lifetime.

Michael D.Michael D. Hildenbra Hildenbrandnd

Michael D. Hildenbrand

CONIAHCONIAH (Heb.  (Heb. konyaœhu®konyaœhu®)))

CONIAH (Heb. konyaœhu®)

Alternate Alternate form of Jeform of Jehoiachin, hoiachin, the last kthe last king of Juding of Judah (Jer. 2ah (Jer. 22:24, 28; 2:24, 28; 37:1)..37:1)..

Alternate form of Jehoiachin, the last king of Judah (Jer. 22:24, 28; 37:1)..

CONQUEST: CONQUEST: BIBLICAL NBIBLICAL NARRATIVEARRATIVEARRATIVE

CONQUEST: BIBLICAL NARRATIVE

In narratiIn narrative parts ove parts of Exodus af Exodus and Numbersnd Numbers, Moses le, Moses leads the unads the unified 12 tified 12 tribes of Iribes of Israelites sraIIsraelitesIsraelites delivered delivered from Egyp from Egypt through t through the desertthe desert to the la to the land of Canand of Canaan. Beforean. Before arriving  ar arriving aarriving at the Jordt the Jordan River, an River, the Israelthe Israelites conquites conquer the laner the lands of kingds of kings Sihon ans Sihon and Og east d Og d Og east ofOg east of the Jorda the Jordan and carrn and carry out the y out the ethnic cleethnic cleansing of ansing of their inhatheir inhabitants (Nbitants (Num. 21:21-um.(N(Num. 21:2(Num. 21:21-35; Deut1-35; Deut. 2:24-3:1. 2:24-3:17). After 7). After distributidistributing these lng these lands to twands to two and a hao and a half of the lf olf of the triof the tribes (Num. bes (Num. 32:33-42; 32:33-42; Josh. 13:8Josh. 13:8-32) and a-32) and appointing ppointing Joshua hisJoshua his successor successor (Num. 27: (N (Num. 27:1(Num. 27:18-23; Deut8-23; Deut. 3:28; 31. 3:28; 31:7-23), Mo:7-23), Moses dies. ses dies. Joshua leaJoshua leads the Isrds the Israelites acaelites across the Jrossacacross theacross the Jordan wh Jordan where, in anere, in an orgy of t orgy of terror, vioerror, violence, andlence, and mayhem, t mayhem, they conquehey conquer the landrconqueconquer thconquer the land of e land of Canaan andCanaan and attempt t attempt to cleanse o cleanse it of inhait of inhabitants. Jbitants. Joshua overoshua oversees the dseoveroversees toversees the distribhe distribution of tution of this land this land to the remao the remaining tribining tribes, and ales, and all the tribl the tribes settle es settes settle in settle in their new their new possessionpossessions (Josh. 1s (Josh. 1-19, 21—22-19, 21—22).).).

In narrative parts of Exodus and Numbers, Moses leads the unified 12 tribes of 
Israelites delivered from Egypt through the desert to the land of Canaan. Before 
arriving at the Jordan River, the Israelites conquer the lands of kings Sihon and 
Og east of the Jordan and carry out the ethnic cleansing of their inhabitants 
(Num. 21:21-35; Deut. 2:24-3:17). After distributing these lands to two and a half 
of the tribes (Num. 32:33-42; Josh. 13:8-32) and appointing Joshua his successor 
(Num. 27:18-23; Deut. 3:28; 31:7-23), Moses dies. Joshua leads the Israelites 
across the Jordan where, in an orgy of terror, violence, and mayhem, they 
conquer the land of Canaan and attempt to cleanse it of inhabitants. Joshua 
oversees the distribution of this land to the remaining tribes, and all the tribes 
settle in their new possessions (Josh. 1-19, 21—22).

�This conquThis conquest is preest is presented as sented as the climaxthe climax of the st of the story that bory that begins withegins with the curse the cur the curse of Ccurse of Canaan (Genanaan (Gen. 9:25-26). 9:25-26) and God’s and God’s promise o promise of the landf the land of Canaan of Canaan to Abram  to Abram to Abram and Abram and his descenhis descendants (13:dants (13:15). But i15). But it was not t was not always so.always so. The earli The earliest narratest narrative strandivenarratnarrative narrative strands (Jstrands (J, E) that , E) that make up thmake up the first foe first four books our books of the Biblf the Bible give lite give little or no tle or ntle or no indicatno indication how Goion how God’s land gd’s land grant is torant is to be fulfil be fulfilled and giled and give no hintve no hint of an imp of an impending conendinimpimpending impending conquest aconquest and ethnic nd ethnic cleansing.cleansing. These str These strands have ands have many distimany distinctive thenctive themes, and tmthethemes, anthemes, and these ard these are unrelatee unrelated to conqud to conquest and coest and conclude in nclude in Exodus (E)Exodus (E) and Numbe and Num and Numbers (JNumbers (J). Neither). Neither strand le strand leaves any taves any trace in Derace in Deuteronomy uteronomy and Joshuaand Joshua. Joshua’s. Joshua’s. Joshua’s rJoshua’s role in Exoole in Exodus and Nudus and Numbers is smbers is secondary tecondary to these sto these strands, in rands, in which he iwhich he is unlikelys iis unlikelis unlikely to have y to have appeared aappeared at all.t all.t all.

This conquest is presented as the climax of the story that begins with the 
curse of Canaan (Gen. 9:25-26) and God’s promise of the land of Canaan to 
Abram and his descendants (13:15). But it was not always so. The earliest 
narrative strands (J, E) that make up the first four books of the Bible give little or 
no indication how God’s land grant is to be fulfilled and give no hint of an 
impending conquest and ethnic cleansing. These strands have many distinctive 
themes, and these are unrelated to conquest and conclude in Exodus (E) and 
Numbers (J). Neither strand leaves any trace in Deuteronomy and Joshua. 



Joshua’s role in Exodus and Numbers is secondary to these strands, in which he 
is unlikely to have appeared at all.

�The story The story of conquesof conquest purportst purports to be abo to be about tribal ut tribal warfare, bwarfare, but notableut notable features  featur features pfeatures point to a oint to a monarchic monarchic rather tharather than tribal pn tribal perspectiveerspective, in parti, in particular of tcular of the house ohe hohe house of Dhouse of David. A moavid. A monarchic conarchic context is intext is indicated bndicated by the simpy the simple unity ole unity of the tribf the tribes, the pres,tribtribes, thtribes, the precise e precise delineatiodelineation of an imn of an immense terrmense territory to bitory to be uniformle uniformly inhabitey inhabited by them,d byd by them, tby them, the mass slhe mass slaughter baaughter based on thesed on the law of de law of dedicating vdicating victims andictims and booty to  booty to a central a a central a central shrine (Heshrine (Heb. b. h�eärem,h�eärem, “ban”), a “ban”), and the reqnd the requirement ouirement of strict mf strict military loilitary loyalty to ayloloyalty toloyalty to a single  a single commander,commander, who takes who takes counsel w counsel with no oneith no one. The bulk. The bulk of the ac of the account of ccacaccount ofaccount of conquest  conquest is limitedis limited to the te to the territory ofrritory of Benjamin, Benjamin, immediate immediately north oly north of Davidic f Df Davidic JeDavidic Jerusalem (Jrusalem (Josh. 2-9).osh. 2-9). This sect This section focuseion focuses on threes on three Benjamini Benjaminite localitte localities which ies wies which latewhich later play an r play an important important role in throle in the rise of e rise of the house the house of David aof David and its cland its claim to monaim toim to monarchto monarchic sovereiic sovereignty over gnty over Israel, asIsrael, as presented presented in the De in the Deuteronomisuteronomistic histortic history: Gilgal yhistorhistory: Ghistory: Gilgal (1 Silgal (1 Sam. 13:8-1am. 13:8-14), Ai nea4), Ai near Bethel (r Bethel (cf. Josh. cf. Josh. 12:9; Beth12:9; Bethel, 1 Kgs.el, 1 Kgs. 12:25-13: 12:25-1 12:25-13:312:25-13:3, fulfille, fulfilled in 2 Kgsd in 2 Kgs. 23:15-20. 23:15-20), and Gib), and Gibeon (2 Sameon (2 Sam. 2:12-3:1. 2:12-3:1; 21:1-14); 21:1-14). Benjamin. Ben. Benjamin iBenjamin is the tribs the tribe of the he of the house of Saouse of Saul, whom Dul, whom David usurpavid usurped. The Coed. The Conquest connquest conquest concludes concludes with two swith two stereotypedtereotyped campaigns campaigns, one in J, one in Judah instiudah instigated by tgated by the king ofhe king of Jerusalem Je Jerusalem,Jerusalem, later the later the City of D City of David (Joshavid (Josh. 10), the. 10), the other aga other against an alinst an alliance cenliance centered at Htered cencentered acentered at Hazor int Hazor in the north the north (11:1–15) (11:1–15). The high. The highland heartland heartland of Island of Israel playsrael plays no role i no no role inno role in the Conqu the Conquest as sucest as such: the peah: the peaceable refceable references toerences to Shechem i Shechem in Josh. 8:n Josh. 8:30-35; 24:308:8:30-35; 28:30-35; 24:1-28 are4:1-28 are secondary secondary. In the d. In the distributioistribution of land n of land to the trito the tribes, Judahbes, Judah receives  rece receives breceives by far the y far the most detaimost detailed treatmled treatment (Josh.ent (Josh. 14:6-15:6 14:6-15:63). The la3). The land distribnd distribution concutiodistribdistributidistribution concludon concludes with thes with three episodree episodes that lies that likewise refkewise reflect a monlect a monarchic perarchic perspective: speperperspectivperspective: the cite: the cities of refies of refuge, desiguge, designed to curned to curtail bloodtail blood feuds; th feuds; the towns ane towns and pasturagd pasd pasturage pasturage assigned tassigned to Levi thro Levi throughout thoughout the other tre other tribes; and ibes; and a dispute a dispute over an alover an altar built taralaltar builaltar built by the Tt by the Transjordanransjordanian tribesian tribes in potent in potential violatial violation of theion of the Deuterono Deuteronomic law ofmic lmic law of cenlaw of centralizatiotralization (Deut. 1n (Deut. 12:2-27). M2:2-27). More than aore than any other gny other geographicaeographical feature l feature the Jordanthethe Jordanthe Jordan, which in, which in the long  the long history ofhistory of Palestine Palestine was norma was normally not relly not regarded as garded as a natural a na natural bonatural boundary (thundary (thus the trius the tribe of Manabe of Manasseh appeasseh appeared on botred on both sides), h sides), defines thdefines the territore ththe territthe territory conqueory conquered under red under Joshua; thJoshua; this perspecis perspective refletive reflects Assyricts Assyrian adminisan administration intraadminisadministraadministration in Pation in Palestine inlestine in the 8th a the 8th and 7th cennd 7th centuries turies B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

The story of conquest purports to be about tribal warfare, but notable 
features point to a monarchic rather than tribal perspective, in particular of the 
house of David. A monarchic context is indicated by the simple unity of the 
tribes, the precise delineation of an immense territory to be uniformly inhabited 
by them, the mass slaughter based on the law of dedicating victims and booty to 
a central shrine (Heb. h�eärem,  “ban”), and the requirement of strict military 
loyalty to a single commander, who takes counsel with no one. The bulk of the 
account of conquest is limited to the territory of Benjamin, immediately north of 
Davidic Jerusalem (Josh. 2-9). This section focuses on three Benjaminite localities 
which later play an important role in the rise of the house of David and its claim 
to monarchic sovereignty over Israel, as presented in the Deuteronomistic 
history: Gilgal (1 Sam. 13:8-14), Ai near Bethel (cf. Josh. 12:9; Bethel, 1 Kgs. 
12:25-13:3, fulfilled in 2 Kgs. 23:15-20), and Gibeon (2 Sam. 2:12-3:1; 21:1-14). 
Benjamin is the tribe of the house of Saul, whom David usurped. The Conquest 
concludes with two stereotyped campaigns, one in Judah instigated by the king of 
Jerusalem, later the City of David (Josh. 10), the other against an alliance 
centered at Hazor in the north (11:1–15). The highland heartland of Israel plays 
no role in the Conquest as such: the peaceable references to Shechem in Josh. 
8:30-35; 24:1-28 are secondary. In the distribution of land to the tribes, Judah 
receives by far the most detailed treatment (Josh. 14:6-15:63). The land 
distribution concludes with three episodes that likewise reflect a monarchic 
perspective: the cities of refuge, designed to curtail blood feuds; the towns and 
pasturage assigned to Levi throughout the other tribes; and a dispute over an 
altar built by the Transjordanian tribes in potential violation of the Deuteronomic 
law of centralization (Deut. 12:2-27). More than any other geographical feature 
the Jordan, which in the long history of Palestine was normally not regarded as a 
natural boundary (thus the tribe of Manasseh appeared on both sides), defines 
the territory conquered under Joshua; this perspective reflects Assyrian 
administration in Palestine in the 8th and 7th centuries B.C.E.

�Thus in alThus in all likelihol likelihood the narod the narrative of rative of conquest rconquest reflects theflects the intereste interests of the hs of the house of Daohhouse of Dhouse of David late avid late in their rin their rule over Jule over Judah, and udah, and was probabwas probably formulaly formulated at thated at that time. Aft tt time. Aftetime. After the fallr the fall of Samari of Samaria in 722, a in 722, the house the house of David rof David revived theevived their claim tir claim to the terro theo the territthe territory of Isrory of Israel, whichael, which became on became one of the ce of the chief compohief components of tnents of the centralhe centralizing refoizicentralcentralizicentralizing reformsng reforms of both H of both Hezekiah anezekiah and Josiah. d Josiah. The accounThe account of conqut of conquest in theest in their historiirthetheir histtheir histories of Dories of Davidic sovavidic sovereignty, ereignty, the basis the basis of the so-of the so-called Deucalled Deuteronomistteronomistic historyic hic history, rhistory, reflects theflects their concepeir concept of how at of how a monarchic monarchic hero once hero once conquered conquered — and now — and no — and now might now might reconquer reconquer — the Cana— the Canaan at one an at one time suppotime supposedly undesedly under Davidic r Davidic sovereigntsoveresovereigntsovereignty. An early. An early version y version of the Deuof the Deuteronomistteronomistic historyic history was compo was composed for Hesed for Hsed for Hezekiah tHezekiah to support o support his plan this plan to recover o recover the territthe territory of Isrory of Israel not loael not long after tng after the fall ofhe fahe fall of Safall of Samaria, agamaria, against Assyrinst Assyrian intereian interests. In itsts. In its present s present form the hform the history refistory reflects mainlects mlects mainly themainly the Davidic t Davidic temple centemple centralizationralization promulgat promulgated by Josied by Josiah in 622 ah in 622 and extendand extended into Iseextendextended iextended into Israelnto Israelite territite territory, consiory, consistent withstent with Assyrian  Assyrian interests interests (2 Kgs. 22(2 Kgs. 22:1-23:25).:1-232222:1-23:2522:1-23:25).).).

Thus in all likelihood the narrative of conquest reflects the interests of the 
house of David late in their rule over Judah, and was probably formulated at that 
time. After the fall of Samaria in 722, the house of David revived their claim to 
the territory of Israel, which became one of the chief components of the 
centralizing reforms of both Hezekiah and Josiah. The account of conquest in 
their histories of Davidic sovereignty, the basis of the so-called Deuteronomistic 
history, reflects their concept of how a monarchic hero once conquered — and 
now might reconquer — the Canaan at one time supposedly under Davidic 
sovereignty. An early version of the Deuteronomistic history was composed for 



Hezekiah to support his plan to recover the territory of Israel not long after the 
fall of Samaria, against Assyrian interests. In its present form the history reflects 
mainly the Davidic temple centralization promulgated by Josiah in 622 and 
extended into Israelite territory, consistent with Assyrian interests (2 Kgs. 
22:1-23:25).

�The relatiThe relationship betonship between Joshuween Joshua and Josia and Josiah is suggah is suggested by Jested by Joshua’s owoshua’s own royal chn royan royal charroyal character: he acter: he succeeds Msucceeds Moses as thoses as though by dyough by dynastic sucnastic succession; hcession; his charge is charge follows thfofollows thfollows the form of e form of royal instroyal installation (allation (Josh. 1:1-Josh. 1:1-9), in whi9), in which the proch the promise to thmise to the nation (e natie nation (Denation (Deut. 11:24-ut. 11:24-25) is con25) is concentrated centrated on a singlon a single commandee commander (Josh. 1r (Josh. 1:5); he st:5); he studies the udststudies thstudies the law day e law day and night and night as prescrias prescribed for thbed for the king (Dee king (Deut. 17:18-ut. 17:18-19, Josh. 19, Josh. 1:7-8); he1:7-81:7-8); he1:7-8); he commands  commands absolute oabsolute obedience obedience on pain of n pain of death; anddeath; and he superv he supervises the rises the redistributerredistriburedistribution of cotion of conquered lanquered land to his nd to his followers.followers. The Deute The Deuteronomisticronomistic historian historian uses the  u uses the euses the expression xpression “not to de“not to deviate fromviate from the law t the law to the righo the right hand or t hand or the left” the left” with respewithwith respewith respect to onlyct to only Joshua an Joshua and Josiah (d Josiah (Josh. 1:7;Josh. 1:7; 23:6; 2 K 23:6; 2 Kgs. 22:2),gs. 22:2), and the p and the phrase “boohrasepphrase “bophrase “book of the ok of the law” with law” with respect torespect to only Josh only Joshua and Josua and Josiah (Josh.iah (Josh. 1:8; 2 Kg 1:8; 2 Kgs. 22:8, 1s. 2s. 22:8, 11; 22:8, 11; cf. 14:6).cf. 14:6). Equally i Equally important, mportant, the Conquethe Conquest begins st begins with the rwith the recapitulatecapitulation and keion aion and keepinand keeping of Passog of Passover (Josh.ver (Josh. 3:1-5:12) 3:1-5:12), which is, which is then not  then not kept againkept again, accordin, according to the hg tog to the histo the history, untitory, until Josiah rl Josiah reinstituteeinstitutes it as ths it as the climax oe climax of his refof his reform, followrm, following the pring the ping the prescriptiprescription of the on of the newly discnewly discovered lawovered law (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 23:21-23). 3:21-23). In sum, thIn sum, the biblicale biblical conquest  con conquest oconquest of Canaan, f Canaan, though empthough employing morloying more ancient e ancient forms, motforms, motifs, and tifs, and traditions,raditions, originate traditions,traditionstraditions, originat, originated as suched as such as a refl as a reflex of the ex of the revanchistrevanchist reforms o reforms of Hezekiahf Hezekiah and Josia and and Josiahand Josiah...

The relationship between Joshua and Josiah is suggested by Joshua’s own 
royal character: he succeeds Moses as though by dynastic succession; his charge 
follows the form of royal installation (Josh. 1:1-9), in which the promise to the 
nation (Deut. 11:24-25) is concentrated on a single commander (Josh. 1:5); he 
studies the law day and night as prescribed for the king (Deut. 17:18-19, Josh. 
1:7-8); he commands absolute obedience on pain of death; and he supervises the 
redistribution of conquered land to his followers. The Deuteronomistic historian 
uses the expression “not to deviate from the law to the right hand or the left” 
with respect to only Joshua and Josiah (Josh. 1:7; 23:6; 2 Kgs. 22:2), and the 
phrase “book of the law” with respect to only Joshua and Josiah (Josh. 1:8; 2 Kgs. 
22:8, 11; cf. 14:6). Equally important, the Conquest begins with the recapitulation 
and keeping of Passover (Josh. 3:1-5:12), which is then not kept again, according 
to the history, until Josiah reinstitutes it as the climax of his reform, following the 
prescription of the newly discovered law (2 Kgs. 23:21-23). In sum, the biblical 
conquest of Canaan, though employing more ancient forms, motifs, and 
traditions, originated as such as a reflex of the revanchist reforms of Hezekiah 
and Josiah.

�The episodThe episodes of Jeries of Jericho, Ai, acho, Ai, and Gibeon nd Gibeon which formwhich form the bulk  the bulk of the Conof the Conquest accoquestConConquest aConquest account invccount involve littlolve little territore territory. They ary. They are complex e complex narrativesnarratives which add which address numerreaddaddress nuaddress numerous issmerous issues, but tues, but their main heir main purpose ispurpose is to intimi to intimidate potendate potential oppontial opponents of Daeopponopponents opponents of Davidicof Davidic centraliz centralization. Thiation. This they do s they do by illustrby illustrating how ating how the terrorthe terrorizing izinterrorterrorizinterrorizing g h�eärem,h�eärem, which req which requires the uires the killing ofkilling of every las every last inhabitat inhabitant of Canant of Canaan and theanCanaCanaan andCanaan and the dedic the dedication of aation of all booty tll booty to Yahweh —o Yahweh — for the D for the Deuteronomieuteronomist this mest this mst this means the means the Davidic teDavidic temple — is mple — is applied toapplied to redefine  redefine who belongwho belongs in and os in and out of the ut of the Israelite IIsraelite Israelite camp (Deutcamp (Deut. 20:10-18. 20:10-18). Canaani). Canaanites Rahab tes Rahab and her faand her family are imily are included (Jncluded (Josh. 2-6),osh(J(Josh. 2-6(Josh. 2-6), Judahit), Judahite Achan ane Achan and his famid his family are excly are excluded (chsluded (chs. 7—8), an. 7—8), and the Gibed the Gibeonite inhaonGibeGibeonite Gibeonite inhabitantinhabitants are incls are included (ch. uded (ch. 9), all ba9), all based not onsed not on their ori their original “ethginal “ethnic” identnic” idnic” identity, identity, but on loybut on loyalty or dialty or disloyalty tsloyalty to the projo the project of conect of conquest and quest and annihilatiannihilation.on.on.

The episodes of Jericho, Ai, and Gibeon which form the bulk of the 
Conquest account involve little territory. They are complex narratives which 
address numerous issues, but their main purpose is to intimidate potential 
opponents of Davidic centralization. This they do by illustrating how the 
terrorizing h�eärem,  which requires the killing of every last inhabitant of 
Canaan and the dedication of all booty to Yahweh — for the Deuteronomist this 
means the Davidic temple — is applied to redefine who belongs in and out of the 
Israelite camp (Deut. 20:10-18). Canaanites Rahab and her family are included 
(Josh. 2-6), Judahite Achan and his family are excluded (chs. 7—8), and the 
Gibeonite inhabitants are included (ch. 9), all based not on their original “ethnic” 
identity, but on loyalty or disloyalty to the project of conquest and annihilation.

�Given the Given the probable lprobable late Davidiate Davidic origin oc origin of the Conqf the Conquest narrauest narrative, it itive, it is not surps not surps not surprisingsurprising that arch that archaeologicalaeological evidence  evidence comports wcomports with littleith little of the de of the destruction struction described descdescribed described in Joshua.in Joshua. Jericho,  Jericho, Ai, and GiAi, and Gibeon show beon show no evidencno evidence of signie of significant occficant occupation duupaoccoccupationoccupation during th during the Late Broe Late Bronze Age. Onze Age. Of 16 sitesf 16 sites said to h said to have been dave been destroyed, estroyed, only threeoonly threeonly three — Bethel, — Bethel, Lachish,  Lachish, and Hazor and Hazor — show evi— show evidence of ddence of destructionestruction, and Hazo, and Haz, and Hazor was Hazor was destroyed destroyed as much asas much as a century a century before La before Lachish. Morchish. Moreover, theeover, the archaeolo archaeo archaeologarchaeology of the ly of the levitical tevitical towns in Joowns in Josh. 21 shosh. 21 shows that thws that this group ois group of settlemef settlements could nts cnts could not could not have existhave existed before ed before the 8th cethe 8th century. Nevntury. Nevertheless,ertheless, enthusias enthusiasm for the m for the historicalhhistoricalhistorical veracity  veracity of the Conof the Conquest was quest was revived esrevived especially ipecially in the Unitn the United States ed States following follofollowing following World War World War II and in II and in the new stthe new state of Israte of Israel in reaael in reaction to Gction to German schoerman scholarship whlaschoscholarshischolarship which qup which questioned iestioned its veracitts veracity.y.y.

Given the probable late Davidic origin of the Conquest narrative, it is not 
surprising that archaeological evidence comports with little of the destruction 
described in Joshua. Jericho, Ai, and Gibeon show no evidence of significant 
occupation during the Late Bronze Age. Of 16 sites said to have been destroyed, 
only three — Bethel, Lachish, and Hazor — show evidence of destruction, and 
Hazor was destroyed as much as a century before Lachish. Moreover, the 
archaeology of the levitical towns in Josh. 21 shows that this group of settlements 



could not have existed before the 8th century. Nevertheless, enthusiasm for the 
historical veracity of the Conquest was revived especially in the United States 
following World War II and in the new state of Israel in reaction to German 
scholarship which questioned its veracity.

�By the endBy the end of the 20 of the 20th centuryth century, however,, however, it had be it had become apparcome apparent to mosent to most authoritt autt authoritieauthorities familiars familiar with the  with the archaeologarchaeological, histical, historical, anorical, and social sd social scientific cientific evidence revidence evidence revidence regarding eegarding early Israearly Israel that Isrl that Israel originael originated as a ated as a typical trtypical tribal formaibal formation in Lation in tion in Late Brin Late Bronze Age Ponze Age Palestine, alestine, and that tand that this formathis formation particion participated witipated with others ih others in the gradn thn the graduathe gradual extensivl extensive resettlee resettlement of thment of the highlande highlands throughos throughout the Earut the Early Iron Agly Iron Age. The maie.AgAge. The mAge. The main impetuain impetus for thiss for this resettlem resettlement was noent was not a concert a concerted conqueted conquest of one st of onest of one peopleone people by anothe by another, but ratr, but rather the coher the complex set mplex set of factorsof factors that driv that drive the cycle the cycle of extene oe of extensiof extension and conon and contraction otraction of settlemef settlement and agrnt and agriculture iiculture in the longn the long-term hist-term history of Paloryhisthistory ofhistory of Palestine Palestine...

By the end of the 20th century, however, it had become apparent to most 
authorities familiar with the archaeological, historical, and social scientific 
evidence regarding early Israel that Israel originated as a typical tribal formation 
in Late Bronze Age Palestine, and that this formation participated with others in 
the gradual extensive resettlement of the highlands throughout the Early Iron 
Age. The main impetus for this resettlement was not a concerted conquest of 
one people by another, but rather the complex set of factors that drive the cycle 
of extension and contraction of settlement and agriculture in the long-term 
history of Palestine.

�SeeSee  SETTLEMENTSETTLEMENT: ARCHAEOL: ARCHAEOLOGY.OGY.OGY.

See SETTLEMENT: ARCHAEOLOGY.
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CONSCIENCECONSCIENCE

CONSCIENCE

That qualiThat quality of humaty of human conscioun consciousness thatsness that allows on allows one to be awe to be aware of morare of moral and immal and immal and immoral caimmoral categories otegories of thought f thought and behaviand behavior.or.or.

That quality of human consciousness that allows one to be aware of moral and 
immoral categories of thought and behavior.

�Hebrew hasHebrew has no specif no specific word foic word for conscienr conscience, althouce, although some mogh some modern transdern translations solatitranstranslatiotranslations so rendns so render Heb. er Heb. leäb�,leäb�, “heart” ( “heart” (e.g., 1 Sae.g., 1 Sam. 25:31).m. 25:31). A possibl A possible reason fe reasone reason forreason for this lack this lack is the He is the Hebrew writebrew writers’ perspers’ perspective thatctive that one’s mor one’s moral awareneal awareness is not ssawareneawareness awareness is not an is not an autonomousautonomous psycholog psychological categical category of perory of personhood; rsonhood; rather, morather, moather, moral awarmoral awareness is aeness is a willingne willingness to obeyss to obey the comma the commands of Yahnds of Yahweh God (Dweh God (Deut. 30:14eut. 30eut. 30:14; Ecc30:14; Eccl. 12:13b)l. 12:13b). In Hebre. In Hebrew thought,w thought, one’s mor one’s moral identital identity finds ity finds its meaning s meaning in relatioin rin relation trelation to the morao the moral nature ol nature of Yahweh’sf Yahweh’s commands  commands to the comto the community of munity of faith, notfaith, nofaith, not indivinot individual self-dual self-reflectionreflection or intros or introspection (epection (e.g., Ps. 1.g., Ps. 1:1-3; 16:7:1-3; 16:7-8; 24:4[M-8; 24:4[MT 5]; 40:8T 5]; 40T 5]; 40:8[9]; 140:8[9]; 119:11. Res19:11. Respect for tpect for the Lord ishe Lord is the begin the beginning of moning of moral wisdomral wisdom (Job 28:2 (Job 28:28; Ps. 1118;28:228:28; Ps.28:28; Ps. 111:10; P 111:10; Prov. 9:10;rov. 9:10; Sir. 1:11 Sir. 1:11-30).-30).-30).

Hebrew has no specific word for conscience, although some modern 
translations so render Heb. leäb�,  “heart” (e.g., 1 Sam. 25:31). A possible 
reason for this lack is the Hebrew writers’ perspective that one’s moral 
awareness is not an autonomous psychological category of personhood; rather, 
moral awareness is a willingness to obey the commands of Yahweh God (Deut. 
30:14; Eccl. 12:13b). In Hebrew thought, one’s moral identity finds its meaning in 
relation to the moral nature of Yahweh’s commands to the community of faith, 
not individual self-reflection or introspection (e.g., Ps. 1:1-3; 16:7-8; 24:4[MT 5]; 
40:8[9]; 119:11. Respect for the Lord is the beginning of moral wisdom (Job 
28:28; Ps. 111:10; Prov. 9:10; Sir. 1:11-30).

�In Wis. 17In Wis. 17:11, a tex:11, a text that hast that has importanc importance for an ue for an understandinderstanding of seveng of several NT appral NT aral NT appearanceappearances of the ts of the term, “conserm, “conscience” recience” refers to anfers to an evil mora evil moral conscienl conscience. Such ace. Such a usage imp u usage implusage implies a Hellies a Hellenistic unenistic understandinderstanding of the ag of the autonomous utonomous nature of nature of the human the human moral decimmoral decimoral decision-makinsion-making process.g process. Whereas i Whereas in the OT on the OT one’s moralne’s moral decisions decisions are respo are resp are responses responses to Yahweh’to Yahweh’s will ands will and word, in  word, in Wis. 17:11Wis. 17:11 one’s aut one’s autonomous baonomous bad moral ded moral d moral decimoral decisions resusions result in a balt in a bad moral chd moral character. Aaracter. And, these nd, these moral decimoral decisions — whsions — whether goodewhwhether gowhether good or bad od or bad — are not — are not united necunited necessarily tessarily to Yahweh’so Yahweh’s will. will. will.

In Wis. 17:11, a text that has importance for an understanding of several NT 
appearances of the term, “conscience” refers to an evil moral conscience. Such a 



usage implies a Hellenistic understanding of the autonomous nature of the human 
moral decision-making process. Whereas in the OT one’s moral decisions are 
responses to Yahweh’s will and word, in Wis. 17:11 one’s autonomous bad 
moral decisions result in a bad moral character. And, these moral decisions — 
whether good or bad — are not united necessarily to Yahweh’s will.

�Paul’s usePaul’s use of “consc of “conscience” (Gkience” (Gk. . syneiídeässyneiídeäsisis) in 1 Cor) in 1 Cor. 8:7-13; . 8:7-13; 10:25-30 i10:25-30 is significs sis significansignificant for undet for understanding rstanding the evolutthe evolution of theion of the term’s me term’s meaning in paning in post-Paulinost-Pauline literatue lite literatureliterature and in We and in Western cultstern culture. Discuure. Discussing whetssing whether a Chriher a Christian belistian believer shoulever should eat meatd ed eat meat oeat meat offered to ffered to idols, Pauidols, Paul uses “col uses “conscience” nscience” as a practas a practical equivical equivalence to alence to “self-impo“self-“self-impo“self-imposed dutiessed duties,” “scrupl,” “scruples,” or eves,” or even “percepen “perceptual awaretual awareness.” Theness.” The origin of origin of conscienc co conscienceconscience, therefor, therefore, would ve, would vary accordary according to theing to the ideology  ideology of the belof the believer, andiever, and Paul does Pa Paul does Paul does not limit not limit the term tthe term to a bad coo a bad conscience anscience alone.lone.lone.

Paul’s use of “conscience” (Gk. syneiídeäsis) in 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:25-30 is 
significant for understanding the evolution of the term’s meaning in post-Pauline 
literature and in Western culture. Discussing whether a Christian believer should 
eat meat offered to idols, Paul uses “conscience” as a practical equivalence to 
“self-imposed duties,” “scruples,” or even “perceptual awareness.” The origin of 
conscience, therefore, would vary according to the ideology of the believer, and 
Paul does not limit the term to a bad conscience alone.

�Elsewhere Elsewhere Paul elevaPaul elevates the tetes the term to the rm to the level of olevel of one’s self-ne’s self-awareness awareness of one’s tof one’sof one’s thouone’s thoughts, knowghts, knowledge, andledge, and acts in r acts in relation toelation to the lords the lordship of Chrhip of Christ (Rom. ist (Rom. 2:15; 9:1;2:152:15; 9:1;2:15; 9:1; 2 Cor. 1: 2 Cor. 1:12; 4:2; 512; 4:2; 5:11). NT u:11). NT uses of theses of the term in n term in non-Paulineon-Pauline literatur literature mimic Pae mime mimic Paulmimic Paul’s applica’s application of thtion of the term to e term to a Christiaa Christian’s self-an’s self-aware moralware moral perspecti perspective (e.g., ve (ve (e.g., Act(e.g., Acts 23:1; 1 s 23:1; 1 Tim. 1:5, Tim. 1:5, 19; 2 Tim.19; 2 Tim. 1:3; Tit. 1:3; Tit. 1:15; Heb 1:15; Heb. 10:22; 1. 10:22; 13:18; 1 Pe3:18; 1 Pet. 3:16, 2t. 3:16, t. 3:16, 21).3:16, 21). The relat The relation of morion of moral self-awal self-awareness (iareness (i.e., consc.e., consciousness) iousness) to the resto the resurrected Currecresresurrecteresurrected Christ id Christ is an ideols an ideological ideogical identificationtification that hadn that had far-reach far-reaching implicing implications forationsimplicimplicatioimplications for a Wns for a Western worestern worldview.ldview.ldview.

Elsewhere Paul elevates the term to the level of one’s self-awareness of 
one’s thoughts, knowledge, and acts in relation to the lordship of Christ (Rom. 
2:15; 9:1; 2 Cor. 1:12; 4:2; 5:11). NT uses of the term in non-Pauline literature 
mimic Paul’s application of the term to a Christian’s self-aware moral perspective 
(e.g., Acts 23:1; 1 Tim. 1:5, 19; 2 Tim. 1:3; Tit. 1:15; Heb. 10:22; 13:18; 1 Pet. 
3:16, 21). The relation of moral self-awareness (i.e., consciousness) to the 
resurrected Christ is an ideological identification that had far-reaching 
implications for a Western worldview.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. A. PierC. A. Pierce, ce, ConscienceConscience in the Ne in the New Testamenw Testament.t. SBT 15 (L SBT 15 (London, 195ondo(L(London, 1(London, 1955); K. S955); K. Stendahl, “tendahl, “The ApostlThe Apostle Paul ande Paul and the Intro the Introspective Cspective Conscience onscience of the Wesoof the Wesof the West,” t,” HTRHTR 56 (1963) 56 (1963): 199–215.: 199–215.

Bibliography. C. A. Pierce, Conscience in the New Testament. SBT 15 
(London, 1955); K. Stendahl, “The Apostle Paul and the Introspective Conscience 
of the West,” HTR 56 (1963): 199–215.
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CONSECRATECONSECRATE

CONSECRATE

To dedicatTo dedicate or ordaie or ordain a personn a person for sacre for sacred office (d office (e.g., Exode.g., Exod. 29:33; L. 29:33; Lev. 16:32)ev. 16:32) or an obj or a or an object an object for sacredfor sacred purposes  purposes (e.g., 2 C(e.g., 2 Chr. 31:6; hr. 31:6; Ezek. 43:3Ezek. 43:36).6).6).

To dedicate or ordain a person for sacred office (e.g., Exod. 29:33; Lev. 16:32) or 
an object for sacred purposes (e.g., 2 Chr. 31:6; Ezek. 43:36).

�SeeSee  SANCTIFY, SANCTIFY, SANCTIFICASANCTIFICATION.TION.

See SANCTIFY, SANCTIFICATION.

CONSOLATIOCONSOLATIONNN

CONSOLATION

The love, The love, concern, aconcern, and comfortnd comfort extended  extended to someoneto someone in time o in time of need. Thf need. The Hebrew re Hebree Hebrew rooHebrew root t nh�mnh�m is transl is translated “consated “console,” “encole,” “encourage,” “ourage,” “comfort,” comfort,” and may apand may appear in repapappear in appear in relation trelation to sexual ro sexual relations (elations (Gen. 24:67Gen. 24:67; 2 Sam. 1; 2 Sam. 12:24; Ruth2:24; Ruth 2:13), wi 2:13), wine (alludene (ane (alluded t(alluded to by assoco by associating theiating the name Noah name Noah with  with nh�m,nh�m, “to bring “to bring relief” o relief” out of the ut of theut of the groundthe ground; Gen. 5:2; Gen. 5:29; 9:20), 9; 9:20), visits andvisits and gifts (Jo gifts (Job 42:11), b 42:11), or simply or simply someone’s someone’s presence (presepresence (presence (Lam. 1:2, Lam. 1:2, 9, 16). Go9, 16). God consolesd consoles as the go as the good shepherod shepherd (Ps. 23:d (Ps. 23:4) or by a4) or by a promise ( p promise (1promise (119:50, 76,19:50, 76, 82). One  82). One can remaincan remain consoled  consoled even durineven during afflictig affliction (Job 6:on (Job 6:10; Ps. 94106:6:10; Ps. 6:10; Ps. 94:19), or94:19), or hope that hope that God would God would “comfort” “comfort” again (Ps again (Ps. 71:21; 1. 71:21; 135:14). In35:14). In anger God an anger God anger God can withhocan withhold compassld compassion (Hos. ion (Hos. 13:14) and13:14) and leave Jer leave Jerusalem witusalem with none to h none toh none to comfortto comfort her (Lam. her (Lam. 1:17, 21) 1:17, 21), but afte, but after due punir due punishment divshment divine consoline consolation willation will return (I re return (Isreturn (Isa. 12:1; Ja. 12:1; Jer. 31:13)er. 31:13). This tho. This thought is deught is deeply embedeply embedded in Deuded in Deutero-Isaiatero-Isaiah (Isa. 49h (Ish (Isa. 49:1(Isa. 49:13; 51:3, 13; 51:3, 12; 52:9) a2; 52:9) and Trito-Ind Trito-Isaiah (66:saiah (66:13).13).13).

The love, concern, and comfort extended to someone in time of need. The 
Hebrew root nh�m  is translated “console,” “encourage,” “comfort,” and may 
appear in relation to sexual relations (Gen. 24:67; 2 Sam. 12:24; Ruth 2:13), wine 
(alluded to by associating the name Noah with nh�m,  “to bring relief” out of 
the ground; Gen. 5:29; 9:20), visits and gifts (Job 42:11), or simply someone’s 
presence (Lam. 1:2, 9, 16). God consoles as the good shepherd (Ps. 23:4) or by a 
promise (119:50, 76, 82). One can remain consoled even during affliction (Job 
6:10; Ps. 94:19), or hope that God would “comfort” again (Ps. 71:21; 135:14). In 
anger God can withhold compassion (Hos. 13:14) and leave Jerusalem with none 



to comfort her (Lam. 1:17, 21), but after due punishment divine consolation will 
return (Isa. 12:1; Jer. 31:13). This thought is deeply embedded in Deutero-Isaiah 
(Isa. 49:13; 51:3, 12; 52:9) and Trito-Isaiah (66:13).

�The Greek The Greek verb “to cverb “to console” isonsole” is  parakaléoœparakaléoœ;; nouns for nouns formed from imed from it, t, paraékleäsparaéparaékleäsparaékleäsisis and  and paraékleätparaékleätos,os, can mean  can mean “consolati“consolation,” “encoon,” “encouragement,uragement,” and “adv” an” and “advocand “advocate.” In tate.” In the NT Simehe NT Simeon awaitedon awaited the “cons the “consolation ofolation of Israel” ( Israel” (Luke 2:25)Luke 2:25), the mess, 2:25)2:25), the2:25), the messianic messianic age (cf.  age (cf. Isa. 61:2)Isa. 61:2). The rich. The rich receive t receive their “consheir “consolation” holation” here on earere onere on earth (on earth (Luke 6:24)Luke 6:24); in contr; in contrast, Lazarast, Lazarus was “cous was “comforted” imforted” in the boson the bosom of Abrahm of Abrahm of Abraham (1Abraham (16:25). The6:25). The Beatitude Beatitudes promise s promise that thosethat those who mourn who mourn “will be  “will be comforted”comfortcomforted”comforted” by God (M by God (Matt. 5:4).att. 5:4).

The Greek verb “to console” is parakaléoœ; nouns formed from it, 
paraékleäsis and paraékleätos, can mean “consolation,” “encouragement,” 
and “advocate.” In the NT Simeon awaited the “consolation of Israel” (Luke 
2:25), the messianic age (cf. Isa. 61:2). The rich receive their “consolation” here 
on earth (Luke 6:24); in contrast, Lazarus was “comforted” in the bosom of 
Abraham (16:25). The Beatitudes promise that those who mourn “will be 
comforted” by God (Matt. 5:4).

�Paul was “Paul was “encouragedencouraged” by other” by others (1 Thesss (1 Thess. 3:7; 2 C. 3:7; 2 Cor. 7:4) aor. 7:4) and asked tnd asked them to “enhem tohem to “encourto “encourage one anage one another” (1 other” (1 Thess. 4:1Thess. 4:18), noting8), noting that the  that the ability toability to console o console others cometheoothers comothers comes from “tes from “the God of he God of all consolall consolation” (2 ation” (2 Cor. 1:3-4Cor. 1:3-4; cf. Rom.; cf. Rom. 15:5; 2 T 15:5; 2 Thess. 2:16heTThess. 2:1Thess. 2:16-17), in 6-17), in Christ (PhChrist (Phil. 2:1).il. 2:1).il. 2:1).

Paul was “encouraged” by others (1 Thess. 3:7; 2 Cor. 7:4) and asked them 
to “encourage one another” (1 Thess. 4:18), noting that the ability to console 
others comes from “the God of all consolation” (2 Cor. 1:3-4; cf. Rom. 15:5; 2 
Thess. 2:16-17), in Christ (Phil. 2:1).

�Jesus had Jesus had promised tpromised to send anoo send another “Advother “Advocate,” thecate,” the Spirit of Spirit of truth (Jo truth (John 15:26; hn 15:2hn 15:26; 16:15:26; 16:7), also s7), also sent by theent by the Father (1 Father (14:16–17), 4:16–17), to dwell ito dwell in the discn the disciples and iples and guide themguide guide themguide them. Jesus hi. Jesus himself remamself remains an “Adins an “Advocate” wivocate” with the Fatth the Father (1 Johher (1 John 2:1).n 2:1).n 2:1).

Jesus had promised to send another “Advocate,” the Spirit of truth (John 
15:26; 16:7), also sent by the Father (14:16–17), to dwell in the disciples and 
guide them. Jesus himself remains an “Advocate” with the Father (1 John 2:1).
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CONSTELLATCONSTELLATIONSIONSIONS

CONSTELLATIONS

The arbitrThe arbitrary arrangary arrangement of sement of stars in antars in an area of t area of the heavenshe heavens (Heb.  (Heb. keïsiîliîmkeïsiîliîm). In its ). In ). In its sinIn its singular formgular form (“stupid” (“stupid” or “dull” or “dull”) the term) the term also refe also refers to the rs to the constellatconstellation Orion ion Orion Orion (JobOrion (Job 9:9; 38:3 9:9; 38:31; Amos 5:1; Amos 5:8; cf. Isa8; cf. Isa. 13:10). . 13:10). The identiThe identification ofication of the Pleif the Pleiades with ades wades with Heb. with Heb. kiîma®kiîma® is also r is also relatively elatively certain (Jcertain (Job 9:9; 38ob 9:9; 38:31; Amos :31; Amos 5:8). Howe5:8). However, the iver, tver, the identithe identification ofication off {aœsû {aœsû (Job 9:9) (Job 9:9) or  or {ayisû{ayisû (38:32) i (38:32) is uncertais uncertain. It may n. It may refer to Arefer torefer to Arcturuto Arcturus, Ursa Mas, Ursa Major, or Hyjor, or Hyades. Heb.ades. Heb.  mazzaœro®tmazzaœro®t�� is also a is also a star or c star or constellationstecconstellatconstellation whose ion whose identificaidentification is untion is unknown (Jobknown (Job 38:32). A 38:32). According tccording to Isaiah, o Isaiah, the constethe the constethe constellations allations and stars wnd stars will not shill not shine on theine on the day of Ya day of Yahweh (Isa.hweh (Isa. 13:10). 13:10). 13:10).

The arbitrary arrangement of stars in an area of the heavens (Heb. keïsiîliîm). 
In its singular form (“stupid” or “dull”) the term also refers to the constellation 
Orion (Job 9:9; 38:31; Amos 5:8; cf. Isa. 13:10). The identification of the Pleiades 
with Heb. kiîma® is also relatively certain (Job 9:9; 38:31; Amos 5:8). However, 
the identification of {aœsû (Job 9:9) or {ayisû (38:32) is uncertain. It may refer 
to Arcturus, Ursa Major, or Hyades. Heb. mazzaœro®t�  is also a star or 
constellation whose identification is unknown (Job 38:32). According to Isaiah, 
the constellations and stars will not shine on the day of Yahweh (Isa. 13:10).

�The priestThe priests of the s of the mazzaœlo®tmazzaœlo®t�,�, who were  who were ejected frejected from the temom the temple by Josple by Jople by Josiah, maJosiah, may refer toy refer to priests o priests of the consf the constellationstellations (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 23:5). Howe3:5). However, ver, mazzaœlo®tmazzaœmazzaœlo®tmazzaœlo®t�� can be ta can be taken, folloken, following Akk. wing Akk. manzaltu,manzaltu, as the si as the signs of thegns of the zodiac. zodiac. zodiac.

The priests of the mazzaœlo®t�,  who were ejected from the temple by 
Josiah, may refer to priests of the constellations (2 Kgs. 23:5). However, 
mazzaœlo®t�  can be taken, following Akk. manzaltu, as the signs of the zodiac.
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CONVERSION

The notionThe notion of conver of conversion as Ission as Israel’s “rerael’s “repentance” pentance” from a faifrom a failure to oblure to obey divine ey divine commands acomcommands acommands arose in throse in the preachine preaching of the 8g of the 8th-centuryth-century prophets. prophets. In Amos,  In Amos, who spoke who spokwho spoke agaispoke against specifnst specific sins, aic sins, and Hosea, nd Hosea, who spoke who spoke of Israel’of Israel’s stubborns stubbornness and “ness and “harlotry,”har““harlotry,“harlotry,” Heb. ” Heb. sûu®b�sûu®b� was used  was used with the swith the sense of “rense of “returning” eturning” (to God). (to God). The term cThe tThe term conveterm conveys motion ys motion and encompand encompasses a raasses a range of meange of meanings (“renings (“return, go bturn, go back, turn ack, turnack, turn back,turn back, come back come back”). Accord”). Accordingly, Jeringly, Jeremiah playemiah played on its ed on its usage in cusage in covenantal ovenantal contexts tcocontexts tcontexts to allow o allow sûu®b�sûu®b� to bear t to bear the twofoldhe twofold meaning o meaning of a changef a change of loyalt of loyalty on the py on y on the paron the part of eithet of either Israel or Israel or God for r God for the other.the other. For Jerem For Jeremiah the teiah the term could rrm could refer to boeferrefer to brefer to both apostaoth apostasy and repsy and repentance, aentance, and a peoplnd a people that once that once had depae had departed from rted from rted from God cfrom God could also ould also have a chahave a change of heange of heart and manrt and manifest the ifest the new inner new inner reality byreality by “repentin “ “repenting“repenting.” Ezekiel.” Ezekiel and the D and the Deuteronomieuteronomist generalst generally phrasedly phrased the proph the prophetic invitetic invitation negaatinvitinvitationinvitation negativel negatively (“turn by (“turn back from eack from evil”), butvil”), but in Jeremi in Jeremiah it nearah it nearly always ly always has a posihas a phas a positive opositive orientationrientation (“turn ba (“turn back to God”ck to God”). For Jer). For Jeremiah the emiah the essential essential ground of ground of repentancereprepentancerepentance lay not i lay not in humanityn humanity, but in t, but in the very nahe very nature of Goture of God as mercid as merciful. It isful. It is this rich this  this rich this rich view of review of repentance, pentance, inviting Iinviting Israel to csrael to change its hange its mind aboutmind about God, that God, that came to c cam came to chcame to characterizearacterize the NT co the NT conceptions nceptions of conversof conversion.ion.ion.

The notion of conversion as Israel’s “repentance” from a failure to obey divine 
commands arose in the preaching of the 8th-century prophets. In Amos, who 
spoke against specific sins, and Hosea, who spoke of Israel’s stubbornness and 
“harlotry,” Heb. sûu®b�  was used with the sense of “returning” (to God). The 
term conveys motion and encompasses a range of meanings (“return, go back, 



turn back, come back”). Accordingly, Jeremiah played on its usage in covenantal 
contexts to allow sûu®b�  to bear the twofold meaning of a change of loyalty 
on the part of either Israel or God for the other. For Jeremiah the term could 
refer to both apostasy and repentance, and a people that once had departed 
from God could also have a change of heart and manifest the new inner reality by 
“repenting.” Ezekiel and the Deuteronomist generally phrased the prophetic 
invitation negatively (“turn back from evil”), but in Jeremiah it nearly always has a 
positive orientation (“turn back to God”). For Jeremiah the essential ground of 
repentance lay not in humanity, but in the very nature of God as merciful. It is 
this rich view of repentance, inviting Israel to change its mind about God, that 
came to characterize the NT conceptions of conversion.

�The GospelThe Gospels open thes open their accountir accounts of Jesuss of Jesus’ ministry’ ministry with John with John the Bapti the Baptist preachist preast preaching preaching “a baptism“a baptism of repent of repentance for tance for the forgivehe forgiveness of siness of sins” (Mark ns” (Mark 1:4). Matt1:4). Matthew parallhewMattMatthew paMatthew parallels thrallels the message e message of John anof John and Jesus asd Jesus as one of re one of repentance (pentance (Matt. 3:2;Matt. 3:2; 4:17), an 4 4:17), and4:17), and the Fourt the Fourth Gospel dh Gospel depicts theepicts the Baptist a Baptist and Jesus snd Jesus simultaneouimultaneously conducsly conducting a bapticonducconductingconducting a baptism a baptismal ministral ministry (John 3:y (John 3:22-23; but22-23; but cf. 4:2). cf. 4:2). In graphi In graphic terms Joc terms John the Baphn thhn the Baptisthe Baptist urged cot urged conversion bnversion because of ecause of a coming aa coming apocalypticpocalyptic judgment  judgment (cf. Matt.(cf. Matt. 3:10-12 = 3 3:10-12 = 3:10-12 = Luke 3:9, Luke 3:9, 17). Jesus17). Jesus, by contr, by contrast, seemsast, seems to have t to have taken a moraken a more compassie compassionate tackocompassicompassioncompassionate tack, ate tack, downplayindownplaying the themg the theme of judgme of judgment and hient and highlightingghlighting God’s lov God’s lov God’s love of thlove of those — espeose — especially of cially of the house the house of Israel of Israel — who had — who had become losbecome lost or (figut or (figuratively) r(figu(figurativ(figuratively) perisely) perished (Luke hed (Luke 15:1-32).15:1-32).15:1-32).

The Gospels open their accounts of Jesus’ ministry with John the Baptist 
preaching “a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins” (Mark 1:4). 
Matthew parallels the message of John and Jesus as one of repentance (Matt. 3:2; 
4:17), and the Fourth Gospel depicts the Baptist and Jesus simultaneously 
conducting a baptismal ministry (John 3:22-23; but cf. 4:2). In graphic terms John 
the Baptist urged conversion because of a coming apocalyptic judgment (cf. Matt. 
3:10-12 = Luke 3:9, 17). Jesus, by contrast, seems to have taken a more 
compassionate tack, downplaying the theme of judgment and highlighting God’s 
love of those — especially of the house of Israel — who had become lost or 
(figuratively) perished (Luke 15:1-32).

�Scholars aScholars ask whethersk whether Jesus him Jesus himself underself underwent a “cowent a “conversion” nversion” or suggestor suggest that the  that  that the sthat the scandalous candalous aspect of aspect of Jesus’ behJesus’ behavior lay avior lay in his tabin his table fellowsle fellowship with ship with sinners witinnersssinners wisinners without callthout calling them ting them to repent to repent their way oheir way of life. Thf life. The theme ofe theme of “conversi “conversion,” in thon,“conversi“conversio“conversion,” in thin,” in this latter vs latter view, wouldiew, would be a retr be a retrojection iojection into his minto his ministry by nistry by the early the ethe early Churearly Church (comparch (compare “I have e “I have come to cacome to call not thell not the righteous righteous but sinne but sinners to repers to repentance” innreperepentancerepentance” in Luke ” in Luke 5:32 with 5:32 with the shortethe shorter formulatr formulation in Marion in Mark 2:17; Mak 2:17; Matt. 9:13b)tt. 9:13b). However,. 9:13b)9:13b). Ho9:13b). However, thewever, the preponder preponderance of teance of testimony frstimony from all levom all levels (perioels (period of Jesusd of Jesus, the Chur, t, the Churchthe Church, the Evan, the Evangelists) agelists) and forms ond forms of the Jesuf the Jesus traditios tradition (beatitun (beatitudes, parabdes, parables, gestules, parabparables, parables, gestures ogestures of healing,f healing, prophetic prophetic actions)  actions) shows Jesushows Jesus calling s calling for a chanfor a changed perspeged pged perspectivperspective about whe about what God wasat God was doing thr doing through his mough his ministry. Jinistry. Jesus stresesus stresses the neses the need to heedeneneed to heneed to heed his teaed his teaching by aching by a change of change of life. Man life. Manifestationifestations of conves of conversion are rsion are depicted udepidepicted udepicted under a varnder a variety of imiety of images such ages such as “becomias “becoming like chng like children” (Mildren” (Matt. 18:3)att. 18:3), being “b, be, being “borbeing “born from abon from above/again” ve/again” (John 3:3)(John 3:3), and “reb, and “rebirth” (1 Pirth” (1 Pet. 1:3).et. 1:3).et. 1:3).

Scholars ask whether Jesus himself underwent a “conversion” or suggest 
that the scandalous aspect of Jesus’ behavior lay in his table fellowship with 
sinners without calling them to repent their way of life. The theme of 
“conversion,” in this latter view, would be a retrojection into his ministry by the 
early Church (compare “I have come to call not the righteous but sinners to 
repentance” in Luke 5:32 with the shorter formulation in Mark 2:17; Matt. 
9:13b). However, the preponderance of testimony from all levels (period of Jesus, 
the Church, the Evangelists) and forms of the Jesus tradition (beatitudes, 
parables, gestures of healing, prophetic actions) shows Jesus calling for a changed 
perspective about what God was doing through his ministry. Jesus stresses the 
need to heed his teaching by a change of life. Manifestations of conversion are 
depicted under a variety of images such as “becoming like children” (Matt. 18:3), 
being “born from above/again” (John 3:3), and “rebirth” (1 Pet. 1:3).

�Since PaulSince Paul character characterized gentiized gentile conversle conversion as a “ion as a “turning toturning to God from  God from idols, to idols, toidols, to serve ato serve a living an living and true Godd true God” (1 Thess” (1 Thess. 1:9), so. 1:9), some prefer me prefer to describto describe his own e his own reorientatreoreorientatreorientation on theion on the Damascus  Damascus Road (ActsRoad (Acts 9:1-22; c 9:1-22; cf. Gal. 1:f. Gal. 1:15-22) as 15-22) as a “call.” a “call.” In PaulineIn PIn Pauline paPauline parenesis, grenesis, great stresreat stress is laid s is laid on the radon the radical changical change that hase that has come abou come about in beliet in t in believein believers by theirs by their associatr association with tion with the death ahe death and resurrend resurrection of Jction of Jesus in baesus in baptism afteptismbabaptism afbaptism after converter conversion (Rom.sion (Rom. 6:1-11). 6:1-11). 6:1-11).

Since Paul characterized gentile conversion as a “turning to God from idols, 
to serve a living and true God” (1 Thess. 1:9), some prefer to describe his own 
reorientation on the Damascus Road (Acts 9:1-22; cf. Gal. 1:15-22) as a “call.” In 
Pauline parenesis, great stress is laid on the radical change that has come about 
in believers by their association with the death and resurrection of Jesus in 
baptism after conversion (Rom. 6:1-11).



�In the NT In the NT the once-athe once-and-for-allnd-for-all nature of nature of conversio conversion is accomn is accompanied by panied by exhortatioexhorexhortatioexhortations to allons to allow the “fruw the “fruit of the it of the Spirit,” wSpirit,” who indwellho indwells disciples disciples, to becos, to become manifesme mme manifest imanifest in their lin their lives (Gal. ves (Gal. 5:22-26). 5:22-26). The salvatThe salvation given ion given by God musby God must be “workt be “worked out wited “work“worked ou“worked out with feat with fear and tremr and trembling” (Phbling” (Phil. 2:12).il. 2:12). Christian Christian expressio expression of the cn of the changed lifhancchanged lichanged life includefe includes humilitys humility, communal, communal sharing o sharing of goods (Lf goods (Luke 19:8; uke 19:8; Acts 2:42-Acts 2:42-47), and i472:42-2:42-47), 2:42-47), and impartand impartiality to iality to human disthuman distinctions sinctions such as thouch as those betweense between rich and  rich and poor (Jas.popoor (Jas.poor (Jas. 2:1-7). 2:1-7). 2:1-7).

In the NT the once-and-for-all nature of conversion is accompanied by 
exhortations to allow the “fruit of the Spirit,” who indwells disciples, to become 
manifest in their lives (Gal. 5:22-26). The salvation given by God must be 
“worked out with fear and trembling” (Phil. 2:12). Christian expression of the 
changed life includes humility, communal sharing of goods (Luke 19:8; Acts 
2:42-47), and impartiality to human distinctions such as those between rich and 
poor (Jas. 2:1-7).

�The ChristThe Christian Scriptian Scriptures contaures contain a variein a variety of viewty of views regardins regarding the ongog the ongoing natureing natuing nature of nature of conversionconversion. Believer. Believers are urges are urged to hold d to hold steadfast,steadfast, “for it i “for it is impossibs impossible to restle to le to restoreto restore again to  again to repentancerepentance those who those who have once have once been enli been enlightened . ghtened . . . and th. . and then have faenththen have then have fallen awafallen away” (Heb. 6y” (Heb. 6:4-6). The:4-6). The glorified glorified Lord Jesu Lord Jesus addresses addresses to the ss to the seven churcevensseven churseven churches one aches one and the samnd the same call to e call to “repent” (“repent” (Rev. 2:1-3Rev. 2:1-3:22).:22).:22).

The Christian Scriptures contain a variety of views regarding the ongoing 
nature of conversion. Believers are urged to hold steadfast, “for it is impossible 
to restore again to repentance those who have once been enlightened . . . and 
then have fallen away” (Heb. 6:4-6). The glorified Lord Jesus addresses to the 
seven churches one and the same call to “repent” (Rev. 2:1-3:22).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. ClemR. E. Clements, ents, Jeremiah.Jeremiah. Interpret Interpretation (Atlation (Atlanta, 1988anta, 1988); W. L. H); W. L); W. L. HolladaL. Holladay, y, The RootThe Root  sûu®bhsûu®bh  in the Oldin the Old Testament Testament (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1958); P. 1958); P. W. HollenbW. Hollenbach, “The aHollenbHollenbachHollenbach, “The Con, “The Conversion ofversion of Jesus: Fr Jesus: From Jesus tom Jesus the Baptizehe Baptizer to Jesusr to Jesus the Heale the Healer,” rHealeHealer,” Healer,” ANRWANRW II.25.1,  II.25.1, 196–219; A196–219; A. D. Nock,. D. Nock,  ConversionConversion: The Old : The Old and New inand New in Religion  Religio Religion fReligion from Alexanrom Alexander the Grder the Great to Augeat to Augustine of ustine of HippoHippo (1933, re (1933, repr. Baltimpr. Baltimore, 1998)ore, 1998); K. Stend;1998)1998); K. 1998); K. Stendahl, Stendahl, “Call Rath“Call Rather than Coer than Conversion,”nversion,” in  in Paul AmongPaul Among Jews and  Jews and GentilesGentiles (Philadel GentilesGentiles (Gentiles (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1976),ia, 1976), 7–23. 7–23. 7–23.
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Hollenbach, “The Conversion of Jesus: From Jesus the Baptizer to Jesus the 
Healer,” ANRW II.25.1, 196–219; A. D. Nock, Conversion: The Old and New in 
Religion from Alexander the Great to Augustine of Hippo (1933, repr. Baltimore, 
1998); K. Stendahl, “Call Rather than Conversion,” in Paul Among Jews and 
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CONVOCATION

A solemn aA solemn assembly, mssembly, mentioned ientioned in connectin connection with thon with the festivale festivals of Israes of Israel and alwal and always followeysalwaalways folalways followed by tlowed by the commandhe command to do no  to do no work. Heb.work. Heb.  miqraœ}-qomiqraœ}-qoœd�esûœd�esû means lit me means lit.means lit., “a holy , “a holy proclamatiproclamation” or “a on” or “a proclamatiproclamation of a hoon of a holy time” (ly time” (2 Kgs. 10:2 Kgs. 10:20; Lev. 220; 10:10:20; Lev10:20; Lev. 23:36; N. 23:36; Num. 29:35;um. 29:35; Deut. 16: Deut. 16:8).8).8).

A solemn assembly, mentioned in connection with the festivals of Israel and 
always followed by the command to do no work. Heb. miqraœ}-qoœd�esû  
means lit., “a holy proclamation” or “a proclamation of a holy time” (2 Kgs. 
10:20; Lev. 23:36; Num. 29:35; Deut. 16:8).

�Seven daysSeven days are assoc are associated withiated with this term this term in Lev. 2 in Lev. 23: the fir3: the first and sevst and seventh days enth daysenth days of Undays of Unleavened Bleavened Bread (vv. read (vv. 4–8); Week4–8); Weeks (v. 21);s (v. 21); the feast the feast of Trumpe of Trumpets, the fits, the first day ofrstfifirst day first day of the sevof the seventh monthenth month (v. 24);  (v. 24); the Day ofthe Day of Atonement Atonement (v. 27);  (v. 27); and the fiand the first and eirst arst and eighthand eighth days of B days of Booths (vv.ooths (vv. 35, 36).  35, 36). The sabbatThe sabbath is also h is also associatedassociated with this with this term (Lev term term (Lev.term (Lev. 23:3). 23:3). 23:3).

Seven days are associated with this term in Lev. 23: the first and seventh 
days of Unleavened Bread (vv. 4–8); Weeks (v. 21); the feast of Trumpets, the 
first day of the seventh month (v. 24); the Day of Atonement (v. 27); and the first 
and eighth days of Booths (vv. 35, 36). The sabbath is also associated with this 
term (Lev. 23:3).
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A structurA structural detail al detail mentioned mentioned in the desin the description ocription of Solomon’f Solomon’s royal pas royal palace (1 Kglace (1 Kgs. 7:9). Is. 7s. 7:9). If H7:9). If Heb. eb. t�eïp�ah�t�eïp�ah� refers to refers to the corbe the corbels (projecls (projecting stoneting stones on the ts on the tops of whiops of wops of which roofwhich roof beams res beams rest), then tt), then the expresshe expression “from ion “from the foundathe foundation to thtion to the coping” e coping” simply meassimply measimply means that thns that the entire we entire wall — fromall — from bottom to bottom to top — was top — was covered w covered with precioith preith precious sprecious stones.tones.

A structural detail mentioned in the description of Solomon’s royal palace (1 Kgs. 
7:9). If Heb. t�eïp�ah�  refers to the corbels (projecting stones on the tops of 
which roof beams rest), then the expression “from the foundation to the coping” 
simply means that the entire wall — from bottom to top — was covered with 
precious stones.
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A common rA common reddish meteddish metallic elemallic element. Neithent. Neither Hebrew er Hebrew (neïh�oœsû(neïh�oœsûet�)et�) nor Greek nor Gre nor Greek Greek (chalkoœs)(chalkoœs) distingui distinguished betweshed between copper en copper and bronzeand bronze, and mode, and modern translarn translarn translatiotranslations are notns are not consisten consistent in usaget in usage (NRSV “br (NRSV “bronze”; JB onze”; JB “copper” a“copper” at Ezek. 22t Ezek. 22:18, but N:12222:18, but22:18, but NRSV “cop NRSV “copper”; JB “per”; JB “bronze” atbronze” at 24:11). T 24:11). The metallihe metallic materialc materials mentiones mentiones mentioned mentioned in the Bibin the Bible were usle were usually madeually made of bronze of bronze; however,; however, where ref where reference is erence iserence is made tois made to native me native metals or ortals or ore, copper e, copper is the moris the more correct e correct term (Deutterm (Deut. 8:9; Job. 8:9; Job 28:2). 2 28:2).28:2).28:2).

A common reddish metallic element. Neither Hebrew (neïh�oœsûet�)  nor 
Greek (chalkoœs) distinguished between copper and bronze, and modern 
translations are not consistent in usage (NRSV “bronze”; JB “copper” at Ezek. 
22:18, but NRSV “copper”; JB “bronze” at 24:11). The metallic materials 
mentioned in the Bible were usually made of bronze; however, where reference 
is made to native metals or ore, copper is the more correct term (Deut. 8:9; Job 
28:2).

�Copper wasCopper was one of th one of the earlieste earliest known met known metals. As eaals. As early as 800rly as 8000 0 B.C.B.C. native co native copper was hpcocopper wascopper was hammered  hammered to form vato form various objerious objects. Sincects. Since most copp most copper occurs er occurs with impurwith impwith impuritiesimpurities like oxid like oxides and sules and sulfides, thefides, they must be y must be removed thremoved through the rough the smelting psmelting process. Biropprocess. Bprocess. Biblical triblical tradition asadition associated tsociated the originshe origins of metall of metallurgy with urgy with Tubal-cainTubal-cain (Gen. 4:2 (Gen (Gen. 4:22(Gen. 4:22). The met). The metal-workingal-working technique techniques of quarrs of quarrying, smelying, smelting, pourting, pouring, and hing, and hammering wamhhammering hammering were acquiwere acquired slowlyred slowly. Before 3. Before 3000 metall000 metallurgy meanturgy meant working w working with copperith copith copper almcopper almost exclusost exclusively, witively, with only somh only some silver, e silver, gold, and gold, and lead work,lead work, but durin but during the 3rd g thg the 3rd mithe 3rd millennium allennium all the metll the metals known als known to ancientto ancient mankind b mankind began to beegan to be used in g used in great varierggreat varigreat variety and coety and combination.mbination.

Copper was one of the earliest known metals. As early as 8000 B.C. native 
copper was hammered to form various objects. Since most copper occurs with 
impurities like oxides and sulfides, they must be removed through the smelting 
process. Biblical tradition associated the origins of metallurgy with Tubal-cain 
(Gen. 4:22). The metal-working techniques of quarrying, smelting, pouring, and 
hammering were acquired slowly. Before 3000 metallurgy meant working with 
copper almost exclusively, with only some silver, gold, and lead work, but during 
the 3rd millennium all the metals known to ancient mankind began to be used in 
great variety and combination.

�The great The great advance inadvance in copper me copper metallurgy wtallurgy was the addas the addition of aition of a second me second metal to fortal total to form coto form copper alloypper alloys. Arsenics. Arsenic was first was first added to  added to copper to copper to improve itimprove its propertis properties. The adespropertipropertiesproperties. The addi. The addition of tition of tin, which wn, which was the domas the dominant alloinant alloying elemeying element, producnt, produced bronze,edproducproduced bproduced bronze, andronze, and the addit the addition of zinion of zinc producedc produced brass. Th brass. The alloys pe alloys produced stroduced stronger, harststronger, stronger, harder metharder metals with lals with lower meltiower melting points ng points and greateand greater ease in r ease in casting becasting because of icabebecause ofbecause of increased increased fluidity. fluidity. As a resu As a result the alllt the alloys could oys could form more form more intricate intricate and sophisand sand sophisticasophisticated casts ted casts and betterand better tools. Wh tools. While copperile copper was exten was extensively usesively used, it was d, it was usually fousuusually fousually found in theund in the form of a form of an alloy.n alloy.n alloy.

The great advance in copper metallurgy was the addition of a second metal 
to form copper alloys. Arsenic was first added to copper to improve its 
properties. The addition of tin, which was the dominant alloying element, 
produced bronze, and the addition of zinc produced brass. The alloys produced 
stronger, harder metals with lower melting points and greater ease in casting 
because of increased fluidity. As a result the alloys could form more intricate and 
sophisticated casts and better tools. While copper was extensively used, it was 
usually found in the form of an alloy.

�The numberThe number of object of objects made fros made from copper om copper or copper ar copper alloys was lloys was extensive,extensive, including inc including including vessels (Evessels (Exod. 27:3)xod. 27:3), tools, j, tools, jewelry, muewelry, musical instsical instruments (1ruments (1 Chr. 15:1 Chr. 15:19), and mi9), an9), and militaand military equipmery equipment. In NT nt. In NT times mosttimes most of the co of the coinage was inage was made of simade of silver, but lver, but smaller desmsmaller desmaller denominationnominations, like ths, like the mite, wee mite, were made ofre made of copper or copper or bronze (M bronze (Matt. 10:9;att. 10:9; Mark 12:4 10:9;10:9; Mark10:9; Mark 12:42; Lu 12:42; Luke 21:2).ke 21:2).ke 21:2).

The number of objects made from copper or copper alloys was extensive, 
including vessels (Exod. 27:3), tools, jewelry, musical instruments (1 Chr. 15:19), 
and military equipment. In NT times most of the coinage was made of silver, but 
smaller denominations, like the mite, were made of copper or bronze (Matt. 
10:9; Mark 12:42; Luke 21:2).

�Palestine Palestine was relatiwas relatively poor vely poor in copper in copper resources.resources. However,  However, a copper ma copper mine was loine wine was locatewas located at d at Timna{Timna{ along Wad along Wadi Arabah ii Arabah in southernn southern Palestine Palestine (the mine (the mine was opera was op was operated boperated by Egyptiany Egyptians and not s and not King SolomKing Solomon as firson as first thought)t thought), and furn, and furnaces for saces for smelting comssmelting csmelting copper haveopper have been foun been found at Beth-d at Beth-shemesh, Tshemesh, Tell Qasileell Qasile, and Ai (, and Ai (1 Kgs. 7:11 Kgs. 7:14, 45-46).4,7:17:14, 45-47:14, 45-46). One of6). One of the large the largest ancientst ancient sources f sources for copper or copper was Cypruswas Cyprus...

Palestine was relatively poor in copper resources. However, a copper mine 
was located at Timna{ along Wadi Arabah in southern Palestine (the mine was 
operated by Egyptians and not King Solomon as first thought), and furnaces for 
smelting copper have been found at Beth-shemesh, Tell Qasile, and Ai (1 Kgs. 
7:14, 45-46). One of the largest ancient sources for copper was Cyprus.
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Bradford Scott Hummel

COPTICCOPTICCOPTIC

COPTIC

The last sThe last stage of Egtage of Egyptian, liyptian, linguisticalnguistically an indely an independent brpendent branch of thanch of the Afro-asie Afro-asiatic languatic laatic language flanguage family, whiamily, which spreadsch spreads from the  from the eastern tieastern tip of the Ap of the Arabian Penrabian Peninsula to insula to the northwthethe northwthe northwestern coaestern coast of the st of the African coAfrican continent. Intinent. In the earln the early centuriey centuries of the Cs of the Christian phriCChristian Christian period, experiod, experiments periments were made were made in writingin writing Egyptian, Egyptian, as spoken as spoken at that t at that time, with imttime, withtime, with the Greek the Greek alphabet. alphabet. This writ This writing systeming system, along wi, along with its linth its linguistic stguistic structure, iructurststructure,structure, is called is called Coptic. D Coptic. Demotic, themotic, the last stae last stage of hierge of hieroglyphic woglyphic writing, wariting, was complicas coms complicatecomplicated, difficud, difficult to readlt to read, and reta, and retained syntained syntax that wasx that was no longer no longer spoken. T spoken. The advantahe TThe advantThe advantages of thages of the Greek ale Greek alphabet, rephabet, readily at hadily at hand to an and to an educated weducated writer, werriter, were simpliciewerwere simplwere simplicity, curicity, currency, andrency, and the addit the addition of vowion of vowels in plaels in place of a stce of a strictly conrictly consonantal ssonanconconsonantaconsonantal system. l system. The Greek The Greek alphabet, alphabet, however, whowever, was rearranas rearranged to fitged to fit the phone the phon the phonetics phonetics of spoken of spoken Coptic, anCoptic, and several d several Demotic phDemotic phonograms wonograms were added ere added to supply to suppto supply sousupply sounds that wnds that were not inere not in Greek:  Greek: sû, f, h, sû, f, h, j, cû, ti,j, cû, ti, and in so and in some dialectme dialects,s, h˙. ḣ h˙.h˙. Coptic la Coptic language, dunguage, due to severe to several hundredal hundred years of  years of hellenizathellenization, also ion, also employs a employs aemploys a sizable a sizable vocabularyvocabulary of Greek  of Greek derivationderivation. Use of C. Use of Coptic decloptic declined in thined in the centuriee centuries followins fos following following the the A.D.A.D. 640 Arab  640 Arab conquest oconquest of Egypt.f Egypt.f Egypt.

The last stage of Egyptian, linguistically an independent branch of the Afro-asiatic 
language family, which spreads from the eastern tip of the Arabian Peninsula to 



the northwestern coast of the African continent. In the early centuries of the 
Christian period, experiments were made in writing Egyptian, as spoken at that 
time, with the Greek alphabet. This writing system, along with its linguistic 
structure, is called Coptic. Demotic, the last stage of hieroglyphic writing, was 
complicated, difficult to read, and retained syntax that was no longer spoken. 
The advantages of the Greek alphabet, readily at hand to an educated writer, 
were simplicity, currency, and the addition of vowels in place of a strictly 
consonantal system. The Greek alphabet, however, was rearranged to fit the 
phonetics of spoken Coptic, and several Demotic phonograms were added to 
supply sounds that were not in Greek: sû, f, h, j, cû, ti, and in some dialects, 
h˙. Coptic language, due to several hundred years of hellenization, also employs 
a sizable vocabulary of Greek derivation. Use of Coptic declined in the centuries 
following the A.D. 640 Arab conquest of Egypt.

�Coptic senCoptic sentences faltences fall into thrl into three patternee patterns. “Nominas. “Nominal” sentencl” sentences consistes consist of a nomi of a no of a nominal prnominal predicate pledicate plus a subjeus a subject pronounct pronoun and are c and are characterizharacterized by the ed by the absence ofabsence of the verb  t the verb “the verb “to be.” “Bto be.” “Bipartite” ipartite” sentences sentences have a nouhave a noun or pronon or pronoun as subjun as subject followect followed by a prefollowfollowed bfollowed by a predicy a predicate consisate consisting of a ting of a prepositioprepositional phrasenal phrase, adverb, , adverb, infinitiveinfinitive or stativ or st or stative vestative verb, or therb, or the future au future auxiliary “gxiliary “going to.” oing to.” “Tripartit“Tripartite” sentence” sentences have, ies have, in strict on stricn strict ordstrict order, a tenser, a tense marker, e marker, subject, asubject, and verb, wnd verb, which are fhich are followed byollowed by objects,  objects, modifiers,modmodifiers,modifiers, or other  or other sentence esentence elements. Tlements. Through a shrough a system of “ystem of “second” tesecond” tenses, neganses, neganses, negators, negators, and converand converters, Coptters, Coptic sentencic sentences are ables are able to descre to describe a wideibe a wide and subtl and subtle range ofe subtlsubtle ransubtle range of exprge of expression. Neession. Neverthelessvertheless, Coptic d, Coptic does not usoes not use several e several features ffeatures found in Grouffound in Gfound in Greek, whicreek, which should bh should be kept in e kept in mind when mind when studying bstudying biblical aniblical and biblicald biblically relatedly rly related terelated texts, sincexts, since these are these are, for the , for the most part,most part, translati translations from Gons from Greek. Coptreek. Coptic does noic dic does not hdoes not have a neutave a neuter gender,er gender, true adje true adjectives, pactives, participles,rticiples, a passive a passive voice, or voice, or a verb “t a ver a verb “to hverb “to have,” and ave,” and in other rin other respects, sespects, such as woruch as word order, td order, translationranslation Coptic do Coptic does not adhesdodoes not adoes not adhere to tdhere to the Greek.he Greek.he Greek.

Coptic sentences fall into three patterns. “Nominal” sentences consist of a 
nominal predicate plus a subject pronoun and are characterized by the absence of 
the verb “to be.” “Bipartite” sentences have a noun or pronoun as subject 
followed by a predicate consisting of a prepositional phrase, adverb, infinitive or 
stative verb, or the future auxiliary “going to.” “Tripartite” sentences have, in 
strict order, a tense marker, subject, and verb, which are followed by objects, 
modifiers, or other sentence elements. Through a system of “second” tenses, 
negators, and converters, Coptic sentences are able to describe a wide and 
subtle range of expression. Nevertheless, Coptic does not use several features 
found in Greek, which should be kept in mind when studying biblical and biblically 
related texts, since these are, for the most part, translations from Greek. Coptic 
does not have a neuter gender, true adjectives, participles, a passive voice, or a 
verb “to have,” and in other respects, such as word order, translation Coptic 
does not adhere to the Greek.

�The codifiThe codification of cation of the writinthe writing system, g system, translatiotranslation, and copn, and copying of teying of texts is linxts is linked, and iklinlinked, anlinked, and is generd is generally coterally coterminous, wiminous, with the devth the development oelopment of the Chrif the Christian churstian church in Egypchchurchurch in church in Egypt and,Egypt and, in the ea in the earliest cenrliest centuries, Chturies, Christian scristian schools outshools outside the chide the church such urchchchurch succhurch such as the Vh as the Valentinianalentinians. The pros. The propagation opagation of religiouf religious teachings teachings through s through written tewrwritten tewritten texts resultxts resulted in the ed in the use of sevuse of several dialeeral dialects, at lects, at least a dozeast a dozen, extendin, extending up the ng up tng up the Nile Vthe Nile Valley fromalley from the delta the delta to Thebes to Thebes. By the 4. By the 4th centuryth century, Sahidic,, Sahidic, the diale the dialect from arct frct from arounfrom around the middd the middle of the le of the country, bcountry, began to doegan to dominate as minate as an orthodoan orthodox “standarx “standax “standard,“standard,” and most” and most modern Co modern Coptic languptic language refereage reference works nce works employ thiemploy this dialect.s dialects dialect. Tdialect. The famous he famous library oflibrary of texts fro texts from Nag Hammm Nag Hammadi providadi provides useful es useful examples oexamples oexamples of this trof this transitionalansitional stage. Fr stage. From the 8thom the 8th to the 11 to the 11th centurith centuries, with tes, with the gradualhe gradual replaceme repla replacemenreplacement of spoket of spoken Coptic wn Coptic with Arabicith Arabic and the r and the removal of emoval of the patriathe patriarchate to rchate to the deserttthe desertthe desert monasteri monasteries south oes south of Alexandrf Alexandria, the diia, the dialect of talect of this regionhis region, Bohairic, Bohairic, was pres, was, was preserwas preserved and stved and still survivill survives, but ones, but only as a lily as a liturgical lturgical language foanguage for the Coptr the Coptic Orthodoic Ortic Orthodox COrthodox Church. “Cohurch. “Coptic” (Copptic” (Copt is simplt is simply an arabiy an arabicized proncized pronunciation unciation of the [ulof the [ultimately Gt[ul[ultimatel[ultimately Greek] wy Greek] word “Egyptord “Egypt”) now ref”) now refers broadlers broadly to Chrisy to Christian Egypttian Egypt, and Copt, and Copt, and Coptic stuCoptic studies encomdies encompasses linpasses linguistics, guistics, archaeologarchaeology, liturgyy, liturgy, history,, history, and liter and literature.atureliterliteratureliterature...

The codification of the writing system, translation, and copying of texts is 
linked, and is generally coterminous, with the development of the Christian 
church in Egypt and, in the earliest centuries, Christian schools outside the 
church such as the Valentinians. The propagation of religious teachings through 
written texts resulted in the use of several dialects, at least a dozen, extending up 
the Nile Valley from the delta to Thebes. By the 4th century, Sahidic, the dialect 
from around the middle of the country, began to dominate as an orthodox 
“standard,” and most modern Coptic language reference works employ this 
dialect. The famous library of texts from Nag Hammadi provides useful examples 
of this transitional stage. From the 8th to the 11th centuries, with the gradual 
replacement of spoken Coptic with Arabic and the removal of the patriarchate to 
the desert monasteries south of Alexandria, the dialect of this region, Bohairic, 
was preserved and still survives, but only as a liturgical language for the Coptic 



Orthodox Church. “Coptic” (Copt is simply an arabicized pronunciation of the 
[ultimately Greek] word “Egypt”) now refers broadly to Christian Egypt, and 
Coptic studies encompasses linguistics, archaeology, liturgy, history, and 
literature.

�For the stFor the study of theudy of the Bible, Co Bible, Coptic versiptic versions of NT ons of NT texts datetexts date as early  as early as the 3rdas the 3ras the 3rd/4th ce3rd/4th centuries. Cnturies. Coptic versoptic versions of maions of many LXX pasny LXX passages alsosages also exist, as exist, as do import do important NT apoanimportimportant important NT apocrypNT apocrypha found aha found at Nag Hammt Nag Hammadi, such adi, such as the Gosas the Gospel of Thopel of Thomas, as wemas, amas, as well asas well as OT pseude OT pseudepigrapha, pigrapha, including including the Apocalthe Apocalypse of Elypse of Elijah. Alonijah. Alongside thesgside these are intee ae are intereare interesting bodisting bodies of patres of patristic, hagistic, hagiographic,iographic, and magic and magical literatal literature in Copure in Coptic from etic frotic from earlyfrom early Christian Christian Egypt tha Egypt that give us t give us a lively pa lively picture of icture of scripturalscriptural tradition traditions.s.s.

For the study of the Bible, Coptic versions of NT texts date as early as the 
3rd/4th centuries. Coptic versions of many LXX passages also exist, as do 
important NT apocrypha found at Nag Hammadi, such as the Gospel of Thomas, 
as well as OT pseudepigrapha, including the Apocalypse of Elijah. Alongside these 
are interesting bodies of patristic, hagiographic, and magical literature in Coptic 
from early Christian Egypt that give us a lively picture of scriptural traditions.

Richard SmRichard Smithith

Richard Smith

CORCOR (Heb.  (Heb. koœrkoœr)))

COR (Heb. koœr)

Usually a Usually a dry measurdry measure a littlee a little over 220  over 220 1. (58 gal1. (58 gal.), equal .), equal to the homto the homer (Ezek. er (Ezek. 45:14). So45:1445:14). So45:14). Solomon’s dalomon’s daily provisily provision consision consisted of 30 ted of 30 cors of ficors of fine flour (ne flour (ca. 6.5 klca. 6.5 kl. [185 bu.. [185 . [185 bu.])[185 bu.]) and 60 co and 60 cors of mealrs of meal (ca. 13 k (ca. 13 kl. [370 bul. [370 bu.]; 1 Kgs..]; 1 Kgs. 4:22). 4:22).

Usually a dry measure a little over 220 1. (58 gal.), equal to the homer (Ezek. 
45:14). Solomon’s daily provision consisted of 30 cors of fine flour (ca. 6.5 kl. 
[185 bu.]) and 60 cors of meal (ca. 13 kl. [370 bu.]; 1 Kgs. 4:22).

CORALCORALCORAL

CORAL

A semitranA semitranslucent toslucent to opaque pi opaque piece of theece of the hard calc hard calcareous skeareous skeleton secrleton secreted by coeted by coral polypsrcocoral polycoral polyps, a marips, a marine invertene invertebrate, oftbrate, often used asen used as a gemston a gemstone (Heb. e (Heb. raœ}mo®t�;raœ}mo®t�raœ}mo®t�;raœ}mo®t�; Job 28:18 Job 28:18; Ezek. 27; Ezek. 27:16). The :16). The color is mcolor is most often ost often red or orared or orange red, bnge red,nge red, but mred, but may be whitay be white, cream, e, cream, brown, blubrown, blue, or blace, or black. Coral wk. Coral was one of as one of the goods the goods given in pggiven in pgiven in payment to ayment to the merchathe merchants of Tyrnts of Tyre (Ezek. 2e (Ezek. 27:16). In 7:16). In Job 28:18 Job 28:18 it is one it is one of many stof mof many stonemany stones of less s of less value thanvalue than wisdom. wisdom. wisdom.

A semitranslucent to opaque piece of the hard calcareous skeleton secreted by 
coral polyps, a marine invertebrate, often used as a gemstone (Heb. 
raœ}mo®t�;  Job 28:18; Ezek. 27:16). The color is most often red or orange 
red, but may be white, cream, brown, blue, or black. Coral was one of the goods 
given in payment to the merchants of Tyre (Ezek. 27:16). In Job 28:18 it is one of 
many stones of less value than wisdom.

Martha JeaMartha Jean Mugg Bain Mugg Baileyley
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CORBANCORBAN (Heb.  (Heb. qorbaœnqorbaœn; Gk. ; Gk. KorbaénKorbaén)))

CORBAN (Heb. qorbaœn; Gk. Korbaén)

A term refA term referring to erring to religious religious gifts resegifts reserved for Grved for God. The giod. The gift could bft could be an animae an animal for sacrl forl for sacriffor sacrifice (Lev. ice (Lev. 1:2, 3, 101:2, 3, 10), a veget), a vegetable offerable offering (Lev. ing (Lev. 2:1, 5), o2:1, 5), or a gift or a gift of preciousf precious metals (N preciousprecious mprecious metals (Numetals (Num. 7:13; 31. 7:13; 31:50). In L:50). In Leviticus teviticus the term dihe term distinguishestinguishes the anims the animal separatal sal separated separated from the rfrom the rest of theest of the herd (Lev herd (Lev. 22:27) o. 22:27) or the grair the grain sheaf tan sheaf taken from tken from the harvesthe tthe harvesthe harvest (23:14) t (23:14) as an offeas an offering to thring to the Lord, the Lord, thus removinus removing this prog this property fromperty from mundane u m mundane usmundane uses. In thees. In the NT Jesus  NT Jesus warns abouwarns about the pract the practice of detice of declaring prclaring property as operty as “corban” t““corban” t“corban” to evade reo evade responsibilisponsibilities towarties toward parents d parents (Mark 7:11(Mark 7:11-13), a st-13), a strategy allrategy allowing the owallallowing tallowing the owner the owner to avoid spo avoid spending it ending it to supportto support parents i parents in their oln their old age, thud age, thus permittis pes permittingpermitting the setti the setting aside ong aside of an obligf an obligation towaation toward God.rd God.rd God.

A term referring to religious gifts reserved for God. The gift could be an animal 
for sacrifice (Lev. 1:2, 3, 10), a vegetable offering (Lev. 2:1, 5), or a gift of 
precious metals (Num. 7:13; 31:50). In Leviticus the term distinguishes the animal 
separated from the rest of the herd (Lev. 22:27) or the grain sheaf taken from 
the harvest (23:14) as an offering to the Lord, thus removing this property from 
mundane uses. In the NT Jesus warns about the practice of declaring property as 
“corban” to evade responsibilities toward parents (Mark 7:11-13), a strategy 
allowing the owner to avoid spending it to support parents in their old age, thus 
permitting the setting aside of an obligation toward God.

Dennis GaeDennis Gaertnerrtner

Dennis Gaertner

CORINTHCORINTH (Gk.  (Gk. KoœrinthosKoœrinthos)))

CORINTH (Gk. Koœrinthos)

An importaAn important city cont city controlling ntrolling the isthmuthe isthmus connectis connecting mainlanng mainland Greece ad Greece and the Pelnd the PeloponnesianoPelPeloponnesPeloponnesian Peninsian Peninsula. Althoula. Although its “gugh its “golden age”olden age” was five  was five centuries centuries before Paubefore Paul’s visit,l’sPauPaul’s visPaul’s visit, Corintit, Corinth had enjoh had enjoyed a retuyed a return to promrn to prominence andinence and a resurge a resurgence of buince of building durildbuibuilding dbuilding during the uring the 1st centur1st century y A.D.A.D.A.D.

An important city controlling the isthmus connecting mainland Greece and the 



Peloponnesian Peninsula. Although its “golden age” was five centuries before 
Paul’s visit, Corinth had enjoyed a return to prominence and a resurgence of 
building during the 1st century A.D.

�Corinth haCorinth had a leadind a leading role in g role in the unitinthe uniting of the Gg of the Greek city-reek city-states intstates into the worlo the woro the world-wideworld-wide empire of empire of Philip of Philip of Macedon a Macedon and his sonnd his son Alexander Alexander. Two cent. Two centuries lateuries lateuries later Corilater Corinth was a nth was a leader in leader in the failedthe failed Achaean L Achaean League’s ateague’s attempt to stempt to stop Roman top Roman expansion eexpansion expansion in Greece.in Greece. Severely  Severely damaged andamaged and punishedd punished in 146  in 146 B.C.B.C. in the wa in the war with Romr with Rr with Rome, CoriRome, Corinth was renth was restored in stored in 44 to econ44 to economic and pomic and political political prominence rominence by Julius by Julius by Julius CaeJulius Caesar and insar and in 27 became 27 became the provi the provincial capincial capital. New ctal. New colonists folonists from many arom many areas joinereaareas joinareas joined locals ed locals seeking thseeking their fortuneir fortune in this e in this commercialcommercial center. center. center.

Corinth had a leading role in the uniting of the Greek city-states into the 
world-wide empire of Philip of Macedon and his son Alexander. Two centuries 
later Corinth was a leader in the failed Achaean League’s attempt to stop Roman 
expansion in Greece. Severely damaged and punished in 146 B.C. in the war with 
Rome, Corinth was restored in 44 to economic and political prominence by 
Julius Caesar and in 27 became the provincial capital. New colonists from many 
areas joined locals seeking their fortune in this commercial center.

�An importaAn important city font city for Roman gor Roman government avernment as the capis the capital of Achtal of Achaea, Corinaea, Corinth was theth wth was the rewas the residence ofsidence of the Roman the Roman governor  governor (before wh(before whom Paul apom Paul appeared in peared in A.D.A.D. 51 when L 51  51 when Lu51 when Lucius Juniucius Junius Gallio ws Gallio was governoas governor). In Romr). In Roman Corinthan Corinth, old temp, old temples were rles were les were restowere restored and enred and enlarged, nelarged, new shops anw shops and markets d markets built, newbuilt, new water sup water supplies deveplies devplies developed,developed, and many  and many public buipublic buildings addldings added (included (including three ing three governmentgovernmental buildinal buildings and an gsbuildinbuildings buildings and an ampand an amphitheater hitheater seating peseating perhaps 14 trhaps 14 thousand). housand). In the 1stIn the 1st century C century Corinth’s poCCorinth’s Corinth’s public marpublic marketplace (ketplace (forum) wasforum) was larger th larger than any in an any in Rome. All Rome. All these imprthese improvements soimprimprovemenimprovements suggestts suggest that when that when Paul visi Paul visited Corintted Corinth ca. 50 ih ca. 50 it was the t was the most beautmost beautiful, modeibeautbeautiful,beautiful, modern, a modern, and industrnd industrious city ious city of its sizof its size in Greece in Greece. The wele. The well-traveledl-traveled Aristides Aris Aristides Aristides commented commented that if bethat if beauty conteauty contests were hsts were held among eld among cities, ascities, as reportedl reportedly was doneyreportedlreportedlyreportedly was done  was done among goddamong goddesses, Coresses, Corinth wouldinth would rank with rank with Aphrodite Aphrodite (i.e., fi (i.e., f (i.e., first).first).

An important city for Roman government as the capital of Achaea, Corinth 
was the residence of the Roman governor (before whom Paul appeared in A.D. 
51 when Lucius Junius Gallio was governor). In Roman Corinth, old temples 
were restored and enlarged, new shops and markets built, new water supplies 
developed, and many public buildings added (including three governmental 
buildings and an amphitheater seating perhaps 14 thousand). In the 1st century 
Corinth’s public marketplace (forum) was larger than any in Rome. All these 
improvements suggest that when Paul visited Corinth ca. 50 it was the most 
beautiful, modern, and industrious city of its size in Greece. The well-traveled 
Aristides commented that if beauty contests were held among cities, as 
reportedly was done among goddesses, Corinth would rank with Aphrodite (i.e., 
first).

The The beäíma,beäíma, a platfor a platform for publm for public orationic oration and the a and the administratdministration of jusion of justice, in ttice, in the agora ohetthe agora the agora or marketpor marketplace at Colace at Corinth; conrinth; constructed 4structed 44 4 C.E. C.E. (Phoenix D(Phoenix Data Systemata Systems, Neal ans, Ns, Neal and JNeal and Joel Bierlioel Bierling)ng)

The beäíma, a platform for public oration and the administration of justice, in 
the agora or marketplace at Corinth; constructed 44 C.E. (Phoenix Data Systems, 
Neal and Joel Bierling)

CommerceCommerce

Commerce

The geograThe geography of Corphy of Corinth deterinth determined its mined its commercialcommercial significa significance. Corinnce. Corinth sat on th sat on a narrow (aa narrow (a narrow (5.5 km. [35.5 km. [3.5 mi.]) i.5 mi.]) isthmus consthmus connecting upnecting upper Greeceper Greece’s mainlan’s mainland with thed with the Peloponne thethe Pelopothe Peloponnese (“alnnese (“almost an ismost an island”). Loland”). Located betwcated between the Aeeen the Aegean Sea ogean Sea on the eastn the easn the east and teast and the Adriatihe Adriatic Sea on tc Sea on the west anhe west and controlld controlling two maing two major harborjor harbors, Corinths, Corinth acquired  a acquired tacquired the nicknamhe nickname “wealthye “wealthy Corinth.” Corinth.”

The geography of Corinth determined its commercial significance. Corinth sat on 
a narrow (5.5 km. [3.5 mi.]) isthmus connecting upper Greece’s mainland with 
the Peloponnese (“almost an island”). Located between the Aegean Sea on the 
east and the Adriatic Sea on the west and controlling two major harbors, Corinth 
acquired the nickname “wealthy Corinth.”

�There was There was good, but good, but limited, flimited, farming in arming in the Corintthe Corinthia. All lhia. All land trade and trade moving betmoving bmoving between upbetween upper and loper and lower Greecewer Greece went thro went through Corintugh Corinth, and much, and much of the mh of the marine tradarine mmarine tramarine trade betweende between Rome and  Rome and the Easterthe Eastern Empire dn Empire did as wellid as well. The jour. The journey aroundney arouney around lowaround lower Greece er Greece was very dwas very dangerous, angerous, especiallyespecially near the  near the Cape of MaCape of Malea (“capelea (“caplea (“cape of (“cape of evil”). Thevil”). Therefore, serefore, shipping ofhipping often came tten came through Corhrough Corinth’s porinth’s ports, Cenchrts, Cenchreae (9.6 keaCenchrCenchreae Cenchreae (9.6 km. [(9.6 km. [6 mi.] eas6 mi.] east from thet from the city) and city) and Lechaeum  Lechaeum (3 km. [2 (3 km. [2 mi.] to thmi.] to the west).e ththe west).the west).

There was good, but limited, farming in the Corinthia. All land trade moving 
between upper and lower Greece went through Corinth, and much of the 
marine trade between Rome and the Eastern Empire did as well. The journey 
around lower Greece was very dangerous, especially near the Cape of Malea 
(“cape of evil”). Therefore, shipping often came through Corinth’s ports, 



Cenchreae (9.6 km. [6 mi.] east from the city) and Lechaeum (3 km. [2 mi.] to 
the west).

�Corinth alCorinth also had somso had some light ine light industry, madustry, manufacturinnufacturing highly pg highly prized bronrized bronze works, ze worze works, incworks, including artluding artful polishful polished mirrorsed mirrors (cf. 1 Co (cf. 1 Cor. 13:12; r. 13:12; 2 Cor. 3:12 Cor. 3:18). City a8). City artisans alrtisanaartisans aartisans also made plso made prized pottrized pottery and laery and lamps which mps which were exporwere exported aroundted around the Medit the Med the MediterranMediterranean.ean.

Corinth also had some light industry, manufacturing highly prized bronze 
works, including artful polished mirrors (cf. 1 Cor. 13:12; 2 Cor. 3:18). City 
artisans also made prized pottery and lamps which were exported around the 
Mediterranean.

ReligionReligion

Religion

About two About two centuries centuries after the after the Roman devaRoman devastation ofstation of Corinth,  Corinth, many of thmany of the old relie old religions of tgrelireligions religions of the areof the area were agaa were again flourisin flourishing, and hing, and they were they were joined by joined by new religinew religions broughons bons brought bybrought by merchants merchants and soldi and soldiers to thiers to this commercis commercial center.al center. Corinth w Corinth was a placeas a placeas a place of “place of “many gods”many gods” and “many and “many lords” (1 lords” (1 Cor. 8:5) Cor. 8:5)...

About two centuries after the Roman devastation of Corinth, many of the old 
religions of the area were again flourishing, and they were joined by new religions 
brought by merchants and soldiers to this commercial center. Corinth was a 
place of “many gods” and “many lords” (1 Cor. 8:5).

�Perhaps moPerhaps most familiast familiar to Bibler to Bible students  students is the woris the worship of Apship of Aphrodite, whrodite, whose templhose tehose temple atotemple atop Corinth’p Corinth’s upper cis upper city (Acrocoty (Acrocorinth) is rinth) is infamous finfamous for its rumor its rumored “thouored “thousand sacres“thou“thousand “thousand sacred prosacred prostitutes.”stitutes.” While Aph While Aphrodite wasrodite was a patron  a patron of the citof the city, this moy, this moral chargermomoral charmoral charge was proge was probably nevebably never accurater accurate. It origi. It originated in Anated in Athenian prthenian propaganda, opaganda, and the luaand the luand the lustful imagstful imagination ofination of sailors g sailors gave it mucave it much prominenh prominence. Corintce. Corinth was no wh was no worse, or bowworse, or worse, or better, thbetter, than other pan other port citiesort cities. Aphrodit. Aphrodite was worse was worshipped at hipped at several siseveral sites in thetessisites in tsites in the city anhe city and for manyd for many reasons,  reasons, including including as patroneas patroness of sailss of sailors.ors.ors.

Perhaps most familiar to Bible students is the worship of Aphrodite, whose 
temple atop Corinth’s upper city (Acrocorinth) is infamous for its rumored 
“thousand sacred prostitutes.” While Aphrodite was a patron of the city, this 
moral charge was probably never accurate. It originated in Athenian propaganda, 
and the lustful imagination of sailors gave it much prominence. Corinth was no 
worse, or better, than other port cities. Aphrodite was worshipped at several 
sites in the city and for many reasons, including as patroness of sailors.

�Of equal fOf equal fame in Corame in Corinth was Pinth was Poseidon, roseidon, ruler of thuler of the sea (on e sea (on which Coriwhich Corinth’s commnth’s cnth’s commercialcommercial life depe life depended) and nded) and maker of emaker of earthquakesarthquakes (a freque (a frequent danger nt danger in the arein the arein the area). Posarea). Poseidon had eidon had a very lara very large temple ge temple at a nearbat a nearby village y village where the where the biennial Ibiennial Isthmian GasthmIIsthmian GIsthmian Games were ames were held, secoheld, second only tond only to the Olymp the Olympic Games aic Games at Delphi (t Delphi (cf. 1 Cor.cf. 1 Cocf. 1 Cor. 9:24-Cor. 9:24-25).25).25).

Of equal fame in Corinth was Poseidon, ruler of the sea (on which Corinth’s 
commercial life depended) and maker of earthquakes (a frequent danger in the 
area). Poseidon had a very large temple at a nearby village where the biennial 
Isthmian Games were held, second only to the Olympic Games at Delphi (cf. 1 
Cor. 9:24-25).

�A CorinthiA Corinthian temple an temple to Asclepito Asclepius, the heus, the healing god,aling god, and his d and his daughter Hyaughter Hygeia inclugeia incgeia included lincluded lodging facodging facilities, bilities, baths, a swaths, a swimming pooimming pool, and covl, and covered porchered porches for thees for the many who  ma many who cmany who came to theame to the temple se temple seeking healeking healing (oftening (often the presc the prescription inription included batcluded batcluded baths and baths and exercise).exercise). Excavator Excavators of the ss of the site have fite have found a laround a large cache oge cache of terra-cof terra-cotta votivetta terra-coterra-cottterra-cotta votive oa votive offerings lfferings left by thoeft by those who camse who came for heale for healing. Theseing. These clay copi clay copies of humaes oes of human bof human body parts,ody parts, which wer which were hung aroe hung around the teund the temple by womple by worshippers,rshippers, might hav might h might have givenhave given special p special power to Paower to Paul’s imageul’s image of the ch of the church as thurch as the “body” oe “body” of Christ if Christ in 1 Corintn 1n 1 Corinthi1 Corinthians.ans.ans.

A Corinthian temple to Asclepius, the healing god, and his daughter Hygeia 
included lodging facilities, baths, a swimming pool, and covered porches for the 
many who came to the temple seeking healing (often the prescription included 
baths and exercise). Excavators of the site have found a large cache of 
terra-cotta votive offerings left by those who came for healing. These clay copies 
of human body parts, which were hung around the temple by worshippers, might 
have given special power to Paul’s image of the church as the “body” of Christ in 
1 Corinthians.

�The widespThe widespread Greekread Greek cult of D cult of Demeter andemeter and Kore also Kore also had a shr had a shrine on theine on the side of A sid side of Acside of Acrocorinth.rocorinth. Although  Although in declinein decline in the Ro in the Roman periodman period, a large , a large number of number of dining roodidining roodining rooms were mams were maintained aintained adjacent todjacent to the templ the temple and its e and its theater, otheater, offering inffering insight intosigininsight ininsight into 1 Cor. to 1 Cor. 8, 10. The8, 10. These rooms wse rooms were used bere used by some whoy some who sacrifice sacrificed at the td at the temple and ettemple andtemple and invited t invited their frienheir friends to privds to private meals ate meals in these fin these facilities.acilities.

The widespread Greek cult of Demeter and Kore also had a shrine on the 
side of Acrocorinth. Although in decline in the Roman period, a large number of 
dining rooms were maintained adjacent to the temple and its theater, offering 
insight into 1 Cor. 8, 10. These rooms were used by some who sacrificed at the 
temple and invited their friends to private meals in these facilities.

�Some new rSome new religions feligions from the earom the eastern Medistern Mediterranean,terranean, including including Christian Christianity, came ity, caity, came to Rocame to Roman Corintman Corinth. Among th. Among these were hese were cults of Icults of Isis, Serapsis, Serapis (an Egyis (an Egyptian-baseptian-baseEgyEgyptian-bEgyptian-based mysteased mystery religiory religion), and thn), and the Phrygiane Phrygian goddess C goddess Cybele, andybele, and Judaism.  Judaism. The famousThThe famousThe famous conversio conversion novel byn novel by Apuleius, Apuleius,  MetamorphoMetamorphoses,ses, which pra which praises the mises the mysteries oystemmysteries mysteries of Isis, iof Isis, is partialls partially set in Cy set in Corinth. A orinth. A door lintedoor lintel from a Jl from a Jewish synaewish synagogue has gogue hgogue has been fhas been found (althound (although it isough it is 4th-centu 4th-century). Both ry). Both Acts and PActs and Philo mentihilo mention a Jewison a Jewish presenceh ph presence ipresence in the cityn the city..

Some new religions from the eastern Mediterranean, including Christianity, 
came to Roman Corinth. Among these were cults of Isis, Serapis (an 



Egyptian-based mystery religion), and the Phrygian goddess Cybele, and Judaism. 
The famous conversion novel by Apuleius, Metamorphoses, which praises the 
mysteries of Isis, is partially set in Corinth. A door lintel from a Jewish synagogue 
has been found (although it is 4th-century). Both Acts and Philo mention a Jewish 
presence in the city.

ChristianiChristianityty

Christianity

The earlieThe earliest evidencst evidence for Chrie for Christianity istianity in Corinth n Corinth is, of couis, of course, withirse, within the NT in the NT itself. Pautself. iitself. Paitself. Paul visitedul visited the city  the city more oftenmore often and wrote and wrote it more l it more letters (poetters (possibly foussibly four, with twr, withr, with two nwith two now lost) tow lost) than any othan any other of hisher of his mission p mission points. Latoints. Later 1 Clemeer 1 Clement was wrint was written to Cotwriwritten towritten to Corinth b Corinth by a Roman y a Roman church leachurch leader. This der. This letter sholetter shows that thws that the old issue old issues of factesissuissues of issues of factionalifactionalism and quasm and quarreling whrreling which Paul hich Paul had addressad addressed continued continued among Ced among Corinthian oCCorinthianCorinthian Christian Christians; referris; referring to theing to their letters r letters from Paul,from Paul, Clement r Clement rebukes somebukes some younger e somsome youngsome younger believeer believers who havrs who have thrown oe thrown off the leaff the leadership ofdership of the elder the elders.s.s.

The earliest evidence for Christianity in Corinth is, of course, within the NT 
itself. Paul visited the city more often and wrote it more letters (possibly four, 
with two now lost) than any other of his mission points. Later 1 Clement was 
written to Corinth by a Roman church leader. This letter shows that the old 
issues of factionalism and quarreling which Paul had addressed continued among 
Corinthian Christians; referring to their letters from Paul, Clement rebukes 
some younger believers who have thrown off the leadership of the elders.

�Among the Among the archaeologarchaeological findsical finds is a dedi is a dedication inscation inscription rcription recounting ecounting the gift othe gift othe gift of Erastusof Erastus, probably, probably the Chris the Christian Paul tian Paul mentions imentions in Rom. 16:n Rom. 16:23 as the 23 as the oikonoœmosoikonoœmoikonoœmosoikonoœmos (“city co (“city commissionermmissioner”).”).”).

Among the archaeological finds is a dedication inscription recounting the gift 
of Erastus, probably the Christian Paul mentions in Rom. 16:23 as the 
oikonoœmos (“city commissioner”).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. W. EngeD. W. Engels, ls, Roman CoriRoman Corinthnth (Chicago, (Chicago, 1990); V. 1990); V. P. Furnis P. Furnish, “Corinth, “Ch, “Corinth: “Corinth: What Can AWhat Can Archeology rcheology Tell Us?” Tell Us?” BARevBARev 14/3 (198 14/3 (1988): 14–27;8): 14–27; J. Murphy J. Murphy-O’Connor,-OMurphyMurphy-O’CMurphy-O’Connor, onnor, St. Paul’sSt. Paul’s Corinth Corinth (Wilmingt (Wilmington, 1983);on, 1983); J. Wisema J. Wiseman, “Corintn, “Corinth and Romeh andh and Rome, and Rome, 1: 228 1: 228 B.C.B.C. to  to A.D.A.D. 267,”  267,” ANRWANRW II.7.1, 4 II.7.1, 438–548; B.38–548; B. Withering Witherington, ton, Conflict aConflicConflict aConflict and Communind Community in Cority in Corinthnth (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1995pids, 1995).).).
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CORINTHIANS, FIRST LETTER TO THE

One of PauOne of Paul’s extantl’s extant canonical canonical letters t letters to Christiao Christians in Corins in Corinth. Thougnth. Though called 1h called 1 Corinthia Co CorinthianCorinthians, it is ns, it is not the earot the earliest lettliest letter, for Paer, for Paul wrote aul wrote a letter pr letter previous to evious to this (therthis (ththis (there was(there was also a le also a letter from tter from the churchthe church to Paul), to Paul), which has which has not survi not survived. The cved. The character oharccharacter character of the letof the letter has mater has made it one de it one of the funof the fundamental sdamental sources forources for a social  a social descriptiodesdescriptiodescription of “the n of “the first urbafirst urban Christian Christians.”ns.”

One of Paul’s extant canonical letters to Christians in Corinth. Though called 1 
Corinthians, it is not the earliest letter, for Paul wrote a letter previous to this 
(there was also a letter from the church to Paul), which has not survived. The 
character of the letter has made it one of the fundamental sources for a social 
description of “the first urban Christians.”

Author, PrAuthor, Provenance, ovenance, DateDate

Author, Provenance, Date

The authorThe authors are Pauls are Paul, apostle , apostle to Gentileto Gentiles, and Soss, and Sosthenes (1 thenes (1 Cor. 1:1; Cor. 1:1; cf. Acts 1cf. Acts 18:17?), ab8:17118:17?), a18:17?), about whom bout whom nothing isnothing is known. Th known. The letter we letter was sent fras sent from Asia (1om Asia (16:19), pro6:19), pro6:19), probably Eprobably Ephesus. Thphesus. The dating ie dating is less surs less sure: the maje: the majority holdority hold to a “lat to a “late” date, be” date, based on anased bbased on abased on an Acts chrn Acts chronology thonology that puts Paat puts Paul’s firstul’s first visit to  visit to Corinth atCorinth at the time  the time of Gallio of Gof Gallio (caGallio (ca. 51/52 . 51/52 C.E.C.E.) and 1 Co) and 1 Corinthians rinthians ca. 53–55.ca. 53–55. A minorit A minority view holy view holds that Acds that Acts is conftAcActs is coActs is confused abonfused about the Galut the Gallio hearinlio hearing being ong being on the first the first visit, th visit, that Paul’s at Paul’s first visifirst visfirst visit to Cvisit to Corinth wasorinth was “early” ( “early” (41–42), an41–42), and that 1 Cd that 1 Corinthiansorinthians was writt was written betweenen between 46 and 49 4 46 and 49.46 and 49.

The authors are Paul, apostle to Gentiles, and Sosthenes (1 Cor. 1:1; cf. Acts 
18:17?), about whom nothing is known. The letter was sent from Asia (16:19), 
probably Ephesus. The dating is less sure: the majority hold to a “late” date, 
based on an Acts chronology that puts Paul’s first visit to Corinth at the time of 
Gallio (ca. 51/52 C.E.) and 1 Corinthians ca. 53–55. A minority view holds that 
Acts is confused about the Gallio hearing being on the first visit, that Paul’s first 



visit to Corinth was “early” (41–42), and that 1 Corinthians was written between 
46 and 49.

CorinthCorinth

Corinth

The city oThe city of Corinth f Corinth is well knis well known througown through excavatih excavations conducons conducted since ted since the 19th cthe 19th cthe 19th century. Icentury. Informationnformation on Corint on Corinth and its h and its surroundinsurrounding area in g area in the Roman the Roman period is period is very rich vvery rich very rich and providand provides a generes a general and a sal and a specific copecific context for ntext for understandunderstanding the leing the letter, incltterleletter, inletter, including itcluding its economics economic setting.  setting. Some featuSome features of theres of the excavatio excavations have asns have assisted sigsisteasassisted sassisted significantignificantly in intely in interpreting Prpreting Paul’s or taul’s or the communihe community’s activty’s activities: dinities: dining rooms ing rooming rooms for rooms for cultic meacultic meals, benefals, benefaction inscction inscriptions (riptions (e.g., by Ee.g., by Erastus; Rorastus; Rom. 16:23),m. 16:23), evidence  evide evidence fevidence for later sor later synagogues,ynagogues, a meat ma a meat market, housrket, houses of the es of the wealthy, hwealthy, harbors, anarbors, and roads.d anand roads.and roads.

The city of Corinth is well known through excavations conducted since the 19th 
century. Information on Corinth and its surrounding area in the Roman period is 
very rich and provides a general and a specific context for understanding the 
letter, including its economic setting. Some features of the excavations have 
assisted significantly in interpreting Paul’s or the community’s activities: dining 
rooms for cultic meals, benefaction inscriptions (e.g., by Erastus; Rom. 16:23), 
evidence for later synagogues, a meat market, houses of the wealthy, harbors, 
and roads.

OccasionOccasion

Occasion

Following Following his first his first lengthy vilengthy visit to Corsit to Corinth, duriinth, during which ang which a Christian Christian community community was estab was was establwas established, Pauished, Paul went to l went to Ephesus anEphesus and Asia, frd Asia, from which hom which he wrote a e wrote a letter to letter to Corinth (tCCorinth (tCorinth (the “previohe “previous letter”us letter”; 5:9–13),; 5:9–13), taking a  taking a strong linstrong line on commue on community standnity standards, perharstandstandards,standards, perhaps a perhaps arguing forrguing for Corinthia Corinthian agreemenn agreement to the at to the apostolic dpostolic decree of Aecree of Acts 15. ThcAActs 15. TActs 15. This initiahis initial letter (l letter (a fragmenta fragment of which  of which may be embmay be embedded in 2edded in 2 Cor. 6:14 Cor. 6:14-7:1) prom-7:6:146:14-7:1) 6:14-7:1) prompted bprompted both a lettoth a letter and oraer and oral messagesl messages in reply  in reply (5:1; 7:1,(5:1; 7:1, 25; 8:1;  25; 8:1; 12:1; 16:112:1; 12:1; 16:112:1; 16:1, 12; cf. , 12; cf. also 15:1;also 15:1; 11:2). Fr 11:2). From this inom this information,formation, a reconst a reconstruction caruction can be made n be mn be made of thmade of the Corinthie Corinthian letter an letter to Paul anto Paul and of Paul’d of Paul’s previouss previous letter. I letter. It is obviot is obvious that thus thaus that the Cthat the Corinthiansorinthians felt keen felt keenly about aly about a number of number of issues, a issues, and raised nd raised a variety a variety of questioof quof questions.questions.

Following his first lengthy visit to Corinth, during which a Christian community 
was established, Paul went to Ephesus and Asia, from which he wrote a letter to 
Corinth (the “previous letter”; 5:9–13), taking a strong line on community 
standards, perhaps arguing for Corinthian agreement to the apostolic decree of 
Acts 15. This initial letter (a fragment of which may be embedded in 2 Cor. 
6:14-7:1) prompted both a letter and oral messages in reply (5:1; 7:1, 25; 8:1; 
12:1; 16:1, 12; cf. also 15:1; 11:2). From this information, a reconstruction can be 
made of the Corinthian letter to Paul and of Paul’s previous letter. It is obvious 
that the Corinthians felt keenly about a number of issues, and raised a variety of 
questions.

�The letterThe letter we call 1 we call 1 Corinthia Corinthians is Paulns is Paul’s respons’s response. The pree. The preceding comceding communicationmunicacomcommunicatcommunications made ions made Paul feel Paul feel a pressinga pressing need to i need to instruct thnstruct the Corinthie Corinthians at lenans at length on matglenlength on length on matters ofmatters of Christian Christian behavior  behavior and practiand practice: sex, gce: sex, grievances,rievances, marriage, marriage, betrothal be betrothal,betrothal, virginity virginity, food, ap, food, apostolic suostolic support, fempport, females and males and males at woales at worship, Lorrship, Lord’s Supperd’s Sd’s Supper, chSupper, charismatic arismatic gifts, resgifts, resurrection,urrection, support f support for Jerusalor Jerusalem, even aem, even a visit by  visit by Apollos. CApolloApollos. CApollos. Conditions onditions in Corinthin Corinth involved  involved uncertaintuncertainty and confy and confusion at tusion at the least, he least, dissensiondissdissensiondissension and oppos and opposition at tition at the worst. he worst. The occasiThe occasion was thuon was thus a diffics a difficult one foult one for Paul: hor Pr Paul: how Paul: how to reply tto reply to the infoo the information hermation he had from  had from Corinth? TCorinth? The “tone” he “tone” of 1 Corinof 1 Corinof 1 CorinthianCorinthians reflectss reflects this ambi this ambivalence, avalence, at some poit some points harsh nts harsh (his handw(his handwritten autritten autograph, 16ograutautograph,autograph, 16:22; op 16:22; opening appeening appeal, 1:10; al, 1:10; admonitionadmonition, 4:14, 21, 4:14, 21), at othe), at other points mr points moderate anodemmoderate amoderate and accommond accommodating.dating.

The letter we call 1 Corinthians is Paul’s response. The preceding 
communications made Paul feel a pressing need to instruct the Corinthians at 
length on matters of Christian behavior and practice: sex, grievances, marriage, 
betrothal, virginity, food, apostolic support, females and males at worship, Lord’s 
Supper, charismatic gifts, resurrection, support for Jerusalem, even a visit by 
Apollos. Conditions in Corinth involved uncertainty and confusion at the least, 
dissension and opposition at the worst. The occasion was thus a difficult one for 
Paul: how to reply to the information he had from Corinth? The “tone” of 1 
Corinthians reflects this ambivalence, at some points harsh (his handwritten 
autograph, 16:22; opening appeal, 1:10; admonition, 4:14, 21), at other points 
moderate and accommodating.

Parties anParties and Oppositid Oppositionon

Parties and Opposition



The sense The sense of strain of strain is found eis found especially specially in the disin the discussion ofcussion of quarrels  quarrels and divisiand divisions (1:10—ons (1ons (1:10—4:21(1:10—4:21), which b), which begins withegins with a suggest a suggestive identiive identification ofication of somethinf something akin to g akin to parties: “parparties: “parties: “I belong tI belong to Paul, . o Paul, . . . Apollo. . Apollos, . . . Cs, . . . Cephas, . .ephas, . . . Christ” . Christ” (1:12). W (1:12). While Paul hile Paul rejected trerejected trejected the validithe validity of thesey of these groupings groupings, he conti, he continued to spnued to speak of theeak of them as if thm as if they had objey haey had objecthad objective realitive reality in the Cy in the Corinthian orinthian situation situation (3:4–5, 21(3:4–5, 21–23; 4:6).–23; 4:6). Concerns  Concerns woven intowovwoven intowoven into chs. 1—4  chs. 1—4 that may bthat may bear on theear on these groupinse groupings includegs include baptism,  baptism, wisdom, spwisdom, swisdom, spiritualispirituality, maturity, maturity, precedty, precedence, leadence, leadership, poership, power. Thesewer. These are diffe are different from rent from the ethicathe the ethicathe ethical issues ol issues of chs. 5—1f chs. 5—16; they in6; they involve qualvolve qualificationsifications to lead a to lead and direct nd direct the congrethe cothe congregaticongregation, closelon, closely related y related to the parto the party labels ty labels of 1:12 anof 1:12 and emphasizd emphasized in 4:14ed in 4:14–21. In Co–214:144:14–21. I4:14–21. In Corinth n Corinth there werethere were questions questions about Pau about Paul’s role al’s role as founder s founder and teacheand teacher (4:15–17rteacheteacher (4teacher (4:15–17; 3::15–17; 3:1–3, 6–7, 1–3, 6–7, 10; 4:1–5;10; 4:1–5; cf. also  cf. also Rom. 16:17Rom. 16:17-20, writt-20, written from Coen from Corinth); itrinCoCorinth); Corinth); it was likit was likely a mattely a matter of “pater of “patronage andronage and power.” power.” power.”

The sense of strain is found especially in the discussion of quarrels and divisions 
(1:10—4:21), which begins with a suggestive identification of something akin to 
parties: “I belong to Paul, . . . Apollos, . . . Cephas, . . . Christ” (1:12). While Paul 
rejected the validity of these groupings, he continued to speak of them as if they 
had objective reality in the Corinthian situation (3:4–5, 21–23; 4:6). Concerns 
woven into chs. 1—4 that may bear on these groupings include baptism, wisdom, 
spirituality, maturity, precedence, leadership, power. These are different from 
the ethical issues of chs. 5—16; they involve qualifications to lead and direct the 
congregation, closely related to the party labels of 1:12 and emphasized in 
4:14–21. In Corinth there were questions about Paul’s role as founder and 
teacher (4:15–17; 3:1–3, 6–7, 10; 4:1–5; cf. also Rom. 16:17-20, written from 
Corinth); it was likely a matter of “patronage and power.”

�The evidenThe evidence for a tce for a troubled coroubled community ismmunity is strong, b strong, but was theut was there deliberre deliberate opposiate opate oppositionopposition to Paul?  to Paul? Various suVarious suggestions ggestions have been have been made, usuamade, usually derivilly deriving either ng either from the sfrofrom the sfrom the slogans burlogans buried in theied in the letter (“ letter (“it is wellit is well for a man for a man not to to not to touch a womauch a woman,” 7:1; “n,” womawoman,” 7:woman,” 7:1; “all of1; “all of us posses us possess knowledgs knowledge,” 8:1; “e,” 8:1; “no idol inno idol in the world the world really ex really exists,” 8:4istsexexists,” 8exists,” 8:4; “all t:4; “all things are hings are lawful,” 1lawful,” 10:23; “let0:23; “let Jesus be  Jesus be cursed,” 1cursed,” 12:3), or f2:3), or from a mirrrom a mirom a mirror reamirror reading of Pading of Paul’s advicul’s advice (which pe (which presumes thresumes that if Paulat if Paul argued fo argued for somethinr something, someoneg, somethinsomething,something, someone e someone else was arlse was arguing agaiguing against it). Snst it). Sometimes aometimes an effort in effort is made to s made to link slogalinlink slogalink slogans and parns and parties and lties and leaders, bueaders, but without t without convincingconvincing results;  results; e.g., earle.g., earlier claimsier claiier claims aboclaims about a “gnosut a “gnostic” oppostic” opposition to Pition to Paul are raaul are rarely repearely repeated now. Yted now. Yet the tonet the tone and somee tontone and stone and some of theome of the details s details suggest thauggest that there wat there was oppositis opposition; if so,on; if so, it is mor it is more likely te likee likely to likely to be reflectbe reflected in the ed in the body of thbody of the letter (e letter (chs. 1—4) chs. 1—4) than in ththan in the ethical e ethical advice (chadviceadvice (chadvice (chs. 5—16), s. 5—16), because thbecause this issue iis issue is more dirs more directly treaectly treated in theted in the first mai first main section,n secn section, wsection, where rivalhere rival leadershi leadership is discup is discussed.ssed.ssed.

The evidence for a troubled community is strong, but was there deliberate 
opposition to Paul? Various suggestions have been made, usually deriving either 
from the slogans buried in the letter (“it is well for a man not to touch a 
woman,” 7:1; “all of us possess knowledge,” 8:1; “no idol in the world really 
exists,” 8:4; “all things are lawful,” 10:23; “let Jesus be cursed,” 12:3), or from a 
mirror reading of Paul’s advice (which presumes that if Paul argued for 
something, someone else was arguing against it). Sometimes an effort is made to 
link slogans and parties and leaders, but without convincing results; e.g., earlier 
claims about a “gnostic” opposition to Paul are rarely repeated now. Yet the 
tone and some of the details suggest that there was opposition; if so, it is more 
likely to be reflected in the body of the letter (chs. 1—4) than in the ethical 
advice (chs. 5—16), because this issue is more directly treated in the first main 
section, where rival leadership is discussed.

�Closely reClosely related to tlated to this questihis question is an aon is an analysis ofnalysis of who had b who had been activeeen active leaders i leaders i leaders in Corinthin Corinth. Paul and. Paul and Sosthenes Sosthenes and Apoll and Apollos had ceros had certainly beetainly been active tn active there and where and were viewedewwere viewewere viewed as leaded as leaders, thoughrs, though Sosthenes Sosthenes did not e did not enter the pnter the picture othicture other than aser than as co-author asas co-authas co-author of the or of the letter; Celetter; Cephas/Peterphas/Peter probably  probably had been thad been to Corinth,o Corinth, since som since some saw him esomsome saw hsome saw him as a fiim as a figurehead fgurehead for a groupor a group; Timothy ; Timothy had represhad represented Paulented Paul (4:17; 16 (4:17; 16 (4:17; 16:10; cf.16:10; cf. Rom. 16:2 Rom. 16:21), and Ti1), and Titus was sotus was soon to do son to do so if he hao if he had not alred not already (2 Corady (2 Cor. 2:13; 8:. 2. 2:13; 8:162:13; 8:16; 12:18); ; 12:18); Chloe (1:1Chloe (1:11) played 1) played a role, asa role, as did Steph did Stephanas and Fanas and Fortunatus ortunatus and Achaicand and Achaicand Achaicus (16:15,us (16:15, 17; 1:16) 17; 1:16); probably; probably Crispus a Crispus and Gaius (nd Gaius (1:14; cf. 1:14; cf. Rom. 16:23Rom. 16:23) were inf) w) were influwere influential witential within the cohin the community; ammunity; and no doubnd no doubt Erastus t Erastus was also (was also (Rom. 16:23Rom. 16:23Rom. 16:23); Aq16:23); Aquila and Puila and Prisca (16:risca (16:19) and Si19) and Silvanus (2 lvanus (2 Cor. 1:19)Cor. 1:19) had some  had some role at anrole at an earlier s ear earlier stearlier stage. The lage. The list is lonist is long, exceedeg, exceeded only by d only by the more cthe more complex lisomplex list of Rom. t of Rom. 16:1-16. A16:116:1-16. A16:1-16. Among thosemong those persons a persons active in Cctive in Corinth werorinth were some of e some of wealth andwealth and power and power a power and statusand status, persons , persons accustomedaccustomed to honor  to honor and defereand deference, who ance, who acted as pacted as patrons and trons andtrons and reapedand reaped the prest the prestige. Whileige. While some of t some of the personshe persons known to  known to be active be active leaders inleaders in Corinth w inin Corinthin Corinth were clos were closely linkedely linked with Paul with Paul (Sosthene (Sosthenes, Timothys, Timothy, Titus, A, Titus, Aquila and quila and Prisca), nPriPrisca), nPrisca), not all werot all were; if there; if there were oppe were opposition toosition to Paul, it  Paul, it was probabwas probably centerely centered on the ld ond on the leaon the leadership ofdership of one or mo one or more of thesre of these persons,e persons, in which  in which case Apollcase Apollos and Cepos and Cepos and Cephas/PetCephas/Peter head ther head the list.e list.

Closely related to this question is an analysis of who had been active leaders 
in Corinth. Paul and Sosthenes and Apollos had certainly been active there and 
were viewed as leaders, though Sosthenes did not enter the picture other than 
as co-author of the letter; Cephas/Peter probably had been to Corinth, since 
some saw him as a figurehead for a group; Timothy had represented Paul (4:17; 
16:10; cf. Rom. 16:21), and Titus was soon to do so if he had not already (2 Cor. 
2:13; 8:16; 12:18); Chloe (1:11) played a role, as did Stephanas and Fortunatus 
and Achaicus (16:15, 17; 1:16); probably Crispus and Gaius (1:14; cf. Rom. 16:23) 
were influential within the community; and no doubt Erastus was also (Rom. 
16:23); Aquila and Prisca (16:19) and Silvanus (2 Cor. 1:19) had some role at an 
earlier stage. The list is long, exceeded only by the more complex list of Rom. 
16:1-16. Among those persons active in Corinth were some of wealth and power 
and status, persons accustomed to honor and deference, who acted as patrons 
and reaped the prestige. While some of the persons known to be active leaders 
in Corinth were closely linked with Paul (Sosthenes, Timothy, Titus, Aquila and 



Prisca), not all were; if there were opposition to Paul, it was probably centered 
on the leadership of one or more of these persons, in which case Apollos and 
Cephas/Peter head the list.

Literary aLiterary and Rhetorind Rhetorical Analyscal Analysisis

Literary and Rhetorical Analysis

A wide varA wide variety of paiety of partition thrtition theories haveories have been deve been developed, areloped, arguing fromguing from repetitio repetitions, overlansrepetitiorepetitionrepetitions, overlaps, overlaps, seams, s, seams, and confliand conflicting travcting travel plans. el plans. None has cNone has commanded wommanded wide assentidwwide assenwide assent; the usut; the usual view isal view is that 1 Co that 1 Corinthians rinthians (possibly (possibly with one owith one or two inter two interpolationsrpointeinterpolatinterpolations: 14:3ions: 14:34–35?) is 4–35?) is a unity. Ta unity. There are there are two main apwo main approaches tproaches to analyzino analyzing the lettg tg the letterthe letter’s structu’s structure and unire and unity. One usty. One using a letting a letter-writinger-writing model arg model argues for 1 ues for 1 CorinthianCorCorinthianCorinthians as a seqs as a sequential reuential response to sponse to external oexternal oral and wrral and written topiitten topics — topiccs — topics raised ws rs raised witraised with Paul by h Paul by the Corintthe Corinthians and hians and reflected reflected in chs. 5—in chs. 5—16 — surro16 — surrounded by tunded by tunded by typical letypical letter elemetter elements. The onts. The other, basether, based on rhetod on rhetorical convrical conventions ofentions of antiquity antiquity, argues f, arg, argues forargues for a unified a unified letter of letter of persuasio persuasion with itsn with its own inter own internal logic,nal logic, a rhetori a rhetoric controllc contc controlledcontrolled by Paul,  by Paul, not the renot the recipients. cipients. Both approBoth approaches comeaches come to the sa to the same conclusme conclusion on theiconclusconclusionconclusion on the un on the unity of theity of the letter, t letter, though theyhough they move in d move in different different directions irections with respewithwith respewith respect to Paulct to Paul’s purpose’s purpose: in the o: in the one case hene case he adopts a  adopts a “rhetoric “rhetoric of reconciof reconciliation”; liatreconcireconciliareconciliation”; in tion”; in the other the other the letterthe letter is largel is largely a defensy a defense of Paul’e of Paul’s attempt s attempt to bring tto brinto bring the bring the CorinthianCorinthians into cons into conformity wiformity with the apoth the apostolic decstolic decree, arguiree, arguing that thng that the existinge ee existing texisting tension derension derived from ived from that decisthat decision.ion.

A wide variety of partition theories have been developed, arguing from 
repetitions, overlaps, seams, and conflicting travel plans. None has commanded 
wide assent; the usual view is that 1 Corinthians (possibly with one or two 
interpolations: 14:34–35?) is a unity. There are two main approaches to analyzing 
the letter’s structure and unity. One using a letter-writing model argues for 1 
Corinthians as a sequential response to external oral and written topics — topics 
raised with Paul by the Corinthians and reflected in chs. 5—16 — surrounded by 
typical letter elements. The other, based on rhetorical conventions of antiquity, 
argues for a unified letter of persuasion with its own internal logic, a rhetoric 
controlled by Paul, not the recipients. Both approaches come to the same 
conclusion on the unity of the letter, though they move in different directions 
with respect to Paul’s purpose: in the one case he adopts a “rhetoric of 
reconciliation”; in the other the letter is largely a defense of Paul’s attempt to 
bring the Corinthians into conformity with the apostolic decree, arguing that the 
existing tension derived from that decision.

Major IssuMajor Issues in Cories in Corinthnth

Major Issues in Corinth

The most dThe most divisive maivisive matter is letter is leadership (adership (1:10—4:21)1:10—4:21), on which, on which topic Pau topic Paul is variol is variously appeauslvariovariously variously appealing appealing (1:10; 4:1(1:10; 4:16), threat6), threatening (4:1ening (4:19–21), def9–21), defensive (2:ensive (2:1–5), cond1–5), condescending escencondcondescendcondescending (3:1–4ing (3:1–4), and sar), and sarcastic (4:castic (4:8–13). His8–13). His main obje main objective is tctive is to claim hio claim his precedens pres precedenceprecedence in the fo in the founding of unding of the churchthe church, to minim, to minimize the roize the roles of othles of others, Apollers, Apollos in partosApollApollos inApollos in particula particular, and to r, and to urge the curge the church to ahurch to avoid divisvoid divisions. Muchions. Much attention attention is given  is g is given to sgiven to sex (chs. 5ex (chs. 5–7), about–7), about which Pau which Paul has hearl has heard both orad both orally (5:1) lly (5:1) and in wriand in writing (7:1)ting wriwriting (7writing (7:1). Topic:1). Topics include s include an incestuan incestuous relatious relationship, a onship, a civil suitcivil suit, continue, continued recoursed recoud recourse trecourse to (sacral?o (sacral?) prostitu) prostitutes, conjutes, conjugal disputgal disputes, divorces, divorce, betrothe, betrothal, and vial, and virginity. Prginityvivirginity.virginity. Paul also Paul also emphasize emphasizes food (chs food (chs. 8—10), s. 8—10), dealing widealing with eating th eating food offerfood offered to idoled ted to idols ato idols and sacrifind sacrificial questcial questions, alonions, along with a dg with a defense of efense of his own prhis own practices onactices on support ( supp support (bsupport (both food aoth food and money).nd money). That focu That focus shifts ts shifts to concernso concerns over comm over community worsunity wounity worship (cworship (chs. 11—14)hs. 11—14): male and: male and female dr female dress codes,ess codes, aberratio aberrations in obsens in observing the rving the Lord’s SupLLord’s SupLord’s Supper, and tper, and the use of he use of spiritual spiritual gifts, espgifts, especially thecially the more proe more prominent chaminent charismatic grismchacharismaticharismatic gifts suc gifts such as speach as speaking in toking in tongues. A pngues. A particular articular interest iinterest is Paul’s as Paul’s attitude tottitudeaattitude tattitude to women, mo women, mainly focuainly focused on 11:sed on 11:2–16 (wome2–16 (women’s roles n’s roles in worshipin worship), but inv), but inv), but involving involving also the malso the more generaore general issues ol issues of women’s f women’s sexual “eqsexual “equality” (cuality” (ch. 7) and h. 7) and his laconihis his laconihis laconic comment c comment in 14:33b-in 14:33b-36 about w36 about whether womhether women should en should speak in mspeak in meetings — eetingsmmeetings —meetings — the latte the latter passage r passage often viewoften viewed as an ied as an interpolatinterpolation.on.on.

The most divisive matter is leadership (1:10—4:21), on which topic Paul is 
variously appealing (1:10; 4:16), threatening (4:19–21), defensive (2:1–5), 
condescending (3:1–4), and sarcastic (4:8–13). His main objective is to claim his 
precedence in the founding of the church, to minimize the roles of others, 
Apollos in particular, and to urge the church to avoid divisions. Much attention is 
given to sex (chs. 5–7), about which Paul has heard both orally (5:1) and in 
writing (7:1). Topics include an incestuous relationship, a civil suit, continued 
recourse to (sacral?) prostitutes, conjugal disputes, divorce, betrothal, and 
virginity. Paul also emphasizes food (chs. 8—10), dealing with eating food offered 
to idols and sacrificial questions, along with a defense of his own practices on 
support (both food and money). That focus shifts to concerns over community 
worship (chs. 11—14): male and female dress codes, aberrations in observing the 
Lord’s Supper, and the use of spiritual gifts, especially the more prominent 
charismatic gifts such as speaking in tongues. A particular interest is Paul’s 
attitude to women, mainly focused on 11:2–16 (women’s roles in worship), but 
involving also the more general issues of women’s sexual “equality” (ch. 7) and 



his laconic comment in 14:33b-36 about whether women should speak in 
meetings — the latter passage often viewed as an interpolation.

�The one suThe one sustained dostained doctrinal quctrinal question Pauestion Paul addressel addresses is resurs is resurrection frrection from the deaom theom the dead, the dead, on which ton which there were here were disagreemedisagreements in thents in the congregat congregation (esp. ion (esp. 15:12–19).15:12–19).15:12–19).15:12–19). Ch. 15 ra Ch. 15 raises the mises the more generaore general questionl question of Paul’s of Paul’s knowledge knowledge and use o and use of Jesus trfoof Jesus tof Jesus traditions:raditions: tradition tradition of Jesus’ of Jesus’ death and death and resurrect resurrection (15:3–ion (15:3–7); tradit7); tradition of theion of ion of the Lasof the Last Supper (t Supper (11:23–26);11:23–26); the Lord’ the Lord’s commandss commands on divorc on divorce and apose and apostolic supptolic supptolic support (7support (7:10; 9:14;:10; 9:14; cf. 11:2) cf. 11:2). The impl. The implications oications of 1 Corintf 1 Corinthians’ colhians’ collection oflection of Jesus-rel Jesus- Jesus-relaJesus-related materited materials is stials is still debatedll debated: was it m: was it more importore important in Corant in Corinth, compinth, compared with arecompcompared wcompared with other ith other communitiecommunities, becauses, because some lead some leaders had clers had close links ose links with Jesuswith Jesuwith Jesus? FinJesus? Finally, Paulally, Paul describes describes his and T his and Timothy’s timothy’s travel planravel plans, mostly s, mostly dealing widealing with gatherith gathth gathering gathering and transpand transporting a forting a famine-suppamine-support collecort collection to Jetion to Jerusalem, brusalem, but also inut also including ancludinincluding including an allusioan allusion to Apolln to Apollos’ refusaos’ refusal to returl to return to Corinn to Corinth (16:1–1th (16:1–12; cf. 4:12; cf. 4:18–21).8–21)4:14:18–21).4:18–21).

The one sustained doctrinal question Paul addresses is resurrection from 
the dead, on which there were disagreements in the congregation (esp. 
15:12–19). Ch. 15 raises the more general question of Paul’s knowledge and use 
of Jesus traditions: tradition of Jesus’ death and resurrection (15:3–7); tradition 
of the Last Supper (11:23–26); the Lord’s commands on divorce and apostolic 
support (7:10; 9:14; cf. 11:2). The implications of 1 Corinthians’ collection of 
Jesus-related materials is still debated: was it more important in Corinth, 
compared with other communities, because some leaders had close links with 
Jesus? Finally, Paul describes his and Timothy’s travel plans, mostly dealing with 
gathering and transporting a famine-support collection to Jerusalem, but also 
including an allusion to Apollos’ refusal to return to Corinth (16:1–12; cf. 
4:18–21).

SignificanSignificancece

Significance

Continued Continued scholarly scholarly preoccupatpreoccupation with 1ion with 1 Corinthia Corinthians derivesns derives from seve from several factorral factors. (1) It sfactorfactors. (factors. (1) It is a1) It is a basic res basic resource for ource for descriptiodescriptions of Paulns of Paul’s ethics ’s ethics and some oand some of his theof his thf his theologicatheological emphasesl emphases. (2) Nowh. (2) Nowhere are teere are tensions witnsions within early hin early ChristianiChristianity seen moty seen more clearlyrmomore clearmore clearly than hely than here; these re; these include noinclude not just matt just matters of paters of parties and rties and divisions divisions but also ibut abut also issuealso issues such as s such as social stasocial status, patrotus, patronage, wealnage, wealth, slaverth, slavery, and powy, and power. (3) Maer. (3) Many studiesny stny studies fostudies focus on thecus on the pastoral  pastoral dimensionsdimensions of Paul’s of Paul’s relations relationship with thip with the communihe community. (4) Thtycommunicommunity.community. (4) The l (4) The letter servetter serves as an ies as an integral pantegral part of a dirt of a diachronic oachronic or longitudr longitudinal analyinal longitudlongitudinlongitudinal analysial analysis of issues of issues in one cs in one church overhurch over a period  a period of almost of almost 50 years (50 years (i.e., up ti.e., ui.e., up to 1 Clup to 1 Clement in tement in the mid-90she mid-90s) and invo) and involving a sulving a substantial bstantial number of number of letter excletter exchanges, whhaexcexchanges,exchanges, which sho which show an ongoiw an ongoing concernng concern with divi with divisions (e.gsions (e.g., 1 Clem.., 1 Clem. 1:1; 3:1– 1:1; 3:1–4; 9:1) an4;3:1–3:1–4; 9:13:1–4; 9:1) and a sh) and a shifting dynifting dynamic. In samic. In sum, a careum, a careful readinful reading of 1 Corg of 1 Corinthians ainthians allows a lillows aallows a lallows a lively sensively sense of the se of the spread of Cpread of Christianithristianity, of Pauly, of Paul’s and his’s and his congregat congregations’ variions’ vaions’ varied relvaried relationshipsationships, of Paul’, of Paul’s independs independence of thence of thought, andought, and of the ra of the range of fignge of figures that ures figfigures thfigures that emergedat emerged in the ea in the early Christrly Christian develoian developments.pments.pments.

Continued scholarly preoccupation with 1 Corinthians derives from several 
factors. (1) It is a basic resource for descriptions of Paul’s ethics and some of his 
theological emphases. (2) Nowhere are tensions within early Christianity seen 
more clearly than here; these include not just matters of parties and divisions but 
also issues such as social status, patronage, wealth, slavery, and power. (3) Many 
studies focus on the pastoral dimensions of Paul’s relationship with the 
community. (4) The letter serves as an integral part of a diachronic or 
longitudinal analysis of issues in one church over a period of almost 50 years (i.e., 
up to 1 Clement in the mid-90s) and involving a substantial number of letter 
exchanges, which show an ongoing concern with divisions (e.g., 1 Clem. 1:1; 
3:1–4; 9:1) and a shifting dynamic. In sum, a careful reading of 1 Corinthians 
allows a lively sense of the spread of Christianity, of Paul’s and his congregations’ 
varied relationships, of Paul’s independence of thought, and of the range of 
figures that emerged in the early Christian developments.
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CORINTHIANS, SECOND LETTER TO THE

Part of PaPart of Paul’s correul’s correspondence spondence with Chriswith Christians in ttians in the capitalhe capital city of R city of Roman Achaioman Achaia.a.a.

Part of Paul’s correspondence with Christians in the capital city of Roman Achaia.

�2 Corinthi2 Corinthians is theans is the most pers most personal of Paonal of Paul’s letteul’s letters, yet alrs, yet also the mosso the most difficult difficult to intert difficuldifficult difficult to interprto interpret. In teret. In terms of ancims of ancient epistoent epistolary theorlary theory, it is ay, it is a mixed let mixed letter; it coter; it coter; it contains ncontains not just onot just one literarye literary and rheto and rhetorical stylrical style but a nue but a number of dimber of different stfferent styles and eyles ayles and elemenand elements, includts, including irony,ing irony, self-defe self-defense, self-nse, self-praise, repraise, rebukes, thrbukes, threats, attaeats, attacks, countcks, coucks, counterattcounterattacks, prayacks, prayers, appeaers, appeals, and exls, and exhortationshortations. The docu. The document also ment also appears raappears rather disjotrarather disrather disjointed. Fjointed. For exampleor example, 6:14—7:1, 6:14—7:1 seems to  seems to be a digrebe a digression thatssion that interrupt interrupts the appes interruptinterruptsinterrupts the appea the appeal that begl that begins in 6:1ins in 6:11–13 and r1–13 and resumes in esumes in 7:2–4. Yet7:2–4. Yet 6:11—7:4  6:11—7:4 itself appititself appitself appears to beears to belong to a long to a much longemuch longer digressir digression that beon that begins in 2:gins in 2:14. The do14. The document alscumdodocument adocument also contailso contains two lenns two lengthy discugthy discussions of ssions of the collecthe collection for ttion for the Jerusalhe Jerusalem church emJerusalJerusalem Jerusalem church (chchurch (chs. 8—9), ws. 8—9), with the seith the second commecond commencing in ancing in a way that  way that seems to iseems toseems to ignore to ignore the precedthe preceding discusing discussion (9:1)sion (9:1). The tone. The tone of the do of the document alscument also varies co varies considerabloncconsiderabconsiderably. In ch.ly. In ch. 7, e.g.,  7, e.g., Paul is joPaul is joyful and cyful and conciliatoronciliatory, expressy, expressing confiding confidence in thence in tence in the Corintthe Corinthians and hians and praising tpraising their penitheir penitence and oence and obedience. bedience. By contrasBy contrast, in chs.t, in chs. 10—13 Pau 10— 10—13 Paul10—13 Paul is ironic is ironic and argum and argumentative, entative, fearful abfearful about the Coout the Corinthians’rinthians’ devotion  devotion to Christ toto Christ to Christ and castigand castigating themating them for their for their impeniten impenitence and disce and disobedience.obedience. Such digr Such digressions, resdigrdigressiondigressions, repetits, repetitions, and ions, and differencedifferences in tone s in tone and style and style have led mhave led many scholaany scholars to concrs tors to concludto conclude that 2 Ce that 2 Corinthiansorinthians is a comp is a composite docuosite document contament containing fragining fragments of aments of at least twtaat least tat least two and perwo and perhaps as mahaps as many as fiveny as five letters. letters. letters.

2 Corinthians is the most personal of Paul’s letters, yet also the most 
difficult to interpret. In terms of ancient epistolary theory, it is a mixed letter; it 
contains not just one literary and rhetorical style but a number of different styles 
and elements, including irony, self-defense, self-praise, rebukes, threats, attacks, 
counterattacks, prayers, appeals, and exhortations. The document also appears 
rather disjointed. For example, 6:14—7:1 seems to be a digression that 
interrupts the appeal that begins in 6:11–13 and resumes in 7:2–4. Yet 6:11—7:4 
itself appears to belong to a much longer digression that begins in 2:14. The 
document also contains two lengthy discussions of the collection for the 
Jerusalem church (chs. 8—9), with the second commencing in a way that seems 
to ignore the preceding discussion (9:1). The tone of the document also varies 
considerably. In ch. 7, e.g., Paul is joyful and conciliatory, expressing confidence in 
the Corinthians and praising their penitence and obedience. By contrast, in chs. 
10—13 Paul is ironic and argumentative, fearful about the Corinthians’ devotion 
to Christ and castigating them for their impenitence and disobedience. Such 
digressions, repetitions, and differences in tone and style have led many scholars 
to conclude that 2 Corinthians is a composite document containing fragments of 
at least two and perhaps as many as five letters.

�Disparate Disparate conclusionconclusions about ths about the number oe number of letters f letters contained contained in 2 Corinin 2 Corinthians havthiansCorinCorinthianCorinthians have leds have led to differ to different reconsent reconstructions tructions of the hisof the history of Patory of Paul’s contaul’s contact and corct anct and corresand correspondence wpondence with the Coith the Corinthian crinthian church. Thehurch. The church in church in Corinth w Corinth was foundedas foundas founded byfounded by Paul, wit Paul, with the assih the assistance of stance of Silvanus (Silvanus (Silas) andSilas) and Timothy,  Timothy, on his so-on his so-called seccalledso-so-called so-called second missecond missionary josionary journey in curney in ca. 50 a. 50 C.E.C.E. (1:19; Ac (1:19; Acts 18:1-17ts 18:1-17). Accordi). According to Actsng tng to Acts 18to Acts 18:11, this :11, this initial viinitial visit to Corsit to Corinth lasteinth lasted about 18d about 18 months, d months, during whicuring which time he h timh time he wrtime he wrote 1 Thesote 1 Thessalonians salonians and, if geand, if genuine, 2 Tnuine, 2 Thessaloniahessalonians. Followns. Following his deing his departure frpardedeparture departure from Corinfrom Corinth, Paul tth, Paul traveled earaveled eastward to stward to Ephesus inEphesus in Asia Mino Asia Minor (Acts 18r (Acts 18r (Acts 18:18-21),18:18-21), which was which was to become to become the focus the focus of his ev of his evangelisticangelistic efforts o efforts on his thirn his third missionad md missionarymissionary journey ( journey (19:1). All19:1). All of Paul’s of Paul’s subsequen subsequent contact t contact with the Cwith the Corinthian orinthian church derchuchurch derchurch derives from ives from this laterthis later period, w period, which lastehich lasted some thrd some three years (ee years (Acts 20:31Acts 20:31). This co). 20:3120:31). Th20:31). This contactis contact includes  includes at least fat least four letterour letters to Corins to Corinth by Paulth by Paul, at least, at least one lette one le one letter to letter to Paul by thPaul by the Corinthie Corinthians (1 Corans (1 Cor. 7:1), tw. 7:1), two subsequeo subsequent trips bnt trips by Paul to y Paul to the city (the the city (the city (2 Cor. 2:12 Cor. 2:1; 12:14; 1; 12:14; 13:1-2; Act3:1-2; Acts 20:2-3) s 20:2-3) as well asas well as other tri other trips made tops made to Corinth b Cori Corinth byCorinth by his envoy his envoys Timothy s Timothy (1 Cor. 4:(1 Cor. 4:17; 16:10-17; 16:10-11) and Ti11) and Titus (2 Cortus (2 Cor. 7:6-7; 8. 7:6-7; 8:6; 12:18):688:6; 12:188:6; 12:18), and at ), and at least two least two trips to Ptrips to Paul made baul made by people wy people who either ho either lived in Clived in Corinth or orinCCorinth orCorinth or had visit had visited the cited the city (1 Cor. y (1 Cor. 1:11; 16:11:11; 16:17).7).7).

Disparate conclusions about the number of letters contained in 2 
Corinthians have led to different reconstructions of the history of Paul’s contact 
and correspondence with the Corinthian church. The church in Corinth was 
founded by Paul, with the assistance of Silvanus (Silas) and Timothy, on his 
so-called second missionary journey in ca. 50 C.E. (1:19; Acts 18:1-17). According 
to Acts 18:11, this initial visit to Corinth lasted about 18 months, during which 
time he wrote 1 Thessalonians and, if genuine, 2 Thessalonians. Following his 
departure from Corinth, Paul traveled eastward to Ephesus in Asia Minor (Acts 
18:18-21), which was to become the focus of his evangelistic efforts on his third 
missionary journey (19:1). All of Paul’s subsequent contact with the Corinthian 
church derives from this later period, which lasted some three years (Acts 
20:31). This contact includes at least four letters to Corinth by Paul, at least one 
letter to Paul by the Corinthians (1 Cor. 7:1), two subsequent trips by Paul to 
the city (2 Cor. 2:1; 12:14; 13:1-2; Acts 20:2-3) as well as other trips made to 
Corinth by his envoys Timothy (1 Cor. 4:17; 16:10-11) and Titus (2 Cor. 7:6-7; 
8:6; 12:18), and at least two trips to Paul made by people who either lived in 
Corinth or had visited the city (1 Cor. 1:11; 16:17).

�Paul’s firPaul’s first letter st letter to Corinthto Corinth dealt, at dealt, at least in  least in part, withpart, with the issue the issue of associ of associating withatingassociassociatinassociating with theg with the sexually  sexually immoral (1immoral (1 Cor. 5:9) Cor. 5:9). This let. This letter, usualter, usually referrely referred to as Led to ad to as Letter as Letter A or the “A or the “Previous LPrevious Letter,” isetter,” is almost ce almost certainly lortainly lost, althoust, although some scgh some scholars belholascscholars bscholars believe thaelieve that a fragmet a fragment is presnt is preserved in 6erved in 6:14—7:1. I:14—7:1. In this letn this letter Paul eter Paul enjoined thnjoineenjoined tenjoined the Corinthhe Corinthians not tians not to associato associate with sexe with sexually immoually immoral memberral members of the Cs of the Cs of the Christian Christian community community (cf. Eph. (cf. Eph. 5:3-7), bu5:3-7), but the Corit the Corinthians unnthians understood hderstood him to be cim to be commanding occommandingcommanding their soc their social separaial separation from tion from immoral paimmoral pagans. Paulgans. Paul clarifies clarifies his inten his intended meanindedintenintended mintended meaning andeaning and addresses addresses a number  a number of other iof other issues in hssues in his second is second letter to letter to Corinth, tCCorinth, tCorinth, the canoniche canonical 1 Corinal 1 Corinthians (Lethians (Letter B). Ttter B). This letterhis letter, occasion, occasioned by an oed by an oral reportral ooral repororal report about tht about the Corinthie Corinthian church an church from Chloefrom Chloe’s people ’s people (1 Cor. 1:(1 Cor. 1:11) as wel11) as wel11) as well as a well as a letter froletter from the Corim the Corinthians thnthians themselves (emselves (7:1), was 7:1), was written frwritten from Ephesusom Ephesus ca. 54 (1 c ca. 54 (1 ca. 54 (1 Cor. 16:8)Cor. 16:8). About th. About the same time same time as Lettee as Letter B, Paul r B, Paul sent Timotsent Timothy to Corihy to Corinth, anticntCoriCorinth, aCorinth, anticipatinnticipating that hisg that his co-worker co-worker would ret would return in timurn in time to accome to accompany him opany him opany him on a trip on a trip through Mathrough Macedonia tocedonia to Corinth ( Corinth (1 Cor. 4:11 Cor. 4:17; 16:5-117; 16:5-11). Precise). Precisely what haly what happens follphahappens fohappens following thllowing the dispatche dispatch of Timoth of Timothy and Letty and Letter B is uner B is unclear, andclear, and all recon all reconstructionsstrreconreconstrucreconstructions of ttions of this later his later period of period of Paul’s conPaul’s contact with tact with Corinth inCorinth involve infevolve inference and rencinfeinference inference and conjecand conjecture.ture.ture.

Paul’s first letter to Corinth dealt, at least in part, with the issue of 
associating with the sexually immoral (1 Cor. 5:9). This letter, usually referred to 



as Letter A or the “Previous Letter,” is almost certainly lost, although some 
scholars believe that a fragment is preserved in 6:14—7:1. In this letter Paul 
enjoined the Corinthians not to associate with sexually immoral members of the 
Christian community (cf. Eph. 5:3-7), but the Corinthians understood him to be 
commanding their social separation from immoral pagans. Paul clarifies his 
intended meaning and addresses a number of other issues in his second letter to 
Corinth, the canonical 1 Corinthians (Letter B). This letter, occasioned by an 
oral report about the Corinthian church from Chloe’s people (1 Cor. 1:11) as 
well as a letter from the Corinthians themselves (7:1), was written from Ephesus 
ca. 54 (1 Cor. 16:8). About the same time as Letter B, Paul sent Timothy to 
Corinth, anticipating that his co-worker would return in time to accompany him 
on a trip through Macedonia to Corinth (1 Cor. 4:17; 16:5-11). Precisely what 
happens following the dispatch of Timothy and Letter B is unclear, and all 
reconstructions of this later period of Paul’s contact with Corinth involve 
inference and conjecture.

�Most interMost interpreters aspreters assume that sume that Timothy reTimothy returned to turned to Paul in EpPaul in Ephesus withhesus with a disturb a dis a disturbingdisturbing report ab report about the siout the situation intuation in Corinth.  Corinth. The troublThe troubles presumaes presumably involvbly involved the conedinvolvinvolved tinvolved the continuhe continuation of sation of some probleome problems addressms addressed in Letted in Letter B (12:2er B (12:20–21) as w0–21) as w0–21) as well as thwell as the inceptioe inception of new pn of new problems. Troblems. The situatihe situation was sufon was sufficiently ficiently serious toserious to prompt Pa pro prompt Pauprompt Paul to postpl to postpone or chaone or change the trnge the travel plansavel plans he had an he had announced innounced in 1 Cor. 16 1 Cor. 1 1 Cor. 16:5, when16:5, when he had an he had anticipated ticipated traveling traveling to Corinthto Corinth by way of by way of Macedonia Macedonia. He now t. He now t. He now traveled dtraveled directly toirectly to Corinth i Corinth in order ton order to deal with deal with the probl the problems in perems in person. Unforson. Unfortunately, tuUnforUnfortunatUnfortunately, this ely, this second vissecond visit was a dit was a disaster; tisaster; the problemhe problems were coms were compounded rapounded rapounded rather tharather than solved. n solved. What made What made this visitthis visit so painfu so painful for Paull for Paul is unknow is unknown (2:1–5).n (2:1–5). The preva Th The prevaiThe prevailing view ling view is that sois that someone at Cmeone at Corinth, eiorinth, either a memther a member of theber of the congregat congregation or an icongregatcongregaticongregation or an oon or an outsider, cutsider, confronted onfronted Paul and iPaul and inflicted snflicted some gross ome gross insult on insult on him that rhimhim that rhim that raised seriaised serious questious questions about ons about his apostohis apostolic authorlic authority. Some ity. Some scholars, scholars, however, showhowever, showever, suggest thauggest that the offet the offender was inder was identical wdentical with the inith the incestuous mcestuous man of 1 Coan of 1 Cor. 5; otherCoCor. 5; otCor. 5; others contehers contend that thnd that the painful e painful episode inepisode involved monvolved money, namelyey, namely, that som, that someone eitheesomsomeone eisomeone either accusther accused Paul ofed Paul of embezzlem embezzlement or stoent or stole money fle money from him throm him that had beeat had bat had been deposbeen deposited with ited with the apostlthe apostle for the e for the Jerusalem Jerusalem collectioncollection...

Most interpreters assume that Timothy returned to Paul in Ephesus with a 
disturbing report about the situation in Corinth. The troubles presumably 
involved the continuation of some problems addressed in Letter B (12:20–21) as 
well as the inception of new problems. The situation was sufficiently serious to 
prompt Paul to postpone or change the travel plans he had announced in 1 Cor. 
16:5, when he had anticipated traveling to Corinth by way of Macedonia. He now 
traveled directly to Corinth in order to deal with the problems in person. 
Unfortunately, this second visit was a disaster; the problems were compounded 
rather than solved. What made this visit so painful for Paul is unknown (2:1–5). 
The prevailing view is that someone at Corinth, either a member of the 
congregation or an outsider, confronted Paul and inflicted some gross insult on 
him that raised serious questions about his apostolic authority. Some scholars, 
however, suggest that the offender was identical with the incestuous man of 1 
Cor. 5; others contend that the painful episode involved money, namely, that 
someone either accused Paul of embezzlement or stole money from him that had 
been deposited with the apostle for the Jerusalem collection.

�In any casIn any case, Paul lee, Paul left Corinthft Corinth with the  with the problems uproblems unresolved.nresolved. Instead o Instead of returninf returnf returning returning to Corinthto Corinth soon ther soon thereafter, aseafter, as he had on he had once intendece intended (1:15–16d (1:15–16), he wrot), he wrote an emotiewrotwrote an ewrote an emotionallymotionally charged l charged letter in wetter in which he dehich he dealt decisialt decisively with vely with the rapidlthe rapidly deteriory dey deterioratdeteriorating situating situation. This ion. This letter (Leletter (Letter C), utter C), usually calsually called eitherled either the “Seve the “Severe Letter”re Lettre Letter” orLetter” or the “Lett the “Letter of Tearer of Tears” (2:3–4;s” (2:3–4; 7:8–12),  7:8–12), was writtewas written either in either in Macedonin Macedonia (1:16) oa (a (1:16) or (1:16) or Ephesus (tEphesus (to which heo which he eventuall eventually returnedy returned), and car), and carried to Coried to Corinth by Trinth by Titus. AfteituTTitus. AftTitus. After sendinger sending the lette the letter, Paul ber, Paul began to worgan to worry about hry about how it woulow it would be receid be received. He evvereceireceived. received. He eventuaHe eventually left Elly left Ephesus andphesus and traveled  traveled to Troas, to Troas, where he ewhere he expected toxpected to meet Titu m meet Titusmeet Titus and recei and receive his co-ve his co-worker’s rworker’s report. Fileport. Filled with sled with so much anxo much anxiety that iety that he could nhehe could nhe could not even taot even take advantake advantage of the ge of the opportunitopportunity to evangy to evangelize the elize the city, he lcity, he left Troas eft lleft Troasleft Troas and went  and went to Macedonto Macedonia in searia in search of Tituch of Titus (2:12–13s (2:12–13). When th). When they eventuaey eventuaey eventuallyeventually met, Titu met, Titus gave Paus gave Paul good newl good news about ths about the salutarye salutary effects o effects of the Sevef the Severe Letter re SeveSevere LetSevere Letter (7:15–ter (7:15–16). Conso16). Consoled by Titled by Titus’ reportus’ report, Paul now, Paul now wrote a f wrote a fourth lettourth letter (Lettererlettletter (Leletter (Letter D) intter D) in which he  which he expressed expressed his joy anhis joy and clarified clarified the motid the motives that hves that had promptead prad prompted hprompted his decisiois decision to writen to write Letter C. Letter C. This lett This letter was preer was presumably casumably carried backrried back to Corint t to Corinthto Corinth by Titus. by Titus.

In any case, Paul left Corinth with the problems unresolved. Instead of 
returning to Corinth soon thereafter, as he had once intended (1:15–16), he 
wrote an emotionally charged letter in which he dealt decisively with the rapidly 
deteriorating situation. This letter (Letter C), usually called either the “Severe 
Letter” or the “Letter of Tears” (2:3–4; 7:8–12), was written either in Macedonia 
(1:16) or Ephesus (to which he eventually returned), and carried to Corinth by 
Titus. After sending the letter, Paul began to worry about how it would be 
received. He eventually left Ephesus and traveled to Troas, where he expected to 
meet Titus and receive his co-worker’s report. Filled with so much anxiety that 



he could not even take advantage of the opportunity to evangelize the city, he 
left Troas and went to Macedonia in search of Titus (2:12–13). When they 
eventually met, Titus gave Paul good news about the salutary effects of the 
Severe Letter (7:15–16). Consoled by Titus’ report, Paul now wrote a fourth 
letter (Letter D) in which he expressed his joy and clarified the motives that had 
prompted his decision to write Letter C. This letter was presumably carried back 
to Corinth by Titus.

�The relatiThe relationship of onship of Letters C Letters C and D to 2and D to 2 Corinthia Corinthians is a mans is a matter of sutter of substantial bstantiasusubstantiasubstantial scholarll scholarly dispute.y dispute. According According to one th to one theory whicheory which has recen has recently been atly been adopted by doaadopted byadopted by a number  a number of scholarof scholars, Letter s, Letter C is lost C is lost and Letterand Letter D is the  D is the canonical canonical 2 Corinthi2 C2 CorinthianCorinthians. The gres. The great advantaat advantage of thisge of this theory is theory is its simpl its simplicity; allicity; all others ar others are more cone moree more conjemore conjectural. Thctural. The key issue key issue is whethe is whether this hyer this hypothesis cpothesis can adequatan adequately explaiely explain the textn explaiexplain thexplain the textual e textual data or whdata or whether the ether the text itseltext itself demands f demands a more coma more complex explaplex explanation. Thnexplaexplanatioexplanation. The mosn. The most serious t serious problem coproblem connected winnected with this vith this view is the ew is the sharp breasharp break between kbreabreak betwbreak between chs. 1een chs. 1—9 and 10——9 and 10—13. Some s13. Some scholars hacholars have attemptve attempted to expled to explain the brain thain the break the break by arguingby arguing that the  that the final fourfinal four chapters  chapters are a rhetare a rhetorical perorical peroration inoration in which Pau whic which Paulwhich Paul makes a p makes a powerful emowerful emotional apotional appeal to thpeal to the Corinthie Corinthians. Most,ans. Most, however,  however, however, chowever, continue toontinue to doubt whe doubt whether all tther all the differehe differences betwences between chs. 1—en chs. 1—9 and 10—19 and 10—9 and 10—13 can 10—13 can be sufficibe sufficiently explently explained by sained by such rhetoruch rhetorical analyical analysis.sis.sis.

The relationship of Letters C and D to 2 Corinthians is a matter of 
substantial scholarly dispute. According to one theory which has recently been 
adopted by a number of scholars, Letter C is lost and Letter D is the canonical 2 
Corinthians. The great advantage of this theory is its simplicity; all others are 
more conjectural. The key issue is whether this hypothesis can adequately 
explain the textual data or whether the text itself demands a more complex 
explanation. The most serious problem connected with this view is the sharp 
break between chs. 1—9 and 10—13. Some scholars have attempted to explain 
the break by arguing that the final four chapters are a rhetorical peroration in 
which Paul makes a powerful emotional appeal to the Corinthians. Most, 
however, continue to doubt whether all the differences between chs. 1—9 and 
10—13 can be sufficiently explained by such rhetorical analysis.

�A second tA second theory posiheory posits a changts a change of situae of situation for ttion for the composihe composition of chtion of chs. 10–13. s. 10–1s. 10–13. Acc10–13. According to ording to this theorthis theory, Letter y, Letter C is lost C is lost and Paul wand Paul wrote chs. rote chs. 1—9 after 1—9 after receiving rereceiving receiving Titus’ posTitus’ positive repoitive report. Beforert. Before writing t writing the final fhe final four chapteour chapters, howevers, however, he recer, her, he receivehe received another d another report indreport indicating eiicating either that ther that the situatthe situation was noion was not as happyt as happy as Titus  as as Titus has Titus had indicatad indicated or thated or that things ha things had changed d changed dramaticaldramatically since Tly since Titus’ depaitus’ departure. Thirturdepadeparture.departure. This new  This new report ledreport led the apost the apostle to chanle to change the tonge the tone of his le of his letter. 2 Cetter. 2 CorinthiansoriCCorinthianCorinthians is, thers is, therefore, oneefore, one letter (L letter (Letter D), etter D), but it wasbut it was written w written with two diith two different sifferedidifferent different situationssituations in view. in view. in view.

A second theory posits a change of situation for the composition of chs. 
10–13. According to this theory, Letter C is lost and Paul wrote chs. 1—9 after 
receiving Titus’ positive report. Before writing the final four chapters, however, 
he received another report indicating either that the situation was not as happy 
as Titus had indicated or that things had changed dramatically since Titus’ 
departure. This new report led the apostle to change the tone of his letter. 2 
Corinthians is, therefore, one letter (Letter D), but it was written with two 
different situations in view.

�A third thA third theory holdseory holds that chs. that chs. 1—9 once  1—9 once formed a sformed a separate leeparate letter (Letttter (Letter D) thater D) er D) that waD) that was sent afts sent after Titus ger Titus gave his poave his positive repsitive report. Chs. ort. Chs. 10—13 are 10—13 are a fragmenta fragment of a fift o of a fifthof a fifth letter (L letter (Letter E), etter E), written afwritten after Paul rter Paul received a eceived a new and nenew and negative repgative report. A varort. Aort. A variant A variant of this thof this theory holdseory holds that chs. that chs. 1—8 are L 1—8 are Letter D, aetter D, and ch. 9 ind ch. 9 is the frags the fragment of a menfragfragment ofragment of a separaf a separate letter te letter about the about the collectioncollection (Letter E (Letter E); on this); on this view, the view, the envoy who envo envoy who envoy who carried thcarried this letter is letter returned treturned to Paul wito Paul with the newsh the news about the about the dire deve dire developments ilodevedevelopmendevelopments in Corits in Corinth. Chs. nth. Chs. 10—13 are 10—13 are thus Lettethus Letter F, writtr F, written in respen in response to thonse to thonse to this troubthis troubling reporling report.t.t.

A third theory holds that chs. 1—9 once formed a separate letter (Letter 
D) that was sent after Titus gave his positive report. Chs. 10—13 are a fragment 
of a fifth letter (Letter E), written after Paul received a new and negative report. 
A variant of this theory holds that chs. 1—8 are Letter D, and ch. 9 is the 
fragment of a separate letter about the collection (Letter E); on this view, the 
envoy who carried this letter returned to Paul with the news about the dire 
developments in Corinth. Chs. 10—13 are thus Letter F, written in response to 
this troubling report.

�Whereas alWhereas all of the pl of the previously reviously mentioned mentioned theories rtheories regard Paulegard Paul’s Severe ’s Severe Letter as LetterLetter as Letter as lost, a folost, a fourth theorurth theory considery considers chs. 10—s chs. 10—13 to be a13 to be a fragment  fragment of that leof that letter. Chs.tteleletter. Chletter. Chs. 10—13 as. 10—13 are thus Lere thus Letter C, wrtter C, written chroitten chronologicallnologically prior toy prior to chs. 1—9  chs. 1—9 (Letter D)(L(Letter D)(Letter D). In this . In this case, the case, the CorinthianCorinthian correspon correspondence endsdence ends on a happ on a happy note.y note.y note.

Whereas all of the previously mentioned theories regard Paul’s Severe 
Letter as lost, a fourth theory considers chs. 10—13 to be a fragment of that 
letter. Chs. 10—13 are thus Letter C, written chronologically prior to chs. 1—9 
(Letter D). In this case, the Corinthian correspondence ends on a happy note.

�The same iThe same is true fors true for a fifth t a fifth theory, whiheory, which, howevech, however, is consr, is considerably miderably more compleore comore complex. Acomplex. According tccording to this theo this theory, Paul’ory, Paul’s third les third letter to Cotter to Corinth was rinth was not the Senot the Severe LetteverSeSevere LetSevere Letter but a ter but a letter in letter in which the which the apostle deapostle defended himfended himself againself against chargesst charges leveled a lev leveled agleveled against him ainst him by opponenby opponents. This lts. This letter, preetter, preserved (exserved (except for icept for its epistolts epistolary pre- aary pary pre- and ppre- and postscriptsostscripts) in 2:14—) in 2:14—6:13; 7:2–6:13; 7:2–4, is Lett4, is Letter C. The er C. The failure offailure of this firs this first apology t apolot apology prapology prompted Pauompted Paul’s painful’s painful visit tol visit to Corinth,  Corinth, after whicafter which he wroteh he wrote the Sever the Severe Letter (e SeverSevere LetSevere Letter (Letteter (Letter D), a ser D), a second apolocond apology which igy which is almost es almost entirely prntirely preserved ineserved in chs. 10—1 ch chs. 10—13chs. 10—13. This led. This led to the Co to the Corinthians’rinthians’ repentanc repentance and Paule and Paul’s fifth l’s fifth letter (Letetter (Letter E) to ter (Let(Letter E)(Letter E) to them,  to them, a letter oa letter of reconcilf reconciliation coniation contained in tained in 1:1—2:13; 1:1—2:13; 7:15–16 (a7:15–16 (and 13:11–1nd 1nd 13:11–13).13:11–13). Following Following this reco this reconciliationnciliation, Paul wro, Paul wrote two admte two administrativinistrative letters,e letters, both abou bot both aboutboth about the colle the collection. Onection. One of these  of these (Letter F,(Letter F, to Corint to Corinth) is presh) is preserved in cerved in ch. 8, and h. 8h. 8, and the8, and the other (Le other (Letter G, totter G, to Achaia) i Achaia) in ch. 9.n ch. 9.n ch. 9.

The same is true for a fifth theory, which, however, is considerably more 



complex. According to this theory, Paul’s third letter to Corinth was not the 
Severe Letter but a letter in which the apostle defended himself against charges 
leveled against him by opponents. This letter, preserved (except for its epistolary 
pre- and postscripts) in 2:14—6:13; 7:2–4, is Letter C. The failure of this first 
apology prompted Paul’s painful visit to Corinth, after which he wrote the 
Severe Letter (Letter D), a second apology which is almost entirely preserved in 
chs. 10—13. This led to the Corinthians’ repentance and Paul’s fifth letter 
(Letter E) to them, a letter of reconciliation contained in 1:1—2:13; 7:15–16 (and 
13:11–13). Following this reconciliation, Paul wrote two administrative letters, 
both about the collection. One of these (Letter F, to Corinth) is preserved in ch. 
8, and the other (Letter G, to Achaia) in ch. 9.

�According According to all fivto all five theoriese theories, Paul cam, Paul came to Corine to Corinth not lonth not long after wrg after writing the iting theiting the last othe last of his lettf his letters to theers to the church th church there. This ere. This was his thwas his third visit,ird visit, during wh during which he wroich he wich he wrote his wrote his letter to letter to the Romansthe Romans and final and finalized plansized plans to journe to journey to Jerusy to Jerusalem with alem with the collecthethe collecthe collection. Thattion. That he was wi he was willing to llling to leave the Aeave the Aegean areaegean area indicates indicates that he w that he was successas sas successfulsuccessful in defend in defending himseling himself against f against the chargethe charges against s against him by hishim by his opponents opponents, a group , a g, a group of Jgroup of Jewish Chriewish Christian missstian missionaries (ionaries (11:22–23) 11:22–23) whom he rewhom he repudiates apudiates as false aps false apostles (choapapostles (apostles (ch. 13). Wch. 13). Whether thehether these opponense opponents were Juts were Judaizers, Gdaizers, Gnostics, onostics, or Hellenisr Hellenistic-JewishtHellenisHellenistiHellenistic-Jewish pc-Jewish propagandisropagandists is debats is debated, as isted, as is the time  the time of their aof their arrival in rrival in Corinth. WCorinthCorinth. WCorinth. Whatever thhatever their theoloeir theology or timegy or time of arriva of arrival, they agl, they aggravated tgravated the problemhe problems that Paus problemproblems tproblems that Paul ehat Paul encounteredncountered in dealin in dealing with theg with the Corinthia Corinthians. Althouns. Although this wagh this was an extreswawas an extwas an extremely traremely traumatic timumatic time in the ae in the apostle’s lpostle’s life, Paul’ife, Paul’s interacts interactions with ions with the Corintthe Cthe CorinthianCorinthians and his s and his opponents opponents gave both gave both form and sform and substance tubstance to his wholo his whole theologye theologe theology.theology.theology.

According to all five theories, Paul came to Corinth not long after writing 
the last of his letters to the church there. This was his third visit, during which he 
wrote his letter to the Romans and finalized plans to journey to Jerusalem with 
the collection. That he was willing to leave the Aegean area indicates that he was 
successful in defending himself against the charges against him by his opponents, a 
group of Jewish Christian missionaries (11:22–23) whom he repudiates as false 
apostles (ch. 13). Whether these opponents were Judaizers, Gnostics, or 
Hellenistic-Jewish propagandists is debated, as is the time of their arrival in 
Corinth. Whatever their theology or time of arrival, they aggravated the 
problems that Paul encountered in dealing with the Corinthians. Although this 
was an extremely traumatic time in the apostle’s life, Paul’s interactions with the 
Corinthians and his opponents gave both form and substance to his whole 
theology.

�One final One final issue is tissue is the relatiohe relationship of 6nship of 6:14—7:1 to:14—7:1 to Paul’s th Paul’s theology. Theology. This sectionis sectionis section insection interrupts Pterrupts Paul’s appeaul’s appeal in 6:11al in 6:11–13 and 7:–13 and 7:2–4, conta2–4, contains a largins a large number oe number of words nof wf words not words not found elsefound elsewhere in Pwhere in Paul’s lettaul’s letters, and hers, and has affinitas affinities to theies to the Dead Sea  Dead Sea Scrolls. TScroScrolls. TScrolls. Those who dhose who defend Paulefend Paul’s authors’s authorship of thihip of this section s section offer diveoffer diverse explanrse explanations, wiatioexplanexplanatioexplanations, with sns, with some suggesome suggesting that ting that it is a frit is a fragment of agment of the “Previthe “Previous Letterous Letter” mentione” m” mentioned mentioned in 1 Cor. in 1 Cor. 5:9, and o5:9, and others arguthers arguing that iing that it is a digt is a digression inression in which Pau which Paul deliberal dell deliberatedeliberately uses unly uses unusual and usual and highly emohighly emotional lantional language to aguage to address a pddress a problem in roblem in Corinth. OCoCorinth. OCorinth. Others holdthers hold that the  that the section issection is non-Pauli non-Pauline in origne in origin, but diin, but differ as toffer as to whether P whet whether Pawhether Paul himselful himself or a late or a later editor ir editor inserted itnserted it. Still ot. Still others regarhers regard the passd the passage as oriage asage as originaas originally anti-Plly anti-Pauline, reauline, reflecting tflecting the theologhe theology of Paul’y of Paul’s opponents opponents. The cons. The continuing detinuinconcontinuingcontinuing debates a debates about this bout this and other and other parts of 2parts of 2 Corinthia Corinthians suggestns suggest that this that this document  do document wdocument will continill continue to receue to receive attentive attention as oneion as one of the mo of the most fascinast fascinating pieceting pieces of earlys os of early Cof early Christian lhristian literature.iterature.

One final issue is the relationship of 6:14—7:1 to Paul’s theology. This 
section interrupts Paul’s appeal in 6:11–13 and 7:2–4, contains a large number of 
words not found elsewhere in Paul’s letters, and has affinities to the Dead Sea 
Scrolls. Those who defend Paul’s authorship of this section offer diverse 
explanations, with some suggesting that it is a fragment of the “Previous Letter” 
mentioned in 1 Cor. 5:9, and others arguing that it is a digression in which Paul 
deliberately uses unusual and highly emotional language to address a problem in 
Corinth. Others hold that the section is non-Pauline in origin, but differ as to 
whether Paul himself or a later editor inserted it. Still others regard the passage 
as originally anti-Pauline, reflecting the theology of Paul’s opponents. The 
continuing debates about this and other parts of 2 Corinthians suggest that this 
document will continue to receive attention as one of the most fascinating pieces 
of early Christian literature.
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CORMORANTCORMORANTCORMORANT

CORMORANT

A sea birdA sea bird ( (PhalacrocoPhalacrocoraxrax), of whic), of which there arh there are some 30 e some 30 species. Sspecies. Some specieome species spend ths spends spend the spend the winter in winter in Palestine,Palestine, along the along the coast and coast and the banks the banks of the Se of the Sea of Galila of Galilee, makingee, mee, making themaking their nests oir nests on the rockn the rocks and in ts and in the hollowshe hollows and crevi and crevices. They ces. They are exceptare exceptional swimioexceptexceptionaexceptional swimmersl swimmers and diver and divers, able tos, able to swallow l swallow large fish arge fish whole becawhole because of theuse of the elasticit e elasticityelasticity of their  of their gullets. Tgullets. Their extenheir extended bodiesded bodies and long, and long, slender n slender necks are secks are striking.trikinsstriking.striking.striking.

A sea bird (Phalacrocorax), of which there are some 30 species. Some species 
spend the winter in Palestine, along the coast and the banks of the Sea of Galilee, 
making their nests on the rocks and in the hollows and crevices. They are 
exceptional swimmers and divers, able to swallow large fish whole because of the 
elasticity of their gullets. Their extended bodies and long, slender necks are 
striking.

�As a predaAs a predatory bird,tory bird, the cormo the cormorant is inrant is included amocluded among uncleanng unclean birds (Le birds (Lev. 11:17; v. 11:1v. 11:17; Deu11:17; Deut. 14:17).t. 14:17). However,  However, scholars cscholars continue toontinue to debate th debate the meaning e meaning of Heb. of Heb. sûaœlaœk�sûsûaœlaœk�sûaœlaœk� (e.g., “f (e.g., “fisher-owl,isher-owl,” “pelican” “pelican”).”).

As a predatory bird, the cormorant is included among unclean birds (Lev. 
11:17; Deut. 14:17). However, scholars continue to debate the meaning of Heb. 
sûaœlaœk�  (e.g., “fisher-owl,” “pelican”).

CORNELIUSCORNELIUS (Gk.  (Gk. KorneäílioKorneäílioss)))

CORNELIUS (Gk. Korneäílios)

A centurioA centurion of the Rn of the Roman army oman army stationed stationed in Caesarein Caesarea Maritimaa Maritima, the seat, the seat of Roman  of Roman of Roman impeRoman imperial rule rial rule in Palestiin Palestine. Cornelne. Cornelius appearius appears as the fs as the first gentiirst gentile convertle convert to Christ to C to ChristianiChristianity (Acts 1ty (Acts 10:1-48; 110:1-48; 11:1-18; 15::1-18; 15:7-9, 13-187-9, 13-18). That hi). That his conversis conversion is toldon is told or allude or a or alluded toalluded to four time four times in Acts s in Acts suggests ssuggests something oomething of its paraf its paradigmatic sdigmatic significancignificance, particue, pae, particularparticularly in the ly in the latter twolatter two instances instances where bot where both Peter anh Peter and James ind James invoke the mvoke the memory of Cemmmemory of memory of Cornelius Cornelius at the Jerat the Jerusalem Couusalem Council to juncil to justify the stify the full inclufull inclusion of thsion of the Gentilese Gee Gentiles iGentiles in the Churn the Church. Portrach. Portrayed as rigyed as righteous andhteous and devout, C devout, Cornelius mornelius may represeay represeay represent represent that classthat class of Gentil of Gentiles known aes known as “God-feas “God-fearers,” whorers,” who attached  attached themselvesthemselvesthemselvesthemselves to the sy to the synagogue annagogue and whom Actd whom Acts presentss presents as partic as particularly resularly responsive toponsive toponsive to the gosto the gospel.pel.pel.

A centurion of the Roman army stationed in Caesarea Maritima, the seat of 
Roman imperial rule in Palestine. Cornelius appears as the first gentile convert to 
Christianity (Acts 10:1-48; 11:1-18; 15:7-9, 13-18). That his conversion is told or 
alluded to four times in Acts suggests something of its paradigmatic significance, 
particularly in the latter two instances where both Peter and James invoke the 
memory of Cornelius at the Jerusalem Council to justify the full inclusion of the 
Gentiles in the Church. Portrayed as righteous and devout, Cornelius may 
represent that class of Gentiles known as “God-fearers,” who attached 
themselves to the synagogue and whom Acts presents as particularly responsive 
to the gospel.

�After inviAfter inviting Peterting Peter to his ho to his house, Corneuse, Cornelius, withlius, with his entir his entire househole household, hears td, hears td, hears the words the words of salvifiof salvific peace anc peace and receivesd receives the Holy  the Holy Spirit in Spirit in what has bwhat has been descrieen described as a “beddescridescribed described as a “Gentas a “Gentile Pentecile Pentecost.” The ost.” The participatparticipation of theion of the household household in the sa in the salvation oflvasasalvation salvation of Corneliof Cornelius resultsus results in the fo in the founding of unding of a gentile a gentile congregaticongregation and eston and establishes tablishestestablisheestablishes the patts the pattern for otern for other instanher instances of houces of household salsehold salvation in vation in Acts (16:1Acts (16:14–15, 31–34–15(16:1(16:14–15,(16:14–15, 31–34; 18 31–34; 18:8). The t:8). The table felloable fellowship thatwship that ensues be ensues between Petetween Peter and the r and the newly convnnewly convnewly converted houserted household occaehold occasions heatsions heated criticied criticism from cesm from certain circrtain circumcised beumcised beumcised believers believers back in Jeback in Jerusalem (Arusalem (Acts 11:3),cts 11:3), leading P leading Peter to reeter to recount his count his own experiown experience of thencexperiexperienceexperience of the “c of the “cleansing” leansing” of the Genof the Gentiles (10:tiles (10:15, 28) an15, 28) and to persud to persuade the Chade the Church to adurChChurch to Church to adopt his adopt his new point new point of view inof view in the proce the process (11:18)ss (11:18). As a res. As a result, the cult, the conversion onvcconversionconversion of Cornel of Cornelius inauguius inaugurates the rates the mission tomission to the Genti the Gentiles, who eles, who eventually ventually eclipse Jeececlipse Jeeclipse Jewish Chriswish Christians as ttians as the dominanhe dominant members t members in the peoin the people of Godple of God (Acts 28: (Acts 28:28).228:28:28).28:28).28:28).

After inviting Peter to his house, Cornelius, with his entire household, hears 
the words of salvific peace and receives the Holy Spirit in what has been 
described as a “Gentile Pentecost.” The participation of the household in the 
salvation of Cornelius results in the founding of a gentile congregation and 
establishes the pattern for other instances of household salvation in Acts 
(16:14–15, 31–34; 18:8). The table fellowship that ensues between Peter and the 
newly converted household occasions heated criticism from certain circumcised 
believers back in Jerusalem (Acts 11:3), leading Peter to recount his own 
experience of the “cleansing” of the Gentiles (10:15, 28) and to persuade the 
Church to adopt his new point of view in the process (11:18). As a result, the 
conversion of Cornelius inaugurates the mission to the Gentiles, who eventually 
eclipse Jewish Christians as the dominant members in the people of God (Acts 
28:28).



�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. R. GaveB. R. Gaventa, nta, From DarknFrom Darkness to Ligess to Light: Aspectht: Aspects of Conves of Conversion in trsion in rsion in the Newin the New Testament Testament.. OBT 20 (P OBT 20 (Philadelphihiladelphia, 1986), a, 1986), 96–122; D.96–122; D. L. Matson L. Matson, , Household HouseholHousehold Household ConversionConversion Narrative Narratives in Acts.s in Acts. JSNTSup 1 JSNTSup 123 (Sheffi23 (Sheffield, 1996)eld, 1996), 86–134., 86–134., 86–134.
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CORNERSTONCORNERSTONEEE

CORNERSTONE

An architeAn architectural terctural term used in m used in the NT as the NT as a metaphora metaphor for Chris for Christ (Matt. 2t (Matt. 21:42; Eph.1:42; Eph. 2:20; 1 P 2 2:20; 1 Pe2:20; 1 Pet. 2:4-8).t. 2:4-8). The NT us The NT usage of thiage of this term (Gks term (Gk. . akrogoœniaakrogoœniaiíos; kephiíos; kephaleäí goœnaleäíkephkephaleäí kephaleäí goœniíasgoœniías) comes fr) comes from the OT om the OT (Heb. (Heb. roœ}sû pinroœ}sû pinna®;na®; Ps. 118:2 Ps. 118:22; Isa. 8:2; 118:2118:22; Is118:22; Isa. 8:14; 2a. 8:14; 28:16-17). 8:16-17). “Cornersto“Cornerstone” may rene” may refer to: (1fer to: (1) the ston) the stone in a newe in a new building  bu building lbuilding laid first aid first with greatwith great care and  care and ceremony sceremony so as to eno as to ensure a strsure a straight and aight and level founlevellevel founlevel foundation; (2dation; (2) the inte) the interlocking crlocking cornerstoneornerstones that jois that join and stren and strengthen twongthen two connectin co connectingconnecting walls; (3 walls; (3) the caps) the capstone at thtone at the top corne top corner of a waer of a wall; or (4)ll; or (4) the keyst the keystone of an one oone of an archof an arched door ored door or gateway,  gateway, the centerthe center and topmo and topmost stone tst stone that joins hat joins the two sithe two sides and sudsisides and sides and supports tsupports the arch ithe arch itself (the self (the most impormost important stonetant stone in which  in which the name othe name of the cityf oof the citof the city, the ruly, the ruler, and buer, and builder wereilder were often car often carved).ved).ved).

An architectural term used in the NT as a metaphor for Christ (Matt. 21:42; Eph. 
2:20; 1 Pet. 2:4-8). The NT usage of this term (Gk. akrogoœniaiíos; 
kephaleäí goœniías) comes from the OT (Heb. roœ}sû pinna®; Ps. 
118:22; Isa. 8:14; 28:16-17). “Cornerstone” may refer to: (1) the stone in a new 
building laid first with great care and ceremony so as to ensure a straight and 
level foundation; (2) the interlocking cornerstones that join and strengthen two 
connecting walls; (3) the capstone at the top corner of a wall; or (4) the keystone 
of an arched door or gateway, the center and topmost stone that joins the two 
sides and supports the arch itself (the most important stone in which the name 
of the city, the ruler, and builder were often carved).

�In the NT,In the NT, Peter use Peter uses OT passas OT passages in a cges in a complex anaomplex analogy, refelogy, referring to irring to individual ndividuaiindividualindividual believers believers as “stone as “stones” in a sps” in a spiritual hoiritual house where use where Christ is Christ is (1) the co(1) the corner of thrner orner of the fouof the foundation; (ndation; (2) the cap2) the capstone or, stone or, more likelmore likely, keystony, keystone; and (3)e; and (3) the stumb the stumbling stonelingstumbstumbling stumbling stone, upostone, upon which din which disobedient sobedient builders abuilders are judged re judged for searchfor searching out a ing out a stone of tstostone of tstone of their own cheir own choosing tohoosing to complete  complete the buildithe building (1 Pet.ng (1 Pet. 2:4-8). P 2:4-8). Paul demonsaul demonstrates thatrdemonsdemonstratdemonstrates that whes that while the “aile the “apostles anpostles and prophetsd prophets” are the ” are the foundationfoundation of the Ch of the Ch of the Church, itChurch, it is Christ is Christ “in whom  “in whom the whole the whole building ibuilding is fitted ts fitted together” (ogether” (Eph. 2:20)Eph. 2:20)...

In the NT, Peter uses OT passages in a complex analogy, referring to 
individual believers as “stones” in a spiritual house where Christ is (1) the corner 
of the foundation; (2) the capstone or, more likely, keystone; and (3) the 
stumbling stone, upon which disobedient builders are judged for searching out a 
stone of their own choosing to complete the building (1 Pet. 2:4-8). Paul 
demonstrates that while the “apostles and prophets” are the foundation of the 
Church, it is Christ “in whom the whole building is fitted together” (Eph. 2:20).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. J. McKeR. J. McKelvey, “Chrlvey, “Christ the Coist the Cornerstone,rnerstone,” ” NTSNTS 8 (1961/6 8 (1961/62): 352–592): 32): 352–59.352–59.352–59.
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CORPORATE CORPORATE PERSONALITPERSONALITYYY

CORPORATE PERSONALITY

For nearlyFor nearly a century a century scholars  scholars have debathave debated how to ed how to explain ceexplain certain corprtain corporate featorate features of Isufeatfeatures ofeatures of Israelitf Israelite religione religion and cultu and culture. Many bre. Many biblical naiblical narratives srratives seem untroueem untroubled by inbled bbled by instancby instances in whices in which the sin h the sin of an indiof an individual or vidual or group leadgroup leads to the ps to the punishment unishment of other pof oof other peopother people not dirle not directly invoectly involved in thlved in the originale original offense ( offense (e.g., Joshe.g., Josh. 7, in wh. 7, in which the siich theich the sin ofthe sin of Achan lea Achan leads to the ds to the execution execution of his whoof his whole family le family and the deand the destruction struction of all hisof aof all his prall his property). Hoperty). H. Wheeler . Wheeler Robinson eRobinson employed thmployed the term “coe term “corporate perporate personality”rsonalitypepersonalitpersonality” as a coy” as a conceptual knceptual key to elucey to elucidate thesidate these disturbie disturbing cases. ng cases. He relied He relied heavily onheavheavily onheavily on Emile Dur Emile Durkheim and kheim and Lucien LevLucien Levy-Bruhl, wy-Bruhl, who employeho employed the notid the notion of “prion of “pon of “primitive“primitive psycholog psychology” in attey” in attempting to mpting to explain toexplain totemism amotemism among so-callng so-called primitied primitive peoplesveprimitiprimitive primitive peoples. Apeoples. According tccording to these ano these anthropologithropologists, tribests, tribes with a ts with a totemic relotemic religion inhaigiorelreligion ireligion inhabited anhabited a very diff very different psycerent psychic realithic reality from thay from that in whicht in which modern hu modern humans live.manhuhumans livhumans live. This pre. This primitive miimitive mindset was ndset was described described as “syntheas “synthetic thinkitic thinking” or “psng” or “psychical unych“ps“psychical“psychical unity,” i unity,” implying anmplying an inability inability of the in of the individual tdividual to separateo separate himself t himself totally frootally frotally from naturfrom nature, and espe, and especially toecially to different differentiate himseiate himself from otlf from other memberher members of his cs of his clan and frlancclan and fclan and from the torom the totemic spectemic species that ries that representedepresented his clan. his clan. Often thi Often this totemic s totemic psychologypsypsychologypsychology was calle was called “prelogid “prelogical” and wcal” and was consideas considered a typered a type of mystic of mystical union wal union with realititwwith realiwith reality as a whty as a whole. Robinole. Robinson clearlson clearly never suy never suggested thggested that ancientat ancient Israelite Israelite religion  relig religion wreligion was totemisas totemistic in anytic in any way. Howe way. However, he diver, he did fully bed fully believe thatlieve that ancient I ancient Israel, espsraelIIsrael, esIsrael, especially ipecially in the earln the earlier periodier period, exhibite, exhibited a very sd a very similar, orimilar, or perhaps e perhaps even the saven theven the same, the same, psychologypsychology as these  as these anthropoloanthropologists beligists believe they heve they have found ave found among “priamong “primitive” trm“pri“primitive“primitive” tribes.” tribes.” tribes.

For nearly a century scholars have debated how to explain certain corporate 
features of Israelite religion and culture. Many biblical narratives seem untroubled 
by instances in which the sin of an individual or group leads to the punishment of 
other people not directly involved in the original offense (e.g., Josh. 7, in which 
the sin of Achan leads to the execution of his whole family and the destruction of 
all his property). H. Wheeler Robinson employed the term “corporate 
personality” as a conceptual key to elucidate these disturbing cases. He relied 
heavily on Emile Durkheim and Lucien Levy-Bruhl, who employed the notion of 
“primitive psychology” in attempting to explain totemism among so-called 
primitive peoples. According to these anthropologists, tribes with a totemic 
religion inhabited a very different psychic reality from that in which modern 
humans live. This primitive mindset was described as “synthetic thinking” or 



“psychical unity,” implying an inability of the individual to separate himself totally 
from nature, and especially to differentiate himself from other members of his 
clan and from the totemic species that represented his clan. Often this totemic 
psychology was called “prelogical” and was considered a type of mystical union 
with reality as a whole. Robinson clearly never suggested that ancient Israelite 
religion was totemistic in any way. However, he did fully believe that ancient 
Israel, especially in the earlier period, exhibited a very similar, or perhaps even 
the same, psychology as these anthropologists believe they have found among 
“primitive” tribes.

�Robinson aRobinson and others nd others applied thapplied these notionese notions as a typs as a type of cure-e of cure-all invokeall invoked to solved to sod to solve a hosolve a host of intest of interpretive prpretive problems inroblems in the OT. C the OT. Criticisms riticisms leveled atleveled at the notio the notion of corpon ofn of corporaof corporate personate personality fall lity fall under fourunder four basic rub basic rubrics: (1) rics: (1) This theorThis theory creates y creates a false dia falsea false dichfalse dichotomy betwotomy between the ideen the idea of the ea of the individualindividual and the i and the idea of thedea of the group, an group, and leaves td led leaves theleaves the impressio impression that Isrn that Israelite socaelite society had liety had little awarittle awareness of teness of the individhe individual until ual unual until the until the later bibllater biblical perioical period. (2) Thed. (2) The various c various cases gatheases gathered under red under the concepthe concept of corpot of t of corporaof corporate personate personality are slity are sometimes bometimes better expletter explained by iained by ideas such deas such as bloodguas bloodguilt, ancieibloodgubloodguiltbloodguilt, ancient , ancient conceptionconceptions of propes of property rightsrty rights, and viol, and violation of hation of holiness taoliness taboos. (3) boos.tataboos. (3taboos. (3) The noti) The notion of corpon of corporate persorate personality gronality grew out of ew out of certain ancertain anthropologithropological ideas caanthropologianthropoloanthropological ideagical ideas now recos now recognized to gnized to be fallacibe fallacious. (4) Rous. (4) Robinson usobinson used the tered the term in an imm terterm in anterm in an imprecise imprecise way and t way and thus employhus employed differeed different senses nt senses of the terof the term to solvem to solve different solvesolve diffsolve different typeerent types of probls of problems. In doems. In doing so he ing so he emptied themptied the term of e term of any clear any clear meaning anmemeaning anmeaning and thus of d thus of any usefulany usefulness.ness.

Robinson and others applied these notions as a type of cure-all invoked to 
solve a host of interpretive problems in the OT. Criticisms leveled at the notion 
of corporate personality fall under four basic rubrics: (1) This theory creates a 
false dichotomy between the idea of the individual and the idea of the group, and 
leaves the impression that Israelite society had little awareness of the individual 
until the later biblical period. (2) The various cases gathered under the concept 
of corporate personality are sometimes better explained by ideas such as 
bloodguilt, ancient conceptions of property rights, and violation of holiness 
taboos. (3) The notion of corporate personality grew out of certain 
anthropological ideas now recognized to be fallacious. (4) Robinson used the 
term in an imprecise way and thus employed different senses of the term to 
solve different types of problems. In doing so he emptied the term of any clear 
meaning and thus of any usefulness.

Corporate Corporate ResponsibiResponsibilitylity

Corporate Responsibility

Although tAlthough the term cohe term corporate perporate personality rsonality is now raris now rarely used, ely used, scholars sscholars studying bitudying biblical narblibibiblical nbiblical narratives arratives that involthat involve the trave the transference nsference of the sinof the sin of an ind of an individual orividual or group to  group  group to ogroup to other peoplther people or to lae or to later generater generations stiltions still employ tl employ the term cohe term corporate rerporate responsibilispreresponsibiresponsibility. The lity. The term corpoterm corporate persorate personality wasnality was most prob most problematic belematic because of tcause of the psycholhtthe psychothe psychological cological connotationsnnotations, which al, which alone make tone make the use of he use of corporate corporate responsibiresponsibility prefelresponsibiresponsibiresponsibility prefelity preferable. Unfrable. Unfortunatelyortunately that term that term also pres also presents some ents some ambiguity.ambiguity. It can me It  It can meaIt can mean a personn a person might be  might be liable forliable for the actio the action of his cn of his community oommunity or part of r part of that commuthathat commuthat community becaunity because he was se he was not recognnot recognized as anized as an individua individual with indl with individual riividual rights; or ighrirights; orrights; or it might  it might mean an inmean an individual, dividual, though notthough not directly  directly involved, involved, might suffmight suffer the coner theer the conseqthe consequences genuences generated by erated by the misdeethe misdeeds of his ds of his community.community. Although  Although this ambigthis ambthis ambiguity ambiguity exists, thexists, the term is e term is still usefstill useful as longul as long as one ma as one makes clear kes clear exactly whexactly what meaningat meat meaning onmeaning one has in me has in mind. Clearind. Clearly, the OTly, the OT contains  contains instances instances of both tyof both types of corpes of corporate respocorcorporate corporate responsibiresponsibility and slity and some instanome instances in whices in which both tych both types seem tpes seem to be exhibo be exhibited at oniexhibexhibited exhibited at once. Nat once. No modern to modern term will eerm will ever be totver be totally adequally adequate in expate in explaining allaining all the compl thl the complethe complexities in xities in the OT’s cthe OT’s conception onception of the indof the individual’s ividual’s relationshrelationship to the ip to the community,comcommunity,community, but this  but this term does term does seem to caseem to capture somepture some important important elements  elements of the bibof the bof the biblical mbiblical mindset.indset.

Although the term corporate personality is now rarely used, scholars studying 
biblical narratives that involve the transference of the sin of an individual or 
group to other people or to later generations still employ the term corporate 
responsibility. The term corporate personality was most problematic because of 
the psychological connotations, which alone make the use of corporate 
responsibility preferable. Unfortunately that term also presents some ambiguity. 
It can mean a person might be liable for the action of his community or part of 
that community because he was not recognized as an individual with individual 
rights; or it might mean an individual, though not directly involved, might suffer 
the consequences generated by the misdeeds of his community. Although this 
ambiguity exists, the term is still useful as long as one makes clear exactly what 
meaning one has in mind. Clearly, the OT contains instances of both types of 
corporate responsibility and some instances in which both types seem to be 
exhibited at once. No modern term will ever be totally adequate in explaining all 
the complexities in the OT’s conception of the individual’s relationship to the 



community, but this term does seem to capture some important elements of the 
biblical mindset.

IndividualIndividualismism

Individualism

One other One other important important feature infeature in how the O how the OT understaT understands the innds the individual’sdividual’s relations relationship to thehrelationsrelationshrelationship to the ip to the larger comlarger community is munity is the questithe question of wheton of whether there her there was a movewas a movement away mmovemovement amovement away from away from a more “pri more “primitive” tymitive” type of collpe of collectivism aectivism and toward nd toward a type of a type ofa type of individof individualism. Scualism. Scholars havholars have often vie often viewed textsewed texts such as J such as Josh. 7; 2 osh. 7; 2 Sam. 21:1-Sam. 21:1-14 — in wh14 —14 — in which— in which a ritual  a ritual violation violation is followeis followed by some d by some type of cotype of corporate purporate punishment —nishment —nishment — as advoc— as advocating a seating a set of primit of primitive ideastive ideas that were that were eventuall eventually supersedy superseded by a sued by a superior, mopesusuperior, superior, more indivmore individualized idualized religious religious impulse. Timpulse. Those who ahose who argue for trgue for this positihis position tend toon ton tend to latend to label theolobel theologically trgically troubling teoubling texts like Jxts like Josh. 7 as osh. 7 as aberrationaberrations and exces and exceptions thaptionsexceexceptionsexceptions that do n that do not reflectot reflect the highe the higher aspects r aspects of Israel’of Israel’s religions religion seen in t seen in texts such exts suexts such as Desuch as Deut. 24:16;ut. 24:16; Jer. 31:2 Jer. 31:29-30; Ezek9-30; Ezek. 18. The . 18. The latter arelatter are understoo understood as signad as signaling a radlingsignasignaling signaling a radical a radical shift towashift toward a new ird a new individualindividualism that resm that rejects the jects the older corpolder corporate waysoratecorpcorporate corporate ways of thways of thinking. Thinking. This viewpoiis viewpoint is histnt is historically iorically inaccurate naccurate and theoloand theologically prgicaltheolotheologicatheologically problelly problematic. On matic. On the historthe historical side ical side it seems sit seems strange thatrange that a periodt a period seen to e seen seen to exseen to exhibit a grhibit a growing indiowing individualism vidualism is the samis the same as that e as that in which tin which the texts ahe texts assigned tossignaassigned tassigned to the Prieo the Priestly authostly author of the Pr of the Pentateuch entateuch affirm theaffirm the concept o concept of communalf communal solidarit s solidaritysolidarity (Lev. 4). (Lev. 4). This peri This period also saod also saw the finaw the final editing l editing of Deuteroof Deuteronomy and tnomy and the Deuterohe Dhe DeuteronomDeuteronomistic hististic history, each ory, each of which uof which utilizes notilizes notions of ctions of corporate rorporate responsibilesponsibility. If inity.responsibilresponsibiresponsibility. If ility. If in fact then fact the individua individual began tol began to emerge du emerge during the lring the late 6th ceate 6th century, whyntury, cecentury, wcentury, why did thihy did this individus individualism leavalism leave so little so little impressie impression upon thon upon the vast lite vast literature preraturlitliteratureliterature produced  produced during theduring the Second Te Second Temple periomple period? That pad? That passages witssages within the lahin the latest strattlalatest strlatest strata of theata of the OT suppor OT support the ideat the idea of commun of communal responsal responsibility (Dibility (Dan. 6:25; an. 6:25; Esth. 9:7-EstEsth. 9:7-Esth. 9:7-10), and t10), and that this vhat this view is stiiew is still alive wll alive well into Nell into NT times (MT times (Matt. 23:29att. 23:29-36; John -36; Joh-36; John 9:2; John 9:2; 1 Thess. 21 Thess. 2:14-16) an:14-16) and beyond (d beyond (Lev. Rab.Lev. Rab. 4:6;  4:6; b. Sanh.b. Sanh. 43b-44a;  43b-44a; Tanna DebeTanna Debe Eliyyahu DebeDebe EliyyDebe Eliyyahuahu 12), sugg 12), suggests that ests that there was there was no simple no simple linear prolinear progression fgression from older rom olderrom older corpolder corporate to lorate to later more ater more individualindividualized formsized forms of retrib of retribution. Thaution. That scholarst scholars have argu ha have arguehave argued for suchd for such a progres a progression in thsion in the face of e face of much evidemuch evidence to thence to the contrary  contrary suggests asusuggests asuggests an inherentn inherent bias in s bias in some modernome modern biblical  biblical scholarshischolarship. Certainp. Certain scholars  scholars apparentlyappapparentlyapparently have been have been influence influenced by ideasd by ideas that valu that value individue individualism and alism and implicitlyimplicitly denigrate deni denigrate denigrate or reject or reject the claimsthe claims of the co of the community asmmunity as well as b well as by ideas ofy ideas of linear an linear and progressd prd progressivprogressive social ee social evolution.volution.volution.

One other important feature in how the OT understands the individual’s 
relationship to the larger community is the question of whether there was a 
movement away from a more “primitive” type of collectivism and toward a type 
of individualism. Scholars have often viewed texts such as Josh. 7; 2 Sam. 21:1-14 
— in which a ritual violation is followed by some type of corporate punishment 
— as advocating a set of primitive ideas that were eventually superseded by a 
superior, more individualized religious impulse. Those who argue for this position 
tend to label theologically troubling texts like Josh. 7 as aberrations and 
exceptions that do not reflect the higher aspects of Israel’s religion seen in texts 
such as Deut. 24:16; Jer. 31:29-30; Ezek. 18. The latter are understood as 
signaling a radical shift toward a new individualism that rejects the older 
corporate ways of thinking. This viewpoint is historically inaccurate and 
theologically problematic. On the historical side it seems strange that a period 
seen to exhibit a growing individualism is the same as that in which the texts 
assigned to the Priestly author of the Pentateuch affirm the concept of communal 
solidarity (Lev. 4). This period also saw the final editing of Deuteronomy and the 
Deuteronomistic history, each of which utilizes notions of corporate 
responsibility. If in fact the individual began to emerge during the late 6th 
century, why did this individualism leave so little impression upon the vast 
literature produced during the Second Temple period? That passages within the 
latest strata of the OT support the idea of communal responsibility (Dan. 6:25; 
Esth. 9:7-10), and that this view is still alive well into NT times (Matt. 23:29-36; 
John 9:2; 1 Thess. 2:14-16) and beyond (Lev. Rab. 4:6; b. Sanh. 43b-44a; Tanna 
Debe Eliyyahu 12), suggests that there was no simple linear progression from 
older corporate to later more individualized forms of retribution. That scholars 
have argued for such a progression in the face of much evidence to the contrary 
suggests an inherent bias in some modern biblical scholarship. Certain scholars 
apparently have been influenced by ideas that value individualism and implicitly 
denigrate or reject the claims of the community as well as by ideas of linear and 
progressive social evolution.

�Before uttBefore utterly rejecerly rejecting all cting all corporate norporate notions as otions as primitive primitive one shouldone should note the  note the note the centrathe centrality of sulity of such corporach corporate ideas ite ideas in Israelitn Israelite theologye theology. In many . In many respects trespects the concepthe cohe concept ofconcept of divine me divine mercy is prercy is predicated ondicated on being tre being treated as a ated as a favored mefavored member of a mber of a group rathgrgroup rathgroup rather than beer than being judgeding judged exactly a exactly according tccording to one’s owo one’s own merits. n merits. Precisely Precisely this conceththis concethis concept stands pt stands behind notbehind notions such ions such as God’s pas God’s promise aftromise after the Floer the Flood (Gen. 8od (Gen. 8:21; Isa. :288:21; Isa.8:21; Isa. 54:9-10), 54:9-10), Israel’s  Israel’s election eelection especially specially as it relaas it relates to thetes to the promise t promise to the patro the pato the patriarchspatriarchs (Deut. 9: (Deut. 9:4-5), and 4-5), and God’s willGod’s willingness toingness to restore I restore Israel aftesrael after the Exilr the Exile (Deut. 4e (Dee (Deut. 4:2(Deut. 4:29-31; Jer.9-31; Jer. 31:31-34; 31:31-34; Ezek. 36: Ezek. 36:22-32). Ad22-32). Additionallyditionally, the corp, the corporate vieworate view of divine of d of divine retdivine retribution rribution recognizes ecognizes that humanthat humans inevitabs inevitably commit ly commit sins and tsins and thus dependhus depend on not be o on not beion not being judged ng judged according according to their wto their ways (Job 4ays (Job 4:12-21; 7::12-21; 7:17-21; 1 K17-21; 1 Kgs. 8:46-5gs. 8:46-53; Ps. 51:3; 8:46-58:46-53; P8:46-53; Ps. 51:1-14s. 51:1-14[MT 3–16];[MT 3–16]; 103:8–14; 103:8–14; 130:3; Je 130:3; Jer. 10:24).r. 10:24). In fact,  In fact, it should it should be acknowlbe ackbe acknowledgacknowledged that beed that because the cause the OT’s theolOT’s theology is funogy is fundamentallydamentally corporate corporate in its ou in its ou in its outlook, toutlook, the biblicahe biblical emphasisl emphasis upon God’ upon God’s relations relation to a part to a particular comicular community canmunity cannot be trenocancannot be cannot be treated astreated as an early, an early, but now i but now irrelevant rrelevant idea. The idea. The OT’s messaOT’s message is not ge is not directed tdirdirected tdirected to a loose o a loose configuratconfiguration of indion of individuals bividuals but to a liut to a living commuving community callenity called the peopd thed the peoplethe people of Israel of Israel...

Before utterly rejecting all corporate notions as primitive one should note 
the centrality of such corporate ideas in Israelite theology. In many respects the 
concept of divine mercy is predicated on being treated as a favored member of a 
group rather than being judged exactly according to one’s own merits. Precisely 
this concept stands behind notions such as God’s promise after the Flood (Gen. 



8:21; Isa. 54:9-10), Israel’s election especially as it relates to the promise to the 
patriarchs (Deut. 9:4-5), and God’s willingness to restore Israel after the Exile 
(Deut. 4:29-31; Jer. 31:31-34; Ezek. 36:22-32). Additionally, the corporate view of 
divine retribution recognizes that humans inevitably commit sins and thus depend 
on not being judged according to their ways (Job 4:12-21; 7:17-21; 1 Kgs. 
8:46-53; Ps. 51:1-14[MT 3–16]; 103:8–14; 130:3; Jer. 10:24). In fact, it should be 
acknowledged that because the OT’s theology is fundamentally corporate in its 
outlook, the biblical emphasis upon God’s relation to a particular community 
cannot be treated as an early, but now irrelevant idea. The OT’s message is not 
directed to a loose configuration of individuals but to a living community called 
the people of Israel.

�The biblicThe biblical writersal writers were awar were aware that oure that our individua individuality can olity can only be undnly be understood inerstoodundunderstoodunderstood in relati in relation to the on to the various covarious collectivitillectivities in whices in which we partih we participate andcipate and that bein that that beingthat being human mea human means that thns that the individue individual is linkal is linked to otheed to other people tr people through thehrough the consequen co consequencconsequences that fles that flow from eaow from each person’ch person’s actions.s actions. But this  But this does not mdoes not mean that tean that the Bible ihtthe Bible the Bible ignores thignores the importane importance of the ce of the individualindividual. The Bibl. The Bible has a vee has a very nuancedry nuanced theology  th theology otheology of the relaf the relationship btionship between theetween the individua individual and the l and the community.community. Rather th Rather than playingaththan playithan playing off theng off the more indi more individualistividualistic passagesc passages within th within the Bible age Bible against thosainst those that refe thate that reflethat reflect a more ct a more corporate corporate view, one view, one can see thcan see the way in we way in which thesehich these elements  elements qualify anqqualify anqualify and complemed complement each otnt each other.her.her.

The biblical writers were aware that our individuality can only be 
understood in relation to the various collectivities in which we participate and 
that being human means that the individual is linked to other people through the 
consequences that flow from each person’s actions. But this does not mean that 
the Bible ignores the importance of the individual. The Bible has a very nuanced 
theology of the relationship between the individual and the community. Rather 
than playing off the more individualistic passages within the Bible against those 
that reflect a more corporate view, one can see the way in which these elements 
qualify and complement each other.
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CORRUPTIONCORRUPTION, MOUNT OF, MOUNT OF

CORRUPTION, MOUNT OF

The geograThe geographical mouphical mountain sitentain site (Heb.  (Heb. har-hammashar-hammasûh�iît�ûh�iît�) E of Jer) E of Jerusalem on usalem on which Solowwhich Solowhich Solomon erectemon erected the highd the high places fo places for the worsr the worship of thehip of the deities o deities of his foref his foreign wives ignforeforeign wiforeign wives (1 Kgsves (1 Kgs. 11:7) an. 11:7) and which wad which was destroyes destroyed by the rd by the reforming Keforming King Josiahing Josiah (2 Kgs. 2 ( (2 Kgs. 23(2 Kgs. 23:13). The :13). The Hebrew rooHebrew root t sûh�tsûh�t can be un can be understood aderstood as “destroys “destroy,” “corrup,” “corrup,” “corrupt,”“corrupt,” “ruin,” a “ruin,” and in one nd in one case “disfcase “disfigure” (Leigure” (Lev. 22:25).v. 22:25). In many c In many contexts itontexts it carries a carr carries a carries a moral or cmoral or cultic sensultic sense of violae of violation of cotion of covenant thavenant that expects t expects divine juddivine judgment, as gmenjudjudgment, judgment, as with Jeas with Jeremiah’s premiah’s prophecy agrophecy against thisainst this mountain  mountain (Jer. 51:2(Jer. 51:25). From t5). From the Vulgatehe tthe Vulgatthe Vulgate’s Lat. e’s Lat. Mons offenMons offensionissionis has come  has come the traditthe traditional modeional modern name “Mrn name “Mount of Ofount oount of Offenseof Offense.” The sit.” The site is probae is probably to be bly to be identifiedidentified with the  with the southern rsouthern ridge of thidge of the Mount ofe Moe Mount of OMount of Olives occulives occupied by thpied by the Silwan ve Silwan village on illage on its westerits western side.n side.n side.

The geographical mountain site (Heb. har-hammasûh�iît� ) E of Jerusalem on 
which Solomon erected the high places for the worship of the deities of his 
foreign wives (1 Kgs. 11:7) and which was destroyed by the reforming King Josiah 
(2 Kgs. 23:13). The Hebrew root sûh�t  can be understood as “destroy,” 
“corrupt,” “ruin,” and in one case “disfigure” (Lev. 22:25). In many contexts it 
carries a moral or cultic sense of violation of covenant that expects divine 
judgment, as with Jeremiah’s prophecy against this mountain (Jer. 51:25). From 
the Vulgate’s Lat. Mons offensionis has come the traditional modern name “Mount 
of Offense.” The site is probably to be identified with the southern ridge of the 
Mount of Olives occupied by the Silwan village on its western side.
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COSCOS (Gk.  (Gk. KoœésKoœés)))

COS (Gk. Koœés)

An island An island in the Aegin the Aegean Sea, Sean Sea, SW of Asia W of Asia Minor withMinor with a city of a city of the same  the same name as itname as its major pos itits major its major port. Flouport. Flourishing asrishing as part of t part of the trade rhe trade routes, Cosoutes, Cos was the b was the birthplace irthplace of Hippocrof Hof HippocrateHippocrates and feats and featured a sanured a sanctuary of ctuary of Asclepius Asclepius and a mediand a medical schoolcal school. A signif. A significant Jewiicasignifsignificansignificant Jewish ct Jewish community eommunity existed on xisted on Cos. It waCos. It was one of ts one of the cities he cities to which tto which the Roman che Rhe Roman consRoman consul wrote dul wrote declaring seclaring support forupport for Simon’s r Simon’s rule over tule over the Jewish he Jewish state (1 Mstate (1 Mstate (1 Macc. 15:2Macc. 15:23). Joseph3). Josephus recordsus records Herod the Herod the Great’s i Great’s interests interests in Cos (n Cos (BJBJ 1.21.11). 1.21.11). While Pau W While PaulWhile Paul was on th was on the return le return leg of his eg of his third missthird missionary jouionary journey, afterney, after leaving r leaving Miletus, hMiletMiletus, hMiletus, he and his e and his companionscompanions arrived o arrived on Cos (Actn Cos (Acts 21:1).s 21:1).s 21:1).

An island in the Aegean Sea, SW of Asia Minor with a city of the same name as 
its major port. Flourishing as part of the trade routes, Cos was the birthplace of 
Hippocrates and featured a sanctuary of Asclepius and a medical school. A 
significant Jewish community existed on Cos. It was one of the cities to which the 
Roman consul wrote declaring support for Simon’s rule over the Jewish state (1 
Macc. 15:23). Josephus records Herod the Great’s interests in Cos (BJ 1.21.11). 
While Paul was on the return leg of his third missionary journey, after leaving 
Miletus, he and his companions arrived on Cos (Acts 21:1).
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COSAMCOSAM (Gk.  (Gk. KoœsaémKoœsaém)))

COSAM (Gk. Koœsaém)

An otherwiAn otherwise unknownse unknown preexilic preexilic ancestor  ancestor of Jesus (of Jesus (Luke 3:28)Luke 3:28)..

An otherwise unknown preexilic ancestor of Jesus (Luke 3:28).

COSMETICSCOSMETICSCOSMETICS

COSMETICS

In the ancIn the ancient worldient world men and w men and women used omen used cosmetics cosmetics much the smuch the same as theame as they are usedy are uy are used todayused today: to beaut: to beautify and prify and preserve theeserve the skin, to  skin, to counterpoicounterpoise body odse body odors, and tors, and to adorn tho tto adorn tto adorn the hair. Phe hair. Perfume is erfume is the most cthe most common cosmommon cosmetic foundetic found in the OT in the OT (Esth. 2: (Esth. 2 (Esth. 2:12; Prov2:12; Prov. 27:9), w. 27:9), worn primarorn primarily to couily to counteract thnteract the body’s ne body’s natural odoatural odors. Perfumrs. Perfumes also seesPerfumPerfumes aPerfumes also servedlso served hygienic  hygienic purposes, purposes, providing providing an alternaan alternative to wative to water in batter in bathing. One hinbatbathing. Obathing. One kind ofne kind of perfume,  perfume, myrrh, wasmyrrh, was ground in ground into a powdeto a powder, collectr, collected in a smed in a smed in a small poucsmall pouch, and worh, and worn around an around a woman’s n woman’s neck (Cant.eck (Cant. 1:13). He 1:13). Henna was usnna was used for paied for ped for painting fpainting fingernailsingernails and dyein and dyeing hair (Cag hair (Cant. 4:13).nt. 4:13). Archaeolo Archaeological discgical discoveries haoveries have uncoverve unve uncovered uncovered cosmetic dcosmetic dishes and ishes and palettes, palettes, mirrors, amirrors, and hair acnd hair accessories cessories such as cosuch as combs and hamcocombs and combs and hairpins.hairpins.hairpins.

In the ancient world men and women used cosmetics much the same as they are 
used today: to beautify and preserve the skin, to counterpoise body odors, and 
to adorn the hair. Perfume is the most common cosmetic found in the OT (Esth. 
2:12; Prov. 27:9), worn primarily to counteract the body’s natural odors. 
Perfumes also served hygienic purposes, providing an alternative to water in 
bathing. One kind of perfume, myrrh, was ground into a powder, collected in a 
small pouch, and worn around a woman’s neck (Cant. 1:13). Henna was used for 
painting fingernails and dyeing hair (Cant. 4:13). Archaeological discoveries have 
uncovered cosmetic dishes and palettes, mirrors, and hair accessories such as 
combs and hairpins.

�Egyptian wEgyptian wall paintiall paintings revealngs reveal that a bl that a black substaack substance known nce known as kohl waas kohl was rubbed us rubbes rubbed undrubbed underneath therneath the eyes, pre eyes, probably as obably as a protectaa protectant againstnt against the brigh the bright rays of t rays of the sun. Kthethe sun. Kthe sun. Kohl was usohl was used by womeed by women to outlin to outline the eyene the eyes and darks and darken the eyeen the eyebrows, thubrows, thbrows, thus enhanthus enhancing theircing their physical  physical appearanceappearance. In the O. In the OT women whT women who outlinedo outlined their eye their ey their eyes were eyes were regarded aregarded as dishonors dishonorable (Jer.able (Jer. 4:30; Eze 4:30; Ezek. 23:40; k. 23:40; cf. esp. Jcf. esp. Jezebel whoezebel who, before h, be, before herbefore her violent d violent death, paineath, painted her eyted her eyes; 2 Kgs.es; 2 Kgs. 9:30). In 9:30). In addition  addition to substanto substances used tces uces used to beused to beautify theautify the eyes, var eyes, various ointmious ointments were ents were applied toapplied to protect a protect and preservnd preserve the skine preservpreserve tpreserve the skin frhe skin from the ariom the arid climate d climate of the Midof the Middle East.dle East.dle East.

Egyptian wall paintings reveal that a black substance known as kohl was 
rubbed underneath the eyes, probably as a protectant against the bright rays of 
the sun. Kohl was used by women to outline the eyes and darken the eyebrows, 
thus enhancing their physical appearance. In the OT women who outlined their 
eyes were regarded as dishonorable (Jer. 4:30; Ezek. 23:40; cf. esp. Jezebel who, 
before her violent death, painted her eyes; 2 Kgs. 9:30). In addition to substances 
used to beautify the eyes, various ointments were applied to protect and 
preserve the skin from the arid climate of the Middle East.
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COSMOGONY,COSMOGONY, COSMOLOGY COSMOLOGY

COSMOGONY, COSMOLOGY

�SeeSee  WORLDVIEW.WORLDVIEW.

See WORLDVIEW.

COTTONCOTTONCOTTON

COTTON



Cotton (Cotton (Gossypium Gossypium herbaceumherbaceum L.) is na L.) is native to Intive to India, and wdia, and was not groas not grown in the wn in the ancient Neancieancient Neancient Near East unar East until after til after the conquethe conquests of Alests of Alexander thexander the Great. Ye Great. Yet it is fit it is fitting thattting fifitting thfitting that the Perat the Persian king sian king Ahasuerus,Ahasuerus, ruler of  ruler of lands “frolands “from India tom India to Ethiopia” Ethiopia” (Esth. 1: (Esth (Esth. 1:1(Esth. 1:1), would h), would have white ave white cotton (Hecotton (Heb. b. karpaskarpas) curtains) curtains in his pa in his palace at Sulace at Susa (Esth. sa (Essa (Esth. 1:6(Esth. 1:6).).).

Cotton (Gossypium herbaceum L.) is native to India, and was not grown in the 
ancient Near East until after the conquests of Alexander the Great. Yet it is 
fitting that the Persian king Ahasuerus, ruler of lands “from India to Ethiopia” 
(Esth. 1:1), would have white cotton (Heb. karpas) curtains in his palace at Susa 
(Esth. 1:6).

�Clothing iClothing in biblicaln biblical times was times was primarily primarily linen, wh linen, which is madich is made from thee from the flax plan flax plant, or wooltplanplant, or plant, or wool. Aftewool. After cotton’sr cotton’s spread we spread westward, itstward, it became a  became a major cropmajor crop in the Ne in the Near East anaNeNear East Near East and remainand remains so todays so today...

Clothing in biblical times was primarily linen, which is made from the flax 
plant, or wool. After cotton’s spread westward, it became a major crop in the 
Near East and remains so today.
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COUNCILCOUNCILCOUNCIL

COUNCIL

The highesThe highest court oft court of the Jews  the Jews during Jesduring Jesus’ time, us’ time, composed ocomposed of 71 membef 71 members from thrs from trs from the priestthe priests, scribess, scribes, and “eld, and “elders of theers of the people,”  people,” and presidand presided over byed over by the high  the high priest. Trpriespriest. Trpriest. Traditionalladitionally the couny the council (Gk. cil (Gk. synédrionsynédrion) was thou) was thought to havght to have begun wie begun with Moses (th Moth Moses (NumMoses (Num. 11:16) a. 11:16) and revivednd revived under Ezr under Ezra. It triea. It tried all infrd all infractions ofactions of the law o the law of Moses, af Mof Moses, andMoses, and since the since there was no re was no distinctiodistinction in Jewisn in Jewish thought h thought between rebetween religious anligious and civil lad anand civil and civil law, it trlaw, it tried cases ied cases in both arin both areas. Its aeas. Its authority suthority seems to haeems to have been live been limited to cmited tmited to cases tto cases that did nohat did not involve t involve capital pucapital punishment (nishment (John 18:31John 18:31), althoug), although that is h that is much debatmuchmuch debatmuch debated. Both Jed. Both Jesus and Pesus and Paul were taul were tried beforried before this auge this august body. ust body. It condemnIt condemnIt condemned condemned Jesus on aJesus on a charge of charge of blasphemy blasphemy when he a when he admitted bedmitted being the Meing the Messiah (Marssiah (Mssiah (Mark 14:6(Mark 14:64), but Pa4), but Paul so disrul so disrupted the upted the court by acourt by announcing nnouncing he was a Phe was a Pharisee thharisee that Roman saththat Romanthat Roman soldiers  soldiers had to reshad to rescue him (Acue him (Acts 23:6-1cts 23:6-10). Paul e0). Paul eventually ventually appealed tappealed to Caesar to tto Caesar to Caesar to avoid bto avoid being brougeing brought before ht before the councithe council at Jerusl at Jerusalem againalem again (Acts 25: (Acts 25:11). Since1125:25:11). Si25:11). Since the wonce the word is plurrd is plural in Markal in Mark 13:9 = Ma 13:9 = Matt. 10:17,tt. 10:17, there obv there obviously weriously were lesser ce lee lesser coulesser councils, butncils, but except fo except for these twr these two passageso passages, the refe, the references arerences are to the hi to the high court.gh cgh court.court.court.

The highest court of the Jews during Jesus’ time, composed of 71 members from 
the priests, scribes, and “elders of the people,” and presided over by the high 
priest. Traditionally the council (Gk. synédrion) was thought to have begun with 
Moses (Num. 11:16) and revived under Ezra. It tried all infractions of the law of 
Moses, and since there was no distinction in Jewish thought between religious 
and civil law, it tried cases in both areas. Its authority seems to have been limited 
to cases that did not involve capital punishment (John 18:31), although that is 
much debated. Both Jesus and Paul were tried before this august body. It 
condemned Jesus on a charge of blasphemy when he admitted being the Messiah 
(Mark 14:64), but Paul so disrupted the court by announcing he was a Pharisee 
that Roman soldiers had to rescue him (Acts 23:6-10). Paul eventually appealed 
to Caesar to avoid being brought before the council at Jerusalem again (Acts 
25:11). Since the word is plural in Mark 13:9 = Matt. 10:17, there obviously were 
lesser councils, but except for these two passages, the references are to the high 
court.
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COUNSELORCOUNSELORCOUNSELOR

COUNSELOR

CounselorsCounselors (Heb.  (Heb. yoœ{eäs�yoœ{eäs�) occupied) occupied a regular a regular place in  place in the courtsthe courts of the Is of the Israelite kiraeliIsIsraelite Israelite kings (Isakings (Isa. 3:3; Ezr. 3:3; Ezra 7:14-15,a 7:14-15, 28). Thei 28). Their positionr position was perha was perhaps next inps next in power to  powe power to tpower to the ruler hhe ruler himself, asimself, as suggested suggested by the ju by the juxtapositioxtaposition of “kingn of “kings and couns and counselors” (Jselcouncounselorscounselors” (Job 3:1” (Job 3:14; 12:17-14; 12:17-18; Mic. 4:8; Mic. 4:9). David’9). David’s court has court had two cound two counselors, Ahselors, Ahithophel aithAhAhithophelAhithophel and Husha and Hushai. Ahithopi. Ahithophel’s counhel’s counsel (Heb. sel (Heb. {eäs�a®{eäs�a®) enjoyed ) enjoyed so extraorso extraordinary a rdextraorextraordinextraordinary a repuary a reputation thatation that it was lt it was likened to ikened to an oracle an oracle from heavefrom heaven (2 Sam. n (2 Sam. 16:23). It1616:23). It16:23). It was wise  was wise for the kifor the king to emplng to employ an “abuoy an “abundance of ndance of counselorscounselors” to advis” to advise him on ne advisadvise himadvise him on nation on national securital security (Prov. 1y (Prov. 11:14; 15:21:14; 15:22) and war2) and war (20:18; 2 (20:18; 24:6). The 4:6). The fool ignorfoofool ignorfool ignores counseles counsel and bring and brings about rus about ruin (Prov. in (Prov. 1:25, 30),1:25, 30), or follow or follows the wrons the wrong advice (g adg advice (1 advice (1 Kgs. 12:6-Kgs. 12:6-14). The p14). The pharaoh of haraoh of Egypt (IsaEgypt (Isa. 19:11) a. 19:11) and Nebuchand Nebuchadnezzar indnezzar in Babylon ( B Babylon (DBabylon (Dan. 3:2) aan. 3:2) also had colso had counselors. unselors. ArtaxerxesArtaxerxes of Persia of Persia had seven had seven counselor counselors (Ezra 7:scounselorcounselorscounselors (Ezra 7:1 (Ezra 7:14), corres4), corresponding toponding to the “seve the “seven princes n princes of Persia of Persia and Media”and Media” consulted c consulted consulted by Ahasuerby Ahasuerus (Esth. us (Esth. 1:14).1:14).1:14).

Counselors (Heb. yoœ{eäs� ) occupied a regular place in the courts of the 
Israelite kings (Isa. 3:3; Ezra 7:14-15, 28). Their position was perhaps next in 
power to the ruler himself, as suggested by the juxtaposition of “kings and 
counselors” (Job 3:14; 12:17-18; Mic. 4:9). David’s court had two counselors, 
Ahithophel and Hushai. Ahithophel’s counsel (Heb. {eäs�a® ) enjoyed so 
extraordinary a reputation that it was likened to an oracle from heaven (2 Sam. 
16:23). It was wise for the king to employ an “abundance of counselors” to 
advise him on national security (Prov. 11:14; 15:22) and war (20:18; 24:6). The 
fool ignores counsel and brings about ruin (Prov. 1:25, 30), or follows the wrong 
advice (1 Kgs. 12:6-14). The pharaoh of Egypt (Isa. 19:11) and Nebuchadnezzar in 
Babylon (Dan. 3:2) also had counselors. Artaxerxes of Persia had seven 



counselors (Ezra 7:14), corresponding to the “seven princes of Persia and Media” 
consulted by Ahasuerus (Esth. 1:14).

�Outside thOutside the court, pe court, parents (Prarents (Prov. 1:8), ov. 1:8), elders (Ezelders (Ezek. 7:26),ek. 7:26), prophets  prophets (Jer. 38:1(Jer. 38:1(Jer. 38:15; 2 C38:15; 2 Chr. 25:16)hr. 25:16), and wise, and wise men (Jer. men (Jer. 18:18; 49 18:18; 49:7) typica:7) typically acted lly acted as counselas counselors. God iors. counselcounselorscounselors. God is a. God is a counselor counselor (Ps. 16:7 (Ps. 16:7; 32:8; 33; 32:8; 33:11; 73:24:11; 73:24), and God), and God’s law and’s law and testimony tes testimony testimony are personare personified as tified as the people’he people’s counselos counselors (119:24rs (119:24). God see). God seeks no counks no counsel, and nscouncounsel, acounsel, and no one nd no one can counsecan counsel God (Isal God (Isa. 40:13-14. 40:13-14). God pro). God promised the mised the Davidic dyDavidic dyDavidic dynasty a dynasty a “wondrous “wondrous counselor”counselor” (Isa. 9:6 (Isa. 9:6[MT 5]), u[MT 5]), upon whom spon whom shall descehall descend “the spnd “the spnd “the spirit of spirit of the Lord .the Lord . . . the s . . the spirit of cpirit of counsel” (1ounsel” (11:2).1:2).1:2).

Outside the court, parents (Prov. 1:8), elders (Ezek. 7:26), prophets (Jer. 
38:15; 2 Chr. 25:16), and wise men (Jer. 18:18; 49:7) typically acted as 
counselors. God is a counselor (Ps. 16:7; 32:8; 33:11; 73:24), and God’s law and 
testimony are personified as the people’s counselors (119:24). God seeks no 
counsel, and no one can counsel God (Isa. 40:13-14). God promised the Davidic 
dynasty a “wondrous counselor” (Isa. 9:6[MT 5]), upon whom shall descend “the 
spirit of the Lord . . . the spirit of counsel” (11:2).
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COURTYARDCOURTYARDCOURTYARD

COURTYARD

An unroofeAn unroofed enclosurd enclosure surrounde surrounded by walled by walls of a hous of a house or publse or public buildinic building (Heb. g (Heb. h�aœs�eär;h�h�aœs�eär;h�aœs�eär; Gk.  Gk. auleäíauleäí). Early I). Early Israelite “sraelite “courtyard-courtyard-sites” (elsites” (ellipticallyliptically shaped si shaped sites featurtesisites featsites featuring larguring large open coue open courtyards enrtyards encircled bycircled by rooms or  rooms or dwellings dwellings that openethat opened onto it)d openeopened ontopened onto it) likeo it) likely developly developed from eaed from earlier nomarlier nomadic encampdic encampment modelment models. Courtyas. Courts. CourtyardsCourtyards might con might contain a weltain a well (cf. 2 Sl (cf. 2 Sam. 17:18)am. 17:18). Livestoc. Livestock often cok often cohabited muhabited much the samchmumuch the smuch the same space ame space as their oas their owners.wners.wners.

An unroofed enclosure surrounded by walls of a house or public building (Heb. 
h�aœs�eär;  Gk. auleäí). Early Israelite “courtyard-sites” (elliptically shaped 
sites featuring large open courtyards encircled by rooms or dwellings that 
opened onto it) likely developed from earlier nomadic encampment models. 
Courtyards might contain a well (cf. 2 Sam. 17:18). Livestock often cohabited 
much the same space as their owners.

�CourtyardsCourtyards also link also linked intricaed intricate royal cte royal complexes. omplexes. Solomon’s Solomon’s building cbuilding complex in omplexccomplex incomplex in Jerusalem Jerusalem, S of the, S of the temple, i temple, included muncluded multiple coultiple courtyards (1rtyards (1 Kgs. 7:8- Kgs. 7:8-12; 2 Chr.12;7:8-7:8-12; 2 7:8-12; 2 Chr. 4:9).Chr. 4:9). Ahasuerus Ahasuerus’ palace i’ palace in Susa incn Susa included an iluded an inner and onner and outer courtuter court, the latt, th, the latterthe latter serving a serving as a recepts a reception area (ion area (Esth. 1:5)Esth. 1:5). Nebuchad. Nebuchadnezzar’s snezzar’s southern paouthern palace boastlacpapalace boapalace boasted five sted five courtyardscourtyards flanked b flanked by offices,y offices, royal apa royal apartments, artments, and receptind reception rooms.on ron rooms.rooms.rooms.

Courtyards also linked intricate royal complexes. Solomon’s building 
complex in Jerusalem, S of the temple, included multiple courtyards (1 Kgs. 
7:8-12; 2 Chr. 4:9). Ahasuerus’ palace in Susa included an inner and outer court, 
the latter serving as a reception area (Esth. 1:5). Nebuchadnezzar’s southern 
palace boasted five courtyards flanked by offices, royal apartments, and reception 
rooms.

�The tabernThe tabernacle (Exodacle (Exod. 27:9-19;. 27:9-19; Num. 3:25 Num. 3:25-26), Solo-26), Solomon’s tempmon’s temple (1 Kgs.le (1 Kgs. 6:1-36; c 6:1- 6:1-36; cf6:1-36; cf. 2 Chr. 3. 2 Chr. 3-4), and E-4), and Ezekiel’s tzekiel’s temple (Ezeemple (Ezek. 40-42) k. 40-42) all had coall had courts or courts or courtyards. urtyarcocourtyardscourtyards. The Seco. The Second Temple nd Temple contained contained an outer can outer courtyard fourtyard for Gentileor Gentiles and an is and an s and an inner can inner court for Jourt for Jews that wews that was furtheras further subdivide subdivided into sepd into separate areaarate areas for womes for women, lay malnwomewomen, laywomen, lay males, an males, and priests,d priests, respectiv respectively. The sely. The scene of thcene of the apostle e apostle Peter’s dePeter’s denial of Chnialdedenial of denial of Christ begChrist began in “thean in “the courtyard courtyard” (of the ” (of the temple; Matemple; Mark 14:66 prk 14:66 par.) and tar.) and then moved hentthen movedthen moved to the “f to the “forecourt” orecourt” (or gatewa(or gateway; 16:68).y; 16:68).

The tabernacle (Exod. 27:9-19; Num. 3:25-26), Solomon’s temple (1 Kgs. 
6:1-36; cf. 2 Chr. 3-4), and Ezekiel’s temple (Ezek. 40-42) all had courts or 
courtyards. The Second Temple contained an outer courtyard for Gentiles and 
an inner court for Jews that was further subdivided into separate areas for 
women, lay males, and priests, respectively. The scene of the apostle Peter’s 
denial of Christ began in “the courtyard” (of the temple; Mark 14:66 par.) and 
then moved to the “forecourt” (or gateway; 16:68).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. I. FinkelsI. Finkelstein, tein, The ArchaeThe Archaeology of tology of the Israelihe Israelite Settlemte Settlementent (Jerusale (Jerusa (Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1988)., 1988)., 1988).

Bibliography. I. Finkelstein, The Archaeology of the Israelite Settlement 
(Jerusalem, 1988).
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COUSIN

The OT hasThe OT has no specif no specific word foic word for cousin or cousin other than ther than the phrasethe phrase  ben-do®d�,ben-do®d�, “son of a “so “son of an“son of an uncle” (L uncle” (Lev. 25:49;ev. 25:49; Jer. 32:8 Jer. 32:8). Other p). Other phrases suchrases such as “son h as “son of your faof your father’s brotherfafather’s bfather’s brother” orrother” or “mother’s “mother’s brother’s brother’s daughter” daughter” also refe also refer to a firr to a first cousin st cousin (Gen. 28:2(Gen(Gen. 28:2(Gen. 28:2; 29:10, 1; 29:10, 12).2).2).

The OT has no specific word for cousin other than the phrase ben-do®d�,  
“son of an uncle” (Lev. 25:49; Jer. 32:8). Other phrases such as “son of your 
father’s brother” or “mother’s brother’s daughter” also refer to a first cousin 
(Gen. 28:2; 29:10, 12).



�In the OT In the OT a cousin ha cousin had certainad certain responsib responsibilities. Cilities. Chief amonghief among these is  these is the expectthe expethe expectatioexpectation that a cn that a cousin woulousin would prevent d prevent land from land from being issubeing issued to a cred to a creditor shoeditor should his coushoshould hisshould his cousin be cousin become impovcome impoverished (Lerished (Lev. 25:49)ev. 25:49). This obl. This obligation toigation toward one’sward one’s cousin wa one’sone’s cousone’s cousin was carin was carried out bried out by the propy the prophet Jeremihet Jeremiah (Jer. 3ah (Jer. 32:7-9, 12)2:7-9, 12)...

In the OT a cousin had certain responsibilities. Chief among these is the 
expectation that a cousin would prevent land from being issued to a creditor 
should his cousin become impoverished (Lev. 25:49). This obligation toward 
one’s cousin was carried out by the prophet Jeremiah (Jer. 32:7-9, 12).

�In biblicaIn biblical times itl times it was possi was possible for coble for cousins, eveusins, even first con first cousins, to usins, to marry (Genmarry (Gen. 24:15; 2. (Gen(Gen. 24:1(Gen. 24:15; 28:2; 25; 28:2; 29:10, 19; 9:10, 19; 36:3; Num.36:3; Num. 36:11; 1  36:11; 1 Chr. 23:21Chr. 23:21-22). Such-22). Such marriages marriages were not  w were not cwere not considered onsidered to be inceto be incestuous (Lestuous (Lev. 18:6-18v. 18:6-18).).).

In biblical times it was possible for cousins, even first cousins, to marry 
(Gen. 24:15; 28:2; 29:10, 19; 36:3; Num. 36:11; 1 Chr. 23:21-22). Such marriages 
were not considered to be incestuous (Lev. 18:6-18).

�In the NT In the NT the word fthe word for cousin or cousin (Gk. (Gk. anepsioœsanepsioœs) occurs o) occurs only once anly once and describnd descrnd describes describes the relatithe relationship of onship of Barnabas aBarnabas and Mark (Cnd Mark (Col. 4:10).ol. 4:10). The nouns The nouns  syngeniíssyngeniíssyngeniíssyngeniís (Luke 1:3 (Luke 1:36) and 6) and syngeneäíssyngeneäís (v. 58),  (v. 58), translatedtranslated “cousin(s “cousin(s)” by the )” by the KJV, are bKJVKJV, are bKJV, are better rendetter rendered “relaered “relative(s).”tive(s).”tive(s).”

In the NT the word for cousin (Gk. anepsioœs) occurs only once and 
describes the relationship of Barnabas and Mark (Col. 4:10). The nouns 
syngeniís (Luke 1:36) and syngeneäís (v. 58), translated “cousin(s)” by the 
KJV, are better rendered “relative(s).”
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COVENANTCOVENANTCOVENANT

COVENANT

A solemn aA solemn agreement bgreement between twoetween two or more p or more parties, maarties, made bindingde binding by some s by some sort of oatort ofort of oath (cof oath (cf. Ger. f. Ger. BundBund). What is). What is mutually  mutually agreed upoagreed upon is usualn is usually the futly the future conducure conduct of one otconducconduct ofconduct of one or bo one or both of the th of the parties coparties concerned. “ncerned. “Covenant”-Covenant”-type relattype relationships wionships wionships were ubiquwere ubiquitous in aitous in antiquity, ntiquity, and in theand in the Bible the Bible they are undoy are undoubtedly alubtedly alluded to mluded to more frequeormmore frequmore frequently thanently than a simple  a simple study of Hstudy of Heb. eb. beïriît�beïriît� and Gk.  and Gk. diatheäíkediatheäíkeää would sug would would suggwould suggest. Such est. Such relationshrelationships might ips might include coinclude compacts or mpacts or pledges bepledges between privtween privtween private peprivate persons (e.grsons (e.g., Ruth 1:., Ruth 1:16-17; 3:116-17; 3:11-13; Exod1-13; Exod. 21:2-6),. 21:2-6), agreement agreements or compas or compacts betweectcompacompacts bcompacts between a ketween a king and pring and private persivate persons (cf. Jons (cf. Judg. 4:17;udg. 4:17; 2 Sam. 19 2 Sam. 19:31-39), t:31-39), treaties orreattreaties otreaties or alliancer alliances between s between kings and/kings and/or politicor political states al states (1 Kgs. 5:(1 Kgs. 5:1[MT 15]; 1[MT 15]; 2 Kgs. 24:2 Kgs2 Kgs. 24:17Kgs. 24:17; cf. Ps. ; cf. Ps. 2:1-3; Isa2:1-3; Isa. 30:1), p. 30:1), promissory romissory oaths procoaths proclaiming oflaiming official polficial policies (Nehicies (Nicies (Neh. 5:11(Neh. 5:11-13; 9:38—-13; 9:38—10:39[10:110:39[10:1–40]), and–40]), and covenants covenants between Y between Yahweh and ahweh and human beinhumanhuman beinhuman beings (e.g., gs (e.g., Gen. 25:23Gen. 25:23; 1 Kgs. 1; 1 Kgs. 14:7-19; 2 4:7-19; 2 Kgs. 9:6-1Kgs. 9:6-10; cf. Gen0; cf. Gen. 12:1-3; . 12:1-3; 2 Sam. 7; 2 Sam2 Sam. 7; 21Sam. 7; 21:7). (The :7). (The term term beïriît�beïriît� does not  does not occur in toccur in the precedihe preceding referenng references.)ces.)

A solemn agreement between two or more parties, made binding by some sort 
of oath (cf. Ger. Bund). What is mutually agreed upon is usually the future 
conduct of one or both of the parties concerned. “Covenant”-type relationships 
were ubiquitous in antiquity, and in the Bible they are undoubtedly alluded to 
more frequently than a simple study of Heb. beïriît�  and Gk. diatheäíkeä 
would suggest. Such relationships might include compacts or pledges between 
private persons (e.g., Ruth 1:16-17; 3:11-13; Exod. 21:2-6), agreements or 
compacts between a king and private persons (cf. Judg. 4:17; 2 Sam. 19:31-39), 
treaties or alliances between kings and/or political states (1 Kgs. 5:1[MT 15]; 2 
Kgs. 24:17; cf. Ps. 2:1-3; Isa. 30:1), promissory oaths proclaiming official policies 
(Neh. 5:11-13; 9:38—10:39[10:1–40]), and covenants between Yahweh and 
human beings (e.g., Gen. 25:23; 1 Kgs. 14:7-19; 2 Kgs. 9:6-10; cf. Gen. 12:1-3; 2 
Sam. 7; 21:7). (The term beïriît�  does not occur in the preceding references.)

Covenant aCovenant and Moral Cnd Moral Characterharacter

Covenant and Moral Character

The viabilThe viability of covity of covenant relaenant relationships tionships — in stark— in stark contrast  contrast to legal oto legal ones — depenes — depends solelynddepedepends sodepends solely upon lely upon the integrthe integrity of thoity of those partnerse partners actuallys actually making pr making promises undomises under oath. Terundunder oathunder oath. The part. The partners are dners are directly acirectly accountable countable to one anoto one another, not ther, not to some juto some judicial ovedjujudicial ojudicial overseer. Iverseer. If the partf the partners are iners are insincere insincere in making pn making promises orromises or unreliabl unreliable in keepie in ke in keeping thkeeping them, then tem, then the relatiohe relationship is inship is in jeopardyn jeopardy; its cont; its continued viabinued viability now ility now depends updepedepends updepends upon the repon the repentance ofentance of the offen the offending partyding party and the a and the ability of bility of the offendthe offended party tedoffendoffended poffended party to foarty to forgive.rgive.rgive.

The viability of covenant relationships — in stark contrast to legal ones — 
depends solely upon the integrity of those partners actually making promises 
under oath. The partners are directly accountable to one another, not to some 
judicial overseer. If the partners are insincere in making promises or unreliable in 
keeping them, then the relationship is in jeopardy; its continued viability now 
depends upon the repentance of the offending party and the ability of the 
offended party to forgive.

�Because thBecause the ethical e ethical character character of the covof the covenant-makeenant-makers is so crs is so crucial, alrucial, almost all cmost all cmost all covenants covenants have a spihave a spiritual dimritual dimension insension insofar as thofar as they depend ey depend upon a tanupon a tangible commgible commitment to icommcommitmentcommitment to such a to such abstractionbstractions as honess as honesty, integrty, integrity, loyality, loyalty, trust,ty, trust, selflessn selflessness, and less, aess, and love. and love. Not surpriNot surprisingly, oasingly, oaths invokiths invoking the trang the transcendent nscendent (i.e., the(i.e., the gods) wer gods) were a commone a ce a common feacommon feature of coture of covenant-makvenant-making, in thing, in the hopes the hopes that this woat this would help suld help solidify tholidify the commitmee ththe committhe commitment to prment to promise-keepomise-keeping. At a ing. At a time when time when the gods wthe gods were taken ere taken seriously seriousseriously seriously as monitoras monitors of humans of human integrity integrity and when  and when the effectthe effective reach ive reach of state gof state government oveggovernmentgovernment could be  could be quite limiquite limited, covented, covenants filleants filled the vacud the vacuum as funcum as functioning intioning instruments strininstrumentinstruments controlls controlling human ing human behavior.behavior.

Because the ethical character of the covenant-makers is so crucial, almost all 
covenants have a spiritual dimension insofar as they depend upon a tangible 
commitment to such abstractions as honesty, integrity, loyalty, trust, selflessness, 



and love. Not surprisingly, oaths invoking the transcendent (i.e., the gods) were a 
common feature of covenant-making, in the hopes that this would help solidify 
the commitment to promise-keeping. At a time when the gods were taken 
seriously as monitors of human integrity and when the effective reach of state 
government could be quite limited, covenants filled the vacuum as functioning 
instruments controlling human behavior.

Old TestamOld Testamentent
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Where God Where God Is Not a PIs Not a Partnerartnerartner

Where God Is Not a Partner

During theDuring the course of course of the mille the millennium in wnnium in which biblihich biblical texts cal texts were compowere composed Heb. sed Heb. beïriît�bbeïriît�beïriît� did not e did not enjoy the snjoy the same stabilame stability as theity as the English w English word “covenord “covenant.” Whenant.” When referring re referring referring to certainto certain relations relationships betwehips between human ben human beings, eings, beïriît�beïriît� indeed co indeed corresponds rrespococorrespondcorresponds very clos very closely to thsely to the English e English term (and term (and Ger. Ger. BundBund), unmista), unmistakably refekably referring to brrirefereferring referring to bilaterto bilateral agreemeal agreements such ants such as pacts, as pacts, alliances, lliances, and treatiand treaties. Includes. Included are comed are ed are compacare compacts or pledts or pledges betweeges between private n private persons (epersons (e.g., Gen. .g., Gen. 31:44; 1 S31:44; 1 Sam. 18:3; am. 18:3; 2 Kgs. 11:2 2 Kgs. 11:2 Kgs. 11:4; Prov. 24; Prov. 2:17), agre:17), agreements or ements or compacts bcompacts between a ketween a king and pring and private persivate persons (e.g.,operspersons (epersons (e.g., Gen. .g., Gen. 21:27; 26:21:27; 26:28; 2 Sam.28; 2 Sam. 3:12; Dan 3:12; Dan. 9:27), t. 9:27), treaties orreaties or alliances alliances between k betwe between kibetween kings and/orngs and/or political political states (e states (e.g., 2 Sam.g., 2 Sam. 5:1-3; 1. 5:1-3; 1 Kgs. 5:12 Kgs. 5:12[26]; 15:1[26]; 15:19; Hos. 129; Hos9; Hos. 12:1[Hos. 12:1[2]; cf. Ps2]; cf. Ps. 83:5[6]). 83:5[6]), and leag, and leagues involvues involving differing different socialent social groups (e groups (e.g., Exod..g., Exo.g., Exod. 23:3Exod. 23:32; Josh. 92; Josh. 9).).).

During the course of the millennium in which biblical texts were composed Heb. 
beïriît�  did not enjoy the same stability as the English word “covenant.” When 
referring to certain relationships between human beings, beïriît�  indeed 
corresponds very closely to the English term (and Ger. Bund), unmistakably 
referring to bilateral agreements such as pacts, alliances, and treaties. Included 
are compacts or pledges between private persons (e.g., Gen. 31:44; 1 Sam. 18:3; 
2 Kgs. 11:4; Prov. 2:17), agreements or compacts between a king and private 
persons (e.g., Gen. 21:27; 26:28; 2 Sam. 3:12; Dan. 9:27), treaties or alliances 
between kings and/or political states (e.g., 2 Sam. 5:1-3; 1 Kgs. 5:12[26]; 15:19; 
Hos. 12:1[2]; cf. Ps. 83:5[6]), and leagues involving different social groups (e.g., 
Exod. 23:32; Josh. 9).

�In time, In time, beïriît�beïriît� could be  could be applied toapplied to the oath  the oath activatingactivating the relat the relationship: aionship: a  beïriît�bebeïriît�beïriît� could thu could thus be any ss be any solemn promolemn promise made bise made binding by inding by an oath, ran oath, regardless egardless of whetherofof whetherof whether or not it or not it constitut constituted a bilated a bilateral agreeeral agreement. Thusment. Thus in later  in later biblical tbiblical texts it coexts itexts it could bit could be applied e applied to “promisto “promissory oathssory oaths,” where o,” where one party une party unilaterallnilaterally pledges y pledges itself to itseitself to itself to a certain a certain course of course of action or action or policy (e.policy (e.g., Jer. 3g., Jer. 34:8-18; 2 4:8-18; 2 Kgs. 23:3;Kgs. 23:3; 2 Chr. 15 2 Chr. 1 2 Chr. 15:12; at 15:12; at best, Yahwbest, Yahweh was inveh was invoked [by ooked [by oath?] to eath?] to enhance thenhance the solemnity solemnity of the ac of the act, althougtacact, althoact, although in nonugh in none of the le of the latter threatter three texts doe texts does the nares the narrator acturator actually depically depict Yahweh et Yaht Yahweh eveYahweh even being awn being aware of theare of the proceedin proceedings, much lgs, much less being ess being a party toa party to them). Fr them). Fr them). FrequentlyFrequently this comm this commitment is itment is forcibly eforcibly extracted, xtracted, giving thegiving the impressio impression that n that beïriît�beïriîbeïriît�beïriît� is not a  is not a “covenant”“covenant” but an “i but an “imposed oblmposed obligation” (igation” (Ger. Ger. VerpflichtVerpflichtungung).).

In time, beïriît�  could be applied to the oath activating the relationship: a 
beïriît�  could thus be any solemn promise made binding by an oath, regardless 
of whether or not it constituted a bilateral agreement. Thus in later biblical texts 
it could be applied to “promissory oaths,” where one party unilaterally pledges 
itself to a certain course of action or policy (e.g., Jer. 34:8-18; 2 Kgs. 23:3; 2 Chr. 
15:12; at best, Yahweh was invoked [by oath?] to enhance the solemnity of the 
act, although in none of the latter three texts does the narrator actually depict 
Yahweh even being aware of the proceedings, much less being a party to them). 
Frequently this commitment is forcibly extracted, giving the impression that 
beïriît�  is not a “covenant” but an “imposed obligation” (Ger. Verpflichtung).

Where God Where God Is Under OIs Under Obligationbligationbligation

Where God Is Under Obligation

However, wHowever, when referrhen referring to reling to relationshipsationships between G between God and humod and human beings,an beings, it is not it is no it is not immedinot immediately cleaately clear that r that beïriît�beïriît� conveys t conveys the same sehe same sense as thense as the English “ English “covenant.”covena““covenant.“covenant.” When God” When God makes a s makes a solemn promolemn promise bestowise bestowing favorsing favors on certai on certain individun indivn individualindividuals (e.g., As (e.g., Abraham, Phbraham, Phinehas, Dainehas, David), a spvid), a special relaecial relationship itionship is created,s created, but it ap but it  but it appearsit appears to resemb to resemble more ofle more of a “charte a “charter” (a granr” (a grant of rightt of rights by a sovs by a sovereign) thereign) than a mutuaan aan a mutuallya mutually agreed-up agreed-upon “covenaon “covenant” (e.g.,nt” (e.g., Gen. 6:18 Gen. 6:18-21; 9:1-1-21; 9:1-17; 15, 17;7; 15, 17; 2 Sam. 23 2 Sam. 23:5; Isa. 5:5; 2323:5; Isa.23:5; Isa. 54:9-10). 54:9-10). Indeed, t Indeed, this type ohis type of f beïriît�beïriît� (where Go (where God functiond functions as the ss as the sovereign) overssovereign)sovereign) is clearl is clearly modeled y modeled after the after the royal granroyal grants that wets that were well knre well known in theown in the ancient N an ancient Neancient Near East.ar East.

However, when referring to relationships between God and human beings, it is 
not immediately clear that beïriît�  conveys the same sense as the English 
“covenant.” When God makes a solemn promise bestowing favors on certain 
individuals (e.g., Abraham, Phinehas, David), a special relationship is created, but 
it appears to resemble more of a “charter” (a grant of rights by a sovereign) than 
a mutually agreed-upon “covenant” (e.g., Gen. 6:18-21; 9:1-17; 15, 17; 2 Sam. 



23:5; Isa. 54:9-10). Indeed, this type of beïriît�  (where God functions as the 
sovereign) is clearly modeled after the royal grants that were well known in the 
ancient Near East.

Where IsraWhere Israel Is Undeel Is Under r ObligationObligation to God: S to God: Sinaiinaiinai

Where Israel Is Under 
Obligation to God: Sinai

The case iThe case is far lesss far less clear for clear for the “Sina the “Sinai covenanti covenant” associat” associated with thed with the Ten Comme Ten Commandments aanCommCommandmenCommandments and thets and the rest of t rest of the biblicahe biblical laws. Itl laws. It is not su is not surprising trprising that this chat this covenant reovenccovenant rcovenant receives theceives the most atte most attention in ention in the Bible:the Bible: it alone  it alone spells outspells out what Isra what Israel must doel muel must do tomust do to maintain  maintain its speciaits special relationl relationship with ship with God. ArguaGod. Arguably, all bbly, all biblical coiblical covenants whvenancocovenants covenants where Israwhere Israelites havelites have sworn obe sworn obligations ligations to God (e.to God (e.g., Exod. g., Exod. 19:5; Jer.19:5; Jer. 11:2-10;  11 11:2-10; D11:2-10; Deut. 29:1[eut. 29:1[28:69]—30:28:69]—30:20; Josh. 20; Josh. 24; Mal. 224; Mal. 2:4-9 [cf. :4-9 [cf. Num. 25:12Num. 25:12-13]) are -13]) are either subeiteither subeither subsumed in tsumed in the Sinai he Sinai beïriît�beïriît� or consti or constitute renewtute renewals of it.als of it.

The case is far less clear for the “Sinai covenant” associated with the Ten 
Commandments and the rest of the biblical laws. It is not surprising that this 
covenant receives the most attention in the Bible: it alone spells out what Israel 
must do to maintain its special relationship with God. Arguably, all biblical 
covenants where Israelites have sworn obligations to God (e.g., Exod. 19:5; Jer. 
11:2-10; Deut. 29:1[28:69]—30:20; Josh. 24; Mal. 2:4-9 [cf. Num. 25:12-13]) are 
either subsumed in the Sinai beïriît�  or constitute renewals of it.

�It is not It is not even cleareven clear whether t whether this “covenhis “covenant” was iant” was initially lnitially labeled abeled beïriît�:beïriît�: Some evid Som Some evideSome evidence suggesnce suggests that itts that it was refer was referred to insred to instead as thtead as the e deïb�aœriîdeïb�aœriîm,m, “statemen “sta “statement“statements (of oblis (of obligation?)” gation?)” or “terms or “terms (of an agr(of an agreement?),”eement?),”  }aœla®,}aœla®, “oath,” o “oath,” or r {eäd�u®t�,{{eäd�u®t�,{eäd�u®t�, “sworn ob “sworn obligation.”ligation.” What was  What was this Sinaithis Sinai  beïriît�,beïriît�, and how w and how was it origas it oas it originallyoriginally regarded  regarded by the ancby the ancient Israeient Israelites? Waslites? Was it a true it a true “covenant “covenant” ” (Bund)(Bund) between G betwe between Gobetween God and Israd and Israel, analogel, analogous to a tous to a treaty/pactreaty/pact, a mutual, a mutually agreed-ly agreed-upon relatupon relationship? Oiorelatrelationshrelationship? Or wasip? Or was it an “im it an “imposed obliposed obligation” gation” (Verpflich(Verpflichtung),tung), a unilate a unilateral arrangral arrangement by Gemarrangarrangemenarrangement by God tt by God that Israelhat Israel had littl had little choice be choice but to acceut to accept?pt?

It is not even clear whether this “covenant” was initially labeled beïriît�:  
Some evidence suggests that it was referred to instead as the deïb�aœriîm,  
“statements (of obligation?)” or “terms (of an agreement?),” }aœla®, “oath,” or 
{eäd�u®t�,  “sworn obligation.” What was this Sinai beïriît�,  and how was it 
originally regarded by the ancient Israelites? Was it a true “covenant” (Bund) 
between God and Israel, analogous to a treaty/pact, a mutually agreed-upon 
relationship? Or was it an “imposed obligation” (Verpflichtung), a unilateral 
arrangement by God that Israel had little choice but to accept?

Later TradLater Traditions Aboitions About the Sinut the Sinai ai beïriît�beïriît�

Later Traditions About the Sinai beïriît�

PostexilicPostexilic Period Period Period

Postexilic Period

Questions Questions linger abolinger about how theut how the Sinai  Sinai beïriît�beïriît� was regar was regarded by theded by the ancient I ancient Israelites sraelitIIsraelitesIsraelites prior to  prior to the 7th-cethe 7th-century — inntury — indeed, somedeed, some scholars  scholars doubt thatdoubt that the idea  the idea of a Sinaiof of a Sinaiof a Sinai  beïriît�beïriît� even exis even existed beforeted before then. The then. The issue bec issue becomes clearomes clearer during er during the postexthethe postexthe postexilic perioilic period with thed with the rise of e rise of early Judaiarly Judaism (6th-5tsm (6th-5th centurieh centuries and lates and later). As Mosr). Asr). As Mosaic As Mosaic law becamelaw became a more do a more dominant forminant force in shapce in shaping Judeaning Judean identity, identity,  beïriît�beïriît� became in beïriît�beïriît� bbeïriît� became increcame increasingly seasingly synonymous ynonymous with with to®ra®,to®ra®, “law”: It “law”: It referred  referred to the oblto theto the obligathe obligations thattions that a faithfu a faithful Jew was l Jew was expected texpected to perform.o perform. Regardles Regardless of what s of what it may havit mit may have mmay have meant earlieant earlier, the Moer, the Mosaic saic beïriît�beïriît� came to b came to be regardede regarded now as ob now as obligations ligatioobobligationobligations God had s God had imposed upimposed upon the Isron the Israelites.aelites.

Questions linger about how the Sinai beïriît�  was regarded by the ancient 
Israelites prior to the 7th-century — indeed, some scholars doubt that the idea 
of a Sinai beïriît�  even existed before then. The issue becomes clearer during 
the postexilic period with the rise of early Judaism (6th-5th centuries and later). 
As Mosaic law became a more dominant force in shaping Judean identity, 
beïriît�  became increasingly synonymous with to®ra®, “law”: It referred to 
the obligations that a faithful Jew was expected to perform. Regardless of what it 
may have meant earlier, the Mosaic beïriît�  came to be regarded now as 
obligations God had imposed upon the Israelites.

HellenistiHellenistic Period: c Period: Sinai as Sinai as diatheäíkediatheäíkeäää

Hellenistic Period: Sinai as diatheäíkeä

When combiWhen combined with lned with late-5th-ceate-5th-century injuntury injunctions agnctions against inteainst intermarriage rmarriage (Ezra 10:3(Ezra 10:3-5), the S-10:310:3-5), t10:3-5), the Sinai he Sinai beïriît�beïriît� came to b came to be associate associated with Jued with Judean ethnidean ethnicity. By tcity. By the Hellenihe Helhe HellenistiHellenistic period ic period it had becot had become viewed me viewed traditionatraditionally as thelly as the special r special religio-culeligio-cultural posstural religio-culreligio-cureligio-cultural posltural possession ofsession of the Jews, the Jews, a sign of a sign of their “el their “election” asection” as God’s “ch God’s “chosen peoplosen posen people” (cpeople” (cf. Rom. 9:f. Rom. 9:4). Greek-4). Greek-speaking Jspeaking Jews believews believed this ed this beïriît�beïriît� to be rou to be roughly synonghly syghly synonymoussynonymous with Gk.  with Gk. diatheäíkediatheäíkeä,ä, “an order “an order or instit or institution estaution established byblished by authority author authority”authority” (such as  (such as God), althGod), although in though in the technicae technical sense itl sense it could ref could refer to a deer to a deceased perceasededeceased pdeceased person’s “lerson’s “last will aast will and testamend testament,” yieldnt,” yielding an inting an interesting peresting paradox in aradox in the claim the the claim the claim that the that the diatheäíkediatheäíkeää was God’s was God’s (cf. Gal. (cf. Gal. 3:15-18;  3:15-18; Heb. 9:16-Heb. 9:16-17)!17)!17)!

When combined with late-5th-century injunctions against intermarriage (Ezra 
10:3-5), the Sinai beïriît�  came to be associated with Judean ethnicity. By the 



Hellenistic period it had become viewed traditionally as the special 
religio-cultural possession of the Jews, a sign of their “election” as God’s “chosen 
people” (cf. Rom. 9:4). Greek-speaking Jews believed this beïriît�  to be roughly 
synonymous with Gk. diatheäíkeä, “an order or institution established by 
authority” (such as God), although in the technical sense it could refer to a 
deceased person’s “last will and testament,” yielding an interesting paradox in 
the claim that the diatheäíkeä was God’s (cf. Gal. 3:15-18; Heb. 9:16-17)!

�The Sinai The Sinai diatheäíkediatheäíkeää — and its — and its numerous  numerous laws (Gk. laws (Gk. noœmoinoœmoi) — came t) — came to be vieweotto be viewto be viewed as God’ed as God’s ultimates ultimate “will” fo “will” for Israel, r Israel, the speciathe special culturall cultural “heritage “heritage” or “lega” or “” or “legacy” t“legacy” that he hadhat he had irrevocab irrevocably “bequealy “bequeathed” exclthed” exclusively tousively to the Jews. the Jews. Readers o Readers of the Greef tf the Greek the Greek Bible — inBible — including apcluding apocryphal aocryphal and pseudepnd pseudepigraphic ligraphic literature iterature — almost c— almost c— almost certainly certainly understoodunderstood God’s cov God’s covenants to enants to be the unibe the unilateral anlateral and ultimated ultimate expressio expressions of his nsexpressioexpressionexpressions of his bs of his binding wilinding will and displ and disposition (wosition (whether towhether toward Israelard Israel, Abraham,, Abraham, David, or D David, or David, or whatever),whatever), not some  not some mutual agrmutual agreement beteement between two pween two parties (wharties (which would ich wouich would havewould have been conv been conveyed insteeyed instead throughad through Gk.  Gk. syntheäíkesyntheäíkeää).).

The Sinai diatheäíkeä — and its numerous laws (Gk. noœmoi) — came 
to be viewed as God’s ultimate “will” for Israel, the special cultural “heritage” or 
“legacy” that he had irrevocably “bequeathed” exclusively to the Jews. Readers of 
the Greek Bible — including apocryphal and pseudepigraphic literature — almost 
certainly understood God’s covenants to be the unilateral and ultimate 
expressions of his binding will and disposition (whether toward Israel, Abraham, 
David, or whatever), not some mutual agreement between two parties (which 
would have been conveyed instead through Gk. syntheäíkeä).

New TestamNew Testamententent

New Testament

Jesus.Jesus. Jesus see Jesus seems not to ms not to have accephave accepted as autted as authoritativehoritative these lat these later connotaer connotations, buttionsconnotaconnotatioconnotations, but itns, but it is diffic is difficult to ploult to plot his actut his actual thoughtal thought on the ma on the matter sincetter since he avoids he avo he avoids usiavoids using ng beïriît�/dbeïriît�/diatheäíkeäiatheäíkeä terminolo terminology. He seegy. He seems to havems to have regarded  regarded Israel’s bIsraIsrael’s bIsrael’s bond with Gond with God as a dyod as a dynamic procnamic process of intess of interrelatednerrelatedness (whichess (which he labele he labeled “kingdomd labelelabeled “klabeled “kingdom/rulingdom/rule of God”)e of God”), not a th, not a theologoumeneologoumenon designaon designating Israeting Israel’s traditl’s traditional heriiotradittraditionatraditional heritagel heritage. His reli. His reliance upon ance upon more archamore archaic patternic patterns of covens of covenant thoughant thought becomes t bt becomes clbecomes clearer whenearer when we see hi we see him as a “rem as a “reformer” informer” insisting thsisting that Israel at Israel is now is now directlydirecdirectlydirectly accountab accountable to God le to God and to theand to the higher ri higher righteousnesghteousness implied s implied in the Lawin the Law (i.e., th (i.e. (i.e., the(i.e., the stipulati stipulations of theons of the Sinai  Sinai beïriît�beïriît�), and no ), and no longer acclonger accountable tountable to God o God indirectlyindirindirectlyindirectly through a through adherence tdherence to the o the modus opermodus operandiandi of accumu of accumulated relilated religious tradgious tradition.itiotradtradition.tradition.

Jesus. Jesus seems not to have accepted as authoritative these later 
connotations, but it is difficult to plot his actual thought on the matter since he 
avoids using beïriît�/diatheäíkeä  terminology. He seems to have regarded 
Israel’s bond with God as a dynamic process of interrelatedness (which he 
labeled “kingdom/rule of God”), not a theologoumenon designating Israel’s 
traditional heritage. His reliance upon more archaic patterns of covenant thought 
becomes clearer when we see him as a “reformer” insisting that Israel is now 
directly accountable to God and to the higher righteousness implied in the Law 
(i.e., the stipulations of the Sinai beïriît� ), and no longer accountable to God 
indirectly through adherence to the modus operandi of accumulated religious 
tradition.

�Perhaps inPerhaps in a parody  a parody of the traof the traditional vditional view that iew that beïriît�beïriît� was (the  was (the “departed”“departed”“departed”“departed”?) God’s f?) God’s final and binal and binding “teinding “testament” (stament” (diatheäíkediatheäíkeää) for Isra) for Israel, Jesus’el, Jesus’ parables  p parables fparables frequently requently depicted Gdepicted God as an aod as an absentee labsentee landlord, a ndlord, a rich man orich man on a journen a journey, a king yjournejourney, ajourney, a king off  king off to a distato a distant land, wnt land, whose returhose return always sn always spells disapells disaster for tster for those entruhose ehose entrusted entrusted with the mwith the master’s buaster’s business (i.siness (i.e., oversie., oversight of theght of the religious religious community community). The kee). Th). The keeperThe keepers of Jewiss of Jewish traditioh tradition correctln correctly understoy understood that suod that such parablech parables and simis and similar teachilasimisimilar tesimilar teachings abachings about God’s out God’s “coming” k“coming” kingdom weringdom were aimed ate aimed at them, and them, and they resp they res they responded responded ruthlesslyruthlessly (Matt. 21 (Matt. 21:45-46). T:45-46). The source he source of conflicof conflict between t between them and Jthem and Jesus was teJJesus was Jesus was two compettwo competing (and aing (and authoritatiuthoritative) views ve) views about the about the essence anessence and relevancd relevancd relevance relevance of Israel’of Israel’s s beïriît�beïriît� with God: with God: for them  for them it was a tit was a theologoumeheologoumenon that snon that sanctified assanctifiedsanctified the tradi the traditions overtions over which the which they presidedy presided; for Jesu; for Jesus it was as it was a historica historical enactmenl enacl enactment enactment that had lthat had little regaittle regard for humrd for human (or Jewan (or Jewish) instiish) institutions ortutions or hierarchi hierarchies.es.es.

Perhaps in a parody of the traditional view that beïriît�  was (the 
“departed”?) God’s final and binding “testament” (diatheäíkeä) for Israel, Jesus’ 
parables frequently depicted God as an absentee landlord, a rich man on a 
journey, a king off to a distant land, whose return always spells disaster for those 
entrusted with the master’s business (i.e., oversight of the religious community). 
The keepers of Jewish tradition correctly understood that such parables and 
similar teachings about God’s “coming” kingdom were aimed at them, and they 
responded ruthlessly (Matt. 21:45-46). The source of conflict between them and 
Jesus was two competing (and authoritative) views about the essence and 
relevance of Israel’s beïriît�  with God: for them it was a theologoumenon that 
sanctified the traditions over which they presided; for Jesus it was a historical 
enactment that had little regard for human (or Jewish) institutions or hierarchies.



�At the endAt the end Jesus acq Jesus acquiesced touiesced to their rut their ruthlessness,hlessness, but not b but not before speaefore speaking of a king of king of a “new of a “new covenant” covenant” that wouldthat would be inaugu be inaugurated by hrated by his death ais death and would dnd would draw his diraw his diraw his disciples disciples into the uinto the ultimate reltimate relationshiplationship with Isra with Israel’s God (el’s God (Mark 14:24Mark 14:24; 1 Cor. 1; 1 Cor. 11:25). The1:25111:25). Th11:25). The connectie connection is unmion is unmistakably tstakably to the escho the eschatologicalatological  beïriît�beïriît� anticipat anticipated in Jer.ed ined in Jer. 31in Jer. 31...

At the end Jesus acquiesced to their ruthlessness, but not before speaking 
of a “new covenant” that would be inaugurated by his death and would draw his 
disciples into the ultimate relationship with Israel’s God (Mark 14:24; 1 Cor. 
11:25). The connection is unmistakably to the eschatological beïriît�  anticipated 
in Jer. 31.

Paul. Paul. When referWhen referring to Siring to Sinai, Paul nai, Paul uses uses beïriît�/dbeïriît�/diatheäíkeäiatheäíkeä terminolo terminology quite sgy quitgy quite sparquite sparingly and ingly and always witalways with significh significant qualifant qualification. Tication. This is nothis is not surprisin surprising given hig given hg given his convichis conviction that tion that the Sinai the Sinai covenant hcovenant had not supad not supplanted thplanted the Abrahamie Abrahamic and thatc and that it no lon i it no longit no longer has a rer has a role to plaole to play in definy in defining the diing the distinctive stinctive essence ofessence of Israel’s  Israel’s religion (religion religion (religion (Gal. 3:15-Gal. 3:15-18).18).18).

Paul. When referring to Sinai, Paul uses beïriît�/diatheäíkeä  terminology 
quite sparingly and always with significant qualification. This is not surprising given 
his conviction that the Sinai covenant had not supplanted the Abrahamic and that 
it no longer has a role to play in defining the distinctive essence of Israel’s 
religion (Gal. 3:15-18).

�In Rom. 9:In Rom. 9:4 he lists4 he lists  diatheäíkadiatheäíkaii (plural!) (plural!) as part o as part of the distf the distinctive heinctive heritage or ritage orritage or legacy or legacy that God hthat God had bequeatad bequeathed Israelhed Israel. While th. While this usage iis usage is typical s typical of 1st-cenof 1st-century (esp.tury1st-cen1st-centur1st-century (esp. Hey (esp. Hellenistic)llenistic) Judaism,  Judaism, it is not it is not clear whicclear which h diatheäíkadiatheäíkaii Paul has  Paul has in mind. Iinin mind. Iin mind. In 2 Cor. 3n 2 Cor. 3:14 he exp:14 he explicitly lilicitly links the “onks the “old ld diatheäíkediatheäíkeää” to Mosai” to Mosaic legislatc legislation writteilegislatlegislatiolegislation written n written in the Penin the Pentateuch, atateuch, and probablnd probably understay understands it in nds it in the traditthe traditional sensional tradittraditionatraditional sense ofl sense of imposed o imposed obligationsbligations institute instituted by God (d by God (cf. “firstcf. “first  diatheäíkediatheäíkeää” in Heb. ”diatheäíkeädiatheäíkediatheäíkeä” in Heb.ä” in Heb. 9:1). 9:1). 9:1).

In Rom. 9:4 he lists diatheäíkai (plural!) as part of the distinctive heritage 
or legacy that God had bequeathed Israel. While this usage is typical of 
1st-century (esp. Hellenistic) Judaism, it is not clear which diatheäíkai Paul has 
in mind. In 2 Cor. 3:14 he explicitly links the “old diatheäíkeä” to Mosaic 
legislation written in the Pentateuch, and probably understands it in the 
traditional sense of imposed obligations instituted by God (cf. “first 
diatheäíkeä” in Heb. 9:1).

�Paul’s aniPaul’s animating belmating belief that Jief that Judaism wasudaism was no longer no longer to be bas to be based on divied on divinely-imposnely-impdividivinely-idivinely-imposed oblmposed obligations nigations not only juot only justified histified his use of ts use of the adjectihe adjective “old” (ve “old” (Gk. Gk. palaiaépapalaiaépalaiaé) but also) but also found exp found expression inression in his alleg his allegory of Hagory of Hagar and Sarar and Sarah, each oah, each of whom repf whof whom reprewhom represents a sents a diatheäíkediatheäíkeää (Gal. 4:2 (Gal. 4:21-31). Hag1-31). Hagar represear represents the Sints the Sinai (= “olnai (= “olnai (= “old”?) “old”?) diatheäíkediatheäíkeä,ä, which is  which is clearly anclearly an “imposed  “imposed obligationobligation” (” (douleiía,douleiía, “bondage, “bondag “bondage, “bondage, slavery”).slavery”). In fact,  In fact, when referwhen referring to Siring to Sinai and itnai and its operatios operational dynaminal dynamic Paul’s wc Pauc Paul’s worPaul’s word of choicd of choice is usuale is usually ly noœmosnoœmos (“law” or (“law” or “customar “customary obligatiy obligation”), not on”), not diatheäíkeddiatheäíkediatheäíkeä.ä. For Paul, For Paul, the equat the equation of ion of diatheäíkediatheäíkeää with “imp with “imposed obligosed obligation” or ation” oation” or “law” aor “law” adequately dequately and accuraand accurately summately summarizes the rizes the current stcurrent state of traate of traditional Jditional Judaism (reudaJJudaism (rJudaism (representedepresented by Jerusa by Jerusalem, Gal. lem, Gal. 4:25), in 4:25), in which reliwhich religion (likegion (like Ishmael)  Ishmael) is conceivis cois conceived conceived with respewith respect to the ct to the principle principle of relyingof relying on self a on self and on the nd on the age-old waage-old way of doingy oy of doing tof doing things (i.ehings (i.e., “the fl., “the flesh”).esh”).esh”).

Paul’s animating belief that Judaism was no longer to be based on 
divinely-imposed obligations not only justified his use of the adjective “old” (Gk. 
palaiaé) but also found expression in his allegory of Hagar and Sarah, each of 
whom represents a diatheäíkeä (Gal. 4:21-31). Hagar represents the Sinai (= 
“old”?) diatheäíkeä, which is clearly an “imposed obligation” (douleiía, 
“bondage, slavery”). In fact, when referring to Sinai and its operational dynamic 
Paul’s word of choice is usually noœmos (“law” or “customary obligation”), not 
diatheäíkeä. For Paul, the equation of diatheäíkeä with “imposed obligation” 
or “law” adequately and accurately summarizes the current state of traditional 
Judaism (represented by Jerusalem, Gal. 4:25), in which religion (like Ishmael) is 
conceived with respect to the principle of relying on self and on the age-old way 
of doing things (i.e., “the flesh”).

�In this alIn this allegory Sarlegory Sarah represeah represents a heavnts a heavenly (= “nenly (= “new”?) ew”?) diatheäíkediatheäíkeää for Israe for Israe for Israel thaIsrael that is cleart is clearly not an ly not an imposed obimposed obligation. ligation. It summariIt summarizes the Chzes the Christian reristian religious woligiourereligious religious worldview,worldview, which (li which (like Isaac) ke Isaac) is conceivis conceived with reed with respect to tspect to the principhe principle of a lile ofle of a livinof a living relationg relationship (i.e.ship (i.e., “the spi, “the spirit”) of trit”) of trust in Gorust in God’s abilitd’s ability to keep y to keep his promishis promises. In facepromispromises. promises. In fact, wIn fact, when referrhen referring to thiing to this heavenlys heavenly covenant  covenant and its opand its operational erational dynamic Padynadynamic Padynamic Paul’s word ul’s word of choice of choice is not is not diatheäíkediatheäíkeää but  but epangeliíaepangeliía,, “promise. “promise.” Paul, li” Pa” Paul, likePaul, like Jesus, th Jesus, thus expressus expresses the idees the idea that “coa that “covenant” drvenant” draws one inaws one into a livinto a living relationg relag relationshrelationship of direip of direct accountct accountability toability to a partner a partner, not conf, not conformity to ormity to religious religious traditionstradittraditionstraditions, institut, institutions, and ions, and personnel personnel who claim who claim to mediateto mediate that rela that relationship.tionship.tionship.

In this allegory Sarah represents a heavenly (= “new”?) diatheäíkeä for 
Israel that is clearly not an imposed obligation. It summarizes the Christian 
religious worldview, which (like Isaac) is conceived with respect to the principle 
of a living relationship (i.e., “the spirit”) of trust in God’s ability to keep his 
promises. In fact, when referring to this heavenly covenant and its operational 
dynamic Paul’s word of choice is not diatheäíkeä but epangeliía, “promise.” 
Paul, like Jesus, thus expresses the idea that “covenant” draws one into a living 
relationship of direct accountability to a partner, not conformity to religious 
traditions, institutions, and personnel who claim to mediate that relationship.

�This notioThis notion that Isrn that Israel’s specael’s special bond wial bond with God isith God is not an “i not an “imposed oblmposed obligation” migation”oblobligationobligation” may not ” may not be quite sbe quite so “new.” Io “new.” It could bet could be rooted in rooted in archaic p archaic patterns ofatterns of meaning t me meaning thmeaning that still uat still understood nderstood God’s God’s beïriît�beïriît� with Isra with Israel — even el — even the Sinai the Sinai beïriît�beïriît�beïriît�beïriît� — more on — more on the model the model of a mutu of a mutual agreemeal agreement.nt.

This notion that Israel’s special bond with God is not an “imposed 



obligation” may not be quite so “new.” It could be rooted in archaic patterns of 
meaning that still understood God’s beïriît�  with Israel — even the Sinai 
beïriît�  — more on the model of a mutual agreement.

Issues in Issues in UnderstandUnderstanding the Siing the Sinai Covenanai Covenantnt

Issues in Understanding the Sinai Covenant

For the paFor the past centuryst century scholars  scholars have vigorhave vigorously debaously debated the nated the nature, antiture, antiquity, andquity, and significa sig significansignificance of the ce of the Sinai coveSinai covenant tradinant tradition. At otion. At one pole arne pole are scholarse scholars (e.g., Ge (e.g., George E. Meorge Eorge E. MendenhE. Mendenhall, Delbeall, Delbert R. Hillrt R. Hillers) who cers) who claim that laim that (1) the Si(1) the Sinai covenanai covenant traditint tradition in facton inon in fact goin fact goes back toes back to Moses; (2 Moses; (2) from the) from the outset it outset it was a fun was a fundamental (damental (if not theif not the definitiv def definitivedefinitive) componen) component of Israet of Israelite religlite religion; (3) iion; (3) its religiots religious ethic aus ethic actually fuctually functioned hnctioned fufunctionedfunctioned historica historically as thelly as the basis of  basis of Israelite Israelite life and slife and society in ociety in the centurthe centuries beforeies befories before thebefore the Hebrew mo Hebrew monarchy; annarchy; and (4) whend (4) when applied t applied to the Sinao the Sinai event, i event, beïriît�beïriît� indeed me in indeed meaindeed meant approxint approximately themately the same as t same as the Englishhe English word “cov word “covenant” enant” (Bund).(Bund). At the ot At th At the other the other pole are tpole are those (e.g.hose (e.g., Lothar P, Lothar Perlitt, Ererlitt, Ernest W. Ninest W. Nicholson) wcholson) who claim tho claim that (1) thhattthat (1) tthat (1) the Sinai che Sinai covenant trovenant tradition aradition arose later ose later during theduring the Monarchy; Monarchy; (2) it wa (2) it was simply os sims simply onesimply one among man among many elementsy elements of Israel of Israelite religiite religion; (3) iton; (3) it was never was never more than more than a theolog a a theologia theological constrcal construct or ideuct or idea (theologa (theologoumenon) toumenon) that helpedhat helped sanctify  sanctify an Israelian Israelite societyte ste society acsociety actually rootually rooted in theted in the more secu more secular ethic lar ethic of nationaof national self-intl self-interest; anderest; and (4)  (4) beïriît�bbeïriît�beïriît� when appl when applied to Sinied to Sinai intrinsai intrinsically meaically meant “obligant “obligation” tion” (Verpflich(Verpflichtung)tung)...

For the past century scholars have vigorously debated the nature, antiquity, and 
significance of the Sinai covenant tradition. At one pole are scholars (e.g., George 
E. Mendenhall, Delbert R. Hillers) who claim that (1) the Sinai covenant tradition 
in fact goes back to Moses; (2) from the outset it was a fundamental (if not the 
definitive) component of Israelite religion; (3) its religious ethic actually 
functioned historically as the basis of Israelite life and society in the centuries 
before the Hebrew monarchy; and (4) when applied to the Sinai event, beïriît�  
indeed meant approximately the same as the English word “covenant” (Bund). At 
the other pole are those (e.g., Lothar Perlitt, Ernest W. Nicholson) who claim 
that (1) the Sinai covenant tradition arose later during the Monarchy; (2) it was 
simply one among many elements of Israelite religion; (3) it was never more than 
a theological construct or idea (theologoumenon) that helped sanctify an Israelite 
society actually rooted in the more secular ethic of national self-interest; and (4) 
beïriît�  when applied to Sinai intrinsically meant “obligation” (Verpflichtung).

�On one poiOn one point they agnt they agree: Hebreree: Hebrew thinkingw thinking about Isr about Israel’s ael’s beïriît�beïriît� with Yahw with Yahweh was shaeYahwYahweh wasYahweh was shaped by shaped by a familia a familiarity with rity with the internthe international trational treaty conveeaty conventions prentions prevalent in vapreprevalent prevalent in biblicain biblical times. Hl times. However, heowever, here the agrre the agreement endeement ends. Actual s. Actual copies of copies of these treathethese treathese treaties have ties have been uncovbeen uncovered, prinered, principally thcipally those of theose of the Hittites  Hittites (1400–1200(1400–1200  B.C.B.B.C.B.C. — time of — time of Moses?) a Moses?) and of the nd of the Assyrians Assyrians (750–650 —(750–650 — time of t time of the prophethe prophets). They es). Ths). They exhibThey exhibit sufficiit sufficient similaent similarities (prrities (preambles, seambles, stipulationtipulations, witnesss, witnesses, curseses, curses) to sugge) to su) to suggest a suggest a general cogeneral continuity intinuity in the trean the treaty patternty pattern over 800  over 800 years. Yetyears. Yet there are there are important imp important important differencedifferences both in s both in actual foractual form and in rm and in rhetorical hetorical tone, revetone, revealing subtaling subtle but imple bule but importbut important differant differences in tences in treaty convreaty conventions duentions during bibliring biblical times.cal times. The quest The question is ion questquestion iquestion is s whichwhich treaty co treaty conventions nventions of which pof which perioderiod influence influenced Hebrew td Hebrew thought abohought abohought about Israabout Israel’s relatel’s relationship toionship to God. God. God.

On one point they agree: Hebrew thinking about Israel’s beïriît�  with 
Yahweh was shaped by a familiarity with the international treaty conventions 
prevalent in biblical times. However, here the agreement ends. Actual copies of 
these treaties have been uncovered, principally those of the Hittites (1400–1200 
B.C. — time of Moses?) and of the Assyrians (750–650 — time of the prophets). 
They exhibit sufficient similarities (preambles, stipulations, witnesses, curses) to 
suggest a general continuity in the treaty pattern over 800 years. Yet there are 
important differences both in actual form and in rhetorical tone, revealing subtle 
but important differences in treaty conventions during biblical times. The 
question is which treaty conventions of which period influenced Hebrew thought 
about Israel’s relationship to God.

�The 2nd-miThe 2nd-millennium tllennium texts usualexts usually includely include a histori a historical prologcal prologue depictiue depicting the hisng the hing the history ofhistory of prior goo prior good relationd relations between s between the two pathe two parties, parrties, particularly ticularly the benefithe beneficent deedscenbenefibeneficentbeneficent deeds of  deeds of the suzerathe suzerain on behain on behalf of the lf of the vassal. Thvassal. The 1st-mille 1st-millennium texennium texts almost ts ats almost alwalmost always lack tays lack this.his.his.

The 2nd-millennium texts usually include a historical prologue depicting the 
history of prior good relations between the two parties, particularly the 
beneficent deeds of the suzerain on behalf of the vassal. The 1st-millennium texts 
almost always lack this.

�The 2nd-miThe 2nd-millennium tllennium texts incluexts include not onlde not only curses (y curses (a litany oa litany of disasterf disasters and misfs and miss and misfortunemisfortunes to befals to befall a disobel a disobedient vassdient vassal) but alal) but also blessinso blessings (a litags (a litany of beneny of benefits to befits to fits to befall to befall a faithfula faithful vassal).  vassal). The 1st-miThe 1st-millennium tllennium texts contaexts contain only cuin only curses.rses.rses.

The 2nd-millennium texts include not only curses (a litany of disasters and 
misfortunes to befall a disobedient vassal) but also blessings (a litany of benefits 
to befall a faithful vassal). The 1st-millennium texts contain only curses.

�ConsequentConsequently, the 2nly, the 2nd-millennid-millennium Hittiteum Hittite texts ref texts reflect a soplect a sophisticatedhisticated and artfu and art and artful attartful attempt to unempt to underscore tderscore the presumehe presumed good wild good will and intel and integrity of egrity of everyone inveryone involved: a voininvolved: involved: a vassal ea vassal enters the nters the relationshrelationship and wilip and willingly acclingly accepts its oepts its obligationsbligations because t becaus because thbecause the relatione relationship with ship with his overlohis overlord is a murd is a mutually bentually beneficial aneficial and satisfacd satisfactory one. tory otory one. The pone. The public rhetublic rhetorical apporical appeal in theeal in these texts ise texts is to gratis to gratitude, recitude, reciprocity, fprocity, fellowship,ellowshffellowshipfellowship, and hono, and honor. There ir. There is little ds little doubt that oubt that these textthese texts represens represent true “cot true “covenants” (vena“co“covenants“covenants” (i.e., m” (i.e., mutual agreutual agreements; ements; BundeBunde) between ) between two partietwo parties.s.s.

Consequently, the 2nd-millennium Hittite texts reflect a sophisticated and 
artful attempt to underscore the presumed good will and integrity of everyone 



involved: a vassal enters the relationship and willingly accepts its obligations 
because the relationship with his overlord is a mutually beneficial and satisfactory 
one. The public rhetorical appeal in these texts is to gratitude, reciprocity, 
fellowship, and honor. There is little doubt that these texts represent true 
“covenants” (i.e., mutual agreements; Bunde) between two parties.

�The 1st-miThe 1st-millennium Allennium Assyrian tessyrian texts are coxts are comparativelmparatively unsophisy unsophisticated, cticated, constitutinonstitucconstituticonstituting brutallng brutally naked aty naked attempts to tempts to coerce obecoerce obedience. A dience. A vassal accvassal accepts his oepts his obligationsbligoobligationobligations because s because they have they have been imposbeen imposed upon hied upon him and becam and because he is use he is tangibly atangibly afraid of tfaafraid of afraid of the conseqthe consequences of uences of disloyaltydisloyalty. The publ. The public rhetoriic rhetorical appealcal appeal is to fea is to fear and intir and r and intimiand intimidation; thdation; there is notere is not even the  even the pretext ofpretext of a real ch a real choice, muchoice, much less the  less the pretext thpretpretext thpretext that the vasat the vassal’s intesal’s interests are rests are of any conof any concern. Althcern. Although initiough initially labelally labeled “(vassaed “(vaed “(vassal) “(vassal) treaties,”treaties,” these tex these texts are actts are actually “loyually “loyalty oathsalty oaths.” They ar.” They are not truee not true “covenant “cove “covenants“covenants,” but “im,” but “imposed obliposed obligations” gations” (Verpflich(Verpflichtungen)tungen)...

The 1st-millennium Assyrian texts are comparatively unsophisticated, 
constituting brutally naked attempts to coerce obedience. A vassal accepts his 
obligations because they have been imposed upon him and because he is tangibly 
afraid of the consequences of disloyalty. The public rhetorical appeal is to fear 
and intimidation; there is not even the pretext of a real choice, much less the 
pretext that the vassal’s interests are of any concern. Although initially labeled 
“(vassal) treaties,” these texts are actually “loyalty oaths.” They are not true 
“covenants,” but “imposed obligations” (Verpflichtungen).

�All scholaAll scholars agree trs agree that biblichat biblical texts dal texts depicting tepicting the Sinai he Sinai beïriît�beïriît� have at l have at least been east beast been “filtbeen “filtered” throered” through the 1sugh the 1st-millennit-millennium lens ofum lens of the bibli the biblical writercal writers, and thas, and that the parat thet the parallthe parallels are stels are striking betriking between the Aween the Assyrian lossyrian loyalty oathyalty oaths and the s and the Sinai tradSinai tradition (parition tradtradition tradition (particula(particularly as recrly as recounted in ounted in DeuteronomDeuteronomy). Those y). Those who believwho believe that thee that the Sinai tra S Sinai tradSinai tradition arosition arose late empe late emphasize (1)hasize (1) these par these parallels, esallels, especially vpecially verbatim paerbatim parallels berallelspaparallels parallels between Asbetween Assyrian cursyrian curses and thses and those associose associated with ated with the Sinai the Sinai beïriît�;beïriît�; (2) the f (2) (2) the fa(2) the fact thatct that beïriît� beïriît� tradition traditionally seemsally seems to have m to have meant “impoeant “imposed obligased obligation”; andtion”; obligaobligationobligation”; and (3)”; and (3) the consp the conspicuous lacicuous lack of referk of references to aences to a Sinai  Sinai beïriît�beïriît� in the 8t in the 8t in the 8th-centur8th-century prophetsy prophets (in contr (in contrast to itsast to its emphatic  emphatic use later)use later)...

All scholars agree that biblical texts depicting the Sinai beïriît�  have at least 
been “filtered” through the 1st-millennium lens of the biblical writers, and that 
the parallels are striking between the Assyrian loyalty oaths and the Sinai 
tradition (particularly as recounted in Deuteronomy). Those who believe that the 
Sinai tradition arose late emphasize (1) these parallels, especially verbatim 
parallels between Assyrian curses and those associated with the Sinai beïriît�;  
(2) the fact that beïriît�  traditionally seems to have meant “imposed 
obligation”; and (3) the conspicuous lack of references to a Sinai beïriît�  in the 
8th-century prophets (in contrast to its emphatic use later).

�Those who Those who believe thbelieve that the Sinat the Sinai traditiai tradition arose eon arose early emphaarly emphasize paralsize parallels with lels withlels with the 2with the 2nd-millennnd-millennium Hittitium Hittite treatiese treaties, particul, particularly to (1arly to (1) the rhet) the rhetorical tonorical tone of the Se of te of the Sinai the Sinai tradition tradition (Yahweh at(Yahweh attempting ttempting to “woo” rao “woo” rather than ther than frighten Ifrighten Israel intosrael into a relatio a r a relationshrelationship); (2) tip); (2) the apparenhe apparent formal at formal analogues tnalogues to the histo the historical proorical prologue (Exologue (Exod. 20:2; cd. 2d. 20:2; cf. 20:2; cf. Josh. 24, Josh. 24, a late texa late text); and (3t); and (3) the incl) the inclusion of busion of blessings (lessings (even in a even in a demonstrabdemonstrdemonstrabdemonstrably late tely late text such asxt such as Deut. 28) Deut. 28). This sug. This suggests thatgests that the Sinai the Sinai  beïriît�beïriît� (or whate (or  (or whatev(or whatever it was er it was originallyoriginally called) w called) was not orias not originally reginally regarded as garded as an “imposean “imposed obligatid obd obligationobligation” but as a” but as a “covenant “covenant” in the t” in the true sense rue sense of the worof the word. If, in d. If, in time, the time, the word word word word beïriît�beïriît� became “c became “contaminateontaminated” (e.g., d” (e.g., by the eleby the elevation of vation of the Davidithe Davidic charter c chartec charter incharter in Judean cu Judean culture), 8tlture), 8th-century h-century prophets wprophets would have ould have felt uneasfelt uneasy applyingy applying it to the it it to the it to the Sinai tradSinai tradition. Hosition. Hosea’s resorea’s resort to the mt to the marriage anarriage analogy and alogy and even Amos’even Amos’ questioni qu questioninquestioning of Israeg of Israel’s sense l’s sense of privileof privileged electiged election (Amos 9on (Amos 9:7; cf. 3::7; cf. 3:2) presupp2) presuppose some tose soose some type some type of “covenaof “covenant bond” bnt bond” between Godetween God and Israe and Israel, as doesl, as does the proph the prophetic “lawsetic “lawetic “lawsuit” “lawsuit” indicting indicting Israel forIsrael for failure t failure to keep itso keep its obligatio obligations to God.ns to God.

Those who believe that the Sinai tradition arose early emphasize parallels 
with the 2nd-millennium Hittite treaties, particularly to (1) the rhetorical tone of 
the Sinai tradition (Yahweh attempting to “woo” rather than frighten Israel into a 
relationship); (2) the apparent formal analogues to the historical prologue (Exod. 
20:2; cf. Josh. 24, a late text); and (3) the inclusion of blessings (even in a 
demonstrably late text such as Deut. 28). This suggests that the Sinai beïriît�  
(or whatever it was originally called) was not originally regarded as an “imposed 
obligation” but as a “covenant” in the true sense of the word. If, in time, the 
word beïriît�  became “contaminated” (e.g., by the elevation of the Davidic 
charter in Judean culture), 8th-century prophets would have felt uneasy applying 
it to the Sinai tradition. Hosea’s resort to the marriage analogy and even Amos’ 
questioning of Israel’s sense of privileged election (Amos 9:7; cf. 3:2) presuppose 
some type of “covenant bond” between God and Israel, as does the prophetic 
“lawsuit” indicting Israel for failure to keep its obligations to God.

The New CoThe New Covenantvenant

The New Covenant

RegardlessRegardless of when t of when the Sinai the Sinai tradition aradition arose, by trose, by the late 7the late 7th—early 6th—early 6th century h century as Deuteroas as Deuteroas Deuteronomistic wnomistic writers werriters were busy proe busy promoting it moting it as the majas the major or beïriît�beïriît� in Judean in Judea in Judean culJudean culture, otheture, other biblicalr biblical writers w writers were convinere convinced that iced that it had outlt had outlived its uived its usefulness.sefulnuusefulnessusefulness. They wer. They were anticipae anticipating a newting a new  beïriît�beïriît� between G between God and Isrod and Israel (Isa. ael (Isa. 55:3; 59:255:55:3; 59:255:3; 59:21; Jer. 311; Jer. 31:31-34; 32:31-34; 32:37-41; Ez:37-41; Ezek. 16:60;ek. 16:60; 37:26; Ho 37:26; Hos. 2:18[20s. 2:18[20]). In thi]). In this s beïriît�,beïrbeïriît�,beïriît�, obligatio obligations would nns would not be forcot be forcibly imposibly imposed but freed but freely embracely embraced due to ed due to a transfora a transfora transformation of mation of the human the human heart. Theheart. The early Chr early Christians liistians linked this nked this prophetic prophetic hope with hohope with hope with Jesus’ LasJesus’ Last Supper at Supper allusion tollusion to a “new co a “new covenant.” Fvenant.” For them, tor them, the resurrehe resurrection of Jctresurreresurrectiresurrection of Jesuon of Jesus not onlys not only vindicate vindicated his teacd his teaching but lhing but linked God’inked God’s ultimates ultimate “will” or “wi “will” or “will” or “testament“testament” not to t” not to the Sinai he Sinai beïriît�beïriît� but to th but to the fellowshe fellowship of thosip of those who are e who e who are “iwho are “in Christ.”n Christ.”

Regardless of when the Sinai tradition arose, by the late 7th—early 6th century 



as Deuteronomistic writers were busy promoting it as the major beïriît�  in 
Judean culture, other biblical writers were convinced that it had outlived its 
usefulness. They were anticipating a new beïriît�  between God and Israel (Isa. 
55:3; 59:21; Jer. 31:31-34; 32:37-41; Ezek. 16:60; 37:26; Hos. 2:18[20]). In this 
beïriît�,  obligations would not be forcibly imposed but freely embraced due to 
a transformation of the human heart. The early Christians linked this prophetic 
hope with Jesus’ Last Supper allusion to a “new covenant.” For them, the 
resurrection of Jesus not only vindicated his teaching but linked God’s ultimate 
“will” or “testament” not to the Sinai beïriît�  but to the fellowship of those 
who are “in Christ.”

�The ChristThe Christian traditian tradition of divion of dividing the iding the Bible intoBible into two “test two “testaments” (“aments” (“Old” and “Old” andOld” and “New”)and “New”) indicates indicates that Chri that Christianity hstianity has seen “cas seen “covenant” aovenant” as the orgas the organizing prinizing principle proncipriprinciple principle providing providing meaning anmeaning and coherencd coherence to the we to the whole of Schole of Scripture. Lripture. Likewise, Jikewise, Judaism’s eudJJudaism’s Judaism’s emphasis oemphasis on Israel’sn Israel’s unique st unique status as “tatus as “the people he people of God” siof God” signals its gnals its awareness awarawareness awareness of the defof the definitive roinitive role that “cle that “covenant” povenant” plays in shlays in shaping reliaping religious lifegious life and ident and id and identity. identity. In both thIn both these religiese religious traditous traditions, the ions, the covenant rcovenant relationshielationship being exp being extolled is tolledexextolled iextolled is that bets that between God aween God and God’s pnd God’s people, wheeople, whether underther understood as tstood as the Jewish he Jewishhe Jewish peoJewish people or theple or the faithful  faithful Church. ToChurch. To study the study the biblical  biblical notion of notion of “covenant”“covenant” is thus t is t is thus to stthus to study what iudy what is arguablys arguably  thethe central o central or core conr core concept of thcept of the entire Be entire Bible.ible.ible.

The Christian tradition of dividing the Bible into two “testaments” (“Old” 
and “New”) indicates that Christianity has seen “covenant” as the organizing 
principle providing meaning and coherence to the whole of Scripture. Likewise, 
Judaism’s emphasis on Israel’s unique status as “the people of God” signals its 
awareness of the definitive role that “covenant” plays in shaping religious life and 
identity. In both these religious traditions, the covenant relationship being 
extolled is that between God and God’s people, whether understood as the 
Jewish people or the faithful Church. To study the biblical notion of “covenant” is 
thus to study what is arguably the central or core concept of the entire Bible.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. R. HillD. R. Hillers, ers, Covenant: Covenant: The HistorThe History of a Biby of a Biblical Idealical Idea (Baltimor (Baltimore, 1969); e(Baltimor(Baltimore(Baltimore, 1969); J, 1969); J. Levenson. Levenson, , Sinai and Sinai and ZionZion (San Fran (San Francisco, 198cisco, 1987); D. J. 7); D. J. McCarthy, McCarthyMcCarthy, McCarthy, Treaty andTreaty and Covenant, Covenant, rev. ed.  rev. ed. AB 21A (RoAB 21A (Rome, 1978);me, 1978); G. E. Men G. E. Mendenhall, “denhall, “denhall, “Covenant “Covenant Forms in IForms in Israelite Tsraelite Tradition,”radition,”  BABA 17 (1954) 17 (1954): 50–76; r: 50–76; repr. in epr. in BARBAR 3, ed. E. 3, ed. E 3, ed. E. F. CampE. F. Campbell and Dbell and D. N. Freed. N. Freedman (Gardeman (Garden City, 19n City, 1970), 25–5370), 25–53; E. W. Ni; E. W. Nicholson, cholson, NiNicholson,Nicholson,  God and HiGod and His People: s People: Covenant aCovenant and Theolognd Theology in the Oy in the Old Testameld Testamentnt (Oxford,  (Oxford, (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1986); R. A986); R. A. Oden, Jr. Oden, Jr., “The Pl., “The Place of Covace of Covenant in tenant in the Religiohe Religion of Israen of Israel,” in l,” il,” in in Ancient IsAncient Israelite Reraelite Religion,ligion, ed. P. D. ed. P. D. Miller, P Miller, P. D. Hanso. D. Hanson, and S. n, and S. D. McBrideD. McBride (Philadel (Philade (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1987)hia, 1987), 429–47., 429–47., 429–47.
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COVENANT, BOOK OF THE

Exod. 20:2Exod. 20:23-23:19, a3-23:19, a collectio collection of wordsn of words, judgment, judgments, statutes, statutes, and coms, and commandments mandments comcommandmencommandments that hats that has been locs been located in thated in the Sinai the Sinai theophany beeophany between the tween the Decalogue DecalogDecalogue Decalogue and the coand the covenant cervenant ceremony. Thiemony. This legal cos legal corpus receirpus receives its tives its title from Etle from Exod. 24:7,xEExod. 24:7Exod. 24:7, which fu, which further servrther serves to cemees to cement this cont this collection ollection of laws intf laws into its liteo its literary settirary srary setting assetting as a feature a feature of the Mo of the Mosaic covensaic covenant.ant.ant.

Exod. 20:23-23:19, a collection of words, judgments, statutes, and 
commandments that has been located in the Sinai theophany between the 
Decalogue and the covenant ceremony. This legal corpus receives its title from 
Exod. 24:7, which further serves to cement this collection of laws into its literary 
setting as a feature of the Mosaic covenant.

�It is geneIt is generally agrerally agreed that thed that the Book of e Book of the Covenathe Covenant is the nt is the oldest recoldest recorded Israorded Isorded Israelite Israelite compilatiocompilation of laws n of laws drawn fromdrawn from a variety a variety of oral t of oral traditions.raditions. It has be It has been edited en eden edited andedited and revised a revised as the socis the society in whiety in which these lch these laws were aaws were authoritatiuthoritative grew anve grew and developed dd developed.developed. Evidence  Evidence of this hiof this history of dstory of developmentevelopment is comple is complex, and, asx, and, as of yet, n of yet, no compellio co compellingcompelling reconstru reconstruction of iction of its redactits redactional histoonal history has beery has been put forwn put forward, due iard, due in part to n pn part to thpart to the lack of e lack of an obviousan obvious structure structure throughou throughout the collt the collection. Thection. The commandme commandme commandmencommandments can be ts can be grouped ingrouped into paragrato paragraphs by topphs by topic, but boic, but both the intth the internal logiernal logernal logic of plogic of paragraphs aragraphs and the reand the relationshiplationships between s between paragraphsparagraphs seem rand seem random. This, om. This, however, ihhowever, ihowever, is one of ss one of several simeveral similarities ilarities between thbetween the Book of e Book of the Covenathe Covenant and othnt and other biblicaeothother biblother biblical law cical law codes as weodes as well as thosll as those of the ae of the ancient Neancient Near East.r East.r East.

It is generally agreed that the Book of the Covenant is the oldest recorded 
Israelite compilation of laws drawn from a variety of oral traditions. It has been 
edited and revised as the society in which these laws were authoritative grew and 
developed. Evidence of this history of development is complex, and, as of yet, no 



compelling reconstruction of its redactional history has been put forward, due in 
part to the lack of an obvious structure throughout the collection. The 
commandments can be grouped into paragraphs by topic, but both the internal 
logic of paragraphs and the relationships between paragraphs seem random. This, 
however, is one of several similarities between the Book of the Covenant and 
other biblical law codes as well as those of the ancient Near East.

�The Book oThe Book of the Covef the Covenant has onant has often been ften been divided individed into two secto two sections basetions based on the td ond on the typon the type of legale of legal material  material that predothat predominates inminates in each: Exo each: Exod. 20:23-2d. 20:23-22:16 is pr2:16 is primarily caimaprprimarily primarily casuistic casuistic (resemblin(resembling case lawg case law) in form;) in form; 22:17—23: 22:17—23:19 is prim19 is primarily apodarily apodictic (comictapodapodictic apodictic (commandme(commandment-like) int-like) in form. Fun form. Further divirther divisions can sions can be made acbe made according tocording tocording to generalto general topics. topics. topics.

The Book of the Covenant has often been divided into two sections based 
on the type of legal material that predominates in each: Exod. 20:23-22:16 is 
primarily casuistic (resembling case law) in form; 22:17—23:19 is primarily 
apodictic (commandment-like) in form. Further divisions can be made according 
to general topics.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. I. DurhJ. I. Durham, am, Exodus.Exodus. WBC 3 (Wa WBC 3 (Waco, 1987),co, 1987), 305–38; B 305–38; B. M. Levin. M. Le. M. Levinson, Levinson, ed., ed., Theory andTheory and Method in Method in Biblical  Biblical and Cuneifand Cuneiform Law.orm Law. JSOTSup 1 JSOTSup 181 (Sheffi81 (Sheffield, 1994)e(Sheffi(Sheffield(Sheffield, 1994); J, 1994); J. W. Marsh. W. Marshall, all, Israel andIsrael and the Book  the Book of the Covof the Covenant.enant. SBLDS 140 SBLDS 140 (Atlanta, (Atl (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1993); J. 1993); J. M. SprinklM. Sprinkle, e, “The Book “The Book of the Covof the Covenant”: A enant”: A Literary ALiterary Approach.pproach. JSOTSup 1 JSOT JSOTSup 17JSOTSup 174 (Sheffie4 (Sheffield, 1994).ld, 1994).

Bibliography. J. I. Durham, Exodus. WBC 3 (Waco, 1987), 305–38; B. M. 
Levinson, ed., Theory and Method in Biblical and Cuneiform Law. JSOTSup 181 
(Sheffield, 1994); J. W. Marshall, Israel and the Book of the Covenant. SBLDS 140 
(Atlanta, 1993); J. M. Sprinkle, “The Book of the Covenant”: A Literary Approach. 
JSOTSup 174 (Sheffield, 1994).
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COVETCOVETCOVET

COVET

An intenseAn intense, wish-fil, wish-filled desireled desire that may  that may manifest imanifest itself in vtself in various actarious actions, goodions, good or bad, d or ba or bad, depenbad, depending upon ding upon the objectthe object of the af of the affection anfection and the inted the intentions of ntions of the one inthe one in whom the  w whom the dwhom the desire burnesire burns. Such des. Such desires are sires are proscribedproscribed when they when they take form take forms such as s such ass such as envy anas envy and jealousyd jealousy, nurtured, nurtured in the ab in the absence of fsence of faith in Goaith in God’s provisd’s provision (cf. Pion (cf. Phil. 4:5-1hil. 4:hil. 4:5-13; 4:5-13; }Abot}Abot 4:1) and  4:1) and neglect ofneglect of his comma his commandments (Pndments (Prov. 6:20-rov. 6:20-25).25).25).

An intense, wish-filled desire that may manifest itself in various actions, good or 
bad, depending upon the object of the affection and the intentions of the one in 
whom the desire burns. Such desires are proscribed when they take forms such 
as envy and jealousy, nurtured in the absence of faith in God’s provision (cf. Phil. 
4:5-13; }Abot 4:1) and neglect of his commandments (Prov. 6:20-25).

�The concepThe concept of resist of resisting covetting covetousness anousness anchors the chors the Decalogue Decalogue (Exod. 20:(Exod. 20:17; Deut. 17; D17; Deut. 5:21Deut. 5:21) and argu) and arguably preciably precipitates alpitates all of the ol of the other sins ther sins proscribedproscribed (Philo  (Philo Leg.Leg. 79–99). T 79– 79–99). Th79–99). The subjectse subjects of coveti of coveting can be ng can be good (Provgood (Prov. 10:24; i. 10:24; including Gncluding God: Ps. 68od: Ps. 68:16[MT 17]:166868:16[MT 168:16[MT 17]; Jesus:7]; Jesus: Luke 22:1 Luke 22:15) or evil5) or evil (Ps. 10:3 (Ps. 10:3; Matt. 5:; Matt. 5:28). Likew28). Likewise, the oise, the objects of bjectoobjects ofobjects of coveting  coveting can be goocan be good (Ps. 132d (Ps. 132:13; Matt.:13; Matt. 13:17; in 13:17; including Gocluding God: Isa. 26d: Isa. 26:8-9), neu:8-9)2626:8-9), n26:8-9), neutral (Deeutral (Deut. 12:20)ut. 12:20), or evil , or evil (Prov. 24:(Prov. 24:1; Rom. 1:1; Rom. 1:24). Many 24). Many biblical cbiblical characters,haractccharacterscharacters, includin, including Eve (Geng Eve (Gen. 3:6) and. 3:6) and Paul (Rom Paul (Rom. 7:7-8), . 7:7-8), are affectare affected by thised by this intense d inten intense deintense desire.sire.sire.

The concept of resisting covetousness anchors the Decalogue (Exod. 20:17; 
Deut. 5:21) and arguably precipitates all of the other sins proscribed (Philo Leg. 
79–99). The subjects of coveting can be good (Prov. 10:24; including God: Ps. 
68:16[MT 17]; Jesus: Luke 22:15) or evil (Ps. 10:3; Matt. 5:28). Likewise, the 
objects of coveting can be good (Ps. 132:13; Matt. 13:17; including God: Isa. 
26:8-9), neutral (Deut. 12:20), or evil (Prov. 24:1; Rom. 1:24). Many biblical 
characters, including Eve (Gen. 3:6) and Paul (Rom. 7:7-8), are affected by this 
intense desire.

�“Covet” an“Covet” and “covetoud “covetousness” aresness” are translati translations of synons of synonyms thatonyms that derive fr derive from Heb. om Hom Heb. Heb. h�aœmad�h�aœmad� (Exod. 20 (Exod. 20:17) and :17) and }aœwwa®}aœwwa® (Deut. 5: (Deut. 5:21), both 21), both rendered brendered by Gk. y bby Gk. by Gk. epithymeiíepithymeiín.n. Translato Translators have alrs have also used “cso used “covet” and ovet” and “covetousn“covetousness” for dess” for ess” for differfor different Hebrewent Hebrew words tha words that refer tot refer to emotions  emotions or actionsor actions that are  that are distinctlydistinctly not covet no not covetonot covetousness (e.usness (e.g., greed,g., greed, envy, jea envy, jealousy).lousy).lousy).

“Covet” and “covetousness” are translations of synonyms that derive from 
Heb. h�aœmad�  (Exod. 20:17) and }aœwwa® (Deut. 5:21), both rendered 
by Gk. epithymeiín. Translators have also used “covet” and “covetousness” 
for different Hebrew words that refer to emotions or actions that are distinctly 
not covetousness (e.g., greed, envy, jealousy).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. L. MoraW. L. Moran, “The Con, “The Conclusion onclusion of the Decaf the Decalogue (Ex logue (Ex 20,17 = Dt20,17 =20,17 = Dt 5,21)= Dt 5,21),” ,” CBQCBQ 29 (1967) 29 (1967): 543–54; : 543–54; J. A. ZiesJ. A. Ziesler, “The ler, “The Role of thRole of the Tenth Coe Tenth Commandment mmaCoCommandmenCommandment in Romant in Romans 7,” s 7,” JSNTJSNT 33 (1988) 33 (1988): 41–56.: 41–56.: 41–56.

Bibliography. W. L. Moran, “The Conclusion of the Decalogue (Ex 20,17 
= Dt 5,21),” CBQ 29 (1967): 543–54; J. A. Ziesler, “The Role of the Tenth 
Commandment in Romans 7,” JSNT 33 (1988): 41–56.
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COZBICOZBI (Heb.  (Heb. kozbiîkozbiî)))

COZBI (Heb. kozbiî)

The daughtThe daughter of Zur,er of Zur, a Midiani a Midianite chief. te chief. She was thShe was the wife or e wife or concubine concubine of Zimri, of Zimri, the son ofthethe son ofthe son of Salu, a S Salu, a Simeonite. imeonite. Cozbi, ZimCozbi, Zimri, and mari, and many Israeliny Israelites were stes were said to be aid to be involved iinvoinvolved iinvolved in idolatron idolatrous activitus activities, i.e.,ies, i.e., the worsh the worship of Baalip of Baal-peor. The-peor. The couple’s  couple’s deaths at deaths deaths at deaths at the hands the hands of Phinehaof Phinehas, grandsos, grandson of Aaronn of Aaron, ended an, ended an Israelite Israelite plague th plague that was undat ththat was uthat was understood nderstood as divine as divine retributioretribution for the n for the people’s ipeople’s illicit deellicit deeds (Num. 2ds (Num. 25:14-18).5:14225:14-18).25:14-18).

The daughter of Zur, a Midianite chief. She was the wife or concubine of Zimri, 
the son of Salu, a Simeonite. Cozbi, Zimri, and many Israelites were said to be 
involved in idolatrous activities, i.e., the worship of Baal-peor. The couple’s 
deaths at the hands of Phinehas, grandson of Aaron, ended an Israelite plague 
that was understood as divine retribution for the people’s illicit deeds (Num. 
25:14-18).

Carol J. DCarol J. Dempseyempsey
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COZEBACOZEBA (Heb.  (Heb. koœzeäb�aœkoœzeäb�aœ}})))

COZEBA (Heb. koœzeäb�aœ} )

One of theOne of the cities li cities listed in Justed in Judah’s genedah’s genealogy inhaalogy inhabited by sbited by some of theome of the sons of S sons of Shelah (1 ChelaSShelah (1 Shelah (1 Chr. 4:22)Chr. 4:22). It is lo. It is located in tcated in the Shephelhe Shephelah, considah, considered to beered to be the same  the same as Chezib as Cas Chezib (GeChezib (Gen. 38:5) an. 38:5) and Achzib nd Achzib (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:44), which44), which is identi is identified as Tefied as Tel l el-Beid�aœel-Beid�aœel-Beid�aœel-Beid�aœ/H¸orvat/H¸orvat Lavnin (1 Lavnin (145116).45116).45116).

One of the cities listed in Judah’s genealogy inhabited by some of the sons of 
Shelah (1 Chr. 4:22). It is located in the Shephelah, considered to be the same as 
Chezib (Gen. 38:5) and Achzib (Josh. 15:44), which is identified as Tel 
el-Beid�aœ/H¸orvat  Lavnin (145116).

Steven M. Steven M. OrtizOrtiz
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CRANECRANECRANE

CRANE

One of theOne of the 14 specie 14 species of the fs of the family Gruiamily Gruidae, orderdae, order Gruiforme Gruiformes. A tall s. A tall (140 cm.[5(140 cm.[55 in.]) an5 cm.[5cm.[55 in.cm.[55 in.]) and gra]) and graceful wadiceful wading bird, tng bird, the crane (he crane (Grus grusGrus grus) breeds i) breeds in Europe an Europe and wintersnd wnd winters inwinters in Northern  Northern Africa, thAfrica, thus passingus passing the Middl the Middle East twie East twice a year.ce a year. Its abili Its ability to knowty to ty to know whto know when to migren to migrate is praate is praised in Jeised in Jer. 8:7, inr. 8:7, in contrast  contrast to those wto those who do not ho do not know the oknknow the oknow the ordinances rdinances of the Lorof the Lord.d.d.

One of the 14 species of the family Gruidae, order Gruiformes. A tall (140 
cm.[55 in.]) and graceful wading bird, the crane (Grus grus) breeds in Europe and 
winters in Northern Africa, thus passing the Middle East twice a year. Its ability 
to know when to migrate is praised in Jer. 8:7, in contrast to those who do not 
know the ordinances of the Lord.

�The HebrewThe Hebrew term  term ({aœg�u®r)({aœg�u®r) may have  may have been onomabeen onomatopoeticaltopoetically motivatly motivated, as theedmotivatmotivated,motivated, as the cl as the clamor of Kiamor of King Hezekiang Hezekiah of Judahh of Judah is compar is compared to the ed to the cry of thecry of the crane (Is c crane (Isacrane (Isa. 38:14; N. 38:14; NJPSV “swalJPSV “swallow”; NIV low”; NIV “thrush”).“thrush”).

The Hebrew term ({aœg�u®r)  may have been onomatopoetically 
motivated, as the clamor of King Hezekiah of Judah is compared to the cry of the 
crane (Isa. 38:14; NJPSV “swallow”; NIV “thrush”).

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik
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CREATIONCREATIONCREATION

CREATION

The concepThe concept of creatt of creation in theion in the OT and NT OT and NT exhibits  exhibits at least tat least two distincwo distinct yet intet yet interrelated mrreinteinterrelatinterrelated meaninged meanings. Creatios. Creation can refen can refer to the pr to the primordial rimordial originatioorigination of the wn of the world, the orlwworld, theworld, the beginning beginning of histor of history (e.g., y (e.g., creatio excreatio ex nihilo nihilo). In addi). In addition, bibltion, biblical creatical creation can coion cion can connotcan connote the conte the continuing ordinuing order and maier and maintenance ontenance of the worlf the world (d (creatio cocreatio continuantinua or  o or or continuatacontinuata). To the ). To the former belformer belong the Crong the Creation acceation accounts of tounts of the Priestlhe Priestly and Yahwy and Yahy and Yahwist coYahwist compositionampositional layers (l layers (Gen. 1:1-2Gen. 1:1-2:3; 2:4-25:3; 2:4-25), as well), as well as Wisdom as Wisdom’s descrip’s description of cotiodescripdescriptiodescription of cosmin of cosmic creationc creation in Prov.  in Prov. 8:22-31. C8:22-31. Creation asreation as work in p work in progress orrogress or continuan co continuanccontinuance is strese is stressed in cersed in certain psalmtain psalms (e.g., Ps (e.g., Pss. 8, 19,ss. 8, 19, 33, 104)  33, 104) and Job 38and Job 38:12-41:34(:12-413838:12-41:338:12-41:34(MT 41:264(MT 41:26). Again, ). Again, these two these two senses of senses of creation acreation are inseparre inseparably boundably boundably bound up. bound up. On the oneOn the one hand, cre hand, creation accoation accounts that unts that describe tdescribe the originahe originating momenting mometing moment of moment of the world the world also say salso say something something significantignificant about how about how the world the world is curren is curren is currently currently ordered anordered and structurd structured. On theed. On the other han other hand, passaged, passages that deas that deal with Godl with Godl with God’s contGod’s continual creainual creative activtive activity in theity in the world fre world frequently haquently have as theive as their referencr reference point the poe point the point the primal actprimal act of creati of creation.on.on.

The concept of creation in the OT and NT exhibits at least two distinct yet 
interrelated meanings. Creation can refer to the primordial origination of the 
world, the beginning of history (e.g., creatio ex nihilo). In addition, biblical creation 
can connote the continuing order and maintenance of the world (creatio continua 
or continuata). To the former belong the Creation accounts of the Priestly and 
Yahwist compositional layers (Gen. 1:1-2:3; 2:4-25), as well as Wisdom’s 
description of cosmic creation in Prov. 8:22-31. Creation as work in progress or 
continuance is stressed in certain psalms (e.g., Pss. 8, 19, 33, 104) and Job 
38:12-41:34(MT 41:26). Again, these two senses of creation are inseparably 
bound up. On the one hand, creation accounts that describe the originating 



moment of the world also say something significant about how the world is 
currently ordered and structured. On the other hand, passages that deal with 
God’s continual creative activity in the world frequently have as their reference 
point the primal act of creation.

�Related toRelated to the secon the second meaning,d meaning, a third c a third connotationonnotation of creati of creation is evidon is evident in theent in tent in the biblicthe biblical literatal literature. Creature. Creation can siion can signify new gnify new or future or future creation, creation, even the ceven the consummatioonsumcconsummaticonsummation of histon of history. The tory. The theme of thheme of the new creae new creation becomtion becomes prominees prominent among tnt amont among the among the exilic andexilic and postexili postexilic prophetsc prophets (e.g., Ez (e.g., Ezek. 40-48;ek. 40-48; Isa. 40-5 Isa. 40-55). God’s 5). God’s new beginnnew new beginnnew beginning of hising of history involtory involves a new ves a new act of creact of creation. In ation. In this way cthis way creation asreation as the begin the the beginnthe beginning of hising of history can atory can anticipate nticipate the end ofthe end of history;  history; history’s history’s consummaticonsummation is typion consummaticonsummaticonsummation is typion is typically convcally conveyed as theyed as the fulfillme fulfillment or supent or supersession ersession of primordof primordial creatiiaprimordprimordialprimordial creation  creation (cf. Zech.(cf. Zech. 14:6-8; G 14:6-8; Gen. 1:3-18en. 1:3-18). As such). As such, new crea, new creation takestion takes on marked on on markedlon markedly redemptiy redemptive or soteve or soteriologicalriological features: features: chaos is  chaos is vanquishedvanquished (Isa. 27: (Isa. 27:1); the da1); 27:27:1); the27:1); the day shall day shall overcome  overcome the terrorthe terror of night  of night (Isa. 60:1(Isa. 60:19-20; Rev.9-20; Rev. 21:23-24) 21:23-24); and a ne; and; and a new and a new heaven andheaven and new earth new earth will be a will be an everlastn everlasting sourceing source of joy (I of joy (Isa. 65:17-sa. 65:17-25; Rev. 225;65:17-65:17-25; 65:17-25; Rev. 21:1-Rev. 21:1-4).4).4).

Related to the second meaning, a third connotation of creation is evident in 
the biblical literature. Creation can signify new or future creation, even the 
consummation of history. The theme of the new creation becomes prominent 
among the exilic and postexilic prophets (e.g., Ezek. 40-48; Isa. 40-55). God’s 
new beginning of history involves a new act of creation. In this way creation as 
the beginning of history can anticipate the end of history; history’s 
consummation is typically conveyed as the fulfillment or supersession of 
primordial creation (cf. Zech. 14:6-8; Gen. 1:3-18). As such, new creation takes 
on markedly redemptive or soteriological features: chaos is vanquished (Isa. 
27:1); the day shall overcome the terror of night (Isa. 60:19-20; Rev. 21:23-24); 
and a new heaven and new earth will be an everlasting source of joy (Isa. 
65:17-25; Rev. 21:1-4).

�In all thrIn all three senses,ee senses, the bibli the biblical view ocal view of creationf creation has littl has little to do wie to do with modern,th modern, scientifi s scientificscientific conceptio conceptions of how ns of how the univerthe universe was brose was brought into ught into being or hbeing or how it willow it will end (e.g. en end (e.g.,end (e.g., the so-ca the so-called Big Blled Big Bang and Biang and Big Crunch tg Crunch theories). heories). Like theirLike their ancient N ancient Near Easterear NNear EasteNear Eastern counterrn counterparts, theparts, the biblical  biblical accounts oaccounts of creationf creation do not ma do not make the modke the modke the modern dismodern distinction btinction between natetween nature and cuure and culture. Humlture. Human societyan society, its char, its character and acter and organizatioorganizatiorganization, was ofon, was of utmost co utmost concern for ncern for the ancienthe ancient cosmologt cosmologists, whetists, whether they cher they comprised toccomprised comprised the rulingthe ruling class of  class of BabylonianBabylonian society e society evident in vident in the the Enuma elisEnuma elishh or the pr or the p or the priestly hpriestly hierarchy oierarchy of ancient f ancient Israel behIsrael behind Gen. 1ind Gen. 1:1-2:3. Co:1-2:3. Community anmmunity and culture,d culture, by contra by by contrasby contrast, do not t, do not come into come into play in moplay in modern theordern theories about ies about the originthe origin of life a of life and the wornd aand the woand the world. Biblirld. Biblical creatical creation accounton accounts, howevers, however, invariab, invariably indicatly indicate how humae how human society n humahuman socihuman society is to ety is to be structube structured and orred and organized ganized vis-à-visvis-à-vis creation. creation. For every For every text in w text in text in which cin which creation isreation is its conte its context, the moxt, the moral life oral life of the commf the community is aunity is a significa significant subtextnt subtnt subtext. Msubtext. Moreover, toreover, the manner he manner of report of report is very diis very different frfferent from scientiom scientific reportfic reports and theos as and theoriand theories of the es of the origin of origin of life and tlife and the cosmos:he cosmos: far from  far from an impersoan impersonal, objecnal, objective styletiveobjecobjective objective style, ancstyle, ancient accouient accounts of crents of creation are ation are charactericharacterized by drazed by drama, poetryma, poetry, and pres, an, and prescrand prescriptive laniptive language. Theguage. They limn noty limn not only a ph only a physical butysical but also a mo also a moral and exral and existential isteexexistentiaexistential order.l order.l order.

In all three senses, the biblical view of creation has little to do with modern, 
scientific conceptions of how the universe was brought into being or how it will 
end (e.g., the so-called Big Bang and Big Crunch theories). Like their ancient 
Near Eastern counterparts, the biblical accounts of creation do not make the 
modern distinction between nature and culture. Human society, its character and 
organization, was of utmost concern for the ancient cosmologists, whether they 
comprised the ruling class of Babylonian society evident in the Enuma elish or the 
priestly hierarchy of ancient Israel behind Gen. 1:1-2:3. Community and culture, 
by contrast, do not come into play in modern theories about the origin of life 
and the world. Biblical creation accounts, however, invariably indicate how 
human society is to be structured and organized vis-à-vis creation. For every text 
in which creation is its context, the moral life of the community is a significant 
subtext. Moreover, the manner of report is very different from scientific reports 
and theories of the origin of life and the cosmos: far from an impersonal, 
objective style, ancient accounts of creation are characterized by drama, poetry, 
and prescriptive language. They limn not only a physical but also a moral and 
existential order.

�Most moderMost modern readers n readers of the Bibof the Bible associale associate biblicate biblical creationl creation with the  with the book of Gebook ofbook of Genesisof Genesis, which ac, which actually contually contains two tains two creation acreation accounts, Gccounts, Gen. 1:1-2:en. 1:1-2:3 (P) and 3 (P) and 2:4b-25 (J2:42:4b-25 (J2:4b-25 (J). The Pri). The Priestly accoestly account (P) deunt (P) describes a scribes a process ofprocess of creation  creation extending extending over six doverover six dover six days that bays that begins withegins with God’s com God’s command for tmand for the creatiohe creation of primon of primordial lighrdial light before tt lighlight befolight before the watre the watery, dark ery, dark chaos (1:3chaos (1:3). It is d). It is doubtful thoubtful that the notat the notion of “crion of “creation outeation“cr“creation “creation out of notout of nothing” hing” (creatio e(creatio ex nihilo)x nihilo) is meant. is meant. Nowhere a Nowhere are the crere the creations of ations of ations of water aof water and darknesnd darkness mentiones mentioned (cf. 2 Pd (cf. 2 Pet. 3:5). et. 3:5). In fact, tIn fact, the notion he notion of creatioof creation out of nn outn out of notout of nothing was ahing was a much late much later traditior tradition in Scripn in Scripture (cf. ture (cf. 2 Macc. 7:2 Macc. 7:28; Rom. 428; Rom. 4:17; Heb. :17; 44:17; Heb.4:17; Heb. 11:3). Mo 11:3). Moreover, Gereover, Gen. 1:1-2 in. 1:1-2 is syntactis syntactically an ecally an extended textended temporal clamporal clause that iuseclaclause thaclause that introduct introduces the maies the main sentencen sentence in v. 3.  in v. 3. Light is tLight is the first che first creative acreative act. Beginnit. Begint. Beginning Beginning with emptywith empty formlessn formlessness (ess (toœhu® waœtoœhu® waœb�oœhu®,b�oœhu®, v. 2), cr v. 2), creation acceation aceation according according to Priestlto Priestly traditioy tradition is aboutn is about the forma the formation of intion of interdependeterdependent structunt structures and thresstructustructuresstructures and the s and the separation eparation of things of things into theirinto their proper ca proper categories (tegories (cf. Ezek. cf. Ezek. 44:23). Th44:2344:23). Th44:23). Throughout troughout the processhe process, God is u, God is unopposed; nopposed; no chaos mno chaos monsters muonsters must be slaist be slst be slain in oslain in order to brrder to bring about ing about creation. creation. Indeed, thIndeed, the “great se “great sea monsterea monsters” come dis” come directly froredidirectly fdirectly from God’s rom God’s creative pcreative power (Gen.ower (Gen. 1:21). 1:21). 1:21).

Most modern readers of the Bible associate biblical creation with the book 
of Genesis, which actually contains two creation accounts, Gen. 1:1-2:3 (P) and 
2:4b-25 (J). The Priestly account (P) describes a process of creation extending 
over six days that begins with God’s command for the creation of primordial 
light before the watery, dark chaos (1:3). It is doubtful that the notion of 
“creation out of nothing” (creatio ex nihilo) is meant. Nowhere are the creations 
of water and darkness mentioned (cf. 2 Pet. 3:5). In fact, the notion of creation 



out of nothing was a much later tradition in Scripture (cf. 2 Macc. 7:28; Rom. 
4:17; Heb. 11:3). Moreover, Gen. 1:1-2 is syntactically an extended temporal 
clause that introduces the main sentence in v. 3. Light is the first creative act. 
Beginning with empty formlessness (toœhu® waœb�oœhu®,  v. 2), creation 
according to Priestly tradition is about the formation of interdependent 
structures and the separation of things into their proper categories (cf. Ezek. 
44:23). Throughout the process, God is unopposed; no chaos monsters must be 
slain in order to bring about creation. Indeed, the “great sea monsters” come 
directly from God’s creative power (Gen. 1:21).

�The creatiThe creation of primon of primordial ligordial light, distinht, distinguished frguished from the ligom the light of the ht of the celestial celestial spheres (Gspspheres (Gspheres (Gen. 1:14-1en. 1:14-16), functi6), functions to disons to distinguish dtinguish day from niay from night, thereght, thereby settingby setting in motion in m in motion themotion the progress  progress of time. Oof time. On the secon the second day, Gond day, God creates d creates a dome or a dome or firmament firmamenfirmament firmament that vertithat vertically sepacally separates the rates the waters abowaters above from thve from the waters be waters below. Sepaelow. Separation of rSepaSeparationSeparation of the wa of the waters belowters below results i results in the appen the appearance of arance of dry land, dry land, which is ewhich is exhorted toxhoeexhorted texhorted to sprout fo sprout forth vegetorth vegetation on tation on the third dhe third day. With tay. With the three dhe three domains of omains of heaven, wahheaven, waheaven, water, and eter, and earth firmlarth firmly establisy established over thed over the course he course of three dof three days, the cays, the celestial seleccelestial celestial spheres ofspheres of light are light are created o created on the fourn the fourth day, with day, with teemingth teeming life in t life in the seas, ahe seashe seas, air,seas, air, and on th and on the land appe land appearing on earing on the fifth the fifth and sixth and sixth days. As tdays. As the culminahe culminating act oting ating act of Godact of God’s handiwo’s handiwork, humankrk, humankind, male ind, male and femaleand female, is creat, is created on the ed on the sixth day.sixth day. The narra T The narratThe narrative sweep ive sweep of creatioof creation, howevern, however, does not, does not end here. end here. As the cl As the climax and cimax and cimax and completioncompletion of the na of the narrative, trrative, the seventhhe seventh day is si day is singled out ngled out as a sanctas a sanctified day ified day of divine of divof divine resdivine rest (Gen. 2:t (Gen. 2:1-3). Inde1-3). Indeed, the nued, the number sevenmber seven assumes c assumes crucial sigrucial significance nificance in the accin thin the accounthe account: the firt: the first two verst two verses contaises contain a total n a total of 21 wordof 21 words (7 + 14)s (7 + 14). Certain . Certain key words key key words key words such as “Gsuch as “God,” “goodod,” “good,” and “la,” and “land” appearnd” appear in number in numbers divisibls divisible by 7. The by 7. Through suchrThThrough suThrough such numerolch numerological arrogical arrangements,angements, the autho the author has taker has taken pains ton pains to demonstra demonst demonstratdemonstrate creatione creation’s goal an’s goal and completed completeness.ness.ness.

The creation of primordial light, distinguished from the light of the celestial 
spheres (Gen. 1:14-16), functions to distinguish day from night, thereby setting in 
motion the progress of time. On the second day, God creates a dome or 
firmament that vertically separates the waters above from the waters below. 
Separation of the waters below results in the appearance of dry land, which is 
exhorted to sprout forth vegetation on the third day. With the three domains of 
heaven, water, and earth firmly established over the course of three days, the 
celestial spheres of light are created on the fourth day, with teeming life in the 
seas, air, and on the land appearing on the fifth and sixth days. As the culminating 
act of God’s handiwork, humankind, male and female, is created on the sixth day. 
The narrative sweep of creation, however, does not end here. As the climax and 
completion of the narrative, the seventh day is singled out as a sanctified day of 
divine rest (Gen. 2:1-3). Indeed, the number seven assumes crucial significance in 
the account: the first two verses contain a total of 21 words (7 + 14). Certain 
key words such as “God,” “good,” and “land” appear in numbers divisible by 7. 
Through such numerological arrangements, the author has taken pains to 
demonstrate creation’s goal and completeness.

�In additioIn addition, the Prin, the Priestly Creaestly Creation accoution account reflectnt reflects a highlys a highly refined s refined structure itructure in which thn iin which tin which the first the first three days hree days are placedare placed in parall in parallel with thel with the second se second set of threet of three. Indeed,e. Inde. Indeed, thIndeed, the overall e overall structure structure may very wmay very well reflecell reflect that of t that of a temple, a temple, with the fwith the final day rinal dinal day represday representing a tenting a temporal “hemporal “holy of hololy of holies.” At aies.” At any rate, tny rate, the processhe process of creati of creation is charon ion is charactis characterized by erized by a discernia discernible rhythmble rhythm of divine of divine command a command and executind execution, as welon, as well as approl welwell as apwell as approbation probation (“good”) a(“good”) and differend differentiation ontiation of materialf material: darkness: darkness and light and light, water an, wa, water and water and land, animland, animals and huals and humankind. Cmankind. Certain eleertain elements suchments such as water, as water, earth, an earth, and the celedanand the ceand the celestial splestial spheres assuheres assume active me active roles in troles in the processhe process and maint and maintenance of enance of creation (crecreation (creation (e.g., Gen.e.g., Gen. 1:11-12,  1:11-12, 16, 20). T16, 20). The most crhe most critical rolitical role, howevere, however, belongs , belongs to humankito huto humankind.humankind. Men and w Men and women are domen are distinguishistinguished from thed from the animal we animal world by thorld by their being eir beineir being creabeing created in theted in the “image of “image of God” (Gen God” (Gen. 1:26-27). 1:26-27). This lan. This language of iguage of image has lmage has little to dittllittle to little to do with hudo with humankind’s mankind’s essence oressence or God’s nat God’s nature. Ratheure. Rather, as God’r, as God’s represens representatives ontarepresenrepresentarepresentatives on etives on earth, humaarth, human beings an beings are endowedre endowed with the  with the (royal) ta(royal) task of manask of manask of managing amanaging and exercisnd exercising dominiing dominion over thon over the whole rae whole range of lifnge of life on the ee on the earth (Gen.arth (Gen. 1:26-31). (Gen.(Gen. 1:26(Gen. 1:26-31). As p-31). As part of humart of humankind’s sankind’s stewardshiptewardship of the ea of the earth, humanrth, human beings ar beings are enjoinedearare enjoinare enjoined elsewheed elsewhere to obsere to observe the Sarve the Sabbath (Exobbath (Exod. 20:8-11d. 20:8-11; Lev. 23:; Lev. 23:3; Deut. 53; Deut. 5:12-15), a:155:12-15), 5:12-15), an act thaan act that Gen. 2:1t Gen. 2:1-3 makes c-3 makes clear is anlear is an act of  act of imitatio dimitatio deiei...

In addition, the Priestly Creation account reflects a highly refined structure 
in which the first three days are placed in parallel with the second set of three. 
Indeed, the overall structure may very well reflect that of a temple, with the final 
day representing a temporal “holy of holies.” At any rate, the process of creation 
is characterized by a discernible rhythm of divine command and execution, as 
well as approbation (“good”) and differentiation of material: darkness and light, 
water and land, animals and humankind. Certain elements such as water, earth, 
and the celestial spheres assume active roles in the process and maintenance of 
creation (e.g., Gen. 1:11-12, 16, 20). The most critical role, however, belongs to 
humankind. Men and women are distinguished from the animal world by their 
being created in the “image of God” (Gen. 1:26-27). This language of image has 
little to do with humankind’s essence or God’s nature. Rather, as God’s 
representatives on earth, human beings are endowed with the (royal) task of 
managing and exercising dominion over the whole range of life on the earth 



(Gen. 1:26-31). As part of humankind’s stewardship of the earth, human beings 
are enjoined elsewhere to observe the Sabbath (Exod. 20:8-11; Lev. 23:3; Deut. 
5:12-15), an act that Gen. 2:1-3 makes clear is an act of imitatio dei.

�Though perThough perhaps reflehaps reflecting Egypcting Egyptian influtian influence, the ence, the Creation aCreation account of ccount of Gen. 1 is Gen. 1 Gen. 1 is truly1 is truly unique am unique among the anong the ancient Nearcient Near Eastern c Eastern cosmogoniesosmogonies. Instead . Instead of divine of divine combat andcocombat andcombat and struggle  struggle among the among the gods, as dgods, as depicted inepicted in the Babyl the Babylonian onian Enuma elisEnuma elishh and the U and and the Ugand the Ugaritic Baaaritic Baal epic, crl epic, creation acceation according to ording to P is wrougP is wrought peaceabht peaceably and sysly and systematicalltemsyssystematicsystematically throually through sovereigh sovereign word angn word and action. d action. Elsewhere Elsewhere in the OT,in the OT, however,  however,  however, thowever, the strugglhe struggle against e against chaos compchaos comprises a parises a part of the rt of the creative pcreative process (Isrocess (Isa. 51:9-10a. 5a. 51:9-10; 251:9-10; 27:1; Ps. 77:1; Ps. 74:13-14; J4:13-14; Job 26:12).ob 26:12). In these  In these passages, passages, creation pcreation presupposesresupposes the defea the the defeatthe defeat of watery of watery chaos, sy chaos, symbolized bmbolized by the sea y the sea monsters Rmonsters Rahab and Lahab and Leviathan (eviathan (eviathan (cf. Ps. 1(cf. Ps. 104:6-7, 9,04:6-7, 9, 26). By c 26). By comparison,omparison, the Creat the Creation accounion account of Gen. t of Gen. 1 appears 1 appears more “philmomore “philmore “philosophicallosophically” orientey” oriented. The “grd. The “great sea moeat sea monsters” crnsters” created on teated on the fifth dhe fifth day are repaydday are reday are reported in ported in a matter-oa matter-of-fact manf-fact manner (Gen. ner (Gen. 1:21) as p1:21) as part of Godart of God’s good cr’s good creation. Maeacrcreation. creation. Many scholMany scholars have dars have described Pescribed P’s account’s account of creati of creation as a deon as a demythologizmythologized accountedemythologizdemythologdemythologized accouized account of the nt of the combat motcombat motif so previf so prevalent in talent in the extrabihe extrabiblical soublical sources, partrsousources, psources, particularlarticularly Mesopotay Mesopotamian. Suchmian. Such an intent an intentional contional contrast may nrast may not be fortot be fortuitous, siuifortfortuitousfortuitous, since th, since the account e account was probabwas probably writtenly written during th during the time of e time of either theeither the late exil lat late exililate exilic period ic period in Babylonin Babylonia or the ea or the early postearly postexilic perixilic period (late 6od (late 6th centuryth century  B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.). In addi). In addition, modetion, modern interprrn interpreters haveeters have noted a k noted a kind of sysind of systematic, etematic, even “evoluven “evoven “evolution“evolutionary,” deveary,” development oflopment of the creat the created order ied order in Gen. 1, n Gen. 1, a movementa movement from lowe from low from lower to hlower to higher, morigher, more complex e complex forms of lforms of life, culmiife, culminating in nating in humankind.humankind.

Though perhaps reflecting Egyptian influence, the Creation account of Gen. 
1 is truly unique among the ancient Near Eastern cosmogonies. Instead of divine 
combat and struggle among the gods, as depicted in the Babylonian Enuma elish 
and the Ugaritic Baal epic, creation according to P is wrought peaceably and 
systematically through sovereign word and action. Elsewhere in the OT, 
however, the struggle against chaos comprises a part of the creative process (Isa. 
51:9-10; 27:1; Ps. 74:13-14; Job 26:12). In these passages, creation presupposes 
the defeat of watery chaos, symbolized by the sea monsters Rahab and Leviathan 
(cf. Ps. 104:6-7, 9, 26). By comparison, the Creation account of Gen. 1 appears 
more “philosophically” oriented. The “great sea monsters” created on the fifth 
day are reported in a matter-of-fact manner (Gen. 1:21) as part of God’s good 
creation. Many scholars have described P’s account of creation as a 
demythologized account of the combat motif so prevalent in the extrabiblical 
sources, particularly Mesopotamian. Such an intentional contrast may not be 
fortuitous, since the account was probably written during the time of either the 
late exilic period in Babylonia or the early postexilic period (late 6th century 
B.C.E.). In addition, modern interpreters have noted a kind of systematic, even 
“evolutionary,” development of the created order in Gen. 1, a movement from 
lower to higher, more complex forms of life, culminating in humankind.

�In contrasIn contrast to P’s at to P’s account is ccount is the older the older Yahwist’s Yahwist’s account (Jaccount (J) of creat) of creation that fion that follows (Geoffollows (Gfollows (Gen. 2:4-3:en. 2:4-3:25). Here,25). Here, the order the order of creati of creation is reveon is reversed: man rsed: man (}aœd�aœm)(}aœd�aœm(}aœd�aœm)(}aœd�aœm) appears f appears first, creairst, created from tted from the soil (he soil (}a�d�aœma®}a�d�aœma®;; Gen. 2:7) Gen. 2:7), followed, fo, followed bfollowed by the plany the plants and anits and animals. Withmals. With the garde the garden of Eden n of Eden as the setas the setting, J foting, J focuses on tcusefofocuses onfocuses on the separ the separate creatiate creations of manons of man and woman and woman and their and their vocation  vocation in the garin the garden. Wheredgargarden. Whgarden. Whereas Gen.ereas Gen. 1:26-28 d 1:26-28 depicts humepicts human beings an beings exercisingexercising dominion  dominion over creatover creover creation (creation (cf. Ps. 8:cf. Ps. 8:5-9[6–10])5-9[6–10]), Gen. 2:1, Gen. 2:15-17 makes5-17 makes man a ser man a servant of thvant of the soil, a e soil, a vocation tvocatvocation tvocation that becomehat becomes burdensos burdensome as a reme as a result of thsult of the couple’se couple’s expulsion expulsion from the  from the from the gardenthe garden (3:17–19) (3:17–19). The crea. The creation of wotion of woman from mman from man (an (}isûsûa®}isûsûa® from  from }iîsû;}iîsû; Gen. 2:22 G Gen. 2:22)Gen. 2:22) in no way in no way implies s implies subordinatiubordination of womaon of woman to man, n to man, but ratherbut rather stresses  stresses their commttheir commtheir common identiton identity, as poety, as poetically expically expressed in ressed in the man’s the man’s jubilationjubilation in 2:23.  in 2:23. The mutualThe mThe mutual equmutual equality of tality of the gendershe genders breaks do breaks down only thwn only through the rough the man’s blamman’s blaming the woing the woing the woman (Genwoman (Gen. 3:12) an. 3:12) and the cursd the curse (v. 16).e (v. 16).

In contrast to P’s account is the older Yahwist’s account (J) of creation that 
follows (Gen. 2:4-3:25). Here, the order of creation is reversed: man 
(}aœd�aœm)  appears first, created from the soil (}a�d�aœma®;  Gen. 2:7), 
followed by the plants and animals. With the garden of Eden as the setting, J 
focuses on the separate creations of man and woman and their vocation in the 
garden. Whereas Gen. 1:26-28 depicts human beings exercising dominion over 
creation (cf. Ps. 8:5-9[6–10]), Gen. 2:15-17 makes man a servant of the soil, a 
vocation that becomes burdensome as a result of the couple’s expulsion from 
the garden (3:17–19). The creation of woman from man (}isûsûa® from }iîsû; 
Gen. 2:22) in no way implies subordination of woman to man, but rather stresses 
their common identity, as poetically expressed in the man’s jubilation in 2:23. The 
mutual equality of the genders breaks down only through the man’s blaming the 
woman (Gen. 3:12) and the curse (v. 16).

�In the NT In the NT there is, there is, by compariby comparison with tson with the OT, a vhe OT, a veritable deritable dearth of cearth of cosmologicaosmoloccosmologiccosmological models.al models. Neverthel Nevertheless, referess, references to Cences to Creator andreator and creation  creation are frequeare frequeare frequent (frequent (e.g., Marke.g., Mark 10:6 = Ma 10:6 = Matt. 19:4; tt. 19:4; Mark 13:19Mark 13:19 = Matt. 2 = Matt. 24:21; Rom.4:21; Rom. 1:20; 8:1 1:20; 8:18-30; 1 Ti8-38:18:18-30; 18:18-30; 1 Tim. 4:4; Tim. 4:4; 1 Pet. 4: 1 Pet. 4:19; 2 Pet.19; 2 Pet. 3:4; Rev. 3:4; Rev. 4:11; 10: 4:11; 10:6; 21:1; 26; 21:1; 22:1-5). In2:1-5). Indeed, durideed, dudeed, during theduring the Hellenist Hellenistic period ic period the doctrithe doctrine of creane of creation becamtion became an essene an essential tenettial tenet of faith  of of faith fof faith for the earor the early Church ly Church in its resin its response to Gponse to Gnosticism.nosticism. Echoing b Echoing both Isaiahoth Isaiah and Genes and and Genesiand Genesis, the NT s, the NT understandunderstands creations creation in light  in light of God’s aof God’s action in Jction in Jesus Chrisesus Christ, the fult, tt, the fulfilthe fulfillment of hlment of history andistory and creation. creation. The revel The revelation of Cation of Christ inauhrist inaugurated a gurated a new age annew anew age and coage and consequentlynsequently a new cre a new creation (2 Cation (2 Cor. 5:17).or. 5:17). As the re As the revelation ovelation of God’s puf God’s purposes in rpupurposes ipurposes in history,n history, Christ un Christ undergirds adergirds all of creall of creation (Johntion (John 1:1-9; Ep 1:1-9; Eph. 1:9-10;h. 1:9-10; Col. 1:17 Col.  Col. 1:17;Col. 1:17; Heb. 1:3) Heb. 1:3). Yet crea. Yet creation, accotion, according to Prding to Paul, remaiaul, remains in travns in travail, “groaail, “groaning in laning inning in labor pin labor pains” (Romains” (Rom. 8:22). T. 8:22). The new agehe new age that Paul that Paul foresaw i foresaw is one thats one that involved  involved the complethethe complethe completion of Gotion of God’s purposd’s purposes in Chries in Christ, in thest, in the “revealin “revealing of the cg of the children ofhildren of God” (Rom Go God” (Rom.God” (Rom. 8:19). Th 8:19). The new age e new age described described in the apoin the apocalyptic bcalyptic book of Revook of Revelation reelation reelation recounts trecounts the primordhe primordial battleial battle against t against the chaos dhe chaos dragon (Revragon (Rev. 12:7-10;. 12:7-10; 20:2-3),  20:2-3), whose defewhowhose defewhose defeat ushers at ushers in a new hin a new heaven and eaven and earth, incearth, including a Nluding a New Jerusalew Jerusalem (21:1–2em (21:1–2em (21:1–2), (21:1–2), a city wita city without need hout need of temple,of temple, sun, or m sun, or moon, “for oon, “for the glory the glory of God is of God is its light,its its light,its light, and its l and its lamp is theamp is the Lamb” (21 Lamb” (21:23; cf. I:23; cf. Isa. 60:19-sa. 60:19-20). Moreo20). Moreover, the nver, the new city shew cityew city shallcity shall enjoy the enjoy the water of  water of life and tlife and the tree ofhe tree of life (Rev life (Rev. 22:1-2; . 22:1-2; cf. Ezek. cf. Ezek. 47:1-12; Z47:1-12; Z47:1-12; Zech. 14:8Zech. 14:8; Gen. 2:9; Gen. 2:9). Drawing). Drawing from them from themes and imaes and images of theges of the ancient c ancient creation acreation accounts, thcacaccounts, accounts, the new agthe new age envisagee envisaged by John d by John of Patmos of Patmos is a new cis a new creation threation that shall sat shall supersede tupssupersede supersede the primevthe primeval age.al age.al age.

In the NT there is, by comparison with the OT, a veritable dearth of 
cosmological models. Nevertheless, references to Creator and creation are 
frequent (e.g., Mark 10:6 = Matt. 19:4; Mark 13:19 = Matt. 24:21; Rom. 1:20; 
8:18-30; 1 Tim. 4:4; 1 Pet. 4:19; 2 Pet. 3:4; Rev. 4:11; 10:6; 21:1; 22:1-5). Indeed, 
during the Hellenistic period the doctrine of creation became an essential tenet 



of faith for the early Church in its response to Gnosticism. Echoing both Isaiah 
and Genesis, the NT understands creation in light of God’s action in Jesus Christ, 
the fulfillment of history and creation. The revelation of Christ inaugurated a new 
age and consequently a new creation (2 Cor. 5:17). As the revelation of God’s 
purposes in history, Christ undergirds all of creation (John 1:1-9; Eph. 1:9-10; 
Col. 1:17; Heb. 1:3). Yet creation, according to Paul, remains in travail, “groaning 
in labor pains” (Rom. 8:22). The new age that Paul foresaw is one that involved 
the completion of God’s purposes in Christ, in the “revealing of the children of 
God” (Rom. 8:19). The new age described in the apocalyptic book of Revelation 
recounts the primordial battle against the chaos dragon (Rev. 12:7-10; 20:2-3), 
whose defeat ushers in a new heaven and earth, including a New Jerusalem 
(21:1–2), a city without need of temple, sun, or moon, “for the glory of God is 
its light, and its lamp is the Lamb” (21:23; cf. Isa. 60:19-20). Moreover, the new 
city shall enjoy the water of life and the tree of life (Rev. 22:1-2; cf. Ezek. 47:1-12; 
Zech. 14:8; Gen. 2:9). Drawing from themes and images of the ancient creation 
accounts, the new age envisaged by John of Patmos is a new creation that shall 
supersede the primeval age.
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CRESCENSCRESCENS (Gk.  (Gk. KreäískeäsKreäískeäs)))

CRESCENS (Gk. Kreäískeäs)

A companioA companion of Paul n of Paul during oneduring one of his pr of his prison termsison terms (2 Tim. 4 (2 Tim. 4:10). When:10). When 2 Timothy 2 Timoth 2 Timothy waTimothy was written s written he had lefhe had left for Galat for Galatia (some tia (some texts readtexts read Gk.  Gk. Galliía,Galliía, “Gaul”),  “Gaul”) “Gaul”), b“Gaul”), but the texut the text does nott does not say why. say why.

A companion of Paul during one of his prison terms (2 Tim. 4:10). When 2 
Timothy was written he had left for Galatia (some texts read Gk. Galliía, 
“Gaul”), but the text does not say why.

CRESCENTSCRESCENTSCRESCENTS

CRESCENTS

Moon-shapeMoon-shaped (cf. Zakd (cf. Zakir inscripir inscription; Aramtion; Aram. . sûhr,sûhr, equivalen equivalent of the Bt of the Babylonian abylonian moon-god Smoomoon-god Smoon-god Sin) ornamein) ornaments (Heb. nts (Heb. síaha�roœnsíaha�roœniîmiîm), either ), either of gold orof gold or silver, w silver, worn by theorn wworn by thworn by the Midianite Midianite kings ore kings or their cam their camels (Judg.els (Judg. 8:26, 21) 8:26, 21). At Isa. . At Isa. 3:18 the c3:18 the crescents cresceccrescents crescents constituteconstitute part of t part of the tawdry he tawdry attire of attire of the “daughthe “daughters of Ziters of Zion” which on” which the Lord wthethe Lord wthe Lord would removould remove, possible, possibly because y because of their pof their pagan assocagan association.iation.

Moon-shaped (cf. Zakir inscription; Aram. sûhr, equivalent of the Babylonian 
moon-god Sin) ornaments (Heb. síaha�roœniîm ), either of gold or silver, 
worn by the Midianite kings or their camels (Judg. 8:26, 21). At Isa. 3:18 the 
crescents constitute part of the tawdry attire of the “daughters of Zion” which 
the Lord would remove, possibly because of their pagan association.

CRETECRETE (Gk.  (Gk. KreäíteäKreäíteäKreäíteä

CRETE (Gk. Kreäíteä

The largesThe largest of the Gt of the Greek islanreek islands, ca. 27ds, ca. 274 km. (1704 km. (170 mi.) S of mi.) S of Athens. A Athens. An advancedn advanced civilizat ci civilizaticivilization, labeleon, labeled Minoan bd Minoan by archaeoly archaeologist Arthogist Arthur Evans aur Evans after the lfter the legendary Kegendary King Minos,ing KKing MinosKing Minos, began to, began to flourish  flourish on the islon the island in theand in the 3rd mille 3rd millennium nnium B.C.E.B.C.E. and reach and reached its zenedreachreached itreached its zenith cs zenith ca. 1500, aa. 1500, as evident s evident in extensiin extensive palatiave palatial complexel complexes. The Mins. The Minoans exertoanMinMinoans exMinoans exerted inflerted influence on tuence on the mainlanhe mainland Mycenaead Mycenaeans and estns and established cablished colonies onolonies oolonies on many Gron many Greek islandeek islands and in As and in Asia Minor.sia Minor. They deve They developed an aloped an as yet undes yet undeciphered sciphered undeundecipherundeciphered script ed script (Linear A)(Linear A). By the 1. By the 15th centur5th century Crete way Crete was reflectis reflecting the infng the influence of lueinfinfluence influence of the Mycof the Mycenaeans, wenaeans, who began tho began to preserveo preserve court rec court records in anords in an early Gre early Gre early Greek scriGreek script (Linearpt (Linear B). The f B). The famous Minoamous Minoan palace an palace at Knossosat Knossos was destr was destroyed ca. 1oyed ca. 1oyed ca. 1380.1380.1380.

The largest of the Greek islands, ca. 274 km. (170 mi.) S of Athens. An advanced 



civilization, labeled Minoan by archaeologist Arthur Evans after the legendary 
King Minos, began to flourish on the island in the 3rd millennium B.C.E. and 
reached its zenith ca. 1500, as evident in extensive palatial complexes. The 
Minoans exerted influence on the mainland Mycenaeans and established colonies 
on many Greek islands and in Asia Minor. They developed an as yet 
undeciphered script (Linear A). By the 15th century Crete was reflecting the 
influence of the Mycenaeans, who began to preserve court records in an early 
Greek script (Linear B). The famous Minoan palace at Knossos was destroyed ca. 
1380.

�The demiseThe demise of Minoan of Minoan civilizat civilization appareion apparently led tntly led to immigrato immigration, perhaion, perhaps influenps influps influencininfluencing in part g in part the movemethe movement of the nt of the MediterranMediterranean Sea Peean Sea Peoples intooples into various p various places, inclapplaces, inplaces, including Pacluding Palestine anlestine and Phoenicid Phoenicia. In the a. In the OT Crete iOT Crete is called Cs called Caphtor, thaphtor, the originale ore original horiginal home of theome of the Philistin Philistines (Amos 9es (Amos 9:7). From :7). From 1100 Doria1100 Dorians from thns from the Greek mae Greek me Greek mainland imainland infiltratednfiltrated Crete, le Crete, leading to tading to the rise ofhe rise of city-stat city-states. The 8tes. The 8th century h century saw the desaw thsaw the develothe development of tpment of the orientahe orientalizing tenlizing tendencies thdencies that eventuaat eventually affectlly affected other ped other parts of Grartpparts of Gparts of Greece. Whireece. While Crete lle Crete lay outsideay outside the mains the mainstream of Gtream of Greek activreek activity duringity during the Class t the Classithe Classical and Hecal and Hellenistic llenistic periods, iperiods, it contribut contributed numeroted numerous mercenaus mercenaries and hries and had a reputadhhad a repuhad a reputation fortation for fostering fostering piracy. W piracy. When Greecehen Greece became pa became part of the rt of the Roman EmpiRoman EmRoman Empire in Empire in the 2nd cethe 2nd century, Crentury, Crete remainete remained independd independent until ent until 67 67 B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

The demise of Minoan civilization apparently led to immigration, perhaps 
influencing in part the movement of the Mediterranean Sea Peoples into various 
places, including Palestine and Phoenicia. In the OT Crete is called Caphtor, the 
original home of the Philistines (Amos 9:7). From 1100 Dorians from the Greek 
mainland infiltrated Crete, leading to the rise of city-states. The 8th century saw 
the development of the orientalizing tendencies that eventually affected other 
parts of Greece. While Crete lay outside the mainstream of Greek activity during 
the Classical and Hellenistic periods, it contributed numerous mercenaries and 
had a reputation for fostering piracy. When Greece became part of the Roman 
Empire in the 2nd century, Crete remained independent until 67 B.C.E.

�In the NT In the NT Cretans weCretans were among tre among the severalhe several Jewish gr Jewish groups in Jeoups in Jerusalem forusalem for the obser ther the observthe observance of Peance of Pentecost (Antecost (Acts 2:11),cts 2:11), and Paul  and Paul describes describes a hazardoua hazardous sea voyas sea voyage along tgvoyavoyage alovoyage along the soung the southern coasthern coast of Cretet of Crete, mentioni, mentioning severalng several Cretan si Cretan sites (Acts tes (Acts 27). Paul’2727). Paul’27). Paul’s letter ts letter to Titus ino Titus insinuates tsinuates that he lefhat he left Titus int Titus in Crete to  Crete to correct prcorrect problems andoblemsprproblems aproblems and appointnd appoint elders in elders in the churc the churches (Tit. hes (Tit. 1:5). That1:5). That Paul “lef Paul “left” Titus tt” Titus there suggeheretthere suggthere suggests a triests a trip to Cretep to Crete by Paul t by Paul that is othhat is otherwise unaerwise unattested. Tttested. The letter he letter to Titus qto Tto Titus quotTitus quotes one of es one of the Cretanthe Cretans’ own pros’ own prophets: “Thphets: “The Cretans e Cretans are alwaysare always liars, vi liars, vicious brutcivivicious brvicious brutes, lazyutes, lazy gluttons” gluttons” (Tit. 1:1 (Tit. 1:12). While 2). While the actualthe actual source of source of this stat this statement is uement statstatement statement is uncertais uncertain, early in, early Christian Christian writers atwriters attributed itributed it to the at to the ancient poencient poet Epimenidt Epimt EpimenidesEpimenides, one of t, one of the legendahe legendary seven wry seven wise men ofise men of ancient G ancient Greece.reece.reece.

In the NT Cretans were among the several Jewish groups in Jerusalem for 
the observance of Pentecost (Acts 2:11), and Paul describes a hazardous sea 
voyage along the southern coast of Crete, mentioning several Cretan sites (Acts 
27). Paul’s letter to Titus insinuates that he left Titus in Crete to correct 
problems and appoint elders in the churches (Tit. 1:5). That Paul “left” Titus 
there suggests a trip to Crete by Paul that is otherwise unattested. The letter to 
Titus quotes one of the Cretans’ own prophets: “The Cretans are always liars, 
vicious brutes, lazy gluttons” (Tit. 1:12). While the actual source of this 
statement is uncertain, early Christian writers attributed it to the ancient poet 
Epimenides, one of the legendary seven wise men of ancient Greece.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. CameronP. Cameron, , CreteCrete (New York (New York, 1988); M, 1988); M. Grant, . Grant, The Rise oThe Rise of the Greef thf the Greeksthe Greeks (New York (New York, 1987)., 1987)., 1987).

Bibliography. P. Cameron, Crete (New York, 1988); M. Grant, The Rise of 
the Greeks (New York, 1987).
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CRIME, CRICRIME, CRIMESMESMES

CRIME, CRIMES

This EngliThis English term desh term denotes, in notes, in legal contlegal contexts, a seexts, a serious, intrious, intentional ventional violation oiolation of the ordef the of the order of sorder of society, suociety, subject to rbject to retaliatoryetaliatory sanctions sanctions. A societ. A society declaresy declares through i through its organs ts orts organs of organs of sovereigntsovereignty that cery that certain acts tain acts are so injare so injurious to urious to it that thit that the perpetrae perpetrator shouldtor shtor should sufshould suffer proporfer proportionately tionately to the damto the damage. Minorage. Minor infractio infractions are desns are designated “mignated “misdemeanoris“m“misdemean“misdemeanors.” Dispors.” Disputes betweutes between membersen members of the le of the legal commungal community which ity which are not coare noare not considnot considered violaered violations of ttions of the order ohe order of society f society except to except to the extentthe extent that they that they endanger  en endanger tendanger the peace ahe peace among membemong members belong rs belong to civil lto civil law (“tortsaw (“torts”).”).”).

This English term denotes, in legal contexts, a serious, intentional violation of the 
order of society, subject to retaliatory sanctions. A society declares through its 
organs of sovereignty that certain acts are so injurious to it that the perpetrator 
should suffer proportionately to the damage. Minor infractions are designated 
“misdemeanors.” Disputes between members of the legal community which are 
not considered violations of the order of society except to the extent that they 



endanger the peace among members belong to civil law (“torts”).

�Biblical lBiblical law differsaw differs in severa in several significl significant respecant respects from mots from modern law. dern law. According According According According to the OT,to the OT, the socie the society does noty does not legislatt legislate for itsee for itself, but Golf, but God as creatd as creator and sovor aor and sovereand sovereign over Iign over Israel setssrael sets standards standards of justic of justice, righteoe, righteousness, anusness, and holinessd holiness for his p for h for his peoplehis people. Israel’s. Israel’s neighbors neighbors shared th shared this belief is belief that sociathat social norms hal norms have a divinve a divine origin. e origie origin. Isorigin. Israel was drael was distinctiveistinctive in ascrib in ascribing law diing law directly to rectly to the Lord, the Lord, who had fowho had formed the prmed trmed the peoplethe people as his sp as his sphere of sohere of sovereignty vereignty and made oand made obedience tbedience to his willo his will a compone a component of theincomponecomponent component of their cof their constitutioonstitution.n.n.

Biblical law differs in several significant respects from modern law. 
According to the OT, the society does not legislate for itself, but God as creator 
and sovereign over Israel sets standards of justice, righteousness, and holiness for 
his people. Israel’s neighbors shared this belief that social norms have a divine 
origin. Israel was distinctive in ascribing law directly to the Lord, who had formed 
the people as his sphere of sovereignty and made obedience to his will a 
component of their constitution.

�Biblical HBiblical Hebrew lackebrew lacks terms cos terms correspondinrresponding to the Eg to the English “crnglish “crimes,” “miimes,” “misdemeanorssdeme“mi“misdemean“misdemeanors,” and ors,” and “torts,” i“torts,” indicating ndicating that anciethat ancient law-givnt law-givers did noers did not operate t operate with thesewitwith thesewith these categorie categories. Hebrew s. Hebrew has a set has a set of terms fof terms for rules oor rules of law and f law and another foanother for wrong-dor wr wrong-doinwrong-doing, each wig, each with its ownth its own nuance, b nuance, but none maut none matches the tches the categoriescategories of crime  of crime of crime and crime and tort.tort.tort.

Biblical Hebrew lacks terms corresponding to the English “crimes,” 
“misdemeanors,” and “torts,” indicating that ancient law-givers did not operate 
with these categories. Hebrew has a set of terms for rules of law and another for 
wrong-doing, each with its own nuance, but none matches the categories of 
crime and tort.

�It is possIt is possible for tible for the interprhe interpreter to caeter to categorize btegorize biblical laiblical laws as crimws as criminal or ciinal or civil by thevil bvil by the kinby the kind of sanctd of sanctions imposions imposed. Offensed. Offenses punishees punished by retald by retaliation — diation — death, corpeath, corporal punisocorpcorporal pcorporal punishment,unishment, banishmen banishment — clearlt — clearly fall wity fall within “crimehin “crime,” while a,” while actions resctions resolved by rolresresolved bresolved by restituty restitution are ciion are civil. When vil. When restitutiorestitution involvesn involves compensat compensation for diion for distress andstredidistress adistress and deterrend deterrence, retalnce, retaliation andiation and restituti restitution are boton are both involvedh involved. Israelit. Israelite law had e law e law had nolaw had no provision provision for incar for incarceration.ceration.ceration.

It is possible for the interpreter to categorize biblical laws as criminal or civil 
by the kind of sanctions imposed. Offenses punished by retaliation — death, 
corporal punishment, banishment — clearly fall within “crime,” while actions 
resolved by restitution are civil. When restitution involves compensation for 
distress and deterrence, retaliation and restitution are both involved. Israelite 
law had no provision for incarceration.

�There is nThere is no evidenceo evidence in OT leg in OT legal texts oal texts of jurisdicf jurisdictional distional distinctions tinctions or differeor differences in rundifferedifferencedifferences in ruless in rules for proof for proof for crimi for criminal and cinal and civil law.vil law.vil law.

There is no evidence in OT legal texts of jurisdictional distinctions or 
differences in rules for proof for criminal and civil law.

�Capital crCapital crimes are fimes are formulated ormulated differentldifferently from casy from cases of lesses of lesser magnituer magnitude. In Exode. In Exde. In Exod. 21:1Exod. 21:1-23:19 for-23:19 formulations mulations begin withbegin with a partici a participle descriple describing the obing the offense, anffense, and the verbd thd the verb othe verb of the mainf the main clause is clause is in the ca in the causative pausative passive augmssive augmented by aented by an intensifn intensifying infinying intensifintensifyiintensifying infinitng infinitive. This ive. This is usuallyis usually translate translated “whoeverd “whoever does X sh does X shall be putall be put to death” to dea to death” (Exdeath” (Exod. 21:12,od. 21:12, 15, 16, 1 15, 16, 17; 22:19[M7; 22:19[MT 18]; cf.T 18]; cf. 22:18, 20 22:18, 20[17, 19]).[17, 19]).

Capital crimes are formulated differently from cases of lesser magnitude. In 
Exod. 21:1-23:19 formulations begin with a participle describing the offense, and 
the verb of the main clause is in the causative passive augmented by an 
intensifying infinitive. This is usually translated “whoever does X shall be put to 
death” (Exod. 21:12, 15, 16, 17; 22:19[MT 18]; cf. 22:18, 20[17, 19]).

�While it iWhile it is common ts common to regard to regard this as his as requiringrequiring the death the death penalty,  penalty, it is possit is possible that ible posspossible tpossible that it hat it grants pergrants permissionmission to impose to impose it. In th it. In the case of e case of murder, almurder, all indicatil indications are thons indicatiindicationindications are thats are that it was re it was required to quired to purge the purge the land of “bland of “blood guiltlood guilt” (Num. 35” (Num. 35:31-34; De:31-3535:31-34; 35:31-34; Deut. 19:1Deut. 19:11-13; 21:11-13; 21:1-9). On th-9). On the other hae other hand, it is nd, it is doubtful tdoubtful that cursinhat cursing or strikg org or strikinor striking one’s pag one’s parents (Exorents (Exod. 21:15, d. 21:15, 17) requir17) required parentsed parents to kill t to kill their childheir children to averen toren to avert Gto avert God’s wrathod’s wrath against t against the communihe community. Perhapty. Perhaps this fors this formulation imulation is the Creas the Creator’s authtCreaCreator’s Creator’s authorizatauthorization of theion of the killing o killing of a creatuf a creature made inre made in the image the image of God wh of God who is othero io is otherwiis otherwise under dse under divine protivine protection (cfection (cf. Gen. 9:1. Gen. 9:1-6).-6).-6).

While it is common to regard this as requiring the death penalty, it is 
possible that it grants permission to impose it. In the case of murder, all 
indications are that it was required to purge the land of “blood guilt” (Num. 
35:31-34; Deut. 19:11-13; 21:1-9). On the other hand, it is doubtful that cursing 
or striking one’s parents (Exod. 21:15, 17) required parents to kill their children 
to avert God’s wrath against the community. Perhaps this formulation is the 
Creator’s authorization of the killing of a creature made in the image of God who 
is otherwise under divine protection (cf. Gen. 9:1-6).

�Biblical lBiblical law containaw contains many caps many capital offenital offenses which ses which the modernthe modern interpret interpreter would cer wouer would claswould classify as “csify as “crimes withrimes without victimout victims.” These s.” These fall primafall primarily underrily under two categ two categories, reloriecategcategoriescategories, religiou, religious and sexus and sexual offenseal offenses. Worships. Worshipping gods ping gods other thanother than the Lord  the Lord (Exod. 22:(E(Exod. 22:(Exod. 22:20[19]; De20[19]; Deut. 13; 17ut. 13; 17:2-7), pro:2-7), profaning thefaning the divine na divine name (Lev. 2me (Lev. 24:10-16), 4:10-16), devoting cdevdevoting cdevoting children tohildren to Molech (L Molech (Lev. 20:1-5ev. 20:1-5), and pra), and practicing wicticing witchcraft (tchcraft (Exod. 22:1Exod. 22:18[17]; cf.8[122:122:18[17];22:18[17]; cf. Lev.  cf. Lev. 20:6) are 20:6) are singled ousingled out as ultimt as ultimate violatate violations of thions of the religioue religious order. Cs orders order. Culorder. Cultic dutiestic duties and rules and rules for sacri for sacrifice, etc.fice, etc., are not , are not subject tosubject to criminal  criminal or civil sor civil or civil sanccivil sanction but ation but are under tre under the jurisdihe jurisdiction of sction of sanctuary panctuary personnel wersonnel with culticith cultic sanctions sanct sanctions.sanctions. A variety A variety of sexual of sexual unions ar unions are condemnee condemned as “abomd as “abominations” inations” (cf. esp. (cf. esp. Lev. 20:11LeLev. 20:11Lev. 20:11-21). Sinc-21). Since ancient e ancient Israel hadIsrael had neither p neither police nor olice nor public propublic prosecutor, csecutor, charges of hargccharges ofcharges of criminal  criminal wrong-doinwrong-doing would org would originate wiiginate with witnessth witnesses (e.g., es (e.g., Deut. 17:2Deut. 17:2-7; 1 Kgs.-7;17:217:2-7; 1 17:2-7; 1 Kgs. 21:9-Kgs. 21:9-13).13).13).

Biblical law contains many capital offenses which the modern interpreter 
would classify as “crimes without victims.” These fall primarily under two 
categories, religious and sexual offenses. Worshipping gods other than the Lord 
(Exod. 22:20[19]; Deut. 13; 17:2-7), profaning the divine name (Lev. 24:10-16), 
devoting children to Molech (Lev. 20:1-5), and practicing witchcraft (Exod. 
22:18[17]; cf. Lev. 20:6) are singled out as ultimate violations of the religious 



order. Cultic duties and rules for sacrifice, etc., are not subject to criminal or 
civil sanction but are under the jurisdiction of sanctuary personnel with cultic 
sanctions. A variety of sexual unions are condemned as “abominations” (cf. esp. 
Lev. 20:11-21). Since ancient Israel had neither police nor public prosecutor, 
charges of criminal wrong-doing would originate with witnesses (e.g., Deut. 
17:2-7; 1 Kgs. 21:9-13).

�Actions toActions to remedy cr remedy crimes with imes with victims wovictims would normaluld normally originaly originate with vite with victims or tctims vivictims orvictims or their fam their families. Murilies. Murder, kidnader, kidnapping intopping into slavery,  slavery, abuse of pabuse of parents (e.arents (e.g., Exod. g., Exog., Exod. 21:1Exod. 21:12, 15-17),2, 15-17), and adult and adultery (e.g.,ery (e.g., Lev. 20:1 Lev. 20:10) are put0) are put under the under the death pen death penalty. Theraltypenpenalty. Tpenalty. There is a here is a large measlarge measure of “seure of “self-help” ilf-help” in the apprn the apprehension, ehension, prosecutioprosecution, and punn, an, and punishand punishment of a ment of a homicide, homicide, reflectingreflecting probably  probably an earlieran earlier practice  practice of privateof private (kinship  (kin (kinship g(kinship group) reveroup) revenge; the cnge; the community eommunity exercises jxercises judicial auudicial authority inthority in granting  granting or withholor wor withholdinwithholding sanctuarg sanctuary. Althougy. Although adulteryh adultery is define is defined in Israed in Israelite law alite law as a crime s a crime against thagainagainst thagainst the husband,e husband, biblical  biblical legal textlegal texts (Deut. 2s (Deut. 22:13-27) g2:13-27) grant legalrant legal authority authority to the ju to the to the judgesthe judges to render to render decisions decisions and punis and punish; the inth; the interest of serest of society in ociety in marital fimarital fidelity supdelity fifidelity sfidelity supersedes upersedes the husbanthe husband’s persond’s personal interesal interests.ts.ts.

Actions to remedy crimes with victims would normally originate with 
victims or their families. Murder, kidnapping into slavery, abuse of parents (e.g., 
Exod. 21:12, 15-17), and adultery (e.g., Lev. 20:10) are put under the death 
penalty. There is a large measure of “self-help” in the apprehension, prosecution, 
and punishment of a homicide, reflecting probably an earlier practice of private 
(kinship group) revenge; the community exercises judicial authority in granting or 
withholding sanctuary. Although adultery is defined in Israelite law as a crime 
against the husband, biblical legal texts (Deut. 22:13-27) grant legal authority to 
the judges to render decisions and punish; the interest of society in marital 
fidelity supersedes the husband’s personal interests.

�Criminal lCriminal law extendsaw extends beyond ca beyond capital casepital cases, but vers, but very little iy little is said abos said about lesser ut lesser crimes. Inccrimes. Incrimes. In Exod. 21: Exod. 21:22-25 a ca22-25 a case of sponse of spontaneous abtaneous abortion dueortion due to physic to physical injury al injury is ruled uis ris ruled uponruled upon: if the w: if the woman is nooman is not injured,t injured, it is a c it is a civil case;ivil case; if the wo if the woman is injman is injured, liabured, liaured, liability liability is to be ais to be assessed byssessed by the talio the talion formula.n formula. Mutilatio Mutilation may not n may not be meant lbe meant literally iiterallliterally literally in this foin this formula, howrmula, however, for ever, for there is othere is only one canly one case prescrise prescribing mutilbing mutilation in aation mutilmutilationmutilation in all th in all the Bible’s e Bible’s casuistic casuistic law (Deut.law (Deut. 25:11-12) 25:11-12). Whipping. Whipping is mentio is mentioned in onened ined in one pasin one passage (Deutsage (Deut. 25:1-3),. 25:1-3), but it is but it is vague abo vague about when thut when this penaltyis penalty might be  might be applied. Tappapplied. Tapplied. The expresshe expression “be cuion “be cut off fromt off from their peo their people” (e.g.ple” (e.g., Lev. 20:, Lev. 20:6, 18) may6, 18) may mean bani mea mean banismean banishment, thohment, though some sugh some scholars incholars interpret itterpret it as a divi as a divine sanctione sanction.n.n.

Criminal law extends beyond capital cases, but very little is said about lesser 
crimes. In Exod. 21:22-25 a case of spontaneous abortion due to physical injury is 
ruled upon: if the woman is not injured, it is a civil case; if the woman is injured, 
liability is to be assessed by the talion formula. Mutilation may not be meant 
literally in this formula, however, for there is only one case prescribing 
mutilation in all the Bible’s casuistic law (Deut. 25:11-12). Whipping is mentioned 
in one passage (Deut. 25:1-3), but it is vague about when this penalty might be 
applied. The expression “be cut off from their people” (e.g., Lev. 20:6, 18) may 
mean banishment, though some scholars interpret it as a divine sanction.

�Law governLaw governing theft,ing theft, loss, and loss, and damage of damage of property  property (Exod. 22:(Exod. 22:1-15[21:371-15[21:37—22:14]) f—22:122:1-15[21:3722:1-15[2122:1-15[21:37—22:14]:37—22:14]) fits the) fits the category  category of civil lof civil law in mostaw in most respects. respects. The victi The victim initiatem inm initiates initiates the case athe case and has prond has property restperty restored with ored with compensaticompensation for dison for distress if htress if he prevailse pre prevails. prevails. AccusationAccusations of thefts of theft or misapp or misappropriationropriation which can which can only be r only be resolved byesolved by recourse  re recourse trecourse to oath (Exo oath (Exod. 22:7-1od. 22:7-13[6–12]) m3[6–12]) may requireay require one of ac one of accuser as wcuser as well as accell as accused. Neveuaccaccused. Naccused. Neverthelesevertheless, the rats, the rather steep her steep compensaticompensation for theon for theft doubledft doubled as a “ret as a “retaliatory” al“ret“retaliato“retaliatory” sanctiry” sanction with a on with a deterrent deterrent effect.effect.effect.

Law governing theft, loss, and damage of property (Exod. 
22:1-15[21:37—22:14]) fits the category of civil law in most respects. The victim 
initiates the case and has property restored with compensation for distress if he 
prevails. Accusations of theft or misappropriation which can only be resolved by 
recourse to oath (Exod. 22:7-13[6–12]) may require one of accuser as well as 
accused. Nevertheless, the rather steep compensation for theft doubled as a 
“retaliatory” sanction with a deterrent effect.

�Divine sanDivine sanctions arections are threatene threatened for the d for the failure offailure of the judic the judicial systemial system to mainta to mainta to maintain jmaintain justice in ustice in society (esociety (e.g., Exod..g., Exod. 22:21-27[ 22:21-27[20–26]) or20–26]) or render ju render justice in tstice in the courts he couhe courts (e.courts (e.g., 23:7).g., 23:7). These ext These extralegal saralegal sanctions hanctions have the samve the same logic ase logic as in crimin in criminal law, whal lawal law, wherelaw, where God autho God authorizes capirizes capital punishtal punishment and iment and imposes it mposes it through ththrough the agency oe agency oe agency of judges.of judges.

Divine sanctions are threatened for the failure of the judicial system to 
maintain justice in society (e.g., Exod. 22:21-27[20–26]) or render justice in the 
courts (e.g., 23:7). These extralegal sanctions have the same logic as in criminal 
law, where God authorizes capital punishment and imposes it through the agency 
of judges.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. J. BussM. J. Buss, “The Dis, “The Distinction btinction between Civetween Civil and Criil and Criminal Law minal Law in Ancientiin Ancientin Ancient Israel,”  Israel,” ProceedingProceedings of the Ss of the Sixth Worldixth World Congress  Congress of Jewish of Jewish Studies,Studies, 1 (Jerusa 1 (Jerusalem, 1977)l(Jerusa(Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1977), 5, 1977), 51–62; F. C1–62; F. Crüsemann, rüsemann, The Torah:The Torah: Theology  Theology and Socialand Social History o History of Old Testf Olf Old TestamOld Testament Lawent Law (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1996)lis, 1996); M. Green; M. Greenberg, “Somberg, “Some Postulate Postulates of Bibles of Biblical CrimiicalBiblBiblical CBiblical Criminal Lariminal Law,” in w,” in Yehezkel KYehezkel Kaufmann Juaufmann Jubilee Volubilee Volume,me, ed. M. Ha ed. M. Haran (Jerusran (Jerusalem, 1960alem(Jerus(Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1960), 5, 1960), 5–28; D. Pa–28; D. Patrick, trick, Old TestamOld Testament Lawent Law (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1985); R. 1985); R. Westbrook Westbro Westbrook,Westbrook,  Studies inStudies in Biblical  Biblical and Cuneifand Cuneiform Law.orm Law. Cahiers d Cahiers de la RB 26e la RB 26 (Paris, 1 (Paris, 1988).988).11988).1988).1988).
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CRIMSONCRIMSONCRIMSON

CRIMSON

�SeeSee  SCARLET, CSCARLET, CRIMSON.RIMSON.

See SCARLET, CRIMSON.

CRISPUSCRISPUS (Gk.  (Gk. KrisposKrispos)))

CRISPUS (Gk. Krispos)

A former rA former ruler of thuler of the synagogue synagogue at Corine at Corinth who wasth who was baptized  baptized with severwith several other cal other cal other converts (converts (Acts 18:8)Acts 18:8). Accordin. According to 1 Corg to 1 Cor. 1:14 he . 1:14 he and Gaius and Gaius were amongwere among the very  the very the very few bvery few believers believers baptized byaptized by Paul hims Paul himself.elf.

A former ruler of the synagogue at Corinth who was baptized with several other 
converts (Acts 18:8). According to 1 Cor. 1:14 he and Gaius were among the 
very few believers baptized by Paul himself.

CROCODILE,CROCODILE, LAND LAND LAND

CROCODILE, LAND

�SeeSee  LIZARD.LIZARD.

See LIZARD.

CROCUSCROCUSCROCUS

CROCUS

Any of a vAny of a vast genus ast genus ((CrocusCrocus) of herbs) of herbs of the ir of the iris family is family (Heb. (Heb. h�a�b�as�eh�a�b�as�elet�let� ), referr ) ), referre), referred to at Isd to at Isa. 35:1 toa. 35:1 to symbolize symbolize beauty an beauty and splendord splendor. The “ros. The “rose of Sharoe of Sharon” (so then” SharoSharon” (sSharon” (so the ancio the ancient versioent versions) may bens) may be a crocus  a crocus (Cant. 2:1(Cant. 2:1 NRSV mg), NRSV mg), but it is but it is more like m more likelmore likely the meady the meadow saffronow saffron ( (Colchicum;Colchicum; Akk.  Akk. DabsjillatDabsjillatuu), which r), which resembles tesembles the crocus.he che crocus.crocus.

Any of a vast genus (Crocus) of herbs of the iris family (Heb. h�a�b�as�elet�  
), referred to at Isa. 35:1 to symbolize beauty and splendor. The “rose of 
Sharon” (so the ancient versions) may be a crocus (Cant. 2:1 NRSV mg), but it is 
more likely the meadow saffron (Colchicum; Akk. Dabsjillatu), which resembles the 
crocus.

CROSSCROSSCROSS

CROSS

In the NT In the NT the Cross the Cross does not sdoes not simply reprimply represent the esent the instrumentinstrument of Jesus’ of Jesus’ death but death but evokes a  butbut evokesbut evokes a wide ra a wide range of kernge of kerygmatic anygmatic and theologid theological affirmcal affirmations. Thations. The Cross she Cross should not boshshould notshould not be isolat be isolated from thed from the total Che total Christ eventrist event, the deat, the death h and resurrand resurrectionection — underst — un — understoodunderstood as the sa as the saving act oving act of God (Romf God (Rom. 4:24-25;. 4:24-25; 6:4-5; 2  6:4-5; 2 Cor. 4:10-Cor. 4:10-11). Despi11). Despite the pubteDespiDespite thDespite the public de public disgrace anisgrace and horror ad horror associated ssociated with Cruciwith Crucifixion, infixion, in a very sh a very short time tortshshort timeshort time the early the early Christian Christians produceds produced a sustain a sustained apologeed apologetic for thtic for the Cross ale Cross along with eonalalong withalong with elaborate elaborate theologic theological reflectal reflection.ion.ion.

In the NT the Cross does not simply represent the instrument of Jesus’ death 
but evokes a wide range of kerygmatic and theological affirmations. The Cross 
should not be isolated from the total Christ event, the death and resurrection — 
understood as the saving act of God (Rom. 4:24-25; 6:4-5; 2 Cor. 4:10-11). 
Despite the public disgrace and horror associated with Crucifixion, in a very 
short time the early Christians produced a sustained apologetic for the Cross 
along with elaborate theological reflection.

�The apologThe apology for the y for the Cross arisCross arises from thes from the fact thae fact that, while tt, while there was phere was precedent irecedenpprecedent precedent in Judaismin Judaism for the s for the suffering auffering and death ond death of martyrs f martyrs (2 Macc. 6(2 Macc. 6:7-7:42), :7-7:42), as well asas was well as fowell as for the persr the persecution ofecution of prophets  prophets and righteand righteous peopleous people (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 18:4, 13; 28:4, 13; 2 Chr. 24:2 Ch Chr. 24:20Chr. 24:20-22; Jer. -22; Jer. 26:20-23; 26:20-23; 38:1-5), t38:1-5), there is nohere is no pre-Chris pre-Christian expectian expectation of tation of a sufferina sufa suffering suffering and dying and dying Messiah, eMessiah, especially specially one who isone who is also not  also not accepted baccepted by his own y his own people. Whpeopeople. Whpeople. While there ile there is no cleais no clear individur individual who preal who prefigures thfigures the sufferine suffering and deatg and death of Jesush ofh of Jesus, of Jesus, the early the early ChristiansChristians turned to turned to a wide ra a wide range of OT nge of OT texts whictexts which were theh were then explicitn thethen explithen explicitly allucitly alluded to or ded to or explicitlyexplicitly cited to  cited to show that show that Christ’s dChrist’s death was “eath was “in accordain accin accordanceaccordance with the  with the ScripturesScriptures” (1 Cor. ” (1 Cor. 15:3). Chi15:3). Chief among tef among these was these was the fourth he fourth “Servant S““Servant S“Servant Song” of Isong” of Isa. 52:13-5a. 52:13-53:12, not 3:12, not simply thrsimply through expliough explicit citaticit citation, but thon, but through alluroughththrough althrough allusion to lusion to the silentthe silent sufferer, sufferer, God’s Ser God’s Servant and avant and a just pers just person who wason who was “wounded  “w “wounded f“wounded for our traor our transgressionnsgressions” (53:5) s” (53:5) and “bore and “bore the sin ofthe sin of many” (53 many” (53:12). This:12). This is reflec i is reflectis reflected in the ed in the use of theuse of the  hypérhypér (“for the (“for the sake of”) sake of”) formula ( formula (often in poften in pre-Paulinere-Pauline fragments pre-Paulinepre-Paulinpre-Pauline fragmente fragments), that Cs), that Christ diedhrist died “for us”  “for us” or “for ouor “for our sins” (1r sins” (1 Cor. 15:3 Cor. 15:3; 11:23-25; 11; 11:23-25; 11:23-25; Rom. 4:25;Rom. 4:25; 8:34; 1 T 8:34; 1 Tim. 2:6) aim. 2:6) and in the nd in the use of foruse of forms of ms of paradiídoœparadiídoœmimi (“handing ( (“handing (“handing over,” Isaover,” Isa. 53:6 LXX. 53:6 LXX; cf. 1 Co; cf. 1 Cor. 11:23; r. 11:23; Rom. 4:25;Rom. 4:25; 8:32; Mar 8:32; Mark 9:31 park 9:31 par.; 10:33)..; 1.; 10:33). Su10:33). Such allusioch allusions serve tns serve to root theo root the Cross in  Cross in the will othe will of God (Marf God (Mark 8:31, k 8:31, deií,deií, “it is ne deií,deií, “it deií, “it is necessais necessary”; 14:36ry”; 14:36, “not my , “not my will but ywill but yours be doours be done”), whicne”), which itself ih itself is then fors then s then foresthen foreshadowed inhadowed in Scripture Scripture. Equally . Equally influentiainfluential are refel are references to rences to the psalmsthe psalms of the ri of  of the rigof the righteous sufhteous sufferer (Pssferer (Pss. 22, 31, . 22, 31, 34, 41, 6934, 41, 69) and the ) and the similaritysimilarity of Jesus  of Jesus to the sufto the sto the suffering suffering just one ojust one of Wis. 2:1f Wis. 2:12-20; 5:1-2-20; 5:1-12. Such t12. Such texts becomexts become a storehe a storehouse for iouse for illustratinllusiillustratiillustrating detailsng details of the Pa of the Passion narrssion narrative.ative.ative.

The apology for the Cross arises from the fact that, while there was 
precedent in Judaism for the suffering and death of martyrs (2 Macc. 6:7-7:42), as 
well as for the persecution of prophets and righteous people (1 Kgs. 18:4, 13; 2 
Chr. 24:20-22; Jer. 26:20-23; 38:1-5), there is no pre-Christian expectation of a 
suffering and dying Messiah, especially one who is also not accepted by his own 
people. While there is no clear individual who prefigures the suffering and death 
of Jesus, the early Christians turned to a wide range of OT texts which were 



then explicitly alluded to or explicitly cited to show that Christ’s death was “in 
accordance with the Scriptures” (1 Cor. 15:3). Chief among these was the fourth 
“Servant Song” of Isa. 52:13-53:12, not simply through explicit citation, but 
through allusion to the silent sufferer, God’s Servant and a just person who was 
“wounded for our transgressions” (53:5) and “bore the sin of many” (53:12). This 
is reflected in the use of the hypér (“for the sake of”) formula (often in 
pre-Pauline fragments), that Christ died “for us” or “for our sins” (1 Cor. 15:3; 
11:23-25; Rom. 4:25; 8:34; 1 Tim. 2:6) and in the use of forms of paradiídoœmi 
(“handing over,” Isa. 53:6 LXX; cf. 1 Cor. 11:23; Rom. 4:25; 8:32; Mark 9:31 par.; 
10:33). Such allusions serve to root the Cross in the will of God (Mark 8:31, 
deií, “it is necessary”; 14:36, “not my will but yours be done”), which itself is 
then foreshadowed in Scripture. Equally influential are references to the psalms 
of the righteous sufferer (Pss. 22, 31, 34, 41, 69) and the similarity of Jesus to the 
suffering just one of Wis. 2:12-20; 5:1-12. Such texts become a storehouse for 
illustrating details of the Passion narrative.

�By the timBy the time of Paul’e of Paul’s letters s letters (51–58 (51–58 C.E.C.E.) signific) significant theoloant theological reflgical reflection on ection on the Cross ththe Cross the Cross has occurrhas occurred. Fundamed. Fundamentally (aentally (and paradoxnd paradoxically) foically) for Paul ther Paul the death of  death of Jesus is aJesJesus is aJesus is an expressin expression of bothon of both the love  the love of God (Roof God (Rom. 5:8) anm. 5:8) and of Jesusd of Jesus (Gal. 2:2 (Gal. 2:20). It is 0). 2:22:20). It 2:20). It is also anis also an act of ob act of obedience ofedience of the “last the “last Adam,” wh Adam,” which reversich reverses the dises the disobedience obeddisdisobediendisobedience of the ce of the first Adamfirst Adam and its d and its disastrous isastrous effects ofeffects of sin and d sin and death (Rom.eath (Rom. 5:12-21). 5:1 5:12-21). 5:12-21). Paul also Paul also draws on adraws on a wide vari wide variety of imaety of images from tges from the Hebrew he Hebrew ScripturesScriptures to descri ScripturesScripturesScriptures to descri to describe the effbe the effect of theect of the Cross. Pr Cross. Principal amincipal among these ong these are: justiare: justification ficatiojustijustificatjustification ion (dikaiosyé(dikaiosyéneä, dikaineä, dikaiouín),ouín), an acquit an acquitting of huting of human beingsman beings whereby t whereby whereby thwhereby they may staey may stand before nd before God’s tribGod’s tribunal or juunal or judgment seadgment seat innocentt innocent, upright,, upright,, upright, oupright, or righteour righteous (Gal. 2:s (Gal. 2:16; Rom. 316; Rom. 3:26-28; 4::26-28; 4:25; 5:18);25; 5:18); expiation expiation, a wiping, a wiping away of h away away of huaway of human sin byman sin by the blood the blood of the cr of the crucified Chucified Christ who irist who is now the s now the new “mercynew “mercnew “mercy sea“mercy seat” superset” superseding the ding the kappoœret�kappoœret� of old (R of old (Rom. 3:25);om. 3:25); ransom/re ransom/redemption (demptioransom/reransom/redransom/redemption (emption (apolyétroœapolyétroœsis;sis; cf.  cf. lyétronlyétron [Mark 10: [Mark 10:45]), an e45]), an emancipatiomancipation or manumnemancipatioemancipatiemancipation or manuon or manumission ofmission of human bei human beings bringings bringing about tng about their liberheir liberation throation throation through a through a “ransom” w“ransom” whereby Godhereby God acquires  acquires a people ia people in recollecn recollection of Gotion of God’s prototd’s protod’s prototypicprototypical redemptal redemption of theion of the people fr people from Egypt (om Egypt (1 Cor. 1:31 Cor. 1:30; Rom. 3:0; Rom. 3:24; cf. 8:24; cf. 8:32; Eph. 1328:8:32; Eph.8:32; Eph. 1:14); an 1:14); and reconcild reconciliation iation (katallage(katallageäí, katalläí, katallaéssein),aéssein), a restori a restoring of humang of hng of humanity ahumanity and the wornd the world ld (koœsmos)(koœsmos) to a stat to a status of frieus of friendship to ndship to God and feGod and fellow humanllow hllow humans (2 humans (2 Cor. 5:18-Cor. 5:18-20; Rom. 520; Rom. 5:10-11; 11:10-11; 11:15; cf. C:15; cf. Col. 1:20-2ol. 1:20-22). All of2). All of these, an these, and others sd otd others sucothers such as salvah as salvation (2 Cotion (2 Cor. 7:10; Rr. 7:10; Rom. 1:16; om. 1:16; 10:10; 13:10:10; 13:11), freed11), freedom (Gal. 5om (Gal. 5:1, 13; Ro:1, 1:1, 13; Rom. 813; Rom. 8:1-2, 21; :1-2, 21; 2 Cor. 3:12 Cor. 3:17), and ne7), and new creationw creation (Gal. 6:1 (Gal. 6:15; 2 Cor. 5; 2 Cor. 5:17; Rom.5:17; Rom. 6:4; 1 Co 6: 6:4; 1 Cor6:4; 1 Cor. 15:45), . 15:45), suggest a suggest a change frochange from a state m a state of alienatof alienation from Gion from God and neiod and neighbor to aghbneineighbor tneighbor to a renewao a renewal of the cl of the covenant loovenant love of God ve of God and harmonand harmony with neiy with neighbors.ghbors.ghbors.

By the time of Paul’s letters (51–58 C.E.) significant theological reflection on 
the Cross has occurred. Fundamentally (and paradoxically) for Paul the death of 
Jesus is an expression of both the love of God (Rom. 5:8) and of Jesus (Gal. 
2:20). It is also an act of obedience of the “last Adam,” which reverses the 
disobedience of the first Adam and its disastrous effects of sin and death (Rom. 
5:12-21). Paul also draws on a wide variety of images from the Hebrew 
Scriptures to describe the effect of the Cross. Principal among these are: 
justification (dikaiosyéneä, dikaiouín), an acquitting of human beings 
whereby they may stand before God’s tribunal or judgment seat innocent, 
upright, or righteous (Gal. 2:16; Rom. 3:26-28; 4:25; 5:18); expiation, a wiping 
away of human sin by the blood of the crucified Christ who is now the new 
“mercy seat” superseding the kappoœret�  of old (Rom. 3:25); 
ransom/redemption (apolyétroœsis; cf. lyétron [Mark 10:45]), an 
emancipation or manumission of human beings bringing about their liberation 
through a “ransom” whereby God acquires a people in recollection of God’s 
prototypical redemption of the people from Egypt (1 Cor. 1:30; Rom. 3:24; cf. 
8:32; Eph. 1:14); and reconciliation (katallageäí, katallaéssein), a restoring of 
humanity and the world (koœsmos) to a status of friendship to God and fellow 
humans (2 Cor. 5:18-20; Rom. 5:10-11; 11:15; cf. Col. 1:20-22). All of these, and 
others such as salvation (2 Cor. 7:10; Rom. 1:16; 10:10; 13:11), freedom (Gal. 5:1, 
13; Rom. 8:1-2, 21; 2 Cor. 3:17), and new creation (Gal. 6:15; 2 Cor. 5:17; Rom. 
6:4; 1 Cor. 15:45), suggest a change from a state of alienation from God and 
neighbor to a renewal of the covenant love of God and harmony with neighbors.

�Equally imEqually important isportant is the broad the broad applicati application to the on to the death of Jdeath of Jesus of laesus of language taknguage tanguage taken fromtaken from the sacri the sacrificial culficial cult. Christ’t. Christ’s death iss death is a “fragra a “fragrant offerinnt offering and sacrg and sacrifice to Gifice to ifice to God” (Eto God” (Eph. 5:2), ph. 5:2), a Passovera Passover sacrifice sacrifice (1 Cor. 5 (1 Cor. 5:7-8; John:7-8; John 19:14), a 19:14), a new coven new covenant ratifiant covencovenant rcovenant ratified byatified by the blood the blood (death) o (death) of Jesus (Mf Jesus (Mark 14:24;ark 14:24; 1 Cor. 11 1 Cor. 11:25; Heb. :25; Heb. 7:22; 8:6;7:27:22; 8:6;7:22; 8:6; 9:15), an 9:15), and the offed the offering of thring of the firstfrue firstfruits (1 Corits (1 Cor. 15:20, 2. 15:20, 23). Christ3). Christian worshiian worsian worship isworship is to memori to memorialize thisalize this offering  offering (1 Cor. 11(1 Cor. 11:25-26; Lu:25-26; Luke 22:19).ke 22:19).

Equally important is the broad application to the death of Jesus of language 
taken from the sacrificial cult. Christ’s death is a “fragrant offering and sacrifice 



to God” (Eph. 5:2), a Passover sacrifice (1 Cor. 5:7-8; John 19:14), a new 
covenant ratified by the blood (death) of Jesus (Mark 14:24; 1 Cor. 11:25; Heb. 
7:22; 8:6; 9:15), and the offering of the firstfruits (1 Cor. 15:20, 23). Christian 
worship is to memorialize this offering (1 Cor. 11:25-26; Luke 22:19).

�The GospelThe Gospels were wris were written down tten down retrospectretrospectively fromively from the death the death and resur and resurrection, srecresurresurrectiresurrection, so thaon, so that they pret they present not ssent not simply a thimply a theology of eology of the Cross,the Cross, but a nar but a narrative of ratinarnarrative narrative of the lifof the life of the Ce of the Crucified Orucified One. Jesus’ne. Jesus’ teaching  teaching in power (in power (Mark 1:27)Mark 1:27) and his c and and his coand his confrontationfrontations with sins with sickness, deckness, death, and eath, and embodied evmbodied evil (the exil (the exorcisms) porcisms) prefigure Grepprefigure prefigure God’s restGod’s restoration oforation of a broken  a broken world throworld through the deugh the death and reath and resurrectionsurrectionreresurrectiresurrection of Jesuon of Jesus.s.s.

The Gospels were written down retrospectively from the death and 
resurrection, so that they present not simply a theology of the Cross, but a 
narrative of the life of the Crucified One. Jesus’ teaching in power (Mark 1:27) 
and his confrontations with sickness, death, and embodied evil (the exorcisms) 
prefigure God’s restoration of a broken world through the death and 
resurrection of Jesus.

�In the GosIn the Gospels and epels and elsewhere ilsewhere in the NT tn the NT the death ohe death of Jesus bef Jesus becomes a pacomes a paradigm forradigpaparadigm fparadigm for Christior Christian life. Tan life. The would-bhe would-be followere follower must be p must be prepared torepared to take up t take up the cross ohtthe cross the cross of Jesus (of Jesus (Mark 8:31 Mark 8:31 par.). Paupar.). Paul urges col urges contentious ntentious ChristiansChristians at Philip at Philippi to “do pi to pi to “do notto “do nothing from hing from selfish amselfish ambition or bition or conceit” aconceit” and proposend proposes the exams the example of Chrple of Chrple of Christ whoChrist who did not c did not consider evonsider even equaliten equality with Gody with God as a thin as a thing to be grg to be grasped, butasped, but emptied h e emptied hiemptied himself on tmself on the Cross (he Cross (Phil. 2:3-Phil. 2:3-11); the C11); the Corinthiansorinthians are told  are told to limit tto limit their own fheir ttheir own their own freedom rafreedom rather than ther than scandalizescandalize the broth the brother or sister or sister for whoer for whom Christ dm Christ dm Christ died (1 Codied (1 Cor. 8:8-13;r. 8:8-13; cf. Rom.  cf. Rom. 14:15). In14:15). In 1 Cor. 1: 1 Cor. 1:17-2:5 Pau17-2:5 Paul invokes l invokes the Cross the Cross as a critias aas a criticala critical principle principle against t against the pretenshe pretensions of thions of the wise ande wise and the power the powerful. It isful. It is a stumbli a stum a stumbling stumbling block for block for Jews and fJews and foolishnessoolishness for Genti for Gentiles, but fles, but for those wor those who believeho believe it is God it  it is God’it is God’s power ans power and wisdom (d wisdom (1:23–24). 1:23–24). The marginThe marginal social al social status of status of a communita community, which nycommunitcommunity,community, which non which nonetheless hetheless has receiveas received the giftd the gifts of God, s of God, is a paradis a paradoxical sigoxical sign that then tn that the Cthat the Cross is ulross is ultimately wtimately wisdom, rigisdom, righteousnesshteousness, sanctifi, sanctification, ancation, and redemptid redemption (cf. 2 on redemptiredemptionredemption (cf. 2 Co (cf. 2 Cor. 4:7-15)r. 4:7-15)...

In the Gospels and elsewhere in the NT the death of Jesus becomes a 
paradigm for Christian life. The would-be follower must be prepared to take up 
the cross of Jesus (Mark 8:31 par.). Paul urges contentious Christians at Philippi 
to “do nothing from selfish ambition or conceit” and proposes the example of 
Christ who did not consider even equality with God as a thing to be grasped, but 
emptied himself on the Cross (Phil. 2:3-11); the Corinthians are told to limit 
their own freedom rather than scandalize the brother or sister for whom Christ 
died (1 Cor. 8:8-13; cf. Rom. 14:15). In 1 Cor. 1:17-2:5 Paul invokes the Cross as 
a critical principle against the pretensions of the wise and the powerful. It is a 
stumbling block for Jews and foolishness for Gentiles, but for those who believe 
it is God’s power and wisdom (1:23–24). The marginal social status of a 
community, which nonetheless has received the gifts of God, is a paradoxical sign 
that the Cross is ultimately wisdom, righteousness, sanctification, and 
redemption (cf. 2 Cor. 4:7-15).

�The wealthThe wealth of images of images and expre and expressions in ssions in the NT is the NT is a mandate a mandate for the Chfor the Church to adurchChChurch to Church to adapt thesadapt these to diffee to different periorent periods of histds of history. The cory. The classical alassical atonement ttonement theories (sheottheories (theories (satisfactisatisfaction, ransomon, ransom), with ov), with overtones ofertones of appeasing appeasing an angry  an angry God, oftenGod, often have litt ha have littlhave little relevance relevance to people to people today, we today, while motifhile motifs of libers of liberation, salation, salvation, anvation, and breakingd breakd breaking dbreaking down walls own walls of separatof separation (Eph. ion (Eph. 2:14-18) a2:14-18) are the matre the matrix of newrix of new theologic theological exploraaltheologictheologicatheological exploratl explorations. Thouions. Though people gh people turn to thturn to the image ofe image of Jesus on  Jesus on the Cross the Cross for solacefofor solacefor solace in time o in time of sufferinf suffering, the NT g, the NT does not wdoes not warrant thearrant the use of th use of the Cross bye Cross by the power th the powerfthe powerful to urgeul to urge people to people to bear suff bear suffering and ering and injustice.injustice. It is rat It is rather the coher the consequence nsequcoconsequencconsequence of Jesuse of Jesus’ divestme’ divestment of powent of power and selfr and self-giving fo-giving for others (r others (Phil. 2:6-Phil. 2:6-11; Mark 111; 2:6-2:6-11; Ma2:6-11; Mark 10:42-4rk 10:42-45), and en5), and encompasses compasses the mysterthe mystery that noty that not even God  even God could sparcould spacould spare his spare his beloved sobeloved son from then from the pain of t pain of the human che human condition. ondition. Yet the CrYet the Cross and Reoss and Reoss and ResurrectiResurrection are theon are the bearers o bearers of the promf the promise of theise of the renewal o renewal of a brokenf a broken and alien and alienated worldaalienalienated alienated world.world.world.

The wealth of images and expressions in the NT is a mandate for the 
Church to adapt these to different periods of history. The classical atonement 
theories (satisfaction, ransom), with overtones of appeasing an angry God, often 
have little relevance to people today, while motifs of liberation, salvation, and 
breaking down walls of separation (Eph. 2:14-18) are the matrix of new 
theological explorations. Though people turn to the image of Jesus on the Cross 
for solace in time of suffering, the NT does not warrant the use of the Cross by 
the powerful to urge people to bear suffering and injustice. It is rather the 
consequence of Jesus’ divestment of power and self-giving for others (Phil. 
2:6-11; Mark 10:42-45), and encompasses the mystery that not even God could 
spare his beloved son from the pain of the human condition. Yet the Cross and 
Resurrection are the bearers of the promise of the renewal of a broken and 
alienated world.
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CROWNCROWNCROWN

CROWN

A headpiecA headpiece signifyie signifying positiong position or honorn or honor. Wearing . Wearing a crown sea crown set a royal t a royal personage personage or an Israoor an Israor an Israelite highelite high priest ap priest apart from oart from others. Sauthers. Saul (2 Sam. l (2 Sam. 1:10) and 1:10) and Joash (2 KJoash (2 Kgs. 11:12 gs. 11gs. 11:12 = 2 11:12 = 2 Chr. 23:11Chr. 23:11) wore cro) wore crowns, as diwns, as did, presumad, presumably, otherbly, other Israelite Israelite and Judah and Judahite kings itJudahJudahite kJudahite kings (cf. ings (cf. Ps. 89:39[Ps. 89:39[MT 40]). AMT 40]). A crown, po crown, possibly a cssibly a circlet, wiirclet, with the worth the words “Holy tds “Hds “Holy to Y“Holy to Yahweh,” foahweh,” formed part rmed part of the higof the high priest’sh priest’s headgear  headgear (Exod. 29:(Exod. 29:6; 39:30; 6; 39:30; Lev. 8:9; LeLev. 8:9; Lev. 8:9; cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 28:36-38).28:36-38). When Davi When David capturedd captured the Ammon the Ammonite capitaite capital Rabbah, l Rabbah, l Rabbah, heRabbah, he symbolize symbolized his contd his control over Arol over Ammon by pummon by putting the tting the crown of “crown of “their kingtheir kintheir king(s)” (king(s)” (MT) or of MT) or of the god “Mthe god “Milcom” (LXilcom” (LXX) on his X) on his own head (own head (2 Sam. 12:2 Sam. 12:30 = 2 Chr30 = 2 Ch30 = 2 Chr. 20:2)Chr. 20:2). During t. During the Exile, he Exile, Esther andEsther and her relat her relative Mordecive Mordecai wore crai wore crowns givenowns given by the Pe b by the Perby the Persian king sian king (Esth. 2:1(Esth. 2:17; 6:8; 8:7; 6:8; 8:15). The m15). The messianic lessianic leader wouleader would receive d receive a crown (Za croa crown (Zeccrown (Zech. 6:9-14)h. 6:9-14)...

A headpiece signifying position or honor. Wearing a crown set a royal personage 
or an Israelite high priest apart from others. Saul (2 Sam. 1:10) and Joash (2 Kgs. 
11:12 = 2 Chr. 23:11) wore crowns, as did, presumably, other Israelite and 
Judahite kings (cf. Ps. 89:39[MT 40]). A crown, possibly a circlet, with the words 
“Holy to Yahweh,” formed part of the high priest’s headgear (Exod. 29:6; 39:30; 
Lev. 8:9; cf. Exod. 28:36-38). When David captured the Ammonite capital 
Rabbah, he symbolized his control over Ammon by putting the crown of “their 
king(s)” (MT) or of the god “Milcom” (LXX) on his own head (2 Sam. 12:30 = 2 
Chr. 20:2). During the Exile, Esther and her relative Mordecai wore crowns given 
by the Persian king (Esth. 2:17; 6:8; 8:15). The messianic leader would receive a 
crown (Zech. 6:9-14).

�In the OT In the OT the crown the crown (Heb. (Heb. {a�t�aœra®{a�t�aœra®, ket�er, , ket�er, neäzerneäzer) symboliz) symbolizes personaes pees personal gpersonal glory (Job lory (Job 19:9; Prov19:9; Prov. 4:9). Th. 4:9). The signs ofe signs of old age,  old age, such as grsuch as grey hair aney hair and grandchid grand grandchildgrandchildren, comprren, comprise such aise such a crown (Pr crown (Prov. 16:31;ov. 16:31; 17:6). A  17:6). A crown (NRScrown (NRSV “garlandV “garlandV “garland”)“garland”) may symbo may symbolize godlelize godless pride (ss pride (Isa. 28:1,Isa. 28:1, 3, 5). Go 3, 5). God has crowd has crowned humanined humanity with glthumanihumanity whumanity with glory,ith glory, honor, an honor, and steadfasd steadfast love (Pst love (Ps. 8:5[6]; . 8:5[6]; 103:4).103:4).103:4).

In the OT the crown (Heb. {a�t�aœra®, ket�er, neäzer ) symbolizes 
personal glory (Job 19:9; Prov. 4:9). The signs of old age, such as grey hair and 
grandchildren, comprise such a crown (Prov. 16:31; 17:6). A crown (NRSV 
“garland”) may symbolize godless pride (Isa. 28:1, 3, 5). God has crowned 
humanity with glory, honor, and steadfast love (Ps. 8:5[6]; 103:4).

�In the NT In the NT the kinglythe kingly crown  crown (diaédeäma(diaédeäma)) and the w and the wreath reath (stéphanos(stéphanos),), given to  given t given to show hoto show honor or vicnor or victory, are tory, are distinct (distinct (contrast Rcontrast Rev. 14:14)ev. 14:14). However,. However, this dist this distinction isinctdistdistinctiodistinction is not cn is not consistentlonsistently observedy observed by the LX by the LXX translatX translators, the pors, the postapostolostapostolic writersic wic writers, awriters, and Englishnd English translato translators.rs.rs.

In the NT the kingly crown (diaédeäma) and the wreath (stéphanos), given 
to show honor or victory, are distinct (contrast Rev. 14:14). However, this 
distinction is not consistently observed by the LXX translators, the postapostolic 
writers, and English translators.

�The kinglyThe kingly crown app crown appears only ears only three timethree times in the Ns in the NT, all in T, all in RevelationRevelation. The “gre. The “g. The “great red“great red dragon” ( dragon” (the devil)the devil) wears sev wears seven crowns,en crowns, one for e one for each of hisach of his seven hea seven heads (Rev. 1dheaheads (Revheads (Rev. 12:3). I. 12:3). In a similan a similar way the r way the “beast com“beast coming up outing up out of the se of the sea,” who rea,” who receives powceirereceives preceives power and aower and authority futhority from the drrom the dragon, has agon, has ten crownsten crowns, one for , one for each of hieach of his horns (1shihis horns his horns (13:1). “T(13:1). “The Word ofhe Word of God,” who God,” who sits on a sits on a white hor white horse, the onse, the one “who is e “who is e “who is called is called faithful afaithful and true,” nd true,” is crownedis crowned with “man with “many crowns” y crowns” (19:11–13)(19:11–13). The roya. The royal crown, tl cl crown, thecrown, then, appearsn, appears only on t only on the head ofhe head of the Chris the Christ, who dest, who deserves it, erves it, or on the or on the heads of hheheads of hheads of his enemiesis enemies, who hope, who hope to overth to overthrow his rurow his rule.le.le.

The kingly crown appears only three times in the NT, all in Revelation. The 
“great red dragon” (the devil) wears seven crowns, one for each of his seven 
heads (Rev. 12:3). In a similar way the “beast coming up out of the sea,” who 
receives power and authority from the dragon, has ten crowns, one for each of 
his horns (13:1). “The Word of God,” who sits on a white horse, the one “who 
is called faithful and true,” is crowned with “many crowns” (19:11–13). The royal 
crown, then, appears only on the head of the Christ, who deserves it, or on the 
heads of his enemies, who hope to overthrow his rule.
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A vessel uA vessel used for resed for refining silfining silver, most ver, most likely madlikely made of pottee of pottery. Heb. ry. Heb. mass�reäp�mass�reäp� is used m mass�reäp�mass�reäp�mass�reäp� is used m is used metaphoricaetaphorically to deplly to depict God’s ict God’s testing ortesting or judging o judging of mankind f mankindf mankind (Pmankind (Prov. 17:3;rov. 17:3; 27:21). 27:21).

A vessel used for refining silver, most likely made of pottery. Heb. 
mass�reäp�  is used metaphorically to depict God’s testing or judging of 
mankind (Prov. 17:3; 27:21).
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CRUCIFIXION

A particulA particularly horriarly horrible mode oble mode of punishmef punishment by whicnt by which a personh a person (or somet (or sometimes the cimes the imes the corpsethe corpse of an exe of an executed victcuted victim) was naim) was nailed or boiled or bound to a cund to a cross (Gk. ross (Gk. stauroœs,stauroœs,stauroœs,stauroœs, †; also i †; also in the formn the form of an X-  of an X- or T-shapeor T-shaped structurd structure), or to e), or to a stake ora stake or tree. tr tree.tree.tree.

A particularly horrible mode of punishment by which a person (or sometimes 
the corpse of an executed victim) was nailed or bound to a cross (Gk. 
stauroœs, †; also in the form of an X- or T-shaped structure), or to a stake or 
tree.

�CrucifixioCrucifixion (from Lan (from Lat. t. crux,crux, “cross,”  “cross,” and a formand a form of the ve of the verb rb figere,figere, “attach”  “attach” or “fastenor or “fastenor “fasten”) was wid”) was widely practiely practiced in antced in antiquity. Heiquity. Herodotus merodotus mentions it ntions it as a Mediaas a Median and Persn an and Persiaand Persian form of n form of execution execution ((Hist.Hist. 1.128.32; 1.128.32; 3.132.2)  3.132.2) and says tand says that Dariushat Darius crucified crucifie crucified crucified 3000 inhab3000 inhabitants of itants of Babylon (3Babylon (3.159.1). A.159.1). Ancient souncient sources with rces with varying devarying degrees of agrededegrees ofdegrees of accuracy  accuracy mention crmention crucifixion ucifixion among the among the Assyrians,Assyrians, peoples o peoples of India, Cf India, CarthaginiaarCCarthaginiCarthaginians, Celtsans, Celts, Britons,, Britons, and Germa and Germans. Alexanns. Alexander the Grder the Great after eat after the siege the siege of Tyre haofof Tyre haof Tyre had 2000 peod 2000 people crucifple crucified (Curtiied (Curtius Rufus us Rufus Hist. AlexHist. Alex.. 4.4.17);  4.4.17); after Alexafter Alexander’s deandeAlexAlexander’Alexander’s death res death rebellion agbellion against his ainst his successorssuccessors was suppr was suppressed withessed with mass cruc mass crucifixions (ifcruccrucifixiocrucifixions (Diodorns (Diodorus Siculusus Siculus  Hist.Hist. 19.67.2). 19.67.2). Josephus  Josephus reports threports that Antiochat Antiochus IV Epipus IV Epus IV Epiphanes Epiphanes after his after his capture ofcapture of Jerusalem Jerusalem in 168  in 168 B.C.E.B.C.E. scourged  scourged and crucifand crucified Jews wied Jews wied Jews who resistwho resisted his fored his forced Hellenced Hellenization “wization “while stillhile still alive and alive and breathing breathing” (” (Ant.Ant. 12.5.4 [2 12.5.4 [2 12.5.4 [256]; the[256]; the correspon corresponding accouding account in 1 Mant in 1 Macc. 1:54-6cc. 1:54-65 does not5 does not mention c mention crucifixionrucifixion).)crucifixioncrucifixiocrucifixion).n).n).

Crucifixion (from Lat. crux, “cross,” and a form of the verb figere, “attach” 
or “fasten”) was widely practiced in antiquity. Herodotus mentions it as a Median 
and Persian form of execution (Hist. 1.128.32; 3.132.2) and says that Darius 
crucified 3000 inhabitants of Babylon (3.159.1). Ancient sources with varying 
degrees of accuracy mention crucifixion among the Assyrians, peoples of India, 
Carthaginians, Celts, Britons, and Germans. Alexander the Great after the siege 
of Tyre had 2000 people crucified (Curtius Rufus Hist. Alex. 4.4.17); after 
Alexander’s death rebellion against his successors was suppressed with mass 
crucifixions (Diodorus Siculus Hist. 19.67.2). Josephus reports that Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes after his capture of Jerusalem in 168 B.C.E. scourged and crucified Jews 
who resisted his forced Hellenization “while still alive and breathing” (Ant. 12.5.4 
[256]; the corresponding account in 1 Macc. 1:54-65 does not mention 
crucifixion).

�Under HellUnder Hellenistic inenistic influence dufluence during the Hring the Hasmonean pasmonean period cruceriod crucifixion waifixion was practices pracs practiced practiced among the among the Jews. AlexJews. Alexander Jannander Janneus (103–7eus (103–76) had 8006) had 800 Pharisees Pharisees crucified crucified crucified crucified (anastauro(anastauroœésas)œésas) and their and their wives and wives and children  children killed whikilled while they wale they watched fromtchwawatched frwatched from the croom the crosses, whicsses, which Josephush Josephus calls “th calls “the most save most savage of allage of all acts” ( acts” (Ant.Ant. 13.14.2 [ 1 13.14.2 [313.14.2 [380–83], 80–83], BJBJ 1.4.6 [97 1.4.6 [97]). This a]). This act is alsoct is also alluded t alluded to in the Qo in the Qumran peshumran pesher on Nahuer oer on Nahum, on Nahum, where Alexwhere Alexander is cander is called “thealled “the Lion of W Lion of Wrath” who rath” who hanged livhanged living men (4ing men ing men (4QpNamen (4QpNah 3–4:7–8 h 3–4:7–8 = 4Q169). = 4Q169). The TempleThe Temple Scroll fr Scroll from Qumran om Qumran in commentin commenting on Deuincommentcommentingcommenting on Deut.  on Deut. 21:22-23 (21:22-23 (“for anyon“for anyone hung on e hung on a tree is a tree is under God’under God’s curse”) s curse”s curse”) securse”) seems to refems to refer to crucer to crucifixion asifixion as an Essene an Essene punishmen punishment for treat for treason (11QT son (11QT 64:6–13), 664:6–13), 64:6–13), though somthough some authors e authors interpret interpret this text,this text, as in Deu as in Deuteronomy, teronomy, in referenin reference to the creferenreference reference to the pubto the public hanginlic hanging of an alg of an already execready executed persouted person.n.n.

Under Hellenistic influence during the Hasmonean period crucifixion was 
practiced among the Jews. Alexander Janneus (103–76) had 800 Pharisees 
crucified (anastauroœésas) and their wives and children killed while they 
watched from the crosses, which Josephus calls “the most savage of all acts” (Ant. 
13.14.2 [380–83], BJ 1.4.6 [97]). This act is also alluded to in the Qumran pesher 
on Nahum, where Alexander is called “the Lion of Wrath” who hanged living 
men (4QpNah 3–4:7–8 = 4Q169). The Temple Scroll from Qumran in 
commenting on Deut. 21:22-23 (“for anyone hung on a tree is under God’s 
curse”) seems to refer to crucifixion as an Essene punishment for treason (11QT 
64:6–13), though some authors interpret this text, as in Deuteronomy, in 
reference to the public hanging of an already executed person.

�Under the Under the Romans cruRomans crucifixion icifixion increased increased in both extn both extent and seent and severity. Civerity. Cicero (106–cero (cero (106–43) c(106–43) called it aalled it a “most cru “most cruel and disel and disgusting pegusting penalty” (nalty” (In VerremIn Verrem 2.5.64[16 2.5.64[165], 66[1695], 66[15], 66[169]; c66[169]; cf. Heb. 12f. Heb. 12:2). With :2). With rare exceprare exceptions, Romtions, Roman citizenan citizens and the s and the upper clasupper classes were sseclasclasses weclasses were spared re spared crucifixiocrucifixion, and it n, and it came to became to be classed a classed as the “thes the “the slaves’ p slaves’ punishment”unishppunishmentpunishment” (” (suppliciumsupplicium servile; servile; cf. Phil. cf. Phil. 2:7-8). T 2:7-8). The most fahe most famous instamous instance is thence is the crucifixi cru crucifixiocrucifixion of 6000 n of 6000 slaves on slaves on the Via Apthe Via Appia betweepia between Capua ann Capua and Rome by d Rome by Crassus, tCrassus, Crassus, tCrassus, the victor he victor over Spartover Spartacus in thacus in the slave ree slave revolt of 73volt of 73–71 –71 B.C.E.B.C.E. Crucifixi Crucifixion was alson won was also ewas also employed agmployed against the ainst the lower claslower classes for trses for treason (e.geason (e.g., deserti., desertion from thon from the army) ane ae army) and army) and as a horrias a horrible publicble public example a example against subgainst subject peoplject people perceivee perceived to be a d to be a threat to thrthreat to threat to Roman ruleRoman rule. After th. After the abortivee abortive revolt fo revolt following thllowing the death ofe death of Herod (4  Herod (4 B.C.E.B.CB.C.E.B.C.E.) Varrus, ) Varrus, the Roman the Roman governor ogovernor of Syria, cf Syria, crucified 2rucified 2000 Jews (000 Jews (Josephus Josephus Ant.Ant. 17.10.10  17. 17.10.10 [17.10.10 [295]); dur295]); during the reing the reign of Calign of Caligula (37–igula (37–41 41 C.E.C.E.) Flaccus,) Flaccus, the Roman the Roman prefect o prefe prefect ofprefect of Egypt, to Egypt, tortured andrtured and crucified crucified Jews in t Jews in the amphithhe amphitheater of Aeater of Alexandria lexandria as a form as aas a form of a form of entertainmentertainment (Philoent (Philo  In FlaccumIn Flaccum 83–86), a 83–86), and shortlynd shortly before th before the outbreake outbreak of the Je outbreakoutbreak ooutbreak of the Jewif the Jewish War (66sh War (66–72 –72 C.E.C.E.) the proc) the procurator Gesurator Gessius Florusius Florus had Jewis had Jewish citizenshJewiJewish citJewish citizens who izens who were also were also Roman knigRoman knights torturhts tortured and crued and crucified (Jocified (Josephus sephus BJBJ 2.14.9 [3 2 2.14.9 [302.14.9 [306–7]). Ner6–7]). Nero is the fo is the first Romanirst Roman emperor t emperor to engage io engage in mass crun mass crucifixion ocifixion of Christiaf oof Christiof Christians (Tacitans (Tacitus us Ann.Ann. 15.44). 15.44). 15.44).

Under the Romans crucifixion increased in both extent and severity. Cicero 
(106–43) called it a “most cruel and disgusting penalty” (In Verrem 2.5.64[165], 
66[169]; cf. Heb. 12:2). With rare exceptions, Roman citizens and the upper 
classes were spared crucifixion, and it came to be classed as the “the slaves’ 
punishment” (supplicium servile; cf. Phil. 2:7-8). The most famous instance is the 
crucifixion of 6000 slaves on the Via Appia between Capua and Rome by 
Crassus, the victor over Spartacus in the slave revolt of 73–71 B.C.E. Crucifixion 
was also employed against the lower classes for treason (e.g., desertion from the 
army) and as a horrible public example against subject people perceived to be a 
threat to Roman rule. After the abortive revolt following the death of Herod (4 
B.C.E.) Varrus, the Roman governor of Syria, crucified 2000 Jews (Josephus Ant. 



17.10.10 [295]); during the reign of Caligula (37–41 C.E.) Flaccus, the Roman 
prefect of Egypt, tortured and crucified Jews in the amphitheater of Alexandria as 
a form of entertainment (Philo In Flaccum 83–86), and shortly before the 
outbreak of the Jewish War (66–72 C.E.) the procurator Gessius Florus had 
Jewish citizens who were also Roman knights tortured and crucified (Josephus BJ 
2.14.9 [306–7]). Nero is the first Roman emperor to engage in mass crucifixion 
of Christians (Tacitus Ann. 15.44).

�As a publiAs a public mode of c mode of execution execution crucifixiocrucifixion gave fren gave free vent to e vent to the sadistthe sadistic impulseic impulsic impulses oimpulses of the execf the executioners (utioners (Josephus Josephus BJBJ 5.11.1 [4 5.11.1 [451]; Senec51]; Seneca a Dial.Dial. 6.20.3;  6.20.3; Ep.Ep. 101). It  101 101). It w101). It was precedeas preceded by scourd by scourging and oging and other formsther forms of tortur of torture. Criminae. Criminals were ofls were often requirtofoften requoften required to weired to wear a placaar a placard around rd around their necktheir necks listing s listing the reasonthe reason for execu for execution (Suettioexecuexecution execution (Suetonius(Suetonius  CaligulaCaligula 32.2;  32.2; DomitianDomitian 10.1; Eus 10.1; Eusebius ebius HEHE 5.1.44; c 5.1.44; cf. Mark 15f. Mark 15:26 par.).:21515:26 par.15:26 par.). Victims). Victims were nail were nailed with loed with long spikes ng spikes or tied inor tied in various p various painful posainful positions to itionspospositions positions to crossesto crosses or wooden or wooden planks. T planks. There is sohere is some evidencme evidence for a sae for a saddle or ddle or sedilesedsedilesedile to suppor to support the bodyt the body of the cr of the crucified onucified one, which se, which served to perved to prolong therolong the punishmen punish punishmentpunishment and preve and prevent death bnt death by asphyxiay asphyxiation. Oftetion. Often crucifien crucified people ld people lingered foingered for days, anrfofor days, for days, and death and death came ultimcame ultimately fromately from loss of b loss of blood or aslood or asphyxiationphyxiation. Both men. Both men and women a and women and women were cruciwere crucified. Normfied. Normally as a ally as a horrible dhorrible deterrent teterrent to future co future criminals, riminals, the bodiesththe bodiesthe bodies were left were left on the cr on the crosses to dosses to decompose.ecompose.ecompose.

As a public mode of execution crucifixion gave free vent to the sadistic 
impulses of the executioners (Josephus BJ 5.11.1 [451]; Seneca Dial. 6.20.3; Ep. 
101). It was preceded by scourging and other forms of torture. Criminals were 
often required to wear a placard around their necks listing the reason for 
execution (Suetonius Caligula 32.2; Domitian 10.1; Eusebius HE 5.1.44; cf. Mark 
15:26 par.). Victims were nailed with long spikes or tied in various painful 
positions to crosses or wooden planks. There is some evidence for a saddle or 
sedile to support the body of the crucified one, which served to prolong the 
punishment and prevent death by asphyxiation. Often crucified people lingered 
for days, and death came ultimately from loss of blood or asphyxiation. Both men 
and women were crucified. Normally as a horrible deterrent to future criminals, 
the bodies were left on the crosses to decompose.

�Though virThough virtually alltually all the ancie the ancient sourcesnt sources on crucif on crucifixion are ixion are literary, literary, the discovthe discovery in 196ediscovdiscovery discovery in 1968 ofin 1968 of the tomb  the tomb of a cruciof a crucified man Nfied man NE of JerusE of Jerusalem near alem near the Nablusthe Nablus Road slig NablusNablus RoaNablus Road slightlyd slightly north of  north of Mt. ScopusMt. Scopus  (Giv{at(Giv{at ha-Mivtar ha-Mivtar) provided) provided invaluabl invaluable archaeole are archaeologarchaeological evideical evidence for crnce for crucifixion.ucifixion. The tomb  The tomb is dated tis dated to the 1st o the 1st century century C.E.C.E. and conta a and contaiand contained the boned the bones of an nes of an adult maleadult male between 2 between 24 and 28 y4 and 28 years old, ears old, most likelmost likely about 1.ylikellikely abolikely about 1.65 m.ut 1.65 m. (5 ft. 5  (5 ft. 5 in.) tall,in.) tall, identifie identified by an ind by an inscription scription as as Yehoh�ananYehoh�anan. Though s. T. Though somThough some details e details remain disremain disputed, botputed, both heel bonh heel bones had beees had been transfixn transfixed by a laed by a large nail arlalarge naillarge nail and appar and apparently his ently his shin bonesshin bones were brok were broken as a en as a coup de grcoup de grace.ace. Though th Though this discoveiththis discothis discovery is hivery is historicallystorically unrelated unrelated to the cr to the crucifixion ucifixion of Jesus, of Jesus, it gives git gives good confirood confood confirmatoconfirmatory evidencry evidence for the e for the Gospel accGospel accounts of counts of crucifixionrucifixion...

Though virtually all the ancient sources on crucifixion are literary, the 
discovery in 1968 of the tomb of a crucified man NE of Jerusalem near the 
Nablus Road slightly north of Mt. Scopus (Giv{at ha-Mivtar) provided invaluable 
archaeological evidence for crucifixion. The tomb is dated to the 1st century C.E. 
and contained the bones of an adult male between 24 and 28 years old, most 
likely about 1.65 m. (5 ft. 5 in.) tall, identified by an inscription as Yehoh�anan . 
Though some details remain disputed, both heel bones had been transfixed by a 
large nail and apparently his shin bones were broken as a coup de grace. Though 
this discovery is historically unrelated to the crucifixion of Jesus, it gives good 
confirmatory evidence for the Gospel accounts of crucifixion.

�The crucifThe crucifixion of Jixion of Jesus in thesus in the Gospels,e Gospels, though na though narrated witrrated with considerh considerable reserable resable reserve, rreserve, reflects theflects the ancient e ancient literary aliterary and archaeond archaeological sological sources. Jesurces. Jesus is scouus is scourged (Markrged (rged (Mark 15:1(Mark 15:15; Matt. 25; Matt. 27:26; John7:26; John 19:1) bef 19:1) before the crore the crucifixion.ucifixion. He is exp He is expected to cected to carry the tarrccarry the carry the transversetransverse beam of t beam of the cross (he cross (Mark 15:21Mark 15:21 par.) and par.) and, though n, though not expliciot explicitly mentiotlyexpliciexplicitlyexplicitly mentioned mentioned, he is na, he is nailed to a iled to a cross (Lukcross (Luke 24:39; Je 24:39; John 20:27)ohn 20:27). He is pu. He is publicly crubliclypupublicly cpublicly crucified wrucified with ith leästaií,leästaií, “social b “social bandits” (Mandits” (Mark 15:27;ark 15:27; cf. Matt. cf. Matt. 27:23; Lu 27:23; Luke 23:33, ke LuLuke 23:33Luke 23:33, , kakouírgoikakouírgoi,, “evil-doe “evil-doers”) who mrs”) who might have ight have been seen been seen as a threaas a threat to the st to tht to the socialthe social order. De order. Despite the spite the general cugeneral custom of destom of denying burinying burial to thosal to those crucifiee crucified, becaused, bd, because ofbecause of Roman sen Roman sensibility tsibility to Jewish lo Jewish laws prohibaws prohibiting leaviting leaving victiming victims exposed s exposed overnight oveovernight overnight and on a fand on a feast day, east day, Jesus is bJesus is buried. Theuried. The example o example of Yehoh�anf Yehoh�anan shows aan shows aan shows also that also that friends orfriends or relatives relatives were give were given permissin permission to buy on to buy a crucifiea crucified person; d person; Josephus sJosepJosephus sJosephus says that Jays that Jews are soews are so careful a careful about buriabout burial rights tl rights that guiltyhat guilty crucified crucified people we peopl people werpeople were taken doe taken down from thwn from the cross ane cross and buried bd buried before nighefore nightfall (tfall (BJBJ 4.5.2 [31 4.5.2 [317]), and P7])[31[317]), an[317]), and Philo med Philo mentions thantions that in Alexat in Alexandria the ndria the Roman goveRoman governor allowrnor allowed the boded the boded the bodies of bodies of crucified crucified people to people to be removedbe removed prior to  prior to a festivala festival ( (In FlaccumIn Flaccum 83). 83). 83).

The crucifixion of Jesus in the Gospels, though narrated with considerable 
reserve, reflects the ancient literary and archaeological sources. Jesus is scourged 
(Mark 15:15; Matt. 27:26; John 19:1) before the crucifixion. He is expected to 
carry the transverse beam of the cross (Mark 15:21 par.) and, though not 
explicitly mentioned, he is nailed to a cross (Luke 24:39; John 20:27). He is 
publicly crucified with leästaií, “social bandits” (Mark 15:27; cf. Matt. 27:23; 
Luke 23:33, kakouírgoi, “evil-doers”) who might have been seen as a threat to 
the social order. Despite the general custom of denying burial to those crucified, 
because of Roman sensibility to Jewish laws prohibiting leaving victims exposed 
overnight and on a feast day, Jesus is buried. The example of Yehoh�anan shows 
also that friends or relatives were given permission to buy a crucified person; 



Josephus says that Jews are so careful about burial rights that guilty crucified 
people were taken down from the cross and buried before nightfall (BJ 4.5.2 
[317]), and Philo mentions that in Alexandria the Roman governor allowed the 
bodies of crucified people to be removed prior to a festival (In Flaccum 83).

�The personThe personal loathinal loathing and publg and public disgracic disgrace associate associated with cred with crucifixion ucifixion are reflecare refleare reflected reflected in Paul’s in Paul’s proclamatiproclamation of Chrion of Christ crucifist crucified as a “sed as a “stumbling btumbling block to Jelock to Jews and foows anws and foolisand foolishness to thness to the Gentilehe Gentiles” (1 Cor.s” (1 Cor. 1:23). Th 1:23). The paradox e paradox at the heaat the heart of Chrirt of Christian faitstiaChriChristian Christian faith follfaith follows immediows immediately: theately: the Crucified Crucified One is “t One is “to those who those who are callo are called, both Jed, callcalled, bocalled, both Jews anth Jews and Greeks, d Greeks, Christ theChrist the power of  power of God and thGod and the wisdom oe wisdom of God” (1 f God” (f God” (1 Cor. 1:(1 Cor. 1:24; cf. v.24; cf. v. 18). 18). 18).

The personal loathing and public disgrace associated with crucifixion are 
reflected in Paul’s proclamation of Christ crucified as a “stumbling block to Jews 
and foolishness to the Gentiles” (1 Cor. 1:23). The paradox at the heart of 
Christian faith follows immediately: the Crucified One is “to those who are 
called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God and the wisdom of God” 
(1 Cor. 1:24; cf. v. 18).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. A. FitzJ. A. Fitzmyer, “Crumyer, “Crucifixion icifixion in Ancient n Ancient Palestine,Palestine, Qumran Li Qumran Literature, teLiLiteratureLiterature, and the , and the New TestamNew Testament,” ent,” CBQCBQ 40 (1978) 40 (1978): 493–513;: 493–513; M. Hengel M. Hengel, , CrucifixioCrucifixiCrucifixioCrucifixion in the An in the Ancient Worncient World and theld and the Folly of  Folly of the Messagthe Message of the Ce of the Crossross (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1977phia, (Philadel(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1977)hia, 1977)...

Bibliography. J. A. Fitzmyer, “Crucifixion in Ancient Palestine, Qumran 
Literature, and the New Testament,” CBQ 40 (1978): 493–513; M. Hengel, 
Crucifixion in the Ancient World and the Folly of the Message of the Cross 
(Philadelphia, 1977).
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CRYSTALCRYSTALCRYSTAL

CRYSTAL

A general A general term for aterm for any homogenny homogeneous solideous solid with a re with a regularly regularly repeating atpeating atomic arranomic arranomic arrangemenarrangement. Quartz,t. Quartz, or crysta or crystalline sililline silica, occursca, occurs as a tran as a transparent hesparent hexagonal crxagonal crystal, whiystalcrcrystal, wcrystal, which may bhich may be colored e colored by impuritby impurities. Glassies. Glass, first ma, first made in ancide in ancient times,ent times, probably  pro probably iprobably in the Middn the Middle East, ile East, is also coms also composed of sposed of silica and ilica and can be forcan be formed into cmed into crystallinerystccrystallincrystalline structure structures. “Crystes. “Crystal” may real” may refer to eitfer to either naturaher natural or manmal or manmade forms. de forms. Crystal (HCrCrystal (HCrystal (Heb. eb. gaœb�iîsûgaœb�iîsû) is inclu) is included in theded in the list of m list of materials taterials that cannothat cannot purchase  purchase purchase wpurchase wisdom (Jobisdom (Job 28:18). T 28:18). The dome orhe dome or expanse a expanse above the fbove the four livingour living creatures creature creatures creatures shone likeshone like  qerah�qerah� (NRSV “cr (NRSV “crystal”; Ezystal”; Ezek. 1:22);ek. 1:22); the term  the term is more ofis more often used ftenofoften usedoften used for frost for frost or ice, w or ice, which form hich form crystals. crystals. Rev. 4:6 rRev. 4:6 refers to aefers to a sea of gl sea of glass, whichass, whass, which was which was like like kryéstallokryéstallos,s, also rela also related to theted to the word for  word for frost; 22:frost; 22:1 describe1 describes the wates thes the water the water of life asof life as being cle being clear as crysar as crystal.tal.tal.

A general term for any homogeneous solid with a regularly repeating atomic 
arrangement. Quartz, or crystalline silica, occurs as a transparent hexagonal 
crystal, which may be colored by impurities. Glass, first made in ancient times, 
probably in the Middle East, is also composed of silica and can be formed into 
crystalline structures. “Crystal” may refer to either natural or manmade forms. 
Crystal (Heb. gaœb�iîsû ) is included in the list of materials that cannot 
purchase wisdom (Job 28:18). The dome or expanse above the four living 
creatures shone like qerah�  (NRSV “crystal”; Ezek. 1:22); the term is more 
often used for frost or ice, which form crystals. Rev. 4:6 refers to a sea of glass, 
which was like kryéstallos, also related to the word for frost; 22:1 describes 
the water of life as being clear as crystal.
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CUBCUB (Heb.  (Heb. ku®b�ku®b�)))

CUB (Heb. ku®b� )

An unidentAn unidentified peopified people mentionle mentioned in the ed in the prophecy aprophecy against Egygainst Egypt (Ezek. pt (Ezek. 30:5 NRSV 30:5 NRSV 30:5 NRSV mg), NRSV mg), possibly tpossibly the Libyanshe Libyans (LXX  (LXX Libyes;Libyes; cf. Heb.  cf. Heb. lu®b�lu®b�) in Cyren) in Cyrenaica.aica.

An unidentified people mentioned in the prophecy against Egypt (Ezek. 30:5 
NRSV mg), possibly the Libyans (LXX Libyes; cf. Heb. lu®b� ) in Cyrenaica.

CUBITCUBITCUBIT

CUBIT

The basic The basic unit of liunit of linear measunear measurement in rement in ancient Isancient Israel and orael and other anciether ancient Near Eant Near Eastern socistEaEastern soEastern societies.cieties.cieties.

The basic unit of linear measurement in ancient Israel and other ancient Near 
Eastern societies.

�As Heb. As Heb. }amma®}amma® (“forearm (“forearm,” “cubit”,” “cubit”) suggests) suggests, the cubi, the cubit originatt originated as the ed as the distance bddistance bdistance between theetween the elbow and elbow and the finge the fingertips. Subrtips. Subdivisions divisions of the cubof the cubit includeit included the spand thd the span, the span, the hand, the hand, and the fiand the finger. The nger. The actual lenactual length of thegth of the cubit var cubit varied accordied according to dating toing to date anto date and region, d region, with Egyptwith Egyptian and Meian and Mesopotamiansopotamian societies societies each empl each employing two oying twooying two cubitstwo cubits — a long  — a long and a shorand a shorter one. Rter one. Reference ieference in 2 Chr. 3n 2 Chr. 3:3 to “cub:3 to “cubits of theits of the old stand o old standaold standard” suggesrd” suggests that alts that also in Israso in Israel more thel more than one cuban one cubit was in it was in use. Ezek.use. Ezek. 40:5; 43: 40:5 40:5; 43:140:5; 43:13 may have3 may have a longer  a longer cubit in mcubit in mind, referind, referring as thring as they do to aey do to a cubit tha cubit that is a cubt is at is a cubit ana cubit and a hand id a hand in length.n length.n length.

As Heb. }amma® (“forearm,” “cubit”) suggests, the cubit originated as the 
distance between the elbow and the fingertips. Subdivisions of the cubit included 
the span, the hand, and the finger. The actual length of the cubit varied according 



to date and region, with Egyptian and Mesopotamian societies each employing 
two cubits — a long and a shorter one. Reference in 2 Chr. 3:3 to “cubits of the 
old standard” suggests that also in Israel more than one cubit was in use. Ezek. 
40:5; 43:13 may have a longer cubit in mind, referring as they do to a cubit that is 
a cubit and a hand in length.

�Many attemMany attempts have bpts have been made teen made to determino determine the prece the precise value ise value of each cuof each cubit, with bit, cucubit, witcubit, with varying h varying results. Sresults. Some scholaome scholars have usrs have used the 120ed the 1200 cubits m0 cubits mentioned ientioned in the Silon iin the Silin the Siloam inscrioam inscription and ption and the lengththe length of the tu of the tunnel itselnnel itself to calcuf to calculate the llate the length of tength oength of the Isrof the Israelite cubaelite cubit. The prit. The probability,obability, however,  however, that 1200 that 1200 is a roundis a round number, p number, plus the unlus tlus the uncertthe uncertainty as tainty as to how closo how closely the prely the present tunnesent tunnel preservel preserves its ories its original lengginal length, combinth, cth, combine tocombine to make this make this method un method unreliable. reliable. A better aA better approach ispproach is that of G that of Gabriel Barabriel Barkay, who ckBarBarkay, whBarkay, who compareso compares measureme measurements of Ironts of Iron Age rockn Age rock-cut tombs-cut tombs in the Je in the Jerusalem arrusalemJeJerusalem Jerusalem area to ararea to arrive at esrive at estimates oftimates of 52.5 cm.  52.5 cm. (20.67 in.(20.67 in.) and 45 c) and 45 cm. (17.71 m. (17.71 in.) for tin.) fin.) for the lofor the long and shong and short cubit, rt cubit, respectiverespectively. These ly. These results suresults suggest thatggest that the long  the long Israelite IsraelIsraelite Israelite cubit corrcubit corresponded mesponded most closelost closely with they with the long Egyp long Egyptian cubittian cubit of seven  of seven hands and hanhands and hands and that the sthat the shorter Isrhorter Israelite cubaelite cubit was sixit was six hands in  hands in length.length.length.

Many attempts have been made to determine the precise value of each 
cubit, with varying results. Some scholars have used the 1200 cubits mentioned 
in the Siloam inscription and the length of the tunnel itself to calculate the length 
of the Israelite cubit. The probability, however, that 1200 is a round number, plus 
the uncertainty as to how closely the present tunnel preserves its original length, 
combine to make this method unreliable. A better approach is that of Gabriel 
Barkay, who compares measurements of Iron Age rock-cut tombs in the 
Jerusalem area to arrive at estimates of 52.5 cm. (20.67 in.) and 45 cm. (17.71 in.) 
for the long and short cubit, respectively. These results suggest that the long 
Israelite cubit corresponded most closely with the long Egyptian cubit of seven 
hands and that the shorter Israelite cubit was six hands in length.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. Barkay,G. Barkay, “Measurem “Measurements in thents in the Bible — e Bible — Evidence aEvidence at St. Etiet St. Etiet St. Etienne foEtienne for the Lengr the Length of the th of the Cubit and Cubit and the Reed,”the Reed,”  BARevBARev 12/2 (198 12/2 (1986): 37.6): 37.6): 37.

Bibliography. G. Barkay, “Measurements in the Bible — Evidence at St. 
Etienne for the Length of the Cubit and the Reed,” BARev 12/2 (1986): 37.
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CUCUMBERCUCUMBERCUCUMBER

CUCUMBER

The fruit The fruit of a vine of a vine cultivatedcultivated in the an in the ancient Nearcient Near East (Heb East (Heb. . qisûsûu}a®qisûsûu}a®), possibl), possibl), possibly opossibly of the specf the species ies Cucumis saCucumis sativustivus L. or  L. or Cucumis chCucumis chateate L., garde L., garden cucumbern cucumbers similar s sims similar tosimilar to modern va modern varieties. Trieties. They may alhey may also have beso have been muskmelen muskmelons (ons (Cucumis meCucumis melolo L. var. c L L. var. chL. var. chatae Nand.atae Nand.), green f), green fruits simiruits similar to garlar to garden cucumbden cucumbers. Whileers. While in the wi in the wilderness, lderwiwildernesswilderness, the Isra, the Israelites pinelites pined for theed for the cucumbers cucumbers they had  they had eaten in Eeaten in Egypt (Num.gypt (Num. 11:5). 1 11:5).11:5).11:5).

The fruit of a vine cultivated in the ancient Near East (Heb. qisûsûu}a®), 
possibly of the species Cucumis sativus L. or Cucumis chate L., garden cucumbers 
similar to modern varieties. They may also have been muskmelons (Cucumis melo 
L. var. chatae Nand.), green fruits similar to garden cucumbers. While in the 
wilderness, the Israelites pined for the cucumbers they had eaten in Egypt (Num. 
11:5).

�Isaiah depIsaiah depicts a faricts a farmer’s shelmer’s shelter alone ter alone in a cucumin a cucumber field ber field as a symboas a symbol of Jerusl of Jerusl of Jerusalem Jerusalem alone in dalone in desolated Jesolated Judah (Isa.udah (Isa. 1:8). Jer 1:8). Jeremiah compemiah compares idolsares idols to scarec to scarecrows in a rowscarecscarecrowsscarecrows in a cucu in a cucumber fieldmber field (Jer. 10: (Jer. 10:5).5).5).

Isaiah depicts a farmer’s shelter alone in a cucumber field as a symbol of 
Jerusalem alone in desolated Judah (Isa. 1:8). Jeremiah compares idols to 
scarecrows in a cucumber field (Jer. 10:5).
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�SeeSee  WORSHIP.WORSHIP.

See WORSHIP.

CULTIC PROCULTIC PROSTITUTIONSTITUTIONSTITUTION

CULTIC PROSTITUTION

Ritual behRitual behavior, in avior, in which certwhich certain cult fain cult functionariunctionaries particies participated in spated in sacred sexuacred sexual acts inal actal acts in oracts in order to ensder to ensure fertilure fertility in theity in the land. Bib land. Biblical scholical scholars have lars have often suggoften suggested thatested thested that althothat although culticugh cultic prostitut prostitution was coion was considered insidered inapproprianappropriate by the te by the biblical wbiblical writers in ritewwriters inwriters in the worsh the worship of Yahwip of Yahweh, some aeh, some ancient Isrncient Israelites, iaelites, influenced nfluenced by the relby the religious praigiorelreligious religious practices practices of their Cof their Canaanite aanaanite ancestors ancestors and also bynd also by their Bab their Babylonian coylonian contemporarintemcocontemporacontemporaries, engaries, engaged in thiged in this type acts type activity. Recivity. Recently, howently, however, seveever, several commenral commentators havtcommencommentatocommentators have arrs have argued that gued that there is nthere is no clear evo clear evidence foridence for any ancie any ancient Near Eant Near Eant Near Eastern orEastern or biblical  biblical ritual of ritual of cultic procultic prostitution.stitution.

Ritual behavior, in which certain cult functionaries participated in sacred sexual 
acts in order to ensure fertility in the land. Biblical scholars have often suggested 
that although cultic prostitution was considered inappropriate by the biblical 
writers in the worship of Yahweh, some ancient Israelites, influenced by the 



religious practices of their Canaanite ancestors and also by their Babylonian 
contemporaries, engaged in this type activity. Recently, however, several 
commentators have argued that there is no clear evidence for any ancient Near 
Eastern or biblical ritual of cultic prostitution.

�The HebrewThe Hebrew terms com terms commonly tranmonly translated as slated as “cult pros“cult prostitute,” “titute,” “sacred prosacred prostitute,” stituproprostituteprostitute,” or “tem,” or “temple prostiple prostitute” are tute” are qaœd�eäsûqaœd�eäsû (masc.; D (masc.; Deut. 23:17eut. 23:17; 1 Kgs. 1; 1 Kgs. 1; 1 Kgs. 14:24; 15:14:24; 15:12; 22:46;12; 22:46; 2 Kgs. 23 2 Kgs. 23:7; Job 36:7; Job 36:14) and :14) and qeïd�eäsûaqeïd�eäsûa®® (fem.; Ge (fem.; Gen. 38:21, n. 38:21, n. 38:21, 22;38:21, 22; Deut. 23: Deut. 23:17; Hos. 417; Hos. 4:14). Both:14). Both stem from stem from the root  the root qdsû,qdsû, “to be se “to be set apart, ct apart apart, conapart, consecrated, secrated, holy,” meaholy,” meaning that ning that neither haneither has any expls any explicit sexuaicit sexual connotatl connotation. But bionconnotatconnotatioconnotation. But becn. But because femalause female e qeïd�eäsûoqeïd�eäsûo®t�®t� (pl.) do  (pl.) do show up inshow up in conjuncti conjunction with proconjuncticonjunctioconjunction with pron with prostitutes (stitutes (zoœno®t�zoœno®t�) in Hos. ) in Hos. 4:14, bibl4:14, biblical scholical scholars have lars have long arguedonllong arguelong argued that thed that the “holiness “holiness” of at le” of at least the feast the female male qeïd�eäsûaqeïd�eäsûa®® must invo must involve rituallveinvoinvolve riinvolve ritual sexuatual sexual acts. Thl acts. The fact thae fact that the Mesot the Mesopotamian epotamian equivalent quivalent to the Isrto the Israelite aelitIsrIsraelite Israelite qeïd�eäsûaqeïd�eäsûa®,®, the  the qadisûtu,qadisûtu, has commo has commonly been unly been understood nderstood as a functas a funcas a functionarfunctionary of Ishtay of Ishtar, the Mesr, the Mesopotamian opotamian goddess ofgoddess of love and  love and fertility,fertility, further s further suggests a uggessuggests asuggests a connectio connection between n between the culticthe cultic office of office of the  the qeïd�eäsûaqeïd�eäsûa®® and ritua and ritualized sexulizerituaritualizedritualized sexual be sexual behaviors. Ihaviors. Indeed, whendeed, whether rituather ritualized or nlized or not, it is ot, it is clear thatclear that the Mesop the M the MesopotamiMesopotamian an qadisûtu,qadisûtu, who could who could bear chil bear children and sdren and serve as a erve as a wet nurse,wet nurse, engaged i enga engaged inengaged in sexual ac sexual activities otivities of some sorf some sort. Herodott. Herodotus, moreovus, moreover, reporter, reports that in s that in the Babylothethe Babylothe Babylonian templnian temples of Aphres of Aphrodite (theodite (the Greek equ Greek equivalent ofivalent of Ishtar) r Ishtar) ritualized itualized sexual intsexsexual intsexual intercourse wercourse was a regulas a regular practicar practice.e.e.

The Hebrew terms commonly translated as “cult prostitute,” “sacred 
prostitute,” or “temple prostitute” are qaœd�eäsû  (masc.; Deut. 23:17; 1 Kgs. 
14:24; 15:12; 22:46; 2 Kgs. 23:7; Job 36:14) and qeïd�eäsûa®  (fem.; Gen. 
38:21, 22; Deut. 23:17; Hos. 4:14). Both stem from the root qdsû, “to be set 
apart, consecrated, holy,” meaning that neither has any explicit sexual 
connotation. But because female qeïd�eäsûo®t�  (pl.) do show up in 
conjunction with prostitutes (zoœno®t� ) in Hos. 4:14, biblical scholars have 
long argued that the “holiness” of at least the female qeïd�eäsûa®  must 
involve ritual sexual acts. The fact that the Mesopotamian equivalent to the 
Israelite qeïd�eäsûa®,  the qadisûtu, has commonly been understood as a 
functionary of Ishtar, the Mesopotamian goddess of love and fertility, further 
suggests a connection between the cultic office of the qeïd�eäsûa®  and 
ritualized sexual behaviors. Indeed, whether ritualized or not, it is clear that the 
Mesopotamian qadisûtu, who could bear children and serve as a wet nurse, 
engaged in sexual activities of some sort. Herodotus, moreover, reports that in 
the Babylonian temples of Aphrodite (the Greek equivalent of Ishtar) ritualized 
sexual intercourse was a regular practice.

�Yet HerodoYet Herodotus as a stus as a source is bource is both late (oth late (5th centur5th century y B.C.E.B.C.E.) and tend) and tendentious. Aentious. Aentious. As for theAs for the Mesopotam Mesopotamian ian qadisûtu,qadisûtu, while it  while it is clear sis clear she could ehe could engage in sngage in sexual behaexual beexual behaviors,behaviors, there is  there is no evidencno evidence those bee those behaviors wehaviors were necessare necessarily rituarily ritual in naturl in nature. Indeed,e. Ine. Indeed, thIndeed, the assumptie assumption that thon that the e qadisûtuqadisûtu was a par was a particular futicular functionary nctionary of the culof the cult of Ishtat culcult of Iscult of Ishtar has bhtar has been questieen questioned. Studoned. Students of Meents of Mesopotamiansopotamian religion  religion have also have also questionedququestionedquestioned whether o whether other Mesopther Mesopotamian cuotamian cultic functltic functionaries sionaries sometimes dometimes described aescribedddescribed described as “sacredas “sacred prostitut prostitutes” — the es” — the eäntueäntu priestess priestess, the , the nadiätu,nadiätu, the  the isûtariätuisûtaisûtariätuisûtariätu,, and the  and the kezertukezertu — in fact — in fact performed performed such a ro such a role. Finallle. Finally, some scy, some scholars argholarscscholars ascholars argue that rgue that the term the term zoœno®t�,zoœno®t�, “prostitu “prostitutes,” is utes,” is used metaphsed metaphorically iorically in Hos. 4:1niin Hos. 4:in Hos. 4:14, as the14, as the prophet c prophet condemns thondemns those who coose who commit apostmmit apostasy in hisasy in his eyes by a eyes by a eyes by accusing taccusing them of goihem of going “whorinng “whoring” after og” after other gods.ther gods. All that  All that is revealeis revealed in the jd in the juxtapositiuxtapjjuxtapositjuxtaposition of ion of zoœno®t�zoœno®t� and  and qeïd�eäsûoqeïd�eäsûo®t�,®t�, according according to this i to this interpretatnterpretaiinterpretainterpretation, is ttion, is that the cuhat the cultic activltic activities of tities of the latter he latter are viewedare viewed by Hosea  by Hosea as religioas religas religiouslreligiously inappropy inappropriate; thariate; that the natut the nature of the re of the inappropriinappropriateness isateness is sexual mi sexual misconduct rscondmimisconductmisconduct remains u remains unclear.nclear.nclear.

Yet Herodotus as a source is both late (5th century B.C.E.) and tendentious. 
As for the Mesopotamian qadisûtu, while it is clear she could engage in sexual 
behaviors, there is no evidence those behaviors were necessarily ritual in nature. 
Indeed, the assumption that the qadisûtu was a particular functionary of the 
cult of Ishtar has been questioned. Students of Mesopotamian religion have also 
questioned whether other Mesopotamian cultic functionaries sometimes 
described as “sacred prostitutes” — the eäntu priestess, the nadiätu, the 
isûtariätu, and the kezertu — in fact performed such a role. Finally, some 
scholars argue that the term zoœno®t�,  “prostitutes,” is used metaphorically 
in Hos. 4:14, as the prophet condemns those who commit apostasy in his eyes by 
accusing them of going “whoring” after other gods. All that is revealed in the 
juxtaposition of zoœno®t�  and qeïd�eäsûo®t�,  according to this 
interpretation, is that the cultic activities of the latter are viewed by Hosea as 
religiously inappropriate; that the nature of the inappropriateness is sexual 
misconduct remains unclear.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. A. BirdP. A. Bird, “‘To Pla, “‘To Play the Harly the Harlot’: An Inot’: An Inquiry intoquiry into an Old Te an Old Testament MestaTeTestament Testament Metaphor,”Metaphor,” in  in Gender andGender and Differenc Difference in Anciee in Ancient Israel,nt Israel, ed. P. L. ed. P. L. Day (Minn Day (Minn Day (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1989),is, 1989), 75–94; E. 75–94; E. J. Fisher J. Fisher, “Cultic , “Cultic ProstitutiProstitution in the on in the Ancient NeAncient Near East? Aar Eaar East? A ReEast? A Reassessmentassessment,” ,” BTBBTB 6 (1976): 6 (1976): 225–36; M 225–36; M. Gruber, . Gruber, “Hebrew “Hebrew qeïdeäsûaœqeïdeäsûaœqeïdeäsûaœqeïdeäsûaœhh and Her C and Her Canaanite aanaanite and Akkadiand Akkadian Cognatesn Cognates,” ,” UFUF 18 (1986) 18 (1986): 133–48; : 133–48: 133–48; R.133–48; R. A. Oden,  A. Oden, Jr., “ReliJr., “Religious Idengious Identity and ttity and the Sacred he Sacred ProstitutiProstitution Accusaton Accusation,” in ionAccusatAccusationAccusation,” in ,” in The Bible The Bible Without ThWithout Theologyeology (San Fran (San Francisco, 198cisco, 1987), 131–537), 131–53; J. G. We; J. G. Westenholz, sWeWestenholzWestenholz, “Tamar, , “Tamar, QeïdeäsûaœQeïdeäsûaœ, Qadisûtu, Qadisûtu,, and Sacre and Sacred Prostitud Prostitution in Metion in Mesopotamia,soMeMesopotamiMesopotamia,” a,” HTRHTR 82 (1989) 82 (1989): 245–65.: 245–65.: 245–65.
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CUMIN

Cuminum cyCuminum cyminumminum L., an he L., an herb whose srb whose seeds are geeds are ground to mround to make a pungake a pungent spice ent spice which is owhwhich is owhich is often addedften added to bread. to bread. Cumin (He Cumin (Heb. b. kammoœn;kammoœn; Gk.  Gk. kyéminonkyéminon) is sown ) is sow) is sown like sown like grain (Isagrain (Isa. 28:25-27. 28:25-27). Jesus c). Jesus chides the hides the scribes anscribes and Phariseed Pharisees for expes for expending enerndingexpeexpending expending energy on energy on the tithe the tithe of cumin (of cumin (Deut. 14:2Deut. 14:22-23) and 2-23) and disregardidisregarding justiceng justice, mercy, a, m, mercy, andmercy, and faith (Ma faith (Matt. 23:23)tt. 23:23)...

Cuminum cyminum L., an herb whose seeds are ground to make a pungent spice 
which is often added to bread. Cumin (Heb. kammoœn; Gk. kyéminon) is 
sown like grain (Isa. 28:25-27). Jesus chides the scribes and Pharisees for 
expending energy on the tithe of cumin (Deut. 14:22-23) and disregarding justice, 
mercy, and faith (Matt. 23:23).
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CUNCUN (Heb.  (Heb. ku®nku®n)))

CUN (Heb. ku®n)

A city belA city belonging to onging to Hadadezer Hadadezer of Syria fof Syria from which rom which King DavidKing David pillaged  pillaged a great ama great amount of thoamamount of amount of the bronzethe bronze later use later used by Solomd by Solomon for theon for the construct construction of theion of the bronze se bronze se bronze sea and otsea and other templeher temple objects ( objects (1 Chr. 18:1 Chr. 18:8; cf. 2 S8; cf. 2 Sam. 8:8, Bam. 8:8, Berothai). erothai). Cun, namedCun, named Conna by  C Conna by tConna by the Romans,he Romans, is someti is sometimes identimes identified with fied with modern modern Ra®s Ba{alRa®s Ba{albekbek, a villag, a vil, a village SWvillage SW of Ribleh of Ribleh and ca. 2 and ca. 20 km. (12.0 km. (12.5 mi.) N o5 mi.) N of Baalbek.f Baalbek.

A city belonging to Hadadezer of Syria from which King David pillaged a great 
amount of the bronze later used by Solomon for the construction of the bronze 
sea and other temple objects (1 Chr. 18:8; cf. 2 Sam. 8:8, Berothai). Cun, named 
Conna by the Romans, is sometimes identified with modern Ra®s Ba{albek, a 
village SW of Ribleh and ca. 20 km. (12.5 mi.) N of Baalbek.

CUNEIFORMCUNEIFORMCUNEIFORM

CUNEIFORM

A term forA term for a variety a variety of writin of writing systems g systems using “wedusing “wedge-shaped”ge-shaped” (Lat.  (Lat. cuneatuscuneatus) grapheme) graph) graphemes.graphemes. The trian The triangular headgular heads of the is of the individual ndividual strokes ofstrokes of the symbo the symbols were crls were created by peacrcreated bycreated by pressing  pressing the point the point of a (usuaof a (usually) reed lly) reed stylus intstylus into wet clayo wet clay. The symb. The symbols were rols wols were reprowere reproduced withduced with a chisel  a chisel for metal for metal and stone and stone inscriptioinscriptions. The Suns. The Sumerians demerians developed thvdedeveloped developed this mannethis manner of writir of writing in the ng in the late 3rd mlate 3rd millennium illennium B.C.E.B.C.E. to record to record business  busine business tbusiness transactionransactions. The syms. The symbols were bols were originallyoriginally pictograp pictographic, eventhic, eventually becoually becoming primaminbecobecoming pbecoming primarily srimarily syllabic. Ayllabic. A number of number of language  language groups adogroups adopted (and pted (and adapted) tadapted) the system,htthe systemthe system, includin, including Akkadiang Akkadian, Eblaite,, Eblaite, Ugaritic  Ugaritic (an alphab(an alphabetic writietic writing system)ng system), Hittite,, Hitt, Hittite, EHittite, Elamite, Hulamite, Hurrian, andrrian, and Old Persi Old Persian.an.an.

A term for a variety of writing systems using “wedge-shaped” (Lat. cuneatus) 
graphemes. The triangular heads of the individual strokes of the symbols were 
created by pressing the point of a (usually) reed stylus into wet clay. The symbols 
were reproduced with a chisel for metal and stone inscriptions. The Sumerians 
developed this manner of writing in the late 3rd millennium B.C.E. to record 
business transactions. The symbols were originally pictographic, eventually 
becoming primarily syllabic. A number of language groups adopted (and adapted) 
the system, including Akkadian, Eblaite, Ugaritic (an alphabetic writing system), 
Hittite, Elamite, Hurrian, and Old Persian.
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CUPCUPCUP

CUP

A small boA small bowl that lawl that lacked a stecked a stem or handlm or handle, typicale, typically made ofly made of pottery b pottery but sometimut sometimes of metaesometimsometimes sometimes of metal, of metal, such as sisuch as silver (Gen.lver (Gen. 44:2; cf. 44:2; cf. Jer. 51:7 Jer. 51:7). Such cu). Such cups were thps were the most come moe most commomost common ceramic n ceramic form repreform represented in sented in Iron Age dIron Age domestic asomestic assemblages,semblages, and were  and w and were likelwere likely used fory used for both eati both eating and dring and drinking. Thinking. This style ofs style of shallow,  shallow, stemless cstemless cup is founup is up is found tis found throughout hroughout the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East, and is t, and is evident, eevident, e.g., in Ki.g., in King Tutankhng Tutankhamen’s tomameTutankhTutankhameTutankhamen’s tomb an’s tomb and in relind in reliefs of theefs of the Assyrian  Assyrian king Assurking Assurbanipal. Cbanipal. Cups are foups are found as welunfofound as wfound as well in Isrell in Israelite graaelite graves, whichves, which suggests  suggests a belief ia belief in dining an dining after deathfter death. Chalices. Chalic. Chalices —Chalices — vessels w vessels with a shalith a shallow bowl olow bowl on a high fn a high foot — wereoot — were another t another type of driype of drype of drinking vdrinking vessel in tessel in the biblicahe biblical period.l period.l period.

A small bowl that lacked a stem or handle, typically made of pottery but 
sometimes of metal, such as silver (Gen. 44:2; cf. Jer. 51:7). Such cups were the 
most common ceramic form represented in Iron Age domestic assemblages, and 



were likely used for both eating and drinking. This style of shallow, stemless cup 
is found throughout the ancient Near East, and is evident, e.g., in King 
Tutankhamen’s tomb and in reliefs of the Assyrian king Assurbanipal. Cups are 
found as well in Israelite graves, which suggests a belief in dining after death. 
Chalices — vessels with a shallow bowl on a high foot — were another type of 
drinking vessel in the biblical period.

�Cups are nCups are noted in asoted in association sociation with mealswith meals (2 Sam. 1 (2 Sam. 12:3; Ps. 12:3; Ps. 16:5; 23:5)6:5; 23:5), but they, but the, but they occurthey occur in the te in the texts primarxts primarily for drily for drinking: wiinking: wine (Gen. 4ne (Gen. 44:5; Prov.4:5; Prov. 23:31; Am 23:31; Amos 6:6; Maos 6os 6:6; Matt.6:6; Matt. 26:27) an 26:27) and water (1d water (10:42). The0:42). The “cup of c “cup of consolationonsolation” in Jer. ” in Jer. 16:7 may i16:7 may indicate a ndiciindicate aindicate a custom of custom of drinking  drinking wine whilewine while mourning  mourning the dead. the dead. Since the Since the cup was ancup was an essential anan essentian essential featureal feature of everyd of everyday life, iay life, it became at became a symbol fo symbol for holding r holding Yahweh’s iYahweh’s impact on tmpaiimpact on impact on that life,that life, through w through wrath or sarath or salvation (elvation (e.g., Isa. .g., Isa. 51:17; Ps.51:17; Ps. 11:6). Th 11:6). The cup of we cup oe cup of wine atof wine at Jesus’ La Jesus’ Last Supper st Supper was a featwas a feature of theure of the meal and  meal and became a sbecame a symbol holdymbol holding his blinholdholding hiholding his blood ins blood in remembran remembrance for thece for the disciples disciples and the e and the early Churcarly Church (Matt. 2h (Matt. 26:27 par.;6226:27 par.26:27 par.; 1 Cor. 1; 1 Cor. 11:26).1:26).1:26).

Cups are noted in association with meals (2 Sam. 12:3; Ps. 16:5; 23:5), but 
they occur in the texts primarily for drinking: wine (Gen. 44:5; Prov. 23:31; Amos 
6:6; Matt. 26:27) and water (10:42). The “cup of consolation” in Jer. 16:7 may 
indicate a custom of drinking wine while mourning the dead. Since the cup was 
an essential feature of everyday life, it became a symbol for holding Yahweh’s 
impact on that life, through wrath or salvation (e.g., Isa. 51:17; Ps. 11:6). The cup 
of wine at Jesus’ Last Supper was a feature of the meal and became a symbol 
holding his blood in remembrance for the disciples and the early Church (Matt. 
26:27 par.; 1 Cor. 11:26).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. Amiran,R. Amiran,  Ancient PoAncient Pottery of tttery of the Holy Lahe Holy Landnd (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1963); m, 1963); J. Kelso, JJ. Kelso, J. Kelso, The CeramiThe Ceramic Vocabulac Vocabulary of the ry of the Old TestamOld Testament.ent. BASORSup  BASORSup 5–6 (New H5–6 (New Haven, 1948aven,HHaven, 194Haven, 1948): 3–48.8): 3–48.8): 3–48.

Bibliography. R. Amiran, Ancient Pottery of the Holy Land (Jerusalem, 1963); 
J. Kelso, The Ceramic Vocabulary of the Old Testament. BASORSup 5–6 (New 
Haven, 1948): 3–48.
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CUPBEARERCUPBEARERCUPBEARER

CUPBEARER

A prestigiA prestigious positious position in the on in the royal courroyal courts of the ts of the ancient Neancient Near East. Tar East. The cupbearhe cupbearer would ser cupbearcupbearer cupbearer would servwould serve wine (Gee wine (Gen. 40:13),n. 40:13), but also  but also tasted it tasted it as protectas protection againsion against poison. t pt poison. A poison. A 9th-centur9th-century y B.C.E.B.C.E. jar from  jar from {En-gev{En-gev is inscri is inscribed “the cbed “the cupbearers”upbearers” and may i and m and may indicamay indicate an amoute an amount of winent of wine the cupbe the cupbearers woularers would bring frd bring from storageom storage during an during a during any given any given occasion. occasion. In his priIn his prison dream,son dream, the cupbe the cupbearer servearer served Pharaoh d Pharaoh freshly prfreshly pressed grapesprpressed grpressed grape juice ape juice in a cup (in a cup (Gen. 40:11Gen. 40:11); Joseph ); Joseph interpreteinterpreted this to d this to mean he womean he would be resulwowould be rwould be restored toestored to his posit his position. Nehemion. Nehemiah had seiah had served the Prved the Persian kinersian king Artaxerxg Artaxerxg ArtaxerxesArtaxerxes as cupbea as cupbearer beforerer before returning returning to rebuil to rebuild his landd his land after the after the Exile (Ne Exile (Neh. 1:11; 2h. (Ne(Neh. 1:11(Neh. 1:11; 2:1). Je; 2:1). Jesus becamesus became the subse the subservient andrvient and trustwort trustworthy cupbearhy cupbearer to his er to his disciples didisciples disciples when he ofwhen he offered themfered them the cup a the cup at the Lastt the Last Supper (M Supper (Matt. 26:27att. 26:27).).).

A prestigious position in the royal courts of the ancient Near East. The 
cupbearer would serve wine (Gen. 40:13), but also tasted it as protection against 
poison. A 9th-century B.C.E. jar from {En-gev is inscribed “the cupbearers” and 
may indicate an amount of wine the cupbearers would bring from storage during 
any given occasion. In his prison dream, the cupbearer served Pharaoh freshly 
pressed grape juice in a cup (Gen. 40:11); Joseph interpreted this to mean he 
would be restored to his position. Nehemiah had served the Persian king 
Artaxerxes as cupbearer before returning to rebuild his land after the Exile 
(Neh. 1:11; 2:1). Jesus became the subservient and trustworthy cupbearer to his 
disciples when he offered them the cup at the Last Supper (Matt. 26:27).
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CURSECURSECURSE

CURSE

The concepThe concept of cursit of cursing is assong is associated witciated with a numberh a number of differ of different Hebrewent Hebrew roots, so roots, some of whicmsosome of whsome of which have aich have a broad sem broad semantic rangantic range. These ie. These include vernclude verbal and/orbal and/or nominal f nominal f nominal forms relaforms related to theted to the roots  roots }rr}rr (“curse,  (“curse, cast a specast a spell, ban frll, ban from benefitom benefits, make ans, make anathema”), atheananathema”)anathema”), , qllqll (“curse,  (“curse, blaspheme,blaspheme, disrespec disrespect, treat it, treat injuriouslynjuriously”), ”), }lh}lh (“curse c (“curse conditionalondcconditionaconditionally, swearlly, swear an oath,  an oath, pray for ppray for punishment”unishment”), ), qbb/nqbqbb/nqb (“revile, (“revile, express c express contempt foonteccontempt fcontempt for”), or”), z{mz{m (“threate (“threaten”), and n”), and h�rmh�rm (“ban, se (“ban, set aside fot aside for destructr destruction”). Morion”). Mion”). Moreover, Moreover, the root the root brk,brk, meaning “ meaning “bless,” isbless,” is used euph used euphemisticallemistically to exprey to express cursingss cursingss cursing (ecursing (e.g., Job 2.g., Job 2:9); becau:9); because God is se God is the objectthe object of such c of such cursing, ursing, brkbrk is regard is regarded as an eed ased as an earlas an early scribal y scribal substitutesubstitute for eithe for either r }rr}rr (unlikely (unlikely) or ) or qllqll (more pro (more probable), rabable), rather than ther rarather tharather than of authon of authorial origirial origin. The Gren. The Greek equivalek equivalents also ents also reflect threflect this wide leis wide lexical rangxical lelexical ralexical range in vernge in verbs such asbs such as  (epi)katar(epi)kataraéomaiaéomai (“curse,  (“curse, cast a specast a spell, ban frll, ban from benefitom beom benefits”)benefits”), , (kat)anath(kat)anathematiízoœematiízoœ (“make an (“make anathema”), athema”), and and kakologéoœkakologéoœ (“revile, (“revil (“revile, (“revile, slander, islander, insult”) annsult”) and their red their related nounlated nouns.s.s.

The concept of cursing is associated with a number of different Hebrew roots, 
some of which have a broad semantic range. These include verbal and/or nominal 
forms related to the roots }rr (“curse, cast a spell, ban from benefits, make 
anathema”), qll (“curse, blaspheme, disrespect, treat injuriously”), }lh (“curse 
conditionally, swear an oath, pray for punishment”), qbb/nqb (“revile, express 
contempt for”), z{m (“threaten”), and h�rm  (“ban, set aside for destruction”). 



Moreover, the root brk, meaning “bless,” is used euphemistically to express 
cursing (e.g., Job 2:9); because God is the object of such cursing, brk is regarded 
as an early scribal substitute for either }rr (unlikely) or qll (more probable), 
rather than of authorial origin. The Greek equivalents also reflect this wide 
lexical range in verbs such as (epi)kataraéomai (“curse, cast a spell, ban from 
benefits”), (kat)anathematiízoœ (“make anathema”), and kakologéoœ 
(“revile, slander, insult”) and their related nouns.

�Like blessLike blessing, cursiing, cursing is foreng is foremost a permost a performative formative utterance,utterance, or speech or speech act, yet  act, yet act, yet it briyet it brings to itsngs to its object, n object, not goodnesot goodness or favors or favor upon its  upon its recipient recipient as does blas does blessing, buessingblblessing, blessing, but ratherbut rather some harm some harm, withdraw, withdrawal of beneal of benefit, or nefit, or negative congative condition. Fudition. Furthermore,rthFuFurthermorFurthermore, as a ble, as a blessing is essing is most oftenmost often a relatio a relational markernal marker, signifyi, signifying the exing the existence of stencexiexistence existence of some saof some sacral, legacral, legal, or socil, or social relatioal relationship, a cnship, a curse usualurse usually marks aly marks an actual on actuan actual or actual or possible bpossible breach of sreach of such. Thus,uch. Thus, a curse a a curse also has imlso has important saportant sacral, legacral, legal, and socl, andl, and socialand social significa significance. Both nce. Both God and huGod and humans may cmans may curse. God,urse. God, humans, a humans, animals, annimals, annimals, and inanimand inanimate objectate objects may be cs may be cursed.ursed.ursed.

Like blessing, cursing is foremost a performative utterance, or speech act, 
yet it brings to its object, not goodness or favor upon its recipient as does 
blessing, but rather some harm, withdrawal of benefit, or negative condition. 
Furthermore, as a blessing is most often a relational marker, signifying the 
existence of some sacral, legal, or social relationship, a curse usually marks an 
actual or possible breach of such. Thus, a curse also has important sacral, legal, 
and social significance. Both God and humans may curse. God, humans, animals, 
and inanimate objects may be cursed.

�While therWhile there is much e is much discussiondiscussion as to whe as to whether the wther the words of a ords of a curse by hcurse by humans haveumanhhumans havhumans have autonomoe autonomous magicalus magical power, th power, the bulk of e bulk of recent schrecent scholarship aolarship argues thatrgues thargues that cursethat curses, both hus, both human and diman and divine, origvine, originate in tinate in the holineshe holiness of God (s of God (Isa. 45:7)Isa. 45:7). This hol. Thi. This holy This holy power can power can be beneficbe beneficial to thaial to that which ist which is good or i good or in alignmenn alignment with thet with the will of G w will of Gowill of God, therebyd, thereby producing producing blessings blessings. Moreover. Moreover, such pow, such power can be er can be destructivdestructive to all tedestructivdestructivdestructive to all te to all that is evihat is evil or opposl or opposed to God,ed to God, thereby b thereby bringing curinging curses. Bothrses. Both divine bl divi divine bledivine blessing and ssing and cursing arcursing arise out ofise out of the divin the divine-human ree-human relationshiplationship. Cursing . Cursing is a meansis a is a means bya means by which to  which to disciplinediscipline those who those who place the place themselves oumselves outside thistside this relations relationship throughirelationsrelationshrelationship throughip through disobedie disobedience and mance and may functiony function as either as either a deterre a deterrent (as in nt (as in a conditioa ca conditionaconditional curse) ol curse) or a punishr a punishment.ment.ment.

While there is much discussion as to whether the words of a curse by 
humans have autonomous magical power, the bulk of recent scholarship argues 
that curses, both human and divine, originate in the holiness of God (Isa. 45:7). 
This holy power can be beneficial to that which is good or in alignment with the 
will of God, thereby producing blessings. Moreover, such power can be 
destructive to all that is evil or opposed to God, thereby bringing curses. Both 
divine blessing and cursing arise out of the divine-human relationship. Cursing is 
a means by which to discipline those who place themselves outside this 
relationship through disobedience and may function as either a deterrent (as in a 
conditional curse) or a punishment.

�Divine curDivine cursing in thsing in the OT oftene OT often accords w accords with cursinith cursing in the ag in the ancient Neancient Near Eastern r Easter Eastern coEastern context. Jusntext. Just as the Mt as the Mosaic coveosaic covenant reflenant reflects a covects a covenantal relnantal relationship ationship similar tosimisimilar tosimilar to those of  those of ancient Neancient Near Easternar Eastern suzeraint suzerainty treatiesy treaties, the bibl, the biblical curseical curses mirror ts mirrs mirror thomirror those treatiese treaties’ enforces’ enforcement proviment provisions, whisions, which frequench frequently employtly employ horrific  horrific curses, brcucurses, brcurses, brought on bought on by the godsy the gods, to assur, to assure compliane compliance with thce with their terms.eir terms. Within th Within the Holinesseththe Holinethe Holiness code anss code and the Deutd the Deuteronomistieronomistic history,c history, God enfor God enforces the coces the covenantal svenantal cocovenantalcovenantal stipulati stipulations of theons of the law throu law through the sangh the sanctions of ctions of blessings blessings and cursesand curses (Lev. 26; (Le (Lev. 26; (Lev. 26; Deut. 27-2Deut. 27-28; Josh. 88; Josh. 8:34). The :34). The prophets rprophets re-enforce e-enforce these sancthese sanctions throtions through their ughthrothrough ththrough their judgmeeir judgment oraclesnt oracles (Isa. 3:1 (Isa. 3:17-26). Suc7-26). Such curses mh curses may result ay result in a variein a variety of harmty oty of harm, sof harm, such as somuch as some manifeste manifestation of dation of disgrace, disgrace, defilement,efilement, defeat, d defeat, domination,omination, desolatio de desolationdesolation, deprivat, deprivation, deporion, deportation, ditation, disease, andsease, and/or death./or death. A divine  A divine curse curse (h�eärem)(h�eär(h�eärem)(h�eärem) is associ is associated with ated with holy war. holy war. A conquereA conquered city andd city and its items its items are expec are expected to be texpecexpected texpected to be devoto be devoted to Yahwed to Yahweh througheh through burning ( burning (Deut. 7:25Deut. 7:25-26). Its -26). Its people migpeople mpeople might alsomight also be comple be completely extertely exterminated (Dminated (Deut. 7:20)eut. 7:20). One who . One who violates tviolates the sanctithe sanctity of such ysanctitsanctity osanctity of such a cf such a curse by taurse by taking banneking banned propertyd property may likew may likewise becomeise become cursed, n cursed, necessitatiennecessitatnecessitating the ofing the offender’s dfender’s death by fieath by fire (Josh. re (Josh. 7:15). Whi7:15). While noncondle nonconditional oritional or accrued d accr accrued diaccrued divine cursevine curses might aps might appear to bepear to be irrevocab irrevocable, the lale, the language of nguage of Jeremiah sJeremiah seems to ineesseems to iseems to indicate otndicate otherwise (Jherwise (Jer. 18:7-1er. 18:7-10).0).0).

Divine cursing in the OT often accords with cursing in the ancient Near 
Eastern context. Just as the Mosaic covenant reflects a covenantal relationship 
similar to those of ancient Near Eastern suzerainty treaties, the biblical curses 
mirror those treaties’ enforcement provisions, which frequently employ horrific 
curses, brought on by the gods, to assure compliance with their terms. Within 
the Holiness code and the Deuteronomistic history, God enforces the 
covenantal stipulations of the law through the sanctions of blessings and curses 
(Lev. 26; Deut. 27-28; Josh. 8:34). The prophets re-enforce these sanctions 
through their judgment oracles (Isa. 3:17-26). Such curses may result in a variety 
of harm, such as some manifestation of disgrace, defilement, defeat, domination, 
desolation, deprivation, deportation, disease, and/or death. A divine curse 
(h�eärem)  is associated with holy war. A conquered city and its items are 
expected to be devoted to Yahweh through burning (Deut. 7:25-26). Its people 
might also be completely exterminated (Deut. 7:20). One who violates the 
sanctity of such a curse by taking banned property may likewise become cursed, 



necessitating the offender’s death by fire (Josh. 7:15). While nonconditional or 
accrued divine curses might appear to be irrevocable, the language of Jeremiah 
seems to indicate otherwise (Jer. 18:7-10).

�Humans mayHumans may also curs also curse, this poe, this power issuinwer issuing out of tg out of the divine-he divine-human relahuman relationship ttionshrelarelationshrelationship throughip through either a  either a delegationdelegation of divine of divine power to  power to the human the human or a humanor a human invocatio humanhuman invohuman invocation of cation of divine powdivine power. Thus, er. Thus, the act ofthe act of cursing i cursing is fundamens fundamentally a satally a sacred act ocresasacred actsacred act over whic over which God retah God retains final ins final authority authority for its imfor its implementatiplementation (Num. 2on (Num. 23:8). With3223:8). Wit23:8). With respect h respect to the legto the legal implicaal implications of htions of human curseuman curse, a self-c, a self-curse, consurse, consistent witistenconsconsistentconsistent with the  with the practice ipractice in the ancin the ancient Near Eent Near East, mightast, might bind and  bind and enforce a enforce a covenant ocovcovenant ocovenant or oath madr oath made by or bee by or between inditween individuals orviduals or nations ( nations (1 Kgs. 8:31 Kgs. 8:31-32). Mor1-32). Moreover, a ceMorMoreover, Moreover, a curse coa curse could penaliuld penalize impropeze improper acts beyr acts beyond those ond those in contracin contract or diplot or diplomacy, suchmdiplodiplomacy,diplomacy, such as t such as the slanderhe slander of a serv of a servant to hisant to his or her ma or her master by a ster by a third partthird party (Prov. 3y (Pry (Prov. 30:(Prov. 30:10). A cur10). A curse was alsse was also part of o part of a trial bya trial by ordeal th ordeal that might bat might be forced ue forced upon a womapon uupon a womupon a woman suspectan suspected of maried of marital infidetal infidelity (Num.lity (Num. 5:11-31). 5:11-31). Human cur Human curses too weses too wses too were not iwere not irrevocablerrevocable but might but might be overtu be overturned (Deutrned (Deut. 23:5; Ju. 23:5; Judg. 17:2).dg. 17:2). Furthermo Furthermore, the mirFurthermoFurthermorFurthermore, the mise, the misuse of curuse of curses could ses could give rise give rise to the impto the imposition ofosition of legal sen legal sentence. Curtensensentence. sentence. Cursing GoCursing God (Lev. 24d (Lev. 24:10-23), t:10-23), the king (Ehe king (Exod. 22:28xod. 22:28[MT 27]), [MT 27]), or one’s por one’s parents (Leapparents (Lparents (Lev. 20:9) ev. 20:9) made one smade one subject to ubject to capital pucapital punishment. nishment. Likewise, Likewise, cursing thcursing the disablede de disabled, disabled, especiallyespecially the deaf, the deaf, could res could result in a pult in a penalty (Leenalty (Lev. 19:14).v. 19:14). Finally,  Finally, the repeatthe repeathe repeated prepeated presence ofresence of cursing w cursing within Psalithin Psalms indicatms indicates that cues that cursing servrsing serves a litures a liturgical funcgicalliturliturgicalliturgical function  function as well asas well as a legal o a legal one (Ps. 37ne (Ps. 37:22).:22).:22).

Humans may also curse, this power issuing out of the divine-human 
relationship through either a delegation of divine power to the human or a 
human invocation of divine power. Thus, the act of cursing is fundamentally a 
sacred act over which God retains final authority for its implementation (Num. 
23:8). With respect to the legal implications of human curse, a self-curse, 
consistent with the practice in the ancient Near East, might bind and enforce a 
covenant or oath made by or between individuals or nations (1 Kgs. 8:31-32). 
Moreover, a curse could penalize improper acts beyond those in contract or 
diplomacy, such as the slander of a servant to his or her master by a third party 
(Prov. 30:10). A curse was also part of a trial by ordeal that might be forced 
upon a woman suspected of marital infidelity (Num. 5:11-31). Human curses too 
were not irrevocable but might be overturned (Deut. 23:5; Judg. 17:2). 
Furthermore, the misuse of curses could give rise to the imposition of legal 
sentence. Cursing God (Lev. 24:10-23), the king (Exod. 22:28[MT 27]), or one’s 
parents (Lev. 20:9) made one subject to capital punishment. Likewise, cursing the 
disabled, especially the deaf, could result in a penalty (Lev. 19:14). Finally, the 
repeated presence of cursing within Psalms indicates that cursing serves a 
liturgical function as well as a legal one (Ps. 37:22).

�In the NT In the NT cursing recursing remains a simains a sign of God’gn of God’s power, es power, e.g., when .g., when Jesus cursJesus curses the figes the fes the fig tree, fig tree, causing itcausing it to wither to wither (Mark 11: (Mark 11:12-14, 20-12-14, 20-22). Peter22). Peter utilizes  utilizes the self-cthe self-curse to seurse tourse to seal hito seal his oath thas oath that he does t he does not know Jnot know Jesus (Markesus (Mark 14:66-72) 14:66-72). In Gal. . In Gal. 3:10-13 Pa3:10-13 Paul seems tul PaPaul seemsPaul seems to acknow to acknowledge the ledge the OT understOT understanding of anding of the curse the curse as divine as divine legal sanclegal sanction, yet tsancsanction, sanction, yet he argyet he argues that Cues that Christ, in hrist, in becoming “becoming “a curse foa curse for us,” hasr us,” has overturne overturned this aspd thd this aspecthis aspect of the lt of the law, which aw, which thus allowthus allows for God’s for God’s blessings blessings to be bes to be bestowed upostowed upon both Jewn upoupon both upon both Jew and GeJew and Gentile alikntile alike. Paul ise. Paul is fully pre fully prepared, howpared, however, to cever, to curse thoseurse those who do no wh who do notwho do not love the  love the Lord (1 CoLord (1 Cor. 16:22) r. 16:22) or who teaor who teach a corruch a corrupt gospel pt gospel (Gal. 1:8-(Gal. 1:8-9). Furthe91:8-1:8-9). Fu1:8-9). Furthermore,rthermore, the autho the author of Revelr of Revelation issuation issues condities conditional curseonal curses to protes to protect the futct proteprotect thprotect the future ie future integrity ontegrity of the textf the text (Rev. 22: (Rev. 22:18-19). NT18-19). NT texts als texts also suggest,o suggest, however,  how however, thowever, that curseshat curses are to be are to be used spar used sparingly (cf.ingly (cf. Jas 3:8-1 Jas 3:8-11). Jesus 1). Jesus counsels acounsels against swegainstaagainst swagainst swearing an earing an oath (Mattoath (Matt. 5:33-37). 5:33-37) and instr and instructs the cucts the crowd, “blerowd, “bless those wss those who curse yhowwho curse who curse you, pray you, pray for those for those who abuse who abuse you” (Lukeyou” (Luke 6:28; lik 6:28; likewise Paulewise Paul, Rom. 12:, Rom. 12:, Rom. 12:14).12:14).12:14).

In the NT cursing remains a sign of God’s power, e.g., when Jesus curses the 
fig tree, causing it to wither (Mark 11:12-14, 20-22). Peter utilizes the self-curse 
to seal his oath that he does not know Jesus (Mark 14:66-72). In Gal. 3:10-13 
Paul seems to acknowledge the OT understanding of the curse as divine legal 
sanction, yet he argues that Christ, in becoming “a curse for us,” has overturned 
this aspect of the law, which thus allows for God’s blessings to be bestowed 
upon both Jew and Gentile alike. Paul is fully prepared, however, to curse those 
who do not love the Lord (1 Cor. 16:22) or who teach a corrupt gospel (Gal. 
1:8-9). Furthermore, the author of Revelation issues conditional curses to 
protect the future integrity of the text (Rev. 22:18-19). NT texts also suggest, 
however, that curses are to be used sparingly (cf. Jas 3:8-11). Jesus counsels 
against swearing an oath (Matt. 5:33-37) and instructs the crowd, “bless those 
who curse you, pray for those who abuse you” (Luke 6:28; likewise Paul, Rom. 
12:14).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. H. BlanS. H. Blank, “The Cuk, “The Curse, Blasprse, Blasphemy, the hemy, the Spell, andSpell, and the Oath, the Oath,” ”Oath,Oath,” Oath,” HUCAHUCA 23 (1950– 23 (1950–51): 73–9551): 73–95; H. C. Br; H. C. Brichto, ichto, The ProbleThe Problem of “Cursm of “Curse” in the e” in the Hebrew BibHebHebrew BibHebrew Bible.le. JBLMS 13  JBLMS 13 (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1963)hia, 1963); D. R. Hi; D. R. Hiller, ller, Treaty-CurTreaty-Curses and thses and the Old Teste Old Te Old Testament Testament Prophets.Prophets. BibOr 15  BibOr 15 (Rome, 196(Rome, 1964).4).4).

Bibliography. S. H. Blank, “The Curse, Blasphemy, the Spell, and the 
Oath,” HUCA 23 (1950–51): 73–95; H. C. Brichto, The Problem of “Curse” in the 
Hebrew Bible. JBLMS 13 (Philadelphia, 1963); D. R. Hiller, Treaty-Curses and the Old 
Testament Prophets. BibOr 15 (Rome, 1964).
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CUSHCUSH (Heb.  (Heb. ku®sûku®sû) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

CUSH (Heb. ku®sû) (PERSON)

�1.1. The eldes The eldest son of Ht son of Ham and fatam and father of Nimher of Nimrod (Gen. rod (Gen. 10:6-8; 1 10:6-8; 1 Chr. 1:8-1Chr. 1:8-10). The Ta0). 1:8-11:8-10). T1:8-10). The Table ohe Table of Nations f Nations records hirecords him as the fm as the father of Sather of Seba, Havileba, Havilah, Sabtahah, Sabtah, Raamah, , R, Raamah, anRaamah, and Sabteca.d Sabteca.

1. The eldest son of Ham and father of Nimrod (Gen. 10:6-8; 1 Chr. 
1:8-10). The Table of Nations records him as the father of Seba, Havilah, Sabtah, 
Raamah, and Sabteca.

�2.2. A messeng A messenger who infer who informed Daviormed David of Absald of Absalom’s defeaom’s defeat and deatt and death (2 Sam. h (2 Sam. 18:21-23).118:21-23).18:21-23).

2. A messenger who informed David of Absalom’s defeat and death (2 Sam. 
18:21-23).

�3.3. A Benjami A Benjaminite and anite and an opponentn opponent of David  of David (Ps. 7 sup(Ps. 7 superscriptioerscription[MT 1]).n[MT 1]).n[MT 1]).

3. A Benjaminite and an opponent of David (Ps. 7 superscription[MT 1]).

Keith A. BKeith A. Burtonurton

Keith A. Burton

CUSHCUSH (Heb.  (Heb. ku®sûku®sû) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

CUSH (Heb. ku®sû) (PLACE)

The geograThe geographic area phic area S of EgyptS of Egypt and immed and immediately E oiately E of the Red f the Red Sea, encomSea, encompassing arpassing arpassing areas of mareas of modern Sudaodern Sudan, Ethiopin, Ethiopia, Eritreaa, Eritrea, Saudi Ar, Saudi Arabia, and abia, and Yemen (EstYemen (Esth. 1:1; Ish. 1:1; Isa. 11:11; a. 1a. 11:11; 18:11:11; 18:1; Zeph. 11; Zeph. 1:1). Moder:1). Modern Western n Western scholarshischolarship differenp differentiates bettiates between Africween African Cush anaAfricAfrican CuAfrican Cush and Arash and Arabian Cush.bian Cush. Some feel Some feel that Cush that Cush in Gen. 2 in Gen. 2:13 is a r:13 is a reference teference to the Kassotto the Kasto the Kassite (Cosssite (Cossean) terriean) territory in thtory in the Mesopotae Mesopotamian regiomian region. Others n. Others view the rview the rview the reference reference to the orito the origin of Mosgin of Moses’ wife aes’ wife as an indics an indication thatation that the Midia the Midianites alsonites also had a cit had  had a cityhad a city or region or region bearing t bearing the name Cuhe name Cush (Num. 1sh (Num. 12:1; Hab. 2:1; Hab. 3:7; cf. E3:7; cf. Exod. 2:21)xod. 2:21). While th. W. While thesWhile these views are views are widespree widespread, the noad, the notion of mution of multi-geogralti-geographical refphical references foerences for Cush is r fofor Cush ifor Cush is challengs challenged by conted by contemporary semporary scholarshipcholarship...

The geographic area S of Egypt and immediately E of the Red Sea, encompassing 
areas of modern Sudan, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen (Esth. 1:1; Isa. 
11:11; 18:1; Zeph. 1:1). Modern Western scholarship differentiates between 
African Cush and Arabian Cush. Some feel that Cush in Gen. 2:13 is a reference 
to the Kassite (Cossean) territory in the Mesopotamian region. Others view the 
reference to the origin of Moses’ wife as an indication that the Midianites also 
had a city or region bearing the name Cush (Num. 12:1; Hab. 3:7; cf. Exod. 2:21). 
While these views are widespread, the notion of multi-geographical references 
for Cush is challenged by contemporary scholarship.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. H. FeldC. H. Felder, er, Troubling Troubling Biblical WBiblical Watersaters (Maryknol (Maryknoll, 1989); l, 1989); E. UllendoE. UlE. UllendorffUllendorff, , The EthiopThe Ethiopians,ians, 3rd ed. ( 3rd ed. (Oxford, 19Oxford, 1973).73).73).

Bibliography. C. H. Felder, Troubling Biblical Waters (Maryknoll, 1989); E. 
Ullendorff, The Ethiopians, 3rd ed. (Oxford, 1973).
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CUSHANCUSHAN (Heb.  (Heb. ku®sûaœnku®sûaœn)))

CUSHAN (Heb. ku®sûaœn)

A people oA people or districtr district cited in  cited in parallel wparallel with Midianith Midian at Hab. 3 at Hab. 3:7, possib:7, possibly relatedly related to or eve to or to or even idor even identical wientical with Cush.th Cush.

A people or district cited in parallel with Midian at Hab. 3:7, possibly related to 
or even identical with Cush.

CUSHAN-RISCUSHAN-RISHATHAIMHATHAIM  (Heb. (Heb. ku®sûan riku®sûan risû{aœt�ayisû{aœt�ayimm)))

CUSHAN-RISHATHAIM 
(Heb. ku®sûan risû{aœt�ayim )

A king of A king of MesopotamiMesopotamia (Heb. a (Heb. }aram naha}aram naha�raœyim�raœyim) to whom ) to whom Yahweh gavYahweh gave his peope his e his peoplehis people as slaves as slaves for eight for eight years bef years before Othnieore Othniel deliverel delivered them frod them from his rulem his rule (Judg. 3: (Ju (Judg. 3:8(Judg. 3:8-10).-10).

A king of Mesopotamia (Heb. }aram naha�raœyim ) to whom Yahweh gave 
his people as slaves for eight years before Othniel delivered them from his rule 
(Judg. 3:8-10).

CUSHICUSHI (Heb.  (Heb. ku®sûiîku®sûiî)))

CUSHI (Heb. ku®sûiî)

�1.1. The fathe The father of Sheler of Shelemiah and amiah and ancestor ofncestor of Jehudi wh Jehudi who summonedo summoned Baruch an Baruch and then readanand then rand then read the laead the law scroll tw scroll to King Jeho King Jehoiakim (Jeoiakim (Jer. 36:14, r. 36:14, 21-23).21-23).21-23).

1. The father of Shelemiah and ancestor of Jehudi who summoned Baruch 
and then read the law scroll to King Jehoiakim (Jer. 36:14, 21-23).

�2.2. The fathe The father of the pr of the prophet Zeprophet Zephaniah (Zehaniah (Zeph. 1:1).ph. 1:1).

2. The father of the prophet Zephaniah (Zeph. 1:1).



CUSHITECUSHITECUSHITE

CUSHITE

A gentilicA gentilic term (Heb term (Heb. . ku®sûiîku®sûiî) designat) designating an Ething an Ethiopian slaiopian slave who wasve who was chosen by chosen by Joab to r byby Joab toby Joab to relay the relay the news of A news of Absalom’s dbsalom’s death to Kieath to King David (ng David (2 Sam. 18:2 Sam. 18:21-23, 31-21-23, 31-32).331-31-32).31-32).31-32).

A gentilic term (Heb. ku®sûiî) designating an Ethiopian slave who was chosen 
by Joab to relay the news of Absalom’s death to King David (2 Sam. 18:21-23, 
31-32).

�Moses’ wifMoses’ wife Zipporahe Zipporah is identi is identified as a fied as a Cushite woCushite woman (man (ku®sûiît�ku®sûiît�), perhaps), perhaps), perhaps reperhaps referring toferring to a distric a district in Midiat in Midian (Num. 12n (Num. 12:1).:1).

Moses’ wife Zipporah is identified as a Cushite woman (ku®sûiît� ), 
perhaps referring to a district in Midian (Num. 12:1).

CUSTODIANCUSTODIANCUSTODIAN

CUSTODIAN

A pedagoguA pedagogue (Gk. e (Gk. paidagoœgopaidagoœgoœsœs), normall), normally a slave y a slave whose job whose job it was to it was to take care take catake care of a care of a young boy young boy until he buntil he began studiegan studies with a es with a grammariangrammarian (Gaius  (Gaius InstitutesInstitutes 1.19; Xen 1.19; 1.19; Xeno1.19; Xenophon phon Laced.Laced. 3.1). Pau 3.1). Paul comparesl compares the relat the relationship ofionship of a pedagog a pedagogue to thatue to that of a fath thatthat of a that of a father (1 father (1 Cor. 4:15)Cor. 4:15). In a muc. In a much debated h debated text, Paultext, Paul develops  develops the metaphthe metaphor of the or metaphmetaphor ometaphor of the pedaf the pedagogue regagogue regarding the rding the function ofunction of the law f the law for Gentilfor Gentiles (Gal. 3es (Gal. 3:24): the :233:24): the3:24): the law was a law was an interim n interim relationshrelationship for Genip for Gentiles “unttiles “until Christ il Christ came” (NRScame” (NRSV); as sonV);(NRS(NRSV); as(NRSV); as sons of G sons of God, gentilod, gentile believere believers are no ls are no longer undeonger under the tuter the tutelage of thlage of the law (v. e le law (v. 25law (v. 25).).).

A pedagogue (Gk. paidagoœgoœs), normally a slave whose job it was to take 
care of a young boy until he began studies with a grammarian (Gaius Institutes 
1.19; Xenophon Laced. 3.1). Paul compares the relationship of a pedagogue to 
that of a father (1 Cor. 4:15). In a much debated text, Paul develops the 
metaphor of the pedagogue regarding the function of the law for Gentiles (Gal. 
3:24): the law was an interim relationship for Gentiles “until Christ came” 
(NRSV); as sons of God, gentile believers are no longer under the tutelage of the 
law (v. 25).

Timothy W.Timothy W. Seid Seid

Timothy W. Seid

CUTHAHCUTHAH (Heb.  (Heb. ku®t�, ku®ku®t�, ku®t�a®;t�a®; Akk.  Akk. Kutu®Kutu®) ) (also CUTH(also CUTH)))

CUTHAH (Heb. ku®t�, ku®t�a®;  Akk. Kutu®) 
(also CUTH)

A major noA major northern citrthern city ca. 30 ky ca. 30 km. (19 mi.m. (19 mi.) NE of an) NE of ancient Babycient Babylon. The llon. The large artifarge artificial mouniciaartifartificialartificial mound of  mound of Tell Tell IbraœhiîmIbraœhiîm, almost c, almost certainly tertainly the site ofhe site of ancient C ancient Cuthah, wasuthah, wauthah, was only bwas only briefly excriefly excavated in avated in the 1880s the 1880s and subjecand subjected to surted to surface surveface surveys in the ys in the 20th centu20t20th centu20th century; hence,ry; hence, the polit the political and cical and cultic histultic history of theory of the site’s oc site’s occupation icupation is essentias essens essentiallessentially limited y limited to writtento written sources. sources. sources.

A major northern city ca. 30 km. (19 mi.) NE of ancient Babylon. The large 
artificial mound of Tell Ibraœhiîm, almost certainly the site of ancient Cuthah, 
was only briefly excavated in the 1880s and subjected to surface surveys in the 
20th century; hence, the political and cultic history of the site’s occupation is 
essentially limited to written sources.

�Neo-AssyriNeo-Assyrian kings aan kings anxious to nxious to legitimatelegitimate their pol their political tieitical ties to Babyls to Babylonia perfoonia perfoonia performed performed sacrificessacrifices at Cuthah at Cuthah (Shalmane (Shalmaneser III, ser III, SÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-adadad V, Adad-n V, Adad-nirari III,irari Iirari III, TiglaIII, Tiglath-pileserth-pileser III, Sarg III, Sargon II [?],on II [?], Esarhaddo Esarhaddon [?], Assn [?], Assurbanipal)urbanipal). Periodic. Periodically Cuthaally Cuthaally Cuthah joiCuthah joined other ned other BabylonianBabylonian forces in forces in resisting resisting Neo-Assyr Neo-Assyrian imperiian imperial ambitioal ambitions, and wanambitioambitions,ambitions, and was c and was conquered bonquered by Sennachey Sennacherib and Asrib and Assurbanipalsurbanipal, both of , both of whom exilewhom exiwhom exiled Babexiled Babylonians bylonians by the thouy the thousands in tsands in the 7th cenhe 7th century tury B.C.E.B.C.E. and are t and are thus betterhus better candidate ca candidatescandidates for the u for the unnamed Assnnamed Assyrian kingyrian king behind th behind the settlemee settlement of Cuthnt of Cuthean exilesean exiles in the fo exilesexiles in exiles in the formerthe former northern  northern kingdom (2kingdom (2 Kgs. 17:2 Kgs. 17:24) than th4) than the commentae commentators’ favotors’ favotors’ favorite, favorite, Sargon II.Sargon II.

Neo-Assyrian kings anxious to legitimate their political ties to Babylonia 
performed sacrifices at Cuthah (Shalmaneser III, SÁamsûi-adad V, Adad-nirari 
III, Tiglath-pileser III, Sargon II [?], Esarhaddon [?], Assurbanipal). Periodically 
Cuthah joined other Babylonian forces in resisting Neo-Assyrian imperial 
ambitions, and was conquered by Sennacherib and Assurbanipal, both of whom 
exiled Babylonians by the thousands in the 7th century B.C.E. and are thus better 
candidates for the unnamed Assyrian king behind the settlement of Cuthean 
exiles in the former northern kingdom (2 Kgs. 17:24) than the commentators’ 
favorite, Sargon II.

�Cuthah wasCuthah was the locus the locus of a popu of a popular chthonlar chthonic pantheoic pantheon centeredn centered on the go on the god Nergal id Ned Nergal in Nergal in various mavarious manifestationifestations, his cons, his consort nsort Las�Las�, and , and EresûkigalEresûkigal, queen of, queen of the under the the underwthe underworld. Worsorld. Worship of Cuthip of Cuthean Nergahean Nergal is attesl is attested from tted from the reign ohe reign of f Naram-siînNaramNaram-siînNaram-siîn in the 3r in the 3rd millennid millennium and conum and continues inttinues into the Seleo the Seleucid era. ucid era. 2 Kgs. 17:2 Kgs. 17:2 Kgs. 17:30, par17:30, part of a lont of a longer passagger passage describie describing the nonng the non-Yahwistic-Yahwistic cults pra cults practiced by cticed by peoples sepeopeoples sepeoples settled in tttled in the former he former northern knorthern kingdom, clingdom, claims that aims that the exilesthe exiles of Cuthah of Cuthah (here Cut ( (here Cuth(here Cuth) worshipp) worshipped Nergal.ed Nergal.

Cuthah was the locus of a popular chthonic pantheon centered on the god 
Nergal in various manifestations, his consort Las� , and Eresûkigal, queen of 
the underworld. Worship of Cuthean Nergal is attested from the reign of 
Naram-siîn in the 3rd millennium and continues into the Seleucid era. 2 Kgs. 
17:30, part of a longer passage describing the non-Yahwistic cults practiced by 



peoples settled in the former northern kingdom, claims that the exiles of Cuthah 
(here Cuth) worshipped Nergal.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. O. EdzaD. O. Edzard and M. rd and M. Gallery, “Gallery, “Kutha,” Kutha,” ReallexikoReallexikon der Assyn der AssyriologierioloAssyAssyriologAssyriologieie 6 (Berlin 6 (Berlin, 1980–83), 1980–83): 384–87.: 384–87.: 384–87.

Bibliography. D. O. Edzard and M. Gallery, “Kutha,” Reallexikon der 
Assyriologie 6 (Berlin, 1980–83): 384–87.

Steven W. Steven W. HollowayHolloway

Steven W. Holloway

CYAMONCYAMON (Gk.  (Gk. KyamoœnosKyamoœnos)))

CYAMON (Gk. Kyamoœnos)

A site assA site associated wiociated with Holoferth Holofernes’ marchnes’ march to Bethul to Bethulia (Jdt. 7ia (Jdt. 7:3). It ma:3). It may be Kammoy be Kammona, which naKammoKammona, wKammona, which Eusebhich Eusebius (ius (Onom.Onom. 116.21) p 116.21) places 10 klaces 10 km. (6 mi.)m. (6 mi.) W of Acco W of Acco. The site. The si. The site wouldsite would be Tell  be Tell Qeimu®nQeimu®n (160230), (160230), the same  the same as Tel as Tel Yoqne{amYoqne{am (Jokneam) (Jokneam)..

A site associated with Holofernes’ march to Bethulia (Jdt. 7:3). It may be 
Kammona, which Eusebius (Onom. 116.21) places 10 km. (6 mi.) W of Acco. The 
site would be Tell Qeimu®n (160230), the same as Tel Yoqne{am (Jokneam).

CYMBALSCYMBALSCYMBALS

CYMBALS

A musical A musical instrumentinstrument (Heb.  (Heb. meïs�iltaymeïs�iltayim, s�els�im, s�els�eïliîm;eïliîm; Gk.  Gk. kyémbalonkyémbalon), consist), co), consistingconsisting of two me of two metal (1 Chrtal (1 Chr. 15:19, b. 15:19, bronze) disronze) discs or bowlcs or bowls (cf. Gk.s (cf. Gk.  kyémbeäkyémbeä), held in), kyémbeäkyémbeä), kyémbeä), held in boheld in both hands ath hands and struck nd struck together. together. Different Different sounds (cfsounds (cf. Ps. 150:. Ps. 150:5) might b5) 150:150:5) mig150:5) might be obtaht be obtained from ined from cymbals ofcymbals of different different shapes or shapes or perhaps b perhaps by holding y holding the instruththe instruthe instruments eithments either verticaer vertically or horlly or horizontally.izontally.

A musical instrument (Heb. meïs�iltayim, s�els�eïliîm;  Gk. kyémbalon), 
consisting of two metal (1 Chr. 15:19, bronze) discs or bowls (cf. Gk. 
kyémbeä), held in both hands and struck together. Different sounds (cf. Ps. 
150:5) might be obtained from cymbals of different shapes or perhaps by holding 
the instruments either vertically or horizontally.

�Cymbals weCymbals were employere employed in the fd in the festive retestive return of theurn of the ark to Je ark to Jerusalem (1rusalem (1 Chr. 15:1 Chr.  Chr. 15:16Chr. 15:16, 28; cf. , 28; cf. 13:8) and 13:8) and the dedicathe dedication of thtion of the temple be temple by King Soly King Solomon (2 Chomon (2 Chr. 5:12-13r. ChChr. 5:12-Chr. 5:12-13). Asaph13). Asaph, Heman, a, Heman, and Jeduthund Jeduthun were chin were chief cymbalief cymbalists (1 Chrsts (1 Chr. 16:5, 42. 16:5, 42). Later t)4242). Later42). Later the Levit the Levites assumedes assumed the funct the functions of cyions of cymbalists —mbalists — during th during the reign ofe reign of Hezekiah  He Hezekiah (Hezekiah (2 Chr. 29:2 Chr. 29:25) and at25) and at the poste the postexilic dedixilic dedication of cation of the foundathe foundation of thtion of the temple (e tee temple (Eztemple (Ezra 3:10) ara 3:10) and of the nd of the walls of Jwalls of Jerusalem (erusalem (Neh. 12:27Neh. 12:27).).

Cymbals were employed in the festive return of the ark to Jerusalem (1 
Chr. 15:16, 28; cf. 13:8) and the dedication of the temple by King Solomon (2 
Chr. 5:12-13). Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun were chief cymbalists (1 Chr. 16:5, 
42). Later the Levites assumed the functions of cymbalists — during the reign of 
Hezekiah (2 Chr. 29:25) and at the postexilic dedication of the foundation of the 
temple (Ezra 3:10) and of the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 12:27).

CYPRESSCYPRESSCYPRESS

CYPRESS

Any of a gAny of a genus of trenus of trees ees (Cupressus(Cupressus)) that are  that are evergreen evergreen conifers, conifers, often nearoften nearly cylindrly cylindrly cylindricacylindrical in shapel in shape. The Ital. The Italian cypresian cypress (s (Cupressus Cupressus semperviresempervirensns), common ), common in many coin many cin many countries countries bordering bordering the Meditethe Mediterranean, grranean, grows to a rows to a height of height of 30 m. (90 30 m. (90 ft.).ft.).ft.).

Any of a genus of trees (Cupressus) that are evergreen conifers, often nearly 
cylindrical in shape. The Italian cypress (Cupressus sempervirens), common in many 
countries bordering the Mediterranean, grows to a height of 30 m. (90 ft.).

�The NRSV tThe NRSV translates ranslates Heb. Heb. beïro®sûbeïro®sû as “fir”  as “fir” (Ps. 104:1(Ps. 104:17; Ezek. 27; Ezek. 27:5; 31:8)7:5; 31:8), but more, b, but more obut more often “cyprften “cypress” (e.g.ess” (e.g., 1 Kgs. 5, 1 Kgs. 5:8[MT 22];:8[MT 22]; Hos. 14:8 Hos. 14:8). As with). As with other eve other evergreens mergeveevergreensevergreens mentioned mentioned in the OT in the OT, the iden, the identificationtification of this t of this tree is uncree is uncertain.ertain.

The NRSV translates Heb. beïro®sû as “fir” (Ps. 104:17; Ezek. 27:5; 31:8), 
but more often “cypress” (e.g., 1 Kgs. 5:8[MT 22]; Hos. 14:8). As with other 
evergreens mentioned in the OT, the identification of this tree is uncertain.

CYPRUSCYPRUS (Gk.  (Gk. KyéprosKyépros)))

CYPRUS (Gk. Kyépros)

The crossrThe crossroads of thoads of the Eastern e Eastern MediterranMediterranean, an isean, an island 70 kmland 70 km. (44 mi.). (44 mi.) from the  from the south coassosouth coassouth coast of Anatot of Anatolia and 95lia and 95 km. (64 m km. (64 mi.) from ti.) from the Levant,he Levant, making it making it an obviou an obvious stop fors ss stop for bstop for both traderoth traders and invas and invaders. Prehders. Prehistory of istory of the islandthe island appears t appears to date to o date to ca. 8000–1ca. 8ca. 8000–10,008000–10,000 0 B.C.E.B.C.E. Its earli Its earliest prehisest prehistoric conntoric connections apections appear to bepear to be with Anat with Anatolia from olia folia from the Nfrom the Neolithic peolithic period throeriod through the Miugh the Middle Bronzddle Bronze Age. Itse Age. Its connectio connections with thns with thns with the Levantthe Levant and the g and the greater Neareater Near East appr East appear not toear not to become cl become close until ose until the Late Bthe Late Bronze Age,rBBronze AgeBronze Age, when Aeg, when Aegean contacean contacts also bets also become apparcome apparent.ent.ent.

The crossroads of the Eastern Mediterranean, an island 70 km. (44 mi.) from the 
south coast of Anatolia and 95 km. (64 mi.) from the Levant, making it an obvious 
stop for both traders and invaders. Prehistory of the island appears to date to ca. 
8000–10,000 B.C.E. Its earliest prehistoric connections appear to be with Anatolia 
from the Neolithic period through the Middle Bronze Age. Its connections with 
the Levant and the greater Near East appear not to become close until the Late 



Bronze Age, when Aegean contacts also become apparent.

�The geologThe geology of Cypruy of Cyprus has beens has been particula particularly influerly influential in intial in its historyts history. The prim. The prim. The primary foprimary formative prrmative process was ocess was the volcanthe volcanic formatiic formation of the on of the Troodos maTroodos massif in thssif in the southweseththe southwthe southwest — the est — the greatest mgreatest magnetic anagnetic anomaly on tomaly on the face ofhe face of the earth the earth. The Kyre. The Kyre. The Kyrenia moKyrenia mountain ranuntain range by contge by contrast is a rast is a long strinlong string of uplifg of uplifted sedimeted sedimentary rockntary rocks, formed s, fs, formed durformed during the Laing the Late Miocenete Miocene period. A period. Along the nlong the north coastorth coast, N of the, N of the Kyrenia r Kyrenia r Kyrenia range, is range, is the northethe northern coastalrn coastal plain. Th plain. The other mae other major arablejor arable plain is  plain is the Mesaorthe Mesaoria Plain, ia Plia Plain, lyiPlain, lying betweenng between the two m the two mountain raountain ranges. Thisnges. This severely  severely divided ladivided landscape lendscape led to a pard td to a partito a particular relacular relationship otionship of the geogf the geographical lraphical locations oocations of the islaf the island with onnd with one another,e anoe another, aanother, and with ound with outside infltside influences. Whuences. Where peopleere people settled c settled coastal sitoastal sites, the sies, the sites seem ttes stes seem to foseem to focus outwarcus outward in the hd in the historical istorical periods, bperiods, being more eing more heavily inheavily influenced bfluenced by foreign y fy foreign cuforeign cultures thaltures than the peopn the people of the le of the inland sitinland sites. Sites es. Sites of the Mesof the Mesaoria and aoria and sites SW osites sites SW osites SW of the Troof the Troodos focusedos focused inward od inward or were morr were more purely Ce purely Cypriote inypriote in culture. culture culture.culture.culture.

The geology of Cyprus has been particularly influential in its history. The 
primary formative process was the volcanic formation of the Troodos massif in 
the southwest — the greatest magnetic anomaly on the face of the earth. The 
Kyrenia mountain range by contrast is a long string of uplifted sedimentary rocks, 
formed during the Late Miocene period. Along the north coast, N of the Kyrenia 
range, is the northern coastal plain. The other major arable plain is the Mesaoria 
Plain, lying between the two mountain ranges. This severely divided landscape led 
to a particular relationship of the geographical locations of the island with one 
another, and with outside influences. Where people settled coastal sites, the sites 
seem to focus outward in the historical periods, being more heavily influenced by 
foreign cultures than the people of the inland sites. Sites of the Mesaoria and 
sites SW of the Troodos focused inward or were more purely Cypriote in 
culture.

�The culturThe culture of the Ce of the Chalcolithihalcolithic period ic period is known ass known as the Erimi the Erimi culture,  culture, after the after theafter the site othe site of Erimi Paf Erimi Pamboula. Dumboula. During this ring this period theperiod the first evi first evidence of mdence of metal use aetal use appears in ppeaaappears inappears in the form  the form of copper.of copper. Some scho Some scholars claimlars claim the coppe the copper objects r objects found in Efound in Erimi sitesrEErimi siteErimi sites were nots were not made of n made of native Cyprative Cypriote coppeiote copper, implyinr, implying internatg international tradional trade.e.e.

The culture of the Chalcolithic period is known as the Erimi culture, after 
the site of Erimi Pamboula. During this period the first evidence of metal use 
appears in the form of copper. Some scholars claim the copper objects found in 
Erimi sites were not made of native Cypriote copper, implying international trade.

�The ChalcoThe Chalcolithic perlithic period produciod produced the eared the earliest acknliest acknowledged eowledged evidence ofvidence of religious relig religious religious practice opractice on the islan the island, crucifnd, cruciform femaleorm female figurines figurines carved in carved in picrolite picrolite. What app. Wha. What appeaWhat appear to be cur to be cult objectslt objects, or at le, or at least a birtast a birthing rituahing ritual, have bel, have been attesteen attested at Kissod at Kd at KissonergaKissonerga Mosphilia Mosphilia, represen, represented by a sted by a shrine or hhrine or house modelouse model and clay  and clay figurines figurines including inincluding including one of a bone of a birthing woirthing woman.man.man.

The Chalcolithic period produced the earliest acknowledged evidence of 
religious practice on the island, cruciform female figurines carved in picrolite. 
What appear to be cult objects, or at least a birthing ritual, have been attested at 
Kissonerga Mosphilia, represented by a shrine or house model and clay figurines 
including one of a birthing woman.

�The followThe following transiing transitional pertional period, the Piod, the Philia culthilia culture, is vaure, is variously deriously described asscribed as Late Chal L Late ChalcLate Chalcolithic orolithic or Early Bro Early Bronze. Therenze. There are clear are clear developme developments in metnts in metallurgy, aallurgy, and strong ndaand strongand strong links wit links with Anatoliah Anatolian materialn material culture a culture appear, parppear, particularly ticularly in potteryin pottery. These ar. The. These are These are the first the first murmuringsmurmurings of intern of international coational connections,nnections, which cha which characterize racterize the followththe followthe following Early ing Early and Middleand Middle Cypriote  Cypriote periods (Eperiods (Early and Marly and Middle Broniddle Bronze).ze).

The following transitional period, the Philia culture, is variously described as 
Late Chalcolithic or Early Bronze. There are clear developments in metallurgy, 
and strong links with Anatolian material culture appear, particularly in pottery. 
These are the first murmurings of international connections, which characterize 
the following Early and Middle Cypriote periods (Early and Middle Bronze).

Legendary Legendary site of Wasite of Wanassa/Aphrnassa/Aphrodite’s biodite’s birth “from rth “from the foam,”the foam,” near Paph near Paphos (Phoenios (Phoenos (Phoenix D(Phoenix Data Systemata Systems, Neal ans, Neal and Joel Bied Joel Bierling)rling)

Legendary site of Wanassa/Aphrodite’s birth “from the foam,” near Paphos 
(Phoenix Data Systems, Neal and Joel Bierling)

�It is duriIt is during the earng the early 2nd milly 2nd millennium thlennium that the Marat the Mari texts fii texts first mentiorst mention n “Alasûiya“Alasûi“Alasûiya“Alasûiya,” now gen,” now generally ackerally acknowledged nowledged to be the to be the MesopotamiMesopotamian name foan name for Cyprus. r Cyprr Cyprus. ThCyprus. This name alis name also appearsso appears in Anatol in Anatolia, Syria,ia, Syria, Palestine Palestine, and Egyp, and Egypt after tht after this time, uis timis time, usuatime, usually in conlly in connection winection with copper th copper and the coand the copper tradepper trade. During t. During the Middle he Middle Cypriote pCCypriote pCypriote period the eriod the tend towartend toward regionald regional variation variation emerges o emerges on the islan the island, which nd, which charactericcharactericharacterizes Cypriozes Cypriote culturete culture to a grea to a greater or lester or lesser extentser extent until the until the present d present day. Duringay. Day. During thiDuring this period ts period the bulk ofhe bulk of the popul the population seemation seems to have s to have been concebeen concentrated inntrated in the easte inin the easin the eastern end otern end of the islaf the island, perhapnd, perhaps centerins centering on Kalopg on Kalopsidha. It sidha. It has been shas been suggested tuggessuggested suggested that commethat commerce with trce with the Levant he Levant played a rplayed a role in theole in the prosperit prosperity of the ey of the eastern regaeeastern reeastern region of Cygion of Cyprus, whicprus, which may explh may explain the deain the development velopment of port ciof port cities like ties like Enkomi andEnEnkomi andEnkomi and Kition at Kition at the end o the end of this perf this period. The niod. The northern reorthern region, reprgion, represented byesented by Lapethos, byby Lapethoby Lapethos, Ayia Irs, Ayia Irini, and tini, and the more nohe more northwesternrthwestern Morphou,  Morphou, seems to hseems to have begun ave beguave begun contbegun contacts with acts with the Aegeanthe Aegean at this t at this time, in adime, in addition to dition to continuingcontinuing Anatolian Anatolian contacts. co contacts.contacts.contacts.

It is during the early 2nd millennium that the Mari texts first mention 
“Alasûiya,” now generally acknowledged to be the Mesopotamian name for 
Cyprus. This name also appears in Anatolia, Syria, Palestine, and Egypt after this 
time, usually in connection with copper and the copper trade. During the Middle 
Cypriote period the tend toward regional variation emerges on the island, which 
characterizes Cypriote culture to a greater or lesser extent until the present day. 
During this period the bulk of the population seems to have been concentrated 
in the eastern end of the island, perhaps centering on Kalopsidha. It has been 



suggested that commerce with the Levant played a role in the prosperity of the 
eastern region of Cyprus, which may explain the development of port cities like 
Enkomi and Kition at the end of this period. The northern region, represented 
by Lapethos, Ayia Irini, and the more northwestern Morphou, seems to have 
begun contacts with the Aegean at this time, in addition to continuing Anatolian 
contacts.

�The beginnThe beginning of theing of the Late Cypr Late Cypriote perioiote period is the ed is the era of Enkora of Enkomi. Ca. 15mi. Ca. 1550 a fort 50 a fo50 a fort was cfort was constructedonstructed beside th beside the northerne northern port at E port at Enkomi, andnkomi, and from ther from there the hugee the hugee the huge urbanhuge urban center de center developed, pveloped, presumably resumably based uponbased upon the coppe the copper trade. Fr trade. From ca. 14rom ca. 1rom ca. 1400 onwar1400 onward, the Mycd, the Mycenaeans beenaeans became a strcame a strong presenong presence in Cyprce in Cyprus, leavinus, leaving great qug great qg great quantitiesquantities of distin of distinctive pottctive pottery at souery at southern and thern and eastern coeastern coastal siteastal sites. Some ofs. Some of those “My thos those “Mycthose “Mycenaean” foenaean” forms are knrms are known only fown only from examplrom examples found oes found on Cyprus. n Cyprus. Relations RelatioRelations Relations with the Nwith the Near East cear East continued, ontinued, with correwith correspondence spondence recorded brecorded between theetween tetween the king othe king of Alasia af Alasia and King Aknd King Akhenaten ofhenaten of Egypt; so Egypt; some kind ofme kind of tribute w tribute was agreed as agreed upon, althupupon, althupon, although thereough there is very l is very little evidittle evidence of Egence of Egyptian hegyptian hegemony visiemony visible in theble in the archaeolo arch archaeologarchaeological recorical record.d.d.

The beginning of the Late Cypriote period is the era of Enkomi. Ca. 1550 a 
fort was constructed beside the northern port at Enkomi, and from there the 
huge urban center developed, presumably based upon the copper trade. From ca. 
1400 onward, the Mycenaeans became a strong presence in Cyprus, leaving great 
quantities of distinctive pottery at southern and eastern coastal sites. Some of 
those “Mycenaean” forms are known only from examples found on Cyprus. 
Relations with the Near East continued, with correspondence recorded between 
the king of Alasia and King Akhenaten of Egypt; some kind of tribute was agreed 
upon, although there is very little evidence of Egyptian hegemony visible in the 
archaeological record.

�Ca. 1200 wCa. 1200 when the grhen the great urban eat urban centers ofcenters of the Aegea the Aegean were decn were declining, nelining, new centers w cew centers becenters began to grogan to grow on Cypruw on Cyprus. New cens. New centers appeaters appeared in thered in the southwest southwest at Palaep at Pala at PalaepaphoPalaepaphos (Kouklias (Kouklia), at Maa ), at Maa PalaeokastPalaeokastro, and cero, and centrally atntrally at Sinda. Al Sinda. All these sil these sites have ftes htes have fortihave fortifications fications constructeconstructed of cyclod of cyclopean masonpean masonry and eliry and elite architete architecture inclcture including palaudininclincluding including palaces anpalaces and temple cd temple complexes fomplexes faced with aced with well-cut awell-cut ashlar blocshlar blocks.ks.ks.

Ca. 1200 when the great urban centers of the Aegean were declining, new 
centers began to grow on Cyprus. New centers appeared in the southwest at 
Palaepaphos (Kouklia), at Maa Palaeokastro, and centrally at Sinda. All these sites 
have fortifications constructed of cyclopean masonry and elite architecture 
including palaces and temple complexes faced with well-cut ashlar blocks.

�Also datinAlso dating to the eg to the end of the nd of the 13th centu13th century are a nry are a number of rumber of regional “pegional “palace compalace coalace complexes”complexes” strongly  strongly reminiscenreminiscent of Minoat of Minoan culture,n culture, most nota most notably Kalavably Kalavassos Ayiosssos Ayiosssos Ayios DimiAyios Dimitrios, neatrios, nearby Maronirby Maroni, and Alas, and Alassa Pano Masa Pano Mantilari inntilari in the west. the west. Also belo Also belonging to tngbelobelonging belonging to this peto this period is thriod is the fortifiee fortified settlemed settlement of Pylant of Pyla Kokkinokr Kokkinokremmos, neaemmos, near Larnaca.r Lr Larnaca. TLarnaca. The picturehe picture that emer that emerges is oneges is one of region of regional centersal centers of commer of commerce, competce, compece, competitiocompetition among whn among which appareich apparently was nntly was not always ot always friendly.friendly.friendly.

Also dating to the end of the 13th century are a number of regional “palace 
complexes” strongly reminiscent of Minoan culture, most notably Kalavassos 
Ayios Dimitrios, nearby Maroni, and Alassa Pano Mantilari in the west. Also 
belonging to this period is the fortified settlement of Pyla Kokkinokremmos, near 
Larnaca. The picture that emerges is one of regional centers of commerce, 
competition among which apparently was not always friendly.

�Although sAlthough subsequent ubsequent upheavals upheavals of the easof the eastern Medittern Mediterranean derranean did not bypid not bypass Cyprusass Cass Cyprus, enCyprus, ending habitding habitation at Eation at Enkomi, Kitnkomi, Kition, and Hion, and Hala Sultanala Sultan Tekke, th Tekke, there is ampere is ample evidencleampample evidample evidence of coence of continued urntinued urban life aban life and commercnd commerce all overe all over the islan the island. This cod. This continuity intcocontinuitycontinuity is exempl is exemplified by rified by recent discecent discoveries atoveries at Idalion.  Idalion. Funerary rFunerary remains givemains give evidencee evie evidence oevidence of continuif continuing prosperng prosperity and inity and internationaternational commercel commerce...

Although subsequent upheavals of the eastern Mediterranean did not bypass 
Cyprus, ending habitation at Enkomi, Kition, and Hala Sultan Tekke, there is 
ample evidence of continued urban life and commerce all over the island. This 
continuity is exemplified by recent discoveries at Idalion. Funerary remains give 
evidence of continuing prosperity and international commerce.

�In the 1stIn the 1st millenniu millennium the polim the political geogtical geography of Craphy of Cyprus coalyprus coalesced intoesced into the well- the we the well-knownwell-known city-king city-kingdoms, eachdoms, each with its  with its own characown character. At Kiter. At Kition, the tion, the Tyrians esTyrians established taesestablisheestablished a new, Pd a new, Phoenician hoenician kingdom pekingdom perhaps 50 yrhaps 50 years afterears after the destr the destruction of uction of the cyclopththe cyclopthe cyclopean fortifean fortification ofication of the Late  the Late Cypriote cCypriote city. At Saity. At Salamis aroslamis arose the succe the successor of aessosuccsuccessor successor of abandonof abandoned Enkomi.ed Enkomi. On the so On the south coast uth coast Amathus arAmathus arose, and Iose, and Idalion, Ledalion, Ldalion, Ledra, ChyLedra, Chytroi, and troi, and Tamassos iTamassos in the inten the interior. Fromrior. From this time this time onward th onward the name Alae name Alae name Alashiya dAlashiya disappears,isappears, and Cypru and Cyprus is knowns is known as Kypros as Kypros in the we in the west and Yadst and Yadnana in thnana in the east.eththe east.the east.the east.

In the 1st millennium the political geography of Cyprus coalesced into the 
well-known city-kingdoms, each with its own character. At Kition, the Tyrians 
established a new, Phoenician kingdom perhaps 50 years after the destruction of 
the cyclopean fortification of the Late Cypriote city. At Salamis arose the 
successor of abandoned Enkomi. On the south coast Amathus arose, and Idalion, 
Ledra, Chytroi, and Tamassos in the interior. From this time onward the name 
Alashiya disappears, and Cyprus is known as Kypros in the west and Yadnana in 
the east.



�Assyrian kAssyrian kings Sargoings Sargon II (722–n II (722–705) and E705) and Esarhaddon sarhaddon (680–669) (680–669) claimed toclaimed to have had  have have had hhave had hegemony ovegemony over the isler the island. As wiand. As with Egypt eth Egypt earlier, tharlier, there is litere is little archaetle archaeological eologarchaearchaeologarchaeological evideical evidence, althonce, although generaugh general Near Easl Near Eastern traittern traits appear is appear in the artin the artistic stylestic artiartistic sartistic styles and tyles and ceramic taceramic taste of theste of the period. P period. Phoenician hoenician store jarsstore jars are commo are common, even atn, en, even at ineven at inland sitesland sites down thro down through the 5tugh the 5th century,h century, and Cypri and Cypriote sculptote sculpture clingsure clings to Near E to to Near Eato Near Eastern “snastern “snail curls” il curls” in hair anin hair and beads lod beads long after ong after other cultuther cultures west ores west of the Levaf thf the Levantthe Levant have give have given them up.n them up. At the sa At the same time bume time burial custorial customs often fms often follow the ollow the Hellenic pHHellenic pHellenic pattern witattern with a “dromoh a “dromos” leadings” leading to a buri to a burial chamberal chamber...

Assyrian kings Sargon II (722–705) and Esarhaddon (680–669) claimed to 
have had hegemony over the island. As with Egypt earlier, there is little 
archaeological evidence, although general Near Eastern traits appear in the 
artistic styles and ceramic taste of the period. Phoenician store jars are common, 
even at inland sites down through the 5th century, and Cypriote sculpture clings 
to Near Eastern “snail curls” in hair and beads long after other cultures west of 
the Levant have given them up. At the same time burial customs often follow the 
Hellenic pattern with a “dromos” leading to a burial chamber.

�At the endAt the end of the 8t of the 8th century h century the so-calthe so-called Royal led Royal Tombs of STombs of Salamis witalamis with their moh theirh their monutheir monumental conmental construction,struction, wholesale wholesale sacrifice sacrifices of horses of horses, and rics, and rich grave goh grave goods demonsodgogoods demogoods demonstrate a nstrate a high levelhigh level of materi of material wealth al wealth and cosmopand cosmopolitan traolitan trade. There de. There is no doubiis no doubis no doubt that copt that copper was thper was the source oe source of the widef the widespread prospread prosperity ofsperity of Archaic C Archaic C Archaic Cyprus, wiCyprus, with the citth the city kingdomsy kingdoms minting t minting their own cheir own coins and toins and trading thrrading throughout thoughout the Mediterreththe Meditethe Mediterranean. Grranean. Great quantreat quantities of Cities of Cypriote arypriote artifacts artifacts are found ine found in the Levan the Levant, Naucratt, Nt, Naucratis,Naucratis, and Samos and Samos...

At the end of the 8th century the so-called Royal Tombs of Salamis with 
their monumental construction, wholesale sacrifices of horses, and rich grave 
goods demonstrate a high level of material wealth and cosmopolitan trade. There 
is no doubt that copper was the source of the widespread prosperity of Archaic 
Cyprus, with the city kingdoms minting their own coins and trading throughout 
the Mediterranean. Great quantities of Cypriote artifacts are found in the Levant, 
Naucratis, and Samos.

�Religion iReligion in the 1st n the 1st millenniummillennium seems to  seems to center arocenter around the cuund the cult of the lt of the Great GoddGreat GGreat Goddess, tGoddess, the “Wanasshe “Wanassa” in natia” in native Cypriotve Cypriote languagee language (except a (except at Kition, t Kition, where the where the traditionattraditionatraditional Phoenicil Phoenician pantheoan pantheon held swan held sway). The moy). The most famous st famous shrine of shrine of the goddesthe goddesthe goddess wagoddess was at Paphos at Paphos, where ts, where the kings whe kings were priestere priests of her cs of her cult and peult and periodic panriodic pan-Cypriote -panpan-Cypriopan-Cypriote festivate festivals took plls took place. The Gace. The Greeks idenreeks identified hertified her with Aphr with Aphrodite, andodite, and the legen th the legendthe legend of her bi of her birth in Paprth in Paphos reflechos reflects the antts the antiquity of iquity of the cult tthe cult there.here.here.

Religion in the 1st millennium seems to center around the cult of the Great 
Goddess, the “Wanassa” in native Cypriote language (except at Kition, where the 
traditional Phoenician pantheon held sway). The most famous shrine of the 
goddess was at Paphos, where the kings were priests of her cult and periodic 
pan-Cypriote festivals took place. The Greeks identified her with Aphrodite, and 
the legend of her birth in Paphos reflects the antiquity of the cult there.

�In 545 CyrIn 545 Cyrus I of Peus I of Persia claimrsia claimed hegemoned hegemony over Cypy over Cyprus, but orus, but once again nce again the foreigthe fothe foreign ovforeign overlord leferlord left little mt little mark, and cark, and city kingdoity kingdoms continums continued to goveed to govern themselrn themselves and mivesthemselthemselvesthemselves and mint  and mint their own their own coins. Aftcoins. After 500 ander 500 and the Ionia the Ionian Revolt, n Revolt, the regionthe regionalism of talregionregionalisregionalism of the im of the island becasland became even mome even more pronounre pronounced. Greekced. Greek influence influence was stron was stro was strong at strong at Marion andMarion and Salamis,  Salamis, while Phoewhile Phoenician culnician culture remaiture remained influened influential at Kntial at Kition. “EtitioKKition. “EKition. “Eteocyprianteocyprian” Amathus ” Amathus had its owhad its own Egyptiann Egyptian-influence-influenced autochthd autochthonous stylonous stylonous style, andstyle, and the eclec the eclectic but untic but unmistakablemistakable native Cy native Cypriote stypriote style held swle held sway at Paphay at Paphos, Idalioos, PaphPaphos, IdPaphos, Idalion, andalion, and Tamassos. Tamassos. The coppe The copper (Gk. r (Gk. kyéproskyépros) industry) industry remained  remained strong, castrostrong, castrong, causing manyusing many economic  economic and militaand military rivalriry rivalries. Ca. 45es. Ca. 450 Kition c0 Kition conquered Ionquered Idalion anddaIIdalion anIdalion and took oved took over Tamassosr Tamassos some time some time later. later. later.

In 545 Cyrus I of Persia claimed hegemony over Cyprus, but once again the 
foreign overlord left little mark, and city kingdoms continued to govern 
themselves and mint their own coins. After 500 and the Ionian Revolt, the 
regionalism of the island became even more pronounced. Greek influence was 
strong at Marion and Salamis, while Phoenician culture remained influential at 
Kition. “Eteocyprian” Amathus had its own Egyptian-influenced autochthonous 
style, and the eclectic but unmistakable native Cypriote style held sway at 
Paphos, Idalion, and Tamassos. The copper (Gk. kyépros) industry remained 
strong, causing many economic and military rivalries. Ca. 450 Kition conquered 
Idalion and took over Tamassos some time later.

�Ca. 300 thCa. 300 the Phoenicie Phoenician Kitiansan Kitians were thro were thrown out of wn out of Idalion, pIdalion, presumably resumably by the Helby theby the Hellenthe Hellenistic Greeistic Greeks who theks who then held swan held sway until thy until the advent oe advent of the Romaf the Romans. Duringns. Duringns. During theDuring the second ha second half of the lf of the 1st millen1st millennium Greeknium Greek and Phoen and Phoenician appeician appear side byar side by side in i byby side inby side in inscripti inscriptions, and pons, and presumably resumably were the lwere the languages oanguages of commercef commerce. At sites. At sites like Amat li like Amathlike Amathus and Idaus and Idalion nativlion native non-Greee non-Greek Cypriotek Cypriote inscripti inscriptions in theons in the Cypro-syl Cypro-syllabic scrilaCypro-sylCypro-syllCypro-syllabic scripabic script continuet continue down thro down through the Heugh the Hellenistic llenistic period.period.period.

Ca. 300 the Phoenician Kitians were thrown out of Idalion, presumably by 
the Hellenistic Greeks who then held sway until the advent of the Romans. 
During the second half of the 1st millennium Greek and Phoenician appear side 
by side in inscriptions, and presumably were the languages of commerce. At sites 
like Amathus and Idalion native non-Greek Cypriote inscriptions in the 
Cypro-syllabic script continue down through the Hellenistic period.

�During theDuring the Hellenist Hellenistic period ic period Cyprus truCyprus truly became ly became a part of a part of the greatethe greater Greek wor Greer Greek worlGreek world. Only Kid. Only Kition attemtion attempted to hopted to hold out, whld out, whereupon inereupon in 312 Ptole 312 Ptolemy took thmy tookmy took the ctook the city and deity and destroyed itstroyed its temples s temples — and its — and its PhoenicianPhoenician character character. The Phoe. The Phoenician sacnPhoePhoenicianPhoenician sacred qu sacred quarter was arter was never rebunever rebuilt. The Hilt. The Hellenisticellenistic period la period lasted 200 ysted 200 years.eayyears.years.years.

During the Hellenistic period Cyprus truly became a part of the greater 
Greek world. Only Kition attempted to hold out, whereupon in 312 Ptolemy 
took the city and destroyed its temples — and its Phoenician character. The 



Phoenician sacred quarter was never rebuilt. The Hellenistic period lasted 200 
years.

�In 58 In 58 B.C.E.B.C.E. Cyprus be Cyprus became part came part of the Romof the Roman provincan province of Cilice of Cilicia and theia and the geographi geog geographicgeographical center al center of gravityof gravity shifted t shifted to the souto the southwest, withwest, with the capih the capital city atal city at Nea Papht Neat Nea PaphosNea Paphos, and anot, and another importher important urban ant urban center at center at Kourion. RKourion. Romans did omans did not use thnot use not use the oluse the old, two-stad, two-stage method ge method of copper of copper processingprocessing, but deve, but developed an eloped an efficient, fficient, high-tempehighigh-tempehigh-temperature, onrature, one-stage sme-stage smelting proelting process, all cess, all of which wof which was conductas conducted at the ed at the mining sitmmining sitmining sites by armies by armies of slaves of slaves. The ines. The inland citieland cities whose wes whose wealth had dalth had depended onepended on the secon t the secondthe second stage of  stage of copper procopper processing dwcessing dwindled intindled into agriculto agricultural townsural towns. The Roma. The Roma. The Roman methRoman methods contriods contributed signbuted significantly ificantly to the defto the deforestationorestation of the is of the island. The land. The Roman presRoRoman presRoman presence was ience was important tmportant through thehrough the 4th centu 4th century ry C.E.C.E., with the, with the island re island regarded as garreregarded aregarded as a centers a center of Greek  of Greek culture inculture in the easte the eastern Roman Ern Roman Empire.mpire.mpire.

In 58 B.C.E. Cyprus became part of the Roman province of Cilicia and the 
geographical center of gravity shifted to the southwest, with the capital city at 
Nea Paphos, and another important urban center at Kourion. Romans did not 
use the old, two-stage method of copper processing, but developed an efficient, 
high-temperature, one-stage smelting process, all of which was conducted at the 
mining sites by armies of slaves. The inland cities whose wealth had depended on 
the second stage of copper processing dwindled into agricultural towns. The 
Roman methods contributed significantly to the deforestation of the island. The 
Roman presence was important through the 4th century C.E., with the island 
regarded as a center of Greek culture in the eastern Roman Empire.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. HadjisaS. Hadjisavvas, “Excvvas, “Excavations aavations at the Tombt the Tombs of the Ks of the Kings,” in ings,” in ArchaeologArArchaeologArchaeology in Cypruy in Cyprus, 1960–19s, 1960–1985,85, ed. V. Ka ed. V. Karageorghisrageorghis (Nicosia, (Nicosia, 1985); V. 1985); V. Karageorg Karageor KarageorghKarageorghis, is, Cyprus: FrCyprus: From the Stoom the Stone Age to ne Age to the Romansthe Romans (London,  (London, 1982); 1982); Kition, MyKition, Mycenaean anceMyMycenaean Mycenaean and Phoeniand Phoenician Discocian Discoveries in veries in CyprusCyprus (London,  (London, 1976); E. 1976); E. PeltenburgPeltenburg, ed., , ed., Early SociEEarly SociEarly Society in Cypety in Cyprusrus (Edinburg (Edinburgh, 1989).h, 1989).h, 1989).
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CYRENECYRENE (Gk.  (Gk. KyreäíneäKyreäíneä)))

CYRENE (Gk. Kyreäíneä)

The capitaThe capital of the Nl of the North Africorth African Roman pan Roman province ofrovince of Cyrenaica Cyrenaica (modern L (modern Libya), locibya), locibya), located calocated ca. 8 km. (5. 8 km. (5 mi.) inla mi.) inland. Cyrenend. Cyrene was, alon was, along with Berg with Berenice, Arsenice, Arsinoë, Ptolinoë, Ptolemais, andemaPtolPtolemais,Ptolemais, and Apoll and Apollonia, partonia, part of the re of the region knowngion known as the Pe as the Pentapolis (ntapolis (Pliny Pliny Nat. hist.Nat. hisNat. hist.hist. 5.31). It 5.31). It had been  had been settled bysettled by Greeks in Greeks in the 7th c the 7th century entury B.C.B.C. (Herodotu (Herodotus s Hist.Hist. 4.145–59) 4. 4.145–59).4.145–59). During mo During most of the st of the HellenistiHellenistic period tc period this regionhis region was under was under Ptolemaic Ptolemaic sway, but s sway, but sway, but it came unit came under Roman der Roman hegemony ihegemony in 96 n 96 B.C.B.C. During th During the first hae first half of the lf of the 1st centur1st1st centur1st century y B.C.B.C., Libya an, Libya and Crete wed Crete were joined re joined together ttogether to form theo form the Roman sen Roman senatorial pratorsensenatorialsenatorial province  province of Cyrenaiof Cyrenaica.ca.ca.

The capital of the North African Roman province of Cyrenaica (modern Libya), 
located ca. 8 km. (5 mi.) inland. Cyrene was, along with Berenice, Arsinoë, 
Ptolemais, and Apollonia, part of the region known as the Pentapolis (Pliny Nat. 
hist. 5.31). It had been settled by Greeks in the 7th century B.C. (Herodotus Hist. 
4.145–59). During most of the Hellenistic period this region was under Ptolemaic 
sway, but it came under Roman hegemony in 96 B.C. During the first half of the 
1st century B.C., Libya and Crete were joined together to form the Roman 
senatorial province of Cyrenaica.

�Even thougEven though the cityh the city’s design ’s design stems fromstems from the Helle the Hellenistic pernistic period, most iod, most of the extof the eof the extant arcextant archaeologicahaeological structurl structures come fres come from the Romom the Roman period an period and includand include a sanctue a sanctue a sanctuary sanctuary of Demeterof Demeter, an Augus, an Augusteum, a teteum, a temple of Zemple of Zeus, an agous, an agora, the hora, the house of Jasuse of Jason Magnus,oJasJason MagnJason Magnus, Trajanus, Trajanic baths, ic baths, an amphithan amphitheater, a heater, a hippodrome,ippodrome, and an al and an altar of Apotar of Apollo. CyrenllApoApollo. CyApollo. Cyrene also rene also has the mohas the most elaborast elaborate and widte and widespread neespread necropolis ocropolis of any Greef any Gref any Greek cityGreek city...

Even though the city’s design stems from the Hellenistic period, most of the 
extant archaeological structures come from the Roman period and include a 
sanctuary of Demeter, an Augusteum, a temple of Zeus, an agora, the house of 
Jason Magnus, Trajanic baths, an amphitheater, a hippodrome, and an altar of 
Apollo. Cyrene also has the most elaborate and widespread necropolis of any 
Greek city.

�The presenThe presence of a sice of a significant gnificant Jewish comJewish community in munity in Cyrene datCyrene dates from ates from at least the least  least the least the early Hellearly Hellenistic peenistic period (cf. riod (cf. Strabo, ciStrabo, cited in Josted in Josephus ephus Ant.Ant. 16.7.2).  16.7.2). During theDuring tDuring the early the early Roman periRoman period, numerood, numerous Jews frus Jews from Cyrene om Cyrene participatparticipated in locaed in local political political and civilpoliticapolitical political and civic and civic life and wlife and were not wiere not without signthout significant reificant representatipresentation in the on in the upper clasupper upper clasupper class (Josephus (Josephus s BJBJ 7.11.2 [4 7.11.2 [445]). Duri45]). During the latng the late 1st and e 1st and early 2nd early 2nd century century A.D.A.A.D.A.D. the major the majority of Jewity of Jews in Cyrens in Cyrene were suse were susceptible, ceptible, for socialfor social and econo and economic reasonmic reasomic reasons, treasons, to the rheto the rhetoric of Jeoric of Jewish messiwish messianic leadeanic leaders. These rs. These North AfriNorth African Jews wcan Jews were particewwere partiwere participants incipants in anti-Roma anti-Roman seditionn sedition during th during the reign ofe reign of Vespasian Vespasian and later and later, with far, w, with far gwith far greater conreater consequences,sequences, during th during the reign ofe reign of Trajan. Trajan. Trajan.

The presence of a significant Jewish community in Cyrene dates from at 
least the early Hellenistic period (cf. Strabo, cited in Josephus Ant. 16.7.2). During 
the early Roman period, numerous Jews from Cyrene participated in local 
political and civic life and were not without significant representation in the 
upper class (Josephus BJ 7.11.2 [445]). During the late 1st and early 2nd century 
A.D. the majority of Jews in Cyrene were susceptible, for social and economic 



reasons, to the rhetoric of Jewish messianic leaders. These North African Jews 
were participants in anti-Roman sedition during the reign of Vespasian and later, 
with far greater consequences, during the reign of Trajan.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. ApplebaS. Applebaum, um, Jews and GJews and Greeks in Areeks in Ancient Cyrncient Cyrene.ene. SJLA 28 ( SJLA 28 (Leiden, 19Leid((Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1979); P. M979); P. MacKendrickacKendrick, , The North The North African StAfrican Stones Speakones Speak (Chapel H (Chapel Hill, 1980)ill, 1980); R. Still;1980)1980); R. 1980); R. Stillwell,Stillwell, “Cyrene ( “Cyrene (Shahat),” Shahat),” The PrinceThe Princeton Encyclton Encyclopedia of opedia of Classical Classical SitesSites (Princeto (Pr (Princeton(Princeton, 1976), 2, 1976), 253–55.53–55.53–55.
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CYRUSCYRUS (Heb.  (Heb. ko®resû;ko®resû; O. Pers.  O. Pers. kurusûkurusû)))

CYRUS (Heb. ko®resû; O. Pers. kurusû)

Cyrus II, Cyrus II, king of Peking of Persia 558–5rsia 558–530 30 B.C.E.B.C.E. Though an Though ancient sourcient sources relateces relate varying s varying stories regtoriesstories restories regarding Cygarding Cyrus’ linearus’ lineage and ascge and ascent to powent to power, it apper, it appears most ears most likely thalikely that he was tt het he was thehe was the son of a  son of a monarch whmonarch who ruled noo ruled nomadic tribmadic tribal groups al groups centered icentered in the regin the regn the region of region of PasargadaePasargadae. A client. A client-king of t-king of the Median he Median monarchy, monarchy, Cyrus was Cyrus was apparentlyapparently solicited apparentlyapparentlyapparently solicited solicited by Elamit by Elamite nobles ie nobles in 553 to rn 553 to revolt agaievolt against their nst their Median lorMedian lord. The kind. Thd. The king oThe king of the Medef the Medes took to s took to the field the field to suppresto suppress Cyrus’ rs Cyrus’ revolt, onlevolt, only to have y to have his army this his army this army turn againsurn against him, andt him, and thus he s thus he surrenderedurrendered to Cyrus. to Cyrus. By 550 Cy By 550 Cyrus had esrus had established tesestablisheestablished Ecbatanad Ecbatana, one of t, one of the primaryhe primary cities of cities of Media, as Media, as a Persian a Persian royal res royal residence andidencresresidence residence and had soand had solidified hlidified his rule ovis rule over both Peer both Persia and Mrsia and Media.edia.edia.

Cyrus II, king of Persia 558–530 B.C.E. Though ancient sources relate varying 
stories regarding Cyrus’ lineage and ascent to power, it appears most likely that 
he was the son of a monarch who ruled nomadic tribal groups centered in the 
region of Pasargadae. A client-king of the Median monarchy, Cyrus was 
apparently solicited by Elamite nobles in 553 to revolt against their Median lord. 
The king of the Medes took to the field to suppress Cyrus’ revolt, only to have 
his army turn against him, and thus he surrendered to Cyrus. By 550 Cyrus had 
established Ecbatana, one of the primary cities of Media, as a Persian royal 
residence and had solidified his rule over both Persia and Media.

�From the MFrom the Medes, Cyruedes, Cyrus adopted s adopted a number oa number of administf administrative andrative and social st social structures, ructuststructuresstructures, giving t, giving the Persianhe Persian Empire a  Empire a grounding grounding that wouldthat would serve it  serve it well. Withwell. With the forgi the the forginthe forging togetherg together of the “M of the “Medes and tedes and the Persianhe Persians” (Dan. 5s” (Dan. 5:28; Esth.:28; Esth. 10:2), a  10:2), a new force newnew force new force emerged inemerged in the ancie the ancient Near Eant Near East that wast that was to domins to dominate its hiate its history for story for the next 2ththe next 2the next 200 years.00 years.00 years.

From the Medes, Cyrus adopted a number of administrative and social 
structures, giving the Persian Empire a grounding that would serve it well. With 
the forging together of the “Medes and the Persians” (Dan. 5:28; Esth. 10:2), a 
new force emerged in the ancient Near East that was to dominate its history for 
the next 200 years.

�As soon asAs soon as he sensed he sensed the newly the newly combined  combined territorieterritories were stas were stable, Cyrusble, Cyrus began exp bega began expabegan expanding his nding his sphere of sphere of rule. Cyrurule. Cyrus’ first ms’ first movement waovement was towards s towards the northwthe northwthe northwest,northwest, attacking attacking the Lydia the Lydian kingdom,n kingdom, ruled at  ruled at the time bthe time by Croesus,y Croesus, whose leg whose legendary weaeleglegendary legendary wealth waswealth was the resul the result of shrewt of shrewd control d control of overlanof overland trade bed trade between Asiatween Asiatween Asia and tAsia and the Greek whe Greek world. In 5orld. In 547 the Lyd47 the Lydian capitaian capital of Sardil of Sardis had falls had fallen to the en to the Persians, PersPersians, Persians, and a largand a large portion e portion of the intof the interior of Aerior of Asia Minor sia Minor was now suwas now subject to Cbject to Cyrus. CyruyruCCyrus. CyrCyrus. Cyrus’ next eus’ next effort at effort at expansion wxpansion was directeas directed westwardd westward toward Ba toward Babylon, an bylon, anbylon, an empire an empire that had othat had occupied muccupied much of the ch of the territory territory vacated byvacated by the Assyr the Assyrian Empireian Empireian Empire as Empire as it collapsit collapsed. As eared. As early as 543 ly as 543 Nabonidus,Nabonidus, king of B king of Babylon, haabylon, had begun prd begun preparationsepprpreparatiopreparations for warns for war with Cyru with Cyrus. In 539 s. In 539 Cyrus led Cyrus led his armieshis armies into the  into the Diyala PlaDiyala Plains regioninsPlaPlains regPlains region E of Bion E of Babylon andabylon and establish established himselfed himself as the le as the legitimate mgitimate monarch of onarch of the regionthethe regionthe region, for seve, for several monthsral months acting to acting to improve t improve the irrigathe irrigation systemion systems and othes and other public rr pr public respublic resources thaources that the Babyt the Babylonian kinlonian kings had allgs had allowed to faowed to fall into dill into disrepair. Dsrepair. During thisuringDDuring thiDuring this same tims same time Cyrus wae Cyrus was able to s able to strengthenstrengthen forces in forces in the capit the capital seekingal seeking to underc to to undercuto undercut the rulet the rule of Naboni of Nabonidus, and idus, and in late 539n late 539 Cyrus and Cyrus and his army  his army were able were able to enter Btto enter Bto enter Babylon witabylon without a fighout a fight. Babyloht. Babylon was grann was granted speciated special privilegl privileges in keepes in keeping with iing keepkeeping wikeeping with its remth its remarkable hiarkable history, andstory, and Cyrus had Cyrus had effective effectively acquirely acquired rule oved rule over the entir tr the entirethe entire Near East Near East apart fro apart from Egypt.m Egypt.m Egypt.

As soon as he sensed the newly combined territories were stable, Cyrus 
began expanding his sphere of rule. Cyrus’ first movement was towards the 
northwest, attacking the Lydian kingdom, ruled at the time by Croesus, whose 
legendary wealth was the result of shrewd control of overland trade between 
Asia and the Greek world. In 547 the Lydian capital of Sardis had fallen to the 
Persians, and a large portion of the interior of Asia Minor was now subject to 
Cyrus. Cyrus’ next effort at expansion was directed westward toward Babylon, 
an empire that had occupied much of the territory vacated by the Assyrian 
Empire as it collapsed. As early as 543 Nabonidus, king of Babylon, had begun 
preparations for war with Cyrus. In 539 Cyrus led his armies into the Diyala 
Plains region E of Babylon and established himself as the legitimate monarch of 
the region, for several months acting to improve the irrigation systems and other 
public resources that the Babylonian kings had allowed to fall into disrepair. 
During this same time Cyrus was able to strengthen forces in the capital seeking 
to undercut the rule of Nabonidus, and in late 539 Cyrus and his army were able 
to enter Babylon without a fight. Babylon was granted special privileges in 



keeping with its remarkable history, and Cyrus had effectively acquired rule over 
the entire Near East apart from Egypt.

�It is presIt is presumably durumably during the tiing the time that Cyme that Cyrus had ocrus had occupied thecupied the Diyala Pl Diyala Plain that tain thatain that thosethat those Jews exil Jews exiled in Babyed in Babylon began lon began to sense tto sense the hand ofhe hand of God in sh God in shaping thisaping this unexpecte un unexpectedunexpected change in change in world des world destiny. The tiny. The second parsecond part of Isaiat of Isaiah speaks oh speaks of Cyrus asf Cyrus as God’s “sh asas God’s “as God’s “shepherd” shepherd” (Isa. 44:2(Isa. 44:28) and mak8) and makes the audes the audacious claacious claim that Cyim that Cyrus is Godrus is God’s anointe’GodGod’s anoiGod’s anointed (“mesnted (“messiah”; 45:siah”; 45:1). The pr1). The prophet addsophet adds that God  that God is behind is behind Cyrus’ remCyrus’ remCyrus’ remarkableremarkable military  military ability, tability, though Cyruhough Cyrus is not as is not a follower  follower of Israel’of Israel’s God (Isas God (Isa. 45:1-4).. 45:1. 45:1-4). C45:1-4). Cyrus’ conqyrus’ conquest of Bauest of Babylon is sbylon is seen as theeen as the means of  means of Israel’s rIsrael’s redemption edemption from exilefrofrom exilefrom exile and the b and the beginning oeginning of a returnf a return to Zion.  to Zion. This same This same positive epositive evaluation valuation of Cyrus’ of Cof Cyrus’ rolCyrus’ role is reflee is reflected in thcted in the ending oe ending of Chroniclf Chronicles and thees and the opening o opening of Ezra, whf Ezra, where God iserewhwhere God where God is said tois said to have “sti have “stirred up” trred up” the spirit he spirit of Cyrus tof Cyrus to decree to decree the return he return of the exiof of the exiof the exiles to Jerles to Jerusalem andusalem and the reest the reestablishmentablishment of the te of the temple. Whilmple. While the authe the authenticity oenauthauthenticiauthenticity of suchty of such a decree  a decree has been qhas been questioned,uestioned, there are there are clear ind clear indications bications both in theothbboth in thboth in the wording e wording of the decof the decree itselfree itself and in th and in the pattern e pattern of Persianof Persian imperial  imperial policy towpolicpolicy towpolicy toward subjugard subjugated peoplated peoples to lendes to lend credibili credibility to the ty to the decree. Thdecree. This same geis same generally ponegegenerally generally positive epositive evaluation valuation of Cyrus’ of Cyrus’ role in rerole in relation to lation to the Jewishthe Jewish community community is reflec is r is reflected reflected in subsequin subsequent narratent narratives in Ezives in Ezra where Cra where Cyrus’ decryrus’ decree to rebuee to rebuild the teild the temple servemptetemple sertemple serves to proves to protect the ctect the community fommunity from interfrom interference by erence by surroundinsurrounding peoples g peoplesg peoples (Epeoples (Ezra 3:7; 4zra 3:7; 4:3, 5; 5:1:3, 5; 5:13-17; 6:3,3-17; 6:3, 14). Outs 14). Outside of theide of these mentionse mentions, the figs, the figure of Cyrure ofure of Cyrus dof Cyrus does not ploes not play a signiay a significant rolficant role in the Be in the Bible.ible.ible.

It is presumably during the time that Cyrus had occupied the Diyala Plain 
that those Jews exiled in Babylon began to sense the hand of God in shaping this 
unexpected change in world destiny. The second part of Isaiah speaks of Cyrus 
as God’s “shepherd” (Isa. 44:28) and makes the audacious claim that Cyrus is 
God’s anointed (“messiah”; 45:1). The prophet adds that God is behind Cyrus’ 
remarkable military ability, though Cyrus is not a follower of Israel’s God (Isa. 
45:1-4). Cyrus’ conquest of Babylon is seen as the means of Israel’s redemption 
from exile and the beginning of a return to Zion. This same positive evaluation of 
Cyrus’ role is reflected in the ending of Chronicles and the opening of Ezra, 
where God is said to have “stirred up” the spirit of Cyrus to decree the return 
of the exiles to Jerusalem and the reestablishment of the temple. While the 
authenticity of such a decree has been questioned, there are clear indications 
both in the wording of the decree itself and in the pattern of Persian imperial 
policy toward subjugated peoples to lend credibility to the decree. This same 
generally positive evaluation of Cyrus’ role in relation to the Jewish community is 
reflected in subsequent narratives in Ezra where Cyrus’ decree to rebuild the 
temple serves to protect the community from interference by surrounding 
peoples (Ezra 3:7; 4:3, 5; 5:13-17; 6:3, 14). Outside of these mentions, the figure 
of Cyrus does not play a significant role in the Bible.

�Following Following his absorphis absorption of Bation of Babylon and bylon and its holdinits holdings, Cyrus gs, Cyrus apparentlyapparently spent tim spent t spent time attentime attending to thding to the infrastre infrastructure of ucture of his rule. his rule. Some of thSome of the leading e leading capitals ocapitals of the Persf the f the Persiathe Persian Empire, n Empire, such as Pasuch as Pasargadae, sargadae, were likelwere likely founded y founded during thiduring this time. Hos time. However, theweHoHowever, tHowever, there is lihere is little documttle documentation oentation of Cyrus’ rf Cyrus’ rule followule following the caing the capture of Bpture of Babylon. ByabBBabylon. BBabylon. By 530 Cyruy 530 Cyrus was movis was moving into Ceng into Central Asiantral Asia, apparent, apparently intendily intending to expang to expang to expand theexpand the frontiers frontiers of the em of the empire. Priopire. Prior to deparr to departing on thting on this campaigis campaign, he namen, he named his son d namenamed his named his son Cambysson Cambyses as his es as his successor successor to the thrto the throne, and pone, and placed him laced him as king ovas king ovas king over Babylover Babylon. In theon. In the course of course of the Centr the Central Asian cal Asian campaign, Campaign, Cyrus was kyrus was killed. Eveilled. Even near conn EveEven near Even near contemporacontemporaries such ries such as the Greas the Greek historiek historian Herodotan Herodotus admit tus admit there were here wehere were severwere several versional versions of the ss of the story of hitory of his demise. s demise. Cyrus’ remCyrus’ remains were ains were interred iinterred in a simplen an a simple ba simple but impressut impressive mausolive mausoleum in Paseum in Pasargadae, aargadae, and ancientnd ancient visitors  visitors reported areported an autobiognaan autobioan autobiographical graphical inscriptioinscription taking cn taking credit for redit for founding tfounding the Persianhe Persian Empire; n Empire; no traces oo tro traces of traces of the inscrithe inscription survption survive.ive.ive.

Following his absorption of Babylon and its holdings, Cyrus apparently spent 
time attending to the infrastructure of his rule. Some of the leading capitals of 
the Persian Empire, such as Pasargadae, were likely founded during this time. 
However, there is little documentation of Cyrus’ rule following the capture of 
Babylon. By 530 Cyrus was moving into Central Asia, apparently intending to 
expand the frontiers of the empire. Prior to departing on this campaign, he 
named his son Cambyses as his successor to the throne, and placed him as king 
over Babylon. In the course of the Central Asian campaign, Cyrus was killed. 
Even near contemporaries such as the Greek historian Herodotus admit there 
were several versions of the story of his demise. Cyrus’ remains were interred in 
a simple but impressive mausoleum in Pasargadae, and ancient visitors reported 
an autobiographical inscription taking credit for founding the Persian Empire; no 
traces of the inscription survive.

�Following Following his death,his death, Cyrus bec Cyrus became a figuame a figure of legere of legend. Creditnd. Credited with poed with political shlitical slitical shrewdnessshrewdness and milit and military abilitary ability, many iny, many in the Greek the Greek world saw world saw Cyrus as  Cyrus as an ideal lan ideal leader. Theealleader. Thleader. The Greek wre Greek writer Xenopiter Xenophon authorhon authored a semi-ed a semi-fictional fictional account ofaccount of Cyrus’ ea Cyrus’ e Cyrus’ early educearly education, theation, the  CyropaediaCyropaedia,, which bot which both praised h praised the accompthe accomplishments lishments of the Perof the Peof the Persian kiPersian king, real ang, real and exaggernd exaggerated, and ated, and outlined aoutlined an ideal con ideal course of sturse of study to devudy to develop such elopdevdevelop sudevelop such great lch great leaders. Seeaders. Several centveral centuries lateuries later, the Jewr, the Jewish historish historian Josephian Josephus had Cyrus hus had Cyrus had Cyrus embarking embarking on his foron his formation of mation of a world ema world empire as thpire as the result oe result of his readf his readings in thinreadreadings ireadings in the propn the prophet Isaiahhet Isaiah. This lat. This later traditier tradition is fillon is filled with hied with historical istorical improbabilimprobabiiimprobabilimprobabilities, butities, but evidences evidences the desir the desire of many e of many to see Cyrto see Cyrus as partus as part of their  of their own religiownown religiown religious and cuous and cultural traltural tradition.dition.dition.

Following his death, Cyrus became a figure of legend. Credited with political 
shrewdness and military ability, many in the Greek world saw Cyrus as an ideal 
leader. The Greek writer Xenophon authored a semi-fictional account of Cyrus’ 
early education, the Cyropaedia, which both praised the accomplishments of the 
Persian king, real and exaggerated, and outlined an ideal course of study to 
develop such great leaders. Several centuries later, the Jewish historian Josephus 



had Cyrus embarking on his formation of a world empire as the result of his 
readings in the prophet Isaiah. This later tradition is filled with historical 
improbabilities, but evidences the desire of many to see Cyrus as part of their 
own religious and cultural tradition.
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Bibliography. J. M. Cook, The Persian Empire (New York, 1983), 25–43; M. 
A. Dandamaev, A Political History of the Achaemenid Empire (Leiden, 1989), 10–69; 
A. Kuhrt, “The Cyrus Cylinder and Achaemenid Imperial Policy,” JSOT 25 (1983): 
83–97.
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D
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�1.1. A symbol  A symbol for the Defor the Deuteronomisuteronomist, one of t, one of the literathe literary sourcesry sources of the Pe of the Pentateuch, ntatePePentateuchPentateuch, represen, representing largeting largely the booly the book of Deutek of Deuteronomy.ronomy.ronomy.

1. A symbol for the Deuteronomist, one of the literary sources of the 
Pentateuch, representing largely the book of Deuteronomy.

�2.2. A symbol  A symbol designatindesignating two biblg two biblical manusical manuscripts: Cocripts: Codex Bezae dex Bezae (D) and Co(D) and Codex ClaromdeCoCodex ClarCodex Claromontanus omontanus (D(D22).).

2. A symbol designating two biblical manuscripts: Codex Bezae (D) and 
Codex Claromontanus (D2).

DABBESHETHDABBESHETH (Heb.  (Heb. dabbesûet�dabbesûet�)))

DABBESHETH (Heb. dabbesûet� )

A town (orA town (or landmark; landmark; Heb. “hum Heb. “hump”) on thep”) on the southern  southern border of border of Zebulun (JZebulun (Josh. 19:11osh. 19:osh. 19:11). Of19:11). Of the possi the possible modernble modern identific identifications Telations Tell l esh-Shammaesh-Shammaœm/Telœm/Tel Shem (164 Shem Shem (1642Shem (164230), N of 30), N of Tell Tell Qeimu®n/TeQeimu®n/Tell Yoqneam ( Yoqneam (biblical Jbiblical Jokneam), iokneam), is the mosts the mosts the most likelmost likely.y.

A town (or landmark; Heb. “hump”) on the southern border of Zebulun (Josh. 
19:11). Of the possible modern identifications Tell esh-Shammaœm/Tel 
Shem (164230), N of Tell Qeimu®n/Tel Yoqneam (biblical Jokneam), is the 
most likely.

DABERATHDABERATH (Heb.  (Heb. daœb�eïratdaœb�eïrat��)))

DABERATH (Heb. daœb�eïrat� )

A leviticaA levitical town assl town assigned to tigned to the Gershonhe Gershonites (Joshites (Josh. 21:28 = . 21:28 = 1 Chr. 6:71 Chr. 6:72[MT 57]) 2[MT 57]) within thewiwithin thewithin the tribal te tribal territory ofrritory of Issachar, Issachar, on the bo on the border of Zerder of Zebulun (19:bulun (19:12). The s12). The site has beite hite has been ihas been identified dentified as Khirbetas Khirbet  DabuœraDabuœra (185233), (185233), just E of just E of  Dabu®riyehDabu®riyeh at the no at the  at the northwthe northwest foot oest foot of Mt. Tabof Mt. Tabor. Rabbithr. Rabbith (Josh. 19 (Josh. 19:20) may b:20) may be the samee the same place. place.

A levitical town assigned to the Gershonites (Josh. 21:28 = 1 Chr. 6:72[MT 57]) 
within the tribal territory of Issachar, on the border of Zebulun (19:12). The site 
has been identified as Khirbet Dabuœra (185233), just E of Dabu®riyeh at 
the northwest foot of Mt. Tabor. Rabbith (Josh. 19:20) may be the same place.

DAGONDAGON (Heb.  (Heb. daœg�o®ndaœg�o®n)))

DAGON (Heb. daœg�o®n )



A major WeA major West Semiticst Semitic deity who deity who became th became the nationale national god of th god of the Philistie Philistines after nes after their arriththeir arritheir arrival in Canval in Canaan. Dagonaan. Dagon’s charact’s character remainser remains disputed. disputed. One portr One portrayal of Daayal of Dagon as fisgoDaDagon as fDagon as fish-god arish-god arose from aose from a folk etym folk etymology baseology based on Heb. d on Heb. daœg�,daœg�, “fish.” A “fish.” Another sugnoAAnother suAnother suggests Dagggests Dagon as god on as god of grain of grain (daœg�aœn)(daœg�aœn),, the latte the latter word takr word taken from then froen from the dfrom the deity’s nameity’s name or vice e or vice versa. Yetversa. Yet another v another view sees siew sees such a fertuch a fertility aspeility aspect as derict act as derivedas derived from Dago from Dagon’s primarn’s primary role as y role as a storm-goa storm-god and recod and reconstructs anstructs an etymologn etymolon etymology etymology for the nafor the name based ome based on Arab. n Arab. dagana,dagana, “to be gl “to be gloomy, clouoomy, cloudy.”dy.”dy.”

A major West Semitic deity who became the national god of the Philistines after 
their arrival in Canaan. Dagon’s character remains disputed. One portrayal of 
Dagon as fish-god arose from a folk etymology based on Heb. daœg�,  “fish.” 
Another suggests Dagon as god of grain (daœg�aœn),  the latter word taken 
from the deity’s name or vice versa. Yet another view sees such a fertility aspect 
as derived from Dagon’s primary role as a storm-god and reconstructs an 
etymology for the name based on Arab. dagana, “to be gloomy, cloudy.”

�Dagon, whoDagon, whose name isse name is commonly  commonly attested iattested in theophorn theophoric names oic names of the 3rd f the 3rd millenniummimillenniummillennium  B.C.E.B.C.E., is recog, is recognized in tnized in the inscriphe inscription of Sation of Sargon of Akrgon of Akkad as thekad as the chief dei chief de chief deity of udeity of upper Mesoppper Mesopotamia durotamia during that ping that period (eriod (ANET,ANET, 268), an  268), an associatioassociation that pern that pen that persists apersists a millenniu millennium later atm later at Ugarit, w Ugarit, where he ishere he is called “D called “Dagan of Tuagan of Tuttul.” Dagttul.” Dagon figureson fon figures prfigures prominently ominently at 3rd-milat 3rd-millennium Eblennium Ebla (Syria)la (Syria) and durin and during the Marig the Mari period (e period (early 2nd marl(e(early 2nd(early 2nd millenniu millennium). While m). While Dagon is vDagon is virtually airtually absent frombsent from Ugaritic  Ugaritic mythology,mythology, his name  h his name ahis name appears in ppears in offering loffering lists and dists and dedicationsedications, and a ma, and a major templejor temple of the ci of the city has beety haty has been thas been tentativelyentatively identifie identified as his.d as his.d as his.

Dagon, whose name is commonly attested in theophoric names of the 3rd 
millennium B.C.E., is recognized in the inscription of Sargon of Akkad as the chief 
deity of upper Mesopotamia during that period (ANET, 268), an association that 
persists a millennium later at Ugarit, where he is called “Dagan of Tuttul.” Dagon 
figures prominently at 3rd-millennium Ebla (Syria) and during the Mari period 
(early 2nd millennium). While Dagon is virtually absent from Ugaritic mythology, 
his name appears in offering lists and dedications, and a major temple of the city 
has been tentatively identified as his.

�Early worsEarly worship of Daghip of Dagon by the on by the CanaanitesCanaanites, from who, from whom the Philm the Philistines inistines inherited thheriteininherited inherited their god,their god, is reflec is reflected in theted in the place nam place name Beth-dage Beth-dagon. 1 Sam.on. 1 Sam. 5:1-7 por 5:1-7 portrays Dagotrayporportrays Dportrays Dagon as thagon as the nationale national deity of  deity of the Philisthe Philistines, reptines, represented bresented by a cult sy a cult statue and tatuesstatue andstatue and served by served by priests i priests in his tempn his temple at Ashdle at Ashdod. In Judod. In Judg. 16:23-2g. 16:23-24 the Phil4 the Philistines ceistinPhilPhilistinePhilistines celebrats celebrate a festive a festival honorinal honoring Dagon, wg Dagon, whom they chom they credit withredit with deliverin delivering up theirg upg up their eup their enemy Samsonemy Samson. The Phin. The Philistines dlistines display Sauisplay Saul’s head il’s head in a templen a temple of Dagon, of Dagon, located p lo located pelocated perhaps in Brhaps in Beth-shean eth-shean (1 Chr. 10(1 Chr. 10:10; cf. 1:10; cf. 1 Sam. 31:1 Sam. 31:10). Dagon,0). Dagon, who was s who was still worshtisstill worsstill worshipped at hipped at his templehis temple in Ashdod in Ashdod during th during the 2nd cente 2nd century, outliury, outlived the Phved the Philistines ilisPhPhilistinePhilistines (1 Macc.s (1 Macc. 10:83). 10:83). 10:83).

Early worship of Dagon by the Canaanites, from whom the Philistines 
inherited their god, is reflected in the place name Beth-dagon. 1 Sam. 5:1-7 
portrays Dagon as the national deity of the Philistines, represented by a cult 
statue and served by priests in his temple at Ashdod. In Judg. 16:23-24 the 
Philistines celebrate a festival honoring Dagon, whom they credit with delivering 
up their enemy Samson. The Philistines display Saul’s head in a temple of Dagon, 
located perhaps in Beth-shean (1 Chr. 10:10; cf. 1 Sam. 31:10). Dagon, who was 
still worshipped at his temple in Ashdod during the 2nd century, outlived the 
Philistines (1 Macc. 10:83).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. E. FlemD. E. Fleming, “Baaling, “Baal and Dagan and Dagan in Ancien in Ancient Syria,” t Syria,” ZAZA 83 (1993) 83 (1993 83 (1993): 88(1993): 88–98; J. F.–98; J. F. Healey, “ Healey, “The UnderwThe Underworld Charaorld Character of thcter of the God Dagae God Dagan,” n,” JNSLJNSL 5 (1977): 5 5 (1977): 5 (1977): 43–51; F. 43–51; F. J. MontalbJ. Montalbano, “Canaano, “Canaanite Dagoanite Dagon: Origin,n: Origin, Nature,”  Nature,” CBQCBQ 13 (1951) 13 (195 13 (1951): 38(1951): 381–97; N. W1–97; N. Wyatt, “Theyatt, “The Relations Relationship of thehip of the Deities D Deities Dagan and Hagan and Hadad,” adad,” UFUFUFUF 12 (1980) 12 (1980): 375–79.: 375–79.: 375–79.

Bibliography. D. E. Fleming, “Baal and Dagan in Ancient Syria,” ZA 83 
(1993): 88–98; J. F. Healey, “The Underworld Character of the God Dagan,” JNSL 
5 (1977): 43–51; F. J. Montalbano, “Canaanite Dagon: Origin, Nature,” CBQ 13 
(1951): 381–97; N. Wyatt, “The Relationship of the Deities Dagan and Hadad,” 
UF 12 (1980): 375–79.
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DAIRY PRODDAIRY PRODUCTSUCTSUCTS

DAIRY PRODUCTS

Along withAlong with bread, me bread, meat, olivesat, olives, grapes, , grapes, and other and other fruits andfruits and vegetable vegetables, dairy ps, dairy products werodupproducts wproducts were importere important foods ant foods in the bibin the biblical worllical world. They prd. They provided greovided great varietyat variety and signi a and signifand significant nutricant nutrition to tition to the ancienthe ancient diet. Inc diet. Included in tluded in this categohis category were miry were milk, butterlk, bulk, butter (chbutter (churned in surned in skin or cerkin or ceramic contaamic containers), cuiners), curds (curdlrds (curdled, or coaed, or coagulated, mgulated, milk; Gen. ilk;mmilk; Gen.milk; Gen. 18:8; Isa 18:8; Isa. 7:15, 22. 7:15, 22), cheese ), cheese (lumps mad(lumps made by dryine by drying or evapog or evaporating milrating milk in the sk ink in the sunin the sun or by coo or by cooling; 1 Saling; 1 Sam. 17:18; m. 17:18; 2 Sam. 17:2 Sam. 17:29), and y29), and yogurt (calogurt (called led lebenleben in the Ne in th in the Near Ethe Near East; Prov.ast; Prov. 30:33); t 30:33); these produhese products did nocts did not necessart necessarily resembily resemble the modle the modern foods emodmodern foomodern foods that beds that bear their nar their names. Dairames. Dairy productsy products were such were such an import an important sourceant sourant source of source of food that food that sheep, goasheep, goats, camelsts, camels, and cows, and cows were ofte were often regardedn regarded as more v as more v as more valuable avaluable alive (as slive (as sources of ources of milk and wmilk and wool) than ool) than dead (as sdead (as sources of ources of meat). Of meat). Of course, alcoucourse, alcourse, all flocks al flocks and herds wnd herds were culledere culled systemati systematically for cally for their meattheir meat, hides, a, hides, and horns.nd hond horns.horns.horns.

Along with bread, meat, olives, grapes, and other fruits and vegetables, dairy 
products were important foods in the biblical world. They provided great variety 
and significant nutrition to the ancient diet. Included in this category were milk, 
butter (churned in skin or ceramic containers), curds (curdled, or coagulated, 
milk; Gen. 18:8; Isa. 7:15, 22), cheese (lumps made by drying or evaporating milk 
in the sun or by cooling; 1 Sam. 17:18; 2 Sam. 17:29), and yogurt (called leben in 
the Near East; Prov. 30:33); these products did not necessarily resemble the 
modern foods that bear their names. Dairy products were such an important 



source of food that sheep, goats, camels, and cows were often regarded as more 
valuable alive (as sources of milk and wool) than dead (as sources of meat). Of 
course, all flocks and herds were culled systematically for their meat, hides, and 
horns.

�The proverThe proverbial “landbial “land that flow that flows with mils with milk and honek and honey” reflecty” reflected the Isred the Israelite awaaelite awaelite awareness awareness that Canaathat Canaan, as oppon, as opposed to thesed to the desert an desert and the wildd the wilderness, prerness, provided ampovided amovided ample vegeample vegetation fortation for flocks an flocks and herds. Yd herds. Yet, even bet, even before the efore the IsraelitesIsraelites reached C reached Canaan, MosanaCCanaan, MoCanaan, Moses remindses reminded them thed them that God hadat God had provided  provided “curds fro“curds from the herdm the herd and milk  and m and milk from milk from the flock”the flock” (Deut. 32 (Deut. 32:14). At a:14). At a much late much later time, Jor time, Joel spoke oel spoke of the day f the day when “the whewhen “the when “the hills shalhills shall flow witl flow with milk” (Jh milk” (Joel 3:18[Moel 3:18[MT 4:18]). T 4:18]). Milk was uMilk was used in Cansed in Canaanite relaanCanCanaanite Canaanite religion, religion, which meanwhich meant that cert that certain practtain practices were ices were forbidden forbidden to the Hebto the Hebrews (cf. rHebHebrews (cHebrews (cf. Exod. 2f. Exod. 23:19). Mil3:19). Milk was stork was stored in skined in skin bags and  bags and served in served in bowls, as bowls, as when Jael whwhen Jael when Jael tricked Sitricked Sisera into sera into accepting accepting her hospither hospitality (Judality (Judg. 4:19; 5g. 4:19; 5:25).:25).:25).

The proverbial “land that flows with milk and honey” reflected the Israelite 
awareness that Canaan, as opposed to the desert and the wilderness, provided 
ample vegetation for flocks and herds. Yet, even before the Israelites reached 
Canaan, Moses reminded them that God had provided “curds from the herd and 
milk from the flock” (Deut. 32:14). At a much later time, Joel spoke of the day 
when “the hills shall flow with milk” (Joel 3:18[MT 4:18]). Milk was used in 
Canaanite religion, which meant that certain practices were forbidden to the 
Hebrews (cf. Exod. 23:19). Milk was stored in skin bags and served in bowls, as 
when Jael tricked Sisera into accepting her hospitality (Judg. 4:19; 5:25).

�One of theOne of the best-know best-known topograpn topographic featurhic features of Jerues of Jerusalem in tsalem in the NT era he NT era was the Tywas twas the Tyropothe Tyropoeon Valleyeon Valley, whose na, whose name was derme was derived from ived from the Greek the Greek word for “word for “cheesemakecheese““cheesemak“cheesemakers.” As aers.” As an indicatin indication that thon that the processie processing of dairng of dairy productsy products was well- was well-known in aknwell-well-knownwell-known in antiqu in antiquity, Job’sity, Job’s maturatio maturation is compan is compared with tred with the producthe production of cheion of cheese from cechecheese frocheese from curdled m curdled milk (Job milk (Job 10:10).10:10).10:10).

One of the best-known topographic features of Jerusalem in the NT era was 
the Tyropoeon Valley, whose name was derived from the Greek word for 
“cheesemakers.” As an indication that the processing of dairy products was 
well-known in antiquity, Job’s maturation is compared with the production of 
cheese from curdled milk (Job 10:10).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. A. ThomJ. A. Thompson, pson, Handbook oHandbook of Life in f Life in Bible TimeBible Timess (Downers  (Downers Grove, 198GroGrove, 198Grove, 1986).6).6).

Bibliography. J. A. Thompson, Handbook of Life in Bible Times (Downers 
Grove, 1986).
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DALETHDALETH (Heb.  (Heb. daœlet�daœlet�)))

DALETH (Heb. daœlet� )

The fourthThe fourth letter of letter of the Hebre the Hebrew alphabetw alphabet. The Hebr. The Hebrew charactew character represeer represents both tnts both nts both the dboth the dental stopental stop (translit (transliterated erated dd) and, wit) and, with the daghh the daghesh, the sesh, the spirantizedpirantized interdent interd interdentainterdental (l (d�d�).).

The fourth letter of the Hebrew alphabet. The Hebrew character represents 
both the dental stop (transliterated d) and, with the daghesh, the spirantized 
interdental (d� ).

DALMANUTHADALMANUTHA (Gk.  (Gk. DalmanouthDalmanouthaéaé)))

DALMANUTHA (Gk. Dalmanouthaé)

A place onA place on the shore the shore of the Se of the Sea of Galila of Galilee to whicee to which Jesus wih Jesus withdrew folthdrew following thelowing the feeding o fe feeding offeeding of the four  the four thousand (thousand (Mark 8:10)Mark 8:10). Variants. Variants of the na of the name includeme include Dalmounai Dalmounai (Codex Wa DalmounaiDalmounai Dalmounai (Codex Was(Codex Washingtonenshingtonensis), Magedis), Mageda (minuscua (minuscules 28, 56les 28, 565), Mageda5), Magedan (Syriac n (Syrin (Syriac Si(Syriac Sinaiticus),naiticus), and Meleg and Melegada (Codexada (Codex Bezae). I Bezae). In the paran the parallel passallel passage (Matt. ge (Matt. 15:39) Mag15:3915:39) Mag15:39) Magdala/Magaddala/Magadan appearsan appears as the na as the name of the me of the district.district.district.

A place on the shore of the Sea of Galilee to which Jesus withdrew following the 
feeding of the four thousand (Mark 8:10). Variants of the name include 
Dalmounai (Codex Washingtonensis), Mageda (minuscules 28, 565), Magedan 
(Syriac Sinaiticus), and Melegada (Codex Bezae). In the parallel passage (Matt. 
15:39) Magdala/Magadan appears as the name of the district.

�The locatiThe location and ideon and identificationtification of Dalman of Dalmanutha is unutha is unknown, alnknown, although it though it has been ihas beehas been identbeen identified as aified as a small anc small anchorage W ohorage W of Capernauf Capernaum.m.m.

The location and identification of Dalmanutha is unknown, although it has 
been identified as a small anchorage W of Capernaum.

Zeljko GreZeljko Gregorgor
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DALMATIADALMATIA (Gk.  (Gk. DalmatiíaDalmatiía)))

DALMATIA (Gk. Dalmatiía)

A Roman prA Roman province locovince located on thated on the northease northeastern coasttern coast of the Ad of the Adriatic Seariatic Sea. Dalmatia. Dalmatia. Dalmatia pDalmatia provided a rovided a model for model for the subseqthe subsequent troubuent troublesome hislesome history of thtory of the Balkan se Balkan se Balkan states. Thstates. This mountaiis mountainous area nous area adjacent tadjacent to Macedonio Macedonia came unda came under Roman der Roman domination ominatiddominationdomination in 228  in 228 B.C.E.B.C.E. However,  However, Rome neverRome never succeeded succeeded in comple in completely stabitely stabilizing itslizingstabistabilizinstabilizing its contg its control over trol over the region.he region. Dalmatia  Dalmatia took its ntook its name from tame from the Delmanthe Delmantae or Dalmae DelmantDelmantae Delmantae or Dalmantor Dalmante, tribal e, tribal peoples whpeoples who originalo originally occupiely occupied the aread the area. During N. During N. During NT times DNT times Dalmatia waalmatia was associats associated with thed with the provincee province of Illyri of Illyricum (2 Timcum (2 Tim. 4:10). V. 4:10). Various ancarVVarious anVarious ancient sourcient sources testifces testify that they that the church in church in Dalmatia  Dalmatia was suscepwas susceptible to ctible to cults, syncultsccults, syncults, syncretism, acretism, and internand internal strife.l strife.l strife.

A Roman province located on the northeastern coast of the Adriatic Sea. 
Dalmatia provided a model for the subsequent troublesome history of the Balkan 



states. This mountainous area adjacent to Macedonia came under Roman 
domination in 228 B.C.E. However, Rome never succeeded in completely 
stabilizing its control over the region. Dalmatia took its name from the 
Delmantae or Dalmante, tribal peoples who originally occupied the area. During 
NT times Dalmatia was associated with the province of Illyricum (2 Tim. 4:10). 
Various ancient sources testify that the church in Dalmatia was susceptible to 
cults, syncretism, and internal strife.

D. Larry GD. Larry Greggregg
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DALPHONDALPHON (Heb.  (Heb. dalp�o®ndalp�o®n)))

DALPHON (Heb. dalp�o®n )

One of theOne of the 10 sons o 10 sons of Haman exf Haman executed forecuted for trying to trying to kill all  kill all the Jews ithe Jews in Persia (n Persia (Esth. 9:7)Esth((Esth. 9:7(Esth. 9:7).).

One of the 10 sons of Haman executed for trying to kill all the Jews in Persia 
(Esth. 9:7).

DAMARISDAMARIS (Gk.  (Gk. DaémarisDaémaris)))

DAMARIS (Gk. Daémaris)

A woman ofA woman of Athens si Athens singled out ngled out in Acts 17in Acts 17:34 (omitt:34 (omitted in Codeed in Codex D) as a x D) as a believer ibeliever in Paul’s mniin Paul’s in Paul’s message comessage concerning tncerning the Resurrehe Resurrection (cf.ction (cf. vv. 16–32 vv. 16–32). She is ). She is paired witpaired with the onlyh thh the only othe only other namedther named believer, believer, Dionysius Dionysius, a member, a member of the ch of the chief Atheniief Athenian councilan council (Areopagu councilcouncil (Acouncil (Areopagus).reopagus). This imme This immediate assodiate association wiciation with a civicth a civic official  official and the wiand the wider focus der wiwider focuwider focus in Acts s in Acts 17 on Paul17 on Paul’s outreac’s outreach to high-h to high-ranking Grranking Greek women eek women (vv. 4, 12(vv. 4, 12(vv. 4, 12) sugges12) suggest that Damt that Damaris hersearis herself was a plf was a person of serson of some socialome social standing. standing.

A woman of Athens singled out in Acts 17:34 (omitted in Codex D) as a believer 
in Paul’s message concerning the Resurrection (cf. vv. 16–32). She is paired with 
the only other named believer, Dionysius, a member of the chief Athenian 
council (Areopagus). This immediate association with a civic official and the 
wider focus in Acts 17 on Paul’s outreach to high-ranking Greek women (vv. 4, 
12) suggest that Damaris herself was a person of some social standing.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. I. RichterI. Richter, , Women in tWomen in the Acts ofhe Acts of the Apost the Apostlesles (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1995)lis, 1995lis, 1995), 2461995), 246–48.–48.–48.

Bibliography. I. Richter, Women in the Acts of the Apostles (Minneapolis, 
1995), 246–48.
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DAMASCUSDAMASCUS (Heb.  (Heb. dammesíeq;dammesíeq; Gk.  Gk. DamaskoœsDamaskoœs)))

DAMASCUS (Heb. dammesíeq; Gk. Damaskoœs)

A city in A city in southern Ssouthern Syria that yria that played an played an important important role in throle in the politicae political history l history of Israel of Israof Israel durIsrael during the 1sing the 1st millennit millennium um B.C.E.B.C.E. Damascus  Damascus also appeaalso appears in the rs in the NT in connNT in connection witectconnconnectionconnection with the  with the conversionconversion of Saul o of Saul of Tarsus tf Tarsus to Christiao Christianity.nity.nity.

A city in southern Syria that played an important role in the political history of 
Israel during the 1st millennium B.C.E. Damascus also appears in the NT in 
connection with the conversion of Saul of Tarsus to Christianity.

�The city iThe city is located s located in a well-in a well-watered bawatered basin along sin along the banks the banks of the Barof the Barada River.ada Riverada River. TheRiver. The fertility fertility of the re of the region and igion and its locatiots location on the pn on the primary norrimary north-south tth-south trade routerade ttrade routtrade route have made have made Damascuse Damascus a key pla a key player in theyer in the political political and econo and economic histormic history of Syriayhistorhistory ofhistory of Syria-Pal Syria-Palestine.estine.estine.

The city is located in a well-watered basin along the banks of the Barada 
River. The fertility of the region and its location on the primary north-south 
trade route have made Damascus a key player in the political and economic 
history of Syria-Palestine.

�Because thBecause the city cone city continues to tinues to be occupiebe occupied, very lid, very little excavttle excavation has ation has been done been donbeen done belowdone below the Roman the Roman period le period levels. Howevels. However, recenver, recent work in t work in the courtythe courtyard of theard of thard of the Umayyathe Umayyad mosque hd mosque has indicatas indicated that thed that the city wase city was occupied  occupied at least aat least as early ass early as the 3rd m t the 3rd mithe 3rd millennium. llennium. The earlieThe earliest writtenst written record of record of Damascus  Damascus comes fromcomes from an inscri an inscri an inscriptioinscription of the En of the Egyptian phgyptian pharaoh Thutaraoh Thutmose III, mose III, in which hin which he lists the lists the names ofe names of cities wh citi cities whocities who submitted submitted to him in to him in 1482, fol 1482, following an lowing an Egyptian cEgyptian campaign inampaign in Canaan. T Canaan. The city alhTThe city aThe city also appearlso appears in threes in three of the Am of the Amarna Lettearna Letters of the rs of the 14th centu14th century. These ry. These texts do ntetexts do ntexts do not suggestot suggest that it w that it was an impoas an important cityrtant city during th during this period.is period. Rather, i Rather, it was simpt wast was simplywas simply one of a  one of a number of number of towns alontowns along the nortg the northern periphern periphery of Eghery of Egyptian polyptian polyptian political political control.control.control.

Because the city continues to be occupied, very little excavation has been 
done below the Roman period levels. However, recent work in the courtyard of 
the Umayyad mosque has indicated that the city was occupied at least as early as 
the 3rd millennium. The earliest written record of Damascus comes from an 
inscription of the Egyptian pharaoh Thutmose III, in which he lists the names of 
cities who submitted to him in 1482, following an Egyptian campaign in Canaan. 
The city also appears in three of the Amarna Letters of the 14th century. These 
texts do not suggest that it was an important city during this period. Rather, it 



was simply one of a number of towns along the northern periphery of Egyptian 
political control.

�The city bThe city became signecame significant poificant politically litically during theduring the 1st mille 1st millennium, whennium, when it emergn it emern it emerged asemerged as the capit the capital of an ial of an important Amportant Aramean kinramean kingdom, somegdom, sometimes calltimes called Aram-Daed Aramed Aram-DamasAram-Damascus, but ucus, but usually refsually referred to serred to simply as Aimply as Aram in theram in the OT. The f OT. The first inforirst information we minforinformatioinformation we have n we have concerningconcerning Iron Age  Iron Age Damascus cDamascus comes from omes from 2 Sam. 8 =2 Sam. 8 = 1 Chr. 18 1 Chr 1 Chr. 18, wChr. 18, which recouhich recounts a battnts a battle betweenle between Israelite Israelite troops un troops under King Dder King David and tavid and those of Dahtthose of Dthose of Damascus. Tamascus. The Israelihe Israelites defeattes defeated Damascued Damascus, and Davs, and David incorpoid incorporated the rated therated the city ithe city into his nento his new empire. w empire. During theDuring the reign of  reign of Solomon, hSolomon, however, a owever, a certain Recertain Rezon proclazoReRezon procRezon proclaimed himlaimed himself king self king in Damascuin Damascus and withs and withdrew from drew from Israelite Israelite sovereigntsovereignsovereigntsovereignty (1 Kgs. y (1 Kgs. 11:23-25).11:23-25). Solomon w Solomon was unable as unable to restoreto restore his contr his control over thol over the region. eththe regionthe region. This rep. This represents thresents the beginnine beginning of Aram-g of Aram-Damascus aDamascus as a major s a major political political entity.enentity.entity.entity.

The city became significant politically during the 1st millennium, when it 
emerged as the capital of an important Aramean kingdom, sometimes called 
Aram-Damascus, but usually referred to simply as Aram in the OT. The first 
information we have concerning Iron Age Damascus comes from 2 Sam. 8 = 1 
Chr. 18, which recounts a battle between Israelite troops under King David and 
those of Damascus. The Israelites defeated Damascus, and David incorporated 
the city into his new empire. During the reign of Solomon, however, a certain 
Rezon proclaimed himself king in Damascus and withdrew from Israelite 
sovereignty (1 Kgs. 11:23-25). Solomon was unable to restore his control over 
the region. This represents the beginning of Aram-Damascus as a major political 
entity.

�From the eFrom the early 9th carly 9th century Araentury Aram became am became a serious r serious rival to thival to the northerne northern kingdom o kingd kingdom ofkingdom of Israel. B Israel. Bir-hadad Iir-hadad I (biblical (biblical Ben-hadad Ben-hadad) attacked) attacked Israel du Israel during the rring the reign of Kieign oeign of King Baof King Baasha, afteasha, after making ar making an anti-Isrn anti-Israelite allaelite alliance withiance with King Asa  King Asa of Judah. of Judah. During thiDurinDuring thiDuring this campaigns campaign he captur he captured and desed and destroyed a ntroyed a number of cumber of cities in tities in the northerhe northern part of nnorthernorthern pnorthern part of Isrart of Israel (1 Kgsael (1 Kgs. 15:16-22. 15:16-22). By the ). By the mid-9th cemid-9th century Aramntury Aram was the m was the most powerfommost powermost powerful state ful state in Syria-Pin Syria-Palestine, alestine, its king Hits king Hadadezer ladadezer leading a ceading a coalition ooalition of 12 statef 12 f 12 states 12 states against thagainst the invasione invasion of northe of northern Syria brn Syria by the Assyy the Assyrians. Therians. The Monolith  Monolith inscriptioinscinscriptioinscription of Shalmn of Shalmaneser IIIaneser III of Assyri of Assyria refers ta refers to Ahab of o Ahab of Israel as Israel as one of theone of the major all majo major allimajor allies of Hadaes of Hadadezer duridezer during the batng the battle of Qartle of Qarqar in 853qar in 853...

From the early 9th century Aram became a serious rival to the northern 
kingdom of Israel. Bir-hadad I (biblical Ben-hadad) attacked Israel during the reign 
of King Baasha, after making an anti-Israelite alliance with King Asa of Judah. 
During this campaign he captured and destroyed a number of cities in the 
northern part of Israel (1 Kgs. 15:16-22). By the mid-9th century Aram was the 
most powerful state in Syria-Palestine, its king Hadadezer leading a coalition of 
12 states against the invasion of northern Syria by the Assyrians. The Monolith 
inscription of Shalmaneser III of Assyria refers to Ahab of Israel as one of the 
major allies of Hadadezer during the battle of Qarqar in 853.

�Ca. 842/84Ca. 842/841 Hazael, 1 Hazael, an officeran officer of the Da of the Damascene comascene court, assasurt, assassinated thsinated the king of e king e king of Daking of Damascus andmascus and seized th seized the throne (e throne (cf. 2 Kgs.cf. 2 Kgs. 8:7-15).  8:7-15). Following Following two or thrtwo or three furthereethrthree furtthree further confroher confrontations wntations with Shalmaith Shalmaneser III neser III between 84between 841 and 837,1 and 837, Hazael be Hazael be Hazael began an ebegan an expansionisxpansionist policy bt policy by which hey which he created a created a substanti substantial Arameanal Aramean empire th empire that includeaththat incluthat included Israelded Israel and Judah and Judah, as well , as well as other Pas other Palestinianalestinian states, a states, as vassals s vassals (2 Kgs. 10(2 Kgs. (2 Kgs. 10:32Kgs. 10:32-33; 12:17-33; 12:17-18). For -18). For ca. 40 yeaca. 40 years Aram dors Aram dominated thminated the region. e region. But after But after the death ththe death the death of Hazael,of Hazael, his son B his son Bir-hadad lir-hadad lost controost control over thel over the empire. T empire. The Assyriahe Assyrians returnens AssyriaAssyrians Assyrians returned ireturned in 796, attn 796, attacking theacking the city of D city of Damascus anamascus and forcing d forcing the king tthe king to pay a heo po pay a heavpay a heavy tribute.y tribute. Bir-hadad Bir-hadad led a coa led a coalition of lition of states agastates against Zakkuinst Zakkur, king ofr, king of Hamath an Hama Hamath andHamath and Luash to  Luash to the north the north of Aram, bof Aram, but was defut was defeated by teated by the latter.he latter. King Joas King Joash of IsraehJoasJoash of IJoash of Israel was srael was able to thable to throw off throw off the Aramean e Aramean dominationdomination of Israel of Israel during th during this time (2is tis time (2 Kgtime (2 Kgs. 13:14-1s. 13:14-19, 24-25).9, 24-25). It is pro It is probable thatbable that the accou the account of the nt of the two battletwo battles between s bets between Isbetween Israel and Drael and Damascus deamascus described inscribed in 1 Kgs. 20 1 Kgs. 20 has been  has been misattribumisattributed by latted by later editorselatlater editlater editors to theors to the reign of  reign of Ahab, and Ahab, and that it isthat it is probably  probably the accounthe account of Joasht of Joash’s victori’s vict’s victories victories over Bir-hover Bir-hadad, son adad, son of Hazael.of Hazael. During th During the reign ofe reign of Jeroboam  Jeroboam II (ca. 78II (ca. 786–746), Is6–778786–746), 786–746), Israel actIsrael actually madeually made Damascus  Damascus into a vasinto a vassal (2 Kgssal (2 Kgs. 14:25, 2. 14:25, 28).8).8).

Ca. 842/841 Hazael, an officer of the Damascene court, assassinated the 
king of Damascus and seized the throne (cf. 2 Kgs. 8:7-15). Following two or 
three further confrontations with Shalmaneser III between 841 and 837, Hazael 
began an expansionist policy by which he created a substantial Aramean empire 
that included Israel and Judah, as well as other Palestinian states, as vassals (2 
Kgs. 10:32-33; 12:17-18). For ca. 40 years Aram dominated the region. But after 
the death of Hazael, his son Bir-hadad lost control over the empire. The 
Assyrians returned in 796, attacking the city of Damascus and forcing the king to 
pay a heavy tribute. Bir-hadad led a coalition of states against Zakkur, king of 
Hamath and Luash to the north of Aram, but was defeated by the latter. King 
Joash of Israel was able to throw off the Aramean domination of Israel during this 
time (2 Kgs. 13:14-19, 24-25). It is probable that the account of the two battles 
between Israel and Damascus described in 1 Kgs. 20 has been misattributed by 
later editors to the reign of Ahab, and that it is probably the account of Joash’s 
victories over Bir-hadad, son of Hazael. During the reign of Jeroboam II (ca. 
786–746), Israel actually made Damascus into a vassal (2 Kgs. 14:25, 28).

�The last pThe last period of period of political political power for Aower for Aram-Damascram-Damascus came inus came in the 730s, the 730s, when King whe when King when King Radyan (biRadyan (biblical Rezblical Rezin) of Arain) of Aram and Pekam and Pekah of Israeh of Israel formed al formed an anti-Assn anti-Assyrian coalyanti-Assanti-Assyranti-Assyrian coalitian coalition. They ion. They attempted attempted to force Ato force Ahaz of Judhaz of Judah to joinah to join them, but them, but were stop w were stoppwere stopped when thed when the Assyriane Assyrian army unde army under Tiglath-r Tiglath-pileser IIpileser III marched I marched into the rinto the region in 7erregion in region in 734 (2 Kgs734 (2 Kgs. 16:5-9; . 16:5-9; Isa. 7:1-8Isa. 7:1-8:15). Over:15). Over the next  the next two years two years the Assyrithe Assyrians recaptans rans recapturedrecaptured all the r all the rebellious ebellious states, costates, conquering Dnquering Damascus anamascus and annexingd annexing it into A it into Assyria in ssAAssyria inAssyria in 732. This 732. This was the e was the end of Aramnd of Aram-Damascus -Damascus as an indeas an independent stpendent state.ate.ate.

The last period of political power for Aram-Damascus came in the 730s, 
when King Radyan (biblical Rezin) of Aram and Pekah of Israel formed an 



anti-Assyrian coalition. They attempted to force Ahaz of Judah to join them, but 
were stopped when the Assyrian army under Tiglath-pileser III marched into the 
region in 734 (2 Kgs. 16:5-9; Isa. 7:1-8:15). Over the next two years the Assyrians 
recaptured all the rebellious states, conquering Damascus and annexing it into 
Assyria in 732. This was the end of Aram-Damascus as an independent state.

�Damascus rDamascus remained a emained a significansignificant city thrt city throughout thoughout the followine following centurieg centuries. It was s. It was. It was a provwas a provincial capincial capital durinital during the Persg the Persian periodian period (539–334) (539–334), and cont, and continued to finued to flourish inloufflourish iflourish in the Helln the Hellenistic anenistic and Roman ped Roman periods. Theriods. The city duri city during the Romng the Roman period an period was laid owwas laid owas laid out accordiut according to the ng to the traditionatraditional Hellenisl Hellenistic plan. tic plan. It had a sIt had a substantialubstantial wall, par wall, p wall, parts of wparts of which are shich are still presetill preserved, an irved, an impressive mpressive cardo maxicardo maximus,mus, which may which may be the “s be the  be the “streethe “street called St called Straight” otraight” of Acts 9:1f Acts 9:11, and one1, and one of the la of the largest temprgest temples of Romles of Roman Syria. an San Syria. ConSyria. Construction struction of the temof the temple of Jupple of Jupiter Damasiter Damascenius (Hacenius (Hadad-rammandad-ramman) began in) began i) began in the earin the early 1st cenly 1st century tury C.E.C.E., and subs, and substantial retantial remains of imains of its two conts two concentric encentric enclosure waclosurenenclosure enclosure walls stilwalls still stand.l stand.l stand.

Damascus remained a significant city throughout the following centuries. It 
was a provincial capital during the Persian period (539–334), and continued to 
flourish in the Hellenistic and Roman periods. The city during the Roman period 
was laid out according to the traditional Hellenistic plan. It had a substantial wall, 
parts of which are still preserved, an impressive cardo maximus, which may be 
the “street called Straight” of Acts 9:11, and one of the largest temples of Roman 
Syria. Construction of the temple of Jupiter Damascenius (Hadad-ramman) began 
in the early 1st century C.E., and substantial remains of its two concentric 
enclosure walls still stand.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. MillJ. M. Miller, “The Eer, “The Elisha Cycllisha Cycle and the e and the Accounts oAccounts of the Omrif the Omride Wars,” dOmriOmride WarOmride Wars,” s,” JBLJBL 85 (1966) 85 (1966): 441–54; : 441–54; W. T. PitaW. T. Pitard, rd, Ancient DaAncient Damascusmascus (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1987)aLLake, 1987Lake, 1987).).).
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DAMASCUS DDAMASCUS DOCUMENTOCUMENT (CD) (CD) (CD)

DAMASCUS DOCUMENT (CD)

A sectariaA sectarian text pren text preserved in served in two medievtwo medieval manuscral manuscripts, discipts, discovered in overed in the genizathe geniza of the Be o of the Benof the Ben Ezra syna Ezra synagogue in Cgogue in Cairo by Soairo by Solomon Schelomon Schechter in 1chter in 1896. Sever896. Several fragmenal fragmenal fragmentarfragmentary copies wy copies were later ere later found at Qfound at Qumran, indumran, indicating thicating the text orie text originated inginated in the 1st o th the 1st orthe 1st or 2nd centu 2nd century ry B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

A sectarian text preserved in two medieval manuscripts, discovered in the geniza 
of the Ben Ezra synagogue in Cairo by Solomon Schechter in 1896. Several 
fragmentary copies were later found at Qumran, indicating the text originated in 
the 1st or 2nd century B.C.E.

�Because thBecause the text empe text emphasizes thhasizes the sole lege sole legitimacy ofitimacy of the pries the priestly lineagtly lineage of Zadoke of Zadoe of Zadok, theZadok, the high prie high priest under Dst under David and Savid and Solomon, itolomon, it was first was first called th called the Zadokitee Zadokite Fragments F Fragments.Fragments. Because i Because it alludes t alludes to a sojouto a sojourn of the rn of the sect in Dasect in Damascus it mascus it is also cais also called the Dlled cacalled thecalled the Damascus  Damascus Document. Document. AbbreviateAbbreviated CD (Caird CD (Cairo Damascuso Damascus), the tex), the text from Cait fromt from Cairofrom Cairo is includ is included in colled in collections ofections of Dead Sea  Dead Sea Scroll texScroll texts.ts.ts.

Because the text emphasizes the sole legitimacy of the priestly lineage of 
Zadok, the high priest under David and Solomon, it was first called the Zadokite 
Fragments. Because it alludes to a sojourn of the sect in Damascus it is also 
called the Damascus Document. Abbreviated CD (Cairo Damascus), the text 
from Cairo is included in collections of Dead Sea Scroll texts.

�The text cThe text consists ofonsists of two parts two parts: Admoniti: Admonition and Lawon and Laws. The Adms. The Admonition reonition recounts thecourerecounts trecounts the historyhe history of the se of the sect — how ict — how it separatet separated from Isrd from Israel to theael to the wildernes wilderness and was s wilderneswildernesswilderness and was e and was eventually ventually led by theled by the Teacher o Teacher of Righteouf Righteousness. It sness. It also contaalso contains exhortinscontacontains econtains exhortationxhortations to the ms to the members of embers of the sect, the sect, designateddesignated as the So as the Sons of Lighns of Light, to sepat,LighLight, to Light, to separate tseparate themselves hemselves from transfrom transgressors ogressors of the law.f the law. The Laws  The Laws contain recontain regulations gureregulationregulations governins governing the commg the community, incunity, including entluding entrance intorance into the sect, the sect, purificat purification, titheionpurificatpurificatipurification, titheson, tithes, Sabbath,, Sabbath, and punis and punishment of thment of transgressoransgressors.rs.rs.

The text consists of two parts: Admonition and Laws. The Admonition 
recounts the history of the sect — how it separated from Israel to the 
wilderness and was eventually led by the Teacher of Righteousness. It also 
contains exhortations to the members of the sect, designated as the Sons of 
Light, to separate themselves from transgressors of the law. The Laws contain 
regulations governing the community, including entrance into the sect, 
purification, tithes, Sabbath, and punishment of transgressors.

�This documThis document shows ent shows many affinmany affinities withities with other Qum other Qumran texts,ran texts, in partic in particular the Rular tular the Rule othe Rule of the Commf the Community (1QSunity (1QS). Followi). Following Josephung Josephus’ comments’ comment that the  that the Essenes haEssenes Essenes haEssenes had two typed two types of commus of communities (nities (BJBJ 2.119–61) 2.119–61), many sch, many scholars beliolars believe the Rueve the Rueve the Rule of thRule of the Communite Community governedy governed the speci the specific group fic group of Essenesof Essenes living at living at Qumran wh Qumran w Qumran while the while the Zadokite FZadokite Fragments dragments directed thirected those who liose who lived in secved in sectarian comtarian communities smunities smunities spread thrspread throughout Isoughout Israel. How rael. How and when tand when the text wahe text was transmits transmitted from tted from the Qumran he Qumrhe Qumran comQumran community to munity to the Jewishthe Jewish community community in Cairo  in Cairo is not ceris not certain.tain.tain.

This document shows many affinities with other Qumran texts, in particular 
the Rule of the Community (1QS). Following Josephus’ comment that the 
Essenes had two types of communities (BJ 2.119–61), many scholars believe the 
Rule of the Community governed the specific group of Essenes living at Qumran 



while the Zadokite Fragments directed those who lived in sectarian communities 
spread throughout Israel. How and when the text was transmitted from the 
Qumran community to the Jewish community in Cairo is not certain.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. BaumJ. M. Baumgarten andgarten and D. R. Sch D. R. Schwartz, wartz, Damascus DDamascus Document, Wocument, Wocument, War ScrollWar Scroll, and Rela, and Related Documeted Documents,nts, vol. 2 in vol. 2 in  The Dead SThe Dead Sea Scroolsea Scrools,, ed. J. Ch ed. J. CharleswortharleswortChCharlesworCharlesworth (Louisvth (Louisville, 1995ille, 1995); S. Sche); S. Schechter, chter, Documents Documents of Jewish of Jewish Sectaries,Sectaries, 1:  1: Fragments FragmFragments Fragments of a Zadokof a Zadokite Workite Work (1910, re (1910, repr. New Yopr. New York, 1970).rk, 1970).
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DAMASCUS GDAMASCUS GATEATEATE

DAMASCUS GATE

The princiThe principal gate ipal gate in the nortn the northern wall hern wall of the modof the modern Old Ciern Old City of Jeruty of Jerusalem. Consalem. Constructed csConConstructeConstructed ca. 1538d ca. 1538–39 –39 C.E.C.E. by Suleim by Suleiman the Magan the Magnificent, nificent, it leads tit leads to the majoo the major north-sor nor north-soutnorth-south street, h street, the Cardo the Cardo Maximus ofMaximus of the Roman the Roman city Aeli city Aelia Capitolia Capitolina. The nana. The nana. The name derivname derives from thes from the early Che early Christian trristian tradition thadition that Paul deat Paul departed froparted from the citym the city by this g by by this gaby this gate en routte en route to Damase to Damascus (Acts cus (Acts 9). Its Ar9). Its Arabic name abic name is Bab is Bab el-{Amudel-{Amud (“Gate of (“G (“Gate of (“Gate of the Columnthe Column”), indica”), indicating the cting the column erecolumn erected there ted there by Hadrianby Hadrian and still and still standing  s standing wstanding when the Arhen the Arabs capturabs captured the cited the city in 638.y in 638.

The principal gate in the northern wall of the modern Old City of Jerusalem. 
Constructed ca. 1538–39 C.E. by Suleiman the Magnificent, it leads to the major 
north-south street, the Cardo Maximus of the Roman city Aelia Capitolina. The 
name derives from the early Christian tradition that Paul departed from the city 
by this gate en route to Damascus (Acts 9). Its Arabic name is Bab el-{Amud 
(“Gate of the Column”), indicating the column erected there by Hadrian and still 
standing when the Arabs captured the city in 638.

DANDAN (Heb.  (Heb. daœndaœn) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

DAN (Heb. daœn) (PERSON)

The fifth The fifth son of Jacson of Jacob and hisob and his first of  first of two with Btwo with Bilhah, Racilhah, Rachel’s maidhel’s maidservant (Gservant (Gen. 30:6).en. 3en. 30:6). The30:6). The close rel close relationship ationship between Dabetween Dan and his n and his brother Nabrother Naphtali is phtali is also a matalso a matter of geotematmatter of matter of geographicgeographic proximity proximity; the trib; the tribes occupiees occupied adjacentd adjacent areas of  areas of the camp dthe camp during the urdduring theduring the Exodus ma Exodus march (Num. rch (Num. 2:25-31) a2:25-31) and neighbond neighboring terriring territories in tories in the kingdothe kingdothe kingdom ofkingdom of Israel. Israel. Israel.

The fifth son of Jacob and his first of two with Bilhah, Rachel’s maidservant (Gen. 
30:6). The close relationship between Dan and his brother Naphtali is also a 
matter of geographic proximity; the tribes occupied adjacent areas of the camp 
during the Exodus march (Num. 2:25-31) and neighboring territories in the 
kingdom of Israel.

�Initially Initially the Danitethe Danites (Heb. s (Heb. haddaœniîhaddaœniî) attempte) attempted to settld to settle in the se in the south, in touth, in the vicinithtthe vicinithe vicinity of Zoraty of Zorah and Eshth and Eshtaol (Josh.aol (Josh. 19:40-48) 19:40-48). This att. This attempt faileempt failed in a regd in a region crowdeion crion crowded wicrowded with indigenth indigenous Amoritous Amorites (Judg. es (Judg. 1:34), imm1:34), immigrant Phiigrant Philistines (listines (chs. 13—16chs. 13—16), and Isr)13—1613—16), an13—16), and Israelitd Israelite groups se groups such as theuch as the Judahites Judahites (15:9–13) (15:9–13) and Ephra and Ephraimites (1:imites (1:35). As a 35(1:(1:35). As(1:35). As a result, a result, the Danit the Danites migratees migrated during td during the period he period of the judof the judges to theges to the extreme n ext extreme noextreme north (Judg.rth (Judg. 18; Josh. 18; Josh. 19:47). F 19:47). Five Daniteive Danite spies set spies set out, cons out, consulting a Lulting a Levite prieeviteLLevite priLevite priest in Mt.est in Mt. Ephraim a Ephraim along the wlong the way, and diay, and discovered Lscovered Laish, a ciaish, a city both rity both rich in resoch inch in resourcin resources and vules and vulnerable tonerable to attack (J attack (Judg. 18:7-udg. 18:7-10). A war10). A war party of  party of 600 warrio600 warriors soon fors warriowarriors swarriors soon followoon followed and tooed and took the cityk the city, which th, which they renamedey renamed in honor  in honor of their tof their tribal ancerttribal anctribal ancestor. Theestor. The Danites f Danites forced the orced the Levite priLevite priest to accest to accompany theompany them; he founm; he founded the sadfounfounded thfounded the sanctuare sanctuary at Dan (y at Dan (Judg. 18:3Judg. 18:30-31). The0-31). The Danite te Danite territory warritory was largely s largely confined tcoconfined tconfined to this sino this single urban gle urban center. Pocenter. Possibly, sossibly, some Danitesme Danites remained  remained in the souin the south, the coth,sousouth, thesouth, the core of w core of which Solomhich Solomon’s seconon’s second administd administrative disrative district may trict may have presehave preserved (1 Kgrpresepreserved preserved (1 Kgs. 4:(1 Kgs. 4:9).9).9).

Initially the Danites (Heb. haddaœniî) attempted to settle in the south, in 
the vicinity of Zorah and Eshtaol (Josh. 19:40-48). This attempt failed in a region 
crowded with indigenous Amorites (Judg. 1:34), immigrant Philistines (chs. 
13—16), and Israelite groups such as the Judahites (15:9–13) and Ephraimites 
(1:35). As a result, the Danites migrated during the period of the judges to the 
extreme north (Judg. 18; Josh. 19:47). Five Danite spies set out, consulting a 
Levite priest in Mt. Ephraim along the way, and discovered Laish, a city both rich 
in resources and vulnerable to attack (Judg. 18:7-10). A war party of 600 
warriors soon followed and took the city, which they renamed in honor of their 
tribal ancestor. The Danites forced the Levite priest to accompany them; he 
founded the sanctuary at Dan (Judg. 18:30-31). The Danite territory was largely 
confined to this single urban center. Possibly, some Danites remained in the 
south, the core of which Solomon’s second administrative district may have 
preserved (1 Kgs. 4:9).

�In many asIn many aspects the pects the Danites arDanites are unusual.e unusual. They appa They apparently didrently did not have  not have many clansmany cmany clans (onlclans (only one is ly one is listed; Numisted; Num. 26:42-43. 26:42-43), and som), and sometimes theetimes they are refey are referred to asrred to as a “clan”  a  a “clan” (a “clan” (misûpaœh�amisûpaœh�a®;®; Judg. 13: Judg. 13:2; 18:11) 2; 18:11) rather tharather than as a “trn as a “tribe.” The ibe.” The Danites weDanitesDanites weDanites were the onlre the only tribe why tribe who failed to failed to hold (Juo hold (Judg. 1:34-3dg. 1:34-35; Josh. 15; Josh. 19:47) or r9:47) or receive (Jueceirreceive (Jreceive (Judg. 18:1)udg. 18:1) a tribal  a tribal allotment.allotment. They are  They are criticizedcriticized in the So in the Song of Debong of Deborah for farah forah for failinfor failing to join g to join the Israelthe Israelite coalitite coalition againsion against the Canat the Canaanites (Juanites (Judg. 5:17).dg. 5:17). The best  The best The best knownbest known Danite, S Danite, Samson, wasamson, was the most  the most uncharacteuncharacteristic of ristic of the judgesthe judges (Judg. 13 (Judg. 13-16). The -1313-16). Th13-16). The tribal be tribal blessing inlessing in Gen. 49:1 Gen. 49:17 (“Dan sh7 (“Dan shall be a sall be a snake by thnake by the roadsidee roadside, a viper , a v, a viper alonviper along the pathg the path”) may ref”) may reflect a replect a reputation foutation for violencer violence (nothing  (nothing about the about the Danite conDanDanite conDanite conquest of Lquest of Laish belieaish belies such a rs such a reputation)eputation). Jacob’s . Jacob’s deathbed wdeathbed words aboutords about Dan (“Dan D Dan (“Dan Dan (“Dan shall judgshall judge his peope his people le as oneas one of the tr of the tribes of Isibes of Israel”; Genrael”; Gen. 49:16) h. 49:16) have an eniave anave an enigmatan enigmatic qualityic quality, and have, and have left some left some wondering wondering whether t whether the Daniteshe Danites lacked fu lacked full tribal llfufull tribafull tribal status al status at some poit some point.nt.nt.

In many aspects the Danites are unusual. They apparently did not have many 
clans (only one is listed; Num. 26:42-43), and sometimes they are referred to as 



a “clan” (misûpaœh�a®;  Judg. 13:2; 18:11) rather than as a “tribe.” The 
Danites were the only tribe who failed to hold (Judg. 1:34-35; Josh. 19:47) or 
receive (Judg. 18:1) a tribal allotment. They are criticized in the Song of Deborah 
for failing to join the Israelite coalition against the Canaanites (Judg. 5:17). The 
best known Danite, Samson, was the most uncharacteristic of the judges (Judg. 
13-16). The tribal blessing in Gen. 49:17 (“Dan shall be a snake by the roadside, a 
viper along the path”) may reflect a reputation for violence (nothing about the 
Danite conquest of Laish belies such a reputation). Jacob’s deathbed words about 
Dan (“Dan shall judge his people as one of the tribes of Israel”; Gen. 49:16) have 
an enigmatic quality, and have left some wondering whether the Danites lacked 
full tribal status at some point.

�Another quAnother question aboestion about the Danut the Danites is thites is their relatieir relationship to onship to other ethnother ethnic groups ic grouic groups witgroups with similar h similar names migrnames migrating in tating in the region he region near the enear the end of the nd of the 2nd millen2nd millennium. Greeniumillenmillenniummillennium. Greek re. Greek records namecords name the  the danaoi;danaoi; Phoenicia Phoenician records,n records, the  the dnym;dnym; and Egypt and Egy and Egyptian, Egyptian, the the denye[n]denye[n] and  and danuna.danuna. All may b All may be linked; e linked; the evidenthe evidence is incoce is inconclusive.nclusive.nclusive.

Another question about the Danites is their relationship to other ethnic 
groups with similar names migrating in the region near the end of the 2nd 
millennium. Greek records name the danaoi; Phoenician records, the dnym; and 
Egyptian, the denye[n] and danuna. All may be linked; the evidence is inconclusive.

�The GalileThe Galilean tribes an tribes fell to Tifell to Tiglath-pileglath-pileser III’s ser III’s Assyrian aAssyrian army in 732rmy in 732  B.C.E.B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kg (2 Kgs. 15:29Kgs. 15:29), and man), and many Danites y Danites were amongwere among the exile the exiles forced ts forced to resettleo resettle in Assyri in Assyria. The rema.AssyriAssyria. TAssyria. The remainihe remaining northerng northern tribes wn tribes went into eent into exile when xile when Samaria feSamaria fell a decadll a decade later. Te decaddecade latdecade later. The Daer. The Danites’ mignites’ migrations prrations probably endobably ended in the ed in the districts districts of Assyriaof Assyria...

The Galilean tribes fell to Tiglath-pileser III’s Assyrian army in 732 B.C.E. (2 
Kgs. 15:29), and many Danites were among the exiles forced to resettle in 
Assyria. The remaining northern tribes went into exile when Samaria fell a 
decade later. The Danites’ migrations probably ended in the districts of Assyria.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. MalamatA. Malamat, “The Dan, “The Danite Migratite Migration and thion and the Pan-Israe Pan-Israelite Exodelite Exodelite Exodus-ConExodus-Conquest,” quest,” BiblBibl 51 (1970) 51 (1970): 1–16; Y.: 1–16; Y. Yadin, “A Yadin, “And Dan, Whnd Dan, Why Did He Ry Did He Remain in SemainRRemain in Remain in Ships?” Ships?” AJBAAJBA 1 (1968–1 1 (1968–1971): 9–23971): 9–23...

Bibliography. A. Malamat, “The Danite Migration and the Pan-Israelite 
Exodus-Conquest,” Bibl 51 (1970): 1–16; Y. Yadin, “And Dan, Why Did He 
Remain in Ships?” AJBA 1 (1968–1971): 9–23.
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DANDAN (Heb.  (Heb. daœndaœn) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

DAN (Heb. daœn) (PLACE)

A city in A city in northern Gnorthern Galilee, inalilee, in the Huleh the Huleh Valley at Valley at the south the southwestern fowestern foot of Mt. ot of Mt. Hermon. OnHerHermon. OnHermon. One of the se of the springs whiprings which serves ch serves as a sourcas a source of the Je of the Jordan Riveordan River issues fr issues from under roffrom underfrom under Tel Dan/T Tel Dan/Tell ell el-Qa®d�iel-Qa®d�i (2112.294 (2112.2949), the si9), the site of the te of the ancient ciancient city. A majoty. A mty. A major nortmajor north-south roh-south road, connecad, connecting the Sting the Syrian cityyrian city of Qatna  of Qatna with the Gwith the Galilean cialilean city of Hazoty cicity of Hacity of Hazor, passezor, passed just wesd just west of Dan.t of Dan.t of Dan.

A city in northern Galilee, in the Huleh Valley at the southwestern foot of Mt. 
Hermon. One of the springs which serves as a source of the Jordan River issues 
from under Tel Dan/Tell el-Qa®d�i  (2112.2949), the site of the ancient city. A 
major north-south road, connecting the Syrian city of Qatna with the Galilean 
city of Hazor, passed just west of Dan.

�Second-milSecond-millennium Melennium Mesopotamiansopotamian and Egypt and Egyptian recordian records mention s mention the city othe city of Laish (“f Lf Laish (“LiLaish (“Lion”), the on”), the city’s namcity’s name before ie before its conquests conquest by the Dt by the Danites, whanites, who renamed o renamed it after tit it after tit after their ancesheir ancestor (Judg.tor (Judg. 18; “Lesh 18; “Leshem,” Josh.em,” Josh. 19:47). 19:47). 19:47).

Second-millennium Mesopotamian and Egyptian records mention the city of 
Laish (“Lion”), the city’s name before its conquest by the Danites, who renamed 
it after their ancestor (Judg. 18; “Leshem,” Josh. 19:47).

�Judg. 18 tJudg. 18 tells of thells of the foundinge founding of the ci of the city and of ty and of its sanctuits sanctuary. The Dary. The Danite conqanite conquerors brouconqconquerorsconquerors brought w brought with them aith them a levitical levitical priest an priest and cultic pd cultic paraphernalaraphernalia (Judg. ia (Judg. 18:19-20).18:118:19-20).18:19-20). A priesth A priesthood which ood which traced itstraced its roots to  roots to Moses (JudMoses (Judg. 18:30) g. 18:30) served at served at the Danitethethe Danitethe Danite shrine. A shrine. After the sfter the split of thplit of the monarchye monarchy, the Isra, the Israelite kingelite king Jeroboam  Jeroboam made the smadmade the smade the shrine of Dhrine of Dan (along an (along with Bethewith Bethel) one of l) one of the two sathe two sanctuaries nctuaries for the nofor the northern kinrnonorthern knorthern kingdom. Amingdom. Amos condemnos condemned these sed these shrines (Amhrines (Amos 8:14), os 8:14), in which Jin which Jeroboam ineroboaJJeroboam iJeroboam installed installed images of bmages of bull calvesull calves (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 12:29-30; 22:29-30; 2 Kgs. 10:2 Kgs. 10:29).9).9).

Judg. 18 tells of the founding of the city and of its sanctuary. The Danite 
conquerors brought with them a levitical priest and cultic paraphernalia (Judg. 
18:19-20). A priesthood which traced its roots to Moses (Judg. 18:30) served at 
the Danite shrine. After the split of the monarchy, the Israelite king Jeroboam 
made the shrine of Dan (along with Bethel) one of the two sanctuaries for the 
northern kingdom. Amos condemned these shrines (Amos 8:14), in which 
Jeroboam installed images of bull calves (1 Kgs. 12:29-30; 2 Kgs. 10:29).



�Dan was coDan was conquered bynquered by Ben-hadad Ben-hadad of Aram c of Aram ca. 900 a. 900 B.C.E.B.C.E. (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 15:20); thi5:20); this underscos us underscoreunderscores the peres the perennial thrennial threat Syria pat Syria posed to Daosed to Dan, which wn, which was much clas much closer to Daoser to Doser to Damascus tDamascus than to Samhan to Samaria, mucharia, much less Jeru less Jerusalem. Dansalem. Dan remained  remained Israelite Israelite until 732,until 732, when Tigl w when Tiglawhen Tiglath-pileserth-pileser III (Pul) III (Pul) ended the ended the Israelite Israelite era at Da era at Dan with hisn with his conquest  conquest of the Galof thof the Galilethe Galilee and subse and subsequent exiequent exile of manyle of many of its in of its inhabitants habitants (2 Kgs. 15(2 Kgs. 15:19, 29). :19, 29). There is aTherThere is aThere is archaeologirchaeological evidencal evidence for setce for settlement attlement at the site  the site through ththrough the Roman pee Roman period.rpeperiod.period.

Dan was conquered by Ben-hadad of Aram ca. 900 B.C.E. (1 Kgs. 15:20); this 
underscores the perennial threat Syria posed to Dan, which was much closer to 
Damascus than to Samaria, much less Jerusalem. Dan remained Israelite until 732, 
when Tiglath-pileser III (Pul) ended the Israelite era at Dan with his conquest of 
the Galilee and subsequent exile of many of its inhabitants (2 Kgs. 15:19, 29). 
There is archaeological evidence for settlement at the site through the Roman 
period.

Fragments Fragments A and B ofA and B of the Arama the Aramaic Tel Danic Tel Dan inscripti inscription, which on, which contains pcontains perhaps theerhaps theerhaps the only ethe only extrabiblicxtrabiblical referenal reference to the ce to the “house of “house of David” (David” (bwt dwdbwt dwd) (Tel Dan) (Tel Dan Excavatio Excava ExcavationExcavations, Hebrew s, Hebrew Union CollUnion College)ege)

Fragments A and B of the Aramaic Tel Dan inscription, which contains perhaps 
the only extrabiblical reference to the “house of David” (bwt dwd) (Tel Dan 
Excavations, Hebrew Union College)

�As a frontAs a frontier post, ier post, Dan was meDan was memorializedmorialized in the co in the common phrasmmon phrase “from Dae “from Dan to Beersn tn to Beersheto Beersheba” (e.g.,ba” (e.g., Judg. 20: Judg. 20:1; 1 Sam. 1; 1 Sam. 3:20) whic3:20) which marked, h marked, respectiverespectively, the noly, the northern andrthenonorthern anorthern and southernd southern limits on limits of Israel.f Israel.f Israel.

As a frontier post, Dan was memorialized in the common phrase “from Dan 
to Beersheba” (e.g., Judg. 20:1; 1 Sam. 3:20) which marked, respectively, the 
northern and southern limits of Israel.

�ExcavationExcavations at Tel Ds at Tel Dan, led byan, led by Avraham B Avraham Biran, haveiran, have uncovered uncovered remains o remains of the Israf thef the Israelthe Israelite sacredite sacred precinct  precinct and a 9th-and a 9th-century Arcentury Aramaic inscamaic inscription whription which mentioich mentions the “honsmentiomentions tmentions the “house he “house of David” of David” ((byt dwdbyt dwd), the sol), the sole extant ee extant extrabiblicxtrabiblical referenal reference to Kingce toce to King Dato King David.vid.vid.

Excavations at Tel Dan, led by Avraham Biran, have uncovered remains of 
the Israelite sacred precinct and a 9th-century Aramaic inscription which 
mentions the “house of David” (byt dwd), the sole extant extrabiblical reference 
to King David.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Biran, A. Biran, Biblical DBiblical Danan (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1994).m, 1994).m, 1994).

Bibliography. A. Biran, Biblical Dan (Jerusalem, 1994).
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DANCEDANCEDANCE

DANCE

Dance in tDance in the Bible ihe Bible is associats associated with vaed with various occarious occasions. Birsions. Birthdays (Mathdays (Matt. 14:6; tt. 14:6; Mark 6:21-MarkMark 6:21-Mark 6:21-22), weddi22), weddings (presungs (presuming that ming that Jer. 31:22Jer. 31:22 refers to refers to dancing a dancing as part of s part of a marriagea ma marriage cmarriage ceremony aneremony and that Matd that Matt. 11:17; t. 11:17; Luke 7:32 Luke 7:32 refer to Jrefer to Jesus as bresus as bridegroom),idegroom), and famil bridegroom),bridegroombridegroom), and fam), and family reunioily reunions (Luke 1ns (Luke 15:25) are 5:25) are all markedall marked by dancin by dancing. Overwheg. Overwheg. OverwhelmiOverwhelmingly, howengly, however, dancever, dance is associ is associated with ated with cultic evecultic events. The pnts. The prophets ofrophets of Baal perf ofof Baal peof Baal perform somerform some sort of l sort of limping danimping dance around ce around Elijah’s aElijah’s altar on Mtltar on Mt. Carmel i. Carmel in an attemn an an attemptan attempt to beseec to beseech their goh their god to appead to appear (1 Kgs. r (1 Kgs. 18:26); Aa18:26); Aaron and thron and the Israelite Israelites dance bes IsraelitIsraelitesIsraelites dance bef dance before the goore the golden calf lden calf at the basat the base of Mt. Se of Mt. Sinai (Exodinai (Exod. 32:6, 18. 32:6, 18-19); and -19); a-19); and David and David and the Isand the Israelites draelites dance beforance before the ark e the ark of the covof the covenant as ienant as it is brougt is brought to Jeruht tht to Jerusalto Jerusalem (2 Sam.em (2 Sam. 6:1-23; 1 6:1-23; 1 Chr. 13:1 Chr. 13:1-14; 15:1--14; 15:1-29). Danci29). Dancing more geng more generally innerally in praise of pr praise of praise of God is desGod is described in cribed in Ps. 26:6; Ps. 26:6; 87:7; 149:87:7; 149:3; 150:4, 3; 150:4, and dancinand dancing appears g appears as the antas thas the antiththe antithesis of moesis of mourning (Psurning (Ps. 30:11[MT. 30:11[MT 12]; Eccl 12]; Eccl. 3:4; Lam. 3:4; Lam. 5:15). G. 5:15). Given that iven that mourning imoumourning imourning is a rituals a ritualized behavized behavior in Isrior in Israelite relaelite religion, theigion, the dance jux dance juxtaposed totaposed to it should it sho it should be should be understoodunderstood as ritual as ritualized as weized as well. Also, ll. Also, the names the names of some Isof some Israelite feraelite festivals arstivfefestivals festivals are associare associated lexicated lexically with ally with dance: e.gdance: e.g., the Heb., the Hebrew verb rew verb paœsah�paœsah� (piel), “ (piel (piel), “t(piel), “to perform o perform a limping a limping dance,” isdance,” is the root  the root of “Pesachof “Pesach” or Passo” or Passover.ver.ver.

Dance in the Bible is associated with various occasions. Birthdays (Matt. 14:6; 
Mark 6:21-22), weddings (presuming that Jer. 31:22 refers to dancing as part of a 
marriage ceremony and that Matt. 11:17; Luke 7:32 refer to Jesus as 
bridegroom), and family reunions (Luke 15:25) are all marked by dancing. 
Overwhelmingly, however, dance is associated with cultic events. The prophets 
of Baal perform some sort of limping dance around Elijah’s altar on Mt. Carmel in 
an attempt to beseech their god to appear (1 Kgs. 18:26); Aaron and the 
Israelites dance before the golden calf at the base of Mt. Sinai (Exod. 32:6, 18-19); 
and David and the Israelites dance before the ark of the covenant as it is brought 
to Jerusalem (2 Sam. 6:1-23; 1 Chr. 13:1-14; 15:1-29). Dancing more generally in 
praise of God is described in Ps. 26:6; 87:7; 149:3; 150:4, and dancing appears as 
the antithesis of mourning (Ps. 30:11[MT 12]; Eccl. 3:4; Lam. 5:15). Given that 
mourning is a ritualized behavior in Israelite religion, the dance juxtaposed to it 
should be understood as ritualized as well. Also, the names of some Israelite 
festivals are associated lexically with dance: e.g., the Hebrew verb paœsah�  
(piel), “to perform a limping dance,” is the root of “Pesach” or Passover.

�Somewhat sSomewhat surprisinglurprisingly in Israey in Israel’s male-dl’s male-dominated rominated religion, teligion, two types owo types of cultic df cultic f cultic dancultic dancing appeacing appear to be thr to be the exclusive exclusive provincee province of women. of women. First, wo First, women dance men dance in celebraiin celebrain celebration of antion of an Israelite Israelite victory i victory in battle (n battle (Exod. 15:2Exod. 15:20-21; Judg0-21; Judg. 11:34; 1. 11:34; 1 Sam. 18:6 Sam. 1 Sam. 18:6-7; Jd18:6-7; Jdt. 15:12-1t. 15:12-13). While 3). While the religithe religious contexous context of such t of such dancing madancing may not be ry not be readily appeadrreadily apreadily apparent, itparent, it is import is important to remant to remember thatember that war in an war in ancient Isracient Israel was a sel was a sacred actiacressacred actsacred activity. A divity. A dance beforance before two armie two armies (Cant. es (Cant. 6:13[7:1])6:13[7:1]) and a dan and a dance of the ce of the virgin Isrvirgvirgin Isrvirgin Israel that cael that celebrates elebrates her restorher restoration in Zation in Zion (Jer. ion (Jer. 31:4) shou31:4) should probablld probably also be y alsoy also be unalso be understood aderstood as part of s part of the women’the women’s victory s victory dance traddance tradition. Theition. The “hand-dru “hand-dru “hand-drum“hand-drum” or “tamb” or “tambourine” (ourine” (toœp�toœp�) mentione) mentioned in Jer. d in Jer. 31:4 was a31:4 was a distincti distinctive instrumve inve instrumentinstrument of women’ of women’s victory s victory dances.dances.dances.

Somewhat surprisingly in Israel’s male-dominated religion, two types of 



cultic dancing appear to be the exclusive province of women. First, women dance 
in celebration of an Israelite victory in battle (Exod. 15:20-21; Judg. 11:34; 1 Sam. 
18:6-7; Jdt. 15:12-13). While the religious context of such dancing may not be 
readily apparent, it is important to remember that war in ancient Israel was a 
sacred activity. A dance before two armies (Cant. 6:13[7:1]) and a dance of the 
virgin Israel that celebrates her restoration in Zion (Jer. 31:4) should probably 
also be understood as part of the women’s victory dance tradition. The 
“hand-drum” or “tambourine” (toœp� ) mentioned in Jer. 31:4 was a distinctive 
instrument of women’s victory dances.

�Second, woSecond, women dance men dance as part ofas part of a cultic  a cultic revel at trevel at the annual he annual fall vineyfall vineyard festivard festivard festival (festival (Judg. 21:1Judg. 21:19-21; Jer.9-21; Jer. 31:12-13) 31:12-13). Although. Although the Mishn the Mishnah (ah (Ta{an.Ta{an. 4.8) relo 4.8) relocates thescaterelorelocates relocates these dancthese dances to earles to earlier in theier in the harvest s harvest season (theeason (the 15th of A 15th of Ab and Yom b and Yom Kippur), tKKippur), tKippur), this rabbinhis rabbinic source ic source makes cleamakes clear that ther that the tradition tradition of a wome of a women’s harvesn’s harvest dance ent dt dance endudance endures for thres for the better pe better part of a mart of a millennium.illennium.

Second, women dance as part of a cultic revel at the annual fall vineyard 
festival (Judg. 21:19-21; Jer. 31:12-13). Although the Mishnah (Ta{an. 4.8) 
relocates these dances to earlier in the harvest season (the 15th of Ab and Yom 
Kippur), this rabbinic source makes clear that the tradition of a women’s harvest 
dance endures for the better part of a millennium.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. H. EatoJ. H. Eaton, “Dancinn, “Dancing in the Og in the Old Testameld Testament,” nt,” ExpTimExpTim 86 (1975) 86 (197 86 (1975): 13(1975): 136–40; M. I6–40; M. I. Gruber, . Gruber, “Ten Dance“Ten Dance-Derived E-Derived Expressionsxpressions in the He in the Hebrew Biblebrew Bibbrew Bible,” Bible,” BiblBibl 62 (1981) 62 (1981): 328–46; : 328–46; repr. in Drepr. in D. Adams an. Adams and D. Apostd D. Apostolos-Cappaolos-Cappadona, eds.dona, eddona, eds., eds., Dance as RDance as Religious Seligious Studiestudies (New York (New York, 1990), 4, 1990), 48–66; C. L8–66; C. L. Meyers, . Meyers, “Of Drums “Of Drums“Of Drums and Drums and Damsels: WDamsels: Women’s Peromen’s Performance iformance in Ancient n Ancient Israel,” Israel,” BABA 54 (1991) 54 (1991): 16–27; J: 16–2: 16–27; J. 16–27; J. Sasson, “TSasson, “The Worshiphe Worship of the Go of the Golden Calf,lden Calf,” in” in Orient an Orient and Occidentd Occident,, ed. H. A. ed. H. A ed. H. A. HoffnerA. Hoffner. AOAT 22 . AOAT 22 (Neukirche(Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1n-Vluyn, 1973), 151–973), 151–59.59.59.

Bibliography. J. H. Eaton, “Dancing in the Old Testament,” ExpTim 86 
(1975): 136–40; M. I. Gruber, “Ten Dance-Derived Expressions in the Hebrew 
Bible,” Bibl 62 (1981): 328–46; repr. in D. Adams and D. Apostolos-Cappadona, 
eds., Dance as Religious Studies (New York, 1990), 48–66; C. L. Meyers, “Of 
Drums and Damsels: Women’s Performance in Ancient Israel,” BA 54 (1991): 
16–27; J. Sasson, “The Worship of the Golden Calf,” in Orient and Occident, ed. H. 
A. Hoffner. AOAT 22 (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1973), 151–59.
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DANIELDANIEL (Heb.  (Heb. daœni}eäl,daœni}eäl, daœniîyeä daœniîyeä}l}l)))

DANIEL (Heb. daœni}eäl, daœniîyeä}l)

�1.1. David’s s David’s second son,econd son, according according to the Ch to the Chronicler (ronicler (1 Chr. 3:11 Chr. 3:1). The aut). The author of thehor ohor of the booof the books of Samuks of Samuel remembeel remembers his namrs his name as Chilee as Chileab. Since ab. Since he does nohe does not figure it figure in the struniin the strin the struggle for uggle for successionsuccession to David’ to David’s throne (s throne (2 Sam. 9—12 Sam. 9—1 Kgs. 2),  Kgs. 2), he possiblhe possibly died befy dy died befordied before reachinge reaching maturity  maturity or was phyor was physically orsically or mentally  mentally incapacitaincapacitated.ted.ted.

1. David’s second son, according to the Chronicler (1 Chr. 3:1). The author 
of the books of Samuel remembers his name as Chileab. Since he does not figure 
in the struggle for succession to David’s throne (2 Sam. 9—1 Kgs. 2), he possibly 
died before reaching maturity or was physically or mentally incapacitated.

�2.2. A postexi A postexilic priestlic priest who retur who returned to thened to the land of I land of Israel in tsrael in the time ofhe time of Ezra (Ezr Ezra (E Ezra (Ezra 8:2)(Ezra 8:2). He was a. He was a descendan descendant of Ithamt of Ithamar and is ar and is possibly tpossibly the same Dahe same Daniel as thniel as the priest we pe priest whopriest who supported supported Nehemiah’ Nehemiah’s covenants covenant (Neh. 10: (Neh. 10:6).6).6).

2. A postexilic priest who returned to the land of Israel in the time of Ezra 
(Ezra 8:2). He was a descendant of Ithamar and is possibly the same Daniel as the 
priest who supported Nehemiah’s covenant (Neh. 10:6).

�3.3. A righteo A righteous and wisus and wise individue individual whom Ezal whom Ezekiel placekiel places in the es in the company ofcompany of Noah and  No Noah and JNoah and Job (Ezek. ob (Ezek. 14:14, 20;14:14, 20; 28:3). Al 28:3). Although thethough the name is v name is vocalized “ocalized “Daniel” byDaniel” by the Masor t the Masorethe Masoretes and bytes and by most Engl most English translish translations, thations, the Hebrew se Hebrew spelling supelling suggests “Daggests “Danel” is mon“Da“Danel” is“Danel” is more corr more correct. Thus,ect. Thus, there may there may be a conn be a connection betection between Ezekiween Ezekiel’s Danelel’s Daneel’s Danel and Danel and the Danel the Danel of the Aqhof the Aqhat text frat text from Ugarit om Ugarit (2nd mille(2nd millennium nnium B.C.B.C.), an este), an esteemed judgeemesteesteemed jesteemed judge who pudge who protected trotected the rights he rights of widows of widows and orphanand orphans. The cons. The connection isnection conconnectionconnection is more p is more plausible wlausible when one cohen one considers thnsiders that Ezekielat Ezekiel alludes t alludes to Danel ino Danel in an oracle a an oracle an oracle against Tyagainst Tyre (Ezek. re (Ezek. 28), for t28), for the culturehe cultures of Ugaris of Ugarit and Tyret and Tyre were both were both Canaanite Ca Canaanite.Canaanite.

3. A righteous and wise individual whom Ezekiel places in the company of 
Noah and Job (Ezek. 14:14, 20; 28:3). Although the name is vocalized “Daniel” by 
the Masoretes and by most English translations, the Hebrew spelling suggests 
“Danel” is more correct. Thus, there may be a connection between Ezekiel’s 
Danel and the Danel of the Aqhat text from Ugarit (2nd millennium B.C.), an 
esteemed judge who protected the rights of widows and orphans. The 
connection is more plausible when one considers that Ezekiel alludes to Danel in 
an oracle against Tyre (Ezek. 28), for the cultures of Ugarit and Tyre were both 
Canaanite.



�4.4. The hero  The hero of the booof the book that beak that bears his namrs his name. The booe. The book of Daniek of Daniel tells ofl tells of a Jewish  a Jew a Jewish youJewish youth who wasth who was taken int taken into exile ino exile in Babylon,  Babylon, where the where the BabylonianBabylonians trained s trained him to serhhim to serhim to serve as one ve as one of the kinof the king’s counseg’s counselors.lors.lors.

4. The hero of the book that bears his name. The book of Daniel tells of a 
Jewish youth who was taken into exile in Babylon, where the Babylonians trained 
him to serve as one of the king’s counselors.

�Although sAlthough some storieome stories about Das about Daniel mightniel might date to e date to earlier cenarlier centuries, thturies, the book of e booke book of Dabook of Daniel was cniel was completed iompleted in the 2nd n the 2nd century century B.C.B.C. While the While there may havre may have been a De beene been a Danbeen a Daniel of theiel of the 6th centu 6th century, the trry, the traditions haditions have been save been shaped by chaped by concerns ofoncerns of the later t the later the later era. The bera. The book was wrook was written to eitten to encourage Jncourage Jews who weews who were being pre being persecuted ersecuteppersecutedpersecuted by the Se by the Seleucid kinleucid king Antiochug Antiochus IV Epiphs IV Epiphanes. His anes. His officers fofficers forced Jewsorced Jews to eat un to to eat uncto eat unclean food,lean food, such as p such as pork, and tork, and thus the sthus the story of howory of how Daniel an Daniel and his fried his friends would ndsfriefriends wofriends would not deuld not defile themsfile themselves withelves with the king’ the king’s food wass food was a reminde a reminder to the Jr to the Jews to obsewJJews to obJews to observe the serve the dietary ladietary laws (ch. 1)ws (ch. 1). Soldiers. Soldiers required  required Jews to woJews to worship the rship the Greek godsGreGreek godsGreek gods or die, a or die, and thus thnd thus the stories e stories of the fieof the fiery furnacery furnace (ch. 3) a (ch. 3) and Daniel nd Daniel in the lioin thin the lions’the lions’ den (ch.  den (ch. 6) encoura6) encouraged faithfged faithfulness to ulness to God, whichGod, which would lea would lead to divind to divine deliverae de deliverancdeliverance, or marte, or martyrdom (3:1yrdom (3:17–18) with7–18) with the hope  the hope of resurreof resurrection (12:ction (12:1–4).1–4).1–4).

Although some stories about Daniel might date to earlier centuries, the 
book of Daniel was completed in the 2nd century B.C. While there may have 
been a Daniel of the 6th century, the traditions have been shaped by concerns of 
the later era. The book was written to encourage Jews who were being 
persecuted by the Seleucid king Antiochus IV Epiphanes. His officers forced Jews 
to eat unclean food, such as pork, and thus the story of how Daniel and his 
friends would not defile themselves with the king’s food was a reminder to the 
Jews to observe the dietary laws (ch. 1). Soldiers required Jews to worship the 
Greek gods or die, and thus the stories of the fiery furnace (ch. 3) and Daniel in 
the lions’ den (ch. 6) encouraged faithfulness to God, which would lead to divine 
deliverance, or martyrdom (3:17–18) with the hope of resurrection (12:1–4).

�Like the DLike the Danel of olanel of old, Daniel d, Daniel was noted was noted for his rifor his righteousnesghteousness and wisds and wisdom. Like Jom. Likom. Like JosepLike Joseph, he coulh, he could interpred interpret dreams, t dreams, which resuwhich resulted in hilted in his promotios promotion to a hign to a high positionh ph position aposition at court (Dt court (Dan. 2:48; an. 2:48; 5:29). Jus5:29). Just as Mosest as Moses and Aaron and Aaron displayed displayed more powe more power to work rpowepower to wpower to work wonderork wonders than thes than the Egyptian  Egyptian magicians,magicians, Daniel ex Daniel exhibited mohibited more power tre powere power to rpower to reveal secreveal secret things et things than all othan all of the Babyf the Babylonian maglonian magicians, coicians, conjurers, snjurers, sorcerers, orcessorcerers,sorcerers, and Chald and Chaldeans (chs.eans (chs. 2, 4, 5). 2, 4, 5). God also  God also gave Daniegave Daniel his own l his own visions (cvisions (chs. 7–12),hs. 7hs. 7–12), whi7–12), which predictch predict the end o the end of the Selef the Seleucid kingducid kingdom, the coom, the coming of Goming of God’s kingdod’s kingdod’s kingdom (ckingdom (ch. 7), theh. 7), the resurrect resurrection of theion of the dead, and dead, and the final the final judgment  judgment (ch. 12). (ch. 12). Daniel is DaniDaniel is Daniel is mentioned mentioned in the NT in the NT at Matt. 2at Matt. 24:15.4:15.4:15.

Like the Danel of old, Daniel was noted for his righteousness and wisdom. 
Like Joseph, he could interpret dreams, which resulted in his promotion to a high 
position at court (Dan. 2:48; 5:29). Just as Moses and Aaron displayed more 
power to work wonders than the Egyptian magicians, Daniel exhibited more 
power to reveal secret things than all of the Babylonian magicians, conjurers, 
sorcerers, and Chaldeans (chs. 2, 4, 5). God also gave Daniel his own visions (chs. 
7–12), which predict the end of the Seleucid kingdom, the coming of God’s 
kingdom (ch. 7), the resurrection of the dead, and the final judgment (ch. 12). 
Daniel is mentioned in the NT at Matt. 24:15.
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DANIEL, ADDANIEL, ADDITIONS TODITIONS TO

DANIEL, ADDITIONS TO

The “additThe “additions” to tions” to the MT of Dhe MT of Daniel are aniel are various tevarious texts found xts found in Greek vin Greek versions ofersions of the book  t the book othe book of Daniel. f Daniel. SupplementSupplementing the Heing the Hebrew/Aramabrew/Aramaic text ofic text of Daniel, t Daniel, they “interhey “interhey “interpret“interpret” it by ad” it by adding spokeding spoken texts ton texts to the narra the narrative in Dative in Dan. 3 and bn. 3 and by expandiny expanding the charg tg the characthe characterizationterization of Daniel of Daniel with two  with two more storimore stories about hes about him. These im. These additions additions represent rerepresent represent different different genres: twgenres: two tales (Bo tales (Bel and theel and the Serpent;  Serpent; Susanna), Susanna), one prayerone prayer (the Pray (th (the Praye(the Prayer of Azarir of Azariah), and oah), and one praise ne praise song (Songsong (Song of the Th of the Three Young ree Young Men). AlthMen). Although a SemoAlthAlthough aAlthough a Semitic o Semitic original isriginal is widely pr widely presumed foresumed for each of t each of the texts, he texts, they are ethey are extant onlyxtaneextant onlextant only in Greeky in Greek versions: versions: the Old G the Old Greek (closreek (closer to LXX)er to LXX) and Theod and Theodotion (retotion (reotion (returning(returning towards t towards the MT). Sihe MT). Since the OGnce the OG (LXX) tra (LXX) translation pnslation probably ocrobably occurred in curred incurred in Alexandin Alexandria ca. 10ria ca. 100 0 B.C.E.B.C.E., these te, these texts shouldxts should predate t predate that era, yhat era, yet each teet each text may offxt may xt may offer may offer further hifurther hints about nts about its provenits provenance. The ance. The OG seems tOG seems to have arro have arranged the anged theanged the texts the texts in this orin this order: Danieder: Daniel, Bel, anl, Bel, and Susanna.d Susanna. Apparentl Apparently, Theodoty, Theodotion had a ion had a different diffdifferent different order: Susorder: Susanna, Danianna, Daniel, and Beel, and Bel.l.l.

The “additions” to the MT of Daniel are various texts found in Greek versions of 
the book of Daniel. Supplementing the Hebrew/Aramaic text of Daniel, they 
“interpret” it by adding spoken texts to the narrative in Dan. 3 and by expanding 
the characterization of Daniel with two more stories about him. These additions 
represent different genres: two tales (Bel and the Serpent; Susanna), one prayer 
(the Prayer of Azariah), and one praise song (Song of the Three Young Men). 
Although a Semitic original is widely presumed for each of the texts, they are 
extant only in Greek versions: the Old Greek (closer to LXX) and Theodotion 
(returning towards the MT). Since the OG (LXX) translation probably occurred 
in Alexandria ca. 100 B.C.E., these texts should predate that era, yet each text 
may offer further hints about its provenance. The OG seems to have arranged 



the texts in this order: Daniel, Bel, and Susanna. Apparently, Theodotion had a 
different order: Susanna, Daniel, and Bel.

�The storieThe stories are not s are not very signivery significant in ficant in Jewish traJewish tradition, sodition, so they are  they are consideredconsideredconsideredconsidered as “apocr as “apocryphal” in yphal” in ProtestantProtestant circles,  circles, while Romawhile Roman Catholicn Catholics include s include them as deththem as dethem as deuterocanonuterocanonical and Oical and Orthodox rerthodox read them asad them as part of t part of the LXX. Jehe LXX. Jerome used rome usrome used the Hused the Hebrew textebrew text as the ba as the basis for hisis for his Latin trs Latin translation,anslation, but he al but he also translaso translated these ted tted these addithese additions and tions and noted theinoted their differenr differences from tces from the Hebrew he Hebrew in a prefain a preface; since ce; since the prefacththe prefacthe preface is usuale is usually omittedly omitted in later  in later reprintingreprintings, many cos, many considered tnsidered the additiohe additions an intens anns an integraan integral part of l part of the Vulgatthe Vulgate. Contempe. Contemporary Biblorary Bibles generales generally place tly place the storieshe stories of Susann of  of Susannaof Susanna and Bel a and Bel as chs. 13 s chs. 13 and 14 resand 14 respectively.pectively. The trans The translations inlations in the NRSV  the NRSV and NAB baanand NAB baand NAB basically fosically follow the tllow the translationranslation of Theodo of Theodotion rathetion rather than ther than the OG (LXX). OG (LXX) OG (LXX).(LXX).

The stories are not very significant in Jewish tradition, so they are 
considered as “apocryphal” in Protestant circles, while Roman Catholics include 
them as deuterocanonical and Orthodox read them as part of the LXX. Jerome 
used the Hebrew text as the basis for his Latin translation, but he also translated 
these additions and noted their differences from the Hebrew in a preface; since 
the preface is usually omitted in later reprintings, many considered the additions 
an integral part of the Vulgate. Contemporary Bibles generally place the stories 
of Susanna and Bel as chs. 13 and 14 respectively. The translations in the NRSV 
and NAB basically follow the translation of Theodotion rather than the OG 
(LXX).

Prayer of Prayer of AzariahAzariah

Prayer of Azariah

This prayeThis prayer (3:24–45r (3:24–45[Eng. 1–22[Eng. 1–22]) and the]) and the following following song (3:5 song (3:52–90[29–682–90[29–68]) follow ]) follow the narrattthe narratthe narrative about ive about three younthree young Jewish mg Jewish men thrown en thrown into a fieinto a fiery furnacery furnace in Babylo in Babylon because n BabyloBabylon beBabylon because theycause they had refus had refused to reveed to revere a stature a statue that Nebe that Nebuchadnezzauchadnezzar had erecr had erer had erected foerected for that purr that purpose. Thespose. These two addie two additions falltions fall between 3 between 3:23 and 3::23 and 3:24 in the 24 in the Masoretic MaMasoretic Masoretic tradition;tradition; they are  they are joined by joined by a prose ada prose addition (3:dition (3:46–51[23–246–51[23–28]).8]).8]).

This prayer (3:24–45[Eng. 1–22]) and the following song (3:52–90[29–68]) follow 
the narrative about three young Jewish men thrown into a fiery furnace in 
Babylon because they had refused to revere a statue that Nebuchadnezzar had 
erected for that purpose. These two additions fall between 3:23 and 3:24 in the 
Masoretic tradition; they are joined by a prose addition (3:46–51[23–28]).

�Azariah’s Azariah’s prayer resprayer resembles a tembles a type commonype common in the Se in the Second Templcond Temple period, e period, wherein a whewherein a wherein a request forequest for deliverar deliverance and vince and vindication ndication is set in is set in the framewthe framework of a pork of a prayer thatraypprayer thaprayer that also cont also contains conftains confessions ofessions of divine ju divine justice and stice and mercy, of mercy, of human sin,human sin, descripti des descriptiodescriptions of the ns of the present hupresent humiliation,miliation, a reminde a reminder of God’sr of God’s covenanta covenantal promisesl promises, and a pr, promisespromises, promises, and a promand a promise of conise of contrition ontrition on the part  the part of sinnersof sinners (cf. Ezra (cf. Ezra 9:6-15; N 9:6-15; Neh. 1:5-11eh. NNeh. 1:5-1Neh. 1:5-11; 9:5-37;1; 9:5-37; Dan. 9:4- Dan. 9:4-19; Bar. 119; Bar. 1:15-3:8; P:15-3:8; Ps. 106). Is. 106). In many wayn many ways this pras this prayer also ryer ayer also reminalso reminds one of ds one of Communal LCommunal Lament Psalament Psalms (e.g. Pms (e.g. Pss. 44, 74ss. 44, 74, 79). An , 79). An unusual feunusual feature in tafefeature infeature in this pray this prayer is the er is the reference reference to “an unjto “an unjust king, ust king, the most wthe most wicked in aicked in all the worll thell the world”the world” (3:32[9]) (3:32[9]); this wor; this wording may hding may hint at Antint at Antiochus Epiiochus Epiphanes andphanes and the Macca the Maccabean era (bMaccaMaccabean Maccabean era (similera (similarly v. 44arly v. 44[21]).[21]).[21]).

Azariah’s prayer resembles a type common in the Second Temple period, 
wherein a request for deliverance and vindication is set in the framework of a 
prayer that also contains confessions of divine justice and mercy, of human sin, 
descriptions of the present humiliation, a reminder of God’s covenantal 
promises, and a promise of contrition on the part of sinners (cf. Ezra 9:6-15; 
Neh. 1:5-11; 9:5-37; Dan. 9:4-19; Bar. 1:15-3:8; Ps. 106). In many ways this prayer 
also reminds one of Communal Lament Psalms (e.g. Pss. 44, 74, 79). An unusual 
feature in this prayer is the reference to “an unjust king, the most wicked in all 
the world” (3:32[9]); this wording may hint at Antiochus Epiphanes and the 
Maccabean era (similarly v. 44[21]).

�This prayeThis prayer fits ther fits the narrative narrative context o context of Daniel af Daniel awkwardly, wkwardly, since the since the predicamenpredicampredicamenpredicament of the tt of the three younghree young men occur men occurred in spired in spite of theite of their apparentr apparent innocence innocence innocence innocence before Godbefore God; in fact,; in fact, some cons some consider theirider their persevera perseverance as a pnce as a precursor trecursor to the martotto the marto the martyr tradittyr tradition. Howevion. However, if theer, if the text come text comes from thes from the Maccabean Maccabean era this  era this prayer woupprayer wouprayer would better ld better fit that sfit that setting andetting and the text  the text of Dan. 7-of Dan. 7-12. Many s12. Many scholars archolars argue for a guearargue for argue for a Semitic a Semitic original, original, and recentand recent commentar commentary favors Hy favors Hebrew overebrew over Aramaic a Aramaic  Aramaic asAramaic as the langu the language of comage of composition. position. The prose The prose interlude interlude after thisafter this prayer sh prayer shows no eviowshshows no eshows no evidence ofvidence of a Semitic a Semitic original, original, so it may so it may have been have been composed  composed at the timat the time the prayetimtime the ptime the prayer and rayer and hymn were hymn were incorporatincorporated into Heed into Hebrew/Aramabrew/Aramaic Daniel;ic Daniel; then it w then it then it would sit would serve to inerve to introduce thtroduce the followine following hymn.g hymn.

This prayer fits the narrative context of Daniel awkwardly, since the 
predicament of the three young men occurred in spite of their apparent 
innocence before God; in fact, some consider their perseverance as a precursor 
to the martyr tradition. However, if the text comes from the Maccabean era this 
prayer would better fit that setting and the text of Dan. 7-12. Many scholars 
argue for a Semitic original, and recent commentary favors Hebrew over 
Aramaic as the language of composition. The prose interlude after this prayer 
shows no evidence of a Semitic original, so it may have been composed at the 
time the prayer and hymn were incorporated into Hebrew/Aramaic Daniel; then 
it would serve to introduce the following hymn.



Song of thSong of the Three Yoe Three Young Menung Men

Song of the Three Young Men

This song This song of praise of praise to God forto God for deliveran deliverance from thce from the furnace e furnace resembles resembles the genre the genre known as hkknown as hknown as hymns in reymns in recent Psalmcent Psalm study. It study. It begins wi begins with six verth six verses declarses declaring God’s ing God’s glory (“blgloglory (“blglory (“blessed are essed are you/your nyou/your name, etc.”ame, etc.”; 3:52–57[; 3:52–57[29–34]); t29–34]); this resembhis resembles the inles the introductiontroinintroductiintroduction in Ps. on in Ps. 144:1. It 144:1. It also correalso corresponds welsponds well with a ll with a line in theine in the MT of Dan MT of Daniel where iel wiel where Nebuwhere Nebuchadnezzarchadnezzar is led to is led to praise th praise the Lord afte Lord after he witner he witnessed the essed the saving of saving of these men:ththese men:these men: “Blessed  “Blessed be the Godbe the God of Shadra of Shadrach, Meshacch, Meshach, and Abeh, and Abednego, whodnego, who has sent  has sen has sent his asent his angel and dngel and delivered helivered his servantis servants” (3:28).s” (3:28). The hymn  The hymn continues continues with typicwith typical imperatal ial imperativeimperatives to praiss to praise (“bless e (“bless the Lord”)the Lord”) addressed addressed to almost to almost all creat all creation in theion in the heavens a hea heavens anheavens and on the ed on the earth (3:58arth (3:58–89[35–66]–89[35–66]); that fi); that fire and heare and heat should pt should praise God raise God directly addirectly adirectly after the lfter the liberation iberation from the ffrom the fiery furnaiery furnace providece provides an apt as an apt and ironic nd ironic connectionconneconnectionconnection with MT D with MT Daniel. In aniel. In form, thisform, this hymn rese hymn resembles Pss.mbles Pss. 136, 148. 136, 148. The comma The comm The commands tcommands to praise Go praise God in thisod in this song can  song can be dividedbe divided by conten by content into fout into four categorir categories: (1) heecategoricategoriescategories: (1) heav: (1) heavenly bodieenly bodies (3:59–64s (3:59–64[36–41]); [36–41]); (2) elemen(2) elements of natuts of nature (3:65–7re (3:65–74[42–51]);4[(3:65–7(3:65–74[4(3:65–74[42–51]); (32–51]); (3) earth an) earth and its bodid its bodies (3:75–8es (3:75–83[52–59]);3[52–59]); and (4) h and (4) human beinguman beings (3:83–91s beingbeings (3:beings (3:83–91[60–683–91[60–68]). An an8]). An antiphonal rtiphonal refrain (“sefrain (“sing praiseing praise to him an to him and highly ed highly exalt him fxalteexalt him exalt him forever”) forever”) is also fois also found in eacund in each verse, ah verse, and it resend it resembles the mbles the response fresponse found throuounffound throfound throughout Ps.ughout Ps. 136: “for 136: “for his stead his steadfast love fast love endures foendures forever.” Surever.” Such antiphoch antiphons remind nsantiphoantiphons antiphons remind oneremind one of a wors of a worship settinhip setting.g.g.

This song of praise to God for deliverance from the furnace resembles the genre 
known as hymns in recent Psalm study. It begins with six verses declaring God’s 
glory (“blessed are you/your name, etc.”; 3:52–57[29–34]); this resembles the 
introduction in Ps. 144:1. It also corresponds well with a line in the MT of Daniel 
where Nebuchadnezzar is led to praise the Lord after he witnessed the saving of 
these men: “Blessed be the God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, who has 
sent his angel and delivered his servants” (3:28). The hymn continues with typical 
imperatives to praise (“bless the Lord”) addressed to almost all creation in the 
heavens and on the earth (3:58–89[35–66]); that fire and heat should praise God 
directly after the liberation from the fiery furnace provides an apt and ironic 
connection with MT Daniel. In form, this hymn resembles Pss. 136, 148. The 
commands to praise God in this song can be divided by content into four 
categories: (1) heavenly bodies (3:59–64[36–41]); (2) elements of nature 
(3:65–74[42–51]); (3) earth and its bodies (3:75–83[52–59]); and (4) human 
beings (3:83–91[60–68]). An antiphonal refrain (“sing praise to him and highly 
exalt him forever”) is also found in each verse, and it resembles the response 
found throughout Ps. 136: “for his steadfast love endures forever.” Such 
antiphons remind one of a worship setting.

�Questions Questions about the about the date of codate of composition mposition should alsshould also considero consider the way o the way of describif desf describingdescribing the era:  the era: the templethe temple serves as serves as the place the place of worshi of worship, and no p, and no persecutiopersecution of Jews n on of Jews isof Jews is apparent. apparent. The Song  The Song of the Throf the Three Young Mee Young Men has fouen has found a Chrisnd a Christian liturtian liturgical usaggliturliturgicalliturgical usage in  usage in the Liturgthe Liturgy of the Hy of the Hours, as aours, as a canticle  canticle parallelinparalleling some of g some of the Psalmsthe Psathe Psalms sunPsalms sung or recitg or recited in the ed in the office.office.

Questions about the date of composition should also consider the way of 
describing the era: the temple serves as the place of worship, and no persecution 
of Jews is apparent. The Song of the Three Young Men has found a Christian 
liturgical usage in the Liturgy of the Hours, as a canticle paralleling some of the 
Psalms sung or recited in the office.

SusannaSusanna

Susanna

This storyThis story about Dan about Daniel savingiel saving Susanna,  Susanna, a Babylonia Babylonian Jewish an Jewish woman, begwoman, begins by desins by describing thcdesdescribingdescribing the lust  the lust of two Jewof two Jewish eldersish elders for the w for the wife of theife of their colleagir colleague and friue and friend, Joakiend, Jend, Joakim (vvJoakim (vv. 1–14). S. 1–14). Soon they doon they discover thiscover that each shat each shares the sares the same desireame desires, so theys, so they concoct a co concoct a concoct a plot to trplot to trap her intap her into having so having sexual relaexual relations withtions with them whil them while she is be she is bathing aloathibbathing albathing alone in herone in her garden: t garden: they will they will threaten tohreaten to accuse he accuse her of adultr of adultery with aery with a young man you young man young man in the garin the garden if sheden if she refuses t refuses them (vv. 1hem (vv. 15–27). But5–27). But she does  she does refuse, prrefuse, preferring tefeprpreferringpreferring to fall i to fall into their nto their wicked injwicked injustice thaustice than to sin in to sin in God’s eyn God’s eyes. So in es. So in a public ta publica public tripublic trial she is al she is charged wicharged with adulterth adultery, the seny, the sentence for tence for which is dwhich is death (vv. eath (vv. 28–41). Mo28–4128–41). Mo28–41). Modern readedern readers may be rs may be amazed thaamazed that the two t the two judges alsjudges also give theo give the witness a witness a witness against heagainst her, and thar, and that she is nt she is never allowever allowed to speaed to speak at the tk at the trial; but rial; but she does rshe does raise her eaise haise her eyes ther eyes to heaven, o heaven, because shbecause she trusts ie trusts in God. Aftn God. After the asser the assembly acceembly accepts the tepts the testimony ofsttetestimony testimony of the eldof the elders and coers and condemns herndemns her to death, to death, Susanna p Susanna prays a lourays a loud prayer od prayer od prayer of complaiof complaint to God,nt to God, who knows who knows all, that all, that she has b she has been falseleen falsely accused y accused of actionsof actions she did n sh she did noshe did not commit at commit and is abound is about to die dt to die despite herespite her innocence innocence. Finally,. Finally, a young m a young man named Danmman named man named Daniel is Daniel is led by a sled by a spirit of Gpirit of God to try od to try to save thto save this innocenis innocent woman, wt woman, which he achwwhich he awhich he accomplisheccomplishes by a wils by a wily process y process of interroof interrogation of gation of the two elthe two elders, showders, showing how thinshowshowing hoshowing how they havw they have given coe given conflicting nflicting versions oversions of an imporf an important detaitant detail: under wl: under what tree dhawwhat tree what tree did this odid this occur? As accur? As a result, D result, Daniel convaniel convicts them icts them of their cof their crime (vv. rime (vv. 42–64). Th42–642–64). Th42–64). The “whole ce “whole congregatioongregation” rises un” rises up against p against the two elthe two elders and eders and executes thxecutes them, thus seththem, thusthem, thus saving th saving the innocente innocent blood of  blood of Susanna. SSusanna. She receivehe receives praise fs praise from her parom her parents and repaparents anparents and husband,d husband, and Danie and Daniel rises inl rises in stature w stature with the peith the people from ople from that day.that day.that day.

This story about Daniel saving Susanna, a Babylonian Jewish woman, begins by 
describing the lust of two Jewish elders for the wife of their colleague and friend, 
Joakim (vv. 1–14). Soon they discover that each shares the same desires, so they 
concoct a plot to trap her into having sexual relations with them while she is 
bathing alone in her garden: they will threaten to accuse her of adultery with a 
young man in the garden if she refuses them (vv. 15–27). But she does refuse, 
preferring to fall into their wicked injustice than to sin in God’s eyes. So in a 
public trial she is charged with adultery, the sentence for which is death (vv. 
28–41). Modern readers may be amazed that the two judges also give the witness 
against her, and that she is never allowed to speak at the trial; but she does raise 
her eyes to heaven, because she trusts in God. After the assembly accepts the 



testimony of the elders and condemns her to death, Susanna prays a loud prayer 
of complaint to God, who knows all, that she has been falsely accused of actions 
she did not commit and is about to die despite her innocence. Finally, a young 
man named Daniel is led by a spirit of God to try to save this innocent woman, 
which he accomplishes by a wily process of interrogation of the two elders, 
showing how they have given conflicting versions of an important detail: under 
what tree did this occur? As a result, Daniel convicts them of their crime (vv. 
42–64). The “whole congregation” rises up against the two elders and executes 
them, thus saving the innocent blood of Susanna. She receives praise from her 
parents and husband, and Daniel rises in stature with the people from that day.

�Several thSeveral theological eological motifs gramotifs grace this stce this story. God iory. God is all-knows all-knowing Lord oing Lord of the Univf the Unf the Universe, Universe, as well asas well as Lord of h Lord of history andistory and savior of savior of individua individuals who arels who are righteous righteous. God resp. Go. God responGod responds to the ds to the outcry of outcry of the oppresthe oppressed (as insed (as in the Exodu the Exodus). A holys). A holy spirit in spirit inhabits thehaininhabits tinhabits the young Dhe young Daniel, andaniel, and God’s sav God’s saving activiing activity occurs ty occurs through hithrough his boldnesss boldness and his i an and his inand his investigatiovestigation in the mn in the mold of a told of a trickster. rickster. God also aGod also allows the llows the wicked to wicked to receive asrecereceive asreceive as punishmen punishment what thet what they had plany had planned againsned against an innoct an innocent woman,ent woman, the other the othe the other aspeother aspect of a sact of a saving God. ving God. This storyThis story elevates  elevates the characthe characters of grters of great indivieat individuals and dualsindiviindividualindividuals and leavs and leaves them ases them as role mode role models.ls.ls.

Several theological motifs grace this story. God is all-knowing Lord of the 
Universe, as well as Lord of history and savior of individuals who are righteous. 
God responds to the outcry of the oppressed (as in the Exodus). A holy spirit 
inhabits the young Daniel, and God’s saving activity occurs through his boldness 
and his investigation in the mold of a trickster. God also allows the wicked to 
receive as punishment what they had planned against an innocent woman, the 
other aspect of a saving God. This story elevates the characters of great 
individuals and leaves them as role models.

�The story The story described described here comeshere comes from the  from the version ofversion of Theodotio Theodotion, which dn, which differs coniffeddiffers codiffers considerablynsiderably from the  from the OG in lengOG in length, amountth, amount of detail of detail, and orde, and order of conter of contents. The Ontcontecontents. contents. The OG putThe OG puts far lesss far less emphasis  emphasis on Susannaon Susanna as a char as a character, focacter, focusing moreusing more on the si moremore on thmore on the sins of e sins of the eldersthe elders. Details . Details of her batof her bathing are mhing are much less euch less elaborated,laborated, nor is sh no nor is shenor is she the focus the focus of the co of the conclusion; nclusion; OG, howeveOG, however, ends wir, ends with an exhoth an exhortation tortation to search fo toto search to search for more yfor more youths likeouths like Daniel, w Daniel, who will beho will be pious and pious and filled wi filled with knowledth knowledge and undge knowledknowledge knowledge and undersand understanding (vtanding (v. 62b). In. 62b). In the OG th the OG this story uis story usually stasually stands as eitnds as either ch. 13heeiteither ch.either ch. 13 or 14. 13 or 14. This shor This shorter versioter version, focusinn, focusing on leadeg on leadership qualrship qualities, proities, probably servbablyproprobably sprobably served as aerved as a source fo source for the later the later translatr translation of Theion of Theodotion, wodotion, which usualhich usually locatesly lly locates thlocates the story ofe story of Susanna b Susanna before Dan.efore Dan. 1, effect 1, effectively intrively introducing thoducing the pious yoe pious young Jewishungyoyoung Jewiyoung Jewish man befsh man before the soore the so-called co-called court tales urt tales in Dan. 1-in Dan. 1-6.6.6.

The story described here comes from the version of Theodotion, which 
differs considerably from the OG in length, amount of detail, and order of 
contents. The OG puts far less emphasis on Susanna as a character, focusing 
more on the sins of the elders. Details of her bathing are much less elaborated, 
nor is she the focus of the conclusion; OG, however, ends with an exhortation 
to search for more youths like Daniel, who will be pious and filled with 
knowledge and understanding (v. 62b). In the OG this story usually stands as 
either ch. 13 or 14. This shorter version, focusing on leadership qualities, 
probably served as a source for the later translation of Theodotion, which usually 
locates the story of Susanna before Dan. 1, effectively introducing the pious 
young Jewish man before the so-called court tales in Dan. 1-6.

�A Hebrew oA Hebrew original seriginal seems the beems the best explanast explanation of vation of various tranrious translation anslation anomalies, aomalieananomalies,anomalies, and this  and this is most eais most easily undersily understood as cstood as composed inomposed in Palestine Palestine. But the . But the OG versionOGOG versionOG version, which is, which is more orie more oriented towarnted toward social id social issues and ssues and categoriescategories, is often, is often connected c connected connected with Alexawith Alexandria, whendria, whereas Theodreas Theodotion, witotion, with its emphh its emphasis on inasis on individual cdividual character ahccharacter character and ethicsand ethics, seems mo, seems more reminisre reminiscent of thcent of the Hellenise Hellenistic novelltic novella, which aa, which also emergelsoaalso emergalso emerged in Diased in Diaspora settipora settings (paralngs (parallel to thelel to the Babylonia Babylonian setting n setting of the stoof the story). A hypry). stostory). A story). A hypothesishypothesis that Theo that Theodotion’s tdotion’s translationranslation was made  was made in either in either Syria (AntSyria (Antioch) or iioc(Ant(Antioch) (Antioch) or in Asiaor in Asia Minor (Ep Minor (Ephesus) bethesus) better fits tter fits these qualihese qualities of thties of the more pope more popular transularpoppopular trpopular translation.anslation. Recent fe Recent feminist schminist scholarship solarship seems to exeems to explore bothplore both paths: wi paths: with the focth wiwith the fwith the focus on inocus on individuals,dividuals, Susanna t Susanna takes seconakes second place tod place to Daniel (T Daniel (Theodotion)heodotion), while an, w, while analwhile analysis of geysis of gender and snder and social roleocial roles (Susannas (Susanna as woman  as woman and outsidand outsider) allowser) allows the story t the story the story to presentto present a subtle  a subtle but challebut challenging messnging message: Susanage: Susanna and Judna and Judaism are baism are both viewedotbboth vieweboth viewed as “outsd as “outsiders.” Reiders.” Recent studycent study ranges ov ranges over variouser various interpret interpretive stanceive stances, from les,stancestances, fstances, from legal rom legal analysis oanalysis of the courf the court case to t case to the historthe history of Chrisy of Christian intertian interpretation,pretatinterinterpretainterpretation, espetion, especially thecially the allegoric allegorical positioal position developen developed in the pd in the patristic eatristic era. Like Jra. Likera. Like JuditLike Judith, Susannah, Susanna has provi has provided an immded an immensely popensely popular bibliular biblical topic cal topic for paintefor painters. Contemrs. paintepainters. painters. ContemporaContemporary study ory study of these paf these paintings teintings tends to focnds to focus on detaus on details from tils from the more cohetthe more cthe more colorful Tholorful Theodotion teodotion text and maext and may shed mucy shed much interpreh interpretive lighttive light on respon on respo on responses responses to this tato this tale throughle throughout the ceout the centuries. Inturies. In the Roman the Roman Catholicn Catholic lectionar lectionary the story ty the story the story of Susannaof Susanna has tradi has traditionally btionally been read oeen read on a Saturdn a Saturday in Lentay in Lent..

A Hebrew original seems the best explanation of various translation 
anomalies, and this is most easily understood as composed in Palestine. But the 
OG version, which is more oriented toward social issues and categories, is often 
connected with Alexandria, whereas Theodotion, with its emphasis on individual 
character and ethics, seems more reminiscent of the Hellenistic novella, which 
also emerged in Diaspora settings (parallel to the Babylonian setting of the 
story). A hypothesis that Theodotion’s translation was made in either Syria 
(Antioch) or in Asia Minor (Ephesus) better fits these qualities of the more 
popular translation. Recent feminist scholarship seems to explore both paths: 
with the focus on individuals, Susanna takes second place to Daniel (Theodotion), 
while analysis of gender and social roles (Susanna as woman and outsider) allows 



the story to present a subtle but challenging message: Susanna and Judaism are 
both viewed as “outsiders.” Recent study ranges over various interpretive 
stances, from legal analysis of the court case to the history of Christian 
interpretation, especially the allegorical position developed in the patristic era. 
Like Judith, Susanna has provided an immensely popular biblical topic for 
painters. Contemporary study of these paintings tends to focus on details from 
the more colorful Theodotion text and may shed much interpretive light on 
responses to this tale throughout the centuries. In the Roman Catholic lectionary 
the story of Susanna has traditionally been read on a Saturday in Lent.

Bel and thBel and the Serpente Serpent

Bel and the Serpent

Three storThree stories about ies about Daniel’s rDaniel’s ridicule ofidicule of Babylonia Babylonian idolatryn idolatry and his e and his efforts to fforts to suppress isupprsuppress isuppress it are joint are joined in thised in this addition, addition, also know also known as Bel an as Bel and the Drand the Dragon (or Sngon (or Snake). The akeSnSnake). ThSnake). The first coe first concerns thencerns the daily foo daily food and drind and drink rations k rations (sacrifice(sacrifices) broughts) brought to the im to t to the image the image of Bel (Maof Bel (Marduk) eachrduk) each day. The  day. The king reverking reveres this goes this god and quesd and questions Danitions Daniel why he eDaniDaniel whyDaniel why he does n he does not worshipot worship Bel. Dani Bel. Daniel respondel responds that Bels that Bel is no god is no god and has n and has never eatenennever eatenever eaten or drunkn or drunk anything  anything brought bebrought before the ifore the image. The mage. The king challking challenges 70 penges 70 priests of rppriests ofpriests of Bel to de Bel to demonstrate monstrate who actualwho actually eats thly eats the offeringe offerings. Daniel’s. Daniel’s clever ws clever wisdom alloisdowwisdom allwisdom allows him toows him to demonstra demonstrate that thte that the food ande food and drink are drink are actually  actually consumed bconsumed consumed bconsumed by the priey the priests and thsts and their familieir families, so thees, so the king turn king turns on them s on them and vindicand vindicates Danieatevindicvindicatesvindicates Daniel. T Daniel. The second he second story intrstory introduces a soduces a serpent whierpent which the Babch the Babylonians rylonians revered anderrevered anrevered and the kingd the king’s challen’s challenge to Danige to Daniel to denyel to deny that this that this was a liv was a living god. Iing god. In this casn this n this case this case Daniel demDaniel demonstrates onstrates that the lthat the living serpiving serpent is notent is not a god by  a god by feeding itfeeding it a mixture a mi a mixture whmixture which causesich causes the serpe the serpent to bursnt to burst after swt after swallowing iallowing it; if the t; if the serpent haserpent had been divd bed been divinbeen divine it woulde it would not have  not have eaten the eaten the deadly cakdeadly cakes. In thees. In the third sto third story, Babylory, Babylonians angrnianBabyloBabylonianBabylonians angry ats angry at their kin their king for allog for allowing a Jewwing a Jew to ridicu to ridicule their gle their gods force ods force him to turhim thim to turn Dato turn Daniel over niel over to them, ato them, and they tond they toss him intss him into a lions’o a lions’ den. The  den. The prophet Haprophet Habakkuk is bHaHabakkuk iHabakkuk is then tras then transported bnsported by an angely an angel to Babylo to Babylon to feed n to feed Daniel, soDaniel, so when the  when the king comeskking comesking comes later to  later to the lions’the lions’ den to mo den to mourn Danielurn Daniel he finds  he finds him safe ahim safe and healthynd healthy. The king. T. The king tThe king then confeshen confesses the grses the greatness ofeatness of Daniel’s  Daniel’s god (“and god (“and there is nthere is no other beo other besides you”sidbebesides yobesides you” (v. 41)u” (v. 41) and gives and gives Daniel’s  Daniel’s enemies thenemies the treatmene treatment they hadt they had planned f planned for him.orffor him.for him.for him.

Three stories about Daniel’s ridicule of Babylonian idolatry and his efforts to 
suppress it are joined in this addition, also known as Bel and the Dragon (or 
Snake). The first concerns the daily food and drink rations (sacrifices) brought to 
the image of Bel (Marduk) each day. The king reveres this god and questions 
Daniel why he does not worship Bel. Daniel responds that Bel is no god and has 
never eaten or drunk anything brought before the image. The king challenges 70 
priests of Bel to demonstrate who actually eats the offerings. Daniel’s clever 
wisdom allows him to demonstrate that the food and drink are actually 
consumed by the priests and their families, so the king turns on them and 
vindicates Daniel. The second story introduces a serpent which the Babylonians 
revered and the king’s challenge to Daniel to deny that this was a living god. In 
this case Daniel demonstrates that the living serpent is not a god by feeding it a 
mixture which causes the serpent to burst after swallowing it; if the serpent had 
been divine it would not have eaten the deadly cakes. In the third story, 
Babylonians angry at their king for allowing a Jew to ridicule their gods force him 
to turn Daniel over to them, and they toss him into a lions’ den. The prophet 
Habakkuk is then transported by an angel to Babylon to feed Daniel, so when the 
king comes later to the lions’ den to mourn Daniel he finds him safe and healthy. 
The king then confesses the greatness of Daniel’s god (“and there is no other 
besides you” (v. 41) and gives Daniel’s enemies the treatment they had planned 
for him.

�In each caIn each case, Danielse, Daniel demonstra demonstrates the fotes the folly of Bablly of Babylon’s idoylon’s idols and thols and those who maise who mse who maintain tmaintain their worshheir worship: Bel isip: Bel is not livin not living, and theg, and the serpent i serpent is no god. s no god. In each caIn each case the youse these the young the young Jewish manJewish man not only  not only ridicules ridicules the foreigthe foreign god but n god but also showsalso shows that idol that idol worship s w worship shworship should not eould not even be allven be allowed. In eowed. In each case Dach case Daniel operaniel operates with ates with a cunning a cunning and wisdomaand wisdomand wisdom reminisce reminiscent of soment of some early sto early stories of Isries of Israel (e.g.rael (e.g., the midw, the midwives in Exives in Exod. 1). Esod.ExExod. 1). Exod. 1). Escaping fEscaping from the lirom the lions’ den dons’ den demonstrateemonstrates again ths again that the Godat the God of the Je of the Jews never awsJeJews neverJews never abandons  abandons the faithfthe faithful ones; iul ones; in each casn each case God effee God effects a dramcts a dramatic reveratic reversal of forsalreverreversal oreversal of fortunesf fortunes of the tw of the two sides ino sides in the conte the contest. Some cst. Some contend thaontend that these stt these stories demooriststories destories demonstrate monstrate a subtle ma subtle midrash on idrash on Jer. 51:34Jer. 51:34-35, 44; i-35, 44; if so, readf so, readers could ers could reflect onreflereflect onreflect on Babylonia Babylonian cruelty n cruelty against Jeagainst Jerusalem inrusalem in the 6th c the 6th century entury B.C.E.B.C.E. and recog and recognize its rnrecogrecognize recognize its reversits reversal in thesal in these stories.e stories.

In each case, Daniel demonstrates the folly of Babylon’s idols and those who 
maintain their worship: Bel is not living, and the serpent is no god. In each case 
the young Jewish man not only ridicules the foreign god but also shows that idol 
worship should not even be allowed. In each case Daniel operates with a cunning 
and wisdom reminiscent of some early stories of Israel (e.g., the midwives in 
Exod. 1). Escaping from the lions’ den demonstrates again that the God of the 
Jews never abandons the faithful ones; in each case God effects a dramatic 



reversal of fortunes of the two sides in the contest. Some contend that these 
stories demonstrate a subtle midrash on Jer. 51:34-35, 44; if so, readers could 
reflect on Babylonian cruelty against Jerusalem in the 6th century B.C.E. and 
recognize its reversal in these stories.

�The OG andThe OG and Theodotio Theodotion versionsn versions of this s of this story diffetory differ much lesr much less than in s than in Susanna, bSusannSusanna, bSusanna, but enough ut enough to distingto distinguish some uish some tendenciestendencies. In OG Da. In OG Daniel desceniel descends from ands from nds from a prifrom a priestly lineestly line, so this , so this story likestory likely predately predates Dan. 1-6s Dan. 1-6 with its  with its very diffevery different view rent vierent view of hiview of him; also thm; also the notion oe notion of a Jewishf a Jewish priest in priest in the king’ the king’s court mas court may be imagiy be imagined for thned fned for the sifor the situation intuation in Ptolemaic Ptolemaic Egypt rat Egypt rather than oher than others at tthers at that time. hat time. If the oriIf the original langginal laginal language olanguage of the storf the story is Hebrey is Hebrew, then a w, then a PalestiniaPalestinian setting n setting before thebefore the harsh rel harsh relations witationrelrelations relations with Antiowith Antiochus Epiphchus Epiphanes may banes may be envisione envisioned. A diased. A diaspora settipora setting might bng might better explebbetter expbetter explain the clain the content andontent and theology  theology of the stoof the story, but thry, but the evidencee evidence for eithe for either positionr pr position sposition seems less eems less than suffithan sufficient. In cient. In the historthe history of intery of interpretation,pretation, this stor this story has heldy has hey has held far lheld far less attracess attraction for htion for hearers thaearers than that of n that of Susanna.Susanna.Susanna.

The OG and Theodotion versions of this story differ much less than in 
Susanna, but enough to distinguish some tendencies. In OG Daniel descends 
from a priestly line, so this story likely predates Dan. 1-6 with its very different 
view of him; also the notion of a Jewish priest in the king’s court may be imagined 
for the situation in Ptolemaic Egypt rather than others at that time. If the original 
language of the story is Hebrew, then a Palestinian setting before the harsh 
relations with Antiochus Epiphanes may be envisioned. A diaspora setting might 
better explain the content and theology of the story, but the evidence for either 
position seems less than sufficient. In the history of interpretation, this story has 
held far less attraction for hearers than that of Susanna.
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DANIEL, BODANIEL, BOOK OFOK OFOK OF

DANIEL, BOOK OF

The accounThe account of the at of the activity anctivity and visions d visions of Daniel,of Daniel, a noble J a noble Jew exiled ew exiled at Babylonat Babylon..

The account of the activity and visions of Daniel, a noble Jew exiled at Babylon.

ContentsContents

Contents

The book oThe book of Daniel cf Daniel contains twontains two collectio collections of matons of material: (1)erial: (1) stories t stories that descrihat describe the piobe tbe the pious the pious wisdom of wisdom of four of thfour of the exiles (e exiles (Dan. 2-6) Dan. 2-6) and (2) viand (2) vision reporsion reports ascribets ascribed to Danied tod to Daniel to Daniel (chs. 7—12(chs. 7—12). Both th). Both the narrative narratives and thees and the vision re vision reports giveports give expressio expression to the cn tn to the conto the conflict of cflict of cultures.ultures.ultures.

The book of Daniel contains two collections of material: (1) stories that describe 
the pious wisdom of four of the exiles (Dan. 2-6) and (2) vision reports ascribed 
to Daniel (chs. 7—12). Both the narratives and the vision reports give expression 
to the conflict of cultures.

�The book sThe book sets the stets the stage for thage for these storieese stories by repors by reporting on thting on the deportate deportation of proion of ion of promineof prominent citizennt citizens by Nebucs by Nebuchadnezzar.hadnezzar. Even in t Even in this first his first story one story one notices thnotices the clash bee ce clash betwclash between the cueen the cultures of ltures of the Jews athe Jews and their cnd their captors. Thaptors. This remainsis remains an elemen an element in the pt elemenelement inelement in the plots the plots in subseq in subsequent storiuent stories — accoues — accounts which nts which have becomhave become some of e some oe some of the mosof the most treasuret treasured Bible std Bible stories, sucories, such as the nh as the narratives arratives of the fieof the fiery furnacery furnace (ch. 3) a (ch.  (ch. 3) an(ch. 3) and the liond the lions’ den (chs’ den (ch. 6). The . 6). The cultural acultural and theolognd theological conflical conflict manifeict manifests itselfsts itsests itself in itself in the descrithe description of tption of the pagan rhe pagan rulers. Repulers. Reports regarorts regarding the kding the king who waing who wanted a drentedwawanted a dwanted a dream interream interpreted butpreted but refused t refused to recount o recount it for theit for the interpret interpreters (ch. 2ers (ch. 2) and Nebu) a) and Nebuchand Nebuchadnezzar’sadnezzar’s bizarre d bizarre display of isplay of eating graeating grass like a ss like a cow (ch. 4cow (ch. 4) depict e) depict eccentric bcceneeccentric eccentric behavior. behavior. The most pThe most pointed criointed critique of ttique of the Babylonhe Babylonian captorian captors comes ins comes in ch. 5, fr inin ch. 5, in ch. 5, from whichfrom which we get th we get the phrase “e phrase “handwritinhandwriting on the wg on the wall” from all” from the descrithe description of tptdescridescriptiodescription of the un of the unexpected nexpected event at Bevent at Belshazzar’elshazzar’s feast.s feast.s feast.

The book sets the stage for these stories by reporting on the deportation 
of prominent citizens by Nebuchadnezzar. Even in this first story one notices the 
clash between the cultures of the Jews and their captors. This remains an 
element in the plots in subsequent stories — accounts which have become some 
of the most treasured Bible stories, such as the narratives of the fiery furnace 
(ch. 3) and the lions’ den (ch. 6). The cultural and theological conflict manifests 
itself in the description of the pagan rulers. Reports regarding the king who 



wanted a dream interpreted but refused to recount it for the interpreters (ch. 2) 
and Nebuchadnezzar’s bizarre display of eating grass like a cow (ch. 4) depict 
eccentric behavior. The most pointed critique of the Babylonian captors comes 
in ch. 5, from which we get the phrase “handwriting on the wall” from the 
description of the unexpected event at Belshazzar’s feast.

�Themes of Themes of conflict cconflict continue inontinue in the visio the vision reports.n reports. Now, howe Now, however, the iver, the interplay bnterplaiinterplay interplay between hibetween history and story and the celestthe celestial playerial players becomes s becomes more explimore explicit. Each cit. Each report prorereport proreport provides a crvides a cryptic versyptic version of theion of the history o history of the empif the empires and prres and predicts a dedicts a demise of temiddemise of demise of the colonithe colonial system al system to be replto be replaced by thaced by the reign ofe reign of God and t God and those faithhose faithful to Godfufaithfaithful tfaithful to God. Theo God. The first vis first vision reportion report (ch. 7) r (ch. 7) recounts thecounts the passing e passing of the worof the world empiresld emld empires anempires and the comid the coming on the ng on the clouds of clouds of “one like “one like a son of ma son of man” (7:13)an” (7:13) who recei who recei who receives preceives power from ower from “the Ancie“the Ancient of Daysnt of Days.” A paral.” A parallel can belel can be drawn bet drawn between this ween this ween this chaptthis chapter and ch.er and ch. 2, which  2, which also speakalso speaks of the es of the end of empind of empires replacres replaced with a ed with a new reign newnew reign new reign of God. Thof God. The first twe first two vision ro vision reports useeports use animal de animal depictions fpictions for the empor the empires. Justirempempires. Jempires. Just as ch.ust as ch. 4 portray 4 portrays the kings the king as not ac as not acting humanting human, the visi, the vision reportson reports categoriz cate categorizecategorize the empir the empire as the pe as the pinnacle ofinnacle of humanity  humanity which is awhich is anything bunything but human. Tt human. The first vhTThe first The first vision feavision features fourtures four beasts, t beasts, the second he second (ch. 8) a (ch. 8) a ram and a ram and a goat. The goat. The vision repvisionvision repvision reports are iorts are interruptednterrupted by prayer by prayer and a pre and a prediction ofdiction of the futur the future (ch. 9).e (ch. 9). The last  The The last aThe last and longestnd longest report (c report (chs. 10—11)hs. 10—11) recounts  recounts the conflithe conflict betweenct between the Seleu the Seleucid and PtcSeleuSeleucid aSeleucid and Ptolemand Ptolemaic empiresic empires. The conc. The conclusion of lusion of the book dthe book describes Describes Daniel receaniel receiving instirecereceiving receiving instructioinstruction from an n from an angel inteangel interpreter, wrpreter, which occurhich occurs in the os in the other visiother vision reports n ren reports asreports as well. In  well. In this instrthis instruction, houction, however, thewever, the text give text gives one of ts one of the earlieshe earliest and mostt and mt and most explimost explicit bibliccit biblical referenal references to resces to resurrection,urrection, life afte life after death. Tr death. The instruche instruction also tion alstion also counsalso counsels secrecels secrecy until thy until the proper te proper time.ime.

Themes of conflict continue in the vision reports. Now, however, the 
interplay between history and the celestial players becomes more explicit. Each 
report provides a cryptic version of the history of the empires and predicts a 
demise of the colonial system to be replaced by the reign of God and those 
faithful to God. The first vision report (ch. 7) recounts the passing of the world 
empires and the coming on the clouds of “one like a son of man” (7:13) who 
receives power from “the Ancient of Days.” A parallel can be drawn between 
this chapter and ch. 2, which also speaks of the end of empires replaced with a 
new reign of God. The first two vision reports use animal depictions for the 
empires. Just as ch. 4 portrays the king as not acting human, the vision reports 
categorize the empire as the pinnacle of humanity which is anything but human. 
The first vision features four beasts, the second (ch. 8) a ram and a goat. The 
vision reports are interrupted by prayer and a prediction of the future (ch. 9). 
The last and longest report (chs. 10—11) recounts the conflict between the 
Seleucid and Ptolemaic empires. The conclusion of the book describes Daniel 
receiving instruction from an angel interpreter, which occurs in the other vision 
reports as well. In this instruction, however, the text gives one of the earliest and 
most explicit biblical references to resurrection, life after death. The instruction 
also counsels secrecy until the proper time.

Problem ofProblem of Bilingual Bilingualismism

Problem of Bilingualism

The book oThe book of Daniel mf Daniel moves from oves from Hebrew (1:Hebrew (1:1—2:4a) in1—2:4a) into Aramaicto Aramaic, which wa, which was the langs the s the languathe language of diplge of diplomatic actomatic activity at tivity at this time (his time (2:4b—7:28)2:4b—7:28), and retu, and returns to Hebrns to Hebrew (8:1—1rewHebHebrew (8:Hebrew (8:1—12:13). 1—12:13). Even the mEven the materials faterials from Qumranrom Qumran indicate  indicate the bilingthe bilingual natureual naturual nature of nature of the book. the book. Scholars hScholars have offereave offered a numberd a number of sugges of suggestions to etions to explain thixplain this phenomens ps phenomenonphenomenon...

The book of Daniel moves from Hebrew (1:1—2:4a) into Aramaic, which was 
the language of diplomatic activity at this time (2:4b—7:28), and returns to 
Hebrew (8:1—12:13). Even the materials from Qumran indicate the bilingual 
nature of the book. Scholars have offered a number of suggestions to explain this 
phenomenon.

�Such propoSuch proposals typicsals typically try tally try to explain o explain the bilingthe bilingual characual character of theter of the book thro book thro book through rethrough reconstructiconstruction of its on of its redaction redaction or composior composition. The tion. The shift in lshift in language beanguage becomes morecobebecomes mobecomes more acutelyre acutely problemat problematic becauseic because it does n it does not fall atot fall at the chang the change in litere in literary form. aryliterliterary fliterary form. One torm. One theory is theory is that there hat there was an Arawas an Aramaic text maic text to the entto the entire book wire book which is nohwwhich is nwhich is no longer ao longer available. vailable. However, tHowever, the retrovehe retroversion of trsion of the presenthe present Hebrew te Hebrew text into Arxtetext into text into Aramaic yiAramaic yields this elds this thesis unlthesis unlikely. Henikely. Hence a more ce a more complex recomplex redaction hidaction history muststohihistory muhistory must be offest be offered. The nred. The narratives arratives were circuwere circulated as ilated as individual ndividual stories brstories brought togeoughbrbrought tobrought together firgether first in a cost in a collection ellection encompassinncompassing 3:31 thrg 3:31 through 6:28 ough 6:28 sometime dsometime during the udduring theduring the 3rd centu 3rd century ry B.C.E.B.C.E. This coll This collection wasection was expanded  expanded by adding by adding ch. 2. Ch.ch. 2. Ch. 7 was add 7 w 7 was added was added to the Arato the Aramaic collemaic collection probction probably durinably during the earlg the early Seleucidy Seleucid persecuti persecution. While opersecutipersecutiopersecution. While sn. While still in thtill in the context e context of persecuof persecution chs. tion chs. 8—12 were 8—12 were affixed. Iaffixed. It is diffit is t is difficuis difficult to detelt to determine whetrmine whether ch. 1 her ch. 1 was writtewas written in Hebren in Hebrew to act aw to act as an s an inclusioinclusio for the A f for the Arfor the Aramaic collamaic collection (chection (chs. 2—7) ors. 2—7) or whether i whether it was compt was composed in Heosed in Hebrew as anbrew as brew as an intras an introduction toduction to the entio the entire book asre book as we have i we have it.t.t.

Such proposals typically try to explain the bilingual character of the book 
through reconstruction of its redaction or composition. The shift in language 
becomes more acutely problematic because it does not fall at the change in 
literary form. One theory is that there was an Aramaic text to the entire book 
which is no longer available. However, the retroversion of the present Hebrew 
text into Aramaic yields this thesis unlikely. Hence a more complex redaction 
history must be offered. The narratives were circulated as individual stories 
brought together first in a collection encompassing 3:31 through 6:28 sometime 



during the 3rd century B.C.E. This collection was expanded by adding ch. 2. Ch. 7 
was added to the Aramaic collection probably during the early Seleucid 
persecution. While still in the context of persecution chs. 8—12 were affixed. It 
is difficult to determine whether ch. 1 was written in Hebrew to act as an inclusio 
for the Aramaic collection (chs. 2—7) or whether it was composed in Hebrew 
as an introduction to the entire book as we have it.

�Another stAnother strategy forrategy for understan understanding the bding the bilingual nilingual nature of tature of the book fohe book focuses on scuses ocuses on socioloon sociological paragical parallels. Thillels. This approachs approach asks the  asks the question: question: How does bHow does bilingualisilingualism work in m wm work in cowork in communities mmunities with disprwith disproportionatoportionate power? Te power? These scholhese scholars argue ars argue that bilinthat bilinthat bilingualibilingualism in the sm in the book of Dabook of Daniel is a niel is a reflectionreflection of the co of the colonial syslonial system. Colontem. Colonized peoplized pized peoples mapeoples maintain an intain an indigenousindigenous language  language as well asas well as the colon the colonial languaial language. The boge. The book of Daniokbobook of Dabook of Daniel refleniel reflects this pcts this political folitical function ofunction of language. language.

Another strategy for understanding the bilingual nature of the book focuses 
on sociological parallels. This approach asks the question: How does bilingualism 
work in communities with disproportionate power? These scholars argue that 
bilingualism in the book of Daniel is a reflection of the colonial system. Colonized 
peoples maintain an indigenous language as well as the colonial language. The 
book of Daniel reflects this political function of language.

�Both approBoth approaches provaches provide clues ide clues about the about the function ofunction of bilinguaf bilingualism as bolism as both rhetorith rhetth rhetoricalrhetorical strategy  strategy and an outand an outgrowth of growth of a redactioa redactional histornal history.y.

Both approaches provide clues about the function of bilingualism as both 
rhetorical strategy and an outgrowth of a redactional history.

DateDate

Date

�The debateThe debated data comd data come in threee in three categorie categories: linguiss: linguistic, histotic, historical allurical allusions, andsions, and knowledge andand knowleand knowledge of Perdge of Persian and Hsian and Hellenisticellenistic customs.  customs. While the While the narrativesnarratives describe  describe a Babyloniaa Babylonia Babylonian settingan setting, only a m, only a minority ofinority of scholars  scholars accept thiaccept this assertios assertion at face n at face value. Thevalue. value. Thevalue. The majority  majority claim thatclaim that the data  the data suggest mosuggest more realistre realistically a 2ically a 2nd-centurynd-century Hellenist Hel HellenistiHellenistic context.c context. Although  Although the linguithe linguistic evidestic evidence is meance is meager, the pger, the presence ofresence of Greek and Gre Greek and Greek and Persian loPersian loanwords woanwords would seem tuld seem to indicateo indicate a Helleni a Hellenistic contestic context. Historxt. Historxt. HistoricalHistorical problems  problems plague chsplague chs. 1—6. The. 1—6. The date of N date of Nebuchadnezebuchadnezzar’s campzar’s campaign into aign intoaign into Jerusinto Jerusalem in 60alem in 606 seems un6 seems unlikely acclikely according to ording to BabylonianBabylonian sources,  sources, but ratherbut rather seems to  se seems to bseems to be dependene dependent on 2 Chrt on 2 Chr. 36:6. Th. 36:6. The designate designation of Belion of Belshazzar asshazzar as king seem king seem king seems to bseems to be less thae less than accuraten accurate; he was r; he was rather co-rather co-regent withegent with his fathe his father but never but never king in r nevenever kingnever king in his ow in his own right. An right. Another pronother problem is Dablem is Darius the Mrius the Mede. A numede. A number of rulber of rulber of rulers of rulers of the Persiathe Persian Empire wn Empire were named ere named Darius, buDarius, but none of t none of them a Medthem a Mede. No Medie. No Mee. No Median EmpMedian Empire reigneire reigned over Babd over Babylon betweylon between the Neoen the Neo-Babylonia-Babylonian and Persn and Persian empireian emian empires. Wempires. While the nhile the narratives arratives contain a contain a number of number of problems wproblems with regardith regard to histor to histor to historicalhistorical allusions allusions, the refe, the references in rences in ch. 11 seech. 11 seem very accm very accurate up turate up to the desco the description ofriptidescdescriptiodescription of the pn of the persecutionersecution in 167. H in 167. However, thowever, the predictie prediction about ton about the death ohe death of Antiochufoof Antiochof Antiochus IV Epipus IV Epiphanes in 1hanes in 164 does no64 does not conform t conform with otherwith other sources,  sources, which indiwhich indiwhich indicate aindicate a date a li date a little afterttle after 167. If o 167. If one understne understands ch. 1ands ch. 11 as 1 as vaticinia vaticinia ex eventuex eventu (prophecy (pro (prophecy (prophecy after the after the fact), thefact), then a 2nd-cen a 2nd-century datentury date seems mos seems most approprit appropriate. Howevate. Howevate. However, iHowever, if one accef one accepts the popts the possibility ssibility of detaileof detailed forecastd forecasting, then ing, then the settinthe setting depictedg depg depicted idepicted in the textn the text is viable is viable (the prob (the problems of hilems of historical astorical accuracy alccuracy alluded to aluded to above persibove aabove persabove persist, nonetist, nonetheless).heless).

The debated data come in three categories: linguistic, historical allusions, 
and knowledge of Persian and Hellenistic customs. While the narratives describe 
a Babylonian setting, only a minority of scholars accept this assertion at face 
value. The majority claim that the data suggest more realistically a 2nd-century 
Hellenistic context. Although the linguistic evidence is meager, the presence of 
Greek and Persian loanwords would seem to indicate a Hellenistic context. 
Historical problems plague chs. 1—6. The date of Nebuchadnezzar’s campaign 
into Jerusalem in 606 seems unlikely according to Babylonian sources, but rather 
seems to be dependent on 2 Chr. 36:6. The designation of Belshazzar as king 
seems to be less than accurate; he was rather co-regent with his father but 
never king in his own right. Another problem is Darius the Mede. A number of 
rulers of the Persian Empire were named Darius, but none of them a Mede. No 
Median Empire reigned over Babylon between the Neo-Babylonian and Persian 
empires. While the narratives contain a number of problems with regard to 
historical allusions, the references in ch. 11 seem very accurate up to the 
description of the persecution in 167. However, the prediction about the death 
of Antiochus IV Epiphanes in 164 does not conform with other sources, which 
indicate a date a little after 167. If one understands ch. 11 as vaticinia ex eventu 
(prophecy after the fact), then a 2nd-century date seems most appropriate. 
However, if one accepts the possibility of detailed forecasting, then the setting 
depicted in the text is viable (the problems of historical accuracy alluded to 
above persist, nonetheless).



Placement Placement in the Canin the Canonon

Placement in the Canon

The book oThe book of Daniel mf Daniel maintains aaintains a different different placement placement in the He in the Hebrew Biblebrew Bible than in t than in the Christihetthe Christthe Christian OT. Boian OT. Both arrangeth arrangements werements were informed  informed by the locby the location of tation of the story lhe story line in hisilline in hiline in history. Thestory. The Hebrew Bi Hebrew Bible placesble places Daniel in Daniel in the colle the collection of Wction of Writings ritings (Ketubim)(Ketub(Ketubim)(Ketubim) between E between Esther and sther and Ezra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah. This iah. This is becauseis because according according to the na to the narrative thrnanarrative narrative the eventsthe events follow th follow the intriguee intrigues describes described in the bd in the book of Estook of Esther and prher and precede the eceprprecede thprecede the reconstre reconstruction effuction efforts of Ezorts of Ezra and Nehra and Nehemiah. Theemiah. The Christian Christian canon tak canon tak canon takes its takes its order fromorder from the books the books of the Gr of the Greek OT (LXeek OT (LXX), in whiX), in which Daniel ch Daniel follows Ezfollows Ezfollows Ezekiel, tEzekiel, the last ofhe last of the Major the Major Prophets. Prophets. It preced It precedes the Booes the Book of the Tk of the Twelve (thewelve (the Minor Pro Mi Minor PropMinor Prophets).hets).hets).

The book of Daniel maintains a different placement in the Hebrew Bible than in 
the Christian OT. Both arrangements were informed by the location of the story 
line in history. The Hebrew Bible places Daniel in the collection of Writings 
(Ketubim) between Esther and Ezra-Nehemiah. This is because according to the 
narrative the events follow the intrigues described in the book of Esther and 
precede the reconstruction efforts of Ezra and Nehemiah. The Christian canon 
takes its order from the books of the Greek OT (LXX), in which Daniel follows 
Ezekiel, the last of the Major Prophets. It precedes the Book of the Twelve (the 
Minor Prophets).

�While the While the Christian Christian canon agrecanon agrees on the es on the placement placement of the booof the book, there ik, there is no agrees no as no agreement agreement on its scoon its scope. The Prpe. The Protestant Botestant Bible incluible includes only tdes only those portihose portions of Danons of Daniel contaiiDanDaniel conDaniel contained in tained in the Hebrewthe Hebrew Bible, bu Bible, but Roman Cat Roman Catholic tratholic tradition foldition follows the Glows the Glows the Greek textGreek text, includin, including the Prayg the Prayer of Azarer of Azariah and thiah and the Song of e Song of the Three the Three Young Men Young Men Young Men (or ChMen (or Children) inildren) in ch. 3 bet ch. 3 between vv. 2ween vv. 23 and 24 a3 and 24 and adding nd adding the storiethe stories of Susans of Susannah and BenaSusanSusannah aSusannah and Bel andnd Bel and the Drago the Dragon as chs. n as chs. 13 and 14.13 and 14. In the Pr In the Protestant Botestant Bible theseible these are seen  a are seen aare seen as additions additions and are s and are regarded aregarded among the Among the Apocrypha opocrypha or Deuterocr Deuterocanonicals.anonicalDeuterocDeuterocanDeuterocanonicals.onicals.onicals.

While the Christian canon agrees on the placement of the book, there is no 
agreement on its scope. The Protestant Bible includes only those portions of 
Daniel contained in the Hebrew Bible, but Roman Catholic tradition follows the 
Greek text, including the Prayer of Azariah and the Song of the Three Young 
Men (or Children) in ch. 3 between vv. 23 and 24 and adding the stories of 
Susannah and Bel and the Dragon as chs. 13 and 14. In the Protestant Bible these 
are seen as additions and are regarded among the Apocrypha or 
Deuterocanonicals.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. J. CollJ. J. Collins, ins, Daniel.Daniel. Herm (Min Herm (Minneapolis, neapolis, 1993); T. 1993); T. Craven, “DCraven, “Daniel and a“D“Daniel an“Daniel and Its Addid Its Additions,” intions,” in  The Women’The Women’s Bible Cos Bible Commentary,mmentary, ed. C. A. ed. C. A. Newsom an Newsom an Newsom and S. H. and S. H. Ringe (LouRinge (Louisville, 1isville, 1992), 191–992), 191–94; D. N. 94; D. N. Fewell, Fewell, Circle of Circle of SovereigntSovereignty: Plottiny: Plotting PoliticsgPlottinPlotting PPlotting Politics inolitics in the Book  the Book of Danielof Daniel (Nashvill (Nashville, 1991); e, 1991); André LacoAndré Lacocque, cque, The Book oThe Book of Danielf Df DanielDaniel (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1979); D. 1979); D. Smith,  Smith, The ReligiThe Religion of the on of the LandlessLandless (Blooming (Bloomington, Ind.,ton, Ind., 1989). 198 1989).1989).1989).

Bibliography. J. J. Collins, Daniel. Herm (Minneapolis, 1993); T. Craven, 
“Daniel and Its Additions,” in The Women’s Bible Commentary, ed. C. A. Newsom 
and S. H. Ringe (Louisville, 1992), 191–94; D. N. Fewell, Circle of Sovereignty: 
Plotting Politics in the Book of Daniel (Nashville, 1991); André Lacocque, The Book of 
Daniel (Atlanta, 1979); D. Smith, The Religion of the Landless (Bloomington, Ind., 
1989).

Stephen BrStephen Breck Reideck Reid

Stephen Breck Reid

DAN-JAANDAN-JAAN (Heb.  (Heb. daœn ya{andaœn ya{an)))

DAN-JAAN (Heb. daœn ya{an)

Part of thPart of the route the route that David’sat David’s men trave men traveled while led while taking a ctaking a census of tensus of the people he people (2 Sam. 24(2 (2 Sam. 24(2 Sam. 24:6 MT). Th:6 MT). This site wais site was located s located in the extin the extreme northreme northern part oern part of the landf the land of Israel o of Israel of Israel between Mtbetween Mt. Hermon a. Hermon and Sidon. nd Sidon. The LXX reThe LXX reads “to Daads “to Dan and fromn and from Dan.” Som Dan.”  Dan.” SomeDan.” Some interpret interpreters read ers read daœn-ya{ardaœn-ya{ar,, “Dan of t “Dan of the thickethe thicket,” demonst,” demonstrating Ararating demonstdemonstratdemonstrating Aramaiing Aramaic influencc influence (cf. NEBe (cf. NEB “Dan-Iyyo “Dan-Iyyon”).n”).n”).

Part of the route that David’s men traveled while taking a census of the people 
(2 Sam. 24:6 MT). This site was located in the extreme northern part of the land 
of Israel between Mt. Hermon and Sidon. The LXX reads “to Dan and from 
Dan.” Some interpreters read daœn-ya{ar, “Dan of the thicket,” 
demonstrating Aramaic influence (cf. NEB “Dan-Iyyon”).

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

DANNAHDANNAH (Heb.  (Heb. danna®danna®)))

DANNAH (Heb. danna®)

A city in A city in the hill cthe hill country of ountry of Judah (JosJudah (Josh. 15:49),h. 15:49), near Debi near Debir (Kiriathr (Kiriath-sannah). -sannah). Its locatiIts locaIts location hlocation has not yetas not yet been iden been identified.tified.

A city in the hill country of Judah (Josh. 15:49), near Debir (Kiriath-sannah). Its 
location has not yet been identified.

DAPHNEDAPHNE (Gk.  (Gk. DaphneäDaphneä)))

DAPHNE (Gk. Daphneä)



A town in A town in the vicinithe vicinity of Antity of Antioch (Syriaoch (Syria), ca. 8 k), ca. 8 km. (5 mi.)m. (5 mi.) to the so to the southwest. Luthwest. Located in ocateLLocated inLocated in a magnifi a magnificent gardecent garden some 16 n some 16 km. (10 mikm. (10 mi.) in circ.) in circumference,umference, Daphne wa Daphne w Daphne was the siwas the site of manyte of many sanctuari sanctuaries, includes, including the exing the exquisite tequisite temple of Apmple of Apollo, at tollo, at the foot ofhe fohe foot of thfoot of the ever-floe ever-flowing sprinwing springs. Daphnegs. Daphne was also  was also a place ofa place of asylum (S asylum (Strabo trabo Geog.Geog. 16.2.6);  1 16.2.6); O16.2.6); Onias the hnias the high priestigh priest fled to A fled to Apollo’s sapollo’s sanctuary afnctuary after expositer exposing Menelaung Menelaus’ graft (s’ grs’ graft (ca.graft (ca. 171  171 B.C.E.B.C.E.; 2 Macc. ; 2 Macc. 4:32-33).4:32-33).

A town in the vicinity of Antioch (Syria), ca. 8 km. (5 mi.) to the southwest. 
Located in a magnificent garden some 16 km. (10 mi.) in circumference, Daphne 
was the site of many sanctuaries, including the exquisite temple of Apollo, at the 
foot of the ever-flowing springs. Daphne was also a place of asylum (Strabo Geog. 
16.2.6); Onias the high priest fled to Apollo’s sanctuary after exposing Menelaus’ 
graft (ca. 171 B.C.E.; 2 Macc. 4:32-33).

DARDADARDA (Heb.  (Heb. darda{darda{) (also DA) (also DARA)RA)RA)

DARDA (Heb. darda{) (also DARA)

One of fouOne of four famous Ir famous Israelites sraelites whose wisdwhose wisdom was surom was surpassed onlpassed only by King y by King Solomon (1Solomon Solomon (1Solomon (1 Kgs. 4:31 Kgs. 4:31[MT 5:11])[MT 5:11]). He is ca. He is called a “solled a “son of Maholn of Mahol,” probabl,” probably designaty designating a membindesignatdesignatindesignating a memberg a member of an orc of an orchestral guhestral guild. At 1 ild. At 1 Chr. 2:6 hChr. 2:6 he is inclue is included among ded among the five dthethe five dthe five descendantsescendants of Zerah  of Zerah of Judah (of Judah (here callehere called Dara, fod Dara, following MTllowing MT  daœra{daœra{).).

One of four famous Israelites whose wisdom was surpassed only by King 
Solomon (1 Kgs. 4:31[MT 5:11]). He is called a “son of Mahol,” probably 
designating a member of an orchestral guild. At 1 Chr. 2:6 he is included among 
the five descendants of Zerah of Judah (here called Dara, following MT daœra{).

DARICDARICDARIC

DARIC

A Persian A Persian gold coin gold coin weighing cweighing ca. 8.4 g. a. 8.4 g. (.3 oz.), (.3 oz.), bearing thbearing the image ofe image of Darius I  Darius I Hystaspes HystasHystaspes Hystaspes (ca. 500 (ca. 500 B.C.E.B.C.E.) and ther) and therefore assuefore assumed to havmed to have been coie been coined by thaned by that ruler. Tt rulert ruler. Theruler. The name may  name may derive froderive from Akk. m Akk. darag manadarag mana (one sixt (one sixtieth of a ieth of a mina; Heb.mina; Heb.  }a�d�arko®}a}a�d�arko®}a�d�arko®n;n; Ezra 8:27 Ezra 8:27; cf. 1 Ch; cf. 1 Chr. 29:7). r. 29:7). The coin (The coin (darkeïmo®ndarkeïmo®n) included) included among the am among the among the exiles’ ofexiles’ offerings duferings during the rring the reigns of Ceigns of Cyrus (Ezrayrus (Ezra 2:69) and 2:69) and Artaxerxe Artaxerxes (Neh. 7:s (s (Neh. 7:70(Neh. 7:70-72) may h-72) may have been aave been a drachma. drachma.

A Persian gold coin weighing ca. 8.4 g. (.3 oz.), bearing the image of Darius I 
Hystaspes (ca. 500 B.C.E.) and therefore assumed to have been coined by that 
ruler. The name may derive from Akk. darag mana (one sixtieth of a mina; Heb. 
}a�d�arko®n;  Ezra 8:27; cf. 1 Chr. 29:7). The coin (darkeïmo®n) included 
among the exiles’ offerings during the reigns of Cyrus (Ezra 2:69) and Artaxerxes 
(Neh. 7:70-72) may have been a drachma.

DARIUSDARIUS (Heb.  (Heb. daœreïyaœwdaœreïyaœwesû;esû; O. Pers.  O. Pers. darayavahudarayavahusûsû)))

DARIUS (Heb. daœreïyaœwesû; O. Pers. darayavahusû)

�1.1. Darius I, Darius I, king of P king of Persia 522–ersia 522–486 486 B.C.E.B.C.E. Darius, o Darius, of uncertaif uncertain lineage,n lineage, came to t came to came to the thrto the throne of Perone of Persia througsia through suspect h suspect circumstancircumstances. His fces. His famed Behisamed Behistun inscritun inscription claiptinscriinscriptioinscription claims an claims a pretender pretender attempted attempted to take t to take the throne he throne from Cambyfrom Cambyses, the sses, the son of Cyruosson of Cyrson of Cyrus the Greus the Great, who haat, who had successfd successfully conquully conquered Egyptered Egypt in 525. W in 525. While returhile returhile returning returning to Persia,to Persia, Cambyses  Cambyses died with died with mysteriousmysterious suddennes suddenness and Daris and Darius, with tus, with the help ofhtthe help othe help of several f several Persian noPersian noble familible families, supprees, suppressed the pssed the pretender’sretender’s revolt. F revolt. Following aollowFFollowing Following a favorabla favorable oracle de oracle denoting hienoting him as king,m as king, Darius pr Darius proceeded tooceeded to consolida consolidate his rulteconsolidaconsolidatconsolidate his rulee his rule over an e over an empire plagmpire plagued with uued with unrest overnrest over successio succession to the tn to the throne. He hrtthrone. Hethrone. He was succe was successful largssful largely due toely due to the suppo the support of the rt of the Persian noPersian nobility. Inbility. In return, D retu return, Dareturn, Darius is crrius is credited witedited with establish establishing satrahing satrapies, largpies, large administe administrative clurative clusters of ssters osters of smallerof smaller political political entities, entities, and insta and installing memblling members of theers of the Persian n Persian nobility asobility as governors govern governors governors (satraps) (satraps) over theseover these larger un larger units. Proviits. Provided with aded with a measure o measure of independf independence, the eindependindependenindependence, the sace, the satraps nonetraps nonetheless setheless seemed comfoemed comfortable in rtable in remaining remaining loyal to tloyal to the Persianhtthe Persiathe Persian court thn court throughout Droughout Darius’s rearius’s reign and beign and beyond.yond.yond.

1. Darius I, king of Persia 522–486 B.C.E. Darius, of uncertain lineage, came 
to the throne of Persia through suspect circumstances. His famed Behistun 
inscription claims a pretender attempted to take the throne from Cambyses, the 
son of Cyrus the Great, who had successfully conquered Egypt in 525. While 
returning to Persia, Cambyses died with mysterious suddenness and Darius, with 
the help of several Persian noble families, suppressed the pretender’s revolt. 
Following a favorable oracle denoting him as king, Darius proceeded to 
consolidate his rule over an empire plagued with unrest over succession to the 
throne. He was successful largely due to the support of the Persian nobility. In 
return, Darius is credited with establishing satrapies, large administrative clusters 
of smaller political entities, and installing members of the Persian nobility as 
governors (satraps) over these larger units. Provided with a measure of 
independence, the satraps nonetheless seemed comfortable in remaining loyal to 
the Persian court throughout Darius’s reign and beyond.

�One of theOne of the Persian E Persian Empire’s mompire’s more skilledre skilled administr administrators, Darators, Darius is creius is credited by tdited bydited by the Greby the Greeks with beks with being a laweing a lawgiver. Thigiver. This may wells may well be a refl be a reflection of ection of Darius’ efDarius’ efforts at cfortefefforts atefforts at codifying codifying existing  existing legal custlegal customs in theoms in the various s various subject terubject territories aritories as he unders he uns he undertook undertook the reorgathe reorganization onization of an empirf an empire that hade that had been crea been created by theted by the military  military prowess ofpprowess ofprowess of his prede his predecessors Cycessors Cyrus and Carus and Cambyses, bumbyses, but whose let whose legal and adgal and administratiministratadadministraadministrative statutive status had beens had been neglected neglected. A well-k. A well-known exampnown example of Darile of Darius’ concerus’ concerus’ concern foconcern for the socir the social order oal order of subject f subject territorieterritories is the ms is the mission of ission of the Egyptithe Egyptian collaboan coan collaboratcollaborator Udjahoror Udjahorresnet, whresnet, who records o records he was comhe was commissioned missioned by Darius by Darius to attend to attento attend to attend to the reorgathe reorganization onization of scribal f scribal schools amschools among other ong other significansignificant tasks. It tasks. In additionn addn addition, addition, Darius undDarius undertook an ertook an extensive extensive campaign ocampaign of public wf public works in Egorks in Egypt, incluypt, including compldiincluincluding including completioncompletion of the pr of the precursor ofecursor of the Suez  the Suez Canal.Canal.Canal.

One of the Persian Empire’s more skilled administrators, Darius is credited 
by the Greeks with being a lawgiver. This may well be a reflection of Darius’ 
efforts at codifying existing legal customs in the various subject territories as he 
undertook the reorganization of an empire that had been created by the military 



prowess of his predecessors Cyrus and Cambyses, but whose legal and 
administrative status had been neglected. A well-known example of Darius’ 
concern for the social order of subject territories is the mission of the Egyptian 
collaborator Udjahorresnet, who records he was commissioned by Darius to 
attend to the reorganization of scribal schools among other significant tasks. In 
addition, Darius undertook an extensive campaign of public works in Egypt, 
including completion of the precursor of the Suez Canal.

�Darius’ owDarius’ own militaryn military expansion expansion of the em of the empire was lpire was largely dirargely directed westected westward, and ward, westwestward, westward, and by 493and by 493 the Persi the Persians controans controlled all tlled all the Greek che Greek city-statesity-states of Asia M of Asia Minor. RealinMMinor. ReaMinor. Realizing thalizing that the freet the free cities of cities of the Greek the Greek mainland  mainland presented presented a continuia continuing source ng sng source of source of agitation agitation against Peagainst Persian rulersian rule in Asia M in Asia Minor, Dariinor, Darius undertous undertook extensiok extensive preparave pve preparatiopreparations prior tns prior to launchino launching an exteng an extended campaided campaign againstgn against the Greek the Greeks. In 490 s. In 490 a sizable aa sizable a sizable force of pforce of perhaps 15 erhaps 15 thousand Pthousand Persian troersian troops gatherops gathered on the ed on the plains of plains of Marathon tMaMarathon tMarathon to do battlo do battle with a ce with a coalition ooalition of Greek fof Greek forces. The rces. The battle wasbattle was won by th won by the Greeks, eththe Greeksthe Greeks, and the , and the Persians wPersians withdrew wiithdrew with heavy lth heavy losses, onlosses, only to retury to return several n several decades ladedecades ladecades later under ter under Xerxes I tXerxes I to renew tho renew the conflicte conflict with Gree with Greece. Marathce. Marathon stood ion stood ion stood in the Grein the Greek conscioek consciousness as usness as a symbol oa symbol of Greek def Greek determinatiotermination to remain to remain free of n free of n free of foreignof foreign tyrants,  tyrants, though to though to the Persiathe Persians it may ns it may have simplhave simply represeny represented a minoted a minor reversalr rr reversal.reversal.reversal.

Darius’ own military expansion of the empire was largely directed 
westward, and by 493 the Persians controlled all the Greek city-states of Asia 
Minor. Realizing that the free cities of the Greek mainland presented a continuing 
source of agitation against Persian rule in Asia Minor, Darius undertook extensive 
preparations prior to launching an extended campaign against the Greeks. In 490 
a sizable force of perhaps 15 thousand Persian troops gathered on the plains of 
Marathon to do battle with a coalition of Greek forces. The battle was won by 
the Greeks, and the Persians withdrew with heavy losses, only to return several 
decades later under Xerxes I to renew the conflict with Greece. Marathon stood 
in the Greek consciousness as a symbol of Greek determination to remain free 
of foreign tyrants, though to the Persians it may have simply represented a minor 
reversal.

�For the poFor the postexilic cstexilic community oommunity of Yehud, tf Yehud, the Persianhe Persian administr administrative distative district surrorict surrict surroundinsurrounding Jerusaleg Jerusalem, Darius m, Darius served as served as a supportia supportive figure ve figure in effortsin efforts to rebuil to rebuild the tempd thd the templethe temple. Ezra rec. Ezra recounts how,ounts how, despite r despite returning teturning to Jerusaleo Jerusalem under Cym under Cyrus, work rus, workrus, work on thwork on the temple ie temple in Jerusalen Jerusalem did not m did not begin in ebegin in earnest untarnest until the secil the second year oond year of Darius’ f Df Darius’ reDarius’ reign, ca. 5ign, ca. 520 (Ezra 420 (Ezra 4:24). Duri:24). During that yeng that year, the prar, the prophets Hagophets Haggai and Zegai and Zechariah, wchaZeZechariah,Zechariah, working w working with Zerubbith Zerubbabel the gabel the governor anovernor and Jeshua td Jeshua the high prhe high priest, initiest, initiated a suiainitinitiated initiated a successfa successful communiul community effort ty effort to rebuildto rebuild the templ the temple which hae which had been in d been in ruins sincruinruins sincruins since the Babye the Babylonian conlonian conquest of 5quest of 587. Local 87. Local opponents opponents of this efof this effort petitfort petitioned Dariionepetitpetitionedpetitioned Darius to Darius to have the  have the work stoppwork stopped (Ezra 5ed (Ezra 5:6-17), to:6-17), to which Dar which Darius responius responius responded responded with a clewith a clear order uar order upholding Cpholding Cyrus’ earlyrus’ earlier decreeier decree allowing  allowing for the refor the rebuilding eburerebuildingrebuilding efforts a efforts and callingnd calling on his im on his imperial offperial officials to icials to support thsupport the work (6:e work (6:1–12). Whi1–12). (6:(6:1–12). (6:1–12). While the While the authenticiauthenticity of portty of portions of thions of these accounese accounts have bets have been questioen questioned, the gnequestioquestionedquestioned, the gene, the general concerral concern for propn for proper proceduer procedure seems tre seems to be in keo be in keeping witheping witheping with Dariuwith Darius’ larger s’ larger role of usrole of using legisling legislation to aation to administer dminister an increasan increasingly compingly complex and valex alex and variedand varied empire. empire. empire.

For the postexilic community of Yehud, the Persian administrative district 
surrounding Jerusalem, Darius served as a supportive figure in efforts to rebuild 
the temple. Ezra recounts how, despite returning to Jerusalem under Cyrus, 
work on the temple in Jerusalem did not begin in earnest until the second year of 
Darius’ reign, ca. 520 (Ezra 4:24). During that year, the prophets Haggai and 
Zechariah, working with Zerubbabel the governor and Jeshua the high priest, 
initiated a successful community effort to rebuild the temple which had been in 
ruins since the Babylonian conquest of 587. Local opponents of this effort 
petitioned Darius to have the work stopped (Ezra 5:6-17), to which Darius 
responded with a clear order upholding Cyrus’ earlier decree allowing for the 
rebuilding efforts and calling on his imperial officials to support the work 
(6:1–12). While the authenticity of portions of these accounts have been 
questioned, the general concern for proper procedure seems to be in keeping 
with Darius’ larger role of using legislation to administer an increasingly complex 
and varied empire.

�Among DariAmong Darius’ innovaus’ innovations was tions was the introdthe introduction of uction of imperial cimperial coinage, whoinage, what the Great theat the Greeksthe Greeks called th called the “daric.”e “daric.” He also e He also establishedstablished several n several new forms oew forms of taxationf taxation, placing , pl, placing thplacing the empire oe empire on a firm fn a firm financial binancial base. Dariuase. Darius engaged s engaged in buildinin building extensivg extensive palace ce pale palace compalace complexes at plexes at Susa and PSusa and Persepolis,ersepolis, emphasizi emphasizing his comng his complete contplete control of royrol of royal power waroyroyal poweroyal power within tr within the heartlahe heartland of the nd of the Persian EmPersian Empire. Follpire. Following the owing the defeat of defeat of the Persiaththe Persiathe Persian forces in forces in the Battn the Battle of Marale of Marathon, he athon, he apparently pparently undertook undertook extensive extensive preparatioprpreparatiopreparations for a nns for a new militarew military effort ay effort against thegainst the Greeks. D Greeks. Darius’ deaarius’ death after 3th after 36 years of6 ye6 years of ryears of rule (and aule (and at an age bt an age beyond 60) eyond 60) brought thbrought these preparese preparations to ations to a halt unta halt until his sonil hil his son anhis son and successod successor Xerxes Ir Xerxes I could und could undertake a rertake a renewed attenewed attempt to deempt to defeat the Gfeat the Gfeat the Greeks.Greeks.Greeks.

Among Darius’ innovations was the introduction of imperial coinage, what 
the Greeks called the “daric.” He also established several new forms of taxation, 
placing the empire on a firm financial base. Darius engaged in building extensive 
palace complexes at Susa and Persepolis, emphasizing his complete control of 
royal power within the heartland of the Persian Empire. Following the defeat of 
the Persian forces in the Battle of Marathon, he apparently undertook extensive 



preparations for a new military effort against the Greeks. Darius’ death after 36 
years of rule (and at an age beyond 60) brought these preparations to a halt until 
his son and successor Xerxes I could undertake a renewed attempt to defeat the 
Greeks.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. CookJ. M. Cook, , The PersiaThe Persian Empiren Empire (New York (New York, 1983), 5, 1983), 50–182; M. 0–182; M.0–182; M. A. DandM. A. Dandamaev, amaev, A PoliticaA Political History l History of the Achof the Achaemenid Emaemenid Empirepire (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1989), 83–1989), 83–178.1783–83–178.83–178.83–178.
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M. A. Dandamaev, A Political History of the Achaemenid Empire (Leiden, 1989), 
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�2.2. Darius II Darius II Ochus (42 Ochus (423–404), so3–404), son of Artaxn of Artaxerxes I; aerxes I; also calledlso called Nothus (“ Nothus (“the bastarthe bthe bastard”) bastard”) because hibecause his mother ws mother was a Babylas a Babylonian conconian concubine. Manubine. Manipulated dipulated during muchuring mucuring much of himuch of his reign bys reign by Parysatis Parysatis, his half, his half-sister an-sister and wife, Dad wife, Darius managrius managed to regaed to regain Greek cin Grin Greek citiGreek cities in Asiaes in Asia Minor by  Minor by siding witsiding with Sparta dh Sparta during the uring the PeloponnesPeloponnesian War (4ian War (431–404). H3(4(431–404).(431–404). He is men He is mentioned in tioned in the Jewishthe Jewish Aramaic p Aramaic papyri fromapyri from Elephanti Elephantine.ne.ne.

2. Darius II Ochus (423–404), son of Artaxerxes I; also called Nothus (“the 
bastard”) because his mother was a Babylonian concubine. Manipulated during 
much of his reign by Parysatis, his half-sister and wife, Darius managed to regain 
Greek cities in Asia Minor by siding with Sparta during the Peloponnesian War 
(431–404). He is mentioned in the Jewish Aramaic papyri from Elephantine.

�3.3. Darius II Darius III CodommanI Codommanus (336–33us (336–331), grandn1), grandnephew of Aephew of Artaxerxes rtaxerxes III. The lIII. The last Achaemasllast Achaelast Achaemenid monamenid monarch, he surch, he suffered repffered repeated defeeated defeats at theats at the hands of  hands of Alexander Alexander Alexander Alexander the Great the Great and the Maand the Macedonian fcedonian forces (cf.orces (cf. 1 Macc. 1 1 Macc. 1:1-8).:1-8).:1-8).

3. Darius III Codommanus (336–331), grandnephew of Artaxerxes III. The 
last Achaemenid monarch, he suffered repeated defeats at the hands of 
Alexander the Great and the Macedonian forces (cf. 1 Macc. 1:1-8).

�4.4. Darius th Darius the Mede, mee Mede, mentioned onntioned only in the ly in the book of Dabook of Daniel. He iniel. He is depicteds depicted as gainin as  as gainingas gaining rule over rule over the Neo-B the Neo-Babylonian abylonian Empire in Empire in the wake othe wake of the captf the capture of Babure of Babylon and tyBabBabylon anBabylon and the deatd the death of Belshh of Belshazzar (Danazzar (Dan. 5:30-31). 5:30-31). Called t. Called the son of he son of a certain a certain Ahasuerus AhAhasuerus Ahasuerus and a Medeand a Mede by birth  by birth (Dan. 9:1)(Dan. 9:1), he divid, he divided the kined the kingdom into gdom into 120 satrap120 satrapies adminiisatrapsatrapies satrapies administeradministered by threed by three “presidee “presidents” (6:1)nts” (6:1). It was t. It was this king whis king who orderedho ordered Daniel in D Daniel intDaniel into the liono the lions’ den (Das’ den (Dan. 6:16). n. 6:16). However, GHowever, Greek and Breek and Babylonian abylonian sources insources indicate thadinindicate tindicate that it washat it was the Persi the Persian Cyrus Ian Cyrus I who conqu who conquered Babylered Babylon, and exon, and extrabiblicatrabiblical accountsl al accounts maccounts mention neiention neither a Medther a Median king nian king named Dariuamed Darius nor Medis nor Median invasioan invasion of Babyln of Babn of Babylonia.Babylonia. Some woul Some would identifyd identify this Dari this Darius with Naus with Nabonidus, tbonidus, the last kihe last king of Babyng of Babylon and colonBabyBabylon anBabylon and coregentd coregent with Bels with Belshazzar; orhazzar; or Cyrus I,  Cyrus I, perhaps coperhaps confused witnfused with Darius Ih Darius I..

4. Darius the Mede, mentioned only in the book of Daniel. He is depicted 
as gaining rule over the Neo-Babylonian Empire in the wake of the capture of 
Babylon and the death of Belshazzar (Dan. 5:30-31). Called the son of a certain 
Ahasuerus and a Mede by birth (Dan. 9:1), he divided the kingdom into 120 
satrapies administered by three “presidents” (6:1). It was this king who ordered 
Daniel into the lions’ den (Dan. 6:16). However, Greek and Babylonian sources 
indicate that it was the Persian Cyrus I who conquered Babylon, and extrabiblical 
accounts mention neither a Median king named Darius nor Median invasion of 
Babylonia. Some would identify this Darius with Nabonidus, the last king of 
Babylon and coregent with Belshazzar; or Cyrus I, perhaps confused with Darius I.

DARKNESSDARKNESSDARKNESS

DARKNESS

The absencThe absence of lighte of light, a freque, a frequent image int image in both then both the OT and NT OT and NT; the NT’s; the NT’s usage is  usage is highly infhihighly infhighly influenced byluenced by the OT. D the OT. Darkness waarkness was present s present at the begat the beginning, aninning, and God’s pod God’s power workedwpopower workpower worked againsted against it in cre it in creation (Genation (Gen. 1). Dark. 1). Darkness is suness is subsequentlybsequently a master  a master image for imimage for image for chaos, sepchaos, separation, aaration, and death, nd death, and a synoand a synonym of sinnym of sin and evil. and evil. In the in In the intertestameterteinintertestaintertestamental permental period, the Diod, the Dead Sea Scead Sea Scrolls illurolls illustrate thestrate the metaphori metaphorical use ofcal use of darkness  dar darkness adarkness as a characs a characteristic oteristic of the forcf the forces hostilees hostile to God an to God and in battld in battle with hime with him (War of t (W (War of th(War of the Sons of e Sons of Light and Light and the Sons othe Sons of Darknessf Darkness; cf. 1 En; cf. 1 En. 108:11–1. 108:11–15; T. Levi5; T. Levi 19:1). 19 19:1).19:1).19:1).

The absence of light, a frequent image in both the OT and NT; the NT’s usage is 
highly influenced by the OT. Darkness was present at the beginning, and God’s 
power worked against it in creation (Gen. 1). Darkness is subsequently a master 
image for chaos, separation, and death, and a synonym of sin and evil. In the 
intertestamental period, the Dead Sea Scrolls illustrate the metaphorical use of 
darkness as a characteristic of the forces hostile to God and in battle with him 
(War of the Sons of Light and the Sons of Darkness; cf. 1 En. 108:11–15; T. Levi 
19:1).

�In the NT,In the NT, words tra words translated “dnslated “darkness” oarkness” occur oftenccur often, and in v, and in virtually eirtually every case very casvery case they case they are used iare used in a metaphn a metaphorical senorical sense. An excse. An exception is eption is John 6:17,John 6:17, where the where the word is l w word is liword is literal. In teral. In the accounthe account of the dt of the death of Jeeath of Jesus (Mark sus (Mark 15:33 par.15:33 par.), the dar), the darkness may knessdardarkness mdarkness may be bothay be both literal a literal and figuratnd figurative.ive.ive.

In the NT, words translated “darkness” occur often, and in virtually every 
case they are used in a metaphorical sense. An exception is John 6:17, where the 
word is literal. In the account of the death of Jesus (Mark 15:33 par.), the 
darkness may be both literal and figurative.



�When used When used metaphoricmetaphorically, “darally, “darkness” cankness” can be equiva be equivalent to Salent to Satan (Luke tan (Luke 22:53) and22:5322:53) and22:53) and can refer can refer to eterna to eternal destiny l destiny without Gowithout God (Matt. 8d (Matt. 8:12; 22:13:12; 22:13; 25:30). ; 25:30). The comingTheThe comingThe coming of Jesus  of Jesus into the winto the world signaorld signals the begls the beginning of inning of the savingthe saving light’s c light’s confrontationfrocconfrontatconfrontation with dion with darkness (Larkness (Luke 1:79),uke 1:79), and his m and his ministry cainistry can be descrn be described as thibed as the bringinge be bringing obringing of light tof light to those in  those in darkness (darkness (Matt. 4:16Matt. 4:16, quoting , quoting Isa. 9:2[MIsa. 9:2[MT 1]). TheT 1]). The response  respo response tresponse to Jesus iso Jesus is to choose to choose between l between light and dight and darkness, aarkness, and most pend most people prefeople prefer darknessrprefeprefer darprefer darkness to hkness to hide their ide their sins (Johnsins (John 3:19). Ac 3:19). Accordingly,cordingly, pagan lif pagan life is charae is characterized bcterizcharacharactericharacterized by darzed by darkness (Romkness (Rom. 1:21; Ep. 1:21; Eph. 5:11; 6h. 5:11; 6:12), and :12), and pagans havpagans have darknesse darkness as their  a as their eas their eternal desternal destiny (Col.tiny (Col. 1:13; 2 P 1:13; 2 Pet. 2:17; et. 2:17; Jude 13). Jude 13). The confliThe conflict betweenct between light and light  light and light and darkness adarkness as a descris a description of Gption of God’s work od’s work in the lasin the last days, ant days, anticipated ticipated in the OT in thein the OT apothe OT apocalyptic hcalyptic hope, is heope, is heightened iightened in the NT (n the NT (Mark 13:24Mark 13:24 par.). Ac par.). Acts 2:20 quts 2:20 quotes Joel oququotes Joequotes Joel 2:31(3:4l 2:31(3:4) as being) as being fulfilled fulfilled...

When used metaphorically, “darkness” can be equivalent to Satan (Luke 
22:53) and can refer to eternal destiny without God (Matt. 8:12; 22:13; 25:30). 
The coming of Jesus into the world signals the beginning of the saving light’s 
confrontation with darkness (Luke 1:79), and his ministry can be described as the 
bringing of light to those in darkness (Matt. 4:16, quoting Isa. 9:2[MT 1]). The 
response to Jesus is to choose between light and darkness, and most people 
prefer darkness to hide their sins (John 3:19). Accordingly, pagan life is 
characterized by darkness (Rom. 1:21; Eph. 5:11; 6:12), and pagans have darkness 
as their eternal destiny (Col. 1:13; 2 Pet. 2:17; Jude 13). The conflict between 
light and darkness as a description of God’s work in the last days, anticipated in 
the OT apocalyptic hope, is heightened in the NT (Mark 13:24 par.). Acts 2:20 
quotes Joel 2:31(3:4) as being fulfilled.

�Because daBecause darkness andrkness and light are light are used to d used to denote contenote contrasting carasting camps — God’mps — God’s and Satas ans and Satan’and Satan’s — they as — they are also ofre also often used tten used to designato designate the diste the distinction beinction between God’tween God’s people asGod’God’s peopGod’s people and thole and those who oppse who oppose him (eose him (esp. in Pausp. in Paul). Indeedl). Indeed, to turn , to turn to God is to God is to turn awtto turn awto turn away from daay from darkness to rkness to the light the light (Acts 26:1(Acts 26:18; 2 Cor. 8; 2 Cor. 4:5). The 4:5). The obvious coobvious contrast betntcocontrast bcontrast between daretween darkness and kness and light is alight is a strong wa strong way to statey to state the contr the contrast betweeast between God’s pen betweebetween Gobetween God’s peopled’s people and other and others (2 Cor. s (2 Cor. 6:14; Eph.6:14; Eph. 5:8; 1 Th 5:8; 1 Thess. 5:4-5ess. 5:4-5; 1 Pet. 2; 1 Pet. 2:9).:9)22:9).2:9).2:9).

Because darkness and light are used to denote contrasting camps — God’s 
and Satan’s — they are also often used to designate the distinction between 
God’s people and those who oppose him (esp. in Paul). Indeed, to turn to God is 
to turn away from darkness to the light (Acts 26:18; 2 Cor. 4:5). The obvious 
contrast between darkness and light is a strong way to state the contrast 
between God’s people and others (2 Cor. 6:14; Eph. 5:8; 1 Thess. 5:4-5; 1 Pet. 
2:9).

�The fundamThe fundamental oppoental opposition betsition between God aween God and Satan, nd Satan, or God’s por God’s people and eople and the unbelithethe unbelithe unbelieving, is eving, is also manifalso manifested in tested in the moral lhe moral life. Chrisife. Christians musttians must avoid the avoid the “works of “wor “works of “works of darkness” darkness” and walk aand walk as “childres “children of lightn of light” (Eph. 5:” (Eph. 5:8, 11). Th8, 11). This contrasis contrast of livint of t of living,of living, strongly  strongly presented presented in 1 John in 1 John 1:5-6; 2:81:5-6; 2:8-11, revea-11, reveals the truls the true childrene children of God an of Go of God and thGod and the validitye validity of their  of their theologicatheological claims, l claims, thereby dithereby distinguishistinguishing them frng them from those wom tom those who those who are false.are false.

The fundamental opposition between God and Satan, or God’s people and 
the unbelieving, is also manifested in the moral life. Christians must avoid the 
“works of darkness” and walk as “children of light” (Eph. 5:8, 11). This contrast 
of living, strongly presented in 1 John 1:5-6; 2:8-11, reveals the true children of 
God and the validity of their theological claims, thereby distinguishing them from 
those who are false.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. Trocme,E. Trocme, “Light an “Light and Darknessd Darkness in the Fo in the Fourth Gospeurth Gospel,” l,” DidaskaliaDidasDidaskaliaDidaskalia 3 (1995): 3 (1995): 3–13; D.  3–13; D. O. Via, JrO. Via, Jr., “Darkne., “Darkness, Christss, Christ, and the , and the Church in Church in the Fourththe Fthe Fourth GosFourth Gospel,” pel,” SJTSJT 14 (1961) 14 (1961): 172–93.: 172–93.: 172–93.

Bibliography. E. Trocme, “Light and Darkness in the Fourth Gospel,” 
Didaskalia 3 (1995): 3–13; D. O. Via, Jr., “Darkness, Christ, and the Church in the 
Fourth Gospel,” SJT 14 (1961): 172–93.
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DARKONDARKON (Heb.  (Heb. darqo®ndarqo®n)))

DARKON (Heb. darqo®n)

The head oThe head of a familyf a family of “Solom of “Solomon’s servaon’s servants” who rnts” who returned freturned from exile uom exile under Zerubnder Zerunder ZerubbabelZerubbabel (Ezra 2:5 (Ezra 2:56 = Neh. 76 = Neh. 7:58).:58).

The head of a family of “Solomon’s servants” who returned from exile under 
Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:56 = Neh. 7:58).

DATHANDATHAN (Heb.  (Heb. daœt�aœndaœt�aœn)))

DATHAN (Heb. daœt�aœn )

The son ofThe son of Eliab (Nu Eliab (Num. 16:1; 2m. 16:1; 26:9), who 6:9), who with his bwith his brother suprother supported Korported Korah in chalah in challenging Molechalchallenginchallenging Moses’ lg Moses’ leadership eadership during theduring the wildernes wilderness wanderins wanderings (16:1–4gs (16:1–40). As a r0). As a result bothesrresult botresult both brothersh brothers were “swa were “swallowed up”llowed up” by the ea by the earth (Num. rth (Num. 16:27, 31-16:27, 31-33; cf. De33; cf. De33; cf. Deut. 11:6Deut. 11:6; Ps. 106:; Ps. 106:17).17).

The son of Eliab (Num. 16:1; 26:9), who with his brother supported Korah in 
challenging Moses’ leadership during the wilderness wanderings (16:1–40). As a 
result both brothers were “swallowed up” by the earth (Num. 16:27, 31-33; cf. 
Deut. 11:6; Ps. 106:17).



DATHEMADATHEMA (Gk.  (Gk. DathemaDathema)))

DATHEMA (Gk. Dathema)

A fortressA fortress in Gilead in Gilead repaired  repaired by Jews anby Jews and used as d used as a refuge wa refuge when persechen persecuted by thuted by the Gentileseththe Gentilthe Gentiles (1 Macces (1 Macc. 5:9). Th. 5:9). The siege wae siege was broken bs broken by Judas May Judas Maccabeus anccabeus and his brotd his brother Jonathhbrotbrother Jobrother Jonathan. Thnathan. The site hase site has not been  not been positivelypositively identifie identified; proposad; proposals includels include Tell er-R Tell Tell er-RaTell er-Ramet (Ramatmet (Ramatha) in Gilha) in Gilead and Teead and Tell Hamad, ll Hamad, E of CarnaE of Carnaim/Karnaimim/Karnaim...

A fortress in Gilead repaired by Jews and used as a refuge when persecuted by 
the Gentiles (1 Macc. 5:9). The siege was broken by Judas Maccabeus and his 
brother Jonathan. The site has not been positively identified; proposals include 
Tell er-Ramet (Ramatha) in Gilead and Tell Hamad, E of Carnaim/Karnaim.

Zeljko GreZeljko Gregorgor
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DAUGHTERDAUGHTERDAUGHTER

DAUGHTER

In most inIn most instances, astances, a household household’s female ’s female child (Hebchild (Heb. . bat�bat�). The ter). The term may alsom may also designate desi designate designate a female da female descendant,escendant, perhaps a perhaps a granddaug granddaughter (e.g.hter (e.g., 2 Kgs. 8, 2 Kgs. 8:26 = 2 Ch:26 = 2 Chr. 22:2), r.ChChr. 22:2)Chr. 22:2), or the i, or the inhabitant nhabitant of a city of a city (e.g., Jud(e.g., Judg. 21:21) g. 21:21) or region or region (e.g., Gen(e.g., Gen. 24:3). A. 24:3). A. 24:3). At times, At times, Heb. Heb. beän,beän, “son,” en “son,” encompasses compasses both sexesboth sexes; like son; like sons, daughtes, daughters are regrs are regrs are regarded aregarded as blessings blessings (Ps. 128s (Ps. 128:3) and mu:3) and must honor tst honor their parenheir parents (Exod. ts (Exod. 20:10); bo20:10); both will prth boboth will both will prophesy iprophesy in messianin messianic times (Jc times (Joel 2:28[Moel 2:28[MT 3:1]).T 3:1]).T 3:1]).

In most instances, a household’s female child (Heb. bat� ). The term may also 
designate a female descendant, perhaps a granddaughter (e.g., 2 Kgs. 8:26 = 2 
Chr. 22:2), or the inhabitant of a city (e.g., Judg. 21:21) or region (e.g., Gen. 24:3). 
At times, Heb. beän, “son,” encompasses both sexes; like sons, daughters are 
regarded as blessings (Ps. 128:3) and must honor their parents (Exod. 20:10); 
both will prophesy in messianic times (Joel 2:28[MT 3:1]).

�Daughters Daughters were highlwere highly valued by valued because of ecause of their phystheir physical laborical labor and becau and because life cose life se life contilife continued throunued through them (Ggh them (Gen. 29:9; en. 29:9; Exod. 21:7Exod. 21:7). Sexual ). Sexual prohibitioprohibitions (Lev. 1ns (Lev. 18) protect8) 118) protec18) protect daughtert daughters and forbs and forbid a man fid a man from havingrom having sexual re sexual relations wilations with his dauth his daughter, songhdaudaughter, daughter, son’s daugson’s daughter, daughter, daughter’s dauhter’s daughter, daughter, daughter-in-lghter-in-law, a womaaw, a woman and her n and her daughter, ddaughter, daughter, and the daand the daughter of ughter of his fatherhis father’s wife.’s wife.’s wife.

Daughters were highly valued because of their physical labor and because 
life continued through them (Gen. 29:9; Exod. 21:7). Sexual prohibitions (Lev. 
18) protect daughters and forbid a man from having sexual relations with his 
daughter, son’s daughter, daughter’s daughter, daughter-in-law, a woman and her 
daughter, and the daughter of his father’s wife.

�When a dauWhen a daughter marrghter married, her fied, her father receather received a briived a bride price; de price; generally generally this was rthis wathis was returnwas returned to her ed to her as dowry (as dowry (Gen. 31:15Gen. 31:15). A fathe). A father could anr could annul his danul his daughter’s vughter’s vow (Num. 3owvvow (Num. vow (Num. 30:3-5). A30:3-5). Although gelthough genealogies nealogies primarily primarily list firstlist firstborn sons,born sons, they also they also name daug nam name daughname daughters when ters when there are there are no sons (Gno sons (Gen. 46:17;en. 46:17; Num. 26:4 Num. 26:46 [= 1 Chr6 [= 1 Chr. 7:30]; 2. 7:30]; . 7:30]; 27:7:30]; 27:1–11; 36:11–11; 36:1–12; Josh.–12; Josh. 17:3). 17:3). 17:3).

When a daughter married, her father received a bride price; generally this 
was returned to her as dowry (Gen. 31:15). A father could annul his daughter’s 
vow (Num. 30:3-5). Although genealogies primarily list firstborn sons, they also 
name daughters when there are no sons (Gen. 46:17; Num. 26:46 [= 1 Chr. 
7:30]; 27:1–11; 36:1–12; Josh. 17:3).

�The daughtThe daughters of forers of foreigners — eigners — especiallyespecially the Canaa the Canaanites and nites and PhilistinePhilistines — receivs — recs — received lreceived little praiittle praise and werse and were creditede credited with Isra with Israel’s ruin el’s ruin (Judg. 3:6(Judg. 3:6; Mal. 2:1; Mal. 2:11). The la1). The1). The law foThe law forbade interbade intermarriage rmarriage with them with them (Deut. 7:3(Deut. 7:3). After t). After the Exile, he Exile, the Israelthe Israelites agreeitesIsraelIsraelitesIsraelites agreed no agreed not to give t to give their daugtheir daughters in mhters in marriage toarriage to the peopl the peoples around es around them or tathethem or tathem or take foreignke foreign daughters daughters for their for their sons (Neh sons (Neh. 10:30[31. 10:30[31]).]).]).

The daughters of foreigners — especially the Canaanites and Philistines — 
received little praise and were credited with Israel’s ruin (Judg. 3:6; Mal. 2:11). 
The law forbade intermarriage with them (Deut. 7:3). After the Exile, the 
Israelites agreed not to give their daughters in marriage to the peoples around 
them or take foreign daughters for their sons (Neh. 10:30[31]).

�In genealoIn genealogical mategical materials, towrials, towns or villns or villages are dages are depicted asepicted as “daughter “daughters,” indicas,” indicats,” indicatingindicating their rel their relationship ationship as colonieas colonies or depens or dependencies ofdencies of a state ( a state (e.g., Ps. e.g., Ps. 48:11) or 48:11) 48:11) or 48:11) or city (1 Chcity (1 Chr. 2:3, 21r. 2:3, 21, 35, 49)., 35, 49). Elsewhere Elsewhere “daughter “daughter” is used ” is used metaphoricmetaphorically. The allymetaphoricmetaphoricmetaphorically. The ally. The daughters daughters of Jerusalof Jerusalem are theem are the bride’s f bride’s friends (Cariends (Cant. 8:4), nt. 8:4), and the “dand and the “dand the “daughter ofaughter of Zion” (NR Zion” (NRSV “daughtSV “daughter Zion”) er Zion”) is the peris the personificatisonification of Jeruon of Jerusalem (IsasaJeruJerusalem Jerusalem (Isa. 1:8;(Isa. 1:8; 62:11; Je 62:11; Jer. 4:31; Lr. 4:31; Lam. 2:8).am. 2:8).am. 2:8).

In genealogical materials, towns or villages are depicted as “daughters,” 
indicating their relationship as colonies or dependencies of a state (e.g., Ps. 
48:11) or city (1 Chr. 2:3, 21, 35, 49). Elsewhere “daughter” is used 
metaphorically. The daughters of Jerusalem are the bride’s friends (Cant. 8:4), 
and the “daughter of Zion” (NRSV “daughter Zion”) is the personification of 
Jerusalem (Isa. 1:8; 62:11; Jer. 4:31; Lam. 2:8).

�Jesus usedJesus used “daughter “daughter” as a ter” as a term of respem of respect and endct and endearment (eearment (e.g., Mark .g., Mark 5:34 par.)5:34 p5:34 par.).par.).par.).

Jesus used “daughter” as a term of respect and endearment (e.g., Mark 5:34 
par.).
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DAVIDDAVID (Heb.  (Heb. dawiîd�dawiîd�)))

DAVID (Heb. dawiîd� )



Israel’s sIsrael’s second kingecond king (ca. 1010 (ca. 1010–970 –970 B.C.E.B.C.E.).).

Israel’s second king (ca. 1010–970 B.C.E.).

SourcesSources

Sources

1 Sam. 16—1 Sam. 16—1 Kgs. 2 a1 Kgs. 2 are our maire our main sources n sources about Daviabout David, supplemd, supplemented by 1ented by 1 Chronicle Chron ChroniclesChronicles. Other te. Other texts name hxts name him, but inim, but in the main  the main to emblemato emblematize eithetize either the dynar the dynar the dynasty indynasty in Jerusalem Jerusalem or a salv or a salvific idealific ideal...

1 Sam. 16—1 Kgs. 2 are our main sources about David, supplemented by 1 
Chronicles. Other texts name him, but in the main to emblematize either the 
dynasty in Jerusalem or a salvific ideal.

�Some scholSome scholars maintaars maintain that, lin that, like King Aike King Arthur, Davrthur, David is a laid is a late inventite invention, but thon, but thon, but this is cothis is contradictedntradicted by the de by the depth of hispth of his embedment embedment in the tr in the tradition. Tadition. Two inscripwo inscriptions inditioinscripinscriptioinscriptions indicatns indicate that by e that by 830 (or 84830 (or 840) the sta0) the state in Judate in Judah was idenh was identified as tified as “the House“the H“the House of DHouse of David” (Telavid” (Tel Dan inscr Dan inscription andiption and probably  probably the Mesha the Mesha stone) andstone) and confirm t confirm  confirm thconfirm that David wat David was an earlas an earlier state-ier state-builder. Tbuilder. The beginnihe beginnings of hisngs of his importanc importance, attestee, ae, attested iattested in the 9th n the 9th century, ecentury, explain Davxplain David’s signiid’s significance inficance in the 8th c the 8th century as entury as an icon ofan icoan icon of Juicon of Judah (Amos)dah (Amos) and as th and as the progenite progenitor of a lior of a line of kingne of kings adopted s adopted at accessiat accession by Yahwon bon by Yahweh by Yahweh (Isaiah). (Isaiah). EverythingEverything suggests  suggests that the Jthat the Jerusalem cerusalem court securourt secured David’sed David’s place in  p place in tplace in the literarhe literary canon loy canon long before ng before the exilicthe exilic era. era. era.

Some scholars maintain that, like King Arthur, David is a late invention, but 
this is contradicted by the depth of his embedment in the tradition. Two 
inscriptions indicate that by 830 (or 840) the state in Judah was identified as “the 
House of David” (Tel Dan inscription and probably the Mesha stone) and 
confirm that David was an earlier state-builder. The beginnings of his importance, 
attested in the 9th century, explain David’s significance in the 8th century as an 
icon of Judah (Amos) and as the progenitor of a line of kings adopted at accession 
by Yahweh (Isaiah). Everything suggests that the Jerusalem court secured David’s 
place in the literary canon long before the exilic era.

�1 Sam. 16-1 Sam. 16-31 represe31 represents itselfnts itself as an acc as an account of Daount of David’s “risvid’s “rise,” or youe,” or youthful carethful carethful career, incareer, in interacti interaction with thon with the former ke former king Saul oing Saul of the tribf the tribe of Benjae of Benjamin. This min. This text refletext text refletext reflects two pacts two parallel sourallel sources now irces now in combinatn combination. A repion. A representativresentative divisione division yields na yie yields naryields narrative sourative sources as forces as follows:llows:llows:

1 Sam. 16-31 represents itself as an account of David’s “rise,” or youthful 
career, in interaction with the former king Saul of the tribe of Benjamin. This 
text reflects two parallel sources now in combination. A representative division 
yields narrative sources as follows:

�A.A. 1 Sam. 9: 1 Sam. 9:1-10:13; 11-10:13; 13:1—14:52;3:1—14:52; 17:12–31, 17:12–31, 41, 48b,  41, 48b, 50, 55–58;50, 55–58; 18:1–6a,  18:1–6a, 10–11, 17–10–10–11, 17–10–11, 17–19, 30; 2019, 30; 20:1b—24:22[:1b—24:22[MT 23]; 28MT 23]; 28:3–25; 31:3–25; 31:3–25; 31

A. 1 Sam. 9:1-10:13; 13:1—14:52; 17:12–31, 41, 48b, 50, 55–58; 18:1–6a, 
10–11, 17–19, 30; 20:1b—24:22[MT 23]; 28:3–25; 31

�B.B. 1 Sam. 8; 1 Sam. 8; 10:17-27; 10:17-27; 11-12; 15 11-12; 15-16; 17:1--16; 17:1-11, 32-40,11, 32-40, 42-48a, 4 42-48a, 49, 51-54; 9, 51-54; 18:6-9, 1218:6-918:6-9, 1218:6-9, 12-16, 20-29-16, 20-29; 19; 25—2; 19; 25—27; 28:1–2;7; 28:1–2; 29—30; 2  29—30; 2 Sam. 1ff.Sam. 1ff.Sam. 1ff.

B. 1 Sam. 8; 10:17-27; 11-12; 15-16; 17:1-11, 32-40, 42-48a, 49, 51-54; 
18:6-9, 12-16, 20-29; 19; 25—27; 28:1–2; 29—30; 2 Sam. 1ff.

Both sourcBoth sources containes contain legendary legendary material, material, including including the accou the account of Davint of David’s slayind’s slaying Goliath,g Gg Goliath, wGoliath, whom 2 Sam.hom 2 Sam. 21:19 ide 21:19 identifies asntifies as the victi the victim of Elhanm of Elhanan (cf. 1 an (cf. 1 Chr. 20:5;Chr. 20:5; Josephus  Jose Josephus Josephus Ant.Ant. 7.302). 7.302). 7.302).

Both sources contain legendary material, including the account of David’s slaying 
Goliath, whom 2 Sam. 21:19 identifies as the victim of Elhanan (cf. 1 Chr. 20:5; 
Josephus Ant. 7.302).

�After intrAfter introducing thoducing the monarchye monarchy, the A an, the A and B sourced B sources trace Das trace David’s earlvid’s early career. y carey career. Incareer. In A the Dav A the David narratiid narrative is inteve is interposed betrposed between materween materials (1 Saials (1 Sam. 13-14; m. 13-14; 28; 31) fo2828; 31) fo28; 31) focused on Scused on Saul. In B aul. In B the narratthe narrative shiftsive shifts from Saul from Saul to David  to David in ch. 16 in ch. 16 and followand foand follows Dafollows David thereavid thereafter. The fter. The componentscomponents of B are  of B are often misioften misidentified,dentified, and B has and B has been misu b been misunbeen misunderstood aderstood as a late, s a late, anti-monaranti-monarchic sourcchic source. Its pose. Its position is mition is more compleore complex, and itsxcomplecomplex, acomplex, and its prend its presentation sentation concerningconcerning the origi the origins of the ns of the monarchy, monarchy, as an instas an institution adituinstinstitutioinstitution adopted n adopted by human iby human initiative nitiative and just tand just tolerated bolerated by Yahweh, y Yahweh, was prograwas programmatic formprograprogrammatprogrammatic for Isric for Israelite theaelite theologies ofologies of the monar the monarchy (cf. Hchy (cf. Hos. 13:10;os. 13:10; Deut. 17: Deut. 17:14-15; Jud14-17:17:14-15; 17:14-15; Judg. 8:22Judg. 8:22-23). It a-23). It also represlso represents a cloents a closer constiser constitutional rtutional reconstructeconstruction of theion oion of the earof the early monarchly monarchy than schy than scholars haveolars have until rec until recently acknently acknowledged. owledged. By contrasBy contrast, the A st,contrascontrast, contrast, the A sourthe A source treats ce treats kingship akingship as a given.s a given. But as it But as it centers o centers on Saul andn Saul and ends with ends ends with ends with his death his death at the Phiat the Philistines’ listines’ hands, itshands, its date, pre date, previously thviously thought to bought to be early, ie earle early, is early, is not clear.not clear. This sour This source treats ce treats Saul’s monSaul’s monarchy, mucarchy, much on the ph on the pattern of attern of Abimelech’AbimAbimelech’Abimelech’s (Judg. 9s (Judg. 9), as an a), as an abortion, rbortion, rather likeather like the anted the antedeluvian woeluvian world, beforrld, before the estae thee the establthe establishment ofishment of the David the Davidic line.ic line.ic line.

After introducing the monarchy, the A and B sources trace David’s early 
career. In A the David narrative is interposed between materials (1 Sam. 13-14; 
28; 31) focused on Saul. In B the narrative shifts from Saul to David in ch. 16 and 
follows David thereafter. The components of B are often misidentified, and B has 
been misunderstood as a late, anti-monarchic source. Its position is more 
complex, and its presentation concerning the origins of the monarchy, as an 
institution adopted by human initiative and just tolerated by Yahweh, was 
programmatic for Israelite theologies of the monarchy (cf. Hos. 13:10; Deut. 
17:14-15; Judg. 8:22-23). It also represents a closer constitutional reconstruction 
of the early monarchy than scholars have until recently acknowledged. By 
contrast, the A source treats kingship as a given. But as it centers on Saul and 
ends with his death at the Philistines’ hands, its date, previously thought to be 
early, is not clear. This source treats Saul’s monarchy, much on the pattern of 



Abimelech’s (Judg. 9), as an abortion, rather like the antedeluvian world, before 
the establishment of the Davidic line.

�2 Samuel, 2 Samuel, the continthe continuation of uation of the B sourthe B source, exhibice, exhibits signs ots signs of near conf near contemporary temporaconcontemporacontemporary recollery recollection. (1)ction. (1) 2 Samuel  2 Samuel (like part(like parts of B) res of B) responds to sponds to charges thcharges that David jatththat Davidthat David joined th joined the Philistie Philistines in Saunes in Saul’s last bl’s last battle and attle and incited thincited the assassine assassinations of ations ofations of Abner, of Abner, Ishbaal, AIshbaal, Absalom, Ambsalom, Amasa, and aasa, and all but onell but one of Saul’s of Saul’s descendan descendants, not tots, not to mention U m mention Urmention Uriah the Hiiah the Hittite; thettite; these are figse are figures whoseures whose political political relevance relevance, and memo, and memory, had exrymemomemory, hamemory, had expired d expired by the timby the time of the Se of the Solomonic solomonic schism. (2)chism. (2) 2 Samuel, 2 Samuel, taken at  taken at the literatthe literathe literal level, ml level, makes very akes very modest clamodest claims about ims about David’s coDavid’s conquests, wnquests, while laterhile later sources ( sou sources (Csources (Chronicles,hronicles, Josephus, Josephus, and even  and even 2 Kgs. 14:2 Kgs. 14:25) make m25) make much more guch more grandiose crandioseggrandiose grandiose claims. (3claims. (3) Some poe) Some poetry, notabtry, notably David’sly David’s laments o laments over Saul aver Saul and Abner and Abner and probablnaand probaband probably his “laly his “last words,”st words,” is unques is unquestionably ationably antique. (4ntique. (4) The synt) The syntax of compax of complex sentenlexcompcomplex secomplex sentences isntences is not typic not typically that ally that of later bof later biblical priblical prose. (5) Tose. (5) The geographe geographic delinehic dehic delineatiodelineation of Israen of Israel’s borderl’s borders and the s and the order in worder in which compohich components of hnents of her territoer territory are enuryterritoterritory territory are enumerare enumerated diffeated differ from conr from conceptions iceptions in biblicaln biblical texts of  texts of the 8th-7tthe 8th-7th through h thh through ththrough the 5th-4th e 5th-4th centuries.centuries. (6) The s (6) The settlement ettlement patterns, patterns, especiallyespecially of the Ne of the Negeb and PhgebNeNegeb and Negeb and Philistia,Philistia, reflected reflected in the B  in the B source (1 source (1 Sam. 27-30Sam. 27-30) and in 2) and in 2 Samuel, r Samuel, reflect reaeflerreflect rereflect realities ofalities of the 10th  the 10th century bucentury but not of st not of subsequent ubsequent eras. (7) eras. (7) 1 Sam. 27:1 Sam. 27:6 claims t6 clai6 claims thaclaims that Ziklag rt Ziklag remained suemained subordinate bordinate to the kinto the kings of Judags of Judah at the th at the time of theime of the writing o wr writing ofwriting of Samuel. A Samuel. As Ziklag ls Ziklag lay in the ay in the immediate immediate hinterlandhinterland of Gath,  of Gath, it could nit could not have beot hot have belonhave belonged to kinged to kings of Judags of Judah after thh after the 8th cente 8th century, and wury, and was probablas probably not eveny not even settled i s settled insettled in the 9th-8 the 9th-8th centurith centuries. (8) 2 es. (8) 2 Samuel, a Samuel, a record of record of courtly trcourtly transactionsansactions, stands a, stan, stands at stands at the start the start of a line of a line of accountof accounts in the bs in the books of Kiooks of Kings whose ngs whose assertionsassertions regarding reg regarding regarding internatiointernational relatinal relations are geons are generally conerally corroboratedrroborated either by either by external  external evidence, evidevidence, evidence, as in the as in the cases of Rcases of Rehoboam anehoboam and Shishak d Shishak or of the or of the Omrides anOmrides and Mesha and Mesha ad Mesha and Hazaeland Hazael, or by in, or by internal logternal logic, as in ic, as in the case othe case of the Solof the Solomonic schimonic schism and itssm and its implicati impl implicatioimplications both fons both for relationr relations with Egys with Egypt and betpt and between Judahween Judah and Israe and Israel.l.l.

2 Samuel, the continuation of the B source, exhibits signs of near 
contemporary recollection. (1) 2 Samuel (like parts of B) responds to charges 
that David joined the Philistines in Saul’s last battle and incited the assassinations 
of Abner, Ishbaal, Absalom, Amasa, and all but one of Saul’s descendants, not to 
mention Uriah the Hittite; these are figures whose political relevance, and 
memory, had expired by the time of the Solomonic schism. (2) 2 Samuel, taken at 
the literal level, makes very modest claims about David’s conquests, while later 
sources (Chronicles, Josephus, and even 2 Kgs. 14:25) make much more 
grandiose claims. (3) Some poetry, notably David’s laments over Saul and Abner 
and probably his “last words,” is unquestionably antique. (4) The syntax of 
complex sentences is not typically that of later biblical prose. (5) The geographic 
delineation of Israel’s borders and the order in which components of her 
territory are enumerated differ from conceptions in biblical texts of the 8th-7th 
through the 5th-4th centuries. (6) The settlement patterns, especially of the 
Negeb and Philistia, reflected in the B source (1 Sam. 27-30) and in 2 Samuel, 
reflect realities of the 10th century but not of subsequent eras. (7) 1 Sam. 27:6 
claims that Ziklag remained subordinate to the kings of Judah at the time of the 
writing of Samuel. As Ziklag lay in the immediate hinterland of Gath, it could not 
have belonged to kings of Judah after the 8th century, and was probably not even 
settled in the 9th-8th centuries. (8) 2 Samuel, a record of courtly transactions, 
stands at the start of a line of accounts in the books of Kings whose assertions 
regarding international relations are generally corroborated either by external 
evidence, as in the cases of Rehoboam and Shishak or of the Omrides and Mesha 
and Hazael, or by internal logic, as in the case of the Solomonic schism and its 
implications both for relations with Egypt and between Judah and Israel.

�2 Samuel d2 Samuel describes tescribes the death ohe death of Saul, Daf Saul, David’s accevid’s accession in Jssion in Judah and cudah and civil war wivil war ivil war with Iwar with Ishbaal, Dashbaal, David’s accevid’s accession to tssion to the Israelihe Israelite throne,te throne, the conqu the conquest of Jerest of Jerusalem andusaleJerJerusalem Jerusalem and transfand transfer of the er of the ark there,ark there, Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s promise ofpromise of perpetual perpetual dynasty,  dynasty, David’s foDDavid’s foDavid’s foreign conqreign conquests, theuests, the Ammonite  Ammonite war and Dawar and David’s affavid’s affair with Bair with Bathsheba, Athsheba, Absalom’s rbAAbsalom’s Absalom’s revolt, Shrevolt, Sheba’s revoeba’s revolt, and Dalt, and David’s censvid’s census and acqus and acquisition ouisition of the grouf the ground for thend grouground forground for the templ the temple. Interspe. Interspersed are ersed are details abdetails about David’out David’s offsprins offspring, officiag, officials, and arls, andls, and army.and army.and army.

2 Samuel describes the death of Saul, David’s accession in Judah and civil 
war with Ishbaal, David’s accession to the Israelite throne, the conquest of 
Jerusalem and transfer of the ark there, Yahweh’s promise of perpetual dynasty, 
David’s foreign conquests, the Ammonite war and David’s affair with Bathsheba, 
Absalom’s revolt, Sheba’s revolt, and David’s census and acquisition of the 
ground for the temple. Interspersed are details about David’s offspring, officials, 
and army.

�Much of thMuch of the materiale material in 1 Sam. in 1 Sam. 31—2 Sam. 31—2 Sam. 24 is tak 24 is taken up in 1en up in 1 Chr. 10-2 Chr. 10-21, althoug1, alth1, although Calthough Chronicles hronicles also omitsalso omits much as i much as irrelevant.rrelevant. Although  Although non-synoptnon-synoptic portionic portions of Chronsportionportions oportions of Chroniclf Chronicles containes contain some inde some independent inpendent information,formation, the text  the text is usuallyis usually derivativ d derivativederivative and often and often midrashic midrashic in supply in supplying lists ing lists of officiaof officials. Howevels. However, Chronicr, Chronicles is imples is les is importais important as a tent as a textual witnxtual witness for reess for reconstructiconstructing early rng early readings ineadings in Samuel. Samuel. Samuel.

Much of the material in 1 Sam. 31—2 Sam. 24 is taken up in 1 Chr. 10-21, 
although Chronicles also omits much as irrelevant. Although non-synoptic 
portions of Chronicles contain some independent information, the text is usually 
derivative and often midrashic in supplying lists of officials. However, Chronicles 
is important as a textual witness for reconstructing early readings in Samuel.

�Kings refeKings refers to Davirs to David as the rd as the recipient oecipient of a perpetf a perpetual divineual divine dynastic  dynastic grant, forgrant, for whose sak forfor whose for whose sake Yahwesake Yahweh forbearsh forbears from dest from destroying Judroying Judah (but noah (but not Israel).t Israel). Kings the Kings therefore holrthetherefore therefore holds the holds the meritorioumeritorious monarchss monarchs of Judah  of Judah up againstup against David as  David as a standarda standard, either d,standardstandard, standard, either direither directly or, ectly or, through cothrough comparison wmparison with a meriith a meritorious fatorious father, indither, indirectly (exrecindiindirectlyindirectly (exceptio (exception: Ahaz). n: Ahaz). Likewise, Likewise, Amos and HAmos and Hosea referosea refer to David  to David as the embas the embas the emblem of emblem of the dynastthe dynasty that wily that will regain pl regain power over ower over Israel in Israel in the fullnethe fullness of timess of time. Isaiah, . Isa. Isaiah, JeIsaiah, Jeremiah, anremiah, and Ezekiel d Ezekiel do much thdo much the same, ase same, as does Zech does Zech. 12-13. E. 12-13. Ezra and Nezra and Nehemiah, lihNeNehemiah, Nehemiah, like Chronlike Chronicles, remicles, remember Daviember David as a culd as a cult founder t founder (Ezra 3:10(Ezra 3:10; 8:20; Ne; 8:20; Ne; 8:20; Neh. 12:24Neh. 12:24-46). Prov-46). Proverbs and Eerbs and Ecclesiastecclesiastes mention s mention David as aDavid as an ancestorn ancestor of their  of their alleged aualalleged aualleged authors. Rutthors. Ruth presentsh presents itself as itself as a story a a story about Davidbout David’s ancesto’s ancestors, undersrs, underscored by acoreundersunderscoreunderscored by a gend by a genealogy. Caealogy. Cant. 4:4 ment. 4:4 mentions onentions one of David’ of David’s public ws public works (cf. orks (cf. 2 Kgs. 11:2 2 Kgs. 11:2 Kgs. 11:10).10).10).

Kings refers to David as the recipient of a perpetual divine dynastic grant, 



for whose sake Yahweh forbears from destroying Judah (but not Israel). Kings 
therefore holds the meritorious monarchs of Judah up against David as a 
standard, either directly or, through comparison with a meritorious father, 
indirectly (exception: Ahaz). Likewise, Amos and Hosea refer to David as the 
emblem of the dynasty that will regain power over Israel in the fullness of time. 
Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel do much the same, as does Zech. 12-13. Ezra and 
Nehemiah, like Chronicles, remember David as a cult founder (Ezra 3:10; 8:20; 
Neh. 12:24-46). Proverbs and Ecclesiastes mention David as an ancestor of their 
alleged authors. Ruth presents itself as a story about David’s ancestors, 
underscored by a genealogy. Cant. 4:4 mentions one of David’s public works (cf. 
2 Kgs. 11:10).

�Finally, nFinally, numerous psumerous psalms mentialms mention David ion David in their sun their superscriptiperscriptions, most ons, most likely as likely alikely as an iconas an iconic figure,ic figure, symbolizi symbolizing the rulng the ruling dynasting dynasty. Severaly. Several mention D mention David as a avid as a historicalhistohistoricalhistorical figure, e figure, either in tither in the supersche superscription (Pription (Pss. 52, 54ss. 52, 54) or in th) or in the body of e body of the psalm the psathe psalm (78,psalm (78, 89, 122,  89, 122, 132, 144).132, 144). Ps. 18:50 Ps. 18:50(51); 72:2(51); 72:20 mention 0 mention him in colhim in colophons, whophons, while allusiilewhwhile alluwhile allusions to Dsions to David have avid have been foundbeen found in other  in other psalms (e.psalms (e.g., 83). Ng., 83). None of thione of this testimons tes testimony testimony is plainlyis plainly early, an early, and Pss. 89,d Pss. 89, 132, whos 132, whose reference references are moses are most explicitt explicit and exten and  and extensand extensive, chiefive, chiefly addressly address the dynas the dynastic promistic promises. On thees. On the other han other hand, Amos 6:d, Amos 6:5 (mid-8th56:6:5 (mid-86:5 (mid-8th centuryth century) already ) already reflects treflects the image ohe image of David asf David as poet-cour poet-courtier.tier.tier.

Finally, numerous psalms mention David in their superscriptions, most likely 
as an iconic figure, symbolizing the ruling dynasty. Several mention David as a 
historical figure, either in the superscription (Pss. 52, 54) or in the body of the 
psalm (78, 89, 122, 132, 144). Ps. 18:50(51); 72:20 mention him in colophons, 
while allusions to David have been found in other psalms (e.g., 83). None of this 
testimony is plainly early, and Pss. 89, 132, whose references are most explicit 
and extensive, chiefly address the dynastic promises. On the other hand, Amos 
6:5 (mid-8th century) already reflects the image of David as poet-courtier.

�In texts rIn texts referring teferring to later peo later periods Daviriods David embodiesd embodies state rel state relations, boations, both domestith domesth domestic adomestic and internand international. Altional. Although refthough references toerences to David in  David in Judahite cJudahite contexts ofontexts often contrateofoften contoften contrast the drast the dynasty to ynasty to other possother possible linesible lines, referenc, references concernes concerning Israeling Israel carry the car carry the carry the implicatioimplication that “Dan that “David” or “tvid” or “the house ohe house of David” if David” is (the stas (the state of) Judte of) Judah (1 Kgs.ah (1ah (1 Kgs. 12(1 Kgs. 12:19). The :19). The phrase is phrase is common in common in Isaiah (7:Isaiah (7:2, 13; 22:2, 13; 22:22; cf. 9:22; cf. 9:7[6]; 16:57[6]; 16:5; also 11:; also ; also 11:1–also 11:1–10) and in10) and in the poste the postexilic era.xilic era.

In texts referring to later periods David embodies state relations, both 
domestic and international. Although references to David in Judahite contexts 
often contrast the dynasty to other possible lines, references concerning Israel 
carry the implication that “David” or “the house of David” is (the state of) Judah 
(1 Kgs. 12:19). The phrase is common in Isaiah (7:2, 13; 22:22; cf. 9:7[6]; 16:5; 
also 11:1–10) and in the postexilic era.

NameName

Name

The etymolThe etymology of Davogy of David’s name id’s name is uncertais uncertain. Older in. Older scholars ischolars identified dentified an Akkadiaan Akkadian cognate nAkkadiaAkkadian cAkkadian cognate meaognate meaning “leadning “leader,” but ter,” but this was bahis was based on a msed on a misreading isreading of the cunof the cuneiform. Thecuncuneiform.cuneiform. The root  The root of the terof the term is m is dwd,dwd, usually c usually construed aonstrued as “(paterns “(paternal) uncle”al) uncle” or “belov or  or “beloveor “beloved.” Howeved.” However, no textr, no text treats th treats the term as e term as containingcontaining a diphtho a diphthong subjectng subject to contra t to contracto contraction. It ition. It is always ss always spelled pelled dwddwd or even  or even dwyddwyd (the  (the yy represent representing a voweing a vowel of the l ofl of the of the ii-class), n-class), never ever dddd (as “uncl (as “uncle” is somee” is sometimes writtimes written).ten).ten).

The etymology of David’s name is uncertain. Older scholars identified an 
Akkadian cognate meaning “leader,” but this was based on a misreading of the 
cuneiform. The root of the term is dwd, usually construed as “(paternal) uncle” 
or “beloved.” However, no text treats the term as containing a diphthong subject 
to contraction. It is always spelled dwd or even dwyd (the y representing a vowel 
of the i-class), never dd (as “uncle” is sometimes written).

�Probably rProbably related areelated are the names the names  d(w)dwd(w)dw (Dodo, e. (Dodo, e.g., 2 Sam.g., 2 Sam. 23:9, 24) 23:9, 24) and Dodaw and Doda and Dodaw(y)ahDodaw(y)ahu (2 Chr. u (2 Chr. 20:37), in20:37), in which the which the diphthong diphthong is contra is contracted. Morected. Moreover, the over, the over, the Moabitthe Moabite king Mese king Mesha speaks ha speaks of removinof removing from Atag from Ataroth the roth the }r}l dwdh,}r}l dwdh, the “Arie the “Ari the “Ariel” of“Ariel” of (Ataroth’ (Ataroth’s) s) dwd.dwd. Here  Here dwddwd does not  does not refer to trefer to the house ohe house of David. Tf David. The inscriphe inshe inscriptioinscription attributn attributes the fores the fortificationtification of Atarot of Ataroth and Neboh and Nebo to the Om to the Omrides, therides, the dynasty t dy dynasty thdynasty that was to at was to lend Israelend Israel its own l its own name (“thename (“the house of  house of Omri”). NeOmri”). Neverthelessvertheless, the ,NeverthelessNevertheleNevertheless, the ss, the dwddwd of Atarot of Ataroth was a sih was a significant gnificant item, whetitem, whether human her human or not, quor not, quor not, quite as squite as singular asingular as Yahweh. S Yahweh. Since “pateince “paternal unclernal uncle” is rare ” is rare as an elemas an element in Isrent in Israelite namaeliteIsrIsraelite Israelite names, thenames, the name Davi name David should pd should probably berobably be construed construed on Mesha’ on Mesha’s unclear s unclear s unclear mounclear model. It madel. It may or may ny or may not be a thot be a throne name.rone name.

Probably related are the names d(w)dw (Dodo, e.g., 2 Sam. 23:9, 24) and 
Dodaw(y)ahu (2 Chr. 20:37), in which the diphthong is contracted. Moreover, 
the Moabite king Mesha speaks of removing from Ataroth the }r}l dwdh, the 
“Ariel” of (Ataroth’s) dwd. Here dwd does not refer to the house of David. The 
inscription attributes the fortification of Ataroth and Nebo to the Omrides, the 
dynasty that was to lend Israel its own name (“the house of Omri”). 



Nevertheless, the dwd of Ataroth was a significant item, whether human or not, 
quite as singular as Yahweh. Since “paternal uncle” is rare as an element in 
Israelite names, the name David should probably be construed on Mesha’s 
unclear model. It may or may not be a throne name.

PatronymPatronym

Patronym

David is cDavid is called “thealled “the son of Je son of Jesse” in disse” in direct discorect discourse in 1–urse in 1–2 Samuel o2 Samuel only in dernly in derogatory coogatoderderogatoryderogatory contexts, contexts, mainly by mainly by Saul (e.g Saul (e.g., Sheba’s., Sheba’s call to r call to revolt, 2 Sevolt, 2 Sam. 20:1).am. 20:1). 1 Kgs. 12 1 Kgs 1 Kgs. 12:16Kgs. 12:16, regardin, regarding the Solog the Solomonic schimonic schism, is firsm, is first an outcst an outcry againstry against David, bu David, but then agat thet then againthen against his dynst his dynasty and gasty and grandson. Trandson. The frozen he frozen formula, hformula, however earowever early its orily its origin, is evginoriorigin, isorigin, is evidence  evidence of David’sof David’s paternity paternity, as is Je, as is Jesse’s invosse’s invocation as cation as the dynastthe dynasty’s forebey’s forey’s forebear iforebear in Isa. 11:n Isa. 11:1, 10. The1, 10. The single te single text in Samuxt in Samuel to denoel to denominate Davminate David as “David as “David son of id “Dav“David son“David son of Jesse” of Jesse” (2 Sam. 2 (2 Sam. 23:1) intro3:1) introduces archduces archaic poetryaic poetry. This sam. This same locutione locution in Chroni in in Chronicin Chronicles implieles implies only thas only that the patrt the patronymic wasonymic was fixed by  fixed by the time othe time of that worf that work. The Chrk. worwork. The work. The ChroniclerChronicler supplies  supplies the patronthe patronym to puncym to punctuate his tuate his account (1account (1 Chr. 10:1 Chr. 10:1 Chr. 10:14; 29:10:14; 29:26; in poe26; in poetry, 12:18try, 12:18), somethi), something he woulng he would not do fd not do for Moses oor Moses or Aaron. Tr Aaron. This may rehTThis may rThis may reflect someflect some ideologie ideological progracal program — the Chm — the Chronicler ironicler is not tells not telling us “ing us “whichwhic““which“which David” wa David” was his subjs his subject, as, lect, as, like other ike other early nameearly names (patriars (patriarchs; tribechs; tribes, except s, excepts, except forexcept for Manasseh; Manasseh; early kin early kings) this ogs) this one does none does not recur int recur in biblical  biblical times. Howtimes. However, the eveHowHowever, tHowever, the preservhe preservation of tation of the patronyhe patronymic indicamic indicates that ttes that the historihe historical Jesse cal Jesse possessed pospossessed possessed means and means and probably iprobably influence.nfluence.

David is called “the son of Jesse” in direct discourse in 1–2 Samuel only in 
derogatory contexts, mainly by Saul (e.g., Sheba’s call to revolt, 2 Sam. 20:1). 1 
Kgs. 12:16, regarding the Solomonic schism, is first an outcry against David, but 
then against his dynasty and grandson. The frozen formula, however early its 
origin, is evidence of David’s paternity, as is Jesse’s invocation as the dynasty’s 
forebear in Isa. 11:1, 10. The single text in Samuel to denominate David as 
“David son of Jesse” (2 Sam. 23:1) introduces archaic poetry. This same locution 
in Chronicles implies only that the patronymic was fixed by the time of that 
work. The Chronicler supplies the patronym to punctuate his account (1 Chr. 
10:14; 29:26; in poetry, 12:18), something he would not do for Moses or Aaron. 
This may reflect some ideological program — the Chronicler is not telling us 
“which David” was his subject, as, like other early names (patriarchs; tribes, 
except for Manasseh; early kings) this one does not recur in biblical times. 
However, the preservation of the patronymic indicates that the historical Jesse 
possessed means and probably influence.

GenealogyGenealogy

Genealogy

David’s geDavid’s genealogy isnealogy is recorded  recorded at the endat the end of Ruth a of Ruth and, identind, identically, in cally, in 1 Chr. 2:31 Chr. 2:3-17. The t-17. 2:32:3-17. Th2:3-17. The traditioe tradition’s antiqun’s antiquity is mooity is moot, but P (t, but P (late 7th olate 7th or early 6tr early 6th century)h century) names Dav name names Davinames David’s ancestd’s ancestor Nahshonor Nahshon as Aaron’ as Aaron’s brother-s brother-in-law (Exin-law (Exod. 6:23) od. 6:23) and chief and chief and chief of Jchief of Judah (Num.udah (Num. 1:7). Thi 1:7). This more liks more likely reflecely reflects the gents the genealogy thaealogy than inspiresn inspires it. Nor w it. N it. Nor would Nor would it be surpit be surprising werrising were the namee the name of David’ of David’s grandfats grandfather (Obed)her (Obed) preserved preserve preserved.preserved. Some see  Some see in the stoin the story of Daviry of David’s entrusd’s entrusting his pting his parents to arents to the king othe king of Moab (1 f Mf Moab (1 SaMoab (1 Sam. 22:4) em. 22:4) evidence ofvidence of a Moabite a Moabite connectio connection remembern remembered in Ruthed in Ruth. Still, t. Still, the line frhtthe line fthe line from David’rom David’s grandfats grandfather to Nahher to Nahshon, thenshon, thence back toce back to Perez and Perez and Judah, se Judah, seems forcedeseseems forcseems forced.ed.

David’s genealogy is recorded at the end of Ruth and, identically, in 1 Chr. 
2:3-17. The tradition’s antiquity is moot, but P (late 7th or early 6th century) 
names David’s ancestor Nahshon as Aaron’s brother-in-law (Exod. 6:23) and 
chief of Judah (Num. 1:7). This more likely reflects the genealogy than inspires it. 
Nor would it be surprising were the name of David’s grandfather (Obed) 
preserved. Some see in the story of David’s entrusting his parents to the king of 
Moab (1 Sam. 22:4) evidence of a Moabite connection remembered in Ruth. Still, 
the line from David’s grandfather to Nahshon, thence back to Perez and Judah, 
seems forced.

Location iLocation in Bethlehen Bethlehemm

Location in Bethlehem

David’s geDavid’s genealogy, Rnealogy, Ruth, and 1uth, and 1 Samuel (1 Samuel (16; 17:15, 6; 17:15, 58; 20:6, 58; 20:6, 28) all pl28) all place David’ace David’s family is fams family in family in Bethlehem,Bethlehem, for sever for several generatal generations. Mostions. Most convincin convincing is the ag is the almost uncolmost unconscious renscuncounconsciouunconscious referencs reference of 2 Same of 2 Sam. 2:32 to . 2:32 to Asahel’s aAsahel’s ancestral tncestral tomb there.omb there. Mic. 5:2( Mic. 5:2(1) indicat1)5:2(5:2(1) ind5:2(1) indicates thaicates that this trat this tradition wasdition was entrenche entrenched by 700. d by 700. Bethlehem,Bethlehem, despite t despite the associahe ahe associatioassociation of Rachen of Rachel’s tomb wl’s tomb with it (Geith it (Gen. 35:19; n. 35:19; 48:7; Jer.48:7; Jer. 31:15), w 31:15), was a backwas a backwater suburaterbackwbackwater backwater suburb an suburb an hour’s marhour’s march S of Jech S of Jerusalem. Drusalem. David’s affavid’s affiliation wiliation with the viith the village is hllagvivillage isvillage is hardly an hardly an invention invention..

David’s genealogy, Ruth, and 1 Samuel (16; 17:15, 58; 20:6, 28) all place David’s 
family in Bethlehem, for several generations. Most convincing is the almost 
unconscious reference of 2 Sam. 2:32 to Asahel’s ancestral tomb there. Mic. 



5:2(1) indicates that this tradition was entrenched by 700. Bethlehem, despite the 
association of Rachel’s tomb with it (Gen. 35:19; 48:7; Jer. 31:15), was a 
backwater suburb an hour’s march S of Jerusalem. David’s affiliation with the 
village is hardly an invention.

Early CareEarly Careerer

Early Career

1 Samuel i1 Samuel introduces ntroduces David as YDavid as Yahweh’s chahweh’s choice, by Soice, by Samuel’s deamuel’s designation,signation, to succee to succeed Saul. Thdsucceesucceed Sasucceed Saul. The naul. The narrative tarrative takes him tokes him to Saul’s co Saul’s court, whereurt, where he betrot he betroths one of hs one of Saul’s dauSaSaul’s dauSaul’s daughters (Meghters (Merab, Micharab, Michal). 2 Sam.l). 2 Sam. 3 continu 3 continues with a es with a story of Mstory of Michal’s laichal’s later deliveter dter delivery tdelivery to David fro David from her chiom her children and ldren and former husformer husband, and band, and her subseqher subsequent sequeuent sequuent sequestratsequestration and chion and childlessnesildlessness. Furthers. Further, a ditty,, a ditty, occasioni occasioning Saul’s ng Saul’s anger, runanger, runs, “Saul hs, “Sas, “Saul has “Saul has slain his slain his thousands,thousands, and David and David his myria his myriads” (1 Samds” (1 Sam. 21:11). . 21:11). All this sAll this supports Dauppossupports Dsupports David’s assavid’s association wociation with Saul’sith Saul’s court. Co court. Conversely, nversely, when most when most of Samuel of Samuel was writtewwas writtewas written, it wouln, it would have beed have been politic n politic to inflateto inflate David’s r David’s reputation eputation as Saul’s as Saul’s ally and aally anally and a killand a killer of Philer of Philistines, mistines, most urgentost urgently to veilly to veil the reali the reality that hety that he was for a was for a critical  critical  critical pcritical period a Pheriod a Philistine vilistine vassal and assal and that he rethat he remained themained their ally thir ally throughout hroughout his reign. is reigis reign. Likreign. Likewise, Davewise, David’s preseid’s preservation ofrvation of Jonathan’ Jonathan’s son Mephs son Mephibaal may ibaal may have been have been calculatedcacalculatedcalculated, and the , and the implicatioimplication that he n that he had a spechad a special relatiial relationship witonship with Jonathanh Jonathan derived s deri derived sederived secondarily condarily by our autby our author. Thus,hor. Thus, it is uns it is unsure whetheure whether David evr David ever served er served at Saul’s atat Saul’s at Saul’s court. Noncourt. None of the ne of the notices relotices relating his ating his men’s deedmen’s deeds (2 Sam. s (2 Sam. 21:15-22; 21:15-22; 23:8ff.) s23:823:8ff.) s23:8ff.) suggests thuggests that he did.at he did.

1 Samuel introduces David as Yahweh’s choice, by Samuel’s designation, to 
succeed Saul. The narrative takes him to Saul’s court, where he betroths one of 
Saul’s daughters (Merab, Michal). 2 Sam. 3 continues with a story of Michal’s later 
delivery to David from her children and former husband, and her subsequent 
sequestration and childlessness. Further, a ditty, occasioning Saul’s anger, runs, 
“Saul has slain his thousands, and David his myriads” (1 Sam. 21:11). All this 
supports David’s association with Saul’s court. Conversely, when most of Samuel 
was written, it would have been politic to inflate David’s reputation as Saul’s ally 
and a killer of Philistines, most urgently to veil the reality that he was for a 
critical period a Philistine vassal and that he remained their ally throughout his 
reign. Likewise, David’s preservation of Jonathan’s son Mephibaal may have been 
calculated, and the implication that he had a special relationship with Jonathan 
derived secondarily by our author. Thus, it is unsure whether David ever served 
at Saul’s court. None of the notices relating his men’s deeds (2 Sam. 21:15-22; 
23:8ff.) suggests that he did.

�However, DHowever, David was tavid was the vassal he vassal of Achish of Achish of Gath. Tof Gath. This is an his is an embarrassmembarrassment to ourent tent to our autto our authors: the hors: the A source dA source denies the enies the associatioassociation altogethn altogether (1 Sam.er (1 Sam. 21:10-15[ 21:10-15[11–16]). B1121:10-15[21:10-15[121:10-15[11–16]). B 1–16]). B blunts theblunts the point of  point of the embarrthe embarrassment byassment by alibiing  alibiing David for David for the battlethethe battlethe battle in which  in which Saul perisSaul perished. He wahed. He was in the es in the employ of tmploy of the Philisthe Philistine king oine king of Gath, thf Gaf Gath, thouGath, though driven gh driven there by Sthere by Saul’s rageaul’s rage; he was p; he was present andresent and was Achis was Achish’s bodyguh’s bodyguard, but babodygubodyguard,bodyguard, but by vi but by virtue of thrtue of this honor wis honor was detaileas detailed to the rd to the rear; he waear; he was dismisses dismissed by the od bd by the othby the other Philister Philistine kings;ine kings; he was aw he was away, even fay, even from home, rom home, chasing rachasing raiders arouiders around the soundarouaround thearound the south; an south; and he killed he killed the messd the messenger of Senger of Saul’s deataul’s death, who clah, who claimed to haimed to have killed vehahave killehave killed him (1 Sd him (1 Sam. 27; 29am. 27; 29—30; 2 Sam—30; 2 Sam. 1).. 1).. 1).

However, David was the vassal of Achish of Gath. This is an embarrassment 
to our authors: the A source denies the association altogether (1 Sam. 
21:10-15[11–16]). B blunts the point of the embarrassment by alibiing David for 
the battle in which Saul perished. He was in the employ of the Philistine king of 
Gath, though driven there by Saul’s rage; he was present and was Achish’s 
bodyguard, but by virtue of this honor was detailed to the rear; he was dismissed 
by the other Philistine kings; he was away, even from home, chasing raiders 
around the south; and he killed the messenger of Saul’s death, who claimed to 
have killed him (1 Sam. 27; 29—30; 2 Sam. 1).

�Just when Just when David, theDavid, the fugitive  fugitive from Saul,from Saul, became ki became king in Hebrng in Hebron (2 Sam.on (2 Sam. 2:2-4) is 2:2-4) 2:2-4) is 2:2-4) is disputed. disputed. The text aThe text assigns himssigns him seven yea seven years in Hebrrs in Hebron, while on, while Ishbaal reIshbaal reigns only igns rereigns onlreigns only two and y two and David takeDavid takes Jerusales Jerusalem just aftm just after his coner his conflict withflict with Saul’s su Saul’s successor. Sccessosusuccessor.successor. Some crit Some critics posit ics posit an interrean interregnum betwegnum between Saul anen Saul and Ishbaal,d Ishbaal, which is  which is contraindicocontraindicontraindicated if Dcated if David had eavid had erected a crected a competing kompeting kingdom in ingdom in the south the south (so 2 Sam.(so 2 Sam. 2:5-9, wh Sam.Sam. 2:5-9Sam. 2:5-9, where Ab, where Abner crownsner crowns Ishbaal t Ishbaal to forestalo forestall declaratl declarations for tions for the electiohe electioneering Daneeelectioelectioneeelectioneering Davidring David). Others ). Others suggest thsuggest that David bat David became Judaecame Judah’s king fh’s king five years ive years before Saubefbefore Saubefore Saul’s death.l’s death. Most like Most likely, howevely, however, David dr, David did not winid not win northern  northern loyalties loyalties or transfeor tor transfer htransfer his capitalis capital to Jerusa to Jerusalem withoulem without delay. Tt delay. This optionhis option explains  explains how the trhow the tradition ofadititrtradition tradition of conflicof conflict with Phit with Philistia arilistia arises over tses over the taking he taking of Jerusalof Jerusalem. In Hebem. In Hebron, Davidron, Dron, David’s kiDavid’s kingship wasngship was probably  probably unimpressiunimpressive, as theve, as the poor arch poor archaeology ofaeology of the site  the site and the scanand the scand the scant settleant settlement of 11ment of 11th-centuryth-century Judah sug Judah suggests, andgests, and he contin he continued as a Pued as a Philistine hiPPhilistinePhilistine vassal. H vassal. His takeoveis takeover at Jerusr at Jerusalem may halem may have been aave been a declarati declaration of indeon of independence.pendindeindependenindependence.ce.

Just when David, the fugitive from Saul, became king in Hebron (2 Sam. 
2:2-4) is disputed. The text assigns him seven years in Hebron, while Ishbaal 
reigns only two and David takes Jerusalem just after his conflict with Saul’s 
successor. Some critics posit an interregnum between Saul and Ishbaal, which is 
contraindicated if David had erected a competing kingdom in the south (so 2 
Sam. 2:5-9, where Abner crowns Ishbaal to forestall declarations for the 
electioneering David). Others suggest that David became Judah’s king five years 
before Saul’s death. Most likely, however, David did not win northern loyalties or 
transfer his capital to Jerusalem without delay. This option explains how the 



tradition of conflict with Philistia arises over the taking of Jerusalem. In Hebron, 
David’s kingship was probably unimpressive, as the poor archaeology of the site 
and the scant settlement of 11th-century Judah suggests, and he continued as a 
Philistine vassal. His takeover at Jerusalem may have been a declaration of 
independence.

HistoricalHistorical Relations Relations with Saul with Saul’s House’s House

Historical Relations with Saul’s House

On Saul’s On Saul’s death, an death, an attack on attack on Ziklag (1 Ziklag (1 Sam. 30:1-Sam. 30:1-2) may hav2) may have led Davie led David to relocd to relocate his reaterelocrelocate hrelocate his residenis residence in Judace in Judah’s hills.h’s hills. This terr This territorial exitorial expansion inpansion into Jerusalto Jerusalem’s histoem’s hisem’s historicalhistorical hinterlan hinterland must havd must have been a re been a reward for eward for service, pservice, probably inrobably in the Jezre the Jezreel. From Hel. Fel. From HebroFrom Hebron, David cn, David continued hontinued his episodiis episodic war withc war with Israel, w Israel, whose king hose king was Ishbaawas Ishbaawas Ishbaal anIshbaal and whose chd whose chief-of-staief-of-staff was Abnff was Abner (2 Sam.er (2 Sam. 2-4). Fin 2-4). Finally, in cally, in considerationsideration for a son foon for a settfor a settlement, Ablement, Abner and 20ner and 20 retainers retainers (re)consc (re)conscripted Ishripted Ishbaal’s sisbaal’s sister Michalter Michal as David’ as D as David’s wiDavid’s wife. At thefe. At the celebrato celebratory banquetry banquet, however,, however, David’s g David’s general Joaeneral Joab ambushedb ambushedb ambushed Aambushed Abner and dbner and doubtless houbtless his escort.is escort. 2 Sam. 3  2 Sam. 3 presents tpresents this as Joahis as Joab’s treachb’s treachery againsetreachtreachery treachery against a against a man traducman traducing Ishbaaing Ishbaal to hand l to hand David the David the kingdom. Bkingdom. But in no cut in no case in whiasccase in whcase in which Joab kich Joab kills for Dills for David (Uriaavid (Uriah, Absalomh, Absalom, Amasa) d, Amasa) does Joab soes Joab suffer for uffer for insubordininsuinsubordininsubordination. Likation. Likewise, Samewise, Samuel allegeuel alleges that Mics that Michal was behal was betrothed totrothed to David (1  David (1 Sam. 19:11SaSam. 19:11Sam. 19:11-24) befor-24) before her marre her marriage to Paiage to Palti, the Ilti, the Israelite hsraelite husband frousband from whom andm whom and from whos andand from wand from whose sons hose sons Ishbaal anIshbaal and Abner std Abner strip her. Trip her. This unconshis unconsummated beummated betrothal notrothal bebetrothal betrothal now rendernow renders her extrs her extradition a adition a grudging agrudging acknowledgecknowledgement of a ment of a just claimjust claim, avoiding,claimclaim, avoclaim, avoiding the iding the imputationimputation that the  that the extraditioextradition signifien signified peacefuld peaceful alliance. alliance. David the David David therDavid thereafter seqeafter sequestered Muestered Michal: he ichal: he ruptured hruptured her former er former union, theunion, then refused n refused real alliarreal alliareal alliance with Snce with Saul’s housaul’s house.e.e.

On Saul’s death, an attack on Ziklag (1 Sam. 30:1-2) may have led David to 
relocate his residence in Judah’s hills. This territorial expansion into Jerusalem’s 
historical hinterland must have been a reward for service, probably in the Jezreel. 
From Hebron, David continued his episodic war with Israel, whose king was 
Ishbaal and whose chief-of-staff was Abner (2 Sam. 2-4). Finally, in consideration 
for a settlement, Abner and 20 retainers (re)conscripted Ishbaal’s sister Michal as 
David’s wife. At the celebratory banquet, however, David’s general Joab 
ambushed Abner and doubtless his escort. 2 Sam. 3 presents this as Joab’s 
treachery against a man traducing Ishbaal to hand David the kingdom. But in no 
case in which Joab kills for David (Uriah, Absalom, Amasa) does Joab suffer for 
insubordination. Likewise, Samuel alleges that Michal was betrothed to David (1 
Sam. 19:11-24) before her marriage to Palti, the Israelite husband from whom 
and from whose sons Ishbaal and Abner strip her. This unconsummated 
betrothal now renders her extradition a grudging acknowledgement of a just 
claim, avoiding the imputation that the extradition signified peaceful alliance. 
David thereafter sequestered Michal: he ruptured her former union, then refused 
real alliance with Saul’s house.

�Abner’s deAbner’s death did noath did not propel It propel Israel intosrael into David’s a David’s arms. Insterms. Instead, two noad, two non-Israelitn-Israelnonon-Israelnon-Israelites, fromites, from the “Gibe the “Gibeonite” towonite” town of Beeron of Beeroth, assassth, assassinated Ishinated Ishbaal and rbaal and rushed his ushrrushed hisrushed his head to H head to Hebron. Davebron. David, howeveid, however, struck r, struck them down,them down, proclaimi proclaiming his innng his innng his innocence innocence (2 Sam. 4)(2 Sam. 4). Contempo. Contemporaries musraries must have acct have accused him oused him of orderingf ordering Abner’s a Abner’s Abner’s anAbner’s and Ishbaal’d Ishbaal’s deaths.s deaths.s deaths.

Abner’s death did not propel Israel into David’s arms. Instead, two 
non-Israelites, from the “Gibeonite” town of Beeroth, assassinated Ishbaal and 
rushed his head to Hebron. David, however, struck them down, proclaiming his 
innocence (2 Sam. 4). Contemporaries must have accused him of ordering 
Abner’s and Ishbaal’s deaths.

�David retaDavid retained Abnerined Abner’s corpse ’s corpse and Ishbaaand Ishbaal’s head ul’s head until the cntil the consolidationsolidation of his on of hion of his authorhis authority over Iity over Israel. Somsrael. Sometime befoetime before Absalomre Absalom’s revolt,’s revolt, tracing a tracing a famine to famine to Saul’s wa Sau Saul’s warSaul’s war on the Gi on the Gibeonites, beonites, he extradihe extradited to theted to the latter Sa latter Saul’s surviul’s surviving sons ving sons and grandsand gand grandsons.grandsons. Only afte Only after this purr this purge did he ge did he repatriaterepatriate Saul’s an Saul’s and Jonathand Jonathan’s corpses’s corpses to the fa to  to the famto the family sepulcily sepulchre in Benhre in Benjamin (2 Sjamin (2 Sam. 21:1-1am. 21:1-14).4).4).

David retained Abner’s corpse and Ishbaal’s head until the consolidation of 
his authority over Israel. Sometime before Absalom’s revolt, tracing a famine to 
Saul’s war on the Gibeonites, he extradited to the latter Saul’s surviving sons and 
grandsons. Only after this purge did he repatriate Saul’s and Jonathan’s corpses 
to the family sepulchre in Benjamin (2 Sam. 21:1-14).

�David exemDavid exempted only pted only Saul’s lamSaul’s lame grandsone grandson. Mephibaa. Mephibaal (Meribbal (Meribbaal), Jonatal), Jonathan’s son,han’s JonatJonathan’sJonathan’s son, dwel son, dwelled at theled at the court, wh court, while a stewile a steward, Ziba,ard, Ziba, administe administered Saul’sred Saul’s lands (2  land lands (2 Slands (2 Sam. 4:4; 9am. 4:4; 9). After t). After the Absalomhe Absalom revolt, D revolt, David reassavid reassigned halfigned half the estat the estate to the se to e to the steto the steward (16:1ward (16:1–4; 19:24––4; 19:24–30[25–31])30[25–31]). The only. The only other kin other kin to surviv to survive the purge the purge was Shimepurgpurge was purge was Shimei, whShimei, who accused o accused David of mDavid of murdering turdering the entire he entire family (2 family (2 Sam. 16:5-Sam. 16:5-Sam. 16:5-10). 16:5-10). Shimei wasShimei was executed  executed in the train the transition tonsition to Solomon’s Solomon’s reign. reign. reign.

David exempted only Saul’s lame grandson. Mephibaal (Meribbaal), 
Jonathan’s son, dwelled at the court, while a steward, Ziba, administered Saul’s 
lands (2 Sam. 4:4; 9). After the Absalom revolt, David reassigned half the estate 
to the steward (16:1–4; 19:24–30[25–31]). The only other kin to survive the 
purge was Shimei, who accused David of murdering the entire family (2 Sam. 



16:5-10). Shimei was executed in the transition to Solomon’s reign.

�A final “SA final “Saulide” waaulide” was David’s s David’s son by Sauson by Saul’s wife, l’s wife, Ahinoam ofAhinoam of Jezreel.  Jezreel. Amnon, DavAmnon, DAmnon, David’s fiDavid’s firstborn, wrstborn, was assassias assassinated by Anated by Absalom. Abbsalom. Absalom’s pusalom’s punishment wnishment was more seas more sas more severe thasevere than Joab’s fn Joab’s for other mor other murders: thurders: three years ree years in exile ain exile and two mornd two more under hoe under house arrestuhohouse arrehouse arrest. Howevest. However, Amnon’sr, Amnon’s death, pr death, presented asesented as vengeance vengeance for his r for his rape of Absape of Abape of Absalom’s Absalom’s sister, resister, removed the moved the last vestilast vestige of Saulge of Saul’s house f’s house from a rolerom a role in the su in the succession. ccessusuccessionsuccession. In light. In light of the ov of the overall patterall pattern, this ern, this was not cowas not coincidentalincidental — especia — especially since lly sinlly since the since the rape was srape was suggested tuggested to Amnon byo Amnon by David’s n David’s nephew (2 Sephew (2 Sam. 13:1-5am. 13:1-5).).).

A final “Saulide” was David’s son by Saul’s wife, Ahinoam of Jezreel. Amnon, 
David’s firstborn, was assassinated by Absalom. Absalom’s punishment was more 
severe than Joab’s for other murders: three years in exile and two more under 
house arrest. However, Amnon’s death, presented as vengeance for his rape of 
Absalom’s sister, removed the last vestige of Saul’s house from a role in the 
succession. In light of the overall pattern, this was not coincidental — especially 
since the rape was suggested to Amnon by David’s nephew (2 Sam. 13:1-5).

�Overall, DOverall, David systeavid systematically matically exterminatexterminated Saul’s ed Saul’s house, maihouse, maintaining Mntaining Michal and ichal anichal and Mephiband Mephibaal as hosaal as hostages at ctages at court, for ourt, for the sake othe sake of appearanf appearance. Storiece. Stories of Davids of David’s youthfu’s y’s youthful syouthful service at ervice at Saul’s couSaul’s court, his rert, his relations wilations with Jonathath Jonathan, and hisn, and his betrothal betrothal to Saul’s to Sau to Saul’s dauSaul’s daughters helghters help alibi hip alibi him for the m for the assassinatassassinations of Abions of Abner and Isner and Ishbaal and hbaal and the executthe ethe executionsexecutions of Saul’s of Saul’s other des other descendants. cendants. But all thBut all these develoese developments serpments served David’ved David’s convenies David’David’s coDavid’s convenience.nvenience. The conte The contemporary acmporary accusations cusations against whagainst which the liich the literature rterature responds seerresponds sresponds seem far freem far from groundlom groundless.ess.

Overall, David systematically exterminated Saul’s house, maintaining Michal 
and Mephibaal as hostages at court, for the sake of appearance. Stories of David’s 
youthful service at Saul’s court, his relations with Jonathan, and his betrothal to 
Saul’s daughters help alibi him for the assassinations of Abner and Ishbaal and the 
executions of Saul’s other descendants. But all these developments served 
David’s convenience. The contemporary accusations against which the literature 
responds seem far from groundless.

Rise to KiRise to Kingshipngship

Rise to Kingship

David’s fiDavid’s first royal rst royal appointmenappointment was as vt was as vassal to Aassal to Achish of Gchish of Gath, in thath, in the town of e town of Ziklag. FrZiklZiklag. FrZiklag. From Hebron,om Hebron, after Sau after Saul’s death,l’s death, he claime he claimed sovereigd sovereignty over Jnty over Judah, a teudah, a territory sprritteterritory territory sparsely ssparsely settled in ettled in the late 1the late 11th centur1th century, especiay, especially in reglly in regions east ions east of the Sheof the Sof the Shephelah.Shephelah. Nonsedent Nonsedentary elemenary elements may alsts may also have beeo have been active in active in the Negen the Negeb. Nor is b. Nor isb. Nor is Judah, is Judah, or its comor its companion “trpanion “tribe” Simeoibe” Simeon, represen, represented in annted in any premonary premonarchic Israechic Israelite tradilitIsraeIsraelite Israelite tradition tradition (esp. Judg(esp. Judg. 5:13-18). 5:13-18). Probably. Probably no such “ no such “tribe,” ortribe,” or geographi geographical Israelcal Isrcal Israelite Israelite section, esection, existed befxisted before David,ore David, its archi its architect, occutect, occupied Hebropied Hebron. Hence Bn. Hence Benjamin (lenjaBBenjamin (Benjamin (lit., “thelit., “the southerne southerner”) was orr”) was originally tiginally the name fohe name for the grour the group occupyinp occupying southerng sg southernmosouthernmost Israel,st Israel, Judah inc Judah included.luded.luded.

David’s first royal appointment was as vassal to Achish of Gath, in the town of 
Ziklag. From Hebron, after Saul’s death, he claimed sovereignty over Judah, a 
territory sparsely settled in the late 11th century, especially in regions east of the 
Shephelah. Nonsedentary elements may also have been active in the Negeb. Nor 
is Judah, or its companion “tribe” Simeon, represented in any premonarchic 
Israelite tradition (esp. Judg. 5:13-18). Probably no such “tribe,” or geographical 
Israelite section, existed before David, its architect, occupied Hebron. Hence 
Benjamin (lit., “the southerner”) was originally the name for the group occupying 
southernmost Israel, Judah included.

�David’s moDavid’s modest estabdest establishment ilishment in Hebron rn Hebron remained atemained at Achish’s  Achish’s disposal, disposal, helping tohelpinhelping tohelping to contain t contain the Israelihe Israelite forces te forces in the intin the interior. Daverior. David also inid also initiated a itiated a pattern ofpattern pattern ofpattern of marital d marital diplomacy. iplomacy. His first His first wife, Ahinwife, Ahinoam, was foam, was from Jezreerom Jezreel in the nl in the north (Judaorthnnorth (Judnorth (Judahite Jezrahite Jezreel was uneel was unoccupied ioccupied in this eran this era). The onl). The only other Ahy other Ahinoam in tinoam in the Bible whetthe Bible the Bible was Jonathwas Jonathan’s mothean’s mother, suggestr, suggesting that Ding that David took avid took her from Sher from Saul. Davidaul. David’s second ’sDavidDavid’s seDavid’s second wife,cond wife, Abigail,  Abigail, also has oalso has only one alnly one alter-ego, hter-ego, his sister.is sister. She, in t She, in turn, had aurn, hadurn, had a wealhad a wealthy first thy first husband inhusband in Judah (1  Judah (1 Sam. 25; cSam. 25; cf. 2 Sam. f. 2 Sam. 17:25; 1 K17:25; 1 Kgs. 2:32; gs. 2:32; 1 Chr. 2:11 Chr1 Chr. 2:17)Chr. 2:17). Through . Through Ahinoam anAhinoam and Michal, d Michal, David estaDavid established a blished a claim on Sclaim on Saul’s kingaul’s kingdom. Throudkingkingdom. Tkingdom. Through Abihrough Abigail (and gail (and her husbanher husband) and by d) and by marital almarital alliance witliance with the kingh the king of Geshur o of Geshur of Geshur (in the Go(in the Golan), Davilan), David also surd also surrounded throunded the north. He north. He further e further added appeadded appeadded appeals toappeals to Transjord Transjordan to defean to defect from Isct from Ishbaal (2 Shbaal (2 Sam. 2:5-7)am. 2:5-7), an early, an early alliance  alliance with the Awith with the Awith the Ammonites, mmonites, and, late and, late in his reiin his reign, an allgn, an alliance withiance with Tyre. The Tyre. These periphese peripheries, in criesperipheperipherieperipheries, in combs, in combination wiination with his Phith his Philistine allistine allies, Davilies, David activated activated against d against the northethe northe northern tnorthern tribes. He ribes. He enfranchisenfranchised the Gibed the Gibeonites ofeonites of the Benja the Benjaminite hilminite hills and varls and various merceiouvarvarious mevarious mercenary elrcenary elements, anements, and construcd constructed a coalted a coalition to cition to contain theontain the Israelite Israelites.s.s.

David’s modest establishment in Hebron remained at Achish’s disposal, 
helping to contain the Israelite forces in the interior. David also initiated a 
pattern of marital diplomacy. His first wife, Ahinoam, was from Jezreel in the 
north (Judahite Jezreel was unoccupied in this era). The only other Ahinoam in 
the Bible was Jonathan’s mother, suggesting that David took her from Saul. 
David’s second wife, Abigail, also has only one alter-ego, his sister. She, in turn, 
had a wealthy first husband in Judah (1 Sam. 25; cf. 2 Sam. 17:25; 1 Kgs. 2:32; 1 
Chr. 2:17). Through Ahinoam and Michal, David established a claim on Saul’s 
kingdom. Through Abigail (and her husband) and by marital alliance with the king 
of Geshur (in the Golan), David also surrounded the north. He further added 
appeals to Transjordan to defect from Ishbaal (2 Sam. 2:5-7), an early alliance 
with the Ammonites, and, late in his reign, an alliance with Tyre. These 
peripheries, in combination with his Philistine allies, David activated against the 



northern tribes. He enfranchised the Gibeonites of the Benjaminite hills and 
various mercenary elements, and constructed a coalition to contain the Israelites.

�After IshbAfter Ishbaal’s deataal’s death, David oh, David orchestraterchestrated subscripd subscription to hition to his leadershs leadership by elemip by eleip by elements ielements in Israel. n Israel. Samuel porSamuel portrays the trays the collaboratcollaborators as repors as representing resenting the whole the whole north. Butnonorth. Butnorth. But the dynam the dynamics of thiics of this developms development, indeeent, indeed, of David, of David’s subjecd’s subjecting refrating refractory elemctorefrarefractoryrefractory elements  elements in the norin the north generalth generally, are noly, are not open to t open to our inspecour inspection. Thattion. That some elem so some elemesome element of coernt of coercion was icion was involved, hnvolved, however, isowever, is clear bot clear both from theh from the defensive defensive defensive defensive position aposition adopted by dopted by 2 Samuel, 2 Samuel, probably iprobably in defense n defense of Solomonof Solomon’s success’s succession, and tisuccesssuccessionsuccession, and the , and the rebellionsrebellions against D against David underavid under Absalom a Absalom and againstnd against Rehoboam’ Rehoboam Rehoboam’sRehoboam’s successio succession under Jen under Jeroboam.roboam.

After Ishbaal’s death, David orchestrated subscription to his leadership by 
elements in Israel. Samuel portrays the collaborators as representing the whole 
north. But the dynamics of this development, indeed, of David’s subjecting 
refractory elements in the north generally, are not open to our inspection. That 
some element of coercion was involved, however, is clear both from the 
defensive position adopted by 2 Samuel, probably in defense of Solomon’s 
succession, and the rebellions against David under Absalom and against 
Rehoboam’s succession under Jeroboam.

AdministraAdministration and Ation and Achievementchievementss

Administration and Achievements

2 Samuel n2 Samuel names many ames many of David’sof David’s personnel personnel. Often, o. Often, officials afficials are identifre identified by genied by gentilics (Ittilicgengentilics gentilics (Ittay fro(Ittay from Gath, Urm Gath, Uriah the Hiiah the Hittite). Whttite). While, probaile, probably on thibly on this model, 1s model, 1 Samuel fu Sam Samuel furSamuel furnishes a bnishes a brief list rief list of Saul’s of Saul’s officials officials and 1 Kgs.and 1 Kgs. 4 provide 4 provides a fullers a fuller list of S list of Solomon’s ooSSolomon’s Solomon’s officials,officials, nothing r nothing remotely siemotely similar appemilar appears for anars for any other Isy other Israelite kiraelite king. Here tng. Heng. Here the rHere the reports on eports on the Unitedthe United Monarchy  Monarchy distinguisdistinguish themselvh themselves from hies from historiograpstoriograhihistoriogrhistoriography aboutaphy about later era later eras. This res. This report of ruport of rudimentary dimentary administraadministrative machitive machinery attesnemachimachinery machinery attests deattests developing sveloping state authotate authority, whetrity, whether David her David conquered conquered Israel, suIsrael, subjecting ibsusubjectingsubjecting it to imp it to imperial explerial exploitation, oitation, or whetheror whether David was David was a concili a conciliator, who ator, who inveigled inveinveigled inveigled support frsupport from the citom the citizenry.izenry.izenry.

2 Samuel names many of David’s personnel. Often, officials are identified by 
gentilics (Ittay from Gath, Uriah the Hittite). While, probably on this model, 1 
Samuel furnishes a brief list of Saul’s officials and 1 Kgs. 4 provides a fuller list of 
Solomon’s officials, nothing remotely similar appears for any other Israelite king. 
Here the reports on the United Monarchy distinguish themselves from 
historiography about later eras. This report of rudimentary administrative 
machinery attests developing state authority, whether David conquered Israel, 
subjecting it to imperial exploitation, or whether David was a conciliator, who 
inveigled support from the citizenry.

�Foreign elForeign elements in ements in David’s esDavid’s establishmentablishment, his colt, his collusion witlusion with Gibeon ih Gibeon in exterminn extermn exterminatexterminating Saul’sing Saul’s house, an house, and the pattd the patterns of hierns of his marital s marital (Geshur, n(Geshur, northern Maorthern Manasseh) annaMaManasseh) Manasseh) and other and other (Philistia(Philistia and Ammon and Ammon, Tyre) di, Tyre) diplomacy alplomacy all threatenl threatened the nored the nored the northern tnorthern tribes. Conribes. Conversely, 1versely, 1–2 Samuel –2 Samuel insists thinsists that he had at he had a popular a popular mandate — mandate — mandate — even aft— even after David’ser David’s mercenari mercenaries trouncees trounced the tribd the tribal levies al levies in Absalomin Absalom’s revolt,’s revolt, it was po it  it was polit was politically eitically expedient txpedient to claim poo claim popular legipular legitimation. timation. David’s caDavid’s campaign formpaign for reelectio reele reelectionreelection after the after the Absalom r Absalom revolt alsoevolt also indicates indicates dependenc dependence on the te on the tactic of cactic of currying pourrccurrying pcurrying popularity opularity with his swith his subjects.ubjects.ubjects.

Foreign elements in David’s establishment, his collusion with Gibeon in 
exterminating Saul’s house, and the patterns of his marital (Geshur, northern 
Manasseh) and other (Philistia and Ammon, Tyre) diplomacy all threatened the 
northern tribes. Conversely, 1–2 Samuel insists that he had a popular mandate 
— even after David’s mercenaries trounced the tribal levies in Absalom’s revolt, 
it was politically expedient to claim popular legitimation. David’s campaign for 
reelection after the Absalom revolt also indicates dependence on the tactic of 
currying popularity with his subjects.

�It is SamuIt is Samuel’s omissel’s omissions that ions that best charabest characterize thcterize this Davidicis Davidic state. Da state. David did novid did not build a tnonot build not build a temple, a temple, but merelybut merely unified t unified the state whe state with the neith the new central w central icon of thicon of the ark in Je are ark in Jerark in Jerusalem (2 usalem (2 Sam. 6-7).Sam. 6-7). David did David did not organ not organize domestize domestic provincic provinces, as Soles, as Solomon wouldomSolSolomon woSolomon would, and huld, and he undertooe undertook no publik no public works ouc works outside of Jtside of Jerusalem —erusalem — no fortif no for no fortificatfortification, no paion, no palace constlace construction. Nruction. Nor, in theor, in the Israelite Israelite interior, interior, in the Je in the Jezreel Vallzreel Vazreel Valley, doValley, does the texes the text allege at allege any conquesny conquests: the cats: the capture of Mpture of Megiddo, Beegiddo, Beth-shan, ath-shan, and other lnd aand other and other lowlands flowlands fortresses ortresses by the Isrby the Israelites shaelites should thereould therefore be asfore be assigned to signed to Saul and ISauSaul and ISaul and Ishbaal.shbaal.shbaal.

It is Samuel’s omissions that best characterize this Davidic state. David did 
not build a temple, but merely unified the state with the new central icon of the 
ark in Jerusalem (2 Sam. 6-7). David did not organize domestic provinces, as 
Solomon would, and he undertook no public works outside of Jerusalem — no 
fortification, no palace construction. Nor, in the Israelite interior, in the Jezreel 
Valley, does the text allege any conquests: the capture of Megiddo, Beth-shan, 
and other lowlands fortresses by the Israelites should therefore be assigned to 
Saul and Ishbaal.

�It is as aIt is as an engineern engineer of empire of empire, as warri, as warrior-hero wior-hero with a grippth a grippingly tragingly tragic dimensiic dimensiic dimension,dimension, that Davi that David has imprd has imprinted himsinted himself on Weself on Western cultutern culture. Again,re. Again, the claim the claims of conqusclaimclaims of claims of conquest lconquest lodged in Sodged in Samuel are amuel are limited (climited (contrast Kiontrast Kings, Chronngs, Chronicles). Daicles). David never vidDaDavid neveDavid never dominater dominates territors territory west of y west of Gezer or iGezer or in Philistin Philistia proper: a proper: under Solounder Solomon Gezer mSoloSolomon GeSolomon Gezer remainzer remained extrateed extraterritorial.rritorial. David’s o David’s own encountwn encounters with Pers with Philistineshilistines are confi PhilistinesPhilistinePhilistines are confs are confined to thined to the hills nee hills near Jerusalar Jerusalem, or canem, or cannot be locnot be located. Likeated. Likewise, Daviwise, LikeLikewise, Likewise, David subjDavid subjects Aram-ects Aram-zobah (in zobah (in the the Beqa{Beqa{), Ammon, ), Ammon, Moab, and Moab, and Edom. But Edom. BEdom. But nothinBut nothing suggestsg suggests a campaig a campaign north ofn north of Dan — the Dan — the confronta confrontation with tion with Aram comesAram comAram comes duricomes during the warng the war against A against Ammon, in Tmmon, in Transjordanransjordan. The nort. The northernmost ahernmost activity inctivity ictivity in which Din which David’s troavid’s troops are saops are said to engaid to engage takes pge takes place at Ablace at Abel-beth-mael-beth-maacah.acah.acah.

It is as an engineer of empire, as warrior-hero with a grippingly tragic 
dimension, that David has imprinted himself on Western culture. Again, the 



claims of conquest lodged in Samuel are limited (contrast Kings, Chronicles). 
David never dominates territory west of Gezer or in Philistia proper: under 
Solomon Gezer remained extraterritorial. David’s own encounters with 
Philistines are confined to the hills near Jerusalem, or cannot be located. 
Likewise, David subjects Aram-zobah (in the Beqa{), Ammon, Moab, and Edom. 
But nothing suggests a campaign north of Dan — the confrontation with Aram 
comes during the war against Ammon, in Transjordan. The northernmost activity 
in which David’s troops are said to engage takes place at Abel-beth-maacah.

�Nor is it Nor is it patent howpatent how David dom David dominated Trainated Transjordan. nsjordan. Samuel claSamuel claims that hims that he garrisone gare garrisonedgarrisoned (some par (some part of the ht of the hinterland interland of) Damascof) Damascus, versusus, versus “all of E “all of Edom,” wherdom,” where he massaewherwhere he mwhere he massacred passacred population.opulation. His inroa His inroads into Mods into Moab are unsab are unspecified.pecified.pecified.

Nor is it patent how David dominated Transjordan. Samuel claims that he 
garrisoned (some part of the hinterland of) Damascus, versus “all of Edom,” 
where he massacred population. His inroads into Moab are unspecified.

�Ammon presAmmon presents a knoents a knottier casettier case. David in. David initially alitially allied with lied with Saul’s roySaul’s royal opponenal opponeal opponent, opponent, Nahash. OnNahash. On Nahash’s  Nahash’s death, Davdeath, David interveid intervened in thened in the successio succession, conquern, conquen, conqueringconquering the capit the capital, and inal, and installing Hstalling Hanun ben-Nanun ben-Nahash. Thiahash. This paid offs paid off during Ab during Absalom’s resaloAbAbsalom’s Absalom’s revolt, whrevolt, when Hanun aen Hanun abetted Davbetted David againstid against the triba the tribal militiasl militias of Israel of Israel and Judah and and Judah.and Judah. This in t This in turn led tourn led to a marriag a marriage making He making Hanun’s dauanun’s daughter the ghter the mother of mother of Solomon’s SSolomon’s Solomon’s successor.successor. Ammon, th Ammon, then, was inen, was in thrall to thrall to David’s J David’s Jerusalem, erusalem, but was albut was also indispesoalalso indisalso indispensable tpensable to the exero the exercise of Dacise of David’s domevid’s domestic authostic authority.rity.rity.

Ammon presents a knottier case. David initially allied with Saul’s royal 
opponent, Nahash. On Nahash’s death, David intervened in the succession, 
conquering the capital, and installing Hanun ben-Nahash. This paid off during 
Absalom’s revolt, when Hanun abetted David against the tribal militias of Israel 
and Judah. This in turn led to a marriage making Hanun’s daughter the mother of 
Solomon’s successor. Ammon, then, was in thrall to David’s Jerusalem, but was 
also indispensable to the exercise of David’s domestic authority.

�In theory,In theory, Israel’s  Israel’s expansion,expansion, both inte both internal (in lrnal (in lowlands foowlands fortresses) rtresses) and externand externand external (external (TransjordaTransjordan), shouldn), should have a pr have a prosperous fosperous foundation oundation for “natiofor “national” pridenal” pride. However,. H. However, rHowever, resource acesource accumulationcumulation and the i and the innovation nnovation even of a even of a modest monmodest monarchy, rinarchy, rarchy, ringed aboringed about by mercut by mercenaries, lenaries, left the coeft the countryside untryside lineages ilineages in fear of n fear of losing thelosing their autonomir autir autonomy. autonomy. David’s poDavid’s policies (e.licies (e.g., tax adg., tax administratiministration) likelyon) likely led to Ab led to Absalom’s resalom’s revolt, whicvolt, rerevolt, whrevolt, which was noich was not directedt directed against t against the dynastyhe dynasty but again but against David pst David personally.ersonally. It was a  It w It was a war was a war concerningconcerning the succe the succession.ssion.ssion.

In theory, Israel’s expansion, both internal (in lowlands fortresses) and 
external (Transjordan), should have a prosperous foundation for “national” pride. 
However, resource accumulation and the innovation even of a modest monarchy, 
ringed about by mercenaries, left the countryside lineages in fear of losing their 
autonomy. David’s policies (e.g., tax administration) likely led to Absalom’s 
revolt, which was not directed against the dynasty but against David personally. It 
was a war concerning the succession.

�The insurrThe insurrection wasection was massive:  massive: the text pthe text portrays itortrays it as recomp as recompense for Dense for David’s muravid’s DDavid’s muDavid’s murdering Urrdering Uriah the Hiiah the Hittite; thittite; this exculpats exculpates the pares the participants ticipants from chargfrom charges of treaes oes of treasonof treason. The text. The text insists t insists that David hat David actively cactively campaigned ampaigned for reelecfor reelection as kition as king after Ang afng after Absaafter Absalom’s revolom’s revolt (2 Sam.lt (2 Sam. 19), even 19), even supplanti supplanting his hatng his hatchet man, chet man, Joab, as nJoab, as national coationnational cnational commander wommander with the reith the rebel generabel general Amasa. Tl Amasa. The text thhe text then blames en blames Amasa’s asAmasa’s aAmasa’s assassinatassassination on Joaion on Joab’s, not Db’s, not David’s, inavid’s, initiative (itiative (during theduring the pretext o pretext of a failedf a failed revolt).  revolt) revolt). Wrevolt). With the arith the army in the my in the ascendant,ascendant, the humil the humiliating camiating campaign for paign for reelectionreelection and the a an and the apand the appointment pointment of Amasa pof Amasa point to cloint to claims of poaims of popular impepular imperium, and rium, and the importthe importhe importanceimportance of popula of popular support.r support.

The insurrection was massive: the text portrays it as recompense for 
David’s murdering Uriah the Hittite; this exculpates the participants from charges 
of treason. The text insists that David actively campaigned for reelection as king 
after Absalom’s revolt (2 Sam. 19), even supplanting his hatchet man, Joab, as 
national commander with the rebel general Amasa. The text then blames Amasa’s 
assassination on Joab’s, not David’s, initiative (during the pretext of a failed 
revolt). With the army in the ascendant, the humiliating campaign for reelection 
and the appointment of Amasa point to claims of popular imperium, and the 
importance of popular support.

�David’s reDavid’s religious poligious policies arelicies are transluce translucent. Beyondnt. Beyond adopting  adopting the ark frthe ark from a Gibeoom a Gibeom a Gibeonite Gibeonite city as a city as a national snational symbol, he ymbol, he enfranchisenfranchised two staed two state priesthte priesthoods — oneoods — one, probably,oneone, probaone, probably from Jbly from Judah, claiudah, claiming desceming descent from Aant from Aaron, and aron, and another linnother linked to Eliked to Eli, at the a, EliEli, at thEli, at the abandonee abandoned sanctuard sanctuary, Shiloh.y, Shiloh. Otherwise Otherwise, David pr, David prescinded fescinded from interfrom interference witerinterfinterfereninterference with clce with clerical materical matters. Furtters. Further, whileher, while the templ the temple liturgy e liturgy (e.g., Ps.(e.g., Ps. 89) and 2 89) an 89) and 2 Sam.and 2 Sam. 7 would l 7 would later claimater claim that the  that the Davidic dyDavidic dynasty was nasty was an uncondian unconditionalizedtionalized divine gi d divine gifdivine gift, alternat, alternative viewstive views came to e came to expression xpression (e.g., Ps.(e.g., Ps. 132), mos 132), most obviouslt obviously in Israey in Isy in Israel’s sIsrael’s secession aecession at Solomon’t Solomon’s death.s death.s death.

David’s religious policies are translucent. Beyond adopting the ark from a 
Gibeonite city as a national symbol, he enfranchised two state priesthoods — 
one, probably from Judah, claiming descent from Aaron, and another linked to 
Eli, at the abandoned sanctuary, Shiloh. Otherwise, David prescinded from 
interference with clerical matters. Further, while the temple liturgy (e.g., Ps. 89) 
and 2 Sam. 7 would later claim that the Davidic dynasty was an unconditionalized 



divine gift, alternative views came to expression (e.g., Ps. 132), most obviously in 
Israel’s secession at Solomon’s death.

�One major,One major, probably  probably Davidic, aDavidic, achievementchievement was seden was sedentarizationtarization in the Ne in the Negeb. This geb. NeNegeb. ThiNegeb. This reflectss reflects the explo the exploitation ofitation of Arabian c Arabian caravan traaravan traffic to thffic to the coast, te coast, thence abrohencetthence abrthence abroad. The soad. The spice tradepice trade, exploite, exploited at Egyptd at Egypt’s expense’s expense, formed a, formed a basis for basis for state pro st state prosstate prosperity untperity until Shishakil Shishak’s raid, f’s raid, five years ive years after Soloafter Solomon’s deatmon’s death.h.h.

One major, probably Davidic, achievement was sedentarization in the 
Negeb. This reflects the exploitation of Arabian caravan traffic to the coast, 
thence abroad. The spice trade, exploited at Egypt’s expense, formed a basis for 
state prosperity until Shishak’s raid, five years after Solomon’s death.

�PoliticallPolitically, David’sy, David’s lasting c lasting creations wreations were the naere the nation (or “tion (or “tribe”) Jutribe”) Judah and a dah and a dynasty whdydynasty whdynasty whose longevose longevity dependity depended on his ed on his successorssuccessors. Although. Although he scrupu he scrupulously obslously oblously observed tobserved the forms ohe forms of popular f popular sovereigntsovereignty, David ay, David also createlso created a rift bd a rift between royetween royal and couaroyroyal and royal and countrysidcountryside culture,e culture, a rift ex a rift exacerbated acerbated by Solomonby Solomon that late that later eradicatr eradicated those fed eradicateradicatederadicated those for those forms.ms.

Politically, David’s lasting creations were the nation (or “tribe”) Judah and a 
dynasty whose longevity depended on his successors. Although he scrupulously 
observed the forms of popular sovereignty, David also created a rift between 
royal and countryside culture, a rift exacerbated by Solomon that later 
eradicated those forms.

SuccessionSuccession

Succession

David playDavid played the suced the succession clcession close to hisose to his vest. Of  vest. Of his sons, his sons, the third,the third, Absalom,  Absalom, killed thekillekilled thekilled the eldest, a eldest, and was in nd was in turn killeturn killed by Joab d by Joab in the revin the revolt. The solt. The second son,econd son, by Abigai by Ab by Abigail, iAbigail, is never mes never mentioned afntioned after his biter his birth. The frth. The fourth, Adoourth, Adonijah, wasnijah, was widely ex widely expected to pecexexpected texpected to succeed.o succeed.

David played the succession close to his vest. Of his sons, the third, Absalom, 
killed the eldest, and was in turn killed by Joab in the revolt. The second son, by 
Abigail, is never mentioned after his birth. The fourth, Adonijah, was widely 
expected to succeed.

�The succesThe succession contesion contest recapitst recapitulated theulated the tensions  tensions of Absalomof Absalom’s revolt.’s revolt. Popular e Popula Popular exPopular expectation pectation focused (hfocused (hopefully?)opefully?) on Adonij on Adonijah, and Joah, and Joab’s suppoab’s support suggestrt suggests that he s suggestsuggests tsuggests that he washat he was David’s d David’s designee. Pesignee. Party to tharty to the pretendee pretender was the r was the Elide prieElide priest Abiathast priepriest Abipriest Abiathar. Thuathar. Thus traditios traditional forcesnal forces, in the c, in the court and aourt and abroad, stobroad, stood behind od behind Adonijah’sAdoAdonijah’sAdonijah’s candidacy candidacy...

The succession contest recapitulated the tensions of Absalom’s revolt. 
Popular expectation focused (hopefully?) on Adonijah, and Joab’s support 
suggests that he was David’s designee. Party to the pretender was the Elide 
priest Abiathar. Thus traditional forces, in the court and abroad, stood behind 
Adonijah’s candidacy.

�Solomon’s Solomon’s successionsuccession, sympathe, sympathetically prtically presented, resented, remains a cemains a coup. Behinoup. Behind Solomon d Solod Solomon stSolomon stand Zadok,and Zadok, the Judah the Judahite priestite priest; Benaiah,; Benaiah, the merce the mercenary captanary captain; and thin; and the mercenareththe mercenthe mercenaries of taries of the capitalhe capital. Solomon’. Solomon’s administs administration, wiration, with its empth its emphasis on phasis on public workublppublic worpublic works and theks and the exactions exactions that requ that required, coloired, colors the conrs the contrast withtrast with the tradi the traditional cantiotraditraditionatraditional candidatl candidate. Yet cone. Yet conciliatory ciliatory maneuvers maneuvers early in tearly in the reign —he reign — Rehoboam’ Rehoboam’s marriagesRehoboam’Rehoboam’sRehoboam’s marriage  marriage to Absalomto Absalom’s daughte’s daughter, the wrir, the writing of 2 ting of 2 Samuel to Samuel to exculpate exculpateexculpate exculpate David fromDavid from political political murders a murders and Israel’nd Israel’s populatis population from tron from treason, andeason, and even the  e even the ceven the constructioonstruction of the tn of the temple withemple with its impli its implications ofcations of tax relie tax relief for the f for the laborers (laborlaborers (laborers (near Jerusnear Jerusalem?) — aalem?) — all suggestll suggest that the  that the transitiontransition was gradu was gradual. Solomoal. Solomon began byn bn began by pbegan by pursuing hiursuing his father’ss father’s course; o course; only when anly when a threat ma threat materializedterialized from Egyp from Egypt in his 2t it in his 24tin his 24th year didh year did the impul the impulse to modese to modernization rnization assume urgassume urgency. For ency. For this reasothis reason, public n,reasoreason, pureason, public worksblic works (e.g., at (e.g., at Megiddo)  Megiddo) were not cwere not completed bompleted before the efore the destructiodestruction of the Sndestructiodestructiodestruction of the Sn of the Solomonic lolomonic layer thereayer there..

Solomon’s succession, sympathetically presented, remains a coup. Behind 
Solomon stand Zadok, the Judahite priest; Benaiah, the mercenary captain; and 
the mercenaries of the capital. Solomon’s administration, with its emphasis on 
public works and the exactions that required, colors the contrast with the 
traditional candidate. Yet conciliatory maneuvers early in the reign — 
Rehoboam’s marriage to Absalom’s daughter, the writing of 2 Samuel to 
exculpate David from political murders and Israel’s population from treason, and 
even the construction of the temple with its implications of tax relief for the 
laborers (near Jerusalem?) — all suggest that the transition was gradual. Solomon 
began by pursuing his father’s course; only when a threat materialized from Egypt 
in his 24th year did the impulse to modernization assume urgency. For this 
reason, public works (e.g., at Megiddo) were not completed before the 
destruction of the Solomonic layer there.
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David’s idDavid’s identificatientification as the on as the messiah, Ymessiah, Yahweh’s “aahweh’s “anointed” anointed” and thus sond thus son, derivesn, derives from the  fro from the tfrom the temple royaemple royal ideologyl ideology during th during the centuriee centuries up to ths up to the Babylonie Babylonian Exile. an Exile. As dynast,As As dynast,As dynast, David per David personified Ysonified Yahweh’s reahweh’s reign over Jign over Judah and, udah and, by extensiby extension, Israelon, Israel. Later re. L. Later reinLater reinterpretatiterpretation of the on of the conceptionconception of David  of David redivivusredivivus — adumbra — adumbrated in theted in the compariso co comparisoncomparison of Judah’ of Judah’s kings tos kings to him in th him in the books ofe books of Kings — a Kings — and of the nd of the enthronemeenthronementhronemeenthronement metaphont metaphor of his dr of his divine sonsivine sonship led tohip led to their rat their ratification ification as a futuras a future hope in e hoe hope in a hope in a period witperiod without Davidhout Davidic kings (ic kings (the Restorthe Restoration). Ination). In addition, addition, the image the image of David  of  of David aof David as cult fous cult founder, fullnder, full-blown in -blown in the presenthe presentation of tation of 1 Chronicl1 Chronicles, derivees, derives from thes fros from the afrom the assignment ssignment to his reito his reign of the gn of the dynastic cdynastic charter, usharter, usually assoually associated witciated with temple-bh teh temple-buitemple-building, andlding, and from the  from the superscripsuperscriptions to ttions to the Psalms.he Psalms.

David’s identification as the messiah, Yahweh’s “anointed” and thus son, derives 



from the temple royal ideology during the centuries up to the Babylonian Exile. 
As dynast, David personified Yahweh’s reign over Judah and, by extension, Israel. 
Later reinterpretation of the conception of David redivivus — adumbrated in the 
comparison of Judah’s kings to him in the books of Kings — and of the 
enthronement metaphor of his divine sonship led to their ratification as a future 
hope in a period without Davidic kings (the Restoration). In addition, the image 
of David as cult founder, full-blown in the presentation of 1 Chronicles, derives 
from the assignment to his reign of the dynastic charter, usually associated with 
temple-building, and from the superscriptions to the Psalms.

�While IsraWhile Israel’s goldeel’s golden age is un age is usually asssually associated wiociated with Solomonth Solomon, the Davi, the Davidic figuredic figurdic figure, fafigure, far more swar more swashbucklingshbuckling and more  and more tragicallytragically human, na human, naturally atturally attracted thtracted the attentioe ae attention attention and the afand the affection offection of later rea later readers.ders.ders.

While Israel’s golden age is usually associated with Solomon, the Davidic 
figure, far more swashbuckling and more tragically human, naturally attracted the 
attention and the affection of later readers.
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DAVID, CITY OF

The site DThe site David took avid took from the Jfrom the Jebusites aebusites and made thnd made the capital e capital of all theof all the tribes, “ tribes, “the strongthe sthe strongholdstronghold of Zion”  of Zion” (2 Sam. 5:(2 Sam. 5:7, 9). Loc7, 9). Located in neated in neutral terrutral territory betwitory between the noeen the northern andrthnonorthern anorthern and southernd southern tribes, n tribes, it became it became both the pboth the political aolitical and religiond religious center us center unifying Dunifunifying Dunifying David’s rulavid’s rule, and here, and here he brouge he brought the arkht the ark of the co of the covenant (2 venant (2 Sam 6:1-23Sam 6:1-23). The nam). 6:1-236:1-23). T6:1-23). The name wahe name was also uses also used in referd in reference to thence to the locatione location of the bu of the burial of Darial of David (1 KgsvidDaDavid (1 KDavid (1 Kgs. 2:10) gs. 2:10) and Solomoand Solomon (11:43) n (11:43) as well asas well as other kin other kings of Judags of Judah (14:31; h (14:31; 15:7, 8, 215:15:7, 8, 215:7, 8, 24; 22:50[M4; 22:50[MT 51]; 2 KT 51]; 2 Kgs. 8:24; gs. 8:24; 9:28; 12:29:28; 12:21[22]; 14:1[22]; 14:20; 15:38;20; 15:38; 16:20), t 16:20), the southeahe souhe southeastesoutheastern hill orrn hill or the oldes the oldest part of t part of the city athe city as distincts distinct from the  from the rest of Jerest of Jerusalem (NrusalemJeJerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 3:15(Neh. 3:15; 2 Chr. 3; 2 Chr. 32:5, 30), 2:5, 30), and, by Joand, by Josephus, thsephus, the city of e city of Jerusalem Jerusalem as a wholeas a as a whole. Ta whole. The city ishe city is mentioned mentioned in the Eg in the Egyptian Exeyptian Execration Tecration Texts which xts which date to thdate to the Middle Be ththe Middlethe Middle Bronze pe Bronze period and iriod and in the Amarn the Amarna Lettersna Letters from the  from the Late BronzLate Bronze Age.e Age.

The site David took from the Jebusites and made the capital of all the tribes, “the 
stronghold of Zion” (2 Sam. 5:7, 9). Located in neutral territory between the 
northern and southern tribes, it became both the political and religious center 
unifying David’s rule, and here he brought the ark of the covenant (2 Sam 
6:1-23). The name was also used in reference to the location of the burial of 
David (1 Kgs. 2:10) and Solomon (11:43) as well as other kings of Judah (14:31; 
15:7, 8, 24; 22:50[MT 51]; 2 Kgs. 8:24; 9:28; 12:21[22]; 14:20; 15:38; 16:20), the 
southeastern hill or the oldest part of the city as distinct from the rest of 
Jerusalem (Neh. 3:15; 2 Chr. 32:5, 30), and, by Josephus, the city of Jerusalem as 
a whole. The city is mentioned in the Egyptian Execration Texts which date to 
the Middle Bronze period and in the Amarna Letters from the Late Bronze Age.

City of DaCity of David, with vid, with the Millo the Millo terrace (rterrace (right). To ight). To the left athe left are the bulre the bulla house ala house and Ahiel’snd Ahnd Ahiel’s hoAhiel’s house (Phoenuse (Phoenix Data Syix Data Systems, Neastems, Neal and Joell and Joel Bierling) Bierling)

City of David, with the Millo terrace (right). To the left are the bulla house and 
Ahiel’s house (Phoenix Data Systems, Neal and Joel Bierling)

�HistoricalHistorically the namly the name is used e is used in referenin reference to the ce to the oldest paroldest part of Jerust of Jerusalem, the alem, thealem, the easterthe eastern ridge aln ridge also called so called Ophel. LikOphel. Like the Jebue the Jebusites, Davsites, David was attid was attracted to racted to the site bthe sthe site becausite because of its se of its unique feaunique features. Thetures. The site was  site was comprised comprised of a narroof a narrow north-sow north-south ridge utnorth-sonorth-soutnorth-south ridge foh ridge formed by thrmed by the Kidron Ve Kidron Valley on talley on the east anhe east and the Tyrod the Tyropoeon or Cpoeon or poeon or Cheesemor Cheesemakers Vallakers Valley on the ey on the west and swest and south. The outh. The steep inclsteep inclines to thines to the east ande east and west made andand west mand west made the Ciade the City of Davity of David an almosd an almost impregnat impregnable site tble site that could hat could be easily be easily defended. dedefended. defended. In additioIn addition to its un to its unique natunique natural defensral defense featurese features, it also , it also had an adehad an adequate natuquateadeadequate nadequate natural watatural water supply er supply provided bprovided by the Gihoy the Gihon Spring on Spring on the eastn the east side of t side of the ridge ihetthe ridge the ridge in the Kidin the Kidron Valleyron Valley. Geograph. Geographically, thically, the site wase site was located o located on the nortn the north-south rih-sonortnorth-soutnorth-south ridge thh ridge that ran thrat ran throughout thoughout the length oe length of the landf the land of Palest of Palestine and thine and the major noe me major nortmajor north-south hih-south highway thatghway that connected connected the major the major cities in cities in the centr the central hill coal hill country.untcocountry.country.country.

Historically the name is used in reference to the oldest part of Jerusalem, 
the eastern ridge also called Ophel. Like the Jebusites, David was attracted to the 



site because of its unique features. The site was comprised of a narrow 
north-south ridge formed by the Kidron Valley on the east and the Tyropoeon 
or Cheesemakers Valley on the west and south. The steep inclines to the east 
and west made the City of David an almost impregnable site that could be easily 
defended. In addition to its unique natural defense features, it also had an 
adequate natural water supply provided by the Gihon Spring on the east side of 
the ridge in the Kidron Valley. Geographically, the site was located on the 
north-south ridge that ran throughout the length of the land of Palestine and the 
major north-south highway that connected the major cities in the central hill 
country.

�ExcavationExcavations during ts during the past cehe past century haventury have helped pr helped provide at lovide at least a pareast a partial outlitial outltial outline ofoutline of the site’ the site’s history.s history. While evi While evidence of hdence of habitation abitation in the arein the area dates baa dates back to the ck to ck to the Neoto the Neolithic Agelithic Age, the firs, the first major cit major city was estty was established dablished during the uring the Middle BroMiddle Bronze Age whnzeBroBronze AgeBronze Age when the  when the site was fsite was fortified wortified with a massith a massive wall, ive wall, discovereddiscovered during ex during excavations caexexcavationexcavations by Kathls by Kathleen Kenyoneen Kenyon from 1960 from 1960 to 1968.  to 1968. This wall,This wall, which con which continued in tinued in tinued in use durin use during the Laing the Late Bronze te Bronze Age, proviAge, provides valuabdes valuable informale information abouttion about the bound the boundaries of taboundboundariesboundaries of the Je of the Jebusite citbusite city, which cy, which covered ca.overed ca. 4.5–6 ha. 4.5–6 ha. (11–15 a. (11–15 a.). Other f). Other features dieatuffeatures dfeatures discovered iscovered by Kenyon by Kenyon or more reor more recently Yigcently Yigael Shilohael Shiloh include a include a series of series of terraces  t terraces lterraces located on ocated on the easterthe eastern slope ofn slope of the ridge the ridge, evidence, evidence of expans of expansion of theion of the site nort sit site northsite north toward th toward the Temple Me Temple Mount; the ount; the lower terrlower terrace house,ace house, which dat which dates to the es to thees to the 8th cethe 8th century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E.; the ashl; the ashlar house war house with the piith the pillared-houllared-house design se design typical oftypical of Iron Age  Iro Iron Age IIron Age Israelite hsraelite houses; theouses; the house of  house of Ahiel, so Ahiel, so named becanamed because of an use of an inscriptioinscription on a potn on on a potteon a pottery sherd dry sherd discovered iscovered in the strin the structure; thucture; the burnt roe burnt room, named om, named from the tfrom the thick layerhtthick layethick layer of charrr of charred remainsed remains in its fl in its floor; and toor; and the bulla hhe bulla house, in wouse, in which were hich were discovereddiscodiscovereddiscovered 51 bulla  51 bulla or clay seor clay seals, four als, four of which dof which date to theate to the 7th and 6 7th and 6th centurith centuries.es.es.

Excavations during the past century have helped provide at least a partial 
outline of the site’s history. While evidence of habitation in the area dates back 
to the Neolithic Age, the first major city was established during the Middle 
Bronze Age when the site was fortified with a massive wall, discovered during 
excavations by Kathleen Kenyon from 1960 to 1968. This wall, which continued 
in use during the Late Bronze Age, provides valuable information about the 
boundaries of the Jebusite city, which covered ca. 4.5–6 ha. (11–15 a.). Other 
features discovered by Kenyon or more recently Yigael Shiloh include a series of 
terraces located on the eastern slope of the ridge, evidence of expansion of the 
site north toward the Temple Mount; the lower terrace house, which dates to 
the 8th century B.C.E.; the ashlar house with the pillared-house design typical of 
Iron Age Israelite houses; the house of Ahiel, so named because of an inscription 
on a pottery sherd discovered in the structure; the burnt room, named from the 
thick layer of charred remains in its floor; and the bulla house, in which were 
discovered 51 bulla or clay seals, four of which date to the 7th and 6th centuries.

�In additioIn addition to the Gn to the Gihon Sprinihon Spring, the Citg, the City of Davidy of David had sever had several water sal water systems. Thystems. ssystems. Tsystems. These incluhese include Warren’de Warren’s Shaft, ws Shaft, which featuhich featured a stepred a stepped tunnelped tunnel and verti and vertical shaft cvertivertical svertical shaft to prhaft to provide protovide protected acceected access to the ss to the city’s watcity’s water supply er supply during timduring times of warfes oes of warfareof warfare; the Shil; the Shiloah water oah water channel, wchannel, which ran ahich ran along the elong the east side oast side of the Ophef the Ophel Ridge anl Rl Ridge and Ridge and conveyed wconveyed water to thater to the valley te valley to the easto the east for irrig for irrigation purpation purposes; and oses; and Hezekiah’sHeHezekiah’sHezekiah’s Tunnel, c Tunnel, cut 558 m. ut 558 m. (1831 ft.)(1831 ft.) through t through the bedrockhe bedrock of the ri of the ridge to condge to convey water veconconvey watconvey water from Gier from Gihon Springhon Spring on the ci on the city’s east ty’s east side to thside to the Siloam Pe Siloam Pool on theool on the southwest s southwest southwest (2 Kgs. 18(2 Kgs. 18:13-18; 20:13-18; 20:20).:20).:20).

In addition to the Gihon Spring, the City of David had several water 
systems. These include Warren’s Shaft, which featured a stepped tunnel and 
vertical shaft to provide protected access to the city’s water supply during times 
of warfare; the Shiloah water channel, which ran along the east side of the Ophel 
Ridge and conveyed water to the valley to the east for irrigation purposes; and 
Hezekiah’s Tunnel, cut 558 m. (1831 ft.) through the bedrock of the ridge to 
convey water from Gihon Spring on the city’s east side to the Siloam Pool on the 
southwest (2 Kgs. 18:13-18; 20:20).

�During theDuring the reign of  reign of Solomon thSolomon the city wase city was expanded  expanded to the norto the north, as theth, as the Temple Mo Temp Temple MouTemple Mount was addnt was added. Duringed. During the 8th c the 8th century, prentury, probably theobably the reign of  reign of Hezekiah, HezekiahHezekiah, Hezekiah, the city ethe city expanded toxpanded to the weste the western hill.rn hill.rn hill.

During the reign of Solomon the city was expanded to the north, as the 
Temple Mount was added. During the 8th century, probably the reign of 
Hezekiah, the city expanded to the western hill.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. Tarler D. Tarler and J. M. and J. M. Cahill, “DCahill, “David, Cityavid, City of,”  of,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 2:52–67. 2:52–67. 2:52–67.

Bibliography. D. Tarler and J. M. Cahill, “David, City of,” NEAEHL 2:52–67.
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“Day” (Heb“Day” (Heb. . yo®m;yo®m; Gk.  Gk. heäméraheäméra) may desi) may designate a degnate a definite timfinite time period. e period. When “day”When “When “day” is a“day” is accompaniedccompanied by a defi by a definite numbenite number (e.g., Gr (e.g., Gen. 1:5, 8en. 1:5, 8; 7:11; Ex; 7:11; Exod. 16:1; od. 16:1; Lev. 23:34Lev. Lev. 23:34Lev. 23:34) it point) it points only to s only to a 24-hour a 24-hour period. Thperiod. This time exis time extends fromtends from sunset to sunset to sunset, c su sunset, cosunset, comprising “mprising “evening, mevening, morning, anorning, and noon” (Pd noon” (Ps. 55:17[Ms. 55:17[MT 18]). WhT 18]). While Neh. 9ile Neh. 9ile Neh. 9:3 denote9:3 denotes “fourthss “fourths” of a day” of a day, the OT m, the OT makes no otakes no other such dher such divisions. ivisions. It speaks It speaks of the “coofof the “coof the “cool of the ol of the day” (Gen.day” (Gen. 3:8; cf.  3:8; cf. Cant. 2:17Cant. 2:17), “heat o), “heat of the day”f the day” (Gen. 18: (Gen. 18:1; 1 Sam. 1; 1 S1; 1 Sam. 11:11Sam. 11:11), “high d), “high day” (Gen. ay” (Gen. 29:7), “mi29:7), “midday” (Nehdday” (Neh. 8:3), “b. 8:3), “broad dayliroad daylight” (Amosght” (Amos 8:9), and 8 8:9), and 8:9), and “full day”“full day” (Prov. 4: (Prov. 4:18). Howev18). However, the NTer, the NT seems to  seems to reflect twreflect two 12-hour o 12-hour periods (Jpeperiods (Jperiods (John 11:9),ohn 11:9), with spec with specific desigific designations sunations such as “firch as “first day” (Lst day” (Luke 24:1),uke 24:1), divided i divide divided individed into segmentto segments like thes like the “sixth” a “sixth” and “seventnd “seventh” hours (h” hours (Matt. 20:1Matt. 20:1-12; cf. J-12; cf. John 4:6, 5ohn JJohn 4:6, John 4:6, 52). Porti52). Portions of a dons of a day were coay were counted as wunted as wholes, so holes, so “three day“three days” refer ts” refer to Christ’so Co Christ’s bChrist’s burial, thourial, though they wugh they were not there not three full 2ree full 24-hour per4-hour periods.iods.iods.

“Day” (Heb. yo®m; Gk. heäméra) may designate a definite time period. When 
“day” is accompanied by a definite number (e.g., Gen. 1:5, 8; 7:11; Exod. 16:1; 
Lev. 23:34) it points only to a 24-hour period. This time extends from sunset to 
sunset, comprising “evening, morning, and noon” (Ps. 55:17[MT 18]). While Neh. 
9:3 denotes “fourths” of a day, the OT makes no other such divisions. It speaks 
of the “cool of the day” (Gen. 3:8; cf. Cant. 2:17), “heat of the day” (Gen. 18:1; 1 
Sam. 11:11), “high day” (Gen. 29:7), “midday” (Neh. 8:3), “broad daylight” (Amos 
8:9), and “full day” (Prov. 4:18). However, the NT seems to reflect two 12-hour 
periods (John 11:9), with specific designations such as “first day” (Luke 24:1), 
divided into segments like the “sixth” and “seventh” hours (Matt. 20:1-12; cf. 
John 4:6, 52). Portions of a day were counted as wholes, so “three days” refer to 
Christ’s burial, though they were not three full 24-hour periods.

�The sabbatThe sabbath, the sevh, the seventh day, enth day, is the onlis the only day specy day specifically nifically named (Exodamed (Exod. 20:8-11). 20:8-11. 20:8-11). 20:8-11). The other The other six days asix days are designare designated for woted for work, but thrk, but the sabbath e sabbath is reserveis reserved for restd fd for rest afor rest and worshipnd worship. The divi. The divine examplene example of six da of six days of workys of work, followed, followed by a day  by a day of rest (Gofof rest (Gof rest (Gen. 1-2), en. 1-2), becomes thbecomes the pattern e pattern for human for human activity aactivity and for expnd for explaining thlaining the sabbath.e sae sabbath.sabbath.sabbath.

The sabbath, the seventh day, is the only day specifically named (Exod. 
20:8-11). The other six days are designated for work, but the sabbath is reserved 
for rest and worship. The divine example of six days of work, followed by a day 
of rest (Gen. 1-2), becomes the pattern for human activity and for explaining the 
sabbath.

�“Day” may “Day” may also reprealso represent an insent an indefinite pdefinite period of teriod of time. Referime. References to “ences to “the days othe daythe days of Abdays of Abraham” (Geraham” (Gen. 26:18) n. 26:18) or “the daor “the days of Soloys of Solomon” (1 Kgmon” (1 Kgs. 10:21) s. 10:21) point to apoint to apoint to a person’sa person’s lifetime  lifetime (Heb. 5:7)(Heb. 5:7) or reign  or reign (2 Chr. 34(2 Chr. 34:33; Amos :33; Amos 1:1).1:1).1:1).

“Day” may also represent an indefinite period of time. References to “the 
days of Abraham” (Gen. 26:18) or “the days of Solomon” (1 Kgs. 10:21) point to 
a person’s lifetime (Heb. 5:7) or reign (2 Chr. 34:33; Amos 1:1).

�SymbolicalSymbolically, salvatly, salvation and riion and righteousnesghteousness are descs are described as tribed as the day, fuhe day, full of lighll of light, so thatt,lighlight, so light, so that a trathat a traveler may veler may walk withowalk without stumbliut stumbling (John 1ng (John 11:9; Rom. 1:9; Rom. 13:11-13).13:11-13). 2 Cor. 6: 2 C 2 Cor. 6:2, Cor. 6:2, reflectingreflecting Isa. 49:8 Isa. 49:8, denotes , denotes the “accepthe “acceptable timetable time” as the “” as the “day of salday of salvation.” Tvationsalsalvation.salvation.” The Exod” The Exodus is to bus is to be commemore commemorated as suated as such a “day ch a “day of salvatiof salvation,” becauon,” because at thatsbecaubecause atbecause at that time that time God effec God effected the deted the deliverance liverance of his peoof his people from sple from servile bonervile bondage (Exoddabonbondage (Ebondage (Exod. 12:17xod. 12:17; Deut. 16; Deut. 16:13). This:13). This was a con was a constant remistant reminder of Gonder of God’s willind’s willingness to sgwillinwillingneswillingness to save s to save (e.g., “in(e.g., “in the day t the day that I brouhat I brought them oght them out of Egyput of Egypt . . .”; t . . .”; 1 Sam. 8:81 Sam. 81 Sam. 8:8; Isa. 8:8; Isa. 11:16). Ac11:16). According tocording to Deut. 5:1 Deut. 5:12-15 God’s2-15 God’s deliveran deliverance of Israce of Israel provideel provides a soteris a ss a soteriologsoteriological reasoical reason for obsen for observance of rvance of the sabbatthe sabbath.h.h.

Symbolically, salvation and righteousness are described as the day, full of 
light, so that a traveler may walk without stumbling (John 11:9; Rom. 13:11-13). 2 
Cor. 6:2, reflecting Isa. 49:8, denotes the “acceptable time” as the “day of 
salvation.” The Exodus is to be commemorated as such a “day of salvation,” 
because at that time God effected the deliverance of his people from servile 
bondage (Exod. 12:17; Deut. 16:13). This was a constant reminder of God’s 
willingness to save (e.g., “in the day that I brought them out of Egypt . . .”; 1 Sam. 
8:8; Isa. 11:16). According to Deut. 5:12-15 God’s deliverance of Israel provides a 
soteriological reason for observance of the sabbath.

�ChristiansChristians are calle are called “childred “children of the dn of the day” (1 Theay” (1 Thess. 5:5, 8ss. 5:5, 8). The sur). The surety of theety of the prophetic thethe prophethe prophetic word itic word is likened s likened to the risto the rising sun aning sun and a new dad a new day (2 Pet. y (2 Pet. 1:19). In 1:19). In John 9:4 tJohnJohn 9:4 tJohn 9:4 the day forhe day for work symb work symbolizes theolizes the period of period of service f service for salvatior salvation. Rev. 2on. Rev. 21:25 depic1:25221:25 depi21:25 depicts eternacts eternal life witl life with God as ph God as perpetual derpetual day.ay.ay.

Christians are called “children of the day” (1 Thess. 5:5, 8). The surety of 
the prophetic word is likened to the rising sun and a new day (2 Pet. 1:19). In 
John 9:4 the day for work symbolizes the period of service for salvation. Rev. 
21:25 depicts eternal life with God as perpetual day.

�Stock exprStock expressions liessions like “in theke “in the latter da latter days,” “the ys,” “the last days”last days” (Acts 2:1 (Acts 2:17; 2 Tim. 7; 2 Tim. 3:1; Heb. 33:1; Heb. 3:1; Heb. 1:2), “the1:2), “the days are  days are coming” (Acoming” (Amos 4:2; 8mos 4:2; 8:11; Jer. :11; Jer. 23:5, 7; 323:5, 7; 31:27, 31),1:27, 31), “in those “in th “in those daysthose days” (Jer. 33” (Jer. 33:15; Zech.:15; Zech. 8:6) seem 8:6) seem to have a to have an eschatoln eschatological refogical reference. Therence. These “days”eseThThese “dayThese “days” point ts” point to both judo both judgment and gment and salvation.salvation.

Stock expressions like “in the latter days,” “the last days” (Acts 2:17; 2 Tim. 
3:1; Heb. 1:2), “the days are coming” (Amos 4:2; 8:11; Jer. 23:5, 7; 31:27, 31), “in 
those days” (Jer. 33:15; Zech. 8:6) seem to have an eschatological reference. 
These “days” point to both judgment and salvation.
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The time oThe time of the decif the decisive visitsive visitation of Yation of Yahweh, wheahweh, when he intern he intervenes to pvenes to punish the unish the wicked, dewiwicked, dewicked, deliver and liver and exalt the exalt the faithful rfaithful remnant whoemnant who worship h worship him, and esim, and establish hitablish his own rules os own rule. own rule. Both judgmBoth judgment and saent and salvation arlvation are especiale especially prominely prominent aspectsnt aspects. The Day . The Day of the Loroof the Lorof the Lord is a sigd is a significant cnificant concept in oncept in biblical ebiblical eschatologyschatology, especial, especially in the ly in the OT prophetOT propOT prophetic prophetic books. Thobooks. Though the prugh the precise termecise term appears o appears only 16 timnly 16 times in the es in the OT, other OT, otherOT, other tempother temporal phrasoral phrases are clees are clearly relevarly relevant (e.g.,ant (e.g., “on that  “on that day,” Zephday,” Zeph. 1:9-10; . 1:9-10; Amos 8:9; AmoAmos 8:9; Amos 8:9; “the day o“the day of the Lordf the Lord’s sacrifi’s sacrifice,” Zeph.ce,” Zeph. 1:8; “the 1:8; “the day of th day of the wrath ofe wrath of the Lord, the the Lord,”the Lord,” Ezek. 7:1 Ezek. 7:19; cf. Isa9; cf. Isa. 2:12). S. 2:12). Some scholaome scholars considers consider this to r this to be the cenbe the central themetral ttral theme of ttheme of the entire he entire prophetic prophetic message; tmessage; the books ohe books of Joel andf Joel and Zephaniah Zephaniah are compl are comp are completelycompletely devoted t devoted to proclaimo proclaiming the Daing the Day of the Ly of the Lord and itord and its attendans attendant events. t events. Indeed, prInIndeed, prIndeed, preoccupatioeoccupation with then with the putative  putative origin of origin of the Day (ethe Day (e.g., the h.g., the holy war troly war traditions, adititrtraditionstraditions, an ancie, an ancient enthronnt enthronement festement festival) is nival) is not necessaot necessarily deterrily determinative ominative of its latef its f its later its later meaning.meaning.meaning.

The time of the decisive visitation of Yahweh, when he intervenes to punish the 
wicked, deliver and exalt the faithful remnant who worship him, and establish his 
own rule. Both judgment and salvation are especially prominent aspects. The Day 
of the Lord is a significant concept in biblical eschatology, especially in the OT 
prophetic books. Though the precise term appears only 16 times in the OT, 
other temporal phrases are clearly relevant (e.g., “on that day,” Zeph. 1:9-10; 
Amos 8:9; “the day of the Lord’s sacrifice,” Zeph. 1:8; “the day of the wrath of 
the Lord,” Ezek. 7:19; cf. Isa. 2:12). Some scholars consider this to be the central 
theme of the entire prophetic message; the books of Joel and Zephaniah are 
completely devoted to proclaiming the Day of the Lord and its attendant events. 
Indeed, preoccupation with the putative origin of the Day (e.g., the holy war 
traditions, an ancient enthronement festival) is not necessarily determinative of 
its later meaning.

�The Day ofThe Day of the Lord  the Lord brings thebrings the outpourin outpouring of Yahweg of Yahweh’s punishh’s punishment on Isment on Israel and JraelIsIsrael andIsrael and Judah. Am Judah. Amos 5:18-20os 5:18-20, probably, probably the earli the earliest refereest reference, proclnce, proclaims judgmaims judgment on Isrenjudgmjudgment ojudgment on Israel an Israel and impliesnd implies that the  that the prophet ovprophet overturns therturns the people’se people’s expectati expectations of whaonexpectatiexpectatioexpectations of whatns of what will happ will happen. The coen. The covenant peovenant people, who eple, who expect God xpect God to interveto intervto intervene intervene to defeat to defeat their enemtheir enemies, are iies, are instead lurnstead lurching towaching towards judgmerds judgment. Accordnt. According to theinAccordAccording According to the proto the prophets, thiphets, this divine js divine judgment isudgment is not arbit not arbitrary but irary but is prompteds prompted by idolat by by idolatrby idolatry (Isa. 2:y (Isa. 2:8, 20; Zep8, 20; Zeph. 1:4-6),h. 1:4-6), pride and pride and arrogance arrogance (Isa. 2:1 (Isa. 2:11, 17), an1, 17), and a lack od a lack d a lack of solack of social justicial justice (Amos 2ce (Amos 2:6-7; Zeph:6-7; Zeph. 3:1-3). . 3:1-3). It is a puIt is a purging judgrging judgment, whicment, which cleansesh cleanh cleanses tcleanses the blot ofhe blot of wickednes wickedness from amos from among God’s cng God’s chosen natihosen nation. Unreleon. Unrelenting and nting andnting and inescaand inescapable (Amopable (Amos 5:18-19;s 5:18-19; Zeph. 1:1 Zeph. 1:12), it spe2), it specifically cifically targets thtargets the nation’se nation’s leaders ( leade leaders (Ileaders (Isa. 3:1-3;sa. 3:1-3; Zeph. 3:2 Zeph. 3:2-3). Altho-3). Although the puugh the punishment wnishment will come iill come in the formn the form of a mili of of a militof a military defeatary defeat (Amos 2:1 (Amos 2:13-16; Zeph3-16; Zeph. 1:16), i. 1:16), it is cleart is clear that Yahw that Yahweh is the eh is the driving fodrivindriving fodriving force behindrce behind it (note  it (note the 1st pethe 1st person verbsrson verbs in Amos 8 in Amos 8:9-11; Zep:9-11; Zeph. 1:8, 9,h. 1:8, 9, 11; cf. J 11; 11; cf. Jo11; cf. Joel 2:11).el 2:11).el 2:11).

The Day of the Lord brings the outpouring of Yahweh’s punishment on 
Israel and Judah. Amos 5:18-20, probably the earliest reference, proclaims 
judgment on Israel and implies that the prophet overturns the people’s 
expectations of what will happen. The covenant people, who expect God to 
intervene to defeat their enemies, are instead lurching towards judgment. 
According to the prophets, this divine judgment is not arbitrary but is prompted 
by idolatry (Isa. 2:8, 20; Zeph. 1:4-6), pride and arrogance (Isa. 2:11, 17), and a 
lack of social justice (Amos 2:6-7; Zeph. 3:1-3). It is a purging judgment, which 
cleanses the blot of wickedness from among God’s chosen nation. Unrelenting 
and inescapable (Amos 5:18-19; Zeph. 1:12), it specifically targets the nation’s 
leaders (Isa. 3:1-3; Zeph. 3:2-3). Although the punishment will come in the form 
of a military defeat (Amos 2:13-16; Zeph. 1:16), it is clear that Yahweh is the 
driving force behind it (note the 1st person verbs in Amos 8:9-11; Zeph. 1:8, 9, 
11; cf. Joel 2:11).

�Judgment iJudgment is not limis not limited to theted to the covenant  covenant people, bupeople, but includest includes certain n certain neighboringeighbornneighborinneighboring nations g nations (Amos 1:13(Amos 1:13-15; Zeph.-15; Zeph. 2:4-15; c 2:4-15; cf. also Jof. also Joel 3:11-12el 3:11-12[MT 4:11–1[MT 4:11–12]) who ar24:11–14:11–12]) 4:11–12]) who are dewho are destined to stined to reap the creap the consequenceonsequences of theirs of their heinous a heinous acts (Amos cts (Amoscts (Amos 1:13(Amos 1:13; Zeph. 2:; Zeph. 2:8, 10). Se8, 10). Several propveral prophets depichets depict it as oft it as of worldwide worldwide proportio proportions (Isa. 1nproportioproportionproportions (Isa. 13s (Isa. 13:9; Zeph. :9; Zeph. 3:8; Zech.3:8; Zech. 14:1-3, 9 14:1-3, 9). Accordi). According to Zephng to Zephaniah, it aniah, it is none otis nois none othernone other than the  than the reversal oreversal of creationf creation, a destru, a destruction morection more vast than vast than even that even that brought a b brought abbrought about by theout by the Flood (cf Flood (cf. the fish. the fish in 1:2–3) in 1:2–3). This pro. This prophetic expphetic expectation oectation of a final,f a ff a final, clifinal, climactic evemactic event which int which is cosmic is cosmic in scope isn scope is not incon not inconsistent wisistent with the facth the fact that bibt that t that biblithat biblical writercal writers sometimes sometimes applied s applied “Day of th“Day of the Lord” toe Lord” to past even past events, such ats, such as the dests ths the destruthe destruction of Jction of Jerusalem (erusalem (Lam. 2:22)Lam. 2:22) and the d and the defeat of Eefeat of Egypt (Jer.gypt (Jer. 46:10). I 46:10). In biblicaln bibn biblical tbiblical thought, thhought, these past eese past events reprvents represent the esent the future andfuture and tend to m tend to merge into erge into it, foreshit, fit, foreshadowforeshadowing the tiing the time when alme when all human wil human wickedness wckedness will be judill be judged, humanged, human pride and pride an pride and arrogaand arrogance will bnce will be exposed,e exposed, and any p and any power opposower opposed to God ed to God will be dewill be deposed, preposed, pposed, preparing preparing the way fothe way for establisr establishment of Ghment of God’s own kod’s own kingdom (Isingdom (Isa. 2:6-22)a. 2:6-22)...

Judgment is not limited to the covenant people, but includes certain 
neighboring nations (Amos 1:13-15; Zeph. 2:4-15; cf. also Joel 3:11-12[MT 
4:11–12]) who are destined to reap the consequences of their heinous acts 
(Amos 1:13; Zeph. 2:8, 10). Several prophets depict it as of worldwide 
proportions (Isa. 13:9; Zeph. 3:8; Zech. 14:1-3, 9). According to Zephaniah, it is 
none other than the reversal of creation, a destruction more vast than even that 
brought about by the Flood (cf. the fish in 1:2–3). This prophetic expectation of a 
final, climactic event which is cosmic in scope is not inconsistent with the fact 
that biblical writers sometimes applied “Day of the Lord” to past events, such as 
the destruction of Jerusalem (Lam. 2:22) and the defeat of Egypt (Jer. 46:10). In 
biblical thought, these past events represent the future and tend to merge into it, 
foreshadowing the time when all human wickedness will be judged, human pride 
and arrogance will be exposed, and any power opposed to God will be deposed, 



preparing the way for establishment of God’s own kingdom (Isa. 2:6-22).

�UnfortunatUnfortunately, the sely, the salvific asalvific aspect has opect has often been ften been thought lethought less importass important than ornt than ont than or even inor even incongruent congruent with the jwith the judgment asudgment aspect. Howepect. However, the Dver, the Day is neitay is neither solelyher solelyher solely a tsolely a time of judime of judgment nor gment nor of salvatiof salvation. It is on. It is a time of a time of salvation salvation through juthrough judgment, pudgmenjujudgment, judgment, purificatipurification and bleon and blessing throssing through purginugh purging. The prog. The prophets annophets announce that unce that a group fra a group fra group from the covom the covenant natienant nation will emon will emerge from erge from the judgmethe judgment and recnt and receive divineive divineive divine bledivine blessings. Thssings. This group ois group of survivorf survivors, called s, called the remnanthe remnant (Mic. 4:t (Mic. 4:6-7; Zeph.6-7; Zeph. 3:11-13), 3:11 3:11-13), 3:11-13), will be cowill be composed of mposed of people whopeople who seek Yahw seek Yahweh intentleh intently (Amos 5:y (Amos 5:4-6), mani4-6), ma4-6), manifest hmanifest humility (Iumility (Isa. 2:11-1sa. 2:11-12; Zeph. 32; Zeph. 3:11-12), a:11-12), and live etnd live ethically (Ahically (Amos 5:14-1mos 5:14-15). They w5). Th5). They will They will be gatherebe gathered by Yahwed by Yahweh, restoreh, restored to theird to their own land, own land, and enjoy and enjoy Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s pYahweh’s presence inresence in their mid their midst (Amos 9st (Amos 9:14-15; Ze:14-15; Zeph. 3:15, ph. 3:15, 20).20).20).

Unfortunately, the salvific aspect has often been thought less important than 
or even incongruent with the judgment aspect. However, the Day is neither 
solely a time of judgment nor of salvation. It is a time of salvation through 
judgment, purification and blessing through purging. The prophets announce that 
a group from the covenant nation will emerge from the judgment and receive 
divine blessings. This group of survivors, called the remnant (Mic. 4:6-7; Zeph. 
3:11-13), will be composed of people who seek Yahweh intently (Amos 5:4-6), 
manifest humility (Isa. 2:11-12; Zeph. 3:11-12), and live ethically (Amos 5:14-15). 
They will be gathered by Yahweh, restored to their own land, and enjoy 
Yahweh’s presence in their midst (Amos 9:14-15; Zeph. 3:15, 20).

�As with juAs with judgment, nodgment, not only Isrt only Israel but alael but also the natso the nations will ions will experienceexperience future bl future b future blessing. blessing. TransformeTransformed by Yahwed by Yahweh, foreignh, foreigners will eers will express thexpress their devotioir devotion and allen and allegiance (Isgiaalleallegianceallegiance (Isa. 19: (Isa. 19:18; Zeph. 18; Zeph. 3:9), both3:9), both making pi making pilgrimages lgrimages to Jerusalto Jerusalem to worsem to worship (Isa. hip (hip (Isa. 2:2-(Isa. 2:2-4; Mic. 4:4; Mic. 4:1-4; Zech.1-4; Zech. 14:16-17) 14:16-17) and vener and venerating Yahwating Yahweh while ieh while in their own their own countrien cn countries countries (Isa. 19:1(Isa. 19:19; Zeph. 29; Zeph. 2:11). In f:11). In fact, everyact, every remaining remaining object wi object will be dedill be dedicated to Ycated dedidedicated dedicated to Yahweh to Yahweh at that tiat that time (Zech. me (Zech. 14:20).14:20).14:20).

As with judgment, not only Israel but also the nations will experience future 
blessing. Transformed by Yahweh, foreigners will express their devotion and 
allegiance (Isa. 19:18; Zeph. 3:9), both making pilgrimages to Jerusalem to worship 
(Isa. 2:2-4; Mic. 4:1-4; Zech. 14:16-17) and venerating Yahweh while in their own 
countries (Isa. 19:19; Zeph. 2:11). In fact, every remaining object will be 
dedicated to Yahweh at that time (Zech. 14:20).

�In the NT In the NT the Day ofthe Day of the Lord  the Lord is identifis identified with tied with the Second he Second Coming of Coming of Jesus ChriJesus CJesus Christ (2 Christ (2 Pet. 3:10-Pet. 3:10-13; 1 Thes13; 1 Thess. 5:2; cfs. 5:2; cf. 4:13–18). 4:13–18) and is al and is also called so called “the day o“the day of our Lordf our Lf our Lord JesusLord Jesus Christ” ( Christ” (1 Cor. 1:81 Cor. 1:8; cf. 5:5;; cf. 5:5; 2 Cor. 1: 2 Cor. 1:14), “the 14), “the day of Jesday of Jesus Christ”us Christ” (Phil. 1: (Phil. (Phil. 1:6(Phil. 1:6), and oth), and other similarer similar phrases.  phrases. Since it iSince it is portrayes portrayed as a timd as a time of univee of universal accoursal accrsal accountabiaccountability, whenlity, when final jud final judgment is mgment is meted out aeted out and final rnd final rewards assewards assigned, it igned, it includes tincluincludes tincludes the same bahe same basic range sic range of events of events as the OT as the OT concept.concept.concept.

In the NT the Day of the Lord is identified with the Second Coming of Jesus 
Christ (2 Pet. 3:10-13; 1 Thess. 5:2; cf. 4:13–18) and is also called “the day of our 
Lord Jesus Christ” (1 Cor. 1:8; cf. 5:5; 2 Cor. 1:14), “the day of Jesus Christ” 
(Phil. 1:6), and other similar phrases. Since it is portrayed as a time of universal 
accountability, when final judgment is meted out and final rewards assigned, it 
includes the same basic range of events as the OT concept.

�As for theAs for the timing of timing of the Day,  the Day, though certhough certain eventtain events must tras must transpire firnspire first (2 Thesst (2 Thest (2 Thess. 2:1Thess. 2:1-3; cf. Ma-3; cf. Mal. 4:5[3:2l. 4:5[3:23]), the A3]), the Apostle Paupostle Paul echoes tl echoes the OT prophe OT prophets in prhets in proclaiming oclaprproclaiminproclaiming that it g that it is near (Ris near (Rom. 13:11-om. 13:11-12; cf. Is12; cf. Isa. 13:6; Ja. 13:6; Joel 1:15; oel 1:15; Zeph. 1:7-Zeph. 1:7-14). This 14). Th14). This Day, This Day, the time othe time of final vif final vindication ndication of the godof the godly remnantly remnant and compl and complete defeatete defeat of the wi of of the wicof the wicked, the wked, the world stillorld still awaits. awaits. awaits.

As for the timing of the Day, though certain events must transpire first (2 
Thess. 2:1-3; cf. Mal. 4:5[3:23]), the Apostle Paul echoes the OT prophets in 
proclaiming that it is near (Rom. 13:11-12; cf. Isa. 13:6; Joel 1:15; Zeph. 1:7-14). 
This Day, the time of final vindication of the godly remnant and complete defeat 
of the wicked, the world still awaits.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. A. KingG. A. King, “The Day, “The Day of the Lo of the Lord in Zephrd in Zephaniah,” aniah,” BSacBSac 152 (1995 152 (1 152 (1995): 16(1995): 16–32; W. Va–32; W. Van Gemeren,n Gemeren,  InterpretiInterpreting the Prong the Prophetic Worphetic Wordd (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1990pids, 19pids, 1990), 2141990), 214–25.–25.–25.

Bibliography. G. A. King, “The Day of the Lord in Zephaniah,” BSac 152 
(1995): 16–32; W. Van Gemeren, Interpreting the Prophetic Word (Grand Rapids, 
1990), 214–25.
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�SeeSee  MORNING STMORNING STAR.AR.

See MORNING STAR.
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DEACON

An office An office in early Cin early Church minihurch ministry. It istry. It is not cleas not clear when Gk.r when Gk.  diaékonosdiaékonos as used i as used in early Chn iin early Cin early Christian christian circles pasircles passed from tsed from the generiche generic meaning “ meaning “servant” oservant” or “minister “minister” to the r” “ministe“minister”“minister” to the sp to the specific meaecific meaning “deacning “deacon.” The lon.” The literal foriteral former meaninmer meaning is obviog is obvious in the usobvioobvious inobvious in the Gospe the Gospels (Matt. ls (Matt. 20:26; 22:20:26; 22:13; 23:11;13; 23:11; Mark 9:35 Mark 9:35; 10:43; f; 10:43; for “waiteror “waiters at tables ats at table,”at table,” cf. John  cf. John 2:5, 9; Ac2:5, 9; Acts 6:2). Pts 6:2). Paul uses taul uses the word mehe word metaphoricaltaphorically in varily in various ways tous waous ways to deways to describe himscribe himself or otself or other Christher Christians: servians: servant or minant or minister (1 Cister (1 Cor. 3:5; Eor. 3:5; Eph. 6:21; ph. EEph. 6:21;Eph. 6:21; Col. 4:7) Col. 4:7); servant ; servant of the gosof the gospel (Eph. pel (Eph. 3:7; Col. 3:7; Col. 1:23); ser1:23); servant of thvant of the church (e churce church (Cochurch (Col. 1:25); l. 1:25); servant ofservant of the new c the new covenant (2ovenant (2 Cor. 3:6) Cor. 3:6); servant ; servant of God (6:of God (6:4); servan4)(6:(6:4); ser(6:4); servant of Chvant of Christ (11:2rist (11:23; Col. 1:3; Col. 1:7; cf. Joh7; cf. John 12:26; 1n 12:26; 1 Tim. 4:6) Tim. 4:6); and serv; and servant of rigant of rant of righteousnrighteousness (2 Coress (2 Cor. 11:15). . 11:15). Paul also Paul also refers to refers to Christ as Christ as a servant a servant (Rom. 15:8(Rom. 15:8; cf. Gal.; cf.; cf. Gal. 2cf. Gal. 2:17) and d:17) and describes tescribes the governmhe governmental authental authorities asorities as servants  servants of God (Roof God (Rom. 13:4).m.(Ro(Rom. 13:4(Rom. 13:4).).).

An office in early Church ministry. It is not clear when Gk. diaékonos as used 
in early Christian circles passed from the generic meaning “servant” or 
“minister” to the specific meaning “deacon.” The literal former meaning is 



obvious in the Gospels (Matt. 20:26; 22:13; 23:11; Mark 9:35; 10:43; for “waiters 
at table,” cf. John 2:5, 9; Acts 6:2). Paul uses the word metaphorically in various 
ways to describe himself or other Christians: servant or minister (1 Cor. 3:5; 
Eph. 6:21; Col. 4:7); servant of the gospel (Eph. 3:7; Col. 1:23); servant of the 
church (Col. 1:25); servant of the new covenant (2 Cor. 3:6); servant of God 
(6:4); servant of Christ (11:23; Col. 1:7; cf. John 12:26; 1 Tim. 4:6); and servant of 
righteousness (2 Cor. 11:15). Paul also refers to Christ as a servant (Rom. 15:8; 
cf. Gal. 2:17) and describes the governmental authorities as servants of God 
(Rom. 13:4).

�The meaninThe meaning “deacon”g “deacon” seems pro seems probable in Pbable in Phil. 1:1, hil. 1:1, where Paulwhere Paul addressed addressed  diaékonoidiadiaékonoidiaékonoi along wit along with bishops.h bishops. By the ti By the time of the me of the Pastoral EPastoral Epistles, cpistles, congregatioongregations receivens congregatiocongregaticongregations receivons received counseled counsel on the ty on the types of perpes of person suitedson suited for the o for the office of dffice of deacon (1 Teacddeacon (1 deacon (1 Tim. 3:8-1Tim. 3:8-13). The ch3). The characteristaracteristics includics included exemplaed exemplary personary personal, domestil, domestic, and orgcdomestidomestic, domestic, and organiand organizational tzational traits.raits.raits.

The meaning “deacon” seems probable in Phil. 1:1, where Paul addressed 
diaékonoi along with bishops. By the time of the Pastoral Epistles, 
congregations received counsel on the types of person suited for the office of 
deacon (1 Tim. 3:8-13). The characteristics included exemplary personal, 
domestic, and organizational traits.

�It is geneIt is generally feltrally felt that the  that the origin of origin of the officethe office of deacon of deacon stems fro stems from the appom the appointment aninappoappointmenappointment and ordit and ordination by nation by the Twelvethe Twelve of seven  of seven men to admmen to administer thinister the daily foe daily foe daily food allotfood allotment ment (diakoniía(diakoniía)) to the He to the Hellenistic llenistic Christian Christian widows (Acwidows (Acts 6:1-6, ts 6:1-6, although althoualthough although diaékonosdiaékonos does not  does not appear). Tappear). The apostlehe apostles declareds declared that they that they could not could not be divert notnot be divnot be diverted fromerted from proclaimi proclaiming the Worng the Word to waitid to waiting ng (diakonéoœ(diakonéoœ)) on tables on tables. The seve. T. The seven,The seven, who did m who did much more tuch more than distrihan distribute food,bute food, pioneered pioneered the procl the proclamation ofamation oamation of the gosof the gospel among pel among HellenistiHellenistic Jews andc Jews and Gentiles  Gentiles (e.g., Act(e.g., Acts 6:8-9; 8s 6:8-9; 8:26-38).:26-38).:26-38).

It is generally felt that the origin of the office of deacon stems from the 
appointment and ordination by the Twelve of seven men to administer the daily 
food allotment (diakoniía) to the Hellenistic Christian widows (Acts 6:1-6, 
although diaékonos does not appear). The apostles declared that they could 
not be diverted from proclaiming the Word to waiting (diakonéoœ) on tables. 
The seven, who did much more than distribute food, pioneered the proclamation 
of the gospel among Hellenistic Jews and Gentiles (e.g., Acts 6:8-9; 8:26-38).

�SeeSee  DEACONESS.DEACONESS.

See DEACONESS.
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DEACONESS

An office An office in early Cin early Church minihurch ministry. The stry. The only clearonly clear use of Gk use of Gk. . diaékonosdiaékonos with refe with refe with reference reference to a womanto a woman is Rom. 1 is Rom. 16:1, where6:1, where Paul intr Paul introduces “ouoduces “our sister Pr sister Phoebe” as hoebe” as hoebe” as a as a diaékonosdiaékonos “of the c “of the church at Church at Cenchreae” enchreae” (the same (the same form is usform is used for mased for masculine andculinmasmasculine masculine and feminiand feminine). The tne). The term here cerm here can be tranan be translated as slated as the generithe generic “servantc “servant” (e.g., K” “servant“servant” “servant” (e.g., KJV(e.g., KJV) or the s) or the specific “dpecific “deacon” (e.eacon” (e.g., NRSV) g., NRSV) or “deaconor “deaconess” (e.g.ess” (e.g., RSV). It, RSV, RSV). It iRSV). It is unlikelys unlikely, however,, however, that a se that a separate ordparate order called er called deaconess deaconess then existthen existed, since ed, sed, since evensince even by the ti by the time of the me of the Pastoral EPastoral Epistles nopistles no order sep order separate fromarate from the offic the office of the de oe of the deaof the deacon is evicon is evident. Rathdent. Rather, women,er, women, probably  probably female deafemale deacons, are cons, are mentioned mentionedmentioned mentioned in the midin the middle (v. 11dle (v. 11) of Paul’) of Paul’s counsel s counsel on the typon the types of perses of persons suitedons suited for the o fo for the offor the office of defice of deacon (1 Tiacon (1 Tim. 3:8-13)m. 3:8-13). These wo. These women are tomen are to possess e possess exemplary pxemplary pxemplary personal tpersonal traits.raits.raits.

An office in early Church ministry. The only clear use of Gk. diaékonos with 
reference to a woman is Rom. 16:1, where Paul introduces “our sister Phoebe” 
as a diaékonos “of the church at Cenchreae” (the same form is used for 
masculine and feminine). The term here can be translated as the generic 
“servant” (e.g., KJV) or the specific “deacon” (e.g., NRSV) or “deaconess” (e.g., 
RSV). It is unlikely, however, that a separate order called deaconess then existed, 
since even by the time of the Pastoral Epistles no order separate from the office 
of the deacon is evident. Rather, women, probably female deacons, are 
mentioned in the middle (v. 11) of Paul’s counsel on the types of persons suited 
for the office of deacon (1 Tim. 3:8-13). These women are to possess exemplary 
personal traits.

�SeeSee  DEACON.DEACON.DEACON.

See DEACON.
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The large The large salt lake salt lake located atlocated at the south the southern end ofern end of the Jorda the Jordan River. Tn River. The Sea is he Sea is bounded bybounbounded bybounded by the cliff the cliffs of Moab s of Moab on the eason the east and the t and the bluffs of bluffs of Judah on tJudah on the west. Ihe west. It has the t hat has the dihas the distinction stinction of being tof being the lowest he lowest inland bodinland body of watery of water on the fa on the face of the ce of the earth. Theeartearth. Theearth. The surface i surface is ca. 394 s ca. 394 m. (1292 fm. (1292 ft.) below t.) below sea level,sea level, and in pl and in places it reaces it reaches a deaches aaches a depth ofa depth of 396 m. (1 396 m. (1300 ft.). 300 ft.). It is 80 kIt is 80 km. (50 mi.m. (50 mi.) long and) long and at its wi at its widest 18 kmdest 18 km. (11 mi.). (11 m. (11 mi.) acrosmi.) across. The Deas. The Dead Sea reced Sea receives 6 milives 6 million tons lion tons of water dof water daily from aily from the Jordanthe Jordan. There is. T. There is nThere is no outlet fo outlet for the seaor the sea, but unti, but until recentlyl recently the level the level remained  remained fairly confairly constant becastant conconstant bconstant because of ecause of the evaporthe evaporation off ation off the surfacthe surface of the Se of the Sea due to ea due to the excessthe excessive heat fiveexcessexcessive excessive heat from heat from the sun. Tthe sun. The evaporahe evaporation is thtion is the cause foe cause for the highr the high concentra concentration of saticoncentraconcentratconcentration of salion of salts in the ts in the Sea, 25 peSea, 25 percent (cf.rcent (cf. ca. 3 per ca. 3 percent for tcent for the ocean ahe ocean and ca. 5 pnd cand ca. 5 percca. 5 percent for thent for the Great Sae Great Salt Lake).lt Lake).lt Lake).

The large salt lake located at the southern end of the Jordan River. The Sea is 
bounded by the cliffs of Moab on the east and the bluffs of Judah on the west. It 
has the distinction of being the lowest inland body of water on the face of the 
earth. The surface is ca. 394 m. (1292 ft.) below sea level, and in places it reaches 
a depth of 396 m. (1300 ft.). It is 80 km. (50 mi.) long and at its widest 18 km. (11 
mi.) across. The Dead Sea receives 6 million tons of water daily from the Jordan. 
There is no outlet for the sea, but until recently the level remained fairly 
constant because of the evaporation off the surface of the Sea due to the 
excessive heat from the sun. The evaporation is the cause for the high 
concentration of salts in the Sea, 25 percent (cf. ca. 3 percent for the ocean and 
ca. 5 percent for the Great Salt Lake).

�The name DThe name Dead Sea doead Sea does not appes not appear in theear in the Hebrew Bi Hebrew Bible or theble or the Greek NT. Greek NT. It was fi I It was firIt was first used byst used by Pausanias Pausanias ( (thalassa nthalassa nekra; Descekra; Descr. Gr.r. Gr. 5 [1.7.4– 5 [1.7.4–5]) and fo5]) and followed by llowed byllowed by other Gby other Greek and Lreek and Latin authoatin authors. Severars. Several differenl different names art names are used in e used in the Bible the Bible ((yaœm hammeya((yaœm hamm(yaœm hammelah�,elah�, Salt Sea: Salt Sea: Gen. 14:3 Gen. 14:3; ; yaœm ha{a�yaœm ha{a�raœb�a®,raœb�a®, Sea of Ar Sea of Arabah: DeutaArArabah: DeArabah: Deut. 3:17; ut. 3:17; Josh. 3:16Josh. 3:16; ; hayyaœm hahayyaœm haqqad�mo®niqqad�mo®niî,î, Eastern S Eastern Sea: Ezek. ea: Ezek.ea: Ezek. 47:1Ezek. 47:18; Joel 2:8; Joel 2:20). Josep20). Josephus (hus (Ag. Ap.Ag. Ap. 1.22;  1.22; Ant.Ant. 1.9) call 1.9) called it Lakeed it Lake Asphaltit Asphaltitis is (asphaltit(as(asphaltit(asphaltitis limnas)is limnas) because o because of the chunf the chunks of bituks of bitumen or aspmen or asphalt floathalt floating in theing in the southern  south southern esouthern end of the nd of the Sea. In ArSea. In Arabic it isabic it is called Ba called Bahr Lut, “Shr Lut, “Sea of Lot.ea of Lot.”””

The name Dead Sea does not appear in the Hebrew Bible or the Greek NT. 
It was first used by Pausanias (thalassa nekra; Descr. Gr. 5 [1.7.4–5]) and followed 
by other Greek and Latin authors. Several different names are used in the Bible 
(yaœm hammelah�,  Salt Sea: Gen. 14:3; yaœm ha{a�raœb�a®,  Sea of 
Arabah: Deut. 3:17; Josh. 3:16; hayyaœm haqqad�mo®niî,  Eastern Sea: 
Ezek. 47:18; Joel 2:20). Josephus (Ag. Ap. 1.22; Ant. 1.9) called it Lake Asphaltitis 
(asphaltitis limnas) because of the chunks of bitumen or asphalt floating in the 
southern end of the Sea. In Arabic it is called Bahr Lut, “Sea of Lot.”

�The name DThe name Dead Sea isead Sea is apropos,  apropos, for there for there seems to bseems to be no animae no animal or plantl or plant life in t life i life in the Seain the Sea. Among th. Among the salts mae salts magnesium, sgnesium, sodium, calodium, calcium, and cium, and potassium potassium are held iare held in solutionniin solutioin solution; the othn; the other salts cer salts crystallizerystallize and sink  and sink to the botto the bottom. A lartom. A large quantitge quantity of the sy of thy of the salts the salts comes fromcomes from the Jorda the Jordan River.n River.n River.

The name Dead Sea is apropos, for there seems to be no animal or plant life 
in the Sea. Among the salts magnesium, sodium, calcium, and potassium are held 
in solution; the other salts crystallize and sink to the bottom. A large quantity of 
the salts comes from the Jordan River.

�Along the Along the western siwestern side are impde are important sitortant sites: in thees: in the north, Qu north, Qumran; midwmran; midway, En-geday, Enay, En-gedi; aEn-gedi; and in the nd in the south, Massouth, Masada. Amongada. Among the sever the several streamsal streams that empt that empty into they into the Sea on th thethe Sea onthe Sea on the easte the eastern side arrn side are the Arnoe the Arnon, midway,n, midway, and in th and in the south, te south, the Zered. he Zered. Three-fourTThree-fourThree-fourths along ths along the easterthe eastern side is n side is the Lisan the Lisan (“Tongue”)(“Tongue”), a penins, a peninsula extendula extending into tingextendextending extending into the Sinto the Sea.ea.ea.

Along the western side are important sites: in the north, Qumran; midway, 
En-gedi; and in the south, Masada. Among the several streams that empty into 
the Sea on the eastern side are the Arnon, midway, and in the south, the Zered. 
Three-fourths along the eastern side is the Lisan (“Tongue”), a peninsula 
extending into the Sea.

�Since ca. Since ca. 1960 the D1960 the Dead Sea haead Sea has become ss become smaller andmaller and shallower shallower due to th due to the increasee ince increased increased use of watuse of water from ther from the Jordan Re Jordan River systeiver system for irrim for irrigation andgation and for house for household consuhohousehousehold household consumptioconsumption in townsn in towns and citie and cities. Also, Is. Also, Israel has srael has operated aoperated a chemical  chemical plant at tplplant at tplant at the southerhe southern end to en end to extract thextract the salts fro salts from the sea m the sea water by mwater by means of laeans of large evaporrgelalarge evaplarge evaporation vaoration vats. Today ts. Today the Lisan the Lisan is connectis connected by dry ed by dry land to thland to the eastern e eastern shore.shoshore.shore.shore.

Since ca. 1960 the Dead Sea has become smaller and shallower due to the 
increased use of water from the Jordan River system for irrigation and for 
household consumption in towns and cities. Also, Israel has operated a chemical 
plant at the southern end to extract the salts from the sea water by means of 
large evaporation vats. Today the Lisan is connected by dry land to the eastern 
shore.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. Baly, D. Baly, The GeograThe Geography of thephy of the Bible, Bible, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New York, 1974); A. 1974) 1974); A. 1974); A. E. Day, “GE. Day, “Geology of eology of the Dead Sthe Dead Sea,” ea,” BSacBSac 81 (1924) 81 (1924): 254–70; : 254–70; W. Irwin, W. Irwin, “The Salts“T“The Salts“The Salts of the De of the Dead Sea andad Sea and the Jorda the Jordan,” n,” GeographicGeographical Journalal Journal 61 (1923) 61 (1923): 428–40; : 428–40: 428–40; E.428–40; E. Robinson, Robinson,  Biblical RBiblical Researches esearches in Palestiin Palestinene 1 (1856,  1 (1856, repr. Jerurepr. Jerusalem, 197salem, 1970).0).1971970).1970).1970).

Bibliography. D. Baly, The Geography of the Bible, rev. ed. (New York, 
1974); A. E. Day, “Geology of the Dead Sea,” BSac 81 (1924): 254–70; W. Irwin, 
“The Salts of the Dead Sea and the Jordan,” Geographical Journal 61 (1923): 
428–40; E. Robinson, Biblical Researches in Palestine 1 (1856, repr. Jerusalem, 
1970).
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The remainThe remains of a cols of a collection oflection of more than more than 800 bibli 800 biblical and otcal and other mostlyher mostly religious religious manuscrip ma manuscriptmanuscripts found ats found at Khirbet Q Khirbet Qumran (“thumran (“the ruins ate ruins at Qumran”)  Qumran”) and six otand six other sites her sites her sites alonsites along the westg the western side oern side of the Deadf the Dead Sea from  Sea from 1947 to 191947 to 1956. The ma56. The majority of jority of the texts ththe texts the texts are inscriare inscribed on leabed on leather (i.e.ther (i.e., animal s, animal skins), butkins), but some are  some are on papyruson papyrus, and one , and, and one (3and one (3Q15) is onQ15) is on copper. M copper. Most are inost are in the Hebre the Hebrew languagew language, about on, about one fifth ine fifth in Aramaic,  inin Aramaicin Aramaic, and a fe, and a few in Greekw in Greek. The scri. The script for mospt for most of the Ht of the Hebrew scroebrew scrolls is thells is the Jewish (“ Je Jewish (“sJewish (“square”) scquare”) script; ca. ript; ca. 16 are in 16 are in the ancienthe ancient Phoenicit Phoenician, or Palan, or Palaeo-Hebrewaeo-Hebrew, script, , sc, script, alscript, all being thl being the books ofe books of Moses, Jo Moses, Joshua, or Jshua, or Job — i.e.,ob — i.e., believed  believed to originato originate in the te in tte in the premonthe premonarchic perarchic period; thereiod; there are also  are also some rare some rare examples oexamples of a cryptif a cryptic script.c script.c script.

The remains of a collection of more than 800 biblical and other mostly religious 
manuscripts found at Khirbet Qumran (“the ruins at Qumran”) and six other 
sites along the western side of the Dead Sea from 1947 to 1956. The majority of 
the texts are inscribed on leather (i.e., animal skins), but some are on papyrus, 
and one (3Q15) is on copper. Most are in the Hebrew language, about one fifth 
in Aramaic, and a few in Greek. The script for most of the Hebrew scrolls is the 
Jewish (“square”) script; ca. 16 are in the ancient Phoenician, or Palaeo-Hebrew, 
script, all being the books of Moses, Joshua, or Job — i.e., believed to originate in 
the premonarchic period; there are also some rare examples of a cryptic script.

�Near the QNear the Qumran caveumran caves where ths where the Scrolls e Scrolls were foundwere found, a buildi, a building complexng complex was excav wa was excavawas excavated, and ited, and it has beent has been widely ac widely acknowledgedknowledged that the  that the Scrolls beScrolls belonged to longed to a group ceaa group cea group centered arontered around the buund the building. Thilding. Three cemeteree cemeteries were ries were adjacent, adjacent, the closesthe closesthe closest hoclosest holding ca. lding ca. 1100 grave1100 graves aligned s aligned south-to-nsouth-to-north with orth with the head athe head at the soutt the south. Of the h. soutsouth. Of south. Of the few exthe few excavated, ocavated, only males nly males were foundwere found in the cl in the closest, butosest, but there wer there were remains ewerwere remaiwere remains of femans of females and chles and children in ildren in the other the other parts. Theparts. The date of t date of the buildinhe building and thatg ag and that oand that of the manuf the manuscripts arscripts are determine determined by a coed by a combination mbination of factorsof factors, includin, including coins, pg cg coins, potcoins, pottery, palatery, palaeography, eography, and acceleand accelerated massrated mass spectrome spectrometry. (1) Ttry. (1) The coins uhe coins unearthed inuunearthed unearthed in the excin the excavations oavations of the builf the building date ding date from Antiofrom Antiochus III (chus III (223–197 223–197 B.C.E.B.C.EB.C.E.B.C.E.) to the t) to the third year hird year of the Jewof the Jewish Revoltish Revolt (68  (68 C.E.C.E.). (2) The). (2) The type of p type of pottery chaottery characterizinrchacharactericharacterizing the jzing the jars in whiars in which a few och a few of the manuf the manuscripts wescripts were intentire intentionally deponally deposited in ositdepdeposited deposited in Cave 1 in Cave 1 is similaris similar to that o to that of jars andf jars and a large c a large collection ollection of bowls sof bowls stashed in tashedsstashed instashed in a pantry  a pantry in the maiin the main buildingn building. It dates. It dates from the  from the last centulast centuries ries B.C.E.B.C.E. and the f and t and the first the first centuries centuries C.E.C.E. (3) The p (3) The palaeographalaeographic date ofic date of the manus the manuscripts in cripts in the Qumranthe Qumrathe Qumran cavQumran caves, estables, established by sished by study of thtudy of the scripts e scripts used in coused in copying the pying the manuscriptmanuscripts, extendss,manuscriptmanuscriptmanuscripts, extendss, extends from abou from about the lattt the latter half ofer half of the 3rd c the 3rd century entury B.C.E.B.C.E. to about  to about the middletthe middlethe middle of the 1s of the 1st century t century C.E.C.E., though a, though at t Murabba{aœMurabba{aœtt it extend it extends to the fs to the first thirdirstffirst thirfirst third of the 2d of the 2nd centurynd century  C.E.C.E. The early The early dates ind dates indicate thaticate that many scro many scrolls were blls were blls were brought inbrought in from else from elsewhere. Somwhere. Some texts foe texts found at Khiund at Khirbet Mird rbet Mird written inwritten in Arabic da Arabic da Arabic date as ladate as late as the te as the 7th centur7th century y C.E.C.E. (4) Accel (4) Accelerated maserated mass spectroms spectrometry is a etry is a system, mosystem,system, mosystem, more advancere advanced than Card than Carbon-14 datbon-14 dating, for ding, for determiningetermining the age o the age of ancient f ancient f ancient arancient artifacts. Ttifacts. Two tests wwo tests were perforere performed on a smed on a series of series of scrolls, incrolls, including socluding some which bme wme which borewhich bore absolute  absolute dates in tdates in the hand ofhe hand of the origi the original scribenal scribe, and the , and the range of drange of dates of thatesddates of tdates of the relevanhe relevant manuscrit manuscripts was 38pts was 388 8 B.C.E.B.C.E. to 136  to 136 C.E.C.E. When thes When these dating re dating results areesrresults arresults are placed we placed within the ithin the context ofcontext of Jewish hi Jewish history, manstory, many scholarsy scholars date the  date the period of perperiod of period of occupationoccupation at Qumran at Qumran at ca. 15 at ca. 150 0 B.C.E.B.C.E.—68 —68 C.E.C.E. (the Firs (the First Jewish Rt Jewish Revolt), wievolt)RRevolt), wRevolt), with the fiith the finds at nds at Murabba{aœMurabba{aœtt extending extending to ca. 13 to ca. 135 5 C.E.C.E. (the Seco (the Second Revolt)nd Revnd Revolt).Revolt).Revolt).

Near the Qumran caves where the Scrolls were found, a building complex 
was excavated, and it has been widely acknowledged that the Scrolls belonged to 
a group centered around the building. Three cemeteries were adjacent, the 
closest holding ca. 1100 graves aligned south-to-north with the head at the 
south. Of the few excavated, only males were found in the closest, but there 
were remains of females and children in the other parts. The date of the building 
and that of the manuscripts are determined by a combination of factors, including 
coins, pottery, palaeography, and accelerated mass spectrometry. (1) The coins 
unearthed in the excavations of the building date from Antiochus III (223–197 
B.C.E.) to the third year of the Jewish Revolt (68 C.E.). (2) The type of pottery 
characterizing the jars in which a few of the manuscripts were intentionally 
deposited in Cave 1 is similar to that of jars and a large collection of bowls 
stashed in a pantry in the main building. It dates from the last centuries B.C.E. and 
the first centuries C.E. (3) The palaeographic date of the manuscripts in the 
Qumran caves, established by study of the scripts used in copying the 
manuscripts, extends from about the latter half of the 3rd century B.C.E. to about 
the middle of the 1st century C.E., though at Murabba{aœt it extends to the 
first third of the 2nd century C.E. The early dates indicate that many scrolls were 
brought in from elsewhere. Some texts found at Khirbet Mird written in Arabic 
date as late as the 7th century C.E. (4) Accelerated mass spectrometry is a 
system, more advanced than Carbon-14 dating, for determining the age of 
ancient artifacts. Two tests were performed on a series of scrolls, including some 
which bore absolute dates in the hand of the original scribe, and the range of 
dates of the relevant manuscripts was 388 B.C.E. to 136 C.E. When these dating 
results are placed within the context of Jewish history, many scholars date the 
period of occupation at Qumran at ca. 150 B.C.E.—68 C.E. (the First Jewish 
Revolt), with the finds at Murabba{aœt extending to ca. 135 C.E. (the Second 
Revolt).

�Though theThough the abandoned abandoned site of K site of Khirbet Qumhirbet Qumran had loran had long been knng been known, the fown, the first manusirsffirst manufirst manuscript disscript discovery wascovery was at Cave 1 at Cave 1 by Arab B by Arab Bedouin in edouin in 1947. Cave1947. Cave 1 is ca.  1 is ca. 1.7 km. (11.71.7 km. (11.7 km. (1 mi.) N of mi.) N of the build the building, in thing, in the limestone limestone cliffs te cliffs towering abowering above the liove the littoral plattoral lilittoral plittoral plane. Sevelane. Seven scrolls n scrolls were foundwere found: one comp: one complete scrollete scroll of the bl of the book of Isaook of Isaiah (1QIsaiah (iah (1QIsa(1QIsaaa), wrapped), wrapped in linen  in linen and enclosand enclosed in a taed in a tall sealed ll sealed pottery japottery jar, as wellr, as well as extend as exten as extended fextended fragments fragments from other rom other scrolls, iscrolls, including ancluding a second co second copy of Isaipy of Isaiah (1QIsaah (1QIsabb), the Rul), (1QIsab(1QIsab), (1QIsab), the Rule othe Rule of the Commf the Community (1QSunity (1QS), a ), a pesherpesher (commenta (commentary) on thery) on the book of H book o book of Habakkuof Habakkuk (1QpHab)k (1QpHab), an imagi, an imaginatively dnatively developed neveloped narrative warrative work based ork based on Genesison Geneon Genesis (tGenesis (the Genesishe Genesis Apocrypho Apocryphon; 1QapGenn; 1QapGen ar), an a ar), an apocalypticpocalyptic War of th War of the Sons of e Sons oe Sons of Light aof Light against thegainst the Sons of D Sons of Darkness (1arkness (1QM), and aQM), and a collectio collection of n of hodayothodayot (hymns of (hymns of (hymns of praise)of praise) composed  composed within thewithin the community community (1QH). In (1QH). In subsequen subsequent scholarlt scholarly excavatiy excavaty excavationexcavations of Cave s of Cave 1 (directe1 (directed by Roland by Roland de Vaux)d de Vaux), small fr, small fragments fragments from an addiom an additional 72 taddiadditionaladditional 72 manusc 72 manuscripts wereripts were unearthed unearthed. These in. These included mancluded manuscripts ouscripts of biblicalf biblical books and b books and books and commentaricommentaries on bibles on biblical booksical books, as well , as well as apocrypas apocryphal, legalhal, legal, and litu, and liturgical texrgiclituliturgicalliturgical texts. texts. texts.

Though the abandoned site of Khirbet Qumran had long been known, the 



first manuscript discovery was at Cave 1 by Arab Bedouin in 1947. Cave 1 is ca. 
1.7 km. (1 mi.) N of the building, in the limestone cliffs towering above the 
littoral plane. Seven scrolls were found: one complete scroll of the book of Isaiah 
(1QIsaa), wrapped in linen and enclosed in a tall sealed pottery jar, as well as 
extended fragments from other scrolls, including a second copy of Isaiah 
(1QIsab), the Rule of the Community (1QS), a pesher (commentary) on the book 
of Habakkuk (1QpHab), an imaginatively developed narrative work based on 
Genesis (the Genesis Apocryphon; 1QapGen ar), an apocalyptic War of the Sons 
of Light against the Sons of Darkness (1QM), and a collection of hodayot (hymns 
of praise) composed within the community (1QH). In subsequent scholarly 
excavations of Cave 1 (directed by Roland de Vaux), small fragments from an 
additional 72 manuscripts were unearthed. These included manuscripts of biblical 
books and commentaries on biblical books, as well as apocryphal, legal, and 
liturgical texts.

�Ten more cTen more caves were aves were found at ofound at or near Qumr near Qumran. Cave ran. Cave 4, discove4, discovered in thered in the immediate im immediate immediate vicinity, vicinity, was the riwas the richest, yiechest, yielding fraglding fragments of cments of ca. 580 scra. 580 scrolls. Caveolls. Cave 7, equall 7, eq 7, equally clequally close, contaose, contained only ined only Greek papyGreek papyrus fragmerus fragments, inclunts, including Exoduding Exodus and the s and the Letter of LLetter of Letter of Jeremiah. Jeremiah. Cave 11 waCave 11 was the lasts the last discovere discovered in the Qd in the Qumran areaumran area, in 1956., in 1956. Additiona A AdditionalAdditional caves wer caves were found a e found a few miles few miles south at south at Murabba{aœMurabba{aœtt, containi, containing lettersng letteng letters ofletters of Simon bar Simon bar Kokhba an Kokhba and other dod other documents frcuments from the Secom the Second Revoltond Revolt, as well , as wel, as well as atwell as at  Nah�al H¸eNah�al H¸ever/Wadiver/Wadi Seiyal, a Seiyal, and Khirbetnd Khirbet Mird. Fin Mird. Finally, atopally, atop the mount the moun the mountain fmountain fortress ofortress of Masada a  Masada a mixed collmixed collection of ection of more than more than 50 texts w50 texts were recoveere recovere recovered,recovered, including including part of t part of the book ofhe book of Sirach in Sirach in Hebrew. Hebrew.

Ten more caves were found at or near Qumran. Cave 4, discovered in the 
immediate vicinity, was the richest, yielding fragments of ca. 580 scrolls. Cave 7, 
equally close, contained only Greek papyrus fragments, including Exodus and the 
Letter of Jeremiah. Cave 11 was the last discovered in the Qumran area, in 1956. 
Additional caves were found a few miles south at Murabba{aœt, containing 
letters of Simon bar Kokhba and other documents from the Second Revolt, as 
well as at Nah�al H¸ever/Wadi  Seiyal, and Khirbet Mird. Finally, atop the 
mountain fortress of Masada a mixed collection of more than 50 texts were 
recovered, including part of the book of Sirach in Hebrew.

Overview oOverview of the Qumrf the Qumran communian community and surty and surrounding arounding area. Four rea. Four of the cavof the caves where tes whees where the where the Dead Sea SDead Sea Scrolls wercrolls were found cae found can be seen n be seen left of thleft of the ravine (e ravine (Werner BraWerner BrWerner Braun)Braun)

Overview of the Qumran community and surrounding area. Four of the caves 
where the Dead Sea Scrolls were found can be seen left of the ravine (Werner 
Braun)

The ScrollThe Scrolls and the s and the OTOT

The Scrolls and the OT

IndicatingIndicating the impor the importance of ttance of the Scriptuhe Scriptures at Qumres at Qumran, more ran, more than 200 sthan 200 scrolls, cacrolls, ca. 25 perce. 2. 25 percent25 percent of the mo of the more than 80re than 800 found, w0 found, were manuscere manuscripts of bripts of biblical boiblical books. Everyoks. Every book of t EveryEvery bookEvery book of the tr of the traditional aditional OT, exceptOT, except Esther (a Esther (and Nehemiand Nehemiah if consih if considered a sedered a separate boopseseparate bseparate book from Eook from Ezra), is rzra), is representedepresented at least  at least minimally.minimally. The most  The most frequentlyfrequently attested  at attested battested books were ooks were Psalms (39Psalms (39 manuscrip manuscripts), Deutets), Deuteronomy (32ronomy (32), and Isa), and Isaiah (22) —iah (22) —iah (22) — not surp— not surprisingly trisingly the three mhe three most quotedost quoted books in  books in the NT as the NT as well.well.well.

Indicating the importance of the Scriptures at Qumran, more than 200 scrolls, ca. 
25 percent of the more than 800 found, were manuscripts of biblical books. 
Every book of the traditional OT, except Esther (and Nehemiah if considered a 
separate book from Ezra), is represented at least minimally. The most frequently 
attested books were Psalms (39 manuscripts), Deuteronomy (32), and Isaiah (22) 
— not surprisingly the three most quoted books in the NT as well.

�PreviouslyPreviously, the olde, the oldest extensist extensive Hebrew ve Hebrew manuscriptmanuscript available available was from  was from the end ofthe enthe end of theend of the 9th centu 9th century ry C.E.C.E. The Scrol The Scrolls are oldls are older by a mier by a millennium. llennium. From the eFrom the earliest daarlieseearliest dearliest days come tays come two of the wo of the most impormost important learntant learnings aboutings about the bibli the biblical text. cal text. First, 1QIFirsFirst, 1QIFirst, 1QIsasabb showed th showed that the traat the traditional tditional text known ext known from the Mfrom the MT had beenT had been very fait very f very faithfullyfaithfully copied ov copied over the cener the centuries froturies from one ancim one ancient form oent form of the textf the text. Second, . Second, 1QIsa1QI1QIsa1QIsaaa showed th showed that there wat there were varianere variant forms oft forms of the scrip the scriptural texttural text circulati circulating in anting in anng in antiquity antiquity prior to tprior to the era of he era of a uniform a uniform text. Whertext. Whereas 1QIsaeas 1QIsabb normally  normally exhibited exhibited only minorononly minoronly minor variants  variants vis-à-vis vis-à-vis the traditthe traditional MT, ional MT, 1QIsa1QIsaaa displayed displayed thousands thousands of differ of diffe of differencedifferences in spells in spelling, word ing, word forms, texforms, textual variatual variants, and cnts, and cases of muases of much longer ch longer or shorteror shor shorter teshorter text.xt.xt.

Previously, the oldest extensive Hebrew manuscript available was from the 
end of the 9th century C.E. The Scrolls are older by a millennium. From the 
earliest days come two of the most important learnings about the biblical text. 



First, 1QIsab showed that the traditional text known from the MT had been very 
faithfully copied over the centuries from one ancient form of the text. Second, 
1QIsaa showed that there were variant forms of the scriptural text circulating in 
antiquity prior to the era of a uniform text. Whereas 1QIsab normally exhibited 
only minor variants vis-à-vis the traditional MT, 1QIsaa displayed thousands of 
differences in spelling, word forms, textual variants, and cases of much longer or 
shorter text.

�As the bibAs the biblical manulical manuscripts (nscripts (now mostly ow mostly published published in the 38 in the 38 volumes ofvolumes of the serie the se the series series DiscoverieDiscoveries in the Js in the Judaean Desudaean Desertert) were ana) were analyzed, thilyzed, this pattern s pattern continued continued to reveal to reto reveal itsreveal itself in eveelf in ever more elar more elaborate andborate and instructi instructive ways. Pve ways. Prior to thrior to the 2nd cente 2nd century ury centcentury century C.E.C.E., when the, when the proto-MT  proto-MT form of thform of the collectie collection of Scrion of Scriptures becptures became the oname the oame the only textuonly textual form tral form transmitted ansmitted in Hebrew,in Hebrew, the text  the text was plurifwas pluriform, many orm, many books evenbooks evenbooks even displeven displaying two aying two or more lior more literary editerary editions. Numtions. Numerous texterous textual varianual variants pepper ts pepper all the teaall the teall the texts, sometxts, sometimes showiimes showing errors ng errors or expansior expansions, but aons, but at other tit other times providmes providing superiinprovidproviding providing superior rsuperior readings wheadings where the MTere the MT has erred has erred or expand or expanded; thus med; thus many Qumranany Qumany Qumran reaQumran readings havedings have been inco been incorporated irporated into recentnto recent revised t revised translationranslations of the Bs of the Bible. The iBBible. TheBible. The Scrolls a Scrolls also validalso validate the LXXte the LXX and Samar and Samaritan Pentaitan Pentateuch in gteuch in general as eneral as faithful wfaitfaithful wfaithful witnesses titnesses to an ancieo an ancient Hebrew nt Hebrew text that text that was simplywas simply an altern an alternate to theate to the textual f te textual fotextual form transmirm transmitted in thtted in the MT. Theye MT. They document  document a period ia period in which thn which the biblicale biblical text was  t text was stext was still organtill organically groically growing and pwing and provide evirovide evidence of hdence of how the texow the text grew durt grew during its foindurduring itsduring its formative formative period. period.

As the biblical manuscripts (now mostly published in the 38 volumes of the 
series Discoveries in the Judaean Desert) were analyzed, this pattern continued to 
reveal itself in ever more elaborate and instructive ways. Prior to the 2nd 
century C.E., when the proto-MT form of the collection of Scriptures became the 
only textual form transmitted in Hebrew, the text was pluriform, many books 
even displaying two or more literary editions. Numerous textual variants pepper 
all the texts, sometimes showing errors or expansions, but at other times 
providing superior readings where the MT has erred or expanded; thus many 
Qumran readings have been incorporated into recent revised translations of the 
Bible. The Scrolls also validate the LXX and Samaritan Pentateuch in general as 
faithful witnesses to an ancient Hebrew text that was simply an alternate to the 
textual form transmitted in the MT. They document a period in which the biblical 
text was still organically growing and provide evidence of how the text grew 
during its formative period.

The ScrollThe Scrolls and Judas and Judaismism

The Scrolls and Judaism

The ScrollThe Scrolls have gres have greatly illumatly illumined and cined and changed schhanged scholars’ undolars’ understandingerstanding of Judais of Judaism at the tm am at the turat the turn of the en of the era. Whereara. Whereas it was os it was once thoughnce thought that thet that there was a sre was a single, “maingle, “mainstream” ins“ma“mainstrea“mainstream” or “norm” or “normative” Jumative” Judaism, it daism, it is now cleis now clear that Juar that Judaism was daism was richly plurichly pluriform. Thrifplupluriform.pluriform. There wer There were a variete a variety of partiy of parties and a wes and a wide varietide variety of viewsy of views on any nu on any number of sumbnunumber of number of subjects, subjects, and no parand no particular grticular group held foup held full authorull authority in teaity in teaching or pching or practice ovractppractice opractice over the otver the others, thouhers, though the Jergh the Jerusalem priusalem priests probaests probably held tbly held the strongehe strongest claim tststrongestrongest strongest claim to tclaim to the averagehe average people’s  people’s loyalty.loyalty.loyalty.

The Scrolls have greatly illumined and changed scholars’ understanding of Judaism 
at the turn of the era. Whereas it was once thought that there was a single, 
“mainstream” or “normative” Judaism, it is now clear that Judaism was richly 
pluriform. There were a variety of parties and a wide variety of views on any 
number of subjects, and no particular group held full authority in teaching or 
practice over the others, though the Jerusalem priests probably held the 
strongest claim to the average people’s loyalty.

�The EsseneThe Essenes, as a mos, as a movement witvement within Judaishin Judaism, had prem, had previously beviously been known oen known only througnly oonly throuonly through brief dgh brief descriptionescriptions written s written for foreigfor foreigners by Joners by Josephus, Phsephus, Philo, and Pilo, and Pliny. Whilliny.PPliny. WhiPliny. While Josephule Josephus may haves may have gained fi gained firsthand knrsthand knowledge ofowledge of the Essen the Essenes, Philo es, Philo and Pliny anand Pliny and Pliny were probawere probably workinbly working from soug from sources. Thusrces. Thus, though t, though these descrhese descriptions heiptions heiptions help identhelp identify the Quify the Qumran groupmran group as Essene as Essene, they do , they do not providnot provide a standae a standard for undrd for understandingeundunderstandunderstanding the gring the group’s belioup’s beliefs. The Sefs. The Scrolls thecrolls themselves prmselves provide abunovide abundant corredant correction and ccorrecorrectioncorrection and ampli and amplification tfication to our knowo our knowledge of tledge of the Esseneshe Essenes, which th, which though stillough still imperfect im imperfect imperfect now exceednow exceeds our knows our knowledge of cledge of contemporarontemporary groups, y groups, the Sadducthe Sadducees, Phariees, Phees, Pharisees,Pharisees, and Zealo and Zealots.ts.ts.

The Essenes, as a movement within Judaism, had previously been known 
only through brief descriptions written for foreigners by Josephus, Philo, and 
Pliny. While Josephus may have gained firsthand knowledge of the Essenes, Philo 
and Pliny were probably working from sources. Thus, though these descriptions 
help identify the Qumran group as Essene, they do not provide a standard for 
understanding the group’s beliefs. The Scrolls themselves provide abundant 
correction and amplification to our knowledge of the Essenes, which though still 
imperfect now exceeds our knowledge of contemporary groups, the Sadducees, 
Pharisees, and Zealots.



�The EsseneThe Essene movement  movement predates tpredates the Qumran he Qumran community,community, though it though its origins s origins are not fuarare not fuare not fully known.lly known. During th During the Maccabeae Maccabean period, n period, they were they were led by somled by someone calleeone calleeone called thecalled the Righteous Righteous Teacher,  Teacher, or Teacheror Teacher of Righte of Righteousness. Tousness. The Teacherhe Teacher, himself , himself a priest, aa priest, a priest, came into came into serious coserious conflict witnflict with the leadh the leaders in Jerers in Jerusalem, pousalem, possibly ovessibly over the legir ther the legitithe legitimacy of thmacy of the high prie high priesthood, sesthood, since the Mince the Maccabees iaccabees installed tnstalled themselves hemselves in that ofin tin that officthat office in placee in place of the tr of the traditional aditional Zadokite pZadokite priests, anriests, and the Teacd the Teacher was foher was forced into rced foforced intforced into exile fro exile from Jerusalom Jerusalem. In timem. In time, the groe, the group settledup settled in the wi in the wilderness alderness at Qumran, t Qut Qumran, toQumran, to study Tor study Torah and so ah and so “prepare t“prepare the way of he way of the Lord” the Lord” (1QS 8:12–(1QS 8:12–16; Isa. 416; Isa. 16; Isa. 40:3)Isa. 40:3)...

The Essene movement predates the Qumran community, though its origins 
are not fully known. During the Maccabean period, they were led by someone 
called the Righteous Teacher, or Teacher of Righteousness. The Teacher, himself 
a priest, came into serious conflict with the leaders in Jerusalem, possibly over 
the legitimacy of the high priesthood, since the Maccabees installed themselves in 
that office in place of the traditional Zadokite priests, and the Teacher was 
forced into exile from Jerusalem. In time, the group settled in the wilderness at 
Qumran, to study Torah and so “prepare the way of the Lord” (1QS 8:12–16; 
Isa. 40:3).

�The ScrollThe Scrolls reveal as reveal a dualistic dualistic worldview worldview. There we. There were two wayre two ways — one ofs — one of light and light light and light and good, the good, the other of dother of darkness anarkness and evil. Thd evil. The communite community believedy believed that hist that history was prorhisthistory wahistory was predeters predetermined by Gmined by God, and thod, and that they weat they were part ofre part of the remna the remnant of truent of truent of true Israetrue Israel, living l, living under a (runder a (re)new(ed) e)new(ed) covenant wcovenant with God, iith God, in continuin continuity with thty with the covenante coe covenant acovenant at Sinai, bt Sinai, but with a ut with a deeper unddeeper understandingerstanding of and in of and incentive tocentive to obedience obedience...

The Scrolls reveal a dualistic worldview. There were two ways — one of 
light and good, the other of darkness and evil. The community believed that 
history was predetermined by God, and that they were part of the remnant of 
true Israel, living under a (re)new(ed) covenant with God, in continuity with the 
covenant at Sinai, but with a deeper understanding of and incentive to obedience.

�In their vIn their view, like iew, like that operathat operative in thtive in the NT as wee NT as well, Scriptll, Scripture was wrure was written in sitten in symbolic, oyssymbolic, symbolic, obscure laobscure language by nguage by prophets wprophets who may havho may have understoe understood one levod one level of meanel of meel of meaning inmeaning in what they what they wrote but wrote but did not u did not understand nderstand the ultimathe ultimate meaningte meaning, which wa, which w, which was revelawas revelation abouttion about the “end  the “end time.” Thetime.” The true mean true meaning of theing of the text was  text was revealed, revealed, however, thhowever, thowever, to the Teaco the Teacher of Righer of Righteousnesshteousness. The Scri. The Scriptures refptures referred to terred to the Esseneshe Esseneshe Essenes’ oEssenes’ own period,wn period, the “latt the “latter days,” er days,” and descriand described the evbed the events they ents they themselvesthemselves were expe w were experwere experiencing, siencing, such as theuch as the exiling o exiling of the Teacf the Teacher and Roher and Roman rule.man rule.man rule.

In their view, like that operative in the NT as well, Scripture was written in 
symbolic, obscure language by prophets who may have understood one level of 
meaning in what they wrote but did not understand the ultimate meaning, which 
was revelation about the “end time.” The true meaning of the text was revealed, 
however, to the Teacher of Righteousness. The Scriptures referred to the 
Essenes’ own period, the “latter days,” and described the events they themselves 
were experiencing, such as the exiling of the Teacher and Roman rule.

�The ScrollThe Scrolls refer tos refer to other Jew other Jewish groupsish groups. They dis. They discuss conflcuss conflicts with icts with “the Seeke“the See“the Seekers ofSeekers of Smooth Th Smooth Things” (proings” (probably the bably the Pharisees)Pharisees) and “Mana and “Manasseh” (prosseh” (probably the bably thebably the Sadducthe Sadducees), as wees), as well as conell as conflicts oveflicts over the highr the high priesthoo priesthood and the d and the calendar. calendar. Some earlySomSome earlySome early scrolls,  scrolls, including including the Halakhthe Halakhic Letter ic Letter (4QMMT), c(4QMMT), contain halontain halakhic viewakhic views in commos viewviews in cviews in common withommon with the Saddu the Sadducees, probcees, probably refleably reflecting the cting the group’s rogroup’s roots in theots in the Zadokite  thethe Zadokithe Zadokite priesthte priesthood. Viewsood. Views on other  on other subjects, subjects, however, showever, such as preuch as predestinatiodestination and resunpredestinatiopredestinapredestination and rtion and resurrectioesurrection, are strn, are strongly oppoongly opposed to Sadsed to Sadducean vieducean views. The Quws. The Quws. The Qumran EssQumran Essenes livedenes lived a life of a life of strict ob strict observance aservance and greaternd greater asceticis asceticism than didm than did other gro ot other grouother groups, but itps, but it is not th is not thought thatought that they excl they excluded otheruded other groups fr groups from the truom the true Israel oe trutrue Israetrue Israel on that l on that basis.basis.

The Scrolls refer to other Jewish groups. They discuss conflicts with “the 
Seekers of Smooth Things” (probably the Pharisees) and “Manasseh” (probably 
the Sadducees), as well as conflicts over the high priesthood and the calendar. 
Some early scrolls, including the Halakhic Letter (4QMMT), contain halakhic 
views in common with the Sadducees, probably reflecting the group’s roots in 
the Zadokite priesthood. Views on other subjects, however, such as 
predestination and resurrection, are strongly opposed to Sadducean views. The 
Qumran Essenes lived a life of strict observance and greater asceticism than did 
other groups, but it is not thought that they excluded other groups from the 
true Israel on that basis.

The ScrollThe Scrolls and the s and the NTNT

The Scrolls and the NT

The communThe community at Qumity at Qumran was deran was destroyed bestroyed before most fore most of the NT of the NT was writtewas written, and no n, ann, and no scrand no scrolls contaolls contain NT textin NT texts, though s, though some unpersome unpersuasive clsuasive claims of suaims of such have bech have bech have been made been made (such as c(such as claims thatlaims that 7Q5 conta 7Q5 contains the Goins the Gospel of Maspel of Mark). Nor irk). Nor is there ans there ans there any refereany reference to Jesnce to Jesus Christ,us Christ, John the  John the Baptist, oBaptist, or anythingr anything specifica specifically Christlly Christian. Neverian. Nian. NevertheleNevertheless, becausss, because similarie similarities in laties in language, thnguage, theological eological themes, chthemes, characters, aracters, texts, andtextstexts, andtexts, and practices practices are perva are pervasive, the sive, the Scrolls prScrolls provide inexovide inexhaustible haustible illuminatiillumination for undon foron for undersfor understanding thtanding the text ande text and world of  world of the NT andthe NT and early Chr early Christianity.istianity.

The community at Qumran was destroyed before most of the NT was written, 
and no scrolls contain NT texts, though some unpersuasive claims of such have 
been made (such as claims that 7Q5 contains the Gospel of Mark). Nor is there 
any reference to Jesus Christ, John the Baptist, or anything specifically Christian. 
Nevertheless, because similarities in language, theological themes, characters, 
texts, and practices are pervasive, the Scrolls provide inexhaustible illumination 



for understanding the text and world of the NT and early Christianity.

�The ScrollThe Scrolls reveal as reveal a common Je common Jewish root wish root in self-dein self-defining comfining community pramunity practices, sucticesprapractices,practices, such as c such as community pommunity property shroperty shared in coared in common, a cemmon, a ceremonial sremonial sacred mealacred meacred meal, and meal, and ritual batritual bathing for phing for purity.urity.urity.

The Scrolls reveal a common Jewish root in self-defining community 
practices, such as community property shared in common, a ceremonial sacred 
meal, and ritual bathing for purity.

�The compleThe complex of messix of messianic viewsanic views character characteristic of tistic of this periodhis period is furthe is further revealedr revealer revealed irevealed in the Scron the Scrolls. More lls. More than one mthan one messiah is essiah is envisionedenvisioned — a pries — a priestly and a tly and a kingly meskinkingly meskingly messiah, who siah, who are accompare accompanied by aanied by a prophet:  prophet: “. . . unt“. . . until there cil there come the prome the prophet and opprprophet anprophet and the messd the messiahs of Aaiahs of Aaron and Isron and Israel” (1QSrael” (1QS 9:11). Th 9:11). The kingly me kingly messiah wasessiah wasessiah was to be was to be a victorioa victorious war herus war hero, like Dao, like David, and tvid, and to rule wito rule with wisdom ah wisdom and justicend justice, as proph, a, as prophesas prophesied in Isaied in Isa. 11:1-5. . 11:1-5. The priestThe priestly messiahly messiah was still was still higher in higher in authority authority. Christ (. Chris. Christ (thChrist (the Greek tre Greek translation anslation for “messifor “messiah”) as kiah”) as king is a thng is a theme througeme throughout the Shout the Synoptic GoynSSynoptic GSynoptic Gospels. Heospels. Hebrews speabrews speaks of Chriks of Christ as a prst as a priest, thouiest, though after tgh after the order ohe order of Melchizef oof Melchizof Melchizedek, not edek, not Aaron, andAaron, and a ministe a minister of the hr of the heavenly saeavenly sanctuary (Hnctuary (Heb. 8:1-2;eb. 8:1-2; 10:12-14) 10 10:12-14).10:12-14). A great d A great deal was maeal was made of the de of the so-called so-called “Pierced M“Pierced Messiah” teessiah” text, 4Q285,xt, 4Q285, which was 4Q285,4Q285, whi4Q285, which was inich was initially mistially misread and tread and thought to hought to describe adescribe a messiah w messiah who is killho is killed. More cedkillkilled. Mokilled. More carefulre careful reading,  reading, however, rhowever, reveals thaeveals that the textt the text names Isa names Isaiah, quoteiah, quotes from Isas fros from Isa. from Isa. 11, and he11, and here describre describes a Davides a Davidic messiahic messiah who kills who kills someone e someone else, as inlse, as in Isa. 11:4 Isa Isa. 11:4 Isa. 11:4 where the where the Davidic ruDavidic ruler kills ler kills the wickedthe wicked..

The complex of messianic views characteristic of this period is further 
revealed in the Scrolls. More than one messiah is envisioned — a priestly and a 
kingly messiah, who are accompanied by a prophet: “. . . until there come the 
prophet and the messiahs of Aaron and Israel” (1QS 9:11). The kingly messiah 
was to be a victorious war hero, like David, and to rule with wisdom and justice, 
as prophesied in Isa. 11:1-5. The priestly messiah was still higher in authority. 
Christ (the Greek translation for “messiah”) as king is a theme throughout the 
Synoptic Gospels. Hebrews speaks of Christ as a priest, though after the order 
of Melchizedek, not Aaron, and a minister of the heavenly sanctuary (Heb. 8:1-2; 
10:12-14). A great deal was made of the so-called “Pierced Messiah” text, 
4Q285, which was initially misread and thought to describe a messiah who is 
killed. More careful reading, however, reveals that the text names Isaiah, quotes 
from Isa. 11, and here describes a Davidic messiah who kills someone else, as in 
Isa. 11:4 where the Davidic ruler kills the wicked.

Scroll andScroll and fragments fragments of the Ge of the Genesis Apocnesis Apocryphon (1Qryphon (1QapGen ar) apGen ar) (Photo © I(Photo © Israel Musesrael Musrael Museum, JeMuseum, Jerusalem)rusalem)

Scroll and fragments of the Genesis Apocryphon (1QapGen ar) (Photo © Israel 
Museum, Jerusalem)

�In additioIn addition to “messn to “messiah,” seveiah,” several other ral other titles aretitles are used simi used similarly in tlarly in the Scrollshe Scrolls and the N an and the NTand the NT: “branch : “branch of David” of David” (e.g., 4Q2(e.g., 4Q285 frag. 585 frag. 5:3; 4QFlor:3; 4QFlor col. III: col. III:11) is sim11) is similar to “Rilar tilar to “Root oto “Root of David” (f David” (Rev. 5:5).Rev. 5:5). A strikin A striking parallelg parallel in termin in terminology to Lology to Luke 1:32, uke 1:32, 35 occurs 35 o35 occurs in occurs in the fragmethe fragmentary 4Q24ntary 4Q246, which r6, which reads, “He eads, “He will be cawill be called ‘the lled ‘the Son of GodSon of God’; they wi’GodGod’; theyGod’; they will call will call him ‘Son  him ‘Son of the Mosof the Most High.’” t High.’” However, tHowever, though thishough this figure wa figure was at firsts as at first hat first hastily claastily claimed to beimed to be a positiv a positive messianie messianic figure, c figure, the contexthe context rather st rather suggests a uggestsssuggests asuggests a wicked le wicked leader who aader who arrogates trrogates to himself o himself divine stadivine status.tus.tus.

In addition to “messiah,” several other titles are used similarly in the Scrolls 
and the NT: “branch of David” (e.g., 4Q285 frag. 5:3; 4QFlor col. III:11) is similar 
to “Root of David” (Rev. 5:5). A striking parallel in terminology to Luke 1:32, 35 
occurs in the fragmentary 4Q246, which reads, “He will be called ‘the Son of 
God’; they will call him ‘Son of the Most High.’” However, though this figure was 
at first hastily claimed to be a positive messianic figure, the context rather 
suggests a wicked leader who arrogates to himself divine status.

�Like the NLike the NT, the ScrT, the Scrolls placeolls place messianic messianic expectati expectations in a dons in a dualistic (ualistic (light/darklight/darkness), escn(light/dark(light/dar(light/darkness), eskness), eschatologicchatological framewoal framework (cf. 1Qrk (cf. 1QS 3:13—4:2S 3:13—4:26; John 1;6; John 1; 2 Cor. 6: 2 Cor. 6:14-7:1). B146:6:14-7:1).6:14-7:1). Both read Both read texts fro texts from the OT im the OT in an eschan an eschatological tological and contemand contemporizing mporizing manner. Theammanner. Thmanner. The Scrolls e Scrolls and the NTand the NT also show also show a reveren a reverence for thece for the same Scri same Scriptures: thptures: thptures: the Law anthe Law and the Propd the Prophets plus hets plus a still una still undefined codefined collection ollection of other saf other sacred bookscred books. They eve. T. They even They even emphasize emphasize the same tthe same texts: the exts: the Psalms intPsalms interpreted perpreted propheticalrophetically, Deuterly, Deuterly, DeuteronomDeuteronomy, and Isay, and Isaiah. But Eiah. But Enoch and Jnoch and Jubilees weubilees were both prre both probably conobably considered amsidered asidered among the among the authoritatauthoritative books,ive books, whereas t whereas the Wisdom he Wisdom LiteratureLiterature is sparse is sparsely attestely attestely attested.attested.attested.

Like the NT, the Scrolls place messianic expectations in a dualistic 
(light/darkness), eschatological framework (cf. 1QS 3:13—4:26; John 1; 2 Cor. 
6:14-7:1). Both read texts from the OT in an eschatological and contemporizing 
manner. The Scrolls and the NT also show a reverence for the same Scriptures: 
the Law and the Prophets plus a still undefined collection of other sacred books. 
They even emphasize the same texts: the Psalms interpreted prophetically, 
Deuteronomy, and Isaiah. But Enoch and Jubilees were both probably considered 
among the authoritative books, whereas the Wisdom Literature is sparsely 
attested.

�In contrasIn contrast to the et to the earlier flaarlier flat view of t view of a distincta distinct Christian Christianity versusity versus a clearly a clearly defined “ de defined “ndefined “normative” ormative” Judaism, tJudaism, the commonahe commonalities betlities between the Sween the Scrolls andcrolls and early Chr early Chr early ChristianiChristianity demonstty demonstrate how trate how thoroughly horoughly Jewish areJewish are the roots the roots and devel and development of opment oopment of Christiof Christianity. Theanity. The Scrolls s Scrolls show a widehow a wide and diver and diverse spectruse spectrum of beliem of beliefs and prafs and practices in cticprapractices practices in Judaismin Judaism, from whi, from which matrix ch matrix ChristianiChristianity eventuaty eventually develolly developed organiped organically. Nascaorganiorganicallorganically. Nascenty. Nascent Christian Christianity was inity was in most aspe most aspects an intcts an integrated paegrated part of the rt of the spectrum ospecspectrum ospectrum of general f general Judaism. TJudaism. This knowlehis knowledge had sidge had simply been mply been suppressedsuppressed as Rabbin as Rabbin as Rabbinic JRabbinic Judaism andudaism and Christian Christianity both dity both developed ieveloped in conscioun conscious polemicas polemical distinctl distinction from eiondistinctdistinctiodistinction from eacn from each other.h other.h other.

In contrast to the earlier flat view of a distinct Christianity versus a clearly 
defined “normative” Judaism, the commonalities between the Scrolls and early 



Christianity demonstrate how thoroughly Jewish are the roots and development 
of Christianity. The Scrolls show a wide and diverse spectrum of beliefs and 
practices in Judaism, from which matrix Christianity eventually developed 
organically. Nascent Christianity was in most aspects an integrated part of the 
spectrum of general Judaism. This knowledge had simply been suppressed as 
Rabbinic Judaism and Christianity both developed in conscious polemical 
distinction from each other.

�For the OTFor the OT, ancient , ancient Judaism, aJudaism, and the NT,nd the NT, the Scrol the Scrolls light uls light up the ancip the ancient world,ent worent world, disworld, displaying foplaying for each a sr each a stage priortage prior to the si to the simplified pmplified picture thaicture that history t history had remembhad rehad rememberedremembered: a stage : a stage of plurifoof pluriformity in trmity in the biblicahe biblical text, thl text, the broad spe broad spectrum of ectrum of diversity divediversity diversity within latwithin late Second Te Second Temple Judaemple Judaism, and tism, and the Jewish he Jewish theologicatheological world ofl world of the NT. th the NT.the NT.the NT.

For the OT, ancient Judaism, and the NT, the Scrolls light up the ancient 
world, displaying for each a stage prior to the simplified picture that history had 
remembered: a stage of pluriformity in the biblical text, the broad spectrum of 
diversity within late Second Temple Judaism, and the Jewish theological world of 
the NT.
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DEATHDEATHDEATH

DEATH

Death at tDeath at the most bahe most basic level sic level means the means the cessation cessation of life inof life in a biologi a biological sense cal sense (Gen. 25:1(Gen.(Gen. 25:1(Gen. 25:11; Eccl. 11; Eccl. 12:6). It i2:6). It is also uses also used figuratid figuratively for tvely for the forces he forces that detrathat detract from thct from ct from the qfrom the quality of uality of life (Provlife (Prov. 8:35-36;. 8:35-36; 1 John 3: 1 John 3:14). Death14). Death is someti is sometimes personmes personified (Jobifiedpersonpersonifiepersonified (Job 28:d (Job 28:22; Ps. 1822; Ps. 18:4-5[MT 5–:4-5[MT 5–6]; 49:14[6]; 49:14[15]; Jer. 15]; Jer. 9:21[20]; 9:21[20]; Hab. 2:5; Hab. 2:5; Rev. 6:8; Rev. Rev. 6:8; Rev. 6:8; 20:13-14).20:13-14). In the NT In the NT it is und it is understood aserstood as a power t a power that standshat stands in opposi in opposition to thtionopposioppositionopposition to the cr to the created ordeeated order (Gk. r (Gk. thaénatosthaénatos).).).

Death at the most basic level means the cessation of life in a biological sense 
(Gen. 25:11; Eccl. 12:6). It is also used figuratively for the forces that detract 
from the quality of life (Prov. 8:35-36; 1 John 3:14). Death is sometimes 
personified (Job 28:22; Ps. 18:4-5[MT 5–6]; 49:14[15]; Jer. 9:21[20]; Hab. 2:5; 
Rev. 6:8; 20:13-14). In the NT it is understood as a power that stands in 
opposition to the created order (Gk. thaénatos).

�In the OT In the OT physical dphysical death (Heb.eath (Heb.  maœwet�, mmaœwet�, mu®t�u®t�) resulted) resulted in the re in the return of thturn rereturn of return of the body tthe body to the earto the earth (Gen. 3:h (Gen. 3:19), the s19), the spirit to Gpirit to God (Eccl. od (Eccl. 12:7), and12:7), and the depar the  the departthe departure of theure of the soul or e soul or essence of ssence of life (Gen.life (Gen. 35:18; 1  35:18; 1 Kgs. 17:21Kgs. 17:21; Jonah 4:; Jonah 4:3). Death 3). D3). Death was Death was the normalthe normal end of hu end of human life (man life (Josh. 23:1Josh. 23:14; 1 Kgs. 4; 1 Kgs. 2:2; Job 52:2; Job 5:26); only:26); only God was i Go God was imGod was immortal (Psmortal (Ps. 90:1-6).. 90:1-6). Although  Although physical dphysical death was ieath was inevitable,nevitable, the ancie the ancient Hebrewsntancieancient Heancient Hebrews hopebrews hoped that thed that their death wir death would come ould come at the endat the end of a long of a long, distingu, distinguished lifeidistingudistinguisdistinguished life (hed life (Num. 23:10Num. 23:10; Judg. 8:; Judg. 8:32), where32), where children  children were left were left behind to behind to carry on tcarrcarry on tcarry on the name anhe name and bury thed bury the deceased  deceased (Gen. 35:2(Gen. 35:29; 50:7-8;9; 50:7-8; Job 42:16 Job 42:16). Prematu). Prematu). Premature Premature death (Gendeath (Gen. 21:16; I. 21:16; Isa. 38:1-1sa. 38:1-15), death 5), death as a resulas a result of violet of violence (1 Samnce (1 Sam. 15:32-33. 15. 15:32-33),15:32-33), the death the death of a chil of a childless persdless person (2 Sam.on (2 Sam. 18:18), a 18:18), and death wnd death without proithout proper burialperproproper burproper burial (2 Kgsial (2 Kgs. 9:30-37). 9:30-37) were all  were all terrible fterrible fates. Obedates. Obedience to Gience to God might rod might result in aesurresult in result in a longer la longer life (Deut.ife (Deut. 30:15-20; 30:15-20; Prov. 10: Prov. 10:2; 11:4) a2; 11:4) and sin in nd sin in premature premature death (1 Sdeathdeath (1 Sdeath (1 Sam. 2:31-3am. 2:31-36; Job 36:6; Job 36:13-14; Ps.13-14; Ps. 55:23[24] 55:23[24]), but the), but there were exre were exceptions (ceptions (Eccl. 7:15Ecc((Eccl. 7:1(Eccl. 7:15-18).5-18).5-18).

In the OT physical death (Heb. maœwet�, mu®t� ) resulted in the 
return of the body to the earth (Gen. 3:19), the spirit to God (Eccl. 12:7), and 
the departure of the soul or essence of life (Gen. 35:18; 1 Kgs. 17:21; Jonah 4:3). 
Death was the normal end of human life (Josh. 23:14; 1 Kgs. 2:2; Job 5:26); only 
God was immortal (Ps. 90:1-6). Although physical death was inevitable, the 
ancient Hebrews hoped that their death would come at the end of a long, 
distinguished life (Num. 23:10; Judg. 8:32), where children were left behind to 
carry on the name and bury the deceased (Gen. 35:29; 50:7-8; Job 42:16). 
Premature death (Gen. 21:16; Isa. 38:1-15), death as a result of violence (1 Sam. 
15:32-33), the death of a childless person (2 Sam. 18:18), and death without 



proper burial (2 Kgs. 9:30-37) were all terrible fates. Obedience to God might 
result in a longer life (Deut. 30:15-20; Prov. 10:2; 11:4) and sin in premature 
death (1 Sam. 2:31-36; Job 36:13-14; Ps. 55:23[24]), but there were exceptions 
(Eccl. 7:15-18).

�The ancienThe ancient Hebrew lt Hebrew law prescriaw prescribed death bed death as punishmas punishment for vient for violations tolations that were vhat what were viewewere viewed as seriod as seriously endanusly endangering thegering the life of t life of the communihe community. Among ty. Among the crimesthe crimethe crimes forcrimes for which thi which this ultimates ultimate penalty w penalty was stipulaas stipulated were mted were murder (Genurder (Gen. 9:6; Exo. 9:6; Exod. 21:12),dExoExod. 21:1Exod. 21:12), blasph2), blasphemy (Lev. emy (Lev. 24:16), fo24:16), fornication rnication (Deut. 22:(Deut. 22:20-21), sa20-21), sabbath violbbath violations (Exatioviolviolationsviolations (Exod. 35 (Exod. 35:2), kidna:2), kidnapping (Exopping (Exod. 21:16),d. 21:16), striking  striking one’s pareone’s parents (Exod.nts (Exod. 21:15), h 21:1 21:15), ho21:15), homosexualitmosexuality (Lev. 20y (Lev. 20:13), best:13), bestiality (Leiality (Lev. 20:15-1v. 20:15-16; Exod. 26; Exod. 22:19), and2:19), and a host of a ho a host of othost of others. The hers. The death penadeath penalty was calty was carried out rried out frequentlyfrequently through s through stoning (Nutoning (Num. 15:32-3m(Nu(Num. 15:3(Num. 15:32-36; Lev.2-36; Lev. 20:27; De 20:27; Deut. 17:2-7ut. 17:2-7; 21:18-21; 21:18-21) and some) and sometimes by btimes by burning (Geurning (Geurning (Gen. 38:2(Gen. 38:24; Lev. 204; Lev. 20:14; Josh.:14; Josh. 7:15, 25) 7:15, 25)...

The ancient Hebrew law prescribed death as punishment for violations that 
were viewed as seriously endangering the life of the community. Among the 
crimes for which this ultimate penalty was stipulated were murder (Gen. 9:6; 
Exod. 21:12), blasphemy (Lev. 24:16), fornication (Deut. 22:20-21), sabbath 
violations (Exod. 35:2), kidnapping (Exod. 21:16), striking one’s parents (Exod. 
21:15), homosexuality (Lev. 20:13), bestiality (Lev. 20:15-16; Exod. 22:19), and a 
host of others. The death penalty was carried out frequently through stoning 
(Num. 15:32-36; Lev. 20:27; Deut. 17:2-7; 21:18-21) and sometimes by burning 
(Gen. 38:24; Lev. 20:14; Josh. 7:15, 25).

�Even thougEven though death ath death at the end o the end of a full lf a full life was unife was understood aderstood as the natus the natural end ofral end oral end of life, rof life, rarely was arely was it greetedit greeted with joy  with joy (Job 3:21;(Job 3:21; Jonah 4:3 Jonah 4:3); usually); usually people we people were simply re simpre simply ressimply resigned to iigned to it. It was t. It was the contrathe contradiction ofdiction of life (Jer life (Jer. 21:8-9),. 21:8-9), and it me and it meant separaant sepaant separationseparation from life from life (Ruth 1:1 (Ruth 1:17; Ps. 39:7; Ps. 39:13[14]). T13[14]). The dead wehe dead were believere believed to live d to live in Sheol oin Shin Sheol or tSheol or the Pit, a he Pit, a shadowy plshadowy place of darace of darkness and kness and silence (Jsilence (Job 10:21-2ob 10:21-22; Ps. 94:2; Ps. 94:17; Prov. 17; P17; Prov. 2:18Prov. 2:18; Jonah 2:; Jonah 2:6[7]). God6[7]). God’s power e’s power extended toxtended to Sheol (Ps Sheol (Ps. 139:7-8;. 139:7-8; Amos 9:2) Amos 9:2), but he w,9:2)9:2), but 9:2), but he was nothe was not present t present there (Ps. here (Ps. 88:5[6]; I88:5[6]; Isa. 38:18)sa. 38:18). Those wh. Those who dwelt ino dwelt in Sheol cou She Sheol coulSheol could not praid not praise God (Psse God (Ps. 30:9[10]. 30:9[10]; 115:17) ; 115:17) or remembeor remember him (Ps.r him (Ps. 6:5[6]; 8 6:5[6]; 88:12[13]).8888:12[13])88:12[13]). Only Eno. Only Enoch (Gen. 5ch (Gen. 5:24) and E:24) and Elijah (2 Klijah (2 Kgs. 1:11) gs. 1:11) escaped thescaped the usual fae usual fate. God tote. fafate. God fate. God took Enochtook Enoch, and Elij, and Elijah was takah was taken to heaven to heaven in a when in a whirlwind. Eirlwind. Elisha raislisha raised the Shued ted the Shunamthe Shunammite womanmite woman’s son fro’s son from death (2m death (2 Kgs. 4:35 Kgs. 4:35), but pre), but presumably thsumably the young mae young e young man young man eventuallyeventually died. died. died.

Even though death at the end of a full life was understood as the natural end 
of life, rarely was it greeted with joy (Job 3:21; Jonah 4:3); usually people were 
simply resigned to it. It was the contradiction of life (Jer. 21:8-9), and it meant 
separation from life (Ruth 1:17; Ps. 39:13[14]). The dead were believed to live in 
Sheol or the Pit, a shadowy place of darkness and silence (Job 10:21-22; Ps. 94:17; 
Prov. 2:18; Jonah 2:6[7]). God’s power extended to Sheol (Ps. 139:7-8; Amos 
9:2), but he was not present there (Ps. 88:5[6]; Isa. 38:18). Those who dwelt in 
Sheol could not praise God (Ps. 30:9[10]; 115:17) or remember him (Ps. 6:5[6]; 
88:12[13]). Only Enoch (Gen. 5:24) and Elijah (2 Kgs. 1:11) escaped the usual 
fate. God took Enoch, and Elijah was taken to heaven in a whirlwind. Elisha raised 
the Shunammite woman’s son from death (2 Kgs. 4:35), but presumably the 
young man eventually died.

�In the OT In the OT death couldeath could be used d be used in a figurin a figurative as wative as well as litell as literal senseeral sense. Illness . Illness (Ps. 30:2-(P(Ps. 30:2-(Ps. 30:2-3[3–4]), e3[3–4]), enemies (Psnemies (Ps. 9:13[14]. 9:13[14]; 55:1–4[2; 55:1–4[2–5]), and –5]), and injustice injustice (Ps. 116:3(Ps. 116:3) were all) wer) were all pwere all part of deaart of death in thisth in this sense. Th sense. Thus, one cous, one could be biould be biologically logically alive and alive and spirituallspirituspirituallspiritually dead (1 y dead (1 Sam. 25:37Sam. 25:37-38; Jonah-38; Jonah 2:2-6[3–6 2:2-6[3–6]). Ultima]). Ultimately, one tely, one had to chohad to choose betweeosechochoose betchoose between (spirween (spiritual) lifitual) life and deate and death (Deut. 3h (Deut. 30:19).0:19).0:19).

In the OT death could be used in a figurative as well as literal sense. Illness 
(Ps. 30:2-3[3–4]), enemies (Ps. 9:13[14]; 55:1–4[2–5]), and injustice (Ps. 116:3) 
were all part of death in this sense. Thus, one could be biologically alive and 
spiritually dead (1 Sam. 25:37-38; Jonah 2:2-6[3–6]). Ultimately, one had to 
choose between (spiritual) life and death (Deut. 30:19).

�Death was Death was depicted adepicted as greedy (s greedy (Hab. 2:5),Hab. 2:5), as a forc as a force that trie that tried to traped to trap humans (P humans  humans (Pshumans (Ps. 18:4-5[5. 18:4-5[5–6]; Prov.–6]; Prov. 13:14), a 13:14), and as a cind as a city within ty within which the which the dead were dead were restrictedresrestrictedrestricted (Job 38:1 (Job 38:17; Ps. 9:17; Ps. 9:13[14]). So3[14]). Sometimes itmetimes it was perso was personified in nified in a way thata way that may have  may may have bmay have been influeeen influenced by panced by pagan mytholgan mythology (Job 2ogy (Job 28:22; Jer.8:22; Jer. 9:21[20]) 9:21[20])...

Death was depicted as greedy (Hab. 2:5), as a force that tried to trap 
humans (Ps. 18:4-5[5–6]; Prov. 13:14), and as a city within which the dead were 
restricted (Job 38:17; Ps. 9:13[14]). Sometimes it was personified in a way that 
may have been influenced by pagan mythology (Job 28:22; Jer. 9:21[20]).

�The finaliThe finality of deatty of death was temph was tempered somewered somewhat by thehat by the metaphor  metaphor of sleep (of sleep (Job 14:10-Job 1Job 14:10-12; 14:10-12; Ps. 13:3[4Ps. 13:3[4]), though]), though it was a  it was a sleep fromsleep from which one which one was not e was not expected toxpected to awaken (J a awaken (Jeawaken (Jer. 51:39, r. 51:39, 57). Never57). Nevertheless, ttheless, the metaphohe metaphor suggester suggested the possd the possibility ofibility of awakening aw awakening.awakening. Isaiah st Isaiah stated that ated that in the futin the future death ure death would be awould be abolished (bolished (Isa. 25:8)Isa. 25:8). Hannah’s. Han. Hannah’s sHannah’s song affirmong affirms that Gods that God has the p has the power to raower to raise the deise the dead from Shad from Sheol (1 Sameol (1 Sameol (1 Sam. 2:6),Sam. 2:6), and Ezeki and Ezekiel’s prophel’s prophecy regardecy regarding dry boing dry bones, thougnes, though it referh it referred to thered to the exilic co ex exilic comexilic community, almunity, also suggestso suggests God’s pos God’s power to raiwer to raise the dease the dead (Ezek. 3d (Ezek. 37:1-14).7:1-14).7:1-14).

The finality of death was tempered somewhat by the metaphor of sleep (Job 
14:10-12; Ps. 13:3[4]), though it was a sleep from which one was not expected to 
awaken (Jer. 51:39, 57). Nevertheless, the metaphor suggested the possibility of 
awakening. Isaiah stated that in the future death would be abolished (Isa. 25:8). 
Hannah’s song affirms that God has the power to raise the dead from Sheol (1 
Sam. 2:6), and Ezekiel’s prophecy regarding dry bones, though it referred to the 



exilic community, also suggests God’s power to raise the dead (Ezek. 37:1-14).

�Two late pTwo late passages inassages in the OT ex the OT explicitly splicitly suggest theuggest the possibili possibility of resuty of resurrection. rrection. Isa. 26:19IIsa. 26:19Isa. 26:19 affirms t affirms that the rihat the righteous deghteous dead will shad will share in theare in the coming de coming deliverance.liverance. Dan. 12:2 Dan. Dan. 12:2 Dan. 12:2 indicates indicates the resurrthe resurrection of ection of the rightethe righteous to eveous to everlasting lrlasting life and ofife and of others to othe others to others to shame and shame and everlastineverlasting contemptg contempt. By NT ti. By NT times many Jmes many Jewish grouewish groups accepteps accepps accepted taccepted the concepthe concept of resurr of resurrection.ection.ection.

Two late passages in the OT explicitly suggest the possibility of resurrection. 
Isa. 26:19 affirms that the righteous dead will share in the coming deliverance. 
Dan. 12:2 indicates the resurrection of the righteous to everlasting life and of 
others to shame and everlasting contempt. By NT times many Jewish groups 
accepted the concept of resurrection.

�In the NT,In the NT, as in the as in the OT, human OT, humans are morts are mortals whose als whose lives end lives end in biologiin biological death cal deacal death (1 Cdeath (1 Cor. 15:21-or. 15:21-22). Human22). Human death is  death is a universaa universal experienl experience (Heb. 9ce (Heb. 9:27), and :27), and the only eththe only ethe only exception mxception mentioned ientioned in the NT in the NT is Enoch (Gs Enoch (Gen. 5:24; en. 5:24; Heb. 11:5)Heb. 11:5). Three ti. Three times in themtitimes in ttimes in the NT humahe NT humans are rains are raised from tsed from the dead (Lhe dead (Luke 7:11-1uke 7:11-17; John 117; John 11:1-44; Act:1-44; Act:1-44; Acts 9:36-Acts 9:36-43), but t43), but they do nothey do not become im become immortal. Prmortal. Presumably tesumably they eventuhey eventually die.ally die.ally die.

In the NT, as in the OT, humans are mortals whose lives end in biological 
death (1 Cor. 15:21-22). Human death is a universal experience (Heb. 9:27), and 
the only exception mentioned in the NT is Enoch (Gen. 5:24; Heb. 11:5). Three 
times in the NT humans are raised from the dead (Luke 7:11-17; John 11:1-44; 
Acts 9:36-43), but they do not become immortal. Presumably they eventually die.

�According According to Paul, dto Paul, death is a eath is a result of result of human sin human sin (Rom. 5:12(Rom. 5:12; 6:23; 1 ; 6:23; 1 Cor. 15:21Cor. 15:2Cor. 15:21). Ho15:21). However, thrwever, through Chrisough Christ’s death t’s death the conseqthe consequences of uences of Adam’s sinAdam’s sin, i.e., hu, i.e., human death,mhuhuman deathuman death, are canh, are cancelled (Rocelled (Rom. 5:10) am. 5:10) and life fond life for all is ar all is accomplisheccomplished (v. 18).d (v. 18). Christ’s  Chri Christ’s dChrist’s death destreath destroyed the ooyed the one holdingne holding the power the power of death  of death (Heb. 2:14(Heb. 2:14) as well ) as well as death iasas death ias death itself (2 Ttself (2 Tim. 1:10).im. 1:10). Christ th Christ thus became us became the Lord othe Lord of the livif the living and theng and the dead (Rom dead dead (Rom.dead (Rom. 14:9) and 14:9) and has the k has the keys of deaeys of death and Hadth and Hades (Rev. 1es (Rev. 1:18). This:18). This does not  does not mean that mmean that mean that people no people no longer dielonger die. However,. However, death is  death is viewed in viewed in a new ligha new light. Christ’t. Christ’s resurrecs Christ’Christ’s rChrist’s resurrectioesurrection from then from the dead is u dead is understood nderstood as the modas the model that alel that all believerl believers may hopes ms may hope tmay hope to experieno experience (Col. 1ce (Col. 1:18; Rev. :18; Rev. 1:5). Noth1:5). Nothing can seing can separate theparate the faithful  faithful from the lfrofrom the lfrom the love of Godove of God in Christ in Christ (Rom. 8:3 (Rom. 8:38-39). Phy8-39). Physical deatsical death is spokeh is spoken of in pon of in positive tersitpopositive tpositive terms, as germs, as gain (Phil.ain (Phil. 1:21) and 1:21) and as depart as departing to be ing to be with Chriswith Christ (v. 23).t (v. 23).

According to Paul, death is a result of human sin (Rom. 5:12; 6:23; 1 Cor. 
15:21). However, through Christ’s death the consequences of Adam’s sin, i.e., 
human death, are cancelled (Rom. 5:10) and life for all is accomplished (v. 18). 
Christ’s death destroyed the one holding the power of death (Heb. 2:14) as well 
as death itself (2 Tim. 1:10). Christ thus became the Lord of the living and the 
dead (Rom. 14:9) and has the keys of death and Hades (Rev. 1:18). This does not 
mean that people no longer die. However, death is viewed in a new light. 
Christ’s resurrection from the dead is understood as the model that all believers 
may hope to experience (Col. 1:18; Rev. 1:5). Nothing can separate the faithful 
from the love of God in Christ (Rom. 8:38-39). Physical death is spoken of in 
positive terms, as gain (Phil. 1:21) and as departing to be with Christ (v. 23).

�Just as inJust as in the OT, i the OT, in the NT fn the NT figurative igurative death can death can be experiebe experienced whilenced while biologica biologic biologicalbiologically alive. ly alive. Rom. 7:24 Rom. 7:24 speaks of speaks of a “body ofa “body of death.” O death.” One who hasne who has not yet m not yet met Christ etmmet Christmet Christ is descri is described as deabed as dead in sin (d in sin (Eph. 2:1).Eph. 2:1). By the sa By the same token, me token, one who haone who has met Chris ms met Christmet Christ is said a is said already to lready to have eternhave eternal life, eal life, even in theven in the present m present mortal lifeortal life (John 3:3 (John (John 3:3-(John 3:3-8). There 8). There is a tensiis a tension betweenon between the “alre the “already” and tady” and the “not yehe “not yet.” The lat.” The last enemy tst est enemy to benemy to be destroyee destroyed will be d will be death (1 Cdeath (1 Cor. 15:26)or. 15:26). Death is. Death is also pers also personified inonified in the NT, a th the NT, anthe NT, and it has ad it has a persona a persona associated ssociated with Hadeswith Hades (Rev. 6:8 (Rev. 6:8; 20:13-14; 20:13-14). In the ). In the former pasforformer pasformer passage deathsage death is depict is depicted as ridied as riding on a grng on a green horse.een horse.

Just as in the OT, in the NT figurative death can be experienced while 
biologically alive. Rom. 7:24 speaks of a “body of death.” One who has not yet 
met Christ is described as dead in sin (Eph. 2:1). By the same token, one who has 
met Christ is said already to have eternal life, even in the present mortal life 
(John 3:3-8). There is a tension between the “already” and the “not yet.” The last 
enemy to be destroyed will be death (1 Cor. 15:26). Death is also personified in 
the NT, and it has a persona associated with Hades (Rev. 6:8; 20:13-14). In the 
former passage death is depicted as riding on a green horse.

�ApparentlyApparently the gener the generation liviation living during ng during the time othe time of the Parof the Parousia will usia will not experinot expernot experienceexperience death but death but will be t will be translated ranslated directly tdirectly to heaven (o heaven (Matt. 16:2Matt. 16:28). At thi8). At this time, ths tims time, the time, the translatedtranslated and the r and the resurrectedesurrected will begi will begin eternal n eternal life in itlife in its fullnesss fullness (1 Thess. (1 Thes (1 Thess. 4:1Thess. 4:16-18).6-18).6-18).

Apparently the generation living during the time of the Parousia will not 
experience death but will be translated directly to heaven (Matt. 16:28). At this 
time, the translated and the resurrected will begin eternal life in its fullness (1 
Thess. 4:16-18).

Alice OgdeAlice Ogden Bellisn Bellis

Alice Ogden Bellis

DEBIRDEBIR (Heb.  (Heb. deïb�iîrdeïb�iîr) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

DEBIR (Heb. deïb�iîr ) (PERSON)

King of thKing of the Amorite/e Amorite/Canaanite Canaanite city of Egcity of Eglon. He walon. He was a members a member of the co of the coalition ofalition of southern  ofof southerof southern Canaanitn Canaanite kings whe kings who led by Ko led by King Adonizing Adonizedek of Jeedek of Jerusalem atrusalem attacked Gibtacked Gitacked Gibeon aftGibeon after it enteer it entered into ared into a treaty re treaty relationshiplationship with Josh with Joshua and Isrua and Israel (Josh.ael (Josh. 10:3, 5). 10:3, 10:3, 5). 10:3, 5). After theiAfter their initial r initial defeat at defeat at Gibeon, thGibeon, the kings fle kings fled westwared westward down thed down the Beth-horo Beth Beth-horonBeth-horon descent,  descent, then souththen southward throuward through the Shegh the Shephelah to phelah to the Makkedthe Makkedah cave arah caveah cave area cave area (Josh. 10:(Josh. 10:10-27).10-27).10-27).

King of the Amorite/Canaanite city of Eglon. He was a member of the coalition 
of southern Canaanite kings who led by King Adonizedek of Jerusalem attacked 
Gibeon after it entered into a treaty relationship with Joshua and Israel (Josh. 



10:3, 5). After their initial defeat at Gibeon, the kings fled westward down the 
Beth-horon descent, then southward through the Shephelah to the Makkedah 
cave area (Josh. 10:10-27).

R. Dennis R. Dennis ColeCole

R. Dennis Cole

DEBIRDEBIR (Heb.  (Heb. deïb�iîrdeïb�iîr) ) (PLACE) (PLACE) (also LIDE(also LIDEBIR, LO-DEBIR, LO-DEBAR)BAR)BAR)

DEBIR (Heb. deïb�iîr ) (PLACE) (also LIDEBIR, LO-DEBAR)

�1.1. A city in A city in the south the southern hill cern hill country of ountry of Judah, citJudah, cited in the ed in the Joshua conJoshua conquest narrquest naquest narrative narrative (Josh. 10:(Josh. 10:38-39). It38-39). It has been  has been identifiedidentified tentative tentatively with Khly with Khirbet irbet Rabu®dRabu®d (1515.093 Rabu®dRabu®d (15Rabu®d (1515.0933), 15.0933), 13 km. (ca13 km. (ca. 8 mi.) S. 8 mi.) SSW of HebrSW of Hebron. The sion. The site was firte was first suggestst suggested by Kurtesuggestsuggested suggested by Kurt Gaby Kurt Galling, andlling, and excavatio excavations were lens were led by Moshed by Moshe Kochavi i Kochavi in 1968–69,n 1968–69n 1968–69, d1968–69, during whicuring which they uneh they unearthed thearthed the only larg only large Late Broe Late Bronze Age (Lnze Age (LB IIA) citB IIA) city in the Hycitcity in thcity in the Hebron he Hebron hills datinills dating to the 1g to the 14th and 134th and 13th centurith centuries es B.C.B.C. Ample cis Ample cisterns and terns aterns and the neand the nearby upperarby upper and lower and lower wells of  wells of Bir Bir {Alaqa{Alaqa accord wi accord with the accth the account of Acount of Aount of Achsah, daAchsah, daughter of ughter of Caleb (JosCaleb (Josh. 15:15-1h. 15:15-19 = Judg. 9 = Judg. 1:11-15). 1:11-15). PreviouslyPreviously the site  the site had been ihadhad been ihad been identified dentified with Tell with Tell Beit MirsiBeit Mirsim (Williamm (William F. Albrig F. Albright) and Khht) and Khirbet Tarrirbet Tarrameh.ameTarrTarrameh.Tarrameh.Tarrameh.

1. A city in the southern hill country of Judah, cited in the Joshua conquest 
narrative (Josh. 10:38-39). It has been identified tentatively with Khirbet 
Rabu®d (1515.0933), 13 km. (ca. 8 mi.) SSW of Hebron. The site was first 
suggested by Kurt Galling, and excavations were led by Moshe Kochavi in 
1968–69, during which they unearthed the only large Late Bronze Age (LB IIA) 
city in the Hebron hills dating to the 14th and 13th centuries B.C. Ample cisterns 
and the nearby upper and lower wells of Bir {Alaqa accord with the account of 
Achsah, daughter of Caleb (Josh. 15:15-19 = Judg. 1:11-15). Previously the site 
had been identified with Tell Beit Mirsim (William F. Albright) and Khirbet 
Tarrameh.

�Earlier naEarlier names for thmes for the site were site were Kiriath-e Kiriath-sepher (Josepher (Josh. 15:15)sh. 15:15) and Kiria and Kiriath-sannah th-sannaKiriaKiriath-saKiriath-sannah (v. 4nnah (v. 49). After 9). After conqueringconquering the city, the city, Joshua is Joshua is said to h said to have destroave destroyed the reyed tyed the remnanthe remnant of the At of the Anakim of Dnakim of Debir (11:2ebir (11:21).1).1).

Earlier names for the site were Kiriath-sepher (Josh. 15:15) and 
Kiriath-sannah (v. 49). After conquering the city, Joshua is said to have destroyed 
the remnant of the Anakim of Debir (11:21).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. KochaviM. Kochavi, “Rabud, , “Rabud, Khirbet,” Khirbet,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 4:1252. 4:1252. 4:1252.

Bibliography. M. Kochavi, “Rabud, Khirbet,” NEAEHL 4:1252.

�2.2. A Gadite  A Gadite city in thcity in the Gilead re Gilead region N ofegion N of Pella (Jo Pella (Josh. 13:26;sh. 13:26; 2 Sam. 9: 2 Sam. 9:4-13).4-13).4-13).

2. A Gadite city in the Gilead region N of Pella (Josh. 13:26; 2 Sam. 9:4-13).

�The name iThe name is written s written Lidebir inLidebir in Josh. 13: Josh. 13:26 and Lo-26 and Lo-debar in 2debar in 2 Sam. 9:5. Sam. 9:5. Jonathan’ Jonatha Jonathan’sJonathan’s family fl family fled there aed there after the Ifter the Israelites sraelites under Saulunder Saul were defe were defeated in thated in the lower Jee lowe lower Jezrlower Jezreel Valleyeel Valley and the s and the slopes of Mlopes of Mt. Gilboa.t. Gilboa. Mephibosh Mephibosheth, Jonateth, Jonathan’s criphan’s crippled son, plecripcrippled scrippled son, was bron, was brought by Dought by David from avid from Lo-debar tLo-debar to reside wo reside with the roith the royal househyal househyal household household in Jerusalin Jerusalem. Modernem. Modern Umm el-Da Umm el-Dabar (20721bar (207219), 18 km.9), 18 km. (11 mi.)  (11 mi.) N of PellaN of PeN of Pella (TabPella (Tabaqat aqat al-Fah�lal-Fah�l), may pre), may preserve the serve the original noriginal name and loame and location of cation of the ancienthe ancithe ancient ciancient city.ty.ty.

The name is written Lidebir in Josh. 13:26 and Lo-debar in 2 Sam. 9:5. 
Jonathan’s family fled there after the Israelites under Saul were defeated in the 
lower Jezreel Valley and the slopes of Mt. Gilboa. Mephibosheth, Jonathan’s 
crippled son, was brought by David from Lo-debar to reside with the royal 
household in Jerusalem. Modern Umm el-Dabar (207219), 18 km. (11 mi.) N of 
Pella (Tabaqat al-Fah�l ), may preserve the original name and location of the 
ancient city.

�3.3. A city al A city along Judah’ong Judah’s northerns northern border wi border with Benjamith Benjamin. It was n. It was located belocated between Jerutweebebetween Jebetween Jerusalem anrusalem and the Jordd the Jordan River, an River, above the above the Valley of Valley of Achor and Achor and near Gilganear Gilganear Gilgal (JoGilgal (Josh. 15:7).sh. 15:7).

3. A city along Judah’s northern border with Benjamin. It was located 
between Jerusalem and the Jordan River, above the Valley of Achor and near 
Gilgal (Josh. 15:7).

R. Dennis R. Dennis ColeCole

R. Dennis Cole

DEBORAHDEBORAH (Heb.  (Heb. deïb�o®ra®deïb�o®ra®)))

DEBORAH (Heb. deïb�o®ra® )

�1.1. One of th One of the most note most notable womenable women in the OT in the OT. Deborah . Deborah (“honeybee(“honeybee”) figures”) figures”) figures prfigures prominently ominently in Judg. 4in Judg. 4 and 5, wh and 5, which recounich recount a decisit a decisive battle ve battle between thbetween the Canaanite Ce CanaanitesCanaanites, under th, under the command e command of Jabin aof Jabin and his gennd his general Sisereral Sisera, and an a, and an Israelite Israelite tribal miltribtribal miltribal militia forceitia force. This epi. This episode, set sode, set in the perin the period of theiod of the judges, i judges, is one of as one of a series of series o series of deliverof deliverer storieser stories that cons that constitute thetitute the central s central section of ection of the book othe book of Judges. f Judges. Judg. 4 isJudg. 4Judg. 4 is a nar4 is a narrative accrative account, usuaount, usually dated lly dated to the latto the late monarchie monarchic period. c period. A poetic aA poetic and probablnd pnd probably mprobably much earlieuch earlier version,r version, perhaps d perhaps dating to tating to the late 12he late 12th centuryth century  B.C.E.B.C.E., appears , appea, appears inappears in Judg. 5 a Judg. 5 and is knownd is known as the Sn as the Song of Debong of Deborah (althorah (although the sough the superscriptuperscription in 5:1iosuperscriptsuperscripsuperscription in 5:tion in 5:1 attribut1 attributes it to bes it to both Deboraoth Deborah and her h and her general Bageneral Barak). Its rak). Its archaic laarcharchaic laarchaic language of nguage of divine tridivine triumph over umph over Israel’s eIsrael’s enemies repnemies represents thresents the only exte only extended poetendextextended pextended poetic accooetic account accompunt accompanying theanying the prose des prose description ocription of an episof an episode in Judgde in Judgde in Judges.Judges.Judges.

1. One of the most notable women in the OT. Deborah (“honeybee”) 
figures prominently in Judg. 4 and 5, which recount a decisive battle between the 
Canaanites, under the command of Jabin and his general Sisera, and an Israelite 
tribal militia force. This episode, set in the period of the judges, is one of a series 
of deliverer stories that constitute the central section of the book of Judges. Judg. 
4 is a narrative account, usually dated to the late monarchic period. A poetic and 



probably much earlier version, perhaps dating to the late 12th century B.C.E., 
appears in Judg. 5 and is known as the Song of Deborah (although the 
superscription in 5:1 attributes it to both Deborah and her general Barak). Its 
archaic language of divine triumph over Israel’s enemies represents the only 
extended poetic account accompanying the prose description of an episode in 
Judges.

�Deborah isDeborah is identifie identified in Judg.d in Judg. 4:4 by tw 4:4 by two terms: “o terms: “a prophet”a prophet” (NRSV “pr (NRSV “prophetess”)ophete“pr“prophetes“prophetess”), lit.,s”), lit., “a woman  “a woman (Heb. (Heb. {isûsûa®{isûsûa®), a proph), a prophet”; and aet”; and as one who s one who was “judgiwas “was “judging I“judging Israel” at srael” at the time othe time of a 20-yeaf a 20-year period or period of oppressif oppression by the on by the heavily arheavily armed Canaanmed ararmed Canaarmed Canaanites. Beanites. Between thestween these two terme two terms is anoths is another identifer identifier, the pier, the phrase hrase }eäsûet� l}eäs}eäsûet� l}eäsûet� lappiîd�o®tappiîd�o®t�,�, typically typically translate translated “wife ofd “wife of Lappidoth Lappidoth (Torches) (Torches).” However.” Ho.” However, iHowever, it could eqt could equally meanually mean “fiery (o “fiery (or spiritedr spirited) woman” () woman” (lit., “womlit., “woman of torcan of torches”) becahetorctorches”) torches”) because Labecause Lappidoth, eppidoth, elsewhere ulsewhere unknown in nknown in the Bible,the Bible, is unlike is unlikely to be aly to be a man’s nam m man’s nameman’s name and becau and because the nouse the noun n {eäsûet�{eäsûet� (construc (construct of t of {isûsûa®{isûsûa®) can mean) can mean “woman of “ “woman of”“woman of” as well a as well as “wife ofs “wife of.” The nee.” The need to have d to have a woman ida woman identified ientified in relationn relation to a man, t to a man, to a man, rather tharather than the acknn the acknowledgemenowledgement that a wt that a woman’s ideoman’s identity coulntity could in some d in somed in some instasome instances standnces stand alone, ap alone, apparently iparently influenced nfluenced virtually virtually all modernall modern and ancie and ancient translant ancieancient trancient translationsanslations. Yet the . Yet the several roseveral roles Deborales Deborah plays ash plays as an autono an autonomous womanmous womamous woman in nwoman in national liational life would wfe would warrant herarrant her name appe name appearing witharing with the epith the epithet “fiery et “fiery woman” andwwoman” andwoman” and without r without reference teference to a man. Bo a man. Because of ecause of the overlathe overlap between p between territory territorterritory territory and kinshiand kinship groups ip groups in ancient n ancient Israel, heIsrael, her family ir family identity isdentity is supplied  supplied by the infby the iby the informatioinformation in Judg.n in Judg. 4:5 about 4:5 about her geogr her geographical loaphical locale — thacale — that she comet she comes from a ps from a place “betwlapplace “betplace “between Ramahween Ramah and Bethe and Bethel in the hl in the hill countrill country of Ephray of Ephraim” — rathim” — rather than byer than ber than by the namby the name of a male of a male relativee relative...

Deborah is identified in Judg. 4:4 by two terms: “a prophet” (NRSV 
“prophetess”), lit., “a woman (Heb. {isûsûa®), a prophet”; and as one who was 
“judging Israel” at the time of a 20-year period of oppression by the heavily 
armed Canaanites. Between these two terms is another identifier, the phrase 
}eäsûet� lappiîd�o®t�,  typically translated “wife of Lappidoth (Torches).” 
However, it could equally mean “fiery (or spirited) woman” (lit., “woman of 
torches”) because Lappidoth, elsewhere unknown in the Bible, is unlikely to be a 
man’s name and because the noun {eäsûet�  (construct of {isûsûa®) can mean 
“woman of” as well as “wife of.” The need to have a woman identified in relation 
to a man, rather than the acknowledgement that a woman’s identity could in 
some instances stand alone, apparently influenced virtually all modern and 
ancient translations. Yet the several roles Deborah plays as an autonomous 
woman in national life would warrant her name appearing with the epithet “fiery 
woman” and without reference to a man. Because of the overlap between 
territory and kinship groups in ancient Israel, her family identity is supplied by the 
information in Judg. 4:5 about her geographical locale — that she comes from a 
place “between Ramah and Bethel in the hill country of Ephraim” — rather than 
by the name of a male relative.

�Deborah plDeborah plays a numbays a number of vitaer of vital leadershl leadership roles. ip roles. As a judgeAs a judge, she is i, she is involved innvolved innvolved in militarin military activityy activity as are th as are those other ose other judges whojudges whom the Lordm the Lord raised up raised up “to deliv “to deliver Israel.er Ier Israel.” BIsrael.” But also, uut also, uniquely amniquely among the juong the judges, Debodges, Deborah renderrah renders “judgmens “judgment,” or legt,” or legal decisioalleglegal decilegal decisions, as sions, as she sits “she sits “under the under the palm of Depalm of Deborah.” Inborah.” In addition, addition, she is th she is the only fige onlye only figuronly figure in Judgee in Judges who is cs who is called a pralled a prophet. Thaophet. That designatt designation may beion may be related t related to the songo tho the song athe song attributed ttributed to her in to her in ch. 5, forch. 5, for poetic ou poetic outbursts retbursts recounting Ycounting Yahweh’s saahweh’s saving (or pvingsasaving (orsaving (or punitive) punitive) powers ar powers are frequente frequently relatedly related to the ac to the activity of tivity of prophets, prophets, who mediatwho who mediatwho mediate God’s woe God’s word to the rd to the people. Depeople. Deborah alsoborah also bears the bears the title “mo title “mother in Isther in Isther in Israel” (JIsrael” (Judg. 5:7),udg. 5:7), perhaps b perhaps because sheecause she gives wis gives wise counsel e counsel to those wto those who seek heho seek her help (cfr hr help (cf. help (cf. 2 Sam. 20:2 Sam. 20:19). More 19). More likely, “mlikely, “mother” is other” is the honorithe honorific title fic title for a femafor a female authorile authle authority authority figure or figure or protector protector in a familin a family or the ly or the larger commarger community, jusunity, just as “fatht as “father” is forer” ier” is for a mis for a male authorale authority (cf. 1ity (cf. 1 Sam. 24:1 Sam. 24:11; Isa. 121; Isa. 12:21).:21).:21).

Deborah plays a number of vital leadership roles. As a judge, she is involved 
in military activity as are those other judges whom the Lord raised up “to deliver 
Israel.” But also, uniquely among the judges, Deborah renders “judgment,” or 
legal decisions, as she sits “under the palm of Deborah.” In addition, she is the 
only figure in Judges who is called a prophet. That designation may be related to 
the song attributed to her in ch. 5, for poetic outbursts recounting Yahweh’s 
saving (or punitive) powers are frequently related to the activity of prophets, 
who mediate God’s word to the people. Deborah also bears the title “mother in 
Israel” (Judg. 5:7), perhaps because she gives wise counsel to those who seek her 
help (cf. 2 Sam. 20:19). More likely, “mother” is the honorific title for a female 
authority figure or protector in a family or the larger community, just as “father” 
is for a male authority (cf. 1 Sam. 24:11; Isa. 12:21).

�Deborah isDeborah is consulted consulted by the Is by the Israelites, raelites, who are grwho are greatly conceatly concerned abouerned about the Canat the Ct the Canaanite Canaanite threat. Shthreat. She summons e summons her generaher general Barak, wl Barak, who mustersho musters troops fr troops from two triom two om two tribestwo tribes (Judg. 4: (Judg. 4:6) or perh6) or perhaps six (5aps six (5:14–15). Y:14–15). Yet, becauset, because of the se of the superior nuuperior numbers and mbenunumbers annumbers and resourced resources of the es of the enemy coalinemy coalition, Baration, Barak is reluck is reluctant to gotant to go out to ba out to battle unlesttbabattle unlbattle unless Deboraess Deborah will alsh will also go. In ao go. In agreeing togreeing to do so, sh do so, she taunts he taunts him, sayingim, saying that the  that that the vthat the victory wilictory will not be hl not be his but ratis but rather will bher will belong to aelong to a woman. Th woman. The woman ise woman is not Debor n not Deboranot Deborah but rathh but rather the Kener the Kenite Jael, ite Jael, who enticewho entices Sisera is Sisera into her tento her tent and kilnt and kills him witls hls him with ahim with a tent peg  tent peg (Judg. 4:1(Judg. 4:17-22; 5:247-22; 5:24-27), thus-27), thus assuring  assuring Israelite Israelite victory.victory.victory.

Deborah is consulted by the Israelites, who are greatly concerned about the 
Canaanite threat. She summons her general Barak, who musters troops from 
two tribes (Judg. 4:6) or perhaps six (5:14–15). Yet, because of the superior 
numbers and resources of the enemy coalition, Barak is reluctant to go out to 



battle unless Deborah will also go. In agreeing to do so, she taunts him, saying 
that the victory will not be his but rather will belong to a woman. The woman is 
not Deborah but rather the Kenite Jael, who entices Sisera into her tent and kills 
him with a tent peg (Judg. 4:17-22; 5:24-27), thus assuring Israelite victory.

�Both the cBoth the compelling ompelling irony of tirony of the prose ahe prose account, whccount, which beginsich begins and ends  and ends with the dwith twith the decisithe decisions and deons and deeds of womeds of women, and then, and the vivid pae vivid passion of tssion of the poetic he poetic version, wversion, which conclhiwwhich concwhich concludes withludes with two strik two striking women’ing women’s scenes, s scenes, testify totestify to victory a victory against gregainst great odds inat gregreat oddsgreat odds in a deci in a decisive battlsive battle. Indeed,e. Indeed, the Song  the Song of Deborahof Deborah can be id can be identified aentified as a “victos a “s a “victory s“victory song,” a geong,” a genre of stinre of stirring poetrring poetic outbursic outbursts acknowlts acknowledging theedging the miraculou miraculous intervens ins interventiintervention of Yahwon of Yahweh to saveeh to save the peopl the people, who othe, who otherwise seeerwise seem doomed. m doomed. In ancientIn ancieIn ancient Isancient Israel, femarael, female composele composers and perrs and performers tyformers typically sapically sang such song such songs (cf. Engs (cf. Exod. 15:20xodEExod. 15:2Exod. 15:20-21, the 0-21, the song of thsong of the “prophete “prophet Miriam,”  Miriam,” and the acand the account in 1count in 1 Sam. 18:6 Sam. 18:6-7 of wome-18:618:6-7 of 18:6-7 of women perfwomen performers herormers heralding Davalding David’s victoid’s victory over thry over the superiore superior military  military power of tppower of tpower of the Philisthe Philistines). Besines). Besides belonides belonging to a ging to a genre attrgenre attributed to ibuted to women authwomen authors, the Soauthauthors, tauthors, the Song ofhe Song of Deborah e Deborah exhibits thxhibits thematic aspematic aspects, suchects, such as gender as gender cooperati cooperation and solocooperaticooperatiocooperation and solin and solidarity, thdarity, that charactat characterize femaerize female texts.le texts.le texts.

Both the compelling irony of the prose account, which begins and ends with 
the decisions and deeds of women, and the vivid passion of the poetic version, 
which concludes with two striking women’s scenes, testify to victory against 
great odds in a decisive battle. Indeed, the Song of Deborah can be identified as a 
“victory song,” a genre of stirring poetic outbursts acknowledging the miraculous 
intervention of Yahweh to save the people, who otherwise seem doomed. In 
ancient Israel, female composers and performers typically sang such songs (cf. 
Exod. 15:20-21, the song of the “prophet Miriam,” and the account in 1 Sam. 
18:6-7 of women performers heralding David’s victory over the superior military 
power of the Philistines). Besides belonging to a genre attributed to women 
authors, the Song of Deborah exhibits thematic aspects, such as gender 
cooperation and solidarity, that characterize female texts.

�The prominThe prominence of Deence of Deborah as aborah as a woman in  woman in the largelthe largely male wory male world of milild of military and ptarymilimilitary amilitary and politicnd political leadersal leadership is ofthip is often viewed en viewed as unusualas unusual and remar and remarkable. Howkable. However, unleeveHowHowever, uHowever, unless forbnless forbidden by cidden by custom or lustom or law (as foraw (as for monarchs  monarchs and priestand priests), women s), womes), women coulwomen could and did d and did act in varact in various publiious public roles inc roles in Israelite Israelite society.  society. Because thBecause they had shoey hey had shortehad shorter life spar life spans than mens than men, and becn, and because theirause their adulthood adulthood was usual was usually taken uly taken up with prop uup with prup with procreation,ocreation, perhaps f perhaps few did. Anew did. And because d because the male bthe male biblical caiblical canon-makersnon-makerscacanon-makecanon-makers typicalrs typically exhibitly exhibit androcent androcentric bias, ric bias, the deeds the deeds of even feof even fewer are rewer are remembered. mrerememberedremembered. Yet peri. Yet periods such aods such as that of s that of the judgesthe judges, with dec, with decentralizedentralized ad hoc le ad hoc leadership paleleadershipleadership patterns, patterns, typically typically provide g provide greater posreater possibilitiessibilities for the t for the talents of alents of women to ewomen women to ewomen to emerge. Debmerge. Deborah, stilorah, still visible l visible to us millto us millennia lateennia later, may repr, may represent manresent many other suy manmany othermany other such “mot such “mothers” in ehers” in early Israearly Israel.l.l.

The prominence of Deborah as a woman in the largely male world of 
military and political leadership is often viewed as unusual and remarkable. 
However, unless forbidden by custom or law (as for monarchs and priests), 
women could and did act in various public roles in Israelite society. Because they 
had shorter life spans than men, and because their adulthood was usually taken 
up with procreation, perhaps few did. And because the male biblical 
canon-makers typically exhibit androcentric bias, the deeds of even fewer are 
remembered. Yet periods such as that of the judges, with decentralized ad hoc 
leadership patterns, typically provide greater possibilities for the talents of 
women to emerge. Deborah, still visible to us millennia later, may represent 
many other such “mothers” in early Israel.
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�2.2. Rebekah’s Rebekah’s nurse, wh nurse, who like theo like the judge Deb judge Deborah is asorah is associated wsociated with a treeith a tree (Gen. 35: (Ge (Gen. 35:8(Gen. 35:8).).).

2. Rebekah’s nurse, who like the judge Deborah is associated with a tree 
(Gen. 35:8).

�3.3. The grand The grandmother of mother of Tobit (TobTobit (Tob. 1:8).. 1:8).. 1:8).

3. The grandmother of Tobit (Tob. 1:8).
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DEBT, INTEDEBT, INTEREST, LOANREST, LOANSSS

DEBT, INTEREST, LOANS

The practiThe practice of makice of making of loanng of loans at inters at interest was a est was a widespreadwidespread phenomeno phenomenon in biblin in biblical times.cbiblibiblical tbiblical times. The imes. The first extafirst extant legal snt legal source reguource regulating intlating interest rateerest rates is the Ls is the Laws of Eshaws of Eaws of Eshnunna (Eshnunna (ca. 1800 ca. 1800 B.C.E.B.C.E.) in Babyl) in Babylonia whereonia where interest  interest rates wererates were limited t limited to 20 perceo 20 pero 20 percent fopercent for money anr money and 33.3 perd 33.3 percent for gcent for grain. Thesrain. These (by modee (by modern standarrn standards) exorbids) exorbds) exorbitantexorbitant figures a figures are not untre not untypical forypical for OT times  OT times generally.generally.

The practice of making of loans at interest was a widespread phenomenon in 
biblical times. The first extant legal source regulating interest rates is the Laws of 
Eshnunna (ca. 1800 B.C.E.) in Babylonia where interest rates were limited to 20 
percent for money and 33.3 percent for grain. These (by modern standards) 
exorbitant figures are not untypical for OT times generally.

�Two commonTwo common terms for terms for “interest “interest” on debt ” on debt in the OT in the OT are Heb. are Heb. nesûek�nesûek� (lit., “b (lit (lit., “bi(lit., “bite”) and te”) and m/tarbiît�m/tarbiît� (“increas (“increase”). The ee”). The exact meanixact meanings are unngs are uncertain, bcertain, but ut nesûek�nnesûek�nesûek� may refer may refer to intere to interest “bittenst “bitten off” befo off” beforehand (sorehand (so NRSV); e. NRSV); e.g., someong., someone taking oe someonsomeone tasomeone taking out aking out a 100-unit  100-unit loan mightloan might receive 8 receive 80 units bu0 units but owe 100.t owe 100. Heb.  Heb. m/tarbiît�m/tm/tarbiît�m/tarbiît� may refer may refer to regula to regular paymentsr payments of intere of interest subsequst subsequent to theent to the loan. Alt loan. Alt loan. AlternativAlternatively, ely, nesûek�nesûek� may refer may refer to intere to interest on monest on money, while y, while m/tarbiît�m/tarbiît� to intere to int to interest ointerest on produce n produce paid at thpaid at the harvest.e harvest.

Two common terms for “interest” on debt in the OT are Heb. nesûek�  
(lit., “bite”) and m/tarbiît�  (“increase”). The exact meanings are uncertain, but 
nesûek�  may refer to interest “bitten off” beforehand (so NRSV); e.g., 
someone taking out a 100-unit loan might receive 80 units but owe 100. Heb. 
m/tarbiît�  may refer to regular payments of interest subsequent to the loan. 
Alternatively, nesûek�  may refer to interest on money, while m/tarbiît�  to 
interest on produce paid at the harvest.

�Default coDefault could resultuld result in any co in any collateral (llateral (a pledge oa pledge or surety) r surety) being seizbeing seized by the ed by the creditor (ccreditor (creditor (Neh. 5:3-5Neh. 5:3-5). If this). If this did not c did not cover the aover the amount, themount, the debtors o debtors or their chr their children migildrechchildren mchildren might be soight be sold into slld into slavery (2 Kavery (2 Kgs. 4:1; cgs. 4:1; cf. Exod. 2f. Exod. 22:3b[MT 2]2:3b[MT 2]; Matt. 18; Matt. 18:25) or in:25) 1818:25) or 18:25) or in later pin later periods puteriods put into pris into prison (Matt. on (Matt. 18:30; Luk18:30; Luke 12:57-59e 12:57-59; 1 Macc. ; 1 Macc. 13:15). De13:113:15). De13:15). Debtors coulbtors could temporard temporarily avoid ily avoid arrest by arrest by taking santaking sanctuary in ctuary in the templethe temple (1 Macc.  (1 (1 Macc. 1(1 Macc. 10:43).0:43).0:43).

Default could result in any collateral (a pledge or surety) being seized by the 
creditor (Neh. 5:3-5). If this did not cover the amount, the debtors or their 
children might be sold into slavery (2 Kgs. 4:1; cf. Exod. 22:3b[MT 2]; Matt. 
18:25) or in later periods put into prison (Matt. 18:30; Luke 12:57-59; 1 Macc. 
13:15). Debtors could temporarily avoid arrest by taking sanctuary in the temple 
(1 Macc. 10:43).

�The PentatThe Pentateuch seekseuch seeks to protec to protect the poort the poor Israelite Israelites from ecos from economic explnomic exploitation eoitatexplexploitatiexploitation ensuingon ensuing from loan from loans to them s to them at interesat interest (Exod. 2t (Exod. 22:25[24]; 2:25[24]; Lev. 25:35Lev. 25:35-38). Deut-3825:3525:35-38).25:35-38). Deut. 23: Deut. 23:19-20(20–219-20(20–21) appears1) appears to narrow to narrow the earli the earlier commander commands, condemns, condes, condemningcondemning interest- interest-taking alttaking altogether (eogether (except fromxcept from foreigner foreigners), not jus), not just from thst from the poor. One ththe poor. the poor. On this baOn this basis, mediesis, medieval Christval Christianity, taianity, talmudic Judlmudic Judaism, and aism, and Islam broaIslam broadly condemdly broabroadly cobroadly condemned alndemned all interestl interest-taking, t-taking, though legahough legal fictionsl fictions needed to needed to be devise be devised to avoidd td to avoid tto avoid the practiche practical difficual difficulties crealties created by thited by this literalis literalistic applistic application. Agcation. Against thisainst this approach, a approach, approach, the exceptthe exception made fion made for interesor interest from fort from foreigners ineigners indicates thdicates that the Penat the Pentateuch dotaPenPentateuchPentateuch does not  does not regard allregard all interest- interest-taking as taking as evil.evil.evil.

The Pentateuch seeks to protect the poor Israelites from economic 
exploitation ensuing from loans to them at interest (Exod. 22:25[24]; Lev. 
25:35-38). Deut. 23:19-20(20–21) appears to narrow the earlier commands, 
condemning interest-taking altogether (except from foreigners), not just from 
the poor. On this basis, medieval Christianity, talmudic Judaism, and Islam 
broadly condemned all interest-taking, though legal fictions needed to be devised 
to avoid the practical difficulties created by this literalistic application. Against this 
approach, the exception made for interest from foreigners indicates that the 
Pentateuch does not regard all interest-taking as evil.

�Calvin andCalvin and the Prote the Protestant movestant movement generment generally assimally assimilated Deuilated Deut. 23:19-2t. 23:19-20(20–21) t0(20–23:19-223:19-20(223:19-20(20–21) to t0–21) to the other phe other passages, lassages, limiting thimiting the prohibite prohibition of intion of interest-takierest-taking to loanng tong to loans tto loans to the pooro the poor. Moreover. Moreover, Neh. 5:1, Neh. 5:1-13 sugges-13 suggests that alts that all of thesel of these “laws” se “laws” served as morveseserved as served as moral admomoral admonitions ranitions rather than ther than enforced senforced statues: hetatues: hence, Nehemnce, Nehemiah the goiah the giah the governor cgovernor cajoled ratajoled rather than cher than commanded rommanded rich Israelich Israelites to stites to stop taking op taking interest finterest from poor Iroffrom poor from poor IsraelitesIsraelites despite E despite Ezra’s havizra’s having made (ang made (assuming thssuming the prioritye priority of Ezra)  of Ezra) the Mosaicthe the Mosaicthe Mosaic law the l law the law of the aw of the land (cf. land (cf. Ezra 7:25-Ezra 7:25-26). Inter26). Interest-takingest-taking, though “, though “legal,” islegal,”““legal,” i“legal,” is discouras discouraged by theged by the Torah. Torah. Torah.

Calvin and the Protestant movement generally assimilated Deut. 
23:19-20(20–21) to the other passages, limiting the prohibition of interest-taking 
to loans to the poor. Moreover, Neh. 5:1-13 suggests that all of these “laws” 
served as moral admonitions rather than enforced statues: hence, Nehemiah the 
governor cajoled rather than commanded rich Israelites to stop taking interest 
from poor Israelites despite Ezra’s having made (assuming the priority of Ezra) 
the Mosaic law the law of the land (cf. Ezra 7:25-26). Interest-taking, though 
“legal,” is discouraged by the Torah.

�The SabbatThe Sabbatical Year ical Year (Deut. 15:(Deut. 15:1-3; 31:101-3; 31:10) and Year) and Year of Jubile of Jubilee (Lev. 25e (Lev. 25:39-55) pr:39-55) p:39-55) prescribedprescribed a remissi a remission of debton of debts (again es (again excepting fxcepting foreigners)oreigners) which may which may mean a ye mean a year’s suspeayeyear’s susyear’s suspension ofpension of repayment repayment rather th rather than completan complete cancellae cancellation, thoution, though scholargh scholars still desscholarscholars sscholars still debattill debate the matte the matter. This rer. This regulation,egulation, practiced practiced sporadica sporadically at beslly at best in OT tit in Ot in OT times, OT times, was reintrwas reintroduced by oduced by Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:31Neh. 10:31). Credito). Creditors were adrs were admonished tmonishadadmonishedadmonished to respec to respect the dignt the dignity and prity and property rigoperty rights of debhts of debtors by notors by not barging t barging into the hininto the hinto the house to seouse to seize a debtize a debtor’s pledgor’s pledge (Deut. 2e (Deut. 24:10-11). 4:10-11). Out of comOut of compassion, cpassion, creditors areccreditors creditors are encourare encouraged not taged not to seize aso seize as pledge a  pledge a person’s operson’s only cloak nly cloak to keep hito keep him warm or m hihim warm ohim warm or his millr his millstone essestone essential for ntial for preparing preparing bread-floubread-flour (Exod. 2r (Exod. 22:26-27[252:26-27[25–26]; Deut–222:26-27[2522:26-27[222:26-27[25–26]; Deu5–26]; Deut. 24:6, 1t. 24:6, 12-13).2-13).2-13).

The Sabbatical Year (Deut. 15:1-3; 31:10) and Year of Jubilee (Lev. 25:39-55) 
prescribed a remission of debts (again excepting foreigners) which may mean a 



year’s suspension of repayment rather than complete cancellation, though 
scholars still debate the matter. This regulation, practiced sporadically at best in 
OT times, was reintroduced by Nehemiah (Neh. 10:31). Creditors were 
admonished to respect the dignity and property rights of debtors by not barging 
into the house to seize a debtor’s pledge (Deut. 24:10-11). Out of compassion, 
creditors are encouraged not to seize as pledge a person’s only cloak to keep 
him warm or his millstone essential for preparing bread-flour (Exod. 
22:26-27[25–26]; Deut. 24:6, 12-13).

�Failure toFailure to address t address the needs ohe needs of debtors f debtors could spawcould spawn civil unn civil unrest: A corest: A core elementre elemre element ofelement of David’s f David’s first 400 first 400 followers wollowers were defaulere defaulting debtoting debtors who felrs who felt disenfrat disenfranchised bynchdisenfradisenfrancdisenfranchised by Shised by Saul’s admiaul’s administrationnistration (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sam. 22:2).2:2).2:2).

Failure to address the needs of debtors could spawn civil unrest: A core 
element of David’s first 400 followers were defaulting debtors who felt 
disenfranchised by Saul’s administration (1 Sam. 22:2).

�Proverbs cProverbs condemns thondemns the exploitae exploitation of thtion of the poor viae poor via interest- interest-taking (Prtaking (Prov. 28:8),ov. 28:8ov. 28:8), but28:8), but extols on extols one who lende who lends without s without interest ainterest as lending s lending to God whoto God who will rewa will reward (19:17)rrewareward (19reward (19:17). Prov:17). Proverbs recomerbs recommends avoimends avoiding debtsding debts: a borrow: a borrower is the er is the slave of tslave of the lender htthe lenderthe lender (22:7), a (22:7), and may welnd may well have hisl have his bed taken bed taken out from  out from under him under him if he cannif he cannot pay (vvocanncannot paycannot pay (vv. 26–2 (vv. 26–27). To gua7). To guarantee a lrantee a loan for sooan for someone, espmeone, especially stecially strangers, irangers, is asking fs ass asking forasking for trouble ( trouble (11:15; 17:11:15; 17:18; 22:26)18; 22:26), and anyo, and anyone who becne who becomes a co-omes a co-signer of signer of risky debtririsky debtrisky debts to foreis to foreigners or lgners or loose womenoose women can expec can expect prudent t prudent lenders tolenders to demand co demand c demand collateralcollateral upfront b upfront before compefore completing comleting commercial demercial dealings witalings with them (20h them (20:16; 27:13:16; 27:13).).27:1327:13).27:13).27:13).

Proverbs condemns the exploitation of the poor via interest-taking (Prov. 
28:8), but extols one who lends without interest as lending to God who will 
reward (19:17). Proverbs recommends avoiding debts: a borrower is the slave of 
the lender (22:7), and may well have his bed taken out from under him if he 
cannot pay (vv. 26–27). To guarantee a loan for someone, especially strangers, is 
asking for trouble (11:15; 17:18; 22:26), and anyone who becomes a co-signer of 
risky debts to foreigners or loose women can expect prudent lenders to demand 
collateral upfront before completing commercial dealings with them (20:16; 
27:13).

�Lending wiLending without intethout interest is a rest is a virtue andvirtue and blessing  blessing bestowed bbestowed by the righy the righteous (Ps.teous (Pteous (Ps. 15:5;(Ps. 15:5; 37:26; 11 37:26; 112:5; Ezek.2:5; Ezek. 18:7-8, 1 18:7-8, 17). The wi7). The wicked do thcked do the oppositee opposite and deser and deserve death ove deserdeserve dedeserve death or exiath or exile (Ezek. le (Ezek. 18:13; 22:18:13; 22:12). Elish12). Elisha, showinga, showing practical practical concern,  concern, performs aperfoperforms aperforms a miracle t miracle to help a po help a poor widow oor widow pay her depay her debts and avbts and avoid reductoid reduction to slaion to slavery by a vslaslavery byslavery by a credito a creditor (2 Kgs. r (2 Kgs. 4:1-7).4:1-7).4:1-7).

Lending without interest is a virtue and blessing bestowed by the righteous 
(Ps. 15:5; 37:26; 112:5; Ezek. 18:7-8, 17). The wicked do the opposite and 
deserve death or exile (Ezek. 18:13; 22:12). Elisha, showing practical concern, 
performs a miracle to help a poor widow pay her debts and avoid reduction to 
slavery by a creditor (2 Kgs. 4:1-7).

�In the NT In the NT Jesus expaJesus expands on thends on the OT moral  OT moral admonitionadmonitions, requiris, requiring his disng his disciples to ciplesdisdisciples disciples to lend toto lend to whoever a whoever asks, not jsks, not just those ust those who can bewho can be expected  expected to pay theto pay them back, inmthethem back,them back, including including enemies ( enemies (Matt. 5:42Matt. 5:42; Luke 6:3; Luke 6:34-35). Pau4-35). Paul illustral illustrates this stes this spirit of gpirit opirit of generosof generosity by accity by accepting theepting the debts of  debts of the runawathe runaway, now cony, now converted slaverted slave Onesimuve Onesimve Onesimus (Onesimus (Phlm. 18).Phlm. 18).

In the NT Jesus expands on the OT moral admonitions, requiring his 
disciples to lend to whoever asks, not just those who can be expected to pay 
them back, including enemies (Matt. 5:42; Luke 6:34-35). Paul illustrates this spirit 
of generosity by accepting the debts of the runaway, now converted slave 
Onesimus (Phlm. 18).

�CommercialCommercial language  language is used fris used frequently iequently in the paran the parables: the bles: the man who himan who hid his taled his td his talent is talent is condemned condemned for not atfor not at least inv least investing theesting the money in  money in a bank whea bank where it woulre it would receive d woulwould recewould receive intereive interest (Matt. st (Matt. 25:27; Luk25:27; Luke 19:23), e 19:23), thus illusthus illustrating thtrating that disciplat disciples must noes muses must not bmust not be passive e passive but must tbut must take risks ake risks now in vienow in view of the kw of the kingdom to ingdom to come. The come. Thecome. The UnjustThe Unjust Steward w Steward who uses hiho uses his authorits authority to forgiy to forgive debts tve debts to win frieo win friends beforends before his impen h his impendhis impending dismising dismissal (Luke sal (Luke 16:1-8) il16:1-8) illustrates lustrates the need fthe need for the pruor the prudent use odent use of materialf maf material wmaterial wealth in tealth in the presenthe present age with  age with eternal reeternal rewards in mwards in mind. The Uind. The Unmerciful nmerciful Servant (MSServant (MServant (Matt. 18:23att. 18:23-35) under-35) underscores thascores that just as t just as the servanthe servant was unwit was unwilling to flling to forgive othorgifforgive otforgive others theirhers their debts, so debts, so Jesus’ Fa Jesus’ Father wouldther would be unwill be unwilling to foring to forgive anyongive anyone his sinse hie his sins whis sins who does noho does not forgive t forgive his brothehis brother from ther from the heart. Th heart. The parable e parable of the Twoof the Two Debtors ( D Debtors (LDebtors (Luke 7:41-4uke 7:41-43) shows t3) shows that sinnerhat sinners forgivens forgiven many sins many sins, just as , just as debtors whdebtors who are forgowhwho are fowho are forgiven grergiven great debts, at debts, are more aare more appreciativppreciative than thoe than those forgivese forgiven but a lin but a little.ttlelilittle.little.little.

Commercial language is used frequently in the parables: the man who hid his 
talent is condemned for not at least investing the money in a bank where it 
would receive interest (Matt. 25:27; Luke 19:23), thus illustrating that disciples 
must not be passive but must take risks now in view of the kingdom to come. 
The Unjust Steward who uses his authority to forgive debts to win friends before 
his impending dismissal (Luke 16:1-8) illustrates the need for the prudent use of 
material wealth in the present age with eternal rewards in mind. The Unmerciful 
Servant (Matt. 18:23-35) underscores that just as the servant was unwilling to 
forgive others their debts, so Jesus’ Father would be unwilling to forgive anyone 
his sins who does not forgive his brother from the heart. The parable of the Two 



Debtors (Luke 7:41-43) shows that sinners forgiven many sins, just as debtors 
who are forgiven great debts, are more appreciative than those forgiven but a 
little.

�The languaThe language of finage of finance undergnce undergirds the Nirds the NT’s descriT’s description of fption of forgivenessorgiveness. Gk. . Gk. aphiíeämi,apaphiíeämi,aphiíeämi, “forgive, “forgive, send away send away,” is also,” is also the term  the term used for fused for forgivenessorgiveness of debts. of debts. Matthew’s M Matthew’s Matthew’s version ofversion of the Lord’ the Lord’s Prayer rs Prayer reads lit.,eads lit., “and forg “and forgive us ourive us our debts, as debts, as we also h we  we also hawe also have forgiveve forgiven our debtn our debtors” (Mattors” (Matt. 6:12 NRS. 6:12 NRSV), the teV), the term “debt” rm “debt” reflectingreflecting contempor reflectingreflectingreflecting contempor contemporary Aramaiary Aramaic idiom whc idiom where “debt”ere “debt” in the Ta in the Targums is trgums is the regularhe regulahe regular trregular translation anslation for “sin.”for “sin.” Luke’s ve Luke’s version subsrsion substitutes “stitutes “sins” for “ins” for “debts”; thdebts”; thus, Luke ius, Lukus, Luke interLuke interprets “debprets “debt” for hist” for his gentile a gentile audience asudience as metaphori metaphorical for sical for sin (Luke 11n (Luke 11:4). In Je:4).1111:4). In 11:4). In Jesus’ dayJesus’ day, where ti, where tithes, tribthes, tribute, and tute, and taxes demanaxes demanded as mucded as much as one hh as one half to twoalf hhalf to twhalf to two thirds oo thirds of a peasanf a peasant’s product’s produce, and whee, and where indebtere indebtedness was dness was correspondcorrespondcorrespondcorrespondingly commingly common, Jesus’on, Jesus’ language  language representsrepresents concrete, concrete, vivid ima vivid imagery and wgery and wgery and would havewould have brought t brought to mind boto mind both literal h literal and figuraand figurative applitive application.cation.cation.

The language of finance undergirds the NT’s description of forgiveness. Gk. 
aphiíeämi, “forgive, send away,” is also the term used for forgiveness of debts. 
Matthew’s version of the Lord’s Prayer reads lit., “and forgive us our debts, as 
we also have forgiven our debtors” (Matt. 6:12 NRSV), the term “debt” 
reflecting contemporary Aramaic idiom where “debt” in the Targums is the 
regular translation for “sin.” Luke’s version substitutes “sins” for “debts”; thus, 
Luke interprets “debt” for his gentile audience as metaphorical for sin (Luke 
11:4). In Jesus’ day, where tithes, tribute, and taxes demanded as much as one 
half to two thirds of a peasant’s produce, and where indebtedness was 
correspondingly common, Jesus’ language represents concrete, vivid imagery and 
would have brought to mind both literal and figurative application.

�Col. 2:13-Col. 2:13-14 probabl14 probably also usey also uses financias financial languagel language to descri to describe forgivebe forgiveness. Therness. Theness. There forgThere forgiveness ofiveness of sins is c sins is compared wiompared with the canth the canceling of celing of a “writtena “written code,” i. code,” i.e., probabe., pe., probably aprobably a “certific “certificate of debate of debt” or “debt” or “debt-bond.” Tt-bond.” This bond ihis bond is the IOU s the IOU owed by siowed by sinners to Gnnsisinners tosinners to God for v God for violations iolations of God’s cof God’s commandmentommandments (the Laws (the Law), a debt ), a debt that sinnethat sinnethat sinners arsinners are unable te unable to pay. Liko pay. Like an IOU, e an IOU, there is athere is a penalty c penalty clause for lause for failure tofailure to pay, in t pay, i pay, in this cain this case death (se death (cf. Rom. 6cf. Rom. 6:23). But :23). But this debt-this debt-bond, withbond, with its penal its penalties, has ties, has been nullibeen nbeen nullified nullified by being tby being transferredransferred to and pa to and paid for at id for at Jesus’ croJesus’ cross.ss.ss.

Col. 2:13-14 probably also uses financial language to describe forgiveness. 
There forgiveness of sins is compared with the canceling of a “written code,” i.e., 
probably a “certificate of debt” or “debt-bond.” This bond is the IOU owed by 
sinners to God for violations of God’s commandments (the Law), a debt that 
sinners are unable to pay. Like an IOU, there is a penalty clause for failure to pay, 
in this case death (cf. Rom. 6:23). But this debt-bond, with its penalties, has been 
nullified by being transferred to and paid for at Jesus’ cross.
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DECALOGUE

�SeeSee  TEN COMMANTEN COMMANDMENTS.DMENTS.

See TEN COMMANDMENTS.

DECAPOLISDECAPOLIS (Gk.  (Gk. DekaépolisDekaépolis)))

DECAPOLIS (Gk. Dekaépolis)

A group ofA group of cities (G cities (Gk. “Ten Cik. “Ten Cities”) in ties”) in southern Ssouthern Syria and nyria and northern Joorthern Jordan (excerdan (except Scythoppt(exce(except Sc(except Scythopolis,ythopolis, located S located S of the Se of the Sea of Galila of Galilee just W ee just W of the Jorof the Jordan River)dan River), function, fun, functioninfunctioning under thg under that name inat name in the Helle the Hellenistic andnistic and Early Rom Early Roman periodsan periods. Ancient . Ancient literary slitliterary sliterary sources ideources identify as mntify as many as 18 any as 18 or 19 citior 19 cities in the es in the group, incgroup, including Damluding Damascus, PhiascusDamDamascus, Damascus, PhiladelphPhiladelphia, Raphania, Raphana, Scythopa, Scythopolis, Gadaolis, Gadara, Hipposra, Hippos, Dion (Di, Dion (Dium), Pellaum), Pella, Galasa (, PellaPella, GalPella, Galasa (Gerasasa (Gerasa) and Cana) and Canatha, withatha, with Abila and Abila and several o several others listthers listed as tetred as tetrarchies orarchtetrtetrarchietetrarchies or kingds or kingdoms (Plinyoms (Pliny  Nat. hist.Nat. hist. 5.74). Al 5.74). Also includeso included are Helid are Heliopolis, Abopolis, Abila (Quailila (Qila (Quailibah(Quailibah), Saana (), Saana (Sanamyn), Sanamyn), Ina, AbilaIna, Abila of Lysani of Lysanias, Capitoas, Capitolias (Beitlias (Beit Ras), Adr Ras), Adra (Edrei, a (Edra (Edrei, (Edrei, Der{aDer{a), Gadora,), Gadora, and Samou and Samoulis (Ptolelis (Ptolemy my Geog.Geog. 5.14.22). 5.14.22). In the NT In the NT the Decap the Deca the Decapolis Decapolis is identifis identified, but nied, but no individuo individual cities al cities are named are named (Matt. 4:2(Matt. 4:25; Mark 5:5; Mark 5:20; 7:31).20; 7:320; 7:31).7:31).7:31).

A group of cities (Gk. “Ten Cities”) in southern Syria and northern Jordan 



(except Scythopolis, located S of the Sea of Galilee just W of the Jordan River), 
functioning under that name in the Hellenistic and Early Roman periods. Ancient 
literary sources identify as many as 18 or 19 cities in the group, including 
Damascus, Philadelphia, Raphana, Scythopolis, Gadara, Hippos, Dion (Dium), 
Pella, Galasa (Gerasa) and Canatha, with Abila and several others listed as 
tetrarchies or kingdoms (Pliny Nat. hist. 5.74). Also included are Heliopolis, Abila 
(Quailibah), Saana (Sanamyn), Ina, Abila of Lysanias, Capitolias (Beit Ras), Adra 
(Edrei, Der{a), Gadora, and Samoulis (Ptolemy Geog. 5.14.22). In the NT the 
Decapolis is identified, but no individual cities are named (Matt. 4:25; Mark 5:20; 
7:31).

�A number oA number of the citif the cities continues continued into thed into the Byzantine Byzantine period ae period and Islamicnd Islamic times (e. times  times (e.gtimes (e.g., Damascu., Damascus, Abila/Qs, Abila/Quailibah, uailibah, Pella, PhiPella, Philadelphia,ladelphia, Scythopol Scythopolis). Some is). Some claimed Alclaimclaimed Alclaimed Alexander thexander the Great ase Great as founder ( founder (Gerasa, PeGerasa, Pella, Philalla, Philadelphia, Ddelphia, Dion), but ion), but evidence ievievidence ievidence indicates tndicates that, as Dehat, as Decapolis cicapolis cities, theyties, they were esta were established inblished in the 3rd c the 3rd century enturccentury century B.C.B.C., during t, during the early Phe early Ptolemaic dtolemaic dynasty (Phynasty (Philadelphiailadelphia/Amman, Ny/Amman, NysaScythoposaScythopNyNysaScythoNysaScythopolis). Stpolis). Still othersill others were esta were established asblished as Decapolis Decapolis cities du cities during the Sring the Seleucid heeleuSSeleucid hSeleucid hegemony afegemony after the bater the battle of Pattle of Panias in 19nias in 198, when An8, when Antiochus IItiochus III conquereI conquered Abila (Qd conquereconquered conquered Abila (QuaAbila (Quailibah), Gilibah), Gadara, Peladara, Pella, Rabbatla, Rabbatamana (Phiamana (Philadelphia)ladelphia) and Scyth and Scythopolis. IdopScythScythopoliScythopolis. Identifs. Identifying termsying terms on coins, on coins, such as A such as Antiochia (ntiochia (Gadara, GeGadara, Gerasa, Hipprasa, Hippos) and Seos)HippHippos) anHippos) and Seleuciad Seleucia (Abila/Qu (Abila/Quailibah), ailibah), indicate aindicate at least a t least a remembrancremembrance of Seleue of Seleucid identicidSeleuSeleucid iSeleucid identity andentity and influencd influence.e.e.

A number of the cities continued into the Byzantine period and Islamic 
times (e.g., Damascus, Abila/Quailibah, Pella, Philadelphia, Scythopolis). Some 
claimed Alexander the Great as founder (Gerasa, Pella, Philadelphia, Dion), but 
evidence indicates that, as Decapolis cities, they were established in the 3rd 
century B.C., during the early Ptolemaic dynasty (Philadelphia/Amman, 
NysaScythopolis). Still others were established as Decapolis cities during the 
Seleucid hegemony after the battle of Panias in 198, when Antiochus III 
conquered Abila (Quailibah), Gadara, Pella, Rabbatamana (Philadelphia) and 
Scythopolis. Identifying terms on coins, such as Antiochia (Gadara, Gerasa, 
Hippos) and Seleucia (Abila/Quailibah), indicate at least a remembrance of 
Seleucid identity and influence.

�Coins of aCoins of a number of number of the Decap the Decapolis citieolis cities often ars often are stamped e stamped with the twith the terms erms autonomosaautonomosautonomos (“indepen (“independent, livident, living under ong under one’s own lne’s own law”; Abilaaw”; Abila/Quailibah/Quailibah, Capitoli, Capitolias, Gadaraas, CapitoliCapitoliasCapitolias, Gadara),, Gadara),  eleutheroseleutheros (“free”;  (“free”; NysaScythoNysaScythopolis), polis), asylosasylos (“soverei (“sovereign, under gn, under gn, under diviunder divine protectne protection”; Abilion”; Abila, Capitola, Capitolias, Gadarias, Gadara, Hippos,a, Hippos, Nysa-Scyt Nysa-Scythopolis), hopolis), and andand and hieroshieros (“hallowe (“hallowed, sacred,d, sacred, set apart set apart”; Abila, ”; Abila, CapitoliasCapitolias, Gadara, , Gadara, Hippos, NyHippos, Nysa-Scythopsa-ScNyNysa-ScythNysa-Scythopolis), wopolis), which indichich indicates that ates that these citithese cities enjoyedes enjoyed or at lea or at least claimedst claimed some sort som some sort some sort of sovereiof sovereign, indepegn, independent, andndent, and dedicated dedicated status. status. status.

Coins of a number of the Decapolis cities often are stamped with the terms 
autonomos (“independent, living under one’s own law”; Abila/Quailibah, 
Capitolias, Gadara), eleutheros (“free”; NysaScythopolis), asylos (“sovereign, 
under divine protection”; Abila, Capitolias, Gadara, Hippos, Nysa-Scythopolis), 
and hieros (“hallowed, sacred, set apart”; Abila, Capitolias, Gadara, Hippos, 
Nysa-Scythopolis), which indicates that these cities enjoyed or at least claimed 
some sort of sovereign, independent, and dedicated status.

�The DecapoThe Decapolis citieslis cities may have  may have been bondebeen bonded by strond by strong commercig commercial relatioal relationships fosnshiprelatiorelationshrelationships fosterips fostered by welled by well- establis- established road shed road systems, asystems, as well as s well as similar Greimilar Greek and Romek anek and Roman and Roman political political affinity (affinity (the the polispolis), social ), social concepts, concepts, cultural (cultural (sculpture,sculpture, painting, painting, painting, painting, architectuarchitecture, monumere, monuments) and rnts) and religious ieligious influences nfluences (worship o(worship of the impef the imperial cult;riaimpeimperial cimperial cult; cf. rult; cf. religious feligious figurines aigurines and other rnd other religious ieligious items foundtems found in Hellen in Hellenistic and istic anistic and Roman and Roman tombs). Thtombs). This is suppis is supported by aorted by archaeologirchaeological evidencal evidence from toce from tombs, city mbs, city mbs, city planncity planning, and ping, and public builublic buildings. In dings. In Roman timeRoman times (after s (after A.D.A.D. 106) Gera 106) Gerasa, Philadsa, Philadelphia, CaelpPhiladPhiladelphPhiladelphia, Canathia, Canatha, and Dioa, and Dion were orgn were organized witanized with Nysa-Scyh Nysa-Scythopolis, thopolis, Hippos, GaHippos, GaHippos, Gadara, AbGadara, Abila, Capitila, Capitolias, andolias, and Pella int Pella into Palaestio Palaestina Secundana Secunda; Philadel; Philadelphia, phia, Adra{aAdra{a, Gerasa, , G, Gerasa, CaGerasa, Canatha, andnatha, and Philoppop Philoppopolis remaiolis remained in thened in the Provincia Provincia Arabia. C Arabia. Coins and ioins and inscriptionniinscriptioinscriptions indicatns indicate that by e that by the 2nd cethe 2nd century a nuntury a number of thmber of the cities we cities were also iere also identified dentiidentifiedidentified with the  with the name Coelename Coele-Syria: Ph-Syria: Philadelphiailadelphia, under Ha, under Hadrian; Gaddrian; Gadara, Abilaara, Abila, Scythopo, Sc, ScythopoliScythopolis, under Ms, under Marcus Aurearcus Aurelius; Dionlius; Dion and Pella and Pella, under Ca, under Caracalla.racalla.racalla.

The Decapolis cities may have been bonded by strong commercial 
relationships fostered by well- established road systems, as well as similar Greek 
and Roman political affinity (the polis), social concepts, cultural (sculpture, 
painting, architecture, monuments) and religious influences (worship of the 
imperial cult; cf. religious figurines and other religious items found in Hellenistic 
and Roman tombs). This is supported by archaeological evidence from tombs, 
city planning, and public buildings. In Roman times (after A.D. 106) Gerasa, 
Philadelphia, Canatha, and Dion were organized with Nysa-Scythopolis, Hippos, 
Gadara, Abila, Capitolias, and Pella into Palaestina Secunda; Philadelphia, Adra{a, 
Gerasa, Canatha, and Philoppopolis remained in the Provincia Arabia. Coins and 
inscriptions indicate that by the 2nd century a number of the cities were also 
identified with the name Coele-Syria: Philadelphia, under Hadrian; Gadara, Abila, 



Scythopolis, under Marcus Aurelius; Dion and Pella, under Caracalla.
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DECISION, VALLEY OF

The place The place (Heb. (Heb. {eämeq heh{eämeq heh�aœru®s��aœru®s�) where Go) where God will wred will wreak vengeanak vengeance againstce agace against thagainst the nations e nations on the escon the eschatologicahatological day of tl day of the Lord (Jhe Lord (Joel 3:14[Moel 3:14[MT 4:14]).T 4:14]).T 4:14]).

The place (Heb. {eämeq heh�aœru®s� ) where God will wreak vengeance 
against the nations on the eschatological day of the Lord (Joel 3:14[MT 4:14]).

�SeeSee  JEHOSHAPHAJEHOSHAPHAT, VALLEY T, VALLEY OF.OF.

See JEHOSHAPHAT, VALLEY OF.

DECREEDECREEDECREE

DECREE

A public dA public declarationeclaration by a mona by a monarch or rulrch or ruling body ting body that had thhat had the force ofe force of law (cf.  law (cf. “edict,” ““edi“edict,” ““edict,” “interdict”interdict”). The dec). The decree would ree would typically typically be spoken be spoken aloud and aloud and subsequentsubsequently promulglysubsequentsubsequentsubsequently promulgly promulgated in wrated in written formitten form...

A public declaration by a monarch or ruling body that had the force of law (cf. 
“edict,” “interdict”). The decree would typically be spoken aloud and 
subsequently promulgated in written form.

�Although pAlthough preexilic breexilic biblical liiblical literature rterature rarely attrarely attributes decibutes decrees to hurees to human kings man kings man kings (Prokings (Prov. 8:15; Iv. 8:15; Isa. 10:1; sa. 10:1; Jon. 3:7),Jon. 3:7), later tex later texts refer tts refer to a numbero a number of decree of decrees issued bs issueds issued by issued by imperial mimperial monarchs (Eonarchs (Esth. 1:19-sth. 1:19-22; Dan. 222; Dan. 2:5; 1 Macc:5; 1 Macc. 1:57; Ac. 1:57; Acts 17:7). ts 17:7). Cyrus’ decCyrCyrus’ decCyrus’ decree (Ezra ree (Ezra 1:2-4; cf.1:2-4; cf. 6:3–5) pe 6:3–5) permits the rmits the Jewish exiJewish exiles to retles to return to theurn to their homelanir hoir homeland ahomeland and rebuildnd rebuild their tem their temple. Severple. Several decreesal decrees calling f calling for the annor the annihilation ihilation of the Jewof thof the Jewishthe Jewish people or people or the suppr the suppression of ession of their relitheir religious pracgious practices intrtices introduce storoduce stories extollies eies extolling extolling the benefithe benefits of obedts of obedience to Gience to God’s law (od’s law (Esth. 3:15Esth. 3:15; 4 Macc. ; 4 Macc. 4:23). A d4:23). A decree by Cecreddecree by decree by Caesar AugCaesar Augustus provustus provides the nides the narrative rarrative rationale fationale for Mary anor Mary and Joseph td Joseph to travel totto travel to travel to Bethlehto Bethlehem for theem for the birth of  birth of Jesus (LukJesus (Luke 2:1).e 2:1).e 2:1).

Although preexilic biblical literature rarely attributes decrees to human 
kings (Prov. 8:15; Isa. 10:1; Jon. 3:7), later texts refer to a number of decrees 
issued by imperial monarchs (Esth. 1:19-22; Dan. 2:5; 1 Macc. 1:57; Acts 17:7). 
Cyrus’ decree (Ezra 1:2-4; cf. 6:3–5) permits the Jewish exiles to return to their 
homeland and rebuild their temple. Several decrees calling for the annihilation of 
the Jewish people or the suppression of their religious practices introduce stories 
extolling the benefits of obedience to God’s law (Esth. 3:15; 4 Macc. 4:23). A 
decree by Caesar Augustus provides the narrative rationale for Mary and Joseph 
to travel to Bethlehem for the birth of Jesus (Luke 2:1).

�Several paSeveral passages porssages portray God atray God as one who s one who rules Israrules Israel or the el or the world by mworld by means of deeans oeans of decreesof decrees (Deut. 4: (Deut. 4:45; Job 2845; Job 28:26; Ps. 7:26; Ps. 78:5, 56; J8:5, 56; Jer. 19:5; er. 19:5; Rom. 1:32)Rom. 1:32). Paul and. Paul and his later his la his later intelater interpreters arpreters assert thatssert that the salva the salvation offertion offered throughed through Christ Je Christ Jesus is a fsus is a fulfillmentulfillmeffulfillmenfulfillment of the dt of the divine wisdivine wisdom decreedom decreed by God be by God before the cfore the creation ofreation of the world the world (Rom. 8:2 worldworld (Romworld (Rom. 8:29-30;. 8:29-30; 1 Cor. 2: 1 Cor. 2:7).7).7).

Several passages portray God as one who rules Israel or the world by means 
of decrees (Deut. 4:45; Job 28:26; Ps. 78:5, 56; Jer. 19:5; Rom. 1:32). Paul and his 
later interpreters assert that the salvation offered through Christ Jesus is a 
fulfillment of the divine wisdom decreed by God before the creation of the 
world (Rom. 8:29-30; 1 Cor. 2:7).

Frank D. WFrank D. Wulfulf

Frank D. Wulf

DECRETUM GDECRETUM GELASIANUMELASIANUMELASIANUM

DECRETUM GELASIANUM

A Latin doA Latin document datcument dating in itsing in its present f present form to theorm to the 6th centu 6th century ry C.E.C.E.; traditio; traditionally attrnally atnally attributedattributed to Pope G to Pope Gelasius (4elasius (492–496) bu92–496) but perhaps t perhaps reflectingreflecting the synod the synodical decisical decisions of 38iondecisdecisions decisions of 382 undof 382 under Pope Daer Pope Damasus. Of masus. Of particularparticular significa significance for thnce for the establise establishment of thmestablisestablishmestablishment of theent of the Christian Christian canon are canon are its lists its lists of canoni of canonical books cal books of both thof both the OT and Ne OTe OT and NT,OT and NT, the writi the writings of thengs of the church fa church fathers as athers as accepted byccepted by the early the early Church, “ Church, “apocryphala““apocrypha“apocryphal” biblical” biblical and patrl and patristic workistic works, and vars, and various booksious books rejected  rejected as hereticas heretical. In addal. Inal. In additioIn addition this comn this compilation ipilation includes prncludes pronouncemenonouncements concernts concerning the pring the primacy of Rimacy of Rimacy of Rome and tRome and the nature he nature of Christ of Christ and the Hoand the Holy Spirit.ly Spirit.

A Latin document dating in its present form to the 6th century C.E.; traditionally 
attributed to Pope Gelasius (492–496) but perhaps reflecting the synodical 
decisions of 382 under Pope Damasus. Of particular significance for the 
establishment of the Christian canon are its lists of canonical books of both the 
OT and NT, the writings of the church fathers as accepted by the early Church, 



“apocryphal” biblical and patristic works, and various books rejected as heretical. 
In addition this compilation includes pronouncements concerning the primacy of 
Rome and the nature of Christ and the Holy Spirit.

DEDANDEDAN (Heb.  (Heb. deïd�aœndeïd�aœn)))

DEDAN (Heb. deïd�aœn )

Name givenName given to the  to the al-{Ulaal-{Ula oasis in  oasis in northwest northwest Arabia, caArabia, ca. 300 km. . 300 km. (186 mi.) (186 mi.) NNW of MedNNWNNW of MedNNW of Medina, as coina, as confirmed bynfirmed by its prese its presence nce (Ddn)(Ddn) in the fu in the funerary insnerary inscription (cription (JS 138) ofJS((JS 138) o(JS 138) of f “Kabar}il“Kabar}il, son of , son of Mata{}ilMata{}il, king of , king of Dedan” fouDedan” found there bnd there by the Domiy the Dominican fathnicDomiDominican Dominican fathers Anfathers Antonin J. Jtonin J. Jaussen andaussen and Raphael S Raphael Savignac inavignac in 1909/1910 1909/1910. Listed a. Listed as a son ofs aas a son oas a son of Keturah f Keturah (Gen. 25:3(Gen. 25:3; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 1:32) and o:32) and of Raamah (f Raamah (Gen. 10:7)Gen. 10:7), Dedan is, Dedan is twice ass t twice assotwice associated witciated with Edom (Jeh Edom (Jer. 49:8; Er. 49:8; Ezek. 25:13zek. 25:13) and once) and once with the  with the north Arabnorth Arabian oasis iaArabArabian oaArabian oasis town osis town of Tema (Jef Tema (Jer. 25:23).r. 25:23). The peopl The people of Dedane of Dedan are calle are called merchantd merchantd merchants merchants (Ezek. 27:(Ezek. 27:15-20), an15-20), and the “card the “caravans of Davans of Dedanites” edanites” are said tare said to lodge “io lodge “in the foren tn the forestthe forest in Arabia in Arabia” (Isa. 21” (Isa. 21:13). Acco:13). According to rrding to records, thecords, the Babylonie Babylonian king Naan king Nabonidus (5bonNaNabonidus Nabonidus (555–539 (555–539 B.C.B.C.) visited ) visited Dedan and Dedan and defeated idefeated its unnamedts unnamed king. king. king.

Name given to the al-{Ula oasis in northwest Arabia, ca. 300 km. (186 mi.) 
NNW of Medina, as confirmed by its presence (Ddn) in the funerary inscription 
(JS 138) of “Kabar}il, son of Mata{}il, king of Dedan” found there by the 
Dominican fathers Antonin J. Jaussen and Raphael Savignac in 1909/1910. Listed 
as a son of Keturah (Gen. 25:3; 1 Chr. 1:32) and of Raamah (Gen. 10:7), Dedan is 
twice associated with Edom (Jer. 49:8; Ezek. 25:13) and once with the north 
Arabian oasis town of Tema (Jer. 25:23). The people of Dedan are called 
merchants (Ezek. 27:15-20), and the “caravans of Dedanites” are said to lodge “in 
the forest in Arabia” (Isa. 21:13). According to records, the Babylonian king 
Nabonidus (555–539 B.C.) visited Dedan and defeated its unnamed king.

�By the 4thBy the 4th century D century Dedan had bedan had become the ecome the site of a site of a large tradlarge trading colonying colony of Minaea of Mi of Minaean meMinaean merchants frrchants from South Aom South Arabia, as rabia, as attested battested by the Minay the Minaean inscriean inscriptions andptions andptions and graffiand graffiti at ti at al-{Ulaal-{Ula and the o and the occurrence ccurrence of the namof the name Dedan e Dedan (DDN)(DDN) in the hi in the hierodule inerodhihierodule hierodule inscriptioinscriptions from thns from the e Rs�fRs�f temple at temple at Qarnaw (a Qarnaw (ancient ncient Ma{inMa{in) in Yemen) in Yemen) in Yemen. LatYemen. Later still ier still it became ct became capital of apital of the Lihyanthe Lihyanite kingdoite kingdom, some 13m, some 13 kings of  kings of which are whiwhich are which are attested eattested epigraphicapigraphically. By thlly. By the late 1ste late 1st century  century B.C.B.C. Dedan see Dedan seems to havems to havems to have been have been eclipsed beclipsed by the neary the nearby Nabateaby Nabatean town of n town of Hegra Hegra (Meda}in(Meda}in Salih). Salih). Salih).

By the 4th century Dedan had become the site of a large trading colony of 
Minaean merchants from South Arabia, as attested by the Minaean inscriptions 
and graffiti at al-{Ula and the occurrence of the name Dedan (DDN) in the 
hierodule inscriptions from the Rs�f  temple at Qarnaw (ancient Ma{in) in 
Yemen. Later still it became capital of the Lihyanite kingdom, some 13 kings of 
which are attested epigraphically. By the late 1st century B.C. Dedan seems to 
have been eclipsed by the nearby Nabatean town of Hegra (Meda}in Salih).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. F. AlbrW. F. Albright, “Dedight, “Dedan,” in an,” in GeschichteGeschichte und AT. F und AT. Festschriftestschrift Albrecht  Albre Albrecht AAlbrecht Alt.lt. Beiträge  Beiträge zur historzur historischen Theischen Theologie 16 ologie 16 (Tübingen,(Tübingen, 1953), 1– 1953), 1–12.12.12.

Bibliography. W. F. Albright, “Dedan,” in Geschichte und AT. Festschrift 
Albrecht Alt. Beiträge zur historischen Theologie 16 (Tübingen, 1953), 1–12.
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DEDICATIONDEDICATION, FEAST OF, FEAST OF

DEDICATION, FEAST OF

A celebratA celebration in remion in remembrance oembrance of the restf the restoration oforation of the Jerus the Jerusalem templalem temple and the e and the e and the consecthe consecration of ration of its new alits new altar in 165tar in 165 or 164  or 164 B.C.E.B.C.E. under Jud under Judas Maccabeas Maccabeus (1 Maccus (1 Maus (1 Macc. 4:36Macc. 4:36-61). The -61). The Hebrew namHebrew name for the e for the festival ifestival is Hanukkahs Hanukkah  (h�a�nukka(h�a�nukka®),®), first att f first attefirst attested in thsted in the 1st-cente 1st-century-ury-C.E.C.E.  megillat tmegillat ta{anit.a{anit. The eight The eight-day obser-day observance begivance bvance begins on begins on the 25th othe 25th of Kislev (f Kislev (Nov.-Dec.)Nov.-Dec.); cf. John; cf. John 10:22, wh 10:22, which refersich refers to Jesus’ to Jesus’ being in  bein being in Jbeing in Jerusalem ierusalem in winter, n winter, during theduring the Feast of  Feast of DedicationDedication (Gk.  (Gk. enkaiínia,enkaiínia, “renewal, “rene “renewal, “renewal, restoratiorestoration”). The in”). The initial celnitial celebration iebration included thncluded the offeringe offering of sacrif of sacrifices, musiices, mices, music, andmusic, and the adorn the adornment of thment of the front ofe front of the templ the temple and the e and the chambers ochambers of the prief the priests (1 Macspriepriests (1priests (1 Macc. 4:5 Macc. 4:52-58). At 2-58). At this firstthis first celebrati celebration it was on it was decided thdecided that Hanukkaat Hanukkah should bh shoh should be should be observed aobserved annually (1nnually (1 Macc. 4:5 Macc. 4:59; 2 Macc.9; 2 Macc. 10:8). Th 10:8). The eight dae eight days of Hanuys of Hanukkah are lkHanuHanukkah aHanukkah are likely re likely based on tbased on the duratiohe duration of Solomn of Solomon’s dedicon’s dedication of tation of the first the first temple (1 Kemttemple (1 temple (1 Kgs. 8:66;Kgs. 8:66; 2 Chr. 7: 2 Chr. 7:9).9).9).

A celebration in remembrance of the restoration of the Jerusalem temple and 
the consecration of its new altar in 165 or 164 B.C.E. under Judas Maccabeus (1 
Macc. 4:36-61). The Hebrew name for the festival is Hanukkah (h�a�nukka®),  
first attested in the 1st-century-C.E. megillat ta{anit. The eight-day observance 
begins on the 25th of Kislev (Nov.-Dec.); cf. John 10:22, which refers to Jesus’ 
being in Jerusalem in winter, during the Feast of Dedication (Gk. enkaiínia, 
“renewal, restoration”). The initial celebration included the offering of sacrifices, 
music, and the adornment of the front of the temple and the chambers of the 
priests (1 Macc. 4:52-58). At this first celebration it was decided that Hanukkah 
should be observed annually (1 Macc. 4:59; 2 Macc. 10:8). The eight days of 
Hanukkah are likely based on the duration of Solomon’s dedication of the first 
temple (1 Kgs. 8:66; 2 Chr. 7:9).



�The accounThe accounts of the ts of the rededicatirededication in 1 anon in 1 and 2 Maccabd 2 Maccabees differees differ somewhat  somewhat in emphasein emin emphases. emphases. While the While the focus of 1focus of 1 Macc. 4:3 Macc. 4:36-59 is th6-59 is the consecrae consecration (tion (enkainismoenkainismoœs,œ(enkainismo(enkainism(enkainismoœs,oœs, v. 56) of v. 56) of the new a the new altar, 2 Maltar, 2 Maccabees emccabees emphasizes tphasizes the purifiche purification (ationpurificpurificatipurification (on (katharismokatharismoœs,œs, 1:18; 2:1 1:18; 2:19; 10:3, 59; 10:3, 5, 7) of th, 7) of the temple. e temple. 2 Macc. 102 Macc. 10:6-7 speak:6-7 1010:6-7 spe10:6-7 speaks of theaks of the celebrati celebration’s similon’s similarity to tarity to the Festivahe Festival of Boothl of Booths (includis (including its eigng its eng its eight-day eight-day duration, duration, the wavingthe waving of branch of branches); the aes); the associationssociation between t between the two feshe two festivals is tivfesfestivals festivals is also mais also made in 1:18de in 1:18...

The accounts of the rededication in 1 and 2 Maccabees differ somewhat in 
emphases. While the focus of 1 Macc. 4:36-59 is the consecration 
(enkainismoœs, v. 56) of the new altar, 2 Maccabees emphasizes the 
purification (katharismoœs, 1:18; 2:19; 10:3, 5, 7) of the temple. 2 Macc. 
10:6-7 speaks of the celebration’s similarity to the Festival of Booths (including its 
eight-day duration, the waving of branches); the association between the two 
festivals is also made in 1:18.

�From earlyFrom early on Hanukk on Hanukkah was assah was associated wiociated with light ath light and fire. Jnd fire. Josephus (osephus (Ant.Ant. 12.7.7 §3 12.7 12.7.7 §3212.7.7 §325) relates5) relates that Hanu that Hanukkah itselkkah itself was knowf was known as “Lighn as “Lights” (Gk. ts” (Gk. phoœtaéphoœtaé) and expl) an) and explaiand explains that thns that the name came name came from “the from “the fact thae fact that the right the right to worsht to worship appeareip appeared to us atdappeareappeared tappeared to us at a o us at a time when time when we hardly we hardly dared hopedared hope for it.”  for it.” 2 Macc. 1:2 Macc. 1:18 associa18 associates Hanukkteassociaassociatesassociates Hanukkah  Hanukkah with “the with “the festival ofestival of the firef the fire,” recalli,” recalling a legenng a legend about fid about fire from thre fromre from the afrom the altar of thltar of the First Tee First Temple eventmple eventuating in uating in the altar the altar fire in thfire in the time of e time of Nehemiah (NehemNehemiah (Nehemiah (2 Macc. 1:2 Macc. 1:19-36). A 19-36). A talmudic ttalmudic tradition tradition tells of a ells of a small amousmall amount of oil,nt of oil, found by  fou found by tfound by the Maccabehe Maccabees upon thes upon their recoveeir recovery of the ry of the temple, whtemple, which miracuich miraculously burlously burlously burned forburned for eight day eight days. 1 Macc.s. 1 Macc. 4:50; 2 M 4:50; 2 Macc. 10:3 acc. 10:3 describe hdescribe how the resow the restoration otoration of the tempf tf the templethe temple included  included the candelthe candelabrum and abrum and the lightithe lighting of lampng of lamps, but thes, but the reason fo reason for the emphr tr the emphasthe emphasis on lighis on light seems tot seems to have beco have become obscureme obscure at an ear at an early time.ly time.ly time.

From early on Hanukkah was associated with light and fire. Josephus (Ant. 
12.7.7 §325) relates that Hanukkah itself was known as “Lights” (Gk. phoœtaé) 
and explains that the name came from “the fact that the right to worship 
appeared to us at a time when we hardly dared hope for it.” 2 Macc. 1:18 
associates Hanukkah with “the festival of the fire,” recalling a legend about fire 
from the altar of the First Temple eventuating in the altar fire in the time of 
Nehemiah (2 Macc. 1:19-36). A talmudic tradition tells of a small amount of oil, 
found by the Maccabees upon their recovery of the temple, which miraculously 
burned for eight days. 1 Macc. 4:50; 2 Macc. 10:3 describe how the restoration of 
the temple included the candelabrum and the lighting of lamps, but the reason for 
the emphasis on light seems to have become obscure at an early time.
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DEEPDEEPDEEP

DEEP

The chaotiThe chaotic and terrc and terrifying cosifying cosmic watersmic waters out of wh out of which the woich the world originrld originated (Heb.ated (Heb.  teïho®m;tteïho®m;teïho®m; Gk.  Gk. aébyssosaébyssos).).).

The chaotic and terrifying cosmic waters out of which the world originated (Heb. 
teïho®m; Gk. aébyssos).

�In the BabIn the Babylonian crylonian creation epieation epic, Enuma Ec, Enuma Elish, the lish, the monstrous monstrous goddess Tigoddess Tiamat, whosamat, TiTiamat, whTiamat, whose name iose name is etymologs etymologically relically related to Heated to Heb. b. teïho®m,teïho®m, is slain  is slain by the godby the goby the god Mardukgod Marduk in a cosm in a cosmic battle.ic battle. After he  After he defeats Tidefeats Tiamat, Mardamat, Marduk cuts heuk cuts her body intr body into two partointinto two pinto two parts; one arts; one becomes thbecomes the earth, ae earth, and the othnd the other becomeser becomes the heave the heavens. Mardukns. Mardns. Marduk thuMarduk thus creates s creates the world the world and establand establishes ordeishes order out of cr out of chaos.haos.haos.

In the Babylonian creation epic, Enuma Elish, the monstrous goddess 
Tiamat, whose name is etymologically related to Heb. teïho®m, is slain by the 
god Marduk in a cosmic battle. After he defeats Tiamat, Marduk cuts her body 
into two parts; one becomes the earth, and the other becomes the heavens. 
Marduk thus creates the world and establishes order out of chaos.

�Even thougEven though there arh there are echoes oe echoes of this Babf this Babylonian epylonian epic in Geneic in Genesis, God tsis, God there creathere chere creates orcreates order out ofder out of chaos by  chaos by “separatin“separating the wateg the waters from thrs from the waters” e waters” and “makinand “makinand “making a “making a firmament”firmament” and separ and separating the ating the waters undwaters under the firer the firmament fromament from those abm those am those above it (above it (Gen. 1:6-7Gen. 1:6-7). He does). He does not tame  not tame a giant dra giant dragon. God agon. God divides andivides and containsd contains the water t the watersthe waters with his  with his breath (Psbreath (Ps. 33:6-7),. 33:6-7), and he us and he uses “the foes “the fountains ofuntains of the great the great deep” to  dee deep” to wdeep” to wash away tash away the violenche violence and corre and corruption of uption of the world the world (Gen. 7:11(Gen. 7:11; cf. 8:2); cf. 8:2). These wa. T. These wateThese waters are alsrs are also the insto the instruments ofruments of God’s pow God’s power and proer and providence invidence in leading t leading the Israelihtthe Israelthe Israelites out oites out of Egypt (Ef Egypt (Exod. 15:5-xod. 15:5-8).8).8).

Even though there are echoes of this Babylonian epic in Genesis, God there 
creates order out of chaos by “separating the waters from the waters” and 
“making a firmament” and separating the waters under the firmament from those 
above it (Gen. 1:6-7). He does not tame a giant dragon. God divides and contains 
the waters with his breath (Ps. 33:6-7), and he uses “the fountains of the great 
deep” to wash away the violence and corruption of the world (Gen. 7:11; cf. 8:2). 
These waters are also the instruments of God’s power and providence in leading 
the Israelites out of Egypt (Exod. 15:5-8).

�The deep aThe deep also referslso refers to the un to the underworld (derworld (Jon. 2:3, Jon. 2:3, 5-6[MT 4, 5-6[MT 4, 6–7]) and 6–7]) and the realm the reathe realm of trealm of the dead (Jhe dead (Job 38:16; ob 38:16; Rom. 10:7)Rom. 10:7), and it o, and it occasionallccasionally refers ty refers to the primo the primeval battlevalprimprimeval bprimeval battle betwattle between God aneen God and the monsd the monsters of chters of chaos: Rahabaos: Rahab, Leviatha, Leviathan, Tannin n, Tannin n, Tannin (cfTannin (cf. Isa. 51:. Isa. 51:9-10).9-10).9-10).

The deep also refers to the underworld (Jon. 2:3, 5-6[MT 4, 6–7]) and the 
realm of the dead (Job 38:16; Rom. 10:7), and it occasionally refers to the 
primeval battle between God and the monsters of chaos: Rahab, Leviathan, 
Tannin (cf. Isa. 51:9-10).
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DEERDEERDEER

DEER

Three HebrThree Hebrew words aew words are commonlre commonly identifiy identified as deered as deer: : }ayyaœl, y}ayyaœl, yah�mu®r,ah�mu®r, and  an and and {oœp�er.{oœp�er. All three All three of these  of these animals weanimals were suitablre suitable to eat; e to eat; }ayyaœl}ayyaœl and  and yah�mu®ryah�yah�mu®ryah�mu®r were spec were specifically difically designated esignated as a cleanas a clean food (Deu food (Deut. 12:15; t. 12:15; 14:5; 15:214:5; 15:22).2)15:215:22).15:22).15:22).

Three Hebrew words are commonly identified as deer: }ayyaœl, yah�mu®r,  
and {oœp�er.  All three of these animals were suitable to eat; }ayyaœl and 
yah�mu®r  were specifically designated as a clean food (Deut. 12:15; 14:5; 
15:22).

�HistoricalHistorically four sply four species of decies of deer have ieer have inhabited Pnhabited Palestine —alestine — the red d the red deer (eer (Cervus elaCer((Cervus el(Cervus elaphusaphus), two var), two varieties of ieties of fallow deefallow deer (r (CervusCervus [ [DamaDama] ] damadama and  and D. MesopotD. MesopotamicaaMesopotMesopotamiMesopotamicaca), and the), and the roe deer  roe deer ((Capreolus Capreolus capreoluscapreolus). While t). While the rather he rather large red large red deer (heigddeer (heigdeer (height 1.37 m.ht 1.37 m. [54 in.]) [54 in.]) was the p was the predominantredominant species i species in Palestinn Palestine during pe during prehistoricrehpprehistoriprehistoric periods,c periods, archaeolo archaeological evidgical evidence suggeence suggests their sts their populationpopulation later dec later declined and linedecdeclined adeclined and eventuand eventually disapplly disappeared due eared due to climatito climatic changes c changes and deforeand deforestation; hstation; however, boowhhowever, bhowever, bones were ones were discovereddiscovered at Hesban at Hesban from leve from levels as latels as late as Iron I as Iron II or even I or even the Ayyubiththe Ayyubithe Ayyubid/Mamluk pd/Mamluk periods. Roeriods. Roe deer aree deer are small, de small, delicate, anlicate, and shy animd shy animals (heighals (height 76 cm. [t (heigh(height 76(height 76 cm. [30 i cm. [30 in.]) that n.]) that congregatecongregate only in s only in small herdsmall herds and are s and are seldom seeneldom seen. Although. Al. Although tAlthough they were uhey were undoubtedlyndoubtedly present i present in Palestinn Palestine throughoe throughout the bibut the biblical perilical periods, they operiperiods, tperiods, they have shey have seldom turneldom turned up in aed up in archaeologirchaeological remaincal remains, suggests, suggesting they wing they were seldomewwere seldowere seldom seen or m seen or hunted andhunted and are proba are probably not rebly not referred to ferred to in the Bibin the Bible. The slle. The slightly larigslslightly lslightly larger fallarger fallow deer (how deer (height 102 eight 102 cm. [40 incm. [40 in.]) were m.]) were more conspiore conspicuous sinccuous since they trae the they travethey traveled in failed in fairly large rly large herds. Theherds. Their bones tir bones turn up morurn up more frequente frequently than anly than any other dey oty other deerother deer species a species at sites sut sites such as Hesbch as Hesban and Telan and Tel Dan, sugg Dan, suggesting theesting they were wely were well known byl welwell knownwell known by ancien by ancient peoples.t peoples. It is, th It is, therefore, lerefore, likely thatikely that the deer  the deer the ancienthe ancient Israelitt Israt IsraelitesIsraelites were most were most familiar  familiar with was twith was the fallow he fallow deer, whicdeer, which thus shoh thus should be ideuld be identified wintifideidentifiedidentified with the  with the Heb. Heb. }ayyaœl}ayyaœl (Deut. 12 (Deut. 12:22; 1 Kgs:22; 1 Kgs. 4:23[MT . 4:23[MT 5:3]; Ps. 5:3]; Ps. 42:1[2]; C42:1[2]; C42:1[2]; Cant. 2:9,Cant. 2:9, 17; Isa.  17; Isa. 35:6).35:6).35:6).

Historically four species of deer have inhabited Palestine — the red deer 
(Cervus elaphus), two varieties of fallow deer (Cervus [Dama] dama and D. 
Mesopotamica), and the roe deer (Capreolus capreolus). While the rather large red 
deer (height 1.37 m. [54 in.]) was the predominant species in Palestine during 
prehistoric periods, archaeological evidence suggests their population later 
declined and eventually disappeared due to climatic changes and deforestation; 
however, bones were discovered at Hesban from levels as late as Iron II or even 
the Ayyubid/Mamluk periods. Roe deer are small, delicate, and shy animals 
(height 76 cm. [30 in.]) that congregate only in small herds and are seldom seen. 
Although they were undoubtedly present in Palestine throughout the biblical 
periods, they have seldom turned up in archaeological remains, suggesting they 
were seldom seen or hunted and are probably not referred to in the Bible. The 
slightly larger fallow deer (height 102 cm. [40 in.]) were more conspicuous since 
they traveled in fairly large herds. Their bones turn up more frequently than any 
other deer species at sites such as Hesban and Tel Dan, suggesting they were 
well known by ancient peoples. It is, therefore, likely that the deer the ancient 
Israelites were most familiar with was the fallow deer, which thus should be 
identified with the Heb. }ayyaœl (Deut. 12:22; 1 Kgs. 4:23[MT 5:3]; Ps. 42:1[2]; 
Cant. 2:9, 17; Isa. 35:6).

�Heb. Heb. yah�mu®ryah�mu®r (1 Kgs. 4 (1 Kgs. 4:23[5:3]; :23[5:3]; Deut. 14:5Deut. 14:5) carries ) carries the connotthe connotation of “ation of “red,” and r““red,” and“red,” and has been, has been, like  like {ayyaœl,{ayyaœl, associate associated with thed with the fallow de fallow deer which her which has a pale as a paleas a pale rustypale rusty color. Ho color. However, sinwever, since 1 Kgs. ce 1 Kgs. 4:23(5:3) 4:23(5:3) distinguisdistinguishes betweehes between the two n the two terms theyteterms theyterms they should pr should probably notobably not be identi be identified with fied with the same sthe same species. Anpecies. Another possother possibility isibposspossibilitpossibility is the ry is the red deer, wed deer, which is nohich is not only redt only red in color, in color, but possi but possibly still bly still lived in tlived in tlived in the area dthe area during the uring the Iron Age aIron Age and Arabic nd Arabic periods. Aperiods. A third sug third suggestion isgestion is the bubal the bubal or red ha or or red haror red hartebeest (tebeest (AlcelaphusAlcelaphus buselaphu buselaphus;s; cf. LXX G cf. LXX Gk. k. bubalosbubalos for  for yah�mu®ryah�mu®r). Accordi). Ac). According According to the 19tto the 19th-century h-century naturalistnaturalist H. B. Tri H. B. Tristram, Arastram, Arabs claimedbs claimed to have h to have hunted thisunhhunted thihunted this beast nes beast near springsar springs east of t east of the Dead Sehe Dead Sea; althouga; although there ish there is no other  no other evidence tevidevidence tevidence that these hat these animals evanimals ever lived aer lived as far norts far north as Palesh as Palestine, theytine, they apparentl apparently lived iny livey lived in Elived in Egypt duringypt during Dynasticg Dynastic times. times. times.

Heb. yah�mu®r  (1 Kgs. 4:23[5:3]; Deut. 14:5) carries the connotation of 
“red,” and has been, like {ayyaœl, associated with the fallow deer which has a 
pale rusty color. However, since 1 Kgs. 4:23(5:3) distinguishes between the two 
terms they should probably not be identified with the same species. Another 
possibility is the red deer, which is not only red in color, but possibly still lived in 
the area during the Iron Age and Arabic periods. A third suggestion is the bubal 
or red hartebeest (Alcelaphus buselaphus; cf. LXX Gk. bubalos for yah�mu®r ). 
According to the 19th-century naturalist H. B. Tristram, Arabs claimed to have 
hunted this beast near springs east of the Dead Sea; although there is no other 
evidence that these animals ever lived as far north as Palestine, they apparently 
lived in Egypt during Dynastic times.

�Heb. Heb. {oœp�er{oœp�er (Cant. 4: (Cant. 4:5; 7:3[4])5; 7:3[4]) carries t carries the connotahe connotation of “ytion of “young” and oung” and should proshoshould proshould probably be ibably be identified dentified with any ywith any young deer oung deer or deerlikor deerlike animal (e animal (such as gasuch as gazelle) andzegagazelle) agazelle) and not eqund not equated with ated with a particula particular speciesar species...

Heb. {oœp�er  (Cant. 4:5; 7:3[4]) carries the connotation of “young” and 
should probably be identified with any young deer or deerlike animal (such as 
gazelle) and not equated with a particular species.
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DELAIAHDELAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. deïlaœya®,deïlaœya®, deïlaœyaœ deïlaœyaœhu®hu®)))

DELAIAH (Heb. deïlaœya®, deïlaœyaœhu®)

�1.1. One of th One of the sons of e sons of Elioenai, Elioenai, a descendaa descendant of Davint of David through d through ZerubbabelZerubbabel (1 Chr. 3 (1  (1 Chr. 3:(1 Chr. 3:24).24).24).

1. One of the sons of Elioenai, a descendant of David through Zerubbabel 
(1 Chr. 3:24).

�2.2. A descend A descendant of Aarant of Aaron; head oon; head of the twenf the twenty-third pty-third priestly diriestly division durvision during the daing thing the days othe days of David (1f David (1 Chr. 24:1 Chr. 24:18).8).8).

2. A descendant of Aaron; head of the twenty-third priestly division during 
the days of David (1 Chr. 24:18).

�3.3. The ances The ancestor of a gtor of a group of exroup of exiles who wiles who were unableere unable to prove  to prove their Jewitheir Jewish descentsh dsh descent andescent and thus secd thus secure their ure their Jewish herJewish heritage (Ezritage (Ezra 2:60 = Na 2:60 = Neh. 7:62).eh. 7:62).

3. The ancestor of a group of exiles who were unable to prove their Jewish 
descent and thus secure their Jewish heritage (Ezra 2:60 = Neh. 7:62).

�4.4. The son o The son of Mehetabef Mehetabel and fathl and father of Shemer of Shemaiah (Neh.aiah (Neh. 6:10). 6:10). 6:10).

4. The son of Mehetabel and father of Shemaiah (Neh. 6:10).

�5.5. The son o The son of Shemaiahf Shemaiah (Jer. 36: (Jer. 36:12); one o12); one of three prf three princes who inces who unsuccessfunsuccessfully urgedully uully urged Kingurged King Jehoiakim Jehoiakim not to bu not to burn Jeremiarn Jeremiah’s propheh’s prophetic scrolltic scroll (v. 25). (v. 25).

5. The son of Shemaiah (Jer. 36:12); one of three princes who unsuccessfully 
urged King Jehoiakim not to burn Jeremiah’s prophetic scroll (v. 25).

DELILAHDELILAH (Heb.  (Heb. deïliîla®deïliîla®)))

DELILAH (Heb. deïliîla®)

The woman The woman who defeatwho defeats Samson. s Samson. The meaninThe meaning of her ng of her name is uncame is uncertain; prertain; proposals inoposalsprproposals proposals include “dinclude “devotee,” “evotee,” “coquette,”coquette,” “falling  “falling curl,” andcurl,” and “small.”  “small.” Given the Given the associatioassoassociatioassociation of the nn of the name Samsoname Samson with Heb. with Heb.  sûemesûsûemesû (“sun”),  (“sun”), it seems tit seems to involve o involve a wordplayaa wordplaya wordplay with  with layla®layla® (“night”) (“night”). The stor. The story does noty does not specify D specify Delilah’s eelilah’s ethnic identhnic identhnic identity; identity; she is mosshe is most likely Pt likely Philistine,hilistine, like Sams like Samson’s otheron’s other paramours paramours...

The woman who defeats Samson. The meaning of her name is uncertain; 
proposals include “devotee,” “coquette,” “falling curl,” and “small.” Given the 
association of the name Samson with Heb. sûemesû (“sun”), it seems to involve 
a wordplay with layla® (“night”). The story does not specify Delilah’s ethnic 
identity; she is most likely Philistine, like Samson’s other paramours.

�The SamsonThe Samson stories p stories pivot upon ivot upon Samson’s dSamson’s dangerous langerous liaisons wiiaisons with three wth three women. Samsomewwomen. Samwomen. Samson’s loveson’s love for Delil for Delilah (Judg. ah (Judg. 16:2-22) i16:2-22) is the thirs the third and mostd and most lethal of lethal of these. Of the these. Offthese. Offered a larered a large bribe bge bribe by Philistiy Philistine lords, ne lords, Delilah agDelilah agrees to direes to discover thescover the secret of secre secret of secret of Samson’s sSamson’s strength. Ttrength. Three timeshree times she asks  she asks Samson howSamson how he may be he may be overpower overpow overpowereoverpowered; and is d; and is teased witteased with a false h a false answer. Thanswer. The fourth te fourth time Samsonime Samson divulges  divulges his secrethhis secrethis secret: his stre: his strength lies ngth lies in his unsin his unshorn hair.horn hair. While Sam While Samson sleepsson sleeps, Delilah , Delilah shaves hisshavesshaves hisshaves his head, bin head, binds him, ands him, and hands hid hands him over to m over to his enemiehis enemies.s.s.

The Samson stories pivot upon Samson’s dangerous liaisons with three 
women. Samson’s love for Delilah (Judg. 16:2-22) is the third and most lethal of 
these. Offered a large bribe by Philistine lords, Delilah agrees to discover the 
secret of Samson’s strength. Three times she asks Samson how he may be 
overpowered; and is teased with a false answer. The fourth time Samson divulges 
his secret: his strength lies in his unshorn hair. While Samson sleeps, Delilah 
shaves his head, binds him, and hands him over to his enemies.

�Delilah ilDelilah illustrates lustrates a common ba common biblical aniblical and folklorid folkloric motif: tc motif: the “stranghe “strange” woman we” woman e” woman who woman who ensnares mensnares men. Traditen. Traditional inteional interpretationrpretation portrays  portrays Delilah asDelilah as the quint the quint the quintessenquintessential deceptial deceptive seductive seductress. In tress. In contrast, contrast, recent femrecent feminist inteinist interpretationrpretations suggest s sugs suggest thsuggest that Delilahat Delilah, like the, like the Timnite w Timnite woman who boman who betrays Sametrays Samson to savson to save her lifee her life (Judg. 14 ( (Judg. 14:(Judg. 14:1-20), is 1-20), is a woman wha woman who does whao does what she mustt she must in order  in order to surviveto survive. Others n. Others note that fonnote that note that from a Phifrom a Philistine pelistine perspective rspective Delilah isDelilah is like Jael like Jael, a heroin, a heroine celebrate celebrated for seded for ed for seducifor seducing and theng and then killing n killing Israel’s eIsrael’s enemy, Sisenemy, Sisera (Judg. ra (Judg. 4:17-22; 54:17-22; 5:24-27).:24-27).:24-27).

Delilah illustrates a common biblical and folkloric motif: the “strange” 
woman who ensnares men. Traditional interpretation portrays Delilah as the 
quintessential deceptive seductress. In contrast, recent feminist interpretations 
suggest that Delilah, like the Timnite woman who betrays Samson to save her life 
(Judg. 14:1-20), is a woman who does what she must in order to survive. Others 
note that from a Philistine perspective Delilah is like Jael, a heroine celebrated 
for seducing and then killing Israel’s enemy, Sisera (Judg. 4:17-22; 5:24-27).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. L. CrenJ. L. Crenshaw, shaw, SamsonSamson (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1978); J. 1978); J. C. Exum,  C. Exum, “Aspects o“Aspects o“Aspects of Symmetrof Symmetry and Balay and Balance in thence in the Samson Cy Samson Cycle,” cle,” JSOTJSOT 19 (1981) 19 (1981): 3–29; D.: 3–29; D. N. Fewell N. Fewe N. Fewell, “JFewell, “Judges,” inudges,” in  The Women’The Women’s Bible Cos Bible Commentary,mmentary, ed. C. A. ed. C. A. Newsom an Newsom and S. H. Rid S. H. Rind S. H. Ringe (LouRinge (Louisville, 1isville, 1992), 67–7992), 67–77.7.7.

Bibliography. J. L. Crenshaw, Samson (Atlanta, 1978); J. C. Exum, “Aspects 
of Symmetry and Balance in the Samson Cycle,” JSOT 19 (1981): 3–29; D. N. 
Fewell, “Judges,” in The Women’s Bible Commentary, ed. C. A. Newsom and S. H. 
Ringe (Louisville, 1992), 67–77.
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�SeeSee  FLOOD.FLOOD.

See FLOOD.

DEMASDEMAS (Gk.  (Gk. DeämaésDeämaés)))

DEMAS (Gk. Deämaés)

A gentile A gentile coworker wcoworker who shared ho shared Paul’s firPaul’s first imprisost imprisonment and nment and sent greetsent greetings to Phings to Philemon’s ciPhPhilemon’sPhilemon’s community community (Phlm. 24 (Phlm. 24) and the ) and the ColossiansColossians (Col. 4:1 (Col. 4:14). He app4). He apparently fearently fell “in lovlfefell “in lfell “in love with tove with this presenhis present world,” t world,” deserted Pdeserted Paul, and waul, and went to Theent to Thessalonica ssalonica (2 Tim. 4:(2 T(2 Tim. 4:10)Tim. 4:10), causing , causing a rift in a rift in Paul’s comPaul’s communities. munities. Some scholSome scholars identiars identify Demas (fy Demas (a shortenea sha shortened shortened form of Deform of Demetrius, Dmetrius, Democritus,emocritus, or Demost or Demosthenes) withenes) with the Demeh the Demetrius of 3trius DemeDemetrius Demetrius of 3 John of 3 John 12. The ap12. The apocryphal Aocryphal Acts of Paucts of Paul (3:1, 4,l (3:1, 4, 12–14) me 12–14) mentions a Dntions a Demas who ueDDemas who Demas who urges thaturges that Paul be a Paul be arrested forrested for preachinr preaching the gospg the gospel and whoel and who teaches t teaches  teaches thteaches that the resat the resurrection urrection has alreadhas already occurredy occurred (a proble (a problem noted inm noted in canonical canonical Thessalon T ThessaloniThessalonians).ans).ans).

A gentile coworker who shared Paul’s first imprisonment and sent greetings to 
Philemon’s community (Phlm. 24) and the Colossians (Col. 4:14). He apparently 
fell “in love with this present world,” deserted Paul, and went to Thessalonica (2 
Tim. 4:10), causing a rift in Paul’s communities. Some scholars identify Demas (a 
shortened form of Demetrius, Democritus, or Demosthenes) with the 
Demetrius of 3 John 12. The apocryphal Acts of Paul (3:1, 4, 12–14) mentions a 
Demas who urges that Paul be arrested for preaching the gospel and who 
teaches that the resurrection has already occurred (a problem noted in canonical 
Thessalonians).
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DEMETRIUSDEMETRIUS (Gk.  (Gk. DeämeäítriDeämeäítriosos)))

DEMETRIUS (Gk. Deämeäítrios)

�1.1. Demetrius Demetrius Poliorcet Poliorcetes (338–28es (338–283 3 B.C.E.B.C.E.), king of), king of Macedonia Macedonia and son o and son of Antigonuf Antif Antigonus Antigonus I. He twicI. He twice attemptee attempted to restod to restore Alexandre Alexander’s empirer’s empire to a sine to a single ruler.gle ruler. In 307 he In In 307 he In 307 he began to fbegan to free Greeceree Greece from Cass from Cassander’s coander’s control by sntrol by seizing Atheizing Athens. The nens. The nens. The next year next year he took Cyhe took Cyprus and sprus and seaports ofeaports of Asia and  Asia and defeated Pdefeated Ptolemy I itolemy I in a sea ban a sea battle, aftetbabattle, afbattle, after which ter which he and hishe and his father cl father claimed joinaimed joint kingshipt kingship over Alex over Alexander’s emander’s empire. Aftepireemempire. Afempire. After failinter failing to captug to capture Egypt are Egypt and Rhodes nd Rhodes in 305, hein 305, he returned  returned to controlto control Greece an G Greece andGreece and by 303 pl by 303 planned to tanned to take Asia. ake Asia. This attemThis attempt failed pt failed in 301 at in 301 at the battlethe battle of Ipsus, of of Ipsus, of Ipsus, where Antiwhere Antigonus was gonus was killed andkilled and Demetrius Demetrius defeated  defeated by an alliby an alliance of Caance of Cassander, LssCaCassander,Cassander, Lysimachu Lysimachus, Ptolemys, Ptolemy I, and Se I, and Seleucus I.leucus I.leucus I.

1. Demetrius Poliorcetes (338–283 B.C.E.), king of Macedonia and son of 
Antigonus I. He twice attempted to restore Alexander’s empire to a single ruler. 
In 307 he began to free Greece from Cassander’s control by seizing Athens. The 
next year he took Cyprus and seaports of Asia and defeated Ptolemy I in a sea 
battle, after which he and his father claimed joint kingship over Alexander’s 
empire. After failing to capture Egypt and Rhodes in 305, he returned to control 
Greece and by 303 planned to take Asia. This attempt failed in 301 at the battle 
of Ipsus, where Antigonus was killed and Demetrius defeated by an alliance of 
Cassander, Lysimachus, Ptolemy I, and Seleucus I.

�Left with Left with control ofcontrol of Cyprus an Cyprus and some citd some cities in Asiies in Asia Minor, Da Minor, Demetrius aemetrius allied withllied wllied with Seleuwith Seleucus I. Whecus I. When this alln this alliance felliance fell apart in  apart in 296 over t296 over the possesshe possession of Tyrion of Tyre and Sidoe ane and Sidon,and Sidon, Demetrius Demetrius set out t set out to retake Go retake Greece oncereece once again. By again. By 293 he ru 293 he ruled Macedoled Macedled Macedonia Macedonia and continand continued his doued his domination omination of Greece tf Greece through 289hrough 289. In 289 D. In 289 Demetrius aemetriuDDemetrius Demetrius again planagain planned to conned to conquer Asia,quer Asia, which res which resulted in aulted in a new allia new alliance of Lysnce of Lysimachus, PimLysLysimachusLysimachus, Ptolemy , Ptolemy I, and SelI, and Seleucus I ageucus I against him.ainst him. In 285 he In 285 he was force was forced to surred to surrender to Sendsurresurrender surrender to Seleucuto Seleucus I and dis I and died in capted in captivity in 2ivity in 283.83.83.

Left with control of Cyprus and some cities in Asia Minor, Demetrius allied 
with Seleucus I. When this alliance fell apart in 296 over the possession of Tyre 
and Sidon, Demetrius set out to retake Greece once again. By 293 he ruled 
Macedonia and continued his domination of Greece through 289. In 289 
Demetrius again planned to conquer Asia, which resulted in a new alliance of 
Lysimachus, Ptolemy I, and Seleucus I against him. In 285 he was forced to 
surrender to Seleucus I and died in captivity in 283.

�2.2. Demetrius Demetrius I Soter ( I Soter (162–150), 162–150), king of Syking of Syria and soria and son of Seleun of Seleucus IV. Hecus IV. He was raise was  was raisedwas raised as a host as a hostage in Romage in Rome. When the. When the Senate re Senate refused to efused to return himreturn him as king a as king a as king after the after the death of hdeath of his uncle Ais uncle Antiochus Intiochus IV, he escaV, he escaped and reped and returning toturning to Phoenicia Phoenicia had Antio ha had Antiochad Antiochus V killhus V killed and himed and himself proclself proclaimed kingaimed king. He thus . He thus set out toset out to reestabli reestablish his kinsh reestablireestablisreestablish his kingh his kingdom by setdom by settling in Atling in Antioch, frntioch, freeing the eeing the BabylonianBabylonian provinces provinces from Tima fro from Timarfrom Timarchus the Mchus the Milesian, ailesian, and supportnd supporting Orophring Orophrenes’ overenes’ overthrow of Athrow of Ariarathes riaratheAAriarathesAriarathes V in Capp V in Cappadocia.adocia.adocia.

2. Demetrius I Soter (162–150), king of Syria and son of Seleucus IV. He 
was raised as a hostage in Rome. When the Senate refused to return him as king 
after the death of his uncle Antiochus IV, he escaped and returning to Phoenicia 
had Antiochus V killed and himself proclaimed king. He thus set out to 
reestablish his kingdom by settling in Antioch, freeing the Babylonian provinces 
from Timarchus the Milesian, and supporting Orophrenes’ overthrow of 
Ariarathes V in Cappadocia.

�Seeking toSeeking to further s further solidify hiolidify his kingdom,s kingdom, he took m he took measures toeasures to stop the  stop the growing ingrowinggrowing ingrowing independencedependence movement  movement in Judah uin Judah under Judasnder Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 7-9; 2 Mac7-9; 2 M7-9; 2 Macc. 14-1Macc. 14-15). Demetr5). Demetrius appoinius appointed Alcimuted Alcimus as high s as high priest fropriest from a legitim a legitimate priesmate priestly familytlypriespriestly fpriestly family, thuamily, thus satisfyis satisfying many ofng many of the conce the concerns of therns of the Hasidim.  Hasidim. Nicanor waNicanor was also sens alss also sent also sent to establito establish civil psh civil peace. But eace. But when Nicanwhen Nicanor was ordor was ordered to arered to arrest Judasrest Judas, war agai, w, war again war again broke out broke out resulting resulting in Nicanorin Nicanor’s death. ’s death. Demetrius Demetrius retaliatedretaliated by sendin by sending Bacchideg Bg Bacchides Bacchides with a larwith a large force, ge force, who eventuwho eventually killeally killed Judas ind Judas in battle. battle. battle.

Seeking to further solidify his kingdom, he took measures to stop the 
growing independence movement in Judah under Judas Maccabeus (1 Macc. 7-9; 2 



Macc. 14-15). Demetrius appointed Alcimus as high priest from a legitimate 
priestly family, thus satisfying many of the concerns of the Hasidim. Nicanor was 
also sent to establish civil peace. But when Nicanor was ordered to arrest Judas, 
war again broke out resulting in Nicanor’s death. Demetrius retaliated by sending 
Bacchides with a large force, who eventually killed Judas in battle.

�Eumenes thEumenes then raised en raised up a countup a counter-claimaner-claimant to the tt to the throne, Alehrone, Alexander Balxander Balas. Demetras. Das. Demetrius Demetrius offered Jooffered Jonathan thenathan the Hasmonean Hasmonean military  military and civil and civil leadershipleadership, but Alex, but Alexander outbaAlexAlexander Alexander outbid himoutbid him by offeri by offering Jonathang Jonathan the highn the high priesthoo priesthood. By 153 d. By 153 Alexander Alexander formed a mfformed a mformed a major coaliajor coalition with tion with Attalus IIAttalus II, Ariarath, Ariarathes V, and es V, and Ptolemy PhPtolemy Philometor ailometor against Demgaaagainst Deagainst Demetrius. Dmetrius. Despite iniespite initial succetial successes, Demesses, Demetrius losttrius lost support o support of many of f many of his troopshishis troopshis troops and died  and died in battle in battle against Alagainst Alexander.exander.exander.

Eumenes then raised up a counter-claimant to the throne, Alexander Balas. 
Demetrius offered Jonathan the Hasmonean military and civil leadership, but 
Alexander outbid him by offering Jonathan the high priesthood. By 153 Alexander 
formed a major coalition with Attalus II, Ariarathes V, and Ptolemy Philometor 
against Demetrius. Despite initial successes, Demetrius lost support of many of 
his troops and died in battle against Alexander.

�3.3. Demetrius Demetrius II Nicato II Nicator, Seleucir, Seleucid king 145d king 145–140, 129––140, 129–125. The s125. The son of Demeon of Demetrius I, atrDemeDemetrius Demetrius I, at age I, at age 14 he was 14 he was sent in 14sent in 148–147 with8–147 with mercenari mercenaries from Cres from Crete to chaete to chete to challenge challenge Alexander Alexander Balas. WitBalas. With the supph the support of Ptoort of Ptolemy VI Phlemy VI Philometor hilometor he became ke becamee became kinbecame king in Antiog in Antioch in 145,ch in 145, and Alexa and Alexander was dnder was defeated anefeated and killed. d killed. The HasmonThe HasmoThe Hasmonean Hasmonean response tresponse to Demetriuo Demetrius II varies II varied accordind according to the pg to the political solitical situation (ituation (1 Macc. 101 ((1 Macc. 1(1 Macc. 10:67-13:300:67-13:30). Until h). Until his death Jis death Jonathan suonathan supported Alpported Alexander agexander against Demeainst Demeainst Demetrius Demetrius II. Once oII. Once on the thron the throne Demetrine Demetrius confirmus confirmed Jonathaed Jonathan’s past hn’s past honors by Aonors byonors by Alexandby Alexander, as weler, as well as reducl as reduced his tried his tribute and ebute and extended hixtended his territors territory into Samy into Samaria. As aariSamSamaria. ASamaria. As a results a result Jewish tr Jewish troops suppooops supported Demetrted Demetrius when rius when riots brokriots broke out agaie out agae out against hiagainst him in Antiom in Antioch.ch.ch.

3. Demetrius II Nicator, Seleucid king 145–140, 129–125. The son of 
Demetrius I, at age 14 he was sent in 148–147 with mercenaries from Crete to 
challenge Alexander Balas. With the support of Ptolemy VI Philometor he 
became king in Antioch in 145, and Alexander was defeated and killed. The 
Hasmonean response to Demetrius II varied according to the political situation 
(1 Macc. 10:67-13:30). Until his death Jonathan supported Alexander against 
Demetrius II. Once on the throne Demetrius confirmed Jonathan’s past honors 
by Alexander, as well as reduced his tribute and extended his territory into 
Samaria. As a result Jewish troops supported Demetrius when riots broke out 
against him in Antioch.

�When DiodoWhen Diodotus (Tryphtus (Trypho) placed o) placed Alexander’Alexander’s son Antis son Antiochus VI oochus VI on the thron the throne in Antinethrothrone in throne in Antioch, JAntioch, Jonathan swonathan switched hisitched his allegianc allegiance. During e. During the ensuinthe ensuing battle fg battle for power Jor por power Jonapower Jonathan extenthan extended the poded the political stlitical strength andrength and independe independence of Judnce of Judah. As a rah. As a result Tryperresult Tryresult Trypho capturpho captured Jonathaed Jonathan and laten and later killed hr killed him. But whim. But when Trypho en Trypho killed Antkilled Antiochus VI ioAntAntiochus Antiochus VI in 143–VI in 143–142 and de142 and declared himclared himself king,self king, Simon sup Simon supported Demported Demetrius in etrius inetrius in return in return for Judah’for Judah’s independs independence.ence.ence.

When Diodotus (Trypho) placed Alexander’s son Antiochus VI on the 
throne in Antioch, Jonathan switched his allegiance. During the ensuing battle for 
power Jonathan extended the political strength and independence of Judah. As a 
result Trypho captured Jonathan and later killed him. But when Trypho killed 
Antiochus VI in 143–142 and declared himself king, Simon supported Demetrius 
in return for Judah’s independence.

�In 140 DemIn 140 Demetrius fouetrius fought againsght against the Partt the Parthians and hians and was capturwas captured. He wased. He was freed in  freed freed in 1freed in 129 by Anti29 by Antiochus VII.ochus VII. When the  When the latter dielatter died in battld in battle, Demetrie, Demetrius regaineus regained the throd td the thronethe throne. After a . After a failed attfailed attempt to coempt to conquer Egypnquer Egypt and losit and losing Antiochng Antioch to a pret to a pretender, he enpretpretender,pretender, he was ki he was killed on bolled on board a shipard a ship at Tyre a at Tyre after beingfter being refused s refused safe entry afe entry in Ptolemain Pin Ptolemais.Ptolemais.

In 140 Demetrius fought against the Parthians and was captured. He was 
freed in 129 by Antiochus VII. When the latter died in battle, Demetrius regained 
the throne. After a failed attempt to conquer Egypt and losing Antioch to a 
pretender, he was killed on board a ship at Tyre after being refused safe entry in 
Ptolemais.

�4.4. Demetrius Demetrius III Eucer III Eucerus (95–88)us (95–88), son of A, son of Antiochus Vntiochus VIII GrypusIII Grypus. He procl. He proclaimed himsaimeproclproclaimedproclaimed himself k himself king in Daming in Damascus agaiascus against his brnst his brothers Antothers Antiochus XI iochus XI and Philipand Philip. Demetriu. D. Demetrius Demetrius came to thcame to the aid of te aid of the Jews whhe Jews when Alexanden Alexander Janneuser Janneus slaughter slaughtered 6000 peed 6000 ped 6000 people durpeople during a rioting a riot at the Fe at the Feast of Tabast of Tabernacles, ernacles, but later but later left when left when Jewish troJewish troops shifteops sops shifted thshifted their supporeir support to Alexat to Alexander (Josender (Josephus phus Ant.Ant. 13:13–14) 13:13–14). In 88 he. In 88 he attacked  attacked his brothehis bhis brother Phbrother Philip but wilip but was defeateas defeated and taked and taken prisonern prisoner to Parthi to Parthia, where ha, where he died.e died.e died.

4. Demetrius III Eucerus (95–88), son of Antiochus VIII Grypus. He 
proclaimed himself king in Damascus against his brothers Antiochus XI and Philip. 
Demetrius came to the aid of the Jews when Alexander Janneus slaughtered 6000 
people during a riot at the Feast of Tabernacles, but later left when Jewish troops 
shifted their support to Alexander (Josephus Ant. 13:13–14). In 88 he attacked his 
brother Philip but was defeated and taken prisoner to Parthia, where he died.

�5.5. Demetrius Demetrius of Phaler of Phalerum (345–28um (345–283), Peripa3), Peripatetic govetetic governor of Atrnor of Athens underhens under Cassander C Cassander Cassander until 307 until 307 when Demetwhen Demetrius Poliorius Poliorcetes (rcetes (1 1 above) attabove) attacked the acked the city. Demecity. Demcity. Demetrius Demetrius of Phaleruof Phalerum surrendem surrendered and wared and was given sas given safe passagefe passage to Egypt, to Egypt, where he  where he where he served he served as presideas president and libnt and librarian of rarian of the librarthe library in Alexay in Alexandria undendria under Ptolemy r Ptolemy I.I.I.

5. Demetrius of Phalerum (345–283), Peripatetic governor of Athens under 
Cassander until 307 when Demetrius Poliorcetes (1 above) attacked the city. 



Demetrius of Phalerum surrendered and was given safe passage to Egypt, where 
he served as president and librarian of the library in Alexandria under Ptolemy I.

�The LetterThe Letter of Ariste of Aristeas claims as claims that Demetthat Demetrius was rrius was responsibleesponsible for the t for the translationranslatittranslatiotranslation of the Hn of the Hebrew Scriebrew Scriptures intptures into Greek uno Greek under Ptolemder Ptolemy II Philay II Philadelphus, bdelphus, but there iutbbut there but there is no evidis no evidence that ence that Demetrius Demetrius held any pheld any position atosition at the libra the library under Pry under Ptolemy II.tolPPtolemy IIPtolemy II...

The Letter of Aristeas claims that Demetrius was responsible for the 
translation of the Hebrew Scriptures into Greek under Ptolemy II Philadelphus, 
but there is no evidence that Demetrius held any position at the library under 
Ptolemy II.

�6.6. Demetrius Demetrius, a silver, a silversmith in Esmith in Ephesus (Acphesus (Acts 19:23-4ts 19:23-41) who mad1) who made silver se silver shrines of hrinesshrines ofshrines of Artemis.  Artemis. His concerHis concern about thn about the loss of e loss of business abusiness and diminisnd diminished worshihed worship of the gpworshiworship ofworship of the godde the goddess resultiss resulting from Pang from Paul’s preacul’s preaching provohing provoked his feked his fellow artisllow artisans to rioansartisartisans tartisans to riot. Tho riot. The town clee town clerk reminderk reminded the crowd the crowd gatheredd gathered at the th at the theater thateater that Paul and  P Paul and hPaul and his followeis followers had donrs had done nothing e nothing illegal agillegal against the ainst the temple or temple or the cult athe cult and suggestnd sund suggested suggested that Demetthat Demetrius insterius instead bring cad bring civil chargivil charges in the es in the courts.courts.courts.

6. Demetrius, a silversmith in Ephesus (Acts 19:23-41) who made silver 
shrines of Artemis. His concern about the loss of business and diminished 
worship of the goddess resulting from Paul’s preaching provoked his fellow 
artisans to riot. The town clerk reminded the crowd gathered at the theater that 
Paul and his followers had done nothing illegal against the temple or the cult and 
suggested that Demetrius instead bring civil charges in the courts.

�7.7. A person  A person strongly cstrongly commended tommended to Gaius byo Gaius by the Elder the Elder in 3 John in 3 John 12. Since 12. Since the lette th the letterthe letter is meant  is meant as a referas a reference letteence letter in part,r in part, it is pos it is possible thatsible that Demetrius Demetrius is also t is also is also the calso the carrier of arrier of the letterthe letter...

7. A person strongly commended to Gaius by the Elder in 3 John 12. Since 
the letter is meant as a reference letter in part, it is possible that Demetrius is 
also the carrier of the letter.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. R. BevaE. R. Bevan, n, The House The House of Seleucuof Seleucus,s, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (1902, repr1902, repr. New York. New Y. New York, 1966York, 1966).).).

Bibliography. E. R. Bevan, The House of Seleucus, 2 vols. (1902, repr. New 
York, 1966).
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DEMONDEMONDEMON

DEMON

In classicIn classical Greek aal Greek a god or a  god or a small divismall divinity (Gk. nity (Gk. daiímoœndaiímoœn). In late). In later Greek thr Greek thought, demoughththought, dthought, demons wereemons were conceived conceived as interm as intermediary spiediary spiritual beiritual beings which ngs which might movemight movmight move eithemove either up or dor up or down (i.e., wn (i.e., they may bthey may be either ge either good or badood or bad). Because). Because of this i of this inconsistenncoiinconsisteinconsistent nature,nt nature, demons be demons became a concame a convenient exvenient explanation planation for bad thfor bad things that ings that happen in hhappen in happen in this worldthis world. Jewish a. Jewish and early Cnd early Christian whristian writers coariters coalesced lesced daimoœniondaimoœnion with Heb. daimoœniondaimoœniondaimoœnion with Heb. with Heb.  mal}aœk�;mal}aœk�; Gk.  Gk. aéngelosaéngelos (“messeng (“messenger spirit”er spirit”) and crea) and created a new tcreacreated a created a new divisinew division of goodon of good spirits ( spirits (angels) anangels) and evil spid evil spirits (demorits (demons). In thns). In the NT and ce NT e NT and conNT and contemporary temporary literatureliterature the term  the term daimoœéniodaimoœénionn becomes m becomes more than pore than pejorative,eppejorativepejorative, referrin, referring not onlyg not only to malevo to malevolent spirilent spirits but alsts but also and moreo and more precisely precisely to beings to b to beings whobeings who in their  in their true naturtrue nature are agene are agents of Satats of Satan and whosn and whose mission e mission is to oppois to oppose the worseoppooppose theoppose the work of G work of God and hisod and his people. people. people.

In classical Greek a god or a small divinity (Gk. daiímoœn). In later Greek 
thought, demons were conceived as intermediary spiritual beings which might 
move either up or down (i.e., they may be either good or bad). Because of this 
inconsistent nature, demons became a convenient explanation for bad things that 
happen in this world. Jewish and early Christian writers coalesced 
daimoœnion with Heb. mal}aœk�;  Gk. aéngelos (“messenger spirit”) and 
created a new division of good spirits (angels) and evil spirits (demons). In the 
NT and contemporary literature the term daimoœénion becomes more than 
pejorative, referring not only to malevolent spirits but also and more precisely to 
beings who in their true nature are agents of Satan and whose mission is to 
oppose the work of God and his people.

�Jewish traJewish tradition depdition depicts demonicts demons to be fas to be fallen angelllen angels who had s who had joined Satjoined Satan in his an in hian in his revolthis revolt against G against God (1 En. od (1 En. 16:1; 19:116:1; 19:1). Gen. 6:). Gen. 6:1-4 was in1-4 was interpreted terpreted as narratias narrating the falng thng the fall othe fall of angels wf angels who descendho descended on earted on earth to mate h to mate with womenwith women, whose ch, whose children becildren beildren became evibecame evil spirits l spirits on earth (on earth (1 En. 69:41 En. 69:4; Jub. 4:1; Jub. 4:15–22; 2 Ba5–22; 2 Bar. 56:12).r. 56:12). Philo of  Philo of AlexandriaAlexanAlexandriaAlexandria identifie identified the anged the angels of Gen.ls of Gen. 6:1-4 wit 6:1-4 with “demons”h “demons” ( (De gigantiDe gigantibusbus 6). In th 6). In t 6). In the OT, hothe OT, however, goowever, good and evild and evil spirits w spirits were thoughere thought to come t to come from Yahwefrom Yahweh. Thus, th. Thus,h. Thus, the Thus, the “lying spi“lying spirit” sent rit” sent to King Zeto King Zedekiah diddekiah did not act o not act on its own,n its own, but as di but as directed by rectedidirected bdirected by God (1 Ky God (1 Kgs. 22:21-gs. 22:21-23), as al23), as also the eviso the evil spirit tl spirit that tormenhat tormented Saul (ted Saul (1 Sam. 16:1 Sam1 Sam. 16:15Sam. 16:15-16). Sata-16). Satan himself n himself operates uoperates under divinnder divine authorite authority (Job 1:1y (Job 1:12). In the2). In the book of T boo book of Tobook of Tobit, whichbit, which contains  contains elaborate elaborate accounts oaccounts of demonic f demonic activitiesactivities, the evil, the evil demon Asm de demon Asmodemon Asmodaeus affldaeus afflicts the sicts the seven succeeven successive fianssive fiancés of Sarcés of Sarah (daughtah (daughter of Raguer of Raguel) with deRaguRaguel) wiRaguel) with death ath death at her weddt her wedding night,ing night, but he is but he is later exo later exorcised by rcised by the angel the angel Raphael (TRapRaphael (TRaphael (Tob. 8:2-3)ob. 8:2-3)...

Jewish tradition depicts demons to be fallen angels who had joined Satan in 
his revolt against God (1 En. 16:1; 19:1). Gen. 6:1-4 was interpreted as narrating 
the fall of angels who descended on earth to mate with women, whose children 
became evil spirits on earth (1 En. 69:4; Jub. 4:15–22; 2 Bar. 56:12). Philo of 
Alexandria identified the angels of Gen. 6:1-4 with “demons” (De gigantibus 6). In 
the OT, however, good and evil spirits were thought to come from Yahweh. 
Thus, the “lying spirit” sent to King Zedekiah did not act on its own, but as 
directed by God (1 Kgs. 22:21-23), as also the evil spirit that tormented Saul (1 
Sam. 16:15-16). Satan himself operates under divine authority (Job 1:12). In the 



book of Tobit, which contains elaborate accounts of demonic activities, the evil 
demon Asmodaeus afflicts the seven successive fiancés of Sarah (daughter of 
Raguel) with death at her wedding night, but he is later exorcised by the angel 
Raphael (Tob. 8:2-3).

�Demons feaDemons feature promiture prominently as nently as adversarieadversaries in the ms in the ministry ofinistry of Jesus, an Jesus, and as agentd as aged as agents of agents of Satan theySatan they must be o must be overcome ifvercome if Jesus’ mi Jesus’ ministry is nistry is to be succto be successful. Jeessful. Jesus himselsus hsus himself sphimself speaks of haeaks of having come ving come to plunderto plunder Satan’s g Satan’s goods (Lukeoods (Luke 11:21-22) 11:21-22); expulsio; expulsion of demonnexpulsioexpulsion expulsion of demons of demons from peoplfrom people is one me is one means by wheans by which Jesus ich Jesus does so indoes so in the Gospe the Gosp the Gospel accGospel accounts (Matounts (Matt. 12:27-2t. 12:27-28). Early 8). Early Judaism taJudaism taught that ught that when the Mwhen the Messiah comessiah comessiah comes, he comes, he will overtwill overthrow the khrow the kingdom of ingdom of Satan.Satan.Satan.

Demons feature prominently as adversaries in the ministry of Jesus, and as 
agents of Satan they must be overcome if Jesus’ ministry is to be successful. Jesus 
himself speaks of having come to plunder Satan’s goods (Luke 11:21-22); 
expulsion of demons from people is one means by which Jesus does so in the 
Gospel accounts (Matt. 12:27-28). Early Judaism taught that when the Messiah 
comes, he will overthrow the kingdom of Satan.

�According According to early Cto early Christian lhristian literature,iterature, demons do demons do not opera not operate in a vate in a vacuum. Theycuum. Tcuum. They “opprThey “oppress,” attaess,” attacking peopcking people from wile from without, or thout, or “possess,”“possess,” entering  entering an individan individual’s bodyuaindividindividualindividual’s body an’s body and attackind attacking it from g it from within. Thwithin. They cause dey cause diseases aniseases and sicknessd sicknesses of all es oes of all kinof all kind, althougd, although not all h not all sicknessessicknesses may be at may be attributed ttributed to them (Mao them (Mark 1:32; 2rk 1:32; 2:10-12). F:10-122:10-12). 2:10-12). For peopleFor people in antiqu in antiquity, certaity, certain kinds oin kinds of sicknessf sickness were caus were caused by demoed by demons even ifns demodemons evedemons even if the sn if the symptoms caymptoms can be explan be explained by moined by modern medicdern medicine. The pine. The presence ofresenceppresence opresence of a demon f a demon in a persoin a person might son might sometimes nometimes not be obviot be obvious to a thus to a third party ird partyird party unleparty unless confronss confronted by an ted by an exorcist (exorcist (Mark 1:21-Mark 1:21-28). Most 28). Most of the timof the time, howevere, however, a demoni,howeverhowever, ahowever, a demonic a demonic activity inctivity in a person’ a person’s life wous life would be obvild be obvious (Mark ous (Mark 5:1-19 par5:1-19 par.; 9:14–29.; parpar.; 9:14par.; 9:14–29 par.).–29 par.).

According to early Christian literature, demons do not operate in a vacuum. 
They “oppress,” attacking people from without, or “possess,” entering an 
individual’s body and attacking it from within. They cause diseases and sicknesses 
of all kind, although not all sicknesses may be attributed to them (Mark 1:32; 
2:10-12). For people in antiquity, certain kinds of sickness were caused by 
demons even if the symptoms can be explained by modern medicine. The 
presence of a demon in a person might sometimes not be obvious to a third 
party unless confronted by an exorcist (Mark 1:21-28). Most of the time, 
however, a demonic activity in a person’s life would be obvious (Mark 5:1-19 
par.; 9:14–29 par.).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. FergusoE. Ferguson, n, DemonologyDemonology of the Ea of the Early Christrly Christian Worldian World (New York (New Yor (New York, 1984York, 1984); E. Lang); E. Langston, ston, EssentialsEssentials of Demono of Demonologylogy (1949, re (1949, repr. New Yopr. New York, 1981);rk, 1981); W. Wink,  W W. Wink, W. Wink, Naming theNaming the Powers Powers (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1986phia, 1986).).).

Bibliography. E. Ferguson, Demonology of the Early Christian World (New 
York, 1984); E. Langston, Essentials of Demonology (1949, repr. New York, 1981); 
W. Wink, Naming the Powers (Philadelphia, 1986).
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DENARIUSDENARIUS (Gk.  (Gk. deänaériondeänaérion)))

DENARIUS (Gk. deänaérion)

A Roman siA Roman silver coin lver coin weighing cweighing ca. 3.64 gra. 3.64 grams, approams, approximately eximately equal to a qual to a Greek dracGreek dracGreek drachma. Adrachma. A laborer w laborer would work ould work all day foall day for a denarir a denarius in Paleus in Palestine duristine during the timng the time of Jesuse oe of Jesus (of Jesus (Matt. 20:2Matt. 20:2; cf. Tob.; cf. Tob. 5:15-16,  5:15-16, where the where the angel Raphangel Raphael agreesael agrees to work f to work for Tobias or Tor Tobias forTobias for a drachma a drachma a day plu a day plus expensess expenses and bonus and bonus). A hundr). A hundred denariied denarii were a si were a significant gsisignificansignificant but manat but manageable debgeable debt (Matt. 1t (Matt. 18:28). Two8:28). Two hundred d hundred denarii wouenarii would feed 50ld feed 5000 people 0505000 peopl5000 people for one e for one meal (Markmeal (Mark 6:37 par. 6:37 par. John 6:7) John 6:7), and a bo, and a bottle of pettle of perfume coulrfume could cost 300dcoulcould costcould cost 300 denar 300 denarii (Mark 1ii (Mark 14:5 = John4:5 = John 12:5). A  12:5). A quart of wquart of wheat, or theat, or three quarthree quarts of barles os of barley,of barley, might cos might cost a denarit a denarius in wartus in wartime (Rev. ime (Rev. 6:6). In J6:6). In Jesus’ paraesus’ parable the goble the good Samaritod Saod Samaritan Samaritan paid the ipaid the innkeeper tnnkeeper two denariiwo denarii to care f to care for the wouor the wounded travended traveler, expecler, expecting the mtexpecexpecting expecting the money the money not to covnot to cover all theer all the costs of  costs of the man’s the man’s recovery (recovery (Luke 10:35Luke 10:35). It was )10:3510:35). It10:35). It was a den was a denarius thatarius that Jesus’ op Jesus’ opponents brponents brought him ought him when he sawhen he said, “Give id, “Give to Caesar toto Caesar to Caesar what is Cawhat is Caesar’s, anesar’s, and to God wd to God what is Godhat is God’s” (Matt.’s” (Matt. 22:19 = M 22:19 = Mark 12:15;ark 12:15; Luke 20:2 12:15;12:15; Luk12:15; Luke 20:24).e 20:24).e 20:24).

A Roman silver coin weighing ca. 3.64 grams, approximately equal to a Greek 
drachma. A laborer would work all day for a denarius in Palestine during the time 
of Jesus (Matt. 20:2; cf. Tob. 5:15-16, where the angel Raphael agrees to work for 
Tobias for a drachma a day plus expenses and bonus). A hundred denarii were a 
significant but manageable debt (Matt. 18:28). Two hundred denarii would feed 
5000 people for one meal (Mark 6:37 par. John 6:7), and a bottle of perfume 
could cost 300 denarii (Mark 14:5 = John 12:5). A quart of wheat, or three quarts 
of barley, might cost a denarius in wartime (Rev. 6:6). In Jesus’ parable the good 
Samaritan paid the innkeeper two denarii to care for the wounded traveler, 
expecting the money not to cover all the costs of the man’s recovery (Luke 
10:35). It was a denarius that Jesus’ opponents brought him when he said, “Give 
to Caesar what is Caesar’s, and to God what is God’s” (Matt. 22:19 = Mark 
12:15; Luke 20:24).
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DERBEDERBE (Gk.  (Gk. DérbeäDérbeä)))

DERBE (Gk. Dérbeä)

A city in A city in southeastesoutheastern Lyconiurn Lyconium, a distrm, a district of theict of the Roman pro Roman province of Gvince of Galatia. Dealatia. Derbe lay onrbDeDerbe lay Derbe lay on a busy on a busy main road main road that stretthat stretched from ched from Iconium anIconium and Lystra ed Lystra east to Tarast to Tarsus in CilsTarTarsus in Tarsus in Cilicia. SCilicia. Some archaeome archaeologists bologists believe itselieve its ruins lie ruins lie at Kerti  at Kerti Hüyük, 4.8Hüyük, 4.8 km. (3 mi km. ( km. (3 mi.) NW(3 mi.) NW of modern of modern Zosta and Zosta and 72.4 km.  72.4 km. (45 mi.) S(45 mi.) S of Konia  of Konia (Iconium).(Iconium). Nothing i Nothing  Nothing isNothing is known of  known of the city’sthe city’s early his early history.tory.tory.

A city in southeastern Lyconium, a district of the Roman province of Galatia. 
Derbe lay on a busy main road that stretched from Iconium and Lystra east to 
Tarsus in Cilicia. Some archaeologists believe its ruins lie at Kerti Hüyük, 4.8 km. 
(3 mi.) NW of modern Zosta and 72.4 km. (45 mi.) S of Konia (Iconium). 
Nothing is known of the city’s early history.

�Paul visitPaul visited Derbe oed Derbe on his firsn his first and secot and second missionnd missionary journeary journeys (Acts 1ys (Acts 14:6, 20; 14:6, 20; 4:6, 20; 16:1),20; 16:1), possibly  possibly because itbecause it was the h was the home of Gaiome of Gaius, one ofus, one of his trave his traveling compaling companions (20:niocompacompanionscompanions (20:4). O (20:4). On Paul’s fn Paul’s first journirst journey, after ey, after being stonbeing stoned and lefed and left for deadt for dead at Lystra at L at Lystra (14Lystra (14:14–19) he:14–19) he traveled  traveled 48.3 km. (48.3 km. (30 mi.) so30 mi.) southeast toutheast to Derbe, th Derbe, the easternme easternmost point oeasternmeasternmoseasternmost point oft point of that jour that journey. He thney. He then returneen returned to Lystrd to Lystra and retra and retraced his saced his steps throutessteps throsteps through Iconiuugh Iconium, Antiochm, Antioch, and Perg, and Perga on his wa on his way home. Pay home. Paul revisiaul revisited Derbe ted Derbe ted Derbe on hDerbe on his second is second journey (1journey (16:1). We h6:1). We have no recave no record of anyord of any specific  specific events thaevents thaevents that transthat transpired therpired there.e.e.

Paul visited Derbe on his first and second missionary journeys (Acts 14:6, 
20; 16:1), possibly because it was the home of Gaius, one of his traveling 
companions (20:4). On Paul’s first journey, after being stoned and left for dead at 
Lystra (14:14–19) he traveled 48.3 km. (30 mi.) southeast to Derbe, the 
easternmost point of that journey. He then returned to Lystra and retraced his 
steps through Iconium, Antioch, and Perga on his way home. Paul revisited 
Derbe on his second journey (16:1). We have no record of any specific events 
that transpired there.
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DESCENT INDESCENT INTO HELLTO HELLTO HELL

DESCENT INTO HELL

A widely hA widely held beliefeld belief in the ea in the early Churchrly Church, and late, and later an articr an article of the le of the Apostles’ Apostles’ Creed, thaCreedCreed, thaCreed, that between t between his crucifhis crucifixion and ixion and resurrectiresurrection Jesus don Jesus descended iescended into the unnto the underworld (dununderworldunderworld (Hades) e (Hades) either to pither to proclaim viroclaim victory, to ctory, to release OTrelease OT saints, o saints, or to proclr to proclaim the goaimproclproclaim tproclaim the gospel.he gospel. Such beli Such beliefs and thefs and their later eir later credal devcredal development eelopment emphasized mphasized the univerththe univerthe universality of sality of salvation salvation offered inoffered in Jesus Chr Jesus Christ.ist.ist.

A widely held belief in the early Church, and later an article of the Apostles’ 
Creed, that between his crucifixion and resurrection Jesus descended into the 
underworld (Hades) either to proclaim victory, to release OT saints, or to 
proclaim the gospel. Such beliefs and their later credal development emphasized 
the universality of salvation offered in Jesus Christ.

�No single No single biblical pbiblical passage refassage refers to allers to all these ele these elements, butments, but the Jewis the Jewish traditioh tradition had analntraditiotradition tradition had analoghad analogies to sucies to such descentsh descents (Ps. 16;  (Ps. 16; 18; 42:7[M18; 42:7[MT 8]; 69:2T 8]; 69:2[3]; Jonah[3]; Jonah 2:2-6; 1  2:2 2:2-6; 1 E2:2-6; 1 Enoch). NT noch). NT sources fosources for the descr the descent into hent into hell are Peell are Peter’s Pentter’s Pentecost speeecost speech (Acts 2chspeespeech (Acspeech (Acts 2:24-31ts 2:24-31) and pass) and passages from ages from the Paulinthe Pauline corpus (e corpus (Rom. 10:7;Rom. 10:7; Eph. 4:9; Eph. 4:9; 1 Cor. 15 1 1 Cor. 15:1 Cor. 15:54). Sayin54). Sayings of Jesugs of Jesus provideds provided further s further sources forources for the later the later elaborati elaboration of the on oon of the belof the belief (Matt.ief (Matt. 8:11; Luk 8:11; Luke 13:28-29e 13:28-29; John 5:1; John 5:19-29).9-29).9-29).

No single biblical passage refers to all these elements, but the Jewish 
tradition had analogies to such descents (Ps. 16; 18; 42:7[MT 8]; 69:2[3]; Jonah 
2:2-6; 1 Enoch). NT sources for the descent into hell are Peter’s Pentecost 
speech (Acts 2:24-31) and passages from the Pauline corpus (Rom. 10:7; Eph. 4:9; 
1 Cor. 15:54). Sayings of Jesus provided further sources for the later elaboration 
of the belief (Matt. 8:11; Luke 13:28-29; John 5:19-29).

�Jesus’ desJesus’ descent into cent into hell and shell and subsequent ubsequent resurrectiresurrection were coon were commonly assmmonly associated wiociateassassociatedassociated with two  with two themes, ththemes, the overthroe overthrow of evil w of evil powers or powers or angels andangels and the liber the liberation of taliberliberationliberation of the ri of the righteous Jeghteous Jewish saintwish saints. The ides. The idea of Jesusa of Jesus’ preachin’ preaching to the dg to the dead was a ead wead was a 2nd-was a 2nd-century decentury development velopment associatedassociated with 1 Pe with 1 Pet. 3:18 byt. 3:18 by Justin, C Justin, Clement of lement of AlexandriaAAlexandriaAlexandria, Origen, , Origen, Irenaeus, Irenaeus, and Hippoland Hippolytus. In tytus. In the late 4the late 4th century h century Augustine Augustine of Hippo iof of Hippo iof Hippo interpretednterpreted the Petri the Petrine accountne account allegoric allegorically as really as referring toferring to Christian Christian preaching pre preaching preaching to sinnersto sinners (the “dea (the “dead”). The cd”). The clause “He lause “He descended descended into Hell”into Hell” was first was first included  in included iincluded in the earln the early Roman Cry Roman Creed of Aqueed of Aquileia by Rileia by Rufinus, caufinus, ca. 400 . 400 C.E.C.E.C.E.

Jesus’ descent into hell and subsequent resurrection were commonly 
associated with two themes, the overthrow of evil powers or angels and the 
liberation of the righteous Jewish saints. The idea of Jesus’ preaching to the dead 
was a 2nd-century development associated with 1 Pet. 3:18 by Justin, Clement of 
Alexandria, Origen, Irenaeus, and Hippolytus. In the late 4th century Augustine 
of Hippo interpreted the Petrine account allegorically as referring to Christian 
preaching to sinners (the “dead”). The clause “He descended into Hell” was first 
included in the early Roman Creed of Aquileia by Rufinus, ca. 400 C.E.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. J. DaltW. J. Dalton, on, Christ’s PChrist’s Proclamatioroclamation to the Sn to the Spirits,pirits, 2nd ed. A 2nd ed. AnBib 23 (RnBib AAnBib 23 (AnBib 23 (Rome, 1989Rome, 1989); B. I. R); B. I. Reicke, eicke, The DisobeThe Disobedient Spirdient Spirits and Chits and Christian Baristian Baptismptism (Copenhag (C (Copenhage(Copenhagen, 1946).n, 1946).n, 1946).

Bibliography. W. J. Dalton, Christ’s Proclamation to the Spirits, 2nd ed. 
AnBib 23 (Rome, 1989); B. I. Reicke, The Disobedient Spirits and Christian Baptism 
(Copenhagen, 1946).
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DESERTDESERTDESERT

DESERT

Arid envirArid environment hosonment hostile to litile to life. In thefe. In the Bible, de Bible, desert functsert functions themaions thematically astically as a place o a plac a place of rplace of revelation evelation and a traiand a training grounning ground for faitd for faith and obedh and obedience, in ience, in preparatiopreparation for missn forn for missiofor mission.n.n.

Arid environment hostile to life. In the Bible, desert functions thematically as a 
place of revelation and a training ground for faith and obedience, in preparation 
for mission.

�Desert is Desert is an arid rean arid region (meangion (mean annual pr annual precipitatioecipitation of 25 cmn of 25 cm. [10 in.]. [10 in.] or less), or less), with spar less),less), witless), with sparse vh sparse vegetation,egetation, few anima few animals, littlels, little or no agr or no agriculture, iculture, and low poand low population dpulatiopopopulationpopulation density.  density. (“Wilderne(“Wilderness,” a comss,” a common misnommon misnomer, merelyer, merely denotes a denotes an uninhabin uninhan uninhabiteuninhabited region, d region, without rewithout reference toference to food and  food and water resowater resources.) Inurces.) In biblical  biblical deserts tedesdeserts tedeserts temperaturesmperatures are harsh are harsh, often ex, often exceeding 45ceeding 45° C. (113°° C. (113° F.) on su F.) on summer days mmer days mmer days and fdays and falling belalling below freezinow freezing on winteg on winter nights. r nights. Most preciMost precipitation opitation occurs in wccurs in winter. Theintewwinter. Thwinter. The chief lie chief livelihood wvelihood was shepheras shepherding sheepding sheep and goats and goats...

Desert is an arid region (mean annual precipitation of 25 cm. [10 in.] or 
less), with sparse vegetation, few animals, little or no agriculture, and low 
population density. (“Wilderness,” a common misnomer, merely denotes an 
uninhabited region, without reference to food and water resources.) In biblical 
deserts temperatures are harsh, often exceeding 45° C. (113° F.) on summer 
days and falling below freezing on winter nights. Most precipitation occurs in 
winter. The chief livelihood was shepherding sheep and goats.

�The variouThe various deserts s deserts mentioned mentioned in the Bibin the Bible are parle are part of the gt of the greater Sahreater Saharo-Arabiaaro-AraSahSaharo-AraSaharo-Arabian deserbian desert system, t system, but each hbut each has distincas distinct geologict geological, topogral, topographical, maphical, meteorologietemmeteorologmeteorological, hydrical, hydrological, ological, floral, anfloral, and faunal fd faunal features. Teatures. Though oftehough often symbolicn symbolic rather th rath rather tharather than strictlyn strictly historica historical, biblical, biblical stories l stories set in theset in these desertsse deserts tend to r tend to reflect theeflect theeflect the differthe differing conditing conditions of eaions of each.ch.

The various deserts mentioned in the Bible are part of the greater 
Saharo-Arabian desert system, but each has distinct geological, topographical, 
meteorological, hydrological, floral, and faunal features. Though often symbolic 
rather than strictly historical, biblical stories set in these deserts tend to reflect 
the differing conditions of each.

CaravansarCaravansary at Nuweiy at Nuweiba in the ba in the Sinai deseSinai desert (Phoenirt (Phoenix Data Sysx Data Systems, Nealtems, Neal and Joel  and Joel Bierling)BBierling)Bierling)

Caravansary at Nuweiba in the Sinai desert (Phoenix Data Systems, Neal and Joel 
Bierling)

Physical CPhysical Characterisharacteristicstics

Physical Characteristics

NegebNegebNegeb

Negeb

The land oThe land of Abraham f Abraham and Sarah,and Sarah, the Negeb the Negeb semi-dese semi-desert was limrt was limited to thited to the Beer-shee Beer-she Beer-shebaBeer-sheba and Arad  and Arad basins andbasins and considere considered part of d part of the Promisthe Promised Land. Ied Land. It has somet has somet has some fertisome fertile loose sle loose soil and a oil and a mean annuamean annual but highl but highly fluctualy fluctuating rainfting rainfall of 10–all of 10–25 cm. (8–25 cm25 cm. (8–10 cm. (8–10 in.), somein.), sometimes meettimes meeting the 25ing the 25 cm. (10 i cm. (10 in.) neededn.) needed for winte for winter wheat. Ir wheat. In normal yn IIn normal In normal years vegeyears vegetation fortation for grazing i grazing is found ins found in all wadi  all wadi bottoms anbottoms and on most d on most hillsides.hillhillsides.hillsides. Thus it w Thus it was a land as a land of nomadicof nomadic grazing b grazing but unreliaut unreliable agricuble agriculture, beclture, becoming a plomingbecbecoming abecoming a place of  place of high risk high risk in droughtin drought years (cf years (cf. stories . stories about Abraabout Abraham, Isaacham, Isaac, and Jose, an, and Josephand Joseph).).

The land of Abraham and Sarah, the Negeb semi-desert was limited to the 
Beer-sheba and Arad basins and considered part of the Promised Land. It has 
some fertile loose soil and a mean annual but highly fluctuating rainfall of 10–25 
cm. (8–10 in.), sometimes meeting the 25 cm. (10 in.) needed for winter wheat. 
In normal years vegetation for grazing is found in all wadi bottoms and on most 
hillsides. Thus it was a land of nomadic grazing but unreliable agriculture, 
becoming a place of high risk in drought years (cf. stories about Abraham, Isaac, 
and Joseph).

SinaiSinaiSinai

Sinai

The locatiThe location of the on of the desert of desert of Sinai, theSinai, the setting f setting for the Mt.or the Mt. Sinai and Sinai and covenant  covenant stories, rstoriestories, rstories, remains unkemains unknown. If cnown. If correlated orrelated with the hwith the huge Sinai uge Sinai Peninsula,Peninsula, it falls  it falls into threeinto thinto three divethree diverse regionrse regions: (1) a ns: (1) a northern plorthern plain of sanain of sand dunes and dunes and gravel nd gravel near the Meear the MediterraneaditMeMediterranMediterranean coast,ean coast, with rain with rainfall of 7.fall of 7.5–10 cm. (5–10 cm. (3–4 in.); 3–4 in.); (2) the la(2) the large centrarge central et-Tih pl et-Tl et-Tih plaet-Tih plateau, draiteau, drained by thened by the el-Arish  el-Arish system, cosystem, covered withvered with chalk and chalk and flint tow flint toward the ceardtowtoward thetoward the center an center and limestond limestone toward te toward the south, he south, with rainfwith rainfall of 2.5all of 2.5–5 cm. (1––5 cm. (1–2 in.); (32 (1–(1–2 in.);(1–2 in.); (3) the h (3) the high granitigh granite mountaine mountains of the ss of the south, inclouth, including Jebeuding Jebel l Mu®saœMu®saœ, the trad, th, the traditthe traditional Mt. ional Mt. Sinai, at Sinai, at 2285 m. (72285 m. (7296 ft.), 296 ft.), with rainfwith rainfall at 7.5all at 7.5–10 cm. (3–10 cm. (3–4 in.). O–4 in.). O–4 in.). Oases of pOases of perennial werennial water and vater and vegetation egetation support a support a modest popmodest population, bulation, but most ofut most out most of the Sinof the Sinai is hostai is hostile to lifile to life.e.

The location of the desert of Sinai, the setting for the Mt. Sinai and covenant 
stories, remains unknown. If correlated with the huge Sinai Peninsula, it falls into 
three diverse regions: (1) a northern plain of sand dunes and gravel near the 



Mediterranean coast, with rainfall of 7.5–10 cm. (3–4 in.); (2) the large central 
et-Tih plateau, drained by the el-Arish system, covered with chalk and flint 
toward the center and limestone toward the south, with rainfall of 2.5–5 cm. 
(1–2 in.); (3) the high granite mountains of the south, including Jebel Mu®saœ, 
the traditional Mt. Sinai, at 2285 m. (7296 ft.), with rainfall at 7.5–10 cm. (3–4 in.). 
Oases of perennial water and vegetation support a modest population, but most 
of the Sinai is hostile to life.

ParanParanParan

Paran

Crossed byCrossed by the Israe the Israelites betwlites between Sinai een Sinai and Zin, tand Zin, the harsh dhe harsh desert of Pesert of Paran drainaran drains a large s as a large pla large plateau areaateau area northeast northeast into the  into the Rift ValleRift Valley. Its rugy. Its rugged limestged limestone and chone and chalk geologalk gealk geology wigeology with gravel th gravel plains andplains and alluvium, alluvium, very spar very sparse rainfalse rainfall (0–5 cm.l (0–5 cm. [0–2 in.] [0–2 in.]), and few), and ), and few peand few perennial warennial water sourceter sources, make mos, make most of it pst of it particularlarticularly hostile y hostile to life — to life — a hard, hoa haa hard, hot hard, hot region, deregion, deserving itserving its descripts description as a “ion as a “great and great and terrible wterrible wilderness,ilderness, an arid w an ar an arid wastearid wasteland with land with poisonous poisonous snakes andsnakes and scorpions scorpions” (Deut. 8” (Deut. 8:15). Taki:15). Taking the Isrng the Israelites saaeIsrIsraelitesIsraelites safely ac safely across this ross this desert prodesert provided an evided an extreme exaxtreme example of dimple of divine care vine care and power,andand power,and power, an image  an image of God as of God as Bedouin leBedouin leader — theader — the good shep good shepherd of hiherd of his people.s peoples people.people.

Crossed by the Israelites between Sinai and Zin, the harsh desert of Paran drains 
a large plateau area northeast into the Rift Valley. Its rugged limestone and chalk 
geology with gravel plains and alluvium, very sparse rainfall (0–5 cm. [0–2 in.]), 
and few perennial water sources, make most of it particularly hostile to life — a 
hard, hot region, deserving its description as a “great and terrible wilderness, an 
arid wasteland with poisonous snakes and scorpions” (Deut. 8:15). Taking the 
Israelites safely across this desert provided an extreme example of divine care 
and power, an image of God as Bedouin leader — the good shepherd of his 
people.

ZinZinZin

Zin

Location fLocation for much ofor much of the Israe the Israelites’ “wilites’ “wilderness wlderness wandering,”andering,” the deser the desert of Zin it of Zin is drained s drs drained bydrained by the subst the substantial Wadantial Wadi Zin systi Zin system, betweeem, between Paran ton Paran to the south the south and the N and the N and the Negeb to tNegeb to the north. he north. Its mean aIts mean annual rainnnual rainfall of 10fall of 10–20 cm. (4–20 cm. (4–8 in.) on–8 in.) on soft chal soft chalks, marls,ks, mks, marls, andmarls, and clays wit clays with some allh some alluvial loesuvial loess, supports, supports many pers many perennial watennial water sourceser sources and some  an and some yand some year-round ear-round vegetationvegetation on both w on both wadi bottomadi bottoms and somes and some north-fac north-facing slopesing sloping slopes. Itslopes. It was survi was survivable by svable by shepherds ghepherds grazing goarazing goats but supts but supported no ported no reliable dreliable dry farmingry fry farming.farming.farming.

Location for much of the Israelites’ “wilderness wandering,” the desert of Zin is 
drained by the substantial Wadi Zin system, between Paran to the south and the 
Negeb to the north. Its mean annual rainfall of 10–20 cm. (4–8 in.) on soft chalks, 
marls, and clays with some alluvial loess, supports many perennial water sources 
and some year-round vegetation on both wadi bottoms and some north-facing 
slopes. It was survivable by shepherds grazing goats but supported no reliable dry 
farming.

�AssociatedAssociated with Zin  with Zin was the oawas the oasis regionsis region of Kadesh of Kadesh-barnea, p-barnea, portrayed aortrayed as an impors an ims an important important Israelite Israelite stopping pstopping place and clace and central meeentral meeting pointting point. It was a. It was apparently pparently located inlocalocated inlocated in a border  a border region betregion between Paranween Paran and Zin,  and Zin, for it wasfor it was linked to linked to both (Par both (Paran: Num. 1an(Par(Paran: Nu(Paran: Num. 13:26; m. 13:26; Zin: 20:1;Zin: 20:1; 27:14; 33 27:14; 33:36). and :36). and may have imay have included alncluded all the oasel the oases of the ms os of the modof the modern ern {Ain{Ain el-Qudeir el-Qudeirat region.at region. Stories a Stories about Mosesbout Moses sending t sending the 12 scouhe 12 scouts (Num. 1tsscouscouts (Nuscouts (Num. 13) andm. 13) and striking  striking water fromwater from the rock  the rock (ch. 20) a(ch. 20) and the Isrnd the Israelites ataelites attempting ttematattemptingattempting to enter  to enter the Promisthe Promised Land pred Land prematurely ematurely (14:39–45)(14:39–45) occurred  occurred there durithere duthere during a lduring a lengthy staengthy stay (14:33, y (14:33, 35; Deut. 35; Deut. 1:46).1:46).

Associated with Zin was the oasis region of Kadesh-barnea, portrayed as an 
important Israelite stopping place and central meeting point. It was apparently 
located in a border region between Paran and Zin, for it was linked to both 
(Paran: Num. 13:26; Zin: 20:1; 27:14; 33:36). and may have included all the oases 
of the modern {Ain el-Qudeirat region. Stories about Moses sending the 12 
scouts (Num. 13) and striking water from the rock (ch. 20) and the Israelites 
attempting to enter the Promised Land prematurely (14:39–45) occurred there 
during a lengthy stay (14:33, 35; Deut. 1:46).

ConditionsConditions and Lesso and Lessonsns

Conditions and Lessons

Life in thLife in the desert te desert teaches impeaches important lesortant lessons aboutsons about faith and faith and ethics. S ethics. Surviving iurviving in this unfn thisn this unforthis unforgiving envgiving environment rironment requires boequires both specialth specialized knowlized knowledge and tedge and the disciplhe discipline to appinediscipldisciplinediscipline to apply  to apply it. Yet noit. Yet no amount of amount of skill and skill and disciplin discipline will guae will guarantee surrantee survival, so vival, sovival, so desert so desert life requilife requires that pres that people helpeople help each othe each other, and it r, and it also generalso generates more ates more direct trudiredirect trudirect trust in God.st in God. The deser The desert seems tot seems to facilitat facilitate revelatie revelation. Peopleon. People hear the  hear the voice of Gvoicevoice of Gvoice of God more clod more clearly, uniearly, unimpeded by mpeded by civilizaticivilization or theion or their own ratir own rationalizatioonalizations.ns.

Life in the desert teaches important lessons about faith and ethics. Surviving in 
this unforgiving environment requires both specialized knowledge and the 



discipline to apply it. Yet no amount of skill and discipline will guarantee survival, 
so desert life requires that people help each other, and it also generates more 
direct trust in God. The desert seems to facilitate revelation. People hear the 
voice of God more clearly, unimpeded by civilization or their own rationalizations.

Biblical ABiblical Accountsccounts

Biblical Accounts

Desert plaDesert played a majoyed a major role in r role in the accounthe accounts of the ts of the patriarchspatriarchs (Gen. 12- (Gen. 12-50). As a 50). As a whole, thiwhwhole, thiwhole, this cycle crs cycle created a syeated a symbolic salmbolic salvation geovation geography in graphy in which the which the desert fridesert fringes of thngesfrifringes offringes of the Promi the Promised Land rsed Land rather thanather than the great the great civilizat civilizations of thions of the day (Mese day (Mesopotamia aopo(Mes(Mesopotam(Mesopotamia and Egyia and Egypt) functipt) functioned as thoned as the chosen pe chosen place for tlace for training thraining the nascent e nascent chosen peochchosen peochosen people.ple.ple.

Desert played a major role in the accounts of the patriarchs (Gen. 12-50). As a 
whole, this cycle created a symbolic salvation geography in which the desert 
fringes of the Promised Land rather than the great civilizations of the day 
(Mesopotamia and Egypt) functioned as the chosen place for training the nascent 
chosen people.

�The most iThe most important dmportant desert storesert stories relateies relate to the Ex to the Exodus (Exododus (Exod. 15:22; 1. 15:22; 16:1; 17:1)6:1; 176:1; 17:1), Sin17:1), Sinai (18:5; ai (18:5; 19:1–2), a19:1–2), and 40-yearnd 40-year sojourn ( sojourn (Num. 14:33Num. 14:33; 32:13; D; 32:13; Deut. 2:7).eut. 2:7).

The most important desert stories relate to the Exodus (Exod. 15:22; 16:1; 
17:1), Sinai (18:5; 19:1–2), and 40-year sojourn (Num. 14:33; 32:13; Deut. 2:7).

�The desertThe desert functione functioned as a plad as a place of refuce of refuge from opge from oppression, pression, e.g., for e.g., for Hagar fromHagar froHagar from Saraifrom Sarai (Gen. 16: (Gen. 16:7), Moses 7), Moses from the pfrom the pharaoh (Exharaoh (Exod. 2:15-3od. 2:15-3:1), Benja:1), Benjaminites frminites from Israeliofrfrom Israefrom Israelites (Judlites (Judg. 20:47),g. 20:47), David fro David from Saul (1 m Saul (1 Sam. 23-26Sam. 23-26) and late) and later from Absr from Absalom (2 SaaloAbsAbsalom (2Absalom (2 Sam. 15-1 Sam. 15-17), and El7), and Elijah from ijah from Jezebel (1Jezebel (1 Kgs. 19:1 Kgs. 19:1-4).-4).-4).

The desert functioned as a place of refuge from oppression, e.g., for Hagar 
from Sarai (Gen. 16:7), Moses from the pharaoh (Exod. 2:15-3:1), Benjaminites 
from Israelites (Judg. 20:47), David from Saul (1 Sam. 23-26) and later from 
Absalom (2 Sam. 15-17), and Elijah from Jezebel (1 Kgs. 19:1-4).

�Desert theDesert themes are simes are similar in tmilar in the NT. Johhe NT. John the Baptn the Baptist traineist trained for his d for his ministry aministry ministry aministry and carriednd carried it out in it out in the deser the desert, preachit, preaching a messang a message of repege of repentance andntance and justice c ju justice chjustice characteristaracteristic of deseic of desert values rt values (Matt. 3:1(Matt. 3:1-12; 11:7--12; 11:7-10; Mark 110; Mark 1:3-4; Luke:3-4; Luke 1:80; 3:1 1:80; 1:80; 3:1-1:80; 3:1-20; John 120; John 1:23). Ther:23). There Jesus mae Jesus made his finde his final preparaal preparation befortion before embarkine embarking on his pg og on his pubon his public ministlic ministry (Matt. ry (Matt. 4:1-11; Ma4:1-11; Mark 1:12-13rk 1:12-13; Luke 4:1; Luke 4:1-13) and r-13) and retreated tetreated to desert po do desert pladesert places for reces for renewal or rnewal or revelation evelation (Matt. 14:(Matt. 14:13; Mark 613; Mark 6:30-32; Lu:30-32; Luke 4:42; 5ke 4:42; 5:16; 6:12;:1655:16; 6:125:16; 6:12; John 6:1; John 6:15; 11:54).5; 11:54).

Desert themes are similar in the NT. John the Baptist trained for his 
ministry and carried it out in the desert, preaching a message of repentance and 
justice characteristic of desert values (Matt. 3:1-12; 11:7-10; Mark 1:3-4; Luke 
1:80; 3:1-20; John 1:23). There Jesus made his final preparation before embarking 
on his public ministry (Matt. 4:1-11; Mark 1:12-13; Luke 4:1-13) and retreated to 
desert places for renewal or revelation (Matt. 14:13; Mark 6:30-32; Luke 4:42; 
5:16; 6:12; John 6:15; 11:54).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. BrubachG. Brubacher, “City er, “City and Civiliand Civilization Idezation Ideology in tology in the Book ofhe Book of Genesis,” G Genesis,” Genesis,” in in Within theWithin the Perfectio Perfection of Chrisn of Christ,t, ed. T. L. ed. T. L. Brensinge Brensinger and E. Mr and E. M. Sider (N. Sider (Napanee, Inap(N(Napanee, (Napanee, Ind.), 33–Ind.), 33–46; A. Dan46; A. Danin, in, Desert VegDesert Vegetation ofetation of Israel an Israel and Sinaid Sinai (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1983); m, 19m, 1983); E. 1983); E. Orni and EOrni and E. Elisha, . Elisha, Geography Geography of Israel,of Israel, 4th ed. ( 4th ed. (Jerusalem,Jerusalem, 1980); S. 1980); S. Talmon,  Talmo Talmon, Talmon, “mid�baœr,“mid�baœr, {a�raœb�a {a�raœb�a®,” TDOT®,” TDOT 8:87–118. 8:87–118.

Bibliography. G. Brubacher, “City and Civilization Ideology in the Book of 
Genesis,” in Within the Perfection of Christ, ed. T. L. Brensinger and E. M. Sider 
(Napanee, Ind.), 33–46; A. Danin, Desert Vegetation of Israel and Sinai (Jerusalem, 
1983); E. Orni and E. Elisha, Geography of Israel, 4th ed. (Jerusalem, 1980); S. 
Talmon, “mid�baœr, {a�raœb�a®,” TDOT  8:87–118.
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DESOLATINGDESOLATING SACRILEGE SACRILEGE

DESOLATING SACRILEGE

The usurpiThe usurping of God’ng of God’s prerogats prerogative of worive of worship by a ship by a pagan polipagan political powetical power (Heb. r (Heb. sûiqqu®s ssûisûiqqu®s ssûiqqu®s sûoœmeäm;ûoœmeäm; Gk.  Gk. bdélygma tbdélygma teäís ereämeäís ereämoœéseoœsoœéseoœs); also ca); also called the alledcacalled thecalled the abominati abomination of desoon of desolation. A lation. A part of thpart of the Jewish ae Jewish and early Cnd early Christian ahristian apocalypticpocaapocalyptiapocalyptic traditioc traditions, the dens, the desolating ssolating sacrilege oacrilege occurred inccurred in 167  167 B.C.E.B.C.E. with the  with the desecratiodesedesecratiodesecration of the Jn of the Jerusalem terusalem temple by temple by the Seleucihe Seleucid ruler And ruler Antiochus IVtiochus IV Epiphanes Epiphanes (Dan. 9:2 EpiphanesEpiphanes Epiphanes (Dan. 9:27(Dan. 9:27; 11:31; 1; 11:31; 12:11; 1 Ma2:11; 1 Macc. 1:54, cc. 1:54, 59). Antio59). Antiochus forcichus forcibly ended bly ended Jewish worJewJewish worJewish worship and iship and introduced ntroduced the worshithe worship of Zeus p of Zeus Olympios (Olympios (2 Macc. 6:2 Macc. 6:1), placin1), placin1), placing anplacing an altar to  altar to Zeus upon Zeus upon the altar the altar of burnt oof burnt offerings (fferings (Josephus Josephus Ant.Ant. 12.253).  12.253). In Daniel In In Daniel In Daniel the phrasethe phrase “desolati “desolating sacrileng sacrilege” is perge” is perhaps a mochaps a mocking distoking distortion of “rtion of “Lord of HeLor““Lord of H“Lord of Heaven” eaven” (ba{al sûa(ba{al sûaœmeîn),œmeîn), the Greek the Greek Zeus Olym Zeus Olympios.pios.pios.

The usurping of God’s prerogative of worship by a pagan political power (Heb. 
sûiqqu®s sûoœmeäm; Gk. bdélygma teäís ereämoœéseoœs); also 
called the abomination of desolation. A part of the Jewish and early Christian 
apocalyptic traditions, the desolating sacrilege occurred in 167 B.C.E. with the 
desecration of the Jerusalem temple by the Seleucid ruler Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes (Dan. 9:27; 11:31; 12:11; 1 Macc. 1:54, 59). Antiochus forcibly ended 
Jewish worship and introduced the worship of Zeus Olympios (2 Macc. 6:1), 



placing an altar to Zeus upon the altar of burnt offerings (Josephus Ant. 12.253). 
In Daniel the phrase “desolating sacrilege” is perhaps a mocking distortion of 
“Lord of Heaven” (ba{al sûaœmeîn), the Greek Zeus Olympios.

�SubsequentSubsequent Jewish tr Jewish tradition anadition and the NT rd the NT regarded thegarded this desolatis desolating sacriling sacrilege as a pege as aege as a prophetia prophetic paradigmc paradigm for analo for analogous idolagous idolatrous attatrous attacks on thecks on the people of people of God by pa God by pagans. Jesugpapagans. Jepagans. Jesus prophesus prophesied that sied that a desolatia desolating sacrileng sacrilege would oge would occur in Juccur in Judea (Matt.dea (Matt. 24:15; Ma 24 24:15; Mar24:15; Mark 13:14), k 13:14), but the rebut the referent is ferent is uncertain.uncertain. Proposals Proposals include C include Caligula’s aligula’s attempt toattemattempt toattempt to erect his erect his statue in statue in the templ the temple in 39–40e in 39–40  C.E.C.E.; events l; events leading to eading to the destruthe destrthe destructiodestruction of Jerusn of Jerusalem in 70alem in 70  C.E.C.E. (Luke 21: (Luke 21:20), espec20), especially the ially the activity oactivity of the Zealf the Zealots in theoZealZealots inZealots in the templ the temple (Josephue (Josephus s BJBJ 4.196–207 4.196–207); and the); and the coming of coming of the antic the antichrist. Pauhrist. Pahrist. Paul’s manPaul’s man of lawles of lawlessness (2 Tsness (2 Thess. 2:1-hess. 2:1-12) and th12) and the beast ofe beast of Revelatio Revelation (Rev. 13n (Rev. 13, 17) are , 17, 17) are ot17) are other versioher versions of the ns of the desolatingdesolating sacrilege sacrilege tradition tradition...

Subsequent Jewish tradition and the NT regarded this desolating sacrilege as 
a prophetic paradigm for analogous idolatrous attacks on the people of God by 
pagans. Jesus prophesied that a desolating sacrilege would occur in Judea (Matt. 
24:15; Mark 13:14), but the referent is uncertain. Proposals include Caligula’s 
attempt to erect his statue in the temple in 39–40 C.E.; events leading to the 
destruction of Jerusalem in 70 C.E. (Luke 21:20), especially the activity of the 
Zealots in the temple (Josephus BJ 4.196–207); and the coming of the antichrist. 
Paul’s man of lawlessness (2 Thess. 2:1-12) and the beast of Revelation (Rev. 13, 
17) are other versions of the desolating sacrilege tradition.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. Ford, D. Ford, The AbominThe Abomination of Dation of Desolation esolation in Biblicain Biblical Eschatoll Eschatologyogy (Washingt (W (Washingto(Washington, 1979).n, 1979).n, 1979).

Bibliography. D. Ford, The Abomination of Desolation in Biblical Eschatology 
(Washington, 1979).
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DESTROYERDESTROYERDESTROYER

DESTROYER

The manifeThe manifestation ofstation of Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s power as tpower as the angel ohe angel of death. Ff death. For the finor the final plague al plague upon Egyptupupon Egyptupon Egypt, Yahweh p, Yahweh promises toromises to slay the  slay the firstborn firstborn sons of thsons of the Egyptiane Egyptians (Exod. 1s (Exod. 11:4-8). As1111:4-8). A11:4-8). As the agens the agent of divint of divine destructe destruction passesion passes through t through the land (Ehe land (Exod. 12:29xod. 12:29), the Isr), t), the Israelthe Israelites avoidites avoid calamity  calamity by followiby following Yahweh’ng Yahweh’s command s command to smear lto smear lamb’s blooamb’s blooamb’s blood on tblood on their door heir door lintels (vlintels (vv. 21–23).v. 21–23). A destroy A destroying angel ing angel performs operforms other acts ther acts of punishmof of punishmof punishment followent following David’ing David’s census (s census (2 Sam. 24:2 Sam. 24:16-17) and16-17) and among the among the Assyrian  Assyrian  Assyrian cAssyrian camp duringamp during the siege the siege of Jerusa of Jerusalem in Hezlem in Hezekiah’s reekiah’s reign (Isa. ign (Isa. 37:36). In37:36). In the OT th the  the OT thethe OT the destroyer destroyer (Heb.  (Heb. masûh�iît�masûh�iît�, sûoœd�eä, sûoœd�eäd�d�) also ref) also refers to humers to human agents anhumhuman agenhuman agents employets employed as instrd as instruments of uments of Yahweh’s pYahweh’s power (Job ower (Job 15:21; Isa15:21; Isa. 21:2; Je. 21:2; Je. 21:2; Jer. 4:7; Jer. 4:7; 48:8, 15, 48:8, 15, 18).18).18).

The manifestation of Yahweh’s power as the angel of death. For the final plague 
upon Egypt, Yahweh promises to slay the firstborn sons of the Egyptians (Exod. 
11:4-8). As the agent of divine destruction passes through the land (Exod. 12:29), 
the Israelites avoid calamity by following Yahweh’s command to smear lamb’s 
blood on their door lintels (vv. 21–23). A destroying angel performs other acts 
of punishment following David’s census (2 Sam. 24:16-17) and among the 
Assyrian camp during the siege of Jerusalem in Hezekiah’s reign (Isa. 37:36). In 
the OT the destroyer (Heb. masûh�iît�, sûoœd�eäd� ) also refers to 
human agents employed as instruments of Yahweh’s power (Job 15:21; Isa. 21:2; 
Jer. 4:7; 48:8, 15, 18).

�In the NT,In the NT, Paul comm Paul commands the Cands the Corinthiansorinthians not to co not to complain as mplain as the Israelthe Israelites did iites diites did in thedid in the wildernes wilderness when Yahs when Yahweh loosedweh loosed the destr the destroyer (Gk. oyer (Gk. olothreuteolothreuteäísäís) upon the) up) upon them upon them (1 Cor. 10(1 Cor. 10:10; cf. N:10; cf. Num. 16:13-um. 16:13-14, 41-50)14, 41-50). It is no. It is not clear wht clear whether Paulether Paul identifie id identifiesidentifies the destr the destroyer as Saoyer as Satan or as tan or as a specifica specific angel. Th angel. The latter ie latter identificatdentification represion reprion representsrepresents the view  the view in rabbiniin rabbinic literatuc literature.re.re.

In the NT, Paul commands the Corinthians not to complain as the Israelites 
did in the wilderness when Yahweh loosed the destroyer (Gk. olothreuteäís) 
upon them (1 Cor. 10:10; cf. Num. 16:13-14, 41-50). It is not clear whether Paul 
identifies the destroyer as Satan or as a specific angel. The latter identification 
represents the view in rabbinic literature.
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DEUELDEUEL (Heb.  (Heb. deï{u®}eäldeï{u®}eäl)))

DEUEL (Heb. deï{u®}eäl)

A represenA representative of tative of the tribe the tribe of Gad in of Gad in the wilderthe wilderness and tness and the father he father of Eliasapof Eliasaph (Num. 1:h (Nh (Num. 1:14(Num. 1:14; 7:42, 47; 7:42, 47). At Num.). At Num. 2:14 he i 2:14 he is called Rs called Reuel (euel (44), probabl), probably resultiny resulting from a cg fromg from a confrom a confusion of fusion of the Hebrewthe Hebrew consonant consonants s dalethdaleth and  and resh.resh.

A representative of the tribe of Gad in the wilderness and the father of Eliasaph 
(Num. 1:14; 7:42, 47). At Num. 2:14 he is called Reuel (4), probably resulting 
from a confusion of the Hebrew consonants daleth and resh.

DEUTERO-ISDEUTERO-ISAIAHAIAHAIAH

DEUTERO-ISAIAH



�SeeSee  ISAIAH, BOISAIAH, BOOK OF.OK OF.

See ISAIAH, BOOK OF.

DEUTERO-ZEDEUTERO-ZECHARIAHCHARIAHCHARIAH

DEUTERO-ZECHARIAH

�SeeSee  ZECHARIAH,ZECHARIAH, BOOK OF. BOOK OF.

See ZECHARIAH, BOOK OF.

DEUTEROCANDEUTEROCANONICAL BOOONICAL BOOKSKSKS

DEUTEROCANONICAL BOOKS

An alternaAn alternate name (“te name (“second cansecond canon”) whichon”) which the Roman the Roman Catholic  Catholic and Orthodand Orthodox churcheox chuox churches achurches apply to thpply to those books ose books found in tfound in the LXX andhe LXX and Vulgate b Vulgate but not in ut not in the Hebrewthe Hebrethe Hebrew texHebrew text of the Ot of the OT. AccordiT. According to the ng to the decision odecision of the Counf the Council of Trecil of Trent (1548) nt (1548) and the Fiaand the Fiand the First Vaticarst Vatican Council n Council (1870) the(1870) these books, se books, like thoselike those of the He of the Hebrew canonbrew canon, are rega,canoncanon, arecanon, are regarded  regarded as possessas possessing divineing divine and canon and canonical authoical authority.rity.rity.

An alternate name (“second canon”) which the Roman Catholic and Orthodox 
churches apply to those books found in the LXX and Vulgate but not in the 
Hebrew text of the OT. According to the decision of the Council of Trent (1548) 
and the First Vatican Council (1870) these books, like those of the Hebrew 
canon, are regarded as possessing divine and canonical authority.

�SeeSee  APOCRYPHA.APOCRYPHA.

See APOCRYPHA.

DEUTERONOMDEUTERONOMISTIC HISTISTIC HISTORYORYORY

DEUTERONOMISTIC HISTORY

The DeuterThe Deuteronomistic onomistic (or Deuter(or Deuteronomic) hionomic) history (DH)story (DH) is a theo is a theoretical coretical construct usnstruct unstruct used by moused by modern scholdern scholars to comars to comprehend thprehend the unity exe unity exhibited byhibited by the books the books of Deuter of Deu of DeuteronomDeuteronomy, Joshua,y, Joshua, Judges, S Judges, Samuel, andamuel, and Kings. Th Kings. This scholaris scholarly consensly consensus owes muus owes mus owes much to Mamuch to Martin Noth’rtin Noth’s classic s classic study, whistudy, which emphasich emphasized that tzed that the books ohe books of Deuteronf Deuterof DeuteronomDeuteronomy through y through Kings consKings constitute a ctitute a continuous ontinuous history chhistory characterizearacterized by a basd by a bad by a basic homobasic homogeneity ingeneity in language, language, style, an style, and content.d content. In Noth’s In Noth’s reconstru reconstruction, thection, the Deuterono D DeuteronomDeuteronomist incorpist incorporated theorated the Deuterono Deuteronomic law inmic law into the begto the beginning of inning of his work, his workhis work, framwork, framing it witing it with speechesh speeches by Moses, by Moses, and then  and then added otheadded other sources r sources — tales of— tales o— tales of conquesof conquest and settt and settlement, prlement, prophetic naophetic narratives arratives and speechend speeches, officias, official annals al annals and recordsnd rnd records. Trecords. The Deuterohe Deuteronomist ordnomist ordered and sered and shaped theshaped these sources,e sources, introduce introduced his own d his owd his own distinown distinctive chroctive chronology, annology, and insertedd inserted his own c his own comments anomments and speechesd speeches (often in (often i (often in the mouin the mouths of majths of major charactor characters) at crers) at critical junitical junctures in ctures in his historhis history. Becausey. Because the Deute the  the Deuterthe Deuteronomist’s onomist’s compositiocompositional techninal technique includque included selectied selection, editinon, editing, and creg, and creation of natcrecreation ocreation of new matef new material, the rial, the resulting resulting work was nwork was not merely ot merely a compilata compilation of talion of tales, annalses,taltales, anntales, annals, and sals, and sagas, but agas, but a unified a unified work manifwork manifesting a desting a deliberate eliberate design anddesign and a uniform a uni a uniformityuniformity of purpos of purpose. Noth’s e. Noth’s study provstudy provided a cogided a cogent alternent alternative bothative both to those  to those earlier sceaearlier scearlier scholars whoholars who concentra concentrated solelyted solely upon isol upon isolated histoated historical bookrical books without s without recognizinrerecognizinrecognizing their reg their relationshiplationship to others to others within th within the DH and te DH and to those who those who attempteo attempted to identdattempteattempted attempted to identifto identify strands y strands within thewithin the DH contin DH continuous with uous with or analogoor analogous to pentus to pentus to pentateuchpentateuchal sourcesal sources...

The Deuteronomistic (or Deuteronomic) history (DH) is a theoretical construct 
used by modern scholars to comprehend the unity exhibited by the books of 
Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings. This scholarly consensus owes 
much to Martin Noth’s classic study, which emphasized that the books of 
Deuteronomy through Kings constitute a continuous history characterized by a 
basic homogeneity in language, style, and content. In Noth’s reconstruction, the 
Deuteronomist incorporated the Deuteronomic law into the beginning of his 
work, framing it with speeches by Moses, and then added other sources — tales 
of conquest and settlement, prophetic narratives and speeches, official annals and 
records. The Deuteronomist ordered and shaped these sources, introduced his 
own distinctive chronology, and inserted his own comments and speeches (often 
in the mouths of major characters) at critical junctures in his history. Because 
the Deuteronomist’s compositional technique included selection, editing, and 
creation of new material, the resulting work was not merely a compilation of 
tales, annals, and sagas, but a unified work manifesting a deliberate design and a 
uniformity of purpose. Noth’s study provided a cogent alternative both to those 
earlier scholars who concentrated solely upon isolated historical books without 
recognizing their relationship to others within the DH and to those who 
attempted to identify strands within the DH continuous with or analogous to 
pentateuchal sources.

�ThematicalThematically, Noth vly, Noth viewed the iewed the DH as a peDH as a pessimistic ssimistic work that work that chronicledchronicled and censu and  and censurand censured the reced the record of Isrord of Israel’s exisael’s existence in ttence in the land. The land. To be sure,o be sure, there wer there were high poie he high pointhigh points in Israes in Israel’s historl’s history, such asy, such as the dedic the dedication of tation of the temple he temple (1 Kgs. 8)(1 Kgs. 8), but such, but su, but such positsuch positive eventsive events could nei could neither prevether prevent the monnt the monarchy’s evarchy’s eventual dowentual downfall nor nfall nor provide a pprovide a provide a basis for basis for future hopfuture hope. The hise. The history of Istory of Israel is thrael is thus a recorus a record of “everd of “ever-intensify-inten“ever“ever-inte“ever-intensifying dnsifying decline” thecline” that ends inat ends in disaster  disaster — the Baby— the Babylonian Exilonian Exile. Noth’sle. Noth’s views hav vie views haveviews have been deve been developed and loped and refined inrefined in recent sc recent scholarship.holarship. John Van  John Van Seters defSeters defends the eedefdefends thdefends the essentiae essential unity ofl unity of the DH th the DH through a corough a comparison wmparison with ancienith ancient Near East Near East Near Eastern anEastern and Greek hid Greek historiograpstoriography. New lihy. New literary criterary critics emphatics emphasize its usize its unity as a nity as a carefully carcarefully carefully crafted wocrafted work of art.rk of art.

Thematically, Noth viewed the DH as a pessimistic work that chronicled 
and censured the record of Israel’s existence in the land. To be sure, there were 
high points in Israel’s history, such as the dedication of the temple (1 Kgs. 8), but 
such positive events could neither prevent the monarchy’s eventual downfall nor 
provide a basis for future hope. The history of Israel is thus a record of 
“ever-intensifying decline” that ends in disaster — the Babylonian Exile. Noth’s 



views have been developed and refined in recent scholarship. John Van Seters 
defends the essential unity of the DH through a comparison with ancient Near 
Eastern and Greek historiography. New literary critics emphasize its unity as a 
carefully crafted work of art.

�Many otherMany other scholars  scholars have soughhave sought to modift to modify Noth’s vy Noth’s views. Bothiews. Both Gerhard v Gerhard von Rad andon Ron Rad and HaRad and Hans Walter ns Walter Wolff chalWolff challenge Nothlenge Noth’s conclus’s conclusions aboutions about purpose a purpose and theme. nd themnd theme. Vontheme. Von Rad point Rad points to an als to an alternation ternation between thbetween themes of “gemes of “gospel” andospel” and “law” in  “law” in  “law” in Samuel—in Samuel—Kings. TheKings. The Davidic p Davidic promises deromises delay the Exlay the Exile (e.g.,ile (e.g., 1 Kgs. 11 1 Kgs. 11:11-13, 31:11-13, 31-35), whil-33131-35), wh31-35), while Jehoiaile Jehoiachin’s relchin’s release from ease from prison (2 prison (2 Kgs. 25:27Kgs. 25:27-30) adumb-30) adumbrates the rates the ultimate rultultimate rultimate revival of evival of David’s liDavid’s line, signalne, signalling that ling that the DH endthe DH ends with a ms with a messianic pessianic promise andromisppromise anpromise and not a fid not a final judgmenal judgment. Wolff nt. Wolff cites the cites the importanceimportance of turnin of turning g (sûu®b�)(sûu®b�(sûu®b�)(sûu®b�) to Yahweh to Yahweh in Deuter in Deuteronomy, Judonomy, Judges, and Kges, and Kings to arings to argue that tgue that the DH advahe DH adhe DH advances aadvances an element n element of hope. Dof hope. Divine judgivine judgment does ment does not entailnot entail Israel’s  Israel’s doom but cdoom but calls the eaccalls the calls the exiles to exiles to repentancerepentance, because , because the peoplethe people’s return ’s return (sûu®b�)(sûu®b�) to God ca to God can elicit Gn cacan elicitcan elicit God’s com God’s compassionatepassionate return to return to them (1 K them (1 Kgs. 8:46-5gs. 8:46-53).3).3).

Many other scholars have sought to modify Noth’s views. Both Gerhard von 
Rad and Hans Walter Wolff challenge Noth’s conclusions about purpose and 
theme. Von Rad points to an alternation between themes of “gospel” and “law” 
in Samuel—Kings. The Davidic promises delay the Exile (e.g., 1 Kgs. 11:11-13, 
31-35), while Jehoiachin’s release from prison (2 Kgs. 25:27-30) adumbrates the 
ultimate revival of David’s line, signalling that the DH ends with a messianic 
promise and not a final judgment. Wolff cites the importance of turning 
(sûu®b�)  to Yahweh in Deuteronomy, Judges, and Kings to argue that the DH 
advances an element of hope. Divine judgment does not entail Israel’s doom but 
calls the exiles to repentance, because the people’s return (sûu®b�)  to God 
can elicit God’s compassionate return to them (1 Kgs. 8:46-53).

�Frank M. CFrank M. Cross and Rross and Rudolf Smenudolf Smend challengd challenge Noth’s ne Noth’s notion thatotion that the DH wa the DH was the prods ths the producthe product of one et of one exilic authxilic author. These or. These scholars, scholars, and the scand the schools of thools of thought thehought they have comy hy have come have come to represeto represent, posit nt, posit a series oa series of editionsf editions. Cross ar. Cross argues that gues that the main ethe main edition of ditieedition ofedition of the DH wa the DH was composeds composed during th during the reign ofe reign of Josiah as Josiah as a program a programmatic documatic docmatic document pdocument promoting Jromoting Josiah’s reosiah’s revival of tvival of the Davidiche Davidic state. Th state. This primaryis primary edition o edition of the DH (f tf the DH (Dtthe DH (Dtrr11) was reto) was retouched and uched and revised inrevised in a much le a much less extensiss extensive editionve edition (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs.  (2 Kgs. 23:25Kgs. 23:25-25:30) in-25:30) in the Exile the Exile (Dtr (Dtr22). Cross b). Cross bases his aases his argument onrgument on the inter the interplay betweplay beplay between twbetween two main theo main themes runninmes running through g through most of Kimost of Kings: “the ngs: “the sin of Jersin of Jeroboam,” whoboam,” woboam,” which revewhich reverberates trberates throughout hroughout the narratthe narration of theion of the northern  northern kingdom, akingdom, and the prond the prnd the promises tpromises to David, wo David, which restrhich restrain divineain divine wrath in  wrath in the historthe history of Judahy of Judah. The exil. The exilic editor ic eic editor (Dteditor (Dtrr22) retouche) retouched the earld the earlier work, ier work, introducedintroduced the sub-t the sub-theme of Maheme of Manasseh’s anasseh’sMaManasseh’sManasseh’s apostasy, apostasy, attributi attributing the desng the destruction otruction of Judah tof Judah to his perfi his perfidy, and redy, and recorded Judcordrerecorded Jrecorded Judah’s exiudah’s exile. Adherele. Adherents of Cronts of Cross’s theorss’s theory have deby have debated whethated whether Dtrer Dtr22’s contrib’s Dtr2Dtr2’s conDtr2’s contribution tribution was more swas more substantialubstantial (e.g., Br (e.g., Brian Peckhaian Peckham) or lessm) or less so (e.g., so (e.g., Steven L. Ste Steven L. Steven L. McKenzie).McKenzie). Others ha Others have focusedve focused on the wo on the work of Dtrrk of Dtr11. Gary N. . Gary N. Knoppers, KnopperKnoppers, Knoppers, e.g., argue.g., argues that thes that the attentioe attention given ton given to the histo the history of the ry of the northern mnorthern monarchy, tonammonarchy, monarchy, the fall othe fall of Israel, f Israel, and the reand the reign of Josign of Josiah, can oiah, can only be undnly be understood inerstood in the conte the c the context ofcontext of Dtr Dtr11’s treatme’s treatment of the nt of the United MonUnited Monarchy and archy and the causesthe causes he impute he imputes to the cs tos to the creto the creation of tation of the Dividedhe Divided Monarchy. Monarchy.

Frank M. Cross and Rudolf Smend challenge Noth’s notion that the DH was 
the product of one exilic author. These scholars, and the schools of thought they 
have come to represent, posit a series of editions. Cross argues that the main 
edition of the DH was composed during the reign of Josiah as a programmatic 
document promoting Josiah’s revival of the Davidic state. This primary edition of 
the DH (Dtr1) was retouched and revised in a much less extensive edition (2 
Kgs. 23:25-25:30) in the Exile (Dtr2). Cross bases his argument on the interplay 
between two main themes running through most of Kings: “the sin of Jeroboam,” 
which reverberates throughout the narration of the northern kingdom, and the 
promises to David, which restrain divine wrath in the history of Judah. The exilic 
editor (Dtr2) retouched the earlier work, introduced the sub-theme of 
Manasseh’s apostasy, attributing the destruction of Judah to his perfidy, and 
recorded Judah’s exile. Adherents of Cross’s theory have debated whether 
Dtr2’s contribution was more substantial (e.g., Brian Peckham) or less so (e.g., 
Steven L. McKenzie). Others have focused on the work of Dtr1. Gary N. 
Knoppers, e.g., argues that the attention given to the history of the northern 
monarchy, the fall of Israel, and the reign of Josiah, can only be understood in the 
context of Dtr1’s treatment of the United Monarchy and the causes he imputes 
to the creation of the Divided Monarchy.

�Smend consSmend construes thestrues these successie successive editionve editions as preses as present throughnt throughout much oout much of Joshua—2f Josf Joshua—2 KJoshua—2 Kings, and ings, and adds a secadds a second nomistond nomistically oriically oriented Deutented Deuteronomist eronomist (DtrN) to (DtrN) (DtrN) to (DtrN) to the historthe historically oriically oriented Deutented Deuteronomist eronomist posited byposited by Noth (Dtr Noth (DtrH). To theH). To thH). To these exilthese exilic editionic editions Walter Ds Walter Dietrich adietrich adds a thirdds a third prophetic prophetically-orienally-oriented editioted edition (DtrP), n (Dn (DtrP), wr(DtrP), written afteitten after DtrH butr DtrH but prior to  prior to DtrN. WherDtrN. Whereas DtrH, eas DtrH, much like much like Noth’s DH,Noth’s DNoth’s DH, functiDH, functions as an ons as an etiology fetiology for the nador the nadir of Judair of Judah, DtrP ash, DtrP assails the sails the political political and culticand cuand cultic apocultic apostasy of nstasy of northern roorthern royalty. Theyalty. The third red third redactor (Dtractor (DtrN) purportN) purportedly addededly added assorted  addedadded assoadded assorted legalrted legal sayings,  sayings, the law cothe law code itself,de itself, and the r and the royal tradioyal traditions of Jtions of Jerusalem. erusaleJJerusalem.Jerusalem. Although  Although Dietrich cDietrich contends thontends that all thrat all three redactiee redactions were cons were completed bompleted bompleted by 560 by 560 B.C.E.B.C.E., Smend be, Smend believes thalieves that DtrN stet DtrN stems from thms from the early poe early postexilic pstexilic period. Otheriod. Oeriod. Other follOther followers of Sowers of Smend arguemend argue for a suc for a succession ofcession of DtrN edit DtrN editions. Yet ions. Yet others disothers disagree withadisdisagree wdisagree with Dietriith Dietrich about tch about the nature he nature and purposand purpose of the me of the major redacajor redactions — Dttions — Dtions — DtrH, DtrPDtrH, DtrP, and DtrN, and DtrN...

Smend construes these successive editions as present throughout much of 
Joshua—2 Kings, and adds a second nomistically oriented Deuteronomist 
(DtrN) to the historically oriented Deuteronomist posited by Noth (DtrH). To 
these exilic editions Walter Dietrich adds a third prophetically-oriented edition 
(DtrP), written after DtrH but prior to DtrN. Whereas DtrH, much like Noth’s 
DH, functions as an etiology for the nadir of Judah, DtrP assails the political and 



cultic apostasy of northern royalty. The third redactor (DtrN) purportedly 
added assorted legal sayings, the law code itself, and the royal traditions of 
Jerusalem. Although Dietrich contends that all three redactions were completed 
by 560 B.C.E., Smend believes that DtrN stems from the early postexilic period. 
Other followers of Smend argue for a succession of DtrN editions. Yet others 
disagree with Dietrich about the nature and purpose of the major redactions — 
DtrH, DtrP, and DtrN.

�Some recenSome recent scholarst scholars have deve have developed new loped new theories otheories of multiplef multiple redaction redactions, citing s, cits, citing varciting variations iniations in the regna the regnal formulael formulae of northe of northern and sourn and southern kingthern kings. Their as. Their arguments drgumaarguments arguments do not faldo not fall easily il easily into any onnto any one particule particular patternar pattern, but in m, but in many cases any cases they incortheythey incorthey incorporate feaporate features of ttures of the Cross ohe Cross or Smend hyr Smend hypotheses. potheses. All of theAll of these scholarse scholars (e.g., Msscholarscholars (scholars (e.g., Manfe.g., Manfred Weippered Weippert, André rt, André Lemaire, MLemaire, Mark A. O’Bark A. O’Brien, Iainrien, Iain Provan, B Provan, Baruch HalpaBBaruch HalBaruch Halpern, and pern, and David S. VDavid S. Vanderhooftanderhooft) speak of) speak of one or mo one or more substanre substantial preextial preetial preexilic preexilic editions oeditions of the DH af the DH and of at lnd of at least one eeast one exilic editxilic edition. In spion. In spite of theite of the prolifera prolife proliferatproliferation of difion of different redferent redactional hactional hypotheses,ypotheses, most comm most commentators sentators still speaktill speak of a Deut of of a Deuteof a Deuteronomisticronomistic history,  history, thus testithus testifying to tfying to the profounhe profound influencd influence of Noth’e of Noth’s theory.s ths theory.theory.theory.

Some recent scholars have developed new theories of multiple redactions, 
citing variations in the regnal formulae of northern and southern kings. Their 
arguments do not fall easily into any one particular pattern, but in many cases 
they incorporate features of the Cross or Smend hypotheses. All of these 
scholars (e.g., Manfred Weippert, André Lemaire, Mark A. O’Brien, Iain Provan, 
Baruch Halpern, and David S. Vanderhooft) speak of one or more substantial 
preexilic editions of the DH and of at least one exilic edition. In spite of the 
proliferation of different redactional hypotheses, most commentators still speak 
of a Deuteronomistic history, thus testifying to the profound influence of Noth’s 
theory.
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The fifth The fifth and final and final book of thbook of the Pentateue Pentateuch. From bch. From both a liteoth a literary and trary and theologicalheological perspecti per perspectivperspective, it is he, it is hard to oveard to overestimate restimate the importthe importance of thance of the book of e book of DeuteronomDeuteronomDeuteronomDeuteronomy. While iy. While it may not t may not be a literbe a literary masterary masterpiece itsepiece itself, its dilf, its direct literrect literary influeary iary influence influence is diffuseis diffused through d through a good pora good portion of thtion of the OT. For e OT. For example, texample, the writer he writer responsiblreresponsiblresponsible for telle for telling the sting the story of ancory of ancient Israeient Israel in its ll in its land found and found in Joshua,in Joshua, Judges, S Judges,  Judges, SaJudges, Samuel, and muel, and Kings was Kings was a Deuterona Deuteronomist. Othomist. Other writerser writers using Deu using Deuteronomic teronomDeuDeuteronomDeuteronomic languagic language and thoue and thought editedght edited several p several prophetic brophetic books, in pooks, in particular,articular, Hosea and particular,particularparticular, Hosea an, Hosea and Jeremiahd Jeremiah. Deuteron. Deuteronomy, whichomy, which presents  presents itself as itself as a written a written authoritatauauthoritatauthoritative law foive law for Israel ir Israel in its landn its land is the fi is the first book trst book to see itseo see itself as “Scrlf as “Scripture” (Dipture” (Dipture” (Deut. 17:(Deut. 17:19-20; 28:19-20; 28:58; 29:19;58; 29:19; 31:11). D 31:11). Deuteronomyeuteronomy, which se, which sees Israel’es Israel’s future as future as determins ds determineddetermined by its ob by its observance oservance of the Law,f the Law, shaped th shaped the developme development of earent of early Judaismly Judaismly Judaism. TJudaism. This book, his book, more than more than any other,any other, enabled a enabled ancient Isrncient Israel to surael to survive the lvive the loss of itsoss lloss of itloss of its religious religious and cults and cultural instiural institutions dututions during the Bring the Babylonian abylonian crisis. Itcrisis. It made the  made th made the Law ththe Law the preeminee preeminent and lifnt and life-giving re-giving religious ieligious institutionnstitution for Israe for Israel.l.l.

The fifth and final book of the Pentateuch. From both a literary and theological 
perspective, it is hard to overestimate the importance of the book of 
Deuteronomy. While it may not be a literary masterpiece itself, its direct literary 
influence is diffused through a good portion of the OT. For example, the writer 
responsible for telling the story of ancient Israel in its land found in Joshua, 
Judges, Samuel, and Kings was a Deuteronomist. Other writers using 



Deuteronomic language and thought edited several prophetic books, in 
particular, Hosea and Jeremiah. Deuteronomy, which presents itself as a written 
authoritative law for Israel in its land is the first book to see itself as “Scripture” 
(Deut. 17:19-20; 28:58; 29:19; 31:11). Deuteronomy, which sees Israel’s future as 
determined by its observance of the Law, shaped the development of early 
Judaism. This book, more than any other, enabled ancient Israel to survive the 
loss of its religious and cultural institutions during the Babylonian crisis. It made 
the Law the preeminent and life-giving religious institution for Israel.

�DeuteronomDeuteronomy presentsy presents itself as itself as Moses’ te Moses’ testament tostament to Israel, w Israel, which he dehich he delivers as livers dedelivers adelivers as a farewes a farewell speech ll speech to the trito the tribes just bbes just before his efore his death in Tdeath in Transjordanransjordan and their and  and their and their entrance ientrance into Canaannto Canaan. The “tes. The “testament” watament” was a commons a common form used form used in the an in the  in the ancienthe ancient world tot world to diffuse m diffuse moral teachoral teaching. Despiing. Despite this fote this formal unityrmal unity, the book, the book of Deuter of  of Deuteroof Deuteronomy as wenomy as we have it i have it is not a uns not a unified liteified literary work.rary work. For examp For example, it hasle, it has two intro tw two introdtwo introductions (1uctions (1:1—4:40; 4:1—4:40; 4:44—11:32):44—11:32). There ar. There are several e several appendicesappendices attached  attached attached tattached to the booko the book, e.g., th, e.g., the Song of e Song of Moses (32:Moses (32:1–43) and 1–43) and the Blessithe Blessing of Moseng of Moses (33:2–29s MoseMoses (33:Moses (33:2–29). The2–29). There is genere is general agreemral agreement that 4ent that 4:44—28:68 :44—28:68 forms the forms the core of thcore of tcore of the book. the book. Still, thiStill, this core is s core is also not aalso not a homogeneo homogeneous work. Tus work. The law codhe law code, which ie, which is to guides ts to guide Ito guide Israel’s lisrael’s life in the fe in the land, makeland, makes up chs. s up chs. 11—26. Chs11—26. Chs. 5—11 pro. 5—11 provide a homvide a homiletic intilehomhomiletic homiletic introductiintroduction to the on to the law code. law code. Part of DePart of Deuteronomy’uteronomy’s genius is genius is that it s that it consistentconconsistentconsistently tries tly tries to motivateo motivate Israel to Israel to obedience obedience so the th so the thrust of chrust of chs. 5—11 fos. 5—11 focuses on mcusfofocuses onfocuses on motivatio motivation. Chs. 27n. Chs. 27 and 28 re and 28 reflect a riflect a ritual by whtual by which Israelich Israel accepts t accepts the obligathe ohe obligationobligations of the cs of the code.ode.ode.

Deuteronomy presents itself as Moses’ testament to Israel, which he 
delivers as a farewell speech to the tribes just before his death in Transjordan 
and their entrance into Canaan. The “testament” was a common form used in 
the ancient world to diffuse moral teaching. Despite this formal unity, the book 
of Deuteronomy as we have it is not a unified literary work. For example, it has 
two introductions (1:1—4:40; 4:44—11:32). There are several appendices 
attached to the book, e.g., the Song of Moses (32:1–43) and the Blessing of 
Moses (33:2–29). There is general agreement that 4:44—28:68 forms the core of 
the book. Still, this core is also not a homogeneous work. The law code, which is 
to guide Israel’s life in the land, makes up chs. 11—26. Chs. 5—11 provide a 
homiletic introduction to the law code. Part of Deuteronomy’s genius is that it 
consistently tries to motivate Israel to obedience so the thrust of chs. 5—11 
focuses on motivation. Chs. 27 and 28 reflect a ritual by which Israel accepts the 
obligations of the code.

�Despite thDespite the attentioe attention Deuteronn Deuteronomy has reomy has received froceived from interprem interpreters becauters because of its se ose of its impof its importance, cortance, consensus honsensus has not beeas not been reached n reached about seveabout several fundamral fundamental issuental issues. For exeissuissues. Foissues. For example,r example, what circ what circles in ancles in ancient Israeient Israel’s religil’s religious leaderous leadership groupship groups were ress wers were respowere responsible fornsible for Deuterono Deuteronomy? While my? While most intermost interpreters repreters recognize thcognize that ascribiat ascribat ascribing ascribing the book tthe book to Moses iso Moses is a theolog a theological devicical device to legite to legitimate its imate its content, tcontent, they have rhey hhey have reachhave reached no consed no consensus abouensus about the quest the question of aution of authorship. thorship. Priests, pPriests, prophets, srophets, sages, and agssages, andsages, and elders ha elders have all beeve all been suggesten suggested. Similard. Similarly, the quly, the question of estion of the book’sthe book’s date is s date date is stdate is still subjecill subject to discut to discussion. Intssion. Interpreters erpreters have suppohave supported preexrted preexilic, exililic, exilic, and poic, and ic, and postexand postexilic datesilic dates for its c for its compositionomposition. Many fav. Many favor a date or a date in the 7thin the 7th century  century B.C.B.C., in part , i, in part bein part because theycause they identify  identify the “law bthe “law book” of 2 ook” of 2 Kgs. 23:1-Kgs. 23:1-3 with som3 with some form of e form of DeuteronomDeDeuteronomDeuteronomy.y.y.

Despite the attention Deuteronomy has received from interpreters because 
of its importance, consensus has not been reached about several fundamental 
issues. For example, what circles in ancient Israel’s religious leadership groups 
were responsible for Deuteronomy? While most interpreters recognize that 
ascribing the book to Moses is a theological device to legitimate its content, they 
have reached no consensus about the question of authorship. Priests, prophets, 
sages, and elders have all been suggested. Similarly, the question of the book’s 
date is still subject to discussion. Interpreters have supported preexilic, exilic, 
and postexilic dates for its composition. Many favor a date in the 7th century B.C., 
in part because they identify the “law book” of 2 Kgs. 23:1-3 with some form of 
Deuteronomy.

�One of theOne of the book’s mo book’s most signifist significant litercant literary issuesary issues is not ob is not obvious to tvious to those who rhose whohose who read twho read the book onhe book only in Englly in English translish translation. Theation. There are texre are texts in the ts in the book that book that address thaddaddress thaddress their readereir readers in the 2s in the 2nd person nd person singular asingular and others nd others that use tthat use the 2nd perhe 2nd person pluralsoperperson pluperson plural. For eral. For example, 6:xample, 6:7–9; 11:187–9; 11:18–20 are ne–20 are nearly identarly identical in coical in content, butntent, but the forme the the formerthe former uses the  uses the 2nd person2nd person singular  singular while the while the latter uselatter uses the 2nd s the 2nd person pluperson plural. Does rapluplural. Doplural. Does the chaes the change in pernge in person point son point to two souto two sources? Is irces? Is it a didactt a didactic device ic device to addressto ato address fiaddress first the inrst the individual adividual and then thnd then the group? Ie group? Is it simpls it simply a mattery a matter of litera of literary variatiry variary variation?variation? This phen This phenomenon hasomenon has attracted attracted significa significant attentint attention from inon from interpretersterpreters. Most agr. M. Most agreeMost agree that each that each instance  instance of a changof a change in persoe in person has to bn has to be examinede examined on its ow on its own. There dnowown. Thereown. There does not  does not appear to appear to be a singlbe a single explanate explanation for thion for the changes.e changes.

One of the book’s most significant literary issues is not obvious to those 
who read the book only in English translation. There are texts in the book that 
address their readers in the 2nd person singular and others that use the 2nd 
person plural. For example, 6:7–9; 11:18–20 are nearly identical in content, but 
the former uses the 2nd person singular while the latter uses the 2nd person 
plural. Does the change in person point to two sources? Is it a didactic device to 
address first the individual and then the group? Is it simply a matter of literary 



variation? This phenomenon has attracted significant attention from interpreters. 
Most agree that each instance of a change in person has to be examined on its 
own. There does not appear to be a single explanation for the changes.

�While manyWhile many literary  literary issues musissues must yet be rt yet be resolved, tesolved, the importahe importance of Deunce of Deuteronomy fteronDeuDeuteronomDeuteronomy for the y for the developmendevelopment of anciet of ancient Israel’nt Israel’s religious religious thought s thought is clear. is clear. First, DeuFirFirst, DeuFirst, Deuteronomy iteronomy introduces ntroduces a new undea new understanding rstanding of the Divof the Divine. The eine. The expression xpressioneexpressionexpression “the plac “the place that thee that the Lord your Lord your God choos God chooses as the es as the dwelling fdwelling for his namor his name” (12:11)enamname” (12:name” (12:11) is a c11) is a constant reonstant refrain in Dfrain in Deuteronomyeuteronomy and the D and the Deuteronomieuteronomistic histostic histostic history. Ihistory. It nuances t nuances the beliefthe belief of ancien of ancient peoples t peoples that theirthat their gods actu gods actually dweltally dwelt in their  in the in their temptheir temples. Deuteles. Deuteronomy nevronomy never says ther says that God dweat God dwelt in the lt in the temple or temple or that the tthat the that the templethe temple is the “h is the “house of Goouse of God.” The ted.” The temple is whmple is where God’s ere God’s namename dwells an dwells and was build wasd was built was built for God’s for God’s name.name. God dwell God dwells in the hs in the heavens (26eavens (26:15). Simi:15). Similarly, whelarly, when speakingn speakn speaking ospeaking of the theof the theophany on Sphany on Sinai, Exodinai, Exod. 19:21 no. 19:21 notes that tes that seeingseeing God posed God posed a danger  a dan a danger to danger to the Israelthe Israelites. For ites. For DeuteronomDeuteronomy, seeing y, seeing God was noGod was not even an t even an issue. It issue. It was wwas was hearinghearing God that  God that was the dawas the danger (4:32nger (4:32). The God). The God that Deut that Deuteronomy deeronomy describes isscribesdedescribes describes is transceis transcendent. Thindent. This God is rs God is revealed thevealed through the rough the Law. ObediLaw. Obedience to thence to that Law makaththat Law mthat Law makes it poakes it possible forssible for Israel to Israel to live (30: live (30:15–16).15–16).15–16).

While many literary issues must yet be resolved, the importance of 
Deuteronomy for the development of ancient Israel’s religious thought is clear. 
First, Deuteronomy introduces a new understanding of the Divine. The 
expression “the place that the Lord your God chooses as the dwelling for his 
name” (12:11) is a constant refrain in Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic 
history. It nuances the belief of ancient peoples that their gods actually dwelt in 
their temples. Deuteronomy never says that God dwelt in the temple or that 
the temple is the “house of God.” The temple is where God’s name dwells and 
was built for God’s name. God dwells in the heavens (26:15). Similarly, when 
speaking of the theophany on Sinai, Exod. 19:21 notes that seeing God posed a 
danger to the Israelites. For Deuteronomy, seeing God was not even an issue. It 
was hearing God that was the danger (4:32). The God that Deuteronomy 
describes is transcendent. This God is revealed through the Law. Obedience to 
that Law makes it possible for Israel to live (30:15–16).

�DeuteronomDeuteronomy, then, iy, then, is above als above all a law bol a law book. Still,ok. Still, it is not it is not simply a  simply a repositoryrepository for ancie repositoryrepositoryrepository for ancie for ancient laws. Fnt laws. For Deuteroor Deuteronomy law inomy law is a livings a living reality.  reality. The book’sThe book’s great ach gre great achigreat achievement isevement is how it ad how it adapts ancieapts ancient legal tnt legal tradition tradition to new situo new situations. Foations. For example,r exr example, iexample, in the ancin the ancient Near Eent Near East and anast and ancient Isracient Israel sacrifiel sacrifices made ices made in temples n temples were comsuwerwere comsuwere comsumed by themed by the gods and  gods and their prietheir priests (e.g.,sts (e.g., Exod. 22: Exod. 22:29-30[MT 229-30[MT 28–29]; Num8–29]; Nu8–29]; Num. 18:15Num. 18:15-21). In D-21). In Deuteronomyeuteronomy it is the it is the donor of  donor of the sacrifthe sacrifices who cices who consumes thonsumes thonsumes them. In athem. In addition, Dddition, Deuteronomyeuteronomy instructs instructs the donor the donor to invite to invite the poor  the poor to share ito share in the sacrn iin the sacin the sacrificial mrificial meal (14:22eal (14:22–29; 15:19–29; 15:19–23). The –23). The result of result of DeuteronomDeuteronomy’s reintey’s reinterpretationrprreintereinterprereinterpretation of tation of ancient leancient legal traditgal tradition is oftion is often the humen the humanization anization of ancientof ancient laws. Ear laws. laws. Earllaws. Early Judaism y Judaism followed tfollowed the patternhe pattern set by De set by Deuteronomy uteronomy in the proin the production ofduction of the Mishn ofof the Misof the Mishnah and Thnah and Talmud, whialmud, which are newch are new adaptatio adaptations of ancins of ancient Israelent Israel’s legal t’s legal traditions.radttraditionstraditions...

Deuteronomy, then, is above all a law book. Still, it is not simply a 
repository for ancient laws. For Deuteronomy law is a living reality. The book’s 
great achievement is how it adapts ancient legal tradition to new situations. For 
example, in the ancient Near East and ancient Israel sacrifices made in temples 
were comsumed by the gods and their priests (e.g., Exod. 22:29-30[MT 28–29]; 
Num. 18:15-21). In Deuteronomy it is the donor of the sacrifices who consumes 
them. In addition, Deuteronomy instructs the donor to invite the poor to share 
in the sacrificial meal (14:22–29; 15:19–23). The result of Deuteronomy’s 
reinterpretation of ancient legal tradition is often the humanization of ancient 
laws. Early Judaism followed the pattern set by Deuteronomy in the production 
of the Mishnah and Talmud, which are new adaptations of ancient Israel’s legal 
traditions.

�DeuteronomDeuteronomy offers ay offers a utopian v utopian vision of Iision of Israel’s lisrael’s life, not befe, not because it pcause it presents anresents anresents an unworkaan unworkable plan fble plan for Israel’or Israel’s life in s life in the land, the land, but becausbut because it presee it presents Israelnts Israel with idea with id with ideals ratideals rather than wher than with laws aith laws alone. For lone. For example, texample, the law of he law of the king (the king (17:14–20) 17:14–20) is unrealiis uis unrealistiunrealistic. No ancic. No ancient Near Eent Near Eastern monastern monarch wouldarch would ever agre ever agree to limite to limit his prero his prerogatives asgpreroprerogativprerogatives as Deutes as Deuteronomy sueronomy suggests. Whggests. What this laat this law emphasizw emphasizes is the es is the equality oequality oequality of all Isrof all Israelites unaelites under the Lader the Law. In the w. In the eyes of theyes of the Law, thee Law, there are no re are no subjects nsubjects nor king buor kinor king but oking but only “brothnly “brothers.” Simiers.” Similarly, Deularly, Deuteronomy cteronomy consistentlonsistently requiresy requires people of people of means to  m means to rmeans to remember themember the poor. “Te poor. “The widow, he widow, orphan, alorphan, alien, and Lien, and Levite,” whevite,” whom Deuteroom Deuom DeuteronomDeuteronomy never foy never forgets (10:rgets (10:8; 16:11; 8; 16:11; 24:19–21; 24:19–21; 26:12–13; 26:12–13; 27:19), we27:19), were people re peoplere people whopeople who had no ac had no access to lacess to land and weand and wealth. They lth. They could not could not support thsupport themselves aemselves ththemselvesthemselves and were  and were dependent dependent on their fon their fellow Israellow Israelites. Deelites. Deuteronomy uteronomy sides strosides strosides strongly wstrongly with the diith the disadvantagesadvantaged.d.d.

Deuteronomy offers a utopian vision of Israel’s life, not because it presents 
an unworkable plan for Israel’s life in the land, but because it presents Israel with 
ideals rather than with laws alone. For example, the law of the king (17:14–20) is 
unrealistic. No ancient Near Eastern monarch would ever agree to limit his 
prerogatives as Deuteronomy suggests. What this law emphasizes is the equality 
of all Israelites under the Law. In the eyes of the Law, there are no subjects nor 
king but only “brothers.” Similarly, Deuteronomy consistently requires people of 
means to remember the poor. “The widow, orphan, alien, and Levite,” whom 
Deuteronomy never forgets (10:8; 16:11; 24:19–21; 26:12–13; 27:19), were 
people who had no access to land and wealth. They could not support 
themselves and were dependent on their fellow Israelites. Deuteronomy sides 



strongly with the disadvantaged.

�The purposThe purpose of the Le of the Law is not aw is not simply to simply to provide orprovide order and order and organizationganization to the li to th to the life othe life of ancient f ancient Israel. FoIsrael. For Deuteronr Deuteronomy, it deomy, it describes a scribes a way of lifway of life that is e that is congruent congrucongruent congruent with Israewith Israel’s statusl’s status as the pe as the people of Goople of God (cf. 4:3d (cf. 4:32–40). The2–40). The idea of I idea of Israel’s elsraelIIsrael’s eIsrael’s election stlection stands behinands behind the bookd the book of Deuter of Deuteronomy. Thionomy. This elections election grants a  grants a status thastastatus thastatus that Deuteront Deuteronomy identiomy identifies when fies when it calls Iit calls Israel “a hsrael “a holy peopleoly people” (7:6; 14” (7:6; 14:2, 21). I:2, 2:2, 21). In ot21). In other ancienher ancient Israelitt Israelite codes, Ie codes, Israel’s hosrael’s holiness is liness is a consequea consequence of itsnce of its observanc observ observanceobservance (e.g., Ex (e.g., Exod. 22:31[od. 22:31[30]). For 30]). For DeuteronomDeuteronomy, holinesy, holiness is a funs is a fundamental cdamental characterishccharactericharacteristic of Gostic of God’s peopled’s people and must  and must be the motbe the motive behindive behind their mor their moral choicesal choices..choiceschoices.choices.choices.

The purpose of the Law is not simply to provide order and organization to 
the life of ancient Israel. For Deuteronomy, it describes a way of life that is 
congruent with Israel’s status as the people of God (cf. 4:32–40). The idea of 
Israel’s election stands behind the book of Deuteronomy. This election grants a 
status that Deuteronomy identifies when it calls Israel “a holy people” (7:6; 14:2, 
21). In other ancient Israelite codes, Israel’s holiness is a consequence of its 
observance (e.g., Exod. 22:31[30]). For Deuteronomy, holiness is a fundamental 
characteristic of God’s people and must be the motive behind their moral 
choices.

�Another imAnother important thportant theological eological idea for Didea for Deuteronomyeuteronomy is the la is the land. Deuternd. Deuteronomy and onomDeuterDeuteronomDeuteronomy and the y and the DeuteronomDeuteronomistic liteistic literature havrature have as a prie as a principal thencipal theme the fatme the fatme the fate of Isfate of Israel in itrael in its land. Gos land. God gave Isrd gave Israel the Laael the Law to obserw to observe in its ve in its land (12:1land (12:1), and Isr), and I), and Israel’s cIsrael’s continued eontinued existence ixistence in the landn the land is depend is dependent on theent on the quality o quality of its obsef its observance (4:rvancobseobservanceobservance (4:26; 11 (4:26; 11:17; 28:63:17; 28:63; 30:19). ; 30:19). For DeuterFor Deuteronomy, theonomy, the land of I land of Israel is nsrael is not simply ot nnot simplynot simply the setti the setting for theng for the story of  story of Israel’s lIsrael’s life nor thife nor the basis foe basis for its econr its economy. The lomy. Thomy. The land iThe land is the means the means by whichs by which Israel ca Israel can have an n have an authentic authentic encounter encounter with the Dwith the Divine throivDDivine thrDivine through the eough the experience xperience of God’s pof God’s providentiarovidential care — el care — especially specially through ththrough the gift of eththe gift othe gift of rain andf rain and fertility fertility. Israel’s. Israel’s infidelit infidelity can havey can have only one  only one consequencconsequence: the lose: the loe: the loss of itloss of its land ands land and its commu its communion with nion with God. The iGod. The importance mportance of Deuteroof Deuteronomy in thnomy in tnomy in the develothe development of Jpment of Judaism hasudaism has sealed Is sealed Israel’s relrael’s relationship ationship with its lwith its land.and.and.

Another important theological idea for Deuteronomy is the land. 
Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic literature have as a principal theme the 
fate of Israel in its land. God gave Israel the Law to observe in its land (12:1), and 
Israel’s continued existence in the land is dependent on the quality of its 
observance (4:26; 11:17; 28:63; 30:19). For Deuteronomy, the land of Israel is 
not simply the setting for the story of Israel’s life nor the basis for its economy. 
The land is the means by which Israel can have an authentic encounter with the 
Divine through the experience of God’s providential care — especially through 
the gift of rain and fertility. Israel’s infidelity can have only one consequence: the 
loss of its land and its communion with God. The importance of Deuteronomy in 
the development of Judaism has sealed Israel’s relationship with its land.

�Finally, DFinally, Deuteronomyeuteronomy presents  presents covenant acovenant as a basic s a basic metaphor fmetaphor for Israel’or Israel’s relations relatis relationshrelationship with Goip with God. Some sud. Some suggest thatggest that the book  the book itself folitself follows the slows the structure otructure of an ancief af an ancientan ancient Near East Near Eastern covenaern covenant. While nt. While that view that view may be harmay be hard to sustad to sustain, covenain, covenain, covenant icovenant is a fundams a fundamental Deutental Deuteronomic ieronomic idea. Deutedea. Deuteronomy seeronomy sees the coves the covenant it ennant it nant it envisioit envisions betweenns between God and I God and Israel as fsrael as flowing frolowing from the covem the covenant at Honant at Horeb (Sinaireb (Sinai; cf. esp.; (Sinai(Sinai; cf(Sinai; cf. esp. chs. esp. chs. 1—3). St. 1—3). Still, the cill, the covenant inovenant in Deuterono Deuteronomy is a nemy is a new covenantw covenant that resp tha that respothat responds to a nnds to a new situatiew situation (29:1[2on (29:1[28:69]). De8:69]). Deuteronomy uteronomy presents ipresents its readersts readers with a no readersreaders wireaders with a notioth a notion of Israen of Israel’s relatil’s relationship witonship with God thath God that is both c is both constant anonstant and evolvingd evd evolving. evolving. In living In living out this rout this relationshielationship, it is ip, it is important tmportant to remembero remember the past, the past, but it is but it but it is alsoit is also important important to look t to look to the chano the changing circuging circumstances tmstances that the pehat the people of Goople of God face. Std fd face. Stilface. Still, the onel, the one response  response which mustwhich must character characterize Israelize Israel’s reactio’s reaction to thesen to these new circu new new circumnew circumstances isstances is fidelity  fidelity to its Godto its God...

Finally, Deuteronomy presents covenant as a basic metaphor for Israel’s 
relationship with God. Some suggest that the book itself follows the structure of 
an ancient Near Eastern covenant. While that view may be hard to sustain, 
covenant is a fundamental Deuteronomic idea. Deuteronomy sees the covenant 
it envisions between God and Israel as flowing from the covenant at Horeb 
(Sinai; cf. esp. chs. 1—3). Still, the covenant in Deuteronomy is a new covenant 
that responds to a new situation (29:1[28:69]). Deuteronomy presents its 
readers with a notion of Israel’s relationship with God that is both constant and 
evolving. In living out this relationship, it is important to remember the past, but 
it is also important to look to the changing circumstances that the people of God 
face. Still, the one response which must characterize Israel’s reaction to these 
new circumstances is fidelity to its God.

�DeuteronomDeuteronomy is the my is the most theoloost theological bookgical book in the OT in the OT. It helpe. It helped Israel sd Israel survive theurvive ssurvive thsurvive the loss of e loss of its sacredits sacred instituti institutions followons following the faing the fall of Jerull of Jerusalem to tsalem to the Babylonhe Babyhe BabylonianBabylonians. It shaps. It shaped the reced the reconstitutioonstitution of Judahn of Judah following following the resto the restoration madration made possiblee pe possible bpossible by the Persy the Persians. Judaians. Judaism, as itism, as it exists to exists today, is a day, is a product ofproduct of the book  the book of Deuteroof Deuof DeuteronomDeuteronomy. Christiy. Christianity deveanity developed its loped its self-underself-understanding istanding in conversan conversation with tion with the theoloththe theolothe theological persgical perspectives tpectives that are athat are at the heart the heart of this b of this book. From ook. From a theologia theological perspecal pcal perspectivperspective, it is he, it is hard to oveard to overestimate restimate the value the value of the booof the book of Deutek of Deuteronomy.ronomy.ronomy.

Deuteronomy is the most theological book in the OT. It helped Israel 
survive the loss of its sacred institutions following the fall of Jerusalem to the 
Babylonians. It shaped the reconstitution of Judah following the restoration made 
possible by the Persians. Judaism, as it exists today, is a product of the book of 
Deuteronomy. Christianity developed its self-understanding in conversation with 
the theological perspectives that are at the heart of this book. From a theological 
perspective, it is hard to overestimate the value of the book of Deuteronomy.
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DEVILDEVILDEVIL

DEVIL

English trEnglish translation anslation of Gk. of Gk. diaébolos,diaébolos, which in  which in both Helleboth Hellenistic andnistic and Classical Classical Greek sig Gree Greek signGreek signified an eified an evil (humanvil (human) adversar) adversary, false ay, false accuser, slccuser, slanderer, canderer, calumniatoralumniator. In all b. In . In all butIn all but four of i four of its 21 appets 21 appearances inarances in the LXX  the LXX diaébolosdiaébolos (usually  (usually with the awith the article) trrticlaarticle) tarticle) translates ranslates Heb. Heb. (hasí)síaœ(hasí)síaœt�aœn,t�aœn, “an adver “an adversary or plsary or plotter, oneotter, one who devis who de who devises medevises means for opans for opposing anoposing another.” In ther.” In a few of ta few of these instahese instances nces (ho) diaéb(ho) diaébolosolos denotes ( diaébolosdiaébolos diaébolos denotes (1denotes (1) a (divin) a (divine/heavenlye/heavenly?) agent a?) agent assigned thssigned the role of e role of precipitatprecipitating God’s ing Ging God’s wratGod’s wrath against h against Israel (1 Israel (1 Chr. 21:1)Chr. 21:1); (2) a wi; (2) a wicked humancked human plotter a plotter and false and false accuser (Psccusaaccuser (Paccuser (Ps. 109:6; s. 109:6; Esth. 7:4;Esth. 7:4; 8:1); or  8:1); or (3) an obs(3) an obstacle to Itacle to Israel’s fasrael’s faithfulnessithfulness (1 Macc.  (1 Macc (1 Macc. 1:36Macc. 1:36). In the ). In the majority omajority of cases, hf cases, however, owever, diaébolosdiaébolos (always w (always with the arith the article) sigticleararticle) sarticle) signifies signifies specificallpecifically a celesty a celestial being,ial being, in partic in particular a memular a member of theber of the heavenly  heavenly heavenly cheavenly court, respourt, responsible foonsible for indictinr indicting and prosg and prosecuting siecuting sinners befonners before the barre the bar of divine of of divine of divine justice. Tjustice. This being his being is envisagis envisaged as a ried as a rigorous leggorous legalist who alist who pursues hipursues his duties ws duties duties witduties with the singh the single-mindednle-mindedness of theess of the zealot (e zealot (e.g., Job 1.g., Job 1:6, 7, 9, :6, 7, 9, 12; 2:1-7;12; 2:1-7; Zech. 3:1 Zech.  Zech. 3:1,Zech. 3:1, 2). If, a 2). If, as often cls often claimed, Wisaimed, Wis. 2:24 bea. 2:24 bears an allurs an allusion to Gesion to Gen. 3 and in. 3 and its story ots storts story of tstory of the Fall, the Fall, then hen diaébolosdiaébolos may also  may also stand as astand as a cipher fo cipher for the begur the beguiling serpiling serpent of Edeeserpserpent ofserpent of Eden. Eden. Eden.

English translation of Gk. diaébolos, which in both Hellenistic and Classical 
Greek signified an evil (human) adversary, false accuser, slanderer, calumniator. 
In all but four of its 21 appearances in the LXX diaébolos (usually with the 
article) translates Heb. (hasí)síaœt�aœn,  “an adversary or plotter, one who 
devises means for opposing another.” In a few of these instances (ho) 
diaébolos denotes (1) a (divine/heavenly?) agent assigned the role of precipitating 
God’s wrath against Israel (1 Chr. 21:1); (2) a wicked human plotter and false 
accuser (Ps. 109:6; Esth. 7:4; 8:1); or (3) an obstacle to Israel’s faithfulness (1 
Macc. 1:36). In the majority of cases, however, diaébolos (always with the 
article) signifies specifically a celestial being, in particular a member of the 
heavenly court, responsible for indicting and prosecuting sinners before the bar 
of divine justice. This being is envisaged as a rigorous legalist who pursues his 
duties with the single-mindedness of the zealot (e.g., Job 1:6, 7, 9, 12; 2:1-7; 
Zech. 3:1, 2). If, as often claimed, Wis. 2:24 bears an allusion to Gen. 3 and its 
story of the Fall, then diaébolos may also stand as a cipher for the beguiling 
serpent of Eden.

�In the NT,In the NT, other ear other early Christily Christian writingan writings, and soms, and some contempoe contemporary Jewisrary Jewish pseudepih pseuh pseudepigrpseudepigraphical liaphical literature, terature, diaébolosdiaébolos is used p is used primarily arimarily as one amons one among many prog many proper names pproproper namproper names or epites or epithets for thets for the figure he figure most genermost generally knownally known as Satan, as Satan, the super the supernatural ennsupersupernatursupernatural enemy oal enemy of God and f God and adversary adversary of his peoof his people, who iple, who in additionn addition to causin to causing sufferingcausincausing sucausing suffering anffering and other ild other ills that bels that beset humankset humankind, strivind, strives mightiles mightily to divery to divert the piout the t the pious the pious from the pfrom the path of obeath of obedience to dience to God and thGod and thus break tus break the bond behe bond between God tween Gtween God and hiGod and his servantss servants (e.g., Ma (e.g., Mark 4:15; 8rk 4:15; 8:33; 1 Cor:33; 1 Cor. 7:5; cf.. 7:5; cf. Eph. 4:27 Eph. 4:27; 1 Tim. 3; 1 Tim. 3:7; 2 Tim.:7; 2 T:7; 2 Tim. 2:26;Tim. 2:26; 1 Pet. 5: 1 Pet. 5:8). His ma8). His main instrumin instrument in thient in this is s is peirasmoœspeirasmoœs (usually  (usually translatedtranslattranslatedtranslated “temptati “temptation,” but bon,” but better “a petter “a proving,” “roving,” “trial”), atrial”), an ordeal on ordeal of one sortf one sort or anothe or a or another whanother which “testsich “tests” one’s tr” one’s trust that Gust that God is faitod is faithful and thful and thus revealhus reveals the natus the nature and extre anre and extentand extent of one’s  of one’s own faithfown faithfulness to ulness to God (cf. MGod (cf. Matt. 4:1-1att. 4:1-11 par.; 1 1 par.; 1 Thess. 3:5Thess. 3:5). The Dev). Th). The Devil The Devil is presentis presented here ased here as ruler of  ruler of the world the world (Matt. 4:8(Matt. 4:8-9 par.; c-9 par.; cf. 1 John f. 1 John 5:19) and 5:19)5:19) and 5:19) and as chief oas chief of a host of a host of wicked sf wicked spirits (Mapirits (Matt. 25:41)tt. 25:41) and unsee and unseen forces (n forces (Eph. 6:12)Eph. ((Eph. 6:12(Eph. 6:12), some of), some of whom, alo whom, along with thng with their mastereir master, are said, are said to stand  to stand behind andbehind and direct no d direct notdirect not only the  only the foreign naforeign nations who tions who oppress Gooppress God’s peopled’s people, but all , but all apostates apostates within Isrwiwithin Isrwithin Israel as welael as well. All soul. All sources testirces testify that infy that in due cours due course this e this diaébolosdiaébolos will be s will be s will be subdued orsubdued or vanquishe vanquished, either d, either by a divinby a divine agent sue agent such as God’ch as God’s Messiah s Messiah or an archor an archangel or baarcharchangel archangel or by God or by God himself. Ihimself. In the meann the meantime, time, ho diaébolho diaébolosos remains a remains active, begctive, beguiling andubegbeguiling beguiling and bedeviand bedeviling the eling the elect. It ilect. It is faithfuls faithfulness to Goness to God and his d and his ways that ways that will prevewill prewill prevent thprevent the pious fre pious from “failinom “failing in the tg in the test” and fest” and from being rom being “delivered“delivered over” to  over” to “the evil “the“the evil “the evil one” (cf. one” (cf. Matt. 6:13Matt. 6:13; Eph. 6:1; Eph. 6:11; Jas. 4:1; Jas. 4:7).7).7).

In the NT, other early Christian writings, and some contemporary Jewish 
pseudepigraphical literature, diaébolos is used primarily as one among many 
proper names or epithets for the figure most generally known as Satan, the 
supernatural enemy of God and adversary of his people, who in addition to 
causing suffering and other ills that beset humankind, strives mightily to divert 
the pious from the path of obedience to God and thus break the bond between 
God and his servants (e.g., Mark 4:15; 8:33; 1 Cor. 7:5; cf. Eph. 4:27; 1 Tim. 3:7; 2 
Tim. 2:26; 1 Pet. 5:8). His main instrument in this is peirasmoœs (usually 
translated “temptation,” but better “a proving,” “trial”), an ordeal of one sort or 
another which “tests” one’s trust that God is faithful and thus reveals the nature 
and extent of one’s own faithfulness to God (cf. Matt. 4:1-11 par.; 1 Thess. 3:5). 
The Devil is presented here as ruler of the world (Matt. 4:8-9 par.; cf. 1 John 
5:19) and as chief of a host of wicked spirits (Matt. 25:41) and unseen forces 
(Eph. 6:12), some of whom, along with their master, are said to stand behind and 
direct not only the foreign nations who oppress God’s people, but all apostates 



within Israel as well. All sources testify that in due course this diaébolos will be 
subdued or vanquished, either by a divine agent such as God’s Messiah or an 
archangel or by God himself. In the meantime, ho diaébolos remains active, 
beguiling and bedeviling the elect. It is faithfulness to God and his ways that will 
prevent the pious from “failing in the test” and from being “delivered over” to 
“the evil one” (cf. Matt. 6:13; Eph. 6:11; Jas. 4:7).

�In some NTIn some NT occurrenc occurrences es diaébolosdiaébolos seems to  seems to mean only mean only “(human) c“(human) calumniatoralumniatccalumniatocalumniator,” “slandr,” “slanderer” (1 Terer” (1 Tim. 3:11; im. 3:11; 2 Tim. 3:32 Tim. 3:3; Tit. 2:3; Tit. 2:3). Also, d). Also, despite theespite the notice of notic notice of notice of the Devil’the Devil’s influencs influence upon Jude upon Judas in Johnas in John 13:2, in  13:2, in 6:70 6:70 diaébolosdiaébolos (no artic (no arti (no article), article), referring referring to Judas, to Judas, may mean nmay mean nothing morothing more than “wie than “wicked (humacked (human) adversan) adversary.”radversaadversary.adversary.”””

In some NT occurrences diaébolos seems to mean only “(human) 
calumniator,” “slanderer” (1 Tim. 3:11; 2 Tim. 3:3; Tit. 2:3). Also, despite the 
notice of the Devil’s influence upon Judas in John 13:2, in 6:70 diaébolos (no 
article), referring to Judas, may mean nothing more than “wicked (human) 
adversary.”

�The choiceThe choice by the LX by the LXX translatX translators to useors to use a term la a term laden with cden with connotationonnotations of malevs of ms of malevolencmalevolence as the ee as the equivalent quivalent of of (hasí)síaœ(hasí)síaœt�aœnt�aœn may have  may have been a facbeen a factor in acctor in actor in acceleratiaccelerating the “fang the “fall” of “thll” of “the Satan” oe Satan” of Job and f Job and Zechariah Zechariah from functfrom function to perion to personality asonaperpersonalitpersonality and fromy and from servant t servant to opponento opponent of God. O of God. On the othen the other hand, itr hand, it may refle may reflect an idencreflereflect anreflect an identific identification thatation that at the ti at the time of the me of the translatortranslators’ work was’ work was already s already (or just b(or ju(or just beginjust beginning to bening to be) made.) made.) made.

The choice by the LXX translators to use a term laden with connotations of 
malevolence as the equivalent of (hasí)síaœt�aœn  may have been a factor in 
accelerating the “fall” of “the Satan” of Job and Zechariah from function to 
personality and from servant to opponent of God. On the other hand, it may 
reflect an identification that at the time of the translators’ work was already (or 
just beginning to be) made.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. H. T. PS. H. T. Page, age, Powers of Powers of Evil: A BiEvil: A Biblical Stublical Study of Satady of Satan and Demon and DemonsnDemoDemonsDemons (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1995pids, 1995); E. Page); E. Pagels, “The Sls, “The Social Histocial History of Satory of Satan, the ‘Ian, the ‘Intimate Enntimate‘I‘Intimate ‘Intimate Enemy,’” Enemy,’” HTRHTR 84 (1991) 84 (1991): 105–28; : 105–28; G. J. RileG. J. Riley, “Devil,y, “Devil,” ” DDD,DDD, 244–49; J 244–49; J. B. Russe. B. R. B. Russell, Russell, The Devil:The Devil: Perceptio Perceptions of Evilns of Evil from Anti from Antiquity to Pquity to Primitive Crimitive Christianithristianityy (Ithaca,  (Ithaca, 1977).1971977).1977).1977).
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�SeeSee  BAN.BAN.

See BAN.

DEWDEWDEW

DEW

Moisture cMoisture condensed uondensed upon a coolpon a cool surface.  surface. This moistThis moisture carrieure carried over by d over by west sea wwest sea wwest sea winds turnwinds turns into thes into the early mor early morning fog cning fog caused by naused by nighttime cighttime cooling (cfooling (cf. Num. 11:. Num. 11:9; Job 29:9; 11:11:9; Job 11:9; Job 29:19; Can29:19; Cant. 5:2). Dt. 5:2). During the uring the dry summerdry summer months in months in Palestini Palestinian agriculan agriculture, dew turagriculagriculturagriculture, dew (Hee, dew (Heb. b. t�alt�al) is a vit) is a vital supplemal supplement for raent for rain (Deut. in (Deut. 32:2; 2 Sa32:2; 2 Sam. 1:21; 1m. 1:21;m. 1:21; 1 Kg1:21; 1 Kgs. 17:1; Js. 17:1; Job 38:28).ob 38:28). Thus, it  Thus, it is frequenis frequently used atly used as a metaphs a metaphor of blesor of blessing from sing frsing from the hfrom the heavens by eavens by God (Gen. God (Gen. 27:28, 39;27:28, 39; Deut. 33: Deut. 33:28; Ps. 1328; Ps. 133:3; Zech.3:3; Zech. 8:12; cf. 8:12; cf. Hos. 14:5 H Hos. 14:5;Hos. 14:5; Hag. 1:10 Hag. 1:10). By the ). By the nature of nature of its subtleits subtle developme development, dew alnt, dew also connoteso connotes the imags connoteconnotes tconnotes the imageryhe imagery of quietu of quietude and stede and stealth (2 Saalth (2 Sam. 17:12; m. 17:12; Isa. 18:4)Isa. 18:4). In addit. In addition, its sion, iion, its suddenits sudden disappear disappearance by thance by the rising oe rising of the sun f the sun is used tois used to depict th depict the transiene transience of Israce oce of Israel’of Israel’s love fors love for God (Hos. God (Hos. 6:4; 13:3 6:4; 13:3).).).

Moisture condensed upon a cool surface. This moisture carried over by west sea 
winds turns into the early morning fog caused by nighttime cooling (cf. Num. 
11:9; Job 29:19; Cant. 5:2). During the dry summer months in Palestinian 
agriculture, dew (Heb. t�al ) is a vital supplement for rain (Deut. 32:2; 2 Sam. 
1:21; 1 Kgs. 17:1; Job 38:28). Thus, it is frequently used as a metaphor of blessing 
from the heavens by God (Gen. 27:28, 39; Deut. 33:28; Ps. 133:3; Zech. 8:12; cf. 
Hos. 14:5; Hag. 1:10). By the nature of its subtle development, dew also 
connotes the imagery of quietude and stealth (2 Sam. 17:12; Isa. 18:4). In addition, 
its sudden disappearance by the rising of the sun is used to depict the transience 
of Israel’s love for God (Hos. 6:4; 13:3).
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DIAL OF AHAZ

A type of A type of sundial fosundial formed by twrmed by two sets of o sets of stairs, onstairs, one ascendine ascending from theg from the east and  east and one from tonone from tone from the west, whe west, which led thich led to the roofo the roof and share and shared the top d the top step. As tstep. As the sun pashe sun passed from esepaspassed fropassed from east to m east to west the swest the steps wouldteps would be illumi be illuminated and nated and would thuswould thus delineate delineate the passi delineatedelineate delineate the passinthe passing of the dg of the day. The Loay. The Lord’s promird’s promise to healse to heal Hezekiah  Hezekiah was confirwas confirmed by themconfirconfirmed confirmed by the “deby the “declining suclining sun on the ‘n on the ‘dial’ of Adial’ of Ahaz (Heb. haz (Heb. ma{a�lo®t�ma{a�lo®t� }aœh�aœz }aœh� }aœh�aœz}aœh�aœz) turn[ing) turn[ing] back 10 ] back 10 steps” (Issteps” (Isa. 38:8; 2a. 38:8; 2 Kgs. 20:8 Kgs. 20:8-11).-11).-11).

A type of sundial formed by two sets of stairs, one ascending from the east and 
one from the west, which led to the roof and shared the top step. As the sun 
passed from east to west the steps would be illuminated and would thus 
delineate the passing of the day. The Lord’s promise to heal Hezekiah was 
confirmed by the “declining sun on the ‘dial’ of Ahaz (Heb. ma{a�lo®t� 
}aœh�aœz ) turn[ing] back 10 steps” (Isa. 38:8; 2 Kgs. 20:8-11).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. Yadin, Y. Yadin, “‘The Dial“‘The Dial of Ahaz,’ of Ahaz,’” ” ErIsrErIsr 5 (1959): 5 (1959): 88*-89*. 88*-89*. 88*-89*.

Bibliography. Y. Yadin, “‘The Dial of Ahaz,’” ErIsr 5 (1959): 88*-89*.
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Christian M. M. Brady

DIAMONDDIAMONDDIAMOND

DIAMOND

A preciousA precious stone, no stone, noted for itted for its hardnesss hardness. In the o. In the oracle at Jracle at Jer. 17:1 Jer. 17:1 Judah’s sinudah’s sin is etched is etc is etched witetched with a diamonh a diamond-tipped id-tipped iron pen (Hron pen (Heb. eb. sûaœmiîrsûaœmiîr). At Zech). At Zech. 7:12 the. 7:12 the Hebrew te Hebr Hebrew terHebrew term is rendem is rendered “adamared “adamant” (cf. Ent” (cf. Ezek. 3:9, zek. 3:9, “the harde“the hardest stone”)st stone”)..

A precious stone, noted for its hardness. In the oracle at Jer. 17:1 Judah’s sin is 
etched with a diamond-tipped iron pen (Heb. sûaœmiîr). At Zech. 7:12 the 
Hebrew term is rendered “adamant” (cf. Ezek. 3:9, “the hardest stone”).

DIASPORADIASPORADIASPORA

DIASPORA

�SeeSee  DISPERSIONDISPERSION..

See DISPERSION.

DIATESSARODIATESSARONNN

DIATESSARON

A harmony A harmony of the Gosof the Gospels (Gk. pels (Gk. dia tessardia tessaroœn,oœn, “through  “through [the] four[the] four”) in the ”) in the form of a formform of a form of a continuouscontinuous narrative narrative, compiled, compiled ca. 170  ca. 170 C.E.C.E. by Tatian by Tatian..

A harmony of the Gospels (Gk. dia tessaroœn, “through [the] four”) in the 
form of a continuous narrative, compiled ca. 170 C.E. by Tatian.

DIBLAIMDIBLAIM (Heb.  (Heb. dib�laœyimdib�laœyim)))

DIBLAIM (Heb. dib�laœyim )

The fatherThe father of Gomer  of Gomer (Hos. 1:3)(Hos. 1:3). Derived . Derived from Ugar.from Ugar.  dbltdblt (lit., “c (lit., “cakes of drakes of dried figs”)ied figs”)ied figs”), thfigs”), the name maye name may represent represent a continu a continuation of Hation of Hosea’s figosea’s figurative usurative use of namese of names, a geogra, a, a geographa geographical locatical location (perhaion (perhaps the Moaps the Moabite town bite town DiblatayimDiblatayim), or a li), or a literal patrteral patronymic desonypatrpatronymicpatronymic designati designation. This lon. This last sense ast sense is preferais preferable becausble because it stande it stands in apposs in apposition to titionapposappositionapposition to the pe to the personal namrsonal name Gomer.e Gomer.e Gomer.

The father of Gomer (Hos. 1:3). Derived from Ugar. dblt (lit., “cakes of dried 
figs”), the name may represent a continuation of Hosea’s figurative use of names, 
a geographical location (perhaps the Moabite town Diblatayim), or a literal 
patronymic designation. This last sense is preferable because it stands in 
apposition to the personal name Gomer.

Archie W. Archie W. EnglandEngland

Archie W. England

DIBONDIBON (Heb.  (Heb. diîb�o®ndiîb�o®n)))

DIBON (Heb. diîb�o®n )

�1.1. An import An important city lant city located on ocated on the King’sthe King’s Highway i Highway in central n central TransjordaTransjordan. Dibon in. Dn. Dibon is gDibon is generally ienerally identified dentified with the mwith the mound of ruound of ruins N of tins N of the modern he modern village ofvillage of  DhiäbaœnDhDhiäbaœnDhiäbaœn (224101), (224101), 64 km. (4 64 km. (40 mi.) S o0 mi.) S of Amman anf Amman and 3 km. (2d 3 km. (2 mi.) N of mi.) N of Wadi  Wadi el-Moœjibelel-Moœjibel-Moœjib (biblical (biblical Arnon). E Arnon). Egyptologisgyptologist Kenneth t Kenneth A. KitchenA. Kitchen argues th argues that an Egypat an Egypat an Egyptian eEgyptian equivalent quivalent for Dibon for Dibon (Tibunu)(Tibunu) appears i appears in Egyptiann Egyptian inscripti inscriptions from tons from the time ofhe timhe time of Ratime of Rameses II. meses II. The name aThe name also appearlso appears in the Ms in the Mesha inscresha inscription fouiption found at nd at DhiäbaœnDhiäbDhiäbaœnDhiäbaœn...

1. An important city located on the King’s Highway in central Transjordan. 
Dibon is generally identified with the mound of ruins N of the modern village of 
Dhiäbaœn (224101), 64 km. (40 mi.) S of Amman and 3 km. (2 mi.) N of Wadi 
el-Moœjib (biblical Arnon). Egyptologist Kenneth A. Kitchen argues that an 
Egyptian equivalent for Dibon (Tibunu) appears in Egyptian inscriptions from the 
time of Rameses II. The name also appears in the Mesha inscription found at 
Dhiäbaœn.

�According According to the bibto the biblical evidlical evidence Dibonence Dibon was origi was originally a Monally a Moabite cityabite city which was which w which was subseqwas subsequently takuently taken over, fen over, first by thirst by the Amoritese Amorites and then  and then the Israelthe Israelites when ites when the latterththe latterthe latter conquered conquered Sihon of  Sihon of Heshbon (NHeshbon (Num. 21:26;um. 21:26; 32:3-5).  32:3-5). Although DAlthough Dibon was aibon wasibon was assignwas assigned to the ed to the tribe of Rtribe of Reuben (Joseuben (Josh. 13:9, 1h. 13:9, 17), it app7), it appears that ears that the city wthe city was ultimatas ultas ultimatelyultimately rebuilt b rebuilt by Gad and y Gad and renamed Direnamed Dibon-gad (Nbon-gad (Num. 32:34;um. 32:34; 33:45-46; 33:45-46; Mesha 10– Mesha 10 Mesha 10–11). Du10–11). During the tring the time of theime of the Divided M Divided Monarchy, Monarchy, Mesha of Moesha of Moab successab successfully brokfully brofully broke awaybroke away from Isra from Israelite contelite control and rerol and restored Dibstored Dibon as a Moon as a Moabite cityabite city (Isa. 15: (Isa. 15:2; Jer. 482; 15:15:2; Jer.15:2; Jer. 48:18, 22 48:18, 22; Mesha 21; Mesha 21, 28)., 28)., 28).

According to the biblical evidence Dibon was originally a Moabite city which 



was subsequently taken over, first by the Amorites and then the Israelites when 
the latter conquered Sihon of Heshbon (Num. 21:26; 32:3-5). Although Dibon 
was assigned to the tribe of Reuben (Josh. 13:9, 17), it appears that the city was 
ultimately rebuilt by Gad and renamed Dibon-gad (Num. 32:34; 33:45-46; Mesha 
10–11). During the time of the Divided Monarchy, Mesha of Moab successfully 
broke away from Israelite control and restored Dibon as a Moabite city (Isa. 
15:2; Jer. 48:18, 22; Mesha 21, 28).

�ExcavationExcavations have so s have so far revealfar revealed occupated occupation duringion during the Early the Early Bronze Ag Bronze Age II-IV, Ie II-IVe II-IV, IroII-IV, Iron Age II, n Age II, Nabatean, Nabatean, Roman, ByzRoman, Byzantine, anantine, and Arab perd Arab periods. Fromiods. From EB II-IV  EB II-IV a few segma fea few segmenfew segments of wallts of walls from a ps from a possible deossible defensive syfensive system have stem have been uncovbeen uncovered. At lered. At least two pelleast two least two phases of phases of an Iron IIan Iron II settlemen settlement have beet have been reportedn reported: importan: important finds int finds include a gacluininclude a include a gateway, lgateway, large circuarge circular grain lar grain silos, a lsilos, a large publiarge public buildingc building (the “pal (the “palace”), a “ace”), a ace”), a “sanctuaa “sanctuary” in whiry” in which were foch were found piecesund pieces of an Iro of an Iron I incensn I incense stand ane stand and two fertd two fertility figuilitfertfertility fertility figurines,figurines, various t various towers, andowers, and a casemat a casemate wall. Ite wall. It is from t is from the Iron IIhe Iron II period th period t period that the Mthat the Mesha stelaesha stela dates. No dates. Nothing has thing has yet been fyet been found from ound from the Middlethe Middle Bronze or Bronze or Bronze or Late Bror Late Bronze Ages.onze Ages.

Excavations have so far revealed occupation during the Early Bronze Age 
II-IV, Iron Age II, Nabatean, Roman, Byzantine, and Arab periods. From EB II-IV a 
few segments of walls from a possible defensive system have been uncovered. At 
least two phases of an Iron II settlement have been reported: important finds 
include a gateway, large circular grain silos, a large public building (the “palace”), 
a “sanctuary” in which were found pieces of an Iron I incense stand and two 
fertility figurines, various towers, and a casemate wall. It is from the Iron II period 
that the Mesha stela dates. Nothing has yet been found from the Middle Bronze 
or Late Bronze Ages.

Randall W.Randall W. Younker Younker Younker

Randall W. Younker

�2.2. A town in A town in the Negeb the Negeb of Judah, of Judah, toward th toward the eastern e eastern border betborder between Hebroween Hebroween Hebron andHebron and Jekabzeel Jekabzeel, reoccupi, reoccupied followied following the Exing the Exile (Neh. 1le (Neh. 11:25). It 1:25). It may be themay be the same as D s same as Disame as Dimonah (Josmonah (Josh. 15:22).h. 15:22).

2. A town in the Negeb of Judah, toward the eastern border between 
Hebron and Jekabzeel, reoccupied following the Exile (Neh. 11:25). It may be the 
same as Dimonah (Josh. 15:22).

DIBON-GADDIBON-GAD (Heb.  (Heb. diîb�oœn gdiîb�oœn gaœd�aœd�)))

DIBON-GAD (Heb. diîb�oœn gaœd� )

An alternaAn alternate name (“te name (“Dibon of GDibon of Gad”) for Dad”) for Dibon ibon 1 1 (Num. 33:4(Num. 33:45-46).5-46).

An alternate name (“Dibon of Gad”) for Dibon 1 (Num. 33:45-46).

DIBRIDIBRI (Heb.  (Heb. dib�riîdib�riî)))

DIBRI (Heb. dib�riî )

The fatherThe father of Shelom of Shelomith of Danith of Dan; his gran; his grandson was sdson was stoned for toned for cursing ancursing and blasphemd blasphemd blaspheminblaspheming God (Levg God (Lev. 24:11, 1. 24:11, 14).4).

The father of Shelomith of Dan; his grandson was stoned for cursing and 
blaspheming God (Lev. 24:11, 14).

DIDACHEDIDACHE (Gk.  (Gk. DidacheäíDidacheäí)))

DIDACHE (Gk. Didacheäí)

A common sA common shorthand rhorthand reference (eference (Gk. “teachGk. “teaching”) for ing”) for the early the early Christian Christian writing enwriting enwriting entitled Tentitled The Teachinhe Teaching of (the g of (the Lord to thLord to the Gentilese Gentiles by) the T by) the Twelve Aposwelve Apostles. Divitles. Divided by moddeDiviDivided byDivided by modern sc modern scholars intholars into 16 briefo 16 brief chapters, chapters, this is a this is a unique co unique collection ollection of early Chf earf early Chriearly Christian sayistian sayings, liturngs, liturgical tradgical traditions, anitions, and communitd community directivy directives. Only oes. Only one completne cone complete ccomplete copy remainopy remains in Greeks in Greek (rediscov (rediscovered in 18ered in 1873), thoug73), though the texth the text’s ancient’s ancient popularit ancientancient poancient popularity ipularity is evident s evident from scattfrom scattered versiered versions preserons preserved in theved in the Apostolic Apostolic Constitut Co ConstitutiConstitutions, Apostons, Apostolic Churcolic Church Order, Lh Order, Life of Sheife of Shenoute, Synnoute, Syntagma docttagma doctrinae, andrinae, andrinae, and Rule oand Rule of Benedictf Benedict...

A common shorthand reference (Gk. “teaching”) for the early Christian writing 
entitled The Teaching of (the Lord to the Gentiles by) the Twelve Apostles. 
Divided by modern scholars into 16 brief chapters, this is a unique collection of 
early Christian sayings, liturgical traditions, and community directives. Only one 
complete copy remains in Greek (rediscovered in 1873), though the text’s 
ancient popularity is evident from scattered versions preserved in the Apostolic 
Constitutions, Apostolic Church Order, Life of Shenoute, Syntagma doctrinae, 
and Rule of Benedict.

�An exampleAn example of “evolv of “evolved literated literature,” the ure,” the Didache coDidache combines ancmbines ancient sayinient sayings and trags andgs and traditand traditions with ions with guidance fguidance for early Cor early Church lifehurch life over as m over as many as thrany as three stages ee stages of composiof cof compositiocomposition. The finn. The final form maal form may be datedy be dated between 7 between 70 and 150 0 and 150 C.E.C.E., though t, though the source he souhe source matsource materials underials undoubtedly aoubtedly are older. re older. The authorThe author or Didach or Didachist (a terist (a term variouslm variously used to yvariouslvariously variously used to reused to refer eitherfer either to the or to the original comiginal compiler of tpiler of the sourceshe sources or to the or to the final edi fina final editfinal editor) appearor) appears to have s to have been a Jewbeen a Jewish Christish Christian. This ian. This is suggestis suggested by the ed by the author’s fauthoauthor’s fauthor’s focus upon ocus upon OT literatOT literature and wiure and wisdom sayinsdom sayings (chs. 1gs (chs. 1—6), Jewis—6), Jewish forms ofh forms ofh forms of baptismof baptism and thank and thanksgiving prsgiving prayers (chsayers (chs. 7, 9—10). 7, 9—10), and a lo, and a low Christolw Christology.ogy.ogy.

An example of “evolved literature,” the Didache combines ancient sayings 
and traditions with guidance for early Church life over as many as three stages of 
composition. The final form may be dated between 70 and 150 C.E., though the 



source materials undoubtedly are older. The author or Didachist (a term 
variously used to refer either to the original compiler of the sources or to the 
final editor) appears to have been a Jewish Christian. This is suggested by the 
author’s focus upon OT literature and wisdom sayings (chs. 1—6), Jewish forms 
of baptism and thanksgiving prayers (chs. 7, 9—10), and a low Christology.

�Early schoEarly scholarship oflarship often assignten assigned provenaed provenance of thence of the text to E text to Egypt becaugypt because of its se of itse of its broad its broad use there.use there. More rece More recent opinionnt opinion favors An favors Antioch or Stioch or Syria, baseyria, based upon thed upon the volatile  v volatile cvolatile church climhurch climate in thaate in that region. t region. PalestiniaPalestinian influencn influence certainle certainly is possiy is possible. The pble. Theble. The purposThe purpose of the De of the Didache is idache is unclear. Tunclear. Typically rypically referred toeferred to as an ear as an early Christily Christian “handboan “an “handbook,“handbook,” it may h” it may have been uave been used for thsed for the instructe instruction of cation of catechumens oechumens or the trair the training of chntraitraining otraining of church of church officials. fficials. Later ChriLater Christians adostians adopted the tpted the text for boext for both purposeth purposes.s.s.

Early scholarship often assigned provenance of the text to Egypt because of 
its broad use there. More recent opinion favors Antioch or Syria, based upon the 
volatile church climate in that region. Palestinian influence certainly is possible. 
The purpose of the Didache is unclear. Typically referred to as an early Christian 
“handbook,” it may have been used for the instruction of catechumens or the 
training of church officials. Later Christians adopted the text for both purposes.

�The DidachThe Didache has at le has at least threeeast three major sec major sections: thetions: the so-called so-called “Two Ways “Two Ways” material” mat” material (material (1.1–6.3); 1.1–6.3); liturgicalliturgical and eccle and ecclesiastical siastical instructioinstructions (7:1–15ns (7:1–15:4); and a:4); and a brief apo brief ap brief apocalypseapocalypse (16:1–8). (16:1–8). In a broa In a broad sense, td sense, these threehese three divisions divisions probably  probably represent represent the socio-thethe socio-the socio-historicalhistorical process b process by which thy which the materiale materials were asss were assembled forembled for use withi use within a specifn withiwithin a swithin a specific, epecific, early Chrisarly Christian commutian community. Scatnity. Scattered throtered throughout areughout are subsectio subsections which nns subsectiosubsectionsubsections which nos which no doubt rev doubt reveal later eal later alterationalterations in the ws in the writing.riting.riting.

The Didache has at least three major sections: the so-called “Two Ways” 
material (1.1–6.3); liturgical and ecclesiastical instructions (7:1–15:4); and a brief 
apocalypse (16:1–8). In a broad sense, these three divisions probably represent 
the socio-historical process by which the materials were assembled for use 
within a specific, early Christian community. Scattered throughout are 
subsections which no doubt reveal later alterations in the writing.

�The “Two WThe “Two Ways” sectiays” section is a caon is a call to lovell to love God and n God and neighbor, teighbor, to distinguo distinguish betweeish beish between thbetween the way of le way of life (1:1–2ife (1:1–2:7) and wa:7) and way of deathy of death (5:1–2),  (5:1–2), and to honand to honor ancientor ancient wisdom as w wisdom as wisdom as an avenue an avenue toward liftoward life (3:1–4:1e (3:1–4:14). The au4). The author appeathor appeals to the ls to the Decalogue Decalogue Decalogue Decalogue as a foundas a foundation for ation for ethical liethical living (2:1–ving (2:1–7) and to 7) and to contemporacontemporary househory household codes alhousehohousehold household codes as acodes as a basis for basis for order (4: order (4:9–11). The9–11). These teachinse teachings bear nogs bear no specifica specifically Christllyspecificaspecificalspecifically Christily Christian imprintan imprint, except w, except where a blohere a block of Jesuck of Jesus’ sayingss’ sayings are secon are secondarily insdarilyseconsecondarilsecondarily insertedy inserted toward th toward the beginnine beginning of the dg of the document (1ocument (1:3b-2:1). :3b-2:1). ConcludingConcluding verses (6 ConcludingConcludingConcluding verses (6 verses (6:1–3), whi:1–3), which form a ch form a warning towarning to follow th follow the teachinge teaching of life a of life and to avoind aand to avoand to avoid food said food sacrificed tcrificed to idols, so idols, serve as a erve as a bridge to bridge to the secondthe second major sec major section. The tionsecsection. Tsection. The “Two Wahe “Two Ways” materiys” materials contaials contain sayings n sayings which findwhich find a close p a close parallel toarallel to materials m materials materials in Barnabain Barnabas 18–20. Ts 18–20. They would hey would have servehave served as approd as appropriate inspriate instruction ftruction for new Chroffor new Chfor new Christians aristians and as a gend as a general commneral community exhounity exhortation tortation to follow an follow an ethical l ethical life-style.ifellife-stylelife-style...

The “Two Ways” section is a call to love God and neighbor, to distinguish 
between the way of life (1:1–2:7) and way of death (5:1–2), and to honor ancient 
wisdom as an avenue toward life (3:1–4:14). The author appeals to the 
Decalogue as a foundation for ethical living (2:1–7) and to contemporary 
household codes as a basis for order (4:9–11). These teachings bear no 
specifically Christian imprint, except where a block of Jesus’ sayings are 
secondarily inserted toward the beginning of the document (1:3b-2:1). 
Concluding verses (6:1–3), which form a warning to follow the teaching of life 
and to avoid food sacrificed to idols, serve as a bridge to the second major 
section. The “Two Ways” materials contain sayings which find a close parallel to 
materials in Barnabas 18–20. They would have served as appropriate instruction 
for new Christians and as a general community exhortation to follow an ethical 
life-style.

�The liturgThe liturgical and eical and ecclesiasticclesiastical sectiocal section is a coln is a collection oflection of intriguin intriguing topics. g topics. Preserved PresPreserved Preserved here are ihere are instructionnstructions about bas about baptism (7:1ptism (7:1–4), perso–4), personal and menal and meal prayersal prayers (8:1–10:7 ( (8:1–10:7)(8:1–10:7), wanderin, wandering prophetsg prophets (11:1–13: (11:1–13:7), and co7), and community inmmunity interaction teraction (14:1–15:4(14:1–15:4(14:1–15:4(14:1–15:4). The mat). The materials referials reflect a chulect a church in itsrch in its formative formative period, p period, prior to thrior to the standarde stane standardizstandardization of cation of catholic Chatholic Christianityristianity. Three is. Three issues here sues here serve as sserve as sources forources for debate: ( deb debate: (1debate: (1) The bapt) The baptismal instismal instructions rructions reflect theeflect the common Je common Jewish concewish concerns of therns of the earliest  e earliest Cearliest Church. (2)hurch. (2) The eucha The eucharistic praristic prayers (9:1–yers (9:1–10:7) pres10:7) preserve eitheerve either a uniquer a unique approach  ap approach tapproach to communioo communion, a suppln, a supplement to tement to the scriptuhe scriptural words ral words of instituof institution used tion used at euchariaat euchariat eucharist, or an st, or an observanceobservance of an  of an agapeäagapeä feast. (3 feast. (3) Communit) Community regulatiy regulations are adons areons are addresare addressed only tsed only to bishops o bishops and deaconand deacons, with nos, with no mention o mention of presbytef presbyters.rs.rs.

The liturgical and ecclesiastical section is a collection of intriguing topics. 
Preserved here are instructions about baptism (7:1–4), personal and meal prayers 
(8:1–10:7), wandering prophets (11:1–13:7), and community interaction 
(14:1–15:4). The materials reflect a church in its formative period, prior to the 
standardization of catholic Christianity. Three issues here serve as sources for 
debate: (1) The baptismal instructions reflect the common Jewish concerns of the 
earliest Church. (2) The eucharistic prayers (9:1–10:7) preserve either a unique 
approach to communion, a supplement to the scriptural words of institution used 
at eucharist, or an observance of an agapeä feast. (3) Community regulations 
are addressed only to bishops and deacons, with no mention of presbyters.



�The apocalThe apocalypse serveypse serves to concls to conclude the Diude the Didache muchdache much like the  like the NT book ofNT book of Revelatio Re RevelationRevelation. It offer. It offers the hopes the hope of future of future reward fo reward for the righr the righteous obseteous observance of rvance of an ethicalan ean ethical liethical lifestyle anfestyle and approprid appropriate churchate church conduct.  conduct. Gathered hGathered here are apere are apocalyptic ocalyptic sayings whsaysayings whsayings which resembich resemble materiale materials from thls from the NT Gospee NT Gospels and Pauls and Pauline Epistline Epistles. Some les. Some les. Some scholSome scholars believars believe that thie that this section s section may originmay originally have ally have served as served as a conclusia conclusion to the on ton to the opeto the opening “Two ning “Two Ways” sectWays” section.ion.ion.

The apocalypse serves to conclude the Didache much like the NT book of 
Revelation. It offers the hope of future reward for the righteous observance of an 
ethical lifestyle and appropriate church conduct. Gathered here are apocalyptic 
sayings which resemble materials from the NT Gospels and Pauline Epistles. 
Some scholars believe that this section may originally have served as a conclusion 
to the opening “Two Ways” section.

�The DidachThe Didache survivese survives as an eni as an enigma of eargma of early Christily Christian literatan literature, thougure, though it appeah it apph it appears toappears to fit broad fit broadly into thly into the early Che early Church situaurch situation. The tion. The author depauthor depended heavended heavily upon tilyheavheavily upheavily upon the Goson the Gospel of Matpel of Matthew or sothew or some similarme similar source, w source, which giveshich gives the text  the text a familiaraa familiara familiar feel. Ign feel. Ignatius of Aatius of Antioch likntioch likely alreadely already knew of y knew of the Didachthe Didache in some e in some form by thformform by thform by the end of te end of the 1st cenhe 1st century. Clemtury. Clement of Aleent of Alexandria (exandria (early 3rd carly 3rd century) acentury) accepted it ceacaccepted iaccepted it as Script as Scripture, thouture, though Eusebiugh Eusebius of Caesas of Caesarea (earlyrea (early 4th centu 4th century) rejectry) rejected it as sed ied it as spurit as spurious. In hious. In his is Festal EpiFestal Epistlestle 39 (367), 39 (367), Athanasiu Athanasius likewises likewise rejected  rejected the canonithe canonical statusccanonicanonical canonical status of status of the text, the text, but listedbut listed it as imp it as important reaortant reading materding material for inial for instruction structiininstructioinstruction in the Cn in the Christian fhristian faith.aith.aith.

The Didache survives as an enigma of early Christian literature, though it 
appears to fit broadly into the early Church situation. The author depended 
heavily upon the Gospel of Matthew or some similar source, which gives the text 
a familiar feel. Ignatius of Antioch likely already knew of the Didache in some 
form by the end of the 1st century. Clement of Alexandria (early 3rd century) 
accepted it as Scripture, though Eusebius of Caesarea (early 4th century) rejected 
it as spurious. In his Festal Epistle 39 (367), Athanasius likewise rejected the 
canonical status of the text, but listed it as important reading material for 
instruction in the Christian faith.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. N. JeffC. N. Jefford, ed., ord, ed., The DidachThe Didache in Contee in Context.xt. NovTSup 7 NovTSup 77 (Leiden,7 (Leide7 (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1995); R. A995); R. A. Kraft, . Kraft, Barnabas aBarnabas and the Didnd the Didache,ache, vol. 3 of vol. 3 of  The ApostoThe Apostolic Fatherlic Fathers,s,FatherFathers,Fathers, ed. R. M. ed. R. M. Grant (Ne Grant (New York, 19w York, 1965).65).65).

Bibliography. C. N. Jefford, ed., The Didache in Context. NovTSup 77 
(Leiden, 1995); R. A. Kraft, Barnabas and the Didache, vol. 3 of The Apostolic 
Fathers, ed. R. M. Grant (New York, 1965).

Clayton N.Clayton N. Jefford Jefford

Clayton N. Jefford

DIDRACHMADIDRACHMA (Gk.  (Gk. diídrachmodiídrachmonn)))

DIDRACHMA (Gk. diídrachmon)

A silver cA silver coin weighioin weighing ca. 7.2ng ca. 7.27 grams, e7 grams, equal to twqual to two Greek o Greek drachmaiídrachmaií or approx or approximately twimapproxapproximatapproximately two Roely two Roman denariman denarii. In the i. In the LXX Gk. LXX Gk. diídrachmodiídrachmonn appears a appears as the norms the ns the normal tranormal translation fnslation for Heb. or Heb. sûeqelsûeqel, but in t, but in the time ofhe time of Jesus the Jesus the didrachma didrachma was worth was wo was worth a haworth a half-shekel.lf-shekel. The half- The half-shekel temshekel temple tax (Eple tax (Exod. 30:11xod. 30:11-16; cf. J-16; cf. Josephus osephus Ant.Ant. 3.193–196 3 3.193–196)3.193–196) thus amou thus amounted to a nted to a didrachma.didrachma. In Matt.  In Matt. 17:24-27 t17:24-27 the temple he temple tax collectax collectax collectorscollectors appear as appear as “those wh “those who receive o receive the didracthe didrachma.”hma.”hma.”

A silver coin weighing ca. 7.27 grams, equal to two Greek drachmaií or 
approximately two Roman denarii. In the LXX Gk. diídrachmon appears as the 
normal translation for Heb. sûeqel, but in the time of Jesus the didrachma was 
worth a half-shekel. The half-shekel temple tax (Exod. 30:11-16; cf. Josephus Ant. 
3.193–196) thus amounted to a didrachma. In Matt. 17:24-27 the temple tax 
collectors appear as “those who receive the didrachma.”

Carl BridgCarl Bridgeses

Carl Bridges

DIDYMUSDIDYMUS (Gk.  (Gk. DiídymosDiídymos)))

DIDYMUS (Gk. Diídymos)

A surname A surname of the apoof the apostle Thomastle Thomas, the Gres, the Greek equivalek equivalent of Hebent of Heb. . teï}oœm,teï}oœm, “twin” (s “twin” “twin” (so“twin” (so NRSV). NRSV).

A surname of the apostle Thomas, the Greek equivalent of Heb. teï}oœm, 
“twin” (so NRSV).

DIKLAHDIKLAH (Heb.  (Heb. diqla®diqla®)))

DIKLAH (Heb. diqla®)

A descendaA descendant of Shemnt of Shem through J through Joktan (Genoktan (Gen. 10:27; 1. 10:27; 1 Chr. 1:21 Chr. 1:21); ancesto); ancestor of a Sour of a Sour of a South ArabSouth Arabian peopleian people and/or re and/or region. The gion. The name may bname may be associate associated with aned with an oasis in  oasis in  oasis in Saudi Ain Saudi Arabia, perrabia, perhaps in thhaps in the vicinitye vicinity of  of S�irwaœh�S�irwaœh�, WSW of , WSW of MaœribMaœrib..

A descendant of Shem through Joktan (Gen. 10:27; 1 Chr. 1:21); ancestor of a 
South Arabian people and/or region. The name may be associated with an oasis 
in Saudi Arabia, perhaps in the vicinity of S�irwaœh� , WSW of Maœrib.

DILEANDILEAN (Heb.  (Heb. dileï{aœndileï{aœn)))

DILEAN (Heb. dileï{aœn)



A town in A town in the tribalthe tribal allotment allotment of Judah, of Judah, one of 16 one of 16 cities be cities belonging tolonging to the Lachi the Lachish districsh dish district idistrict in the soutn the southwest Shephwest Shephelah (Joshelah (Josh. 15:38).h. 15:38). The locat The location of theion of the ancient s ancient settlement ettlessettlementsettlement is unknow is unknown; one pron; one proposed siteposed site is Ras Da is Ras Dahinah (Dihhinah (Dihna) (14342na) (14342.10530)..10530)..10530).

A town in the tribal allotment of Judah, one of 16 cities belonging to the Lachish 
district in the southwest Shephelah (Josh. 15:38). The location of the ancient 
settlement is unknown; one proposed site is Ras Dahinah (Dihna) (14342.10530).

Steven M. Steven M. OrtizOrtiz

Steven M. Ortiz

DILLDILLDILL

DILL

An umbelliAn umbelliferous herferous herb (b (Anethum grAnethum graveolensaveolens L.) which L.) which resembles resembles parsley ( parsley (Heb. Heb. qes�ah�;qes�qes�ah�;qes�ah�; Gk.  Gk. aéneäthonaéneäthon). The pla). The plant was culnt was cultivated fotivated for its ovalr its oval-shaped br-shaped brown seeds,own sown seeds, whiseeds, which were usch were used as a coed as a condiment inndiment in cooking a cooking and as a cand as a carminative rminative medicine. medicine. According AAccording According to to m. Ma{así.m. Ma{así. 4:5 (Aram 4:5 (Aram. . sûeïb�eät�sûeïb�eät�aa) the dill) the dill was subje was subject to the ct to the tithe (cf.titithe (cf.tithe (cf. Deut. 14: Deut. 14:22), for w22), for which Jesushich Jesus chides th chides the Jewish le Jewish leaders as eaders as paying attpaying attention to entionattattention attention to insignito insignificant matficant matters of thters of the law at te law at the expensehe expense of justic of justice, mercy, e, mercy, and faith and faand faith (Matfaith (Matt. 23:23; t. 23:23; cf. Luke 1cf. Luke 11:42, “rue1:42, “rue”).”).”).

An umbelliferous herb (Anethum graveolens L.) which resembles parsley (Heb. 
qes�ah�;  Gk. aéneäthon). The plant was cultivated for its oval-shaped brown 
seeds, which were used as a condiment in cooking and as a carminative medicine. 
According to m. Ma{así. 4:5 (Aram. sûeïb�eät�a ) the dill was subject to the 
tithe (cf. Deut. 14:22), for which Jesus chides the Jewish leaders as paying 
attention to insignificant matters of the law at the expense of justice, mercy, and 
faith (Matt. 23:23; cf. Luke 11:42, “rue”).

�The plant The plant cited in Icited in Isaiah’s pasaiah’s parable of trable of the farmer he farmer (Isa. 28:2(Isa. 28:25, 27) is 5, 27) is probably tprobably the nutmeg hetthe nutmegthe nutmeg flower or flower or black cum black cummin (min (Nigella saNigella sativativa L.), a pl L.), a plant which ant which can reach can reach a height oa hea height of height of ca. 60 cm.ca. 60 cm. (2 ft.) a (2 ft.) and whose snd whose seeds can beeds can be easily se easily severed froevered from the huskm the husk for use a fo for use asfor use as a condime a condiment. In rabnt. In rabbinic use binic use Heb. Heb. qes�ah�qes�ah� is transl is translated “blacated “black cummin” k cummik cummin” (cummin” (Ber.Ber. 40a; so L 40a; so LXX XX melaénthiomelaénthionn).).

The plant cited in Isaiah’s parable of the farmer (Isa. 28:25, 27) is probably 
the nutmeg flower or black cummin (Nigella sativa L.), a plant which can reach a 
height of ca. 60 cm. (2 ft.) and whose seeds can be easily severed from the husk 
for use as a condiment. In rabbinic use Heb. qes�ah�  is translated “black 
cummin” (Ber. 40a; so LXX melaénthion).

DIMNAHDIMNAH (Heb.  (Heb. dimna®dimna®)))

DIMNAH (Heb. dimna®)

A leviticaA levitical city of l city of the Merarithe Merarites, locattes, located in Zebued in Zebulun (Josh.lun (Josh. 21:35). T 21:35). The city mahe city may be the sy be ty be the same athe same as Rimmon s Rimmon 2 2 (Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:13) or Rim13) or Rimmono (1 Chmono (1 Chr. 6:77[MTr. 6:77[MT 62]). 62]).

A levitical city of the Merarites, located in Zebulun (Josh. 21:35). The city may be 
the same as Rimmon 2 (Josh. 19:13) or Rimmono (1 Chr. 6:77[MT 62]).

DIMONDIMON (Heb.  (Heb. diîmo®ndiîmo®n)))

DIMON (Heb. diîmo®n)

A Moabite A Moabite toponym metoponym mentioned inntioned in Isaiah’s  Isaiah’s oracle agaoracle against Moab inst Moab (Isa. 15:9(Isa. 15:9); also kn); also known as “Diowknknown as “known as “Dibon” (thDibon” (the reading e reading in 1QIsain 1QIsaa,ba,b; cf. Isa.; cf. Isa. 15:2). Je 15:2). Jerome mentirome mentioned that oned that in his timinin his timin his time the ville the village was caage was called eithelled either Dimon orr Dimon or Dibon. So Dibon. Some amend tme amend the toponymhe toponymhe toponym Matoponym Madmen in Jedmen in Jer. 48:2 tor. 48:2 to Dimon. Dimon. Dimon.

A Moabite toponym mentioned in Isaiah’s oracle against Moab (Isa. 15:9); also 
known as “Dibon” (the reading in 1QIsaa,b; cf. Isa. 15:2). Jerome mentioned that 
in his time the village was called either Dimon or Dibon. Some amend the 
toponym Madmen in Jer. 48:2 to Dimon.

�Both DimonBoth Dimon and Madme and Madmen have been have been identifin identified with Died with Dimneh (2170mneh (217077), 4 km.77), 4 km. (2.5 mi.) ( (2.5 mi.) (2.5 mi.) NW of RabbNW of Rabbah, but thah, but this site hais site has not yiels not yielded any Irded any Iron Age poton Age pottery. A latery. A large Iron Argelalarge Ironlarge Iron Age site  Age site has more rhas more recently beecently been discoveen discovered just 2red just 250 m. (82050 m. (820 ft.) furt ft.) further down therfurtfurther dofurther down the slown the slope overloope overlooking Wadi king Wadi ibn Hammadibn Hammad and may b and may be Dimon.e Dimon.e Dimon.

Both Dimon and Madmen have been identified with Dimneh (217077), 4 km. 
(2.5 mi.) NW of Rabbah, but this site has not yielded any Iron Age pottery. A 
large Iron Age site has more recently been discovered just 250 m. (820 ft.) 
further down the slope overlooking Wadi ibn Hammad and may be Dimon.

Friedbert Friedbert NinowNinow

Friedbert Ninow

DIMONAHDIMONAH (Heb.  (Heb. diîmo®na®diîmo®na®)))

DIMONAH (Heb. diîmo®na®)

A town in A town in the Negeb the Negeb near Edom,near Edom, mentioned mentioned along wit along with Kinah anh Kinah and Adadah (d Adadah (Aroer[?]; Aroer[((Aroer[?];(Aroer[?]; Josh. 15: Josh. 15:22). It ma22). It may be the sy be the same as Dibame as Dibon on 1 1 (Dhiäbaœn;(Dhiäbaœn; 224101),  224101), repopulaterepoprepopulaterepopulated by Jews d by Jews returning returning from exilefrom exile (Neh. 11: (Neh. 11:25). Ancie25). Ancient Dimonahnt Dimonah should be should b should be distingbe distinguished frouished from modern Dm modern Dimonah SE imonah SE of Beer-shof Beer-sheba, a citeba, a city founded y founded in 1955.in 1955.

A town in the Negeb near Edom, mentioned along with Kinah and Adadah 
(Aroer[?]; Josh. 15:22). It may be the same as Dibon 1 (Dhiäbaœn; 224101), 
repopulated by Jews returning from exile (Neh. 11:25). Ancient Dimonah should 
be distinguished from modern Dimonah SE of Beer-sheba, a city founded in 1955.



DINAHDINAH (Heb.  (Heb. diîna®diîna®)))

DINAH (Heb. diîna®)

Only daughOnly daughter of theter of the patriarch patriarch Jacob, by Jacob, by his wife  his wife Leah. The Leah. The name is dename is derived fromrived from Heb.  H Heb. Heb. diîn,diîn, “judgment “judgment” or “just” or “justice.” In Gice.” In Gen. 34 Dinen. 34 Dinah is rapeah is raped by Shechd by Shechem, who prem, who prem, who promptly fpromptly falls in loalls in love with heve with her. Eager tr. Eager to marry Dio marry Dinah, Shechnah, Shechem begs hiem begs his father Hs father Hamor to neamHHamor to nHamor to negotiate megotiate marriage tearriage terms with Jrms with Jacob. But acob. But Shechem’s Shechem’s outrageousoutrageous act, comp act, com act, compoundedcompounded not only  not only by his desby his desire to marire to marry a Hebrery a Hebrew woman buw woman but also by t also by his fatherhis fathhis father’s ifather’s intention tntention to negotiato negotiate a generae a general intermarl intermarriage betwriage between Hebreween Hebrews and Shecs and Shechemites, ihShecShechemiteShechemites, incitess, incites Dinah’s b Dinah’s brothers Sirothers Simeon and Lmeon and Levi to plaevi to plan a treachn a treacherous reveerous revenge. They nreverevenge. Trevenge. They insisthey insist that all  that all male Shechmale Shechemites be emites be circumcisecircumcised prior tod prior to the inter the intermarriage, marinterintermarriintermarriage, and wage, and when the Shhen the Shechemites echemites comply, thcomply, the Benjamine Benjaminites enterites enter the defen the defen the defenselesdefenseless city, pus city, put all the t all the males to tmales to the sword, he sword, and carry and carry Dinah awayDinah away. Jacob di. Jacob disapproves sappdidisapprovedisapproves of his ss of his sons’ ruthlons’ ruthless conducess conduct, fearingt, fearing it may en it may encourage otcourage others to rihers to rise againstse ase against hiagainst him and his m and his family. Thfamily. The episode e episode closes abrcloses abruptly withuptly with Simeon an Simeon and Levi’s rd Levi’s retort to tetorretort to retort to their faththeir father: “Shouler: “Should our sistd our sister be treaer be treated like ated like a whore?” whore?” whore?”

Only daughter of the patriarch Jacob, by his wife Leah. The name is derived from 
Heb. diîn, “judgment” or “justice.” In Gen. 34 Dinah is raped by Shechem, who 
promptly falls in love with her. Eager to marry Dinah, Shechem begs his father 
Hamor to negotiate marriage terms with Jacob. But Shechem’s outrageous act, 
compounded not only by his desire to marry a Hebrew woman but also by his 
father’s intention to negotiate a general intermarriage between Hebrews and 
Shechemites, incites Dinah’s brothers Simeon and Levi to plan a treacherous 
revenge. They insist that all male Shechemites be circumcised prior to the 
intermarriage, and when the Shechemites comply, the Benjaminites enter the 
defenseless city, put all the males to the sword, and carry Dinah away. Jacob 
disapproves of his sons’ ruthless conduct, fearing it may encourage others to rise 
against him and his family. The episode closes abruptly with Simeon and Levi’s 
retort to their father: “Should our sister be treated like a whore?”

�This briefThis brief and graph and graphic narratiic narrative containve contains the whols the whole story ofe story of Dinah in  Dinah in Genesis. BGenesis. Genesis. BGenesis. But from anut from an early dat early date, interpre, interpreters founeters found an “allud an “allusion” to tsion” to the Dinah nhe Dinah narrative iarrnnarrative narrative in a sayinin a saying about Sig about Simeon and Lmeon and Levi in Genevi in Gen. 49:5-7, . 49:5-7, part of a part of a series of series of “blessings“bles“blessings“blessings” uttered ” uttered by Jacob jby Jacob just beforeust before his death his death. Modern e. Modern exegetes arxegetes are divided e divided about the ababout the about the extent to extent to which thiswhich this text is r text is related to elated to Gen. 34. WGen. 34. Whether thehether the “blessing “blessing” was quit” w” was quite was quite unrelated unrelated to the Dinto the Dinah narratiah narrative or relave or related in wayted in ways still fas still far from cler from clear, these ar, thar, these two these two texts weretexts were understoo understood by earlyd by early interpret interpreters to be ers to be somehow cosomehow connected.nnectedcoconnected.connected.

This brief and graphic narrative contains the whole story of Dinah in 
Genesis. But from an early date, interpreters found an “allusion” to the Dinah 
narrative in a saying about Simeon and Levi in Gen. 49:5-7, part of a series of 
“blessings” uttered by Jacob just before his death. Modern exegetes are divided 
about the extent to which this text is related to Gen. 34. Whether the “blessing” 
was quite unrelated to the Dinah narrative or related in ways still far from clear, 
these two texts were understood by early interpreters to be somehow 
connected.

�Dinah’s stDinah’s story was reory was reworked, reworked, retold, or atold, or alluded to lluded to in aprocryin aprocryphal and pphal and pseudepigraseudepppseudepigrpseudepigraphal workaphal works such as s such as Judith, ThJudith, Theodotus eodotus On the JewOn the Jews,s, Jubilees, Jubilees, the Testa the Testaments of LmeTestaTestamentsTestaments of Levi a of Levi and Job, Jond Job, Joseph and Aseph and Aseneth, Psseneth, Pseudo-Philoeudo-Philo  Biblical ABiblical Antiquitiesntiquities,, Josephus  Jo Josephus Josephus AntiquitieAntiquities,s, and the m and the much later uch later Genesis RaGenesis Rabbah.bbah. In some t In some the Genesishe Genesis narrative narrat narrative narrative is freely is freely expanded aexpanded as a haggads a haggadic midrashic midrash to provid to provide ethical e ethical guidance fguidance for Jews faor Jor Jews facinJews facing the tempg the tempting cultuting cultural advantral advantages of heages of hellenizatiollenization. Most apn. Most apply Dinah’ply Dinah’s story tos stos story to cstory to contemporarontemporary events, y events, to emphasito emphasize the conze the continuity oftinuity of Jewish tr Jewish tradition anadition and its everdanand its evand its everlasting erlasting validity avalidity and applicand applicability. Sibility. Simeon and Lmeon and Levi are moevi are models of zedels of zeal and coual and al and couragand courage in dealie in dealing with Geng with Gentiles, Lentiles, Levi is the vi is the perfect prperfect prototype ofototype of the Jewis the Jewish priest, h prh priest, anpriest, and the Shecd the Shechemites rehemites represent thpresent the forces we forces warring agaarring against the Linst the Lord and hiord and his covenants cs covenantedcovenanted people. I people. Intermarriantermarriage with foge with foreigners ireigners is forbiddes forbidden, priestln, priestly failingsy failings are sever are  are severeare severely criticily criticized, and Dzed, and Dinah, the inah, the virgin dauvirgin daughter of Ighter of Israel, is srael, is restored brestored by her marry her my her marriage tmarriage to Job.o Job.o Job.

Dinah’s story was reworked, retold, or alluded to in aprocryphal and 
pseudepigraphal works such as Judith, Theodotus On the Jews, Jubilees, the 
Testaments of Levi and Job, Joseph and Aseneth, Pseudo-Philo Biblical Antiquities, 
Josephus Antiquities, and the much later Genesis Rabbah. In some the Genesis 
narrative is freely expanded as a haggadic midrash to provide ethical guidance for 
Jews facing the tempting cultural advantages of hellenization. Most apply Dinah’s 
story to contemporary events, to emphasize the continuity of Jewish tradition 
and its everlasting validity and applicability. Simeon and Levi are models of zeal 
and courage in dealing with Gentiles, Levi is the perfect prototype of the Jewish 
priest, and the Shechemites represent the forces warring against the Lord and his 
covenanted people. Intermarriage with foreigners is forbidden, priestly failings 
are severely criticized, and Dinah, the virgin daughter of Israel, is restored by her 
marriage to Job.

�Philo’s rePhilo’s reading of Gading of Gen. 34 is en. 34 is allegoricaallegorical: Shecheml: Shechem is the em is the emblem of foblem of folly and shlly and shlly and shame; Dinshame; Dinah, of jusah, of justice; and tice; and Simeon andSimeon and Levi are  Levi are the champithe champions of truons of truth. Philo th. Philo demonstratdedemonstratdemonstrates the powes the power of etymer of etymology not ology not only to dionly to disintegratesintegrate a narrati a narrative into thve into the allegorieththe allegothe allegorical exprrical expression of ession of a universaa universal idea, bul idea, but also to t also to transform transform an episodean episode of biblic of b of biblical hbiblical history intistory into a model o a model for personfor personal salvatial salvation. In thion. In this early Chs early Christian peristian period, typoriod, tyriod, typologicatypological interprel interpretation of tation of the Dinah the Dinah episode prepisode predominatededominated (e.g., Si (e.g., Simeon and Lmeon and Levi as typevLLevi as tyLevi as types of thepes of the Scribes a Scribes and Pharisend Pharisees). But tes). But the key fighe key figure in theure in the history o history of medievalf medf medieval imedieval interpretatnterpretation of Dinion of Dinah’s storyah’s story is Gregor is Gregory the Greay the Great, for whot, for whom Dinah ism Dinah is a  isis a is a figurafigura for the s for the soul wanderoul wandering into ting into the clutchehe clutches of the ds of the devil, a paevil, a pawn in the wn in the cosmic strcosmicosmic strcosmic struggle betwuggle between God aneen God and the evild the evil one for m one for moral posseoral possession of tssion of the human she human he human spirhuman spirit.it.it.

Philo’s reading of Gen. 34 is allegorical: Shechem is the emblem of folly and 
shame; Dinah, of justice; and Simeon and Levi are the champions of truth. Philo 
demonstrates the power of etymology not only to disintegrate a narrative into 
the allegorical expression of a universal idea, but also to transform an episode of 



biblical history into a model for personal salvation. In this early Christian period, 
typological interpretation of the Dinah episode predominated (e.g., Simeon and 
Levi as types of the Scribes and Pharisees). But the key figure in the history of 
medieval interpretation of Dinah’s story is Gregory the Great, for whom Dinah 
is a figura for the soul wandering into the clutches of the devil, a pawn in the 
cosmic struggle between God and the evil one for moral possession of the 
human spirit.

�While the While the broad brusbroad brushstrokes ohstrokes of the biblf the biblical accouical account fail tont fail to depict Di depict Dinah’s motinah’s monah’s motives anmotives and feelingsd feelings, the trop, the tropological rological readings ofeadings of Gregory a Gregory and his numnd his numerous follerous followers relyowfollfollowers followers rely consirely consistently onstently on the  the topostopos of woman  of woman as man’s das man’s downfall. Townfall. Though theshough these moral reethesthese morathese moral readingsl readings of Gen. 3 of Gen. 34 are quit4 are quite thoroughe thorough and ingen and ingenious, theyious, they generally generally demonstra d demonstratdemonstrate how slige how slight a pressht a pressure on theure on the  sensus spisensus spiritualisritualis the  the sensus litsensus literaliseralis actually  actuall actually eactually exerts. Potxerts. Potentially pentially positive orositive or ambiguous ambiguous or even r or even relatively elatively neutral feneutral features of aturefefeatures ofeatures of the biblf the biblical text ical text are made tare made to serve tho serve the moralizie moralizing purposeng purposes of the es of the expositors,xpoeexpositorsexpositors, whose in, whose interpretatiterpretations fall cons fall clearly witlearly within an aschin an ascetic tradietic tradition of mition of misogyny strsogynmimisogyny smisogyny stretching tretching back to Psback to Pseudo-Clemeeudo-Clement and Jernt and Jerome.ome.ome.

While the broad brushstrokes of the biblical account fail to depict Dinah’s 
motives and feelings, the tropological readings of Gregory and his numerous 
followers rely consistently on the topos of woman as man’s downfall. Though 
these moral readings of Gen. 34 are quite thorough and ingenious, they generally 
demonstrate how slight a pressure on the sensus spiritualis the sensus literalis 
actually exerts. Potentially positive or ambiguous or even relatively neutral 
features of the biblical text are made to serve the moralizing purposes of the 
expositors, whose interpretations fall clearly within an ascetic tradition of 
misogyny stretching back to Pseudo-Clement and Jerome.

�One of theOne of the least exp least explored chaplored chapters of Geters of Genesis, thenesis, the Dinah nar Dinah narrative conrative continues to tinues concontinues continues to presentto present problems  problems for interpfor interpretation. retation. UnequivocaUnequivocally clariflly clarified neitheied neither by the Hr br by the Hebby the Hebrew text nrew text nor by ancior by ancient and moent and modern transdern translations, tlations, the questiohe question remains n remains n remains coremains controversiantroversial in moderl in modern exegesisn exegesis: some com: some commentators mentators explain Diexplain Dinah’s plignah’s plignah’s plight as plight as seduction,seduction, others as others as rape, and rape, and still oth still others use thers use the terms ine terms interchangeaterchangeably or evebly obly or even stor even state outrigate outright that Diht that Dinah is resnah is responsible fponsible for what haor what happens to hppens to her. Some ier. Some ideologicaldeiideologicaideological critics l critics have arguehave argued that blud that blurring thesrring these distincte distinctions constions constitutes a hitutes a hermeneuticermenhhermeneutihermeneutically violcally violent act thent act that reflectat reflects, supports, supports, and pers, and perpetuates tpetuates the androcehe androcentric brutntrandroceandrocentrandrocentric brutaliic brutality of the ty of the narrative narrative itself.itself.itself.

One of the least explored chapters of Genesis, the Dinah narrative 
continues to present problems for interpretation. Unequivocally clarified neither 
by the Hebrew text nor by ancient and modern translations, the question 
remains controversial in modern exegesis: some commentators explain Dinah’s 
plight as seduction, others as rape, and still others use the terms interchangeably 
or even state outright that Dinah is responsible for what happens to her. Some 
ideological critics have argued that blurring these distinctions constitutes a 
hermeneutically violent act that reflects, supports, and perpetuates the 
androcentric brutality of the narrative itself.

Lucille C.Lucille C. Thibodeau Thibodeau, P.M., P.M.

Lucille C. Thibodeau, P.M.

DINHABAHDINHABAH (Heb.  (Heb. didinhaœb�a®nhaœb�a®)))

DINHABAH (Heb. dinhaœb�a® )

The city iThe city in which thn which the Edomite e Edomite king Bela king Bela reigned (Greigned (Gen. 36:32;en. 36:32; 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:43). Its l43). Its location isocatllocation ilocation is unknown.s unknown.

The city in which the Edomite king Bela reigned (Gen. 36:32; 1 Chr. 1:43). Its 
location is unknown.

DIOCLETIANDIOCLETIAN

DIOCLETIAN

Valerius DValerius Diocletianuiocletianus, the “ses, the “second foundcond founder of the er of the Roman EmpiRoman Empire,” emperre,” emperor 285–305or 285–3or 285–305 285–305 C.E.C.E. Recognizi Recognizing that a ng that a single rulsingle ruler would ber would be unable te unable to maintaino maintain power aga power ag power against inagainst internal andternal and external  external threats, Dthreats, Diocletian iocletian reorganizereorganized and trand and transformed thsformed the empire. e ee empire. Heempire. He created t created the Tetrarche Tetrarchy, a collhy, a college of fouege of four emperorsr emperors, two seni, two senior Augustior Augusti and two j AugustiAugusti anAugusti and two junid two junior Caesarsor Caesars. He also . He also reorganizereorganized the provd the provincial strincial structure, wiucture, with smallerthwiwith smallwith smaller provincer provinces and newes and new larger re larger regional strgional structures cauctures called prefelled prefectures andctures and dioceses. di dioceses. dioceses. For the fiFor the first time, rst time, political political and militaand military adminisry administration wetration were completre completely separaely seely separated.separated. The army  The army was thorouwas thoroughly restrghly restructured anuctured and the Romad the Roman financian financial and judil and judil and judicial sjudicial systems revystems revised. Thesised. These reforms e reforms reinvigorareinvigorated Rome ated Rome and in largnd in large part made part made possibleemadmade possimade possible the coble the continuationntinuation of the em of the empire for apire for almost anotlmost another 200 yeher 200 years.ars.ars.

Valerius Diocletianus, the “second founder of the Roman Empire,” emperor 
285–305 C.E. Recognizing that a single ruler would be unable to maintain power 
against internal and external threats, Diocletian reorganized and transformed the 
empire. He created the Tetrarchy, a college of four emperors, two senior 
Augusti and two junior Caesars. He also reorganized the provincial structure, 
with smaller provinces and new larger regional structures called prefectures and 
dioceses. For the first time, political and military administration were completely 
separated. The army was thoroughly restructured and the Roman financial and 



judicial systems revised. These reforms reinvigorated Rome and in large part 
made possible the continuation of the empire for almost another 200 years.

�DiocletianDiocletian’s program’s program also enta also entailed reempiled reemphasis of thasis of traditionalraditional Roman val Roman values, incluues, incues, including including religion. religion. He and hisHe and his colleague colleague Maximian  Maximian identifiedidentified themselve themselves with Jovs with Jove and Herce ane and Herculand Hercules, respeces, respectively. Rotively. Roman gods wman gods were to be ere to be honored alhonored alone or witone or with gods of h gods oh gods of other rof other religions beligions by civil sey civil servants andrvants and soldiers. soldiers. Large num Large numbers of Chbers of Christians, ristians, who occupiwho owho occupied boccupied both governoth government and mment and military poilitary posts, refussts, refused to obeyed to obey, which ga, which gave rise tove rise to their wid toto their wto their widespread idespread persecutiopersecution.n.n.

Diocletian’s program also entailed reemphasis of traditional Roman values, 
including religion. He and his colleague Maximian identified themselves with Jove 
and Hercules, respectively. Roman gods were to be honored alone or with gods 
of other religions by civil servants and soldiers. Large numbers of Christians, who 
occupied both government and military posts, refused to obey, which gave rise 
to their widespread persecution.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. D. BarnT. D. Barnes, es, The New EmThe New Empire of Dipire of Diocletian aocletian and Constannd Constantinetine (Cambridg (C (Cambridge(Cambridge, Mass., 1, Mass., 1982); S. W982); S. Williams, illiams, DiocletianDiocletian and the R and the Roman Recovoman Recoveryery (New York (New Yor (New York, 1985York, 1985).).).

Bibliography. T. D. Barnes, The New Empire of Diocletian and Constantine 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1982); S. Williams, Diocletian and the Roman Recovery (New 
York, 1985).

John F. HaJohn F. Hallll
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DIONYSIUSDIONYSIUS (Gk.  (Gk. DionysiosDionysios)))

DIONYSIUS (Gk. Dionysios)

A convert A convert to Christito Christianity throanity through Paul’sugh Paul’s ministry  ministry in Athens in Athens (Acts 17:3(Acts 17:34). Called4). Called “the Areo “th “the Areop“the Areopagite,” Diagite,” Dionysius waonysius was a members a member of Athens of Athens’ chief go’ chief governing coverning council, theuncil, theuncil, the Areopathe Areopagus, and tgus, and the first bhe first bishop of Aishop of Athens (Eusthens (Eusebius ebius HEHE 3.4.11; 4 3.4.11; 4.23.3). Tr.23.3). Tradition aladitioTrTradition Tradition also namesalso names him as At him as Athens’ firshens’ first Christiat Christian martyr an martyr and its patnd its patron saint.ron saint. A body of A b A body of psbody of pseudonymouseudonymous mystic li mystic literature, terature, melding Chmelding Christian anristian and Neo-Platd Neo-Platonic thougonic thouonic thought, ithought, is attributs attributed to him.ed to him. His name  His name was derivewas derived from thad from that of Dionyt of Dionysus (Gk. sus (Gk. DioœnysosDiDioœnysosDioœnysos), the Gre), the Greek god of ek god of wine, ecstwine, ecstatic experatic experience, vegience, vegetation, aetation, and drama (nd drama nd drama (cf.drama (cf. 2 Macc. 6 2 Macc. 6:7; 14:33):7; 14:33)...

A convert to Christianity through Paul’s ministry in Athens (Acts 17:34). Called 
“the Areopagite,” Dionysius was a member of Athens’ chief governing council, 
the Areopagus, and the first bishop of Athens (Eusebius HE 3.4.11; 4.23.3). 
Tradition also names him as Athens’ first Christian martyr and its patron saint. A 
body of pseudonymous mystic literature, melding Christian and Neo-Platonic 
thought, is attributed to him. His name was derived from that of Dionysus (Gk. 
Dioœnysos), the Greek god of wine, ecstatic experience, vegetation, and 
drama (cf. 2 Macc. 6:7; 14:33).

Eric F. MaEric F. Masonson

Eric F. Mason

DIONYSUSDIONYSUS (Gk.  (Gk. DioœnysosDioœnysos)))

DIONYSUS (Gk. Dioœnysos)

The Greek The Greek vegetationvegetation deity (Ro deity (Roman Bacchuman Bacchus), worshis), worshipped primapped primarily as gorily as god of wine.d of wined of wine. His wine. His great festgreat festival was kival was known as thnown as the Dionysiae Dionysia (Greece)  (Greece) or Bacchanor Bacchanalia (Romealia (Rome), but Dio)(Rome(Rome), bu(Rome), but Dionysiat Dionysiac festivalc festivals were hels were held at diffed at different timesrent times in variou in various locales.s locales. Worship i Wor Worship inWorship involved ecsvolved ecstatic, evetatic, even orgiastin orgiastic behaviorc behavior. Bacchana. Bacchanalia were blia were banned fromanned from Rome in 1 fromfrom Rome from Rome in 186 in 186 B.C.E.B.C.E., but re-e, but re-emerged in merged in the 1st anthe 1st and 2nd centd 2nd centuries uries C.E.C.E. The ecsta The ecs The ecstatic aecstatic aspect of tspect of the cult anhe cult and its apped its appeal for womal for women are comen are commemorated memorated in Euripidin Euripides’ eEuripidEuripides’Euripides’  The BacchaThe Bacchae.e. In Hellen In Hellenistic timeistic times Dionysuss Dionysus was worsh was worshipped wideipped widely as a myly as a mly as a mystery demystery deity and adity and adopted as topted as the patron he patron of variousof various voluntary voluntary associati associations. Aspecons. Aspects of the tsAspecAspects ofAspects of the myste the mysteries comparies comparable to Crable to Christianithristianity include y include Dionysus’ Dionysus’ associatioassociation with dean associatioassociatioassociation with dean with death and rebth and rebirth and tirth and the sense ohe sense of identifif identification witcation with the god h the god experienceexpeexperienceexperienced by initid by initiates.ates.ates.

The Greek vegetation deity (Roman Bacchus), worshipped primarily as god of 
wine. His great festival was known as the Dionysia (Greece) or Bacchanalia 
(Rome), but Dionysiac festivals were held at different times in various locales. 
Worship involved ecstatic, even orgiastic behavior. Bacchanalia were banned 
from Rome in 186 B.C.E., but re-emerged in the 1st and 2nd centuries C.E. The 
ecstatic aspect of the cult and its appeal for women are commemorated in 
Euripides’ The Bacchae. In Hellenistic times Dionysus was worshipped widely as a 
mystery deity and adopted as the patron of various voluntary associations. 
Aspects of the mysteries comparable to Christianity include Dionysus’ 
association with death and rebirth and the sense of identification with the god 
experienced by initiates.

�Antiochus Antiochus IV EpiphanIV Epiphanes compelles compelled the Jewed the Jews to wear s to wear ivy wreathivy wreaths in the as in the annual Dionnnual aannual Dioannual Dionysiac pronysiac procession (2cession (2 Macc. 6:7 Macc. 6:7). His gen). His general Nicaneral Nicanor sought or sought to coerce to coerce the Jerusatthe Jerusathe Jerusalem priestlem priests into hans into handing over ding over Judas MaccJudas Maccabeus by tabeus by threateninghreatening to raze t to raze the temple hetthe templethe temple and repla and replace it withce it with a temple  a temple of Dionysuof Dionysus (1 Macc.s (1 Macc. 14:33). P 14:33). Ptolemy IV tolemy IV PhilopaterPhPhilopaterPhilopater registere registered the Egypd the Egyptian Jewistian Jewish communith community, brandiny, branding them witg them with the ivy-h the ivy-leaf symboleivy-ivy-leaf sivy-leaf symbol of Dymbol of Dionysus (3ionysus (3 Macc. 2:2 Macc. 2:29).9).9).

Antiochus IV Epiphanes compelled the Jews to wear ivy wreaths in the 
annual Dionysiac procession (2 Macc. 6:7). His general Nicanor sought to coerce 
the Jerusalem priests into handing over Judas Maccabeus by threatening to raze 
the temple and replace it with a temple of Dionysus (1 Macc. 14:33). Ptolemy IV 



Philopater registered the Egyptian Jewish community, branding them with the 
ivy-leaf symbol of Dionysus (3 Macc. 2:29).

Mary Ann BMary Ann Beaviseavis

Mary Ann Beavis

DIOTREPHESDIOTREPHES (Gk.  (Gk. DiotrépheäDiotrépheäss)))

DIOTREPHES (Gk. Diotrépheäs)

PresumablyPresumably the host  the host of a houseof a house church wh church who “liked to “liked to be firsto be first” over his” over his congregat congregation (3 Johiocongregatcongregaticongregation (3 Johnon (3 John 9-10). He 9-10). He refused t refused to receive o receive a message a message or messengor messengers from ters from ters from the authorthe author of 3 John of 3 John and expel and expelled from tled from the congreghe congregation thosation those who did e who did show such show suchshow such hospisuch hospitality. Notality. Nothing elsething else is known  is known about Diotabout Diotrephes, anrephes, and his motid his motives are unves are unclear. Somclununclear. Sunclear. Some supposome suppose that he e that he was among was among the heretithe heretics mentioncs mentioned in 1 aned in 1 and 2 John, d 2 John,d 2 John, thatJohn, that he suspec he suspected the elted the elder himselder himself of heresf of heresy, or thaty, or that he simply he simply wished to wished to keep this ke keep this keep this controverscontroversy out of hy out of his congregis congregation. Othation. Others suggesers suggest that isst that issues of chuues of church structrchchuchurch strchurch structure anducture and authority authority were invo were involved: e.g.lved: e.g., that Dio, that Diotrephes watrephes was an earlys an early bishop an bi bishop andbishop and that the  that the elder reprelder represented anesented an older sty older style of authle of authority; or ority; or that the ethat the elder held ldereelder heldelder held a bishop- a bishop-like officlike office and thate and that Diotrephe Diotrephes resisteds resisted this inno this innovation. Invation. In any case, any c any case, uncecase, uncertainties rtainties over new dover new developmentevelopments in churcs in church authorith authority seem to y seem to be involvebe involvebe involved, involved, particularparticularly troublely troublesome for tsome for the Johannihe Johannine churchene churches with thes with their fundameir fundamentally eganfundamefundamentafundamentally egalitlly egalitarian tradarian tradition. Issition. Issues of perues of personal powesonal power and honor and honor may alsor may also have play h have playehave played a signifd a significant particant part...

Presumably the host of a house church who “liked to be first” over his 
congregation (3 John 9-10). He refused to receive a message or messengers from 
the author of 3 John and expelled from the congregation those who did show 
such hospitality. Nothing else is known about Diotrephes, and his motives are 
unclear. Some suppose that he was among the heretics mentioned in 1 and 2 
John, that he suspected the elder himself of heresy, or that he simply wished to 
keep this controversy out of his congregation. Others suggest that issues of 
church structure and authority were involved: e.g., that Diotrephes was an early 
bishop and that the elder represented an older style of authority; or that the 
elder held a bishop-like office and that Diotrephes resisted this innovation. In any 
case, uncertainties over new developments in church authority seem to be 
involved, particularly troublesome for the Johannine churches with their 
fundamentally egalitarian tradition. Issues of personal power and honor may also 
have played a significant part.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. LieuJ. M. Lieu, , The SecondThe Second and Third and Third Epistles  Epistles of Johnof John (Edinburg (Edinburgh, 1986); h, 198h, 1986); A. 1986); A. J. MalherbJ. Malherbe, “Hospite, “Hospitality and ality and InhospitalInhospitality in theity in the Church,”  Church,” in in Social AspSocial Aspects of EaectsAspAspects ofAspects of Early Chr Early Christianity,istianity, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1983),ia, 1983), 92–112. 92–112. 92–112.

Bibliography. J. M. Lieu, The Second and Third Epistles of John (Edinburgh, 
1986); A. J. Malherbe, “Hospitality and Inhospitality in the Church,” in Social 
Aspects of Early Christianity, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia, 1983), 92–112.
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DIPHATHDIPHATH (Heb.  (Heb. diîp�at�diîp�at�) (also RI) (also RIPHATH)PHATH)PHATH)

DIPHATH (Heb. diîp�at� ) (also RIPHATH)

A son of JA son of Japheth’s sapheth’s son Gomer (on Gomer (1 Chr. 1:61 Chr. 1:6), most li), most likely a peokely a people or regple or region of Asiion of Asia Minor; ca Ma Minor; calMinor; called Riphatled Riphath at Gen. h at Gen. 10:3.10:3.

A son of Japheth’s son Gomer (1 Chr. 1:6), most likely a people or region of Asia 
Minor; called Riphath at Gen. 10:3.

DIRGEDIRGEDIRGE

DIRGE

A song or A song or poem that poem that expresses expresses mourning omourning over death ver death or nationaor national destructl destruction (Heb. ion (Hebion (Heb. (Heb. qiîna®, neqiîna®, neïhiîïhiî). Example). Examples include s include David’s diDavid’s dirge over Srge over Saul and Joaul and Jonathan (2 nathan (2 Sam. 1:17-SSam. 1:17-Sam. 1:17-27) and pa27) and part of the rt of the book of Labook of Lamentationsmentations (cf. the  (cf. the god El lamgod El lamenting theenting the death of  de death of Bdeath of Baal; aal; ANET,ANET, 140). Dir 140). Dirges were oges were often writtften written in en in qiîna®qiîna® meter, wi meter, with each lith each lth each line havinline having five strg five stressed syllessed syllables, theables, the second pa second part shorterrt shorter than the  than the first. Basfirst. Basic elementic elemic elements oelements of the dirgf the dirge include e include the cry, “the cry, “Alas!” (Alas!” (ho®y,ho®y, Jer. 22:1 Jer. 22:18) or “How8) or “How . . .!” ( . . .!” (}eîk�a®,}e((}eîk�a®,(}eîk�a®, Lam. 1:1) Lam. 1:1); an annou; an announcement ofncement of death or  death or catastrophcatastrophe (Lam. 1:e (Lam. 1:1-4); a de1-4); a de1-4); a descriptiodescription of suffen of suffering (Lam.ring (Lam. 1:5-6); c 1:5-6); contrast beontrast between the tween the former andformer and present s present situation (itussituation situation (Ezek. 27:(Ezek. 27:33-34); a 33-34); a call to wecall to weep or wailep or wail (Isa. 14: (Isa. 14:31); and a31); and a descripti description of the on of ton of the effectthe effect upon byst upon bystanders (Laanders (Lam. 1:12).m. 1:12).m. 1:12).

A song or poem that expresses mourning over death or national destruction 
(Heb. qiîna®, neïhiî). Examples include David’s dirge over Saul and Jonathan (2 
Sam. 1:17-27) and part of the book of Lamentations (cf. the god El lamenting the 
death of Baal; ANET, 140). Dirges were often written in qiîna® meter, with each 
line having five stressed syllables, the second part shorter than the first. Basic 
elements of the dirge include the cry, “Alas!” (ho®y, Jer. 22:18) or “How . . .!” 
(}eîk�a®,  Lam. 1:1); an announcement of death or catastrophe (Lam. 1:1-4); a 
description of suffering (Lam. 1:5-6); contrast between the former and present 
situation (Ezek. 27:33-34); a call to weep or wail (Isa. 14:31); and a description of 
the effect upon bystanders (Lam. 1:12).

�Jeremiah rJeremiah refers to pefers to professionarofessional women “sl women “skilled” inkilled” in mourning  mourning ((meïqo®neïnmeïqo®neïno®t�,o(meïqo®neïn(meïqo®neï(meïqo®neïno®t�,no®t�, Jer. 9:17 Jer. 9:17[MT 16]; c[MT 16]; cf. 2 Chr. f. 2 Chr. 35:25), an35:25), and prophetsd prophets often emp often emp often employed demployed dirges (e.girges (e.g., Isa. 5:., Isa. 5:18-22; Amo18-22; Amos 5:16) ass 5:16) as warnings  warnings prior to aprior to a time of c time of calamity thalamccalamity tcalamity that would hat would befall a sbefall a sinful natiinful nation. God sion. God sings a dirgngs a dirge (Jer. 8:e (Jer. 8:18-9:3[2])18-9:3[2]), as does , as doe, as does Jesusdoes Jesus (Luke 19: (Luke 19:41-44).41-44).41-44).

Jeremiah refers to professional women “skilled” in mourning 



(meïqo®neïno®t�,  Jer. 9:17[MT 16]; cf. 2 Chr. 35:25), and prophets often 
employed dirges (e.g., Isa. 5:18-22; Amos 5:16) as warnings prior to a time of 
calamity that would befall a sinful nation. God sings a dirge (Jer. 8:18-9:3[2]), as 
does Jesus (Luke 19:41-44).

�The dirge The dirge is distingis distinguished frouished from a lamentm a lament because t because the latter he latter addresses addresses God with tGod witGod with the awith the aim of alleim of alleviating suviating suffering. Tffering. The book ofhe book of Lamentati Lamentations (ca. 5ons (ca. 586 86 B.C.E.B.C.E.) contains) cont) contains bcontains both genresoth genres, as does , as does the ancienthe ancient Sumeriant Sumerian Lamentati Lamentation over thon over the Destructe Destruce DestructioDestruction of Ur (cn of Ur (ca. 2006).a. 2006).a. 2006).

The dirge is distinguished from a lament because the latter addresses God 
with the aim of alleviating suffering. The book of Lamentations (ca. 586 B.C.E.) 
contains both genres, as does the ancient Sumerian Lamentation over the 
Destruction of Ur (ca. 2006).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. WestermC. Westermann, ann, LamentatioLamentations: Issuesns: Issues and Inter and Interpretationpretation (Minneapo (Minne (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1994).is, 1994).

Bibliography. C. Westermann, Lamentations: Issues and Interpretation 
(Minneapolis, 1994).

Nancy LeeNancy Lee

Nancy Lee

DISCIPLEDISCIPLEDISCIPLE

DISCIPLE

A followerA follower, pupil, o, pupil, or adherentr adherent of a teac of a teacher or relher or religious leaigious leader. Jewisder. Jewish and Grech and Greco-Roman hio-RGrecGreco-RomaGreco-Roman history n history and literaand literature proviture provide examplede examples of respes of respected figurcted figures who gates who gaes who gather disgather disciples in ciples in order to torder to teach and leach and lead them. ead them. In the NT In the NT Gk. Gk. matheäteäímatheäteäíss is used m is us is used most used most often of foften of followers oollowers of Jesus, af Jesus, although itlthough it is also u is also used to dessed to describe follcribe followers of oowersfollfollowers followers of other fof other figures (e.igures (e.g., discipg., disciples “of Joles “of John,” Mark hn,” Mark 2:18; or “2:18; or “of Moses,”of Moses,” John 9:28 John  John 9:28)John 9:28). A genera. A general distinctl distinction betweeion between Jesus’ dn Jesus’ disciples aisciples and “the crnd “the crowds” may owds” may be observebebe observebe observed, with thd, with the former ae former as committes committed followerd followers and the s and the latter as latter as onlookers onlookers not seriounnot seriounot seriously attachsly attached to him.ed to him. Yet even  Yet even some of thsome of those in theose in the larger gr larger group of “dioup of “disciples” tsci“di“disciples“disciples” turn awa” turn away from Jesy from Jesus and go us and go back to thback to their formereir former lives whe lives when they finn they find his teacd hd his teachihis teaching difficung difficult to accelt to accept (John 6pt (John 6:60, 66).:60, 66).:60, 66).

A follower, pupil, or adherent of a teacher or religious leader. Jewish and 
Greco-Roman history and literature provide examples of respected figures who 
gather disciples in order to teach and lead them. In the NT Gk. matheäteäís is 
used most often of followers of Jesus, although it is also used to describe 
followers of other figures (e.g., disciples “of John,” Mark 2:18; or “of Moses,” 
John 9:28). A general distinction between Jesus’ disciples and “the crowds” may 
be observed, with the former as committed followers and the latter as onlookers 
not seriously attached to him. Yet even some of those in the larger group of 
“disciples” turn away from Jesus and go back to their former lives when they find 
his teaching difficult to accept (John 6:60, 66).

�Three concThree concentric cirentric circles of dicles of disciples masciples may be identy be identified in tified in the Gospelshe Gospels: a large : a large group of fggroup of fgroup of followers, ollowers, from whichfrom which the Twelv the Twelve are chose are chosen (Luke 6en (Luke 6:13, 17; c:13, 17; cf. Matt. 8f. Matt. 8:21) and w:288:21) and 8:21) and which appawhich apparently incrently included someluded some women (Lu women (Luke 8:1-3);ke 8:1-3); “The Twel “The Twelve,” who wve,” whove,” who were dwho were designated esignated as “apostlas “apostles” and wees” and were especiare especially calledlly called by Jesus  by Jesus to travel to travel with him awitwith him awith him and learn (nd learn (Mark 3:16-Mark 3:16-19); and a19); and an inner cin inner circle of Percle of Peter, Jamester, James, and John, and John, who alon, w, who alone who alone accompany accompany Jesus on cJesus on certain keyertain key occasions occasions (e.g., th (e.g., the transfige transfiguration [Muration [Mark 9:2-13ar[M[Mark 9:2-[Mark 9:2-13] and th13] and the garden oe garden of Gethsemaf Gethsemane [Matt. ne [Matt. 26:36-46])26:36-46])...

Three concentric circles of disciples may be identified in the Gospels: a large 
group of followers, from which the Twelve are chosen (Luke 6:13, 17; cf. Matt. 
8:21) and which apparently included some women (Luke 8:1-3); “The Twelve,” 
who were designated as “apostles” and were especially called by Jesus to travel 
with him and learn (Mark 3:16-19); and an inner circle of Peter, James, and John, 
who alone accompany Jesus on certain key occasions (e.g., the transfiguration 
[Mark 9:2-13] and the garden of Gethsemane [Matt. 26:36-46]).

�The names The names of the Tweof the Twelve are lilve are listed in thsted in the NT in foe NT in four passageur passages (Matt. 1s (Matt. 10:2-4; Mar0:2-4; M0:2-4; Mark 3:16-Mark 3:16-19; Luke 619; Luke 6:13-16; Ac:13-16; Acts 1:13 [Jts 1:13 [Judas Iscarudas Iscariot is notiot is not named in  named in this text]this text]). They ar). Th). They are: They are: Peter, AndPeter, Andrew, Jamesrew, James, John, Ph, John, Philip, Bartilip, Bartholomew, Tholomew, Thomas, Mathomas, Matthew (or Lthew (or thew (or Levi),(or Levi), James the James the son of Al son of Alphaeus, Thphaeus, Thaddaeus (paddaeus (probably throbably the same pere same person referrson referred to in sereferrreferred treferred to in some o in some lists as Jlists as Judas the sudas the son of Jameon of James), Simon s), Simon the zealotthe zealot (also cal (also called Simon led Siled Simon the Simon the Cananean),Cananean), and Judas and Judas Iscariot  Iscariot (the betra(the betrayer).yer).yer).

The names of the Twelve are listed in the NT in four passages (Matt. 10:2-4; 
Mark 3:16-19; Luke 6:13-16; Acts 1:13 [Judas Iscariot is not named in this text]). 
They are: Peter, Andrew, James, John, Philip, Bartholomew, Thomas, Matthew 
(or Levi), James the son of Alphaeus, Thaddaeus (probably the same person 
referred to in some lists as Judas the son of James), Simon the zealot (also called 
Simon the Cananean), and Judas Iscariot (the betrayer).

�Luke indicLuke indicates that ates that in the earin the early Church ly Church the term “the term “disciple” disciple” came to recame to refer to thefer to tfer to the growinthe growing band of g band of believers believers in Jesus, in Jesus, i.e., to Ci.e., to Christians hristians (e.g., Act(e.g., Acts 6:7; 9:2s 6:7; 9:26; 14:21-26; 14:21-6; 14:21-22; 14:21-22; cf. 11:26)cf. 11:26). A simila. A similar notion or notion of an expanf an expanding circlding circle of discie of disciples is suples is suggested byggestedsusuggested suggested by the “Grby the “Great Commiseat Commission” (Matsion” (Matt. 28:18-2t. 28:18-20), in whi0), in which the risch the risen Jesus cen Jesus commands hioccommands hcommands his closestis closest followers followers to “make  to “make disciples”disciples” of people of people from all  from all national/enational/ethnic grouthnational/enational/enational/ethnic grouthnic groups.ps.ps.

Luke indicates that in the early Church the term “disciple” came to refer to 
the growing band of believers in Jesus, i.e., to Christians (e.g., Acts 6:7; 9:26; 
14:21-22; cf. 11:26). A similar notion of an expanding circle of disciples is 
suggested by the “Great Commission” (Matt. 28:18-20), in which the risen Jesus 



commands his closest followers to “make disciples” of people from all 
national/ethnic groups.

�The life oThe life of Christiaf Christian disciplen discipleship as prship as presented inesented in the NT ca the NT calls for sulls for supreme devopreme devpreme devotion tdevotion to Jesus tho Jesus through the rough the acceptanceacceptance of his lo of his lofty demandfty demands. Commitms. Commitment to himent to himent to him must chim must come beforeome before all other all other attachmen attachments (Luke 9ts (Luke 9:57-62; 14:57-62; 14:25-33). N:25-33). NeverthelesevertheleNNevertheleNevertheless, a dimess, a dimension of Cnsion of Christian dhristian discipleshiiscipleship that is p that is sometimes sometimes overlookedoverlooked is the pr is is the prois the promise of jomise of joy and ultiy and ultimate benefmate benefits for thits for those who taose who take up the ke up the cross to fcross to follow Jesuolloffollow Jesfollow Jesus (Luke 1us (Luke 14:12-14; 14:12-14; 18:29-30).8:29-30).8:29-30).

The life of Christian discipleship as presented in the NT calls for supreme 
devotion to Jesus through the acceptance of his lofty demands. Commitment to 
him must come before all other attachments (Luke 9:57-62; 14:25-33). 
Nevertheless, a dimension of Christian discipleship that is sometimes overlooked 
is the promise of joy and ultimate benefits for those who take up the cross to 
follow Jesus (Luke 14:12-14; 18:29-30).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. N. LongR. N. Longenecker, eenecker, ed., d., Patterns oPatterns of Disciplef Discipleship in thship in the New Teste New Teste New TestamentTestament (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1996pids, 1996); M. J. W); M. J. Wilkins, ilkins, The ConcepThe Concept of Discit of Disciple in Matple in Matthew’s Gosthew’s MatMatthew’s Matthew’s Gospel.Gospel. NovTSup 5 NovTSup 59 (Leiden,9 (Leiden, 1988). 1988). 1988).
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DISEASEDISEASEDISEASE

DISEASE

�SeeSee  ILLNESS ANILLNESS AND HEALTH CD HEALTH CARE.ARE.

See ILLNESS AND HEALTH CARE.

DISHANDISHAN (Heb.  (Heb. diîsûaœndiîsûaœn)))

DISHAN (Heb. diîsûaœn)

One of theOne of the sons of S sons of Seir (Gen. eir (Gen. 36:21; 1 C36:21; 1 Chr. 1:38);hr. 1:38); the fathe the father of Uz anr of Uz and Aran (Ged Aran (Gen. 36:30; n.(Ge(Gen. 36:3(Gen. 36:30; 1 Chr. 0; 1 Chr. 1:42); a H1:42); a Horite chieorite chief.f.

One of the sons of Seir (Gen. 36:21; 1 Chr. 1:38); the father of Uz and Aran 
(Gen. 36:30; 1 Chr. 1:42); a Horite chief.

DISHONDISHON (Heb.  (Heb. diîsûo®ndiîsûo®n)))

DISHON (Heb. diîsûo®n)

�1.1. One of th One of the sons of e sons of Seir (Gen.Seir (Gen. 36:21; 1  36:21; 1 Chr. 1:38)Chr. 1:38). He was t. He was the ancestohe ancestor of four r of r of four Hoof four Horite triberite tribes (Gen. 36s (Gen. 36:26; MT :26; MT diîsûaœn;diîsûaœn; 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:41).41).41).

1. One of the sons of Seir (Gen. 36:21; 1 Chr. 1:38). He was the ancestor 
of four Horite tribes (Gen. 36:26; MT diîsûaœn; 1 Chr. 1:41).

�2.2. The son o The son of Anah andf Anah and grandson  grandson of Seir, aof Seir, a chief of  chief of the Horitethe Horites (Gen. 36s (Gen. 36:25; 1 Chr:25; 1:25; 1 Chr. 1:41 Chr. 1:41); brothe1); brother of Oholir of Oholibamah (Genbamah (Gen. 36:25), . 36:25), the wife othe wife of Esau (vvf Esau (vv. 1–2).. 1–2).

2. The son of Anah and grandson of Seir, a chief of the Horites (Gen. 36:25; 
1 Chr. 1:41); brother of Oholibamah (Gen. 36:25), the wife of Esau (vv. 1–2).

DISPERSIONDISPERSION

DISPERSION

The geograThe geographic and cphic and cultural spultural spread of thread of the Hebrew pe Hebrew people and/eople and/or the Jewor the Jewish religiish religion and culoreligireligion areligion and culturend culture over time over time. The nati. The nations of Isrons of Israel and Juael and Judah first dah first existed asexisted as a United  a Un a United MonUnited Monarchy (ca.archy (ca. 1030–922  1030–922 B.C.E.B.C.E.) and then) and then as a pair as a pair of separa of separate but oftte but often interreen inteen interrelatinterrelated kingdomed kingdoms, Israel s, Israel (922–722) (922–722) and Judah and Judah (922–587).(922–587). When Assy When Assyria conqueria conquria conquered conquered Israel in Israel in 722, a lar722, a large number ge number of Israeliof Israelites were ktes were killed, butilled, but some may  some may have migrahavhave migrahave migrated elsewhted elsewhere, retaiere, retaining some ning some of their iof their identity; tdentity; their fate heir fate is uncertais uncertain. When Bin. Win. When BabylWhen Babylonia defeaonia defeated Judah ted Judah in 597 andin 597 and destroyed destroyed Jerusalem Jerusalem in 587, t in 587, they took ahey took hey took a portook a portion of thtion of the Judeans e Judeans into exileinto exile in Mesopo in Mesopotamia. Afttamia. After that tier that time, there me, there were at lewewere at lewere at least two coast two communities mmunities of personsof persons named Jud named Judeans or Jeeans or Jews. This bws. This began the Jegan the egan the Jewishthe Jewish dispersio dispersion, often cn, often called the alled the Diaspora fDiaspora from a relarom a related Greek ted Greek term.term.term.

The geographic and cultural spread of the Hebrew people and/or the Jewish 
religion and culture over time. The nations of Israel and Judah first existed as a 
United Monarchy (ca. 1030–922 B.C.E.) and then as a pair of separate but often 
interrelated kingdoms, Israel (922–722) and Judah (922–587). When Assyria 
conquered Israel in 722, a large number of Israelites were killed, but some may 
have migrated elsewhere, retaining some of their identity; their fate is uncertain. 
When Babylonia defeated Judah in 597 and destroyed Jerusalem in 587, they 
took a portion of the Judeans into exile in Mesopotamia. After that time, there 
were at least two communities of persons named Judeans or Jews. This began 
the Jewish dispersion, often called the Diaspora from a related Greek term.

�In followiIn following centuring centuries, signifes, significant Jewiicant Jewish populatsh populations appeaions appeared in almred in almost every ost everyost every cornevery corner of the er of the ancient woancient world. In thrld. In the 5th cente 5th century there ury there was a Jewiwas a Jewish colony sh colony on the islonon the islon the island of Eleand of Elephantine iphantine in the Egypn the Egyptian Nile.tian Nile. Throughou Throughout the Hellt the Hellenistic peenistic period the Jriodpeperiod theperiod the Jewish pr Jewish presence in esence in Egypt grewEgypt grew, to the p, to the point whereoint where the Helle the Hellenistic Egynistic Egyptian cityptEgyEgyptian cEgyptian city of Aleity of Alexandria haxandria has often bes often been consideen considered the cered the center of Junter of Judaism for daism for several cesevseveral ceseveral centuries dunturies during the Hring the Hellenisticellenistic period. B period. By the timey the time reflected reflected in the NT in the NT there wer the there werethere were Jewish sy Jewish synagogues onagogues or at leastr at least practicin practicing Jews in g Jews in most Greekmost Greek and Roman and Roman and Roman citiRoman cities. In pares. In particular, tticular, the book ofhe book of Acts port Acts portrays Jews rays Jews from all ofrom all over the wover the world and derldwoworld and world and depicts Padepicts Paul findingul finding Jewish gr Jewish groups in a oups in a large numblarge number of citier of cities.es.es.

In following centuries, significant Jewish populations appeared in almost 
every corner of the ancient world. In the 5th century there was a Jewish colony 
on the island of Elephantine in the Egyptian Nile. Throughout the Hellenistic 



period the Jewish presence in Egypt grew, to the point where the Hellenistic 
Egyptian city of Alexandria has often been considered the center of Judaism for 
several centuries during the Hellenistic period. By the time reflected in the NT 
there were Jewish synagogues or at least practicing Jews in most Greek and 
Roman cities. In particular, the book of Acts portrays Jews from all over the 
world and depicts Paul finding Jewish groups in a large number of cities.
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DIVESDIVES (Lat.  (Lat. DivesDives)))

DIVES (Lat. Dives)

TraditionaTraditional name of l name of the rich mthe rich man (Lat. “an (Lat. “wealth”) iwealth”) in Jesus’ pn Jesus’ parable of arable of the rich mthe rich man and Lazan aan and Lazaruand Lazarus (Luke 16s (Luke 16:19-31).:19-31).:19-31).

Traditional name of the rich man (Lat. “wealth”) in Jesus’ parable of the rich man 
and Lazarus (Luke 16:19-31).

�SeeSee  LAZARUS.LAZARUS.

See LAZARUS.

DIVINATIONDIVINATION

DIVINATION

The art ofThe art of determini determining the futng the future or ascure or ascertaining ertaining divine wildivine will. An impol. An important aspertant aspect of lifect oct of life thof life throughout troughout the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East, divinati, divination was noton was not a mystica a mystical practicel practice, but a pr, but, but a procbut a process based ess based upon empirupon empirical obserical observation andvation and cause/eff cause/effect, practect, practiced by triced by trained specaintrtrained sptrained specialists.ecialists. The regul The regularity of tarity of the evidenche evidence was so ce was so certain thaertain that particult particular omens war omar omens wereomens were recorded, recorded, the precu the precursor of thrsor of the Western e Western scientificscientific method. method. method.

The art of determining the future or ascertaining divine will. An important aspect 
of life throughout the ancient Near East, divination was not a mystical practice, 
but a process based upon empirical observation and cause/effect, practiced by 
trained specialists. The regularity of the evidence was so certain that particular 
omens were recorded, the precursor of the Western scientific method.

�The variouThe various processes processes held at s held at their coretheir core an unders an understanding thtanding that the uniat the universe is overse isverse is orderedis ordered, includin, including the mundg the mundane world.ane world. It was th It was the gods whoe gods who were resp were responsible foonsible foonsible for maintafor maintaining thisining this order. Gi order. Given their ven their powers, thpowers, this was a ris was a routine tasoutine task, but oddk, but oddities did itiesoddoddities doddities did occur iid occur in nature. n nature. These anomThese anomalies werealies were understoo understood as allowd as allowances by tances by tances by the gods ithe gods in order ton order to communica communicate a messate a message to humage to humans (as morns (as more direct fe direct forms of coorms of orms of communiof communication wercation were normallye normally not possi not possible). Thusble). Thus, when one, when one noticed a noticed an anomaly n anoman anomaly inanomaly in nature, i nature, its cause wts cause was to be sas to be sought in aought in an unusual n unusual event in tevent in the mundanehe mundane human sph h human sphehuman sphere, the rare, the rationale fotionale for divine cr divine contact. Thontact. The certainte certainty of this y of this connectionconnection is celebr is  is celebrais celebrated in an ted in an Old BabyloOld Babylonian text nian text that joyfuthat joyfully proclally proclaims, ims, “SÁamasû“SÁamasû . . . it  . . . it is you whois is you whois you who write dow write down the oracn the oracles and inles and indicate thedicate the divinator divinatory decisiony decisions in the es in the entrails ofntreentrails oentrails of the sheef the sheep.”p.”p.”

The various processes held at their core an understanding that the universe 
is ordered, including the mundane world. It was the gods who were responsible 
for maintaining this order. Given their powers, this was a routine task, but 
oddities did occur in nature. These anomalies were understood as allowances by 
the gods in order to communicate a message to humans (as more direct forms 
of communication were normally not possible). Thus, when one noticed an 
anomaly in nature, its cause was to be sought in an unusual event in the mundane 
human sphere, the rationale for divine contact. The certainty of this connection 
is celebrated in an Old Babylonian text that joyfully proclaims, “SÁamasû . . . it 
is you who write down the oracles and indicate the divinatory decisions in the 
entrails of the sheep.”

�There was There was a wide vara wide variety of moiety of modes of divdes of divination, aination, as all aspes all aspects of natcts of nature were pure wereure were potenwere potential mediutial mediums for thims for this type of s type of divine comdivine communicationmunication. The best. The best-attested -attested divinationddivinationdivination tradition traditions were pres were preserved in served in the extensthe extensive divinaive divination litertion literature of 2ature of 2nd- and 1snd- and- and 1st-miand 1st-millennia Mellennia Mesopotamia,sopotamia, a distinc a distinct literaryt literary genre cha genre characterizedracterized by a spec by a special grammaial gial grammar. Tgrammar. The texts ahe texts are usuallyre usually organized organized according according to the fi to the first two worst two words of therds of the introduct i introductointroductory line, try line, the protasihe protasis, which cs, which consists ofonsists of the condi the conditional stational statement (e.tement (e.g., “If a g., “Ig., “If a fetu“If a fetus has an Xs has an X. . . .”).. . . .”). Many text Many texts originats originate in obsere in observation of vation of specific hspecific historical istorical hhistoricalhistorical events. F events. For exampleor example, a text f, a text from Mari from Mari found on a ound on a clay liverclay liver model pro model proclaims, “Wclaiproproclaims,proclaims, “When my  “When my country recountry rebelled agabelled against Ibbi-inst Ibbi-sin [of Ursin [of Ur, ca. 2027, ca. 2027–2003 –2003 B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.], it is t], it is thus that thus that the liver ahe liver appeared.” ppeared.” Other textOther texts originats originate in more e in more mundane anmundane amundane and not reand not readily expladily explainable ciainable circumstancercumstances (e.g., “s (e.g., “If a man’sIf a man’s chest hai chest hair curls upr curls upward, thenward,upupward, thupward, then he willen he will become a  become a slave”). Mslave”). Most observost observations of ations of this type this type are made aare made as a persons aas a persoas a person presentsn presents an animal an animal for the p for the priest to iriest to interpret tnterpret the owner’she owner’s destiny.  destiny. It was assIt wIt was assumewas assumed after a d after a time that time that one could one could find regulfind regularity in tarity in the messagehe messages themselvs themselves. As theesthemselvthemselvesthemselves. As the c. As the catalogues atalogues for types for types of divinatof divination expandion expanded, a desied, a desire for comre for completeness plecomcompletenecompleteness arose. ss arose. The resultThe result was a num was a number of theber of theoretical eoretical events whicvents which were allh were allh were all but loall but logically imgically impossible (possible (e.g., “If e.g., “If the sheep the sheep has seven has seven livers, thlivers, then the kinen the king of the ug of the g of the univerthe universe will arse will arise”).ise”).

There was a wide variety of modes of divination, as all aspects of nature 
were potential mediums for this type of divine communication. The best-attested 
divination traditions were preserved in the extensive divination literature of 2nd- 
and 1st-millennia Mesopotamia, a distinct literary genre characterized by a special 
grammar. The texts are usually organized according to the first two words of the 
introductory line, the protasis, which consists of the conditional statement (e.g., 
“If a fetus has an X. . . .”). Many texts originate in observation of specific 
historical events. For example, a text from Mari found on a clay liver model 
proclaims, “When my country rebelled against Ibbi-sin [of Ur, ca. 2027–2003 
B.C.E.], it is thus that the liver appeared.” Other texts originate in more mundane 



and not readily explainable circumstances (e.g., “If a man’s chest hair curls 
upward, then he will become a slave”). Most observations of this type are made 
as a person presents an animal for the priest to interpret the owner’s destiny. It 
was assumed after a time that one could find regularity in the messages 
themselves. As the catalogues for types of divination expanded, a desire for 
completeness arose. The result was a number of theoretical events which were 
all but logically impossible (e.g., “If the sheep has seven livers, then the king of 
the universe will arise”).

Clay liverClay liver model, in model, inscribed wiscribed with omens ath omens and magicalnd magical formulas  formulas for instrufor instructing studcting students of dienstudstudents ostudents of divinatif divination (1st Dyon (1st Dynasty of Bnasty of Babylon, caabylon, ca. 1830–155. 1830–1550 0 B.C.E.B.C.E.). Most wi). Most widely attesdely wiwidely attwidely attested in Bested in Babylon, moabylon, models have dels have also been also been discovereddiscovered at Alalak at Alalakh and Hazoh and Hazor (CopyrigrHazoHazor (CopHazor (Copyright Briyright British Museutish Museum)m)

Clay liver model, inscribed with omens and magical formulas for instructing 
students of divination (1st Dynasty of Babylon, ca. 1830–1550 B.C.E.). Most 
widely attested in Babylon, models have also been discovered at Alalakh and 
Hazor (Copyright British Museum)

�The notionThe notion of regula of regularity in dirity in divine commuvine communication lnication led to a nued to a number of prmber of practices inacticesprpractices practices in which oin which one could dne could determine tetermine the will ofhe will of the gods. the gods. Rituals w Rituals were regulaere regularly perforrly regularegularly regularly performed performed in regard in regard to major eto major events, sucvents, such as lot ch as lot casting priasting prior to milior to military engagtarymilimilitary emilitary engagementsngagements. Mesopota. Mesopotamians consmians considered omeidered omens to be mns to be more reliabore reliable than mole than le than more than more direct fordirect forms of divims of divine communine communication, ascation, as evidenced evidenced in the li in the library of Zbrary of Zimri-lim, imZZimri-lim,Zimri-lim, king of M king of Mari (ca. 1ari (ca. 1775). A nu775). A number of ecmber of ecstatic prostatic prophetic mesphetic messages weresages were delivered d delivered,delivered, generally generally credited  credited to the godto the god Dagan, wh Dagan, which were aich were addressed tddressed to the kingo the king during hi d during hisduring his military  military campaigns.campaigns. These mes These messages weresages were accompani accompanied by haired by hair and garme and garm and garment sagarment samples frommples from the would the would-be messen-be messenger of theger of the god, to b god, to be tested be tested by omens toy omens y omens to comens to confirm theonfirm the validity  validity of the mesof the message.sage.sage.

The notion of regularity in divine communication led to a number of 
practices in which one could determine the will of the gods. Rituals were 
regularly performed in regard to major events, such as lot casting prior to 
military engagements. Mesopotamians considered omens to be more reliable 
than more direct forms of divine communication, as evidenced in the library of 
Zimri-lim, king of Mari (ca. 1775). A number of ecstatic prophetic messages were 
delivered, generally credited to the god Dagan, which were addressed to the king 
during his military campaigns. These messages were accompanied by hair and 
garment samples from the would-be messenger of the god, to be tested by 
omens to confirm the validity of the message.

�Among the Among the more commomore common mediums n mediums used in diused in divination wvination were animalere animal fetuses ( fetuses (especiallye((especiall(especially malformey malformed ones), ld ones), livers, galivers, gall bladdersl bladders, kidneys,, kidneys, lungs, ha lungs, hair patternir patterning, bird ing, biring, bird flighbird flight patternst patterns, meteorit, meteorites, weathees, weather, sleep pr, sleep patterns ofatterns of humans, d humans, dreams, andreams, and patterns  pat patterns opatterns of animal bf animal behavior. Tehavior. The intereshe interest in intert in interpreting inpreting internal orgternal organs of sacans of sacrificial arificiasacsacrificiasacrificial animals l animals is traced is traced to two cirto two circumstancescumstances. First, e. First, examples arxamples are ubiquitoe ubiquitous. Secondus. Seus. Second, thSecond, they are uncey are uncovered durovered during the coing the course of riurse of ritual, in wtual, in which therehich there is a heig is a heightened senhteheigheightenedheightened sense of  sense of spatial nespatial nexus betweexus between the divin the divine and humne and human realms.an realms.

Among the more common mediums used in divination were animal fetuses 
(especially malformed ones), livers, gall bladders, kidneys, lungs, hair patterning, 
bird flight patterns, meteorites, weather, sleep patterns of humans, dreams, and 
patterns of animal behavior. The interest in interpreting internal organs of 
sacrificial animals is traced to two circumstances. First, examples are ubiquitous. 
Second, they are uncovered during the course of ritual, in which there is a 
heightened sense of spatial nexus between the divine and human realms.

�The practiThe practice of divice of divination wasnation was nearly un nearly universally iversally condemned condemned in the OT.in the OT. The prime The p The prime exceprime exception is tption is the practiche practice of cleroe of cleromancy (lotmancy (lot casting), casting), which is  which is an integraan integral activityl actl activity oactivity of the highf the high priest (N priest (Num. 27:21)um. 27:21). Precisel. Precisely what they what the Urim and  Urim and Thummin ofThummin of the high  t the high pthe high priest lookriest looked like ised like is not clear not clear, but the , but the function ofunction of the objef the objects providcts provided a “yes”ed a “ed a “yes” or ““yes” or “no” answerno” answer (cf. 2 Sa (cf. 2 Sam. 5:19). m. 5:19). Lots deterLots determined the mined the division odivision of the landf the land (e.g., Nu (e. (e.g., Num(e.g., Num. 26:55-56. 26:55-56), divine ), divine approval oapproval of candidatf candidates for offes for office (e.g.,ice (e.g., king, 1 S king, 1 Sam. 10:20-am. 10:2am. 10:20-21; 10:20-21; priest, 1 priest, 1 Chr. 24:5)Chr. 24:5), and guil, and guilt (Num. 5:t (Num. 5:15-30; Jos15-30; Josh. 7:14-15h. 7:14-15). A form ). A form of lot casof loof lot castinlot casting by manipg by manipulating arulating arrows (belorows (belomancy) is mancy) is attested iattested in 2 Kgs. 1n 2 Kgs. 13:14-19 in3:14-19 involving thvolvininvolving involving the Judeanthe Judean king Joas king Joash. The samh. The same practicee practice is attrib is attributed to Neuted to Nebuchadnezzbuchadnezzar in EzekarNebuchadnezzNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar in Ezzzar in Ezek. 21:21,ek. 21:21, though th though there is no ere is no record of record of this practthis practice in Neoice in Neo-Babylonia-NeoNeo-BabyloNeo-Babylonian liternian literature.ature.ature.

The practice of divination was nearly universally condemned in the OT. The 
prime exception is the practice of cleromancy (lot casting), which is an integral 
activity of the high priest (Num. 27:21). Precisely what the Urim and Thummin of 
the high priest looked like is not clear, but the function of the objects provided a 
“yes” or “no” answer (cf. 2 Sam. 5:19). Lots determined the division of the land 
(e.g., Num. 26:55-56), divine approval of candidates for office (e.g., king, 1 Sam. 
10:20-21; priest, 1 Chr. 24:5), and guilt (Num. 5:15-30; Josh. 7:14-15). A form of 
lot casting by manipulating arrows (belomancy) is attested in 2 Kgs. 13:14-19 
involving the Judean king Joash. The same practice is attributed to 



Nebuchadnezzar in Ezek. 21:21, though there is no record of this practice in 
Neo-Babylonian literature.

�Other toleOther tolerated pracrated practices (or tices (or at least nat least not condemnot condemned in the ed in the same contesame context) centerxt) cext) centered ucentered upon the uspon the usage of parage of particular beticular behaviors ashaviors as signs of  signs of divine appdivine approval. In roval. In the Gideonthe Gthe Gideon narGideon narrative therative the judge ask judge asks for signs for signs from Yahs from Yahweh (Judg.weh (Judg. 6:36-40)  6:36-40) and then rand then reads the searreads the reads the sign assocsign associated withiated with drinking  drinking water (7:4water (7:4–7). Jonat–7). Jonathan holds han holds that the pthat the positioningositppositioninpositioning of the Pg of the Philistineshilistines is a sign is a sign reflectin reflecting divine ag divine approval (1pproval (1 Sam. 14:8 Sam. 14:8-12).-12).-12).

Other tolerated practices (or at least not condemned in the same context) 
centered upon the usage of particular behaviors as signs of divine approval. In the 
Gideon narrative the judge asks for signs from Yahweh (Judg. 6:36-40) and then 
reads the sign associated with drinking water (7:4–7). Jonathan holds that the 
positioning of the Philistines is a sign reflecting divine approval (1 Sam. 14:8-12).

�OneiromancOneiromancy, the inty, the interpretatioerpretation of dreamn of dreams, is toles, is tolerated in trated in the OT (Genhe OT (Gen. 40:5-8; . 40:5. 40:5-8; Da40:5-8; Dan. 1:17). n. 1:17). The narratThe narratives attriives attribute interbute interpretation pretation completelycompletely to Yahweh to Yahweh, seemingl, s, seemingly seemingly to the excto the exclusion of lusion of the interpthe interpreter’s bereter’s being traineing trained in the dd in the discipline iscipline of dream iof dreof dream intedream interpretationrpretation (which wa (which was of enorms of enormous intereous interest in Egypst in Egypt as well t as well as Mesopotas Mesopotas MesopotamiMesopotamia).a).a).

Oneiromancy, the interpretation of dreams, is tolerated in the OT (Gen. 
40:5-8; Dan. 1:17). The narratives attribute interpretation completely to Yahweh, 
seemingly to the exclusion of the interpreter’s being trained in the discipline of 
dream interpretation (which was of enormous interest in Egypt as well as 
Mesopotamia).

�All other All other forms of dforms of divination,ivination, such as e such as extispicy (xtispicy (examining examining the entraithe entrails of animls of animls of animals), animals), astrology,astrology, necromanc necromancy (consulty (consulting the deing the dead), hydroad), hydromancy (intmancy (interpretatioerpretation of watern(interpretatio(interpret(interpretation of wation of water patteater patterns and inrns and interactionsteractions with fore with foreign substaign substances), arences), are forbidden for forbidden forbidden in the OT.in the OT. A number  A number of terms rof terms refer to fiefer to fields whichelds which practice  practice various tyvarious types of divpetytypes of dtypes of divination,ivination, but unfor but unfortunately ttunately there are nhere are not enough ot enough data to dedata to decisively ecisively establish sstabeestablish establish semantic bsemantic boundaries oundaries for these for these titles. Detitles. Deut. 18:10-ut. 18:10-11 lists a11 lists a number of number of terms whi term terms whicterms which denote ph denote pagan religagan religious practious practitioners, itioners, including including various tyvarious types of divpes of diviners, thainerdivdiviners, diviners, that are nthat are not allowedot allowed to surviv to survive after the after the Israelite Israelite possessie possession of Canaon of Canaan becausean bean because thbecause their contineir continued presenued presence could lce could lead to synead to syncretism. Tcretism. The outlawehe outlawed status id status is illustrasiis illustris illustrated in Saated in Saul’s encouul’s encounter with nter with a necromana necromancer, who icer, who is initialls initially afraid ty afraid to engage io engago engage in engage in her trade her trade with him (with him (1 Sam. 28:1 Sam. 28:3-25). The3-25). The continued continued presence  presence of divinerof diviners is attess divinerdiviners idiviners is attesteds attested in Isa. 3 in Isa. 3:1-5, wher:1-5, where they aree they are listed am listed among the elong the elite of Jerite of Jerusalem andusalemJerJerusalem Jerusalem and Judah and Judah (along wit(along with judges, h judges, elders, prelders, prophets, anophets, and militaryd military leaders)  leaders) who will bwhowho will bwho will be deportede deported after con after conquest, leaquest, leading to thding to the breakdowe breakdown of the sn of the social ordeocial order. This unrordeorder. Thiorder. This underscos underscores the deres the degree of thgree of the revocatie revocation of the on of the covenant, covenant, as these oas these outlawed souooutlawed soutlawed sorts are norts are not only toot only tolerated bulerated but revered t revered in Judean in Judean society.society.society.

All other forms of divination, such as extispicy (examining the entrails of 
animals), astrology, necromancy (consulting the dead), hydromancy 
(interpretation of water patterns and interactions with foreign substances), are 
forbidden in the OT. A number of terms refer to fields which practice various 
types of divination, but unfortunately there are not enough data to decisively 
establish semantic boundaries for these titles. Deut. 18:10-11 lists a number of 
terms which denote pagan religious practitioners, including various types of 
diviners, that are not allowed to survive after the Israelite possession of Canaan 
because their continued presence could lead to syncretism. The outlawed status 
is illustrated in Saul’s encounter with a necromancer, who is initially afraid to 
engage in her trade with him (1 Sam. 28:3-25). The continued presence of 
diviners is attested in Isa. 3:1-5, where they are listed among the elite of 
Jerusalem and Judah (along with judges, elders, prophets, and military leaders) 
who will be deported after conquest, leading to the breakdown of the social 
order. This underscores the degree of the revocation of the covenant, as these 
outlawed sorts are not only tolerated but revered in Judean society.

�Otherwise,Otherwise, the prefe the preferred mode rred mode of divine of divine communicatcommunication in Isrion in Israelite socaelite society was tiety wiety was througwas through ecstatich ecstatic means, in means, in sharp dis sharp distinction ttinction to the suboo the subordination rdination of all ecsof all ecstatic phentaticecsecstatic pecstatic phenomena thenomena to omen cono omen confirmation firmation in Mesopotin Mesopotamian liteamian literature.rature.rature.

Otherwise, the preferred mode of divine communication in Israelite society 
was through ecstatic means, in sharp distinction to the subordination of all 
ecstatic phenomena to omen confirmation in Mesopotamian literature.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. BotteroJ. Bottero, , MesopotamiMesopotamia: Writinga: Writing, Reasonin, Reasoning, and theg, and the Gods Gods (Chicago, (Chic (Chicago, (Chicago, 1992).1992).1992).

Bibliography. J. Bottero, Mesopotamia: Writing, Reasoning, and the Gods 
(Chicago, 1992).
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DIVINERS’ DIVINERS’ OAKOAKOAK

DIVINERS’ OAK

A tree neaA tree near Shechem r Shechem (Judg. 9:3(Judg. 9:37) under w7) under which divinhich divining was pring was practiced. Tacticed. The tree (Hhe tree (Heb. e(H(Heb. (Heb. }eälo®n me}eälo®n meï{o®neïniîï{o®neïniîmm) was larg) was large enough te enough to provide o provide shade, sheshade, shelter, and lter, andlter, and a recoand a recognizable lgnizable location foocation for people tr people to meet (Juo meet (Judg. 9:6). dg. 9:6). Other treeOther trees are alsos are also mentioned me mentioned mentioned in relatioin relation to divinn to divining and aling and altars (Gen.tars (Gen. 35:4; Jos 35:4; Josh. 24:26),h. 24:26), the most  the most famous beifamofamous beifamous being Abrahamng Abraham’s oak of ’s oak of Mamre. ThaMamre. That tree, a t tree, a tamarisk, tamarisk, was a travwas a travel marker el marker el marker durmarker during the joing the journey of Aurney of Abram (Gen.bram (Gen. 12:6) and 12:6) and the locat the location where ion where “the Lord “the Lord“the Lord appeaLord appeared to Abrred to Abram” (v. 7)am” (v. 7). A tree N. A tree NW of HebroW of Hebron has tradn has traditionally itionally been identbeen idenbeen identifiedidentified as Abraha as Abraham’s oak ofm’s oak of Mamre. Mamre. Mamre.

A tree near Shechem (Judg. 9:37) under which divining was practiced. The tree 
(Heb. }eälo®n meï{o®neïniîm) was large enough to provide shade, shelter, 
and a recognizable location for people to meet (Judg. 9:6). Other trees are also 
mentioned in relation to divining and altars (Gen. 35:4; Josh. 24:26), the most 



famous being Abraham’s oak of Mamre. That tree, a tamarisk, was a travel 
marker during the journey of Abram (Gen. 12:6) and the location where “the 
Lord appeared to Abram” (v. 7). A tree NW of Hebron has traditionally been 
identified as Abraham’s oak of Mamre.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. N. HeppF. N. Hepper and S. er and S. Gibson, “AGibson, “Abraham’s Obraham’s Oak of Mamrak of Mamre,” e,” PEQPEQPEQPEQ 126 (1994 126 (1994): 94–105.): 94–105.

Bibliography. F. N. Hepper and S. Gibson, “Abraham’s Oak of Mamre,” 
PEQ 126 (1994): 94–105.
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DIVORCEDIVORCEDIVORCE

DIVORCE

The legal The legal ending of ending of a marriagea marriage while the while the two parti two parties are sties are still living.ll living. According Accordingly, it is ly, it isly, it is a matteis a matter of graver of grave seriousne seriousness and is ss and is always trealways treated as suated as such in the ch in the OT and NT.OT and NT.

The legal ending of a marriage while the two parties are still living. Accordingly, it 
is a matter of grave seriousness and is always treated as such in the OT and NT.

�The MosaicThe Mosaic law permi law permitted divortted divorce (Deut. ce (Deut. 24:1-4), a24:1-4), although thlthough the conditioe conditions under wns undns under whicunder which it is alh it is allowed are lowed are not clear.not clear. Within a  Within a cultural ccultural context thaontext that allowed t allowed a man to da ma man to divman to divorce a womorce a woman under aan under any circumsny circumstances or tances or whimsy, thwhimsy, the Israelite Israelite legal tre legal tradition woatrtradition tradition would havewould have appeared  appeared strict in strict in that it plthat it placed limitaced limits on the rs on the right to diight to divorce (Deuvorcedidivorce (Ddivorce (Deut. 22:19eut. 22:19, 29). Ove, 29). Overall, the rall, the laws seem laws seem to protectto protect women fro women from some of m some ofm some of the mosof the most flagrantt flagrant endangerm endangerments of thents of their livelieir livelihood. The hood. The divorce mudivorce must be put st be put into writiintinto writiinto writing, and thng, and the woman mue woman must be sentst be sent from one  from one house (thehouse (the husband’s husband’s) to anoth) to anot) to another hoanother house (presuuse (presumably her mably her father’s),father’s), in which  in which she would she would have an ophave an opportunity portunity for life. ffor life. for life. Other circOther circumstances,umstances, customs,  customs, or laws reor laws regulating dgulating divorce areivorce are not known not known. Certainl. C. Certainly,Certainly, many marr many marriages did iages did not end innot end in such an o such an orderly fasrderly fashion. The hion. The story of Sstory of Samson and amSSamson andSamson and his first his first wife (an  wife (an unnamed Phunnamed Philistine wilistine woman from oman from Timnah; JuTimnah; Judg. 14:1-1dg. 14:1-1dg. 14:1-15:8)14:1-15:8) shows a c shows a case where ase where a marriagea marriage may not h may not have been lave been legally comegally completed (depleted (depleted (depending(depending upon the  upon the custom of custom of seven daysseven days of feasti of feasting) or it ng) or it may have bmay have been legalleen legally ended afy ey ended afteended after Samson’sr Samson’s sudden de sudden departure; iparture; in either cn either case, Samsoase, Samson seems ton seems to think tha think that he is matthathat he isthat he is married,  married, when unknowhen unknown to him wn to him his wife hhis wife has marriedas married another.  another. In generalIn general, the OT e, generalgeneral, tgeneral, the OT exprhe OT expresses an aesses an acceptance cceptance of divorceof divorce, although, although within li within limits and wmits and with some ritwwith some with some recognitiorecognition of diffin of difficulties inculties involved. (Mvolved. (Mal. 2:16 ial. 2:16 is textualls textually problemay problematic, and etic, antic, and even iand even if it does f it does refer to drefer to divorce, itivorce, it deals wit deals with the cessh the cessation of aation of a relations relationship betweehip bethip between Gobetween God and peopd and people).le).le).

The Mosaic law permitted divorce (Deut. 24:1-4), although the conditions 
under which it is allowed are not clear. Within a cultural context that allowed a 
man to divorce a woman under any circumstances or whimsy, the Israelite legal 
tradition would have appeared strict in that it placed limits on the right to 
divorce (Deut. 22:19, 29). Overall, the laws seem to protect women from some 
of the most flagrant endangerments of their livelihood. The divorce must be put 
into writing, and the woman must be sent from one house (the husband’s) to 
another house (presumably her father’s), in which she would have an opportunity 
for life. Other circumstances, customs, or laws regulating divorce are not known. 
Certainly, many marriages did not end in such an orderly fashion. The story of 
Samson and his first wife (an unnamed Philistine woman from Timnah; Judg. 
14:1-15:8) shows a case where a marriage may not have been legally completed 
(depending upon the custom of seven days of feasting) or it may have been legally 
ended after Samson’s sudden departure; in either case, Samson seems to think 
that he is married, when unknown to him his wife has married another. In 
general, the OT expresses an acceptance of divorce, although within limits and 
with some recognition of difficulties involved. (Mal. 2:16 is textually problematic, 
and even if it does refer to divorce, it deals with the cessation of a relationship 
between God and people).

�The NT proThe NT provides a muvides a much differech different responsnt response to divore to divorce. In thece. In the Gospels J Gospels Jesus equatesus eesus equates diequates divorce and vorce and adultery (adultery (Matt. 5:31Matt. 5:31-32; 19:3--32; 19:3-9; Mark 109; Mark 10:2-12; Luk:2-12; Luke 16:18). e 16:18). Paul permiPauPaul permiPaul permits divorcets divorce when the  when the spouse inispouse initiating thtiating the separatie separation is not on is not a believera believer, but he a, bu, but he argbut he argues that bues that believers selievers should not hould not instigate instigate divorce (1divorce (1 Cor. 7:1- Cor. 7:1-16). Paul 16). Paul later allolaterlater allolater allows remarriws remarriage of widage of widows (1 Corows (1 Cor. 7:39), b. 7:39), but remainsut remains silent ab silent about the reout the remarriage omareremarriageremarriage of divorc of divorced believeed believers.rs.rs.

The NT provides a much different response to divorce. In the Gospels Jesus 
equates divorce and adultery (Matt. 5:31-32; 19:3-9; Mark 10:2-12; Luke 16:18). 
Paul permits divorce when the spouse initiating the separation is not a believer, 
but he argues that believers should not instigate divorce (1 Cor. 7:1-16). Paul 
later allows remarriage of widows (1 Cor. 7:39), but remains silent about the 
remarriage of divorced believers.

Jon L. BerJon L. Berquistquist
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DIZAHABDIZAHAB (Heb.  (Heb. diîzaœhaœbdiîzaœhaœb��)))

DIZAHAB (Heb. diîzaœhaœb� )

A place asA place associated wsociated with Moses’ith Moses’ first add first address (Deutress (Deut. 1:1). Th. 1:1). The word is e word is a descripta descriptive appellive descriptdescriptivdescriptive appellate appellation combinion combining an Araing an Aramaic genitmaic genitive perforive performative (mative (diî,diî, “the one  “the one of [= ‘havoof [= ‘havof [= ‘having’]”) aning’]”) and Heb. d Heb. zaœhaœb�,zaœhaœb�, “gold.” S “gold.” Some have iome have identified dentified the site wthe site with edh-Dhithwwith edh-Dwith edh-Dheibeh, E heibeh, E of Heshbonof Heshbon in the Tr in the Transjordaniansjordanian plateauan plateau, while ot, while others suggehers suggehers suggest Misuggest Miîna®} ed�-îna®} ed�-D�hahab (“D�hahab (“harbor of harbor of gold”) in gold”) in the southwthe southwestern parestern part of the St of thet of the Sinai the Sinai Peninsula Peninsula along the along the Gulf of AqGulf of Aqaba. No loaba. No location is cation is certain.certain.certain.

A place associated with Moses’ first address (Deut. 1:1). The word is a 



descriptive appellation combining an Aramaic genitive performative (diî, “the one 
of [= ‘having’]”) and Heb. zaœhaœb�,  “gold.” Some have identified the site 
with edh-Dheibeh, E of Heshbon in the Transjordanian plateau, while others 
suggest Miîna®} ed�-D�hahab (“harbor of gold”) in the southwestern part of 
the Sinai Peninsula along the Gulf of Aqaba. No location is certain.

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks
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DO NOT DESDO NOT DESTROYTROYTROY

DO NOT DESTROY

Most likelMost likely the openy the opening words ing words of a tune of a tune (Heb. (Heb. }al-tasûh�}al-tasûh�eät�eät�) accordin) according to whichg to whg to which Pss.which Pss. 57-59, 75 57-59, 75 were to b were to be sung, noe sung, noted in theted in the superscri superscriptions to ptions to those psalthose psalms. An altmspsalpsalms. Anpsalms. An alternate alternate suggestio suggestion is that n is that the words the words represent represent a cultic ia cultic instructionnstruction (cf. Isa. (cf. (cf. Isa. (cf. Isa. 65:8).65:8).

Most likely the opening words of a tune (Heb. }al-tasûh�eät� ) according to 
which Pss. 57-59, 75 were to be sung, noted in the superscriptions to those 
psalms. An alternate suggestion is that the words represent a cultic instruction 
(cf. Isa. 65:8).

DOCETISMDOCETISMDOCETISM

DOCETISM

A designatA designation for vaion for various viewrious views regardins regarding the humag the humanity of Chnity of Christ that rist that began to mbegan to manifest thanmmanifest tmanifest themselves hemselves in the latin the late 1st cente 1st century ury C.E.C.E. The term  The term is relatedis related to Gk.  to Gk. dokeiín,dokeiíndokeiín,dokeiín, “to seem. “to seem.” Docetic ” Docetic thought isthought is a by-prod a by-product of theuct of the Hellenist Hellenistic environic environment of eameenvironenvironmenenvironment of earlyt of early Christian Christianity that, ity that, philosophiphilosophically, madcally, made a radicae a radical distinctl distinction betweeion beion between thbetween the materiale material and the s and the spiritual, piritual, and thus dand thus denied thatenied that the spiri the spiritual Christual Christ actuallyt actt actually aactually assumed matssumed material humaerial human form. Win form. With the denth the denial of theial of the Incarnati Incarnation, it becon, it became logicaambecbecame logbecame logically impically impossible toossible to sustain t sustain that Christhat Christ experienc experienced genuineed genuine suffering suffering and death an and death and death on the croon the cross, a factss, a fact that made that made irrelevan irrelevant any disct any discussion of ussion of authentic authentic resurrectiresuresurrectiresurrection.on.on.

A designation for various views regarding the humanity of Christ that began to 
manifest themselves in the late 1st century C.E. The term is related to Gk. 
dokeiín, “to seem.” Docetic thought is a by-product of the Hellenistic 
environment of early Christianity that, philosophically, made a radical distinction 
between the material and the spiritual, and thus denied that the spiritual Christ 
actually assumed material human form. With the denial of the Incarnation, it 
became logically impossible to sustain that Christ experienced genuine suffering 
and death on the cross, a fact that made irrelevant any discussion of authentic 
resurrection.

�Early formEarly forms of Docets of Docetism appearism appear to be cha to be challenged inllenged in the Johan the Johannine Epistnine Epistles, and iles, andles, and in theand in the early 2nd early 2nd century I century Ignatius atgnatius attacks thistacks this heresy in heresy in his lette his letters rs (Trallians(Trallians, Smyrnaea, Smy, SmyrnaeansSmyrnaeans).). Clement o Clement of Alexandrf Alexandria opposedia opposed the doctr the doctrine, and Eine, and Eusebius reusebius reports thatports thports that Serapthat Serapion denounion denounced the apced the apocryphal Gocryphal Gospel of Pospel of Peter (ca. eter (ca. 190) for i190) for its doceticts docetic tendencie t tendenciestendencies...

Early forms of Docetism appear to be challenged in the Johannine Epistles, 
and in the early 2nd century Ignatius attacks this heresy in his letters (Trallians, 
Smyrnaeans). Clement of Alexandria opposed the doctrine, and Eusebius reports 
that Serapion denounced the apocryphal Gospel of Peter (ca. 190) for its docetic 
tendencies.

�In currentIn current usage the usage the term appl term applies to anyies to any christolo christological posigical position that tion that tends to ltends to limit or deillimit or dlimit or deny the fueny the full humanitll humanity of Chrisy of Christ.t.t.

In current usage the term applies to any christological position that tends to 
limit or deny the full humanity of Christ.

D. Larry GD. Larry Greggregg
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DOCUMENTARDOCUMENTARY HYPOTHESY HYPOTHESISISIS

DOCUMENTARY HYPOTHESIS

�SeeSee  BIBLICAL CBIBLICAL CRITICISM.RITICISM.

See BIBLICAL CRITICISM.

DODAIDODAI (Heb.  (Heb. do®d�aydo®d�ay)))

DODAI (Heb. do®d�ay )

An AhohiteAn Ahohite, commande, commander of the sr of the second diviecond division of Dasion of David’s armyvid’s army (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 27:4). He i7:4). He i7:4). He is probablis probably the samey the same as Dodo  as Dodo 2 2 (2 Sam. 23(2 Sam. 23:9 = 1 Chr:9 = 1 Chr. 11:12).. 11:12).

An Ahohite, commander of the second division of David’s army (1 Chr. 27:4). He 
is probably the same as Dodo 2 (2 Sam. 23:9 = 1 Chr. 11:12).



DODANIMDODANIM (Heb.  (Heb. doœd�aœniîdoœd�aœniîmm)))

DODANIM (Heb. doœd�aœniîm )

An Ionian An Ionian people, thpeople, the descendae descendants of Javnts of Javan (Gen. 1an (Gen. 10:4). At 10:4). At 1 Chr. 1:7  Chr. 1:7 they are cthey are called Rodaalleccalled Rodcalled Rodanim, the anim, the people of people of Rhodes.Rhodes.

An Ionian people, the descendants of Javan (Gen. 10:4). At 1 Chr. 1:7 they are 
called Rodanim, the people of Rhodes.

DODAVAHUDODAVAHU (Heb.  (Heb. doœd�aœwaœdoœd�aœwaœhu®hu®)))

DODAVAHU (Heb. doœd�aœwaœhu® )

The fatherThe father of the pr of the prophet Elieophet Eliezer, from zer, from Mareshah iMareshah in Judah (2n Judah (2 Chr. 20:3 Chr. 20:37).7).

The father of the prophet Eliezer, from Mareshah in Judah (2 Chr. 20:37).

DODODODO (Heb.  (Heb. do®d�o®do®d�o®)))

DODO (Heb. do®d�o® )

�1.1. A descend A descendant of Issant of Issachar, theachar, the father of father of Puah, and Puah, and the grand the grandfather of father of the minor the minthe minor judgminor judge Tola (Jue Tola (Judg. 10:1).dg. 10:1).

1. A descendant of Issachar, the father of Puah, and the grandfather of the 
minor judge Tola (Judg. 10:1).

�2.2. The son o The son of Ahohi (2f Ahohi (2 Sam. 23:9 Sam. 23:9) or the A) or the Ahohite (1 hohite (1 Chr. 11:12Chr. 11:12); father ); father of Eleazarof Eleof Eleazar, oEleazar, one of Davine of David’s Three.d’s Three. He is pro He is probably the bably the same as Dosame as Dodai mentiodai mentioned at 1 Cned at 1 Cned at 1 Chr. 27:4.Chr. 27:4.

2. The son of Ahohi (2 Sam. 23:9) or the Ahohite (1 Chr. 11:12); father of 
Eleazar, one of David’s Three. He is probably the same as Dodai mentioned at 1 
Chr. 27:4.

�3.3. A Bethleh A Bethlehemite, theemite, the father of father of Elhanan w Elhanan who was oneho was one of David’ of David’s Thirty (s Thirty (2 Sam. 23:2 Sam2 Sam. 23:24Sam. 23:24 = 1 Chr.  = 1 Chr. 11:26).11:26).

3. A Bethlehemite, the father of Elhanan who was one of David’s Thirty (2 
Sam. 23:24 = 1 Chr. 11:26).

DOEGDOEG (Heb.  (Heb. doœ}eäg�doœ}eäg�)))

DOEG (Heb. doœ}eäg� )

The EdomitThe Edomite chief ofe chief of Saul’s sh Saul’s shepherds whepherds who observedo observed David at  David at Nob duringNob during David’s f David’s  David’s flDavid’s flight from ight from Saul. ClaiSaul. Claiming to beming to be on a roya on a royal errand fl errand for Saul, Dor Saul, David had david had deceived Aheceivddeceived Adeceived Ahimelech, himelech, the chief the chief priest of priest of Nob, who tNob, who then permithen permitted David ted David to take boto take boto take both the hboth the holy bread oly bread from the sfrom the sanctuary aanctuary and the swond the sword of Golird of Goliath, and cath, and consulted tonsulted the Lord onhtthe Lord othe Lord on his behan his behalf (1 Sam.lf (1 Sam. 21:1-9[MT 21:1-9[MT 2–10]; 22 2–10]; 22:9–10). Do:9–10). Doeg informeeg informed Saul thad Saul thad Saul that Ahimethat Ahimelech had slech had supported Dupported David’s fliavid’s flight, whereght, whereupon Saul upon Saul summoned asummoned all the prill the prll the priests ofpriests of Nob to Gi Nob to Gibeah, accubeah, accused them osed them of treason,f treason, and then  and then ordered thordered their executeir executeir execution.execution. When Saul When Saul’s guards ’s guards refused, Drefused, Doeg obedieoeg obediently killently killed the 85 pd the 85 priests of riests of Nob, excepNoNob, excepNob, except for Ahimt for Ahimelech’s soelech’s son Abiatharn Abiathar, who esca, who escaped and flped and fled to Davied to David (1 Sam. d (1 Sam. d (1 Sam. 22:6-Sam. 22:6-23). Doeg’23). Doeg’s betrayals betrayal of David  of David is also meis also mentioned inntioned in the super the superscription scription to Ps. 52.to to Ps. 52.to Ps. 52.

The Edomite chief of Saul’s shepherds who observed David at Nob during 
David’s flight from Saul. Claiming to be on a royal errand for Saul, David had 
deceived Ahimelech, the chief priest of Nob, who then permitted David to take 
both the holy bread from the sanctuary and the sword of Goliath, and consulted 
the Lord on his behalf (1 Sam. 21:1-9[MT 2–10]; 22:9–10). Doeg informed Saul 
that Ahimelech had supported David’s flight, whereupon Saul summoned all the 
priests of Nob to Gibeah, accused them of treason, and then ordered their 
execution. When Saul’s guards refused, Doeg obediently killed the 85 priests of 
Nob, except for Ahimelech’s son Abiathar, who escaped and fled to David (1 
Sam. 22:6-23). Doeg’s betrayal of David is also mentioned in the superscription 
to Ps. 52.

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson
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DOGDOGDOG

DOG

A domesticA domesticated carniated carnivorous mamvorous mammal mal (canis fam(canis familiaris)iliaris). In Pales. In Palestine wild tine wild dogs roamedogs roamedogs roamed in roamed in packs livipacks living on the ng on the outskirts outskirts of towns. of towns. Dog skeletDog skeletons excavaons excavated at Ashted at Ashkelon suggkAshAshkelon sAshkelon suggest doguggest dogs were alss were also kept as o kept as pets. Skelpets. Skeletons of yetons of young dogs oung dogs were foundwere founwere found carefound carefully placfully placed in indied in individual gravidual graves, as onves, as one would bue would bury a pet, ry a pet, rather tharather than thrown in thrn thrown intthrown into a pit aso a pit as one would one would dispose o dispose of a stray f a stray animal. Inanimal. In the Bible the Bible the dog ( the dog (Heb. Heb((Heb. (Heb. keleb�keleb�) carries ) carries a very nega very negative imagative image, represee, representing the nting the despised, despised, the uncleathe uncleathe unclean, ounclean, or the enemr the enemy waiting y waiting to devour.to devour. In the di In the dietary lawsetary laws (Exod. 22 (Exod. 22:31) the I:31) the Israelites sraIIsraelitesIsraelites are instr are instructed to tucted to throw food hrow food unfit for unfit for humans to humans to dogs. Maledogs. Male prostitut prostitutes are cales aes are calledare called dogs (Deu dogs (Deut. 23:18),t. 23:18), and calli and calling oneselfng oneself a dog ind a dog indicates selicates self-debasemef-debasement (1 Sam.nt (1nt (1 Sam. 17(1 Sam. 17:43; Job 3:43; Job 30:1). The 0:1). The NT also usNT also uses the doges the dog (Gk.  (Gk. kyéoœnkyéoœn) to refer) to refer to the un to the to the uncleathe unclean (Matt. 1n (Matt. 15:26-27 pa5:26-27 par.; Rev. 2r.; Rev. 22:15).2:15).2:15).

A domesticated carnivorous mammal (canis familiaris). In Palestine wild dogs 
roamed in packs living on the outskirts of towns. Dog skeletons excavated at 
Ashkelon suggest dogs were also kept as pets. Skeletons of young dogs were 
found carefully placed in individual graves, as one would bury a pet, rather than 
thrown into a pit as one would dispose of a stray animal. In the Bible the dog 
(Heb. keleb� ) carries a very negative image, representing the despised, the 
unclean, or the enemy waiting to devour. In the dietary laws (Exod. 22:31) the 
Israelites are instructed to throw food unfit for humans to dogs. Male prostitutes 
are called dogs (Deut. 23:18), and calling oneself a dog indicates self-debasement 



(1 Sam. 17:43; Job 30:1). The NT also uses the dog (Gk. kyéoœn) to refer to 
the unclean (Matt. 15:26-27 par.; Rev. 22:15).

�Dogs were Dogs were scavengersscavengers and kept  and kept towns cleatowns clean by consun by consuming garbaming garbage and unbge and unburied corpurunbunburied cunburied corpses (Psorpses (Ps. 59:14-15. 59:14-15[MT 15–16][MT 15–16]). It was ). It was consideredconsidered a horribl a horrible fate to e fate to have one’shhave one’shave one’s corpse ea corpse eaten or oneten or one’s blood l’s blood licked by dicked by dogs ratherogs rather than havi than having a propeng a proper burial (rpropeproper burproper burial (cf. tial (cf. the fate prhe fate prophesied oophesied of the descf the descendants ofendants of Jeroboam, Jeroboam, Baasha, J Baasha, Jezebel, anezeJJezebel, aJezebel, and Ahab; 1nd Ahab; 1 Kgs. 14:1 Kgs. 14:11; 16:4; 21; 16:4; 21:23-24; f1:23-24; fulfilled aulfilled at 22:38; 2t 22:38; 2 Kgs. 9:36 Kgs. 9:36).).).

Dogs were scavengers and kept towns clean by consuming garbage and 
unburied corpses (Ps. 59:14-15[MT 15–16]). It was considered a horrible fate to 
have one’s corpse eaten or one’s blood licked by dogs rather than having a 
proper burial (cf. the fate prophesied of the descendants of Jeroboam, Baasha, 
Jezebel, and Ahab; 1 Kgs. 14:11; 16:4; 21:23-24; fulfilled at 22:38; 2 Kgs. 9:36).

�The psalmiThe psalmist’s enemist’s enemies are prees are presented as sented as menacing dmenacing dogs (Ps. 2ogs (Ps. 22:16[17]),2:16[17]), and dogs  and d and dogs repredogs represent a foosent a fool in Prov.l in Prov. 26:11, wh 26:11, where the foere the folly or sinlly or sins of the fs of the fool are coool are compared to mparcocompared tcompared to the filto the filth of dog vh of dog vomit. Israomit. Israel’s sentiel’s sentinels are cnels are called “silalled “silent dogs” ent dogs” who sleep who slwho sleep rathsleep rather than baer than bark, while rk, while Israel’s eIsrael’s enemy is denemy is described asscribed as a voracio a voracious, devourus, devouring dog (Iing devourdevouring devouring dog (Isa. dog (Isa. 56:10-11).56:10-11).

The psalmist’s enemies are presented as menacing dogs (Ps. 22:16[17]), and 
dogs represent a fool in Prov. 26:11, where the folly or sins of the fool are 
compared to the filth of dog vomit. Israel’s sentinels are called “silent dogs” who 
sleep rather than bark, while Israel’s enemy is described as a voracious, 
devouring dog (Isa. 56:10-11).

�Dogs were Dogs were also cultialso cultic figures.c figures. In Egypt, In Egypt, as symbol as symbols of deitis of deities, dogs wes, dogs were often ere oftenere often mummoften mummified and ified and buried witburied with their owh their owners, and ners, and identifiedidentified with the  with the gods of thgods of the dead, Kheththe dead, the dead, Khenti-AmeKhenti-Amentiu and Antiu and Anubis. In nubis. In MesopotamiMesopotamia dogs wera dogs were used in e used in the cult othe cult the cult of Gucult of Gula, the gola, the goddess of hddess of healing, asealing, as depicted  depicted on clay reon clay reliefs and liefs and seals. In seals. In a healing a healina healing rihealing ritual a dogtual a dog and a pig and a pig were wave were waved over thed over the patient t patient to absorb to absorb the patienthe patient’s illness’s i’s illness, tillness, then burnedhen burned. The dog . The dog and pig weand pig were also usre also used in exored in exorcisms of cisms of LamasûtuLamasûtu, the demo, t, the demon the demon of sicknesof sickness and feves and fever. The user. The use of  of keleb�keleb� for male  for male prostituteprostitutes (Deut. 2s (Deut. 2s (Deut. 23:18) may23:18) may be a refe be a reference to srence to such culticuch cultic activity. activity.

Dogs were also cultic figures. In Egypt, as symbols of deities, dogs were 
often mummified and buried with their owners, and identified with the gods of 
the dead, Khenti-Amentiu and Anubis. In Mesopotamia dogs were used in the 
cult of Gula, the goddess of healing, as depicted on clay reliefs and seals. In a 
healing ritual a dog and a pig were waved over the patient to absorb the patient’s 
illness, then burned. The dog and pig were also used in exorcisms of Lamasûtu, 
the demon of sickness and fever. The use of keleb�  for male prostitutes (Deut. 
23:18) may be a reference to such cultic activity.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. W. ThomD. W. Thomas, “as, “KelebhKelebh ‘Dog’: It ‘Dog’: Its Origin as Origin and Some Usnd Some Usages of Itages ofages of It in tof It in the Old Teshe Old Testament,” tament,” VTVT 10 (1960) 10 (1960): 410–27; : 410–27; P. WapnishP. Wapnish and B. He and B. Hesse, “Pampsse, “Pamsse, “Pampered “Pampered Pooches orPooches or Plain Par Plain Pariahs? The iahs? The Ashkelon DAshkelon Dog Burialsog Burials,” ,” BABA 56 (1993) 56 (1993): 55–80.: 55: 55–80.55–80.55–80.

Bibliography. D. W. Thomas, “Kelebh ‘Dog’: Its Origin and Some Usages 
of It in the Old Testament,” VT 10 (1960): 410–27; P. Wapnish and B. Hesse, 
“Pampered Pooches or Plain Pariahs? The Ashkelon Dog Burials,” BA 56 (1993): 
55–80.
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DOKDOK (Gk.  (Gk. DoœékDoœék)))

DOK (Gk. Doœék)

A small foA small fort built brt built by Ptolemy y Ptolemy ((1717) where in) where in 135  135 B.C.B.C. Ptolemy m Ptolemy murdered Siurdered Simon Maccabmon Macmon Maccabeus Maccabeus and his twand his two sons (1 o sons (1 Macc. 16:1Macc. 16:11-15). Jos1-15). Josephus refeephus refers to the rs to the fort as Dafort as Dagon, locatgDaDagon, locDagon, locating it Nating it N of Jerich of Jericho (o (Ant.Ant. 13.8.1[23 13.8.1[230]; 0]; BJBJ 1.22.3[56 1.22.3[56]). The si]). The site is mentte is mentioned in tionmentmentioned mentioned in the Copin the Copper Scrollper Scroll (3Q15). T (3Q15). The fort mahe fort may have beey have been located n located on Jebel Qon Jebel on Jebel QaraJebel Qarantal (1901ntal (190142), 3 km.42), 3 km. (2 mi.) N (2 mi.) NW of JericW of Jericho. ho. {Ain Du®q{Ain Du®q, a spring, a spring at the ba at the at the base othe base of the hillf the hill, may pres, may preserve the aerve the ancient namncient name.e.e.

A small fort built by Ptolemy (17) where in 135 B.C. Ptolemy murdered Simon 
Maccabeus and his two sons (1 Macc. 16:11-15). Josephus refers to the fort as 
Dagon, locating it N of Jericho (Ant. 13.8.1[230]; BJ 1.22.3[56]). The site is 
mentioned in the Copper Scroll (3Q15). The fort may have been located on 
Jebel Qarantal (190142), 3 km. (2 mi.) NW of Jericho. {Ain Du®q, a spring at 
the base of the hill, may preserve the ancient name.
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DOMINIONDOMINIONDOMINION

DOMINION

The translThe translation of sation of several Hebeveral Hebrew and Grrew and Greek words eek words that implythat imply “mastery” “mastery” and the p and the  and the power the power “to rule” “to rule” and “to haand “to have dominiove dominion over” (en over” (e.g., Heb. .g., Heb. raœd�a®, mraœd�a®, maœsûal, sûaœsûmmaœsûal, smaœsûal, sûaœlat�, bûaœlat�, baœ{al;aœ{al; Gk.  Gk. kraétos, kkraétos, kurioœteäs,urioœteäs, kurieuíoœ kurieuíoœ, exousiía, exou, exousiíaexousiía).).).

The translation of several Hebrew and Greek words that imply “mastery” and 
the power “to rule” and “to have dominion over” (e.g., Heb. raœd�a®, 
maœsûal, sûaœlat�, baœ{al;  Gk. kraétos, kurioœteäs, kurieuíoœ, 
exousiía).



�The precisThe precise nature oe nature of the rulef the rule or domini or dominion varies on varies with the swith the situation oituation or context.r conter context. Tcontext. Thus, the shus, the sun and mooun and moon are saidn are said to rule o to rule over the daver the day and the y and the night (Gennight (Gen. 1:18; Jo. (Gen(Gen. 1:18(Gen. 1:18; Job 38:3; Job 38:33).3).3).

The precise nature of the rule or dominion varies with the situation or 
context. Thus, the sun and moon are said to rule over the day and the night 
(Gen. 1:18; Job 38:33).

�“Dominion”“Dominion” expresses expresses political political power (Ju power (Judg. 14:4; dg. 14:4; 1 Kgs. 4:21 Kgs. 4:24) and ref4) and refers to theers to ters to the rule othe rule of sin and f sin and death overdeath over mankind ( mankind (Ps. 19:13[Ps. 19:13[MT 14]; RoMT 14]; Rom. 6:9, 14m. 6:9, 14) and mank) and mankind’s mastimankmankind’s mankind’s mastery ovmastery over nature er nature (Gen. 1:26(Gen. 1:26, 28). It , 28). It can carry can carry messianic messianic overtones overtones (Mic. 4:8)(M(Mic. 4:8)(Mic. 4:8) and refer and refer to the ra to the rank or ordenk or order of the ar of the angels (Ephngels (Eph. 1:21; Co. 1:21; Col. 1:16). l. 1:16). The exalteThe eThe exalted Chexalted Christ, howerist, however, rulesver, rules over all  over all these domithese dominions.nions.nions.

“Dominion” expresses political power (Judg. 14:4; 1 Kgs. 4:24) and refers to 
the rule of sin and death over mankind (Ps. 19:13[MT 14]; Rom. 6:9, 14) and 
mankind’s mastery over nature (Gen. 1:26, 28). It can carry messianic overtones 
(Mic. 4:8) and refer to the rank or order of the angels (Eph. 1:21; Col. 1:16). The 
exalted Christ, however, rules over all these dominions.

� The final The final horizon,  horizon, for biblicfor biblical writersal writers in both t in both the OT and he OT and NT, is thaNT, is that “dominiot “dominit “dominion”“dominion” ultimatel ultimately belongs y belongs to God (Joto God (Job 25:2; Psb 25:2; Ps. 72:8; Da. 72:8; Dan. 4:3, 34n. 4:3, 34; 1 Tim. 6; 1 Tim. 6:16; 1 Pet:1666:16; 1 Pe6:16; 1 Pet. 4:11). t. 4:11). Because GoBecause God is the cd is the creator of reator of all and hiall and his dominions dominion will last will last forever,  forev forever, hforever, he is free e is free to delegatto delegate authorite authority over they over the works of  works of his hand this hand to humankino humankind (Ps. 8:6d (d (Ps. 8:6[7(Ps. 8:6[7]). Hence,]). Hence, humans ar humans are called te called to exerciseo exercise responsib responsibility in tility in their dominheir dominion and caion aion and care oand care over God’s ver God’s creation, creation, thereby imthereby imitating Goitating God’s characd’s character and reter and reflecting Gflecting God’s imageodGGod’s imagGod’s image in ruline in ruling over eveg over every living ry living thing.thing.thing.

 The final horizon, for biblical writers in both the OT and NT, is that 
“dominion” ultimately belongs to God (Job 25:2; Ps. 72:8; Dan. 4:3, 34; 1 Tim. 
6:16; 1 Pet. 4:11). Because God is the creator of all and his dominion will last 
forever, he is free to delegate authority over the works of his hand to humankind 
(Ps. 8:6[7]). Hence, humans are called to exercise responsibility in their dominion 
and care over God’s creation, thereby imitating God’s character and reflecting 
God’s image in ruling over every living thing.
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DOMITIANDOMITIANDOMITIAN

DOMITIAN

Titus FlavTitus Flavius Domitiius Domitianus, the anus, the younger soyounger son of Vespan of Vespasian, bornsian, born at Rome i at Rome in 51 n 51 C.E.C.E. Unlike hi U Unlike hisUnlike his brother T brother Titus, he witus, he was not eduas not educated in tcated in the Roman che Roman court and dourt and did not joiid not join his fathnjoijoin his fjoin his father in mather in military cailitary campaigns. Smpaigns. Still, he wtill, he was a key fas a key figure in tigure in the Flavianhe Flavian takeover  takeove takeover itakeover in Rome in n Rome in 69. At the69. At the death of  death of Titus in 8Titus in 81, Domitia1, Domitian became en became emperor andmperor anmperor and ruled and ruled until his until his murder in murder in 96.96.96.

Titus Flavius Domitianus, the younger son of Vespasian, born at Rome in 51 C.E. 
Unlike his brother Titus, he was not educated in the Roman court and did not 
join his father in military campaigns. Still, he was a key figure in the Flavian 
takeover in Rome in 69. At the death of Titus in 81, Domitian became emperor 
and ruled until his murder in 96.

�Domitian wDomitian was a capabas a capable adminisle administrator buttrator but autocrati autocratic in rule,c in rule, largely i largely ignoring thgnoring tgnoring the senatethe senate. His adop. His adoption of thtion of the titles “e titles “lord” and lord” and “god” and “god” and his constrhis construction of uction of a luxurioua luxa luxurious luxurious palace undpalace underscored herscored his despotiis despotism. Thoughsm. Though he tried  he tried to raise sto raise standards otandards of public mf oof public of public morality, morality, Domitian wDomitian was later vas later vilified foilified for lustful r lustful behavior. behavior. He introduHe introduced numeroced nuced numerous Gnumerous Greek elemereek elements into tnts into the games ahe games and culturend culture of Rome,  of Rome, at great fat great financial cinancial cinancial costs, whicosts, which led to ch led to confiscaticonfiscations and heons and heavy taxatiavy taxations. His gons. His generous suenerous support for pport for the militathethe militathe military and hisry and his involveme involvement in sevent in several Germanral Germanic campaigic campaigns won himns won him loyalty f loyalty from the leroffrom the lfrom the legions. Inegions. In 93 Domiti 93 Domitian began tan began to execute o execute numerous snumerous senators, kenators, knights, annights, and imperialdanand imperiand imperial officiaal officials for susls for suspected conpected conspiracy. Hspiracy. His executiis execution of his on of his niece’s huniece’s husband Flavsbandhuhusband Flhusband Flavius Clemavius Clemens on theens on the charge of charge of atheism a atheism and his excnd his excessive taxessive taxation of Jation of Jews were aewJJews were Jews were associatedassociated by later  by later writers wiwriters with an alleth an alleged assaulged assault on Christ on Christians. Somtians. Some understae ue understandunderstand Domitian’ Domitian’s encourags encouragement of tement of the imperiahe imperial cult as l cult as the backgrthe background for tound for tound for the persecthe persecution of Cution of Christians hristians in Asia Miin Asia Minor reflecnor reflected in Revted in Revelation.elation.elation.

Domitian was a capable administrator but autocratic in rule, largely ignoring 
the senate. His adoption of the titles “lord” and “god” and his construction of a 
luxurious palace underscored his despotism. Though he tried to raise standards 
of public morality, Domitian was later vilified for lustful behavior. He introduced 
numerous Greek elements into the games and culture of Rome, at great financial 
costs, which led to confiscations and heavy taxations. His generous support for 
the military and his involvement in several Germanic campaigns won him loyalty 
from the legions. In 93 Domitian began to execute numerous senators, knights, 
and imperial officials for suspected conspiracy. His execution of his niece’s 
husband Flavius Clemens on the charge of atheism and his excessive taxation of 
Jews were associated by later writers with an alleged assault on Christians. Some 
understand Domitian’s encouragement of the imperial cult as the background for 
the persecution of Christians in Asia Minor reflected in Revelation.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. W. JoneB. W. Jones, s, The EmperoThe Emperor Domitianr Domitian (London,  (London, 1992); C. 1992); C. Scarre, ScarreScarre, Scarre, Chronicle Chronicle of the Romof the Roman Emperoran Emperorss (London,  (London, 1995).1995).1995).

Bibliography. B. W. Jones, The Emperor Domitian (London, 1992); C. 
Scarre, Chronicle of the Roman Emperors (London, 1995).
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DOORDOORDOOR

DOOR

An openingAn opening (Heb.  (Heb. pet�ah�pet�ah�) used to ) used to gain entragain entrance into vnce into various buiarious buildings or ldings or cities, accitiescities, accities, accompanied companied by a stoneby a stone or wooden or wooden lintel, s lintel, side posts,ide posts, and thres and threshold.hold.hold.

An opening (Heb. pet�ah� ) used to gain entrance into various buildings or 
cities, accompanied by a stone or wooden lintel, side posts, and threshold.

�Blood was Blood was sprinkled sprinkled on the sidon the side posts due posts during the fring the first Passoirst Passover (Exod.ver (Exod. 12:7, 22- 12:7, 2 12:7, 22-23). A 22-23). A slave’s easlave’s ear was pierr was pierced againsced against the doort the door when he c when he chose to rehose to remain with main with his masterhhis masterhis master (Exod. 21 (Exod. 21:6). Doors:6). Doors could evi could evidently be dently be locked in locked in ancient tiancient times (2 Sammes (2 Sam. 13:17-18. 1. 13:17-18).13:17-18). The door  The door to the temto the temple was maple was made of cyprde of cypress wood (ess wood (1 Kgs. 6:31 Kgs. 6:34). In the4). In the4). In the OT “dothe OT “door” is useor” is used figuratid figuratively to mevely to mean proximian proximity in timety in time and space and space (Gen. 4:7 (Gen. 4:7), as an o)4:74:7), as a4:7), as an opening n opening to hope (Hto hope (Hos. 2:15[Mos. 2:15[MT 17]), anT 17]), and as a symd as a symbol for thbol for the lips ande lips and mouth (Ps mo mouth (Ps.mouth (Ps. 141:3). O 141:3). OT wisdom cT wisdom compares laompares laziness witziness with a door th a door turning on urning on its hingesits hingesits hinges (Prhinges (Prov. 26:14)ov. 26:14), and one , and one who raiseswho raises his door  his door seeks destseeks destruction (1ruction (17:19).7:19).7:19).

Blood was sprinkled on the side posts during the first Passover (Exod. 12:7, 
22-23). A slave’s ear was pierced against the door when he chose to remain with 
his master (Exod. 21:6). Doors could evidently be locked in ancient times (2 Sam. 
13:17-18). The door to the temple was made of cypress wood (1 Kgs. 6:34). In 
the OT “door” is used figuratively to mean proximity in time and space (Gen. 
4:7), as an opening to hope (Hos. 2:15[MT 17]), and as a symbol for the lips and 
mouth (Ps. 141:3). OT wisdom compares laziness with a door turning on its 
hinges (Prov. 26:14), and one who raises his door seeks destruction (17:19).

�Jesus refeJesus refers to himsrs to himself as theelf as the “door” by “door” by which all which all must ente must enter into ther into the fold (Joh fold (Joh fold (John 10:1(John 10:1-9). Many -9). Many sick gathesick gathered beforered before the door  the door of the motof the mother-in-lawher-in-law of Peter  of Peter because thbbecause thbecause they knew they knew that Jesus wat Jesus was presentas present (Mark 1:3 (Mark 1:33). Peter 3). Peter entered thentered the doors ofe doors ofe doors of the couof the courtyard whertyard where Jesus sre Jesus stood befortood before the highe the high priest at priest at the time  the time of his deaof his death (John 1th deadeath (Johdeath (John 18:16). n 18:16). The doors The doors of the priof the prison are opson are opened by anened by an angel of  angel of the Lord wthe Lord who leads Phwwho leads who leads Paul out aPaul out among the gmong the guards (Actuards (Acts 12:6-11)s 12:6-11)...

Jesus refers to himself as the “door” by which all must enter into the fold 
(John 10:1-9). Many sick gathered before the door of the mother-in-law of Peter 
because they knew that Jesus was present (Mark 1:33). Peter entered the doors 
of the courtyard where Jesus stood before the high priest at the time of his 
death (John 18:16). The doors of the prison are opened by an angel of the Lord 
who leads Paul out among the guards (Acts 12:6-11).

�FigurativeFigurative meanings  meanings are found are found when writewhen writers describrs describe the immie the imminence of Cnence of Christ’s cohristCChrist’s cChrist’s coming (Matoming (Matt. 24:33 =t. 24:33 = Mark 13:2 Mark 13:29; Jas. 5:9; Jas. 5:9), the “d9), the “door of faioor of faith” being th” being opened to openopened to opened to the Gentilthe Gentiles (Acts 1es (Acts 14:27), the4:27), the way provi way provided for efded for effective sefective service (1 Crvice (1 Cor. 16:9),orCCor. 16:9)Cor. 16:9), the illu, the illumination omination of the wordf the word (Col. 4:3 (Col. 4:3), and the), and the open acce open access to salvss to salvation thatationsalvsalvation salvation that all hthat all have in Chrave in Christ (Rev. ist (Rev. 3:8). Jesu3:8). Jesus says, “Bs says, “Behold I stehold I stand at theand at the door and  door a door and knock”and knock” (Rev. 3:2 (Rev. 3:20; cf. Luk0; cf. Luke 11:10). e 11:10). In an apocIn an apocalyptic vialyptic vision John sion John sees an opsees an open door toen den door to hedoor to heaven (Rev.aven (Rev. 4:1). 4:1). 4:1).

Figurative meanings are found when writers describe the imminence of 
Christ’s coming (Matt. 24:33 = Mark 13:29; Jas. 5:9), the “door of faith” being 
opened to the Gentiles (Acts 14:27), the way provided for effective service (1 
Cor. 16:9), the illumination of the word (Col. 4:3), and the open access to 
salvation that all have in Christ (Rev. 3:8). Jesus says, “Behold I stand at the door 
and knock” (Rev. 3:20; cf. Luke 11:10). In an apocalyptic vision John sees an open 
door to heaven (Rev. 4:1).

�Egyptian rEgyptian reliefs of eliefs of the 19th Dthe 19th Dynasty depynasty depict city gict city gates in Syates in Syria-Palestria-Palestine as conine as consisting ofsconconsistingconsisting of a lint of a lintel held inel held in place by  place by two side ptwo side posts. Thesosts. These gates are gates are shown ine shown intact befortact inintact befintact before or durore or during an atting an attack againsack against the cityt the city; after th; after the battle te battle the side pohe side posts and lists andsts and linteland lintel are shown are shown askew and askew and the city  the city is empty, is empty, indicatingindicating its plund its plunder. Numeroer. Numerous reliefsusNumeroNumerous rNumerous reliefs of eliefs of the Assyrithe Assyrian period an period show archeshow arched gatewaysd gateways and doors and doors. Depictio. Depicti. DepictionsDepictions of the si of the siege of Alaege of Alammu(?) andmmu(?) and another c another city by theity by the sea in Se sea in Sennacherib’nnacherib’s palace as ps palace at palace at Nineveh shNineveh show arched ow arched gates withgates with two doors two doors. This is . This is true also true also of a relieof a relief from Assf frf from Assurfrom Assurnasirpal’snasirpal’s palace an palace and another d another from the pfrom the palace of Salace of Sargon II iargon II in Khorsaban Khorsabad portrayid KhorsabaKhorsabad Khorsabad portrayingportraying two soldi two soldiers torchiers torching the gatng the gate of the ce of the city Kishisity Kishisim. Other im. Other Assyrian rAsAssyrian rAssyrian reliefs shoeliefs show more comw more common buildimon building conventng conventions.ions.ions.

Egyptian reliefs of the 19th Dynasty depict city gates in Syria-Palestine as 
consisting of a lintel held in place by two side posts. These gates are shown 
intact before or during an attack against the city; after the battle the side posts 
and lintel are shown askew and the city is empty, indicating its plunder. 
Numerous reliefs of the Assyrian period show arched gateways and doors. 
Depictions of the siege of Alammu(?) and another city by the sea in Sennacherib’s 
palace at Nineveh show arched gates with two doors. This is true also of a relief 
from Assurnasirpal’s palace and another from the palace of Sargon II in 
Khorsabad portraying two soldiers torching the gate of the city Kishisim. Other 
Assyrian reliefs show more common building conventions.

�ArchaeologArchaeological excavical excavations oveations over the lastr the last century h century have revealave revealed that ared that arched gatesched gached gates did gates did exist as eexist as early as tharly as the 2nd mille 2nd millennium ennium B.C.B.C. (Ashkelon (Ashkelon and Dan). and Dan). Although  Although the doors ththe doors the doors have all dhave all disappearedisappeared due to th due to their constreir construction of uction of wood overlwood overlaid with maid with metal of vaemmetal of vmetal of various typarious types, severaes, several limestonl limestone threshole thresholds have beds have been excavaten excavated at siteed at sites of all ps os of all perof all periods. Thesiods. These threshole thresholds containds contained door soed door sockets and ckets and fittings tfittings that indicahat indicate that thte thte that the dthat the door openedoor opened toward th toward the interiore interior of the bu of the building/citilding/city and couly and could be securd be secured by closedsecursecured bysecured by closing i closing it against t against the stone the stone fittings.fittings.fittings.

Archaeological excavations over the last century have revealed that arched 
gates did exist as early as the 2nd millennium B.C. (Ashkelon and Dan). Although 
the doors have all disappeared due to their construction of wood overlaid with 
metal of various types, several limestone thresholds have been excavated at sites 
of all periods. These thresholds contained door sockets and fittings that indicate 
that the door opened toward the interior of the building/city and could be 



secured by closing it against the stone fittings.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. BleibtrW. Bleibtreu, “Five eu, “Five Ways to CoWays to Conquer a Cinquer a City,” ty,” BARevBARev 16/3 (199 16/3 (19 16/3 (1990): 36(1990): 36–44; J. M.–44; J. M. Russell,  Russell, SennacheriSennacherib’s Palaceb’s Palace Without R Without Rival at Niival at Ninevehneveh (Chicago, (Chicago, 1991). (Chicago,(Chicago, (Chicago, 1991).1991).1991).

Bibliography. W. Bleibtreu, “Five Ways to Conquer a City,” BARev 16/3 
(1990): 36–44; J. M. Russell, Sennacherib’s Palace Without Rival at Nineveh 
(Chicago, 1991).
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DOPHKAHDOPHKAH (Heb.  (Heb. dop�qa®dop�qa®)))

DOPHKAH (Heb. dop�qa® )

The first The first wildernesswilderness campsite  campsite after the after the IsraelitesIsraelites left the  left the WildernessWilderness of Sin (N of Sin (Num. 33:12-um. 3um. 33:12-13; 33:12-13; omitted atomitted at Exod. 17: Exod. 17:1). Some h1). Some have conjecave conjectured thattured that the name  the name comes fromcomes frocomes from Egyp.from Egyp.  mfkt,mfkt, “turquois “turquoise.” Conseqe.” Consequently, thuently, the site is e site is often idenoften identified as tified as the Egyptithe Egyptthe Egyptian mEgyptian mining centining center, er, Seraœbiît�Seraœbiît� el-Kha®di el-Kha®dimm (999829). (999829).

The first wilderness campsite after the Israelites left the Wilderness of Sin (Num. 
33:12-13; omitted at Exod. 17:1). Some have conjectured that the name comes 
from Egyp. mfkt, “turquoise.” Consequently, the site is often identified as the 
Egyptian mining center, Seraœbiît� el-Kha®dim  (999829).

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

DORDOR (Heb.  (Heb. doœ}r, do®doœ}r, do®r;r; Gk.  Gk. DoœéraDoœéra)))

DOR (Heb. doœ}r, do®r; Gk. Doœéra)

A city on A city on the Meditethe Mediterranean corranean coast below ast below Mt. CarmelMt. Carmel, Khirbet , Khirbet el-Burj/Teel-Burj/Tell Dor (14ll Dor (14ll Dor (142.224),(142.224), 21 km. (1 21 km. (13 mi.) S o3 mi.) S of modern Hf modern Haifa. It faifa. It first appeairst appears in an Ers in an Egyptian dogyptian document of cumedodocument odocument of the 13thf the 13th century  century B.C.E.B.C.E. that list that lists towns ons towns on the coast the coast of Palest of Palestine. Joshuine. Joshine. Joshua defJoshua defeated the eated the king of Caking of Canaanite Donaanite Dor (Josh. 1r (Josh. 12:23), and2:23), and in the 12 in the 12th centuryth century the Sea P th the Sea Pethe Sea Peoples (“Phoples (“Philistines”ilistines”) conquere) conquered it. Incod it. Incorporated irporated into Israelnto Israel, Dor was , Dor was the capitathe the capitathe capital of Soloml of Solomon’s fourton’s fourth administh administrative disrative district (1 Ktrict (1 Kgs. 4:11).gs. 4:11). The Assyr The Assyrians conquians AssyrAssyrians Assyrians conquered conquered the city ithe city in 732, andn 732, and in the 5t in the 5th century h century the Persiathe Persian king gran king granted it tontegragranted itgranted it to the Ph to the Phoenician koenician king of Siding of Sidon. Protecon. Protected by powted by powerful forterful fortificationsifications, Dor asse, Do, Dor assertDor asserted its inded its independence ependence in the Helin the Hellenistic plenistic period untieriod until the Hasml the Hasmonean Alexonean Alexander JannaAlexAlexander Alexander Janneus adJanneus added it to ded it to the Jewishthe Jewish kingdom c kingdom ca. 100. Ina. 100. In 63  63 B.C.E.B.C.E. the Roman the Roman general P g general Pogeneral Pompey gave mpey gave Dor its frDor its freedom, andeedom, and it flouri it flourished for sshed for several ceneveral centuries as turies as a seaport,a sa seaport, oseaport, only graduanly gradually succumlly succumbing in thbing in the Roman pee Roman period to coriod to competition mpetition from neighfrom neigfrom neighborinneighboring Caesareag Caesarea. In the 6. In the 6th and 7thth and 7th centuries centuries, reduced , reduced to a villato a village, it stige, it still had itsll had ll had its owhad its own bishop.n bishop.

A city on the Mediterranean coast below Mt. Carmel, Khirbet el-Burj/Tell Dor 
(142.224), 21 km. (13 mi.) S of modern Haifa. It first appears in an Egyptian 
document of the 13th century B.C.E. that lists towns on the coast of Palestine. 
Joshua defeated the king of Canaanite Dor (Josh. 12:23), and in the 12th century 
the Sea Peoples (“Philistines”) conquered it. Incorporated into Israel, Dor was 
the capital of Solomon’s fourth administrative district (1 Kgs. 4:11). The 
Assyrians conquered the city in 732, and in the 5th century the Persian king 
granted it to the Phoenician king of Sidon. Protected by powerful fortifications, 
Dor asserted its independence in the Hellenistic period until the Hasmonean 
Alexander Janneus added it to the Jewish kingdom ca. 100. In 63 B.C.E. the Roman 
general Pompey gave Dor its freedom, and it flourished for several centuries as a 
seaport, only gradually succumbing in the Roman period to competition from 
neighboring Caesarea. In the 6th and 7th centuries, reduced to a village, it still 
had its own bishop.

Remains ofRemains of the monum the monumental Persental Persian periodian period building  building at Tel Dorat Tel Dor. The fron. The front wall is t wall is in the forinin the forin the foreground aneground and to the ld to the left parts eft parts of three sof three stone pierstone piers which sup which supported a cported a columned enoluccolumned ecolumned entrance pontrance porch (E. Strch (E. Stern, Direcern, Director, Tel Dtor, Tel Dor Projector Project; photo by; photo by Y. Hirsch Y. Hirsch Y. HirschbergHirschberg))

Remains of the monumental Persian period building at Tel Dor. The front wall is 
in the foreground and to the left parts of three stone piers which supported a 
columned entrance porch (E. Stern, Director, Tel Dor Project; photo by Y. 
Hirschberg)

�From 1923 From 1923 to 1980 vato 1980 various teamrious teams sporadics sporadically excavally excavated at Teated at Tell Dor andll Dor and in Lower  in Lo in Lower Dor Lower Dor E of the mE of the mound. Sincound. Since 1980 Ephe 1980 Ephraim Sternraim Stern of the He of the Hebrew Univebrew University, Jerrsity, Jrsity, Jerusalem,Jerusalem, heading a heading a consortiu consortium of foreim of foreign institugn institutions, hastions, has explored  explored the site cthe site continuouslonticcontinuouscontinuously during ly during summer fiesummer field seasonsld seasons. These ex. These excavations cavations have recovhave recovered rich ered rich ered rich findsrich finds from the  from the Middle BroMiddle Bronze Age (cnze Age (ca. 2000 a. 2000 B.C.E.B.C.E.) to the L) to the Late Roman ate Roman period. Esperiod. period. Esperiod. Especially ipecially important amportant are the seqre the sequence of fuence of fortificatiortification walls, on walls, the city’sthe city’s Hippodami Hippo HippodamiaHippodamian (“grid”)n (“grid”) street pl street plan introduan introduced by theced by the Persians, Persians, and domes and domestic and intic and industrial qdinindustrialindustrial quarters  quarters from severfrom several occupatal occupation periodion periods. Other fs. Other finds incluinds include a complde a complex of largexcomplcomplex ofcomplex of large Hel large Hellenistic tlenistic temples, coemples, coins featurins featuring the Phing the Phoenician Aoenician Astarte andstarte and Hellenist He HellenistiHellenistic Zeus, cuc Zeus, cult objectslt objects, material, material for study for studying the aning the ancient purpcient purple dye indle dye industry, andustryindindustry, industry, and inscriand inscribed potshebed potsherds. Anothrds. Another large ter large temple, to emple, to the east othe east of the tellf the tell, became a, bec, became an became an early Chriearly Christian churstian church, seat och, seat of the latef the later town’s br town’s bishop.ishop.ishop.

From 1923 to 1980 various teams sporadically excavated at Tell Dor and in 
Lower Dor E of the mound. Since 1980 Ephraim Stern of the Hebrew University, 
Jerusalem, heading a consortium of foreign institutions, has explored the site 
continuously during summer field seasons. These excavations have recovered 
rich finds from the Middle Bronze Age (ca. 2000 B.C.E.) to the Late Roman 
period. Especially important are the sequence of fortification walls, the city’s 



Hippodamian (“grid”) street plan introduced by the Persians, and domestic and 
industrial quarters from several occupation periods. Other finds include a 
complex of large Hellenistic temples, coins featuring the Phoenician Astarte and 
Hellenistic Zeus, cult objects, material for studying the ancient purple dye 
industry, and inscribed potsherds. Another large temple, to the east of the tell, 
became an early Christian church, seat of the later town’s bishop.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. Stern, E. Stern, “Dor,” “Dor,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 1:357–68; 1:357–68;  Dor, RulerDor, Ruler of the Se of the Seasas (Jerusale (Jer (Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1994)., 1994)., 1994).

Bibliography. E. Stern, “Dor,” NEAEHL 1:357–68; Dor, Ruler of the Seas 
(Jerusalem, 1994).

Kenneth G.Kenneth G. Holum Holum

Kenneth G. Holum

DORCASDORCAS (Gk.  (Gk. DorkaésDorkaés) (also TA) (also TABITHA) BITHA) (Aram. (Aram. t�eïb�iît�t�eïb�iît�aœ}aœ})))

DORCAS (Gk. Dorkaés) (also TABITHA) 
(Aram. t�eïb�iît�aœ} )

A common fA common feminine nieminine nickname (“gckname (“gazelle,”“dazelle,”“deer”), sugeer”), suggesting a gesting a slave; theslave; the nickname  nickname  nickname onickname of a highlyf a highly regarded  regarded Christian Christian woman in Jwoman in Joppa, knowoppa, known for goodn for good works and works a works and presenand presented as a mted as a model disciodel disciple (Acts ple (Acts 9:36-43). 9:36-43). The feminiThe feminine form ofne form of “disciple “disciple” (Gk. ” (” (Gk. (Gk. matheäítrimatheäítriaa) is used ) is used only here only here in the NT in the NT (it occurs(it occurs in relati in relation to Maryon to Mary Magdalene Magd Magdalene Magdalene in the Gosin the Gospel of Petpel of Peter) and suer) and suggests a sggests a special relpecial relationship ationship to Jesus oto Jesus or an officr anr an office,an office, possibly  possibly leader of leader of the order the order of widows of widows in Joppa. in Joppa. Her “good Her “good works and works and acts of chacacts of chacts of charity” pararity” parallel otheallel other women’s r women’s (Luke 8:1-(Luke 8:1-3) and men3) and men’s (Acts 6’s (Acts 6:1-7) acts:1-7) acts. Dorcas i. D. Dorcas is Dorcas is raised froraised from the deadm the dead by Peter, by Peter, the first the first such mira such miracle by an cle by an apostle (fapostle (fulfilling ulfilli(f(fulfillin(fulfilling Matt. 10g Matt. 10:8). In Lu:8). In Lukan male-fkan male-female pairemale pairing, Dorcaing, Dorcas receivess receives more atte more attention thanntionatteattention attention than Aeneathan Aeneas (Acts 9:s (Acts 9:32-35).32-35).32-35).

A common feminine nickname (“gazelle,”“deer”), suggesting a slave; the 
nickname of a highly regarded Christian woman in Joppa, known for good works 
and presented as a model disciple (Acts 9:36-43). The feminine form of “disciple” 
(Gk. matheäítria) is used only here in the NT (it occurs in relation to Mary 
Magdalene in the Gospel of Peter) and suggests a special relationship to Jesus or 
an office, possibly leader of the order of widows in Joppa. Her “good works and 
acts of charity” parallel other women’s (Luke 8:1-3) and men’s (Acts 6:1-7) acts. 
Dorcas is raised from the dead by Peter, the first such miracle by an apostle 
(fulfilling Matt. 10:8). In Lukan male-female pairing, Dorcas receives more 
attention than Aeneas (Acts 9:32-35).

Bonnie ThuBonnie Thurstonrston

Bonnie Thurston

DOTDOTDOT

DOT

A minute dA minute detail of tetail of the law, cihe law, cited by Jested by Jesus to emphus to emphasize the asize the permanencepermanence and value and value of the OT o of the OT of the OT law (Matt.law (Matt. 5:18; Luk 5:18; Luke 16:17). e 16:17). Matthew meMatthew mentions it ntions it with the with the iota,iota, the name  the nam the name for tname for the smalleshe smallest letter ot letter of the Greef the Greek alphabetk alphabet. Gk. . Gk. keraiía,keraiía, “dot” (“a “dot” (“apex of a lpex of apex of a letter”)a letter”), refers t, refers to small pao small parts of a lrts of a letter (NRSetter (NRSV “stroke V “stroke of a letteof a letter”; KJV “tr”; KJV “tittle”), eittle”),“t“tittle”),“tittle”), either a  either a mark of dimark of distinction stinction between thbetween the Hebrew le Hebrew letters or,etters or, more prob more probably, a scabprobprobably, probably, a scribal a scribal ornament aornament added to vadded to various lettrious letters.ers.

A minute detail of the law, cited by Jesus to emphasize the permanence and value 
of the OT law (Matt. 5:18; Luke 16:17). Matthew mentions it with the iota, the 
name for the smallest letter of the Greek alphabet. Gk. keraiía, “dot” (“apex of 
a letter”), refers to small parts of a letter (NRSV “stroke of a letter”; KJV 
“tittle”), either a mark of distinction between the Hebrew letters or, more 
probably, a scribal ornament added to various letters.

DOTHANDOTHAN (Heb.  (Heb. doœt�aœn;doœt�aœn; Gk.  Gk. DoœthaimDoœthaim)))

DOTHAN (Heb. doœt�aœn;  Gk. Doœthaim)

A major ciA major city in the ty in the territory territory of Ephraimof Ephraim located 2 located 22 km. (14 2 km. (14 mi.) N of mi.) N of Shechem. TShechem. Tell elTTell Tell Do®thaœnDo®thaœn (173202)  (173202) covers 62 covers 62 ha. (25 a.ha. (25 a.) and loom) and looms up out os up out of the eastf the eastern end ofern eern end of a fend of a fertile valertile valley; a majley; a major north-sor north-south road outh road leading frleading from the Samom the Samaritan hilaritan hills into thls intls into the Jinto the Jezreel Valezreel Valley ran beley ran beside the sside the site. It waite. It was in the ps in the pasturelandastureland of Dothan of Dothan that Jose that  that Josepthat Joseph’s brotheh’s brothers sold hirs sold him to a pasm to a passing Ishmasing Ishmaelite/Midielite/Midianite caraanite caravan (Gen. van (Gen. 37:13-25),37:137:13-25),37:13-25), and there and there the Syria the Syrian Ben-hadan Ben-hadad sought td sought to capture o capture Elisha (2 Elisha (2 Kgs. 6:13-Kgs. 6:13-14). The c146:13-6:13-14). 6:13-14). The city iThe city is cited ins cited in connectio connection with then with the attacks o attacks of Nebuchadf Nebuchadnezzar’s gnezzar’s general Holeneggeneral Hogeneral Holofernes alofernes against Judgainst Judea (Jdt. 3ea (Jdt. 3:9; 4:6; 7:9; 4:6; 7:3-18), bu:3-18), but is not mt is not mentioned ientioned in any othen any n any other any other source. Tesource. Tell ll Do®thaœnDo®thaœn was excav was excavated by Joated by Joseph P. Frseph P. Free betweenee between 1953 and  195 1953 and 11953 and 1960, and a960, and again by Rogain by Robert E. Cobert E. Cooley from oley from 1959 to 191959 to 1964.64.64.

A major city in the territory of Ephraim located 22 km. (14 mi.) N of Shechem. 
Tell Do®thaœn (173202) covers 62 ha. (25 a.) and looms up out of the eastern 
end of a fertile valley; a major north-south road leading from the Samaritan hills 
into the Jezreel Valley ran beside the site. It was in the pastureland of Dothan 
that Joseph’s brothers sold him to a passing Ishmaelite/Midianite caravan (Gen. 
37:13-25), and there the Syrian Ben-hadad sought to capture Elisha (2 Kgs. 
6:13-14). The city is cited in connection with the attacks of Nebuchadnezzar’s 



general Holofernes against Judea (Jdt. 3:9; 4:6; 7:3-18), but is not mentioned in 
any other source. Tell Do®thaœn was excavated by Joseph P. Free between 
1953 and 1960, and again by Robert E. Cooley from 1959 to 1964.

�Limited poLimited pottery evidttery evidence indicence indicates that ates that settlers fsettlers first occupirst occupied Dothanied Dothan in the la in the l in the late Chalclate Chalcolithic peolithic period. By triod. By the Early Bhe Early Bronze Age ronze Age it was a sit was a significantignificant fortified fortified city with city w city with at lewith at least seven ast seven phases of phases of occupationoccupation. A thick . A thick defensive defensive wall (3.3 wall (3.3 m. [11 ft.m. [11 ft.] wide) ty] wid] wide) typiwide) typical of sitcal of sites in thises in this era prote era protected the ccted the city. Ca. 2ity. Ca. 2400 400 B.C. B.C. Dothan wasDothan was abandoned aband abandoned,abandoned, as were m as were most Palestost Palestinian siteinian sites in the ls in the late 3rd miate 3rd millennium.llennium.llennium.

Limited pottery evidence indicates that settlers first occupied Dothan in the 
late Chalcolithic period. By the Early Bronze Age it was a significant fortified city 
with at least seven phases of occupation. A thick defensive wall (3.3 m. [11 ft.] 
wide) typical of sites in this era protected the city. Ca. 2400 B.C. Dothan was 
abandoned, as were most Palestinian sites in the late 3rd millennium.

�Dothan wasDothan was resettled resettled during th during the Middle Be Middle Bronze Age,ronze Age, again wit again with large foh large fortificatiortificatfofortificatfortifications. Thisions. This city, per city, perhaps the ohaps the one indicatne indicated in the ed in the Joseph narJoseph narrative, isrative, is represent repres representerepresented by fragmd by fragmentary domentary domestic remaestic remains. Even ins. Even fewer archfewer architectural itectural remains atremains atremains attest Latattest Late Bronze Ae Bronze Age Dothan,ge Dothan, although  although the site athe site appears to ppears to have been have been at least sat least sporadicallpossporadicalsporadically inhabitly inhabited in the ed in the period. Coperiod. Cooley excavoley excavated threeated three tombs on  tombs on the westerthe western side of nwesterwestern siwestern side of the de of the tell datintell dating from theg from the LB II to  LB II to Iron I perIron I periods; one iods; one tomb contatomb contained 3400 inedcontacontained contained 3400 objec3400 objects from 30ts from 300–500 buri0–500 burials.als.als.

Dothan was resettled during the Middle Bronze Age, again with large 
fortifications. This city, perhaps the one indicated in the Joseph narrative, is 
represented by fragmentary domestic remains. Even fewer architectural remains 
attest Late Bronze Age Dothan, although the site appears to have been at least 
sporadically inhabited in the period. Cooley excavated three tombs on the 
western side of the tell dating from the LB II to Iron I periods; one tomb 
contained 3400 objects from 300–500 burials.

�The Iron IThe Iron II remains I remains at Dothan at Dothan are the moare the most signifist significant, inclcant, including seveuding several domestral domeral domestic adomestic and public nd public buildings,buildings, a street, a street, and many  and many small findsmall finds. One majs. One major destrucor destruction leveltiodestrucdestructiodestruction level dan level dated to theted to the late 9th  late 9th century macentury may be assocy be associated withiated with the Arame the Aramean conflicaArameAramean coAramean conflicts. Lnflicts. Later, Dothater, Dothan fell toan fell to Assyrians Assyrians with the  with the destructiodestruction of the Nn of the Northern KiorNNorthern KNorthern Kingdom, Isingdom, Israel.rael.rael.

The Iron II remains at Dothan are the most significant, including several 
domestic and public buildings, a street, and many small finds. One major 
destruction level dated to the late 9th century may be associated with the 
Aramean conflicts. Later, Dothan fell to Assyrians with the destruction of the 
Northern Kingdom, Israel.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. UssishkD. Ussishkin, R. E. in, R. E. Cooley, anCooley, and G. D. Prd G. D. Pratico, “Doatico, “Dothan,” than,” NEAEHLNEANEAEHLNEAEHL 1:372–74. 1:372–74.

Bibliography. D. Ussishkin, R. E. Cooley, and G. D. Pratico, “Dothan,” 
NEAEHL 1:372–74.
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DOVEDOVEDOVE

DOVE

A small biA small bird widely rd widely domesticatdomesticated in bibled in biblical timesical times and of th and of the family e family ColumbidaeColumbidae.. The dove  The The dove iThe dove is Noah’s ms Noah’s messenger, essenger, signaling signaling the Flood’the Flood’s end (Hebs end (Heb. . yo®na®;yo®na®; Gen. 8:8- Gen. 8:8 Gen. 8:8-12), a8:8-12), and is a rend is a representatipresentation of the on of the Holy SpiriHoly Spirit at Jesust at Jesus’ baptism ’ baptism (Gk. (Gk. peristeraéperisteraperisteraéperisteraé);); Matt. 3:1 Matt. 3:16; Mark 1:6; Mark 1:10; Luke 310; Luke 3:22; John :22; John 1:32). Met1:32). Metaphoricallaphorically, the dovy, the dovy, the dove is usdove is used to desced to describe humanribe human mourning  mourning (Isa. 38:1(Isa. 38:14; 59:11) 4; 59:11) and beautyand beauty (Cant. 5: (Cant. 5:12), and i125:5:12), and5:12), and is a term is a term of endear of endearment (Cantment (Cant. 2:14; 5:. 2:14; 5:2; 6:9). H2; 6:9). Hiding, espiding, especially inecially in rocks or  rocks rocks or crocks or cliffs, is liffs, is an attribuan attribute of the te of the dove (Cantdove (Cant. 2:14; Je. 2:14; Jer. 48:28).r. 48:28). The Hebre The Hebrew term is w termw term is onterm is onomatopoeicomatopoeic; its root; its root  ynhynh (“the sou (“the sound of rainnd of rain”) evokes ”) evokes the dove’sthe dove’s mourning  mourn mourning cmourning call (Ezek.all (Ezek. 7:16; Nah 7:16; Nah. 2:7). It. 2:7). It is the sa is the same as the me as the proper namproper name Jonah.e Jonah.e Jonah.

A small bird widely domesticated in biblical times and of the family Columbidae. 
The dove is Noah’s messenger, signaling the Flood’s end (Heb. yo®na®; Gen. 
8:8-12), and is a representation of the Holy Spirit at Jesus’ baptism (Gk. 
peristeraé); Matt. 3:16; Mark 1:10; Luke 3:22; John 1:32). Metaphorically, the 
dove is used to describe human mourning (Isa. 38:14; 59:11) and beauty (Cant. 
5:12), and is a term of endearment (Cant. 2:14; 5:2; 6:9). Hiding, especially in 
rocks or cliffs, is an attribute of the dove (Cant. 2:14; Jer. 48:28). The Hebrew 
term is onomatopoeic; its root ynh (“the sound of rain”) evokes the dove’s 
mourning call (Ezek. 7:16; Nah. 2:7). It is the same as the proper name Jonah.

�“Doves’ du“Doves’ dung” is namng” is named as fooded as food during ti during time of famime of famine (2 Kgs.ne (2 Kgs. 6:25), wh 6:25), which soundsich soich sounds as sounds as unappetiziunappetizing as the ng as the donkey’s hdonkey’s head mentioead mentioned there.ned there. However,  However, doves’ dundoves’ dudoves’ dung probadung probably refersbly refers to some k to some kind of bulind of bulbous root bous root or cheap vor cheap vegetable (egetable (NIV “seed NIV “seed NIV “seed pots“seed pots”; NJB “wi”; NJB “wild onions”ld onions”).).).

“Doves’ dung” is named as food during time of famine (2 Kgs. 6:25), which 
sounds as unappetizing as the donkey’s head mentioned there. However, doves’ 
dung probably refers to some kind of bulbous root or cheap vegetable (NIV 
“seed pots”; NJB “wild onions”).

�English trEnglish translationsanslations render th render the term “yoe term “young pigeonung pigeons” in regas” in regard to sacrrd to sacrifice. Youifice. Yoifice. Young pigeYoung pigeons or turons or turtledoves tledoves (to®r)(to®r) are offer are offered as sin ed as sin and burnt and burnt offerings offerings (Lev. 14:2(Lev. 1(Lev. 14:22, 30;14:22, 30; 15:14, 29 15:14, 29) and are ) and are noted as anoted as acceptable cceptable substitutesubstitutes for shees for sheep for the p for the poor (5:7;poopoor (5:7;poor (5:7; 14:22). T 14:22). The parentshe parents of Jesus  of Jesus make such make such a sacrifica sacrifice on the oe on the occasion ofccasion of their son the their son’their son’s birth (Ls birth (Luke 2:23-2uke 2:23-24), in acc4), in accordance wiordance with leviticth levitical law (Leal law (Lev. 12:8).v. 12:8).v. 12:8).

English translations render the term “young pigeons” in regard to sacrifice. 
Young pigeons or turtledoves (to®r) are offered as sin and burnt offerings (Lev. 



14:22, 30; 15:14, 29) and are noted as acceptable substitutes for sheep for the 
poor (5:7; 14:22). The parents of Jesus make such a sacrifice on the occasion of 
their son’s birth (Luke 2:23-24), in accordance with levitical law (Lev. 12:8).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. C. AlliD. C. Allison, Jr., son, Jr., “The Bapti“The Baptism of Jesusm of Jesus and a Nes and a New Dead Seaw Dead Seaw Dead Sea ScrollSea Scroll,” ,” BARevBARev 18/2 (199 18/2 (1992): 58–60;2): 58–60; A. J. Hau A. J. Hauser, “Jonaser, “Jonah: In Pursh: In Pursuit of theuit of the Dove,”  Dove, Dove,” Dove,” JBLJBL 104 (1985 104 (1985): 21–37.): 21–37.): 21–37.

Bibliography. D. C. Allison, Jr., “The Baptism of Jesus and a New Dead 
Sea Scroll,” BARev 18/2 (1992): 58–60; A. J. Hauser, “Jonah: In Pursuit of the 
Dove,” JBL 104 (1985): 21–37.
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DOVE ON FADOVE ON FAR-OFF TERER-OFF TEREBINTHSBINTHSBINTHS

DOVE ON FAR-OFF TEREBINTHS

Most likelMost likely the firsy the first words ort words or line of a line of a melody (H melody (Heb. eb. yo®nat� }eyo®nat� }eälem reïh�älem reïh�oœqiîmoœreïh�reïh�oœqiîreïh�oœqiîmm) to which) to which Ps. 56 wa Ps. 56 was to be sus to be sung (supersng (superscription[Mcription[MT 1]).T 1]).

Most likely the first words or line of a melody (Heb. yo®nat� }eälem 
reïh�oœqiîm ) to which Ps. 56 was to be sung (superscription[MT 1]).

DOWRYDOWRYDOWRY

DOWRY

A gift by A gift by a bride’s a bride’s father to father to the bride.the bride. Generally Generally, a dowry , a dowry is to be uis to be understood nderstood in the conin thin the contexthe context of marrit of marriage, and wage, and was a commoas a common practicen practice in ancien in ancient Near East Near Eastern societern societern societies.societies. One could One could view the  view the dowry as tdowry as the daughtehe daughter’s share r’s share of the parof the parents’ inheents’ inheritance asritinheinheritancinheritance as she le as she leaves the eaves the parental hparental home for heome for her husband’r husband’s. The dows. The dowry, which ry, which may comprimmay comprimay comprise differese different househont household items ild items in additionn addition to other  to other valuables,valuables, could ser could serve as an iveserserve as aserve as an inducemen inducement to attrnt to attract prospeact prospective suitctive suitors.ors.ors.

A gift by a bride’s father to the bride. Generally, a dowry is to be understood in 
the context of marriage, and was a common practice in ancient Near Eastern 
societies. One could view the dowry as the daughter’s share of the parents’ 
inheritance as she leaves the parental home for her husband’s. The dowry, which 
may comprise different household items in addition to other valuables, could 
serve as an inducement to attract prospective suitors.

�Laban giveLaban gives his maids his maids Zilpah as Zilpah and Bilhah nd Bilhah as dowry tas dowry to Leah ando Leah and Rachel re Rachel respectivelyspectivrerespectiverespectively on theily on their marriager marriages to Jacobs to Jacob (Gen. 29: (Gen. 29:24, 29). T24, 29). This customhis custom is distin is distinguished frguishdistindistinguisdistinguished from ghed from gifts givenifts given by the gr by the groom to theoom to the bride, as bride, as in the ca in the case of Rebese of Rebekah, who tkah,RebeRebekah, wRebekah, who togetheho together with herr with her family is family is lavished  lavished with giftswith gifts (Gen. 24: (Gen. 24:53). These53). These gifts may gif gifts may gifts may include a include a payment ofpayment of the bride the bride-price to -price to the bride’the bride’s father, s father, as in the as in the encounter encouencounter encounter between Shbetween Shechem and echem and the brothethe brothers of Dinars of Dinah (Gen. 34h (Gen. 34:11-12). I:11-12). If a man sef a man sf a man seduces a seduces a virgin, hevirgin, he is requir is required to pay ed to pay a bride-pra bride-price for heice for her and legar and legally marry lly marry her (Exod.her (Eher (Exod. 22:(Exod. 22:16[MT 15];16[MT 15]; cf. Deut. cf. Deut. 22:29). A 22:29). As the womas the woman moves frn moves from the houom the household of sehold osehold of her fatof her father to thaher to that of her ht of her husband, a usband, a financial financial transactiotransaction is entern is entered into.ed into.ed into.

Laban gives his maids Zilpah and Bilhah as dowry to Leah and Rachel 
respectively on their marriages to Jacob (Gen. 29:24, 29). This custom is 
distinguished from gifts given by the groom to the bride, as in the case of 
Rebekah, who together with her family is lavished with gifts (Gen. 24:53). These 
gifts may include a payment of the bride-price to the bride’s father, as in the 
encounter between Shechem and the brothers of Dinah (Gen. 34:11-12). If a man 
seduces a virgin, he is required to pay a bride-price for her and legally marry her 
(Exod. 22:16[MT 15]; cf. Deut. 22:29). As the woman moves from the household 
of her father to that of her husband, a financial transaction is entered into.

�In some inIn some instances, dstances, dowry is usowry is used outsideed outside the immed the immediate conteiate context of marrxt of marriage. Afteiage. marrmarriage. marriage. After LeahAfter Leah gives bir gives birth to Zebuth to Zebulun, she vlun, she views the biews the birth of heirth of her six sonsr six sons as a dowr as a as a dowry fra dowry from God, whom God, which in turich in turn she belin she believes wouldeves would bring her bring her honor fro honor from Jacob (Gm Jacob (m Jacob (Gen. 30:2(Gen. 30:20). In 1 K0). In 1 Kgs. 9:16 Pgs. 9:16 Pharaoh givharaoh gives the deses the destroyed cittroyed city of Gezery of Gezer to his da to his daughter andughdadaughter adaughter and her husnd her husband Solomband Solomon as a doon as a dowry. In bowry. In both of thesth of these instancee instances, though s, thoughs, though usethough used figuratid figuratively, dowrvely, dowry still cay still captures theptures the essential essential notion of notion of a gift to a gift to the bride the br the bride.bride.bride.

In some instances, dowry is used outside the immediate context of 
marriage. After Leah gives birth to Zebulun, she views the birth of her six sons as 
a dowry from God, which in turn she believes would bring her honor from Jacob 
(Gen. 30:20). In 1 Kgs. 9:16 Pharaoh gives the destroyed city of Gezer to his 
daughter and her husband Solomon as a dowry. In both of these instances, 
though used figuratively, dowry still captures the essential notion of a gift to the 
bride.

Hemchand GHemchand Gossaiossai

Hemchand Gossai

DOXOLOGYDOXOLOGYDOXOLOGY

DOXOLOGY

A short foA short formula exprrmula expressing praessing praise to Godise to God (Gk.  (Gk. doxologiíadoxologiía,, from  from doœxa,doœxa, “glory,”  “glory “glory,” a“glory,” and nd loœgos,loœgos, “speaking “speaking”). Such f”). Such formulaic eormulaic expressionsxpressions are found are found throughou througho throughoutthroughout the OT an the OT and NT.d NT.d NT.

A short formula expressing praise to God (Gk. doxologiía, from doœxa, 
“glory,” and loœgos, “speaking”). Such formulaic expressions are found 



throughout the OT and NT.

�Doxologic Doxologic statementsstatements occur in  occur in the OT mosthe OT most frequentt frequently in the ly in the Psalms (PsPsalms (Ps. 28:6; 31. 28:6. 28:6; 31:228:6; 31:21[MT 22]; 1[MT 22]; 41:13[14];41:13[14]; 68:19, 35 68:19, 35[20, 36]; [20, 36]; 72:18; 89:72:18; 89:52[53]; 1052[53]; 106:48), but6:48), but they are  the they are athey are also found lso found at the endat the end of songs  of songs or hymns (or hymns (1 Chr. 16:1 Chr. 16:36) and as36) and as prayers ( prayers (1 Sam. 25:1 S1 Sam. 25:32Sam. 25:32). A numbe). A number of standr of standard forms ard forms occur, mosoccur, most commonlyt commonly describin describing God or Gg God og God or God’s aor God’s actions as ctions as “blessed”:“blessed”: e.g., “Bl e.g., “Blessed be tessed be the Lord” (he Lord” (Gen. 24:27Gen. 24:27; 1 Sam. 2; 1 Sam. 25:39; 2 Sa5:39225:39; 2 S25:39; 2 Sam. 18:28;am. 18:28; Ps. 28:6) Ps. 28:6) or “Bless or “Blessed be the ed be the Lord, the Lord, the God of IsrGod of Israel” (1 Kgael” (1 Kgs. 1:48; 1s. 1s. 1:48; 1 Ch1:48; 1 Chr. 16:36; r. 16:36; Ps. 41:13[Ps. 41:13[14]). Thes14]). These expressie expressions are frons are frequently cequently completed wompleted with an enuitwwith an enwith an enumeration umeration of the actof the actions perfoions performed by Gormed by God. The doxd. The doxology of Pology of Ps. 119:12 s. 119:12s. 119:12 is 119:12 is the likelythe likely foundatio foundation for the n for the rabbinic Brabbinic Berakot, orerakot, or blessings blessings, that dev, that developed latelopedevdeveloped developed later and later and attained tattained the traditihe traditional formsonal forms that cont that continue to beinue to be used in J used in Jewish worsewiJJewish worJewish worship. Otheship. Other common fr common forms for dorms for doxology wioxology within the Othin the OT include T include “ascribe t“ascribe“ascribe t“ascribe to the Lordo the Lord glory” (1 glory” (1 Chr. 16:2 Chr. 16:28) or “asc8) or “ascribe greatribe greatness to thness to the Lord” (De Lord” (Deut. 32:3)eu(D(Deut. 32:(Deut. 32:3).3).3).

Doxologic statements occur in the OT most frequently in the Psalms (Ps. 
28:6; 31:21[MT 22]; 41:13[14]; 68:19, 35[20, 36]; 72:18; 89:52[53]; 106:48), but 
they are also found at the end of songs or hymns (1 Chr. 16:36) and as prayers (1 
Sam. 25:32). A number of standard forms occur, most commonly describing God 
or God’s actions as “blessed”: e.g., “Blessed be the Lord” (Gen. 24:27; 1 Sam. 
25:39; 2 Sam. 18:28; Ps. 28:6) or “Blessed be the Lord, the God of Israel” (1 Kgs. 
1:48; 1 Chr. 16:36; Ps. 41:13[14]). These expressions are frequently completed 
with an enumeration of the actions performed by God. The doxology of Ps. 
119:12 is the likely foundation for the rabbinic Berakot, or blessings, that 
developed later and attained the traditional forms that continue to be used in 
Jewish worship. Other common forms for doxology within the OT include 
“ascribe to the Lord glory” (1 Chr. 16:28) or “ascribe greatness to the Lord” 
(Deut. 32:3).

�The objectThe object of doxolo of doxology in the gy in the NT and theNT and the early Chu early Church appearrch appears to have s to have been almosbeenbeen almosbeen almost exclusivt exclusively God, rely God, rather thanather than Christ (e Christ (e.g., Rom. .g., Rom. 11:36), al11:36), although sucthough such praise oh ph praise of praise of God is occGod is occasionally asionally “through” “through” Christ (16Christ (16:27). Poss:27). Possible doxolible doxologies direogies directed to Chcteddiredirected tdirected to Christ co Christ can be founan be found in Gal. d in Gal. 1:5; 2 Tim1:5; 2 Tim. 4:18; 1 . 4:18; 1 Pet. 4:11,Pet. 4:11, although  although the text ithe tethe text is notext is not entirelyt entirely clear to  clear to whom praiswhom praise or glorye or glory is direct is directed. Paulined. Pauline doxologie doxologies frequenes frees frequentlyfrequently take the  take the form “to [form “to [God] be thGod] be the glory foe glory forever and rever and ever, Amenever, Amen” (Gal. 1:” (Gal. 1:5; Rom. 1151:1:5; Rom. 1:5; Rom. 11:36; Phi11:36; Phil. 4:20; cl. 4:20; cf. Eph. 3:f. Eph. 3:20-21). Th20-21). These early ese early Christian Christian doxologiesdoxologies were late were were laterwere later modified  modified in light oin light of Arianismf Arianism and the t and the trinitarianrinitarian controver controversies and dsies and directed “tirecddirected “directed “to the Sonto the Son and to th and to the Holy Spie Holy Spirit.”rit.”rit.”

The object of doxology in the NT and the early Church appears to have 
been almost exclusively God, rather than Christ (e.g., Rom. 11:36), although such 
praise of God is occasionally “through” Christ (16:27). Possible doxologies 
directed to Christ can be found in Gal. 1:5; 2 Tim. 4:18; 1 Pet. 4:11, although the 
text is not entirely clear to whom praise or glory is directed. Pauline doxologies 
frequently take the form “to [God] be the glory forever and ever, Amen” (Gal. 
1:5; Rom. 11:36; Phil. 4:20; cf. Eph. 3:20-21). These early Christian doxologies 
were later modified in light of Arianism and the trinitarian controversies and 
directed “to the Son and to the Holy Spirit.”

Matthew S.Matthew S. Collins Collins

Matthew S. Collins

DRACHMADRACHMA (Gk.  (Gk. drachmeäídrachmeäí)))

DRACHMA (Gk. drachmeäí)

A Greek “sA Greek “silver coinilver coin” mentione” mentioned in Jesusd in Jesus’ parable ’ parable of the losof the lost coin (Lut coin (Luke 15:8). ke 15:8). Its value Its vIts value was value was roughly throughly the equivalee equivalent of a Ront of a Roman denariman denarius or one us or one quarter ofquarter of a silver  a silver shekel, abshshekel, abshekel, about a laboout a laborer’s dailrer’s daily wage. Cay wage. Ca. 300 . 300 B.C.B.C. a single  a single drachma wadrachma was sufficies sufficient to purcnt tont to purchasto purchase a sheep,e a sheep, but it ma but it may have beey have been worth len worth less by the ss by the 1st centur1st century. It was y. It was not a greanonot a greanot a great amount ot amount of money, af money, and it is rnd it is reported theported that the solat the soldiers of Mdiers of Mark Antonyark Antony considere c consideredconsidered his gift  his gift of 100 draof 100 drachmas eachchmas each proof of  proof of his stingihis stinginess. For ness. For the woman the woman of Jesus’ ofof Jesus’ of Jesus’ parable, iparable, it could ret could represent hepresent her dowry.r dowry.r dowry.

A Greek “silver coin” mentioned in Jesus’ parable of the lost coin (Luke 15:8). Its 
value was roughly the equivalent of a Roman denarius or one quarter of a silver 
shekel, about a laborer’s daily wage. Ca. 300 B.C. a single drachma was sufficient 
to purchase a sheep, but it may have been worth less by the 1st century. It was 
not a great amount of money, and it is reported that the soldiers of Mark Antony 
considered his gift of 100 drachmas each proof of his stinginess. For the woman 
of Jesus’ parable, it could represent her dowry.

David R. BDavid R. Beckeck

David R. Beck

DRAGONDRAGONDRAGON

DRAGON

A mythicalA mythical reptilian reptilian creature  creature common in common in the mytholthe mythology and icogy and iconography onography of the ancof the anof the ancient Neancient Near East. Iar East. It is now tt is now thought to hought to be relatedbe related to the ch to the chaos creatuaos creature of Canare of Canaanite mythanCanaCanaanite Canaanite mythology mythology (to whom a(to whom also are lilso are linked such nked such terms as “terms as “Behemoth,”Behemoth,” Job 40:15 Job 40: Job 40:15; “Le40:15; “Leviathan,” viathan,” Job 41:1; Job 41:1; “Rahab,” P“Rahab,” Ps. 89:10[Ms. 89:10[MT 11]; andT 11]; and “serpent, “serpent,” Isa. 27:” Isa. 27:1; Job 26:1; Jo1; Job 26:13)Job 26:13) rather th rather than Mesopotan Mesopotamian figuamian figures (cf. Hres (cf. Heb. eb. teïho®mteïho®m in Gen. 1 in Gen. 1:2, relate:2, relat:2, related torelated to Ugar.  Ugar. thmthm rather th rather than Akk. Tian Akk. Tiamat). Mosamat). Most biblicalt biblical reference references are poles are polemics againmicpolepolemics apolemics against thegainst the pagan god pagan gods, promotis, promoting Yahweh ng Yahweh as the truas the true Creator e Creator and sustaiand sustaand sustainer sustainer of order iof order in the univn the universe.erse.erse.

A mythical reptilian creature common in the mythology and iconography of the 
ancient Near East. It is now thought to be related to the chaos creature of 
Canaanite mythology (to whom also are linked such terms as “Behemoth,” Job 
40:15; “Leviathan,” Job 41:1; “Rahab,” Ps. 89:10[MT 11]; and “serpent,” Isa. 27:1; 



Job 26:13) rather than Mesopotamian figures (cf. Heb. teïho®m in Gen. 1:2, 
related to Ugar. thm rather than Akk. Tiamat). Most biblical references are 
polemics against the pagan gods, promoting Yahweh as the true Creator and 
sustainer of order in the universe.

�“Dragon” i“Dragon” is an incres an increasingly leasingly less frequenss frequent renderint rendering of Hebreg of Hebrew terminolw terminology in recogy inogy in recent in recent English veEnglish versions of rsions of the OT. Inthe OT. In the NT it the NT it translate translates Gk. s Gk. draékoœn,draékoœn, “serpent, “serp “serpent, “serpent, dragon” (sdragon” (symbolic ofymbolic of Satan), w Satan), which the Lhich the LXX employsXX employs for Heb.  for Heb. keïp�iîr,keïp�iîr,keïp�iîr,keïp�iîr, “lion”;  “lion”; liwyaœt�aœliwyaœt�aœn,n, “Leviatha “Leviathan”; n”; naœh�aœsû,naœh�aœsû, “serpent” “serpent”; ; {attu®d�,{attu®{attu®d�,{attu®d�, “goat”; a “goat”; and nd pet�en,pet�en, “serpent. “serpent.” “Jackals” “Jackals” is now c” is now clearly thelearly the correct r correct reading forerreading foreading for KJV “drar KJV “dragons” at Mgons” at Mal. 1:3 al. 1:3 (tanno®t�)(tanno®t�) and in mo and in most places st places where where tanniîmtanntanniîmtanniîm is so ren is so rendered; Ezedered; Ezek. 29:3 rek. 29:3 reflects theflects the reading o reading of f tanniîntanniîn as “drago as “dragon(s), serpn(s), sn(s), serpent(s)serpent(s), whale(s), whale(s), sea mons, sea monster(s), orter(s), or sea creat sea creature(s).”ure(s).”ure(s).”

“Dragon” is an increasingly less frequent rendering of Hebrew terminology 
in recent English versions of the OT. In the NT it translates Gk. draékoœn, 
“serpent, dragon” (symbolic of Satan), which the LXX employs for Heb. 
keïp�iîr,  “lion”; liwyaœt�aœn,  “Leviathan”; naœh�aœsû,  “serpent”; 
{attu®d�,  “goat”; and pet�en,  “serpent.” “Jackals” is now clearly the correct 
reading for KJV “dragons” at Mal. 1:3 (tanno®t�)  and in most places where 
tanniîm is so rendered; Ezek. 29:3 reflects the reading of tanniîn as “dragon(s), 
serpent(s), whale(s), sea monster(s), or sea creature(s).”

�SeeSee  SEA MONSTESEA MONSTER.R.R.

See SEA MONSTER.

W. CreightW. Creighton Marloweon Marlowe

W. Creighton Marlowe

DREAMSDREAMSDREAMS

DREAMS

In the ancIn the ancient Near ient Near East generEast generally, dreaally, dreams and thems and the interpret interpretation of dation of dreams mustreams must be consid b be considebe considered in thered in the wider cat wider category of oegory of omens and omens and omen interpmen interpretation (retation (including including ((including(including reading l reading liver deforiver deformities, thmities, the shapes ae shapes and patternnd patterns of smokes of smoke, oil in w, oil in water, fligater,wwater, fliwater, flights of bights of birds). Howerds). However, dreamver, dreams were cons were considered amsidered among the leong the least trustwast trustworthy formotrustwtrustworthtrustworthy forms ofy forms of divining. divining.

In the ancient Near East generally, dreams and the interpretation of dreams must 
be considered in the wider category of omens and omen interpretation 
(including reading liver deformities, the shapes and patterns of smoke, oil in 
water, flights of birds). However, dreams were considered among the least 
trustworthy forms of divining.

�Although tAlthough there are ohere are occasions wccasions where dreamhere dreams (Heb. s (Heb. h�a�lo®mh�a�lo®m) are impo) are important commrtaimpoimportant important communicatcommunications from ions from God to HebGod to Hebrews (Jacorews (Jacob’s famousb’s famous dream in  dream in Gen. 28:12Gen. 2Gen. 28:12), th28:12), this form ofis form of communica communication is cotion is contrasted wntrasted with the diith the directness wrectness with which ith which God spoke GGod spoke God spoke to Moses (to Moses (Num. 12:6-Num. 12:6-8), and dr8), and dreams are ceams are certainly certainly condemned aondemned as less thas less ts less than trustthan trustworthy by worthy by Jeremiah (Jeremiah (Jer. 23:27Jer. 23:27, 32; 29:8, 32; 29:8) and of l) and of little valuittle value to the Pe to the Psalmist (PsalmisPPsalmist (Psalmist (Ps. 73:20;Ps. 73:20; 90:5). Fr 90:5). From the susom the suspicions ofpicions of prophecy  prophecy by omen anby omen and dream ind dream in Deut. 13: inin Deut. 1in Deut. 13:1-5 to t3:1-5 to the late ophe late opinion of Sinion of Sir. 34:7 (ir. 34:7 (“For dream“For dreams have decs have deceived manyeived many, and thos, a, and those and those who put thwho put their hope ieir hope in them havn them have perishede perished”), one ca”), one can trace thn trace this early His early Hebraic ambeHHebraic amHebraic ambivalence bivalence with regarwith regard to dreamd to dreams as trusts as trustworthy souworthy sources of inrces of information.formationininformatioinformation.n.n.

Although there are occasions where dreams (Heb. h�a�lo®m ) are 
important communications from God to Hebrews (Jacob’s famous dream in Gen. 
28:12), this form of communication is contrasted with the directness with which 
God spoke to Moses (Num. 12:6-8), and dreams are certainly condemned as less 
than trustworthy by Jeremiah (Jer. 23:27, 32; 29:8) and of little value to the 
Psalmist (Ps. 73:20; 90:5). From the suspicions of prophecy by omen and dream 
in Deut. 13:1-5 to the late opinion of Sir. 34:7 (“For dreams have deceived many, 
and those who put their hope in them have perished”), one can trace this early 
Hebraic ambivalence with regard to dreams as trustworthy sources of 
information.

�It seems cIt seems clear, howelear, however, that ver, that not all binot all biblical texblical texts share tts share this negatihis negative assessmve assessment. Althoeassessmassessmentassessment. Although. Although God occas God occasionally coionally communicatesmmunicates to foreig to foreigners in drners in dreams (Abimeams (Abeams (Abimelech(Abimelech in Gen. 2 in Gen. 20; Laban i0; Laban in Gen. 31;n Gen. 31; perhaps A perhaps Amalekites malekites and Midianand Midianites, Judgites, Judg. 7:13-15). JudgJudg. 7:13Judg. 7:13-15), the -15), the highest inhighest incidence ofcidence of dreams an dreams and dreamingd dreaming in the OT in the OT surrounds surrounds the two f surroundssurrounds surrounds the two fithe two figures of Jgures of Joseph (Genoseph (Gen. 37-41) a. 37-41) and Daniel.nd Daniel. Since bot Since both cycles oh cycles of Hebraic f Hf Hebraic taHebraic tales are liles are likely from kely from the same pthe same postexilic ostexilic period, thperiod, this is furtis is further indicaher indication that tion thtion that dreamthat dreams became ms became more importore important in theant in the late Pers late Persian and Heian and Hellenistic llenistic periods. Bperiods. Both JosephoBBoth JosepBoth Joseph and Danih and Daniel are notel are not only famo only famous dreamerus dreamers themselvs themselves, but bees, but become famoucome famcome famous in famous in foreign coforeign courts basedurts based on their  on their successfulsuccessful interpret interpretations of ations of the dreamsthe dreams of the em of of the empof the emperor, wheteror, whether Pharaoher Pharaoh or Nebuch or Nebuchadnezzar.hadnezzar. Mordecai  Mordecai dreams, acdreams, according tocordinacaccording according to the Greto the Greek Additioek Additions to Esthns to Esther (Add. Eer (Add. Esth. 11:2-sth. 11:2-12; cf. Ez12; cf. Ezra’s apocara’s apocalyptic drelypapocaapocalyptiapocalyptic dreams ic dreams in 2 Esdrasn 2 Esdras). Dreams ). Dreams are prominare prominent, oftenent, often occurring occurring with “vis with “visions” (Gk.io“vis“visions” “visions” (Gk. (Gk. hoœramahoœrama) in the a) in the apocalypticpocalyptic literatur literature, and aree, and are often dif often difficult to ficult to differentiddifferentidifferentiate from vate from visionary eisionary experiencesxperiences while awa while awake. If it ke. If it is true this true that Hebrew at Hebrew interest iinterinterest iinterest in dreams in dreams increases increases in the Helln the Hellenistic peenistic period, sureriod, surely this isly this is a reflect a reflection of theion of tion of the widespthe widespread, and read, and lively, Helively, Hellenistic llenistic interest iinterest in dreams. n dreams. Greek sourGreek sources show aces show a serious i se serious inserious interest in terest in dreams, andreams, and it is frd it is from Artemidom Artemidorus that orus that we have thwe have the oldest (e oldest (and surpriand((and surpr(and surprisingly coisingly comprehensivmprehensive) anciente) ancient manual of manual of dream int dream interpretatioerpretation.n.n.

It seems clear, however, that not all biblical texts share this negative 
assessment. Although God occasionally communicates to foreigners in dreams 
(Abimelech in Gen. 20; Laban in Gen. 31; perhaps Amalekites and Midianites, 
Judg. 7:13-15), the highest incidence of dreams and dreaming in the OT 
surrounds the two figures of Joseph (Gen. 37-41) and Daniel. Since both cycles of 
Hebraic tales are likely from the same postexilic period, this is further indication 
that dreams became more important in the late Persian and Hellenistic periods. 
Both Joseph and Daniel are not only famous dreamers themselves, but become 
famous in foreign courts based on their successful interpretations of the dreams 



of the emperor, whether Pharaoh or Nebuchadnezzar. Mordecai dreams, 
according to the Greek Additions to Esther (Add. Esth. 11:2-12; cf. Ezra’s 
apocalyptic dreams in 2 Esdras). Dreams are prominent, often occurring with 
“visions” (Gk. hoœrama) in the apocalyptic literature, and are often difficult to 
differentiate from visionary experiences while awake. If it is true that Hebrew 
interest in dreams increases in the Hellenistic period, surely this is a reflection of 
the widespread, and lively, Hellenistic interest in dreams. Greek sources show a 
serious interest in dreams, and it is from Artemidorus that we have the oldest 
(and surprisingly comprehensive) ancient manual of dream interpretation.

�In the GosIn the Gospel of Matpel of Matthew, God thew, God communicatcommunicates by dreaes by dreams (to thems (to the “wise men “wise men,” Matt. 2,”menmen,” Mattmen,” Matt. 2:12; to. 2:12; to Joseph, 1 Joseph, 1:20; 2:13–:20; 2:13–22; and in22; and in an echo o an echo of the Hebrf the Hebraic literaaic literary traditiry try tradition,tradition, to Pilate to Pilate’s wife, 2’s wife, 27:19). Sig7:19). Significantlynificantly, however,, however, dreams do dreams do not occur not occur as a majo as a m as a major factmajor factor outsideor outside Matthew ( Matthew (cf. Acts 2cf. Acts 2:17, quoti:17, quoting Joel 2:ng Joel 2:28), which28), which most like most likely reflectly rly reflects areflects a certain e certain early Chrisarly Christian hesittian hesitancy to beancy to be associate associated with pagd with pagan practican practices.es.es.

In the Gospel of Matthew, God communicates by dreams (to the “wise 
men,” Matt. 2:12; to Joseph, 1:20; 2:13–22; and in an echo of the Hebraic literary 
tradition, to Pilate’s wife, 27:19). Significantly, however, dreams do not occur as a 
major factor outside Matthew (cf. Acts 2:17, quoting Joel 2:28), which most likely 
reflects a certain early Christian hesitancy to be associated with pagan practices.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. ArtemidoruArtemidorus, s, The InterpThe Interpretation oretation of Dreams,f Dreams, trans. R. trans. R. J. White  J. White (Park Ridg((Park Ridg(Park Ridge, N.J., 1e, N.J., 1975); R. G975); R. Gnuse, nuse, The Dream The Dream Theophany Theophany of Samuelof Samuel (Lanham,  (Lanham, Md., 1984)Md., 1Md., 1984); A. 1984); A. L. OppenheL. Oppenheim, im, The InterpThe Interpretation oretation of Dreams if Dreams in the Ancin the Ancient Near Eent Near Eastast (Philadel (Philad (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1956)hia, 1956)...
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1984); A. L. Oppenheim, The Interpretation of Dreams in the Ancient Near East 
(Philadelphia, 1956).
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DREGSDREGSDREGS

DREGS

The sedimeThe sediment formed nt formed in the ferin the fermentation mentation of wine (Hof wine (Heb. eb. sûeïmaœriîsûeïmaœriîmm). Wine wa). Wine w). Wine was left iwas left in the winen the wineskin for askin for a time to i time to improve itsmprove its flavor an flavor and richnessd richness, then str, then strained befoainedstrstrained bstrained before drinefore drinking (Isa.king (Isa. 25:6; cf. 25:6; cf. Zeph. 1:1 Zeph. 1:12; RSV “le2; RSV “lees”). Jer.es”). Jer. 48:11 app 48:11 apparently rearentlyappapparentlyapparently refers to refers to a practic a practice of pourie of pouring wine frng wine from containom container to conter to container to kainer to keep the dreekkeep the dkeep the dregs in suregs in suspension. spension. To drink tTo drink the cup of he cup of the Lord’sthe Lord’s wrath “to wrath “to the dregs the dregs” means to” dregsdregs” meadregs” means to undens to undergo God’s rgo God’s punishmentpunishment to the en to the end (Ps. 75:d (Ps. 75:8[MT 9]; I8[MT 9]; Isa. 51:17)sa. 51:17)sa. 51:17).51:17).

The sediment formed in the fermentation of wine (Heb. sûeïmaœriîm). Wine 
was left in the wineskin for a time to improve its flavor and richness, then 
strained before drinking (Isa. 25:6; cf. Zeph. 1:12; RSV “lees”). Jer. 48:11 
apparently refers to a practice of pouring wine from container to container to 
keep the dregs in suspension. To drink the cup of the Lord’s wrath “to the 
dregs” means to undergo God’s punishment to the end (Ps. 75:8[MT 9]; Isa. 
51:17).

DRINK, DRIDRINK, DRINKINGNKINGNKING

DRINK, DRINKING

Drink and Drink and drinking odrinking occur in vaccur in various contrious contexts: (1) exts: (1) consumptioconsumption of fluidn of fluids for bodis for bodily sustenaly sly sustenancesustenance; (2) comm; (2) communal celebunal celebration andration and bonding;  bonding; (3) cultic(3) cultic or sacram or sacramental usagental usage; (4) meteusagusage; (4)usage; (4) metaphori metaphorically, dencally, denoting divioting divine and humne and human activitan activity; and (5)y; and (5) symbolica symbolically, for tlly, symbolicasymbolicalsymbolically, for thly, for the sustenane sustenance of the ce of the earth by rearth by rain.ain.ain.

Drink and drinking occur in various contexts: (1) consumption of fluids for bodily 
sustenance; (2) communal celebration and bonding; (3) cultic or sacramental 
usage; (4) metaphorically, denoting divine and human activity; and (5) 
symbolically, for the sustenance of the earth by rain.

�The naturaThe natural common dl common drinks wererinks were water, mi water, milk, wine, lk, wine, grape juicgrape juice, and vine, and vinegar. Beeregar. vinvinegar. Bvinegar. Beer was aleer was also consumeso consumed widely id widely in the ancin the ancient Near Eent Near East as earast as early as the ly as the Early BronEaEarly BronEarly Bronze Age. Beze Age. Because watecause water was suchr was such a premium a premium commodity commodity, abundant, abundant sources w sourc sources wesources were highly re highly treasured.treasured. Iconograp Iconography is replhy is replete in theete in the ancient N ancient Near East pear East portraying orpportrayingportraying the vario the various liquidsus liquids as gifts  as gifts from the dfrom the deities foreities for the suste the sustenance of hnance of human life.umanhhuman lifehuman life. Drinking. Drinking and eatin and eating were to g were to be done tobe done to the glory the glory of God (1 of God (1 Cor. 10:3 Cor. 10:31); excess110:310:31); ex10:31); excess and acess and abuse were buse were condemned condemned (Prov. 23:(Prov. 23:21; Isa. 221; Isa. 22:13).2:13).2:13).

The natural common drinks were water, milk, wine, grape juice, and 
vinegar. Beer was also consumed widely in the ancient Near East as early as the 
Early Bronze Age. Because water was such a premium commodity, abundant 
sources were highly treasured. Iconography is replete in the ancient Near East 
portraying the various liquids as gifts from the deities for the sustenance of 
human life. Drinking and eating were to be done to the glory of God (1 Cor. 



10:31); excess and abuse were condemned (Prov. 23:21; Isa. 22:13).

�People whoPeople who drank and drank and ate toget ate together formedher formed a special a special communal  communal bond, sharbond, sharing joyousingsharsharing josharing joyous timesyous times (Job 1:18 (Job 1:18). Wine wa). Wine was a symbols a symbol of God’s  of God’s blessing oblessing on the landn the land, and cons, landland, and land, and consumptioconsumption of the bn of the best qualitest quality marked sy marked special occpecial occasions. Jeasions. Jesus’ firstsus’ first recorded  reco recorded mrecorded miracle in iracle in the Gospelthe Gospel of John w of John was the turas the turning of waning of water into wter into wine at a mine at a marriage feammarriage fmarriage feast (Johneast (John 2:1-11).  2:1-11). Offering dOffering drink to virink to visitors wassitors was a common  a common act of hosact of hospitality (pithoshospitalithospitality (Judg. 4y (Judg. 4:19). Givi:19). Giving a drinkng a drink to someon to someone in need e in need is an act is an act of Christiof Christian compassan coan compassioncompassion (Matt. 25 (Matt. 25:35).:35).:35).

People who drank and ate together formed a special communal bond, 
sharing joyous times (Job 1:18). Wine was a symbol of God’s blessing on the 
land, and consumption of the best quality marked special occasions. Jesus’ first 
recorded miracle in the Gospel of John was the turning of water into wine at a 
marriage feast (John 2:1-11). Offering drink to visitors was a common act of 
hospitality (Judg. 4:19). Giving a drink to someone in need is an act of Christian 
compassion (Matt. 25:35).

�According According to the lawto the law of the ti of the tithe, the pthe, the people wereeople were to eat an to eat and drink thd drink their gifts eir giftseir gifts in tgifts in the presenche presence of the Le of the Lord with rord with rejoicing, ejoicing, celebratincelebrating God’s beg God’s beneficence neficence (Deut. 14:(De(Deut. 14:(Deut. 14:22-27). A 22-27). A drink offedrink offering (Heb.ring (Heb.  nesek�nesek�) was pour) was poured out to ed out to the Lord athe Lord at the sanct tt the sanctuthe sanctuary duringary during many of t many of the festivahe festival offeringl offerings (e.g., Ns (e.g., Num. 28:7-8um. 28:7-8, 10)., 10)., 10).

According to the law of the tithe, the people were to eat and drink their 
gifts in the presence of the Lord with rejoicing, celebrating God’s beneficence 
(Deut. 14:22-27). A drink offering (Heb. nesek� ) was poured out to the Lord at 
the sanctuary during many of the festival offerings (e.g., Num. 28:7-8, 10).

�Red wine, Red wine, drunk in tdrunk in the Passovehe Passover commemorr commemoration, wasation, was symbolic  symbolic of the bloof the blood of the od bloblood of tblood of the Passovehe Passover lamb andr lamb and Israel’s  Israel’s covenant wcovenant with God. Iith God. In the Lastn the Last Supper, t Supper, the wine ishetthe wine ithe wine is reinterps reinterpreted as areted as a symbol of symbol of a new cov a new covenant in Jenant in Jesus’ blooesus’ blood (Luke 22d (Luke 22:7-20). Th:72222:7-20). 22:7-20). The communThe communion cup ision cup is to be dru to be drunk in remenk in remembrance, cmbrance, celebrationelebration, and proc, and pro, and proclamatiproclamation of the on of the death of Cdeath of Christ for hrist for the sins othe sins of humanityf humanity (1 Cor. 1 (1 Cor. 11:25-26).1:25-26).1:25-26).

Red wine, drunk in the Passover commemoration, was symbolic of the 
blood of the Passover lamb and Israel’s covenant with God. In the Last Supper, 
the wine is reinterpreted as a symbol of a new covenant in Jesus’ blood (Luke 
22:7-20). The communion cup is to be drunk in remembrance, celebration, and 
proclamation of the death of Christ for the sins of humanity (1 Cor. 11:25-26).

�Drinking iDrinking is used mets used metaphoricallaphorically in contey in contexts of humxts of human receptian reception of divion of divine judgmenne judgne judgment ajudgment and human and human abuse. Sincbuse. Since Judah hae Judah had rejectedd rejected the coven the covenant and foant and forsaken herrsaken hersaken her God, ther God, the “fountahe “fountain of liviin of living waters”ng waters” (Jer. 2:1 (Jer. 2:13; 17:13),3; 17:13), she would she would drink poi drink poisoned watesonepoipoisoned wpoisoned water (8:14ater (8:14) and drin) and drink destructk destruction (Isa. ion (Isa. 51:17-22; 51:17-22; Ezek. 23:3Ezek. 23:32-34; Ps. 2-34; Ps. 75:8[MT 9]75:875:8[MT 9]75:8[MT 9]). In the ). In the end all naend all nations woultions would drink thd drink the cup of Ge cup of God’s fury od’s fury (Jer. 25:1(Jer. 25:19-29; Rev.9-2925:125:19-29; 25:19-29; Rev. 14:9-Rev. 14:9-10). Human10). Human injustice injustice was portr was portrayed in teayed in terms of drirms of drinking (Isanking (Isa. 5:22-23). 5. 5:22-23) a5:22-23) and its abund its abuse (Jer. 3se (Jer. 35:1-9), wh5:1-9), whereas in rereas in restorationestoration Israel dr Israel drinks the winks the wine of Godine oine of God’s bof God’s blessing (Ilessing (Isa. 27:2-5sa. 27:2-5; 43:19-21; 43:19-21).).).

Drinking is used metaphorically in contexts of human reception of divine 
judgment and human abuse. Since Judah had rejected the covenant and forsaken 
her God, the “fountain of living waters” (Jer. 2:13; 17:13), she would drink 
poisoned water (8:14) and drink destruction (Isa. 51:17-22; Ezek. 23:32-34; Ps. 
75:8[MT 9]). In the end all nations would drink the cup of God’s fury (Jer. 
25:19-29; Rev. 14:9-10). Human injustice was portrayed in terms of drinking (Isa. 
5:22-23) and its abuse (Jer. 35:1-9), whereas in restoration Israel drinks the wine 
of God’s blessing (Isa. 27:2-5; 43:19-21).

�SustenanceSustenance for the e for the earth is dearth is depicted in picted in the mannerthe manner of its dr of its drinking theinking the waters fr waters f waters from the hfrom the heavens andeavens and the earth the earth (Gen. 2:6 (Gen. 2:6; Deut. 11; Deut. 11:11; Ezek.:11; Ezek. 31:14; He 31:14; Heb. 6:7).b. 6:7).b. 6:7).

Sustenance for the earth is depicted in the manner of its drinking the waters 
from the heavens and the earth (Gen. 2:6; Deut. 11:11; Ezek. 31:14; Heb. 6:7).
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DRINK OFFEDRINK OFFERINGRINGRING

DRINK OFFERING

�SeeSee  LIBATION.LIBATION.

See LIBATION.

DROPSYDROPSYDROPSY

DROPSY

The symptoThe symptom of a dism of a disease in thease in the vital ore vital organs, whergans, whereby an exceby an excess of fluess of fluids collecids collects in varits its in variousin various parts of  parts of the body, the body, indicatingindicating an advanc an advanced stage oed stage of the disef the disease. Gk. ase. Gk. hydroœpikohydrohydroœpikohydroœpikoœsœs has been  has been employed semployed since the tince the time of Hipime of Hippocrates (pocrates (4th centur4th century y B.C.E.BB.C.E.B.C.E.). The dro). The dropsy conditpsy condition of theion of the man heale man healed on the sd on the sabbath wasabbath was advanced  advanced (Luke 14:2(Luke(Luke 14:2(Luke 14:2).).

The symptom of a disease in the vital organs, whereby an excess of fluids collects 
in various parts of the body, indicating an advanced stage of the disease. Gk. 
hydroœpikoœs has been employed since the time of Hippocrates (4th century 
B.C.E.). The dropsy condition of the man healed on the sabbath was advanced 
(Luke 14:2).

DRUNKENNESDRUNKENNESSSS

DRUNKENNESS



IntoxicatiIntoxication from ston from strong drinkrong drink. Drunkenn. Drunkenness was amess was among the moong the more prevalere prevalent social nt socialnt social prosocial problems of tblems of the ancienthe ancient world, an world, and its effed its effects were lcts were long lastinong lasting on familg on families and naies anies and nationand nations of the Os of the OT. Noah anT. Noah and Lot servd Lot serve as exampe as examples of ineles of inebriation lbriation leading to eading to improper simimproper simproper sexual relaexual relationships tionships (Gen. 9:21(Gen. 9:21-27; 19:30-27; 19:30-38). The -38). The physical ephysical effects incffects include staggludeincinclude stinclude staggered waaggered walk (Ps. 10lk (Ps. 107:27; Isa.7:27; Isa. 24:20), l 24:20), loss of stross of strength (Eccength (Eccl. 10:17),l. 10:17), decreased decrea decreased decreased mental alemental alertness (1 rtness (1 Kgs. 16:9;Kgs. 16:9; 20:16), i 20:16), induced slenduced sleep (Joel 1ep (Joel 1:5), blind:5), blindness (Isa.ness blindblindness blindness (Isa. 29:9(Isa. 29:9), or even), or even death and death and destructi destruction, as witon, as with Nabal (1h Nabal (1 Sam. 25:3 Sam. 25:36-38) and 6-3825:325:36-38) 25:36-38) and Ephraiand Ephraim (Isa. 28m (Isa. 28:1-3).:1-3).:1-3).

Intoxication from strong drink. Drunkenness was among the more prevalent 
social problems of the ancient world, and its effects were long lasting on families 
and nations of the OT. Noah and Lot serve as examples of inebriation leading to 
improper sexual relationships (Gen. 9:21-27; 19:30-38). The physical effects 
include staggered walk (Ps. 107:27; Isa. 24:20), loss of strength (Eccl. 10:17), 
decreased mental alertness (1 Kgs. 16:9; 20:16), induced sleep (Joel 1:5), 
blindness (Isa. 29:9), or even death and destruction, as with Nabal (1 Sam. 
25:36-38) and Ephraim (Isa. 28:1-3).

�InebriatioInebriation can leadn can lead to derisi to derisive behaviove behavior (Ps. 69:r (Ps. 69:12[MT 13])12[MT 13]), indecent, indecent lifestyle lifestyle (Rom. 13: lifestylelifestyle lifestyle (Rom. 13:1(Rom. 13:13), quarre3), quarreling and fling and fighting, (ighting, (Prov. 4:17Prov. 4:17; 20:1), o; 20:1), or destitutr destitution (23:21ion (23:ion (23:21). T(23:21). Those who lhose who lead such lead such lives are tives are to be avoido be avoided, for thed, for they will noey will not inherit t inherit the kingdothe kthe kingdom (1kingdom (1 Cor. 5:11 Cor. 5:11; 6:10). T; 6:10). The total dhe total dissipationissipation of life i of life is pictureds pictured as the dr as the drunk staggeunk stunk staggeringstaggering in his vo in his vomit (Isa. mit (Isa. 19:14).19:14).19:14).

Inebriation can lead to derisive behavior (Ps. 69:12[MT 13]), indecent 
lifestyle (Rom. 13:13), quarreling and fighting, (Prov. 4:17; 20:1), or destitution 
(23:21). Those who lead such lives are to be avoided, for they will not inherit the 
kingdom (1 Cor. 5:11; 6:10). The total dissipation of life is pictured as the drunk 
staggering in his vomit (Isa. 19:14).

�DrunkennesDrunkenness preventss prevents alertness alertness to the wo to the work of God rk of God in the worin the world (Luke 2ld (Luke 21:34). Hen1:34221:34). He21:34). Hence priestnce priests were pros were prohibited frhibited from consumiom consuming wine orng wine or strong dr strong drink while ink whileink while in swhile in service of ervice of the sanctuthe sanctuary (Lev. ary (Lev. 10:9), and10:9), and the Nazir the Nazirite was toite was to abstain f abstain from all prrom arom all producall products of the ts of the vineyard dvineyard during the uring the period of period of dedicationdedication to God (N to God (Num. 6:2-4)um. 6:2-4)...

Drunkenness prevents alertness to the work of God in the world (Luke 
21:34). Hence priests were prohibited from consuming wine or strong drink 
while in service of the sanctuary (Lev. 10:9), and the Nazirite was to abstain from 
all products of the vineyard during the period of dedication to God (Num. 6:2-4).

�DrunkennesDrunkenness often iss often is used as a used as a metaphor  metaphor for God’s for God’s judgment. judgment. Many prophMany prophetic oracleticprophprophetic prophetic oracles agoracles against the ainst the nations sunations surrounding rrounding Israel andIsrael and Judah con Judah contained suctained such dramatich dh dramatic idramatic imagery, inmagery, including Mocluding Moab (Jer. 4ab (Jer. 48:26), Edo8:26), Edom (49:12–1m (49:12–13; Lam. 4:3; Lam. 4:21), Babyl21), Babylon (Jer. 5onBabylBabylon (JBabylon (Jer. 51:39)er. 51:39), Egypt (I, Egypt (Isa. 19:14)sa. 19:14), Assyria,, Assyria, and Ninev and Nineveh (Nah. 1eh (Nah. 1:10). Jeru:10). Jerusalem as wsalemJeruJerusalem Jerusalem as well, was well, which had bhich had become God’ecome God’s enemy bys enemy by her conti her continued idolanued idolatry and retry and rtry and rejection rejection of torah, of torah, would expewould experience horrience horror and deror and desolation asolation as a results a result of the cu of the cup of drunkp op of drunkenof drunkenness brougness brought by the ht by the Lord (EzekLord (Ezek. 23:32-34. 23:32-34).).).

Drunkenness often is used as a metaphor for God’s judgment. Many 
prophetic oracles against the nations surrounding Israel and Judah contained such 
dramatic imagery, including Moab (Jer. 48:26), Edom (49:12–13; Lam. 4:21), 
Babylon (Jer. 51:39), Egypt (Isa. 19:14), Assyria, and Nineveh (Nah. 1:10). 
Jerusalem as well, which had become God’s enemy by her continued idolatry and 
rejection of torah, would experience horror and desolation as a result of the cup 
of drunkenness brought by the Lord (Ezek. 23:32-34).
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DRUSILLADRUSILLA (Gk.  (Gk. DrouísillaDrouísilla)))

DRUSILLA (Gk. Drouísilla)

The youngeThe youngest daughtest daughter of Agripr of Agrippa I (and pa I (and sister to sister to Agrippa IIAgrippa II, Bernice,, Bernice, and Maria and Mariamme). JulimmMariaMariamme).Mariamme). Julia Dru Julia Drusilla was silla was born ca. 3born ca. 38 8 C.E.C.E., around t, around the time Emhe time Emperor Caliperor Caligula’s sisgula’s CaliCaligula’sCaligula’s sister of sister of the same  the same name died.name died. She was e She was engaged as ngaged as a child toa child to marry Epi marry Epiphanes, sophaEpiEpiphanes,Epiphanes, son of Ki son of King Antiochng Antiochus IV of Cus IV of Commagene (ommagene (Josephus Josephus BJBJ 2:220;  2:220; Ant.Ant. 18.132; 1 18.132 18.132; 1918.132; 19.354–55). .354–55). After AgriAfter Agrippa’s deatppa’s death (44), hoh (44), however, Epiwever, Epiphanes bacphanes backed out onked out onked out on his comon his commitment tomitment to convert t convert to Judaism o Judaism and so theand so the marriage  marriage was off. Iwas off. In 53 Drusin 53 Drusin 53 Drusilla mDrusilla married Aziarried Azizus, king zus, king of Syrian of Syrian Emesa, aftEmesa, after his cirer his circumcision.cumcision.

The youngest daughter of Agrippa I (and sister to Agrippa II, Bernice, and 
Mariamme). Julia Drusilla was born ca. 38 C.E., around the time Emperor 
Caligula’s sister of the same name died. She was engaged as a child to marry 
Epiphanes, son of King Antiochus IV of Commagene (Josephus BJ 2:220; Ant. 
18.132; 19.354–55). After Agrippa’s death (44), however, Epiphanes backed out 
on his commitment to convert to Judaism and so the marriage was off. In 53 
Drusilla married Azizus, king of Syrian Emesa, after his circumcision.

�Contrary tContrary to Jewish lo Jewish law she sooaw she soon left Azin left Azizus to marzus to marry Antoniury Antonius Felix, ts Felix, the gentilehe genthe gentile prgentile procurator oocurator of Judea. Df Judea. Drusilla’s rusilla’s beauty (whbeauty (which appareich apparently made ntly made for an abufor an abusive relatsiveabuabusive reabusive relationshiplationship with her  with her likewise blikewise beautiful seautiful sister Bernister Bernice) so enice) so enamored Felamored Felix that heix thix that he sethat he sent a Jewisnt a Jewish friend nh friend named Atomuamed Atomus to persus to persuade her thade her that divorceat divorce and remar and rema and remarriageremarriage to Felix  to Felix would makewould make her happy her happy ( (Ant.Ant. 20.137–43 20.137–43). With Fe). With Felix ca. 57lix ca. 57 she heard she  she heard she heard Paul speakPaul speak about fai about faith in Chrith in Christ Jesus (st Jesus (Acts 24:24Acts 24:24). Drusill). Drusilla bore Fela bore Felix a son nix a six a son named son named Agrippa whAgrippa who was killo was killed in the ed in the eruption oeruption of Mt. Vesuf Mt. Vesuvius in 79vius in 79 ( (Ant.Ant. 20.144).  20.14 20.144). I20.144). Incidentallncidentally, of his y, of his three wivethree wives (Suetonis (Suetonius us Claud.Claud. 28), Feli 28), Felix is reporx is reported to havted to hted to have marrihave married anothered another Drusilla, Drusilla, the grand the granddaughter odaughter of Cleopatrf Cleopatra and Antoa and Antony (Tacituny (Tacituny (Tacitus (Tacitus Hist.Hist. 5.9). 5.9). 5.9).

Contrary to Jewish law she soon left Azizus to marry Antonius Felix, the 
gentile procurator of Judea. Drusilla’s beauty (which apparently made for an 
abusive relationship with her likewise beautiful sister Bernice) so enamored Felix 
that he sent a Jewish friend named Atomus to persuade her that divorce and 
remarriage to Felix would make her happy (Ant. 20.137–43). With Felix ca. 57 
she heard Paul speak about faith in Christ Jesus (Acts 24:24). Drusilla bore Felix a 



son named Agrippa who was killed in the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius in 79 (Ant. 
20.144). Incidentally, of his three wives (Suetonius Claud. 28), Felix is reported to 
have married another Drusilla, the granddaughter of Cleopatra and Antony 
(Tacitus Hist. 5.9).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. D. SullR. D. Sullivan, “Theivan, “The Dynasty o Dynasty of Judaea if Judaea in the Firsn the First Century,t Century,” ” ANRWAANRWANRW II.8, 329 II.8, 329–31.–31.–31.

Bibliography. R. D. Sullivan, “The Dynasty of Judaea in the First Century,” 
ANRW II.8, 329–31.
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DUALISMDUALISMDUALISM

DUALISM

Appearing Appearing first in tfirst in the early 1he early 18th centur8th century, the tery, the term “dualismm “dualism” took on ” took on metaphysicmetaphysical, ethicaalmetaphysicmetaphysicmetaphysical, ethicaal, ethical, and epil, and epistemologicstemological connotaal connotations in ctions in contrast toontrast to monism an monism and pluralisd anand pluraland pluralism. Speciism. Specifically, ifically, it refers tt refers to two subso two substances or tances or principlesprinciples that comp that comprise realirise rrise reality. Treality. The term dohe term does not appes not appear in theear in the Bible, bu Bible, but the ideot the ideology assoclogy associated withiated with cosmic, m cos cosmic, mecosmic, metaphysicaltaphysical, or ethic, or ethical dualismal dualism often und often underlies mucerlies much biblicalh biblical study. study. study.

Appearing first in the early 18th century, the term “dualism” took on 
metaphysical, ethical, and epistemological connotations in contrast to monism 
and pluralism. Specifically, it refers to two substances or principles that comprise 
reality. The term does not appear in the Bible, but the ideology associated with 
cosmic, metaphysical, or ethical dualism often underlies much biblical study.

�In ancientIn ancient Zoroastri Zoroastrian religioan religion, the twon, the two opposing  opposing gods of gogods of good and eviod and evil comprisel compl comprise ccomprise cosmic realosmic reality, with ity, with the good gthe good god ultimatod ultimately gaininely gaining control g control of the worof the world in the ldworworld in tworld in the future he future age. By coage. By contrast, anntrast, ancient Isracient Israelite relielite religion was mgion was monotheistionotheistic; Yahweh c; Yac; Yahweh helYahweh held control d control over good over good and evil. and evil. However, iHowever, in postexiln postexilic Judaismic Judaism (cf. 1QM) (cf. 1QM) (cf. 1QM) and i1QM) and in subsequen subsequent Christint Christianity (Galanity (Gal. 1:4; Rom. 1:4; Rom. 8:18-25;. 8:18-25; Phil. 3:2 Phil. 3:20-21; Reve0-21; Revelation), alatReveRevelationRevelation), apocaly), apocalyptic thougptic thought arose rht arose resembling esembling the Zoroasthe Zoroastrian cosmtrian cosmic dualismic dualism insofar a dualismdualism indualism insofar as tsofar as the good (Ghe good (God) triumpod) triumphs over thhs over the present e present evil age (evil age (under the under the control ofcocontrol ofcontrol of Satan and Satan and demons).  demons). Unlike ZorUnlike Zoroastrianisoastrianism’s cosmicm’s cosmic dualism w dualism with moral ith moral ith moral implmoral implications, ications, the ethicathe ethical dualism l dualism in the Bibin the Bible is morele is more pragmatic pragmatic since one since one chooses t cho chooses tochooses to do good o do good or evil. Inr evil. In particula particular, Jesus’ r, Jesus’ teachings teachings affirm thaaffirm that persons t persons determine deterdetermine determine their moratheir moral identityl identity as people as people in God’s  in God’s approachinapproaching kingdom g kingdom or as peopor as peopor as people in people in oppositionopposition to that k to that kingdom.ingdom.ingdom.

In ancient Zoroastrian religion, the two opposing gods of good and evil 
comprise cosmic reality, with the good god ultimately gaining control of the 
world in the future age. By contrast, ancient Israelite religion was monotheistic; 
Yahweh held control over good and evil. However, in postexilic Judaism (cf. 
1QM) and in subsequent Christianity (Gal. 1:4; Rom. 8:18-25; Phil. 3:20-21; 
Revelation), apocalyptic thought arose resembling the Zoroastrian cosmic 
dualism insofar as the good (God) triumphs over the present evil age (under the 
control of Satan and demons). Unlike Zoroastrianism’s cosmic dualism with 
moral implications, the ethical dualism in the Bible is more pragmatic since one 
chooses to do good or evil. In particular, Jesus’ teachings affirm that persons 
determine their moral identity as people in God’s approaching kingdom or as 
people in opposition to that kingdom.

�MetaphysicMetaphysical dualismal dualism assumes t assumes that there hat there are two irare two irreducible reducible substancessubstances in the un in the in the univerthe universe (i.e., se (i.e., matter vs.matter vs. nonmatter nonmatter; body vs.; body vs. soul). An soul). Ancient metacient metaphysical dphysical dualism hasualisddualism hadualism has its wides its widest exposurst exposure in Platoe in Plato’s doctrin’s doctrine of the se of the sensible anensible and the inted the intelligible wlligibinteintelligibintelligible worlds,le worlds, which the which the Hellenist Hellenistic Jewish ic Jewish exegete Phexegete Philo of Aleilo of Alexandria adxandria adopted. Theopteadadopted. Tadopted. The book ofhe book of Hebrews p Hebrews presents soresents some interesme interesting remarting remarks (Heb. 9ks (Heb. 9:11, 23-24:11, 23-:11, 23-24; 10:23-24; 10:1; 11:16; 1; 11:16; cf. 2 Cor.cf. 2 Cor. 4:18) tha 4:18) that may be it may be interpretednterpreted as affirm as affirming a Plating a Platonic or Phonic oonic or Philonior Philonic metaphysc metaphysical dualiical dualism.sm.sm.

Metaphysical dualism assumes that there are two irreducible substances in 
the universe (i.e., matter vs. nonmatter; body vs. soul). Ancient metaphysical 
dualism has its widest exposure in Plato’s doctrine of the sensible and the 
intelligible worlds, which the Hellenistic Jewish exegete Philo of Alexandria 
adopted. The book of Hebrews presents some interesting remarks (Heb. 9:11, 
23-24; 10:1; 11:16; cf. 2 Cor. 4:18) that may be interpreted as affirming a Platonic 
or Philonic metaphysical dualism.

�Although tAlthough the anthrophe anthropology in tology in the Bible ahe Bible asserts thesserts the unity of  unity of persons (Gpersons (Gen. 2:7; 1en. 2:7;en. 2:7; 1 Cor2:7; 1 Cor. 15:35-50. 15:35-50), some bi), some biblical litblical literature maerature may reflect y reflect the influethe influence of an nce of an anthropoloanthroanthropoloanthropological dualgical dualism (Deut.ism (Deut. 6:5; Wis. 6:5; Wis. 3:1-4; Ma 3:1-4; Mark 12:30 prk 12:30 par.; Matt.ar.; Matt. 10:28; 1  10:28; 1 Thess. 5:2TheThess. 5:2Thess. 5:23; 1 Cor. 3; 1 Cor. 5:3; 2 Cor5:3; 2 Cor. 5:1-10).. 5:1-10). Paul, how Paul, however, affiever, affirms that arms that a disembodi disembodied soul ised sed soul is aksoul is akin to nakein to nakedness (2 Cdness (2 Cor. 5:3). or. 5:3). Other examOther examples of duples of dualism’s inalism’s influence onfluence on biblical  bi biblical ibiblical ideology andeology and anthropod anthropology may blogy may be observede observed in some o in some of the bipof the bipolarities olarities of early Chf ef early Chriearly Christian thoustian thought (lightght (light vs. dark, vs. dark, life vs.  life vs. death, lovdeath, love vs. hatee vs. hate, and trut, and truth vs. liesh vs. lies).)lieslies).lies).lies).

Although the anthropology in the Bible asserts the unity of persons (Gen. 
2:7; 1 Cor. 15:35-50), some biblical literature may reflect the influence of an 
anthropological dualism (Deut. 6:5; Wis. 3:1-4; Mark 12:30 par.; Matt. 10:28; 1 
Thess. 5:23; 1 Cor. 5:3; 2 Cor. 5:1-10). Paul, however, affirms that a disembodied 
soul is akin to nakedness (2 Cor. 5:3). Other examples of dualism’s influence on 
biblical ideology and anthropology may be observed in some of the bipolarities of 
early Christian thought (light vs. dark, life vs. death, love vs. hate, and truth vs. 



lies).

�The develoThe development of gpment of gnostic idenostic ideology inteology intensified a nsified a dualistic dualistic understandunderstanding of pering of ping of personhoodpersonhood, causing , causing some earlysome early Christian Christians to separs to separate the “bate the “bodily” aspodily” aspect of perect of personhood frsoperpersonhoodpersonhood from the  from the “physical “physical or spirituor spiritual” aspectal” aspect of person of personhood. Whenhood. When separated separate separated,separated, that whic that which is akin h is akin to God is to God is the “spirithe “spiritual” (i.etual” (i.e., nonphys., nonphysical?), alical?), allowing onelowing olowing one to behone to behave in antave in antinomian mainomian manner (cf. nner (cf. 1 Cor. 5:11 Cor. 5:1-8; 6:12-2-8; 6:12-20) or an a0) or an ascetic manscetic manner (cf. Cnemanmanner (cfmanner (cf. Col. 2:1. Col. 2:16-23). The6-23). These incipiese incipient gnosticnt gnostic worldview worldviews and moras and moralities in lities in the NT appthethe NT appthe NT appear more rear more refined latefined later in 2nd er in 2nd and 3rd ceand 3rd century litentury literatures.ratures.ratures.

The development of gnostic ideology intensified a dualistic understanding of 
personhood, causing some early Christians to separate the “bodily” aspect of 
personhood from the “physical or spiritual” aspect of personhood. When 
separated, that which is akin to God is the “spiritual” (i.e., nonphysical?), allowing 
one to behave in antinomian manner (cf. 1 Cor. 5:1-8; 6:12-20) or an ascetic 
manner (cf. Col. 2:16-23). These incipient gnostic worldviews and moralities in 
the NT appear more refined later in 2nd and 3rd century literatures.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. U. BianchiU. Bianchi, “Dualism, “Dualism,” in ,” in The EncyclThe Encyclopedia of opedia of ReligionReligion (New York (New Yo (New York, 1987York, 1987), 4:506–1), 4:506–12; K. Rudo2; K. Rudolph, lph, GnosisGnosis (San Fran (San Francisco, 198cisco, 1984).4).4).
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York, 1987), 4:506–12; K. Rudolph, Gnosis (San Francisco, 1984).
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DUMAHDUMAH (Heb.  (Heb. du®ma®du®ma®) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

DUMAH (Heb. du®ma®) (PERSON)

The sixth The sixth son of Ishson of Ishmael, and mael, and the presumthe presumed ancestoed ancestor of an Arr of an Arabian tribabian tribe (Gen. 25e (Gen. 25:14 = 1 Ch:2525:14 = 1 25:14 = 1 Chr. 1:30)Chr. 1:30)...

The sixth son of Ishmael, and the presumed ancestor of an Arabian tribe (Gen. 
25:14 = 1 Chr. 1:30).

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

DUMAHDUMAH (Heb.  (Heb. du®ma®du®ma®) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

DUMAH (Heb. du®ma®) (PLACE)

�1.1. A city in A city in the hill  the hill country ofcountry of Judah (Jo Judah (Josh. 15:52)sh. 15:52), identifi, identified with moed with modern Khirbdern Khirdern Khirbet edKhirbet ed-Deir -Deir Do®mehDo®meh (148093), (148093), ca. 10 km ca. 10 km. (6.5 mi.. (6.5 mi.) SW of He) SW of Hebron.bron.bron.

1. A city in the hill country of Judah (Josh. 15:52), identified with modern 
Khirbet ed-Deir Do®meh (148093), ca. 10 km. (6.5 mi.) SW of Hebron.

�2.2. A prosper A prosperous distrious district and oasct and oasis in nortis in north central h central Arabia, DuArabia, Dumat al-Janmat al-Jandal (moderdal (mdal (modern al(modern al-Jawf) in -Jawf) in the Wadi the Wadi Sirh�anSirh�an along the along the major tra major trade routes de routes leading toleading to Amman and Am Amman and Amman and Damascus. Damascus. Dumah is fDumah is first mentiirst mentioned in thoned in the Assyriane Assyrian annals of annals of Sennacher Sennach SennacheriSennacherib as Adummb as Adummatu. Sennaatu. Sennacherib laucherib launched a canched a campaign agampaign against Dumahinst Dumah after his after  after his after his eighth cameighth campaign, betpaign, between 691 aween 691 and 689 nd 689 B.C.E.B.C.E. It remain It remained an impoed an important centrtant cenrtant center in center in Arabia untArabia until the 8thil the 8th century  century C.E.C.E.C.E.

2. A prosperous district and oasis in north central Arabia, Dumat al-Jandal 
(modern al-Jawf) in the Wadi Sirh�an  along the major trade routes leading to 
Amman and Damascus. Dumah is first mentioned in the Assyrian annals of 
Sennacherib as Adummatu. Sennacherib launched a campaign against Dumah 
after his eighth campaign, between 691 and 689 B.C.E. It remained an important 
center in Arabia until the 8th century C.E.

�3.3. A place m A place mentioned ientioned in a prophen a prophetic oracletic oracle associate associated with thed with the region of region of Edom (Isa Edom Edom (Isa.Edom (Isa. 21:11). T 21:11). The referenhe reference is probce is probably a texably a textual corrutual corruption for ption for Edom itselEdom itself (as readf (af (as read b(as read by the LXX)y the LXX)...

3. A place mentioned in a prophetic oracle associated with the region of 
Edom (Isa. 21:11). The reference is probably a textual corruption for Edom itself 
(as read by the LXX).

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

DUNGDUNGDUNG

DUNG

Both humanBoth human and anima and animal excremenl excrement, which tt, which the ritual he ritual and priestand priestly materialy material categoril categorizes as impzcategoricategorizecategorizes as impurs as impure. In sacre. In sacrifice it iifice it is to be bus to be burned, alonrned, along with othg with other impure er impure parts of tpartsparts of tparts of the animal,he animal, at a plac at a place removed e removed from the cfrom the congregatioongregation (Exod. 2n (Exod. 29:14; Lev.9:14; Lev. 4:11; 8:1 4: 4:11; 8:174:11; 8:17; 16:27; c; 16:27; cf. Num. 19f. Num. 19:5 where t:5 where the animal he animal is burned is burned altogetheraltogether). Clothes). Clothes stained w sta stained wistained with excremeth excrement had to nt had to be cleanedbe cleaned (Isa. 4:4 (Isa. 4:4), though ), though fools may fools may not noticenot notice that thei th that theirthat their clothes a clothes are dirty (re dirty (Prov. 30:1Prov. 30:12).2).2).

Both human and animal excrement, which the ritual and priestly material 
categorizes as impure. In sacrifice it is to be burned, along with other impure 
parts of the animal, at a place removed from the congregation (Exod. 29:14; Lev. 
4:11; 8:17; 16:27; cf. Num. 19:5 where the animal is burned altogether). Clothes 
stained with excrement had to be cleaned (Isa. 4:4), though fools may not notice 
that their clothes are dirty (Prov. 30:12).

�As a meansAs a means of verbal of verbal abuse, un abuse, unburied deaburied dead are descd are described as bribed as being spreaeing spread over fied overd over fieldover fields like mans like manure (2 Kgsure (2 Kgs. 9:37; Ps. 9:37; Ps. 83:10[MT. 83:10[MT 11]; Jer. 11]; Jer. 8:2; 9:22 8:2; 9:22[21]; 16:4[21]; 16:4; Zeph. 1:; Zeph; Zeph. 1:17Zeph. 1:17). Certain). Certainly, to be ly, to be associatedassociated with dung with dung was shame was shameful and inful and insulting (Jsulting (Job 20:7), ob 2ob 20:7), and20:7), and the dead  the dead are disresare disrespected by pected by having thehaving their houses ir houses made into made into dung heapsdung heaps (Ezra 6:1 heapsheaps (Ezrheaps (Ezra 6:11). Ta 6:11). The apostathe apostatizing prieizing priests of Malsts of Malachi are tachi are threatened hreatened with havinwith having dung wipg dug dung wipeddung wiped on their  on their faces (Malfaces (Mal. 2:3).. 2:3).. 2:3).

As a means of verbal abuse, unburied dead are described as being spread 
over fields like manure (2 Kgs. 9:37; Ps. 83:10[MT 11]; Jer. 8:2; 9:22[21]; 16:4; 



Zeph. 1:17). Certainly, to be associated with dung was shameful and insulting (Job 
20:7), and the dead are disrespected by having their houses made into dung 
heaps (Ezra 6:11). The apostatizing priests of Malachi are threatened with having 
dung wiped on their faces (Mal. 2:3).

�Dung was uDung was used as fuesed as fuel for firel for fire, but usin, but using human dug human dung for coong for cooking rendeking rendered food ured fored food unclefood unclean (Ezek. an (Ezek. 4:12, 15).4:12, 15). In ancien In ancient times ast times as now, dung now, dung was also  was also used as feused as fertilizer irtilifefertilizerfertilizer in rural  in rural areas. Disareas. Disposal of hposal of human dung uman dung in urban ain urban areas was areas was a concern f concern for biblicaor bor biblical wbiblical writers. Onriters. One method oe method of disposalf disposal was burni was burning (1 Kgs.ng (1 Kgs. 14:10), b 14:10), but dung waut dung was generalls gs generally generally removed frremoved from areas oom areas of habitatif habitation and conon and concentrated centrated in a dunghin a dunghill (Ezra ill (Ezra 6:11; Luke6:16:11; Luke6:11; Luke 14:35). I 14:35). In Jerusalen Jerusalem, waste wm, waste was removedas removed from the  from the city throucity through the Dungh the Dungh the Dung Gate Dung Gate at the souat the southeastern theastern corner of corner of the city wthe city wall (Neh. all (Neh. 2:13; 3:132:13; 3:13-14; 12:31-14; 12:31). Deut. 2). 12:3112:31). De12:31). Deut. 23:13 ut. 23:13 describes describes proper latproper latrine procerine procedures for dures for a militarya military encampmen encampment. In timetencampmenencampmentencampment. In times. In times of famine of famine and pover and poverty, peoplety, people may have  may have consumed aconsumed animal (posnimal (pnimal (possibly (possibly 2 Kgs. 6:22 Kgs. 6:25) or huma5) or human dung (18n dung (18:27 = Isa.:27 = Isa. 36:12). 36:12). 36:12).

Dung was used as fuel for fire, but using human dung for cooking rendered 
food unclean (Ezek. 4:12, 15). In ancient times as now, dung was also used as 
fertilizer in rural areas. Disposal of human dung in urban areas was a concern for 
biblical writers. One method of disposal was burning (1 Kgs. 14:10), but dung was 
generally removed from areas of habitation and concentrated in a dunghill (Ezra 
6:11; Luke 14:35). In Jerusalem, waste was removed from the city through the 
Dung Gate at the southeastern corner of the city wall (Neh. 2:13; 3:13-14; 
12:31). Deut. 23:13 describes proper latrine procedures for a military 
encampment. In times of famine and poverty, people may have consumed animal 
(possibly 2 Kgs. 6:25) or human dung (18:27 = Isa. 36:12).

Nicole J. Nicole J. RuaneRuane

Nicole J. Ruane

DURADURA (Aram.  (Aram. du®raœ}du®raœ})))

DURA (Aram. du®raœ})

The plain The plain upon whichupon which Nebuchadn Nebuchadnezzar, kinezzar, king of Babylg of Babylon, erecteon, erected a great d a great golden imagolden imgolden image (Danimage (Dan. 3:1). Be. 3:1). Because theycause they refused t refused to bow downo bow down and worsh and worship the imaip the image, Danielge, Daniege, Daniel’s fDaniel’s friends Shariends Shadrach, Mesdrach, Meshach, and hach, and Abednego wAbednego were thrownere thrown into a fi into a fiery furnacery furnacery furnace. Tfurnace. The locatiohe location of the sn of the site is unkite is unknown, but nown, but the name mthe name may be relaay be related to Akkted to Akk. . AkkAkk. Akk. duœru,duœru, “city wal “city wall” or “forl” or “fortificationtification.” Jules O.” Jules Oppert idenppert identified thetified the site as T site as Tell Deär, ell Dell Deär, 27 kDeär, 27 km. (17 mi.m. (17 mi.) SW of Ba) SW of Baghdad, wheghdad, where he founre he found a massivd a massive brick ste brick structure heructure hructure he thoughthe thought to be the to be the platform  platform for Nebuchfor Nebuchadnezzar’sadnezzar’s image. image. image.

The plain upon which Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, erected a great golden 
image (Dan. 3:1). Because they refused to bow down and worship the image, 
Daniel’s friends Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego were thrown into a fiery 
furnace. The location of the site is unknown, but the name may be related to 
Akk. duœru, “city wall” or “fortification.” Jules Oppert identified the site as Tell 
Deär, 27 km. (17 mi.) SW of Baghdad, where he found a massive brick structure 
he thought to be the platform for Nebuchadnezzar’s image.

Stephen J.Stephen J. Andrews Andrews

Stephen J. Andrews

DURA-EUROPDURA-EUROPOSOSOS

DURA-EUROPOS

An ancientAn ancient city loca city located 434 kmted 434 km. (270 mi.. (270 mi.) NW of Ba) NW of Babylon wherbylon where the e the HÓaburHÓabur River ent Rive River enteRiver enters the Euprs the Euphrates, abhrates, about halfwaout halfway between y between modern Alemodern Aleppo and Bappo and Baghdad. Theghdad. Tghdad. The site oThe site of the Romaf the Roman frontiern frontier post Circ post Circesium, locesium, locally knownally known in Greek  in Greek as as EuroposEuropos from its  EuroposEuropos frEuropos from its fouom its founding durinding during the Helng the Hellenistic rlenistic rule of Selule of Seleucus I (3eucus I (311–281 11–281 B.C.E.B.C.E.) until at)b.c.e.b.c.e.) unb.c.e.) until at leatil at least 180 st 180 C.E.C.E., after 20, after 200 0 C.E.C.E. it was us it was usually callually called ed DouraDoura (Gk.), ba (Gk.), based on a Ssed osed on a Semiton a Semitic name meic name meaning “foraning “fortress.” Thtress.” The hyphenate hyphenated name ised name is a modern  a modern construct.construcconstruct.construct. The city  The city was destrowas destroyed in 256yed in 256 under the under the rule of t rule of the Sassanihe Sassanid Shapur Id Shapur I and never an and never and never rebuilt.rebuilt.rebuilt.

An ancient city located 434 km. (270 mi.) NW of Babylon where the HÓabur 
River enters the Euphrates, about halfway between modern Aleppo and Baghdad. 
The site of the Roman frontier post Circesium, locally known in Greek as 
Europos from its founding during the Hellenistic rule of Seleucus I (311–281 
B.C.E.) until at least 180 C.E., after 200 C.E. it was usually called Doura (Gk.), based 
on a Semitic name meaning “fortress.” The hyphenated name is a modern 
construct. The city was destroyed in 256 under the rule of the Sassanid Shapur I 
and never rebuilt.

�Following Following the chancethe chance discovery discovery by Britis by British troops ih troops in 1920 of n 1920 of mural painmural paintings, systings, sytings, systematicsystematic excavatio excavations beginnins beginning in 1922ng in 1922 have conv have converted the erted the desolate tdesolate town into oown into oown into one of theone of the famous ar famous archaeologicchaeological retrieval retrievals of theals of the 20th cent 20th century. Dura-ury. Dura-europos iseuropos is probably  p probably bprobably best known est known for the arfor the artwork withtwork with religious religious themes. T themes. This includhis includes a standes a standing Jewishinstandstanding Jstanding Jewish synaewish synagogue, origogue, originally a ginally a private hoprivate house, whoseuse, whose four wall four walls are coves are covered with aredcovecovered wicovered with a fascith a fascinating pannating panorama of porama of paintings faintings from the OTrom the OT; a Christ; a Christian churchian church, also cre, churchchurch, alchurch, also createdso created from a re from a remodeled prmodeled private homeivate home, containi, containing a vaultng a vaulted baptismed baptismed baptismal baptismal font; and font; and a temple oa temple of Mithra, f Mithra, atypical fatypical for such teor such temples sincmples since it was be it was built aboveuilt auilt above rathabove rather than beer than below groundlow ground...

Following the chance discovery by British troops in 1920 of mural paintings, 
systematic excavations beginning in 1922 have converted the desolate town into 
one of the famous archaeological retrievals of the 20th century. Dura-europos is 
probably best known for the artwork with religious themes. This includes a 
standing Jewish synagogue, originally a private house, whose four walls are 



covered with a fascinating panorama of paintings from the OT; a Christian 
church, also created from a remodeled private home, containing a vaulted 
baptismal font; and a temple of Mithra, atypical for such temples since it was built 
above rather than below ground.

Florence MFlorence M. Gillman. Gillman

Florence M. Gillman

DYE, DYEINDYE, DYEINGGG

DYE, DYEING

Linen in iLinen in its naturalts natural state is  state is white or bwhite or beige, whileige, while wool is e wool is either whieither white, brown,te, brown, or black. or bl or black. In black. In order to porder to produce fabroduce fabrics in corics in colors otherlors other than thes than these, the fibe, the fibers must bers must be dyed. The dye dyed. Therdyed. There is an abe is an abundance ofundance of evidence  evidence that dyed that dyed fabrics wefabrics were in use re in use during theduring the biblical  b biblical pbiblical period. A seriod. A scrap of recrap of red woolen fd woolen fabric, fouabric, found at nd at Nah�alNah�al Mishmar i Mishmar in the clifn the cliffs E of thfclifcliffs E ocliffs E of the Deadf the Dead Sea, date Sea, dates to the Cs to the Chalcolithihalcolithic period (c period (4th millen4th millennium nium B.C.E.B.C.E.). Canaan ). Ca). Canaan wasCanaan was known for known for dyed fabr dyed fabrics. In thics. In the Song of e Song of Deborah, SDeborah, Sisera’s moisera’s mother awaitther awaither awaits herawaits her son’s tri son’s triumphant reumphant return with turn with spoils of spoils of war includwar including “dyed ing “dyed stuffs embstuffs embroidered” roembembroidereembroidered” (Judg. d” (Judg. 5:30b). Th5:30b). The nature oe nature of textilesf textiles means tha means that most dist most disintegrate,integrate, so few ex so so few exaso few examples frommples from the perio the period exist. Hd exist. However, deowever, depictions opictions of Canaanitf Canaanites found ies found ies found in Egyptiain Egyptian art shown art shows that rics that richly embroihly embroidered and dered and colored bacolored bands decorands decorated the gated the gated the garments.garments.garments.

Linen in its natural state is white or beige, while wool is either white, brown, or 
black. In order to produce fabrics in colors other than these, the fibers must be 
dyed. There is an abundance of evidence that dyed fabrics were in use during the 
biblical period. A scrap of red woolen fabric, found at Nah�al  Mishmar in the 
cliffs E of the Dead Sea, dates to the Chalcolithic period (4th millennium B.C.E.). 
Canaan was known for dyed fabrics. In the Song of Deborah, Sisera’s mother 
awaits her son’s triumphant return with spoils of war including “dyed stuffs 
embroidered” (Judg. 5:30b). The nature of textiles means that most disintegrate, 
so few examples from the period exist. However, depictions of Canaanites found 
in Egyptian art shows that richly embroidered and colored bands decorated the 
garments.

�Dyed textiDyed textiles are reles are required in quired in the makingthe making of the ta of the tabernacle abernacle and priestlnd priestly vestmenty vestmey vestments vestments described described in Exod. 2in Exod. 25-28, 35—35-28, 35—38. Three c8. Three colors predolors predominate: bominate: blue, purpllue, purplue, purple, anpurple, and crimson.d crimson. The purpl The purple was prode was produced from uced from sea snailssea snails of the Me of the MediterraneaditerraneaMeMediterranMediterranean Sea, aean Sea, and crimsonnd crimson came from came from the scale the scale insect kn insect known as Kerown as Kermes, but tmes, butmes, but the orbut the origin of bligin of blue is not ue is not clearly knclearly known. Blue,own. Blue, purple, a purple, and crimsonnd crimson were colo were colors of luxurs ors of luxury of luxury textiles atextiles and marked nd marked the owner the owner as a persoas a person of powern of power or wealth or wealth. Their us. Their use in the teususe in theuse in the tabernacl tabernacle indicatee indicates the holis the holiness of thness of the place. Oe place. Other colorther colors, both nas, both natural and turananatural annatural and dyed, wed dyed, were likely re likely used in otused in other garmenher garments or hangts or hangings.ings.ings.

Dyed textiles are required in the making of the tabernacle and priestly 
vestments described in Exod. 25-28, 35—38. Three colors predominate: blue, 
purple, and crimson. The purple was produced from sea snails of the 
Mediterranean Sea, and crimson came from the scale insect known as Kermes, 
but the origin of blue is not clearly known. Blue, purple, and crimson were colors 
of luxury textiles and marked the owner as a person of power or wealth. Their 
use in the tabernacle indicates the holiness of the place. Other colors, both 
natural and dyed, were likely used in other garments or hangings.

�To produceTo produce dyed fabr dyed fabrics it is ics it is necessary necessary to have fito have fiber for dyber for dyeing, in teing, in the form ofhe form ohe form of raw wooof raw wool or flax,l or flax, spun yarn spun yarn or thread or thread, or woven, or woven fabric; d fabric; dyes, from yes, from plant, minplant, mineral, or aeraminmineral, omineral, or animal sr animal sources; toources; tools for grols for grinding andinding and preparing preparing dyes; and dyes; and pots or v pots or vats to preats vvats to prvats to prepare the epare the dye and codye and color the filor the fiber. The pber. The processes arocesses associated ssociated with the pwith the preparationreppreparatiopreparation of dyes n of dyes produced uproduced unpleasant npleasant odors, so odors, so dyeing estdyeing establishmentablishments were ofts were ofts were often locaoften located on winted on windy promontdy promontories at tories at the edge ofhe edge of settlemen settlements. Identits. Identification ofication of installaf if installatiinstallations as dyeons as dyeing faciliing facilities can bties can be difficule difficult. Williamt. William F. Albrig F. Albright identifht identified stone ied stone vats at Tevvats at Tevats at Tell Beit Mill Beit Mirsim as dyrsim as dye vats, bue vats, but further t further research hresearch has shown tas shown them to be hem to be olive oil olivolive oil olive oil presses. Hpresses. However, exowever, excavators fcavators found pilesound piles of crushe of crushed shells od shells of dye-prodf dye-producing snaiucidye-proddye-producdye-producing snailsing snails and potsh and potsherds with erds with a residue a residue of purple of purple dye at Teldye at Tell es-Samaql es-Samaq/Tel Shiqm/Tes-Samaqes-Samaq/Tes-Samaq/Tel Shiqmonel Shiqmona on the na on the northern coorthern coast of Israst of Israel, whichael, which indicates indicates the prese the presence of a dnpresepresence opresence of a dyeingf a dyeing industry. industry. Sarepta,  Sarepta, Tell Tell el-Fukhkhael-Fukhkha®r/Tel®r/Tel Acco, and Acco, and Tell Keis Tell K Tell Keisan/TelKeisan/Tel Kison als Kison also producedo produced sherds wi sherds with traces th traces of purple of purple dye.dye.dye.

To produce dyed fabrics it is necessary to have fiber for dyeing, in the form 
of raw wool or flax, spun yarn or thread, or woven fabric; dyes, from plant, 
mineral, or animal sources; tools for grinding and preparing dyes; and pots or 
vats to prepare the dye and color the fiber. The processes associated with the 
preparation of dyes produced unpleasant odors, so dyeing establishments were 
often located on windy promontories at the edge of settlements. Identification of 
installations as dyeing facilities can be difficult. William F. Albright identified stone 
vats at Tell Beit Mirsim as dye vats, but further research has shown them to be 
olive oil presses. However, excavators found piles of crushed shells of 
dye-producing snails and potsherds with a residue of purple dye at Tell 
es-Samaq/Tel Shiqmona on the northern coast of Israel, which indicates the 
presence of a dyeing industry. Sarepta, Tell el-Fukhkha®r/Tel Acco, and Tell 
Keisan/Tel Kison also produced sherds with traces of purple dye.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. J. W. BE. J. W. Barber, arber, PrehistoriPrehistoric Textilesc Textiles (Princeto (Princeton, 1992), n, 1992), 223–43; S.223–43; 223–43; S.223–43; S. Robinson, Robinson,  A History A History of Dyed Teof Dyed Textilesxtiles (Cambridg (Cambridge, Mass., e, Mass., 1969).1969).1969).
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DYSENTERYDYSENTERYDYSENTERY

DYSENTERY

A disease A disease charactericharacterized by sevzed by severe diarrhere diarrhea with paea with passage of mssage of mucus and bucus and blood (Gk. lood (Gk. dysentérioddysentériodysentérionn). This di). This disease, duesease, due to a para to a parasitic micrsitic microbe (obe (Bacillus dBacillus dysenteriaeysenteriae) and at t) and at times fatalimttimes fatatimes fatal, has beel, has been proved tn proved to be epideo be epidemic. Accormic. According to Acding to Acts 28:8 thts 28:8 the father oe father of Publius f Pf Publius suPublius suffered a fffered a fever and dever and dysentery aysentery at Malta.t Malta.

A disease characterized by severe diarrhea with passage of mucus and blood (Gk. 
dysentérion). This disease, due to a parasitic microbe (Bacillus dysenteriae) and at 
times fatal, has been proved to be epidemic. According to Acts 28:8 the father of 
Publius suffered a fever and dysentery at Malta.

DYSMASDYSMAS (Gk.  (Gk. DysmaésDysmaés)))

DYSMAS (Gk. Dysmaés)

The unnameThe unnamed penitentd penitent thief cru thief crucified witcified with Jesus (Lh Jesus (Luke 23:39-uke 23:39-43), accor43), according to eading to early Christrlyeaearly Chriearly Christian apocstian apocryphal storyphal stories (cf. ries (cf. the Acts othe Acts of Pilate).f Pilate). Legends g Legends grew that Drew that Dysmas (alsysmaDDysmas (alDysmas (also called so called Dismas, DeDismas, Demas, Titusmas, Titus, and Zoat, and Zoathan) had dhan) had defended Maefended Mary, Josephry, Josepry, Joseph, anJoseph, and Jesus ond Jesus on their tri their trip to Egyptp to Egypt, and that, and that he was a  he was a crooked incrooked innkeeper whnkeeper who cheated owhwho cheatewho cheated the richd the rich but helpe but helped the poord the poor. Because . Because of his kinof his kindnesses todnesses to Jesus and Jesus and his repen h his repenthis repentance, he wance, he was eventuaas eventually made ally made a saint in  saint in the Greek the Greek and Latin and Latin churches.churches.churches.

The unnamed penitent thief crucified with Jesus (Luke 23:39-43), according to 
early Christian apocryphal stories (cf. the Acts of Pilate). Legends grew that 
Dysmas (also called Dismas, Demas, Titus, and Zoathan) had defended Mary, 
Joseph, and Jesus on their trip to Egypt, and that he was a crooked innkeeper 
who cheated the rich but helped the poor. Because of his kindnesses to Jesus and 
his repentance, he was eventually made a saint in the Greek and Latin churches.
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DesignatioDesignation of the En of the Elohist soulohist source, regarrce, regarded as oneded as one of the pr of the principal stincipal strata of thrata of the Pentateue Pee PentateuchPentateuch..

Designation of the Elohist source, regarded as one of the principal strata of the 
Pentateuch.

EAGLEEAGLEEAGLE

EAGLE

A large raA large raptor. In tptor. In the OT Heb.he OT Heb.  nesûernesûer designate designates both thes both the vulture a vulture and the eagnd the eagle. The unle. eageagle. Theeagle. The unclean c unclean carrion vularrion vulture or giture or gier eagle (er eagle (Heb. Heb. raœh�aœmraœh�aœm or  or raœh�aœma®raœh�aœraœh�aœma®raœh�aœma®;; Lev. 11:1 Lev. 11:18; Deut. 18; Deut. 14:17), whi4:17), which could nch could not be eateot be eaten, is diffn, is different thanerent diffdifferent different than the than the nesûer.nesûer. Almost al Almost all uses of l uses of nesûernesûer refer to  refer to the eagle,the eagle, and most  and most and most of thmost of the time thee time the reference references are metas are metaphorical.phorical.phorical.

A large raptor. In the OT Heb. nesûer designates both the vulture and the 
eagle. The unclean carrion vulture or gier eagle (Heb. raœh�aœm  or 
raœh�aœma®;  Lev. 11:18; Deut. 14:17), which could not be eaten, is 
different than the nesûer. Almost all uses of nesûer refer to the eagle, and 
most of the time the references are metaphorical.

�For the biFor the biblical wriblical writers, the ters, the eagle was eagle was a symbol oa symbol of speed (Df speed (Deut. 28:49eut. 28:49; 2 Sam. 1; 2 Sam. ; 2 Sam. 1:23;Sam. 1:23; Jer. 4:13 Jer. 4:13; Lam. 4:1; Lam. 4:19), notabl9), notable for buile for building its nding its nest in lofest in lofty places ty places (Jer. 49:1(Jer. 49:1(Jer. 49:16), fo49:16), for soaring r soaring swiftly toswiftly to the heigh the heights (Prov. ts (Prov. 23:5), and23:5), and for attac for attacking its pking its prey ferocirey ferorey ferociouslferociously and swify and swiftly (Job 9tly (Job 9:26; Hab. :26; Hab. 1:8). Othe1:8). Other character characteristics thristics that were prat were prized incluized prprized incprized included its luded its lofty granlofty grandeur (Obaddeur (Obad. 4), its . 4), its gentle andgentle and protectiv protective care fore care for its young its yo its young (Exoyoung (Exod. 19:4-6;d. 19:4-6; cf. Deut. cf. Deut. 32:11), a 32:11), and its yound its youthful vigothful vigor (Ps. 103r (Ps. 103:5; Isa. 4:5; Isa. 40:31, “the0:31, “t0:31, “they shal“they shall mount upl mount up with wing with wings like eags like eagles”). In les”). In Ezekiel’s Ezekiel’s vision of vision of the thronethe throne chariot ( chari chariot (Echariot (Ezek. 1:10)zek. 1:10) the proph the prophet saw fouet saw four cherubimr cherubim, each hav, each having four fing four faces (of aaces (of a man, a li m man, a lioman, a lion, an ox, n, an ox, and an eagand an eagle). The wle). The writer of Rriter of Revelation evelation borrowed fborrowed from this irom this image in himaiimage in himage in his vision is vision of the lamof the lamb on the tb on the throne, cirhrone, circled by focled by four creaturur creatures, which es, which are like aare lare like a liolike a lion, an ox, n, an ox, a human, aa human, and an eaglnd an eagle (Rev. 4:e (Rev. 4:7; Gk. 7; Gk. aetoœsaetoœs). John al). John also employeso employeso employed temployed the greatnehe greatness of the ss of the eagle and eagle and its capaciits capacity for flity for flight (or esght (or escape) in rcape) in reference tefererreference reference to the womto the woman of Rev.an of Rev. 12:14 (cf 12:14 (cf. 8:13). A. 8:13). Apart from part from those refethose references, thrences, the eagle ise ththe eagle the eagle is mentionis mentioned in the ed in the NT only inNT only in Matt. 24: Matt. 24:28 ( = Luk28 ( = Luke 17:37), e 17:37), where the where the reference rereference reference is clearlyis clearly to carrio to carrion-eating bn-eating birds and nirds and not the nobot the noble eagle ole eagle of the OT.f the OT.f the OT.

For the biblical writers, the eagle was a symbol of speed (Deut. 28:49; 2 



Sam. 1:23; Jer. 4:13; Lam. 4:19), notable for building its nest in lofty places (Jer. 
49:16), for soaring swiftly to the heights (Prov. 23:5), and for attacking its prey 
ferociously and swiftly (Job 9:26; Hab. 1:8). Other characteristics that were 
prized included its lofty grandeur (Obad. 4), its gentle and protective care for its 
young (Exod. 19:4-6; cf. Deut. 32:11), and its youthful vigor (Ps. 103:5; Isa. 40:31, 
“they shall mount up with wings like eagles”). In Ezekiel’s vision of the throne 
chariot (Ezek. 1:10) the prophet saw four cherubim, each having four faces (of a 
man, a lion, an ox, and an eagle). The writer of Revelation borrowed from this 
image in his vision of the lamb on the throne, circled by four creatures, which are 
like a lion, an ox, a human, and an eagle (Rev. 4:7; Gk. aetoœs). John also 
employed the greatness of the eagle and its capacity for flight (or escape) in 
reference to the woman of Rev. 12:14 (cf. 8:13). Apart from those references, 
the eagle is mentioned in the NT only in Matt. 24:28 ( = Luke 17:37), where the 
reference is clearly to carrion-eating birds and not the noble eagle of the OT.
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EAR

The oral tThe oral texture of exture of Israelite Israelite religion preligion placed grealaced great value upt value upon the earon the ear. Hearing,. Hearing, listening liste listening,listening, understan understanding, and ding, and obeying weobeying were closelyre closely connected connected (Prov. 18 (Prov. 18:15; Job 1:15; Job 13:1), with3:1113:1), wit13:1), with the ear h the ear being bothbeing both instrumen instrument and symbt and symbol. Ears aol. Ears are the patre the path to wisdoh to wisdom (Prov. 2mwisdowisdom (Prwisdom (Prov. 2:2) aov. 2:2) and knowlednd knowledge (18:15)ge (18:15). The ears. The ears test word test words and may s and may form a defform a deform a defense agdefense against evilainst evil thoughts  thoughts (Job 12:11(Job 12:11). Also, t). Also, the ears ofhe ears of the peopl the people may be be may be blocked frolockbblocked frblocked from heedingom heeding God’s ins God’s instruction, truction, through stthrough stubbornnessubbornness (Isa. 48: (Isa. 48:8) or rebe8) or rebellion (Ezellreberebellion rebellion (Ezek. 12:(Ezek. 12:2).2).2).

The oral texture of Israelite religion placed great value upon the ear. Hearing, 
listening, understanding, and obeying were closely connected (Prov. 18:15; Job 
13:1), with the ear being both instrument and symbol. Ears are the path to 
wisdom (Prov. 2:2) and knowledge (18:15). The ears test words and may form a 
defense against evil thoughts (Job 12:11). Also, the ears of the people may be 
blocked from heeding God’s instruction, through stubbornness (Isa. 48:8) or 
rebellion (Ezek. 12:2).

�As God’s vAs God’s voice becamoice became the cente the central mediumral medium for revel for revelation, so ation, so the ear ofthe ear of the peopl the p the people of people of Israel becIsrael became the ceame the central medintral medium for theum for the reception reception of that r of that revelation.evelation. “Hear, O  “H “Hear, O I“Hear, O Israel” (Desrael” (Deut. 6:3-5)ut. 6:3-5) summoned  summoned them to a them to a unique calunique calling of obling of obedience. Jedience. Just as theuJJust as thJust as the servant e servant is dedicatis dedicated for lifed for life to one me to one master (Exoaster (Exod. 21:6) ad. 21:6) and the sonnd the sons of Aarons of As of Aaron are Aaron are consecrateconsecrated with blod with blood, on theod, on the right ear right ear (Lev. 8:2 (Lev. 8:23-24), so 3-24), so the rightethe righteous have rourighterighteous righteous have recephave receptive ears tive ears (Ps. 40:6[(Ps. 40:6[MT 7]; cf.MT 7]; cf. Jer. 6:10 Jer. 6:10).).).

As God’s voice became the central medium for revelation, so the ear of the 
people of Israel became the central medium for the reception of that revelation. 
“Hear, O Israel” (Deut. 6:3-5) summoned them to a unique calling of obedience. 
Just as the servant is dedicated for life to one master (Exod. 21:6) and the sons of 
Aaron are consecrated with blood, on the right ear (Lev. 8:23-24), so the 
righteous have receptive ears (Ps. 40:6[MT 7]; cf. Jer. 6:10).

�God too haGod too has ears (Iss ears (Isa. 59:1) aa. 59:1) and is bothnd is both able and  able and willing towilling to save thos save those who calle who cae who call on hicall on him. By contm. By contrast, Baalrast, Baal remained  remained silent, insilent, in spite of  spite of Elijah’s eElijah’s encouragemencouragement to the nt tont to the proto the prophets to sphets to shout loudehout louder (1 Kgs. r (1 Kgs. 18:27). De18:27). Deutero-Isaiutero-Isaiah mocks tah mocks the idol whhe idol who does notowhwho does nwho does not answer ot answer and cannotand cannot save (Isa save (Isa. 46:7), w. 46:7), while the Phile the Psalmist wrsalmist writes of thites of the gold ande ge gold and sgold and silver deitilver deities of theies of the nations w nations who have eaho have ears but canrs but cannot hear (not hear (Ps. 115:6;Ps. 115:6; 135:17). 135 135:17).135:17).135:17).

God too has ears (Isa. 59:1) and is both able and willing to save those who 
call on him. By contrast, Baal remained silent, in spite of Elijah’s encouragement 
to the prophets to shout louder (1 Kgs. 18:27). Deutero-Isaiah mocks the idol 
who does not answer and cannot save (Isa. 46:7), while the Psalmist writes of the 
gold and silver deities of the nations who have ears but cannot hear (Ps. 115:6; 
135:17).

�Some peoplSome people may close may close their eae their ears, findinrs, finding God’s wog God’s word to be ord to be offensive (ffensive (Jer. 6:10)Jer. 6:1Jer. 6:10), as 6:10), as in responsin response to the te to the teaching ofeaching of Jesus (Ma Jesus (Matt. 13:14-tt. 13:14-15, citing15, citing Isa. 6:9- Isa. 6:9-10). In a 10). In 10). In a call In a call for true hfor true hearing, whearing, which issuesich issues in obedie in obedience, Jesusnce, Jesus commands, commands, “Those wh “Those who have earo whwho have ewho have ears to heaars to hear, let ther, let them hear” (Mm hear” (Matt. 11:15att. 11:15 par.; cf. par.; cf. Rev. 2:7) Rev. 2:7)...

Some people may close their ears, finding God’s word to be offensive (Jer. 
6:10), as in response to the teaching of Jesus (Matt. 13:14-15, citing Isa. 6:9-10). 
In a call for true hearing, which issues in obedience, Jesus commands, “Those 
who have ears to hear, let them hear” (Matt. 11:15 par.; cf. Rev. 2:7).
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EARRINGEARRINGEARRING

EARRING

Men, womenMen, women, and chil, and children of thdren of the ancient e ancient Near East Near East adorned thadorned their ears aeir ears and noses wnd noses wnd noses with jewelwith jewelry. Ezek. ry. Ezek. 16:12 dist16:12 distinguishes inguishes Heb. Heb. {aœg�iîliî{aœg�iîliîm,m, ear ornam ear ornaments, froments, from  nezem,nenezem,nezem, a nose ri a nose ring (Gen. 2ng (Gen. 24:22, 30, 4:22, 30, 47; Isa. 347; Isa. 3:21; Prov.:21; Prov. 11:22), b 11:22), but ut nezemnezem can also  can also refer to errefer to erefer to earrings (Garrings (Gen. 35:4; en. 35:4; Exod. 32:2Exod. 32:2-3; Prov. -3; Prov. 25:12). In25:12). In other pas other passages the sages the distinctiodistindistinctiodistinction is not cn is not clear, and lear, and nezemnezem may have  may have simply refsimply referred to aerred to any small rny small ring-shapeding-shaperring-shapering-shaped item of d item of jewelry.jewelry.jewelry.

Men, women, and children of the ancient Near East adorned their ears and noses 
with jewelry. Ezek. 16:12 distinguishes Heb. {aœg�iîliîm,  ear ornaments, from 
nezem, a nose ring (Gen. 24:22, 30, 47; Isa. 3:21; Prov. 11:22), but nezem can also 
refer to earrings (Gen. 35:4; Exod. 32:2-3; Prov. 25:12). In other passages the 
distinction is not clear, and nezem may have simply referred to any small 
ring-shaped item of jewelry.

�Rings are Rings are associatedassociated with the  with the manufacturmanufacture of an ide of an idol or cultol or cult object (E object (Exod. 32:2-xod. 32:xod. 32:2-3; Ju32:2-3; Judg. 8:27; dg. 8:27; Gen. 35:4)Gen. 35:4), and they, and they are among are among the piece the pieces of jewels of jewelry offeredry offered for use i for for use infor use in God’s ten God’s tent of meetit of meeting (Exod. ng (Exod. 35:22). A 35:22). A ring’s matring’s material, wheerial, when mentionen mentioned, is alwad,mentionementioned,mentioned, is always is always gold (Gen gold (Gen. 24:22, 3. 24:22, 30, 47; Exo0, 47; Exod. 32:2-3;d. 32:2-3; 35:22; Ju 35:22; Judg. 8:24; dg. 8:24; Job 42:11)Job 4Job 42:11). Go42:11). Gold or silvld or silver rings aer rings are infrequre infrequent among ent among PalestiniaPalestinian archaeoln archaeological finogical finds, but irds, bds, but iron, but iron, copper, ancopper, and brass rid brass rings are congs are common. Goldmmon. Gold rings are rings are often lun often lunate (crescate (crescent shapeden(cresc(crescent (crescent shaped) wishaped) with a pointth a point at one en at one end for insed for insertion intortion into the earlo the earlobe or nosebe or nose. Other ri. O. Other ringOther rings are penas are penannular, i.nnular, i.e., circule., circular with a ar with a break and break and two overlatwo overlapping poinpping points. Some ets. Sts. Some earriSome earrings were qngs were quite heavyuite heavy (Gen. 24: (Gen. 24:22; Judg. 22; Judg. 8:24-26; c8:24-26; cf. f. ANEP,ANEP, 72). Ring 72). Rings sometimes soms sometimes sometimes had additihad additional decoronal decorations, esations, especially cpecially clusters oflusters of balls (“m balls (“mulberry” eulberry” earrings) aarreearrings) earrings) and pendanand pendants shaped ts shaped like pomeglike pomegranate budranate buds. Jewelrys. Jewelry smiths ca smiths cast these rst these rings in eninrrings in erings in engraved stngraved stone molds.one molds. See  See ANEPANEP for pictu for pictures of varres of various ringsious rings...

Rings are associated with the manufacture of an idol or cult object (Exod. 
32:2-3; Judg. 8:27; Gen. 35:4), and they are among the pieces of jewelry offered 
for use in God’s tent of meeting (Exod. 35:22). A ring’s material, when 
mentioned, is always gold (Gen. 24:22, 30, 47; Exod. 32:2-3; 35:22; Judg. 8:24; Job 
42:11). Gold or silver rings are infrequent among Palestinian archaeological finds, 
but iron, copper, and brass rings are common. Gold rings are often lunate 
(crescent shaped) with a point at one end for insertion into the earlobe or nose. 
Other rings are penannular, i.e., circular with a break and two overlapping points. 
Some earrings were quite heavy (Gen. 24:22; Judg. 8:24-26; cf. ANEP, 72). Rings 
sometimes had additional decorations, especially clusters of balls (“mulberry” 
earrings) and pendants shaped like pomegranate buds. Jewelry smiths cast these 
rings in engraved stone molds. See ANEP for pictures of various rings.
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EARTHQUAKEEARTHQUAKE

EARTHQUAKE

An unusualAn unusual shaking o shaking or tremblinr trembling of the eg of the earth or soarth or some part thme part thereof. Botereof. Both Amos (Amh Amos (Amh Amos (Amos 1:1)(Amos 1:1) and Zecha and Zechariah (Zechriah (Zech. 14:5) re. 14:5) refer to a lfer to a literal eariteral earthquake (Hthquake (Heb. eb. ra{asûra{asû) during t)ra{asûra{asû) dura{asû) during the rring the reign of Uzeign of Uzziah, kingziah, king of Judah. of Judah. Since the Since these two prose two prophets refephets refer to it asr tor to it as “to it as “the earthqthe earthquake,” wituake,” without any ohout any other identther identification,ification, it must h it must have been vave been very destruery dery destructivdestructive and famie and familiar to thliar to their readereir readers. Beyond s. Beyond its literaits literal meaning,l meaning, “earthqua “earthquake” becameke” bke” became a sbecame a symbol of dymbol of divine actiivine activity, espevity, especially in cially in judgment (judgment (Isa. 29:6)Isa. 29:6). The eart. The earth, and Mt.h, andh, and Mt. Siand Mt. Sinai in parnai in particular, aticular, are said tore said to have quak have quaked before ed before the awesomthe awesome presencee presence of Yahweh o of Yahweh of Yahweh (Exod. 19:(Exod. 19:18; Ps. 1818; Ps. 18:7[MT 8] =:7[MT 8] = 2 Sam. 22 2 Sam. 22:8; Ps. 68:8; Ps. 68:8). The p:8). The prophet Elirophet Elijah apparejaEliElijah appElijah apparently exarently expected Yahpected Yahweh to be weh to be present inpresent in an earthq an earthquake, thouuake, though insteadgh insteadgh instead Yainstead Yahweh appeahweh appeared in a sred in a still smalltill small voice (1  voice (1 Kgs. 19:11Kgs. 19:11-12).-12).-12).

An unusual shaking or trembling of the earth or some part thereof. Both Amos 
(Amos 1:1) and Zechariah (Zech. 14:5) refer to a literal earthquake (Heb. 
ra{asû) during the reign of Uzziah, king of Judah. Since these two prophets refer 
to it as “the earthquake,” without any other identification, it must have been very 
destructive and familiar to their readers. Beyond its literal meaning, “earthquake” 
became a symbol of divine activity, especially in judgment (Isa. 29:6). The earth, 
and Mt. Sinai in particular, are said to have quaked before the awesome presence 
of Yahweh (Exod. 19:18; Ps. 18:7[MT 8] = 2 Sam. 22:8; Ps. 68:8). The prophet 
Elijah apparently expected Yahweh to be present in an earthquake, though 
instead Yahweh appeared in a still small voice (1 Kgs. 19:11-12).

�In the NT In the NT there is lthere is likewise a ikewise a literal anliteral and a symbold a symbolic use of ic use of the term ethe term earthquake arthquakeeearthquakeearthquake (Gk.  (Gk. seismoœsseismoœs). An eart). An earthquake is hquake is mentioned mentioned at Jesus’ at Jesus’ crucifixiocrucifixion (Matt. 2n (Mn (Matt. 27:(Matt. 27:51, 54) an51, 54) and at his td at his tomb (28:2)omb (28:2). An earth. An earthquake openquake opened the pried the prison doors son doors for Paul affor Paul afor Paul and Silas and Silas after they fter they had been ihad been incarceratencarcerated at Philid at Philippi (Acts ppi (Acts 16:26). Th16:26). The figuratie figue figurativefigurative use of ea use of earthquake arthquake as a symbols a symbol of God’s  of God’s activity iactivity is preserves preserved in the Sd in the Synoptic GoynopSSynoptic GSynoptic Gospels (Maospels (Mark 13:8 park 13:8 par.), amongr.), among several o several other symbother symbols depictils depicting the judng the judgment of Ggjudjudgment ojudgment of God at tf God at the end of he end of the world.the world. The autho The author of the br of the book of Revook of Revelation saelation saw an earthwsasaw an earsaw an earthquake asthquake as one of se one of several symbveral symbols of Godols of God’s judgmen’s judgment followint following the breag the breag the breaking obreaking of the sixtf the sixth seal (Reh seal (Rev. 6:12), v. 6:12), as evidencas evidence of God’se of God’s activity  activity in responsin response to the pe to te to the prayerthe prayers of the ss of the saints (8:5aints (8:5), and as ), and as the resultthe result of God’s  of God’s taking thetaking the “two witn “two witnesses” up esseswitnwitnesses”witnesses” up into h up into heaven (11:eaven (11:13). The s13). The same writerame writer saw an ea saw an earthquake arthquake as followins following the appegfollowinfollowing following the appearthe appearance of thance of the ark of te ark of the covenanhe covenant in the tt in the temple (Revemple (Rev. 11:19) a. 11:19) and, finallnd,aand, finaland, finally, as accly, as accompanying ompanying the judgmethe judgments of thents of the seventh b seventh bowl (16:17owl (16:17–21).–21).–21).

In the NT there is likewise a literal and a symbolic use of the term 
earthquake (Gk. seismoœs). An earthquake is mentioned at Jesus’ crucifixion 
(Matt. 27:51, 54) and at his tomb (28:2). An earthquake opened the prison doors 
for Paul and Silas after they had been incarcerated at Philippi (Acts 16:26). The 
figurative use of earthquake as a symbol of God’s activity is preserved in the 
Synoptic Gospels (Mark 13:8 par.), among several other symbols depicting the 



judgment of God at the end of the world. The author of the book of Revelation 
saw an earthquake as one of several symbols of God’s judgment following the 
breaking of the sixth seal (Rev. 6:12), as evidence of God’s activity in response to 
the prayers of the saints (8:5), and as the result of God’s taking the “two 
witnesses” up into heaven (11:13). The same writer saw an earthquake as 
following the appearance of the ark of the covenant in the temple (Rev. 11:19) 
and, finally, as accompanying the judgments of the seventh bowl (16:17–21).

Joe E. LunJoe E. Luncefordceford

Joe E. Lunceford

EASTEASTEAST

EAST

The directThe direction of priion of primary orienmary orientation fortation for the Hebre the Hebrews (Heb. ws (Heb. qed�emqed�em). South t). South thus was “rhutthus was “thus was “right” or right” or “the right“the right hand”  hand” (teîmaœn)(teîmaœn) and north and north was “left was “left” or “the ” or “the left hand”left hleft hand” hand” (síeïmoœ}l(síeïmoœ}l).). This east This eastward orienward orientation wastation was shared by shared by several o several other Semitther Semitic peoplesiSemitSemitic peSemitic peoples incloples including the uding the Akkadians Akkadians and the Suand the Sumerians; tmerians; the Egyptiahe Egyptians, howevens, however, used sorhowevehowever, uhowever, used south sed south as the prias the primary pointmary point for orien for orientation, prtation, probably dueobably due to the so to the southern souusosouthern ssouthern source of tource of the Nile Rihe Nile River. The Hver. The Hebrew rootebrew root  qdmqdm has sever has several shades al shades of meaningof mof meaning, imeaning, including ancluding antiquity (ntiquity (since Abrasince Abraham came fham came from the earom the east); frontst); front or face ( or face (facing a dfac((facing a (facing a direction direction so as to gso as to gain orientain orientation); anation); and the “easd the “east wind” ort wind” or “wind of  “wind of Yahweh” (HYahwYahweh” (HYahweh” (Hos. 12:1[Mos. 12:1[MT 2]; cf. T 2]; cf. Gen. 41:6;Gen. 41:6; Isa. 27:8 Isa. 27:8). In his ). In his travels, Ytravels, Yahweh was ahweh was viewed as viewviewed as viewed as coming frocoming from the eastm the east (Ezek. 10 (Ezek. 10:19; 11:23:19; 11:23; 43:1-5).; 43:1-5).

The direction of primary orientation for the Hebrews (Heb. qed�em ). South 
thus was “right” or “the right hand” (teîmaœn) and north was “left” or “the left 
hand” (síeïmoœ}l). This eastward orientation was shared by several other 
Semitic peoples including the Akkadians and the Sumerians; the Egyptians, 
however, used south as the primary point for orientation, probably due to the 
southern source of the Nile River. The Hebrew root qdm has several shades of 
meaning, including antiquity (since Abraham came from the east); front or face 
(facing a direction so as to gain orientation); and the “east wind” or “wind of 
Yahweh” (Hos. 12:1[MT 2]; cf. Gen. 41:6; Isa. 27:8). In his travels, Yahweh was 
viewed as coming from the east (Ezek. 10:19; 11:23; 43:1-5).

�ReferencesReferences to the “l to the “land of theand of the east” ( east” (}eres� qed}eres� qed�em;�em; Gen. 25:6 Gen. 25:6; Judg. 6:; Judg. 6:3, 33; 7:13, 6:6:3, 33; 76:3, 33; 7:12; cf. N:12; cf. Num. 23:7) um. 23:7) can be tracan be translated asnslated as a proper  a proper name, “thename, “the land of Q land of Qedem.” ConedeQQedem.” CoQedem.” Conflicting nflicting Egyptian rEgyptian references eferences to Qedem lto Qedem locate the ocate the region eitregion either closerher closerher closer to closer to Byblos on Byblos on the coast the coast of the Medof the Mediterraneaniterranean Sea in Ph Sea in Phoenicia oroenicia or E of Syri E of Syria. Most sca. Ma. Most scholMost scholars take tars take the phrase he phrase descriptivdescriptively as refely as referring to erring to the generathe general region fl region from northeromffrom northfrom northern Mesopoern Mesopotamia to Atamia to Arabia. “Perabia. “People (sonsople (sons, or child, or children) of thren) of the east” (e east” (beïneî qedbe((beïneî qe(beïneî qed�emd�em) probably) probably refers to refers to the peopl the people of this e of this general regeneral region: the gion: the Edomites, EdomEdomites, Edomites, Arabians, Arabians, MidianitesMidianites, and peop, and people of the le of the MesopotamiMesopotamian valley an valley (Gen. 29:1(Gen. 29:1; Isa. 11:; 29:129:1; Isa.29:1; Isa. 11:14; Je 11:14; Jer. 49:28).r. 49:28). Job is de Job is described asscribed as the “grea the “greatest of thtest of the childrene children of the ea of the e of the east” (Jobeast” (Job 1:3) and  1:3) and is said tois said to have resi have resided in theded in the “land of  “land of Uz” in theUz” in the general a general area of Edorea ofrea of Edom.of Edom.of Edom.

References to the “land of the east” (}eres� qed�em;  Gen. 25:6; Judg. 
6:3, 33; 7:12; cf. Num. 23:7) can be translated as a proper name, “the land of 
Qedem.” Conflicting Egyptian references to Qedem locate the region either 
closer to Byblos on the coast of the Mediterranean Sea in Phoenicia or E of Syria. 
Most scholars take the phrase descriptively as referring to the general region 
from northern Mesopotamia to Arabia. “People (sons, or children) of the east” 
(beïneî qed�em ) probably refers to the people of this general region: the 
Edomites, Arabians, Midianites, and people of the Mesopotamian valley (Gen. 
29:1; Isa. 11:14; Jer. 49:28). Job is described as the “greatest of the children of the 
east” (Job 1:3) and is said to have resided in the “land of Uz” in the general area 
of Edom.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Dahood,M. Dahood, “The Four “The Four Cardinal  Cardinal Points in Points in Psalm 75,7Psalm 75,7 and Joel  and Joel and Joel 2,20,Joel 2,20,” ” BiblBibl 52 (1971) 52 (1971): 397; B. : 397; B. L. Gordon,L. Gordon, “Sacred D “Sacred Directions,irections, Orientati Orientation, and thon, and on, and the Toand the Top of the Mp of the Map,” ap,” History ofHistory of Religions Religions 10 (1971) 10 (1971): 211–27.: 211–27.: 211–27.

Bibliography. M. Dahood, “The Four Cardinal Points in Psalm 75,7 and 
Joel 2,20,” Bibl 52 (1971): 397; B. L. Gordon, “Sacred Directions, Orientation, 
and the Top of the Map,” History of Religions 10 (1971): 211–27.
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EAST WINDEAST WINDEAST WIND

EAST WIND

A notable A notable climatic fclimatic feature of eature of Israel in Israel in which powewhich powerful windsrful winds blow from blow from east to w east to west, negateswwest, negawest, negating the nting the normal sea ormal sea breeze frobreeze from the Medim the Mediterranean.terranean. Occurring Occurring within a  within a  within a 50-day pa 50-day period in eeriod in early fall,arly fall, these win these winds (Heb. ds (Heb. qaœd�iîmqaœd�iîm) are know) are known today asn today as  khamsinkhkhamsinkhamsin (from Ara (from Arab. “50”) ob. “50”) or r sirocco.sirocco. They are  They are notable fonotable for their str their strength (ofrength (often 95+ kpten 95+ten 95+ kph[6095+ kph[60+ mph]), e+ mph]), extremely lxtremely low humiditow humidity (under 7y (under 7 percent), percent), and inten and intensely hot wsely hot wsely hot weather (4weather (40° tempera0° temperature increture increases withiases within hours han hours have been reve been recorded). Ccorded). Capable of apable ofapable of reducinof reducing green crg green crops to dryops to dry, brown hu, brown husks in a ssks in a single day,ingle day, they also they also spawn wil spawn wildfires. Thdfirwilwildfires.wildfires. These win These winds were vids were viewed as anewed as an instrumen instrument of God’st of God’s judgment, judgment, being kno being kno being known as “known as “the wind othe wind of the Lordf the Lord” (Isa. 59” (Isa. 59:19; esp. :19; esp. Hos. 13:15Hos. 13:15). This sa). This same weatherme weather pattern i p pattern ispattern is noted in  noted in Gen. 41:6;Gen. 41:6; Isa. 27:8 Isa. 27:8; Jer. 4:1; Jer. 4:11.1.1.

A notable climatic feature of Israel in which powerful winds blow from east to 
west, negating the normal sea breeze from the Mediterranean. Occurring within 
a 50-day period in early fall, these winds (Heb. qaœd�iîm ) are known today as 



khamsin (from Arab. “50”) or sirocco. They are notable for their strength (often 
95+ kph[60+ mph]), extremely low humidity (under 7 percent), and intensely hot 
weather (40° temperature increases within hours have been recorded). Capable 
of reducing green crops to dry, brown husks in a single day, they also spawn 
wildfires. These winds were viewed as an instrument of God’s judgment, being 
known as “the wind of the Lord” (Isa. 59:19; esp. Hos. 13:15). This same weather 
pattern is noted in Gen. 41:6; Isa. 27:8; Jer. 4:11.
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EASTEREASTEREASTER

EASTER

An ancientAn ancient and impor and important Christant Christian festitian festival celebrval celebrating the ating the resurrectiresurrection of Jesuon of Jesus Christ. s Chs Christ. OrChrist. Originally ciginally called alled PaschaPascha due to it due to its associats association with tion with the Jewish he Jewish Passover, Passover, Easter is EastEaster is Easter is preceded bpreceded by the 40-dy the 40-day season ay season of Lent, aof Lent, a time of p time of penitence aenitence and preparand preparation. The tipreparapreparatiopreparation. The earn. The early Church ly Church used the Lused the Lenten seasenten season as a tion as a time of prepme of preparation foaration for baptism,rfofor baptisfor baptism, adminism, administered at stered at sunrise on unrise on Easter SunEaster Sunday. The nday. The name “Easteame “Easter” is derir” is derived from avederiderived frderived from a sprinom a spring festivalg festival honoring  honoring the Anglo-the Anglo-Saxon goddSaxon goddess Eostreess Eostre...

An ancient and important Christian festival celebrating the resurrection of Jesus 
Christ. Originally called Pascha due to its association with the Jewish Passover, 
Easter is preceded by the 40-day season of Lent, a time of penitence and 
preparation. The early Church used the Lenten season as a time of preparation 
for baptism, administered at sunrise on Easter Sunday. The name “Easter” is 
derived from a spring festival honoring the Anglo-Saxon goddess Eostre.

�The QuartoThe Quartodeciman Codeciman Controversy ntroversy emerged inemerged in the late  the late 2nd centur2nd century regardiny regarding the apprg tg the appropthe appropriate day riate day for Easterfor Easter observanc observance. Rome obe. Rome observed theserved the first Sun first Sunday after day after the first ththe first the first full moon full moon following following the springthe spring equinox.  equinox. However, sHowever, some Easterome Eastern communion communion communionscommunions, more kee, more keenly attunenly attuned to the cd to the calendar ofalendar of Judaism,  Judaism, observed tobserved the Resurrehe Resurhe ResurrectiResurrection on the on on the third day third day following following the 14th othe 14th of Nisan, tf Nisan, the Passovehe Passover. Since 1r. Since 14 Nisan, b4 N4 Nisan, basNisan, based on a lued on a lunar calendnar calendar, could ar, could come any dcome any day of the ay of the week, therweek, there was no ge was no guarantee tugguarantee guarantee that Eastethat Easter would alr would always be obways be observed on served on Sunday. ThSunday. The Council e Council of Nicaea of Nicaeaof Nicaea (32Nicaea (325 5 C.E.C.E.) finally ) finally determineddetermined that the  that the Roman pracRoman practice wouldtice would prevail.  prevail. This contrThis coThis controverscontroversy was the y was the first in afirst in a series of series of rifts tha rifts that led to tt led to the eventuahe eventual schism ol schism of the Eastf the Ef the Eastern anEastern and Western d Western churches.churches.churches.

The Quartodeciman Controversy emerged in the late 2nd century regarding 
the appropriate day for Easter observance. Rome observed the first Sunday after 
the first full moon following the spring equinox. However, some Eastern 
communions, more keenly attuned to the calendar of Judaism, observed the 
Resurrection on the third day following the 14th of Nisan, the Passover. Since 14 
Nisan, based on a lunar calendar, could come any day of the week, there was no 
guarantee that Easter would always be observed on Sunday. The Council of 
Nicaea (325 C.E.) finally determined that the Roman practice would prevail. This 
controversy was the first in a series of rifts that led to the eventual schism of the 
Eastern and Western churches.
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EASTERN SEEASTERN SEAAA

EASTERN SEA

Another naAnother name for theme for the Dead Sea  Dead Sea (Ezek. 47:(Ezek. 47:18; Joel 218; Joel 2:20; Zech.:20; Zech. 14:8; Heb 14:8; Heb. . hayyaœm hahayyaœhayyaœm hahayyaœm haqqad�mo®niqqad�mo®niîî).).

Another name for the Dead Sea (Ezek. 47:18; Joel 2:20; Zech. 14:8; Heb. 
hayyaœm haqqad�mo®niî ).

EBALEBAL (Heb.  (Heb. {eîb�aœl{eîb�aœl) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

EBAL (Heb. {eîb�aœl ) (PERSON)

�1.1. The third The third son of Sh son of Shobal and aobal and a descendan descendant of the Ht of the Horite Seirorite Seir; eponymou; eponymous ancestors ans ancestor oancestor of an Edomif an Edomite clan (Gte clan (Gen. 36:23;en. 36:23; 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:40).40).40).

1. The third son of Shobal and a descendant of the Horite Seir; eponymous 
ancestor of an Edomite clan (Gen. 36:23; 1 Chr. 1:40).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Joktan andJoktan and descendan descendant of Shem t of Shem (1 Chr. 1:(1 Chr. 1:22). The p22). The parallel acarallel account in tcounacaccount inaccount in the Table the Table of Nation of Nations gives his gives his name as s name as Obal (Gen.Obal (Gen. 10:28). 10:28).

2. A son of Joktan and descendant of Shem (1 Chr. 1:22). The parallel 
account in the Table of Nations gives his name as Obal (Gen. 10:28).

EBALEBAL (Heb.  (Heb.  {eîb�aœl {eîb�aœl) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

EBAL (Heb.  {eîb�aœl ) (PLACE)

A mountainA mountain just N of just N of Shechem a Shechem across the cross the valley frovalley from Mt. Gerim Mt. Gerizim and rizim and rising 933 msing 933 msing 933 m. (3061 fm. (3061 ft.) above t.) above sea level.sea level. Moses com Moses commanded themanded the Israelite Israelites to builds to build an altar  an altar on Mt. Ebaon on Mt. Ebaon Mt. Ebal (the Saml (the Samaritan Penaritan Pentateuch retateuch reads “Mt. Gads “Mt. Gerizim”) werizim”) when they hhen they had crossedad crossedad crossed thcrossed the Jordan, e Jordan, and to makand to make a sacrife a sacrifice (Deut.ice (Deut. 27:5). Th 27:5). The fulfillme fulfillment of thoent of those commandse cose commands icommands is describes described in Josh.d in Josh. 8. In 198 8. In 1982 an assem2 an assemblage of sblage of stones on Mtones on Mt. Ebal wat. Ebal was excavateswawas excavawas excavated. It hated. It has been vars been variously intiously interpreted aerpreted as Joshua’ss Joshua’s altar, a  altar, a subsequentsubsequent Israelite Isra Israelite Israelite altar, or altar, or a noncultia noncultic structurc structure, possible, possibly a watchty a watchtower.ower.ower.

A mountain just N of Shechem across the valley from Mt. Gerizim and rising 933 



m. (3061 ft.) above sea level. Moses commanded the Israelites to build an altar 
on Mt. Ebal (the Samaritan Pentateuch reads “Mt. Gerizim”) when they had 
crossed the Jordan, and to make a sacrifice (Deut. 27:5). The fulfillment of those 
commands is described in Josh. 8. In 1982 an assemblage of stones on Mt. Ebal 
was excavated. It has been variously interpreted as Joshua’s altar, a subsequent 
Israelite altar, or a noncultic structure, possibly a watchtower.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Zertal A. Zertal et al., et al., ArchaeologArchaeology and the y and the Bible,Bible, 1:  1: Early IsraEarly Israel,el, ed. H. Sh ed. H.  ed. H. Shanks H. Shanks and D. P. and D. P. Cole (WashCole (Washington, 19ington, 1990), 76–1090), 76–107 [four ar7 [four articles].ticles].ticles].

Bibliography. A. Zertal et al., Archaeology and the Bible, 1: Early Israel, ed. 
H. Shanks and D. P. Cole (Washington, 1990), 76–107 [four articles].
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EBEDEBED (Heb.  (Heb. {eb�ed�{eb�ed�)))

EBED (Heb. {eb�ed� )

�1.1. The fathe The father of Gaal r of Gaal the adversthe adversary of Abiary of Abimelech (Jumelech (Judg. 9:26-3dg. 9:26-35).5).5).

1. The father of Gaal the adversary of Abimelech (Judg. 9:26-35).

�2.2. The son o The son of Jonathanf Jonathan and head  and head of the famof the family of Adiily of Adin who, accn who, accompanied bompanied by “50 maley “y “50 males,“50 males,” returned” returned from exil from exile with Ezre with Ezra (Ezra 8:a (Ezra 8:6).6).

2. The son of Jonathan and head of the family of Adin who, accompanied by 
“50 males,” returned from exile with Ezra (Ezra 8:6).

EBED-MELECEBED-MELECHH (Heb.  (Heb. }eb�ed� me}eb�ed� melek�lek�)))

EBED-MELECH (Heb. }eb�ed� melek� )

An EthiopiAn Ethiopian who repan who reproached Kiroached King Zedekiang Zedekiah for the h for the decision tdecision to place Jeo place Jeremiah in remiah in remiah in a cistein a cistern (Jer. 3rn (Jer. 38:7-13; 398:7-13; 39:15-18) du:15-18) during the Bring the Babylonian abylonian siege of Jsiege of Jerusalem. erusalem. Ebed-melecEbed-Ebed-melecEbed-melech then resh then rescued Jeremcued Jeremiah from tiah from the cisternhe cistern at a time at a time when all  when all of Jerusalof Jerusalem appeareeJerusalJerusalem Jerusalem appeared tappeared to have abao have abandoned thendoned the prophet.  prophet. His name iHis name in Hebrew mn Hebrew means “serveans “eans “servant o“servant of a king.”f a king.” Tradition Traditionally, schoally, scholars have lars have assumed thassumed that he was at he was Zedekiah’sZedekiah’s slave, bu sla slave, butslave, but the king’ the king’s acquiescs acquiescence to hience to his request s request would be awould be an unusual n unusual response tresponse to a slave’o ao a slave’s a slave’s criticism.criticism. The phras The phrase “servante “servant of the ki of the king” occursng” occurs on numero on numerous seals fus seals from 7th-ceromffrom 7th-cfrom 7th-century Judentury Judah, where ah, where it refers it refers to high-rato high-ranking offinking officials. Ebecials. Ebed-melech id-melech is called as cals called a called a saœrissaœris, a term w, a term which referhich refers to a euns to a eunuch or an uch or an official (official (so used thso used throughout troughouththroughoutthroughout the book  the book of Jeremiaof Jeremiah, usuallyh, usually in milita in military contextry contexts).s).s).

An Ethiopian who reproached King Zedekiah for the decision to place Jeremiah 
in a cistern (Jer. 38:7-13; 39:15-18) during the Babylonian siege of Jerusalem. 
Ebed-melech then rescued Jeremiah from the cistern at a time when all of 
Jerusalem appeared to have abandoned the prophet. His name in Hebrew means 
“servant of a king.” Traditionally, scholars have assumed that he was Zedekiah’s 
slave, but the king’s acquiescence to his request would be an unusual response to 
a slave’s criticism. The phrase “servant of the king” occurs on numerous seals 
from 7th-century Judah, where it refers to high-ranking officials. Ebed-melech is 
called a saœris, a term which refers to a eunuch or an official (so used 
throughout the book of Jeremiah, usually in military contexts).

�Ebed-melecEbed-melech is calleh is called “the Cusd “the Cushite” (Jerhite” (Jer. 38:7). E. 38:7). Ebed-melechbed-melech was undou was undoubtedly an btedlyundouundoubtedlundoubtedly an Africy an African with blan with black skin (ack skin (cf. Jeremicf. Jeremiah’s referah’s reference to thence to the skin of e skin of the Cushitthe Cthe Cushites, Cushites, Jer. 13:23Jer. 13:23). The Cus). The Cushites werehites were soldiers  soldiers and mercenand mercenaries in taries in the army ofhe army of Egypt, th E Egypt, theEgypt, the primary a primary ally of Judlly of Judah in her ah in her rebellion rebellion against thagainst the Babylonie Babylonians. Ebed-ans. Ebed-melech, thmeleEbed-Ebed-melecEbed-melech, therefoh, therefore, was prre, was probably theobably the commander commander of an Egy of an Egyptian/Cushptian/Cushite militaite militite military umilitary unit, exertnit, exerting considing considerable polerable political preitical pressure on Zssure on Zedekiah.edekiah.edekiah.

Ebed-melech is called “the Cushite” (Jer. 38:7). Ebed-melech was 
undoubtedly an African with black skin (cf. Jeremiah’s reference to the skin of the 
Cushites, Jer. 13:23). The Cushites were soldiers and mercenaries in the army of 
Egypt, the primary ally of Judah in her rebellion against the Babylonians. 
Ebed-melech, therefore, was probably the commander of an Egyptian/Cushite 
military unit, exerting considerable political pressure on Zedekiah.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. DeutschR. Deutsch and M. He and M. Heltzer, ltzer, Forty New Forty New Ancient WeAncient West Semiticst Semitic Inscripti Ins InscriptioInscriptionsns (Tel Aviv (Tel Aviv, 1994); J, 1994); J. D. Hays,. D. Hays, “The Cush “The Cushites: A Blites: A Black Nationack Nation in the Bi in the Bible,” ble,BiBible,” Bible,” BSacBSac 153 (1996 153 (1996): 396–409): 396–409...

Bibliography. R. Deutsch and M. Heltzer, Forty New Ancient West Semitic 
Inscriptions (Tel Aviv, 1994); J. D. Hays, “The Cushites: A Black Nation in the 
Bible,” BSac 153 (1996): 396–409.
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EBENEZEREBENEZER (Heb.  (Heb. }eb�en haœ}eb�en haœ{{{

EBENEZER (Heb. }eb�en haœ{

The place The place of the batof the battle in whitle in which the Phich the Philistines clistines captured thaptured the ark (1 Se ark (1 Sam. 4:1; 5am. 4:1; 5:1). Ebene:1). E:1). Ebenezer iEbenezer is also whes also where the Isrre the Israelites unaelites under Samuelder Samuel defeated  defeated the Philisthe Philistines, afttines, after which her wer which he ewhich he erected a mrected a monument thonument that he nameat he named “Ebenezed “Ebenezer” (lit., r” (lit., “Stone of “Stone of Help”) to Help”) toHelp”) to commemoto commemorate God’srate God’s aid (1 Sa aid (1 Sam. 7:12). m. 7:12). Scholars hScholars have debateave debated whether d whether this reprethis repthis representsrepresents one place one place or two. S or two. Since Samueince Samuel erects al erects and names hnd names his monumenis monument Ebenezert Ebenet Ebenezer aEbenezer after the bfter the battle of 1attle of 1 Sam. 4 ha Sam. 4 has already s already occurred, occurred, two distintwo distinct locatioct locations may be ns mns may be infmay be inferred. Furerred. Furthermore, thermore, the Ebenezthe Ebenezer in 1 Saer in 1 Sam. 4 is nem. 4 is near Aphek oar Aphek on the roadn the roadn the road from road from the Philisthe Philistine coasttine coast to Shiloh to Shiloh, while th, while the Ebenezere Ebenezer in 1 Sam. in 1 Sam. 7 is near 7 is near Mizpah (T Miz Mizpah (TeMizpah (Tell ll en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh) just N o) just N of Jerusalef Jerusalem. Howeverm. However, there is, there is a narrati a narrative symmetrve symve symmetry bsymmetry between theetween the two battl two battles, and thes, and the two accoe two accounts refleunts reflect the impct the importance ofortance oortance of Israel’of Israel’s faithfuls faithfulness to Yaness to Yahweh in dehweh in determining termining its fate, its fate, suggestingsuggesting that the  that the name may sname mname may simplymay simply be a lite be a literary devicrary device.e.e.

The place of the battle in which the Philistines captured the ark (1 Sam. 4:1; 5:1). 
Ebenezer is also where the Israelites under Samuel defeated the Philistines, after 



which he erected a monument that he named “Ebenezer” (lit., “Stone of Help”) 
to commemorate God’s aid (1 Sam. 7:12). Scholars have debated whether this 
represents one place or two. Since Samuel erects and names his monument 
Ebenezer after the battle of 1 Sam. 4 has already occurred, two distinct locations 
may be inferred. Furthermore, the Ebenezer in 1 Sam. 4 is near Aphek on the 
road from the Philistine coast to Shiloh, while the Ebenezer in 1 Sam. 7 is near 
Mizpah (Tell en-Nas�beh ) just N of Jerusalem. However, there is a narrative 
symmetry between the two battles, and the two accounts reflect the importance 
of Israel’s faithfulness to Yahweh in determining its fate, suggesting that the name 
may simply be a literary device.

�ArchaeologArchaeologists have ists have suggested suggested identifyinidentifying Ebenezerg Ebenezer with  with {Izbet S�a{Izbet S�art�ahrt�ah (14675.16 (1 (14675.167(14675.16795), a 4-d95), a 4-dunam Israeunam Israelite site lite site near Apheknear Aphek, if only , if only because itbecause it is the ne is the nearest Israaresnenearest Isnearest Israelite siraelite site facing te facing PhilistinePhilistine Aphek. Ho Aphek. However, thewever, there is nothre is nothing other ing other than its gthan than its gthan its geographic eographic correspondcorrespondence to 1 ence to 1 Sam. 4 whiSam. 4 which can conch can confirm its ifirm its identity asdentity as Ebenezer. E Ebenezer.Ebenezer.Ebenezer.

Archaeologists have suggested identifying Ebenezer with {Izbet S�art�ah  
(14675.16795), a 4-dunam Israelite site near Aphek, if only because it is the 
nearest Israelite site facing Philistine Aphek. However, there is nothing other 
than its geographic correspondence to 1 Sam. 4 which can confirm its identity as 
Ebenezer.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. I. FinkelsI. Finkelstein, tein, Izbet SartIzbet Sartahah (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1986).1986).1986).

Bibliography. I. Finkelstein, Izbet Sartah (Oxford, 1986).
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Robert D. Miller, II

EBEREBER (Heb.  (Heb. {eäb�er{eäb�er)))

EBER (Heb. {eäb�er )

�1.1. The epony The eponymous ancesmous ancestor of thetor of the Hebrews;  Hebrews; descendantdescendant of Shelah of Shelah, Arpachsh, Arpachsh, ArpachshadArpachshad, and Shem, and Shem. Two dist. Two distinct lineainct lineages of Ebeges of Eber are giver are given. In the n. In the Table of NTable of Nations EbeatNNations EbNations Eber’s lineaer’s lineage is tracge is traced throughed through his son J his son Joktan (Genoktan (Gen. 10:21-31. 10:21-31), and Ebe), and Eber probablyr pr probably dprobably designates esignates the “regiothe “region beyond” n beyond” (({eäber{eäber) the Rive) the River (Jordan?r (Jordan?). That is). That is, Eber ref, Ebe, Eber referEber refers to the ts to the territory oerritory of Semitic f Semitic peoples, fpeoples, from Mesha rom Mesha to the hilto the hill country l country in the easin thin the east. the east. Eber is alEber is also listed so listed in the genin the genealogy froealogy from Shem to m Shem to Terah, butTerah, but his linea his lineage is tracge is ge is traced is traced through hithrough his first sos first son Peleg (Gn Peleg (Gen. 11:14-en. 11:14-17). These17). These two linea two lineages are coges are combined by mbicocombined bcombined by the Chroy the Chronicler (1 nicler (1 Chr. 1:17-Chr. 1:17-27).27).27).

1. The eponymous ancestor of the Hebrews; descendant of Shelah, 
Arpachshad, and Shem. Two distinct lineages of Eber are given. In the Table of 
Nations Eber’s lineage is traced through his son Joktan (Gen. 10:21-31), and Eber 
probably designates the “region beyond” ({eäber) the River (Jordan?). That is, 
Eber refers to the territory of Semitic peoples, from Mesha to the hill country in 
the east. Eber is also listed in the genealogy from Shem to Terah, but his lineage 
is traced through his first son Peleg (Gen. 11:14-17). These two lineages are 
combined by the Chronicler (1 Chr. 1:17-27).

�In the finIn the final oracle al oracle of Balaam of Balaam Eber is meEber is mentioned alntioned along with Aong with Asshur (Asssshur (Assyria) as tyria) asyria) as the plaas the place afflictce afflicted by the ed by the ships of Kships of Kittim, proittim, probably the bably the Greeks froGreeks from eastern m eastern Anatolia oAnatAnatolia oAnatolia or Cyprus (r Cyprus (Num. 24:24Num. 24:24). This re). This reference, aference, as in the Ts in the Table of Naable of Nations, protions, probably refebaproprobably rprobably refers to tefers to the territohe territory beyond ry beyond the river.the river.

In the final oracle of Balaam Eber is mentioned along with Asshur (Assyria) 
as the place afflicted by the ships of Kittim, probably the Greeks from eastern 
Anatolia or Cyprus (Num. 24:24). This reference, as in the Table of Nations, 
probably refers to the territory beyond the river.

�2.2. One of se One of seven clans ven clans of the triof the tribe of Gad,be of Gad, living in living in the land  the land of Bashan of Bashan (1 Chr. 5:(1 Chr. (1 Chr. 5:13)Chr. 5:13)...

2. One of seven clans of the tribe of Gad, living in the land of Bashan (1 
Chr. 5:13).

�3.3. The first The first son of El son of Elpaal, of tpaal, of the tribe ohe tribe of Benjaminf Benjamin (1 Chr. 8 (1 Chr. 8:12).:12).:12).

3. The first son of Elpaal, of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:12).

�4.4. The son o The son of Shashak,f Shashak, of the tr of the tribe of Benibe of Benjamin (1 Cjamin (1 Chr. 8:22).hr. 8:22).

4. The son of Shashak, of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:22).

�5.5. A postexi A postexilic priestlic priest, head of , head of the house the house of Amok, dof Amok, during the uring the days of Jodays of Joiakim (Nehiakim JoJoiakim (NJoiakim (Neh. 12:20)eh. 12:20)...

5. A postexilic priest, head of the house of Amok, during the days of 
Joiakim (Neh. 12:20).

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

EBEZEBEZ (Heb.  (Heb. }eb�es�}eb�es�)))

EBEZ (Heb. }eb�es� )



A city witA city within the trhin the tribal terriibal territory of Istory of Issachar (Josachar (Josh. 19:20)sh. 19:20). Its loca. Its location is untion is unknown.known.

A city within the tribal territory of Issachar (Josh. 19:20). Its location is unknown.

EBIASAPHEBIASAPH (Heb.  (Heb. }eb�yaœsaœ}eb�yaœsaœp�p�) (also AB) (also ABIASAPH)IASAPH)IASAPH)

EBIASAPH (Heb. }eb�yaœsaœp� ) (also ABIASAPH)

A Levite oA Levite of the linef the lineage of Kohage of Kohath, said ath, said to have beto have been the faten the father of Assher of Assir (1 Chr.ir (1 Chr. 6:23, 37) 6:23 6:23, 37) 6:23, 37) or Kore (9or Kore (9:19). At E:19). At Exod. 6:24 xod. 6:24 he is callhe is called Abiasaped Abiasaph.h.

A Levite of the lineage of Kohath, said to have been the father of Assir (1 Chr. 
6:23, 37) or Kore (9:19). At Exod. 6:24 he is called Abiasaph.

EBIONITESEBIONITESEBIONITES

EBIONITES

Name for JName for Jewish Chriewish Christians firstians first witnessst witnessed in Irened in Irenaeus (aeus (Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 1.26.2; G 1.26.2; Gk. k. ebionaioi)ebionaebionaioi)ebionaioi) ca. 180  ca. 180 C.E.C.E. The word  The word derives frderives from Heb. om Heb. }eb�yo®niî}eb�yo®niîmm and means and means “the poor “the “the poor.“the poor.”””

Name for Jewish Christians first witnessed in Irenaeus (Adv. haer. 1.26.2; Gk. 
ebionaioi) ca. 180 C.E. The word derives from Heb. }eb�yo®niîm  and means 
“the poor.”

�The precisThe precise origin ae origin and referennd referent of the nt of the name are uname are uncertain. Pcertain. Parallel usarallel usage of theage of thage of the Hebrewthe Hebrew in the Qu in the Qumran writimran writings renderngs renders it virtus it virtually certaally certain that thin that the name wase name was originall waswas originwas originally an hoally an honorific senorific self-designalf-designation: the tion: the “poor” are“poor” are God’s fav God’s favored peoplored people (e.g., 4e (ee (e.g., 4Qp(e.g., 4QpPs37 2:9; Ps37 2:9; 1QpHab 12:1QpHab 12:3; 1QM 11:3; 1QM 11:9). The ba9). The background ockground of this usaf this usage is appage is appge is apparent iapparent in the OT (n the OT (e.g., Amose.g., Amos 2:6-7; th 2:6-7; the synonym e synonym {aœniî{aœniî is also c is also common; cf.ommon; cf. esp. the  esp esp. the Pesp. the Psalms, e.gsalms, e.g., Ps. 35:., Ps. 35:10) and in10) and in the broad the broader ancienter ancient Orient. Orient. Orient.

The precise origin and referent of the name are uncertain. Parallel usage of 
the Hebrew in the Qumran writings renders it virtually certain that the name 
was originally an honorific self-designation: the “poor” are God’s favored people 
(e.g., 4QpPs37 2:9; 1QpHab 12:3; 1QM 11:9). The background of this usage is 
apparent in the OT (e.g., Amos 2:6-7; the synonym {aœniî is also common; cf. 
esp. the Psalms, e.g., Ps. 35:10) and in the broader ancient Orient.

�How far baHow far back the desck the designation gignation goes among oes among the followthe followers of Jesers of Jesus is dispus is disputed. Someuted. Suted. Some scholSome scholars see thars see the title pre title present alreesent already in Pauady in Paul’s referel’s references to a nces to a collectioncollection for the “ for  for the “pfor the “poor” in Jeoor” in Jerusalem (Grusalem (Gal. 2:10).al. 2:10). But in Ro But in Rom. 15:26 Pm. 15:26 Paul distinaul distinguishes thguishes this group fis gris group fromgroup from the other the other Jerusalem Jerusalem believers believers by speaki by speaking of “theng of “the poor amon poor among the saing the saing the saints.” Isaints.” In 2 Cor. 9n 2 Cor. 9:12 Paul f:12 Paul further conurther confirms the firms the economic, economic, or literalor literal, aspect b, aspect by speakingy spey speaking ospeaking of the collf the collection as ection as making up making up for “the dfor “the deficiencieeficiencies of the ss of the saints.” Neaints.” NeverthelessverthNeNevertheleNevertheless, Paul’sss, Paul’s collectio collection for the n for the poor doubtpoor doubtless had aless had a church-po church-political aslitical aspect that pectasaspect thaaspect that involvedt involved recogniti recognition of Jeruon of Jerusalem as tsalem as the center he center of the belof the believers. Itievers. It is hard t is ha is hard to imhard to imagine any agine any use of theuse of the word “poo word “poor” among tr” among the early bhe early believers welievers without somithout somithout some religsome religious overtious overtones (cf. ones (cf. Matt. 5:3)Matt. 5:3)...

How far back the designation goes among the followers of Jesus is disputed. 
Some scholars see the title present already in Paul’s references to a collection 
for the “poor” in Jerusalem (Gal. 2:10). But in Rom. 15:26 Paul distinguishes this 
group from the other Jerusalem believers by speaking of “the poor among the 
saints.” In 2 Cor. 9:12 Paul further confirms the economic, or literal, aspect by 
speaking of the collection as making up for “the deficiencies of the saints.” 
Nevertheless, Paul’s collection for the poor doubtless had a church-political 
aspect that involved recognition of Jerusalem as the center of the believers. It is 
hard to imagine any use of the word “poor” among the early believers without 
some religious overtones (cf. Matt. 5:3).

�Other schoOther scholars thinklars think the term  the term was only lwas only later adoptater adopted by one ed by one group of Jgroup of Jewish Chriewish JJewish ChrJewish Christians, pistians, picking up icking up in part onin part on the sayin the saying of Jesusg of Jesus in Matt.  in Matt. 5:3. In th5:3. In the 19th cene 19th e 19th centu19th century Adolf Hry Adolf Hilgenfeld ilgenfeld accepted taccepted the historihe historicity of a city of a founder nafounder named Ebion,med Ebion, first wit fi first witnfirst witnessed in Tessed in Tertullian ertullian ((De praescrDe praescr. haer.. haer. 33.5) and 33.5) and Hippolytu Hippolytus (s (Ref.Ref. 7.35.1).  7.35.1). Yet most lYeYet most lYet most likely the ikely the suppositiosupposition of the en of the existence oxistence of an Ebionf an Ebion derives f derives from the herom the heresiologicresheheresiologheresiological urge ical urge to attributo attribute the “hete the “heresies” toresies” to one parti one particular herecular heretical figutical figure (here pre (here (here perh(here perhaps originaps originally in Hially in Hippolytus’ ppolytus’ lost lost SyntagmaSyntagma). No doub). No doubt the heret the heresiologistssiologistshereheresiologheresiologists are iists are in part resn part responsible fponsible for the appor the application olication of the namef the name Ebionites Ebionites more broa mor more broadmore broadly to all ly to all Jewish ChrJewish Christians. Tistians. Thus Irenaehus Irenaeus, followus, following his soing his source, lumpurce, lumps all Jewis als all Jewishall Jewish Christian Christians under ths under the title Ebe title Ebionites anionites and ascribesd ascribes to them b to them belief in telief in the naturalhe nathe natural genatural generation oneration of Jesus byf Jesus by Joseph an Joseph and Mary, usd Mary, use of only e of only the Gospelthe Gospel of Matthe of Matthew, rejectiwMattheMatthew, rMatthew, rejection oejection of Paul as f Paul as an apostatan apostate from thee from the law, and  law, and venerationveneration of Jerusa of Jerusalem.lemJerusaJerusalem.Jerusalem.

Other scholars think the term was only later adopted by one group of 
Jewish Christians, picking up in part on the saying of Jesus in Matt. 5:3. In the 
19th century Adolf Hilgenfeld accepted the historicity of a founder named Ebion, 
first witnessed in Tertullian (De praescr. haer. 33.5) and Hippolytus (Ref. 7.35.1). 
Yet most likely the supposition of the existence of an Ebion derives from the 
heresiological urge to attribute the “heresies” to one particular heretical figure 
(here perhaps originally in Hippolytus’ lost Syntagma). No doubt the 
heresiologists are in part responsible for the application of the name Ebionites 
more broadly to all Jewish Christians. Thus Irenaeus, following his source, lumps 
all Jewish Christians under the title Ebionites and ascribes to them belief in the 
natural generation of Jesus by Joseph and Mary, use of only the Gospel of 
Matthew, rejection of Paul as an apostate from the law, and veneration of 
Jerusalem.

�Stretches Stretches of modern of modern scholarshischolarship have folp have followed Epiplowed Epiphanius in hanius in distinguisdistinguishing Ebionhing Ebhing Ebionites Ebionites from anothfrom another branch er branch of Jewish of Jewish ChristiansChristians, the Nazo, the Nazoreans. By reans. By linking Irlinking Irenaeus’ deenIrIrenaeus’ Irenaeus’ descriptiodescription of the En of the Ebionites wbionites with the stith the stricter groricter group of Jewiup of Jewish Christish Christians mentioans mans mentioned mentioned without spwithout specific namecific name in Justie in Justin Martyr n Martyr Dial.Dial. 47–48, th 47–48, these scholaese scholars apply trs apply rs apply the apply the name Ebionname Ebionites to thites to the strictere stricter Jewish Ch Jewish Christians aristians and leave Nnd leave Nazoreans fazoreans for the modorffor the mofor the moderate onederate ones. This iss. This is to be dis to be discouraged bcouraged because it ecause it lacks histlacks historical jusorical justificationtificajusjustificatjustification. It fuion. It furthermore rthermore neglects Eneglects Epiphanius’piphanius’ actual de actual description scription of the Ebiof the Ebionite grouonite gonite group or mgroup or must postulust postulate an addate an additional “gitional “gnostic” vanostic” variety of Eriety of Ebionism. Ebionism. Epiphanius piphanius connects hconconnects hconnects his Ebionitis Ebionites with thes with the Pseudo-Ce Pseudo-Clementineslementines, with the, with the anti-Paul anti-Pauline Ascentine Ascents of JamessAscentAscents ofAscents of James, an James, and with a gd with a gospel convospel conveniently ceniently called the alled the Gospel of Gospel of the Ebionithe Ebionites by modtesEbioniEbionites Ebionites by modern by modern scholars. scholars. While it iWhile it is possibles possible that Epip that Epiphanius rechanius received theseived these writingse we writings fwritings from a 4th-rom a 4th-century grcentury group who caoup who called themslled themselves Ebioelves Ebionites, Epinites, Epiphanius’ dphanius’ division ofivddivision odivision of the Jewif the Jewish Christish Christians into Eans into Ebionites abionites and Nazoreand Nazoreans may parns may partially be tially be due to theduedue to thedue to the pressure  pressure to come upto come up with his  with his announced announced “80 heresi“80 heresies”; he ines”; he invented andvented andvented and divideand divided when posd when possible, hersible, here broadly e broadly picking uppicking up on the ea on the earlier hererlier heresiologicalsiological view that vie view that view that there werethere were two types two types of Jewish of Jewish Christian Christians.s.s.

Stretches of modern scholarship have followed Epiphanius in distinguishing 



Ebionites from another branch of Jewish Christians, the Nazoreans. By linking 
Irenaeus’ description of the Ebionites with the stricter group of Jewish Christians 
mentioned without specific name in Justin Martyr Dial. 47–48, these scholars 
apply the name Ebionites to the stricter Jewish Christians and leave Nazoreans 
for the moderate ones. This is to be discouraged because it lacks historical 
justification. It furthermore neglects Epiphanius’ actual description of the Ebionite 
group or must postulate an additional “gnostic” variety of Ebionism. Epiphanius 
connects his Ebionites with the Pseudo-Clementines, with the anti-Pauline 
Ascents of James, and with a gospel conveniently called the Gospel of the 
Ebionites by modern scholars. While it is possible that Epiphanius received these 
writings from a 4th-century group who called themselves Ebionites, Epiphanius’ 
division of the Jewish Christians into Ebionites and Nazoreans may partially be 
due to the pressure to come up with his announced “80 heresies”; he invented 
and divided when possible, here broadly picking up on the earlier heresiological 
view that there were two types of Jewish Christians.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. Bammel,E. Bammel,  “ptoœchoœs“ptoœchoœs,”,”  TDNTTDNT 6:888–915 6:888–915; A. F. J.; A. F. J. Klijn and Klijn an Klijn and G. J. and G. J. Reinink, Reinink, Patristic Patristic Evidence fEvidence for Jewish-or Jewish-Christian Christian Sects.Sects. NovTSup 3 NovTSup 36 (Leiden,6 (Leiden, 1973); G. 19 1973); G. 1973); G. A. Koch, A. Koch, A CriticalA Critical Investiga Investigation of Eption of Epiphanius’ iphanius’ Knowledge Knowledge of the Ebiof the Ebionitesonites (Philadel (Ph (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1976)hia, 1976); G. Strec; G. Strecker, “On tker, “On the Problemhe Problem of Jewish of Jewish Christian Christianity,” in Wity,” in W. Bauer, . B. Bauer, Bauer, Orthodoxy Orthodoxy and Heresyand Heresy in Earlie in Earliest Christist Christianityanity (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1971phia, 1971), 241–85.), 241–85.

Bibliography. E. Bammel, “ptoœchoœs,” TDNT 6:888–915; A. F. J. Klijn 
and G. J. Reinink, Patristic Evidence for Jewish-Christian Sects. NovTSup 36 (Leiden, 
1973); G. A. Koch, A Critical Investigation of Epiphanius’ Knowledge of the Ebionites 
(Philadelphia, 1976); G. Strecker, “On the Problem of Jewish Christianity,” in W. 
Bauer, Orthodoxy and Heresy in Earliest Christianity (Philadelphia, 1971), 241–85.
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EBLAEBLAEBLA

EBLA

The ancienThe ancient name of t name of Tell MardiTell Mardikh in nortkh in northern Syriahern Syria, 65 km. (, 65 km. (40 mi.) S 40 mi.) S of Aleppo.of Aleppo. The mound T The mound The mound was intermwas intermittently oittently occupied frccupied from prehistom prehistoric timesoric times at least  at least until the until the 5th centur5t5th centur5th century y C.E.C.E. Archaeolo Archaeologists havegists have discerned discerned a long su a long succession occession of occupatif occupational levelonal leonal levels; thlevels; the main aree main areas exploreas explored belong td belong to Middle Bo Middle Bronze IVA ronze IVA (ca. 2400–(ca. 2400–2300 2300 B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.) and Midd) and Middle Bronze le Bronze II (ca. 18II (ca. 1800–1600). 00–1600). The site cThe site consists ofonsists of a central a central acropolis acropoli acropolis acropolis as well asas well as a much la a much larger lowerrger lower town, sur town, surrounded byrounded by a massive a massive wall; at  wall; at its largesitsits largesits largest expanse t expanse it coveredit covered almost 60 almost 60 ha. (148  ha. (148 a.).a.).

The ancient name of Tell Mardikh in northern Syria, 65 km. (40 mi.) S of Aleppo. 
The mound was intermittently occupied from prehistoric times at least until the 
5th century C.E. Archaeologists have discerned a long succession of occupational 
levels; the main areas explored belong to Middle Bronze IVA (ca. 2400–2300 
B.C.E.) and Middle Bronze II (ca. 1800–1600). The site consists of a central 
acropolis as well as a much larger lower town, surrounded by a massive wall; at 
its largest expanse it covered almost 60 ha. (148 a.).

Palace G wPalace G with royal ith royal staircase,staircase, walls, an walls, and columnedd columned halls at  halls at Tell MardiTell Mardikh/Ebla. Hkh/Ebla. Here were dere HHere were Here were discovereddiscovered some 25 t some 25 thousand cuhousand cuneiform taneiform tablets (Phoblets (Phoenix Data enix Data Systems, NSystemSystems, NSystems, Neal and Joeal and Joel Bierlinel Bierling)g)

Palace G with royal staircase, walls, and columned halls at Tell Mardikh/Ebla. 
Here were discovered some 25 thousand cuneiform tablets (Phoenix Data 
Systems, Neal and Joel Bierling)

�ExcavationExcavations at Tell s at Tell Mardikh haMardikh have been cove been conducted sinducted since 1964 unce 1964 under the dnder the direction oirectddirection direction of Paolo Mof Paolo Matthiae ofatthiae of the Unive the University of Rrsity of Rome. The dome. The discovery iiscovery in 1968 of n 1968 of an inscribanan inscriban inscribed stela oed stela of King Ibbf King Ibbit-lim assit-lim assured identured identification ification of the citof the city as anciey as ancient Ebla, ant Ebla, nt Ebla, alreEbla, already known ady known from otherfrom other cuneiform cuneiform sources.  sources. In 1975 thIn 1975 the first ine first inscribed clscribed clay tabletsay clclay tableclay tablets were fots were found in Palund in Palace G on tace G on the acropolhe acropolis, and evis, and eventually 1entually 15 thousand5 thousand tablets a ta tablets antablets and fragmentd fragments were recs were recovered. Thovered. These were tese were the remainshe remains of what w of what was once leas once as once less once less than 3000 than 3000 texts thattexts that were left were left in three  in three rooms closrooms close to the me to the main audienain audience hall. Tceaudienaudience haudience hall. The dall. The date of theate of these texts hse texts has been thas been the subject e subject of much deof much debate, but bate, but it is now it iit is now almis now almost univerost universally agresally agreed that thed that they were wrey were written justitten just before th before the reign ofe reign of Sargon of Sa Sargon of Sargon of Agade in MAgade in Mesopotamiaesopotamia (2334–227 (2334–2279, equival9, equivalent to Broent to Bronze Age IVnze Age IV A1). The  A1). Th A1). The destruThe destruction of Pction of Palace G haalace G has been atts been attributed toributed to Sargon an Sargon and even to d even to his grandshis grandson Naram-sograndsgrandson Ngrandson Naram-sin, aram-sin, as both clas both claimed to haimed to have conqueave conquered the cired the city, but thty, but there is no ere is no direct arcddirect arcdirect archaeologicahaeological evidencel evidence to link e to link either to tither to the deed. The deed. The internahe internal time spal time span of the an ofn of the arcof the archives was hives was likewise alikewise a matter of matter of controver controversy, but itsy, but it is now es is now established tablished that they thatthat they that they covered thcovered the last 50 e last 50 years or syears or so before to before the destruche destruction of thtion of the palace (e palace (i.e., the i.e., ((i.e., the(i.e., the time of t time of the reigns he reigns of kings of kings Igrisû-halIgrisû-halamam, Irkab-da, Irkab-damu, and mu, and Isûar-damuIsûar-damuIsûar-damuIsûar-damu). The dyn). The dynasty itselasty itself goes bacf goes back much furk much further, as rther, as ritual and itual and administraadministrative textstadministraadministraadministrative textstive texts provide t provide the names ohe names of 27 kingsf 27 kings...

Excavations at Tell Mardikh have been conducted since 1964 under the 
direction of Paolo Matthiae of the University of Rome. The discovery in 1968 of 
an inscribed stela of King Ibbit-lim assured identification of the city as ancient 
Ebla, already known from other cuneiform sources. In 1975 the first inscribed 
clay tablets were found in Palace G on the acropolis, and eventually 15 thousand 



tablets and fragments were recovered. These were the remains of what was 
once less than 3000 texts that were left in three rooms close to the main 
audience hall. The date of these texts has been the subject of much debate, but it 
is now almost universally agreed that they were written just before the reign of 
Sargon of Agade in Mesopotamia (2334–2279, equivalent to Bronze Age IV A1). 
The destruction of Palace G has been attributed to Sargon and even to his 
grandson Naram-sin, as both claimed to have conquered the city, but there is no 
direct archaeological evidence to link either to the deed. The internal time span 
of the archives was likewise a matter of controversy, but it is now established 
that they covered the last 50 years or so before the destruction of the palace 
(i.e., the time of the reigns of kings Igrisû-halam, Irkab-damu, and 
Isûar-damu). The dynasty itself goes back much further, as ritual and 
administrative texts provide the names of 27 kings.

�The texts The texts were writtwere written in at len in at least threeeast three languages languages: Sumerian: Sumerian, a form o, a form of early Akf early Af early Akkadian, Akkadian, and a hithand a hitherto unatterto unattested Semiested Semitic languatic language that wage that was immediats immediately named ely named ely named Eblanamed Eblaite. The fite. The first two wirst two were used oere used only in litnly in literary schoerary school texts ool texts of Mesopotaf Mesopotamian origimMesopotaMesopotamiMesopotamian origin,an origin, while Ebl while Eblaite was uaite was used in admsed in administrativinistrative, chancere, chancery, and dipy, and diplomatic telomdipdiplomaticdiplomatic texts as  texts as well as inwell as in a few lit a few literary comperary compositions, ositions, mainly incmainly incantations antations and lexicaand leand lexical telexical texts. Therexts. There is much d is much debate on tebate on the classifhe classification ofication of the new l the new language; tanguage; the morpholhe mhe morphologymorphology suggests  suggests that it wathat it was a form os a form of East Semf East Semitic (Akkaitic (Akkadian), butdian), but since it  since it uses many usesuses many uses many words thatwords that otherwise otherwise occur onl occur only in West y in West Semitic, iSemitic, it has alsot has also been cons been considered as iconsconsideredconsidered as an ear as an early form ofly form of Canaanite Canaanite. It is no. It is now apparentw apparent that this that this was not j was not just a locaust jjust a locjust a local languagal language, but onee, but one that was  that was in use thrin use throughout Syoughout Syria and Noria and Northern Mesrthern Mesopotamia ioMesMesopotamiMesopotamia in the 3a in the 3rd millennrd millennium and isium and is attested, attested, with loca with local variatiol variations, in rouns, in roughly conteghlyrouroughly coroughly contemporaryntemporary tablets f tablets from Mari arom Mari and Tell Bend Tell Beydar. Relaydar. Related dialected dialects were ints were in use at Ma inin use at in use at Mari untilMari until the reign the reign of  of Yah˙dun-liYah˙dun-limm (ca. 1800 (ca. 1800), when a ), when a switch to switch to Old BabyloOld BOld BabylonianBabylonian was effec was effected for adted for administratiministrative purposeve purposes.s.s.

The texts were written in at least three languages: Sumerian, a form of early 
Akkadian, and a hitherto unattested Semitic language that was immediately 
named Eblaite. The first two were used only in literary school texts of 
Mesopotamian origin, while Eblaite was used in administrative, chancery, and 
diplomatic texts as well as in a few literary compositions, mainly incantations and 
lexical texts. There is much debate on the classification of the new language; the 
morphology suggests that it was a form of East Semitic (Akkadian), but since it 
uses many words that otherwise occur only in West Semitic, it has also been 
considered as an early form of Canaanite. It is now apparent that this was not 
just a local language, but one that was in use throughout Syria and Northern 
Mesopotamia in the 3rd millennium and is attested, with local variations, in 
roughly contemporary tablets from Mari and Tell Beydar. Related dialects were 
in use at Mari until the reign of Yah˙dun-lim (ca. 1800), when a switch to Old 
Babylonian was effected for administrative purposes.

�The 3rd-miThe 3rd-millennium allennium archives corchives consist of ansist of a small num small number of schber of school and riool and ritual textstual tetual texts as wtexts as well as a well as a wide varietide variety of adminy of administrative istrative and diplomand diplomatic recoratic records. The ecds. The economic doconoececonomic deconomic documents aocuments are laconicre laconic, repetiti, repetitive, and fove, and formulaic. Wrmulaic. We learn moe learn more about tre about tre about the writtethe written form of n form of the Eblaitthe Eblaite languagee language from othe from other types ofr types of texts. Th texts. The local ene local enthronementthroenenthronemeenthronement ritualsnt rituals are parti are particularly imcularly important foportant for our knowr our knowledge of tledge of the culturehe culture and langu a and languaand language of the ge of the city, as acity, as are a smallre a small number of number of treaties, treaties, land dona land donations, andtions, and epistolar epis epistolaryepistolary texts. Mo texts. Most of the st of the school texschool texts were imts were imported froported from Mesopotam Mesopotamia and armia and amia and are duplicare duplicated at suated at such Sumeriach Sumerian sites asn sites as Abu Salab Abu Salabikh and Faikh and Fara. The Ebra. The Eblaite incalaite incantations mntaincaincantatioincantations may havns may have been loce been local, but inal, but in addition  addition to Syrian to Syrian deities thdeities they mentioney mention such Meso suc such Mesopsuch Mesopotamian gootamian gods as Enlids as Enlil (Illilu)l (Illilu). Word lis. Word lists, also cts, also called lexialled lexical texts,cal texts, an import an imp an important important part of thpart of the study ofe study of cuneiform cuneiform, are well, are well represent represented, some wed, some with Eblaitith Eblaite translate te translatiotranslations of the ns of the Sumerian wSumerian words. Therords. There are alsoe are also a few mon a few monolingual Eolingual Eblaite worblaite word lists. Tdworword listsword lists. The lite. The literary comporary compositions — sitions — all of Mesall of Mesopotamian opotamian origin — iorigin — include a hnclude a hymn to theyhhymn to thhymn to the sun-god,e sun-god, a text co a text concerning tncerning the goddesshe goddess of writin of writing, and a dg, and a difficult Sifficult Sumerian coumeSSumerian cSumerian compositionomposition mentionin mentioning the god g the god Ama-usûumgAma-usûumgal-anaal-ana...

The 3rd-millennium archives consist of a small number of school and ritual 
texts as well as a wide variety of administrative and diplomatic records. The 
economic documents are laconic, repetitive, and formulaic. We learn more about 
the written form of the Eblaite language from other types of texts. The local 
enthronement rituals are particularly important for our knowledge of the culture 
and language of the city, as are a small number of treaties, land donations, and 
epistolary texts. Most of the school texts were imported from Mesopotamia and 
are duplicated at such Sumerian sites as Abu Salabikh and Fara. The Eblaite 
incantations may have been local, but in addition to Syrian deities they mention 
such Mesopotamian gods as Enlil (Illilu). Word lists, also called lexical texts, an 
important part of the study of cuneiform, are well represented, some with Eblaite 
translations of the Sumerian words. There are also a few monolingual Eblaite 
word lists. The literary compositions — all of Mesopotamian origin — include a 



hymn to the sun-god, a text concerning the goddess of writing, and a difficult 
Sumerian composition mentioning the god Ama-usûumgal-ana.

�The adminiThe administrative tstrative texts fall exts fall into a numinto a number of catber of categories anegories and concern d concern primarily primarilprimarily primarily the crown the crown and its deand its dependents; pendents; they thus they thus reveal thereveal the workings  workings of only a of only a specific sspespecific sspecific sector of tector of the state. he state. The focal The focal point of tpoint of the archivehe archives was the s was the extended fextended family of tamilyffamily of family of the ruler,the ruler, crown dep crown dependents, aendents, and relatednd related elite fam elite families. Theilies. The main auth main authority for oritauthauthority authority for transafor transactions in ctions in the main athe main archives warchives was in the hs in the hands of onands of one person, e person, a vizier oa via vizier or vizier or majordomo majordomo of the royof the royal estate.al estate. The three The three persons w persons who occupieho occupied this posd this posd this position wposition were Arenumere Arenum, Ibrium, , Ibrium, and his soand his son Ibbi-zikn Ibbi-zikir. The kiir. The kingdom was ngdom was one of manone of manone of many listemany listed in the td in the territorialerritorial states in states in Syria; mo Syria; more than 14re than 1400 place n00 place names occurames occur in the do in  in the docin the documents, anuments, and althoughd although many of t many of them cannothem cannot be identi be identified at prfied at present, a gesent, a good numberooggood numbegood number were undr were undoubtedly soubtedly small hamlemall hamlets in the ts in the vicinity ovicinity of the cityf the city. To the e. To the east lay thaseeast lay teast lay the allied he allied state of Estate of Emar, and fmar, and further dowurther down on the En on the Euphrates wuphrates was Mari. Tas Mari. To the norto to the north the north and northeand northeast Ebla hast Ebla had to contad to contend with oend with other politther polities, and iies, and its influents influence reachedce rce reached asreached as far as Ca far as Carchemish. rchemish. At times EAt times Ebla had tobla had to pay tribu pay tribute to Marite to Mari. The popu. The population of lapopupopulationpopulation of the ci of the cities mentities mentioned in thoned in the Ebla doce Ebla documents seeuments seems to havems to have been unif been uniformly Semiounifuniformly uniformly Semitic-spSemitic-speaking, ifeaking, if one can j one can judge by peudge by personal namrsonal names. There es. There is not a tis not a trace of Huracttrace of Htrace of Hurrian or urrian or Amorite, aAmorite, although a lthough a city namedcity named  mar-tumar-tu (the Meso (the Mesopotamian wpotamian writing forritwwriting fowriting for Amorite)r Amorite) does occu does occur. The arcr. The archives docuhives document complment complex diplomaex diplomatic relatitic relattic relationshrelationships betweeips between Ebla andn Ebla and other Syr other Syrian statesian states, as well , as well as with thas with the Mesopotae Mesopotamian statemMesopotaMesopotamiMesopotamian state oan state of Kish. Laf Kish. Laconic receconic receipts of deipts of deliveries aliveries and outgoinnd outgoing goods hig goods hide the readehihide the rhide the real natureeal nature of transa of transactions, whctions, whether theyether they be classi be classified, in mfied, in modern termodern terms, as tribs, as, as tributeas tribute, gift exc, gift exchange, or hange, or trade. Thetrade. The relations relationships that hips that are registare registered are wered are with other ith otith other urbaother urban centers,n centers, and it is and it is impossibl impossible to ascere to ascertain the itain the importance mportance of nonsedeof nonsedentary peopntnonsedenonsedentanonsedentary people ry people in this pein this period. Foodriod. Food rations f rations for palace or palace personnel,personnel, as well a as well as documents ds documentatdocumentation of womion of women involveen involved in wool d in wool productionproduction — a major — a major part of t part of the royal ehe royahe royal econroyal economy — provomy — provide insighide insight into matt into matters of thters of the organizae organization of detion of dependents opendents opendents of the croof the crown. In addwn. In addition to tition to the all-imphe all-important cloortant cloth industrth industry at Ebla,y at Ebla, the texts the texts provide d prov provide deprovide detailed inftailed information oormation on animal hn animal husbandry, usbandry, primarily primarily the care othe care of large hef large herds of sherdsheherds of sherds of sheep, on theep, on the cultivahe cultivation of bation of barley, whearley, wheat, oil, ant, oil, and grapevind grapevines, as weles, as well as on thl as onl as on the excon the exchange and hange and productionproduction of large  of large quantitiesquantities of metals of metals and metal and metal goods, in goods, including siclinincluding including silver, gosilver, gold, tin, cld, tin, copper, andopper, and bronze. T bronze. The sheer qhe sheer quantities uantities of preciouof precious metals rs mets metals recmetals recorded in torded in the texts ahe texts are impressre impressive, as exive, as exemplified emplified by one recby one record of delord of deliveries maivedeldeliveriesdeliveries made by E made by Ebla to thebla to the city of M city of Mari over aari over a number of number of years, am years, amounting toounting to more than m more than more than 65 kg. (1465 kg. (140 lb.) of 0 lb.) of gold and 1gold and 1000 kg. (2000 kg. (2200 lb.) o200 lb.) of silver.f silver.f silver.

The administrative texts fall into a number of categories and concern 
primarily the crown and its dependents; they thus reveal the workings of only a 
specific sector of the state. The focal point of the archives was the extended 
family of the ruler, crown dependents, and related elite families. The main 
authority for transactions in the main archives was in the hands of one person, a 
vizier or majordomo of the royal estate. The three persons who occupied this 
position were Arenum, Ibrium, and his son Ibbi-zikir. The kingdom was one of 
many listed in the territorial states in Syria; more than 1400 place names occur 
in the documents, and although many of them cannot be identified at present, a 
good number were undoubtedly small hamlets in the vicinity of the city. To the 
east lay the allied state of Emar, and further down on the Euphrates was Mari. To 
the north and northeast Ebla had to contend with other polities, and its influence 
reached as far as Carchemish. At times Ebla had to pay tribute to Mari. The 
population of the cities mentioned in the Ebla documents seems to have been 
uniformly Semitic-speaking, if one can judge by personal names. There is not a 
trace of Hurrian or Amorite, although a city named mar-tu (the Mesopotamian 
writing for Amorite) does occur. The archives document complex diplomatic 
relationships between Ebla and other Syrian states, as well as with the 
Mesopotamian state of Kish. Laconic receipts of deliveries and outgoing goods 
hide the real nature of transactions, whether they be classified, in modern terms, 
as tribute, gift exchange, or trade. The relationships that are registered are with 
other urban centers, and it is impossible to ascertain the importance of 
nonsedentary people in this period. Food rations for palace personnel, as well as 
documentation of women involved in wool production — a major part of the 
royal economy — provide insight into matters of the organization of dependents 
of the crown. In addition to the all-important cloth industry at Ebla, the texts 
provide detailed information on animal husbandry, primarily the care of large 
herds of sheep, on the cultivation of barley, wheat, oil, and grapevines, as well as 
on the exchange and production of large quantities of metals and metal goods, 
including silver, gold, tin, copper, and bronze. The sheer quantities of precious 
metals recorded in the texts are impressive, as exemplified by one record of 
deliveries made by Ebla to the city of Mari over a number of years, amounting to 
more than 65 kg. (140 lb.) of gold and 1000 kg. (2200 lb.) of silver.

�The religiThe religious traditous traditions of Ebions of Ebla can onlla can only be glimpy be glimpsed at. Thsed at. The chief goe chief god of the cd of the cd of the city, Kuracity, Kura, is other, is otherwise unknowise unknown, as is wn, as is his consorhis consort Barama. t Barama. The two otThe two other prime her prime state godssstate godsstate gods were the  were the sun-goddessun-goddess and the s and the storm-god storm-god Hadda, alsHadda, also worshippo worshipped under ted undeed under the under the name Haddaname Hadda-baal. Oth-baal. Other importaer important deitiesnt deities were Asht were Ashtar, Dagan,ar, Dagan,  GasûruGasûruGasûruGasûru, , RasûapRasûap, , KamisûKamisû, and Isha, and Ishara. Offerira. Offering lists ang lists and ritualsnd rituals provide s provide some informome infoome informatioinformation on the sn on the state cult,tate cult, including including royal anc royal ancestor worsestor worship, but nhip, but nothing is othing is known of eknowknown of eknown of everyday reveryday religious prligious practices ofactices of the popul the population.ation.ation.

The religious traditions of Ebla can only be glimpsed at. The chief god of the 
city, Kura, is otherwise unknown, as is his consort Barama. The two other prime 
state gods were the sun-goddess and the storm-god Hadda, also worshipped 
under the name Hadda-baal. Other important deities were Ashtar, Dagan, 
Gasûru, Rasûap, Kamisû, and Ishara. Offering lists and rituals provide some 



information on the state cult, including royal ancestor worship, but nothing is 
known of everyday religious practices of the population.

�At the timAt the time that thee that the Ur III dy Ur III dynasty was nasty was dominant idominant in Sumer ann Sumer and Akkad (2d Akkad (2100–2000) 100–2(2(2100–2000(2100–2000) Ebla was) Ebla was one of th one of the few Syrie few Syrian cities an cities mentioned mentioned in Mesopotin Mesopotamian textamian texamian texts. At texts. At Ebla this Ebla this period (IIperiod (IIB2) is repB2) is represented bresented by a large y a large building cbuilding complex (thomplex (the Archaic e Arce Archaic PaArchaic Palace) founlace) found in the nd in the northwesterorthwestern part of n part of the mound.the mound. Archaeolo Archaeological remagical remagical remains frremains from the firom the first half ofst half of the 2nd m the 2nd millennium illennium (IIIA and (IIIA and IIIB, ca. IIIB, ca. 2000–1600)2000–1600) demonstra dem demonstratdemonstrate that Eble that Ebla was a tha was a thriving citriving city right upy right up to the ne to the next destrucxt destruction, genetion, generally ascrrallgenegenerally generally ascribed tascribed to the Hitto the Hittites. At tites. At this time this time the urban che urban center reacenter reached its lahed its largest expargest lalargest exlargest expansion anpansion and was surrd was surrounded by ounded by a massive a massive brick wallbrick wall. Although. Although no archiv no archives from thearchivarchives farchives from this prom this period haveeriod have been disc been discovered, thovered, the rich arce rich archaeologicahaeological finds, il finds, including encludiincluding including extensive extensive elite gravelite graves, provides, provide much infe much information oormation on the cultn the culture of theure of the times. Th tim times. Thetimes. The city woul city would never agd never again reach ain reach such expansuch expansion and wsion and was occupieas occupied intermitd intermitd intermitteintermittently at vantly at various timerious times after 16s after 1600; the la00; the latest remaitest remains of humans of human activityn activity are from  are  are from tare from the 1st milhe 1st millennium lennium C.E.C.E.C.E.

At the time that the Ur III dynasty was dominant in Sumer and Akkad 
(2100–2000) Ebla was one of the few Syrian cities mentioned in Mesopotamian 
texts. At Ebla this period (IIB2) is represented by a large building complex (the 
Archaic Palace) found in the northwestern part of the mound. Archaeological 
remains from the first half of the 2nd millennium (IIIA and IIIB, ca. 2000–1600) 
demonstrate that Ebla was a thriving city right up to the next destruction, 
generally ascribed to the Hittites. At this time the urban center reached its 
largest expansion and was surrounded by a massive brick wall. Although no 
archives from this period have been discovered, the rich archaeological finds, 
including extensive elite graves, provide much information on the culture of the 
times. The city would never again reach such expansion and was occupied 
intermittently at various times after 1600; the latest remains of human activity 
are from the 1st millennium C.E.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Archi, A. Archi, “Fifteen Y“Fifteen Years of Stears of Studies on Eudies on Ebla,” bla,” OLZOLZ 88 (1993) 88 (1993): 461–71; : 4: 461–71; “E461–71; “Ebla Texts,bla Texts,” ” OEANEOEANE 2:184–86; 2:184–86; P. Matthi P. Matthiae, “Ebla,ae, “Ebla,” ” OEANEOEANE 2:180–83; 2:180–83; L. Milano L. M L. Milano, “EMilano, “Ebla: A Thibla: A Third-Millennrd-Millennium City-Sium City-State in Antate in Ancient Syricient Syria,” a,” CANECANE 2:1219–30 2:1219–30...
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EBONYEBONYEBONY

EBONY

The wood oThe wood of two specf two species of treies of tree, e, Diospyros Diospyros ebenaster ebenaster Retz.Retz. and  and Diospyros Diospyros melanozylomelanozylomelanozylomelanozylon Roxb.,n Roxb., both nati both native to the ve to the Indian subIndian sub-continent-continent and Sri L and Sri Lanka. The anka. The PhoenicianPhoePhoenicianPhoenicians shipped s shipped the wood tthe wood to Tyre froo Tyre from Dedan onm Dedan on the Persi the Persian Gulf anan Gulf and from thed from td from there tradthere traded throughed throughout the Meout the Mediterraneaditerranean world (En world (Ezek. 27:15zek. 27:15). The ext). The exterior wooderior wooerior wood is whwood is white and haite and has little vs little value, but alue, but the interithe interior becomesor becomes black and black and durable o durable over time averoover time over time and it wasand it was highly va highly valued in filued in fine carpentne carpentry, ornamery, ornaments, furnints, furniture, and ture, and some religsomsome religsome religious practious practices in thices in the ancient e ancient world. Worworld. Works of ebonks of ebony were priy were prized highlyzed highly by Babylo highlyhighly by highly by BabylonianBabylonians, Egyptias, Egyptians, Greeksns, Greeks, Phoenici, Phoenicians, and Rans, and Romans.omans.omans.

The wood of two species of tree, Diospyros ebenaster Retz. and Diospyros 
melanozylon Roxb., both native to the Indian sub-continent and Sri Lanka. The 
Phoenicians shipped the wood to Tyre from Dedan on the Persian Gulf and from 
there traded throughout the Mediterranean world (Ezek. 27:15). The exterior 
wood is white and has little value, but the interior becomes black and durable 
over time and it was highly valued in fine carpentry, ornaments, furniture, and 
some religious practices in the ancient world. Works of ebony were prized 
highly by Babylonians, Egyptians, Greeks, Phoenicians, and Romans.
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EBRONEBRON (Heb.  (Heb. {eb�roœn{eb�roœn)))

EBRON (Heb. {eb�roœn )

A town in A town in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Asher  of Asher (Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:28), proba28), probably the sably the same as Abdome as Abdon (21:30; n (n (21:30; 1 (21:30; 1 Chr. 6:74[Chr. 6:74[MT 59]). TMT 59]). The form ishe form is generally generally explained explained as a copy as a copyist’s erroist’s error, readingr, rr, reading Hereading Heb. b. reshresh for  for daleth.daleth.

A town in the tribal territory of Asher (Josh. 19:28), probably the same as Abdon 
(21:30; 1 Chr. 6:74[MT 59]). The form is generally explained as a copyist’s error, 
reading Heb. resh for daleth.

ECBATANAECBATANA (Gk.  (Gk. Ekbatana;Ekbatana; O. Pers.  O. Pers. hagmataœnahagmataœna;; Aram.  Aram. }ah�meït�a}ah�meït�aœ}œ})))

ECBATANA (Gk. Ekbatana; O. Pers. hagmataœna; Aram. }ah�meït�aœ} )

Graecized Graecized name of Haname of Hagmatana (mgmatana (modern Hamaodern Hamadan), the dan), the main city main city in Media. in Media. It occupieIt occuIt occupies aoccupies a strategic strategic position  position in the maiin the main pass thrn pass through the Aough the Alvand Aliglvand Alignment, thenment, the easternmo ea easternmoseasternmost range oft range of the Zagro the Zagros Mountains Mountains before ts before the Iranianhe Iranian plateau.  plateau. Ecbatana lEcbatana lies along iellies alonglies along the main  the main east-west east-west trade routtrade route between e between MesopotamiMesopotamia and the a and the East. The East. The East. The intensThe intense urbanizae urbanization in Astion in Assyria fromsyria from the 9th c the 9th century entury B.C.E.B.C.E. onwards a onwards and the cornd the cond the correspondcorresponding need fing need for foreignor foreign supplies  supplies probably gprobably gave the ciave the city its impty its importance duortance during the 7rinduduring theduring the 7th centu 7th century. Accordry. According to Hering to Herodotus, Ecodotus, Ecbatana wasbatana was founded b founded by King Deiy King Dy King Deioces caDeioces ca. 700, but. 700, but the histo the historicity of ricity of Herodotus’Herodotus’ report of report of the rise  the rise of the Medof the Median state ianMedMedian staMedian state has beete has been called in called into questinto question.on.on.

Graecized name of Hagmatana (modern Hamadan), the main city in Media. It 
occupies a strategic position in the main pass through the Alvand Alignment, the 
easternmost range of the Zagros Mountains before the Iranian plateau. Ecbatana 



lies along the main east-west trade route between Mesopotamia and the East. 
The intense urbanization in Assyria from the 9th century B.C.E. onwards and the 
corresponding need for foreign supplies probably gave the city its importance 
during the 7th century. According to Herodotus, Ecbatana was founded by King 
Deioces ca. 700, but the historicity of Herodotus’ report of the rise of the 
Median state has been called into question.

�SystematicSystematic archaeolo archaeological invegical investigation stigation of Ecbatanof Ecbatana is rendea is rendered extremred extremely difficely diffiely difficult,difficult, since the since the site is s site is still popultill populated. Archated. Archaeologicalaeological digs at o digs at other Mediather Median sites inn sites inn sites indicate eindicate economic anconomic and culturald cultural prosperit prosperity during ty during the 7th cenhe 7th century. Aftetury. After Cyrus thr Cyrus the Great coe ththe Great the Great conquered conquered it ca. 550it ca. 550, Ecbatana, Ecbatana became th became the summer re summer residence fesidence for the Achor the Aor the AchaemenidAchaemenid kings. In kings. In its archi its archives, Dariuves, Darius I found s I found a copy of a copy of the edict the edict of Cyrus (of Cyrus (Ezra 6:2).Ezra((Ezra 6:2)(Ezra 6:2)...

Systematic archaeological investigation of Ecbatana is rendered extremely 
difficult, since the site is still populated. Archaeological digs at other Median sites 
indicate economic and cultural prosperity during the 7th century. After Cyrus 
the Great conquered it ca. 550, Ecbatana became the summer residence for the 
Achaemenid kings. In its archives, Darius I found a copy of the edict of Cyrus 
(Ezra 6:2).

�The book oThe book of Judith, f Judith, judged by judged by scholars tscholars to be histoo be historically surically suspect, menspect, mentions thattions thations that Ecbatthat Ecbatana was foana was founded by aunded by an otherwisn otherwise unknown e unknown Arphaxad (Arphaxad (Jdt. 1:1),Jdt. 1:1), and Nebuc and Neb and NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar is sazzar is said to haveid to have plundered plundered the city  the city in a campain a campaign againsign against Arphaxadt Arphaxad (vv. 13–1 ArphaxadArphaxad (Arphaxad (vv. 13–14)vv. 13–14). Ecbatana. Ecbatana is home t is home to Raguel ao Raguel and Edna annd Edna and their dad their daughter Sarughter Sarughter Sara, whomSara, whom Tobias ma Tobias marries (Tobrries (Tob. 3:7; 5:6. 3:7; 5:6; 7:1); To; 7:1); Tobias laterbias later flees Nin flees Nineveh to seeveh to settle in Ecttlesesettle in settle in Ecbatana (Ecbatana (14:14).14:14).14:14).

The book of Judith, judged by scholars to be historically suspect, mentions 
that Ecbatana was founded by an otherwise unknown Arphaxad (Jdt. 1:1), and 
Nebuchadnezzar is said to have plundered the city in a campaign against 
Arphaxad (vv. 13–14). Ecbatana is home to Raguel and Edna and their daughter 
Sara, whom Tobias marries (Tob. 3:7; 5:6; 7:1); Tobias later flees Nineveh to 
settle in Ecbatana (14:14).
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ECCLESIASTECCLESIASTES, BOOK OES, BOOK OFFF

ECCLESIASTES, BOOK OF

In ChristiIn Christian Bibles,an Bibles, the 21st  the 21st book of thbook of the OT, immee OT, immediately fodiately following Prllowing Proverbs. Inoverbs. In the Hebre th the Hebrewthe Hebrew Bible it  Bible it is groupedis grouped with the  with the Megilloth Megilloth (the five (the five scrolls usscrolls used in the ed in the major relimajomajor relimajor religious celegious celebrations obrations of Judaism)f Judaism). The book. The book is read i is read in its entin its entirety durinrety during Sukkoth g Sukg Sukkoth (tSukkoth (the Feast ohe Feast of Booths of Booths or Tabernacr Tabernacles) when les) when Israel botIsrael both rememberh remembers its sojos its sojos its sojourn insojourn in the wilde the wilderness and rness and celebratescelebrates the end o the end of another f another harvest seharvest season in thason in the Promisede ththe Promisthe Promised Land.ed Land.ed Land.

In Christian Bibles, the 21st book of the OT, immediately following Proverbs. In 
the Hebrew Bible it is grouped with the Megilloth (the five scrolls used in the 
major religious celebrations of Judaism). The book is read in its entirety during 
Sukkoth (the Feast of Booths or Tabernacles) when Israel both remembers its 
sojourn in the wilderness and celebrates the end of another harvest season in 
the Promised Land.

�EcclesiastEcclesiastes is namees is named after thd after the principae principal speaker l speaker in the booin the book, called k, called Qoheleth (QohelethQoheleth (Qoheleth (“one who a“one who assembles”)ssembles”) in Hebrew in Hebrew or  or ekkleäsiasekkleäsiasteästeäs (“member  (“member of an asseof anof an assemblan assembly”) in Grey”) in Greek. In somek. In some places te places the term ishe term is used as a used as a title ( title (thethe Qoheleth  Qoheleth in 7:27; 1in in 7:27; 1in 7:27; 12:8), and 2:8), and in others in others it seems tit seems to be a pero be a person’s nameson’s name or a nick or a nickname (1:1,name (1:1, 2, 12; 12 2, 1 2, 12; 12:9–112; 12:9–10). In Heb0). In Hebrew rew qoœhelet�qoœhelet� can refer can refer to the ac to the activity of tivity of gathering gathering together etogethetogether etogether either an aither an audience orudience or a collect a collection of sayion of sayings. Sincings. Since traditioe tradition remembern remembers Qoheleths Qs Qoheleth aQoheleth as one who s one who “taught th“taught the people ke people knowledge, nowledge, weighing aweighing and studyinnd studying and arrag and arrg and arranging arranging many provemany proverbs” (12:9rbs” (12:9), the tra), the translation “nslation “Teacher” (Teacher” (NIV, NRSV)NIV, NRSV) is more a is more a is more accurate taccurate than “Preachan “Preacher” (KJV,her” (KJV, RSV). RSV). RSV).

Ecclesiastes is named after the principal speaker in the book, called 
Qoheleth (“one who assembles”) in Hebrew or ekkleäsiasteäs (“member of 
an assembly”) in Greek. In some places the term is used as a title (the Qoheleth 
in 7:27; 12:8), and in others it seems to be a person’s name or a nickname (1:1, 2, 
12; 12:9–10). In Hebrew qoœhelet�  can refer to the activity of gathering 
together either an audience or a collection of sayings. Since tradition remembers 
Qoheleth as one who “taught the people knowledge, weighing and studying and 
arranging many proverbs” (12:9), the translation “Teacher” (NIV, NRSV) is more 
accurate than “Preacher” (KJV, RSV).

�The SynagoThe Synagogue and thgue and the Church te Church traditionalraditionally have idly have identified Qentified Qoheleth wioheleth with Solomonth Solth Solomon, bSolomon, but the namut the name Solomon e Solomon does not odoes not occur anywhccur anywhere in theere in the book. Sol book. Solomon was komon SolSolomon waSolomon was known ass known as the proto the prototype of witype of wisdom leadesdom leadership, andrship, and 1:1 calls 1:1 calls Qoheleth  Qohelet Qoheleth aQoheleth a “son of D “son of David, kingavid, king in Jerusa in Jerusalem.” But lem.” But a number oa number of statemenf statements in the ts in the book are dbobook are dbook are difficult tifficult to reconcilo reconcile with whae with what we know t we know about Soloabout Solomon from omon from other sourcther souther sources. Isources. In 1:12 Qohn 1:12 Qoheleth sayseleth says that he “ that he “waswas king over king over Israel in Israel in Jerusalem Jerusalem,” implyin,” implying that he gimplyinimplying timplying that he spehat he speaks from aaks from a time when time when his reign his reign had ended had ended, and 1:16, and 1:16; 2:7 impl; 2:7 imply that many implimply thatimply that many othe many other kings har kings had precededd preceded the speak the speaker on the er on the throne in throne in Jerusalem.Jerusalem. Both 8:2– Jerusalem.Jerusalem.Jerusalem. Both 8:2– Both 8:2–9 and 10:19 and 10:16–19 sound6–19 sound more like more like the opini the opinions of a sons of a subject thaubject than those ofnthathan thosethan those of a king of a king...

The Synagogue and the Church traditionally have identified Qoheleth with 
Solomon, but the name Solomon does not occur anywhere in the book. 
Solomon was known as the prototype of wisdom leadership, and 1:1 calls 
Qoheleth a “son of David, king in Jerusalem.” But a number of statements in the 



book are difficult to reconcile with what we know about Solomon from other 
sources. In 1:12 Qoheleth says that he “was king over Israel in Jerusalem,” 
implying that he speaks from a time when his reign had ended, and 1:16; 2:7 
imply that many other kings had preceded the speaker on the throne in 
Jerusalem. Both 8:2–9 and 10:16–19 sound more like the opinions of a subject 
than those of a king.

�The HebrewThe Hebrew in which  in which the presenthe present form of t form of the book ithe book is written s written representsrepresents a very la a ve a very late very late stage in tstage in the develophe development of thment of the languagee language. The text. The text contains  contains loanwords loanwords from Persifrfrom Persifrom Persian and Araan and Aramaic and umaic and uses certaises certain vocabulan vocabulary and grary and grammatical fmmatical forms that orms that orms that only that only became combecame common shortlmon shortly before ty before the beginnihe beginning of the ng of the Christian Christian era. Thus era. Thus era. Thus the pThus the present forresent form of the bm of the book must cook must come from tome from the Second he Second Temple perTemple period at theiod atiod at the earat the earliest (i.eliest (i.e., from at., from at least fou least four centurier centuries later ths later than Solomonan Solomon), and Qoh), and Qoheleth is pelethQohQoheleth iQoheleth is probablys probably a wisdom  a wisdom teacher whteacher who takes ono takes on the  the personapersona of Solomo of Solomon in ordern in on in order to aorder to argue that rgue that even someoeven someone as wisene as wise and as ri and as rich as Soloch as Solomon would mon would say what tsay what say what the Twhat the Teacher sayeacher says, if gives, if given a chancen a chance to do so. to do so.

The Hebrew in which the present form of the book is written represents a 
very late stage in the development of the language. The text contains loanwords 
from Persian and Aramaic and uses certain vocabulary and grammatical forms 
that only became common shortly before the beginning of the Christian era. 
Thus the present form of the book must come from the Second Temple period 
at the earliest (i.e., from at least four centuries later than Solomon), and 
Qoheleth is probably a wisdom teacher who takes on the persona of Solomon in 
order to argue that even someone as wise and as rich as Solomon would say 
what the Teacher says, if given a chance to do so.

�EcclesiastEcclesiastes has beees has been underston understood in radiod in radically diffcally different wayserent ways by differ by different readerent readeent readers bereaders because the cause the central thcentral thematic metematic metaphor (traaphor (traditionallyditionally translate translated “all is d “all is vanity”) ivanitvanity”) ivanity”) is inherents inherently ambiguoly ambiguous. Heb. us. Heb. heb�elheb�el (“vanity” (“vanity”) occurs 3) occurs 38 times in8 times in Ecclesias Eccles EcclesiastEcclesiastes, compares, compared to onlyed to only 35 uses i 35 uses in all of tn all of the rest ofhe rest of the OT. I the OT. In its simpn its simplest and mlest alest and most band most basic senseasic sense  heb�elheb�el means “a  means “a puff of aipuff of air,” “a brer,” “a breath,” or “ath,” or “vapor” (e.vapor” (e.g., Isa. 5g., Isg., Isa. 57:13Isa. 57:13; Ps. 39:5; Ps. 39:5, 11[MT 6,, 11[MT 6, 12]). But 12]). But  heb�elheb�el acquires  acquires negative anegative associationssociations when uses whes when used when used to describto describe the usele the uselessness oressness or worthless worthlessness of idness of idols (Jer. ols (Jer. 2:5; 8:19;2:5; 8:19; 10:8; 2 K 10: 10:8; 2 Kg10:8; 2 Kgs. 17:15) s. 17:15) or the unror the unreliabilityeliability of human  of human allies (Isallies (Isa. 30:7). a. 30:7). Thus “all Thus “all is is heb�elheb�heb�elheb�el” (1:2; 12” (1:2; 12:8) can be:8) can be understoo understood in eithed in either a positir a positive or a neve or a negative sengative sense.se.se.

Ecclesiastes has been understood in radically different ways by different 
readers because the central thematic metaphor (traditionally translated “all is 
vanity”) is inherently ambiguous. Heb. heb�el  (“vanity”) occurs 38 times in 
Ecclesiastes, compared to only 35 uses in all of the rest of the OT. In its simplest 
and most basic sense heb�el  means “a puff of air,” “a breath,” or “vapor” (e.g., 
Isa. 57:13; Ps. 39:5, 11[MT 6, 12]). But heb�el  acquires negative associations 
when used to describe the uselessness or worthlessness of idols (Jer. 2:5; 8:19; 
10:8; 2 Kgs. 17:15) or the unreliability of human allies (Isa. 30:7). Thus “all is 
heb�el ” (1:2; 12:8) can be understood in either a positive or a negative sense.

�Those who Those who think vanithink vanity ty (heb�el)(heb�el) is a pejo is a pejorative terrative term meaning m meaning “useless” “useless” or “meaninor “or “meaningle“meaningless” see thss” see the Teacher e Teacher as a man las a man lacking in acking in faith and faith and question tquestion the book’s he book’s presence iprpresence ipresence in the canon the canon of Holy n of Holy Scripture.Scripture. Those who Those who understan understand d heb�elheb�el (“vanity” (“vanity” (“vanity”)(“vanity”) to refer  to refer to that whto that which is traich is transitory ornsitory or impermane impermanent see thent see the teachings teachings of Eccles of of Ecclesiof Ecclesiastes in aastes in a more posi more positive lighttive light, especial, especially when imly when impermanencepermanence is unders is understood to aptooundersunderstoodunderstood to apply  to apply to everythto everything “undering “under the sun”  the sun” in contrasin contrast to the pt to the permanence ermanence ppermanencepermanence of God. Q of God. Qoheleth thoheleth thinks humaninks human life and  life and the producthe products of humats of human labor arn labor n labor are labor are “breathlik“breathlike” (imperme” (impermanent, of anent, of short durashort duration), nottion), not “meaningl “meaningless.”ess.”ess.”

Those who think vanity (heb�el)  is a pejorative term meaning “useless” or 
“meaningless” see the Teacher as a man lacking in faith and question the book’s 
presence in the canon of Holy Scripture. Those who understand heb�el  
(“vanity”) to refer to that which is transitory or impermanent see the teachings 
of Ecclesiastes in a more positive light, especially when impermanence is 
understood to apply to everything “under the sun” in contrast to the 
permanence of God. Qoheleth thinks human life and the products of human 
labor are “breathlike” (impermanent, of short duration), not “meaningless.”

�Various paVarious parts of Eccrts of Ecclesiastes lesiastes seem to reseem to represent copresent conflicting nflicting points of points of view (compview (comview (compare 5(compare 5:1–6[4:17—:1–6[4:17—5:5] with 5:5] with 9:1–2 or 89:1–2 or 8:12–13 wit:12–13 with 8:14) beh 8:14) because the cause the Teacher usTeacher Teacher usTeacher uses an ancies an ancient form oent form of rhetoricf rhetoric known as  known as “diatribe”“diatribe” or “dispu or “disputation spetation speech,” in wespespeech,” ispeech,” in which a n which a speaker quspeaker quotes an opotes an opposing poiposing point of viewnt of view in order  in order to refute to refute it. This “it.it. This “it. This “Yes, but .Yes, but . . .” styl . .” style of speece of speech is used h is used in order tin order to questiono question the truth the truth of severa of seve of several trseveral traditional aditional assumptionassumptions. In effes. In effect, Ecclesct, Ecclesiastes sayiastes says to himses to himself (or to lf (or to his audienhis audhis audience),audience), “Yes, it  “Yes, it may be trumay be true as the te as the tradition tradition tells us, tells us, that ‘it wihat ‘it will be wellll be well with thos with tho with those who those who fear God’ fear God’ and ‘it wiand ‘it will not be ll not be well with well with the wickedthe wicked’ (8:12–13’ (8:12–13) ) butbut experienc experie experienceexperience tells us  tells us that ‘that ‘on earth,on earth, there are there are righteous righteous people wh people who are treao are treated accordted accoted according according to the conto the conduct of thduct of the wicked, e wicked, and there and there are wickedare wicked people wh people who are treao are treo are treated actreated according tocording to the condu the conduct of the ct of the righteous’righteous’” (v. 14).” (v. 14).

Various parts of Ecclesiastes seem to represent conflicting points of view 
(compare 5:1–6[4:17—5:5] with 9:1–2 or 8:12–13 with 8:14) because the 
Teacher uses an ancient form of rhetoric known as “diatribe” or “disputation 
speech,” in which a speaker quotes an opposing point of view in order to refute 
it. This “Yes, but . . .” style of speech is used in order to question the truth of 
several traditional assumptions. In effect, Ecclesiastes says to himself (or to his 
audience), “Yes, it may be true as the tradition tells us, that ‘it will be well with 
those who fear God’ and ‘it will not be well with the wicked’ (8:12–13) but 



experience tells us that ‘on earth, there are righteous people who are treated 
according to the conduct of the wicked, and there are wicked people who are 
treated according to the conduct of the righteous’” (v. 14).

�Unlike theUnlike the speakers  speakers in the booin the book of Provek of Proverbs, who srbs, who seem to thieem to think that thnk that the consequee conse consequencconsequences of humaes of human action an action are relativre relatively predicely predictable, Qohtable, Qoheleth argueleth argues that hues that human beingsmhuhuman beinhuman beings must chgs must choose to acoose to act without t without being compbeing completely surletely sure of the ue of the ultimate reltimate reltimate results ofresults of their act their actions (11:1ions (11:1–6) and th–6) and that mortalsat mortals must live must live out their out their brief liv brief lives under tes undes under the under the sun withousun without being abt being able to findle to find out preci out precisely what sely what God has inGod has in mind to d mind to do (3:1–11;oddo (3:1–11do (3:1–11; 8:17).; 8:17).; 8:17).

Unlike the speakers in the book of Proverbs, who seem to think that the 
consequences of human action are relatively predictable, Qoheleth argues that 
human beings must choose to act without being completely sure of the ultimate 
results of their actions (11:1–6) and that mortals must live out their brief lives 
under the sun without being able to find out precisely what God has in mind to 
do (3:1–11; 8:17).

�The book cThe book cannot be oannot be outlined asutlined as an orderl an orderly, structuy, structured, or lored, or logical argugical argument. Topiment. Tment. Topics ebbTopics ebb and flow, and flow, are brief are briefly considely considered, abandred, abandoned for aoned for a while and while and then reap then reappear for fpereapreappear freappear for furtheror further examinati examination. Howeveon. However, in gener, in general, the fral, the first six cirst six chapters cohapters consider whansidcoconsider wconsider what is goohat is good for humad for human beings tn beings to do durino do during their brg their brief lives ief lives “under the“under the sun,” whi su sun,” whilsun,” while the laste the last six chapt six chapters are prers are primarily coimarily concerned wincerned with what huth what human beingsman beings can and c c can and cacan and cannot know.nnot know.

The book cannot be outlined as an orderly, structured, or logical argument. 
Topics ebb and flow, are briefly considered, abandoned for a while and then 
reappear for further examination. However, in general, the first six chapters 
consider what is good for human beings to do during their brief lives “under the 
sun,” while the last six chapters are primarily concerned with what human beings 
can and cannot know.

�In chs. 1—In chs. 1—6 Ecclesia6 Ecclesiastes insisstes insists that nots that nothing enduthing enduring or pering or permanent carmanent can result fn resultn result froresult from human efm human efforts. Likforts. Like the conte the continually reinually recycling elcycling elements of ements of nature, hunature, human actionmanhuhuman actihuman actions must bons must be done ovee done over and overr and over (1:3–9).  (1:3–9). To those wTo those who hope toho hope to make a pe make a make a permanena permanent impressit impression on the on on the world, Qohworld, Qoheleth decleleth declares that ares that fame does fame does not endurenot endunot endure (1:endure (1:10–11). He10–11). He reminds t reminds those who whose who work to pilork to pile up the “e up the “good thinggood things in life,s in life,” that the”life,life,” thalife,” that they cant they cannot take tnot take their posseheir possessions witssions with them wheh them when they dien they die (5:15[14] (5:15[14]). In fact). I). In fact, hIn fact, he says, “se says, “some fool” ome fool” will probawill probably inheribly inherit what thet what they have wory have worked so harked so hard to accumd td to accumulto accumulate (2:18–ate (2:18–21; 4:7–8;21; 4:7–8; 5:13–17[1 5:13–17[12–16]; 6:12–16]; 6:1–3). The T–3). The Teacher remeacher reminds thoseinds thosinds those who those who work exceswork excessively harsively hard in orderd in order to gain w to gain wisdom thatisdom that, in spite, in spite of what t of what the speakerhetthe speakethe speakers in Provrs in Proverbs say aerbs say about the lbout the life-givingife-giving propertie properties of wisdos of wisdom (e.g., Pm (e.g., Prov. 13:14rov.PProv. 13:1Prov. 13:14), “the w4), “the wise die juise die just like fost like fools” (Ecclols” (Eccl. 2:14-17). 2:14-17)...

In chs. 1—6 Ecclesiastes insists that nothing enduring or permanent can 
result from human efforts. Like the continually recycling elements of nature, 
human actions must be done over and over (1:3–9). To those who hope to make 
a permanent impression on the world, Qoheleth declares that fame does not 
endure (1:10–11). He reminds those who work to pile up the “good things in 
life,” that they cannot take their possessions with them when they die (5:15[14]). 
In fact, he says, “some fool” will probably inherit what they have worked so hard 
to accumulate (2:18–21; 4:7–8; 5:13–17[12–16]; 6:1–3). The Teacher reminds 
those who work excessively hard in order to gain wisdom that, in spite of what 
the speakers in Proverbs say about the life-giving properties of wisdom (e.g., 
Prov. 13:14), “the wise die just like fools” (Eccl. 2:14-17).

�Instead ofInstead of working t working themselves hemselves to death ito death in order ton order to gain fame gain fame, wealth o, wealth or wisdom, r wisdor wisdom, Ecwisdom, Ecclesiastesclesiastes thinks pe thinks people shoulople should “eat, drd “eat, drink, and fink, and find enjoymind enjoyment in theent in their toil” (ir tir toil” (2:2toil” (2:24–26; 3:124–26; 3:12–13; 5:18––13; 5:18–20[17–19];20[17–19]; 8:15; 9:7 8:15; 9:7–10) durin–10) during their brg their brief (ief (heb�el-heb�el-((heb�el-(heb�el-like) livelike) lives “under ts “under the sun.” Hhe sun.” He does note does not think peo think people shouldple should sit back  sit back and do notandand do notand do nothing. Rathhing. Rather, he inser, he insists that ists that work shoulwork should be done d be done for the shfor the sheer joy ofeer joy of it, for t it, it, for thit, for the pleasuree pleasure of a job  of a job well done,well done, or simply or simply because i because it needs tot needs to be done ( be done (4:5–6; 5:14:5–6((4:5–6; 5:(4:5–6; 5:18–20[17–118–20[17–19]; 9:9–109]; 9:9–10), not bec), not because it wiause it will bring tll bring the worker he worker wealth, wiwealth, wisdom, or nsdwiwisdom, orwisdom, or notoriety notoriety...

Instead of working themselves to death in order to gain fame, wealth or 
wisdom, Ecclesiastes thinks people should “eat, drink, and find enjoyment in their 
toil” (2:24–26; 3:12–13; 5:18–20[17–19]; 8:15; 9:7–10) during their brief 
(heb�el- like) lives “under the sun.” He does not think people should sit back 
and do nothing. Rather, he insists that work should be done for the sheer joy of 
it, for the pleasure of a job well done, or simply because it needs to be done 
(4:5–6; 5:18–20[17–19]; 9:9–10), not because it will bring the worker wealth, 
wisdom, or notoriety.

�The final The final verse in cverse in ch. 6 introh. 6 introduces the duces the questions questions which willwhich will dominate  dominate chs. 7—12:chs. 7—chs. 7—12: “Who7—12: “Who knows wha knows what is good t is good for mortalfor mortals [to do] s [to do] while theywhile they live the  live the few days ofew days few days of thdays of their vain (eir vain (heb�el-heb�el-like) lifelike) life? . . . Fo? . . . For who can r who can tell them tell them what will what will be after tbe after be after themafter them under the under the sun?” (6: sun?” (6:12). Qohel12). Qoheleth doubtseth doubts the claim the claims of thoses of those who think who think they can  thinkthink theythink they can predi can predict what Goct what God will do d will do (7:14; 8:1(7:14; 8:17). Thus, 7). Thus, he counselhe counsels his studs his students: “Go,entstudstudents: students: “Go, eat y“Go, eat your bread our bread with enjoywith enjoyment, and ment, and drink yourdrink your wine with wine with a merry h a merry h a merry heart” (9:heart” (9:7). “Enjoy7). “Enjoy life with life with the wife  the wife whom you lwhom you love, all tove, all the days ofhe days of your vain your vain (lit., br (lit.,  (lit., bre(lit., breathlike) lathlike) life that aife that are given yre given you under tou under the sun” (9he sun” (9:9).:9).:9).

The final verse in ch. 6 introduces the questions which will dominate chs. 
7—12: “Who knows what is good for mortals [to do] while they live the few 
days of their vain (heb�el- like) life? . . . For who can tell them what will be 
after them under the sun?” (6:12). Qoheleth doubts the claims of those who 
think they can predict what God will do (7:14; 8:17). Thus, he counsels his 
students: “Go, eat your bread with enjoyment, and drink your wine with a merry 



heart” (9:7). “Enjoy life with the wife whom you love, all the days of your vain 
(lit., breathlike) life that are given you under the sun” (9:9).

�Ch. 3 brinCh. 3 brings togethegs together the major the major themes fr themes from both hrom both halves of talves of the book. The book. The Teacherhe Tehe Teacher usTeacher uses the weles the well-known pol-known poem in 3:2–em in 3:2–8 to argue8 to argue that beca that because God hause God has purposess purpos purposes wpurposes which will hich will always remalways remain unknowain unknown to us ann to us and because d because we cannot we cannot add to or add to oadd to or take awor take away from Goay from God’s work, d’s work, therefore therefore we ought nwe ought not to workot to work to the po to the point of exhint of exint of exhaustionexhaustion trying to trying to guarantee guarantee that our  that our own actionown actions will havs will have permanene permanent results t results (vv. 9–15)(v(vv. 9–15)(vv. 9–15)...

Ch. 3 brings together the major themes from both halves of the book. The 
Teacher uses the well-known poem in 3:2–8 to argue that because God has 
purposes which will always remain unknown to us and because we cannot add to 
or take away from God’s work, therefore we ought not to work to the point of 
exhaustion trying to guarantee that our own actions will have permanent results 
(vv. 9–15).

�The phraseThe phrase “under th “under the sun” plae sun” plays a signiys a significant parficant part in the dt in the developmentevelopment of Qohele of Qo of Qoheleth’sQoheleth’s argument. argument. In spite  In spite of what trof what traditional aditional wisdom teawisdom teaches, Qoheches, Qoheleth’s expleth’s experience teeexpexperienceexperience tells him tells him that just that justice does nice does not always ot always happen “unhappen “under the suder the sun” (3:16; n” (3:16; 7:15; 8:147:17:15; 8:147:15; 8:14; contra P; contra Prov. 10:2,rov. 10:2, 16; 11:4, 16; 11:4, 31, etc.) 31, etc.), that sin, that sinning does ning does not necessnot necessarily shorarily sharily shorten thshorten the life of e life of the sinnerthe sinner nor does  nor does righteousnrighteousness extendess extend the life  the life of the rigof the righteous (Echteorigrighteous righteous (Eccl. 7:1(Eccl. 7:15; 8:12-145; 8:12-14; contra P; contra Prov. 10:27rov. 10:27). However). However, Qoheleth, Qoheleth leaves op leaves open the posenopopen the popen the possibilityossibility that some that some form of j form of judgment miudgment might take pght take place outsilace outside the reade the realm of humalmrearealm of hrealm of human experuman experience. Havience. Having argueding argued that ther that there is an ape is an appropriate propriate time for etime for everything veeverythingeverything “under he “under heaven” (3:1aven” (3:1–8), Qohel–8), Qoheleth can coeth can continue to ntinue to believe “ibelieve “in his hearn his heart” that Got”hearheart” thaheart” that God willt God will (eventual (eventually) judge ly) judge the rightethe righteous and thous and the wicked (e wicked (3:17). But3:17). But he does n he he does nohe does not think ant think anyone can ryone can really knoweally know what happ what happens to us ens to us after we dafter we die (3:19–2ie (3:19–2ie (3:19–22).(3:19–22).

The phrase “under the sun” plays a significant part in the development of 
Qoheleth’s argument. In spite of what traditional wisdom teaches, Qoheleth’s 
experience tells him that justice does not always happen “under the sun” (3:16; 
7:15; 8:14; contra Prov. 10:2, 16; 11:4, 31, etc.), that sinning does not necessarily 
shorten the life of the sinner nor does righteousness extend the life of the 
righteous (Eccl. 7:15; 8:12-14; contra Prov. 10:27). However, Qoheleth leaves 
open the possibility that some form of judgment might take place outside the 
realm of human experience. Having argued that there is an appropriate time for 
everything “under heaven” (3:1–8), Qoheleth can continue to believe “in his 
heart” that God will (eventually) judge the righteous and the wicked (3:17). But 
he does not think anyone can really know what happens to us after we die 
(3:19–22).

�The extendThe extended metaphoed metaphor in 12:1–r in 12:1–7, which c7, which compares olompares old age and d age and death to adeath to a decaying  de decaying mdecaying mansion on ansion on a large esa large estate, is utate, is used to remsed to remind the reind the reader once ader once again thatagain that life (lik lif life (likelife (like everythin everything else undg else under the suner the sun) is of br) is of brief duratiief duration. But laon. But lack of permck of permanence doeanencepermpermanencepermanence does not  does not mean lack mean lack of value. of value. Life is boLife is both fleetinth fleeting g (heb�el)(heb�el) and sweet and sweet and sweet (11:sweet (11:7–10).7–10).7–10).

The extended metaphor in 12:1–7, which compares old age and death to a 
decaying mansion on a large estate, is used to remind the reader once again that 
life (like everything else under the sun) is of brief duration. But lack of 
permanence does not mean lack of value. Life is both fleeting (heb�el)  and 
sweet (11:7–10).

�The book eThe book ends with ands with a later edi later editor’s commtor’s comments aboutents about Qoheleth’ Qoheleth’s career (s career (12:8–10) a12:8((12:8–10) (12:8–10) and some cand some concluding oncluding advice froadvice from the editm the editor to the or to the reader (12reader (12:11–14).:11–14).:11–14).

The book ends with a later editor’s comments about Qoheleth’s career 
(12:8–10) and some concluding advice from the editor to the reader (12:11–14).
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See SIRACH, WISDOM OF JESUS THE SON OF.
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Very littlVery little is knowne is known about the about the details o details of economicf economic instituti institutions and prons and practices inactices in the ancie the  the ancienthe ancient Mediterrt Mediterranean worlanean world. From whd. From what is knowat is known about gen about general condneral conditions theitions thitions there, howthere, however, it iever, it is possibles possible to infer  to infer a great dea great deal about eal about economic liconomic life in thesfe in these times. Oe timee times. Of times. Of primary imprimary importance iportance is the facts the fact that most that most people we people were very pore very poor. As we or. As we or. As we know frwe know from our modom our modern world,ern world, people wh people who are veryo are very poor spen poor spend most of d most of their incotheir their incotheir incomes on foomes on food, and thed, and there is everre is every reason ty reason to believe o believe that such that such was the cawas the case in the secacase in thcase in the biblicale biblical world. Co world. Consequentlynsequently, the econ, the economies of tomies of the ancienthe ancient Mediterra Mediterranean were neMediterraMediterranMediterranean were lean were largely agrargely agricultural.icultural. This does This does not mean, not mean, however,  however, that they that they were ruralwwere ruralwere rural in the se in the sense that fnse that farm folk larm folk lived in wiived in widely scattdely scattered locatered locations on thions on the plots ofe ploe plots of lplots of land they wand they worked. Eveorked. Even today itn today it is the pr is the practice in actice in parts of tparts of that Meditehat Mediterranean rerraneMediteMediterranMediterranean regionean region for farme for farmers to livers to live in towns  in towns or villageor villages and to gs and to go out to to out to their fieldheirttheir fieltheir fields to workds to work each day. each day.

Very little is known about the details of economic institutions and practices in 
the ancient Mediterranean world. From what is known about general conditions 
there, however, it is possible to infer a great deal about economic life in these 
times. Of primary importance is the fact that most people were very poor. As 
we know from our modern world, people who are very poor spend most of 
their incomes on food, and there is every reason to believe that such was the 
case in the biblical world. Consequently, the economies of the ancient 
Mediterranean were largely agricultural. This does not mean, however, that they 
were rural in the sense that farm folk lived in widely scattered locations on the 
plots of land they worked. Even today it is the practice in parts of that 
Mediterranean region for farmers to live in towns or villages and to go out to 
their fields to work each day.

�Two other Two other features ofeatures of the ancif the ancient Mediteent Mediterranean lerranean led to a higd to a high degree oh degree of self-suff self-sf self-suffiself-sufficiency in ciency in agriculturagriculture rather te rather than speciahan specialization alization and trade ind trade in agricultn agricultural produural proural products. products. The first The first was the hiwas the high cost ofgh cost of land tran land transport of bsport of bulky materulky materials. Accoials. According to trdinAccoAccording According to the famto the famous edict ous edict of the Romof the Roman emperoran emperor Diocletia Diocletian issued cn issued ca. 300 a. 300 C.E.C.C.E.C.E., which so, which sought to cought to control pricntrol prices after aes after a half cent half century of curury of currency debarency debasement andsement ansement and inflatand inflation, the cion, the cost of delost of delivering a ivering a wagonload wagonload of wheat wof wheat would doublould double with a je with a journey of ourjjourney ofjourney of 480 km. ( 480 km. (300 mi.). 300 mi.). Water tranWater transport was sport was much cheapmuch cheaper, howeveer, however, and larr, and lar, and large quanlarge quantities of tities of wheat and wheat and other agriother agricultural pcultural products weroducts were shippedre shipped by sea. H by sea. High transpighHHigh transHigh transport costsport costs caused th caused the prices oe prices of agricultf agricultural produural products to riscts to rise relativee relatively rapidlyly raply rapidly wirapidly with distancth distance when thee when they were shiy were shipped by lapped by land and rednd and reduced the luced the likelihood ikelihood that importthat importhat imported producted products would bts would be cheaper e cheaper than localthan locally producely produced ones.d ones.d ones.

Two other features of the ancient Mediterranean led to a high degree of 
self-sufficiency in agriculture rather than specialization and trade in agricultural 
products. The first was the high cost of land transport of bulky materials. 
According to the famous edict of the Roman emperor Diocletian issued ca. 300 
C.E., which sought to control prices after a half century of currency debasement 
and inflation, the cost of delivering a wagonload of wheat would double with a 
journey of 480 km. (300 mi.). Water transport was much cheaper, however, and 
large quantities of wheat and other agricultural products were shipped by sea. 
High transport costs caused the prices of agricultural products to rise relatively 
rapidly with distance when they were shipped by land and reduced the likelihood 
that imported products would be cheaper than locally produced ones.

�The other The other factor whifactor which inhibitch inhibited specialed specialization anization and trade ind trade in farm prod farm products is thucts is tucts is the similathe similarity of clrity of climatic conimatic conditions inditions in the Medit the Mediterranean berranean basin. Therasin. There are, to e are, to be sure, sbe sube sure, somesure, some dramatic  dramatic special fespecial features of atures of particularparticular places. T places. The annual he annual flooding oflooding of the Nilef thef the Nile rthe Nile renewed theenewed the fertility fertility of farm l of farm land along and along its banks its banks in Egypt. in Egypt. The LevantThe Levant’s locatio’s loc’s location olocation on the lee n the lee shore of tshore of the Mediterhe Mediterranean proranean produced a stduced a strong seasorong seasonal patternal pattern of rainfnpatterpattern ofpattern of rainfall  rainfall which strowhich strongly influngly influenced the enced the time of pltime of planting of anting of grain cropgrain crops. In genes. In gs. In general, hgeneral, however, raowever, rainfall andinfall and temperatu temperature are simre are similar throuilar throughout the ghout the region, soregion, so that simi th that similthat similar crops war crops were grown.ere grown. Especiall Especially importany important were bart were barley and whley and wheat, grapeeat, grapes and olivsgrapegrapes andgrapes and olives. G olives. Grapes wererapes were converted converted to raisin to raisins and wines and wine; although; although olives we olives were eaten, rwewere eatenwere eaten, they wer, they were used prie used principally tncipally to produce o produce olive oil,olive oil, which was which was used for  used for cooking, bcocooking, bcooking, bathing, anathing, and lightingd lighting..

The other factor which inhibited specialization and trade in farm products is 
the similarity of climatic conditions in the Mediterranean basin. There are, to be 
sure, some dramatic special features of particular places. The annual flooding of 
the Nile renewed the fertility of farm land along its banks in Egypt. The Levant’s 
location on the lee shore of the Mediterranean produced a strong seasonal 
pattern of rainfall which strongly influenced the time of planting of grain crops. In 
general, however, rainfall and temperature are similar throughout the region, so 
that similar crops were grown. Especially important were barley and wheat, 
grapes and olives. Grapes were converted to raisins and wine; although olives 
were eaten, they were used principally to produce olive oil, which was used for 
cooking, bathing, and lighting.
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The princiThe principal differpal difference betweence between the timen the time of Israee of Israel and Judal and Judah and earlh and earlier times ier times was the uswaswas the uswas the use of steele of steeled iron. Sed iron. Steel was pteel was produced byroduced by repeated  repeated heating ofheating of iron in a iron in a charcoal  ch charcoal fcharcoal fire and plire and plunging it unging it into cold into cold water. Thewater. The technique technique of steeli of steeling iron wang iron was developes devs developed developed ca. 1400 ca. 1400 B.C.E.B.C.E., probably, probably in the Ar in the Armenian moumenian mountains. Itntains. Its introducs introduction into tion inttion into the Linto the Levant is uevant is usually attsually attributed toributed to the Phili the Philistines. Ststines. Steel was cheel was cheaper thaneaper than bronze, t bronz bronze, thbronze, the principae principal metal prl metal previously ueviously used, in pased, in part becausert because iron ores iron ores were wide were widely availably widewidely avawidely available whiilable while tin, whle tin, which was miich was mixed with cxed with copper to oopper to obtain bronbtain bronze, was obze, was obtainable otobobtainableobtainable only in a only in a few place few places. When uss. When used in plowed in plowshares, stshares, steel cut deeel cut deeper. It weper. It was better as wwas betterwas better adapted t adapted to tools suo tools such as axesch as axes, which we, which were used fore used for clearingr clearing forests.  forests. Steel thusSteSteel thusSteel thus contribut contributed both toed both to the settl the settlement of tement of the highlanhe highlands of Israds of Israel and to el and to shipbuildishipshipbuildishipbuilding by the ng by the PhoenicianPhoenicians.s.s.

The principal difference between the time of Israel and Judah and earlier times 
was the use of steeled iron. Steel was produced by repeated heating of iron in a 



charcoal fire and plunging it into cold water. The technique of steeling iron was 
developed ca. 1400 B.C.E., probably in the Armenian mountains. Its introduction 
into the Levant is usually attributed to the Philistines. Steel was cheaper than 
bronze, the principal metal previously used, in part because iron ores were 
widely available while tin, which was mixed with copper to obtain bronze, was 
obtainable only in a few places. When used in plowshares, steel cut deeper. It 
was better adapted to tools such as axes, which were used for clearing forests. 
Steel thus contributed both to the settlement of the highlands of Israel and to 
shipbuilding by the Phoenicians.

�Early IsraEarly Israel was subel was subject to moject to moderately hderately high variabigh variability bothility both in total  in total rainfall arainfall and in its nd aand in itsand in its seasonal  seasonal distributidistribution. Becauson. Because of this e of this variabilitvariability, it was y, it was desirable desirable for farmerfor farmfor farmers tofarmers to grow a va grow a variety of criety of crops as inrops as insurance agsurance against the ainst the failure offailure of some rath some rather than toer ter than to spthan to specialize iecialize in a singlen a single crop. Far crop. Farmers wouldmers would thus plan thus plant both bart both barley and whley and wheat, whoseeatwhwheat, whowheat, whose harvestse harvests were abos were about seven wut seven weeks aparteeks apart, and also, and also grow grap grow grapes, oliveses, oliveses, olives, anolives, and other frd other fruit crops uit crops which werewhich were harvested harvested in the fa in the fall. In addll. In addition, theition, they found ity founy found it dfound it desirable tesirable to keep sheo keep sheep and goaep and goats, partlyts, partly as insura as insurance and alnce and also to manuso to manure orchardre manumanure orcmanure orchards and hards and fields curfields currently lefrently left fallow. t fallow. Such a varSuch a variety of priety of products demoducts demanded atteanddemdemanded ademanded attention attention at different different times, st times, so the farmo the farmer’s laborer’s labor would hav would have been more been more been more evenlmore evenly utilizedy utilized throughou throughout the yeart the year than if t than if the whole ohe whole of his effof his effort were tort were to be devote be be devotedbe devoted to a sing to a single crop. Tle crop. These factohese factors, in addrs, in addition to hition to high land tigh land transport cransport costs and costs ccosts and costs and climatic sclimatic similarity,imilarity, tended to tended to produce s produce self-sufficelf-sufficiency in aiency in agriculturegriculture and to wo and to and to work agto work against specainst specializationialization and trade and trade in farm p in farm products inroducts in ancient I ancient Israel.srael.srael.

Early Israel was subject to moderately high variability both in total rainfall 
and in its seasonal distribution. Because of this variability, it was desirable for 
farmers to grow a variety of crops as insurance against the failure of some rather 
than to specialize in a single crop. Farmers would thus plant both barley and 
wheat, whose harvests were about seven weeks apart, and also grow grapes, 
olives, and other fruit crops which were harvested in the fall. In addition, they 
found it desirable to keep sheep and goats, partly as insurance and also to 
manure orchards and fields currently left fallow. Such a variety of products 
demanded attention at different times, so the farmer’s labor would have been 
more evenly utilized throughout the year than if the whole of his effort were to 
be devoted to a single crop. These factors, in addition to high land transport 
costs and climatic similarity, tended to produce self-sufficiency in agriculture and 
to work against specialization and trade in farm products in ancient Israel.

�Despite thDespite the productie production of a vaon of a variety of oriety of outputs as utputs as insurance insurance against cragainst crop failureop failurop failure dufailure due to weathe to weather, the vaer, the variability riability of rainfalof rainfall probablyl probably resulted  resulted in occasioin occasional lossesnal lossnal losses to losses to farmers. Tfarmers. These lossehese losses, in turns, in turn, would ha, would have been fove been followed by llowed by borrowing borrowing and sometiaand sometiand sometimes by furmes by further lossether losses. Some fas. Some farmers probrmers probably lost ably lost their landtheir land and/or we and/or were enslaverwewere enslawere enslaved for deved for debts. Increbts. Increasing concasing concentration entration in the ownin the ownership of ership of land and aland and a growing p g growing pogrowing population opulation of domesticf domestic slaves mi slaves might have hght have had seriousad serious consequen consequences for soces for soces for social stasocial stability. Itbility. It was perha was perhaps for thips for this reason ts reason that instithat institutions sucutions such as the Sh as the Sabbatical abbaticaSSabbaticalSabbatical Year and  Year and the Jubilethe Jubilee Year evoe Year evolved to amlved to ameliorate teliorate the effectshe effects of losses of losses resulting res resulting resulting from variafrom variability of bility of rainfall.rainfall.rainfall.

Despite the production of a variety of outputs as insurance against crop 
failure due to weather, the variability of rainfall probably resulted in occasional 
losses to farmers. These losses, in turn, would have been followed by borrowing 
and sometimes by further losses. Some farmers probably lost their land and/or 
were enslaved for debts. Increasing concentration in the ownership of land and a 
growing population of domestic slaves might have had serious consequences for 
social stability. It was perhaps for this reason that institutions such as the 
Sabbatical Year and the Jubilee Year evolved to ameliorate the effects of losses 
resulting from variability of rainfall.

�Two aspectTwo aspects of agrics of agricultural prultural production doduction doubtless coubtless contributedontributed to the fo to the formation ofrmatiofoformation formation of extendeof extended family ad family and larger nd larger social grosocial groups such aups such as clans ans clans and of smalld of small settlemen set settlementsettlements. One is s. One is the intensthe intensive effortive effort required  required at certainat certain times, es times, especially ppecially planting anlantinpplanting aplanting and harvestnd harvesting. Extening. Extended familyded family groups wo groups would have huld have helped suppelped supply labor bly labor beyond thatebbeyond thabeyond that of a sint of a single farmergle farmer for such  for such periods. Bperiods. By staggeriy staggering the plang the planting timenting times — and ths —s — and thus— and thus also the  also the harvest tiharvest times — of smes — of several fareveral farmers, eachmers, each and their and their families  families could assicocould assicould assist the othst the others at plaers at planting and nting and harvestingharvesting. Likewise. Likewise, equipmen, equipment such as t such as plows and plowplows and plows and oxen couldoxen could be more f be more fully utiliully utilized througzed through sharing h sharing by more thby more than one faman one faman one family. Otfamily. Other piecesher pieces of capita of capital equipmenl equipment such as t such as threshing threshing floors andfloors and olive and olive and wine pres win wine presswine presses, which es, which no individno individual familyual family would hav would have been able been able to utilie to utilize fully, ze fully, might havemightmight havemight have been shar been shared by stiled by still larger gl larger groups. Thuroups. Thus we mights we might expect th expect that settlemat settlements wouldensettlemsettlementsettlements would has would have developve developed.ed.ed.

Two aspects of agricultural production doubtless contributed to the 
formation of extended family and larger social groups such as clans and of small 
settlements. One is the intensive effort required at certain times, especially 
planting and harvesting. Extended family groups would have helped supply labor 
beyond that of a single farmer for such periods. By staggering the planting times 
— and thus also the harvest times — of several farmers, each and their families 
could assist the others at planting and harvesting. Likewise, equipment such as 
plows and oxen could be more fully utilized through sharing by more than one 
family. Other pieces of capital equipment such as threshing floors and olive and 



wine presses, which no individual family would have been able to utilize fully, 
might have been shared by still larger groups. Thus we might expect that 
settlements would have developed.

�Although aAlthough agriculturegriculture was by fa was by far the domir the dominant econonant economic activimic activity in the ty in the ancient Meancientancient Meancient Mediterraneaditerranean, trade hn, trade has probablas probably existed y existed almost as almost as long. Therlong. There were twoe were twoe were two major two major land routeland routes in Paless in Palestine, the tine, the Way of theWay of the Sea and t Sea and the King’s he King’s Highway. THighway. The former hTThe formerThe former ran north ran northeastward feastward from Egypt rom Egypt along the along the MediterranMediterranean coast ean coast and over tand overand over the Cover the Carmel ridgarmel ridge to Megide to Megiddo. From tdo. From that point,hat point, routes we routes went to Phoent to Phoenicia, nornicia, nornicia, northern Snorthern Syria and Dyria and Damascus. Tamascus. The King’s he King’s Highway raHighway ran northwarn northward from thed from the Gulf of A Gulf of Gulf of Aqaba tof Aqaba through thehrough the hills E o hills E of the Jordf the Jordan River tan River to Rabbah ao Rabbah and on to Dnd on to Damascus. Mamascus. Mamascus. Most commoMost commodities comdities coming by seaing by sea would lik would likely have cely have come througome through the Gulfh the Gulf of Aqaba  of Aqa of Aqaba or tAqaba or through onehrough one of the Ph of the Phoenician poenician ports. Becaorts. Because of theuse of the high cost high cost of transp of transporting bulotransptransportitransporting bulky cng bulky commoditiesommodities by land,  by land, one would one would anticipateanticipate that comm that commodities shodities shodities shipped woshipped would have buld have been relatieen relatively valuavely valuable for thble for their weighteir weight — luxury  — luxury goods, pregoods, precious metacipreprecious mprecious metals, or etals, or strategic strategic raw materiraw materials such aals such as tin. Ours tin. Our fuller kn fuller knowledge ofowledge of trade in  tra trade in Ntrade in NT and mediT and medieval timeseval times and the c and the commoditiesommodities noted in  noted in 1 Kgs. 10:1 Kgs. 10:2, 22, 25 2, 22, 25 seem to susseem to suseem to support thispport this presumpti presumption.on.on.

Although agriculture was by far the dominant economic activity in the 
ancient Mediterranean, trade has probably existed almost as long. There were 
two major land routes in Palestine, the Way of the Sea and the King’s Highway. 
The former ran northeastward from Egypt along the Mediterranean coast and 
over the Carmel ridge to Megiddo. From that point, routes went to Phoenicia, 
northern Syria and Damascus. The King’s Highway ran northward from the Gulf 
of Aqaba through the hills E of the Jordan River to Rabbah and on to Damascus. 
Most commodities coming by sea would likely have come through the Gulf of 
Aqaba or through one of the Phoenician ports. Because of the high cost of 
transporting bulky commodities by land, one would anticipate that commodities 
shipped would have been relatively valuable for their weight — luxury goods, 
precious metals, or strategic raw materials such as tin. Our fuller knowledge of 
trade in NT and medieval times and the commodities noted in 1 Kgs. 10:2, 22, 25 
seem to support this presumption.

�There is lThere is little evidittle evidence of maence of manufacturinnufacturing beyond lg beyond local handiocal handicrafts forcrafts for either th either th either the OT or the OT or the NT perthe NT periods. The iods. The principal principal evidence fevidence for the earor the earlier of thlier of these periodese periods is the ds periodperiods isperiods is the disco the discovery of movery of more than 10re than 100 olive oi0 olive oil installal installations at Ttions at Tel Miqne-Eel Miqne-Ekron, eachkronMiqne-EMiqne-EkroMiqne-Ekron, each ofn, each of which was which was of relati of relatively smallvely small scale. Wh scale. While olive ile olive oil was dooil was doubtless prubtdodoubtless doubtless produced aproduced at many loct many locations forations for local con local consumption, sumption, so large aso large a number of number of installat ofof installof installations sugations suggests prodgests production at uction at Ekron was Ekron was for exportfor export, probably, probably by water. by water. These ins Th These instThese installations allations appear to appear to have existhave existed under ted under the Assyriahe Assyrians during ns during the 7th cethe 7th century but ntucecentury bucentury but to have t to have died out adied out after Assyrfter Assyria was defia was defeated by teated by the Babylonhe Babylonians. One ians. One can only sccan only scan only speculate apeculate as to why ts to why this may hahis may have been thve been the case. The case. There is no ere is no particularparticular reason, m re reason, moreason, moreover, foreover, for believinr believing that theg that the Ekron ins Ekron installationstallations are indic are indicative of sative of steady and teadyssteady andsteady and sustained sustained industria industrialization alization and economind economic developmc development duringent during the OT pe the OT pe the OT period.period.period.

There is little evidence of manufacturing beyond local handicrafts for either 
the OT or the NT periods. The principal evidence for the earlier of these 
periods is the discovery of more than 100 olive oil installations at Tel 
Miqne-Ekron, each of which was of relatively small scale. While olive oil was 
doubtless produced at many locations for local consumption, so large a number 
of installations suggests production at Ekron was for export, probably by water. 
These installations appear to have existed under the Assyrians during the 7th 
century but to have died out after Assyria was defeated by the Babylonians. One 
can only speculate as to why this may have been the case. There is no particular 
reason, moreover, for believing that the Ekron installations are indicative of 
steady and sustained industrialization and economic development during the OT 
period.

�Like the LLike the Late Bronzeate Bronze Age city- Age city-states of states of Canaan, thCanaan, the economice economic features  features of governmof goveof governmentgovernmental institual institutions seemtions seem to have b to have been feudaleen feudal-like or e-like or even primitven primitive duringive during the Iron  th the Iron Athe Iron Age. Militage. Military units ary units appear ofteppear often to have n to have been smallbeen small bands of  bands of mercenary mercenary soldiers, sosoldiers, soldiers, and these and these were probawere probably supporbly supported by grated by grants of lannts of land from thed from the chief or  chief or king. Kingkinking. Kingking. Kings receiveds received some of t some of their incomheir income from roye from royal estatesal estates, and taxe, and taxes were levs were levied in kiniedlevlevied in levied in kind or inkind or in the form  the form of conscriof conscript labor. pt labor. Money tookMoney took the form  the form of metals of metals weighted tweweighted tweighted to approprio appropriate amountate amounts instead s instead of coins oof coins of predeterf predetermined weigmined weight and finht and fineness.efinfineness.fineness.

Like the Late Bronze Age city-states of Canaan, the economic features of 
governmental institutions seem to have been feudal-like or even primitive during 
the Iron Age. Military units appear often to have been small bands of mercenary 
soldiers, and these were probably supported by grants of land from the chief or 
king. Kings received some of their income from royal estates, and taxes were 
levied in kind or in the form of conscript labor. Money took the form of metals 
weighted to appropriate amounts instead of coins of predetermined weight and 
fineness.

NT PeriodNT Period

NT Period



The PersiaThe Persian conquestn conquests beginnins beginning in the mg in the mid-6th cenid-6th century ushertury ushered in a need in a new era of mw era of mw era of more sophimore sophisticated gsticated government overnment that lastethat lasted well beyd well beyond the NTond the NT period. A period. Armies werermies wermies were largewere larger; e.g., Cr; e.g., Cyrus the Gyrus the Great’s armreat’s army consistey consisted of ca. 3d of ca. 30 thousand0 thousand. They con. They contained slitaconcontained contained slingers, slingers, archers, aarchers, and cavalrynd cavalry in additi in addition to infaon to infantry and nntry and no longer uo longer used chariosed csed chariots ichariots in open coun open country. In sntry. In siege warfaiege warfare blockadre blockade, siege me, siege mounds, andounds, and mines und mines under walls weundunder wallunder walls were emps were employed. Theloyed. The Persians  Persians and Romansand Romans establish established provinced provincial governial goverial governmentgovernments. Taxes ws. Taxes were receivere received and soled and soldiers paiddiers paid in money; in money; however,  however, rulers conrulers corulers continued continued to receiveto receive incomes f incomes from royal rom royal estates. Bestates. Both the Peoth the Persians andrsians and the Roman the Roman the Romans buiRomans built roads, lt roads, which werewhich were used for  used for moving tromoving troops and foops and for mail amor mail among other png otherng other purpother purposes. Perhoses. Perhaps the graps the greatest difeatest difference beference between the tween the OT and NT OT and NT periods waperiods periods waperiods was the use s the use of coinageof coinage, pieces o, pieces of valuablef valuable metals of metals of prescribe prescribed weight ad weight and finenesnd aand fineneand fineness. Coins ss. Coins were firstwere first employed  employed in Lydia cin Lydia ca. 600 a. 600 B.C.E.B.C.E. and were  and were widely usewidely usewidely used in Grused in Greek city-seek city-states fromtates from Ionia to  Ionia to Sicily andSicily and in Persia in Persia. While He. While Herod the Grrod the Great issuedeatGrGreat issuGreat issued coins, ed coins, the most wthe most widely usedidely used coins in  coins in NT times wNT times were the Roere the Roman silverman silverman silver densilver denarius, a darius, a day’s pay fay’s pay for a laboror a laborer or a Roer or a Roman legionman legionnaire, andnaire, and the bronz the bronze sestercee see sesterce, sesterce, equal in vequal in value to onalue to one fourth oe fourth of a denarif a denarius.us.us.

The Persian conquests beginning in the mid-6th century ushered in a new era of 
more sophisticated government that lasted well beyond the NT period. Armies 
were larger; e.g., Cyrus the Great’s army consisted of ca. 30 thousand. They 
contained slingers, archers, and cavalry in addition to infantry and no longer used 
chariots in open country. In siege warfare blockade, siege mounds, and mines 
under walls were employed. The Persians and Romans established provincial 
governments. Taxes were received and soldiers paid in money; however, rulers 
continued to receive incomes from royal estates. Both the Persians and the 
Romans built roads, which were used for moving troops and for mail among 
other purposes. Perhaps the greatest difference between the OT and NT 
periods was the use of coinage, pieces of valuable metals of prescribed weight 
and fineness. Coins were first employed in Lydia ca. 600 B.C.E. and were widely 
used in Greek city-states from Ionia to Sicily and in Persia. While Herod the 
Great issued coins, the most widely used coins in NT times were the Roman 
silver denarius, a day’s pay for a laborer or a Roman legionnaire, and the bronze 
sesterce, equal in value to one fourth of a denarius.

�AgriculturAgricultural conditial conditions were lons were largely theargely the same in t same in the NT as ihe NT as in the OT pn the OT period. Theeriod. pperiod. Thperiod. They differeey differed largely d largely in that thin that there were mere were more large ore large land holdiland holdings or estngs or estates and hatesestestates anestates and hired lad hired labor was mobor was more commonlre commonly employedy employed in agricu in agriculture. In lture. In contrast tcontrast to Italy anotto Italy ato Italy and other pnd other parts of tharts of the western e western Roman EmpiRoman Empire, there re, there was littlewas little reliance  reliance on slave lon on slave lon slave labor in agabor in agriculture riculture in Asia Miin Asia Minor and thnor and the Levant. e Levant. Industry, Industry, too, was ltoo, was little diffittle llittle diflittle different froferent from that of m that of OT times. OT times. Most produMost production tookction took the form  the form of handicrof handicrafts for tafthandicrhandicrafthandicrafts for the s for the local marklocal market. Items et. Items were produwere produced in widced in widely scatteely scattered locatired locations in towonslocatilocations locations in towns ain towns and even onnd even on the large the large estates.  estates. There wereThere were a few not a few noteworthy exeworthy exeworthy exceptionsexceptions to this p to this pattern, hoattern, however. Laowever. Laodicea, Tardicea, Tarsus, and Asus, and Alexandria,lexandria, e.g., wer e.g., were importane ime important important centers focenters for the prodr the production of uction of linen clotlinen cloth. Producth. Production tendedion tended to be con to be concentrated cconconcentratconcentrated near fled near flax-growingax-growing areas bec areas because of thause of the weight le weight loss inhereoss inherent in the nt in the conversioncoconversionconversion of flax t of flax to linen. Oo linen. One of the ne of the most impormost important examptant examples of speles of specializatiocialization and exchn an and exchanand exchange in the ge in the Roman worlRoman world was the d was the productionproduction and expor and export of tablet of tableware from ware froware from Aretrfrom Aretrium, moderium, modern Arezzo Sn Arezzo SE of FloreE of Florence.nce.nce.

Agricultural conditions were largely the same in the NT as in the OT 
period. They differed largely in that there were more large land holdings or 
estates and hired labor was more commonly employed in agriculture. In contrast 
to Italy and other parts of the western Roman Empire, there was little reliance 
on slave labor in agriculture in Asia Minor and the Levant. Industry, too, was 
little different from that of OT times. Most production took the form of 
handicrafts for the local market. Items were produced in widely scattered 
locations in towns and even on the large estates. There were a few noteworthy 
exceptions to this pattern, however. Laodicea, Tarsus, and Alexandria, e.g., were 
important centers for the production of linen cloth. Production tended to be 
concentrated near flax-growing areas because of the weight loss inherent in the 
conversion of flax to linen. One of the most important examples of specialization 
and exchange in the Roman world was the production and export of tableware 
from Aretrium, modern Arezzo SE of Florence.

�Like agricLike agriculture andulture and industry, industry, trade too trade too was large was largely local dly local during NT turing NT times. Therimes. Theimes. There wereThere were two inter two interesting excesting exceptions, heptions, however. Onowever. One was watee was water-borne cor-borne commerce in mmerccocommerce icommerce in agricultn agricultural commoural commodities in dities in the Meditethe Mediterranean rerranean region. Thergion. There were lare were lae were large-scallarge-scale exports e exports of wheat fof wheat from Egypt,rom Egypt, Sicily, a Sicily, and North And North Africa to Rfrica to Rome, and wome, and wheat was phwwheat was wheat was probably eprobably exported toxported to some larg some larger cities er cities in the easin the eastern Medittern Mediterranean. erranean. Wine was eWWine was eWine was exported frxported from Italy tom Italy to Gaul in o Gaul in the 1st cethe 1st century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. and from  and from Gaul to ItGaul to ItGaul to Italy by tItaly by the late 1she late 1st century t century C.E.C.E. Likewise, Likewise, from the  from the late 1st clate 1st century entury C.E. C.E. there werethere werthere were largewere large-scale exp-scale exports of olorts of olive oil frive oil from North Aom North Africa to Rfrica to Rome. In thome. In the eastern e eastern MediterranMeMediterranMediterranean, Italiean, Italian oil wasan oil was displaced displaced by oil fr by oil from the coaom the coasts of Asists of Asia Minor ana Minor and Syria.d Syd Syria.Syria.Syria.

Like agriculture and industry, trade too was largely local during NT times. 
There were two interesting exceptions, however. One was water-borne 
commerce in agricultural commodities in the Mediterranean region. There were 
large-scale exports of wheat from Egypt, Sicily, and North Africa to Rome, and 
wheat was probably exported to some larger cities in the eastern Mediterranean. 
Wine was exported from Italy to Gaul in the 1st century B.C.E. and from Gaul to 
Italy by the late 1st century C.E. Likewise, from the late 1st century C.E. there 
were large-scale exports of olive oil from North Africa to Rome. In the eastern 
Mediterranean, Italian oil was displaced by oil from the coasts of Asia Minor and 
Syria.



�By NT timeBy NT times long-diss long-distance tradtance trade in commoe in commodities of dities of high valuehigh value in relati in relation to theion to thon to their weigtheir weight was notht was noteworthy. Teworthy. The commodihe commodities involties involved in thived in this trade wes trade were principre principre principallprincipally silks, py silks, precious strecious stones, and ones, and “spices.” “spices.” The last iThe last included noncluded not only seat only seasonings susoningseaseasoningsseasonings such as p such as pepper but epper but also medicalso medicinals, dyeinals, dye-stuffs, a-stuffs, and cosmetind cosmetics. These cs. These commoditiecomcommoditiecommodities originats originated in the ed in the Far East aFar East and were exnd were exchanged eschanged especially fpecially for preciouor precious metals. spreciouprecious mprecious metals. Theetals. They were appy were apparently trarently transported ansported in stages in stages by water tby water to the Perso the Persian Gulf oiPersPersian GuPersian Gulf or Red lf or Red Sea and bySea and by land over land over the famou the famous Silk Roas Silk Road through d through central Ascentral Asia. From tiAsAsia. FromAsia. From the Persi the Persian Gulf coan Gulf commodities mmodities moved by lmoved by land acrossand across the deser the desert through t throught through Pathrough Palmyra in Slmyra in Syria or Peyria or Petra in whatra in what is now Jt is now Jordan. Comordan. Commodities amodities also moved lso movedlso moved to tmoved to the west frhe west from the souom the southeastern theastern Black Sea Black Sea and from Aand from Alexandria,lexandria, following followin following following transshipmtransshipment from tent from the Red Seahe Red Sea...

By NT times long-distance trade in commodities of high value in relation to 
their weight was noteworthy. The commodities involved in this trade were 
principally silks, precious stones, and “spices.” The last included not only 
seasonings such as pepper but also medicinals, dye-stuffs, and cosmetics. These 
commodities originated in the Far East and were exchanged especially for 
precious metals. They were apparently transported in stages by water to the 
Persian Gulf or Red Sea and by land over the famous Silk Road through central 
Asia. From the Persian Gulf commodities moved by land across the desert 
through Palmyra in Syria or Petra in what is now Jordan. Commodities also 
moved to the west from the southeastern Black Sea and from Alexandria, 
following transshipment from the Red Sea.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. C. HopkD. C. Hopkins, ins, The HighlaThe Highlands of Cannds of Canaanaan (Sheffiel (Sheffield, 1985); d, 1985); J. D. MuhlJ. DJ. D. Muhly, D. Muhly, “How Iron “How Iron TechnologyTechnology Changed t Changed the Ancienthe Ancient World — a World — and Gave thnd Gave the Philistie Phe PhilistinePhilistines a Militas a Military Edge,” ry Edge,” BARevBARev 8/6 (1982 8/6 (1982): 40–54; ): 40–54; R. F. MuthR. F. Muth, “Economi, “Economic Influencc Influenc InfluencesInfluences on Early  on Early Israel,” Israel,” JSOTJSOT 75 (1997) 75 (1997): 77–92.: 77–92.: 77–92.
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Influences on Early Israel,” JSOT 75 (1997): 77–92.
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ECSTASYECSTASYECSTASY

ECSTASY

A state ofA state of heightene heightened emotion d emotion (Gk. (Gk. ékstasis,ékstasis, from the  from the verb verb exiísteämiexiísteämi,, lit., “to lit., “to put out o pu put out ofput out of place”).  place”). The phenomThe phenomenon itselenon itself is diffif is difficult to decult to define but ifine but is found ges found generally thnerallgegenerally generally throughoutthroughout the whole the whole of biblic of biblical and Greal and Greek literatek literature (e.g.,ure (e.g., Philo  Philo HeresHeres 264). The 26 264). The 264). The concept enconcept encompasses compasses a variety a variety of experieof experiences in bonces in both the OT th the OT and NT. Inand NT. Iand NT. In Gen. 15In Gen. 15:12 Abraha:12 Abraham falls inm falls into a deep to a deep trance whetrance where he recere he receives a worives a word from thed from thed from the Lord. the Lord. Other examOther examples incluples include a trancde a trance brought e brought on by songon by song and dance and dance (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 10:5, 12; 10:5, 12; 19:20; 2 S19:20; 2 Sam. 6:12-2am. 6:12-23), natura3), natural phenomenl phenomena (1 Kgs. a (1 Kgs. 19:11-18),19:11-18), and revel and revelation of Gatirevelrevelationrevelation of God’s  of God’s word (Jer.word (Jer. 23:9; Isa 23:9; Isa. 6; Amos . 6; Amos 7-9).7-9).7-9).

A state of heightened emotion (Gk. ékstasis, from the verb exiísteämi, lit., “to 
put out of place”). The phenomenon itself is difficult to define but is found 
generally throughout the whole of biblical and Greek literature (e.g., Philo Heres 
264). The concept encompasses a variety of experiences in both the OT and NT. 
In Gen. 15:12 Abraham falls into a deep trance where he receives a word from 
the Lord. Other examples include a trance brought on by song and dance (1 Sam. 
10:5, 12; 19:20; 2 Sam. 6:12-23), natural phenomena (1 Kgs. 19:11-18), and 
revelation of God’s word (Jer. 23:9; Isa. 6; Amos 7-9).

�In the NT In the NT ecstasy teecstasy tends to focnds to focus more onus more on two speci two specific realmsfic realms. The firs. The first is a stat is a stt is a state of istate of intense astntense astonishment onishment or amazemeor amazement to the nt to the point of bpoint of being besideing beside oneself e oneself (e.g., Mar(e(e.g., Mar(e.g., Mark 5:42, lik 5:42, lit., “they t., “they were amazewere amazed with gred with great amazemeat amazement”; cf. 1nt”; cf. 16:8; Luke 6:8; Luke 5:26; 24:25:265:26; 24:25:26; 24:22; Acts 3:2; Acts 3:10; 13:12)10; 13:12). The seco. The second is a vind is a visionary stsionary state accompate accompanied by aanied by an altered n an altered mealtered mental statental state. In Acts . In Acts 10:10 Pete10:10 Peter falls inr falls into a trancto a trance (cf. 11:e (cf. 11:5). Other 5). Other possible opossiblpossible opossible occurrencesccurrences of this p of this phenomenon henomenon may be foumay be found in Jesund in Jesus’ temptats’ temptation experiion experion experienceexperience (Luke 4:1 (Luke 4:1-12), the -12), the transfigurtransfiguration (Maration (Mark 9:2-8), k 9:2-8), Pentecost Pentecost (Acts 2), (Acts 2), Paul’s expPauPaul’s expPaul’s experience onerience on the Damas the Damascus road (cus road (Acts 9, 22Acts 9, 22, 26; Gal., 26; Gal. 1:15-16), 1:15-16), and Paul’ and Paul’s descripts ds descriptiodescription of the tn of the third heavehird heaven (2 Cor. n (2 Cor. 12:1-9).12:1-9).12:1-9).

In the NT ecstasy tends to focus more on two specific realms. The first is a 
state of intense astonishment or amazement to the point of being beside oneself 
(e.g., Mark 5:42, lit., “they were amazed with great amazement”; cf. 16:8; Luke 
5:26; 24:22; Acts 3:10; 13:12). The second is a visionary state accompanied by an 
altered mental state. In Acts 10:10 Peter falls into a trance (cf. 11:5). Other 
possible occurrences of this phenomenon may be found in Jesus’ temptation 
experience (Luke 4:1-12), the transfiguration (Mark 9:2-8), Pentecost (Acts 2), 
Paul’s experience on the Damascus road (Acts 9, 22, 26; Gal. 1:15-16), and Paul’s 
description of the third heaven (2 Cor. 12:1-9).
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EDENEDEN (Heb.  (Heb. {eäd�en{eäd�en) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

EDEN (Heb. {eäd�en ) (PERSON)

The son ofThe son of Joah; a G Joah; a Gershonite ershonite Levite whoLevite who ministere ministered during td during the reign ohe reign of King Hezf King Hezekiah (2 CeHezHezekiah (Hezekiah (2 Chr. 29:2 Chr. 29:12). He ma12). He may be the py be the person menterson mentioned at 2ioned at 2 Chr. 31:1 Chr. 31:15 who assi5 who as5 who assisted iassisted in the distn the distribution oribution of the freef the freewill offerwill offering.ing.

The son of Joah; a Gershonite Levite who ministered during the reign of King 
Hezekiah (2 Chr. 29:12). He may be the person mentioned at 2 Chr. 31:15 who 



assisted in the distribution of the freewill offering.

EDENEDEN (Heb.  (Heb. {eäd�en;{eäd�en; Gk.  Gk. EdemEdem) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

EDEN (Heb. {eäd�en;  Gk. Edem) (PLACE)

A geographA geographic region ic region where God where God planted a planted a garden, ingarden, in which the which the first man first man and woman and woma and woman werewoman were placed an placed and from whid from which they wech they were expellere expelled. At timed. At times the names the name may bette may b may better conbetter connote “edennote “edenic” beautyic” beauty rather th rather than the plaan the place per se.ce per se. The garde The garden is “in” n is “in” Eden only EdEden only Eden only in Gen. 2:in Gen. 2:8 (with th8 (with the preposite preposition elsewhion elsewhere only iere only in Ezek. 28n Ezek. 28:13, where:13, where it is als i it is alsoit is also called “t called “the garden he garden of God” cfof God” cf. 31:9, pa. 31:9, par. “trees r. “trees of Eden”).of Eden”). In Isa. 5 In Isa. 51:3 Eden i1:3 Eden1:3 Eden is inEden is in parallel  parallel with “gardwith “garden of Yahwen of Yahweh,” foundeh,” found elsewhere elsewhere only in G only in Gen. 13:10 en. 13:10 (where Ede(w(where Ede(where Eden is not mn is not mentioned).entioned). Eden can  Eden can be equatedbe equated with the  with the garden in garden in Ezek. 28:1Ezek. 28:1Ezek. 28:13; 31:28:13; 31:9 only if 9 only if its use isits use is appositio appositional rathernal rather than attr than attributive.ibutive.ibutive.

A geographic region where God planted a garden, in which the first man and 
woman were placed and from which they were expelled. At times the name may 
better connote “edenic” beauty rather than the place per se. The garden is “in” 
Eden only in Gen. 2:8 (with the preposition elsewhere only in Ezek. 28:13, where 
it is also called “the garden of God” cf. 31:9, par. “trees of Eden”). In Isa. 51:3 
Eden is in parallel with “garden of Yahweh,” found elsewhere only in Gen. 13:10 
(where Eden is not mentioned). Eden can be equated with the garden in Ezek. 
28:13; 31:9 only if its use is appositional rather than attributive.

�Theories oTheories of locationf location choose be choose between Armetween Armenia (northnia (north) or Babyl) or Babylonia (soutonia (south) in easth) inh) in easternin eastern Mesopotam Mesopotamia and moria and more western e western regions. Aregions. An importann important factor ht factor here is Edeere is Edere is Eden as thEden as the source oe source of four gref four great rivers at rivers (Gen. 2:10(Gen. 2:10-14). Opti-14). Options for thons for the two debae two debated “rivertedebadebated “rdebated “rivers” (Piivers” (Pishon and Gshon and Gihon) haveihon) have included  included the Indus,the Indus, Ganges, c Ganges, canals thatanals that connect t c connect thconnect the two knowe two known rivers, n rivers, lesser strlesser streams in Eleams in Elam, the Niam, the Nile (Blue ale (Blue and White),nd White), Gihon Spr G Gihon SpriGihon Spring in Jerung in Jerusalem, andsalem, and the Persi the Persian Gulf. Pan Gulf. Pivotal andivotal and persisten persistent questiont questions are: (1)s ars are: (1) ware: (1) whether to hether to connect thconnect the etymologe etymology of Eden y of Eden to a rare to a rare Akkadian (Akkadian (edinu,edinu, “plain st “plai “plain ste“plain steppe”) or tppe”) or the closer he closer and more cand more common Westommon West Semitic c Semitic cognate (“dognate (“delight; abelight; aelight; abundance”abundance”; Ugar., S; Ugar., Syr., and Ayr., and Aram. ram. {dn;{dn; Arab.  Arab. gídngídn), which i), which is the trads the traditional viitional view (cf. LXewviview (cf. view (cf. LXX Gen. 2LXX Gen. 2:8; 3:23-2:8; 3:23-24; Isa. 514; Isa. 51:3; Luke 2:3; Luke 23:43; 2 Co3:43; 2 Cor. 12:4; Rr. 12:4; Rev. 2:7); ev. 2:7); (2) whethe(2) w(2) whether thwhether the river ofe river of Gen. 2:10 Gen. 2:10 “follows  “follows from” or “from” or “rises in” rises in” Eden, and Eden, and if the fouif the four rivers ar rir rivers arerivers are independe independent or intent or interrelated; rrelated; (3) whethe(3) whether Cush is r Cush is Ethiopia oEthiopia or Elam (thr Elam (the Kassite e Ke Kassite reKassite region east gion east of the Tigof the Tigris); and ris); and (4) whethe(4) whether r miqqed�emmiqqed�em in Gen. 2 in Gen. 2:8 means t:8 mean:8 means the means the garden wasgarden was in easter in eastern Eden, Edn Eden, Eden was in en was in the east, the east, or that Edor that Eden was “ofen was “of old.” The “of“of old.” “of old.” The BabyloThe Babylonian site nian site conflicts conflicts with the ewith the eastward moastward movement of vement of humanity fhumanity from the garffrom the gfrom the garden to narden to north and sorth and south Mesopouth Mesopotamia in otamia in Gen. 2-11.Gen. 2-11. This view This view also must also mu also must explamust explain how Edein how Eden as an oan as an oasis was desis was derived fromrived from a term me a term meaning “plaaning “plain.”in.”in.”

Theories of location choose between Armenia (north) or Babylonia (south) 
in eastern Mesopotamia and more western regions. An important factor here is 
Eden as the source of four great rivers (Gen. 2:10-14). Options for the two 
debated “rivers” (Pishon and Gihon) have included the Indus, Ganges, canals that 
connect the two known rivers, lesser streams in Elam, the Nile (Blue and White), 
Gihon Spring in Jerusalem, and the Persian Gulf. Pivotal and persistent questions 
are: (1) whether to connect the etymology of Eden to a rare Akkadian (edinu, 
“plain steppe”) or the closer and more common West Semitic cognate (“delight; 
abundance”; Ugar., Syr., and Aram. {dn; Arab. gídn), which is the traditional 
view (cf. LXX Gen. 2:8; 3:23-24; Isa. 51:3; Luke 23:43; 2 Cor. 12:4; Rev. 2:7); (2) 
whether the river of Gen. 2:10 “follows from” or “rises in” Eden, and if the four 
rivers are independent or interrelated; (3) whether Cush is Ethiopia or Elam (the 
Kassite region east of the Tigris); and (4) whether miqqed�em  in Gen. 2:8 
means the garden was in eastern Eden, Eden was in the east, or that Eden was 
“of old.” The Babylonian site conflicts with the eastward movement of humanity 
from the garden to north and south Mesopotamia in Gen. 2-11. This view also 
must explain how Eden as an oasis was derived from a term meaning “plain.”

�The signifThe significance of icance of connectingconnecting the first the first couple’s  couple’s paradise oparadise of God’s prf God’s presence witesence wesence with the fwith the future siteuture site of the te of the temple (cf. mple (cf. Gihon SpriGihon Spring) symbolng) symbolizing God’izing God’s presences presence and the p an and the prand the promised Palomised Palestinian pestinian paradise (caradise (cf. Isa. 51f. Isa. 51:3; Zech. :3; Zech. 14:8; Rev.14:8; Rev. 22:1-2) s 22:1-2) should not houldsshould notshould not be missed be missed. In ancie. In ancient Near Eant Near Eastern mythstern mythology a gaology a garden paradrden paradise of twoise of twoise of two riverstwo rivers is where  is where the divinethe divine council m council meets; and eets; and in pseudepin pseudepigraphal ligraphal literature iterature Eden is asEdeEden is asEden is associated wsociated with a “heaith a “heaven” of saven” of salvation folvation for the faitr the faithful.hful.hful.

The significance of connecting the first couple’s paradise of God’s presence 
with the future site of the temple (cf. Gihon Spring) symbolizing God’s presence 
and the promised Palestinian paradise (cf. Isa. 51:3; Zech. 14:8; Rev. 22:1-2) 
should not be missed. In ancient Near Eastern mythology a garden paradise of 
two rivers is where the divine council meets; and in pseudepigraphal literature 
Eden is associated with a “heaven” of salvation for the faithful.

�In the finIn the final analysial analysis, establis, establishing the shing the exact locaexact location may btion may be impossibe impossible owing tle owing to authoriaotto authorito authorial intential intention or to con or to catastrophiatastrophic topograpc topographical chanhical changes resultges resulting from ting from the Flood.he Fhe Flood.Flood.Flood.

In the final analysis, establishing the exact location may be impossible owing 
to authorial intention or to catastrophic topographical changes resulting from the 
Flood.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. F. AlbrW. F. Albright, “Theight, “The Location  Location of the Garof the Garden of Ededen of Eden,” n,” AJSLAJSL 39 (1922) 3 39 (1922):39 (1922): 15–31; W. 15–31; W. H. Gispen H. Gispen, “Genesis, “Genesis 2:10–14,” 2:10–14,” in  in Studia BibStudia Biblica et Selica et Semiticamitica (Wagening (W (Wageninge(Wageningen, 1966), n, 1966), 115–24; A.115–24; A. R. Millar R. Millard, “The Etd, “The Etymology ofymology of Eden,”  Eden,” VTVT 34 (1984) 34 (1984 34 (1984): 10(1984): 103–6; E. A.3–6; E. A. Speiser,  Speiser, “The River“The Rivers of Parads of Paradise,” in ise,” in Oriental aOriental and Biblicand Biblical Studies,l Studiesl Studies,Studies, ed. J. J. ed. J. J. Finkelste Finkelstein and M. in and M. Greenberg Greenberg (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1967)hia, 1967), 23–34; H, 23–34; H. N. Walla. N. Wa. N. Wallace, Wallace, The Eden NThe Eden Narrative.arrative. HSM 32 (A HSM 32 (Atlanta, 19tlanta, 1985).85).85).
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EDEREDER (Heb.  (Heb. {eäd�er{eäd�er) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

EDER (Heb. {eäd�er ) (PERSON)

�1.1. A postexi A postexilic Benjamlic Benjaminite resiinite residing at Jeding at Jerusalem (1rusalem (1 Chr. 8:15 Chr. 8:15).).).

1. A postexilic Benjaminite residing at Jerusalem (1 Chr. 8:15).

�2.2. A Levite, A Levite, the secon the second son of Md son of Mushi, and ushi, and a descendaa descendant of Merant of Merari who livri who lived during ed dued during theduring the reign of  reign of King DavidKing David (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 23:23; 24:33:23; 24:30).0).

2. A Levite, the second son of Mushi, and a descendant of Merari who lived 
during the reign of King David (1 Chr. 23:23; 24:30).

EDEREDER (Heb.  (Heb. {eäd�er{eäd�er) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

EDER (Heb. {eäd�er ) (PLACE)

�1.1. A town in A town in southern  southern Judah nearJudah near the borde the border with Edor with Edom (Josh. 1m (Josh. 15:22). Ide5:22). IdentificationtifIdeIdentificaIdentification of thtion of the site is e site is unknown, bunknown, but it has ut it has been assocbeen associated withiated with (or perha (or perhaps confuseps cops confused wconfused with) Arad ith) Arad (one LXX v(one LXX version of ersion of 15:22 read15:22 reads Arad fors Arad for Eder). Ho Eder). However, thewever, thwever, the fact tthe fact that Eder ihat Eder is listed ts listed together wiogether with Arad amth Arad among the deong the descendants scendants of Judah (of Judah (1 Chr. 8:11 C1 Chr. 8:15)Chr. 8:15) suggests  suggests that they that they are separaare separate cities.te cities.

1. A town in southern Judah near the border with Edom (Josh. 15:22). 
Identification of the site is unknown, but it has been associated with (or perhaps 
confused with) Arad (one LXX version of 15:22 reads Arad for Eder). However, 
the fact that Eder is listed together with Arad among the descendants of Judah (1 
Chr. 8:15) suggests that they are separate cities.

�2.2. Name of a Name of an ancient n ancient landmark (landmark (“tower”; M“tower”; Mic. 4:8, “ic. 4:8, “tower of ttower of the flock”)he flock”) in the vi in th in the vicinithe vicinity of Bethty of Bethlehem. Jaclehem. Jacob set up ob set up camp therecamp there soon afte soon after the deatr the death of Racheh of Rachel (Gen. 35l (l (Gen. 35:2(Gen. 35:21). Its ex1). Its exact locatiact location is unknon is unknown, althoown, although it hasugh it has often bee often been associatn associated with Khed wed with Khirbwith Khirbet Siyar eet Siyar el-Ganam, cl-Ganam, ca. 5 km. (a. 5 km. (3 mi.) E o3 mi.) E of Bethlehef Bethlehem on a ridm on a ridge overlooge overlooking the mkioverloooverlookinoverlooking the modeg the modern Arab virn Arab village of Bllage of Beit Sahur.eit Sahur. The tower The tower of Eder i of Eder is noted ass noted as the place t the place the place where the where the Messiah wiMessiah will make hill make himself knowmself known (Tg. Ps.n (Tg. Ps.-J. on Gen-J. on Gen. 35:21).. 35:21).. 35:21).

2. Name of an ancient landmark (“tower”; Mic. 4:8, “tower of the flock”) in 
the vicinity of Bethlehem. Jacob set up camp there soon after the death of Rachel 
(Gen. 35:21). Its exact location is unknown, although it has often been associated 
with Khirbet Siyar el-Ganam, ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) E of Bethlehem on a ridge 
overlooking the modern Arab village of Beit Sahur. The tower of Eder is noted as 
the place where the Messiah will make himself known (Tg. Ps.-J. on Gen. 35:21).

Wade R. KoWade R. Kottertter

Wade R. Kotter

EDIFICATIOEDIFICATIONNN

EDIFICATION

Literally Literally a buildinga building or the ac or the act of buildt of building (Gk. ing (Gk. oikodomeäíoikodomeäí), especia), especially in thelly in the Gospels ( Gosp Gospels (MGospels (Matt. 24:1;att. 24:1; 26:61; Ma 26:61; Mark 14:58) rk 14:58) and Acts. and Acts. FigurativeFiguratively the terly the term was usedm was used for the C fo for the Chfor the Church (Matturch (Matt. 16:18; 1. 16:18; 1 Cor. 3:9- Cor. 3:9-10), but b10), but both non-Choth non-Christian anristian and Christiad Christian writers n ChristiaChristian Christian writers mowriters more commonlre commonly used it y used it to denote to denote spiritual spiritual enrichmentenrichment. Paul exh. Paul exh. Paul exhorts beexhorts believers tolievers to edify eac edify each other (Rh other (Rom. 14:19;om. 14:19; 15:2; 1 C 15:2; 1 Cor. 14:3; or. 14:3; 1 Thess. 51 Thess. 5:11) and t:1155:11) and 5:11) and the Churchthe Church (1 Cor. 1 (1 Cor. 14:4-5, 12)4:4-5, 12). Paul’s a. Paul’s apostolic apostolic authority iuthority is exercises exercised for edifd ford for edificfor edification (2 Cation (2 Cor. 10:8; or. 10:8; 13:10), an13:10), and deeds ard deeds are performee performed for edifd for edification (2ication (2 Cor. 12:1 Cor Cor. 12:19Cor. 12:19). Worship). Worship should be should be an edifyi an edifying experieng experience (1 Cornce (1 Cor. 14:26). . 14:26). Whoever spWhoever sWhoever speaks in speaks in tongues edtongues edifies himsifies himself, but welf, but whoever prohoever prophesies edphesies edifies otheifies others (1 Cor.rs (1 Cor. 14:4; cf. 14 14:4; cf. 14:4; cf. v. 17). Spv. 17). Spiritual giiritual gifts (Eph. fts (Eph. 4:12, 16) 4:12, 16) and all spand all speech (v. 2eech (v. 29) are to 9) are to be used fobe used fobe used for edificfor edification (cf.ation (cf. 1 Cor. 8: 1 Cor. 8:1; 10:23).1; 10:23).

Literally a building or the act of building (Gk. oikodomeäí), especially in the 
Gospels (Matt. 24:1; 26:61; Mark 14:58) and Acts. Figuratively the term was used 
for the Church (Matt. 16:18; 1 Cor. 3:9-10), but both non-Christian and 
Christian writers more commonly used it to denote spiritual enrichment. Paul 
exhorts believers to edify each other (Rom. 14:19; 15:2; 1 Cor. 14:3; 1 Thess. 
5:11) and the Church (1 Cor. 14:4-5, 12). Paul’s apostolic authority is exercised 
for edification (2 Cor. 10:8; 13:10), and deeds are performed for edification (2 
Cor. 12:19). Worship should be an edifying experience (1 Cor. 14:26). Whoever 
speaks in tongues edifies himself, but whoever prophesies edifies others (1 Cor. 
14:4; cf. v. 17). Spiritual gifts (Eph. 4:12, 16) and all speech (v. 29) are to be used 
for edification (cf. 1 Cor. 8:1; 10:23).

Eric F. MaEric F. Masonson

Eric F. Mason

EDOMEDOM (Heb.  (Heb. }eïd�o®m}eïd�o®m)))

EDOM (Heb. }eïd�o®m )

The name oThe name of a nationf a nation, a geogra, a geographical regphical region, and aion, and a person in person in OT times. OT times. Edom is d Edom is derived froedderived frderived from a root om a root meaning “rmeaning “red.” The aed.” The associationssociation of name w of name with the plith the place is usuace is usually explaausuusually exusually explained byplained by the reddi the reddish appearash appearance of thence of the rock and  rock and soil formasoil formations; wittions; with the persh th the personthe person it is som it is sometimes assetimes assumed that umed that Edom was oEdom was of ruddy cof ruddy complexion amplexion and, less fnd, less nd, less frequless frequently, oneently, one with red  with red hair.hair.hair.

The name of a nation, a geographical region, and a person in OT times. Edom is 



derived from a root meaning “red.” The association of name with the place is 
usually explained by the reddish appearance of the rock and soil formations; with 
the person it is sometimes assumed that Edom was of ruddy complexion and, 
less frequently, one with red hair.

�The personThe person, Edom, is, Edom, is initially initially known as  known as Esau, the Esau, the elder of telder of the twins bhe twins born to Isaorn to Isorn to Isaac and Isaac and Rebekah; tRebekah; the youngerhe younger was Jacob was Jacob or Israel or Israel. The Gen.. The Gen. 25 story  25 story of Esau’s of Esau’s birth givebibirth givebirth gives two clues two clues to his bs to his being calleeing called “Edom” od “Edom” or “red.” Gr “red.” Gen. 25:26 en. 25:26 describes describes him as redhimhim as redhim as red at birth; at birth; v. 30 ass v. 30 associates thociates the name wite name with the red h the red food (pottfood (pottage?) for age?) for which he twhicwhich he twhich he traded his raded his birthrightbirthright to Jacob. to Jacob. He is reg He is regarded as earded as eponymous aponymous ancestor ofncestor of the Edomi t the Edomitthe Edomites.es.es.

The person, Edom, is initially known as Esau, the elder of the twins born to 
Isaac and Rebekah; the younger was Jacob or Israel. The Gen. 25 story of Esau’s 
birth gives two clues to his being called “Edom” or “red.” Gen. 25:26 describes 
him as red at birth; v. 30 associates the name with the red food (pottage?) for 
which he traded his birthright to Jacob. He is regarded as eponymous ancestor of 
the Edomites.

�The geograThe geographical arephical area known asa known as Edom is l Edom is located priocated primarily E omarily E of the Wadif the Wadi Arabah, N Arab Arabah, N Arabah, N of the Gulof the Gulf of Aqabaf of Aqabah, S of thh, S of the Wadi e Wadi el-H¸esaœel-H¸esaœ (its boun (its boundary with dary with Moab), andMMoab), andMoab), and W of the  W of the Arabian DeArabian Desert. Thersert. There is genere is general agreemeal agreement as to tnt as to the north, he north, he north, sounorth, south, and eath, and eastern bounstern boundaries, budaries, but the westt the western borderern border is variou is variously descrisly described. The bbedescridescribed.described. The bibli The biblical descrical description of Eption of Edomite terdomite territory appritory appears to inears to include areaclude areas W of thes Ws W of the WW of the Wadi Arabahadi Arabah. Num. 34 . Num. 34 describes describes the territthe territory of Judory of Judah as lyinah as lying “againstg “against” the terr”“against“against” “against” the territthe territory of Edoory of Edom. The term. The territory of ritory of Judah is fJudah is further desurther described in cribed in Josh. 15:1Josh.Josh. 15:1Josh. 15:1 as reachi as reaching southweng southwest to the st to the boundary oboundary of Edom, tof Edom, to the Wilde the Wilderness of Zrness of Zrness of Zin at theZin at the farthest  farthest south. In south. In Num. 20:16Num. 20:16 Kadesh (p Kadesh (probably robably }Ain el-Qu}Ain el-Qudeira®tdeira®t) is descr) i) is describis described as on ted as on the border he border of the kinof the king of Edom.g of Edom. It is imp It is important to ortant to note the enote the existence oxisteexistence existence of a majorof a major route, “t route, “the King’s he King’s Highway,” Highway,” traversingtraversing this land this land. Profitin. Profiting from cong frog from contrfrom control of travol of travel and trael and trade on thisde on this route mus route must have beet have been one of tn one of the signifihe significant econocansignifisignificansignificant economict economic forces at forces at work in E work in Edom in ancdom in ancient timesient times...

The geographical area known as Edom is located primarily E of the Wadi 
Arabah, N of the Gulf of Aqabah, S of the Wadi el-H¸esaœ (its boundary with 
Moab), and W of the Arabian Desert. There is general agreement as to the 
north, south, and eastern boundaries, but the western border is variously 
described. The biblical description of Edomite territory appears to include areas 
W of the Wadi Arabah. Num. 34 describes the territory of Judah as lying 
“against” the territory of Edom. The territory of Judah is further described in 
Josh. 15:1 as reaching southwest to the boundary of Edom, to the Wilderness of 
Zin at the farthest south. In Num. 20:16 Kadesh (probably }Ain el-Qudeira®t) 
is described as on the border of the king of Edom. It is important to note the 
existence of a major route, “the King’s Highway,” traversing this land. Profiting 
from control of travel and trade on this route must have been one of the 
significant economic forces at work in Edom in ancient times.

�The dominaThe dominant view ofnt view of mid-20th- mid-20th-century sccentury scholarship,holarship, based pri based primarily on marily on Nelson GluNelsoNelson GluNelson Glueck’s surveck’s survey of the ey of the region in region in the 1930s the 1930s and 1940s,and 1940s, argued th argued that Edom laat Edom lay east of ylalay east olay east of the Wadif the Wadi Arabah. R Arabah. Recent archecent archaeologicalaeological discoveri discoveries have does have documented acumented acumented a significa significant Edomitant Edomite presencee presence extending extending to the we to the west, especist, especially from ally from the 7th cethe 7th century and ntucecentury ancentury and later. Md later. Most likelyost likely the heart the heartland of Edland of Edom was theom was the area E of area E of the Araba the Arabah, but theh, ArabaArabah, buArabah, but there wet there were from tire from time to timeme to time Edomite p Edomite presence anresence and control d control to the westo the wto the west as wewest as well.ll.ll.

The dominant view of mid-20th-century scholarship, based primarily on 
Nelson Glueck’s survey of the region in the 1930s and 1940s, argued that Edom 
lay east of the Wadi Arabah. Recent archaeological discoveries have documented 
a significant Edomite presence extending to the west, especially from the 7th 
century and later. Most likely the heartland of Edom was the area E of the 
Arabah, but there were from time to time Edomite presence and control to the 
west as well.

�The early The early history ofhistory of Edom (als Edom (also called So called Seir) is sheir) is shrouded in rouded in the uncertthe uncertainties ofainties ofainties of antiquiof antiquity. Early ty. Early settlementsettlement dates to  dates to prehistoriprehistoric times. Tc times. The region he region was probabwas probably not knoly nly not known not known as Edom unas Edom until the 13til the 13th centuryth century. The patr. The patriarchal stiarchal stories, poiories, pointing to anting to an earlier n en earlier tiearlier time, reportme, report that Esau that Esau/Edom alon/Edom along with hisg with his family se family settled therttled there. These ee. These early Edomiarlyeearly Edomearly Edomites may rites may represent tepresent the nomadiche nomadic peoples o peoples of the regif the region mentionon mentioned in Egyped in Egyed in Egyptian tEgyptian texts (Papyexts (Papyrus Anastarus Anastasi VI) as si VI) as occasionaloccasionally coming ly coming with theirwith their flocks in flocks inside the bside ininside theinside the borders o borders of Egypt.f Egypt.f Egypt.

The early history of Edom (also called Seir) is shrouded in the uncertainties 
of antiquity. Early settlement dates to prehistoric times. The region was probably 
not known as Edom until the 13th century. The patriarchal stories, pointing to an 
earlier time, report that Esau/Edom along with his family settled there. These 
early Edomites may represent the nomadic peoples of the region mentioned in 
Egyptian texts (Papyrus Anastasi VI) as occasionally coming with their flocks 
inside the borders of Egypt.

�Several reSeveral references (ferences (Gen. 14:6;Gen. 14:6; 36:20ff.) 36:20ff.) refer to  refer to Horites asHorites as pre-Edomi pre-Edomite inhabitte inhabte inhabitantinhabitants of the ls of the land. The iand. The identity ofdentity of the Horit the Horites is debaes is debated: some ted: some associate associate them with themthem with them with the Hivitethe Hivites, but ides, but identificationtification with then with the Hurrians  Hurrians is more liis more likely. Gen.kely. Gen. 36 includ 36 i 36 includes aincludes a list of k list of kings who rings who ruled the luled the land of Edoand of Edom before am before any king runy king ruled over tled over the Israelihe Ihe IsraelitesIsraelites. The same. The same chapter l chapter lists wivesists wives and desce and descendants of ndants of Esau as weEsau as well as somell as some Horite li Ho Horite lisHorite lists.ts.ts.

Several references (Gen. 14:6; 36:20ff.) refer to Horites as pre-Edomite 
inhabitants of the land. The identity of the Horites is debated: some associate 
them with the Hivites, but identification with the Hurrians is more likely. Gen. 36 



includes a list of kings who ruled the land of Edom before any king ruled over the 
Israelites. The same chapter lists wives and descendants of Esau as well as some 
Horite lists.

�The archaeThe archaeological rological record of Eecord of Edom is basdom is based primaried primarily on regily on regional surfaonal surface surveysce survce surveys wisurveys with a few sth a few soundings aoundings and a smallnd a small but incre but increasing numbasing number of excaer of excavations. Svations. Survey resuurSSurvey resSurvey results, but ults, but not excavanot excavated sites,ted sites, indicate  indicate pre—Iron Apre—Iron Age occupatge occupation. Howevion. Howevion. However, tHowever, the excavathe excavated sites ded sites document thocument the 8th-6th e 8th-6th centuries centuries as the timas the time of signie of significant occfisignisignificansignificant occupatit occupation with foon with fortified cirtified cities, withties, with significa significantly more ntly more evidence fevidence from the 7trom throm the 7th cethe 7th century. Latntury. Later occupater occupation does aion does appear at sppear at some sites,ome sites, especiall especially for the y for the HellenistiHelHellenistiHellenistic period. c period. The picturThe picture presentee presented is only d is only tentative,tentative, subject t subject to continuio continuing revisiong reng revision arevision as more evis more evidence becodence becomes availames available.ble.ble.

The archaeological record of Edom is based primarily on regional surface 
surveys with a few soundings and a small but increasing number of excavations. 
Survey results, but not excavated sites, indicate pre—Iron Age occupation. 
However, the excavated sites document the 8th-6th centuries as the time of 
significant occupation with fortified cities, with significantly more evidence from 
the 7th century. Later occupation does appear at some sites, especially for the 
Hellenistic period. The picture presented is only tentative, subject to continuing 
revision as more evidence becomes available.

�The patterThe pattern of occupn of occupation seemation seems to be ons to be one of flucte of fluctuation, liuation, likely relatkely related to climed to climed to climatic aclimatic and ecologind ecological forcescal forces. It appea. It appears that thrs that there was coere was considerablensiderable occupatio occupation in the ln inn in the latin the latter phasester phases of the Ea of the Early Bronzerly Bronze Age — esp Age — especially EBecially EB III and I III and IV (mid- toV (mid- to late 3rd  late late 3rd mlate 3rd millennium)illennium) — diminis — diminishing untilhing until almost th almost the beginnine beginning of the Ig of the Iron Age. Nron Age. NeverthelesevNNevertheleNevertheless, there ss, there was continwas continuing occupuing occupation in tation in the land onhe land on through t through the MB and he MB and he MB and LB perand LB periods.iods.iods.

The pattern of occupation seems to be one of fluctuation, likely related to 
climatic and ecological forces. It appears that there was considerable occupation 
in the latter phases of the Early Bronze Age — especially EB III and IV (mid- to 
late 3rd millennium) — diminishing until almost the beginning of the Iron Age. 
Nevertheless, there was continuing occupation in the land on through the MB 
and LB periods.

�According According to Num. 20to Num. 20:14-21 dur:14-21 during the wiing the wilderness wlderness wanderings anderings the “king the “king of Edom” rof Edof Edom” refuEdom” refused to persed to permit the Ismit the Israelites sraelites safe passagafe passage through e through his land, his land, forcing thforcing them to circem ththem to cithem to circumvent Ercumvent Edom. No ardom. No archaeologicchaeological evidencal evidence of a fore of a fortified andtified and organized organized organized organized settlementsettlement in this t in this time has yeime has yet been fout been found.nd.nd.

According to Num. 20:14-21 during the wilderness wanderings the “king of 
Edom” refused to permit the Israelites safe passage through his land, forcing 
them to circumvent Edom. No archaeological evidence of a fortified and 
organized settlement in this time has yet been found.

�The EdomitThe Edomites are notes are not mentioned mentioned as a fact as a factor at the or at the time of thtime of the Hebrews’e Hebrews’ settlemen settl settlementsettlement in Canaan in Canaan. Saul was. Saul was the first the first to fight  to fight them (1 Sathem (1 Sam. 14:47).m. 14:47). David car David carried out ariedcarcarried oucarried out a major t a major campaign icampaign in Edom (2 n Edom (2 Sam. 8:13-Sam. 8:13-14), gaini14), gaining and retng and retaining conaining control of thtrconcontrol ofcontrol of this terr this territory. An itory. An uprising luprising led by Hadaed by Hadad, an Edomd, an Edomite of royite of royal blood, al blood, forced Solforcforced Solforced Solomon to fiomon to fight the Edght the Edomites agaomites again and again and again. Solomoin. Solomon utilizedn utilized Ezion-geb Ezion-geber in EdomeEzion-gebEzion-gebeEzion-geber in Edomir in Edomite territote territory as a fury as a functioning nctioning port.port.port.

The Edomites are not mentioned as a factor at the time of the Hebrews’ 
settlement in Canaan. Saul was the first to fight them (1 Sam. 14:47). David 
carried out a major campaign in Edom (2 Sam. 8:13-14), gaining and retaining 
control of this territory. An uprising led by Hadad, an Edomite of royal blood, 
forced Solomon to fight the Edomites again and again. Solomon utilized 
Ezion-geber in Edomite territory as a functioning port.

�After SoloAfter Solomon’s deatmon’s death Edom remh Edom remained undeained under the contr the control of Judrol of Judah, thoughah, though unatteste un unattestedunattested in the bi in the biblical narblical narrative untrative until the timil the time of Jehose of Jehoshaphat. Achaphat. According tocording to a royal i a ro a royal inscroyal inscription inription in the Karna the Karnak temple, k temple, Edom was oEdom was one of the ne of the territorieterritories overrun s overrun by the Egybyby the Egyby the Egyptian Shisptian Shishak on thehak on the same excu same excursion thatrsion that took him  took him to Jerusalto Jerusalem in Rehoem in Rehoboam’s timbRehoRehoboam’sRehoboam’s time. Jeh time. Jehoshaphat (oshaphat (873–849) s873–849) sought to rought to reactivate eactivate maritime tmaritime trade by warade by wrade by way of theway of the Red Sea,  Red Sea, but his flbut his fleet was wreet was wrecked on recked on rocks near ocks near Elath (1 KElath (1 Kgs. 22:47-gs. 22:47-50). Near 5022:47-22:47-50).22:47-50). Near the  Near the end of Jehend of Jehoshaphat’soshaphat’s reign, Ed reign, Edomites joiomites joined with oned with other enemither enemies of Judaeenemienemies ofenemies of Judah for Judah for a raid on a raid on En-gedi ( En-gedi (2 Chr. 20)2 Chr. 20). Edom suc. Edom successfully cessfully revolted arevolted against Jehgaiaagainst Jeagainst Jehoram (849horam (849–842), gai–842), gaining freedning freedom from Juom from Judah (2 Kgsdah (2 Kgs. 8:20-22). 8:20-22)...

After Solomon’s death Edom remained under the control of Judah, though 
unattested in the biblical narrative until the time of Jehoshaphat. According to a 
royal inscription in the Karnak temple, Edom was one of the territories overrun 
by the Egyptian Shishak on the same excursion that took him to Jerusalem in 
Rehoboam’s time. Jehoshaphat (873–849) sought to reactivate maritime trade by 
way of the Red Sea, but his fleet was wrecked on rocks near Elath (1 Kgs. 
22:47-50). Near the end of Jehoshaphat’s reign, Edomites joined with other 
enemies of Judah for a raid on En-gedi (2 Chr. 20). Edom successfully revolted 
against Jehoram (849–842), gaining freedom from Judah (2 Kgs. 8:20-22).

�There follThere followed a timowed a time of Assyre of Assyrian power ian power and Edomitand Edomite and Judee and Judean weaknesan weakness. Adad-nis. As. Adad-nirarAdad-nirari III of Ai III of Assyria (81ssyria (810–783) cla0–783) claims to havims to have made expe made expeditions teditions to the westo the west in 806, 8 in in 806, 80in 806, 805, and 7975, and 797, in which, in which tribute w tribute was receiveas received from Edod from Edom, among om, among other placether placether places. Edplaces. Edom is nameom is named by this d by this monarch asmonarch as a new con a new conquest for quest for Assyria. BAssyria. But Assyriaut Assyria became we AssyriaAssyria beAssyria became weak came weak for a briefor a brief period if period in the earln the early 8th centy 8th century, and Jury, and Judah expanudah expanded her tedeexpanexpanded hexpanded her territoer territory to inclry to include Edom oude Edom once more.nce more.nce more.

There followed a time of Assyrian power and Edomite and Judean weakness. 
Adad-nirari III of Assyria (810–783) claims to have made expeditions to the west 
in 806, 805, and 797, in which tribute was received from Edom, among other 
places. Edom is named by this monarch as a new conquest for Assyria. But 



Assyria became weak for a brief period in the early 8th century, and Judah 
expanded her territory to include Edom once more.

�Edom was sEdom was subdued parubdued partially by tially by Amaziah ofAmaziah of Judah, wh Judah, who capturedo captured Sela and  Sela and changed itchanchanged itchanged its name to s name to Joktheel. Joktheel. Amaziah’s Amaziah’s son Uzziahson Uzziah pursued t pursued to a succeso a successful conclsful conclusion the uconclconclusionconclusion the attac the attack upon Edok upon Edom, even cam, even capturing Elpturing Elath. It waath. It was in the ts in the time of Ahaime of Ahaz that Judz AhaAhaz that Ahaz that Judah’s coJudah’s control of Entrol of Edom was pedom was permanently rmanently broken. Edbroken. Edom was nevom was never again ter againer again to ragain to regain her egain her former splformer splendor but endor but did retaindid retain some meas some measure of indure of independence.ependenceindindependenindependence. While ce. While Ahaz was kAhaz was king the Eding the Edomites weromites were making re making raids on Juaids on Judah to acqdah to adah to acquire slacquire slaves, promaves, prompting Ahazpting Ahaz to appeal to appeal to Assyri to Assyria (2 Chr. a (2 Chr. 28:16-17).28:16-17). The Assyr The Assyrian king TiaAssyrAssyrian kAssyrian king Tiglating Tiglath-pileser h-pileser III (744–7III (744–727) claims27) claims, in a bui, in a building insclding inscription, tription, that he rechat he rhat he received treceived tribute froribute from Kaushmalm Kaushmalaku (Qaushaku (Qaushmalaku) ofmalaku) of Edom. Pay Edom. Payment of trment of tribute to Aibute toibute to Assyriato Assyria was burde was burdensome and nsome and Edom, amonEdom, among other stg other states (but ates (but not Judah)not Judah), was enco, was en, was encouragedencouraged to revolt to revolt by Egypt. by Egypt. Sargon II Sargon II (721–705) (721–705) records o records on his “Bron his “Broken Prism”ken Prism”ken Prism” thiPrism” this attemptes attempted revolt wd revolt which he suhich he subdued. Thebdued. The revolt wa revolt was against s against paying tripaying tribute, indibutritribute, itribute, indicating ndicating that the rthat the revolting nevolting nations, inations, including Edcluding Edom, had noom, had not been cont been conquered as querconconquered conquered as had Isras had Israel. Sennaael. Sennacherib clacherib claims to havims to have receivede received tribute f tribute from the Edrom the Edomite kingoEdEdomite kiEdomite king Aiarammng Aiarammu in 701, u in 701, as did Esaas did Esarhaddon anrhaddon and Assurband Assurbanipal from ipal from QaushgabriQaushgaQaushgabriQaushgabri...

Edom was subdued partially by Amaziah of Judah, who captured Sela and 
changed its name to Joktheel. Amaziah’s son Uzziah pursued to a successful 
conclusion the attack upon Edom, even capturing Elath. It was in the time of 
Ahaz that Judah’s control of Edom was permanently broken. Edom was never 
again to regain her former splendor but did retain some measure of 
independence. While Ahaz was king the Edomites were making raids on Judah to 
acquire slaves, prompting Ahaz to appeal to Assyria (2 Chr. 28:16-17). The 
Assyrian king Tiglath-pileser III (744–727) claims, in a building inscription, that he 
received tribute from Kaushmalaku (Qaushmalaku) of Edom. Payment of tribute 
to Assyria was burdensome and Edom, among other states (but not Judah), was 
encouraged to revolt by Egypt. Sargon II (721–705) records on his “Broken 
Prism” this attempted revolt which he subdued. The revolt was against paying 
tribute, indicating that the revolting nations, including Edom, had not been 
conquered as had Israel. Sennacherib claims to have received tribute from the 
Edomite king Aiarammu in 701, as did Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal from 
Qaushgabri.

�The biblicThe biblical accountal accounts, as wells, as well as secula as secular records,r records, maintain  maintain almost comalmost complete sileplete sileplete silence cosilence concerning tncerning the role ofhe role of Edom foll Edom following the owing the decline ofdecline of the Assyr the Assyrian Empireian Empire. Edom alo. E. Edom alongEdom along with Ammo with Ammon, Moab, Tn, Moab, Tyre, Sidonyre, Sidon, and Juda, and Judah plotted h plotted a revolt aa revolt against Babgainst Bagainst Babylon caBabylon ca. 592, but. 592, but the revol the revolt failed tt failed to materialo materialize.ize.ize.

The biblical accounts, as well as secular records, maintain almost complete 
silence concerning the role of Edom following the decline of the Assyrian Empire. 
Edom along with Ammon, Moab, Tyre, Sidon, and Judah plotted a revolt against 
Babylon ca. 592, but the revolt failed to materialize.

�As to the As to the part playepart played by Edom d by Edom and the efand the effect of thfect of the circumste circumstances in Pances in Palestine oalestinePPalestine Palestine on Edom inon Edom in the 587 d the 587 destructionestruction of Jerusa of Jerusalem, the hlem, the historical istorical records — records — biblical abibiblical abiblical and nonbiblnd nonbiblical — areical — are silent. T silent. The only inhe only information,formation, which is  which is debated, idebated, is the refes the s the referethe reference in 1 Ence in 1 Esdr. 4:45:sdr. 4:45: “You also “You also vowed to  vowed to build the build the temple, whtemple, which the Edich the Edomites buromEdEdomites bEdomites burned whenurned when Judea was Judea was laid wast laid waste by the Ce by the Chaldeans.”haldeans.” This affi This affirms Edomitrms Edomrms Edomite suEdomite support of apport of and particind participation in pation in the destruthe destruction of Jction of Jerusalem aerusalem and its temnd its temple by thepletemtemple by temple by the Babylothe Babylonians.nians.nians.

As to the part played by Edom and the effect of the circumstances in 
Palestine on Edom in the 587 destruction of Jerusalem, the historical records — 
biblical and nonbiblical — are silent. The only information, which is debated, is 
the reference in 1 Esdr. 4:45: “You also vowed to build the temple, which the 
Edomites burned when Judea was laid waste by the Chaldeans.” This affirms 
Edomite support of and participation in the destruction of Jerusalem and its 
temple by the Babylonians.

�That EdomiThat Edomites moved tes moved into the Ninto the Negeb of Juegeb of Judah in thedah in the late 7th  late 7th century iscentury is quite cle quite quite cleaquite clear. Edomiter. Edomite ceramic r ceramic remains havemains have been foue been found at manynd at many sites. An sites. An Edomite o Edomite o Edomite ostracon, ostracon, which inclwhich includes a refudes a reference to erence to their chietheir chief god Qos f god Qos was found was found at at H¸orvat {UḨorvaH¸orvat {UH¸orvat {Uzaza, near Ara, near Arad. Edomited. Edomite shrines h shrines have been fave been found in thound in the Arabah ae Arabah at t {En Has�ev{En{En Has�ev{En Has�evaa and at  and at H¸orvatH¸orvat Qitmit ne Qitmit near Arad. Sar Arad. Significantignificant Edomite m Edomite materials aaterials also have blsaalso have also have been foundbeen found at  at Malh�ataMalh�ata...

That Edomites moved into the Negeb of Judah in the late 7th century is 
quite clear. Edomite ceramic remains have been found at many sites. An Edomite 
ostracon, which includes a reference to their chief god Qos was found at 
H¸orvat {Uza, near Arad. Edomite shrines have been found in the Arabah at 
{En Has�eva  and at H¸orvat Qitmit near Arad. Significant Edomite materials 
also have been found at Malh�ata .

�The EdomitThe Edomites are frees are frequently mequently mentioned inntioned in prophetic prophetic writings  writings — almost a— almost always in wlwayaalways in always in words of cwords of condemnatioondemnation (e.g., On (e.g., Obadiah, Jebadiah, Jer. 49). Thr. 49). The unparalle unparalleled hatreeled hatred for the d fd for the Edfor the Edomites in omites in the OT is the OT is usually reusually related to elated to either or bither or both the Edoth the Edomite encromite encroachment ioaencrencroachmeencroachment into Hent into Hebrew terribrew territory and ttory and the supporthe support and/or as and/or assistance tsistance they renderhey rendehey rendered trendered the Babylonhe Babylonians when ians when Jerusalem Jerusalem and the teand the temple were mple were destroyed destroyed in 587.in 587.in 587.

The Edomites are frequently mentioned in prophetic writings — almost 
always in words of condemnation (e.g., Obadiah, Jer. 49). The unparalleled hatred 
for the Edomites in the OT is usually related to either or both the Edomite 
encroachment into Hebrew territory and the support and/or assistance they 
rendered the Babylonians when Jerusalem and the temple were destroyed in 587.



�The EdomitThe Edomites in the es in the southern psouthern part of Cisart of Cisjordanian jordanian Palestine Palestine were knownwere known as Idumae as Id as Idumaeans Idumaeans during theduring the Hellenist Hellenistic/Roman pic/Roman periods. Theriods. The family oe family of Antipatef Antipater and Heror and Heror and Herod the Herod the Great wereGreat were of Edomit of Edomite descent.e descent. It is imp It is impossible toossible to trace Edo trace Edomites or tmites or their descehttheir desctheir descendants beendants beyond the tyond the time of theime of the Roman cam Roman campaign whicpaign which resultedh resulted in the de in the d in the destructiodestruction of the Jn of the Jerusalem terusalem temple in 7emple in 70 0 C.E.C.E.C.E.

The Edomites in the southern part of Cisjordanian Palestine were known as 
Idumaeans during the Hellenistic/Roman periods. The family of Antipater and 
Herod the Great were of Edomite descent. It is impossible to trace Edomites or 
their descendants beyond the time of the Roman campaign which resulted in the 
destruction of the Jerusalem temple in 70 C.E.

�So thorougSo thoroughgoing washgoing was the hatre the hatred of the Ed of the Edomites thdomites that Edom/Edat Edom/Edomite becaomite became a term mebecabecame a tbecame a term for “term for “the enemy,”he enemy,” particula particularly applierly applied to Rome d to Rome during theduring their oppressir oppressive actionioppressoppressiveoppressive actions a actions against botgainst both Jews andh Jews and Christian Christians in the es in the early centuarly centuries ries C.E.C.E.C.E.

So thoroughgoing was the hatred of the Edomites that Edom/Edomite 
became a term for “the enemy,” particularly applied to Rome during their 
oppressive actions against both Jews and Christians in the early centuries C.E.
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EDREIEDREI (Heb.  (Heb. }ed�re{iî}ed�re{iî)))

EDREI (Heb. }ed�re{iî )

�1.1. A major T A major Transjordanransjordanian city aian city and one of nd one of the residethe residences of thnces of the Amorite e Amorite king Og ofkingking Og ofking Og of Bashan. A Bashan. After defeafter defeating King ting King Sihon of HSihon of Heshbon, theshbon, the Israelite Israelites marchedes marched north and n north and north and met the armet the army of Og jmy of Og just S of Eust S of Edrei (Num.drei (Num. 21:33-35; 21:33-35; cf. Deut. cf. Deut. 1:4; Josh 1:4; Josh. 12:4; 13. 1. 12:4; 13:112:4; 13:12, 31). To2, 31). Together witgether with Salecah,h Salecah, Edrei was Edrei was a border  a border city from city from where the where the king’s armkinking’s armking’s army watched y watched for an attfor an attack eitherack either from the  from the south or tsouth or the east. Ahe east. After the vfter the victory, Edictovvictory, Evictory, Edrei was adrei was assigned tossigned to the Machi the Machirites, a crites, a clan of thelan of the tribe of  tribe of Manasseh (Manasseh (Josh. 13:3Josh.((Josh. 13:(Josh. 13:31). Edrei31). Edrei may be lo may be located at cated at Der{aœDer{aœ, ca. 97 k, ca. 97 km. (60 mi.m. (60 mi.) S of Dam) S of Damascus.ascus.ascus.

1. A major Transjordanian city and one of the residences of the Amorite 
king Og of Bashan. After defeating King Sihon of Heshbon, the Israelites marched 
north and met the army of Og just S of Edrei (Num. 21:33-35; cf. Deut. 1:4; Josh. 
12:4; 13:12, 31). Together with Salecah, Edrei was a border city from where the 
king’s army watched for an attack either from the south or the east. After the 
victory, Edrei was assigned to the Machirites, a clan of the tribe of Manasseh 
(Josh. 13:31). Edrei may be located at Der{aœ, ca. 97 km. (60 mi.) S of Damascus.

�2.2. An uniden An unidentified cittified city in Naphty in Naphtali locateali located somewherd somewhere in uppere in upper Galilee ( Galilee (Josh. 19:3Josh. ((Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:37), proba37), probably named bly named in the itiin the itinerary lisnerary list of Thutmt of Thutmose III (ose III (ANET,ANET, 242). 242). 242).

2. An unidentified city in Naphtali located somewhere in upper Galilee 
(Josh. 19:37), probably named in the itinerary list of Thutmose III (ANET, 242).
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EDUCATIONEDUCATIONEDUCATION

EDUCATION

ThroughoutThroughout the Bible the Bible the langu the language of eduage of education (lecation (learning, tearning, teaching, staching, studying), iudying), its effectsts efts effects (weffects (writing, knriting, knowledge, aowledge, appropriateppropriate behavior) behavior), and the , and the desire fordesire for education education are very  are are very mare very much evidenuch evident. Moreovet. Moreover, we knowr, we know the gener the general settingal settings where eds where education ocucation oucation occurred (occurred (court, culcourt, cult, family,t, family, schools)  schools) and approxand approximately whimately what the conat the content of mutent of much of the chmumuch of thmuch of the teachinge teaching would hav would have been. Nee been. Neverthelessvertheless, to speak, to speak of educat of education in theion in the Bible is  thethe Bible the Bible is to enteis to enter an area r an area with much with much uncertaintuncertainty precisely precisely because y because of what weof what we do not kn d do not knodo not know. Who werw. Who were the teace the teachers of anhers of ancient Isracient Israel? Where,el? Where, specifica specifically, did tlly, did they teach?hetthey teachthey teach? And how ? And how did they tdid they teach? Whateach? What were thei were their methods,r methods, their ped their pedagogy? Desagogy? Dagogy? Despite muDespite much good scch good scholarship holarship and study,and study, the ident the identity and fuity and function of nction of the sages the sages and teacheanand teacheand teachers, their rs, their methods anmethods and particuld particular settingar settings in the Bs in the Bible remaiible remain veiled an veiled and subjectnd snd subject tosubject to much deba much debate.te.

Throughout the Bible the language of education (learning, teaching, studying), its 
effects (writing, knowledge, appropriate behavior), and the desire for education 
are very much evident. Moreover, we know the general settings where education 
occurred (court, cult, family, schools) and approximately what the content of 
much of the teaching would have been. Nevertheless, to speak of education in 
the Bible is to enter an area with much uncertainty precisely because of what we 
do not know. Who were the teachers of ancient Israel? Where, specifically, did 
they teach? And how did they teach? What were their methods, their pedagogy? 
Despite much good scholarship and study, the identity and function of the sages 
and teachers, their methods and particular settings in the Bible remain veiled and 



subject to much debate.

DevelopmenDevelopment and Histt and Historyory

Development and History

�Education Education in biblicain biblical times isl times is best unde best understood by rstood by looking atlooking at many inte many interlocking arlocking inteinterlockiinterlocking and oveng and overlapping irlapping institutionnstitutions and theis and their respectir respective traditive traditions (e.g.,ons (e.g., cult, fam cult, f cult, family, cofamily, court, schoourt, schools). Thesels). These instituti institutions of eduons of education wercation were located e located inside andinside and outside a out outside anoutside ancient Isracient Israel in a wiel in a wide varietyde variety of settin of settings. From tgs. From the earlieshe earliest times itt times it is clear  is clea is clear thatclear that the famil the family was the y was the central incentral institution stitution in which lin which learning ocearning occurred andcurred and continued con continued continued to be so tto be so throughout hroughout the biblicthe biblical period.al period. The “cont The “content” of faent” of family educamily education varietioeducaeducation education varied widvaried widely. We asely. We assume childsume children were tren were taught not aught not only the sonly the skills and kills and way of lifwway of lifway of life of theire of their parents,  parents, but also sbut also some of theome of the basic val basic values of theues of the society a society and an oriend an nd an orientaan orientation to thtion to the identitye identity of ancien of ancient Israel (t Israel (who we arewho we are, where we, where we are, how  are, how we relate wewe relate we relate to the worto the world around ld around us, and whus, and why). The sey). The setting prestting presumed for tumed for this all-imhis all-important edpoall-imall-importall-important educatant education is theion is the home. home. home.

Education in biblical times is best understood by looking at many 
interlocking and overlapping institutions and their respective traditions (e.g., cult, 
family, court, schools). These institutions of education were located inside and 
outside ancient Israel in a wide variety of settings. From the earliest times it is 
clear that the family was the central institution in which learning occurred and 
continued to be so throughout the biblical period. The “content” of family 
education varied widely. We assume children were taught not only the skills and 
way of life of their parents, but also some of the basic values of the society and 
an orientation to the identity of ancient Israel (who we are, where we are, how 
we relate to the world around us, and why). The setting presumed for this 
all-important education is the home.

�With the aWith the advent of tdvent of the monarchhe monarchy (ca. 100y (ca. 1000–587 0–587 B.C.E.B.C.E.) in Israe) in Israel and Judal and Judah a growinh a grh a growing negrowing need for lited for literacy is ceracy is clearly seelearly seen. Treatien. Treaties, the abis, the ability to prlity to produce listoduce lists for purcs for pus for purchases purchases and other and other record-keerecord-keeping activping activities, theities, the need to w need to write the hrite the histories aistories and storiesnd aand storieand stories of the ss of the state — alltate — all created a created a special c special concern foroncern for an educat an educated and lited and literate groueratlitliterate gliterate group arounroup around the kingd the king and the c and the court. Manyourt. Many of the ap of the aphorisms inhorisms in the book  the book of Proverboof Proverbof Proverbs can be ts can be traced to traced to this settinhis setting. The infg. The influence of luence of both Egyptboth Egyptian and Baian and Babylonian cbyloBaBabylonianBabylonian culture w culture was seen toas seen to be import be important in monant in monarchical tarchical times as thimes as the early Ise early Israelites sraIsIsraelitesIsraelites struggled struggled with diff with different modeerent models of kingls of kingship and tship and the educatihe educational needsonal needs stemming  stem stemming fstemming from them. rom them. In both ofIn both of these cul these cultures thertures there were roye were royal schoolsal schools where mid where mi where middle-levmiddle-level bureaucel bureaucrats were rats were trained. Wtrained. While we hahile we have no direve no direct evidencct evidence of such e of such schools insschools inschools in Israel, s Israel, special trapecial training was ining was clearly neclearly necessary focessary for some of r some of the royal the royal officials.officialofficials.officials. The palac The palace and its e and its immediate immediate environs wenvirons were the prere the probable setobable setting for tting for this educathis ehis education.education.

With the advent of the monarchy (ca. 1000–587 B.C.E.) in Israel and Judah a 
growing need for literacy is clearly seen. Treaties, the ability to produce lists for 
purchases and other record-keeping activities, the need to write the histories 
and stories of the state — all created a special concern for an educated and 
literate group around the king and the court. Many of the aphorisms in the book 
of Proverbs can be traced to this setting. The influence of both Egyptian and 
Babylonian culture was seen to be important in monarchical times as the early 
Israelites struggled with different models of kingship and the educational needs 
stemming from them. In both of these cultures there were royal schools where 
middle-level bureaucrats were trained. While we have no direct evidence of such 
schools in Israel, special training was clearly necessary for some of the royal 
officials. The palace and its immediate environs were the probable setting for this 
education.

�At almost At almost all times all times in Israel’in Israel’s history s history the cult wthe cult was an impoas an important centrtant center for eduer for eduer for education.education. The legal The legal materials materials and the p and the psalms offesalms offer much evir much evidence of cdence of catecheticaatechetical activityl al activity factivity for those nor those new to the ew to the stories anstories and the faitd the faith of the ph of the people (cf.eople (cf. Deut. 6:2 Deut. 6:20-25; Pss.0-25; 6:26:20-25; P6:20-25; Pss. 15, 24ss. 15, 24). Moreove). Moreover, the culr, the cult is assumt is assumed to be aed to be a central p central place for slace for speaking ofpeaksspeaking ospeaking of and teacf and teaching the mhing the moral valueoral values of the ss of the society (e.ociety (e.g., the Deg., the Decalogue, Ecalogue, Exod. 20:1-xodEExod. 20:1Exod. 20:1-17) and t-17) and the expectahe expectations for tions for behavior ibehavior in all partn all parts of the cs of the culture. Inulture. In Judah the Juda Judah the Judah the temple wastemple was a primary a primary setting f setting for both deor both determining termining what needewhat needed to be tad to be tad to be taught andtaught and the actua the actual proclamal proclamation and ttion and teaching iteaching itself.self.self.

At almost all times in Israel’s history the cult was an important center for 
education. The legal materials and the psalms offer much evidence of catechetical 
activity for those new to the stories and the faith of the people (cf. Deut. 
6:20-25; Pss. 15, 24). Moreover, the cult is assumed to be a central place for 
speaking of and teaching the moral values of the society (e.g., the Decalogue, 
Exod. 20:1-17) and the expectations for behavior in all parts of the culture. In 
Judah the temple was a primary setting for both determining what needed to be 
taught and the actual proclamation and teaching itself.

�Although mAlthough many scholaany scholars believers believe schools m schools must have eust have existed in xisted in the monarcthe monarchical perihical monarcmonarchicamonarchical period, l period, the first the first clear refeclear references to rences to them do nothem do not occur unt occur until postextil postexilic timesilicpostexpostexilicpostexilic times in  times in Israel. RaIsrael. Rabbinic Judbbinic Judaism, Hellaism, Hellenistic anenistic and then Romd then Roman culturean culture, and the , and, and the edand the educational ucational institutioinstitutions associans associated with tted with them colorehem colored and shapd and shaped what eded what education wauededucation education was in Isrwas in Israel in theael in the late post late postexilic andexilic and NT period NT periods. Though s. Though Ben Sira aBen Sira and later Jnd aand later and later Jewish texJewish texts refer tts refer to schools,o schools, we know v we know very littleery little about eit about either the coher the content of tntencocontent ofcontent of the curri the curriculum or tculum or the goals ohe goals of these inf these institutionsstitutions. We assum. We assume the stude the study of Torahy studstudy of Tstudy of Torah to beorah to be a very im a very important paportant part of the rt of the curriculumcurriculum, but more, but more than this than this is unclea is is unclearis unclear. How acce. How accessible edussible education wascation was for all m for all members of embers of society atsociety at this time this time is subjec is  is subjectis subject to much d to much debate. Surebate. Surely synagoely synagogues were gues were another planother place where ace where education educationeducation education occurred, occurred, as witnessas witnessed to in ted to in the NT and he NT and early rabbearly rabbinic materinic materials (Lukeials (Luke 4:16-30). 4 4:16-30).4:16-30).4:16-30).

Although many scholars believe schools must have existed in the 
monarchical period, the first clear references to them do not occur until 
postexilic times in Israel. Rabbinic Judaism, Hellenistic and then Roman culture, 
and the educational institutions associated with them colored and shaped what 



education was in Israel in the late postexilic and NT periods. Though Ben Sira 
and later Jewish texts refer to schools, we know very little about either the 
content of the curriculum or the goals of these institutions. We assume the 
study of Torah to be a very important part of the curriculum, but more than this 
is unclear. How accessible education was for all members of society at this time 
is subject to much debate. Surely synagogues were another place where 
education occurred, as witnessed to in the NT and early rabbinic materials (Luke 
4:16-30).

�In additioIn addition to the in to the institutionnstitutional loci ofal loci of education education associate associated with pard with particular grticular groups withiougrgroups witgroups within the mahin the mainstream oinstream of society,f society, three oth three other sourceser sources of educat of education deservion deserve mention.edeservdeserve medeserve mention. Firntion. First, the scst, the schools and hools and other educother educational phational phenomena asenomena associated wsociated wsociated with cultuwith cultures outsidres outside Israel (e Israel (e.g., Babye.g., Babylon, Egyptlon, Egypt, Greece, , Greece, Rome) cleaRome) clearly influerly influenced both ncedinflueinfluencedinfluenced both the  both the shape and shape and the contenthe content of the et of the education iducation in ancient n ancient Israel. SeIsrael. Second, a nuconSeSecond, a Second, a number of number of sectarian sectarian communitiecommunities had specs had special educatial educational agenional agendas (e.g.,das (e.g., Qumran, t Q Qumran, thQumran, the Essenes)e Essenes). Finally,. Finally, there wer there were always se always special peopecial people recognple recognized for tized for their acumehettheir acumtheir acumen and theen and the value of  value of their teactheir teaching. Somehing. Sometimes thestimes these people we people were itinerere itinerant (e.g.,aitineritinerant itinerant (e.g., Jes(e.g., Jesus), sometus), sometimes not (imes not (e.g., the e.g., the medium of medium of Endor, 1 SEndor, 1 Sam. 28:7-2am. 28:7-25).5).

In addition to the institutional loci of education associated with particular 
groups within the mainstream of society, three other sources of education 
deserve mention. First, the schools and other educational phenomena associated 
with cultures outside Israel (e.g., Babylon, Egypt, Greece, Rome) clearly 
influenced both the shape and the content of the education in ancient Israel. 
Second, a number of sectarian communities had special educational agendas (e.g., 
Qumran, the Essenes). Finally, there were always special people recognized for 
their acumen and the value of their teaching. Sometimes these people were 
itinerant (e.g., Jesus), sometimes not (e.g., the medium of Endor, 1 Sam. 28:7-25).

Teachers aTeachers and Sagesnd Sages

Teachers and Sages

Without exWithout explicit refplicit references toerences to “schools” “schools” in the OT in the OT it is dif it is difficult to ficult to determine determine who were twhowho were twho were the teacherhe teachers of ancies of ancient Israel.nt Israel. Though th Though the Wisdom Le Wisdom Literature iterature (Job, Prov(Job, Prov(Job, Proverbs, Proverbs, EcclesiastEcclesiastes) of thees) of the OT is oft OT is often perceiven perceived to haveed to have been used been used for pedag for pedagogical purogpedagpedagogicapedagogical purposesl purposes and autho and authored by sagred by sages, it is es, it is still diffstill difficult to dicult to describe whescribe what a teachat a teat a teacher miteacher might have lght have looked likeooked like. The natu. The nature of the re of the Wisdom LitWisdom Literature anerature and the primd the primd the primary voprimary vocabulary ucabulary used to dessed to describe learcribe learning and tning and teaching ineaching in the Bible the Bible does not  does not help clarihehelp clarihelp clarify who thefy who these authorsse authors were or e were or even in whiven in which of the ch of the settings asettings above they bove they were foundwewere foundwere found. By the t. By the time of Benime of Ben Sira, how Sira, however, the ever, the figure of figure of the sage ithe sage is associats associated with boed wed with both with both teaching iteaching in schools n schools and with sand with special exppecial expertise in ertise in biblical ibiblical interpretatnterpretation. Evention. Eion. EventuallyEventually that figu that figure would dre would develop intevelop into the rabbo the rabbi and the i and the “sage,” th“sage,” those whose ose whose interpretaintinterpretainterpretation of Totion of Torah becomerah becomes normativs normative for the e for the community.community. This deve This development inlopmentdevedevelopmendevelopment in Judait in Judaism begins sm begins in the bibin the biblical perilical period but is od but is completed completed much latermuch later...

Without explicit references to “schools” in the OT it is difficult to determine 
who were the teachers of ancient Israel. Though the Wisdom Literature (Job, 
Proverbs, Ecclesiastes) of the OT is often perceived to have been used for 
pedagogical purposes and authored by sages, it is still difficult to describe what a 
teacher might have looked like. The nature of the Wisdom Literature and the 
primary vocabulary used to describe learning and teaching in the Bible does not 
help clarify who these authors were or even in which of the settings above they 
were found. By the time of Ben Sira, however, the figure of the sage is associated 
with both teaching in schools and with special expertise in biblical interpretation. 
Eventually that figure would develop into the rabbi and the “sage,” those whose 
interpretation of Torah becomes normative for the community. This 
development in Judaism begins in the biblical period but is completed much later.

�Two intereTwo interesting examsting examples of “tples of “teachers” aeachers” are the prore the prophet Amos phet Amos and Jesus.and Jesus. Both were Bot Both were Both were itinerant.itinerant. Both used Both used forms of  forms of wisdom litwisdom literature anerature and rhetoricd rhetoric to expres to express their mesexpresexpress thexpress their messageir message to the pe to the people (pareople (parables, rheables, rhetorical qutorical questions). estions). While neitWhile neither is usuherneitneither isneither is usually s usually seen primareen primarily as a sily as a sage, both age, both are given are given authority authority because ofbecause of their tea their their teactheir teaching and ihing and its power. ts power. At the verAt the very least Amy least Amos and Jesos and Jesus reflectus reflect the exist the existence of wiencexistexistence existence of wisdom of wisdom teaching ateaching and its infnd its influence. Boluence. Both were edth were educated anducated and educators educators educators.educators.

Two interesting examples of “teachers” are the prophet Amos and Jesus. 
Both were itinerant. Both used forms of wisdom literature and rhetoric to 
express their message to the people (parables, rhetorical questions). While 
neither is usually seen primarily as a sage, both are given authority because of 
their teaching and its power. At the very least Amos and Jesus reflect the 
existence of wisdom teaching and its influence. Both were educated and 
educators.



Content anContent and Methodd Method

Content and Method

Early textEarly texts from Ugas from Ugarit and otrit and other Canaanher Canaanite culturite cultures (cf. e.es (cf. e.g., the Geg., the Gezer Calendzer Calendar) suggesar)CalendCalendar) Calendar) suggest thsuggest that learninat learning was ofteg was often a mattern a matter of memori of memorization (e.zation (e.g., the seg., the seasons of tasoseseasons ofseasons of the year) the year), with or , with or without thwithout the use of we use of writing. Thriting. The cultic de cultic directives irectives to keep thto keto keep the ckeep the commandmentommandments in some s in some visible plvisible place on theace on the body or i body or in the homen the home reflect a reflect  reflect anreflect another atteother attempt at leampt at learning by rrning by repetition epetition and remindand reminder (Deut. er (Deut. 6:6-9). Th6:6-9). The teachinge te teaching rteaching representedepresented in the bo in the book of Provok of Proverbs relieerbs relies upon cars upon careful obsereful observation andvation and analysis  andand analysand analysis of expeis of experience, drrience, drawing someawing some logical a logical and theolognd theological conclical conclusions. Housions. How such a pw HoHow such aHow such a process w process was “taughtas “taught” to stude” to students is notnts is not known, bu known, but biblicalt biblical literatur literature containse ce contains mcontains much of thiuch of this type of s type of teaching ateaching and observand observation. Perhtion. Perhaps the moaps the most importast important contentnimportaimportant important content ofcontent of biblical  biblical education education and teachiand teaching, howeveng, however, was notr, was not a particu a particular skill larparticuparticularparticular skill at  skill at observatioobservation and writn and writing, not ting, not the contenthe content of a spec of a special law coial law code, but rade, bude, but ratherbut rather an unders an understanding antanding and groundind grounding in the vg in the values uponalues upon which law which law, proverbs, proverbs, proverbs, proverbs, prophetic prophetic teaching, teaching, parables, parables, and all thand all the rest stoe rest stood. All ofod. All of this was  this was embodied iemboembodied iembodied in very spen very specific oralcific oral and liter and literary traditary traditions witneions witnessed to byssed to by the bibli the biblical text, cal tecal text, withtext, with settings  settings associatedassociated with cult with cult and court and court and palac and palace. It was e. It was probably tprobably the family he fahe family abofamily above all elsve all else where the where the locus foe locus for passing r passing on these von these values resialues resided.ded.ded.

Early texts from Ugarit and other Canaanite cultures (cf. e.g., the Gezer 
Calendar) suggest that learning was often a matter of memorization (e.g., the 
seasons of the year), with or without the use of writing. The cultic directives to 
keep the commandments in some visible place on the body or in the home 
reflect another attempt at learning by repetition and reminder (Deut. 6:6-9). The 
teaching represented in the book of Proverbs relies upon careful observation 
and analysis of experience, drawing some logical and theological conclusions. 
How such a process was “taught” to students is not known, but biblical literature 
contains much of this type of teaching and observation. Perhaps the most 
important content of biblical education and teaching, however, was not a 
particular skill at observation and writing, not the content of a special law code, 
but rather an understanding and grounding in the values upon which law, 
proverbs, prophetic teaching, parables, and all the rest stood. All of this was 
embodied in very specific oral and literary traditions witnessed to by the biblical 
text, with settings associated with cult and court and palace. It was probably the 
family above all else where the locus for passing on these values resided.

�Education Education in ancientin ancient Israel is Israel is shrouded  shrouded in mysteryin mystery while at  while at the same tthe same time the Biime the ime the Bible the Bible reflects areflects a significa significant amount nt amount of it! Eduof it! Education in cation in ancient Isancient Israel was nrael was not just a ot justot just a copjust a copy of Babyly of Babylon, Egypt,on, Egypt, or Canaan or Canaan, though w, though we know it e know it was influewas influenced by thnced by their educateththeir eductheir educational trational traditions. aditions. Education Education in the Bibin the Bible was in le was in transitiontransition from a fa from a family-basedmily-bfafamily-basfamily-based phenomeed phenomenon to somnon to something theething the society s society saw as its aw as its primary reprimary responsibilisponsibility. It wastresponsibiliresponsibiresponsibility. It wlity. It was a peculas a peculiar mix ofiar mix of instituti institution and indon and individual, sividual, sage and prage and prophet, lawophet, lophet, law and aplaw and aphorism, alhorism, all groundedl grounded in values in values which cou which could and werld and were given hue given humanistic rmanistic rationales arrationalesrationales and, fina and, finally, attrilly, attributed to Gbuted to God the teaod the teacher.cher.cher.

Education in ancient Israel is shrouded in mystery while at the same time 
the Bible reflects a significant amount of it! Education in ancient Israel was not 
just a copy of Babylon, Egypt, or Canaan, though we know it was influenced by 
their educational traditions. Education in the Bible was in transition from a 
family-based phenomenon to something the society saw as its primary 
responsibility. It was a peculiar mix of institution and individual, sage and prophet, 
law and aphorism, all grounded in values which could and were given humanistic 
rationales and, finally, attributed to God the teacher.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. L. CrenJ. L. Crenshaw, “Edushaw, “Education in cation in Ancient IsAncient Israel,” rael,” JBLJBL 104 (1985 104 (1985): 601–15;): (1985(1985): 60(1985): 601–15; M. V1–15; M. V. Fox, “Th. Fox, “The Pedagogye Pedagogy of Prover of Proverbs 2,” bs 2,” JBLJBL 113 (1994 113 (1994): 233–43;): 233–43; J. G. Gam 233–43;233–43; J.233–43; J. G. Gammie G. Gammie and L. G. and L. G. Perdue, e Perdue, eds., ds., The Sage iThe Sage in Israel an Israel and the Ancnd the Ancient Near ient Neaient Near EastNear East (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1990)ake, 1990); H. I. Ma; H. I. Marrou, rrou, A History A History of Educatiof Education in Antion in Antiquityquity (1956, re (195 (1956, rep(1956, repr. Madisonr. Madison, 1982); R, 1982); R. N. Whybr. N. Whybray, ay, The IntellThe Intellectual Traectual Tradition in dition in the Old Tethe Old Testament.stTeTestament.Testament. BZAW 135  BZAW 135 (Berlin, 1(Berlin, 1974); B. W974); B. Witheringtoitherington, n, Jesus the Jesus the SageSage (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1994)lis,(Minneapo(Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1994).is, 1994).

Bibliography. J. L. Crenshaw, “Education in Ancient Israel,” JBL 104 
(1985): 601–15; M. V. Fox, “The Pedagogy of Proverbs 2,” JBL 113 (1994): 
233–43; J. G. Gammie and L. G. Perdue, eds., The Sage in Israel and the Ancient 
Near East (Winona Lake, 1990); H. I. Marrou, A History of Education in Antiquity 
(1956, repr. Madison, 1982); R. N. Whybray, The Intellectual Tradition in the Old 
Testament. BZAW 135 (Berlin, 1974); B. Witherington, Jesus the Sage 
(Minneapolis, 1994).
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EGLAHEGLAH (Heb.  (Heb. {eg�la®{eg�la®)))

EGLAH (Heb. {eg�la® )

One of DavOne of David’s wivesid’s wives and the m and the mother of Iother of Ithream (2 thream (2 Sam. 3:5 =Sam. 3:5 = 1 Chr. 3: 1 Chr. 3:3).3).

One of David’s wives and the mother of Ithream (2 Sam. 3:5 = 1 Chr. 3:3).

EGLAIMEGLAIM (Heb.  (Heb. }eg�layim}eg�layim)))

EGLAIM (Heb. }eg�layim )

A site menA site mentioned in tioned in the prophethe prophecy againstcy against Moab in I Moab in Isa. 15:8. sa. 15:8. Its identiIts identification ification is uncertais unces uncertain.uncertain. Because o Because of the paraf the parallelism tollelism to “border o “border of Moab” onf Moab” one must looe must look towards k towards k towards thtowards the periphere periphery of the My of the Moabite regoabite region. Togetion. Together with Bher with Beer-elim (eer-elim (similar tosimilar to Dan and B D Dan and BeDan and Beer-sheba ier-sheba in regard tn regard to Israel) o Israel) it forms ait forms a territory territory-defining -defining expressionexpression. Eusebius. Eu. Eusebius iEusebius identified dentified a certain a certain Agallim, 8Agallim, 8 Roman mi. Roman mi. S of Areo S of Areopolis (modpolis (modern Rabbahern Rabbah). The bes)RabbahRabbah). TRabbah). The best cahe best candidate isndidate is Rujm  Rujm el-Jiliîmeel-Jiliîmehh (217064), (217064), SE of Ker SE of Kerak.ak.ak.

A site mentioned in the prophecy against Moab in Isa. 15:8. Its identification is 



uncertain. Because of the parallelism to “border of Moab” one must look 
towards the periphery of the Moabite region. Together with Beer-elim (similar to 
Dan and Beer-sheba in regard to Israel) it forms a territory-defining expression. 
Eusebius identified a certain Agallim, 8 Roman mi. S of Areopolis (modern 
Rabbah). The best candidate is Rujm el-Jiliîmeh (217064), SE of Kerak.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. Simons,J. Simons,  The GeograThe Geographical andphical and Topograph Topographical Textsical Texts of the Ol of the Old Testamend Td TestamentTestament (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1959), §121959), §1259; A. H. 59; A. H. Van Zyl, Van Zyl, The MoabitThe Moabites.es. Pretoria  Pretoria Oriental SOriental Series 3 (LeSSeries 3 (Series 3 (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1960).60).60).

Bibliography. J. Simons, The Geographical and Topographical Texts of the Old 
Testament (Leiden, 1959), §1259; A. H. Van Zyl, The Moabites. Pretoria Oriental 
Series 3 (Leiden, 1960).
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EGLATH-SHEEGLATH-SHELISHIYAHLISHIYAH (Heb.  (Heb. {eg�lat� s{eg�lat� sûeïlisûiîyûeïlisûiîya®a®)))

EGLATH-SHELISHIYAH (Heb. {eg�lat� sûeïlisûiîya® )

A difficulA difficult term in t term in the oraclethe oracles against s against Moab in IsMoab in Isa. 15:5; Ja. 15:5; Jer. 48:34,er. 48:34, possibly  possibly an appellaan appean appellativappellative or figure or figurative exprative expression desession describing socribing some aspect me aspect of Moab anof Moab and her citid her cities (“a thres citicities (“acities (“a three-yea three-year-old heifr-old heifer”) or a er”) or a place nameplace name (“the thi (“the third Eglath”rd Eglath”). Most mo). Most modern transdernmomodern tramodern translations nslations follow thefollow the LXX in re LXX in reading a plading a place name, ace name, an interpran interpretation faetation favored by tvofafavored byfavored by the immed the immediate conteiate context and thext and the different differentiation of iation of other siteother sites of the ss of the same name bamessame name same name by a numerby a numeral. The loal. The location of cation of the site ithe site is unknown.s unknown.

A difficult term in the oracles against Moab in Isa. 15:5; Jer. 48:34, possibly an 
appellative or figurative expression describing some aspect of Moab and her 
cities (“a three-year-old heifer”) or a place name (“the third Eglath”). Most 
modern translations follow the LXX in reading a place name, an interpretation 
favored by the immediate context and the differentiation of other sites of the 
same name by a numeral. The location of the site is unknown.

Robert DelRobert Delsnydersnyder

Robert Delsnyder

EGLONEGLON (Heb.  (Heb. {eg�lo®n{eg�lo®n) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

EGLON (Heb. {eg�lo®n ) (PERSON)

King of MoKing of Moab whom Ehab whom Ehud assassiud assassinated to lnated to liberate Isiberate Israel from rael from Moabite ruMoabite rule (Judg. le (Judg. 3:12-30). 33:12-30). 3:12-30). “Eglon” ap“Eglon” appears to bpears to be a play oe a play on words fon words for “fat” anr “fat” and “calf” ad “calf” and may havnd may have been choe be been chosebeen chosen to fit wn to fit with the puith the puns which cns which characterizharacterize the narre the narrative. Theative. The ease with ease with which Moa w which Moabwhich Moabites in geites in general mighneral might be trickt be tricked is a coed is a continuing mntinuing motif in thotif in the OT, and e OT, and this king thithis king this king embodies tembodies that trait hat trait fully, as fully, as well as bewell as being fat.ing fat.ing fat.

King of Moab whom Ehud assassinated to liberate Israel from Moabite rule (Judg. 
3:12-30). “Eglon” appears to be a play on words for “fat” and “calf” and may have 
been chosen to fit with the puns which characterize the narrative. The ease with 
which Moabites in general might be tricked is a continuing motif in the OT, and 
this king embodies that trait fully, as well as being fat.

�Eglon had Eglon had conquered conquered Israel witIsrael with the aid h the aid of Ammonitof Ammonites and Amaes and Amalekites aslekites as well as t well well as thwell as the empowerme empowerment of Godent of God (Judg. 3: (Judg. 3:12-13); he12-13); he is the on is the only ruler ily ruler in the bookn the book of Judges o of Judges of Judges to need suto need such help. Hch help. He ruled ove ruled over the Isrer the Israelites foaelites for 18 yearsr 18 years before Eh before Ehud trickedud EhEhud trickEhud tricked him inted him into allowingo allowing a private a private conferenc conference. The stoe. The story suggestry suggests that Egls that Eglon was pioon EglEglon was Eglon was pious enoupious enough to wishgh to wish the confi the confidential wodential word of the rd of the gods whichgods which he unders he under he understandunderstands Ehud is s Ehud is coming to coming to deliver. Bdeliver. By deceit ay deceit and clever nd clever punning, tpunning, the Benjamihe Benjaminite manipniBenjamiBenjaminitBenjaminite manipulae manipulates Eglon tes Eglon into a sitinto a situation wheuation where he may re he may be murderebe murdered without d withoutd without rewithout recourse to course to his guardshis guards. The Moab. The Moabites in thites in the story are story are all deade all deadly dense, ly dense, heighteninheiheighteninheightening the stupg the stupidity of tidity of their leadeheir leader.r.r.

Eglon had conquered Israel with the aid of Ammonites and Amalekites as 
well as the empowerment of God (Judg. 3:12-13); he is the only ruler in the book 
of Judges to need such help. He ruled over the Israelites for 18 years before 
Ehud tricked him into allowing a private conference. The story suggests that 
Eglon was pious enough to wish the confidential word of the gods which he 
understands Ehud is coming to deliver. By deceit and clever punning, the 
Benjaminite manipulates Eglon into a situation where he may be murdered 
without recourse to his guards. The Moabites in the story are all deadly dense, 
heightening the stupidity of their leader.

�If the bibIf the biblical chrolical chronology counology could be adapld be adapted to histed to historical evtorical events, thisents, this king woul king would have ruldwoulwould havewould have ruled som ruled sometime in tetime in the 12th cehe 12th century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. However,  However, an expandian expanding Moabiteng Moang Moabite naMoabite nation and ttion and the possibihe possibility that lity that the story the story reflects lreflects local conflocal conflicts betweicts between the trien then the tribe the tribe of Benjamiof Benjamin and the n and the town Eglontown Eglon (Josh. 12 (Josh. 12:12; 15:39:12; 15:39) suggest ) suggest a tale no a tale no earlier thearlearlier thearlier than the 9than the 9th century. century. century.

If the biblical chronology could be adapted to historical events, this king 
would have ruled sometime in the 12th century B.C.E. However, an expanding 
Moabite nation and the possibility that the story reflects local conflicts between 
the tribe of Benjamin and the town Eglon (Josh. 12:12; 15:39) suggest a tale no 
earlier than the 9th century.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. K. HandL. K. Handy, “Uneasyy, “Uneasy Laughter: Laughter: Ehud and  Ehud and Eglon as EEglon as Ethnic Humothnic Humthnic Humor.” Humor.” SJOTSJOT 6 (1992): 6 (1992): 233–246;  233–246; E. A. KnauE. A. Knauf, “Eglon f, “Eglon and Orpah,and Orpah,” ” JSOTJSOT 51 (1991) 51 (1991): 25–44.: (1991)(1991): 25(1991): 25–44.–44.–44.

Bibliography. L. K. Handy, “Uneasy Laughter: Ehud and Eglon as Ethnic 



Humor.” SJOT 6 (1992): 233–246; E. A. Knauf, “Eglon and Orpah,” JSOT 51 
(1991): 25–44.
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EGLONEGLON (Heb.  (Heb. {eg�lo®n{eg�lo®n) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

EGLON (Heb. {eg�lo®n ) (PLACE)

A city of A city of the Judeanthe Judean Shephelah Shephelah or the ad or the adjacent coajacent coastal plainstal plain. Eglon’s . Eglon’s Canaanite Canaanite king was pkingking was pking was part of theart of the coalition coalition defeated  defeated by Joshua by Joshua in the Gibin the Gibeon affaireon affair (Josh. 10 (Josh. 10:3, 5, 23;:3, 5,:3, 5, 23; 12:5, 23; 12:12) and th12) and the city itse city itself was taelf was taken on theken on the same camp same campaign (10:3aign (10:34–35). The4–35). The name of t na name of thname of the Canaanite Canaanite king, Dee king, Debir (Josh.bir (Josh. 10:3), ma 10:3), may represeny represent a textuat a textual confusiol confusion, as evern, confusioconfusion,confusion, as everyw as everywhere else here else in the OT in the OT Debir refeDebir refers to anotrs to another city oher city of the Shepf the Shephelah regihShepShephelah Shephelah region desregion destroyed in troyed in the same cthe same campaign (Jampaign (Josh. 10:36osh. 10:36-39). Eglo-39). Eglon is listen is listed as one od ad as one of as one of the citiesthe cities in the Sh in the Shephelah reephelah region of thgion of the tribe ofe tribe of Judah (Jo Judah (Josh. 15:39)sh. 15:39)...

A city of the Judean Shephelah or the adjacent coastal plain. Eglon’s Canaanite 
king was part of the coalition defeated by Joshua in the Gibeon affair (Josh. 10:3, 
5, 23; 12:12) and the city itself was taken on the same campaign (10:34–35). The 
name of the Canaanite king, Debir (Josh. 10:3), may represent a textual 
confusion, as everywhere else in the OT Debir refers to another city of the 
Shephelah region destroyed in the same campaign (Josh. 10:36-39). Eglon is listed 
as one of the cities in the Shephelah region of the tribe of Judah (Josh. 15:39).

�The locatiThe location of Egloon of Eglon is dispun is disputed. Earlyted. Early identific identifications incations included the luded the PhilistinePhilistine Plain sit P Plain sitePlain sites of Tel Ns of Tel Nagila/Tellagila/Tell  NejiîlehNejiîleh (127101)  (127101) and Khirbeand Khirbet t {Ajla®n/H¸{Ajla®n/H¸orvatorvat Egla, the Eg Egla, the Egla, the latter poslatter possibly pressibly preserving an erving an arabized farabized form of theorm of the name Eglo name Eglon. The advn. The advent of modentadvadvent of advent of modern arcmodern archaeologicahaeological work plal work placed the foced the focus on Telcus on Tell l el-H¸esiäel-H¸esiä (124106), (12410 (124106), (124106), near Khirbnear Khirbet et {Ajlan{Ajlan and forme and formerly identirly identified with fied with Lachish. TLachish. Tell ell el-H¸esiäel-Ḩesiel-H¸esiäel-H¸esiä, notewort, noteworthy as the hy as the first systfirst systematic excematic excavation inavation in Palestine Palestine, conducte, conducted in 1890 d conducteconducted conducted in 1890 byin 1890 by Flinders  Flinders Petrie, haPetrie, has yielded s yielded finds fromfinds from the Bronz the Bronze and Irone and Iron Ages. It  A Ages. It iAges. It is somewhats somewhat unlikely, unlikely, however,  however, that Tell that Tell el-H¸esiäel-H¸esiä represent represents Eglon, as Eglon, as the bibls ts the biblicthe biblical accountal accounts seem to s seem to place the place the latter in latter in the Shephethe Shephelah. A morlah. A more recent se recent suggestion uggssuggestionsuggestion places Eg places Eglon at Tellon at Tell l {Aitun{Aitun (143099)  (143099) in the Shein the Shephelah, anphelah, an identific identification gaination identificidentificaidentification gainition gaining more reng more recognition cognition due to thedue to the correspon correspondence of tdence of the archaeohe archaeological reloarchaeoarchaeologarchaeological remaiical remains and topns and topography.ography.ography.

The location of Eglon is disputed. Early identifications included the Philistine 
Plain sites of Tel Nagila/Tell Nejiîleh (127101) and Khirbet {Ajla®n/H¸orvat 
Egla, the latter possibly preserving an arabized form of the name Eglon. The 
advent of modern archaeological work placed the focus on Tell el-H¸esiä 
(124106), near Khirbet {Ajlan and formerly identified with Lachish. Tell 
el-H¸esiä, noteworthy as the first systematic excavation in Palestine, 
conducted in 1890 by Flinders Petrie, has yielded finds from the Bronze and Iron 
Ages. It is somewhat unlikely, however, that Tell el-H¸esiä represents Eglon, as 
the biblical accounts seem to place the latter in the Shephelah. A more recent 
suggestion places Eglon at Tell {Aitun (143099) in the Shephelah, an 
identification gaining more recognition due to the correspondence of the 
archaeological remains and topography.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. F. RainA. F. Rainey, “The Bey, “The Biblical Shiblical Shephelah ofephelah of Judah,”  Judah,” BASORBASOR 251 (1983 251 (1 251 (1983): 1–(1983): 1–22.22.22.

Bibliography. A. F. Rainey, “The Biblical Shephelah of Judah,” BASOR 251 
(1983): 1–22.
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EGNATIAN WEGNATIAN WAYAYAY

EGNATIAN WAY

A road thaA road that connectet connected Macedonid Macedonia’s east aa’s east and west cond west coasts (Lat.asts (Lat.  Via EgnatiVia Egnatiaa), built a), built after Macedftaafter Maceafter Macedonia becadonia became a Romanme a Roman province  province in 146 in 146 B.C.E.B.C.E. Troops an Troops and merchantd merchants travelins tras traveling traveling from Rome from Rome would reacwould reach the easth the eastern point ern point of the Appof the Appian Way atian Way at Brundisiu Brundisi BrundisiumBrundisium, cross th, cross the Adriatice Adriatic Sea, land Sea, land at Apollo at Apollonia or Dyrnia or Dyrrhachium orhachium on the westn the west coast of  westwest coastwest coast of Macedo of Macedonia, procenia, proceed by landed by land along the along the Egnatian  Egnatian Way as farWay as far as Neapol as Neapo as Neapolis (Neapolis (the port cthe port ca. 14 km. a. 14 km. [9 mi.] E [9 mi.] E of Philippof Philippi), and thi), and then sail fuen sail further eastrther east across th across across theacross the Aegean Se Aegean Sea.a.a.

A road that connected Macedonia’s east and west coasts (Lat. Via Egnatia), built 
after Macedonia became a Roman province in 146 B.C.E. Troops and merchants 
traveling from Rome would reach the eastern point of the Appian Way at 
Brundisium, cross the Adriatic Sea, land at Apollonia or Dyrrhachium on the 
west coast of Macedonia, proceed by land along the Egnatian Way as far as 
Neapolis (the port ca. 14 km. [9 mi.] E of Philippi), and then sail further east 
across the Aegean Sea.

�The ApostlThe Apostle Paul saie Paul sailed from Tled from Troas to Neroas to Neapolis andapolis and then trav then traveled to Pheled to Philippi, whilippi, PhPhilippi, Philippi, where Lydiwhere Lydia and her a and her household household were convewere converted (Actsrted (Acts 16:11-15) 16:11-15). He next . He next . He next preacnext preached in Thehed in Thessalonica ssalonica (Acts 17:1(Acts 17:1-9), thus -9), thus traveling traveling westward fwestward from Neapolrom Neaporom Neapolis aNeapolis along the Elong the Egnatian Wagnatian Way (cf. 20:y (cf. 20:1–6), befo1–6), before going sre going south to Beouth to Beroea (17:1roea (17:10–14) and 0–(17:1(17:10–14)(17:10–14) and Athen and Athens (v. 15).s (v. 15).

The Apostle Paul sailed from Troas to Neapolis and then traveled to 
Philippi, where Lydia and her household were converted (Acts 16:11-15). He 
next preached in Thessalonica (Acts 17:1-9), thus traveling westward from 
Neapolis along the Egnatian Way (cf. 20:1–6), before going south to Beroea 



(17:10–14) and Athens (v. 15).

James A. KJames A. Kelhofferelhoffer

James A. Kelhoffer

EGYPTEGYPTEGYPT

EGYPT

One of theOne of the earliest  earliest and greateand greatest civilizst civilizations of ations of the ancienthe ancient world, st world, situated alituated along the Niong thong the Nile Rthe Nile River.iver.

One of the earliest and greatest civilizations of the ancient world, situated along 
the Nile River.

Naqada I-INaqada I-III

Naqada I-II

The Nile VThe Nile Valley has alley has many tracemany traces of Paleos of Paleolithic to lithic to MesolithicMesolithic peoples,  peoples, but the eabut the earliest prerlieseaearliest pearliest precursors recursors of pharaonof pharaonic cultureic culture arose fro arose from a movemem a movement of Neolnt of Neolithic peopithic peopithic peoples frpeoples from the Sahom the Sahara regionara regions into thes into the Nile Vall Nile Valley where tey where they blendehey blended with indd with indigenous huigindindigenousindigenous hunter-ga hunter-gatherers antherers and developed developed the earld the earliest settliest settlements. Thements. The Saharanse Saharans had domes SaharansSaharans hSaharans had domestiad domesticated cattcated cattle and hadle and had acquired  acquired sheep and sheep and goats, as goats, as well as emwell as emmer wheat mememmer wheaemmer wheat and barlt and barley cultivaey cultivation, thestion, these probablye probably coming fr coming from the Levom the Levant initiaant initially. In Egllinitiainitially.initially. In Egypt, In Egypt, these peo these peoples develples developed two doped two distinct cuistinct cultures, thltures, the Upper Ege Upper Egyptian valyptiaEgEgyptian vEgyptian valley cultalley cultures, of wures, of which the ehich the earliest waarliest was Badarians Badarian, and in t, and in the Delta, he Delta, another seanothanother seanother series of curies of cultures, diltures, distinct frostinct from the vallm the valley.ey.ey.

The Nile Valley has many traces of Paleolithic to Mesolithic peoples, but the 
earliest precursors of pharaonic culture arose from a movement of Neolithic 
peoples from the Sahara regions into the Nile Valley where they blended with 
indigenous hunter-gatherers and developed the earliest settlements. The 
Saharans had domesticated cattle and had acquired sheep and goats, as well as 
emmer wheat and barley cultivation, these probably coming from the Levant 
initially. In Egypt, these peoples developed two distinct cultures, the Upper 
Egyptian valley cultures, of which the earliest was Badarian, and in the Delta, 
another series of cultures, distinct from the valley.

�From the BFrom the Badarian laadarian later evolveter evolved the Naqad the Naqada I-II cuda I-II cultures. Naltures. Naqada I devqada I developed larelopeddevdeveloped developed larger villarger villages, andlages, and began to  began to quarry fliquarry flint from thnt from the Nile lime Nile limestone cliestone cliffs. The pffs. Tffs. The peopleThe people lived in  lived in circular hcircular houses, andouses, and formed th formed the earlieste earliest known rel known religious culigious cults. They dts. culcults. Thecults. They developey developed several d several types of ftypes of fine potterine pottery, includiy, including one styng one style of decole of decorated warerateddecodecorated decorated ware whichware which depicts N depicts Nile-type file-type fauna and fauna and flora and slora and sometimes sometimes shows huntihows hunhows hunting. Thunting. This culturhis culture also spre also spread fartheead farther up and dr up and down the Niown the Nile Valley.le Valley.

From the Badarian later evolved the Naqada I-II cultures. Naqada I 
developed larger villages, and began to quarry flint from the Nile limestone cliffs. 
The people lived in circular houses, and formed the earliest known religious 
cults. They developed several types of fine pottery, including one style of 
decorated ware which depicts Nile-type fauna and flora and sometimes shows 
hunting. This culture also spread farther up and down the Nile Valley.

�Naqada II Naqada II (ca. 3600–(ca. 3600–3300 3300 B.C.B.C.), which e), which evolved dirvolved directly out ectly out of Naqada of Naqada I, marks tI, marksI, marks the marks the burgeoningburgeoning of the va of the valley cultulley culture and itsre and its gradually gradually growing p growing prosperity.rosperity. The first Th The first The first power centpower centers emergeers emerged in this d in this era in areera in areas in whicas in which the Nileh the Nile Valley ga Valley gave access ve ave access to access to routes introutes into the easto the eastern desertern desert, where th, where the Naqadanse Naqadans found goo found good quality d quality stone and,sstone and,stone and, more impo more importantly, drtantly, deposits ofeposits of gold and  gold and copper. Twcopper. Two major ceo major centers deventers devnters developed,developed, Nubt (“Th Nubt (“The Golden”)e Golden”), also cal, also called Naqadaled Naqada, in Middl, in Middle Egypt nee Egypt near the Wadar the Waar the Wadi Wadi H¸amma®ma®H¸amma®ma®tt, and Nekh, and Nekhen, fartheen, farther south ner south near the Wadar the Wadi Mia. Boti Mia. Both these ceh theh these centthese centers planteers planted cities od cities on the eastn the eastern bank, ern bank, near the wnear the wadi entranadi entrances, Koptoces, Koptos for Nubts KoptoKoptos forKoptos for Nubt and  Nubt and Elkab for Elkab for Nekhen. AcNekhen. Access to thcess to the desert re desert resources gesources greatly enrreatly enrreatly enriched benriched both towns oth towns and led toand led to the rise  the rise of an elitof an elite class. Te class. These commuhese communities alsnities also started o so started lostarted long-distancng-distance trade, we trade, which led thich led to the riseo the rise of other  of other centers, Bcenters, Buto and uto and Ma{adiMa{aMa{adiMa{adi in the no in the north and Tarth and Ta-seti and -seti and Qustul in Qustul in the south.the south. These new These new centers g centers gained prosaineggained progained prosperity bysperity by controlli controlling the lonng the long-distanceg-distance trade the trade the Naqadans  Naqadans desired: cdesired: cedar timbeedccedar timbcedar timber and oiler and oil from Leba from Lebanon, lapisnon, lapis lazuli fr lazuli from fartherom farther afield, a afield, and in the nd in the south, ivosouthsouth, ivosouth, ivory, ebony,ry, ebony, panther s panther skins, babokins, baboons, and oons, and other produther products. The ccts. The centers inventers involved in tolinvinvolved iinvolved in the tradn the trade also proe also prospered. spered. Ma{adiMa{adi conducted conducted the overl the overland trade,and trade, including includ including including copper frocopper from Sinai anm Sinai and Canaan, d Canaan, while Butowhile Buto maintaine maintained the sea d the sea trade withtrade with Lebanon a withwith Lebanwith Lebanon and theon and the  {Amuq{Amuq Valley. F Valley. From the rom the {Amuq{Amuq region, t region, the Egyptiahe Egyptians came inns camens came into came into contact wicontact with Mesopotth Mesopotamians viaamians via the Buto  the Buto settlementsettlement..

Naqada II (ca. 3600–3300 B.C.), which evolved directly out of Naqada I, 
marks the burgeoning of the valley culture and its gradually growing prosperity. 
The first power centers emerged in this era in areas in which the Nile Valley gave 
access to routes into the eastern desert, where the Naqadans found good quality 
stone and, more importantly, deposits of gold and copper. Two major centers 
developed, Nubt (“The Golden”), also called Naqada, in Middle Egypt near the 
Wadi H¸amma®ma®t, and Nekhen, farther south near the Wadi Mia. Both 
these centers planted cities on the eastern bank, near the wadi entrances, 
Koptos for Nubt and Elkab for Nekhen. Access to the desert resources greatly 
enriched both towns and led to the rise of an elite class. These communities also 
started long-distance trade, which led to the rise of other centers, Buto and 
Ma{adi in the north and Ta-seti and Qustul in the south. These new centers 
gained prosperity by controlling the long-distance trade the Naqadans desired: 
cedar timber and oil from Lebanon, lapis lazuli from farther afield, and in the 
south, ivory, ebony, panther skins, baboons, and other products. The centers 
involved in the trade also prospered. Ma{adi conducted the overland trade, 



including copper from Sinai and Canaan, while Buto maintained the sea trade 
with Lebanon and the {Amuq Valley. From the {Amuq region, the Egyptians 
came into contact with Mesopotamians via the Buto settlement.

Proto-dynaProto-dynasticstic

Proto-dynastic

The NaqadaThe Naqada II period II period evolved i evolved into Naqadanto Naqada III, or t III, or the Proto-dhe Proto-dynastic erynastic era. In thisa. In this period th per period theperiod the elites de elites developed inveloped into paramouto paramount chiefs.nt chiefs. These lea These leaders were ders were also respoalso responsible fornresporesponsiblresponsible for the e for the beginningsbeginnings of Egypti of Egyptian hieroglan hieroglyphic writyphic writing, whiching, which originate originated in the dd in d in the decin the decorated buforated buff ware of f ware of the Naqadathe Naqada II period II period. That war. That ware frequente frequently represely represented shipsnrepreserepresenterepresented ships, rd ships, reflecting eflecting an alreadyan already lively Ni lively Nile Valley le Valley trade. Mantrade. Many of the sy of the ships showehips shhips showed stashowed standards behndards behind their ind their cabins topcabins topped with sped with signs that igns that can be reacan be read as nome d as nome d as nome namesnome names or divine or divine names; mu names; much of the ch of the ware was pware was produced inroduced in the area  the area between Abbetweebetween Abbetween Abydos and Lydos and Luxor, and uxor, and signs linksigns linked with thed with the nomes ofe nomes of this area this area are commo are comm are common on common on the standathe standards. The erds. The emergent elmergent elites of Naites of Naqada III cqada III came into came into conflict wionflict wionflict with theirwith their neighbors neighbors, and the , and the chiefs comchiefs commemorated memorated their victtheir victories withories with signs der signs derived from ivderderived frderived from the decom the decorated warorated ware. This gae. This gave rise tove rise to a pattern a pattern known as  known as the pharaothe pharaothe pharaonic pharaonic cycle, depcycle, depicting a bicting a boat procesoat procession towarsion towards a palacds a palace complex.e complex. Such scen Such scenes were caescenscenes werscenes were carved oe carved on enlargedn enlarged graywacke graywacke palettes  palettes or maceheaor maceheads, rock wds, rock wall faces,all facesall faces, decfaces, decorated fliorated flint knife hnt knife handles, orandles, or even pain even painted on linted on linen. As theen. As the Naqada II Naqada III period pI perI period properiod progressed, sgressed, such scenesuch scenes prolifera proliferated and arted and are known fre known from Nubt, Nom Nubt, Nekhen, andekhen, anekhen, and Qustuland Qustul in Lower  in Lower Nubia. AnoNubia. Another develther development duropment during this ping this period was eriod was the the serekh,serekserekh,serekh, a decorat a decorated palace ed palace entrance sentrance such as thauch as that excavatet excavated at Nekhed at Nekhen. Houses n. Houses since the sincsince the since the Naqada II Naqada II period werperiod were rectangue rectangular and bular and built of mudilt of mudbrick; sombrick; some wattle ae wattle and daub conaand daub cand daub constructioonstruction continuen continued, but maid, but mainly in temnly in temporary fieporary field shelterld shelters. A type s. A type of reed feof of reed feof reed fenced strucnced structure knownture known as  as zeribazeriba was furth was further developer developed. Religied. Religious shrineous shrines became ms shrineshrines beshrines became more came more prominent,prominent, now marke now marked front and front and back witd back with flags onh flags on poles. So poles. S poles. Some shrinSome shrines boastedes boasted colossal  colossal images of images of the deity,the deity, such as K such as Koptos or Moptos or Min. Other in. Other shrines resshrines reshrines remained premained preformal, anformal, and might bed might be a grove o a grove of trees orf trees or a niche b a niche between twoetween twoetween two bouldetwo boulders, as at rs, as at ElephantinElephantine. Decorate. Decorated paletteed palettes and maces and maces also deps also depict shrineict shrines, with a s,shrineshrines, wshrines, with a defiith a defined structned structure: a couure: a court, with srt, with standard totandard topped by thpped by the divine ee divine emblem, thembleeemblem, themblem, then a shrinen a shrine buildinge building, sometime, sometimes with a cs with a colossal deolossal depiction ofpiction of the deity the deity...

The Naqada II period evolved into Naqada III, or the Proto-dynastic era. In this 
period the elites developed into paramount chiefs. These leaders were also 
responsible for the beginnings of Egyptian hieroglyphic writing, which originated 
in the decorated buff ware of the Naqada II period. That ware frequently 
represented ships, reflecting an already lively Nile Valley trade. Many of the ships 
showed standards behind their cabins topped with signs that can be read as 
nome names or divine names; much of the ware was produced in the area 
between Abydos and Luxor, and signs linked with the nomes of this area are 
common on the standards. The emergent elites of Naqada III came into conflict 
with their neighbors, and the chiefs commemorated their victories with signs 
derived from the decorated ware. This gave rise to a pattern known as the 
pharaonic cycle, depicting a boat procession towards a palace complex. Such 
scenes were carved on enlarged graywacke palettes or maceheads, rock wall 
faces, decorated flint knife handles, or even painted on linen. As the Naqada III 
period progressed, such scenes proliferated and are known from Nubt, Nekhen, 
and Qustul in Lower Nubia. Another development during this period was the 
serekh, a decorated palace entrance such as that excavated at Nekhen. Houses 
since the Naqada II period were rectangular and built of mudbrick; some wattle 
and daub construction continued, but mainly in temporary field shelters. A type 
of reed fenced structure known as zeriba was further developed. Religious 
shrines became more prominent, now marked front and back with flags on poles. 
Some shrines boasted colossal images of the deity, such as Koptos or Min. Other 
shrines remained preformal, and might be a grove of trees or a niche between 
two boulders, as at Elephantine. Decorated palettes and maces also depict 
shrines, with a defined structure: a court, with standard topped by the divine 
emblem, then a shrine building, sometimes with a colossal depiction of the deity.

�Toward theToward the end of th end of the Naqada Ie Naqada III period,II period, the power the power centers e centers engaged in ngaged in a series oa seria series of series of conflicts.conflicts. Nekhen ap Nekhen apparently eparently emerged trimerged triumphant inumphant in a conflic a conflict with Ta-t with Ta-seti. Its setTa-Ta-seti. ITa-seti. Its ruler, ts ruler, known as Sknown as Scorpion, tcorpion, then conquehen conquered Nubt. red Nubt. In triumphIn triumph he assume he assumed Nubt’s Rdassumeassumed Nuassumed Nubt’s Red Cbt’s Red Crown. (Therown. (The crown of  crown of Nekhen andNekhen and Qustul wa Qustul was the Whits the White Crown.) e Cre Crown.) AbCrown.) Abydos, a neydos, a new royal cew royal cemetery in metery in the Nubt nthe Nubt nome, now bome, now became the ecame the burial plaburial burial plaburial place of the ce of the victoriousvictorious Nekhen ru Nekhen rulers. Scorlers. Scorpion’s sucpion’s successors cacessors campaigned nmpaigned northward aornnorthward northward and by Narand by Nar-mer’s tim-mer’s time took cone took control of thtrol of the Delta. Be Delta. Buto was truto was transformed ansformetrtransformetransformed into a nd into a national shational shrine of Lorine of Lower Egypt,wer Egypt, as the De as the Delta came tlta came to be knowno be knowno be known. Nekknown. Nekhen in Upphen in Upper Egypt ber Egypt became a naecame a national shrtional shrine, whileine, while Elkab bec Elkab became Upper ame Uppame Upper EgypUpper Egypt’s tutelat’s tutelary center.ry center. The two d The two deities of eities of Buto and EButo and Elkab, a colkab, a cobra and a bra and a vulture, rvulvulture, rvulture, respectivelespectively, now becy, now became nationame national deitiesal deities. On one d. On one decorated mecorated macehead, Nacehead, Nacehead, Nar-mer isNar-mer is depicted  depicted enthroned enthroned as king ofas king of Lower Egy Lower Egypt. This mpt. This macehead evacehead evidently coidently coidently contains acontains an enumeratn enumeration of theion of the Delta’s r Delta’s resources, esources, cattle, smcattle, small livestall livestock, and mock, and men (120 then (en (120 thous(120 thousand). Extrand). Extrapolating apolating from this from this by adding by adding females anfemales and childrend children, ca. 500 , ca. 500 to 600 thoto 6to 600 thousa600 thousand personsnd persons can be es can be estimated fotimated for the Deltr the Delta, and mosa, and most scholarst scholars postulate postulate postulate postulate a slightlya slightly larger po larger populace forpulace for the domin the dominant Valleyant Valley culture ( culture (700 thousa700 thousand). This nd).thousathousand).thousand). This woul This would set the d set the populationpopulation of all Eg of all Egypt at ca.ypt at ca. 1.4 to 1. 1.4 to 1.6 million 6 million around thearounaround thearound the date of t date of the Unificahe Unification (ca. tion (ca. 3100).3100).3100).

Toward the end of the Naqada III period, the power centers engaged in a 
series of conflicts. Nekhen apparently emerged triumphant in a conflict with 
Ta-seti. Its ruler, known as Scorpion, then conquered Nubt. In triumph he 
assumed Nubt’s Red Crown. (The crown of Nekhen and Qustul was the White 
Crown.) Abydos, a new royal cemetery in the Nubt nome, now became the 
burial place of the victorious Nekhen rulers. Scorpion’s successors campaigned 
northward and by Nar-mer’s time took control of the Delta. Buto was 
transformed into a national shrine of Lower Egypt, as the Delta came to be 



known. Nekhen in Upper Egypt became a national shrine, while Elkab became 
Upper Egypt’s tutelary center. The two deities of Buto and Elkab, a cobra and a 
vulture, respectively, now became national deities. On one decorated macehead, 
Nar-mer is depicted enthroned as king of Lower Egypt. This macehead evidently 
contains an enumeration of the Delta’s resources, cattle, small livestock, and men 
(120 thousand). Extrapolating from this by adding females and children, ca. 500 to 
600 thousand persons can be estimated for the Delta, and most scholars 
postulate a slightly larger populace for the dominant Valley culture (700 
thousand). This would set the population of all Egypt at ca. 1.4 to 1.6 million 
around the date of the Unification (ca. 3100).

�Whether NaWhether Nar-mer is tr-mer is the real unhe real unifier, or ifier, or his son anhis son and successod successor r Ah�aAh�a, who foun, who fo, who founded thfounded the city of e city of Memphis (tMemphis (then known hen known as “White as “White Walls”), iWalls”), is debated.s debated.  Ah�aAh�a also crea al also creatalso created the Royed the Royal Annals,al Annals, a year by a year by year reco year record of the rd of the deeds of tdeeds of the pharaohhe pharaohs, by stris, pharaohpharaohs, pharaohs, by stringiby stringing togetheng together the evenr the events formerlts formerly conveyedy conveyed by decora by decorated maceheted macehted macehead omacehead or palette r palette into a coninto a continuous setinuous sequence, liquence, linked by renked by regularly regularly recurring evcurring events such enevevents sucevents such as the bh as the biennial caiennial cattle censuttle census. Later is. Later in the 1st n the 1st Dynasty, aDynasty, a small box small box at the bo at th at the bottomthe bottom of each y of each year entry ear entry would recowould record the annrd the annual heightual height of the Ni of the Nile flood. le flood. The now frThThe now frThe now fragmentary agmentary list knownlist known as the Pa as the Palermo Stonlermo Stone, which re, which representedepresented the annal the ann the annals of annals of the Old Kithe Old Kingdom, prengdom, preserves serves Ah�a’sAh�a’s last two  last two regnal yearegnal years. The rors. The royal titulayal tituyal titulary atitulary also began lso began to evolve.to evolve. Already N Already Nar-mer hadar-mer had a “Two La a “Two Ladies” namedies” name. The name. The nam. The names usednames used for these for these early kin early kings are Horgs are Horus names, us names, conveyed bconveyed by the royay the royal name atol name atl name atop the atop the serekhserekh topped by topped by the falco the falcon deity Hon deity Horus of Nekrus of Nekhen. All then. All the crafts he crafts developed developdeveloped developed in Naqada in Naqada II-III proII-III proliferated,liferated, especiall especially stone vay stone vases, but tses, but the early phe early pharaohs deharaohppharaohs dpharaohs destroyed testroyed the trade che trade centers, enters, Ma{adiMa{adi and Qustu and Qustul, as theyl, as they sought to sought to monopoliz mon monopolizemonopolize foreign t foreign trade. Metarade. Metal working l working became betbecame better establter established, theished, the pottery w pottery w pottery wheel was wheel was introducedintroduced, and wood, and woodworking flworking flourished, ourished, with the bwith the best work dest work done for thone for one for the elfor the elites. The ites. The pharaohs apharaohs also establlso established the ished the first burefirst bureaucracy toaucracy to administe administer their rer ther their realtheir realm. The patm. The pattern of estern of estimating ttimating the height he height of the Nilof the Nile flood, re flood, realigning ealigning boundary mboundboundary mboundary markers of arkers of fields, asfields, assessing tasessing taxes, and cxes, and conducting onducting the cattlethe cattle census an census and taxationd tad taxation ataxation all developll developed in thised in this era. A hi era. A high officiagh official, the vizl, the vizier, was aier, was appointed tppointed to administo admino administeradminister these pro these programs. Thegrams. The kings, an kings, and evidentld evidently one regny one regnant queen,ant queen, Meryt-nei Meryt-nei Meryt-neitMeryt-neith, were buh, were buried in thried in the royal gre royal ground of Abound of Abydos, compydos, complete with lete with funerary tfunerary temples of ettemples oftemples of niched mu niched mudbrick anddbrick and burials o burials of hundredsf hundreds of court  of court retainers.retainers. Thus aros Thus arose the pharearosarose the arose the pharaonic pharaonic state of astate of ancient Egyncient Egypt, with apt, with a king ackn king acknowledged aowledged as a deity.s a deity.

Whether Nar-mer is the real unifier, or his son and successor Ah�a , who 
founded the city of Memphis (then known as “White Walls”), is debated. Ah�a  
also created the Royal Annals, a year by year record of the deeds of the 
pharaohs, by stringing together the events formerly conveyed by decorated 
macehead or palette into a continuous sequence, linked by regularly recurring 
events such as the biennial cattle census. Later in the 1st Dynasty, a small box at 
the bottom of each year entry would record the annual height of the Nile flood. 
The now fragmentary list known as the Palermo Stone, which represented the 
annals of the Old Kingdom, preserves Ah�a’s  last two regnal years. The royal 
titulary also began to evolve. Already Nar-mer had a “Two Ladies” name. The 
names used for these early kings are Horus names, conveyed by the royal name 
atop the serekh topped by the falcon deity Horus of Nekhen. All the crafts 
developed in Naqada II-III proliferated, especially stone vases, but the early 
pharaohs destroyed the trade centers, Ma{adi and Qustul, as they sought to 
monopolize foreign trade. Metal working became better established, the pottery 
wheel was introduced, and woodworking flourished, with the best work done 
for the elites. The pharaohs also established the first bureaucracy to administer 
their realm. The pattern of estimating the height of the Nile flood, realigning 
boundary markers of fields, assessing taxes, and conducting the cattle census and 
taxation all developed in this era. A high official, the vizier, was appointed to 
administer these programs. The kings, and evidently one regnant queen, 
Meryt-neith, were buried in the royal ground of Abydos, complete with funerary 
temples of niched mudbrick and burials of hundreds of court retainers. Thus 
arose the pharaonic state of ancient Egypt, with a king acknowledged as a deity.

�The 2nd DyThe 2nd Dynasty arosnasty arose ca. 2850e ca. 2850, and its , and its rulers swirulers switched theitched their burial gr burial ground to round tround to to Saqqa®raSaqqa®ra. Their ro. Their royal names yal names bear hintsbear hints of two po of two powers, the wers, the deities Hodeities Horus of Nekrus of Nrus of Nekhen andNekhen and Seth of N Seth of Nubt. Surviubt. Surviving recorving records hint atds hint at troubles  troubles in the forin the form of rebelm of rebellions. Theliorebelrebellionsrebellions. Then at . Then at mid-dynastmid-dynasty, a majory, a major conflict  conflict burst fortburst forth. One phah. One pharaoh abandraoh abandoned Horusonabandabandoned abandoned Horus, andHorus, and instead p instead placed Sethlaced Seth atop his  atop his serekh.serekh. This may  This may be the rebbe the rebellion of elliorebrebellion rebellion of the Naqof the Naqada peopleada people who had p who had progressiverogressively lost stly lost status in thatus in the unificate unification procesionunificatunificatiounification process.n process. Another H Another Horus king,orus king, Khasekhem Khasekhem, arose in, arose in Nekhen an Nekhen and progressd progred progressivprogressively defeately defeated the rebed the rebels and reels and reunified Egunified Egypt. He noypt. He now proclaimw proclaimed himselfed himself pharaoh,  p pharaoh, wpharaoh, with Horus ith Horus and Seth aand Seth atop his top his serekh,serekh, his Two L his Two Ladies nameadies name reading “ reading “the two pothe twthe two powerstwo powers are conte are content in him.nt in him.” The rebe” The rebellion was llion was ended. Theended. The royal tom royal tomb returnedb returneb returned treturned to Abydos, o Abydos, and the laand the later King Kter King Khasekhemwyhasekhemwy’s queen b’s queen became the ecame the mother of mothermother of mother of the first the first two pharaotwo pharaohs of the hs of the 3rd Dynast3rd Dynasty. A new ry. A new royal titleoyal title developed developed, Horus at, developeddeveloped,developed, Horus ato Horus atop the goldp the gold glyph, or glyph, or Horus ove Horus over Nubt.r Nubt.

The 2nd Dynasty arose ca. 2850, and its rulers switched their burial ground 
to Saqqa®ra. Their royal names bear hints of two powers, the deities Horus of 
Nekhen and Seth of Nubt. Surviving records hint at troubles in the form of 
rebellions. Then at mid-dynasty, a major conflict burst forth. One pharaoh 
abandoned Horus, and instead placed Seth atop his serekh. This may be the 
rebellion of the Naqada people who had progressively lost status in the 



unification process. Another Horus king, Khasekhem, arose in Nekhen and 
progressively defeated the rebels and reunified Egypt. He now proclaimed himself 
pharaoh, with Horus and Seth atop his serekh, his Two Ladies name reading “the 
two powers are content in him.” The rebellion was ended. The royal tomb 
returned to Abydos, and the later King Khasekhemwy’s queen became the 
mother of the first two pharaohs of the 3rd Dynasty. A new royal title 
developed, Horus atop the gold glyph, or Horus over Nubt.

Old KingdoOld Kingdomm

Old Kingdom

The new phThe new pharaoh Sanaaraoh Sanakht may bekht may be an enigma an enigma, but his , but his brother Djbrother Djoser shineoser shines forever s foreves forever asforever as the found the founder of the er of the Old KingdoOld Kingdom. Djoser m. Djoser found a mafound a master archister architect, Imhotect, Imhotect, Imhotep, wImhotep, who built fho built for him theor him the first com first complete stonplete stone structure structure known, te known, the grand She grand Step PyramitSStep PyramStep Pyramid of id of Saqqa®raSaqqa®ra. It was s. It was surrounded urrounded by a complby a complex encloseex enclosed in a rend in a rendition of ditirenrendition rendition of the “Whof the “White Walls”ite Walls” in limest in limestone blocksone blocks the size  the size of mudbricof mudbricks, markinks, marking the evolg markinmarking thmarking the evolutioe evolution of Egyptn of Egyptian architian architecture froecture from wood, rem wood, reed, and mued, and mudbrick intdbrick intdbrick into stoneinto stone. The buil. The buildings simudings simulated a lated a H¸eb-sedH¸eb-sed jubilee c jubilee court, and ourt, and all the orall the original detiginal ororiginal doriginal detail was etail was faithfullyfaithfully copied in copied in stone. Th stone. The next kine next king, Sekhemkg, Sekhemkhet, builthet, built his compl his co his complex becomplex behind Djosehind Djoser’s, but ar’s, but already thelready the enclosure enclosure wall ston wall stones were laes were larger blockrger blocks. The folsblockblocks. Thblocks. The followine following kings weg kings were shorterre shorter lived and lived and built unf built unfinished stinished step pyramidep pyramids, but eacs, bs, but each cbut each complex shoomplex shows a greatws a greater masteryer mastery of stone  of stone masonry. Tmasonry. The last kihe last king, ng, H¸uniḨunH¸uniH¸uni, built a , built a complete scomplete step pyramitep pyramid at Meidud at Meidum. For them. For the first tim first time, the fune, the funerary temperary terary temple wastemple was shifted a shifted around to tround to the east ofhe east of the pyram the pyramid and linid and linked by a lked by a long causewong causeway to a vaacausewcauseway tcauseway to a valleyo a valley temple. ( temple. (PreviouslyPreviously, funerary, funerary temples w temples were on theere on the northern  northern side of thsiside of thside of the tomb, eve tomb, evidently liidently linked to a nked to a belief thabelief that the deadt the dead was resur was resurrected to rected to join the cjoin join the cjoin the circumpolarircumpolar stars.) N stars.) Now, the deow, the dead was to ad was to join the rjoin the rising sun,ising sun, a powerfu a powerful resurrecl rel resurrectiresurrection symbol.on symbol. Also mark Also marking this ting this transition ransition to the solto the solar cult, tar cult, the step pyhe step pyramid was ramipypyramid wapyramid was altered s altered into a truinto a true pyramid.e pyramid.

The new pharaoh Sanakht may be an enigma, but his brother Djoser shines 
forever as the founder of the Old Kingdom. Djoser found a master architect, 
Imhotep, who built for him the first complete stone structure known, the grand 
Step Pyramid of Saqqa®ra. It was surrounded by a complex enclosed in a 
rendition of the “White Walls” in limestone blocks the size of mudbricks, 
marking the evolution of Egyptian architecture from wood, reed, and mudbrick 
into stone. The buildings simulated a H¸eb-sed jubilee court, and all the 
original detail was faithfully copied in stone. The next king, Sekhemkhet, built his 
complex behind Djoser’s, but already the enclosure wall stones were larger 
blocks. The following kings were shorter lived and built unfinished step pyramids, 
but each complex shows a greater mastery of stone masonry. The last king, 
H¸uni, built a complete step pyramid at Meidum. For the first time, the funerary 
temple was shifted around to the east of the pyramid and linked by a long 
causeway to a valley temple. (Previously, funerary temples were on the northern 
side of the tomb, evidently linked to a belief that the dead was resurrected to 
join the circumpolar stars.) Now, the dead was to join the rising sun, a powerful 
resurrection symbol. Also marking this transition to the solar cult, the step 
pyramid was altered into a true pyramid.

�The true pThe true pyramid hadyramid had its basis its basis in the  in the benbenbenben stone top stone top of the sa of the sacred stonecred stone of Heliop of of Heliopoof Heliopolis, centelis, center of the sr of the solar cult.olar cult. The  The benbenbenben was a sho was a short, squat rt, squat obelisk, iobelisk, its top forts tots top formintop forming a pyramig a pyramid. Sneferud. Sneferu, Huni’s s, Huni’s son, and foon, and founder of tunder of the 4th Dynhe 4th Dynasty, builasty, built the first tt the first the first true pyramtrue pyramids at Dahids at Dahshur. He ashur. He also tried lso tried transformitransforming his fatng his father’s pyraher’s pyramid into amid pyrapyramid inpyramid into a true to a true pyramid, bpyramid, but the monut the monument met ument met with disaswith disaster, collater, collapsing at spsing at some state ossome statesome state of its hi of its history. Nowstory. Now only the  only the core of thcore of the Step Pyre Step Pyramid standamid stands, with ths, with the added mae ae added masoadded masonry visiblnry visible at the be at the base. Khufuase. Khufu (Cheops), (Cheops), Sneferu’s Sneferu’s son, move son, moved his pyrad his pyramid complempyrapyramid copyramid complex to Gmplex to Giza, perhaiza, perhaps viewingps viewing it as a w it as a western estern benben,benben, where the where the sun set a sun se sun set as vieset as viewed from Hwed from Heliopolis.eliopolis. In three  In three changes ofchanges of plan, Khu plan, Khufu shiftedfu shifted his buria his burial chamber l chal chamber upchamber up in the py in the pyramid’s maramid’s masonry. Witsonry. With Sneferu h Sneferu and Khufu,and Khufu, the final the final two title two titles of the kstitletitles of titles of the king ethe king evolved, thvolved, the praenomee praenomen and nomen and nomen both in n both in cartouchescartouches, joined b, joined by the titlybby the titby the title “son ofle “son of Re,” stre Re,” stressing the ssing the solar cultsolar cult. The fina. The final solar eml solar emblem was tblem was the Great She Grhe Great SphiGreat Sphinx. Known nx. Known later as Hlater as Hor-em-akheor-em-akhet, “Horus t, “Horus on the Horon the Horizon,” it izon,” it may be viemay be vmay be viewed as viewed as the deity the deity manifest bmanifest between Khuetween Khufu and Khafu and Khafre’s (Chefre’s (Chephren) pyrphren) pyramids.amids.amids.

The true pyramid had its basis in the benben stone top of the sacred stone 
of Heliopolis, center of the solar cult. The benben was a short, squat obelisk, its 
top forming a pyramid. Sneferu, Huni’s son, and founder of the 4th Dynasty, built 
the first true pyramids at Dahshur. He also tried transforming his father’s 
pyramid into a true pyramid, but the monument met with disaster, collapsing at 
some state of its history. Now only the core of the Step Pyramid stands, with the 
added masonry visible at the base. Khufu (Cheops), Sneferu’s son, moved his 
pyramid complex to Giza, perhaps viewing it as a western benben, where the sun 
set as viewed from Heliopolis. In three changes of plan, Khufu shifted his burial 
chamber up in the pyramid’s masonry. With Sneferu and Khufu, the final two 
titles of the king evolved, the praenomen and nomen both in cartouches, joined 
by the title “son of Re,” stressing the solar cult. The final solar emblem was the 



Great Sphinx. Known later as Hor-em-akhet, “Horus on the Horizon,” it may be 
viewed as the deity manifest between Khufu and Khafre’s (Chephren) pyramids.

�The 5th DyThe 5th Dynasty marknasty marked the tried the triumph of thumph of the solar cue solar cult. The rolt. The royal pyramiyal pyramid now was d nowd now was smnow was smaller and aller and not as welnot as well built, bl built, but the pyrut the pyramid templamid temples grew toes grew to be exquis be exquisite. Granditexquisexquisite.exquisite. Grander s Grander still were till were the solar the solar temples thtemples the kings bue kings built at Abuilt at Abusir in thesir in the western d west western dewestern desert. Opensert. Open to the sk to the sky, they wey, they were decoratre decorated with reed with reliefs thatliefs that celebrate celebrated the seasdcelebratecelebratedcelebrated the seaso the seasons and thens and the creativit creativity of Re iny of Re in nature. T nature. The final khe final kings of things of the 5th Dynae 5the 5th Dynast5th Dynasty were bury were buried fartheied farther south atr south at  Saqqa®raSaqqa®ra and built and built no solar  no solar temples, btemples, btemples, but the labut the last king, Ust king, Unas, was tnas, was the first whe first whose pyramhose pyramid interioid interior was carvr was carved with whed with what became atwhwhat becamwhat became known ase known as the Pyram the Pyramid Texts. id Texts. An eclectiAn eclectic groupingc grouping of spells of spells, these te, these texts includxtetexts incltexts include much oude much older materlder material with aial with allusions tllusions to burials o burials in the groin the ground, in brund, in brick mastabick mick mastabas, mastabas, and finalland finally in stoney in stone pyramids. pyramids. In one lo In one long spell tng spell the king, rhe king, resurrectedesurrected through R thro through Rethrough Re, becomes , becomes master of master of heaven. Teheaven. Texts from lxts from later pyramater pyramids show aids show a change. N change. change. Nochange. Now, the kinw, the king seeks reg seeks resurrectionsurrection through O through Osiris. Yetsiris. Yet another g another grand transrand transformation ftranstransformatransformation of thtion of the religione religion had occur had occurred. Accorred. According to thding to the Great Mye Great Myth of Creath of Creath of Creation, Creation, Osiris hadOsiris had been rule been ruler, but Setr, but Seth was jealh was jealous of himous of him and had h and had him murdereim murdereim murdered. murdered. Isis, wifeIsis, wife to Osiris to Osiris, raised O, raised Osiris fromsiris from death, cr death, creating theeating the first mum first mummy. Eventumy. mummummy. Evemummy. Eventually Osntually Osiris becamiris became lord of e lord of the afterlthe afterlife and thife and the kings bee kings became Osiricame Osiris, while tsOsiriOsiris, whOsiris, while their ile their successor successor became Horbecame Horus, son ofus, son of Isis and  Isis and Osiris. ThOsiris. The kings ofe kings of the 6th D the the 6th Dythe 6th Dynasty revinasty revived the soved the southern foruthern foreign tradeeign trade, and star, and started massivted massive importate importation of Nubioimportatimportatioimportation of Nubian of Nubian archers n archers into Egyptinto Egypt as mercen as mercenaries. Thearies. These helped se helped them fightthem fight foreign w fightfight forefight foreign wars, ign wars, according according to severalto several autobiogr autobiographies. Peaphies. Pepy II of tpy II of the 6th Dynhe 6th Dynasty went astyDynDynasty weDynasty went on to rnt on to reign over eign over 90 years, 90 years, but with hbut with him the Oldim the Old Kingdom t Kingdom tottered, oottered, ttottered, tottered, only to faonly to fall in the ll in the 8th Dynast8th Dynasty as the Ny as the Nile failedile failed to flood  to flood in a majorin a major climate c climat climate crclimate crisis. The isis. The Egyptians Egyptians marked themarked the end of th end of the Old Kinge Old Kingdom as thedom as the end of an end of an era, noti e era, notinera, noting that 930g that 930 years had years had elapsed s elapsed since the Uince the Unificationnification in the 1s in the 1st Dynasty.t Dynasty.

The 5th Dynasty marked the triumph of the solar cult. The royal pyramid 
now was smaller and not as well built, but the pyramid temples grew to be 
exquisite. Grander still were the solar temples the kings built at Abusir in the 
western desert. Open to the sky, they were decorated with reliefs that 
celebrated the seasons and the creativity of Re in nature. The final kings of the 
5th Dynasty were buried farther south at Saqqa®ra and built no solar temples, 
but the last king, Unas, was the first whose pyramid interior was carved with 
what became known as the Pyramid Texts. An eclectic grouping of spells, these 
texts include much older material with allusions to burials in the ground, in brick 
mastabas, and finally in stone pyramids. In one long spell the king, resurrected 
through Re, becomes master of heaven. Texts from later pyramids show a 
change. Now, the king seeks resurrection through Osiris. Yet another grand 
transformation of the religion had occurred. According to the Great Myth of 
Creation, Osiris had been ruler, but Seth was jealous of him and had him 
murdered. Isis, wife to Osiris, raised Osiris from death, creating the first 
mummy. Eventually Osiris became lord of the afterlife and the kings became 
Osiris, while their successor became Horus, son of Isis and Osiris. The kings of 
the 6th Dynasty revived the southern foreign trade, and started massive 
importation of Nubian archers into Egypt as mercenaries. These helped them 
fight foreign wars, according to several autobiographies. Pepy II of the 6th 
Dynasty went on to reign over 90 years, but with him the Old Kingdom 
tottered, only to fall in the 8th Dynasty as the Nile failed to flood in a major 
climate crisis. The Egyptians marked the end of the Old Kingdom as the end of an 
era, noting that 930 years had elapsed since the Unification in the 1st Dynasty.

Step pyramStep pyramid of Djosid of Djoser at er at Saqqa®raSaqqa®ra (Third Dy (Third Dynasty, ca.nasty, ca. 2700  2700 B.C.E.B.C.E.). The sur). The surrounding crousursurroundinsurrounding courts ag courts and chapelsnd chapels featured  featured limestone limestone columns ancolumns and carved wd carved walls and calls and calls and ceilings (ceilings (F. J. YurcF. J. Yurco)o)

Step pyramid of Djoser at Saqqa®ra (Third Dynasty, ca. 2700 B.C.E.). The 
surrounding courts and chapels featured limestone columns and carved walls and 
ceilings (F. J. Yurco)

Middle KinMiddle Kingdomgdom

Middle Kingdom

�In the nexIn the next hundred t hundred years, twoyears, two competing competing dynasties dynasties arose, th arose, the 9th and e 9th and 10th Dynas10th D10th Dynasties Dynasties at Heracleat Heracleopolis andopolis and the 11th  the 11th Dynasty atDynasty at Thebes in Thebes in the south the south. During t. During this First htthis Firstthis First Intermedi Intermediate Periodate Period, the prov, the provincial govincial governors aliernors aligned with gned with one or theone or the other, Mi oth other, Midother, Middle Egypt dle Egypt with the 9with the 9th and 10tth and 10th Dynastieh Dynasties, the sous, the south with thth with the 11th Dyne 11th Dynasty. By 2aDynDynasty. BDynasty. By 2060 a py 2060 a powerful Thowerful Theban king,eban king, Montuhote Montuhotep II, arosp II, arose, defeatie, defeating the Herng the Herng the HeracleopoHeracleopolitans in litans in a series oa series of battles f battles and emergiand emerging as the ng as the reunifier reunifier of Egypt cof Egypt ca. 2020. Ha. 20a. 2020. His 2020. His successorssuccessors tried rul tried ruling Egypt ing Egypt from Thebefrom Thebes, but it s, but it proved impproved impractical, ractical, and the 12andand the 12and the 12th Dynastyth Dynasty’s Amenemh’s Amenemhet I, who et I, who displaced displaced them and ithem and initiated tnitiated the Middle he Middlehe Middle KinMiddle Kingdom periogdom period, moved td, moved the residenhe residence to Itjtce to Itjtawy, S of awy, S of Memphis, wMemphis, which remaihich remhich remained tremained the capitalhe capital into the  into the 13th Dynas13th Dynasty. The 12ty. The 12th Dynastyth Dynasty also came also came into cont into contact with Kacontcontact wicontact with Kish, ath Kish, another Nilnother Nilotic powerotic powerful state ful state that arosethat arose at Kerma  at Kerma near the Tnear the Third CatarhTThird CataThird Cataract of thract of the Nile. The Nile. They built pey built powerful foowerful fortresses trtresses to hold Kuso hold Kush at bay, h at bay, but also tbutbut also tbut also to help expo help exploit the rloit the resources oesources of Nubia, wf Nubia, where the 1here the 12th Dynast2th Dynasty kings hay kings had found rid hahad found had found rich gold rich gold deposits. deposits. Senwosret Senwosret III, who pIII, who pushed fartushed farthest southhest south, also dev, also developed a relodevdeveloped developed a rich traa rich trade with Kide with Kish, funnelsh, funnelled througled through the Ikenh the Iken-mirgissa -mirgissa fortress. fortress. The Story TheThe Story The Story of Sinuhe,of Sinuhe, written e written early in tharly in the 12th Dyne 12th Dynasty, descasty, describes an Eribes an Egyptian ingyptian in self-exil self self-exileself-exile in Canaan in Canaan and south and southern Syria ern Syria who took rwho took residence wesidence with a migrith a migratory chieatory chieftain (calftchiechieftain chieftain (called He(called Heka-khaswetka-khaswet) with a l) with a lifestyle nifestyle not unlike ot unlike that of Abthat of Abraham and raham and Jacob. LatJacoJacob. LatJacob. Later in the er in the dynasty, adynasty, a governor  governor at Beni Haat Beni Hasan in Midsan in Middle Egypt dle Egypt depicted adepicted a Canaanite Ca Canaanite Canaanite delegationdelegation that came that came to his lo to his local court cal court to trade. to trade. The women The women were clad were clad in many-coiin many-coin many-colored coatlored coats, recallis, recalling the coang the coat of Josept of Joseph.h.

In the next hundred years, two competing dynasties arose, the 9th and 10th 
Dynasties at Heracleopolis and the 11th Dynasty at Thebes in the south. During 
this First Intermediate Period, the provincial governors aligned with one or the 
other, Middle Egypt with the 9th and 10th Dynasties, the south with the 11th 
Dynasty. By 2060 a powerful Theban king, Montuhotep II, arose, defeating the 
Heracleopolitans in a series of battles and emerging as the reunifier of Egypt ca. 



2020. His successors tried ruling Egypt from Thebes, but it proved impractical, 
and the 12th Dynasty’s Amenemhet I, who displaced them and initiated the 
Middle Kingdom period, moved the residence to Itjtawy, S of Memphis, which 
remained the capital into the 13th Dynasty. The 12th Dynasty also came into 
contact with Kish, another Nilotic powerful state that arose at Kerma near the 
Third Cataract of the Nile. They built powerful fortresses to hold Kush at bay, 
but also to help exploit the resources of Nubia, where the 12th Dynasty kings 
had found rich gold deposits. Senwosret III, who pushed farthest south, also 
developed a rich trade with Kish, funnelled through the Iken-mirgissa fortress. 
The Story of Sinuhe, written early in the 12th Dynasty, describes an Egyptian in 
self-exile in Canaan and southern Syria who took residence with a migratory 
chieftain (called Heka-khaswet) with a lifestyle not unlike that of Abraham and 
Jacob. Later in the dynasty, a governor at Beni Hasan in Middle Egypt depicted a 
Canaanite delegation that came to his local court to trade. The women were clad 
in many-colored coats, recalling the coat of Joseph.

HyksosHyksos

Hyksos

In 1786, cIn 1786, ca. 100 yeaa. 100 years after trs after the 12th Dyhe 12th Dynasty endenasty ended, a groupd, a group of foreig of foreigners with ners with horse-drawhohorse-drawhorse-drawn chariotsn chariots, a new co, a new compound bowmpound bow, and an i, and an improved bamproved battle-axe ittle-axe invaded thenvaded iinvaded thinvaded the Delta ane Delta and set themd set themselves up selves up in a city in a city called Avacalled Avaris (Hwt-wris (Hwt-waret). Thearet). These were thseTheThese wereThese were the Hykso the Hyksos, a term s, a term derived frderived from Heka-khom Heka-khaswet, “ruaswet, “rulers of folers of foreign landreign landreign lands.” Folands.” For 108 yearr 108 years these pes these people dominople dominated Egyptated Egypt. They sei. They seized Memphized Memphis and terms and ters and terminatedterminated the 13th  the 13th Dynasty, wDynasty, while the 1hile the 17th Dynast7th Dynasty barely sy barely survived inurvived in Thebes as Thebes as vassals.  asas vassalsas vassals. The 14th. The 14th Dynasty w Dynasty was a dissias a dissident groupdent group in the we in the western Deltstern Delta; the 15ta; the 15th Dynasty h 15t15th Dynas15th Dynasty compristy comprised the sixed the six great Hyk great Hyksos kings,sos kings, and the 1 and the 16th Dynast6th Dynasty was theiy was theiy was their myritheir myriad of vassad of vassals, some als, some Hyksos, soHyksos, some Egyptiame Egyptians. Througns. Through the oasih the oasis route ths route the Hyksos ceththe Hyksosthe Hyksos contacted contacted Kush and  Kush and allied theallied themselves wimselves with it. Theth it. Then in 1628 n in 1628 a volcano a volcano erupted caeerupted caerupted cataclysmicataclysmically, throwlly, throwing out gring out great quantieat quantities of asties of ash and creah and creating tsunating tsunami, which mi, tsunatsunami, wtsunami, which devashich devastated the tated the Delta, strDelta, striking the iking the Hyksos a gHyksos a grave blow.rave blow. This disa This disaster evidestedisadisaster edisaster evidently evidently encouraged ncouraged the Thebanthe Thebans to revols to revolt under Set under Seqenenre qenenre Ta}aaTa}aa II. He di II. He II. He died inHe died in battle, b battle, but his sonut his son Kamose co Kamose continued thntinued the strugglee struggle, along wi, along with his motth his mother, the khemotmother, thmother, the king’s we king’s widow. Finaidow. Finally Ahmoselly Ahmose I, Kamose I, Kamose’s younger’s younger brother,  brother, was able twas able twas able to evict tto evict the Hyksos he Hyksos from Egyptfrom Egypt, pursuing, pursuing them to S them to Sharuhen inharuhen in Canaan. T Canaan. Then the kihen the khen the kings of tkings of the 18th Dyhe 18th Dynasty attanasty attacked Kush cked Kush and destroand destroyed its poyed its power. An ofwer. An officer, knoficer, known as vicewknoknown as vknown as viceroy of iceroy of Kush, becaKush, became its rulme its ruler. Howeveer. However, not untr, not until Queen Hil Queen Hatshepsut atshepsutHHatshepsutHatshepsut crushed t crushed them in thrhem in three campaigee campaigns were thns were the Kushitese Kushites quelled. quelled.

In 1786, ca. 100 years after the 12th Dynasty ended, a group of foreigners with 
horse-drawn chariots, a new compound bow, and an improved battle-axe 
invaded the Delta and set themselves up in a city called Avaris (Hwt-waret). 
These were the Hyksos, a term derived from Heka-khaswet, “rulers of foreign 
lands.” For 108 years these people dominated Egypt. They seized Memphis and 
terminated the 13th Dynasty, while the 17th Dynasty barely survived in Thebes 
as vassals. The 14th Dynasty was a dissident group in the western Delta; the 
15th Dynasty comprised the six great Hyksos kings, and the 16th Dynasty was 
their myriad of vassals, some Hyksos, some Egyptians. Through the oasis route 
the Hyksos contacted Kush and allied themselves with it. Then in 1628 a volcano 
erupted cataclysmically, throwing out great quantities of ash and creating 
tsunami, which devastated the Delta, striking the Hyksos a grave blow. This 
disaster evidently encouraged the Thebans to revolt under Seqenenre Ta}aa II. 
He died in battle, but his son Kamose continued the struggle, along with his 
mother, the king’s widow. Finally Ahmose I, Kamose’s younger brother, was able 
to evict the Hyksos from Egypt, pursuing them to Sharuhen in Canaan. Then the 
kings of the 18th Dynasty attacked Kush and destroyed its power. An officer, 
known as viceroy of Kush, became its ruler. However, not until Queen 
Hatshepsut crushed them in three campaigns were the Kushites quelled.

Terraced mTerraced mortuary teortuary temple of Hample of Hatshepsut atshepsut at Deir el-t Deir el-Bahri, WesBahri, West Thebes. t Thebes. Nearly 200Nearly 2Nearly 200 statue200 statues and relis and reliefs glorifefs glorified her diied her divine birthvine birth and royal and royal exploits  exploits (F. J. Yur(F. J. Yurco)co)

Terraced mortuary temple of Hatshepsut at Deir el-Bahri, West Thebes. Nearly 
200 statues and reliefs glorified her divine birth and royal exploits (F. J. Yurco)



New KingdoNew Kingdomm

New Kingdom

Thutmose IThutmose III in a seII in a series of 17ries of 17 campaigns campaigns reduced C reduced Canaan and anaan and Syria to ESyria to Egyptian hegyptian hegemony andghehegemony ahegemony and creatednd created a navy on a navy on the Medit the Mediterranean terranean to help cono help control it antrol it and to carryd to carryd to carry the carry the fight to tfight to the Mitannihe Mitanni kingdom i kingdom in northernn northern Syria. Th Syria. This held unis held until Akhenatil Akhenaten’s timeten’AkhenaAkhenaten’Akhenaten’s time, whs time, when the Hiten the Hittites desttites destroyed Mitaroyed Mitanni, only nni, only to have Asto have Assyria reapsyria reappear as a preapreappear areappear as a great s a great power. Undpower. Under Amenhoter Amenhotep III Egyep III Egypt also copt also contacted Myntacted Mycenae. Nowcenae. Ncenae. Now the MyNow the Mycenaeans bcenaeans began to tregan to trade extensade extensively withively with the Levan the Levant, but somt, but some of the Ae of thee of the Anatolthe Anatolian and Myian and Mycenaean pecenaean people also ople also started pistarted piratical raratical raids. Underids. Under the Rames the Ramesside dynassRamesRamesside Ramesside dynasties dynasties Egypt firsEgypt first fought tt fought the Hittitehe Hittites for supes for superiority ovriority over Kadesh er Kadesh and Amurruandand Amurruand Amurru in Syria. in Syria. The Sea P The Sea Peoples raieoples raiders, howeders, however, becamver, became a greatee a greater threat, r threat, and Rameseaand Rameseand Rameses II builts II built a series  a series of fortresof fortresses west oses west of the Deltf the Delta to foresa to forestall theirtall their raids. No raids. raids. Nonraids. Nonetheless, etheless, they made they made a landing a landing in Cyrenaiin Cyrenaica, and wica, and with the Libth the Libyans, whomyans, whom they arme whomwhom they whom they armed, attarmed, attacked Egypacked Egypt under Met under Merenptah. Trenptah. The Hittitehe Hittites and Egyps and Egypt earlier t earliert earlier haearlier had signed ad signed a peace tre peace treaty, whichaty, which helped Eg helped Egypt now suypt now survive. Merrvive. Merenptah alsenptah also aided tho alsalso aidedalso aided the Hitti the Hittites with gtes with grain and arain and arms. Howevrms. However, Egypt er, Egypt could not could not resist theresist the third ons th third onslthird onslaught of Saught of Sea Peoplesea Peoples that stru that struck in Rameck in Rameses III’s ses III’s 8th regnal8th regnal year. The year. These Sea Peose Sese Sea PeopleSea Peoples also atts also attacked Egypacked Egypt by sea at by sea and land thnd land through Canarough Canaan. The sean. The sea raiders a raiders were annihwwere annihwere annihilated, builated, but Rameses t Rameses III had toIII had to allow the allow the land cont land contingent to ingent to settle in settle in coastal Cacoascoastal Cacoastal Canaan, whernaan, where they bece they became the Phame the Philistines ilistines and their and their allies, knallies, known from town from the Bible. hetthe Bible.the Bible. Shortly t Shortly thereafter,hereafter, Egypt los Egypt lost all her t all her levantine levantine empire, anempire, and at the md at the middle of tiddle mmiddle of middle of the 20th Dthe 20th Dynasty theynasty the eruption  eruption of the volof the volcano Heklacano Hekla III in Ic III in Iceland prodeland produced econouceprodproduced eproduced economic crconomic crisis in Egisis in Egypt and thypt and the eastern e eastern MediterranMediterranean. Many ean. Many societies societies collapsed,ccollapsed,collapsed, but other but others like thes like the Libyans,  Libyans, Arameans, Arameans, and Sea Peand Sea Peoples set oples set to wanderito wandering. Only Angwanderiwandering.wandering. Only Assy Only Assyria and Egria and Egypt emergeypt emerged intact fd intact from this drom this disaster. Tisaster. The high prhe high priest of Amieprpriest of priest of Amon, undeAmon, under Herihor,r Herihor, ended the ended the 20th Dyna 20th Dynasty and sesty and set up a thet up a theocratic duocratic duocratic dual statedual state in Egypt, in Egypt, with king with kings reignings reigning from Tani from Tanis in the es in the eastern Delastern Delta and higta and high priests h prih priests inpriests in Thebes in Thebes in Upper Egy Upper Egypt. Large pt. Large numbers ofnumbers of Libyans,  Libyans, including including Herihor’s Herihor’s family, hafamfamily, hafamily, had settled d settled in Egypt ain Egypt and came tond came to power whe power when Sheshonqn Sheshonq I founded I founded the 22nd  the 22nd the 22nd Dynas22nd Dynasty.ty.

Thutmose III in a series of 17 campaigns reduced Canaan and Syria to Egyptian 
hegemony and created a navy on the Mediterranean to help control it and to 
carry the fight to the Mitanni kingdom in northern Syria. This held until 
Akhenaten’s time, when the Hittites destroyed Mitanni, only to have Assyria 
reappear as a great power. Under Amenhotep III Egypt also contacted Mycenae. 
Now the Mycenaeans began to trade extensively with the Levant, but some of 
the Anatolian and Mycenaean people also started piratical raids. Under the 
Ramesside dynasties Egypt first fought the Hittites for superiority over Kadesh 
and Amurru in Syria. The Sea Peoples raiders, however, became a greater threat, 
and Rameses II built a series of fortresses west of the Delta to forestall their 
raids. Nonetheless, they made a landing in Cyrenaica, and with the Libyans, 
whom they armed, attacked Egypt under Merenptah. The Hittites and Egypt 
earlier had signed a peace treaty, which helped Egypt now survive. Merenptah 
also aided the Hittites with grain and arms. However, Egypt could not resist the 
third onslaught of Sea Peoples that struck in Rameses III’s 8th regnal year. These 
Sea Peoples also attacked Egypt by sea and land through Canaan. The sea raiders 
were annihilated, but Rameses III had to allow the land contingent to settle in 
coastal Canaan, where they became the Philistines and their allies, known from 
the Bible. Shortly thereafter, Egypt lost all her levantine empire, and at the 
middle of the 20th Dynasty the eruption of the volcano Hekla III in Iceland 
produced economic crisis in Egypt and the eastern Mediterranean. Many societies 
collapsed, but others like the Libyans, Arameans, and Sea Peoples set to 
wandering. Only Assyria and Egypt emerged intact from this disaster. The high 
priest of Amon, under Herihor, ended the 20th Dynasty and set up a theocratic 
dual state in Egypt, with kings reigning from Tanis in the eastern Delta and high 
priests in Thebes in Upper Egypt. Large numbers of Libyans, including Herihor’s 
family, had settled in Egypt and came to power when Sheshonq I founded the 
22nd Dynasty.

Third InteThird Intermediate Prmediate Perioderiod

Third Intermediate Period

During theDuring the Third Int Third Intermediate ermediate period (10period (1070–712) th70–712) the high prie high priests foughests fought the lastt the last viceroy o v viceroy ofviceroy of Kush, and Kush, and so lost K so lost Kush for Egush for Egypt. This ypt. This led to a sled to a serious imperious impoverishmenoverishment, as Kusht,impoverishmenimpoverishimpoverishment, as Kment, as Kush’s goldush’s gold mines had mines had helped fu helped fuel the Newel the New Kingdom’s Kingdom’s expansion expansi expansion expansion and its soand its soldiers manldiers manned the Egned the Egyptian armyptian army. Now they. Now the northern  northern realm becarealm berealm became weabecame wealthier. Shlthier. Shoshenq I (oshenq I (biblical Sbiblical Shishak) alhishak) also fought so fought with Rehobwith Rehoboam, king oam, king of Judah, oof Judah, of Judah, and triumpand triumphed. Laterhed. Later the Egypt the Egyptians allieians allied with thed with the levantine levantine states, a states, as Assyria s Assys Assyria loAssyria loomed as a omed as a greater thgreater threat. The reat. The 22nd Dynas22nd Dynasty fragmenty fragmented after ted after 805 as a r805 as a rival dynasirrival dynarival dynasty, the 2sty, the 23rd, arose3rd, arose in Leonto in Leontopolis, andpolis, and a little  a little later anotlater another rival her rival dynasty emdynasty dynasty emdynasty emerged in Serged in Sais in theais in the western D western Delta. In Kelta. In Kush an indush an indigenous dyigenous dynasty had nasty had arisen, anararisen, anarisen, and it now id it now intervened ntervened in Egypt. in Egypt. Piye campaPiye campaigned agaiigned against the Linst the Libyan dynasbyan dynasties, and tiedynasdynasties,dynasties, and Shaba and Shabaka eliminaka eliminated them ited them in 712, chon 712, choosing to rosing to rule Egypt ule Egypt from Memphfrom Mempfrom Memphis. EMemphis. Egyptianizegyptianized, the Kusd, the Kushites worshites worshipped Amohipped Amon-Re, and n-Re, and so the Egyso the Egyptians accptians acptians accepted taccepted them. Howevhem. However, in 701er, in 701 they aide they aided Hezekiahd Hezekiah against t against the Assyriahe Assyrian king Senn king Senn king SennacheriSennacherib, and so b, and so became entbecame entangled witangled with the Assyh the Assyrians. Esarians. Esarhaddon inrhaddon invaded Egypvaded Egyvaded Egypt in 6Egypt in 671, and Ta71, and Taharqa retrharqa retreated souteated south. Taharqah. Taharqa, however,, however, soon coun soon counterattacketerattackcouncounterattcounterattacked, expacked, expelling theelling the Assyrians Assyrians. Assurban. Assurbanipal, the ipal, the next Assyrnext Assyrian king, ian king, attacked iattaattacked iattacked in 667, andn 667, and Taharqa a Taharqa again retirgain retired south. ed south. When TaharWhen Taharqa again cqa again counterattaounterattaccounterattcounterattacked, Assacked, Assurbanipal urbanipal retaliatedretaliated once more once more, and made, and made Psamtik o Psamtik of Sais hisf Sais his chief vas hishis chief his chief vassal. Anvassal. Anlamani, Talamani, Taharqa’s suharqa’s successor, accessor, attacked thttacked the Assyriane Assyrians in 664, s in 664, slaying Psslayinslaying Psslaying Psamtik’s faamtik’s father Nechother Necho I. This t I. This time Assurbime Assurbanipal decanipal decided to atided to attack Thebetack Thebes, which hs, ThebeThebes, whThebes, which had loich had loyally suppyally supported the orted the Kushites. Kushites. In 663 he In 663 he sacked Thesacked Thebes, forcibes, forcing the Kusnforciforcing thforcing the Kushitese Kushites out of Eg out of Egypt. Psamtypt. Psamtik was ablik was able to make e to make himself kihimself king, also sng, also separating eparsseparatingseparating from Assy from Assyria and alria and allying withlying with Lydia. By Lydia. By 656 he co 656 he controlled antrolled all of Egypll of Egypt and fount andt and foundeand founded the 26thd the 26th Saite Dyn Saite Dynasty. He hasty. He heavily foreavily fortified thetified the eastern D eastern Delta, but elta, but his succeshis his succeshis successor Necho sor Necho II (biblicII (biblical Neco) wal Neco) went to assent to assist Assyriist Assyria against a against the Medes the Medes and Neo-Baandand Neo-Baand Neo-Babylonians.bylonians. At Carche At Carchemish, he fmish, he fought a biought a bitter engagtter engagement, butement, but lost and  lost and retired torretired toretired to Egypt. Ea Egypt. Earlier, he rlier, he had killedhad killed Josiah of Josiah of Judea, wh Judea, who had trieo had tried to blockd to block his route his ro his route of aroute of advance.dvance.

During the Third Intermediate period (1070–712) the high priests fought the last 
viceroy of Kush, and so lost Kush for Egypt. This led to a serious 
impoverishment, as Kush’s gold mines had helped fuel the New Kingdom’s 
expansion and its soldiers manned the Egyptian army. Now the northern realm 
became wealthier. Shoshenq I (biblical Shishak) also fought with Rehoboam, king 



of Judah, and triumphed. Later the Egyptians allied with the levantine states, as 
Assyria loomed as a greater threat. The 22nd Dynasty fragmented after 805 as a 
rival dynasty, the 23rd, arose in Leontopolis, and a little later another rival 
dynasty emerged in Sais in the western Delta. In Kush an indigenous dynasty had 
arisen, and it now intervened in Egypt. Piye campaigned against the Libyan 
dynasties, and Shabaka eliminated them in 712, choosing to rule Egypt from 
Memphis. Egyptianized, the Kushites worshipped Amon-Re, and so the Egyptians 
accepted them. However, in 701 they aided Hezekiah against the Assyrian king 
Sennacherib, and so became entangled with the Assyrians. Esarhaddon invaded 
Egypt in 671, and Taharqa retreated south. Taharqa, however, soon 
counterattacked, expelling the Assyrians. Assurbanipal, the next Assyrian king, 
attacked in 667, and Taharqa again retired south. When Taharqa again 
counterattacked, Assurbanipal retaliated once more, and made Psamtik of Sais 
his chief vassal. Anlamani, Taharqa’s successor, attacked the Assyrians in 664, 
slaying Psamtik’s father Necho I. This time Assurbanipal decided to attack 
Thebes, which had loyally supported the Kushites. In 663 he sacked Thebes, 
forcing the Kushites out of Egypt. Psamtik was able to make himself king, also 
separating from Assyria and allying with Lydia. By 656 he controlled all of Egypt 
and founded the 26th Saite Dynasty. He heavily fortified the eastern Delta, but 
his successor Necho II (biblical Neco) went to assist Assyria against the Medes 
and Neo-Babylonians. At Carchemish, he fought a bitter engagement, but lost and 
retired to Egypt. Earlier, he had killed Josiah of Judea, who had tried to block his 
route of advance.

Saite-PersSaite-Persian Periodian Period

Saite-Persian Period

In 601 andIn 601 and again in  again in 568 the Sa568 the Saites defeaites defeated two Neted two Neo-Babylonio-Babylonian attemptan attempts to invads to invade Egypt. Teinvadinvade Egyinvade Egypt. The Sapt. The Saites builtites built a Mediter a Mediterranean navranean navy and sougy and sought alliancht alliances with Gres with Greek stateseeGrGreek statGreek states. After es. After the fall othe fall of Jerusalef Jerusalem in 586, m in 586, Egypt acceEgypt accepted some pted some Jewish refJewish refugees and ugerefrefugees arefugees and posted nd posted them to guthem to guard Aswan ard Aswan against thagainst the Kushitese Kushites. In 539, . In 539, however, thowever, thowever, the Persiathe Persians and Medns and Medes defeatees defeated the Neo-d the Neo-BabylonianBabylonians, and afts, and after Amasis er Amasis died in 52died in 52died in 525, the P525, the Persian rulersian ruler Cambyseer Cambyses attackeds attacked and invad and invaded Egypt, ed Egypt, ending Saiending Saite rule. Mte rule. Made into aadMMade into Made into a satrapy,a satrapy, Egypt was Egypt was again a p again a province. Irovince. In 405 Egypn 405 Egypt revoltedt revolted successfu successfully, and tllysuccessfusuccessfulsuccessfully, and thly, and the 28th-29te 28th-29th and 30thh and 30th Dynasties Dynasties sought al sought alliances wiliances with Greece th Greece in effortsinin effortsin efforts to resist to resist a Persian a Persian counterat counterattack. In 3tack. In 343, howeve43, however, Darius r, Darius II Ochus aII Ochus attacked anttackaattacked aattacked and broke ind broke into Egypt,nto Egypt, again red again reducing it tucing it to a provino a province. Howevece. However, in 332 r, in 332 Alexander AleAlexander Alexander the Great the Great attacked tattacked the Persianhe Persian Empire an Empire and liberated liberated Egypt. Nd Egypt. Now a Macedow a Maceow a MacedonianMacedonian administr administration replation replaced the Paced the Persian.ersian.

In 601 and again in 568 the Saites defeated two Neo-Babylonian attempts to 
invade Egypt. The Saites built a Mediterranean navy and sought alliances with 
Greek states. After the fall of Jerusalem in 586, Egypt accepted some Jewish 
refugees and posted them to guard Aswan against the Kushites. In 539, however, 
the Persians and Medes defeated the Neo-Babylonians, and after Amasis died in 
525, the Persian ruler Cambyses attacked and invaded Egypt, ending Saite rule. 
Made into a satrapy, Egypt was again a province. In 405 Egypt revolted 
successfully, and the 28th-29th and 30th Dynasties sought alliances with Greece 
in efforts to resist a Persian counterattack. In 343, however, Darius II Ochus 
attacked and broke into Egypt, again reducing it to a province. However, in 332 
Alexander the Great attacked the Persian Empire and liberated Egypt. Now a 
Macedonian administration replaced the Persian.

HellenistiHellenistic-Roman Ruc-Roman Rulele

Hellenistic-Roman Rule



Alexander’Alexander’s general s general Ptolemy I Ptolemy I Soter claiSoter claimed Egypt med Egypt as his teras his territory, anritory, and in 323 pd in 323 proclaimed rocpproclaimedproclaimed himself k himself king. Rulining. Ruling from newg from newly built Aly built Alexandria,lexandria, he held E he held Egypt and sgypt and some overseomssome overssome overseas territeas territories. Undories. Under the later the later Ptolemier Ptolemies, Egypt es, Egypt became entbecame entangled witangled with the Selehwitwith the Swith the Seleucids oeleucids of Syria, af Syria, and soon hand soon had to appead to appeal to the Rl to the Roman Repuboman Republic for helic for help. The Rolphehelp. The help. The Romans ansRomans answered withwered with aid, but  aid, but they too ithey too invaded thenvaded the eastern M eastern MediterraneediterranMMediterranMediterranean, firstean, first crippling crippling the Maced the Macedonian kingonian kingdom, then dom, then the Seleucthe Seleucid, so thaid, so that only Egyt ot only Egyptonly Egypt remained  remained of the Helof the Hellenistic rlenistic realms. Theealms. The royal lin royal line falterede faltered after Pto after Ptolemy X, anlemyPtoPtolemy X,Ptolemy X, and Ptole and Ptolemy XI bankmy XI bankrupted Egyrupted Egypt in his pt in his effort to effort to buy his lebuy his legitimacy fgitimacy from Roman romffrom Romanfrom Roman politicia politicians.ns.ns.

Alexander’s general Ptolemy I Soter claimed Egypt as his territory, and in 323 
proclaimed himself king. Ruling from newly built Alexandria, he held Egypt and 
some overseas territories. Under the later Ptolemies, Egypt became entangled 
with the Seleucids of Syria, and soon had to appeal to the Roman Republic for 
help. The Romans answered with aid, but they too invaded the eastern 
Mediterranean, first crippling the Macedonian kingdom, then the Seleucid, so that 
only Egypt remained of the Hellenistic realms. The royal line faltered after 
Ptolemy X, and Ptolemy XI bankrupted Egypt in his effort to buy his legitimacy 
from Roman politicians.

�At PtolemyAt Ptolemy XII’s dea XII’s death, Cleopath, Cleopatra VII antra VII and two yound two younger brotheger brothers inheritrs inherited Egypt, ed Egyed Egypt, butEgypt, but soon fell soon fell to quarre to quarreling. Pursling. Pursuing Pompeuing Pompey the Greay the Great, Julius t, Julius Caesar folCaesar followed him lowfolfollowed hfollowed him to Egypim to Egypt in 48–47t in 48–47  B.C.B.C. and becam and became enmeshede enmeshed in the ro in the royal quarreyal quarrel. He founl. Hel. He found CHe found Cleopatra Vleopatra VII the mosII the most able, ant able, and threw hid threw his support s support to her. Clto her. Cleopatra pleopatra planned marraplplanned maplanned marriage to rriage to Caesar in Caesar in a bid to sa bid to secure her ecure her realm, bearealm, bearing him aring him a son, Caes son, Caesarion (PtoarCaesCaesarion Caesarion (Ptolemy X(Ptolemy XV). CaesarV). Caesar’s murder ’s murder in 44 forein 44 forestalled hestalled her plans, ar plans, and she retnd she retired to Egirretretired toretired to Egypt. In Egypt. In 42 Mark A 42 Mark Antony summntony summoned Cleoponed Cleopatra to apatra to appear in Sypear in Syria, and sria, and sria, and she utterlshe utterly subornedy suborned him. He h him. He had three cad three children byhildren by Cleopatra Cleopatra, but Octa, but Octavian triedvian tried to woo hi triedtried to wtried to woo him awaoo him away with hisy with his sister. A sister. Antony, thontony, though, couldugh, could not resis not resist Cleopatrt Cleopatra, who hela, CleopatrCleopatra,Cleopatra, who helpe who helped his blood his bloodied army died army after his after his attack on attack on the Parthithe Parthians failedans failed. After re. A. After reveAfter revenging himsnging himself on theelf on the Armenian  Armenian king, Antoking, Antony decidedny decided to hold h to hold his triumphis triumph in Alexan triumphtriumph intriumph in Alexandri Alexandria and to ea and to elevate Clelevate Cleopatra as opatra as his consorhis consort and co-rt and co-ruler, alonuler, along with allg wg with all hwith all her childreer children as junion as junior rulers. r rulers. Octavian wOctavian was outrageas outraged, and usid, and using a fiercng a fierce propagane proe propagandapropaganda campaign, campaign, attacked  attacked Antony andAntony and Cleopatra Cleopatra as debauc as debauched and sehed and serpentine frpentinseserpentineserpentine figures.  figures. The two siThe two sides squaredes squared up for wd up for war. Cleopaar. Cleopatra had retra had restored Egystored Egypt to prospEgyEgypt to pEgypt to prosperity rosperity fielding 6fielding 60 ships. A0 ships. Antony’s lantony’s land army brnd army bridled at Cidled at Cleopatra’sleopatra’s insistenc insi insistenceinsistence on taking on taking part in b part in battle, andattle, and when the  when the tide turnetide turned against d against them Cleopthem Cleopatra retiratrCleopCleopatra Cleopatra retired heretired her ships anr ships and fled to d fled to Egypt. AntEgypt. Antony followony followed her, loed her, losing most sing most of his armof of his armof his army. The Naby. The Nabatean kingatean king burned Cl burned Cleopatra’s eopatra’s ships whenships when she tried she tried to transf to transfer them toetransftransfer ttransfer them to thehem to the Red Sea,  Red Sea, and so theand so their situatiir situation grew deon grew desperate. Asperate. Antony attentony attempted suicmatteattempted attempted suicide, asuicide, and then Clnd then Cleopatra foeopatra followed hisllowed his example,  example, as Octaviaas Octavian closed in closed in on Egyptn iin on Egypin on Egypt. So endet. So ended the lastd the last Hellenist Hellenistic kingdomic kingdom, and Egyp, and Egypt became at became an imperialn imperial province. p province. province. Octavian sOctavian so feared Eo feared Egypt as a gypt as a power basepower base that he f that he forbade anyorbade any Roman sen Roman sen Roman senator frsenator from settingom setting foot ther foot there.e.e.

At Ptolemy XII’s death, Cleopatra VII and two younger brothers inherited 
Egypt, but soon fell to quarreling. Pursuing Pompey the Great, Julius Caesar 
followed him to Egypt in 48–47 B.C. and became enmeshed in the royal quarrel. 
He found Cleopatra VII the most able, and threw his support to her. Cleopatra 
planned marriage to Caesar in a bid to secure her realm, bearing him a son, 
Caesarion (Ptolemy XV). Caesar’s murder in 44 forestalled her plans, and she 
retired to Egypt. In 42 Mark Antony summoned Cleopatra to appear in Syria, and 
she utterly suborned him. He had three children by Cleopatra, but Octavian 
tried to woo him away with his sister. Antony, though, could not resist 
Cleopatra, who helped his bloodied army after his attack on the Parthians failed. 
After revenging himself on the Armenian king, Antony decided to hold his 
triumph in Alexandria and to elevate Cleopatra as his consort and co-ruler, along 
with all her children as junior rulers. Octavian was outraged, and using a fierce 
propaganda campaign, attacked Antony and Cleopatra as debauched and 
serpentine figures. The two sides squared up for war. Cleopatra had restored 
Egypt to prosperity fielding 60 ships. Antony’s land army bridled at Cleopatra’s 
insistence on taking part in battle, and when the tide turned against them 
Cleopatra retired her ships and fled to Egypt. Antony followed her, losing most 
of his army. The Nabatean king burned Cleopatra’s ships when she tried to 
transfer them to the Red Sea, and so their situation grew desperate. Antony 
attempted suicide, and then Cleopatra followed his example, as Octavian closed 
in on Egypt. So ended the last Hellenistic kingdom, and Egypt became an imperial 
province. Octavian so feared Egypt as a power base that he forbade any Roman 
senator from setting foot there.
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EGYPT, BROOK OF

A brook orA brook or wadi (so  wadi (so NRSV; Heb.NRSV; Heb.  nah�al misnah�al mis�rayim�rayim) that for) that formed the somed the southernmostuthernsosouthernmosouthernmost border st border of Canaan of Canaan (Num. 34:5(Num. 34:5), the tri), the tribe of Judabe of Judah (Josh. 1h (Josh. 15:4, 47), 5:4, 47), and all ofanand all ofand all of Israel (1 Israel (1 Kgs. 8:65 Kgs. 8:65 = 2 Chr.  = 2 Chr. 7:8) and d7:8) and during the uring the day of theday of the Lord (Isa Lord (Isa. 27:12; E. 27:12. 27:12; Eze27:12; Ezek. 47:19; k. 47:19; 48:28). It48:28). It may have  may have served as served as the borderthe border between P between Palestine aalestine and Egypt (ndaand Egypt and Egypt (2 Kgs. 24(2 Kgs. 24:7). Elsew:7). Elsewhere the Shere the Shihor (Joshihor (Josh. 13:3; 1h. 13:3; 1 Chr. 13:5 Chr. 13:5) and the ) and the brook of tbrobrook of tbrook of the Arabah he Arabah (Amos 6:14(Amos 6:14) are desi) are designated as gnated as the southethe southern border rn border of Israel.of Israel. The Brook Israel.Israel. ThIsrael. The Brook ofe Brook of Egypt sho Egypt should be ideuld be identified wintified with Wadi elth Wadi el-{Arish, w-{Arish, which flowshich flows from the  fr from the Sfrom the Sinai enterinai entering the Meing the Mediterraneaditerranean S of Rapn S of Raphia and Gahia and Gaza.za.za.

A brook or wadi (so NRSV; Heb. nah�al mis�rayim ) that formed the 
southernmost border of Canaan (Num. 34:5), the tribe of Judah (Josh. 15:4, 47), 
and all of Israel (1 Kgs. 8:65 = 2 Chr. 7:8) and during the day of the Lord (Isa. 
27:12; Ezek. 47:19; 48:28). It may have served as the border between Palestine 
and Egypt (2 Kgs. 24:7). Elsewhere the Shihor (Josh. 13:3; 1 Chr. 13:5) and the 
brook of the Arabah (Amos 6:14) are designated as the southern border of 
Israel. The Brook of Egypt should be identified with Wadi el-{Arish, which flows 
from the Sinai entering the Mediterranean S of Raphia and Gaza.
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EGYPTIANEGYPTIAN  (LANGUAGE)(LANGUAGE)

EGYPTIAN (LANGUAGE)

A branch oA branch of the Afrof the Afro-asiatic l-asiatic language granguage group (also oup (also called Hamcalled Hamito-Semitiito-Semitic). As witc). As with other Afh oh other Afroother Afro-asiatic l-asiatic languages (anguages (Semitic, BSemitic, Berber, Chuerber, Chushitic, Chshitic, Chadic, Omotadic, Omotic), Egyptic), Egyptian exhibiianEgyptEgyptian eEgyptian exhibits paxhibits particular lrticular linguistic inguistic features, features, including including bi- and trbi- and tri-consonani-consonantal root stal rootal root strucroot structures thattures that are infle are inflected in vacted in various waysrious ways, an origi, an original vocalinal vocalic system oc system of /i/, /a/f /i/, /f /i/, /a/, /u/, /a/, /u/, final femifinal feminine *nine *at,at, a qualita a qualitative or sttive or stative verbative verb form (Old form (Old Perfectiv Perfective), indepee), indepee), independenindependent and sufft and suffix pronounix pronouns, and an s, and an adjectivaladjectival suffix  suffix -I-I (“nisbati (“nisbation”).on”).

A branch of the Afro-asiatic language group (also called Hamito-Semitic). As with 
other Afro-asiatic languages (Semitic, Berber, Chushitic, Chadic, Omotic), 
Egyptian exhibits particular linguistic features, including bi- and tri-consonantal 
root structures that are inflected in various ways, an original vocalic system of /i/, 
/a/, /u/, final feminine *at, a qualitative or stative verb form (Old Perfective), 
independent and suffix pronouns, and an adjectival suffix -I (“nisbation”).

History anHistory and Developmd Developmentent

History and Development

The historThe history of Egypty of Egyptian, extenian, extending roughding roughly over foly over four millennur millennia of usagia of usage (ca. 320e (ca. 3200 0 B.C.E.B.B.C.E.B.C.E.—1300 —1300 C.E.C.E.), is gene), is generally divirally divided into tded into two historiwo historical, and ical, and in some casn some cases overlapes overlaes overlappinoverlapping, phases:g, phases: (1) Older (1) Older Egyptian  Egyptian (ca. 3200–(ca. 3200–1300), enc1300), encompassing ompassing Archaic EgArchaic Egyptian, OlyEgEgyptian, Egyptian, Old EgyptiOld Egyptian, Middlean, Middle Egyptian, Egyptian, and Late  and Late Middle EgyMiddle Egyptian; andptian; and (2) Later (2) Later Egyptian  Eg Egyptian (Egyptian (ca. 1300 ca. 1300 B.C.E.B.C.E.—1300 —1300 C.E.C.E.), consist), consisting of Lating of Late Egyptiane Egyptian, Demotic,, Demotic, and Copti and Co and Coptic. ThCoptic. The earlieste earliest examples  examples of noncontof noncontinuous wriinuous writing (lateting (late 4th mille 4th millennium) connnium) consist of hisiconconsist ofconsist of hieroglyp hieroglyphs on bonehs on bone and ivory and ivory tags, cla tags, clay seal impy seal impressions, ressions, pottery, apottery, and stone vnd stnd stone vasestone vases, recordis, recording the excng the exchange of change of commoditiesommodities. Egyptian. Egyptian most like most likely came inly came into existentininto existinto existence underence under the newly the newly formed Eg formed Egyptian stayptian state (ca. 31te (ca. 3100), for w00), for which it sehich it served both rveseserved botserved both as an adh as an administratiministrative tool (cve tool (cursive scrursive script) and aipt) and a means for means for the publi the public display c disc display ofdisplay of royal and royal and religious religious ideology  ideology in the forin the form of monumm of monumental hierental hieroglyphic woglyphic writing. Thritwwriting. Twriting. The 2nd thrhe 2nd through 4th Dough 4th Dynasties (ynasties (ca. 2840–2ca. 2840–2500) saw s500) saw significantignificant developme developme developmendevelopments in writts in writing and puing and public displblic display, movingay, moving from offe from offering and tring and title listsitle lists (in priva (in p (in private toprivate tombs) to combs) to continuous tntinuous texts in reexts in religious (Dligious (Djoser at Hjoser at Heliopolis)eliopolis) and later and later administr adm administraadministrative contetive contexts. Throuxts. Throughout Egypghout Egyptian histotian history, writinry, writing and liteg and literacy were racy were restrictedresrestrictedrestricted to a very to a very small seg small segment of Egment of Egyptian socyptian society, probiety, probably no laably no larger than rger than 1 or 2 per1 or1 or 2 perceor 2 percent of the nt of the total poputotal population, anlation, and preserved preserved texts red texts reflect the flect the worldview worldview of this liof of this liof this literary eliterary elite.te.te.

The history of Egyptian, extending roughly over four millennia of usage (ca. 3200 
B.C.E.—1300 C.E.), is generally divided into two historical, and in some cases 
overlapping, phases: (1) Older Egyptian (ca. 3200–1300), encompassing Archaic 
Egyptian, Old Egyptian, Middle Egyptian, and Late Middle Egyptian; and (2) Later 
Egyptian (ca. 1300 B.C.E.—1300 C.E.), consisting of Late Egyptian, Demotic, and 
Coptic. The earliest examples of noncontinuous writing (late 4th millennium) 
consist of hieroglyphs on bone and ivory tags, clay seal impressions, pottery, and 
stone vases, recording the exchange of commodities. Egyptian most likely came 
into existence under the newly formed Egyptian state (ca. 3100), for which it 
served both as an administrative tool (cursive script) and a means for the public 
display of royal and religious ideology in the form of monumental hieroglyphic 
writing. The 2nd through 4th Dynasties (ca. 2840–2500) saw significant 
developments in writing and public display, moving from offering and title lists (in 
private tombs) to continuous texts in religious (Djoser at Heliopolis) and later 
administrative contexts. Throughout Egyptian history, writing and literacy were 
restricted to a very small segment of Egyptian society, probably no larger than 1 
or 2 percent of the total population, and preserved texts reflect the worldview 



of this literary elite.

�The languaThe language of the ge of the earlier dyearlier dynasties (3nasties (3rd to 8th)rd to 8th), roughly , roughly contemporacontemporary with thry withry with the Owith the Old Kingdomld Kingdom (ca. 2700 (ca. 2700–2160), is–2160), is called Ol called Old Egyptiand Egyptian and is mo and is most widely st widely representerrepresenterepresented in the Pd in the Pyramid Texyramid Texts (royal ts (royal funerary sfunerary spells/ritupells/rituals, 5th-8als, 5th-8th Dynastith Dynasties) and pres) DynastiDynasties)Dynasties) and priva and private tomb bite tomb biographies.ographies. The next  The next written phwritten phase of thease of the language, language, Middle or M Middle or Middle or Classical Classical Egyptian, Egyptian, extends roextends roughly fromughly from the end o the end of the Old f the Old Kingdom toKingdom toKingdom to the midto the mid-18th Dyna-18th Dynasty (ca. 2sty (ca. 2160–1400).160–1400). It was du It was during this ring this period, esperiod, especially tpecially the 12th Dyhe 1he 12th Dynas12th Dynasty (1963–1ty (1963–1786), that786), that many of t many of the great lhe great literary coiterary compositionsmpositions of Egypti of Egyptian literatanEgyptiEgyptian lEgyptian literature iterature were writtwere written, encompen, encompassing a vassing a variety of ariety of fully devefully developed liteloped literary genreraryliteliterary gliterary genres, incenres, including talluding tales (e.g., es (e.g., Sinuhe, ShSinuhe, Shipwrecked ipwrecked Sailor), hSailor), hymns (e.g.ymns (e.g., Hymn to , Hymn, Hymn to thHymn to the Inundatie Inundation), and ton), and teachings (eachings (e.g., Merie.g., Merikare).kare).kare).

The language of the earlier dynasties (3rd to 8th), roughly contemporary 
with the Old Kingdom (ca. 2700–2160), is called Old Egyptian and is most widely 
represented in the Pyramid Texts (royal funerary spells/rituals, 5th-8th 
Dynasties) and private tomb biographies. The next written phase of the language, 
Middle or Classical Egyptian, extends roughly from the end of the Old Kingdom 
to the mid-18th Dynasty (ca. 2160–1400). It was during this period, especially the 
12th Dynasty (1963–1786), that many of the great literary compositions of 
Egyptian literature were written, encompassing a variety of fully developed 
literary genres, including tales (e.g., Sinuhe, Shipwrecked Sailor), hymns (e.g., 
Hymn to the Inundation), and teachings (e.g., Merikare).

�Parallel tParallel to the formo the formal writtenal written Egyptian  Egyptian of the 12tof the 12th-Dynasty h-Dynasty elite, a melite, a more colloqore colloore colloquialcolloquial form of t form of the languaghe language, Late Mie, Late Middle Egyptddle Egyptian, appeaian, appears initialrs initially in pracly in practical conttical ctical contexts, contexts, such as lesuch as letters and tters and accounts. accounts. By the NewBy the New Kingdom ( Kingdom (1540–1069)1540–1069), Late Mid, Late M, Late Middle EgyMiddle Egyptian is fptian is found in reound in religious anligious and royal mod royal monumental tnumental texts (e.g.exts (e.g., Book of , Book of the Heaventhethe Heaventhe Heavenly Cow, Paly Cow, Pap. Leiden p. Leiden I 350, NauI 350, Nauri Decree)ri Decree) and conti and continues to benues to be used thro used thro used throughoutthroughout the phara the pharaonic perioonic period and beyod and beyond (e.g., nd (e.g., Shabako StShabako Stone, Pi[anone, Pi[ankhi] Stelakhi] Stela, and in G, StelaStela, andStela, and in Greco- in Greco-Roman tempRoman temple inscriple inscriptions). Intions). In addition, addition, literary  literary classics oclassics of the Middf the f the Middlethe Middle Kingdom,  Kingdom, for which for which we possesswe possess mostly Ne mostly New Kingdom w Kingdom copies/fracopies/fragments, wegmentscopies/fracopies/fracopies/fragments, wegments, were transmire transmitted in Latted in Late Middle te Middle Egyptian; Egyptian; this literthis literary corpusary corpus served as ser served as served as the classithe classical literacal literary core fory core for the earlr the early New Kingy New Kingdom high cdom high cultural elultural elite.ite.ite.

Parallel to the formal written Egyptian of the 12th-Dynasty elite, a more 
colloquial form of the language, Late Middle Egyptian, appears initially in practical 
contexts, such as letters and accounts. By the New Kingdom (1540–1069), Late 
Middle Egyptian is found in religious and royal monumental texts (e.g., Book of 
the Heavenly Cow, Pap. Leiden I 350, Nauri Decree) and continues to be used 
throughout the pharaonic period and beyond (e.g., Shabako Stone, Pi[ankhi] 
Stela, and in Greco-Roman temple inscriptions). In addition, literary classics of 
the Middle Kingdom, for which we possess mostly New Kingdom 
copies/fragments, were transmitted in Late Middle Egyptian; this literary corpus 
served as the classical literary core for the early New Kingdom high cultural elite.

�Late EgyptLate Egyptian, as a ian, as a written lawritten language, emnguage, emerges in terges in the second he second half of thhalf of the New Kinge New Ke New Kingdom duKingdom during the Aring the Amarna perimarna period (ca. 13od (ca. 1350–1336). 50–1336). In literarIn literary Late Egyy Late Egyptian (e.gptian (e.g., Wenamun., (e.g(e.g., Wen(e.g., Wenamun, Horuamun, Horus and Seths and Seth), which e), which exhibits a xhibits a number of number of features ifeatures in common wn commonn common witcommon with standardh standard classical classical Egyptian  Egyptian (e.g., nar(e.g., narrative tenrative tenses, some ses, some negative pnegative particles),artpparticles)particles), one enco, one encounters litunters literary formerary forms not founs not found in Middld in Middle Kingdom e Kingdom literatureliterature (narrativ (n (narrative(narrative fiction,  fiction, love poetrlove poetry, and schy, and school texts)ool texts). Nonliter. Nonliterary Late Eary Late Egyptian regyptian refers to thfers tfers to the lanto the language of eguage of everyday afveryday affairs contfairs contained in aained in administratdministrative documeive documents, lettents, letters, and acrs, ars, and accounand accounts of the ts of the Ramesside Ramesside period (12period (1292–1075). 92–1075). In the SaiIn the Saite period te period and beyondand beyondand beyond (64beyond (644 4 B.C.E.B.C.E.—ca. 450 —ca. 450 C.E.C.E.), Demotic), Demotic cursive,  cursive, denoting bdenoting both the cuoth the cursive scrirsive script and thepscriscript andscript and the verna the vernacular writcular written in it,ten in it, served as served as the langu the language of admage of administrativinistrative, legal, e, lege, legal, andlegal, and economic  economic concerns, concerns, with some with some literary tliterary texts as weexts as well (e.g., ll (e.g., the tales the tales of Setne Kof Setof Setne KhamSetne Khamwas). The was). The last phaselast phase of Egypti of Egyptian is Coptan is Coptic (ca. 3ric (ca. 3rd to 14th d to 14th century century C.E.C.E.), the lan)c.e.c.e.), thec.e.), the language  language of the Chrof the Christian or istian or Coptic ChuCoptic Church in Egyrch in Egypt. The Copt. The Coptic scripptic script consistst cot consists oconsists of letters f letters from the Gfrom the Greek alphareek alphabet with abet with an additionn additional handfulal handful of signs  of signs taken fromtaketaken fromtaken from Demotic t Demotic to represeno represent Egyptiant Egyptian phonemes  phonemes not found not found in Greek. in Greek. Of its varOf its vOf its various divarious dialects, thalects, that known aat known as Bohairics Bohairic became th became the officiale official and litur and liturgical langgical language of thuage ouage of the Copof the Coptic Churchtic Church. In addit. In addition to earion to early magically magical texts and texts and translati translations of bibons of biblical booklical blical books, Copbooks, Coptic manusctic manuscripts presripts preserve imporerve important noncatant noncanonical wrnonical writings as itings as well, inclwell, including the udinclincluding including the Gospelthe Gospel of Thomas of Thomas and the A and the Apocryphon pocryphon of James.of James.

Late Egyptian, as a written language, emerges in the second half of the New 
Kingdom during the Amarna period (ca. 1350–1336). In literary Late Egyptian 
(e.g., Wenamun, Horus and Seth), which exhibits a number of features in 
common with standard classical Egyptian (e.g., narrative tenses, some negative 
particles), one encounters literary forms not found in Middle Kingdom literature 
(narrative fiction, love poetry, and school texts). Nonliterary Late Egyptian refers 
to the language of everyday affairs contained in administrative documents, letters, 
and accounts of the Ramesside period (1292–1075). In the Saite period and 
beyond (644 B.C.E.—ca. 450 C.E.), Demotic cursive, denoting both the cursive 
script and the vernacular written in it, served as the language of administrative, 
legal, and economic concerns, with some literary texts as well (e.g., the tales of 
Setne Khamwas). The last phase of Egyptian is Coptic (ca. 3rd to 14th century 
C.E.), the language of the Christian or Coptic Church in Egypt. The Coptic script 
consists of letters from the Greek alphabet with an additional handful of signs 
taken from Demotic to represent Egyptian phonemes not found in Greek. Of its 
various dialects, that known as Bohairic became the official and liturgical language 
of the Coptic Church. In addition to early magical texts and translations of biblical 
books, Coptic manuscripts preserve important noncanonical writings as well, 
including the Gospel of Thomas and the Apocryphon of James.



ScriptsScripts

Scripts

Egyptian iEgyptian is written s written in four main four major scriptjor scripts: hierogls: hieroglyphic, hieyphic, hieratic, Demratic, Demotic, and otic, and Coptic. ThCoptiCoptic. ThCoptic. The latter te latter two have alwo have already beenready been discussed discussed. The elab. The elaborate and orate and decorativedecorative hieroglyp decorativedecorativedecorative hieroglyp hieroglyphic systemhic system of writin of writing (from Gkg (from Gk. “sacred . “sacred carved [lecarved [letters]”) itters]”) is the mosts ths the most lthe most long-lived ong-lived — and wide— and widely recognily recognized today zed today — of the s— of the scripts, orcripts, originating iginating in the Preinin the Prein the Pre-dynastic -dynastic period andperiod and extending extending in usage  in usage down to thdown to the late 4the late 4th century  century C.E.C.EC.E.C.E. As the mo As the monumental snumental script (e.gcript (e.g., carved ., carved or paintedor painted in temple in temple reliefs,  reliefs, tombs, stetombs, stelae, statulstestelae, ststelae, statuary, etatuary, etc.), hieroc.), hieroglyphic seglyphic served the irved the ideologicaldeological needs via needs via public di public display of tsplay ofsplay of the Egyof the Egyptian statptian state. For buse. For business and iness and administraadministrative needstive needs, a cursiv, a cursive adaptatie adaptation was devon won was devisewas devised, known ad, known as hieratics hieratic (1st dyna (1st dynasty down tsty down to 3rd cento 3rd century ury C.E.C.E.), written), written with reed wit with reed with reed pen on pappen on papyrus and oyrus and ostraca. Scstraca. Scribes normribes normally workeally worked in hierad in hieratic and a tic and a more simplmmore simplmore simplified hierified hieroglyphic foglyphic form; althoorm; although they wugh they were literaere literate, evidente, evidence suggestce suggests that thes ts that theirthat their knowledge knowledge of decora of decorative monumtive monumental hierental hieroglyphic woglyphic was limitedas limited...

Egyptian is written in four major scripts: hieroglyphic, hieratic, Demotic, and 
Coptic. The latter two have already been discussed. The elaborate and 
decorative hieroglyphic system of writing (from Gk. “sacred carved [letters]”) is 
the most long-lived — and widely recognized today — of the scripts, originating 
in the Pre-dynastic period and extending in usage down to the late 4th century 
C.E. As the monumental script (e.g., carved or painted in temple reliefs, tombs, 
stelae, statuary, etc.), hieroglyphic served the ideological needs via public display 
of the Egyptian state. For business and administrative needs, a cursive adaptation 
was devised, known as hieratic (1st dynasty down to 3rd century C.E.), written 
with reed pen on papyrus and ostraca. Scribes normally worked in hieratic and a 
more simplified hieroglyphic form; although they were literate, evidence suggests 
that their knowledge of decorative monumental hieroglyphic was limited.

�The numberThe number of hierog of hieroglyphic siglyphic signs employens employed in Egyptd in Egyptian variesian varies through t through time, rangiime, rime, ranging frranging from ca. 750om ca. 750 in Classi in Classical Egyptical Egyptian up to can up to ca. 6,000 ia. 6,000 in the Grecn the Greco-Roman peo-Roman period. Thesripeperiod. Thperiod. These signs ese signs are pictogare pictographic, deraphic, depicting bopicting both objectsth objects (e.g., bu (e.g., buildings, fildings, furniture, urniturffurniture,furniture, agricultu agricultural implemral implements) and ents) and living thiliving things (e.g.,ngs (e.g., people, a people, animals, trnimals, trees, plantees, planees, plants). Uplants). Unlike othenlike other languager languages of the as of the ancient Neancient Near East, Egr East, Egyptian thryptian throughout itoughout its long hiss los long histolong history retainery retained its pictd its pictorial charorial character as bacter as both writinoth writing and reprg and representationesentational art. Thal aral art. This art. This fusion of fusion of script andscript and represent representation meanation means, for exas, for example, thatmple, that the group the grouping, oriening,groupgrouping, grouping, orientatioorientation, and plan, and placement of cement of signs are signs are determineddetermined by aesthe by aesthetic or arttic or artistic consistiartartistic cartistic considerationsiderations beyondons beyond the mere  the mere writing ofwriting of a script. a script.

The number of hieroglyphic signs employed in Egyptian varies through time, 
ranging from ca. 750 in Classical Egyptian up to ca. 6,000 in the Greco-Roman 
period. These signs are pictographic, depicting both objects (e.g., buildings, 
furniture, agricultural implements) and living things (e.g., people, animals, trees, 
plants). Unlike other languages of the ancient Near East, Egyptian throughout its 
long history retained its pictorial character as both writing and representational 
art. This fusion of script and representation means, for example, that the 
grouping, orientation, and placement of signs are determined by aesthetic or 
artistic considerations beyond the mere writing of a script.

Basic PrinBasic Principles of ciples of WritingWriting

Basic Principles of Writing

Egyptian pEgyptian pictographiictographic signs arc signs are of two be of two basic typesasic types: phonogra: phonograms and semms and semograms. Phograms. Phograms. PhonogramsPhonograms may repre may represent up tosent up to three con three consecutive csecutive consonantalonsonantal sounds; t sounds; thus a givehus a givhus a given signgiven sign may be mo may be mono- (pictuno- (picture of a hure of a human foot =man foot = phonetic  phonetic /b/), bi- /b/), bi- (picture o(picture of a house f a f a house = a house = phonetic /phonetic /p-r/), or p-r/), or tri-consontri-consonantal (Egyantal (Egyptian dungptian dung-beetle = -beetle = phonetic /phonetic /h-p-r/). Eh-p//h-p-r/). /h-p-r/). Egyptian hEgyptian has 24 monoas 24 mono-consonant-consonantal signs, al signs, often refeoften referred to asrred to as its “alph its “alphabet,” butabet“alph“alphabet,“alphabet,” but only” but only rarely do rarely do these fun these function indection independently pendently of semantiof semantic indicatoc indicators. In addrs. indicatoindicatorsindicators. In addit. In addition to phoion to phonological nological indicatorsindicators, signs co, signs could serve uld serve as semograas semograms, eitherms, semograsemograms,semograms, either by either by depicting depicting the objec the object itself (t itself (logogram) logogram) or indicator indicating its seing its semantic or mantsesemantic osemantic or lexical r lexical field (genfield (generic detereric determinative ominative or taxogramr taxogram). For exa). For example, the mple, the Egyptian wEgyEgyptian wEgyptian word “sun” ord “sun” ((r{wr{w) is repre) is represented by sented by a picture a picture of the sunof the sun itself, a itself, and the wornd the wond the word “faceword “face” (Egyp. ” (Egyp. h�rh�r) shown as) shown as a human f a human face. Usingace. Using the rebus the rebus principle principle (e.g., pi (e.g., picture of acpipicture ofpicture of a bee + l a bee + leaf = “beleaf = “belief”), sucief”), such logogramh logograms could bes could be used in w used in writing varriting various wordsious varvarious wovarious words, or pords, or portions thertions thereof, thatreof, that are unrel are unrelated in meated in meaning, butaning, but with part with partially ideniallpartpartially partially identical identical phonology phonology (e.g., the(e.g., the “face” lo “face” logogram indgogram indicates phoicates phonetic /h�-netic /h�-r/ in Egypr/ inr/ in Egyp. in Egyp. h�rt,h�rt, “tomb, ne “tomb, necropolis”)cropolis”)...

Egyptian pictographic signs are of two basic types: phonograms and semograms. 
Phonograms may represent up to three consecutive consonantal sounds; thus a 
given sign may be mono- (picture of a human foot = phonetic /b/), bi- (picture of 
a house = phonetic /p-r/), or tri-consonantal (Egyptian dung-beetle = phonetic 
/h-p-r/). Egyptian has 24 mono-consonantal signs, often referred to as its 
“alphabet,” but only rarely do these function independently of semantic 
indicators. In addition to phonological indicators, signs could serve as 
semograms, either by depicting the object itself (logogram) or indicating its 
semantic or lexical field (generic determinative or taxogram). For example, the 
Egyptian word “sun” (r{w) is represented by a picture of the sun itself, and the 
word “face” (Egyp. h�r ) shown as a human face. Using the rebus principle (e.g., 
picture of a bee + leaf = “belief”), such logograms could be used in writing 
various words, or portions thereof, that are unrelated in meaning, but with 



partially identical phonology (e.g., the “face” logogram indicates phonetic /h�-r/ 
in Egyp. h�rt,  “tomb, necropolis”).

�Generic deGeneric determinativterminatives are plaes are placed after ced after words to iwords to indicate thndicate their semanteir semantic field (ic fieldic field (e.gfield (e.g., a seate., a seated man withd man with hand to m hand to mouth oftenouth often denotes a denotes actions or ctions or states sucstates such as eatinh ah as eating,as eating, drinking, drinking, hunger, s hunger, speaking, opeaking, or silence)r silence). Parts of. Parts of the body  the body (e.g., ear(e.g., ear, eye, nos, eye, no, eye, nose, arm)nose, arm) may also  may also serve as dserve as determinatieterminatives (e.g.,ves (e.g., the eye a the eye as determins determinative withative with words rel w words relawords relating to seting to seeing, lookeing, looking, blinding, blindness, wakeness, wakefulness, ofulness, or weeping)r weeping)...

Generic determinatives are placed after words to indicate their semantic 
field (e.g., a seated man with hand to mouth often denotes actions or states such 
as eating, drinking, hunger, speaking, or silence). Parts of the body (e.g., ear, eye, 
nose, arm) may also serve as determinatives (e.g., the eye as determinative with 
words relating to seeing, looking, blindness, wakefulness, or weeping).

�Words thatWords that are phone are phonetically idtically identical arentical are distingue distinguished in mished in meaning by eaning by their detetheir detheir determinatdeterminatives. For ives. For example, dexample, depending oepending on its deten its determinative,rminative, Egyp.  Egyp. msms could be  could be read as “crearead as “cread as “child” (withild” (with a child h a child as determias determinative), “native), “calf” (witcalf” (with calf deth calf determinativeerminative), “bouque), “bou), “bouquet” “bouquet” (with herb(with herb determina determinative), or tive), or the enclitthe enclitic particlic particle (followee (followed by humand by human figure wi fi figure witfigure with hand to h hand to mouth).mouth).mouth).

Words that are phonetically identical are distinguished in meaning by their 
determinatives. For example, depending on its determinative, Egyp. ms could be 
read as “child” (with a child as determinative), “calf” (with calf determinative), 
“bouquet” (with herb determinative), or the enclitic particle (followed by human 
figure with hand to mouth).

�There is aThere is as well mucs well much overlap h overlap between thbetween the above tye above types or catpes or categories, segories, so that a go thato that a givthat a given sign coen sign could functiuld function as phonon as phonogram, logogram, logogram, or ogram, or semogram. semogram. For examplFor exampFor example, texample, the rectanghe rectangular houseular house sign coul sign could be read d be read as (1) theas (1) the phonetic  phonetic combinatiocombination /p-r/; (ncombinatiocombinatiocombination /p-r/; (n /p-r/; (2) the wor2) the word “house” d “house” (with a ve(with a vertical strrtical stroke to shooke to show its non-w its non-phonetic uphnon-non-phonetnon-phonetic usage);ic usage); or (3) a  or (3) a determinatdeterminative with wive with words relatords relating to buiing to buildings or ldings or structuresstrstructuresstructures (e.g., “r (e.g., “room,” “sanoom,” “sanctuary,” “ctuary,” “interior,”interior,” etc.). etc.).

There is as well much overlap between the above types or categories, so 
that a given sign could function as phonogram, logogram, or semogram. For 
example, the rectangular house sign could be read as (1) the phonetic 
combination /p-r/; (2) the word “house” (with a vertical stroke to show its 
non-phonetic usage); or (3) a determinative with words relating to buildings or 
structures (e.g., “room,” “sanctuary,” “interior,” etc.).

Loanwords Loanwords in the OTin the OT

Loanwords in the OT

A number oA number of Hebrew wf Hebrew words and pords and phrases in hrases in the OT maythe OT may be explai be explained as derned as derivative, eivativederderivativederivative, either d, either directly orirectly or indirectl indirectly, from Egy, from Egyptian. Foyptian. For example,r example, Heb.  Heb. yeï}o®r,yeï}o®ryeï}o®r,yeï}o®r, “Nile Riv “Nile River” (Gen. er” (Gen. 41:1-3) fr41:1-3) from Egyp. om Egyp. i (t) rw,i (t) rw, “Nile Riv “Nile River, streamer, stream (of the N (of the (of the Nile)”the Nile)”; Heb. ; Heb. par{oœh,par{oœh, “Pharaoh” “Pharaoh” (Gen. 12: (Gen. 12:15) from E15) from Egyp. gyp. pr {3j,pr {3j, “pharaoh, “pharaoh, king of E k king of Egking of Egypt [lit.,ypt [lit., ‘great ho ‘great house’]”; anuse’]”; and Heb. d Heb. sûu®sûan,sûu®sûan, “lily, lo “lily, lotus” (1 Kgtus” (1 Kgs. 7:19, 2s. 7:19, 2s. 7:19, 26) from E26) from Egyp. gyp. sûsûn,sûsûn, “lotus.” “lotus.” “lotus.”

A number of Hebrew words and phrases in the OT may be explained as 
derivative, either directly or indirectly, from Egyptian. For example, Heb. 
yeï}o®r, “Nile River” (Gen. 41:1-3) from Egyp. i (t) rw, “Nile River, stream (of 
the Nile)”; Heb. par{oœh, “Pharaoh” (Gen. 12:15) from Egyp. pr {3j, “pharaoh, 
king of Egypt [lit., ‘great house’]”; and Heb. sûu®sûan, “lily, lotus” (1 Kgs. 7:19, 
26) from Egyp. sûsûn, “lotus.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. P. AlleJ. P. Allen, n, Middle EgyMiddle Egyptian Gramptian Grammarmar (Cambridg (Cambridge, 2000); e, 2000); J. Baines,J. BainJ. Baines, “CBaines, “Communicatiommunication and Dison and Display: The play: The IntegratioIntegration of Earlyn of Early Egyptian  Egyptian Art and WrArt and WArt and Writing,” Writing,” AntiquityAntiquity 63 (1989) 63 (1989): 471–82; : 471–82; J. J. CÁernyéCÁernyé and S. Is and S. Israelit-Groraelit-Groll, ll, A Late EgyA Late Egyptian GramptEgyEgyptian GEgyptian Grammar,rammar, 4th ed.,  4th ed., Studia PohStudia Pohl, ser. mal, ser. maior 4 (Romior 4 (Rome, 1993); e, 1993); A. GardineA. Gardiner, r, Egyptian GEgyEgyptian GEgyptian Grammar, Thrammar, Thus Wrote “us Wrote “OnchsheshoOnchsheshongy”: An Ingy”: An Introductorntroductory Grammar y Grammar of Demoticof Demoticof Demotic,Demotic, 2nd ed. S 2nd ed. SAOC 45 (ChAOC 45 (Chicago, 199icago, 1991); T. O. 1); T. O. Lambdin, Lambdin, IntroductiIntroduction to Sahion to Sahidic Copticdic Cdic CopticCoptic (Macon, 1 (Macon, 1983); A. L983); A. Loprieno, oprieno, Ancient EgAncient Egyptian: A yptian: A LinguisticLinguistic Introduct Introductionion (Cambridg (Cambr (Cambridge(Cambridge, 1995)., 1995)., 1995).

Bibliography. J. P. Allen, Middle Egyptian Grammar (Cambridge, 2000); J. 
Baines, “Communication and Display: The Integration of Early Egyptian Art and 
Writing,” Antiquity 63 (1989): 471–82; J. CÁernyé and S. Israelit-Groll, A Late 
Egyptian Grammar, 4th ed., Studia Pohl, ser. maior 4 (Rome, 1993); A. Gardiner, 
Egyptian Grammar, Thus Wrote “Onchsheshongy”: An Introductory Grammar of 
Demotic, 2nd ed. SAOC 45 (Chicago, 1991); T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Sahidic 
Coptic (Macon, 1983); A. Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian: A Linguistic Introduction 
(Cambridge, 1995).

John R. HuJohn R. Huddlestunddlestun

John R. Huddlestun

EGYPTIAN, EGYPTIAN, THETHETHE

EGYPTIAN, THE

One of theOne of the popular p popular prophets inrophets in Palestine Palestine whose mov whose movements werements were crushed e crushed by Rome inby Romby Rome in thRome in the tense pee tense period leadiriod leading up to tng up to the Jewish he Jewish War (cf. TWar (cf. Theudas). Aheudas). According tccording to Josephusotto Josephuto Josephus, “the Egs, “the Egyptian falyptian false prophetse prophet” led 30 t” led 30 thousand fohousand followers frllowers from the desom the desert to theedesdesert to desert to the Mount the Mount of Olives.of Olives. Claiming  Claiming that the wthat the walls of Jealls of Jerusalem worusalem would fall auld fall at his commt hit his commanhis command, he pland, he planned to ovened to overpower therpower the Roman gar Roman garrison. Therison. The Roman pro Roman procurator Fecuratproprocuratorprocurator Felix (52 Felix (52–60 –60 C.E.C.E.) struck p) struck preemptivelreemptively; the Egyy; the Egyptian escaptian escaped while ped while most of himosmost of himost of his followers followers were kils were killed or takled or taken prisoneen prisoner (r (BJBJ 2.261–63; 2.261–63;  Ant.Ant. 20.169–72 20.169–72). In Acts). 20.169–7220.169–72)20.169–72). In Acts . In Acts 21:38 a Ro21:38 a Roman tribunman tribune mistakese mistakes Paul for  Paul for the Egyptithe Egyptian, who hean, who here is credrhehere is crhere is credited witedited with 4000 folh 4000 followers andlowers and is called is called a leader  a leader of the revof the revolutionaryolutionary terrorist ter terroriststerrorists known as  known as the Sicarithe Sicarii.i.i.

One of the popular prophets in Palestine whose movements were crushed by 
Rome in the tense period leading up to the Jewish War (cf. Theudas). According 



to Josephus, “the Egyptian false prophet” led 30 thousand followers from the 
desert to the Mount of Olives. Claiming that the walls of Jerusalem would fall at 
his command, he planned to overpower the Roman garrison. The Roman 
procurator Felix (52–60 C.E.) struck preemptively; the Egyptian escaped while 
most of his followers were killed or taken prisoner (BJ 2.261–63; Ant. 
20.169–72). In Acts 21:38 a Roman tribune mistakes Paul for the Egyptian, who 
here is credited with 4000 followers and is called a leader of the revolutionary 
terrorists known as the Sicarii.

�The EgyptiThe Egyptian’s symboan’s symbolic actionlic actions recall ss recall scriptural criptural images of images of the freedothe freedom and powem and pom and power of Ipower of Israel and srael and its God. Tits God. The desert he desert symbolizedsymbolized spiritual spiritual purity an purity and exodus fd exodus from oppresroffrom opprefrom oppression, thession, the predictio prediction concernin concerning the walng the walls alludedls alluded to the co to the conquest of nquest of Jericho (JJeJericho (JJericho (Josh. 6:20)osh. 6:20), and the , and the Mount of OMount of Olives was lives was understoodunderstood as the pl as the place where ace where the Lord htthe Lord hthe Lord himself wouimself would come told come to fight aga fight against the ninst the nations attations attacking Jeracking Jerusalem (Zeusalem (Zech. 14).ch(Ze(Zech. 14)(Zech. 14)...

The Egyptian’s symbolic actions recall scriptural images of the freedom and 
power of Israel and its God. The desert symbolized spiritual purity and exodus 
from oppression, the prediction concerning the walls alluded to the conquest of 
Jericho (Josh. 6:20), and the Mount of Olives was understood as the place where 
the Lord himself would come to fight against the nations attacking Jerusalem 
(Zech. 14).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Hengel,M. Hengel,  The ZealotThe Zealotss (Edinburg (Edinburgh, 1989); h, 1989); R. A. HorsR. A. Horsley and J.ley and Jley and J. S. HansJ. S. Hanson, on, Bandits, PBandits, Prophets, arophets, and Messiahnd Messiahss (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1985)lis, 1985)...

Bibliography. M. Hengel, The Zealots (Edinburgh, 1989); R. A. Horsley and 
J. S. Hanson, Bandits, Prophets, and Messiahs (Minneapolis, 1985).
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EGYPTIANS,EGYPTIANS, GOSPEL AC GOSPEL ACCORDING TOCORDING TO THE THE(III, 2; I(III, 2; IV, 2)V, 2)V, 2)

EGYPTIANS, GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THE
(III, 2; IV, 2)

An apocrypAn apocryphal gnostihal gnostic Gospel pc Gospel probably crrobably created in Eeated in Egypt in thgypt in the mid-2nd e mid-2nd century century C.E.C.EC.E.C.E. Although  Although frequentlyfrequently referred  referred to by the to by the church fatchurch fathers of thhers of the 2nd and e 2nd and 3rd centur3rd cent3rd centuries,centuries, all that  all that remains ofremains of the work  the work are a few are a few allusions allusions and paraphand paraphrases. Thorases. Those referense rse referencesreferences reveal th reveal that this trat this treatise waseatise was a study o a study of Jesus’ tf Jesus’ teachings teachings that supporhat support gnostic t gnot gnostic begnostic beliefs geneliefs generally and rally and several doseveral doctrines pactrines particularlyrticularly: the Naas: the Naasene idea tene idea that the sohat thhat the soul ithe soul is variables variable in form,  in form, nature, annature, and dispositd disposition (Hippoion (Hippolytus lytus Ref.Ref. 5.7); the 5.7); the Sabellian Sabelli Sabellian Sabellian idea that idea that the Fatherthe Father, Son, and, Son, and Holy Spir Holy Spirit are oneit are one and the s and the same (Epiphame (Epiphanius aniu(Epiph(Epiphaniu(Epiphanius s Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 62.2.4; c 62.2.4; cf. f. Excerpta eExcerpta ex Theodotox Theodoto 67); and, 67); and, most prom most prominently, tinently, the Encratihtthe Encratthe Encratite emphasite emphasis on celiis on celibacy, the bacy, the rejection rejection of marriagof marriage, and thee, and the eradicati eradication of the on oon of the difof the differences bferences between maletween male and femae and female (by baple (by baptism) in otism) in order to rerder to restore the store the believer tbebeliever tbeliever to Adam’s so Adam’s state befortate before the creae the creation of Evtion of Eve. A female. A female, Salome,e, Salome, is promin is prominent in thienprominprominent prominent in this lain this latter doctrtter doctrine, but oine, but only as a snly as a setup for Jetup for Jesus to enesus to enunciate Enunciate Encratite docratitEnEncratite Encratite doctrine. doctrine. For examplFor example, she aske, she asks how longs how long death wil death will prevail,l prevail, and Chris and Christ tells het tet tells her tells her that it withat it will last asll last as long as w long as women give omen give birth (Clebirth (Clement ment Misc.Misc. 3.6.45; 3 3.6.45; 3.9.64; 3.1.9.64; 3.9.64; 3.13.92). 3.13.92). This GospeThis Gospel is not tl is not the same ashe same as the Copti the Coptic Gospel oc Gospel of the Egypf the Egyptians, whitians, which is partchwhiwhich is pwhich is part of theart of the Nag Hamma Nag Hammadi literatdi literature.ure.ure.

An apocryphal gnostic Gospel probably created in Egypt in the mid-2nd century 
C.E. Although frequently referred to by the church fathers of the 2nd and 3rd 
centuries, all that remains of the work are a few allusions and paraphrases. Those 
references reveal that this treatise was a study of Jesus’ teachings that support 
gnostic beliefs generally and several doctrines particularly: the Naasene idea that 
the soul is variable in form, nature, and disposition (Hippolytus Ref. 5.7); the 
Sabellian idea that the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are one and the same 
(Epiphanius Adv. haer. 62.2.4; cf. Excerpta ex Theodoto 67); and, most prominently, 
the Encratite emphasis on celibacy, the rejection of marriage, and the eradication 
of the differences between male and female (by baptism) in order to restore the 
believer to Adam’s state before the creation of Eve. A female, Salome, is 
prominent in this latter doctrine, but only as a setup for Jesus to enunciate 
Encratite doctrine. For example, she asks how long death will prevail, and Christ 
tells her that it will last as long as women give birth (Clement Misc. 3.6.45; 3.9.64; 
3.13.92). This Gospel is not the same as the Coptic Gospel of the Egyptians, 
which is part of the Nag Hammadi literature.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. CameronR. Cameron, , The Other The Other GospelsGospels (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1982phia, 1982), 49–52, ), 49–52, 186; J. K.18186; J. K.186; J. K. Elliott,  Elliott, “The Gospe“The Gospel of the El of the Egyptians,”gyptians,” in  in The ApocryThe Apocryphal New Tphal New Testament,estament, rev. ed.  r rev. ed. (rev. ed. (Oxford, 19Oxford, 1993), 16–1993), 16–19...

Bibliography. R. Cameron, The Other Gospels (Philadelphia, 1982), 49–52, 
186; J. K. Elliott, “The Gospel of the Egyptians,” in The Apocryphal New Testament, 
rev. ed. (Oxford, 1993), 16–19.
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EHIEHI (Heb.  (Heb. }eäh�iî}eäh�iî)))

EHI (Heb. }eäh�iî )

One of theOne of the sons of B sons of Benjamin (Genjamin (Gen. 46:21)en. 46:21). The name. The name is probab is probably to be cly to be combined wiombined wombined with the fwith the following nollowing name Rosh tame Rosh to read Ahio read Ahiram (cf. Nram (cf. Num. 26:38)um. 26:38) or perhap or perhaps Aharah (s Aharah s Aharah (1 Aharah (1 Chr. 8:1).Chr. 8:1).

One of the sons of Benjamin (Gen. 46:21). The name is probably to be combined 
with the following name Rosh to read Ahiram (cf. Num. 26:38) or perhaps 
Aharah (1 Chr. 8:1).

EHUDEHUD (Heb.  (Heb. }eähu®d�}eähu®d�)))

EHUD (Heb. }eähu®d� )

�1.1. The secon The second judge ofd judge of Israel, t Israel, the son of he son of Gera, a BeGera, a Benjaminite.njaminite. The story The story of his de of his of his delivehis delivering Israering Israel from thel from the power of  power of Eglon kingEglon king of Moab f of Moab follows theollows the standard  standard formula foforformula foformula for the major the major judges (r judges (Judg. 3:12Judg. 3:12-30). The -30). The extent to extent to which the which the narrative narrative is historyis his history orhistory or formula i formula is debated.s debated. According According to biblic to biblical chronolal chronology, this ogy, this story shoustory should have tald hld have takenhave taken place dur place during the 12ing the 12th centuryth century; however,; however, the Moabi the Moabite connectte connection makes ion makesion makes suchmakes such an early  an early date improdate improbable.bable.bable.

1. The second judge of Israel, the son of Gera, a Benjaminite. The story of 
his delivering Israel from the power of Eglon king of Moab follows the standard 
formula for the major judges (Judg. 3:12-30). The extent to which the narrative is 
history or formula is debated. According to biblical chronology, this story should 
have taken place during the 12th century; however, the Moabite connection 
makes such an early date improbable.

�Ehud is deEhud is depicted as picted as “restricte“restricted in his rd in his right hand,ight hand,” forcing ” forcing him to be him to be left-handeleft-handed; at the dleft-handeleft-handeleft-handed; at the d; at the same time same time he is showhe is shown as very n as very quick-wittquick-witted. Both ced. Both characterisharacteristics serveticcharacterischaractericharacteristics servstics serve him in de him in dealing witealing with Eglon, wh Eglon, who is presho is presented as gented as gullible. Iullible. In the 18thn the 1n the 18th year 18th year of Moabiteof Moabite rule the  rule the IsraelitesIsraelites selected  selected Ehud to deEhud to deliver tribliver tribute to theute to the Moabite k Moa Moabite kiMoabite king. The fang. The fact that Ehct that Ehud could oud could only use onnly use one hand proe hand probably causbably caused Eglon ted Eglon to assume hotto assume to assume he was no he was no threat. Hothreat. However, witwever, with a pun onh a pun on “private  “private word of thword of the gods,” Ee gods,” Ee gods,” Ehud conviEhud convinces Eglonnces Eglon to grant  to grant him an exchim an exclusive audlusive audience. Thiience. This “secret s “secret thing of Gthing of God” is a dodGGod” is a God” is a dagger whidagger which Ehud usch Ehud uses to assaes to assassinate Egssinate Eglon in hislon in his own chamb own chamber. Securier. Securing the doonSecuriSecuring tSecuring the door behe door between himstween himself and thelf and the unsuspece unsuspecting guardting guards, Ehud ess, Ehud escapes out capes out capes out the baout the back to raisck to raise an army e an army in Israel in Israel under his under his command incommand in order to  order to attack, anattack, and annihilad anand annihiand annihilate, the late, the Moabite trMoabite troops at thoops at the Jordan Re Jordan River. Israiver. Israel then hael then had 80 yearsd 80 years of peace. of  of peace. of peace. The text nThe text never claimever claims that Ehus that Ehud ruled ovd ruled over Israel er Israel as it doesas it does of other  of other judges, aljudgjudges, aljudges, although thethough the story of  story of Deborah beDeborah begins with gins with reference reference to the deato the death of Ehudth of Ehud (Judg. 4: ( (Judg. 4:1(Judg. 4:1).).).

Ehud is depicted as “restricted in his right hand,” forcing him to be 
left-handed; at the same time he is shown as very quick-witted. Both 
characteristics serve him in dealing with Eglon, who is presented as gullible. In the 
18th year of Moabite rule the Israelites selected Ehud to deliver tribute to the 
Moabite king. The fact that Ehud could only use one hand probably caused Eglon 
to assume he was no threat. However, with a pun on “private word of the gods,” 
Ehud convinces Eglon to grant him an exclusive audience. This “secret thing of 
God” is a dagger which Ehud uses to assassinate Eglon in his own chamber. 
Securing the door between himself and the unsuspecting guards, Ehud escapes 
out the back to raise an army in Israel under his command in order to attack, 
and annihilate, the Moabite troops at the Jordan River. Israel then had 80 years 
of peace. The text never claims that Ehud ruled over Israel as it does of other 
judges, although the story of Deborah begins with reference to the death of Ehud 
(Judg. 4:1).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Z. BretM. Z. Brettler, “Nevtler, “Never the Twaer the Twain Shall Min Shall Meet? The Eeet? The Ehud Story hud Storyhud Story as HStory as History andistory and Literatur Literature,” e,” HUCAHUCA 62 (1991) 62 (1991): 285–304;: 285–304; B. Halper B. Halpern, “The Asn, “The AssassinatiosaAsAssassinatAssassination of Eglion of Eglon,” on,” BibRevBibRev 4/6 (1988 4/6 (1988): 32–41, ): 32–41, 44; L. K. 44; L. K. Handy, “UnHandy, “Uneasy Laugheasy Laughter: Ehud tLaughLaughter: Laughter: Ehud and EEhud and Eglon as Etglon as Ethnic Humorhnic Humor,” ,” SJOTSJOT 6 (1992): 6 (1992): 233–46. 233–46. 233–46.

Bibliography. M. Z. Brettler, “Never the Twain Shall Meet? The Ehud 
Story as History and Literature,” HUCA 62 (1991): 285–304; B. Halpern, “The 
Assassination of Eglon,” BibRev 4/6 (1988): 32–41, 44; L. K. Handy, “Uneasy 
Laughter: Ehud and Eglon as Ethnic Humor,” SJOT 6 (1992): 233–46.

�2.2. One of se One of seven sons oven sons of Bilhan lf Bilhan listed in tisted in the Benjamihe Benjaminite geneanite genealogy at 1 logy at 1 Chr. 7:10.Chr. 7:Chr. 7:10.7:10.7:10.

2. One of seven sons of Bilhan listed in the Benjaminite genealogy at 1 Chr. 
7:10.

�3.3. A Benjami A Benjaminite, the nite, the father of father of Naaman, AhNaaman, Ahijah, and ijah, and Gera (1 ChGera (1 Chr. 8:6).r. 8:6).r. 8:6).

3. A Benjaminite, the father of Naaman, Ahijah, and Gera (1 Chr. 8:6).

Lowell K. Lowell K. HandyHandy

Lowell K. Handy

EKEREKER (Heb.  (Heb. {eäqer{eäqer)))

EKER (Heb. {eäqer)

The third The third son of Ramson of Ram, a descen, a descendant of Jedant of Jerahmeel (1rahmeel (1 Chr. 2:27 Chr. 2:27).).

The third son of Ram, a descendant of Jerahmeel (1 Chr. 2:27).

EKRONEKRON (Heb.  (Heb. {eqro®n;{eqro®n; Gk.  Gk. AkkaroœnAkkaroœn)))

EKRON (Heb. {eqro®n; Gk. Akkaroœn)



A city of A city of the Philisthe Philistine Pentatine Pentapolis (Jospolis (Josh. 13:3). h. 13:3). With IsraeWith Israel’s appearl’s appearance, Ekroance, Ekron was reckn was n was reckonwas reckoned as a cied as a city both ofty both of Judah (Jo Judah (Josh. 15:45-sh. 15:45-46) and Da46) and Dan (19:43),n (19:43), perhaps s perhaps situated onitussituated osituated on their bon their border. Neitrder. Neither Israelher Israelite tribe,ite tribe, however,  however, could succcould successfully ressfully retain contetainrretain conretain control of thtrol of the city, ane city, and it frequd it frequently reveently reverted to Phrted to Philistine cilistine control (cfontrol (cf. Judg. 1:. Judg. 1. Judg. 1:18).1:18).1:18).

A city of the Philistine Pentapolis (Josh. 13:3). With Israel’s appearance, Ekron 
was reckoned as a city both of Judah (Josh. 15:45-46) and Dan (19:43), perhaps 
situated on their border. Neither Israelite tribe, however, could successfully 
retain control of the city, and it frequently reverted to Philistine control (cf. Judg. 
1:18).

�During theDuring the early jud early judgeship of geship of Samuel, thSamuel, the Philistie Philistines contrones controlled the clled the city. Ekronity. Ekronity. Ekron was Ekron was the staginthe staging city forg city for returning returning the ark o the ark of the covef the covenant to Junant to Judah followdah following its caing followfollowing following its capturits capture by the Pe by the Philistineshilistines in the ba in the battle of Ebttle of Ebenezer (1 enezer (1 Sam. 4, 6)Sam. 4, 6). The epis. The e. The episode reepisode reflects Ekrflects Ekron’s proxion’s proximity as thmity as the northerne northernmost of thmost of the Pentapole Pentapolis cities is cities to border to to border to border Judah. LatJudah. Later in Samuer in Samuel’s judgeel’s judgeship, Ekroship, Ekron came undn came under Israelier Israelite controlte control (1 Sam. 7 (1 (1 Sam. 7:(1 Sam. 7:14) only t14) only to return ao return again to thgain to the Philistie Philistines (17:52nes (17:52).).).

During the early judgeship of Samuel, the Philistines controlled the city. 
Ekron was the staging city for returning the ark of the covenant to Judah 
following its capture by the Philistines in the battle of Ebenezer (1 Sam. 4, 6). The 
episode reflects Ekron’s proximity as the northernmost of the Pentapolis cities 
to border Judah. Later in Samuel’s judgeship, Ekron came under Israelite control 
(1 Sam. 7:14) only to return again to the Philistines (17:52).

�Later refeLater references indrences indicate thaticate that Ekron was Ekron was outside I outside Israelite hsraelite hegemony (Jegemony (Jer. 25:20;er. 25:2er. 25:20; Amo25:20; Amos 1:8; Zeps 1:8; Zeph. 2:4; Zeh. 2:4; Zech. 9:5-7)ch. 9:5-7). Elijah u. Elijah upbraided Apbraided Ahaziah forhaziah for inquiring inquiring concernin con concerningconcerning his healt his health of Baalzh of Baalzebub, god ebub, god of Ekron (of Ekron (2 Kgs. 1:22 Kgs. 1:2-16); this-16); this implies t implies that the cihat that the city wthe city was under fas under foreign ruloreign rule. Nebuchae. Nebuchadnezzar ofdnezzar of Babylon d Babylon destroyed testroyed the entire he entire city in 60ccity in 60city in 603, after w3, after which it rehich it remained essmained essentially uentially unoccupied.noccupied. The last  The last biblical rbiblical reference teferenrreference reference to Ekron ito Ekron is when thes when the city was  city was awarded toawarded to the Hasmo the Hasmonean Jonatnean Jonathan for hihan for hhan for his loyalthis loyalty to Alexay to Alexander Balasnder Balas (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 10:89).10:89).10:89).

Later references indicate that Ekron was outside Israelite hegemony (Jer. 
25:20; Amos 1:8; Zeph. 2:4; Zech. 9:5-7). Elijah upbraided Ahaziah for inquiring 
concerning his health of Baalzebub, god of Ekron (2 Kgs. 1:2-16); this implies that 
the city was under foreign rule. Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon destroyed the entire 
city in 603, after which it remained essentially unoccupied. The last biblical 
reference to Ekron is when the city was awarded to the Hasmonean Jonathan for 
his loyalty to Alexander Balas (1 Macc. 10:89).

�Ekron is iEkron is identified dentified with the rwith the ruins at Teuins at Tel Miqne/Khl Miqne/Khirbet irbet el-Muqannael-Muqanna{{ (1356.131 (1356.1 (1356.1315(1356.1315) ca. 56 k) ca. 56 km. (35 mi.m. (35 mi.) SW of Je) SW of Jerusalem. Trusalem. The site ishe site is on the ea on the eastern edgestern edge of the Sh o of the Sheof the Shephelah whiphelah which traditich traditionally seronally served as theved as the frontier  frontier between thbetween the Philistie Philistines and Isnes anes and Israeland Israel. Tel Miqn. Tel Miqne covers ce covers ca. 20 ha. a. 20 ha. (50 a.) co(50 a.) consisting onsisting of a 16 ha.f a 16 ha. (40 a.) l (40 a.) lower city ower ciower city and acity and a 4 ha. (10 4 ha. (10 a.) acrop a.) acropolis.olis.olis.

Ekron is identified with the ruins at Tel Miqne/Khirbet el-Muqanna{ 
(1356.1315) ca. 56 km. (35 mi.) SW of Jerusalem. The site is on the eastern edge 
of the Shephelah which traditionally served as the frontier between the Philistines 
and Israel. Tel Miqne covers ca. 20 ha. (50 a.) consisting of a 16 ha. (40 a.) lower 
city and a 4 ha. (10 a.) acropolis.

�Scattered Scattered pottery repottery remains testmains testify to occify to occupation inupation in the area  the area for the Chfor the ChalcolithicalcolithiChChalcolithChalcolithic throughic through Middle Br Middle Bronze Ages.onze Ages. However,  However, in the Latin the Late Bronze Ae Bronze Age three sge threege three strathree strata, all prta, all preserving teserving typical LB ypical LB wares, prowares, provide a clevide a clearer pictuarer picture of the re of the site’s occsite’s osite’s occupationoccupation. These ex. These exquisite waquisite wares reflecres reflect the suddt the sudden appearaen appearance of thence of the Philistin Philistines and arees PhilistinPhilistinePhilistines and are s and are reminiscenreminiscent of theirt of their Aegean he Aegean heritage. Inritage. In Iron Age  Iron Age I the PhilI the Philistines foistinesPhilPhilistinePhilistines fortifies fortified the sited the site and built and built palatial  palatial buildings buildings with shrinwith shrines (Heb. es (Heb. baœmo®t�baœmo®baœmo®t�baœmo®t�) which re) which reflected Cyflected Cypriot inflpriot influences. Atuences. At the end o the end of the Ironf the Iron Age (10th Age (10t Age (10th cent(10th century ury B.C.B.C.), the cit), the city was geney was generally abanrally abandoned, perdoned, perhaps reflehaps reflecting the cting the ongoing Isongoiongoing Isongoing Israelite anraelite and Egyptiand Egyptian campaigns campaigns in the ar in the area.ea.ea.

Scattered pottery remains testify to occupation in the area for the 
Chalcolithic through Middle Bronze Ages. However, in the Late Bronze Age 
three strata, all preserving typical LB wares, provide a clearer picture of the site’s 
occupation. These exquisite wares reflect the sudden appearance of the 
Philistines and are reminiscent of their Aegean heritage. In Iron Age I the 
Philistines fortified the site and built palatial buildings with shrines (Heb. 
baœmo®t� ) which reflected Cypriot influences. At the end of the Iron Age 
(10th century B.C.), the city was generally abandoned, perhaps reflecting the 
ongoing Israelite and Egyptian campaigns in the area.

�Ekron reemEkron reemerged as aerged as a significa significant site innt site in the 8th c the 8th century durentury during the Neing the Neo-Assyriano-AssyrNeNeo-AssyriNeo-Assyrian presencan presence. During e. During this periothis period Ekron ded Ekron developed a veloped a trade spectrade specialty in oialty in olive oil ploolive oil olive oil productionproduction. More tha. More than 100 olivn 100 olive oil inste oil installations allations have been have been identifiedidentified along the along along the along the perimeter perimeter of the sitof the site, yieldine, yielding an estimg an estimated 1000 ated 1000 tons of oltons of olive oil a ive oil a year.year.year.

Ekron reemerged as a significant site in the 8th century during the 
Neo-Assyrian presence. During this period Ekron developed a trade specialty in 
olive oil production. More than 100 olive oil installations have been identified 
along the perimeter of the site, yielding an estimated 1000 tons of olive oil a year.

�The site hThe site has yieldedas yielded numerous  numerous stone fourstone four-horned al-horned altars whichtars which suggest s suggest some religiome rome religio-poreligio-political colitical control of ontrol of olive oil plive oil production.roduction. Some of t Some of the store jhe store jars indicaars indicate that oite thatte that oil wthat oil was dedicatas dedicated to the ed to the mother-godmother-goddess Asherdess Asherah. A dediah. A dedicatory temcatory temple inscriple inscription idenpinscriinscriptioinscription identifin identifies the sites the site as Ekrone as Ekron and also  and also refers to refers to Achish, thAchish, the son of Pe son of Padi, who dadi, wadi, who dedicawho dedicated the teted the temple to a mple to a goddess, lgoddess, likely Asheikely Asherat.rat.rat.

The site has yielded numerous stone four-horned altars which suggest some 
religio-political control of olive oil production. Some of the store jars indicate 
that oil was dedicated to the mother-goddess Asherah. A dedicatory temple 
inscription identifies the site as Ekron and also refers to Achish, the son of Padi, 



who dedicated the temple to a goddess, likely Asherat.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. Dothan T. Dothan and S. Gitand S. Gitin, “Miqnein, “Miqne, Tel (Ekr, Tel (Ekron),” on),” NEAEHLNEAEHL 3:1051–59 3:1051 3:1051–59;3:1051–59; Gitin, “I Gitin, “Incense Altncense Altars from Ears from Ekron, Israkron, Israel and Judel and Judah,” ah,” ErIsrErIsr 20 (1989) 20 (1989): 52*-67*;: 52: 52*-67*; “52*-67*; “PhilistinePhilistine Silver an Silver and Jewelry d Jewelry DiscoveredDiscovered at Ekron, at Ekron,” ” BABA 55 (1992) 55 (1992): 152; “Ro: 152; “R: 152; “Royal Tem“Royal Temple Inscriple Inscription Founption Found at Philid at Philistine Ekrostine Ekron,” n,” BABA 59 (1996) 59 (1996): 181–82.: 181–82.: 181–82.
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3:1051–59; Gitin, “Incense Altars from Ekron, Israel and Judah,” ErIsr 20 (1989): 
52*-67*; “Philistine Silver and Jewelry Discovered at Ekron,” BA 55 (1992): 152; 
“Royal Temple Inscription Found at Philistine Ekron,” BA 59 (1996): 181–82.
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ELEL (Heb.  (Heb. }eäl}eäl)))

EL (Heb. }eäl)

In many WeIn many West Semiticst Semitic languages languages the name  the name of El is tof El is the same ashe same as the word  the word for “god,”for “god,”for “god,” per“god,” perhaps evidehaps evidence that Ence that El was the l was the pre-eminenpre-eminent god of ot god of older West lder West Semitic paSemitic paSemitic pantheons pantheons (or possib(or possibly divinitly divinity incarnaty incarnate). Althoue). Although the etygh the etymology is mology is uncertain,uncertain, the word  the the word mthe word may derive ay derive from *from *}wl,}wl, “to be in “to be in front” or front” or “to be st “to be strong,” or rong,” or may be a “may be a “primitive”p““primitive“primitive” biradica” biradical noun, unl noun, unrelated torelated to a verbal  a verbal root and mroot and meaning “cheaning “chief” or “gief” or “god.”od.“g“god.”“god.”

In many West Semitic languages the name of El is the same as the word for 
“god,” perhaps evidence that El was the pre-eminent god of older West Semitic 
pantheons (or possibly divinity incarnate). Although the etymology is uncertain, 
the word may derive from *}wl, “to be in front” or “to be strong,” or may be a 
“primitive” biradical noun, unrelated to a verbal root and meaning “chief” or 
“god.”

Middle andMiddle and Late Bron Late Bronze Age Souze Age Sourcesrces

Middle and Late Bronze Age Sources

Texts fromTexts from Ebla, Mar Ebla, Mari, and Amai, and Amarna attestrna attest to El as  to El as a theophora theophoric elementic element in person in personal names. apersonpersonal npersonal names. Accoames. Accordingly, irdingly, it is thougt is thought that Elht that El was a maj was a major god in or god in Syria-PaleSyria-Palestine. In stineSyria-PaleSyria-PaleSyria-Palestine. In stine. In contrast, contrast, the evidenthe evidence in persce in personal namesonal names from the  from the MesopotamiMesopotamian heartlaaMesopotamiMesopotamiMesopotamian heartlaan heartland is contnd is contested. Givested. Given the lacen the lack of evidek of evidence for Elnce for El’s cult in’s cult in Mesopotam Me MesopotamiMesopotamia, these ca, these cases may iases may involve eitnvolve either the geher the generic termneric term, “god,” o, “god,” or the persr the personal god, operspersonal gpersonal god, but nood, but not the propt the proper name ofer name of El. El. El.

Texts from Ebla, Mari, and Amarna attest to El as a theophoric element in 
personal names. Accordingly, it is thought that El was a major god in 
Syria-Palestine. In contrast, the evidence in personal names from the 
Mesopotamian heartland is contested. Given the lack of evidence for El’s cult in 
Mesopotamia, these cases may involve either the generic term, “god,” or the 
personal god, but not the proper name of El.

�The most eThe most extensive sxtensive source abouource about El comest El comes from Late from Late Bronze Ag Bronze Age Ugarit. e Ugarit. In the UgaIn tIn the Ugaritthe Ugaritic mytholoic mythological narrgical narratives El atives El is the divis the divine patriaine patriarch par exrch par excellence. cellence. He is the He is tHe is the divinethe divine progenito progenitor, “fatherr, “father” to the p” to the pantheon, wantheon, which is hihich is his royal fas royal family and amily and a royal ass roya royal asseroyal assembly over mbly over which he ewhich he exercises axercises authority. uthority. His authorHis authority is expity is expressed in ressed in his title,hishis title,his title, “king”  “king” (mlk),(mlk), the same  the same notion whinotion which seems tch seems to underlieo underlie his epith his epithet, “bull”et, “bull”; like the; l; like the clike the chief and mhief and most powerfost powerful of animul of animals, El isals, El is chief of  chief of the deitiethe deities. Asherahs. Asherah is El’s w is El’s is El’s wife,El’s wife, with whom with whom he has pr he has produced theoduced the pantheon  pantheon (generical(generically, but noly, but not all-inclt all-inclusively, cusivall-inclall-inclusall-inclusively, calively, called “Asherled “Asherah’s 70 soah’s 70 sons”).ns”).ns”).

The most extensive source about El comes from Late Bronze Age Ugarit. In 
the Ugaritic mythological narratives El is the divine patriarch par excellence. He is 
the divine progenitor, “father” to the pantheon, which is his royal family and a 
royal assembly over which he exercises authority. His authority is expressed in 
his title, “king” (mlk), the same notion which seems to underlie his epithet, “bull”; 
like the chief and most powerful of animals, El is chief of the deities. Asherah is 
El’s wife, with whom he has produced the pantheon (generically, but not 
all-inclusively, called “Asherah’s 70 sons”).

�Both textsBoth texts and icono and iconography pregraphy present El assent El as an elderl an elderly, beardedy, bearded figure, t figure, the “aged ohe “agedhe “aged one,“aged one,” “father ” “father of years” of years” ((}ab sûnm,}ab sûnm, although  although the meaninthe meaning of the sg of the second termecond terecond term is determ is debated). Anbated). Anat and Ashat and Asherah both erah both affirm theaffirm the eternity  eternity of El’s wiof El’s wisdom.sdom.sdom.

Both texts and iconography present El as an elderly, bearded figure, the 
“aged one,” “father of years” (}ab sûnm, although the meaning of the second 
term is debated). Anat and Asherah both affirm the eternity of El’s wisdom.

�As the divAs the divine patriaine patriarch, El enrch, El enjoys a ranjoys a range of socige of social activital activities. Like ies. Like the well-tthe well-to-do men oo-dwell-twell-to-dowell-to-do men of Ug men of Ugarit, he harit, he has a sociaas a social associatl association or cluion or club b (mrzh�),(mrzh�), and texts and texts depict dr d depict drudepict drunken boutsnken bouts and sexua and sexual activityl activity...

As the divine patriarch, El enjoys a range of social activities. Like the 
well-to-do men of Ugarit, he has a social association or club (mrzh�),  and texts 
depict drunken bouts and sexual activity.

�El’s home El’s home is conceptis conceptualized inualized in both terr both terrestrial anestrial and cosmic td cosmic terms. Accoerms. According to trding trding to the Baato the Baal cycle, il cycle, it is situat is situated in theted in the waters of waters of the “doub the “double-deeps,”le-deeps,” located a located at a mountat a mot a mountain, mountain, the terresthe terrestrial sitetrial site of which  of which is unknownis unknown. His resi. His residence is cdence is characterizharacterized furthered fed further byfurther by terms whi terms which would sch would suggest a tuggest a tent. A ritent. A ritual text (ual text (KTUKTU 1.100.3)  1.100.3) provides aprovides aprovides a cosmic la cosmic location foocation for El’s homr El’s home, placinge, placing it at a p it at a point whereoint where the upper the upper and lower and lower cosmic oc co cosmic ocecosmic oceans meet.ans meet.ans meet.

El’s home is conceptualized in both terrestrial and cosmic terms. According 
to the Baal cycle, it is situated in the waters of the “double-deeps,” located at a 
mountain, the terrestrial site of which is unknown. His residence is characterized 



further by terms which would suggest a tent. A ritual text (KTU 1.100.3) provides 
a cosmic location for El’s home, placing it at a point where the upper and lower 
cosmic oceans meet.

�El’s statuEl’s status vis-à-vis vis-à-vis Baal, ths Baal, the head of e head of the next gthe next generation eneration of gods, hof gods, has been a as been a matter of mmatter of matter of debate. Sodebate. Some scholarme scholars have args have argued that Bued that Baal’s promaal’s promotion to totion to the head ofhe head of the panth ofof the panof the pantheon tooktheon took place at  place at El’s expenEl’s expense. While se. While this view this view has been shas been severely coeverely contested, tntcocontested,contested, the strug the struggle for digle for divine kingsvine kingship betweehip between Baal andn Baal and El’s sons El’s sons is fraugh is fraught with tent witt with tensiwith tension and inton and intrigue. El rigue. El backs the backs the god Sea (Ygod Sea (Yamm) for damm) for divine kingivine kingship againship against his rivst hst his rival,his rival, Baal, who Baal, who may have  may have been regarbeen regarded as an ded as an outsider toutsider to El’s famo El’s family (cf. Bily (cf. Baal’s titlaal’s taal’s title “sontitle “son of Dagan” of Dagan”). Later i). Later in the Baaln the Baal cycle, El cycle, El supports  supports the god Atthe god Athtar, an ahtar, an astral deitstral dstral deity and deity and one of El’one of El’s sons, fos sons, for divine kr divine kingship. Tingship. Texts depicexts depicting competing competition amotition among the young tng the youngethe younger gods in r gods in the divinethe divine family, o family, overseen byverseen by the patri the patriarch El, march El, may reflectay reflect two forms two two forms two forms of divinitof divinity or cult,y or cult, one astra one astral involvinl involving El and hg El and his childreis children and the n and the other atmoother other atmoother atmospheric inspheric involving Bavolving Baal. It mayal. It may be sugges be suggested (with ted (with all due caall due caution) thaution) that the sun,t tht the sun, mthe sun, moon, and soon, and stars were tars were especiallyespecially associate associated with El d with El in West Sein West Semitic relimitic religion.gionrelireligion.religion.religion.

El’s status vis-à-vis Baal, the head of the next generation of gods, has been a 
matter of debate. Some scholars have argued that Baal’s promotion to the head 
of the pantheon took place at El’s expense. While this view has been severely 
contested, the struggle for divine kingship between Baal and El’s sons is fraught 
with tension and intrigue. El backs the god Sea (Yamm) for divine kingship against 
his rival, Baal, who may have been regarded as an outsider to El’s family (cf. Baal’s 
title “son of Dagan”). Later in the Baal cycle, El supports the god Athtar, an astral 
deity and one of El’s sons, for divine kingship. Texts depicting competition among 
the younger gods in the divine family, overseen by the patriarch El, may reflect 
two forms of divinity or cult, one astral involving El and his children and the 
other atmospheric involving Baal. It may be suggested (with all due caution) that 
the sun, moon, and stars were especially associated with El in West Semitic 
religion.

�El attendsEl attends not only  not only to his divto his divine familyine family, but also, but also to the hu to the human familyman family. In the s. In the story of Ketosstory of Kstory of Keret, El seret, El shows solichows solicitous careitous care for this  for this king, appeking, appearing to haring to him in an iim in an incubation-ncubaiincubationincubation-dream and-dream and blessing  blessing him with phim with progeny. Jurogeny. Just as El est as El engendered ngendered the divinethe divine family, s f family, sofamily, so too El pr too El produced theoduced the human fam human family. His rily. His relationshielationship to humanp to humanity is exeity is exemplified bmpexeexemplifieexemplified by his td by his titles “fatitles “father of humher of humanity” anity” (}b }adm)(}b }adm) and “crea and “creator of cretor of creatures” (atures”crecreatures”creatures” ( (bny bnwt;bny bnwt; cf. Gen.  cf. Gen. 14:19, 22)14:19, 22). The myth. The mythological tological texts neverexts never portray E portray El’s role al’sEEl’s role El’s role as creatoras creator of the co of the cosmos, deitsmos, deities, or huies, or humanity, anmanity, and it wouldd it would seem that seem that this acti thi this activthis activity of hisity of his was regar was regarded as havded as having belonging belonged to the ed to the distant padistant past. Anothest. Another activityr actr activity pactivity posited forosited for El is bat El is battle, basedtle, based on the ti on the title “El thtle “El the warrior”e warrior” ( (}eäl gibbo}eäl gibbo®r;®r;gibbogibbo®r;gibbo®r; Isa. 9:6[ Isa. 9:6[MT 5]) or MT 5]) or “Divine Wa“Divine Warrior.”rrior.”

El attends not only to his divine family, but also to the human family. In the 
story of Keret, El shows solicitous care for this king, appearing to him in an 
incubation-dream and blessing him with progeny. Just as El engendered the divine 
family, so too El produced the human family. His relationship to humanity is 
exemplified by his titles “father of humanity” (}b }adm) and “creator of 
creatures” (bny bnwt; cf. Gen. 14:19, 22). The mythological texts never portray 
El’s role as creator of the cosmos, deities, or humanity, and it would seem that 
this activity of his was regarded as having belonged to the distant past. Another 
activity posited for El is battle, based on the title “El the warrior” (}eäl 
gibbo®r; Isa. 9:6[MT 5]) or “Divine Warrior.”

Iron Age SIron Age Sourcesources

Iron Age Sources

Outside ofOutside of proper na proper names, Heb. mes, Heb. }eäl}eäl occurs ca occurs ca. 230 time. 230 times in the Hs in the Hebrew Biblebrew Bible. It may e. It me. It may designmay designate a foreate a foreign deity ign deity (Ezek. 28:(Ezek. 28:2) as well2) as well as Israel as Israel’s chief d’s chief deity (Num.eity (Num. 23:22 = 2 23:22 23:22 = 2423:22 = 24:8). Most :8). Most commonly, commonly, the word ithe word is used in s used in conjunctioconjunction with othn with other grammater grammer grammaticagrammatical elementsl elements (such as  (such as the definithe definite articlete article). It appe). It appears as a pars as a proper nameroper name of the de of  of the deiof the deity in poetty in poetic books sic books such as Psauch as Psalms (Ps. 5lms (Ps. 5:4[5]; 7:1:4[5]; 7:11[12]; 18:1[12]; 18:3, 31, 33,3, 31, 33, 48[2, 30, 48[2, 48[2, 30, 48[2, 30, 32, 47] = 32, 47] = 2 Sam. 22;2 Sam. 22; Ps. 102:2 Ps. 102:24[25]) and4[25]) and Second Is Second Isaiah (Isa.aiah (Isa. 40:18; 42 40:18; 42:5; 45:14,:5; 45:5; 45:14, 15,45:14, 15, 20-22; 46 20-22; 46:9). Illus:9). Illustrative oftrative of this usag this usage is the se is the shortest (ahortest (and brilliand brilliantly chiasntly chiasntly chiastic) chiastic) biblical pbiblical prayer whicrayer which Moses uth Moses utters on Miters on Miriam’s behriam’s behalf: “El, alf: “El, please, heplease, heal her, plal heral her, pleasher, please” (Num. 1e” (Num. 12:13; cf. 2:13; cf. Hos. 11:12Hos. 11:12[12:1]; Mi[12:1]; Mic. 7:18; Lc. 7:18; LXX Prov. 3XX Prov. 30:3).0:3).0:3).

Outside of proper names, Heb. }eäl occurs ca. 230 times in the Hebrew Bible. It 
may designate a foreign deity (Ezek. 28:2) as well as Israel’s chief deity (Num. 
23:22 = 24:8). Most commonly, the word is used in conjunction with other 
grammatical elements (such as the definite article). It appears as a proper name 
of the deity in poetic books such as Psalms (Ps. 5:4[5]; 7:11[12]; 18:3, 31, 33, 
48[2, 30, 32, 47] = 2 Sam. 22; Ps. 102:24[25]) and Second Isaiah (Isa. 40:18; 42:5; 
45:14, 15, 20-22; 46:9). Illustrative of this usage is the shortest (and brilliantly 
chiastic) biblical prayer which Moses utters on Miriam’s behalf: “El, please, heal 
her, please” (Num. 12:13; cf. Hos. 11:12[12:1]; Mic. 7:18; LXX Prov. 30:3).

�According According to many scto many scholars, Elholars, El’s cult di’s cult did not exisd not exist in Israet in Israel except al except as part of s part of his identihhis identihis identification wfication with Yahwehith Yahweh. This que. This question depestion depends on whends on whether Yahwether Yahweh was a tih was a tih was a title of Etitle of El or seconl or secondarily idedarily identified wintified with El. Besth El. Besides the gides the grammaticalrammatical questions questions raised ag raised raised agaraised against this inst this view, the view, the oldest biboldest biblical tradlical traditions desitions describe Yahwcribe Yahweh as a steh as a storm-god frorm-gststorm-god storm-god from the Nfrom the Negeb and tegeb and the Arabah,he Arabah, especiall especially Edom, Tey Edom, Teman, Paranman, Paran, and Kunt, and Ku, and Kuntillet Kuntillet {Ajrud/H¸o{Ajrud/H¸orvatrvat Teman (09 Teman (0940.9560; c40.9560; cf. Judg. 5f. Judg. 5; Hab. 3).; Hab. 3). These fac These facts militatts milits militate amilitate against an gainst an identificaidentification of Yation of Yahweh as orhweh as originally aiginally a title of  title of El.El.El.

According to many scholars, El’s cult did not exist in Israel except as part of 
his identification with Yahweh. This question depends on whether Yahweh was a 



title of El or secondarily identified with El. Besides the grammatical questions 
raised against this view, the oldest biblical traditions describe Yahweh as a 
storm-god from the Negeb and the Arabah, especially Edom, Teman, Paran, and 
Kuntillet {Ajrud/H¸orvat Teman (0940.9560; cf. Judg. 5; Hab. 3). These facts 
militate against an identification of Yahweh as originally a title of El.

�Some evideSome evidence pointsnce points to old Is to old Israelite trraelite traditions oaditions of El whichf El which do not in do not involve Yahwvolve Yavolve Yahweh. MoYahweh. Most importast importantly, the ntly, the name of Isname of Israel does rael does not containot contain the divin the divine elementne elementne element ofelement of Yahweh, b Yahweh, but rather ut rather El’s name.El’s name. This sugg This suggests that ests that El was theEl was the original  original chief god chiechief god chief god of the groof the group named Iup named Israel. Wessrael. West Semitic t Semitic El lies beEl lies behind the ghind the god of the od of the patriarchspatpatriarchspatriarchs in Gen. 3 in Gen. 33:20; 46:33:20; 46:3 (and poss (and possibly elsewibly elsewhere). Thehere). The Priestly  Priestly theologicatheological treatmenl trel treatment treatment of Israel’of Israel’s early res early religious hiligious history in Estory in Exod. 6:2-3xod. 6:2-3 identifie identifies the old s the old god El Shagod El Sgod El Shaddai wiShaddai with Yahweh,th Yahweh, a means t a means to gloss ovo gloss over the obver the obvious diffiious difficulty thatculty that El and no El and not Yahweh wt Yt Yahweh wasYahweh was the god o the god of the patrf the patriarchs. Fuiarchs. Furthermore,rthermore, Gen. 49:2 Gen. 49:24-25 prese4-25 presents a serints a sernts a series of series of El epithetEl epithets separates separate from the  from the mention ofmention of Yahweh in Yahweh in v. 18. At v. 18. At least som least some of thesee oe of these tof these texts pointexts point to an old to an old stage in  stage in Israelite Israelite traditionstraditions or locati or locations where ons where El was IsrEl wasEl was Israelwas Israel’s chief d’s chief deity aparteity apart from Yahw from Yahweh. It woueh. It would stand tld stand to reason to reason that El andhat El and not Yahwe no not Yahwehnot Yahweh was the g was the god who accod who accompanied tompanied the Israelihe Israelites from Etes from Egypt (Num.gypt (Num. 23:22 = 2 23:22  23:22 = 2423:22 = 24:8; cf. El:8; cf. El’s title, ’s title, “bull”).“bull”).“bull”).

Some evidence points to old Israelite traditions of El which do not involve 
Yahweh. Most importantly, the name of Israel does not contain the divine 
element of Yahweh, but rather El’s name. This suggests that El was the original 
chief god of the group named Israel. West Semitic El lies behind the god of the 
patriarchs in Gen. 33:20; 46:3 (and possibly elsewhere). The Priestly theological 
treatment of Israel’s early religious history in Exod. 6:2-3 identifies the old god El 
Shaddai with Yahweh, a means to gloss over the obvious difficulty that El and not 
Yahweh was the god of the patriarchs. Furthermore, Gen. 49:24-25 presents a 
series of El epithets separate from the mention of Yahweh in v. 18. At least some 
of these texts point to an old stage in Israelite traditions or locations where El 
was Israel’s chief deity apart from Yahweh. It would stand to reason that El and 
not Yahweh was the god who accompanied the Israelites from Egypt (Num. 
23:22 = 24:8; cf. El’s title, “bull”).

�Two biblicTwo biblical passageal passages suggest s suggest an accommoan accommodation of dation of Yahweh to Yahweh to an Israelian Israelite pantheote pante pantheon hpantheon headed by Eeaded by El. Accordil. According to the ng to the LXX and onLXX and one of the De of the Dead Sea Scead Sea Scrolls, Deurolls, Derolls, Deut. 32:8Deut. 32:8 regards Y regards Yahweh as oahweh as one of El’sne of El’s sons, her sons, here called Ee called Elyon; accolyon; according to vrding to v. 9, Israe. 9. 9, Israel 9, Israel was the nawas the nation whichtion which Yahweh re Yahweh received. Thceived. The passage e passage presupposepresupposes that El s that El was the hewwas the hewas the head of thisad of this pantheon  pantheon and Yahwehand Yahweh was but o was but one of its ne of its many membemany members. Ps. 82rs. Ps. 8rs. Ps. 82 describ82 describes a heavees a heavenly courtrnly courtroom in whioom in which Yahweh ch Yahweh takes his takes his stand as pstand as plaintiff. laintiff. Such sceneSucSuch sceneSuch scenes assume as assume another divnother divinity as tinity as the judge, he judge, a common ra common role for Elole for El in the Ug in the Ugaritic texarUgUgaritic tUgaritic texts (cf. exts (cf. the label the label given the given the heavenly cheavenly council in ouncil in Ps. 82:1, Ps. 82:1, {a�d�at�-}{a�d�at�-}eäl,eäl{a�d�at�-}{a�d�at�-}{a�d�at�-}eäl,eäl, “the gath “the gathering of Eering of El”; Yahwehl”; Yahweh’s referen’s reference to the ce to the other deitother deities in v. ies inies in v. 6 asin v. 6 as “the sons “the sons of Elyon, of Elyon,” a title ” a title of El).of El).of El).

Two biblical passages suggest an accommodation of Yahweh to an Israelite 
pantheon headed by El. According to the LXX and one of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 
Deut. 32:8 regards Yahweh as one of El’s sons, here called Elyon; according to v. 
9, Israel was the nation which Yahweh received. The passage presupposes that El 
was the head of this pantheon and Yahweh was but one of its many members. Ps. 
82 describes a heavenly courtroom in which Yahweh takes his stand as plaintiff. 
Such scenes assume another divinity as the judge, a common role for El in the 
Ugaritic texts (cf. the label given the heavenly council in Ps. 82:1, 
{a�d�at�-}eäl,  “the gathering of El”; Yahweh’s reference to the other deities 
in v. 6 as “the sons of Elyon,” a title of El).

�The culturThe cultural processal process lying beh lying behind this aind this accommodaticcommodation of Yahwon of Yahweh can be eh can be understoodundeunderstoodunderstood better by better by noting th noting the religioue religious languages language and image and imagery associary associated with sted with specific sapesspecific sspecific sanctuariesanctuaries. 1 Sam. 1. 1 Sam. 1-3 describ-3 describes the dives the divine appearine appearance to Saance to Samuel in inmuel in incubation-dcubainincubationincubation-dreams at-dreams at the sanct the sanctuary at Shuary at Shiloh, the iloh, the divine gifdivine gift of a chit of a child to Hannld to Hannah, and thah, aah, and the Eland the El name of E name of Elkanah (sulkanah (suggesting aggesting an El worshn El worshipper?), aipper?), all of whicll of which would coh would cohere with hecocohere witcohere with the viewh the view that El w that El was the orias the original god ginal god at Shiloh at Shiloh (Judg. 18:(Judg. 18:31; cf. 1731; cf. 17:5). The t:5). T:5). The tent tThe tent tradition aradition associated ssociated with Shilowith Shiloh (Ps. 78:h (Ps. 78:60; Josh. 60; Josh. 18:1; 1 Sa18:1; 1 Sam. 2:22) cm. 2:22) comports wiompoccomports wcomports with Ugaritith Ugaritic descripic descriptions of Etions of El’s abode l’s abode as a tent.as a tent. It is pro It is probably no abably no accident thccideaaccident taccident that Ps. 78hat Ps. 78 repeatedl repeatedly uses El y uses El names and names and epithets iepithets in its discn its discussion of ussion of Shiloh. FuShilohShiloh. FuShiloh. Furthermore,rthermore, it is arg it is arguable fromuable from the cult  the cult of Shiloh of Shiloh and the Egand the Egyptian namyptian names in the es ines in the Shiin the Shilohite linlohite lineage (Moseeage (Moses, Phinehas, Phinehas, Hopni, s, Hopni, Merari) thMerari) that the godat the god of Moses  of Moses and the leandand the leand the levitical prvitical priesthood aiesthood at Shiloh wt Shiloh was El.as El.as El.

The cultural process lying behind this accommodation of Yahweh can be 
understood better by noting the religious language and imagery associated with 
specific sanctuaries. 1 Sam. 1-3 describes the divine appearance to Samuel in 
incubation-dreams at the sanctuary at Shiloh, the divine gift of a child to Hannah, 
and the El name of Elkanah (suggesting an El worshipper?), all of which would 
cohere with the view that El was the original god at Shiloh (Judg. 18:31; cf. 17:5). 
The tent tradition associated with Shiloh (Ps. 78:60; Josh. 18:1; 1 Sam. 2:22) 
comports with Ugaritic descriptions of El’s abode as a tent. It is probably no 
accident that Ps. 78 repeatedly uses El names and epithets in its discussion of 
Shiloh. Furthermore, it is arguable from the cult of Shiloh and the Egyptian names 
in the Shilohite lineage (Moses, Phinehas, Hopni, Merari) that the god of Moses 
and the levitical priesthood at Shiloh was El.



�TraditionsTraditions concernin concerning the sancg the sanctuary of Stuary of Shechem likhechem likewise illuewise illustrate thestrate the cultural  cultura cultural pcultural process lyirocess lying behind ng behind the inclusthe inclusion of Yahion of Yahweh at oldweh at old cultic si cultic sites of El.tes of El. At Sheche At She At Shechem thShechem the local goe local god was El-bd was El-berith, “Elerith, “El of the co of the covenant” (Jvenant” (Judg. 9:46;udg. 9:46; cf. 8:33; cf. 8:33; 9:4). In  9:4). 9:4). In t9:4). In the patriarhe patriarchal narrachal narratives, thetives, the god of Sh god of Shechem echem (}eäl)(}eäl) is called is called  }eïloœheî }eïloœheî yisíraœ}eäyiyisíraœ}eäyisíraœ}eäl,l, “the god  “the god of Israel,of Israel,” and is p” and is presumed toresumed to be Yahweh be Yahweh. In this . In this case, a prcase, a process of roprprocess ofprocess of reinterpr reinterpretation apetation appears to bpears to be at work.e at work. In the ea In the early historrly history of Israey of Israel, when thl, whl, when the cwhen the cult of Sheult of Shechem becamchem became Yahwistie Yahwistic, it inhec, it inherited and rited and continued continued the El trathe El traditions ofdtratraditionstraditions of that s of that site. As a ite. As a result, Yaresult, Yahweh receihweh received the tived the title tle }eäl beïri}eäl beïriît�,ît�, the old t the old the old title old title of El.of El.of El.

Traditions concerning the sanctuary of Shechem likewise illustrate the 
cultural process lying behind the inclusion of Yahweh at old cultic sites of El. At 
Shechem the local god was El-berith, “El of the covenant” (Judg. 9:46; cf. 8:33; 
9:4). In the patriarchal narratives, the god of Shechem (}eäl) is called }eïloœheî 
yisíraœ}eäl, “the god of Israel,” and is presumed to be Yahweh. In this case, a 
process of reinterpretation appears to be at work. In the early history of Israel, 
when the cult of Shechem became Yahwistic, it inherited and continued the El 
traditions of that site. As a result, Yahweh received the title }eäl beïriît�,  the 
old title of El.

�As these aAs these accounts succounts suggest, at ggest, at various povarious points and uints and under diffender different circurent circumstances Imstancecircucircumstancircumstances Israelces Israelite religiite religious centerous centers based ins based in the centr the central highlanal highlands identifds identified Yahwehied Yaied Yahweh, thYahweh, the god of te god of the southerhe southern region, n region, with theirwith their local mai local main god, El.n god, El. In identi In identifying Yahwfyingidentiidentifyinidentifying Yahweh sg Yahweh secondarilyecondarily with El,  with El, the priestthe priesthood at cuhood at cultic sitesltic sites of El, su of El, such as Shilch as Sch as Shiloh, ShShiloh, Shechem, andechem, and Jerusalem Jerusalem, melded t, melded the religiohe religious lore ofus lore of Yahweh wi Yahweh with the indth the indigenous trigindindigenousindigenous tradition traditions about Els about El. It is fo. It is for this rear this reason that tson that the Hebrew he Hebrew Bible so rBible so rarely distarelyrrarely disrarely distinguishestinguishes between E between El and Yahwl and Yahweh or offeeh or offers polemicrs polemics against s against El. In IsrEl. In Israel El’s cael Eael El’s charaEl’s characteristicscteristics and epith and epithets joinedets joined the reper the repertoire of dtoire of descriptionescriptions of Yahwes of Yahweh. Like Elh. Lih. Like El inLike El in the Ugari the Ugaritic texts,tic texts, Yahweh is Yahweh is described described as an age as an aged, patriard, patriarchal god (chal god (e.g., Ps. e.g., Pe.g., Ps. 102:27Ps. 102:27[28]; Job [28]; Job 36:26; Isa36:26; Isa. 40:28; c. 40:28; cf. Dan. 6:f. Dan. 6:26; 2 Esdr26; 2 Esdr. 8:20), s. 8:20), seated on aeated on a throne in thron throne in throne in the assembthe assembly of divily of divine beings ne beings (1 Kgs. 22(1 Kgs. 22:19; Isa. :19; Isa. 6:1-8; cf.6:1-8; cf. Ps. 82:1; Ps. 82:1; 89:5-8; I 89:5-8; 89:5-8; Is89:5-8; Isa. 14:13; a. 14:13; Jer. 23:18Jer. 23:18, 22). Lat, 22). Later biblicaer biblical texts col texts continued thntinued the notion oe notion of aged Yahf aged Yf aged Yahweh entYahweh enthroned befhroned before the heore the heavenly hosavenly hosts (Dan. 7ts (Dan. 7:9-14, 22,:9-14, 22, the “anci the “ancient of dayent of dayent of days” and days” and “the Most “the Most High”; cf.High”; cf. Rev. 7). Rev. 7). Rev. 7).

As these accounts suggest, at various points and under different 
circumstances Israelite religious centers based in the central highlands identified 
Yahweh, the god of the southern region, with their local main god, El. In 
identifying Yahweh secondarily with El, the priesthood at cultic sites of El, such as 
Shiloh, Shechem, and Jerusalem, melded the religious lore of Yahweh with the 
indigenous traditions about El. It is for this reason that the Hebrew Bible so 
rarely distinguishes between El and Yahweh or offers polemics against El. In Israel 
El’s characteristics and epithets joined the repertoire of descriptions of Yahweh. 
Like El in the Ugaritic texts, Yahweh is described as an aged, patriarchal god (e.g., 
Ps. 102:27[28]; Job 36:26; Isa. 40:28; cf. Dan. 6:26; 2 Esdr. 8:20), seated on a 
throne in the assembly of divine beings (1 Kgs. 22:19; Isa. 6:1-8; cf. Ps. 82:1; 
89:5-8; Isa. 14:13; Jer. 23:18, 22). Later biblical texts continued the notion of aged 
Yahweh enthroned before the heavenly hosts (Dan. 7:9-14, 22, the “ancient of 
days” and “the Most High”; cf. Rev. 7).

�El and YahEl and Yahweh exhibiweh exhibit a similat a similar dispositr disposition towardion towards humanitys humanity. Like El,. Like El, Yahweh is Yahweh Yahweh is Yahweh is a father (a father (Deut. 32:6Deut. 32:6; Isa. 63:; Isa. 63:16; 64:8; 16; 64:8; Jer. 3:14,Jer. 3:14, 19; 31:9; 19; 31:9; Mal. 1:6, Mal. 1:6, 2:10; cf. 2:10; cf 2:10; cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 4:22; Hos.4:22; Hos. 11:1), wi 11:1), with a compath a compassionate dssionate dispositionisposition (“mercifu (“merciful and gracl and gracious god”;iousgracgracious ggracious god”; Exod.od”; Exod. 34:6; Neh 34:6; Neh. 9:17; Ps. 9:17; Ps. 86:15; 1. 86:15; 103:8; 145:03:8; 145:8; Joel 2:8; Joel 2:13; Jonah 13; Jonah 4:2). Like4:2). 4:2). Like4:2). Like El, Yahwe El, Yahweh is the ph is the progenitor rogenitor of humanitof humanity (cf. Deuy (cf. Deut. 32:6-7)t. 32:6-7). Both El . Both El and Yahwehand Yand Yahweh appYahweh appear to humear to humans in dreans in dream-visionsam-visions and funct and function as theion as their divine ir divine patron. Lipatron. Like El, YahkLiLike El, YLike El, Yahweh is aahweh is a healing g healing god (Gen. 2od (Gen. 20:17; Num.0:17; Num. 12:13; 2  12:13; 2 Kgs. 20:5,Kgs. 20:5, 8; Ps. 10 8; Ps. 107:20). The7:2010107:20). T107:20). The descriphe description of Yation of Yahweh’s dwehweh’s dwelling-placlling-place as a “tee as a “tent” (e.g.,nt” (e.g., Ps. 15:1; Ps. 15:1; 27:6), ca 27:6 27:6), cal27:6), called in theled in the Pentateuc Pentateuchal tradithal traditions the “ions the “tent of metent of meeting” (Exeting” (Exod. 33:7-1od. 33:7-11; Num. 121; N1; Num. 12:5,Num. 12:5, 10; Deut. 10; Deut. 31:14, 15 31:14, 15), recalls), recalls the tent  the tent of El. Furof El. Furthermore, thermore, the cosmicthe cosmic waters of wa waters of waters of El’s dwellEl’s dwelling is a ting is a theme evokeheme evoked in descrd in descriptions ofiptions of Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s abode in Jabode in Jerusalem (eruJJerusalem Jerusalem (Ps. 87; I(Ps. 87; Isa. 33:20-sa. 33:20-22; Ezek. 22; Ezek. 47:1-12; J47:1-12; Joel 3:18[4oel 3:18[4:18]; Zech:18]; Zech. 14:8).. 14:8).. 14:8).

El and Yahweh exhibit a similar disposition towards humanity. Like El, 
Yahweh is a father (Deut. 32:6; Isa. 63:16; 64:8; Jer. 3:14, 19; 31:9; Mal. 1:6, 2:10; 
cf. Exod. 4:22; Hos. 11:1), with a compassionate disposition (“merciful and 
gracious god”; Exod. 34:6; Neh. 9:17; Ps. 86:15; 103:8; 145:8; Joel 2:13; Jonah 
4:2). Like El, Yahweh is the progenitor of humanity (cf. Deut. 32:6-7). Both El and 
Yahweh appear to humans in dream-visions and function as their divine patron. 
Like El, Yahweh is a healing god (Gen. 20:17; Num. 12:13; 2 Kgs. 20:5, 8; Ps. 
107:20). The description of Yahweh’s dwelling-place as a “tent” (e.g., Ps. 15:1; 
27:6), called in the Pentateuchal traditions the “tent of meeting” (Exod. 33:7-11; 
Num. 12:5, 10; Deut. 31:14, 15), recalls the tent of El. Furthermore, the cosmic 
waters of El’s dwelling is a theme evoked in descriptions of Yahweh’s abode in 
Jerusalem (Ps. 87; Isa. 33:20-22; Ezek. 47:1-12; Joel 3:18[4:18]; Zech. 14:8).

�It is unknIt is unknown whetheown whether some disr some distinction btinction between El etween El and Yahwehand Yahweh in Israel in Israel extends t exte extends toextends to epigraphi epigraphic evidencec evidence. It is no. It is not necessart necessary to intery to interpret pret }l}l in the Ku in the Kuntillet {Antillet {Antillet {Ajrud ins{Ajrud inscriptions criptions as “God” aas “God” and assume nd assume an identifan identification wiication with Yahweh.th Yahweh. Israelite Israelite inscripti in inscriptioinscriptions includens include 557 names 557 names with Yahw with Yahweh as the eh as the divine eledivine element, 77 nment, 77 names with ames with ames with with *}l,*}l, a handful a handful with the  with the divine comdivine component ponent *b{l,*b{l, and none  and none referring referring to the godto the goddesses {Andgodgoddesses goddesses {Anat or A{Anat or Asherah. Thsherah. The element e element **}l}l in proper in proper names may names may represent represent a title f a tit a title for title for Yahweh, buYahweh, but it is pot it is possible thassible that this idet this identificationtification should nn should not be assuot be assumed in allmed in med in all insin all instances.tances.tances.

It is unknown whether some distinction between El and Yahweh in Israel 
extends to epigraphic evidence. It is not necessary to interpret }l in the Kuntillet 
{Ajrud inscriptions as “God” and assume an identification with Yahweh. Israelite 
inscriptions include 557 names with Yahweh as the divine element, 77 names 
with *}l, a handful with the divine component *b{l, and none referring to the 



goddesses {Anat or Asherah. The element *}l in proper names may represent a 
title for Yahweh, but it is possible that this identification should not be assumed 
in all instances.

�El’s cult El’s cult in the Levin the Levant outsidant outside of Israee of Israel is a matl is a matter of dister of dispute. Phoepute. Phoenician datnician data are quita datdata are qdata are quite sparsuite sparse and far-e and far-flung (e.gflung (e.g., Karatep., Karatepe, a neo-Pe, a neo-Punic inscrunic inscription, a iption, a HellenistiHellenHellenistiHellenistic inscriptc inscription from Uion from Umm mm el-{Awamidel-{Awamid, Philo of, Philo of Byblos).  Byblos). Ezek. 28 dEzek. 28 describes tescribeddescribes describes the home othe home of Tyrian Ef Tyrian El in termsl in terms similar t similar to Ugaritico Ugaritic descripti descriptions of El’ons of El’s abode, as abos abode, andabode, and the wisdo the wisdom ascribedm ascribed to Tyrian to Tyrian El also r El also recalls El ecalls El in the Ugain the Ugaritic textritic texts. Furthers. Fus. FurthermorFurthermore, Phoenice, Phoenician Bethelian Bethel has been  has been understoodunderstood as a hypo as a hypostasis of stasis of El, which El, which would reprwwould reprwould represent furtesent further Phoeniher Phoenician evidecian evidence for thnce for the cult of e cult of El in the El in the Iron II peIron II period. Thisriodpeperiod. Thperiod. This view isis view is debated.  debated. Finally, PFinally, Phoenician hoenician and Punic and Punic Baal HamonBaal Hamon may be a  may be a title of Etittitle of Etitle of El. If corrl. If correct, the cect, the cult of El ult of El was very wwas very widespread.idespread.

El’s cult in the Levant outside of Israel is a matter of dispute. Phoenician 
data are quite sparse and far-flung (e.g., Karatepe, a neo-Punic inscription, a 
Hellenistic inscription from Umm el-{Awamid, Philo of Byblos). Ezek. 28 
describes the home of Tyrian El in terms similar to Ugaritic descriptions of El’s 
abode, and the wisdom ascribed to Tyrian El also recalls El in the Ugaritic texts. 
Furthermore, Phoenician Bethel has been understood as a hypostasis of El, which 
would represent further Phoenician evidence for the cult of El in the Iron II 
period. This view is debated. Finally, Phoenician and Punic Baal Hamon may be a 
title of El. If correct, the cult of El was very widespread.

�Aramaic evAramaic evidence froidence from the 8th m the 8th century iscentury is more spar more sparse but lesse but less equivocas equivocal. Panammul. Panl. Panammuwa,Panammuwa, king of S king of Samal, mentamal, mentions El inions El in a list of a list of deities,  deities, and the Seand the Sefire inscrfire inscription is iptioninscrinscriptioinscription is a tren is a treaty text waty text with a listith a list of divine of divine witnesses witnesses including including El. El. El.

Aramaic evidence from the 8th century is more sparse but less equivocal. 
Panammuwa, king of Samal, mentions El in a list of deities, and the Sefire 
inscription is a treaty text with a list of divine witnesses including El.

�Like the PLike the Phoenician hoenician evidence, evidence, the Transjthe Transjordanian mordanian material foaterial for the cultr the cult of El has of El ha of El has been dhas been debated vigebated vigorously. Aorously. Ammonite pemmonite personal namrsonal names attest es attest to the eleto the element ment }l,}l, but it is b but it is but it is unclear whunclear whether El iether El is the refes the referent. The rent. The divine eledivine element ment }l}l likewise  likewise dominates dominatedominates dominates the theophthe theophoric elemeoric elements in thents in the Edomite o Edomite onomastica.nomastica. A 1st-mil A 1st-millennium Trlennium Tlennium TransjordaTransjordanian cult nian cult of El mighof El might be sugget be suggested by thsted by the Deir {Ale Deir {Alla inscripla inscriptions. Somtions. Some of the oe oe of the oldof the older poetic er poetic material imaterial in Num. 22-n Num. 22-24 attests24 attests to El’s c to El’s cult in a Tult in a Transjordanransjordanian settinian sian setting. Lsetting. Like the Deike the Deir {Alla iir {Alla inscriptionnscriptions, Num. 22s, Num. 22-24 presen-24 presents a Transts a Transjordanian jordanian seer whoseseeseer whoseseer whose prophecy  prophecy comes fromcomes from El, a rol El, a role attestede attested for this  for this god in thegod in the Ugaritic  Ugaritic texts. In textexts. In texts. In sum, whilesum, while dynastic  dynastic cults of tcults of the 1st-milhe 1st-millennium Lelennium Levant had pvant had patron deitatron deities other ies oies other thanother than El, the a El, the admittedly dmittedly sparse andsparse and sometimes sometimes ambiguous ambiguous evidence  evidence indicates indicates El’s cult EEl’s cult El’s cult in the Levin the Levant duringant during the 1st m the 1st millennium.illennium.

Like the Phoenician evidence, the Transjordanian material for the cult of El 
has been debated vigorously. Ammonite personal names attest to the element }l, 
but it is unclear whether El is the referent. The divine element }l likewise 
dominates the theophoric elements in the Edomite onomastica. A 1st-millennium 
Transjordanian cult of El might be suggested by the Deir {Alla inscriptions. Some 
of the older poetic material in Num. 22-24 attests to El’s cult in a Transjordanian 
setting. Like the Deir {Alla inscriptions, Num. 22-24 presents a Transjordanian 
seer whose prophecy comes from El, a role attested for this god in the Ugaritic 
texts. In sum, while dynastic cults of the 1st-millennium Levant had patron deities 
other than El, the admittedly sparse and sometimes ambiguous evidence indicates 
El’s cult in the Levant during the 1st millennium.
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ELAELA (Heb.  (Heb. }eälaœ}}eälaœ})))

ELA (Heb. }eälaœ})

The fatherThe father of Shimei of Shimei the distr the district governict governor of Benjor of Benjamin durinamin during the reigg the reign of Solomn of Solomon (1 Kgs.onSolomSolomon (1Solomon (1 Kgs. 4:18 Kgs. 4:18).).

The father of Shimei the district governor of Benjamin during the reign of 
Solomon (1 Kgs. 4:18).



ELAHELAH (Heb.  (Heb. }eäla®}eäla®)))

ELAH (Heb. }eäla®)

�1.1. One of th One of the 11 chiefe 11 chiefs of Esau/s of Esau/Edom (Gen.Edom (Gen. 36:41; 1  36:41; 1 Chr. 1:52)Chr. 1:52). The bibl. The biblical textsical tical texts inditexts indicate that cate that the referethe references probances probably represbly represent a placent a place within te within the territohe territory of Edomry ory of Edom, pof Edom, possibly neossibly near ar {Aqaba{Aqaba...

1. One of the 11 chiefs of Esau/Edom (Gen. 36:41; 1 Chr. 1:52). The biblical 
texts indicate that the references probably represent a place within the territory 
of Edom, possibly near {Aqaba.

�2.2. The fourt The fourth king of h king of Israel andIsrael and son of Ba son of Baasha, who asha, who ruled in Truled in Tirzah ca. irzah ca. 877–876 877–87877–876 877–876 B.C.E.B.C.E. (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 16:6, 8-14)6:6, 8-14). He was a. He was assassinatessassinated by Zimrid by Zimri, a high-r, a high-ranking milanking mianking military omilitary officer, infficer, in an appare an apparent militarnt military coup. Ziy coup. Zimri executmri executed his ploed his plot while Elt while Elah was druah waah was drunk was drunk in the houin the house of one se of one of his palof his palace officiace officials. This als. This occurred woccurred while the Ihile the Israelite asraelIIsraelite Israelite army was earmy was engaged in ngaged in battle agabattle against the Pinst the Philistine hilistine town of Gitown of Gibbethon anbbethon and Tirzah wd Td Tirzah wasTirzah was relativel relatively unprotecy unprotected.ted.ted.

2. The fourth king of Israel and son of Baasha, who ruled in Tirzah ca. 
877–876 B.C.E. (1 Kgs. 16:6, 8-14). He was assassinated by Zimri, a high-ranking 
military officer, in an apparent military coup. Zimri executed his plot while Elah 
was drunk in the house of one of his palace officials. This occurred while the 
Israelite army was engaged in battle against the Philistine town of Gibbethon and 
Tirzah was relatively unprotected.

�Zimri procZimri proceeded to eeeded to exterminatexterminate the male  the male family memfamily members and fbers and friends of riends of Baasha-ElaBaasBaasha-ElaBaasha-Elah, fulfillh, fulfilling the pring the prophecy of ophecy of Jehu ben HJehu ben Hanani thatanani that the Lord’ the Lord’s punishmes punishment would fnt wnt would fallwould fall upon Baas upon Baasha’s househa’s house (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 16:1-4). El6:1-4). Elah is espeah is especially concially condemned fordemned for participa pa participatparticipation in idoion in idolatry.latry.latry.

Zimri proceeded to exterminate the male family members and friends of 
Baasha-Elah, fulfilling the prophecy of Jehu ben Hanani that the Lord’s punishment 
would fall upon Baasha’s house (1 Kgs. 16:1-4). Elah is especially condemned for 
participation in idolatry.

�3.3. The fathe The father of Hosher of Hoshea, the lasa, the last king of t king of Israel (2 Israel (2 Kgs. 15:30Kgs. 15:30; 17:1; 18; 17:1; 18:1, 9).:1, 9).:1, 9).

3. The father of Hoshea, the last king of Israel (2 Kgs. 15:30; 17:1; 18:1, 9).

�4.4. One of th One of the three soe three sons of Calens of Caleb ben Jephb ben Jephunneh (1 Cunneh (1 Chr. 4:15).hr. 4:15). He father He fathered one soned oed one son, Kone son, Kenaz. Elahenaz. Elah here may  here may instead reinstead refer to a pfer to a place (cf. lace (cf. Gen. 36:41Gen. 36:41).).).

4. One of the three sons of Caleb ben Jephunneh (1 Chr. 4:15). He fathered 
one son, Kenaz. Elah here may instead refer to a place (cf. Gen. 36:41).

�5.5. A Benjami A Benjaminite who rnite who returned toeturned to Jerusalem Jerusalem following following the Babyl the Babylonian Captonian Captivity (1 CivitCaptCaptivity Captivity (1 Chr. 9:(1 Chr. 9:8). The na8). The name refers me refers to a familto a family living iy living in Jerusalen Jerusalem during tm during the postexihe pohe postexilicpostexilic period (b period (but cf. Nehut cf. Neh. 11 where. 11 where the name  the name is omittedis omitted).).).

5. A Benjaminite who returned to Jerusalem following the Babylonian 
Captivity (1 Chr. 9:8). The name refers to a family living in Jerusalem during the 
postexilic period (but cf. Neh. 11 where the name is omitted).

Stephen VoStephen Von Wyrickn Wyrick

Stephen Von Wyrick

ELAHELAH (Heb.  (Heb. }eäla®}eäla®), ), VALLEY OFVALLEY OFVALLEY OF

ELAH (Heb. }eäla®), VALLEY OF

The valleyThe valley where the where the drama bet drama between Davidween David and Golia and Goliath was plath was played out beyed out before Philifore Phifore PhilistinePhilistine forces an forces and Saul’s md Saul’s militia (1 ilitia (1 Sam. 17:2-Sam. 17:2-3, 19; cf.3, 19; cf. 21:9[MT 1 21:9[MT 10]). The v0]). The valley (Heballey (Halley (Heb. (Heb. {eämeq haœ{eämeq haœ}eäla®,}eäla®, “valley o “valley of the teref the terebinth”) isbinth”) is identifie identified with thed with the fertile W fertile fertile Wafertile Wadi es-Santdi es-Sant� (“Valley� (“Valley of Acacia of Acacia”), 14–15 ”), 14–15 km. (8–9 mkm. (8–9 mi.) WSW ofi.) WSW of Bethlehem Bethlehe Bethlehem,Bethlehem, and provi and provides an entdes an entrance intorance into the Judea the Judean hill coun hill country. The ntry. The fortress Afortress Azekah (TelzeAAzekah (TeAzekah (Tell ez-Zakall ez-Zakariîyeh) striîyeh) stood guard ood guard at the pasat the passage to thsage to the valley.e valley.e valley.

The valley where the drama between David and Goliath was played out before 
Philistine forces and Saul’s militia (1 Sam. 17:2-3, 19; cf. 21:9[MT 10]). The valley 
(Heb. {eämeq haœ}eäla®, “valley of the terebinth”) is identified with the 
fertile Wadi es-Sant� (“Valley of Acacia”), 14–15 km. (8–9 mi.) WSW of 
Bethlehem, and provides an entrance into the Judean hill country. The fortress 
Azekah (Tell ez-Zakariîyeh) stood guard at the passage to the valley.

�The PhilisThe Philistine forcetine forces positions positioned themseled themselves on theves on the western s western slopes nearlopes near Azekah, a Azeka Azekah, anAzekah, and Saul andd Saul and his force his forces camped is camped in the stran the strategic hightegic high country o country on the eastn the eastern side oereasteastern sieastern side of the de of the valley towvalley toward Socoh.ard Socoh. The valle The valley thus fory thus formed the bamed the battle line ttle line as the twoas tas the two mithe two military forlitary forces encampces encamped on oppoed on opposite sidessite sides...

The Philistine forces positioned themselves on the western slopes near 
Azekah, and Saul and his forces camped in the strategic high country on the 
eastern side of the valley toward Socoh. The valley thus formed the battle line as 
the two military forces encamped on opposite sides.

T. J. JennT. J. Jenneyey

T. J. Jenney

ELAMELAM (Heb.  (Heb. {eîlaœm{eîlaœm) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ELAM (Heb. {eîlaœm) (PERSON)

�1.1. The first The first of Shem’s of Shem’s five sons five sons (Gen. 10: (Gen. 10:22; 1 Chr.22; 1 Chr. 1:17), ac 1:17), according tocording to the Table the Ta the Table of NTable of Nations theations the progenito progenitor of the ir of the inhabitantsnhabitants of Elam. of Elam. of Elam.

1. The first of Shem’s five sons (Gen. 10:22; 1 Chr. 1:17), according to the 
Table of Nations the progenitor of the inhabitants of Elam.

�2.2. A Benjami A Benjamite, son ofte, son of Shashak ( Shashak (1 Chr. 8:21 Chr. 8:24).4).4).

2. A Benjamite, son of Shashak (1 Chr. 8:24).

�3.3. A son of  A son of the Korahithe Korahite Meshelete Meshelemiah, listmiah, listed in the ed in the division odivision of tabernacf tabernacle gatekeele gatele gatekeepergatekeepers (1 Chr. s (1 Chr. 26:3).26:3).26:3).

3. A son of the Korahite Meshelemiah, listed in the division of tabernacle 



gatekeepers (1 Chr. 26:3).

�4.4. The head  The head of a clan of a clan of Israeliof Israelites, 1254 tes, 1254 of whom reof whom returned to turned to Jerusalem Jerusalem from the Bfromfrom the Bfrom the Babylonian abylonian Exile withExile with Zerubbabe Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:l (Ezra 2:7 = Neh. 77 = Neh. 7:12). Anot:12). Another 70 rether 70 rether 70 returned wreturned with Ezra (ith Ezra (Ezra 8:7; Ezra 8:7; cf. 10:2, cf. 10:2, 26).26).26).

4. The head of a clan of Israelites, 1254 of whom returned to Jerusalem 
from the Babylonian Exile with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:7 = Neh. 7:12). Another 70 
returned with Ezra (Ezra 8:7; cf. 10:2, 26).

�5.5. The “othe The “other Elam” (sr Elam” (so called bo called by Ezra 2:3y Ezra 2:31 = Neh. 71 = Neh. 7:34) who r:34) who returned freturned from exile, om frfrom exilefrom exile, also as , also as leader of leader of a group ofa group of 1254 peop 1254 people (cf. 1 le (cf. 1 Esdr. 5:22Esdr. 5:22). The obv). The obvious similious obvobvious siobvious similarity tmilarity to o 4 4  raises qu raises questions abestions about distinout distinguishing tguishing the two.he two.he two.

5. The “other Elam” (so called by Ezra 2:31 = Neh. 7:34) who returned 
from exile, also as leader of a group of 1254 people (cf. 1 Esdr. 5:22). The 
obvious similarity to 4  raises questions about distinguishing the two.

�6.6. A leader  A leader of those wof those who signed ho signed the covenathe covenant with Nent with Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:14[Mh. 10:14[MT 15]).T10:14[M10:14[MT 110:14[MT 15]).5]).5]).

6. A leader of those who signed the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. 
10:14[MT 15]).

�7.7. A priest  A priest among thosamong those assistine assisting Nehemiahg Nehemiah in his de in his dedication odication of the new f the new wall arounwall wall arounwall around Jerusaled Jerusalem (Neh. 12m (Neh. 12:42).:42).:42).

7. A priest among those assisting Nehemiah in his dedication of the new 
wall around Jerusalem (Neh. 12:42).

John S. VaJohn S. Vassarssar

John S. Vassar

ELAMELAM (Heb.  (Heb. {eîlaœm{eîlaœm) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ELAM (Heb. {eîlaœm) (PLACE)

Name denotName denoting both aing both a region in region in highland  highland Fars proviFars province (Iran)nce (Iran) around th around the modern ce modern e modern citmodern city of Shiray of Shiraz, the ancz, the ancient capitient capital of whical of which was Anshh was Anshan (Tal-i an (Tal-i Malyan), aMalyan), and a statend and a state, ta state, the size ofhe size of which flu which fluctuated thctuated throughout iroughout its historyts history and at ti and at times incorpmes incorporated modorateincorpincorporatincorporated modern ed modern Khuzistan,Khuzistan, parts of  parts of Luristan, Luristan, and westerand western Kerman an Kerman as well as s well as s well as the heaas the heartland of rtland of Fars. The Fars. The Table of NTable of Nations (Geations (Gen. 10:22; n. 10:22; 1 Chr. 1:11 Chr. 1:17) lists E7) lists Elam, alonglam, EElam, alonElam, along with Assg with Assur, as a sur, as a son of Shemon of Shem, undoubte, undoubtedly becausdly because of the he of the historical istorical connectioncoconnectionconnections between s between Elam and hElam and her Mesopoter Mesopotamian neigamian neighbors (cf.hbors (cf. the role  the role of Elamiteof Elamitof Elamite arElamite archers in tchers in the Assyriahe Assyrian and Babyn and Babylonian armlonian armies; Isa. ies; Isa. 22:6; Jer.22:6; Jer. 49:35), r 49:35), rather thanather rrather tharather than for any n for any ethnolinguethnolinguistic reasistic reason (Elamiton (Elamite is unrele is unrelated to eiated to either Akkadther Akkadian or Sumian AkkadAkkadian oAkkadian or Sumerianr Sumerian).).).

Name denoting both a region in highland Fars province (Iran) around the 
modern city of Shiraz, the ancient capital of which was Anshan (Tal-i Malyan), and 
a state, the size of which fluctuated throughout its history and at times 
incorporated modern Khuzistan, parts of Luristan, and western Kerman as well 
as the heartland of Fars. The Table of Nations (Gen. 10:22; 1 Chr. 1:17) lists 
Elam, along with Assur, as a son of Shem, undoubtedly because of the historical 
connections between Elam and her Mesopotamian neighbors (cf. the role of 
Elamite archers in the Assyrian and Babylonian armies; Isa. 22:6; Jer. 49:35), 
rather than for any ethnolinguistic reason (Elamite is unrelated to either 
Akkadian or Sumerian).

�More confuMore confusing for Bsing for Bible commeible commentators thntators throughout hroughout history, hoistory, however, is wever, is the statemthe sthe statement statement identifyinidentifying Susa (Heg Susa (Heb. b. sûuœsûansûuœsûan), a large), a large, multi-pe, multi-period site riod site in northerin northern Khuzistannorthernorthern Knorthern Khuzistan whuzistan where the ehere the events playvents played out in ed out in the book othe book of Esther tf Esther took place,ook place, as a city place,place, as place, as a city “ina city “in the provi the province of Elance of Elam” (Dan. 8m” (Dan. 8:2). Many :2). Many of the perof the personal namesonal names in the Ms ins in the MT in the MT of Esther of Esther are indeedare indeed Elamite,  Elamite, but as thebut as the cuneiform cuneiform sources c sources clearly sholearly show, Susa (Aw,shoshow, Susashow, Susa (Akk.  (Akk. kurkurSÁuœ-sûaé-SÁuœ-sûaé-an/SÁu-sûuan/SÁu-sûu-un-un) was the ) was the capital ofcapital of Susiana  Susiana (SÁu-sûe-e(SÁu-sûe(SÁu-sûe-e(SÁu-sûe-en/SÁu-saé-n/SÁu-saé-anankiki),), and Ansha and Anshan was the n was the capital ofcapital of Elam (thu Elam (thus Gudea Sts Gudeas Gudea StatGudea Statue B.6.64–ue B.6.64–69, “smote69, “smote the city  the city of Anshan of Anshan in/of Elamin/of Elam”). The fa”). The fact that Elct that Elam, in theamElElam, in tElam, in the sense ohe sense of the polif the political stattical state of this e of this name rathename rather than ther than the territori territorial homelanal homal homeland ihomeland in Fars, pen Fars, periodicallyriodically annexed S annexed Susiana andusiana and turned Su turned Susa into ansa into an important important “Elamite” “ “Elamite” “Elamite” city shoulcity should not obscd not obscure the faure the fact that Elct that Elam only inam only included Suscluded Susiana in a iana in a political polipolitical political sense and sense and was never was never synonymoussynonymous with this with this eastern e eastern extension oxtension of the Mesof the Mesopotamian apMesoMesopotamiMesopotamian alluviuan alluvium in a geom in a geographical graphical sense. Thisense. This is not ts is not to deny, hoo deny, however, thawever, that from thet thathat from that from the distanthe distant, Israelit, Israelite perspecte perspective, mosttive, most people pr people probably ideobably identified Suntified Susiana withsianaSuSusiana wiSusiana with Elam. Ath Elam. As many coms many commentators mentators on Jer. 49on Jer. 49:35-39 hav:35-39 have noted, Ee noted, Elam represlam reprlam representerepresented, apart fd, apart from anythirom anything else, ong else, one of the ne of the most remotmost remote entitiese entities on Israel on Israel’s eastern’s IsraelIsrael’s eIsrael’s eastern geoastern geographical graphical horizon, ahorizon, and as suchnd as such it is sca it is scarcely surprcely surprising tharising that an accurt an act an accurate uaccurate understandinderstanding of the ng of the differencedifference between E between Elam and Sulam and Susiana escasiana escaped most oped most oped most of the Bibof the Bible-readingle-reading public, s public, scholars ancholars and laity ald laity alike, untilike, until quite rec quite recently. Thiently. This confuseds confuss confused pconfused perspectiveerspective may be co may be contrasted wntrasted with the geith the geographicalographically accuratly accurate perceptie perceptions of theoperceptiperceptionperceptions of the as of the authors of uthors of the Babylothe Babylonian Talmunian Talmud who scrud who scrupulously dpulously distinguishistinguished Be Huzaedistinguishdistinguisdistinguished Be Huzhed Be Huzaë (lowlanaë (lowland Khuzistad Khuzistan) from Eln) from Elam (highlaam (highland Fars). nd Fars). Similarly Similarly the Greek thethe Greek the Greek geographergeographer Strabo st Strabo strictly disrictly distinguishedtinguished Elymais,  Elymais, long identlong identified withified with biblical  bibl biblical Ebiblical Elam, from lam, from Susis or SSusis or Susiana (usiana (Geog.Geog. 15.3.12). 15.3.12).

More confusing for Bible commentators throughout history, however, is the 
statement identifying Susa (Heb. sûuœsûan), a large, multi-period site in 
northern Khuzistan where the events played out in the book of Esther took 
place, as a city “in the province of Elam” (Dan. 8:2). Many of the personal names 
in the MT of Esther are indeed Elamite, but as the cuneiform sources clearly 
show, Susa (Akk. kurSÁuœ-sûaé-an/SÁu-sûu-un) was the capital of Susiana 
(SÁu-sûe-en/SÁu-saé-anki), and Anshan was the capital of Elam (thus 
Gudea Statue B.6.64–69, “smote the city of Anshan in/of Elam”). The fact that 
Elam, in the sense of the political state of this name rather than the territorial 
homeland in Fars, periodically annexed Susiana and turned Susa into an important 
“Elamite” city should not obscure the fact that Elam only included Susiana in a 
political sense and was never synonymous with this eastern extension of the 
Mesopotamian alluvium in a geographical sense. This is not to deny, however, 
that from the distant, Israelite perspective, most people probably identified 
Susiana with Elam. As many commentators on Jer. 49:35-39 have noted, Elam 
represented, apart from anything else, one of the most remote entities on 



Israel’s eastern geographical horizon, and as such it is scarcely surprising that an 
accurate understanding of the difference between Elam and Susiana escaped most 
of the Bible-reading public, scholars and laity alike, until quite recently. This 
confused perspective may be contrasted with the geographically accurate 
perceptions of the authors of the Babylonian Talmud who scrupulously 
distinguished Be Huzaë (lowland Khuzistan) from Elam (highland Fars). Similarly 
the Greek geographer Strabo strictly distinguished Elymais, long identified with 
biblical Elam, from Susis or Susiana (Geog. 15.3.12).

�There is lThere is little of sittle of substance rubstance regarding Eegarding Elam in eitlam in either the OTher the OT or NT. Ge or NT. Gen. 14:1 prn. 14:1 n. 14:1 prese14:1 preserves the nrves the name of Kedame of Kedor-laomer or-laomer (Chedorlao(Chedorlaomer), callmer), called “king oed “king of Elam,” bf Elam,” bf Elam,” but he is but he is almost ceralmost certainly nottainly not Kutir-nah Kutir-nahhunte II, hunte II, the Elamitthe Elamite king whoe king who brought a brought about the fbouaabout the about the fall of thfall of the Kassite e Kassite dynasty (cdynasty (ca. 1155 a. 1155 B.C.B.C.) and a fi) and a figure with gure with whose namewhose name he has of h he has ofthe has often been asen been assimilated.similated. Although  Although the story the story of Esther of Esther and Ahasueand Ahasuerus relaterus related in the bd relaterelated inrelated in the book  the book of Esther of Esther unfolded aunfolded at Shushan t Shushan the palacethe palace, this was, this was in the co in the context of Sntexcocontext ofcontext of Susa’s ro Susa’s role as a wile as a winter residnter residence for tence for the Achaemehe Achaemenid kings nid kings after 520 after 520 when Dariuwhwhen Dariuwhen Darius I began s I began constructiconstruction of a paon of a palace therelace there, and post, and postdates the dates the last politlast politically conicalpolitpoliticallpolitically consolidy consolidated Elamiated Elamite dynastyte dynasty (of the s (of the so-called No-called Neo-Elamiteeo-Elamite period, c period, ca. 750–500a. 75a. 750–500). 750–500). When Jews When Jews from Elam,from Elam, along wit along with their Meh their Median and Pdian and Parthian brarthian brethren, apethren, aethren, appeared iappeared in Jerusalen Jerusalem at Pentem at Pentecost (Actscost (Acts 2:9), the 2:9), they served ty served to illustrao illustrate the divte the diverse languersedivdiverse ladiverse language gronguage groups “out oups “out of every naf every nation undertion under heaven” p heaven” present in resent in the city athe city and must handaand must hand must have been vave been viewed as fiewed as foreigners oreigners from the dfrom the distant easistant east.t.t.

There is little of substance regarding Elam in either the OT or NT. Gen. 
14:1 preserves the name of Kedor-laomer (Chedorlaomer), called “king of Elam,” 
but he is almost certainly not Kutir-nahhunte II, the Elamite king who brought 
about the fall of the Kassite dynasty (ca. 1155 B.C.) and a figure with whose name 
he has often been assimilated. Although the story of Esther and Ahasuerus 
related in the book of Esther unfolded at Shushan the palace, this was in the 
context of Susa’s role as a winter residence for the Achaemenid kings after 520 
when Darius I began construction of a palace there, and postdates the last 
politically consolidated Elamite dynasty (of the so-called Neo-Elamite period, ca. 
750–500). When Jews from Elam, along with their Median and Parthian brethren, 
appeared in Jerusalem at Pentecost (Acts 2:9), they served to illustrate the 
diverse language groups “out of every nation under heaven” present in the city 
and must have been viewed as foreigners from the distant east.

�The biblicThe biblical referenal references to Elaces to Elam give no m give no hint of thhint of the historice historical importaal importance of thince of thince of this, one this, one of Mesopotof Mesopotamia’s fieamia’s fiercest advercest adversaries frrsaries from the 3rdom the 3rd millenniu millennium until Asm until AssurbanipalsurAsAssurbanipAssurbanipal’s sack al’s sack of Susa inof Susa in 646. Cont 646. Contemporariesemporaries of the Ol of the Old Akkadiand Akkadian kings, th kings, the Elamite eththe Elamitthe Elamite Dynasty e Dynasty of Awan suof Awan succumbed toccumbed to the force the forces of Sargos of Sargon of Akkadn of Akkad, inaugura, inaugur, inauguratiinaugurating a periong a period of growid of growing Mesopotng Mesopotamian contamian control over Srol over Susa and itusa and its hinterlas hinterland. Nevertnhinterlahinterlandhinterland. Neverthe. Nevertheless, the less, the Elamite kiElamite king Puzur-ing Puzur-inshushinaknshushinak managed t managed to acquire o acquire control ovcocontrol ovcontrol over portioner portions of Mesops of Mesopotamia befotamia before he wasore he was routed by routed by Ur-nammu, Ur-nammu, founder o found founder offounder of the Third the Third Dynasty o Dynasty of Ur (ca. f Ur (ca. 2100). It 2100). It was anothewas another Elamite r Elamite king, howeking, however, Kindavehowehowever, Khowever, Kindattu thindattu the Shimashke Shimashkian, who pian, who plundered Ulundered Ur and led r and led Ibbi-sin, Ibbi-sin, the last kthe last king of theinkking of thking of the Ur III de Ur III dynasty, inynasty, into captivito captivity in Anshty in Anshan where han where he died. Fre died. From the latom the late 19th to e 19te 19th to th19th to the mid-18the mid-18th century,  century, moreover, moreover, it was theit was the  sukkalsukkal of Elam,  of Elam, whom Zimriwhom Zimri-lim of Ma-limZimriZimri-lim Zimri-lim of Mari, Hof Mari, Hammurabi oammurabi of Babylon,f Babylon, and Rim-s and Rim-sin of Larsin of Larsa referreda referred to as “gr to as “great king oe“gr“great kin“great king of Elam,g of Elam,” whose po” whose position in sition in the regionthe region was param was paramount and mount and marks the Earks the Earks the Elamites aElamites as one of ts one of the premierhe premier powers in powers in Western A Western Asia duringsia during the Old B the Old Babylonian abylonianBBabylonianBabylonian period. H period. Hammurabi’sammurabi’s eventual  eventual defeat of defeat of the Elamitthe Elamites neutrales neutralized theirized their power for p power for power for several ceseveral centuries, bnturies, but a resurut a resurgence was gence was experienceexperienced in the Md in the Middle Elamiddle Elamiddle Elamite peElamite period (ca. riod (ca. 1400–1100)1400–1100), and one , and one of the Midof the Middle Elamitdle Elamite kings, Ke kings, Kutir-nahhuutir-nahhunte II, isnKutir-nahhuKutir-nahhKutir-nahhunte II, iunte II, is crediteds credited with brin with bringing aboutging about the demis the demise of the Ke of the Kassite dynassite dynasty ca. 1astydyndynasty cadynasty ca. 1155. Sc. 1155. Scarcely 30 arcely 30 years lateyears later, howeverr, however, the Elam, the Elamites were ites were defeated bdefeated by Nebuchady Ny NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar I. Byzzar I. By the late  the late 9th centur9th century the Elamy the Elamites had aites had again becomgain become a vexatie a vexation to theiovexativexation tvexation to their weo their western neigstern neighbors, thihbors, this time thes time the Assyrians Assyrians, whose sa, whose sack of Susack of Susa in 646 de in in 646 deain 646 dealt a severlt a severe blow to e blow to the Neo-Elthe Neo-Elamite kingamite kingdom, whichdom, which was, howe was, however, stillver, still extant un stillstill extastill extant until tnt until the coming he coming of Cyrus tof Cyrus the Great.he Great.he Great.

The biblical references to Elam give no hint of the historical importance of 
this, one of Mesopotamia’s fiercest adversaries from the 3rd millennium until 
Assurbanipal’s sack of Susa in 646. Contemporaries of the Old Akkadian kings, 
the Elamite Dynasty of Awan succumbed to the forces of Sargon of Akkad, 
inaugurating a period of growing Mesopotamian control over Susa and its 
hinterland. Nevertheless, the Elamite king Puzur-inshushinak managed to acquire 
control over portions of Mesopotamia before he was routed by Ur-nammu, 
founder of the Third Dynasty of Ur (ca. 2100). It was another Elamite king, 
however, Kindattu the Shimashkian, who plundered Ur and led Ibbi-sin, the last 
king of the Ur III dynasty, into captivity in Anshan where he died. From the late 
19th to the mid-18th century, moreover, it was the sukkal of Elam, whom 
Zimri-lim of Mari, Hammurabi of Babylon, and Rim-sin of Larsa referred to as 
“great king of Elam,” whose position in the region was paramount and marks the 
Elamites as one of the premier powers in Western Asia during the Old 
Babylonian period. Hammurabi’s eventual defeat of the Elamites neutralized their 
power for several centuries, but a resurgence was experienced in the Middle 
Elamite period (ca. 1400–1100), and one of the Middle Elamite kings, 
Kutir-nahhunte II, is credited with bringing about the demise of the Kassite 
dynasty ca. 1155. Scarcely 30 years later, however, the Elamites were defeated by 



Nebuchadnezzar I. By the late 9th century the Elamites had again become a 
vexation to their western neighbors, this time the Assyrians, whose sack of Susa 
in 646 dealt a severe blow to the Neo-Elamite kingdom, which was, however, 
still extant until the coming of Cyrus the Great.

�Except forExcept for the possi the possible refereble reference to Kednce to Kedor-laomer or-laomer (Gen. 14:1(Gen. 14:1), none of), none of this hist this h this history ishistory is even hint even hinted at in ted at in the Bible, he Bible, but this ibut this is undoubtes undoubtedly due todly due to the fact  the fact that firstthat firthat firsthand firsthand knowledge knowledge of Elam onof Elam only came inly came in the poste the postexilic perixilic period, particod, particularly aftularly after Elam haer Eer Elam had bElam had been absorbeen absorbed politiced politically into ally into the Achaemthe Achaemenid Empirenid Empire. By thise. By this point, ho point, however, it whohowever, ihowever, it was scart was scarcely a powcely a power to be rer to be reckoned wieckoned with.th.th.

Except for the possible reference to Kedor-laomer (Gen. 14:1), none of this 
history is even hinted at in the Bible, but this is undoubtedly due to the fact that 
firsthand knowledge of Elam only came in the postexilic period, particularly after 
Elam had been absorbed politically into the Achaemenid Empire. By this point, 
however, it was scarcely a power to be reckoned with.
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Bibliography. P. O. Harper, J. Aruz, and F. Tallon, eds., The Royal City of 
Susa (New York, 1992); W. G. Lambert, “The Fall of the Cassite Dynasty to the 
Elamites: An Historical Epic,” in H. Gasche, et al., eds., Cinquante-deux reflexions 
sur le Proche-Orient ancien (Gent, 1994), 67–72; J. Simons, The Geographical and 
Topographical Texts of the Old Testament (Leiden, 1959); R. Zadok, “Notes on 
Esther,” ZAW 98 (1986): 105–10.

D. T. PottD. T. Pottss

D. T. Potts

ELASAELASA (Gk.  (Gk. ElasaElasa)))

ELASA (Gk. Elasa)

The site wThe site where Judashere Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus pitched h pitched his camp beis camp before the bfore the battle agaiattle against Bacchinst Bacchides in 161dBacchiBacchides Bacchides in 161 in 161 B.C.E.B.C.E. (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 9:5). Alth9:5). Although most ough most of Judas’ of Judas’ 3000 troop3000 troops deserteds desertes deserted wdeserted when confrohen confronted by thnted by the much lare much larger Syrianger Syrian forces (o forces (outnumberedutnumbered more than more t more than seventhan seven to one),  to one), Judas succJudas succeeded in deeded in defeating tefeating the opponenhe opponent’s right t’s right wing beforwing before he was ke beforbefore he before he was killedwas killed (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 9:8-18). T9:8-18). The locatiohe location is proban is probably eitherbly either Khirbet  Khirbet Il{asaIl{asIl{asaIl{asa, which li, which lies betweenes between Lower and Lower and Upper Bet Upper Beth-horon, oh-horon, or Khirbet r Khirbet el-}Asûsûiel-}Asûsûi (169144), el-}Asûsûiel-}Asûsûiel-}Asûsûi (169144), (169144), by modern by modern Ramallah. Ramallah. Both site Both sites are closs are close to e to el-Biîrehel-Biîreh...

The site where Judas Maccabeus pitched his camp before the battle against 
Bacchides in 161 B.C.E. (1 Macc. 9:5). Although most of Judas’ 3000 troops 
deserted when confronted by the much larger Syrian forces (outnumbered more 
than seven to one), Judas succeeded in defeating the opponent’s right wing 
before he was killed (1 Macc. 9:8-18). The location is probably either Khirbet 
Il{asa, which lies between Lower and Upper Beth-horon, or Khirbet 
el-}Asûsûi (169144), by modern Ramallah. Both sites are close to el-Biîreh.

Willard W.Willard W. Winter Winter

Willard W. Winter

ELASAHELASAH (Heb.  (Heb. }el{aœsía®}el{aœsía®)))

ELASAH (Heb. }el{aœsía®)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Pashhur thPashhur the priest we priest who promiseho promised to send d to send away his faway his foreign wiforeign wife (Ezra 10e (Ee (Ezra 10:2(Ezra 10:22).2).2).

1. A son of Pashhur the priest who promised to send away his foreign wife 
(Ezra 10:22).

�2.2. The son o The son of Shaphan;f Shaphan; one of tw one of two emissario emissaries sent byes sent by King Zede King Zedekiah to Nekiah to NebuchadnezzbuNeNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar with zzar with Jeremiah’sJeremiah’s letter to letter to the exile the exiles at Babyls at Babylon (Jer. 2on (Jer. 29:3).9:3).

2. The son of Shaphan; one of two emissaries sent by King Zedekiah to 
Nebuchadnezzar with Jeremiah’s letter to the exiles at Babylon (Jer. 29:3).

ELATHELATH (Heb.  (Heb. }eîlat�}eîlat�)))

ELATH (Heb. }eîlat� )

A city andA city and harbor at harbor at the head  the head of the Gulof the Gulf of Aqabaf of Aqabah. Elath’sh. Elath’s strategic strategic position  position made it anmademade it anmade it an important important gateway f gateway for caravanor caravan and naval and naval commerce  commerce with Arabiwith Arabia and easta and easa and eastern Afeastern Africa. In trica. In the OT Elathe OT Elath is frequh is frequently placently placed in closed in close proximite proximity to Eziony to Ezion-geber. So-gebEzionEzion-gebeEzion-geber. Some scr. Some scholars conholars consider Tellsider Tell el-Khelei el-Kheleifeh (14788feh (147884), which 4), which lies betwelies between modern ebetwebetween mobetween modern Elathdern Elath and Aqaba and Aqabah, as Elath, as Elath, others h, others as Ezion-gas Ezion-geber, and eber, and still othestill others as the rsotheothers as others as the site fthe site for both Elor both Elath and Ezath and Ezion-geber.ion-geber. The site  The site was also kwas also known as Elnown as El-paran (Ge-paElEl-paran (El-paran (Gen. 14:6)Gen. 14:6). The Ptol. The Ptolemies chanemies changed its naged its name to Bernme to Bernice.ice.ice.

A city and harbor at the head of the Gulf of Aqabah. Elath’s strategic position 
made it an important gateway for caravan and naval commerce with Arabia and 
eastern Africa. In the OT Elath is frequently placed in close proximity to 
Ezion-geber. Some scholars consider Tell el-Kheleifeh (147884), which lies 
between modern Elath and Aqabah, as Elath, others as Ezion-geber, and still 
others as the site for both Elath and Ezion-geber. The site was also known as 



El-paran (Gen. 14:6). The Ptolemies changed its name to Bernice.

�Elath was Elath was originallyoriginally Edomite,  Edomite, possibly tpossibly taking its aking its name from name from the Edomitthe Edomite chief Ele chief e chief Elahchief Elah (Gen. 36: (Gen. 36:41 = 1 Chr41 = 1 Chr. 1:52; El. 1:52; Eloth). Towaoth). Toward the endrd the end of the Ex of the Exodus, the odus, the IsraelitesIsrIsraelitesIsraelites passed th passed through Elatrough Elath before th before turning norurning north toward th toward Edom and MEdom and Moab (Deut.oab (Deuoab (Deut. 2:8(Deut. 2:8). David p). David probably carobably captured it ptured it during hisduring his campaign  campaign against thagainst the Edomitese Edomites (2 Sam. 8 (2 (2 Sam. 8:(2 Sam. 8:13-14). So13-14). Solomon thenlomon then establish established a navy ed a navy of ships iof ships in Ezion-gen Ezion-geber near Eber near Elath (1 KglatEElath (1 KElath (1 Kgs. 9:26 =gs. 9:26 = 2 Chr. 8: 2 Chr. 8:17). Appar17). Apparently the ently the Edomites hEdomites had regainead regained control,d control, but Uzzia bu but Uzziahbut Uzziah (Azariah, (Azariah, 2 Kgs. 14 2 Kgs. 14:22; 2 Chr:22; 2 Chr. 26:2) re. 26:2) recaptured acaptured and restorend restored it (ca. d it (ca. 780 780 780 780 B.C.B.C.). However). However, under Ar, under Aramean (Syramean (Syrian) pressian) pressure duringure during the Syro- the Syro-EphraimiteEphraimite War (ca.  W War (ca. 7War (ca. 735), Ahaz 35), Ahaz lost it tolost it to the Edomi the Edomites permantes permanently (2 Kently (2 Kgs. 16:6).gs. 16:6).

Elath was originally Edomite, possibly taking its name from the Edomite 
chief Elah (Gen. 36:41 = 1 Chr. 1:52; Eloth). Toward the end of the Exodus, the 
Israelites passed through Elath before turning north toward Edom and Moab 
(Deut. 2:8). David probably captured it during his campaign against the Edomites 
(2 Sam. 8:13-14). Solomon then established a navy of ships in Ezion-geber near 
Elath (1 Kgs. 9:26 = 2 Chr. 8:17). Apparently the Edomites had regained control, 
but Uzziah (Azariah, 2 Kgs. 14:22; 2 Chr. 26:2) recaptured and restored it (ca. 
780 B.C.). However, under Aramean (Syrian) pressure during the Syro-Ephraimite 
War (ca. 735), Ahaz lost it to the Edomites permanently (2 Kgs. 16:6).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. D. PratG. D. Pratico, ico, Nelson GluNelson Glueck’s 1938eck’s 1938–1940 Exca–1940 Excavations atvations at Tell el-K Tell e Tell el-Kheleifel-Kheleifeh: A Reapeh: A Reappraisal.praisal. ASOR Arch ASOR Archaeologicalaeological Reports 3 Reports 3 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1993). 1993). 1993).

Bibliography. G. D. Pratico, Nelson Glueck’s 1938–1940 Excavations at Tell 
el-Kheleifeh: A Reappraisal. ASOR Archaeological Reports 3 (Atlanta, 1993).

Bradford SBradford Scott Hummecott Hummell

Bradford Scott Hummel

EL-BERITHEL-BERITH (Heb.  (Heb. }eäl beïri}eäl beïriît�ît�)))

EL-BERITH (Heb. }eäl beïriît� )

A CanaanitA Canaanite deity (“e deity (“El [or GodEl [or God] of the c] of the covenant”) ovenant”) worshippedworshipped at Sheche at Shechem (Judg. 9m (Judg. 9m (Judg. 9:46).9:46).9:46).

A Canaanite deity (“El [or God] of the covenant”) worshipped at Shechem (Judg. 
9:46).

�SeeSee  BAAL-BERITBAAL-BERITH.H.

See BAAL-BERITH.

EL-BETHELEL-BETHEL (Heb.  (Heb. }eäl beît�}eäl beît�-}eäl-}eäl)))

EL-BETHEL (Heb. }eäl beît�-}eäl )

The name gThe name given by Jaiven by Jacob to an cob to an altar he baltar he built at Beuilt at Bethel (Gen.thel (Gen. 35:7). He 35:7). Here it occure it occurs as an ars ars as an alteas an alternative narnative name for Betme for Bethel, wherehel, where God twice God twice appeared  appeared to Jacob: to Jacob: after his after his dream of tdrdream of tdream of the ladder he ladder or staircaor staircase (Gen. 2se (Gen. 28:12-15) a8:12-15) and upon hind upon his return fs return from Paddanrom Paddanrom Paddan-araPaddan-aram (35:9–15m (35:9–15), each ti), each time erectinme erecting and anoig and anointing a menting a memorial stomorial stone. The Hene. The Hne. The Hebrew phrHebrew phrase occursase occurs with the  with the definite adefinite article in rticle in Gen. 31:13Gen. 31:13, where Go, where God identifid identifies himselfesidentifiidentifiesidentifies himself t himself to Jacob aso Jacob as “the God  “the God of Bethel.of Bethel.”””

The name given by Jacob to an altar he built at Bethel (Gen. 35:7). Here it occurs 
as an alternative name for Bethel, where God twice appeared to Jacob: after his 
dream of the ladder or staircase (Gen. 28:12-15) and upon his return from 
Paddan-aram (35:9–15), each time erecting and anointing a memorial stone. The 
Hebrew phrase occurs with the definite article in Gen. 31:13, where God 
identifies himself to Jacob as “the God of Bethel.”

Keith L. EKeith L. Eadesades

Keith L. Eades

ELDAAHELDAAH (Heb.  (Heb. }eldaœ{a®}eldaœ{a®)))

ELDAAH (Heb. }eldaœ{a®)

The fifth The fifth son of Midson of Midian, one oian, one of the granf the grandsons of Adsons of Abraham andbraham and Keturah ( Keturah (Gen. 25:4 Gen. 25:4 = 1 Chr. 1== 1 Chr. 1= 1 Chr. 1:33).:33).

The fifth son of Midian, one of the grandsons of Abraham and Keturah (Gen. 25:4 
= 1 Chr. 1:33).

ELDADELDAD (Heb.  (Heb. }eldaœd�}eldaœd�)))

ELDAD (Heb. }eldaœd� )

One of 70 One of 70 men chosenmen chosen by Moses  by Moses to receiveto receive the spiri the spirit of propht of prophecy beforeecy before the tent  the tent  the tent of metent of meeting. Wheeting. When Eldad ann Eldad and Medad red Medad remained in mained in the camp, the camp, Joshua becJoshua became perturame perame perturbed perturbed at their iat their irregular brregular behavior (pehavior (perhaps ecserhaps ecstatic proptatic prophecy), to hecy), to which Mosewhich Moses replied,s MoseMoses replMoses replied, “Woulied, “Would that alld that all the Lord’ the Lord’s people ws people were propheere prophets” (Num. ts” (Num. 11:26-30).11:26-30)11:26-30).11:26-30).

One of 70 men chosen by Moses to receive the spirit of prophecy before the 
tent of meeting. When Eldad and Medad remained in the camp, Joshua became 
perturbed at their irregular behavior (perhaps ecstatic prophecy), to which 
Moses replied, “Would that all the Lord’s people were prophets” (Num. 
11:26-30).

ELDERELDERELDER

ELDER



A man of aA man of authority, uthority, originallyoriginally an older  an older man in theman in the patriarch patriarchal family al family and socialand social structure struc structure.structure. Elders of Elders of Israel (H Israel (Heb. eb. zaœqeänzaœqeän) are ment) are mentioned as eioned as early as Exarly as Exod. 3:16, od. 3:16, od. 3:16, 18, 3:16, 18, and groupsand groups called “e called “elders” serlders” serve a varieve a variety of functy of functions in vtions in various conarious contexts throtextsconcontexts tcontexts throughout hroughout the OT. Elthe OT. Elders sometders sometimes repreimes represent the wsent the whole peoplhole people or indive or inde or individualindividual cities (e cities (e.g., Exod..g., Exod. 19:7-8; 2 19:7-8; 24:1, 9; De4:1, 9; Deut. 21:1-9ut. 21:1-9; Judg. 11; Judg. 11:4-11); so:4-11); sometimes thmetimessosometimes sometimes they servethey serve as govern as governing authoring authorities (e.gities (e.g., Josh. 2., Josh. 20:4; 2 Kgs0:4; 2 Kgs. 10:1, 5;. 10:1, 5; Ezra 6:7- Ezra Ezra 6:7-8Ezra 6:7-8), sometim), sometimes as judges as judges (e.g., es (e.g., Deut. 21:1Deut. 21:18-21; Ruth8-21; Ruth 4:1-12; 1 4:1-12; 1 Kgs. 21:8 Kgs. 21:8-14), and -14)21:821:8-14), 21:8-14), and sometiand sometimes as advmes as advisors (e.gisors (e.g,, 2 Sam. ,, 2 Sam. 17:4, 15; 17:4, 15; 1 Kgs. 20:1 Kgs. 20:7-8). The 7-8). The institutioinstitinstitutioinstitution continuen continued in laterd in later times, wi times, with councilth councils of elders of elders (Gk. s (Gk. presbyéterpresbyéterosos) serving ) se) serving boserving both administh administrative antrative and judiciald judicial functions functions in local  in local Jewish comJewish communities, munities, as well asas weas well as rewell as representingpresenting the commu the community to ounity to outside authtside authorities (eorities (e.g., Jdt. .g., Jdt. 7:23; 11:17:23; 11:14; 1 Macc.4; 1 M4; 1 Macc. 12:3Macc. 12:35; Mark 115; Mark 11:27; 15:1;:27; 15:1; Acts 4:5- Acts 4:5-8; 24:1). 8; 24:1). The highesThe highest such cout such council was tncil was the Sanhedrhe tthe Sanhedthe Sanhedrin in Jerrin in Jerusalem. Sousalem. Some early Cme early Christian christian communitiesommunities adapted t adapted this instithis institution for utinstitinstitutioinstitution for thein for their own gover own governance. 2 rnance. 2 John 1 andJohn 1 and 3 John 1  3 John 1 are the onare the only instancly instances in bibles ies in biblicain biblical and earll and early Christiay Christian literatun literature where are where an individun individual is desial is designated “thgnated “the elder,” e eldere elder,” wielder,” with no mentth no mention of a bion of a body of eldody of elders. The eers. The exact positxact position being ion being claimed isclaimed is therefore th therefore therefore unclear, bunclear, but evidentut evidently this “ely this “elder” was lder” was of such stof such stature thatature that he could  he could be identifbe idbe identifiedidentified by the ti by the title alone.tle alone.

A man of authority, originally an older man in the patriarchal family and social 
structure. Elders of Israel (Heb. zaœqeän) are mentioned as early as Exod. 
3:16, 18, and groups called “elders” serve a variety of functions in various 
contexts throughout the OT. Elders sometimes represent the whole people or 
individual cities (e.g., Exod. 19:7-8; 24:1, 9; Deut. 21:1-9; Judg. 11:4-11); 
sometimes they serve as governing authorities (e.g., Josh. 20:4; 2 Kgs. 10:1, 5; 
Ezra 6:7-8), sometimes as judges (e.g., Deut. 21:18-21; Ruth 4:1-12; 1 Kgs. 
21:8-14), and sometimes as advisors (e.g,, 2 Sam. 17:4, 15; 1 Kgs. 20:7-8). The 
institution continued in later times, with councils of elders (Gk. presbyéteros) 
serving both administrative and judicial functions in local Jewish communities, as 
well as representing the community to outside authorities (e.g., Jdt. 7:23; 11:14; 1 
Macc. 12:35; Mark 11:27; 15:1; Acts 4:5-8; 24:1). The highest such council was 
the Sanhedrin in Jerusalem. Some early Christian communities adapted this 
institution for their own governance. 2 John 1 and 3 John 1 are the only instances 
in biblical and early Christian literature where an individual is designated “the 
elder,” with no mention of a body of elders. The exact position being claimed is 
therefore unclear, but evidently this “elder” was of such stature that he could be 
identified by the title alone.

�SeeSee  PRESBYTER,PRESBYTER, PRESBYTER PRESBYTERY.Y.Y.

See PRESBYTER, PRESBYTERY.

David RensDavid Rensbergerberger

David Rensberger

ELEADELEAD (Heb.  (Heb. }el{aœd�}el{aœd�)))

ELEAD (Heb. }el{aœd� )

One of theOne of the sons of E sons of Ephraim kilphraim killed by theled by the inhabitan inhabitants of Gathts of Gath while rai while raiding theirding their cattle (1 cat cattle (1 cattle (1 Chr. 7:21)Chr. 7:21)..

One of the sons of Ephraim killed by the inhabitants of Gath while raiding their 
cattle (1 Chr. 7:21).

ELEADAHELEADAH (Heb.  (Heb. }el{aœd�a®}el{aœd�a®)))

ELEADAH (Heb. }el{aœd�a® )

A descendaA descendant of Ephrnt of Ephraim (1 Chraim (1 Chr. 7:20).. 7:20).

A descendant of Ephraim (1 Chr. 7:20).

ELEALEHELEALEH (Heb.  (Heb. }el{aœleäh}el{aœleäh)))

ELEALEH (Heb. }el{aœleäh)

A Moabite A Moabite town assoctown associated withiated with nearby He nearby Heshbon in tshbon in the judgmenhe judgment oracles t oracles in Isa. 15in Isa. 15in Isa. 15:4; 16:915:4; 16:9; Jer. 48:; Jer. 48:34. Ancien34. Ancient Elealeh t Elealeh (“God is A(“God is Ascending”)scending”) has been  has been identifiedidentified with mode with with moderwith modern n el-{Alel-{Al (228136), (228136), ca. 2.5 k ca. 2.5 km. (1.5 mim. (1.5 mi.) NE of H.) NE of Heshbon. Theshbon. The plateau e plateau north of tnonorth of tnorth of the Arnon Rhe Arnon River was wiver was well-suitedell-suited for grazi for grazing, so theng, so the livestock livestock that the  that the wealthy trweawealthy trwealthy tribes of Reibes of Reuben and Guben and Gad sought ad sought and receivand received from Moed from Moses in retses in return for miurn for murn for military smilitary service madervice made this aree this area a valuaba a valuable possessle possession (Num. ion (Num. 32:3, 37).32:3, 37). The Reube The Reubenites builniReubeReubenitesReubenites built (i. built (i.e., rebuile., rebuilt or fortit or fortified) Heshfied) Heshbon and Elbon and Elealeh (Numealeh (Num. 32:37). . 32:37). Though notThouThough notThough not named by  named by the Moabitthe Moabite Stone ame Stone among those ong those towns taketowns taken from Isrn from Israel, Elealael, Eleael, Elealeh anElealeh and other sed other settlements ttlements in the tabin the tableland felleland fell under Mol under Moabite contabite control when Krol when King Mesha inKKing MeshaKing Mesha revolted  revolted against Isagainst Israelite ruraelite rule ca. 830le ca. 830  B.C.B.C. It remain It remained as suched as such at the ti at the time of Jeremtitime of Jetime of Jeremiah’s oremiah’s oracle agairacle against Moab (nst Moab (ca. 600).ca. 600).ca. 600).

A Moabite town associated with nearby Heshbon in the judgment oracles in Isa. 
15:4; 16:9; Jer. 48:34. Ancient Elealeh (“God is Ascending”) has been identified 
with modern el-{Al (228136), ca. 2.5 km. (1.5 mi.) NE of Heshbon. The plateau 
north of the Arnon River was well-suited for grazing, so the livestock that the 
wealthy tribes of Reuben and Gad sought and received from Moses in return for 
military service made this area a valuable possession (Num. 32:3, 37). The 
Reubenites built (i.e., rebuilt or fortified) Heshbon and Elealeh (Num. 32:37). 
Though not named by the Moabite Stone among those towns taken from Israel, 
Elealeh and other settlements in the tableland fell under Moabite control when 
King Mesha revolted against Israelite rule ca. 830 B.C. It remained as such at the 
time of Jeremiah’s oracle against Moab (ca. 600).



Robert DelRobert Delsnydersnyder

Robert Delsnyder

ELEASAHELEASAH (Heb.  (Heb. }el{aœsía®}el{aœsía®)))

ELEASAH (Heb. }el{aœsía®)

�1.1. A Judahit A Judahite, son of e, son of Helez of tHelez of the lineagehe lineage of Jerahm of Jerahmeel (1 Chreel (1 Chr. 2:39-40). 2:39-40)...

1. A Judahite, son of Helez of the lineage of Jerahmeel (1 Chr. 2:39-40).

�2.2. The son o The son of Raphah, f Raphah, and a descand a descendant of endant of Saul and JSaul and Jonathan (1onathan (1 Chr. 8:37 Chr. 8:37). At 1 Ch). At). At 1 Chr. At 1 Chr. 9:43 he is9:43 he is said to b said to be the son e the son of Rephaiaof Rephaiah.h.

2. The son of Raphah, and a descendant of Saul and Jonathan (1 Chr. 8:37). 
At 1 Chr. 9:43 he is said to be the son of Rephaiah.

ELEAZARELEAZAR (Heb.  (Heb. }el{aœzaœr}el{aœzaœr) (also AV) (also AVARAN)ARAN)ARAN)

ELEAZAR (Heb. }el{aœzaœr) (also AVARAN)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Aaron, aloAaron, along with Nang with Nadab, Abihudab, Abihu, and Itha, and Ithamar (Exod.mar (Exod. 6:23), al 6:23), all of whom l of wl of whom were whom were consecrateconsecrated to the pd to the priestly ofriestly office (Exodfice (Exod. 28:1). W. 28:1). While the Ihile the Israelites sraelites were campewewere campewere camped at the fd at the foot of Mt.oot of Mt. Sinai, th Sinai, the two oldee two older brothersr brothers, Nadab an, Nadab and Abihu, “d Abihu, “offered uno““offered u“offered unholy firenholy fire before th before the Lord” ane Lord” and so God dd so God destroyed testroyed them with fhem with fire (Lev. ire (Lev. 10:1-2). E110:1-2). E10:1-2). Eleazar andleazar and his young his younger brotherer brother Ithamar w Ithamar were then pere then placed in claced in charge of tharge of the tent ofhetthe tent othe tent of meeting,f meeting, and throu and through them thgh them the line of e line of priestly dpriestly descent froescent from Aaron ism Aaron is traced. E tr traced. Eltraced. Eleazar seemeazar seems to have s to have held a “seheld a “senior” posinior” position. In Ntion. In Num. 3:32; um. 3:32; 4:16 he is4:16 he is described des described described as “chief as “chief over the lover the leaders of eaders of the Levitethe Levites,” in chas,” in charge of allrge of all matters p matters pertaining ertainppertainingpertaining to transp to transportation oortation of the tabef the tabernacle. Mornacle. Moses named ses named Joshua as Joshua as his succeshis successor, but usosuccessuccessor,successor, but under but under the direc the direction of Eltion of Eleazar (Numeazar (Num. 27:18-23. 27:18-23). Sixteen). Sixteen divisions divisions of postex of of postexiof postexilic priestlic priests were asss were assigned to Eigned to Eleazar andleazar and eight to  eight to Ithamar (1Ithamar (1 Chr. 24). Chr. 24). Zadok and Zad Zadok and Zadok and Ezra traceEzra trace their pri their priestly anceestly ancestry throustry through Eleazargh Eleazar (1 Chr. 6 (1 Chr. 6:3-8, 50-5:3-8, 50-53[MT 5:29–3[M50-550-53[MT 550-53[MT 5:29–34; 6::29–34; 6:35–38]; 2435–38]; 24:3; Ezra 7:3; Ezra 7:1-5).:1-5).:1-5).

1. A son of Aaron, along with Nadab, Abihu, and Ithamar (Exod. 6:23), all of 
whom were consecrated to the priestly office (Exod. 28:1). While the Israelites 
were camped at the foot of Mt. Sinai, the two older brothers, Nadab and Abihu, 
“offered unholy fire before the Lord” and so God destroyed them with fire (Lev. 
10:1-2). Eleazar and his younger brother Ithamar were then placed in charge of 
the tent of meeting, and through them the line of priestly descent from Aaron is 
traced. Eleazar seems to have held a “senior” position. In Num. 3:32; 4:16 he is 
described as “chief over the leaders of the Levites,” in charge of all matters 
pertaining to transportation of the tabernacle. Moses named Joshua as his 
successor, but under the direction of Eleazar (Num. 27:18-23). Sixteen divisions 
of postexilic priests were assigned to Eleazar and eight to Ithamar (1 Chr. 24). 
Zadok and Ezra trace their priestly ancestry through Eleazar (1 Chr. 6:3-8, 
50-53[MT 5:29–34; 6:35–38]; 24:3; Ezra 7:1-5).

�2.2. The son o The son of Abinadabf Abinadab of Kiriat of Kiriath-jearim (h-jearim (1 Sam. 7:11 Sam. 7:1; 2 Sam. 6; 2 Sam. 6:3-4). He :3-4). He was a guarwas a was a guardiana guardian of the ar of the ark of the ck of the covenant anovenant and father od father of Uzzah anf Uzzah and Ahio, whd Ahio, who transfero transferred it to retransfertransferretransferred it to Kid it to King David (ng David (2 Sam. 6:22 Sam. 6:2-7).-7).-7).

2. The son of Abinadab of Kiriath-jearim (1 Sam. 7:1; 2 Sam. 6:3-4). He was 
a guardian of the ark of the covenant and father of Uzzah and Ahio, who 
transferred it to King David (2 Sam. 6:2-7).

�3.3. The son o The son of Dodo; onf Dodo; one of Davide of David’s three m’s three mighty men ighty men who helpedwho helped in his ba in his battle againttlbabattle agabattle against the Pinst the Philistineshilistines (2 Sam. 2 (2 Sam. 23:9; 1 Chr3:9; 1 Chr. 11:12). . 11:12). According According to 2 Sam. to 2 Sam. 23:13-17; 23:1323:13-17; 23:13-17; 1 Chr. 11:1 Chr. 11:15-19 the 15-19 the three wentthree went to Bethle to Bethlehem when them when the Philisthe Philistines occupines occupines occupied ioccupied it and brout and brought water ght water from its wfrom its well to Davell to David in the id in the cave of Adcave of Adullam.ullam.ullam.

3. The son of Dodo; one of David’s three mighty men who helped in his 
battle against the Philistines (2 Sam. 23:9; 1 Chr. 11:12). According to 2 Sam. 
23:13-17; 1 Chr. 11:15-19 the three went to Bethlehem when the Philistines 
occupied it and brought water from its well to David in the cave of Adullam.

�4. The son4. The son of Mahli, of Mahli, a Merarit a Merarite. He was e. He was a Levite wa Levite who had no ho had no sons, so hsons, so his daughteis daugis daughters daughters married thmarried their cousineir cousins, the sons, the sons of Kish s of Kish (1 Chr. 23(1 Chr. 23:21-22; 24:21-22; 24:28).:28).:28).

4. The son of Mahli, a Merarite. He was a Levite who had no sons, so his 
daughters married their cousins, the sons of Kish (1 Chr. 23:21-22; 24:28).

�5. The son5. The son of Phineh of Phinehas, a prieas, a priest who accst who accompanied Eompanied Ezra from Bzra from Babylon to abylon to Jerusalem JerusJerusalem Jerusalem and helpedand helped inventory inventory the retur the returned templened temple treasury  treasury (Ezra 8:33(Ezra 8:33).).).

5. The son of Phinehas, a priest who accompanied Ezra from Babylon to 
Jerusalem and helped inventory the returned temple treasury (Ezra 8:33).

�6. A pries6. A priest who tookt who took part in t part in the dedicathe dedication of theion of the wall of J wall of Jerusalem (erusalem (Neh. 12:42Neh. 12:Neh. 12:42); pe12:42); perhaps the rhaps the same as same as 5 5 above.above.above.

6. A priest who took part in the dedication of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. 
12:42); perhaps the same as 5 above.

�7. A son o7. A son of Parosh, f Parosh, one of a gone of a group of meroup of men who put n who put away theiraway their foreign w foreign wives at thives aives at the insat the insistence ofistence of Ezra (Ezr Ezra (Ezra 10:25).a 10:25).a 10:25).

7. A son of Parosh, one of a group of men who put away their foreign wives 
at the insistence of Ezra (Ezra 10:25).

�8. Also ca8. Also called Avaralled Avaran; the sonn; the son of Mattat of Mattathias, the hias, the brother ofbrother of Judas Mac Judas Maccabeus (1 cabeus (cabeus (1 Macc. 2(1 Macc. 2:5; 6:43-4:5; 6:43-44; 2 Macc.4; 2 Macc. 8:23). He 8:23). He was crush was crushed to deated to death when he h when he killed an killed an elephant ieleelephant ielephant in battle an battle at Beth-zect Beth-zecharaiah (1haraiah (1 Macc. 6:4 Macc. 6:44-46).4-46).4-46).

8. Also called Avaran; the son of Mattathias, the brother of Judas Maccabeus 
(1 Macc. 2:5; 6:43-44; 2 Macc. 8:23). He was crushed to death when he killed an 
elephant in battle at Beth-zecharaiah (1 Macc. 6:44-46).

�9.9. The fathe The father of Jasonr of Jason, chosen t, chosen to be part o be part of Judas Mof Judas Maccabeus’ accabeus’ emissary temissary to Rome (1 o Romo Rome (1 MaRome (1 Macc. 8:17).cc. 8:17).

9. The father of Jason, chosen to be part of Judas Maccabeus’ emissary to 



Rome (1 Macc. 8:17).

�10.10. A high-ra A high-ranking scrinking scribe “in hisbe “in his ninetieth ninetieth year” who year” who refused t refused to eat swino eat swine’s flesh e’s flee’s flesh duriflesh during a sacring a sacrificial meaficial meal institutl instituted by Antied by Antiochus IV Eochus IV Epiphanes. piphanes. Those in cThose in charge of thargeccharge of charge of the ritualthe ritual tried to  tried to save Eleazsave Eleazar from maar from martyrdom byrtyrdom by urging hi urging him to bringm to bring his own m h his own mehis own meat to the at to the sacrifice sacrifice and only pand only pretend to retend to eat the poeat the pork, but Elrk, but Eleazar refueazar refused and wasedrefurefused anrefused and was put d was put to death (to death (2 Macc. 6:2 Macc. 6:18-31).18-31).18-31).

10. A high-ranking scribe “in his ninetieth year” who refused to eat swine’s 
flesh during a sacrificial meal instituted by Antiochus IV Epiphanes. Those in 
charge of the ritual tried to save Eleazar from martyrdom by urging him to bring 
his own meat to the sacrifice and only pretend to eat the pork, but Eleazar 
refused and was put to death (2 Macc. 6:18-31).

�11.11. According According to Matthe to Matthew’s genealw’s genealogy, an anogy, an ancestor of cestor of Joseph, thJoseph, the husband e husband of Mary (Mofof Mary (Mof Mary (Matt. 1:15)att. 1:15)...

11. According to Matthew’s genealogy, an ancestor of Joseph, the husband 
of Mary (Matt. 1:15).

Nancy L. dNancy L. deClaissé-WeClaissé-Walfordalford

Nancy L. deClaissé-Walford

ELECT LADYELECT LADY

ELECT LADY

A title apA title appearing onpearing only in 2 Joly in 2 John 1, 5. Thn 1, 5. The “elect he “elect lady” (Gk.lady” (Gk.  eklekteäí eklekteäí kyriíakyriía) is said ) is sai) is said to hasaid to have childreve children and an en and an elect sistelect sister, who alsr, who also has chilo has children. Somedren. Some scholars  scholars identify hidenidentify hidentify her as a hoer as a house churchuse church leader wh leader whom “the elom “the elder” is wrder” is writing to eiting to encourage ancourage and warn nondaand warn nand warn not to receot to receive deceivive deceivers into hers into her house cer house church. In hurch. In that case,that case, some of h some of her childreerhher childrher children are groen are grown and herwn and her physical  physical sister livsister lives in the es in the city from city from which the which the elder is welderelder is welder is writing. Moriting. Most scholarst scholars now belis now believe the “eeve the “elect lady”lect lady” is a chur is a church, the “cch, the “children” bhildre“c“children”“children” being the being the members o members of the churf the church. The “sch. The “sister” wouister” would then beld then be the churc the churc the church in church in the city fthe city from which rom which “the elder“the elder” is writi” is writing.ng.ng.

A title appearing only in 2 John 1, 5. The “elect lady” (Gk. eklekteäí kyriía) is 
said to have children and an elect sister, who also has children. Some scholars 
identify her as a house church leader whom “the elder” is writing to encourage 
and warn not to receive deceivers into her house church. In that case, some of 
her children are grown and her physical sister lives in the city from which the 
elder is writing. Most scholars now believe the “elect lady” is a church, the 
“children” being the members of the church. The “sister” would then be the 
church in the city from which “the elder” is writing.

Peter H. DPeter H. Davidsavids

Peter H. Davids

ELECTIONELECTIONELECTION

ELECTION

Although tAlthough the terms “he terms “elect” andelect” and “election “election” do not a” do not appear withppear with great fre great frequency in quency in most Englimmost Englimost English translash translations, thetions, the range of  range of terms assoterms associated witciated with them indh them indicate theiicate their importanr imr importanceimportance in biblic in biblical theologal theology. While ey. While election islection is associate associated also witd also with such worh such words as “calds ads as “call/cas “call/calling,” “alling,” “covenant,”covenant,” “predesti “predestine,” “forene,” “foreordain,” aordain,” and “peoplend “people of God,”  of God,” the primarthe pthe primary woprimary word for exprd for expressing thressing the concept e concept of electioof election is the Hn is the Hebrew verbebrew verb  bh�rbh�r (Gk.  (G (Gk. (Gk. eklégomaieklégomai), commonl), commonly renderedy rendered “choose.” “choose.” While the While the term can  term can be used inbe used in the ordin the the ordinathe ordinary sense ory sense of human chf human choice (cf. oice (cf. Gen. 13:11Gen. 13:11; 1 Sam. 1; 1 Sam. 17:40), it 7:40), it is employeis employed primarild pd primarily primarily to describto describe God’s ine God’s initiative iitiative in choosingn choosing a people  a people or individor individuals for huals for his purposeis puris purposes.purposes.

Although the terms “elect” and “election” do not appear with great frequency in 
most English translations, the range of terms associated with them indicate their 
importance in biblical theology. While election is associated also with such words 
as “call/calling,” “covenant,” “predestine,” “foreordain,” and “people of God,” the 
primary word for expressing the concept of election is the Hebrew verb bh�r  
(Gk. eklégomai), commonly rendered “choose.” While the term can be used in 
the ordinary sense of human choice (cf. Gen. 13:11; 1 Sam. 17:40), it is employed 
primarily to describe God’s initiative in choosing a people or individuals for his 
purposes.

Old TestamOld Testamentent

Old Testament

The classiThe classical formulcal formulation of tation of the doctrinhe doctrine of electe of election is Deuion is Deut. 7:6-11.t. 7:6-11. Israel is Israel is told: “Yo told: “ told: “You are a“You are a people ho people holy to the ly to the Lord your Lord your God; the LGod; the Lord your Gord your God has od has chosenchosen you out o you o you out of allout of all the peopl the peoples on eartes on earth to be hih to be his people, s people, his treasuhis treasured possesred possession” (v. sion” (v. 6). God 6). G6). God God chosechose Israel, n Israel, not becauseot because of her su of her superior numperior numbers or mobers or morality, burality, but because t because of his lovofof his lovof his love. This ele. This election of ection of Israel is Israel is expressed expressed in God’s rin God’s redeeming pedeeming power and fower and fidelity toideliffidelity tfidelity to the oatho the oath sworn to  sworn to Israel’s fIsrael’s fathers. Thathers. Thus, as theus, as the author’s  author’s developmendevelopment of this t of t of this thof this theme througeme throughout Deutehout Deuteronomy demronomy demonstrates onstrates (cf. Deut.(cf. Deut. 4:19-24;  4:19-24; 10:14-22; 10:14-2210:14-22; 10:14-22; 14:2; 26:114:2; 26:18-19), God8-19), God’s electio’s election of Israen of Israel is the el is the expression xpression of his steof his steadfast lovadfaststesteadfast steadfast love and flove and fidelity toidelity to the promi the promises that hses that he had swore had sworn to the fn to the fathers. Inathers. Indeed, IsradeedInIndeed, IsIndeed, Israel’s hisrael’s history and dtory and destiny — testiny — the promisehe promises to Abrahs to Abraham, the Exam, the Exodus from odus from odus from Egyptfrom Egypt, and the , and the continuingcontinuing promise o promise of protectif protection from enon from enemies — aremies — are aspects e aspectse aspects ofaspects of Israel’s  Israel’s election (election (7:8–10). A7:8–10). As a conseqs a consequence of Guence of God’s choicod’s choice of Israee of Israel, those wl, thl, those who those who are chosenare chosen are now r are now required toequired to keep the  keep the commandmencommandments of the ts of the One who haOne wOne who has elwho has elected themected them (7:11), f (7:11), for the divor the divine electiine election demandson demands the obedi the obedient responent responent response oresponse of God’s pef God’s people.ople.ople.

The classical formulation of the doctrine of election is Deut. 7:6-11. Israel is told: 
“You are a people holy to the Lord your God; the Lord your God has chosen you 
out of all the peoples on earth to be his people, his treasured possession” (v. 6). 
God chose Israel, not because of her superior numbers or morality, but because 
of his love. This election of Israel is expressed in God’s redeeming power and 
fidelity to the oath sworn to Israel’s fathers. Thus, as the author’s development 



of this theme throughout Deuteronomy demonstrates (cf. Deut. 4:19-24; 
10:14-22; 14:2; 26:18-19), God’s election of Israel is the expression of his 
steadfast love and fidelity to the promises that he had sworn to the fathers. 
Indeed, Israel’s history and destiny — the promises to Abraham, the Exodus 
from Egypt, and the continuing promise of protection from enemies — are 
aspects of Israel’s election (7:8–10). As a consequence of God’s choice of Israel, 
those who are chosen are now required to keep the commandments of the One 
who has elected them (7:11), for the divine election demands the obedient 
response of God’s people.

�The concepThe concept of electt of election is mosion is most thorought thoroughly developly developed in the ed in the prophetic prophetic literatureliteratliteratureliterature, especial, especially in the ly in the work of thwork of the anonymoue anonymous prophet s prophet of the Babof the Babylonian Exylonian Exile known ileExExile knowExile known as Seconn as Second Isaiah. d Isaiah. In a perioIn a period of natiod of national despainal despair over Isrr over Israel’s defeael’s defeat, the prat, that, the prophethe prophet offers at offers a word of c word of comfort (Isomfort (Isa. 40:9), a. 40:9), indicatingindicating that Isra that Israel has notel has not been reje been been rejecbeen rejected (41:9)ted (41:9). Indeed, . Indeed, he refers he refers to Israel to Israel as God’s “as God’s “chosen” sechosen” seven times ven times (41:8–9; 4(41(41:8–9; 4(41:8–9; 43:10, 20; 3:10, 20; 44:1–2; 4544:1–2; 45:4), of wh:4), of which all buich all but one refet one reference (43:rence (43:20) connec20) connect the termt tht the term wthe term with the miith the mission of tssion of the servanthe servant who will  who will be a “lighbe a “light to the nt to the nations, thations, that my salvat mat my salvatimy salvation may reaon may reach to the ch to the end of theend of the earth” (4 earth” (49:6). Thus9:6). Thus the langu the language of eleage of election in 2ctioeleelection ielection in 2 Isaiahn 2 Isaiah serves as serves as the assur the assurance to a ance to a despairingdespairing people th people that Israel at Israel has a futuhas a fhas a future thafuture that involvest involves, not only, not only Israel’s  Israel’s survival, survival, but a blesbut a blessing to alsing to all nations.l nations.

The concept of election is most thoroughly developed in the prophetic 
literature, especially in the work of the anonymous prophet of the Babylonian 
Exile known as Second Isaiah. In a period of national despair over Israel’s defeat, 
the prophet offers a word of comfort (Isa. 40:9), indicating that Israel has not 
been rejected (41:9). Indeed, he refers to Israel as God’s “chosen” seven times 
(41:8–9; 43:10, 20; 44:1–2; 45:4), of which all but one reference (43:20) connect 
the term with the mission of the servant who will be a “light to the nations, that 
my salvation may reach to the end of the earth” (49:6). Thus the language of 
election in 2 Isaiah serves as the assurance to a despairing people that Israel has a 
future that involves, not only Israel’s survival, but a blessing to all nations.

�Because elBecause election is ection is associatedassociated with Isra with Israel’s covenel’s covenantal obliantal obligations, tgations, the prophethe prophehe prophets oprophets occasionallccasionally reflect y reflect on the conon the consequences sequences of Israel’of Israel’s failure s failure to honor hto honor her specialer ser special respecial relationshiplationship to God. A to God. Amos appealmos appeals to the es to the election oflection of Israel wh Israel when he annoen he announces Israunannoannounces announces Israel’s pIsrael’s punishment unishment (“You only(“You only have I kn have I known of allown of all the famil the families of theies of the earth; th ea earth; theearth; therefore I wrefore I will punishill punish you,” Amo you,” Amos 3:2; cf.s 3:2; cf. 9:7). Isa 9:7). Isa. 65 disti. 65 distinguishes bnguishes between a “etweenbbetween a between a “rebelliou“rebellious people” s people” (v. 2) who(v. 2) who do not ke do not keep the covep the covenant (vv.enant (vv. 2–8, 11–1 2–8, 11–1 2–8, 11–12) and11–12) and God’s “ch God’s “chosen” (vv.osen” (vv. 9, 15), w 9, 15), who have reho have remained faimained faithful. Godthful. God promises  promises  promises fpromises future blesuture blessings for sings for his servanhis servants, but puts, but punishment fnishment for the rebor the rebellious peellious people (cf. oplepepeople (cfpeople (cf. Isa. 65:. Isa. 65:15). This 15). This distinctiodistinction between n between the promisthe promises for thees for the “chosen”  “chosen” and the puandand the puand the punishment fnishment for the disor the disobedient robedient reflects aneflects an initial s initial stage in thtage in the distincte distinction betweeion beion between “tbetween “the chosen”he chosen” and the r and the remainder oemainder of Israel.f Israel.

Because election is associated with Israel’s covenantal obligations, the 
prophets occasionally reflect on the consequences of Israel’s failure to honor her 
special relationship to God. Amos appeals to the election of Israel when he 
announces Israel’s punishment (“You only have I known of all the families of the 
earth; therefore I will punish you,” Amos 3:2; cf. 9:7). Isa. 65 distinguishes 
between a “rebellious people” (v. 2) who do not keep the covenant (vv. 2–8, 
11–12) and God’s “chosen” (vv. 9, 15), who have remained faithful. God 
promises future blessings for his servants, but punishment for the rebellious 
people (cf. Isa. 65:15). This distinction between the promises for the “chosen” 
and the punishment for the disobedient reflects an initial stage in the distinction 
between “the chosen” and the remainder of Israel.

New TestamNew Testamentent

New Testament

The varietThe variety of NT wiy of NT witnesses whtnesses which incorpich incorporate the orate the vocabularyvocabulary of electi of election attestson attests to the co t to the conto the continuing sitinuing significancegnificance of this c of this concept in oncept in the early the early church. Cochurch. Common termsmmon terms are the “ a are the “eare the “elect” lect” (eklektoœs(eklektoœs),), “election “election” ” (eklogeäí)(eklogeäí),, and the v and the verb “chooserb “choose” e” (eklégomai(eklég(eklégomai(eklégomai)) or terms  or terms that belonthat belong to the sg to the same semantame semantic range (ic range (e.g., “cale.g., “call,” l,” kaléoœkaléoœ). Althoug)kaléoœkaléoœ). Akaléoœ). Although itlthough it can be us can be used for an ed for an individualindividual who is ch who is chosen for aosen for a specific  specific mission (emissmission (emission (e.g., Paul .g., Paul in Acts 9:in Acts 9:15), the p15), the primary sigrimary significance nificance of electioof election lies in n lies in its designits designits designatiodesignation of both n of both Jesus ChriJesus Christ and thest and the community community of faith. of faith.

The variety of NT witnesses which incorporate the vocabulary of election attests 
to the continuing significance of this concept in the early church. Common terms 
are the “elect” (eklektoœs), “election” (eklogeäí), and the verb “choose” 
(eklégomai) or terms that belong to the same semantic range (e.g., “call,” 
kaléoœ). Although it can be used for an individual who is chosen for a specific 
mission (e.g., Paul in Acts 9:15), the primary significance of election lies in its 
designation of both Jesus Christ and the community of faith.



Jesus ChriJesus Christstst

Jesus Christ

According According to 1 Pet. to 1 Pet. 2:4, 6 Jes2:4, 6 Jesus Christ us Christ is the “stis the “stone” that one” that was rejectwas rejected by men ed by men but butbut but chosenchosen by God. A by God. Although NTlthough NT writers o writers only rarelynly rarely describe  describe Christ as Christ as the “chosethe “chosen one” (cfn“chose“chosen on“chosen one” (cf. the” (cf. the comment e comment of scofferof scoffers in Luke s in Luke 23:35; Joh23:35; John 1:34), tn 1:34), this christhis christological cologchristchristologchristological claimical claim plays an  plays an important important role neverrole nevertheless, ftheless, for the NT or the NT frequentlyfrequently cites pas cite cites passcites passages from ages from the OT whithe OT which resonatch resonate with thee with the election  election theme. 1 Ptheme. 1 Peter’s refeter’s reference to erefreference reference to Christ to Christ as the choas the chosen one (2sen one (2:4, 6) com:4, 6) comes from Ises from Isa. 28:16 (a. 28:16 (cf. Matt. cf. Matt. 21:42; Rom21:421:42; Rom21:42; Rom. 9:33; al. 9:33; also Eph. 2:so Eph. 2:20). Simil20). Similarly, numearly, numerous NT wrrous NT writers giveiters give a christo a christological inlogichristochristologchristological interical interpretation pretation of the Serof the Servant Songsvant Songs of Isa. 4 of Isa. 40-55 (Matt0-55 (Matt. 3:17 par. 3:17 par.; 8:17; 2.; 8:17.; 8:17; 20:28:17; 20:28 par.; Ac8 par.; Acts 8:32-33ts 8:32-33; 1 Pet. 2; 1 Pet. 2:21-25), w:21-25), which descrhich describe the chibe the chosen one.osen one.

According to 1 Pet. 2:4, 6 Jesus Christ is the “stone” that was rejected by men 
but chosen by God. Although NT writers only rarely describe Christ as the 
“chosen one” (cf. the comment of scoffers in Luke 23:35; John 1:34), this 
christological claim plays an important role nevertheless, for the NT frequently 
cites passages from the OT which resonate with the election theme. 1 Peter’s 
reference to Christ as the chosen one (2:4, 6) comes from Isa. 28:16 (cf. Matt. 
21:42; Rom. 9:33; also Eph. 2:20). Similarly, numerous NT writers give a 
christological interpretation of the Servant Songs of Isa. 40-55 (Matt. 3:17 par.; 
8:17; 20:28 par.; Acts 8:32-33; 1 Pet. 2:21-25), which describe the chosen one.

The CommunThe Community of Faiity of Faiththth

The Community of Faith

The NT mosThe NT most commonlyt commonly employs e employs election telection terminology rminology to describto describe the comme the community of funitycommcommunity community of faith. of faith. In the SynIn the Synoptic tradoptic tradition “theition “the elect” ar elect” are the faite the faithful who ahful who appeal to Gppeaaappeal to appeal to God for viGod for vindication ndication (Luke 18:7(Luke 18:7) and who ) and who withstand withstand the eschatthe eschatological tological tribulationrittribulatiotribulations (Matt. ns (Matt. 24:22, 24)24:22, 24) before th before the Christ ce Christ comes to “gomes to “gather his ather his elect” (v.elect” (v. 31). Paul 31). 31). Paul 31). Paul also emploalso employs electioys election languagen language to descri to describe his combe his communities. munities. He remindsHe reminds them of t t them of ththem of their electieir election (1 Theson (1 Thess. 1:4; cfs. 1:4; cf. Col. 3:1. Col. 3:12). Indeed2). Indeed, he appea, he appeals to the ls to the election telectioelection telection tradition tradition to explain o explain to the Corto the Corinthians tinthians that such ahat such a community community composed  composed primarily pprimarily primarily of the lowof the lower classeser classes is the re is the result of Gosult of God’s electid’s election of the on of the weak and fweak and foolish thioolisffoolish thfoolish things of things of the world (1e world (1 Cor. 1:27 Cor. 1:27-28). The -28). The cross itsecross itself is nothlf is nothing less ting less than an exahan anhan an examplean example of God’s  of God’s sovereign sovereign choice (1 choice (1 Cor. 1:21)Cor. 1:21)...

The NT most commonly employs election terminology to describe the 
community of faith. In the Synoptic tradition “the elect” are the faithful who 
appeal to God for vindication (Luke 18:7) and who withstand the eschatological 
tribulations (Matt. 24:22, 24) before the Christ comes to “gather his elect” (v. 
31). Paul also employs election language to describe his communities. He reminds 
them of their election (1 Thess. 1:4; cf. Col. 3:12). Indeed, he appeals to the 
election tradition to explain to the Corinthians that such a community composed 
primarily of the lower classes is the result of God’s election of the weak and 
foolish things of the world (1 Cor. 1:27-28). The cross itself is nothing less than 
an example of God’s sovereign choice (1 Cor. 1:21).

�The presenThe presence of the ce of the Gentiles iGentiles in the Churn the Church and thech and the rejection rejection of the go of the gospel by Jespel byspel by Jews prby Jews provide Paulovide Paul the occas the occasion for hiion for his most thos most thorough deverough development oflopment of the conce the conce the concept ofconcept of election  election in Rom. 9-in Rom. 9-11. The qu11. The question thaestion that dominatet dominates chs. 9—1s chs. 9—11 is: Has 1 is: Has God’s elecGGod’s elecGod’s election of Istion of Israel failerael failed? In his d? In his answer, Paanswer, Paul affirmsul affirms in 9:6–29 in 9:6–29 that the  that the present sipresentpresent sipresent situation, ituation, in which Gen which Gentiles prentiles predominate, dominate, is a resulis a result of God’st of God’s sovereign sovereign choice. J cho choice. Juchoice. Just as Israst as Israel’s entirel’s entire history e history rests on Grests on God’s electod’s election, the pion, the presence ofresence of Gentiles  Gent Gentiles iGentiles is a manifes a manifestation ofstation of God’s cho God’s choice. Accorice. According to 9:ding to 9:30—10:21 t30—10:21 the gospel he gospel has gone ohhas gone ohas gone out to Israut to Israel, which el, which bears the bears the responsibiresponsibility for ility for its own dists own disobedience.obedience. According Acc According According to ch. 11 to ch. 11 the presenthe present situatiot situation is not fn is not final, for inal, for the same Gthe same God who eleod who elected Genticteeleelected Geelected Gentiles by ntiles by grafting tgrafting them onto them onto the olive the olive tree will aree will also act tolso act to bring sal bring salvation to vationsalsalvation salvation to Israel.to Israel. Thus God’ Thus God’s elections election of Israel of Israel has not f has not failed, forailed, for “all Isra “all Israel will beel will beel will be saved” be saved” (11:26).(11:26).(11:26).

The presence of the Gentiles in the Church and the rejection of the gospel 
by Jews provide Paul the occasion for his most thorough development of the 
concept of election in Rom. 9-11. The question that dominates chs. 9—11 is: Has 
God’s election of Israel failed? In his answer, Paul affirms in 9:6–29 that the 
present situation, in which Gentiles predominate, is a result of God’s sovereign 
choice. Just as Israel’s entire history rests on God’s election, the presence of 
Gentiles is a manifestation of God’s choice. According to 9:30—10:21 the gospel 
has gone out to Israel, which bears the responsibility for its own disobedience. 
According to ch. 11 the present situation is not final, for the same God who 
elected Gentiles by grafting them onto the olive tree will also act to bring 
salvation to Israel. Thus God’s election of Israel has not failed, for “all Israel will 
be saved” (11:26).

�Israel’s eIsrael’s election telection terminology rminology is pervasiis pervasive in the ve in the NT. 1 PeteNT. 1 Peter is addrer is addressed to thssed to thssed to the “electthe “elect exiles” ( exiles” (1 Pet. 1:11 Pet. 1:1-2). This -2). This author remauthor reminds this inds this community community of Gentileof Gentiles that thes ths that they that they are “a choare “a chosen race” sen race” (2:9) inso(2:9) insofar as thefar as they follow ty follow the stone the stone that was chhat was chosen by Goosechchosen by chosen by God (2:4–8God (2:4–8). The rea). The readers of 2 ders of 2 Peter are Peter are challengedchallenged to make t to make their “callheir “calling and elin“call“calling a“calling and electiond election” sure (2n” sure (2 Pet. 1:10 Pet. 1:10). 2 John ). 2 John is addressis addressed to the ed to the “elect lad“elect lady” (2 Johny” (2 Jy” (2 John 1). TJohn 1). Thus Israelhus Israel’s electio’s election languagen language played an played an important important role in s role in shaping thehaping the identity  iden identity oidentity of the earlf the early Church.y Church.y Church.

Israel’s election terminology is pervasive in the NT. 1 Peter is addressed to 
the “elect exiles” (1 Pet. 1:1-2). This author reminds this community of Gentiles 
that they are “a chosen race” (2:9) insofar as they follow the stone that was 
chosen by God (2:4–8). The readers of 2 Peter are challenged to make their 
“calling and election” sure (2 Pet. 1:10). 2 John is addressed to the “elect lady” (2 



John 1). Thus Israel’s election language played an important role in shaping the 
identity of the early Church.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. S. ChilB. S. Childs, ds, Biblical TBiblical Theology ofheology of the Old a the Old and New Tesnd New Testamentstaments (Minneapo (M (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1992);is, 1992); W. G. Küm W. G. Kümmel, mel, The TheoloThe Theology of the gy of the New TestamNew Testamentent (Nashvill (Nashville, 1973).e,(Nashvill(Nashville(Nashville, 1973)., 1973)., 1973).
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EL-ELOHE-IEL-ELOHE-ISRAELSRAEL (Heb.  (Heb. }eäl }eïlo}eäl }eïloœheî yisírœheî yisíraœ}eälaœ}eäl)))

EL-ELOHE-ISRAEL (Heb. }eäl }eïloœheî yisíraœ}eäl)

The name oThe name of the altaf the altar that Jacr that Jacob erectedob erected in Sheche in Shechem after pam after parting waysrting ways with his  with his brother Esbrbrother Esbrother Esau (Gen. 3au (Gen. 33:20). The3:20). The phrase ma phrase may be rendey be rendered as “Elred as “El, the God , the God of Israel,of Israel,” “El is t” Israel,Israel,” “Israel,” “El is the El is the God of IsrGod of Israel,” or “ael,” or “mighty is mighty is the God ofthe God of Israel.”  Israel.” Occurring Occurring near the cnear tnear the concluthe conclusion of thsion of the Jacob cye Jacob cycle (Gen. cle (Gen. 25-35), th25-35), this declarais declaration markstion marks a final s a final stage in thtage sstage in tstage in the transfohe transformation ofrmation of Jacob fro Jacob from trickstem trickster to father to father of the Ir of the Israelite psraelite people. By eopleppeople. Bypeople. By purchasin purchasing the plotg the plot of land,  of land, erecting aerecting and naming nd naming the altar,the altar, Jacob was Jacob was both conf bo both confeboth confessing thatssing that the God w the God who changedho changed his name  his name at Peniel at Peniel was now hiwas now his God (cf.s God (cfs God (cf. Gen. (cf. Gen. 28:21) and28:21) and identifyi identifying himselfng himself with the  with the land promiland promised to hissed to his fathers.  fathers. By implicaBy imBy implicatioimplication the namen the name of the al of the altar is alstar is also a confeso a confession of thsion of the people Ie people Israel, andsrael, and in this s in th in this sensethis sense the indiv the individual “Jacidual “Jacob” and thob” and the collectie collective “Israelve “Israel” coalesce” coalesce...

The name of the altar that Jacob erected in Shechem after parting ways with his 
brother Esau (Gen. 33:20). The phrase may be rendered as “El, the God of 
Israel,” “El is the God of Israel,” or “mighty is the God of Israel.” Occurring near 
the conclusion of the Jacob cycle (Gen. 25-35), this declaration marks a final 
stage in the transformation of Jacob from trickster to father of the Israelite 
people. By purchasing the plot of land, erecting and naming the altar, Jacob was 
both confessing that the God who changed his name at Peniel was now his God 
(cf. Gen. 28:21) and identifying himself with the land promised to his fathers. By 
implication the name of the altar is also a confession of the people Israel, and in 
this sense the individual “Jacob” and the collective “Israel” coalesce.

Tyler F. WTyler F. Williamsilliams
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EL ELYONEL ELYON (Heb.  (Heb. }eäl {elyo}eäl {elyo®n®n)))

EL ELYON (Heb. }eäl {elyo®n)

A name of A name of God, transGod, translated “Moslated “Most High” (ct High” (cf. Ugar. f. Ugar. {ly{ly). General). Generally regardely regarded as havind as havind as having derhaving derived from ived from the Canaanthe Canaanite creatoite creator god worsr god worshipped at hipped at pre-Israelpre-Israelite Jerusaite Jerusalem (SalemleJerusaJerusalem Jerusalem (Salem; cf(Salem; cf. Gen. 14:. Gen. 14:18-20), it18-20), it was adapt was adapted as an eed as an epithet of pithet of Yahweh (cfYahweh (cf. Gen. 14:. G. Gen. 14:22Gen. 14:22; Ps. 7:17; Ps. 7:17; 91:9). I; 91:9). It is foundt is found in the ea in the earliest bibrliest biblical poetlical poetry (e.g., ry (e.g., Num. 24:16Num. 24:1Num. 24:16; Deu24:16; Deut. 32:8) at. 32:8) and later and later archaizing rchaizing poetry (e.poetry (e.g., Ps. 78g., Ps. 78:35; cf. A:35; cf. Aram. ram. {elyo®niîn{elyo®niîn{elyo®niîn{elyo®niîn,, Dan. 7:18 Dan. 7:18, 22, 25, , 22, 25, 27).27).

A name of God, translated “Most High” (cf. Ugar. {ly). Generally regarded as 
having derived from the Canaanite creator god worshipped at pre-Israelite 
Jerusalem (Salem; cf. Gen. 14:18-20), it was adapted as an epithet of Yahweh (cf. 
Gen. 14:22; Ps. 7:17; 91:9). It is found in the earliest biblical poetry (e.g., Num. 
24:16; Deut. 32:8) and later archaizing poetry (e.g., Ps. 78:35; cf. Aram. 
{elyo®niîn, Dan. 7:18, 22, 25, 27).

ELEMENTAL ELEMENTAL SPIRITSSPIRITSSPIRITS

ELEMENTAL SPIRITS

A term (GkA term (Gk. . stoicheiíastoicheiía) meaning:) meaning: (1) a ser (1) a series of leties of letters or soters or sounds; (2) unds; (2) basic consbasic constituent eltconsconstituenconstituent elementst elements or guidin or guiding principlg principles; (3) thes; (3) the stars ase stars as elemental elemental heavenly  heavenly bodies; orbodibodies; orbodies; or (4) angel (4) angels, spiritss, spirits, or eleme, or elemental spirintal spirits. Paul ats. Paul appears to ppears to have eithehave either the secor the ser the second or second or fourth meafourth meanings in mnings in mind in Galind in Gal. 4:3, 9; . 4:3, 9; Col. 2:8, Col. 2:8, 20. His us20. His usage of theage of the term, how term term, howeterm, however, is nover, is not clear. Tt clear. The close che close connection onnection of these eof these elemental slemental spirits witpirits with the law h thh the law inthe law in Galatians Galatians and philo and philosophy in Csophy in Colossians olossians suggests tsuggests that the elhat the elemental premental principles oincprprinciplesprinciples of human  of human teaching mteaching may be inteay be intended. Thesnded. These elementae elemental spirits l spirits might alsomight also be active b be active be active spiritual spiritual powers rulpowers ruling the uning the universe andiverse and potential potentially worshiply worshipped by theped by the Galatians Ga Galatians Galatians and Colossand Colossians. Thisians. This meaning a meaning appears intppears intended in Hended in Heb. 5:12, eb. 5:12, where the where the author refaauthor refauthor refers to theers to the “elements “elements of the or of the oracles of Gacles of God.” In 2 od.” In 2 Pet. 3:10,Pet. 3:10, 12 the cl 12 the classical foassicclclassical classical four elemefour elements of matnts of matter (earthter (earth, air, fir, air, fire, water) e, water) are clearlare clearly intendedy intended by the su by the by the suggesthe suggestion that tion that the “elemethe “elements will dnts will dissolve” aissolve” at the Parot the Parousia.usia.usia.

A term (Gk. stoicheiía) meaning: (1) a series of letters or sounds; (2) basic 
constituent elements or guiding principles; (3) the stars as elemental heavenly 
bodies; or (4) angels, spirits, or elemental spirits. Paul appears to have either the 
second or fourth meanings in mind in Gal. 4:3, 9; Col. 2:8, 20. His usage of the 
term, however, is not clear. The close connection of these elemental spirits with 
the law in Galatians and philosophy in Colossians suggests that the elemental 
principles of human teaching may be intended. These elemental spirits might also 
be active spiritual powers ruling the universe and potentially worshipped by the 
Galatians and Colossians. This meaning appears intended in Heb. 5:12, where the 
author refers to the “elements of the oracles of God.” In 2 Pet. 3:10, 12 the 
classical four elements of matter (earth, air, fire, water) are clearly intended by 



the suggestion that the “elements will dissolve” at the Parousia.
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ELEPHANTINELEPHANTINEE (Gk.  (Gk. ElephantinElephantineîeî) ) PAPYRIPAPYRIPAPYRI

ELEPHANTINE (Gk. Elephantineî) PAPYRI

A large nuA large number of pamber of papyrus docupyrus documents and ments and fragments,fragments, written i written in Aramaic n Aramaic during theduring thduring the 5th cethe 5th century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E., discover, discovered at Eleped at Elephantine, ahantine, an island in island in the Nilen the Nile River opp River opposite Aswaositoppopposite Aopposite Aswan (biblswan (biblical Syeneical Syene) which be) which became an ascame an asylum for Jylum for Judean refuudean refugees aftergees after the Babyl afterafter the after the BabylonianBabylonian conquest  conquest of Jerusalof Jerusalem (cf. Jeem (cf. Jer. 43-44).r. 43-44). The papyr The papyri, which oi, which offer a comfferooffer a cooffer a comprehensivmprehensive glimpse e glimpse at the relat the religious andigious and social li social life of the fe of the Jewish colJewish colonists, inonistscolcolonists,colonists, include c include contracts, ontracts, private leprivate letters, histters, historical antorical and literaryd literary texts (es texts (esp. the Arap. the Arp. the Aramaic BoAramaic Book of Ahiqok of Ahiqar), and oar), and official cofficial correspondenrrespondence with thce with the Egyptiane Egyptian and Persi and Persian authoriaPersiPersian auPersian authorities thorities and the Jeand the Jerusalem prrusalem priesthood.iesthood.iesthood.

A large number of papyrus documents and fragments, written in Aramaic during 
the 5th century B.C.E., discovered at Elephantine, an island in the Nile River 
opposite Aswan (biblical Syene) which became an asylum for Judean refugees 
after the Babylonian conquest of Jerusalem (cf. Jer. 43-44). The papyri, which 
offer a comprehensive glimpse at the religious and social life of the Jewish 
colonists, include contracts, private letters, historical and literary texts (esp. the 
Aramaic Book of Ahiqar), and official correspondence with the Egyptian and 
Persian authorities and the Jerusalem priesthood.

�In 525 theIn 525 the Persian k Persian king Cambysing Cambyses capturees captured Egypt, ad Egypt, and the Jewnd the Jewish settleish settlement was mment wment was made awas made a military  military garrison tgarrison to secure to secure the southerhe southern boundaryn boundary of the em of the empire. Evenpire. Evenpire. Even beforEven before this, the this, the Jewish ce Jewish colony had olony had establisheestablished its own d its own temple whetemple where the natre the national God ionatnational Gnational God Yhw (anod Yhw (an abbreviat abbreviation of YHWion of YHWH) was worH) was worshipped inshipped in associati association with a on withon with a femwith a female counteale counterpart (Anarpart (Anat-yhw) andt-yhw) and other dei other deities of thties of the Canaanite Canaanite pantheone pantheone pantheon. pantheon. In the temIn the temple, meal ple, meal offering, offering, incense, aincense, and animal nd animal sacrificessacrifices were perf were performed by tormperfperformed performed by the locby the local Jewish al Jewish priesthoodpriesthood. Initiall. Initially, the mody, the mode of worshe of worship of the ip of the ElephantinElepElephantinElephantine Jews (soe Jews (so manifestl manifestly opposed y opposed to Deuteroto Deuteronomistic rnomistic rules) was ules) was a peculiara peculiar developme peculiarpeculiar dpeculiar developmentevelopment of possib of possibly North-Ily North-Israelite ssraelite syncretistiyncretistic elementsc elements in a poly in a polytheistic Ethepolypolytheistpolytheistic Egyptiaic Egyptian environmn environment. A reaent. A reassessment ssessment of the larof the largely polytgely polytheistic naheistic nature of thturnanature of nature of the Israelthe Israelite religiite religion before on before the Babylothe Babylonian perionian period has led d has led modern schmodern scholars to rolaschscholars tscholars to reconsido reconsider the Eleer the Elephantine ephantine experience xperience as a vestias a vestige of preege of preexilic Yahwxilic Yahwism, whichismYahwYahwism, wYahwism, which the Bhich the Bible wouldible would label in  label in retrospectretrospect as Canaan as Canaanite corrupite corruption. The tion. The findings affindings afindings at Elephantt Elephantine are stine are strikingly srikingly similar to imilar to what was dwhat was discovered iscovered in other pin other preexilic Jreexppreexilic preexilic Jewish sanJewish sanctuaries, ctuaries, notably atnotably at 7th-centu 7th-century Kuntillry Kuntillet et {Ajrud{Ajrud. The reli. The religious consgious relireligious religious conservaticonservatism of Elepsm of Elephantine wahantine was not the s not the mere consemere consequence of quence of geographicgeographicgeographicgeographical isolatial isolation; it teson; it testifies to tifies to the historthe historical proceical process throughss through which the which the Babylonia Babyl BabylonianBabylonian exiles st exiles struggled toruggled to impose th impose their authoreir authority and thity and their ideal eir ideal of exclusiof exclusive monotheve mve monotheismmonotheism on Jews i on Jews in and outsn and outside Jerusaide Jerusalem duringlem during the 5th c the 5th century. Thentury. The Elephante Elephane ElephantinElephantine coloniste colonists always rs always regarded thegarded themselves aemselves as Jews ands Jews and were cons were considered as idered as such by thssuch by thsuch by the Persian e Persian authoritieauthorities, as tests, as testified by tified by the sendinghe sending of an off of an official letticial letter at the er at theer at the time othe time of Darius If Darius II (419) coI (419) containing rntaining regulationsegulations for the f for the feast of Paeast of Passover. Whssover. When in 410 en inen in 410 thein 410 the Elephanti Elephantine temple ne temple was destrowas destroyed by theyed by the Egyptians Egyptians, possibly, possibly in an ant in an anti-Persian i-Pantanti-Persianti-Persian riot, tan riot, the Elephanhe Elephantine priestine priests appealets appealed to the pd to the political aolitical and religiond religious authorius authus authoritieauthorities in Jeruss in Jerusalem, the alem, the high prieshigh priest Johanan t Johanan and the Peand the Persian goversian governor Bagoarnor Bagoas (Neh. 12s (s (Neh. 12:2(Neh. 12:22; Josephu2; Josephus s Ant.Ant. 11:297–30 11:297–301). Appare1). Apparently, the ntly, the ElephantinElephantine priests e priests received sreceivereceived sreceived support forupport for reconstru reconstruction of tction of the temple,he temple, although  although they were they were no longer no longer allowed toaallowed toallowed to offer ani offer animal sacrifmal sacrifice. A fewice. A few years lat years later, at theer, at the beginning beginning of the 4t of the 4th century,h centh century, wcentury, with the enith the end of the Pd of the Persian infersian influence in luence in Egypt, theEgypt, the Jewish ga Jewish garrison at rrison at ElephantinElephElephantinElephantine was movee was moved and the d and the temple abatemple abandoned.ndoned.ndoned.

In 525 the Persian king Cambyses captured Egypt, and the Jewish settlement 
was made a military garrison to secure the southern boundary of the empire. 
Even before this, the Jewish colony had established its own temple where the 
national God Yhw (an abbreviation of YHWH) was worshipped in association 
with a female counterpart (Anat-yhw) and other deities of the Canaanite 
pantheon. In the temple, meal offering, incense, and animal sacrifices were 
performed by the local Jewish priesthood. Initially, the mode of worship of the 
Elephantine Jews (so manifestly opposed to Deuteronomistic rules) was a 
peculiar development of possibly North-Israelite syncretistic elements in a 
polytheistic Egyptian environment. A reassessment of the largely polytheistic 
nature of the Israelite religion before the Babylonian period has led modern 
scholars to reconsider the Elephantine experience as a vestige of preexilic 
Yahwism, which the Bible would label in retrospect as Canaanite corruption. The 
findings at Elephantine are strikingly similar to what was discovered in other 
preexilic Jewish sanctuaries, notably at 7th-century Kuntillet {Ajrud. The 
religious conservatism of Elephantine was not the mere consequence of 
geographical isolation; it testifies to the historical process through which the 
Babylonian exiles struggled to impose their authority and their ideal of exclusive 
monotheism on Jews in and outside Jerusalem during the 5th century. The 
Elephantine colonists always regarded themselves as Jews and were considered as 
such by the Persian authorities, as testified by the sending of an official letter at 
the time of Darius II (419) containing regulations for the feast of Passover. When 
in 410 the Elephantine temple was destroyed by the Egyptians, possibly in an 
anti-Persian riot, the Elephantine priests appealed to the political and religious 
authorities in Jerusalem, the high priest Johanan and the Persian governor Bagoas 
(Neh. 12:22; Josephus Ant. 11:297–301). Apparently, the Elephantine priests 
received support for reconstruction of the temple, although they were no longer 
allowed to offer animal sacrifice. A few years later, at the beginning of the 4th 



century, with the end of the Persian influence in Egypt, the Jewish garrison at 
Elephantine was moved and the temple abandoned.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. E. CowlA. E. Cowley, ey, Aramaic PaAramaic Papyri of thpyri of the Fifth Cee Fifth Centuryntury  B.C.B.C. (1923, re (1923, repr. Osnabrprerepr. Osnarepr. Osnabrück, 196brück, 1967); E. G. 7); E. G. Kraeling, Kraeling, The BrooklThe Brooklyn Museum yn Museum Aramaic PaAramaic Papyripyri (1953, re (1953,  (1953, rep(1953, repr. New Yorr. New York, 1969); k, 1969); B. Porten B. Porten and A. Yarand A. Yardeni, deni, Textbook oTextbook of Aramaic f Aramaic Documents DocuDocuments Documents from Anciefrom Ancient Egypt,nt Egypt, 1:  1: LettersLetters (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1986).m, 1986).m, 1986).
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ELEVATION ELEVATION OFFERINGOFFERINGOFFERING

ELEVATION OFFERING

A sacrificA sacrificial offeriial offering. The prng. The precise meanecise meaning of Hebing of Heb. . teïnu®p�a®teïnu®p�a® has been  has been disputed, disputedisputed, disputed, since the since the LXX translLXX translators rendators rendered it inered it inconsistentconsistently. The trly. The traditional aditional translatiotrantranslatiotranslation “wave ofn “wave offering” isfering” is unlikely  unlikely and is betand is better translter translated “elevated “elevation offeation offering” becaring” bring” because thbecause the hiphil ve hiphil verb erb heäniîp�heäniîp� can be us can be used for a fed for a fist outstrist outstretched to etched to strike (Isstrike (Isa. 19:16) a(Is(Isa. 19:1(Isa. 19:16) and bec6) and because movinause moving large ofg large offerings hoferings horizontallyrizontally would be  would be difficult difficult (Lev. 8:27(Lev. (Lev. 8:27(Lev. 8:27). Moreove). Moreover, allegedr, alleged Hittite p Hittite parallels oarallels of waving mf waving motions occotions occur in magiur in magical ritualcal rcal rituals, nrituals, not in sacrot in sacrifice; Egyifice; Egyptian examptian examples of elples of elevation ofevation offerings alferings also exist.so exist.so exist.

A sacrificial offering. The precise meaning of Heb. teïnu®p�a®  has been 
disputed, since the LXX translators rendered it inconsistently. The traditional 
translation “wave offering” is unlikely and is better translated “elevation offering” 
because the hiphil verb heäniîp�  can be used for a fist outstretched to strike 
(Isa. 19:16) and because moving large offerings horizontally would be difficult 
(Lev. 8:27). Moreover, alleged Hittite parallels of waving motions occur in magical 
rituals, not in sacrifice; Egyptian examples of elevation offerings also exist.

�Israelite Israelite priests pepriests performed thrformed this ritual is ritual within thewithin the temple pr temple precincts (“ecincts (“before Yahbefore Yahbefore Yahweh,” EYahweh,” Exod. 29:24xod. 29:24-25; Lev. -25; Lev. 7:30; Num.7:30; Num. 8:11, 21; 8:11, 21; but “to Y but “to Yahweh” in ahweh” in Exod. 35:2Exod. 35:2Exod. 35:22; Num35:22; Num. 8:13) as. 8:13) as part of t part of the “sin ofhe “sin offering” (fering” (h�at�t�aœ}h�at�t�aœ}t�;t�; Lev. 9:21 Lev. 9:21) and at t) and at) and at the purat the purification ification of personsof persons with skin with skin diseases  diseases (14:12). G(14:12). Gold dedicaold dedicated to theted to the building  buil building obuilding of the tabef the tabernacle undrnacle underwent eleerwent elevation as vation as a mark of a mark of its consecits consecration (Exration (Exod. 35:22;od(Ex(Exod. 35:(Exod. 35:22; 38:24-22; 38:24-29). The e29). The elevation olevation of a sheaf f a sheaf of barley of barley marked themarked the end of th end of the Feast ofe Fe Feast of UFeast of Unleavened nleavened Bread and Bread and the deconsthe deconsecration oecration of the graif the grain crop (Len crop (Lev. 23:15).v. 23:15). At Pentec A At PentecoAt Pentecost an elevst an elevation offeation offering of twring of two loaves oo loaves of bread opf bread opened a serened a series of sacies of sacrifices (Lrifisacsacrificessacrifices (Lev. 23: (Lev. 23:17, 20). A17, 20). A similar p similar procedure irocedure is featureds featured in the or in the ordeal of thdeal of the accused e accue accused adaccused adulteress (ulteress (Num. 5:25)Num. 5:25) and in th and in the ritual ce ritual concluding oncluding the Nazirithe Nazirite’s vocatte’s vocation (6:20)ionvocatvocation (vocation (6:20).6:20).6:20).

Israelite priests performed this ritual within the temple precincts (“before 
Yahweh,” Exod. 29:24-25; Lev. 7:30; Num. 8:11, 21; but “to Yahweh” in Exod. 
35:22; Num. 8:13) as part of the “sin offering” (h�at�t�aœ}t�;  Lev. 9:21) and 
at the purification of persons with skin diseases (14:12). Gold dedicated to the 
building of the tabernacle underwent elevation as a mark of its consecration 
(Exod. 35:22; 38:24-29). The elevation of a sheaf of barley marked the end of the 
Feast of Unleavened Bread and the deconsecration of the grain crop (Lev. 23:15). 
At Pentecost an elevation offering of two loaves of bread opened a series of 
sacrifices (Lev. 23:17, 20). A similar procedure is featured in the ordeal of the 
accused adulteress (Num. 5:25) and in the ritual concluding the Nazirite’s 
vocation (6:20).

�Elevating Elevating the offerithe offering apparenng apparently had setly had several purpveral purposes. In moses. In most cases,ost cases, and alway and alwa and always whealways when animal mn animal meat and faeat and fat constitut constituted the sated the sacrifice, tcrifice, the ritual he ritual marked a cmarked a change in ohancchange in change in ownership ownership of the sacof the sacrifice frorifice from the offem the offerer to Godrer to God, and its , and its consecraticonsecration for theon consecraticonsecraticonsecration for theon for the presiding presiding priest’s  priest’s meal (Lev.meal (Lev. 7:24-36)  7:24-36) Major sacrMajor sacrifices sucifices such as the ph as h as the puras the purification,ification, holocaust holocaust, burnt, a, burnt, and “sin” ond “sin” offerings wfferings were not elere not elevated becevated because they ausebecbecause thbecause they alreadyey already belonged  belonged to Yahweh.to Yahweh. Moreover, Moreover, the pries the priest lifted ot lifted only those nly those parts of tpparts of tparts of the carcasshe carcass that he w that he would eat (ould eat (the breastthe breast and right and right shank), n shank), not the parot the parts returnits rets returning returning to the worto the worshipper. Eshipper. Exceptions xceptions to these cto these conditions onditions exist in texist in the grain ohe grain offerings iffeoofferings offerings in Lev. 23in Lev. 23; Num. 5, ; Num. 5, all of whiall of which depart ch depart from the nfrom the norm by beiorm by being of barlng of barley rather ey rey rather tharather than wheat ann wheat and by lackid by lacking oil andng oil and incense.  incense. Also dissiAlso dissimilar is tmilar is the offerinhe offering for the g for g for the pefor the person with rson with scale disescale disease, whichase, which cannot be cannot be paid in s paid in silver, unlilver, unlike reparaike reparation offertion reparareparationreparation offerings offerings in other  in other contexts.contexts.contexts.

Elevating the offering apparently had several purposes. In most cases, and 
always when animal meat and fat constituted the sacrifice, the ritual marked a 
change in ownership of the sacrifice from the offerer to God, and its 
consecration for the presiding priest’s meal (Lev. 7:24-36) Major sacrifices such 
as the purification, holocaust, burnt, and “sin” offerings were not elevated 
because they already belonged to Yahweh. Moreover, the priest lifted only those 
parts of the carcass that he would eat (the breast and right shank), not the parts 
returning to the worshipper. Exceptions to these conditions exist in the grain 
offerings in Lev. 23; Num. 5, all of which depart from the norm by being of barley 
rather than wheat and by lacking oil and incense. Also dissimilar is the offering 
for the person with scale disease, which cannot be paid in silver, unlike 
reparation offerings in other contexts.

�The elevatThe elevation offeriion offering could ong could occur at vaccur at various poinrious points of the ts of the ritual cycritual cycle: with gle: with grain offerrggrain offegrain offerings at trings at the beginnihe beginning (Lev. 2ng (Lev. 23:15) and 3:15) and with meat with meat and mixed and mixed offerings offerings in the midin thin the middlethe middle (Exod. 29 (Exod. 29:23-26; Nu:23-26; Num. 5:25; Lm. 5:25; Lev. 14:12)ev. 14:12) or at the or at the end (Exod end (Exod. 29:27-28. 29:27-28; Lev. 9:2; 29:27-2829:27-28; 29:27-28; Lev. 9:21)Lev. 9:21) of the ce of the ceremony. Noremony. Notably, thetably, the elevation elevation offering  offering marks the marks the transitiontratransitiontransition to the ri to the ritual exit tual exit (through b(through blessing) ilessing) in the inaun the inaugural servgural service of theice of the priest (L priest  priest (Lepriest (Lev. 9:21), v. 9:21), perhaps toperhaps to signify h signify his new rigis new right to presht to preside at allide at all sacrifice sacrifices. The eles. The els. The elevation elevation of the offof the offering thusering thus marked im marked important trportant transitions ansitions in the ritin the ritual, especual, especially prioially pially prior to iprior to its climax.ts climax.

The elevation offering could occur at various points of the ritual cycle: with 



grain offerings at the beginning (Lev. 23:15) and with meat and mixed offerings in 
the middle (Exod. 29:23-26; Num. 5:25; Lev. 14:12) or at the end (Exod. 
29:27-28; Lev. 9:21) of the ceremony. Notably, the elevation offering marks the 
transition to the ritual exit (through blessing) in the inaugural service of the 
priest (Lev. 9:21), perhaps to signify his new right to preside at all sacrifices. The 
elevation of the offering thus marked important transitions in the ritual, especially 
prior to its climax.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. A. LeviB. A. Levine, ne, Leviticus.Leviticus. JPS Torah JPS Torah Commentar Commentary (Philadey (Philadelphia, 198lphia, 1lphia, 1989); J. 1989); J. Milgrom, Milgrom, Leviticus Leviticus 1-16.1-16. AB 3 (New AB 3 (New York, 199 York, 1991).1).1).

Bibliography. B. A. Levine, Leviticus. JPS Torah Commentary (Philadelphia, 
1989); J. Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16. AB 3 (New York, 1991).

Mark W. HaMark W. Hamiltonmilton

Mark W. Hamilton

ELEVEN, THELEVEN, THEEE

ELEVEN, THE

A designatA designation for Jeion for Jesus’ elevesus’ eleven disciplen disciples (Gk. s (Gk. hoi héndekhoi héndekaa) in the b) in the brief periorief period succeedid succed succeedingsucceeding Judas’ de Judas’ death and prath and preceding hieceding his replacems replacement by Matent by Matthias (Actthias (Acts 1:26). Ts 1:26). The risen SheTThe risen The risen Savior appSavior appeared to teared to them on twohem on two, possibly, possibly three, oc three, occasions — casions — at Jerusalat Jerusalem (Luke 2eJerusalJerusalem Jerusalem (Luke 24:9(Luke 24:9, 33), in , 33), in Galilee (MGalilee (Matt. 28:16att. 28:16), possibl), possibly elsewhery elsewhere (Mark 16e (Mark 16:14). At A:14)1616:14). At16:14). At Acts 2:14 Acts 2:14 Peter is  Peter is depicted adepicted as the reprs the representativeesentative of the El of the Eleven, an ieven, an interpretatnterpiinterpretainterpretation suppotion supported by Corted by Codex Bezae dex Bezae (D), which(D), which reads “th reads “the ten.”e ten.”

A designation for Jesus’ eleven disciples (Gk. hoi héndeka) in the brief period 
succeeding Judas’ death and preceding his replacement by Matthias (Acts 1:26). 
The risen Savior appeared to them on two, possibly three, occasions — at 
Jerusalem (Luke 24:9, 33), in Galilee (Matt. 28:16), possibly elsewhere (Mark 
16:14). At Acts 2:14 Peter is depicted as the representative of the Eleven, an 
interpretation supported by Codex Bezae (D), which reads “the ten.”

ELHANANELHANAN (Heb.  (Heb. }elh�aœnaœ}elh�aœnaœnn)))

ELHANAN (Heb. }elh�aœnaœn )

�1.1. The son o The son of Jair (orf Jair (or Jaare-ore Jaare-oregim) of Begim) of Bethlehem whthlehem who slew a Po slew a Philistine hilistine at Gob. That Goat Gob. ThereGob. There is a text is a textual probleual problem concernim concerning the ideng the identity of Entity of Elhanan’s flhanan’s father and ather and his Philishishis Philishis Philistine oppontine opponent. Likelent. Likely the origy the original name inal name Jair (1 ChJair (1 Chr. 20:5) wr. 20:5) was corruptas corrupted by the ed byed by the copby the copyist of 2 yist of 2 Sam. 21:19Sam. 21:19, who also, who also inadverte inadvertently repeantly repeated the Heted the Hebrew word brew wordbrew word word }oœreg�iîm}oœreg�iîm (“weavers (“weavers”) and app”) and appended it tended it to Jaare, ro Jaare, resulting iesulting in the namen the name Jaare-ore Ja Jaare-oregJaare-oregim. While im. While 2 Samuel i2 Samuel identifies dentifies Elhanan’s Elhanan’s PhilistinePhilistine adversary adversary as Goliat as Goliath, in 1 Chh, in h, in 1 Chronin 1 Chronicles he iicles he is designats designated as Lahmed as Lahmi, the broi, the brother of Gother of Goliath.liath.liath.

1. The son of Jair (or Jaare-oregim) of Bethlehem who slew a Philistine at 
Gob. There is a textual problem concerning the identity of Elhanan’s father and 
his Philistine opponent. Likely the original name Jair (1 Chr. 20:5) was corrupted 
by the copyist of 2 Sam. 21:19, who also inadvertently repeated the Hebrew 
word }oœreg�iîm  (“weavers”) and appended it to Jaare, resulting in the name 
Jaare-oregim. While 2 Samuel identifies Elhanan’s Philistine adversary as Goliath, 
in 1 Chronicles he is designated as Lahmi, the brother of Goliath.

�2.2. The son o The son of Dodo of f Dodo of Bethlehem;Bethlehem; listed am listed among David’ong David’s “Thirty”s “Thirty” mighty me mighty men (2 Sam. n memen (2 Sammen (2 Sam. 23:24; 1. 23:24; 1 Chr. 11:2 Chr. 11:26). Althou6). Although some cogh some consider thinsider this Elhanan s Elhanan to be the to be the same indivssame indivsame individual who idual who slew the Pslew the Philistine hilistine at Gob (at Gob (1 1 above), thabove), the differine differing patronymg patronymics suggesicspatronympatronymicpatronymics suggest s suggest otherwise.otherwise. It is als It is also unlikelyo unlikely that eith that either Elhananer Elhanan is to be  is to be identifiedidentiidentifiedidentified with Davi with David.d.d.

2. The son of Dodo of Bethlehem; listed among David’s “Thirty” mighty 
men (2 Sam. 23:24; 1 Chr. 11:26). Although some consider this Elhanan to be the 
same individual who slew the Philistine at Gob (1 above), the differing 
patronymics suggest otherwise. It is also unlikely that either Elhanan is to be 
identified with David.

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson

ELIELI (Heb.  (Heb. {eäliî{eäliî)))

ELI (Heb. {eäliî)

Priest of Priest of the Shilohthe Shiloh sanctuary sanctuary just befo just before the emere the emergence of rgence of monarchy (monarchy (1 Sam. 1-41 Sam. 1-4). In that)1-41-4). In t1-4). In that role hhat role he wears the wears the ephod, pe ephod, pronounces ronounces oracles, boracles, burns incenurns incense, and suse, and supervises spesusupervisessupervises sacrifice sacrifice. Eli is a. Eli is also named lso named judge in Ijudge in Israel, cresrael, credited withdited with 40 years  40 years at his deaat his deat his death (1 Sdeath (1 Sam. 4:18).am. 4:18).

Priest of the Shiloh sanctuary just before the emergence of monarchy (1 Sam. 
1-4). In that role he wears the ephod, pronounces oracles, burns incense, and 
supervises sacrifice. Eli is also named judge in Israel, credited with 40 years at his 
death (1 Sam. 4:18).

�Three relaThree related episodted episodes clusteres cluster around El around Eli. First, i. First, when the cwhen the childless Hhildless Hannah and annah anannah and her huand her husband Elkasband Elkanah arrivenah arrive to sacrif to sacrifice at Shiice at Shiloh, Hannaloh, Hannah prays foh prays for a son, wr a son, whom she prhomwwhom she pwhom she promises toromises to Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s service. Eservice. Eli, overheli, overhearing her aring her prayer, miprayer, misconstruessconstruesmimisconstrumisconstrues her artes her articulation iculation as drunkenas drunkenness and cness and chides her.hides her. Once she  Once she has correchas correchas corrected corrected his misapphis misapprehension,rehension, he pronou he pronounces an ornces an oracle of fuacle of fulfillment lfillment to her worto her words, verifidworwords, verwords, verified whenified when Samuel is Samuel is born and  born and brought tobrought to the shrin the shrine (1 Sam. e (1 Sam. 1:9-28). A1:9-28). A second ep s second episecond episode occursode occurs when Yahs when Yahweh comes weh comes to the youto the young Samuel ng Samuel at the shrat the shrine in a nine in aine in a night aua night audition anddition and pronounce pronounces the end s the end of Eli’s pof Eli’s priestly liriestly line, the rene, the result of thsult of the behaviore behae behavior obehavior of Eli’s sof Eli’s sons Hophni ns Hophni and Phineaand Phineas: cultic s: cultic violation violation and sexualand sexual immoralit immorality, sustainy, suy, sustained sustained and recalcand recalcitrant (1 itrant (1 Sam. 2:12-Sam. 2:12-36). The t36). The third eventhird event is Eli’s  is Eli’s death, occdeath, occasioned byasioneoccoccasionedoccasioned by the ne by the news of devaws of devastation ofstation of Israel at Israel at the hands the hands of the Ph of the Philistines:ilistines: military  milit military dmilitary defeat at Aefeat at Aphek incluphek includes as weldes as well the deatl the death of Eli’sh of Eli’s sons and  sons and the capturthe capture of the ae of e of the arkof the ark of the co of the covenant (1 venant (1 Sam. 4:12-Sam. 4:12-18).18).18).

Three related episodes cluster around Eli. First, when the childless Hannah 



and her husband Elkanah arrive to sacrifice at Shiloh, Hannah prays for a son, 
whom she promises to Yahweh’s service. Eli, overhearing her prayer, 
misconstrues her articulation as drunkenness and chides her. Once she has 
corrected his misapprehension, he pronounces an oracle of fulfillment to her 
words, verified when Samuel is born and brought to the shrine (1 Sam. 1:9-28). A 
second episode occurs when Yahweh comes to the young Samuel at the shrine in 
a night audition and pronounces the end of Eli’s priestly line, the result of the 
behavior of Eli’s sons Hophni and Phineas: cultic violation and sexual immorality, 
sustained and recalcitrant (1 Sam. 2:12-36). The third event is Eli’s death, 
occasioned by the news of devastation of Israel at the hands of the Philistines: 
military defeat at Aphek includes as well the death of Eli’s sons and the capture 
of the ark of the covenant (1 Sam. 4:12-18).

�Eli’s prieEli’s priestly line stly line both preceboth precedes and sudes and survives himrvives him. Founded . Founded before Isrbefore Israel leavesael leaveael leaves Egyleaves Egypt and despt and descended frocended from Aaron’s m Aaron’s son Ithamason Ithamar, Elide pr, Elide priests areriests are associate associated with Saud associateassociatedassociated with Saul with Saul, who trie, who tries to extirs to extirpate them pate them (1 Sam. 21(1 Sam. 21-22); Davi-22); David, whose cd, whose court incluoccourt inclcourt includes the Eudes the Elide Abiatlide Abiathar (2 Samhar (2 Sam. 15-19); . 15-19); and Solomoand Solomon, whose bn, whose banishment anishment bbanishmentbanishment of Abiath of Abiathar brings ar brings the line tthe line to an end, o an end, as Yahweh as Yahweh had indicahad indicated to Samted to Samuel (1 KgsuSamSamuel (1 Samuel (1 Kgs. 2).Kgs. 2).Kgs. 2).

Eli’s priestly line both precedes and survives him. Founded before Israel 
leaves Egypt and descended from Aaron’s son Ithamar, Elide priests are 
associated with Saul, who tries to extirpate them (1 Sam. 21-22); David, whose 
court includes the Elide Abiathar (2 Sam. 15-19); and Solomon, whose 
banishment of Abiathar brings the line to an end, as Yahweh had indicated to 
Samuel (1 Kgs. 2).

�HistoriansHistorians discern i discern in the fragn the fragments of Ements of Elide genealide genealogy eithelogy either genuine r genuine ancient meancient mancient memory or memory or evidence oevidence of redactiof redaction and theon and theological inlogical intent, withtent, with the Itham the Ithamar-Eli groar-Eli group subsidiupgrogroup subsgroup subsidiary to idiary to the rival the rival house of Phouse of Phineas-deshineas-descended Zadcended Zadokites. Pookites. Powerful chawerful characterizatrchacharactericharacterization of zation of Eli in theEli in the Deuterono Deuteronomistic hismistic history showstory shows the aged, the aged, heavy, an heavy, and blind led bd blind leadblind leader sittinger sitting passively passively on his th on his throne to awrone to await the reait the report of thport of the fate of e fate of Israel, prIsrael, Israel, prIsrael, prolepticalloleptically symbolizy symbolizing the moing the monarchy itsnarchy itself — doomelf — doomed and toped and toppled from pled from its place itits place its place as exile bas exile begins.egins.egins.

Historians discern in the fragments of Elide genealogy either genuine ancient 
memory or evidence of redaction and theological intent, with the Ithamar-Eli 
group subsidiary to the rival house of Phineas-descended Zadokites. Powerful 
characterization of Eli in the Deuteronomistic history shows the aged, heavy, and 
blind leader sitting passively on his throne to await the report of the fate of 
Israel, proleptically symbolizing the monarchy itself — doomed and toppled from 
its place as exile begins.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. D. NelsR. D. Nelson, on, Raising UpRaising Up a Faithfu a Faithful Priestl Priest (Louisvil (Louisville, 1993);le, 1993); R. Polzin R. P R. Polzin, Polzin, Samuel andSamuel and the Deute the Deuteronomistronomist (1989, re (1989, repr. Bloomipr. Bloomington, Indngton, Ind., 1993).., 1993).., 1993).

Bibliography. R. D. Nelson, Raising Up a Faithful Priest (Louisville, 1993); R. 
Polzin, Samuel and the Deuteronomist (1989, repr. Bloomington, Ind., 1993).

Barbara GrBarbara Green, O.P.een, O.P.

Barbara Green, O.P.

ELI, ELI, ELI, ELI, LAMA SABACLAMA SABACHTHANIHTHANI  (Gk. (Gk. eälií eälieälií eälií lemaé saí lemaé sabachthaénibachthaéni)))

ELI, ELI, LAMA SABACHTHANI 
(Gk. eälií eälií lemaé sabachthaéni)

TraditionaTraditionally known lly known as the fouas the fourth word orth word on the crosn the cross, Jesus’ s, Jesus’ last respolast response on thense on the cross (Ma cr cross (Matcross (Matt. 27:46).t. 27:46). The sente The sentence “My Gonce “My God, my God,d, my God, why have  why have you forsakyou forsaken me?” isen me?”en me?” is a me?” is a Greek tranGreek transliteratiosliteration of a Hebn of a Hebrew versiorew version of Ps. 2n of Ps. 22:1(MT 2).2:1(MT 2). The paral The parallel questilelparalparallel qparallel question (Muestion (Mark 15:34;ark 15:34; Gk.  Gk. eloœií eloeloœií eloœií lemaé œií lemaé sabachthaésabachthaénini) is a Gre) is a Gr) is a Greek tranGreek transliteratiosliteration of an Arn of an Aramaic versamaic version of Ps.ion of Ps. 22:1(2).  22:1(2). In both MaIn both Matthew and tthew and Mark a GreMMark a GreMark a Greek translaek translation follotion follows the traws the transliteratinsliteration.on.on.

Traditionally known as the fourth word on the cross, Jesus’ last response on the 
cross (Matt. 27:46). The sentence “My God, my God, why have you forsaken 
me?” is a Greek transliteration of a Hebrew version of Ps. 22:1(MT 2). The 
parallel question (Mark 15:34; Gk. eloœií eloœií lemaé sabachthaéni) is a 
Greek transliteration of an Aramaic version of Ps. 22:1(2). In both Matthew and 
Mark a Greek translation follows the transliteration.

�Jesus speaJesus speaks these wks these words afterords after a three-h a three-hour periodour period of darkne of darkness over thss over the whole lae whoe whole landwhole land, one of t, one of the signs the signs that his dehat his death anticiath anticipates the pates the Parousia. Parousia. In both GoIn both Gospels bystspelGoGospels byGospels bystanders tstanders think that hink that Jesus is cJesus is calling outalling out to Elijah to Elijah to help h to help him. Those im. Those listening listenlistening listening to or readto or reading eithering either Gospel kn Gospel know, howeveow, however, that Elr, that Elijah will ijah will not save Jnot save Jesus sinceesusJJesus sincJesus since Elijah he Elijah had alreadyad already returned  returned in the perin the person of Johson of John the Baptn the Baptist, whom ist, whom Herod had HeHerod had Herod had beheaded. beheaded. If Jesus’ If Jesus’ words recawords recall to Markll to Mark’s and Mat’s and Matthew’s audthew’s audiences theiences the entirety  thethe entirethe entirety of Ps. ty of Ps. 22, which 22, which concludes concludes with the pwith the psalmist’s salmist’s trust in Gtrust in God, then tod, then they may hahey mhey may have amay have also underslso understood Jesustood Jesus’ words as’ words as an expres an expression of hision of his trust ins trust in God in th God in the midst ofe ththe midst the midst of his angof his anguish.uish.uish.

Jesus speaks these words after a three-hour period of darkness over the 
whole land, one of the signs that his death anticipates the Parousia. In both 
Gospels bystanders think that Jesus is calling out to Elijah to help him. Those 



listening to or reading either Gospel know, however, that Elijah will not save 
Jesus since Elijah had already returned in the person of John the Baptist, whom 
Herod had beheaded. If Jesus’ words recall to Mark’s and Matthew’s audiences 
the entirety of Ps. 22, which concludes with the psalmist’s trust in God, then they 
may have also understood Jesus’ words as an expression of his trust in God in 
the midst of his anguish.

Emily ChenEmily Cheneyey

Emily Cheney

ELIABELIAB (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliî}aœb}eïliî}aœb��)))

ELIAB (Heb. }eïliî}aœb� )

�1.1. The son o The son of Helon; lf Helon; leader of teader of the Zebulunhe Zebulunites durinites during the wildg the wilderness pererness period (Num. iod (iod (Num. 2:7;(Num. 2:7; 10:16). H 10:16). He assistede assisted Moses in  Moses in the censusthe census of the Ex of the Exodus generodus generation (Numation (Numation (Num. 1:9)(Num. 1:9) and broug and brought an offeht an offering to thring to the tabernace tabernacle when itle when it was compl was completed (7:24eted (7:24eted (7:24–29).(7:24–29).

1. The son of Helon; leader of the Zebulunites during the wilderness period 
(Num. 2:7; 10:16). He assisted Moses in the census of the Exodus generation 
(Num. 1:9) and brought an offering to the tabernacle when it was completed 
(7:24–29).

�2.2. A descend A descendant of Reuant of Reuben (Num. ben (Num. 26:8-9); f26:8-9); father of Dather of Dothan and othan and Abiram, whAbiram, who participowhwho particwho participated in ipated in a revolt aa revolt against Mosgainst Moses and Aares and Aaron (16:1, on (16:1, 12; Deut. 12; Deut. 11:6).11:6).11:6).

2. A descendant of Reuben (Num. 26:8-9); father of Dothan and Abiram, 
who participated in a revolt against Moses and Aaron (16:1, 12; Deut. 11:6).

�3.3. The first The firstborn son oborn son of Jesse (1f Jesse (1 Sam. 17:1 Sam. 17:13; 1 Chr. 3; 1 Chr. 2:13). He 2:13). He was Samuelwas Samuel’s first c’s firs’s first choifirst choice to be tce to be the new kinhe new king of Israeg of Israel (1 Sam. l (1 Sam. 16:6). Whi16:6). While servingle serving with Saul with Saul’s forces ’s for’s forces durforces during the Phing the Philistine wilistine wars, he chars, he chastised Daastised David for invid for inquiring amquiring among the Isong the Israelites craeliIsIsraelitesIsraelites concernin concerning the chalg the challenge of Glenge of Goliath (1 oliath (1 Sam. 17:13Sam. 17:13, 28-30). , 28-30). Eliab’s daEliab’s daughter Abiughtedadaughter Adaughter Abihail marbihail married Jerimried Jerimoth, the soth, the son of Davion of David, and bord, and bore Mahalathe Mahalath, who marr, who marr, who married Remarried Rehoboam (2 hoboam (2 Chr. 11:18Chr. 11:18).).).

3. The firstborn son of Jesse (1 Sam. 17:13; 1 Chr. 2:13). He was Samuel’s 
first choice to be the new king of Israel (1 Sam. 16:6). While serving with Saul’s 
forces during the Philistine wars, he chastised David for inquiring among the 
Israelites concerning the challenge of Goliath (1 Sam. 17:13, 28-30). Eliab’s 
daughter Abihail married Jerimoth, the son of David, and bore Mahalath, who 
married Rehoboam (2 Chr. 11:18).

�4.4. A descend A descendant of Levant of Levi (1 Chr. i (1 Chr. 6:27) and 6:27) and a possiblea possible ancestor  ancestor of Samuel.of Samuel.

4. A descendant of Levi (1 Chr. 6:27) and a possible ancestor of Samuel.

�5.5. A Gadite  A Gadite who joinedwho joined David at  David at Ziklag durZiklag during his fling his flight from ight from Saul and wSaul and who served ho serho served as served as an officeran officer in David’ in David’s army (1 s army (1 Chr. 12:9)Chr. 12:9)...

5. A Gadite who joined David at Ziklag during his flight from Saul and who 
served as an officer in David’s army (1 Chr. 12:9).

�6.6. A Levite  A Levite appointed appointed to play hato play harps in therps in the worship r worship relating toelating to the ark o the ark of the covef the cf the covenant icovenant in the Jerun the Jerusalem tabesalem tabernacle (1 rnacle (1 Chr. 15:18Chr. 15:18-20; 16:5)-20; 16:5)...

6. A Levite appointed to play harps in the worship relating to the ark of the 
covenant in the Jerusalem tabernacle (1 Chr. 15:18-20; 16:5).

�7.7. An ancest An ancestor of Judior of Judith (Jdt. 8th (Jdt. 8:1).:1).:1).

7. An ancestor of Judith (Jdt. 8:1).

Michael L.Michael L. Ruffin Ruffin

Michael L. Ruffin

ELIADAELIADA (Heb.  (Heb. }elyaœd�aœ}elyaœd�aœ{{) (also BE) (also BEELIADA)ELIADA)ELIADA)

ELIADA (Heb. }elyaœd�aœ{ ) (also BEELIADA)

�1.1. One of Da One of David’s sonsvid’s sons born in J born in Jerusalem oerusalem of an unnamf an unnamed mother ed mother (2 Sam. 5:(2 Sam. 5:16; 1 Chr.165:5:16; 1 Ch5:16; 1 Chr. 3:8). Ir. 3:8). In a paralln a parallel list heel list he is named  is named Beeliada (Beeliada (1 Chr. 14:1 Chr. 14:7).7).7).

1. One of David’s sons born in Jerusalem of an unnamed mother (2 Sam. 
5:16; 1 Chr. 3:8). In a parallel list he is named Beeliada (1 Chr. 14:7).

�2.2. The fathe The father of the Sr of the Syrian kingyrian king Rezon, th Rezon, the adversare adversary of Solomy of Solomon (1 Kgs.on (1 Kgs. 11:23). 11:2 11:23).11:23).11:23).

2. The father of the Syrian king Rezon, the adversary of Solomon (1 Kgs. 
11:23).

�3.3. A Benjami A Benjaminite who anite who assumed a cssumed a commanding ommanding position iposition in the armyn the army of King J of King JehoshaphatehJJehoshaphaJehoshaphat (2 Chr. t (2 Chr. 17:17).17:17).

3. A Benjaminite who assumed a commanding position in the army of King 
Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 17:17).

ELIAHBAELIAHBA (Heb.  (Heb. }elyah�baœ}elyah�baœ}})))

ELIAHBA (Heb. }elyah�baœ} )

A man fromA man from Shaalbon, Shaalbon, one of Da one of David’s Thirvid’s Thirty (2 Sam.ty (2 Sam. 23:32 = 1 23:32 = 1 Chr. 11:3 Chr. 11:33).3).

A man from Shaalbon, one of David’s Thirty (2 Sam. 23:32 = 1 Chr. 11:33).



ELIAKIMELIAKIM (Heb.  (Heb. }elyaœqiîm}elyaœqiîm)))

ELIAKIM (Heb. }elyaœqiîm)

�1.1. A court o A court official unfficial under King Hder King Hezekiah, iezekiah, involved innvolved in negotiati negotiations to endons to end Sennacher Senna SennacheriSennacherib’s invasib’s invasion of Judaon of Judah (2 Kgs. h (2 Kgs. 18:17-19:718:17-19:7 = Isa. 36 = Isa. 36:3-37:7). :3-37:7). Eliakim, dEliakim, described aescribddescribed described as being “as being “in charge in charge of the palof the palace,” was ace,” was sent, alonsent, along with Sheg with Shebnah and Jbnah and Joah, to meoahJJoah, to mJoah, to meet an Asseet an Assyrian deleyrian delegation comgation comprised of prised of the Tartanthe Tartan, the Rabs, the Rabsaris, and aris, and the Rabshaththe Rabshathe Rabshakeh. When keh. When the Rabshathe Rabshakeh pointekeh pointed out the d out the precariousprecarious position  position of Judah, of Judahof Judah, EliJudah, Eliakim and hakim and his cohortsis cohorts asked tha asked that he speakt he speak in Aramai in Aramaic rather tc rather than Hebrewhan Hebrew so the pe HebrewHebrew so Hebrew so the peoplethe people of Jerusa of Jerusalem would lem would not undersnot understand. Whentand. When the Rabsh the Rabshakeh refusakeh rakeh refused, trefused, the three mhe three messengers essengers reported treported the news tohe news to Hezekiah. Hezekiah. Hezekiah  Hezekiah went into went intowent into mourninto mourning and seing and sent Eliakimnt Eliakim, Shebna, , Shebna, and some pand some priests to riests to see Isaiahsee Isaiah, who deli, who delivered an ovedelidelivered delivered an oracle an oracle of hope. Iof hope. In another n another oracle (whoracle (which appearich appears to predas to predate the evete the events descrinteveevents desevents described abocribed above), Isaiave), Isaiah proclaimh proclaimed that Eled that Eliakim wouliakim would usurp thd usurp the role of e role of Shebna as ShShebna as Shebna as “master of“master of the house the household,” buthold,” but he too se he too seems to havems to have lost fave lost favor (Isa. 2or (Isa. 22:15-25).2:222:15-25).22:15-25).

1. A court official under King Hezekiah, involved in negotiations to end 
Sennacherib’s invasion of Judah (2 Kgs. 18:17-19:7 = Isa. 36:3-37:7). Eliakim, 
described as being “in charge of the palace,” was sent, along with Shebnah and 
Joah, to meet an Assyrian delegation comprised of the Tartan, the Rabsaris, and 
the Rabshakeh. When the Rabshakeh pointed out the precarious position of 
Judah, Eliakim and his cohorts asked that he speak in Aramaic rather than 
Hebrew so the people of Jerusalem would not understand. When the Rabshakeh 
refused, the three messengers reported the news to Hezekiah. Hezekiah went 
into mourning and sent Eliakim, Shebna, and some priests to see Isaiah, who 
delivered an oracle of hope. In another oracle (which appears to predate the 
events described above), Isaiah proclaimed that Eliakim would usurp the role of 
Shebna as “master of the household,” but he too seems to have lost favor (Isa. 
22:15-25).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Josiah, brJosiah, brother of Jother of Jehoahaz (2ehoahaz (2 Kgs. 23:2 Kgs. 23:29-24:7 = 29-24:7 = 2 Chr. 36:3 Chr. 36:3-8). When -8). W-8). When JosiaWhen Josiah was killh was killed in batted in battle with Phle with Pharaoh Necoaraoh Neco in 609  in 609 B.C.E.B.C.E., Jehoahaz, Jehoahaz became ki became became kinbecame king. After tg. After three monthhree months Neco deps Neco deposed Jehoaosed Jehoahaz, exilihaz, exiling him to ng him to Riblah, anRiblah, anRiblah, and made Eand made Eliakim kinliakim king, changing, changing his nameg his name to Jehoia to Jehoiakim. Eliakkim. Eliakim ruled fim ruled from 609 torom 609 to 597. At f 5 597. At fi597. At first loyal rst loyal to Egypt, to Egypt, Eliakim swEliakim switched hisitched his allegianc allegiance to the Be to the Babylonian abylonian NebuchadneNebucNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar, onlyzzar, only to rebel  to rebel against Neagainst Nebuchadnezzbuchadnezzar in hopear in hope of siding of siding with Egyp with Egyp with Egypt. AccEgypt. According to ording to 2 Kgs. 24:2 Kgs. 24:7 he died 7 he died during theduring the subsequen subsequent Babylonit Babylonian siege oan siege of Jerrusalf oof Jerrusaof Jerrusalem, whilelem, while according according to 2 Chr. to 2 Chr. 36:6-7 he 36:6-7 he was taken was taken captive t captive to Babylon.o Babylon.

2. A son of Josiah, brother of Jehoahaz (2 Kgs. 23:29-24:7 = 2 Chr. 36:3-8). 
When Josiah was killed in battle with Pharaoh Neco in 609 B.C.E., Jehoahaz 
became king. After three months Neco deposed Jehoahaz, exiling him to Riblah, 
and made Eliakim king, changing his name to Jehoiakim. Eliakim ruled from 609 to 
597. At first loyal to Egypt, Eliakim switched his allegiance to the Babylonian 
Nebuchadnezzar, only to rebel against Nebuchadnezzar in hope of siding with 
Egypt. According to 2 Kgs. 24:7 he died during the subsequent Babylonian siege 
of Jerrusalem, while according to 2 Chr. 36:6-7 he was taken captive to Babylon.

�3.3. A priest  A priest who particwho participated in ipated in the thanksthe thanksgiving sergiving service for tvice for the complethe completion of theion of ion of the walof the walls of Jeruls of Jerusalem durisalem during the govng the governorship ernorship of Nehemiaof Nehemiah, part ofh, part of a group p a group playing trulapplaying trplaying trumpets (Neumpets (Neh. 12:41).h. 12:41).

3. A priest who participated in the thanksgiving service for the completion 
of the walls of Jerusalem during the governorship of Nehemiah, part of a group 
playing trumpets (Neh. 12:41).

�4.4. The grand The grandson of Zerson of Zerubbabel, tubbabel, the son of he son of Abiud, andAbiud, and the fathe the father of Azor r of Azor in Matthewin Min Matthew’s Matthew’s genealogy genealogy of Jesus (of Jesus (Matt. 1:13Matt. 1:13).).).

4. The grandson of Zerubbabel, the son of Abiud, and the father of Azor in 
Matthew’s genealogy of Jesus (Matt. 1:13).

�5.5. A descend A descendant of Davant of David, son ofid, son of Melea and Melea and father of father of Jonam in  Jonam in Luke’s genLuke’s genealogy of ealoggengenealogy genealogy of Jesus (of Jesus (Luke 3:30)Luke 3:30)...

5. A descendant of David, son of Melea and father of Jonam in Luke’s 
genealogy of Jesus (Luke 3:30).

Michael L.Michael L. Ruffin Ruffin

Michael L. Ruffin

ELIAMELIAM (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliî{aœm}eïliî{aœm) (also AM) (also AMMIEL)MIEL)MIEL)

ELIAM (Heb. }eïliî{aœm) (also AMMIEL)

�1.1. The fathe The father of Bathsr of Bathsheba, the heba, the wife of Urwife of Uriah the Hiiah the Hittite (2 Sttite (2 Sam. 11:3).am. 11:3). At 1 Chr. At 1 C At 1 Chr. 3:5 hChr. 3:5 he is callee is called Ammiel.d Ammiel.d Ammiel.

1. The father of Bathsheba, the wife of Uriah the Hittite (2 Sam. 11:3). At 1 
Chr. 3:5 he is called Ammiel.

�2.2. The son o The son of Ahithophf Ahithophel of Giloel of Gilo, who beca, who became one of me one of David’s ThDavid’s Thirty (2 Sairty (2 Sam. 23:34).m. SaSam. 23:34Sam. 23:34).).

2. The son of Ahithophel of Gilo, who became one of David’s Thirty (2 
Sam. 23:34).

ELIASAPHELIASAPH (Heb.  (Heb. }elyaœsap�}elyaœsap�)))

ELIASAPH (Heb. }elyaœsap� )

�1.1. The head  The head of the triof the tribe of Gad,be of Gad, who assis who assisted Moses ted Moses in the cenin the census (Num. sus (Num. 1:14) and 1:141:14) and 1:14) and the offerithe offering (7:42, ng (7:42, 47); son o47); son of Deuel (Nf Deuel (Num. 10:42)um. 10:42) or Reuel  or Reuel (2:14).(2:14).(2:14).

1. The head of the tribe of Gad, who assisted Moses in the census (Num. 
1:14) and the offering (7:42, 47); son of Deuel (Num. 10:42) or Reuel (2:14).



�2.2. The son o The son of Lael; a f Lael; a chief of tchief of the Gershonhe Gershonites durinites during the wildg the wilderness wanerness wanderings (Nderinwanwanderingswanderings (Num. 3:2 (Num. 3:24).4).

2. The son of Lael; a chief of the Gershonites during the wilderness 
wanderings (Num. 3:24).

ELIASHIBELIASHIB (Heb.  (Heb. }elyaœsiîb}elyaœsiîb��)))

ELIASHIB (Heb. }elyaœsiîb� )

A personalA personal name (lit name (lit., “God re., “God restores”) fstores”) for seven ior seven individualsndividuals associate associated with thed with the postexili po postexilicpostexilic literatur literature of the Oe of the OT. Such naT. Such names were omes were once thoughnce thought to be lit to be limited to tmited to the postexihetthe postexthe postexilic perioilic period, but thed, but the preexilic preexilic Arad Lett Arad Letters contaiers contain referencn references to an Ees to an Eliashib whliashEEliashib wEliashib who held a ho held a position oposition of responsif responsibility in bility in the Judeanthe Judean garrison. garrison.

A personal name (lit., “God restores”) for seven individuals associated with the 
postexilic literature of the OT. Such names were once thought to be limited to 
the postexilic period, but the preexilic Arad Letters contain references to an 
Eliashib who held a position of responsibility in the Judean garrison.

�1.1. A descend A descendant of Davant of David who livid who lived possibled possibly sometimey sometime during th during the 4th cente 4th century urycentcentury century B.C.E.B.C.E. (1 Chr. 3 (1 Chr. 3:24).:24).:24).

1. A descendant of David who lived possibly sometime during the 4th 
century B.C.E. (1 Chr. 3:24).

�2.2. A priest  A priest from the tfrom the time of Davime of David and a did and a descendant escendant of Aaron, of Aaron, who was nawho was named 11th imenanamed 11thnamed 11th in import in importance (1 Chance (1 Chr. 24:12).r. 24:12).

2. A priest from the time of David and a descendant of Aaron, who was 
named 11th in importance (1 Chr. 24:12).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Jehohr of Jehohanan, the anan, the high prieshigh priest, to whost, to whose chamber e chamber Ezra retirEzra retired to moured toed to mourn tto mourn the state ohe state of the exilf the exiles (Ezra 1es (Ezra 10:6). It i0:6). It is not cleas not clear whether r whether this lattethis latter character charr character character is to be iis to be identified dentified with the hwith the high priestigh priest in Neh. 1 in Neh. 12:23. Such2:23. Such an identi an identification wficatioidentiidentificaidentification wouldtion would affect th affect the chronoloe chronology of the gy of the missions omissions of Ezra andf Ezra and Nehemiah. Nehemiah.

3. The father of Jehohanan, the high priest, to whose chamber Ezra retired 
to mourn the state of the exiles (Ezra 10:6). It is not clear whether this latter 
character is to be identified with the high priest in Neh. 12:23. Such an 
identification would affect the chronology of the missions of Ezra and Nehemiah.

�4.4. A singer  A singer in the timin the time of Ezra e of Ezra who had mawho had married and rried and then divorthen divorced a non-ced a non-Israelite Isranon-non-Israelnon-Israelite wife (ite wife (Ezra 10:24Ezra 10:24).).).

4. A singer in the time of Ezra who had married and then divorced a 
non-Israelite wife (Ezra 10:24).

�5.5. A descend A descendant of Zatant of Zattu, who hatu, who had also mard also married and dried and divorced a ivorced a non-Israelnon-Israelite wife (ite wite wife (Ezrawife (Ezra 10:27). 10:27). 10:27).

5. A descendant of Zattu, who had also married and divorced a non-Israelite 
wife (Ezra 10:27).

�6.6. A descend A descendant of Banant of Bani, who hadi, who had married a married and divorcend divorced a non-Isd a non-Israelite wiraelite wife (Ezra 1fe (Efe (Ezra 10:3(Ezra 10:36).6).6).

6. A descendant of Bani, who had married and divorced a non-Israelite wife 
(Ezra 10:36).

�7. 7. The high pThe high priest at triest at the time ofhe time of Nehemiah  Nehemiah who supporwho supported Nehemited Nehemiah in his ah in his program ofpprogram ofprogram of rebuildin rebuilding Jerusaleg Jerusalem (Neh. 3:m (Neh. 3:1, 20-21) 1, 20-21) and who waand who was associats associated by marred by mared by marriage wmarriage with Sanbalith Sanballat, Nehemlat, Nehemiah’s oppoiah’s opponent (13:2nent (13:28).8).8).

7. The high priest at the time of Nehemiah who supported Nehemiah in his 
program of rebuilding Jerusalem (Neh. 3:1, 20-21) and who was associated by 
marriage with Sanballat, Nehemiah’s opponent (13:28).

�8.8. A Levite, A Levite, descended descended from Jesh from Jeshua; son ofua; son of Joiakim a Joiakim and father nd father of Joiada of Joiada (Neh. 12:1(Neh. (Neh. 12:1(Neh. 12:10).0).0).

8. A Levite, descended from Jeshua; son of Joiakim and father of Joiada 
(Neh. 12:10).

�9.9. A priest  A priest of the temof the temple staff ple staff during theduring the period of period of Nehemiah  Nehemiah who alliedwho allied himself w hims himself wihimself with anotherth another of Nehemi of Nehemiah’s opponah’s opponents, Tobients, Tobiah (Neh. 1ah (Neh. 13:4-7).3:4-7).3:4-7).

9. A priest of the temple staff during the period of Nehemiah who allied 
himself with another of Nehemiah’s opponents, Tobiah (Neh. 13:4-7).

T. R. HobbT. R. Hobbss

T. R. Hobbs

ELIATHAHELIATHAH (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliî}aœt}eïliî}aœt�a®�a®)))

ELIATHAH (Heb. }eïliî}aœt�a® )

One of theOne of the sons of H sons of Heman who seman who served as aerved as a temple mu temple musician dursician during the reing the reign of Kinign of Kiign of King DavidKing David (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 25:4), by l5:4), by lot assigneot assigned to direcd to direct the twent the twentieth divitieth division of musion of musicians (vsiciamumusicians musicians (v. 27).(v. 27).

One of the sons of Heman who served as a temple musician during the reign of 
King David (1 Chr. 25:4), by lot assigned to direct the twentieth division of 
musicians (v. 27).

ELIDADELIDAD (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîd�aœ}eïliîd�aœd�d�)))

ELIDAD (Heb. }eïliîd�aœd� )

The son ofThe son of Chislon a Chislon and represend representative ofntative of the tribe the tribe of Benjam of Benjamin chosen in chosen to assist to assist in the divin in the divin the division of tision of the land (Nhe land (Num. 34:21)um. 34:21)..

The son of Chislon and representative of the tribe of Benjamin chosen to assist 
in the division of the land (Num. 34:21).



ELIEHOENAIELIEHOENAI (Heb.  (Heb. }elyeïho®{}elyeïho®{eînayeînay)))

ELIEHOENAI (Heb. }elyeïho®{eînay)

�1.1. The seven The seventh son of th son of MeshelemiaMeshelemiah, a Levith, a Levite and gatee and gatekeeper of keeper of the templethe temple (1 Chr. 2 (1  (1 Chr. 26(1 Chr. 26:3).:3).:3).

1. The seventh son of Meshelemiah, a Levite and gatekeeper of the temple 
(1 Chr. 26:3).

�2.2. The son o The son of Zerahiahf Zerahiah; head of ; head of a family oa family of exiles rf exiles returning weturning with Ezra (ith Ezra (Ezra 8:4).Ezra 8:4Ezra 8:4).8:4).

2. The son of Zerahiah; head of a family of exiles returning with Ezra (Ezra 
8:4).

ELIELELIEL (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliî}eäl}eïliî}eäl)))

ELIEL (Heb. }eïliî}eäl)

�1.1. Head of a Head of a Transjord Transjordanian Manaanian Manassite housssite household depoehold deported by thrted by the Assyriane Assyrian king Tigl k king Tiglaking Tiglath-pileserth-pileser III (1 Ch III (1 Chr. 5:24).r. 5:24).r. 5:24).

1. Head of a Transjordanian Manassite household deported by the Assyrian 
king Tiglath-pileser III (1 Chr. 5:24).

�2.2. A Levite  A Levite from the ffrom the family of Kamily of Kohath and ohath and an ancestoan ancestor of the pr of the prophet Samrophet Samuel. His nuel.SamSamuel. HiSamuel. His name apps name appears in thears in the leviticae levitical lists ofl lists of Elihu (1  Elihu (1 Sam. 1:1) Sam. 1:1) and Eliab and Eliab (1 Chr. 6:(1 Chr(1 Chr. 6:27[Chr. 6:27[MT 12]). HMT 12]). He was appoe was appointed by Dinted by David to beavid to be a singer  a singer for the tefor the temple servimple services (1 Chrcserviservices (services (1 Chr. 6:31 Chr. 6:34[19]).4[19]).4[19]).

2. A Levite from the family of Kohath and an ancestor of the prophet 
Samuel. His name appears in the levitical lists of Elihu (1 Sam. 1:1) and Eliab (1 
Chr. 6:27[MT 12]). He was appointed by David to be a singer for the temple 
services (1 Chr. 6:34[19]).

�3.3. A Benjami A Benjaminite namednite named in the Ch in the Chronicler’sronicler’s genealogy genealogy as son of as son of Shimei ( Shimei (11; 11; 1 Chr. 8:211 Chr. 8:21 Chr. 8:20) and son0) and son of Shasha of Shashak (v. 22).k (v. 22).

3. A Benjaminite named in the Chronicler’s genealogy as son of Shimei (11; 
1 Chr. 8:20) and son of Shashak (v. 22).

�4. A Mahav4. A Mahavite and onite and one of Davide of David’s “mighty’s “mighty men” (1 C men” (1 Chr. 11:26,hr. 11:26, 46); anot 46); another Eliel her Elher Eliel may Eliel may be listed be listed in v. 47.in v. 47.in v. 47.

4. A Mahavite and one of David’s “mighty men” (1 Chr. 11:26, 46); another 
Eliel may be listed in v. 47.

�5. One of 5. One of the Gaditethe Gadites who cames who came to David  to David at the strat the stronghold Zionghold Ziklag (1 Chklag (1 Chr. 12:1, 8r. 12r. 12:1, 8, 112:1, 8, 11).1).1).

5. One of the Gadites who came to David at the stronghold Ziklag (1 Chr. 
12:1, 8, 11).

�6.6. A Levite  A Levite of the sonof the sons of Hebros of Hebron who helpn who helped David ted David transfer thransfer the ark to Je ark to Jerusalem (erusJJerusalem Jerusalem (1 Chr. 15(1 Chr. 15:9, 11).:9, 11).:9, 11).

6. A Levite of the sons of Hebron who helped David transfer the ark to 
Jerusalem (1 Chr. 15:9, 11).

�7.7. A Levite  A Levite and overseand overseer of tither of tithes, offeries, offerings, and tngs, and temple contemple contributions ributions under Hezeunder Hunder Hezekiah (Hezekiah (2 Chr. 31:2 Chr. 31:13).13).13).

7. A Levite and overseer of tithes, offerings, and temple contributions under 
Hezekiah (2 Chr. 31:13).

Carol J. DCarol J. Dempseyempsey

Carol J. Dempsey

ELIENAIELIENAI (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliî{eîn}eïliî{eînayay)))

ELIENAI (Heb. }eïliî{eînay)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite chief,ite chief, head of a head of an ancestran ancestral house lil house living in Jeving in Jerusalem; drusalem; descendant escendant of Shimei of Sof Shimei (Shimei (11; 11; 1 Chr. 8:21 Chr. 8:20).0).

A Benjaminite chief, head of an ancestral house living in Jerusalem; descendant of 
Shimei (11; 1 Chr. 8:20).

ELIEZERELIEZER (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliî{eze}eïliî{ezerr) (also EL) (also ELEAZAR)EAZAR)EAZAR)

ELIEZER (Heb. }eïliî{ezer) (also ELEAZAR)

�1. The old1. The oldest and moest and most trustedst trusted of Abraha of Abraham’s servanm’s servants (Gen. 1ts (Gen. 15:2-3). An5:2-3). Ancient Nearcient AnAncient NeAncient Near Easternar Eastern texts con texts contain refertain references to tences to the practiche practice of adopte of adopting servaning servants as heirtsservanservants aservants as heirs ins heirs in the case  the case of childleof childlessness, anssness, and the stord the story of Abrahy of Abraham here ream here reflects sucflecrereflects sreflects such influeuch influences. Latences. Later, Eliezerr, Eliezer chooses a chooses a wife for  wife for Isaac (GenIsaac (Gen. 24:2).. 24:2).. 24:2).

1. The oldest and most trusted of Abraham’s servants (Gen. 15:2-3). 
Ancient Near Eastern texts contain references to the practice of adopting 
servants as heirs in the case of childlessness, and the story of Abraham here 
reflects such influences. Later, Eliezer chooses a wife for Isaac (Gen. 24:2).

�2.2. The young The younger of the er of the two sons otwo sons of Moses anf Moses and Zipporahd Zipporah (Exod. 18 (Exod. 18:4). In 1 :4). In 1 Chr. 23:17ChrChr. 23:17Chr. 23:17 Eliezer b Eliezer becomes theecomes the head of a head of a levitical levitical family an family and has a sod has a son named Ren named Rehabiah. 1 haReRehabiah. Rehabiah. 1 Chr. 26:1 Chr. 26:25 lists J25 lists Jeshaiah, Jeshaiah, Joram, Zichoram, Zichri, and Shri, and Shelomoth aselomoth as Eliezer’s Eliezer’s descendan desc descendantdescendants.s.s.

2. The younger of the two sons of Moses and Zipporah (Exod. 18:4). In 1 
Chr. 23:17 Eliezer becomes the head of a levitical family and has a son named 
Rehabiah. 1 Chr. 26:25 lists Jeshaiah, Joram, Zichri, and Shelomoth as Eliezer’s 
descendants.

�3. A might3. A mighty warrior,y warrior, one of th one of the sons of e sons of Becher andBecher and a member  a member of the triof the tribe of Benjbe of be of Benjamiof Benjamin (1 Chr. n (1 Chr. 7:8).7:8).7:8).

3. A mighty warrior, one of the sons of Becher and a member of the tribe 
of Benjamin (1 Chr. 7:8).



�4. One of 4. One of the priestthe priests who blows who blows the trums the trumpet beforepet before the ark o the ark of the covef the covenant (1 Chnant (nant (1 Chr. 15(1 Chr. 15:24).:24).:24).

4. One of the priests who blows the trumpet before the ark of the covenant 
(1 Chr. 15:24).

�5.5. The son o The son of Zichri af Zichri and chief ond chief officer of fficer of the Reubenthe Reubenites underites under the reign the reign of David  of Da of David (1 CDavid (1 Chr. 27:16)hr. 27:16)...

5. The son of Zichri and chief officer of the Reubenites under the reign of 
David (1 Chr. 27:16).

�6.6. The son o The son of Dodavahuf Dodavahu of Maresh of Mareshah, who prah, who prophesies tophesies the destruche destruction of Kition of King JehoshanKiKing JehosKing Jehoshaphat of haphat of Judah for Judah for his allianhis alliance with Ahce with Ahaziah, Israziah, Israel’s wickael’s wicked king (2ed king (2 Chr. 20:3 Chr. Chr. 20:35Chr. 20:35-37).-37).-37).

6. The son of Dodavahu of Mareshah, who prophesies the destruction of 
King Jehoshaphat of Judah for his alliance with Ahaziah, Israel’s wicked king (2 
Chr. 20:35-37).

�7. One of 7. One of the priestthe priests sent by s sent by Ezra to CaEzra to Casiphia to siphia to find “minifind “ministers for sters for the house the housethe house of ohouse of our God” inur God” in Jerusalem Jerusalem (Ezra 8:1 (Ezra 8:16-17).6-17).6-17).

7. One of the priests sent by Ezra to Casiphia to find “ministers for the 
house of our God” in Jerusalem (Ezra 8:16-17).

�8. One of 8. One of the sons othe sons of priests f priests who had plwho had pledged to dedged to divorce theivorce their foreignir foreign wives and wives a wives and providand provide a guilt e a guilt offering (offering (Ezra 10:18Ezra 10:18; called E; called Eleazar at leazar at 1 Esdr. 9:1 Esdr. 9:19).19).19).

8. One of the sons of priests who had pledged to divorce their foreign wives 
and provide a guilt offering (Ezra 10:18; called Eleazar at 1 Esdr. 9:19).

�9.9. A Levite  A Levite who divorcwho divorced his fored his foreign wife eign wife (Ezra 10:2(Ezra 10:23).3).3).

9. A Levite who divorced his foreign wife (Ezra 10:23).

�10.10. One of th One of the sons of e sons of Harim who Harim who divorced hdivorced his foreignis foreign wife (Ezr wife (Ezra 10:31).a 10:31).a 10:31).

10. One of the sons of Harim who divorced his foreign wife (Ezra 10:31).

�11.11. An ancest An ancestor of Jesuor of Jesus (Luke 3:s (Luke 3:29).29).29).

11. An ancestor of Jesus (Luke 3:29).

Henry L. CHenry L. Carrigan, Jarrigan, Jr.r.

Henry L. Carrigan, Jr.

ELIHOREPHELIHOREPH (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîh�oœ}eïliîh�oœrep�rep�)))

ELIHOREPH (Heb. }eïliîh�oœrep� )

A high offA high official at ticial at the Solomonhe Solomonic court, ic court, who with hwho with his brotheris brother Ahijah se Ahijah served as rorved as royal secretyal roroyal secrroyal secretary (1 Ketary (1 Kgs. 4:3).gs. 4:3).

A high official at the Solomonic court, who with his brother Ahijah served as 
royal secretary (1 Kgs. 4:3).

ELIHUELIHU (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîhu®}eïliîhu®) (also EL) (also ELIAB, ELIELIAB, ELIEL)))

ELIHU (Heb. }eïliîhu®) (also ELIAB, ELIEL)

�1.1. An Ephrai An Ephraimite, the mite, the son of Tohson of Tohu, and greu, and great-grandfaat-grandfather of Sather of Samuel (1 Samuel (1 Sam. 1:1); hm. 1:m. 1:1); he i1:1); he is called Es called Eliel at 1 liel at 1 Chr. 6:34 Chr. 6:34 and Eliab and Eliab at 1 Chr. at 1 Chr. 6:27.6:27.6:27.

1. An Ephraimite, the son of Tohu, and great-grandfather of Samuel (1 Sam. 
1:1); he is called Eliel at 1 Chr. 6:34 and Eliab at 1 Chr. 6:27.

�2.2. A chief o A chief of a thousaf a thousand from Mand from Manasseh whonasseh who defected  defected to David ato David at Ziklag (t Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:1 C1 Chr. 12:20Chr. 12:20).).).

2. A chief of a thousand from Manasseh who defected to David at Ziklag (1 
Chr. 12:20).

�3.3. A gatekee A gatekeeper in theper in the temple, o temple, of the linef the lineage of Obeage of Obed-edom (1 d-edom (1 Chr. 26:7)Chr. 26:7)...

3. A gatekeeper in the temple, of the lineage of Obed-edom (1 Chr. 26:7).

�4.4. A brother A brother of David, of David, chief off chief officer of thicer of the tribe ofe tribe of Issachar  Issachar (1 Chr. 27(1 Chr. 27:18). The :18). The:18). The LXX reThe LXX reads Eliab,ads Eliab, the same  the same as David’sas David’s oldest br oldest brother mentother mentioned at 1ioned at 1 Sam. 16:6 Sam. 16:6 Sam. 16:6-7.16:6-7.16:6-7.

4. A brother of David, chief officer of the tribe of Issachar (1 Chr. 27:18). 
The LXX reads Eliab, the same as David’s oldest brother mentioned at 1 Sam. 
16:6-7.

�5.5. The son o The son of Barachelf Barachel; young fr; young friend and fiend and final debatinal debater of Job er of Job (Job 32-37(Job 32-37), the onl), the ), the only sthe only speaker in peaker in the book wthe book with an Isrith an Israelite namaelite name.e.e.

5. The son of Barachel; young friend and final debater of Job (Job 32-37), 
the only speaker in the book with an Israelite name.

�Scholars aScholars argue that rgue that these chapthese chapters are aters are a secondary secondary insertion insertion into the  into the book becaubook bebook because: Ebecause: Elihu is melihu is mentioned nontioned nowhere elsewhere else, includin, including the epilg the epilogue; the ogue; the style is pstyle is pretentiousreteppretentioupretentious, inferios, inferior to the rr to the remainder oemainder of the bookf the book; and the ; and the speeches dspeeches disrupt theisrupt the book’s co b book’s conbook’s continuity antinuity and contribud contribute little.te little. Much rece Much recent scholarnt scholarship refutship refutes these aes these arguments. rgumaarguments.arguments. Satan is  Satan is also not malso not mentioned ientioned in the epiln the epilogue, yet ogue, yet is integrais integral to the bl to the book; perhaook; bbook; perhbook; perhaps neitheaps neither is deemer is deemed worthy od worthy of mention f mention in the epiin the epilogue. Thelogue. The different different style may differentdifferent different style may style may be a delibbe a deliberate autherate authorial inteorial intent to portnt to portray a selfray a self-inflated -inflated speaker.speakespeaker.speaker.speaker.

Scholars argue that these chapters are a secondary insertion into the book 
because: Elihu is mentioned nowhere else, including the epilogue; the style is 
pretentious, inferior to the remainder of the book; and the speeches disrupt the 
book’s continuity and contribute little. Much recent scholarship refutes these 
arguments. Satan is also not mentioned in the epilogue, yet is integral to the 
book; perhaps neither is deemed worthy of mention in the epilogue. The 
different style may be a deliberate authorial intent to portray a self-inflated 
speaker.

�Various opVarious opinions exiinions exist concernst concerning the coing the contributionntribution of the El of the Elihu speechihu speeches to the es to thes to the book. the book. Some regarSome regard them as d them as a critiquea critique of the pr of the prophetic trophetic tradition (Jadition (J. Gerald J. Gerald Janzen). ThanzJJanzen). TJanzen). They act ashey act as a foil fo a foil for the divir the divine speechene speeches: Elihu ss: Elihu states thattates that no one sh no one shall ever hall eveall ever hear ever hear God speak,God speak, but then  but then God speaksGod speaks (J. G. He (J. G. Herder). Elirder). Elihu assumeshu assumes the media the media the mediator rmediator role, defenole, defender of Godder of God (Norman C (Norman C. Habel). . Habel). Elihu’s soElihu’s solution of lution of suffering suffering as disciplasas disciplas disciplinary, purinary, purging the hging the heart of preart of pride, is thide, is the book’s ce book’s climax (Karlimax (Karl Budde). l Budde). Elihu’s spElihu’s Elihu’s spElihu’s speeches areeeches are an early  an early critique ocritique of the bookf the book, inserted, inserted by a late by a later wisdom tr wisdom teacher (Cleachtteacher (Cteacher (Claus Westelaus Westermann). Elrmann). Elihu is purihu is purposefully posefully portrayed portrayed by the autby the author as a bhor as a brash fool rabbrash foolbrash fool (Janzen,  (Janzen, Habel). HeHabel). He is underc is undercut by the ut by the divine spedivine speeches and eches and the epilogthe epilogue which iue epilogepilogue wepilogue which ignorhich ignore him and e him and by his ownby his own speeches, speeches, where his where his anger and anger and tactlessn tactlessness prove etactlessntactlessnetactlessness prove hss prove him the antim the antithesis ofithesis of a wise ma a wise man (cf. Pron (cf. Prov. 12:15-1v. 12:15-16; 14:17, 6; 14:17, 29). He un29). 29). He un29). He unwittingly wittingly charactericharacterizes himselzes himself as a winf as a windbag (Job dbag (Job 32:18). El32:18). Elihu claimsihu claims divine in divi divine insdivine inspiration apiration as his auths his authoritative oritative source (32source (32:8, 18; 33:8, 18; 33:4). His m:4). His main argumeain argument, that snt, thnt, that suffethat suffering is diring is disciplinarysciplinary, was alre, was already broachady broached by Eliped by Eliphaz (5:17)haz (5:17)...

Various opinions exist concerning the contribution of the Elihu speeches to 



the book. Some regard them as a critique of the prophetic tradition (J. Gerald 
Janzen). They act as a foil for the divine speeches: Elihu states that no one shall 
ever hear God speak, but then God speaks (J. G. Herder). Elihu assumes the 
mediator role, defender of God (Norman C. Habel). Elihu’s solution of suffering 
as disciplinary, purging the heart of pride, is the book’s climax (Karl Budde). 
Elihu’s speeches are an early critique of the book, inserted by a later wisdom 
teacher (Claus Westermann). Elihu is purposefully portrayed by the author as a 
brash fool (Janzen, Habel). He is undercut by the divine speeches and the 
epilogue which ignore him and by his own speeches, where his anger and 
tactlessness prove him the antithesis of a wise man (cf. Prov. 12:15-16; 14:17, 
29). He unwittingly characterizes himself as a windbag (Job 32:18). Elihu claims 
divine inspiration as his authoritative source (32:8, 18; 33:4). His main argument, 
that suffering is disciplinary, was already broached by Eliphaz (5:17).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. G. JanzJ. G. Janzen, en, Job.Job. Interpret Interpretation (Atlation (Atlanta, 1985anta, 1985); M. H. P); M. H. Pope, ope, Job.JoJob.Job. AB (Garde AB (Garden City, 19n City, 1973).73).73).

Bibliography. J. G. Janzen, Job. Interpretation (Atlanta, 1985); M. H. Pope, 
Job. AB (Garden City, 1973).
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ELIJAHELIJAH (Heb.  (Heb. }eäliîyaœh}eäliîyaœhu®u®)))

ELIJAH (Heb. }eäliîyaœhu®)

A fiercelyA fiercely Yahwist p Yahwist prophet in rophet in the traditthe tradition of Mosion of Moses. The Eles. The Elijah cycleijah cycle (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 17-19, 21; 7-19117-19, 21;17-19, 21; 2 Kgs. 1: 2 Kgs. 1:1-2:18) is1-2:18) is a collect a collection of legion of legends whichends which circulate circulated and wered and were preserved pre preserved preserved within thewithin the prophetic prophetic community community of which  of which Elijah (“YElijah (“Yahweh is mahweh is my God”) way God”) wy God”) was a partwas a part, before b, before being incoreing incorporated inporated into the Deuto the Deuteronomistteronomistic historyic history. Portraye. Portrayed as an indPortrayePortrayed Portrayed as an indias an individual of vidual of remarkableremarkable strength  strength and energyand energy, Elijah w, Elijah was active as active during theduriduring theduring the 9th centu 9th century ry B.C.E.B.C.E. reign of  reign of King Ahab,King Ahab, political politically one of ly one of the great the great rulers of rulers rulers of rulers of the northethe northern kingdomrn kingdom...

A fiercely Yahwist prophet in the tradition of Moses. The Elijah cycle (1 Kgs. 
17-19, 21; 2 Kgs. 1:1-2:18) is a collection of legends which circulated and were 
preserved within the prophetic community of which Elijah (“Yahweh is my God”) 
was a part, before being incorporated into the Deuteronomistic history. 
Portrayed as an individual of remarkable strength and energy, Elijah was active 
during the 9th century B.C.E. reign of King Ahab, politically one of the great 
rulers of the northern kingdom.

�Having comHaving come from Gile from Gilead, east ead, east of the Jorof the Jordan, wheredan, where Yahwism h Yahwism had most liad most likely presekelylilikely prelikely preserved itsserved its separatio separation from othn from other cults, er cults, Elijah wasElijah was appalled  appalled by the synby the syncretism hecretisynsyncretismsyncretism he encoun he encountered in Itered in Israel. Ahasrael. Ahab’s wife Jb’s wife Jezebel, a ezebel, a princess oprincess of Tyre, waf Tyre, was a devotes a s a devotee a devotee of the Phoof the Phoenician Baenician Baal. To makal. To make her feele her feel at home,  at home, Ahab erectAhab erected “a temped “a temed “a temple of temple of Baal” in SBaal” in Samaria (1 amaria (1 Kgs. 16:32Kgs. 16:32-33). The -33). The Canaanite Canaanite fertility fertility cult, evercult, ever a threat  a thr a threat to threat to Yahweh worYahweh worship, now ship, now had a fanahad a fanatical evantical evangelist in gelist in Jezebel whJezebel who importedo imported a large n importedimported aimported a large num large number of Baaber of Baal prophetsl prophets from Phoe from Phoenicia, supnicia, supported theported them out of sm out of m out of state fof state funds (1 Kgunds (1 Kgs. 18:19),s. 18:19), and began and began an enthus an enthusiastic camiastic campaign to mpaign to make the Phake the Phoenician BoePhPhoenicianPhoenician Baal the  Baal the only deityonly deity of Israel of Israel. Although. Although Ahab “ser Ahab “served Baal aved Baal a little” ( little” (2 Kgs. 10:2 Kgs2 Kgs. 10:18Kgs. 10:18), he did ), he did not intendnot intend to reject to reject Yahweh, a Yahweh, as the names the names of his cs of his children — hildren — Ahaziah, JAhAhaziah, JAhaziah, Jehoram, Atehoram, Athaliah (alhaliah (all formed wl formed with the diith the divine name,vine name, Yahweh) i Yahweh) indicate. Rndicate. Rather, AhaatRRather, AhRather, Ahab’s tolerab’s tolerant positiant position was deson was designed to aigned to allow his wllow his wife freedoife freedom of religm of religion, just ionreligreligion, religion, just as Sojust as Solomon had lomon had done with done with his foreighis foreign wives. Bn wives. But such cout such collaborativllaborative, permisse, pe, permissivepermissive ideas wer ideas were incompate incompatible with ible with Yahweh’s cYahweh’s claim for elaim for exclusive axclusive allegiance llegiance and led toanand led toand led to the proph the prophetic guildetic guilds’ trenchas’ trenchant criticint criticism of the sm of the court’s “lcourt’s “limping witimping with two diffh twoh two differtwo different opinioent opinions” (1 Kgsns” (1 Kgs. 18:21). . 18:21). This was tThis was the preludehe prelude to a gene to a general persecral persecution in wutipersecpersecutiopersecution in whichn in which altars of altars of Yahweh we Yahweh were torn dore torn down, prophewn, prophets were kits were killed, and lled, and lled, and loyal and loyal adherents adherents were drivewere driven undergron underground.und.und.

Having come from Gilead, east of the Jordan, where Yahwism had most 
likely preserved its separation from other cults, Elijah was appalled by the 
syncretism he encountered in Israel. Ahab’s wife Jezebel, a princess of Tyre, was 
a devotee of the Phoenician Baal. To make her feel at home, Ahab erected “a 
temple of Baal” in Samaria (1 Kgs. 16:32-33). The Canaanite fertility cult, ever a 
threat to Yahweh worship, now had a fanatical evangelist in Jezebel who 
imported a large number of Baal prophets from Phoenicia, supported them out 
of state funds (1 Kgs. 18:19), and began an enthusiastic campaign to make the 
Phoenician Baal the only deity of Israel. Although Ahab “served Baal a little” (2 
Kgs. 10:18), he did not intend to reject Yahweh, as the names of his children — 
Ahaziah, Jehoram, Athaliah (all formed with the divine name, Yahweh) indicate. 
Rather, Ahab’s tolerant position was designed to allow his wife freedom of 
religion, just as Solomon had done with his foreign wives. But such collaborative, 
permissive ideas were incompatible with Yahweh’s claim for exclusive allegiance 
and led to the prophetic guilds’ trenchant criticism of the court’s “limping with 



two different opinions” (1 Kgs. 18:21). This was the prelude to a general 
persecution in which altars of Yahweh were torn down, prophets were killed, 
and loyal adherents were driven underground.

�It was agaIt was against this inst this backgroundbackground of strugg of struggle betweenle between Yahwism a Yahwism and Baalismnd Baalism that Elij that  that Elijathat Elijah appearedh appeared suddenly  suddenly in Ahab’s in Ahab’s court to acourt to announce, innounce, in the namen the name of Yahweh of Yahweh of Yahweh, thYahweh, that there wat there would be a ould be a paralyzingparalyzing drought.  drought. Thus ElijaThus Elijah threw ouh threw out a potentt a potent challenge potentpotent chapotent challenge to llenge to Baal in thBaal in the arena ofe arena of his exper his expertise — fertise — fertility. Intility. Indeed, the deed, the crucial qucruciacrucial qucrucial question behestion behind all ofind all of the stori the stories in 1 Kges in 1 Kgs. 17 is, s. 17 is, “Who has t“Who has the power ohe power of life?” Af lifef life?” Altlife?” Although the hough the worshipperworshippers of Baal s of Baal believed tbelieved their god wheir god was the posas the possessor of sessor of that powerthathat powerthat power, the seri, the series of vignes of vignettes in 1ettes in 1 Kgs. 17 i Kgs. 17 is designeds designed to show t to show that the vehat the very power ary pry power attrpower attributed to ibuted to Baal is coBaal is controlled bntrolled by Israel’sy Israel’s God. It i God. It is Yahweh ws Yahweh who has theho has the power to  po power to apower to assuage hunssuage hunger (1 Kgsger (1 Kgs. 17:2-7, . 17:2-7, 8-16) and 8-16) and overcome dovercome death (vv. eath (vv. 9–24). It 9–24). It is noteworisis noteworis noteworthy that Ythy that Yahweh’s poahweh’s power is notwer is not confined  confined to Israel.to Israel. Rather, a Rather, as Elijah’ss Elijah’s replenish rep replenishmreplenishment of theent of the food supp food supply for thely for the widow in  widow in Zarephath Zarephath makes cleamakes clear, Yahweh’r, Yahwehr, Yahweh’s pYahweh’s power extenower extends to Phoeds to Phoenicia as wnicia as well, the sell, the special prepecial preserve of Jserve of Jezebel’s Bezebel’s Baal. FurthaaBBaal. FurtBaal. Further, whileher, while Baal’s co Baal’s concern is nncern is not with wiot with widows, but dows, but with the swith the status quo,tatus quo, Yahweh de Yah Yahweh defYahweh defends the wends the weak and gieak and gives life tves life to those wio those without socithout social power.al power.al power.

It was against this background of struggle between Yahwism and Baalism 
that Elijah appeared suddenly in Ahab’s court to announce, in the name of 
Yahweh, that there would be a paralyzing drought. Thus Elijah threw out a 
potent challenge to Baal in the arena of his expertise — fertility. Indeed, the 
crucial question behind all of the stories in 1 Kgs. 17 is, “Who has the power of 
life?” Although the worshippers of Baal believed their god was the possessor of 
that power, the series of vignettes in 1 Kgs. 17 is designed to show that the very 
power attributed to Baal is controlled by Israel’s God. It is Yahweh who has the 
power to assuage hunger (1 Kgs. 17:2-7, 8-16) and overcome death (vv. 9–24). It 
is noteworthy that Yahweh’s power is not confined to Israel. Rather, as Elijah’s 
replenishment of the food supply for the widow in Zarephath makes clear, 
Yahweh’s power extends to Phoenicia as well, the special preserve of Jezebel’s 
Baal. Further, while Baal’s concern is not with widows, but with the status quo, 
Yahweh defends the weak and gives life to those without social power.

�As droughtAs drought and famin and famine devastate devastated the coued the country so thntry so that even that even the king wase king was forced to forc forced to forced to scour the scour the land for wland for water and gater and grass to kerass to keep the aniep the animals alivemals alive, Elijah r, Elijah received a eceivrreceived areceived a divine or divine order to conder to confront Ahabfront Ahab again (1  again (1 Kgs. 18:1-Kgs. 18:1-18). After18). After an angry  an angry exchange, excexchange, exchange, the monarcthe monarch agreed th agreed to a trial o a trial of strengtof strength between h between Elijah andElijah and Jezebel’s Jezebel’s prophets  pr prophets oprophets of Baal andf Baal and Asherah,  Asherah, i.e., betwi.e., between Yahweheen Yahweh and Baal. and Baal. The descr The description of iption of the contestthe contesthe contest is one ot is one of the mostf the most dramatic  dramatic biblical abiblical accounts. Mccounts. Meeting on eeting on Mt. CarmelMt. Carmel, Elijah a, CarmelCarmel, ElCarmel, Elijah accusijah accused the peoed the people of synple of syncretistic cretistic behavior, behavior, trying to trying to keep one fkeep one foot on Isroot ffoot on Isfoot on Israel’s trarael’s traditional pditional path and thath and the other ine other in the worsh the worship of Baalip of Baal (v. 21).  (v. 21). Thus, the Thus, tThus, the clear the clear object of object of the contesthe contest was to dt was to determine wetermine who was reaho was really lord ally lord and controlnd controller of railecontrolcontrollercontroller of rain a of rain and fertilind fertility. The auty. The author deligthor delights in strhts in stressing theessing the unevennes unevenness of the ps of ths of the proceethe proceedings. Aftdings. After all, Eler all, Elijah was oijah was outnumberedutnumbered 450 to 1  450 to 1 (v. 22), a(v. 22), and rain wand rain was Baal’s ss Bs Baal’s speBaal’s specialty. Thcialty. The scene one scene on Mt. Carme Mt. Carmel is dominl is dominated by thated by the motifs oe motifs of calling f calling and answerand and answerand answering, silening, silence and resce and responsivenesponsiveness. Both pas. Both parties agrerties agree to call e to call on their don their deity, to peityddeity, to deity, to perform thperform their rites,eir rites, with the  with the understandunderstanding that “ing that “the god whthe god who answers o answers by fire isbyby fire isby fire is indeed Go indeed God” (v. 24)d” (v. 24). As Elija. As Elijah satiricah satirically tauntslly taunts their eff their efforts, the orts, the Baal prophBaal propBaal prophets rprophets rant, rave,ant, rave, and slash and slash themselve themselves (vv. 27–s (vv. 27–28). There28). There is, howev is, however, “no voer, “no voice, no anicevovoice, no voice, no answer, ananswer, and no respod no response” (v. 2nse” (v. 29). Then E9). Then Elijah takelijah takes center ss center stage, repatage, repairing an airinreparepairing repairing an abandonan abandoned Yahweh ed Yahweh altar and altar and so reclaimso reclaiming a culting a cult site for  site for Yahweh whiYahweh which had beecwhiwhich had which had been underbeen under Phoenicia Phoenician control n control and used tand used to stage Bao stage Baal’s rituaal’s ritual dances. l dances. The propheThThe propheThe prophet preparest prepares his sacri his sacrifice and tfice and then commanhen commands the peods the people to dreple to drench the alnch the anch the altar withaltar with water, a  water, a priceless priceless sacrifice sacrifice during a dduring a drought (vvrought (vv. 33–35). . 33–35). Elijah calElijah calls out to ls out tls out to Yahweh,to Yahweh, who respo who responds by sennds by sending fire,ding fire, the tradi the traditional symtional symbol of Godbol of God’s active ’s active historicalhhistoricalhistorical presence, presence, to consum to consume the offee the offering. Convring. Convinced by tinced by the spectache spectacle, the pele, the people exclaoppepeople excpeople exclaim, “Yahlaim, “Yahweh indeedweh indeed is God” ( is God” (v. 39), anv. 39), and the Baald the Baal prophets  prophets are condemare condemare condemned condemned to death (to death (v. 40). Itv. 40). It is import is important to notant to note that thee that the real clim real climax of the ax of the narrative narrnarrative narrative is the endis the end of the dr of the drought (vv.ought (vv. 41–46). T 41–46). The descenthe descent of rain w of rain was proof tas proof that Yahwehhat tthat Yahwethat Yahweh, not Baah, not Baal, controll, controlled the prled the productivityoductivity of the la of the land and mernd and merited the pited the people’s toeoppeople’s tpeople’s total allegotal allegiance. Altiance. Although Yahwhough Yahweh’s resoueh’s resounding victnding victory appearory appeared definited definitive, royalivedefinitdefinitivedefinitive, royal po, royal policy was nlicy was not swayed.ot swayed. A few yea A few years later trs later there were here were enough Baaenough Baal worshippl wl worshipperworshippers to fill s to fill a Baal tema Baal temple (2 Kgsple (2 Kgs. 10:21).. 10:21).. 10:21).

As drought and famine devastated the country so that even the king was 
forced to scour the land for water and grass to keep the animals alive, Elijah 
received a divine order to confront Ahab again (1 Kgs. 18:1-18). After an angry 
exchange, the monarch agreed to a trial of strength between Elijah and Jezebel’s 
prophets of Baal and Asherah, i.e., between Yahweh and Baal. The description of 
the contest is one of the most dramatic biblical accounts. Meeting on Mt. 
Carmel, Elijah accused the people of syncretistic behavior, trying to keep one 
foot on Israel’s traditional path and the other in the worship of Baal (v. 21). Thus, 
the clear object of the contest was to determine who was really lord and 
controller of rain and fertility. The author delights in stressing the unevenness of 
the proceedings. After all, Elijah was outnumbered 450 to 1 (v. 22), and rain was 
Baal’s specialty. The scene on Mt. Carmel is dominated by the motifs of calling 
and answering, silence and responsiveness. Both parties agree to call on their 
deity, to perform their rites, with the understanding that “the god who answers 
by fire is indeed God” (v. 24). As Elijah satirically taunts their efforts, the Baal 
prophets rant, rave, and slash themselves (vv. 27–28). There is, however, “no 
voice, no answer, and no response” (v. 29). Then Elijah takes center stage, 
repairing an abandoned Yahweh altar and so reclaiming a cult site for Yahweh 
which had been under Phoenician control and used to stage Baal’s ritual dances. 
The prophet prepares his sacrifice and then commands the people to drench the 
altar with water, a priceless sacrifice during a drought (vv. 33–35). Elijah calls out 
to Yahweh, who responds by sending fire, the traditional symbol of God’s active 
historical presence, to consume the offering. Convinced by the spectacle, the 



people exclaim, “Yahweh indeed is God” (v. 39), and the Baal prophets are 
condemned to death (v. 40). It is important to note that the real climax of the 
narrative is the end of the drought (vv. 41–46). The descent of rain was proof 
that Yahweh, not Baal, controlled the productivity of the land and merited the 
people’s total allegiance. Although Yahweh’s resounding victory appeared 
definitive, royal policy was not swayed. A few years later there were enough Baal 
worshippers to fill a Baal temple (2 Kgs. 10:21).

�When JezebWhen Jezebel heard oel heard of the outcf the outcome at Mt.ome at Mt. Carmel, s Carmel, she swore ahe swore an oath by n oath by the gods tthethe gods tthe gods that she wohat she would do to uld do to Elijah whaElijah what he had dt he had done to theone to the Baal prop Baal prophets (1 Kghets (1 Kgs. 19:1-2)sKgKgs. 19:1-Kgs. 19:1-2). In fea2). In fear, Elijah r, Elijah fled for hfled for his life, pis life, passing thrassing through Judahough Judah and beyon and beyond Beer-shed Beer-d Beer-shebaBeer-sheba into the  into the wildernesswilderness. Broken a. Broken and fatiguend fatigued, Elijah d, Elijah fell asleefell asleep in the sp in the shade of a hade ohade of a broomof a broom shrub, wo shrub, wondering hondering how Yahweh cw Yahweh could be soould be sovereign whvereign when Jezebelen Jezebel’s power w’s pow’s power was power was undiminishundiminished (1 Kgs.ed (1 Kgs. 19:3-4).  19:3-4). Touched byTouched by a messeng a messenger of God,er of God, Elijah wa Elijah w Elijah was divinewas divinely providely provided with food with food, a sign d, a sign that he hathat he had not beend not been deserted  deserted by Yahweh.by Yahweh. He was th Yahweh.Yahweh. HeYahweh. He was thus  was thus able to coable to continue hisntinue his journey f journey for anotheror another “40 days  “40 days and 40 nigand 40 nigand 40 nights,” inights,” i.e., a lon.e., a long time (1 g time (1 Kgs. 19:5-Kgs. 19:5-8).8).8).

When Jezebel heard of the outcome at Mt. Carmel, she swore an oath by 
the gods that she would do to Elijah what he had done to the Baal prophets (1 
Kgs. 19:1-2). In fear, Elijah fled for his life, passing through Judah and beyond 
Beer-sheba into the wilderness. Broken and fatigued, Elijah fell asleep in the shade 
of a broom shrub, wondering how Yahweh could be sovereign when Jezebel’s 
power was undiminished (1 Kgs. 19:3-4). Touched by a messenger of God, Elijah 
was divinely provided with food, a sign that he had not been deserted by 
Yahweh. He was thus able to continue his journey for another “40 days and 40 
nights,” i.e., a long time (1 Kgs. 19:5-8).

�Elijah’s eElijah’s encounter wncounter with Yahwehith Yahweh at Horeb  at Horeb (1 Kgs. 19(1 Kgs. 19:9-19) is :9-19) is set off byset off by an inclus an inclu an inclusion inclusion (“there” a(“there” and “from tnd “from there”), whhere”), which highliich highlights Elijaghts Elijah’s trip th’s trip to and fromo and from the sacre the s the sacred spasacred space of Israce of Israel’s tradiel’s tradition. Althtion. Although allusough allusions to Moions to Moses pervadses pervade the accoe the account and seuntaccoaccount anaccount and seem to d seem to present Elpresent Elijah as Moijah as Moses ses redivivusredivivus — the pla — the place is the ce is the same, Horesame, Horsame, Horeb; theHoreb; the visitatio visitation is accomn is accompanied by panied by earthquakeearthquake, wind, an, wind, and fire, thd fire, the traditioe traditional phenomnal pnal phenomena phenomena of Yahweh’of Yahweh’s revelatis revelation on the on on the sacred mousacred mountain (Exontain (Exod. 19) — id. 19) — it is also t is also t is also possialso possible to seeble to see polemical polemical motifs at motifs at work here work here. The prop. The prophet flees het flees to Horeb, to Horeb, which is lwwhich is lwhich is located in ocated in the south the south of Palestiof Palestine, far awne, far away from Baay from Baal’s domaial’s domain on Mt. Cn on Mt. Casius asiuCCasius Casius (Spn)(Spn) in the no in the north. Thus,rth. Thus, Elijah an Elijah announces thnounces that at SpnSpn is not th is not the center fe center for divine or divior divine insdivine inspiration. piration. Further, aFurther, although wilthough wind, earthqnd, earthquake, and uake, and fire accomfire accompany Yahwepany Yahweh’s theophh’YahweYahweh’s tYahweh’s theophany, heophany, the deity the deity is not in is not in those violthose violent elemenent elements. Unlikets. Unlike his rival his rival, the stor, the, the storm-the storm-god Baal, god Baal, Yahweh posYahweh possesses allsesses all the attri the attributes of abutes of a storm-god storm-god, but is n, but is not part ofot nnot part onot part of nature, f nature, rather aborather above it and ve it and controllincontrolling it.g it.g it.

Elijah’s encounter with Yahweh at Horeb (1 Kgs. 19:9-19) is set off by an 
inclusion (“there” and “from there”), which highlights Elijah’s trip to and from the 
sacred space of Israel’s tradition. Although allusions to Moses pervade the 
account and seem to present Elijah as Moses redivivus — the place is the same, 
Horeb; the visitation is accompanied by earthquake, wind, and fire, the traditional 
phenomena of Yahweh’s revelation on the sacred mountain (Exod. 19) — it is 
also possible to see polemical motifs at work here. The prophet flees to Horeb, 
which is located in the south of Palestine, far away from Baal’s domain on Mt. 
Casius (Spn) in the north. Thus, Elijah announces that Spn is not the center for 
divine inspiration. Further, although wind, earthquake, and fire accompany 
Yahweh’s theophany, the deity is not in those violent elements. Unlike his rival, 
the storm-god Baal, Yahweh possesses all the attributes of a storm-god, but is 
not part of nature, rather above it and controlling it.

�Yahweh’s wYahweh’s words to Elords to Elijah take ijah take the form othe form of a pronouf a pronouncement thncement that has beeat has been variousln van variously variously translatedtranslated as “a low as “a low, mutterin, muttering sound,” g sound,” “the soft “the soft whisper ofwhisper of a voice,” a voice,” “a sound  “a s “a sound of ssound of sheer silenheer silence,” “a stce,” “a still, smallill, small voice” (1 voice” (1 Kgs. 19:1 Kgs. 19:12). In com2). In complete contplete contrast to thrast torast to the thuto the thunderous stnderous storm-god, Yorm-god, Yahweh’s waahweh’s was a quiet s a quiet speech thaspeech that could bet could be heard onl heard on heard only if ononly if one devoted e devoted oneself tooneself to listening listening for it. Y for it. Yahweh commahweh commissions Elissions Elijah to anijah to anoint Hazaeointananoint Hazanoint Hazael king oael king of Damascusf Damascus, Jehu kin, Jehu king of Israeg of Israel, and Elil, and Elisha his susha his successor (1ccessor (1 Kgs. 19:1 Kgs. Kgs. 19:15Kgs. 19:15-18). Alth-18). Although Elijaough Elijah performsh performs only one  only one of the throf the three commissee commissionings (1ionings (1 Kgs. 19:1 (1(1 Kgs. 19(1 Kgs. 19:19-21), t:19-21), their mentiheir mention here maon here makes it clekes it clear that bear that because Yahwcause Yahweh acts ineh acts in the spher th the spherethe sphere of histor of history, the proy, the prophets cannphets cannot hide frot hide from those pom those places wherlaces where history e history is being misis being mis being made. They ade. They may journemay journey back to y back to Horeb for Horeb for inspiratioinspiration, but then, but they are summy are summy are summoned tsummoned to take theo take their stand iir stand in the currn the current situatent situations in whions in which the peich the people of Goople of God find thedGoGod find tGod find themselves.hemselves.

Yahweh’s words to Elijah take the form of a pronouncement that has been 
variously translated as “a low, muttering sound,” “the soft whisper of a voice,” “a 
sound of sheer silence,” “a still, small voice” (1 Kgs. 19:12). In complete contrast 
to the thunderous storm-god, Yahweh’s was a quiet speech that could be heard 
only if one devoted oneself to listening for it. Yahweh commissions Elijah to 
anoint Hazael king of Damascus, Jehu king of Israel, and Elisha his successor (1 
Kgs. 19:15-18). Although Elijah performs only one of the three commissionings 
(1 Kgs. 19:19-21), their mention here makes it clear that because Yahweh acts in 
the sphere of history, the prophets cannot hide from those places where history 
is being made. They may journey back to Horeb for inspiration, but they are 
summoned to take their stand in the current situations in which the people of 



God find themselves.

�The well-kThe well-known storynown story of Naboth of Naboth’s vineyar’s vineyard is told d is told as the setas the setting for Eting for Elijah’s culijah’s culijah’s curse on Kcurse on King Ahab aing Ahab and his hound his house (1 Kgs.se (1 Kgs. 21:1-29). 21:1-29). Here the  Here the clash betwclash between Yahwiseen Yahwiseen Yahwism anYahwism and the Baald the Baal cult is s cult is seen in oppeen in opposing viewosing views of kingss of kingship and sohip and social relatcial relationships. ionsrelatrelationshrelationships. Nabotips. Naboth, whose vh, whose vineyard Ahineyard Ahab wants, ab wants, insists thinsists that he doesat he does not have  not have the freedoththe freedothe freedom to sell m to sell the inherithe inheritance of htance of his ancestois ancestors. Althours. Although Ahab apgh Ahab apparently aparently accepts Nabccaaccepts Naaccepts Naboth’s rigboth’s right of refuht of refusal, it issal, it is Jezebel’s Jezebel’s appearanc appearance on the se on the scene that cene that brings a tbringsbrings a tbrings a turning poiurning point. Her Bant. Her Baal religioal religion placed nn placed no limitatio limitations on theons on the exercise  exercise of royal pof roof royal poweroyal power. Indeed,r. Indeed, she viewe she viewed the kingd the king in orient in oriental fashional fashion as an abs as an absolute despolute despot with riot despdespot witdespot with rights th rights to take whao take whatever he wtever he wanted, incanted, including lanluding land. Thus, wd. Thus, when Ahab rhen Ahab refuses to errefuses torefuses to assert hi assert himself, Jezmself, Jezebel takesebel takes the matte the matter into herr into her own hands own hands. In Ahab’. In Ahab’s name shes nas name she oname she orders a farders a fast (somethst (something done oing done only duringnly during a time of a time of crisis) i crisis) in Naboth’sn Naboth’s town. Two to town. Two town. Two scoundrelsscoundrels bring tru bring trumped-up chmped-up charges agaiarges against Nabothnst Naboth, that he , that he “cursed Go“cursed G“cursed God and thGod and the king” (ve king” (v. 10), a p. 10), a particularlarticularly heinous y heinous crime sinccrime since it was be it was believed thelieved that the spoat that the spokenthe spoken word was  word was immediatelimmediately effectivy effective. To wipee. To wipe out the c out the curse, Nabourse, Naboth is execth is exeth is executed (executed (v. 13) andv. 13) and Ahab take Ahab takes over thes over the vineyard  vineyard he covets he covets (v. 16). D(v. 16). Directed byirected by Yahweh, E Y Yahweh, ElYahweh, Elijah meetsijah meets Ahab at t Ahab at the vineyarhe vineyard and procd and proclaims thatlaims that such beha such behavior is covior is condemned byncocondemned condemned by God. Diby God. Divine judgmvine judgment is proent is pronounced thnounced that will evat will eventually dentually destroy Ahaestroy Aestroy Ahab’s houAhab’s house (vv. 21se (vv. 21ff.).ff.).ff.).

The well-known story of Naboth’s vineyard is told as the setting for Elijah’s 
curse on King Ahab and his house (1 Kgs. 21:1-29). Here the clash between 
Yahwism and the Baal cult is seen in opposing views of kingship and social 
relationships. Naboth, whose vineyard Ahab wants, insists that he does not have 
the freedom to sell the inheritance of his ancestors. Although Ahab apparently 
accepts Naboth’s right of refusal, it is Jezebel’s appearance on the scene that 
brings a turning point. Her Baal religion placed no limitations on the exercise of 
royal power. Indeed, she viewed the king in oriental fashion as an absolute 
despot with rights to take whatever he wanted, including land. Thus, when Ahab 
refuses to assert himself, Jezebel takes the matter into her own hands. In Ahab’s 
name she orders a fast (something done only during a time of crisis) in Naboth’s 
town. Two scoundrels bring trumped-up charges against Naboth, that he “cursed 
God and the king” (v. 10), a particularly heinous crime since it was believed that 
the spoken word was immediately effective. To wipe out the curse, Naboth is 
executed (v. 13) and Ahab takes over the vineyard he covets (v. 16). Directed by 
Yahweh, Elijah meets Ahab at the vineyard and proclaims that such behavior is 
condemned by God. Divine judgment is pronounced that will eventually destroy 
Ahab’s house (vv. 21ff.).

�It is inteIt is interesting toresting to note that note that according according to 2 Kgs. to 2 Kgs. 9:21-26,  9:21-26, Ahab and nAhab and not Jezebelot Jezebeot Jezebel waJezebel was originals originally considely considered responred responsible for sible for Naboth’s dNaboth’s death. It heath. It has been suas been suggested thggesusuggested suggested that durinthat during Nehemiahg Nehemiah and Ezra’ and Ezra’s fight ags fight against inteainst intermarriage rmarriage (5th-4th c(5th-4th centuries entccenturies centuries B.C.E.B.C.E.), respons), responsibility waibility was shifted s shifted from Ahab from Ahab to Jezebelto Jezebel (1 Kgs. 2 (1 Kgs. 21), the se1), the se1), the seductive,seductive, foreign w foreign woman, and oman, and through hethrough her all forer all foreign women ign women were stigmwere stigmatized.atized.atized.

It is interesting to note that according to 2 Kgs. 9:21-26, Ahab and not 
Jezebel was originally considered responsible for Naboth’s death. It has been 
suggested that during Nehemiah and Ezra’s fight against intermarriage (5th-4th 
centuries B.C.E.), responsibility was shifted from Ahab to Jezebel (1 Kgs. 21), the 
seductive, foreign woman, and through her all foreign women were stigmatized.

�In the BaaIn the Baal cult, whl cult, which supporich supported the stted the status quo watus quo with the arith the aristocracy istocracy on top, thon top, ton top, there werethere were no safegu no safeguards againards against a rapacst a rapacious sociaious social policy ol policy of the strof the strong againstng against the weak. the the weak. the weak. Elijah, hoElijah, however, prowever, proclaimed a claimed a deity who deity who upholds a upholds a covenant ccovenant community iommunity ccommunity community in which ein which every persovery person, rich orn, rich or poor, kin poor, king or commog or commoner, standner, stands equally s equallys equally beequally before the lfore the law.aw.aw.

In the Baal cult, which supported the status quo with the aristocracy on top, 
there were no safeguards against a rapacious social policy of the strong against 
the weak. Elijah, however, proclaimed a deity who upholds a covenant 
community in which every person, rich or poor, king or commoner, stands 
equally before the law.

�The ElijahThe Elijah cycle of  cycle of stories enstories ends with thds with the prophet’e prophet’s being tas being taken up to ken up to heaven by heaven bheaven by a whirlby a whirlwind, whilwind, while horses ae horses and chariotnd chariots of fire s of fire interpose interpose between Elbetween Elijah and hijah and his chosen is cis chosen succhosen successor, Elcessor, Elisha (2 Kgisha (2 Kgs. 2:1-18)s. 2:1-18). Set betw. Set between the obeen the obituary of ituary of King AhaziKing Ahaziah (2 Kgs.ah AhaziAhaziah (2Ahaziah (2 Kgs. 1:17 Kgs. 1:17-18) and t-18) and the accessihe accession of Jehoon of Jehoram (3:1–3ram (3:1–3), the nar), the narrative seerative seems cut offmsseeseems cut seems cut off from toff from the usual fhe usual flow of hislow of history. Its tory. Its locale, aclocale, across the Jross the Jordan whicordan which Elijah mh Elijh Elijah mirElijah miraculously aculously parts by sparts by striking ittriking it with his  with his mantle, ismantle, is also port also portrayed as rrayed as removed froemovedrremoved frremoved from the ordom the ordinary worlinary world. The prod. The prophets of Jphets of Jericho whoericho who were foll were following Elijowing Eliowing Elijah andElijah and Elisha do Elisha do not make  not make the crossithe crossing. As durng. As during his liing his life Elijah fe Elijah was depictwas depicted as an eed as aed as an elusivean elusive wanderer, wanderer, appearing appearing and disap and disappearing atpearing at a moment’ a moment’s notice, s notice, so at the so at the end it wasenend it wasend it was told that told that he vanish he vanished, carrieed, carried heavenwad heavenward by fierrd by fiery horses ay horses and a charind a chariot. The waot.charichariot. Tchariot. The watchinhe watching Elisha wg Elisha was left emas left empowered. Hpowered. He was givee was given the legan the legacy of a ficy of a firstborn sorsfifirstborn firstborn son, a “doson, a “double portiuble portion” of Elion” of Elijah’s spirjah’s spirit as wellit as well as the pr as the prophet’s maophet’s mantle whichntle wntle which Eliswhich Elisha also usha also uses to partes to part the Jorda the Jordan and so rn and so re-enter the-enter the historice historical sphere al sphere where the whewhere the where the waiting prwaiting prophets recophets recognize himognize him as their  as their new leadernew leader (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 2:19-25).:19-25).:19-25).

The Elijah cycle of stories ends with the prophet’s being taken up to heaven 
by a whirlwind, while horses and chariots of fire interpose between Elijah and his 
chosen successor, Elisha (2 Kgs. 2:1-18). Set between the obituary of King 
Ahaziah (2 Kgs. 1:17-18) and the accession of Jehoram (3:1–3), the narrative 
seems cut off from the usual flow of history. Its locale, across the Jordan which 
Elijah miraculously parts by striking it with his mantle, is also portrayed as 
removed from the ordinary world. The prophets of Jericho who were following 
Elijah and Elisha do not make the crossing. As during his life Elijah was depicted as 
an elusive wanderer, appearing and disappearing at a moment’s notice, so at the 
end it was told that he vanished, carried heavenward by fiery horses and a 
chariot. The watching Elisha was left empowered. He was given the legacy of a 



firstborn son, a “double portion” of Elijah’s spirit as well as the prophet’s mantle 
which Elisha also uses to part the Jordan and so re-enter the historical sphere 
where the waiting prophets recognize him as their new leader (2 Kgs. 2:19-25).

�The mysterThe mystery of Elijay of Elijah’s translh’s translation cleaation clearly made arly made a profound  profound impressionimpression on Israel on Isra on Israel’s iIsrael’s imaginationmagination. Indeed, . Indeed, that Elijathat Elijah was supph was supposed not tosed not to have expo have experienced derienced death like eatddeath likedeath like ordinary  ordinary people setpeople sets the founs the foundation fordation for the growi the growing role heng role he was to pl was to play in lateayplplay in laplay in later OT, inter OT, intertestametertestamental, and ntal, and NT traditiNT traditions. Thus,ons. Thus, in Mal. 4 in Mal. 4:5-6(MT 3::5-6(MT 3:23–24), El23–3:3:23–24), 3:23–24), Elijah wasElijah was expected  expected to return to return as the foras the forerunner oferunner of the comin the coming Day of Yg Day of Yahweh. He aYYahweh. HeYahweh. He was expec was expected to rected to reconcile humoncile humankind (Maankind (Mal. 4:6[3:2l. 4:6[3:24]) and to4]) and to come fort come fo come forth fromforth from the heave the heavenly chambenly chambers “to resrs “to restore the ttore the tribes of Jribes of Jacob” (Siracob” (Sir. 48:10). . 48:10). In the earIn tIn the early the early Christian Christian community,community, Elijah wa Elijah was the ackns the acknowledged powledged precursor orecursor of the Messf the Messf the Messiah (MMessiah (Mark 6:14-1ark 6:14-15; 8:27-285; 8:27-28; Matt. 16; Matt. 16:13-14; Lu:13-14; Luke 9:7-8).ke 9:7-8). Jesus was Jesus was thought t thought to be Elijao tto be Elijto be Elijah by someah by some (Matt. 16 (Matt. 16:14), and :14), and John the BJohn the Baptist wasaptist was asked whe asked whether he wather he was Elijah (s wawas Elijahwas Elijah (John 1:2 (John 1:21, 25). Al1, 25). Along with Mong with Moses, Elijoses, Elijah appearsah appears at Jesus’ at Jesus’ transfigu transfiguration (Marationtransfigutransfigurtransfiguration (Maration (Mark 9:4; Matk 9:4; Matt. 17:3; Lt. 17:3; Luke 9:30),uke 9:30), suggestin suggesting a traditg a tradition of twoion of two messianic mess messianic messianic forerunnerforerunners (Mark 9:s (Mark 9:4-5; Rev. 4-5; Rev. 11:3). In 11:3). In the Epistlthe Epistle of Jamese of James, Elijah, , Elijah, “a human b“a hum“a human beinhuman being like us,g like us,” is propo” is proposed as a msed as a model of prodel of prayer (Jas.ayer (Jas. 5:17). 5:17). 5:17).

The mystery of Elijah’s translation clearly made a profound impression on 
Israel’s imagination. Indeed, that Elijah was supposed not to have experienced 
death like ordinary people sets the foundation for the growing role he was to 
play in later OT, intertestamental, and NT traditions. Thus, in Mal. 4:5-6(MT 
3:23–24), Elijah was expected to return as the forerunner of the coming Day of 
Yahweh. He was expected to reconcile humankind (Mal. 4:6[3:24]) and to come 
forth from the heavenly chambers “to restore the tribes of Jacob” (Sir. 48:10). In 
the early Christian community, Elijah was the acknowledged precursor of the 
Messiah (Mark 6:14-15; 8:27-28; Matt. 16:13-14; Luke 9:7-8). Jesus was thought 
to be Elijah by some (Matt. 16:14), and John the Baptist was asked whether he 
was Elijah (John 1:21, 25). Along with Moses, Elijah appears at Jesus’ 
transfiguration (Mark 9:4; Matt. 17:3; Luke 9:30), suggesting a tradition of two 
messianic forerunners (Mark 9:4-5; Rev. 11:3). In the Epistle of James, Elijah, “a 
human being like us,” is proposed as a model of prayer (Jas. 5:17).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. BronnerL. Bronner, , The StorieThe Stories of Elijas of Elijah and Elish and Elisha.ha. Pretoria  Pretoria Oriental SOriental Series 6 (LeSSeries 6 (Series 6 (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1968); W. Br68); W. Brueggemann,ueggemann,  A Social RA Social Reading of eading of the Old Tethe Old Testamentstament (Minneapo (Min (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1994);is, 1994); J. Jeremi J. Jeremias, as, “EŒl(e)iía“EŒl(e)iíass,” ,” TDNTTDNT 2:928–41; 2:928–41; A. Rofé,  A. Rofé, “The Viney“The Vine“The Vineyard oVineyard of Naboth: f Naboth: The OriginThe Origin and Messa and Message of the ge of the Story,” Story,” VTVT 38 (1988) 38 (1988): 89–104.: 89–104.: 89–104.
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ELIJAH, APOCALYPSE OF

ReferencesReferences to apocal to apocalypses of Eypses of Elijah and lijah and to writingto writings by Elijas by Elijah occur inh occur in postbibli postbiblical Jewishcal Jecal Jewish andJewish and Christian Christian writings. writings. Only two  Only two are extantare extant. Their re. Their relationshiplationship is uncert is uncertain, but tain,uncertuncertain,uncertain, but they  but they may have amay have a common so common source as evurce as evidenced byidenced by their tra their traditions abditions abditions about the about the antichristantichrist...

References to apocalypses of Elijah and to writings by Elijah occur in postbiblical 
Jewish and Christian writings. Only two are extant. Their relationship is 
uncertain, but they may have a common source as evidenced by their traditions 
about the antichrist.

�1.1. A Jewish- A Jewish-Christian Christian book from book from 150–275 150–275 C.E.C.E., probably, probably composed  composed in Greek ain Greek ain Greek and extantand extant in Coptic in Coptic and Greek and Greek. One manu. One manuscript is script is titled “Aptitled “Apocalypse oocalypse of Elijah,”f Elijah,” although  al although Ealthough Elijah is mlijah is mentioned oentioned only at 4:7nly at 4:7–19; 5:32.–19; 5:32. The sourc The source seems toe seems to have a Pa have a Palestinian lePaPalestiniaPalestinian provenann provenance; the lace; the later Jewishter Jewish and Chris and Christian strattian strata, an Egypa, an Egyptian provetian provenance. Thenanproveprovenanceprovenance. The Jewi. The Jewish stratumsh stratum possibly  possibly dates fromdates from before th before the destructe destruction of theion of the Jewish qu thethe Jewishthe Jewish quarter i quarter in Alexandrn Alexandria (117).ia (117).ia (117).

1. A Jewish-Christian book from 150–275 C.E., probably composed in Greek 
and extant in Coptic and Greek. One manuscript is titled “Apocalypse of Elijah,” 
although Elijah is mentioned only at 4:7–19; 5:32. The source seems to have a 
Palestinian provenance; the later Jewish and Christian strata, an Egyptian 
provenance. The Jewish stratum possibly dates from before the destruction of 
the Jewish quarter in Alexandria (117).

�The book cThe book consists ofonsists of five chap five chapters: a hoters: a homily on family on fasting and sting and the need fthe need for single-or singleor single-minsingle-mindedness (cdedness (ch. 1); a ph. 1); a prophecy ofrophecy of events le events leading up tading up to the timeo the time of the an of the antichrist (tichanantichristantichrist (2); a de (2); a description scription of the antof the antichrist (3ichrist (3); an acco); an account of theunt of the martyrdom martyrdoms (4); ands (4);s (4); and p(4); and prophecies rophecies of events of events “on that d“on that day” when Gay” when God rescuesod rescues the right the righteous and jeous and judges the ujjudges thejudges the wicked (5 wicked (5).).).

The book consists of five chapters: a homily on fasting and the need for 
single-mindedness (ch. 1); a prophecy of events leading up to the time of the 
antichrist (2); a description of the antichrist (3); an account of the martyrdoms 
(4); and prophecies of events “on that day” when God rescues the righteous and 
judges the wicked (5).

�2.2. A Jewish  A Jewish apocalypseapocalypse written i written in Hebrew (n Hebrew (mid-6th tomid-6th to early 7th early 7th centuries centuries  C.E.C.EC.E.C.E.). In it a). In it appear Michppear Michael’s reveael’s revelations tolations to Elijah on Elijah on Mt. Carme Mt. Carmel, detailsl, details of an oth of an otherworldly erwothotherworldotherworldly journeyly journey, a discus, a discussion aboutsion about the name  the name of the lasof the last king, a t king, a descriptiodescription of the an ofn of the antof the antichrist, eichrist, events of tvents of the final yhe final year, and fear, and five visionive visions.s.s.

2. A Jewish apocalypse written in Hebrew (mid-6th to early 7th centuries 



C.E.). In it appear Michael’s revelations to Elijah on Mt. Carmel, details of an 
otherworldly journey, a discussion about the name of the last king, a description 
of the antichrist, events of the final year, and five visions.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. FrankfuD. Frankfurter, rter, Elijah in Elijah in Upper EgypUpper Egypt: The Apot: The Apocalypse ofcalypse of Elijah an Elijah a Elijah and Early and Early Egyptian CEgyptian Christianithristianity.y. Studies i Studies in Antiquitn Antiquity and Chriy and Christianity 7stianity 7 (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1993)lis, 1lis, 1993); O. 1993); O. S. WintermS. Wintermute, “Apocute, “Apocalypse of alypse of Elijah,” Elijah,” OTPOTP 1:721–53. 1:721–53.

Bibliography. D. Frankfurter, Elijah in Upper Egypt: The Apocalypse of Elijah 
and Early Egyptian Christianity. Studies in Antiquity and Christianity 7 (Minneapolis, 
1993); O. S. Wintermute, “Apocalypse of Elijah,” OTP 1:721–53.
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ELIKAELIKA (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîqaœ}}eïliîqaœ})))

ELIKA (Heb. }eïliîqaœ})

A man fromA man from Harod; on Harod; one of Davide of David’s Thirty ’s Thirty (2 Sam. 23(2 Sam. 23:25).:25).

A man from Harod; one of David’s Thirty (2 Sam. 23:25).

ELIMELIM (Heb.  (Heb. }eîlim}eîlim)))

ELIM (Heb. }eîlim)

The secondThe second named cam named campsite of tpsite of the childrehe children of Israen of Israel at leastl at least four days four days after the after the crossing  cro crossing ocrossing of the Red f the Red Sea (Exod.Sea (Exod. 15:27-16: 15:27-16:1; Num. 331; Num. 33:9-10). Th:9-10). The name proe name probably indibably indibably indicates indicates a type of a type of tree or antree or an entire pa entire palm grove (lm grove (cf. El-parcf. El-paran). Anothan). Another possibler possible meaning e mee meaning comeaning could be “gould be “gods” (unlikds” (unlikely due toely due to the spell the spelling). Perhing). Perhaps Elim waps Elim was a bordeas a border oasis ber or oasis betwoasis between the Wieen the Wilderness olderness of Shur andf Shur and the Wilde the Wilderness of Srness of Sin (more sin (more specificallpecifically between yspecificallspecificalspecifically betweenly between Marah and Marah and Sin). Acc Sin). According to ording to the biblicthe biblical accountal account, Elim had, Elim had 12 spring 12 12 springs12 springs of water  of water and 70 datand 70 date palms (Ee palms (Exod. 15:27xod. 15:27). In the ). In the rugged terrugged terrain of thrain of the Sinai, we Sie Sinai, wilSinai, wilderness arderness areas do noteas do not have exac have exact boundarit boundaries. Therefes. Therefore, Elim ore, Elim could havecould have served as s served as served as a point ofa point of demarcati demarcation betweenon between Shur and  Shur and Sin. Elim Sin. Elim is usuallyis usually located i located in the Wadin thn the Wadi ethe Wadi el-Gharandel-Gharandel, 90–100 l, 90–100 km. (56–62km. (56–62 mi.) SE o mi.) SE of Suez.f Suez.f Suez.

The second named campsite of the children of Israel at least four days after the 
crossing of the Red Sea (Exod. 15:27-16:1; Num. 33:9-10). The name probably 
indicates a type of tree or an entire palm grove (cf. El-paran). Another possible 
meaning could be “gods” (unlikely due to the spelling). Perhaps Elim was a border 
oasis between the Wilderness of Shur and the Wilderness of Sin (more 
specifically between Marah and Sin). According to the biblical account, Elim had 
12 springs of water and 70 date palms (Exod. 15:27). In the rugged terrain of the 
Sinai, wilderness areas do not have exact boundaries. Therefore, Elim could have 
served as a point of demarcation between Shur and Sin. Elim is usually located in 
the Wadi el-Gharandel, 90–100 km. (56–62 mi.) SE of Suez.

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

ELIMELECHELIMELECH (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîmele}eïliîmelek�k�)))

ELIMELECH (Heb. }eïliîmelek� )

A native oA native of Bethlehef Bethlehem and husbm and husband of Naoand of Naomi. When ami. When a severe fa severe famine hit tmine hit the land, Ehe land, Ehe land, Elimelech Elimelech moved his moved his family to family to neighborinneighboring Moab wheg Moab where he soonre he soon died (Rut died (Ruth 1:1-3), h 1:1-3), h 1:1-3), le1:1-3), leaving his aving his widow to dwidow to dispose of ispose of his land (his land (4:3, 9). E4:3, 9). Elimelech’slimelech’s two sons, two sons, Mahlon an Mahlo Mahlon andMahlon and Chilion,  Chilion, who had mawho had married Moabrried Moabite women,ite women, also died also died (Ruth 1:3 (Ruth 1:3-5). His d-5). His -5). His daughtHis daughter-in-law er-in-law Ruth marriRuth married Boaz, aed Boaz, a kinsman,  kinsman, and producand produced a childed a child, Obed, th, Obed, th, Obed, thus maintthus maintaining Eliaining Elimelech’s fmelech’s family lineamily line and prese and preserving his rving his property iproperty in Bethlehen Bethlehem.m.

A native of Bethlehem and husband of Naomi. When a severe famine hit the land, 
Elimelech moved his family to neighboring Moab where he soon died (Ruth 
1:1-3), leaving his widow to dispose of his land (4:3, 9). Elimelech’s two sons, 
Mahlon and Chilion, who had married Moabite women, also died (Ruth 1:3-5). 
His daughter-in-law Ruth married Boaz, a kinsman, and produced a child, Obed, 
thus maintaining Elimelech’s family line and preserving his property in Bethlehem.

ELIOENAIELIOENAI (Heb.  (Heb. }elyo®{eîn}elyo®{eînayay)))

ELIOENAI (Heb. }elyo®{eînay)

�1.1. The eldes The eldest son of Nt son of Neariah, lieariah, listed amongsted among the desce the descendants of ndants of Solomon (1Solomon (1 Chr. 3:23 Ch Chr. 3:23-Chr. 3:23-24).24).24).

1. The eldest son of Neariah, listed among the descendants of Solomon (1 
Chr. 3:23-24).

�2.2. A leader  A leader of the triof the tribe of Simebe of Simeon (1 Chr.on (1 Chr. 4:36). 4:36). 4:36).

2. A leader of the tribe of Simeon (1 Chr. 4:36).

�3.3. A Benjami A Benjaminite, one nite, one of the sonof the sons of Beches of Becher (1 Chr. r (1 Chr. 7:8).7:8).7:8).

3. A Benjaminite, one of the sons of Becher (1 Chr. 7:8).

�4.4. A postexi A postexilic priestlic priest of the fa of the family of Pamily of Pashhur who shhur who pledged topledged to divorce h divorce his foreignis foreis foreign wiforeign wife (Ezra 1fe (Ezra 10:22).0:22).0:22).

4. A postexilic priest of the family of Pashhur who pledged to divorce his 
foreign wife (Ezra 10:22).

�5.5. An Israel An Israelite, a memite, a member of theber of the Zattu cla Zattu clan, who wasn, who was ordered t ordered to send awao send away his forey hy his foreighis foreign wife (Ezn wife (Ezra 10:27).ra 10:27).

5. An Israelite, a member of the Zattu clan, who was ordered to send away 



his foreign wife (Ezra 10:27).

�6.6. A priest  A priest who particwho participated in ipated in the dedicathe dedication servition service for thece for the restored  restored walls of Jwalls owalls of Jerusalof Jerusalem (Neh. 1em (Neh. 12:41).2:41).

6. A priest who participated in the dedication service for the restored walls 
of Jerusalem (Neh. 12:41).

ELIPHALELIPHAL (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîp�aœ}eïliîp�aœll)))

ELIPHAL (Heb. }eïliîp�aœl )

The son ofThe son of Ur, and o Ur, and one of Davine of David’s Thirtyd’s Thirty (1 Chr. 1 (1 Chr. 11:35). In 1:35). In a parallela parallel list (2 S list (2 Sam. 23:34)am. 23am. 23:34) he 23:34) he appears asappears as Eliphelet Eliphelet ( (22) the son ) the son of Ahasbaiof Ahasbai of Maacah of Maacah..

The son of Ur, and one of David’s Thirty (1 Chr. 11:35). In a parallel list (2 Sam. 
23:34) he appears as Eliphelet (2) the son of Ahasbai of Maacah.

ELIPHAZELIPHAZ (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîp�az}eïliîp�az)))

ELIPHAZ (Heb. }eïliîp�az )

“The Teman“The Temanite,” one ite,” one of Job’s tof Job’s three frienhree friends (Job 2:ds (Job 2:11). The n11). The name Eliphaame Eliphaz is well-z is well-attested aattwell-well-atteswell-attested as an ted as an Edomite naEdomite name (Gen. 3me (Gen. 36:10, 11; 6:10, 11; cf. 1 Chr.cf. 1 Chr. 1:35, 36, 1:35, 36, where an  where an Eliphaz isEliEliphaz isEliphaz is listed as listed as the son o the son of Esau andf Esau and the fathe the father of Temanr of Teman) and mean) and means, possibls, possibly, “God isy, “Gy, “God is fi“God is fine gold.” ne gold.” Teman was Teman was located inlocated in Edom and  Edom and was renownwas renowned for itsed for its wisdom (J wisdom  wisdom (Jewisdom (Jer. 49:7).r. 49:7).r. 49:7).

“The Temanite,” one of Job’s three friends (Job 2:11). The name Eliphaz is 
well-attested as an Edomite name (Gen. 36:10, 11; cf. 1 Chr. 1:35, 36, where an 
Eliphaz is listed as the son of Esau and the father of Teman) and means, possibly, 
“God is fine gold.” Teman was located in Edom and was renowned for its 
wisdom (Jer. 49:7).

�Eliphaz isEliphaz is the first the first to speak  to speak after Job’after Job’s self-curs self-curse and expse and expresses theresses the common vi common v common view of anview of ancient Nearcient Near Eastern l Eastern literature iterature that no mothat no mortal can brtal can be righteoue righteous before Gs before God (Job 4:oGGod (Job 4God (Job 4:17); thus:17); thus Job’s bes Job’s best hope is t hope is to appeal to appeal to God forto God for help (5:8 help (5:8). He seek). He seeks to comfos tos to comfortto comfort Job by re Job by reminding himinding him that he m that he is still ais still alive (4:6–live (4:6–7), and th7), and that while Gat while God may disod mod may discipmay discipline, he aline, he also heals lso heals and binds and binds up (5:17–1up (5:17–18).8).8).

Eliphaz is the first to speak after Job’s self-curse and expresses the common 
view of ancient Near Eastern literature that no mortal can be righteous before 
God (Job 4:17); thus Job’s best hope is to appeal to God for help (5:8). He seeks 
to comfort Job by reminding him that he is still alive (4:6–7), and that while God 
may discipline, he also heals and binds up (5:17–18).

�In his latIn his later speecheer speeches Eliphaz s Eliphaz turns to aturns to accusation ccusation and warninand warning, first ag, first accusing Joccusing Job of speakbJoJob of speJob of speaking “woraking “worthless worthless words” and “sds” and “subverting ubverting religion” religion” (Job 15:3-(Job 15:3-4) and the4) and then recountin thethen recouthen recounting in gnting in great detaireat detail the ruinl the ruin in store  in store for the wifor the wicked (15:2cked (15:20–35). Acc0–35). Accusation beusatAccAccusationAccusation becomes e becomes even strongven stronger with a er with a list of Jolist of Job’s transgb’s transgressions (ressions (22:5–9). E22:5–9). Eliphaz’s lliphEEliphaz’s Eliphaz’s last word last word is a returis a return to his on to his original adriginal advice: thatvice: that Job submi Job submit to God at to God and be healnd be nd be healed be healed (22:21–30)(22:21–30)...

In his later speeches Eliphaz turns to accusation and warning, first accusing 
Job of speaking “worthless words” and “subverting religion” (Job 15:3-4) and 
then recounting in great detail the ruin in store for the wicked (15:20–35). 
Accusation becomes even stronger with a list of Job’s transgressions (22:5–9). 
Eliphaz’s last word is a return to his original advice: that Job submit to God and 
be healed (22:21–30).

�It is saidIt is said of Elipha of Eliphaz and the z and the other two other two friends thfriends that “they cat “they ceased to aeased to answer Job”nswer Jobnswer Job” (Job Job” (Job 32:1). The32:1). The last we h last we hear of theear of them they arem they are reprimand reprimanded for noted for not speaking  speaking “what is r““what is r“what is right” and ight” and are commanare commanded to offded to offer sacrifier sacrifices, with ces, with Job, now vJob, now vindicated,indicated, as interm as as intermeas intermediary (42:diary (42:7).7).7).

It is said of Eliphaz and the other two friends that “they ceased to answer 
Job” (Job 32:1). The last we hear of them they are reprimanded for not speaking 
“what is right” and are commanded to offer sacrifices, with Job, now vindicated, 
as intermediary (42:7).

Marilyn J.Marilyn J. Lundberg Lundberg

Marilyn J. Lundberg

ELIPHELEHUELIPHELEHU (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîp�eï}eïliîp�eïleähu®leähu®)))

ELIPHELEHU (Heb. }eïliîp�eïleähu® )

A Levite oA Levite of the secof the second order, nd order, and a musiand a musician appoician appointed by Danted by David to plavid to play during cy during celebrationeccelebratiocelebrations (1 Chr.ns (1 Chr. 15:18, 21 15:18, 21).).

A Levite of the second order, and a musician appointed by David to play during 
celebrations (1 Chr. 15:18, 21).

ELIPHELETELIPHELET (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîp�el}eïliîp�elet�et�)))

ELIPHELET (Heb. }eïliîp�elet� )

�1.1. One (two? One (two?) of 13 so) of 13 sons born tons born to David’s w David’s wives in Jeives in Jerusalem (2rusalem (2 Sam. 5:16 Sam. 5:16; 1 Chr. 3; 1 C; 1 Chr. 3:6, Chr. 3:6, 8; 14:5, 78; 14:5, 7). The nam). The name appears e appears twice in ttwice in the Chroniche Chronicler’s listler’s lists, once ins, once in the 2 Sam the 2 the 2 Samuel l2 Samuel list. The dist. The discrepancyiscrepancy may be th may be the result oe result of scribal f scribal dittographdittography in the Cy in the Chronicler’hroCChroniclerChronicler’s lists o’s lists or scribal r scribal omission iomission in 2 Samueln 2 Samuel...

1. One (two?) of 13 sons born to David’s wives in Jerusalem (2 Sam. 5:16; 1 
Chr. 3:6, 8; 14:5, 7). The name appears twice in the Chronicler’s lists, once in the 
2 Samuel list. The discrepancy may be the result of scribal dittography in the 
Chronicler’s lists or scribal omission in 2 Samuel.



�2.2. One of Da One of David’s Thirvid’s Thirty (2 Sam.ty (2 Sam. 23:34), t 23:34), the son of he son of Ahasbai ofAhasbai of Maacah. H Maacah. He may be ie mae may be idemay be identified wintified with Eliphalth Eliphal in the pa in the parallel lisrallel list (1 Chr. t (1 Chr. 11:35).11:35).11:35).

2. One of David’s Thirty (2 Sam. 23:34), the son of Ahasbai of Maacah. He 
may be identified with Eliphal in the parallel list (1 Chr. 11:35).

�3.3. The third The third son of a  son of a BenjaminitBenjaminite named Ese named Eshek and a hek and a distant dedistant descendant oscendant of Saul (1 f Saf Saul (1 ChSaul (1 Chr. 8:39).r. 8:39).r. 8:39).

3. The third son of a Benjaminite named Eshek and a distant descendant of 
Saul (1 Chr. 8:39).

�4.4. A descend A descendant of Adoant of Adonikam, whonikam, who returned  returned to Judah fto Judah from exile rom exile under the under the leadershipleleadershipleadership of Ezra.  of Ezra. He was accHe was accompanied bompanied by his two y his two brothers(?brothers(?) and a si) and a sizable compzable compzable company ofcompany of males (Ez males (Ezra 8:13; 1ra 8:13; 1 Esdr. 8:3 Esdr. 8:39).9).9).

4. A descendant of Adonikam, who returned to Judah from exile under the 
leadership of Ezra. He was accompanied by his two brothers(?) and a sizable 
company of males (Ezra 8:13; 1 Esdr. 8:39).

�5.5. A descend A descendant of Hasant of Hashum, orderhum, ordered to divoed to divorce his norce his non-Israelitn-Israelite wife at e wife at the time othe tthe time of Eztime of Ezra’s religra’s religious reforious reforms (Ezra 1ms (Ezra 10:33; 1 Es0:33; 1 Esdr. 9:33).dr. 9:33).

5. A descendant of Hashum, ordered to divorce his non-Israelite wife at the 
time of Ezra’s religious reforms (Ezra 10:33; 1 Esdr. 9:33).

John D. FoJohn D. Fortnerrtner

John D. Fortner

ELISHAELISHA (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîsûaœ}eïliîsûaœ{{)))

ELISHA (Heb. }eïliîsûaœ{)

The “man oThe “man of God” whof God” who ministere ministered to and sd to and succeeded Eucceeded Elijah, aftlijah, after which her which he performee performe performed performed miracles amiracles and pronounnd pronounced visionced visionary oracleary oracles. The accs. The accounts of Eounts of Elisha’s dilisha’s discipleshipsdidiscipleshdiscipleship of Elijip of Elijah (1 Kgs.ah (1 Kgs. 19:19-21) 19:19-21) and succe and succession of hssion of his Moses-lis Moses-like masterike master (2 Kgs. 2 (2 K (2 Kgs. 2:1-1Kgs. 2:1-18) were pr8) were probably addobably added to linked to link originall originally unrelatey unrelated holy mend holy men and creat and create the impre creatcreate thecreate the impressio impression of a Mosn of a Mosaic propheaic prophet in each t in each generationgeneration (cf. Deut (cf. Deut. 18:15-19. 18:15-19). Elisha ).18:15-1918:15-19).18:15-19). Elisha (“ Elisha (“my God savmy God saves”) was aes”) was also enlistlso enlisted along wed along with Elijahith Elijah in the af in the after-the-fater-tafafter-the-after-the-fact legitfact legitimation ofimation of Jehu’s bl Jehu’s bloody purgeoody purge of the Om of the Omride dynasride dynasty (2 Kgs.ty (2 Kgs. 9-10; cf. 9-1 9-10; cf. 9-10; cf. 1 Kgs. 17-1 Kgs. 17-19, 21). T19, 21). The rest ofhe rest of the Elish the Elisha materiala material (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 2:19-8:15; :19-8:15; 13:14-25) 13:14-213:14-25) 13:14-25) is a colleis a collection of oction of originally riginally independenindependent miracle t miracle stories anstories and politicad political legends.l legenl legends. Tlegends. The collecthe collection is arrion is arranged accoanged according to trding to the principhe principle of assole of association: sciation: stories thatoriesstories thstories that have coat have common wordsmmon words, themes, , themes, or locatioor locations are plans are placed side-bced side-by-side, thy-side, thereby telleththereby tethereby telling the lling the “life hist“life history” of Elory” of Elisha.isha.

The “man of God” who ministered to and succeeded Elijah, after which he 
performed miracles and pronounced visionary oracles. The accounts of Elisha’s 
discipleship of Elijah (1 Kgs. 19:19-21) and succession of his Moses-like master (2 
Kgs. 2:1-18) were probably added to link originally unrelated holy men and 
create the impression of a Mosaic prophet in each generation (cf. Deut. 
18:15-19). Elisha (“my God saves”) was also enlisted along with Elijah in the 
after-the-fact legitimation of Jehu’s bloody purge of the Omride dynasty (2 Kgs. 
9-10; cf. 1 Kgs. 17-19, 21). The rest of the Elisha material (2 Kgs. 2:19-8:15; 
13:14-25) is a collection of originally independent miracle stories and political 
legends. The collection is arranged according to the principle of association: 
stories that have common words, themes, or locations are placed side-by-side, 
thereby telling the “life history” of Elisha.

Miracle StMiracle Storiesories

Miracle Stories

The miraclThe miracle stories e stories are short,are short, with one  with one exception exception (2 Kgs. 4:(2 Kgs. 4:8-37). Mos8-37). Most feature t feature the “sons thethe “sons the “sons of the proof the prophets,” mephets,” members of ambers of a prophetic prophetic guild who guild who looked to looked to Elisha fo Elisha for guidancerfofor guidanfor guidance and helce and help. 2 Kgs. p. 2 Kgs. 2:1-5 sugg2:1-5 suggests that ests that conventiclconventicles of the es of the guild wereguild were located a loca located atlocated at Bethel an Bethel and Jericho.d Jericho. Elisha’s  Elisha’s movements movements suggest thsuggest that conventat conventicles alsoicles also existed a ex existed atexisted at Gilgal, M Gilgal, Mt. Carmel,t. Carmel, and Samar and Samaria (2 Kgs.ia (2 Kgs. 2:25; 4:2 2:25; 4:25, 38). El5, 38). Elisha appeaisha appears as an irs as rs as an itinas an itinerant holyerant holy man, trav man, traveling fromeling from group to  group to group and group and performingperforming miracles  miracles in responsin in responsin response to please to pleas for help  for help from his pfrom his poverty-stroverty-stricken discicken disciples. He iples. He heals a spheals a spring (2 Kgring spspring (2 spring (2 Kgs. 2:19-Kgs. 2:19-22), multi22), multiplies a diplies a disciple’s wsciple’s widow’s oilidow’s oil so that s so that she will nohe will not lose hert lose ht lose her childrher children to a cren to a creditor (4:editor (4:1–7), null1–7), nullifies the ifies the poison in poison in a stew so a stew so that his dthat his disciples cisciplesddisciples disciples can eat ducan eat during a famring a famine (4:38–ine (4:38–41), multi41), multiplies 20 lplies 20 loaves to foaves to feed 100 peeed 100 people (4:42oplepepeople (4:people (4:42–44), an42–44), and floats ad floats a borrowed  borrowed ax that haax that had fallen id fallen in the riven the river (6:1–7).r (6:1–7).

The miracle stories are short, with one exception (2 Kgs. 4:8-37). Most feature 
the “sons of the prophets,” members of a prophetic guild who looked to Elisha 
for guidance and help. 2 Kgs. 2:1-5 suggests that conventicles of the guild were 
located at Bethel and Jericho. Elisha’s movements suggest that conventicles also 
existed at Gilgal, Mt. Carmel, and Samaria (2 Kgs. 2:25; 4:25, 38). Elisha appears 
as an itinerant holy man, traveling from group to group and performing miracles 
in response to pleas for help from his poverty-stricken disciples. He heals a 
spring (2 Kgs. 2:19-22), multiplies a disciple’s widow’s oil so that she will not lose 
her children to a creditor (4:1–7), nullifies the poison in a stew so that his 
disciples can eat during a famine (4:38–41), multiplies 20 loaves to feed 100 
people (4:42–44), and floats a borrowed ax that had fallen in the river (6:1–7).

�The commonThe common theme in  theme in these storthese stories is Eliies is Elisha’s perfsha’s performance oformance of actions t actions that save hhat sahat save his msave his marginalizearginalized followerd followers from mats from material disterial distress. Therress. There are no me are no moral or reoral or religious teligirereligious religious teachings;teachings; the stori the stories simply es simply induce veninduce veneration oferation of the man o the man of God. Comf God. Comparisons wpComComparisonComparisons with shas with shaman storieman stories around ts around the world she world suggest thauggest that Elisha’st Elisha’s disciples disciples told thes t told thesetold these stories i stories in order ton order to establish establish his autho his authority as rity as thethe man of Go man of God and theid and their status ar str status as status as his disciphis disciples.les.les.

The common theme in these stories is Elisha’s performance of actions that 
save his marginalized followers from material distress. There are no moral or 



religious teachings; the stories simply induce veneration of the man of God. 
Comparisons with shaman stories around the world suggest that Elisha’s disciples 
told these stories in order to establish his authority as the man of God and their 
status as his disciples.

�The story The story of Elisha of Elisha cursing thcursing the boys whoe boys who insulted  insulted him (2 Kgshim (2 Kgs. 2:23-25). 2:23-25) makes it  makes  makes it cmakes it clear that lear that establishiestablishing his autng his authority washority was the aim o the aim of the miraf the miracle storiecle stories. The deas. Thes. The death The death of 42 of tof 42 of the boys sehe boys seems to conems to contradict Eltradict Elisha as liisha as lifegiver, bfegiver, but his lifut his lifesaving acesavingliflifesavinglifesaving acts are  acts are all directall directed toward ed toward those who those who recognize recognize his holinehis holiness. Elishass. Elisha and the b and  and the boand the boys can theys can therefore be refore be regarded aregarded as an invers an inverted miraclted miracle story.e story.e story.

The story of Elisha cursing the boys who insulted him (2 Kgs. 2:23-25) 
makes it clear that establishing his authority was the aim of the miracle stories. 
The death of 42 of the boys seems to contradict Elisha as lifegiver, but his 
lifesaving acts are all directed toward those who recognize his holiness. Elisha 
and the boys can therefore be regarded as an inverted miracle story.

�Another miAnother miracle storracle story that doey that does not confs not conform to theorm to the genre, in genre, in this case this case in its le in its l in its length andlength and complexit complexity, is the y, is the story of tstory of the Shunammhe Shunammite and heite and her son (2 Kr son (2 Kgs. 4:8-37gs. 4:8-37). Here th).4:8-374:8-37). H4:8-37). Here the foere the follower is llower is a wealthy a wealthy childless childless woman, whowoman, who recognize recognized Elisha ad Elisha as “a holy s “s “a holy ma“a holy man of God” n of God” (v. 9). In(v. 9). In return fo return for her hospr her hospitality heitality he gave her  gave her a son (vv.a son (vv. 11–17). L 11–1 11–17). La11–17). Later, when ter, when Elisha wasElisha was away, the away, the boy died  boy died (vv. 18–20(vv. 18–20). The wom). The woman first lan first laid the chaillaid the claid the child on Elhild on Elisha’s bedisha’s bed, hoping t, hoping that contachat contact with somt with something of ething of Elisha’s wElisha’s would revivould wwould reviwould revive him (v.ve him (v. 21). Then 21). Then she overr she overrode her huode her husband’s obsband’s objections, jections, went to Elwent to Elisha, and iElElisha, anElisha, and shamed hd shamed him into reim into returning toturning to save the  save the child (vv.child (vv. 22–30). C 22–30). Contact witontact with Elisha’sh Eh Elisha’s bElisha’s bed had doned had done nothing,e nothing, nor had E nor had Elisha’s stlisha’s staff (v. 31aff (v. 31). Elisha ). Elisha then shut then shut the door (the doothe door (cf. door (cf. v. 4), prav. 4), prayed to Yahyed to Yahweh, and lweh, and lay on top ay on top of the boyof the boy until he  until he grew warm grew warm (vv. 32–34(v(vv. 32–34(vv. 32–34). A secon). A second attempt d attempt finally refinally revived the vived the boy (v. 35boy (v. 35). The sto). The story ends wiry ends with Elisha th Eth Elisha sumElisha summoning themoning the Shunammit Shunammite to take e to take her child,her child, and her s and her silent bow ilent bow before himbefore himbefore him (vv. 3him (vv. 36–37). In 6–37). In contrast tcontrast to the shoro the short miracle t miracle stories instories in which bot which both need andh need and saving ac sa saving actsaving act are terse are tersely reportely reported, the effd, the efforts requiorts required by thered by the Shunammit Shunammite to summoe to summoe to summon Elisummon Elisha and bysha and by Elisha to Elisha to revive th revive the boy are e boy are elaboratedelaborated. The resu. The resulting imprlting impression is esimprimpressionimpression is that t is that this was cohis was considered Ensidered Elisha’s molisha’s most spectacst spectacular miracular miracle, requirle, requiring a fulling requirrequiring requiring a fuller ta fuller telling. Thelling. This impressis impression is corion is corroborated roborated by the exiby the existence of stence of a sequel (a sequa sequel (2 sequel (2 Kgs. 8:1-6Kgs. 8:1-6), unique ), unique among the among the miracle stmiracle stories.ories.ories.

Another miracle story that does not conform to the genre, in this case in its 
length and complexity, is the story of the Shunammite and her son (2 Kgs. 
4:8-37). Here the follower is a wealthy childless woman, who recognized Elisha as 
“a holy man of God” (v. 9). In return for her hospitality he gave her a son (vv. 
11–17). Later, when Elisha was away, the boy died (vv. 18–20). The woman first 
laid the child on Elisha’s bed, hoping that contact with something of Elisha’s 
would revive him (v. 21). Then she overrode her husband’s objections, went to 
Elisha, and shamed him into returning to save the child (vv. 22–30). Contact with 
Elisha’s bed had done nothing, nor had Elisha’s staff (v. 31). Elisha then shut the 
door (cf. v. 4), prayed to Yahweh, and lay on top of the boy until he grew warm 
(vv. 32–34). A second attempt finally revived the boy (v. 35). The story ends with 
Elisha summoning the Shunammite to take her child, and her silent bow before 
him (vv. 36–37). In contrast to the short miracle stories in which both need and 
saving act are tersely reported, the efforts required by the Shunammite to 
summon Elisha and by Elisha to revive the boy are elaborated. The resulting 
impression is that this was considered Elisha’s most spectacular miracle, 
requiring a fuller telling. This impression is corroborated by the existence of a 
sequel (2 Kgs. 8:1-6), unique among the miracle stories.

�One final One final miracle stmiracle story is theory is the revival o revival of the corpf the corpse that case that came in contme in contact with Eact with Eact with Elisha’s bElisha’s bones (2 Kgones (2 Kgs. 13:20-2s. 13:20-21). There 1). There is a touchis a touch of humor  of humor here, sinchere, since the grave the gravediggers dedigravgravediggegravediggers did notrs did not ask for a ask for a resurrect resurrection and Elion and Elisha did nisha did not intend ot intend to performto perform one. on one.one.

One final miracle story is the revival of the corpse that came in contact with 
Elisha’s bones (2 Kgs. 13:20-21). There is a touch of humor here, since the 
gravediggers did not ask for a resurrection and Elisha did not intend to perform 
one.

Political Political LegendsLegends

Political Legends

The politiThe political legendcal legends are in ms are in many ways dany ways diametricaliametrically opposedly opposed to the mi to the miracle storracle stories. They iesstorstories. Tstories. They are alhey are all elaboratl elaborated; they ted; they take place ake place in the pubin the public realm lic realm of kings aof kings and royal ond roynd royal offiroyal officers; theycers; they are set i are set in historicn historically knownally known wars, mos wars, mostly the latly the late-9th-cente-9th-century Arametury Atury Aramean waAramean war; and ther; and they showcasey showcase Elisha’s  Elisha’s supernatursupernatural knowledal knowledge.ge.ge.

The political legends are in many ways diametrically opposed to the miracle 
stories. They are all elaborated; they take place in the public realm of kings and 
royal officers; they are set in historically known wars, mostly the late-9th-century 
Aramean war; and they showcase Elisha’s supernatural knowledge.

�A prominenA prominent theme int theme in the polit the political legenical legends is Elisds is Elisha’s abiliha’s ability to savety to save the natio the nation when thennationation whenation when the kingn the king has faile has failed. In the d. In the legend of legend of the Arameathe Aramean siege ofn siege of Samaria ( Samaria (2 Kgs. 6:22 K2 Kgs. 6:24-Kgs. 6:24-7:20), whi7:20), which caused ch caused a devastata devastating famineing famine, the king, the king’s helples’s helplessness was sness was underscoreundeunderscoreunderscored when a wd when a woman who homan who had eaten had eaten her own chier own child wanted ld wanted him to pashim to pass judgments judgs judgment ojudgment on her frien her friend who wasnd who was refusing  refusing to hand ovto hand over her chier her child accordild according to theing to their agreemenrtheitheir agretheir agreement (6:2ement (6:26–30). In 6–30). In desperatiodesperation the kingn the king went to E went to Elisha, knolisha, knowing that wing that the faminethethe faminethe famine was from  was from Yahweh (6:Yahweh (6:31–33). El31–33). Elisha calmlisha calmly prophesiy prophesied that thed that there would ere wouldere would be fwould be food in abuood in abundance thendance the very next very next day, and  day, and that the dthat the doubting aioubting aide would sde would suffer retrussuffer retsuffer retribution fribution for his disor his disbelief (7:belief (7:1–2). Even1–2). Events happenets happened exactly d exactly as Elisha as Elisha had foretohad forhad foretold. foretold. Yahweh cauYahweh caused the Arsed the Arameans to ameans to hear a hughear a huge army, pre army, prompting thompting them to abanem to aem to abandon thabandon their camp, eir camp, and four Sand four Samarian leamarian lepers who hpers who had nothingad nothing to lose d to lose deserted toeserted toeserted to the eneto the enemy (7:3–7)my (7:3–7). Having e. Having enjoyed thenjoyed the abundance abundance of the ab of the abandoned caandoned camp, they smp, theymp, they sharethey shared the goodd the good news (7:8 news (7:8–10). Afte–10). After confirmir confirming the repng the report, the Sort, the Samarians samarians stampeded ftsstampeded stampeded for the fofor the food, tramplod, trampling the doing the doubting aidubting aide to deathe to death (7:11–17) (7:11–17). The lege. The legend affirmsnlegelegend afflegend affirms that irms that Elisha savElisha saves when thes when the king cane king cannot, and tnot, and that beliefhat belief in him is in him is essential essen essential essential to the natto the nation’s welfion’s welfare.are.are.

A prominent theme in the political legends is Elisha’s ability to save the 
nation when the king has failed. In the legend of the Aramean siege of Samaria (2 



Kgs. 6:24-7:20), which caused a devastating famine, the king’s helplessness was 
underscored when a woman who had eaten her own child wanted him to pass 
judgment on her friend who was refusing to hand over her child according to 
their agreement (6:26–30). In desperation the king went to Elisha, knowing that 
the famine was from Yahweh (6:31–33). Elisha calmly prophesied that there 
would be food in abundance the very next day, and that the doubting aide would 
suffer retribution for his disbelief (7:1–2). Events happened exactly as Elisha had 
foretold. Yahweh caused the Arameans to hear a huge army, prompting them to 
abandon their camp, and four Samarian lepers who had nothing to lose deserted 
to the enemy (7:3–7). Having enjoyed the abundance of the abandoned camp, 
they shared the good news (7:8–10). After confirming the report, the Samarians 
stampeded for the food, trampling the doubting aide to death (7:11–17). The 
legend affirms that Elisha saves when the king cannot, and that belief in him is 
essential to the nation’s welfare.

�Whether orWhether or not there not there was an ac was an actual Arametual Aramean siege oan siege of Samaria f Samaria in the latin the late 9th cente 9th e 9th centur9th century is uncery is uncertain, but tain, but Israel wasIsrael was at war wi at war with Aram-Dath Aram-Damascus thrmascus throughout thoughout thoughout the reignsthe reigns of Jehu,  of Jehu, Jehoahaz, Jehoahaz, and Joash.and Joash. The Arame The Aramean Hazael an Hazael took advantook advantage of Jetage of Jehu’s loss hJeJehu’s losJehu’s loss of milits of military allianary alliances after ces after his coup ahis coup and conquernd conquered Israel.ed Israel. The Elish The Elisha politicaa polita political political legends, elegends, except for xcept for 2 Kgs. 3:42 Kgs. 3:4-27, belon-27, belong in this g in this context. Tcontext. They expreshey express both feas bots both fear both fear of ruin (eof ruin (e.g., being.g., being vastly ou vastly outnumbered tnumbered in battle,in battle, 2 Kgs. 6: 2 Kgs. 6:15), and t15), and the belief he belhe belief thabelief that Yahweh wt Yahweh was in contas in control of therol of the war (e.g. war (e.g., the pres, the presence of thence of the heavenlye heavenly army, vv. ar army, vv. army, vv. 16–17). If16–17). If the God o the God of Israel wf Israel was directias directing events,ng events, then God  then God would ultiwould ultimately savmaultiultimatelyultimately save the  save the nation thrnation through his pough his prophet.rophet.rophet.

Whether or not there was an actual Aramean siege of Samaria in the late 
9th century is uncertain, but Israel was at war with Aram-Damascus throughout 
the reigns of Jehu, Jehoahaz, and Joash. The Aramean Hazael took advantage of 
Jehu’s loss of military alliances after his coup and conquered Israel. The Elisha 
political legends, except for 2 Kgs. 3:4-27, belong in this context. They express 
both fear of ruin (e.g., being vastly outnumbered in battle, 2 Kgs. 6:15), and the 
belief that Yahweh was in control of the war (e.g., the presence of the heavenly 
army, vv. 16–17). If the God of Israel was directing events, then God would 
ultimately save the nation through his prophet.

�Since YahwSince Yahweh was maneh was managing the aging the Aramean waAramean war, Yahweh r, Yahweh was also dwas also directing pirecting political aolppolitical political affairs inaffairs in Damascus. Damascus. When Elis When Elisha facilitha facilitated Hazaeated Hazael’s murderl’s murder of Ben-ha of Ben-hadad I (in dad Ben-haBen-hadad Ben-hadad I (in realI (in reality Hadad-ity Hadad-ezer), it ezer), it was not bewas not because he fcause he favored Hazavored Hazael but beael but because Hazacabebecause Habecause Hazael’s usuzael’s usurpation ofrpation of the Arame the Aramean throne an throne and subseqand subsequent spoliuent spoliation of Iation of Israel weresIIsrael werIsrael were part of e part of Yahweh’s pYahweh’s plan (2 Kgslan (2 Kgs. 8:7-15).. 8:7-15). Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s involvemeninvolvement in the At in the Aramean warraAAramean waAramean war began wir began with Hazael’th Hazael’s successis succession and endon and ended with Joed with Joash’s threash’s three victoriee victoriee victories victories over Hazaeover Hazael’s son Bel’s son Ben-hadad IIn-hadad II, also pre, also predicted by dicted by Elisha (2 Elisha (2 Kgs. 13:14Kgs. 13:14-19, 22-25-19, 13:1413:14-19, 13:14-19, 22-25).22-25).22-25).

Since Yahweh was managing the Aramean war, Yahweh was also directing 
political affairs in Damascus. When Elisha facilitated Hazael’s murder of 
Ben-hadad I (in reality Hadad-ezer), it was not because he favored Hazael but 
because Hazael’s usurpation of the Aramean throne and subsequent spoliation of 
Israel were part of Yahweh’s plan (2 Kgs. 8:7-15). Yahweh’s involvement in the 
Aramean war began with Hazael’s succession and ended with Joash’s three 
victories over Hazael’s son Ben-hadad II, also predicted by Elisha (2 Kgs. 
13:14-19, 22-25).

�The legendThe legend of Naaman of Naaman and Gehaz and Gehazi (2 Kgs. i (2 Kgs. 5:1-27) in5:1-27) includes a hcludes a healing mirealing miracle, but acle, bacle, but the fobut the focus is on cus is on a reversala reversal of the tw of the two characteo characters. Naamanrs. Naaman was comma was commander of thnder of tnder of the Aramaethe Aramaean forces an forces (unknown h(unknown historicallistorically), but hey), but he listened  listened to a captito a captive Israelive Israelite maidserte mte maidservanmaidservant and wentt and went to Elisha to Elisha to be cur to be cured of his ed of his leprosy (vleprosy (vv. 1–9). Iv. 1–9). Immersing hmmersing himself in imhhimself inhimself in the Jorda the Jordan seven tin seven times as dirmes as directed, he ected, he was cured was cured (vv. 9–14)(vv. 9–14). He retur. He returned to Elinedreturreturned treturned to Elisha ao Elisha and proclaind proclaimed his bemed his belief in Yalief in Yahweh (vv. hweh (vv. 15–19), an15–19), an astonishi astonishing confessng cng confessionconfession given the given the close rel close relationship ationship between nabetween nations and tions and their godstheir gods in the an in the ancient worlcieanancient woancient world. Gehazrld. Gehazi then puri then pursued Naamasued Naaman and deman and demanded some nded some of the gifof the gifts that Elts that ts that Elishthat Elisha had refua had refused, for wsed, for which he rehich he received Naaceived Naaman’s leprman’s leprosy (5:20–osy (5:20–27). The c27). The characters’hccharacterscharacters’ status i’ status is thus revs thus reversed: theersed: the leprous e leprous enemy commanemy commander, the nder, the ultimate oultimate outsider, iuooutsider, outsider, is cured ais cured and confessnd confesses the Godes the God of Israel of Israel; then Eli; then Elisha’s aidesha’s aide, insider , insider of insiderof insidof insiders, insiders, betrays thbetrays the prophet e prophet and is conand is condemned. Thdemned. The legend ee legend explores thxplores the ramificae ramifications of atramificaramificatiramifications of a uons of a universal eniversal ethic basedthic based solely on solely on fidelity  fidelity to Yahweh,to Yahweh, without r without regard for egardrregard forregard for nationali nationality, class,ty, class, or religi or religious statusous status..

The legend of Naaman and Gehazi (2 Kgs. 5:1-27) includes a healing miracle, 
but the focus is on a reversal of the two characters. Naaman was commander of 
the Aramaean forces (unknown historically), but he listened to a captive Israelite 
maidservant and went to Elisha to be cured of his leprosy (vv. 1–9). Immersing 
himself in the Jordan seven times as directed, he was cured (vv. 9–14). He 
returned to Elisha and proclaimed his belief in Yahweh (vv. 15–19), an astonishing 
confession given the close relationship between nations and their gods in the 
ancient world. Gehazi then pursued Naaman and demanded some of the gifts 
that Elisha had refused, for which he received Naaman’s leprosy (5:20–27). The 



characters’ status is thus reversed: the leprous enemy commander, the ultimate 
outsider, is cured and confesses the God of Israel; then Elisha’s aide, insider of 
insiders, betrays the prophet and is condemned. The legend explores the 
ramifications of a universal ethic based solely on fidelity to Yahweh, without 
regard for nationality, class, or religious status.

DeuteronomDeuteronomistic Editistic Editionion

Deuteronomistic Edition

If Elisha If Elisha was a publwas a public figure ic figure during theduring the reigns of reigns of Jehu, Jeh Jehu, Jehoahaz, andoahaz, and Joash, as Joash, as implied b implied implied byimplied by the Arame the Aramean war conan war context of thtext of the politicae political legends,l legends, then he w then he was active as active for more tfofor more tfor more than 40 yeahan 40 years. It is rs. It is unlikely tunlikely that he alshat he also interacto interacted with Jeed with Jehoram (2 Khoram (2 Kgs. 3:4-27gs. 3gs. 3:4-27). E3:4-27). Elisha’s holisha’s hostility tostility to Jehoram ( Jehoram (2 Kgs. 3:12 Kgs. 3:13-14) is a3-14) is absent frombsent from the other the other political polit political political legends, wlegends, where he wohere he works closelrks closely with they with the king. The king. The similarit similarity between y between 2 Kgs. 3:42 K2 Kgs. 3:4-2Kgs. 3:4-27 and 1 Kg7 and 1 Kgs. 22, in s. 22, in which the which the DeuteronomDeuteronomistic hististic historian idenorian identified an tified an originallyorigoriginallyoriginally anonymous anonymous “king of  “king of Israel” asIsrael” as Ahab in o Ahab in order to asrder to assert Omridsert Omride depravite depravity, suggesty,depravitdepravity,depravity, suggests  suggests that a simthat a similar proceilar process took plss took place here. ace here. The identiThe identification ofication of the propf thef the prophethe prophet in 2 Kgst in 2 Kgs. 3:4-27 a. 3:4-27 as Elisha as Elisha adds his opdds his opposition aposition against Jehgainst Jehoram to Eloram to Elijah’s oppijah’ElElijah’s oElijah’s opposition pposition against Ahagainst Ahab (1 Kgs.ab (1 Kgs. 17-19, 21 17-19, 21) and Ahaz) and Ahaziah (2 Kgsiah (2 Kgs. 1). The . 1). The DeuteronomDeuDeuteronomDeuteronomist then pist then placed the laced the bulk of thbulk of the Elisha ce Elisha collection ollection in Jehoramin Jehoram’s reign (’s reign (2 Kgs. 2:12 K2 Kgs. 2:19-Kgs. 2:19-8:15), fac8:15), facilitated bilitated by the lacky the lack of histor of historical conteical context in the xt in the miracle stmiracle stories and ories anories and the naand the nameless kinmeless kings in the gs in the political political legends. Blegends. Because 2 Kecause 2 Kgs. 13:14-gs. 13:14-19, 22-25 19, 22-25 names Joasnamnames Joasnames Joash, it was h, it was separated separated from the rfrom the rest of theest of the collectio collection along win along with the posth the postmortem mitmpospostmortempostmortem miracle s miracle story (13:2tory (13:20–21) fitt0–21) fitted betweened between the proph the prophecy and fuecy and fulfillment lfillment of the legoof the legof the legend.end.end.

If Elisha was a public figure during the reigns of Jehu, Jehoahaz, and Joash, as 
implied by the Aramean war context of the political legends, then he was active 
for more than 40 years. It is unlikely that he also interacted with Jehoram (2 Kgs. 
3:4-27). Elisha’s hostility to Jehoram (2 Kgs. 3:13-14) is absent from the other 
political legends, where he works closely with the king. The similarity between 2 
Kgs. 3:4-27 and 1 Kgs. 22, in which the Deuteronomistic historian identified an 
originally anonymous “king of Israel” as Ahab in order to assert Omride 
depravity, suggests that a similar process took place here. The identification of 
the prophet in 2 Kgs. 3:4-27 as Elisha adds his opposition against Jehoram to 
Elijah’s opposition against Ahab (1 Kgs. 17-19, 21) and Ahaziah (2 Kgs. 1). The 
Deuteronomist then placed the bulk of the Elisha collection in Jehoram’s reign (2 
Kgs. 2:19-8:15), facilitated by the lack of historical context in the miracle stories 
and the nameless kings in the political legends. Because 2 Kgs. 13:14-19, 22-25 
names Joash, it was separated from the rest of the collection along with the 
postmortem miracle story (13:20–21) fitted between the prophecy and fulfillment 
of the legend.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. W. OverT. W. Overholt, holt, Prophecy iProphecy in Cross-cun Cross-cultural Perltural Perspective.spective. SBLSBS 17 SBLSBS 1 SBLSBS 17 (Atlant17 (Atlanta, 1986); a, 1986); W. T. PitaW. T. Pitard, rd, Ancient DaAncient Damascusmascus (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1987)ake, 1987); A. ; A. RofeäRofeäRofeäRofeä, , The PropheThe Prophetical Stortical Storiesies (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1988); m, 1988); M. C. WhitM. C. White, e, The ElijahThe Elijah Legends a Legends and Jehu’s naand Jehu’sand Jehu’s Coup. Coup. BJS 311 ( BJS 311 (Atlanta, 1Atlanta, 1997).997).997).
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ELISHAHELISHAH (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîsûa®}eïliîsûa®)))

ELISHAH (Heb. }eïliîsûa®)

Reputedly Reputedly the son ofthe son of Javan (Gr Javan (Greece) and eece) and grandson ograndson of Japheth f Japheth listed in listed in the Table the Table of Nationsof of Nationsof Nations (Gen. 10: (Gen. 10:4; 1 Chr. 4; 1 Chr. 1:7). The 1:7). The name is asname is associated wsociated with a coasith a coastal territtal territory renownory territterritory territory renowned (renowned (even in Tyeven in Tyre) for hire) for high-qualitygh-quality purple dy purple dyes (Ezek. es (Ezek. 27:7). Mos27:7). Most scholarst st scholars ischolars identify Eldentify Elishah withishah with  AlasûiyaAlasûiya (probably (probably derived f derived from Sum. rom Sum. alas,alas, “copper”) “copper “copper”),“copper”), attested  attested in 2nd-milin 2nd-millennium lennium B.C.E.B.C.E. texts fro texts from Egypt, Am Egypt, Amarna, Ugamarna, Ugarit, and Mrit, andrit, and Mari. and Mari. If so, theIf so, the name may  name may designate designate eastern Cyeastern Cyprus (perhprus (perhaps Enkomiaps Enkomi) or be an) or be an) or be an alternaan alternative name tive name for Cyprusfor Cyprus (cf. Gk.  (cf. Gk. kyépros,kyépros, “copper”) “copper”)...

Reputedly the son of Javan (Greece) and grandson of Japheth listed in the Table 
of Nations (Gen. 10:4; 1 Chr. 1:7). The name is associated with a coastal 
territory renowned (even in Tyre) for high-quality purple dyes (Ezek. 27:7). Most 
scholars identify Elishah with Alasûiya (probably derived from Sum. alas, 
“copper”), attested in 2nd-millennium B.C.E. texts from Egypt, Amarna, Ugarit, 
and Mari. If so, the name may designate eastern Cyprus (perhaps Enkomi) or be 
an alternative name for Cyprus (cf. Gk. kyépros, “copper”).

Paul J. KiPaul J. Kisslingssling

Paul J. Kissling



ELISHAMAELISHAMA (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîsûaœ}eïliîsûaœmaœ{maœ{)))

ELISHAMA (Heb. }eïliîsûaœmaœ{)

�1.1. The son o The son of Ammihud,f Ammihud, and leade and leader of the tr of the tribe of Epribe of Ephraim durihraim during the timng the time when thee we when the Iwhen the Israelites sraelites began theibegan their journey r journey through ththrough the wildernee wilderness (Num. 2ss (Num. 2:18; 10:22:18; 10:22). He assi).10:2210:22). He10:22). He assisted  assisted Moses duriMoses during the joung the journey (Num.rney (Num. 1:10; 7:4 1:10; 7:48, 53). 1 8, 53). 1 Chr. 7:26-Chr. 7:26-27 identif277:26-7:26-27 id7:26-27 identifies hentifies him as the im as the grandfathegrandfather of Joshur of Joshua.a.a.

1. The son of Ammihud, and leader of the tribe of Ephraim during the time 
when the Israelites began their journey through the wilderness (Num. 2:18; 
10:22). He assisted Moses during the journey (Num. 1:10; 7:48, 53). 1 Chr. 
7:26-27 identifies him as the grandfather of Joshua.

�2.2. One of Da One of David’s sonsvid’s sons born in J born in Jerusalem aerusalem after Davidfter David was crown was crowned king (2ed king (2 Sam. 5:16 Sa Sam. 5:16;Sam. 5:16; 1 Chr. 3: 1 Chr. 3:8; 14:7). 8; 14:7). At 1 Chr. At 1 Chr. 3:6 the na3:6 the name is probme is probably a scrably a scribal erroribal error for Elish for  for Elishufor Elishua (cf. 2 Sa (cf. 2 Sam. 5:15).am. 5:15).

2. One of David’s sons born in Jerusalem after David was crowned king (2 
Sam. 5:16; 1 Chr. 3:8; 14:7). At 1 Chr. 3:6 the name is probably a scribal error 
for Elishua (cf. 2 Sam. 5:15).

�3.3. A member  A member of the houof the house of Judase of Judah, grandfah, grandfather of Isther of Ishmael and hmael and father of father of Nethaniah.NethNethaniah.Nethaniah. He was a  He was a commander commander of a groupof a group of Judean of Judean troops, a troops, and after tnd after the destruche destruhe destructiodestruction of Jerusn of Jerusalem in 58alem in 587 7 B.C.B.C. he murder he murdered Gedaliaed Gedaliah (2 Kgs. h (2 Kgs. 25:25 = Je25:25 = Jer. 41:1-3)r. 41:1r. 41:1-3).41:1-3).41:1-3).

3. A member of the house of Judah, grandfather of Ishmael and father of 
Nethaniah. He was a commander of a group of Judean troops, and after the 
destruction of Jerusalem in 587 B.C. he murdered Gedaliah (2 Kgs. 25:25 = Jer. 
41:1-3).

�4.4. A descend A descendant of Jerant of Jerahmeel, soahmeel, son of Jekamn of Jekamiah (1 Chriah (1 Chr. 2:41).. 2:41).. 2:41).

4. A descendant of Jerahmeel, son of Jekamiah (1 Chr. 2:41).

�5.5. One of th One of the two priee two priests who fosts who formed part rmed part of Jehoshaof Jehoshaphat’s comphat’s commission semission sent out to ntsesent out tsent out to teach tho teach the law to te law to the people he people of Judah (of Judah (2 Chr. 17:2 Chr. 17:8).8).8).

5. One of the two priests who formed part of Jehoshaphat’s commission 
sent out to teach the law to the people of Judah (2 Chr. 17:8).

�6.6. A  A soœp�eär,soœp�eär, a scribe  a scribe or secretaor secretary during ry during the reign the reign of King Jeof King Jehoiakim (Jhoiakim (Jer. 36:12,er(J(Jer. 36:1(Jer. 36:12, 20-21).2, 20-21).

6. A soœp�eär,  a scribe or secretary during the reign of King Jehoiakim 
(Jer. 36:12, 20-21).

Carol J. DCarol J. Dempseyempsey

Carol J. Dempsey

ELISHAPHATELISHAPHAT (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîsûaœ}eïliîsûaœp�aœt�p�aœt�)))

ELISHAPHAT (Heb. }eïliîsûaœp�aœt� )

One of theOne of the five army five army commander commanders who assis who assisted Jehoisted Jehoiada in secada in securing kinguring kingship for yship for yship for young Joasyoung Joash and thush and thus aided in  aided in the overththe overthrow of Querow of Queen Athaliaen Athaliah (2 Chr. h (2 Chr. 23:1).23:1).

One of the five army commanders who assisted Jehoiada in securing kingship for 
young Joash and thus aided in the overthrow of Queen Athaliah (2 Chr. 23:1).

ELISHEBAELISHEBA (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîsûeb}eïliîsûeb�a{�a{)))

ELISHEBA (Heb. }eïliîsûeb�a{ )

The daughtThe daughter of Ammier of Amminadab and nadab and sister of sister of Nahshon; mNahshon; mother of tother of the priestlhe priestly family. y family. She marrieSShe marrieShe married Moses’ bd Moses’ brother Aarrother Aaron and boron and bore four sone four sons: Nadab, s: Nadab, Abihu, EleAbihu, Eleazar, and azar, andazar, and Ithamaand Ithamar (Exod. 6r (Exod. 6:23).:23).

The daughter of Amminadab and sister of Nahshon; mother of the priestly family. 
She married Moses’ brother Aaron and bore four sons: Nadab, Abihu, Eleazar, 
and Ithamar (Exod. 6:23).

ELISHUAELISHUA (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîsûu®}eïliîsûu®a{a{)))

ELISHUA (Heb. }eïliîsûu®a{)

One of DavOne of David’s sons id’s sons born at Jeborn at Jerusalem byrusalem by an unname an unnamed mother (d mother (2 Sam. 5:12 Sam. 5:15; 1 Chr. 5; 1 Chr5; 1 Chr. 14:5)Chr. 14:5). Because . Because of a scribof a scribal error hal error he is incore is incorrectly calrectly called Elishaled Elishama (ma (22) at 1 Chr) at 1 Chr. 3:6..ChrChr. 3:6.Chr. 3:6.

One of David’s sons born at Jerusalem by an unnamed mother (2 Sam. 5:15; 1 
Chr. 14:5). Because of a scribal error he is incorrectly called Elishama (2) at 1 
Chr. 3:6.

ELIUDELIUD (Gk.  (Gk. EliouídEliouíd)))

ELIUD (Gk. Eliouíd)

An ancestoAn ancestor of Jesusr of Jesus, accordin, according to Matthg to Matthew’s geneaew’s genealogy (Mattlogy (Matt. 1:14-15). 1:14-15)..

An ancestor of Jesus, according to Matthew’s genealogy (Matt. 1:14-15).

ELIZABETHELIZABETH (Gk.  (Gk. ElisaébetElisaébet)))

ELIZABETH (Gk. Elisaébet)

The motherThe mother of John t of John the Baptisthe Baptist, wife of , wife of Zechariah Zechariah the priestthe priest, and a re, and a relative of lative of Mary the mMaryMary the mMary the mother of Jother of Jesus. Elizesus. Elizabeth was abeth was described described as a rightas a righteous desceeous descendant of Andant of Aaron and oaAAaron and Aaron and obedient tobedient to the lawso the laws of God (L of God (Luke 1:5-6)uke 1:5-6). She was . She was barren andbarren and of advanc of advanc of advanced aadvanced age when Zege when Zechariah rechariah received theceived the news in t news in the temple he temple that she wthat she would bear ould beaould bear a sonbear a son to be nam to be named John, aed John, along with long with the prophethe prophetic messagtic message concernie concerning John’s ng John’s ng John’s misJohn’s mission. Her sion. Her barrennessbarrenness, like tha, like that of Saraht of Sarah and Hanna and Hannah, foreshah, foreshadowed a chdowed a child of greilchchild of gchild of great signireat significance. Eficance. Elizabeth alizabeth attributed ttributed her concepher conception to thtion to the favor ofe favor of the Lord  the L the Lord upon Lord upon her (Luke her (Luke 1:25).1:25).1:25).

The mother of John the Baptist, wife of Zechariah the priest, and a relative of 
Mary the mother of Jesus. Elizabeth was described as a righteous descendant of 



Aaron and obedient to the laws of God (Luke 1:5-6). She was barren and of 
advanced age when Zechariah received the news in the temple that she would 
bear a son to be named John, along with the prophetic message concerning 
John’s mission. Her barrenness, like that of Sarah and Hannah, foreshadowed a 
child of great significance. Elizabeth attributed her conception to the favor of the 
Lord upon her (Luke 1:25).

�Mary learnMary learned of Elized of Elizabeth’s prabeth’s pregnancy fregnancy from Gabrielom Gabriel as a sign as a sign that “not that “nothing is imhing is imhing is impossibleimpossible with God, with God,” and visi” and visited Elizabted Elizabeth in theeth in the sixth mon sixth month. Elizabth. Elizabeth was fieth was filled with lled fifilled witfilled with the spirh the spirit at Maryit at Mary’s greetin’s greeting and blesg and blessed Mary bsed Mary both for heoth for her faith anr faith and for the d for d for the chfor the child that sild that she too wouhe too would bear (Lld bear (Luke 1:41-4uke 1:41-45). At the5). At the circumcis circumcision Elizabion Elizabeth gave hethElizabElizabeth Elizabeth gave her cgave her child the nhild the name of Johame of John, which wn, which was confirmas confirmed by his ed by his father (Lufather (Luke 1:60-63ke(Lu(Luke 1:60(Luke 1:60-63).-63).-63).

Mary learned of Elizabeth’s pregnancy from Gabriel as a sign that “nothing is 
impossible with God,” and visited Elizabeth in the sixth month. Elizabeth was 
filled with the spirit at Mary’s greeting and blessed Mary both for her faith and 
for the child that she too would bear (Luke 1:41-45). At the circumcision 
Elizabeth gave her child the name of John, which was confirmed by his father 
(Luke 1:60-63).

Jo Ann H. Jo Ann H. SeelySeely

Jo Ann H. Seely

ELIZAPHANELIZAPHAN (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîs�aœ}eïliîs�aœp�aœnp�aœn) ) (also ELZA(also ELZAPHAN)PHAN)PHAN)

ELIZAPHAN (Heb. }eïliîs�aœp�aœn ) 
(also ELZAPHAN)

�1.1. The secon The second son of Ud son of Uzziel, Aarzziel, Aaron’s kinsmon’s kinsman, and a an, and a Levite (NuLevite (Num. 3:30; cm. 3:30; called Elzaalledccalled Elzcalled Elzaphan at Eaphan at Exod. 6:22;xod. 6:22; Lev. 10:4 Lev. 10:4). When Na). When Nadab and Abdab and Abihu, the sihu, the sons of Aarons of Aaron, were coAarAaron, werAaron, were consumede consumed by fire b by fire before God,efore God, Moses sum Moses summoned Elizmoned Elizaphan and aphan and his brothehis brhis brother Mibrother Mishael to cshael to carry away arry away their corptheir corpses from tses from the sanctuahe sanctuary (Lev. 1ry (Lev. 10:4). He w0:4). He was the heaawwas the hewas the head of the ad of the Kohathite Kohathite clans (Numclans (Num. 3:30). K. 3:30). King David ing David appointed appointed some of Elsome of Elsome of Elizaphan’Elizaphan’s descendas descendants along nts along with otherwith other Levites t Levites to carry tho carry the ark to Je ark to Jerusalem (erusalem (1 Chr. 15:1 C1 Chr. 15:8)Chr. 15:8). His desc. His descendants alendants also particiso participated in tpated in the cleansihe cleansing of the ng of the temple durtemple during Hezekiing durduring Hezduring Hezekiah’s reekiah’s reign (2 Chrign (2 Chr. 29:13).. 29:13).. 29:13).

1. The second son of Uzziel, Aaron’s kinsman, and a Levite (Num. 3:30; 
called Elzaphan at Exod. 6:22; Lev. 10:4). When Nadab and Abihu, the sons of 
Aaron, were consumed by fire before God, Moses summoned Elizaphan and his 
brother Mishael to carry away their corpses from the sanctuary (Lev. 10:4). He 
was the head of the Kohathite clans (Num. 3:30). King David appointed some of 
Elizaphan’s descendants along with other Levites to carry the ark to Jerusalem (1 
Chr. 15:8). His descendants also participated in the cleansing of the temple 
during Hezekiah’s reign (2 Chr. 29:13).

�2.2. The son o The son of Parnach f Parnach and the leand the leader of thader of the tribe ofe tribe of Zebulunit Zebulunites who pares who participated ticipparparticipatparticipated in the ed in the distributidistribution of the on of the land of Caland of Canaan (Num.naan (Num. 34:25). 34:25). 34:25).

2. The son of Parnach and the leader of the tribe of Zebulunites who 
participated in the distribution of the land of Canaan (Num. 34:25).

Hyun Chul Hyun Chul Paul KimPaul Kim

Hyun Chul Paul Kim

ELIZURELIZUR (Heb.  (Heb. }eïliîs�u®}eïliîs�u®rr)))

ELIZUR (Heb. }eïliîs�u®r )

The son ofThe son of Shedeur ( Shedeur (Num. 10:18Num. 10:18). As a le). As a leader of thader of the tribe ofe tribe of Reuben (N Reuben (Num. 2:10),um. 2:10),um. 2:10), he 2:10), he assisted Massisted Moses in taoses in taking the cking the census in tensus in the wildernhe wilderness (1:5) ess (1:5) and presenand presented an offted presenpresented presented an offerinan offering in behalg in behalf of his tf of his tribe (7:30ribe (7:30, 35)., 35).

The son of Shedeur (Num. 10:18). As a leader of the tribe of Reuben (Num. 
2:10), he assisted Moses in taking the census in the wilderness (1:5) and 
presented an offering in behalf of his tribe (7:30, 35).

ELKANAHELKANAH (Heb.  (Heb. }elqaœna®}elqaœna®)))

ELKANAH (Heb. }elqaœna®)

�1.1. A descend A descendant of Korant of Korah of the ah of the family of family of Levi (ExodLevi (Exod. 6:24). A. 6:24). As the heads the head of his fa of hi of his fatherhis father’s house, ’s house, he is callhe is called the soned the son of Assir, of Assir, Korah’s s Korah’s son, and naon, and named fathermed father of Ebiasa of E of Ebiasaph (Ebiasaph (1 Chr. 6:21 Chr. 6:23[MT 8]).3[MT 8]).3[MT 8]).

1. A descendant of Korah of the family of Levi (Exod. 6:24). As the head of 
his father’s house, he is called the son of Assir, Korah’s son, and named father of 
Ebiasaph (1 Chr. 6:23[MT 8]).

�2.2. The fathe The father of Samuer of Samuel and the l and the husband ofhusband of Hannah; a Hannah; a resident  resident of Ramathaof Ramathaim-zophim im-RamathaRamathaim-Ramathaim-zophim in zophim in the hill cthe hill country of ountry of Ephraim (1Ephraim (1 Sam. 1:1; Sam. 1:1; 1 Chr. 6: 1 Chr. 6:27, 34[12,27, 34[12, 19]). 1 19]).19]).19]).

2. The father of Samuel and the husband of Hannah; a resident of 
Ramathaim-zophim in the hill country of Ephraim (1 Sam. 1:1; 1 Chr. 6:27, 34[12, 
19]).



�Hannah, thHannah, the favoritee favorite of Elkana of Elkanah’s two wih’s two wives, was bves, was barren but arren but later gavelater gave birth to  birth t birth to the proto the prophet Samuephet Samuel; his othl; his other wife, Per wife, Peninnah, weninnah, was noted fas noted for her fecor her fecundity (1 undity (1 Sam. 1:2).SaSam. 1:2).Sam. 1:2). Elkanah m Elkanah may have beay have been a persoen a person of some n of some import, beimport, because he icause he is the onlys the only commoner  onlyonly commoonly commoner in thener in the books of  books of Samuel andSamuel and Kings not Kings noted to haveed to have had more  had more than one wthan onthan one wife. one wife. Yearly ElkYearly Elkanah wouldanah would take his  take his family on family on a pilgrimaa pilgrimage to Shilge to Shiloh to offeoh to offer sacrificr sacr sacrificessacrifices, distribu, distributing doublting double portionse portions of sacrif of sacrificial meaticial meat to Hannah to Hannah because h because he loved hee love loved her loved her (1 Sam. 1:(1 Sam. 1:5). He wou5). He would also acld also accompany Hacompany Hannah on hennah on her annual vr annual visit to Saisit to Saisit to Samuel. ThSamuel. The couple we couple was blessedas blessed with thre with three more sone more sons and two s and two daughters daughters (1 Sam. 2:(1 Sam. 2(1 Sam. 2:21).2:21).2:21).

Hannah, the favorite of Elkanah’s two wives, was barren but later gave birth 
to the prophet Samuel; his other wife, Peninnah, was noted for her fecundity (1 
Sam. 1:2). Elkanah may have been a person of some import, because he is the 
only commoner in the books of Samuel and Kings noted to have had more than 
one wife. Yearly Elkanah would take his family on a pilgrimage to Shiloh to offer 
sacrifices, distributing double portions of sacrificial meat to Hannah because he 
loved her (1 Sam. 1:5). He would also accompany Hannah on her annual visit to 
Samuel. The couple was blessed with three more sons and two daughters (1 Sam. 
2:21).

�According According to Jewish to Jewish tradition,tradition, Elkanah i Elkanah is associats associated with goed with good deeds aod deeds and comparend comnd compared tcompared to Abraham o Abraham ((Ber.Ber. 50). Hann 50). Hannah was hisah was his first wif first wife and he de and he did not marid not marry Peninnary Pery Peninnah uPeninnah until 10 yentil 10 years later.ars later. Elkanah w Elkanah was so piouas so pious that he s that he made four made four journeys tjourneys to Shiloh eo So Shiloh eacShiloh each year insh year instead of thtead of the requirede required three. On three. On each jour each journey his laney his large caravarge caravan would trn wn would travwould travel a diffeel a different routerent route, attracti, attracting attenting attention and encon and encouraging oouraging others alonthers along the way g thg the way tothe way to worship t worship the Lord. Fhe Lord. For his pieor his piety he is cty he is credited asredited as responsib responsible for allle for all of Israel of Is of Israel’s pIsrael’s pilgrimagesilgrimages to Shiloh to Shiloh...

According to Jewish tradition, Elkanah is associated with good deeds and 
compared to Abraham (Ber. 50). Hannah was his first wife and he did not marry 
Peninnah until 10 years later. Elkanah was so pious that he made four journeys to 
Shiloh each year instead of the required three. On each journey his large caravan 
would travel a different route, attracting attention and encouraging others along 
the way to worship the Lord. For his piety he is credited as responsible for all of 
Israel’s pilgrimages to Shiloh.

�3.3. An ancest An ancestor of Samuor of Samuel and desel and descendant ofcendant of Levi (1 C Levi (1 Chr. 6:25, hr. 6:25, 36[10, 21]36[10, 21]).).).

3. An ancestor of Samuel and descendant of Levi (1 Chr. 6:25, 36[10, 21]).

�4.4. Another o Another of Samuel’sf Samuel’s ancestors ancestors (1 Chr. 6 (1 Chr. 6:26, 35[11:26, 35[11, 20]), po, 20]), possibly thessibly the same as  same  same as same as 3 3 above.above.above.

4. Another of Samuel’s ancestors (1 Chr. 6:26, 35[11, 20]), possibly the 
same as 3 above.

�5.5. A Levite, A Levite, ancestor  ancestor of Berechiof Berechiah son of ah son of Asa who liAsa who lived in Jerved in Jerusalem aftusalem after the Exier theer the Exile the Exile (1 Chr. 9:(1 Chr. 9:16).16).16).

5. A Levite, ancestor of Berechiah son of Asa who lived in Jerusalem after 
the Exile (1 Chr. 9:16).

�6.6. A Korahit A Korahite Levite, e Levite, one of Davone of David’s Mightid’s Mighty Men who y Men who joined himjoined him at Ziklag at Ziklag (1 Chr. 1 (1 C (1 Chr. 12:6)Chr. 12:6)...

6. A Korahite Levite, one of David’s Mighty Men who joined him at Ziklag (1 
Chr. 12:6).

�7.7. A Levite  A Levite who was apwho was appointed bypointed by David as  David as one of theone of the two doork two doorkeepers foreepers for the ark ( t the ark (1the ark (1 Chr. 15:2 Chr. 15:23).3).3).

7. A Levite who was appointed by David as one of the two doorkeepers for 
the ark (1 Chr. 15:23).

�8.8. A court o A court official dufficial during Ahaz’ring Ahaz’ reign who reign who was next  was next in authoriin authority to the ty to the king (2 Chking (2king (2 Chr. 28(2 Chr. 28:7). He fo:7). He forsook the rsook the Lord and wLord and was killed as killed by the Ephby the Ephraimite Ziraimite Zichri.chri.chri.

8. A court official during Ahaz’ reign who was next in authority to the king 
(2 Chr. 28:7). He forsook the Lord and was killed by the Ephraimite Zichri.

Robin GallRobin Gallaher Brancaher Branchh

Robin Gallaher Branch

ELKOSHELKOSH (Heb.  (Heb. }elqoœsûiî}elqoœsûiî)))

ELKOSH (Heb. }elqoœsûiî)

The resideThe residence of thence of the prophet N prophet Nahum (Nah.ahum (Nah. 1:1). The 1:1). The location  location of Elkosh of Elkosh is unknownis unknowis unknown, bunknown, but a numbeut a number of sitesr of sites have been have been proposed. proposed. The most  The most fanciful cfanciful claim has blaim has blaim has been the tbeen the traditionalraditional identific identification of Eation of Elkosh withlkosh with al-Qush,  al-Qush, a village a village N of MosulN of Mosul near anci near near ancienear ancient Ninevehnt Nineveh; this tra; this tradition candition cannot be tranot be traced back eced back earlier thaarlier than the 16thn the 16th century.  ce century. Scentury. Several loceveral locations in ations in Galilee haGalilee have also beve also been proposeen proposed, includid, including Hilkeseng Hilkesei or Elkesi ori or Elkesi or Elkesi (Jerome, i(Jerome, in the prefn the preface to hisace to his commentar commentary on Nahumy on Nahum), and Cap), and Capernaum, whernaum, wernaum, which meanwhich means “villages “village of Nahum. of Nahum.” The poli” The political situtical situation of Nation of Nahum’s timahum’s time, howevere, howevere, however, mhowever, makes a Galakes a Galilean locailean location for htion for his residenis residence unlikelce unlikely. Other ty. Other traditions raditions which locawhiwhich locawhich locate Elkosh te Elkosh in southerin southern Judah, in Judah, in Simeonitn Simeonite territore territory, are mory, are more probablee probable. The Live. T. The Lives The Lives of the Proof the Prophets statphets states that Eles that Elkosh is nekosh is near Beth-gaar Beth-gabrin, probbrin, probably to beably to be identifie ide identifiedidentified with Eleu with Eleutheropolistheropolis (modern B (modern Beit Jibrineit Jibrin/Beth Guvr/Beth Guvrin [140113in [140113]), ca. 51]), ca. 51 km. (32 m km km. (32 mikm. (32 mi.) SW of J.) SW of Jerusalem.erusalem.erusalem.

The residence of the prophet Nahum (Nah. 1:1). The location of Elkosh is 
unknown, but a number of sites have been proposed. The most fanciful claim has 
been the traditional identification of Elkosh with al-Qush, a village N of Mosul 
near ancient Nineveh; this tradition cannot be traced back earlier than the 16th 
century. Several locations in Galilee have also been proposed, including Hilkesei 
or Elkesi (Jerome, in the preface to his commentary on Nahum), and Capernaum, 
which means “village of Nahum.” The political situation of Nahum’s time, 
however, makes a Galilean location for his residence unlikely. Other traditions 
which locate Elkosh in southern Judah, in Simeonite territory, are more probable. 
The Lives of the Prophets states that Elkosh is near Beth-gabrin, probably to be 



identified with Eleutheropolis (modern Beit Jibrin/Beth Guvrin [140113]), ca. 51 
km. (32 mi.) SW of Jerusalem.

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

ELLASARELLASAR (Heb.  (Heb. }ellaœsaœr}ellaœsaœr)))

ELLASAR (Heb. }ellaœsaœr)

The city oThe city or kingdom r kingdom ruled by Aruled by Arioch, a crioch, a confederateonfederate of the El of the Elamite kingamite king Chedorlao Chedorlao ChedorlaomChedorlaomer who atter who attacked Sodoacked Sodom, capturem, captured Lot, andd Lot, and thereby i thereby involved Abnvolved Abraham in trahamAbAbraham inAbraham in the confl the conflict (Gen. ict (Gen. 14:1, 9). 14:1, 9). Ellasar haEllasar has not beens not been convincin convincingly identigly identified or lofied identiidentifiedidentified or locate or located, but fivd, but five major poe major possibilitiessibilities have bees have been suggesten suggested: (1) Lard: (1) Larsa, the sosa, thesa, the southethe southern Mesopotrn Mesopotamian capiamian capital Larsa tal Larsa that was cthat was conquered bonquered by Hammuraby Hammurabi king of i king i king of Baking of Babylon; (2)bylon; (2) Telassar  Telassar in northerin northern Mesopotan Mesopotamia (2 Kgsmia (2 Kgs. 19:12 = . 19:12 = Isa. 37:12Isa. 37:12; (3) Assu; (; (3) Assur/(3) Assur/Assyria, oAssyria, on the basin the basis of phones of phonetics or prtics or pronunciatioonunciation; (4) n; (4) Ila®nsuraIla®nsura, mentione, men, mentioned mentioned in the Marin the Mari texts ani texts and located d located between Cabetween Carchemish archemish and Harran;nd Harran; and (5)  and (5) and (5) (5) AlisçarAlisçar Hüyük, a  Hüyük, a CappadociaCappadocian city locn city located ca. 8ated ca. 80 km. (50 0 km. (50 mi.) SE ofmi.) SE of the Hitti the Hittite capitalteHittiHittite caHittite capital pital HÓattusûaHÓattusûa...

The city or kingdom ruled by Arioch, a confederate of the Elamite king 
Chedorlaomer who attacked Sodom, captured Lot, and thereby involved 
Abraham in the conflict (Gen. 14:1, 9). Ellasar has not been convincingly 
identified or located, but five major possibilities have been suggested: (1) Larsa, 
the southern Mesopotamian capital Larsa that was conquered by Hammurabi 
king of Babylon; (2) Telassar in northern Mesopotamia (2 Kgs. 19:12 = Isa. 37:12; 
(3) Assur/Assyria, on the basis of phonetics or pronunciation; (4) Ila®nsura, 
mentioned in the Mari texts and located between Carchemish and Harran; and 
(5) Alisçar Hüyük, a Cappadocian city located ca. 80 km. (50 mi.) SE of the 
Hittite capital HÓattusûa.

Sheila MarSheila Marie Dugger ie Dugger GriffithGriffith

Sheila Marie Dugger Griffith

ELMADAMELMADAM (Gk.  (Gk. ElmadaémElmadaém)))

ELMADAM (Gk. Elmadaém)

A preexiliA preexilic ancestorc ancestor of Jesus  of Jesus (Luke 3:28(Luke 3:28).).

A preexilic ancestor of Jesus (Luke 3:28).

ELNAAMELNAAM (Heb.  (Heb. }elna{am}elna{am)))

ELNAAM (Heb. }elna{am)

The fatherThe father of Jeriba of Jeribai and Joshi and Joshaviah, twoaviah, two of David’ of David’s warriorss warriors (1 Chr. 1 (1 Chr. 11:46). The1:46). The LXX lists LX LXX lists LXX lists Elnaam himElnaam himself as onself as one of the we of the warriors.arriors.

The father of Jeribai and Joshaviah, two of David’s warriors (1 Chr. 11:46). The 
LXX lists Elnaam himself as one of the warriors.

ELNATHANELNATHAN (Heb.  (Heb. }elnaœt�aœ}elnaœt�aœnn)))

ELNATHAN (Heb. }elnaœt�aœn )

�1.1. The fathe The father of Nehusr of Nehushta, the whta, the wife of Kinife of King Jehoiakig Jehoiakim and mothm and mother of Jehoer of Jehoiachin (2 iachJehoJehoiachinJehoiachin (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 24:8); a re4:8); a resident at sident at Jerusalem.Jerusalem.

1. The father of Nehushta, the wife of King Jehoiakim and mother of 
Jehoiachin (2 Kgs. 24:8); a resident at Jerusalem.

�2.-4.2.-4. Two (LXX  Two (LXX only one) only one) “leaders” “leaders” (NRSV) and(NRSV) and another r another regarded asegarded as “wise” wh “wise” “wise” who“wise” who accompani accompanied the reted the returning exiurning exiles to Jerles to Jerusalem (Ezusalem (Ezra 8:16).ra 8:16).ra 8:16).

2.-4. Two (LXX only one) “leaders” (NRSV) and another regarded as 
“wise” who accompanied the returning exiles to Jerusalem (Ezra 8:16).

�5.5. The son o The son of Achbor wf Achbor who captureho captured the fugid the fugitive prophtive prophet Uriah iet Uriah in Egypt ann Egypt and returnedd rd returned hreturned him to Kingim to King Jehoiakim Jehoiakim (Jer. 26: (Jer. 26:22). He al22). He also joined so joined a number oa number of Judahitef Judahite princes i pr princes inprinces in reading a reading a scroll di scroll dictated by ctated by Jeremiah iJeremiah in their atn their attempt to dtempt to dissuade thissuade the king froe kine king from king from burning thburning the documente document (Jer. 36: (Jer. 36:12, 25). S12, 25). Some scholaome scholars identifrs identify him withy him with the Elnat t the Elnaththe Elnathan named ian named in Lachish n Lachish Ostracon 3Ostracon 3, father o, father of Coniah, f Coniah, “commander“commander of the ho of the h of the host” who host” who was dispatwas dispatched to Egched to Egypt.ypt.

5. The son of Achbor who captured the fugitive prophet Uriah in Egypt and 
returned him to King Jehoiakim (Jer. 26:22). He also joined a number of Judahite 
princes in reading a scroll dictated by Jeremiah in their attempt to dissuade the 
king from burning the document (Jer. 36:12, 25). Some scholars identify him with 
the Elnathan named in Lachish Ostracon 3, father of Coniah, “commander of the 
host” who was dispatched to Egypt.

ELOAHELOAH (Heb.  (Heb. }eïlo®ah}eïlo®ah)))

ELOAH (Heb. }eïlo®ah)

A Hebrew nA Hebrew name for Goame for God, occurrid, occurring most frng most frequently iequently in biblicaln biblical texts whe texts where non-Isrre non-Isrre non-Israelnon-Israelites wouldites would not be fa not be familiar witmiliar with the nameh the names of God as of God associated ssociated with the twith the tradition hrattradition tradition history ofhistory of Israel. M Israel. Many scholaany scholars believers believe that Eloa that Eloah could beh could be a later s a later singular foingularssingular fsingular form of Eloorm of Elohim. Whilehim. While the word  the word often refeoften refers to deitrs to deity in genery in general (Job 12al (Job 12:6), it al:6)1212:6), it 12:6), it also functalso functions as thions as the name of e name of the Israelthe Israelite God (Iite God (Isa. 44:8).sa. 44:8). Eloah app Eloah appears mostlears mears mostly in mostly in poetic texpoetic texts (Deut. ts (Deut. 32:15, 17;32:15, 17; 1 Sam. 22 1 Sam. 22:32 = Ps. :32 = Ps. 18:31[MT 318:31[MT 32]; Prov. 2]; Prov. 30:5; Hab.30:30:5; Hab.30:5; Hab. 3:3) rang 3:3) ranging from ting from the period he period of the Monof the Monarchy to tarchy to the postexihe postexilic periodlic period. The name. T. The name oThe name occurs mostccurs most frequentl frequently (42 timey (42 times) in the s) in the poetry of poetry of Job.Job.Job.

A Hebrew name for God, occurring most frequently in biblical texts where 
non-Israelites would not be familiar with the names of God associated with the 



tradition history of Israel. Many scholars believe that Eloah could be a later 
singular form of Elohim. While the word often refers to deity in general (Job 
12:6), it also functions as the name of the Israelite God (Isa. 44:8). Eloah appears 
mostly in poetic texts (Deut. 32:15, 17; 1 Sam. 22:32 = Ps. 18:31[MT 32]; Prov. 
30:5; Hab. 3:3) ranging from the period of the Monarchy to the postexilic period. 
The name occurs most frequently (42 times) in the poetry of Job.

Henry L. CHenry L. Carrigan, Jarrigan, Jr.r.

Henry L. Carrigan, Jr.

ELOHIMELOHIM (Heb.  (Heb. }eïloœhiîm}eïloœhiîm)))

ELOHIM (Heb. }eïloœhiîm)

The most fThe most frequent gerequent generic nameneric name for God i for God in the OT; n the OT; possibly apossibly a plural of plural of Eloah, it Eloah, itself an exseititself an itself an expansion expansion of El, “goof El, “god.”d.”d.”

The most frequent generic name for God in the OT; possibly a plural of Eloah, 
itself an expansion of El, “god.”

�Elohim mosElohim most naturallt naturally refers ty refers to a pluralo a plurality of godity of gods, e.g., ts, e.g., those of Eghose of Egypt (Exod.ypt (Exod. 12:12), S (Exod.(Exod. 12:(Exod. 12:12), Syria12), Syria, Sidon, M, Sidon, Moab, the Aoab, the Ammonites ammonites and the Phind the Philistines (listines (Judg. 10:6Judg. 10:6), and the), a), and the Amand the Amorites (Joorites (Josh. 24:15;sh. 24:15; Judg. 6:1 Judg. 6:10). It is 0). It is also used also used individualindividually of Ashtly of Ashtaroth, Chearoth, AshtAshtaroth,Ashtaroth, Chemosh,  Chemosh, and Milcomand Milcom (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 11:33) and 1:33) and of Baal-zeof Baal-zebub (2 Kgsbub (2 Kgs. 1:2, 3, . 1:2, 3, 6, 16). Th66, 16). Th6, 16). This constitis constitutes a pluutes a plural of intral of intensificatiensification, i.e., on, i.e., the most ithe most important omportant of the godsf the gof the gods of a gods of a particularparticular group. group. group.

Elohim most naturally refers to a plurality of gods, e.g., those of Egypt 
(Exod. 12:12), Syria, Sidon, Moab, the Ammonites and the Philistines (Judg. 10:6), 
and the Amorites (Josh. 24:15; Judg. 6:10). It is also used individually of 
Ashtaroth, Chemosh, and Milcom (1 Kgs. 11:33) and of Baal-zebub (2 Kgs. 1:2, 3, 
6, 16). This constitutes a plural of intensification, i.e., the most important of the 
gods of a particular group.

�Elohim is Elohim is used with used with singular vsingular verbs and/oerbs and/or adjectivr adjectives for thees for the focus of  focus of Israelite Israelite worship, Ywworship, Yworship, Yahweh. Oftahweh. Often Elohim en Elohim functions functions as an alteas an alternative dirnative divine name,vine name, as in the as in the Elohistic El Elohistic Elohistic Psalter (PPsalter (Pss. 42-83)ss. 42-83); e.g., th; e.g., the only sige only significant dnificant difference ifference between Psbetween Pss. 14 and s. 14 ans. 14 and 53 is and 53 is the use ofthe use of Yahweh or Yahweh or Elohim re Elohim respectivelyspectively. A simila. A similar preferenr preference is usedce is used to deline to to delineato delineate at leaste at least two sourt two sources in theces in the Pentateuc Pentateuch by propoh by proponents of tnents of the documenhe documenhe documentardocumentary hypothesy hypothesis.is.is.

Elohim is used with singular verbs and/or adjectives for the focus of Israelite 
worship, Yahweh. Often Elohim functions as an alternative divine name, as in the 
Elohistic Psalter (Pss. 42-83); e.g., the only significant difference between Pss. 14 
and 53 is the use of Yahweh or Elohim respectively. A similar preference is used 
to delineate at least two sources in the Pentateuch by proponents of the 
documentary hypothesis.

�Num. 23:19Num. 23:19 is repres is representative oentative of the ancif the ancient beliefent belief that deit that deities were fies were fundamentalundamenffundamentafundamentally differlly different from hent from humans: “Goumans: “God is not ad is not a human bei human being, that hng, that he should le should lie, or a miellie, or a lie, or a mortal, thmortal, that he shouat he should change ld change his mind” his mind” (cf. Isa. (cf. Isa. 31:3; 55:831:3; 55:8-9; Hos. 1-9; Hos. 11:9). An i1:9). A1:9). An importaAn important distincnt distinction is thtion is the longevite longevity of the gy of the gods; humanods; human mortality mortality is a them is a theme common te ce common to common to the Gilgamthe Gilgamesh Epic (esh Epic (MesopotamiMesopotamia), the sta), the story of Aqhory of Aqhat (Ugaritat (Ugarit), and Gen), and G), and Gen. 3:22-Gen. 3:22-24.24.24.

Num. 23:19 is representative of the ancient belief that deities were 
fundamentally different from humans: “God is not a human being, that he should 
lie, or a mortal, that he should change his mind” (cf. Isa. 31:3; 55:8-9; Hos. 11:9). 
An important distinction is the longevity of the gods; human mortality is a theme 
common to the Gilgamesh Epic (Mesopotamia), the story of Aqhat (Ugarit), and 
Gen. 3:22-24.

�Some adjecSome adjectival usestival uses of Elohim of Elohim are also  are also best underbest understood as istood as intensive. ntensive. For instanFor instFor instance, instance, since Ninesince Nineveh takes veh takes three daysthree days to cross, to cross, Heb.  Heb. {iîr-geïd�{iîr-geïd�o®la® leä}o®la® leä}loœhiîmloleä}leä}loœhiîleä}loœhiîmm (Jonah 3: (Jonah 3:3) means “3) means “an exceedian exceedingly largengly large city.” Co city.” Comparable imparable instances instancesiinstances instances include whinclude when en }eïloœhiîm}eïloœhiîm modifies  modifies the pre-crthe pre-creation wineation wind (Gen. 1:d (Gen. 1:2), the fe2), the2), the fear tthe fear that strikehat strikes the Phils the Philistines (1istines (1 Sam. 14:1 Sam. 14:15), and So5), and Solomon’s wilomon’s wisdom (1 Kgsdom (1 Kgs. 3:28). s. 3s. 3:28). A n3:28). A nuance of guance of great imporreat importance alsotance also underlies underlies the limit the limited use of ed use of Elohim forElohim for (living)  (li (living) h(living) humans: Mosumans: Moses will bees will be “as God/a “as God/a god” to A god” to Aaron and Paron and Pharaoh (Exharaoh (Exod. 4:16; od. 4:16; 7:1), and 77:1), and 7:1), and the king cthe king can be callan be called “god” ied “god” in comparisn comparison to his on to his subjects (subjects (Ps. 45:6[MPs. 45:6[MT 7]).T 7]T 7]).7]).7]).

Some adjectival uses of Elohim are also best understood as intensive. For 
instance, since Nineveh takes three days to cross, Heb. {iîr-geïd�o®la® 
leä}loœhiîm (Jonah 3:3) means “an exceedingly large city.” Comparable 
instances include when }eïloœhiîm modifies the pre-creation wind (Gen. 1:2), 
the fear that strikes the Philistines (1 Sam. 14:15), and Solomon’s wisdom (1 Kgs. 
3:28). A nuance of great importance also underlies the limited use of Elohim for 
(living) humans: Moses will be “as God/a god” to Aaron and Pharaoh (Exod. 4:16; 
7:1), and the king can be called “god” in comparison to his subjects (Ps. 45:6[MT 
7]).

�The characThe characterizationterization of Samuel of Samuel’s ghost (’s ghost (1 Sam. 28:1 Sam. 28:13) as an 13) as an }eïloœhiîm}eïloœhiîm is differ is dif is different,different, reflectin reflecting the ancig the ancient beliefent belief in the de in the deified deadified dead (cf. the  (cf. the Rephaim atRephaim at Ugarit).  Ugarit) Ugarit). TUgarit). This is a phis is a possible (tossible (though not hough not required) required) interpretainterpretation of tion of }eïloœhiîm}eïloœhiîm in parall in p in parallel wparallel with “the dith “the dead” in Isead” in Isa. 8:19 asa. 8:19 as well. well. well.

The characterization of Samuel’s ghost (1 Sam. 28:13) as an }eïloœhiîm is 
different, reflecting the ancient belief in the deified dead (cf. the Rephaim at 



Ugarit). This is a possible (though not required) interpretation of }eïloœhiîm in 
parallel with “the dead” in Isa. 8:19 as well.

�SeeSee  GOD, NAMESGOD, NAMES OF (OLD T OF (OLD TESTAMENT).ESTAMENT).

See GOD, NAMES OF (OLD TESTAMENT).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. RinggreH. Ringgren, “n, “}}eeloœhiîm,loœhiîm,” ” TDOTTDOT 1:267–84; 1:267–84; K. van de K. van der Toorn, “r Toorr Toorn, “GoToorn, “God (I) d (I) alhyMalhyM,” ,” DDD,DDD, 352–65. 352–65. 352–65.

Bibliography. H. Ringgren, “}eloœhiîm,” TDOT 1:267–84; K. van der 

Toorn, “God (I) alhyMMyhlaMyhla,” DDD, 352–65.
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John L. McLaughlin

ELOHISTELOHISTELOHIST

ELOHIST

One of fouOne of four sources r sources or strata or strata underlyingunderlying and compo and composing the Psing the Pentateuch.entateuch. The disce The disce The discernmendiscernment of such t of such sources issources is far from  far from assured, nassured, nor do thosor do those who see e who see sources alsources always agreewalalways agralways agree on theiee on their featuresr features. Neverthe. Nevertheless, a coless, a coherent porherent portrait of ttrait of the Elohisthe Elohist may be at ma may be attmay be attempted.empted.empted.

One of four sources or strata underlying and composing the Pentateuch. The 
discernment of such sources is far from assured, nor do those who see sources 
always agree on their features. Nevertheless, a coherent portrait of the Elohist 
may be attempted.

�The ElohisThe Elohist (E) is tt (E) is typically uypically understood nderstood as locatedas located in the no in the northern kinrthern kingdom of Isgdom of gdom of Israel of Israel in the latin the late 10th or e 10th or early 9th early 9th century century B.C.E.B.C.E. The work, The work, perhaps o perhaps once indepence indepence independenindependent or now tt or now truncated, runcated, is understis understood as a sood as a supplement upplement to the Yahto the Yahwist sourcwist sourwist source (J)source (J), conseque, consequently sharintly sharing the J sng the J story line tory line of events:of events: the adven the adventures of ftures of founding anoundiffounding afounding ancestors, ncestors, the descenthe descent of the pt of the people to Eeople to Egypt, theigypt, their emergencr emergence from soje from sojourn in thosojsojourn insojourn in the wilde the wilderness. Therness. The Elohist a Elohist adds some vdds some vignettes tignettes to the Yahwo the Yahwist recitaist recital (e.g., tl (el (e.g., the(e.g., the binding o binding of Isaac inf Isaac in Gen. 22,  Gen. 22, Moses’ meeMoses’ meeting with ting with Jethro in Jethro in Exod. 18),Exod. 18), contribut cont contributecontributes details s details (Jacob’s n(Jacob’s night visioight vision in Gen. n in Gen. 28:10-22),28:10-22), and in ce and in certain casertain cases has dists has ds has distinctivdistinctive vocabulae vocabulary (Israelry (Israel for Jacob for Jacob, Jethro f, Jethro for Reuel, or Reuel, Horeb for Horeb for Sinai).Sinai).Sinai).

The Elohist (E) is typically understood as located in the northern kingdom 
of Israel in the late 10th or early 9th century B.C.E. The work, perhaps once 
independent or now truncated, is understood as a supplement to the Yahwist 
source (J), consequently sharing the J story line of events: the adventures of 
founding ancestors, the descent of the people to Egypt, their emergence from 
sojourn in the wilderness. The Elohist adds some vignettes to the Yahwist recital 
(e.g., the binding of Isaac in Gen. 22, Moses’ meeting with Jethro in Exod. 18), 
contributes details (Jacob’s night vision in Gen. 28:10-22), and in certain cases has 
distinctive vocabulary (Israel for Jacob, Jethro for Reuel, Horeb for Sinai).

�The ElohisThe Elohist enhancemt enhancement of theent of the basic Yah basic Yahwist narrawist narrative is altive is also charactso characterized by erized berized by stylistby stylistic featureic features. The E ss. The E source is nource is named from amed from its propenits propensity to casity to call the deill the deity Elohim ty Eloty Elohim (thElohim (the plural we plural word for “gord for “god”), justod”), just as the Ya as the Yahwist sourhwist source takes ice takes its name frts name from its habomfrfrom its hfrom its habit of naabit of naming the dming the deity Yahweeity Yahweh. Elohim h. Elohim is more reis more remote than mote than the Yahwisthe Yahwisthe Yahwist’s Yahwist’s deity, mordeity, more inclinede inclined to employ to employ intermedi intermediaries likearies like angels or angels or dreams. H dreams. Human beingumHHuman beinHuman beings respondgs respond appropria appropriately, the tely, the Elohist reElohist reports, witports, with fear of h fear of God or revGod or reverence. Therevreverence.reverence. The Elohi The Elohist multiplst multiplies episodies episodes where ses where sons are enons are endangered adangered and specifind specifies northerespecifispecifies specifies northern snorthern sites whereites where memorial  memorial stones arestones are establish established and simed and simple worshiple worship can occupworshiworship caworship can occur: Sn occur: Shechem, Behechem, Bethel, Penuthel, Penuel.el.el.

The Elohist enhancement of the basic Yahwist narrative is also characterized 
by stylistic features. The E source is named from its propensity to call the deity 
Elohim (the plural word for “god”), just as the Yahwist source takes its name 
from its habit of naming the deity Yahweh. Elohim is more remote than the 
Yahwist’s deity, more inclined to employ intermediaries like angels or dreams. 
Human beings respond appropriately, the Elohist reports, with fear of God or 
reverence. The Elohist multiplies episodes where sons are endangered and 
specifies northern sites where memorial stones are established and simple 
worship can occur: Shechem, Bethel, Penuel.

�Scholars sScholars suggest thauggest that the Eloht the Elohist’s projist’s project is refect is reformist, orormist, originating iginating to supportto support the act o supportsupport thsupport the act of se act of secession fecession from the Darom the Davidic kingvidic kingdom by thedom by the 10 northe 10 northern tribes,rn tribes, a revolut tribes,tribes, a tribes, a revolutionrevolution led by Je led by Jeroboam I. roboam I. The ElohisThe Elohist is, by st is, by such reasonuch reasoning, critiing, critical of thecal of tcal of the power the power excesses oexcesses of the soutf the southern kingdhern kingdom of Judaom of Judah, disparah, disparaging of itging of its priestlys priestly leadershi lea leadershipleadership of the Aa of the Aaron-descenron-descended Zadokided Zadokite line, ete line, eager to skager to sketch forebetch forebears who rears who rears who resemble tresemble their own rheir own rebel king ebel king Jeroboam, Jeroboam, and desiroand desirous of sponus of sponsoring decsoring decentralizatentralization of autidecentralizatdecentralidecentralization of zation of authority authority at a removat a remove from Jere from Jerusalem. Scusalem. Scholars havholars have tended te tended to describeo tto describto describe the Elohe the Elohist texts ist texts as more etas more ethically sehically sensitive thnsitive than some ofan some of the Yahwi the Yahwist’s, but st’sYahwiYahwist’s,Yahwist’s, but that  but that claim is dclaim is difficult tifficult to substanto substantiate. Someiate. Some stories c stories credited toredited to E rehears E rehe E rehearse mrehearse more explicore explicitly the fitly the fraught cirraught circumstancescumstances...

Scholars suggest that the Elohist’s project is reformist, originating to 
support the act of secession from the Davidic kingdom by the 10 northern 
tribes, a revolution led by Jeroboam I. The Elohist is, by such reasoning, critical of 
the power excesses of the southern kingdom of Judah, disparaging of its priestly 
leadership of the Aaron-descended Zadokite line, eager to sketch forebears who 
resemble their own rebel king Jeroboam, and desirous of sponsoring 
decentralization of authority at a remove from Jerusalem. Scholars have tended 
to describe the Elohist texts as more ethically sensitive than some of the 
Yahwist’s, but that claim is difficult to substantiate. Some stories credited to E 
rehearse more explicitly the fraught circumstances.



�Dissent toDissent to the posit the position sketchion sketched here raed here ranges from nges from those who those who deny the pdeny the presence ofresenppresence opresence of an Elohif an Elohist source st source at all to at all to those who those who disagree odisagree on whether n whether or not ceror not certain textstacercertain tecertain texts shouldxts should be assign be assigned to it; ed to it; that the dthat the difference ifference in viewpoiin viewpoint can be nt can be maintainedmaintmaintainedmaintained by the cr by the criteria offiteria offered aboveered above is not al is not always suffiways sufficient reascient reason to see on to see them operathemthem operathem operative in a tive in a long narralong narrative like tive like the Josephthe Joseph story (Ge story (Gen. 37-50),n. 37-50), which wor which works perfectksworworks perfworks perfectly wellectly well, perhaps , perhaps more artismore artistically witically without themthout them. As the o. As the once-strongnce-strong consensus c consensus consensus supportingsupporting the docum the documentary hypentary hypothesis coothesis continues tontinues to crumble,  crumble, so also wiso also wso also will disinwill disintegrate cotegrate confidence infidence in the Elohn the Elohist as a cist as a coherent vooherent voice in theice in the pentateuc pentateuchal symphohal syhal symphony.symphony.symphony.

Dissent to the position sketched here ranges from those who deny the 
presence of an Elohist source at all to those who disagree on whether or not 
certain texts should be assigned to it; that the difference in viewpoint can be 
maintained by the criteria offered above is not always sufficient reason to see 
them operative in a long narrative like the Joseph story (Gen. 37-50), which 
works perfectly well, perhaps more artistically without them. As the once-strong 
consensus supporting the documentary hypothesis continues to crumble, so also 
will disintegrate confidence in the Elohist as a coherent voice in the pentateuchal 
symphony.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. B. CootR. B. Coote, e, In DefenseIn Defense of Revolu of Revolution: The tion: The Elohist HiElohist Historystory (Minneapo (Minne (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1991).is, 1991).

Bibliography. R. B. Coote, In Defense of Revolution: The Elohist History 
(Minneapolis, 1991).
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ELOI, ELOIELOI, ELOI, LAMA SAB, LAMA SABACHTHANIACHTHANIACHTHANI

ELOI, ELOI, LAMA SABACHTHANI

�SeeSee  ELI, ELI, ELI, ELI, LAMA SABACLAMA SABACHTHANI.HTHANI.

See ELI, ELI, LAMA SABACHTHANI.

ELONELON (Heb.  (Heb. }eälo®n, }}eälo®n, }eîlo®neîlo®n) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ELON (Heb. }eälo®n, }eîlo®n) (PERSON)

�1.1. A Hittite A Hittite, the fath, the father of Baseer of Basemath, one math, one of Esau’s of Esau’s two Hittittwo Hittite wives (Ge wives (Gen. 26:34)en. 26en. 26:34). At26:34). At Gen. 36:2 Gen. 36:2 Elon’s da Elon’s daughter is ughter is called Adacalled Adah and the h and the father of father of Basemath iBasemath is Ishmael.s Iss Ishmael. AIshmael. A LXX tradi LXX tradition labeltion labels him as as him as a Hivite. Hivite. Hivite.

1. A Hittite, the father of Basemath, one of Esau’s two Hittite wives (Gen. 
26:34). At Gen. 36:2 Elon’s daughter is called Adah and the father of Basemath is 
Ishmael. A LXX tradition labels him as a Hivite.

�2.2. One of th One of three sons oree sons of Zebulun f Zebulun (Gen. 46:1(Gen. 46:14), ancest4), ancestor of the or of the Elonites (Elonites (Num. 26:26Num((Num. 26:2(Num. 26:26).6).6).

2. One of three sons of Zebulun (Gen. 46:14), ancestor of the Elonites 
(Num. 26:26).

�3.3. A Zebulun A Zebulunite who suite who succeeded Ibcceeded Ibzan of Betzan of Bethlehem as hlehem as judge overjudge over Israel (J Israel (Judg. 12:11udg.(J(Judg. 12:(Judg. 12:11). Elon 11). Elon was judge was judge for 10 yeafor 10 years and wasrs and was buried in buried in Aijalon,  Aijalon, in the lanin the land of Zebuld of Zd of Zebulun. TZebulun. The verbal he verbal similaritysimilarity in Hebrew in Hebrew consonant consonantal script al script between Elbetween Elon and Aijon and Aijalon suggeaAijAijalon suAijalon suggests thaggests that this is t this is an etiologan etiological explaical explanation.nation.nation.

3. A Zebulunite who succeeded Ibzan of Bethlehem as judge over Israel 
(Judg. 12:11). Elon was judge for 10 years and was buried in Aijalon, in the land of 
Zebulun. The verbal similarity in Hebrew consonantal script between Elon and 
Aijalon suggests that this is an etiological explanation.

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik

Jesper Svartvik

ELONELON (Heb.  (Heb. }eîlo®n}eîlo®n) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ELON (Heb. }eîlo®n) (PLACE)

A village A village in the triin the tribal territbal territory of Danory of Dan, between , between Aijalon anAijalon and Timnah (d Timnah (Josh. 19:4Josh. 19:43), possib3), p3), possibly Kpossibly Khirbet hirbet Wa®diä {AlWa®diä {Alinin. Some sch. Some scholars thinolars think it is thk it is the same as e same as Elon-beth-Elon-beth-hanan (1 KhElon-beth-Elon-beth-Elon-beth-hanan (1 Khanan (1 Kgs. 4:9).gs. 4:9).

A village in the tribal territory of Dan, between Aijalon and Timnah (Josh. 19:43), 
possibly Khirbet Wa®diä {Alin. Some scholars think it is the same as 
Elon-beth-hanan (1 Kgs. 4:9).

ELON-BETH-ELON-BETH-HANANHANAN (Heb.  (Heb. }eîlo®n be}eîlo®n beît� h�aœnaît� h�aœnaœnœn)))

ELON-BETH-HANAN (Heb. }eîlo®n beît� h�aœnaœn )

A village A village in the triin the tribal area obal area of Dan belof Dan belonging to Snging to Solomon’s solomon’s second admiecond administrativenistrative district  dis district (district (1 Kgs. 4:91 Kgs. 4:9). Some sc). Some scholars havholars have identifie identified the sited the site with Aije with Aijalon in Joalon in Josh. 19:43 sh. 19:4sh. 19:43 (“th19:43 (“the Oak of te Oak of the House ohe House of Hanan,” f Hanan,” modern modern YaœloYaœlo; 152138),; 152138), a city of a city of refuge (1 refug refuge (1 refuge (1 Chr. 6:69)Chr. 6:69) in the no in the northeasternrtheastern Shephelah Shephelah E of Emma E of Emmaus.us.us.

A village in the tribal area of Dan belonging to Solomon’s second administrative 
district (1 Kgs. 4:9). Some scholars have identified the site with Aijalon in Josh. 
19:43 (“the Oak of the House of Hanan,” modern Yaœlo; 152138), a city of 
refuge (1 Chr. 6:69) in the northeastern Shephelah E of Emmaus.

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger



ELOTHELOTH (Heb.  (Heb. }eîlo®t�}eîlo®t�)))

ELOTH (Heb. }eîlo®t� )

An alternaAn alternate form ofte form of Elath. Elath.

An alternate form of Elath.

ELPAALELPAAL (Heb.  (Heb. }elpa{al}elpa{al)))

ELPAAL (Heb. }elpa{al)

The head oThe head of a Benjamf a Benjaminite famiinite family (1 Chr.ly (1 Chr. 8:11-12,  8:11-12, 18).18).

The head of a Benjaminite family (1 Chr. 8:11-12, 18).

EL-PARANEL-PARAN (Heb.  (Heb. }eîl paœ}r}eîl paœ}raœnaœn)))

EL-PARAN (Heb. }eîl paœ}raœn)

A locationA location in Horite in Horite territory territory that mark that marked the soued the southernmost thernmost point of Cpoint of ChedorlaomehedorlaomCChedorlaomChedorlaomer’s militer’s military expediary expedition (Gen.tion (Gen. 14:6), ad 14:6), adjacent to jacent to the Wilderthe Wilderness of Paness of Paran. Heb. rPaParan. HebParan. Heb. . }eîl}eîl (“terebin (“terebinth”) is prth”) is probably a vobably a variant of ariant of }eîlat�}eîlat� (Elath),  (Elath), the modernthe modern port city p port city port city on the Gulon the Gulf of Aqabaf of Aqaba (cf. LXX  (cf. LXX terébinthoterébinthos teäís phs teäís phaéran,aéran, “Terebint “Terebinth of Paranh“Terebint“Terebinth“Terebinth of Paran” of Paran”).).).

A location in Horite territory that marked the southernmost point of 
Chedorlaomer’s military expedition (Gen. 14:6), adjacent to the Wilderness of 
Paran. Heb. }eîl (“terebinth”) is probably a variant of }eîlat�  (Elath), the modern 
port city on the Gulf of Aqaba (cf. LXX terébinthos teäís phaéran, 
“Terebinth of Paran”).

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

ELPELETELPELET (Heb.  (Heb. }elpaœlet�}elpaœlet�) (also EL) (also ELIPHELET)IPHELET)IPHELET)

ELPELET (Heb. }elpaœlet� ) (also ELIPHELET)

One of DavOne of David’s sons id’s sons born at Jeborn at Jerusalem, orusalem, of an unnamf an unnamed mother ed mother (1 Chr. 14(1 Chr. 14:5). At 1 :5). At 1 :5). At 1 Chr. 3:61 Chr. 3:6 the name  the name occurs as occurs as Eliphelet Eliphelet ((11; cf. 3:8;; cf. 3:8; 14:7). Co 14:7). Considered bnsidered by some schy some scholars to boschscholars tscholars to be the ro be the result of sesult of scribal errcribal error, its ocor, its occurrence tcurrence there may rhere may rather be aather be a conscious con conscious conscious effort to effort to expand theexpand the genealogy genealogy recorded  recorded at 2 Sam. at 2 Sam. 5:14-16.5:14-16.

One of David’s sons born at Jerusalem, of an unnamed mother (1 Chr. 14:5). At 
1 Chr. 3:6 the name occurs as Eliphelet (1; cf. 3:8; 14:7). Considered by some 
scholars to be the result of scribal error, its occurrence there may rather be a 
conscious effort to expand the genealogy recorded at 2 Sam. 5:14-16.

EL SHADDAIEL SHADDAI (Heb.  (Heb. }eäl sûadd}eäl sûaddayay)))

EL SHADDAI (Heb. }eäl sûadday)

A name of A name of God (Exod.God (Exod. 6:3). It  6:3). It was this nwas this name by whiame by which the patch the patriarchs anriarchs and matriarcd matriarchs of Israhmatriarcmatriarchsmatriarchs of Israel of Israel knew God  knew God (e.g., Gen(e.g., Gen. 17:1; 28. 17:1; 28:3; 35:11):3; 35:11), in contr, in contrast to theast to the name shar nam name sharename shared with Mosd with Moses, Yahwehes, Yahweh (Exod. 6: (Exod. 6:3). Over t3). Over time, El Shime, El Shaddai becaaddai became identifme identme identifiedidentified with Yahw with Yahweh.eh.eh.

A name of God (Exod. 6:3). It was this name by which the patriarchs and 
matriarchs of Israel knew God (e.g., Gen. 17:1; 28:3; 35:11), in contrast to the 
name shared with Moses, Yahweh (Exod. 6:3). Over time, El Shaddai became 
identified with Yahweh.

�The exact The exact origin, hiorigin, history, andstory, and etymology etymology of the na of the name are higme are highly debatehly debated. Traditid. Tradd. TraditionaTraditionally, it hally, it has been cons been connected to nected to Heb. Heb. sûaœd�ad�,sûaœd�ad�, “deal mig “deal mightily withhtily with,” but the,” b,” but the vebut the verb actuallrb actually has the y has the connotatioconnotation “deal vin “deal violently.” olently.” Other schoOther scholars assoclars associate it wiiateassocassociate associate it with Asit with Assyr. syr. sûadu,sûadu, “mountain “mountain” or “high” or “high,” thus re,” thus rendering thndering the Hebrew ae Hebrew e Hebrew as Hebrew as “High God”“High God” or “God o or “God of the Mounf the Mountains.” Thtains.” The usual Ene usual English tranglish translation, “slation, “slation, “Almighty,“Almighty,” derives ” derives from the rfrom the rendering oendering of the Hebrf the Hebrew in the ew in the LXX and VuLXX and Vulg., whichlg., whichlg., which was which was a free traa free translation onslation of what wasf what was by then a by then an obscure n obscure term.term.term.

The exact origin, history, and etymology of the name are highly debated. 
Traditionally, it has been connected to Heb. sûaœd�ad�,  “deal mightily with,” 
but the verb actually has the connotation “deal violently.” Other scholars 
associate it with Assyr. sûadu, “mountain” or “high,” thus rendering the 
Hebrew as “High God” or “God of the Mountains.” The usual English translation, 
“Almighty,” derives from the rendering of the Hebrew in the LXX and Vulg., 
which was a free translation of what was by then an obscure term.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. F. AlbrW. F. Albright, “Theight, “The Names  Names ShaddaiShaddai and  and AbramAbram,” ,” JBLJBL 54 (1935) 54 (193 54 (1935): 17(1935): 173–204; D. 3–204; D. Baile, “ThBaile, “The God withe God with Breasts:  Breasts: El ShaddaiEl Shaddai in the Bi in the Bible,” ble,” HRHR 21 (1982) 21 ( 21 (1982): 24(1982): 240–56.0–56.0–56.

Bibliography. W. F. Albright, “The Names Shaddai and Abram,” JBL 54 
(1935): 173–204; D. Baile, “The God with Breasts: El Shaddai in the Bible,” HR 21 
(1982): 240–56.

Lisa W. DaLisa W. Davisonvison

Lisa W. Davison

ELTEKEHELTEKEH (Heb.  (Heb. }elteïqeäh}elteïqeäh)))

ELTEKEH (Heb. }elteïqeäh)

A leviticaA levitical city (Jol city (Josh. 21:23)sh. 21:23) in the so in the southern alluthern allotment of otment of Dan (19:44Dan (19:44). Identif). Identified with mied witied with moderwith modern Tell n Tell esh-Shallaesh-Shalla®f/Tel®f/Tel Shalaf (1 Shalaf (128144), th28144), the settlemee settlement grew upnt grew up on the ba on on the banon the banks of the ks of the Sorek streSorek streambed (Wadambed (Wadi i es�-S�arares�-S�arar/Nah�al/Nah�al Sorek) ne Sorek) near the Medar tar the Meditethe Mediterranean Serranean Sea. Surfacea. Surface surveys i surveys indicate thndicate that settlemat settlement continent continued througued throughout the Ihthrougthroughoutthroughout the Iron  the Iron Age (ca. 1Age (ca. 1200–587 200–587 B.C.B.C.). The Tay). The Taylor Prism lor Prism records threcords that during at duringat during theduring the 701 invas 701 invasion of Judion of Judah, Sennacah, Sennacherib of Aherib of Assyria capssyria captured the tured the town alongtown along with Timn w with Timnawith Timnah further h further up the Sorup the Sorek Valley.ek Valley.

A levitical city (Josh. 21:23) in the southern allotment of Dan (19:44). Identified 



with modern Tell esh-Shalla®f/Tel Shalaf (128144), the settlement grew up 
on the banks of the Sorek streambed (Wadi es�-S�arar/Nah�al  Sorek) near 
the Mediterranean Sea. Surface surveys indicate that settlement continued 
throughout the Iron Age (ca. 1200–587 B.C.). The Taylor Prism records that 
during the 701 invasion of Judah, Sennacherib of Assyria captured the town along 
with Timnah further up the Sorek Valley.

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

ELTEKONELTEKON (Heb.  (Heb. }elteïqoœn}elteïqoœn)))

ELTEKON (Heb. }elteïqoœn)

A town in A town in the hill cthe hill country of ountry of Judah, namJudah, named with Beed with Beth-zur andth-zur and Beth-anot Beth-anoth (Josh. 1h (Josh. 15:59). The5:115:59). Th15:59). The site is e site is thought tothought to be Khirbe be Khirbet ed-Deir t ed-Deir (160122), (160122), ca. 9 km. ca. 9 km. (5 mi.) WS(5 mi.) WSW of BethlWWSWSW of BetWSW of Bethlehem.hlehem.

A town in the hill country of Judah, named with Beth-zur and Beth-anoth (Josh. 
15:59). The site is thought to be Khirbet ed-Deir (160122), ca. 9 km. (5 mi.) 
WSW of Bethlehem.

ELTOLADELTOLAD (Heb.  (Heb. }elto®lad�}elto®lad�) (also TO) (also TOLAD)LAD)LAD)

ELTOLAD (Heb. }elto®lad� ) (also TOLAD)

A town allA town allocated to ocated to Judah (JosJudah (Josh. 15:30),h. 15:30), later rea later reassigned tossigned to Simeon (1 Simeon (19:4, 7). I9:4, 7). In Chr. 4:2n Chn Chr. 4:29 Chr. 4:29 it is callit is called Tolad, ed Tolad, a name whia name which occurs ch occurs on an ostron an ostracon from acon from Beer-shebaBeer-sheba associate a associatedassociated with wine with wine distribut distribution. A posion. A possible sitesible site identific identification is Kation is Khirbet Erqhirbet Erqa Saqra, 2a Saqra Saqra, 20 Saqra, 20 km. (12.5 km. (12.5 mi.) SE ofmi.) SE of Beer-sheb Beer-sheba.a.a.

A town allocated to Judah (Josh. 15:30), later reassigned to Simeon (19:4, 7). In 
Chr. 4:29 it is called Tolad, a name which occurs on an ostracon from Beer-sheba 
associated with wine distribution. A possible site identification is Khirbet Erqa 
Saqra, 20 km. (12.5 mi.) SE of Beer-sheba.

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow

Laura B. Mazow

ELULELUL (Heb.  (Heb. }eïlu®l}eïlu®l)))

ELUL (Heb. }eïlu®l)

The sixth The sixth month of tmonth of the Hebrew he Hebrew year (Aug.year (Aug.-Sept.; Ak-Sept.; Akk. k. elulu, uluelulu, ulululu).).

The sixth month of the Hebrew year (Aug.-Sept.; Akk. elulu, ululu).

ELUZAIELUZAI (Heb.  (Heb. }el{u®zay}el{u®zay)))

ELUZAI (Heb. }el{u®zay)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite warrioite warrior, one of r, one of Saul’s “kiSaul’s “kindred,” whndred,” who joined Do joined David at Ziavid at Ziklag (1 Chklag (1 Chr. 12:5).r.ChChr. 12:5)Chr. 12:5)..

A Benjaminite warrior, one of Saul’s “kindred,” who joined David at Ziklag (1 
Chr. 12:5).

ELYMAISELYMAIS (Gk.  (Gk. ElymaisElymais)))

ELYMAIS (Gk. Elymais)

A provinceA province in the re in the region betwegion between Persia en Persia and Babyloand Babylonia, most nia, most likely thelikely the equivalen equivalent of Elam t ot of Elam (cof Elam (cf. Dan. 8:f. Dan. 8:2 LXX MSS)2 LXX MSS) or Susian or Susiana, the capa, the capital of whital of which was Suich was Susa (cf. Ptsa (cf. Ptolemy olemPtPtolemy Ptolemy Geog.Geog. 6.3; Stra 6.3; Strabo bo Geog.Geog. 15.732, 7 15.732, 744). At 1 44). At 1 Macc. 6:1 Macc. 6:1 it is callit is called a city ed a city (Gk. (Gk. (Gk. (Gk. poœlis;poœlis; cf. Josep cf. Josephus hus Ant.Ant. 12.9.1). 12.9.1).

A province in the region between Persia and Babylonia, most likely the equivalent 
of Elam (cf. Dan. 8:2 LXX MSS) or Susiana, the capital of which was Susa (cf. 
Ptolemy Geog. 6.3; Strabo Geog. 15.732, 744). At 1 Macc. 6:1 it is called a city 
(Gk. poœlis; cf. Josephus Ant. 12.9.1).

ELYMASELYMAS (Gk.  (Gk. ElyémasElyémas)))

ELYMAS (Gk. Elyémas)

A Jewish sA Jewish sorcerer whorcerer whom Paul enom Paul encountered countered at Paphos at Paphos on the islon the island of Cypand of Cyprus (Acts rus (Actrus (Acts 13:6(Acts 13:6-12). Elym-12). Elymas opposedas opposed Paul’s ef Paul’s efforts to tforts to teach the geach the gospel to Sospel to Sergius Pauergius Paulus, the RlusPauPaulus, thPaulus, the Roman pre Roman proconsul ofoconsul of the islan the island. For hisd. For his oppositio opposition, Elymas n, Elymas was strickwas stricken with teenstrickstricken wstricken with temporith temporary blindnary blindness. The ness. The narrative parrative presents Chresents Christianityristianity in contra in contrast to relist tst to religioto religious magic.us magic.us magic.

A Jewish sorcerer whom Paul encountered at Paphos on the island of Cyprus 
(Acts 13:6-12). Elymas opposed Paul’s efforts to teach the gospel to Sergius 
Paulus, the Roman proconsul of the island. For his opposition, Elymas was 
stricken with temporary blindness. The narrative presents Christianity in contrast 
to religious magic.



�Elymas wasElymas was probably  probably attached tattached to the proco the proconsul’s enonsul’s entourage astourage as a persona a personal adviser l advil adviser whadviser who claimed o claimed to know dito know divine will.vine will. Like many Like many Romans, S Romans, Sergius Pauergius Paulus was inlus was interested itininterestedinterested in knowin in knowing any divig any divine guidancne guidance for his e for his affairs, aaffairs, and he retand he retained Elymained Elymas for thats fors for that pfor that purpose. Elurpose. Elymas undouymas undoubtedly perbtedly perceived theceived the efforts o efforts of Paul as f Paul as a threat ta threat to his posio ho his positihis position with thon with the proconsue proconsul.l.l.

Elymas was probably attached to the proconsul’s entourage as a personal 
adviser who claimed to know divine will. Like many Romans, Sergius Paulus was 
interested in knowing any divine guidance for his affairs, and he retained Elymas 
for that purpose. Elymas undoubtedly perceived the efforts of Paul as a threat to 
his position with the proconsul.

�Elymas is Elymas is also knownalso known as Bar-Je as Bar-Jesus (“son sus (“son of Jesus,”of Jesus,” Acts 13:6 Acts 13:6), but Pau), but Paul sarcastil sarcastil sarcasticasarcastically calls lly calls him “son ohim “son of the devif the devil” (v. 10)l” (v. 10). The name. The name Elymas is Elymas is translate translated d maégosmaémaégosmaégos (“magicia (“magician,” Acts 1n,” Acts 13:8), and 3:8), and it may havit may have derived e derived from Aram.from Aram.  h�aœloœmaœh�aœloœh�aœloœmaœh�aœloœmaœ}} (“dreamer (“dreamer”) or ”) or haœlimaœ}haœlimaœ} (“powerfu (“powerful”).l”).l”).

Elymas is also known as Bar-Jesus (“son of Jesus,” Acts 13:6), but Paul 
sarcastically calls him “son of the devil” (v. 10). The name Elymas is translated 
maégos (“magician,” Acts 13:8), and it may have derived from Aram. 
h�aœloœmaœ}  (“dreamer”) or haœlimaœ} (“powerful”).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. B. NockA. B. Nock, “Paul an, “Paul and the Magud the Magus,” in s,” in The BeginnThe Beginnings of Chings of ChristianityristiaChChristianiChristianityty 5, ed. F. 5, ed. F. J. Foakes J. Foakes-Jackson a-Jackson and K. Lakend K. Lake (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1979pids, 1979); L. Yaur); L. Yaure, “Elymase, “e, “Elymas-Ne“Elymas-Nehelamite-Phelamite-Pethor,” ethor,” JBLJBL 79 (1960) 79 (1960): 297–314.: 297–314.

Bibliography. A. B. Nock, “Paul and the Magus,” in The Beginnings of 
Christianity 5, ed. F. J. Foakes-Jackson and K. Lake (Grand Rapids, 1979); L. Yaure, 
“Elymas-Nehelamite-Pethor,” JBL 79 (1960): 297–314.

L. David ML. David McClistercClister

L. David McClister

ELYONELYON (Heb.  (Heb. {elyo®n{elyo®n)))

ELYON (Heb. {elyo®n)

�SeeSee  GOD, NAMESGOD, NAMES OF (OT);  OF (OT); MOST HIGH.MOST HIGH.

See GOD, NAMES OF (OT); MOST HIGH.

ELZABADELZABAD (Heb.  (Heb. }elzaœb�aœ}elzaœb�aœd�d�)))

ELZABAD (Heb. }elzaœb�aœd� )

�1.1. The ninth The ninth of the ex of the experienced perienced Gadite warGadite warriors who riors who joined Davjoined David at Ziklid at Ziklag (1 Chr.ag (ag (1 Chr. 12(1 Chr. 12:8, 12[MT :8, 12[MT 9, 13]).9, 13]).9, 13]).

1. The ninth of the experienced Gadite warriors who joined David at Ziklag 
(1 Chr. 12:8, 12[MT 9, 13]).

�2.2. A Korahit A Korahite gatekeepe gatekeeper in the er in the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple (1 temple (1 Chr. 26:7)Chr. 26:7)..

2. A Korahite gatekeeper in the Jerusalem temple (1 Chr. 26:7).

ELZAPHANELZAPHAN (Heb.  (Heb. }els�aœp�a}els�aœp�aœnœn) (also EL) (also ELIZAPHAN)IZAPHAN)IZAPHAN)

ELZAPHAN (Heb. }els�aœp�aœn ) (also ELIZAPHAN)

A variant A variant form of Elform of Elizaphan (izaphan (11), one of ), one of the sons othe sons of Uzziel of Uzziel ordered to rdered to remove theremove the corpses o c corpses ofcorpses of Nadab and Nadab and Abihu (Ex Abihu (Exod. 6:22; od. 6:22; Lev. 10:4)Lev. 10:4)..

A variant form of Elizaphan (1), one of the sons of Uzziel ordered to remove the 
corpses of Nadab and Abihu (Exod. 6:22; Lev. 10:4).

EMBALMINGEMBALMINGEMBALMING

EMBALMING

The procesThe process of preses of preserving the rving the body of thbody of the deceasede deceased (from Lat (from Latin words min words meaning “toeaning “teaning “to put in“to put into aromatito aromatic resins,”c resins,” referring referring to the us to the use of unguee of unguents, resinnts, resins, and oils, and oils to preses to ps to preserve tpreserve the body). he body). “Mummify” “Mummify” is derivedis derived from Arab from Arab. . mummiya,mummiya, “pitch” o “pitch” or “bitumenr “bitumer “bitumen,”“bitumen,” a word us a word used becauseed because some beli some believed that eved that the blackethe blackened corpsened corpses of Egypts of Egyps of Egyptian mEgyptian mummies hadummies had been cove been covered with pred with pitch. Whilitch. While a numbere a number of ancien of ancient peoples t peoplet peoples depeoples devised waysvised ways to preser to preserve deceaseve deceased members d members of their sof their societies, ocieties, the ancienthe ancient Egyptiantancienancient Egancient Egyptians muyptians must be regast be regarded as lerded as leading specading specialists inialists in this acti this activity. Manyvity. Many details o detai details ofdetails of their cul their culture are rture are reflected ieflected in the OT, n the OT, especiallyespecially in Genesi in Genesis and Exods and Exodus, and itus, anus, and it is and it is their practheir practice of mutice of mummificatiommification — or embn — or embalming — talming — that is dirhat is directly relaectly related to bibtedrelarelated torelated to biblical  biblical study. Thestudy. The Gospels d Gospels discuss somiscuss some of the pe of the preparationreparations made fors made for the buria th the burialthe burial of Jesus’ of Jesus’ body, but body, but this was  this was not embalmnot embalming in theing in the true sens true sense, especiae, especially when clly wlly when compawhen compared to thered to the elaborate elaborate processes processes developed developed by the Eg by the Egyptians.yptians.yptians.

The process of preserving the body of the deceased (from Latin words meaning 
“to put into aromatic resins,” referring to the use of unguents, resins, and oils to 
preserve the body). “Mummify” is derived from Arab. mummiya, “pitch” or 
“bitumen,” a word used because some believed that the blackened corpses of 
Egyptian mummies had been covered with pitch. While a number of ancient 
peoples devised ways to preserve deceased members of their societies, the 
ancient Egyptians must be regarded as leading specialists in this activity. Many 
details of their culture are reflected in the OT, especially in Genesis and Exodus, 
and it is their practice of mummification — or embalming — that is directly 
related to biblical study. The Gospels discuss some of the preparations made for 
the burial of Jesus’ body, but this was not embalming in the true sense, especially 
when compared to the elaborate processes developed by the Egyptians.

�Some ancieSome ancient civiliznt civilizations madations made efforts e efforts to preservto preserve the corpe the corpses of theses of the dead out  dead o dead out of resout of respect for tpect for the individhe individual, especual, especially if tially if this deceashis deceased person ed person held a higheld a high status. h statuh status. Thstatus. The Egyptiane Egyptians expendeds expended great eff great effort to preort to preserve corpserve corpses becausses because they bele they believed thatiebelbelieved tbelieved that the suhat the survival of rvival of a physicala physical body in r body in recognizablecognizable form wase form was needed fo needed for survivalr sur survival osurvival of the humaf the human being’s n being’s immortal cimmortal components,omponents, the  the ka, ba,ka, ba, and  and akhakh — the lif — the life-force, pe-liflife-forcelife-force, personal, personality, and “ity, and “ghost.”ghost.”ghost.”

Some ancient civilizations made efforts to preserve the corpses of the dead 



out of respect for the individual, especially if this deceased person held a high 
status. The Egyptians expended great effort to preserve corpses because they 
believed that the survival of a physical body in recognizable form was needed for 
survival of the human being’s immortal components, the ka, ba, and akh — the 
life-force, personality, and “ghost.”

�Through thThrough the use of ve use of various phyarious physical/surgsical/surgical and cical and chemical prhemical processes, tocesses, the Egyptiahe Egypthe Egyptians Egyptians devised ardevised artificial mtificial means to preans to preserve coreserve corpses. The pses. The process ofprocess of mummifica mummification was itimummificamummificatmummification was inion was introduced vtroduced very early ery early in Egypt’sin Egypt’s dynastic  dynastic history, ihistory, in the firsn the first half of t hat half of thhalf of the 3rd mille 3rd millennium ennium B.C.B.C. Even befo Even before then, tre then, the Egyptiahe Egyptians must hans must have noticedve noticed that the  t that the hthat the hot, dry saot, dry sand of the nd of the desert oftdesert often desiccaen desiccated and prted and preserved boeserved bodies withodies without any artutwithowithout anwithout any artificiy artificial processal processes. A varies. A variety of tecety of techniques evhniques evolved overolved over many cent many centuries to curicentcenturies centuries to conservto conserve the bodie the bodies of Egypes of Egypt’s nobilit’s nobility; these ty; these included rincluded removing themoving the internale ine internal ointernal organs, soargans, soaking the bking the body in natody in natron, and wron, and wrapping itrapping it tightly i tightly in linen. Wn linen. When Herodohen Hhen Herodotus Herodotus visited Egvisited Egypt in theypt in the 5th centu 5th century he docury he documented themented the mummifica mummification methotion mettion methods thmethods that were stat were still known,ill known, even thou even though the artgh the art and scien and science of embace of embalming was lming was lming was not aswas not as important important as it had as it had been earl been earlier.ier.ier.

Through the use of various physical/surgical and chemical processes, the 
Egyptians devised artificial means to preserve corpses. The process of 
mummification was introduced very early in Egypt’s dynastic history, in the first 
half of the 3rd millennium B.C. Even before then, the Egyptians must have noticed 
that the hot, dry sand of the desert often desiccated and preserved bodies 
without any artificial processes. A variety of techniques evolved over many 
centuries to conserve the bodies of Egypt’s nobility; these included removing the 
internal organs, soaking the body in natron, and wrapping it tightly in linen. When 
Herodotus visited Egypt in the 5th century he documented the mummification 
methods that were still known, even though the art and science of embalming 
was not as important as it had been earlier.

�According According to Genesisto Genesis, Joseph h, Joseph had become ad become so accultuso acculturated to Erated to Egyptian ligyptian life that hefe thafe that he orthat he ordered his dered his “physician“physicians” to embas” to embalm the bodlm the body of his fy of his father Jacoather Jacob/Israel (b/Israel (Gen. 50:2-Gen((Gen. 50:2(Gen. 50:2-3). In ag-3). In agreement wireement with other ath other ancient texncient texts, Genesits, Genesis reports s reports that the mthat the mummificatiummmummificatmummification procesion process took 40 s took 40 days and tdays and that the tihat the time of mourme of mourning lastening lasted 70 days.d 70 days.d 70 days. Whendays. When Joseph di Joseph died, he wased, he was also mumm also mummified and ified and placed in placed in a coffin (a coffin (Gen. 50:26Gen. 50:26); Heb. )50:2650:26); He50:26); Heb. b. }a�ro®n}a�ro®n correspon corresponds to a “cds to a “chest” or “hest” or “box” but ibox” but is an appros an appropriate terpriate tepriate term for mterm for mummy case.ummy case.

According to Genesis, Joseph had become so acculturated to Egyptian life 
that he ordered his “physicians” to embalm the body of his father Jacob/Israel 
(Gen. 50:2-3). In agreement with other ancient texts, Genesis reports that the 
mummification process took 40 days and that the time of mourning lasted 70 
days. When Joseph died, he was also mummified and placed in a coffin (Gen. 
50:26); Heb. }a�ro®n  corresponds to a “chest” or “box” but is an appropriate 
term for mummy case.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. AndrewsC. Andrews, , Egyptian MEgyptian Mummiesummies (Cambridg (Cambridge, Mass., e, Mass., 1984); C. 1984); C. 1984); C. Hobson,C. Hobson,  The World The World of the Phaof the Pharaohsraohs (New York (New York, 1987); S, 1987); S. Quirke a. Quirke and J. Spennd J. Spencer, eds.,cer,SpenSpencer, eSpencer, eds., ds., The BritisThe British Museum Bh Museum Book of Ancook of Ancient Egyptient Egypt (New York (New York, 1992)., 1992)., 1992).

Bibliography. C. Andrews, Egyptian Mummies (Cambridge, Mass., 1984); 
C. Hobson, The World of the Pharaohs (New York, 1987); S. Quirke and J. 
Spencer, eds., The British Museum Book of Ancient Egypt (New York, 1992).
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EMBROIDERYEMBROIDERY

EMBROIDERY

The embellThe embellishment ofishment of cloth usi cloth using coloredng colored or textur or textured threadsed threads of (in bi of (in biblical timblical times) naturaes)timtimes) nattimes) natural materural materials such ials such as wool, cas wool, cotton, andotton, and silk. Few silk. Few examples  examples of fabric of fabric have been havehave been have been found fromfound from the bibli the biblical world;cal world; our best  our best indicationindications are imprs are impressions cressions created wheneacrcreated whcreated when fabric en fabric was placedwas placed against p against plaster or laster or clay beforclay before these moe these more durablere durable materials m materials materials dried. Thedried. The preponder preponderance of arance of archaeologicchaeological evidencal evidence for texte for textiles is iniles is in the form  the the form othe form of loom weif loom weights and cghts and copper, broopper, bronze, and bnze, and bone needleone needles. Though s. Though embroideryembroidembroideryembroidery was a wid was a widespread acespread activity andtivity and among the among the skills gi skills given by Godven by God to the tr to the tribes of Juibtrtribes of tribes of Judah and Judah and Dan (Exod.Dan (Exod. 35:35), i 35:35), in textual n textual records Phrecords Phoenicians oenicians are most care most closely asslocclosely asclosely associated wsociated with the inith the industry; thdustry; their name meir name may refer tay refer to the “Tyro the “Tyrian purpleian purple” dye they” d” dye they pdye they produced frroduced from murex som murex shells. Thehells. The remains o remains of these shf these shells in Leells in Levantine covantine coastal siteacocoastal sicoastal sites attesttes attest to this i to this industry, andustry, as do the ts do the textile-manextile-manufacture aufacture and dyeing nd dyeing facilitiesfacilitifacilitiesfacilities found at  found at PhoenicianPhoenician sites abr sites abroad. Egyptoad. Egyptian-made lian-made linen embroinen embroidery is sidery is said to havaid taid to have beto have been woven ien woven into the santo the sails of Tyrils of Tyrian ships ian ships (Ezek. 27:(Ezek. 27:7), and em7), and embroidered broidered cloth and clocloth and cloth and garments wgarments were tradedere traded between T between Tyre, Edom,yre, Edom, the Arabi the Arabian Peninsuan Peninsula, and Mela, and Mla, and MesopotamiMesopotamia (vv. 16,a (vv. 16, 24). 24). 24).

The embellishment of cloth using colored or textured threads of (in biblical 
times) natural materials such as wool, cotton, and silk. Few examples of fabric 
have been found from the biblical world; our best indications are impressions 
created when fabric was placed against plaster or clay before these more durable 
materials dried. The preponderance of archaeological evidence for textiles is in 
the form of loom weights and copper, bronze, and bone needles. Though 
embroidery was a widespread activity and among the skills given by God to the 
tribes of Judah and Dan (Exod. 35:35), in textual records Phoenicians are most 
closely associated with the industry; their name may refer to the “Tyrian purple” 
dye they produced from murex shells. The remains of these shells in Levantine 
coastal sites attest to this industry, as do the textile-manufacture and dyeing 



facilities found at Phoenician sites abroad. Egyptian-made linen embroidery is said 
to have been woven into the sails of Tyrian ships (Ezek. 27:7), and embroidered 
cloth and garments were traded between Tyre, Edom, the Arabian Peninsula, and 
Mesopotamia (vv. 16, 24).

�The color The color of embroidof embroidery was seery was seen in the en in the biblical wbiblical world as a orld as a sign of stsign of status. Purpatus. Puratus. Purple wasPurple was associate associated with royd with royalty, crimalty, crimson with lson with luxury (2 Suxury (2 Sam. 1:24),am. 1:24), and blue  and blue with God’switwith God’swith God’s covenant  covenant (Num. 15:3(Num. 15:37-40). Emb7-40). Embroidery aproidery appears on tpears on the screenshe screens at the ta at the t at the tabernacletabernacle’s entranc’s entrance (Exod. 2e (Exod. 26:36), on 6:36), on the gate othe gate of the courf the court (27:16),t (27:16), on a brid on a bride’s clothie’s ce’s clothing (clothing (Ps. 45:13[Ps. 45:13[MT 14]), dMT 14]), draped overraped over idols (Ez idols (Ezek. 16:18)ek. 16:18), and as b, and as booty (Judgooty (Judg. 5:30). T. 5:3. 5:30). The5:30). The craft of  craft of embroideryembroidery is used a is used as a metaphs a metaphor for theor for the attention attention God paid  God paid to Jerusaltoto Jerusalto Jerusalem (Ezek. em (Ezek. 16:10, 13)16:10, 13)...

The color of embroidery was seen in the biblical world as a sign of status. 
Purple was associated with royalty, crimson with luxury (2 Sam. 1:24), and blue 
with God’s covenant (Num. 15:37-40). Embroidery appears on the screens at the 
tabernacle’s entrance (Exod. 26:36), on the gate of the court (27:16), on a bride’s 
clothing (Ps. 45:13[MT 14]), draped over idols (Ezek. 16:18), and as booty (Judg. 
5:30). The craft of embroidery is used as a metaphor for the attention God paid 
to Jerusalem (Ezek. 16:10, 13).

Katharine Katharine A. MackayA. Mackay

Katharine A. Mackay

EMEK-KEZIZEMEK-KEZIZ (Heb.  (Heb. {eämeq qeï{eämeq qeïs�iîs�s�iîs�)))

EMEK-KEZIZ (Heb. {eämeq qeïs�iîs� )

A town assA town assigned to tigned to the tribe ohe tribe of Benjaminf Benjamin (Josh. 18 (Josh. 18:21). The :21). The site is unsite is unknown. Itsknown. Its placement pla placement,placement, following following Jericho a Jericho and Beth-hond Beth-hoglah and bglah and before Bethefore Beth-arabah, s-arabah, suggests a uggests a location ilolocation ilocation in the Jordn the Jordan Plain San Plain SE of JericE of Jericho, althouho, although the plagh the place name (“ce name (“a valley ca valley cut off”) iut offut off”) is ioff”) is inconsistennconsistent with thit with this topograps topography.hy.hy.

A town assigned to the tribe of Benjamin (Josh. 18:21). The site is unknown. Its 
placement, following Jericho and Beth-hoglah and before Beth-arabah, suggests a 
location in the Jordan Plain SE of Jericho, although the place name (“a valley cut 
off”) is inconsistent with this topography.

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow
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EMENDATIONEMENDATIONS OF THE SS OF THE SCRIBESCRIBESCRIBES

EMENDATIONS OF THE SCRIBES

An EnglishAn English translati translation of Heb.on of Heb.  tiqqu®neî tiqqu®neî soœp�eïriîsoœp�eïriîm,m, which was which was used by t used by the Masorethetthe Masorethe Masoretes to nottes to note particule particular biblicaar biblical texts thl texts that had beeat had been correcten corrected or emendd or emended by earleemendemended byemended by earlier s earlier scribes. Thcribes. These textuaese textual emendatil emendations often ons often were minorwere minor changes,  changes, changes, schanges, such as theuch as the omission  omission or alterator alteration of oneion of one or more c or more consonants.onsonants. The purpo The purpo The purpose fopurpose for most emer most emendations wndations was to remoas to remove objective objectionable lanonable language refeguage referring to Grring to rring to God. Vato God. Various listrious lists include s include seven, 11,seven, 11, or 18 tex or 18 texts (Gen. 1ts (Gen. 18:22; Num.8:22; Num. 11:15; 12 11:15; 12:12; 1 Sam:121212:12; 1 S12:12; 1 Sam. 3:13; am. 3:13; 2 Sam. 16:2 Sam. 16:12; 20:1; 12; 20:1; 1 Kgs. 12:1 Kgs. 12:16; 2 Chr.16; 2 Chr. 10:16; Je 10:16; Jer. 2:11; Er. 2:11; Ezek. 8:17;zek. 8zek. 8:17; Hos.8:17; Hos. 4:7; Hab. 4:7; Hab. 1:12; Zec 1:12; Zech. 2:8[MT h. 2:8[MT 12]; Mal. 12]; Mal. 1:13; Ps. 1:13; Ps. 106:20; Jo106:20; Job 7:20, 32b 7:20, 32:3; Lam. 3:3; L:3; Lam. 3:20)Lam. 3:20)...

An English translation of Heb. tiqqu®neî soœp�eïriîm,  which was used by 
the Masoretes to note particular biblical texts that had been corrected or 
emended by earlier scribes. These textual emendations often were minor 
changes, such as the omission or alteration of one or more consonants. The 
purpose for most emendations was to remove objectionable language referring 
to God. Various lists include seven, 11, or 18 texts (Gen. 18:22; Num. 11:15; 
12:12; 1 Sam. 3:13; 2 Sam. 16:12; 20:1; 1 Kgs. 12:16; 2 Chr. 10:16; Jer. 2:11; Ezek. 
8:17; Hos. 4:7; Hab. 1:12; Zech. 2:8[MT 12]; Mal. 1:13; Ps. 106:20; Job 7:20, 32:3; 
Lam. 3:20).

�ComparisonComparison with anci with ancient translent translations sugations suggests thatgests that some prop some proposed emendosed emendations weratioemendemendationemendations were gens were genuine. Mostuine. Most, however,, however, appear to appear to be textua be textual readingsl readings that aros that aro that arose to sarose to support latupport later medievaer medieval exegesisl exegesis. Scribes . Scribes may have emay have emended texmended texts for thets for theological rothetheologicatheological reasons l reasons early in tearly in the processhe process of textua of textual transmisl transmission — frosion — from the 3rd m the 3rd century cecentury century B.C.E.B.C.E. to the 1s to the 1st century t century C.E.C.E. This emen This emendation wasdation was not done  not done systematicsystematically or coallysystematicsystematicsystematically or coally or comprehensivmprehensively. Scholely. Scholars have iars have identified dentified other instother instances — noances — not found int nonot found not found in these lin these lists — thaists — that might ret might reflect simiflect similar editorlar editorial work.ial work.ial work.

Comparison with ancient translations suggests that some proposed 
emendations were genuine. Most, however, appear to be textual readings that 
arose to support later medieval exegesis. Scribes may have emended texts for 
theological reasons early in the process of textual transmission — from the 3rd 
century B.C.E. to the 1st century C.E. This emendation was not done 
systematically or comprehensively. Scholars have identified other instances — 
not found in these lists — that might reflect similar editorial work.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. McCarthC. McCarthy, y, The TiqqunThe Tiqquneî Sopherieî Sopherim.m. OBO 36 (G OBO 36 (Göttingen, ötting(G(Göttingen(Göttingen, 1981)., 1981)., 1981).

Bibliography. C. McCarthy, The Tiqquneî Sopherim. OBO 36 
(Göttingen, 1981).
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EMERALDEMERALDEMERALD

EMERALD

The modernThe modern emerald w emerald was unknownas unknown in the an in the ancient Nearcient Near East unti East until it beganl it began to be min to be m to be mined in Umined in Upper Egyptpper Egypt in the la in the last two censt two centuries turies B.C.E.B.C.E. Some tran Some translations uslations use “emeralse “emerase “emerald” “emerald” when the Hwhen the Hebrew suggebrew suggests a priests a prized, greenzed, green-colored s-colored stone. Sometone. Some translati transla translatiotranslations read “ens read “emerald” fomerald” for r baœreqet�baœreqet� (LXX  (LXX smaéragdossmaéragdos), an engr), an engraved stoneaved staved stone on tstone on the high prhe high priest’s breiest’s breastpiece (astpiece (Exod. 28:1Exod. 28:17; 39:10) 7; 39:10) and a stonand a stone adorninge adorning the king  th the king othe king of Tyre (Ezf Tyre (Ezek. 28:13)ek. 28:13). In those. In those passages  passages the NIV rethe NIV renders “emenders “emerald” for rald” for yaha�loœmyayaha�loœmyaha�loœm (LXX  (LXX iíaspis,iíaspis, “jasper”) “jasper”)...

The modern emerald was unknown in the ancient Near East until it began to be 
mined in Upper Egypt in the last two centuries B.C.E. Some translations use 
“emerald” when the Hebrew suggests a prized, green-colored stone. Some 
translations read “emerald” for baœreqet�  (LXX smaéragdos), an engraved 
stone on the high priest’s breastpiece (Exod. 28:17; 39:10) and a stone adorning 
the king of Tyre (Ezek. 28:13). In those passages the NIV renders “emerald” for 
yaha�loœm  (LXX iíaspis, “jasper”).

�Gk. Gk. smaéragdossmaéragdos,, a course  a course in the fouin the foundation ofndation of the city  the city wall of thwall of the New Jerue New Jere New Jerusalem Jerusalem (Rev. 21:1(Rev. 21:19), and 9), and smaraégdinsmaraégdinos,os, an adject an adjective descriive describing the rbing the rainbow aroainbow aainbow around Godaround God’s throne ’s throne (4:3), are(4:3), are translate translated “emeraldd “emerald” in most ” in most versions oversions of the NT af the NT and likely naand likelyand likely refer to  refer to the gemstothe gemstone as it ine as it is known tos known today. Otherday. Other translati translations use “bons use “beryl,” “caery“b“beryl,” ““beryl,” “carbuncle,carbuncle,” “crystal” “crystal,” “diamon,” “diamond,” “feldsd,” “feldspar,” “garpar,” “garnet,” “jadnet,” “jade,” “moonse,” “moonstone,” or ton“moons“moonstone“moonstone,” or “tur,” or “turquoise” foquoise” for these Her these Hebrew and Gbrew and Greek termsreek terms...

Gk. smaéragdos, a course in the foundation of the city wall of the New 
Jerusalem (Rev. 21:19), and smaraégdinos, an adjective describing the rainbow 
around God’s throne (4:3), are translated “emerald” in most versions of the NT 
and likely refer to the gemstone as it is known today. Other translations use 
“beryl,” “carbuncle,” “crystal,” “diamond,” “feldspar,” “garnet,” “jade,” 
“moonstone,” or “turquoise” for these Hebrew and Greek terms.

Joseph E. Joseph E. JensenJensen
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EMIMEMIM (Heb.  (Heb. }eîmiîm}eîmiîm)))

EMIM (Heb. }eîmiîm)

The formerThe former inhabitan inhabitants of Moabts of Moab disposses dispossessed by thesed by the Moabites  Moabites (Deut. 2:1(Deut. 2:10); a race0); a race of giants racerace of girace of giants likenants likened to the ed to the Anakim andAnakim and also know also known as the Rn as the Rephaim (vvephaim (vv. 10–11). . 10–11). The Emim wTThe Emim wThe Emim were defeatere defeated by Cheded by Chedorlaomer aorlaomer at Shaveh-kt Shaveh-kiriathaim,iriathaim, a plain E a plain E of the De of the D of the Dead Sea (Dead Sea (Gen. 14:5)Gen. 14:5)..

The former inhabitants of Moab dispossessed by the Moabites (Deut. 2:10); a 
race of giants likened to the Anakim and also known as the Rephaim (vv. 10–11). 
The Emim were defeated by Chedorlaomer at Shaveh-kiriathaim, a plain E of the 
Dead Sea (Gen. 14:5).

EMMANUELEMMANUELEMMANUEL

EMMANUEL

�SeeSee  IMMANUEL.IMMANUEL.

See IMMANUEL.

EMMAUSEMMAUS (Gk.  (Gk. EmmaouísEmmaouís)))

EMMAUS (Gk. Emmaouís)

A village A village ca. 11 km.ca. 11 km. (7 mi.) f (7 mi.) from Jerusarom Jerusalem (30 kmlem (30 km. [19 mi.]. [19 mi.] according according to some a to some ancient witnciaancient wiancient witnesses). tnesses). The risen The risen Jesus appeJesus appears to twoars to two disciples disciples on the ro on the road to Emmaad to Emmaus (Luke 2uEmmaEmmaus (LuEmmaus (Luke 24:13-3ke 24:13-35). Severa5). Several modern sl modern sites have ites have been propobeen proposed for thsed for the NT Emmaue NT Eme NT Emmaus, inEmmaus, including cluding {Amwa®s{Amwa®s (Khirbet  (Khirbet Imwas, ancImwas, ancient Nicopient Nicopolis; 1491olis; 149138) for th38) for the farther e ththe farthethe farther site, elr site, el-Quibeibeh-Quibeibeh (Crusader (Crusader Castellum Castellum Emmaus, 1 Emmaus, 163138), Ab63138), Abu Ghosh (1u Ghosh u Ghosh (160Ghosh (160134), or 134), or Qalo®niyehQalo®niyeh (ancient  (ancient Colonia; MColonia; Motza, otza, j. Sukk.j. Sukk. 54b; 1651 54b; 165134) for th34) f34) for the nefor the nearer, but arer, but none has gnone has gained wideained widespread appspread approval.roval.roval.

A village ca. 11 km. (7 mi.) from Jerusalem (30 km. [19 mi.] according to some 
ancient witnesses). The risen Jesus appears to two disciples on the road to 
Emmaus (Luke 24:13-35). Several modern sites have been proposed for the NT 
Emmaus, including {Amwa®s (Khirbet Imwas, ancient Nicopolis; 149138) for 
the farther site, el-Quibeibeh (Crusader Castellum Emmaus, 163138), Abu 
Ghosh (160134), or Qalo®niyeh (ancient Colonia; Motza, j. Sukk. 54b; 165134) 
for the nearer, but none has gained widespread approval.

�An instancAn instance of the ae of the ancient recncient recognition sognition story, the tory, the Emmaus accEmmaus account occurount occurs only in s onlys only in Luonly in Luke and thuke and thus conveys s conveys a distincta distinctive Lucan ive Lucan emphasis oemphasis on the appen the appearance of arance of Jesus: LukJeJesus: LukJesus: Luke combinese combines Jesus’ ap Jesus’ appearance wpearance with a mealith a meal and proph and prophecy. Jesusecy. Jesus appears w appears w appears without bewithout being recogning recognized, and ized, and the discipthe disciples’ eyes les’ eyes are openedare opened only when only when Jesus tak Jesus takes, blesseestaktakes, bletakes, blesses, breasses, breaks, and diks, and distributes stributes bread (cf.bread (cf. Luke 9:16 Luke 9:16; 22:19; a; 22:19; also 24:41–lso 24:41–43). Yet J43). Y43). Yet Jesus Yet Jesus does not sdoes not share the mhare the meal; he vaeal; he vanishes whenishes when the pairn the pair recognize recognizes him. Oths him. Other Lucan peOthOther LucaOther Lucan passagesn passages also show also show Jesus att Jesus attending meaending meals (Luke 9ls (Luke 9:10-17; 22:10-17; 22:14-38; Ac:14-38; Ac:14-38; Acts 10:41Acts 10:41), and the), and the table pro table provides a kevides a key gatheriny gathering place fog place for the Churr the Church (Acts 2ch (Acts 2:42, 46; 2:4222:42, 46; 2:42, 46; 20:7; 27:320:7; 27:33-36).3-36).3-36).

An instance of the ancient recognition story, the Emmaus account occurs 
only in Luke and thus conveys a distinctive Lucan emphasis on the appearance of 
Jesus: Luke combines Jesus’ appearance with a meal and prophecy. Jesus appears 
without being recognized, and the disciples’ eyes are opened only when Jesus 
takes, blesses, breaks, and distributes bread (cf. Luke 9:16; 22:19; also 24:41–43). 



Yet Jesus does not share the meal; he vanishes when the pair recognizes him. 
Other Lucan passages also show Jesus attending meals (Luke 9:10-17; 22:14-38; 
Acts 10:41), and the table provides a key gathering place for the Church (Acts 
2:42, 46; 20:7; 27:33-36).

�The EmmausThe Emmaus account a account also emphaslso emphasizes the iizes the importance mportance of prophecof prophecy. The disy. The disciples remcipdisdisciples disciples remember Jremember Jesus as a esus as a prophet miprophet mighty in deghty in deed and wored and word and recad and recall their dll their disappointmisddisappointdisappointment that ment that he had beehe had been killed. n killed. But Jesus But Jesus rebukes threbukes them, explaiem, explaining that ning that the Messiathethe Messiathe Messiah’s sufferh’s suffering had being had been indicaten indicated by Moseed by Moses and the s and the prophets.prophets.prophets.

The Emmaus account also emphasizes the importance of prophecy. The 
disciples remember Jesus as a prophet mighty in deed and word and recall their 
disappointment that he had been killed. But Jesus rebukes them, explaining that 
the Messiah’s suffering had been indicated by Moses and the prophets.

�SignificanSignificantly, the Etly, the Emmaus stormmaus story begins ay begins and ends innd ends in Jerusalem Jerusalem. Alone am. Alone among the Syong theong the Synoptthe Synoptic Gospelsic Gospels, the book, the book of Luke l of Luke locates Jesocates Jesus’ appearus’ appearances and ances and the Churchthe Churchthe Church’s bChurch’s beginnings eginnings in that ciin that city.ty.ty.

Significantly, the Emmaus story begins and ends in Jerusalem. Alone among 
the Synoptic Gospels, the book of Luke locates Jesus’ appearances and the 
Church’s beginnings in that city.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. J. DillR. J. Dillon, on, From Eye-WFrom Eye-Witnesses titnesses to Ministero Ministers of the Ws of the Word.ord. AnBib 82  AnBib AnBib 82 (AnBib 82 (Rome, 1978Rome, 1978).).).

Bibliography. R. J. Dillon, From Eye-Witnesses to Ministers of the Word. 
AnBib 82 (Rome, 1978).
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EMPEROREMPEROREMPEROR

EMPEROR

OriginallyOriginally an honori an honorific title fic title (Lat. (Lat. imperatorimperator) granted ) granted to Roman cto Roman commanders ommanders by their sby theiby their soldtheir soldiers afteriers after a victory a victory. Octavian. Octavian (Augustus (Augustus Caesar) b Caesar) began the tegan the tradition oradition of taking tf takf taking thetaking the title as  title as a part of a part of his name, his name, apparentlyapparently to lay un to lay unique claimique claim to milita to military authoriry authry authority.authority. Most subs Most subsequent Romequent Roman emperoran emperors adopted s adopted the title the title upon accesupon accession. In tsion. In sion. In the latIn the later empire,er empire, an empero an emperor might ber might be proclaime proclaimed d imperatorimperator several t several times by hiimes by his army folshihis army fhis army following nollowing notable vicotable victories. Thtories. The term thae term that actuallyt actually communica communicated the stted the status of ematststatus of status of emperor waemperor was “Augustus “Augustus.”s.”s.”

Originally an honorific title (Lat. imperator) granted to Roman commanders by 
their soldiers after a victory. Octavian (Augustus Caesar) began the tradition of 
taking the title as a part of his name, apparently to lay unique claim to military 
authority. Most subsequent Roman emperors adopted the title upon accession. 
In the later empire, an emperor might be proclaimed imperator several times by 
his army following notable victories. The term that actually communicated the 
status of emperor was “Augustus.”

�The creatiThe creation of the on of the position oposition of emperor f emperor by Octaviaby Octavian had earln had earlier precedier precedents. Sincents. Sents. Since the Since the deposal ofdeposal of the last  the last Tarquin kiTarquin king in 510 ng in 510 B.C.E.B.C.E., Rome had, Rome had been a re been a republic govpublic gpublic governed lgoverned largely by argely by a senate ca senate composed ofomposed of aristocra aristocrats, with ats, with an assemblyn assembly of common of commo of common peocommon people represple represented by tented by tribunes, wribunes, who theoretho theoretically helically held veto powd veto power over seer overer over senatover senatorial legiorial legislation. Hslation. However, thowever, the successee successes of the Rs of the Roman armieoman armies resulteds resulted in the co in in the conin the control of vatrol of vast territost territories in thries in the Mediterre Mediterranean worlanean world and the d and the rise to prrise to prominence aominprprominenceprominence and power and power of severa of several generalsl generals, which th, which threatened treatened the traditihe traditional repubonal repubonal republicanrepublican structure structure. The sena. The senate recognite recognized the nezed the necessity ofcessity of having po having powerful leawerful leaders but rdelealeaders buleaders but resistedt resisted losing it losing its rule. Ths rule. The First Tre First Triumvirate iumvirate — Julius C— Julius Caesar, Pomaesar, Pompey, and Cpey,PomPompey, anPompey, and Crassus d Crassus — represen— represented a careted a careful balancful balancing of theing of these concernse concerns, but Caes, but Cas, but Caesar becCaesar became prominame prominent and waent and was reluctans reluctantly acknowtly acknowledged as ledged as “dictator”“dictator” by the se by the s by the senate. Hisenate. His assassins assassination by sation by several seneveral senators was ators was the death the death blow to thblow to the old repue old republican govblrepurepublicanrepublican governmen government.t.t.

The creation of the position of emperor by Octavian had earlier precedents. 
Since the deposal of the last Tarquin king in 510 B.C.E., Rome had been a republic 
governed largely by a senate composed of aristocrats, with an assembly of 
common people represented by tribunes, who theoretically held veto power 
over senatorial legislation. However, the successes of the Roman armies resulted 
in the control of vast territories in the Mediterranean world and the rise to 
prominence and power of several generals, which threatened the traditional 
republican structure. The senate recognized the necessity of having powerful 
leaders but resisted losing its rule. The First Triumvirate — Julius Caesar, 
Pompey, and Crassus — represented a careful balancing of these concerns, but 
Caesar became prominent and was reluctantly acknowledged as “dictator” by the 
senate. His assassination by several senators was the death blow to the old 
republican government.

�The SecondThe Second Triumvira Triumvirate, establte, established in tished in the crisis he crisis of Caesar’of Caesar’s death, fs death, fell to theell to the victories thethe victorthe victories of Octies of Octavian overavian over his rival his rivals and led s and led to his absto his absolute ruleolute rule. Now one . Now one person, bypersperson, byperson, by virtue pr virtue primarily ofimarily of military  military strength, strength, was recognwas recognized as thized as the supreme e supreme leader of leadleader of leader of the empirethe empire. The powe. The power of the er of the emperor wasmperor was enhanced  enhanced by his rolby his role as commae as come as commander commander of the armof the armies, his pies, his personal prersonal praetorian gaetorian guard, his uard, his presiding presiding at public at public games and gamgames and games and ceremoniesceremonies, his appo, his appointive andintive and legislati legislative powers,ve powers, his allia his alliances with nces with the equestthe the equestthe equestrian (knigrian (knights) classhts) class, his patr, his patronage of tonage of the generalhe general populace, populace, and his b and his bureaucracyureaubbureaucracbureaucracy mostly oy mostly of freedmenf freedmen. The stat. The status of empeus of emperors was frors was further enhurther enhanced by tanced byanced by the worby the worship of Ocship of Octavian andtavian and the estab the establishment olishment of the cultf the cult of  of Divus AuguDivus Augustusstus following follo following following his death.his death. Though pr Though promoted thromoted through the bough the building ofuilding of temples b temples by later emy later emperors, onpememperors, emperors, only a fewonly a few (e.g., Ca (e.g., Caligula, Doligula, Domitian) admitian) advocated thvocated their own woeir own worship.rship.rship.

The Second Triumvirate, established in the crisis of Caesar’s death, fell to 
the victories of Octavian over his rivals and led to his absolute rule. Now one 
person, by virtue primarily of military strength, was recognized as the supreme 
leader of the empire. The power of the emperor was enhanced by his role as 



commander of the armies, his personal praetorian guard, his presiding at public 
games and ceremonies, his appointive and legislative powers, his alliances with 
the equestrian (knights) class, his patronage of the general populace, and his 
bureaucracy mostly of freedmen. The status of emperors was further enhanced 
by the worship of Octavian and the establishment of the cult of Divus Augustus 
following his death. Though promoted through the building of temples by later 
emperors, only a few (e.g., Caligula, Domitian) advocated their own worship.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Cary anM. Cary and H. H. Scd H. H. Scullard, ullard, A History A History of Rome: Dof Rome: Down to theown to the Reign of  Rei Reign of CReign of Constantineonstantine,, 3rd ed. ( 3rd ed. (New York, New York, 1975); F. 1975); F. Millar, Millar, The EmperoThe Emperor in the Rr in the Roman Worldoman RRoman WorlRoman World, 31d, 31  B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D.  337,337, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Ithaca, 19Ithaca, 1992); C. Sc92); C. Scarre, arre, Chronicle Chronicle of the Romof the Roof the Roman EmpeRoman Emperorsrors (London,  (London, 1995).1995).1995).

Bibliography. M. Cary and H. H. Scullard, A History of Rome: Down to the 
Reign of Constantine, 3rd ed. (New York, 1975); F. Millar, The Emperor in the 
Roman World, 31 B.C.—A.D. 337, 2nd ed. (Ithaca, 1992); C. Scarre, Chronicle of the 
Roman Emperors (London, 1995).
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ENAIMENAIM (Heb.  (Heb. {eînayim{eînayim)))

ENAIM (Heb. {eînayim)

A town on A town on the way tothe way to Timnah fr Timnah from Adullamom Adullam. It was o. It was on the outsn the outskirts of tkirts of this town this town this town that Tamarthat Tamar, posing a, posing as a temples a temple prostitut prostitute, was proe, was propositionedpositioned by her fa by her father-in-lather-in-law Judah (Gw Jw Judah (GenJudah (Gen. 38:14, 2. 38:14, 21). Many s1). Many scholars eqcholars equate Enaimuate Enaim with Enam with Enam in the Sh in the Shephelah ofephelah ofephelah of Judah (of Judah (Josh. 15:3Josh. 15:34). Its lo4). Its location is cation is uncertain.uncertain. Most plac Most place it betwee it between Zanoah en Zanoah and Jarmutand Jand Jarmuth orJarmuth or near the  near the eastern eneastern end of the vd of the valley of Ealley of Elah.lah.lah.

A town on the way to Timnah from Adullam. It was on the outskirts of this town 
that Tamar, posing as a temple prostitute, was propositioned by her father-in-law 
Judah (Gen. 38:14, 21). Many scholars equate Enaim with Enam in the Shephelah 
of Judah (Josh. 15:34). Its location is uncertain. Most place it between Zanoah and 
Jarmuth or near the eastern end of the valley of Elah.

Steven M. Steven M. OrtizOrtiz

Steven M. Ortiz

ENAMENAM (Heb.  (Heb. {eînaœm{eînaœm)))

ENAM (Heb. {eînaœm)

A village A village in the triin the tribal territbal territory of Judory of Judah, near Aah, near Azekah and zekah and Socoh (JosSocoh (Josh. 15:34),h. 15:34), perhaps t perh perhaps thperhaps the same as e same as Enaim.Enaim.

A village in the tribal territory of Judah, near Azekah and Socoh (Josh. 15:34), 
perhaps the same as Enaim.

ENANENAN (Heb.  (Heb. {eînaœn{eînaœn)))

ENAN (Heb. {eînaœn)

The fatherThe father of the Na of the Naphtalite cphtalite chief Ahirahief Ahira (Num. 1:1 (Num. 1:15; 2:29; 75; 2:29; 7:78, 83; 1:78, 83; 10:27).0:27).

The father of the Naphtalite chief Ahira (Num. 1:15; 2:29; 7:78, 83; 10:27).

EN-DOREN-DOR (Heb.  (Heb. {eän do®r,{eän do®r, {eîn do®r {eîn do®r, {eîn doœ, {eîn doœ}r}r)))

EN-DOR (Heb. {eän do®r, {eîn do®r, {eîn doœ}r)

A town in A town in northwestenorthwestern Manassern Manasseh (Josh. 1h (Josh. 17:11), in 7:11), in the area othe area of the Esdrf the Esdraelon Plaiaelon Plain. Since tn.PlaiPlain. SinPlain. Since the spece the spelling varilling varies in Hebres in Hebrew, the meew, the meaning of taning of the name ishe name is not certa not certain. It mayin. Itin. It may be It may be connected connected either witeither with a springh a spring (Heb.  (Heb. dwrdwr) or with ) or with the Dorianthe Dorians, a Greeks, a Greek tribal gr t tribal grotribal group. En-dorup. En-dor is the to is the town where Bwn where Barak’s forarak’s forces triumpces triumphed over Shed over Sisera (Ps.isera (Ps. 83:10[MT  8 83:10[MT 183:10[MT 11]; cf. Ju1]; cf. Judg. 4-5). dg. 4-5). Here livedHere lived a witch w a witch whom Saul vhom Saul visited on isited on the eve ofthe eve of his final his his final his final battle in battle in order to gorder to gain help fain help from the derom the dead prophetad prophet Samuel. P Samuel. Perhaps, deerhaps, depending onpendedepending depending on exactlyon exactly where one where one locates E locates En-dor, Saun-dor, Saul needed tl needed to travel bo travel behind enemehind enemehind enemy lineenemy lines in orders in order to visit  to visit the mediumthe medium, hence hi, hence his disguises disguise. The name. The name may be pr may be preserved ineprpreserved preserved in modern in modern Indur, butIndur, but the prefe the preferred locatrred location is Khiion is Khirbet rbet es�-S�afs�es�-S�afs�a®feh/H¸ora®es�-S�afs�es�-S�afs�es�-S�afs�a®feh/H¸ora®feh/H¸orvatvat Zafzafot  Zafzafot (187227).(187227).(187227).

A town in northwestern Manasseh (Josh. 17:11), in the area of the Esdraelon 
Plain. Since the spelling varies in Hebrew, the meaning of the name is not certain. 
It may be connected either with a spring (Heb. dwr) or with the Dorians, a Greek 
tribal group. En-dor is the town where Barak’s forces triumphed over Sisera (Ps. 
83:10[MT 11]; cf. Judg. 4-5). Here lived a witch whom Saul visited on the eve of 
his final battle in order to gain help from the dead prophet Samuel. Perhaps, 
depending on exactly where one locates En-dor, Saul needed to travel behind 
enemy lines in order to visit the medium, hence his disguise. The name may be 
preserved in modern Indur, but the preferred location is Khirbet 
es�-S�afs�a®feh/H¸orvat  Zafzafot (187227).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. P. BrowJ. P. Brown, “The Men, “The Mediterraneaditerranean Seer andn Seer and Shamanism Shamanism,” ,” ZAWZAW 93 (1981) ZAWZAW 93 (19ZAW 93 (1981): 374–481): 374–400; N. Zor00; N. Zori, “New Lii, “New Light on Endght on Endor,” or,” PEQPEQ 84 (1952) 84 (1952): 114–17.: 114–17: 114–17.114–17.114–17.

Bibliography. J. P. Brown, “The Mediterranean Seer and Shamanism,” 



ZAW 93 (1981): 374–400; N. Zori, “New Light on Endor,” PEQ 84 (1952): 
114–17.
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EN-EGLAIMEN-EGLAIM (Heb.  (Heb. {eîn {egla{eîn {eglayimyim)))

EN-EGLAIM (Heb. {eîn {eglayim)

A site menA site mentioned in tioned in Ezekiel’s Ezekiel’s eschatologeschatological visioical vision of the sn of the sacred riveacred river flowing r flowing southeast southsoutheast southeast from the tfrom the temple in Jemple in Jerusalem terusalem to the deseo the desert (Ezek. rt (Ezek. 47:10). Ez47:10). Ezekiel locaekiel locates En-eglteslocalocates Enlocates En-eglaim on-eglaim on the shore the shore of the De of the Dead Sea, asad Sea, as a place g a place good for fiood for fishing onceshing once the life- th the life-gthe life-giving wateiving water has fresr has freshened it. hened it. The actualThe actual location  location of En-eglaof En-eglaim is unceim is uncertain. Posrtain. unceuncertain.uncertain. Possible  Possible identificaidentifications incltions include ude {Ain H¸ajl{Ain H¸ajlahah (197136;  (197136; N of the DN of the Dead Sea), ead Sead Sea), Sea), {Ain{Ain Feshkha ( Feshkha (192122), a192122), and/or Egland/or Eglaim (217064im (217064; Isa. 15:; Isa. 15:8).8).8).

A site mentioned in Ezekiel’s eschatological vision of the sacred river flowing 
southeast from the temple in Jerusalem to the desert (Ezek. 47:10). Ezekiel 
locates En-eglaim on the shore of the Dead Sea, as a place good for fishing once 
the life-giving water has freshened it. The actual location of En-eglaim is 
uncertain. Possible identifications include {Ain H¸ajlah (197136; N of the Dead 
Sea), {Ain Feshkha (192122), and/or Eglaim (217064; Isa. 15:8).

Monica L. Monica L. W. BradyW. Brady

Monica L. W. Brady

EN-GANNIMEN-GANNIM (Heb.  (Heb. {eîn ganni{eîn ganniîmîm) (also AN) (also ANEM)EM)EM)

EN-GANNIM (Heb. {eîn ganniîm) (also ANEM)

�1.1. A settlem A settlement in theent in the Judean Sh Judean Shephelah. Tephelah. The city wahe city was likely ts likely to the easto the east of Zanoah of Za of Zanoah andZanoah and Jarmuth,  Jarmuth, coming betcoming between them ween them in the desin the description ocription of the westf the western Shepheern Shepern Shephelah Shephelah in Josh. 1in Josh. 15:34. The 5:34. The exact locaexact location is untion is uncertain, acertain, although solthough some have sume have suggested Beggesusuggested suggested Beit JemalBeit Jemal, 3.2 (2 m, 3.2 (2 mi.) S of Bi.) S of Beth-shemeseth-shemesh, or Umm h, or Umm Jina, 1.6 Jina, 1.6 km. (1 mi.km. (1 mi.) SW of Be) S) SW of BethSW of Beth-shemesh.-shemesh.-shemesh.

1. A settlement in the Judean Shephelah. The city was likely to the east of 
Zanoah and Jarmuth, coming between them in the description of the western 
Shephelah in Josh. 15:34. The exact location is uncertain, although some have 
suggested Beit Jemal, 3.2 (2 mi.) S of Beth-shemesh, or Umm Jina, 1.6 km. (1 mi.) 
SW of Beth-shemesh.

�2.2. A levitic A levitical city wial city within the tthin the tribal bounribal boundaries of daries of Issachar (Issachar (Josh. 19:2Josh. 19:21; 21:29),1; 21:29), likely id 21:29),21:29), li21:29), likely identkely identified withified with Khirbet B Khirbet Beit Jann (eit Jann (196235) SW196235) SW of modern of modern Tiberius. Tiberius. The paral Th The parallThe parallel accountel account in 1 Chr. in 1 Chr. 6:73 call 6:73 calls the setts the settlement Anelement Anem.m.m.

2. A levitical city within the tribal boundaries of Issachar (Josh. 19:21; 
21:29), likely identified with Khirbet Beit Jann (196235) SW of modern Tiberius. 
The parallel account in 1 Chr. 6:73 calls the settlement Anem.

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

EN-GEDIEN-GEDI (Heb.  (Heb. {eîn ged�i{eîn ged�iîî)))

EN-GEDI (Heb. {eîn ged�iî )

An oasis lAn oasis listed as oisted as one of the ne of the towns of Jtowns of Judah whichudah which was of su was of sufficient sfficient size to havize to have support e supe support visupport villages (Jollages (Josh. 15:62)sh. 15:62). A perenn. A perennial springial spring ca. 200 m ca. 200 m. (655 ft.. (655 ft.) above th) above the Dead Seae Deae Dead Sea sDead Sea supplies thupplies the water foe water for the siter the site. When Dav. When David fled frid fled from Saul heom Saul he sought re sought refuge in thfrerefuge in refuge in the “stronthe “strongholds” (agholds” (apparently pparently caves) of caves) of the regionthe region; there Da; there David insultvid insulted Saul byed Sed Saul by cuSaul by cutting off tting off the hem ofthe hem of his robe  his robe (1 Sam. 23(1 Sam. 23:29-24:5).:29-24:5). During th During the reign ofe reign of Jehoshaph Jeh JehoshaphaJehoshaphat, a coalit, a coalition of Motion of Moabites, Amabites, Ammonites, amonites, and Meunitend Meunites rallied s rallied at Hazazonat Hazazon-tamar, wh-HazazonHazazon-taHazazon-tamar, whichmar, which is identi is identified with fied with En-gedi (2En-gedi (2 Chr. 20:1 Chr. 20:1-2); howev-2); however, beforeer, before they had  t they had athey had a chance to chance to confront  confront Judah’s arJudah’s army the coamy the coalition forlition forces destroces destroyed each oyed each other (vv. thoother (vv.other (vv. 22–23). 22–23). 22–23).

An oasis listed as one of the towns of Judah which was of sufficient size to have 
support villages (Josh. 15:62). A perennial spring ca. 200 m. (655 ft.) above the 
Dead Sea supplies the water for the site. When David fled from Saul he sought 
refuge in the “strongholds” (apparently caves) of the region; there David insulted 
Saul by cutting off the hem of his robe (1 Sam. 23:29-24:5). During the reign of 
Jehoshaphat, a coalition of Moabites, Ammonites, and Meunites rallied at 
Hazazon-tamar, which is identified with En-gedi (2 Chr. 20:1-2); however, before 
they had a chance to confront Judah’s army the coalition forces destroyed each 
other (vv. 22–23).

�En-gedi waEn-gedi was known fos known for its viner its vineyards, datyards, date palms, ae palms, and balsam nd balsam (Cant. 1:1(Cant. 1:14; Sir. 244; Sir. 24; Sir. 24:14; Jos24:14; Josephus ephus Ant.Ant. 9.1.2; Eu 9.1.2; Eusebius sebius Onom.Onom. 86.18). E 86.18). Ezekiel’s vzekiel’s vision of tision of the temple he temple (Ezek. 47:(Ez(Ezek. 47:(Ezek. 47:10) lists 10) lists En-gedi alEn-gedi along with Eong with En-eglaim an-eglaim as geographs geographic landmaric landmarks for a rks for a river of friverrriver of friver of fresh waterresh water flowing f flowing from the terom the temple into mple into the Dead Sthe Dead Sea.ea.ea.

En-gedi was known for its vineyards, date palms, and balsam (Cant. 1:14; Sir. 
24:14; Josephus Ant. 9.1.2; Eusebius Onom. 86.18). Ezekiel’s vision of the temple 
(Ezek. 47:10) lists En-gedi along with En-eglaim as geographic landmarks for a 
river of fresh water flowing from the temple into the Dead Sea.

�En-gedi haEn-gedi has been ides been identified wintified with Tel Gorth Tel Goren/Tell ejen/Tell ej-Jurn (187-Jurn (187096), loca096), located about ted abouted about halfabout halfway down tway down the westernhe western shore of  shore of the Dead Sthe Dead Sea. Excavaea. Excavations havetions have uncovered uncover uncovered uncovered a well-buia well-built cult celt cult center from nter from the Chalcothe Chalcolithic perlithic period on a piod on a promontory romontory overlookinooverlookinoverlooking the Irong the Iron Age tell. Age tell. On the te On the tell proper,ll proper, remains h remains have been tave been traced to traced to the end of hetthe end ofthe end of the Iron  the Iron Age (stratAge (stratum V; ca. um V; ca. 630–582 630–582 B.C.B.C.). The bui). The buildings areldings are situated  situated around couararound couaround courtyards. Trtyards. The discovehe discovery of numery of numerous largerous large store jar store jars and the s and the plentiful plentiful balsam of babalsam of balsam of the regionthe region suggest t suggest that the sihat the site was a cte was a center for enter for the producthe production of petion of perfume. Thirfupeperfume. Tperfume. This stratuhis stratum was destm was destroyed by Nroyed by Nebuchadnezebuchadnezzar ca. 58zar ca. 582.2.2.

En-gedi has been identified with Tel Goren/Tell ej-Jurn (187096), located 
about halfway down the western shore of the Dead Sea. Excavations have 



uncovered a well-built cult center from the Chalcolithic period on a promontory 
overlooking the Iron Age tell. On the tell proper, remains have been traced to 
the end of the Iron Age (stratum V; ca. 630–582 B.C.). The buildings are situated 
around courtyards. The discovery of numerous large store jars and the plentiful 
balsam of the region suggest that the site was a center for the production of 
perfume. This stratum was destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar ca. 582.

�After the After the Exile the Exile the site was rsite was reoccupied eoccupied during theduring the Persian p Persian period (streriod (stratum IV) watum IV)atum IV) with aIV) with a palatial  palatial dwelling odwelling of ca. 550 f ca. 550 sq. m. (65sq. m. (658 sq. yds.8 sq. yds.) with mor) with more than 23 e than 23 rooms. Thiroomrooms. Thirooms. This buildings building was inexp was inexplicably delicably destroyed castroyed ca. 400. Str. 400. Stratum III (atum III (Ptolemaic/Ptolemaic/Seleucid pSele(Ptolemaic/(Ptolemaic(Ptolemaic/Seleucid /Seleucid period) coperiod) consisted ofnsisted of a fortifi a fortified site whed site which was deich was destroyed prstroyed probably in obaprprobably iprobably in the confn the conflict betwelict between the Hasen the Hasmoneans anmoneans and Herod.d Herod.d Herod.

After the Exile the site was reoccupied during the Persian period (stratum 
IV) with a palatial dwelling of ca. 550 sq. m. (658 sq. yds.) with more than 23 
rooms. This building was inexplicably destroyed ca. 400. Stratum III 
(Ptolemaic/Seleucid period) consisted of a fortified site which was destroyed 
probably in the conflict between the Hasmoneans and Herod.

�The last mThe last major occupajor occupation (stration (stratum II) oatum II) occurred duccurred during the 1ring the 1st centuryst century  A.D.A.D. when the  w when the swhen the site was reite was refortified fortified with anothwith another citadeler citadel. Walls me. Walls measured somasured some 2 m. (6.e 2 m. (6.5 ft.) thi5(6.(6.5 ft.) (6.5 ft.) thick. Varthick. Various coinsious coins were disc were discovered witovered with this strh this stratum (Agriatum (Agrippa I, Clappa I, Claudius, NerudiusClaClaudius, Claudius, Nero, and Nero, and coins of tcoins of the second he second year of thyear of the First Ree First Revolt). Josvolt). Josephus indiephus indicates thatcateindiindicates indicates that durinthat during the rebeg the rebellion agaillion against Rome tnst Rome the occupanhe occupants of Masats of Masada raided da raided En-gedi anEnEn-gedi anEn-gedi and massacred massacred its inhad its inhabitants (bitants (BJBJ 4.7.2). A 4.7.2). After this fter this destructiodestruction, stratumn, stratum I consist I co I consisted consisted only of noonly of nonpermanentnpermanent dwellings dwellings and agric and agricultural teultural terraces.rraces.rraces.

The last major occupation (stratum II) occurred during the 1st century A.D. 
when the site was refortified with another citadel. Walls measured some 2 m. 
(6.5 ft.) thick. Various coins were discovered with this stratum (Agrippa I, 
Claudius, Nero, and coins of the second year of the First Revolt). Josephus 
indicates that during the rebellion against Rome the occupants of Masada raided 
En-gedi and massacred its inhabitants (BJ 4.7.2). After this destruction, stratum I 
consisted only of nonpermanent dwellings and agricultural terraces.

�Nearby, a Nearby, a Roman bathRoman bathhouse was house was built duribuilt during the perng the period betweeiod between the Firsn the First Revolt at Ret Revolt andRevolt and the Bar K the Bar Kokhba Revookhba Revolt (ca. lt (ca. A.D.A.D. 132). Aft 132). After the Barer the Bar Kokhba Re Kokhba Revolt a synvolt a syvolt a synagogue synagogue was built was built at the basat the base of the te of the tell and waell and was rebuilt s rebuilt through sethrough several phasveral phases. It wases. phasphases. Itphases. It was destr was destroyed in thoyed in the 6th cente 6th century.ury.ury.

Nearby, a Roman bathhouse was built during the period between the First 
Revolt and the Bar Kokhba Revolt (ca. A.D. 132). After the Bar Kokhba Revolt a 
synagogue was built at the base of the tell and was rebuilt through several 
phases. It was destroyed in the 6th century.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. Barg, YD. Barg, Y. Porat, a. Porat, and E. Netznd E. Netzer, “The Ser, “The Synagogue aynagogue at t {En-Gedi{En-Ge{En-Gedi{En-Gedi,” in ,” in Ancient SyAncient Synagogues Rnagogues Revealed,evealed, ed. L. I. ed. L. I. Levine (J Levine (Jerusalem, erusalem, 1981), 1161981), 116–19; B. Ma–1116116–19; B.116–19; B. Mazar, T. Mazar, T. Dothan, a Dothan, and I. Dunand I. Dunayevsky, “Eyevsky, “En-Gedi: Thn-Gedi: The First ane First and Second Sd Second Sd Second Seasons ofSeasons of Excavatio Excavations, 1961–1ns, 1961–1962,” 962,” {Atiqot{Atiqot 5 (1966): 5 (1966): 116–19; D 116–19; D. Ussishki. Ussishkin, “The Ghn, “Then, “The Ghass“The Ghassulian Shriulian Shrine at En-gne at En-gedi,” edi,” Tel AvivTel Aviv 7 (1980): 7 (1980): 1–44. 1–44. 1–44.

Bibliography. D. Barg, Y. Porat, and E. Netzer, “The Synagogue at 
{En-Gedi,” in Ancient Synagogues Revealed, ed. L. I. Levine (Jerusalem, 1981), 
116–19; B. Mazar, T. Dothan, and I. Dunayevsky, “En-Gedi: The First and Second 
Seasons of Excavations, 1961–1962,” {Atiqot 5 (1966): 116–19; D. Ussishkin, 
“The Ghassulian Shrine at En-gedi,” Tel Aviv 7 (1980): 1–44.
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ENGLISH VEENGLISH VERSIONSRSIONSRSIONS

ENGLISH VERSIONS

�SeeSee  BIBLE TRANBIBLE TRANSLATIONS.SLATIONS.

See BIBLE TRANSLATIONS.

EN-HADDAHEN-HADDAH (Heb.  (Heb. {eîn h�add{eîn h�adda®a®)))

EN-HADDAH (Heb. {eîn h�adda® )

A village A village in the triin the tribal territbal territory of Issory of Issachar (Josachar (Josh. 19:21).h. 19:21). The site  The site is probablis probably modern ey modery modern el-modern el-Hadetheh/THadetheh/Tel en-Haddel en-Hadda (196232)a (196232), ca. 10 k, ca. 10 km. (6 mi.)m. (6 mi.) E of Mt.  E of Mt. Tabor.Tabor.

A village in the tribal territory of Issachar (Josh. 19:21). The site is probably 
modern el-Hadetheh/Tel en-Hadda (196232), ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) E of Mt. Tabor.

EN-HAKKOREEN-HAKKORE (Heb.  (Heb. {eîn haqqo{eîn haqqo®reä}®reä})))

EN-HAKKORE (Heb. {eîn haqqo®reä})

A spring aA spring at Lehi, frt Lehi, from which Som which Samson, weaamson, wearied from ried from battle witbattle with the Philh the Philistines, distines, drank and rranddrank and drank and regained hregained his strengtis strength (Judg. 1h (Judg. 15:19). The5:19). The name (Heb name (Heb. “spring . “spring of the oneof the one who calle w who calledwho called”) may der”) may derive from Sive from Samson’s haamson’s having firstving first called  called (qaœraœ})(qaœraœ}) upon the  upon the Lord for hLoLord for hLord for help (Judg.elp (Judg. 15:18). 15:18).

A spring at Lehi, from which Samson, wearied from battle with the Philistines, 
drank and regained his strength (Judg. 15:19). The name (Heb. “spring of the one 
who called”) may derive from Samson’s having first called (qaœraœ}) upon the 



Lord for help (Judg. 15:18).

EN-HAZOREN-HAZOR (Heb.  (Heb. {eîn h�aœs{eîn h�aœs�o®r�o®r)))

EN-HAZOR (Heb. {eîn h�aœs�o®r )

A fortifieA fortified city alld city allocated to ocated to the tribe the tribe of Naphtalof Naphtali in the Ui in the Upper Galilpper Galilee (Josh. ee (Josh. 19:37). Th19:37).19:37). Th19:37). The site is e site is perhaps thperhaps the same as e same as {n-y{n-y in the to in the topographicapographical lists ofl lists of Thutmose  Thutmose Thutmose IThutmose III. The loII. The location is cation is not certainot certain, but Yohn, but Yohanan Aharoanan Aharoni has sugni has suggested an gested an identificaididentificaidentification with tion with modern {Aimodern {Ainitha (191nitha (191281) near 281) near Bint JbeilBint Jbeil in southe in southern Lebanonrn Lebanon...

A fortified city allocated to the tribe of Naphtali in the Upper Galilee (Josh. 
19:37). The site is perhaps the same as {n-y in the topographical lists of 
Thutmose III. The location is not certain, but Yohanan Aharoni has suggested an 
identification with modern {Ainitha (191281) near Bint Jbeil in southern Lebanon.

Stephen J.Stephen J. Andrews Andrews

Stephen J. Andrews

ENLILENLIL (Sum. EN. (Sum. EN.LIL)LIL)LIL)

ENLIL (Sum. EN.LIL)

The SumeriThe Sumerian god of an god of the atmospthe atmosphere and there and the wind, whe wind, worshipped orshipped at Nippur.at Nippur. The princ The pr The principal principal god of thegod of the Sumerian  Sumerian pantheon, pantheon, he was lathe was later identifer identified with Mied with Marduk.arduk.arduk.

The Sumerian god of the atmosphere and the wind, worshipped at Nippur. The 
principal god of the Sumerian pantheon, he was later identified with Marduk.

�SeeSee  BEL.BEL.

See BEL.

EN-MISHPATEN-MISHPAT (Heb.  (Heb. {eîn misûp{eîn misûpaœt�aœt�)))

EN-MISHPAT (Heb. {eîn misûpaœt� )

An oasis (An oasis (“fountain “fountain of judgmenof judgment”), and pt”), and probably a robably a cult centecult center, in the r, in the Negeb wherNegeb where Chedorlae wherwhere Chedwhere Chedorlaomer aorlaomer and his allnd his allied kings ied kings defeated tdefeated the Amalekihe Amalekites (Gen. tes (Gen. 14:7). It 14:7). It was later wwas later was later called Kadcalled Kadesh or Kadesh or Kadesh-barneaesh-barnea..

An oasis (“fountain of judgment”), and probably a cult center, in the Negeb 
where Chedorlaomer and his allied kings defeated the Amalekites (Gen. 14:7). It 
was later called Kadesh or Kadesh-barnea.

ENOCHENOCH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�no®k�h�a�no®k�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ENOCH (Heb. h�a�no®k� ) (PERSON)

�1.1. The son o The son of Cain andf Cain and father of father of Irad (Gen Irad (Gen. 4:17-18). 4:17-18). The pres. The present form oent form of the textf thef the text ithe text indicates tndicates that the fihat the first city wrst city was built bas built by Cain andy Cain and named Eno named Enoch. The coch. The context and ntexcocontext ancontext and typical d typical form of geform of genealogies,nealogies, however,  however, would seemwould seem to indica to indicate that Ente that Enoch built oEnEnoch builEnoch built the first the first city; itt city; it was thus  was thus named Iradnamed Irad (cf. Erid (cf. Eridu).u).u).

1. The son of Cain and father of Irad (Gen. 4:17-18). The present form of 
the text indicates that the first city was built by Cain and named Enoch. The 
context and typical form of genealogies, however, would seem to indicate that 
Enoch built the first city; it was thus named Irad (cf. Eridu).

�2.2. The first The first son of Ja son of Jared (Gen. red (Gen. 5:18; cf. 5:18; cf. 1 Chr. 1:31 Chr. 1:3), the fat), the father of Mether of Methuselah (Ghuselah (huselah (Gen. 5:21(Gen. 5:21-22), and -22), and a 7th-genea 7th-generation desration descendant ofcendant of Adam (Jud Adam (Jude 14). Enoe 14). Enoch’s life-ch’s life-span of 36splife-life-span life-span of 365 yeaof 365 years (Gen. 5rs (Gen. 5:23) is co:23) is comparativelmparatively short coy short compared to mpared to other membother membother members ofmembers of his famil his family line andy line and may sugge may suggest a connest a connection withction with the solar the solar year. In  year. In this regarthithis regarthis regard Enoch had Enoch has been coms been compared withpared with Emmeduran Emmeduranki, who iski, who is usually l usually listed as tisted as tisted as the seventthe seventh of the Mh of the Mesopotamiaesopotamian antedilun antediluvian kingsvian kings, or with , or with Utuabzu, EUtuabzu, EnmedurankinmedurankEEnmedurankEnmeduranki’s advisei’s adviser. Enoch’sr. Enoch’s story end story ends with “ths with “then he was en he was no more, bno more, because Godecause Goecause God took hGod took him” (Gen. im” (Gen. 5:24). Suc5:24). Such terminolh terminology is atyogy is atypical and pical and implies thimplies that Enoch dat Enoch did not dieidddid not didid not die a naturae a natural, physical, physical death (cl death (cf. Elijah;f. Elijah; 2 Kgs. 2: 2 Kgs. 2:1-12). Thi1-12). This escape fs escape from death rom dearom death is edeath is evidently dvidently due to Enocue to Enoch’s piety,h’s piety, since he  since he is twice dis twice described aescribed as one who s one who “walked wi“wa“walked wi“walked with God” (Gth God” (Gen. 5:22, en. 5:22, 24). The f24). The first occurirst occurrence is nrence is not found iot found in the LXX,n the LXX, which rea LXX,LXX, whichLXX, which reads ins reads instead “and tead “and Enoch liveEnoch lived. . .”; fd. . .”; furthermoreurthermore, the phra, the phrase has beese has been interpren beebeen interbeen interpreted to preted to mean “Enocmean “Enoch walked wh walked with angeliith angelic beings.”c beings.” Even so,  Even so, the phrasethe phrasethe phrase is phrase is neverthelenevertheless comparass comparable to Noable to Noah’s descrih’s description (Genption (Gen. 6:9) and. 6:9) and thus prob thus probably relataprobprobably rprobably relates to elates to Enoch’s riEnoch’s righteousnesghteousness and trans and translation (cslation (cf. Sir. 44f. Sir. 44:16; 49:14:16; 49:14; Heb. 11:; Heb; Heb. 11:5;Heb. 11:5; cf. Wis.  cf. Wis. 4:10). Thi4:10). This “taking”s “taking” has occas has occasioned muchioned much speculati speculation and mayon and may be the re b be the reabe the reason why Enson why Enoch figureoch figures prominens prominently in lattly in later literater literature (e.g.,ure (e.g., Jubilees, Jubilees, 1 Enoch [ 1 Eno 1 Enoch [cf.Enoch [cf. Jude 14]; Jude 14]; 2 Enoch;  2 Enoch; 3 Enoch).3 Enoch).3 Enoch).

2. The first son of Jared (Gen. 5:18; cf. 1 Chr. 1:3), the father of Methuselah 
(Gen. 5:21-22), and a 7th-generation descendant of Adam (Jude 14). Enoch’s 
life-span of 365 years (Gen. 5:23) is comparatively short compared to other 
members of his family line and may suggest a connection with the solar year. In 
this regard Enoch has been compared with Emmeduranki, who is usually listed as 
the seventh of the Mesopotamian antediluvian kings, or with Utuabzu, 
Enmeduranki’s adviser. Enoch’s story ends with “then he was no more, because 
God took him” (Gen. 5:24). Such terminology is atypical and implies that Enoch 
did not die a natural, physical death (cf. Elijah; 2 Kgs. 2:1-12). This escape from 
death is evidently due to Enoch’s piety, since he is twice described as one who 
“walked with God” (Gen. 5:22, 24). The first occurrence is not found in the 
LXX, which reads instead “and Enoch lived. . .”; furthermore, the phrase has 
been interpreted to mean “Enoch walked with angelic beings.” Even so, the 
phrase is nevertheless comparable to Noah’s description (Gen. 6:9) and thus 
probably relates to Enoch’s righteousness and translation (cf. Sir. 44:16; 49:14; 
Heb. 11:5; cf. Wis. 4:10). This “taking” has occasioned much speculation and may 



be the reason why Enoch figures prominently in later literature (e.g., Jubilees, 1 
Enoch [cf. Jude 14]; 2 Enoch; 3 Enoch).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. C. VandJ. C. VanderKam, erKam, Enoch and Enoch and the Growththe Growth of an Apo of an Apocalyptic Tcalyptic Tradition.raditTTradition.Tradition. CBQMS 16  CBQMS 16 (Washingto(Washington, 1984).n, 1984).n, 1984).

Bibliography. J. C. VanderKam, Enoch and the Growth of an Apocalyptic 
Tradition. CBQMS 16 (Washington, 1984).
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ENOCHENOCH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�no®k�h�a�no®k�) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ENOCH (Heb. h�a�no®k� ) (PLACE)

A city buiA city built by Cainlt by Cain and named and named after his after his eldest so eldest son Enoch (Gn Enoch (Gen. 4:17).en. 4:17).

A city built by Cain and named after his eldest son Enoch (Gen. 4:17).

ENOCH, BOOENOCH, BOOKS OFKS OFKS OF

ENOCH, BOOKS OF

Three bookThree books have coms have come down to e down to us under tus under the name ofhe name of Enoch: 1  Enoch: 1 (or Ethiop(or Ethiopic) Enoch,ic) Enoic) Enoch, 2 (Enoch, 2 (or Slavonior Slavonic) Enoch, c) Enoch, and 3 (or and 3 (or Hebrew) EnHebrew) Enoch. Much och. Much of the conof the content of thtent of thtent of these bookthese books depends s depends on the ideon the idea that Enoa that Enoch had leach had learned cosmorned cosmological anlogical and other hed other hd other heavenly sheavenly secrets froecrets from the angem the angels. This ils. This is derived s derived from the bfrom the biblical aciblical account of Gcount of Gen. 5:2-24en. GGen. 5:2-2Gen. 5:2-24 (cf. esp4 (cf. esp. vv. 21–2. vv. 21–24). Due to4). Due to the Enoch the Enochic traditiic tradition’s distion’s distinction betnction between weenbetbetween between haœ-}eïloœhaœ-}eïloœhiîmhiîm (“the ang (“the angels”; NRSVels”; NRSV “God” in  “God” in Gen. 5:22)Gen. 5:22) and  and }eïloœhiîm}eïloœ}eïloœhiîm}eïloœhiîm (“God”),  (“God”), this pericthis pericope was unope was understood tderstood to mean thao mean that after tht after the birth ofe birth oe birth of Methuseof Methuselah Enoch lah Enoch spent the spent the next 300 ynext 300 years with ears with the angelsthe angels and then, and then, after a b after a brief returribbrief retubrief return to eartrn to earth, was takh, was taken up to ren up to remain in hemain in heaven.eaven.

Three books have come down to us under the name of Enoch: 1 (or Ethiopic) 
Enoch, 2 (or Slavonic) Enoch, and 3 (or Hebrew) Enoch. Much of the content of 
these books depends on the idea that Enoch had learned cosmological and other 
heavenly secrets from the angels. This is derived from the biblical account of 
Gen. 5:2-24 (cf. esp. vv. 21–24). Due to the Enochic tradition’s distinction 
between haœ-}eïloœhiîm (“the angels”; NRSV “God” in Gen. 5:22) and 
}eïloœhiîm (“God”), this pericope was understood to mean that after the birth 
of Methuselah Enoch spent the next 300 years with the angels and then, after a 
brief return to earth, was taken up to remain in heaven.

1 (Ethiopi1 (Ethiopic) Enochc) Enoch

1 (Ethiopic) Enoch

1 Enoch is1 Enoch is a collect a collection of fivion of five books ple books plus a few aus a few additions ddditions dating fromating from the 3rd c the 3rd century entuccentury century B.C.E.B.C.E. to the 1s to the 1st century t century C.E.C.E. (or  (or B.C.E.B.C.E.). They we). They were originare originally writtelly written in Araman in Aran in Aramaic, tAramaic, translated ranslated into Greekinto Greek, and from, and from Greek int Greek into other lao other languages. Fnguages. Fragments oragments oragments of the Araof the Aramaic of almaic of all but Bookl but Book 2 were fo 2 were found at Qumund at Qumran. A relran. A related, fragated, fragmentary Bomentary Bomentary Book of thBook of the Giants, e Giants, which survwhich survives in a ives in a revised forevised form among trm among the Manichehe Manicheans, was aans, was alans, was also foundalso found at Qumran at Qumran. 1 Enoch . 1 Enoch had a greahad a great deal of t deal of influence influence in late anin late antiquity. Itiquity. It is citedt is cit is cited explcited explicitly in icitly in Jude 14-15Jude 14-15, the Epis, the Epistle of Bartle of Barnabas, andnabas, and by Tertul by Tertullian and ilian and is reflectes reflecs reflected reflected in the Synin the Synoptic Gospoptic Gospels, the Aels, the Apocalypse pocalypse of John, aof John, and other end other early Chrisarly Christian and JtiaChrisChristian Christian and Jewishand Jewish texts. It texts. It subsequen subsequently fell otly fell out of favout of favor and survr and survives only ives only in ancientin ancin ancient Etancient Ethiopic, thhiopic, the version e version upon whichupon which all moder all modern translatn translations are bions are based. A diased. A diachronic aachdidiachronicdiachronic account o account of the sepaf the separate booksrate books follows. follows. follows.

1 Enoch is a collection of five books plus a few additions dating from the 3rd 
century B.C.E. to the 1st century C.E. (or B.C.E.). They were originally written in 
Aramaic, translated into Greek, and from Greek into other languages. Fragments 
of the Aramaic of all but Book 2 were found at Qumran. A related, fragmentary 
Book of the Giants, which survives in a revised form among the Manicheans, was 
also found at Qumran. 1 Enoch had a great deal of influence in late antiquity. It is 
cited explicitly in Jude 14-15, the Epistle of Barnabas, and by Tertullian and is 
reflected in the Synoptic Gospels, the Apocalypse of John, and other early 
Christian and Jewish texts. It subsequently fell out of favor and survives only in 
ancient Ethiopic, the version upon which all modern translations are based. A 
diachronic account of the separate books follows.

�Book 3, thBook 3, the Astronome Astronomical Book ical Book (chs. 72—8(chs. 72—82), was co2), was composed in mposed in the 3rd cethe 3rd century ntcecentury century B.C.E.B.C.E. or possib or possibly earlierly earlier. The pres. The present Ethiopent Ethiopic versionic version is an abb is an abbreviated areviated and disordenaand disordand disordered versiered version of the on of the Aramaic orAramaic original. Itiginal. It consists  consists of Enoch’sof Enoch’s tour of t tour of the heavenshe hhe heavens coheavens conducted bynducted by the angel the angel Uriel; En Uriel; Enoch is shooch is shown the motwn the motions of thions of the sun and e sun and e sun and moon, and moon, the “gatesthe “gates” from whi” from which they rich they rise and intse and into which tho which they set, they set, the winds, pe winds, prominent gropprominent prominent geographicgeographic features, features, and calen and calendrical infdrical information. ormation. A solar yeA solar year of 364 ar of 364 days is sydaydays is sydays is synchronizednchronized with a lu with a lunar year onar year of 354 daysf 354 days. 1 En. 80. 1 En. 80:2—82:3 (a:2—82:3 (a probable  probable later intelatlater intelater interpolation)rpolation) contains  contains a criticisa criticism of the am of the angelic chingelic chiefs of theefs of the stars bec stars because of thause ofause of their fof their failure to ailure to correspondcorrespond exactly t exactly to the preso the prescribed calcribed calendar, criendar, criticism of ticism of human sinnhumahuman sinnhuman sinners, and aers, and an account n account of Enoch’sof Enoch’s return to return to earth for earth for his 365th his 365th year (sug year (suggestive ofge(sug(suggestiv(suggestive of calene of calendrical condrical concerns) to cerns) to teach wisdteach wisdom to his om to his son Methusson Methuselah and helah and his descendishhis descenhis descendants.dants.dants.

Book 3, the Astronomical Book (chs. 72—82), was composed in the 3rd 
century B.C.E. or possibly earlier. The present Ethiopic version is an abbreviated 
and disordered version of the Aramaic original. It consists of Enoch’s tour of the 
heavens conducted by the angel Uriel; Enoch is shown the motions of the sun 
and moon, the “gates” from which they rise and into which they set, the winds, 
prominent geographic features, and calendrical information. A solar year of 364 
days is synchronized with a lunar year of 354 days. 1 En. 80:2—82:3 (a probable 



later interpolation) contains a criticism of the angelic chiefs of the stars because 
of their failure to correspond exactly to the prescribed calendar, criticism of 
human sinners, and an account of Enoch’s return to earth for his 365th year 
(suggestive of calendrical concerns) to teach wisdom to his son Methuselah and 
his descendants.

�Book 1, thBook 1, the Book of e Book of the Watchethe Watchers (chs. 1rs (chs. 1–36), was –36), was composed dcomposed during the uring the 3rd centur3rd3rd centur3rd century. The cory. The core (chs. 6—e (chs. 6—11), based11), based on the ac on the account of tcount of the union ohe union of the “sonf the “sonf the “sons of G“sons of God” with tod” with the “daughthe “daughters of meners of men” in Gen. ” in Gen. 6:1-4, is 6:1-4, is the story the story of the conof the conspiracy ofspconconspiracyconspiracy of 200 an of 200 angelic Watcgelic Watchers underhers under the leade the leadership of Srship of Shemihazah hemihazah to take huto take huto take human wivehuman wives. The gias. The giant offsprint offspring (which ng (which may functimay function as a meon as a metaphor fortaphor for the succe the successors of Assuccesuccessorssuccessors of Alexan of Alexander the Grder the Great) of theat) of these illiciese illicit unions bt unions began to coegan to consume all nsume all of the earof tof the earth’the earth’s resources resources until Gos until God sent (and sent (an) archange) archangel(s) to del(s) to destroy the stroy the giants, imgiants, imprison theprisimimprison timprison the Watcherhe Watchers, and ress, and restore the etore the earth to a arth to a state of fstate of fruitfulnesruitfulness and righs and righteousness.teorighrighteousnrighteousness. This ess. This core was ecore was expanded byxpanded by the addit the addition of chsion of chs. 12—16, w. 12—16, which introhich introhich introduce introduce Enoch to tEnoch to the narratihe narrative and desve and describe his cribe his visionary visionary ascent to ascent to heaven andheaven and his inter h his interchis intercession foression for the Watch the Watchers. Theirers. Their petition  petition was rejectwas rejected becauseed because they had  they had defiled thdedefiled thdefiled themselves bemselves by violatiny violating the distg the distinction beinction between heavtween heaven and earen and earth (possibth (possibly a metaply (possib(possibly (possibly a metaphora metaphor for the p for the presumed deresumed defilement ofilement of the Jeruf the Jerusalem priesalem priesthood). Tsthood). The third shTThe third The third stage consstage consists of thists of the introduce introduction of Astion of Asael and thael and the theme ofe theme of illicit t illicit teachings oeachintteachings teachings of heavenlof heavenly secrets y secrets throughoutthroughout chs. 6—16 chs. 6—16 and one o and one or more aver more avenging archnging arcnging archangelsarchangels in ch. 10 in ch. 10. Chs. 17—. Chs. 17—36 are a n36 are a narrative oarrative of two of Ef two of Enoch’s jounoch’s journeys to trneys to the varioushetthe variouthe various places os places of everlastf everlasting punishing punishment, the ment, the accursed vaccursed valley of Halley of Hinnom in Jinnom in Jerusalem, eruJJerusalem,Jerusalem, the garde the garden of rightn of righteousness, eousness, the mountathe mountain of God,in of God, and the f and the four cornerour corners of the escornercorners ofcorners of the earth the earth where the where the gates of  gates of the stars,the stars, winds, an winds, and various d various forms of pforms of precipitatirecpprecipitatprecipitation are siion are situated. Fituated. Finally, chsnally, chs. 1—5 were. 1—5 were added as  added as an introduan introduction to tction to the whole ohe whe whole on twhole on the theme ohe theme of final juf final judgment anddgment and the need  the need to do the to do the commandmencommandments of the ts of thts of the Lord.the Lord.the Lord.

Book 1, the Book of the Watchers (chs. 1–36), was composed during the 
3rd century. The core (chs. 6—11), based on the account of the union of the 
“sons of God” with the “daughters of men” in Gen. 6:1-4, is the story of the 
conspiracy of 200 angelic Watchers under the leadership of Shemihazah to take 
human wives. The giant offspring (which may function as a metaphor for the 
successors of Alexander the Great) of these illicit unions began to consume all of 
the earth’s resources until God sent (an) archangel(s) to destroy the giants, 
imprison the Watchers, and restore the earth to a state of fruitfulness and 
righteousness. This core was expanded by the addition of chs. 12—16, which 
introduce Enoch to the narrative and describe his visionary ascent to heaven and 
his intercession for the Watchers. Their petition was rejected because they had 
defiled themselves by violating the distinction between heaven and earth 
(possibly a metaphor for the presumed defilement of the Jerusalem priesthood). 
The third stage consists of the introduction of Asael and the theme of illicit 
teachings of heavenly secrets throughout chs. 6—16 and one or more avenging 
archangels in ch. 10. Chs. 17—36 are a narrative of two of Enoch’s journeys to 
the various places of everlasting punishment, the accursed valley of Hinnom in 
Jerusalem, the garden of righteousness, the mountain of God, and the four 
corners of the earth where the gates of the stars, winds, and various forms of 
precipitation are situated. Finally, chs. 1—5 were added as an introduction to the 
whole on the theme of final judgment and the need to do the commandments of 
the Lord.

�Book 4, thBook 4, the Book of e Book of Dreams (chDreams (chs. 83—90),s. 83—90), consists  consists of two dreof two dream visionsam visions. The firs. Th. The first The first dream, of dream, of uncertain uncertain date, concdate, concerns the jerns the judgment ofudgment of the wicke the wicked in the Dd in the Deluge and elDDeluge andDeluge and by implic by implication alsoation also refers to refers to the final the final judgment. judgment. The secon The second, writtend, written in 165 or in  in 165 or in 165 or 164, is an164, is an allegoric allegorical accountal account of the hi of the history of hstory of humanity, iumanity, in which ann which animals reprimalsananimals reanimals represent hupresent human beingsman beings, humans r, humans represent aepresent angels, andngels, and stars rep stars represent theresent theresent the Watchethe Watchers. The pars. The patriarchs ftriarchs from Adam trom Adam to Isaac aro Isaac are represene represented by bulted by bulls, Israells, Israel by sheep, b by sheep, by sheep, and the geand the gentile natintile nations by varons by various nonkoious nonkosher (usuasher (usually predatlly predatory) animaory) animals. God isls.animaanimals. Ganimals. God is depiod is depicted as thcted as the sheep’s e sheep’s owner. In owner. In response tresponse to various o various failures ofailures of the sheef thf the sheep,the sheep, their own their owner abandoner abandons them ints them into the hando the hands of 70 uns of 70 unfaithful sfaithful shepherds (hepherds (angels). Ha((angels). (angels). History cuHistory culminates wlminates with God’s ith God’s interventiintervention in a fion in a final battlenal battle between t between the sheep lhe shhe sheep led sheep led by a ram (by a ram (Judas MaccJudas Maccabeus) andabeus) and the other the other animals.  animals. This is foThis is followed by llowed by the judgmeththe judgmethe judgment of the nt of the stars, shestars, shepherds, anpherds, and wicked sd wicked sheep; the heep; the leveling aleveling and rebuildnd rebuilding of theingrebuildrebuildingrebuilding of the sh of the sheep’s houseep’s house (Jerusale (Jerusalem, probabem, probably withoutly without a new tem a new temple); and ple); and the assembththe assembthe assembling of alling of all the righl the righteous animteous animals (Jews als (Jews and Gentiland Gentiles) in thees) in the new house new house in the pr in  in the prein the presence of tsence of the owner. he owner. Finally, aFinally, a new white new white bull appe bull appears (a newars (a new Adam) and Adam) and all anima andand all anand all animals are imals are transformetransformed into whid into white bulls, te bulls, representirepresenting the escng the eschatologicahatological transforl tral transformatransformation of altion of all humanityl humanity into a si into a single Adamingle Adamic race.c race.c race.

Book 4, the Book of Dreams (chs. 83—90), consists of two dream visions. 
The first dream, of uncertain date, concerns the judgment of the wicked in the 
Deluge and by implication also refers to the final judgment. The second, written 
in 165 or 164, is an allegorical account of the history of humanity, in which 
animals represent human beings, humans represent angels, and stars represent 
the Watchers. The patriarchs from Adam to Isaac are represented by bulls, Israel 
by sheep, and the gentile nations by various nonkosher (usually predatory) 
animals. God is depicted as the sheep’s owner. In response to various failures of 
the sheep, their owner abandons them into the hands of 70 unfaithful shepherds 
(angels). History culminates with God’s intervention in a final battle between the 
sheep led by a ram (Judas Maccabeus) and the other animals. This is followed by 
the judgment of the stars, shepherds, and wicked sheep; the leveling and 
rebuilding of the sheep’s house (Jerusalem, probably without a new temple); and 



the assembling of all the righteous animals (Jews and Gentiles) in the new house 
in the presence of the owner. Finally, a new white bull appears (a new Adam) 
and all animals are transformed into white bulls, representing the eschatological 
transformation of all humanity into a single Adamic race.

�Book 5, thBook 5, the so-callee so-called Epistle d Epistle of Enoch (of Enoch (chs. 91—10chs. 91—105), was co5), was composed in mposed in the 2nd cethe 2the 2nd centur2nd century y B.C.E.B.C.E. It contai It contains a testans a testamentary inmentary introductiontroduction and the A and the Apocalypse pocalypse of Weeks (of Wof Weeks (93:Weeks (93:3–10 and 93–10 and 91:11–17). 1:11–17). Both the aBoth the apocalypse pocalypse and the suand the subsequent pbsequent prophetic wrophetipprophetic prophetic woes, admowoes, admonitions, anitions, and predictnd predictions expreions express a fundass a fundamental oppmental opposition ofosition ofosition of violencof violence and decee and deceit againstit against righteous righteousness and tness and truth. The ruth. The apocalypseapocalypse provides  provides the temporthethe temporthe temporal framewoal framework for therk for the subsequen subsequent prophetit prophetic judgmentc judgments on the rs on the rich and poich and pich and powerful, powerful, who will bwho will be punishede punished for their for their oppressio oppression of the rn of the righteous aighteous and deceptind deception of the ondeceptideception deception of the manof the many. Two briy. Two brief accountef accounts are appes are appended at thnded at the end. Thee end. The first is  first is an accountanan accountan account of Noah’s of Noah’s miraculou miraculous birth ans birth and Enoch’s d Enoch’s assurance assurance that Noah that Noah and his soand his soand his sons will sons will be saved wbe saved when the rehen the rest of the st of the world is dworld is destroyed bestroyed by a flood y a flood (chs. 106—(chs. 106—107). The 1106—106—107). 106—107). The secondThe second is a fina is a final book of l book of Enoch detaEnoch detailing the iling the future punfuture punishment ofishment of the wicke ofof the wicof the wicked and reked and reward of thward of the righteoue righteous (ch. 108s (ch. 108).).).

Book 5, the so-called Epistle of Enoch (chs. 91—105), was composed in the 
2nd century B.C.E. It contains a testamentary introduction and the Apocalypse of 
Weeks (93:3–10 and 91:11–17). Both the apocalypse and the subsequent 
prophetic woes, admonitions, and predictions express a fundamental opposition 
of violence and deceit against righteousness and truth. The apocalypse provides 
the temporal framework for the subsequent prophetic judgments on the rich and 
powerful, who will be punished for their oppression of the righteous and 
deception of the many. Two brief accounts are appended at the end. The first is 
an account of Noah’s miraculous birth and Enoch’s assurance that Noah and his 
sons will be saved when the rest of the world is destroyed by a flood (chs. 
106—107). The second is a final book of Enoch detailing the future punishment 
of the wicked and reward of the righteous (ch. 108).

�Book 2, thBook 2, the Similitue Similitudes, or thdes, or the Book of e Book of the Parablthe Parables (chs. 3es (chs. 37—71), con7—71), consists of tsists ofsists of three “of three “parables” parables” and was coand was composed in mposed in the 1st cethe 1st century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. or the 1s or the 1st century t century t century century C.E.C.E. The parab The parables are anles are an expansion expansion and inter and interpretation pretation of earlierof earlier accounts  accounts of Enoch’soof Enoch’sof Enoch’s visionary visionary travels t travels to heaven ao heaven and throughnd throughout the coout the cosmos. The smos. The first parafirst parable contaiblparaparable coparable contains infntains information aormation about the fbout the fate of theate of the righteous righteous and sinne and sinners and astrs and astronomical ronastastronomicastronomical secretsal secrets. The seco. The second and thind and third parablerd parables develop s develop the theme the theme of eschatoof eschatoof eschatologeschatological judgmical judgment primarent primarily in terily in terms of the ms of the eschatologeschatological judgeical judge who is ca who is called “the lledcacalled “thcalled “the Righteoue Righteous one,” “ts one,” “the Elect ohe Elect one,” and “ne,” and “the Son ofthe Son of Man.” Fol Man.” Following thelowing the third par t third parathird parable is a fble is a final visioinal vision in whichn in which Enoch lea Enoch learns that hrns that he is the Se is the Son of Man.on of Man.

Book 2, the Similitudes, or the Book of the Parables (chs. 37—71), consists 
of three “parables” and was composed in the 1st century B.C.E. or the 1st 
century C.E. The parables are an expansion and interpretation of earlier accounts 
of Enoch’s visionary travels to heaven and throughout the cosmos. The first 
parable contains information about the fate of the righteous and sinners and 
astronomical secrets. The second and third parables develop the theme of 
eschatological judgment primarily in terms of the eschatological judge who is 
called “the Righteous one,” “the Elect one,” and “the Son of Man.” Following the 
third parable is a final vision in which Enoch learns that he is the Son of Man.

�Each of thEach of the books ofe books of 1 Enoch i 1 Enoch is an apocas an apocalypse in ilypse in its presentts present form. The form. The Astronomi Astron AstronomicAstronomical Book, tal Book, the Book ofhe Book of the Watch the Watchers, and ters, and the Book ofhe Book of Parables  Parables consist laconsist laconsist largely oflargely of cosmic jo cosmic journeys andurneys and angelic i angelic interpretatnterpretations. The ions. The oldest layoldest layers of theers of the Book of t Boo Book of thBook of the Watcherse Watchers, however,, however, are not a are not apocalypticpocalyptic in either in either form or c form or content, anontent, anontent, and the orand the original foriginal form of the Am of the Astronomicastronomical Book is l Book is uninterestuninterested in esched in eschatology. Tatology. The Book ofheTThe Book oThe Book of Dreams af Dreams and the Apond the Apocalypse ofcalypse of Weeks are Weeks are symbolic  symbolic surveys ofsurveys of history l histor history lehistory leading up tading up to the escho the eschaton. The aton. The Epistle ofEpistle of Enoch con Enoch contains testtains testamentary, amentary, wisdom, prwiswisdom, prwisdom, prophetic, aophetic, and apocalynd apocalyptic formsptic forms. From the. From the point of  point of view of thview of their authoreir authors, the boosauthorauthors, tauthors, the books ahe books are the heare the heavenly wisdvenly wisdom revealeom revealed in Enochd in Enoch’s visions’s visions and trave and travels and in lstravetravels antravels and in the hd in the heavenly taeavenly tablets.blets.

Each of the books of 1 Enoch is an apocalypse in its present form. The 
Astronomical Book, the Book of the Watchers, and the Book of Parables consist 
largely of cosmic journeys and angelic interpretations. The oldest layers of the 
Book of the Watchers, however, are not apocalyptic in either form or content, 
and the original form of the Astronomical Book is uninterested in eschatology. 
The Book of Dreams and the Apocalypse of Weeks are symbolic surveys of 
history leading up to the eschaton. The Epistle of Enoch contains testamentary, 
wisdom, prophetic, and apocalyptic forms. From the point of view of their 
authors, the books are the heavenly wisdom revealed in Enoch’s visions and 
travels and in the heavenly tablets.

2 (Slavoni2 (Slavonic) Enochc) Enoch

2 (Slavonic) Enoch

2 Enoch wa2 Enoch was translats translated from Gred from Greek into Seek into Slavonic, tlavonic, the only anhe only ancient verscient version in whiion in which it survchwhiwhich it swhich it survives, hurvives, having beenaving been composed  composed probably iprobably in Hebrew (n Hebrew (or Aramaicor Aramaic). The dat). The da). The date of codate of composition mposition may be neamay be near the turnr the turn of the er of the era. There aa. There are no specre no specifically Cifically Christian ihrCChristian Christian ideas in iideas in it (apart ft (apart from a few rom a few interpolatinterpolations), norions), nor is there  is there very much very much that is spthat that is spthat is specificallyecifically Jewish. I Jewish. Its fundamets fundamental teachntal teachings seem ings seem to be limito be limited to monted to monotheism anothemonmonotheismmonotheism and gener and general ethics.al ethics. The secon The second half cond half consists of Esists of Enoch’s finnoch’s final addressal address to his so to to his sonto his sons and subss and subsequent ascequent ascension to ension to heaven in heaven in his 365th his 365th year. It iyear. It is reminiscs reminiscent of 1 Eent reminiscreminiscenreminiscent of 1 Enot of 1 Enoch in its ch in its content ancontent and theologyd theology, with des, with descriptions criptions of Enoch’sof Enoch’s journey t jou journey tojourney to heaven, h heaven, heaven itseeaven itself, cosmollf, cosmology, eschaogy, eschatology, catology, calendar, anlendar, angelology, gelology, and the seand and the seand the secret wisdocret wisdom granted m granted to Enoch.to Enoch.

2 Enoch was translated from Greek into Slavonic, the only ancient version in 
which it survives, having been composed probably in Hebrew (or Aramaic). The 



date of composition may be near the turn of the era. There are no specifically 
Christian ideas in it (apart from a few interpolations), nor is there very much 
that is specifically Jewish. Its fundamental teachings seem to be limited to 
monotheism and general ethics. The second half consists of Enoch’s final address 
to his sons and subsequent ascension to heaven in his 365th year. It is 
reminiscent of 1 Enoch in its content and theology, with descriptions of Enoch’s 
journey to heaven, heaven itself, cosmology, eschatology, calendar, angelology, 
and the secret wisdom granted to Enoch.

3 (Hebrew)3 (Hebrew) Enoch Enoch

3 (Hebrew) Enoch

3 Enoch is3 Enoch is a pseudep a pseudepigraph wriigraph written in Hetten in Hebrew probabrew probably in thebly in the 5th or 6t 5th or 6th century h century C.E.CC.E.C.E. As a repr As a representativeesentative of Merkab of Merkabah mysticiah mysticism, it pursm, it purports to bports to be an accoue an account by Rabbnt by Rant by Rabbi IshmRabbi Ishmael (earlyael (early 2nd centu 2nd century ry C.E.C.E.) of his a) of his ascension tscension to God’s tho God’s throne. Therrone. There he receie he e he receivehe received revelatid revelations concerons concerning angelning angelic hierarcic hierarchy and lithy and liturgy, cosmurgy, cosmology, escology, eschatology, hatesceschatologeschatology, and they, and the exaltatio exaltation and trann and transformationsformation of Enoch  of Enoch into God’sinto God’s vice-rege vice-regent ntvice-regevice-regenvice-regent t Met�at�ronMet�at�ron...

3 Enoch is a pseudepigraph written in Hebrew probably in the 5th or 6th century 
C.E. As a representative of Merkabah mysticism, it purports to be an account by 
Rabbi Ishmael (early 2nd century C.E.) of his ascension to God’s throne. There 
he received revelations concerning angelic hierarchy and liturgy, cosmology, 
eschatology, and the exaltation and transformation of Enoch into God’s 
vice-regent Met�at�ron .

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. S. AlexP. S. Alexander, “3 ander, “3 (Hebrew Ap(Hebrew Apocalypse oocalypse of) Enoch,”f) Enoch,”  OTPOTP 1 (Garden 1 (G 1 (Garden Ci(Garden City, 1983):ty, 1983): 223–315;  223–315; F. I. AndeF. I. Andersen, “2 (rsen, “2 (Slavonic ASlavonic Apocalypse pocalypse of) Enoch,of) Enoch,” ” Enoch,Enoch,” Enoch,” OTPOTP 1:91–221; 1:91–221; M. Black, M. Black,  The Book oThe Book of Enoch orf Enoch or 1 Enoch. 1 Enoch. SVTP 7 (L SVTP 7 (Leiden, 198eiden, 198eiden, 1985); M. 1985); M. A. Knibb,A. Knibb, The Ethio The Ethiopic Book opic Book of Enoch,f Enoch, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (Oxford, 19Oxford, 1978); J. T.78); J. T. Milik, Milik, The Books T The Books The Books of Enoch: of Enoch: Aramaic FrAramaic Fragments ofagments of Qumra®n C Qumra®n Cave 4ave 4 (Oxford,  (Oxford, (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1976); D. W976); D. W. Suter, . Suter, Tradition Tradition and Composand Composition in tition in the Parablehe Parables of Enochs of Enoch.. SBLDS 47  SBL SBLDS 47 (SBLDS 47 (Missoula, Missoula, 1979); P. 1979); P. A. Tiller,A. Tiller,  A CommentaA Commentary on the ry on the Animal ApoAnimal Apocalypse ofcalypse of 1 Enoch. 1 1 Enoch.1 Enoch. Early Jud Early Judaism and Iaism and Its Literatts Literature 4 (Atlure 4 (Atlanta, 1993anta, 1993); J. C. V); J. C. VanderKam, anderKam, Enoch, a MEnoch,Enoch, a MEnoch, a Man for Allan for All Generatio Generationsns (Columbia (Columbia, S.C., 19, S.C., 1995); 95); Enoch and Enoch and the Growththe Growth of an Apo of an  of an Apocalyan Apocalyptic Tradiptic Tradition.tion. CBQMS 16  CBQMS 16 (Washingto(Washington, 1984).n, 1984).n, 1984).
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ENOSHENOSH (Heb.  (Heb. }eïno®sû}eïno®sû) (also EN) (also ENOS) (Gk. OS) (Gk. EnosEnos)))

ENOSH (Heb. }eïno®sû) (also ENOS) (Gk. Enos)

The son ofThe son of Seth and  Seth and grandson ograndson of Adam (Luf Adam (Luke 3:38). ke 3:38). According According to Gen. 5:to Gen. 5:9-11 at th9-11 at th9-11 at the age ofthe age of 90 Enosh  90 Enosh sired a sosired a son Kenan ann Kenan and then livd then lived an addied an additional 815tional 815 years. Du years. During EnoshriDuDuring EnoDuring Enosh’s genersh’s generation peopation people began ale began a new patte new pattern of worsrn of worship by invhip by invoking the oking theoking the name Ythe name Yahweh (Genahweh (Gen. 4:26). T. 4:26). This statemhis statement may iment may imply a contply a contrast with rast with Gen. 4:17-Gen. 4:17Gen. 4:17-24, b4:17-24, but only ifut only if the line  the line of Cain shof Cain should indeeould indeed be interd be interpreted as preted as an examplean example of wicked of  of wickednof wickedness.ess.ess.

The son of Seth and grandson of Adam (Luke 3:38). According to Gen. 5:9-11 at 
the age of 90 Enosh sired a son Kenan and then lived an additional 815 years. 
During Enosh’s generation people began a new pattern of worship by invoking 
the name Yahweh (Gen. 4:26). This statement may imply a contrast with Gen. 
4:17-24, but only if the line of Cain should indeed be interpreted as an example 
of wickedness.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. S. MallA. S. Maller, “The Der, “The Difficult Vifficult Verse in Geerse in Genesis 4:26nesis 4:26,” ,” JBQJBQ 18 (1990) 18 (19 18 (1990): 25(1990): 257–59, 263.7–59, 263.

Bibliography. A. S. Maller, “The Difficult Verse in Genesis 4:26,” JBQ 18 
(1990): 257–59, 263.
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EN-RIMMONEN-RIMMON (Heb.  (Heb. {eîn-rimmo{eîn-rimmo®n®n)))

EN-RIMMON (Heb. {eîn-rimmo®n)

A city in A city in Judah assiJudah assigned to thgned to the tribe ofe tribe of Simeon (J Simeon (Josh. 19:7)osh. 19:7). At 1 Chr. At 1 Chr. 4:32 (so. 4:32 (so LXX) it i LXX LXX) it isLXX) it is assigned  assigned to Judah. to Judah. Although eAlthough earlier idearlier identified wintified with Khirbetth Khirbet Umm  Umm er-Ramaœmier-Ramer-Ramaœmier-Ramaœmiîm/H¸orvatîm/H¸orvat Rimmon (1 Rimmon (137086), ex37086), excavations cavations have shownhave shown that this that this site was  thisthis site this site was not ocwas not occupied durcupied during the biing the biblical perblical period. The ciod. The city may haity may have been love been located at Tcatelolocated atlocated at Tel  Tel H¸alif/TelH¸alif/Telll Khuweilif Khuweilifeh (1373.0eh (1373.0879), 1 km879), 1 km. (.6 mi.). (.6 mi.) to the no to the north.rth.rth.

A city in Judah assigned to the tribe of Simeon (Josh. 19:7). At 1 Chr. 4:32 (so 
LXX) it is assigned to Judah. Although earlier identified with Khirbet Umm 
er-Ramaœmiîm/H¸orvat Rimmon (137086), excavations have shown that 
this site was not occupied during the biblical period. The city may have been 
located at Tel H¸alif/Tell Khuweilifeh (1373.0879), 1 km. (.6 mi.) to the north.

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow

Laura B. Mazow

EN-ROGELEN-ROGEL (Heb.  (Heb. {eîn roœg�{eîn roœg�eäleäl)))

EN-ROGEL (Heb. {eîn roœg�eäl )

A spring nA spring near Jerusaear Jerusalem. An imlem. An important laportant landmark on ndmark on the boundathe boundary betweenry between the tribe the trib the tribes of tribes of Judah and Judah and Benjamin (Benjamin (cf. Josh. cf. Josh. 15:7; 18:115:7; 18:16), En-rog6), En-rogel served el served as the plaas the place where Jce whce where Jonawhere Jonathan and Athan and Ahimaaz gathimaaz gathered infohered information formation for David dur David during Absalring Absalom’s revolom’s revom’s revolt (2 revolt (2 Sam. 17:17Sam. 17:17). It was ). It was also wherealso where Adonijah  Adonijah held his sheld his sacrificialacrificial feast whe feast when he anticn he n he anticiphe anticipated his fated his father’s deather’s death, expecath, expecting to seting to seize the thize the throne.rone.rone.

A spring near Jerusalem. An important landmark on the boundary between the 
tribes of Judah and Benjamin (cf. Josh. 15:7; 18:16), En-rogel served as the place 
where Jonathan and Ahimaaz gathered information for David during Absalom’s 
revolt (2 Sam. 17:17). It was also where Adonijah held his sacrificial feast when 
he anticipated his father’s death, expecting to seize the throne.

�Some have Some have interpreteinterpreted the named the name to mean “ to mean “the springthe spring of the fu of the fuller” or “ller” or “the fountathe fothe fountain ofountain of feet,” ff feet,” from the berom the belief that lief that here fullehere fullers worked rs worked their clottheir cloth with theh with their feet. Hir feeir feet. Howefeet. However, the mver, the meaning of eaning of roœg�eälroœg�eäl (also tra (also translated “snslated “spies,” “expies,” “explorers,” plorers,” “treaders”“t“treaders”“treaders”) is uncer) is uncertain.tain.tain.

Some have interpreted the name to mean “the spring of the fuller” or “the 
fountain of feet,” from the belief that here fullers worked their cloth with their 
feet. However, the meaning of roœg�eäl  (also translated “spies,” “explorers,” 
“treaders”) is uncertain.

�En-rogel iEn-rogel is generalls generally identifiy identified as Bir ed as Bir Ayyu®bAyyu®b (“the wel (“the well of Job”)l of Job”), ca. 210 , ca. 210 m. (690 ftm. (m. (690 ft.) (690 ft.) beyond thebeyond the junction  junction of the Kidof the Kidron and thron and the Hinnom ve Hinnom valleys. Soalleys. Some object me object to this astoto this asto this association sociation on the bason the basis that Biis that Bir r Ayyu®bAyyu®b is a well is a well, not a sp, not a spring. Howering. However, it isver, HoweHowever, iHowever, it is possit is possible that tble that the originahe original spring wl spring was coveredas covered as a resu as a result of an elt of an earthquake.arthqeearthquakeearthquake. Josephus. Josephus ( (AntAnt. 9.10.4) . 9.10.4) connects Econnects En-rogel win-rogel with the earth the earthquake inthquake in the time  the tim the time of Uztime of Uzziah (cf. ziah (cf. Amos 1:1; Amos 1:1; Zech. 14:5Zech. 14:5). Whether). Whether or not th or not the present e present well is thwell is the locatione le location olocation of the ancif the ancient “sprinent “spring,” En-rogg,” En-rogel was mosel was most certainlt certainly in this y in this vicinity.vicinity.vicinity.

En-rogel is generally identified as Bir Ayyu®b (“the well of Job”), ca. 210 m. 
(690 ft.) beyond the junction of the Kidron and the Hinnom valleys. Some object 
to this association on the basis that Bir Ayyu®b is a well, not a spring. 
However, it is possible that the original spring was covered as a result of an 
earthquake. Josephus (Ant. 9.10.4) connects En-rogel with the earthquake in the 
time of Uzziah (cf. Amos 1:1; Zech. 14:5). Whether or not the present well is the 
location of the ancient “spring,” En-rogel was most certainly in this vicinity.

John L. HaJohn L. Harrisrris

John L. Harris

ENROLLMENTENROLLMENT

ENROLLMENT

A listing A listing of people of people — usually — usually by family,by family, lineage,  lineage, or tribe —or tribe — who live  who live in a partiin a particular areacular acular area, beloarea, belong to a pang to a particular srticular social grouocial group, or pracp, or practice a partice a particular octicular occupation. cupation. Ancient enAncieAncient enAncient enrollments rollments must be dimust be distinguishestinguished from modd from modern censusern censuses. A censes. A census is a reus is a reus is a regular coregular collection ollection of demograpf demographic data fhic data for statistor statistical purpoical purposes; enrolses; enrollments arelments are enumerati enu enumeratioenumerations undertans undertaken for imken for immediate, pmediate, practical rractical reasons, ineasons, including tacluding taxation (Exxation (Exod. 30:11-o(Ex(Exod. 30:(Exod. 30:11-16), mi11-16), military conlitary conscription scription (Num. 1:1-(Num. 1:1-47; 2 Sam.47; 2 Sam. 24:1-9),  24:1-9), deploymentdeployment of labore o of laborerof laborers (2 Chr. s (2 Chr. 2:17-18[MT2:17-18[MT 16–17]; N 16–17]; Neh. 3:1-32eh. 3:1-32), consecr), consecration of cation of cultic persultic personnel (Numonperspersonnel personnel (Num. 3:14(Num. 3:14-39; 26:57-39; 26:57-62), dete-62), determination rmination of communiof community status ty status (Ezra 2:1-(Ezra 2:1-(Ezra 2:1-67), e2:1-67), enforcementnforcement of legal  of legal regulationregulations (Ezra 10s (Ezra 10:16-44), a:16-44), and distribnd distribution of pution of provisions rovispprovisionsprovisions and prope and property (Num. rty (Num. 26:1-51).26:1-51).26:1-51).

A listing of people — usually by family, lineage, or tribe — who live in a particular 
area, belong to a particular social group, or practice a particular occupation. 
Ancient enrollments must be distinguished from modern censuses. A census is a 
regular collection of demographic data for statistical purposes; enrollments are 
enumerations undertaken for immediate, practical reasons, including taxation 
(Exod. 30:11-16), military conscription (Num. 1:1-47; 2 Sam. 24:1-9), deployment 
of laborers (2 Chr. 2:17-18[MT 16–17]; Neh. 3:1-32), consecration of cultic 
personnel (Num. 3:14-39; 26:57-62), determination of community status (Ezra 
2:1-67), enforcement of legal regulations (Ezra 10:16-44), and distribution of 
provisions and property (Num. 26:1-51).

�Beliefs coBeliefs concerning tncerning the potentihe potential of enroal of enrollments tollments to incur div incur divine wrath ine wrath (Exod. 30:(Exod. 3(Exod. 30:12; 2 S30:12; 2 Sam. 24:1, am. 24:1, 10-25) may10-25) may have aris have arisen out of en out of an ancientan ancient taboo bas taboo based on the ed on the convictioncoconvictionconviction that enro that enrollments dillments displayed a splayed a lack of trlack of trust in theust in the deity. deity. deity.

Beliefs concerning the potential of enrollments to incur divine wrath (Exod. 



30:12; 2 Sam. 24:1, 10-25) may have arisen out of an ancient taboo based on the 
conviction that enrollments displayed a lack of trust in the deity.

�The NT conThe NT contains two tains two apparent rapparent references eferences to a tax eto a tax enrollment nrollment conducted conducted by P. Sulpby Pby P. SulpiciP. Sulpicius Quirinius Quirinius in 6 us in 6 B.C.E.B.C.E., after he, after he had been  had been appointed appointed as the Romas the Roman imperiaan imperiaan imperial limperial legate to Segate to Syria. Lukeyria. Luke seems to  seems to date Jesusdate Jesus’ birth sy’ birth synchronouslnchronously with thiy with this enrollmes ens enrollmentenrollment (Luke 2:1 (Luke 2:1-5), and G-5), and Gamaliel reamaliel recalls thatcalls that Judas the Judas the Galilean  Galilean led a revoled a revolt againstlt aglt against Roagainst Rome in reacme in reaction to thtion to the enrollmee enrollment (Acts 5nt (Acts 5:37). The :37). The difficultydifficulty of harmon of harmonizing thesizinharmonharmonizinharmonizing these asg these assertions wsertions with other ith other ancient stancient statements iatements is considers considerable.able.able.

The NT contains two apparent references to a tax enrollment conducted by 
P. Sulpicius Quirinius in 6 B.C.E., after he had been appointed as the Roman 
imperial legate to Syria. Luke seems to date Jesus’ birth synchronously with this 
enrollment (Luke 2:1-5), and Gamaliel recalls that Judas the Galilean led a revolt 
against Rome in reaction to the enrollment (Acts 5:37). The difficulty of 
harmonizing these assertions with other ancient statements is considerable.

�A few passA few passages referages refer to divine to divine enrollmen enrollments of natits of nations and peons and people (Ps. ople (Ps. 87:6; Heb.87:6; He87:6; Heb. 12:23Heb. 12:23). Among t). Among these shoulhese should no doubtd no doubt be includ be included referened references to theces to the Book of L Book of Book of Life (Pof Life (Ps. 69:28[2s. 69:28[29]; Phil. 9]; Phil. 4:3; Rev. 4:3; Rev. 3:5).3:5).3:5).

A few passages refer to divine enrollments of nations and people (Ps. 87:6; 
Heb. 12:23). Among these should no doubt be included references to the Book 
of Life (Ps. 69:28[29]; Phil. 4:3; Rev. 3:5).

Frank D. WFrank D. Wulfulf

Frank D. Wulf

EN-SHEMESHEN-SHEMESH (Heb.  (Heb. {eîn sûeme{eîn sûemesûsû)))

EN-SHEMESH (Heb. {eîn sûemesû)

A landmarkA landmark spring (“ spring (“spring of spring of the sun”) the sun”) on the boron the border betweeder between the terrn the territories ofitories of Judah (Jo Ju Judah (JosJudah (Josh. 15:7) ah. 15:7) and Benjamind Benjamin (18:17; n (18:17; LXX “Beth-LXX “Beth-shemesh”).shemesh”). It is com It is commonly idenmonly idenmonly identifiedidentified with  with {Ain el-Ho{Ain el-Ho®d/Ein®d/Ein Haud (175 Haud (175131), ca. 131), ca. 4 km. (2 m4 km. (2 mi.) E of Ji.) E of Jerusalem. erusalemJJerusalem.Jerusalem. According According to one tr to one tradition (cadition (ca. 15th cea. 15th century ntury C.E.C.E.) the apos) the apostles dranktles drank from this fro from this from this spring; sispring; since then ince then it has beent has been called “S called “Spring of tpring of the Apostlehe Apostles.”s.”

A landmark spring (“spring of the sun”) on the border between the territories of 
Judah (Josh. 15:7) and Benjamin (18:17; LXX “Beth-shemesh”). It is commonly 
identified with {Ain el-Ho®d/Ein Haud (175131), ca. 4 km. (2 mi.) E of 
Jerusalem. According to one tradition (ca. 15th century C.E.) the apostles drank 
from this spring; since then it has been called “Spring of the Apostles.”

EN-TAPPUAHEN-TAPPUAH (Heb.  (Heb. {eîn tappu{eîn tappu®ah�®ah�)))

EN-TAPPUAH (Heb. {eîn tappu®ah� )

A spring (A spring (“spring of“spring of the apple the apple tree”) lo tree”) located on acated on a ridge ca. ridge ca. 9 km. (7. 9 km. (7.5 mi.) S o5 mi.) S of Nablus, f Nabf Nablus, naNablus, named after med after the nearbythe nearby town of T town of Tappuah (moappuah (modern Sheikdern Sheikh h AbuœAbuœ Zarad; 17 Zarad; 1 Zarad; 172168; Jo172168; Josh. 17:7-8sh. 17:7-8). It was ). It was a border ma border marker betwarker between northeeen northern Ephraimrn Ephraim and south and sout and southern Msouthern Manasseh inanasseh in the centr the central plain. al plain. This area This area was a Canawas a Canaanite stroanite stronghold at nghold at the time oththe time othe time of Joshua’sf Joshua’s conquest, conquest, and it to and it took the comok the combined effobined efforts of therts of the tribes to tribes to dislodge  dis dislodge tdislodge the Canaanihe Canaanites.tes.tes.

A spring (“spring of the apple tree”) located on a ridge ca. 9 km. (7.5 mi.) S of 
Nablus, named after the nearby town of Tappuah (modern Sheikh Abuœ Zarad; 
172168; Josh. 17:7-8). It was a border marker between northern Ephraim and 
southern Manasseh in the central plain. This area was a Canaanite stronghold at 
the time of Joshua’s conquest, and it took the combined efforts of the tribes to 
dislodge the Canaanites.
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EPAENETUSEPAENETUS (Gk.  (Gk. EpaiínetosEpaiínetos)))

EPAENETUS (Gk. Epaiínetos)

A ChristiaA Christian whom Paun whom Paul greets al greets as “my belos “my beloved” and “ved” and “the first the first convert inconvert in Asia” (Ro Asia” (Rom. 16:5). m(Ro(Rom. 16:5(Rom. 16:5). Epaenet). Epaenetus probablus probably belongedy belonged to the ho to the house churchuse church of Prisca of Prisca and Aquil and Aquil and Aquila andAquila and was conve was converted by thrted by them or Paulem or Paul. At the t. At the time of Pauime of Paul’s greetil’s greeting (ca. 58ng (ca. 58  C.E.C.C.E.C.E.), Epaenet), Epaenetus probablus probably lived iny lived in Rome. Alt Rome. Although a Rohough a Roman inscriman inscription bearption bearing the naing theing the name Ethe name Epaenetus, paenetus, an Ephesiaan Ephesian, exists n, exists ((CILCIL 6.17171), 6.17171), its ident its identification ification with the Ewith the Epaenetus opEEpaenetus Epaenetus of Romans of Romans is impossiis impossible.ble.ble.

A Christian whom Paul greets as “my beloved” and “the first convert in Asia” 
(Rom. 16:5). Epaenetus probably belonged to the house church of Prisca and 
Aquila and was converted by them or Paul. At the time of Paul’s greeting (ca. 58 
C.E.), Epaenetus probably lived in Rome. Although a Roman inscription bearing 
the name Epaenetus, an Ephesian, exists (CIL 6.17171), its identification with the 
Epaenetus of Romans is impossible.
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EPAPHRASEPAPHRAS (Gk.  (Gk. EpaphraésEpaphraés)))

EPAPHRAS (Gk. Epaphraés)

A ColossiaA Colossian whom Paun whom Paul describel describes as “belos as “beloved fellowved fellow servant,” servant,” “faithful “faithful minister  minister of Christ,of of Christ,of Christ,” “servant” “servant of Christ of Christ Jesus” (C Jesus” (Col. 1:7; 4ol. 1:7; 4:12-13), a:12-13), and “fellownd “fellow prisoner” prisoner” (Phlm. 23 (Phlm (Phlm. 23)(Phlm. 23). That his. That his name appe name appears at thears at the head of t head of the list inhe list in Philemon  Philemon and that Pand that Paul calls aul PPaul callsPaul calls him  him douílosdouílos and  and syéndoulossyéndoulos,, terms use terms used for himsd for himself but inelf but infrequentlyfrequently of others infrequentlyinfrequentinfrequently of othely of others, indicars, indicate Paul’s te Paul’s high regarhigh regard for him.d for him. Epaphras  Epaphras founded thfounded the Colossiae Ce Colossian Colossian church (Cochurch (Col. 1:7), bl. 1:7), brought newrought news of it tos of it to Paul (vv. Paul (vv. 4–8), and 4–8), and bore resp bore responsibilityonsrespresponsibiresponsibility for ility for it and perht and perhaps Laodicaps Laodicea and Hieea and Hierapolis (4rapolis (4:13). His :13). His “earnest p“earnest prayer” rayepprayer” prayer” (agonizoœm(agonizoœmenos)enos) for those for those churches  churches is indicatis indicated by the ed by the same term same term used to deuseused to deused to describe Jesscribe Jesus’ prayerus’ prayer in the ga in the garden of Gerden of Gethsemane athsemane and Paul’s nd Paul’s own struggown struggles for thlestruggstruggles struggles for the gofor the gospel (Col.spel (Col. 1:29). Ep 1:29). Epaphras praaphras prays that thys that the Colossiae Colossians will bens will be mature  mat mature mature (téleioi)(téleioi) and fully and fully assured  assured (pepleärop(pepleärophoreäménoihoreäménoi)) in the wi in the will of God ll of God (Col. 4:12(Co(Col. 4:12(Col. 4:12), terms a), terms alluding tolluding to rival tea rival teachers in Cchers in Colossae. Eolossae. Epaphras’ ppaphras’ prayer, likrayer, like Paul’s (e Paule Paul’s (CoPaul’s (Col. 1:3-12)l. 1:3-12), opposes , opposes their “phitheir “philosophy” (losophy” (2:8). Paul2:8). Paul’s confide’s confidence in andnce in and commendat com commendaticommendation of Epapon of Epaphas raise has raise his statushis status among the among the Colossian Colossians and insps and inspire their ire their confidencecconfidenceconfidence in him (a in him (as opposed s opposed to the falto the false teacherse teachers). Epaphrs). Epaphras is perhas is perhaps an abraps an abridgement oidgabrabridgemenabridgement of Epapht of Epaphroditus, broditus, but no evidut no evidence conneence connects him wicts him with the Epath the Epaphroditus phroditusEpaEpaphroditEpaphroditus of Philus of Phil. 2:25; 4:. 2:25; 4:18.18.18.

A Colossian whom Paul describes as “beloved fellow servant,” “faithful minister 



of Christ,” “servant of Christ Jesus” (Col. 1:7; 4:12-13), and “fellow prisoner” 
(Phlm. 23). That his name appears at the head of the list in Philemon and that 
Paul calls him douílos and syéndoulos, terms used for himself but 
infrequently of others, indicate Paul’s high regard for him. Epaphras founded the 
Colossian church (Col. 1:7), brought news of it to Paul (vv. 4–8), and bore 
responsibility for it and perhaps Laodicea and Hierapolis (4:13). His “earnest 
prayer” (agonizoœmenos) for those churches is indicated by the same term 
used to describe Jesus’ prayer in the garden of Gethsemane and Paul’s own 
struggles for the gospel (Col. 1:29). Epaphras prays that the Colossians will be 
mature (téleioi) and fully assured (pepleärophoreäménoi) in the will of God 
(Col. 4:12), terms alluding to rival teachers in Colossae. Epaphras’ prayer, like 
Paul’s (Col. 1:3-12), opposes their “philosophy” (2:8). Paul’s confidence in and 
commendation of Epaphas raise his status among the Colossians and inspire their 
confidence in him (as opposed to the false teachers). Epaphras is perhaps an 
abridgement of Epaphroditus, but no evidence connects him with the 
Epaphroditus of Phil. 2:25; 4:18.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. E. HiebD. E. Hiebert, “Epapert, “Epaphras, Man hras, Man of Prayer,of Prayer,” ” BSacBSac 136 (1979 136 (1979): 54–64.): 54): 54–64.54–64.54–64.

Bibliography. D. E. Hiebert, “Epaphras, Man of Prayer,” BSac 136 (1979): 
54–64.
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EPAPHRODITEPAPHRODITUSUS (Gk.  (Gk. EpaphroœdiEpaphroœditostos)))

EPAPHRODITUS (Gk. Epaphroœditos)

A ChristiaA Christian sent by n sent by the Philipthe Philippian churcpian church to delivh to deliver gifts ter gifts to the impro the imprisoned Pauisoned Paul and helpl andl and help hand help him (Phil. im (Phil. 4:18). Epa4:18). Epaphroditus phroditus then becamthen became ill and e ill and nearly dienearly died. Paul cad. Paul called him hlled cacalled himcalled him his broth his brother, fellower, fellow worker (G worker (Gk. k. synergoœssynergoœs), fellow ), fellow soldier soldier (systratio(systratio(systratio(systratioœéteäs),œéteäs), and the P and the Philippianshilippians’ messenge’ messenger r (apoœstolo(apoœstolos)s) and minis and minister ter (leitourgo((leitourgo(leitourgoœs)œs) to him (P to him (Phil. 2:25-hil. 2:25-30). The t30). The terms signierms signify Paul’s fy Paul’s recognitiorecognition of Epaphn of Epapn of EpaphroditEpaphroditus’ exemplus’ exemplary sacrifary sacrificial servicial service to himice to him on behalf on behalf of the go of the gospel. Epapspel. Epaphroditus whroEpapEpaphroditEpaphroditus was a cus was a common persommon personal name onal name in the 1stin the 1st century  century C.E.C.E., related , related to the namto the to the name othe name of the Greef the Greek goddess k goddess of love, Aof love, Aphrodite, phrodite, and may shand may shed light oed light on his famin his family backgrolyfamifamily bacfamily background.kground.kground.

A Christian sent by the Philippian church to deliver gifts to the imprisoned Paul 
and help him (Phil. 4:18). Epaphroditus then became ill and nearly died. Paul 
called him his brother, fellow worker (Gk. synergoœs), fellow soldier 
(systratioœéteäs), and the Philippians’ messenger (apoœstolos) and minister 
(leitourgoœs) to him (Phil. 2:25-30). The terms signify Paul’s recognition of 
Epaphroditus’ exemplary sacrificial service to him on behalf of the gospel. 
Epaphroditus was a common personal name in the 1st century C.E., related to 
the name of the Greek goddess of love, Aphrodite, and may shed light on his 
family background.

�Paul referPaul refers to an Eps to an Epaphras as aphras as his fellowhis fellow prisoner  prisoner (Phlm. 23)(Phlm. 23) and ident and identifies an Eifies an Epaphras ofpEEpaphras oEpaphras of Colossaef Colossae as a belo as a beloved fellowved fellow servant  servant (syéndoulo(syéndoulos)s) and faith and faithful ministful ministful minister minister (diaékonos(diaékonos)) and serva and servant nt (douílos)(douílos) of Christ of Christ (Col. 1:7 (Col. 1:7; 4:12). W; 4:12). While the nhile thehile the name Ethe name Epaphras copaphras could be a suld be a shortened fhortened form of Epaorm of Epaphroditus,phroditus, the latte the latter was mostr was mosr was most likelmost likely a Philipy a Philippian, not pian, not a Colossiaa Colossian.n.n.

Paul refers to an Epaphras as his fellow prisoner (Phlm. 23) and identifies an 
Epaphras of Colossae as a beloved fellow servant (syéndoulos) and faithful 
minister (diaékonos) and servant (douílos) of Christ (Col. 1:7; 4:12). While 
the name Epaphras could be a shortened form of Epaphroditus, the latter was 
most likely a Philippian, not a Colossian.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. A. CulpR. A. Culpepper, “Coepper, “Co-Workers i-Workers in Sufferinn Suffering: Philippg: Philippians 2:19-ians 2:19-30,” 32:19-2:19-30,” 2:19-30,” RevExpRevExp 77 (1980) 77 (1980): 349–58.: 349–58.: 349–58.

Bibliography. R. A. Culpepper, “Co-Workers in Suffering: Philippians 
2:19-30,” RevExp 77 (1980): 349–58.
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EPHAHEPHAH (Heb.  (Heb. }eîp�a®}eîp�a®) ) (MEASURE)(MEASURE)(MEASURE)



EPHAH (Heb. }eîp�a® ) (MEASURE)

A dry measA dry measure, 10 tiure, 10 times the simes the size of an oze of an omer (Exod.mer (Exod. 16:36). P 16:36). Precise volrecise volume is uncume is uncertain; aneuncuncertain;uncertain; an ephah  an ephah equals 10–equals 10–20 l. (2.620 l. (2.6–5.3 gal.)–5.3 gal.) or one-th or one-third to twoird to two-thirds of-thirds of a bushel  a bu a bushel andbushel and is equal  is equal to the liqto the liquid bath (uid bath (Ezek. 45:1Ezek. 45:11). The te1). The term also derm also designates asignates a container con container container with the cwith the capacity ofapacity of an ephah  an ephah (Zech. 5:6(Zech. 5:6-10).-10).-10).

A dry measure, 10 times the size of an omer (Exod. 16:36). Precise volume is 
uncertain; an ephah equals 10–20 l. (2.6–5.3 gal.) or one-third to two-thirds of a 
bushel and is equal to the liquid bath (Ezek. 45:11). The term also designates a 
container with the capacity of an ephah (Zech. 5:6-10).
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EPHAHEPHAH (Heb.  (Heb. {eîp�a®{eîp�a®) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

EPHAH (Heb. {eîp�a® ) (PERSON)

�1.1. One of th One of the sons of e sons of Midian (GeMidian (Gen. 25:4; 1n. 25:4; 1 Chr. 1:33 Chr. 1:33). The nam). The name presumabe presumably designaly dly designatesdesignates a Midiani a Midianite tribe, te tribe, from the rfrom the region SE oegion SE of Palestinf Palestine along the along the northease northeast shore oft shot shore of tshore of the Gulf ofhe Gulf of Aqaba. Th Aqaba. The tribe wae tribe was famous fs famous for raisingor raising camels (I camels (Isa. 60:6).sa. 60:6).

1. One of the sons of Midian (Gen. 25:4; 1 Chr. 1:33). The name presumably 
designates a Midianite tribe, from the region SE of Palestine along the northeast 
shore of the Gulf of Aqaba. The tribe was famous for raising camels (Isa. 60:6).

�2.2. Caleb’s c Caleb’s concubine, oncubine, mother of mother of Haran, MozHaran, Moza, and Gaza, and Gazez (1 Chr.ez (1 Chr. 2:46). 2:46). 2:46).

2. Caleb’s concubine, mother of Haran, Moza, and Gazez (1 Chr. 2:46).

�3.3. A son of  A son of Jahdai (1 Jahdai (1 Chr. 2:47)Chr. 2:47). Although. Although no parent no parentage is proage is provided, thevided, the context s conte context sucontext suggests he ggests he is a membeis a member of the Cr of the Calebite coalebite community.mmunity.mmunity.

3. A son of Jahdai (1 Chr. 2:47). Although no parentage is provided, the 
context suggests he is a member of the Calebite community.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. A. KnauE. A. Knauf, “Midianf, “Midianites and Iites and Ishmaelitesshmaelites,” in ,” in Midian, MoMidian, Moab, and Edab, anab, and Edom,and Edom, ed. J. F. ed. J. F. A. Sawyer A. Sawyer and D. J. and D. J. A. Clines A. Clines. JSOTSup . JSOTSup 24 (Sheffi24 (Sheffield, 1983)eld, 1983), 147–62., 147, 147–62.147–62.147–62.

Bibliography. E. A. Knauf, “Midianites and Ishmaelites,” in Midian, Moab, 
and Edom, ed. J. F. A. Sawyer and D. J. A. Clines. JSOTSup 24 (Sheffield, 1983), 
147–62.
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EPHAIEPHAI (Heb.  (Heb. {eîp�ay{eîp�ay)))

EPHAI (Heb. {eîp�ay )

A NetophatA Netophathite whosehite whose sons were sons were among the among the “leaders  “leaders of the forof the forces” who cces” who came to Gedame toame to Gedaliato Gedaliah at Mizpah at Mizpah followinh following the fallg the fall of Jerusa of Jerusalem (Jer. lem (Jer. 40:8). The40:8). There the entre the entire assembire asire assembly wassembly was murdereas murdered by Ishmad by Ishmael, the soel, the son of Nethan of Nethaniah (Jer.niah (Jer. 41:1-3).  41:1-3). In the parIn the parallel accoalparparallel aparallel account (2 ccount (2 Kgs. 25:23Kgs. 25:23) “the son) “the sons of Ephais of Ephai” are omit” are omitted.ted.

A Netophathite whose sons were among the “leaders of the forces” who came 
to Gedaliah at Mizpah following the fall of Jerusalem (Jer. 40:8). There the entire 
assembly was murdered by Ishmael, the son of Nethaniah (Jer. 41:1-3). In the 
parallel account (2 Kgs. 25:23) “the sons of Ephai” are omitted.

EPHEREPHER (Heb.  (Heb. {eäp�er{eäp�er)))

EPHER (Heb. {eäp�er )

�1.1. The secon The second son of Md son of Midian and idian and grandson ograndson of Abraham f Abraham and Keturaand Keturah (Gen. 25h (Gen. 25:4; 1 Chr.:2525:4; 1 Ch25:4; 1 Chr. 1:33); r. 1:33); eponymous eponymous ancestor oancestor of a Midianf a Midianite clan.ite clan.ite clan.

1. The second son of Midian and grandson of Abraham and Keturah (Gen. 
25:4; 1 Chr. 1:33); eponymous ancestor of a Midianite clan.

�2.2. The third The third son of Ez son of Ezrah and eprah and eponymous anonymous ancestor of cestor of a Judahitea Judahite clan (1 C clan (1 Chr. 4:17).hr. 4hr. 4:17).4:17).4:17).

2. The third son of Ezrah and eponymous ancestor of a Judahite clan (1 Chr. 
4:17).

�3.3. The first The first mentioned mentioned in a list in a list of “might of “mighty warriorsy warriors, famous m, famous men,” and hen,” and heads of cleads oeads of clans iof clans in the Trann the Transjordaniansjordanian half-trib half-tribe of Manase of Manasseh (1 Chrseh (1 Chr. 5:24).. 5:24).

3. The first mentioned in a list of “mighty warriors, famous men,” and heads 
of clans in the Transjordanian half-tribe of Manasseh (1 Chr. 5:24).

EPHES-DAMMEPHES-DAMMIMIM (Heb.  (Heb. }ep�es dam}ep�es dammiîmmiîm) ) (also PAS-(also PAS-DAMMIM)DAMMIM)DAMMIM)

EPHES-DAMMIM (Heb. }ep�es dammiîm ) 
(also PAS-DAMMIM)

The area iThe area in which thn which the Philistie Philistine army cane army camped as thmped as they prepareey prepared to battld to battle Saul pree Saul preceding theceprepreceding preceding the battlethe battle of David  of David and Goliatand Goliath, locatedh, located between S between Socoh and Zocoh and Zekah (1 Saekah (1 Saekah (1 Sam. 17:1)Sam. 17:1). Although. Although some scho some scholars identlars identify it witify it with modern Dh modern Damun, ca. amun, ca. 6.5 km. (46.5 km. (4 mi.) NE o (4(4 mi.) NE(4 mi.) NE of Socoh, of Socoh, the text  the text suggests isuggests it should bt should be W of Soce W of Socoh. It alsoh. It also occurs ao occurs as Pas-damms Pas Pas-dammimPas-dammim, where El, where Eleazar, oneeazar, one of David’ of David’s Mighty Ms Mighty Men, foughten, fought alongside alongside David in  David in David in the midin the midst of a bast of a barley fieldrley field (1 Chr. 1 (1 Chr. 11:13).1:13).1:13).

The area in which the Philistine army camped as they prepared to battle Saul 
preceding the battle of David and Goliath, located between Socoh and Zekah (1 
Sam. 17:1). Although some scholars identify it with modern Damun, ca. 6.5 km. 
(4 mi.) NE of Socoh, the text suggests it should be W of Socoh. It also occurs as 
Pas-dammim, where Eleazar, one of David’s Mighty Men, fought alongside David 



in the midst of a barley field (1 Chr. 11:13).
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EPHESIANSEPHESIANS (Gk.  (Gk. Ephésioi),Ephésioi),  LETTER TO LETTER TO THETHETHE

EPHESIANS (Gk. Ephésioi), 
LETTER TO THE

A letter aA letter attributed ttributed to the Apoto the Apostle Paul,stle Paul, but actua but actually not wrlly not written to titten to the Ephesiahe Ephesians. The wons. Tns. The words The words “in Ephesu“in Ephesus” in modes” in modern translarn translations of Etions of Eph. 1:1 arph. 1:1 are missing e missing in the earin the earliest and lieearearliest aearliest and best annd best ancient manucient manuscripts. Ascripts. Also, the slso, the statement itatement in 3:2 thatn 3:2 that the reade the readers “have hrs “hrs “have hear“have heard” of Pauld” of Paul’s apostol’s apostolic ministric ministry (as oppoy (as opposed to havsed to having a persing a personal acquaonal acquaintance wiintacquaacquaintanacquaintance with hice with him) conflicm) conflicts with Acts with Acts, which ts, which reports threports that Paul miat Paul ministered tnistered there for ahertthere for there for almost thralmost three years. ee years. Most likelMost likely the letty the letter was orier was originally a ginally a circular lcircular letter to vetter tetter to variousto various gentile c gentile churches, phurches, probably inrobably in western A western Asia Minor.sia Minor. Some scho Some scholars have lars have identifiedididentifiedidentified Ephesians Ephesians with “the with “the letter fr letter from Laodiceom Laodicea” (Col. 4a” (Col. 4:16), but :16), but this is dothis is doubtful. Itubtfudodoubtful. doubtful. It may havIt may have been wrie been written for atten for a general a general audience ofudience of Gentile C Gentile Christians hristians and at somandand at somand at some point coe point come to be ame to be associated ssociated with Epheswith Ephesus, but hous, but how this hapw this happened is upened is upened is uncertain.uncertain. Possibly, Possibly, the lette the letter circulatr circulated from Eped from Ephesus to chesus to churches inhurches in outlying  outlying regions; oregioregions; oregions; or perhaps,r perhaps, when Paul when Paul’s letters’s letters were bein were being collecteg collected, it was d, it was convenientconvenient to assign to to assign to assign an unaddrean unaddressed Paulissed Pauline letter ne letter to the chuto the church where rch where Paul had aPaul had a lengthy m lengthy ministry buinmministry bministry but which hut which had no othead no other letter ar letter addressed tddressed to it.o it.

A letter attributed to the Apostle Paul, but actually not written to the Ephesians. 
The words “in Ephesus” in modern translations of Eph. 1:1 are missing in the 
earliest and best ancient manuscripts. Also, the statement in 3:2 that the readers 
“have heard” of Paul’s apostolic ministry (as opposed to having a personal 
acquaintance with him) conflicts with Acts, which reports that Paul ministered 
there for almost three years. Most likely the letter was originally a circular letter 
to various gentile churches, probably in western Asia Minor. Some scholars have 
identified Ephesians with “the letter from Laodicea” (Col. 4:16), but this is 
doubtful. It may have been written for a general audience of Gentile Christians 
and at some point come to be associated with Ephesus, but how this happened is 
uncertain. Possibly, the letter circulated from Ephesus to churches in outlying 
regions; or perhaps, when Paul’s letters were being collected, it was convenient 
to assign an unaddressed Pauline letter to the church where Paul had a lengthy 
ministry but which had no other letter addressed to it.
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After the After the prescript prescript (1:1–2) co(1:1–2) come a eulogme a eulogy praisingy praising God for t God for the spirituhe spiritual benefital benefits the Gents ths the Gentilthe Gentiles have rees have received thrceived through God’sough God’s work in C work in Christ (1:3hrist (1:3–14) and a–14) and a prayer of prayer of thanks an ofof thanks of thanks and petitiand petition for theon for their spirituir spiritual enlightal enlightenment regenment regarding thoarding those benefitse benefits (1:15–23s (1:1s (1:15–23).(1:15–23). Then, in  Then, in an anamnesan anamnesis (recallis (recalling of theing of the past to i past to inform presnform present attituent attitudes or actdes odes or actionsor actions), the rea), the readers’ pastders’ past (spiritua (spiritual deadnessl deadness and exclu and exclusion) is csion) is contrasted ontrasted with theirwith with theirwith their present ( present (spiritual spiritual life and ilife and inclusion) nclusion) and they aand they are told tore told to “remember “remember” in order” in ” in order tin order to appreciao appreciate what Gote what God has doned has done for them  for them (2:1–22). (2:1–22). More petitMore petitionary praionary praionary prayer folprayer follows, for lows, for power leadpower leading to eveing to even greater n greater spiritual spiritual benefits (benefits (3:1, 14–193:1, 14–19). Interru). In). InterruptiInterrupting the prang the prayer is a lyer is a long digresong digression on Pasion on Paul as aposul as apostle to thetle to the Gentiles  Gentiles and ministand mand minister ominister of the gospf the gospel (3:2–13el (3:2–13) showing ) showing the cruciathe crucial role he l role he has playedhas played in mediat in mediating the kning mediatmediating mediating the knowlethe knowledge of thedge of the “mystery  “mystery of Christ.of Christ.” A doxolo” A doxology (3:20–2gy (3:20–21) closes 1) closes 1) closes thecloses the first mai first main part of n part of the letterthe letter. Exhortat. Exhortation concerion concerning the Cning the Christian lhristian life makes ife mife makes up tmakes up the second he second main part.main part. Christian Christians should “s should “walk worthwalk worthily” of thily” of their callineir calling, preservg, callincalling, pcalling, preserving reserving the unity the unity of the Spiof the Spirit througrit through love (4:h love (4:1–16), and1–16), and not “walk not “walk as the Ge as th as the Gentilthe Gentiles” but ases” but as those who those who are renew are renewed (4:17–2ed (4:17–24). Instru4). Instructions aboctions about specifiut specific kinds ofc specifispecific kspecific kinds of beinds of behavior arehavior are given (5: given (5:1–20), the1–20), then rules gon rules governing reverning relationshiplationships in the as in ts in the ancienthe ancient householt household (5:21—6:d (5:21—6:9). A fina9). A final appeal il appeal is made to s made to prepare foprepare for spirituar spiritual battle, l bl battle, anbattle, and in lightd in light of it, to of it, to pray (6:1 pray (6:10–20). The0–20). The letter en letter ending contading contains a commins a commendation oendatcommcommendaticommendation of Tychon of Tychicus and aicus and a benedicti benediction (6:21–2on (6:21–24). The le4). The letter thus tter thus falls intofalls into two basic tw two basic two basic parts, a mparts, a more theoloore theological partgical part, followed, followed by parene by parenesis develosis developing the pping the practical iracppractical practical implicatioimplications of the ns of the theology (theology (cf. Romanscf. Romans, Galatian, Galatians).s).

After the prescript (1:1–2) come a eulogy praising God for the spiritual benefits 
the Gentiles have received through God’s work in Christ (1:3–14) and a prayer 
of thanks and petition for their spiritual enlightenment regarding those benefits 
(1:15–23). Then, in an anamnesis (recalling of the past to inform present attitudes 
or actions), the readers’ past (spiritual deadness and exclusion) is contrasted 
with their present (spiritual life and inclusion) and they are told to “remember” 
in order to appreciate what God has done for them (2:1–22). More petitionary 
prayer follows, for power leading to even greater spiritual benefits (3:1, 14–19). 
Interrupting the prayer is a long digression on Paul as apostle to the Gentiles and 
minister of the gospel (3:2–13) showing the crucial role he has played in 
mediating the knowledge of the “mystery of Christ.” A doxology (3:20–21) 
closes the first main part of the letter. Exhortation concerning the Christian life 
makes up the second main part. Christians should “walk worthily” of their 
calling, preserving the unity of the Spirit through love (4:1–16), and not “walk as 
the Gentiles” but as those who are renewed (4:17–24). Instructions about 
specific kinds of behavior are given (5:1–20), then rules governing relationships in 
the ancient household (5:21—6:9). A final appeal is made to prepare for spiritual 
battle, and in light of it, to pray (6:10–20). The letter ending contains a 



commendation of Tychicus and a benediction (6:21–24). The letter thus falls into 
two basic parts, a more theological part, followed by parenesis developing the 
practical implications of the theology (cf. Romans, Galatians).

Occasion, Occasion, Purpose, aPurpose, and Literarnd Literary Classifiy Classificationcation

Occasion, Purpose, and Literary Classification

The occasiThe occasion and puron and purpose of Eppose of Ephesians arhesians are matters e matters of debate.of debate. Errant te Errant teaching andaching and persecuti andand persecand persecution are ution are suggested suggested occasions occasions (cf. 4:14;(cf. 4:14; 6:10–17). 6:10–17). Other sug Other suggestions mgestions make a moreakmmake a mormake a more general e general appeal to appeal to the text, the text, e.g., thate.g., that Ephesians Ephesians was writt was written (1) as en (1) as an apologyan aan apology toapology to show the  show the connectionconnection of the Ch of the Church with urch with Judaism anJudaism and thus to d thus to counteractcounteraccounteractcounteract embarrass embarrassment over ment over the Churchthe Church’s relativ’s relatively late aely late appearance;ppearance; (2) as a  (2) as a polemic topopolemic topolemic to deal with deal with a crisis  a crisis over the uover the unity betwenity between Jewish en Jewish and Gentiland Gentile Christiae Christians in whicns ChristiaChristiansChristians in which  in which Jewish ChrJewish Christianity istianity was being was being marginalizmarginalized by a bued by a burgeoning Grgeoning Gentile ChrenGGentile ChGentile Christianityristianity; and (3) ; and (3) as a polemas a polemic to dealic to deal with the  with the threat of threat of syncretistsyncretistic use of ic useic use of maguse of magical practical practices by Chices by Christians. ristians. All of theAll of these are verse are very speculaty speculative, and live, and lack a compack a cack a compellingcompelling basis in  basis in the text.the text.the text.

The occasion and purpose of Ephesians are matters of debate. Errant teaching 
and persecution are suggested occasions (cf. 4:14; 6:10–17). Other suggestions 
make a more general appeal to the text, e.g., that Ephesians was written (1) as an 
apology to show the connection of the Church with Judaism and thus to 
counteract embarrassment over the Church’s relatively late appearance; (2) as a 
polemic to deal with a crisis over the unity between Jewish and Gentile 
Christians in which Jewish Christianity was being marginalized by a burgeoning 
Gentile Christianity; and (3) as a polemic to deal with the threat of syncretistic 
use of magical practices by Christians. All of these are very speculative, and lack a 
compelling basis in the text.

�According According to 3:2–4 tto 3:2–4 the addresshe addressees, who hees, who have only “ave only “heard” of heard” of Paul’s apoPaul’s apostolic offstolic apoapostolic apostolic office, wioffice, will be ablell be able to percei to perceive Paul’s ve Paul’s insight ininsight into “the myto “the mystery of Cstery of Christ” by hrist” bhrist” by readingby reading what he “ what he “wrote abovwrote above in a fewe in a few words.” T words.” This suggeshis suggests that thts that the primary e primary purpose anppurpose anpurpose and occasiond occasion of Ephesi of Ephesians is to ans is to further thfurther the readers’e readers’ understan understanding of anding of and rooting d anand rootinand rooting in Paul’g in Paul’s gospel, s gospel, given theigiven their lack of r lack of personal apersonal acquaintanccquaintance with hime with him. “The mys. “Th. “The myste“The mystery of Chriry of Christ” refersst” refers to the di to the divinely revvinely revealed trutealed truth, beyond h, beyond all human all human imaginatioimimaginatioimagination, that thn, that the Gentilese Gentiles are “fell are “fellow heirs, ow heirs, members ofmembers of the same  the same body, and body, and sharers inshsharers insharers in the promi the promise in Chrise in Christ Jesus tst Jesus through thehrough the gospel” ( gospel” (3:6). Thos3:6). Those who weree who were excluded  e excluded aexcluded and withoutnd without hope are  hope are now includnow included as fulled as full participa participants in salnts in salvation. Pavation. Paul was entul wul was entruswas entrusted with pted with preaching treaching this mysterhis mystery (3:7), ay (3:7), and the prend the present lettesent letter is portrr is portrayed as anayeportrportrayed portrayed as an atteas an attempt to carmpt to carry on thatry on that task from task from a prison  a prison cell (3:1;cell (3:1; 4:1). The 4:1). The letter is lett letter is letter is written towritten to Gentile C Gentile Christians hristians who have awho have already beelready been evangelin evangelized and arzed and are thus alre te thus alreathus already incorpody incorporated intorated into the new u the new unity of Jenity of Jews and Genws and Gentiles in Ctiles in Christ; buthrist; but they have th they have they have not been enot been evangelizedvangelized or taught or taught by Paul.  by Paul. Thus EphesThus Ephesians takesians takes the oppor the opportunity to topporopportunitopportunity to infory to inform them morm them more fully ofe fully of their equ their equality and ality and unity withunity with Jewish be Jewish believers anlievbebelievers believers and of theand of the riches th riches that are nowat are now theirs in theirs in Christ, a Christ, and to drawnd to draw out the p out the practical iractppractical practical implicatioimplications of theins of their positionr position in Christ in Christ. The lett. The letter ensureser ensures that Paul that Paul’s special’s spec’s special lespecial legacy will gacy will not be losnot be lost to such t to such gentile regentile readers. Thiaders. This explanats explanation seems ion seems to have thto hato have the bhave the best foothoest foothold in the ld in the text.text.text.

According to 3:2–4 the addressees, who have only “heard” of Paul’s 
apostolic office, will be able to perceive Paul’s insight into “the mystery of Christ” 
by reading what he “wrote above in a few words.” This suggests that the primary 
purpose and occasion of Ephesians is to further the readers’ understanding of 
and rooting in Paul’s gospel, given their lack of personal acquaintance with him. 
“The mystery of Christ” refers to the divinely revealed truth, beyond all human 
imagination, that the Gentiles are “fellow heirs, members of the same body, and 
sharers in the promise in Christ Jesus through the gospel” (3:6). Those who were 
excluded and without hope are now included as full participants in salvation. Paul 
was entrusted with preaching this mystery (3:7), and the present letter is 
portrayed as an attempt to carry on that task from a prison cell (3:1; 4:1). The 
letter is written to Gentile Christians who have already been evangelized and are 
thus already incorporated into the new unity of Jews and Gentiles in Christ; but 
they have not been evangelized or taught by Paul. Thus Ephesians takes the 
opportunity to inform them more fully of their equality and unity with Jewish 
believers and of the riches that are now theirs in Christ, and to draw out the 
practical implications of their position in Christ. The letter ensures that Paul’s 
special legacy will not be lost to such gentile readers. This explanation seems to 
have the best foothold in the text.

�A related A related question iquestion is the texts the text’s literar’s literary classifiy classification. Iscation. Is it a lett it a letter, or somer, or something elsethinsomsomething something else disguelse disguised as a ised as a letter, e.letter, e.g., a wisdg., a wisdom speech,om speech, a theolog a theological essayical essay, a dogmat, a do, a dogmatics dogmatics in draft fin draft form, a homorm, a homily for a ily for a baptismal baptismal occasion, occasion, a meditatia meditation, an inton, an introduction roduintintroductiintroduction to a neon to a newly-formedwly-formed collectio collection of Paul’n of Paul’s letters?s letters? If it is  If it is a true leta true letter, of whter, of wter, of what kind?what kind? Some have Some have compared  compared it with thit with the Greek lee Greek letter of cotter of congratulatingratulations (epideons (epideons (epideicti(epideictic letter) c letter) that uses that uses praise to praise to reinforce reinforce certain vacertain values, in tlues, in this case chis case congratulatongratuccongratulacongratulating the rting the readers on eaders on their new their new state in Cstate in Christ to shrist to strengthen trengthen their apprtheir appreciation feciaapprappreciatiappreciation for theon for the gospel. I gospel. It can alsot can also be compar be compared with thed with the Greek lee Greek letter of adtter of advice (delivicadadvice (deadvice (deliberativeliberative letter) t letter) that seeks hat seeks to encourato encourage certainge certain behavior. behavior. It seems  It seems best to vibest best to vibest to view Ephesiaew Ephesians as an ans as an actual lettctual letter, but oner, but one that blee that blends variounds various rhetorics rhetorical, liturgal, lital, liturgicalliturgical, and trad, and traditional elitional elements to ements to accomplishaccomplish its speci its specific purposfic purpose.e.

A related question is the text’s literary classification. Is it a letter, or 
something else disguised as a letter, e.g., a wisdom speech, a theological essay, a 
dogmatics in draft form, a homily for a baptismal occasion, a meditation, an 
introduction to a newly-formed collection of Paul’s letters? If it is a true letter, of 
what kind? Some have compared it with the Greek letter of congratulations 



(epideictic letter) that uses praise to reinforce certain values, in this case 
congratulating the readers on their new state in Christ to strengthen their 
appreciation for the gospel. It can also be compared with the Greek letter of 
advice (deliberative letter) that seeks to encourage certain behavior. It seems 
best to view Ephesians as an actual letter, but one that blends various rhetorical, 
liturgical, and traditional elements to accomplish its specific purpose.

TheologicaTheological Themesl Themes

Theological Themes

In line wiIn line with the purth the purpose of repose of reinforcing inforcing the spiritthe spiritual benefiual benefits gentilets gentile believers believers have rece have r have received treceived through inchrough incorporationorporation into Chri into Christ, Ephesist, Ephesians draws ans draws attention attention to their sto their spiritual rpirsspiritual spiritual resurrectiresurrection and exaon and exaltation wiltation with Christ th Christ in the heain the heavenly placvenly places, their es, their salvation salvatisalvation salvation by grace tby grace through faihrough faith apart fth apart from works,rom works, and their and their reconcili reconciliation to Gation to God throughod GGod througGod through Christ’sh Christ’s death “in death “in one body. one body.” The domi” The dominant soternant soteriological iological categoriescategoriescategoriescategories are union are union with Chri with Christ and recst and reconciliatioonciliation (e.g., an (e.g., as opposed s opposed to justifito justification). Tcationjustifijustificatjustification). The ion). The horizontalhorizontal aspect of aspect of reconcili reconciliation — thation — that Jews anat Jews and Gentilesd Gentiles are recon are  are reconcare reconciled to oniled to one another e another in Christ in Christ — is promi— is prominent and inent and is developes developed in 2:11–d in 2:11–22. By his22:11–2:11–22. B2:11–22. By his deaty his death Christ dh Christ destroyed testroyed the law thahe law that functiont functioned as a “ded as a “dividing waividing wall” betweell” wawall” betwwall” between Jews aeen Jews and Gentilend Gentiles and creas and created “one nted “one new person,ew person,” the Chur” the Church. Other ch. Othch. Other metaOther metaphors for phors for the Churchthe Church as this n as this new unity aew unity are buildinre building, househog, household, holy tld, holy temple, briettemple, brtemple, bride of Chride of Christ, and bist, and body.ody.ody.

In line with the purpose of reinforcing the spiritual benefits gentile believers have 
received through incorporation into Christ, Ephesians draws attention to their 
spiritual resurrection and exaltation with Christ in the heavenly places, their 
salvation by grace through faith apart from works, and their reconciliation to 
God through Christ’s death “in one body.” The dominant soteriological 
categories are union with Christ and reconciliation (e.g., as opposed to 
justification). The horizontal aspect of reconciliation — that Jews and Gentiles 
are reconciled to one another in Christ — is prominent and is developed in 
2:11–22. By his death Christ destroyed the law that functioned as a “dividing 
wall” between Jews and Gentiles and created “one new person,” the Church. 
Other metaphors for the Church as this new unity are building, household, holy 
temple, bride of Christ, and body.

�Ephesians Ephesians also develalso develops the thops the theme of unieme of unity by drawty by drawing on theing on the exaltatio exaltation and enthn and en and enthronemeenthronement of Chrint of Christ. Here tst. Here the Paulinehe Pauline metaphor  metaphor of the Chuof the Church as therch as the body of C body of  body of Christ of Christ is expandeis expanded to includ to include the notde the notion of theion of the exalted C exalted Christ as “hrist as “head” of thead” of the “body” he “he “body” in “body” in a figuratia figurative sense. ve sense. Ephesians Ephesians tailors ittailors its notion os notion of the “Chuf the “Church” to thrch” to this broaderis brois broader inbroader interest in terest in unity, usiunity, using ng ekkleäsiíaekkleäsiía for the c for the church univhurch universal, notersal, not the local the local congregat locallocal conglocal congregation. regation. The intereThe interest in unitst in unity also exty also extends to thends to the whole coe whole cosmos: Chrismos: Christ is “heastChriChrist is Christ is “head” ove“head” over “all thir “all things,” headngs,” head of a cosm of a cosmic unity tic unity that is thehat is the final goa final goal of God’sl of Gol of God’s workGod’s work in Christ in Christ, made kno, made known throughwn through the Churc the Church. It is Gh. It is God’s purpood’s purpose to “sumse to “suse to “sum up al“sum up all things il things in Christ” n Christ” as their has their head. Chrisead. Christology, ectology, ecclesiologyclesiology, and esch, and eschatology aratoloescheschatologeschatology are thusy are thus closely w closely wedded in Eedded in Ephesians.phesians.phesians.

Ephesians also develops the theme of unity by drawing on the exaltation and 
enthronement of Christ. Here the Pauline metaphor of the Church as the body 
of Christ is expanded to include the notion of the exalted Christ as “head” of the 
“body” in a figurative sense. Ephesians tailors its notion of the “Church” to this 
broader interest in unity, using ekkleäsiía for the church universal, not the 
local congregation. The interest in unity also extends to the whole cosmos: 
Christ is “head” over “all things,” head of a cosmic unity that is the final goal of 
God’s work in Christ, made known through the Church. It is God’s purpose to 
“sum up all things in Christ” as their head. Christology, ecclesiology, and 
eschatology are thus closely wedded in Ephesians.

�In keepingIn keeping with its  with its emphasis oemphasis on the exaln the exaltation andtation and enthronem enthronement of Chrent of Christ, the list, thist, the letterthe letter stresses  stresses the presenthe present realizatt realization of salion of salvation forvation for those who those who belong to belong to Christ, e Chr Christ, esChrist, especially ipecially in the emphn the emphatic referatic references to sences to salvation aalvation as a past es a past event (2:5,vent (2:5, 8), and t 8), an 8), and to co-and to co-resurrectiresurrection and co-on and co-seating wiseating with Christ th Christ as having as having already taalready taken place ken place (2:6). The(2:(2:6). The(2:6). The grandeur  grandeur and gracioand graciousness of usness of this salvathis salvation are htion are highlightedighlighted by the fa by the fact that itct thct that it isthat it is rooted in rooted in God’s ete God’s eternal counsrnal counsel, predesel, predestination, tination, election oelection of believerf believers before ts befos before thebefore the foundatio foundation of the wn of the world, and orld, and preparing preparing beforehandbeforehand the good  the good works theyworks theworks they are tthey are to walk in.o walk in. God’s sav God’s saving purposing purposes, howevees, however, are notr, are not yet compl yet completely realetely realized; Epheizerealrealized; realized; Ephesians Ephesians retains a retains a future escfuture eschatologicahatological perspectl perspective alongsive alongside the stide the stress on prress oress on presenton present fulfillme fulfillment. Believnt. Believers are “mers are “marked witharked with the seal  the seal of the proof the promised Holymised Holy Spirit” a Sp Spirit” asSpirit” as a “pledge a “pledge of our in of our inheritance.heritance.” The Chur” The Church has yetch has yet to attain to attain to “the u to “the unity of thnity uunity of tunity of the faith,”he faith,” to full m to full maturity. Caturity. Christians hristians must stillmust still “put on t “put on the whole ahe whole armor of Gormor ormor of God” toof God” to wage spir wage spiritual battitual battle againstle against the schem the schemes of the es of the devil. Nevdevil. Nevertheless,ertheless, Ephesians Eph Ephesians’Ephesians’ stress on stress on realized  realized eschatologeschatology leads toy leads to an omissi an omission of the on of the mention ofmention of the retur th the returnthe return of Christ of Christ found in  found in Col. 3:4.Col. 3:4.

In keeping with its emphasis on the exaltation and enthronement of Christ, 
the letter stresses the present realization of salvation for those who belong to 
Christ, especially in the emphatic references to salvation as a past event (2:5, 8), 
and to co-resurrection and co-seating with Christ as having already taken place 
(2:6). The grandeur and graciousness of this salvation are highlighted by the fact 
that it is rooted in God’s eternal counsel, predestination, election of believers 
before the foundation of the world, and preparing beforehand the good works 
they are to walk in. God’s saving purposes, however, are not yet completely 
realized; Ephesians retains a future eschatological perspective alongside the stress 



on present fulfillment. Believers are “marked with the seal of the promised Holy 
Spirit” as a “pledge of our inheritance.” The Church has yet to attain to “the 
unity of the faith,” to full maturity. Christians must still “put on the whole armor 
of God” to wage spiritual battle against the schemes of the devil. Nevertheless, 
Ephesians’ stress on realized eschatology leads to an omission of the mention of 
the return of Christ found in Col. 3:4.

AuthorshipAuthorship, Dating, , Dating, and Relateand Related Questiond Questionss

Authorship, Dating, and Related Questions

In variousIn various ways Ephe ways Ephesians stansians stands apart fds apart from the eprom the epistles thaistles that are accet are accepted as aupted as authenticalltheauauthenticaauthentically Paulinlly Pauline. It orige. It originally lacinally lacked a geogked a geographical araphical address. Itddress. It does not  does not deal with deal witdeal with any cwith any congregatioongregational issuesnal issues, and may , and may not even hnot even have been wave been written forritten for a local c a local congregatioonccongregaticongregation. It is on. It is distinguisdistinguished by a rhed by a redundant aedundant and elaborand elaborate style, te style, and has a and has a significansignifsignificansignificant number ot number of words anf words and phrases d phrases that do nothat do not occur elt occur elsewhere insewhere in Paul. Its Paul. Its structure st structure structure is distincis distinctive, and tive, and some of itsome of its theologis theological perspecal perspectives arectives are uncharact uncharacteristic.eristiuncharactuncharacteuncharacteristic.ristic.ristic.

In various ways Ephesians stands apart from the epistles that are accepted as 
authentically Pauline. It originally lacked a geographical address. It does not deal 
with any congregational issues, and may not even have been written for a local 
congregation. It is distinguished by a redundant and elaborate style, and has a 
significant number of words and phrases that do not occur elsewhere in Paul. Its 
structure is distinctive, and some of its theological perspectives are 
uncharacteristic.

�Ephesians Ephesians possesses possesses a strikinga striking closeness closeness to Coloss to Colossians, inclians, including a lauding a large percenrge percerge percentagepercentage of shared of shared vocabular vocabulary, verbatiy, verbatim agreemenm agreements, sharedts, shared thematic  thematic material wmaterial wmaterial which appewhich appears in thears in the same sequ same sequence in maence in major blocksjor blocks, and simi, and similarity in larity in style. Ephstyle. Ephesians alsesiaEphEphesians Ephesians also diffealso differs from Cors from Colossians; lossians; it developit develops and recos and reconfigures snfigures some of theome of the shared ma sh shared matshared material, citerial, cites Scriptues Scripture, and lare, and lacks referecks references to conces to controversiantroversial teachingl teaching and perso and  and personand personal connectal connections that ions that would suggwould suggest a partest a particular conicular congregation gregation is in viewis in view. Thus mos. T. Thus most Thus most scholars hscholars have concluave concluded that Eded that Ephesians wphesians was writtenas written by someon by someone using Coe using Ce using ColossiansColossians as a mode as a model. A minorl. A minority view iity view is that Ephs that Ephesians wasesians was the model the model for Colos for Colossians, whisColosColossiansColossians, while so, while some argue tme argue that there hat there was a commwas a common blueprion blueprint for botnt for both.h.h.

Ephesians possesses a striking closeness to Colossians, including a large 
percentage of shared vocabulary, verbatim agreements, shared thematic material 
which appears in the same sequence in major blocks, and similarity in style. 
Ephesians also differs from Colossians; it develops and reconfigures some of the 
shared material, cites Scripture, and lacks references to controversial teaching 
and personal connections that would suggest a particular congregation is in view. 
Thus most scholars have concluded that Ephesians was written by someone using 
Colossians as a model. A minority view is that Ephesians was the model for 
Colossians, while some argue that there was a common blueprint for both.

�Most scholMost scholars now sears now see the cumue the cumulative efflative effect of theect of the distincti distinctive featureve features of Ephess of Ephs of Ephesians Ephesians and its reand its relationshiplationship to Coloss to Colossians as caians as casting doubsting doubt on Paulit on Pauline authorsne authorship. Epheship.authorsauthorshipauthorship. Ephesian. Ephesians seems tos seems to stand too stand too far apart far apart from othe from other Pauline r Pauline epistles iepistles in a varietn a n a variety a variety of ways, eof ways, even thoughven though it clearl it clearly claims ty claims to have beeo have been written n written by Paul (1by Paul (1:1; 3:3) a:1; 3:1; 3:3) and i3:3) and its Paulinets Pauline authorshi authorship was appap was apparently nevrently never doubteder doubted in the ea in the early Churchrly Church. Moreover. ChurchChurch. MoChurch. Moreover, ifreover, if someone w someone wrote Ephesrote Ephesians usingians using Colossian Colossians as a mods as a model, and Coel, and Cel, and ColossiansColossians itself wa itself was not auths not authored by Paored by Paul, Ephesiul, Ephesians could ans could hardly havhardly have been wrie been written by Pattwriwritten bywritten by Paul. Eph Paul. Ephesians is esians is thus most thus most commonly jcommonly judged to budged to be pseudonye pseudonymous, writmous, wrmous, written bywritten by a later f a later follower ofollower of Paul in h Paul in his name. Pis name. Presupposinresupposing pseudonyg pseudonymity, Ephemity, Ephesians was siaEpheEphesians Ephesians was writtewas written sometimen sometime after Col after Colossians, nossians, no earlier o earlier than 62 than 62 C.E.C.E., but prob, but prob, but probably bprobably between 70 etween 70 and 95. Psand 95. Pseudonymityeudonymity was a com was a common literamon literary practicry practice in that e in thate in that time,that time, a device  a device to bring tto bring the intellehe intellectual or sctual or spiritual hpiritual heritage oferitage of a great f a great figure to bigure to igure to bear onto bear on a new sit a new situation or uation or time. The time. The intent to intent to deceive isdeceive is not neces not necessarily impsarily implied, and liedimpimplied, aimplied, and the reand the readers of Epders of Ephesians mihesians might have kght have known full nown full well that well that the letterthe letter was writt wa was writtewas written by someon by someone assuminne assuming Paul’s ng Paul’s name. Furthame. Further, canonier, canonical authorcal authority does nity does nity does not rest onot rest on the issun the issue of authee of authentic vs. pntic vs. pseudonymouseudonymous authorshs authorship.ip.ip.

Most scholars now see the cumulative effect of the distinctive features of 
Ephesians and its relationship to Colossians as casting doubt on Pauline 
authorship. Ephesians seems to stand too far apart from other Pauline epistles in 
a variety of ways, even though it clearly claims to have been written by Paul (1:1; 
3:3) and its Pauline authorship was apparently never doubted in the early 
Church. Moreover, if someone wrote Ephesians using Colossians as a model, and 
Colossians itself was not authored by Paul, Ephesians could hardly have been 
written by Paul. Ephesians is thus most commonly judged to be pseudonymous, 
written by a later follower of Paul in his name. Presupposing pseudonymity, 
Ephesians was written sometime after Colossians, no earlier than 62 C.E., but 
probably between 70 and 95. Pseudonymity was a common literary practice in 
that time, a device to bring the intellectual or spiritual heritage of a great figure 
to bear on a new situation or time. The intent to deceive is not necessarily 
implied, and the readers of Ephesians might have known full well that the letter 
was written by someone assuming Paul’s name. Further, canonical authority does 



not rest on the issue of authentic vs. pseudonymous authorship.

�A minorityA minority of schola of scholars reject rs reject the hypoththe hypothesis of psesis of pseudonymityeudonymity, arguing , arguing that stylithat stythat stylistic stylistic and concepand conceptual variatual variations existions exist within tt within the acceptehe accepted Pauline d Pauline corpus. Fucorpus. Further, somrtherFuFurther, sFurther, some of Ephome of Ephesians’ “uesians’ “uncharacterncharacteristic featistic features” can ures” can be attribube attributed to theted to the different dif different different circumstancircumstances surrouces surrounding the nding the letter, inletter, including itcluding its general s general rather tharather than specificn spen specific aspecific address, itddress, its conjectus conjectured occasired occasion and puron and purpose, devepose, developments ilopments in Paul’s on Paul’s own situatiwnoown situatown situation and thion and thinking (Roinking (Roman imprisman imprisonment), honment), his borrowiis borrowing of tradng of traditional maitional material (e.tmamaterial (material (e.g., chure.g., church liturgych liturgy in 5:14;  in 5:14; Scripture Scripture in 4:8–10;in 4:8–10; ethical c ethical codes in 5:odes in 5:21—6:9), u21—6:95:5:21—6:9),5:21—6:9), use of a  use of a secretary secretary directly rdirectly responsibleesponsible for the a for the actual formctual formulations oulations of the lettf thf the letterthe letter, or a com, or a combination obination of these. Tf these. The closenehe closeness to Coloss to Colossians canssians can be taken  be taken to supportto to supportto support Pauline a Pauline authorship,uthorship, on the co on the condition thndition that Colossiat Colossians is Pauans is Pauline: Epheline: Ephesians can sianEpheEphesians Ephesians can be viecan be viewed as Pauwed as Paul’s reworkl’s reworking of Coling of Colossians foossians for a more gr a more general audeneral audience. In iaudaudience. audience. In that caIn that case it woulse it would have beed have been written n written from Rome from Rome ca. 62.ca. 62.ca. 62.

A minority of scholars reject the hypothesis of pseudonymity, arguing that 
stylistic and conceptual variations exist within the accepted Pauline corpus. 
Further, some of Ephesians’ “uncharacteristic features” can be attributed to the 
different circumstances surrounding the letter, including its general rather than 
specific address, its conjectured occasion and purpose, developments in Paul’s 
own situation and thinking (Roman imprisonment), his borrowing of traditional 
material (e.g., church liturgy in 5:14; Scripture in 4:8–10; ethical codes in 
5:21—6:9), use of a secretary directly responsible for the actual formulations of 
the letter, or a combination of these. The closeness to Colossians can be taken 
to support Pauline authorship, on the condition that Colossians is Pauline: 
Ephesians can be viewed as Paul’s reworking of Colossians for a more general 
audience. In that case it would have been written from Rome ca. 62.

�Until bettUntil better criterier criteria are devea are developed for loped for assessing assessing what Paul what Paul could havecould have written,  written written, dwritten, different aifferent assessmentsssessments of the Pa of the Paulineness ulineness of Ephesiaof Ephesians will pens will persist. Mearsist. Meanwhile, thnwhMeaMeanwhile,Meanwhile, the major the majority of schity of scholars willolars will probably  probably continue tcontinue to be persuo be persuaded by thaded by the cumulatieththe cumulathe cumulative argumtive argument againsent against the Pault the Pauline authorine authorship of Epship of Ephesians anhesians and view thed view the letter as l letter as letter as more likelmore likely written y written by someoneby someone very fami very familiar with liar with Paul’s thoPaul’s thought. Indeught. Indebtedness tbteIndeIndebtedneIndebtedness to Paulss to Pauline thoughine thought and writt and writings is obings is obvious. Othvious. Other influener influences have bces have been suggeseebbeen suggebeen suggested as wested as well. Becausll. Because of parale of parallels with lels with the Qumranthe Qumran literatur literature, it seeme, it seems likely ts lis likely thalikely that some thot some thought patteught patterns have brns have been transmeen transmitted throitted through sectarugh sectarian Judaisian Judaism. HellenimJudaisJudaism. HJudaism. Hellenisticellenistic Greek or  Greek or Jewish souJewish sources may hrces may have contriave contributed alsobuted also, as in th, as in the case of e ce case of thcase of the concept e concept of the “boof the “body.” A fewdy.” A few have prop have proposed the iosed the influence onfluence of gnostic f gnostic thought inththought inthought in the cosmo the cosmological anlogical and soteriold soteriological ideogical ideas of Epheas of Ephesians, butsians, but the paral the parallels may blels paralparallels parallels may be ovemay be overdrawn. Thrdrawn. These probabese probable influenle influences would ces would identify tidentify the author he author as a Jewisaas a Jewisas a Jewish Christiah Christian with roon with roots in Hellts in Hellenistic Juenistic Judaism, anddaism, and, if not P, if not Paul himselaul himself, a keen f, a kef, a keen follokeen follower of Pauwer of Paul.l.l.

Until better criteria are developed for assessing what Paul could have 
written, different assessments of the Paulineness of Ephesians will persist. 
Meanwhile, the majority of scholars will probably continue to be persuaded by 
the cumulative argument against the Pauline authorship of Ephesians and view the 
letter as more likely written by someone very familiar with Paul’s thought. 
Indebtedness to Pauline thought and writings is obvious. Other influences have 
been suggested as well. Because of parallels with the Qumran literature, it seems 
likely that some thought patterns have been transmitted through sectarian 
Judaism. Hellenistic Greek or Jewish sources may have contributed also, as in the 
case of the concept of the “body.” A few have proposed the influence of gnostic 
thought in the cosmological and soteriological ideas of Ephesians, but the 
parallels may be overdrawn. These probable influences would identify the author 
as a Jewish Christian with roots in Hellenistic Judaism, and, if not Paul himself, a 
keen follower of Paul.
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EPHESUSEPHESUS (Gk.  (Gk. EÉphesosEÉphesos)))

EPHESUS (Gk. EÉphesos)

An early GAn early Greek colonreek colony in southy in southwestern Iowestern Ionia on thenia on the coast of  coast of Asia MinorAsia Minor and a mem and a me and a member of member of the 12-citthe 12-city Ionian ly Ionian league (Streague (Strabo abo Geog.Geog. 8.7.1). A 8.7.1). According tccording to legend Eo legend Ephesus waspheEEphesus waEphesus was founded s founded (ca. 900 (ca. 900 B.C.E.B.C.E.) by Andro) by Androclus, son clus, son of Codrus,of Codrus, king of A king of Athens (Strthens (thens (Strabo 14(Strabo 14.1.3; Paus.1.3; Pausanias anias Descr. Gr.Descr. Gr. 7.2.7). T 7.2.7). The city wahe city was originals originally locatedly located on the so on the so on the south sidesouth side of the Ca of the Cayster Riveyster River, but thrr, but through centuough centuries of siries of silting is nlting is now locatedow located 10 km. (6 10 k 10 km. (6 mi.km. (6 mi.) inland. ) inland. Strabo desStrabo described Ephcribed Ephesus as thesus as the largest e largest commercialcommercial center in center in Asia (14. As Asia (14.1Asia (14.1.24). The .24). The narrowing narrowing of the entof the entrance to trance to the harbor he harbor by Attalosby Attalos III (ca.  III (ca. 159–138) a159–159–138) a159–138) apparently pparently unwittinglunwittingly facilitay facilitated the sited the silting up olting up of the harbf the harbor (Straboor (Strabo 14.1.24). 14.1 14.1.24). 14.1.24). Most moderMost modern estimaten estimates of the ps of the population opulation of Ephesusof Ephesus during th during the Roman Eme Roman Ee Roman Empire areEmpire are based on  based on the supposthe supposition thatition that the city  the city had ca. 40had ca. 40 thousand  thousand male citizmale citizens, with encitizcitizens, citizens, with an eswith an estimated totimated total populatal population of cation of ca. 200 to 2. 200 to 225 thousan25 thousand. This isd. This is based on  base based on ebased on erroneouslyrroneously reading t reading the number he number 40 thousan40 thousand in an ind in an inscription scription which actuwhich actuwhich actually hactually has the figas the figure 1040, ure 1040, so the figso the figures of 20ures of 200 to 225 t0 to 225 thousand, whousand, while not ihile not impossibly mpoiimpossiblyimpossibly large, ar large, are not basee not based on actuad on actual evidencel evidence from anti from antiquity.quity.

An early Greek colony in southwestern Ionia on the coast of Asia Minor and a 
member of the 12-city Ionian league (Strabo Geog. 8.7.1). According to legend 
Ephesus was founded (ca. 900 B.C.E.) by Androclus, son of Codrus, king of Athens 
(Strabo 14.1.3; Pausanias Descr. Gr. 7.2.7). The city was originally located on the 



south side of the Cayster River, but through centuries of silting is now located 10 
km. (6 mi.) inland. Strabo described Ephesus as the largest commercial center in 
Asia (14.1.24). The narrowing of the entrance to the harbor by Attalos III (ca. 
159–138) apparently unwittingly facilitated the silting up of the harbor (Strabo 
14.1.24). Most modern estimates of the population of Ephesus during the Roman 
Empire are based on the supposition that the city had ca. 40 thousand male 
citizens, with an estimated total population of ca. 200 to 225 thousand. This is 
based on erroneously reading the number 40 thousand in an inscription which 
actually has the figure 1040, so the figures of 200 to 225 thousand, while not 
impossibly large, are not based on actual evidence from antiquity.

ColonnadedColonnaded road at E road at Ephesus, onphesus, once lined wce lined with shops,ith shops, leading f leading from the harom the harbor to thrbor to thrbor to the theatethe theater (Phoenixr (Phoenix Data Syst Data Systems, Neal ems, Neal and Joel Band Joel Bierling)ierling)

Colonnaded road at Ephesus, once lined with shops, leading from the harbor to 
the theater (Phoenix Data Systems, Neal and Joel Bierling)

�ThroughoutThroughout its long  its long and compleand complex history,x history, Ephesus w Ephesus was subjectas subject to a seri to a series of kinges of kes of kingdoms akingdoms and empiresnd empires. Its hist. Its history can beory can be divided i divided into three nto three periods. (periods. (1) Foundat1) Foundation to 555ionFoundatFoundationFoundation to 555. L to 555. Little of Eittle of Ephesus is phesus is known fromknown from its found its foundation ca. ation ca. 900 until 900 until it was capit wit was capturwas captured by Croeed by Croesus, king sus, king of Lydia, of Lydia, ca. 555 (Hca. 555 (Herodotus erodotus Hist.Hist. 1.26). (2 1.26). (2) Ephesus ) Ephesu) Ephesus waEphesus was captureds captured by Cyrus  by Cyrus of Persia of Persia ca. 546, aca. 546, and followind following the Greng the Greco-Persianco-Persian wars beca Greco-PersianGreco-PersGreco-Persian wars bian wars became partecame part of the De of the Delian Leagulian League (an Athee (an Athenian maritnian maritime confedime confime confederacconfederacy), but rey), but revolted agavolted against Atheninst Athens in 412 as in 412 and sided wnd sided with Spartaith Sparta during th during the rest of e re rest of threst of the Peloponne Peloponnesian War esian War (431–404).(431–404). In 386, a In 386, as a results a result of “the K of “the King’s Peacing’s Peace,” Ephesue,”PeacPeace,” EpPeace,” Ephesus was hesus was again undeagain under subjectir subjection to the on to the Persians. Persians. When IoniaWhen Ionia was liber was liberated by Alaliberliberated liberated by Alexandby Alexander in 334,er in 334, Ephesus c Ephesus came under ame under the controthe control of a serl of a series of Helies of Hellenistic rleHelHellenistiHellenistic rulers. c rulers. (3) Ephesu(3) Ephesus the Hells the Hellenistic anenistic and Roman cid Roman city (ca. 29ty (ca. 290 0 B.C.E.B.C.E. to 1000  to 100 to 1000 1000 C.E.C.E.). Lysimac). Lysimachus controhus controlled the rlled the region arouegion around Ephesusnd Ephesus after the after the death of  death of Alexander AleAlexander Alexander and pacifiand pacified the reged the region ca. 30ion ca. 302 (Pausani2 (Pausanias 1.9.7).as 1.9.7). He built  He built a wall 10 a wall 10 km. (6 mi.km. (km. (6 mi.) in(6 mi.) in circumfer circumference arounence around the cityd the city ca. 287 ( ca. 287 (Strabo 14.Strabo 14.1.21). In 1.21). In 197 Antioc197 Antiochus III ofhusAntiocAntiochus Antiochus III of SyrIII of Syria conqueria conquered the soued the southern coasthern coast of Asia t of Asia Minor and Minor and made Ephesmade Ephesmade Ephesus hiEphesus his second cs second capital. Epapital. Ephesus was hesus was subject tosubject to Eumenes o Eumenes of Pergamumf Pergamum in 190, a in 190, a in 190, and was unand was under the Peder the Pergamene rurgamene rulers untillers until 133, when 133, when Attalos I Attalos III of PergII of Pergamum died amum died amum died and wdied and willed his illed his empire to empire to Rome. TherRome. Thereafter it eafter it became thebecame the official  official residence residence of the govof of the govof the governor of ternor of the Roman phe Roman province ofrovince of Asia. Eph Asia. Ephesus was oesus was originally riginally located onlocated on Mt. Pion, M Mt. Pion, Mt. Pion, but was mobut was moved by theved by the Lydian ki Lydian king Croesusng Croesus to a leve to a level region el region east of Pioast of Pion. The worn.PioPion. The Pion. The worship ofworship of Ephesian  Ephesian Artemis prArtemis predates theedates the Greek col Greek colonization onization of Ionia (of Ionia (Pausanias P((Pausanias(Pausanias 7.2.6). E 7.2.6). Ephesian Arphesian Artemis was temis was originallyoriginally an Anatol an Anatolian goddesian goddess of huntis of hunting and ferng huntihunting anhunting and fertilitd fertility named Cyy named Cybele in Phbele in Phrygia and rygia and Ma in CappMa in Cappadocia. Thadocia. The Ephesiane Ephesians later clsEphesianEphesians Ephesians later clailater claimed that Amed that Apollo and pollo and Artemis haArtemis had been bord been born, not in n, not in Delos, butDelos, but in Ephesu i in Ephesusin Ephesus (Tacitus  (Tacitus Ann.Ann. 3.60–63;  3.60–63; cf. Strabocf. Strabo 14.1.20). 14.1.20). The earli The earliest templeest temple to Artemi to Artem to Artemis waArtemis was destroyes destroyed by the Cd by the Cimmerians immerians ca. 660. Tca. 660. This was rehis was rebuilt twicbuilt twice, followee, followed by a majdfollowefollowed bfollowed by a major y a major reconstrucreconstruction beguntion begun by Croesu by Croesus ca. 550 s ca. 550 but unfinibut unfinished untilshed until ca. 430.  c ca. 430. Ica. 430. In 356 the n 356 the earlier teearlier temple was dmple was destroyed bestroyed by fire andy fire and rebuilt u rebuilt under the snder the supervisionupessupervisiosupervision of the Mn of the Macedonian acedonian architect architect DeinocrateDeinocrates (Vitruvis (Vitruvius 1.1.4).us 1.1.4). The resul The resultant edifitanresulresultant resultant edifice waedifice was considers considered one of ed one of the seven the seven wonders ofwonders of the ancie the ancient world (nt world (Pausanias P((Pausanias(Pausanias 4.31.8; 7 4.31.8; 7.5.4). The.5.4). The Artemisio Artemision (Acts 19n (Acts 19:23-41) wa:23-41) was located s located NE of the NE of the city, and citcity, and city, and was famouswas famous as a plac as a place of sancte of sanctuary in thuary in the ancient e ancient world (Pauworld (Pausanias 7.2sanias 7.2.8; Strabo.8; S.8; Strabo 14.Strabo 14.1.23; Jose1.23; Josephus phus Ant.Ant. 15.89). T 15.89). Though it whough it was destroyas destroyed by the ed by the OstrogothsOstrogoths in 263  in in 263 in 263 C.E.C.E., the grea, the great altar, lt altar, located wesocated west of the tt of the temple precemple precinct, has inct, has been excavbeen excavated. In 2atedexcavexcavated.excavated. In 29  In 29 B.C.E.B.C.E. the Roman the Romans in the ps in the province ofrovince of Asia rece Asia received permiived permission fromssion fromssion from Octavfrom Octavian, soon ian, soon to become to become the emperothe emperor Augustusr Augustus, to dedic, to dedicate a tempate a temple in Ephele in Eple in Ephesus toEphesus to Roma and  Roma and Divus JuliDivus Julius jointlyus jointly (Dio Cass (Dio Cassius ius Hist.Hist. 51.20.6–7 51.20.6–7). During ). During the Roman the the Roman the Roman imperial pimperial period, citeriod, cities honoreies honored by beingd by being chosen as chosen as sites for sites for the erect the erection of temioerecterection oerection of temples f temples to patron to patron deities (ideities (i.e., Artem.e., Artemis) and this) and the imperiale imperial cult assu cult assumed the timed assuassumed thassumed the title “te title “temple-keepemple-keeper” (Acts er” (Acts 19:35), ap19:35), applied to cplied to cities in Rities in Roman Asia oman Asia by the midby by the midby the mid-1st centu-1st century ry C.E.C.E. which had which had been gran been granted the rited the right to buight to build templesld temples in honor  in ho in honor of ihonor of important dmportant deities. Theities. The buildinge buildings excavates excavated by archad by archaeologists eologists include a include a library bulibrlibrary bulibrary built in honilt in honor of the or of the Roman goveRoman governor of Asrnor of Asia, C. Julia, C. Julius Celsusius Celsus Polemeanu Polemeanus (106–107s (s (106–107),(106–107), a temple  a temple in honor oin honor of Hadrian f Hadrian (117–138),(117–138), erected t erected toward the oward the beginning beginningbeginning beginning of his reiof his reign and congn and containing antaining an important important series of series of friezes,  friezes, a fountaina fountain in honor  in ho in honor of Thonor of Trajan, andrajan, and traces of traces of a temple  a temple in honor oin honor of Domitianf Domitian and a tem and a temple of Serple of Serapis (2nd aSerSerapis (2Serapis (2nd centurynd century), with ma), with massive facassive facade of eighde of eight stone cot stone columns 14 mlumns 14 m. (46 ft.). (46 ft.) high and  hig high and nhigh and nearly 1.5 early 1.5 m. (5 ft.)m. (5 ft.) in diamet in diameter. The ther. The theater (cf.eater (cf. Acts 19:2 Acts 19:23-41), whi3-41), which could ach coch could accocould accommodate cammodate ca. 24 thous. 24 thousand peopleand people, has also, has also been exca been excavated.vated.vated.

Throughout its long and complex history, Ephesus was subject to a series of 
kingdoms and empires. Its history can be divided into three periods. (1) 
Foundation to 555. Little of Ephesus is known from its foundation ca. 900 until it 
was captured by Croesus, king of Lydia, ca. 555 (Herodotus Hist. 1.26). (2) 
Ephesus was captured by Cyrus of Persia ca. 546, and following the 
Greco-Persian wars became part of the Delian League (an Athenian maritime 
confederacy), but revolted against Athens in 412 and sided with Sparta during the 
rest of the Peloponnesian War (431–404). In 386, as a result of “the King’s 
Peace,” Ephesus was again under subjection to the Persians. When Ionia was 
liberated by Alexander in 334, Ephesus came under the control of a series of 
Hellenistic rulers. (3) Ephesus the Hellenistic and Roman city (ca. 290 B.C.E. to 
1000 C.E.). Lysimachus controlled the region around Ephesus after the death of 
Alexander and pacified the region ca. 302 (Pausanias 1.9.7). He built a wall 10 km. 
(6 mi.) in circumference around the city ca. 287 (Strabo 14.1.21). In 197 
Antiochus III of Syria conquered the southern coast of Asia Minor and made 
Ephesus his second capital. Ephesus was subject to Eumenes of Pergamum in 190, 
and was under the Pergamene rulers until 133, when Attalos III of Pergamum 
died and willed his empire to Rome. Thereafter it became the official residence 
of the governor of the Roman province of Asia. Ephesus was originally located on 
Mt. Pion, but was moved by the Lydian king Croesus to a level region east of 
Pion. The worship of Ephesian Artemis predates the Greek colonization of Ionia 
(Pausanias 7.2.6). Ephesian Artemis was originally an Anatolian goddess of 
hunting and fertility named Cybele in Phrygia and Ma in Cappadocia. The 
Ephesians later claimed that Apollo and Artemis had been born, not in Delos, but 
in Ephesus (Tacitus Ann. 3.60–63; cf. Strabo 14.1.20). The earliest temple to 
Artemis was destroyed by the Cimmerians ca. 660. This was rebuilt twice, 



followed by a major reconstruction begun by Croesus ca. 550 but unfinished until 
ca. 430. In 356 the earlier temple was destroyed by fire and rebuilt under the 
supervision of the Macedonian architect Deinocrates (Vitruvius 1.1.4). The 
resultant edifice was considered one of the seven wonders of the ancient world 
(Pausanias 4.31.8; 7.5.4). The Artemision (Acts 19:23-41) was located NE of the 
city, and was famous as a place of sanctuary in the ancient world (Pausanias 7.2.8; 
Strabo 14.1.23; Josephus Ant. 15.89). Though it was destroyed by the Ostrogoths 
in 263 C.E., the great altar, located west of the temple precinct, has been 
excavated. In 29 B.C.E. the Romans in the province of Asia received permission 
from Octavian, soon to become the emperor Augustus, to dedicate a temple in 
Ephesus to Roma and Divus Julius jointly (Dio Cassius Hist. 51.20.6–7). During 
the Roman imperial period, cities honored by being chosen as sites for the 
erection of temples to patron deities (i.e., Artemis) and the imperial cult 
assumed the title “temple-keeper” (Acts 19:35), applied to cities in Roman Asia 
by the mid-1st century C.E. which had been granted the right to build temples in 
honor of important deities. The buildings excavated by archaeologists include a 
library built in honor of the Roman governor of Asia, C. Julius Celsus Polemeanus 
(106–107), a temple in honor of Hadrian (117–138), erected toward the 
beginning of his reign and containing an important series of friezes, a fountain in 
honor of Trajan, and traces of a temple in honor of Domitian and a temple of 
Serapis (2nd century), with massive facade of eight stone columns 14 m. (46 ft.) 
high and nearly 1.5 m. (5 ft.) in diameter. The theater (cf. Acts 19:23-41), which 
could accommodate ca. 24 thousand people, has also been excavated.

�There is vThere is very littleery little actual ev actual evidence foridence for the prese the presence of Judnce of Judaism in Epaism in Ephesus durihesus durhesus during theduring the Hellenist Hellenistic and Romic and Roman periodsan periods. Alexande. Alexander the Grear the Great had grant had granted civil ted civil rights to rirights to rights to the Jews othe Jews of Ionia, af Ionia, and they acnd they actually rectually received eived isonomiaisonomia (i.e., th (i.e., their own laeir own laws and cusws lalaws and claws and customs werustoms were respectee respected equally d equally with thosewith those of the Gr of the Greeks) fromeeks) from Antiochus Antiochu Antiochus Antiochus II (JosephII (Josephus us Ag. Ap.Ag. Ap. 1.22). Th 1.22). The presencee presence of a syna of a synagogue in Egogue in Ephesus is phesus is mentioned mementioned mentioned in Acts 18in Acts 18:26; 19:8,:26; 19:8, though no though no archaeolo archaeological remagical remains and coins and comparativelmparativelcocomparativcomparatively few Jeely few Jewish inscrwish inscriptions haiptions have been fove been found. Josepund. Josephus indicahus indicates that ttes that there was ahertthere was there was a large Jea large Jewish commuwish community in Epnity in Ephesus by thesus by the mid-3rdhe mid-3rd century  century B.C.E.B.C.E. ( (Ant.Ant. 12.125–26 (Ant.(Ant. 12.1(Ant. 12.125–26, 16625–26, 166–68, 172–7–68, 172–73).3).3).

There is very little actual evidence for the presence of Judaism in Ephesus 
during the Hellenistic and Roman periods. Alexander the Great had granted civil 
rights to the Jews of Ionia, and they actually received isonomia (i.e., their own 
laws and customs were respected equally with those of the Greeks) from 
Antiochus II (Josephus Ag. Ap. 1.22). The presence of a synagogue in Ephesus is 
mentioned in Acts 18:26; 19:8, though no archaeological remains and 
comparatively few Jewish inscriptions have been found. Josephus indicates that 
there was a large Jewish community in Ephesus by the mid-3rd century B.C.E. 
(Ant. 12.125–26, 166–68, 172–73).

�Ephesus waEphesus was an impors an important centetant center for earlr for early Christiay Christianity and inity and is frequents frequently mentionly mently mentioned mentioned in the NT.in the NT. The Chris The Christian commutian community therenity there was proba was probably foundebly founded by Paul d by Pad by Paul (IrenPaul (Irenaeus aeus Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 3.3.4). P 3.3.4). Paul wrote aul wrote 1 Corinthi1 Corinthians from Eans from Ephesus, whphesus, where he hadere he ere he had exphe had experienced terienced the ready ahe ready acceptance cceptance of the gosof the gospel (1 Corpel (1 Cor. 16:8-9),. 16:8-9), and he al and he also mentionsoalalso mentialso mentions the faons the fact that hect that he had “foug had “fought with beht with beasts at Epasts at Ephesus” (15hesus” (15:32). If t:32). If taken literakenttaken litetaken literally, thirally, this could res could refer to thefer to the stadium w stadium which has bhich has been excavaeen excavated. Howevted. However, he mayer,HowevHowever, hHowever, he may havee may have spoken me spoken metaphoricaltaphorically, borrowly, borrowing a phraing a phrase from Hese from Hellenistic llenisticHeHellenistiHellenistic moral phc moral philosophy’silosophy’s descripti description of a wion of a wise man’s sse man’s struggle witruggle with hedonisth hedonism. Paul’s m. hedonishedonism. hedonism. Paul’s firPaul’s first visit tst visit to Ephesus o Ephesus was comparwas comparatively bratively brief (Acts ief (Acts 18:19-21).18:19-21). His secon His  His secondHis second visit, ho visit, however, laswever, lasted more tted more than two yehan two years (Acts ars (Acts 19:1-41), 19:1-41), though accthough according to oaccaccording according to 20:31, to 20:31, he spent the spent three yearshree years in Ephesu in Ephesus. While As. While Acts 19 narcts 19 narrates severates several eventsraseveseveral evseveral events in Epents in Ephesus, verhesus, very little iy little is actuallys actually revealed  revealed about the about the Christian Christian community commcommunity community there. Actthere. Acts 20:17-38s 20:17-38 narrates  narrates a meeting a meeting at Miletusat Miletus between P between Paul and thaul and thaul and the “elderthe “elders” of the s” of the church at church at Ephesus, wEphesus, where he prhere he predicts thaedicts that after het after he leaves (d leaves (dies?) “savies?(d(dies?) “s(dies?) “savage wolvavage wolves will coes will come in amonme in among you, notg you, not sparing t sparing the flock. he flock. Some even Some even from your frfrom your from your own group own group will come will come distortingdistorting the truth the truth in order  in order to entice to entice the discipthe disciples to follesdiscipdisciples disciples to follow to follow them” (20:them” (20:29–30). Si29–30). Since the dence the deutero-Paulutero-Pauline letterine letter Ephesians Ephesians was proba wa was probabwas probably not orily not originally wrginally written to Eitten to Ephesus, buphesus, but is a cirt is a circular lettcular letter of veryer of very general c gene general chgeneral character, iaracter, it reveals t reveals nothing abnothing about Christout Christianity theianity there during re during the late 1the late 1st centuryst cest century, wcentury, when it washen it was probably  probably written. Iwritten. It is also t is also striking tstriking that the mehat the message to tssage to the church he chhe church at church at Ephesus inEphesus in Rev. 2:1- Rev. 2:1-7 shows no7 shows no trace of  trace of Pauline inPauline influence.fluence.fluence.

Ephesus was an important center for early Christianity and is frequently 
mentioned in the NT. The Christian community there was probably founded by 
Paul (Irenaeus Adv. haer. 3.3.4). Paul wrote 1 Corinthians from Ephesus, where 
he had experienced the ready acceptance of the gospel (1 Cor. 16:8-9), and he 
also mentions the fact that he had “fought with beasts at Ephesus” (15:32). If 
taken literally, this could refer to the stadium which has been excavated. 
However, he may have spoken metaphorically, borrowing a phrase from 
Hellenistic moral philosophy’s description of a wise man’s struggle with 



hedonism. Paul’s first visit to Ephesus was comparatively brief (Acts 18:19-21). 
His second visit, however, lasted more than two years (Acts 19:1-41), though 
according to 20:31, he spent three years in Ephesus. While Acts 19 narrates 
several events in Ephesus, very little is actually revealed about the Christian 
community there. Acts 20:17-38 narrates a meeting at Miletus between Paul and 
the “elders” of the church at Ephesus, where he predicts that after he leaves 
(dies?) “savage wolves will come in among you, not sparing the flock. Some even 
from your own group will come distorting the truth in order to entice the 
disciples to follow them” (20:29–30). Since the deutero-Pauline letter Ephesians 
was probably not originally written to Ephesus, but is a circular letter of very 
general character, it reveals nothing about Christianity there during the late 1st 
century, when it was probably written. It is also striking that the message to the 
church at Ephesus in Rev. 2:1-7 shows no trace of Pauline influence.

�Ignatius oIgnatius of Antioch f Antioch wrote a lewrote a letter to thtter to the church ae church at Ephesus t Ephesus while on awhile on a forced ma forced  forced marforced march throughch through the provi the province of Asince of Asia on his wa on his way to Romeay to Rome ca. 110.  ca. 110. He mentionHe mentioHe mentions Omentions Onesimus asnesimus as the bisho the bishop of Ephesp of Ephesus (us (Eph.Eph. 1:3; 6;2) 1:3; 6;2), whom som, whom some have tene have tenuously linutentenuously tenuously linked witlinked with the runah the runaway slave way slave of the samof the same name in e name in Phlm. 10 (Phlm. 10 (Col. 4:9),Col. 4:9), though th th though thethough the name was  name was a relativea relatively common ly common slave nameslave name...

Ignatius of Antioch wrote a letter to the church at Ephesus while on a 
forced march through the province of Asia on his way to Rome ca. 110. He 
mentions Onesimus as the bishop of Ephesus (Eph. 1:3; 6;2), whom some have 
tenuously linked with the runaway slave of the same name in Phlm. 10 (Col. 4:9), 
though the name was a relatively common slave name.

�Ephesus isEphesus is the tradi the traditional restional residence, inidence, in later lif later life, of Johne, of John the Apost the Apostle (Eusebile (Eusebius us(Eusebi(Eusebius (Eusebius HEHE 3.1), who 3.1), who was thoug was thought to haveht to have lived int lived into the reigo the reign of Trajan of Trajan (98–117;n (98–117n (98–117; I(98–117; Irenaeus renaeus Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 3.3.4). A 3.3.4). According tccording to traditioo tradition, he wrotn, he wrote his Gospe his Gospel at Epheel at el at Ephesusat Ephesus ( (HEHE 5.8.4), a 5.8.4), and was evend was eventually buntually buried thereried there (3.39.5–6 (3.39.5–6; 5.24.3).; 5.24.3). The Basil The Basil The Basilica oBasilica of St. Johnf St. John was erect was erected on the ed on the traditionatraditional site of l site of his tomb dhis tomb during the uring the reign of Jreign reign of Jreign of Justinian (ustinian (527–565). 527–565). Timothy isTimothy is remembere remembered as the fd as the first bishoirst bishop of Ephesp of Ephesus (usEphesEphesus (Ephesus (HEHE 3.4.5), a 3.4.5), a tradition tradition probably  probably based on 1based on 1 Tim. 1:3. Tim. 1:3. Ephesus i Ephesus is also thes also the site for  sit site for Jsite for Justin’s diustin’s dialogue witalogue with Trypho th Trypho the Jew (he Jew (Dial.Dial. 2–8; Euse 2–8; Eusebius bius HEHE 4.18.6). 4.18.6). 4.18.6).

Ephesus is the traditional residence, in later life, of John the Apostle 
(Eusebius HE 3.1), who was thought to have lived into the reign of Trajan 
(98–117; Irenaeus Adv. haer. 3.3.4). According to tradition, he wrote his Gospel 
at Ephesus (HE 5.8.4), and was eventually buried there (3.39.5–6; 5.24.3). The 
Basilica of St. John was erected on the traditional site of his tomb during the 
reign of Justinian (527–565). Timothy is remembered as the first bishop of 
Ephesus (HE 3.4.5), a tradition probably based on 1 Tim. 1:3. Ephesus is also the 
site for Justin’s dialogue with Trypho the Jew (Dial. 2–8; Eusebius HE 4.18.6).
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EPHLALEPHLAL (Heb.  (Heb. }ep�laœl}ep�laœl)))

EPHLAL (Heb. }ep�laœl )

A JudahiteA Judahite, the son , the son of Zabad aof Zabad and father nd father of Obed (1of Obed (1 Chr. 2:37 Chr. 2:37).).

A Judahite, the son of Zabad and father of Obed (1 Chr. 2:37).



EPHODEPHOD (Heb.  (Heb. }eäp�oœd�}eäp�oœd�)))

EPHOD (Heb. }eäp�oœd� )

An ornate,An ornate, sleeveles sleeveless outer gas outer garment wornrment worn by the Is by the Israelite hiraelite high priest.gh priest. Exod. 28: Exod. 28:6-10 descr6-128:28:6-10 de28:6-10 describes thscribes the ephod ase ephod as a garment a garment made of f made of fine, twistine, twisted linen ded linen decorated wecorated with gold, iwwith gold,with gold, blue, pur blue, purple, and sple, and scarlet matcarlet material. Twoerial. Two shoulder  shoulder pieces andpieces and a woven b a woven belt made oeltbbelt made belt made of the samof the same materiale materials completes complete the outfi the outfit. Affixedt. Affixed to the sh to the shoulder pieoulder pieces were tcepiepieces werpieces were two onyxe two onyx stones in stones inscribed wiscribed with the namth the names of the es of the sons of Issons of Israel. A brrael. A breastplate ebrbreastplatbreastplate made of e made of the same mthe same materials aaterials and decoratnd decorated with 12ed with 12 precious  precious stones, systones, symbolizing msysymbolizinsymbolizing the 12 tg the 12 tribes, wasribes, was attached  attached by golden by golden rings to trings to the front ohe front of the ephof the ephod (Exod. 2d (d (Exod. 28:(Exod. 28:15-28). A 15-28). A pocket in pocket in the breastthe breastplate storplate stored the Uried the Urim and Thumm and Thummim, the lmim, the mim, the lots othe lots of divinatif divination.on.on.

An ornate, sleeveless outer garment worn by the Israelite high priest. Exod. 
28:6-10 describes the ephod as a garment made of fine, twisted linen decorated 
with gold, blue, purple, and scarlet material. Two shoulder pieces and a woven 
belt made of the same materials complete the outfit. Affixed to the shoulder 
pieces were two onyx stones inscribed with the names of the sons of Israel. A 
breastplate made of the same materials and decorated with 12 precious stones, 
symbolizing the 12 tribes, was attached by golden rings to the front of the ephod 
(Exod. 28:15-28). A pocket in the breastplate stored the Urim and Thummim, 
the lots of divination.

�The ephod The ephod also couldalso could be a comm be a common garmenton garment. David we. David wears a linears a linen ephod whn ephod while dancinilewhwhile dancwhile dancing wildlying wildly in celebr in celebrating the ating the arrival ofarrival of the ark o the ark of the covef the covenant at Jenant at Jerusalem (2rusalemJeJerusalem Jerusalem (2 Sam. 6:(2 Sam. 6:14). The b14). The boy Samuel oy Samuel wears an ewears an ephod arounphod around the tempd the temple as an ele as an le as an everydaan everyday garment y garment (1 Sam. 2:(1 Sam. 2:18).18).18).

The ephod also could be a common garment. David wears a linen ephod 
while dancing wildly in celebrating the arrival of the ark of the covenant at 
Jerusalem (2 Sam. 6:14). The boy Samuel wears an ephod around the temple as 
an everyday garment (1 Sam. 2:18).

�Several paSeveral passages desssages describe an icribe an idolatrous dolatrous ephod. Gidephod. Gideon makes eon makes an ephod wan ephod with the caith tith the capturthe captured gold ofed gold of the Ishma the Ishmaelites andelites and places it places it in the ci in the city of Ophrty of Ophrah. It becah. It becomes a stuomesbecbecomes a becomes a stumbling stumbling block to Gblock to Gideon and ideon and his familyhis family along wit along with all of Ih all of Israel (Judsrael (Judg. 8:27). g. 8g. 8:27). Gid8:27). Gideon’s ephoeon’s ephod is not dd is not described, escribed, but it maybut it may be either be either a nonicon a noniconic vestmenic vestment employedt et employed iemployed in obtaininn obtaining oracles g oracles or a garmeor a garment coverinnt covering an idol,g an idol, such as t such as those assochose associated withiatassocassociatedassociated with Meso with Mesopotamian opotamian or Egyptianr Egyptian cultic st cultic statues (cf.atues (cf. Isa. 30:2 Isa. 30:22). Along 2). Along with terapwithwith terapwith teraphim, a molhim, a molten image,ten image, a graven  a graven image, andimage, and a Levite  a Levite priest, Mipriest, Micah set upcah set up an ephod  an an ephod ian ephod in a house n a house shrine (Jushrine (Judg. 17-18)dg. 17-18). Goliath’. Goliath’s sword iss sword is wrapped i wrapped in a cloth n a cloth and kept bandand kept band kept behind the ehind the ephod in tephod in the sanctuahe sanctuary at Nob ry at Nob (1 Sam. 21(1 Sam. 21:9). This :9). This ephod, howephod, howephod, however, mhowever, may be a pray be a priestly gariestly garment hangiment hanging in fronng in front of the st of the sword insteword instead of an iad of an idol.doiidol.idol.idol.

Several passages describe an idolatrous ephod. Gideon makes an ephod with 
the captured gold of the Ishmaelites and places it in the city of Ophrah. It 
becomes a stumbling block to Gideon and his family along with all of Israel (Judg. 
8:27). Gideon’s ephod is not described, but it may be either a noniconic vestment 
employed in obtaining oracles or a garment covering an idol, such as those 
associated with Mesopotamian or Egyptian cultic statues (cf. Isa. 30:22). Along 
with teraphim, a molten image, a graven image, and a Levite priest, Micah set up 
an ephod in a house shrine (Judg. 17-18). Goliath’s sword is wrapped in a cloth 
and kept behind the ephod in the sanctuary at Nob (1 Sam. 21:9). This ephod, 
however, may be a priestly garment hanging in front of the sword instead of an 
idol.

�1 Samuel r1 Samuel refers to tefers to the ephod ahe ephod as a tangibs a tangible object le object of worshipof worship. Ahijah, . Ahijah, Saul’s priSaul’s priSaul’s priest, capriest, carries an erries an ephod at thphod at the battle oe battle of Michmashf Michmash (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 14:3). By S4:3). By Saul’s commaul’s command, Doeg ancommcommand, Dcommand, Doeg killedoeg killed the 85 pr the 85 priests of tiests of the temple he temple at Nob whoat Nob who carry the carry the ephod (22 ephod (2 ephod (22:18). D(22:18). David is deavid is described asscribed as seeking t seeking the ephod fhe ephod for guidancor guidance from Yahe from Yahweh (23:6,weh (23:6, 9; 30:7). 9 9; 30:7). 9; 30:7). Some scholSome scholars argue ars argue that this that this ephod is tephod is the garmenthe garment with a po with a pocket carrycket carrying the oringcarrycarrying tcarrying the oraculahe oracular lot, ther lot, the same epho same ephod as descrd as described in Exibed in Exod. 28, 39od. 28, 39...

1 Samuel refers to the ephod as a tangible object of worship. Ahijah, Saul’s 
priest, carries an ephod at the battle of Michmash (1 Sam. 14:3). By Saul’s 
command, Doeg killed the 85 priests of the temple at Nob who carry the ephod 
(22:18). David is described as seeking the ephod for guidance from Yahweh (23:6, 
9; 30:7). Some scholars argue that this ephod is the garment with a pocket 
carrying the oracular lot, the same ephod as described in Exod. 28, 39.

Terry W. ETerry W. Eddingerddinger

Terry W. Eddinger

EPHODEPHOD (Heb.  (Heb. }eäp�oœd�}eäp�oœd�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

EPHOD (Heb. }eäp�oœd� ) (PERSON)

The fatherThe father of Hannie of Hanniel, a leadel, a leader of Manasr of Manasseh chosenseh chosen to assist to assist in distri in distributing thebuting the land amon land land amongland among the tribe the tribes (Num. 34s (Num. 34:23).:23).

The father of Hanniel, a leader of Manasseh chosen to assist in distributing the 
land among the tribes (Num. 34:23).

EPHPHATHAEPHPHATHA (Gk.  (Gk. EphphathaEphphatha)))

EPHPHATHA (Gk. Ephphatha)

Greek tranGreek transliteratiosliteration of an Arn of an Aramaic termamaic term in Jesus’ in Jesus’ command t command that a man’hat a man’s ears ands ears and mouth “be andand mouth and mouth “be opened“be opened” so that ” so that the man cathe man can hear andn hear and speak (Ma speak (Mark 7:34). rk 7:34). It represeIt represIt representsrepresents the passi the passive imperatve imperative verb ive verb peïtah�,peïtah�, “to open. “to open.” Hellenis” Hellenistic miracltic miracles often ces oes often contoften contained unusained unusual words ual words which convwhich conveyed extraeyed extraordinary pordinary power. If tower. If the Gospel he Gospehe Gospel of Gospel of Mark was wMark was written priritten primarily formarily for people wh people who understoo understood Greek, od Greek, then the Athen thethen the Aramaithe Aramaic command c command may have smay have sounded magounded magical.ical.ical.

Greek transliteration of an Aramaic term in Jesus’ command that a man’s ears 



and mouth “be opened” so that the man can hear and speak (Mark 7:34). It 
represents the passive imperative verb peïtah�,  “to open.” Hellenistic miracles 
often contained unusual words which conveyed extraordinary power. If the 
Gospel of Mark was written primarily for people who understood Greek, then 
the Aramaic command may have sounded magical.
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EPHRAIMEPHRAIM (Heb.  (Heb. }ep�rayim}ep�rayim)))

EPHRAIM (Heb. }ep�rayim )

�  (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

 (PERSON)

The secondThe second son of th son of the patriarce patriarch Joseph ah Joseph and eponymond eponymous ancestous ancestor of the tr of the tribe, whicribe, whicribe, which lentwhich lent its name  its name to the cento the central hill tral hill country ofcountry of Palestine Palestine..

The second son of the patriarch Joseph and eponymous ancestor of the tribe, 
which lent its name to the central hill country of Palestine.

Eponymous Eponymous FigureFigure

Eponymous Figure

The exact The exact etymology etymology of the namof the name Ephraim e Ephraim is unknownis unknown. The bibl. The biblical text ical text provides aprovides aprovides a popular a popular etymology etymology based on Hbased on Heb. eb. prh,prh, “be ferti “be fertile” (Gen. le” (Gen. 41:52). Al41:52). Although thethough the ending  en ending ending -ayim-ayim suggests  suggests a topograpa topographic name, hic name, there is dthere is disagreemenisagreement over furt over further elabother elabother elaboratioelaboration of the nn of the name’s meaname’s meaninginging

The exact etymology of the name Ephraim is unknown. The biblical text provides 
a popular etymology based on Heb. prh, “be fertile” (Gen. 41:52). Although the 
ending -ayim suggests a topographic name, there is disagreement over further 
elaboration of the name’s meaning

�The biblicThe biblical figure al figure is the secis the second son ofond son of Joseph an Joseph and Asenath,d Asenath, daugther  daugther of Potipheof Potipof Potiphera Potiphera priest of priest of On (Gen. 4On (Gen. 41:52; 46:21:52; 46:20). Howeve0). However, he recer, he received from ived from Jacob the Jacob the blessing obblessing oblessing of the firsf the firstborn insttborn instead of Manead of Manasseh, oveasseh, over the objer the objections of ctions of Joseph (GeJoseph (Gen. 48:13-2n. 4n. 48:13-20).48:13-20). Both Ephr Both Ephraim and Maaim and Manasseh wernasseh were adopted e adopted by Jacob aby Jacob as his own s his own sons and tsons andsons and thus rand thus reckoned ameckoned among their ong their uncles as uncles as tribal anctribal ancestors (Geestors (Gen. 48:5). n. 48:5). Ephraim waEphraim was the fathswawas the fawas the father of nither of nine sons whne sons who were kilo were killed by theled by the men of Ga men of Gath, and thth, and then of one en of one additionalaadditionaladditional son and a son and a daughter  daughter (1 Chr. 7:(1 Chr. 7:20-24).20-24).

The biblical figure is the second son of Joseph and Asenath, daugther of 
Potiphera priest of On (Gen. 41:52; 46:20). However, he received from Jacob the 
blessing of the firstborn instead of Manasseh, over the objections of Joseph (Gen. 
48:13-20). Both Ephraim and Manasseh were adopted by Jacob as his own sons 
and thus reckoned among their uncles as tribal ancestors (Gen. 48:5). Ephraim 
was the father of nine sons who were killed by the men of Gath, and then of one 
additional son and a daughter (1 Chr. 7:20-24).

TribeTribe

Tribe

The story The story of Ephraimof Ephraim replacing replacing Manasseh  Manasseh as firstboas firstborn in Gen.rn in Gen. 48 may be 48 may be related t related to the histotto the histo the historical sitorical situation whtuation whereby the ereby the tribe of Mtribe of Manasseh, aanasseh, at first mot first more signifire significant than cant tcant than the tthan the tribe of Epribe of Ephraim (Numhraim (Num. 26:28-37. 26:28-37), came to), came to be outstr be outstripped by Eipped by Ephraim, whphraim, whphraim, which evenwhich eventually camtually came to desige to designate the enate the entire nortntire northern kingdhern kingdom of Israom of Israel. While el. While some passasosome passasome passages speak ges speak of “the laof “the land of Ephrnd of Ephraim and Maaim and Manasseh” (Dnasseh” (Deut. 34:2;eut. 34:2; 2 Chr. 30 2 Chr. 30 2 Chr. 30:10) as 30:10) as a territora territorial designial designation, in ation, in many prophmany prophetic passaetic passages “Ephrages “Ephraim” alone im” alone designatesdesidesignatesdesignates the socio the sociopolitical political entity of entity of the northethe northern kingdomrn kingdom (Isa. 7:2 (Isa. 7:2-17; 9:9, -17; 9:9, 21[MT 8, 221[MT21[MT 8, 221[MT 8, 20]; 11:13;0]; 11:13; Jer. 31:9 Jer. 31:9-20; Ezek.-20; Ezek. 37:16-19; 37:16-19; Hos. 5).  Hos. 5). The originThe origin of this u of this usage is unsage uusage is uusage is uncertain, ncertain, but may stbut may stem from them from the fact thae fact that Ephraim’t Ephraim’s territors territory actuallyy actually constitut con constituteconstituted the geogd the geographic cenraphic center of theter of the northern  northern kingdom, okingdom, or because r because its first its first king, Jerokinking, Jeroking, Jeroboam, was boam, was from the tfrom the tribe of Epribe of Ephraim (1 Khraim (1 Kgs. 11:26)gs. 11:26). Hos. 5 m. Hos. 5 may be a spay be a special caseecspspecial caspecial case, in thase, in that there set there seems to be ems to be a distincta distinction betweeion between Israel an Israel and Ephraimnd Ephraim (v. 5). T (v. (v. 5). Th(v. 5). This may refis may reflect a timlect a time when thee when the northern  northern kingdom wakingdom was divided s divided into two pinto two polities: Ioppolities: polities: Israel on Israel on the east bthe east bank of theank of the Jordan (= Jordan (= Gilead, f Gilead, first annexirst annexed by Assyed by Assyria), and ria), aria), and Ephraiand Ephraim on the wm on the west bank rest bank remaining uemaining under Samarnder Samaria’s contria’s control.ol.

The story of Ephraim replacing Manasseh as firstborn in Gen. 48 may be related 
to the historical situation whereby the tribe of Manasseh, at first more significant 
than the tribe of Ephraim (Num. 26:28-37), came to be outstripped by Ephraim, 
which eventually came to designate the entire northern kingdom of Israel. While 
some passages speak of “the land of Ephraim and Manasseh” (Deut. 34:2; 2 Chr. 
30:10) as a territorial designation, in many prophetic passages “Ephraim” alone 
designates the sociopolitical entity of the northern kingdom (Isa. 7:2-17; 9:9, 
21[MT 8, 20]; 11:13; Jer. 31:9-20; Ezek. 37:16-19; Hos. 5). The origin of this 
usage is uncertain, but may stem from the fact that Ephraim’s territory actually 
constituted the geographic center of the northern kingdom, or because its first 
king, Jeroboam, was from the tribe of Ephraim (1 Kgs. 11:26). Hos. 5 may be a 
special case, in that there seems to be a distinction between Israel and Ephraim 



(v. 5). This may reflect a time when the northern kingdom was divided into two 
polities: Israel on the east bank of the Jordan (= Gilead, first annexed by Assyria), 
and Ephraim on the west bank remaining under Samaria’s control.

TerritoryTerritory

Territory

The land oThe land of Ephraim f Ephraim comprised comprised the centrathe central hill coul hill country of Pantry of Palestine, slestine, stretching tretching approximatapprapproximatapproximately from Bely from Bethel in tethel in the south the south to the latio the latitude of Shtude of Shechem in techem in the north. he north. The southeThThe southeThe southern boundarrn boundary ran fromy ran from Jericho w Jericho westward thestward through Ai, rough Ai, Bethel, GeBethel, Gezer, and tzer, andzer, and to theand to the sea, whil sea, while the norte the northern bordehern border followedr followed the Yarko the Yarkon River inn River in from the  from the coast, andccoast, andcoast, and its tribu its tributary the Ktary the Kanah Riveranah River as far in as far inland as thland as the Ebal-Gere Ebal-Gerizim massiizim massif. East off. Easf. East of ShEast of Shechem, Ephechem, Ephraim’s terraim’s territory didritory did not exten not extend to the Jd to the Jordan Riveordan River, but turr, but turned south neturturned souturned south at Taanth at Taanath-Shilohath-Shiloh and ran a and ran along the elong the eastern borastern borders of Saders of Samaria downmaria downmaria down to Jedown to Jericho.richo.richo.

The land of Ephraim comprised the central hill country of Palestine, stretching 
approximately from Bethel in the south to the latitude of Shechem in the north. 
The southern boundary ran from Jericho westward through Ai, Bethel, Gezer, 
and to the sea, while the northern border followed the Yarkon River in from the 
coast, and its tributary the Kanah River as far inland as the Ebal-Gerizim massif. 
East of Shechem, Ephraim’s territory did not extend to the Jordan River, but 
turned south at Taanath-Shiloh and ran along the eastern borders of Samaria 
down to Jericho.

�This geogrThis geographic areaaphic area contains  contains several diseveral different tofferent topographic pographic zones, as zones, as diverse asdiverse adiverse as the naras the narrow Sharonrow Sharon Plain alo Plain along the coang the coast and thest and the heights o heights of Ebal andf Ebal and Gerizim.  Gerizim. Most of EpMoMost of EpMost of Ephraim was hraim was hill counthill country of the ry of the Nablus synNablus syncline, amocline, among the mosng the most fertile t fertile areas in Parareas in Pareas in Palestine, alestine, boasting bboasting both good roth good rainfall anainfall and soils. Id soils. It supportet supported an econod an economy of bothmy omy of both ceof both cereal farmireal farming and oling and olive productve production, whileion, while the drier the drier valleys o valleys of the Michf the Michmethath (JmetMichMichmethatMichmethath (Josh. 1h (Josh. 16:6; 17:7)6:6; 17:7) and Beth- and Beth-dagon weredagon were more suit more suited to herded to herding.ing.ing.

This geographic area contains several different topographic zones, as diverse 
as the narrow Sharon Plain along the coast and the heights of Ebal and Gerizim. 
Most of Ephraim was hill country of the Nablus syncline, among the most fertile 
areas in Palestine, boasting both good rainfall and soils. It supported an economy 
of both cereal farming and olive production, while the drier valleys of the 
Michmethath (Josh. 16:6; 17:7) and Beth-dagon were more suited to herding.

�Israelite Israelite settlementsettlement in Ephrai in Ephraim begins wm begins with a dramith a dramatic growtatic growth in the Eh in the Early Iron arly Ironarly Iron Age. Iron Age. At both thAt both the northerne northern and south and southern extremern extremes of Ephres of Ephraim were raim were regional ceegional rregional cregional centers at enters at Shechem (TShechem (Tell ell Bala®tahBala®tah) and Beth) and Bethel (Beitinel (Beitin) and Ai () and Ai (et-Tell), et-Tell), respectiverrespectiverespectively. This ily. This illustratesllustrates the probl the problem of applem of applying the bying the biblical triblical tribal bordeibal borders to the rs to thrs to the archaethe archaeological rological record, as ecord, as these citithese cities that stes that straddle triraddle tribal boundabal boundaries seem ries seem to have goto hato have goverhave governed territned territories thatories that extended  extended on “both son “both sides” of tides” of the supposehe supposed lines. Ad lines. An economicnAAn economiAn economic polity wc polity which couldhich could be more c be more clearly callearly called Ephrailed Ephraim would bem would be that cent that cen that centered ocentered on Iron I Sn Iron I Shiloh (Khihiloh (Khirbet rbet Seilu®nSeilu®n, Sailun)., Sailun). Here, the Here, the walled 12 walled 12-dunam cit-dunam ci-dunam city appeacity appears to havers to have been supp been supported by aorted by a system of system of subordina subordinate villagete village centers a centers and small hndaand small and small hamlets exhamlets extending fatending far to the er to the east and weast and west. In Irost. In Iron II, thern II, there was a tre was a tremendous 6ementrtremendoustremendous 65 percen 65 percent increaset increase in the nu in the number of simber of sites, more tes, more than 120 hthan 120 ha. (300 a.a. (300 a.) were bui)a.a.) were ba.) were built up, auilt up, and the entnd the entire regionire region was under was under cultivati cultivation. The tron. The transition tansition to a state o a so a state econstate economy, howevomy, however, eliminer, eliminated the gated the great citiereat cities of Ephras of Ephraim: Shilohim: Shiloh declined  declined to a poor toto a poor to a poor settlementsettlement, Shechem , Shechem was replacwas replaced by norted by northern kingdhern kingdom capitalom capitals at Tirzas at Tirzas at Tirzah andTirzah and Samaria,  Samaria, and the ceand the centers on tnters on the southerhe southern border dn border diminished iminished because ofbecause obecause of the polof the political uphitical upheavals hereavals here on the be on the border sepaorder separating therating the kingdoms  kingdoms of Judah aof Judah and Israel.ndaand Israeland Israel. After a . After a sharp decrsharp decrease in thease in the Persian e Persian period, seperiod, settlement ittlement in Ephraim n Ephraim was extenswas was extenswas extensive in theive in the Hellenist Hellenistic, Roman,ic, Roman, and Byzan and Byzantine periotine periods.ds.ds.

Israelite settlement in Ephraim begins with a dramatic growth in the Early 
Iron Age. At both the northern and southern extremes of Ephraim were 
regional centers at Shechem (Tell Bala®tah) and Bethel (Beitin) and Ai (et-Tell), 
respectively. This illustrates the problem of applying the biblical tribal borders to 
the archaeological record, as these cities that straddle tribal boundaries seem to 
have governed territories that extended on “both sides” of the supposed lines. 
An economic polity which could be more clearly called Ephraim would be that 
centered on Iron I Shiloh (Khirbet Seilu®n, Sailun). Here, the walled 12-dunam 
city appears to have been supported by a system of subordinate village centers 
and small hamlets extending far to the east and west. In Iron II, there was a 
tremendous 65 percent increase in the number of sites, more than 120 ha. (300 
a.) were built up, and the entire region was under cultivation. The transition to a 
state economy, however, eliminated the great cities of Ephraim: Shiloh declined 
to a poor settlement, Shechem was replaced by northern kingdom capitals at 
Tirzah and Samaria, and the centers on the southern border diminished because 
of the political upheavals here on the border separating the kingdoms of Judah 
and Israel. After a sharp decrease in the Persian period, settlement in Ephraim 
was extensive in the Hellenistic, Roman, and Byzantine periods.
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EPHRAIMEPHRAIM (Heb.  (Heb. }ep�rayim}ep�rayim) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

EPHRAIM (Heb. }ep�rayim ) (PLACE)

A town S oA town S of Baal-hazf Baal-hazor and ca.or and ca. 23 km. (1 23 km. (14 mi.) N o4 mi.) N of Jersualef Jersualem in the Jm in the Judean hilludean hills, usuallys, us, usually idusually identified wentified with modernith modern  et�-T¸aiyiet�-T¸aiyibehbeh (178151). (178151). Here Absa Here Absalom avengelom avenged the raped avengeavenged thavenged the rape of e rape of his sisterhis sister Tamar by  Tamar by the murderthe murder of her as of her assailant Amsailant Amnon (2 Samnon (2 Samnon (2 Sam. 13:23Sam. 13:23). After L). After Lazarus’ raazarus’ raising, Jesising, Jesus went tous went to Ephraim “ Ephraim “near the wnear the wilderness”ilderness” to be wit to to be withto be with his disci his disciples (Johnples (John 11:54). T 11:54). The name hahe name has been asss been associated wiociated with biblicath biblical Ophrah (l Ol Ophrah (JoOphrah (Josh. 18:23)sh. 18:23), Ephron (, Ephron (1 Macc. 5:1 Macc. 5:46), and A46), and Aphairema (phairema (11:34).11:34).11:34).

A town S of Baal-hazor and ca. 23 km. (14 mi.) N of Jersualem in the Judean hills, 
usually identified with modern et�-T¸aiyibeh  (178151). Here Absalom 
avenged the rape of his sister Tamar by the murder of her assailant Amnon (2 
Sam. 13:23). After Lazarus’ raising, Jesus went to Ephraim “near the wilderness” 
to be with his disciples (John 11:54). The name has been associated with biblical 
Ophrah (Josh. 18:23), Ephron (1 Macc. 5:46), and Aphairema (11:34).

Richard A.Richard A. Spencer Spencer

Richard A. Spencer

EPHRAIMEPHRAIM (Heb.  (Heb. }ep�rayim}ep�rayim), FOREST ), FOREST OFOFOF

EPHRAIM (Heb. }ep�rayim ), FOREST OF

The settinThe setting of the dg of the death of Abeath of Absalom (2 Ssalom (2 Sam 18:6). am 18:6). One of perOne of perhaps severhaps several forestsal forests in Palest i in Palestiin Palestine during ne during biblical tbiblical times, its imes, its location hlocation has been a as been a matter of matter of debate. Sidebate. Since the fonce thence the forestthe forest is identi is identified with fied with Ephraim, sEphraim, some suggesome suggest it was lt it was located in ocated in the territthe territory of Ephory oory of Ephraimof Ephraim W of the  W of the Jordan RivJordan River, an areer, an area to whicha to which the Bible the Bible attribute attributes an extens an extensive foressivextenextensive extensive forest covforest covering (Josering (Josh. 17:18).h. 17:18). Others lo Others locate it E cate it E of the Jorof the Jordan, baseddan, based on 2 Sam. on 2 on 2 Sam. 17:2 Sam. 17:24 which s24 which speaks of Dpeaks of David traveavid traveling to Maling to Mahanaim in hanaim in the territthe territory of Gilory of Gilead prior eaGilGilead priGilead prior to the or to the confrontatconfrontation with Aion with Absalom. Thbsalom. The forestrye forestry resources resources of Gilead of Gilead are menti GileadGilead areGilead are mentioned mentioned in the OT in the OT (Gen. 37: (Gen. 37:25; Jer 8:25; Jer 8:22; 46:11)22; 46:11), and in t, and in the Prophethe Prophets are ranks ProphetProphets aProphets are ranked re ranked alongside alongside the resourthe resources of theces of the forest of forest of Lebanon ( Lebanon (Jer. 22:6;Jer. 22:6; Zech. 10: Z Zech. 10:1Zech. 10:10).0).0).

The setting of the death of Absalom (2 Sam 18:6). One of perhaps several forests 
in Palestine during biblical times, its location has been a matter of debate. Since 
the forest is identified with Ephraim, some suggest it was located in the territory 
of Ephraim W of the Jordan River, an area to which the Bible attributes an 
extensive forest covering (Josh. 17:18). Others locate it E of the Jordan, based on 
2 Sam. 17:24 which speaks of David traveling to Mahanaim in the territory of 
Gilead prior to the confrontation with Absalom. The forestry resources of 
Gilead are mentioned in the OT (Gen. 37:25; Jer 8:22; 46:11), and in the 
Prophets are ranked alongside the resources of the forest of Lebanon (Jer. 22:6; 
Zech. 10:10).

LaMoine F.LaMoine F. DeVries DeVries

LaMoine F. DeVries

EPHRATHEPHRATH (Heb.  (Heb. }ep�raœt�}ep�raœt�) ) (PERSON) (PERSON) (also EPHR(also EPHRATHAH)ATHAH)ATHAH)

EPHRATH (Heb. }ep�raœt� ) (PERSON) 
(also EPHRATHAH)

The secondThe second wife of C wife of Caleb, mothaleb, mother of Hur er of Hur and Asshurand Asshur (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 2:19); an a:19); an alternate flternate form of herofform of heform of her name is r name is Ephrathah Ephrathah (v. 24; 4:(v. 24; 4:4).4).

The second wife of Caleb, mother of Hur and Asshur (1 Chr. 2:19); an alternate 
form of her name is Ephrathah (v. 24; 4:4).

EPHRATHEPHRATH (Heb.  (Heb. }ep�raœt�}ep�raœt�) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

EPHRATH (Heb. }ep�raœt� ) (PLACE)

�1.1. A city ne A city near which Rar which Rachel diedachel died giving bi giving birth to Benrth to Benjamin (Genjamin (Gen. 35:16), . 35:16), Ephrathah EphratEphrathah Ephrathah in southerin southern Benjaminn Benjamin (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 10:2; Jer. 0:2; Jer. 31:15).31:15).31:15).

1. A city near which Rachel died giving birth to Benjamin (Gen. 35:16), 
Ephrathah in southern Benjamin (1 Sam. 10:2; Jer. 31:15).

�2.2. The place The place where Rac where Rachel was buhel was buried (Gen.ried (Gen. 35:19; 48 35:19; 48:7), gener:7), generally identally identified withified identidentifiedidentified with Beth with Bethlehem/Ephrlehem/Ephrathah (Rutathah (Ruth 4:11; Mih 4:11; Mic. 5:1).c. 5:1).

2. The place where Rachel was buried (Gen. 35:19; 48:7), generally 
identified with Bethlehem/Ephrathah (Ruth 4:11; Mic. 5:1).

EPHRATHAHEPHRATHAH (Heb.  (Heb. }ep�raœt�a}ep�raœt�a®®) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

EPHRATHAH (Heb. }ep�raœt�a® ) (PERSON)

Another naAnother name for Ephme for Ephrath, the rath, the wife of Cawife of Caleb (1 Chrleb (1 Chr. 2:24; 4:. 2:24; 4:4).4).

Another name for Ephrath, the wife of Caleb (1 Chr. 2:24; 4:4).



EPHRATHAHEPHRATHAH (Heb.  (Heb. }ep�raœt�a}ep�raœt�a®®) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

EPHRATHAH (Heb. }ep�raœt�a® ) (PLACE)

A place naA place name used inme used in reference reference to Bethle to Bethlehem and thhem and the surrounde surrounding regioning region (Ruth 4:1 (Ruth 4: (Ruth 4:11; Mic.4:11; Mic. 5:2). Jes 5:2). Jesse, the fase, the father of Dather of David, is cavid, is called an Eplled an Ephrathite ohrathite of Bethlehef Bethlehem (1 Sam. m (1 Sam (1 Sam. 17:12Sam. 17:12), as are ), as are Naomi, herNaomi, her husband,  husband, and their and their sons (Ruthsons (Ruth 1:2). The 1:2). The LXX inclu LXX includes Ephratdincluincludes Eincludes Ephrathah iphrathah in the listn the list of places of places near Beth near Bethlehem whiclehem which it inserh it inserts after Jts after Josh. 15:59osh. 1osh. 15:59.15:59.15:59.

A place name used in reference to Bethlehem and the surrounding region (Ruth 
4:11; Mic. 5:2). Jesse, the father of David, is called an Ephrathite of Bethlehem (1 
Sam. 17:12), as are Naomi, her husband, and their sons (Ruth 1:2). The LXX 
includes Ephrathah in the list of places near Bethlehem which it inserts after Josh. 
15:59.

�Ephrathah Ephrathah also appeaalso appears as the rs as the name of a name of a woman (1 Cwoman (1 Chr. 2:19) hr. 2:19) who is idewho is identified asntifieideidentifiedidentified as an anc as an ancestor (epoestor (eponymous) ofnymous) of Bethlehem Bethlehem, Tekoa, B, Tekoa, Beth-gader,eth-gader, and Kiria and Kiriath-jearim tKiriaKiriath-jeKiriath-jearim (1 Charim (1 Chr. 2:24, 5r. 2:24, 50-51; 4:4-0-51; 4:4-5), well-k5), well-known townsnown towns in northe in northern Judah. rn Judah. It is unclIt iIt is unclearis unclear whether t whether the kinshiphe kinship group ass group associated wiociated with this teth this territory torritory took its namok its name from suce fre from such from such a person oa person or whether r whether the name ithe name is merely as merely a personifi personification of cation of the territthe territory for geoterritterritory territory for genealfor genealogical purogical purposes. Theposes. The inclusion inclusion of Kiriat of Kiriath-jearim wh-jearim within the ithin the boundariesbounboundariesboundaries of Ephrat of Ephrathah extendhah extends these bos these boundaries nundaries north to thorth to the border we border with Benjamith Benjaith Benjamin (Benjamin (cf. Ps. 13cf. Ps. 132:6, 2:6, }ep�rot�a®}ep�rot�a® = “fields = “fields of Jaar”) of Jaar”). Ephratha. Ephrathah may alsoh may also refer to  refer  refer to Erefer to Ephrath, thphrath, the place toe place to which Jac which Jacob was traob was traveling wheveling when Rachel dn Rachel died (Gen. ied (Gen. 35:16, 19;3535:16, 19;35:16, 19; 48:7); cf 48:7); cf. later pa. later passages thassages that place tht place the tomb of e tomb of Rachel in Rachel in southern Bsouthern Benjamin (1enjamBBenjamin (Benjamin (1 Sam. 10:1 Sam. 10:2), specif2), specifically in ically in the vicinithe vicinity of Ramaty of Ramah (Jer. 31h (Jer. 31:15).:15).:15).

Ephrathah also appears as the name of a woman (1 Chr. 2:19) who is 
identified as an ancestor (eponymous) of Bethlehem, Tekoa, Beth-gader, and 
Kiriath-jearim (1 Chr. 2:24, 50-51; 4:4-5), well-known towns in northern Judah. It 
is unclear whether the kinship group associated with this territory took its name 
from such a person or whether the name is merely a personification of the 
territory for genealogical purposes. The inclusion of Kiriath-jearim within the 
boundaries of Ephrathah extends these boundaries north to the border with 
Benjamin (cf. Ps. 132:6, }ep�rot�a®  = “fields of Jaar”). Ephrathah may also 
refer to Ephrath, the place to which Jacob was traveling when Rachel died (Gen. 
35:16, 19; 48:7); cf. later passages that place the tomb of Rachel in southern 
Benjamin (1 Sam. 10:2), specifically in the vicinity of Ramah (Jer. 31:15).

Wade R. KoWade R. Kottertter

Wade R. Kotter

EPHRONEPHRON (Heb.  (Heb. {ep�ro®n{ep�ro®n) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

EPHRON (Heb. {ep�ro®n ) (PERSON)

A son of ZA son of Zohar; a Hiohar; a Hittite dwelttite dwelling at Heling at Hebron who sbron who sold Abrahaold Abraham his fielm his field and the d and the cave of Macacave of Macave of Machpelah fochpelah for 400 shekr 400 shekels of silels of silver (Gen. ver (Gen. 23:8-18; c23:8-18; cf. 25:9–10f. 25:9–10; 49:29–30; 49:29–30; 50:13).; 5; 50:13).50:13).

A son of Zohar; a Hittite dwelling at Hebron who sold Abraham his field and the 
cave of Machpelah for 400 shekels of silver (Gen. 23:8-18; cf. 25:9–10; 49:29–30; 
50:13).

EPHRONEPHRON (Heb.  (Heb. {ep�ro®n;{ep�ro®n; Gk.  Gk. EphroœnEphroœn) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

EPHRON (Heb. {ep�ro®n;  Gk. Ephroœn) (PLACE)

�1.1. “The town “The towns of Mt. Es of Mt. Ephron” (Jophron” (Josh. 15:9),sh. 15:9), a distric a district on the nt on the northern boorthern border of Jurder boborder of border of Judah nearJudah near Baalah/Ki Baalah/Kiriath-jearriath-jearim (modernim (modern Deir  Deir el-{A‰zarel-{A‰zar). The pre). The precise locatcispreprecise loprecise location of cation of the site ithe site is unknown,s unknown, but el-Qa but el-Qastel near stel near Mozah is aMozah is a possibili possibility.ty.ty.

1. “The towns of Mt. Ephron” (Josh. 15:9), a district on the northern 
border of Judah near Baalah/Kiriath-jearim (modern Deir el-{A‰zar). The 
precise location of the site is unknown, but el-Qastel near Mozah is a possibility.

�2.2. A town ta A town taken by Kinken by King Abijah og Abijah of Judah frf Judah from Jeroboaom Jeroboam I of Isrm I of Israel (2 Chrael (2 Chr. 13:19). . 13. 13:19). It13:19). It is often  is often identifiedidentified with Ophr with Ophrah (Josh. ah (Josh. 18:23) and18:23) and Ephraim ( Ephraim (2 Sam. 13:2 Sam. 13:23). The s23).13:13:23). Th13:23). The site is e site is modern modern et�-T¸aiyiet�-T¸aiyibehbeh (178151), (178151), ca. 6.5 k ca. 6.5 km. (4 mi.)m. (4 mi.) NE of Bet NE of Be NE of Bethel andBethel and 21 km. (1 21 km. (13 mi.) NNE3 mi.) NNE of Jerusa of Jerusalem.lem.lem.

2. A town taken by King Abijah of Judah from Jeroboam I of Israel (2 Chr. 
13:19). It is often identified with Ophrah (Josh. 18:23) and Ephraim (2 Sam. 
13:23). The site is modern et�-T¸aiyibeh  (178151), ca. 6.5 km. (4 mi.) NE of 
Bethel and 21 km. (13 mi.) NNE of Jerusalem.

�3.3. A large a A large and very stnd very strong town rong town which shutwhich shut and block and blocked the gated the gates with stes with stones in anonesststones in stones in an attemptan attempt to prohib to prohibit the pasit the passage of Jusage of Judas Maccabdas Maccabeus and hieus and his army, whs army, who were retowhwho were rwho were returning teturning to Judah fro Judah from Gilead.om Gilead. Judas sen Judas sent a friendt a friendly messagely message to allow  to allow them to trththem to trthem to traverse theaverse the city. Aft city. After being der being denied, he enied, he destroyed destroyed every maleevery male and plund and plundered the teplundplundered plundered the town. the town. AfterwardsAfterwards, he passe, he passed through d through the town othe town over the dever the dead bodies ad bodiead bodies (1 bodies (1 Macc. 5:46Macc. 5:46-52; 2 Mac-52; 2 Macc. 12:27-2c. 12:27-29). Ephron9). Ephron (217216)  (217216) is locatedis located E of the  E of the Jordan RivJoJordan RivJordan River, ca. 19er, ca. 19.5 km. (12.5 km. (12 mi.) SE o mi.) SE of the Sea f the Sea of Galileeof Galilee...

3. A large and very strong town which shut and blocked the gates with 
stones in an attempt to prohibit the passage of Judas Maccabeus and his army, 
who were returning to Judah from Gilead. Judas sent a friendly message to allow 
them to traverse the city. After being denied, he destroyed every male and 
plundered the town. Afterwards, he passed through the town over the dead 
bodies (1 Macc. 5:46-52; 2 Macc. 12:27-29). Ephron (217216) is located E of the 
Jordan River, ca. 19.5 km. (12 mi.) SE of the Sea of Galilee.

Jorge L. VJorge L. Valdesaldes

Jorge L. Valdes



EPICUREANSEPICUREANS (Gk.  (Gk. EpikouíreiEpikouíreioioi)))

EPICUREANS (Gk. Epikouíreioi)

EpicureaniEpicureanism, a philsm, a philosophical osophical school derschool deriving fromiving from Epicurus  Epicurus (341–271 (341–271 B.C.E.B.C.E.), who fou), who ), who foundewho founded a schoold a school of though of thought ca. 306 t ca. 306 in Athens,in Athens, based on  based on his apprechis appreciation foriation for nature an n nature andnature and for pract for practical philoical philosophy as tsophy as the medicinhe medicine of the se of the soul. Epicuoul. Epicurus distrurus distrusted scholsteddistrudistrusteddistrusted scholarly scholarly philosoph philosophy as commoy as commonly practinly practiced and haced and had only badd only bad things to things to say about s say about say about other teacother teachers of arhers of art and sciet and science, inclunce, including Platoding Plato and Arist and Aristotle. He ootle. He offered a pfferooffered a offered a philosophyphilosophy of life f of life for simple or simple people, inpeople, intending totending to lead them lead them to enjoy  to enjoy happiness.happhappiness.happiness.

Epicureanism, a philosophical school deriving from Epicurus (341–271 B.C.E.), 
who founded a school of thought ca. 306 in Athens, based on his appreciation for 
nature and for practical philosophy as the medicine of the soul. Epicurus 
distrusted scholarly philosophy as commonly practiced and had only bad things to 
say about other teachers of art and science, including Plato and Aristotle. He 
offered a philosophy of life for simple people, intending to lead them to enjoy 
happiness.

�Epicurus bEpicurus believed thelieved that the onlat the only trustwory trustworthy guide thy guide was sense was sense perceptionperceptions. Men, wos. Mens. Men, womenMen, women, and slav, and slaves were paes were part of his rt of his community,community, which ass which assembled in embled in his gardenhis gardehis garden. Epgarden. Epicurus proicurus proposed an aposed an atomic theotomic theory, that ery, that everything verything in the worin the world is madeld is made of atoms, mademade of atmade of atoms, whichoms, which are etern are eternal, indestal, indestructible, ructible, and unchanand unchangeable. Hegeable. He accounted accounted for diffe accountedaccounted accounted for differfor difference in thence in the nature ae nature and appearand appearance of thince of things by thengs by their being dir being differing ciffeddiffering differing clusters oclusters of atoms. Tf atoms. The eternithe eternity of the ay of the atoms and ttoms and the randomnhe randomness of theess of their creativir thetheir creatheir creative collitive collisions elimsions eliminate any inate any need for aneed for a God or Re God or Reason behinason behind the univd the universe. The ersunivuniverse. universe. The theoryThe theory also make also makes humans as humans an atomic an atomic accident anccident and their ded their death nothinath nothinath nothing trnothing tragic or moagic or moral, but rral, but rather the ather the alterationalteration of atoms. of atoms.

Epicurus believed that the only trustworthy guide was sense perceptions. 
Men, women, and slaves were part of his community, which assembled in his 
garden. Epicurus proposed an atomic theory, that everything in the world is 
made of atoms, which are eternal, indestructible, and unchangeable. He 
accounted for difference in the nature and appearance of things by their being 
differing clusters of atoms. The eternity of the atoms and the randomness of 
their creative collisions eliminate any need for a God or Reason behind the 
universe. The theory also makes humans an atomic accident and their death 
nothing tragic or moral, but rather the alteration of atoms.

�The EpicurThe Epicureans belieeans believed that tved that there were here were gods, but gods, but that they that they were removwere removed from aned fred from and ufrom and unconcernednconcerned with huma with human existencn existence, not enge, not engaged in praged in providence oovidence or intelligr intelligr intelligenintelligent involvemt involvement with tent with the operatihe operation of humaon of human life or n life or the univerthe universe. Epicurse. Epicurus taught us tus taught thataught that one shout one should seek plld seek pleasure andeasure and happiness happiness — not hed — not hedonistic seonistic selfish satilfish satisfaction, sfasatisatisfactisatisfaction, but plon, but pleasure as easure as the norm othe norm of goodnessf goodness in the un in the universe. Heiverse. He defined p defined pleasure asleasppleasure apleasure as the abses the absence of paince of pain and the n and the ordinary aordinary anxieties onxieties of life. Pef life. People wouldople would be happy  be  be happy ibe happy if free frof free from the fearm the fear of the go of the gods and of ds and of death. In death. In the quest the quest for what ifor what is good, ons goos good, one good, one could truscould trust the innet the inner sensatior sensations as a trns as a trustworthy ustworthy guide. Theguide. The Epicurean Epicurean quest for q quest for quest for personal ppersonal pleasure leleasure led to a retd to a retreat from reat from public actpublic activities anivities and participd participation in gation participparticipatparticipation in govion in government, wernment, which was chich was contrary toontrary to the Greek the Greek expectati expectation that onon that onon that one shouldone should be active be active in public in public life. Thi life. This philosops philosophy was a shy was a system of tystem of thought fochought focused on thusedfocfocused onfocused on the indiv the individual and idual and mostly uncmostly unconcerned woncerned with societith society. It was y. It was pursued bypursued by the intel byby the intby the intellectual ellectual elite and elite and maintainedmaintained that ther that there was no ue was no universal lniversal law or moraaw or moral order tol orl order to torder to the univershe universe. The teae. The teachings of chings of Epicurus wEpicurus were presenere presented to theted to the Roman wor Roman wo Roman world in tworld in the 1st cenhe 1st century tury B.C.E.B.C.E. through L through Lucretius’ ucretius’ philosophiphilosophical poem, cal poem, De Rerum NDe Rerum NDe Rerum Natura.Natura.Natura.

The Epicureans believed that there were gods, but that they were removed 
from and unconcerned with human existence, not engaged in providence or 
intelligent involvement with the operation of human life or the universe. Epicurus 
taught that one should seek pleasure and happiness — not hedonistic selfish 
satisfaction, but pleasure as the norm of goodness in the universe. He defined 
pleasure as the absence of pain and the ordinary anxieties of life. People would 
be happy if free from the fear of the gods and of death. In the quest for what is 
good, one could trust the inner sensations as a trustworthy guide. The Epicurean 
quest for personal pleasure led to a retreat from public activities and 
participation in government, which was contrary to the Greek expectation that 
one should be active in public life. This philosophy was a system of thought 
focused on the individual and mostly unconcerned with society. It was pursued 
by the intellectual elite and maintained that there was no universal law or moral 
order to the universe. The teachings of Epicurus were presented to the Roman 
world in the 1st century B.C.E. through Lucretius’ philosophical poem, De Rerum 
Natura.

�EpicureansEpicureans debated w debated with Paul aith Paul at Athens (t Athens (Acts 17:18Acts 17:18). Althoug). Although he used h he used their vocatheir their vocatheir vocabulary (e.bulary (e.g., Gk. g., Gk. aétomos,aétomos, 1 Cor. 15 1 Cor. 15:52; cf. T:52; cf. Tit. 3:3), it. 3:3), his messaghis message of divine of divie of divine juddivine judgment and gment and resurrectiresurrection was conon was contrary to ttrary to their belieheir beliefs.fs.fs.

Epicureans debated with Paul at Athens (Acts 17:18). Although he used 
their vocabulary (e.g., Gk. aétomos, 1 Cor. 15:52; cf. Tit. 3:3), his message of 
divine judgment and resurrection was contrary to their beliefs.

Richard A.Richard A. Spencer Spencer

Richard A. Spencer

EPILEPSYEPILEPSYEPILEPSY

EPILEPSY



According According to some moto some modern medicdern medical researcal researchers, a dihers, a disorder chasorder characterizedracterized by the re by the r by the repeated orepeated occurrence ccurrence of seizureof seizures in the as in the absence of bsence of an acute pan acute precipitatirecipitating systeming systemic or brainc oc or brain ior brain insult. Somnsult. Some scholarse scholars see the e see the earliest hiarliest historical rstorical references eferences to epilepsto epilepsy in descry in dy in descriptiodescriptions (from ans (from as early ass early as the 2nd m the 2nd millennium illennium B.C.E.B.C.E.) of the d) of the diseases kniseases known as own as antasûubbaaantasûubbaantasûubba and  and bennubennu in ancien in ancient Mesopotat Mesopotamia, thougmia, though other inh other interpretatiterpretations are poons areons are possibare possible. In Grele. In Greco-Roman lco-Roman literature,iterature, the “fall the “falling sickneing sickness” and thss” and the “sacred e “sacred disease,” disedisease,” disease,” a conditioa condition particuln particularly attriarly attributed to tbuted to the actionshe actions of the go of the gods, are usds, are usually regaually rually regarded aregarded as referencs references to epiles to epilepsy.epsy.epsy.

According to some modern medical researchers, a disorder characterized by the 
repeated occurrence of seizures in the absence of an acute precipitating systemic 
or brain insult. Some scholars see the earliest historical references to epilepsy in 
descriptions (from as early as the 2nd millennium B.C.E.) of the diseases known as 
antasûubba and bennu in ancient Mesopotamia, though other interpretations 
are possible. In Greco-Roman literature, the “falling sickness” and the “sacred 
disease,” a condition particularly attributed to the actions of the gods, are usually 
regarded as references to epilepsy.

�The OT conThe OT contains no ctains no clear referlear references to eences to epilepsy, tpilepsy, though somehough some scholars  scholars see the mesee thsee the mentiothe mention of the en of the effects of ffects of the moon ithe moon in Ps. 121:n Ps. 121:6 as a pos6 as a possible refesible reference. Therence. The behavior  be behavior obehavior of Saul (1 f Saul (1 Sam. 16:14Sam. 16:14-16) and E-16) and Ezekiel (Ezzekiel (Ezek. 3:26) ek. 3:26) has also bhas also been attribeen attributed to eputedattribattributedattributed to epilep to epilepsy by somesy by some scholars. scholars.

The OT contains no clear references to epilepsy, though some scholars see 
the mention of the effects of the moon in Ps. 121:6 as a possible reference. The 
behavior of Saul (1 Sam. 16:14-16) and Ezekiel (Ezek. 3:26) has also been 
attributed to epilepsy by some scholars.

�Many moderMany modern scholarsn scholars ascribe t ascribe to epilepsyo epilepsy the sympt the symptoms of theoms of the demon-pos demon-possessed yousesdemon-posdemon-possdemon-possessed youtessed youth in Mark h in Mark 9:14-29. T9:14-29. The parallehe parallel passage l passage in Matt. 1in Matt. 17:15 uses 7:15 uses Gk. GGk. Gk. seleäniaézseleäniaézetai,etai, which is  which is often tranoften translated “moslated “moonstruck,”onstruck,” a rubric  a rubric associatedassociated with epil associatedassociatedassociated with epil with epilepsy in Grepsy in Greco-Roman eco-Roman sources. Msources. More ambiguore ambiguous cases ous cases of epilepsof epilepof epilepsy iepilepsy include refnclude references toerences to Paul’s th Paul’s thorn in theorn in the flesh and flesh and “out-of-b “out-of-body” experody” experiences (2 ienexperexperienceexperiences (2 Cor. s (2 Cor. 12:1-7).12:1-7).12:1-7).

Many modern scholars ascribe to epilepsy the symptoms of the 
demon-possessed youth in Mark 9:14-29. The parallel passage in Matt. 17:15 uses 
Gk. seleäniaézetai, which is often translated “moonstruck,” a rubric 
associated with epilepsy in Greco-Roman sources. More ambiguous cases of 
epilepsy include references to Paul’s thorn in the flesh and “out-of-body” 
experiences (2 Cor. 12:1-7).

Hector AvaHector Avaloslos

Hector Avalos

EPISTLEEPISTLE (Gk.  (Gk. epistoleäíepistoleäí)))

EPISTLE (Gk. epistoleäí)

�SeeSee  LETTER.LETTER.

See LETTER.

ERER (Heb.  (Heb. {eär;{eär; Gk.  Gk. eäíreäír)))

ER (Heb. {eär; Gk. eäír)

�1.1. The first The firstborn son oborn son of Judah anf Judah and the daugd the daughter of thhter of the Canaanite Canaanite Shua (Gee Shua (Gen. 38:1-3,n. 38n. 38:1-3, 1238:1-3, 12; 46:12; N; 46:12; Num. 26:19)um. 26:19) or Bath-s or Bath-shua (1 Chrhua (1 Chr. 2:3). Er. 2:3). Er’s marriag’s marriage with Tame with Tamar, probabarTamTamar, proTamar, probably a Cabably a Canaanite, enaanite, ended shortnded shortly with hily with his death, as death, attributed ttributed to “wickedto “wickedness in thn“wicked“wickednes“wickedness in the ss in the sight of thight of the Lord” (Ge Lord” (Gen. 38:7; en. 38:7; 1 Chr. 2:31 Chr. 2:3).).).

1. The firstborn son of Judah and the daughter of the Canaanite Shua (Gen. 
38:1-3, 12; 46:12; Num. 26:19) or Bath-shua (1 Chr. 2:3). Er’s marriage with 
Tamar, probably a Canaanite, ended shortly with his death, attributed to 
“wickedness in the sight of the Lord” (Gen. 38:7; 1 Chr. 2:3).

�2.2. One of th One of the sons of e sons of Shelah; thShelah; the grandsone grandson of Judah  of Judah and the faand the father of Lether of Lecah (1 Chrcah (1cah (1 Chr. 4:(1 Chr. 4:21).21).21).

2. One of the sons of Shelah; the grandson of Judah and the father of Lecah 
(1 Chr. 4:21).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Elmadr of Elmadam; listedam; listed among the among the ancestors ancestors of Jesus  of Jesus in Luke’s in Luke’s genealogy geneagenealogy genealogy (Luke 3:28(Luke 3:28).).

3. The father of Elmadam; listed among the ancestors of Jesus in Luke’s 
genealogy (Luke 3:28).

ERANERAN (Heb.  (Heb. {eäraœn{eäraœn)))

ERAN (Heb. {eäraœn)

One of ShuOne of Shuthelah’s sthelah’s sons and thons and the grandsone grandson of Ephrai of Ephraim; eponymom; eponymous ancestous ancestor of the Er of ther of the Eranitthe Eranite clan (Nue clan (Num. 26:36; m. 26:36; LXX “Eden,LXX “Eden,” v. 40).” v. 40).

One of Shuthelah’s sons and the grandson of Ephraim; eponymous ancestor of 
the Eranite clan (Num. 26:36; LXX “Eden,” v. 40).

ERASTUSERASTUS (Gk.  (Gk. EÉrastosEÉrastos)))

ERASTUS (Gk. EÉrastos)

The city tThe city treasurer (reasurer (Gk. Gk. oikonoœmosoikonoœmos) of Corin) of Corinth, from wth, from whom Paul shom Paul sends greetends greetings to thingreetgreetings greetings to the chuto the church at Romrch at Rome (Rom. 16e (Rom. 16:23). Acts:23). Acts 19:22 men 19:22 mentions an Etions an Erastus senrastus senrastus sent with sent with Timothy byTimothy by Paul to M Paul to Macedonia facedonia from Ephesurom Ephesus. 2 Tim. s. 2 Tim. 4:20 refer4:20 refers to an Ers to an Ers to an Erastus whErastus who remainedo remained at Corint at Corinth. A Latinh. A Latin inscripti inscription excavaton excavated in a paed in a paved courtyved courtyard near tacourtycourtyard courtyard near the tnear the theater at heater at Corinth reCorinth reads: “Erasads: “Erastus laid [tus laid [the pavemethe pavement] at hisnt] at his own expen ow own expensown expense in reture in return for his n for his aedileshipaedileship.”.”.”

The city treasurer (Gk. oikonoœmos) of Corinth, from whom Paul sends 



greetings to the church at Rome (Rom. 16:23). Acts 19:22 mentions an Erastus 
sent with Timothy by Paul to Macedonia from Ephesus. 2 Tim. 4:20 refers to an 
Erastus who remained at Corinth. A Latin inscription excavated in a paved 
courtyard near the theater at Corinth reads: “Erastus laid [the pavement] at his 
own expense in return for his aedileship.”

�Rom. 16, pRom. 16, perhaps orierhaps originally diginally directed to rected to Ephesus raEphesus rather than ther than Rome, was Rome, was probably wprobaprobably wprobably written froritten from Corinth.m Corinth. Acts is a Acts is a secondary secondary account,  account, and 2 Timoand 2 Timothy may bethy may bthy may be pseudo-be pseudo-Pauline. SPauline. Still, the till, the same Erastsame Erastus was prous was probably intebably intended in eanded in each NT textch NT text and in th a and in theand in the inscripti inscription. The tion. The title tle oikonoœmosoikonoœmos may corre may correspond to tspond to the questorhe questor, a lower , a l, a lower posilower position than tion than aedile butaedile but also resp also responsible foonsible for public fr public funds; one unds; one might be qmight be questor befuesqquestor bequestor before becomfore becoming aedileing aedile. If the s. If the same Erastuame Erastus is intens is intended by Pauded by Paul and the l and the inscriptioinsinscriptioinscription, it suggn, it suggests Chrisests Christianity hatianity had followerd followers among pes among persons of nrsons of notable staotable status in Cortus itus in Corinthin Corinth...

Rom. 16, perhaps originally directed to Ephesus rather than Rome, was 
probably written from Corinth. Acts is a secondary account, and 2 Timothy may 
be pseudo-Pauline. Still, the same Erastus was probably intended in each NT text 
and in the inscription. The title oikonoœmos may correspond to the questor, a 
lower position than aedile but also responsible for public funds; one might be 
questor before becoming aedile. If the same Erastus is intended by Paul and the 
inscription, it suggests Christianity had followers among persons of notable status 
in Corinth.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. TheisseG. Theissen, n, The SocialThe Social Setting o Setting of Pauline f Pauline ChristianiChristianityty (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1982ph(Philadel(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1982)hia, 1982)...

Bibliography. G. Theissen, The Social Setting of Pauline Christianity 
(Philadelphia, 1982).

Scott NashScott Nash

Scott Nash

ERECHERECH (Heb.  (Heb. }erek�}erek�)))

ERECH (Heb. }erek� )

The biblicThe biblical name ofal name of ancient U ancient Uruk (moderruk (modern Warka) on Warka) on the lowen the lower Euphrater Euphrates River ins River s River in IRiver in Iraq. The eraq. The early Sumerarly Sumerian name oian name of the cityf the city was Unug, was Unug, likely “t likely “the city”; he city”; during thadurinduring thaduring that time Urut time Uruk would hak would have been thve been the largest e largest city in thcity in the world. Ae world. According tccording to the Sumeo tto the Sumto the Sumerian Kingerian King List, the List, the First Dyn First Dynasty of Urasty of Uruk includeuk included Enmerkard Enmerkar, Lugalban, Lugalbanda, GilgamdLugalbanLugalbandaLugalbanda, Gilgames, Gilgamesh, and Dumh, and Dumuzi (Tammuuzi (Tammuz), semilez), semilegendary figendary figures who gures who are prominare proare prominent prominent in Mesopotin Mesopotamian epicamian epics.s.s.

The biblical name of ancient Uruk (modern Warka) on the lower Euphrates 
River in Iraq. The early Sumerian name of the city was Unug, likely “the city”; 
during that time Uruk would have been the largest city in the world. According 
to the Sumerian King List, the First Dynasty of Uruk included Enmerkar, 
Lugalbanda, Gilgamesh, and Dumuzi (Tammuz), semilegendary figures who are 
prominent in Mesopotamian epics.

�Apart fromApart from explorato exploratory visits,ry visits, excavatio excavations at Urukns at Uruk began in  began in 1912 and c1912 and continued wontinueccontinued continued with interwith interruptions uruptions until the 3ntil the 39th season9th season in 1989.  in 1989. The site wThe site was first sas first settled in ettlessettled insettled in the 5th m the 5th millennium illennium B.C.B.C. During th During the 4th mille 4th millennium — tennium — the eponymohe eponymous Uruk peus Urus Uruk perioUruk period — the sid — the site was domte was dominated by inated by two centertwo centers: Eanna, s: Eanna, the locatithe location in lateon in later times ofrlatelater timelater times of a tems of a temple to Inaple to Inanna, and tnna, and the so-callhe so-called Anu ziged Anu ziggurat, a pgurat, a platform sulatform supporting tpporsusupportingsupporting the White the White temple, i temple, itself posstself possibly dedicibly dedicated to thated to the god Anu.e god Anu. Protocune Protocuneiform textifProtocuneProtocuneiProtocuneiform textsform texts found in  found in these areathese areas have sugs have suggested to gested to some that some that writing wawriting wawriting was inventwas invented in the ed in the city at pecity at perhaps 3300rhaps 3300. During t. During the 3rd milhe 3rd millennium thlennium the city gree city grew to as muw gregrew to asgrew to as much as 4 much as 400 ha. (9800 ha. (988 a.) in a8 a.) in area and warea and was surrounds surrounded by a laed by a large fortifrge fortification waicafortiffortificatfortification wall. ion wall. During theDuring the 2nd mille 2nd millennium the nnium the city was pcity was politicallyolitically less impo less important, altrtant,impoimportant,important, although  although it was theit was the site of t site of the palace he palace of the Oldof the Old Babylonia Babylonian ruler n ruler Sin-kasûidSin-kSin-kasûidSin-kasûid. During t. During the 1st milhe 1st millennium Urlennium Uruk was renuk was renovated by ovated by the Assyrithe Assyrian king Saan king an king Sargoking Sargon II (721–n II (721–705). It e705). It experiencedxperienced an econom an economic revivalic revival in Parthi in Parthian and Selan and Seleucid timeeucSelSeleucid tSeleucid times, whenimes, when the templ the temples of Anu,es of Anu, Antum, an Antum, and Gareus, d Gareus, and anotheand another temple tr templer temple thetemple the excavator excavators called ts called the Südbau,he Südbau, were buil were built.t.t.

Apart from exploratory visits, excavations at Uruk began in 1912 and 
continued with interruptions until the 39th season in 1989. The site was first 
settled in the 5th millennium B.C. During the 4th millennium — the eponymous 
Uruk period — the site was dominated by two centers: Eanna, the location in 
later times of a temple to Inanna, and the so-called Anu ziggurat, a platform 
supporting the White temple, itself possibly dedicated to the god Anu. 
Protocuneiform texts found in these areas have suggested to some that writing 
was invented in the city at perhaps 3300. During the 3rd millennium the city 
grew to as much as 400 ha. (988 a.) in area and was surrounded by a large 
fortification wall. During the 2nd millennium the city was politically less 
important, although it was the site of the palace of the Old Babylonian ruler 
Sin-kasûid. During the 1st millennium Uruk was renovated by the Assyrian 
king Sargon II (721–705). It experienced an economic revival in Parthian and 
Seleucid times, when the temples of Anu, Antum, and Gareus, and another 
temple the excavators called the Südbau, were built.

�Erech is mErech is mentioned ientioned in the Bibln the Bible as one oe as one of the citif the cities ruled bes ruled by the legey the legendary kingndary kinndary king Nimroking Nimrod in the ld in the land of Shiand of Shinar, alongnar, along with Baby with Babylon and Aklon and Akkad (Gen. kad (Gen. 10:10). It10:10). Its citizenss cs citizens wcitizens were among ere among those depothose deported to Sarted to Samaria (Ezrmaria (Ezra 4:9).a 4:9).a 4:9).

Erech is mentioned in the Bible as one of the cities ruled by the legendary 



king Nimrod in the land of Shinar, along with Babylon and Akkad (Gen. 10:10). Its 
citizens were among those deported to Samaria (Ezra 4:9).

Geoff EmbeGeoff Emberlingrling

Geoff Emberling

ERIERI (Heb.  (Heb. {eäriî{eäriî)))

ERI (Heb. {eäriî)

The fifth The fifth son of Gadson of Gad (Gen. 46: (Gen. 46:16). His d16). His descendantsescendants, the Erit, the Erites, are mees, are mentioned inntioned in the first th the first the first census takcensus taken in the en in the wildernesswilderness (Num. 26: (Num. 26:16).16).

The fifth son of Gad (Gen. 46:16). His descendants, the Erites, are mentioned in 
the first census taken in the wilderness (Num. 26:16).

ERUPTIONERUPTIONERUPTION

ERUPTION

A scab or A scab or a rash (Hea rash (Heb. b. sappah�at�sappah�at�). Because). Because the erupt the eruptions of inions of incipient lecipient leprosy wereprosy leleprosy weleprosy were often ire often indistinguindistinguishable froshable from rashes cm rashes caused by saused by something eomething else, all slse, all such irreguuchssuch irregsuch irregularities ularities underwent underwent ritual exaritual examination tmination to determino determine whether e whether or not theor not they were benythethey were they were benign (Lebenign (Lev. 13:2, 6v. 13:2, 6; 14:56-57; 14:56-57).).

A scab or a rash (Heb. sappah�at� ). Because the eruptions of incipient 
leprosy were often indistinguishable from rashes caused by something else, all 
such irregularities underwent ritual examination to determine whether or not 
they were benign (Lev. 13:2, 6; 14:56-57).

ESARHADDONESARHADDON (Heb.  (Heb. }eäsar-h�a}eäsar-h�addo®n;ddo®n;  Akk. Akk. Asûsûur-ahAsûsûur-ah˙h˙a-iddin˙h˙a-iddinaa)))

ESARHADDON (Heb. }eäsar-h�addo®n;  
Akk. Asûsûur-ah˙h˙a-iddina)

King of AsKing of Assyria (680syria (680–669 –669 B.C.B.C.). Followi). Following the murng the murder of hisder of his father Se father Sennacherib nnacherib (2 Kgs. 19(2 K(2 Kgs. 19:37Kgs. 19:37 = Isa. 37 = Isa. 37:38), Esar:38), Esarhaddon washaddon was immediate immediately confronly confronted with ated with a rebellion rebellion which he  w which he qwhich he quelled aftuelled after six weeer six weeks. After ks. After restoring restoring Babylon, wBabylon, which his fhich his father had ather had destroyed,desdestroyed,destroyed, he turned he turned his atten his attention to thtion to the affairs e affairs in the wesin the west in Syro-t in Syro-Palestine Palestine and Egypt.and Eand Egypt. ConEgypt. Continuing Setinuing Sennacherib’nnacherib’s policiess policies, he colle, he collected heavycted heavy tribute f tribute from vassalrom vassal kings in  kin kings in Skings in Syro-Palestyro-Palestine, incluine, including the rding the rulers of Eulers of Edom, Moab,dom, Moab, Ammon, Ty Ammon, Tyre, and Sire, and Sidon. He aldoSiSidon. He Sidon. He also requialso required them tred them to send buio send building matelding materials to Arials to Assyria andssyria and Babylonia Babylonia. Israelit. I. Israelite Israelite king Manasking Manasseh may haseh may have been trve been transported ansported to Babylonto Babylon as well,  as well, which may which may explain theexplain thexplain the account e account in 2 Chr. in 2 Chr. 33:11. Lat33:11. Late in his re in his reign Esarheign Esarhaddon requaddon required all vired all vassals (liassalvvassals (lvassals (likely inclikely including Manauding Manasseh) to ssseh) to sign a treaign a treaty ensurinty ensuring the ordeg the orderly succesrly succession of hision osion of his sonof his son Assurbani Assurbanipal.pal.pal.

King of Assyria (680–669 B.C.). Following the murder of his father Sennacherib (2 
Kgs. 19:37 = Isa. 37:38), Esarhaddon was immediately confronted with a rebellion 
which he quelled after six weeks. After restoring Babylon, which his father had 
destroyed, he turned his attention to the affairs in the west in Syro-Palestine and 
Egypt. Continuing Sennacherib’s policies, he collected heavy tribute from vassal 
kings in Syro-Palestine, including the rulers of Edom, Moab, Ammon, Tyre, and 
Sidon. He also required them to send building materials to Assyria and Babylonia. 
Israelite king Manasseh may have been transported to Babylon as well, which may 
explain the account in 2 Chr. 33:11. Late in his reign Esarhaddon required all 
vassals (likely including Manasseh) to sign a treaty ensuring the orderly succession 
of his son Assurbanipal.

�Since EgypSince Egypt was stilt was still a threatl a threat to seize  to seize control ofcontrol of the Levan the Levantine coasttine coast from the  from the  from the Assyrithe Assyrians, Esarhans, Esarhaddon, aftaddon, after a briefer a brief failure,  failure, became thebecame the first Ass first Assyrian kingyrian king to enter  to en to enter and enter and conquer Egconquer Egypt (671).ypt (671). Esarhaddo Esarhaddon’s annalsn’s annals give a de give a detailed destailed description ocription of the captf tf the capturthe capture and loote and looting of Meming of Memphis, the phis, the primary Egprimary Egyptian cityptian city. Soon afy. Soon after the Aster the Assyrian kinsyAsAssyrian kAssyrian king left, ing left, the Egyptithe Egyptians under ans under Taharqa reTaharqa revolted, thvolted, thereby precereby precipitating ipitating another caanotanother caanother campaign by mpaign by EsarhaddonEsarhaddon, who died, who died, however,, however, before he before he was able  was able to return.to returto return.return.return.

Since Egypt was still a threat to seize control of the Levantine coast from 
the Assyrians, Esarhaddon, after a brief failure, became the first Assyrian king to 
enter and conquer Egypt (671). Esarhaddon’s annals give a detailed description of 
the capture and looting of Memphis, the primary Egyptian city. Soon after the 
Assyrian king left, the Egyptians under Taharqa revolted, thereby precipitating 
another campaign by Esarhaddon, who died, however, before he was able to 
return.

�Although nAlthough not mentionot mentioned in the ed in the Assyrian aAssyrian annals, thennals, there is evidre is evidence that ence that EsarhaddonEsarhadEsarhaddonEsarhaddon sent depo sent deportees intortees into Judah. Ac Judah. According tocording to Ezra 4:2, Ezra 4:2, during th during the Achaemene Achaemee AchaemenidAchaemenid period (m period (mid-5th cenid-5th century) the tury) the enemies ofenemies of Judah ask Judah asked to helped to help the retur the retu the returned ereturned exiles in rxiles in rebuilding ebuilding the templethe temple, since th, since they had beeey had been sacrificn sacrificing to Goding to God “ever sin “ev “ever sinc“ever since the dayse the days of King E of King Esarhaddon sarhaddon of Assyriaof Assyria who had b who had brought us rought us here.” It here.” It seems probseseems probseems probable that able that this deporthis deportation maytation may have come have come about bec about because of Seause of Sennacherib’nnacheriSeSennacheriSennacherib’s major b’s major campaign icampaign in the westn the west (ca. 701) (ca. 701) and conti and continued durinnued during the reigg the reign of Esarhn reigreign of Ereign of Esarhaddon.sarhaddon.

Although not mentioned in the Assyrian annals, there is evidence that 
Esarhaddon sent deportees into Judah. According to Ezra 4:2, during the 
Achaemenid period (mid-5th century) the enemies of Judah asked to help the 
returned exiles in rebuilding the temple, since they had been sacrificing to God 
“ever since the days of King Esarhaddon of Assyria who had brought us here.” It 
seems probable that this deportation may have come about because of 



Sennacherib’s major campaign in the west (ca. 701) and continued during the 
reign of Esarhaddon.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. ParpolaS. Parpola, , Letters frLetters from Assyriaom Assyrian Scribes n Scribes to the Kinto the Kings Esarhadgs Esarhaddon and AsdonEsarhadEsarhaddonEsarhaddon and Assur and Assurbanipal IIbanipal II.. AOAT 5/2  AOAT 5/2 (Kevelaer,(Kevelaer, 1983); D. 1983); D. J. Wisema J. Wiseman, n, The VassalThe VasThe Vassal-TreVassal-Treaties of Eaties of Esarhaddon.sarhaddon. Iraq 20 ( Iraq 20 (1958): 1–91958): 1–99.9.9.

Bibliography. S. Parpola, Letters from Assyrian Scribes to the Kings 
Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal II. AOAT 5/2 (Kevelaer, 1983); D. J. Wiseman, The 
Vassal-Treaties of Esarhaddon. Iraq 20 (1958): 1–99.
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ESAUESAU (Heb.  (Heb. {eäsíaœw{eäsíaœw)))

ESAU (Heb. {eäsíaœw)

The oldestThe oldest son of Is son of Isaac and Reaac and Rebekah and bekah and twin brothtwin brother of Jacoer of Jacob (Gen. 25b (Gen. 25:24-25; 1 :24-25; 1 Chr. 1:34)CChr. 1:34)Chr. 1:34). The etym. The etymology of Eology of Esau’s namesau’s name is unclea is unclear. His desr. His description acription as reddish s reddish in appearain ain appearanceappearance (Heb.  (Heb. }ad�mo®niî}ad�mo®niî,, Gen. 25:2 Gen. 25:25; cf. 5; cf. haœ}aœd�oœhaœ}aœd�oœm,m, v. 30) is v. 30) is etymologi etym etymologicetymologically relatally related not to ed not to the name Ethe name Esau but tosau but to Edom ( Edom (}eïd�o®m;}eïd�o®m; 36:1, 8,  36:1, 8, 19, 43), E1919, 43), E19, 43), Esau’s eponsau’s eponymous descymous descendants (vendants (vv. 9, 43).v. 9, 43). So too, E So too, Esau’s hairsau’s hairiness (iness (síeä{aœr,síeä{a((síeä{aœr,(síeä{aœr, Gen. 25:2 Gen. 25:25) is rela5) is related to Seited to Seir (r (síeä{iîr;síeä{iîr; 36:8; Deu 36:8; Deut. 2:4-5; t. 2:4-5; Josh. 24:4Josh. 24:4), the lan), t), the land wthe land where he fihere he finally settnally settles.les.les.

The oldest son of Isaac and Rebekah and twin brother of Jacob (Gen. 25:24-25; 1 
Chr. 1:34). The etymology of Esau’s name is unclear. His description as reddish in 
appearance (Heb. }ad�mo®niî,  Gen. 25:25; cf. haœ}aœd�oœm,  v. 30) is 
etymologically related not to the name Esau but to Edom (}eïd�o®m;  36:1, 8, 
19, 43), Esau’s eponymous descendants (vv. 9, 43). So too, Esau’s hairiness 
(síeä{aœr, Gen. 25:25) is related to Seir (síeä{iîr; 36:8; Deut. 2:4-5; Josh. 24:4), 
the land where he finally settles.

�As the eldAs the eldest son Esest son Esau was entau was entitled to titled to the birthrihe birthright and blght and blessing of essing of the firstbthe firstborn. He soofirstbfirstborn.firstborn. He sold t He sold the former he former to Jacob fto Jacob for food (Gor food (Gen. 25:29-en. 25:29-34; cf. He34; cf. Heb. 12:16) b. 12:16) and lost tandand lost tand lost the latter he latter through Rethrough Rebekah and bekah and Jacob’s trJacob’s trickery (Geickery (Gen. 27:1-38n. 27:1-38). Thus, I). Thus, Isaac couldsaacIIsaac coulIsaac could only givd only give Esau a se Esau a secondary aecondary and subordind subordinate blessnate blessing (Gen. ing (Gen. 27:39-40; 27:39-40; but cf. Hebubut cf. Hebut cf. Heb. 11:20).b. 11:20). Such reve Such reversals wherrsals where the youne the younger brotheger brother is favorr is favored over thed over the older are ththe older the older are commonare common in the Bi in the Bible, and tble, and this partichis particular instaular instance was fonce was foretold (Geretold (Gen. 25:23).n. (Ge(Gen. 25:2(Gen. 25:23). Nevert3). Nevertheless, thheless, these reversese reversals often als often come at socome at some price —me price — in this c in this case Esau haccase Esau case Esau hates Jacohates Jacob and planb and plans to kill s to kill him (Gen. him (Gen. 27:41-45).27:41-45). The two b The two brothers arrothers are then este te then estrathen estranged untilnged until their reu their reunion many nion many years lateyears later (chs. 32r (chs. 32—33). Whil—33). While this meee this meeting causetmeemeeting cameeting caused Jacobused Jacob much anxi much anxiety (note ety (note esp. Gen. esp. Gen. 32:22-32),32:22-32), Esau is p Esau is presented aresented as a graciosaas a gracias a gracious and foous and forgiving brrgiving brother (33:other (33:4–9; cf. R4–9; cf. Rebekah’s webekah’s words in 27ords in 27:44–45). R:44–45). Reconciled,ecoRReconciledReconciled, Esau and, Esau and Jacob the Jacob then part wayn part ways, dwellins, dwelling in diffeg in different areasrent areas (Gen. 35: (Gen. 35:16, 21; cf16, 35:35:16, 21;35:16, 21; cf. 36:6– cf. 36:6–8) but uni8) but uniting againting again when Isaa when Isaac dies (35c dies (35:29).:29).:29).

As the eldest son Esau was entitled to the birthright and blessing of the 
firstborn. He sold the former to Jacob for food (Gen. 25:29-34; cf. Heb. 12:16) 
and lost the latter through Rebekah and Jacob’s trickery (Gen. 27:1-38). Thus, 
Isaac could only give Esau a secondary and subordinate blessing (Gen. 27:39-40; 
but cf. Heb. 11:20). Such reversals where the younger brother is favored over 
the older are common in the Bible, and this particular instance was foretold 
(Gen. 25:23). Nevertheless, these reversals often come at some price — in this 
case Esau hates Jacob and plans to kill him (Gen. 27:41-45). The two brothers are 
then estranged until their reunion many years later (chs. 32—33). While this 
meeting caused Jacob much anxiety (note esp. Gen. 32:22-32), Esau is presented 
as a gracious and forgiving brother (33:4–9; cf. Rebekah’s words in 27:44–45). 
Reconciled, Esau and Jacob then part ways, dwelling in different areas (Gen. 
35:16, 21; cf. 36:6–8) but uniting again when Isaac dies (35:29).

�Esau is deEsau is described asscribed as a hunter  a hunter and a man and a man of the fieof the field (Gen. 2ld (Gen. 25:27). He 5:27). He married twmarried married twmarried two Hittite o Hittite wives (comwives (compare Gen. pare Gen. 26:34 with26:34 with 36:2–3; 3 36:2–3; 36:10–12, 16:10–12, 14), who ma4), who m4), who made life made life bitter forbitter for Isaac and Isaac and Rebekah ( Rebekah (26:35; 27:26:35; 27:46), and h46), and he also mare also married a dauried a daughter of Ightedaudaughter odaughter of Ishmael f Ishmael (compare 2(compare 28:6–9 with8:6–9 with 36:2–3, 1 36:2–3, 13), appare3), apparently to plntly to please his pease his parents. Tharpparents. Tparents. The names ohe names of his wivef his wives are confs are confused from used from one text tone text to another,o another, but it is but it is clear tha cl clear thatclear that five sons five sons came from came from these mar these marriages: Elriages: Eliphaz, Reuiphaz, Reuel, Jeush,el, Jeush, Jalam, an Jalam, and Korah. Ad Kod Korah. A lKorah. A lengthy genengthy genealogy of ealogy of Esau’s desEsau’s descendants icendants is given ins given in Gen. 36 ( Gen. 36 (cf. 1 Chr.cf. 1 Chr. 1:35-54). 1:3 1:35-54).1:35-54).1:35-54).

Esau is described as a hunter and a man of the field (Gen. 25:27). He 
married two Hittite wives (compare Gen. 26:34 with 36:2–3; 36:10–12, 14), who 
made life bitter for Isaac and Rebekah (26:35; 27:46), and he also married a 
daughter of Ishmael (compare 28:6–9 with 36:2–3, 13), apparently to please his 
parents. The names of his wives are confused from one text to another, but it is 
clear that five sons came from these marriages: Eliphaz, Reuel, Jeush, Jalam, and 
Korah. A lengthy genealogy of Esau’s descendants is given in Gen. 36 (cf. 1 Chr. 
1:35-54).

�The rest oThe rest of the biblf the biblical materical material is somial is somewhat ambiewhat ambivalent abovalent about Esau. Hut Esau. His siblingis siblingis sibling resibling relationshiplationship to Jacob, to Jacob, the ances the ancestor of Isrtor of Israel, is reael, is remembered amembered and respectnd respected at poined aed at points at points (e.g., Deu(e.g., Deut. 2:4-5, t. 2:4-5, 8, 29). In8, 29). Indeed, God deed, God gave Seir gave Seir to Esau (Dto Esau (Deut. 2:5, eut. 2:5, 12, 22; Jo12, 2212, 22; Josh. 22; Josh. 24:4), not24:4), not unlike th unlike the giving oe giving of Canaan tf Canaan to Jacob. Eo Jacob. Elsewhere, lsewhere, however, Ehowever, Esau/Edom isau/EEsau/Edom Esau/Edom is a rivalis a rival to Israel to Israel and is ju and is judged by Godged by God (cf. Jerd (cf. Jer. 49:7-22;. 49:7-22; Obadiah). Obadiah). Mal. 1:2- Mal.  Mal. 1:2-3Mal. 1:2-3 states th states that God lovat God loved Jacob bed Jacob but hated Eut hated Esau, a thesau, a theme picked me picked up by Paulup by Paul (Rom. 9:1 ( (Rom. 9:13(Rom. 9:13).).).

The rest of the biblical material is somewhat ambivalent about Esau. His 
sibling relationship to Jacob, the ancestor of Israel, is remembered and respected 
at points (e.g., Deut. 2:4-5, 8, 29). Indeed, God gave Seir to Esau (Deut. 2:5, 12, 
22; Josh. 24:4), not unlike the giving of Canaan to Jacob. Elsewhere, however, 



Esau/Edom is a rival to Israel and is judged by God (cf. Jer. 49:7-22; Obadiah). 
Mal. 1:2-3 states that God loved Jacob but hated Esau, a theme picked up by Paul 
(Rom. 9:13).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. DijkstrM. Dijkstra, “Esau,”a, “Esau,”  DDD,DDD, 306. 306. 306.

Bibliography. M. Dijkstra, “Esau,” DDD, 306.
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ESCAPE, ROESCAPE, ROCK OFCK OFCK OF

ESCAPE, ROCK OF

A place inA place in the rocky the rocky wildernes wilderness of Maon,s of Maon, perhaps a perhaps a cliff or  cliff or rocky cragrocky crag (Heb.  (Heb. sela{ hammsela{ sela{ hammsela{ hammah�leïqo®tah�leïqo®t��), where S), where Saul broke aul broke off his puoff his pursuit of Drsuit of David in oravid in order to defder tder to defend to defend Israel froIsrael from Philistim Philistine aggressne aggression (1 Samion (1 Sam. 23:28; N. 23:28; NRSV mg “RoRSV mg “Rock of Divick of Division”; NIVsiDiviDivision”;Division”; NIV “Sela NIV “Sela-hammohlek-hammohlekoth”).oth”).oth”).

A place in the rocky wilderness of Maon, perhaps a cliff or rocky crag (Heb. 
sela{ hammah�leïqo®t� ), where Saul broke off his pursuit of David in order 
to defend Israel from Philistine aggression (1 Sam. 23:28; NRSV mg “Rock of 
Division”; NIV “Sela-hammohlekoth”).

�The narratThe narrative suggesive suggests that Dats that David was abvid was able to eludle to elude Saul ande Saul and his men,  his men, whom he cowhom hwhom he could she could see, withouee, without their bet their being able ting able to capture o capture him. The phim. The place is polace is popularly thpularly thought to bougththought tothought to be two cl be two cliffs separiffs separated by a ated by a narrow ravnarrow ravine, such ine, such as might eas might exist in Waxist in Wadi di WaWadi Wadi el-Mala®qiel-Mala®qi, ca. 8 mi, ca. 8 mi. (13 km.). (13 km.) ENE of Ma ENE of Maon.on.on.

The narrative suggests that David was able to elude Saul and his men, whom 
he could see, without their being able to capture him. The place is popularly 
thought to be two cliffs separated by a narrow ravine, such as might exist in 
Wadi el-Mala®qi, ca. 8 mi. (13 km.) ENE of Maon.
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ESCHATOLOGESCHATOLOGYYY

ESCHATOLOGY

EschatologEschatology (from Gky (from Gk. . éschatos,éschatos, “last”) c “last”) concerns exoncerns expectationspectations of an end of an end time, whe time, whether the ctwhewhether thwhether the close ofe close of history,  history, the world the world itself, oritself, or the prese the present age. Esnt age. Eschatologicchatological languagal lanal language blanguage becomes proecomes prominent in minent in the OT prothe OT prophets and phets and later Jewilater Jewish apocalysh apocalyptic textsptic textptic texts (bottexts (both canonicah canonical and extrl and extracanonicalacanonical) and is a) and is a pervasive pervasive feature i feature in early Chn early Christian liristiChChristian Christian literatureliterature. A rich v. A rich variety of ariety of images appimages appear in theear in these writingse writings: the “das: the “day of the Ly of ty of the Lord” the Lord” (or “that (or “that day”), oftday”), often characten characterized as erized as a day of ja day of judgment (eudgment (e.g., Ezek..g., Ezek. 30:1-4; J 30:1 30:1-4; Jo30:1-4; Joel 2:1-2; el 2:1-2; Amos 5:18-Amos 5:18-20; Zeph. 20; Zeph. 1:7-18; 4 1:7-18; 4 Ezra 7:33–Ezra 7:33–44; 1 En. 44; 1 En. 3, 45, 62–3, 45, 62–63, 100; M63, 62–62–63, 10062–63, 100; Matt. 11; Matt. 11:22; 25:31:22; 25:31-46; Rom. -46; Rom. 2:1-16; 1 2:1-16; 1 Cor. 3:10-Cor. 3:10-15), and p15), and preceded byreceded by a period  byby a perioby a period of testid of testing and socng and social and poial and political dilitical disintegratisintegration (Dan. 1on (Dan. 12:1-4; 4 E2:1-4; 4 Ezra 5:1–13zra 5:1zra 5:1–13; 2 5:1–13; 2 Bar. 25, 7Bar. 25, 70; T. Levi0; T. Levi 16–18; T. 16–18; T. Zeb. 9:5– Zeb. 9:5–9; T. Naph9; T. Naph. 4:2–5; S. 4:2–5; Sib. Or. 3:ib. Or. 3:635–56); a635–3:3:635–56);3:635–56); a decisiv a decisive war in we war in which Israehich Israel’s enemiel’s enemies (or the s (or the forces of forces of evil) are evil) are finally definallyfinally definally defeated andfeated and Israel (o Israel (or God’s per God’s people) restople) restored (Ezekored (Ezek. 37-39; J. 37-39; Joel 3[MT 4oel 3[MT 4]; Zech. 1]; Z]; Zech. 12, Zech. 12, 14; 1 En. 14; 1 En. 56; 1QM; R56; 1QM; Rev. 19:11-ev. 19:11-21; 20:7-121; 20:7-10); restor0); restoration of tation of the holy cihe holy city and of ty aty and of theand of the land (Isa land (Isa. 35, 40—5. 35, 40—55; Tob. 145; Tob. 14:5; Jub. 1:5; Jub. 1:15–18); a:15–18); an eschatoln eschatological temogical temple (Ezek.ple temtemple (Eztemple (Ezek. 40-48;ek. 40-48; 11QT); th 11QT); the conversie conversion or streon or streaming of taming of the nationshe nations to Jerusa to Jerusalem (Isa. leJerusaJerusalem Jerusalem (Isa. 60; (Isa. 60; cf. 11:10;cf. 11:10; Zech. 8:2 Zech. 8:20-23; 14:10-23; 14:16-21; Tob.6-21; Tob. 14:6-7; c 14:6-7; cf. Rev. 21f. Rev. 21:24); a ha:24); a:24); a harvest a harvest in which tin which the faithfuhe faithful are gathl are gathered and tered and the wicked he wicked removed (4removed (4 Ezra 4:26 Ezra 4:26–32, 39; 2–34:264:26–32, 34:26–32, 39; 2 Bar. 9; 2 Bar. 70:2; Matt70:2; Matt. 3:12; 13. 3:12; 13:36-43; Re:36-43; Rev. 14:14-2v. 14:14-20); a fest0); a festive eschative eschatological bologiceschateschatologeschatological banquical banquet for Godet for God’s people ’s people (Isa. 25:6(Isa. 25:6; Luke 13:; Luke 13:29; 14:15-29; 14:15-24); resur24); resurrection (trecresurresurrectiresurrection (to lifon (to life or judgme or judgment; Isa. ent; Isa. 26:19; Dan26:19; Dan. 12:2; 1 . 12:2; 1 En. 51; 4 En. 51; 4 Ezra 7:32;Ezra 7:32; Sib. Or.  Sib. O Sib. Or. 4:179–Or. 4:179–92; John 592; John 5:25-29; 1 :25-29; 1 Cor. 15); Cor. 15); a joyous wa joyous wedding or edding or wedding bawedding banquet (Matnquet (Manquet (Matt. 22:(Matt. 22:1-14; Rev.1-14; Rev. 19); and  19); and simply “besimply “being with” ing with” the Lord (the Lord (2 Cor. 5:82 Cor. 5:8; Phil. 1:; Phil. 1:23). Chara23). C23). CharacteriCharacteristically, stically, such imagesuch images express s express the hope tthe hope that delivehat deliverance or vrance or vindicationindication for God’s for for God’s for God’s faithful pfaithful people is ieople is imminent, amminent, and with itnd with it the final the final eliminati elimination of the on of the oppressiveoppresoppressiveoppressive forces of forces of evil. Man evil. Many texts, hy texts, however, alowever, also reckon so reckon with a delwith a delay in eschay in eschatologicalatoescheschatologeschatological fulfiical fulfillment (e.llment (e.g., Habakkg., Habakkuk; 4 Ezrauk; 4 Ezra 4—6; 2 Ba 4—6; 2 Bar. 21:19–2r. 21:19–25; Matt. 25; Matt. 25:1-13). I5:1-225:1-13). 25:1-13). In fact, rIn fact, reaffirmatieaffirmation of hopeon of hope in the fa in the face of partce of partial or delial or delayed fulfiayed fulfillment of llment ollment of eschatoof eschatological exlogical expectationspectations is a regu is a regular featurlar feature of earlye of early Jewish an Jewish and Christiad Christian eschatoln eschn eschatologeschatology.y.y.

Eschatology (from Gk. éschatos, “last”) concerns expectations of an end time, 
whether the close of history, the world itself, or the present age. Eschatological 
language becomes prominent in the OT prophets and later Jewish apocalyptic 
texts (both canonical and extracanonical) and is a pervasive feature in early 
Christian literature. A rich variety of images appear in these writings: the “day of 
the Lord” (or “that day”), often characterized as a day of judgment (e.g., Ezek. 
30:1-4; Joel 2:1-2; Amos 5:18-20; Zeph. 1:7-18; 4 Ezra 7:33–44; 1 En. 3, 45, 
62–63, 100; Matt. 11:22; 25:31-46; Rom. 2:1-16; 1 Cor. 3:10-15), and preceded 
by a period of testing and social and political disintegration (Dan. 12:1-4; 4 Ezra 
5:1–13; 2 Bar. 25, 70; T. Levi 16–18; T. Zeb. 9:5–9; T. Naph. 4:2–5; Sib. Or. 
3:635–56); a decisive war in which Israel’s enemies (or the forces of evil) are 
finally defeated and Israel (or God’s people) restored (Ezek. 37-39; Joel 3[MT 4]; 
Zech. 12, 14; 1 En. 56; 1QM; Rev. 19:11-21; 20:7-10); restoration of the holy city 
and of the land (Isa. 35, 40—55; Tob. 14:5; Jub. 1:15–18); an eschatological 
temple (Ezek. 40-48; 11QT); the conversion or streaming of the nations to 
Jerusalem (Isa. 60; cf. 11:10; Zech. 8:20-23; 14:16-21; Tob. 14:6-7; cf. Rev. 21:24); 
a harvest in which the faithful are gathered and the wicked removed (4 Ezra 
4:26–32, 39; 2 Bar. 70:2; Matt. 3:12; 13:36-43; Rev. 14:14-20); a festive 
eschatological banquet for God’s people (Isa. 25:6; Luke 13:29; 14:15-24); 
resurrection (to life or judgment; Isa. 26:19; Dan. 12:2; 1 En. 51; 4 Ezra 7:32; Sib. 
Or. 4:179–92; John 5:25-29; 1 Cor. 15); a joyous wedding or wedding banquet 
(Matt. 22:1-14; Rev. 19); and simply “being with” the Lord (2 Cor. 5:8; Phil. 1:23). 



Characteristically, such images express the hope that deliverance or vindication 
for God’s faithful people is imminent, and with it the final elimination of the 
oppressive forces of evil. Many texts, however, also reckon with a delay in 
eschatological fulfillment (e.g., Habakkuk; 4 Ezra 4—6; 2 Bar. 21:19–25; Matt. 
25:1-13). In fact, reaffirmation of hope in the face of partial or delayed fulfillment 
of eschatological expectations is a regular feature of early Jewish and Christian 
eschatology.

�EschatologEschatological languical language naturaage naturally has anlly has an informati informational aspeconal aspect, as it dt, as it discloses tiscloses the outcomehtthe outcomthe outcome of the he of the historical istorical era or speera or specific confcific conflict in vilict in view. Nevertew. Nevertheless, itheless, it is primar is prim is primarily primarily expressiveexpressive language; language; its image its images of judgms of judgment and vient and vindication,ndication, of disast of disaster and proer aner and protecand protection, of dtion, of doom and reoom and rescue are dscue are designed toesigned to engage he engage hearers’ emoarers’ emotions and tions andtions and move tand move them to a phem to a particular articular way of lifway of life — fidelie — fidelity and perty and persevering csevering commitment ommitment ccommitmentcommitment to God ev to God even in the en in the context ofcontext of adversity adversity. The “rhe. The “rhetoric of etoric of eschatologyschatologyeeschatologeschatology” therefoy” therefore deploysre deploys its image its images and metas and metaphors to sphors to sustain hopustain hope despite e despite the ambigutthe ambiguthe ambiguities of hities of historical istorical existence existence but also, but also, through wathrough warnings of rnings of the impendthe impending destruing impendimpending impending destructiodestruction of evil,n of evil, to reinfo to reinforce moral rce moral appeals. Eappeals. Extrapolatixtrapolating from pang from past experiest est experienceexperience of God’s  of God’s goodness (goodness (whether inwhether in exodus, r exodus, restorationestoration from exil from exile, or Jesue, or Jesus’ death asJesuJesus’ deaJesus’ death and resth and resurrection)urrection) and from  and from present expresent experience operience of the worlf the world (banquetd (banquets, harvests(banquet(banquets,(banquets, harvests, harvests, courts, a courts, and battlesnd battles), faith p), faith pictures thictures the future ce future completion:ompletion: it will b it wil it will be liwill be like that! Gke that! God is doinod is doing a new thg a new thing (Isa. ing (Isa. 43:19), bu43:19), but its contt its contours can bours can be seen alre seene seen alreaseen already in pattdy in patterns of lierns of life and hisfe and history evidetory evident to faitnt to faith. Biblicah. Biblical eschatoll eschatology is thuogy is thogy is thus inescthus inescapably metapably metaphorical aphorical in charactin character; it doeer; it does not gives not give precise i precise informationnformation (e.g., wh (e.g (e.g., whe(e.g., when the end n the end will occurwill occur or who wi or who will particill participate), butpate), but enables a enables a community community to live i to to live into live in faith and faith and obedience obedience — a life  — a life that both that both draws its draws its strength fstrength from and berom and bears witnesars wars witness towitness to the faith the faithfulness offulness of a soverei a sovereign God whogn God whose purposese purposes for creas for creation will tion will yet “be doyetyet “be doyet “be done on eartne on earth as in heh as in heaven.”aven.”

Eschatological language naturally has an informational aspect, as it discloses 
the outcome of the historical era or specific conflict in view. Nevertheless, it is 
primarily expressive language; its images of judgment and vindication, of disaster 
and protection, of doom and rescue are designed to engage hearers’ emotions 
and move them to a particular way of life — fidelity and persevering 
commitment to God even in the context of adversity. The “rhetoric of 
eschatology” therefore deploys its images and metaphors to sustain hope despite 
the ambiguities of historical existence but also, through warnings of the 
impending destruction of evil, to reinforce moral appeals. Extrapolating from past 
experience of God’s goodness (whether in exodus, restoration from exile, or 
Jesus’ death and resurrection) and from present experience of the world 
(banquets, harvests, courts, and battles), faith pictures the future completion: it 
will be like that! God is doing a new thing (Isa. 43:19), but its contours can be 
seen already in patterns of life and history evident to faith. Biblical eschatology is 
thus inescapably metaphorical in character; it does not give precise information 
(e.g., when the end will occur or who will participate), but enables a community 
to live in faith and obedience — a life that both draws its strength from and bears 
witness to the faithfulness of a sovereign God whose purposes for creation will 
yet “be done on earth as in heaven.”

OT ProphetOT Prophetss

OT Prophets

The preexiThe preexilic prophelic prophets charactts characteristicalleristically warn they warn the nation of nation of approachi approaching doom, ung doom, understood nduunderstoodunderstood as divine as divine judgment  judgment upon a disupon a disobedient pobedient people. Amoeople. Amos picturess pictures the “day  the “day the “day of Ya“day of Yahweh” as ahweh” as a time of d time of disaster, nisaster, not deliverot deliverance, for ance, for Israel (AmIsrael (Amos 5:18-20os 5:18-20). For Isa). F). For IsaiahFor Isaiah, too, the, too, the future ho future holds fearfulds fearful retributl retribution for thion for the nation’se nation’s injustice injustice and infid and infi and infidelityinfidelity (Isa. 1-5 (Isa. 1-5). Images ). Images of eschatoof eschatological julogical judgment recdgment receive even eive even sharper exsharper expression ipressexexpressionexpression in the or in the oracles of Jacles of Jeremiah, weremiah, who announcho announced the temed the temple’s demiple’s demise (Jer. 7se (Jer. 7:1-15; cf.:177:1-15; cf7:1-15; cf. Ezek. 10. Ezek. 10:1-22). At:1-22). At the same  the same time, the time, the prophets iprophets imagined a magined a future whefuture when God wouln Gn God would God would redeem andredeem and restore t restore the nation he nation (Isa. 2:1-(Isa. 2:1-4; 4:2-6; 4; 4:2-6; 9:1-7[8:239:1-7[8:23—9:6]; 11:—9:6]; 11:1–9; 14:1–111:11:1–9; 1411:1–9; 14:1–2; Jer.:1–2; Jer. 16:14-15; 16:14-15; Hos. 14:4 Hos. 14:4-7), retur-7), returning justining justice and wisce and wisdom to thedom to the throne. O thr throne. Onthrone. Once disastece disaster had befar had befallen the nllen the nation, proation, prophets of tphets of the exilic he exilic and postexand postexilic eras ilic postexpostexilicpostexilic eras awai eras awaited God’s ted God’s action to action to restore Isrestore Israel’s forrael’s fortunes (Isatunes (Isa. 35, 40—5. 35, 40—55, 60; Joe5, 65, 60; Joel 360; Joel 3[4]; Obad.[4]; Obad. 15-17; Ze 15-17; Zech. 10:6-1ch. 10:6-12; 12—14; 2; 12—14; Ezek. 11:1Ezek. 11:14-21; 20:34-21; 20:33-44; 37:13-44; 37:1-28; 39:21-237:137:1-28; 337:1-28; 39:21-29), 9:21-29), yet also qyet also questioned uestioned its delayeits delayed arrival d arrival (Habakkuk)(Habakkuk). Eschatol. Eschatological hopogicEschatolEschatologEschatological hope ical hope of necessiof necessity wrestlety wrestled with thed with the problem o problem of unfulfilf unfulfilled expectled expectations.atioexpectexpectatioexpectations.ns.

The preexilic prophets characteristically warn the nation of approaching doom, 
understood as divine judgment upon a disobedient people. Amos pictures the 
“day of Yahweh” as a time of disaster, not deliverance, for Israel (Amos 5:18-20). 
For Isaiah, too, the future holds fearful retribution for the nation’s injustice and 
infidelity (Isa. 1-5). Images of eschatological judgment receive even sharper 
expression in the oracles of Jeremiah, who announced the temple’s demise (Jer. 
7:1-15; cf. Ezek. 10:1-22). At the same time, the prophets imagined a future when 
God would redeem and restore the nation (Isa. 2:1-4; 4:2-6; 9:1-7[8:23—9:6]; 
11:1–9; 14:1–2; Jer. 16:14-15; Hos. 14:4-7), returning justice and wisdom to the 
throne. Once disaster had befallen the nation, prophets of the exilic and 
postexilic eras awaited God’s action to restore Israel’s fortunes (Isa. 35, 40—55, 



60; Joel 3[4]; Obad. 15-17; Zech. 10:6-12; 12—14; Ezek. 11:14-21; 20:33-44; 
37:1-28; 39:21-29), yet also questioned its delayed arrival (Habakkuk). 
Eschatological hope of necessity wrestled with the problem of unfulfilled 
expectations.

Jewish ApoJewish Apocalyptic Lcalyptic Literatureiterature

Jewish Apocalyptic Literature

History brHistory brought precought precious littlious little relief, e relief, however, ahowever, and the disnd the dissonance besonance between divitween divine promisenedividivine prodivine promise and Imise and Israel’s cosrael’s continuing entinuing experience xperience of weaknesof weakness and subjs and subjugation (nugation (no doubt aio (n(no doubt (no doubt aided by iaided by ideas curredeas current in Persnt in Persian and Grian and Greek cultureek cultures) becamees) became the catal the catalyst for thycatalcatalyst fcatalyst for the emeor the emergence of rgence of apocalyptiapocalyptic eschatolc eschatology. What ogy. What if sufferiif suffering and eveng and even death vin dn death visideath visited the peted the people not bople not because of ecause of their infitheir infidelity anddelity and disobedie disobedience but prnce but precisely beecisprprecisely precisely because ofbecause of their obs their observance ofervance of Torah? Dr Torah? Driven by suiven by such disturbch disturbing questiing questions, Israeonquestiquestions,questions, Israel’s  Israel’s visionarievisionaries came to s came to view divinview divine vindicate vindication in incion in increasingly reasingly suprahistosuprahsuprahistosuprahistorical termrical terms; faith’ss; faith’s vision ap vision appealed to pealed to transcendetranscendent powers nt powers and outcomand outcomes not viseoutcomoutcomes noutcomes not visibleot visible within hi within history itsestory itself. God wolf. God would intervuld intervene on behene on behalf of thealf of the righteous rig righteous,righteous, overturni overturning oppressng oppressive evil aive evil and defendind defending and resng and restoring thetoring the nation, t nation, though thathoutthough thathough that deliverat deliverance would nce would assume manassume many differeny different forms (Et forms (Ezek. 38-39zek. 38-39; Zech. 12; Zech. 12; Zech. 12-14; Dan12-14; Dan. 10-12; J. 10-12; Jub. 1:15–1ub. 1:15–18; T. Levi8; T. Levi 16—18; 1  16—18; 1 En. 38—39,En. 38—39, 48—58, 61 48—58, 61—63; Sib. —63; Sib—63; Sib. Or. 3Sib. Or. 3:657–808; :657–808; 4:40–48; 14:40–48; 1QM).QM).

History brought precious little relief, however, and the dissonance between 
divine promise and Israel’s continuing experience of weakness and subjugation 
(no doubt aided by ideas current in Persian and Greek cultures) became the 
catalyst for the emergence of apocalyptic eschatology. What if suffering and even 
death visited the people not because of their infidelity and disobedience but 
precisely because of their observance of Torah? Driven by such disturbing 
questions, Israel’s visionaries came to view divine vindication in increasingly 
suprahistorical terms; faith’s vision appealed to transcendent powers and 
outcomes not visible within history itself. God would intervene on behalf of the 
righteous, overturning oppressive evil and defending and restoring the nation, 
though that deliverance would assume many different forms (Ezek. 38-39; Zech. 
12-14; Dan. 10-12; Jub. 1:15–18; T. Levi 16—18; 1 En. 38—39, 48—58, 61—63; 
Sib. Or. 3:657–808; 4:40–48; 1QM).

Jesus and Jesus and the Gospelthe Gospelss

Jesus and the Gospels

Despite reDespite recurring atcurring attempts to tempts to deflect esdeflect eschatologicchatological views aal views away from Jway from Jesus to thesus to the early Che ee early Churearly Church, Jesus ch, Jesus likely explikely expected the ected the imminent aimminent arrival of rrival of God’s mighGod’s mighty rule; ity rule; in fact, hen facn fact, he dfact, he discerned tiscerned the dawn ofhe dawn of God’s rei God’s reign in his gn in his own activiown activity (e.g., ty (e.g., meal fellomeal fellowship, thewshipfellofellowshipfellowship, the decl, the declaration ofaration of forgivene forgiveness, and exss, and exorcisms). orcisms). Jesus therJesus therefore sharefore shared the inted ted the intensthe intense eschatole eschatological expogical expectancy ofectancy of John the  John the Baptizer (Baptizer (cf. Matt. cf. Matt. 3:7-12), b3:7-12), but modifieut mut modified imodified it — pointit — pointing to presng to present signs ent signs of the kinof the kingdom and agdom and also shiftilso shifting the accng the accent from ientaccaccent froaccent from impendinm impending doom to g doom to hope. In bhope. In both Mattheoth Matthew and Markw and Mark Jesus’ mi Jesus’ ministry begnistry bnistry begins (Mabegins (Matt. 4:17; tt. 4:17; Mark 1:15)Mark 1:15) and ends  and ends (Matt. 24-(Matt. 24-25; Mark 125; Mark 13) with es3) with eschatologicchatological claims.al eschatologiceschatologeschatological claimical claims. While Ls. While Luke has Jeuke has Jesus inaugusus inaugurate his mrate his ministry uninistry under the bader the banner of funnebabanner of banner of fulfillmenfulfillment (Luke 4:t (Luke 4:16-21), th16-21), this Gospel,is Gospel, too, give too, gives prominens prominence to eschce to eschatologicalatoescheschatologeschatological imageical images (12:35–4s (12:35–48; 17:20—18; 17:20—18:8; 21:5–8:8; 21:5–36).36).36).

Despite recurring attempts to deflect eschatological views away from Jesus to the 
early Church, Jesus likely expected the imminent arrival of God’s mighty rule; in 
fact, he discerned the dawn of God’s reign in his own activity (e.g., meal 
fellowship, the declaration of forgiveness, and exorcisms). Jesus therefore shared 
the intense eschatological expectancy of John the Baptizer (cf. Matt. 3:7-12), but 
modified it — pointing to present signs of the kingdom and also shifting the 
accent from impending doom to hope. In both Matthew and Mark Jesus’ ministry 
begins (Matt. 4:17; Mark 1:15) and ends (Matt. 24-25; Mark 13) with 
eschatological claims. While Luke has Jesus inaugurate his ministry under the 
banner of fulfillment (Luke 4:16-21), this Gospel, too, gives prominence to 
eschatological images (12:35–48; 17:20—18:8; 21:5–36).

�Yet each oYet each of the Synof the Synoptics deveptics develops this lops this theme in itheme in its own wayts own way. Mark sha. Mark sharply accenrply acrply accents thaccents the perils oe perils of faithfulf faithful disciples discipleship; Jesuship; Jesus, whose ow, whose own way is tn way is the way of he way of the cross,the crthe cross, procross, promises his mises his followers followers a future ma future marked by carked by crisis and risis and adversity adversity (Mark 13:5(Mark 13:5-23). Yet -2313:513:5-23). 13:5-23). Yet they aYet they are to summre to summon courageon courage for their for their mission t mission to the worlo the world (Mark 13d (Mark 13d (Mark 13:10), co13:10), confident thnfident that despiteat despite the sever the severity of theity of their hardshiir hardships, God wips, God will soon rell soon rescue the fscuererescue therescue the faithful  faithful (vv. 26–30(vv. 26–30), if they), if they will rema will remain vigilanin vigilant. Picturet. Pictures of eschas of eschatological tologicaeschaeschatologeschatological delivical deliverance, ceerance, centering inntering in the trium the triumphant retuphant return of the rn of the Son of HumSon of Humanity, reaanHumHumanity, Humanity, reassure treassure the communihe community of Markty of Mark and suppo and support them inrt them in a costly  a costly mission “fmission “mission “for the s“for the sake of theake of the gospel.”  gospel.” Matthew, bMatthew, by contrasty contrast, highligh, highlights the motts the motif of end-if of end-time judgmtimeend-end-time jend-time judgment, uudgment, using eschasing eschatological tological images to images to underscoreunderscore an appeal an appeal for a lif for a life defined e de defined bydefined by righteous righteousness (Mattness (Matt. 13:24-30. 13:24-30, 36-43, 4, 36-43, 47-50; 25:37-50; 25:31-46). Whi1-46). While a wide,le a wide, easy road e easy road easy road leads manyleads many to doom,  to doom, Matthew chMatthew challenges rallenges readers to eaders to follow thefollow the narrow, a narrow,  narrow, arnarrow, arduous pathduous path to life ( to life (Matt. 7:13Matt. 7:13-14). Even-14). Even though th though the “close oe “close of the age”f the age” will be d wi will be dewill be deferred, thferred, thrusting thrusting the communite community into an y into an era of intera of intense conflense conflict (Matt.ict (Matt. 24:4-14), 24:4 24:4-14), 24:4-14), they must they must remain aleremain alert and vigrt and vigorous in torous in their serviheir service of God ce of God (24:45–51;(24:45–51; 25:1–30). 25 25:1–30). 25:1–30). EschatologEschatology in this y in this Gospel serGospel serves above ves above all to motall to motivate a liivate a life definedfe defined by radica by r by radical obradical obedience toedience to God and c God and compassionaompassionate mercy tte mercy toward otheoward others. Mark ars. Mark and to a grnd to and to a greater a greater degree Matdegree Matthew reckothew reckon with somn with some delay ine delay in the compl the completion of tetion of the end-timhe end-timhe end-time send-time scenario (Mcenario (Mark 13:5-8ark 13:5-8, 10; Matt, 10; Matt. 24:6-8, . 24:6-8, 48; 25:1-148; 25:1-13), yet wi3), yet without relithout relinquishing nquirelirelinquishrelinquishing expecting expectation of tation of the Parousihe Parousia in the na in the near futureear future...

Yet each of the Synoptics develops this theme in its own way. Mark sharply 
accents the perils of faithful discipleship; Jesus, whose own way is the way of the 
cross, promises his followers a future marked by crisis and adversity (Mark 
13:5-23). Yet they are to summon courage for their mission to the world (Mark 
13:10), confident that despite the severity of their hardships, God will soon 
rescue the faithful (vv. 26–30), if they will remain vigilant. Pictures of 



eschatological deliverance, centering in the triumphant return of the Son of 
Humanity, reassure the community of Mark and support them in a costly mission 
“for the sake of the gospel.” Matthew, by contrast, highlights the motif of 
end-time judgment, using eschatological images to underscore an appeal for a life 
defined by righteousness (Matt. 13:24-30, 36-43, 47-50; 25:31-46). While a wide, 
easy road leads many to doom, Matthew challenges readers to follow the 
narrow, arduous path to life (Matt. 7:13-14). Even though the “close of the age” 
will be deferred, thrusting the community into an era of intense conflict (Matt. 
24:4-14), they must remain alert and vigorous in their service of God (24:45–51; 
25:1–30). Eschatology in this Gospel serves above all to motivate a life defined by 
radical obedience to God and compassionate mercy toward others. Mark and to 
a greater degree Matthew reckon with some delay in the completion of the 
end-time scenario (Mark 13:5-8, 10; Matt. 24:6-8, 48; 25:1-13), yet without 
relinquishing expectation of the Parousia in the near future.

�This patteThis pattern is evenrn is even more typi more typical of Lukcal of Luke, who adje, who adjusts the tusts the timetable timetable to make rooo make o make room make room for delay for delay (Luke 12:4(Luke 12:42-48; 17:22-48; 17:25; 18:1-8;5; 18:1-8; 19:11-27; 19:11-27; 21:7-12;  21:7-12; cf. Acts 1cf. Acts 1:6-8) but :611:6-8) but1:6-8) but at the sa at the same time reme time reaffirms hoaffirms hope of the pe of the Lord’s immLord’s imminent retuinent return (Luke 1rn (Luke 12:39-40; 12112:39-40; 12:39-40; 17:22-37; 17:22-37; 21:28-36).21:28-36). The mark  The mark of the comof the community musmunity must therefort therefore be persee be perse be perseverinpersevering faith (Lg faith (Luke 18:1-8uke 18:1-8) and fait) and faithfulness (hfulness (12:35–48; 12:35–48; 21:12–19) 21:12–19) in the timin the time that reme the that remaithat remains before ns before end-time vend-time vindicationindication for God’s for God’s people. W people. While the nhile the narrative iarrative invests heanviinvests heinvests heavily in tavily in this picturhis picture of a dele of a delayed but sayed but still viabltill viable eschatole eschatological expogical expectancy, Lectancy,expexpectancyexpectancy, Luke als, Luke also underscoo underscores presenres present fulfillmt fulfillment of hopent of hopes during es during the life othe life of Jesus. Tf Jef Jesus. TheJesus. The age of th age of the Spirit (e Spirit (signaling signaling the “last the “last days,” Actdays,” Acts 2:17-21)s 2:17-21) begins al begins already withready wready with Jesuswith Jesus (Luke 4:1 (Luke 4:16-21), who6-21), who discerns  discerns in his ownin his own acts of h acts of healing andealing and forgivene forgiveness the sovss tss the soverethe sovereign rule oign rule of God reorf God reordering humdering human life inan life in the prese the present (11:20;nt (11:20; 17:20–21) 17:20–21). So the l. S. So the lonSo the long deferredg deferred hopes of  hopes of Israel rusIsrael rush to fulfih to fulfillment witllment with the adveh the advent of Johnnt of John and Jesus and and Jesus and Jesus (Luke 1-2)(Luke 1-2). Where Je. Where Jesus works,sus works, salvation salvation becomes r becomes reality in eality in Israel (LuIsrael (Luke 7:48-50ke (Lu(Luke 7:48(Luke 7:48-50; 8:43--50; 8:43-48; 17:11-48; 17:11-19; 19:9-119; 19:9-10; 23:39-40; 23:39-43; cf. 2:13; cf. 2:11, 30–32).1, 30–32). Neverthel Nevertheless, IsraeessNeverthelNevertheleNevertheless, Israelss, Israel’s history’s history retains i retains its fundamets fundamental ambigntal ambiguity, and uity, and even the Seven the Savior mustaviorSSavior musSavior must be reject be rejected and hited and his kingdom s kingdom thwarted fthwarted for the timor the time being (Le being (Luke 19:11-uke 19:11-27). His c219:11-19:11-27).19:11-27). His commu His community must nity must therefore therefore wait — andwait — and vigorousl vigorously work — fy work — for the comor the or the complethe completion of thtion of the salvatioe salvation inauguran inaugurated by himted by him...

This pattern is even more typical of Luke, who adjusts the timetable to 
make room for delay (Luke 12:42-48; 17:25; 18:1-8; 19:11-27; 21:7-12; cf. Acts 
1:6-8) but at the same time reaffirms hope of the Lord’s imminent return (Luke 
12:39-40; 17:22-37; 21:28-36). The mark of the community must therefore be 
persevering faith (Luke 18:1-8) and faithfulness (12:35–48; 21:12–19) in the time 
that remains before end-time vindication for God’s people. While the narrative 
invests heavily in this picture of a delayed but still viable eschatological 
expectancy, Luke also underscores present fulfillment of hopes during the life of 
Jesus. The age of the Spirit (signaling the “last days,” Acts 2:17-21) begins already 
with Jesus (Luke 4:16-21), who discerns in his own acts of healing and forgiveness 
the sovereign rule of God reordering human life in the present (11:20; 17:20–21). 
So the long deferred hopes of Israel rush to fulfillment with the advent of John 
and Jesus (Luke 1-2). Where Jesus works, salvation becomes reality in Israel 
(Luke 7:48-50; 8:43-48; 17:11-19; 19:9-10; 23:39-43; cf. 2:11, 30–32). 
Nevertheless, Israel’s history retains its fundamental ambiguity, and even the 
Savior must be rejected and his kingdom thwarted for the time being (Luke 
19:11-27). His community must therefore wait — and vigorously work — for 
the completion of the salvation inaugurated by him.

�This patteThis pattern, wherebrn, whereby eschatoly eschatological hopogical hopes find dees find decisive, ifcisive, if not compl not complete, fulfiete, fulfiete, fulfillmenfulfillment in the pt in the present witresent with the persh the person and woron and work of Jesusk of Jesus, comes to, comes to its bolde its boldest expressst est expressionexpression in the Go in the Gospel of Jospel of John. Jesus hn. Jesus isis the escha the eschaton. Hopeston. Hopes ordinaril ordinarily tied to y tied to the futureththe futurethe future (resurrec (resurrection, etertion, eternal life, nal life, final judgfinal judgment) all ment) all come to become to be anchored  anchored in the prein thein the presenthe present, the pret, the prerogative orogative of Jesus hif Jesus himself (Johmself (John 3:16-21;n 3:16-21; 5:19-30;  5:19-30; 11:23-26).11:23-26). Judgment  Judg Judgment fJudgment for those wor those who reject ho reject God’s reveGod’s revealer (Jesualer (Jesus) is seals) is sealed even noed even now. Eternalw. Eternal life for  li life for tlife for those who bhose who believe alselieve also happens o happens now. The pnow. The parousia ofarousia of Jesus see Jesus seems to be rms to be recast as tecrrecast as recast as the presenthe presence of the ce of the Spirit (thSpirit (the Paraclete Paraclete) in the e) in the community community (John 16:7(John 16:7-15; cf. 1-1516:716:7-15; c16:7-15; cf. 14:15–2f. 14:15–26). For al6). For all this accl this accent on preent on present realisent realization of zation of eschatologeschatological hopesical hoical hopes, Johhopes, John does pren does preserve eschserve eschatologicalatological elements  elements (e.g., res(e.g., resurrection urrection “on the la“on the last day,” Jst dst day,” Johnday,” John 6:39-40,  6:39-40, 44; cf. 5:44; cf. 5:28–29; and28–29; and a persona a personal experienl experience of the ce of the parousia, parousia, 14:2–3). T14:214:2–3). T14:2–3). The key to he key to this tensithis tension betweenon between present f present fulfillmentulfillment (Jesus as (Jesus as eschaton) eschaton) and futur and and futureand future hope lies hope lies in the Jo in the Johannine clhannine claim that taim that the life ofhe life of the disci the disciple is uttple is utterly depenerly deperly dependent dependent on connecton connection to Jesion to Jesus, the sous, the source of liurce of life (John 1fe (John 15:1-11). T5:1-11). True disciprue discipleship canlesdiscipdiscipleshdiscipleship can onlip can only be validy be validated over ated over a lifetimea lifetime of faithf of faithful witnessul witness to the Tr to the Truth. Entryuth. Enuth. Entry intoEntry into life, alr life, already realieady realized in faized in faith now, muth now, must therefost therefore be confre be confirmed at tirmed at the end. Eshe enhe end. Eschaend. Eschatology undtology undergoes radergoes radical reintical reinterpretatioerpretation in John,n in John, yet the f yet the future is nuture is not entirelot eot entirely aentirely absorbed inbsorbed into the preto the present expersent experience of tience of the Johannihe Johannine communine community. The baty. The baty. The balance swbalance swings back ings back toward futtoward future-orienture-oriented eschatoed eschatology in thlogy in the letter le letter later addreater addressed to thsseaddreaddressed addressed to the samto the same communite community (1 John y (1 John 2:18, 28; 2:18, 28; 3:2; 4:17)3:2; 4:17), without , without effacing, effacing, however, thohowever, thowever, the convicthe conviction that eion that eternal lifternal life is a pree is a present realisent reality for thoty for those of faitse of faith (5:5, 11h (5:5, h (5:5, 11).(5:5, 11).

This pattern, whereby eschatological hopes find decisive, if not complete, 
fulfillment in the present with the person and work of Jesus, comes to its boldest 
expression in the Gospel of John. Jesus is the eschaton. Hopes ordinarily tied to 
the future (resurrection, eternal life, final judgment) all come to be anchored in 
the present, the prerogative of Jesus himself (John 3:16-21; 5:19-30; 11:23-26). 
Judgment for those who reject God’s revealer (Jesus) is sealed even now. Eternal 
life for those who believe also happens now. The parousia of Jesus seems to be 
recast as the presence of the Spirit (the Paraclete) in the community (John 



16:7-15; cf. 14:15–26). For all this accent on present realization of eschatological 
hopes, John does preserve eschatological elements (e.g., resurrection “on the last 
day,” John 6:39-40, 44; cf. 5:28–29; and a personal experience of the parousia, 
14:2–3). The key to this tension between present fulfillment (Jesus as eschaton) 
and future hope lies in the Johannine claim that the life of the disciple is utterly 
dependent on connection to Jesus, the source of life (John 15:1-11). True 
discipleship can only be validated over a lifetime of faithful witness to the Truth. 
Entry into life, already realized in faith now, must therefore be confirmed at the 
end. Eschatology undergoes radical reinterpretation in John, yet the future is not 
entirely absorbed into the present experience of the Johannine community. The 
balance swings back toward future-oriented eschatology in the letter later 
addressed to the same community (1 John 2:18, 28; 3:2; 4:17), without effacing, 
however, the conviction that eternal life is a present reality for those of faith 
(5:5, 11).

PaulPaul

Paul

Paul’s letPaul’s letters expreters express a vibrass a vibrant eschatont eschatological falogical faith from fith from first to lairst to last. 1 Thesst. 1 Thessalonians salonianThesThessaloniThessalonians voicesans voices the convi the conviction thatction that the parou the parousia of Jessia of Jesus would ous would occur in thccur in the near fute ne near futurnear future, certaine, certainly within ly within Paul’s lifPaul’s lifetime (1 Tetime (1 Thess. 4:15hess. 4:15-18). Paul-18). Paul deploys e deploys eschatologischatoeeschatologeschatological imageical images (parousis (parousia, “thief a, “thief in the nigin the night”) to coht”) to console readnsole readers distreers distressed by thssed distredistresseddistressed by the de by the deaths of soaths of some communime community membersty members before “t before “the day” anhe day” and to reinfd to red to reinforce reinforce his appealhis appeals for moras for moral seriousnl seriousness (1 Theess (1 Thess. 5:1-11ss. 5:1-11). While P). While Paul’s assuaul’s assumption thamptassuassumptionassumption that he w that he will live till live to see the o see the Parousia dParousia does give woes give way in lateay in later letters r letters (2 Cor. 5:(2 Co(2 Cor. 5:1-1Cor. 5:1-10; Phil. 10; Phil. 1:19-26), h:19-26), he reaffirme reaffirms his eschs his eschatologicalatological convictio convictions to the ns to the end (1 Corend (1end (1 Cor. 7:(1 Cor. 7:25-31; Rom25-31; Rom. 13:11-12. 13:11-12; Phil. 4:; Phil. 4:5). Yet fo5). Yet for Paul toor Paul too the futur the future is not te is not the sole inhe sohe sole intersole interest. His iest. His intense expntense expectancy ofectancy of imminent  imminent eschatologeschatological closuical closure stems fre stems from his peromffrom his pfrom his perception erception of the meaof the meaning of whning of what has alrat has already occuready occurred in thered in the death and death and resurrect andand resurrand resurrection of ection of Jesus. TheJesus. The cross is  cross is the world-the world-shatteringshattering event tha event that redefinet redefined the chard thd the characthe character of lifter of life in the we in the world (1 Coorld (1 Cor. 1:18-2:r. 1:18-2:5; Gal. 6:5; Gal. 6:14-15), an14-15), and the resud the resurrection orrectresuresurrectiresurrection of Jesuon of Jesus is the cs is the clear signalear signal that hisl that history’s clotory’s closure eventsure events are closs are close at hand.e at hae at hand. God’hand. God’s raising s raising of Jesus iof Jesus is the “firs the “first fruits”st fruits” that assu that assures the fures the full harvestll harvest is soon t is soon t is soon to follow to follow (Rom. 8:23(Rom. 8:23; 1 Cor. 1; 1 Cor. 15:20, 23).5:20, 23). The prese The presence of Godnce of God’s Spirit ’s Spirit in the comin the community is mcomcommunity community is therefois therefore a “pledre a “pledge” guarange” guaranteeing fulteeing full “paymentl “payment” of salva” of salvation in thtion in the near fute ne near futurnear future (2 Cor. e (2 Cor. 1:22; 5:5;1:22; 5:5; cf. Rom.  cf. Rom. 8:11; Eph.8:11; Eph. 1:14). Pa 1:14). Paul also usul also uses the imaes the imagery of esgery ogery of eschatoof eschatological julogical judgment to dgment to support hisupport his moral aps moral appeals (Rompeals (Rom. 2:1-16; . 2:1-16; 1 Cor. 3:11 Cor. 3:10-17; 2 Co0-3:13:10-17; 23:10-17; 2 Cor. 5:10 Cor. 5:10). In Colo). In Colossians andssians and Ephesians Ephesians there is  there is a shift fra shift from temporaom temporal to spatil tol to spatialto spatial categorie categories: the bels: the believer has iever has already bealready been raised en raised from the dfrom the dead and haead and has taken ups taks taken up rtaken up residence iesidence in heaven (n heaven (Eph. 2:6; Eph. 2:6; cf. Col. 2cf. Col. 2:12; 3:1-3:12; 3:1-3). Yet the). Yet the revelatio revelation of Chrisn of Cn of Christ in Christ in glory is sglory is still to cotill to come (Col. 3me (Col. 3:4; cf. “d:4; cf. “day of redeay of redemption,” Emption,” Eph. 4:30).ph. 4:30).

Paul’s letters express a vibrant eschatological faith from first to last. 1 
Thessalonians voices the conviction that the parousia of Jesus would occur in the 
near future, certainly within Paul’s lifetime (1 Thess. 4:15-18). Paul deploys 
eschatological images (parousia, “thief in the night”) to console readers 
distressed by the deaths of some community members before “the day” and to 
reinforce his appeals for moral seriousness (1 Thess. 5:1-11). While Paul’s 
assumption that he will live to see the Parousia does give way in later letters (2 
Cor. 5:1-10; Phil. 1:19-26), he reaffirms his eschatological convictions to the end 
(1 Cor. 7:25-31; Rom. 13:11-12; Phil. 4:5). Yet for Paul too the future is not the 
sole interest. His intense expectancy of imminent eschatological closure stems 
from his perception of the meaning of what has already occurred in the death 
and resurrection of Jesus. The cross is the world-shattering event that redefined 
the character of life in the world (1 Cor. 1:18-2:5; Gal. 6:14-15), and the 
resurrection of Jesus is the clear signal that history’s closure events are close at 
hand. God’s raising of Jesus is the “first fruits” that assures the full harvest is soon 
to follow (Rom. 8:23; 1 Cor. 15:20, 23). The presence of God’s Spirit in the 
community is therefore a “pledge” guaranteeing full “payment” of salvation in the 
near future (2 Cor. 1:22; 5:5; cf. Rom. 8:11; Eph. 1:14). Paul also uses the imagery 
of eschatological judgment to support his moral appeals (Rom. 2:1-16; 1 Cor. 
3:10-17; 2 Cor. 5:10). In Colossians and Ephesians there is a shift from temporal 
to spatial categories: the believer has already been raised from the dead and has 
taken up residence in heaven (Eph. 2:6; cf. Col. 2:12; 3:1-3). Yet the revelation of 
Christ in glory is still to come (Col. 3:4; cf. “day of redemption,” Eph. 4:30).
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General Epistles and Revelation

EschatologEschatology remains y remains an importaan important featurent feature throughou throughout the Genet the General Epistlral Epistles. 1 Petees. 1 Peter summons rPetePeter summPeter summons the coons the community ofmmunity of readers t readers to a moral o a moral seriousnesseriousness that recs that reckons with kons witkons with the iwith the imminence omminence of end-timef end-time judgment  judgment (1 Pet. 4:(1 Pet. 4:1-11) and 1-11) and reassures reassures them that them that them that theirthat their present s present suffering wuffering will soon gill soon give way toive way to eschatolo eschatological salvgical salvation (1:5ation (1:5) and glor) and ) and glory and glory (v. 7). 2 (v. 7). 2 Peter addrPeter addresses skepesses skepticism fueticism fueled by delled by delay in the ay in the realizatiorealization of eschan of en of eschatologeschatological hopesical hopes: “Where i: “Where is the proms the promise of hisise of his coming?”  coming?” (2 Pet. 3:(2 Pet. 3:4). The au4). The author attrithauauthor attauthor attributes thributes this delay tis delay to God’s pao God’s patient merctient mercy and issuy and issues a sharpes a sharp warning a warning against surgaiaagainst suagainst surrender ofrrender of eschatolo eschatological faitgical faith. With thh. With the images oe images of an imminf an imminent parousent parousia and theia parousparousia aparousia and the escnd the eschatologicahatological judge stl judge standing at anding at the door (the door (Jas. 5:8, Jas. 5:8, 9), James 9), James lends urgelendslends urgelends urgency to thency to the appeal fo appeal for congruenr congruence betweence between faith and faith and just, com just, compassionatepassionate living. H compassionatecompassioncompassionate livingate living. Hebrews,. Hebrews, written i written in “these ln “these last days” ast days” (Heb. 1:2)(Heb. 1:2), likewise, likewise warns of  wa warns of twarns of the rapid ahe rapid approach ofpproach of the day o the day of final juf final judgment (10dgment (10:23–31).:23–31).:23–31).

Eschatology remains an important feature throughout the General Epistles. 1 
Peter summons the community of readers to a moral seriousness that reckons 
with the imminence of end-time judgment (1 Pet. 4:1-11) and reassures them 
that their present suffering will soon give way to eschatological salvation (1:5) 
and glory (v. 7). 2 Peter addresses skepticism fueled by delay in the realization of 
eschatological hopes: “Where is the promise of his coming?” (2 Pet. 3:4). The 
author attributes this delay to God’s patient mercy and issues a sharp warning 
against surrender of eschatological faith. With the images of an imminent 
parousia and the eschatological judge standing at the door (Jas. 5:8, 9), James 
lends urgency to the appeal for congruence between faith and just, 
compassionate living. Hebrews, written in “these last days” (Heb. 1:2), likewise 
warns of the rapid approach of the day of final judgment (10:23–31).

�In the booIn the book of Revelk of Revelation apocation apocalyptic vialyptic visions enabsions enable readersle readers to discer to discern the truen the trun the true meanitrue meaning and coung and course of hisrse of history: not tory: not Satan but Satan but God, not RGod, not Rome but Chome but Christ rulesrist rulesrist rules the rules the world. Of world. Of course, atcourse, at present o present only eyes only eyes of faith caf faith can see thisn see this. Yet the . Yet the forces of forceforces of forces of evil have evil have launched alaunched a final, fi final, fierce assauerce assault upon thlt upon the faithfule faithful precisely precisely because t because because thbecause they have suey have suffered decffered decisive defeisive defeat (Rev. 1at (Rev. 12:7-17), a2:7-17), and their tnd their time has neime has nearly run iarlynenearly runnearly run its cours its course (v. 12).e (v. 12). Christ th Christ the Lamb hase Lamb has won the v won the victory, paictory, paradoxicallradoxically through y thy through hithrough his witness s witness unto deathunto death (Rev. 5:9 (Rev. 5:9-12; 12:10-12; 12:10-11). Once-11). Once again, fu again, future delivture deliverance is eradelivdeliverancdeliverance is assure is assured becauseed because of what G of what God has alrod has already accomeady accomplished. Yplished. Yet readerset readerset readers fareaders facing the pcing the prospect ofrospect of intense p intense persecutionersecution (somethin (something John expg John expects to ocects to occur) need cococcur) neeoccur) need encouragd encouragement, andement, and affirmati affirmation of Jesuon of Jesus’ speedy s’ speedy return becreturn becomes a proomes a proomes a prominent prominent motif in Jmotif in John’s Apocohn’s Apocalypse (Realypse (Rev. 1:3; 3:v. 1:3; 3:11; 16:15;11; 16:15; 22:12, 20 22:12, 20). The ret). The return of Chrurnretreturn of return of Christ, hiChrist, his millennis millennial reign wal reign with martyrith martyrs, the fins, the final defeat al defeat of evil (iof evil (including tncluding (i(including(including the “deat the “death” of death” of death itself),h itself), and the a and the appearance ppearance of a renewof a renewed, glorioed, glorious and holus anus and holy Jand holy Jerusalem aerusalem all loom onll loom on the horiz the horizon. Such pon. Such potent imagotent images reinfores reinforce hope ince hope in a beleagu a a beleaguea beleaguered communred community but ality but also warn reso warn readers to caders to choose theihoose their loyaltier loyalties wisely. s wisely. A share inAA share inA share in “life” aw “life” awaits thoseaits those who perse who persevere in thvere in their fidelieir fidelity to God ty to God even at greven at great cost.eat ceat cost.cost.cost.

In the book of Revelation apocalyptic visions enable readers to discern the 
true meaning and course of history: not Satan but God, not Rome but Christ 
rules the world. Of course, at present only eyes of faith can see this. Yet the 
forces of evil have launched a final, fierce assault upon the faithful precisely 
because they have suffered decisive defeat (Rev. 12:7-17), and their time has 
nearly run its course (v. 12). Christ the Lamb has won the victory, paradoxically 
through his witness unto death (Rev. 5:9-12; 12:10-11). Once again, future 
deliverance is assured because of what God has already accomplished. Yet 
readers facing the prospect of intense persecution (something John expects to 
occur) need encouragement, and affirmation of Jesus’ speedy return becomes a 
prominent motif in John’s Apocalypse (Rev. 1:3; 3:11; 16:15; 22:12, 20). The 
return of Christ, his millennial reign with martyrs, the final defeat of evil 
(including the “death” of death itself), and the appearance of a renewed, glorious 
and holy Jerusalem all loom on the horizon. Such potent images reinforce hope in 
a beleaguered community but also warn readers to choose their loyalties wisely. 
A share in “life” awaits those who persevere in their fidelity to God even at great 
cost.
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ESDRAELON (Gk. Esdreäloœn)

The Greek The Greek form of thform of the name “Jee name “Jezreel.” Alzreel.” Although thethough the term does term does not occur not occur in the OT in the O in the OT (it is OT (it is found in tfound in the Apocryphe Apocrypha in Jdt.ha in Jdt. 1:8; 3:9; 1:8; 3:9; 4:6; 7:3) 4:6; 7:3), it is fr, it is frequently uequently used intercsed intersed interchanginterchangeably witheably with Jezreel ( Jezreel (which doeswhich does occur in  occur in the OT numthe OT numerous timeerous times). Technis). Techns). TechnicallTechnically, most ary, most archaeologischaeologists hold thts hold that Esdraelat Esdraelon refers on refers to the westo the western sectitern section of the onsectisection ofsection of the valle the valleys and plays and plains that iins that intersect Gntersect Galilee jusalilee just N of Mt.t N of Mt. Carmel, s Carmel, separating eparatsseparatingseparating it from S it from Samaria, whamaria, while the smile the smaller eastaller eastern sectioern section of this n of this area is knarea is known as theown aown as the valas the valley of Jezley of Jezreel. Somereel. Sometimes, howtimes, however, thesever, these names are names are used fore used for the whole the whole area. a area.area.area.

The Greek form of the name “Jezreel.” Although the term does not occur in the 
OT (it is found in the Apocrypha in Jdt. 1:8; 3:9; 4:6; 7:3), it is frequently used 
interchangeably with Jezreel (which does occur in the OT numerous times). 
Technically, most archaeologists hold that Esdraelon refers to the western 
section of the valleys and plains that intersect Galilee just N of Mt. Carmel, 
separating it from Samaria, while the smaller eastern section of this area is known 
as the valley of Jezreel. Sometimes, however, these names are used for the whole 
area.

�The Great The Great Plain (1 MPlain (1 Macc. 12:49acc. 12:49) is trian) is triangular in sgular in shape and ihape and includes thncludes the plain ofe plain ofe plain of Megiddoof Megiddo (Zech. 12 (Zech. 12:11), stre:11), stretching alotching along the norng the northern slopthern slopes of Mt. es of Mt. Carmel to Carmel to the plain ththe plain the plain of En-gammof En-gammin (modernin (modern Jenin) on Jenin) on the south the south, and nort, and northeast to theast to the slopes he slopes of Mt. Taboof Mt. Tabof Mt. Tabor. Many cor. Many cities wereities were located w located within the ithin the Plain, thePlain, the most impo most important beinrtant being Megiddo.g beinbeing Megibeing Megiddo. It waddo. It was a strates a strategic site dgic site during OT turing OT times and wimes and was fortifias fortified to guared to guard the Carmd thd the Carmelthe Carmel pass. It  pass. It was controwas controlled by thlled by the Canaanite Canaanites until tes until the time ofhe time of David (Ju David (Judg. 1:27) dg. (Ju(Judg. 1:2(Judg. 1:27) when th7) when the Israelite Israelites finallyes finally gained co gained control. Thentrol. The river Kis river Kishon wanderhon wanders through s thrs through ththrough this rich anis rich and fertile d fertile valley. Asvalley. As part of t part of the Way of he Way of the Sea (Ithe Sea (Isa. 9:1[MTsa. 9:1[MT 8:23]), t 8:23] 8:23]), th8:23]), the plain ofe plain of Esdraelon Esdraelon included  included the route the route that led fthat led from the Phrom the Philistine cilistine coast throuoast toast through ththrough the pass at e pass at Megiddo anMegiddo and on to Dad on to Damascus. Itmascus. It connected connected Egypt wit Egypt with the north the norh the north and north and thus servethus served as a pard as a part of a trat of a trade route fde route from the earom the earliest timrliest times.es.es.

The Great Plain (1 Macc. 12:49) is triangular in shape and includes the plain 
of Megiddo (Zech. 12:11), stretching along the northern slopes of Mt. Carmel to 
the plain of En-gammin (modern Jenin) on the south, and northeast to the slopes 
of Mt. Tabor. Many cities were located within the Plain, the most important 
being Megiddo. It was a strategic site during OT times and was fortified to guard 
the Carmel pass. It was controlled by the Canaanites until the time of David 
(Judg. 1:27) when the Israelites finally gained control. The river Kishon wanders 
through this rich and fertile valley. As part of the Way of the Sea (Isa. 9:1[MT 
8:23]), the plain of Esdraelon included the route that led from the Philistine coast 
through the pass at Megiddo and on to Damascus. It connected Egypt with the 
north and thus served as a part of a trade route from the earliest times.

�Some of thSome of the famous be famous battles herattles here include e include the Philisthe Philistines’ deftines’ defeat of Saueat of Saul (1 Sam. l (1 Sam.l (1 Sam. 31) aSam. 31) and Pharaohnd Pharaoh Necho’s d Necho’s defeat of Jefeat of Josiah (2 Kosiah (2 Kgs. 23:29)gs. 23:29). A single. A single NT refere NT reference to thincreferereference reference to this arto this area is founea is found in Rev. d in Rev. 16:16, per16:16, perhaps suggehaps suggesting it asting it as the locas the location of antion otion of an apocof an apocalyptic baalyptic battle.ttle.ttle.

Some of the famous battles here include the Philistines’ defeat of Saul (1 
Sam. 31) and Pharaoh Necho’s defeat of Josiah (2 Kgs. 23:29). A single NT 
reference to this area is found in Rev. 16:16, perhaps suggesting it as the location 
of an apocalyptic battle.

�SeeSee  JEZREEL.JEZREEL.JEZREEL.

See JEZREEL.
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1 Esdras1 Esdras

1 Esdras

�The apocryThe apocryphal book phal book 1 Esdras g1 Esdras gets its tiets its title from ttle from the standarhe standard LXX manud LXX manuscripts, wscriptmanumanuscriptmanuscripts, where is, where it appears t appears as Esdras as Esdras A or 1 EsdA or 1 Esdras. Conderas. Condemned by Jemned by Jerome, it nrome, it nrome, it neverthelenevertheless appearsss appears in Latin  in Latin Bibles as Bibles as 3 Esdras. 3 Esdras. The book iThe book is canonicas canonical only forl only for the Easte the the Easterthe Eastern Orthodoxn Orthodox Churches  Churches and not foand not for the Romar the Roman Catholicn Catholic Church, a Church, although 1 lthoughaalthough 1although 1 Esdras ap Esdras appears in mpears in most collecost collections of ttions of the Apocryphe Apocrypha/Deuteroha/Deuterocanonical canonical Apocrypha/DeuteroApocrypha/Apocrypha/DeuterocanDeuterocanonical litonical literature.erature.erature.

The apocryphal book 1 Esdras gets its title from the standard LXX 
manuscripts, where it appears as Esdras A or 1 Esdras. Condemned by Jerome, it 
nevertheless appears in Latin Bibles as 3 Esdras. The book is canonical only for 
the Eastern Orthodox Churches and not for the Roman Catholic Church, 
although 1 Esdras appears in most collections of the 
Apocrypha/Deuterocanonical literature.

�With the eWith the exception oxception of 1 Esdr. f 1 Esdr. 3:1-5:6, 13:1-5:6, 1 Esdras is Esdras is a rather  a rather free Greekfree Greek version o version version ofversion of biblical  biblical history frhistory from Josiah’om Josiah’s Passovers Passover to Ezra’s to Ezra’s reforms.  reforms. 1 Esdr. 1:1 Esdr. 1:1-55 dupli1-55 d1-55 duplicatesduplicates 2 Chr. 35 2 Chr. 35:1-36:21; :1-36:21; 1 Esdr. 2:1 Esdr. 2:1-15 dupli1-15 duplicates Ezracates Ezra 1:1-11; 1 1:1-11; 1 Esdr. 2:1 Esdr. 2:16-30 dupli6-30 2:12:16-30 du2:16-30 duplicates Eplicates Ezra 4:7-24zra 4:7-24. 1 Esdr. . 1 Esdr. 5:7-46 dup5:7-46 duplicates Ezlicates Ezra 2:1-70;ra 2:1-70; 1 Esdr. 5 1 Esdr. 5:47-73 dup:47-755:47-73 du5:47-73 duplicates Eplicates Ezra 3:1-4:zra 3:1-4:5; 1 Esdr.5; 1 Esdr. 6:1-7:15  6:1-7:15 duplicatesduplicates Ezra 4:24 Ezra 4:24-6:22; and-6:22; and 1 Esdr. 8 1 Es 1 Esdr. 8:1-Esdr. 8:1-9:55 dupli9:55 duplicates Ezracates Ezra 7:1-10:44 7:1-10:44 and Neh.  and Neh. 7:73-8:12.7:73-8:12.

With the exception of 1 Esdr. 3:1-5:6, 1 Esdras is a rather free Greek 
version of biblical history from Josiah’s Passover to Ezra’s reforms. 1 Esdr. 1:1-55 
duplicates 2 Chr. 35:1-36:21; 1 Esdr. 2:1-15 duplicates Ezra 1:1-11; 1 Esdr. 



2:16-30 duplicates Ezra 4:7-24. 1 Esdr. 5:7-46 duplicates Ezra 2:1-70; 1 Esdr. 
5:47-73 duplicates Ezra 3:1-4:5; 1 Esdr. 6:1-7:15 duplicates Ezra 4:24-6:22; and 1 
Esdr. 8:1-9:55 duplicates Ezra 7:1-10:44 and Neh. 7:73-8:12.

�The sectioThe section without n without parallel iparallel in the Chron the Chronicler’s wnicler’s work (1 Esdork (1 Esdr. 3:1-5:6r. 3:1-5:6) is a sto) is a sto) is a story of astory of a young man young man at the co at the court of Darurt of Darius, the Pius, the Persian kinersian king. He solvg. He solves the rides the riddle of “whdle ridriddle of riddle of “what is t“what is the strongehe strongest thing ist thing in the worln the world” with a d” with a magnificenmagnificent display t display of wit andof wof wit and wiwit and wisdom in a sdom in a riddle conriddle contest befortest before the kinge the king and his c and his court. As tourt. As the winner he winner of the conofof the conof the contest the ytest the youth wins outh wins the privilthe privilege of rebege of rebuilding thuilding the city of e city of Jerusalem Jerusalem and the teand tand the templethe temple, leading , leading the Jews hthe Jews home from eome from exile, and xile, and taking bactaking back certain k certain temple vestemple vessels whichsevesvessels whvessels which were sich were still in catill in captivity. Bptivity. By the timey the time this narr this narrative was ative was joined to joined to the rest othe rethe rest of 1 rest of 1 Esdras, thEsdras, the winner oe winner of the riddf the riddle contestle contest had been  had been identifiedidentified with Zeru with Zerubbabel, thbbaZeruZerubbabelZerubbabel, the stor, the story becomingy becoming a “devoti a “devotional legenonal legend” about Zd” about Zerubbabel’erubbabel’s wonderfus wonders wonderful wonderful opportunitopportunity in exiley in exile to influe to influence the conce the course of Jeurse of Jewish histowish history. The sury. The success of accesusuccess ofsuccess of a wise Je a wise Jew at the cw at the court of a ourt of a foreign kiforeign king is a mong is a motif found tif found in Daniel in Daniel (1—6) and (1—6(1—6) and (1—6) and Esther, anEsther, and the deutd the deuterocanonicerocanonical books oal books of Tobit, Jf Tobit, Judith, Susudith, Susanna, and anna, and Bel and thBBel and thBel and the Dragon.e Dragon.e Dragon.

The section without parallel in the Chronicler’s work (1 Esdr. 3:1-5:6) is a 
story of a young man at the court of Darius, the Persian king. He solves the 
riddle of “what is the strongest thing in the world” with a magnificent display of 
wit and wisdom in a riddle contest before the king and his court. As the winner 
of the contest the youth wins the privilege of rebuilding the city of Jerusalem and 
the temple, leading the Jews home from exile, and taking back certain temple 
vessels which were still in captivity. By the time this narrative was joined to the 
rest of 1 Esdras, the winner of the riddle contest had been identified with 
Zerubbabel, the story becoming a “devotional legend” about Zerubbabel’s 
wonderful opportunity in exile to influence the course of Jewish history. The 
success of a wise Jew at the court of a foreign king is a motif found in Daniel 
(1—6) and Esther, and the deuterocanonical books of Tobit, Judith, Susanna, and 
Bel and the Dragon.

�In its preIn its present form sent form 1 Esdras c1 Esdras can be datean be dated between d between 165 165 B.C.E.B.C.E. and 50  and 50 C.E.C.E. The lingu The  The linguiThe linguistic and sstic and stylistic stylistic similaritieimilarities to Danies to Daniel and Esthl and Esther and theer and the fact that fact that it was us it was u it was used by Joused by Josephus jussephus justify this tify this dating. Thdating. There is a sere is a strong posstrong possibility thibility that it was at it was composed icomposcomposed icomposed in Egypt dun Egypt during the lring the latter partatter part of the 2n of the 2nd century d century B.C.E.B.C.E. This devo This devotional legtional devodevotionaldevotional legend, w legend, which had ahich had as its purps its purpose both tose both to entertaio entertain and educn and educate, grew ate, grew out of an oout of an out of an original Poriginal Persian couersian court tale, drt tale, discernibleiscernible in 1 Esdr in 1 Esdr. 3:1-4:42. 3:1-4:42. An analy. An analysis of thesis of tsis of the structthe structure of thiure of this section s section shows thatshows that it is div it is divided into ided into a narrativa narrative framewore framework consistik cok consistingconsisting of a long of a long prose int prose introduction roduction (3:1–16a) (3:1–16a) with a truwith a truncated conncated conclusion (4clusion (4:42) and f:42(4(4:42) and(4:42) and four long four long speeches  speeches on the stron the strength of wength of wine, the kine, the king, womening, women, and trut, and truth, respecth,truttruth, restruth, respectively pectively (3:16b—4:4(3:16b—4:41).1).1).

In its present form 1 Esdras can be dated between 165 B.C.E. and 50 C.E. 
The linguistic and stylistic similarities to Daniel and Esther and the fact that it was 
used by Josephus justify this dating. There is a strong possibility that it was 
composed in Egypt during the latter part of the 2nd century B.C.E. This 
devotional legend, which had as its purpose both to entertain and educate, grew 
out of an original Persian court tale, discernible in 1 Esdr. 3:1-4:42. An analysis of 
the structure of this section shows that it is divided into a narrative framework 
consisting of a long prose introduction (3:1–16a) with a truncated conclusion 
(4:42) and four long speeches on the strength of wine, the king, women, and 
truth, respectively (3:16b—4:41).

�There is sThere is strong evidtrong evidence that ence that the core nthe core narrative iarrative is based ons based on the ancie the ancient Near Eant Nearnt Near EasteNear Eastern practicrn practice of riddle of riddling as paring as part of courtt of court entertain entertainment. The ment. The subjects dsubjects defended asefeddefended adefended as the stros the strongest by engest by each contesach contestant — wintant — wine, the kine, the king, and womg, and women — woulden — woen — would suggwould suggest this. est this. The winninThe winning answer —g answer — truth — w truth — was no doubas no doubt added att added at a later t a later a later timelater time when the  when the story was story was moralized moralized for religifor religious purposous purposes. The sues. The suggestion oggestion of the thirf oof the thiof the third contestrd contestant that “ant that “women” werwomen” were the stroe the strongest, no ngest, no doubt the doubt the winning enwinning enwinning entry in tentry in the originahe original tale, mal tale, may be a refy be a reference to erence to a certain a certain Apame (a wApame (a wife or conife or concubine of cubconconcubine concubine of a Seleuof a Seleucid king).cid king). The cosmi The cosmic and ethic and ethical naturecal nature of truth  of truth as describas described in the ed describdescribed described in the finin the final versional version suggests  suggests that it cothat it could have buld have been added een added at some poat some point to celintpopoint to cpoint to celebrate telebrate the power ohe power of Asha in f Asha in ZoroastriaZoroastrian belief, n belief, Hokmah froHokmah from Hebrew wm Hebrewm Hebrew wisHebrew wisdom literadom literature, Greeture, Greek Sophia, k Sophia, or Egyptiaor Egyptian Maat.n Maat.n Maat.

There is strong evidence that the core narrative is based on the ancient 
Near Eastern practice of riddling as part of court entertainment. The subjects 
defended as the strongest by each contestant — wine, the king, and women — 
would suggest this. The winning answer — truth — was no doubt added at a 
later time when the story was moralized for religious purposes. The suggestion 
of the third contestant that “women” were the strongest, no doubt the winning 
entry in the original tale, may be a reference to a certain Apame (a wife or 
concubine of a Seleucid king). The cosmic and ethical nature of truth as 
described in the final version suggests that it could have been added at some 
point to celebrate the power of Asha in Zoroastrian belief, Hokmah from 
Hebrew wisdom literature, Greek Sophia, or Egyptian Maat.

�The most fThe most famous versamous verse in the be in the book is theook is the response  response of the assof the assembled kinembled king and noblg andg and noblesand nobles at the co at the conclusion onclusion of the hymnf the hymn in praise in praise of truth: of truth: “Great is “Great is truth, an truth, and strongesd strd strongest strongest of all” (4of all” (4:41). Augu:41). Augustine in hstine in his is City of GoCity of Godd (17.36) i (17.36) identifies dentifies the greatnthe greatness of Truess greatngreatness greatness of Truth iof Truth in 1 Esdrasn 1 Esdras with Chri with Christ the Trust the Truth.th.th.

The most famous verse in the book is the response of the assembled king 
and nobles at the conclusion of the hymn in praise of truth: “Great is truth, and 
strongest of all” (4:41). Augustine in his City of God (17.36) identifies the 



greatness of Truth in 1 Esdras with Christ the Truth.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. L. CrenJ. L. Crenshaw, “Theshaw, “The Contest o Contest of Darius’ f Darius’ Guards,” iGuards,” in n Images of Images oImages of Man andof Man and God, God, ed. B. O. ed. B. O. Long (She Long (Sheffield, 19ffield, 1981), 74–8881), 74–88; W. R. Go; W. R. Goodman, odman, A Study ofA Study oA Study of I Esdraof I Esdras 3:1—5:6s 3:1—5:6 (diss., D (diss., Duke, 1971)uke, 1971); J. M. My; J. M. Myers, ers, I and II EI and II Esdras.sdras. AB 42 (Ga AB 42 (Garden City,rden (Ga(Garden Ci(Garden City, 1974).ty, 1974).
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2 Esdras2 Esdras

2 Esdras

The only aThe only apocalypse pocalypse in the Apoin the Apocrypha, thcrypha, this work beis work bears the naars the name Ezra orme Ezra or Esdras. I Esdras. It appears tIIt appearsIt appears as 2 Esdr as 2 Esdras in someas in some Latin man Latin manuscripts, uscripts, the Genevathe Geneva Bible, an Bible, and the Authd the Authorized VerorAuthAuthorizedAuthorized Version,  Version, but as 4 Ebut as 4 Ezra in moszra in most Latin mat Latin manuscripts.nuscripts. Other man Other manuscripts luscripts list it as isllist it aslist it as 1 or 3 Es 1 or 3 Esdras.dras.dras.

The only apocalypse in the Apocrypha, this work bears the name Ezra or Esdras. 
It appears as 2 Esdras in some Latin manuscripts, the Geneva Bible, and the 
Authorized Version, but as 4 Ezra in most Latin manuscripts. Other manuscripts 
list it as 1 or 3 Esdras.

�This is a This is a composite composite work contawork containing portining portions from ions from the 1st anthe 1st and 2nd centd 2nd centuries uries centcenturies centuries C.E.C.E. and datin and dating in its pg in its present forresent form to the 3m to the 3rd centuryrd century. The majo. The major portion r portionr portion waportion was originals originally writtenly written in a Semi in a Semitic languatic language, probabge, probably Hebrew ly Hebrew or Aramaicor Aramaic, but unfo, AramaicAramaic, bAramaic, but unfortuut unfortunately no nately no Semitic veSemitic versions havrsions have survivede survived. The Gree. The Greek translatk translation of theiotranslattranslatiotranslation of the Sn of the Semitic oriemitic original has ginal has also been also been lost.lost.lost.

This is a composite work containing portions from the 1st and 2nd 
centuries C.E. and dating in its present form to the 3rd century. The major 
portion was originally written in a Semitic language, probably Hebrew or 
Aramaic, but unfortunately no Semitic versions have survived. The Greek 
translation of the Semitic original has also been lost.

�The work cThe work consists ofonsists of three dis three distinct parttinct parts of varyis of varying length ng length and date: and date: 2 Esdr. 1-2 Esdr. 1-2 Esdr. 1-2; 3-14;1-2; 3-14; and 15–16 and 15–16. The styl. The style and conte and content of theent of the three por three portions leadtions lead scholars  scholars to date eato to date eato date each to a dich to a different pefferent period. The riod. The first sectfirst section (chs. ion (chs. 1–2) intro1–2) introduces Ezraduces Ezra as the au as th as the authorthe author receiving receiving his commi his commission fromssion from the Lord  the Lord to deliverto deliver a message a message to his pe to his people. Thisopepeople. Thpeople. This sectionis section dates to  dates to the middlethe middle of the 2n of the 2nd century d century and appearand appears to have s to have been writtbebeen writtbeen written by a Chen by a Christian auristian author. The thor. The main body main body of the worof the work (chs. 3–k (chs. 3–14) has Ez14) has Ezra in BabyrEzEzra in BaEzra in Babylon recebylon receiving seveiving seven revelatin revelations, some ons, some of which tof which took the foook the form of visirm of visions. Most onvisivisions. Mvisions. Most scholaost scholars think trs think that this chat this core sectioore section was writn was written towardten toward the end o the end of the 1st f tf the 1st cethe 1st century in Hntury in Hebrew or Aebrew or Aramaic by ramaic by an unknownan unknown Jew. The  Jew. The final sectfinal section (chs. ion (chs. 15–16) als115–16) als15–16) also appears o appears to have beto have been writtenen written, like the, like the first two first two chapters, chapters, in Greek  in Greek by a Chrisby aby a Christiaa Christian author an author and appendend appended to the cd to the core sectioore section, perhapsn, perhaps around th around the middle oe middle oe middle of the 3rdof the 3rd century.  century. This finalThis final portion r portion reflects theflects the Parthiane Parthian threat to threat to the stabi the stability of thlity of lity of the Romof the Roman Empire an Empire at that tiat that time.me.me.

The work consists of three distinct parts of varying length and date: 2 Esdr. 
1-2; 3-14; and 15–16. The style and content of the three portions lead scholars 
to date each to a different period. The first section (chs. 1–2) introduces Ezra as 
the author receiving his commission from the Lord to deliver a message to his 
people. This section dates to the middle of the 2nd century and appears to have 
been written by a Christian author. The main body of the work (chs. 3–14) has 
Ezra in Babylon receiving seven revelations, some of which took the form of 
visions. Most scholars think that this core section was written toward the end of 
the 1st century in Hebrew or Aramaic by an unknown Jew. The final section (chs. 
15–16) also appears to have been written, like the first two chapters, in Greek by 
a Christian author and appended to the core section, perhaps around the middle 
of the 3rd century. This final portion reflects the Parthian threat to the stability 
of the Roman Empire at that time.

�The first The first section cosection contains NT ntains NT phraseologphraseology (1:30, 3y (1:30, 37; 2:42), 7; 2:42), a very stra very strong argumeong argumong argument iargument in favor ofn favor of Christian Christian authorshi authorship. Ezra wap. Ezra warns Israelrns Israel that for  that for their sinstheir sins God will  God God will sGod will scatter thecatter them among thm among the nations e nations and chooseand choose the genti the gentile nationsle nations instead f instead for his peooffor his pefor his people. Thenople. Then innumerab innumerable saints le saints (Christian(Christian martyrs?) martyrs?) will stan will stand on Mt. Zd on Mt. Zion and viionZZion and vZion and victoriouslictoriously receive y receive their rewatheir rewards of crords of crowns and pawns and palms from alms from a young man young man young man of greman of great statureat stature, whom an , whom an angel idenangel identifies as tifies as “the Son o“the Son of God” (2:f God” (2:47).47).47).

The first section contains NT phraseology (1:30, 37; 2:42), a very strong 
argument in favor of Christian authorship. Ezra warns Israel that for their sins 
God will scatter them among the nations and choose the gentile nations instead 
for his people. Then innumerable saints (Christian martyrs?) will stand on Mt. 
Zion and victoriously receive their rewards of crowns and palms from a young 
man of great stature, whom an angel identifies as “the Son of God” (2:47).

�The centraThe central section l section contains acontains a series of series of revelatio revelations mediatens mediated through d through the angel the angethe angel Urieangel Uriel. The firl. The first vision st vision (3:1—5:20)(3:1—5:20) is dated  is dated to 30 yearto 30 years after ths after the destructe destruction of “ouion oion of “our ciof “our city,” probaty,” probably referrbly referring to Nebing to Nebuchadnezzauchadnezzar’s destrur’s destruction of Jction of Jerusalem ierusalem in 587/6 n 5n 587/6 587/6 B.C.E.B.C.E. Many take Many take this dati this dating to meanng to mean the autho the author was writr was writing 30 yeaing 30 years after trs after the destruchtthe destruthe destruction of Jction of Jerusalem berusalem by the Romay the Romans in 70 ns in 70 C.E.C.E., thus giv, thus giving an apping an approximate droximate appapproximatapproximate date of e date of 100 100 C.E.C.E. for the c for the compositionomposition of the ce of the central portntral portion of theion of the book. Tro boo book. Troubook. Troubled by whbled by what he percat he perceives to beives to be God’s une God’s unjust treatjust treatment of Isment of Israel, Ezrarael, Ezra receives  EzraEzra receiEzra receives in theves in the first dre first dream vision am vision the answerthe answer that God’ that God’s ways ares ways are simply be simply beyond humanyonbebeyond humbeyond human understan understanding. Thanding. The seer in e seer in the secondthe second vision (5 vision (5:21—6:34) :21—6:34) again compagain comagain complains complains about the about the unjust wayunjust way God seems God seems to be dea to be dealing with ling with Israel. AgIsrael. Again, the wain, the ways of theawways of thways of the earth ane earth and the judgd the judgments and ments and purposes opurposes of God are f God are beyond undbeyond understandingerstandiundunderstandunderstanding. Such ing. Such perplexingperplexing problems  problems as the infas the inferiority oeriority of the lattf the latter generater generations compaionsgeneratgenerationgenerations compareds compared to the ea to the earlier onesrlier ones in the di in the divine plan vine plan for the wofor the world in therld in the coming of co coming of coming of the messiathe messianic age, anic age, and determind determining the tning the time of theime of the end of th end of the age, aree age, are answered  an answered wanswered with a cautith a caution of notion of not being ove being overanxious aranxious about thesebout these things: “ things: “Believe anBelieve and do not bdanand do notand do not be afraid be afraid!” The thi!” The third vision rd vision (6:35—9:25(6:35—9:25) deals wi) deals with God’s wth God’s work in creork in creation, theacrecreation, creation, the messiathe messianic kingdonic kingdom, and them, and the end of th end of the world. Te world. The seer ishe seer is perplexed perplexed that only t that only that only a small nua small number will mber will be saved abe saved and there wnd there will be no ill be no intercessiintercession for theon for the evil at t evi evil at thevil at the judgmente judgment day. The  day. The seer’s pleseer’s plea to God ta to God to have mero have mercy on his cy on his creations creations is answereis ais answered wanswered with the woith the word that Gord that God will rejd will rejoice in thoice in the righteoue righteous saved ans saved and forget td forget the wicked.hetthe wickedthe wicked. The seer. The seer will be a will be among the bmong the blessed savlessed saved and shoed and should troubluld trouble his thoue his thoughts no mogthouthoughts nthoughts no more foro more for the punis the punishment of thment of the lost sihe lost sinners. Thenners. The final sec final section presetion presents a descntpresepresents apresents a descripti description of the on of the last days last days and the siand the signs which gns which will precewill precede it. In de it. In the fourththe fothe fourth visfourth vision (9:26—ion (9:26—10:59) Isr10:59) Israel’s recoael’s record is comprd is compared unfavared unfavorably witorably with the Mosih the Mosiac law. IsaMosiMosiac lawMosiac law. Israel’s. Israel’s destructi destruction will beon will be devastati devastating, but thng, but the heavenlye heavenly Zion will Zion will be glorio be gl be glorious aglorious and beautifnd beautiful. In theul. In the fifth vis fifth vision (11:1—ion (11:1—12:51), kn12:51), known as theown as the “eagle vi “eagle vision,” Ezrsion,”vivision,” Evision,” Ezra sees tzra sees the destruche destruction of a tion of a mighty beamighty beast in eaglst in eagle form, pre form, probably symobably symbolizing tbolisymsymbolizinsymbolizing the strug the struggles in tggles in the Roman Ehe Roman Empire aftempire after Nero’s dr Nero’s death (68 eath (68 C.E.C.E.), as the ), as the ), as the interpthe interpretation oretation of the visif the vision (12:3b-on (12:3b-39) would 39) would suggest. Esuggest. Ezra is thezra is then asked ton asked to write dow wri write downwrite down his visio his visions in a bons in a book, hide iok, hide it, and thet, and then teach thn teach the visions e visions to the “wito the “wise,” who wse,” “wi“wise,” wh“wise,” who will be o will be the only othe only ones who canes who can understan understand them. Tnd them. The sixth vhe sixth vision (13:ision (13:1–58) pres1(13:(13:1–58) (13:1–58) presents tpresents to Ezra theo Ezra the appearanc appearance of the Me of the Messiah in essiah in the form othe form of a man cof a man coming up frmcocoming up coming up from the sfrom the sea and flyea and flying with ting with the clouds he clouds of heaven,of heaven, gazing at gazing at and speak and speaking to allingspeakspeaking tspeaking to all in jo all in judgment, fudgment, finally desinally destroying bytroying by fire the  fire the multitudesmultitudes who would who would fight aga figh fight agaifight against him. Inst him. In the inten the interpretationrpretation the seer  the seer understandunderstands that he s that he alone has alone has been enligbeenbeen enligbeen enlightened abohtened about the timut the time of the me of the messianic wessianic woes and thoes and the coming oe coming of the Son f the Son f the Son of GodSon of God. In the s. In the seventh andeventh and final vis final vision (14:1–ion (14:1–48) God or48) God orders Ezra ders Ezra to restoreto restore the holy  t the holy Sthe holy Scriptures,criptures, perhaps t perhaps the OT, makhe OT, making some ping some public but ublic but saving somsaving some for the e for the “wise” alo““wise” alo“wise” alone. Ezra tne. Ezra then gatherhen gathers the peops the people and plele and pleads with tads with them to rulhem to rule over thee over their minds airthetheir mindtheir minds and discs and discipline theipline their hearts ir hearts so they miso they might obtainght obtain mercy aft mercy after death aer death and live agnd lnd live againlive again. Ezra alo. Ezra along with fing with five men leave men leaves for 40ves for 40 days. Ezr days. Ezra receivesa receives the inspi the inspiration of rationinspiinspiratioinspiration of the Sn of the Spirit and pirit and writes 24 writes 24 books, whibooks, which are to ch are to be made pube made public. Seveblic. Seventy books,ntySeveSeventy boSeventy books, howevoks, however, are toer, are to be kept f be kept for the wisor the wise. In theme. In them “is the s “is the spring of upring of understandinduunderstandunderstanding, the fing, the fountain ofountain of wisdom, a wisdom, and the rivnd the river of knower of knowledge.” Filedge.” Finally Ezranally Ezra is taken  is  is taken uis taken up into heap into heaven.ven.ven.

The central section contains a series of revelations mediated through the 
angel Uriel. The first vision (3:1—5:20) is dated to 30 years after the destruction 
of “our city,” probably referring to Nebuchadnezzar’s destruction of Jerusalem in 
587/6 B.C.E. Many take this dating to mean the author was writing 30 years after 



the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans in 70 C.E., thus giving an 
approximate date of 100 C.E. for the composition of the central portion of the 
book. Troubled by what he perceives to be God’s unjust treatment of Israel, 
Ezra receives in the first dream vision the answer that God’s ways are simply 
beyond human understanding. The seer in the second vision (5:21—6:34) again 
complains about the unjust way God seems to be dealing with Israel. Again, the 
ways of the earth and the judgments and purposes of God are beyond 
understanding. Such perplexing problems as the inferiority of the latter 
generations compared to the earlier ones in the divine plan for the world in the 
coming of the messianic age, and determining the time of the end of the age, are 
answered with a caution of not being overanxious about these things: “Believe 
and do not be afraid!” The third vision (6:35—9:25) deals with God’s work in 
creation, the messianic kingdom, and the end of the world. The seer is perplexed 
that only a small number will be saved and there will be no intercession for the 
evil at the judgment day. The seer’s plea to God to have mercy on his creations is 
answered with the word that God will rejoice in the righteous saved and forget 
the wicked. The seer will be among the blessed saved and should trouble his 
thoughts no more for the punishment of the lost sinners. The final section 
presents a description of the last days and the signs which will precede it. In the 
fourth vision (9:26—10:59) Israel’s record is compared unfavorably with the 
Mosiac law. Israel’s destruction will be devastating, but the heavenly Zion will be 
glorious and beautiful. In the fifth vision (11:1—12:51), known as the “eagle 
vision,” Ezra sees the destruction of a mighty beast in eagle form, probably 
symbolizing the struggles in the Roman Empire after Nero’s death (68 C.E.), as 
the interpretation of the vision (12:3b-39) would suggest. Ezra is then asked to 
write down his visions in a book, hide it, and then teach the visions to the 
“wise,” who will be the only ones who can understand them. The sixth vision 
(13:1–58) presents to Ezra the appearance of the Messiah in the form of a man 
coming up from the sea and flying with the clouds of heaven, gazing at and 
speaking to all in judgment, finally destroying by fire the multitudes who would 
fight against him. In the interpretation the seer understands that he alone has 
been enlightened about the time of the messianic woes and the coming of the 
Son of God. In the seventh and final vision (14:1–48) God orders Ezra to restore 
the holy Scriptures, perhaps the OT, making some public but saving some for the 
“wise” alone. Ezra then gathers the people and pleads with them to rule over 
their minds and discipline their hearts so they might obtain mercy after death and 
live again. Ezra along with five men leaves for 40 days. Ezra receives the 
inspiration of the Spirit and writes 24 books, which are to be made public. 
Seventy books, however, are to be kept for the wise. In them “is the spring of 
understanding, the fountain of wisdom, and the river of knowledge.” Finally Ezra 



is taken up into heaven.

�The third The third division odivision of 2 Esdrasf 2 Esdras (15:1—16: (15:1—16:78) is a C78) is a Christian ahristian appendix frppendix from the 3rdom the om the 3rd cethe 3rd century whicntury which repeats h repeats many of thmany of the themes oe themes of the apocf the apocalyptic cealyptic central sectntral section, such iosectsection, ssection, such as theuch as the vengeance vengeance of God up of God upon the wicon the wicked and siked and signs of thegns of the end. Nati end. Nation will fioNatiNation wilNation will fight nal fight nation and ction and cities willities will be places be places of confus of confusion and deion and destruction,struction, starvatio starva starvationstarvation, and plun, and plunder. Babylder. Babylon (Rome),on (Rome), Asia, Egy Asia, Egypt, and Sypt, and Syria are deria are denounced; snounced; sinners areinnssinners arsinners are warned ne warned not to denyot to deny their sin their sin, and the , and the righteous righteous are promisare promised that Goed that God will surdGoGod will sGod will surely deliurely deliver them fver them from the tirom the time of tribme of tribulation.ulation.ulation.

The third division of 2 Esdras (15:1—16:78) is a Christian appendix from 
the 3rd century which repeats many of the themes of the apocalyptic central 
section, such as the vengeance of God upon the wicked and signs of the end. 
Nation will fight nation and cities will be places of confusion and destruction, 
starvation, and plunder. Babylon (Rome), Asia, Egypt, and Syria are denounced; 
sinners are warned not to deny their sin, and the righteous are promised that 
God will surely deliver them from the time of tribulation.
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ESEKESEK (Heb.  (Heb. {eäsíeq{eäsíeq)))

ESEK (Heb. {eäsíeq)

A well dugA well dug by Isaac’ by Isaac’s servantss servants (Gen. 26: (Gen. 26:20). The n20). The name (“contame (“contention”) rention”) reflects theflects the tension e te tension betension between Isaatween Isaac’s herdsmc’s herdsmen and thoen and those of Gerase of Gerar over rigr over rights to wathts to water resourcer resourer resources.resources. The conte The context of the xt of the tradition tradition places theplaces the well betw well between Gerar een Gerar and Beer-sand Beer-sheba, posshBeer-sBeer-shebaBeer-sheba, possibly, possibly along the along the  Nah�alNah�al Gerar (Wa Gerar (Wadi esh-Shedi esh-Sheriah).riah).riah).

A well dug by Isaac’s servants (Gen. 26:20). The name (“contention”) reflects the 
tension between Isaac’s herdsmen and those of Gerar over rights to water 
resources. The context of the tradition places the well between Gerar and 
Beer-sheba, possibly along the Nah�al  Gerar (Wadi esh-Sheriah).

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow

Laura B. Mazow

ESHANESHAN (Heb.  (Heb. }esû{aœn}esû{aœn)))

ESHAN (Heb. }esû{aœn)

A village A village in the hilin the hill country l country of Judah (of Judah (Josh. 15:5Josh. 15:52). Though2). Though its exact its exact location  location is unknownis unknis unknown, Eunknown, Eshan may bshan may be identifie identified with Khed with Khirbet irbet Sama{aSama{a (cf. LXX  (cf. LXX B Gk. B Gk. SoœmaSoœma), ca. 17 ),SoœmaSoœma), caSoœma), ca. 17 km. (. 17 km. (10.5 mi.) 10.5 mi.) SW of HebrSW of Hebron.on.

A village in the hill country of Judah (Josh. 15:52). Though its exact location is 
unknown, Eshan may be identified with Khirbet Sama{a (cf. LXX B Gk. 
Soœma), ca. 17 km. (10.5 mi.) SW of Hebron.

ESH-BAALESH-BAAL (Heb.  (Heb. }esûbaœ{al}esûbaœ{al)))

ESH-BAAL (Heb. }esûbaœ{al)

The originThe original name ofal name of Ishboshet Ishbosheth, son andh, son and successor successor of King S of King Saul (1 Chraul (1 Chr. 8:33; 9:. 8:33; 9:39).39)9:9:39).9:39).

The original name of Ishbosheth, son and successor of King Saul (1 Chr. 8:33; 
9:39).

ESHBANESHBAN (Heb.  (Heb. }esûbaœn}esûbaœn)))

ESHBAN (Heb. }esûbaœn)

The secondThe second son of Di son of Dishon, anceshon, ancestor of a stor of a Horite claHorite clan (Gen. 36n (Gen. 36:26; 1 Chr:26; 1 Chr. 1:41).. 1:41).

The second son of Dishon, ancestor of a Horite clan (Gen. 36:26; 1 Chr. 1:41).

ESHCOLESHCOL (Heb.  (Heb. }esûkoœl}esûkoœl) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ESHCOL (Heb. }esûkoœl) (PERSON)

An AmoriteAn Amorite dwelling  dwelling near Hebronear Hebron who, likn who, like his brote his brothers Aner hers Aner and Mamre,and Mamre, was an al was an was an ally ofan ally of Abram aga Abram against Chedoinst Chedorlaomer (Grlaomer (Gen. 14:13,en. 14:13, 24). The  24). The name may bname may be a geograe a geogre a geographicgeographical designaal designation.tion.

An Amorite dwelling near Hebron who, like his brothers Aner and Mamre, was 
an ally of Abram against Chedorlaomer (Gen. 14:13, 24). The name may be a 
geographical designation.

ESHCOLESHCOL (Heb.  (Heb. }esûkoœl}esûkoœl) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ESHCOL (Heb. }esûkoœl) (PLACE)



A valley iA valley in southernn southern Judah in  Judah in the vicinithe vicinity of Hebrty of Hebron. It wason. It was from this from this valley th valley that two of at twoat two of thetwo of the spies sen spies sent by Mosest by Moses to invest to investigate Canaigate Canaan reportean reportedly broughdly brought back a ct back a cluster of luccluster ofcluster of grapes so grapes so large tha large that they hadt they had to carry  to carry it on a poit on a pole betweenle between them (Num them (Num. 14:22-23. (Num(Num. 14:2(Num. 14:22-23); hen2-23); hence the namce the name of the ve of the valley (“clalley (“cluster”; v.uster”; v. 24). Num. 24). Num. 32:9 impl 32:9 implies that tiesimplimplies thimplies that the spiat the spies’ descries’ description of tption of this valleyhis valley, together, together with repo with reports of giarts of giants in thents in tnts in the area, the area, discouragediscouraged the Israd the Israelites froelites from enteringm entering into the  into the land. Howeland. However, accorver, according to Dedinaccoraccording according to Deut. 1to Deut. 1:24 the sp:24 the spies’ repories’ report was evidt was evidence that ence that Canaan wasCanaan was a good la a good land. While nlaland. Whilland. While the areae the area to the no to the north of Hebrth of Hebron is espron is especially weecially well suited ll suited to viticulto viticulture, therture,viticulviticulturviticulture, there ie, there is not enous not enough evidencgh evidence to atteme to attempt a more pt a more precise idprecise identificatientification.on.on.

A valley in southern Judah in the vicinity of Hebron. It was from this valley that 
two of the spies sent by Moses to investigate Canaan reportedly brought back a 
cluster of grapes so large that they had to carry it on a pole between them 
(Num. 14:22-23); hence the name of the valley (“cluster”; v. 24). Num. 32:9 
implies that the spies’ description of this valley, together with reports of giants in 
the area, discouraged the Israelites from entering into the land. However, 
according to Deut. 1:24 the spies’ report was evidence that Canaan was a good 
land. While the area to the north of Hebron is especially well suited to 
viticulture, there is not enough evidence to attempt a more precise identification.

Wade R. KoWade R. Kottertter

Wade R. Kotter

ESHEKESHEK (Heb.  (Heb. {eäsûeq{eäsûeq)))

ESHEK (Heb. {eäsûeq)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, desceite, descendant of Sndant of Saul and Joaul and Jonathan (1 nathan (1 Chr. 8:39)Chr. 8:39)..

A Benjaminite, descendant of Saul and Jonathan (1 Chr. 8:39).

ESHTAOLESHTAOL (Heb.  (Heb. }esûtaœ}o®}esûtaœ}o®ll)))

ESHTAOL (Heb. }esûtaœ}o®l)

One of theOne of the lowland c lowland cities of Jities of Judah (Joshudah (Josh. 15:33). . 15:33). It is beliIt is believed that eved that Eshtaol waEshtaol was located s locas located julocated just SW of Jst SW of Jerusalem ierusalem in the Shepn the Shephelah (Judhelah (Judg. 13:25),g. 13:25), in the te in the territory ofrritory of Dan (Josh Dan Dan (Josh.Dan (Josh. 19:41). T 19:41). The site hahe site has been ides been identified asntified as Khirbet D Khirbet Deir Shubeieir Shubeib (148134)b (148134) ca. 2.5 k ca ca. 2.5 kmca. 2.5 km. (1.5 mi.. (1.5 mi.) E of Zor) E of Zorah and 21 ah and 21 km. (13 mikm. (13 mi.) W of Je.) W of Jerusalem, nrusalem, near modernear modern  modernmodern modern Ishwa{/EshIshwa{/Eshtaoltaol (151132), (151132), which pre which preserves theserves the name. Its name. Its inhabitan inhabitants are lists arets are listedare listed in a gene in a genealogy of Calogy of Caleb (1 Chaleb (1 Chr. 2:53).r. 2:53).r. 2:53).

One of the lowland cities of Judah (Josh. 15:33). It is believed that Eshtaol was 
located just SW of Jerusalem in the Shephelah (Judg. 13:25), in the territory of 
Dan (Josh. 19:41). The site has been identified as Khirbet Deir Shubeib (148134) 
ca. 2.5 km. (1.5 mi.) E of Zorah and 21 km. (13 mi.) W of Jerusalem, near 
modern Ishwa{/Eshtaol (151132), which preserves the name. Its inhabitants 
are listed in a genealogy of Caleb (1 Chr. 2:53).

Aaron M. GAaron M. Galeale

Aaron M. Gale

ESHTEMOAESHTEMOA (Heb.  (Heb. }esûteïmo®}esûteïmo®a{a{) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ESHTEMOA (Heb. }esûteïmo®a{) (PERSON)

�1.1. The son o The son of Ishbah, f Ishbah, and a descand a descendant of endant of Caleb (1 CCaleb (1 Chr. 4:17).hr. 4:17).

1. The son of Ishbah, and a descendant of Caleb (1 Chr. 4:17).

�2.2. A descend A descendant of Hodant of Hodiah, Nahamiah, Naham’s sister;’s sister; a Maacath a Maacathite from tite from the tribe ohe tribe of Judah (1f Judf Judah (1 CJudah (1 Chr. 4:19).hr. 4:19).

2. A descendant of Hodiah, Naham’s sister; a Maacathite from the tribe of 
Judah (1 Chr. 4:19).

ESHTEMOAESHTEMOA (Heb.  (Heb. }esûteïmo®}esûteïmo®a{a{), ), ESHTEMOH (ESHTEMOH (}esûteïmoœ}esûteïmoœhh) ) (PLACE)(PLAC(PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ESHTEMOA (Heb. }esûteïmo®a{), ESHTEMOH (}esûteïmoœh) 
(PLACE)

A leviticaA levitical town in l town in the centrathe central hill coul hill country of Juntry of Judah (Josh.dah (Josh. 21:14), a 21:14), also listedlso listed among the among  among the among the cities of cities of refuge (1 refuge (1 Chr. 6:57[Chr. 6:57[MT 42]). IMT 42]). In the listn the list of settle of settlements alloments allotted to Jutted ttted to Judah ito Judah it is callet is called Eshtemohd Eshtemoh (Josh. 15 (Josh. 15:50). When:50). When David def David defeated the eated the AmalekitesAmalekites he sent a h he sent a he sent a portion ofportion of his booty his booty to Eshtem to Eshtemoa (1 Sam.oa (1 Sam. 30:28). E 30:28). Eusebius reusebius reports thatports that a “very l a a “very laa “very large” Jewisrge” Jewish settlemeh settlement existednt existed here as l here as late as theate as the 4th centu 4th century ry A.D.A.D. ( (Onom.Onom((Onom.(Onom. 26.11; 86 26.11; 86.20). Scho.20). Scholarly conslarly consensus locaensus locates ancientes ancient Eshtemoat Eshtemoa underneat underneath the modeh thh the modernthe modern Arab vill Arab village of age of es-Samu{es-Samu{ (156089), (156089), 14 km. (8 14 km. (8.7 mi.) SW.7 mi.) SW of Hebron of Hebron. Although. A. Although eAlthough excavationsxcavations have focu have focused on thesed on the 4th-centu 4th-century ry A.D.A.D. synagogue synagogue, several , several Iron Age pIronIron Age pIron Age pottery vesottery vessels have sels have also been also been uncovered.uncovered.

A levitical town in the central hill country of Judah (Josh. 21:14), also listed 
among the cities of refuge (1 Chr. 6:57[MT 42]). In the list of settlements allotted 
to Judah it is called Eshtemoh (Josh. 15:50). When David defeated the Amalekites 
he sent a portion of his booty to Eshtemoa (1 Sam. 30:28). Eusebius reports that 
a “very large” Jewish settlement existed here as late as the 4th century A.D. 
(Onom. 26.11; 86.20). Scholarly consensus locates ancient Eshtemoa underneath 
the modern Arab village of es-Samu{ (156089), 14 km. (8.7 mi.) SW of Hebron. 
Although excavations have focused on the 4th-century A.D. synagogue, several 
Iron Age pottery vessels have also been uncovered.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Z. Yeivin,Z. Yeivin, “Eshtemoa “Eshtemoa,” ,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 2:423–26. 2:423–26.

Bibliography. Z. Yeivin, “Eshtemoa,” NEAEHL 2:423–26.



Wade R. KoWade R. Kottertter

Wade R. Kotter

ESHTONESHTON (Heb.  (Heb. }esûto®n}esûto®n)))

ESHTON (Heb. }esûto®n)

The son ofThe son of Mehir of  Mehir of Judah; a dJudah; a descendant escendant of Chelub of Chelub (probably (probably Caleb). HeCaleb). He is reckon is reckon is reckoned areckoned among the pmong the people of Reople of Recah (1 Checah (1 Chr. 4:11-12r. 4:11-12; LXX “Rec; LXX “Rechab”), perhab”), perhaps an ithaps anhaps an itineraan itinerant metalwont metalworking guilrking guild.d.

The son of Mehir of Judah; a descendant of Chelub (probably Caleb). He is 
reckoned among the people of Recah (1 Chr. 4:11-12; LXX “Rechab”), perhaps 
an itinerant metalworking guild.

ESLIESLI (Gk.  (Gk. EsliíEslií)))

ESLI (Gk. Eslií)

A postexilA postexilic descendic descendant of Natant of Nathan and anhan and an ancestor  ancestor of Jesus, of Jesus, known onlyknown only from Luke from Luke from Luke’s genLuke’s genealogy (Luealogy (Luke 3:25).ke 3:25).

A postexilic descendant of Nathan and an ancestor of Jesus, known only from 
Luke’s genealogy (Luke 3:25).

ESSENESESSENES (Gk.  (Gk. Essaios, EEssaios, Esseänossseänos)))

ESSENES (Gk. Essaios, Esseänos)

A movementA movement within Ju within Judaism, knodaism, known primariwn primarily in the ly in the late Seconlate Second Temple pd Temple period, esperiod, eseriod, especiallyespecially from ca.  from ca. 146 146 B.C.E.B.C.E. to ca. 70 to ca. 70  C.E.C.E. They were They were a communa a communal associatl association, enterion, enteion, entered byentered by initiatio initiation, and conn, and considered thsidered themselves temselves the predesthe predestined remnained remnant of thosnt of those who trulethosthose who those who truly obsetruly observed God’srved God’s will. The will. They pursued y pursued their own their own interpretainterpretation of Totion of Totion of Torah and Torah and prophecy. prophecy. Though EssThough Essenes influenes influenced the enced the developmendevelopment of Rabbit of Rabbinic Judaisnic Judanic Judaism anJudaism and of Chrisd of Christianity, ntianity, neither of either of those grouthose groups accepteps accepted the Essed the Essenes’ self-nes’ self-descriptiodescself-self-descrself-description, aniption, and the histd the history of theory of the Essenes h Essenes has often bas often been consideen considered enigmered enigmatic.atienigmenigmatic.enigmatic.

A movement within Judaism, known primarily in the late Second Temple period, 
especially from ca. 146 B.C.E. to ca. 70 C.E. They were a communal association, 
entered by initiation, and considered themselves the predestined remnant of 
those who truly observed God’s will. They pursued their own interpretation of 
Torah and prophecy. Though Essenes influenced the development of Rabbinic 
Judaism and of Christianity, neither of those groups accepted the Essenes’ 
self-description, and the history of the Essenes has often been considered 
enigmatic.

�The name EThe name Essene has ssene has two forms two forms in Greek, in Greek, EssaiosEssaios and  and Esseänos;Esseänos; the Engli the English pronuncsh EngliEnglish prEnglish pronunciatioonunciation comes frn comes from the latom the latter form, ter form, though thethough the  EssaiosEssaios spelling  spelling is attesteis attis attested eattested earlier andarlier and appears t appears to be closeo be closer to the or to the original Seriginal Semitic formmitic form. Because . Because the solutithe the solutithe solution is crucon is crucial, more ial, more than 50 dithan 50 different prfferent proposals fooposals for the etymr the etymology haveology have been offe be been offerbeen offered. The Gred. The Greek forms eek forms of the namof the name Essene pe Essene probably derobably derive from rive from a Semitic a Semitica Semitic (HSemitic (Hebrew or Aebrew or Aramaic) roramaic) root. The twot. The two most ofto most often repeateen repeated suggestid suggestions involvons invoons involve twinvolve two Aramaic o Aramaic words, words, h�asayyaœ}h�asayyaœ} (“pious”) (“pious”) and  and }aœsayyaœ}}aœsayyaœ} (“healers (“healers”), but ne”(“healers(“healers”(“healers”), but nei), but neither of thther of these terms ese terms appears inappears in any known any known ancient t ancient text in anyext in any reference re reference reference at all to at all to the Essenethe Essenes. A Hebres. A Hebrew proposalw proposal is the ro is the root ot {aœsíaœh{aœsíaœh in the pa in the p in the participleparticiple form  form {o®síin{o®síin and const and construct form ruct form {o®síeî ha{o®síeî hatto®ra®tto®ra® (“doers o (“doers of torah”);f toraf torah”); ttorah”); this appearhis appears as a sels as a self-descriptf-description in sevion in several Dead eral Dead Sea ScrollSea Scrolls. (Most os. (Most of the sectf the f the sectarthe sectarian Scrollian Scrolls are in Hs are in Hebrew, notebrew, not Aramaic.) Aramaic.) It parall It parallels some oels some other relevther relevant group ant relevrelevant grelevant group self-roup self-understandunderstandings (e.g.ings (e.g., Samarita, Samaritans as “keens as “keepers” of tpers” of torah); it orah); it correspondcorrecorrespondcorresponds with Phis with Philo’s etymolo’s etymological gulogical guess of ess of hosios,hosios, Josephus’ Josephus’ translite transliteration of ration of Heb. HHeb. Heb. hoœsûenhoœsûen as  as esseän,esseän, and Epiph and Epiphanius’ speanius’ spelling of tlling of this Jewishhis Jewish sect as  sect as OssaioiOssaioi and  a and and Osseänoi.Osseänoi. This Hebr This Hebrew solutioew solution was accen was accepted long pted long before thebefore the Qumran di Qumran discoveries scodidiscoveriediscoveries (e.g., Js (e.g., Johann Cariohann Carion, on, ChronicaChronica [1532], f [1532], folio 68 veolio 68 verso) and arso) and accords welccords well with thel wl with the ewith the evidence, bvidence, but no consut no consensus yet ensus yet exists.exists.exists.

The name Essene has two forms in Greek, Essaios and Esseänos; the 
English pronunciation comes from the latter form, though the Essaios spelling is 
attested earlier and appears to be closer to the original Semitic form. Because 
the solution is crucial, more than 50 different proposals for the etymology have 
been offered. The Greek forms of the name Essene probably derive from a 
Semitic (Hebrew or Aramaic) root. The two most often repeated suggestions 
involve two Aramaic words, h�asayyaœ}  (“pious”) and }aœsayyaœ} 
(“healers”), but neither of these terms appears in any known ancient text in any 
reference at all to the Essenes. A Hebrew proposal is the root {aœsíaœh in the 
participle form {o®síin and construct form {o®síeî hatto®ra® (“doers of 
torah”); this appears as a self-description in several Dead Sea Scrolls. (Most of 
the sectarian Scrolls are in Hebrew, not Aramaic.) It parallels some other 
relevant group self-understandings (e.g., Samaritans as “keepers” of torah); it 
corresponds with Philo’s etymological guess of hosios, Josephus’ transliteration of 
Heb. hoœsûen as esseän, and Epiphanius’ spelling of this Jewish sect as Ossaioi 
and Osseänoi. This Hebrew solution was accepted long before the Qumran 
discoveries (e.g., Johann Carion, Chronica [1532], folio 68 verso) and accords well 
with the evidence, but no consensus yet exists.

�Several anSeveral ancient desccient descriptions oriptions of the Essef the Essenes have snes have survived inurvived in Greek and Greek and Latin tex Latin t Latin texts. Amotexts. Among the mosng the most important important are thost are those by the te by the three earlihree earliest of theest of these writersse writers, Philo, J, writerswriters, Pwriters, Philo, Josehilo, Josephus, and phus, and Pliny. LatPliny. Later accounter accounts by Hippos by Hippolytus and lytus and EpiphaniusEpiphanius, among ot, am, among otheamong others, also prs, also preserve imreserve important adportant additional oditional observationbservations. Most ofs. Most of these des these descriptions cdesdescriptiodescriptions were adns were addressed todressed to non-Jewis non-Jewish audienceh audiences, which is, which influenced nfluenced the selectthe selection of Essioselectselection selection of Essene of Essene charactericharacteristics and stics and their desctheir description inription in terms of  terms of Greek virtGreek virtues. Theseues. virtvirtues. Tvirtues. These textshese texts show phil show philosophical osophical (especiall(especially Stoic) ay Stoic) and ethnogrnd ethnographic inteaphic interests typirestinteinterests interests typically typically found in Hfound in Hellenisticellenistic histories histories and geogr and geographies. Seaphies. Several of tveral of the descriphe desche descriptiodescriptions relied ns relied on earlieron earlier, now lost, now lost texts, in texts, including atcluding at least one least one Greek sou Greek source earlierce erce earlier thearlier than Philo, an Philo, whose accowhose account is theunt is the earliest  earliest extant. Poextant. Posidonius, sidonius, Strabo, anStrabo, and Marcus Vd Mad Marcus VipMarcus Vipsanius Agrsanius Agrippa are aippa are among the lmong the likely authikely authors of nowors of now lost desc lost descriptions oriptions of Essenes.f oof Essenesof Essenes...

Several ancient descriptions of the Essenes have survived in Greek and Latin 



texts. Among the most important are those by the three earliest of these 
writers, Philo, Josephus, and Pliny. Later accounts by Hippolytus and Epiphanius, 
among others, also preserve important additional observations. Most of these 
descriptions were addressed to non-Jewish audiences, which influenced the 
selection of Essene characteristics and their description in terms of Greek 
virtues. These texts show philosophical (especially Stoic) and ethnographic 
interests typically found in Hellenistic histories and geographies. Several of the 
descriptions relied on earlier, now lost texts, including at least one Greek source 
earlier than Philo, whose account is the earliest extant. Posidonius, Strabo, and 
Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa are among the likely authors of now lost descriptions 
of Essenes.

�Pliny locaPliny located an Essted an Essene settleene settlement near ment near the Dead Sthe Dead Sea. Most sea. Most scholars hacholars have concludve conve concluded concluded that the rthat the ruins at Quuins at Qumran and tmran and the scrollshe scrolls from surr from surrounding caounding caves belongves belongves belonged tbelonged to a group o a group of Essenesof Essenes. Though a. Though a few argue few argue that Khir that Khirbet Qumranbet Qumran might hav might h might have been have been a fort or a fort or a winter va winter villa, the illa, the majority omajority of historiaf historians and arcns and archaeologisthaeologists regard Qs regas regard Qumregard Qumran as oneran as one of the Es of the Essene settlsene settlements. Otements. Other settleher settlements or cments or community communitccommunity community centers wecenters were locatedre located in Jerusa in Jerusalem and inlem and in the “land the “land of Damasc of Damascus” (east us” (eastus” (east of t(east of the Jordan he Jordan River) andRiver) and elsewhere elsewhere. Philo al. Philo also describso describes the Thees the Therapeutae irapeutae in Egypt asn En Egypt as aEgypt as a group rel group related to Esated to Essenes.senes.senes.

Pliny located an Essene settlement near the Dead Sea. Most scholars have 
concluded that the ruins at Qumran and the scrolls from surrounding caves 
belonged to a group of Essenes. Though a few argue that Khirbet Qumran might 
have been a fort or a winter villa, the majority of historians and archaeologists 
regard Qumran as one of the Essene settlements. Other settlements or 
community centers were located in Jerusalem and in the “land of Damascus” 
(east of the Jordan River) and elsewhere. Philo also describes the Therapeutae in 
Egypt as a group related to Essenes.

�Several ofSeveral of the Qumra the Qumran manuscrin manuscripts includpts include parallele parallels to the ts to the teaching, peaching, practices, racticesppractices,practices, and self- and self-descriptiodescription of the En of the Essenes. Sussenes. Surely some rely some of the texof the texts found ats found at Qumran at Qut Qumran areQumran are Essene, i Essene, including tncluding the he Serek hayySerek hayyah�adah�ad (Rule of  (Rule of the Communthe Community), seveity), sity), several Biseveral Bible commenble commentaries taries (Pesharim)(Pesharim),, and 4QMMT and 4QMMT ( (Miqsat Ma{Miqsat Ma{aseh ha-Toaseh ha-Torah,raha-Toha-Torah,ha-Torah, “certain  “certain enactmentsenactments of the La of the Law”). Such w”). Such texts as Jtexts as Jubilees anubilees and portionsd portions of Enoch  portionsportions oportions of Enoch lif Enoch likely are pkely are pre-Qumran re-Qumran texts writtexts written withinten within the Essen the Essene movemente movemee movement.movement.movement.

Several of the Qumran manuscripts include parallels to the teaching, 
practices, and self-description of the Essenes. Surely some of the texts found at 
Qumran are Essene, including the Serek hayyah�ad  (Rule of the Community), 
several Bible commentaries (Pesharim), and 4QMMT (Miqsat Ma{aseh 
ha-Torah, “certain enactments of the Law”). Such texts as Jubilees and 
portions of Enoch likely are pre-Qumran texts written within the Essene 
movement.

�Essene teaEssene teachings shachings shared much wred much with other ith other Jews, suchJews, such as the To as the Torah and Prrah and Prophets, buophePrProphets, Prophets, but claimebut claimed a speciad a special, sometiml, sometimes esoteries esoteric interprec interpretation of tation of Scripture.Scripture. Essenes r Ess Essenes reEssenes regarded thegarded the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple hi temple high priestsgh priests (sometime (sometimes associats associated with Saed with Saed with Sadducees)Sadducees) to be wro to be wrong in theing in their practicer practices and cales and calendar. Thoundar. Though Essenesgh Essenes were care were care were careful incareful in their leg their legal deliberal deliberations, thations, they did notey did not call this call this “halakha, “halakha,” and used” and used that term that te that term only term only as a negatas a negative pun agive pun against Pharainst Pharisees as tisees as the “seekerhe “seekers of smoots of smooth things h things (do®rsûeî (do(do®rsûeî (do®rsûeî hah�a�laœqhah�a�laœqo®t�)o®t�).” Essenes.” Essenes observed  observed Torah striTorah strictly but actly but according tccordinaaccording according to their oto their own interprwn interpretation. Eetation. Essene belissene beliefs includefs included predested predestination, iination, important rmpoiimportant important roles for roles for angels, anangels, and resurrecd resurrection, thoution, though not necgh not necessarily iessarily including bncluding bodily resuodilbbodily resbodily resurrection urrection (Josephus (Josephus and Hippoland Hippolytus disagytus disagree). Theyree). They expected  expected a messiah,a messiah, or, in so messiah,messiah, omessiah, or, in somer, in some descripti descriptions, priesons, priestly and rotly and royal messiayal messiahs. The Eshs. The Essene apocasene apocalyptic andlypapocaapocalyptiapocalyptic and dualc and dualistic worlistic worldview is sdview is similar to imilar to Daniel — aDaniel — and not to nd not to 1 and 2 Ma1 and 2 Maccabees, wccMaMaccabees,Maccabees, which are which are not found not found at Qumran at Qumran; God and ; God and the angelsthe angels — not hum — not humans — willans —ans — will des— will destroy the etroy the enemies.nemies.nemies.

Essene teachings shared much with other Jews, such as the Torah and 
Prophets, but claimed a special, sometimes esoteric interpretation of Scripture. 
Essenes regarded the Jerusalem temple high priests (sometimes associated with 
Sadducees) to be wrong in their practices and calendar. Though Essenes were 
careful in their legal deliberations, they did not call this “halakha,” and used that 
term only as a negative pun against Pharisees as the “seekers of smooth things 
(do®rsûeî hah�a�laœqo®t�) .” Essenes observed Torah strictly but 
according to their own interpretation. Essene beliefs included predestination, 
important roles for angels, and resurrection, though not necessarily including 
bodily resurrection (Josephus and Hippolytus disagree). They expected a 
messiah, or, in some descriptions, priestly and royal messiahs. The Essene 
apocalyptic and dualistic worldview is similar to Daniel — and not to 1 and 2 
Maccabees, which are not found at Qumran; God and the angels — not humans 
— will destroy the enemies.



�The EsseneThe Essenes were a cs were a communal orommunal organizationganization. They had. They had rules for rules for initiatio initiation and punin and n and punishand punishments, incments, including expluding expulsion. Soulsion. Some Essenesme Essenes were celi were celibate and sbate and some observome obserome observed pobserved periods of eriods of celibacy lcelibacy limited to imited to certain ticertain times or plames or places. Essences. Essenes kept noes kept no slaves, a sla slaves, anslaves, and at leastd at least the full  the full members hemembers held propertld property in commoy in common. Agriculn. Agriculture was tture was the main ochetthe main othe main occupation;ccupation; they made they made no weapon no weapons. They avs. They avoided the oided the courts of courts of outsiders outsidersoutsiders outsiders and followand followed strict ed strict ritual purritual purity rules.ity rules. The exten The extent to whicht to which they part they participated iicipapartparticipatparticipated in the ed in the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple cultemple cult is stillt is still debated. debated. debated.

The Essenes were a communal organization. They had rules for initiation 
and punishments, including expulsion. Some Essenes were celibate and some 
observed periods of celibacy limited to certain times or places. Essenes kept no 
slaves, and at least the full members held property in common. Agriculture was 
the main occupation; they made no weapons. They avoided the courts of 
outsiders and followed strict ritual purity rules. The extent to which they 
participated in the Jerusalem temple cult is still debated.

�Josephus wJosephus wrote that rote that Essenes exEssenes existed in 1isted in 146 46 B.C.E.B.C.E. ( (Ant.Ant. 13.171),  13.171), probably bprobably because hisecabbecause hibecause his source Ss source Strabo begatrabo began his n his HistoryHistory at that d at that date. The eate. The exact year xact year they origithey originated is unorigioriginatedoriginated is unknow is unknown, perhapsn, perhaps because t because the Essene he Essene movement dmovement developed meveloped more graduaore grore gradually gradually and becausand because the movee the movement precement preceded the Grded the Greek form oeek form of its namef its name. Three of. Three. Three of tThree of the four Eshe four Essene indivsene individuals meniduals mentioned in tioned in Josephus aJosephus are known fre known for prophecor propheor prophecy aprophecy and lived ind lived in Jerusalen Jerusalem. The foum. The fourth, John rth, John the (formethe (former) Essene r) Essene who joinedwho joined the zealo joinedjoined thejoined the zealots,  zealots, is not typis not typical; it wical; it was unusualas unusual for an Es for an Essene to resene to rely on humaly on human weapons.n wean weapons. Jweapons. Josephus alosephus also locatedso located an Essene an Essene gate in S gate in Southwest Jouthwest Jerusalem (erusalem (BJBJ 5.145). 5.145). 5.145).

Josephus wrote that Essenes existed in 146 B.C.E. (Ant. 13.171), probably 
because his source Strabo began his History at that date. The exact year they 
originated is unknown, perhaps because the Essene movement developed more 
gradually and because the movement preceded the Greek form of its name. 
Three of the four Essene individuals mentioned in Josephus are known for 
prophecy and lived in Jerusalem. The fourth, John the (former) Essene who 
joined the zealots, is not typical; it was unusual for an Essene to rely on human 
weapons. Josephus also located an Essene gate in Southwest Jerusalem (BJ 5.145).

�Qumran texQumran texts describts describe certain e certain individualindividuals, especias, especially an Esslly an Essene Teacheene Teacher of Rightr of Rigr of RighteousnRighteousness and hiess and his opponents opponent the Wicke the Wicked Priest. d Priest. Though manThough many scholarsy scholars consider  conside consider Jconsider Jonathan (1onathan (161–143/2 61–143/2 B.C.E.B.C.E.) the best) the best candidate candidate for the W for the Wicked Prieicked Priest, Alexanst, Alest, Alexander Alexander Janneus (1Janneus (103–76) may03–76) may be prefer be preferable. Someable. Some scholars  scholars suggest thsuggest there were mere wereere were more were more than one Wthan one Wicked Prieicked Priest and morst and more than onee than one Teacher o Teacher of Righteouf Righteousness. Thosness. RighteouRighteousnRighteousness. Thougess. Though the Teach the Teacher of Righer of Righteousnesshteousness has no ge has no generally agnerally agreed identreed idenreed identity, identity, a plausibla plausible candidate candidate is Judahe is Judah the Essen the Essene mentionee mentioned by Josepd by Josephus (hus (BJBJ 1.78–80;  1.78–8 1.78–80; 1.78–80; Ant.Ant. 13.311) a 13.311) as teachings teaching ca. 104,  ca. 104, soon beforsoon before the rulee the rule of Alexan of Alexander. In der. In b. Qidd.b. Qb. Qidd.Qidd. 66a (the  66a (the same?) Judsame?) Judah asks Alah asks Alexander toexander to give up t give up the priesthhe priesthood. The Eood. The Essenes’ nessenesEEssenes’ nEssenes’ negative viegative view of the ew of the latter Haslatter Hasmoneans wamoneans was shared bs shared by Strabo, y Strabo, who wrote who wrotewho wrote (wrote (Geog.Geog. 16.2.35–4 16.2.35–40) that Al0) that Alexander waexander was among ths among the superstie superstitious and tious and tyrannicaltyrannictyrannicaltyrannical priests w priests who departeho departed from thed from the honorable honorable teachings teachings of Moses  of Moses (cf. Philo(cf. Philo  Apol. Jud.AApol. Jud.Apol. Jud. 8.11.1).  8.11.1). The EsseneThe Essenes disappeas disappeared from hred from history somistory sometime afteetime after the war r the war with Rome.wiwith Rome.with Rome.

Qumran texts describe certain individuals, especially an Essene Teacher of 
Righteousness and his opponent the Wicked Priest. Though many scholars 
consider Jonathan (161–143/2 B.C.E.) the best candidate for the Wicked Priest, 
Alexander Janneus (103–76) may be preferable. Some scholars suggest there 
were more than one Wicked Priest and more than one Teacher of 
Righteousness. Though the Teacher of Righteousness has no generally agreed 
identity, a plausible candidate is Judah the Essene mentioned by Josephus (BJ 
1.78–80; Ant. 13.311) as teaching ca. 104, soon before the rule of Alexander. In b. 
Qidd. 66a (the same?) Judah asks Alexander to give up the priesthood. The 
Essenes’ negative view of the latter Hasmoneans was shared by Strabo, who 
wrote (Geog. 16.2.35–40) that Alexander was among the superstitious and 
tyrannical priests who departed from the honorable teachings of Moses (cf. Philo 
Apol. Jud. 8.11.1). The Essenes disappeared from history sometime after the war 
with Rome.

�Many aspecMany aspects of Essets of Essene historyne history are still are still debated. debated. debated.

Many aspects of Essene history are still debated.
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The book oThe book of Esther if Esther is unique is unique in the OT fn the OT for having or having three distthree distinct literinct literary editioary editions. Most fns. Mns. Most familMost familiar is thaiar is that of the Mt of the MT, 10 chapT, 10 chapters in Heters in Hebrew foundbrew found in all He in all Hebrew Biblebrew Bibles and mosts as and most Eand most English tranglish translations.nslations. However,  However, two Greek two Greek versions oversions of Esther af Esther also exist,lso exist, the Alpha t the Alpha the Alpha (A) text, (A) text, a Greek tra Greek translation anslation of a Hebreof a Hebrew version w version slightly dslightly different fifferent from the MTrom ffrom the Mfrom the MT, and theT, and the LXX Esthe LXX Esther, a transr, a translation of lation of the MT thathe MT that has beent has been altered a altered and expandenaand expandand expanded enough ed enough that it shthat it should be coould be considered ansidered a separate  separate literary wliterary work from Mork from Mork from MT Esther.MT Esther. The LXX v The LXX version is ersion is canonical canonical in the Ortin the Orthodox churhodox churches.ches.ches.

The book of Esther is unique in the OT for having three distinct literary editions. 



Most familiar is that of the MT, 10 chapters in Hebrew found in all Hebrew Bibles 
and most English translations. However, two Greek versions of Esther also exist, 
the Alpha (A) text, a Greek translation of a Hebrew version slightly different 
from the MT, and the LXX Esther, a translation of the MT that has been altered 
and expanded enough that it should be considered a separate literary work from 
MT Esther. The LXX version is canonical in the Orthodox churches.

�The LXX EsThe LXX Esther contather contains six “Ains six “Additions” dditions” to the MT to the MT text, as wtext, as well as intell as internal chanernal cernal changes. Tchanges. These Addithese Additions, labeions, labeled for coled for convenience nvenience A, B, C, DA, B, C, D, E, and F, E, and F, are inte, are interspersed trspinteinterspersinterspersed throughed throughout the teout the text. Additixt. Addition A appeaon A appears before rs before ch. 1, Addch. 1, Addition B foition B follows 3:13llofofollows 3:follows 3:13, Additi13, Additions C and ons C and D follow 4D follow 4:17 (LXX a:17 (LXX also omits lso omits 5:1–2 of M5:1–2 of MT), AdditiT), Addition E follooAdditiAddition EAddition E follows 8 follows 8:12, and A:12, and Addition F ddition F ends the bends the book. It shook. It should be noould be noted that ated that after the Lfteaafter the after the LXX had beLXX had been translaen translated into Lted into Latin, Jeroatin, Jerome, when cme, when constructinonstructing the Vulgg the Vulgate editioaVulgVulgate edVulgate edition, excition, excised the Aised the Additions fdditions from the Larom the Latin text atin text and placed nd placed all of theall of them at the em atm at the endat the end of Esther of Esther, in order, in order to bring  to bring his versiohis version into clon into closer harmonser harmony with MT y with MT Esther. ThEsEsther. ThEsther. Thus in Vulgus in Vulgate Biblesate Bibles the Addit the Additions will ions will be found abe found at the end t the end of Esther of Esther and numberand and numberand numbered 11:2—12ed 11:2—12:6; 13:1–7:6; 13:1–7; 13:8—14:; 13:8—14:19; 15:1–119; 15:1–16; 16:1–246; 16:1–24; and 10:4; and 10:4–11 (F pre–11 (F –11 (F precede(F precedes the othes the other Additionr Additions in the Vs in the Vulg.).ulg.).ulg.).

The LXX Esther contains six “Additions” to the MT text, as well as internal 
changes. These Additions, labeled for convenience A, B, C, D, E, and F, are 
interspersed throughout the text. Addition A appears before ch. 1, Addition B 
follows 3:13, Additions C and D follow 4:17 (LXX also omits 5:1–2 of MT), 
Addition E follows 8:12, and Addition F ends the book. It should be noted that 
after the LXX had been translated into Latin, Jerome, when constructing the 
Vulgate edition, excised the Additions from the Latin text and placed all of them 
at the end of Esther, in order to bring his version into closer harmony with MT 
Esther. Thus in Vulgate Bibles the Additions will be found at the end of Esther 
and numbered 11:2—12:6; 13:1–7; 13:8—14:19; 15:1–16; 16:1–24; and 10:4–11 
(F precedes the other Additions in the Vulg.).

�The purposThe purpose of the Ae of the Additions idditions in LXX Esthn LXX Esther is straer is straightforwarightforward. MT Esthd. MT Esther is notoer is er is notoriois notorious, both tus, both today and ioday and in the pastn the past, for its , for its lack of relack of religious laligious language, panguage, particularlyrticularpaparticularparticularly its omily its omission of assion of any mentionny mention of God. T of God. The Additiohe Additions supply ns supply this lack,this lack, containin con containingcontaining prayers a prayers and a prophnd a prophetic dreametic dream, and givi, and giving credit ng credit for the safor the salvation oflvation of the Jews  the the Jews ethe Jews entirely tontirely to God. Furt God. Further, the Aher, the Additions hdditions heighten theighten the dramatice dramatic interest  interest of the stoof of the stoof the story by emphry by emphasizing thasizing the emotionse emotions of the ch of the characters.aracters.aracters.

The purpose of the Additions in LXX Esther is straightforward. MT Esther 
is notorious, both today and in the past, for its lack of religious language, 
particularly its omission of any mention of God. The Additions supply this lack, 
containing prayers and a prophetic dream, and giving credit for the salvation of 
the Jews entirely to God. Further, the Additions heighten the dramatic interest 
of the story by emphasizing the emotions of the characters.

�Addition AAddition A contains  contains a prophetia prophetic dream ofc dream of the chief the chief male char male character, Moracter, Mordecai. In decai.MorMordecai. Mordecai. In the dreIn the dream, Mordecam, Mordecai sees twai sees two dragons,o dragons, ancient s ancient symbols of ymbols of chaos, batchaos, batchaos, battling wbattling while the rhile the rest of theest of the world, in world, in particula particular the Jewsr the Jews, looks on, looks on in fear.  in fear. The confliThe conThe conflict iconflict is resolveds resolved by God, w by God, who sends aho sends a stream of stream of water and water and light. Th light. The Jews reje Jews rejoice, and oicrejrejoice, arejoice, and Mordecand Mordecai wakes upi wakes up. This dre. This dream, which am, which is meant tis meant to foreshado foreshadow the stoow the stoow the story of Estory of Esther, sersther, serves to movves to move the confe the conflict betwelict between Mordecaen Mordecai and Hamai and Haman, the chin, the chin, the chief antachief antagonist, ougonist, out of the rt of the realm of peealm of petty human tty human politics apolitics and into thnd into that of cosmat of cosmic strugglic stic struggle, struggle, where the where the only possionly possible resoluble resolution comestion comes from God. from God. This plac This places the booes the book of Esthekboobook of Esbook of Esther squarther squarely in theely in the realm of  realm of religious religious literatureliterature. Addition. Addition A also ex A also explains howplainexexplains hexplains how Mordecaow Mordecai discoveri discovered the ploed the plot of the et of the eunuchs agaunuchs against the Pinst the Persian kinersian king (cf. Estgkinking (cf. king (cf. Esth. 2:21Esth. 2:21-23), and -23), and places theplaces the blame for blame for the plot  the plot on Haman.on Haman.on Haman.

Addition A contains a prophetic dream of the chief male character, 
Mordecai. In the dream, Mordecai sees two dragons, ancient symbols of chaos, 
battling while the rest of the world, in particular the Jews, looks on in fear. The 
conflict is resolved by God, who sends a stream of water and light. The Jews 
rejoice, and Mordecai wakes up. This dream, which is meant to foreshadow the 
story of Esther, serves to move the conflict between Mordecai and Haman, the 
chief antagonist, out of the realm of petty human politics and into that of cosmic 
struggle, where the only possible resolution comes from God. This places the 
book of Esther squarely in the realm of religious literature. Addition A also 
explains how Mordecai discovered the plot of the eunuchs against the Persian 
king (cf. Esth. 2:21-23), and places the blame for the plot on Haman.

�Additions Additions B and E fuB and E function as nction as a pair, Ada pair, Addition B gdition B giving the iving the text of Hatext of Haman’s edicman’s ediman’s edict for edict for the destruthe destruction of tction of the Jews, ahe Jews, and Additiond Addition E the ten E the text of the xt of the king’s couking’s counter-edictntercoucounter-edcounter-edict. Both ict. Both Additions,Additions, written i written in a rathern a rather florid Gr florid Greek, are meek, are meant to gieant to give an air ve ave an air of an air of historicalhistorical verisimil verisimilitude to titude to the text, ahe text, although nelthough neither is aither is actually auctually authentic.thentic.thentic.

Additions B and E function as a pair, Addition B giving the text of Haman’s 
edict for the destruction of the Jews, and Addition E the text of the king’s 
counter-edict. Both Additions, written in a rather florid Greek, are meant to give 
an air of historical verisimilitude to the text, although neither is actually authentic.

�Additions Additions C and D, wC and D, which follohich follow one anotw one another in theher in the text, are text, are the drama the dramatic heart tic hetic heart of Lheart of LXX Esther.XX Esther. Addition  Addition C containsC contains the praye the prayers of Mordrs of Mordecai and Eecai and Esther, whisther, whisther, which locawhich locate the plite the plight of theght of the Persian J Persian Jews in theews in the context o context of the salvf the salvation histation history of Isrory oory of Israel of Israel and place and place the fate othe fate of the Jewsf the Jews completel completely in the hy in the hands of Goands of God. These pd. These prayers, esraypprayers, eprayers, especially specially Esther’s, Esther’s, more than more than compensatecompensate for the l for the lack of relack of religiosity iigiosity in MT Esthen MTn MT Esther.MT Esther.

Additions C and D, which follow one another in the text, are the dramatic 
heart of LXX Esther. Addition C contains the prayers of Mordecai and Esther, 



which locate the plight of the Persian Jews in the context of the salvation history 
of Israel and place the fate of the Jews completely in the hands of God. These 
prayers, especially Esther’s, more than compensate for the lack of religiosity in 
MT Esther.

�Addition DAddition D, which co, which contains Estntains Esther’s unsuher’s unsummoned appmmoned appearance beearance before the kfore the king, is thingkking, is tking, is the dramatihe dramatic denouemec denouement of the nt of the LXX editioLXX edition. In the n. In the MT, this sMT, this scene occupcene occupies a mereioccupoccupies aoccupies a mere two  mere two verses (Esverses (Esth. 5:1-2)th. 5:1-2) and is ra and is rather dry. ther dry. Although EAlthough Esther has sther has declared pdedeclared pdeclared previously reviously that to apthat to appear unsumpear unsummoned befomoned before the kinre the king is to rig is to risk her lifsk her life, when she, liflife, whenlife, when she actua she actually does slly does so she simpo she simply appearsly appears in the do in the door, the kior, the king extendsng extends his scept his his sceptehis scepter to her, r to her, and she maand she makes her rekes her request. Thequest. The scene lac scene lacks any senks any sense of tensse of tension or daniotenstension ortension or danger. I danger. In Additionn Addition D, howeve D, however, Esther r, Esther is so agitis so agitated that ated that she must cshe must cling to helinccling to hcling to her maid foer maid for support,r support, and when  and when the king gthe king glares at hlares at her from ther from the throne se throne she is so fhesshe is so she is so frightenedfrightened she faint she faints, not oncs, not once but twice but twice! At thise! At this moment th moment the real pure real purpose of LXposepurpurpose ofpurpose of LXX Esthe LXX Esther is revear is revealed. Ad.Esled. Ad.Esth. 15:8 dth. 15:8 declares, “eclares, “Then Then GodGod changed t changed the spirit he tthe spiritthe spirit of the ki of the king to gentng to gentleness,” aleness,” and he rushnd he rushes to comfes to comfort her. Tort her. Thus, for Lhus, for LXX Esther,XX EXX Esther, thEsther, the real move real moving force ing force behind allbehind all the event the events is God, s is God, and the reand the reader is reader is reassured ofassurereassured reassured of a positof a positive outcomive outcome.e.e.

Addition D, which contains Esther’s unsummoned appearance before the 
king, is the dramatic denouement of the LXX edition. In the MT, this scene 
occupies a mere two verses (Esth. 5:1-2) and is rather dry. Although Esther has 
declared previously that to appear unsummoned before the king is to risk her 
life, when she actually does so she simply appears in the door, the king extends 
his scepter to her, and she makes her request. The scene lacks any sense of 
tension or danger. In Addition D, however, Esther is so agitated that she must 
cling to her maid for support, and when the king glares at her from the throne 
she is so frightened she faints, not once but twice! At this moment the real 
purpose of LXX Esther is revealed. Ad.Esth. 15:8 declares, “Then God changed 
the spirit of the king to gentleness,” and he rushes to comfort her. Thus, for LXX 
Esther, the real moving force behind all the events is God, and the reader is 
reassured of a positive outcome.

�Addition FAddition F gives the gives the interpret interpretation of Mation of Mordecai’s ordecai’s dream, in dream, in which the which the two dragontwo dratwo dragons ardragons are identifie identified as Morded as Mordecai and Hecai and Haman, and aman, and the streamthe stream as Esther as Esther. The drea. The drea. The dream and dream and its interpits interpretation dretation do not quito not quite fit the e fit the elements oelements of the plotf the plot of Esther of Esther, indicati, ind, indicatingindicating their sec their secondary chaondary character.racter.racter.

Addition F gives the interpretation of Mordecai’s dream, in which the two 
dragons are identified as Mordecai and Haman, and the stream as Esther. The 
dream and its interpretation do not quite fit the elements of the plot of Esther, 
indicating their secondary character.

�Addition FAddition F contains  contains a colophona colophon, unique a, unique among biblimong biblical books,cal books, which att which attributes thributeattattributesattributes the trans the translation to lation to one Lysimaone Lysimachus, who chus, who brought itbrought it from Jeru from Jerusalem to Asalem to Alexandria leAAlexandriaAlexandria in the 1s in the 1st century t century B.C.E.B.C.E. The histo The historical trutrical truth of this h of this colophon ccolophon cannot be vannot beannot be verifiebe verified, but it d, but it seems cleaseems clear that ther that the LXX versi LXX version of Esthon of Esther, with ter, with the Additiohe Additions, first ns, fns, first circfirst circulated amoulated among the Greng the Greek-speakinek-speaking Jews of g Jews of AlexandriaAlexandria in the 1s in the 1st century t century B.C.E.B.CB.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

Addition F contains a colophon, unique among biblical books, which 
attributes the translation to one Lysimachus, who brought it from Jerusalem to 
Alexandria in the 1st century B.C.E. The historical truth of this colophon cannot 
be verified, but it seems clear that the LXX version of Esther, with the Additions, 
first circulated among the Greek-speaking Jews of Alexandria in the 1st century 
B.C.E.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. D. LeveJ. D. Levenson, nson, Esther.Esther. OTL (Loui OTL (Louisville, 19sville, 1997); C. D.97); C. D. Moore,  Moore, Daniel, EsDDaniel, EsDaniel, Esther and Jther and Jeremiah: Teremiah: The Additiohe Additions.ns. AB 44 (Ga AB 44 (Garden City,rden City, 1977); S. 1977); S. A. White, A. White, “Esther,” “ “Esther,” “Esther,” in in The Women’The Women’s Bible Cos Bible Commentary,mmentary, ed. C. A. ed. C. A. Newsom an Newsom and S. H. Rid S. H. Ringe (Louisnge (Longe (Louisvill(Louisville, 1992), e, 1992), 131–37.131–37.131–37.
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ESTHER (Heb. }esteär), BOOK OF

The fifth The fifth and last oand last of the Megif the Megilloth, inclloth, included amonluded among the Writg the Writings in things in the Hebrew ce Hebrew canon.anccanon.canon.

The fifth and last of the Megilloth, included among the Writings in the Hebrew 
canon.

SynopsisSynopsis

Synopsis

The book oThe book opens with pens with a banquet a banquet held by thheld by the Persian e Persian king Ahasuking Ahasuerus for aerus for all the inhll the inhabitants oabinhinhabitantinhabitants of his cs of his capital, Suapital, Susa. After sa. After a drinkinga drinking bout, the bout, the king summ king summons his quons his queen, Vashteen, ququeen, Vasqueen, Vashti, so thhti, so the court mie court might admireght admire her great her great beauty. V beauty. Vashti refuashti refuses, and tses, and the angry khe tthe angry the angry king banisking banishes her. Whes her. When he reghen he regrets losinrets losing her, hisg her, his counselor counselors suggest s suggest an empire-an an empire-an empire-wide searcwide search for a neh for a new queen. Aw queen. All eligiblll eligible virgins e virgins are gatherare gathered into hied into his harem. As has harem. Amoharem. Among them isng them is Esther (H Esther (Heb. “Hadaseb. “Hadassah,” Esthsah,” Esth. 2:7), th. 2:7), the protagone protagonist, who wist, who wist, who wins the rwins the regard of aegard of all who knoll who know her. Estw her. Esther pleaseher pleases Ahasuerus Ahasuerus so greats so greatly that hely that he makes her m makes her makes her his queen.his queen. Subsequen Subsequently, Esthetly, Esther’s uncle r’s uncle Mordecai dMordecai discovers aiscovers a plot to a plot to assassinatessaassassinatassassinate the kinge the king and repor and reports it to Ets it to Esther, thusther, thus saving As saving Ahasuerus’ hasuerus’ life.life.life.

The book opens with a banquet held by the Persian king Ahasuerus for all the 



inhabitants of his capital, Susa. After a drinking bout, the king summons his 
queen, Vashti, so the court might admire her great beauty. Vashti refuses, and 
the angry king banishes her. When he regrets losing her, his counselors suggest 
an empire-wide search for a new queen. All eligible virgins are gathered into his 
harem. Among them is Esther (Heb. “Hadassah,” Esth. 2:7), the protagonist, who 
wins the regard of all who know her. Esther pleases Ahasuerus so greatly that he 
makes her his queen. Subsequently, Esther’s uncle Mordecai discovers a plot to 
assassinate the king and reports it to Esther, thus saving Ahasuerus’ life.

�Some time Some time later, thelater, the king prom king promotes Hamanotes Haman the Agagi the Agagite as vizite as vizier. Haman er. Haman demands thdemademands thdemands that all theat all the people bo people bow down to w down to him, but Mhim, but Mordecai reordecai refuses. Angfuses. Angered, Hamaered, Haered, Haman seekHaman seeks revenge s revenge by plottinby plotting to slaugg to slaughter all thter all the Jews inhe Jews in the Persi the Persian Empire.an Empire. Mordecai  M Mordecai lMordecai learns of tearns of the plot anhe plot and turns tod turns to Esther to Esther to intercede intercede with the  with the king. At tking. At the climax he che climax of climax of the story,the story, Esther, r Esther, risking herisking her life, app life, appears unsumears unsummoned befomoned before the kinre the king in an atg ing in an attein an attempt to savmpt to save her peope her people. She gale. She gains Ahasueins Ahasuerus’ favorrus’ favor and then, and then, in a seri in a series of skiles oes of skillfuof skillful maneuverl maneuvers, uncovers, uncovers Haman’s s Haman’s plot and fplot and foils his soils his scheme. Hamcheme. Haman is put an is put to death, toto death, to death, the enemiethe enemies of the Js of the Jews are deews are destroyed, astroyed, and Mordecand Mordecai is elevai is elevated to vizted to vizier. The biervizvizier. Thvizier. The book ende book ends with Ests with Esther and Moher and Mordecai insrdecai instituting ttituting the festivahe festival of Puriml of Purim to commem to  to commemoto commemorate theserate these great eve great events.nts.nts.

Some time later, the king promotes Haman the Agagite as vizier. Haman 
demands that all the people bow down to him, but Mordecai refuses. Angered, 
Haman seeks revenge by plotting to slaughter all the Jews in the Persian Empire. 
Mordecai learns of the plot and turns to Esther to intercede with the king. At the 
climax of the story, Esther, risking her life, appears unsummoned before the king 
in an attempt to save her people. She gains Ahasuerus’ favor and then, in a series 
of skillful maneuvers, uncovers Haman’s plot and foils his scheme. Haman is put 
to death, the enemies of the Jews are destroyed, and Mordecai is elevated to 
vizier. The book ends with Esther and Mordecai instituting the festival of Purim 
to commemorate these great events.

�As the synAs the synopsis showopsis shows, the plos, the plot is quitet is quite simple, a simple, and there ind there is much mors much more emphasise emphe emphasis uemphasis upon actionpon action than char than character studacter study. Indeed,y. Indeed, the chara the characters seemcters seem stereotyp stereotypical — Moristereotypstereotypistereotypical — Mordcal — Mordecai and Eecai and Esther are sther are the rightethe righteous wise, ous wise, strugglingstruggling against t against the cunninghe tthe cunninthe cunning Haman ang Haman and his wifed his wife for the f for the favor of thavor of the powerfule powerful but witle but witless Ahasuerss Ahasuerus.uAhasuerAhasuerus.Ahasuerus.

As the synopsis shows, the plot is quite simple, and there is much more 
emphasis upon action than character study. Indeed, the characters seem 
stereotypical — Mordecai and Esther are the righteous wise, struggling against 
the cunning Haman and his wife for the favor of the powerful but witless 
Ahasuerus.

CanonicityCanonicity

Canonicity

HistoricalHistorically, there ly, there have been have been contradictcontradictory opinioory opinions on the ns on the contributicontributions the boons the book of Esthokbobook of Esbook of Esther makesther makes to religi to religious doctrious doctrine(s) as wne(s) as well as itsell as its canonicit canonicity. Martin y. Martin Luther wasLutheLuther wasLuther was hostile t hostile to the booko the book because i because it “judaizet “judaized” too gred” too greatly and hatly and had “much pad “much pagan improappagan imprpagan impropriety,” opriety,” but Maimonbut Maimonides rankeides ranked it afterd it after the Penta the Pentateuch. Estteuch. Esther is theher is the only OT b o only OT boonly OT book not yetok not yet found amo found among the Deang the Dead Sea Scrod Sea Scrolls, perhalls, perhaps for theps for theological rological rological reasons. Treasons. The Esseneshe Essenes may have  may have rejected irejected it because t because it containit contains no mentis no mention of God,on of God, and Esthe God,God, and EGod, and Esther appasther apparently didrently did not obser not observe the dieve the dietary laws.tary laws. Although  Although Josephus mJosephus mJosephus mentions tmentions the book inhe book in his  his AntiquitieAntiquitiess and it wa and it was regardeds regarded as canoni as canonical by thecal by the Council o Counci Council ofCouncil of Jamnia in Jamnia in 90  90 C.E.C.E., the cano, the canonicity of nicity of Esther wasEsther was a matter  a matter of some diof some dispute in Jsputedidispute indispute in Judaism u Judaism until afterntil after the 3rd c the 3rd century. Thentury. The Western e Western Church accChurch accepted the epted the book as cabbook as cabook as canonical innonical in the 4th c the 4th century, whentury, while the Eaile the Eastern Churstern Church did notch did not accept it accept it until aft un until afteuntil after the 8th.r the 8th.

Historically, there have been contradictory opinions on the contributions the 
book of Esther makes to religious doctrine(s) as well as its canonicity. Martin 
Luther was hostile to the book because it “judaized” too greatly and had “much 
pagan impropriety,” but Maimonides ranked it after the Pentateuch. Esther is the 
only OT book not yet found among the Dead Sea Scrolls, perhaps for theological 
reasons. The Essenes may have rejected it because it contains no mention of 
God, and Esther apparently did not observe the dietary laws. Although Josephus 
mentions the book in his Antiquities and it was regarded as canonical by the 
Council of Jamnia in 90 C.E., the canonicity of Esther was a matter of some 
dispute in Judaism until after the 3rd century. The Western Church accepted the 
book as canonical in the 4th century, while the Eastern Church did not accept it 
until after the 8th.

�Esther is Esther is found in dfound in different pifferent portions ofortions of the Bible the Bible. In the H. In the Hebrew MT, ebrew MT, the book ithe bookthe book is pabook is part of the rt of the Writings (Writings (Ketubim); Ketubim); the LXX plthe LXX places it beaces it between Siratween Sirach and Judch and Judith, and EitJudJudith, anJudith, and English d English versions fversions following tollowing the KJV puthe KJV put it betwee it between Nehemiahn Nehemiah and Job. and Job.

Esther is found in different portions of the Bible. In the Hebrew MT, the 
book is part of the Writings (Ketubim); the LXX places it between Sirach and 



Judith, and English versions following the KJV put it between Nehemiah and Job.

CompositioCompositionn

Composition

The authorThe authorship of Esship of Esther is unther is unknown. Mosknown. Most scholarst scholars agree tha agree that the stort the story first apy first appeared in peapappeared iappeared in the 4th n the 4th century (dcentury (during the uring the Persian pePersian period). Theriod). The final Heb final Hebrew versiorew version as transn versioversion asversion as transmitt transmitted in the ed in the MT dates fMT dates from the Herom the Hellenistic llenistic period, atperiod, at the lates the latest the turnt tht the turn othe turn of the 1st f the 1st century century B.C.E.B.C.E. (cf. 2 Ma (cf. 2 Macc. 15:36)cc. 15:36). Supporti. Supporting this dang this dating are iting are its Persiants Pts Persian sePersian setting and tting and local cololocal coloring, the ring, the absence ofabsence of Greek inf Greek influences, aluences, and the symnd the sympathetic apatsymsympathetisympathetic attitudec attitude toward th toward the gentile e gentile king. The king. The writer diswriter displays a moplays a most intimatst intimate and accue ae and accuraand accurate knowledte knowledge of the ge of the Persian coPersian court and cuurt and customs, so stoms, so much so thmuch so that Esther at Estherat Esther is Esther is used to fiused to fill gaps inll gaps in the accou the accounts of clants of classical hisssical historians. Atorians. Ahasuerus hhasuerus has been idas beenas been identbeen identified as Xified as Xerxes, theerxes, the fourth Ac fourth Achaemenid mhaemenid monarch (48onarch (486–465). Mo6–465). Moreover, threover,MoMoreover, Moreover, there is athere is a significa significant number nt number of Persianof Persian nouns. nouns. nouns.

The authorship of Esther is unknown. Most scholars agree that the story first 
appeared in the 4th century (during the Persian period). The final Hebrew 
version as transmitted in the MT dates from the Hellenistic period, at the latest 
the turn of the 1st century B.C.E. (cf. 2 Macc. 15:36). Supporting this dating are its 
Persian setting and local coloring, the absence of Greek influences, and the 
sympathetic attitude toward the gentile king. The writer displays a most intimate 
and accurate knowledge of the Persian court and customs, so much so that 
Esther is used to fill gaps in the accounts of classical historians. Ahasuerus has 
been identified as Xerxes, the fourth Achaemenid monarch (486–465). 
Moreover, there is a significant number of Persian nouns.

�However, cHowever, certain staertain statements intements in the book  the book seem to coseem to contradict entradict extrabiblicxtrabiblical sourcesal soual sources. Ssources. Some of theome of these discrepse discrepancies areancies are quite min quite minor: e.g., or: e.g., Mordecai aMordecai as part of s part of NebuchadneNeNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar’s depzzar’s deportation iortation in 597 (2:6n 597 (2:6), which w), which would make ould make him, and ehim, and especially specially eespeciallyespecially Esther, f Esther, far too oldar too old to fit th to fit the events. e events. Other contOther contradictionsradictions are more  are more significansignisignificansignificant: e.g., at: e.g., according tccording to Herodotuo Herodotus, Persians, Persian queens ha queens had to come d to come from one ofrom one of seven nof sf seven noblseven noble Persian e Persian families, families, which woulwhich would have ruld have ruled out Ested out Esther, a Jewher, a Jew. Taken in. Taken individuallydivinindividualindividually, few ofly, few of these pro these problems are blems are sufficientsufficiently notablely notable to underm to undermine the esine the essential hisentesessential essential historicithistoricity of Esthey of Esther. They arr. They are ultimatee ultimately importaly important only bent only because theycause they tend to s ten tend to sutend to support two pport two more objecmore objections: (1)tions: (1) the strik the striking resembing resemblance of alance of a number of number of elements  ofof elementof elements to certas to certain ancientin ancient Near East Near Eastern legendern legendary storieary stories, such ass, such as  A ThousandA Thousand and One N ThousandThousand aThousand and One Nignd One Nights,hts, and (2) t and (2) the suspicihe suspicion that Puon that Purim was orrim was originally aiginally a pagan fes pagan fes pagan festival.festival.festival.

However, certain statements in the book seem to contradict extrabiblical 
sources. Some of these discrepancies are quite minor: e.g., Mordecai as part of 
Nebuchadnezzar’s deportation in 597 (2:6), which would make him, and 
especially Esther, far too old to fit the events. Other contradictions are more 
significant: e.g., according to Herodotus, Persian queens had to come from one of 
seven noble Persian families, which would have ruled out Esther, a Jew. Taken 
individually, few of these problems are sufficiently notable to undermine the 
essential historicity of Esther. They are ultimately important only because they 
tend to support two more objections: (1) the striking resemblance of a number 
of elements to certain ancient Near Eastern legendary stories, such as A 
Thousand and One Nights, and (2) the suspicion that Purim was originally a pagan 
festival.

�Although tAlthough the core ofhe core of the narra the narrative is thtive is the clash bee clash between the tween the two opponetwo opponents Haman nts Hnts Haman and Haman and Mordecai, Mordecai, there are there are also severalso several subplotal subplots: Vashti’s: Vashti’s banishmes banishment, Esthernt, Esther’s becomin’sEstherEsther’s bEsther’s becoming quecoming queen, Mordeeen, Mordecai’s savicai’s saving the kinng the king, the insg, the institution otitution of Purim, af Purim, and Haman and Hnd Haman as uHaman as usurper of surper of monarchicamonarchical privilegl privilege. Despitee. Despite the fact  the fact that the pthat the plot seems lot seems well constwewell constwell constructed, thructed, the interweae interweaving of thving of these severaese several story lil story lines has lenes has led scholarsd scholars to sugges to s to suggest thsuggest that some ofat some of the subpl the subplots are baots are based on indsed on individual naividual narratives, rratives, perhaps spperhaps specific Perecispspecific Pspecific Persian talersian tales, borrowes, borrowed and refed and reformulated ormulated by the autby the author of Esthor of Esther (e.g.,her (e.g., Henri Caz He Henri CazeHenri Cazelles, Elialles, Elias Bickermas Bickerman, Hans Ban, Hans Bardtke).rdtke).rdtke).

Although the core of the narrative is the clash between the two opponents 
Haman and Mordecai, there are also several subplots: Vashti’s banishment, 
Esther’s becoming queen, Mordecai’s saving the king, the institution of Purim, and 
Haman as usurper of monarchical privilege. Despite the fact that the plot seems 
well constructed, the interweaving of these several story lines has led scholars to 
suggest that some of the subplots are based on individual narratives, perhaps 
specific Persian tales, borrowed and reformulated by the author of Esther (e.g., 
Henri Cazelles, Elias Bickerman, Hans Bardtke).

�It is certIt is certainly trueainly true that any  that any of the stoof the story lines cry lines could and dould and does make foes make for a good or a good traditionattraditionatraditional tale, bul tale, but the mostt the most compellin compelling argumentg argument against d against dividing thividing the narrative narrative into sepe inte into separinto separate sourceate sources is liters is literary. The sary. The sub-plots dub-plots do not sepao not separate cleanrate cleanly, but inly, but instead oversteadininstead ovinstead overlap a grerlap a great deal, eat deal, and they cand they cannot stanannot stand independd independently withently without key elout key elements of emelelements oelements of the wholf the whole. Despitee. Despite attempts  attempts to prove tto prove two separatwo separate strands,e strands, one focus one focu one focusing ofocusing on the haren the harem intriguem intrigues involvins involving Vashti ag Vashti and Esther,nd Esther, the other the other on the co on the court struggurtcocourt strucourt struggles of Mggles of Mordecai anordecai and Haman, td Haman, there is lihere is literary legterary legitimacy initimacy in consideri considering this bong tng this book this book a single ua single unit. Joycenit. Joyce G. Baldwi G. Baldwin demonstrn demonstrates the sates the story’s unitory’s unity based oty based on a role rn an a role reva role reversal, froersal, from elevatiom elevation to downfn to downfall (Vashtall (Vashti, Haman, i, Haman, and the Jeand the Jews’ enemiews’ enemies) and fros) enemieenemies) aenemies) and from hund from humiliation miliation to victoryto victory (Esther,  (Esther, Mordecai, Mordecai, and the Jeand the Jewish commuwish commuwish community)community)..

It is certainly true that any of the story lines could and does make for a good 
traditional tale, but the most compelling argument against dividing the narrative 
into separate sources is literary. The sub-plots do not separate cleanly, but 
instead overlap a great deal, and they cannot stand independently without key 
elements of the whole. Despite attempts to prove two separate strands, one 
focusing on the harem intrigues involving Vashti and Esther, the other on the 



court struggles of Mordecai and Haman, there is literary legitimacy in considering 
this book a single unit. Joyce G. Baldwin demonstrates the story’s unity based on 
a role reversal, from elevation to downfall (Vashti, Haman, and the Jews’ 
enemies) and from humiliation to victory (Esther, Mordecai, and the Jewish 
community).

VersionsVersions

Versions

The LXX veThe LXX version of Ersion of Esther, prosther, produced in tduced in the late 2nhe late 2nd or earlyd or early 1st centu 1st century ry B.C.E.B.C.E., contains, co, contains scontains six passageix passages not founs not found in the Hd in the Hebrew textebrew text. When the. When the Christian Christian scholar J scholar Jerome revieJJerome revJerome revised the Oised the Old Latin tld Latin translationranslation of the Bi of the Bible, he coble, he collected thllected them and plaem and placed these cedplaplaced theplaced these passagese passages at the es at the end of the nd of the canonical canonical book. In Ebook. In English tranglish translations,nslations, Protestan Prot ProtestantProtestant Bibles pl Bibles place the Adace the Additions inditions in the Apocr the Apocrypha (eithypha (either alone oer alone or integratr integrated with thed integratintegratedintegrated with the  with the Hebrew EstHebrew Esther), whilher), while recent Re recent Roman Cathooman Catholic Bibleslic Bibles (JB, NAB) (JB, NAB (JB, NAB) transNAB) translate the Hlate the Hebrew Esthebrew Esther but inser but insert the Grert the Greek Additieek Additions in theons in the appropria appropria appropriatappropriate places. e places. Tradition Tradition assigns thassigns the Additione Additions the letts the letters A-F.ers A-F.ers A-F.

The LXX version of Esther, produced in the late 2nd or early 1st century B.C.E., 
contains six passages not found in the Hebrew text. When the Christian scholar 
Jerome revised the Old Latin translation of the Bible, he collected them and 
placed these passages at the end of the canonical book. In English translations, 
Protestant Bibles place the Additions in the Apocrypha (either alone or 
integrated with the Hebrew Esther), while recent Roman Catholic Bibles (JB, 
NAB) translate the Hebrew Esther but insert the Greek Additions in the 
appropriate places. Tradition assigns the Additions the letters A-F.

�These GreeThese Greek Additionk Additions describes describe prophetic prophetic dreams, p dreams, prayers of rayers of Mordecai aMordecai and Esther,nd End Esther, deEsther, declarationsclarations by Esther by Esther of her lo of her loathing Perathing Persian food sian food and bed, aand bed, and other snd other such pious uchssuch pioussuch pious trappings trappings. Unlike t. Unlike the Hebrew he Hebrew narrative,narrative, which ric which richly exploihly exploits comic ets comic elements ofleeelements oelements of the storf the story (Haman’sy (Haman’s and Morde and Mordecai’s humacai’s human vanity, n vanity, Haman’s faHaman’s fall, Ahasuell, Ahasuell, Ahasuerus’Ahasuerus’ blindness blindness), the Gre), the Greek versionek version presents  presents a more soma more somber lessonber lesson in a far  in a far more seriommore seriomore serious tone.us tone.

These Greek Additions describe prophetic dreams, prayers of Mordecai and 
Esther, declarations by Esther of her loathing Persian food and bed, and other 
such pious trappings. Unlike the Hebrew narrative, which richly exploits comic 
elements of the story (Haman’s and Mordecai’s human vanity, Haman’s fall, 
Ahasuerus’ blindness), the Greek version presents a more somber lesson in a far 
more serious tone.

GenreGenre

Genre

Various geVarious genres have nres have been ascribeen ascribed to thebed to the book, inc book, including “hiluding “historicizedstoricized wisdom ta wisdom tale”(Shemarletatale”(Shemtale”(Shemaryahu Talaryahu Talmon), basemon), based on charad on characterizatiocterization (Ahasuern (Ahasuerus the foous the foolish king,lish king, Mordecai  M Mordecai tMordecai the wise anhe wise and virtuousd virtuous courtier, courtier, Haman the Haman the wise but  wise but wicked couwicked courtier, andrtier, andrtier, and Estherand Esther the orpha the orphan adopted n adopted by a wise by a wise man who maman who makes good),kes good), and “roma and “romance” (Edgance” (Ence” (Edgar McK(Edgar McKnight), denight), depicting a picting a successfulsuccessful quest ent quest entailing a pailing a perilous joerilous journey and urney and crucial stcruccrucial stcrucial struggle in ruggle in the face othe face of death, af death, and exaltatnd exaltation of theion of the hero. Oth hero. Other suggester suggestions incluions iions include a include a traditionatraditional “comedy”l “comedy” (upliftin (uplifting and ultig and ultimately optmately optimistic wiimistic with a cathath a cathartic releartic rrtic release ofrelease of tension a tension and ultimatnd ultimate vindicate vindication for thion for the heroes),e heroes), “court ta “court tale” (the wle” (the wise heroinise hise heroine/heheroine/hero represero representing a “rnting a “ruled ethniuled ethnic group,” c group,” persecutiopersecution of the pn of the protagonistrotagonists and theis protagonistprotagonisprotagonists and thets and their ultimatir ultimate vindicate vindication), and ion), and “travesty,“travesty,” wherein ” wherein serious suserious subjects arebjecsusubjects asubjects are treatedre treated lightly,  lightly, drawing updrawing upon the incon the incongruity oongruity of situatiof situations and shans and sharp reversarp rerp reversals reversals of fate (Jof fate (Jack Sassonack Sasson).).).

Various genres have been ascribed to the book, including “historicized wisdom 
tale”(Shemaryahu Talmon), based on characterization (Ahasuerus the foolish king, 
Mordecai the wise and virtuous courtier, Haman the wise but wicked courtier, 
and Esther the orphan adopted by a wise man who makes good), and “romance” 
(Edgar McKnight), depicting a successful quest entailing a perilous journey and 
crucial struggle in the face of death, and exaltation of the hero. Other suggestions 
include a traditional “comedy” (uplifting and ultimately optimistic with a cathartic 
release of tension and ultimate vindication for the heroes), “court tale” (the wise 
heroine/hero representing a “ruled ethnic group,” persecution of the 
protagonists and their ultimate vindication), and “travesty,” wherein serious 
subjects are treated lightly, drawing upon the incongruity of situations and sharp 
reversals of fate (Jack Sasson).

�Most scholMost scholars view Ears view Esther as asther as an early Jen early Jewish novelwish novella or “diala or “diaspora novespora novella,” fictlla,” fictlla,” fictional fictional prose thatprose that is not in is not intended as tended as an “accuraan “accurate” historte” historical documical document. It haent. It has the “tras thes the “tradithe “traditional” national” narrative frrrative framework: tamework: tension devension develops, sevelops, several compleral complications, ications, and ultimaandand ultimaand ultimate resolutte resolution of theion of the tension.  tension. Unlike lonUnlike longer narratger narratives, therives, there is only e is only one chain one cone chain of echain of events overvents over a limited a limited time peri time period, with tod, with the focus ohe focus on action rn action rather thanather than character cha character character developmendevelopment.t.

Most scholars view Esther as an early Jewish novella or “diaspora novella,” 
fictional prose that is not intended as an “accurate” historical document. It has 
the “traditional” narrative framework: tension develops, several complications, 



and ultimate resolution of the tension. Unlike longer narratives, there is only one 
chain of events over a limited time period, with the focus on action rather than 
character development.

PurposePurpose

Purpose

Most commeMost commentators agntators agree that Eree that Esther was sther was intended tintended to evoke ido evoke identificatientification in an aon in an aon in an audience taudience that was suhat was subordinatedbordinated sociopoli sociopolitically. Btically. Both Estheroth Esther and Morde and Mordecai functicai function in a coonfunctifunction ifunction in a complen a completely heathtely heathen environen environment, vulnment, vulnerable anderable and relativel relatively powerlesy powerless, using ss,powerlespowerless,powerless, using ski using skills crucialls crucial for the l for the survival osurvival of Diasporaf Diaspora Jewry in  Jewry in a predomina predominately gentatelypredominpredominatpredominately gentilely gentile world whe world which does nich does not envisioot envision or promon or promote the rette the return of theurn of theurn of the Jews tthe Jews to Palestino Palestine. Esther e. Esther in particuin particular serveslar serves as a role as a role model of  model of the characthe characteristics teristcharaccharactericharacteristics necestics necessary for ssary for survival isurvival in a precarn a precarious worldious world; by worki; by working within ng within the systemthe the systemthe system she succe she succeeds in makeds in making the sying the system work stem work for her (Sfor her (Sidnie Ann idnie Ann White). MoWhite). MWhite). Mordecai iMordecai is variousls variously admired y admired for demonsfor demonstrating retrating reconciliaticonciliation to minoon to minority staturity status in an uns ins in an unprin an unpredictable edictable environmenenvironment (B. W. Jt (B. W. Jones) and ones) and reviled asreviled as inflexibl inflexible, incurrie, incurring the wrang thng the wrath the wrath of Haman aof Haman and thus imnd thus imperiling aperiling all Jews unll Jews under Persiader Persian rule.n rule.n rule.

Most commentators agree that Esther was intended to evoke identification in an 
audience that was subordinated sociopolitically. Both Esther and Mordecai 
function in a completely heathen environment, vulnerable and relatively 
powerless, using skills crucial for the survival of Diaspora Jewry in a 
predominately gentile world which does not envision or promote the return of 
the Jews to Palestine. Esther in particular serves as a role model of the 
characteristics necessary for survival in a precarious world; by working within 
the system she succeeds in making the system work for her (Sidnie Ann White). 
Mordecai is variously admired for demonstrating reconciliation to minority status 
in an unpredictable environment (B. W. Jones) and reviled as inflexible, incurring 
the wrath of Haman and thus imperiling all Jews under Persian rule.

�Others seeOthers see an altoge an altogether diffether different purporent purpose for these for the book: a “ book: a “call to arcall to arms.” By thms.” By ms.” By the timBy the time of the Ce of the Council of ouncil of Jamnia, wiJamnia, with Jerusalth Jerusalem destroyem destroyed by the ed by the Romans in Romans in 70 770 70 C.E.C.E. and their and their people ev people even more scen more scattered thattered than before,an before, the Jews  the Jews had good chad good cause to fiauseccause to fcause to find consolind consolation in tation in the hope thhe hope that anotherat another Esther or Esther or Mordecai  Mordecai would risewould rise to save t t to save thto save them from them from the finalitye finality of the Di of the Diaspora. Noaspora. Nothing in tthing in the book sehe book seems improbems improbable, espeaimprobimprobableimprobable, especial, especially since tly since the plot cehe plot centers arounters around court ind court intrigue anntrigue and ethnic pd ethnic prejudices.rejupprejudicesprejudices. Indeed, . Indeed, the text tthe text takes greatakes great pains to  pains to appear as appear as an accuratan accurate historice historical accountal accal account ofaccount of a time wh a time when the Jewen the Jews were savs were saved from aled from almost certamost certain extinctin extinction.ion.ion.

Others see an altogether different purpose for the book: a “call to arms.” 
By the time of the Council of Jamnia, with Jerusalem destroyed by the Romans in 
70 C.E. and their people even more scattered than before, the Jews had good 
cause to find consolation in the hope that another Esther or Mordecai would rise 
to save them from the finality of the Diaspora. Nothing in the book seems 
improbable, especially since the plot centers around court intrigue and ethnic 
prejudices. Indeed, the text takes great pains to appear as an accurate historical 
account of a time when the Jews were saved from almost certain extinction.

�Reading thReading the Greek tee Greek text insteadxt instead of the He of the Hebrew suggebrew suggests anothests another possibler possible purpose.  purp purpose. Tpurpose. The six Grehe six Greek Additioek Additions began tns began to be writto be written shortlyen shortly after the after the Hebrew te Hebrew te Hebrew text and rtext and radically cadically change the hange the nature of nature of the narratthe narrative. The tive. The timing of timing of the LXX verhe LXX version (the sioverversion (tversion (the colophohe colophon, Addition, Addition F, attrin F, attributes the butes the translatiotranslation to Lysimn to Lysimachus “in achus “in the fourththe the fourththe fourth year of t year of the reign ohe reign of Ptolemy f Ptolemy and Cleopaand Cleopatra,” eithtra,” either 114 or er 114 or 77 77 B.C.E.B.C.E.) seems to) see) seems to iseems to indicate thndicate that the stoat the story of Esthry of Esther was sooer was soon underston understood or reinod or reinterpreted terpreted as conveyiaas conveyias conveying a religng a religious messaious message. Unlikege. Unlike the Hebre the Hebrew text whiw text which mentionch mentions neither s neither the deity tthe deity the deity nor religinor religious observous observances, theances, the LXX refer LXX refers to God ms to God more than 5ore than 50 times, a0 times, as well as saas well asas well as prayer, t prayer, the temple,he temple, its cult, its cult, and the p and the practice ofractice of dietary l dietary laws. Estheaws. Esther becomes r becomr becomes mobecomes more “Jewishre “Jewish” by claim” by claiming to having to have followede followed these law these laws and, in s and, in particularparticular, by decla, particularparticularparticular, by decla, by declaring her lring her loathing fooathing for her heatr her heathen envirohen environment. Purnment. Purim is de-eim is de-emphasized,mpde-ede-emphaside-emphasized, and azed, and a more stro more strongly anti-ngly anti-gentile atgentile attitude esptitude espoused. Theoused. The Additions Additions, by turni, AdditionsAdditions,Additions, by turnin by turning what wasg what was originall originally a court y a court intrigue iintrigue into a cosmnto a cosmic conflicic conflict between t bett between Jebetween Jew and Gentw and Gentile, make ile, make God the chGod the champion of ampion of the chosenthe chosen people, a people, and thus thnd thusnd thus the rthus the real “hero”eal “hero” of the bo of the book.ok.

Reading the Greek text instead of the Hebrew suggests another possible 
purpose. The six Greek Additions began to be written shortly after the Hebrew 
text and radically change the nature of the narrative. The timing of the LXX 
version (the colophon, Addition F, attributes the translation to Lysimachus “in 
the fourth year of the reign of Ptolemy and Cleopatra,” either 114 or 77 B.C.E.) 
seems to indicate that the story of Esther was soon understood or reinterpreted 
as conveying a religious message. Unlike the Hebrew text which mentions neither 
the deity nor religious observances, the LXX refers to God more than 50 times, 
as well as prayer, the temple, its cult, and the practice of dietary laws. Esther 
becomes more “Jewish” by claiming to have followed these laws and, in 
particular, by declaring her loathing for her heathen environment. Purim is 
de-emphasized, and a more strongly anti-gentile attitude espoused. The 
Additions, by turning what was originally a court intrigue into a cosmic conflict 
between Jew and Gentile, make God the champion of the chosen people, and 
thus the real “hero” of the book.
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�If the “stIf the “strength” ofrength” of literatur literature can be de can be defined by efined by the intensthe intensity of itsity of its impact on impact on readers,  r readers, treaders, the book ofhe book of Esther wo Esther would doubtluld doubtless qualifess qualify as one oy as one of the “strf the “strongest,” mongest,” most effectosmmost effecmost effective textstive texts of all ti of all time. Few lime. Few literary texterary texts have prts have provoked so ovoked so many intermany interpretationspreinterinterpretainterpretations, so tions, so many exegemany exegetic passiotic passions, and sons, and so many ener many energetic contgetic controversies.roversies. Much rece M Much recenMuch recent work hast work has been amon been among feministg feminist scholars  scholars and tends and tends to focus oto focus on gender in gendern gender issgender issues and thues and their impliceir implications (e.ations (e.g., comparg., comparison of thison of the Esther se Esther story and ttory and the Joseph he Jhe Joseph cycJoseph cycle in Genele in Genesis; the “sis; the “problematiproblematic” of the c” of the female figfemale figures — Estures — Esther, the bher, the beautiful, eaubbeautiful,beautiful, and Vasht and Vashti, the heai, the headstrong). dstrong). Other schoOther scholars have lars have focused onfocused on wider mat wider matters of fotematmatters ofmatters of form, con form, contexts, andtexts, and ideology, ideology, such as t such as the approprhe appropriate uses iate uses of regal aof regal authority, uthoaauthority,authority, assimilat assimilation, and nion, and national idational identity. Noentity. Now, as throw, as throughout itsughout its history,  history, this smallthis smthis small textsmall text continues continues to provok to provoke strong ee strong emotions anmotions and stimulatd stimulate academice academic debate. debate. debate.

If the “strength” of literature can be defined by the intensity of its impact on 
readers, the book of Esther would doubtless qualify as one of the “strongest,” 
most effective texts of all time. Few literary texts have provoked so many 
interpretations, so many exegetic passions, and so many energetic controversies. 
Much recent work has been among feminist scholars and tends to focus on 
gender issues and their implications (e.g., comparison of the Esther story and the 
Joseph cycle in Genesis; the “problematic” of the female figures — Esther, the 
beautiful, and Vashti, the headstrong). Other scholars have focused on wider 
matters of form, contexts, and ideology, such as the appropriate uses of regal 
authority, assimilation, and national identity. Now, as throughout its history, this 
small text continues to provoke strong emotions and stimulate academic debate.
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ETAMETAM (Heb.  (Heb. {eît�aœm{eît�aœm)))

ETAM (Heb. {eît�aœm )

�1.1. The place The place where Sam where Samson lodgedson lodged after his after his slaughter slaughter of the Ph of the Philistines ilistines following followfollowing following the murderthe murder of his wi of his wife and stefe and stepfather (Jpfather (Judg. 15:8)udg. 15:8). While st. While staying at taying at the rock ofhe rohe rock of Etrock of Etam, men ofam, men of Judah cam Judah came to Samsoe to Samson with then with the goal of d goal of delivering elivering him into thim into the hands ohtthe hands the hands of the Phiof the Philistines (listines (Judg. 15:1Judg. 15:11). The lo1). The location remcation remains uncerains uncertain.tain.tain.

1. The place where Samson lodged after his slaughter of the Philistines 
following the murder of his wife and stepfather (Judg. 15:8). While staying at the 
rock of Etam, men of Judah came to Samson with the goal of delivering him into 
the hands of the Philistines (Judg. 15:11). The location remains uncertain.

�2.2. A town oc A town occupied by cupied by the descenthe descendants of Sdants of Simeon (1 Cimeon (1 Chr. 4:32).hr. 4:32). The locat The location remainionlocatlocation rlocation remains uncemains uncertain.ertain.ertain.

2. A town occupied by the descendants of Simeon (1 Chr. 4:32). The 
location remains uncertain.

�3.3. A town in A town in the hill  the hill country ofcountry of Judah, li Judah, listed amongsted among the towns the towns fortified fortified by Rehobo by Reh by Rehoboam (Rehoboam (2 Chr. 11:2 Chr. 11:6). The LX6). The LXX includesX includes Etam in t Etam in the list ofhe list of towns nea towns near Bethleher Bethleher Bethlehem Bethlehem which it iwhich it inserts aftnserts after Josh. 1er Josh. 15:59. Jose5:59. Josephus (phus (Ant.Ant. 18.3.2) l 18.3.2) locates Etaocates Etam 8 Roman m 8 Rm 8 Roman mi. Roman mi. S of JerusS of Jerusalem, nearalem, near Pilate’s  Pilate’s aqueduct. aqueduct. He also clHe also claims (8.7.aims (8.7.3) that So3) that Solomon oftelomSoSolomon ofSolomon often retreaten retreated to Etated to Etam when he m when he wished to wished to escape hisescape his busy capi busy capital. Due ttal. Due tal. Due to itsDue to its connectio connections with Bens with Bethlehem anthlehem and with thed with the water sup water supply of Jerply of Jerusalem, mousalem, mousalem, most scholmost scholars have lars have looked for ooked for Etam in thEtam in the vicinitye vicinity of  of {Ain {Aita{Ain {Aitaœnœn, a spring, a spring whose nam who whose namewhose name may refle may reflect that ofct that of the ancie the ancient town. Tnt town. The most suhe most suitable neaitable nearby site irby site is Khirbet s iis Khirbetis Khirbet  el-Kho®khel-Kho®kh (166121), (166121), situated  situated on a ridgeon a ridge above the above the spring, c spring, ca. 3.5 km.a. 3.5 km. (2 mi.) S km.km. (2 mi.km. (2 mi.) SW of Be) SW of Bethlehem inthlehem in the vicin the vicinity of theity of the tradition traditional pools oal pools of Solomon.f Solomon.

3. A town in the hill country of Judah, listed among the towns fortified by 
Rehoboam (2 Chr. 11:6). The LXX includes Etam in the list of towns near 
Bethlehem which it inserts after Josh. 15:59. Josephus (Ant. 18.3.2) locates Etam 8 
Roman mi. S of Jerusalem, near Pilate’s aqueduct. He also claims (8.7.3) that 
Solomon often retreated to Etam when he wished to escape his busy capital. 
Due to its connections with Bethlehem and with the water supply of Jerusalem, 
most scholars have looked for Etam in the vicinity of {Ain {Aitaœn, a spring 
whose name may reflect that of the ancient town. The most suitable nearby site 
is Khirbet el-Kho®kh (166121), situated on a ridge above the spring, ca. 3.5 



km. (2 mi.) SW of Bethlehem in the vicinity of the traditional pools of Solomon.
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ETERNAL LIFE

A blessed A blessed life freedlife freed from deat from death. The teah. The teaching of eching of eternal lifternal life arose gre arose gradually inadually in the Bible the B the Bible, butBible, but in the NT in the NT has a cen has a central placetral place...

A blessed life freed from death. The teaching of eternal life arose gradually in the 
Bible, but in the NT has a central place.

�The ancienThe ancient Hebrews,t Hebrews, like many like many surroundi surrounding cultureng cultures, believes, believed in a shad in a shadowy underdowy udowy underworldunderworld, a land o, a land of the deadf the dead called Sh called Sheol where eol where departed sdeparted spirits go pirits go (Deut. 32:(Deut. 32:22; Amos 92232:32:22; Amo32:22; Amos 9:2; Pros 9:2; Prov. 9:18). v. 9:18). Because ofBecause of its gloom its gloomy nature, y nature, this was nthis was not consideot considered a “lifreconsideconsideredconsidered a “life a a “life after deathfter death,” and the,” and the duration  duration of any indof any individual peividual person in Shrson in Sheol is unceol iseol is uncertais uncertain. Contacin. Contact with it t with it was forbidwas forbidden (1 Samden (1 Sam. 28).. 28).. 28).

The ancient Hebrews, like many surrounding cultures, believed in a shadowy 
underworld, a land of the dead called Sheol where departed spirits go (Deut. 
32:22; Amos 9:2; Prov. 9:18). Because of its gloomy nature, this was not 
considered a “life after death,” and the duration of any individual person in Sheol 
is uncertain. Contact with it was forbidden (1 Sam. 28).

�The first The first traceable traceable idea of etidea of eternal lifeernal life comes in  comes in the postexthe postexilic perioilic period at the ed at the end of the neend of theend of the OT. It is OT. It is often att often attributed toributed to Persian,  Persian, ZoroastriaZoroastrian influencn influence. Dan. 12e. Dan. 12:1-2 is th:1-2 1212:1-2 is 12:1-2 is the first the first certain bicertain biblical refblical reference to erence to eternal lieternal life. The fafe. The faithful marithful martyrs are ptyrs are ptyrs are promised apromised a resurrect resurrection to eteion to eternal life,rnal life, God’s vin God’s vindication odication of their faf their faithfulnessithfulness. That the. That. That the fThat the first certairst certain mentionin mention of eterna of eternal life is l life is connected connected with the rwith the resurrectioesurrection of the bn of n of the bodof the body is impory is important for ttant for the NT and he NT and later Chrilater Christian teacstian teaching. Thishing. This distingui distinguishes the bshesdistinguidistinguisdistinguishes the bihes the biblical teablical teaching fromching from Zoroastri Zoroastrian and othan and other religioer religions’ teachins’ teaching, which ng, wng, which havewhich have no place  no place for resurrfor resurrection. Alection. Almost alongmost alongside this side this view is thview is the Wisdom oe Wisdom of Solomon’foof Solomonof Solomon’s more Gr’s more Greek-influeeek-influenced teachnced teaching of theing of the immoralit immorality of the sy of the soul, with oul, with no mentionnno mentionno mention of resurr of resurrection. Thection. This was theis was the minority  minority view in Seview in Second Templcond Temple Judaism,e Judaisme Judaism, bJudaism, but serves ut serves to refute to refute the facilethe facile argument  argument that earlythat early Christian Christians had to es had to express thexpreeexpress thexpress their faith eir faith in Jesus’ in Jesus’ eternal lieternal life only byfe only by proclaimi proclaiming his resng his resurrection.urrection.

The first traceable idea of eternal life comes in the postexilic period at the 
end of the OT. It is often attributed to Persian, Zoroastrian influence. Dan. 
12:1-2 is the first certain biblical reference to eternal life. The faithful martyrs are 
promised a resurrection to eternal life, God’s vindication of their faithfulness. 
That the first certain mention of eternal life is connected with the resurrection 
of the body is important for the NT and later Christian teaching. This 
distinguishes the biblical teaching from Zoroastrian and other religions’ teaching, 
which have no place for resurrection. Almost alongside this view is the Wisdom 
of Solomon’s more Greek-influenced teaching of the immorality of the soul, with 
no mention of resurrection. This was the minority view in Second Temple 
Judaism, but serves to refute the facile argument that early Christians had to 
express their faith in Jesus’ eternal life only by proclaiming his resurrection.

�Neither diNeither did all Secod all Second Temple nd Temple period Jewperiod Jews believe s believe in eternalin eternal life of a life of any sort. Tny sort. Tny sort. The SadducThe Sadducees did noees did not believe t believe it, as witit, as witnessed by nessed by Josephus (Josephus (Ant.Ant. 18.11–22) 18.11–22) and the N and the and the NT (Mathe NT (Mark 12:18-2rk 12:18-27; Acts 237; Acts 23:6-9). Thi:6-9). This Sadduceas Sadducean positionn position reflects  reflects the older the older Hebrew teaHHebrew teaHebrew teaching in tching in the OT. Jeshe OT. Jesus and theus and the early Chr early Christian Chuistian Church were crch were closer to tloser to tloser to the Pharisthe Pharisees on theees on their views oir views of eschatolf eschatology, especogy, especially resuially resurrection, rrection, judgment, judgment, and eternaand and eternaand eternal life.l life.l life.

Neither did all Second Temple period Jews believe in eternal life of any sort. 
The Sadducees did not believe it, as witnessed by Josephus (Ant. 18.11–22) and 
the NT (Mark 12:18-27; Acts 23:6-9). This Sadducean position reflects the older 
Hebrew teaching in the OT. Jesus and the early Christian Church were closer to 
the Pharisees on their views of eschatology, especially resurrection, judgment, 
and eternal life.

�The centerThe center of NT bel of NT belief in eteief in eternal life rnal life is the resis the resurrection urrection of Jesus fof Jesus from the derom the derom the dead. The dead. The NT interprNT interprets this iets this in a varietn a variety of ways:y of ways: a vindica a vindication of Jetion of Jesus’ faithsus’ faithfulness (Mfulnessfaithfaithfulnefaithfulness (Mark 1ss (Mark 14:62), ech4:62), echoing Danieoing Daniel; a fulfil; a fulfillment of llment of OT prophecOT prophecy (Luke 24y (Luke 24:44-46); a:442424:44-46);24:44-46); a new cre a new creation throation through a new ugh a new Adam (Rom.Adam (Rom. 5:12-21); 5:12-21); a heavenl a heavenly exaltatiy exaltatiy exaltationexaltation (Phil. 2: (Phil. 2:9; Eph. 4:9; Eph. 4:6-8). Most6-8). Most of these  of these interpretainterpretations are tions are compatiblecompatible with each with with each with each other; indother; indeed, the Need, the NT has a reT has a remarkable umarkable uniformity niformity in its teain its teaching on tching on the resurrehetthe resurrthe resurrection of ection of Jesus.Jesus.Jesus.

The center of NT belief in eternal life is the resurrection of Jesus from the 
dead. The NT interprets this in a variety of ways: a vindication of Jesus’ 
faithfulness (Mark 14:62), echoing Daniel; a fulfillment of OT prophecy (Luke 
24:44-46); a new creation through a new Adam (Rom. 5:12-21); a heavenly 
exaltation (Phil. 2:9; Eph. 4:6-8). Most of these interpretations are compatible 
with each other; indeed, the NT has a remarkable uniformity in its teaching on 
the resurrection of Jesus.

�Because inBecause in Jesus the Jesus the resurrect resurrection of theion of the dead has  dead has moved frommoved from the end o the end of time (Daf timef time (Danitime (Daniel) into tel) into the presenthe present age, eter age, eternal life inal life in Christ hn Christ has broken as broken into the pinto the present as resenppresent aspresent as well. Thi well. This is especs is especially promially prominent in Jinent in John and Paohn and Paul. Jesus ul. Jesus teaches thteaches the presencee pree presence opresence of eternal f eternal life (Johnlife (John 5:24). Pa 5:24). Paradoxicallradoxically, death iy, death is still a s still a reality foreality for the belir the belir the believer abeliever as it was fs it was for Jesus, or Jesus, so a futurso a future dimensioe dimension of eternn of eternal life isal life is focused o focused on the resun the rn the resurrectiresurrection (John 5on (John 5:28-29). I:28-29). In Paul, thn Paul, the action oe action of the Spirf the Spirit at baptit at baptism bringsism brings the death the d the death of tdeath of the old selhe old self and a prf and a preliminary eliminary entrance ientrance into eternanto eternal life (Gal life (Gal. 2:20).l. 2:20).l. 2:20).

Because in Jesus the resurrection of the dead has moved from the end of 
time (Daniel) into the present age, eternal life in Christ has broken into the 
present as well. This is especially prominent in John and Paul. Jesus teaches the 
presence of eternal life (John 5:24). Paradoxically, death is still a reality for the 



believer as it was for Jesus, so a future dimension of eternal life is focused on the 
resurrection (John 5:28-29). In Paul, the action of the Spirit at baptism brings the 
death of the old self and a preliminary entrance into eternal life (Gal. 2:20).

�The early The early Christian Christian teaching oteaching of eternal f eternal life was olife was often develften developed in reoped in response to sponse tosponse to problemto problems and misus and misunderstandinderstandings in varngs in various churcious churches. In 1 hes. In 1 Thess. 4:1Thess. 4:13-18 Paul 3-18 Paul addresses adaddresses addresses believers believers who think who think that deaththat death will sepa will separate decearate deceased believsed believers from lers from living beliivinlliving belliving believers at ievers at the comingthe coming of the Lo of the Lord. Paul rrd. Paul responds thesponds that God wilat God will “bring wl “bring with him” tith wwith him” with him” those who those who have died have died in Christ,in Christ, which alr which already implieady implies life wies life with Christ th Christ immediatelimmimmediatelimmediately at deathy at death (cf. Phil (cf. Phil. 1:23). I. 1:23). In 1 Corintn 1 Corinthians Paulhians Paul corrects  corrects some beliesome believers who hvers beliebelievers believers who hold twho hold that eternahat eternal life canl life can be obtain be obtained withouted without resurrect resurrection. He anion. He answers thatswananswers thanswers that, apart at, apart from resurfrom resurrection, brection, both Jesus’oth Jesus’ and the b and the believers’ elievers’ (which are(which are essential ess essentiallessentially related)y related), there ca, there can be no etn be no eternal lifeernal life and the w and the whole Chrishole Christian faithtian faith collapses collap collapses collapses (1 Cor. 4:(1 Cor. 4:8; 15:12-18; 15:12-19; cf. 2 T9; cf. 2 Tim. 2:17-1im. 2:17-18). In the8). In the Gospel of Gospel of John the  John the shock to sshockshock to sshock to some at theome at the death of  death of Lazarus (cLazarus (ch. 11) andh. 11) and the death the death of the Be of the Beloved Discloved Disciple beforipDiscDisciple bDisciple before the efore the return of return of the Lord (the Lord (ch. 21) lech. 21) lead to furtad to further clarifher clarification ofication of teaching  teach teaching oteaching on eternal n eternal life. Theslife. These passagese passages show that show that the NT se the NT searches forarches for a balance a balance on eterna o on eternalon eternal life betw life between preseneen present and futut and future — the bre — the believer haeliever has passed is passed in Christ fn Christ from death roffrom deathfrom death to eterna to eternal life, bul life, but this remt this remains to beains to be fully rea fully realized in Glized in God’s futurod’s future, especiae, espee, especiallyespecially in the Re in the Resurrectionsurrection and new c and new creation atreation at the escha the eschaton.ton.ton.

The early Christian teaching of eternal life was often developed in response 
to problems and misunderstandings in various churches. In 1 Thess. 4:13-18 Paul 
addresses believers who think that death will separate deceased believers from 
living believers at the coming of the Lord. Paul responds that God will “bring 
with him” those who have died in Christ, which already implies life with Christ 
immediately at death (cf. Phil. 1:23). In 1 Corinthians Paul corrects some 
believers who hold that eternal life can be obtained without resurrection. He 
answers that, apart from resurrection, both Jesus’ and the believers’ (which are 
essentially related), there can be no eternal life and the whole Christian faith 
collapses (1 Cor. 4:8; 15:12-19; cf. 2 Tim. 2:17-18). In the Gospel of John the 
shock to some at the death of Lazarus (ch. 11) and the death of the Beloved 
Disciple before the return of the Lord (ch. 21) lead to further clarification of 
teaching on eternal life. These passages show that the NT searches for a balance 
on eternal life between present and future — the believer has passed in Christ 
from death to eternal life, but this remains to be fully realized in God’s future, 
especially in the Resurrection and new creation at the eschaton.

�The natureThe nature of eterna of eternal life is l life is sketched osketched only in itsnly in its essential essential elements  elements in the NT.in the NT. The empha NT.NT. The emNT. The emphasis thrphasis throughout isoughout is on a basi on a basic assurancc assurance of eterne of eternal life, nal life, not on a faot on a fanciful depnciffafanciful dfanciful depiction oepiction of details.f details. This acco This accords with trds with the notablehe notable restraint restraint in the NT in the NT in treati in tre in treating ttreating the resurrehe resurrection of Jction of Jesus, the esus, the center of center of eternal lieternal life, which fe, which is not desis not described in cribeddesdescribed described in any detin any detail apart ail apart from the afrom the assertion ossertion of its actuf its actuality. (Thality. (The four Gose four Gospels inclupels ipels include reinclude resurrectionsurrection  appearanceappearance narrative narratives, but no s, but no narrative narrative of the Resof the Resurrection urrection itself.) Iitsitself.) Iitself.) In the Synon the Synoptic Gospeptic Gospels Jesus tls Jesus teaches thaeaches that eternal t eternal life is lilife is life with Gofe with God in his kd in his kd in his kingdom, wkingdom, whether thahether that kingdom t kingdom is on eartis on earth or in heh or in heaven. Paulaven. Paul depicts i depicts it in termst in terms of the fu o of the fulof the fulfillment ofillment of the promf the promise of livise of living with Cing with Christ, esphrist, especially shecially sharing his aring his resurrectiresurrecresurrectiresurrection. Even ion. Even in the bookn the book of Revela of Revelation, the tion, the apocalyptiapocalyptic imagery c imagery of eternalof eternal life in h life life in helife in heaven is usaven is used symbolied symbolically to ecally to encourage bncourage believers uelievers under deadlnder deadly persecuty persecution to remionpersecutpersecutiopersecution to remain to remain faithfuln faithful and obtai and obtain the martn the martyr’s crownyr’s crown of eterna of eternal life.l life.l life.

The nature of eternal life is sketched only in its essential elements in the 
NT. The emphasis throughout is on a basic assurance of eternal life, not on a 
fanciful depiction of details. This accords with the notable restraint in the NT in 
treating the resurrection of Jesus, the center of eternal life, which is not 
described in any detail apart from the assertion of its actuality. (The four Gospels 
include resurrection appearance narratives, but no narrative of the Resurrection 
itself.) In the Synoptic Gospels Jesus teaches that eternal life is life with God in his 
kingdom, whether that kingdom is on earth or in heaven. Paul depicts it in terms 
of the fulfillment of the promise of living with Christ, especially sharing his 
resurrection. Even in the book of Revelation, the apocalyptic imagery of eternal 
life in heaven is used symbolically to encourage believers under deadly 
persecution to remain faithful and obtain the martyr’s crown of eternal life.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. B. CairG. B. Caird, d, New TestamNew Testament Theoloent Theology,gy, ed. L. D. ed. L. D. Hurst (Ox Hurst (Oxford, 1994ford(Ox(Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1994), 238–994), 238–78; G. W. 78; G. W. E. NickelsE. Nickelsburg, burg, ResurrectiResurrection, Immorton, Immortality, andality, and Eternal L Eternal Eternal LiEternal Life in Intefe in Intertestamentrtestamental Judaismal Judaism.. HTS 26 (C HTS 26 (Cambridge, ambridge, Mass., 197Mass., 1972); K. Ste2); K. Stendahl, ed.ndahSteStendahl, Stendahl, ed., ed., ImmortalitImmortality and Resuy and Resurrectionrrection (New York (New York, 1965)., 1965)., 1965).
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Stendahl, ed., Immortality and Resurrection (New York, 1965).
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�SeeSee  TIMETIME..

See TIME.



ETHAMETHAM (Heb.  (Heb. }eät�aœm}eät�aœm)))

ETHAM (Heb. }eät�aœm )

The first The first resting plresting place for thace for the Israelite Israelites after des after departing Separting Succoth duruccoth during the Exing the Exodus. Accoodus. ExExodus. AcExodus. According tocording to Exod. 13: Exod. 13:20; Num. 320; Num. 33:6-7 Etha3:6-7 Etham is locatm is located “on theed “on the edge of t edge of  edge of the wilof the wilderness,” derness,” suggestingsuggesting a locatio a location not too n not too distant frdistant from the easom the eastern deltatern delta of the Ni of t of the Nile Rthe Nile River.iver.iver.

The first resting place for the Israelites after departing Succoth during the 
Exodus. According to Exod. 13:20; Num. 33:6-7 Etham is located “on the edge 
of the wilderness,” suggesting a location not too distant from the eastern delta of 
the Nile River.

C. Shaun LC. Shaun Longstreetongstreet

C. Shaun Longstreet

ETHANETHAN (Heb.  (Heb. }eît�aœn}eît�aœn)))

ETHAN (Heb. }eît�aœn )

�1.1. A famous  A famous sage, one sage, one of the sonof the sons of Mahols of Mahol (an orche (an orchestral guilstral guild?) and brd?) and brother of Hotherbrbrother ofbrother of Heman, Ca Heman, Calcol, and lcol, and Darda, whoDarda, whose wisdom se wisdom was surpaswas surpassed by Solsed by Solomon’s (1 omon’sSolSolomon’s Solomon’s (1 Kgs. 4:(1 Kgs. 4:31[MT 5:1131[MT 5:11]). He is ]). He is called “thcalled “the Ezrahitee Ezrahite” (Heb. ” (Heb. ha}ezraœh�ha}ezraœh�ha}ezraœh�ha}ezraœh�iî;iî; cf. Ps. 8 cf. Ps. 89 superscr9 superscription[1],iption[1], possibly  possibly designatindesignating a memberg a member of a pre- of a pr of a pre-Israelpre-Israelite group.ite group.

1. A famous sage, one of the sons of Mahol (an orchestral guild?) and 
brother of Heman, Calcol, and Darda, whose wisdom was surpassed by 
Solomon’s (1 Kgs. 4:31[MT 5:11]). He is called “the Ezrahite” (Heb. 
ha}ezraœh�iî;  cf. Ps. 89 superscription[1], possibly designating a member of a 
pre-Israelite group.

�2.2. A descend A descendant of Zerant of Zerah, Judah’ah, Judah’s son by hs son by his daughteis daughter-in-law Tr-in-law Tamar, and amar, and father of fathefather of father of Azariah (1Azariah (1 Chr. 2:6, Chr. 2:6, 8; cf. Ge 8; cf. Gen. 38:30).n. 38:30). His conne His connection withction with Heman and Heman and Calcol su C Calcol supCalcol supports his ports his identificaidentification with tion with Ethan Ethan 1 1 above.above.above.

2. A descendant of Zerah, Judah’s son by his daughter-in-law Tamar, and 
father of Azariah (1 Chr. 2:6, 8; cf. Gen. 38:30). His connection with Heman and 
Calcol supports his identification with Ethan 1 above.

�3.3. The son o The son of Zimmah af Zimmah and father nd father of Adaiah,of Adaiah, an ancest an ancestor of Asapor of Asaph (1 Chr. h (1 Chr. 6:41-42[266:46:41-42[266:41-42[26–27]).–27]).–27]).

3. The son of Zimmah and father of Adaiah, an ancestor of Asaph (1 Chr. 
6:41-42[26–27]).

�4.4. A Merarit A Merarite Levite (e Levite (1 Chr. 6:41 Chr. 6:44[29]), th4[29]), the son of Ke son of Kishi (or Kishi (or Kushaiah; cushaiah; cf. 15:17).f. 15:17f. 15:17). He15:17). He was one o was one of the thref the three Levites e Levites David appoDavid appointed overinted over the “serv the “service of sonice of song” in the gsonsong” in tsong” in the temple he temple (1 Chr. 6:(1 Chr. 6:31-48[16–331-48[16–33]), proba3]), probably to be bly to be equated wiequated with Jeduthuth Jeduthun in 16:41nJeduthuJeduthun iJeduthun in 16:41–42n 16:41–42; 25:1–3.; 25:1–3.; 25:1–3.

4. A Merarite Levite (1 Chr. 6:44[29]), the son of Kishi (or Kushaiah; cf. 
15:17). He was one of the three Levites David appointed over the “service of 
song” in the temple (1 Chr. 6:31-48[16–33]), probably to be equated with 
Jeduthun in 16:41–42; 25:1–3.

Tyler F. WTyler F. Williamsilliams
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ETHANIMETHANIM (Heb.  (Heb. }eät�aœniî}eät�aœniîmm)))

ETHANIM (Heb. }eät�aœniîm )

The preexiThe preexilic name olic name of the 7th f the 7th month in tmonth in the Hebrew he Hebrew year (Septyear (Sept./Oct.), o./Oct.), of Phoenicif Phoenician derivataPhoeniciPhoenicianPhoenician derivatio derivation. Its Babn. Its Babylonian coylonian counterpart unterpart was Tishriwas Tishri..

The preexilic name of the 7th month in the Hebrew year (Sept./Oct.), of 
Phoenician derivation. Its Babylonian counterpart was Tishri.

ETHBAALETHBAAL (Heb.  (Heb. }et�ba{al}et�ba{al)))

ETHBAAL (Heb. }et�ba{al )

The king oThe king of the Phoef the Phoenician citnician city of Sidony of Sidon (889–856  (889–856 B.C.E.B.C.E.). Ethbaal). Ethbaal (“Baal is (“Baal is with him” with him with him”) was him”) was the fatherthe father of Ahab’s of Ahab’s wife Jeze wife Jezebel. This bel. This marriage, marriage, probably oprobably one componene componene component component of an alliof an alliance betweance between Omri ofen Omri of Israel an Israel and Ethbaal,d Ethbaal, was regar was regarded by theded by theded by the Deuterthe Deuteronomist asonomist as apostasy  apostasy (1 Kgs. 16(1 Kgs. 16:31). Jose:31). Josephus referphus refers to Ithobs to Ithobalus (Ethbalus (Ethbaal) as a aa(Ethb(Ethbaal) (Ethbaal) as a priesas a priest of Astart of Astarte who usute who usurped the trped the throne (hrone (Ag. Ap.Ag. Ap. 1.18). At 1.18). At an earlie an earlier period, rearlieearlier peearlier period, Byblriod, Byblos had a kos had a king of theing of the same name same name...

The king of the Phoenician city of Sidon (889–856 B.C.E.). Ethbaal (“Baal is with 
him”) was the father of Ahab’s wife Jezebel. This marriage, probably one 
component of an alliance between Omri of Israel and Ethbaal, was regarded by 
the Deuteronomist as apostasy (1 Kgs. 16:31). Josephus refers to Ithobalus 
(Ethbaal) as a priest of Astarte who usurped the throne (Ag. Ap. 1.18). At an 
earlier period, Byblos had a king of the same name.

Chris A. RChris A. Rollstonollston
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ETHERETHER (Heb.  (Heb. {et�er{et�er)))

ETHER (Heb. {et�er )

�1.1. A town in A town in the triba the tribal allotmenl allotment of Judaht of Judah (Josh. 15 (Josh. 15:42). Part:42). Part of the Li of the Libnah-Maresbnah-MaLiLibnah-MarLibnah-Mareshah disteshah district in thrict in the central e central Shephelah,Shephelah, it is ide it is identified wintified with Khirbetth Khirbet  el-}Ater/Tel-}el-}Ater/Tel-}Ater/Tel {Eterel {Eter (13855.11 (13855.11377), ca. 377), ca. 6 km. (4 m6 km. (4 mi.) NE of i.) NE of Lachish.Lachish.Lachish.

1. A town in the tribal allotment of Judah (Josh. 15:42). Part of the 



Libnah-Mareshah district in the central Shephelah, it is identified with Khirbet 
el-}Ater/Tel {Eter (13855.11377), ca. 6 km. (4 mi.) NE of Lachish.

�2.2. A town oc A town occupied by cupied by the tribe the tribe of Simeon of Simeon within thewithin the tribal al tribal allotment oflotment of Judah (Jo Judah Judah (JosJudah (Josh. 19:7). h. 19:7). It is locaIt is located somewhted somewhere in theere in the Negeb, al Negeb, although itsthough its exact loc exact location is uatioloclocation ilocation is unknown.s unknown. It is pro It is probably the bably the same site same site as Athach as Athach mentioned mentioned in 1 Sam. in 1 Sam. 30:30.3030:30.30:30.30:30.

2. A town occupied by the tribe of Simeon within the tribal allotment of 
Judah (Josh. 19:7). It is located somewhere in the Negeb, although its exact 
location is unknown. It is probably the same site as Athach mentioned in 1 Sam. 
30:30.

Steven M. Steven M. OrtizOrtiz

Steven M. Ortiz

ETHICSETHICSETHICS

ETHICS

A term draA term drawn from Grwn from Greek philoseek philosophy, “ethophy, “ethics” denotics” denotes an effoes an effort to presrt to present norms ent norment norms of bnorms of behavior inehavior in a systema a systematic way thtic way that shows tat shows their interheir internal, rational, rational coherenal coherence. Not ancecoherecoherence.coherence. Not all b Not all biblical wriblical writings conitings concerned witcerned with norms ofh norms of behavior  behavior represent represent a strictlya a strictlya strictly ethical s ethical stance in ttance in this sense.his sense. Many pass Many passages treatages treat the norms the norms simply as simply as separate  sepa separate aseparate and distincnd distinct rules (et rules (e.g., much .g., much of the Torof the Torah) or bitah) or bits of wise s of wise advice (e.advice (e.g., Proverg., Prog., Proverbs) Proverbs) with only with only minimal inminimal interconnectterconnections. Ethiions. Ethical thoughcal thought is signit is significant, hoficant, however, in wevehohowever, ihowever, in contextsn contexts such as L such as Leviticus (eviticus (with its fwith its focus on puocus on purity as thrity as the ritual ee ritual expression xpreseexpressionexpression of holine of holiness), the pss), the prophets (wrophets (with their ith their call for jcall for justice as ustice as the primarthe primary human rey humy human resphuman response to Goonse to God’s lovingd’s loving-kindness)-kindness), the Gosp, the Gospels (e.g.,els (e.g., in the su in the summary of tmmary of the law), ahetthe law), the law), and Paul (and Paul (who subordwho subordinates theinates the specifics specifics of the la of the law to faithw to faith and love) and love). Such bro. Suc. Such broadSuch broad themes as themes as covenant, covenant, eschatolo eschatology, and digy, and discipleshipscipleship may also  may also serve as oserve as organizing rgoorganizingorganizing principle principles.s.s.

A term drawn from Greek philosophy, “ethics” denotes an effort to present 
norms of behavior in a systematic way that shows their internal, rational 
coherence. Not all biblical writings concerned with norms of behavior represent 
a strictly ethical stance in this sense. Many passages treat the norms simply as 
separate and distinct rules (e.g., much of the Torah) or bits of wise advice (e.g., 
Proverbs) with only minimal interconnections. Ethical thought is significant, 
however, in contexts such as Leviticus (with its focus on purity as the ritual 
expression of holiness), the prophets (with their call for justice as the primary 
human response to God’s loving-kindness), the Gospels (e.g., in the summary of 
the law), and Paul (who subordinates the specifics of the law to faith and love). 
Such broad themes as covenant, eschatology, and discipleship may also serve as 
organizing principles.

�Given the Given the inherentlyinherently unsystema unsystematic charactic character of theter of the Bible, bi Bible, biblical ethblical ethics often ics often ics often turnoften turns out to bs out to be a dimense a dimension less oion less of the textf the text itself th itself than of its an of its interpretainterpretation. Bibltion. Btion. Biblical cBiblical commandmentommandments and provs and proverbs and berbs and bits of wisits of wisdom may hadom may have had no ve had no need to exneed toneed to explainto explain themselve themselves, but lats, but later readerser readers often wan often want to undert to understand the stand the reasons bereasons behind them hibebehind thebehind them in orderm in order to interp to interpret and apret and apply them iply them in their own their own very difn very different conferent contexts. Theteconcontexts. contexts. They need They need to make deto make decisions bacisions balancing thlancing the relativee relative importanc importance of potene of potentially contpotenpotentiallpotentially conflicty conflicting commaning commands or to ids or to interpret wnterpret what a commhat a commandment frandment framed in teamed in tamed in terms of aterms of a pastoral  pastoral society misociety might mean ight mean in terms ofn terms of, e.g., an, e.g., an industria industrial one. Bibl one. Biblical ethilical elical ethics, thethics, then, is an en, is an inevitableinevitable, but alwa, but always somewhays somewhat hybrid ot hybrid offspring offspring of the biblf the biblical textsical teical texts themtexts themselves.selves.selves.

Given the inherently unsystematic character of the Bible, biblical ethics 
often turns out to be a dimension less of the text itself than of its interpretation. 
Biblical commandments and proverbs and bits of wisdom may have had no need 
to explain themselves, but later readers often want to understand the reasons 
behind them in order to interpret and apply them in their own very different 
contexts. They need to make decisions balancing the relative importance of 
potentially conflicting commands or to interpret what a commandment framed in 
terms of a pastoral society might mean in terms of, e.g., an industrial one. Biblical 
ethics, then, is an inevitable, but always somewhat hybrid offspring of the biblical 
texts themselves.

�In developIn developing such eing such ethical refthical reflection, plection, perhaps theerhaps the obvious f obvious first step irst step is to estais to establish a hibestaestablish establish a hierarcha hierarchy among coy among commandmentsmmandments — a proce — a process that isss that is already w already well under ell underell under way under way within thewithin the Scripture Scriptures. Exod. 2s. Exod. 20 and Deut0 and Deut. 5, e.g.,. 5, e.g., give spec give special emphasial emphasis to the is tis to the Tento the Ten Words or  Words or CommandmenCommandments, perhapts, perhaps suggestis suggesting that thng that they provideey provide a key to  a key a key to thekey to the commandme commandments as a wnts as a whole. Certhole. Certain of theain of the prophets  prophets insist on insist on the duty othe duty othe duty of justiceof justice as more i as more important tmportant than other han other commandmencommandments (e.g., ts (e.g., Amos 6; MiAmos 6; Mic. 3; Jer.c. 3; Jer. 7). Jesus Jer.Jer. 7). JJer. 7). Jesus fixesesus fixes on two co on two commandmentsmmandments — to love — to love God with  God with your wholeyour whole self (Deu self (D self (Deut. 6:5(Deut. 6:5) and your) and your neighbor  neighbor as yourselas yourself (Lev. 19f (Lev. 19:18) — as :18) — as the two prthe two principles oinciples on which “hn oon which “on which “hang all thang all the law andhe law and the proph the prophets” (Mattets” (Matt. 22:34-40. 22:34-40; Mark 12:; Mark 12:28-34; cf.28-34; cf. Luke 10:2 L Luke 10:25Luke 10:25-28).-28).-28).

In developing such ethical reflection, perhaps the obvious first step is to 
establish a hierarchy among commandments — a process that is already well 
under way within the Scriptures. Exod. 20 and Deut. 5, e.g., give special emphasis 
to the Ten Words or Commandments, perhaps suggesting that they provide a 
key to the commandments as a whole. Certain of the prophets insist on the duty 
of justice as more important than other commandments (e.g., Amos 6; Mic. 3; 
Jer. 7). Jesus fixes on two commandments — to love God with your whole self 
(Deut. 6:5) and your neighbor as yourself (Lev. 19:18) — as the two principles 
on which “hang all the law and the prophets” (Matt. 22:34-40; Mark 12:28-34; cf. 



Luke 10:25-28).

�Paul, in aPaul, in a related b related but distincut distinctive way, tive way, singles ousingles out love as t love as the preemithe preeminent valuenent value that dete valuevalue thatvalue that determine determines the reles the relevance of ovance of other commather commandments: “ndments: “The one whThe one who loves hao loveso loves has loves has fulfilled fulfilled the rest othe rest of the law.f the law. . . . Lov . . . Love is the fe is the fullness ofullness of the law”  the law” (Rom. 13:8(Rom. 13:8(Rom. 13:8-10). 13:8-10). Paul also Paul also gives faitgives faith a similah a similar role: “Er role: “Everything verything that does that does not proceenot proceed from faid fromd from faithfrom faith is sin” ( is sin” (Rom. 14:23Rom. 14:23). In the ). In the Johannine Johannine literatureliterature, one find, one finds somethins something similar g simg similar insimilar in the centr the central place gal place given to thiven to the commandme commandment “to loent “to love one anove one another” (e.gther” (e.g., John 15.,(e.g(e.g., Joh(e.g., John 15:12; 1n 15:12; 1 John 2:7- John 2:7-11).11).11).

Paul, in a related but distinctive way, singles out love as the preeminent 
value that determines the relevance of other commandments: “The one who 
loves has fulfilled the rest of the law. . . . Love is the fullness of the law” (Rom. 
13:8-10). Paul also gives faith a similar role: “Everything that does not proceed 
from faith is sin” (Rom. 14:23). In the Johannine literature, one finds something 
similar in the central place given to the commandment “to love one another” 
(e.g., John 15:12; 1 John 2:7-11).

�By raisingBy raising just a fe just a few principlw principles to the es to the highest lehighest level and mavel and making the oking the other normsther normther norms of bnorms of behavior deehavior dependent onpendent on them or s them or subordinateubordinate to them,  to them, one could one could link apparlink applink apparentlyapparently independe independent norms ont norms of behaviorf behavior to one an to one another. Thuother. Thus a famouss a famous story abo story ab story about Rabbabout Rabbi Hillel: i Hillel: when a Genwhen a Gentile insistile insisted that Hted that Hillel teacillel teach him the h him the whole Torawhole Torah while heh wh while he swhile he stood on ontood on one foot, Hie foot, Hillel patiellel patiently replintly replied with thed with the Golden Re Golden Rule and thule and then added, en ththen addedthen added, “Go and , “Go and learn,” imlearn,” implying thaplying that the Goldt the Golden Rule waen Rule was the key s the key to somethito somethto something something much largemuch larger and morer and more complex ( complex (b. SÁabb.b. SÁabb. 31a). Alt 31a). Alternativelyernatively, one coul, one co, one could relacould relativize thetivize the “lesser”  “lesser” rules as brules as being furtheing further from ther from the central e central principlesprinciples and there and t and therefore therefore less imporless important. Thustant. Thus, Mark’s J, Mark’s Jesus, by resus, by refocusing efocusing on “purityon “purity of the he of the heart,” relaart,heheart,” reheart,” relativizes lativizes physical pphysical purity and urity and makes it emakes it effectivelyffectively optional  optional (Mark 7:1-(Mark 7:1-23).23).23).

By raising just a few principles to the highest level and making the other 
norms of behavior dependent on them or subordinate to them, one could link 
apparently independent norms of behavior to one another. Thus a famous story 
about Rabbi Hillel: when a Gentile insisted that Hillel teach him the whole Torah 
while he stood on one foot, Hillel patiently replied with the Golden Rule and 
then added, “Go and learn,” implying that the Golden Rule was the key to 
something much larger and more complex (b. SÁabb. 31a). Alternatively, one 
could relativize the “lesser” rules as being further from the central principles and 
therefore less important. Thus, Mark’s Jesus, by refocusing on “purity of the 
heart,” relativizes physical purity and makes it effectively optional (Mark 7:1-23).

�The ethicaThe ethical thought l thought of ancientof ancient rabbinic  rabbinic Judaism foJudaism focused on cused on halakhah,halakhah, the rules the rules the rules of brules of behavior foehavior found in theund in the written T written Torah interorah interpreted by preted by the traditthe tradition of theion of the oral Tora or oral Torahoral Torah. Authorit. Authoritative inteative interpretationrpretations emerged s emerged from livelfrom lively rabbinicy rabbinic debate ov debate over the meaerovover the mover the meaning of eaning of particularparticular texts — w texts — with other ith other texts drawtexts drawn in for cn in for comparison.omparison. Certain s comparison.comparisoncomparison. Certain . Certain specific mspecific modes of arodes of argument, wogument, working by drking by deduction aeduction and analogynd analognd analogy, wanalogy, were recognere recognized as leized as legitimate. gitimate. Rabbinic JRabbinic Judaism tenudaism tended to preded to preserve signserve significant poifisignsignificansignificant portionst portions of the de of the debate itselbate itself as well f as well as the conas the conclusions. clusions. It thus exIt thus exhibited a hibited exexhibited exhibited a dialectia dialectical qualitcal quality that is y that is still charstill characteristicacteristic of rabbin of rabbinic discouric discourse — a quase — a quse — a quality thquality that values at values the interpthe interpretive proretive process alongcess along with the  with the end resultend result...

The ethical thought of ancient rabbinic Judaism focused on halakhah, the 
rules of behavior found in the written Torah interpreted by the tradition of the 
oral Torah. Authoritative interpretations emerged from lively rabbinic debate 
over the meaning of particular texts — with other texts drawn in for 
comparison. Certain specific modes of argument, working by deduction and 
analogy, were recognized as legitimate. Rabbinic Judaism tended to preserve 
significant portions of the debate itself as well as the conclusions. It thus 
exhibited a dialectical quality that is still characteristic of rabbinic discourse — a 
quality that values the interpretive process along with the end result.

�Ancient GrAncient Greek-speakieek-speaking Judaismng Judaism followed  followed a differena different procedurt procedure, as seene, as seen, e.g., in, e.g., , e.g., in ie.g., in its preemints preeminent represent representative, entative, Philo of APhilo of Alexandria lexandria (roughly c(roughly contemporarontemporary with Pauy wy with Paul)with Paul). Philo’s . Philo’s ethical reethical reflections flections tended to tended to resemble mresemble more the coore the contemporaryntemporary Greek phi G Greek philGreek philosophical osophical discourse discourse of Middle of Middle Platonism Platonism and Stoiciand Stoicism. Even wsm. Even when interphen interphen interpretiinterpreting scriptung scriptural texts,ral texts, Philo usu Philo usually explaally explained them ined them in terms oin terms of basic etf basic ethical axiohical ahical axioms givaxioms giving rise ting rise to specifico specific norms of  norms of behavior. behavior. The mainstThe mainstream of eaream of early Christrly Christianity folianChristChristianiChristianity followety followed this patd this pattern rathetern rather than ther than the rabbinic  rabbinic one, and ione, and it has contt has continued to binuedcontcontinued continued to be domito be dominant in lanant in later Christter Christianity. Chianity. Christian etristian ethics has thics has typically bypically been a systeen aeen a systemata systematic undertaic undertaking, moreking, more a subdivi a subdivision of thsion of theology thaeology than of biblin of biblical interpcal interpretation; retainterpinterpretainterpretation; and tion; and it has tenit has tended to prided to prize the finze the final answer al answer often to toften to the neglecthe neglect of the de of th of the debatethe debate from whic from which it emergh it emerged.ed.ed.

Ancient Greek-speaking Judaism followed a different procedure, as seen, 
e.g., in its preeminent representative, Philo of Alexandria (roughly contemporary 
with Paul). Philo’s ethical reflections tended to resemble more the contemporary 
Greek philosophical discourse of Middle Platonism and Stoicism. Even when 
interpreting scriptural texts, Philo usually explained them in terms of basic ethical 
axioms giving rise to specific norms of behavior. The mainstream of early 
Christianity followed this pattern rather than the rabbinic one, and it has 
continued to be dominant in later Christianity. Christian ethics has typically been 
a systematic undertaking, more a subdivision of theology than of biblical 
interpretation; and it has tended to prize the final answer often to the neglect of 
the debate from which it emerged.

�In contempIn contemporary biblorary biblical scholical scholarship, etarship, ethical analhical analysis of teysis of texts usuallxts usually includesy includes an effort a an effort an effort to show hoto show how the normw the norms expresses expressed in the td in the text fittedext fitted into the  into the ethical syethical systems, expstesysystems, esystems, explicit orxplicit or implicit, implicit, of the cu of the culture in wlture in which the thich the text was wrext was written. Theitten. The relevance relev relevance relevance for modernfor modern ethics ma ethics may then be y then be sought in sought in a dynamic a dynamic comparisoncomparison of texts  of texts of texts and texts and contexts. contexts. Such compaSuch comparisons mayrisons may yield wid yield widely divergely divergent resultent results, rangings, ranging from a ne fr from a negfrom a negative critative critique of thique of the biblicale biblical text as r text as representatepresentative of an ive of an oppressiveoppressive cultural  cultu cultural ncultural norm (so, eorm (so, e.g., in fe.g., in feminist or minist or some libersome liberationist hationist hermeneuticermeneutics) to the s) to the reclaimingreclaireclaimingreclaiming or reuse  or reuse of a text of a text to give neto give new directiow direction in changn in changed circumsed circumstances.tances.tances.

In contemporary biblical scholarship, ethical analysis of texts usually includes 
an effort to show how the norms expressed in the text fitted into the ethical 



systems, explicit or implicit, of the culture in which the text was written. The 
relevance for modern ethics may then be sought in a dynamic comparison of 
texts and contexts. Such comparisons may yield widely divergent results, ranging 
from a negative critique of the biblical text as representative of an oppressive 
cultural norm (so, e.g., in feminist or some liberationist hermeneutics) to the 
reclaiming or reuse of a text to give new direction in changed circumstances.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. W. CounL. W. Countryman, tryman, Dirt, GreeDirt, Greed, and Sexd, and Sex (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1988phia, 1988); T. W. O); T); T. W. OgleT. W. Ogletree, tree, The Use ofThe Use of the Bible the Bible in Christ in Christian Ethicsian Ethics (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1983phia, 1983); W. Schr); W. Schr); W. Schrage, Schrage, The EthicsThe Ethics of the Ne of the New Testamenw Testamentt (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1988phia, 1988); W. C. S); W. C. Spohn, pohn, What Are TWhat AWhat Are They SAre They Saying abouaying about Scripturt Scripture and Ethie and Ethics?cs? rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New York, 1995); P. 1995); P. Trible,  Trible, God and thGodGod and thGod and the Rhetorice Rhetoric of Sexual of Sexuality.ity. OBT 2 (Ph OBT 2 (Philadelphiailadelphia, 1978); A, 1978); A. Verhey, . Verhey, The Great The Great ReversalRReversalReversal (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1984pids, 1984).).).
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ETHIOPIAETHIOPIA (Gk.  (Gk. AithiopiaAithiopia)))

ETHIOPIA (Gk. Aithiopia)

The ancienThe ancient region St region S of Egypt  of Egypt and encompand encompassing theassing the entire ar entire area of modeea of modern Sudan. rn Sudan. rn Sudan. TheSudan. The northernm northernmost point ost point was close was close to the Egyto the Egyptian townptian town of Syene  of Syene (Aswan), a(Aswan), (Aswan), a(Aswan), at the first the first cataractt cataract of the Ni of the Nile River (le River (Ezek. 29:1Ezek. 29:10; Heb. 0; Heb. ku®sûku®sû). Its sou). Its southern bountsousouthern bsouthern boundaries oundaries extended textended to modern Eo modern Ethiopia anthiopia and Eritrea.d Eritrea. On the we On the west Ethiopist Ethiopst Ethiopia wEthiopia was limitedas limited by the va by the vast desert.st desert. In its ea In its early days Erly days Ethiopia althiopia also embraceso embraced regions d regd regions toregions to the east  the east of the Redof the Red Sea, and  Sea, and included sincluded some of theome of the territory territory represent represented today bedrepresentrepresenterepresented today byd today by Saudi Ara Saudi Arabia and Yebia and Yemen (Homermen (Homer  Od.Od. 1.22–23;  1.22–23; Strabo Strabo Geog.Geog. 1.2.28; 2 1 1.2.28; 2.1.2.28; 2.3.8; Aesch3.8; Aeschylus ylus Supp.Supp. 284–86).  284–86). While the While the precise boprecise boundaries oundaries of ancient f ancient Ethiopia aEthEthiopia aEthiopia are disputere disputed, it is gd, it is generally aenerally agreed thatgreed that after Her after Herodotus andodotus and throughou throughout the NT et tht the NT erathe NT era Ethiopia  Ethiopia referred treferred to the terro the territory direitory directly S of ctly S of Egypt and Egypt and bordering bordering the west bthethe west bthe west bank of theank of the Red Sea. Red Sea. Red Sea.

The ancient region S of Egypt and encompassing the entire area of modern 
Sudan. The northernmost point was close to the Egyptian town of Syene 
(Aswan), at the first cataract of the Nile River (Ezek. 29:10; Heb. ku®sû). Its 
southern boundaries extended to modern Ethiopia and Eritrea. On the west 
Ethiopia was limited by the vast desert. In its early days Ethiopia also embraced 
regions to the east of the Red Sea, and included some of the territory 
represented today by Saudi Arabia and Yemen (Homer Od. 1.22–23; Strabo Geog. 
1.2.28; 2.3.8; Aeschylus Supp. 284–86). While the precise boundaries of ancient 
Ethiopia are disputed, it is generally agreed that after Herodotus and throughout 
the NT era Ethiopia referred to the territory directly S of Egypt and bordering 
the west bank of the Red Sea.

�The Bible The Bible often mentoften mentions Ethioions Ethiopia in conpia in conjunction wjunction with its clith its closest neigosest neighbors, Egyhbors, Ehbors, Egypt (Ps.Egypt (Ps. 68:31[MT  68:31[MT 32]; Isa. 32]; Isa. 20:3-5; Ez20:3-5; Ezek. 30:4, ek. 30:4, 5; Dan. 115; Dan. 11:43; Nah. :43; Nah. 3:9) and L3:9) and Libya (2 Chibya LLibya (2 CLibya (2 Chr. 16:8; hr. 16:8; Ezek. 30:5Ezek. 30:5; 38:5; Da; 38:5; Dan. 11:43; n. 11:43; Nah. 3:9).Nah. 3:9). Reference Reference is also m is also made to theade tade to the rivto the rivers of Ethers of Ethiopia (Isaiopia (Isa. 18:1; Ze. 18:1; Zeph. 3:10),ph. 3:10), which are which are commonly  commonly accepted aaccepted as the Whits ths the White the White and the Bland the Blue Niles aue Niles along with long with the Atbarathe Atbara. Ethiopia. Ethiopia was rich  was rich in naturalin natural resources re resources,resources, and known and known for its w for its wealth and ealth and trading (Jtrading (Job 28:19; ob 28:19; Isa. 43:3;Isa. 43:3; 45:14; Da 45:14; Dan. 11:43; n. 1n. 11:43; Dio11:43; Diodorus Sicudorus Siculus lus Hist.Hist. 3.11.12). 3.11.12).

The Bible often mentions Ethiopia in conjunction with its closest neighbors, 
Egypt (Ps. 68:31[MT 32]; Isa. 20:3-5; Ezek. 30:4, 5; Dan. 11:43; Nah. 3:9) and 
Libya (2 Chr. 16:8; Ezek. 30:5; 38:5; Dan. 11:43; Nah. 3:9). Reference is also made 
to the rivers of Ethiopia (Isa. 18:1; Zeph. 3:10), which are commonly accepted as 
the White and the Blue Niles along with the Atbara. Ethiopia was rich in natural 
resources, and known for its wealth and trading (Job 28:19; Isa. 43:3; 45:14; Dan. 
11:43; Diodorus Siculus Hist. 3.11.12).

�The etymolThe etymological rooogical root of Gk. t of Gk. Aithiopia,Aithiopia, “burnt fa “burnt face,” descrce,” describes the pibes the pigmentatioigmentatioppigmentatipigmentation of the on of the people whopeople who were call were called Ethiopied Ethiopians. Conseans. Consequently, nquently, not only doot only doot only does Ethiodoes Ethiopia refer pia refer to a geogrto a geographical teaphical territory, brritory, but it alsout it also indicates indicates ethnicity ethnicity (Jer. 13: (Jer. 1 (Jer. 13:23). Hi13:23). Historians istorians in the Grecn the Greco-Roman woo-Roman world believrld believed that Eted that Ethiopians whiopians were the fiere the first humansrfifirst humafirst humans on eartns on earth (Diodoruh (Diodorus 3.2.1–3)s 3.2.1–3). There we. There were many sure many subgroups ambgroups among the Etong theong the Ethiopthe Ethiopians, eachians, each with dist with distinct cultuinct cultural and phral and physical chaysical characteristiracteristics (cf. Hecs (cf. Herodotus rodotuHeHerodotus Herodotus Hist.Hist. 7.70). Th 7.70). The ancientse ancients reported  reported that the tthat the tallest, haallest, handsomest, ndsomest, and fastesand fastand fastest offastest of humans co humans could be fouuld be found among tnd among them (cf. Ihem (cf. Isa. 18:2; sa. 18:2; Herodotus Herodotus 3.20; 4.183.20; 4.183). There 3)4.184.183). Th4.183). There was siere was significant gnificant interactiointeraction between n between Ethiopia aEthiopia and other and other ancient culncient cultures, andturculcultures, cultures, and Ethiopand Ethiopians couldians could be found  be found throughoutthroughout Europe an Europe and Asia. Otd Asia. Other ethnicher ethnicher ethnic groethnic groups could ups could also be foalso be found livingund living in Ethiop in Ethiopia, and cuia, and cultural infltural influence is luence is evidenced evidenevidenced evidenced by the facby the fact that mant that many inhabitay inhabitants of Ethnts of Ethiopia embriopia embraced the raced the religion ofeligion of Israel (P Is Israel (PsIsrael (Ps. 87:4; Is. 87:4; Isa. 11:11; a. 11:11; Acts 8:27)Acts 8:27)...

The etymological root of Gk. Aithiopia, “burnt face,” describes the 
pigmentation of the people who were called Ethiopians. Consequently, not only 
does Ethiopia refer to a geographical territory, but it also indicates ethnicity (Jer. 
13:23). Historians in the Greco-Roman world believed that Ethiopians were the 
first humans on earth (Diodorus 3.2.1–3). There were many subgroups among 
the Ethiopians, each with distinct cultural and physical characteristics (cf. 
Herodotus Hist. 7.70). The ancients reported that the tallest, handsomest, and 



fastest of humans could be found among them (cf. Isa. 18:2; Herodotus 3.20; 
4.183). There was significant interaction between Ethiopia and other ancient 
cultures, and Ethiopians could be found throughout Europe and Asia. Other 
ethnic groups could also be found living in Ethiopia, and cultural influence is 
evidenced by the fact that many inhabitants of Ethiopia embraced the religion of 
Israel (Ps. 87:4; Isa. 11:11; Acts 8:27).

�The Bible The Bible identifiesidentifies Cush, the Cush, the son of Ha son of Ham, as the m, as the father of father of the Ethiopthe Ethiopians (Gen.ians (Genians (Gen. 10:6(Gen. 10:6). Much of). Much of the histo the history of Ethiry of Ethiopia interopia intertwines wittwines with that of h that of Egypt. EthEgypt. Ethiopian infiopiaEthEthiopian Ethiopian influence influence was evidenwas evident in Egyptt in Egypt from the  from the Proto-dynaProto-dynastic Age (stic Age (ca. 2900 ca. 2900 B.C.E.B.CB.C.E.B.C.E.). Ethiopi). Ethiopia was evena was eventually contually conquered by quered by the Egyptithe Egyptian kings oan kings of the 12thf the 12th Dynasty,  Dynast Dynasty, bDynasty, but regaineut regained her inded her independence dpendence during the uring the Second IntSecond Intermediate ermediate Period (caPeriod (cPeriod (ca. 1780–(ca. 1780–1550). Fol1550). Following indlowing independence,ependence, Ethiopia  Ethiopia establisheestablished her capid her capital in Naptal in Napata, near atNapNapata, neNapata, near the 4thar the 4th Nile cata Nile cataract.ract.ract.

The Bible identifies Cush, the son of Ham, as the father of the Ethiopians 
(Gen. 10:6). Much of the history of Ethiopia intertwines with that of Egypt. 
Ethiopian influence was evident in Egypt from the Proto-dynastic Age (ca. 2900 
B.C.E.). Ethiopia was eventually conquered by the Egyptian kings of the 12th 
Dynasty, but regained her independence during the Second Intermediate Period 
(ca. 1780–1550). Following independence, Ethiopia established her capital in 
Napata, near the 4th Nile cataract.

�Egypt manaEgypt managed to regged to regain controain control of Ethiol of Ethiopia duringpia during the New K the New Kingdom (15ingdom (1500–1070). 00–(15(1500–1070(1500–1070). The ext). The extent of Egyent of Egypt’s contrpt’s control over Etol over Ethiopia durhiopia during this eing this era is quesra is questionable, tioquesquestionabquestionable, particle, particularly in ularly in light of tlight of the biblicahe biblical record ol record of King Asaf King Asa’s defeat ’s defeat of an indeof an inof an independenindependent Ethiopiat Ethiopian army (2 n army (2 Chr. 14:9-Chr. 14:9-15[8–14]).15[8–14]). Under the Under the military  military leadershipleadership of Piankh leadershipleadershipleadership of Piankh of Piankhy and Shaby and Shabako, Ethioako, Ethiopia overpopia overpowered Egypwered Egypt and initt and initiated the iated the 25th (Ethi225th (Ethi25th (Ethiopian) Dynopian) Dynasty (ca. asty (ca. 715–663). 715–663). Taharqa (TTaharqa (Tirhakah), irhakah), the best-kthe best-known king nown king of the Ethoof the Ethof the Ethiopian dyniopian dynasty, was asty, was an ally ofan ally of King Heze King Hezekiah of Jukiah of Judah in thedah in the war again war against Sennachst Sest SennacheriSennacherib and the b and the Assyrians Assyrians in 701 (2 in 701 (2 Kgs. 19:9;Kgs. 19:9; Isa. 37:9 Isa. 37:9). Indeed,). Indeed, it was th it was the Assyriane Asse Assyrians Assyrians who were rwho were responsibleesponsible for the e for the eventual deventual demise of thmise of the Ethiopiae Ethiopian dynasty n dynasty following ffollowing following the sack othe sack of Thebes if Thebes in 664.n 664.n 664.

Egypt managed to regain control of Ethiopia during the New Kingdom 
(1500–1070). The extent of Egypt’s control over Ethiopia during this era is 
questionable, particularly in light of the biblical record of King Asa’s defeat of an 
independent Ethiopian army (2 Chr. 14:9-15[8–14]). Under the military 
leadership of Piankhy and Shabako, Ethiopia overpowered Egypt and initiated the 
25th (Ethiopian) Dynasty (ca. 715–663). Taharqa (Tirhakah), the best-known king 
of the Ethiopian dynasty, was an ally of King Hezekiah of Judah in the war against 
Sennacherib and the Assyrians in 701 (2 Kgs. 19:9; Isa. 37:9). Indeed, it was the 
Assyrians who were responsible for the eventual demise of the Ethiopian dynasty 
following the sack of Thebes in 664.

�The diminiThe diminished Ethioshed Ethiopian kingdpian kingdom establiom established its sshed its seat of poweat of power in Meroer in Meroe, and inie, ande, and initiaand initiated a dynated a dynasty that wsty that was to lastas to last until the until the early Byz early Byzantine eraantine era (ca. 350  (ca. 350 C.E.C.E.). While c). W). While certWhile certain provinain provinces may haces may have been brve been briefly subjiefly subjected by Pected by Persia (Estersia (Esth. 1:1; 8:h. 1:1; 8:9; Add. Es9; A9; Add. Esth.Add. Esth. 13:1; 16: 13:1; 16:1), for mo1), for most of thisst of this era Ethio era Ethiopia maintapia maintained her iined her independencndependence. During e. De. During theDuring the NT era, M NT era, Merotic Etherotic Ethiopia was iopia was ruled by aruled by a series of series of queens (C queens (Candaces). andaces). By the 1stBBy the 1stBy the 1st century  century C.E.C.E. the promi the prominence of Mnence of Meroe was seroe was shared by Ahared by Aksum, whicksum, which had becoh hadh had becomehad become the major the major commercia commercial center il center in Ethiopian Ethiopia with its  with its own prestiown prestigious dynagious dynagious dynasty. Sdynasty. Several of everal of the Aksumithe Aksumite kings wte kings were Christere Christian.ian.ian.

The diminished Ethiopian kingdom established its seat of power in Meroe, 
and initiated a dynasty that was to last until the early Byzantine era (ca. 350 C.E.). 
While certain provinces may have been briefly subjected by Persia (Esth. 1:1; 8:9; 
Add. Esth. 13:1; 16:1), for most of this era Ethiopia maintained her independence. 
During the NT era, Merotic Ethiopia was ruled by a series of queens (Candaces). 
By the 1st century C.E. the prominence of Meroe was shared by Aksum, which 
had become the major commercial center in Ethiopia with its own prestigious 
dynasty. Several of the Aksumite kings were Christian.

�Ethiopia iEthiopia is featureds featured in a numb in a number of bibler of biblical prophical prophecies. Isaecies. Isaiah speaksiah speaks of judgme of judgme of judgment tjudgment that is to hat is to come upon come upon Ethiopia fEthiopia for her wilor her willingness tlingness to assist to assist the rebellihe rebellious Israelous rebellirebelliousrebellious Israel (I Israel (Isa. 20:3-4sa. 20:3-4). Ezekiel). Ezekiel prophesie prophesies doom on s doom on Ethiopia, Ethiopia, which togewhich together with thertogetogether wtogether with Egypt ith Egypt is destineis destined to receid to receive punishmve punishment from Bent from Babylon (Ezabylon (Ezek. 30:4, ek. 30:4, 5, 9); he 5,5, 9); he 5, 9); he further nafurther names Ethiopmes Ethiopia among tia among the allies he allies of the defof the defeated Gog eated Gog (38:5). Ze(38:5). Zephaniah alphaZeZephaniah Zephaniah also heralalso heralds destrucds destruction on Ettion on Ethiopia forhiopia for her arrog her arrogance (Zephance (Zeph. 2:12). B. 2:12). But EthiopiutBBut EthiopBut Ethiopia’s judgmia’s judgment is no ent is no different different than Israethan Israel’s (Amos l’s (Amos 9:7). In f9:7). In fact, the cact, the conversion onverscconversionconversion of Ethiop of Ethiopia will alia will allow her tolow her to share Isr share Israel’s blesael’s blessings (Ps.sings (Ps. 68:31[32] 68:31[32]; Isa. 45:; Isa. 4; Isa. 45:14; Zep45:14; Zeph. 3:9-10)h. 3:9-10)...

Ethiopia is featured in a number of biblical prophecies. Isaiah speaks of 
judgment that is to come upon Ethiopia for her willingness to assist the 
rebellious Israel (Isa. 20:3-4). Ezekiel prophesies doom on Ethiopia, which 
together with Egypt is destined to receive punishment from Babylon (Ezek. 30:4, 
5, 9); he further names Ethiopia among the allies of the defeated Gog (38:5). 
Zephaniah also heralds destruction on Ethiopia for her arrogance (Zeph. 2:12). 
But Ethiopia’s judgment is no different than Israel’s (Amos 9:7). In fact, the 
conversion of Ethiopia will allow her to share Israel’s blessings (Ps. 68:31[32]; Isa. 
45:14; Zeph. 3:9-10).



�Several biSeveral biblical perblical personalitiessonalities are ident are identified as Eified as Ethiopian: thiopian: Zipporah, Zipporah, the wife othe wife of Moses (Nf Mf Moses (NumMoses (Num. 12:1; si. 12:1; since she rence she resided in Msided in Midian [Exoidian [Exod. 2:21], d. 2:21], “Ethiopian“Ethiopian” is proba” is probably a refeblyprobaprobably aprobably a reference reference to her et to her ethnicity); hnicity); Cushi, theCushi, the messenger messenger from the  from the Israelite Israelite army who barmarmy who barmy who brought therought the news of A news of Absalom’s dbsalom’s death to Daeath to David (2 Samvid (2 Sam. 18:21-23. 18:21-23, 31-32); , 31-32), 31-32); th31-32); the queen ofe queen of Sheba (1  Sheba (1 Kgs. 10:1-Kgs. 10:1-10), also 10), also known as tknown as the queen ohe queen of the Soutf the South (Matt. 1hSoutSouth (MatSouth (Matt. 12:42; t. 12:42; Luke 11:31Luke 11:31; the ; the KeïbräKeïbrä Nägäst [“ Nägäst [“Glory of tGlory of the Kings”]he Kings”], which al, which a, which allegedly allegedly contains tcontains the royal che royal chronicles hronicles of the Ethof the Ethiopian moniopian monarchy, recarchy, records an unords an unbroken linbrununbroken lunbroken line of ruline of rulers originers originating withating with Menelek I Menelek I, the lege, the legendary son ndary son of Solomonof Solomon and the q a and the quand the queen of Sheeen of Sheba); Zerahba); Zerah, the Ethi, the Ethiopian kingopian king who was d who was defeated byefeated by King Asa  King Asa o King Asa of Judah (of Judah (2 Chr. 14:2 Chr. 14:9); Tirhak9); Tirhakah, the Etah, the Ethiopian kihiopian king who assng who assisted Hezeisted Hezekiah againkiah against Assyriast Ast Assyria (IAssyria (Isa. 37:9);sa. 37:9); the proph the prophet Zephaniet Zephaniah (Zeph. ah (Zeph. 1:1); Ebed1:1); Ebed-melech, t-melech, the court ohe court official whfficoofficial wofficial who rescuedho rescued Jeremiah  Jeremiah (Jer. 38:7(Jer. 38:7-13; 39:15-13; 39:15-17); Aman-17); Amantitere, thtitere, the Merotic e Merotic queen who quequeen who queen who held the theld the title itle KandakeKandake (Acts 8:2 (Acts 8:27); the eu7); the eunuch, an onuch, an official refficial representatipresentative of Candverepresentatirepresentarepresentative of Cative of Candace, whondace, who was also  was also an observaan observant Jew andnt Jew and the first the first recorded  recorded Ethiopian EEthiopian Ethiopian Christian Christian (Acts 8:27(Acts 8:27-40).-40).-40).

Several biblical personalities are identified as Ethiopian: Zipporah, the wife of 
Moses (Num. 12:1; since she resided in Midian [Exod. 2:21], “Ethiopian” is 
probably a reference to her ethnicity); Cushi, the messenger from the Israelite 
army who brought the news of Absalom’s death to David (2 Sam. 18:21-23, 
31-32); the queen of Sheba (1 Kgs. 10:1-10), also known as the queen of the 
South (Matt. 12:42; Luke 11:31; the Keïbrä Nägäst [“Glory of the Kings”], which 
allegedly contains the royal chronicles of the Ethiopian monarchy, records an 
unbroken line of rulers originating with Menelek I, the legendary son of Solomon 
and the queen of Sheba); Zerah, the Ethiopian king who was defeated by King Asa 
of Judah (2 Chr. 14:9); Tirhakah, the Ethiopian king who assisted Hezekiah against 
Assyria (Isa. 37:9); the prophet Zephaniah (Zeph. 1:1); Ebed-melech, the court 
official who rescued Jeremiah (Jer. 38:7-13; 39:15-17); Amantitere, the Merotic 
queen who held the title Kandake (Acts 8:27); the eunuch, an official 
representative of Candace, who was also an observant Jew and the first recorded 
Ethiopian Christian (Acts 8:27-40).
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ETHIOPIAN ETHIOPIAN EUNUCHEUNUCHEUNUCH

ETHIOPIAN EUNUCH

A Jewish-sA Jewish-sympathizinympathizing superintg superintendent of endent of the Ethiopthe Ethiopian queen’ian queen’s (Candaces (Candace) treasury) treasury) treasury wtreasury who receiveho received instructd instruction and baion and baptism fromptism from Philip al Philip along a deseong a desert route frt route from Jerusaroffrom Jerusfrom Jerusalem to Gaalem to Gaza (Acts 8za (Acts 8:26-39). H:26-39). His devotiois devotion to Judain to Judaism is evidsm is evident in hisent in his pilgrimag pi pilgrimagepilgrimage to Jerusa to Jerusalem and hilem and his perusal s perusal of a persoof a personal copy onal copy of the Isaif the Isaiah scroll ah scroll (Acts 8:27(Acts(Acts 8:27(Acts 8:27-31). It i-31). It is unlikelys unlikely, however,, however, that he w that he was a proseas a proselyte or welyte or welcome adhelcome adherent to Jurenadheadherent tadherent to Judaism.o Judaism. Although  Although a wealthy a wealthy and prominand prominent officient official, as a eal, as a eunuch he wunuch he was defectiawwas defectwas defective and deive and defiled accofiled according to trding to traditionalraditional Jewish la Jewish law, foreverw, forever banned fr banned from the covom frfrom the cfrom the covenant coovenant community (cmmunity (cf. Lev. 21f. Lev. 21:18-21; De:18-21; Deut. 23:1; ut. 23:1; Josephus Josephus Ant.Ant. 4.290–91; 4.290–9 4.290–91; 4.290–91; Philo Philo Spec. leg.Spec. leg. 1.324–25) 1.324–25). This mar. This marginal statginal status is suggus is suggested in tested in the eunuch’he eunuchhe eunuch’s qeunuch’s question couestion concerning wncerning what might hat might “prevent” “prevent” his baptishis baptism (Acts 8:m (Acts 8:36). The f36). The focus on thoffocus on tfocus on the “generahe “generative” potetive” potential of tntial of the shorn ahe shorn and shamed nd shamed figure of figure of Isa. 53:7-Isa. 53:7-8 — whom P8 —8 — whom Phi— whom Philip impliclip implicitly identitly identifies withifies with the cruci the crucified and rfied and risen Jesusisen Jesus (Acts 8:3 (Acts 8:32-35) — se2-35)8:38:32-35) —8:32-35) — seems par seems particularly ticularly relevant trelevant to the eunuo the eunuch’s physich’s physical conditcal condition and soion and social locatcisosocial locsocial location.ation.ation.

A Jewish-sympathizing superintendent of the Ethiopian queen’s (Candace) 
treasury who received instruction and baptism from Philip along a desert route 
from Jerusalem to Gaza (Acts 8:26-39). His devotion to Judaism is evident in his 
pilgrimage to Jerusalem and his perusal of a personal copy of the Isaiah scroll 
(Acts 8:27-31). It is unlikely, however, that he was a proselyte or welcome 
adherent to Judaism. Although a wealthy and prominent official, as a eunuch he 
was defective and defiled according to traditional Jewish law, forever banned 
from the covenant community (cf. Lev. 21:18-21; Deut. 23:1; Josephus Ant. 
4.290–91; Philo Spec. leg. 1.324–25). This marginal status is suggested in the 
eunuch’s question concerning what might “prevent” his baptism (Acts 8:36). The 
focus on the “generative” potential of the shorn and shamed figure of Isa. 53:7-8 
— whom Philip implicitly identifies with the crucified and risen Jesus (Acts 
8:32-35) — seems particularly relevant to the eunuch’s physical condition and 
social location.

�The evangeThe evangelization olization of the Ethif the Ethiopian eunuopian eunuch fulfillch fulfills the incls the inclusive visiusive vision of an Ion of an Isaianic tesaiIIsaianic tIsaianic text (Isa. ext (Isa. 56:3-8, al56:3-8, although thethough the foreign e foreign eunuch in Aunuch in Acts is acccts is accepted whilepted while moving ae move moving awamoving away from, noy from, not toward, t toward, the holy cthe holy city) and tity) and the expansihe expansive missionve mission projected projected projected projected in Acts 1:in Acts 1:8 “to the 8 “to the ends of thends of the earth.” e earth.” This incidThis incident also sent also sets the stets the stage for ouage foage for outreafor outreach to Cornch to Cornelius, anoelius, another God-fther God-fearing Genearing Gentile (Actstile (Acts 10-11). 10-11). 10-11).

The evangelization of the Ethiopian eunuch fulfills the inclusive vision of an 
Isaianic text (Isa. 56:3-8, although the foreign eunuch in Acts is accepted while 
moving away from, not toward, the holy city) and the expansive mission 



projected in Acts 1:8 “to the ends of the earth.” This incident also sets the stage 
for outreach to Cornelius, another God-fearing Gentile (Acts 10-11).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. S. SpenF. S. Spencer, “The cer, “The Ethiopian Ethiopian Eunuch andEunuch and His Bible His Bible,” ,” BTBBTB 22 (1992) 22 ( 22 (1992): 15(1992): 155–65; 5–65; The PortraThe Portrait of Philit of Philip in Actsip in Acts.. JSNTSup 6 JSNTSup 67 (Sheffie7 (Sheffield, 1992),ld, 1992), ch. 4. ch. 4. ch. 4.

Bibliography. F. S. Spencer, “The Ethiopian Eunuch and His Bible,” BTB 22 
(1992): 155–65; The Portrait of Philip in Acts. JSNTSup 67 (Sheffield, 1992), ch. 4.

F. Scott SF. Scott Spencerpencer

F. Scott Spencer

ETHIOPICETHIOPICETHIOPIC

ETHIOPIC

Classical Classical Ethiopic Ethiopic (Ge{ez(Ge{ez), the old), the oldest attestest attested member ed member of Ethiopiof Ethiopic Semitic,c Semitic, a family  a famil a family of family of about a doabout a dozen Semitizen Semitic languagec languages spoken is spoken in Eritrea n Eritrea and the Etand the Ethiopian hihiopian highlands. Eghlhihighlands.highlands. Ethiopic  Ethiopic Semitic isSemitic is presumabl presumably derived y derived from one ofrom one or more forr more forms of Soutms of South Semitic hSoutSouth SemiSouth Semitic broughtic brought from Yemt from Yemen, probaben, probably in the ly in the first halffirst half of the 1s of the 1st millennit millennium ummillennimillenniummillennium  B.C.B.C. A South A A South Arabian colrabian colony not faony not far from ther from the later Eth later Ethiopian capiopian capital Aksumital Aksital Aksum has Aksum has been paleobeen paleographicallgraphically dated toy dated to ca. 500 b ca. 500 by Old Souty Old South Arabian h Arabian monumentalmonumenmonumentalmonumental inscripti inscriptions of theons of the Sabean ty Sabean type. Classipe. Classical Ethiopcal Ethiopic disappeic disappeared as a ared as a spoken lanspospoken lanspoken language probguage probably some ably some time befortime before the 10the the 10th century  century A.D.A.D. However,  However, it continuit conit continues continues today as ttoday as the liturgihe liturgical languacal language of the ge of the Ethiopian Ethiopian Orthodox COrthodox Church, andhurch, and was the o w was the onwas the only officialy official written l written language olanguage of Ethiopiaf Ethiopia up to pra up to practically tctically the end of he end of the 19th cthe 19the 19th centu19th century.ry.ry.

Classical Ethiopic (Ge{ez), the oldest attested member of Ethiopic Semitic, a 
family of about a dozen Semitic languages spoken in Eritrea and the Ethiopian 
highlands. Ethiopic Semitic is presumably derived from one or more forms of 
South Semitic brought from Yemen, probably in the first half of the 1st 
millennium B.C. A South Arabian colony not far from the later Ethiopian capital 
Aksum has been paleographically dated to ca. 500 by Old South Arabian 
monumental inscriptions of the Sabean type. Classical Ethiopic disappeared as a 
spoken language probably some time before the 10th century A.D. However, it 
continues today as the liturgical language of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, and 
was the only official written language of Ethiopia up to practically the end of the 
19th century.

�The earlieThe earliest attestast attestation of Cltion of Classical Etassical Ethiopic is hiopic is a corpus oa corpus of about a f about a dozen royadozen royadozen royal inscroyal inscriptions iriptions in Ethiopicn Ethiopic (plus six (plus six in Greek) in Greek), the most, the most important important from a ki from a king named Eng nang named Ezannamed Ezana (perhapsa (perhaps mid-4th c mid-4th century entury A.D.A.D.). Six of ). Six of the the Ge{ezGe{ez inscripti inscriptions are wrons are written in titwrwritten inwritten in the Old S the Old South Arabiouth Arabian alphabean alphabet, two in t, two in nonvocaliznonvocalized Ethiopied Ethiopic, and fouc, and four in the er foufour in thfour in the earlieste earliest attestati attestation of vocaon of vocalized Ethilized Ethiopic scripopic script. The eart. The earliest inscliest inscriptions oriptionsinscinscriptioinscriptions of Ezanns of Ezana are pagaa are pagan, while tn, while the last fehe last few attest tw attest to the intro the introduction ooduction of monotheif mof monotheismmonotheism (presumab (presumably Christily Christian) to thean) to the court at  court at Aksum.Aksum.Aksum.

The earliest attestation of Classical Ethiopic is a corpus of about a dozen 
royal inscriptions in Ethiopic (plus six in Greek), the most important from a king 
named Ezana (perhaps mid-4th century A.D.). Six of the Ge{ez inscriptions are 
written in the Old South Arabian alphabet, two in nonvocalized Ethiopic, and 
four in the earliest attestation of vocalized Ethiopic script. The earliest 
inscriptions of Ezana are pagan, while the last few attest to the introduction of 
monotheism (presumably Christian) to the court at Aksum.

�After EzanAfter Ezana the oldea the oldest core ofst core of Ethiopic  Ethiopic literatureliterature gradually gradually took shap took shape in the fe in the fe in the form of trform of translationsanslations from the  from the Greek (in Greek (in turn sometturn sometimes a renimes a rendering frodering from Hebrew om Hebrewm Hebrew or Hebrew or Aramaic). Aramaic). This literThis literature, preature, preserved andserved and recopied  recopied in churchein churches and monas and mons and monasteriemonasteries during as during a long “dar long “dark ages” whk ages” when the risen the rise of Islame of Islam in Arabia in Arabia and the R and the Red Sea areedRRed Sea arRed Sea area effectiea effectively cut Evely cut Ethiopia ofthiopia off from thef from the rest of t rest of the Near Eahe Near Eastern Christern Christian worlstiaChriChristian Christian world, incworld, includes an Eludes an Ethiopic trthiopic translation anslation of the Bibof the Bible and accle and accompanying ompanying apocrypha apoapocrypha apocrypha (in partic(in particular a lonular a long, completg, complete version e version of Enoch),of Enoch), many litu many liturgical texrgical texts, some lts, sts, some livessome lives of saints of saints, some pat, some patristic fraristic fragments (a gments (a few unattefew unattested elsewsted elsewhere), andhere), and a version a v a version ofversion of the monas the monastic Rules tic Rules of Pachomiof Pachomius.us.us.

After Ezana the oldest core of Ethiopic literature gradually took shape in the 
form of translations from the Greek (in turn sometimes a rendering from 
Hebrew or Aramaic). This literature, preserved and recopied in churches and 
monasteries during a long “dark ages” when the rise of Islam in Arabia and the 
Red Sea area effectively cut Ethiopia off from the rest of the Near Eastern 
Christian world, includes an Ethiopic translation of the Bible and accompanying 
apocrypha (in particular a long, complete version of Enoch), many liturgical texts, 
some lives of saints, some patristic fragments (a few unattested elsewhere), and a 
version of the monastic Rules of Pachomius.

�Ca. 1000 ECa. 1000 Ethiopia rethiopia reestablisheestablished contact d contact with Egyptwith Egypt. A metrop. A metropolitan olitan (abuna)(abuna) for the E fo for the Etfor the Ethiopian Chhiopian Church was rurch was regularly degularly dispatched ispatched by the patby the patriarch of riarch of AlexandriaAlexandria, and ther, a, and there and there was a new was a new flourishinflourishing of eccleg of ecclesiastical siastical literatureliterature of all ge of all genres (muchnres (much of it tra of it of it translait translated from tted from the Arabic,he Arabic, in turn t in turn translated ranslated from Greekfrom Greek, Coptic, , Coptic, Syriac, orSyriac, or other sou oth other sourother sources). In aces). In addition, addition, an originaln original secular o secular or court lir court literature aterature arose in throse in the form of e forme form of roform of royal chroniyal chronicles, legacles, legal texts, el texts, even a sortven a sort of nation of national epic (tal epic (the he Keïbrä NägKeïbrä Nägäst,äNägNägäst,Nägäst, “Glory of “Glory of Kings,” a Kings,” an elaboratn elaboration of theion of the legend of legend of Solomon a Solomon and Sheba).nd Sheba). A more po A  A more popA more popular magicular magic literatur literature also tooe also took shape, ck shape, centered arentered around the pound the production roductionpproductionproduction of amulet of amulets and “mags and “magic scrollsic scrolls.” The pro.” The production ofduction of this, and this, and some hymn some hymn some hymnic genhymnic genres, has cres, has continued iontinued into the prnto the present centesent century.ury.ury.

Ca. 1000 Ethiopia reestablished contact with Egypt. A metropolitan (abuna) 
for the Ethiopian Church was regularly dispatched by the patriarch of Alexandria, 
and there was a new flourishing of ecclesiastical literature of all genres (much of 
it translated from the Arabic, in turn translated from Greek, Coptic, Syriac, or 
other sources). In addition, an original secular or court literature arose in the 
form of royal chronicles, legal texts, even a sort of national epic (the Keïbrä 



Nägäst, “Glory of Kings,” an elaboration of the legend of Solomon and Sheba). 
A more popular magic literature also took shape, centered around the 
production of amulets and “magic scrolls.” The production of this, and some 
hymnic genres, has continued into the present century.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. DillmanA. Dillmann, n, Ethiopic GEthiopic Grammar,rammar, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (1907, repr1907, repr. Amsterda. Amsterda. Amsterdam,Amsterdam, 1974); T. 1974); T. O. Lambdi O. Lambdin, n, IntroductiIntroduction to Clason to Classical Ethisical Ethiopic (Ge{eopic (Ge{ez).z(Ge{e(Ge{ez).(Ge{ez). HSS 24 (M HSS 24 (Missoula, 1issoula, 1978); W. L978); W. Leslau, eslau, ComparativComparative Dictionae Dictionary of Ge{ery of Ge{ry of Ge{ezGe{ez (Wiesbade (Wiesbaden, 1987).n, 1987).n, 1987).

Bibliography. A. Dillmann, Ethiopic Grammar, 2nd ed. (1907, repr. 
Amsterdam, 1974); T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Classical Ethiopic 
(Ge{ez). HSS 24 (Missoula, 1978); W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of 
Ge{ez (Wiesbaden, 1987).
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ETH-KAZINETH-KAZIN (Heb.  (Heb. {itta® qaœ{itta® qaœs�iîns�iîn)))

ETH-KAZIN (Heb. {itta® qaœs�iîn )

A town on A town on the easterthe eastern border on border of Zebulun’f Zebulun’s territors territory (Josh. 1y (Josh. 19:13), pos9:13), possibly modesibly modern Kefr Kermodemodern Kefmodern Kefr Kennä, cr Kennä, ca. 7 km. (a. 7 km. (4.5 mi.) N4.5 mi.) NE of NazarE of Nazareth. Tradieth. Tradition identtion identifies it wifies it with Cana, ithwwith Cana,with Cana, where Jes where Jesus changedus changed water to  water to wine (Johnwine (John 2:1-11). 2:1-11).

A town on the eastern border of Zebulun’s territory (Josh. 19:13), possibly 
modern Kefr Kennä, ca. 7 km. (4.5 mi.) NE of Nazareth. Tradition identifies it 
with Cana, where Jesus changed water to wine (John 2:1-11).

ETHNANETHNAN (Heb.  (Heb. }et�naœn}et�naœn)))

ETHNAN (Heb. }et�naœn )

A JudahiteA Judahite, the youn, the youngest son ogest son of Ashhur af Ashhur and Helah (nd Helah (1 Chr. 4:71 Chr. 4:7). The nam). The name may repre may repre may represent represent a social ua social unit from Init from Ithnan, locthnan, located in thated in the Negeb ofe Negeb of Judah (Jo Judah (Josh. 15:23)sh. 15:23)..

A Judahite, the youngest son of Ashhur and Helah (1 Chr. 4:7). The name may 
represent a social unit from Ithnan, located in the Negeb of Judah (Josh. 15:23).

ETHNARCHETHNARCH (Gk.  (Gk. ethnaércheethnaércheäsäs)))

ETHNARCH (Gk. ethnaércheäs)

A politicaA political title (ll title (lit., “ruleit., “ruler of the pr of the people”) moeople”) most commonlst commonly designaty designating eithering either a depende a dep a dependent dependent monarch (1monarch (1 Macc. 14: Macc. 14:47; 15:1-247; 15:1-2) or the l) or the leader of teader of the semi-auhe semi-autonomous Jtonomoussemi-ausemi-autonsemi-autonomous Jewiomous Jewish communish community in Alexty in Alexandria (Joandria (Josephus sephus Ant.Ant. 14.7.2).  14.7.2). AdditionalAdditionAdditionalAdditional meanings  meanings have been have been proposed fproposed for the unnor the unnamed ethnaamed ethnarch under rch under King AretaKing ArKing Aretas in Aretas in Damascus (Damascus (2 Cor. 11:2 Cor. 11:32): city 32): city governor, governor, tribal shetribal sheik, ethnicik, ethnic consul, a consul, and tribal nd trnd tribal miltribal military leaditary leader. Despiter. Despite no extere no external evidennal evidence for Arece for Aretas IV’s ctas IV’s control of ontrol of Damascus, DamDamascus, Damascus, most scholmost scholars acceptars accept Paul’s ac Paul’s account and count and suggest eisuggest either that ther that Aretas recAretas received Damaerecreceived Dreceived Damascus asamascus as a benefac a benefaction from tion from Gaius in 3Gaius in 37 7 C.E.C.E. or that A or that Aretas brieretas briefly took cfly tofly took contrtook control of Damaol of Damascus afterscus after defeating defeating Herod Ant Herod Antipas in 36ipas in 36. A minori. A minority understty understty understandunderstands the ethns the ethnarch and Aarch and Aretas’ jurretas’ jurisdiction isdiction as outsideas outside Damascus  Damascus and thus rand thus relieved oferrelieved orelieved of the burdf the burden of asseen of asserting Nabarting Nabatean contrtean control of the ol of the city. Thiscity. This incident  incident may providmay may providmay provide a fixed e a fixed point withpoint within Paulinein Pauline chronolog chronology by placiy by placing Paul’s ng Paul’s Arabian miArabian mission (Galssimimission (Gmission (Gal. 1:7) bal. 1:7) between 36 etween 36 and the deand the death of Areath of Aretas in 39/tas in 39/40. Howeve40. However, the hisr, the historical retohishistoricalhistorical reliabili reliability of 2 Coty of 2 Cor. 11:32-3r. 11:32-33 is chall3 is challenged by ienged by its identifts identification asication as a textual a textua a textual gltextual gloss and byoss and by the narra the narrative’s simtive’s similarities ilarities to Josh. 2to Josh. 2...

A political title (lit., “ruler of the people”) most commonly designating either a 
dependent monarch (1 Macc. 14:47; 15:1-2) or the leader of the 
semi-autonomous Jewish community in Alexandria (Josephus Ant. 14.7.2). 
Additional meanings have been proposed for the unnamed ethnarch under King 
Aretas in Damascus (2 Cor. 11:32): city governor, tribal sheik, ethnic consul, and 
tribal military leader. Despite no external evidence for Aretas IV’s control of 
Damascus, most scholars accept Paul’s account and suggest either that Aretas 
received Damascus as a benefaction from Gaius in 37 C.E. or that Aretas briefly 
took control of Damascus after defeating Herod Antipas in 36. A minority 
understands the ethnarch and Aretas’ jurisdiction as outside Damascus and thus 
relieved of the burden of asserting Nabatean control of the city. This incident 
may provide a fixed point within Pauline chronology by placing Paul’s Arabian 
mission (Gal. 1:7) between 36 and the death of Aretas in 39/40. However, the 
historical reliability of 2 Cor. 11:32-33 is challenged by its identification as a 
textual gloss and by the narrative’s similarities to Josh. 2.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. Taylor,J. Taylor, “The Ethn “The Ethnarch of Kiarch of King Aretas ng Aretas at Damascuat Damascus: A Note s: A Notes: A Note on 2 Note on 2 Cor 11,32-Cor 11,32-33,” 33,” RBRB 99 (1992) 99 (1992): 719–28.: 719–28.: 719–28.

Bibliography. J. Taylor, “The Ethnarch of King Aretas at Damascus: A 
Note on 2 Cor 11,32-33,” RB 99 (1992): 719–28.
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ETHNIETHNI (Heb.  (Heb. }et�niî}et�niî) (also JE) (also JEATHERAI)ATHERAI)ATHERAI)



ETHNI (Heb. }et�niî ) (also JEATHERAI)

A Levite oA Levite of the Gersf the Gershomite brahomite branch, the snch, the son of Zeraon of Zerah and anceh and ancestor of Asstor of Asaph the siaph the siaph the singer (1 singer (1 Chr. 6:41[Chr. 6:41[MT 26]). AMT 26]). At 1 Chr. 6t 1 Chr. 6:21[6] he :21[6] he is called is called Jeatherai.Jeatherai.

A Levite of the Gershomite branch, the son of Zerah and ancestor of Asaph the 
singer (1 Chr. 6:41[MT 26]). At 1 Chr. 6:21[6] he is called Jeatherai.

EUBULUSEUBULUS (Gk.  (Gk. EuíboulosEuíboulos)))

EUBULUS (Gk. Euíboulos)

A ChristiaA Christian, presuman, presumably imprisbly imprisoned with oned with Paul at RoPaul at Rome, who alme, who also sent grso sent greetings toeetings toeetings to Timothyto Timothy (2 Tim. 4 (2 Tim. 4:21).:21).

A Christian, presumably imprisoned with Paul at Rome, who also sent greetings 
to Timothy (2 Tim. 4:21).

EUCHARISTEUCHARISTEUCHARIST

EUCHARIST

The rite oThe rite of Holy Comf Holy Communion or munion or the Lord’sthe Lord’s Supper (G Supper (Gk. k. eucharistieucharistiía,ía, “thanksgi “thanksgiving”). Amvi“thanksgi“thanksgiv“thanksgiving”). Amoing”). Among the earng the earliest evidliest evidence for tence for this name, his name, which doeswhich does not occur not occur in the NT i in the NT,in the NT, are refer are references in tences in the Didachehe Didache (9:1), Ig (9:1), Ignatius of natius of Antioch (Antioch (Phld.Phld. 4), and J 4), and Justin MartusJJustin MarJustin Martyr (tyr (Apol.Apol. 1.66). 1.66). 1.66).

The rite of Holy Communion or the Lord’s Supper (Gk. eucharistiía, 
“thanksgiving”). Among the earliest evidence for this name, which does not occur 
in the NT, are references in the Didache (9:1), Ignatius of Antioch (Phld. 4), and 
Justin Martyr (Apol. 1.66).

�SeeSee  LORD’S SUPLORD’S SUPPER.PER.

See LORD’S SUPPER.

EUMENESEUMENES (Gk.  (Gk. EumeneäsEumeneäs)))

EUMENES (Gk. Eumeneäs)

Eumenes IIEumenes II, Attalid , Attalid king who rking who ruled in Peuled in Pergamum (19rgamum (197–159 7–159 B.C.E.B.C.E.). He acqu). He acquired signiired signired significansignificant portionst portions of Seleuc of Seleucid Asia Miid Asia Minor from tnor from the Romans he Romans after theiafter their defeat or defeat of the Selef thf the Seleucthe Seleucid ruler Aid ruler Antiochus Intiochus III at the II at the battle of battle of Magnesia iMagnesia in 190 (1 Mn 190 (1 Macc. 8:8).acc. 8:8). His allia His a His alliance walliance with Rome cith Rome created tenreated tension betwesion between Pergamuen Pergamum and its m and its neighbors.neighbors. Eumenes p Eumene Eumenes prEumenes probably acqobably acquired the uired the title “Sottitle “Soter” in 184er” in 184 after vic after victory over tory over neighborinneighboring Bithyniag neighborinneighborinneighboring Bithyniag Bithynia. He won f. He won full controull control over Gall over Galatia in 18atia in 180/79 after0/79 after defeating defeating Pontus. R Po Pontus. RePontus. Remaining comaining concerned abncerned about Seleucout Seleucid politicid politics, he helps, he helped Antioched Antiochus IV regaus IV regain the Seliregaregain theregain the Seleucid  Seleucid throne upothrone upon Antiochun Antiochus’ releases’ release from exil from exile in Rome e in Rome (175/4).(175/4).(175/4).

Eumenes II, Attalid king who ruled in Pergamum (197–159 B.C.E.). He acquired 
significant portions of Seleucid Asia Minor from the Romans after their defeat of 
the Seleucid ruler Antiochus III at the battle of Magnesia in 190 (1 Macc. 8:8). His 
alliance with Rome created tension between Pergamum and its neighbors. 
Eumenes probably acquired the title “Soter” in 184 after victory over 
neighboring Bithynia. He won full control over Galatia in 180/79 after defeating 
Pontus. Remaining concerned about Seleucid politics, he helped Antiochus IV 
regain the Seleucid throne upon Antiochus’ release from exile in Rome (175/4).

Rodney A. Rodney A. WerlineWerline

Rodney A. Werline

EUNICEEUNICE (Gk.  (Gk. EuniíkeäEuniíkeä)))

EUNICE (Gk. Euniíkeä)

A residentA resident of Lystra of Lystra (cf. Acts (cf. Acts 14) and “ 14) and “a believera believer” (16:1); ” (16:1); the motherthe mother of Timoth of Timothy. Commendy. Cy. Commended Commended as having as having faith (2 Tfaith (2 Tim. 1:5), im. 1:5), presumablypresumably she was t she was the person he person who taughtwho taugwho taught Timtaught Timothy Scripothy Scripture as a ture as a child (3:1child (3:15). Some s5). Some scholars fecholars feel Eunice el Eunice was lax inwas lax in her Judai her her Judaisher Judaism (marriagm (marriage to a “Gre to a “Greek” [Genteek” [Gentile] and tile] and the fact thhe fact that Timothyat Timothy was not c was not circumcisedirccircumcisecircumcised).d).d).

A resident of Lystra (cf. Acts 14) and “a believer” (16:1); the mother of Timothy. 
Commended as having faith (2 Tim. 1:5), presumably she was the person who 
taught Timothy Scripture as a child (3:15). Some scholars feel Eunice was lax in 
her Judaism (marriage to a “Greek” [Gentile] and the fact that Timothy was not 
circumcised).

Eric F. MaEric F. Masonson
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EUNUCHEUNUCHEUNUCH

EUNUCH

Typically Typically a castratea castrated officiald official in the ro in the royal courtsyal courts of ancien of ancient Israel at Israel and surrounnd surrounding kingdding kiding kingdoms wkingdoms who is apprho is appropriate toopriate to serve the serve the queen (2  queen (2 Kgs. 9:30-Kgs. 9:30-32; Esth. 32; Esth. 4:4-5; Act4:4-5; Acts 8:27) ors ActActs 8:27)Acts 8:27) or the ki or the king’s haremng’s harem (Esth. 2: (Esth. 2:14-15). Th14-15). The term (Hee term (Heb. b. saœriîssaœriîs) can also) can also apply to  a apply to aapply to a married o married official (efficial (e.g., Potip.g., Potiphar; Gen. har; Gen. 39:1).39:1).39:1).

Typically a castrated official in the royal courts of ancient Israel and surrounding 
kingdoms who is appropriate to serve the queen (2 Kgs. 9:30-32; Esth. 4:4-5; 
Acts 8:27) or the king’s harem (Esth. 2:14-15). The term (Heb. saœriîs) can also 
apply to a married official (e.g., Potiphar; Gen. 39:1).



�Despite thDespite the high pole high political staitical standing enjonding enjoyed by somyed by some eunuchs,e eunuchs, their pec their peculiar impauliar imuliar impairmentimpairment usually r usually rendered thendered them among tem among the most sche most scorned and orned and stigmatizestigmatized members d membd members ofmembers of society.  society. In a patriIn a patriarchal cularchal culture whereture where honor was honor was tied to m tied to male dominaale dominaale dominationdomination, the effe, the effeminate, imminate, impotent eunpotent eunuch was viuch was viewed with ewed with shame and shame and as a threaas a threas a threateninthreatening social dg social deviant (Lueviant (Lucian cian EunuchEunuch 6–11; cf. 6–11; cf. Josephus  Josephus Ant.Ant. 4.190–91) 4.190–91). In the J. In the J. In the Jewish worJewish world the eunld the eunuch’s alieuch’s alien status wn status was compounas compounded by hisded by his lack of w lack of wholeness (holeness (holiness) h((holiness)(holiness) and inabi and inability to pelity to perpetuate trpetuate the covenanhe covenant line thrt line through circuough circumcision anmcision and procreatd prd procreatioprocreation. Biblican. Biblical law excll law excluded men wuded men with damageith damaged genitalsd genitals from the  from the covenant ccovenant community (occommunity community (Deut. 23:(Deut. 23:1) and the1) and the holy prie holy priesthood (Lesthood (Lev. 21:17-2v. 21:17-21; cf. Phi1; cf. Philo lo Spec. leg.Spec. leg. 1.324–25) leg.leg. 1.324leg. 1.324–25).–25).–25).

Despite the high political standing enjoyed by some eunuchs, their peculiar 
impairment usually rendered them among the most scorned and stigmatized 
members of society. In a patriarchal culture where honor was tied to male 
domination, the effeminate, impotent eunuch was viewed with shame and as a 
threatening social deviant (Lucian Eunuch 6–11; cf. Josephus Ant. 4.190–91). In the 
Jewish world the eunuch’s alien status was compounded by his lack of wholeness 
(holiness) and inability to perpetuate the covenant line through circumcision and 
procreation. Biblical law excluded men with damaged genitals from the covenant 
community (Deut. 23:1) and the holy priesthood (Lev. 21:17-21; cf. Philo Spec. 
leg. 1.324–25).

�Other tradOther traditions, hoitions, however, offwever, offer a favorer a favored place fed place for pious eor pious eunuchs witunuchs within the Lohin thehin the Lord’sthe Lord’s house (Is house (Isa. 56:3-8;a. 56:3-8; Wis. 3:14 Wis. 3:14-15). In t-15). In the NT a prhe NT a prominent, Gominent, God-fearingod-fearing eunuch (G eu eunuch (Gkeunuch (Gk. . eunouíchoseunouíchos) from Eth) from Ethiopia is biopia is baptized ataptized at the hands the hands of Philip of Philip the Evang the Eva the EvangelistEvangelist (Acts 8:2 (Acts 8:26-40). Jes6-40). Jesus’ uniqueus’ unique statement statement concernin concerning self-madg self-made eunuchs e eunuchs “for the s“f“for the s“for the sake of theake of the kingdom o kingdom of heaven” f heaven” (Matt. 19:(Matt. 19:12) repres12) represents a metents a metaphor for aphor for the disciptthe discipthe discipline of celine of celibacy, relibacy, reflecting eflecting either a liither a lifelong vowfelong vow or a comm or a commitment notitment not to remarr to r to remarry afremarry after divorcter divorcing an unfing an unfaithful wiaithful wife (cf. vvfe (cf. vv. 3–12).. 3–12).. 3–12).

Other traditions, however, offer a favored place for pious eunuchs within 
the Lord’s house (Isa. 56:3-8; Wis. 3:14-15). In the NT a prominent, God-fearing 
eunuch (Gk. eunouíchos) from Ethiopia is baptized at the hands of Philip the 
Evangelist (Acts 8:26-40). Jesus’ unique statement concerning self-made eunuchs 
“for the sake of the kingdom of heaven” (Matt. 19:12) represents a metaphor for 
the discipline of celibacy, reflecting either a lifelong vow or a commitment not to 
remarry after divorcing an unfaithful wife (cf. vv. 3–12).

F. Scott SF. Scott Spencerpencer

F. Scott Spencer

EUODIAEUODIA (Gk.  (Gk. EuodiíaEuodiía)))

EUODIA (Gk. Euodiía)

A woman whA woman whose disputose dispute with Syne with Syntyche evidtyche evidently affeently affected the ected the entire Philntire Philippian conippian conippian congregaticongregation (Phil. on (Phil. 4:2). Paul4:2). Paul was infor was informed of themed of the dispute w dispute while in prhile in prison (cf. ison (cf. 2:25), and2:25),2:25), and2:25), and he exhort he exhorts the two s the two women “to women “to be of the be of the same mind same mind in the Lorin the Lord” (Phil. d” (Phil. 4:2; cf. 244:2; cf. 24:2; cf. 2:2). These:2). These women, wh women, who had “stro had “struggled besuggled beside” the aide” the apostle “inpostle “in the work  the work of the gosofof the gosof the gospel” with pel” with Clement anClement and other “cd other “coworkers” oworkers” of Paul (Pof Paul (Phil. 4:3; hil. 4:3; cf. 1:27),cf. 1:27), evidently evid evidently evidently had prominhad prominent positient positions in thions in this church, s church, whose firswhose first convertst converts were wome were wome were women (Actwomen (Acts 16:11-15s 16:11-15). There i). There is no evides no evidence, howevnce, however, that ter, that they were dhey were deaconesseseaconessddeaconessedeaconesses. The nats. The nature of theure of their disputeir dispute remains u remains uncertain.ncertain.ncertain.

A woman whose dispute with Syntyche evidently affected the entire Philippian 
congregation (Phil. 4:2). Paul was informed of the dispute while in prison (cf. 
2:25), and he exhorts the two women “to be of the same mind in the Lord” (Phil. 
4:2; cf. 2:2). These women, who had “struggled beside” the apostle “in the work 
of the gospel” with Clement and other “coworkers” of Paul (Phil. 4:3; cf. 1:27), 
evidently had prominent positions in this church, whose first converts were 
women (Acts 16:11-15). There is no evidence, however, that they were 
deaconesses. The nature of their dispute remains uncertain.

James A. KJames A. Kelhofferelhoffer
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EUPHRATESEUPHRATES (Gk.  (Gk. EuphraéteäEuphraéteäss)))

EUPHRATES (Gk. Euphraéteäs)

The longesThe longest and mostt and most important important river of  river of southwest southwest Asia. The Asia. The waters of waters of the Euphrathe Euphrathe Euphrates Euphrates nourished nourished important important cultures ocultures of Mesopotaf Mesopotamia includmia including the Suing the Sumerian, Akmerian, Amerian, Akkadian, Akkadian, and Babyloand Babylonian. Argunian. Arguably no riably no river was mover was more importare important to the nt to the early deveearly deveearly developmendevelopment of urbant of urban civilizat civilization.ion.ion.

The longest and most important river of southwest Asia. The waters of the 
Euphrates nourished important cultures of Mesopotamia including the Sumerian, 
Akkadian, and Babylonian. Arguably no river was more important to the early 
development of urban civilization.

�The EuphraThe Euphrates beginstes begins in easter in eastern Turkey nn Turkey near Lake Vear Lake Van. Two stan. Two streams, thereams, the Kara Su a Kar Kara Su anKara Su and Murat Sud Murat Su, unite ne, unite near Malatyaar Malatya to form t to form the Euphrathe Euphrates. The ries. The river descenver descends southwaddescendescends sdescends southward fouthward for ca. 400or ca. 400 km. (250  km. (250 mi.) and emi.) and enters the nters the Syrian PlaSyrian Plain near Cain near Carchemish. rCaCarchemishCarchemish. Near anc. Near ancient Emar ient Emar the Euphrathe Euphrates bends tes bends sharply tosharply to the south the southeast. Two east. Tweast. Two major Two major tributarietributaries, the Bals, the Balikh and ikh and HÓaburHÓabur Rivers, j Rivers, join the Euoin the Euphrates prphrates prior to reaior toior to reachinto reaching the Mesog the Mesopotamian fpotamian flood plainlood plain near mode near modern Hit in rn Hit in Iraq. The Iraq. The Euphrates Euphrates Euphrates Euphrates exhibits aexhibits an anatomosn anatomosing courseing course throughou throughout the flatt the flat, alluvial, alluvial flood pla flood plain; the riin; tin; the river the river follows mufollows multiple chaltiple channels whicnnels which separateh separate and rejoi and rejoin in an inn in an intricate patricate pattern thattternpapattern thpattern that, properat, properly utilizely utilized, provided, provided adequated adequate irrigatio irrigation possibiln possibilities in aities in a region wh region region wheregion where rainfalre rainfall was insul was insufficient tfficient to support o support agriculturagriculture. The meae. The meandering condering courses of turscocourses ofcourses of the lower the lower Euphrates Euphrates have shif have shifted periodted periodically. Inically. In antiquity antiquity the two m the two main branchain mmain brancmain branches of thehes of the lower Eup lower Euphrates pashrates passed Sipparsed Sippar, Babylon,, Babylon, Uruk, Nip Uruk, Nippur, Kish,pur, Kish, and Ur. T Kish,Kish, and Kish, and Ur. Today Ur. Today several ofseveral of these sit these sites lie in es lie in the desertthe desert as the tw as the two main brao main branches of tnchebrabranches obranches of the Euphf the Euphrates (therates (the  Shat�t�Shat�t� al-Hindiy al-Hindiyah and ah and Shat�t� alShat�t� al-H¸illah-H¸illah) shifted ) s) shifted toshifted to the east. the east. The Euphr The Euphrates and tates and the Tigris he Tigris join in thjoin in the south toe south to form the  form the Shat�t� alShaShat�t� alShat�t� al-{Arab-{Arab, a waterw, a waterway that flay that flows into tows into the Persianhe Persian Gulf. Mar Gulf. Marshes, shalshes, shallow lakes,lowshalshallow lashallow lakes, and wkes, and water channater channels predomels predominate in tinate in the southerhe southern portion n portion of the delof the delta formed tdeldelta formdelta formed by the ed by the Tigris andTigris and Euphrates Euphrates...

The Euphrates begins in eastern Turkey near Lake Van. Two streams, the 
Kara Su and Murat Su, unite near Malatya to form the Euphrates. The river 
descends southward for ca. 400 km. (250 mi.) and enters the Syrian Plain near 
Carchemish. Near ancient Emar the Euphrates bends sharply to the southeast. 
Two major tributaries, the Balikh and HÓabur Rivers, join the Euphrates prior 



to reaching the Mesopotamian flood plain near modern Hit in Iraq. The 
Euphrates exhibits an anatomosing course throughout the flat, alluvial flood plain; 
the river follows multiple channels which separate and rejoin in an intricate 
pattern that, properly utilized, provided adequate irrigation possibilities in a 
region where rainfall was insufficient to support agriculture. The meandering 
courses of the lower Euphrates have shifted periodically. In antiquity the two 
main branches of the lower Euphrates passed Sippar, Babylon, Uruk, Nippur, 
Kish, and Ur. Today several of these sites lie in the desert as the two main 
branches of the Euphrates (the Shat�t�  al-Hindiyah and Shat�t� al-H¸illah ) 
shifted to the east. The Euphrates and the Tigris join in the south to form the 
Shat�t� al-{Arab , a waterway that flows into the Persian Gulf. Marshes, 
shallow lakes, and water channels predominate in the southern portion of the 
delta formed by the Tigris and Euphrates.

�Life in ceLife in central and ntral and southern Msouthern Mesopotamiaesopotamia depended  depended upon irrigupon irrigation provation provided by thided provprovided bprovided by the Euphy the Euphrates. Therates. The Euphrates Euphrates, along wi, along with the Tigth the Tigris, floodris, flooded annualled annually from laty fy from late from late March intoMarch into June. Unl June. Unlike the Niike the Nile, the flle, the flooding wasooding was unpredict unpredictable, at table, at times causiimettimes caustimes causing destruing destruction of cction of crops and crops and cities, andities, and at other  at other times beintimes being insufficg insufficient for iient fient for irrigafor irrigation purpotion purposes. Also,ses. Also, the timin the timing of the fg of the flood was llood was less suitabess suitable to crople to crop productio prod productionproduction. Some sch. Some scholars beliolars believe this peve this phenomenon henomenon accounts iaccounts in part forn part for a basic p a basic pessimism teppessimism pessimism that underthat underlies the Mlies the Mesopotamiaesopotamian worldvien worldview. Salinizw. Salinization of tation of the soil alhe soil also was a pso alalso was aalso was a problem f problem for the Mesor the Mesopotamian opotamian farmer. Asfarmer. As the Euphr the Euphrates slowlates slowly built upy built upy built up over thup over the surrounde surrounding plain ing plain and water and water spilled ovspilled over the lever the levees, over ees, over a period oa period of time salf tf time saltstime salts built up  built up in the soiin the soil. Farmersl. Farmers adapted b adapted by utiliziny utilizing salt-tolg salt-tolerant croperant crops, especias, especs, especiallyespecially barley. barley. barley.

Life in central and southern Mesopotamia depended upon irrigation 
provided by the Euphrates. The Euphrates, along with the Tigris, flooded annually 
from late March into June. Unlike the Nile, the flooding was unpredictable, at 
times causing destruction of crops and cities, and at other times being insufficient 
for irrigation purposes. Also, the timing of the flood was less suitable to crop 
production. Some scholars believe this phenomenon accounts in part for a basic 
pessimism that underlies the Mesopotamian worldview. Salinization of the soil 
also was a problem for the Mesopotamian farmer. As the Euphrates slowly built 
up over the surrounding plain and water spilled over the levees, over a period of 
time salts built up in the soil. Farmers adapted by utilizing salt-tolerant crops, 
especially barley.

�Biblical wBiblical writers namriters name or allude or allude to the Ee to the Euphrates wuphrates with a freqith a frequency exceuency exceeded only eded oneded only by reonly by references tferences to the Jordo the Jordan and Nilan and Nile Rivers. e Rivers. The EuphraThe Euphrates (Heb. tes (Heb. peïrat�;peïrat�; cf. Akk.  c cf. Akk. cf. Akk. PurattuPurattu) first ap) first appears as opears as one of fourne of four rivers as rivers associated wsociated with Eden (ith Eden (Gen. 2:14)Gen. 2:14)Gen. 2:14). Isr2:14). Israel’s anceael’s ancestors camestors came from “bey from “beyond the Euond the Euphrates” (phrates” (Josh. 24:2Josh. 24:2), a refer), a reference to thencreferreference reference to the Harto the Haran region an region from whencfrom whence Abraham e Abraham migrated. migrated. The EuphraThe Euphrates appeartes apptes appears inappears in descripti descriptions of theons of the land prom land promised to Abised to Abraham and raham and his descenhis descendants (Gendants (Gendants (Gen. 15:1(Gen. 15:18; Deut. 18; Deut. 1:7; 11:24;:7; 11:24; Josh. 1:4 Josh. 1:4). The div). The diviner Balaainer Balaam came from came from Bethor om Bethor on the Euphn oon the Eupon the Euphrates (Nuhrates (Num. 22:5). m. 22:5). David engaDavid engaged Hadad-ged Hadad-ezer, kingezer, king of Hamath of Hamath, as he ex, as he e, as he extended hextended his militaris military reach toy reach to the Euphr the Euphrates Riverates River (2 Sam. 8 (2 Sam. 8:3). Later:3). Later, Josiah d, Josiah died at theied aied at the hanat the hands of Necods of Neco II when t II when the latter he latter was reinfowas reinforcing the rcing the Egyptian pEgyptian position atosition at Carchemis Ca CarchemishCarchemish on the Eu on the Euphrates agphrates against the ainst the emerging Cemerging Chaldean/Bahaldean/Babylonian tbylonian threat (2 Khreat (2 hreat (2 Kgs. 23(2 Kgs. 23:29). Beca:29). Because the Euuse the Euphrates waphrates was the natus the natural boundaral boundary separatry separating the Leing the Levant from vLeLevant froLevant from Mesopotam Mesopotamia, the pmia, the prophets rerophets referred to ferred to the Euphrathe Euphrates as thetes as they warned Iy warnedy warned Isrwarned Israel and Juael and Judah of impdah of impending judending judgments exegments executed by Acuted by Assyria andssyria and Babylon ( Babylon  Babylon (IBabylon (Isa. 7:20; sa. 7:20; 27:12; Jer27:12; Jer. 13:4-7; . 13:4-7; 46:2-10). 46:2-10). In the PerIn the Persian periosian period Judah wad Judah was part of s parts part of thpart of the Fifth Sae Fifth Satrapy “Beytrapy “Beyond the Riond the River,” the ver,” the land W of land W of the great the great bend of thbend of the Euphratee Ee Euphrates Euphrates (Ezra 4:10(Ezra 4:10-11; 5:3; -11; 5:3; 6:6; Neh. 6:6; Neh. 2:7). In t2:7). In the NT the he NT the Euphrates Euphrates is the setis the setting for ating setsetting fosetting for apocalypr apocalyptic eventstic events (Rev. 9:1 (Rev. 9:14; 16:12).4; 16:12).

Biblical writers name or allude to the Euphrates with a frequency exceeded 
only by references to the Jordan and Nile Rivers. The Euphrates (Heb. peïrat�;  
cf. Akk. Purattu) first appears as one of four rivers associated with Eden (Gen. 
2:14). Israel’s ancestors came from “beyond the Euphrates” (Josh. 24:2), a 
reference to the Haran region from whence Abraham migrated. The Euphrates 
appears in descriptions of the land promised to Abraham and his descendants 
(Gen. 15:18; Deut. 1:7; 11:24; Josh. 1:4). The diviner Balaam came from Bethor 
on the Euphrates (Num. 22:5). David engaged Hadad-ezer, king of Hamath, as he 
extended his military reach to the Euphrates River (2 Sam. 8:3). Later, Josiah died 
at the hands of Neco II when the latter was reinforcing the Egyptian position at 
Carchemish on the Euphrates against the emerging Chaldean/Babylonian threat 
(2 Kgs. 23:29). Because the Euphrates was the natural boundary separating the 
Levant from Mesopotamia, the prophets referred to the Euphrates as they 
warned Israel and Judah of impending judgments executed by Assyria and 
Babylon (Isa. 7:20; 27:12; Jer. 13:4-7; 46:2-10). In the Persian period Judah was 
part of the Fifth Satrapy “Beyond the River,” the land W of the great bend of the 



Euphrates (Ezra 4:10-11; 5:3; 6:6; Neh. 2:7). In the NT the Euphrates is the 
setting for apocalyptic events (Rev. 9:14; 16:12).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. McC. AdR. McC. Adams, ams, Heartland Heartland of Citiesof Cities (Chicago, (Chicago, 1981); S. 1981); S. W. Cole,  W. Co W. Cole, “MarCole, “Marsh Formatish Formation in the on in the Borsippa RBorsippa Region and egion and the Coursethe Course of the Lo of the Lower Euphrawer Eupwer Euphrates,Euphrates,” ” JNESJNES 53 (1994) 53 (1994): 81–109; : 81–109; J. Zarins,J. Zarins, “The Earl “The Early Settlemey Settlement of Soutnt of Southern Mesophern Mhern MesopotamiMesopotamia,” a,” JAOSJAOS 112 (1992 112 (1992): 55–77.): 55–77.): 55–77.
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Cole, “Marsh Formation in the Borsippa Region and the Course of the Lower 
Euphrates,” JNES 53 (1994): 81–109; J. Zarins, “The Early Settlement of Southern 
Mesopotamia,” JAOS 112 (1992): 55–77.
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EUSEBIUSEUSEBIUS (Gk.  (Gk. EusébiosEusébios)))

EUSEBIUS (Gk. Eusébios)

Bishop of Bishop of Caesarea aCaesarea and “Fathernd “Father of Church of Church History”  History” (ca. 260—c(ca. 260—ca. 339 a. 339 C.E.C.E.). Eusebiu). Eusebi). Eusebius wEusebius was born inas born in Palestine Palestine and spent and spent the major the majority of hisity of his life ther life there. As a yoe. As a young man heung mung man he becman he became a studame a student of Pament of Pamphilius, aphilius, a well-know well-known Christian Christian teacher;n teacher; he adopte he adopte he adopted thadopted the name Euse name Eusebius of Pebius of Pamphilius amphilius after his after his mentor’s mmentor’s martyrdom iartyrdom in 310. Eusn 310. Eusn 310. Eusebius hEusebius himself wasimself was imprisone imprisoned in Egyptd in Egypt during th during the final yee final years of perars of persecution. secution. Shortly afShoShortly afShortly after the Grter the Great Perseceat Persecution endeution ended (313) hed (313) he was elect was elected bishop ed bishop of Caesareof Caesareof Caesarea, Caesarea, where he swhere he served untierved until his deatl his death.h.h.

Bishop of Caesarea and “Father of Church History” (ca. 260—ca. 339 C.E.). 
Eusebius was born in Palestine and spent the majority of his life there. As a young 
man he became a student of Pamphilius, a well-known Christian teacher; he 
adopted the name Eusebius of Pamphilius after his mentor’s martyrdom in 310. 
Eusebius himself was imprisoned in Egypt during the final years of persecution. 
Shortly after the Great Persecution ended (313) he was elected bishop of 
Caesarea, where he served until his death.

�Eusebius’ Eusebius’ most endurmost enduring contriing contribution is bution is his his Historia eHistoria ecclesiasticclesiastica (Churchca (Church History), History History),History), a history a history of the Ch of the Church to caurch to ca. 323. Her. 323. Here Eusebiuse Eusebius demonstra demonstrated a concted a concern for orernconcconcern foconcern for originalr original sources v sources virtually uirtually unprecedentnprecedented in ancied in ancient historent histories; his eies; his extensive rxteneextensive extensive research aresearch and quotatind quotation preservon preserve a wealthe a wealth of early  of early Church docChurch documentationumentatiodocdocumentatdocumentation otherwion otherwise lost tise lost to the Churo the Church. In addch. In addition to tition to the he HE,HE, Eusebius  Eusebius wrote morewrotwrote morewrote more than 40 w than 40 works in suorks in such diversech diverse areas as  areas as apologeticapologetics, theologs, theology, exegesiy, exegesis, gospel sexegesiexegesis, exegesis, gospel crigospel criticism, biticism, biblical geoblical geography, bigraphy, biography, cography, chronology,hronology, and marty and martyrology.rolomartymartyrologmartyrology.y.y.

Eusebius’ most enduring contribution is his Historia ecclesiastica (Church 
History), a history of the Church to ca. 323. Here Eusebius demonstrated a 
concern for original sources virtually unprecedented in ancient histories; his 
extensive research and quotation preserve a wealth of early Church 
documentation otherwise lost to the Church. In addition to the HE, Eusebius 
wrote more than 40 works in such diverse areas as apologetics, theology, 
exegesis, gospel criticism, biblical geography, biography, chronology, and 
martyrology.

�Eusebius’ Eusebius’ contributicontribution to the on to the Church wasChurch was more than more than literary. literary. He was al He was also a majorso a mso a major figumajor figure in the re in the theologicatheological controvel controversies and rsies and ecclesiastecclesiastical political politics of hisics of his day. As C day. A day. As ConstanAs Constantine’s pritine’s primary theolmary theological advogical advisor, Euseisor, Eusebius helpebius helped shape thd shape the Constante Constantinian conciConstantConstantinConstantinian concepian concept of a Chrt of a Christian empistian empire. He waire. He was instrumes instrumental in acntal in achieving cohieving consensus atncoconsensus consensus at the Couat the Council of Nincil of Nicea and wacea and was active is active in church cn church councils unouncils until his detil his death.athdedeath.death.death.

Eusebius’ contribution to the Church was more than literary. He was also a 
major figure in the theological controversies and ecclesiastical politics of his day. 
As Constantine’s primary theological advisor, Eusebius helped shape the 
Constantinian concept of a Christian empire. He was instrumental in achieving 
consensus at the Council of Nicea and was active in church councils until his 
death.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. D. BarnT. D. Barnes, es, ConstantinConstantine and Eusee and Eusebiusbius (Cambridg (Cambridge, Mass., e, Mass., 1981); R. 1981981); R. 1981); R. M Grant, M Grant, Eusebius aEusebius as Church Hs Church Historianistorian (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1980); D. 1980); D. S. WallaceS. Wallace-Hadrill, -HadrWallaceWallace-HaWallace-Hadrill, drill, Eusebius oEusebius of Caesareaf Caesarea (London,  (London, 1960).1960).1960).
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1981); R. M Grant, Eusebius as Church Historian (Oxford, 1980); D. S. 
Wallace-Hadrill, Eusebius of Caesarea (London, 1960).
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EUTYCHUSEUTYCHUS (Gk.  (Gk. EuítychosEuítychos)))

EUTYCHUS (Gk. Euítychos)

A young maA young man from Tron from Troas who felas who fell two storl two stories from hies from his window is window seat when seat when he fell ashe fell ahe fell asleep durasleep during one ofing one of Paul’s lo Paul’s long speecheng speeches (Acts 20s (Acts 20:9). Luke :9). Luke records threcords that Eutychuat Eutychus “was pics “s “was picke“was picked up dead,d up dead,” but Paul” but Paul revived t revived the youth (he youth (Acts 20:10Acts 20:10-12).-12).

A young man from Troas who fell two stories from his window seat when he fell 
asleep during one of Paul’s long speeches (Acts 20:9). Luke records that Eutychus 
“was picked up dead,” but Paul revived the youth (Acts 20:10-12).



EVANGELISTEVANGELIST

EVANGELIST

One who prOne who proclaims thoclaims the “good nee “good news” (Gk. ws” (Gk. euangélioneuangélion) or who “) or who “preaches tpreaches the gospel,he gospehe gospel, brgospel, brings good ings good news” news” (euangelií(euangeliízoœ).zoœ). These ter These terms are botms are both derived h derived from from aéngelos,aaéngelos,aéngelos, “messenge “messenger.” Acts 2r.” Acts 21:8; Eph. 1:8; Eph. 4:11 speak4:11 speak of an off of an office; 2 Timice; 2 Tim. 4:5 indi. 4:5 indicates an acatindiindicates indicates an activitan activity incumbeny incumbent upon Timt upon Timothy. In tothy. In these passahese passages, the eges, the evangelist vangelist (euangelis(eu(euangelis(euangelisteäís)teäís) is distin is distinguished frguished from the apoom the apostolic offstolic office: the fice: the former deliormer delivers the svers thvers the same athe same apostolic mpostolic message, buessage, but without t without the same lthe same level of auevel of authority asthority as the latte the latter.r.r.

One who proclaims the “good news” (Gk. euangélion) or who “preaches the 
gospel, brings good news” (euangeliízoœ). These terms are both derived from 
aéngelos, “messenger.” Acts 21:8; Eph. 4:11 speak of an office; 2 Tim. 4:5 
indicates an activity incumbent upon Timothy. In these passages, the evangelist 
(euangelisteäís) is distinguished from the apostolic office: the former delivers 
the same apostolic message, but without the same level of authority as the latter.

�Although tAlthough the companihe companion word on word aéngelosaéngelos appears o appears often in seften in secular litecular literature, rature, liteliteratureliterature, , euangelisteuangelisteäíseäís is very r is very rare. It isare. It is used in C used in Christian lhristian literature iterature exclusivelexclusivelexclusivelexclusively for one y for one who carriewho carries on the ps on the preaching oreaching of the goodf the good news of J news of Jesus Chrisesus Christ.t.ChrisChrist.Christ.Christ.

Although the companion word aéngelos appears often in secular 
literature, euangelisteäís is very rare. It is used in Christian literature 
exclusively for one who carries on the preaching of the good news of Jesus 
Christ.
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EVEEVE (Heb.  (Heb. h�awwa®h�awwa®))

EVE (Heb. h�awwa® )

OTOT

OT

The first The first woman, accwoman, according to ording to the Creatithe Creation accounton account of Gen. 2 of Gen. 2:4-3:24. J:4-3:24. Just as Adaust as Adam was formmAdaAdam was fAdam was formed to rormed to remedy the emedy the earth’s inearth’s infertility fertility (Gen. 2:5)(Gen. 2:5), so Eve i, so Eve is created s created in responsin in responsin response to Adam’e to Adam’s need (pes need (perhaps alsorhaps also his infer his infertility; v.tility; v. 18). Yahw 18). Yahweh therefoeh therefore sets abre sre sets aboutsets about to create to create for the m for the man an an an {eäzer keï{eäzer keïneg�do®,neg�do®, a “helper a “helper correspon corresponding to hidcorresponcorrespondcorresponding to himing to him.” Heb. .” Heb. {eäzer{eäzer does not  does not carry the carry the overtones overtones of subordiof subordination assnatiosubordisubordinatsubordination associion associated with ated with the Englisthe English “helper.h “helper.” Rather, ” Rather, an an {eäzer{eäzer is someon is someone e someonsomeone someone capablecapable of helpin of helping, and in g, and in most instamost instances the wnces the word descriord describes God (Ebes God (Exod. 18:4;xod.(E(Exod. 18:(Exod. 18:4; Deut. 34; Deut. 33:26; Ps. 3:26; Ps. 146:5; Hos146:5; Hos. 13:9). T. 13:9). The woman, he woman, however, ihowever, is not the s not the man’s supemman’s supeman’s superior; she rior; she is expliciis explicitly said ttly said to o correspondcorrespond to him. U to him. Unlike the nlike the animals oranimals or Adam hims Ad Adam himseAdam himself, the wolf, the woman is notman is not formed of formed of earth but earth but built fro built from a rib rem a rib removed frommoved frommoved from Adam’from Adam’s side. Ths side. The word “woe word “woman,” is gman,” is given a plaiven a playful etymoyful etymology in thlogy in the text; she text; she is “wo-meshshe is “woshe is “wo-man” beca-man” because she isuse she is “from-man “from-man” (” (}isûsûa®}isûsûa® from  from }iîsû;}iîsû; Gen. 2:23 Gen. 2:23). The man). Th). The man joThe man joyfully recyfully receives thiseives this partner,  partner, and announand announces that aces that a man will  man will now leave now leave his parenthishis parenthis parents to “clins to “cling” to a wog” to a woman as theman as the two becom two become one flese one flesh, apparenh, apparently celebrtly celebrating an eacelebrcelebratincelebrating an end tg an end to the man’o the man’s sterilits sterility as well y as well as to his as to his lonelinessloneliness...

The first woman, according to the Creation account of Gen. 2:4-3:24. Just as 
Adam was formed to remedy the earth’s infertility (Gen. 2:5), so Eve is created 
in response to Adam’s need (perhaps also his infertility; v. 18). Yahweh therefore 
sets about to create for the man an {eäzer keïneg�do®,  a “helper 
corresponding to him.” Heb. {eäzer does not carry the overtones of 
subordination associated with the English “helper.” Rather, an {eäzer is 
someone capable of helping, and in most instances the word describes God 
(Exod. 18:4; Deut. 33:26; Ps. 146:5; Hos. 13:9). The woman, however, is not the 
man’s superior; she is explicitly said to correspond to him. Unlike the animals or 
Adam himself, the woman is not formed of earth but built from a rib removed 
from Adam’s side. The word “woman,” is given a playful etymology in the text; 
she is “wo-man” because she is “from-man” (}isûsûa® from }iîsû; Gen. 2:23). 
The man joyfully receives this partner, and announces that a man will now leave 
his parents to “cling” to a woman as the two become one flesh, apparently 
celebrating an end to the man’s sterility as well as to his loneliness.

�The woman The woman is approacis approached in Genhed in Gen. 3:1 by t. 3:1 by the snake ahe snake and, as shend, as she says, is  says, is “tricked” “tricke“tricked” “tricked” into eatininto eating the forbg the forbidden fruiidden fruit. Contrart. Contrary to populy to popular traditiar tradition, she doon, she does not thees nes not then bnot then beguile hereguile her husband i husband into eatingnto eating; she “gav; she “gave some to e some to her man whher man who was witho was wito was with her” with her” (Gen. 3:6)(Gen. 3:6), and who , and who was apparewas apparently partyntly party to the en to the entire exchatire exchange betweenge betweenge between thbetween the woman ane woman and the snakd the snake. The wome. The woman is thenan is then punished  punished with both with both the life-tthe lifethe life-threalife-threatening paitening pains of chilns of childbirth anddbirth and with subo with subordination rdination to her parto her partner (Gen.tner (Gen. 3:16). On 3:16 3:16). Onl3:16). Only now doesy now does Adam take Adam take on the au on the authority tothority to name the  name the woman Eve woman Eve (h�awwa®),(h�aw(h�awwa®),(h�awwa®), celebrati celebrating her rolng her role as “mothe as “mother of all er of all living” living” (h�ay).(h�ay). A connect A connection has beion connectconnectionconnection has been  has been proposed bproposed between theetween the name  name H¸awwa®H¸awwa® and Aram. and Aram.  h�ewyaœ},h�ewyh�ewyaœ},h�ewyaœ}, “snake,”  “snake,” but the rebut the relation is lation is uncertain.uncertain.

The woman is approached in Gen. 3:1 by the snake and, as she says, is 
“tricked” into eating the forbidden fruit. Contrary to popular tradition, she does 
not then beguile her husband into eating; she “gave some to her man who was 
with her” (Gen. 3:6), and who was apparently party to the entire exchange 
between the woman and the snake. The woman is then punished with both the 
life-threatening pains of childbirth and with subordination to her partner (Gen. 
3:16). Only now does Adam take on the authority to name the woman Eve 



(h�awwa®),  celebrating her role as “mother of all living” (h�ay).  A 
connection has been proposed between the name H¸awwa® and Aram. 
h�ewyaœ},  “snake,” but the relation is uncertain.

�In Gen. 4:In Gen. 4:1 Eve bear1 Eve bears her firss her first son, Cait son, Cain, exclaimn, exclaiming, “I maing, “I made a man!”de a man!” Curiously Curious Curiously,Curiously, after the after the subsequen subsequent births ot births of Abel andf Abel and Seth Eve  Seth Eve is not menis not mentioned agationed again in the inagaagain in tagain in the OT. Thehe OT. The figure of figure of Eve is am Eve is ambiguous. Hbiguous. Her status er status as “motheras “mother of all li of all living” suggving”liliving” suliving” suggests an ggests an affinity waffinity with the moith the mother goddether goddesses of thsses of the ancient e ancient Near East,Near East, but the b but but the bibut the biblical narblical narrative poirative pointedly conntedly consigns the signs the universal universal progenitriprogenitrix to mortax to mortal status.l statl status.status.

In Gen. 4:1 Eve bears her first son, Cain, exclaiming, “I made a man!” 
Curiously, after the subsequent births of Abel and Seth Eve is not mentioned 
again in the OT. The figure of Eve is ambiguous. Her status as “mother of all 
living” suggests an affinity with the mother goddesses of the ancient Near East, 
but the biblical narrative pointedly consigns the universal progenitrix to mortal 
status.

IntertestaIntertestamental Wrimental Writings and tings and NTNT

Intertestamental Writings and NT

Eve is menEve is mentioned in tioned in various wrvarious writings of itings of the intertthe intertestamentalestamental period, d period, during whicuring which the tradh th the traditthe tradition develoion develops that Evps that Eve (or evene (or even “woman”)  “woman”) is responsis responsible for iible for introducingntroducing both sin  b both sin aboth sin and death tnd death to humankino humankind: “From ad: “From a woman sin woman sin had its b had its beginning; eginning; and becausand becauand because ofbecause of her we al her we all die” (Sil die” (Sir. 25:24; r. 25:24; cf. 2 En. cf. 2 En. 30:17; Apo30:17; Apoc. Mos. 7.c. Mos. 7.1; 21). By1; 21). By the NT pe the N the NT period NT period Paul is thPaul is thus able tous able to cite Eve  cite Eve (2 Cor. 11(2 Cor. 11:3) as the:3) as the exemplar  exemplar of susceptof susceptibility toibilsusceptsusceptibisusceptibility to delity to deception anception and even of d even of sexual sedsexual seduction. Inuction. In 1 Tim. 2: 1 Tim. 2:12-15 Eve 12-15 Eve (“the woma(“th(“the woma(“the woman”) appearn”) appears as the ps as the prototype wrototype whose punishose punishment now hment now falls on afalls on all women. ll womell women. Thewomen. The author ar author argues (as Ggues (as Gen. 2 doesen. 2 does not) that not) that Adam’s pr Adam’s prior creatiior creation establion establion establisheestablishes his auths his authority overority over Eve (Gk.  Eve (Gk. proœétos,proœétos, “first,”  “first,” is taken tis taken to designato designate both prie boe both priorboth prior creation  creation and premieand premier status).r status). Moreover, Moreover, because E because Eve was decve was deceived by teived by teived by the snake the snake (and presu(and presumably passmably passed on the ed on the snake’s wosnake’s words to Adards to Adam; cf. Genm; cf. Gen. 3:17 in . 3:17 in . 3:17 in which Ain which Adam has “ldam has “listened toistened to the voice the voice” of his w” of his woman) she oman) she is an unreis an unreliable autliable authority; wohoautauthority;authority; women are women are not to te not to teach men inach men in the churc the church but are h but are to maintaito maintain silence.n silence. The teach T The teachiThe teaching on chilng on childbirth in dbirth in 1 Tim. 2:11 Tim. 2:15 is notor5 is notoriously difiously difficult. Thficult. The passage,e passage, which see which which seemwhich seems to claims to claim that mode that modern women grn women gain salvatain salvation througion through childbeah childbearing, may ring, mayring, may insteamay instead refer tod refer to Eve’s sen Eve’s sentence of ltence of life-threatife-threatening birtening birth pains (Gh pains (Gen. 3:16).en. 3:16). If the an If the If the ancienthe ancient translatt translation, “she ion, “she will be brwill be brought safeought safely throughly through childbirt childbirth,” is adoh,” is adopted, thenpted, adoadopted, tadopted, then the auhen the author is cothor is continuing tntinuing the parallehe parallel between l between Eve and moEve and modern womendern womedern women: Evewomen: Eve’s punishm’s punishment of difent of difficult andficult and dangerous dangerous labor may labor may be mitiga be mitigated for woted for woted for women who women who lead piouslead pious lives. Th lives. The underlyie underlying premiseng premise that wome that women’s actionn’s actions must be s must bs must be strictlbe strictly regulatey regulated both as d both as punishmentpunishment for and a for and as safeguars safeguard against d against the actionthe actions of Eve is ofs of Eve is of Eve is striking, striking, all the moall the more so givere so given the contn the contrasting usrasting use of Adam e of Adam as the redas the redeemed typeeemredredeemed tredeemed type of Chrype of Christ in Romist in Rom. 5; 1 Cor. 5; 1 Cor. 15. Eve . 15. Eve is virtualis virtually absent ly absent from the Gfrom the Gospels; thosGGospels; tGospels; the single,he single, oblique r oblique reference teference to Adam ando Adam and Eve is Je Eve is Jesus’ sayinsus’ saying on divorg on divorce recordece divordivorce redivorce recorded in corded in Matt. 19:4Matt. 19:4-6 = Mark -6 = Mark 10:6-9. Be10:6-9. Because malecause male and femal and female “become e “become “become on“become one flesh” ie flesh” in marriagen marriage, divorce , divorce is prohibiis prohibited.ted.

Eve is mentioned in various writings of the intertestamental period, during which 
the tradition develops that Eve (or even “woman”) is responsible for introducing 
both sin and death to humankind: “From a woman sin had its beginning; and 
because of her we all die” (Sir. 25:24; cf. 2 En. 30:17; Apoc. Mos. 7.1; 21). By the 
NT period Paul is thus able to cite Eve (2 Cor. 11:3) as the exemplar of 
susceptibility to deception and even of sexual seduction. In 1 Tim. 2:12-15 Eve 
(“the woman”) appears as the prototype whose punishment now falls on all 
women. The author argues (as Gen. 2 does not) that Adam’s prior creation 
establishes his authority over Eve (Gk. proœétos, “first,” is taken to designate 
both prior creation and premier status). Moreover, because Eve was deceived by 
the snake (and presumably passed on the snake’s words to Adam; cf. Gen. 3:17 
in which Adam has “listened to the voice” of his woman) she is an unreliable 
authority; women are not to teach men in the church but are to maintain silence. 
The teaching on childbirth in 1 Tim. 2:15 is notoriously difficult. The passage, 
which seems to claim that modern women gain salvation through childbearing, 
may instead refer to Eve’s sentence of life-threatening birth pains (Gen. 3:16). If 
the ancient translation, “she will be brought safely through childbirth,” is 
adopted, then the author is continuing the parallel between Eve and modern 
women: Eve’s punishment of difficult and dangerous labor may be mitigated for 
women who lead pious lives. The underlying premise that women’s actions must 
be strictly regulated both as punishment for and as safeguard against the actions 
of Eve is striking, all the more so given the contrasting use of Adam as the 
redeemed type of Christ in Rom. 5; 1 Cor. 15. Eve is virtually absent from the 
Gospels; the single, oblique reference to Adam and Eve is Jesus’ saying on 
divorce recorded in Matt. 19:4-6 = Mark 10:6-9. Because male and female 
“become one flesh” in marriage, divorce is prohibited.

Later TradLater Traditionsitions

Later Traditions



Eve featurEve features prominees prominently in eantly in early Jewishrly Jewish and Chris and Christian textstian texts, as the f, as the first couplirst couple increasie incre increasingincreasingly take only take on the role  the role (a role cu(a role curiously abriously absent from sent from the OT) ofthe OT) of paradigm  paradigm for the huforfor the hufor the human conditman condition. In raion. In rabbinic texbbinic texts Eve is ts Eve is generally generally cited as tcited as the origin he origin of variousof varof various fevarious feminine traminine traits the raits the rabbis foundbbis found peculiar  peculiar or distastor distasteful. Thuseful. Thus, Eve’s cr, Eve’s creation froeationcrcreation fcreation from a bonerom a bone explains  explains women’s imwomen’s implacabilitplacability, since by, since bones are nones are not easily ot easily softened, sofsoftened, softened, and so on and so on ((Gen. Rab.Gen. Rab. 17:8). Al 17:8). Allegorical legorical interpreteinterpreters such asrs such as Philo cas Philo cast Eve as tt Evet Eve as theEve as the “sensual” “sensual” side of h side of human naturuman nature, which ie, which is corruptes corrupted by pleasd by pleasure (the sure (the snake) intonassnake) intsnake) into misleadio misleading the wilng the will (Adam) il (Adam) into sin. Tnto sin. This opposihis opposition betwetion between Adam asen Adam as mind or w m mind or wimind or will and Evell and Eve as body o as body or sensatior sensation anticipan anticipates the intes the interpretatiterpretation of lateon of later Christiar Chr Christian Christian authors whauthors who claimed o claimed that the kthat the knowledge gnowledge gained by Aained by Adam and Evdam and Eve was spece was spe was specificalspecifically carnal ly carnal knowledge,knowledge, resulting resulting from Eve’ from Eve’s seductios seduction of Adam.n of Adam. In the  In the Qur}anQur}aQur}anQur}an Adam’s wi Adam’s wife is not fe is not named, thonamed, though she isugh she is known as  known as H¸awwaœ}H¸awwaœ} in later  in later tradition.trtradition.tradition. The woman The woman and man d and man do not act o not act independenindependently of onetly of one another i another in this accn this accn this account; taccount; the two fache two face temptatie temptation, eat thon, eat the fruit, ae fruit, and are punnd are punished as aished as a pair (hum pair (humankind) raank(hum(humankind(humankind) rather t) rather than as indhan as individuals ividuals (Qur}an(Qur}an  SuraSura 7:19–25). 7:19–25). In additi In addition to varion to various traditovarivarious trvarious traditions caditions condemning ondemning Eve, alreaEve, already in the dy in the 2nd centur2nd century y C.E.C.E. Irenaeus  Irenaeus posited Evpositedposited Evposited Eve as the te as the type of Marype of Mary, who affy, who affords a posords a possibility osibility of redemptif redemption for Eveon for Eve parallel  pa parallel tparallel to that proo that provided for vided for Adam by ChAdam by Christ.rist.rist.

Eve features prominently in early Jewish and Christian texts, as the first couple 
increasingly take on the role (a role curiously absent from the OT) of paradigm 
for the human condition. In rabbinic texts Eve is generally cited as the origin of 
various feminine traits the rabbis found peculiar or distasteful. Thus, Eve’s 
creation from a bone explains women’s implacability, since bones are not easily 
softened, and so on (Gen. Rab. 17:8). Allegorical interpreters such as Philo cast 
Eve as the “sensual” side of human nature, which is corrupted by pleasure (the 
snake) into misleading the will (Adam) into sin. This opposition between Adam as 
mind or will and Eve as body or sensation anticipates the interpretation of later 
Christian authors who claimed that the knowledge gained by Adam and Eve was 
specifically carnal knowledge, resulting from Eve’s seduction of Adam. In the 
Qur}an Adam’s wife is not named, though she is known as H¸awwaœ} in later 
tradition. The woman and man do not act independently of one another in this 
account; the two face temptation, eat the fruit, and are punished as a pair 
(humankind) rather than as individuals (Qur}an Sura 7:19–25). In addition to 
various traditions condemning Eve, already in the 2nd century C.E. Irenaeus 
posited Eve as the type of Mary, who affords a possibility of redemption for Eve 
parallel to that provided for Adam by Christ.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. GalambuJ. Galambush, “sh, “}aœdaœm}aœdaœm from from }adaœma® }adaœma® and  and }isûsûa®}isûsûa®}isûsûa®}isûsûa® from  from }iîsû:}iîsû: Derivatio Derivation and Subon and Subordination rdination in Genesisin Genesis 2.4b—3.24 2.4b—3.24,” in ,” in History anHiHistory anHistory and Interpred Interpretation,tation, ed. M. P. ed. M. P. Graham, W Graham, W. P. Brown. P. Brown, and J. K, and J. K. Kuan. JS. Kuan. JSOTSup 173 OTSup JSJSOTSup 17JSOTSup 173 (Sheffie3 (Sheffield, 1994),ld, 1994), 33–46; J. 33–46; J. A. Philli A. Phillips, ps, Eve: The HEve: The History of istory of an Ideaan Idea (San Fran (San  (San Franc(San Francisco, 1984isco, 1984); P. Trib); P. Trible, le, God and thGod and the Rhetorice Rhetoric of Sexual of Sexuality.ity. OBT 2 (Ph OBT 2 (Philadelphiailadelph(Ph(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1978)hia, 1978); H. N. Wa; H. N. Wallace, llace, The Eden NThe Eden Narrative.arrative. HSM 32 (A HSM 32 (Atlanta, 19tlanta, 1985).85).85).
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EVENINGEVENINGEVENING

EVENING

The occurrThe occurrence of evence of evening (Hebening (Heb. . {ereb�{ereb�) prior to) prior to morning i morning indicates tndicates that the behat the beginning ofgibebeginning beginning of the dayof the day began wit began with the evenh the evening. The ting. The term first erm first occurs in occurs in Gen. 1 in Gen. 1 in reference refreference reference to the eveto the evening and mning and morning of orning of the six crthe six creation dayeation days. That ths. That the day begae day began in the en begabegan in tbegan in the eveninghe evening is corrob is corroborated by orated by the repeatthe repeated occurreed occurrence of thince of this time dess time designation iigdesdesignatiodesignation in Lev. n in Lev. 15 as the 15 as the time when time when a ceremonia ceremonially uncleally unclean person an person became clebecame clean again. acleclean agaiclean again. In the n. In the NT eveningNT evening (Gk.  (Gk. opsiía, opopsiía, opsé,sé, “late, la “late, late in the te in the day”; day”; hespérahespéra) is also ) hespérahespéra) ihespéra) is also cons also contrasted witrasted with morningth morning (Matt. 16 (Matt. 16:2; Mark 1:2; Mark 13:35; Acts3:35; Acts 28:23). 28:23). 28:23).

The occurrence of evening (Heb. {ereb� ) prior to morning indicates that the 
beginning of the day began with the evening. The term first occurs in Gen. 1 in 
reference to the evening and morning of the six creation days. That the day 
began in the evening is corroborated by the repeated occurrence of this time 
designation in Lev. 15 as the time when a ceremonially unclean person became 
clean again. In the NT evening (Gk. opsiía, opsé, “late, late in the day”; 
hespéra) is also contrasted with morning (Matt. 16:2; Mark 13:35; Acts 28:23).

�The HebrewThe Hebrew term is o term is often assocften associated withiated with darkness  darkness or shadowsor shadows (Prov. 7: (Prov. 7:9; Jer. 6:9; Je9; Jer. 6:4; Jer. 6:4; cf. Ezek. cf. Ezek. 12:4, 7; s12:4, 7; similarly imilarly opsiíaopsiía in Mark 1 in Mark 1:32). Twil:32). Twilight is inight is indicated bydicated by the phras the the phrasethe phrase  beîn haœ{abeîn haœ{arbaœyim,rbaœyim, “between  “between the two evthe two evenings” (eenings” (e.g., Exod..g., Exod. 12:6; 30: 12:6;  12:6; 30:812:6; 30:8; Num. 9:3; Num. 9:3, 5, 11; 2, 5, 11; 28:4).8:4).8:4).

The Hebrew term is often associated with darkness or shadows (Prov. 7:9; 
Jer. 6:4; cf. Ezek. 12:4, 7; similarly opsiía in Mark 1:32). Twilight is indicated by 
the phrase beîn haœ{arbaœyim, “between the two evenings” (e.g., Exod. 
12:6; 30:8; Num. 9:3, 5, 11; 28:4).
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EVIEVI (Heb.  (Heb. }eïwiî}eïwiî)))

EVI (Heb. }eïwiî)

A MidianitA Midianite king ande king and vassal of vassal of the Amori the Amorite Sihon. te Sihon. With four With four other Midiother Midianite kinganite kings he was ds hs he was defhe was defeated and eated and slain by tslain by the Hebrewshe Hebrews (Num. 31: (Num. 31:8; Josh. 18; Josh. 13:21) foll3:21) following the owing the Israelite IsIsraelite Israelite apostasy iapostasy in the plain the plains of Moabns of Moab (Num. 25: (Num. 25:1-3).1-3).

A Midianite king and vassal of the Amorite Sihon. With four other Midianite kings 
he was defeated and slain by the Hebrews (Num. 31:8; Josh. 13:21) following the 
Israelite apostasy in the plains of Moab (Num. 25:1-3).

EVILEVILEVIL

EVIL

A wide ranA wide range of actige of activities andvities and condition conditions, both ins, both in individua individuals and comls and communities, munities, from misfofromfrom misfofrom misfortune and rtune and despair todespair to wickednes wickedness, malicios, maliciousness, anusness, and corruptid corruption.on.on.

A wide range of activities and conditions, both in individuals and communities, 
from misfortune and despair to wickedness, maliciousness, and corruption.

�Although OAlthough OT writers T writers often refeoften refer to evil r to evil as a violaas a violation of Istion of Israel’s covrael’s covenant withenant withenant with God, with God, in a numbein a number of otherr of other instances instances evil refe evil refers to an ors to an ontologicalntological condition condition. Sometime. So. Sometimes Sometimes evil is usevil is used to desced to describe peoplribe people (Prov. 1e (Prov. 11:21), the1:21), their reputatir reputations or thions or their names eir ththeir nametheir names (Deut. 2s (Deut. 22:14, 19),2:14, 19), and their and their conduct ( conduct (Ps. 34:13[Ps. 34:13[MT 14]). TMT 14]). The word alhe word also relatessoalalso relatalso relates to emotes to emotions: thosions: those who are e who are sad or anxsad or anxious are sious are said to be aid to be “afflicted“afflicted with evil wit with evil”with evil” (Prov. 15 (Prov. 15:15; Gen. :15; Gen. 44:34), an44:34), and “evil isd “evil is determine determined” by thosd” by those who are e who are angry (1 Sangangry (1 Sangry (1 Sam. 20:7).am. 20:7). Sometimes Sometimes even land even land is descri is described as evibed as evil, as whenl, as when Moses dir Moses directs his secdirdirects hidirects his spies tos spies to determine determine whether o whether or not the r not the “land they“land they [the Cana [the Canaanites] dwanites] dwell in is edwdwell in idwell in is good or s good or bad” (Num.bad” (Num. 13:19). A 13:19). At the conct the conclusion of lusion of the Holinethe Holiness code Goss code God promisesdGoGod promisGod promises to “remes to “remove evil bove evil beasts fromeasts from the land” the land” (Lev. 26: (Lev. 26:6) if the 6) if the IsraelitesIsraelites walk in G wa walk in Gowalk in God’s ways.d’s ways.d’s ways.

Although OT writers often refer to evil as a violation of Israel’s covenant 
with God, in a number of other instances evil refers to an ontological condition. 
Sometimes evil is used to describe people (Prov. 11:21), their reputations or 
their names (Deut. 22:14, 19), and their conduct (Ps. 34:13[MT 14]). The word 
also relates to emotions: those who are sad or anxious are said to be “afflicted 
with evil” (Prov. 15:15; Gen. 44:34), and “evil is determined” by those who are 
angry (1 Sam. 20:7). Sometimes even land is described as evil, as when Moses 
directs his spies to determine whether or not the “land they [the Canaanites] 
dwell in is good or bad” (Num. 13:19). At the conclusion of the Holiness code 
God promises to “remove evil beasts from the land” (Lev. 26:6) if the Israelites 
walk in God’s ways.

�Evil also Evil also designatesdesignates human imm human immorality anorality and corruptid corruption. Accordon. According to mucing to much Wisdom Lh Wih Wisdom LitWisdom Literature, eerature, evil and wivil and wickedness ockedness originate iriginate in the human the human heart (Pn heart (Prov. 6:14;rov. 6:14; Eccl. 8:1 E Eccl. 8:11Eccl. 8:11), which i), which is evil fros evil from youth (Gm youth (Gen. 8:21).en. 8:21). Acts of f Acts of false witnealse witness, stealiss, stealing, murderng, murng, murder, anmurder, and adulteryd adultery are evil, are evil, for the D for the Deuteronomieuteronomic laws exhc laws exhort the coort the community tommunity tmmunity to punish to punish such acts such acts by “purginby “purging the evilg the evil from your from your midst” (D midst” (Deut. 19:18eut. 19:18-19; 22:21-19; 22:21-24; 24:7)-222:2122:21-24; 22:21-24; 24:7). The24:7). The prophetic prophetic literatur literature urges ine urges individuals dividuals and the coand the community tommunity to turn from tu turn from turn from evil ways evil ways and to waland to walk in the wk in the ways of theays of the Lord (e.g Lord (e.g., Amos 5:., Amos 5:14-15).14-15).14-15).

Evil also designates human immorality and corruption. According to much 
Wisdom Literature, evil and wickedness originate in the human heart (Prov. 6:14; 
Eccl. 8:11), which is evil from youth (Gen. 8:21). Acts of false witness, stealing, 
murder, and adultery are evil, for the Deuteronomic laws exhort the community 
to punish such acts by “purging the evil from your midst” (Deut. 19:18-19; 
22:21-24; 24:7). The prophetic literature urges individuals and the community to 
turn from evil ways and to walk in the ways of the Lord (e.g., Amos 5:14-15).

�Idolatry iIdolatry is also evis also evil because l because the indivithe individual or thdual or the communite community is unfaiy is unfaithful to tthful to the covenanhtthe covenathe covenant with Gont with God (Deut. 4d (Deut. 4:25; 1 Kgs:25; 1 Kgs. 11:6). B. 11:6). Because of ecause of their idoltheir idolatry and aatry and apostasy, Gpoaapostasy, apostasy, God destroGod destroys the dynys the dynasties of asties of both Jerobboth Jeroboam and Ahoam and Ahab (1 Kgs.ab (1 Kgs. 14:10; 21 14:10; 21 14:10; 21:29). As21:29). As punishmen punishment for Judat for Judah’s sins, h’s sins, God “bringGod “brings evil fros evil from the nortm the north, and a gh, and a great destrreaggreat destgreat destruction” (ruction” (Jer. 4:6) Jer. 4:6) in the forin the form of the Bm of the Babylonian abylonian army. Whenarmy. When Abimelech Abimelech tries to  AbimelechAbimelech Abimelech tries to atries to appoint himppoint himself king self king in Shechemin Shechem, God send, God sends an evil s an evil spirit as spirit as punishmentpunpunishmentpunishment (Judg. 9: (Judg. 9:23). If th23). If the unfaithfe unfaithful repent,ul repent, however,  however, God will dGod will deliver theeliver them from evim frm from evil from evil (Jer. 18:8(Jer. 18:8; 26:3, 13; 26:3, 13, 19; Jona, 19; Jonah 3:10; 4:h 3:10; 4:2).2).2).

Idolatry is also evil because the individual or the community is unfaithful to 
the covenant with God (Deut. 4:25; 1 Kgs. 11:6). Because of their idolatry and 
apostasy, God destroys the dynasties of both Jeroboam and Ahab (1 Kgs. 14:10; 
21:29). As punishment for Judah’s sins, God “brings evil from the north, and a 
great destruction” (Jer. 4:6) in the form of the Babylonian army. When 
Abimelech tries to appoint himself king in Shechem, God sends an evil spirit as 
punishment (Judg. 9:23). If the unfaithful repent, however, God will deliver them 
from evil (Jer. 18:8; 26:3, 13, 19; Jonah 3:10; 4:2).

�Within thiWithin this matrix os matrix of good andf good and evil, OT  evil, OT writers ofwriters often questiten question why theon why the wicked go wicke wicked go wicked go unpunishedunpunished and the r and the righteous sighteous suffer. Altuffer. Although somehough some texts ass texts assure us thaure us that the wicktthathat the wthat the wicked willicked will not go un not go unpunished (punished (Prov. 11:2Prov. 11:21), others1), others proclaim  proclaim that the rthat the righteous mighrrighteous righteous may perishmay perish in their  in their righteousnrighteousness while ess while the wickedthe wicked prolong t prolong their life heir life in their ein thin their eviltheir evil-doing (Ec-doing (Eccl. 7:15).cl. 7:15). Using an  Using an ancient foancient folktale, thlktale, the writer oe writer of the bookf the book of Job pr of Job of Job presenJob presents the dilts the dilemma of themma of the inexplice inexplicable suffeable suffering of thring of the righteoue righteous.s.s.

Within this matrix of good and evil, OT writers often question why the 
wicked go unpunished and the righteous suffer. Although some texts assure us 
that the wicked will not go unpunished (Prov. 11:21), others proclaim that the 
righteous may perish in their righteousness while the wicked prolong their life in 
their evil-doing (Eccl. 7:15). Using an ancient folktale, the writer of the book of 



Job presents the dilemma of the inexplicable suffering of the righteous.

�In the NT,In the NT, evil refe evil refers to condrs to conditions likitions like disease e disease (“evil sor(“evil sores,” Rev. es,” Rev. 16:2) and 16:2) and anguish anananguish ananguish and anxiety d anxiety (Luke 16:2(Luke 16:25). Paul r5). Paul refers to tefers to the times ihe times in which hen which he is living is living as “the p as “t as “the prese“the present evil agnt evil age” (Gal. 1e” (Gal. 1:4). In Ma:4). In Matthew eventthew even fruit is  fruit is described described as evil: “as evil: “the bad trthe badthe bad tree bbad tree bears evil ears evil fruit” (Mafruit” (Matt. 7:17).tt. 7:17).

In the NT, evil refers to conditions like disease (“evil sores,” Rev. 16:2) and 
anguish and anxiety (Luke 16:25). Paul refers to the times in which he is living as 
“the present evil age” (Gal. 1:4). In Matthew even fruit is described as evil: “the 
bad tree bears evil fruit” (Matt. 7:17).

�However, wHowever, writers in riters in the NT, asthe NT, as in the OT in the OT, describe, describe evil prim evil primarily as marily as moral corruoral cooral corruptioncorruption and a vio and a violation of lation of God’s lawsGod’s laws. In his t. In his teachings, eachings, Jesus makeJesus makes a clear s a clear distinctiodistindistinctiodistinction between n between evil and gevil and good (Matt.ood (Matt. 5:45; 13: 5:45; 13:49), and h49), and he describee describes his oppos his opponents, notnenoppoopponents,opponents, notably t notably the Pharisehe Pharisees, as an es, as an “evil and “evil and adulterousadulterous generatio generation” (12:34,n” (12:34, 39). Evil 39 39). Evil 39). Evil originatesoriginates in the he in the heart (Mark art (Mark 7:21-23) a7:21-23) and describnd describes a persoes a person’s actionn’s actions (John 3:s (Jos (John 3:19(John 3:19), thought), thoughts (Matt. 1s (Matt. 15:19), and5:19), and speech (J speech (Jas. 3:8).as. 3:8).as. 3:8).

However, writers in the NT, as in the OT, describe evil primarily as moral 
corruption and a violation of God’s laws. In his teachings, Jesus makes a clear 
distinction between evil and good (Matt. 5:45; 13:49), and he describes his 
opponents, notably the Pharisees, as an “evil and adulterous generation” (12:34, 
39). Evil originates in the heart (Mark 7:21-23) and describes a person’s actions 
(John 3:19), thoughts (Matt. 15:19), and speech (Jas. 3:8).

�Contrary tContrary to OT writeo OT writers, NT wrirs, NT writers referters refer to the ex to the existence anistence and power ofd power of an Evil O an E an Evil One wEvil One who can sedho can seduce indiviuce individuals to dduals to do evil. Ino evil. Influenced bfluenced by the dualy the dualism of Perism of Persian religsianPerPersian rePersian religion andligion and Hellenist Hellenistic philosoic philosophy, Chrisphy, Christianity betianity begins to emgins to emphasize thphasize the existence exe existence existence of two reaof two realms and aglms and ages, one goes, one good and theod and the other evi other evil. Humans l. Humans are subjecare subject to the ptsubjecsubject tosubject to the power the powers of the ds of the demonic foremonic forces and maces and may even be y even be possessed possessed by these eby these by these evilthese evil spirits.  spirits. Yet the NTYet the NT writers e writers emphasize tmphasize that the evhat the evil powers il powers are limiteare limited by God’sd byd by God’s uby God’s ultimate poltimate power (John wer (John 12:31; Rev12:31; Rev. 12:9; 20. 12:9; 20:1-3). In :1-3). In contrast tcontrast to Job, whoo Job, who suffers w su suffers wisuffers without a methout a mediator betdiator between him aween him and God, thnd God, the NT writie NT writings offer ngs offer a mediatora mediatoa mediator imediator in Jesus Chn Jesus Christ, who,rist, who, through h through his death, is death, defeats thdefeats the Evil Onee Evil One (Heb. 2:1 (Heb. 2:14-15).4-12:12:14-15).2:14-15).2:14-15).

Contrary to OT writers, NT writers refer to the existence and power of an 
Evil One who can seduce individuals to do evil. Influenced by the dualism of 
Persian religion and Hellenistic philosophy, Christianity begins to emphasize the 
existence of two realms and ages, one good and the other evil. Humans are 
subject to the powers of the demonic forces and may even be possessed by 
these evil spirits. Yet the NT writers emphasize that the evil powers are limited 
by God’s ultimate power (John 12:31; Rev. 12:9; 20:1-3). In contrast to Job, who 
suffers without a mediator between him and God, the NT writings offer a 
mediator in Jesus Christ, who, through his death, defeats the Evil One (Heb. 
2:14-15).

Henry L. CHenry L. Carrigan, Jarrigan, Jr.r.

Henry L. Carrigan, Jr.

EVIL-MERODEVIL-MERODACHACH (Heb.  (Heb. }eïwiîl me}eïwiîl meïroœd�ak�;ïroœd�ak�; Akk.  Akk. Amel-MarduAmel-Mardukk)))

EVIL-MERODACH (Heb. }eïwiîl meïroœd�ak�;  Akk. Amel-Marduk)

Son and suSon and successor ofccessor of Nebuchadn Nebuchadnezzar II aezzar II as king of s king of Babylon inBabylon in 562  562 B.C.E.B.C.E. He reigne He reigned as the tdreignereigned asreigned as the third the third king of t king of the Chaldeahe Chaldean dynasty n dynasty for two yefor two years. Unlikars. Unlike Neriglise Neriglissar and Nasar NeriglisNeriglissaNeriglissar and Nabor and Nabonidus, notnidus, nothing is knhing is known of hisown of his activitie activities prior tos prior to becoming  becoming king. Likekinking. Likeking. Likewise, no cwise, no cuneiform tuneiform text detailext detailing any miing any military camlitary campaign the paign the king may hking may have conducavehhave conduhave conducted is yected is yet known. It known. In 2 Kgs. 2n 2 Kgs. 25:27-30; J5:27-30; Jer. 52:31 er. 52:31 Evil-merodEvil-merodach is saiach is said to have d td to have reto have released theleased the king of J king of Judah, Jehoudah, Jehoiachin, friachin, from a 37-yeom a 37-year captiviar captivity and givty and given him an en hien him an allhim an allowance. Inowance. Indeed, cunedeed, cuneiform textiform texts survive s survive detailing detailing rations girations given Jehoiaven Jehoiachin whilechinJehoiaJehoiachinJehoiachin while he  while he was in Babwas in Babylon. Accoylon. According to Brding to Berossus’ erossus’ BabyloniacBabyloniacaa Evil-mero Evil-merodach was tdaEvil-meroEvil-merodEvil-merodach was thach was the victim oe victim of a plot of a plot organized brganized by his broty his brother-in-lawher-in-law Nerigliss Neriglissar (Akk. ar (ar (Akk. (Akk. Nergal-sûaNergal-sûarra-us�urrra-us�ur). To date). To date, no cunei, no cuneiform text form text confirmingconfirming this fami this familial relatliafamifamilial rfamilial relationshielationship has beenp has been discovere discovered, althougd, although it is wih it is widely held dely held that the athat the account is ccounaaccount isaccount is true. true. true.

Son and successor of Nebuchadnezzar II as king of Babylon in 562 B.C.E. He 
reigned as the third king of the Chaldean dynasty for two years. Unlike 
Neriglissar and Nabonidus, nothing is known of his activities prior to becoming 
king. Likewise, no cuneiform text detailing any military campaign the king may 
have conducted is yet known. In 2 Kgs. 25:27-30; Jer. 52:31 Evil-merodach is said 
to have released the king of Judah, Jehoiachin, from a 37-year captivity and given 
him an allowance. Indeed, cuneiform texts survive detailing rations given 
Jehoiachin while he was in Babylon. According to Berossus’ Babyloniaca 
Evil-merodach was the victim of a plot organized by his brother-in-law Neriglissar 
(Akk. Nergal-sûarra-us�ur ). To date, no cuneiform text confirming this 
familial relationship has been discovered, although it is widely held that the 
account is true.

�Evil-merodEvil-merodach’s nameach’s name is promin is prominent in botent in both Classicah Classical Greek anl Greek and Latin sod Latin sources, as urcessosources, asources, as well as s well as the rabbinthe rabbinic commentic commentaries. Thearies. There are alsre are also indicatio indications in Babons in Babylonian apyloBabBabylonianBabylonian apocalypt apocalyptic literatic literature and thure and the contracte contract tablets t tablets that Nebuchhat Nebuchadnezzar madnezzar may have esammay have emay have establishedstablished a coregen a coregency with Evcy with Evil-merodacil-merodach prior toh prior to his death his death. Berossus. Berossus asserts t BerossusBerossus aBerossus asserts thasserts that Evil-mert Evil-merodach’s adodach’s administratiministration was “aron was “arbitrary anbitrary and licentiod licentious,” but rus,”licentiolicentiouslicentious,” but rab,” but rabbinic sourbinic sources contraces contradict this dict this claim. Jewclaim. Jewish folkloish folklore is replre is replete with sete witete with storiwith stories of probes of problems invollems involving his sving his succession uccession to the thrto the throne, as weone, as well as his ll as his removal ofremoremoval ofremoval of his fathe his father’s body fr’s body from its rerom its resting placsting place. These se. These stories, hotories, however, maywever, may be the re be be the resbe the result of an ult of an attempt toattempt to cast Evil cast Evil-merodach -merodach in a favorin a favorable lightable light as oppose as opposed to his fd tod to his fatto his father, who wher, who was foreveras forever remembere remembered as the ad as the architect orchitect of the Babyf the Babylonian Caplonian Caplonian Captivity Captivity and the deand the destroyer ofstroyer of Solomon’s Solomon’s temple. temple. temple.

Evil-merodach’s name is prominent in both Classical Greek and Latin 
sources, as well as the rabbinic commentaries. There are also indications in 
Babylonian apocalyptic literature and the contract tablets that Nebuchadnezzar 
may have established a coregency with Evil-merodach prior to his death. 



Berossus asserts that Evil-merodach’s administration was “arbitrary and 
licentious,” but rabbinic sources contradict this claim. Jewish folklore is replete 
with stories of problems involving his succession to the throne, as well as his 
removal of his father’s body from its resting place. These stories, however, may 
be the result of an attempt to cast Evil-merodach in a favorable light as opposed 
to his father, who was forever remembered as the architect of the Babylonian 
Captivity and the destroyer of Solomon’s temple.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. H. SackR. H. Sack, , Amel-MarduAmel-Marduk — 562–56k — 562–5600  B.C.B.C. AOAT Sond AOAT Sond 4 (Neukir 4 (Neu 4 (Neukirche(Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1n-Vluyn, 1972).972).972).

Bibliography. R. H. Sack, Amel-Marduk — 562–560 B.C. AOAT Sond 4 
(Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1972).
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Ronald H. Sack

EXCOMMUNICEXCOMMUNICATIONATIONATION

EXCOMMUNICATION

The permanThe permanent or tement or temporary excporary exclusion of lusion of a church ma church member fromember from fellowshi fellowship within tp withip within thewithin the community community. This pra. This practice, spectice, specifically cifically mentioned mentioned in Matthewin Matthew’s Gospel ’s Gospel (Matt. 18:(M(Matt. 18:(Matt. 18:15-17) and15-17) and the Corin the Corinthian corrthian correspondenceespondence (1 Cor. 5 (1 Cor. 5:5; 2 Cor.:5; 2 Cor. 2:6), ser 2:6), serves two puveserserves twoserves two purposes. purposes. First, it First, it protects  protects the communthe community from tity from the harmfulhe harmful influence influence of the si o of the sinof the sinner (1 Corner (1 Cor. 5:6-7). . 5:6-7). Second, itSecond, it reminds t reminds the sinner he sinner of the sinof the sin (2 Cor. 2 (2 Cor. 2:7) in the:7) in:7) in the hopin the hope that repe that repentance (7entance (7:9) and re:9) and redemption odemption occur. Excoccur. Excommunicatiommunication is nevern is neven is never an inever an individual ndividual (2 Cor. 2:(2 Cor. 2:6) or judg6) or judgmental actmental activity (v. ivity (v. 8), and it8), and it is not a  is not a withdrawalwithdrawithdrawalwithdrawal of concer of concern for the n for the sinner. Itsinner. It always ha always has restorats restoration as itsion as its ultimate  ultimate goal.goal.goal.

The permanent or temporary exclusion of a church member from fellowship 
within the community. This practice, specifically mentioned in Matthew’s Gospel 
(Matt. 18:15-17) and the Corinthian correspondence (1 Cor. 5:5; 2 Cor. 2:6), 
serves two purposes. First, it protects the community from the harmful influence 
of the sinner (1 Cor. 5:6-7). Second, it reminds the sinner of the sin (2 Cor. 2:7) 
in the hope that repentance (7:9) and redemption occur. Excommunication is 
never an individual (2 Cor. 2:6) or judgmental activity (v. 8), and it is not a 
withdrawal of concern for the sinner. It always has restoration as its ultimate goal.

�Although tAlthough the term “ehe term “excommunicaxcommunication” doestion” does not appea not appear in Scripr in Scripture, the ture, the concept isconcconcept isconcept is clearly p clearly present. Maresent. Matthew insttthew instructs the ructs the Church to Church to treat unretreat unrepentant mepentant members likemmemembers limembers like “a Gentke “a Gentile and a ile and a tax collectax collector” (Matttor” (Matt. 18:17), . 18:17), and Paul wand Paul wants the gants the guilty partuilgguilty parguilty party deliverty delivered “over ted “over to Satan” (o Satan” (1 Cor. 5:51 Cor. 5:5), i.e., d), i.e., delivered oelivered over to thever to the realm of  realm realm of Srealm of Satan, the atan, the world outsworld outside the Chide the Church.urch.urch.

Although the term “excommunication” does not appear in Scripture, the 
concept is clearly present. Matthew instructs the Church to treat unrepentant 
members like “a Gentile and a tax collector” (Matt. 18:17), and Paul wants the 
guilty party delivered “over to Satan” (1 Cor. 5:5), i.e., delivered over to the 
realm of Satan, the world outside the Church.

�Church disChurch discipline, ecipline, ending in ending in excommunicaxcommunication, shoution, should only beld only be used for  used for serious maseriouserious maserious matters suchtters such as blatan as blatant sexual st sexual sins (1 Corins (1 Cor. 5:1), un. 5:1), unrepentancerepentance (Matt. 18 (Matt. 18:15-17), f:15-1818:15-17),18:15-17), factiousn factiousness (Tit. ess (Tit. 3:10-11), 3:10-11), and the prand the propagation opagation of heresy of heresy (Rom. 16:1(Rom. 16:17). Sinner7). 16:116:17). Si16:17). Sinners shounners should be dealld be dealt with quit with quickly and sckly and seriously feriously for both thor both the health oe health of the commf thef the communthe community and thity and the spirituae spiritual health ol health of the offef the offender.nder.nder.

Church discipline, ending in excommunication, should only be used for 
serious matters such as blatant sexual sins (1 Cor. 5:1), unrepentance (Matt. 
18:15-17), factiousness (Tit. 3:10-11), and the propagation of heresy (Rom. 
16:17). Sinners should be dealt with quickly and seriously for both the health of 
the community and the spiritual health of the offender.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Y. CollA. Y. Collins, “The ins, “The Function oFunction of ‘Excommuf ‘Excommunication’ nication’ in Paul,” in Paul,” HTRHHTRHTR 73 (1980) 73 (1980): 251–63; : 251–63; V. Taylor,V. Taylor,  ForgivenesForgiveness and Recos and Reconciliationnciliation,, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (London, 19London, 1London, 1941).1941).1941).

Bibliography. A. Y. Collins, “The Function of ‘Excommunication’ in Paul,” 
HTR 73 (1980): 251–63; V. Taylor, Forgiveness and Reconciliation, 2nd ed. (London, 
1941).
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EXEGESISEXEGESISEXEGESIS

EXEGESIS

The criticThe critical explanaal explanation or intion or interpretatiterpretation of a bion of a biblical texblical text. The tert. The term etymologm etymologically relicalletymologetymologicetymologically relatally related to the ed to the Greek wordGreek word meaning “ meaning “to guide” to guide” or “lead oor “lead out.” The hut.” The hut.” The history ofhistory of the exege the exegesis of thesis of the Bible can Bible can be traced be traced to the Bi to the Bible itselfble itself. In parti. In particular, thecular, thcular, the case cthe case can be madean be made that at l that at least some east some of the ediof the editing of thting of the Bible bee Bible began the prgan the process of eoceprprocess ofprocess of exegesis. exegesis. Some scho Some scholars claimlars claim that Psal that Psalm titles am titles are among tre among the earlieshe earliest forms oft fot forms of eforms of exegesis. Fxegesis. Further eviurther evidence for dence for this earlythis early process a process are texts lre texts like Deuterike Deuteronomy and onoDeuterDeuteronomDeuteronomy and Chroy and Chronicles, bonicles, both of whicth of which appear th appear to reinterpo reinterpret and reret and re-present m-presentrere-presentre-present material  material that we knthat we know from otow from other parts her parts of the Bibof the Bible. In addle. In addition, verition, versions of tsioverversions oversions of the Biblf the Bible in othere in other languages languages, and much, and much in the Ps in the Pseudepigrapeudepigrapha, can beha, can be understoo u understoodunderstood as exeget as exegetical. Moreical. Moreover, the over, the history ofhistory of exegesis  exegesis continued continued in early rin early rabbinic Juabrrabbinic Jrabbinic Judaism andudaism and early Chr early Christian souistian sources, and rces, and onward intonward into the medio the medieval litereval literature of eatuliterliteratureliterature of each r of each religious teligious tradition.radition.radition.

The critical explanation or interpretation of a biblical text. The term 
etymologically related to the Greek word meaning “to guide” or “lead out.” The 
history of the exegesis of the Bible can be traced to the Bible itself. In particular, 
the case can be made that at least some of the editing of the Bible began the 



process of exegesis. Some scholars claim that Psalm titles are among the earliest 
forms of exegesis. Further evidence for this early process are texts like 
Deuteronomy and Chronicles, both of which appear to reinterpret and 
re-present material that we know from other parts of the Bible. In addition, 
versions of the Bible in other languages, and much in the Pseudepigrapha, can be 
understood as exegetical. Moreover, the history of exegesis continued in early 
rabbinic Judaism and early Christian sources, and onward into the medieval 
literature of each religious tradition.

�Modern, soModern, so called “c called “critical,” ritical,” exegesis bexegesis began with egan with the realizthe realization thatation that the Bible the Bible could be  BibleBible coulBible could be underd be understood as astood as a product o product of its histf its historical perorical period as weliod as well as a guil as a guide to relide tode to religioto religious life. Aus life. As a results a result, modern e, modern exegesis texegesis tends to havnds to have as its ge as its goal the puoal the pursuit of trsuit orsuit of the objof the objective reaective realia that llia that lie behind ie behind the text. the text. The 20th cThe 20th century hasentury has seen the  seen the relativizarelatirelativizarelativization of mation of many of the ny of the modern crimodern critical assutical assumptions abmptions about exegesout exegesis, with tis, with the result he tthe resultthe result that exeg that exegesis now cesis now comprises aomprises an extremeln extremely wide rany wide range of apprge of approaches to oaches to oaches to readingto reading the Bible the Bible, many of , many of which sharwhich share little oe little other than ther than the objectthe object of their  of their inquiry.inquirinquiry.inquiry.inquiry.

Modern, so called “critical,” exegesis began with the realization that the 
Bible could be understood as a product of its historical period as well as a guide 
to religious life. As a result, modern exegesis tends to have as its goal the pursuit 
of the objective realia that lie behind the text. The 20th century has seen the 
relativization of many of the modern critical assumptions about exegesis, with 
the result that exegesis now comprises an extremely wide range of approaches 
to reading the Bible, many of which share little other than the object of their 
inquiry.

Larry L. LLarry L. Lykeyke
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EXILEEXILEEXILE

EXILE

The periodThe period (ca. 587/ (ca. 587/586—515 586—515 B.C.E.B.C.E.) when muc) when much of the ph of the population opulation of Judah wof Judah was deporteas deas deported tdeported to captivito captivity in Babyly in Babylonia.onia.onia.

The period (ca. 587/586—515 B.C.E.) when much of the population of Judah was 
deported to captivity in Babylonia.

�NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar II bezzar II became crowncame crown prince of prince of the Neo-B the Neo-Babylonian abylonian Empire aboEmpire about the timuaboabout the about the time of hitime of his dramatics dramatic victory o victory over the Egver the Egyptian foryptian forces at Carces at Carchemish inchemish in 605. Afte 6 605. After605. After a delay o a delay of some yeaf some years, he resrs, he resumed his wumed his western camestern campaign and paign and put Jerusaput Jerusaput Jerusalem Jerusalem under a brunder a brief siege ief siege in March 5in March 597. After 97. After installinginstalling a king “o a king “of his likif his liking,” Nebucng,” Neng,” NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar then zzar then seized mucseized much booty anh booty and removed d removed it to Babyit to Babylon. More lon. More important,imporimportant,important, after the after the young Jud young Judean king Jean king Jehoiachin ehoiachin surrenderesurrendered, a numbed, a number of residr of residents were eresidresidents residents were takenwere taken as exiles as exiles and reset and resettled in thtled in the Babylonie Babylonian heartlaan heartland. Confirnd. Confirmation of matConfirConfirmatiConfirmation of theson of these events ce events comes not oomes not only from Bnly from Babylonian abylonian royal inscroyal inscriptions, riptions, but also tbbut also tbut also the Weidnerhe Weidner text, a c text, a cuneiform duneiform document liocument listing ratisting rations issuedons issued to Jehoia to Jehoiachin’s houchJehoiaJehoiachinJehoiachin’s househo’s household in exilld in exile. Jehoiace. Jehoiachin’s fathhin’s father, Jehoiaer, Jehoiakim, had bkim, had been placedeen placed on the th on t on the thronethe throne in Jerusa in Jerusalem by thelem by the Egyptian  Egyptian pharaoh, spharaoh, so Nebuchado Nebuchadnezzar remnezzar removed this oved thisoved this line this line and instaland installed Zedekiled Zedekiah (changiah (changing his namng his name from Mate from Mattaniah) astaniah) as a client  a client ruler. Howrulerruler. Howruler. However, Zedeever, Zedekiah attemkiah attempted an Egpted an Egyptian-supyptian-supported bidported bid for indep for independence, aendence, indepindependenindependence, and Nece, and Nebuchadnezzbuchadnezzar returnear returned to deal d to deal with the rwith the rebellion. ebellion. After a loAfter a long siege, nlolong siegelong siege, Jerusale, Jerusalem fell in m fell in August 587August 587/6. The tw/6. The two events, o events, the surrenthe surrender in 597der in 597 and the d an and the deand the destruction struction in 587/6 (in 587/6 (and perhapand perhaps other cas other campaigns himpaigns hinted at onnted at only in Jerely in Jeremiah), incmJereJeremiah),Jeremiah), included  included the exile the exile of signifiof significant numbecant numbers of prisrs of prisoners-of-woners-of-war who werar who were deportede werwere deporwere deported south ted south of the Tigof the Tigris-Euphraris-Euphrates basin.tes basin.

Nebuchadnezzar II became crown prince of the Neo-Babylonian Empire 
about the time of his dramatic victory over the Egyptian forces at Carchemish in 
605. After a delay of some years, he resumed his western campaign and put 
Jerusalem under a brief siege in March 597. After installing a king “of his liking,” 
Nebuchadnezzar then seized much booty and removed it to Babylon. More 
important, after the young Judean king Jehoiachin surrendered, a number of 
residents were taken as exiles and resettled in the Babylonian heartland. 
Confirmation of these events comes not only from Babylonian royal inscriptions, 
but also the Weidner text, a cuneiform document listing rations issued to 
Jehoiachin’s household in exile. Jehoiachin’s father, Jehoiakim, had been placed on 
the throne in Jerusalem by the Egyptian pharaoh, so Nebuchadnezzar removed 
this line and installed Zedekiah (changing his name from Mattaniah) as a client 
ruler. However, Zedekiah attempted an Egyptian-supported bid for 
independence, and Nebuchadnezzar returned to deal with the rebellion. After a 
long siege, Jerusalem fell in August 587/6. The two events, the surrender in 597 
and the destruction in 587/6 (and perhaps other campaigns hinted at only in 
Jeremiah), included the exile of significant numbers of prisoners-of-war who 
were deported south of the Tigris-Euphrates basin.

�It is impoIt is important to urtant to understand nderstand the Babylothe Babylonian Exilenian Exile as the co as the conclusion onclusion of a long hf a long f a long histolong historical procrical process. The dess. The destructiveestructive campaigns campaigns by Mesopo by Mesopotamian regtamian regimes arguaimes arguaimes arguably barguably begin with egin with the reformthe reformation of tation of the Neo-Asshe Neo-Assyrian miliyrian military and ptary and political solitical structure otrusstructure structure of empire of empire initiated initiated by Tiglathby Tiglath-pileser I-pileser III (745–72II (745–727). The de7). The destruction struction of Jerusalof Jerof Jerusalem Jerusalem and the teand the temple, the mple, the fall of Jufall of Judah, and tdah, and the deportahe deportation of a tion of a significansignificant segment t segmt segment ofsegment of the conqu the conquered populered population mustation must be theolo be theologically angically and sociologd sociologically appically appreciated wrappappreciateappreciated within td within the larger he larger historicalhistorical developme development of “wornt of “world empire”ld empire” in the Ne in the Near East. TaNeNear East.Near East. The commu The community that nity that went into went into exile becaexile became perhapsme perhaps the most  the most important importaimportant important Jewish comJewish community by munity by which muchwhich much of the OT of the OT was eithe was either edited or edited or written.r writter written. Dwritten. Despite theespite the major sig major significance nificance of these eof these events, howvents, however, the ever, the BabylonianBabylonian Exile is  Ex Exile is oExile is often underften understated in stated in standard hstandard historical istorical works.works.works.

It is important to understand the Babylonian Exile as the conclusion of a 



long historical process. The destructive campaigns by Mesopotamian regimes 
arguably begin with the reformation of the Neo-Assyrian military and political 
structure of empire initiated by Tiglath-pileser III (745–727). The destruction of 
Jerusalem and the temple, the fall of Judah, and the deportation of a significant 
segment of the conquered population must be theologically and sociologically 
appreciated within the larger historical development of “world empire” in the 
Near East. The community that went into exile became perhaps the most 
important Jewish community by which much of the OT was either edited or 
written. Despite the major significance of these events, however, the Babylonian 
Exile is often understated in standard historical works.

�Attempts tAttempts to understao understand the impnd the impact of theact of the Exile foc Exile focus typicalus typically on threly on three main kine main e main kindsmain kinds of eviden of evidence:ce:ce:

Attempts to understand the impact of the Exile focus typically on three 
main kinds of evidence:

�(1) Biblic(1) Biblical estimatal estimates of the es of the number of number of exiles takexiles taken in the en in the surrender surrender of 597 varof 597 vaof 597 vary widelvary widely. 2 Kgs. y. 2 Kgs. 24:14 numb24:14 numbers the “wers the “warriors” aarriors” and “officind “officials” (the als” (the vague vague síariîmsíariîmsíariîmsíariîm) at 10 th) at 10 thousand, buousand, but also impt also implies that lies that the numberthe number includes  includes “artisans”“artisans” and “smit and “ and “smiths.” “smiths.” Only the “Only the “poorest ofpoorest of the land” the land” were left were left, perhaps , perhaps to be taketo be taken as a quan as a qualitative clitaquaqualitativqualitative comment e comment on the remon the remaining comaining community. Inmunity. In 1 Kgs. 24 1 Kgs. 24:16 furthe:16 further numbers r numbersr numbers arnumbers are given foe given for “men of r “men of valor” (70valor” (7000) and “a00) and “artisans anrtisans and smiths” d smiths” (1000). No(1000). No(1000). Noting theNoting the round num round numbers and tbers and their greatheir great size, man size, many scholarsy scholars favor the favor the far lower far lower figures g lowerlower figulower figures given res given in Jer. 52in Jer. 52:28 as mor:28 as more accuratee accurate. But are . But are only men conly men counted? Baounted? Based on varseBaBased on vBased on various reaarious readings of tdings of these figurhese figures, estimaes, estimates of thetes of the actual nu actual number of exmber of exiles vary ilesexexiles varexiles vary from 300y from 3000 to over 0 to over 30 thousan30 thousand. Even thd. Even the highest e highest numbers, hnumbers, however, arowever, arowever, are dwarfeare dwarfed by the sd by the sheer size heer size of the morof the more than 3 me than 3 million thaillion that the Neo-t the Neo-Assyrian EAssyrian Empire claimEEmpire claEmpire claims to havims to have deportede deported in variou in various campaigns campaigns. The nums. The numbers of thbers of the communite commune community community listed in listed in the “Golahthe “Golah list” of  list” of Ezra 2 = NEzra 2 = Neh. 7 are eh. 7 are not typicanot typically considlly considered a releredconsidconsideredconsidered a reliabl a reliable measure e measure of the exiof the exiled communled community, becauity, because this lase this late text prte text probably repobprprobably rprobably represents epresents an early can early census of tensus of the populathe population withinion within the provi the province of “Yence of “Yehud” underhu“Ye“Yehud” un“Yehud” under Persiader Persian rule (pon rule (post-539).st-539).st-539).

(1) Biblical estimates of the number of exiles taken in the surrender of 597 
vary widely. 2 Kgs. 24:14 numbers the “warriors” and “officials” (the vague 
síariîm) at 10 thousand, but also implies that the number includes “artisans” and 
“smiths.” Only the “poorest of the land” were left, perhaps to be taken as a 
qualitative comment on the remaining community. In 1 Kgs. 24:16 further 
numbers are given for “men of valor” (7000) and “artisans and smiths” (1000). 
Noting the round numbers and their great size, many scholars favor the far 
lower figures given in Jer. 52:28 as more accurate. But are only men counted? 
Based on various readings of these figures, estimates of the actual number of 
exiles vary from 3000 to over 30 thousand. Even the highest numbers, however, 
are dwarfed by the sheer size of the more than 3 million that the Neo-Assyrian 
Empire claims to have deported in various campaigns. The numbers of the 
community listed in the “Golah list” of Ezra 2 = Neh. 7 are not typically 
considered a reliable measure of the exiled community, because this late text 
probably represents an early census of the population within the province of 
“Yehud” under Persian rule (post-539).

�Attempts tAttempts to estimateo estimate the popul the population of Jation of Jerusalem berusalem before the efore the Exile, to Exile, to gain some gain somgain some perspsome perspective, arective, are also frae also fraught with ught with difficultidifficulties. Suggeses. Suggestions rangtions range from roue from roughly 24 thghlyrouroughly 24roughly 24 thousand  thousand (estimatin(estimating 40–50 peg 40–50 people per dople per dunam) to 2unam) to 250 thousan50 thousand (comparid (compd (comparing(comparing Jerusalem Jerusalem to Ebla,  to Ebla, 446 person446 persons per dunas per dunam). These m). These estimates estimates vary so grvary so grvary so greatly asgreatly as to make c to make confident aonfident assessmentsssessments of a quan of a quantitative ititative impact on Jmpact on Judah extreudah extremely diffimextreextremely extremely difficult.difficult. Other sch Other scholars poinolars point to the st to the socioeconomocioeconomic status ic status of the exiof the exiles (presules exiexiles (prexiles (presumably cesumably consisting onsisting mainly of mainly of the leaderthe leadership, scriship, scribes, artisbes, artisans, and mans, and military leilitarymmilitary lmilitary leaders) aneaders) and thus cald thus call for a qul for a qualitative alitative assessmentassessment of the im of the impact of thpact of the Exile, ie Exilee Exile, irrExile, irrespective espective of the actof the actual percenual percentages of ttages of the populathe population. Socioion. Sociologically logically more impormore more impormore important is thtant is the simple fe simple fact that iact that it was cleat was clearly a largrly a large enough ne enough number of eumber of exiles for xileeexiles forexiles for groups to groups to be resett be resettled togethled together, thus aer, thus allowing thllowing them some suem some successful cccessful continuanceonccontinuanccontinuance of famile of familiar life (iar life (cf. the elcf. the elders who mders who meet in Ezeeet in Ezekiel’s homkiel’s home, Ezek. 8e, Ezek. 8:1, thus r:1, th:1, thus reprothus reproducing theducing the leadershi leadership role of p role of community community elders).elders).elders).

Attempts to estimate the population of Jerusalem before the Exile, to gain 
some perspective, are also fraught with difficulties. Suggestions range from 
roughly 24 thousand (estimating 40–50 people per dunam) to 250 thousand 
(comparing Jerusalem to Ebla, 446 persons per dunam). These estimates vary so 
greatly as to make confident assessments of a quantitative impact on Judah 
extremely difficult. Other scholars point to the socioeconomic status of the 
exiles (presumably consisting mainly of the leadership, scribes, artisans, and 
military leaders) and thus call for a qualitative assessment of the impact of the 
Exile, irrespective of the actual percentages of the population. Sociologically 
more important is the simple fact that it was clearly a large enough number of 
exiles for groups to be resettled together, thus allowing them some successful 
continuance of familiar life (cf. the elders who meet in Ezekiel’s home, Ezek. 8:1, 



thus reproducing the leadership role of community elders).

�The text dThe text does not evoes not even attempten attempt to number to number those kil those killed and exled and exiled in 58iled in 587/6, in a 7/6, in7/6, in a horriin a horrific encounfic encounter with tter with the full brhe full brunt of Nebunt of Nebuchadnezzauchadnezzar’s militir’s militia. The staa. The state of the te ote of the comof the community lefmunity left behind it behind is a matters a matter of some f of some further deburther debate. An acate. An active religtive religious and sioureligreligious religious and socialand social community community may have  may have remained iremained in Palestinn Palestine and beene and been responsib responsib responsiblresponsible for conse for considerable liderable literary aciterary activity (cftivity (cf. Jer. 41:. Jer. 41:4-5). It w4-5). It would certaould certainly have inly haveinly have been have been in the intin the interests of erests of the Neo-Bathe Neo-Babylonian rbylonian regime to cegime to continue econtinue economic proonomic proonomic productiviproductivity in the ty in the land, but land, but a reading a reading of Lamentaof Lamentations as mtions as more than more than mere stereoere stereotypical latystereostereotypistereotypical lamentcal lament language  language suggests rsuggests rather thorather thorough devasough devastation. Altation. All of thesel of these matters i m matters inmatters invite furthvite further consideer consideration of ration of archaeologarchaeological evideical evidence.nce.nce.

The text does not even attempt to number those killed and exiled in 587/6, 
in a horrific encounter with the full brunt of Nebuchadnezzar’s militia. The state 
of the community left behind is a matter of some further debate. An active 
religious and social community may have remained in Palestine and been 
responsible for considerable literary activity (cf. Jer. 41:4-5). It would certainly 
have been in the interests of the Neo-Babylonian regime to continue economic 
productivity in the land, but a reading of Lamentations as more than mere 
stereotypical lament language suggests rather thorough devastation. All of these 
matters invite further consideration of archaeological evidence.

�(2) Virtua(2) Virtually all arlly all archaeologicchaeological assessmal assessments of thents of the destructe destruction of 587ion of 587/6 suggest/6 suggest/6 suggest thsuggest that Jerusalat Jerusalem was treem was treated severated severely, the wely, the walls brokealls broken down andn down and the city  the city plundered,plplundered,plundered, with evid with evidence of Baence of Babylonian dbylonian destructionestruction everywher everywhere. Many nee. Many nearby townsarby towarby towns alsotowns also show tota show total cessatiol cessation of occupn of occupation or dation or destructionestruction levels in levels indicating Bdicating Babylonian abyBBabylonianBabylonian battles.  battles. It is unliIt is unlikely that kely that any viableany viable material  material culture coculture could have buld have been maintaeen meen maintainedmaintained above a m above a mere subsisere subsistence levetence level.l.l.

(2) Virtually all archaeological assessments of the destruction of 587/6 
suggest that Jerusalem was treated severely, the walls broken down and the city 
plundered, with evidence of Babylonian destruction everywhere. Many nearby 
towns also show total cessation of occupation or destruction levels indicating 
Babylonian battles. It is unlikely that any viable material culture could have been 
maintained above a mere subsistence level.

�Any archaeAny archaeological sological survey shouurvey should includeld include royal ins royal inscriptions criptions that relatthat relate to the ee to the e to the eventsthe events and Neo-B and Neo-Babylonian abylonian propagandapropaganda about the about the Exile. An Exile. An important important cuneiform cuneifor cuneiform cuneiform inscriptioinscription of Nebucn of Nebuchadnezzar hadnezzar II mentionII mentions his subjs his subjecting depecting deported peoported peoported people to people to corvée labcorvée labor, which or, which accords wiaccords with frequenth frequent referenct references to forces to forced labor aed labor associated ssaassociatedassociated with Neo- with Neo-BabylonianBabylonian rule over rule over captive p captive peoples. Theoples. This accordsis accords with Robe with Robe with Robert McCRobert McC. Adams’ a. Adams’ archaeologirchaeological surveycal survey of the ce of the central floontral flood plain ofd plain of the Euphr the Euphrates showiaEuphrEuphrates Euphrates showing rashowing rapid growthpid growth in the nu in the number of sember of settlements ttlements in the Neoin the Neo-Babylonia-BabylonNeoNeo-BabyloNeo-Babylonian Empirnian Empire, and suge, and suggesting a gesting a campaign ocampaign of transferf transferring largering large masses of masses of people in ofof people of people in order tin order to provide o provide labor in tlabor in the rehabilhe rehabilitation ofitation of that regi that region.on.on.

Any archaeological survey should include royal inscriptions that relate to 
the events and Neo-Babylonian propaganda about the Exile. An important 
cuneiform inscription of Nebuchadnezzar II mentions his subjecting deported 
people to corvée labor, which accords with frequent references to forced labor 
associated with Neo-Babylonian rule over captive peoples. This accords with 
Robert McC. Adams’ archaeological survey of the central flood plain of the 
Euphrates showing rapid growth in the number of settlements in the 
Neo-Babylonian Empire, and suggesting a campaign of transferring large masses 
of people in order to provide labor in the rehabilitation of that region.

�(3) Finall(3) Finally (and, siy (and, significantlgnificantly, y, followingfollowing an attemp an attempt to assest to assess the socis the social and polal and political reaitipolpolitical political realities)realities), any theo, any theories aboutries about the theol the theological impogical impacts of thacts of the Exile mue Exile must begin wst begst begin withbegin with an assess an assessment of thment of the significe significance of anance of an increasin increasing exilic-pg exilic-period vocaeriod vocabulary refbularvocavocabularyvocabulary referring referring to bonds, to bonds, chains, a chains, and fettersnd fetters (e.g., Is (e.g., Isa. 45:14; a. 45:14; 52:2; Ps. 52:2; Ps. 149; Lam. 149; Lam149; Lam. 3:7) Lam. 3:7) as well asas well as various t various terms for perms for places of dlaces of detention (etention (Jer. 32:2;Jer. 32:2; 34:13; 38 34:13; 38:6; Zech. :6; Ze:6; Zech. 9:11Zech. 9:11) and the ) and the increasingincreasing incidence incidence of the th of the theme of “reeme of “reversal of versal of fortune” ifortune” in exilic an exn exilic andexilic and postexili postexilic literatuc literature and folre and folklore (Danklore (Daniel, Estheiel, Esther, Ps. 137r, Ps. 137; cf. the ; cf. the frequent bfrequentfrequent bfrequent biblical moiblical motifs “sightifs “sight to blindt to blind” and “rel” and “release of prease of prisoners” aisoners” as metaphors metaphors of exiles of s of exile, of exile, Ps. 146:7-Ps. 146:7-8; Isa. 428; Isa. 42:7; 61:1; :7; 61:1; Zech. 9:1)Zech. 9:1). The Prie. The Priestly writestly writer’s obviour’s obvious concern s concers concern wiconcern with maintaith maintaining puritning purity and sepay and separation surration surely reflecely reflects the strts the strategies ofategies of a minorit a m a minority pminority population opulation preservingpreserving identity  identity and internand internal structual structure.re.re.

(3) Finally (and, significantly, following an attempt to assess the social and 
political realities), any theories about the theological impacts of the Exile must 
begin with an assessment of the significance of an increasing exilic-period 
vocabulary referring to bonds, chains, and fetters (e.g., Isa. 45:14; 52:2; Ps. 149; 
Lam. 3:7) as well as various terms for places of detention (Jer. 32:2; 34:13; 38:6; 
Zech. 9:11) and the increasing incidence of the theme of “reversal of fortune” in 
exilic and postexilic literature and folklore (Daniel, Esther, Ps. 137; cf. the 
frequent biblical motifs “sight to blind” and “release of prisoners” as metaphors 
of exile, Ps. 146:7-8; Isa. 42:7; 61:1; Zech. 9:1). The Priestly writer’s obvious 
concern with maintaining purity and separation surely reflects the strategies of a 
minority population preserving identity and internal structure.

�Any theoloAny theological assegical assessments, hssments, however, arowever, are difficule difficult in the ft in the face of theace of the general u general u general underestimunderestimation of tation of the impact he impact of the Exiof the Exile in biblle in biblical tradiical traditions. Thetions. There remainsre remains a notable a no a notable amnotable ambiguity bybiguity by the stand the standard works ard works in assessiin assessing that imng that impact. Schopact. Scholars contilars continue to seenueconticontinue tcontinue to seek a “o seek a “balance” bbalance” by taking cy taking care not toare not to “overemph “overemphasize” theasize” the significa significance of thencesignificasignificansignificance of the ce of the Exile, andExile, and inevitabl inevitably deny thay deny that the exilt the exiles should es should be called be called “slaves” o“slaves“slaves” o“slaves” or “prisoner “prisoners.” Suggers.” Suggestions of stions of how they whow they would have ould have been legalbeen legally classedly classed in ancien in in ancientin ancient Neo-Babyl Neo-Babylonian socionian society shed lety shed little lighittle light on the at on the actual treactual treatment of ttment of the communihe cohe communitiecommunities in exiles in exile. The situ. The situation of tation of the exiles he exiles is describis described varioused variously as one ly as one of relativof reof relative frelative freedom andreedom and prosperit prosperity, with thy, with the opportune opportunity to ordity to order their oer their own affairswn affairs, yet stil, y, yet still yet still uncongeniauncongenial. Inevital. Inevitably, the pbly, the presumed laresumed lack of evidck of evidence seemsence seems to have p to have pushed 20thusheppushed 20tpushed 20th-century h-century scholarshischolarship toward ap toward a benign as benign assessment osessment of the humaf the human and socin and son and social effsocial effect of theect of the Exile. A  Exile. A more severmore severe impact, e impact, it seems tit seems to be presuo be presumed, wouldmed, would have left h have left have left more evidemore evidence, althonce, although as argugh as argued here, ued here, more evidemore evidence existsnce exists than is o than is often citedfteooften citeoften cited.d.d.

Any theological assessments, however, are difficult in the face of the general 
underestimation of the impact of the Exile in biblical traditions. There remains a 
notable ambiguity by the standard works in assessing that impact. Scholars 
continue to seek a “balance” by taking care not to “overemphasize” the 



significance of the Exile, and inevitably deny that the exiles should be called 
“slaves” or “prisoners.” Suggestions of how they would have been legally classed 
in ancient Neo-Babylonian society shed little light on the actual treatment of the 
communities in exile. The situation of the exiles is described variously as one of 
relative freedom and prosperity, with the opportunity to order their own affairs, 
yet still uncongenial. Inevitably, the presumed lack of evidence seems to have 
pushed 20th-century scholarship toward a benign assessment of the human and 
social effect of the Exile. A more severe impact, it seems to be presumed, would 
have left more evidence, although as argued here, more evidence exists than is 
often cited.

�Some studiSome studies have coes have considered ansidered a more seve more severe influenre influence of the ce of the Exile on tExile on the theologhe thehe theologicatheological and textl and textual traditual tradition. Such ion. Such attention attention to the socto the sociological iological as well asas well as theologic theol theologicatheological impact ol impact of the Exilf the Exile would lee would lead to a read to a re-examinati-examination of suchon of such tradition tradition-historica-histraditiontradition-tradition-historicalhistorical themes as themes as: (1) a re: (1) a reading of tading of the Diasporhe Diaspora “court ta “court tales” (Danales” (Daniel, Estheiel, Eiel, Esther) whEsther) which pays aich pays as much atts much attention to ention to the constathe constantly threantly threatened exectened executions as utions as to the higtoto the higto the high office oh office of the Jewif the Jewish charactsh characters; (2) ters; (2) the fact thhe fact that Exile wat Exile was one of as one of the major the mathe major theomajor theological mological motivations tivations for the hifor the historical wstorical work of theork of the Deuterono Deuteronomic histormic historian (cf. 1iahistorhistorian historian (cf. 1 Kgs(cf. 1 Kgs. 8:46-53). 8:46-53) and espec and especially its ially its emphasis oemphasis on the sinsn the sins of the mo of the monarchy; (3narchmomonarchy; monarchy; (3) the “s(3) the “suffering” uffering” of the serof the servant in Isvant in Isa. 40-55 aa. 40-55 as symbolics symbolic of the li of the lifestyle offestylelilifestyle lifestyle of exile; of exile; (4) the th(4) the theme of meseme of messianic ressianic restoration (toration (e.g., Zeche.g., Zechariah; Hagariah; Haggai; Isa. gai; Isagai; Isa. 9, 11Isa. 9, 11); (5) the); (5) the tradition tradition of lament of laments for the s for the destructiodestruction of Jerusn of Jerusalem as a alem as a theologicatheolotheologicatheological theme ofl theme of repentanc repentance (Lamentae (Lamentations; Ps.tions; Ps. 137); and 137); and (6) the f (6) the fact that Bact that Babylon pasabyBBabylon paBabylon passes into sses into the traditthe tradition as a sion as a symbol of aymbol of all that isll that is evil (alr evil (already Jer. eady Jer. 51; cf. 1 51; cf. 151; cf. 1 Pet. 5:11 Pet. 5:13; Rev. 143; Rev. 14:8; 17:5; :8; 17:5; 18:10).18:10).18:10).

Some studies have considered a more severe influence of the Exile on the 
theological and textual tradition. Such attention to the sociological as well as 
theological impact of the Exile would lead to a re-examination of such 
tradition-historical themes as: (1) a reading of the Diaspora “court tales” (Daniel, 
Esther) which pays as much attention to the constantly threatened executions as 
to the high office of the Jewish characters; (2) the fact that Exile was one of the 
major theological motivations for the historical work of the Deuteronomic 
historian (cf. 1 Kgs. 8:46-53) and especially its emphasis on the sins of the 
monarchy; (3) the “suffering” of the servant in Isa. 40-55 as symbolic of the 
lifestyle of exile; (4) the theme of messianic restoration (e.g., Zechariah; Haggai; 
Isa. 9, 11); (5) the tradition of laments for the destruction of Jerusalem as a 
theological theme of repentance (Lamentations; Ps. 137); and (6) the fact that 
Babylon passes into the tradition as a symbol of all that is evil (already Jer. 51; cf. 
1 Pet. 5:13; Rev. 14:8; 17:5; 18:10).

�The Exile The Exile continued continued to have seto have serious implrious implications bications both internoth internally as weally as well as extell as extll as externallyexternally, long aft, long after the faler the fall of the Nl of the Neo-Babyloneo-Babylonian Empireian Empire. Internal. Internally, the sely, the separation oparatiseseparationseparation of the co of the community inmmunity in 597–586 b 597–586 began to cregan to create long-eate long-standing dstanding divisions (ivisions (Ezek. 11:1Ez((Ezek. 11:(Ezek. 11:14-18; 33:14-18; 33:23-27) tha23-27) that persistet persisted after grd after groups of dioups of diaspora Jewaspora Jews returneds returned to Palest to to Palestito Palestine under Pne under Persian patersian patronage (thronage (thus Ezra 3-us Ezra 3-6 and the 6 and the conflicts conflicts detailed tdetailed there), parheretthere), pathere), particularlyrticularly when one  when one notes Ezranotes Ezra the pries the priest using set using sectarian tectarian terminology rminology (“sons of (“so(“sons of (“sons of the Exile”the Exile”) to refer) to refer to those  to those with diaspwith diaspora lineagora lineage as the te as the true communrue community in Palitycommuncommunity community in Palestiin Palestine (Ezra 9ne (Ezra 9). Externa). Externally, the flly, the failure to ailure to regain a rregain a restored inestored independent depeninindependenindependent Israel ut Israel under a Davnder a Davidic ruleridic ruler gave birt gave birth not onlyh not only to messia to messianic speculnic speculation (Zecatiospeculspeculatiospeculation (Zecharin (Zechariah, Haggaiah, Haggai) but also) but also to though to thoughts that thts that the Exile wae Exile was, in facts, in fact, to be a , to b, to be a long-be a long-term conditerm condition for ttion for the Jewish he Jewish people. Arpeople. Arguably, thguably, then, the NTen, the NT should al should also be readsoalalso be realso be read with anad with an eye towar eye toward this cond this continued tratinued tradition of dition of the impactthe impact and signi and significance officasignisignificansignificance of the ce of the Exile.Exile.Exile.

The Exile continued to have serious implications both internally as well as 
externally, long after the fall of the Neo-Babylonian Empire. Internally, the 
separation of the community in 597–586 began to create long-standing divisions 
(Ezek. 11:14-18; 33:23-27) that persisted after groups of diaspora Jews returned 
to Palestine under Persian patronage (thus Ezra 3-6 and the conflicts detailed 
there), particularly when one notes Ezra the priest using sectarian terminology 
(“sons of the Exile”) to refer to those with diaspora lineage as the true 
community in Palestine (Ezra 9). Externally, the failure to regain a restored 
independent Israel under a Davidic ruler gave birth not only to messianic 
speculation (Zechariah, Haggai) but also to thoughts that the Exile was, in fact, to 
be a long-term condition for the Jewish people. Arguably, then, the NT should 
also be read with an eye toward this continued tradition of the impact and 
significance of the Exile.
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EXODUSEXODUSEXODUS

EXODUS

The seriesThe series of events of events experienc experienced by the ed by the IsraelitesIsraelites under the under the leadershi leadership of Mosesp of Moses when they w when they when they left the lleft the land of Gosand of Goshen, locathen, located in the ed in the northeastenortheastern Nile Dern Nile Delta of Lowlta of Lower Egypt, eLowLower EgypLower Egypt, and madt, and made their wae their way south toy south to Mt. Sinai Mt. Sinai. Events p. Events preceding treceding the Exodus he Exodus he Exodus incExodus include the 1lude the 10 plagues 0 plagues and the Paand the Passover. Thssover. The Exodus ae Exodus also had silso had significant gnificant religious rereligious religious meaning fomeaning for ancient r ancient Israel andIsrael and is recall is recalled by the ed by the Jewish comJewish communities tmunities today at thodayttoday at ttoday at the annual he annual Passover cPassover celebrationelebration..

The series of events experienced by the Israelites under the leadership of Moses 
when they left the land of Goshen, located in the northeastern Nile Delta of 
Lower Egypt, and made their way south to Mt. Sinai. Events preceding the 
Exodus include the 10 plagues and the Passover. The Exodus also had significant 
religious meaning for ancient Israel and is recalled by the Jewish communities 
today at the annual Passover celebration.

�Route of tRoute of the Exodushe Exodus

Route of the Exodus

�Two accounTwo accounts of the ts of the Exodus appExodus appear in theear in the Torah: (1 Torah: (1) Exod. 12) Exod. 12:37; 13:20:37; 13:20; 14:2, 5;; 14:2; 14:2, 5; 114:2, 5; 15:22, 27; 5:22, 27; 16:1-2; 1716:1-2; 17:1; 19:1-2:1; 19:1-2; (2) Num.; (2) Num. 33:3-15.  33:3-15. They are iThey are in essentian essential agreemenl agrel agreement,agreement, but some  but some scholars hscholars hold that told that the Numbershe Numbers passage i passage is late ands late and based on  based on  based on the Exoon the Exodus itinerdus itinerary. Numerary. Numerous refereous references to thnces to the Exodus oe Exodus occur in otccur in other books her bookher books of tbooks of the Bible (he Bible (e.g., Judge.g., Judg. 6:8, 13;. 6:8, 13; Ps. 78:12 Ps. 78:12-53; 106:7-53; 106:7-46; Isa. -46; Isa. 63:11-13; 63:11-13; Ezek. 20:5Ezek. 20Ezek. 20:5-26; H20:5-26; Heb. 11:27-eb. 11:27-29), but t29), but they are bahey are based on thesed on the tradition traditions of the Ts of the Torah.orah.orah.

Two accounts of the Exodus appear in the Torah: (1) Exod. 12:37; 13:20; 
14:2, 5; 15:22, 27; 16:1-2; 17:1; 19:1-2; (2) Num. 33:3-15. They are in essential 
agreement, but some scholars hold that the Numbers passage is late and based 
on the Exodus itinerary. Numerous references to the Exodus occur in other 
books of the Bible (e.g., Judg. 6:8, 13; Ps. 78:12-53; 106:7-46; Isa. 63:11-13; Ezek. 
20:5-26; Heb. 11:27-29), but they are based on the traditions of the Torah.

�There is nThere is no mention o mention of the Isrof the Israelite Exoaelite Exodus in knodus in known Egyptiawn Egyptian records.n records. In fact,  In fac In fact, therfact, there is no coe is no contemporaryntemporary reference reference or descri or description in aption in any extrabiny extrabiblical soublical source. This rce.sousource. Thsource. This means wis means we must usee must use the bibli the biblical materical material carefulal carefully and corly and correlate it relate it with a culwithwith a culwith a cultural and tural and historicalhistorical context f context for the Nilor the Nile Delta bae Delta based on arcsed on archaeologicahaeological evidencel evl evidence aevidence and literarnd literary sources.y sources.

There is no mention of the Israelite Exodus in known Egyptian records. In 
fact, there is no contemporary reference or description in any extrabiblical 
source. This means we must use the biblical material carefully and correlate it 
with a cultural and historical context for the Nile Delta based on archaeological 
evidence and literary sources.

�The date fThe date for the Exoor the Exodus has bedus has been debateden debated, and ther, and there are stile are still diverse l diverse opinions. opinionopinions. opinions. It has beeIt has been dated win dated within the rthin the reign of vaeign of various Egyprious Egyptian pharatian pharaohs: Queenohs: Queen Hatshepsu H HatshepsutHatshepsut (1477  (1477 B.C.E.B.C.E.; Hans Goe; Hans Goedicke), Thdicke), Thutmose IIIutmose III (1470; Jo (1470; John J. Bimshn J. Bimson), Thutmon), Thuon), Thutmose IThutmose III (1447; II (1447; James GarsJames Garstang), Ramtang), Rameses II (1eses II (1270; Jack 270; Jack Finegan), Finegan), or Merneptor Merneptah (1220[?aMerneptMerneptah Merneptah (1220[?]; (1220[?]; S. R. DrivS. R. Driver). This er). This list is nolist is not inclusivt inclusive, and mane, and many scholarsy scholars can be ad can b can be added ibe added in favor ofn favor of each inte each interpretationrpretation...

The date for the Exodus has been debated, and there are still diverse 
opinions. It has been dated within the reign of various Egyptian pharaohs: Queen 
Hatshepsut (1477 B.C.E.; Hans Goedicke), Thutmose III (1470; John J. Bimson), 
Thutmose III (1447; James Garstang), Rameses II (1270; Jack Finegan), or 
Merneptah (1220[?]; S. R. Driver). This list is not inclusive, and many scholars can 
be added in favor of each interpretation.

�According According to Exod. 1to Exod. 1:11-15 the:11-15 the Israelite Israelites were fors were forced to makced to make mud brice mud bricks for theks foks for the cofor the constructionnstruction of Pithom of Pithom and Rames and Rameses. These es. These two citiestwo cities have been have been identifie identified with moddidentifieidentifiedidentified with mode with modern Tell rn Tell er-Ret�a®ber-Ret�a®beheh and  and Qant�irQant�ir respectiv respectively in theely in the northeast nor northeastenortheastern Delta rrn Delta region. At egion. At both sitesboth sites excavator excavators have uncs have uncovered matovered material relaerial related to Setterelarelated torelated to Seti I an Seti I and his son,d his son, Rameses I Rameses II. It seemI. It seems that Sets that Seti began bui began building proilding projects at tjects ajects at the sitat the sites; when hes; when he died Rame died Rameses took eses took over from over from his fatherhis father. This sit. This situation wouuation would provideldwouwould provwould provide the coide the context for ntext for the Israelthe Israelites’ travites’ travail as recail as recorded in Eorded in Exod. 2:23.xod. 2:23.

According to Exod. 1:11-15 the Israelites were forced to make mud bricks 
for the construction of Pithom and Rameses. These two cities have been 
identified with modern Tell er-Ret�a®beh  and Qant�ir  respectively in the 
northeastern Delta region. At both sites excavators have uncovered material 
related to Seti I and his son, Rameses II. It seems that Seti began building projects 
at the sites; when he died Rameses took over from his father. This situation 
would provide the context for the Israelites’ travail as recorded in Exod. 2:23.



�Another liAnother line of indine of indirect argumrect argument for daent for dating the Eting the Exodus usesxodus uses the date  the date of the Isrof the of the Israelthe Israelite entranite entrance into ance into and settlemed settlement of the nt of the hill counthill country of Palery of Palestine undestine under Joshua. r Josr Joshua. ThJoshua. The archaeole archaeological eviogical evidence suggdence suggests that ests that this eventthis event took plac took place ca. 1200e ca. 1200. We can b. W. We can be We can be somewhat msomewhat more precisore precise because e because Merneptah,Merneptah, the succe the successor to Rassor to Rameses II, meseRaRameses IIRameses II, mentions, mentions in a triu in a triumphal inscmphal inscription thription that during at during a militarya military campaign  campaign in Palestiin Pain Palestine Palestine he defeatehe defeated the Israd the Israelites. Thelites. The campaigne campaign can be da can be dated ca. 12ted ca. 1220. Adding20. Adding 40 years  40 40 years f40 years for the duror the duration of Iation of Israel’s stsrael’s stay in the ay in the wildernesswilderness would mak would make the datee the date of the Ex of  of the Exoof the Exodus ca. 12dus ca. 1260. Some s60. Some scholars macholars may argue foy argue for a date ar a date a decade or decade or so later, so later, but gener b but generabut generally agree lly agree with placiwith placing the eveng the events in thents in the 13th cent 13th century.ury.

Another line of indirect argument for dating the Exodus uses the date of 
the Israelite entrance into and settlement of the hill country of Palestine under 
Joshua. The archaeological evidence suggests that this event took place ca. 1200. 
We can be somewhat more precise because Merneptah, the successor to 
Rameses II, mentions in a triumphal inscription that during a military campaign in 
Palestine he defeated the Israelites. The campaign can be dated ca. 1220. Adding 
40 years for the duration of Israel’s stay in the wilderness would make the date 
of the Exodus ca. 1260. Some scholars may argue for a date a decade or so later, 
but generally agree with placing the events in the 13th century.

MonumentalMonumental head of R head of Rameses II ameses II (1290–1213(1290–1213  B.C.E.B.C.E.), regarde), regarded as pharad as pharaoh of the oh of the Exodus, inExExodus, inExodus, in the Rames the Rameseum at Theeum at Thebes (Phoenbes (Phoenix Data Syix Data Systems, Neastems, Neal and Joell and Joel Bierling) Bierling Bierling)Bierling)

Monumental head of Rameses II (1290–1213 B.C.E.), regarded as pharaoh of the 
Exodus, in the Rameseum at Thebes (Phoenix Data Systems, Neal and Joel 
Bierling)

�An importaAn important geograpnt geographical feathical feature of theure of the eastern D eastern Delta has belta has been descrieen described which bed whbed which addswhich adds a new dim a new dimension to ension to the discusthe discussion of thsion of the route ofe route of the Exodu the Exodus. This nes. This new feature wnenew featurnew feature is the ee is the eastern canastern canal discoveal discovered by Amired by Amihai Sneh, hai Sneh, Tuvia WeisTuvia Weissbrod and sbrod and sbrod and Itamarand Itamar Perath on Perath on aerial ph aerial photographs otographs of the norof the northeastern theastern Delta and Delta and verified bverified by ground ey bby ground by ground exploratioexploration. One parn. One part of the ct of the canal can banal can be traced be traced beginning aeginning at t Qant�arahQant�arQant�arahQant�arah, then nor, then northeast to theast to Tell Abu Tell Abu S�eifehS�eifeh, then nor, then north to Tellth to Tell el-Her an el-Her and on to thd od on to the on to the Pelusiac bPelusiac branch of tranch of the Nile juhe Nile just W of Pest W of Pelusium (Telusium (Tell Farama)ll Farama). This seg. This segment is camesegsegment issegment is ca. 15 km ca. 15 km. (9.3 mi.. (9.3 mi.) long. Th) long. The canal wae canal was 70 m. (2s 70 m. (230 ft.) wi30 ft.) wide at the de at the banks and bankbanks and banks and 20 m. (66 20 m. (66 ft.) at thft.) at the bottom. e bottom. The depth The depth could havecould have been at l been at least 2–3 meast 2–3 m. (6–10 ft. mm. (6–10 fm. (6–10 ft.). A 12 t.). A 12 km. (7.5 mkm. (7.5 mi.) sectioi.) section of the cn of the canal was eanal was earlier idearlier identified byntified by the Frenc the Fr the French engFrench engineer Limaineer Limant de Bellnt de Bellafonds in afonds in 1872. This1872. This section c section can be tracan be traced beginnied beginning at Ismanbeginnibeginning beginning at Ismailiat Ismailia, then noa, then north to El rth to El Ballah. SnBallah. Sneh and asseh and associates suociates suggest thatggest that these sec these these sectthese sections were ions were connected connected and joinedand joined a canal t a canal through thehrough the Wadi  Wadi T¸umila®tT¸umila®t connectin c connectingconnecting the Nile  the Nile to the Medto the Mediterraneaniterranean Sea. The  Sea. The canal woulcanal would have serd have served severaved severaved several puseveral purposes. Inrposes. In addition  addition to servingto serving as a mean as a means of transs of transportation,portation, it would  it would have provihavehave provihave provided a defeded a defense to pronse to protect the etect the eastern Delastern Delta from atta from attack as wetack as well as unwall as unwanted immignunwaunwanted iunwanted immigrants.mmigrants. Another p Another purpose wouurpose would have beld have been supplyien supplying water tng water to the numeo the no the numerous inumerous irrigation rrigation trenches atrenches along its clong its course, makourse, making the laing the land of Goshnd of Goshen a very en a very good placegogood placegood place for farmi for farming.ng.ng.

An important geographical feature of the eastern Delta has been described 
which adds a new dimension to the discussion of the route of the Exodus. This 
new feature is the eastern canal discovered by Amihai Sneh, Tuvia Weissbrod 
and Itamar Perath on aerial photographs of the northeastern Delta and verified 
by ground exploration. One part of the canal can be traced beginning at 
Qant�arah , then northeast to Tell Abu S�eifeh , then north to Tell el-Her and 
on to the Pelusiac branch of the Nile just W of Pelusium (Tell Farama). This 
segment is ca. 15 km. (9.3 mi.) long. The canal was 70 m. (230 ft.) wide at the 
banks and 20 m. (66 ft.) at the bottom. The depth could have been at least 2–3 
m. (6–10 ft.). A 12 km. (7.5 mi.) section of the canal was earlier identified by the 
French engineer Limant de Bellafonds in 1872. This section can be traced 
beginning at Ismailia, then north to El Ballah. Sneh and associates suggest that 
these sections were connected and joined a canal through the Wadi T¸umila®t 
connecting the Nile to the Mediterranean Sea. The canal would have served 
several purposes. In addition to serving as a means of transportation, it would 
have provided a defense to protect the eastern Delta from attack as well as 
unwanted immigrants. Another purpose would have been supplying water to the 
numerous irrigation trenches along its course, making the land of Goshen a very 
good place for farming.

�The IsraelThe Israelites left ites left Rameses loRameses located in tcated in the area ofhe area of  Qant�irQant�ir at the no at the northern limrthern limrthern limit of Glimit of Goshen and oshen and traveled straveled south to Suouth to Succoth, a dccoth, a district atistrict at the easte the eastern end of rn end of the Wadi the the Wadi the Wadi Tumila®tTumila®t (Exod. 12 (Exod. 12:37; Num. :37; Num. 33:3-5). T33:3-5). They did nohey did not use the t use the way of theway of theway of the land othe land of the Philf the Philistines, bistines, because thiecause this was a wes was a well-travelell-traveled militaryd military and comme and commercial highrcialcommecommercialcommercial highway t highway through thehrough the northern  northern Sinai and Sinai and well guardwell guarded by Egyped by Egyptian fortstian fortstian forts (Exoforts (Exod. 13:17-1d. 13:17-18). Some s8). Some scholars cacholars call this roll this route the Waute the Way of Horusy of Horus. The peop. The people were lelepeoppeople werpeople were led aroue led around by the nd by the way of theway of the wildernes wilderness toward ts toward the Sea of he Sea of Reeds (LXXReeds (LXReeds (LXX “Red (LXX “Red Sea”). NexSea”). Next they sett they set out from  out from Succoth anSuccoth and encampedd encamped at Etham  at Etham at the edgat the eat the edge of thedge of the wildernee wilderness (Exod. ss (Exod. 13:20; Num13:20; Num. 33:6). T. 33:6). They were nhey were next told text told to turn baco turn back and campkbacback and cback and camp near Pamp near Pi-hahirothi-hahiroth (“mouth o (“mouth of the canaf the canal”), betwel”), between Migdol en Migdol (“fortress(“fortress(“fortress(“fortress”; Tell ”; Tell el-H¸erel-H¸er) and the ) and the sea, in frsea, in front of Baaont of Baal-zephon (l-zephon (Exod. 14:1Exod. 14:1-2; Num. 3-2; Num-2; Num. 33:7)Num. 33:7)...

The Israelites left Rameses located in the area of Qant�ir  at the northern 
limit of Goshen and traveled south to Succoth, a district at the eastern end of 
the Wadi Tumila®t (Exod. 12:37; Num. 33:3-5). They did not use the way of 
the land of the Philistines, because this was a well-traveled military and 
commercial highway through the northern Sinai and well guarded by Egyptian 
forts (Exod. 13:17-18). Some scholars call this route the Way of Horus. The 
people were led around by the way of the wilderness toward the Sea of Reeds 



(LXX “Red Sea”). Next they set out from Succoth and encamped at Etham at the 
edge of the wilderness (Exod. 13:20; Num. 33:6). They were next told to turn 
back and camp near Pi-hahiroth (“mouth of the canal”), between Migdol 
(“fortress”; Tell el-H¸er) and the sea, in front of Baal-zephon (Exod. 14:1-2; 
Num. 33:7).

�Exod. 14:3Exod. 14:3 contains  contains a piece ofa piece of archaic v archaic verse:erse:erse:

Exod. 14:3 contains a piece of archaic verse:

�Pharaoh wiPharaoh will say,ll say,�“Trapped a“Trapped are they inre they in the land  the land (Egypt),(Egypt),�The desertThe desert has barre has barred them in.d them in.”””

Pharaoh will say,
“Trapped are they in the land (Egypt),
The desert has barred them in.”

ReferencesReferences to the “w to the “way of the ay of the wildernesswilderness,” “the ed,” “the edge of the ge of the wildernesswilderness,” and “th,” and “the desert (e “th“the deser“the desert (or wildt (or wilderness) haerness) has barred ts barred them in” sehem in” seem to indiem to indicate sometcate something more hing morehing more than more than just the sjust the semi-arid remi-arid region of tegion of the Sinai. he Sinai. In fact thIn fact the wildernee wilderness of the ss of the Sinai did Sinai dSinai did not stdid not stop the Isrop the Israelites. Taelites. The way of he way of the wilderthe wilderness couldness could refer to  refer to the water the water course calcoucourse calcourse called “the wled “the way of Horuay of Horus” in the s” in the Sinuhe stoSinuhe story. The onry. The one geographe geographical featuical feature that worefeatufeature thfeature that would hat would have closedave closed them in w them in would have ould have been the ebeen the eastern canastern canal. After al. After reaching Srreaching Sreaching Succoth in uccoth in the south the south the Israelthe Israelites were ites were stopped bystopped by the canal the canal filled wi filled with crocodith crth crocodilescrocodiles and had t and had to turn baco turn back and go ak and go along the clong the canal to fianal to find a safe nd a safe place to cplace to cross. The rossccross. Thecross. The exact pla exact place for thece for the crossing  crossing is still nis still not determiot determined, but tned, but the biblicahe biblical narrativl narral narrative narrative which descwhich describes the ribes the route of troute of the Israelihe Israelites as firtes as first going sst going south and touth and then north hen nhen north makenorth makes sense ins sense in light of  light of the easterthe eastern canal. Tn canal. The referenhe reference to the ce to the Sea of ReeSea of Reeds could rds ReeReeds coulReeds could refer tod refer to a marsh a a marsh along the rlong the route of thoute of the canal.e canal.e canal.

References to the “way of the wilderness,” “the edge of the wilderness,” and 
“the desert (or wilderness) has barred them in” seem to indicate something 
more than just the semi-arid region of the Sinai. In fact the wilderness of the Sinai 
did not stop the Israelites. The way of the wilderness could refer to the water 
course called “the way of Horus” in the Sinuhe story. The one geographical 
feature that would have closed them in would have been the eastern canal. After 
reaching Succoth in the south the Israelites were stopped by the canal filled with 
crocodiles and had to turn back and go along the canal to find a safe place to 
cross. The exact place for the crossing is still not determined, but the biblical 
narrative which describes the route of the Israelites as first going south and then 
north makes sense in light of the eastern canal. The reference to the Sea of 
Reeds could refer to a marsh along the route of the canal.

�The crossiThe crossing of the ng of the Sea of ReeSea of Reeds is descds is described in Eribed in Exod. 14 anxod. 14 and 15. In Ed 15. In Exod. 14:21xod. 14:xod. 14:21 the 14:21 the Lord droveLord drove the sea b the sea back by a sack by a strong easttrong east (LXX “Sou (LXX “South”) wind.th”) wind. The dry l The dry land that aalland that land that appeared pappeared provided sarovided safe passagefe passage for the I for the Israelites.sraelites. Later (Ex Later (Exod. 14:27-od. 14:27-28) the se28) t28) the sea rethe sea returned to turned to its normalits normal depth and depth and covered t covered the chariothe chariots of the ps of the pharaoh whiharaoh which had beecwhiwhich had which had been chasibeen chasing the Isrng the Israelites. Taelites. The poetic he poetic imagery inimagery in Exod. 15: Exod. 15:1-18 sugge1-18 suggests a suddstssuggesuggests asuggests a sudden st sudden storm that corm that capsized thapsized the boats ofe boats of the Egypt the Egyptians and tians and tossed the ossed the chariots achchariots achariots and horses nd horses into the sinto the sea. In anyea. In any case, Isr case, Israel praiseael praised the Lordd the Lord for savin for saving them frog themg them from them from the Egyptithe Egyptians.ans.ans.

The crossing of the Sea of Reeds is described in Exod. 14 and 15. In Exod. 
14:21 the Lord drove the sea back by a strong east (LXX “South”) wind. The dry 
land that appeared provided safe passage for the Israelites. Later (Exod. 14:27-28) 
the sea returned to its normal depth and covered the chariots of the pharaoh 
which had been chasing the Israelites. The poetic imagery in Exod. 15:1-18 
suggests a sudden storm that capsized the boats of the Egyptians and tossed the 
chariots and horses into the sea. In any case, Israel praised the Lord for saving 
them from the Egyptians.

�The group The group under Moseunder Moses’ leaderss’ leadership turnedhip turned south and south and headed fo headed for Mt. Sinar Mt. Sinai. The plai. Thi. The placesThe places mentioned mentioned in the Bi in the Bible, Marahble, Marah (Exod. 15 (Exod. 15:23), Elim:23), Elim (15:27),  (15:27), and Rephidand Rephidim (17:1),imRephidRephidim (Rephidim (17:1), are17:1), are not clear not clearly identifly identified with aied with any known sny known sites. The ites. The route woulroute would have takd hd have takenhave taken them clos them close to Serabe to Serabit el-Khadit el-Khadem and theem and the Egyptian  Egyptian turquoise turquoise mines. Mt.mines. Mt.mines. Mt. Sinai Mt. Sinai (Exod. 19:(Exod. 19:1-2) is lo1-2) is located at Jcated at Jebel ebel Mu®saœMu®saœ in the so in the southern Sinuthern Sinai peninsuai peninsula.lpeninsupeninsula.peninsula.

The group under Moses’ leadership turned south and headed for Mt. Sinai. 
The places mentioned in the Bible, Marah (Exod. 15:23), Elim (15:27), and 
Rephidim (17:1), are not clearly identified with any known sites. The route would 
have taken them close to Serabit el-Khadem and the Egyptian turquoise mines. 
Mt. Sinai (Exod. 19:1-2) is located at Jebel Mu®saœ in the southern Sinai 
peninsula.
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Lawrence A. Sinclair

EXODUS, BOEXODUS, BOOK OFOK OFOK OF

EXODUS, BOOK OF

The secondThe second book in t book in the OT and he OT and one of fivone of five books the books that make upat make up the Torah the Torah or Pentat or Pen or PentateuchPentateuch. The titl. The title “Exodus”e “Exodus” is from t is from the Greek ohe Greek or LXX tranr LXX translation ofslation of the Hebre the Hebre the Hebrew texHebrew text (MT) andt (MT) and emphasize emphasizes the evens the event of Israet of Israel leaving l leaving Egypt. In Egypt. In Hebrew theHebrew theHebrew the title the title of the booof the book is k is SÁeïmo®t�,SÁeïmo®t�, from the  from the opening woopening words, “And rds, “And these are these are the names.thethe names.the names.” This emp” This emphasizes thhasizes the placemene placement of the It of the Israelites sraelites in Egypt rin Egypt rather thanather than their lea th their leavtheir leaving it; thing it; the “names” e “names” are the soare the sons of Jacons of Jacob, who areb, who are now descr now described as thibed as the childrene ce children ochildren of Israel.f Israel.

The second book in the OT and one of five books that make up the Torah or 
Pentateuch. The title “Exodus” is from the Greek or LXX translation of the 
Hebrew text (MT) and emphasizes the event of Israel leaving Egypt. In Hebrew 
the title of the book is SÁeïmo®t�,  from the opening words, “And these are 
the names.” This emphasizes the placement of the Israelites in Egypt rather than 
their leaving it; the “names” are the sons of Jacob, who are now described as the 
children of Israel.

Canonical Canonical ContextContext

Canonical Context

The HebrewThe Hebrew title int title interrelates errelates the book othe book of Exodus wf Exodus with the fiith the first book orst book of the Biblf the Bible, since ae, BiblBible, sinBible, since at the ce at the close of Gclose of Genesis Jacenesis Jacob is descob is described as mribed as moving to Eoving to Egypt with gypt with his 11 sonhis 1his 11 sons in11 sons in order to  order to live with live with his twelfthis twelfth son, Josh son, Joseph, who weph, who was previouas previously sold asly sold as a slave s a s a slave bya slave by his broth his brothers. The ders. The descriptionescription of the so of the sons of Jacons of Jacob as the cb as the children ofhildren of Israel in Israe Israel in Israel in the openinthe opening verse ofg verse of Exodus in Exodus indicates a dicates a transitiontransition from the  from the ancestral ancestral family stofamilfamily stofamily stories in Geries in Genesis to anesis to an account n account of the oriof the origins of Isgins of Israel as a rael as a nation.nation.nation.

The Hebrew title interrelates the book of Exodus with the first book of the 
Bible, since at the close of Genesis Jacob is described as moving to Egypt with his 
11 sons in order to live with his twelfth son, Joseph, who was previously sold as 
a slave by his brothers. The description of the sons of Jacob as the children of 
Israel in the opening verse of Exodus indicates a transition from the ancestral 
family stories in Genesis to an account of the origins of Israel as a nation.

�The openinThe opening chaptersg chapters of Exodus of Exodus underscor underscore how the e how the family of family of Jacob has Jacob has evolved inevolvevolved inevolved into a greatto a great nation, w nation, whose size hose size now threatnow threatens Pharaoens Pharaoh, promptih, prompting oppressng oppressng oppressionoppression (Exod. 1- (Exod. 1-2). The op2). The oppression opression of Israel cf Israel creates conreates conflict withflict with the divin the divine promise e pre promise topromise to the ances the ancestors in Getors in Genesis thatnesis that their des their descendants wcendants would be blould be blessed by Gessed by Gessed by God with mGod with many offsprany offspring and thing and their own laeir own land (Gen. 1nd (Gen. 12:1-3).2:1-3).

The opening chapters of Exodus underscore how the family of Jacob has 
evolved into a great nation, whose size now threatens Pharaoh, prompting 
oppression (Exod. 1-2). The oppression of Israel creates conflict with the divine 
promise to the ancestors in Genesis that their descendants would be blessed by 
God with many offspring and their own land (Gen. 12:1-3).

ContentContent

Content

Exodus is Exodus is an accountan account of God’s  of God’s initial fainitial faithfulnessithfulness to the an to the ancestral prcestral promise. Exoomise. Exod. 3-15 ded. 3-d. 3-15 descr3-15 describes God’sibes God’s response  response to the oppto the oppression ofression of Pharaoh i Pharaoh in calling n calling Moses to dMoses to deliver Isreddeliver Isdeliver Israel from rael from Egyptian sEgyptian slavery. Exlavery. Exod. 16-18 od. 16-18 describes describes Israel’s iIsrael’s initial jounitial journey throurney thrney through ththrough the wildernee wilderness to the ss to the mountain hmountain home of Godome of God. The book. The book ends with ends with an accoun an acco an account ofaccount of Israel’s  Israel’s encounter encounter with God awith God at Mt. Sinat Mt. Sinai, where ti, where they enter hey enter into a covinto a covenant relaencovcovenant rcovenant relationshielationship with Godp with God (chs. 19, (chs. 19, 24) and r 24) and receive theeceive the divine re divine revelation ovelation of law (chsf laf law (chs. law (chs. 20, 21–23)20, 21–23), as well , as well as instrucas instructions for tions for the culticthe cultic system of system of the taber the tabernacle (chsnacle (nacle (chs. 25—3(chs. 25—31, 35—40).1, 35—40). In the mi In the midst of thedst of the revelatio revelation of law an of law and sanctuand sanctuary Israel ry Israel breaks thebrbreaks thebreaks their newly fir newly formed coveormed covenant with nant with God by worGod by worshipping tshipping the golden he golden calf (ch. calf (ch. 32), which332), which32), which prompts c prompts covenant reovenant renewal (ch.newal (ch. 34). The  34). The revelationrevelation of the ta of the tabernacle cbernacle cult continuccult conticult continues beyonnues beyond the bookd the book of Exodus of Exodus through L through Leviticus aeviticus and Num. 1-nd Num. 1-10, before10, befor10, before Isrbefore Israel leavesael leaves Mt. Sinai Mt. Sinai and conti and continues theirnues their journey t journey through thehrough the wildernes wilderness toward ts tos toward thetoward the Promised  Promised Land of CaLand of Canaan.naan.

Exodus is an account of God’s initial faithfulness to the ancestral promise. Exod. 
3-15 describes God’s response to the oppression of Pharaoh in calling Moses to 
deliver Israel from Egyptian slavery. Exod. 16-18 describes Israel’s initial journey 
through the wilderness to the mountain home of God. The book ends with an 
account of Israel’s encounter with God at Mt. Sinai, where they enter into a 
covenant relationship with God (chs. 19, 24) and receive the divine revelation of 
law (chs. 20, 21–23), as well as instructions for the cultic system of the tabernacle 
(chs. 25—31, 35—40). In the midst of the revelation of law and sanctuary Israel 
breaks their newly formed covenant with God by worshipping the golden calf (ch. 
32), which prompts covenant renewal (ch. 34). The revelation of the tabernacle 
cult continues beyond the book of Exodus through Leviticus and Num. 1-10, 
before Israel leaves Mt. Sinai and continues their journey through the wilderness 



toward the Promised Land of Canaan.

Theology aTheology and Historynd History of Compos of Compositionition

Theology and History of Composition

Biblical wBiblical writers plariters place the oppce the oppression ofression of Israel in Israel in Egypt dur Egypt during the reing the reign of Ramign of Rameses II (ceses RamRameses IIRameses II (ca. 1304 (ca. 1304–1237 –1237 B.C.E.B.C.E.). The lac). The lack of extrak of extrabiblical mbiblical material alaterial along with tong with the cultic he tthe culticthe cultic and theol and theological natogical nature of theure of the literatur literature in Exodue in Exodus makes ths makes the historice historical reconstal real reconstrucreconstruction of Istion of Israel’s slarael’s slavery in Egvery in Egypt difficypt difficult. Israeult. Israel is mentil is mentioned by naoned by name in one me in ome in one Egyptione Egyptian inscripan inscription, the tion, the Merneptah Merneptah Stela (ca.Stela (ca. 1230), wh 1230), where they aere they appear to bppear to be a group e ae a group lia group living in Caving in Canaan. Whatnaan. Whatever the eever the exact histoxact historical detarical details may hails may have been, tve been, the book ofhe tthe book othe book of Exodus cf Exodus consistentlonsistently describey describes salvatios salvation as divinn as divine liberatie liberation from Egon from Egyptian oppyptEgEgyptian oEgyptian oppression.ppression. Essential Essential to the ev to the event of libent of liberation iseration is also Isra also Israel’s encouel’s encounter with nter wnter with God iwith God in the desen the desert. The hirt. The history of cstory of compositionomposition of the bo of the book of Exodok of Exodus witnessus witnessus witnesses witnesses to Israel’to Israel’s changings changing reflectio reflection on the mn on the meaning of eaning of these eventhese events.ts.ts.

Biblical writers place the oppression of Israel in Egypt during the reign of 
Rameses II (ca. 1304–1237 B.C.E.). The lack of extrabiblical material along with 
the cultic and theological nature of the literature in Exodus makes the historical 
reconstruction of Israel’s slavery in Egypt difficult. Israel is mentioned by name in 
one Egyptian inscription, the Merneptah Stela (ca. 1230), where they appear to be 
a group living in Canaan. Whatever the exact historical details may have been, 
the book of Exodus consistently describes salvation as divine liberation from 
Egyptian oppression. Essential to the event of liberation is also Israel’s encounter 
with God in the desert. The history of composition of the book of Exodus 
witnesses to Israel’s changing reflection on the meaning of these events.

�Exodus is Exodus is an antholoan anthology of litugy of liturgy and lirgy and literature fterature from nearlyrom nearly all perio all periods of Israds of Israel’s histoeIsraIsrael’s hIsrael’s history. Thistory. Three actionree actions of God fs of God form the ceorm the central corentral core of Exodus of Exodus: (1) Divi: (1) Divine deliverne dne deliverancdeliverance of Israee of Israel from Egyl from Egyptian opprptian oppression; (2ession; (2) Divine r) Divine revelation evelation to Israel to Israel at the mouat theat the mountathe mountain of God in of God in the desin the desert; and (ert; and (3) Divine 3) Divine indwellingindwelling with Isra with Israel throughel through the const th the constrthe construction of uction of a cult sita cult site. The booe. The book of Exoduk of Exodus containss contains some of t some of the earlieshe earliest traditiot tt traditionstraditions of Israel of Israel on each o on each of these tof these topics. (1) pics. (1) The Song oThe Song of the Sea f the Sea (15:1–18, (15:1–18, 21) is an 21) is21) is an earlis an early poetic ay poetic account of ccount of divine deldivine deliverance oiverance of Israel af Israel at the sea.t the sea. In this h In this hymn God isymn Goymn God is desGod is described as cribed as drowning Pdrowning Pharaoh andharaoh and his army  his army in the stoin the storm-tossed rm-tossed sea. (2) Esea. (2) Esea. (2) Exod. 19:1Exod. 19:16-19 refle6-19 reflects early cts early accounts oaccounts of divine rf divine revelation evelation to Israel to Israel at God’s mat God’s mountain hoounmmountain hmountain home. Otherome. Other early acc early accounts of Gounts of God’s mountod’s mountain home iain home in the desen the desert includert inclurt include suinclude such poetry ch poetry as Judg. 5as Judg. 5:5; Ps. 68:5; Ps. 68:8, 17[MT :8, 17[MT 9, 18]; De9, 18]; Deut. 33:2. ut. 33:2. Finally, (Finally, (3) Exod. 33) Exo3) Exod. 33:1Exod. 33:1-6 describ-6 describes the indes the indwelling ofwelling of God with  God with Israel as Israel as taking plataking place in a moce in a movable desevablmomovable demovable desert shrinsert shrine, the tene, the tent of meetit of meeting, which ng, which is locatedis located outside o outside of the Israf the Israelite campeliteIsraIsraelite Israelite camp. Thescamp. These traditioe traditions most lins most likely existkely existed indepened independently of dently of each othereach other at an ear at  at an earlat an early stage iny stage in Israel’s  Israel’s worship liworship life.fe.fe.

Exodus is an anthology of liturgy and literature from nearly all periods of 
Israel’s history. Three actions of God form the central core of Exodus: (1) Divine 
deliverance of Israel from Egyptian oppression; (2) Divine revelation to Israel at 
the mountain of God in the desert; and (3) Divine indwelling with Israel through 
the construction of a cult site. The book of Exodus contains some of the earliest 
traditions of Israel on each of these topics. (1) The Song of the Sea (15:1–18, 21) 
is an early poetic account of divine deliverance of Israel at the sea. In this hymn 
God is described as drowning Pharaoh and his army in the storm-tossed sea. (2) 
Exod. 19:16-19 reflects early accounts of divine revelation to Israel at God’s 
mountain home. Other early accounts of God’s mountain home in the desert 
include such poetry as Judg. 5:5; Ps. 68:8, 17[MT 9, 18]; Deut. 33:2. Finally, (3) 
Exod. 33:1-6 describes the indwelling of God with Israel as taking place in a 
movable desert shrine, the tent of meeting, which is located outside of the 
Israelite camp. These traditions most likely existed independently of each other 
at an early stage in Israel’s worship life.

�The most sThe most significantignificant developme development in the nt in the compositiocompositional histornal history of Exoduy of Exodus occurs ws occus occurs wheoccurs when the thren the three actions e actions of God as of God as savior, resavior, revealer, anvealer, and indwelled indweller are inter are interrelated irreinteinterrelatinterrelated into oned into one story ofe story of national  national origin andorigin and salvation salvation history.  history. The earlieThe earliest transfost transt transformatransformation of intion of independent dependent liturgies liturgies into an acinto an account of scount of salvation halvation history takistory takes place aes pes place arouplace around the chand the character of racter of Moses. TheMoses. The hymns of  hymns of deliverancdeliverance in 15:1–e in 15:1–18, 21 anc18, 21 anchor an exthancanchor an anchor an extended nextended narrative tarrative that includhat includes the bires the birth and comth and commission ofmission of Moses, hi Moses, his conflictshihis conflihis conflict with Phct with Pharaoh throaraoh through a seriugh a series of plages of plagues, whichues, which leads to  leads to the death the death of the Egyof thof the Egyptithe Egyptian firstboan firstborn, Israelrn, Israel’s expulsi’s expulsion from Egon from Egypt, and fypt, and finally theinally the confronta confrontation at thtion ation at the seaat the sea. The reve. The revelation of lation of God at theGod at the desert mo desert mountain is untain is connected connected to the exoto the exodus with adexoexodus witexodus with a wilderh a wilderness journness journey in whicey in which Moses leh Moses leads Israelads Israel. The reve. The revelation itslation itself is faselfitsitself is itself is fashioned fashioned into a covinto a covenant cereenant ceremony, in wmony, in which the phich the presence ofresence of God with  God with Israel is IsrIsrael is Israel is transferretransferred into lawd into laws that ares that are mediated  mediated through Mothrough Moses, the lses, the law-giver.aw-giver.aw-giver.

The most significant development in the compositional history of Exodus 
occurs when the three actions of God as savior, revealer, and indweller are 
interrelated into one story of national origin and salvation history. The earliest 
transformation of independent liturgies into an account of salvation history takes 
place around the character of Moses. The hymns of deliverance in 15:1–18, 21 
anchor an extended narrative that includes the birth and commission of Moses, 
his conflict with Pharaoh through a series of plagues, which leads to the death of 
the Egyptian firstborn, Israel’s expulsion from Egypt, and finally the confrontation 
at the sea. The revelation of God at the desert mountain is connected to the 
exodus with a wilderness journey in which Moses leads Israel. The revelation 
itself is fashioned into a covenant ceremony, in which the presence of God with 



Israel is transferred into laws that are mediated through Moses, the law-giver.

�This accouThis account of salvnt of salvation histation history has beory has been traditien traditionally desonally described as cribed as the Yahwisthe Yahwthe Yahwist hiYahwist history, wristory, written in thtten in the 10th cene 10th century durintury during the perig the period of the od of the United MonUnited Monarchy, wheaMonMonarchy, Monarchy, when Davidwhen David and Solom and Solomon fashionon fashioned an empied an empire out of re out of the 12 trithe 12 tribes. More bes. Morbes. More recenMore recently scholatly scholars have qurs have questioned sestioned such an earuch an early date foly date for the writr the writing of hising of history in antohishistory inhistory in ancient I ancient Israel, favsrael, favoring instoring instead a lateead a late monarchy  monarchy or even anor even an exilic da exilic date.te.te.

This account of salvation history has been traditionally described as the 
Yahwist history, written in the 10th century during the period of the United 
Monarchy, when David and Solomon fashioned an empire out of the 12 tribes. 
More recently scholars have questioned such an early date for the writing of 
history in ancient Israel, favoring instead a late monarchy or even an exilic date.

�Priestly wPriestly writers preriters present anothsent another interprer interpretation ofetation of God as de God as deliverer, rliverer, revealer, aevealer, rrevealer, revealer, and indweland indweller. In thler. In their accouneir account of salvat of salvation histotion history, Moses ry, Moses delivers Idelivers Israel withsrael wsrael with the awith the aid of his id of his brother Aabrother Aaron, the pron, the priest, whoriest, who confronts confronts Egyptian  Egyptian magicians magicians with the pwitwith the pwith the power of Isower of Israel’s Godrael’s God. The even. The event of salvat of salvation incortion incorporates imporates imagery of aagery of a new creat n new creatinew creation. God doon. God does not simes not simply destroply destroy Pharaoh y Pharaoh in the seain the sea, but actu, but actually splitally splits the sea s ts the sea inthe sea in half. Suc half. Such action ih action is reminiscs reminiscent of creent of creation in tation in the ancienthe ancient Near East Near Eastern world.ern wern world. As world. As a result, a result, for Priestfor Priestly writersly writers, salvatio, salvation inauguran inaugurates a new tes a new creation. creation. As a conseAs a cAs a consequencconsequence, Israel’e, Israel’s wildernes wilderness journeyss journey to the de to the desert home sert home of God becof God becomes an exomes an eomes an exploratioexploration into a nn into a new and emeew and emerging worlrging world, in whicd, in which sabbath h sabbath reappears reappears for the fifor the first time srsfifirst timefirst time since the since the original  original creation icreation in Gen. 1. n Gen. 1. The revelaThe revelation of Gotion of God at Mt. Sd at Mt. Sinai focusinai foinai focuses onfocuses on the detai the details of the ls of the tabernacletabernacle sanctuary sanctuary, with its, with its sacrifici sacrificial system al system and officiand ofand official pofficial priesthood.riesthood. The revel The revelation and ation and constructiconstruction of the on of the tabernacletabernacle allow God allow God to leave  to to leave hto leave his mountaiis mountain home andn home and dwell in  dwell in the midst the midst of the Isrof the Israelite camaelite camp as they p as they journey onjoujourney onjourney on to the Pr to the Promised Lanomised Land.d.d.

Priestly writers present another interpretation of God as deliverer, 
revealer, and indweller. In their account of salvation history, Moses delivers Israel 
with the aid of his brother Aaron, the priest, who confronts Egyptian magicians 
with the power of Israel’s God. The event of salvation incorporates imagery of a 
new creation. God does not simply destroy Pharaoh in the sea, but actually splits 
the sea in half. Such action is reminiscent of creation in the ancient Near Eastern 
world. As a result, for Priestly writers, salvation inaugurates a new creation. As a 
consequence, Israel’s wilderness journey to the desert home of God becomes an 
exploration into a new and emerging world, in which sabbath reappears for the 
first time since the original creation in Gen. 1. The revelation of God at Mt. Sinai 
focuses on the details of the tabernacle sanctuary, with its sacrificial system and 
official priesthood. The revelation and construction of the tabernacle allow God 
to leave his mountain home and dwell in the midst of the Israelite camp as they 
journey on to the Promised Land.

�The PriestThe Priestly accountly account of salvat of salvation historion history has beeny has been tradition traditionally interally interpreted as preted as preted as a separas a separate and inate and independent dependent story fromstory from the Yahwi the Yahwist historyst history, and writ, and written in theten in the exilic pe e exilic perexilic period. In thiod. In this documenis documentary hypottary hypothesis the hesis the two accountwo accounts were onts were only later mly later merged by eemmerged by merged by editors. Meditors. More recentore recently scholarly scholars have ques have questioned whstioned whether the ether the Priestly aPriestly aPriestly account waaccount was ever an s ever an independenindependent story. St story. Some favor ome favor an interpran interpretation ofetation of Priestly  Priestly literaturelitliteratureliterature as an add as an addition to tition to the Yahwisthe Yahwist history t history that is inthat is intended to rended to reinterpreteinterpret it to fit it to it to fit a Pto fit a Priestly thriestly theology. Oteology. Other scholaher scholars have arrs have argued that gued that the legal the legal portions oportions of the Prief the f the Priestthe Priestly historyly history are preex are preexilic in orilic in origin and tigin and thus older hus older than has tthan has traditionalraditionally been thly beenly been thougbeen thought.ht.

The Priestly account of salvation history has been traditionally interpreted 
as a separate and independent story from the Yahwist history, and written in the 
exilic period. In this documentary hypothesis the two accounts were only later 
merged by editors. More recently scholars have questioned whether the Priestly 
account was ever an independent story. Some favor an interpretation of Priestly 
literature as an addition to the Yahwist history that is intended to reinterpret it 
to fit a Priestly theology. Other scholars have argued that the legal portions of 
the Priestly history are preexilic in origin and thus older than has traditionally 
been thought.

ContinuingContinuing Significa Significancence

Continuing Significance

The composThe compositional hiitional history of Estory of Exodus reflxodus reflects changects changes in ancies in ancient Israelent Israelite societite society, worshipy, wy, worship, aworship, and theolognd theological refleical reflection. As ction. As a consequea consequence, the pnce, the present forresent form of the bm of the book contaioobbook contabook contains a numbins a number of inteer of interpretationrpretations of the ss of the same event ame event or theme. or theme. For examplFor exampFor example, sexample, salvation ialvation is both a ls both a liberation iberation and a new and a new creation. creation. RevelationRevelation is focuse is focused on covend ond on covenanon covenant, law (tot, law (torah), and rah), and cult. God cult. God dwells witdwells with Israel bh Israel both in theoth in the tent of m tent of meeting outeetmmeeting oumeeting outside of ttside of the camp anhe camp and in the td in the tabernacle abernacle in the midin the middle of thedle of the camp. camp. camp.

The compositional history of Exodus reflects changes in ancient Israelite society, 
worship, and theological reflection. As a consequence, the present form of the 
book contains a number of interpretations of the same event or theme. For 
example, salvation is both a liberation and a new creation. Revelation is focused 
on covenant, law (torah), and cult. God dwells with Israel both in the tent of 
meeting outside of the camp and in the tabernacle in the middle of the camp.

�Yet througYet throughout the mhout the many changeany changes in the ss in the story line tory line of Israel’of Israel’s salvatios salvation from Egyn from En from Egypt and Egypt and journey tojourney to God in th God in the wildernee wilderness, the thss, the three themesree themes of God as of God as savior, r savior, revealer, aerrevealer, revealer, and indweland indweller providler provide points oe points of continuif continuity. These ty. These themes becthemes become the orome the organizing pgororganizingorganizing points fo points for worship r worship practice ipractice in ancient n ancient Israel thaIsrael that continuet continue to influe to influence both Jnce bnce both Jewisboth Jewish and Chrih and Christian tradstian traditions. Ciitions. Circumcisionrcumcision (4:24–26) (4:24–26), Passover, Passover and recol and recollection oflecrecolrecollectirecollection of the on of the slaughter slaughter of the firof the firstborn (12stborn (12:21–36, 43:21–36, 43–49), unle–49), unleavened breavened bread or ad brebread or bread or Mas�s�o®t�Mas�s�o®t� (12:37–39 (12:37–39; 13:3–10); 13:3–10), the cons, the consecration oecration of the firsf the firstborn and tborn antborn and the giand the giving of fiving of firstfruits rstfruits (13:1–2, 1(13:1–2, 11–16) are 1–16) are cultic meacultic means for parns for participatingticipating in the po in the in the power the power of God as of God as savior. Sasavior. Sabbath (ch.bbath (ch. 16), the  16), the formation formation of covenanof covenant communitt communitt communitiecommunities (chs. 19s (chs. 19—24), call—24), called leadersed leaders on the mo on the model of Mosdel of Moses, Aaron,es, Aaron, and Miria and Miri and Miriam, thMiriam, the reading e reading of sacred of sacred Scripture Scripture (20:1–17; (20:1–17; 24:3–8), e24:3–8), eating withating with God (24:9 God (24:9–11), and –1(24:9(24:9–11),(24:9–11), and the e and the establishmestablishment of sacrnt of sacred places ed places (chs. 35—4(chs. 35—40) continu0) continue to be ime to be important wapimimportant important ways in whways in which God isich God is revealed  revealed and dwellsand dwells with the  with the people of people of God.God.God.

Yet throughout the many changes in the story line of Israel’s salvation from 
Egypt and journey to God in the wilderness, the three themes of God as savior, 



revealer, and indweller provide points of continuity. These themes become the 
organizing points for worship practice in ancient Israel that continue to influence 
both Jewish and Christian traditions. Circumcision (4:24–26), Passover and 
recollection of the slaughter of the firstborn (12:21–36, 43–49), unleavened 
bread or Mas�s�o®t�  (12:37–39; 13:3–10), the consecration of the firstborn 
and the giving of firstfruits (13:1–2, 11–16) are cultic means for participating in 
the power of God as savior. Sabbath (ch. 16), the formation of covenant 
communities (chs. 19—24), called leaders on the model of Moses, Aaron, and 
Miriam, the reading of sacred Scripture (20:1–17; 24:3–8), eating with God 
(24:9–11), and the establishment of sacred places (chs. 35—40) continue to be 
important ways in which God is revealed and dwells with the people of God.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. S. ChilB. S. Childs, ds, The Book oThe Book of Exodus.f Exodus. OTL (Phil OTL (Philadelphia, adelphia, 1974); F. 1974); F. M. Cross, MM. Cross, M. Cross, Canaanite Canaanite Myth and HMyth and Hebrew Epicebrew Epic (Cambridg (Cambridge, Mass., e, Mass., 1973); T. 1973); T. B. DozemanB. DozemaB. Dozeman, Dozeman, God at WarGod at War: Power in: Power in the Exodu the Exodus Traditios Traditionn (New York (New York, 1996); , 1996); God on theGod on the Mountain: M Mountain: Mountain: A Study ofA Study of Redaction Redaction, Theology, Theology and Canon and Canon in Exodus in Exodus 19-24. 19-24. SBLMS 37  SBLMS 37 (Atlanta, (Atlan(Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1989); S. 1989); S. E. LoewensE. Loewenstamm, tamm, The EvolutThe Evolution of theion of the Exodus Tr Exodus Traditionadition (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1992); m(Jerusale(Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1992); J, 1992); J. Van Sete. Van Seters,rs, The Life  The Life of Moses: of Moses: The YahwisThe Yahwist as Histot as Historian in Exrian in Exodus-NumbeodusExExodus-NumExodus-Numbersbers (Louisvil (Louisville, 1994).le, 1994).
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EXORCISMEXORCISMEXORCISM

EXORCISM

An attemptAn attempt to contro to control and castl and cast out evil  out evil spirits bespirits believed to lieved to have enterhave entered a persoed a person in ordern inn in order tin order to cause hao cause harm. The Gorm. The Gospels (witspels (with the exceh the exception of Jption of John) contaohn) contain numerouin numeroin numerous rnumerous references eferences to demon pto demon possession ossession and exorciand exorcism. There sm. There is one majis one major exorcisor exoor exorcism aexorcism account in ccount in Acts (16:1Acts (16:16–18), and6–18), and incidenta incidental remarks l remarks about Paulabout Paul and Jewis and Jewish exorcisthJewisJewish exoJewish exorcists (19rcists (19:13–20). J:13–20). Jesus perfoesus performed most rmed most of the exoof the exorcisms in rcisms in the Gospelthe Gospelthe Gospel accGospel accounts (e.gounts (e.g., Matt. 4., Matt. 4:11, 23; M:11, 23; Mark 1:12-1ark 1:12-13, 21-34),3, 21-34), though th though the apostlese apostles also perf als also perfoalso performed exorcrmed exorcisms. Exorisms. Exorcism presucism presupposes thepposes the belief in belief in the exist the existence of spence of spirit beingirspspirit beispirit beings who cangs who can enter inn enter into an indito an individual’s bvidual’s body, and oody, and occupy it pccupy it permanentlyermanently (Mark 5:1 (M (Mark 5:1-(Mark 5:1-14) or int14) or intermittentlermittently (9:14–27y (9:14–27). Known a). Known as demonic s demonic possessionpossession, it often, it often involved  i involved sinvolved some sort oome sort of oppressif oppression by the on by the alien spiralien spirit.it.it.

An attempt to control and cast out evil spirits believed to have entered a person 
in order to cause harm. The Gospels (with the exception of John) contain 
numerous references to demon possession and exorcism. There is one major 
exorcism account in Acts (16:16–18), and incidental remarks about Paul and 
Jewish exorcists (19:13–20). Jesus performed most of the exorcisms in the 
Gospel accounts (e.g., Matt. 4:11, 23; Mark 1:12-13, 21-34), though the apostles 
also performed exorcisms. Exorcism presupposes the belief in the existence of 
spirit beings who can enter into an individual’s body, and occupy it permanently 
(Mark 5:1-14) or intermittently (9:14–27). Known as demonic possession, it often 
involved some sort of oppression by the alien spirit.

�Exorcism iExorcism is traced bs traced back to theack to the ancient N ancient Near East. ear East. An exorcisAn exorcist usually t usually called on called ocalled on the powon the power of a ster of a stronger, anronger, and usually d usually good spirigood spirit, to subdt, to subdue or castue or cast out a les out a less powerfuls pos powerful, powerful, and usualland usually a malevoy a malevolent spirilent spirit. Methodst. Methods varied fr varied from a few wom a few words of coords of command to amcocommand tocommand to a full ri a full ritual ceremtual ceremony and elony and elaborate maaborate magical incagical incantations. ntations. When necesWhen necesWhen necessary necessary the exorcithe exorcist will usst will use a combine a combination of mation of methods to ethods to ensure sucensure success. Praccess. Practices of etiPracPractices Practices of exorcisof exorcism are assom are associated witciated with the belih the belief that deef that demonic possmonic possession oftession often broughtenoftoften brouoften brought sickneght sickness to the ss to the victim. Thvictim. Thus, exorcius, exorcising the dsing the demon from emon from the indivithe individual was aduindiviindividualindividual was a for was a form of treatm of treatment of thment of the illness e illness believed tbelieved to have beeo have been caused bn caused by the intry thy the intrudthe intruding spiriting spirit. There is. There is, however,, however, a distinc a distinction betwetion between exorcisen exorcism and healm and healing. The eing.healhealing. Thealing. The epilepshe epilepsy that they that the boy in Ma boy in Mark 9:14-27rk 9:14-27 suffered  suffered was causedwas caused by an evi by an evil spirit, l sl spirit, buspirit, but there ist there is no such c no such connection onnection made to thmade to the woman wie woman with an issuth an issue of bloode of blood (5:25–34) ( (5:25–34).(5:25–34).

Exorcism is traced back to the ancient Near East. An exorcist usually called 
on the power of a stronger, and usually good spirit, to subdue or cast out a less 
powerful, and usually a malevolent spirit. Methods varied from a few words of 
command to a full ritual ceremony and elaborate magical incantations. When 
necessary the exorcist will use a combination of methods to ensure success. 
Practices of exorcism are associated with the belief that demonic possession 
often brought sickness to the victim. Thus, exorcising the demon from the 
individual was a form of treatment of the illness believed to have been caused by 
the intruding spirit. There is, however, a distinction between exorcism and 



healing. The epilepsy that the boy in Mark 9:14-27 suffered was caused by an evil 
spirit, but there is no such connection made to the woman with an issue of blood 
(5:25–34).

�Jesus exorJesus exorcised democised demons by his ns by his commandingcommanding word with word with no appare no apparent appeal nt appeal to authoritoto authorito authority beyond ty beyond himself. Ehimself. Early Chrisarly Christians, howtians, however, castever, cast out demon out demons in the ns in the name and auamnname and aname and authority outhority of Jesus (Lf Jesus (Luke 10:17-uke 10:17-20; Acts 120; Acts 16:16-17).6:16-17).6:16-17).

Jesus exorcised demons by his commanding word with no apparent appeal 
to authority beyond himself. Early Christians, however, cast out demons in the 
name and authority of Jesus (Luke 10:17-20; Acts 16:16-17).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. Eitrem,S. Eitrem,  Some NotesSome Notes on Demono on Demonologylogy (1971); S (1971); S. R. Garre. R. Garrett, tt, The DemiseThThe DemiseThe Demise of the De of the Devilvil (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1989)lis, 1989); S. V. Mc; S. V. McCasland, Casland, By the FinBy the Finger of Godger of God (New York (N (New York,(New York, 1951); G. 1951); G. N. Twelft N. Twelftree, ree, Jesus the Jesus the ExorcistExorcist (Peabody, (Peabody, 1994). 1994). 1994).
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EXPIATIONEXPIATIONEXPIATION

EXPIATION

A sacrificA sacrificelike actielike action that reon that removes a bamoves a barrier of srrier of sin which bin which blocks felllocks fellowship betowship between God aweenbetbetween Gobetween God and peopd and people. Expiatle. Expiatory concepory concepts are clots are closely linkesely linked with ided with ideas of guilas of guilt, purity,t,guilguilt, purguilt, purity, divinity, divine judgmente judgment, and merc, and mercy. OT and y. OT and NT ideas aNT ideas about expiabout expiation are ftion are further linurtffurther lifurther linked with nked with broad pattbroad patterns of saerns of sacrificial crificial thinking ithinking in the ancin the ancient Near Eent Near East and thast anast and the Grand the Greco-Roman eco-Roman world. In world. In modern timmodern times there hes there has been muas been much discussch discussion of difion of ion of differeof differences betwences between “expiaten “expiation” and “ion” and “propitiatipropitiation,” the fon,” the former suggormer suggesting divesting divine initiainedivdivine inidivine initiative antiative and the lattd the latter human aer human activity (activity (aimed at tuimed at turning asidrning aside divine we divine wrath). Sucrath). wwrath). Suwrath). Such distincch distinctions canntions cannot be readot be readily deriveily derived from indd from individual Heividual Hebrew and Gbrew and Greek termsrGGreek termGreek terms in the Bs in the Bible. The ible. The Bible doesBible does seem to r seem to regularly aegularly assume, howssume, however, thatever, that humans ca thatthat humanthat humans cannot cs cannot control or ontrol or manipulatemanipulate God’s res God’s response to tponse to their misdeheir misdeeds.eds.eds.

A sacrificelike action that removes a barrier of sin which blocks fellowship 
between God and people. Expiatory concepts are closely linked with ideas of 
guilt, purity, divine judgment, and mercy. OT and NT ideas about expiation are 
further linked with broad patterns of sacrificial thinking in the ancient Near East 
and the Greco-Roman world. In modern times there has been much discussion 
of differences between “expiation” and “propitiation,” the former suggesting 
divine initiative and the latter human activity (aimed at turning aside divine 
wrath). Such distinctions cannot be readily derived from individual Hebrew and 
Greek terms in the Bible. The Bible does seem to regularly assume, however, 
that humans cannot control or manipulate God’s response to their misdeeds.

�The OT genThe OT generally afferally affirms the virms the value of exalue of expiatory sapiatory sacrifices, crifices, but never but never presents apresents presents apresents a general i general interpretatnterpretation or expion or explanation olanation of their eff their efficacy (cfficacy (cf. Heb. 9:2. Heb. 9:22). Natura2). Na2). Naturally Naturally many statemany statements abouments about expiatiot expiation connect n connect it with prit with priestly saciestly sacrifices. Lrifices. Leviticus ievitLLeviticus Leviticus in particuin particular offerslar offers detailed  detailed prescriptiprescriptions for saons for sacrificial crificial rituals surituals suited to vaited to various clasrvavarious clvarious classes of tasses of transgressiransgressions which ons which are said tare said to “expiateo “expiate” them. A ” them. A few passagfew passages speak oes passagpassages spassages speak of thpeak of the deaths oe deaths or executior executions of humans of human beings an beings as purifyins purifying the natig the nation and elionnatination andnation and eliciting eliciting divine fo divine forgiveness rgiveness (Phinehas:(Phinehas: Num. 25:7 Num. 25:7-13; Sir. -13; Sir. 45:23; Dav45:23; David: 2 Sam.id: 2id: 2 Sam. 21:2 Sam. 21:1-14). How1-14). However, OT pever, OT prophets ofrophets often declarten declare that sace that sacrifices dorifices do not gain  not gain forgivenesfoforgivenesforgiveness when sacs when sacrificers arificers are unrepenre unrepentant. Passtant. Passages like ages like Mic. 6:6-8Mic. 6:6-8; Jer. 7:2; Jer. 7:21-23 (cf. 1-23 7:27:21-23 (c7:21-23 (cf. Ps. 51:f. Ps. 51:16-17[MT 116-17[MT 18–19]) com8–19]) come close toe close to denying t denying that any sahat any sacrificial crificial rites expiriterites expirites expiate sin. Tate sin. The fourth he fourth Servant SoServant Song of Secong of Second Isaiah nd Isaiah (Isa. 52:1(Isa. 52:13-53:12) d3-53:12) develops wieveloddevelops wdevelops with uniqueith unique power the power the idea of a idea of a voluntary voluntary human dea human death which fth which functions aunctions aunctions as a vicaras a vicarious sacriious sacrifice for tfice for the forgivehe forgiveness of thness of the sins of e sins of others. A others. A HellenistiHellenistic Jewish tc Jewishc Jewish texJewish text, which mt, which may have inay have influenced efluenced early Chrisarly Christian sotertian soteriology, spiology, speaks of maeaks of martyrs whosrtmamartyrs whmartyrs whose deathsose deaths atone for atone for the sins  the sins of Israel of Israel (4 Macc. 1(4 Macc. 17:20-22; c7:20-22; cf. 2 Macc.f. 2 Macc. 7:30-38). 7:3 7:30-38).7:30-38).7:30-38).

The OT generally affirms the value of expiatory sacrifices, but never 
presents a general interpretation or explanation of their efficacy (cf. Heb. 9:22). 
Naturally many statements about expiation connect it with priestly sacrifices. 
Leviticus in particular offers detailed prescriptions for sacrificial rituals suited to 
various classes of transgressions which are said to “expiate” them. A few 
passages speak of the deaths or executions of human beings as purifying the 
nation and eliciting divine forgiveness (Phinehas: Num. 25:7-13; Sir. 45:23; David: 
2 Sam. 21:1-14). However, OT prophets often declare that sacrifices do not gain 
forgiveness when sacrificers are unrepentant. Passages like Mic. 6:6-8; Jer. 
7:21-23 (cf. Ps. 51:16-17[MT 18–19]) come close to denying that any sacrificial 
rites expiate sin. The fourth Servant Song of Second Isaiah (Isa. 52:13-53:12) 
develops with unique power the idea of a voluntary human death which functions 
as a vicarious sacrifice for the forgiveness of the sins of others. A Hellenistic 
Jewish text, which may have influenced early Christian soteriology, speaks of 
martyrs whose deaths atone for the sins of Israel (4 Macc. 17:20-22; cf. 2 Macc. 
7:30-38).

�Most NT stMost NT statements aatements about expiabout expiation are ction are connected wonnected with Jesus’ith Jesus’ death, an death, and such stad sucd such statesuch statements are ments are widespreadwidespread in the NT in the NT. The infl. The influence of Iuence of Isa. 53 is sa. 53 is particularparticularly apparenly aly apparent iapparent in Heb. 9:2n Heb. 9:28; 1 Pet. 8; 1 Pet. 2:18-25; 32:18-25; 3:18. Yet e:18. Yet early Chrisarly Christian intertian interpretationspretations of Jesus’ of Je of Jesus’ deaJesus’ death as an eth as an expiation fxpiation for sin oftor sin often imply ten imply that that ehat that event both vent both fulfilled fulfilled and replacand repand replaced sreplaced sacrifices acrifices performed performed under the under the OT law.OT law.OT law.

Most NT statements about expiation are connected with Jesus’ death, and 
such statements are widespread in the NT. The influence of Isa. 53 is particularly 



apparent in Heb. 9:28; 1 Pet. 2:18-25; 3:18. Yet early Christian interpretations of 
Jesus’ death as an expiation for sin often imply that that event both fulfilled and 
replaced sacrifices performed under the OT law.

�Paul’s letPaul’s letters, the ters, the oldest NT oldest NT writings, writings, incorporatincorporate pre-Paule pre-Pauline formuline formulas interpras interpas interpretiinterpreting Jesus’ ng Jesus’ death as adeath as a sacrifice sacrifice for sins  for sins (1 Cor. 11(1 Cor. 11:23-26; 15:23-26; 15:3; Rom. 3:3; Rom. 3:24-26; 8::24-2633:24-26; 83:24-26; 8:3; 2 Cor.:3; 2 Cor. 5:20-21). 5:20-21). Paul appe Paul appears to accars to accept such iept such ideas himsedeas himself, thoughlf, though he does n he  he does nohe does not explain t explain or dwell oor dwell on them. Den them. Deutero-Paulutero-Pauline letterine letters also asss also assume the vaume the validity of livavalidity ovalidity of expiatorf expiatory patternsy patterns of interp of interpretation (retation (Eph. 1:7; Eph. 1:7; 5:2; Col. 5:2; Col. 1:20-22; 21:20-22; 2:13-15). I:13-15)22:13-15). 2:13-15). It is noteIt is noteworthy thaworthy that the Pault the Pauline and Deine and Deutero-Paulutero-Pauline letterine letters explore s explore further mefurfurther mefurther meanings of anings of Jesus’ deaJesus’ death, especith, especially freedally freedom from thom from the law (Gale law (Gal. 2:19-21;. 2:19-21; 3:10—5:12 3:1 3:10—5:12;3:10—5:12; Rom. 7:1- Rom. 7:1-8:4; cf. E8:4; cf. Eph. 2:14-1ph. 2:14-16; Col. 2:6; Col. 2:13-15) and13-15) and ongoing C ongoing Christian ehristian experiencesxpeexperienceexperiences of suffes of suffering; Paulring; Pauline interpine interpretations retations of the deaof the death are notth are not limited t limited to expiatoro expo expiatory expiatory ones.ones.ones.

Paul’s letters, the oldest NT writings, incorporate pre-Pauline formulas 
interpreting Jesus’ death as a sacrifice for sins (1 Cor. 11:23-26; 15:3; Rom. 
3:24-26; 8:3; 2 Cor. 5:20-21). Paul appears to accept such ideas himself, though 
he does not explain or dwell on them. Deutero-Pauline letters also assume the 
validity of expiatory patterns of interpretation (Eph. 1:7; 5:2; Col. 1:20-22; 
2:13-15). It is noteworthy that the Pauline and Deutero-Pauline letters explore 
further meanings of Jesus’ death, especially freedom from the law (Gal. 2:19-21; 
3:10—5:12; Rom. 7:1-8:4; cf. Eph. 2:14-16; Col. 2:13-15) and ongoing Christian 
experiences of suffering; Pauline interpretations of the death are not limited to 
expiatory ones.

�In the SynIn the Synoptic Gospoptic Gospels, sacriels, sacrificial intficial interpretatioerpretations of Jesuns of Jesus’ death as’ death are suggestre suggested especiaesuggestsuggested suggested especiallyespecially in the Lo in the Lord’s Supperd’s Supper narrativr narrative (Mark 14e (Mark 14:22-25 = M:22-25 = Matt. 26:26att. 26:26-29) and t-226:2626:26-29) 26:26-29) and the poand the possibly relssibly related “ransated “ransom” sayingom” saying in Mark 1 in Mark 10:45 (= Ma0:45 (= Matt. 20:28)tt. 20:28). The Gosp. T. The GospelThe Gospel Passion n Passion narratives arratives also hint also hint that Jesusthat Jesus’ death is’ death is specifica specifically relatelly related to the td to thd to the templethe temple and its s and its sacrifices acrifices (Mark 15:2(Mark 15:29, 38).9, 38).9, 38).

In the Synoptic Gospels, sacrificial interpretations of Jesus’ death are 
suggested especially in the Lord’s Supper narrative (Mark 14:22-25 = Matt. 
26:26-29) and the possibly related “ransom” saying in Mark 10:45 (= Matt. 20:28). 
The Gospel Passion narratives also hint that Jesus’ death is specifically related to 
the temple and its sacrifices (Mark 15:29, 38).

�A special A special interest iinterest in interpren interpreting Jesusting Jesus’ death as’ death as an expiat an expiation for siion for sins is showns is shown in 1 Johnshowshown in 1shown in 1 John (esp John (esp. 1 John 2. 1 John 2:2), and t:2), and this is clehis is clearly relatarly related to an eed to an emphasis onmphasis on Jesus’ hu Jesu Jesus’ humJesus’ humanity (4:2anity (4:2–10; cf. H–10; cf. Heb. 2:17).eb. 2:17). In the Go In the Gospel of Jospel of John expiatohn expiatory thinkinry thinking surfacesg surg surfaces isurfaces in the Baptn the Baptist’s descist’s description ofription of Jesus as  Jesus as “the Lamb “the Lamb of God, whof God, who takes awo takes away the sinay awaway the saway the sin of the in of the world” (Joworld” (John 1:29; chn 1:29; cf. 11:50),f. 11:50), but that  but that Gospel speGospel speaks of Jesaks of Jesus’ death us’ dus’ death maindeath mainly in nonsly in nonsacrificialacrificial ways. The ways. The book of R book of Revelation evelation also alludalso alludes to expies to expiatory viewatorexpiexpiatory expiatory views of Jviews of Jesus’ deatesus’ death (Rev. 1:h (Rev. 1:5; 5:9).5; 5:9).5; 5:9).

A special interest in interpreting Jesus’ death as an expiation for sins is 
shown in 1 John (esp. 1 John 2:2), and this is clearly related to an emphasis on 
Jesus’ humanity (4:2–10; cf. Heb. 2:17). In the Gospel of John expiatory thinking 
surfaces in the Baptist’s description of Jesus as “the Lamb of God, who takes 
away the sin of the world” (John 1:29; cf. 11:50), but that Gospel speaks of Jesus’ 
death mainly in nonsacrificial ways. The book of Revelation also alludes to 
expiatory views of Jesus’ death (Rev. 1:5; 5:9).

�By far theBy far the fullest a fullest appropriatippropriation of expion of expiation cateation categories in gories in the NT is the NT is found in tfound in the Letter htthe Letterthe Letter to the He to the Hebrews. Thebrews. The author pr author presents a mesents a meticulous eticulous argument aargument about the obout the bout the one-tithe one-time self-ofme self-offering of fering of God’s Son God’s Son in the heain the heavenly sancvenly sanctuary for tuary for the sins othe sins of “many” (f “mf “many” (He“many” (Heb. 9:1-10:b. 9:1-10:18). Jesus18). Jesus’ death is’ death is understoo understood as simuld as simultaneously taneously fulfillingfulfilling and rende and  and renderand rendering obsoleing obsolete the sacte the sacrificial wrificial worship of orship of the Old Cothe Old Covenant.venant.venant.

By far the fullest appropriation of expiation categories in the NT is found in 
the Letter to the Hebrews. The author presents a meticulous argument about 
the one-time self-offering of God’s Son in the heavenly sanctuary for the sins of 
“many” (Heb. 9:1-10:18). Jesus’ death is understood as simultaneously fulfilling 
and rendering obsolete the sacrificial worship of the Old Covenant.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. B. CousC. B. Cousar, ar, A TheologyA Theology of the Cr of the Cross: The Doss: The Death of Jeeath of Jesus in thesus in the Pauline L thethe Paulinthe Pauline Letters.e Letters. OBT 24 (M OBT 24 (Minneapolisinneapolis, 1990); R, 1990); R. G. Hamer. G. Hamerton-Kelly,ton-Kelly,  Sacred VioSacred Violence: PaulenVioViolence: Violence: Paul’s HerPaul’s Hermeneutic omeneutic of the Crosf the Crosss (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1992)lis, 1992); M. Henge; M. Hengel, l, The AtonemThe AtonemThe AtonementAtonement (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1981phia, 1981).).).
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An essentiAn essential part ofal part of the body  the body (1 Cor. 12(1 Cor. 12:16-21), e:16-21), enabling penabling people and aople and animals to nimals to see, both seesee, both see, both physicallyphysically and figur and figuratively (Datively (Deut. 3:21;eut. 3:21; 1 John 1: 1 John 1:1). Biblic1). Biblical writingal writings, howevers, howes, however, uhowever, understand nderstand the visualthe visual process v process very differery differently thanently than does mode does modern sciencern sciencern science. Wscience. Whereas we hereas we consider tconsider the eye a rhe eye a receptive oeceptive organ whichrgan which allows li allows light from oght from oght from outside tooutside to enter the enter the brain, in brain, in most bibl most biblical thougical thought it is aht it is an active in active instrument nstrument which tranwhich which tranwhich transmits lighsmits light outward t outward from a perfrom a person’s inteson’s interior. Thusrior. Thus the eye ( the eye (Heb. Heb. {ayin{ayin; Gk. ; {ayin{ayin; Gk.{ayin; Gk.  opthalmoœsopthalmoœs) is “the ) is “the lamp of thlamp of the body” (Me body” (Matt. 6:22-att. 6:22-23; cf. Ze23; cf. Zech. 4:2-10ch. 4:2-10ch. 4:2-10), c4:2-10), created andreated and “enlighte “enlightened” by Goned” by God (Prov. 2d (Prov. 29:13; Ps. 9:13; Ps. 19:8[MT 9]19:8[MT 9]; 94:9), a; 94:9), and connectndaand connecand connected with tted with the understhe understanding “heanding “heart” (Provart” (Prov. 21:4; Ep. 21:4; Eph 1:18). “h 1:18). “Bright” eyBright” eyes indicateseyeyes indiceyes indicate healthate health (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 14:27-29), 4:27-29), while “dimwhile “dim” eyes con” eyes connote poor note poor vision (Gevision (Gen. 27:1; 1n(Ge(Gen. 27:1(Gen. 27:1; 1 Sam. 3; 1 Sam. 3:2; cf. De:2; cf. Deut. 34:7).ut. 34:7). Heavenly  Heavenly beings (whbeings (who see betto see better than huer than humans) can mahuhumans) cahumans) can have eyen have eyes “like fls “like flaming torcaming torches” (Dan.hes” (Dan. 10:6; Rev 10:6; Rev. 1:14) or. 1:14) or even mult even multiple eyes ipmultmultiple emultiple eyes (Ezek.yes (Ezek. 1:18; Rev 1:18; Rev. 4:6-8; 5. 4:6-8; 5:6). Eyes :6). Eyes that are “that are “darkened” darkened” (Ps. 69:23(Ps. 69:23[24]; Rom.[24];69:2369:23[24];69:23[24]; Rom. 11:8 Rom. 11:8-10), “clo-10), “closed” (Isa.sed” (Isa. 6:9-10; M 6:9-10; Matt. 13:15att. 13:15), or “bli), or “blinded” (Johnded” (John 12:40) on 12n 12:40) oft12:40) often refer fen refer figurativeliguratively to a lacy to a lack of underk of understanding, standing, while the while the “opening” “opening” of eyes meof eyeof eyes meanseyes means recogniti recognition and knoon and knowledge (Gewledge (Gen. 3:5-7; n. 3:5-7; Luke 24:31Luke 24:31). Eyes ar). Eyes are also “cle also “closed” in so“cl“closed” i“closed” in sleep (In sleep (Isa. 29:10)sa. 29:10) and death and death (Gen. 46: (Gen. 46:4), and “o4), and “opened” whepened” when a personn a person awakens ( a awakens (Jawakens (Job 27:19) ob 27:19) or is restor is restored to liored to life (2 Kgs.fe (2 Kgs. 4:35; Act 4:35; Acts 9:40; cfs 9:40; cf. Ps. 13:3. Ps. 13:3[4]). Peop[4]). P[4]). People whoPeople who are physi are physically blincally blind can alsod can also have thei have their eyes “opr eyes “opened” (Isaened” (Isa. 35:5; Jo. 35:5; John 9:1-41)hn 9hn 9:1-41).9:1-41).9:1-41).

An essential part of the body (1 Cor. 12:16-21), enabling people and animals to 
see, both physically and figuratively (Deut. 3:21; 1 John 1:1). Biblical writings, 
however, understand the visual process very differently than does modern 



science. Whereas we consider the eye a receptive organ which allows light from 
outside to enter the brain, in most biblical thought it is an active instrument 
which transmits light outward from a person’s interior. Thus the eye (Heb. 
{ayin; Gk. opthalmoœs) is “the lamp of the body” (Matt. 6:22-23; cf. Zech. 
4:2-10), created and “enlightened” by God (Prov. 29:13; Ps. 19:8[MT 9]; 94:9), 
and connected with the understanding “heart” (Prov. 21:4; Eph 1:18). “Bright” 
eyes indicate health (1 Sam. 14:27-29), while “dim” eyes connote poor vision 
(Gen. 27:1; 1 Sam. 3:2; cf. Deut. 34:7). Heavenly beings (who see better than 
humans) can have eyes “like flaming torches” (Dan. 10:6; Rev. 1:14) or even 
multiple eyes (Ezek. 1:18; Rev. 4:6-8; 5:6). Eyes that are “darkened” (Ps. 
69:23[24]; Rom. 11:8-10), “closed” (Isa. 6:9-10; Matt. 13:15), or “blinded” (John 
12:40) often refer figuratively to a lack of understanding, while the “opening” of 
eyes means recognition and knowledge (Gen. 3:5-7; Luke 24:31). Eyes are also 
“closed” in sleep (Isa. 29:10) and death (Gen. 46:4), and “opened” when a person 
awakens (Job 27:19) or is restored to life (2 Kgs. 4:35; Acts 9:40; cf. Ps. 13:3[4]). 
People who are physically blind can also have their eyes “opened” (Isa. 35:5; John 
9:1-41).

�Since God Since God can “see” can “see” everythingeverything, God’s ow, God’s own “eyes” an “eyes” are mentionre mentioned frequened frequently in thetly frequenfrequentlyfrequently in the OT in the OT (e.g., De (e.g., Deut. 11:12;ut. 11:12; 1 Kgs. 9: 1 Kgs. 9:3; Amos 9:3; Amos 9:8), but ra8), but rarely in threly in the NT (onlye NTe NT (only HNT (only Heb. 4:13; eb. 4:13; 1 Pet. 3:11 Pet. 3:12). Idols 2). Idols also have also have eyes, but eyes, but they cannothey cannot see (Ps.t see (Ps. 115:5; 13 115 115:5; 135115:5; 135:16), just:16), just like peop like people who do le who do not recognnot recognize God (Jize God (Jer. 5:21; er. 5:21; Mark 8:18;Mark 8:18; cf. Isa.  cf cf. Isa. 4cf. Isa. 43:8). Huma3:8). Human eyes rarn eyes rarely see Goely see God directlyd directly (Num. 24: (Num. 24:4; Job 42:4; Job 42:5; Isa. 6:5; Isa. 6:5; cf. Exo5; cf. 5; cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 33:20), bu33:20), but often lot often look toward ok toward God (Ps. 2God (Ps. 25:15; Isa.5:15; Isa. 17:7). 17:7). 17:7).

Since God can “see” everything, God’s own “eyes” are mentioned 
frequently in the OT (e.g., Deut. 11:12; 1 Kgs. 9:3; Amos 9:8), but rarely in the 
NT (only Heb. 4:13; 1 Pet. 3:12). Idols also have eyes, but they cannot see (Ps. 
115:5; 135:16), just like people who do not recognize God (Jer. 5:21; Mark 8:18; 
cf. Isa. 43:8). Human eyes rarely see God directly (Num. 24:4; Job 42:5; Isa. 6:5; 
cf. Exod. 33:20), but often look toward God (Ps. 25:15; Isa. 17:7).

�PhysicallyPhysically, eyes can, eyes can be beauti be beautiful (1 Samful (1 Sam. 16:12; C. 16:12; Cant. 1:15)ant. 1:15) or beauti or beautified with fied with cosmetics ccosmetics cosmetics (2 Kgs. 9:(2 Kgs. 9:30; Jer. 430; Jer. 4:30), yet :30), yet eye color eye color is almost is almost never mentnever mentioned (Genioned (Gen. 49:12; c. 4. 49:12; cf.49:12; cf. Prov. 23: Prov. 23:29). Pries29). Priests with “bts with “blemished” lemished” eyes are reyes are restricted estricted from certafrom certain tasks (in tain tasks (Levtasks (Lev. 21:20), . 21:20), but few tebut few texts mentioxts mention the trean the treatment of etment of eye diseaseye diseases and ailms and ailments (Rev.enailmailments (ailments (Rev. 3:18;Rev. 3:18; Matt. 7:3 Matt. 7:3-4). Eyes -4). Eyes can be goucan be gouged out inged out in military  military action (1 action (1 Sam. 10:27Sam. Sam. 10:27Sam. 10:27b), juridib), juridical punishcal punishment (Exodment (Exod. 21:23-26. 21:23-26; Matt. 5:; Matt. 5:38), or se38), or self-mutilatlf-mutilation (5:29)ion (ion (5:29), re(5:29), resulting insulting in people wh people who are “oneo are “one-eyed” (18-eyed” (18:9 = Mark :9 = Mark 9:47) or f9:47) or fully “blinully “blinded” (2 Kgded“blin“blinded” “blinded” (2 Kgs. 25(2 Kgs. 25:7).:7).:7).

Physically, eyes can be beautiful (1 Sam. 16:12; Cant. 1:15) or beautified with 
cosmetics (2 Kgs. 9:30; Jer. 4:30), yet eye color is almost never mentioned (Gen. 
49:12; cf. Prov. 23:29). Priests with “blemished” eyes are restricted from certain 
tasks (Lev. 21:20), but few texts mention the treatment of eye diseases and 
ailments (Rev. 3:18; Matt. 7:3-4). Eyes can be gouged out in military action (1 
Sam. 10:27b), juridical punishment (Exod. 21:23-26; Matt. 5:38), or self-mutilation 
(5:29), resulting in people who are “one-eyed” (18:9 = Mark 9:47) or fully 
“blinded” (2 Kgs. 25:7).

�Because thBecause the eyes proe eyes produce tearsduce tears (Job 16:2 (Job 16:20; Ps. 1190; Ps. 119:136), the:136), they are oftey are often mentionen mentn mentioned mentioned in expressin expressions of grions of grief (Jer. ief (Jer. 9:1[8:23];9:1[8:23]; Lam. 1:16 Lam. 1:16). Other c). Other common biblommon biblical expreicbiblbiblical ebiblical expressionsxpressions include “ include “setting” osetting” or “fixing”r “fixing” the eyes  the eyes on somethion something (i.e., ng (i.e., paying attpaying paying attpaying attention; Geention; Gen. 44:21; n. 44:21; Luke 4:20)Luke 4:20) and “rais and “raising the eying the eyes,” eithees,” either haughtilr haughtily (2 Kgs. y (2 Ky (2 Kgs. 19:22Kgs. 19:22), or in s), or in seeking heleeking help (Ps. 121p (Ps. 121:1), or si:1), or simply in obmply in observation servation (Gen. 13:1(Gen. 13:14; Matt. 14; M4; Matt. 17:8Matt. 17:8). “In the). “In the eyes of t eyes of the Lord” (he Lord” (NRSV “in tNRSV “in the sight ohe sight of”) refersf”) refers to God’s  to God’s favorable favofavorable favorable or unfavoror unfavorable judgmable judgment (Exod.ent (Exod. 33:12-13; 33:12-13; 1 Kgs. 11 1 Kgs. 11:6), while:6), while “in one’s “in one’s own eyes” ow own eyes” own eyes” often imploften implies self-cies self-conceit (Isonceit (Isa. 5:21). a. 5:21). The eyes cThe eyes can be instan be instruments ofruments of lust (Num lust lust (Num.lust (Num. 15:39; 2  15:39; 2 Pet. 2:14)Pet. 2:14), while “w, while “winking theinking the eyes” ind eyes” indicates wicicates wicked intentked intentions (Ps. ionsintentintentionsintentions (Ps. 35:1 (Ps. 35:19; Prov. 19; Prov. 16:30).6:30).6:30).

Because the eyes produce tears (Job 16:20; Ps. 119:136), they are often 
mentioned in expressions of grief (Jer. 9:1[8:23]; Lam. 1:16). Other common 
biblical expressions include “setting” or “fixing” the eyes on something (i.e., 
paying attention; Gen. 44:21; Luke 4:20) and “raising the eyes,” either haughtily (2 
Kgs. 19:22), or in seeking help (Ps. 121:1), or simply in observation (Gen. 13:14; 
Matt. 17:8). “In the eyes of the Lord” (NRSV “in the sight of”) refers to God’s 
favorable or unfavorable judgment (Exod. 33:12-13; 1 Kgs. 11:6), while “in one’s 
own eyes” often implies self-conceit (Isa. 5:21). The eyes can be instruments of 
lust (Num. 15:39; 2 Pet. 2:14), while “winking the eyes” indicates wicked 



intentions (Ps. 35:19; Prov. 16:30).

�Because evBecause events occurents occur in the pr in the presence or esence or “before th“before the eyes” ofe eyes” of people, t people, the role ofhe rolhe role of “erole of “eye-witnessye-witnesses” is crues” is crucial, in bcial, in both religioth religious (Deut.ous (Deut. 4:9; Luke 4:9; Luke 1:2) and  1:2) and legal contlegal clegal contexts (contexts (Deut. 9:17Deut. 9:17; 1 Kgs. 1; 1 Kgs. 10:7). The 0:7). The expressionexpression “evil eye “evil eye” refers m” refers metaphoricaetaphorically to peollymetaphoricametaphoricmetaphorically to peally to people who aople who are stingy re stingy (Prov. 23:(Prov. 23:6) or envi6) or envious (Mark ous (Mark 7:22). The7:22). The phrase tr p phrase traphrase translated “enslated “eye of a neye of a needle” has edle” has nothing tonothing to do with t do with the eyes, bhe eyes, but is liteut is literally “holrally liteliterally literally “hole of a“hole of a needle” i needle” in Greek (Mn Greek (Matt. 19:24att. 19:24 par.). par.). par.).

Because events occur in the presence or “before the eyes” of people, the 
role of “eye-witnesses” is crucial, in both religious (Deut. 4:9; Luke 1:2) and legal 
contexts (Deut. 9:17; 1 Kgs. 10:7). The expression “evil eye” refers 
metaphorically to people who are stingy (Prov. 23:6) or envious (Mark 7:22). The 
phrase translated “eye of a needle” has nothing to do with the eyes, but is 
literally “hole of a needle” in Greek (Matt. 19:24 par.).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. D. BetzH. D. Betz, “Matt. 6, “Matt. 6:22–23 and:22–23 and Ancient G Ancient Greek Theorreek Theories of Visies of Viies of Vision,” iVision,” in n Essays on Essays on the Sermonthe Sermon on the Mo on the Mountunt (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1985phia, 1985), 71–87.), 71–87.), 71–87.
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EZBAIEZBAI (Heb.  (Heb. }ezbaœy}ezbaœy)))

EZBAI (Heb. }ezbaœy)

The fatherThe father of Naarai of Naarai, one of D, one of David’s Chaavid’s Champions (1 mpions (1 Chr. 11:37Chr. 11:37). The nam). The name may be ae may be e may be a corrube a corrupted readipted reading of “theng of “the Arbite” ( Arbite” (Heb. Heb. }rby}rby), an epit), an epithet of Paahet of Paarai in therai in the parallel  para parallel lparallel list (2 Samist (2 Sam. 23:35).. 23:35).

The father of Naarai, one of David’s Champions (1 Chr. 11:37). The name may 
be a corrupted reading of “the Arbite” (Heb. }rby), an epithet of Paarai in the 
parallel list (2 Sam. 23:35).

EZBONEZBON (Heb.  (Heb. }es�bo®n}es�bo®n) (also OZ) (also OZNI)NI)NI)

EZBON (Heb. }es�bo®n ) (also OZNI)

�1.1. The fourt The fourth son of Gh son of Gad (Gen. 4ad (Gen. 46:16). He 6:16). He is called is called Ozni at NuOzni at Num. 26:16.m. 26:16.m. 26:16.

1. The fourth son of Gad (Gen. 46:16). He is called Ozni at Num. 26:16.

�2.2. A son of  A son of Bela, of tBela, of the tribe ohe tribe of Benjaminf Benjamin (1 Chr. 7 (1 Chr. 7:7).:7).

2. A son of Bela, of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr. 7:7).

EZEKIELEZEKIEL (Heb.  (Heb. yeïh�ezq}eyeïh�ezq}eäläl), ), BOOK OFBOOK OFBOOK OF

EZEKIEL (Heb. yeïh�ezq}eäl ), BOOK OF

A book of A book of the Major the Major Prophets, Prophets, attributedattributed to the pr to the prophet Ezekophet Ezekiel.iel.

A book of the Major Prophets, attributed to the prophet Ezekiel.

The PropheThe Prophett

The Prophet

�Ezekiel, sEzekiel, son of a pron of a priest namediest named Buzi, was Buzi, was among the among the leading J leading Judean citiudean citizens exilezens exilzens exiled, wiexiled, with King Jeth King Jehoiachin, hoiachin, to Babylonto Babylon in 597  in 597 B.C.E.B.C.E. His call  His call to be a prto be a prophet is dophet is dated to 13atddated to 1dated to 13 July 5943 July 594, and his , and his last recorlast recorded oracleded oracle to 10 Apr to 10 April 574 (foil 574 (following thllowing the chronoloe che chronologichronological equivacal equivalences of lences of Ernst KutsErnst Kutsch; the rech; the reference toference to Ezekiel’s Ezekiel’s 30th year 30th year in 1:1 ha in  in 1:1 hasin 1:1 has not been  not been satisfactosatisfactorily explarily explained). We ined). We have littlhave little biographe biographical inforical information, anmationinforinformatioinformation, and Ezen, and Ezekiel’s markiel’s marriage is oriage is only known nly known because ofbecause of the notic the notice about hie about his wife’s ds ws wife’s deawife’s death in 24:1th in 24:15–24. A co5–24. A contemporaryntemporary of the Ju of the Judean prophdean prophet Jeremiaet Jeremiah, whom heh, whom h, whom he dowhom he does not menes not mention, Ezektion, Ezekiel’s primiel’s primary periodary period of activi of activity in Babyty in Babylon was calon was ca. 25 years.caca. 25 yeaca. 25 years before rs before the prophethe prophet known ast known as Second Is Second Isaiah (Isa.aiah (Isa. 40-55). H 40-55). His knowledis knowledge of contgknowledknowledge knowledge of contempof contemporary Jeruorary Jerusalem can salem can be explainbe explained either ed either by his ownby his own earlier e earlier e earlier experienceexperience there or  there or by reportsby reports that reac that reached the exhed the exiles in Meiles in Mesopotamia.sopotamia. His unusu His unusu His unusual prunusual priestly behiestly behavior can avior can almost alwalmost always be intays be interpreted aerpreted as an expres an expression of hssion of his passionis hhis passiohis passionate viewsnate views on judgme on judgment or hopent or hope, and not , and not as evidencas evidence for emote for emotional imbaional imbaional imbalance imbalance or even psor even psychosis.ychosis.

Ezekiel, son of a priest named Buzi, was among the leading Judean citizens 
exiled, with King Jehoiachin, to Babylon in 597 B.C.E. His call to be a prophet is 
dated to 13 July 594, and his last recorded oracle to 10 April 574 (following the 
chronological equivalences of Ernst Kutsch; the reference to Ezekiel’s 30th year 
in 1:1 has not been satisfactorily explained). We have little biographical 
information, and Ezekiel’s marriage is only known because of the notice about his 
wife’s death in 24:15–24. A contemporary of the Judean prophet Jeremiah, 
whom he does not mention, Ezekiel’s primary period of activity in Babylon was 
ca. 25 years before the prophet known as Second Isaiah (Isa. 40-55). His 
knowledge of contemporary Jerusalem can be explained either by his own earlier 
experience there or by reports that reached the exiles in Mesopotamia. His 
unusual priestly behavior can almost always be interpreted as an expression of 
his passionate views on judgment or hope, and not as evidence for emotional 
imbalance or even psychosis.



The BookThe Book

The Book

The book oThe book of Ezekiel f Ezekiel is dividedis divided into thre into three major see major sections: chctions: chs. 1—24, os. 1—24, oracles of racles of judgment ajudjudgment ajudgment against Judgainst Judah and Jerah and Jerusalem; chusalem; chs. 25—32, s. 25—32, oracles agoracles against foreainst foreign nationign nations; and chss; nationnations; anations; and chs. 33nd chs. 33—48, words—48, words of hope.  of hope. CharacteriCharacteristic vocabstic vocabulary and ulary and expressionexpressionexpressionexpressions in the bs in the book includook include “mortal”e “mortal” as God’s  as God’s designatiodesignation for the n for the prophet; “prophet; “house of Iho““house of “house of Israel”; “Israel”; “you (or ‘tyou (or ‘they’) shalhey’) shall know thal know that I am thet I am the Lord,” an Lord,” and many word many words in commds worwords in cwords in common withommon with the penta the pentateuchal doteuchal documents H cuments H and P. Theand P. The large num large number of disber ofber of disputaof disputation wordstion words in the bo in the book indicatok indicates that thes that the prophet e prophet experienceexperienced considerd considerable opposaconsiderconsiderabconsiderable oppositle opposition duringion during his own l his own lifetime. Fifetime. Four great our great vision accvision accounts (chsounts (chs. 1—3; 8—1. 1—. 1—3; 8—11;1—3; 8—11; 37; 40—48 37; 40—48) dominate) dominate the struc the structure of thture of the book.e book.e book.

The book of Ezekiel is divided into three major sections: chs. 1—24, oracles of 
judgment against Judah and Jerusalem; chs. 25—32, oracles against foreign 
nations; and chs. 33—48, words of hope. Characteristic vocabulary and 
expressions in the book include “mortal” as God’s designation for the prophet; 
“house of Israel”; “you (or ‘they’) shall know that I am the Lord,” and many 
words in common with the pentateuchal documents H and P. The large number 
of disputation words in the book indicates that the prophet experienced 
considerable opposition during his own lifetime. Four great vision accounts (chs. 
1—3; 8—11; 37; 40—48) dominate the structure of the book.

�The compleThe complex and vivix and vivid symbolisd symbolism in ch. 1m in ch. 1 connotes  connotes the realitthe reality of the Gy of the God who appod whod who appearwho appeared to the ed to the prophet anprophet and his mobid his mobility, showlity, shown by his pn by his presence inresence in Babylon,  Babylon, away from aaway from away from the templethe temple and the p and the promised laromised land. In thend. In the report of report of his call, his call, Ezekiel i Ezekiel is instructs inss instructedinstructed to hand o to hand on obedientn obediently a messaly a message charactge characterized as erized as lamentatiolamentation, mourninn, mourninn, mourning, mourning, and woe, rand woe, regardless egardless of whetherof whether the peopl the people listenede listened or not (3 or not (3:11). The :11). The watchman pwwatchman pwatchman paragraph (aragraph (3:16–21; c3:16–21; cf. 33:1–9)f. 33:1–9) limits th limits the prophetie prophetic responsic responsibility to bility to the givingthethe givingthe giving of a warn of a warning about ing about God’s immiGod’s imminent assaunent assault on Jerult on Jerusalem. Thesalem. The account o account of the watcfoof the watof the watchman in cchman in ch. 33 insih. 33 insists that Ysts that Yahweh doesahweh does not desir not desire the deate the death of the wh of the wicked, buticwwicked, buwicked, but only that only that they turt they turn from then from their wicked ir wicked ways and lways and live.ive.ive.

The complex and vivid symbolism in ch. 1 connotes the reality of the God 
who appeared to the prophet and his mobility, shown by his presence in Babylon, 
away from the temple and the promised land. In the report of his call, Ezekiel is 
instructed to hand on obediently a message characterized as lamentation, 
mourning, and woe, regardless of whether the people listened or not (3:11). The 
watchman paragraph (3:16–21; cf. 33:1–9) limits the prophetic responsibility to 
the giving of a warning about God’s imminent assault on Jerusalem. The account 
of the watchman in ch. 33 insists that Yahweh does not desire the death of the 
wicked, but only that they turn from their wicked ways and live.

�Twelve sigTwelve sign actions n actions are recordare recorded in Ezeked in Ezekiel, slighiel, slightly more ttly more than for hihan for his contempos contems contemporacontemporary Jeremiary Jeremiah and far h and far surpassingsurpassing the numbe the number in earlir in earlier prophecer prophecy. Ezekiely. Ezekiel’s stoic r’EzekielEzekiel’s Ezekiel’s stoic respstoic response to hionse to his wife’s ds wife’s death anticeath anticipates theipates the exiles’ r exiles’ response toesponse to the destr the d the destructiodestruction of the tn of the temple and emple and the death the death of their oof their own relativwn relatives (24:15–es (24:15–24). His p24). His periodic sperpperiodic speriodic speechlessnpeechlessness duringess during his early his early years is  years is broken onlbroken only when Gody when God permits o permits or empowersroor empoweror empowers him to ss him to speak (3:22peak (3:22–27), but –27), but his mutenehis muteness ends whss ends when a refugen a refugee from thee fromee from the cfrom the captured ciaptured city of Jeruty of Jerusalem arrisalem arrives in Babves in Babylon (24:2ylon (24:25–27; 33:25–27; 33:21–22) and 1–22) and Ezekiel’s EzEzekiel’s Ezekiel’s mouth is fmouth is freed to spreed to speak the loeak the longest sustngest sustained hopeained hope passage i passage in the Bibln the Bible. He actse. He. He acts ouHe acts out the siegt the siege of Jeruse of Jerusalem (4:1–alem (4:1–3), bears 3), bears the guilt the guilt of the peoof the people as theple as their substitir suir substitutesubstitute (vv. 4–8) (vv. 4–8), eats lim, eats limited ratioited rations like a ns like a person in person in a siege (va siege (vv. 9–11), v. 9–11), and objectand objeand objects toobjects to eating br eating bread baked ead baked on coals mon coals made of humade of human dung, oan dung, only to havnly to have Yahweh me Yahwehe Yahweh mitYahweh mitigate thisigate this fate slig fate slightly by alhtly by allowing himlowing him to use fu to use fuel made ofel made of animal du animal dung (vv. 12ng (ng (vv. 12–15(vv. 12–15). In 5:1–). In 5:1–4 Ezekiel 4 Ezekiel burns one burns one third of hthird of his hair, cis hair, chops up anhops up another thirother third of it wid of d of it withof it with a sword,  a sword, and scatteand scatters the finrs the final third tal third to represeno represent what wilt what will happen tl happen to the peopo theo the peoplethe people at the fa at the fall of Jerull of Jerusalem. Versalem. Verse 3 introse 3 introduces the duces the idea of a idea of a remnant thremnant through the rouththrough ththrough the symbol oe symbol of a few haf a few hairs bound irs bound into the hinto the hem of his em of his garment. Ogarment. Other sign ther sign actions araactions aractions are in 12:1–e in 12:1–16, 17–20;16, 17–20; 21:6–7, 8 21:6–7, 8–13; and 3–13; and 37:15–28, t7:15–28, the only sihe only sign action gn action with a poswitwith a poswith a positive messitive message.age.age.

Twelve sign actions are recorded in Ezekiel, slightly more than for his 
contemporary Jeremiah and far surpassing the number in earlier prophecy. 
Ezekiel’s stoic response to his wife’s death anticipates the exiles’ response to the 
destruction of the temple and the death of their own relatives (24:15–24). His 
periodic speechlessness during his early years is broken only when God permits 
or empowers him to speak (3:22–27), but his muteness ends when a refugee 
from the captured city of Jerusalem arrives in Babylon (24:25–27; 33:21–22) and 
Ezekiel’s mouth is freed to speak the longest sustained hope passage in the Bible. 
He acts out the siege of Jerusalem (4:1–3), bears the guilt of the people as their 
substitute (vv. 4–8), eats limited rations like a person in a siege (vv. 9–11), and 
objects to eating bread baked on coals made of human dung, only to have 
Yahweh mitigate this fate slightly by allowing him to use fuel made of animal dung 
(vv. 12–15). In 5:1–4 Ezekiel burns one third of his hair, chops up another third 
of it with a sword, and scatters the final third to represent what will happen to 
the people at the fall of Jerusalem. Verse 3 introduces the idea of a remnant 
through the symbol of a few hairs bound into the hem of his garment. Other sign 
actions are in 12:1–16, 17–20; 21:6–7, 8–13; and 37:15–28, the only sign action 
with a positive message.

�In the greIn the great vision at vision of judgmenof judgment in chs. t in chs. 8—11, Ezek8—11, Ezekiel is traiel is transported tnsported to Jerusaleo Jerusalo Jerusalem Jerusalem to observeto observe the abomi the abominations, onations, or cultic sr cultic sins, in thins, in the temple. e temple. He then alHe then also sees exso sso sees execusees executioners pationers pass throughss through the city  the city to smite oto smite old and yould and young alike, ng alike, but only abut only after a prifteaafter a prafter a priestly figiestly figure has plure has placed marksaced marks on all th on all those who siose who sigh or groagh or groan over then over the abominati abo abominatioabominations of the ns of the city, indicity, indicating thacating that they wilt they will be sparel be spared punishmed punishment. The fint. The first part orst prst part of thpart of this vision is vision ends with ends with a descripta description of theion of the glory of  glory of Yahweh movYahweh moving from ting from the temple hetthe templethe temple to a thro to a throne chariotne chariot parked ne parked nearby and tarby and then ridinghen riding off into  off into exile. Theexile. The God who p Go God who prGod who pronounces jonounces judgment agudgment against Jeruainst Jerusalem is tsalem is the same onhe same one who had e who had called Ezecalled Ecalled Ezekiel toEzekiel to be a prop be a prophet in thehet in the Exile. In Exile. In the secon the second part of d part of this visiothis vision, Pelatian, Pelatiah the son h the sh the son of Benson of Benaiah fallsaiah falls dead whil dead while Ezekiel e Ezekiel is prophesis prophesying (11:1ying (11:1–13). The –13). The significansignificance of his ce oce of his deaof his death may lieth may lie in his na in his name, which me, which means somemeans something likething like “Yahweh d “Yahweh delivers,” elivers,” the son ofththe son ofthe son of “Yahweh b “Yahweh builds up.”uilds up.” If a pers If a person with suon with such a name ch a name cannot esccannot escape the juape the judgment of djujudgment ojudgment of Yahweh, f Yahweh, who can?who can?who can?

In the great vision of judgment in chs. 8—11, Ezekiel is transported to 
Jerusalem to observe the abominations, or cultic sins, in the temple. He then also 



sees executioners pass through the city to smite old and young alike, but only 
after a priestly figure has placed marks on all those who sigh or groan over the 
abominations of the city, indicating that they will be spared punishment. The first 
part of this vision ends with a description of the glory of Yahweh moving from 
the temple to a throne chariot parked nearby and then riding off into exile. The 
God who pronounces judgment against Jerusalem is the same one who had called 
Ezekiel to be a prophet in the Exile. In the second part of this vision, Pelatiah the 
son of Benaiah falls dead while Ezekiel is prophesying (11:1–13). The significance 
of his death may lie in his name, which means something like “Yahweh delivers,” 
the son of “Yahweh builds up.” If a person with such a name cannot escape the 
judgment of Yahweh, who can?

�In chs. 14In chs. 14, 18, and , 18, and 33 Ezekiel33 Ezekiel develops  develops a sophistia sophisticated theocated theological dilogical discussion oscussion oscussion on a numbeon a number of dispur of disputed issuested issues. He holds. He holds that it i that it is possibles possible for the e for the exiles to rxiles to repent, andepentrrepent, anrepent, and this posd this possibility isibility is not rests not restricted by ricted by the behavithe behavior of prevor of previous generious generations or ationgenergenerationgenerations or even s or even by the conby the conduct of thduct of the present e present generationgeneration in earlie in earlier stages or stages of its lifef itf its life. its life. One personOne person’s righteo’s righteousness canusness cannot reversnot reverse the retre the retribution faibution faced by othced by others in theers othothers in others in the communthe community who arity who are wicked oe wicked or even ther even the retributi retribution faced bon faced by that pery that pery that person’s operson’s own wicked wn wicked descendantdescendants. Unrepens. Unrepented evil bted evil behavior wiehavior will make null make null and voill and voill and void the bvoid the blessings clessings contained iontained in Yahweh’sn Yahweh’s promises. promises.

In chs. 14, 18, and 33 Ezekiel develops a sophisticated theological discussion 
on a number of disputed issues. He holds that it is possible for the exiles to 
repent, and this possibility is not restricted by the behavior of previous 
generations or even by the conduct of the present generation in earlier stages of 
its life. One person’s righteousness cannot reverse the retribution faced by 
others in the community who are wicked or even the retribution faced by that 
person’s own wicked descendants. Unrepented evil behavior will make null and 
void the blessings contained in Yahweh’s promises.

�In ch. 20 In ch. 20 Ezekiel syEzekiel symbolicallymbolically retells t retells the historyhe history of Israel of Israel, indicati, indicating that Yang that Yahweh had chweYaYahweh hadYahweh had contempla contemplated destroted destroying the pying the people befoeople before they hare they had left Egyd left Egypt (v. 8),pt (v. 8), and that  8),8), and th8), and that exile hat exile had been dead been determined atermined as their fas their fate before te before they enterthey entered the laned the land (vv. 23–d (vd (vv. 23–24(vv. 23–24). Hence i). Hence inquiry of nquiry of Yahweh durYahweh during the Exing the Exile is rulile is ruled out of ed out of the questithe question by Ezekon questiquestion bquestion by Ezekiel y Ezekiel (v. 31). N(v. 31). Neverthelesevertheless, Yahweh s, Yahweh would act would act as king toas king to liberate  liberate his peoplehis his peoplehis people from thei from their several r several places of places of exile, sorexile, sorting out iting out in the procn the process all reess all rebels and tbels anbels and traitoand traitors, beforers, before leading t leading them back them back to Zion (vvo Zion (vv. 32–44). . 32–44). Through imThrough imagery of fagery of female sexuemffemale sexfemale sexual impuriual impurity, borderty, bordering on vuling on vulgarity, Ezgarity, Ezekiel indiekiel indicts Jerusacts Jerusalem and Salem and Samaria (chsmariSaSamaria (cSamaria (chs. 16, 23hs. 16, 23), and he ), and he compares Jcompares Jerusalem uerusalem unfavorablynfavorably to Samari to Samaria and Sodoa and Sodoa and Sodom becaSodom because of itsuse of its greater w greater wickedness ickedness (16:47–48)(16:47–48). The patr. The patriarchal biiarchal bias of bothas of both chapters  c chapters ichapters is problemas problematic to modtic to modern readerern readers.s.s.

In ch. 20 Ezekiel symbolically retells the history of Israel, indicating that 
Yahweh had contemplated destroying the people before they had left Egypt (v. 
8), and that exile had been determined as their fate before they entered the land 
(vv. 23–24). Hence inquiry of Yahweh during the Exile is ruled out of the 
question by Ezekiel (v. 31). Nevertheless, Yahweh would act as king to liberate 
his people from their several places of exile, sorting out in the process all rebels 
and traitors, before leading them back to Zion (vv. 32–44). Through imagery of 
female sexual impurity, bordering on vulgarity, Ezekiel indicts Jerusalem and 
Samaria (chs. 16, 23), and he compares Jerusalem unfavorably to Samaria and 
Sodom because of its greater wickedness (16:47–48). The patriarchal bias of both 
chapters is problematic to modern readers.

�The oracleThe oracles against s against the nationthe nations in chs. s in chs. 25—32 addr25—32 address seven ess seven countries:countries: Ammon, Mo Ammo Ammon, MoaAmmon, Moab, Edom, Pb, Edom, Philistia, hilistia, Tyre, SidoTyre, Sidon, and Egyn, and Egypt. Conspipt. Conspicuous by icuous by its absencets absencets absence isabsence is Babylon.  Babylon. This silenThis silence may be ce may be explained explained by politicby political expedieal expediency or by ncy or by the fact tthethe fact tthe fact that Ezekiehat Ezekiel lived atl lived at the begin the beginning of thning of the exilic pe exilic period, wheeriod, when higher pn higher priority miriorityppriority mpriority might be giight be given to theven to the fate of t fate of the nationshe nations surroundi surrounding Israel ng Israel than to ththan to the great woe gree great worlgreat world power itd power itself. The self. The oracles agoracles against the ainst the nations arnations are usually e usually seen as a seen as a kind of mikind kind of mikind of middle grounddle ground between d between words of jwords of judgment agudgment against Israainst Israel and worel and words of hopeds of hopds of hope for Ihope for Israel. Ezesrael. Ezekiel arguekiel argues that Yahs that Yahweh’s glorweh’s glory and holiy and holiness couldness could be mainta be maintained only inemaintamaintainedmaintained only if t only if the nationshe nations were judg were judged, and ifed, and if Israel, b Israel, beyond its eyond its present jupresent judgment, wedgmejujudgment, judgment, were finalwere finally saved.ly saved.ly saved.

The oracles against the nations in chs. 25—32 address seven countries: 
Ammon, Moab, Edom, Philistia, Tyre, Sidon, and Egypt. Conspicuous by its 
absence is Babylon. This silence may be explained by political expediency or by 
the fact that Ezekiel lived at the beginning of the exilic period, when higher 
priority might be given to the fate of the nations surrounding Israel than to the 
great world power itself. The oracles against the nations are usually seen as a 
kind of middle ground between words of judgment against Israel and words of 
hope for Israel. Ezekiel argues that Yahweh’s glory and holiness could be 
maintained only if the nations were judged, and if Israel, beyond its present 
judgment, were finally saved.



�The hopefuThe hopeful words ofl words of chs. 33—3 chs. 33—37 climax i7 climax in 37:24b-2n 37:24b-28, which p8, which promises evromises everlasting erlaeveverlastineverlasting possessig possession of the on of the land, an eland, an everlastingverlasting Davidic p Davidic prince, an rince, an everlastineverlasting covenantg coveg covenant, covenant, and an eveand an everlasting srlasting sanctuary ianctuary in the midsn the midst of Israet of Israel. In the l. In the vision of vision of the valleythe valthe valley of valley of the dry bothe dry bones (37:1–nes (37:1–14), Ezeki14), Ezekiel assertsel asserts that a fu that a future is poture is possible forssible for Israel on Israel Israel onlIsrael only by God’sy by God’s power, an power, and he descrd he describes that ibes that power thropower through actionugh actions that cans that can only be p cancan only bcan only be performee performed by Yahwed by Yahweh, such ash, such as creation, creation, exodus, a exodus, and resurrend resurrection. Thection. Thection. The ultimaThe ultimate goal ofte goal of deliveran deliverance is knowce is knowledge of Yledge of Yahweh (37:ahweh (37:6, 13–14).6, 13–14).

The hopeful words of chs. 33—37 climax in 37:24b-28, which promises 
everlasting possession of the land, an everlasting Davidic prince, an everlasting 
covenant, and an everlasting sanctuary in the midst of Israel. In the vision of the 
valley of the dry bones (37:1–14), Ezekiel asserts that a future is possible for 
Israel only by God’s power, and he describes that power through actions that 
can only be performed by Yahweh, such as creation, exodus, and resurrection. 
The ultimate goal of deliverance is knowledge of Yahweh (37:6, 13–14).

�Before speBefore spelling out lling out the futurethe future promise i promise in detail, n detail, the book othe book of Ezekiel f Ezekiel leaps ahealeaps ahealeaps ahead to aahead to a time afte time after Israel hr Israel has been reas been restored to stored to the land, the land, when it iswhen it is threatene threatened by a mysd byd by a mysteby a mysterious invarious invasion from sion from the north the north (chs. 38—3(chs. 38—39). Gog of9). Gog of Magog (pe Magog (perhaps a myrhaps a mrhaps a mythologicmythological allusioal allusion to Gygesn to Gyges of Lydia) of Lydia) will be b will be brought by rought by Yahweh agaYahweh against Israeinst Israel, but thel, bl, but then wbut then will be uttill be utterly defeaerly defeated in theted in the land, wit land, with the peoph the people destroyle destroying his weing his weapons and aponweweapons anweapons and burying d burying his dead. his dead. SubsequentSubsequently, Yahwehly, Yahweh will invi will invite every kte every kind of birind of bird and wildd birbird and wbird and wild animalild animal — i.e., t — i.e., the entire he entire nonhuman fnonhuman family — toamily — to a great v a great victory banictory banquet, at wqubanbanquet, abanquet, at which tht which the defeatede defeated soldiers  soldiers and their and their animals aranimals are served ae served as the mains the main course. T co course. Thcourse. These chapteese chapters demonstrs demonstrate that rate that no enemy nno enemy nation willation will ever inva ever invade the Holde the Hode the Holy Land Holy Land again withagain with success. success. success.

Before spelling out the future promise in detail, the book of Ezekiel leaps 
ahead to a time after Israel has been restored to the land, when it is threatened 
by a mysterious invasion from the north (chs. 38—39). Gog of Magog (perhaps a 
mythological allusion to Gyges of Lydia) will be brought by Yahweh against Israel, 
but then will be utterly defeated in the land, with the people destroying his 
weapons and burying his dead. Subsequently, Yahweh will invite every kind of 
bird and wild animal — i.e., the entire nonhuman family — to a great victory 
banquet, at which the defeated soldiers and their animals are served as the main 
course. These chapters demonstrate that no enemy nation will ever invade the 
Holy Land again with success.

�The theme The theme of Yahweh’of Yahweh’s presences presence with his  with his people is people is the centrathe central motif inl motif in the final the fin the final visifinal vision of the on of the book (chs.book (chs. 40—48). E 40—48). Ezekiel is zekiel is led aroundled around the templ the temple and its e and its environs aenvirenvirons aenvirons and given tnd given the dimensihe dimensions of theons of the new sanct new sanctuary that uary that will be buwill be built there ilt there (40:1—44:3(40(40:1—44:3(40:1—44:3). At the ). At the end of thiend of this descripts description, Ezekiion, Ezekiel sees thel sees the glory ofe glory of the God o the God of Israel rf Isf Israel retIsrael return from turn from the east anhe east and reenter d reenter the templethe temple through t through the east gahe east gate (43:1–5te (43:1–5). His gui). (43:1–5(43:1–5). (43:1–5). His guide His guide informs hiinforms him that them that the east gate east gate will alwa will always remain ys remain shut so thshut so that no one at nat no one wouno one would ever trld ever traverse theaverse the same path same path Yahweh to Yahweh took into thok into the temple (e temple (44:2), but44:2), bu44:2), but implyibut implying also thng also that Yahweh at Yahweh would nevewould never again ler again leave througave through that gath that gate. Land ise. Land is set aside s set aside set aside for the “pfor the “prince” (thrince” (the term Ezee term Ezekiel uses kiel uses for the kifor the king or messng or messiah of theiah of the future; c futu future; cffuture; cf. 34:24; 3. 34:24; 37:25), in 7:25), in order to gorder to give him suive him sufficient ifficient income so tncome so that he wilhat he will not be tl not bl not be temptedbe tempted to oppres to oppress those whs those whom he ruleom he rules (45:7–8)s (45:7–8). In gener. In general, Ezekieal, Ezekiel has a lol has a low opinion wlolow opiniolow opinion of the kn of the kings durinings during his lifeg his lifetime (chs.time (chs. 17, 19, 3 17, 19, 34). One of4). One of the futur the future prince’se prine prince’s pprince’s principal rrincipal roles will oles will be as a prbe as a prime figureime figure at worshi at worship, with thp, with the result te result that he is hat he hat he is assihe is assigned a favgned a favored placeored place in the ea in the east gate dust gate during sacriring sacrificial ritficial rituals (46:2uals (46:2). A strea). A stre). A stream comstream coming from ting from the temple he temple signifies signifies Yahweh’s rYahweh’s renewed preenewed presence withsence with the peopl the peo the people, anpeople, and this brid this brings new lings new life to the fe to the Judean desJudean desert and evert and even to the en to the Dead Sea (Dead Sea (47:1–12; c47((47:1–12; (47:1–12; cf. Gen. 2cf. Gen. 2:10-14; Ps:10-14; Ps. 46:4-5[M. 46:4-5[MT 5–6]; JoT 5–6]; Joel 3:18[4:el 3:18[4:18]; Zech.18]; Zech. 14:8). Th 14:8). The divisione dive division odivision of the landf the land among the among the tribes gi tribes gives to eacves to each the sameh the same amount of amount of territory territory (implying (im (implying (implying equality),equality), all on th all on the west side west side of the Je of the Jordan (impordan (implying sepalying separation froration from territorm term territory territory deemed reldeemed religiously sigiously suspect, Jouspect, Josh. 22:26-sh. 22:26-29), and t29), and the book cohe book conceives ofnceives of the arran th the arrangthe arrangement of tement of the land inhe land in zones of  zones of holiness: holiness: the templethe temple, its prie, its priests, and tsts, and the Leviteshe Lehe Levites arLevites are at the ce at the center of tenter of the land, ahe land, and next tond next to this sacr this sacred area coed area come four trme four tribes to thibestrtribes to tribes to the north the north and four tand four to the souto the south who are h who are descended descended from one ofrom one of the fullf the full wives of  w wives of Jwives of Jacob. The acob. The three fartthree farthest tribehest tribes on the ns on the north and torth and the fartheshe farthest tribe ont tribe on the south the the south the south are descenare descended from tded from the handmaihe handmaidens of thdens of the wives. Te wives. The final vhe final verse of therse of the book mayeththe book mthe book may well beay well be secondary secondary, but it e, but it expresses wxpresses well the ceell the central theontral theological idlogical idea that haea ididea that idea that has been dhas been developed teveloped throughout hroughout the final the final vision: “Tvision: “The name ofhe name of the city  the city from that frofrom that from that time on shtime on shall be, Thall be, The Lord is e Lord is There” (EzThere” (Ezek. 48:35)ek. 48:35)...

The theme of Yahweh’s presence with his people is the central motif in the 
final vision of the book (chs. 40—48). Ezekiel is led around the temple and its 
environs and given the dimensions of the new sanctuary that will be built there 
(40:1—44:3). At the end of this description, Ezekiel sees the glory of the God of 
Israel return from the east and reenter the temple through the east gate 
(43:1–5). His guide informs him that the east gate will always remain shut so that 
no one would ever traverse the same path Yahweh took into the temple (44:2), 
but implying also that Yahweh would never again leave through that gate. Land is 
set aside for the “prince” (the term Ezekiel uses for the king or messiah of the 
future; cf. 34:24; 37:25), in order to give him sufficient income so that he will not 
be tempted to oppress those whom he rules (45:7–8). In general, Ezekiel has a 
low opinion of the kings during his lifetime (chs. 17, 19, 34). One of the future 
prince’s principal roles will be as a prime figure at worship, with the result that 
he is assigned a favored place in the east gate during sacrificial rituals (46:2). A 
stream coming from the temple signifies Yahweh’s renewed presence with the 
people, and this brings new life to the Judean desert and even to the Dead Sea 
(47:1–12; cf. Gen. 2:10-14; Ps. 46:4-5[MT 5–6]; Joel 3:18[4:18]; Zech. 14:8). The 
division of the land among the tribes gives to each the same amount of territory 
(implying equality), all on the west side of the Jordan (implying separation from 
territory deemed religiously suspect, Josh. 22:26-29), and the book conceives of 
the arrangement of the land in zones of holiness: the temple, its priests, and the 
Levites are at the center of the land, and next to this sacred area come four 
tribes to the north and four to the south who are descended from one of the full 



wives of Jacob. The three farthest tribes on the north and the farthest tribe on 
the south are descended from the handmaidens of the wives. The final verse of 
the book may well be secondary, but it expresses well the central theological 
idea that has been developed throughout the final vision: “The name of the city 
from that time on shall be, The Lord is There” (Ezek. 48:35).
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Ralph W. KRalph W. Kleinlein

Ralph W. Klein

EZELEZEL (Heb.  (Heb. haœ}aœzelhaœ}aœzel)))

EZEL (Heb. haœ}aœzel)

A stone whA stone where Jonathere Jonathan and Davan and David agreed id agreed to meet afto meet after David ter David fled Saul fled Saul (1 Sam. 20(1 Sam. 20(1 Sam. 20:19) and20:19) and where the where they bade fary bade farewell to eewell to each other ach other (vv. 35–42(vv. 35–42). Its pre). Its precise locatcise location is unkionlocatlocation ilocation is unknown.s unknown.

A stone where Jonathan and David agreed to meet after David fled Saul (1 Sam. 
20:19) and where they bade farewell to each other (vv. 35–42). Its precise 
location is unknown.

EZEMEZEM (Heb.  (Heb. {es�em{es�em)))

EZEM (Heb. {es�em )

A town allA town allocated to ocated to Simeon (JoSimeon (Josh. 19:3; sh. 19:3; 1 Chr. 4:21 Chr. 4:29), later 9), later included iincluded in Judah whn Judah when Simeon en whwhen Simeowhen Simeon was assin was assimilated (Jmilated (Josh. 15:29osh. 15:29). The sit). The site has tente has tentatively beatively been identifen identified with Uied identifidentifiedidentified with Umm  with Umm el-{Azamel-{Azam (140055), (140055), ca. 36 km ca. 36 km. (20 mi.). (20 mi.) SE of Bee SE of Beer-sheba. Ir-sheba. Its possibltsIIts possibIts possible mentionle mention on an ost on an ostracon fromracon from Tell  Tell esh-Shari{esh-Shari{aa suggests  suggests the settlethe settlement may hmensettlesettlementsettlement may have  may have been locatbeen located N of Beed N of Beer-sheba, er-sheba, perhaps idperhaps identified wentified with the siith the similarly namsisimilarly similarly named Umm named Umm el-{Azemel-{Azem...

A town allocated to Simeon (Josh. 19:3; 1 Chr. 4:29), later included in Judah 
when Simeon was assimilated (Josh. 15:29). The site has tentatively been 
identified with Umm el-{Azam (140055), ca. 36 km. (20 mi.) SE of Beer-sheba. 
Its possible mention on an ostracon from Tell esh-Shari{a suggests the 
settlement may have been located N of Beer-sheba, perhaps identified with the 
similarly named Umm el-{Azem.

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow

Laura B. Mazow

EZEREZER (Heb.  (Heb. {eäzer, }e{eäzer, }eäs�eräs�er)))

EZER (Heb. {eäzer, }eäs�er )

�1.1. The sixth The sixth son of Se son of Seir and chiir and chief of a Hoef of a Horite clan rite clan in Edom (Gin Edom (Gen. 36:21,en. 36:21, 27, 30; 1 27, 30 27, 30; 1 Chr.30; 1 Chr. 1:38, 42) 1:38, 42)...

1. The sixth son of Seir and chief of a Horite clan in Edom (Gen. 36:21, 27, 
30; 1 Chr. 1:38, 42).

�2.2. A Judahit A Judahite, the fate, the father of Husher of Hushah (1 Chrhah (1 Chr. 4:4).. 4:4).. 4:4).

2. A Judahite, the father of Hushah (1 Chr. 4:4).

�3.3. An Ephrai An Ephraimite, killmite, killed by the ed by the inhabitantinhabitants of Gath s of Gath when he rawhen he raided theirided their cattle (1 cattle cattle (1 cattle (1 Chr. 7:21)Chr. 7:21)...

3. An Ephraimite, killed by the inhabitants of Gath when he raided their 
cattle (1 Chr. 7:21).

�4.4. Chief of  Chief of the Gaditethe Gadite warriors  warriors who joinedwho joined David at  David at his stronghis stronghold at Zihold at Ziklag (1 Chklag (klag (1 Chr. 12(1 Chr. 12:9[MT 10]):9[MT 10])...

4. Chief of the Gadite warriors who joined David at his stronghold at Ziklag 
(1 Chr. 12:9[MT 10]).

�5.5. The son o The son of Jeshua af Jeshua and ruler ond ruler of Mizpah wf Mizpah who aided iho aided in rebuildin rebuilding the walng the walls of Jeruls of ls of Jerusalof Jerusalem at the em at the time of Netime of Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 3:19).h. 3:19).h. 3:19).

5. The son of Jeshua and ruler of Mizpah who aided in rebuilding the walls 
of Jerusalem at the time of Nehemiah (Neh. 3:19).

�6.6. A priest  A priest who particwho participated in ipated in the dedicathe dedication of thtion of the rebuilt e rebuilt walls of Jwalls of Jerusalem (erusalemJJerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 12:4(Neh. 12:42).2).

6. A priest who participated in the dedication of the rebuilt walls of 
Jerusalem (Neh. 12:42).



EZION-GEBEEZION-GEBERR (Heb.  (Heb. {es�yo®n g{es�yo®n geb�ereb�er)))

EZION-GEBER (Heb. {es�yo®n geb�er )

A town in A town in Edom on thEdom on the Gulf of e Gulf of Aqabah, liAqabah, listed as a sted as a resting plresting place along ace along the route the route taken in ttaktaken in ttaken in the Exodus he Exodus (Num. 33:3(Num. 33:35-36). Dav5-36). David may havid may have capturede captured this vill this village when hage when hage when he subduedhe subdued Edom (2 S Edom (2 Sam. 8:13-1am. 8:13-14). Solomo4). Solomon built a n built a fleet of sfleet of ships here hips here (1 Kgs. 9:(1 Kgs. 9:26 = 2 Chr269:9:26 = 2 C9:26 = 2 Chr. 8:17; hr. 8:17; cf. 10:22)cf. 10:22). With the. With the death of  death of Solomon thSolomon the region re region reverted toeverted to Edomite c E Edomite coEdomite control. Ezintrol. Ezion-geber won-geber was conqueras conquered by Jehoed by Jehoshaphat ofshaphat of Judah, wh Judah, who also buio also buo also built shipbuilt ships there, bs there, but these wut these were destroere destroyed (1 Kgsyed (1 Kgs. 22:48; 2. 22:48; 2 Chr. 20:3 Chr. 20:36) as divi6) as divine retribune rne retributioretribution for his n for his alliance walliance with Ahaziaith Ahaziah (v. 37).h (v. 37). Amaziah d Amaziah defeated thefeated the Edomitese Edomites (2 Kgs. 1 (2  (2 Kgs. 14(2 Kgs. 14:7), and h:7), and his son Uzzis son Uzziah rebuiliah rebuilt the sitet the site (v. 22). (v. 22). (v. 22).

A town in Edom on the Gulf of Aqabah, listed as a resting place along the route 
taken in the Exodus (Num. 33:35-36). David may have captured this village when 
he subdued Edom (2 Sam. 8:13-14). Solomon built a fleet of ships here (1 Kgs. 
9:26 = 2 Chr. 8:17; cf. 10:22). With the death of Solomon the region reverted to 
Edomite control. Ezion-geber was conquered by Jehoshaphat of Judah, who also 
built ships there, but these were destroyed (1 Kgs. 22:48; 2 Chr. 20:36) as divine 
retribution for his alliance with Ahaziah (v. 37). Amaziah defeated the Edomites 
(2 Kgs. 14:7), and his son Uzziah rebuilt the site (v. 22).

�Many archaMany archaeologists,eologists, following following Nelson Gl Nelson Glueck, contueck, contend that Eend that Ezion-geberzion-geber was locat was  was locatewas located at moderd at modern Tell el-n Tell el-Kheleifeh Kheleifeh (147884) o(147884) on the nortn the northern tip ohern tip of the Gulff the Gulf of Aqabah o of Aqabah,of Aqabah, ca. 457 m ca. 457 m. (550 yds. (550 yds.) from th.) from the shore. Te shore. The Bible lhe Bible locates it ocates it “near Elot“near Eloth (or ‘Elah (oh (or ‘Elath(or ‘Elath’)” on the’)” on the shore of  shore of the Red Sethe Red Sea (1 Kgs. a (1 Kgs. 9:26). Alt9:26). Although Eziohough Ezion-geber ann-geber and Elath ard Ed Elath are Elath are traditionatraditionally viewedlly viewed as distin as distinct settlemct settlements, manyents, many scholars  scholars regard theregard them as diffem asm as differeas different names fnt names for the samor the same site.e site.e site.

Many archaeologists, following Nelson Glueck, contend that Ezion-geber 
was located at modern Tell el-Kheleifeh (147884) on the northern tip of the Gulf 
of Aqabah, ca. 457 m. (550 yds.) from the shore. The Bible locates it “near Eloth 
(or ‘Elath’)” on the shore of the Red Sea (1 Kgs. 9:26). Although Ezion-geber and 
Elath are traditionally viewed as distinct settlements, many scholars regard them 
as different names for the same site.

�The chief The chief feature offeature of Tell el-K Tell el-Kheleifeh iheleifeh is a seriess a series of walls  of walls with holeswith holes that Glue that Glueck took tockGlueGlueck tooGlueck took to be flk to be flues and aiues and air channelsr channels. These wa. These walls had enlls had endured suchdured such intense h intense heat that tehheat that heat that they becamthey became kiln bake kiln baked. Furtheed. Further they borr they bore traces oe traces of sulphur f sulphur and variouand various other mes os other metaother metals. Initials. Initially then, lly then, Glueck conGlueck concluded thacluded that he had ft he had found the round the remains of emains of a refinerya ra refinery srefinery specificallpecifically designedy designed to make u to make use of the se of the winds fromwinds from the Gulf  the Gulf to super-hto super-heat the fieatsuper-hsuper-heatsuper-heat the fires the fires in a copp in a copper smelterer smelter. Later, h. Later, he completee completely revisedly revised his findi his findings to sugngs tngs to suggestto suggest that the  that the holes actuholes actually suppoally supported wooderted wooden crossbean crossbeams that hams that had been desd been desd been destroyed destroyed by fire, aby fire, and identifnd identified the stied the structure asructure as a storeho a storehouse and gruse and granary. Desanary. Destruction otruDesDestructioDestruction of this n of this and other and other buildings buildings may be linmay be linked to theked to the invasion  invasion of the Egyof the Egyptians undptiaEgyEgyptians Egyptians under Shisunder Shishak ca. 92hak ca. 925 (cf. 2 C5 (cf. 2 Chr. 12:4).hr. 12:4).

The chief feature of Tell el-Kheleifeh is a series of walls with holes that 
Glueck took to be flues and air channels. These walls had endured such intense 
heat that they became kiln baked. Further they bore traces of sulphur and various 
other metals. Initially then, Glueck concluded that he had found the remains of a 
refinery specifically designed to make use of the winds from the Gulf to 
super-heat the fires in a copper smelter. Later, he completely revised his findings 
to suggest that the holes actually supported wooden crossbeams that had been 
destroyed by fire, and identified the structure as a storehouse and granary. 
Destruction of this and other buildings may be linked to the invasion of the 
Egyptians under Shishak ca. 925 (cf. 2 Chr. 12:4).

�A more recA more recent suggesent suggestion for ltion for location haocation has centereds centered on the is on the island of land of Jeziîrat FJeziîrat Jeziîrat FJeziîrat Far}o®n/Corar}o®n/Coralal Island, w Island, which appeahich appears to offers to offer a naturar a natural harbor fl harbor for ships.or shipsor ships.ships.ships.

A more recent suggestion for location has centered on the island of 
Jeziîrat Far}o®n/Coral Island, which appears to offer a natural harbor for 
ships.

Watson E. Watson E. MillsMills

Watson E. Mills

EZRAEZRA (Heb.  (Heb. {ezraœ}{ezraœ})))

EZRA (Heb. {ezraœ})

�1.1. A scribe  A scribe and priestand priest sent with sent with religious religious and polit and political powerical powers by the Ps by the Persian kinersian kersian king Artaxking Artaxerxes to lerxes to lead a grouead a group of Jewisp of Jewish exiles fh exiles from Babylorom Babylonia to Jernia to Jerusalem (Ezusalem (Ezra 7-8). Era(Ez(Ezra 7-8)(Ezra 7-8). Ezra con. Ezra condemned mixdemned mixed marriaged marriages (Ezra 9es (Ezra 9), encoura), encouraging Jews ging Jews to divorceto divorceto divorce andivorce and banish td banish their foreiheir foreign wives (gn wives (ch. 10). Hch. 10). He read ande read and interpret interpreted the lawed the law (Neh. 8:1 (N (Neh. 8:1-(Neh. 8:1-12), renew12), renewed the celed the celebration oebration of festivalf festivals (vv. 13–s (vv. 13–18), and s18), and supported tupported the redediche tthe rededithe rededication of cation of the templethe temple (chs. 9—1 (chs. 9—10) and the0) and the rebuildin rebuilding of the Jg of the Jerusalem werusalem wall (12:36awwall (12:3wall (12:36).6).6).

1. A scribe and priest sent with religious and political powers by the Persian 
king Artaxerxes to lead a group of Jewish exiles from Babylonia to Jerusalem 
(Ezra 7-8). Ezra condemned mixed marriages (Ezra 9), encouraging Jews to 
divorce and banish their foreign wives (ch. 10). He read and interpreted the law 
(Neh. 8:1-12), renewed the celebration of festivals (vv. 13–18), and supported 
the rededication of the temple (chs. 9—10) and the rebuilding of the Jerusalem 
wall (12:36).

�Scholarly Scholarly opinion coopinion concerning tncerning the date anhe date and mission d mission of Ezra vaof Ezra varies widelries widely. Most day. Mosty. Most date Most date Ezra’s misEzra’s mission to 45sion to 458 8 B.C.E.B.C.E. (13 years (13 years before Ne before Nehemiah), bhemiah), but others ut others suggest 39suggsuggest 39suggest 398 (after N8 (after Nehemiah), ehemiah), and still and still others douothers doubt the hisbt the historicity otoricity of the missf the mission altogeion aion altogetheraltogether. Though E. Though Ezra and Nezra and Nehemiah arehemiah are presented presented as cowork as coworkers, many ers, many argue thatargue targue that passathat passages which ges which connect thconnect them are anaem are anachronisticchronistic redaction redactions (Neh. 8:s (Neh. 8:9; 12:26, 9; 12:26, 36). Furth3636). Furth36). Furthermore, siermore, since Ezra’snce Ezra’s recorded  recorded actions (pactions (possibly diossibly dictated by ctated by others; cfothers; cf. Ezra 9:1. Ez. Ezra 9:1; Ezra 9:1; 10:1-5; Ne10:1-5; Neh. 8:1) dih. 8:1) differ much ffer much from his afrom his ascribed poscribed powers, manywers, many doubt the doubt the reported  r reported creported contents ofontents of the lette the letter from Artr from Artaxerxes (Eaxerxes (Ezra 7:11-2zra 7:11-26) and bec6) and beckon comparkon compakon comparisoncomparison with othe with other Persian r Persian directivesdirectives. Perhaps . Perhaps Ezra was rEzra was recalled byecalled by the Persi the Persians upon tanPersiPersians uPersians upon the fapon the failure of hilure of his segregais segregationalist tionalist policy sinpolicy since Ezra 10ce Ezra 10 ends so a ends so abruptly.bruptaabruptly.abruptly.abruptly.

Scholarly opinion concerning the date and mission of Ezra varies widely. 
Most date Ezra’s mission to 458 B.C.E. (13 years before Nehemiah), but others 



suggest 398 (after Nehemiah), and still others doubt the historicity of the mission 
altogether. Though Ezra and Nehemiah are presented as coworkers, many argue 
that passages which connect them are anachronistic redactions (Neh. 8:9; 12:26, 
36). Furthermore, since Ezra’s recorded actions (possibly dictated by others; cf. 
Ezra 9:1; 10:1-5; Neh. 8:1) differ much from his ascribed powers, many doubt the 
reported contents of the letter from Artaxerxes (Ezra 7:11-26) and beckon 
comparison with other Persian directives. Perhaps Ezra was recalled by the 
Persians upon the failure of his segregationalist policy since Ezra 10 ends so 
abruptly.

�SeeSee  EZRA, BOOKEZRA, BOOK OF. OF. OF.

See EZRA, BOOK OF.

�2.2. A priest  A priest who accompwho accompanied Zeruanied Zerubbabel andbbabel and Jeshua fr Jeshua from Babylonom Babylonia to Jeruia to Jerusalem (NehsaJeruJerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 12:1(Neh. 12:1, 13; cf. , 13; cf. Azariah, 1Azariah, 10:2[MT 3])0:2[MT 3])...

2. A priest who accompanied Zerubbabel and Jeshua from Babylonia to 
Jerusalem (Neh. 12:1, 13; cf. Azariah, 10:2[MT 3]).

�3.3. A priest  A priest who particwho participated in ipated in the rededithe rededication cercation ceremony for emony for the Jerusathe Jerusalem wall (lem wlem wall (Neh.wall (Neh. 12:33). 12:33). 12:33).

3. A priest who participated in the rededication ceremony for the Jerusalem 
wall (Neh. 12:33).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. BlenkinJ. Blenkinsopp, sopp, Ezra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah.iah. OTL (Phil OTL (Philadelphia, adelphia, 1988); L. 1988); L. L. Grabbe,L.L. Grabbe,L. Grabbe,  Judaism frJudaism from Cyrus tom Cyrus to Hadrian,o Hadrian, 1:  1: The PersiaThe Persian and Green and Greek Periodsk Periods (Minneapo (Minneapo (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1992),is, 1992), 94–98, 13 94–98, 136–38.6–38.6–38.

Bibliography. J. Blenkinsopp, Ezra-Nehemiah. OTL (Philadelphia, 1988); L. 
L. Grabbe, Judaism from Cyrus to Hadrian, 1: The Persian and Greek Periods 
(Minneapolis, 1992), 94–98, 136–38.
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EZRAEZRA (Heb. {ez (Heb. {ezraœ}), raœ}), BOOK OFBOOK OFBOOK OF

EZRA (Heb. {ezraœ}), BOOK OF

Ezra 1-10 Ezra 1-10 depicts thdepicts the early ste early stages of reages of reconstructiconstruction of Jewion of Jewish life insh life in Judah (Ye Judah (Yehud) underhud) (Ye(Yehud) un(Yehud) under Persiader Persian colonialn colonial rule in t rule in the aftermahe aftermath of the th of the destructiodestruction of Jerusn of Jerusalem and ealemJerusJerusalem Jerusalem and exile and exile to Babylonto Babylonia. In Chria. In Christian Bibistian Bibles the boles the book of Ezraok of Ezra appears w appears with the hiithwwith the hwith the historical istorical books, betbooks, between Chronween Chronicles and icles and Nehemiah. Nehemiah. In modern In modern Jewish BibJewish BiJewish Bibles, wiBibles, with Nehemiath Nehemiah it is plh it is placed amongaced among the “Writ the “Writings,” immings,” immediately pediately preceding Creceding Chronicles,hCChroniclesChronicles, the last, the last in the ca in the canon (althonon (although the olugh the oldest Hebredest Hebrew manuscriw manuscripts, such pts, such as the Lenasas the Lenas the Leningrad Codingrad Codex, place ex, place it last).it last).

Ezra 1-10 depicts the early stages of reconstruction of Jewish life in Judah 
(Yehud) under Persian colonial rule in the aftermath of the destruction of 
Jerusalem and exile to Babylonia. In Christian Bibles the book of Ezra appears 
with the historical books, between Chronicles and Nehemiah. In modern Jewish 
Bibles, with Nehemiah it is placed among the “Writings,” immediately preceding 
Chronicles, the last in the canon (although the oldest Hebrew manuscripts, such 
as the Leningrad Codex, place it last).

Date, ScopDate, Scope, and Stre, and Structureucture

Date, Scope, and Structure

Written prWritten primarily beimarily between 400 tween 400 and 300 and 300 B.C.E.B.C.E., the book, the book of Ezra r of Ezra reflects Peeflects Persian perirsian persian period polperiod politics and itics and religiositreligiosity before ty before the rise ofhe rise of Hellenism Hellenism. It is th. It is the only bibe only biblical histlical histlical historiogrhistoriography that aphy that explicitlyexplicitly describes describes the trans the transformationsformations during th during the pivotal e pivotal postexilicpostepostexilicpostexilic period. T period. The author he author is unknownis unknown, though E, though Ezra and Nezra and Nehemiah havhemiah have been suge been sue been suggested.suggested.

Written primarily between 400 and 300 B.C.E., the book of Ezra reflects Persian 
period politics and religiosity before the rise of Hellenism. It is the only biblical 
historiography that explicitly describes the transformations during the pivotal 
postexilic period. The author is unknown, though Ezra and Nehemiah have been 
suggested.

�According According to Ezra, tto Ezra, the exiled he exiled Jews returJews returned to Judned to Judah and Jerah and Jerusalem usalem en masseen masse in respon massemasse in rmasse in response toesponse to a decree  a decree by Cyrus kby Cyrus king of Pering of Persia (538; sia (538; 1:1–4). En1:1–4). Enthusiasticthusiastically they allyEnthusiasticEnthusiastEnthusiastically theically they restoredy restored cultic pr cultic practices anactices and rebuilt d rebuilt the Secondthe Second Temple in Temple in Jerusalem Jer Jerusalem Jerusalem (516/5; ch(516/5; chs. 3—6). Ls. 3—6). Later, undeater, under the leadr the leadership of ership of Ezra the pEzra the priest and riest and scribe, thscrscribe, thscribe, they also beey also began to impgan to implement thelement the teachings teachings of the To of the Torah (458; rah (458; chs. 7—8) chs. 7—8) and to rebanand to reband to rebuild the cuild the community iommunity itself by stself by separating eparating from foreifrom foreigners (chsgners (chs. 9—10). T. 9—10). The accounthTThe accounThe account of the rt of the return and eturn and reconstrucreconstruction contition continues in thnues in the book of e book of Nehemiah, Nehemiah,Nehemiah, Nehemiah, which was which was originallyoriginally part of E part of Ezra (as itzra (as it still is  still is in the LXXin the LXX and MT).  and MT). The structThe sThe structure structure of the uniof the unified Ezra-fied Ezra-Nehemiah iNehemiah is as follos as follows.ws.ws.

According to Ezra, the exiled Jews returned to Judah and Jerusalem en 
masse in response to a decree by Cyrus king of Persia (538; 1:1–4). 
Enthusiastically they restored cultic practices and rebuilt the Second Temple in 
Jerusalem (516/5; chs. 3—6). Later, under the leadership of Ezra the priest and 
scribe, they also began to implement the teachings of the Torah (458; chs. 7—8) 



and to rebuild the community itself by separating from foreigners (chs. 9—10). 
The account of the return and reconstruction continues in the book of 
Nehemiah, which was originally part of Ezra (as it still is in the LXX and MT). The 
structure of the unified Ezra-Nehemiah is as follows.

�I.I.�Cyrus’ decCyrus’ decree (538) ree (538) to restoreto restore the house the house of God in of God  of God in JerGod in Jerusalem (Ezusalem (Ezra 1:1-4)ra 1:1-4)ra 1:1-4)

I. Cyrus’ decree (538) to restore the house of 
God in Jerusalem (Ezra 1:1-4)

�II.II.�ImplementaImplementation of thtion of the decree e decree (Ezra 1:5—(Ezra 1:5—Neh. 7:73[Neh. 7:73[MT 72])MT 72])MT 72])

II. Implementation of the decree 
(Ezra 1:5—Neh. 7:73[MT 72])

�A.A.�IntroductiIntroduction with a on with a list of relist of returning exturning rereturning returning exiles (Ezexiles (Ezra 1:5-2:1ra 1:5-2:1-70)-70)-70)

A. Introduction with a list of 
returning exiles (Ezra 1:5-2:1-70)

�B.B.�ImplementaImplementation of detion of decree in thcree in three movemeree mree movements movements (Ezra 3:1—(Ezra 3:1—Neh. 7:73[Neh. 7:73[72])72])72])

B. Implementation of decree in three 
movements (Ezra 3:1—Neh. 7:73[72])

�1.1.�First moveFirst movement: Builment: Building of thdBuilBuilding oBuilding of the tempf the temple under Zle under Zerubbabel erubbabel and Joshuaand Joshua’s leaders’s leader’s leadershipleadership in 538–51 in 538–516/5 (Ezra 6/5 (Ezra 3:1-6:22)3:1-6:22)3:1-6:22)

1. First movement: 
Building of the temple under Zerubbabel and Joshua’s 
leadership in 538–516/5 (Ezra 3:1-6:22)

�2.2.�Second movSecond movement: Buiement: Bement: Building cBuilding community uommunity under Ezra’nder Ezra’s leadershs leadership in 458–ip in 458–457 (Ezra 457 (Ezr457 (Ezra 7:1-(Ezra 7:1-10:44)10:44)10:44)

2. Second movement: 
Building community under Ezra’s leadership in 458–457 
(Ezra 7:1-10:44)

�3.3.�Third moveThird movement: Builment: Bument: Building JBuilding Jerusalem’serusalem’s walls und walls under Nehemiaer Nehemiah’s leaderh’s leadership in 44ship in 44ship in 445–444 (N445–444 (Neh. 1:1-7:eh. 1:1-7:5)5)5)

3. Third movement: 
Building Jerusalem’s walls under Nehemiah’s leadership in 
445–444 (Neh. 1:1-7:5)

�C.C.�ConclusionConclusion with a re with a recapitulaticapitulation of the on of on of the lisof the list of returt of returning exilening exiles (Neh. 7:s (Neh. 7:6-73[72])6-73[72])6-73[72])

C. Conclusion with a recapitulation 
of the list of returning exiles (Neh. 7:6-73[72])

�III.III.�CelebratioCelebration of reconn of reconstruction struction under Ezraunder Ezra and Nehem and Neh and Nehemiah wNehemiah with Torah ith Torah at the cenat the center (Neh. ter (Neh. 8:1-13:3)8:1-13:3)8:1-13:3)

III. Celebration of reconstruction under Ezra and 
Nehemiah with Torah at the center (Neh. 8:1-13:3)

�IV.IV.�Coda: NeheCoda: Nehemiah’s repmiah’s report (Neh. ort (Neh. 13:4-31)13:4-31)13:4-31)

IV. Coda: Nehemiah’s report (Neh. 13:4-31)

The book cThe book contains Heontains Hebrew and Abrew and Aramaic souramaic sources, the rces, the latter oftlatter often as corren as correspondenceespondencorrcorrespondcorrespondence with ence with the Persiathe Persian court. Ln court. Like other ike other ancient hiancient historiograpstoriography (such ahy (such as Herodotusaas Herodotas Herodotus), Ezra us), Ezra subsumes hsubsumes historical istorical data to itdata to its own poins own point of view t of view and purposand purpose. Althougepurpospurpose. Apurpose. Although sclthough scholars queholars question the stion the historicalhistorical accuracy  accuracy of some deof some descriptionsscriptions and the a a and the auand the authenticitythenticity of the do of the documents Ezcuments Ezra reprodura reproduces, the oces, the overall perverall perspective ospective of the bookf oof the booof the book and the k and the general cogeneral contours of ntours of its reportits report have gain have gained credenced credence in recene in recent years bet recenrecent yearecent years becausers because (1) archa (1) archaeological eological studies sustudies support the pport the influx of influx of settlementsettlements in Judahs ins in Judah iin Judah in the 5th n the 5th century; (century; (2) the str2) the structures anuctures and practiced practices that cams that came to domine to dominate Jewishatedomindominate Jdominate Jewish lifeewish life in Judah  in Judah comport wicomport with those dth those depicted inepicted in Ezra; and Ezra; and (3) the b (3) the book’s persoobbook’s perbook’s perspective ospective on these den these developmentsvelopments  generallygenerally agrees wi agrees with extrabith extrabiblical soublical sources.rcsousources.sources.

The book contains Hebrew and Aramaic sources, the latter often as 
correspondence with the Persian court. Like other ancient historiography (such 
as Herodotus), Ezra subsumes historical data to its own point of view and 
purpose. Although scholars question the historical accuracy of some descriptions 
and the authenticity of the documents Ezra reproduces, the overall perspective 
of the book and the general contours of its report have gained credence in 
recent years because (1) archaeological studies support the influx of settlements 
in Judah in the 5th century; (2) the structures and practices that came to 
dominate Jewish life in Judah comport with those depicted in Ezra; and (3) the 
book’s perspective on these developments generally agrees with extrabiblical 
sources.

Content anContent and Messagesd Messages

Content and Messages



Ezra (likeEzra (like Ezra-Nehe Ezra-Nehemiah as a miah as a whole) orgwhole) organizes itsanizes its material  material to reflectto reflect the book’ the book’s particuls pas particularparticular ideology, ideology, highlight highlighting three ing three themes: (1themes: (1) the impo) the importance of rtance of the communthe community as a witycommuncommunity community as a wholeas a whole, not only, not only its leade its leaders; (2) thrs; (2) the centralie centrality of writty of written documeten documents, especntsdocumedocuments,documents, especiall especially the booky the book of the To of the Torah; (3) trah; (3) the expansihe expansion of the on of the holy spaceholy space to includ t to includeto include not only  not only the templethe temple but the c but the city. The bity. The book unfoldook unfolds as follos as follows:ws:

Ezra (like Ezra-Nehemiah as a whole) organizes its material to reflect the book’s 
particular ideology, highlighting three themes: (1) the importance of the 
community as a whole, not only its leaders; (2) the centrality of written 
documents, especially the book of the Torah; (3) the expansion of the holy space 
to include not only the temple but the city. The book unfolds as follows:

Cyrus’ decCyrus’ decree (538) ree (538) to restoreto restore the  the house of Ghouse of God in Jeruod in Jerusalem (1:1salem (1:1–4)–4)–4)

Cyrus’ decree (538) to restore the 
house of God in Jerusalem (1:1–4)

Cyrus’ decCyrus’ decree exhortree exhorts the peops the people of Yahwle of Yahweh to buileh to build God’s hod God’s house in Jeruse in Jerusalem. Causalem. Cusalem. Cast as CyCast as Cyrus’ resporus’ response to Yahnse to Yahweh’s commweh’s command, the dand, the decree presecree presents Persients Persian rule asan rule aan rule as a benevas a benevolent instolent instrument of rument of Israel’s GIsrael’s God, settinod, setting the toneg the tone for the b for the book as a wook as a whole and rholwwhole and whole and reflectingreflecting an import an important adaptaant adaptation to cotion to colonial rullonial rule during te during the Persianhe Persian period. T pe period. Thperiod. This decree is decree recurs in recurs in an abbrevian abbreviated form ated form in 2 Chr. in 2 Chr. 36:22-23 (36:22-23 (Ezra 5:13-Ezra 5:13-15 reprodu155:13-5:13-15 re5:13-15 reproduces aproduces a different different version o version of authorizf authorization). Ination). In form and  form and content, Ccontent, Cyrus’ decryruCCyrus’ decCyrus’ decree in Ezrree in Ezra conformsa conforms to other  to other Persian pePersian period documriod documents such ents such as the famas the famas the famous Cyrfamous Cyrus cylindeus cylinder, which sr, which similarly pimilarly presents Cyresents Cyrus as therus as the emissary  emissary of the Babof the Babylonian GoylBabBabylonianBabylonian God. Alth God. Although no exough no extrabiblicatrabiblical sources l sources show specishow specific authorfic authorization ofization of the Jewis t the Jewishthe Jewish return an return and rebuildid rebuilding, it is ng, it is clear thatclear that Jews from Jews from Babylonia Babylonia did reset did resettle Judah tle Jutle Judah and Judah and that the tthat the temple was emple was in fact buin fact built. Such ilt. Such activitiesactivities could not could not have tran have transpired witspiredtrantranspiredtranspired without a without authorizatiuthorization by the on by the bureaucratbureaucratic imperiaic imperial court.l court.

Cyrus’ decree exhorts the people of Yahweh to build God’s house in Jerusalem. 
Cast as Cyrus’ response to Yahweh’s command, the decree presents Persian rule 
as a benevolent instrument of Israel’s God, setting the tone for the book as a 
whole and reflecting an important adaptation to colonial rule during the Persian 
period. This decree recurs in an abbreviated form in 2 Chr. 36:22-23 (Ezra 
5:13-15 reproduces a different version of authorization). In form and content, 
Cyrus’ decree in Ezra conforms to other Persian period documents such as the 
famous Cyrus cylinder, which similarly presents Cyrus as the emissary of the 
Babylonian God. Although no extrabiblical sources show specific authorization of 
the Jewish return and rebuilding, it is clear that Jews from Babylonia did resettle 
Judah and that the temple was in fact built. Such activities could not have 
transpired without authorization by the bureaucratic imperial court.

ImplementaImplementation of thtion of the decree e decree (Ezra 1:5—(Ezra 1:5—Neh. 7:73[Neh. 7:73[72])72])72])

Implementation of the decree 
(Ezra 1:5—Neh. 7:73[72])

IntroductiIntroduction with a on with a list of relist of returning exturning exiles (Ezrailes (Ezra 1:5-2:1-7 1:5-2:1-70).0). The rest  The re The rest of Ezrest of Ezra depictsra depicts the enthu the enthusiastic cosiastic compliance bmpliance by the memby the members of theers of the families  families of Judah, of of Judah, of Judah, Benjamin, Benjamin, and Levi, and Levi, who rise uwho rise up and go tp and go to Jerusaleo Jerusalem, with thm, with the support e support of those tof of those tof those they leave hey leave behind. Ezbehind. Ezra includera includes two of Es two of Ezra-Nehemizra-Nehemiah’s threeah’s three journeys  journeys from exilefrfrom exilefrom exile to Judah, to Judah, framed by framed by a repeate a repeated list of d list of more than more than 42 thousan42 thousand returneed returnees (Ezra 2 sreturneereturnees returnees (Ezra 2 = (Ezra 2 = Neh. 7).Neh. 7).

Introduction with a list of returning exiles (Ezra 1:5-2:1-70). The 
rest of Ezra depicts the enthusiastic compliance by the members of the families 
of Judah, Benjamin, and Levi, who rise up and go to Jerusalem, with the support 
of those they leave behind. Ezra includes two of Ezra-Nehemiah’s three journeys 
from exile to Judah, framed by a repeated list of more than 42 thousand 
returnees (Ezra 2 = Neh. 7).

ImplementaImplementation of detion of decree in thcree in three movemeree movements nts (Ezra 3:1—(Ezra 3:1—Neh. 7:73[Neh. 7:73[72])72])72])

Implementation of decree in three movements 
(Ezra 3:1—Neh. 7:73[72])

First moveFirst movement: Builment: Building of thding of the temple ue temple under Zerubnder Zerubbabel and babel and Joshua’s lJosJoshua’s lJoshua’s leadership eadership in 538–516in 538–516/5 (Ezra 3/5 (Ezra 3:1-6:22).:1-6:22). Ezra emph Ezra emphasizes theasizes the religious r religious religious nature of nature of the returnthe return from capt from captivity. Accivity. Accordingly, ordingly, the first the first wave of rewave of resettlers hsettlereresettlersresettlers hastens t hastens to build tho build the altar ane altar and the tempd the temple (and esle (and establish cutablish cult personnlt personnel). Each el). Eel). Each complEach completion is fetion is followed byollowed by celebrati celebration (of Sucon (of Succoth [3:4]coth [3:4] and Passo and Passover [6:19]ver [6:19] respectiv r respectiverespectively). Ezra ly). Ezra also highlalso highlights dualights dual leadershi leadership by Zerubp by Zerubbabel (thebabel (the last know last known Davidic n Dan Davidic deDavidic descendant wscendant with authorith authority in theity in the OT) and J OT) and Joshua the oshua the priest, sepriest, setting a patting a pattern thatttepapattern thpattern that will coat will continue. Fintinue. Finally, Ezrnally, Ezra highligha highlights communats communal dedicatil dedication to the on to the task, attrtask, task, attrtask, attributing deibuting delays in bulays in building to ilding to outside inoutside interferenceterference: Some loc: Some local inhabital inhabitants, initants, inants, initially initially labeled “alabeled “adversariesdversaries of Judah  of Judah and Benjamand Benjamin” (4:1) in” (4:1) and then “and then “people of people of the land” the lthe land” (v. land” (v. 4), first 4), first attempt toattempt to join the  join the builders abuilders and then, wnd then, when rebuffhen rebuffed, inciteed, incite the Persi the Pe the Persian auPersian authorities thorities against thagainst the Jews. Coe Jews. Consequentlynsequently, the Pers, the Persian governian government puts ment puts a stop to a a stop to a stop to reconstrucreconstruction.tion.tion.

First movement: Building of the temple under Zerubbabel and 
Joshua’s leadership in 538–516/5 (Ezra 3:1-6:22). Ezra emphasizes the 
religious nature of the return from captivity. Accordingly, the first wave of 
resettlers hastens to build the altar and the temple (and establish cult personnel). 
Each completion is followed by celebration (of Succoth [3:4] and Passover [6:19] 
respectively). Ezra also highlights dual leadership by Zerubbabel (the last known 
Davidic descendant with authority in the OT) and Joshua the priest, setting a 
pattern that will continue. Finally, Ezra highlights communal dedication to the 



task, attributing delays in building to outside interference: Some local inhabitants, 
initially labeled “adversaries of Judah and Benjamin” (4:1) and then “people of the 
land” (v. 4), first attempt to join the builders and then, when rebuffed, incite the 
Persian authorities against the Jews. Consequently, the Persian government puts 
a stop to reconstruction.

�RebuildingRebuilding resumes o resumes only at thenly at the time of D time of Darius (520arius (520) and is c) and is completed iompleted in 516/5. Tn 516/5n 516/5. To 516/5. To document tdocument the opposithe opposition, Ezra ion, Ezra includes Aincludes Aramaic corramaic correspondencrespondence with Arte with Ae with ArtaxerxesArtaxerxes. This cor. This correspondencrespondence raises te raises the thorniehe thorniest problemst problem in the bo in the book, since ok, since ArtaxerxesAArtaxerxesArtaxerxes’ reign ’ reign followedfollowed Darius’ a Darius’ and since And since Artaxerxes rtaxerxes in Ezra 7;in Ezra 7; Neh. 2 su Neh. 2 supports thepports susupports tsupports the effortshe efforts of the Je of the Jews. Furthews. Furthermore, somrmore, some of the le of the letters conetters concern Jeruscern Jerusalem’s walaleJerusJerusalem’Jerusalem’s walls, ns walls, not the temot the temple. Eitheple. Either the recor the record was no rd was no longer clelonger clear to the ar to the writer or wriwriter or writer or the periodthe period itself wa itself was confusins confusing. The useg. The use of such c of such correspondeorrespondence in thince in this fashion,s fas fashion, hfashion, however, maowever, may also stey also stem from them from the wish to e wish to emphasize Emphasize Ezra’s viewzra’s view that the  that the house of Ghhouse of Ghouse of God extendsod extends to the ci to the city as a whty as a whole.ole.ole.

Rebuilding resumes only at the time of Darius (520) and is completed in 
516/5. To document the opposition, Ezra includes Aramaic correspondence with 
Artaxerxes. This correspondence raises the thorniest problem in the book, since 
Artaxerxes’ reign followed Darius’ and since Artaxerxes in Ezra 7; Neh. 2 
supports the efforts of the Jews. Furthermore, some of the letters concern 
Jerusalem’s walls, not the temple. Either the record was no longer clear to the 
writer or the period itself was confusing. The use of such correspondence in this 
fashion, however, may also stem from the wish to emphasize Ezra’s view that the 
house of God extends to the city as a whole.

Second movSecond movement: Buiement: Building commlding community undeunity under Ezra’s lr Ezra’s leadership eadership in 458–457inin 458–457in 458–457 (Ezra 7:1 (Ezra 7:1-10:44). -10:44). Ezra 7-10 Ezra 7-10 describes describes a shaping a shaping of the comof the community in munitycomcommunity community in accordain accordance with tnce with the book ofhe book of the Torah the Torah. In 458, . In 458, Ezra comesEzra comes to Jerusa to Jerus to Jerusalem,Jerusalem, commissio commissioned by Artned by Artaxerxes I axerxes I (398 if th(398 if the king is e king is ArtaxerxesArtaxerxes II). Ezra II). Ezra’s goal is’s g’s goal is togoal is to implement implement the Torah the Torah. His prie. His priestly and sstly and scribal crecribal credentials adentials are impeccare impeccable and heble impeccaimpeccableimpeccable and he re and he remains the mains the model leadmodel leader not onler not only in Ezra y in Ezra but in Ezrbut in Ezra-Nehemiaha-NehemiaEzrEzra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah as a wiah as a whole.hole.hole.

Second movement: Building community under Ezra’s leadership 
in 458–457 (Ezra 7:1-10:44). Ezra 7-10 describes a shaping of the 
community in accordance with the book of the Torah. In 458, Ezra comes to 
Jerusalem, commissioned by Artaxerxes I (398 if the king is Artaxerxes II). Ezra’s 
goal is to implement the Torah. His priestly and scribal credentials are 
impeccable and he remains the model leader not only in Ezra but in 
Ezra-Nehemiah as a whole.

�The sectioThe section includesn includes an Aramai an Aramaic letter fc letter from Artaxerom Artaxerxes delinrxes delineating Ezreating Ezra’s extensa’s exta’s extensive extensive powers as powers as well as suwell as substantial bstantial financial financial support fosupport for his missr his mission and foion and for the tempr ther the templethe temple (7:11–27) (7:11–27), followed, followed by a 1st  by a 1st person repperson report (conveort (conventionally ntionally labeled Ezlabeled Ezra MemoirsraEzEzra MemoiEzra Memoirs) in whirs) in which Ezra dech Ezra describes hiscribes his journey s journey to and actto and activities inivities in Jerusalem Jerusalem (7:28—9:1 (7: (7:28—9:15(7:28—9:15).).).

The section includes an Aramaic letter from Artaxerxes delineating Ezra’s 
extensive powers as well as substantial financial support for his mission and for 
the temple (7:11–27), followed by a 1st person report (conventionally labeled 
Ezra Memoirs) in which Ezra describes his journey to and activities in Jerusalem 
(7:28—9:15).

�The most dThe most dramatic paramatic part here isrt here is the crisi the crisis over mars over marriages by riages by Jewish leaJewish leaders with ders witders with womenwith women from “the from “the peoples o peoples of the landf the lands” (9:2). s” (9:2). Ezra interEzra interprets suchprets such marriages marriages as a viol marriagesmarriages marriages as a violaas a violation of thtion of the Torah ane Torah and repetitid repetition of the on of the sins that sins that caused exicaused exile in the le in le in the firin the first place (st place (9:6–15). T9:6–15). The book cohe book concludes wincludes with a 3rd pth a 3rd person repoerson report describrt describing steps ingdescribdescribingdescribing steps und steps undertaken toertaken to solve the solve the crisis an crisis and separated separate from fore from foreign wives ign wives (10:1–44).(10(10:1–44).(10:1–44).

The most dramatic part here is the crisis over marriages by Jewish leaders 
with women from “the peoples of the lands” (9:2). Ezra interprets such 
marriages as a violation of the Torah and repetition of the sins that caused exile 
in the first place (9:6–15). The book concludes with a 3rd person report 
describing steps undertaken to solve the crisis and separate from foreign wives 
(10:1–44).

�The book cThe book celebrates elebrates the returnthe return and commu and communicates a nicates a new model new model for Israelfor Israel in its la in i in its land. its land. The leaderThe leadership is diship is diarchic, wiarchic, with a goverth a governor and prnor and priest in chiest in charge, botharge, both centered  cente centered icentered in Jerusalen Jerusalem. Life ofm. Life of the peopl the people is govere is governed by thened by the book of t book of the Torah, he Torah, in harmonyin in harmonyin harmony with Pers with Persian rule. ian rule. Voluntary Voluntary separationseparation protects  protects community community boundariesboundarieboundariesboundaries in the mi in the midst of othdst of other nationser nations and secur and secures loyaltyes loyalty to the pa to the particular trticular traditions radittraditionstraditions of Israel of Israel (in contr (in contrast to a mast to a military soilitary solution undlution undertaken inertaken in the preex the preexilic perioilic peilic period).period).

The book celebrates the return and communicates a new model for Israel in 
its land. The leadership is diarchic, with a governor and priest in charge, both 
centered in Jerusalem. Life of the people is governed by the book of the Torah, 
in harmony with Persian rule. Voluntary separation protects community 
boundaries in the midst of other nations and secures loyalty to the particular 
traditions of Israel (in contrast to a military solution undertaken in the preexilic 
period).



HistoricalHistorical Backgroun Backgroundd

Historical Background

The PersiaThe Persian period bn period begins withegins with Cyrus’ co Cyrus’ conquest of nquest of Babylon (5Babylon (539) and ex39) and extends to ttends to ttends to the age ofthe age of Alexander Alexander the Great the Great (332). In (332). Initially thitially the Persian e Persian Empire subEmpire subsumed the sumed the BabylonianBaBabylonianBabylonian Empire. B Empire. But by 525 ut by 525 it also init also included Egycluded Egypt and waspt and was fighting  fighting with Greecwith Greece for conte GreecGreece forGreece for control o control of the regif the region. The Peon. The Persian kingrsian kings Cyrus (5s Cyrus (539–530), D39–530), Darius (522arius (522–486), Aha–(522(522–486),(522–486), Ahasuerus Ahasuerus (485–464) (485–464), and Arta, and Artaxerxes I (xerxes I (465–424), 465–424), all mentioall mentioned in Ezrned in Ezrned in Ezra, wereEzra, were deeply in deeply involved in volved in this westwthis westward movemeard movement. The ernt. The era constitua constitutes the fites the first major rfifirst majofirst major encounter encounter between r between “East” (an“East” (ancient Nearcient Near East) and East) and West (Gre West (Greece and Euece and Eece and Europe), aEurope), and its infnd its influence hasluence has been deci been decisive for bsive for both regionoth regions. The Meds. The Mediterraneaniterranean became an b became an became an arena of carena of conflict, aonflict, and the comnd the commercial, mmercial, military, eilitary, economic, aconomic, and politicnd political importaal ial importanceimportance of the la of the lands aroundnds around it inevit it inevitably grew.ably grew.

The Persian period begins with Cyrus’ conquest of Babylon (539) and extends to 
the age of Alexander the Great (332). Initially the Persian Empire subsumed the 
Babylonian Empire. But by 525 it also included Egypt and was fighting with 
Greece for control of the region. The Persian kings Cyrus (539–530), Darius 
(522–486), Ahasuerus (485–464), and Artaxerxes I (465–424), all mentioned in 
Ezra, were deeply involved in this westward movement. The era constitutes the 
first major encounter between “East” (ancient Near East) and West (Greece and 
Europe), and its influence has been decisive for both regions. The Mediterranean 
became an arena of conflict, and the commercial, military, economic, and political 
importance of the lands around it inevitably grew.

�Persian poPersian policies in licies in Judah mostJudah most likely we likely were influenre influenced by theced by these conflicse conflicts even thts even thts even though Ezrthough Ezra-Nehemiaha-Nehemiah itself do itself does not expes not explicitly relicitly refer to thefer to them. Presumam. Presumably, it sebly, it served Persirveseserved Perserved Persian intersian interests to seests to settle, orgattle, organize, and nize, and strengthenstrengthen loyal pop loyal populations aulations along the elong aalong the along the eastern Meeastern Mediterraneaditerranean coast ann coast and also in d also in Judah.Judah.

Persian policies in Judah most likely were influenced by these conflicts even 
though Ezra-Nehemiah itself does not explicitly refer to them. Presumably, it 
served Persian interests to settle, organize, and strengthen loyal populations 
along the eastern Mediterranean coast and also in Judah.

HistoricalHistorical and Liter and Literary Issuesary Issues

Historical and Literary Issues

Several isSeveral issues remaisues remain contesten contested in Ezra d in Ezra studies.studies.studies.

Several issues remain contested in Ezra studies.

1.1.�Relation tRelation to Chroniclo Chronicles. The vies. The view that thew that the Chronicle Chronicler also coer also composed Ezrmposed Ezra-Nehemiaha-NEzrEzra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah and shiah and shared its iared its ideology hadeology had been held been held for 150 d for 150 years. Saryears. Sara Japhet ha Ja Japhet hasJaphet has overturne overturned this vied this view, so thatw, so that it now re it now remains a mimains a minority posnority position.itionposposition.position.position.

1. Relation to Chronicles. The view that the Chronicler also composed 
Ezra-Nehemiah and shared its ideology had been held for 150 years. Sara 
Japhet has overturned this view, so that it now remains a minority 
position.

2.2.�The identiThe identity and rolty and role of the “e of the “people(s) people(s) of the lanof the land(s).” In d(s).” In Haggai JudHaggai Judahite apatahite apahite apathy accapathy accounts for ounts for the resistthe resistance to buance to building theilding the temple. I temple. In Ezra it n Ezra it is “peopleis “peois “people(s)“people(s) of the la of the land(s).” Eznd(s).” Ezra’s emphara’s emphasis on extsis on external oppoernal opposition maysition may be a retr be  be a retrobe a retrogression (gression (though intthough internal and ernal and external fexternal factors couactors could coexistld coexist). The exa). Th). The exact The exact identity oidentity of these opf these opponents inponents in Ezra 4-5  Ezra 4-5 and the “fand the “foreign womoreign women” is uncenwomwomen” is women” is uncertain.uncertain. Although  Although the term mthe term may designaay designate actual te actual Moabites, Moabites, Ammonites,AAmmonites,Ammonites, etc., it  etc., it may also imay also include Isrnclude Israelites fraelites from the norom the north, Samarith, Samarians (not tans (ans (not to be(not to be confused  confused with the lwith the later Samarater Samaritans), anitans), and/or Judahd/or Judahites who eites who evaded exilvadeevaded exievaded exile and whole and whose legitimse legitimacy Ezra racy Ezra refuses to efuses to acknowledgacknowledge.e.e.

2. The identity and role of the “people(s) of the land(s).” In Haggai Judahite 
apathy accounts for the resistance to building the temple. In Ezra it is 
“people(s) of the land(s).” Ezra’s emphasis on external opposition may 
be a retrogression (though internal and external factors could coexist). 
The exact identity of these opponents in Ezra 4-5 and the “foreign 
women” is uncertain. Although the term may designate actual Moabites, 
Ammonites, etc., it may also include Israelites from the north, Samarians 
(not to be confused with the later Samaritans), and/or Judahites who 
evaded exile and whose legitimacy Ezra refuses to acknowledge.

3.3.�The Torah The Torah of Ezra. Aof Ezra. Attempts tottempts to establish establish the exten the extent of the Tt of the Torah that orah that Ezra is toEzraEzra is toEzra is to administe administer have ledr have led to divers to diverse conclusie conclusions: that ons: that it is the it is the Priestly lPriestly Priestly lPriestly law, the Deaw, the Deuteronomicuteronomic laws, a c laws, a combinationombination of pentat of pentateuchal laweuchal laws, or somes, os, or some foor some form of our rm of our PentateuchPentateuch. Since Sp. Since Spinoza, schinoza, scholars alsoolars also considere considered the possd considereconsideredconsidered the possi the possibility thability that Ezra wast Ezra was a major,  a major, perhaps perhaps thethe major red major redactor of tactredredactor oredactor of the Pentf the Pentateuch.ateuch.ateuch.

3. The Torah of Ezra. Attempts to establish the extent of the Torah that 
Ezra is to administer have led to diverse conclusions: that it is the 
Priestly law, the Deuteronomic laws, a combination of pentateuchal laws, 
or some form of our Pentateuch. Since Spinoza, scholars also 
considered the possibility that Ezra was a major, perhaps the major 
redactor of the Pentateuch.

Other quesOther questions incltions include the hiude the historical rstorical reliabilityeliability of the Ar of the Aramaic corramaic correspondenceespondence, the hist, th, the historthe historicity of Eicity of Ezra himselzra himself, and thef, and the authorshi authorship of the Ep of the Ezra Memoirzra Memoirs. With fes. With few exceptiow ew exceptionsexceptions, scholars, scholars today hav today have moved awe moved away from thay from the radical e radical skepticismskepticism of earlie of earlier studies r earlieearlier stearlier studies on tudies on these issuehese issues.s.s.

Other questions include the historical reliability of the Aramaic correspondence, 



the historicity of Ezra himself, and the authorship of the Ezra Memoirs. With few 
exceptions, scholars today have moved away from the radical skepticism of 
earlier studies on these issues.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. BlenkinJ. Blenkinsopp, sopp, Ezra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah.iah. OTL (Phil OTL (Philadelphia, adelphia, 1988); T. 1988); T. C. EskenazCC. EskenazC. Eskenazi, i, In an Age In an Age of Prose: of Prose: A LiteraryA Literary Approach  Approach to Ezra-Neto Ezra-Nehemiah.hemiah. SBLMS 36  SBLMS 36 (Atlanta, (Atl(Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1988); K. 1988); K. G. HoglundG. Hoglund, , AchaemenidAchaemenid Imperial  Imperial AdministraAdministration in Sytion in Syria-Palestria-Palestine and thine aine and the Miand the Missions of ssions of Ezra and NEzra and Nehemiah.ehemiah. SBLDS 125 SBLDS 125 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1992); S. 1992); S. Japhet, “ Japhet, “The TempleThe TThe Temple in Temple in the Restorthe Restoration Periation Period: Realitod: Reality and Ideoy and Ideology,” logy,” USQRUSQR 44 (1991) 44 (1991): 195–251;: 195–251: 195–251; H195–251; H. G. M. Wi. G. M. Williamson, lliamson, Ezra, NeheEzra, Nehemiah.miah. WBC 16 (W WBC 16 (Waco, 1985)aco, 1985)...
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and the Missions of Ezra and Nehemiah. SBLDS 125 (Atlanta, 1992); S. Japhet, “The 
Temple in the Restoration Period: Reality and Ideology,” USQR 44 (1991): 
195–251; H. G. M. Williamson, Ezra, Nehemiah. WBC 16 (Waco, 1985).
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Tamara Cohn Eskenazi

EZRAHEZRAH (Heb.  (Heb. {ezra®{ezra®)))

EZRAH (Heb. {ezra®)

A JudahiteA Judahite (1 Chr. 4 (1 Chr. 4:17), list:17), listed among ted among the descendhe descendants of Caants of Caleb.leb.

A Judahite (1 Chr. 4:17), listed among the descendants of Caleb.

EZRAHITEEZRAHITE (Heb.  (Heb. }ezraœh�iî}ezraœh�iî)))

EZRAHITE (Heb. }ezraœh�iî )

An alternaAn alternate form ofte form of the genti the gentilic Zerahilic Zerahite, designte, designating the ating the descendantdescendants of Zerahs of Zerah (1 Chr. 2 (1 (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:6). Ethan 6). Ethan and Heman and Heman were famouwere famous members s members of this clof this clan (1 Kgs.an (1 Kgs. 4:31[MT 5 4:31[MT 4:31[MT 5:4:31[MT 5:11]; cf. t11]; cf. the supersche superscriptions oriptions of Pss. 88-f Pss. 88-89).89).

An alternate form of the gentilic Zerahite, designating the descendants of Zerah 
(1 Chr. 2:6). Ethan and Heman were famous members of this clan (1 Kgs. 
4:31[MT 5:11]; cf. the superscriptions of Pss. 88-89).

EZRIEZRI (Heb.  (Heb. {ezriî{ezriî)))

EZRI (Heb. {ezriî)

The son ofThe son of Chelub; s Chelub; supervisor upervisor of the worof the workers in Dakers in David’s crowvid’s crown lands (1n lands (1 Chr. 27:2 Chr. 27:26).627:227:26).27:26).

The son of Chelub; supervisor of the workers in David’s crown lands (1 Chr. 
27:26).
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FABLEFABLEFABLE

FABLE

A fictitioA fictitious narratius narrative or statve or statement in wement in which therehich there are marve are marvelous happelous happenings in unings in unusual cirnuuunusual ciunusual circumstancercumstances, usuallys, usually involving involving animals o animals or plants wr plants which speakhich speak and act l and act like human ike llike humanlike human beings. O beings. Originatingriginating in an ora in an oral folk tral folk tradition, thdition, the fable see fable seeks both teks both to entertaio enteo entertain entertain and teach and teach a moral lea moral lesson. The sson. The genre is kgenre is known in thnown in the literatue literature of the re of the ancient Neancancient Neancient Near East cear East centuries benturies before it apfore it appears in Hpears in Hebrew liteebrew literature. Thrature. There are alere are also pictoriso alalso pictoalso pictorial reprerial representativessentatives from the  from the 2nd millen2nd millennium nium B.C.E.B.C.E. involving involving animals a animals and plants nd aand plantsand plants which sug which suggest that gest that a crucial a crucial moment in moment in a presumeda presumed fable is  fable is being illubeing illustrated.strailluillustrateillustrated.d.d.

A fictitious narrative or statement in which there are marvelous happenings in 
unusual circumstances, usually involving animals or plants which speak and act 
like human beings. Originating in an oral folk tradition, the fable seeks both to 
entertain and teach a moral lesson. The genre is known in the literature of the 
ancient Near East centuries before it appears in Hebrew literature. There are 



also pictorial representatives from the 2nd millennium B.C.E. involving animals 
and plants which suggest that a crucial moment in a presumed fable is being 
illustrated.

�One of theOne of the best exam best examples of thples of the fable gee fable genre is founre is found in Judgnd in Judg. 9:7-15, . 9:7-15, a narrativa narratia narrative narrative of Abimeleof Abimelech’s efforch’s efforts to estats to establish a kiblish a kingship in ngship in Israel. ThIsrael. The negativee negative attitude  attitu attitude tattitude toward kingoward kingship is ilship is illustrated lustrated graphicallgraphically in Jothay in Jotham’s fable m’s fable of the thoof the thorn or bramrn or brn or bramble trbramble tree (Abimelee (Abimelech) whichech) which was chose was chosen king insn king instead of motead of more worthy re worthy trees — thtrees —trees — the oliv— the olive, fig, ane, fig, and vine (Jed vine (Jerubbaal’s rubbaal’s sons). Thesons). The olive, fi olive, fig, and ving, and vine each offe each offer lengthyer lengter lengthy relengthy reasons in pasons in poetic formoetic form why they  why they cannot agrcannot agree to the ee to the request ofrequest of the trees the trees to rule o t to rule ovto rule over them, ber them, but the braut the bramble accepmble accepts conditits conditionally.onally.onally.

One of the best examples of the fable genre is found in Judg. 9:7-15, a 
narrative of Abimelech’s efforts to establish a kingship in Israel. The negative 
attitude toward kingship is illustrated graphically in Jotham’s fable of the thorn or 
bramble tree (Abimelech) which was chosen king instead of more worthy trees 
— the olive, fig, and vine (Jerubbaal’s sons). The olive, fig, and vine each offer 
lengthy reasons in poetic form why they cannot agree to the request of the trees 
to rule over them, but the bramble accepts conditionally.

�Another exAnother example of aample of a fable fea fable featuring talturing talking plantking plants occurs is occurs in 2 Kgs. 1n 2 Kgs. 14:8-10 (cf4:8-10 (c4:8-10 (cf. 2 Chr(cf. 2 Chr. 25:18). . 25:18). King JehoaKing Jehoash sent a sh sent a message tomessage to King Amaz King Amaziah of Judiah of Judah simply ah simply mentioningmementioningmentioning the “thor the “thornbush on Lnbush on Lebanon” arebanon” arrogantly crogantly challenginghallenging “a cedar  “a cedar on Lebanonon Lebanoon Lebanon, ‘Lebanon, ‘Give your Give your daughter tdaughter to my son fo my son for a wife.or a wife.’” This ar’” This arrogance warogance was met withs met with a wild be withwith a wilwith a wild beast frd beast from Lebanonom Lebanon trampling trampling down the  down the thornbush.thornbush.

Another example of a fable featuring talking plants occurs in 2 Kgs. 14:8-10 
(cf. 2 Chr. 25:18). King Jehoash sent a message to King Amaziah of Judah simply 
mentioning the “thornbush on Lebanon” arrogantly challenging “a cedar on 
Lebanon, ‘Give your daughter to my son for a wife.’” This arrogance was met 
with a wild beast from Lebanon trampling down the thornbush.

�The talkinThe talking serpent g serpent in the Garin the Garden of Ededen of Eden in Genesn in Genesis represeis represents a fabunts a fabulistic elelistic elistic element inelement in this prim this primeval tale eval tale of temptatof temptation, disobion, disobedience, aedience, and fall frnd fall from grace. om grace. The folktaThe The folktaThe folktale of Balale of Balaam’s wondram’s wondrous talkinous talking donkey (g donkey (Num. 22:21Num. 22:21-35) is a -35) is a longer andlonger and more comp andand more cand more complete exomplete example of tample of the genre the genre told in a hold in a humorous anumorous and ironic wd ironic way. Solomoay. Solomay. Solomon, wSolomon, who spoke “ho spoke “of trees” of trees” and “of beand “of beasts,” mayasts,” may have also have also had a rep had a reputation asutation as a fabulis asas a fabulas a fabulist (1 Kgsist (1 Kgs. 4:33[MT . 4:33[MT 5:13]).5:13]).5:13]).

The talking serpent in the Garden of Eden in Genesis represents a fabulistic 
element in this primeval tale of temptation, disobedience, and fall from grace. 
The folktale of Balaam’s wondrous talking donkey (Num. 22:21-35) is a longer 
and more complete example of the genre told in a humorous and ironic way. 
Solomon, who spoke “of trees” and “of beasts,” may have also had a reputation 
as a fabulist (1 Kgs. 4:33[MT 5:13]).

�New translNew translations of ations of the NT trathe NT translate Gk.nslate Gk.  myéthosmyéthos (1 Tim. 1 (1 Tim. 1:4; 2 Tim.:4; 2 Tim. 4:4; 2 Pe 4:4; 2 4:4; 2 Pet. 1:12 Pet. 1:16) as “myt6) as “myth” insteadh” instead of the KJ of the KJV’s “fableV’s “fables.”s.”s.”

New translations of the NT translate Gk. myéthos (1 Tim. 1:4; 2 Tim. 4:4; 
2 Pet. 1:16) as “myth” instead of the KJV’s “fables.”

William R.William R. Goodman,  Goodman, Jr.Jr.

William R. Goodman, Jr.

FACEFACEFACE

FACE

In numerouIn numerous contextss contexts “face” (H “face” (Heb. eb. paniîmpaniîm) is a syn) is a synonym for “onym for “surface,” surface,” as in “theas in “the face of t “the“the face “the face of the earof the earth” (Gen. th” (Gen. 1:29), “th1:29), “the face of e face of the groundthe ground” (2:6), a” (2:6), and the “fand the “face of the ce ofce of the deeof the deep” (1:2). p” (1:2). In other cIn other contexts itontexts it assumes a assumes a close rel close relationship ationship with a perwith a person, so thson, perperson, soperson, so that “see that “seeing the faing the face of . . ce of . . .” (Gen. 3.” (Gen. 32:20) and 2:20) and “hiding th“hiding the face froe face from . . .” (m . . .”m . . .” (Ps. 27.” (Ps. 27:9) are bo:9) are both indicatth indicators of preors of presence and sence and nonpresencnonpresence, acceptae, acceptance and rence and rejection. Tjererejection.rejection. The latte The latter is also r is also an attemptan attempt to hide o to hide one’s identne’s identity (Ps. 1ity (Ps. 102:2[MT 3]02:2[MT 3]; Isa. 53:; Isa. ; Isa. 53:3)Isa. 53:3)...

In numerous contexts “face” (Heb. paniîm) is a synonym for “surface,” as in 
“the face of the earth” (Gen. 1:29), “the face of the ground” (2:6), and the “face 
of the deep” (1:2). In other contexts it assumes a close relationship with a 
person, so that “seeing the face of . . .” (Gen. 32:20) and “hiding the face from . . 
.” (Ps. 27:9) are both indicators of presence and nonpresence, acceptance and 
rejection. The latter is also an attempt to hide one’s identity (Ps. 102:2[MT 3]; 
Isa. 53:3).

�To “bow thTo “bow the face” (Le face” (Luke 5:12; uke 5:12; Gk. Gk. proœsoœponproœsoœpon) and “fal) and “fall on the fl on the face” (Ezekace” (Ezeace” (Ezek. 1:2(Ezek. 1:28) are sig8) are signs of humins of humility and olity and obeisance. beisance. To “turn tTo “turn the face” (he face” (2 Kgs. 20:2 Kgs. 20:2) and “se2) an2) and “set tand “set the face tohe face toward/againward/against . . .” st . . .” (Ezek. 35:(Ezek. 35:2) are ind2) are indicators oficators of determina determination and ition ation and intentand intention. Furthion. Further, to “loer, to “lower the fawer the face” (Gen. ce” (Gen. 40:7) and 40:7) and to have a to have a “fallen fa“fallen face” are sice” ace” are signs are signs of disrespof disrespect and diect and dishonor, asshonor, as is striki is striking someoneng someone in the fa in the face (John 1ce (John 18:22). In 8:22118:22). In18:22). In a similar a similar fashion,  fashion, to mutilatto mutilate the facee the face (Lev. 21: (Lev. 21:18) or hav18) or have a soilede a soiled face (2 S face (2 face (2 Sam. 19(2 Sam. 19:4-5) is a:4-5) is an indicaton indicator of loss,r of loss, mourning, mourning, and shame and shame. By way o. By way of contrastf contrast, to “lift, to, to “lift tto “lift the face” (he face” (2 Kgs. 5:12 Kgs. 5:1) or conve) or converse with srse with someone “faomeone “face to facece to face” (1 Thess” (1 Thess. 3:10) is. 3:1. 3:10) is a3:10) is a sign of r sign of respect andespect and honor in  honor in treating streating someone as omeone as one’s equaone’s equal.l.l.

To “bow the face” (Luke 5:12; Gk. proœsoœpon) and “fall on the face” 
(Ezek. 1:28) are signs of humility and obeisance. To “turn the face” (2 Kgs. 20:2) 
and “set the face toward/against . . .” (Ezek. 35:2) are indicators of determination 
and intention. Further, to “lower the face” (Gen. 40:7) and to have a “fallen face” 
are signs of disrespect and dishonor, as is striking someone in the face (John 
18:22). In a similar fashion, to mutilate the face (Lev. 21:18) or have a soiled face 
(2 Sam. 19:4-5) is an indicator of loss, mourning, and shame. By way of contrast, 



to “lift the face” (2 Kgs. 5:1) or converse with someone “face to face” (1 Thess. 
3:10) is a sign of respect and honor in treating someone as one’s equal.

�In traditiIn traditional Meditonal Mediterranean serranean society, whociety, which maintaich maintains a stroins a strong sense ong sense of honor amf honorf honor amonhonor among males, tg males, the face ishe face is the most  the most obvious puobvious public expreblic expression of assion of a person’s  person’s character ccharacter character and standiand standing in the ng in the social grosocial group. Thus, up. Thus, bowing thebowing the face or f face or falling on alling on the face ithe fthe face is anface is an appropria appropriate gesturete gesture of obeisa of obeisance to a snce to a superior. Tuperior. To have oneo have one’s face li’s face lifted is a fted lilifted is lifted is a bestowala bestowal of honor  of honor by a superby a superior on an ior on an inferior. inferior. The hope oThe hope of believerf believers is that s is ts is that they that they too shall too shall see God “fsee God “face to facace to face” (1 Cor.e” (1 Cor. 13:12), h 13:12), having receaving received the uived the ultimate giltimuultimate gultimate gift of accift of acceptance byeptance by God in Ch God in Christ.rist.rist.

In traditional Mediterranean society, which maintains a strong sense of 
honor among males, the face is the most obvious public expression of a person’s 
character and standing in the social group. Thus, bowing the face or falling on the 
face is an appropriate gesture of obeisance to a superior. To have one’s face 
lifted is a bestowal of honor by a superior on an inferior. The hope of believers is 
that they too shall see God “face to face” (1 Cor. 13:12), having received the 
ultimate gift of acceptance by God in Christ.

T. R. HobbT. R. Hobbss

T. R. Hobbs

FAIR HAVENFAIR HAVENSSS

FAIR HAVENS

A small baA small bay on the sy on the southern coouthern coast of Creast of Crete, E of Cte, E of Cape Littinape Littinos and neaos and near the cityr the city of Lasea  of of Lasea (of Lasea (Acts 27:8)Acts 27:8). The name. The name (Gk.  (Gk. Kaloì LiméKaloì Liménesnes) was prob) was probably choseably chosen by the in by the inhabitantsnhaiinhabitantinhabitants in orders in order to attrac to attract commercet commerce, but the , but the prevailingprevailing southeast southeasterly windserly winds in winter in in winter in winter would actuwould actually make ally make the harborthe harbor unsafe (c unsafe (cf. Acts 27f. Acts 27:12).:12).

A small bay on the southern coast of Crete, E of Cape Littinos and near the city 
of Lasea (Acts 27:8). The name (Gk. Kaloì Liménes) was probably chosen by the 
inhabitants in order to attract commerce, but the prevailing southeasterly winds 
in winter would actually make the harbor unsafe (cf. Acts 27:12).

FAITHFAITHFAITH

FAITH

A central A central theologicatheological concept l concept representirepresenting the corng the correct relatrect relationship toionship to God. Heb. God. Heb.  }mn}}mn}mn and Gk.  and Gk. pisteuíeinpisteuíein demand a  demand a variety ofvariety of rendering renderings besides s besides belief, fabelief, faith, and tith, and tith, and trust, esptrust, especially faecially faithfulnessithfulness. They may. They may be used f be used for God or or God or human beinhuman beings. A contgs. A continuing queinucontcontinuingcontinuing question  question involves dinvolves distinguishistinguishing personing personal faith wal faith with which ith which a person ba person believes aneliebbelieves abelieves and “the fand “the faith” with ith” with an objectian objective contentve content, somethin, something to be beg to be believed.lieved.lieved.

A central theological concept representing the correct relationship to God. Heb. 
}mn and Gk. pisteuíein demand a variety of renderings besides belief, faith, and 
trust, especially faithfulness. They may be used for God or human beings. A 
continuing question involves distinguishing personal faith with which a person 
believes and “the faith” with an objective content, something to be believed.

�Biblical tBiblical theology usheology usually rootually roots NT faiths NT faith in the OT in the OT, and some, and some speak of  speak of a Judeo-Cha Judeoa Judeo-ChriJudeo-Christian concstian concept, even ept, even of a “fundof a “fundamentally amentally identical”identical” OT and NT OT and NT notion. A notion. A notion. Actually, Actually, Hebrew lacHebrew lacks a word ks a word for “faithfor “faith” (” (}eïmu®na®}eïmu®na® is rare a is rare and equals nd equals “fidelity”“fidelity“fidelity”“fidelity”). This, p). This, plus other lus other factors, cfactors, caused Martaused Martin Buber tin Buber to distinguo distinguish two tyish two types of faipes ofpes of faith: of faith: OT/Judaic OT/Judaic ((}eïmu®na®}eïmu®na®), which w), which was tribal,as tribal, national, national, communal  communal trust and trust and trust and fideliand fidelity, based ty, based on the covon the covenant; andenant; and Christian Christian (Gk.  (Gk. piístispiístis), which w), which was individas individualistic puindividindividualindividualistic persistic persuasion or uasion or faith, belfaith, belief in somief in something.ething.ething.

Biblical theology usually roots NT faith in the OT, and some speak of a 
Judeo-Christian concept, even of a “fundamentally identical” OT and NT notion. 
Actually, Hebrew lacks a word for “faith” (}eïmu®na® is rare and equals 
“fidelity”). This, plus other factors, caused Martin Buber to distinguish two types 
of faith: OT/Judaic (}eïmu®na®), which was tribal, national, communal trust 
and fidelity, based on the covenant; and Christian (Gk. piístis), which was 
individualistic persuasion or faith, belief in something.

�In the OT,In the OT, along wit along with h }aœman,}aœman, terms lik terms like e baœt�ah�baœt�ah� (“trust;  (“trust; be confidebe confident, securentconfideconfident,confident, secure”), secure”),  qaœwa®qaœwa® (“hope”), (“hope”),  yaœh�alyaœh�al and  and h�aœk�a®h�aœk�a® (both “wa (both “wait in hopeit“wa“wait in h“wait in hope”) comeope”) come into cons into consideration.ideration. The basic The basic idea of  idea of }aœman}aœman is “const is “constancy,” somancy“const“constancy“constancy,” somethi,” something that isng that is lasting ( lasting (Isa. 33:16Isa. 33:16) or someo) or someone who is ne who is reliable (reliable (8:2). More8:2).((8:2). Mor(8:2). More importane important is the ht is the hiphil iphil he}eïmiîn,he}eïmiîn, “become s “become steadfast, teadfast, acquire stacquire stability,” ability,ststability,stability,” used of ” used of a person oa person or of God. r of God. Applied toApplied to human bei human beings, the tngs, the term often erm often has a negahashas a negahas a negative connotive connotation: “dtation: “do not belio not believe or releve or rely on. . . y on. . . (a person)(a person)” (Jer. 12” (Jer. 12:6; Mic. 7:6; Mi:6; Mic. 7:5; Mic. 7:5; Job 4:18) Job 4:18) or a messaor a message (Gen. 4ge (Gen. 45:26; 1 Kg5:26; 1 Kgs. 10:7; Is. 10:7; Isa. 53:1).sa. 53:1).

In the OT, along with }aœman, terms like baœt�ah�  (“trust; be 
confident, secure”), qaœwa® (“hope”), yaœh�al  and h�aœk�a®  (both 
“wait in hope”) come into consideration. The basic idea of }aœman is 
“constancy,” something that is lasting (Isa. 33:16) or someone who is reliable 
(8:2). More important is the hiphil he}eïmiîn, “become steadfast, acquire 
stability,” used of a person or of God. Applied to human beings, the term often 
has a negative connotation: “do not believe or rely on. . . (a person)” (Jer. 12:6; 
Mic. 7:5; Job 4:18) or a message (Gen. 45:26; 1 Kgs. 10:7; Isa. 53:1).

�Three nounThree nouns from s from }mn}mn appear in appear in the OT: ( the OT: (1) 1) }eïmet�,}eïmet�, originall originally meaning y meaning “stability“st“stability“stability” (Isa. 38” (Isa. 38:8; NRSV “:8; NRSV “security”)security”), comes to, comes to denote fa denote faithfulnessithfulness or truth  or truth (Gk. (Gk. (Gk. (Gk. aleäítheiaaleäítheia), on the ), on the part of a part of a person (Experson (Exod. 18:21;od. 18:21; NRSV “tru NRSV “trustworthy”)stworthy”) or God (P or G or God (Ps. 3God (Ps. 31:5[MT 6];1:5[MT 6]; 146:6) an 146:6) and God’s wod God’s word (Ps. 11rd (Ps. 119:43; 142;9:43; 142; 160). God 160). God’s works a’s works a’s works are faithfare faithful (Ps. 11ul (Ps. 111:7), and 1:7), and the promisthe promises expresses express faithfuln faithfulness (Zech.ess (Zech. 8:8); on  8:8); on this God, this Gthis God, worshGod, worshippers relippers rely (Ps. 40:y (Ps. 40:11[12], wi11[12], with th h�esed�)h�esed�). This rel. This reliability miability makes it poakes it poakes it possible fpossible for mortalsor mortals to trust  to trust in God. (2in God. (2) The noun) The noun }eïmu®na® }eïmu®na® suggests  suggests conduct thconductconduct thconduct that grows oat grows out of a reut of a relationshiplationship, faithful, faithfulness, espeness, especially in cially in inner attiinner attitude and ctude antude and conducand conduct on the pt on the part of an art of an individualindividual (Prov. 14 (Prov. 14:5; 20:6; :5; 20:6; 1 Sam. 26:1 Sam. 26:23) or of 23) or of God (Ps. 8GodGod (Ps. 8God (Ps. 89:2, 5, 8,9:2, 5, 8, 49[3, 6,  49[3, 6, 8, 50]; De8, 50]; Deut. 32:4; ut. 32:4; Isa. 33:6)Isa. 33:6). (3) Heb.. (3) Heb.  }aœmeän}aœmeän was used  was u was used in reused in response to sponse to God in praGod in prayer (Neh. yer (Neh. 8:6), or w8:6), or with ritualith ritual curses (D curses (Deut. 27:15eut. 27:15, 16; Neh., 1, 16; Neh. 516; Neh. 5:13).:13).:13).

Three nouns from }mn appear in the OT: (1) }eïmet�,  originally meaning 



“stability” (Isa. 38:8; NRSV “security”), comes to denote faithfulness or truth 
(Gk. aleäítheia), on the part of a person (Exod. 18:21; NRSV “trustworthy”) or 
God (Ps. 31:5[MT 6]; 146:6) and God’s word (Ps. 119:43; 142; 160). God’s works 
are faithful (Ps. 111:7), and the promises express faithfulness (Zech. 8:8); on this 
God, worshippers rely (Ps. 40:11[12], with h�esed�) . This reliability makes it 
possible for mortals to trust in God. (2) The noun }eïmu®na® suggests 
conduct that grows out of a relationship, faithfulness, especially in inner attitude 
and conduct on the part of an individual (Prov. 14:5; 20:6; 1 Sam. 26:23) or of 
God (Ps. 89:2, 5, 8, 49[3, 6, 8, 50]; Deut. 32:4; Isa. 33:6). (3) Heb. }aœmeän was 
used in response to God in prayer (Neh. 8:6), or with ritual curses (Deut. 27:15, 
16; Neh. 5:13).

�Following Following God’s callGod’s call to Abram  to Abram and promisand promise to make e to make him and Sahim and Sarah a grearah a great nation at nat nation andnation and a blessin a blessing (Gen. 12g (Gen. 12:1-3), the:1-3), the vision an vision and word of d word of the Lord pthe Lord present Godresent God’s promise’s GodGod’s promGod’s promise about ise about posterity posterity (15:1–5), (15:1–5), followed bfollowed by a covenay a covenant bindingnt binding God (not  God (not  God (not Abram(not Abram) to the p) to the promise (vvromise (vv. 7–21). A. 7–21). As a results a result, Abram ac, Abram acknowledgedknowledged God’s pow God’s po God’s power to fpower to fulfill it.ulfill it.

Following God’s call to Abram and promise to make him and Sarah a great 
nation and a blessing (Gen. 12:1-3), the vision and word of the Lord present 
God’s promise about posterity (15:1–5), followed by a covenant binding God 
(not Abram) to the promise (vv. 7–21). As a result, Abram acknowledged God’s 
power to fulfill it.

�In Isaiah In Isaiah the prophethe prophet will wait will wait for the t for the hidden Godhidden God and hope  and hope in him durin him during crisising crisiing crisis timcrisis times when Ises when Israel withhrael withheld faith eld faith (cf. Isa. (cf. Isa. 7:9; 30:157:9; 30:15).).).

In Isaiah the prophet will wait for the hidden God and hope in him during 
crisis times when Israel withheld faith (cf. Isa. 7:9; 30:15).

�Some stresSome stress Jesus’ cs Jesus’ call to faiall to faith and recth and recognition oognition of it in inf it in individuals;dividuals; others fi others find in Jesund ind in Jesus oin Jesus only a Cyninly a Cynic sage, orc sage, or little th little that is recoat is recoverable. Tverable. There is sohere is some agreememe agreement that, ant thnt that, accothat, according to trding to the Synoptihe Synoptics, Jesus cs, Jesus taught faitaught faith in God th in God (Mark 11:1(Mark 11:12 par.) as2 par.) as a basis f a ba a basis for basis for “prayer fa“prayer faith” (Markith” (Mark 11:24 par 11:24 par.) and “mo.) and “mountain-movuntain-moving faith”ing faith” (11:23 pa (11:23 par.; 1 Cor.r.; papar.; 1 Copar.; 1 Cor. 13:2). r. 13:2). Unlike theUnlike the Fourth Go Fourth Gospel, wherspel, where miraclese miracles can produ can produce faith (ce faith (John 2:11;Joh((John 2:11(John 2:11; 4:52-54;; 4:52-54; 20:30-31) 20:30-31), for Jesu, for Jesus in the Ss in the Synoptics “ynoptics “supplicatisupplicating faith” ng faith” leads to mleads tleads to miracleto miracles (Mark 9:s (Mark 9:24-27; 2:524-27; 2:5, 12 par.;, 12 par.; 6:5–6 par 6:5–6 par.)..)..).

Some stress Jesus’ call to faith and recognition of it in individuals; others find 
in Jesus only a Cynic sage, or little that is recoverable. There is some agreement 
that, according to the Synoptics, Jesus taught faith in God (Mark 11:12 par.) as a 
basis for “prayer faith” (Mark 11:24 par.) and “mountain-moving faith” (11:23 
par.; 1 Cor. 13:2). Unlike the Fourth Gospel, where miracles can produce faith 
(John 2:11; 4:52-54; 20:30-31), for Jesus in the Synoptics “supplicating faith” leads 
to miracles (Mark 9:24-27; 2:5, 12 par.; 6:5–6 par.).

�A new and A new and specificalspecifically Christily Christian use of an use of piístispiístis comes in  comes in terms of aterms of acceptance cceptance of the oof the of the keäírygmakeäírygma or aposto or apostolic proclalic proclamation abomation about the cruut the crucified andcified and risen Jes risen Jesus (Gal. 3us (Gus (Gal. 3:2,(Gal. 3:2, 5). Gk.  5). Gk. piístispiístis becomes a becomes a technical technical term for  term for reaction treaction to gospel po gospel preaching, reachingppreaching,preaching, an act of an act of faith wit faith with regard th regard to the storo the story about Jey about Jesus couplesus coupled with thed with the promise o pro promise ofpromise of future sa future salvation (Alvation (Acts 4:4, wcts 4:4, with 3:19–2ith 3:19–26; 13:48, 6; 13:48, with vv. 3with vv. 38–39, 46–48–39, 46–47; Rom. 107; R7; Rom. 10:9-Rom. 10:9-14). This 14). This future hopfuture hope was parte was part of the ke of the kerygma (1 Trygma (1 Thess. 1:9-hess. 1:9-10). Chris10). Christians are tiChrisChristiansChristians are “beli are “believers” (Acevers” (Acts 2:44; Rts 2:44; Rom. 1:16; om. 1:16; 3:22), “me3:22), “members of tmbers of the househohe household of faitldhousehohousehold household of faith” of faith” (Gal. 6:10(Gal. 6:10).).).

A new and specifically Christian use of piístis comes in terms of acceptance 
of the keäírygma or apostolic proclamation about the crucified and risen Jesus 
(Gal. 3:2, 5). Gk. piístis becomes a technical term for reaction to gospel 
preaching, an act of faith with regard to the story about Jesus coupled with the 
promise of future salvation (Acts 4:4, with 3:19–26; 13:48, with vv. 38–39, 46–47; 
Rom. 10:9-14). This future hope was part of the kerygma (1 Thess. 1:9-10). 
Christians are “believers” (Acts 2:44; Rom. 1:16; 3:22), “members of the 
household of faith” (Gal. 6:10).

�Paul inherPaul inherits and exits and exhibits muchibits much of this h of this early Chriearly Christian undestian understanding.rstanding. The perso The pers The personal fpersonal faith that aith that comes fromcomes from hearing t hearing the word anhe word and confessid confessing Jesus’ ng Jesus’ lordship ilordship includes “tnciincludes “includes “the obediethe obedience of faince of faith” or comth” or commitment (Rmitment (Rom. 1:5; com. 1:5; cf. 16:26).f. 16:26). Hence fai Hence faith relatesthfaifaith relafaith relates to ethtes to ethics, in clics, in close relatiose relationship to onship to its expresits expression towarsion toward the futud the future as “hopre as “re as “hope” and“hope” and toward ot toward others as lohers as love (1 Thesve (1 Thess. 1:3; Ros. 1:3; Rom. 12:1-2,m. 12:1-2, 9-10; 13: 9-10; 13:8-10).8-10).8-10).

Paul inherits and exhibits much of this early Christian understanding. The 
personal faith that comes from hearing the word and confessing Jesus’ lordship 
includes “the obedience of faith” or commitment (Rom. 1:5; cf. 16:26). Hence 
faith relates to ethics, in close relationship to its expression toward the future as 
“hope” and toward others as love (1 Thess. 1:3; Rom. 12:1-2, 9-10; 13:8-10).

�Paul’s conPaul’s contribution tribution involved rinvolved relating faelating faith to rigith to righteousnesshteousness and justi and justification (fication (cf. Gal. 3cf.((cf. Gal. (cf. Gal. 3:6-14; Ro3:6-14; Rom. 4). He m. 4). He connects fconnects faith with aith with “gospel” f“gospel” for salvatior salvation (Rom. 1on (Rom. 1:16), “pea:16),11:16), “pe1:16), “peace” and “ace” and “access to access to God” (5:1–God” (5:1–2), the Sp2), the Spirit (Gal.irit (Gal. 3:2, 5,14 3:2, 5,14), “in Chr), “in Christ” (Gal.ist” (ist” (Gal. 3:25(Gal. 3:25-26). “Rec-26). “Reconciliatioonciliation” parallen” parallels justifils justification by cation by faith (Romfaith (Rom. 5:9-11),. 5:9-11), “redempti “redem “redemptio“redemption” (3:24–2n” (3:24–25). “Fello5). “Fellowship” wship” (koinoœnií(koinoœniía)a) is connec is connected with Gted with God’s beingod’s beinod’s being faitbeing faithful (1 Cohful (1 Cor. 1:9) anr. 1:9) and our partd our participation icipation in Christ in Christ (Phil. 3:9(Phil. 3:9-10), and -10), and “grace” is“grace”“grace” is“grace” is frequentl frequently linked wy linked with “faithith “faith.” For Pau.” For Paul faith bel faith becomes the comes the criterion,criterion, not “work not “ not “works of “works of the law” sthe law” such as ciruch as circumcision cumcision and regulaand regulations invotions involving clealving clean and uncln and unclean, whicheanunclunclean, wunclean, which markehich marked Jews offd Jews off from othe from others and so rs and so precluded precluded a universaa universal mission.l mission.

Paul’s contribution involved relating faith to righteousness and justification 
(cf. Gal. 3:6-14; Rom. 4). He connects faith with “gospel” for salvation (Rom. 



1:16), “peace” and “access to God” (5:1–2), the Spirit (Gal. 3:2, 5,14), “in Christ” 
(Gal. 3:25-26). “Reconciliation” parallels justification by faith (Rom. 5:9-11), 
“redemption” (3:24–25). “Fellowship” (koinoœniía) is connected with God’s 
being faithful (1 Cor. 1:9) and our participation in Christ (Phil. 3:9-10), and 
“grace” is frequently linked with “faith.” For Paul faith becomes the criterion, not 
“works of the law” such as circumcision and regulations involving clean and 
unclean, which marked Jews off from others and so precluded a universal mission.

�Some ChrisSome Christians may tians may be “weak ibe “weak in faith” (n faith” (Rom. 14:1)Rom. 14:1), while ot, while others can bhers can be regardede regae regarded aregarded as “strong”s “strong” or enable or enabled (15:1). d (15:1). Faith is sFaith is something tomething that can grhat can grow (2 Cor.ow (2 Cor. 10:15) or 1 10:15) or 10:15) or be lackingbe lacking in some a in some aspects (1 spects (1 Thess. 3:1Thess. 3:10) but the0) but then become sn become strong in itrong in its convictts iits convicits conviction (Rom.tion (Rom. 4:20-22;  4:20-22; 14:5). It 14:5). It is not stais not static in thetic in the face of t face of threats buthreats but dynamic,  dynami dynamic, sdynamic, showing itshowing itself in actelf in action (1 Theion (1 Thess. 1:3), ss. 1:3), through lothrough love (Gal. 5ve (Gal. 5:6).:6).:6).

Some Christians may be “weak in faith” (Rom. 14:1), while others can be 
regarded as “strong” or enabled (15:1). Faith is something that can grow (2 Cor. 
10:15) or be lacking in some aspects (1 Thess. 3:10) but then become strong in 
its conviction (Rom. 4:20-22; 14:5). It is not static in the face of threats but 
dynamic, showing itself in action (1 Thess. 1:3), through love (Gal. 5:6).

�Hebrews haHebrews has 32 instas 32 instances of Gknces of Gk. . piístis,piístis, mostly in mostly in ch. 11, a ch. 11, about what bout what people in peoplepeople in people in Israel didIsrael did “by faith “by faith.” God is .” God is the objectthe object of faith  of faith (6:1; cf. (6:1; cf. 11:6). Tho11:6). Those addressse addrese addressed addressed have come have come to faith ito faith in the gospn the gospel messageel message (4:2–3; 6 (4:2–3; 6:12). Fait:12). Faith means “fh means “full assuraull“f“full assu“full assurance” (10rance” (10:22), but :22), but there is gthere is grave dangerave danger of thoser of those addressed addressed falling a falling away into uway inway into unbelinto unbelief (3:12;ief (3:12; cf. v. 19 cf. v. 19). In 11:3). In 11:3—12:2 —12:2 piístispiístis can be tr can be trust in Godust in God’s promise’s promise (11:11),  ( (11:11), a(11:11), accepting wccepting what God sahat God said (v. 8),id (v. 8), or denote or denote what moti what motivated Abravated Abraham to sacham to sacham to sacrifice sacrifice Isaac (vv.Isaac (vv. 17–18) or 17–18) or moved Mos moved Moses (vv. 24es (vv. 24–25) or ho–25) or how we underw we understand the stand the stand the world’the world’s creations creation (v. 3; cf (v. 3; cf. 1:2).. 1:2).. 1:2).

Hebrews has 32 instances of Gk. piístis, mostly in ch. 11, about what 
people in Israel did “by faith.” God is the object of faith (6:1; cf. 11:6). Those 
addressed have come to faith in the gospel message (4:2–3; 6:12). Faith means 
“full assurance” (10:22), but there is grave danger of those addressed falling away 
into unbelief (3:12; cf. v. 19). In 11:3—12:2 piístis can be trust in God’s promise 
(11:11), accepting what God said (v. 8), or denote what motivated Abraham to 
sacrifice Isaac (vv. 17–18) or moved Moses (vv. 24–25) or how we understand 
the world’s creation (v. 3; cf. 1:2).

�Luke-Acts Luke-Acts stress comstress coming to faiing to faith as convth as conversion, toersion, to “hear the “hear the word, bel word, believe, and ieve, anieve, and be savand be saved” (Luke ed” (Luke 8:12-13; A8:12-13; Acts 10:43;cts 10:43; 13:19; 16 13:19; 16:31; 20:21:31; 20:21; 24:24). ; 24:24). In miracleIn miracle stories,  sto stories, fstories, faith savesaith saves (Luke 7:5 (Luke 7:50; 17:19).0; 17:19). “The apos “The apostles” can tles” can ask “the Lask “the Lord, ‘Incrord, ‘Increase our fease oease our faith’our faith’” (Luke 17” (Luke 17:5). Mary :5). Mary is a modelis a model of faith  of faith in the beain the beatitude at titude at Luke 1:45.Luke 1:45. Questions Ques Questions Questions appear as appear as to the exito the existence of stence of faith on tfaith on the part ofhe part of the disci the disciples (Lukeples (Luke 8:25; 18: 8:25 8:25; 18:88:25; 18:8). Jesus p). Jesus prays that rays that Peter’s faPeter’s faith not faith not fail (Luke 2il (Luke 22:32). In 2:32). In Acts “the Acts “the faith” becfaith” befaith” becomes a becomes a term for Cterm for Christianithristianity (Acts 6:y (Acts 6:7; 13:8; c7; 13:8; cf. Luke 18f. Luke 18:8).:8).:8).

Luke-Acts stress coming to faith as conversion, to “hear the word, believe, 
and be saved” (Luke 8:12-13; Acts 10:43; 13:19; 16:31; 20:21; 24:24). In miracle 
stories, faith saves (Luke 7:50; 17:19). “The apostles” can ask “the Lord, ‘Increase 
our faith’” (Luke 17:5). Mary is a model of faith in the beatitude at Luke 1:45. 
Questions appear as to the existence of faith on the part of the disciples (Luke 
8:25; 18:8). Jesus prays that Peter’s faith not fail (Luke 22:32). In Acts “the faith” 
becomes a term for Christianity (Acts 6:7; 13:8; cf. Luke 18:8).

�Faith arisFaith arises out of es out of confrontatconfrontation with Jion with Jesus’ wordesus’ word(s) (John (s) (John 2:22; 4:412:22; 4:41, 50; 5:24, 50; 5:24, 50; 5:24) as w5:24) as well as hisell as his deeds (mi deeds (miracles) anracles) and testimond testimony to Jesusy to Jesus (1:7; 4:3 (1:7; 4:39; 17:20).9; 17:20). Such enco Such  Such encouSuch encounter callsnter calls for decis for decision, leadiion, leading to faitng to faith or judgmh or judgment (John ent (John 3:36; 5:243:36; 5:24). The Joh). Th). The JohannThe Johannine concepine concept of beliet of believing also ving also involves “involves “keeping” okeeping” or “remainir “remaining in” Jesng in” Jesus’ word (us’JesJesus’ worJesus’ word (John 14d (John 14:23; 15:20:23; 15:20; 8:31; 15; 8:31; 15:4), with :4), with a considera considerable emphaable emphasis on “knsis on “knowing” (17ow“kn“knowing” “knowing” (17:3, 7, (17:3, 7, 21; 16:27–21; 16:27–30; 6:69; 30; 6:69; 1 John 4:11 John 4:16). The Fo6). The Fourth Gospeurth Gospel also expl also explores the loexpexplores texplores the relatiohe relation of “seein of “seeing” and “bng” and “believing,”elieving,” notably i notably in the storn the story of Thomay of Thomas (John 20s (Js (John 20:2(John 20:25-29; cf. 5-29; cf. 4:48).4:48).4:48).

Faith arises out of confrontation with Jesus’ word(s) (John 2:22; 4:41, 50; 
5:24) as well as his deeds (miracles) and testimony to Jesus (1:7; 4:39; 17:20). 
Such encounter calls for decision, leading to faith or judgment (John 3:36; 5:24). 
The Johannine concept of believing also involves “keeping” or “remaining in” 
Jesus’ word (John 14:23; 15:20; 8:31; 15:4), with a considerable emphasis on 
“knowing” (17:3, 7, 21; 16:27–30; 6:69; 1 John 4:16). The Fourth Gospel also 
explores the relation of “seeing” and “believing,” notably in the story of Thomas 
(John 20:25-29; cf. 4:48).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Dulles,A. Dulles,  The AssuraThe Assurance of Thince of Things Hoped ngs Hoped For: A TheFor: A Theology of Cology of Christian FhrCChristian Christian FaithFaith (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1994); J. 1994); J. D. G. DunnD. G. Dunn, , The TheoloThe Theology of Paulgy of Paul the Apost the Apostlele (Grand Ra (Gran (Grand Rap(Grand Rapids, 1997)ids, 1997); W. Henn,; W. Henn,  One Faith:One Faith: Biblical  Biblical and Patrisand Patristic Contritic Contributions Tobutions Toward Underward ToToward UndToward Understandingerstanding Unity in  Unity in FaithFaith (New York (New York, 1995); H, 1995); H.-J. Hermi.-J. Hermisson and Esson and E. Lohse, . Lohse. Lohse, Lohse, FaithFaith (Nashvill (Nashville, 1981); e, 1981); J. ReumannJ. Reumann, , Variety anVariety and Unity ind Unity in New Testa New Testament Thougment Thougment ThoughtThought (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1991); W. 1991); W. H. SchmidtH. Schmidt, , The Faith The Faith of the Oldof the Old Testament Testament (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1983phia(Philadel(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1983)hia, 1983); I. G. Wa; I. G. Wallis, llis, The Faith The Faith of Jesus Cof Jesus Christ in Ehrist in Early Chrisarly Christian Traditian Traditions.tions. SNTSMS 84 Traditions.TraditionsTraditions. SNTSMS 8. SNTSMS 84 (Cambrid4 (Cambridge, 1995).ge, 1995).
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FALCONFALCONFALCON

FALCON

A bird of A bird of prey belonprey belonging to thging to the family Fe family Falconidae alconidae (Heb. (Heb. }ayya®}ayya®). Several). Several species o species o species of the genof the genus us FalcoFalco have been have been attested  attested in Palestiin Palestine. The bine. The bird’s keen rd’s keen vision wouvision would aid it ld aidld aid it in aid it in spotting aspotting and strikinnd striking at its pg at its prey (Job 2rey (Job 28:7).8:7).

A bird of prey belonging to the family Falconidae (Heb. }ayya®). Several species 
of the genus Falco have been attested in Palestine. The bird’s keen vision would 
aid it in spotting and striking at its prey (Job 28:7).

FALL, THEFALL, THEFALL, THE

FALL, THE

The fall fThe fall from innocerom innocence and pance and paradise of radise of the primevthe primeval couple,al couple, Adam and  Adam and Eve, throuEve, throuEve, through ththrough their temptaeir temptation and dtion and disobediencisobedience (Gen. 3)e (Gen. 3). Although. Although the Genes the Genesis narratiis narrative does novnarratinarrative narrative does not rdoes not refer to thefer to the couple’se couple’s wrongdoin wrongdoing as a falg as a fall, some NTl, some NT writings  writings characterichcharactericharacterize humanitze humanity’s choicey’s choice to sin as to sin as a “fall i a “fall into the conto the condemnationndemnation of the de of the devil” (1 Tivil” dedevil” (1 devil” (1 Tim. 3:6) Tim. 3:6) and a “faland a “fall under col under condemnationndemnation” (Jas. 5:” (Jas. 5:12). Later12). Later Christian Christian interpret inter interpreteinterpreters like Aurs like Augustine, Dgustine, Dante, and ante, and John MiltoJohn Milton develop n develop the Genesithe Genesis account s account of Adam anoof Adam anof Adam and Eve’s did Eve’s disobediencesobedience into a do into a doctrine of ctrine of the Fall ithe Fall in great den great detail.tail.tail.

The fall from innocence and paradise of the primeval couple, Adam and Eve, 
through their temptation and disobedience (Gen. 3). Although the Genesis 
narrative does not refer to the couple’s wrongdoing as a fall, some NT writings 
characterize humanity’s choice to sin as a “fall into the condemnation of the 
devil” (1 Tim. 3:6) and a “fall under condemnation” (Jas. 5:12). Later Christian 
interpreters like Augustine, Dante, and John Milton develop the Genesis account 
of Adam and Eve’s disobedience into a doctrine of the Fall in great detail.

�The story The story of Adam anof Adam and Eve is ed Eve is embedded inmbedded in the secon the second Creationd Creation account ( account (Gen. 2:4-4Ge((Gen. 2:4-(Gen. 2:4-4:1). Like4:1). Likely writtenly written ca. 950  ca. 950 B.C.E.B.C.E. as part o as part of the Yahwf the Yahwistic hististic history of Isrory of Israel, this aeIsrIsrael, thIsrael, this accountis account is the ol is the older of theder of the two Creat two Creation storieion stories. In thiss. In this story, Go story, God creates d cread creates a creates a male humanmale human being and being and a female  a female “helper” a“helper” and sets thnd sets them in a luem in a lush and parsh and paradisiacal aparparadisiacparadisiacal garden al garden where all where all of their nof their needs are meeds are met. God inet. God instructs thstructs the man not e man not to eat “oftoto eat “ofto eat “of the tree  the tree of the knoof the knowledge of wledge of good and egood and evil” lest vil” lest he die. Thhe die. The serpent,e serpent, a fellow  a f a fellow crefellow creature descature described as sribed as subtle and ubtle and crafty, cocrafty, convinces thnvinces the woman the woman that the fruat the fruit of thatit frufruit of tfruit of that tree ihat tree is good ands good and she will  she will not die. Wnot die. When the twhen the two eat the o eat the fruit, thefruit, they recognizy recy recognize recognize immediatelimmediately the consy the consequences oequences of their acf their actions. Godtions. God punishes  punishes them for tthem for tthem for their misdtheir misdeeds and eeeds and expels themxpels them from the  from the garden (3:garden (3:8–24). In 8–24). In its mythicits mythic elements  elements the story tthe story the story also offeralso offers explanats explanations for wions for why serpenthy serpents crawl ons crawl on the groun the ground (v. 14),d (v. 14), why enmit wh why enmitywhy enmity exists be exists between humatween humans and serns and serpents (v. pents (v. 15), the p15), the paradox of aradox of sexual plesexual plesexual pleasure apleasure and the paind the pain of childn of childbearing (vbearing (v. 16), and. 16), and the conti the continual conflnual conflict betweeict between humans an hun humans andhumans and nature (v nature (vv. 17–19).v. 17–19).

The story of Adam and Eve is embedded in the second Creation account 
(Gen. 2:4-4:1). Likely written ca. 950 B.C.E. as part of the Yahwistic history of 
Israel, this account is the older of the two Creation stories. In this story, God 
creates a male human being and a female “helper” and sets them in a lush and 
paradisiacal garden where all of their needs are met. God instructs the man not 
to eat “of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil” lest he die. The serpent, a 
fellow creature described as subtle and crafty, convinces the woman that the 
fruit of that tree is good and she will not die. When the two eat the fruit, they 
recognize immediately the consequences of their actions. God punishes them for 
their misdeeds and expels them from the garden (3:8–24). In its mythic elements 
the story also offers explanations for why serpents crawl on the ground (v. 14), 
why enmity exists between humans and serpents (v. 15), the paradox of sexual 
pleasure and the pain of childbearing (v. 16), and the continual conflict between 
humans and nature (vv. 17–19).

�The GenesiThe Genesis account s account owes its rowes its rich literaich literary symboliry symbolism to a nusm to a number of otmber of other ancienher anher ancient Neancient Near Easternar Eastern myths. In myths. In the Babyl the Babylonian Adaponian Adapa myth, tha myth, the wise mane wise man Adapa, ha Adapa, h Adapa, having takhaving taken the adven the advice of theice of the jealous g jealous god Ea, rejod Ea, rejects Anu’sects Anu’s offer of  offer of the bread the bread and water and wand water of lwater of life and thife and thus loses ius loses immortalitymmortality for himse for himself and manlf and mankind. In tkind. In the Sumeriahe Sumerian Gilgamesn Gn Gilgamesh Gilgamesh Epic, the Epic, the hero failshero fails to win im to win immortality mortality when a serwhen a serpent stealpent steals from hims from him the plant t the plant the plant of eternalof eternal youth. youth. youth.

The Genesis account owes its rich literary symbolism to a number of other 
ancient Near Eastern myths. In the Babylonian Adapa myth, the wise man Adapa, 
having taken the advice of the jealous god Ea, rejects Anu’s offer of the bread and 
water of life and thus loses immortality for himself and mankind. In the Sumerian 
Gilgamesh Epic, the hero fails to win immortality when a serpent steals from him 
the plant of eternal youth.

�In the NT In the NT writings owritings of Paul, thf Paul, the Fall take Fall takes on a unes on a universal diiversal dimension, imension, introducingntroducingiintroducinintroducing sin and g sin and mortality mortality into the linto the lives of alives of all humanityl humanity. Paul ack. Paul acknowledges nowledges that “as sthat that “as sthat “as sin came inin came into the worto the world throughld through one man,  one man, and death and death came throucame through sin, sogh sin, sogh sin, so death sso death spread to apread to all becausell because all have  all have sinned” (Rsinned” (Rom. 5:12).om. 5:12). In  In Paradise LParadise Lost,ost, Milton de Milton Milton depMilton depicts Sin aicts Sin and Death, nd Death, Satan’s chSatan’s children, asildren, as building  building a bridge ta bridge to this woro this world so thatld sold so that thso that they may nowey may now move more move more easily be easily between theitween their kingdom r kingdom and the neand the new world whw worlw world whicworld which Satan hah Satan has just cons just conquered in quered in the Fall.the Fall.the Fall.

In the NT writings of Paul, the Fall takes on a universal dimension, 
introducing sin and mortality into the lives of all humanity. Paul acknowledges 



that “as sin came into the world through one man, and death came through sin, 
so death spread to all because all have sinned” (Rom. 5:12). In Paradise Lost, 
Milton depicts Sin and Death, Satan’s children, as building a bridge to this world 
so that they may now move more easily between their kingdom and the new 
world which Satan has just conquered in the Fall.

�In contrasIn contrast to othert to other Near East Near Eastern myths ern myths where humawhere humans are thens are the victims o victims of jealous f jeaf jealous gojealous gods, Genesids, Genesis depicts s depicts the man anthe man and woman asd woman as responsib responsible creaturle creatures acting es acting according aaccording according to their oto their own wills. wn wills. Their disoTheir disobedience ibedience is often des often depicted thepicted then as rebeln as rebellion againlionrebelrebellion rebellion against Goagainst God’s command’s commands. Althouds. Although there igh there is no doctrs no doctrine of oriine of original sin ginal sin in the Genin tin the Genesithe Genesis story, As story, Augustine uugustine used it to sed it to promulgatepromulgate an interp an interpretation wretation which held hich held that the fththat the fthat the first couplirst couple’s sin wae’s sin was transmits transmitted to eveted to every successry successive generaive generation and ttion and thus all huhus ahus all humansall humans were infe were infected with cted with sin. Whilesin. While Augustine Augustine held the  held the couple actcouple acted freely ed freely according accaccording according to their wto their will, he still, he stated clearated clearly that thly that their evil aeir evil act introduct introduced corrupced corruption into tion intion into God’sinto God’s good crea good creation. Irention. Irenaeus used aeus used the story the story to demonstto demonstrate that rate that God is a lGod is a loving Fatholloving Fatloving Father who heher who helps his chlps his children recildren recognize theognize their mistakeir mistakes and lears and learn from then from them. Many ofmthethem. Manythem. Many of the Gr of the Greek churcheek church fathers ( fathers (e.g., Theoe.g., Theodore of Modore of Mopsuestia) psuestia) emphasize emphasizeemphasize emphasize the univerthe universality of sality of human sin.human sin.

In contrast to other Near Eastern myths where humans are the victims of 
jealous gods, Genesis depicts the man and woman as responsible creatures acting 
according to their own wills. Their disobedience is often depicted then as 
rebellion against God’s commands. Although there is no doctrine of original sin in 
the Genesis story, Augustine used it to promulgate an interpretation which held 
that the first couple’s sin was transmitted to every successive generation and thus 
all humans were infected with sin. While Augustine held the couple acted freely 
according to their will, he stated clearly that their evil act introduced corruption 
into God’s good creation. Irenaeus used the story to demonstrate that God is a 
loving Father who helps his children recognize their mistakes and learn from 
them. Many of the Greek church fathers (e.g., Theodore of Mopsuestia) 
emphasize the universality of human sin.

�While manyWhile many commentat commentators, from ors, from TertullianTertullian to Milton to Milton, placed t, placed the blame fhe blame for the Falor thor the Fall othe Fall on the woman the woman, recent n, recent feminist cfeminist criticism hriticism has rejecteas rejected those cld those claims and aaims and argues thatrguaargues thaargues that the womat the woman acted fan acted far more ratr more rationally thionally than the manan the man, actually, actually conversin conversing with theg conversinconversingconversing with the  with the serpent, pserpent, posing quesosing questions, andtions, and making a  making a thoughtfulthoughtful decision. decision. The man,  Th The man, oThe man, on the othen the other hand, acr hand, acted merelyted merely from appe from appetite in tatite in taking the fking the fruit from ruit from the woman,ththe woman,the woman, without q without question, auestion, and eating nd eating it.it.it.

While many commentators, from Tertullian to Milton, placed the blame for 
the Fall on the woman, recent feminist criticism has rejected those claims and 
argues that the woman acted far more rationally than the man, actually 
conversing with the serpent, posing questions, and making a thoughtful decision. 
The man, on the other hand, acted merely from appetite in taking the fruit from 
the woman, without question, and eating it.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. Trible,P. Trible,  God and thGod and the Rhetorice Rhetoric of Sexual of Sexuality.ity. OBT 2 (Ph OBT 2 (Philadelphiailadelphia(Ph(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1978)hia, 1978)...

Bibliography. P. Trible, God and the Rhetoric of Sexuality. OBT 2 
(Philadelphia, 1978).
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FALLOW GROFALLOW GROUNDUNDUND

FALLOW GROUND

Ground thaGround that has beent has been plowed bu plowed but intentiot intentionally remanally remains uncultins uncultivated. Evivated. Every seventery seventh year thehseventseventh yeseventh year the fiear the fields in Pallds in Palestine werestine were to be lee to be left unseedeft unseeded in orderd in order to give t to give the land a he lahe land a resland a rest and thust and thus preserve  preserve its fertilits fertility (Lev. ity (Lev. 26:34-35).26:34-35). Whatever  Whatever grew on thgrew on that land duat laat land durinland during the Sabbg the Sabbatical Yeaatical Year was to br was to be given ase given as sustenanc sustenance for the e for the poor and lpoor and livestock (ivellivestock livestock (Exod. 23:(Exod. 23:11; Neh. 111; Neh. 10:31[MT 320:31[MT 32]; cf. Pro]; cf. Prov. 13:23).v. 13:23). At Jer. 4 At Jer. 4:3; Hos. 1:3; Hos. 10:12 the i0:12 110:12 the 10:12 the instructioinstruction “break un “break up your falp your fallow groundlow ground” means “c” means “cultivate aultivate a new field new field” or, meta” fieldfield” or,field” or, metaphori metaphorically, “cocally, “come to a reme to a renewal of ynewal of your lives.our lives.””

Ground that has been plowed but intentionally remains uncultivated. Every 
seventh year the fields in Palestine were to be left unseeded in order to give the 
land a rest and thus preserve its fertility (Lev. 26:34-35). Whatever grew on that 
land during the Sabbatical Year was to be given as sustenance for the poor and 
livestock (Exod. 23:11; Neh. 10:31[MT 32]; cf. Prov. 13:23). At Jer. 4:3; Hos. 
10:12 the instruction “break up your fallow ground” means “cultivate a new 
field” or, metaphorically, “come to a renewal of your lives.”

FALSE PROPFALSE PROPHETSHETSHETS

FALSE PROPHETS

Prophets wProphets who speak iho speak in the namen the name of Baal ( of Baal (e.g., 1 Kge.g., 1 Kgs. 18:19-4s. 18:19-40) or, mor0) or, more frequente frequently, who splyfrequentfrequentlyfrequently, who spea, who speak lies in k lies in the name othe name of the Lordf the Lord (Mic. 3:5 (Mic. 3:5-8; Jer. 4-8; Jer. 4:9-10).:9-10).:9-10).

Prophets who speak in the name of Baal (e.g., 1 Kgs. 18:19-40) or, more 
frequently, who speak lies in the name of the Lord (Mic. 3:5-8; Jer. 4:9-10).

�A number oA number of tests def tests defined a fafined a false prophelse prophet (Gk. t (Gk. pseudoproppseudopropheäíteäsheäíteäs). If the ). If th). If the word othe word of the propf the prophet does nhet does not come trot come true, then tue, then the prophethe prophet is false  is false (Deut. 18:(Deut. 18:22; cf. Je218:18:22; cf.18:22; cf. Jer. 28:9 Jer. 28:9). Yet thi). Yet this test is s test is helpful onhelpful only after tly after the fact, nhe fact, not before ot before disaster sdisaster strikes. Futsstrikes. Fstrikes. Furthermoreurthermore, even som, even some words ofe words of true prop true prophets did nhets did not come trot come true (e.g., ue (e.g., Amos 7:11aAAmos 7:11aAmos 7:11a). False p). False prophets werophets were condemnre condemned for dreed for dreams (Deut.ams (Deut. 13:1-3; J 13:1-3; Jer. 23:25-er. 23:25er. 23:25-38; 23:25-38; Ezek. 13:9Ezek. 13:9), but dre), but dreams were aams were also acceptlso acceptable (Gen.able (Gen. 28:10-22) 28:10-22). False pr. False prophets engopprprophets eprophets engaged in ngaged in ecstatic aecstatic activity (1ctivity (1 Kgs. 18:1 Kgs. 18:19-40; 22:59-40; 22:5-23), but -23), but ecstatic pecstatic prophets werophpprophets wprophets were also aere also acceptable cceptable as true pras true prophets (1 ophets (1 Sam. 10:9-Sam. 10:9-13). False13). False prophets  prophets claimed tocclaimed toclaimed to have the  have the spirit of spirit of the Lord (the Lord (1 Kgs. 22:1 Kgs. 22:24), but s24), but so did trueo did true prophets  prophets (Mic. 3:8;(Mic(Mic. 3:8;(Mic. 3:8; Isa. 61:1 Isa. 61:1). Because). Because of these  of these ambiguitieambiguities, people s, people had diffichad difficulty choosulty choosing betweeing beting between trbetween true and falue and false prophetse prophets.s.s.

A number of tests defined a false prophet (Gk. pseudopropheäíteäs). If 



the word of the prophet does not come true, then the prophet is false (Deut. 
18:22; cf. Jer. 28:9). Yet this test is helpful only after the fact, not before disaster 
strikes. Furthermore, even some words of true prophets did not come true (e.g., 
Amos 7:11a). False prophets were condemned for dreams (Deut. 13:1-3; Jer. 
23:25-38; Ezek. 13:9), but dreams were also acceptable (Gen. 28:10-22). False 
prophets engaged in ecstatic activity (1 Kgs. 18:19-40; 22:5-23), but ecstatic 
prophets were also acceptable as true prophets (1 Sam. 10:9-13). False prophets 
claimed to have the spirit of the Lord (1 Kgs. 22:24), but so did true prophets 
(Mic. 3:8; Isa. 61:1). Because of these ambiguities, people had difficulty choosing 
between true and false prophets.

�The decidiThe deciding factorsng factors seemed to seemed to be that f be that false prophalse prophets did noets did not attend tt attend the councilhe counhe council ofcouncil of the Lord  the Lord (Jer. 23:1(Jer. 23:18) and wer8) and were not sente not sent by God (v by God (v. 21). The. 21). They had theiy had their own visir or own visionown visions (Jer. 23s (Jer. 23:16), usin:16), using lying vig lying visions and sions and worthless worthless divinationdivinations (Mic. 3:s (Mic. 3:7; Ezek. 17; Ezek7; Ezek. 13:3Ezek. 13:3, 6). They, 6). They gave the  gave the people falpeople false confidese confidence, sayinnce, saying that theg that the sword wou sword would not comld wouwould not would not come (Jer.come (Jer. 4:10; 6:1 4:10; 6:14; Ezek. 14; Ezek. 13:10).3:10).3:10).

The deciding factors seemed to be that false prophets did not attend the 
council of the Lord (Jer. 23:18) and were not sent by God (v. 21). They had their 
own visions (Jer. 23:16), using lying visions and worthless divinations (Mic. 3:7; 
Ezek. 13:3, 6). They gave the people false confidence, saying that the sword 
would not come (Jer. 4:10; 6:14; Ezek. 13:10).

�The early The early Church wasChurch was keenly aw keenly aware of theare of the perils po perils posed by falsed by false prophetse prophets who mighs whos who might who might distract bdistract believers felievers from the rerom the responsibilisponsibilities of Chties of Christian diristian discipleshipscipleship (cf. Did. (cf. D (cf. Did. 11:3–Did. 11:3–12). Jesus12). Jesus warned of warned of such indi such individuals “wviduals “who come toho come to you in sh you in sheep’s cloteep’s clothing but ihiclotclothing bclothing but inwardlut inwardly are ravey are ravenous wolvenous wolves” (Matt. s” (Matt. 7:15). The7:15). They claimed y claimed supernatursupernatural powers asupernatursupernatursupernatural powers al powers (1 John 4:(1 John 4:1) and pra1) and practiced exocticed exorcism, usircism, using Jesus’ ng Jesus’ name (Mattname (Matt. 12:27; A. (Matt(Matt. 12:(Matt. 12:27; Acts 127; Acts 19:13-16). 9:13-16). The JewishThe Jewish magician  magician Bar-Jesus Bar-Jesus (Elymas), (Elymas), who opposewho opposed Paul anddopposeopposed Paopposed Paul and Barul and Barnabas, wasnabas, was a false p a false prophet (Acrophet (Acts 13:6). ts 13:6). In times oIn times of social uf social upheaval thpheuupheaval tupheaval the number he number of false pof false prophets serophets seems to havems to have increasee increased (cf. 2 Pd (cf. 2 Pet. 2:1-3)et. 2:1-3); conseque; co; consequentconsequently, they fly, they figured proigured prominently iminently in Christian Christian perceptin perceptions of theons of the end times end times (Mark 13: (M (Mark 13:2(Mark 13:22 par.; cf2 par.; cf. Rev. 16:. Rev. 16:13; 19:20;13; 19:20; 20:10). 20:10). 20:10).

The early Church was keenly aware of the perils posed by false prophets 
who might distract believers from the responsibilities of Christian discipleship (cf. 
Did. 11:3–12). Jesus warned of such individuals “who come to you in sheep’s 
clothing but inwardly are ravenous wolves” (Matt. 7:15). They claimed 
supernatural powers (1 John 4:1) and practiced exorcism, using Jesus’ name 
(Matt. 12:27; Acts 19:13-16). The Jewish magician Bar-Jesus (Elymas), who 
opposed Paul and Barnabas, was a false prophet (Acts 13:6). In times of social 
upheaval the number of false prophets seems to have increased (cf. 2 Pet. 2:1-3); 
consequently, they figured prominently in Christian perceptions of the end times 
(Mark 13:22 par.; cf. Rev. 16:13; 19:20; 20:10).

�Martin BubMartin Buber argues er argues that falsethat false prophets  prophets developed developed their messtheir message out ofage out of the wishe the w the wishes andwishes and desires c desires common to tommon to them and thhem and their peopleeir people, and this, and this message o message of wish fulf wish fulf wish fulfillmenfulfillment led Israt led Israel astray.el astray. False pro False prophets may phets may not have inot have intended tontended to deceive t deceive the Israelihe Ishe IsraelitesIsraelites; they wer; they were simply ce simply caught up iaught up in a world n a world of wantingof wanting and wishi and wishing.ng.ng.

Martin Buber argues that false prophets developed their message out of the 
wishes and desires common to them and their people, and this message of wish 
fulfillment led Israel astray. False prophets may not have intended to deceive the 
Israelites; they were simply caught up in a world of wanting and wishing.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Buber, M. Buber, The PropheThe Prophetic Faithtic Faith (New York (New York, 1960), e, 1960), esp. 176–80sp. 176–80...

Bibliography. M. Buber, The Prophetic Faith (New York, 1960), esp. 176–80.
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�SeeSee  FATHER’S HFATHER’S HOUSE; HOUSOUSE; HOUSEHOLD; MOTEHOLD; MOTHER’S HOUSHER’S HOUSE.E.

See FATHER’S HOUSE; HOUSEHOLD; MOTHER’S HOUSE.

FAMINEFAMINEFAMINE

FAMINE

In the ancIn the ancient worldient world, the grea, the greatest of ditest of disasters (Lsasters (Lam. 4:9 pram. 4:9 prefers deatefers death by swordh by sword to a slow to  to a slow to a slow death of fdeath of famine). Meamine). Mentioned frntioned frequently iequently in biblicaln biblical and nonbi and nonbiblical matblical material fromeriamatmaterial fmaterial from the anrom the ancient Nearcient Near East, fam East, famine affectine affected lives oed lives on many levn many levels. Oftenels. Often seen as a se seen as a seen as a major disamajor disaster alongster along with pest with pestilence andilence and the sword the sword (e.g., Je (e.g., Jer. 14:12; r. 14:12; Ezek. 6:11Ezek.Ezek. 6:11Ezek. 6:11; Bar. 2:2; Bar. 2:25; Matt. 25; Matt. 24:7; Rom. 4:7; Rom. 8:35), bot8:35), both environmh environmental and ental and socio-polisocio-political chanticasocio-polisocio-polisocio-political chantical changes contriges contributed to tbuted to the onset ohe onset of famine. f famine. In the agrIn the agrarian sociarian society of ancety oety of ancientof ancient Palestine Palestine, the peop, the people’s livesle’s lives depended  depended on rainfalon rainfall. Droughtl. Droughts and subss and subsequent croequesubssubsequentsubsequent crop fail crop failure often ure often led to famled to famine (e.g.,ine (e.g., Gen. 26:1 Gen. 26:1; Ruth 1:1; Ruth 1:1; 2 Sam. 2; 2 Sam. 21:1; 1 Kgs1:1; 221:1; 1 Kg21:1; 1 Kgs. 18:1-2;s. 18:1-2; Hag. 1:1- Hag. 1:1-10; Joseph10; Josephus us Ant.Ant. 15:299ff. 15:299ff.). Pestile). Pestilence such ance such as locusts s locusts s locusts (Jlocusts (Joel 1:4-20oel 1:4-20) only add) only added to the ed to the threat of threat of famine. Pofamine. Political chlitical changes, incanges, including sieluding incincluding including siege durisiege during warfareng warfare, also fos, also fostered famitered famine. The bone. The book of Kingok of Kings recountss recounts the siege th the siege the siege of Samariaof Samaria by King B by King Ben-hadad oen-hadad of Aram (2 f Aram (2 Kgs. 6:24-Kgs. 6:24-7:20) and 7:20) and the siege the siege of Jerusalofof Jerusalof Jerusalem by Nebuem by Nebuchadnezzarchadnezzar (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 25), both o5), both of which ref which resulted in sulted in famine. Jofamine. Josephus telseJoJosephus tJosephus tells of faells of famine resulmine resulting from ting from Antiochus Antiochus IV’s siegeIV’s siege of Jerusa of Jerusalem (lem (Ant.Ant. 12:375ff. 12:37 12:375ff.;12:375ff.; cf. 1 Mac cf. 1 Macc. 6).c. 6).c. 6).

In the ancient world, the greatest of disasters (Lam. 4:9 prefers death by sword 
to a slow death of famine). Mentioned frequently in biblical and nonbiblical 
material from the ancient Near East, famine affected lives on many levels. Often 
seen as a major disaster along with pestilence and the sword (e.g., Jer. 14:12; 



Ezek. 6:11; Bar. 2:25; Matt. 24:7; Rom. 8:35), both environmental and 
socio-political changes contributed to the onset of famine. In the agrarian society 
of ancient Palestine, the people’s lives depended on rainfall. Droughts and 
subsequent crop failure often led to famine (e.g., Gen. 26:1; Ruth 1:1; 2 Sam. 
21:1; 1 Kgs. 18:1-2; Hag. 1:1-10; Josephus Ant. 15:299ff.). Pestilence such as 
locusts (Joel 1:4-20) only added to the threat of famine. Political changes, 
including siege during warfare, also fostered famine. The book of Kings recounts 
the siege of Samaria by King Ben-hadad of Aram (2 Kgs. 6:24-7:20) and the siege 
of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kgs. 25), both of which resulted in famine. 
Josephus tells of famine resulting from Antiochus IV’s siege of Jerusalem (Ant. 
12:375ff.; cf. 1 Macc. 6).

�In the ariIn the arid ancient d ancient Near East,Near East, people ex people expected, anpected, and even pred even prepared for,pared for, famine. T famine famine. Thfamine. The elite wee elite were able tore able to build sto build storehouses. rehouses. Biblical aBiblical accounts atccounts attest to thtest to the storehoue stoe storehousestorehouses of the ts of the temple (e.gemple (e.g., 1 Chr. ., 1 Chr. 26:15; Neh26:15; Neh. 10:38-39. 10:38-39; 13:12-13; 13:12-13; Mal. 3:1; Mal. 3:10) and of 0) a0) and of theand of the monarchs  monarchs (e.g., 2 K(e.g., 2 Kgs. 20:12-gs. 20:12-15; 2 Chr.15; 2 Chr. 32:27-28; 32:27-28; Isa. 39:3 Isa. 39:3-4). Such -4). Such royal storroyaroyal storroyal storehouses maehouses may have offy have offered rulerered rulers an oppors an opportunity to tunity to enhance thenhance the extant ae extant ancient Neanaancient Neancient Near Easternar Eastern royal ide royal ideology of rology of ruler as beuler as benefactor onefactor of the poorf the poor. Gen. 41:. Gen. 41:56 tells o5641:41:56 tell41:56 tells of Joseps of Joseph opening h opening the storehthe storehouses to touses to the Egyptiahe Egyptian people.n people.n people.

In the arid ancient Near East, people expected, and even prepared for, 
famine. The elite were able to build storehouses. Biblical accounts attest to the 
storehouses of the temple (e.g., 1 Chr. 26:15; Neh. 10:38-39; 13:12-13; Mal. 3:10) 
and of the monarchs (e.g., 2 Kgs. 20:12-15; 2 Chr. 32:27-28; Isa. 39:3-4). Such 
royal storehouses may have offered rulers an opportunity to enhance the extant 
ancient Near Eastern royal ideology of ruler as benefactor of the poor. Gen. 
41:56 tells of Joseph opening the storehouses to the Egyptian people.

�IdeologicaIdeologically, biblilly, biblical texts cal texts often charoften characterize facterize famine as damine as divine retrivine retribution oribution or as a dire as as a direcas a direct result ot result of disobedif disobedience to Goence to God (Lev. 26d (Lev. 26:14-20; Is:14-20; Isa. 3:1; 51a. 3:1; 51:19; Jer. :19; Jer. 29:17-18; 29:17-29:17-18; 29:17-18; Zech. 14:1Zech. 14:17) and som7) and sometimes as etimes as a threat ta threat to encourago encourage obedience obedience (Deut. 1e (Deut. e (Deut. 11:(Deut. 11:17; 28:33;17; 28:33; Amos 4:6) Amos 4:6). 1 Kgs. 8. 1 Kgs. 8:33-40 pro:33-40 provides an evides an example of xample of biblical pbiblical prayers offraypprayers ofprayers offered in afered in an effort tn effort to prevent o prevent famine.famine.famine.

Ideologically, biblical texts often characterize famine as divine retribution or 
as a direct result of disobedience to God (Lev. 26:14-20; Isa. 3:1; 51:19; Jer. 
29:17-18; Zech. 14:17) and sometimes as a threat to encourage obedience 
(Deut. 11:17; 28:33; Amos 4:6). 1 Kgs. 8:33-40 provides an example of biblical 
prayers offered in an effort to prevent famine.

�The conseqThe consequences of uences of famine werfamine were vast. Ase vast. As demand fo demand for food incr food increased, soreased, so would pri wo would pricwould prices (e.g., es (e.g., 2 Kgs. 6:22 Kgs. 6:24-25). Sou4-25). Sources attesrces attest to the et to the extreme desxtreme despair of fapair of famine. For minefafamine. Fofamine. For Josephusr Josephus ( (BJBJ 5.515), f 5.515), famine “conamine “confounded alfounded all natural l natural passions” passions” as people as peopleas people turpeople turned againsned against each otht each other in robber in robbery and otery and other violenher violent acts (5.t acts (5.424ff.). S424ff.). Several bibeverSSeveral biSeveral biblical texblical texts report ts report cannibaliscannibalism (2 Kgs. m (2 Kgs. 6:29; Lam.6:29; Lam. 2:20-21;  2:20-21; 4:8-10). I4:8-10). In additionn addin addition taddition to the inteo the internal strifrnal strife brought e brought on by famion by famine, it exane, it exacerbated tcerbated the vulnerahe vulnerability of bilityvulneravulnerabilvulnerability of theity of the people an people and the landd the land to extern to external incursial incursions. Furthons. Furthermore, faermore, famine oftenminefafamine oftfamine often resulteen resulted in the cd in the collapse ofollapse of agrarian, agrarian, subsisten subsistence-based ece-based economies wconomies which, in thicwwhich, in which, in turn, forcturn, forced people ed people to migrateto migrate. Biblical. Biblical examples  examples of such miof such migrations igrations include Abrncludiinclude Abinclude Abraham (Genraham (Gen. 12:10), . 12:10), Isaac (26:Isaac (26:1), Jacob 1), Jacob (ch. 46), (ch. 46), and Elimeland Elimelech (Ruth ech (Ruth 1).1).1).

The consequences of famine were vast. As demand for food increased, so 
would prices (e.g., 2 Kgs. 6:24-25). Sources attest to the extreme despair of 
famine. For Josephus (BJ 5.515), famine “confounded all natural passions” as 
people turned against each other in robbery and other violent acts (5.424ff.). 
Several biblical texts report cannibalism (2 Kgs. 6:29; Lam. 2:20-21; 4:8-10). In 
addition to the internal strife brought on by famine, it exacerbated the 
vulnerability of the people and the land to external incursions. Furthermore, 
famine often resulted in the collapse of agrarian, subsistence-based economies 
which, in turn, forced people to migrate. Biblical examples of such migrations 
include Abraham (Gen. 12:10), Isaac (26:1), Jacob (ch. 46), and Elimelech (Ruth 1).

�In the socIn the social stratiial stratification ofication of the monaf the monarchic, agrrchic, agrarian sociarian society, the bety, the brief decrerief decrease in labasdecredecrease idecrease in labor sun labor supply resulpply resulting from ting from famine oftfamine often increasen increased opportued opportunities fornities for upward mo up upward mobupward mobility. Theility. These gains, se gains, however, whowever, were short-ere short-lived and lived and quickly coquickly counterbalanunterbalanced, if noccounterbalancounterbalcounterbalanced, if anced, if not outweinot outweighed, by ighed, by increased bncreased births. Thuirths. Thus, broadlys, broadly viewed, f viewed, famine did amffamine didfamine did not chang not change the prope the propensity forensity for peasants, peasants, who compr who comprised the vised the vast majoriast majority of the tmajorimajority omajority of the popuf the population, tolation, toward downwward downward mobiliard mobility. For anty. For another margother marginalized ginalized ginalized group, womgroup, women, famineen, famine only cont only contributed toributed to their inc their increasing coreasing confinement nfinement in the domin the domin the domestic sdomestic sphere by iphere by increasing ncreasing the demandthe demand for child for childbirth.birth.birth.

In the social stratification of the monarchic, agrarian society, the brief 
decrease in labor supply resulting from famine often increased opportunities for 
upward mobility. These gains, however, were short-lived and quickly 
counterbalanced, if not outweighed, by increased births. Thus, broadly viewed, 
famine did not change the propensity for peasants, who comprised the vast 
majority of the population, toward downward mobility. For another marginalized 
group, women, famine only contributed to their increasing confinement in the 



domestic sphere by increasing the demand for childbirth.
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FASTING

DeliberateDeliberate and often and often prolonged prolonged abstinenc abstinence from fooe from food and somed and sometimes drintimes drink. Comparak. Compk. ComparativComparative anthropoe anthropological lilogical literature sterature suggests thuggests that fastingat fasting is a vari is a varied phenomeed phenomenon that mnophenomephenomenonphenomenon that must that must be define be defined by conted by context. For exxt. For example, fasample, fasts in ancits in ancient Israelent Israel (Heb.  ( (Heb. (Heb. s�o®ms�o®m) are rela) are related to mouted to mourning (2 Srning (2 Sam. 1:12; am. 1:12; 3:35 = 1 C3:35 = 1 Chr. 10:12;hr. 10:12; Jdt. 16:2 Jdt. 16: Jdt. 16:24) or 16:24) or religious religious acts of piacts of piety (Lev. ety (Lev. 16). Fasti16). Fasting seems tng seems to lend an o lend an air of extair of extra dedicatra dedra dedicationdedication to religi to religious acts sous acts such as prauch as prayer (1 Kgsyer (1 Kgs. 12:27-29. 12:27-29; Jonah 3:; Jonah 3:5). Heb. 5). Heb. {nh,{nh, usually t u usually trusually translated “anslated “afflict thafflict the soul,” ie soul,” is often tas often taken to incken to include fastilude fasting (e.g., ng (e.g., Lev. 16:31Lev. 16:31Lev. 16:31, whi16:31, which elaborach elaborates the detes the details of ttails of the Day of he Day of Atonement)Atonement), and thus, and thus an act of an act of repentanc re repentancerepentance...

Deliberate and often prolonged abstinence from food and sometimes drink. 
Comparative anthropological literature suggests that fasting is a varied 
phenomenon that must be defined by context. For example, fasts in ancient Israel 
(Heb. s�o®m ) are related to mourning (2 Sam. 1:12; 3:35 = 1 Chr. 10:12; Jdt. 
16:24) or religious acts of piety (Lev. 16). Fasting seems to lend an air of extra 
dedication to religious acts such as prayer (1 Kgs. 12:27-29; Jonah 3:5). Heb. {nh, 
usually translated “afflict the soul,” is often taken to include fasting (e.g., Lev. 
16:31, which elaborates the details of the Day of Atonement), and thus an act of 
repentance.

�In the casIn the case of mourne of mourning, the aing, the act may be ct may be intended tintended to assuage o assuage God’s angeGod’s anger lest ther lest r lest the mlest the mourner be ourner be the next tthe next to die, or o die, or perhaps toperhaps to avoid con avoid contaminationtamination with deat with death itself (hdeatdeath itsedeath itself (or spilf (or spirits), as rits), as anthropoloanthropological compgical comparisons suarisons suggest. Fasggest. Fasting (alonting (along with sacg withg with sackcwith sackcloth, weeploth, weeping, etc.)ing, etc.) was a par was a part of such t of such rituals carituals calling for lling for God’s deliGod’s deliverance beverancdelideliverancdeliverance because e because they symbothey symbolized one’lized one’s weakeneds weakened state (cf state (cf. Ben-hada. Ben-hadad’s “reducd’s “reduced state” e“reduc“reduced s“reduced state” befotate” before King Ahre King Ahaz, who thaz, who then spared en spared him; 1 Kgshim; 1 Kgs. 20).. 20).. 20).

In the case of mourning, the act may be intended to assuage God’s anger 
lest the mourner be the next to die, or perhaps to avoid contamination with 
death itself (or spirits), as anthropological comparisons suggest. Fasting (along 
with sackcloth, weeping, etc.) was a part of such rituals calling for God’s 
deliverance because they symbolized one’s weakened state (cf. Ben-hadad’s 
“reduced state” before King Ahaz, who then spared him; 1 Kgs. 20).

�Fasting isFasting is associate associated with pred with preparation fparation for revelator revelations and vions and visions, siisions, similar to tmilar to the ancienthetthe ancienthe ancient Greek prt Greek practice of actice of “incubatio“incubation” (Exod. n” (Exod. 34:28; cf.34:28; cf. 1 Kgs. 19 1 Kgs. 19:8). The a:8). The associationssocaassociatioassociation of fastin of fasting with reng with revelations velations and visionand visions increases increases in populs in popularity duriarity during the Helng theng the Hellenthe Hellenistic periistic period (2 Bar.od (2 Bar. 12:5; 21: 12:5; 21:1–3; Apoc.1–3; Apoc. Elijah 1: Elijah 1:21).21).21).

Fasting is associated with preparation for revelations and visions, similar to 
the ancient Greek practice of “incubation” (Exod. 34:28; cf. 1 Kgs. 19:8). The 
association of fasting with revelations and visions increases in popularity during 
the Hellenistic period (2 Bar. 12:5; 21:1–3; Apoc. Elijah 1:21).

�Fasting isFasting is also asso also associated witciated with the condh the conduct of or uct of or preparatiopreparation for “Yahn for “Yahweh war.” weh warweh war.” The war.” The IsraelitesIsraelites practiced practiced fasting a fasting at Mizpah it Mizpah in the facen the face of the Ph of the Philistine tilistine threat (1 Shreat (1hreat (1 Sam. 7:(1 Sam. 7:6), and Sa6), and Saul imposesul imposes a fast on a fast on his milit his militia until hia until he succeedse succeeds in seekin in seeking vengeancg vengg vengeance vengeance against thagainst the Philistie Philistines (1 Samnes (1 Sam 14:24; cf 14:24; cf. 2 Sam. 1. 2 Sam. 11:11-12; 11:11-12; 1 Macc. 3:4 Macc. 3:46; 2 Macc.6; 2 6; 2 Macc. 132 Macc. 13:12).:12).:12).

Fasting is also associated with the conduct of or preparation for “Yahweh 
war.” The Israelites practiced fasting at Mizpah in the face of the Philistine threat 
(1 Sam. 7:6), and Saul imposes a fast on his militia until he succeeds in seeking 
vengeance against the Philistines (1 Sam 14:24; cf. 2 Sam. 11:11-12; 1 Macc. 3:46; 
2 Macc. 13:12).

�In the posIn the postexilic petexilic period fastiriod fasting was useng was used as a mead as a means of callns of calling on Goding on God’s direct ’s direct ’s direct assdirect assistance whistance when the comen the community wasmunity was in great  in great danger (Ezdanger (Ezra 8:21-22ra 8:21-22, 31b; Est, 31b; Esth. 4:15-16hEstEsth. 4:15Esth. 4:15-16; Dan. -16; Dan. 9:3; 6:17-9:3; 6:17-25). This 25). This notion maynotion may help to e help to explain Jesxplain Jesus’ otherwus’ otherwise enigmaise otherwotherwise otherwise enigmatic enigmatic reference reference to demons to demons that can bthat can be driven oe driven out “only but “only by prayer ay prayer ay prayer and fastinand fasting” (Mark 9g” (Mark 9:29 = Matt:29 = Matt. 17:21). . 17:21). TertullianTertullian ( (On FastingOn Fasting) notes, w) notes, while commehile commenting on 1ncommecommentingcommenting on 1 Sam. on 1 Sam. 7:6, that 7:6, that when one  when one fasts, “Hefasts, “Heaven fightaven fights for you”s for you” and “divi and “divine defensen“divi“divine de“divine defense willfense will be grante be granted.” Jesus’d.” Jesus’ fast in t fast in the wildernhe wilderness may haess may have elementve elements of prepas of s of prepariof preparing both fong both for revelatir revelations and foons and for “war” wir “war” with Satan (th Satan (Matt. 4:1-Matt. 4:1-11; Gk. 11; Gk. neästeuíoœneäsneästeuíoœneästeuíoœ).).).

In the postexilic period fasting was used as a means of calling on God’s 
direct assistance when the community was in great danger (Ezra 8:21-22, 31b; 
Esth. 4:15-16; Dan. 9:3; 6:17-25). This notion may help to explain Jesus’ 
otherwise enigmatic reference to demons that can be driven out “only by prayer 
and fasting” (Mark 9:29 = Matt. 17:21). Tertullian (On Fasting) notes, while 
commenting on 1 Sam. 7:6, that when one fasts, “Heaven fights for you” and 
“divine defense will be granted.” Jesus’ fast in the wilderness may have elements 
of preparing both for revelations and for “war” with Satan (Matt. 4:1-11; Gk. 
neästeuíoœ).

�The propheThe prophets contrasts contrast outward t outward fasting wifasting with inward th inward corruptioncorruption, stressin, stressing that socg that g that sociathat social justice l justice is the “fais the “fast” that Gst” that God prefersod prefers (Isa. 58; (Isa. 58; Zech. 7:3 Zech. 7:3ff.).ff.).ff.).

The prophets contrast outward fasting with inward corruption, stressing 
that social justice is the “fast” that God prefers (Isa. 58; Zech. 7:3ff.).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. ArbesmaR. Arbesmann, “Fastinn, “Fasting and Prong and Prophecy in Pphecy in Pagan and Cagan and Christian Ahristian CChristian Christian Antiquity,Antiquity,” ” TraditioTraditio 7 (1949): 7 (1949): 1–71; D.  1–71; D. L. Smith-CL. Smith-Christopherhristopher, “Hebrew , “Hebrew SatyagrahaSatSatyagrahaSatyagraha: The Poli: The Politics of Bitics of Biblical Fasblical Fasting in thting in the Post-Exie Post-Exilic Periodlic Period (Sixth to (Sixth to Second Ce Second Second CenSecond Century tury B.C.E.B.C.E.),” ),” Food and FFood and Foodwaysoodways 5 (1993): 5 (1993): 269–92; E 269–92; E. Westerma. Westermark, “The Prk, “Thrk, “The Princ“The Principles of Fiples of Fasting,” asting,” FolkloreFolklore 18 (1907) 18 (1907): 391–422.: 391–422.
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FATFATFAT

FAT

“Fat” tran“Fat” translates morslates more than twoe than two dozen Heb dozen Hebrew and Grrew and Greek words eek words and is useand is used literalld literad literally,literally, mainly in mainly in connectio connection with sacn with sacrifice, anrifice, and metaphord metaphorically. Thically. The Hebrews e Hebrews were to ofwerwere to ofwere to offer in sacfer in sacrifice therifice the best part best part of an ani of an animal, the fmal, the fat and theat and the blood (Le blood (Lev. 7:33; 1v. 7:33v. 7:33; 17:67:33; 17:6; Ezek. 44; Ezek. 44:7, 15), w:7, 15), which no huhich no human was alman was allowed to elowed to eat (Lev. 3at (Lev. 3:17; 7:23-:17; 7:23-25). Anima25)7:23-7:23-25). 7:23-25). Animals keAnimals kept in a stpt in a stall ratherall rather than let  than let out to pasout to pasture were ture were being prepbeing prepared for faredprepprepared fprepared for food anor food and were knod were known as fattwn as fatted or fatled or fatling (1 Saming (1 Sam. 15:9; 28. 15:9; 28:24).:24).:24).

“Fat” translates more than two dozen Hebrew and Greek words and is used 
literally, mainly in connection with sacrifice, and metaphorically. The Hebrews 
were to offer in sacrifice the best part of an animal, the fat and the blood (Lev. 
7:33; 17:6; Ezek. 44:7, 15), which no human was allowed to eat (Lev. 3:17; 
7:23-25). Animals kept in a stall rather than let out to pasture were being 
prepared for food and were known as fatted or fatling (1 Sam. 15:9; 28:24).

�Fat can alFat can also refer tso refer to the sizeo the size of animal of animals (Gen. 41s (Gen. 41:2), human:2), humans (Judg. 3s (Judg. 3:17, 22), :17, 22), and plantsaand plantsand plants such as c such as corn (Gen. orn (Gen. 41:5, 7). 41:5, 7). MetaphoricMetaphorically “fat”ally “fat” refers to refers to prosperit prosperity (Deut. 3y (Dy (Deut. 31:(Deut. 31:20), ferti20), fertility (Gen.lity (Gen. 27:27-28) 27:27-28), wealth (, wealth (Jer. 5:28)Jer. 5:28), strength, strength (Ps. 78:3 (Ps. 78:31 MT), and1 MT), 1 MT), and iMT), and insensitivinsensitivity (119:70ty (119:70; Isa. 6:1; Isa. 6:10 MT).0 MT).0 MT).

Fat can also refer to the size of animals (Gen. 41:2), humans (Judg. 3:17, 22), 
and plants such as corn (Gen. 41:5, 7). Metaphorically “fat” refers to prosperity 
(Deut. 31:20), fertility (Gen. 27:27-28), wealth (Jer. 5:28), strength (Ps. 78:31 
MT), and insensitivity (119:70; Isa. 6:10 MT).

Timothy W.Timothy W. Seid Seid

Timothy W. Seid

FATHERFATHERFATHER

FATHER

In the patIn the patriarchal wriarchal worldview oorldview of biblicalf biblical Israel, t Israel, the father he father (Heb. (Heb. }aœb�}aœb�) was the ) was the linchpin olinclinchpin olinchpin of family lf family life, and hife, and his house is house (beît� }aœ(beît� }aœb�)b�) was the b was the basic unit asic unit of biblicaof biblical society.l sl society. Fsociety. Fatherhood atherhood was the onwas the only way a mly way a man could pan could perpetuate erpetuate his name ahis name and memory nd memond memory aftmemory after death. er death. Thus the aThus the acquisitioncquisition of male h of male heirs is ofeirs is often a primten a primary elemenary element in biblit elemenelement inelement in biblical  biblical narrativesnarratives (e.g., 1  (e.g., 1 Sam. 1).Sam. 1).Sam. 1).

In the patriarchal worldview of biblical Israel, the father (Heb. }aœb� ) was the 
linchpin of family life, and his house (beît� }aœb�)  was the basic unit of biblical 
society. Fatherhood was the only way a man could perpetuate his name and 
memory after death. Thus the acquisition of male heirs is often a primary 
element in biblical narratives (e.g., 1 Sam. 1).

�According According to biblicato biblical legal col legal codes, fathedes, fathers had botrs had both privilegh privileges and obles and obligations. igations. Their mainTTheir mainTheir main privilege privilege was honor was honor or public or public respect,  respect, the dominathe dominant social nt social value in tvalue in the Mediterhe tthe Meditethe Mediterranean worranean world. This rld. This honor is dhonor is due both paue both parents (Exorents (Exod. 20:12; d. 20:12; Deut. 5:16Deut. 5:16; Mal. 1:6;5:165:16; Mal.5:16; Mal. 1:6) and  1:6) and is demonstis demonstrated throrated through obedieugh obedience (Gen. nce (Gen. 27:8, 13).27:8, 13). Disrespec Disrespect, physicat,DisrespecDisrespectDisrespect, physical, physical violence, violence, arrogant  arrogant speech, orspeech, or a rebelli a rebellious attituous attitude carriedde carried the death the  the death the death penalty (Epenalty (Exod. 21:15xod. 21:15; Lev. 20:; Lev. 20:9; Deut. 29; Deut. 22:18-21). 2:18-21). Sons were Sons were expected texpected to avoid anotto avoid ato avoid any conductny conduct that sham that shamed their fed their fathers (Leathers (Lev. 18:7-8)v. 18:7-8)...

According to biblical legal codes, fathers had both privileges and obligations. 
Their main privilege was honor or public respect, the dominant social value in 
the Mediterranean world. This honor is due both parents (Exod. 20:12; Deut. 
5:16; Mal. 1:6) and is demonstrated through obedience (Gen. 27:8, 13). 
Disrespect, physical violence, arrogant speech, or a rebellious attitude carried 
the death penalty (Exod. 21:15; Lev. 20:9; Deut. 22:18-21). Sons were expected 
to avoid any conduct that shamed their fathers (Lev. 18:7-8).

�A father’sA father’s central r central religious deligious duty was touty was to see that  see that his son wahis son was circumcis circumcised into tsed into tsed into the covenathe covenant (Lev. 1nt (Lev. 12:3) and i2:3) and instructed nstructed properly iproperly in the Lordn the Lord’s torah (’s torah (Deut. 11:1Deut. 11:19). In the9).11:111:19). In11:19). In the book  the book of Proverbof Proverbs, the fats, the father providher provides proper es proper instructioinstruction about lin about living well vingliliving welliving well and respl and responsibly wionsibly within societhin society for histy for his sons. In  sons. In biblical nbiblical narratives arratives sons leavesons leasons leave theileave their fathers’r fathers’ house to  house to follow divfollow divine commanine command (Gen. 12d (Gen. 12:1) or to :1) or to escape criescape criminal punimcricriminal pcriminal punishment unishment (27:41–45;(27:41–45; 2 Sam. 13 2 Sam. 13:34-38). M:34-38). More often ore often a father aa father arranged enrranged endogamous mdenendogamousendogamous marriages marriages for his s for his sons and weons and welcomed hislcomed his daughters daughters-in-law in-in-law into his homto his homto his home (Gen.home (Gen. 12:2-6; b 12:2-6; but cf. Canut cf. Cant. 4:9-10;t. 4:9-10; 5:1-2). I 5:1-2). In additionn addition, the fath, the father was reser was responsible fponsiresresponsiblresponsible for supee for supervising thrvising the behaviore behavior (Num. 12: (Num. 12:14) and th14) and the sexualite sexuality of the wy of the women who lomwwomen who women who lived withlived within his houin his house; in thise; in this way, he s way, he guaranteedguaranteed that chil that children born dren born to his wiftoto his wifto his wife were hise were his and that  and that his daughthis daughters were vers were virgins wheirgins when they lefn they left his houst his house for marre foe for marriafor marriage. He exege. He exercised absrcised absolute autholute authority overority over his child his children, but eren, but especially specially over his doverover his dover his daughters, aughters, whose statwhose status within us within the househthe household was inold was inferior andferior and precariou precarious (2 Sam. s precariouprecariousprecarious (2 Sam. 1 (2 Sam. 13). They r3). They returned toeturned to his contr his control if theyol if they were wido were widowed withouwed withouwed without chwithout children. Ifildren. If their beh their behavior shamavior shamed him, thed him, they deserveey deserved death (Gd death (Gen. 38:24;en. 38:24; cf. Judg. cf cf. Judg. cf. Judg. 11:35-36).11:35-36).

A father’s central religious duty was to see that his son was circumcised into 
the covenant (Lev. 12:3) and instructed properly in the Lord’s torah (Deut. 
11:19). In the book of Proverbs, the father provides proper instruction about 
living well and responsibly within society for his sons. In biblical narratives sons 
leave their fathers’ house to follow divine command (Gen. 12:1) or to escape 
criminal punishment (27:41–45; 2 Sam. 13:34-38). More often a father arranged 
endogamous marriages for his sons and welcomed his daughters-in-law into his 
home (Gen. 12:2-6; but cf. Cant. 4:9-10; 5:1-2). In addition, the father was 



responsible for supervising the behavior (Num. 12:14) and the sexuality of the 
women who lived within his house; in this way, he guaranteed that children born 
to his wife were his and that his daughters were virgins when they left his house 
for marriage. He exercised absolute authority over his children, but especially 
over his daughters, whose status within the household was inferior and 
precarious (2 Sam. 13). They returned to his control if they were widowed 
without children. If their behavior shamed him, they deserved death (Gen. 38:24; 
cf. Judg. 11:35-36).

�Since the Since the 2nd millen2nd millennium nium B.C.E.B.C.E., ancient , ancient Near EasteNear Eastern religiorn religions had addns had addressed theressed addaddressed addressed their natitheir national gods onal gods with the twith the title “fathitle “father” to ideer” to identify themntify them as provid as providers and prers aers and protecand protectors. Bibltors. Biblical Israeical Israel followedl followed this prac this practice (Deuttice (Deut. 1:31; 8:. 1:31; 8:5; Isa. 435; Isa. 43:6; Hos. 1:6; Hos.:6; Hos. 11:1)Hos. 11:1), extendin, extending the metag the metaphor to inphor to include the clude the Lord’s creLord’s creation of Iation of Israel as hsrael as his people is pis people (Expeople (Exod 4:22; Dod 4:22; Deut. 32:6;eut. 32:6; Isa. 63:1 Isa. 63:16; 64:7). 6; 64:7). This underThis understanding ostanding of God as ff God as father becaatheffather becfather became a motiame a motive for obsve for observing theerving the law (Deut law (Deut. 14:1) an. 14:1) and for seekd for seeking divineing divine compassio co compassioncompassion and forgi and forgiveness (Psveness (Ps. 103:13-1. 103:13-14; Jer. 3:4; Jer. 3:19; 31:9, 19; 31:9, 20; Hos. 220; Hos. 2:1[MT 3]).:1[MT 3]).

Since the 2nd millennium B.C.E., ancient Near Eastern religions had 
addressed their national gods with the title “father” to identify them as providers 
and protectors. Biblical Israel followed this practice (Deut. 1:31; 8:5; Isa. 43:6; 
Hos. 11:1), extending the metaphor to include the Lord’s creation of Israel as his 
people (Exod 4:22; Deut. 32:6; Isa. 63:16; 64:7). This understanding of God as 
father became a motive for observing the law (Deut. 14:1) and for seeking divine 
compassion and forgiveness (Ps. 103:13-14; Jer. 3:19; 31:9, 20; Hos. 2:1[MT 3]).

�In the NT In the NT human fathhuman fatherhood is erhood is partially partially eclipsed. eclipsed. Only MatthOnly Matthew and Lukew and Luke mention e mee mention Jomention Joseph as thseph as the father oe father of Jesus. Jf Jesus. Jesus enforesus enforces the reces the responsibilisponsibility of chilty of children to cadren chilchildren tchildren to care foro care for their par their parents (Markents (Mark 7:10-13)  7:10-13) and insistand insists that hiss that his followers followers must leav mus must leavemust leave father an father and mother td mother to pursue to pursue the gospel he gospel (Matt. 10:(Matt. 10:37). The h37). The household cousehold cousehold codes maincodes maintain patertain paternal authornal authority and reity and require obedquire obedience of aience of all membersll members of the ho of the household (Euhohousehold household (Eph. 5:22(Eph. 5:22-6:9; cf. -6:9; cf. Col. 3:18-Col. 3:18-4:1).4:1).4:1).

In the NT human fatherhood is partially eclipsed. Only Matthew and Luke 
mention Joseph as the father of Jesus. Jesus enforces the responsibility of 
children to care for their parents (Mark 7:10-13) and insists that his followers 
must leave father and mother to pursue the gospel (Matt. 10:37). The household 
codes maintain paternal authority and require obedience of all members of the 
household (Eph. 5:22-6:9; cf. Col. 3:18-4:1).

�God is theGod is the father of father of believers believers whose lov whose love (Matt. 6e (Matt. 6:5-8; 10:2:5-8; 10:29-31) and 9-31) and forgivenesforgivenforgivenesforgiveness (Luke 15s (Luke 15:11-32) mo:11-32) model the lodel the love they owve they owe each othe each other (Matt. er (Matt. 5:43-45). 5:43-45). He is, howHHe is, howHe is, however, the ever, the father of father of Jesus of NJesus of Nazareth inazareth in a unique  a unique way (Matt.way (Matt. 11:25-27) 11:25-27); the Syno; th; the Synoptthe Synoptic Passionic Passion narrative narratives accent ts accent this relatihis relationship (Maonship (Mark 14:35-3rk 14:35-39; 15:39).9; 15:39). The Johan The The JohannThe Johannine traditine traditions furthions further developer develop the fathe the father metaphorr metaphor so that t so that to see Jesuo see Jesus of Nazars JesuJesus of NJesus of Nazareth isazareth is to see th to see the Father, e Father, for Jesus for Jesus alone knowalone knows him (Johs him (John 14:1-14)n 14:1-14)...

God is the father of believers whose love (Matt. 6:5-8; 10:29-31) and 
forgiveness (Luke 15:11-32) model the love they owe each other (Matt. 5:43-45). 
He is, however, the father of Jesus of Nazareth in a unique way (Matt. 11:25-27); 
the Synoptic Passion narratives accent this relationship (Mark 14:35-39; 15:39). 
The Johannine traditions further develop the father metaphor so that to see 
Jesus of Nazareth is to see the Father, for Jesus alone knows him (John 14:1-14).

Kathleen SKathleen S. Nash. Nash

Kathleen S. Nash

FATHER’S HFATHER’S HOUSEOUSEOUSE

FATHER’S HOUSE

Lit., the Lit., the physical sphysical structure itructure in which a n which a family livfamily lived, vieweded, viewed as a poss as a possession of ession of the fatherthe fatthe father duefather due to the pa to the patriarchal triarchal orientatioorientation of biblin of biblical societcal society (Gen. 24y (Gen. 24:23; Deut.:23; Deut. 22:21; Ju 22:21 22:21; Jud22:21; Judg. 19:3). g. 19:3). In a figurIn a figurative sensative sense Heb. e Heb. beît�-}aœbbeît�-}aœb�� means the means the extended  extended family, thfafamily, thfamily, the smalleste smallest, most int, most intimate sociimate social structual structure and there and the basic uni basic unit of Israet of Israelite socielite solite society. Msociety. Many “fatheany “fathers’ housesrs’ houses” comprise” comprised a “clan,d a “clan,” and many” and many “clans” c “clans” comprised aomprised a “tribe.”  aa “tribe.”a “tribe.” The “fath The “father’s houseer’s house” included” included the patri the patriarch and harch and his wife, uis wife, unmarried cnmarried children, mhildcchildren, children, married somarried sons and grans and grandsons witndsons with their fah their families, slmilies, slaves and taves and their familheir families, and ries, aies, and resideand resident aliens.nt aliens. This exte This extended familnded family could eay could easily approsily approach 100 meach 100 members, whombers, whombers, who residewho resided togetherd together in a clus in a cluster of dweter of dwellings. Collings. Commanded bymmanded by the patri the patriarch, the arch, the beît�-}aœbbbeît�-}aœbbeît�-}aœb�� also serv also served as the ed as the basic unitbasic unit of the ar of the army (cf. Gemy (cf. Gen. 41:51; n. 41:51; 46:31; Jud46:31; Jud46:31; Judg. 9:5;Judg. 9:5; 1 Sam. 2: 1 Sam. 2:27-31; 2 C27-31; 2 Chr. 25:5).hr. 25:5).

Lit., the physical structure in which a family lived, viewed as a possession of the 
father due to the patriarchal orientation of biblical society (Gen. 24:23; Deut. 
22:21; Judg. 19:3). In a figurative sense Heb. beît�-}aœb�  means the extended 
family, the smallest, most intimate social structure and the basic unit of Israelite 
society. Many “fathers’ houses” comprised a “clan,” and many “clans” comprised 
a “tribe.” The “father’s house” included the patriarch and his wife, unmarried 
children, married sons and grandsons with their families, slaves and their families, 
and resident aliens. This extended family could easily approach 100 members, 
who resided together in a cluster of dwellings. Commanded by the patriarch, the 
beît�-}aœb�  also served as the basic unit of the army (cf. Gen. 41:51; 46:31; 



Judg. 9:5; 1 Sam. 2:27-31; 2 Chr. 25:5).

�In the NT In the NT Gk. Gk. oiíkos/oikoiíkos/oikiíaœ touí iíaœ touí patroœspatroœs has direc has direct parallelt parallels with OT s with OT usage. It uusage. It usage. It appears inappears in reference reference to the li to the literal physteral physical strucical structure (Actsture (Acts 7:20), an 7:20), and also to d also d also to thalso to the extendede extended family (L family (Luke 16:27-uke 16:27-28). The N28). The NT includesT includes two addit two additional metaional metaphorical npmetametaphoricmetaphorical nuancesal nuances. The phra. The phrase is usedse is used by Jesus  by Jesus to refer tto refer to the tempo the temple (John 2le (John 2:16) and t:122:16) and 2:16) and to heaven to heaven (14:2; cf.(14:2; cf. Philo  Philo Somn.Somn. 1:43), bo 1:43), both contextth contexts referrins referring to the dg to the dwelling-plweddwelling-pdwelling-place of Golace of God.d.d.

In the NT Gk. oiíkos/oikiíaœ touí patroœs has direct parallels with OT 
usage. It appears in reference to the literal physical structure (Acts 7:20), and 
also to the extended family (Luke 16:27-28). The NT includes two additional 
metaphorical nuances. The phrase is used by Jesus to refer to the temple (John 
2:16) and to heaven (14:2; cf. Philo Somn. 1:43), both contexts referring to the 
dwelling-place of God.

W. E. NunnW. E. Nunnallyally

W. E. Nunnally

FATHOMFATHOMFATHOM

FATHOM

A unit of A unit of measuremenmeasurement (Gk. t (Gk. orguiaéorguiaé) represen) representing the dting the distance beistance between the tween the fingertipsfingefingertipsfingertips of both o of both outstretcheutstretched arms, eqd arms, equivalent tuivalent to 4 cubitso 4 cubits or 1.8 m. or 1.8 m. (6 ft.; A (6 ft.; Acts 27:28)cts 27cts 27:28).27:28).

A unit of measurement (Gk. orguiaé) representing the distance between the 
fingertips of both outstretched arms, equivalent to 4 cubits or 1.8 m. (6 ft.; Acts 
27:28).

FEARFEARFEAR

FEAR

Anxious drAnxious dread or teread or terror in theror in the face of d face of danger; alsanger; also reverenco reverence to or awe to or awe of God.e of God.e of God.

Anxious dread or terror in the face of danger; also reverence to or awe of God.

�Fear is a Fear is a common humcommon human emotionan emotion in respon in response to dangse to danger or the er or the supernatursupernatural. Adam aal.supernatursupernatursupernatural. Adam aal. Adam and Eve arend Eve are afraid of afraid of God after God after they eat  they eat the forbidthe forbidden fruit den fruit (Gen. 3:8-(Ge(Gen. 3:8-(Gen. 3:8-10), and J10), and Jacob is afacob is afraid of Esraid of Esau after hau after he takes Ese takes Esau’s blessau’s blessing (32:11ing (32:11). When th). Wh). When the IWhen the Israelites sraelites are ready are ready to cross tto cross the Reed Sehe Reed Sea, they bea, they become fearfcome fearful for theul for their lives airthetheir livetheir lives as Pharas as Pharaoh and hisoh and his armies dr armies draw closer aw closer (Exod. 14:(Exod. 14:10). Peopl10). People of the Pe of the Promised LaromPPromised LPromised Land would and would “melt in f“melt in fear ‘beforear ‘before’” the coe’” the coming Israeming Israelites (Joslites (Josh. 2:9). Th. 2:9). The prophethe phe prophets pprophets preach thatreach that to fear G to fear God’s cominod’s coming judgmentg judgment is a real is a reality none city none could escapould escape (Jer. 5:eescapescape (Jeescape (Jer. 5:22, 2r. 5:22, 24; Amos 3:4; Amos 3:8; Zeph. 38; Zeph. 3:7). When :7). When Tobias begTobias begins his joins his journey, boturney, both his fathh botboth his fboth his father and ather and mother havmother have parentale parental fear for  fear for their son’their son’s life (Tos life (Tob. 5:16-21b. 5:16-21). “Fear a). “F). “Fear and “Fear and dread” faldread” fall upon thel upon the seacoast  seacoast peoples whpeoples who encounteo encounter the armyr the army of Holofe of Holof of HolofernesHolofernes (Jdt. 2:2 (Jdt. 2:28). When G8). When Gabriel visabriel visits Mary sits Mary she is toldhe is told to “fear  to “fear not” (Lukenot” (Luke 1:30). Th 1:3 1:30). The1:30). The women who women who find Jesu find Jesus’ tomb ems’ tomb empty are septy are seized by “tized by “terror and error and amazement”amazemeamazement”amazement” and are a and are afraid to tfraid to tell othersell others of their  of their discovery discovery (Mark 16:8(Mark 16:8).).).

Fear is a common human emotion in response to danger or the 
supernatural. Adam and Eve are afraid of God after they eat the forbidden fruit 
(Gen. 3:8-10), and Jacob is afraid of Esau after he takes Esau’s blessing (32:11). 
When the Israelites are ready to cross the Reed Sea, they become fearful for 
their lives as Pharaoh and his armies draw closer (Exod. 14:10). People of the 
Promised Land would “melt in fear ‘before’” the coming Israelites (Josh. 2:9). The 
prophets preach that to fear God’s coming judgment is a reality none could 
escape (Jer. 5:22, 24; Amos 3:8; Zeph. 3:7). When Tobias begins his journey, 
both his father and mother have parental fear for their son’s life (Tob. 5:16-21). 
“Fear and dread” fall upon the seacoast peoples who encounter the army of 
Holofernes (Jdt. 2:28). When Gabriel visits Mary she is told to “fear not” (Luke 
1:30). The women who find Jesus’ tomb empty are seized by “terror and 
amazement” and are afraid to tell others of their discovery (Mark 16:8).

�While “feaWhile “fear of the Lr of the Lord” can mord” can mean outrigean outright fear ofht fear of God’s pre God’s presence, it sence, it also meansalso mealso means to rmeans to revere God,evere God, an idea m an idea most directost directly expressly expressed in the ed in the Wisdom LitWisdom Literature (eerature (erature (e.g., Pro(e.g., Prov. 2:5). Fv. 2:5). Fear of Godear of God is connec is connected to keeted to keeping the lping the law and comaw and commandments mandments (Eccl. 12:((Eccl. 12:(Eccl. 12:13) and is13) and is “the whol “the whole of wisdoe of wisdom” (Sir. 1m” (Sir. 19:20) and 9:20) and “the root “the root of wisdom”of wisdom” (1:20). M (1 (1:20). Mo(1:20). Most succincst succinctly statedtly stated, “Truly, , “Truly, the fear othe fear of the Lordf the Lord, that is , that is wisdom; anwisdom; and to depard to dd to depart frodepart from evil is m evil is understandunderstanding” (Job ing” (Job 28:28).28:28).28:28).

While “fear of the Lord” can mean outright fear of God’s presence, it also 
means to revere God, an idea most directly expressed in the Wisdom Literature 
(e.g., Prov. 2:5). Fear of God is connected to keeping the law and commandments 
(Eccl. 12:13) and is “the whole of wisdom” (Sir. 19:20) and “the root of wisdom” 
(1:20). Most succinctly stated, “Truly, the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom; and to 
depart from evil is understanding” (Job 28:28).

�To fear GoTo fear God, then, id, then, is to be cos to be completely dmpletely devoted to evoted to his will ahis will and its rewnd its rewards whileards whiards while knowwhile knowing the awing the awesome consesome consequences oequences of not fearf not fearing him. Ting him. This is thehis is the backgroun backgrou backgroundbackground to Paul’s to Paul’s injunctio injunction to the Pn to the Philippianshilippians to “work  to “work out your oout your own salvatiwn salvation with feonsalvatisalvation salvation with fear with fear and trembland trembling” (Philing” (Phil. 2:12).. 2:12).. 2:12).

To fear God, then, is to be completely devoted to his will and its rewards 
while knowing the awesome consequences of not fearing him. This is the 
background to Paul’s injunction to the Philippians to “work out your own 
salvation with fear and trembling” (Phil. 2:12).

Marc A. JoMarc A. Jolleylley

Marc A. Jolley



FEASTS, FEFEASTS, FESTIVALSSTIVALSSTIVALS

FEASTS, FESTIVALS

Feasts andFeasts and festivals festivals provided  provided occasions occasions for the Isfor the Israelites traelites to come befo come before God anore God and express d ed express thexpress their gratiteir gratitude for suude for successful hccessful harvests, tarvests, to remembero remember and celeb and celebrate Yahwerate Yahweh’s savinghYahweYahweh’s sYahweh’s saving actiaving actions on behons on behalf of thealf of the nation, a nation, and to reflnd to reflect on theect on their status ir status as the holas theas the holy pthe holy people of Yeople of Yahweh. Fivahweh. Five “festal e “festal calendars”calendars” are found are found in the Pe in the Pentateuch: ntateuch: Exod. 23:1ExoExod. 23:1Exod. 23:14-17; 34:14-17; 34:18-26; Lev.8-26; Lev. 23; Num.  23; Num. 28-29; Deu28-29; Deut. 16:1-17t. 16:1-17 (cf. Ezek (cf. Ezek. 45:18-25. 45:18-25). These t). 45:18-2545:18-25).45:18-25). These tex These texts and thets and the ritual pr ritual practices thactices that they enat they envision refvision reflect both lect both historicalhistohistoricalhistorical and theol and theological devogical development. elopment. It is impoIt is important to rrtant to recognize tecognize that such dhat such developmenteveddevelopmendevelopment does nott does not necessari necessarily entail ly entail the complethe complete abandonte abandonment of eament of earlier dynarlier dynrlier dynamics adynamics and concernnd concerns. Rather,s. Rather, it adds c it adds complexity omplexity so as to cso as to create new reate new contexts acontexts and possibinaand possiband possibilities foilities for reflectir reflection and enaon and enactment. Thctment. Thus, e.g., us, e.g., the later the later concern toconcern to relate th relat relate therelate the festivals festivals to specif to specific momentsic moments in Israel in Israel’s history’s history need not  need not mean that mean that earlier agearlieearlier agearlier agriculturalricultural concerns  concerns were entirwere entirely lost. ely lost. The ritualThe ritual remembran remembrance and celce and celebration oebrcelcelebratiocelebration of God’sn of God’s activity  activity and blessiand blessing receiveng receive theologic theological complexal complexity precisity precisely in theely iely in the conin the context of ritext of ritual enacttual enactment and rment and reflection.eflection. In this w In this way, one caay, one can understan understand Israel’nd Ind Israel’s cIsrael’s cultic lifeultic life to have b to have been, at leeen, at least in parast in part, generatt, generative of itsive of its theologic theological reflectal reflections.ioreflectreflectionreflections.s.s.

Feasts and festivals provided occasions for the Israelites to come before God and 
express their gratitude for successful harvests, to remember and celebrate 
Yahweh’s saving actions on behalf of the nation, and to reflect on their status as 
the holy people of Yahweh. Five “festal calendars” are found in the Pentateuch: 
Exod. 23:14-17; 34:18-26; Lev. 23; Num. 28-29; Deut. 16:1-17 (cf. Ezek. 
45:18-25). These texts and the ritual practices that they envision reflect both 
historical and theological development. It is important to recognize that such 
development does not necessarily entail the complete abandonment of earlier 
dynamics and concerns. Rather, it adds complexity so as to create new contexts 
and possibilities for reflection and enactment. Thus, e.g., the later concern to 
relate the festivals to specific moments in Israel’s history need not mean that 
earlier agricultural concerns were entirely lost. The ritual remembrance and 
celebration of God’s activity and blessing receive theological complexity precisely 
in the context of ritual enactment and reflection. In this way, one can understand 
Israel’s cultic life to have been, at least in part, generative of its theological 
reflections.

�Exod. 23:1Exod. 23:14-17; 34:14-17; 34:18-26, the 8-26, the earliest fearliest festal presestal prescriptions,criptions, call for  call for three annuthree annual festivaaannuannual fesannual festivals: thtivals: the Pilgrimae Pilgrimage of Unlege of Unleavened Breavened Bread (ad (h�ag� hammh�ag� hammas�s�o®t�as�s�o®t�hammhammas�s�ohammas�s�o®t�®t�), the Pil), the Pilgrimage ofgrimage of Harvest ( Harvest (h�ag� haqqh�ag� haqqaœs�iîraœs�iîr), the fir), the fir), the firstfruitfirstfruits of the fs of the farmer’s laarmer’s labor (in 34bor (in 34:22, the P:22, the Pilgrimage ilgrimage of Weeks [of Weeks [h�ag� sûaœh�ag� sûaœb�u{o®t�bsûaœsûaœb�u{o®sûaœb�u{o®t�t�], the fir], the firstfruits ostfruits of the wheaf the wheat harvest)t harvest), and the , and the PilgrimagePilgrimage of Ingath of Inga of IngatherinIngathering (g (h�ag� haœ}h�ag� haœ}aœsip�aœsip�). The fes). The festivals of tivals of Harvest anHarvest and Ingatherd Ingathering were cing wereing were clearwere clearly tied toly tied to the agric the agricultural liultural life of the fe of the land. Origland. Originally, thinally, the Festivale Festival of Harves of Harve of Harvest ceHarvest celebrated tlebrated the firstfrhe firstfruits of thuits of the barley he barley harvest in arvest in the springthe spring; the Fest; the Festival of Inival of ival of Ingatheof Ingathering was rring was related to elated to the autumnthe autumnal gatherial gathering of the ng of the fruits at fruits at the end ofthe end of the year  the  the year (the year (Exod. 34:2Exod. 34:22). These 2). These observanceobservances were, ins were, in all proba all probability, adbility, adapted fromapted from already e alr already exalready existing Canisting Canaanite agraanite agricultural icultural practices.practices. The farme The farmers would brs would bring theirring their offerings offe offerings offerings to a sacreto a sacred site nead site near their hor their home and preme and present theirsent their offerings offerings to Yahweh to Yahweh in celebr in in celebrain celebration of thtion of the fertilite fertility of the ly of the land. Such and. Such agriculturagricultural observaal observances emphances emphasized Israsized emphaemphasizedemphasized Israel’s  Israel’s intimate rintimate relationshielationship to the lp to the land and Yaand and Yahweh’s blehweh’s blessing of tssing of the people he phe people witpeople with successfh successful crops. ul crops. Harvest ceHarvest celebration lebration and ritualand ritual presentat presentation merge.ion merge.

Exod. 23:14-17; 34:18-26, the earliest festal prescriptions, call for three 
annual festivals: the Pilgrimage of Unleavened Bread (h�ag� 
hammas�s�o®t� ), the Pilgrimage of Harvest (h�ag� haqqaœs�iîr ), the 
firstfruits of the farmer’s labor (in 34:22, the Pilgrimage of Weeks [h�ag� 
sûaœb�u{o®t� ], the firstfruits of the wheat harvest), and the Pilgrimage of 
Ingathering (h�ag� haœ}aœsip� ). The festivals of Harvest and Ingathering 
were clearly tied to the agricultural life of the land. Originally, the Festival of 
Harvest celebrated the firstfruits of the barley harvest in the spring; the Festival 
of Ingathering was related to the autumnal gathering of the fruits at the end of 
the year (Exod. 34:22). These observances were, in all probability, adapted from 
already existing Canaanite agricultural practices. The farmers would bring their 
offerings to a sacred site near their home and present their offerings to Yahweh 
in celebration of the fertility of the land. Such agricultural observances 
emphasized Israel’s intimate relationship to the land and Yahweh’s blessing of the 
people with successful crops. Harvest celebration and ritual presentation merge.

�The PilgriThe Pilgrimage of Unmage of Unleavened Bleavened Bread has gread has generally benerally been associeen associated with ated with the springthe spthe spring harspring harvest, althvest, although its eough its early statuarly status as an ags as an agriculturalricultural observanc observance is not ce is not certain. Itertain.ccertain. Icertain. It is a sevt is a seven-day obsen-day observance inervance in which no  which no leaven is leaven is to be eateto be eaten and is, n and is, in the earin thein the early the early texts, reltexts, related to Isated to Israel’s exorael’s exodus from Edus from Egypt. It igypt. It is not assos not associated witciated with Passoverh Passh Passover iPassover in either on either of these eaf these early texts.rly texts. Thus, Unl Thus, Unleavened Breavened Bread may reead may reflect an eflect an early Israearleearly Israearly Israelite obseelite observance spervance specifically cifically designed tdesigned to celebrato celebrate Yahweh’se Yahweh’s act of re act of redemption. dempreredemptionredemption. It must . It must be noted, be noted, however, thowever, that at a lhat at a later time ater time the observthe observance of thance of this festivais ththis festithis festival was reval was related to tlated to the presenthe presentation of tation of the sheaf ohe sheaf of firstfruf firstfruits (cf. Lits (cf. Lev. 23:9-1ev. 23:9-1ev. 23:9-14). 23:9-14). In this waIn this way, it camey, it came to have b to have both agricuoth agricultural andltural and historica historical connotatl connotations.ions.ions.

The Pilgrimage of Unleavened Bread has generally been associated with the 
spring harvest, although its early status as an agricultural observance is not 
certain. It is a seven-day observance in which no leaven is to be eaten and is, in 
the early texts, related to Israel’s exodus from Egypt. It is not associated with 
Passover in either of these early texts. Thus, Unleavened Bread may reflect an 
early Israelite observance specifically designed to celebrate Yahweh’s act of 
redemption. It must be noted, however, that at a later time the observance of 



this festival was related to the presentation of the sheaf of firstfruits (cf. Lev. 
23:9-14). In this way, it came to have both agricultural and historical connotations.

�It is geneIt is generally recorally recognized thagnized that a major t a major change in change in the observthe observance of thance of the festivale festivale festivals festivals took placetook place in the 7t in the 7th century.h century. Local agr Local agricultural icultural celebratiocelebrations were trns were transformed ansfortrtransformetransformed into natd into national celeional celebrations tbrations that requirhat required a pilgred a pilgrimage to timage to the centralhe central sanctuary san sanctuary.sanctuary. This requ This requirement reirement reflects theflects the mandated  mandated centralizacentralization of wotion of worship in trship in the capitalhetthe capitathe capital city of l city of Jerusalem Jerusalem which is gwhich is generally aenerally associated ssociated with the rwith the reforms of eforms of King JosiaKing King JosiaKing Josiah (2 Kgs. h (2 Kgs. 22-23). Su22-23). Such a transch a transformation formation is reflectis reflected in the ed in the instructioinstructions found ins founs found in Dfound in Deut. 16:1-eut. 16:1-17. This t17. This text emphasext emphasizes that izes that the pilgrithe pilgrimages mustmages must be observ be observed “at theeobservobserved “observed “at the plaat the place which Yce which Yahweh willahweh will choose,”  choose,” which in Dwhich in Deuteronomyeuteronomy refers to refers  refers to refers to the templethe temple in Jerusa in Jerusalem. Of palem. Of particular irticular importance,mportance, Passover  Passover ((pesah�pesah�) and Unle) a) and Unleavand Unleavened Breadened Bread are now j are now joined as toined as two parts owo parts of one pilgf one pilgrimage fesrimage festival. Alttival. Although it ihoAltAlthough iAlthough it is not ct is not certain, Paertain, Passover appssover appears to haears to have been orve been originally aiginally a family ob family observance tservaobobservanceobservance that took that took place in  place in the contexthe context of the it of the individual ndividual homes (Exohomes (Exod. 12:21-2d. 12:21-23). Deuter3)12:21-212:21-23).12:21-23). Deuterono Deuteronomy turns imy turns it into a nt into a national piational pilgrimage tlgrimage that requirhat requires the Pases the Passover “sacsovPasPassover “Passover “sacrifice”sacrifice” to be sla to be slaughtered aughtered at the centt the central sanctural sanctuary. The Pary. The Passover saassover sacrifice ovcrifsasacrifice sacrifice overlaps woverlaps with the fiith the first day ofrst day of the seven the seven-day Festi-day Festival of Unlval of Unleavened Breavened Bread. The pead. BrBread. TheBread. The people we people were not reqre not required to ruired to remain in Jemain in Jerusalem ferusalem for the duror the duration of tation of the seven dhtthe seven the seven days. Theydays. They were requ were required, howeired, however, to obver, to observe a soserve a solemn assemlemn assembly on thebly on thbly on the seventthe seventh day.h day.h day.

It is generally recognized that a major change in the observance of the 
festivals took place in the 7th century. Local agricultural celebrations were 
transformed into national celebrations that required a pilgrimage to the central 
sanctuary. This requirement reflects the mandated centralization of worship in 
the capital city of Jerusalem which is generally associated with the reforms of 
King Josiah (2 Kgs. 22-23). Such a transformation is reflected in the instructions 
found in Deut. 16:1-17. This text emphasizes that the pilgrimages must be 
observed “at the place which Yahweh will choose,” which in Deuteronomy 
refers to the temple in Jerusalem. Of particular importance, Passover (pesah� ) 
and Unleavened Bread are now joined as two parts of one pilgrimage festival. 
Although it is not certain, Passover appears to have been originally a family 
observance that took place in the context of the individual homes (Exod. 
12:21-23). Deuteronomy turns it into a national pilgrimage that requires the 
Passover “sacrifice” to be slaughtered at the central sanctuary. The Passover 
sacrifice overlaps with the first day of the seven-day Festival of Unleavened 
Bread. The people were not required to remain in Jerusalem for the duration of 
the seven days. They were required, however, to observe a solemn assembly on 
the seventh day.

�The festalThe festal prescript prescriptions in Deions in Deut. 16 alsut. 16 also seek to o seek to locate thelocate the time of t time of the Feast ohe Feast ohe Feast of Weeks mof Weeks more precisore precisely (vv. 9ely (vv. 9–12). It i–12). It is to be obs to be observed sevserved seven weeks fen weeks from the tirom the time the sicmtitime the stime the sickle is fickle is first put tirst put to the stano the standing grainding grain. The obse. The observance of rvance of Weeks requWeeks requires a freiresrequrequires arequires a freewill  freewill offering toffering that functihat functions as a rons as a ritual respitual response of gronse of gratitude toatitude to the bless the bl the blessings blessings of Yahweh.of Yahweh. Further,  Further, the peoplethe people are to re are to rejoice befojoice before Yahweh re Yahweh and, at thand, at the same time ththe same tthe same time, to reime, to remember thamember that they wert they were slaves ie slaves in Egypt. An Egypt. Although itlthough it is not in is not indicated indicinindicated indicated in biblicain biblical texts, tl texts, the festivahe festival would inl would in postexili postexilic time comc time come to be ase to be associated wsociateasassociatedassociated with the  with the making of making of the Sinai the Sinai covenant (covenant (cf., e.g.,cf., e.g., the book  the book of Jubileeof Jubilees).s).s).

The festal prescriptions in Deut. 16 also seek to locate the time of the Feast 
of Weeks more precisely (vv. 9–12). It is to be observed seven weeks from the 
time the sickle is first put to the standing grain. The observance of Weeks 
requires a freewill offering that functions as a ritual response of gratitude to the 
blessings of Yahweh. Further, the people are to rejoice before Yahweh and, at 
the same time, to remember that they were slaves in Egypt. Although it is not 
indicated in biblical texts, the festival would in postexilic time come to be 
associated with the making of the Sinai covenant (cf., e.g., the book of Jubilees).

�The PilgriThe Pilgrimage of Inmage of Ingathering gathering is now teris now termed the Pimed the Pilgrimage olgrimage of Booths (f Booths (h�ag� hassh�ag((h�ag� has(h�ag� hassukko®t�sukko®t�; Deut. 16; Deut. 16:13-15). I:13-15). It is a sevt is a seven-day auten-day autumn festivumn festival associaal associal associatedassociated with the  with the gathering gathering of produceof produce used in t used in the making he making of oil andof oil and wine (gen wine (generally, Seer(gen(generally(generally, Sept.-Oc, Sept.-Oct.). It ist.). It is a time of a time of celebrati celebration that fuon that functions bonctions both as respth as response to anonse toonse to and antto and anticipation icipation of Yahweh’of Yahweh’s blessings blessings. Althougs. Although it is noh it is not certain,t certain, it is pro it is probable thatbable tbable that the “that the “booths” webooths” were temporare temporary field sry field shelters cohelters constructed nstructed by the peoby the people duringple during the time  duringduring theduring the time of h time of harvest. Wharvest. When the fesen the festival was tival was centralizecentralized, the bood, the booths were bths were built in thuibbuilt in tbuilt in the capitalhe capital city to p city to provide livrovide living quarteing quarters for thers for the pilgrims. pilgrims.

The Pilgrimage of Ingathering is now termed the Pilgrimage of Booths 
(h�ag� hassukko®t� ; Deut. 16:13-15). It is a seven-day autumn festival 
associated with the gathering of produce used in the making of oil and wine 
(generally, Sept.-Oct.). It is a time of celebration that functions both as response 
to and anticipation of Yahweh’s blessings. Although it is not certain, it is probable 
that the “booths” were temporary field shelters constructed by the people 
during the time of harvest. When the festival was centralized, the booths were 
built in the capital city to provide living quarters for the pilgrims.

�In DeuteroIn Deuteronomy one dnomy one detects a metects a movement toovement toward the hward the historical istorical and theoloand theological rendgictheolotheologicatheological renderinl rendering of the fg of the festivals. estivals. The festivThe festivals are asals are associated wsociated with specifith specific momentsic momic moments inmoments in Israel’s  Israel’s national snational story. Althtory. Although the aough the agriculturagricultural context l context of the fesof the festivals is tivalsfesfestivals festivals is not entis not entirely lostirely lost, an effor, an effort is made t is made to construto construct a rituact a ritual context l context that provithat prothat provides tprovides the occasiohe occasion and oppon and opportunity fortunity for theologir theological refleccal reflection on Yation on Yahweh’s acthweh’s acts in histos actacts in hiacts in history on bstory on behalf of tehalf of the whole che whole community. ommunity. It is doubIt is doubtful, howetful, however, that ver, that the Israelthe the Israelthe Israelite farmerite farmer who made  who made the pilgrithe pilgrimage to thmage to the central e central sanctuary sanctuary in order tin order to make an o mo make an ofmake an offering to fering to Yahweh wouYahweh would fail told fail to experienc experience it, to se it, to some degreeome degree, in terms, in terms of agricu o of agriculof agricultural blestural blessing. Too sing. Too much has bmuch has been made oeen made of the suppf the supposed dichoosed dichotomy betwetomy betwtomy between nabetween nature and hture and history in istory in Israelite Israelite life and tlife and thought. Bohought. Both may be th may be experienceexperienced in termsd experienceexperienceexperienced in termsd in terms of Yahweh of Yahweh’s blessin’s blessings. Ritualgs. Ritual offering  offering provides tprovides the occasiohe occasion for enacn fn for enactifor enacting one’s rng one’s response toesponse to the exper the experience of dience of divine blesivine blessings in “sings in “nature” annature” and in “histd ind in “historin “history.” Thus, y.” Thus, the festivthe festivals providals provided contexted contexts not onlys not only for think for thinking about ing about God and GoGod God and GoGod and God’s actiond’s actions, but alss, but also for respo for responding to onding to the divinethe divine being in  being in acts of thacts of thanksgivingankththanksgivithanksgiving, celebrng, celebration, andation, and offering. offering.

In Deuteronomy one detects a movement toward the historical and 
theological rendering of the festivals. The festivals are associated with specific 
moments in Israel’s national story. Although the agricultural context of the 
festivals is not entirely lost, an effort is made to construct a ritual context that 



provides the occasion and opportunity for theological reflection on Yahweh’s 
acts in history on behalf of the whole community. It is doubtful, however, that 
the Israelite farmer who made the pilgrimage to the central sanctuary in order to 
make an offering to Yahweh would fail to experience it, to some degree, in terms 
of agricultural blessing. Too much has been made of the supposed dichotomy 
between nature and history in Israelite life and thought. Both may be 
experienced in terms of Yahweh’s blessings. Ritual offering provides the occasion 
for enacting one’s response to the experience of divine blessings in “nature” and 
in “history.” Thus, the festivals provided contexts not only for thinking about 
God and God’s actions, but also for responding to the divine being in acts of 
thanksgiving, celebration, and offering.

�The move tThe move toward a thoward a theological eological rendering rendering of the sacof the sacred year ired year is evidences evidenced in Lev. d in Ld in Lev. 23 (cLev. 23 (cf. Num. 28f. Num. 28-29). The -29). The effort to effort to impose a rimpose a ritual ordeitual order on the yr on the year may reear may reflect the flerereflect threflect the loss of e loss of monarchy amonarchy and the expnd the experience oferience of exile in  exile in Babylon (6Babylon (6th centuryth century  B.C.E.B.CB.C.E.B.C.E.). Lev. 23). Lev. 23 (cf. Num. (cf. Num. 28-29) pr 28-29) provides theovides the details o details of this ritf this ritual order.ual order. Festival  Festival and ritualanand ritualand ritual observanc observance become me become means for eeans for establishinstablishing an orderg an orderly rhythm ly rhythm for the lifor the life of the felilife of thlife of the communite community.y.y.

The move toward a theological rendering of the sacred year is evidenced in 
Lev. 23 (cf. Num. 28-29). The effort to impose a ritual order on the year may 
reflect the loss of monarchy and the experience of exile in Babylon (6th century 
B.C.E.). Lev. 23 (cf. Num. 28-29) provides the details of this ritual order. Festival 
and ritual observance become means for establishing an orderly rhythm for the 
life of the community.

�Lev. 23:15Lev. 23:15 locates t locates the date ofhe date of the Festi the Festival of Weeval of Weeks 50 daysks 50 days after the after the presentat present presentatipresentation of the on of the sheaf of fsheaf of firstfruitsirstfruits at the Fe at the Festival of stival of UnleavenedUnleavened Bread. Th Bread. The text reqe texe text requitext requires a presres a presentation oentation of two loavf two loaves of breaes of bread from thed from the Israelite Israelite settlemen settlements. A compts. settlemensettlementsettlements. A compls. A complete list oete list of the sacrf the sacrifices andifices and offerings offerings to be pre to be presented at sented at this time this tthis time is fotime is found in Levund in Lev. 23:15-21. 23:15-21; Num. 28:; Num. 28:26-31. In 26-31. In terms of tterms of the Festivahe Festival of Boothl of Booths, Lev. 23s, Ls, Lev. 23:33Lev. 23:33-36, 39-43-36, 39-43 specifies specifies that it i that it is to last s to last for seven for seven days with days with a holy cona holy convocation ovocatioconconvocatioconvocation of compln of complete rest oete rest on the firsn the first and an at and an additional dditional observanceobservance on the ei on the eighth day. gheieighth dayeighth day. In addit. In addition, the bion, the booths are ooths are now associnow associated with ated with the boothsthe booths in which  in which the Israelththe Israelthe Israelites livedites lived during th during their wildereir wilderness sojouness sojourn (Lev. 2rn (Lev. 23:42-43). 3:42-43). In this waIn this way, the Fesy, the y, the Festivthe Festival of Bootal of Booths comes ths comes to be assoco be associated withiated with the Exodu the Exodus story.s story.s story.

Lev. 23:15 locates the date of the Festival of Weeks 50 days after the 
presentation of the sheaf of firstfruits at the Festival of Unleavened Bread. The 
text requires a presentation of two loaves of bread from the Israelite 
settlements. A complete list of the sacrifices and offerings to be presented at this 
time is found in Lev. 23:15-21; Num. 28:26-31. In terms of the Festival of Booths, 
Lev. 23:33-36, 39-43 specifies that it is to last for seven days with a holy 
convocation of complete rest on the first and an additional observance on the 
eighth day. In addition, the booths are now associated with the booths in which 
the Israelites lived during their wilderness sojourn (Lev. 23:42-43). In this way, 
the Festival of Booths comes to be associated with the Exodus story.

�Lev. 23 inLev. 23 includes a dcludes a discussion iscussion of sabbathof sabbath as a sign as a significant feificant feature of tature of the ritual he ritual observanceobobservanceobservances of the ss of the sacred yearacred year (cf. Exod (cf. Exod. 23:12). . 23:12). Although tAlthough the observahe observance of sabnce of sabbath appeabasabsabbath apsabbath appears to hpears to have been kave been known in Isnown in Israel from rael from an early pan early period, it eriod, it began to rbegan to receive morecrreceive moreceive more emphasire emphasis in the ls in the later yearsater years of the Mo of the Monarchy andnarchy and during th during the Babylonie Babylonian Exile. aBabyloniBabylonianBabylonian Exile. Th Exile. The sabbath e sabbath is relatedis related to a vari to a variety of issety of issues in theues in the biblical  biblical materials,materiamaterials,materials, e.g., cre e.g., creation (Genation (Gen. 2:1-3), . 2:1-3), the gatherthe gathering of maning of manna during na during the wilderthe wilderness journness wilderwildernesswilderness journey ( journey (Exod. 16:1Exod. 16:1-36; cf. N-36; cf. Num. 15:32-um. 15:32-36), the I36), the Israelites’sraelites’ status as status as slaves in slave slaves in slaves in Egypt and Egypt and the Exodusthe Exodus story (De story (Deut. 5:12-1ut. 5:12-15). The sa5). The sabbath was bbath was observed aobserved as a day ofsaas a day oas a day of completef complete rest in w rest in which no wohich no work was donrk was done. It was e. It was also a dayalso a day of joy an of joy and celebratd cd celebratiocelebration.n.n.

Lev. 23 includes a discussion of sabbath as a significant feature of the ritual 
observances of the sacred year (cf. Exod. 23:12). Although the observance of 
sabbath appears to have been known in Israel from an early period, it began to 
receive more emphasis in the later years of the Monarchy and during the 
Babylonian Exile. The sabbath is related to a variety of issues in the biblical 
materials, e.g., creation (Gen. 2:1-3), the gathering of manna during the 
wilderness journey (Exod. 16:1-36; cf. Num. 15:32-36), the Israelites’ status as 
slaves in Egypt and the Exodus story (Deut. 5:12-15). The sabbath was observed 
as a day of complete rest in which no work was done. It was also a day of joy and 
celebration.

�Lev. 23 prLev. 23 prescribes tescribes two additiowo additional ritualnal ritual occasions occasions. The firs. The first calls fot calls for the blowr the blowing of truinblowblowing ofblowing of trumpets  trumpets on the firon the first day of st day of the seventthe seventh month (Lh month (Lev. 23:23-ev. 23:23-25). This 25). This is a day ois ais a day of ca day of complete reomplete rest. The sast. The sacrifices acrifices and offerinnd offerings requiregs required on this d on this day are spday are specified inecifiespspecified specified in Num. 29in Num. 29:1-6. Alth:1-6. Although it isough it is not the c not the case in thiase in this text, ins text, in later Jud later Judaism the baism thaism the blowinthe blowing of the hg of the horns was aorns was associated ssociated with the Nwith the New Year.ew Year.ew Year.

Lev. 23 prescribes two additional ritual occasions. The first calls for the 
blowing of trumpets on the first day of the seventh month (Lev. 23:23-25). This is 
a day of complete rest. The sacrifices and offerings required on this day are 



specified in Num. 29:1-6. Although it is not the case in this text, in later Judaism 
the blowing of the horns was associated with the New Year.

�The secondThe second additiona additional ritual ol ritual observance bservance takes plactakes place on the te on the tenth day oenth day of the sevef the sef the seventh moseventh month (Lev. nth (Lev. 23:26-32);23:26-32); it is the it is the annual da annual day of purify of purification (tication (the detailshe details for the e for th for the enactmthe enactment of thient of this communits community ritual ay ritual are found ire found in Lev. 16)n Lev. 16). In this . In this ritual, thritual, the high prie highe high prieshigh priest enters it enters into the honto the holy of holily of holies, the ones, the only day of ly day of the year ithe year in which a n which a person entpersoperson entperson enters this mers this most sacredost sacred of places of places, and spri, and sprinkles sacrnkles sacrificial blificial blood on andood on and before th befo before thebefore the ark of th ark of the covenante covenant. He also . He also sprinkles sprinkles sacrificiasacrificial blood onl blood on the outer the outer altar of  alta altar of baltar of burnt offerurnt offerings. Afteings. After the compr the completion of letion of the blood the blood rites, therites, the priest pl priest places the saces thaces the sins othe sins of the commf the community on tunity on the head ofhe head of a goat wh a goat which is senich is sent out intot out into the wilde the wilderness. Thernwildewildernesswilderness. The ritu. The ritual functioal functions to cleans to cleanse the canse the camp of impump of impurities andrities and to remove to remove the sins  th the sins othe sins of the peopf the people from thle from the camp.e camp.e camp.

The second additional ritual observance takes place on the tenth day of the 
seventh month (Lev. 23:26-32); it is the annual day of purification (the details for 
the enactment of this community ritual are found in Lev. 16). In this ritual, the 
high priest enters into the holy of holies, the only day of the year in which a 
person enters this most sacred of places, and sprinkles sacrificial blood on and 
before the ark of the covenant. He also sprinkles sacrificial blood on the outer 
altar of burnt offerings. After the completion of the blood rites, the priest places 
the sins of the community on the head of a goat which is sent out into the 
wilderness. The ritual functions to cleanse the camp of impurities and to remove 
the sins of the people from the camp.

�The annualThe annual day of pu day of purificationrification reflects  reflects the Priestthe Priestly ritual ly ritual system, whsystem, which is priich is primarily conmpriprimarily primarily concerned concerned to guard ato guard and protectnd protect the purit the purity and holiy and holiness of thness of the tabernace tabernacle and camletabernactabernacletabernacle and camp. and camp. The dynam The dynamics of ritics of ritual are noual are no longer re longer related primlated primarily to harily to harvests orarhharvests oharvests or history.r history. Rather, t Rather, the concernhe concern is to pro is to protect the ctect the camp and thamp and the divine pe divine presence thresppresence tpresence that dwellshat dwells in the mi in the midst of thedst of the camp from camp from ritual im ritual impurities. purities. The annualThe annual ritual of rit ritual of ritual of purificatipurification focuseson focuses on mainta on maintaining the ining the holy and choly and clean statulean status of the hs of the holy peopleoly peoly people of people of Yahweh.Yahweh.Yahweh.

The annual day of purification reflects the Priestly ritual system, which is 
primarily concerned to guard and protect the purity and holiness of the 
tabernacle and camp. The dynamics of ritual are no longer related primarily to 
harvests or history. Rather, the concern is to protect the camp and the divine 
presence that dwells in the midst of the camp from ritual impurities. The annual 
ritual of purification focuses on maintaining the holy and clean status of the holy 
people of Yahweh.

�The “meaniThe “meanings” assocngs” associated withiated with the vario the various festivaus festivals and thels and the ways in w ways in which they hich thhich they were they were enacted coenacted continue to ntinue to develop ondevelop on into the  into the 1st centur1st century. The Misy. The Mishnah provihnah provhnah provides iprovides important important informationnformation on the wa on the ways in whicys in which the festh the festivals wereivals were observed  observed and transfaand transfand transformed. It ormed. It is importais important to recont to recognize thatgnize that the festi the festivals were vals were subject tosubject to ongoing d ong ongoing deongoing development velopment in Judaismin Judaism and its e and its experiencesxperiences of the wo of the world, God, rld, God, and communand command community.community. Far from  Far from being statbeing static forms oic forms of empty anf empty and mechanicd mechanical activital activity, the fesy, the festival celetivfesfestival cfestival celebrationelebrations and ritus and ritual observaal observances provinces provided occasided occasions for thons for theological eological reflectionreflereflectionreflection and adapt and adaptation to tation to the ever-chhe ever-changing conanging conditions ofditions of life. life. life.

The “meanings” associated with the various festivals and the ways in which 
they were enacted continue to develop on into the 1st century. The Mishnah 
provides important information on the ways in which the festivals were observed 
and transformed. It is important to recognize that the festivals were subject to 
ongoing development in Judaism and its experiences of the world, God, and 
community. Far from being static forms of empty and mechanical activity, the 
festival celebrations and ritual observances provided occasions for theological 
reflection and adaptation to the ever-changing conditions of life.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. AlbertzR. Albertz, , A History A History of Israeliof Israelite Religiote Religion in the On in the Old Testameld Testament Period,nt Pent Period,Period, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (LouisvilleLouisville, 1994); G, 1994); G. Fohrer, . Fohrer, History ofHistory of Israelite Israelite Religion Religion (Nashvill (Nashville, 1972); e, 197e, 1972); H. 1972); H. L. GinsberL. Ginsberg, g, The IsraelThe Israelian Heritaian Heritage of Judage of Judaismism (New York (New York, 1982); H, 1982); H. Ringgren. Ringgr. Ringgren, Ringgren, Israelite Israelite ReligionReligion (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1966phia, 1966); H. H. R); H. H. Rowley, owley, Worship inWorship in Ancient I Ancient IsraelsraIIsraelIsrael (London,  (London, 1976); R. 1976); R. de Vaux, de Vaux, Ancient IsAncient Israelrael (1961, re (1961, repr. Grand pr. Grand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1997), 269–597), 297), 269–517.269–517.269–517.
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FELIXFELIX (Gk.  (Gk. Pheäílix;Pheäílix; Lat.  Lat. FelixFelix)))

FELIX (Gk. Pheäílix; Lat. Felix)

Antonius FAntonius Felix, goveelix, governor (procrnor (procurator) ofurator) of the Roman the Roman province  province of Judea fof Judea from 52 to rom 52 torom 52 to ca. 59 to ca. 59 C.E.C.E., mentione, mentioned in conned in connection withction with the two-y the two-year imprisear imprisonment of onment of Paul at CaPaul atPaul at Caesareat Caesarea, the proa, the provincial cavincial capital (Actpital (Acts 23-25). s 23-25). Jewish leaJewish leaders accusders accused Paul ofed Paul of disruptin disru disruptingdisrupting synagogue synagogues outside s outside of Palestiof Palestine and desne and desecrating tecrating the temple he temple in Jerusalin Jerusalem. Paul demJerusalJerusalem.Jerusalem. Paul deni Paul denied the chaed the charges, and rges, and Felix contFelix continued the inued the case indefcase indefinitely — initely — partly in parpartly in partly in hopes of rhopes of receiving aeceiving a bribe for bribe for his relea his release. Duringse. During his inter his interrogation orogation of Paul, thf Paul,f Paul, the Paul, the Apostle’s Apostle’s words abouwords about justice,t justice, self-cont self-control, and frol, and future wratuture wrath alarmed h alarmed Felix and FeliFelix and Felix and his wife Dhis wife Drusilla. Wrusilla. When he washen he was recalled  recalled by Nero, Fby Nero, Felix left elix left Paul in prPaul in prison so thison prprison so prison so the Jews cthe Jews could not aould not accuse him ccuse him of releasiof releasing an agitng an agitator.ator.ator.

Antonius Felix, governor (procurator) of the Roman province of Judea from 52 
to ca. 59 C.E., mentioned in connection with the two-year imprisonment of Paul 
at Caesarea, the provincial capital (Acts 23-25). Jewish leaders accused Paul of 
disrupting synagogues outside of Palestine and desecrating the temple in 



Jerusalem. Paul denied the charges, and Felix continued the case indefinitely — 
partly in hopes of receiving a bribe for his release. During his interrogation of 
Paul, the Apostle’s words about justice, self-control, and future wrath alarmed 
Felix and his wife Drusilla. When he was recalled by Nero, Felix left Paul in 
prison so the Jews could not accuse him of releasing an agitator.

�Other infoOther information abrmation about Felix out Felix comes fromcomes from Josephus, Josephus, Suetonius Suetonius, and Taci, and Tacitus. He watus. TaciTacitus. HTacitus. He was a fre was a freedman whoeedman who received  received his officehis office because h because he and his e and his notorious notorious brother Pabbrother Pabrother Pallas were llas were favorites favorites of the empof the emperor Clauderor Claudius. His tius. His third wife hird wife was Drusilwas Drusilla, the dala,DrusilDrusilla, Drusilla, the daughtthe daughter of Heroer of Herod Agrippa d Agrippa I (Acts 12I (Acts 12). Felix i). Felix instigated nstigated the murderthe murder of the hi of  of the higof the high priest Jh priest Jonathan, ronathan, routed “theouted “the Egyptian” Egyptian” and his f and his followers (ollowers (Acts 21:38Acts 21:38), and all), an), and alloweand allowed a pogromd a pogrom against t against the Jews inhe Jews in Caesarea. Caesarea. He was co He was corrupt, immrrupt, immoral, and oral, andoral, and oppresand oppressive. Durisive. During his govng his governorship ernorship oppositionopposition to Roman  to Roman rule increrule increased to thased to thased to the point the point that the rthat the rebellion oebellion of 66 f 66 C.E.C.E. became in became inevitable.evitable.evitable.

Other information about Felix comes from Josephus, Suetonius, and 
Tacitus. He was a freedman who received his office because he and his notorious 
brother Pallas were favorites of the emperor Claudius. His third wife was 
Drusilla, the daughter of Herod Agrippa I (Acts 12). Felix instigated the murder 
of the high priest Jonathan, routed “the Egyptian” and his followers (Acts 21:38), 
and allowed a pogrom against the Jews in Caesarea. He was corrupt, immoral, 
and oppressive. During his governorship opposition to Roman rule increased to 
the point that the rebellion of 66 C.E. became inevitable.
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FELLOWSHIP

Something Something that is shthat is shared, or/aared, or/and those wnd those who share iho share it (althougt (although either mh either may be implay be implicit ratheicimplimplicit rimplicit rather thanather than explicit  explicit in a partiin a particular passcular passage). Withage). With regard pa regard particularlyrticularly to Paul’s to Pau to Paul’s usePaul’s use of Gk.  of Gk. koinoœniíakoinoœniía (“that wh (“that which is in ich is in common”) tcommon”) to refer too refer to the Lord’ the Lord’s Supper os Lord’Lord’s SupLord’s Supper or theper or the relations relationship that bhip that believers helievers have with Cave with Christ, it hrist, it is difficuis difficult to telllt to telt to tell whethtell whether the emper the emphasis is uhasis is upon that wpon that which is shhich is shared (the ared (the Supper or Supper or belief in belief in Christ) orChrChrist) orChrist) or the act o the act of sharing f sharing with otherwith others (the coms (the communion).munion).munion).

Something that is shared, or/and those who share it (although either may be 
implicit rather than explicit in a particular passage). With regard particularly to 
Paul’s use of Gk. koinoœniía (“that which is in common”) to refer to the 
Lord’s Supper or the relationship that believers have with Christ, it is difficult to 
tell whether the emphasis is upon that which is shared (the Supper or belief in 
Christ) or the act of sharing with others (the communion).

�The The koinoœniíakoinoœniía word grou word group was widep was widely used inly used in the early the early centuries centuries of the Ch of the C of the Christian Christian era (and bera (and before) andefore) and referred  referred to a varieto a variety of situty of situations andations and topics: j topics: joint underoint uoint undertakinundertakings in war gs in war and civic and civic life, marrlife, marriage (or siage (or sexual relaexual relationships)tionships), cultic l, cultic life, businife, busiife, business pbusiness partnershipartnerships, friendss, friendships, and hips, and clubs. Befclubs. Before Plato,ore Plato, the prove the proverb “friendrb “friends have alls havs have all thave all things in chings in common” poiommon” points to shants to sharing as esring as establishingtablishing or manife or manifesting a fisting a field of releld oeld of relatioof relationships. Thnships. Thus, us, koinoœniíakoinoœniía in the NT in the NT does not  does not imply “intimply “intimacy” or imacy” or “a mystica“a my“a mystical rmystical relationshielationship” unless p” unless those meanthose meanings are pings are present in resent in the contexthe context.t.t.

The koinoœniía word group was widely used in the early centuries of the 
Christian era (and before) and referred to a variety of situations and topics: joint 
undertakings in war and civic life, marriage (or sexual relationships), cultic life, 
business partnerships, friendships, and clubs. Before Plato, the proverb “friends 
have all things in common” points to sharing as establishing or manifesting a field 
of relationships. Thus, koinoœniía in the NT does not imply “intimacy” or “a 
mystical relationship” unless those meanings are present in the context.

�Paul frequPaul frequently usesently uses  koinoœniíakoinoœniía to descri to describe the Chube the Church. It isrch. It is the mutua the mutual relationl rell relationshrelationship in Chriip in Christ that rest that results fromsults from the call  the call of God (1 of God (1 Cor. 1:9),Cor. 1:9), and it is and it is sustained sustain sustained sustained by the Holby the Holy Spirit (y Spirit (2 Cor. 13:2 Cor. 13:14; Phil. 14; Phil. 2:1). Howe2:1). However, ver, koinoœniíakoinoœniía also find also f also finds concfinds concrete exprerete expression whenssion when applied t applied to either to either the relief he relief for the Jefor the Jerusalem porusalem poor (Rom. 1or popoor (Rom.poor (Rom. 15:26) or 15:26) or the money the money given to  given to those who those who teach (Galteach (Gal. 6:6). Th. 6:6). This financiis financial sharingafinancifinancial financial sharing resharing related to tlated to the work ofhe work of the Churc the Church is manifh is manifested mostested most clearly i clearly in Phil. 4:n Phn Phil. 4:14Phil. 4:14-20 (cf. H-20 (cf. Heb. 13:16)eb. 13:16)...

Paul frequently uses koinoœniía to describe the Church. It is the mutual 
relationship in Christ that results from the call of God (1 Cor. 1:9), and it is 
sustained by the Holy Spirit (2 Cor. 13:14; Phil. 2:1). However, koinoœniía also 
finds concrete expression when applied to either the relief for the Jerusalem 
poor (Rom. 15:26) or the money given to those who teach (Gal. 6:6). This 
financial sharing related to the work of the Church is manifested most clearly in 
Phil. 4:14-20 (cf. Heb. 13:16).

�A controveA controversial usagrsial usage is in 1 e is in 1 Cor. 10:16Cor. 10:16-18. Ninet-18. Nineteenth-centeenth-century scholaury scholars stressers strers stressed tstressed the parallehe parallels Paul mals Paul makes with pkes with pagan worshagan worship to provip to prove a “sacrae a “sacramental” unmental” understandindununderstandunderstanding of theing of the Lord’s Su Lord’s Supper. Thispper. This view has  view has now declinnow declined in favoed in favor, even amr, even among highlyoamamong highamong highly sacramely sacramental Chrisntal Christian grouptian groups. The facs. The fact that Paut that Paul describel describes Jewish, s Jewish, pagan, andpagpagan, andpagan, and Christian Christian groups as groups as examples  examples of “fellowof “fellowship” limiship” limits comparits comparisons with sons with alleged paallalleged paalleged pagan sacramgan sacramentalism aentalism and should nd should also cautialso caution againston against any alleg any alleged uniquened uniqueness to theesuniquenuniquenessuniqueness to the Ch to the Christian meristian meal. Ratheral. Rather, all thre, all three groups ae groups are examplere examples of how ps of how partaking oarppartaking partaking of a definof a defining actioning action (esp. eat (esp. eating) both ing) both creates ancreates and manifestd manifests a partics a particular commuular cular community.community. In biblic In biblical terms, al terms, partaking partaking is covenanis covenantal actiontal action...

A controversial usage is in 1 Cor. 10:16-18. Nineteenth-century scholars 
stressed the parallels Paul makes with pagan worship to prove a “sacramental” 
understanding of the Lord’s Supper. This view has now declined in favor, even 
among highly sacramental Christian groups. The fact that Paul describes Jewish, 



pagan, and Christian groups as examples of “fellowship” limits comparisons with 
alleged pagan sacramentalism and should also caution against any alleged 
uniqueness to the Christian meal. Rather, all three groups are examples of how 
partaking of a defining action (esp. eating) both creates and manifests a particular 
community. In biblical terms, partaking is covenantal action.

�The “felloThe “fellowship” of wship” of Acts 2:42 Acts 2:42 probably mprobably means the “eans the “common lifcommon life” or “come” or “community,” imun“com“community“community,” includi,” including shared ng shared meals and meals and breaking bbreaking bread. The read. The uses in 1 uses in 1 John also John also emphasize eemphasize emphasize the commonthe common life, vit life, vital in a chal in a church havinurch having just sufg just suffered divifered division. Johnsion. John reminds h rem reminds hireminds his readers s readers that theirthat their covenanta covenantal relationl relationship with ship with God is secGod is secure since ure since it is fellit isit is fellowsis fellowship with Ghip with God, and hiod, and his Son (1 Js Son (1 John 1:6-7)ohn 1:6-7)...

The “fellowship” of Acts 2:42 probably means the “common life” or 
“community,” including shared meals and breaking bread. The uses in 1 John also 
emphasize the common life, vital in a church having just suffered division. John 
reminds his readers that their covenantal relationship with God is secure since it 
is fellowship with God, and his Son (1 John 1:6-7).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. PerkinsP. Perkins, “, “KoinoœniaKoinoœnia in 1 John in 1 John 1:3-7,”  1:3-7,” CBQCBQ 45 (1983) 45 (1983): 631–41; : 631: 631–41; J.631–41; J. P. Sample P. Sampley, y, Pauline PaPauline Partnership rtnership in Christin Christ (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1980phia, 1980).).).

Bibliography. P. Perkins, “Koinoœnia in 1 John 1:3-7,” CBQ 45 (1983): 
631–41; J. P. Sampley, Pauline Partnership in Christ (Philadelphia, 1980).
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FERTILE CRESCENT

DesignatioDesignation, coined n, coined by orientaby orientalist Jameslist James H. Breast H. Breasted, for thed, for that semicirat semicircular stricular strip of land p of p of land whof land which archesich arches between P between Palestine aalestine and the Pernd the Persian Gulf.sian Gulf. Contained Contained by the Ta by the Taurus, AmanuTaTaurus, AmTaurus, Amanus, and anus, and Lebanon moLebanon mountain ranuntain ranges on theges on the west and  west and the Zagrosthe Zagros range to  range  range to trange to the east, the east, this regionhis region consists  consists of plains of plains and foothiand foothills relatills relatively conduvely conducive to cicive tocive to civilizto civilization and ation and which contwhich contrast sharprast sharply with thly with the nearby Ae nearby Arabian andrabian and Syrian de Syrian deserts. Craserdedeserts. Cdeserts. Cradle of tradle of the Sumeriahe Sumerian, Babylonn, Babylonian, Assyrian, Assyrian, and Pian, and Palestinianalestinian civilizat civilizations, the ions, civilizatcivilizaticivilizations, the Fons, the Fertile Creertile Crescent alsoscent also served as served as a land br a land bridge for cidge for commerce anommerce and militaryd md military amilitary activity bectivity between Egyptween Egypt and the t and the empires ofempires of the Tigri the Tigris and Euphs and Euphrates vallrates valleys.eys.

Designation, coined by orientalist James H. Breasted, for that semicircular strip 
of land which arches between Palestine and the Persian Gulf. Contained by the 
Taurus, Amanus, and Lebanon mountain ranges on the west and the Zagros 
range to the east, this region consists of plains and foothills relatively conducive 
to civilization and which contrast sharply with the nearby Arabian and Syrian 
deserts. Cradle of the Sumerian, Babylonian, Assyrian, and Palestinian 
civilizations, the Fertile Crescent also served as a land bridge for commerce and 
military activity between Egypt and the empires of the Tigris and Euphrates valleys.

FESTUS, POFESTUS, PORCIUSRCIUS (Gk.  (Gk. Poœrkios PPoœrkios Pheäístosheäístos)))

FESTUS, PORCIUS (Gk. Poœrkios Pheäístos)

The governThe governor (procuror (procurator) of tator) of the Roman phe Roman province ofrovince of Judea ca. Judea ca. 59 to 62  59 to 62 C.E.C.E. Festus is Festus Festus is Festus is mentioned mentioned in connectin connection with tion with the decisiohe decision to send n to send Paul to RoPaul to Rome for forme for formal trial mforformal triformal trial (Acts 2al (Acts 24-26). Whe4-26). When Jewish ln Jewish leaders preeaders presented chasented charges againrges against Paul, ast Paul, at first Fet fit first Festfirst Festus refusedus refused to send h to send him to Jeruim to Jerusalem for salem for trial. Howtrial. However, afteever, after a hearinr a hearing in Caesag in Cg in Caesarea, Caesarea, the provinthe provincial capitcial capital, Festusal, Festus was about was about to change to change his mind  his mind when Paul when Paul took the ctotook the ctook the case out ofase out of his hands his hands by appeal by appealing as a Ring as a Roman citizoman citizen to be ten to be tried beforried before the empee te the emperothe emperor (Nero). r (Nero). Festus wasFestus was uncertain uncertain how to ch how to charge Paul,arge Paul, and when  and when Herod AgriHerod AHerod Agrippa IIAgrippa II, the clie, the client king ofnt king of northern  northern and easterand eastern Palestinn Palestine, paid Fee, paid Festus a visstus a visit, he askit, he ait, he asked Agriasked Agrippa to helppa to help. Festus p. Festus interrupteinterrupted Paul’s dd Paul’s defense andefense and accused h accused him of beinim of being insane, g beinbeing insabeing insane, but Pane, but Paul denied ul denied this and athis and appealed toppealed to the king  the king to substanto substantiate his tiate his claim. Howclaimclaim. Howclaim. However, neitever, neither wantedher wanted to hear a to hear anything elnything else from Pase from Paul, and boul, and both they anth they and their addanand their and their advisors aadvisors agreed thatgreed that Paul had  Paul had done nothidone nothing worthy ng worthy of death aof death and could hnd could have been rahhave been have been released ireleased if he had nf he had not appealeot appealed to the ed to the emperor.mperor.mperor.

The governor (procurator) of the Roman province of Judea ca. 59 to 62 C.E. 
Festus is mentioned in connection with the decision to send Paul to Rome for 
formal trial (Acts 24-26). When Jewish leaders presented charges against Paul, at 
first Festus refused to send him to Jerusalem for trial. However, after a hearing in 
Caesarea, the provincial capital, Festus was about to change his mind when Paul 
took the case out of his hands by appealing as a Roman citizen to be tried before 
the emperor (Nero). Festus was uncertain how to charge Paul, and when Herod 
Agrippa II, the client king of northern and eastern Palestine, paid Festus a visit, he 
asked Agrippa to help. Festus interrupted Paul’s defense and accused him of 
being insane, but Paul denied this and appealed to the king to substantiate his 
claim. However, neither wanted to hear anything else from Paul, and both they 
and their advisors agreed that Paul had done nothing worthy of death and could 
have been released if he had not appealed to the emperor.

�Josephus dJosephus describes Fescribes Festus as aestus as an honest an honest and consciend conscientious admntious administratorinistrator who never who n who neverthelenevertheless was unass was unable to keeble to keep order dep order despite takispite taking vigoroung vigorous action as action against thegainst the  sicariisisicariisicarii (the “dag (the “dagger men”; ger men”; Ant.Ant. 20.8.10;  20.8.10; Acts 21:38Acts 21:38, “assassi, “assassins”). Festns”). Festus sided wus sided with Agrippith Aith Agrippa inAgrippa in a dispute a dispute with Jeru with Jerusalem priesalem priests, who hsts, who had built aad built a high wall high wall to preven to prevent Agrippa t Agt Agrippa frAgrippa from observiom observing temple ng temple proceedingproceedings from hiss from his nearby pa nearby palace towerlace tower. Festus d. Festus d. Festus died in ofdied in office and wfice and was succeedas succeeded by Albied by Albinus.nus.nus.

Josephus describes Festus as an honest and conscientious administrator who 
nevertheless was unable to keep order despite taking vigorous action against the 



sicarii (the “dagger men”; Ant. 20.8.10; Acts 21:38, “assassins”). Festus sided with 
Agrippa in a dispute with Jerusalem priests, who had built a high wall to prevent 
Agrippa from observing temple proceedings from his nearby palace tower. Festus 
died in office and was succeeded by Albinus.
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A tree (A tree (Ficus cariFicus caricaca L.; Heb.  L.; Heb. teï}eäna®teï}eäna®; Gk. ; Gk. syékon, sysyékon, sykeäíkeäí ) whose f ) whose fruit has rruit has remained a erremained aremained a staple in staple in the diet  the diet of the ancof the ancient Meditient Mediterranean werranean world sinceorld since earliest  earliest times. Thetimtimes. Thetimes. The tree reac tree reaches an avehes an average heighrage height of 3–6 mt of 3–6 m. (10–20 f. (10–20 ft.). Its lt.). Its large palmaarge palmate leaves te lete leaves opeleaves open in the en in the early sprinarly spring and fallg and fall at the be at the beginning ofginning of winter. N winter. Normally thormally the first fre firse first fruifirst fruit (cf. Cant (cf. Cant. 2:13; Ht. 2:13; Hos. 9:10) os. 9:10) appears inappears in February  February before thebefore the leaves ap leaves appear in Appear inpear in April/Jin April/June. When une. When the leavesthe leaves appear th appear the fruit ise fruit is usually r usually ripe. A treipe. A tree producese produces two crops two two crops two crops per year, per year, one in earone in early summer ly summer and the chand the chief crop iief crop in the autun the autumn. It is mn. It is a dioecioua da dioecious dioecious tree, meantree, meaning there ing there are both mare both male and feale and female variemale varieties. The ties. The male (Lat.male (Lat.  caprificuscacaprificuscaprificus) grows wi) grows wild from seld from seeds scatteeds scattered princired principally by bpally by birds and birds and bats, whileats, while the femal the  the femalethe female is plante is planted from shod from shoots of theots of the cultivate cultivated trees and trees and requiresd requires tending ( tending (Prov. 27:1Pro((Prov. 27:(Prov. 27:18). The f18). The fruit produruit production of tction of the female he female depends updepends upon a proceon a process known ass known ass known as caprifias caprification: wacation: wasps hatchesps hatched in the cd in the caprifig’s aprifig’s flowers brflowers bring the poing the pollen from llen from the male tthe mthe male tree male tree to fertilito fertilize the femze the female flowerale flowers, from whs, from which the fiich the fig developsg develops. Two- to . Two- to three-yearthrethree-yearthree-year-old fig s-old fig shoots willhoots will become yo become young trees ung trees that bear that bear the first the first or second or second year afteryeayear afteryear after planting. planting. There is  There is considerabconsiderable literatle literature on theure on the cultivati cultivation of the on of the fig in thefig in tfig in the Greek the Greek and Roman and Roman farming mafarming manuals (Plinuals (Pliny, Cato, ny, Cato, Varro, TheVarro, Theophrastus,ophrastus, Columella Colume Columella)Columella)...

A tree (Ficus carica L.; Heb. teï}eäna®; Gk. syékon, sykeäí ) whose fruit has 
remained a staple in the diet of the ancient Mediterranean world since earliest 
times. The tree reaches an average height of 3–6 m. (10–20 ft.). Its large palmate 
leaves open in the early spring and fall at the beginning of winter. Normally the 
first fruit (cf. Cant. 2:13; Hos. 9:10) appears in February before the leaves appear 
in April/June. When the leaves appear the fruit is usually ripe. A tree produces 
two crops per year, one in early summer and the chief crop in the autumn. It is a 
dioecious tree, meaning there are both male and female varieties. The male (Lat. 
caprificus) grows wild from seeds scattered principally by birds and bats, while 
the female is planted from shoots of the cultivated trees and requires tending 
(Prov. 27:18). The fruit production of the female depends upon a process known 
as caprification: wasps hatched in the caprifig’s flowers bring the pollen from the 
male tree to fertilize the female flowers, from which the fig develops. Two- to 
three-year-old fig shoots will become young trees that bear the first or second 
year after planting. There is considerable literature on the cultivation of the fig in 
the Greek and Roman farming manuals (Pliny, Cato, Varro, Theophrastus, 
Columella).

�The fig trThe fig tree is the ee is the first fruifirst fruit tree ment tree mentioned in tioned in the OT. Ththe OT. The many othe many other referener referer referencesreferences to the fi to the fig indicateg indicate its signi its significant rolficant role in the ee in the economy of conomy of Palestine.Palestine. It was on It was It was one ofwas one of the food  the food items thatitems that intereste interested the Hebrd the Hebrews at theews at the conquest  conquest of Canaan of Canaanof Canaan (NuCanaan (Num. 13:23; m. 13:23; Deut. 8:8)Deut. 8:8), and the , and the lack of sulack of suitability itability of the wilof the wilderness foderness for the fig r ther the fig wathe fig was a major s a major complaint complaint (Num. 20:5(Num. 20:5). The fru). The fruit was eatit was eaten as a deen as a delicacy frelicacy fresh from thsh fsh from the tfrom the tree (Isa. ree (Isa. 28:4), or 28:4), or dried indidried individually ovidually or in strinr in strings, or pregs, or pressed into ssed into cakes (1 Scakes (1cakes (1 Sam. 25(1 Sam. 25:18) for t:18) for the winter he winter months. Drmonths. Dried figs iied figs in cakes wen cakes were also usre also used as a meed as a medicinal podimemedicinal medicinal poltice (2poltice (2 Kgs. 20:7 Kgs. 20:7 = Isa. 38 = Isa. 38:21).:21).:21).

The fig tree is the first fruit tree mentioned in the OT. The many other 
references to the fig indicate its significant role in the economy of Palestine. It 
was one of the food items that interested the Hebrews at the conquest of 
Canaan (Num. 13:23; Deut. 8:8), and the lack of suitability of the wilderness for 
the fig was a major complaint (Num. 20:5). The fruit was eaten as a delicacy fresh 
from the tree (Isa. 28:4), or dried individually or in strings, or pressed into cakes 
(1 Sam. 25:18) for the winter months. Dried figs in cakes were also used as a 
medicinal poltice (2 Kgs. 20:7 = Isa. 38:21).

�The most cThe most common refeommon reference to trence to the fig in he fig in the OT is the OT is metaphoricmetaphorical. It is al. It is generally generagenerally generally used to deused to depict peacepict peace, prosperi, prosperity, and Goty, and God’s blessid’s blessing (“they ng (“they shall all shall all sit under sit undsit under theiunder their own viner own vines and undes and under their owr their own fig treen fig trees,” Mic. 4s,” Mic. 4:4; 1 Kgs.:4; 1 Kgs. 4:25; Hag 4:25; Hag. 2:19; Ze. 2:. 2:19; Zech2:19; Zech. 3:10; 1 . 3:10; 1 Macc. 14:1Macc. 14:12; cf. 2 K2; cf. 2 Kgs. 18:31;gs. 18:31; Isa. 36:1 Isa. 36:16; Joel 2:6; Joel 2:22), or Go22), or God’s judgmed’s judd’s judgment (judgment (“the vine “the vine withers, twithers, the fig trehe fig tree languishe languishes,” Joel es,” Joel 1:7, 12; c1:7, 12; cf. Ps. 105f. Ps. 105:33; Jer. :33; Jer:33; Jer. 5:17;Jer. 5:17; Hos. 2:12 Hos. 2:12[MT 14]; A[MT 14]; Amos 4:9; Nmos 4:9; Nah. 3:12; ah. 3:12; Hab. 3:17)Hab. 3:17). Other me. Other metaphoricaltaphorical uses occu metaphoricalmetaphoricmetaphorical uses ocal uses occur in Judcur in Judg. 9:10-11g. 9:10-11; Isa. 34:; Isa. 34:4; Jer. 8:4; Jer. 8:13; 24:1-813; 24:1-8; 29:17; H; 29:17; Hos. 9:10; os. 9:1os. 9:10; cf. 9:10; cf. Amos 8:2.Amos 8:2.Amos 8:2.

The most common reference to the fig in the OT is metaphorical. It is 
generally used to depict peace, prosperity, and God’s blessing (“they shall all sit 
under their own vines and under their own fig trees,” Mic. 4:4; 1 Kgs. 4:25; Hag. 
2:19; Zech. 3:10; 1 Macc. 14:12; cf. 2 Kgs. 18:31; Isa. 36:16; Joel 2:22), or God’s 
judgment (“the vine withers, the fig tree languishes,” Joel 1:7, 12; cf. Ps. 105:33; 
Jer. 5:17; Hos. 2:12[MT 14]; Amos 4:9; Nah. 3:12; Hab. 3:17). Other 
metaphorical uses occur in Judg. 9:10-11; Isa. 34:4; Jer. 8:13; 24:1-8; 29:17; Hos. 
9:10; cf. Amos 8:2.



�In the NT In the NT also the dalso the dominant usominant use of the fe of the fig tree isig tree is metaphori metaphorical (Matt.cal (Matt. 7:16 = Lu 7:16 = L 7:16 = Luke 6:44;Luke 6:44; Jas. 3:12 Jas. 3:12). It depi). It depicts the imcts the imminent endminent end of the wo of the world (Mark rld (Mark 13:28 = Ma13:28 = Matt. 24:32 tt.MaMatt. 24:3Matt. 24:32 = Luke 22 = Luke 21:29). The1:29). The most prob most problematical lematical passage ispassage is Jesus’ cu Jesus’ cursing of trsing of the fig trehe tthe fig trthe fig tree (Mark 1ee (Mark 11:12-14, 21:12-14, 20-22 = Mat0-22 = Matt. 21:18-2t. 21:18-22). Becaus2). Because this acce this account frameount frames the cleas frameframes theframes the cleansing cleansing of the te of the temple, it ample, it appears thappears that Mark regt Mark regards it asards it as an act of an act of prophetic prop prophetic prophetic judgment ojudgment on the tempn the temple cult fole cult for promisinr promising but not g but not deliveringdelivering true piet true piety (Jer. 8:y (y (Jer. 8:13(Jer. 8:13; 24:1-10;; 24:1-10; cf. Matt. cf. Matt. 7:15-20). 7:15-20). In Luke 1 In Luke 13:6-9 Jesu3:6-9 Jesus tells a s tells a parable abparable about a barrout a baout a barren figbarren fig tree that tree that reflects  reflects the realisthe realistic featurtic features of farmes of farming in 1sting in 1st-century P-century Palestine. alestinePPalestine.Palestine. Luke does Luke does not provi not provide an intede an interpretationrpretation to the pa to the parable.rable.rable.

In the NT also the dominant use of the fig tree is metaphorical (Matt. 7:16 = 
Luke 6:44; Jas. 3:12). It depicts the imminent end of the world (Mark 13:28 = 
Matt. 24:32 = Luke 21:29). The most problematical passage is Jesus’ cursing of 
the fig tree (Mark 11:12-14, 20-22 = Matt. 21:18-22). Because this account 
frames the cleansing of the temple, it appears that Mark regards it as an act of 
prophetic judgment on the temple cult for promising but not delivering true piety 
(Jer. 8:13; 24:1-10; cf. Matt. 7:15-20). In Luke 13:6-9 Jesus tells a parable about a 
barren fig tree that reflects the realistic features of farming in 1st-century 
Palestine. Luke does not provide an interpretation to the parable.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. N. HeppF. N. Hepper, er, Baker EncyBaker Encyclopedia oclopedia of Bible Plf Bible Plantsants (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1992pidsRaRapids, 19Rapids, 1992), 110–192), 110–14; H. N. a4; H. N. and A. L. Mnd A. L. Moldenke, oldenke, Plants of Plants of the Biblethe Bible (1952, re (1952, repr. New Yopr. Nepr. New York, New York, 1986), 1031986), 103–6.–6.–6.

Bibliography. F. N. Hepper, Baker Encyclopedia of Bible Plants (Grand 
Rapids, 1992), 110–14; H. N. and A. L. Moldenke, Plants of the Bible (1952, repr. 
New York, 1986), 103–6.
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FINGERFINGERFINGER

FINGER

In biblicaIn biblical usage, al usage, an instrumen instrument of creant of creativity or tivity or productiviproductivity (e.g., ty (e.g., Isa. 2:8; Isa. 2:8; 17:8; Matt17:8; Matt17:8; Matt. 23:4Matt. 23:4; Luke 11:; Luke 11:46), often46), often the equiv the equivalent of talent of the hand (che hand (cf. Isa. 59f. Isa. 59:1, 3). Us:1, 3). Used anthroped anthed anthropomoanthropomorphically,rphically, it repres it represents divinents divine power (ee power (e.g., Exod..g., Exod. 8:19; 31: 8:19; 31:18; Ps. 8:18; Ps. 8:3; cf. Luk3; cf3; cf. Luke 1cf. Luke 11:20).1:20).1:20).

In biblical usage, an instrument of creativity or productivity (e.g., Isa. 2:8; 17:8; 
Matt. 23:4; Luke 11:46), often the equivalent of the hand (cf. Isa. 59:1, 3). Used 
anthropomorphically, it represents divine power (e.g., Exod. 8:19; 31:18; Ps. 8:3; 
cf. Luke 11:20).

�In variousIn various offerings offerings, the prie, the priest was to st was to sprinkle osprinkle or smear wir smear with his finth his finger the sager the sacrificial csasacrificiasacrificial blood onl blood on the horns the horns of the al of the altar (e.g.,tar (e.g., Exod. 29: Exod. 29:12; Lev. 412; Lev. 4:25), on t:25), on the front ohe fronhe front of tfront of the mercy she mercy seat (16:14eat (16:14), or in f), or in front of thront of the tent of e tent of meeting (Nmeeting (Num. 19:4);um. 19:4); in cleans in c in cleansing cleansing lepers, thlepers, the high prie high priest was spest was specificallyecifically instructe instructed to use td to use the “right he “right finger” (Lfinger” finger” (Lfinger” (Lev. 14:16,ev. 14:16, 27). The  27). The Hebrews weHebrews were to bindre to bind the penta the pentateuchal lateuchal laws in phylws in phylacteries oacphylphylacteriphylacteries on theies on their fingers r fingers (Prov. 7:3(Prov. 7:3).).).

In various offerings, the priest was to sprinkle or smear with his finger the 
sacrificial blood on the horns of the altar (e.g., Exod. 29:12; Lev. 4:25), on the 
front of the mercy seat (16:14), or in front of the tent of meeting (Num. 19:4); in 
cleansing lepers, the high priest was specifically instructed to use the “right 
finger” (Lev. 14:16, 27). The Hebrews were to bind the pentateuchal laws in 
phylacteries on their fingers (Prov. 7:3).

�As a unit As a unit of measureof measure the finge the finger is the tr is the twenty-fourwenty-fourth part ofth part of a cubit o a cubit or 1.85 cm.r 1.85 cmr 1.85 cm. (.73 icm. (.73 in.; Jer. 5n.; Jer. 52:21).2:21).

As a unit of measure the finger is the twenty-fourth part of a cubit or 1.85 
cm. (.73 in.; Jer. 52:21).

FIREFIREFIRE

FIRE

Fire serveFire served many purd many purposes throposes throughout theughout the ancient N ancient Near East. ear East. DomesticalDomestically, fire wly, fire was used foawwas used fwas used for heat, lor heat, light, and ight, and cooking. Tcooking. The refinemhe refinement of metent of metals necessals necessitated firitated fire. Light ae. Le. Light and Light and smoke prodsmoke produced by fiuced by fire were usre were useful in eseful in establishingtablishing communica communications betwtions betwtions between nebetween neighboring ighboring towns. Firtowns. Fire was alsoe was also used in a used in a military  military context, pcontext, proving effroving effective botecteffeffective effective both in siboth in sieges and oeges and open battlepen battles.s.s.

Fire served many purposes throughout the ancient Near East. Domestically, fire 
was used for heat, light, and cooking. The refinement of metals necessitated fire. 
Light and smoke produced by fire were useful in establishing communications 
between neighboring towns. Fire was also used in a military context, proving 
effective both in sieges and open battles.

�Fire is ofFire is often used tten used to execute o execute divine juddivine judgment in tgment in the OT. Godhe OT. God places a  places a flaming swflamingflaming swflaming sword to guaord to guard the roard the road back to d back to Eden’s treEden’s tree of life e of life (Gen. 3:24(Gen. 3:24), and he ), and he destroys tdesdestroys tdestroys the inhabithe inhabitants of Soants of Sodom and Godom and Gomorrah witmorrah with fire (19h fire (19:24). Simi:24). Similarly, thelarly, the Egyptians E Egyptians Egyptians experienceexperience a superna a supernatural thuntural thunderstorm, derstorm, which invowhich involves hail lves hail accompanieaccompanieaccompanieaccompanied by fire d by fire (Exod. 9:2(Exod. 9:23). Aaron’3). Aaron’s sons Nads sons Nadab and Abiab and Abihu are conhu are consumed by fsumed bysumed by fire inby fire in front of  front of the tabernthe tabernacle afteracle after they viol they violate ritualate ritualistic protistic protocol (Lev.ocol (Lev. 10:2), an 10:2), a 10:2), and Korah’and Korah’s rebellios rebellion abruptlyn abruptly ends when ends when Yahweh co Yahweh consumes 250nsumes 250 men in fi men in fire (Num. 1re (Numre (Num. 16:3(Num. 16:35). Fire l5). Fire likewise coikewise consumes twonsumes two Israelite Israelite commander commanders and theis and their soldiersr soldiersr soldiers wsoldiers when Ahaziahen Ahaziah initiallh initially sends foy sends for Elijah (r Elijah (2 Kgs. 1:12 Kgs. 1:10-16).0-16).0-16).

Fire is often used to execute divine judgment in the OT. God places a 
flaming sword to guard the road back to Eden’s tree of life (Gen. 3:24), and he 
destroys the inhabitants of Sodom and Gomorrah with fire (19:24). Similarly, the 
Egyptians experience a supernatural thunderstorm, which involves hail 
accompanied by fire (Exod. 9:23). Aaron’s sons Nadab and Abihu are consumed 
by fire in front of the tabernacle after they violate ritualistic protocol (Lev. 10:2), 



and Korah’s rebellion abruptly ends when Yahweh consumes 250 men in fire 
(Num. 16:35). Fire likewise consumes two Israelite commanders and their 
soldiers when Ahaziah initially sends for Elijah (2 Kgs. 1:10-16).

�Fire also Fire also played a cplayed a central rolentral role in anciee in ancient Near Eant Near Eastern relistern religions, as gions, as both animaboth animaboth animal andanimal and vegetable vegetable sacrifice sacrifices were moss were most often cot often consumed by nsumed by fire. For fire. For this purpothis purpose in ancisepurpopurpose inpurpose in ancient I ancient Israel, a psrael, a perpetual ferpetual fire was maire was maintained ointained on the altan the altar of burntr of burnt offerings offe offerings offerings (Lev. 6:12(Lev. 6:12[MT 5]). F[MT 5]). Fire additiire additionally seronally served as theved as the primary m primary medium for edium for theophanietheotheophanietheophanies and othes and other divine mr divine manifestatianifestations. Yahweons. Yahweh is repreh is represented in sented in Abram’s drAbram’s drAbram’s dream in tdream in the form ofhe form of a smoking a smoking fire pot  fire pot and flaminand flaming torch (Gg torch (Gen. 15:17)en. 15:17). Yahweh s. Yahweh speaks to Mpsspeaks to speaks to Moses out Moses out of a burniof a burning bush (Eng bush (Exod. 3:2) xod. 3:2) and descenand descends to Mt. ds to Mt. Sinai in fSinai in fire (19:18ireffire (19:1fire (19:18). The wa8). The wandering Isndering Israelites araelites are nocturnre nocturnally guideally guided by a pild by a pillar of firlar of fire (Exod. 1e (Exode (Exod. 13:(Exod. 13:21). Elija21). Elijah defeats h defeats the prophethe prophets of Baalts of Baal on Mt. Ca on Mt. Carmel when rmel when Yahweh proYahweh proYahweh produces fproduces fire for a ire for a sacrifice sacrifice (1 Kgs. 18(1 Kgs. 18:23-40), a:23-40), and the absnd the absence of Goence of God in the fd in the fire at Horire aire at Horeb iat Horeb is explicits explicitly remarkaly remarkable (19:12ble (19:12). Elsewhe). Elsewhere, Yahwehre, Yahweh is descri is described as emibed as emitting firettiemiemitting femitting fire from hire from his mouth (is mouth (Ps. 18:8[9Ps. 18:8[9] = 2 Sam.] = 2 Sam. 22:9). Ya 22:9). Yahweh’s prehweh’s presence in tsence in the tabernahe tthe tabernthe tabernacle and tacle and temple is semple is symbolized ymbolized by the sevby the seven flames en flames on the menon the menorah. Alsoorah. Alsoorah. Also, fireAlso, fire often acc often accompanies tompanies the descriphe description of antion of angels in bogels in both the OT th the OT and NT (Juand NT (Judg. 6:21; dg(Ju(Judg. 6:2(Judg. 6:21; 13:20; 1; 13:20; Dan. 10:6;Dan. 10:6; Rev. 1:14 Rev. 1:14; 2:18).; 2:18).; 2:18).

Fire also played a central role in ancient Near Eastern religions, as both 
animal and vegetable sacrifices were most often consumed by fire. For this 
purpose in ancient Israel, a perpetual fire was maintained on the altar of burnt 
offerings (Lev. 6:12[MT 5]). Fire additionally served as the primary medium for 
theophanies and other divine manifestations. Yahweh is represented in Abram’s 
dream in the form of a smoking fire pot and flaming torch (Gen. 15:17). Yahweh 
speaks to Moses out of a burning bush (Exod. 3:2) and descends to Mt. Sinai in 
fire (19:18). The wandering Israelites are nocturnally guided by a pillar of fire 
(Exod. 13:21). Elijah defeats the prophets of Baal on Mt. Carmel when Yahweh 
produces fire for a sacrifice (1 Kgs. 18:23-40), and the absence of God in the fire 
at Horeb is explicitly remarkable (19:12). Elsewhere, Yahweh is described as 
emitting fire from his mouth (Ps. 18:8[9] = 2 Sam. 22:9). Yahweh’s presence in 
the tabernacle and temple is symbolized by the seven flames on the menorah. 
Also, fire often accompanies the description of angels in both the OT and NT 
(Judg. 6:21; 13:20; Dan. 10:6; Rev. 1:14; 2:18).

�The etymolThe etymology of theogy of the Hebrew wo Hebrew word for firrd for fire e ({eäsû)({eäsû) is uncert is uncertain. The wain. The word may deord mord may derivemay derive from a Se from a Semitic rootmitic root meaning “ meaning “to be socito be sociable and fable and friendly,” riendly,” or it may or it may be onomatobebe onomatobe onomatopoetic forpoetic for the sound the sound of fire. of fire. of fire.

The etymology of the Hebrew word for fire ({eäsû) is uncertain. The word 
may derive from a Semitic root meaning “to be sociable and friendly,” or it may 
be onomatopoetic for the sound of fire.

Michael M.Michael M. Homan Homan
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FIRMAMENTFIRMAMENTFIRMAMENT

FIRMAMENT

A thin sheA thin sheet, similaet, similar to a pier to a piece of beatce of beaten metal, en metal, that stretthat stretched from ched from horizon tohorizon to horizon t hor horizon tohorizon to form the  form the vault of tvault of the sky. Inhe sky. In Hebrew co Hebrew cosmology, tsmology, the univershe universe consistee consisted of threedconsisteconsisted consisted of three pof three parts: the arts: the waters abowaters above, the eave, the earth below,rth below, and the w and the waters beneaters beneath the eaabenebeneath thbeneath the earth (ce earth (cf. Exod. 2f. Exod. 20:4). Job 0:4). Job 37:18 desc37:18 describes God ribes God as spreadias spreading out theng out the heavens a he heavens anheavens and making td making them “as hahem “as hard as a mird as a mirror of carror of cast bronze”st bronze” (cf. LXX  (cf. LXX Gk. Gk. steréoœma,sterésteréoœma,steréoœma, suggestin suggesting an embosg an embossed or hamsed or hammered-out mered-out bowl).bowl).bowl).

A thin sheet, similar to a piece of beaten metal, that stretched from horizon to 
horizon to form the vault of the sky. In Hebrew cosmology, the universe 
consisted of three parts: the waters above, the earth below, and the waters 
beneath the earth (cf. Exod. 20:4). Job 37:18 describes God as spreading out the 
heavens and making them “as hard as a mirror of cast bronze” (cf. LXX Gk. 
steréoœma, suggesting an embossed or hammered-out bowl).

�The firmamThe firmament (Heb. ent (Heb. raœqiîa®{;raœqiîa®{; Lat.  Lat. firmamentufirmamentumm) serves t) serves to separateo separate the water the w the waters abowaters above from thve from the waters be waters below (Gen.elow (Gen. 1:6-8), i 1:6-8), its primaryts primary function  function being to pbeing to prevent therpprevent thprevent the waters ae waters above from bove from crashing dcrashing down upon town upon the earth bhe earth below and felow and flooding thlooding tlooding the world.the world. However,  However, small holesmall holes in the fs in the firmament pirmament permitted termitted the occasiohe occasional releasnal release of waterereleasrelease ofrelease of water in  water in the form othe form of rain (Gef rain (Gen. 7:11; Pn. 7:11; Ps. 78:23-2s. 78:23-24). The mo4). The moon, sun, aon, sun, and stars wnd snd stars werestars were placed al placed along this fong this fixed arch ixed arch in the heain the heavens (Gen.vens (Gen. 1:14-18). 1:14-18). In Ezekie In Ezekiel’s chariol’s chl’s chariot vichariot vision the fsion the firmament airmament appears as ppears as an expansean expanse over the  over the heads of theads of the creaturhe creatures which lecreaturcreatures creatures which lookwhich looked like sped like sparkling icarkling ice; above te; above the firmamehe firmament is a thnt is a throne of sarone of sapphire (Ezpphsasapphire (sapphire (Ezek. 1:22Ezek. 1:22-26).-26).-26).

The firmament (Heb. raœqiîa®{; Lat. firmamentum) serves to separate the 
waters above from the waters below (Gen. 1:6-8), its primary function being to 
prevent the waters above from crashing down upon the earth below and flooding 
the world. However, small holes in the firmament permitted the occasional 
release of water in the form of rain (Gen. 7:11; Ps. 78:23-24). The moon, sun, and 
stars were placed along this fixed arch in the heavens (Gen. 1:14-18). In Ezekiel’s 
chariot vision the firmament appears as an expanse over the heads of the 
creatures which looked like sparkling ice; above the firmament is a throne of 
sapphire (Ezek. 1:22-26).

W. Dennis W. Dennis Tucker, JrTucker, Jr..
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FIRSTBORNFIRSTBORNFIRSTBORN

FIRSTBORN

The first The first male offspmale offspring of boring of both animalsth animals (also cal (also called “firstled “firstlings”) anlings”) and humans. d humans. They were They wThey were regarwere regarded as belded as belonging to onging to God (Exod.God (Exod. 22:29-30[ 22:29-30[MT 28–29])MT 28–29]); this was; this was a reflect a reflec a reflectionreflection of the Pa of the Passover whessover when the firsn the firstborn maletborn males of Israes of Israel were spal were spared duringred during the final th the final the final plague agaplague against Egyptinst Egypt (13:2, 14 (13:2, 14–15). In l–15). In later timesater times, the Levi, the Levites were stes were set aside fet asidet aside for aside for the servicthe service of the se of the sanctuary ianctuary in place ofn place of all first all firstborn Israeborn Israelites (Numlites (Num. 3:12-13). 3:12-1. 3:12-13). 3:12-13). Israel wasIsrael was regarded  regarded as the firas the firstborn of stborn of God among God among the nationthe nations (Exod. 4s (Exod. 4:22; cf. J:244:22; cf. 4:22; cf. Jer. 31:9[Jer. 31:9[8]).8]).8]).

The first male offspring of both animals (also called “firstlings”) and humans. They 
were regarded as belonging to God (Exod. 22:29-30[MT 28–29]); this was a 
reflection of the Passover when the firstborn males of Israel were spared during 
the final plague against Egypt (13:2, 14–15). In later times, the Levites were set 
aside for the service of the sanctuary in place of all firstborn Israelites (Num. 
3:12-13). Israel was regarded as the firstborn of God among the nations (Exod. 
4:22; cf. Jer. 31:9[8]).

�Neither fiNeither firstborn hurstborn humans nor amans nor animals wernimals were to be ree to be released forleased for secular p secular purposes wiurposppurposes wpurposes without redithout redemption. Temption. There was there was to be a subo be a substitution stitution (Exod. 13:(Exod. 13:12-13; 34:12-13; 34:12-13; 34:20; Lev34:20; Lev. 27:26ff.. 27:26ff.; Num. 18:; Num. 18:15). First15). Firstborn impurborn impure and bleme and blemished animished animals were tals were to be redeeotto be redeto be redeemed (by pemed (by paying the aying the assessed vassessed value of thalue of the animal pe animal plus one filus one fifth; Lev. fth; Lev. 27:26-27 [27:227:26-27 [27:26-27 [cf. vv. 9–cf. vv. 9–13]; Exod.13]; Exod. 34:20). F 34:20). Firstborn sirstborn sacrificialacrificial animals w animals were to be ere to be sanctifiedsanctisanctifiedsanctified as either as either a burnt o a burnt offering orffering or a peace o a peace offering (Nffering (Num. 18:17;um. 18:17; Deut. 15: Deut. 15:20). There20). 15:15:20). Th15:20). There is litere is little solid tle solid evidence oevidence of the reguf the regular sacriflar sacrifice of firice of firstborn humstborn humans, in eians, in ans, in either in either the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East or the Bt or the Bible; the ible; the incident oincident of 2 Kgs. 3f 2 Kgs. 3:27, where:27, where the king  the  the king othe king of Moab sacf Moab sacrificed hirificed his firstbors firstborn, is excen, is exceptional.ptional.ptional.

Neither firstborn humans nor animals were to be released for secular 
purposes without redemption. There was to be a substitution (Exod. 13:12-13; 
34:20; Lev. 27:26ff.; Num. 18:15). Firstborn impure and blemished animals were 
to be redeemed (by paying the assessed value of the animal plus one fifth; Lev. 
27:26-27 [cf. vv. 9–13]; Exod. 34:20). Firstborn sacrificial animals were to be 
sanctified as either a burnt offering or a peace offering (Num. 18:17; Deut. 
15:20). There is little solid evidence of the regular sacrifice of firstborn humans, 
in either the ancient Near East or the Bible; the incident of 2 Kgs. 3:27, where 
the king of Moab sacrificed his firstborn, is exceptional.

�The firstbThe firstborn of humorn of humans were aans were assigned a ssigned a double pordouble portion of thtion of the inheritae inheritance from tnce fronce from the ffrom the father (Deuather (Deut. 21:15-1t. 21:15-17). A fath7). A father could ner could not disregaot disregard birth ord birth order in asrder in assigning thsignasassigning assigning the firstbthe firstborn’s portorn’s portion of hision of his possessio possessions. Thoughns. Though the first the firstborn couldborn could lose his  lose lose his blose his birthright irthright either by either by the act ofthe act of God (1 Ch God (1 Chr. 28:4; 1r. 28:4; 1 Kgs. 2:15 Kgs. 2:15) or by se) or by selling it (lling itlling it (Gen. 2it (Gen. 25:31-34), 5:31-34), the firstbthe firstborn never orn never lost the tlost the title.itle.itle.

The firstborn of humans were assigned a double portion of the inheritance 
from the father (Deut. 21:15-17). A father could not disregard birth order in 
assigning the firstborn’s portion of his possessions. Though the firstborn could 
lose his birthright either by the act of God (1 Chr. 28:4; 1 Kgs. 2:15) or by selling 
it (Gen. 25:31-34), the firstborn never lost the title.

�The firstbThe firstborn is preorn is presented firsented first in genest in genealogies (ealogies (e.g., 1 Chr.g., 1 Chr. 6:16-30[. 6:16-30[1–14]). Th1–14]). The family leThThe familyThe family line is m line is maintained aintained through ththrough the firstbore firstborn, even ifn, even if other son other sons are names are named (1 Chr. d (1d (1 Chr. 7:(1 Chr. 7:1-4). The 1-4). The firstborn firstborn is the basis the base of refere of reference for tence for the rest ofhe rest of the famil the family (cf. Geny (cf. Gy (cf. Gen. 36:22Gen. 36:22), indicat), indicating his sting his status. The atus. The right of tright of the firstbohe firstborn was nevrn was never extendeer extended to firstd tod to firstboto firstborn daughtern daughters.rs.rs.

The firstborn is presented first in genealogies (e.g., 1 Chr. 6:16-30[1–14]). 
The family line is maintained through the firstborn, even if other sons are named 
(1 Chr. 7:1-4). The firstborn is the base of reference for the rest of the family (cf. 
Gen. 36:22), indicating his status. The right of the firstborn was never extended 
to firstborn daughters.

�In the NT In the NT Jesus is pJesus is presented aresented as the firss the firstborn (Gk.tborn (Gk.  proœtoœtokproœtoœtokosos) of Mary ) of Mary ) of Mary (MattMary (Matt. 1:25; Lu. 1:25; Luke 2:7) anke 2:7) and of God (d of God (Heb. 1:6).Heb. 1:6). Elsewhere Elsewhere he is reg he is regarded as tarded as the “firstbhetthe “firstthe “firstborn of alborn of all creationl creation” (Col. 1:” (Col. 1:15), i.e.,15), i.e., a mediato a mediator of creatr of creation (cf. vion (cf. vv. 16–17),v. 16–17)v. 16–17), an16–17), and as the “d as the “firstborn firstborn from the dfrom the dead” (v. 1ead” (v. 18; Rev. 1:8; Rev. 1:5), indica5), indicating his pting his primacy in rimacpprimacy inprimacy in the order the order of resurr of resurrection. Jeection. Jesus is thesus is the “firstbor “firstborn of many n of many brethren” brethren” (i.e., tho(i.e.(i.e., tho(i.e., those who wouse who would be confld be conformed to hormed to his image; is image; Rom. 8:29-Rom. 8:29-30). The t30). The term occurserm occurerm occurs oncoccurs once with rege with regard to theard to the “destroye “destroyer of the fr of the firstborn” irstborn” in Egypt (in Egypt (Heb. 11:28Heb. 11:28; cf. Exod; c; cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 11:5ff.). 11:5ff.). Finally, tFinally, the Church he Church is seen asis seen as an assemb an assembly of “firly of “firstborn” pestborn” people who aople wople who are enwho are enrolled in rolled in heaven (Heheaven (Heb. 12:23).b. 12:23).

In the NT Jesus is presented as the firstborn (Gk. proœtoœtokos) of 
Mary (Matt. 1:25; Luke 2:7) and of God (Heb. 1:6). Elsewhere he is regarded as 
the “firstborn of all creation” (Col. 1:15), i.e., a mediator of creation (cf. vv. 
16–17), and as the “firstborn from the dead” (v. 18; Rev. 1:5), indicating his 
primacy in the order of resurrection. Jesus is the “firstborn of many brethren” 
(i.e., those who would be conformed to his image; Rom. 8:29-30). The term 
occurs once with regard to the “destroyer of the firstborn” in Egypt (Heb. 11:28; 
cf. Exod. 11:5ff.). Finally, the Church is seen as an assembly of “firstborn” people 
who are enrolled in heaven (Heb. 12:23).
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The first The first of the seaof the seasonal prodsonal produce from tuce from the soil (Hhe soil (Heb. eb. bikku®riîmbikku®riîm,, “first ri “first ripe”; pe”; reä}sûiît�rereä}sûiît�reä}sûiît�,, “first pr “first processed”).ocessed”). It was co It was considered tnsidered to be intrio be intrinsically hnsically holy, the poly, the possession osseppossessionpossession of God. I of God. In acknowlen acknowledgement thdgement that Yahweh at Yahweh owns the lowns the land as weland as well as the cl as thel as the crops the crops produced oproduced on it, and n it, and also that also that he broughthe brought Israel in Israel into the lanto the land, the fird, the first part ofst parst part of thpart of the crop wase crop was to be tra to be transferred tnsferred to God befoo God before the resre the rest could bet could be consumed. consumed. consumed. consumed. Without thWithout that transfeat transfer, there cr, there could be noould be no blessing  blessing on the reson the rest of the ct of the crop (Lev. roccrop (Lev.crop (Lev. 19:23-25; 19:23-25; 23:14; De 23:14; Deut. 26:1-1ut. 26:1-15; Prov. 35; Prov. 3:9-10). Th:9-10). This transfeis transfer of the fr of the firstfruitsirstfrffirstfruitfirstfruits to God ws to God was requireas required not onlyd not only from the  from the first ripefirst ripe of the cr of the crop, but alop, but also from thso froso from the ffrom the first proceirst processed of sossed of some productme products: grain, s: grain, new wine, new wine, new olive new olive oil, firstoil, first syrup, le syru syrup, leasyrup, leavened foodvened food, bread do, bread dough, and eugh, and even wool (ven wool (Lev. 2:12;Lev. 2:12; Num. 15:2 Num. 15:20-21; 18:10-21; 18:10-21; 18:12; Deu18:12; Deut. 18:4).t. 18:4).t. 18:4).

The first of the seasonal produce from the soil (Heb. bikku®riîm, “first ripe”; 
reä}sûiît�,  “first processed”). It was considered to be intrinsically holy, the 
possession of God. In acknowledgement that Yahweh owns the land as well as 
the crops produced on it, and also that he brought Israel into the land, the first 
part of the crop was to be transferred to God before the rest could be 
consumed. Without that transfer, there could be no blessing on the rest of the 
crop (Lev. 19:23-25; 23:14; Deut. 26:1-15; Prov. 3:9-10). This transfer of the 
firstfruits to God was required not only from the first ripe of the crop, but also 
from the first processed of some products: grain, new wine, new olive oil, first 
syrup, leavened food, bread dough, and even wool (Lev. 2:12; Num. 15:20-21; 
18:12; Deut. 18:4).

�The very fThe very first sheafirst sheaf of grain  of grain harvested harvested (probably (probably barley, sibarley, since it ripnce it ripened firstened first) was to b) firstfirst) wasfirst) was to be tra to be transferred tnsferred to God by to God by the elevatihe elevation ceremonon ceremony (“wave” y (“wave” in many trin many translationsatrtranslatiotranslations; NRSV “ns; NRSV “raise”) beraise”) before the Lfore the Lord (Lev. ord (Lev. 23:10ff.) 23:10ff.) preceding preceding the consumthe consumption of aptconsumconsumptioconsumption of any on of any of the new f the new harvest, aharvest, along with long with other sacrother sacrifices. Thifices. This public is public act proclaact act proclaact proclaimed that imed that the harvesthe harvest belongedt belonged to the Lo to the Lord. Seven rd. Seven weeks lateweeks later a sacredr a sacred occasion  o occasion woccasion was to be pas to be proclaimed roclaimed during whiduring which no laboch no laborious workrious work could be  could be performed.performeperformed.performed.

The very first sheaf of grain harvested (probably barley, since it ripened 
first) was to be transferred to God by the elevation ceremony (“wave” in many 
translations; NRSV “raise”) before the Lord (Lev. 23:10ff.) preceding the 
consumption of any of the new harvest, along with other sacrifices. This public 
act proclaimed that the harvest belonged to the Lord. Seven weeks later a sacred 
occasion was to be proclaimed during which no laborious work could be 
performed.

�In Greek lIn Greek literature iterature up to the up to the 1st centur1st century, Gk. y, Gk. aparcheäíaparcheäí is used a is used as a term fs a term for “firstfoffor “firstfor “firstfruits” safruits” sacrificed tcrificed to the godso the gods in nonbib in nonbiblical litelical literature andrature and to the Lo to the Lord in the rd in thrd in the LXX. Ithe LXX. In the NT Pn the NT Paul uses taul uses this concephis concept of firstt of firstfruits, esfruits, especially rpecially relating toelating to the OT, a the O the OT, as a mOT, as a metaphor foetaphor for Jesus asr Jesus as the first the first one to ri one to rise from thse from the dead, the dead, the first ine first in a series  a ser a series of series of those who those who will rise will rise from the dfrom the dead in theead in the future (1 future (1 Cor. 15:2 Cor. 15:20, 23). He0, 23). He also uses also also uses also uses it to descit to describe the fribe the first conveirst converts to Chrrts to Christianity istianity in certainin certain geographi geographical areas cal arecal areas (1 Careas (1 Cor. 16:15;or. 16:15; Rom. 16:5 Rom. 16:5). In Rom.). In Rom. 8:23 Paul 8:23 Paul names the names the gift of t gift of the Spirit he Spirit as firstfras firas firstfruitfirstfruits. In Rom.s. In Rom. 11:16 he  11:16 he uses a douuses a double metaphble metaphor of the or of the dough as fdough as firstfruitsirstfruits to the wh to t to the whole the whole lump, and lump, and secondly asecondly a tree, nam tree, naming roots ing roots and branchand branches. Both ses. Both stress thattress that Israel is thatthat Israethat Israel is holy l is holy because ofbecause of her holy  her holy origin, deorigin, despite unhospite unholy appearaly appearances at thnces at this time. Sis timis time. Simitime. Similarly, Jamlarly, James (Jas. 1es (Jas. 1:18) uses :18) uses the term tthe term to address o address ChristiansChristians as the “f as the “firstfruitsirstfru“f“firstfrui“firstfruits of (Godts of (God’s) creatu’s) creatures.” In Rres.” In Rev. 14:4 tev. 14:4 the 144 thohe 144 thousand are usand are a “firstfra “firstfruit” for Cuit” fouit” for Christfor Christians; theyians; they are undef are undefiled, withiled, without deceitout deceit, and spot, and spotless.less.less.

In Greek literature up to the 1st century, Gk. aparcheäí is used as a term 
for “firstfruits” sacrificed to the gods in nonbiblical literature and to the Lord in 
the LXX. In the NT Paul uses this concept of firstfruits, especially relating to the 
OT, as a metaphor for Jesus as the first one to rise from the dead, the first in a 
series of those who will rise from the dead in the future (1 Cor. 15:20, 23). He 
also uses it to describe the first converts to Christianity in certain geographical 
areas (1 Cor. 16:15; Rom. 16:5). In Rom. 8:23 Paul names the gift of the Spirit as 
firstfruits. In Rom. 11:16 he uses a double metaphor of the dough as firstfruits to 
the whole lump, and secondly a tree, naming roots and branches. Both stress 
that Israel is holy because of her holy origin, despite unholy appearances at this 
time. Similarly, James (Jas. 1:18) uses the term to address Christians as the 
“firstfruits of (God’s) creatures.” In Rev. 14:4 the 144 thousand are a “firstfruit” 
for Christians; they are undefiled, without deceit, and spotless.
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The Bible The Bible does not idoes not identify a dentify a single spesingle species of ficies of fish. Generish. Generic terms lic terms like Heb. ke Heb. daœg�daœg�daœg�daœg� and  and daœg�a®daœg�a® refer to  refer to any water-any water-dwelling cdwelling creature. Sreature. Similarly, imilarly, the Greek the Greethe Greek termGreek terms (s (ichthyés,ichthyés, the most  the most common; common; opsaérion,opsaérion, used only used only in John’s in John’s Gospel;  Gos Gospel; Gospel; prosphaégiprosphaégion,on, only in J only in John 21:5) ohn 21:5) are all geare all general termneral terms. This wos. This would suggesuld suggeuld suggest thsuggest that fish plat fish played no esayed no essential pasential part in the rt in the life of thlife of the majoritye majority of Israel of Israelites.ites.ites.

The Bible does not identify a single species of fish. Generic terms like Heb. 
daœg�  and daœg�a®  refer to any water-dwelling creature. Similarly, the 
Greek terms (ichthyés, the most common; opsaérion, used only in John’s 
Gospel; prosphaégion, only in John 21:5) are all general terms. This would 
suggest that fish played no essential part in the life of the majority of Israelites.

�Unlike itsUnlike its Mesopotam Mesopotamian and Egian and Egyptian neiyptian neighbors, Isghbors, Israel was nrael was neither a reither a river cultuiver cuiver culture noculture nor a sea-gor a sea-going peopleing people. Fishing . Fishing was centerwas centered around ed around the lakes the lakes (Huleh and(Huleh and the Galil t the Galilethe Galilee) and thee) and the Jordan Ri Jordan River. The Gver. The Galilee feaalilee features 19 ntures 19 native specative species. Threeies. Three main kind ma main kindsmain kinds of fish a of fish are found ire found in the Galin the Galilee: lee: CichildaeCichildae (the famo (the famous St. Petus St. Peter’s fish er’s fish named Tilanamnamed Tilanamed Tilapia); pia); CyprinidaeCyprinidae (carplike (carplike fish of v fish of various sizarious sizes); es); SiluridaeSiluridae (catfish) (catfish). The Dead. The De. The Dead Sea sDead Sea sustains noustains no fish life fish life, and all , and all other Israother Israelite wateelite water sources r sources were insigwere insignificant fnificaninsiginsignificinsignificant for fiant for fishing. Furshing. Further, the ther, the coastal Mecoastal Mediterraneaditerranean shores wn shores were not veere not very productry prry productiveproductive for fishi for fishing. Fish wng. Fish were, howevere, however, importer, imported by Tyried by Tyrian merchanan merchants (Neh. 1ts (Neh. 13:16) and 3113:16) and13:16) and sold just sold just inside th inside the Fish Gate Fish Gate located e located on the noron the northwestern thwestern corner of corner of Jerusalem JeJerusalem Jerusalem (Zeph. 1:1(Zeph. 1:10; Neh. 3:0; Neh. 3:3). Obviou3). Obviously, imporsly, imported fish mted fish must have bust have been smokedeen smokedeen smoked, sasmoked, salted, or slted, or sun-dried fun-dried for transpoor transport.rt.rt.

Unlike its Mesopotamian and Egyptian neighbors, Israel was neither a river 



culture nor a sea-going people. Fishing was centered around the lakes (Huleh and 
the Galilee) and the Jordan River. The Galilee features 19 native species. Three 
main kinds of fish are found in the Galilee: Cichildae (the famous St. Peter’s fish 
named Tilapia); Cyprinidae (carplike fish of various sizes); Siluridae (catfish). The 
Dead Sea sustains no fish life, and all other Israelite water sources were 
insignificant for fishing. Further, the coastal Mediterranean shores were not very 
productive for fishing. Fish were, however, imported by Tyrian merchants (Neh. 
13:16) and sold just inside the Fish Gate located on the northwestern corner of 
Jerusalem (Zeph. 1:10; Neh. 3:3). Obviously, imported fish must have been 
smoked, salted, or sun-dried for transport.

�Most of thMost of the biblicale biblical terms for terms for fishing i fishing implements mplements are relateare related to huntid to hunting, suggesng, suggeng, suggestingsuggesting that fish that fishing was noing was not a commont a common practice  practice beyond thebeyond the Sea of Ga Sea of Galilee and lilee and the Jordanththe Jordanthe Jordan River. Ne River. Nets and spets and spears were tars were the primaryhe primary tools for tools for fishing a fishing as the rod s the rod was apparewawas apparewas apparently unknontly unknown. By NT wn. By NT times, fistimes, fishing assumhing assumed a greated a greater importaer importance in thence in thence in the text. the text. Seven of tSeven of the disciplhe disciples were fies were fishermen byshermen by trade and trade and much of t much of the biblicahe biblical record wl rel record wasrecord was centered  centered in the Galin the Galilee regioilee region.n.n.

Most of the biblical terms for fishing implements are related to hunting, 
suggesting that fishing was not a common practice beyond the Sea of Galilee and 
the Jordan River. Nets and spears were the primary tools for fishing as the rod 
was apparently unknown. By NT times, fishing assumed a greater importance in 
the text. Seven of the disciples were fishermen by trade and much of the biblical 
record was centered in the Galilee region.

�While fishWhile fish were not  were not a part of a part of the everydthe everyday diet inay diet in Israel as Israel as they were they were in Egypt  in Egypt in Egypt (NumEgypt (Num. 11:5), t. 11:5), they were nhey were nonethelessonetheless addressed addressed in Israel in Israel’s dietary’s dietary laws. It  laws. It was necesswaswas necesswas necessary for alary for all fishlikel fishlike creatures creatures to posses to possess “fins ans “fins and scales” d scales” (Lev. 11:9(Lev. 11:9-12; Deut.-12; D-12; Deut. 14:9Deut. 14:9-10) in or-10) in order to be der to be “clean” or“clean” or acceptabl acceptable for eatie for eating; this wng; this would rule ould rule out all shout out all shout all shellfish, sellfish, sea mammalsea mammals, sharks, , sharks, eels, and eels, and catfish. Icatfish. It was alsot was also forbidden forbidden to make a to mak to make an immake an image of fisage of fish (Deut. 4h (Deut. 4:18), prob:18), probably in liably in light of theght of the goddess A goddess Atargatis, targatis, a Syrian fa Syra Syrian fisSyrian fish deity whh deity whose templeose temple is mentio is mentioned in 2 Mned in 2 Macc. 12:26acc. 12:26...

While fish were not a part of the everyday diet in Israel as they were in 
Egypt (Num. 11:5), they were nonetheless addressed in Israel’s dietary laws. It 
was necessary for all fishlike creatures to possess “fins and scales” (Lev. 11:9-12; 
Deut. 14:9-10) in order to be “clean” or acceptable for eating; this would rule 
out all shellfish, sea mammals, sharks, eels, and catfish. It was also forbidden to 
make an image of fish (Deut. 4:18), probably in light of the goddess Atargatis, a 
Syrian fish deity whose temple is mentioned in 2 Macc. 12:26.

�In the endIn the end days, fis days, fish would plh would play a part ay a part in God’s bin God’s blessing onlessing on Israel (E Israel (Ezek. 47:9)zek. 47:9). The prop. 47:9)47:9). The47:9). The prophet p prophet predicted tredicted that a strehat a stream would fam would flow from tlow from the throne he throne in Jerusalin Jerusalem and woueJerusalJerusalem Jerusalem and would and would purify thepurify the Dead Sea  Dead Sea so that fiso that fish would tsh would teem there.eem there. Jesus lik Jesus likened the cenliklikened thlikened the coming ke coming kingdom of ingdom of heaven to heaven to fishing wifishing with a net ath a net and catchinnd catching good andg good and bad fish  andand bad fiand bad fish which ssh which symbolize tymbolize the righteohe righteous and theus and the wicked (M wicked (Matt. 13:47att. 13:47-50).-50).-50).

In the end days, fish would play a part in God’s blessing on Israel (Ezek. 
47:9). The prophet predicted that a stream would flow from the throne in 
Jerusalem and would purify the Dead Sea so that fish would teem there. Jesus 
likened the coming kingdom of heaven to fishing with a net and catching good 
and bad fish which symbolize the righteous and the wicked (Matt. 13:47-50).

�Fish were Fish were especiallyespecially important important in the li in the life and minfe and ministry of Cistry of Christ. He hrist. He fed bread fed bread fed bread and bread and fish to thfish to the 5000 (Mae 5000 (Matt. 14:13-tt. 14:13-21) and la21) and later anotheter another 4000 (15r 4000 (15:32–39). T:32–39). The resurreheTThe resurrThe resurrected Chriected Christ ate brost ate broiled fish iled fish with his awith his astounded dstounded disciples (isciples (Luke 24:42Luke 24:42). He chos). H). He chose tHe chose to communico communicate his tiate his time in the me in the grave thrograve through the exugh the experience operience of Jonah (Jf Jonah (Jf Jonah (Jon. 1:17(Jon. 1:17[MT 2:1]),[MT 2:1]), whose “gr whose “great fish” eat fish” was then lwas then likened to ikened to an apocalyan apocalyptic sea mptic sea monster (Maonmmonster (Mmonster (Matt. 12:40att. 12:40). The mos). The most famous ft famous fish story,ish story, however,  however, is actuallis actually a postbiy a postbiblical oneblicpostbipostbiblicpostbiblical one foual one founded on thnded on the use of te use of the Greek whe Greek word for fiord for fish as an ash as an acronym forcronym for the ancie t the ancienthe ancient creed “Jt creed “Jesus Chrisesus Christ, God’s St, God’s Son, Savioron, Savior.” The fir.” The first letter st letter of each ofof each of these cre thes these creethese creedal names dal names reproducesreproduces the Greek the Greek word for  word for fish, fish, ichthyés.ichthyés.ichthyés.

Fish were especially important in the life and ministry of Christ. He fed 
bread and fish to the 5000 (Matt. 14:13-21) and later another 4000 (15:32–39). 
The resurrected Christ ate broiled fish with his astounded disciples (Luke 24:42). 
He chose to communicate his time in the grave through the experience of Jonah 
(Jon. 1:17[MT 2:1]), whose “great fish” was then likened to an apocalyptic sea 
monster (Matt. 12:40). The most famous fish story, however, is actually a 
postbiblical one founded on the use of the Greek word for fish as an acronym for 
the ancient creed “Jesus Christ, God’s Son, Savior.” The first letter of each of 
these creedal names reproduces the Greek word for fish, ichthyés.
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Fishing toFishing took place iok place in fresh wan fresh water, occaster, occasionally inionally in the Jorda the Jordan River ann River and its tribd its tributaries, mutarietribtributarietributaries, more ofs, more often in Lakten in Lake Huleh, be Huleh, but especiaut especially in thelly in the Sea of Ga Sea of Galilee (Matlilee (Matt. 4:18; Mt. 4:1t. 4:18; Mark4:18; Mark 1:16). Fi 1:16). Fish was an sh was an inexpensivinexpensive source oe source of high quaf high quality protelity protein and comin and commonly servmocomcommonly scommonly served witherved with bread (e. bread (e.g., Matt. g., Matt. 14:17 par.14:17 par.; John 21:; John 21:9-13; cf. 9-13; cf. Matt. 7:9-Matt. 7:9-10). The H10).7:9-7:9-10). T7:9-10). The Hebrewshe Hebrews pined for pined for the fish  the fish of the Nilof the Nile (Num. 11e (Num. 11:5). The R:5). The Red Sea anded Sea and the Medit andand the Meand the Mediterraneaditerranean providedn provided ample mar ample marine varietine varieties of fisies of fish. Tyriansh. Tyrians sold fish sold fish in Jerusa in  in Jerusalin Jerusalem which wem which were probabere probably salted ly salted or smoked or smoked marine fismarine fish from theh from the Mediterra Mediterr MediterranMediterranean (Neh. ean (Neh. 13:16). Je13:16). Jerusalem prrusalem probably hadobably had a fish ma a fish market locatrket located near thed near the Fish Gateththe Fish Gthe Fish Gate (2 Chrate (2 Chr. 33:14; N. 33:14; Neh. 3:3; Zeh. 3:3; Zeph. 1:10)eph. 1:10), the exac, the exact locationt location of which  of which is unknownis uis unknown buunknown but thought t thought to be one to be one of the maiof the main entrancen entrances to the cs to the city locateity located near thed near thed near the Damascthe Damascus Gate. Ius Gate. It is also t is also possible tpossible that fish what fish were raisedere raised in natura in natural and consl and constructed potrucconsconstructeconstructed ponds, fd ponds, for which tor which there is evhere is evidence in idence in Egyptian aEgyptian and Assyriand Assyrian art. Then art. The Romans wi R Romans widRomans widely used tely used this methodhis method, and elab, and elaborate fishorate fish ponds wer ponds were located e located in Rome duin Rome din Rome during theduring the time of N time of Nero and Trero and Trajan.ajan.ajan.

Fishing took place in fresh water, occasionally in the Jordan River and its 
tributaries, more often in Lake Huleh, but especially in the Sea of Galilee (Matt. 
4:18; Mark 1:16). Fish was an inexpensive source of high quality protein and 
commonly served with bread (e.g., Matt. 14:17 par.; John 21:9-13; cf. Matt. 
7:9-10). The Hebrews pined for the fish of the Nile (Num. 11:5). The Red Sea 
and the Mediterranean provided ample marine varieties of fish. Tyrians sold fish 
in Jerusalem which were probably salted or smoked marine fish from the 
Mediterranean (Neh. 13:16). Jerusalem probably had a fish market located near 
the Fish Gate (2 Chr. 33:14; Neh. 3:3; Zeph. 1:10), the exact location of which is 
unknown but thought to be one of the main entrances to the city located near 
the Damascus Gate. It is also possible that fish were raised in natural and 
constructed ponds, for which there is evidence in Egyptian and Assyrian art. The 
Romans widely used this method, and elaborate fish ponds were located in Rome 
during the time of Nero and Trajan.

�Fish were Fish were normally onormally obtained bybtained by three met three methods: netshods: nets, hook and, hook and line, and line, and spears. N spear spears. Nespears. Nets were ofts were of three var three varieties: a ieties: a cast net, cast net, a gill neta gill net, and a dr, and a drag net. Thag net. The cast nete cast ne cast net (Gk. net (Gk. amphiíbleäamphiíbleästronstron) was a sm) was a small, circuall, circular, hand-lar, hand-held net theld net tossed fromossed from a boat or a bo a boat or inboat or in shallow w shallow water (Mattater (Matt. 4:18). T. 4:18). The gill nehe gill net, or tramt, or trammel net mel net (diíktyon)(diíktyon),, was a lon was was a longwas a long net with  net with floats thafloats that would bet would be suspended suspended and left  and left in the watin the water for an er for an extended pextextended pextended period of teriod of time, usualime, usually overnigly overnight. Fish oht. Fish of the apprf the appropriate siopriate size were trze were trapped in tapptrtrapped intrapped in the net a the net as they atts they attempted to empted to swim throuswim through it (Matgh it (Matt. 4:20-21t. 4:20-21). The sei). The seine net, orneseiseine net,seine net, or drag n or drag net et (sageäíneä(sageäíneä),), was a lon was a long net attag net attached to boched to boats, pulleats, pulled into a sd into ad into a semi-cira semi-circle, and hcle, and hauled to tauled to the shore che shore capturing mapturing many differany different sizes ent sizes of fish (Mof fish (Matt. 13:47att. 1att. 13:47-48).13:47-48). Much labo Much labor was requr was required to coired to construct, cnstruct, clean (Lukelean (Luke 5:2), rep 5:2), repair, and dair, and dry these nry ddry these dry these nets (Ezeknets (Ezek. 47:10). . 47:10). Fish were Fish were caught on caught on hooks attahooks attached to liched to lines (Job 4nes (Job 41:1-2[MT 41:1441:1-2[MT 41:1-2[MT 40:25–26];40:25–26]; Isa. 19:8 Isa. 19:8). These l). These lines wouldines would have been have been held in t held in the hand behe hand because fishcabebecause fibecause fishing poleshing poles or rods s or rods are never are never mentioned.mentioned. Hooks mig Hooks might have beht have been baited en baited en baited or baited or used to snused to snag fish (Mag fish (Matt. 17:27att. 17:27). Fish we). Fish were also care also caught with ught with spears eitspears either in shaher iher in shallowin shallow water or  water or from boatsfrom boats (Job 41:7 (Job 41:7, 26[40:31, 26[40:31; 41:18]).; 41:18]).

Fish were normally obtained by three methods: nets, hook and line, and 
spears. Nets were of three varieties: a cast net, a gill net, and a drag net. The cast 
net (Gk. amphiíbleästron) was a small, circular, hand-held net tossed from a 
boat or in shallow water (Matt. 4:18). The gill net, or trammel net (diíktyon), 
was a long net with floats that would be suspended and left in the water for an 
extended period of time, usually overnight. Fish of the appropriate size were 
trapped in the net as they attempted to swim through it (Matt. 4:20-21). The 
seine net, or drag net (sageäíneä), was a long net attached to boats, pulled into 
a semi-circle, and hauled to the shore capturing many different sizes of fish (Matt. 
13:47-48). Much labor was required to construct, clean (Luke 5:2), repair, and 
dry these nets (Ezek. 47:10). Fish were caught on hooks attached to lines (Job 
41:1-2[MT 40:25–26]; Isa. 19:8). These lines would have been held in the hand 
because fishing poles or rods are never mentioned. Hooks might have been 
baited or used to snag fish (Matt. 17:27). Fish were also caught with spears either 
in shallow water or from boats (Job 41:7, 26[40:31; 41:18]).

�John, JameJohn, James, Peter, s, Peter, and Andrewand Andrew were all  were all fishermen,fishermen, but Jesus but Jesus commissio commissioned them tned thned them to bethem to become “fishcome “fishers of meners of men” (Matt. 4” (Matt. 4:19; Mark :19; Mark 1:17). Fis1:17). Fishing was ahing was a difficult difficult work, and wo work, and work, and those who those who engaged inengaged in it were c it were considered onsidered uncultureduncultured. The occu. The occupation of pation opation of fishermof fisherman was onean was one of the “m of the “most shamefost shameful occupatul occupations” accoions” according to Crding to Cicero (cf.icero (cf. Acts 2:7) (cf.(cf. Acts (cf. Acts 2:7).2:7).2:7).

John, James, Peter, and Andrew were all fishermen, but Jesus commissioned 
them to become “fishers of men” (Matt. 4:19; Mark 1:17). Fishing was a difficult 
work, and those who engaged in it were considered uncultured. The occupation 
of fisherman was one of the “most shameful occupations” according to Cicero 
(cf. Acts 2:7).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. F. AnsoP. F. Anson, n, Christ andChrist and the Sailo the Sailor: A Studyr: A Study of the Ma of the Maritime Incritime Incidents in ideIncIncidents Incidents in the Newin the New Testament Testament (Fresno,  (Fresno, 1954); F. 1954); F. S. BodenheS. Bodenheimer, imer, Animal andAnimal and Man in Bi Man i Man in Bible Lin Bible Landsands (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1960); O. 1960); O. Borowski, Borowski, Every LiviEvery Living Thing: ng Thing: Daily Use Daily Use of Animalsof Animals in Ancien in in Ancientin Ancient Israel Israel (Walnut C (Walnut Creek, Calireek, Calif., 1998);f., 1998); J. D. Win J. D. Wineland, “Hueland, “Hunting and nting and Fishing,” Fishing,”Fishing,” Fishing,” in in By the SweBy the Sweat of Thy at of Thy Brow,Brow, ed. G. L. ed. G. L. Mattingly Mattingly (Sheffiel (Sheffield, forthcod, forthcoming).ming).ming).

Bibliography. P. F. Anson, Christ and the Sailor: A Study of the Maritime 
Incidents in the New Testament (Fresno, 1954); F. S. Bodenheimer, Animal and Man 
in Bible Lands (Leiden, 1960); O. Borowski, Every Living Thing: Daily Use of Animals 
in Ancient Israel (Walnut Creek, Calif., 1998); J. D. Wineland, “Hunting and 
Fishing,” in By the Sweat of Thy Brow, ed. G. L. Mattingly (Sheffield, forthcoming).
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FLAX, LINEFLAX, LINENNN

FLAX, LINEN

A winter aA winter annual plannnual plant with slet with slender long nder long stems (stems (Linum usitLinum usitatissimumatissimum L.). The  L.). The stem of thstem ofstem of the flaof the flax plant prx plant produces fiboduces fibers for weers for weaving intoaving into linen fab linen fabrics, whilrics, while its seede its seeds produce s prods produce oiproduce oil that canl that can be used f be used for eating or eating and for laand for lamp oil. Homp oil. However, thewever, the best fibe best fibers for spirs frs for spinnifor spinning into ling into linen are thnen are those that aose that are harvestre harvested before ed before the plant the plant produces sproduces seed heads.eedsseed headsseed heads. The plan. The plants are harts are harvested by vested by pulling thpulling the plants ue plants up by theirp by their roots. Af roots. After dryingter AfAfter dryiAfter drying, a procng, a process known ess known as rettingas retting detaches  detaches the fibersthe fibers from the  from the pectinous pectinous substancessusubstancessubstances which sur which surround themround them, by rotti, by rotting the plang the plant materiant material away frol away from the flaxm the flax fibers. T f fibers. Thfibers. This can be is can be done slowldone slowly with dewy with dew, as when , as when Rahab laidRahab laid out bundl out bundles of flaxes of flax upon her  up upon her rupon her roof (Josh.oof (Josh. 2:6), or  2:6), or more quickmore quickly by placly by placing the fling the flax into poax into ponds or strnds or streams. Wheneamstrstreams. Wstreams. When the plhen the plant materiant material has disal has disintegratedintegrated, the flax, the flax is beaten is beaten (scrutche (scrutched) and comd) ad) and combedand combed (hackled  (hackled or heckledor heckled) to remov) to remove unwantede unwanted stem piec stem pieces and to es and to produce thproducproduce thproduce the long, wae long, wavy hanks ovy hanks or stricks r stricks of linen fof linen fiber. Theniber. Then the fiber the fibers are spuns are spun into thre into into threainto thread. In bibld. In biblical timesical times this was  this was done with done with a drop-weia drop-weighted spinghted spindle.dle.dle.

A winter annual plant with slender long stems (Linum usitatissimum L.). The stem 
of the flax plant produces fibers for weaving into linen fabrics, while its seeds 
produce oil that can be used for eating and for lamp oil. However, the best fibers 
for spinning into linen are those that are harvested before the plant produces 
seed heads. The plants are harvested by pulling the plants up by their roots. 
After drying, a process known as retting detaches the fibers from the pectinous 
substances which surround them, by rotting the plant material away from the flax 
fibers. This can be done slowly with dew, as when Rahab laid out bundles of flax 
upon her roof (Josh. 2:6), or more quickly by placing the flax into ponds or 
streams. When the plant material has disintegrated, the flax is beaten (scrutched) 
and combed (hackled or heckled) to remove unwanted stem pieces and to 
produce the long, wavy hanks or stricks of linen fiber. Then the fibers are spun 
into thread. In biblical times this was done with a drop-weighted spindle.

�The linen The linen fabrics arfabrics are strong ae strong and smooth.nd smooth. They blea They bleach easily,ch easily, but are h but are hard to dyeard to dard to dye; hencedye; hence linen is  linen is usually whusually white or creite or cream coloredam colored. Linen is. Linen is cool to w cool to wear in hotear in hot climates, clim climates, climates, and was thand was the primary e primary fiber usedfiber used in ancien in ancient Egypt. At Egypt. Along with long with wool, linewool, linen was the n wn was the prwas the primary fabrimary fabric mentionic mentioned in the ed in the Bible; howBible; however, Deutever, Deut. 22:11 fo. 22:11 forbids the rbids the wearing ofwwearing ofwearing of clothing  clothing made from made from the two fithe two fibers wovenbers woven together  together (cf. Lev. (cf. Lev. 19:19). Li19:19). Linen was thneLiLinen was Linen was the fabricthe fabric specified specified for the c for the curtains, surtains, screens, ancreens, and hangingsd hangings of the ta of the tabernacle (bernatatabernacletabernacle (Exod. 26 (Exod. 26:1, 36; 27:1, 36; 27:9) and al:9) and also was useso was used for the d for the breastpiecbreastpiece, ephod, e, ephod, robe, tunirobrobe, tunirobe, tunic, turban,c, turban, and sash  and sash worn by thworn by the high prie high priest (28:4–est (28:4–5). The ca5). The capable wifepable wife makes, we ma makes, weamakes, wears, and sers, and sells linen lls linen garments (garments (Prov. 31:1Prov. 31:13, 22, 24)3, 22, 24). All four. All four Gospels d Gospels describe thescrddescribe tdescribe the body ofhe body of Jesus wra Jesus wrapped in lipped in linen clothsnen cloths for buria for burial (Matt. 2l (Matt. 27:59; Mark7:59; Mark 15:46; Lu 15 15:46; Luk15:46; Luke 23:53; Je 23:53; John 19:40)ohn 19:40)...

The linen fabrics are strong and smooth. They bleach easily, but are hard to 
dye; hence linen is usually white or cream colored. Linen is cool to wear in hot 
climates, and was the primary fiber used in ancient Egypt. Along with wool, linen 
was the primary fabric mentioned in the Bible; however, Deut. 22:11 forbids the 
wearing of clothing made from the two fibers woven together (cf. Lev. 19:19). 
Linen was the fabric specified for the curtains, screens, and hangings of the 
tabernacle (Exod. 26:1, 36; 27:9) and also was used for the breastpiece, ephod, 
robe, tunic, turban, and sash worn by the high priest (28:4–5). The capable wife 
makes, wears, and sells linen garments (Prov. 31:13, 22, 24). All four Gospels 
describe the body of Jesus wrapped in linen cloths for burial (Matt. 27:59; Mark 
15:46; Luke 23:53; John 19:40).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. Barber,L. Barber,  PrehistoriPrehistoric Textilesc Textiles: The Deve: The Development oflopment of Cloth in  Cloth in the Neolitthe Nthe Neolithic Neolithic and Bronzeand Bronze Ages Ages (Princeto (Princeton, 1991), n, 1991), 9–15.9–15.9–15.

Bibliography. L. Barber, Prehistoric Textiles: The Development of Cloth in the 
Neolithic and Bronze Ages (Princeton, 1991), 9–15.
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FLEAFLEAFLEA

FLEA

A winglessA wingless, parasiti, parasitic insect oc insect of the ordef the order Siphonapr Siphonaptera, whostera, whose mouth ise mouth is particula particularly adapterlyparticulaparticularparticularly adaptedly adapted for pierc for piercing the sking the skin and sucin and sucking bloodking blood. Fleas (H. Fleas (Heb. eb. par{oœsûpar{oœsûpar{oœsûpar{oœsû) deposit ) deposit their eggstheir eggs in the ha in the hair of the ir of the host animahost animal, and thel, and the larvae th larvae thrive in drrive ththrive in thrive in dry, sandydry, sandy soil such soil such as that o as that of Palestinf Palestine. After se. After sparing Sauparing Saul’s life, l’s life, the rebel the rebel the rebel Davirebel David deprecatd deprecates himselfes himself as a minu as a minute flea onte flea on the carca the carcass of a dess of a dead dog (1 ad dog (1 Sam. 24:14SamSam. 24:14Sam. 24:14).).

A wingless, parasitic insect of the order Siphonaptera, whose mouth is 
particularly adapted for piercing the skin and sucking blood. Fleas (Heb. 
par{oœsû) deposit their eggs in the hair of the host animal, and the larvae 
thrive in dry, sandy soil such as that of Palestine. After sparing Saul’s life, the 
rebel David deprecates himself as a minute flea on the carcass of a dead dog (1 
Sam. 24:14).

FLESHFLESHFLESH

FLESH

In the OT,In the OT, primarily primarily the muscu the muscular part olar part of the bodyf the body (Gen. 2:2 (Gen. 2:23). “Flesh3). “Flesh” (Heb. ” (Heb. baœsíaœrbaœbaœsíaœrbaœsíaœr) is used ) is used with referwith reference to boence to both humans th humans and animaland animals (Gen. 6:s (Gen. 6:17), and t17), and t17), and to both thto both the living ae living and the deand the dead (1 Sam. d (1 Sam. 17:44). Th17:44). The flesh ofe flesh of animals m animals may be useday be used for sacri fo for sacriffor sacrifice and foice and for food (1 r food (1 Sam. 2:13)Sam. 2:13)...

In the OT, primarily the muscular part of the body (Gen. 2:23). “Flesh” (Heb. 



baœsíaœr) is used with reference to both humans and animals (Gen. 6:17), and 
to both the living and the dead (1 Sam. 17:44). The flesh of animals may be used 
for sacrifice and for food (1 Sam. 2:13).

�In the NT In the NT flesh (Gk.flesh (Gk.  saérxsaérx) is quite) is quite different different from the  from the body (body (soœémasoœéma), and ref), and ), and refersand refers to mankin to mankind’s human d’s human nature. Atnature. At times it  times it does referdoes refer to the hu to the human body (man body (Gal. 2:20)G((Gal. 2:20(Gal. 2:20), but at ), but at other timeother times it meanss it means mankind a mankind as a whole s a whole (Matt. 24:(Matt. 24:22). Somet22). Sometimes it isimSometSometimes Sometimes it is evenit is even used to e used to emphasize tmphasize the essentihe essential nature al nature of humankiof humankind as soulnd as soul, body, an, soulsoul, bodysoul, body, and spir, and spirit (1 Johnit (1 John 4:2). Fle 4:2). Flesh may sugsh may suggest the tgest the total experotal experience of lience of life, as a ife, asife, as a psychas a psycho-physicalo-physical being (2  being (2 Cor. 7:5).Cor. 7:5). Flesh is  Flesh is also used also used to describto describe the comme the commitment of itmcommcommitmentcommitment of a coup of a couple for eacle for each other inh other in marriage  marriage (Matt. 19:(Matt. 19:5).5).5).

In the NT flesh (Gk. saérx) is quite different from the body (soœéma), 
and refers to mankind’s human nature. At times it does refer to the human body 
(Gal. 2:20), but at other times it means mankind as a whole (Matt. 24:22). 
Sometimes it is even used to emphasize the essential nature of humankind as 
soul, body, and spirit (1 John 4:2). Flesh may suggest the total experience of life, 
as a psycho-physical being (2 Cor. 7:5). Flesh is also used to describe the 
commitment of a couple for each other in marriage (Matt. 19:5).

�Likewise, Likewise, flesh refeflesh refers to the rs to the weaker aspweaker aspects of thects of the nature oe nature of humankinf humankind that ared that ad that are subjecare subject to temptt to temptation (Matation (Matt. 26:41; t. 26:41; 2 Pet. 2:12 Pet. 2:18). If a p8). If a person doeserson does not resis not resist temptatit temt temptationtemptation, then the, then the desire to desire to sin will  sin will increase (increase (1 John 2:11 John 2:16) and the6) and the result wi result will be spirll be ll be spiritube spiritual bondageal bondage (Rom. 6:1 (Rom. 6:19). When t9). When this happenhis happens, the inds, the individual wiividual will be enslll be enslaved to thavedenslenslaved tenslaved to the desio the desires of theres of the flesh (Ep flesh (Eph. 2:3) anh. 2:3) and will havd will have the minde the mind-set of th-set of the flesh (Re flese flesh (Romflesh (Rom. 8:5-7). . 8:5-7). The conseqThe consequence willuence will be corrup be corruption (Gal.tion (Gal. 6:8) and  6:8) and the inabilthe inability to disity tity to discernto discern God’s rev God’s revelation ofelation of himself ( himself (Matt. 16:1Matt. 16:17).7).7).

Likewise, flesh refers to the weaker aspects of the nature of humankind that 
are subject to temptation (Matt. 26:41; 2 Pet. 2:18). If a person does not resist 
temptation, then the desire to sin will increase (1 John 2:16) and the result will 
be spiritual bondage (Rom. 6:19). When this happens, the individual will be 
enslaved to the desires of the flesh (Eph. 2:3) and will have the mind-set of the 
flesh (Rom. 8:5-7). The consequence will be corruption (Gal. 6:8) and the inability 
to discern God’s revelation of himself (Matt. 16:17).

�Flesh, howFlesh, however, is never, is not naturalot naturally sinful.ly sinful. Christ ca Christ came in the me in the flesh (Johflesh (John 1:14) ann 1:14) and was withdanand was wiand was without sin thout sin (Heb. 4:15(Heb. 4:15) so that ) so that he could rhe could redeem thosedeem those who are e who are in the flein the flesh (Gal. 2shfleflesh (Galflesh (Gal. 2:20). T. 2:20). Those who ahose who accept Chriccept Christ as Savist as Savior remain or remain physicallyphysically in the fl in the flesh but doesh besh but do notbut do not live acco live according to trding to the sinful he sinful flesh (Romflesh (Rom. 8:9). Th. 8:9). They are ledey are led by the Sp by the Spirit to puirit tirit to put to to put to death the death the deeds of tdeeds of the flesh, he flesh, but not thbut not the flesh ite flesh itself (Rom.self (Rom. 8:13). 8:13). 8:13).

Flesh, however, is not naturally sinful. Christ came in the flesh (John 1:14) 
and was without sin (Heb. 4:15) so that he could redeem those who are in the 
flesh (Gal. 2:20). Those who accept Christ as Savior remain physically in the flesh 
but do not live according to the sinful flesh (Rom. 8:9). They are led by the Spirit 
to put to death the deeds of the flesh, but not the flesh itself (Rom. 8:13).

Donald R. Donald R. PottsPotts
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FLINTFLINTFLINT

FLINT

A variety A variety of chert; of chert; a cryptocra cryptocrystalline ystalline substance substance consistingconsisting of chalce of chalcedony, opaldony, opaline silicaine sine silica, orsilica, or quartz. I quartz. It is microt is microscopicallyscopically fine grai fine grained, very ned, very hard, and hard, and found in afound in a variety o variety  variety ofvariety of colors su colors such as whitch as white, yellow,e, yellow, gray, and gray, and black. Th black. The mineral e mineral breaks witbreaks with conchoidh coh conchoidalconchoidal fractures fractures and can b and can be formed ie formed into sharp nto sharp cutting edcutting edges. It isges. It is usually f usually found in asoundffound in afound in associationssociation with lime with limestone withstone with an organi an organic origin oc origin or as a prer as a precipitate. cipitate. Flint is uFlint Flint is uFlint is used for mased for making impleking implements of wments of work and waork and war (Exod. 4r (Exod. 4:25; Josh.:25; Josh. 5:23). Do 5:23). DomesticallymDoDomesticalDomestically, it is ly, it is calcined acalcined and ground nd ground down to madown to make earthenke earthenware and pware and porcelain iorcelain in pottery niin potteryin pottery as well a as well as clay fors clay for the refra the refractory inductory industries. Thstries. The term is e term is used many used many times in atimetimes in atimes in a social se social sense in thense in the OT. The k OT. The knowledge tnowledge that flint hat flint was hard gwas hard gave rise tave rise to several o seo several coseveral comparisons:mparisons: the impos the impossible tasksible task of gettin of getting water org water or oil out o oil out of flint (Df flint (Deut. 8:15;eut. (D(Deut. 8:1(Deut. 8:15; Ps. 1145; Ps. 114:8), or a :8), or a facial expfacial expression liression like flint (ke flint (Isa. 50:7)Isa. 50:7), or an im, or an impenetrablepenetrabimimpenetrabimpenetrable obstaclle obstacle.e.e.

A variety of chert; a cryptocrystalline substance consisting of chalcedony, opaline 
silica, or quartz. It is microscopically fine grained, very hard, and found in a 
variety of colors such as white, yellow, gray, and black. The mineral breaks with 
conchoidal fractures and can be formed into sharp cutting edges. It is usually 
found in association with limestone with an organic origin or as a precipitate. 
Flint is used for making implements of work and war (Exod. 4:25; Josh. 5:23). 
Domestically, it is calcined and ground down to make earthenware and porcelain 
in pottery as well as clay for the refractory industries. The term is used many 
times in a social sense in the OT. The knowledge that flint was hard gave rise to 
several comparisons: the impossible task of getting water or oil out of flint 
(Deut. 8:15; Ps. 114:8), or a facial expression like flint (Isa. 50:7), or an 
impenetrable obstacle.
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FLOCK, TOWER OF THE



�SeeSee  EDER (PLACEDER (PLACE)E) 2. 2.

See EDER (PLACE) 2.

FLOODFLOOD (Heb.  (Heb. mabbu®l;mabbu®l; Gk.  Gk. kataklysmokataklysmoœsœs)))

FLOOD (Heb. mabbu®l; Gk. kataklysmoœs)

The event The event narrated inarrated in Gen. 6:5n Gen. 6:5-9:19, in -9:19, in which God which God destroys cdestroys creation, breation, but saves Nut saves Noah and hioNNoah and hNoah and his family is family along withalong with animals o animals of every spf every species to pecies to populate a opulate a new creatinew creation.oncreaticreation.creation.

The event narrated in Gen. 6:5-9:19, in which God destroys creation, but saves 
Noah and his family along with animals of every species to populate a new 
creation.

TerminologTerminologyy

Terminology

Except forExcept for Ps. 29:10 Ps. 29:10, Heb. , Heb. mabbu®lmabbu®l occurs on occurs only in Genely in Genesis, relatsis, related to the ed to the Flood. In FloodFlood. In Flood. In Ps. 29:10 Ps. 29:10 mabbu®lmabbu®l may be wa may be water above ter above the firmamthe firmament, storeent, stored in jars d in jars (cf. Gen. (c(cf. Gen. (cf. Gen. 1:7; 7:11)1:7; 7:11). In the H. In the Hebrew of Sebrew of Sirach (Sirirach (Sir. 44:17) a. 44:17) and the Arand the Aramaic Genesmaic Genesis Apocrypis Ais ApocryphonApocryphon (1QapGen  (1QapGen ar 12:10) ar 12:10) mabbu®lmabbu®l refers to refers to the Genes the Genesis Flood. is Flood. The LXX alThe LXThe LXX alwaysLXX always reads Gk. reads Gk.  kataklysmokataklysmoœsœs for  for mabbu®l.mabbu®l. In Sir. 4 In Sir. 40:10; 44:10:10; 44:17-18; 4 Ma7-18; 4 M7-18; 4 Macc. 15:3Macc. 15:31 1 kataklysmokataklysmoœsœs refers to refers to the Genes the Genesis Flood. is Flood. But in theBut in the LXX of Ps LXX of Ps. 32(31):6. 3. 32(31):6; 32(31):6; Nah. 1:8; Nah. 1:8; Sir. 21:13Sir. 21:13; 4 Macc. ; 4 Macc. 15:32 the 15:32 the term is geterm is generic. Allneric. All four NT u four NT uses of ses oses of of kataklysmokataklysmoœsœs (Matt. 24 (Matt. 24:38-39; Lu:38-39; Luke 17:27; ke 17:27; 2 Pet. 2:52 Pet. 2:5) refer to) refer to the Genes the Genesis Flood.is Flis Flood.Flood.

Except for Ps. 29:10, Heb. mabbu®l occurs only in Genesis, related to the 
Flood. In Ps. 29:10 mabbu®l may be water above the firmament, stored in jars 
(cf. Gen. 1:7; 7:11). In the Hebrew of Sirach (Sir. 44:17) and the Aramaic Genesis 
Apocryphon (1QapGen ar 12:10) mabbu®l refers to the Genesis Flood. The 
LXX always reads Gk. kataklysmoœs for mabbu®l. In Sir. 40:10; 44:17-18; 4 
Macc. 15:31 kataklysmoœs refers to the Genesis Flood. But in the LXX of Ps. 
32(31):6; Nah. 1:8; Sir. 21:13; 4 Macc. 15:32 the term is generic. All four NT uses 
of kataklysmoœs (Matt. 24:38-39; Luke 17:27; 2 Pet. 2:5) refer to the Genesis 
Flood.

Biblical NBiblical Narrativearrative

Biblical Narrative

When the LWhen the Lord observord observes pervasies pervasive human wve human wickedness,ickedness, he regret he regrets having ms having made humaniade humade humanity ahumanity and decidesnd decides to destro to destroy all liviy all living things.ng things. Noah, how Noah, however, findever, finds favor wis favor with the Lorth tth the Lord. the Lord. Noah is riNoah is righteous, bghteous, blameless, lameless, and walks and walks with God, with God, but the eabut the earth had berth had become ruinecobebecome ruibecome ruined, fillened, filled with lawd with lawlessness. lessness. God tells God tells Noah of hiNoah of his decisions decision to bring  to bring the Flood.thethe Flood.the Flood. God instr God instructs Noah ucts Noah to build ato build an ark and n ark and promises apromises a covenant  covenant that, in tthat, in the ark, Nohetthe ark, Nthe ark, Noah and hioah and his family ws family will survivill survive, along we, along with two ofith two of every ani every animal. Noah mal. Noah does as Godoedoes as Godoes as God commandsd commands (Gen. 6:5 (Gen. 6:5-22).-22).-22).

When the Lord observes pervasive human wickedness, he regrets having made 
humanity and decides to destroy all living things. Noah, however, finds favor with 
the Lord. Noah is righteous, blameless, and walks with God, but the earth had 
become ruined, filled with lawlessness. God tells Noah of his decision to bring 
the Flood. God instructs Noah to build an ark and promises a covenant that, in 
the ark, Noah and his family will survive, along with two of every animal. Noah 
does as God commands (Gen. 6:5-22).

�Then the LThen the Lord tells ord tells Noah to enNoah to enter the arter the ark, bringink, bringing his famig his family and thely and the animals,  animals, animals, ianimals, including sncluding seven pairseven pairs of clean  of clean animals. Aanimals. After sevenfter seven days will days will come 40 d come 40 days of raiays oays of rain thof rain that will deat will destroy everstroy everything on ything on earth. Agaearth. Again, Noah din, Noah does as theoes as the Lord comm Lord commands. Theyacommcommands. commands. They enterThey enter the ark a the ark and the Lornd the Lord shuts thd shuts them in. Theem in. The rising wa rising water lifts ter lifts the ark anththe ark anthe ark and covers td covers the mountaihe mountains. Every ns. Every creature dcreature dies, leaviies, leaving only thng only those with Nose with Noah in theoaNNoah in thNoah in the ark. Thee ark. The waters sw waters swell for 15ell for 150 days (Ge0 days (Gen. 7:1-24)n. 7:1-24)...

Then the Lord tells Noah to enter the ark, bringing his family and the 
animals, including seven pairs of clean animals. After seven days will come 40 days 
of rain that will destroy everything on earth. Again, Noah does as the Lord 
commands. They enter the ark and the Lord shuts them in. The rising water lifts 
the ark and covers the mountains. Every creature dies, leaving only those with 
Noah in the ark. The waters swell for 150 days (Gen. 7:1-24).

�God remembGod remembers Noah aers Noah and sends and sends a wind. The wind. The waters be waters begin to subgin to subside. Afteside. After 150 daysr 1r 150 days t150 days the ark reshe ark rests among tts among the mountaihe mountains of Ararns of Ararat, and moat, and mountains reuntains reappear. Noappear. Nappear. Noah releaNoah releases a raveses a raven and a don and a dove. The rave. The raven soars,ven soars, but the d but the dove, unablove, unable to rest,e to rest, returns.  r returns. Areturns. After two mfter two more tries ore tries the dove dthe dove does not reoes not return. At Gturn. At God’s commaod’s command, Noah, nd, Noahnd, Noah, his Noah, his family, anfamily, and the animd the animals leave als leave the ark (Gthe ark (Gen. 8:1-19en. 8:1-19).).).

God remembers Noah and sends a wind. The waters begin to subside. After 
150 days the ark rests among the mountains of Ararat, and mountains reappear. 
Noah releases a raven and a dove. The raven soars, but the dove, unable to rest, 
returns. After two more tries the dove does not return. At God’s command, 
Noah, his family, and the animals leave the ark (Gen. 8:1-19).

�Noah buildNoah builds an altars an altar and sacri and sacrifices somefices some clean ani clean animals. Whenmals. When the Lord  the Lord smells thesmells smells thesmells the pleasing  pleasing odor, he dodor, he decides nevecides never again ter again to curse tho curse the ground oe ground or to destrr to destroy all creoydestrdestroy aldestroy all creationl creation, even tho, even though humaniugh humanity remainsty remains inclined  inclined toward evitoward evil (Gen. 8:l (Gen. 8:20-22).208:8:20-22).8:20-22).8:20-22).

Noah builds an altar and sacrifices some clean animals. When the Lord 



smells the pleasing odor, he decides never again to curse the ground or to 
destroy all creation, even though humanity remains inclined toward evil (Gen. 
8:20-22).

�God blesseGod blesses Noah ands Noah and his sons, his sons, and annou and announces a newnces a new order for order for creation. creation. Humans ca Hum Humans canHumans can now use a now use animals fornimals for food, a m food, a mitigation itigation of previouof previous curses. s curses. God, howevGod, howeGod, however, dhowever, demands froemands from humans am humans an accountin accounting for allng for all life. As  life. As God used NGod used Noah to preoah to poah to preserve hpreserve human and auman and animal lifenimal life for a new for a new creation, creation, God now u God now uses Noah ases Noah and his desnd his dend his descendantdescendants to protes to protect and prect and preserve lifeserve life in the ne in the new creationw creation. Hereafte. Hereafter humans ar humans are responsraare responare responsible for sible for limiting alimiting and punishind punishing lawlessng lawlessness and bness and bloodshed. loodshed. God then rGod then resumes theesrresumes thresumes the blessinge blessing formula w formula with which ith which he began (he began (Gen. 9:1-7Gen. 9:1-7).).).

God blesses Noah and his sons, and announces a new order for creation. 
Humans can now use animals for food, a mitigation of previous curses. God, 
however, demands from humans an accounting for all life. As God used Noah to 
preserve human and animal life for a new creation, God now uses Noah and his 
descendants to protect and preserve life in the new creation. Hereafter humans 
are responsible for limiting and punishing lawlessness and bloodshed. God then 
resumes the blessing formula with which he began (Gen. 9:1-7).

�God then eGod then encodes hisncodes his decision  decision never againever again to destrn to destroy creatiooy creation in a covn in a covenant withenant covcovenant wcovenant with Noah aith Noah and future nd future generationgenerations, with ans, with animals, andimals, and with the  with the earth itseearth itself. God delf.itseitself. Goitself. God designatd designates the raies the rainbow as a nbow as a reminder oreminder of his eterf his eternal covenanal covenant with crnt with creation (Geeatcrcreation (creation (Gen. 9:8-1Gen. 9:8-19).9).

God then encodes his decision never again to destroy creation in a 
covenant with Noah and future generations, with animals, and with the earth 
itself. God designates the rainbow as a reminder of his eternal covenant with 
creation (Gen. 9:8-19).

Literary CLiterary Characterharacter

Literary Character

UnderstandUnderstanding the Fling the Flood story ood story requires arequires appreciatioppreciation of the an of the account’s cccount’s composite nomposite nature and annature andnature and its struc its structural unittural unity. Scholary. Scholars recognizs recognize two soure two sources withinces within the narra the narrative, desitivenarranarrative,narrative, designate designated Yahwist d Yahwist (J) and Pr(J) and Priestly (P)iestly (P). Many nar. Many narrative asprative aspects are rects are repeated wiepeatrrepeated wrepeated with differith differing detailing details. Segments. Segments attributs attributed to J haed to J have ve YHWHYHWH (“Lord” o (“Lord” or “Yahweh”r “Yr “Yahweh”) “Yahweh”) as the divas the divine name aine name and anthropnd anthropomorphic domorphic depictions epictions of God. Otof God. Other segmenher segher segments, segments, attributedattributed to P, hav to P, have e }eïloœhiîm}eïloœhiîm (“God”) f (“God”) for the deior the deity and exhty and exhibit conceibit conibit concern foconcern for precise r precise dates. Difdates. Differences iferences include thenclude the numbers o numbers of animals f animals (two of ea(two of each in P [Gcheaeach in P each in P [Gen. 6:19[Gen. 6:19-20; 7:15--20; 7:15-16], and s16], and seven pairseven pairs of clean  of clean animals ananimals and one paird one pair of others of  of others of others in J [7:2–in J [7:2–3]), the c3]), the cause of thause of the destructe destruction (rainfion (rainfall in J [all in J [7:12]; the7:12]; the fountains fountain fountains fountains of the deeof the deep burst anp burst and the flood the floodgates opedgates open in P [7:n in P [7:11]), and 11]), and the lengththe length of the Fl of  of the Floof the Flood (40 dayod (40 days in J [7:s in J [7:4, 12], ov4, 12], over a year er a year in P [7:11in P [7:11, 24; 8:3,, 24; 8:3, 5, 13–14] 5, 13–14]). Scholar). Schol). Scholars aScholars also recognlso recognize the unize the unity and skity and skillful strillful structure of ucture of the narratthe narrative. This ive. This structure structustructure structure is maintaiis maintained in an ned in an extended pextended palistrophealistrophe, a litera, a literary featurery feature in which  in which details atdetadetails atdetails at the story the story’s beginni’s beginning mirror ng mirror details atdetails at the end a the end and detailsnd details in the fi in the first half hrst half rst half have half have correspondcorresponding detailing details in the ss in the second halfecond half. For exam. For example, the nple, the narrative oarrative opens and cpenoopens and opens and closes witcloses with the nameh the names of Noah’s of Noah’s three sos three sons (Gen. 6ns (Gen. 6:10; 9:18-:10; 9:18-19); God’s19); God’s19); God’s coveGod’s covenant to prnant to preserve Noaeserve Noah, his famh, his family, and sily, and some animalome animals, and Gods, and God’s covenan’s covena’s covenant ncovenant never againever again to destro to destroy all lifey all life (6:18–20; (6:18–20; 9:8–17);  9:8–17); the mountathe mountains are coins are covered and vercocovered ancovered and the mound the mountains reaptains reappear (7:20pear (7:20; 8:4–5); ; 8:4–5); and the waand the waters swellters swell for 150 d for 150 days, then addays, thendays, then recede fo recede for 150 daysr 150 days (7:21–24; (7:21–24; 8:3). The 8:3). The center, s center, structuralltructurally and theoy and theologically,logtheotheologicatheologically, is whlly, is when God remen God remembers Noaembers Noah (Gen. 8:h (Gen. 8:1).1).

Understanding the Flood story requires appreciation of the account’s composite 
nature and its structural unity. Scholars recognize two sources within the 
narrative, designated Yahwist (J) and Priestly (P). Many narrative aspects are 
repeated with differing details. Segments attributed to J have YHWH (“Lord” or 
“Yahweh”) as the divine name and anthropomorphic depictions of God. Other 
segments, attributed to P, have }eïloœhiîm (“God”) for the deity and exhibit 
concern for precise dates. Differences include the numbers of animals (two of 
each in P [Gen. 6:19-20; 7:15-16], and seven pairs of clean animals and one pair 
of others in J [7:2–3]), the cause of the destruction (rainfall in J [7:12]; the 
fountains of the deep burst and the floodgates open in P [7:11]), and the length 
of the Flood (40 days in J [7:4, 12], over a year in P [7:11, 24; 8:3, 5, 13–14]). 
Scholars also recognize the unity and skillful structure of the narrative. This 
structure is maintained in an extended palistrophe, a literary feature in which 
details at the story’s beginning mirror details at the end and details in the first 
half have corresponding details in the second half. For example, the narrative 
opens and closes with the names of Noah’s three sons (Gen. 6:10; 9:18-19); 
God’s covenant to preserve Noah, his family, and some animals, and God’s 
covenant never again to destroy all life (6:18–20; 9:8–17); the mountains are 
covered and the mountains reappear (7:20; 8:4–5); and the waters swell for 150 
days, then recede for 150 days (7:21–24; 8:3). The center, structurally and 
theologically, is when God remembers Noah (Gen. 8:1).

SignificanSignificancece

Significance



God is theGod is the story’s p story’s protagonistrotagonist. Noah nev. Noah never speaks.er speaks. At the be At the beginning, Gginning, God’s heartod’s heart grieves b g grieves begrieves because the cause the human hearhuman heart’s inclint’s inclination towaation toward evil hard evil has spoiled s spoiled what was awhat was a “very goo “v “very good“very good” creation” creation (Gen. 1:3 (Gen. 1:31). God pr1). God proceeds to oceeds to destroy crdestroy creation, bueation, but saves rit saves righteous Nogririghteous righteous Noah, his Noah, his family, anfamily, and some anid some animals for amals for a renewed c renewed creation. Areation. At the end,t the end, human hea h human hearhuman hearts are stits are still inclinell inclined toward ed toward evil, but tvil, but the Lord’s he Lord’s heart deciheart decides never des never again to cagainagain to cagain to curse the gurse the ground, or round, or destroy crdestroy creation. Theation. The age prioe age prior to Noah r to Noah was characwas characterized bytcharaccharactericharacterized by perzed by pervasive sinvasive sin. God resp. God responded withonded with curses up curses upon the groon the ground (Gen. und (Gen.und (Gen. 3:17(Gen. 3:17; 4:11) an; 4:11) and the destd the destructive Flructive Flood. In thood. In the renewed e renewed creation, creation, God electsGod elects a new res a a new respa new response, charonse, characterized acterized by blessinby blessing and coveg and covenant. God nant. God assigns toassigns to humans ac humans ac humans accountabiaccountability for ality for all life, all life, animal and nimal and human. As human. As images of images of God with GGod with God’s authood’s authority, Noahrityauthoauthority,authority, Noah and  Noah and his descenhis descendants are dants are to preservto preserve life, kee life, keeping blooeping bloodshed and dshed and vengeance vevengeance vengeance in check, in check, so that laso that lawlessness wlessness will neverwill never again spo again spoil creatioil creation. This nen. This new order bew orw order begiorder begins to be pns to be played out layed out in the folin the following stolowing story, where ry, where Noah at laNoah at last speaks.st speaks. Noah, not N Noah, not Noah, not God, curseGod, curses Ham and s Ham and Ham’s descHam’s descendant Canendant Canaan for thaan for their sin. Neir sin. Noah blesseoah bleoah blesses Shblesses Shem and Japem and Japheth for theth for their rightheir righteous behaveous behavior (Gen. ior (Gen. 9:20-27).9:20-27).

God is the story’s protagonist. Noah never speaks. At the beginning, God’s heart 
grieves because the human heart’s inclination toward evil has spoiled what was a 
“very good” creation (Gen. 1:31). God proceeds to destroy creation, but saves 
righteous Noah, his family, and some animals for a renewed creation. At the end, 
human hearts are still inclined toward evil, but the Lord’s heart decides never 
again to curse the ground, or destroy creation. The age prior to Noah was 
characterized by pervasive sin. God responded with curses upon the ground 
(Gen. 3:17; 4:11) and the destructive Flood. In the renewed creation, God elects 
a new response, characterized by blessing and covenant. God assigns to humans 
accountability for all life, animal and human. As images of God with God’s 
authority, Noah and his descendants are to preserve life, keeping bloodshed and 
vengeance in check, so that lawlessness will never again spoil creation. This new 
order begins to be played out in the following story, where Noah at last speaks. 
Noah, not God, curses Ham and Ham’s descendant Canaan for their sin. Noah 
blesses Shem and Japheth for their righteous behavior (Gen. 9:20-27).

Other FlooOther Flood Traditiod Traditionsns

Other Flood Traditions

While flooWhile flood traditiod traditions exist ans exist among many mong many civilizaticivilizations, threeons, three from anci from ancient Mesopoent Mesopotamia are tMesopoMesopotamiMesopotamia are of sa are of special intpecial interest. Comerest. Components inponents in  Atrah˙asisAtrah˙asis, Gilgames, Gilgamesh Tablet Xh Tableh Tablet XI,Tablet XI, and Ziusu and Ziusudra have pdra have parallels iarallels in the bibln the biblical accouical accounts (nts (ANET,ANET, 42–44, 93 42–44, 93–97, 104–6–979393–97, 10493–97, 104–6). Howev–6). However, the sier, the similaritiesmilarities do not su do not suggest direggest direct literarct literary dependeny dependence. The macedependendependencedependence. The mani. The manifold diffefold differences, esrences, especially ipecially in depiction depictions of deitns of deities and thies and their motiveeir meir motives anmotives and in interd in interpretationspretations of events of events, are espe, are especially sigcially significant.nificant.

While flood traditions exist among many civilizations, three from ancient 
Mesopotamia are of special interest. Components in Atrah˙asis, Gilgamesh 
Tablet XI, and Ziusudra have parallels in the biblical accounts (ANET, 42–44, 
93–97, 104–6). However, the similarities do not suggest direct literary 
dependence. The manifold differences, especially in depictions of deities and their 
motives and in interpretations of events, are especially significant.

ScientificScientific Issues Issues

Scientific Issues

ScientificScientific evidence  evidence does not sdoes not support a uupport a universal fniversal flood correlood corresponding tsponding to the biblo the biblical accouicalbiblbiblical abiblical account. Maccount. Marine fossirine fossils commonlls commonly found iny found in mountaino mountainous areas rus areas resulted fresulted from geologiomfrfrom geolofrom geological upligical uplifts. Some fts. Some claim thatclaim that wood reco wood recovered on mvered on modern Mt. odern Mt. Ararat in Ararat inArarat in Turkey in Turkey is from this from the ark. Bute ark. But carbon 14 carbon 14 studies d studies date the woate the wood as onlyod as only 1600 year 1600 years old. Nevs yearyears old.years old. Neverthel Nevertheless, the aess, the absence of bsence of scientificscientific or histor or historical evideical evidence, measunce, measured by modred measumeasured bmeasured by modern hy modern human standuman standards, doesards, does not detra not detract from thct from the biblicale biblical story’s a story’s a story’s abiding thabiding theological eological significansignificance as a coce as a compelling smpelling story abouttory about God and G God and God’s relatod’s relationship wiionrelatrelationshrelationship with huip with humanity.manity.manity.

Scientific evidence does not support a universal flood corresponding to the 
biblical account. Marine fossils commonly found in mountainous areas resulted 
from geological uplifts. Some claim that wood recovered on modern Mt. Ararat 
in Turkey is from the ark. But carbon 14 studies date the wood as only 1600 
years old. Nevertheless, the absence of scientific or historical evidence, 
measured by modern human standards, does not detract from the biblical story’s 
abiding theological significance as a compelling story about God and God’s 
relationship with humanity.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. BrueggeW. Brueggemann, mann, Genesis.Genesis. Interpret Interpretation (Atlation (Atlanta, 1982anta, 1982); A. Dund); A. D); A. Dundes, edDundes, ed., ., The Flood The Flood MythMyth (Berkeley (Berkeley, 1988); G, 1988); G. J. Wenha. J. Wenham, m, Genesis 1-Genesis 1-15.15. WBC 1 (Wa WBC 1 WBC 1 (Waco, 11 (Waco, 1987); C. W987); C. Westermann,estermann,  Genesis 1-Genesis 1-1111 (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1984)lis, 1984)...

Bibliography. W. Brueggemann, Genesis. Interpretation (Atlanta, 1982); A. 
Dundes, ed., The Flood Myth (Berkeley, 1988); G. J. Wenham, Genesis 1-15. WBC 
1 (Waco, 1987); C. Westermann, Genesis 1-11 (Minneapolis, 1984).
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FLOURFLOURFLOUR

FLOUR

Grain was Grain was ground betground between stoneween stones (Num. 11s (Num. 11:8; cf. Ma:8; cf. Matt. 24:41)tt. 24:41), producin, producing coarselyg coarselyg coarsely-gcoarsely-ground mealround meal and the m and the more finelyore finely ground fl ground flour. The bour. The best flour est flour required trequired thorough clhotthorough cthorough cleaning anleaning and repeatedd repeated grinding  grinding and siftinand sifting. Heb. g. Heb. qemah�qemah� designate designates flour ors flous flour or mflour or meal made feal made from wheat rom wheat or barley,or barley, and  and soœlet�soœlet� refers to refers to very fine very fine flour of  flour o flour of wheat. of wheat. In the NT In the NT Gk. Gk. aéleuronaéleuron designate designates regular s regular flour (Matflour (Matt. 13:33) t. 13:33) and and semiídalissemsemiídalissemiídalis fine whea fine wheat flour (Rt flour (Rev. 18:13)ev. 18:13). Both flo. Both flour and meaur and meal were stol were stored in jarred in jars (1 Kgs. s jarjars (1 Kgjars (1 Kgs. 17:12).s. 17:12).

Grain was ground between stones (Num. 11:8; cf. Matt. 24:41), producing 
coarsely-ground meal and the more finely ground flour. The best flour required 
thorough cleaning and repeated grinding and sifting. Heb. qemah�  designates 
flour or meal made from wheat or barley, and soœlet�  refers to very fine flour 
of wheat. In the NT Gk. aéleuron designates regular flour (Matt. 13:33) and 
semiídalis fine wheat flour (Rev. 18:13). Both flour and meal were stored in 
jars (1 Kgs. 17:12).

�Flour and Flour and meal were meal were basic stapbasic staples for moles for most meals. st meals. They couldThey could be prepar be prepared for coned fored for consumfor consumption by aption by adding watedding water and cookr and cooked to makeed to make gruel, ca gruel, cake, or breke, or bread. Flour ad. Flourad. Flour was Flour was also used also used as an ingras an ingredient in edient in cakes offecakes offered to thered to the deity as  deity as cereal offcereal offerings, maeringoffofferings,offerings, made from made from choice wh choice wheat flour eat flour which was which was unleavenedunleavened and mixed and mixed with oil  with oil  with oil (Lev. oil (Lev. 2:1-7, 11)2:1-7, 11)...

Flour and meal were basic staples for most meals. They could be prepared 
for consumption by adding water and cooked to make gruel, cake, or bread. 
Flour was also used as an ingredient in cakes offered to the deity as cereal 
offerings, made from choice wheat flour which was unleavened and mixed with 
oil (Lev. 2:1-7, 11).
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FLUTE

A wind insA wind instrument, atrument, actually a ctually a shawm or pshawm or primitive crimitive clarinet, mlarinet, made of a hade of a hollow reedollow reed or wood w o or wood wior wood with fingerhth fingerholes to proles to produce noteoduce notes. Held ves. Held vertically, rtically, the flute the flute had a doubhad a double-reed mole-doubdouble-reedouble-reed mouthpied mouthpiece; a varice; a variant form want form was the douas the double flute ble flute (cf. Akk. (cf. Akk. h�alh�allah�alh�allh�alh�allah�alh�allatutu), the two), the two pipes of  pipes of which coulwhich could be played be played individud individually or sially or simultaneousmultaneosisimultaneosimultaneously.usly.usly.

A wind instrument, actually a shawm or primitive clarinet, made of a hollow reed 
or wood with fingerholes to produce notes. Held vertically, the flute had a 
double-reed mouthpiece; a variant form was the double flute (cf. Akk. 
h�alh�allatu ), the two pipes of which could be played individually or 
simultaneously.

�The flute The flute was playedwas played for revel for reveling (Job 2ing (Job 21:12; Isa.1:12; Isa. 5:12), fo 5:12), for ceremonir ceremonial purposeal purposeal purposes spurposes such as coruch as coronations (onations (1 Kgs. 1:41 Kgs. 1:40) and fun0) and funerals (Materals (Matt. 9:23), t. 9:23), and for woand for worship (Danrshwoworship (Dworship (Dan. 3:5, 7an. 3:5, 7, 10, 15)., 10, 15). In severa In several contextsl contexts, the flut, the flute is connee is connected to thcted to the praise oe prae praise of praise of God (Ps. 1God (Ps. 150:4), to 50:4), to the joy ofthe joy of the Lord  the Lord (87:7; Isa(87:7; Isa. 30:29), . 30:29), and to theand to the act of pr act o act of prophesof prophesying (1 Saying (1 Sam. 10:5). m. 10:5). The sound The sound of the fluof the flute is compte is compared to thared to the voice ofe voice of someone w so someone wesomeone weeping (Jobeping (Job 30:31; cf 30:31; cf. Jer. 48:. Jer. 48:36). We ma36). We may infer thy infer that flute pat flute playing waslaying was common in co common in common in the Roman the Roman Empire sinEmpire since it is lce it is listed as oisted as one of the ne of the typical sotypical sounds that unds that would not wowould not would not be heard ibe heard in the apocn the apocalyptic cialyptic city of Babyty of Babylon (Rev. lon (Rev. 18:22). Pa18:22). Paul refers ul refers to the fluto tto the flute the flute as an illuas an illustration ostration of the impof the importance of rtance of making a cmaking a clear and dlear and distinct soistinct sound (1 Corund (1und (1 Cor. 14(1 Cor. 14:7).:7).:7).

The flute was played for reveling (Job 21:12; Isa. 5:12), for ceremonial 
purposes such as coronations (1 Kgs. 1:40) and funerals (Matt. 9:23), and for 
worship (Dan. 3:5, 7, 10, 15). In several contexts, the flute is connected to the 
praise of God (Ps. 150:4), to the joy of the Lord (87:7; Isa. 30:29), and to the act 
of prophesying (1 Sam. 10:5). The sound of the flute is compared to the voice of 
someone weeping (Job 30:31; cf. Jer. 48:36). We may infer that flute playing was 
common in the Roman Empire since it is listed as one of the typical sounds that 
would not be heard in the apocalyptic city of Babylon (Rev. 18:22). Paul refers to 
the flute as an illustration of the importance of making a clear and distinct sound 
(1 Cor. 14:7).
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FLY

Any of varAny of various wingeious winged insects d insects of the ordof the order Dipteraer Diptera. Heb. . Heb. zeb�u®b�zeb�u®b� (Isa. 7:1 (Isa. 7:18; NJB “mo8; N8; NJB “mosquNJB “mosquito”), genito”), generally interally interpreted aerpreted as the comms the common houseflon housefly (y (Musca domeMusca domesticastica), may act)domesticadomestica)domestica), may actu, may actually referally refer to the la to the larger and mrger and more annoyiore annoying horseflng horsefly (y (Tabunus arTabunus aTabunus arenivagusarenivagus).).).

Any of various winged insects of the order Diptera. Heb. zeb�u®b�  (Isa. 7:18; 
NJB “mosquito”), generally interpreted as the common housefly (Musca 
domestica), may actually refer to the larger and more annoying horsefly (Tabunus 
arenivagus).



�SymbolicalSymbolically, the flly, the fly’s filthyy’s filthy habits ar habits are suggestee suggested in Eccl.d in Eccl. 10:1, whi 10:1, which observech observes that eves ts that even that even a single fa single fly can fouly can foul a perfuml a perfumer’s ointmer’s ointment. In maent. In many parts ony parts of the worlf the world, infectid, infd, infectiousinfectious matter tr matter transported ansported on the legon the leg hairs of  hairs of the fly stthe fly still cause ill cause decay and decay and spread disspreadspread disspread disease.ease.ease.

Symbolically, the fly’s filthy habits are suggested in Eccl. 10:1, which observes 
that even a single fly can foul a perfumer’s ointment. In many parts of the world, 
infectious matter transported on the leg hairs of the fly still cause decay and 
spread disease.

�Heb. Heb. {aœro®b�,{aœro®b�, a collect a collective noun mive noun meaning “sweaning “swarm,” denoarm,” denotes the intes the insects visisects vissects visited upvisited upon the Egyon the Egyptians in ptians in the fourththe fourth plague as plague as described described in Exod.  in Exod. 8:20-32(168:20-32(16–26; JB “g–268:20-32(168:20-32(168:20-32(16–26; JB “g–26; JB “gadflies,” adflies,” NJB “horseNJB “horseflies,” NJflies,” NJPSV “insecPSV “insects”; cf. Pts”; cf. Ps. 78:45; s. 78:45; 105:31). T105:31105:31). T105:31). This may hahis may have been thve been the Tabanid e Tabanid fly fly (Stomoxys (Stomoxys calcitranscalcitrans),), whose lar whose larvae develovae devvae develop indevelop in cow manur cow manure and whice and which, when mah, when mature, liveture, lives off bloos off blood by bitind by biting the armsg the armsg the arms and larms and legs of peoegs of people and anple and animals. In imals. In rabbinicalrabbinical literatur literature the worde the word is unders is understood to metooundersunderstoodunderstood to mean a to mean a mixture o mixture of wild beaf wild beasts.sts.sts.

Heb. {aœro®b�,  a collective noun meaning “swarm,” denotes the insects 
visited upon the Egyptians in the fourth plague as described in Exod. 
8:20-32(16–26; JB “gadflies,” NJB “horseflies,” NJPSV “insects”; cf. Ps. 78:45; 
105:31). This may have been the Tabanid fly (Stomoxys calcitrans), whose larvae 
develop in cow manure and which, when mature, lives off blood by biting the 
arms and legs of people and animals. In rabbinical literature the word is 
understood to mean a mixture of wild beasts.

�SeeSee  BAAL-ZEBUBBAAL-ZEBUB...

See BAAL-ZEBUB.
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ReferencesReferences to “food” to “food” and relat and related themes ed themes appear in appear in every bookevery book in the Bi in the Bible, startble, starting with Ginstartstarting wstarting with Gen. 1ith Gen. 1 and endin and ending in Rev. g in Rev. 22. Indeed22. Indeed, some of , some of the best-kthe best-known storinown stories are thoesstoristories arstories are those dee those dealing withaling with food and  food and food gettifood getting. OT exang. OT examples inclmples include Eve’s ude Eve’s temptationtetemptationtemptation of Adam;  of Adam; Joseph savJoseph saving the peing the people of Egople of Egypt and hiypt and his own famis own family from faly from famine; the mfafamine; thfamine; the childrene children of Israel of Israel eating ma eating manna in thenna in the desert; R desert; Ruth gleaniuth gleaning wheat ing wheat in Boaz’ fin Bon Boaz’ fielBoaz’ fields; David,ds; David, the brave the brave little sh little shepherd boyepherd boy; Elisha w; Elisha who kept thho kept the widow’s e widow’s oil flowinoil foil flowing; tflowing; the young Hhe young Hebrew boysebrew boys who would who would not eat t not eat the king’s he king’s unclean founclean food.od.od.

References to “food” and related themes appear in every book in the Bible, 
starting with Gen. 1 and ending in Rev. 22. Indeed, some of the best-known 
stories are those dealing with food and food getting. OT examples include Eve’s 
temptation of Adam; Joseph saving the people of Egypt and his own family from 
famine; the children of Israel eating manna in the desert; Ruth gleaning wheat in 
Boaz’ fields; David, the brave little shepherd boy; Elisha who kept the widow’s oil 
flowing; the young Hebrew boys who would not eat the king’s unclean food.

�NT exampleNT examples are numes are numerous as werous as well. They ill. They include stonclude stories aboutries about Jesus tur Jesus turning waterning turturning waturning water into wter into wine; helpiine; helping the disng the disciples to ciples to catch fishcatch fish; feeding ; feeding the 5000 wthe 5000 with five lith fiith five loavefive loaves and two s and two small fishsmall fishes; his laes; his last supper.st supper. Jesus als Jesus also told paro told parables whicables which often deh ofteh often dealoften dealt with foot with food-related d-related themes, e.themes, e.g., the pag., the parable of trable of the sower; he sower; the weeds;the weeds; the musta the the mustarthe mustard seed andd seed and the yeast the yeast; the lost; the lost sheep; th sheep; the workers e workers in the vinin the vineyard; andeyard; and the weddi th the weddinthe wedding banquet.g banquet. To these  To these examples mexamples many othersany others can be ad can be added from tded from the book ofhe bookhe book of Acbook of Acts and thets and the letters o letters of Paul, Pef Paul, Peter, and Jter, and John.ohn.ohn.

NT examples are numerous as well. They include stories about Jesus 
turning water into wine; helping the disciples to catch fish; feeding the 5000 with 
five loaves and two small fishes; his last supper. Jesus also told parables which 
often dealt with food-related themes, e.g., the parable of the sower; the weeds; 
the mustard seed and the yeast; the lost sheep; the workers in the vineyard; and 
the wedding banquet. To these examples many others can be added from the 
book of Acts and the letters of Paul, Peter, and John.

�There are There are several reseveral reasons for asons for the importthe importance of foance of food in the od in the Bible. In Bible. In antiquity antiquityantiquity antiquity most peoplmost people were fooe were food producerd producers — farmers — farmers, shephers, shepherds, and fids, and fishermen. Ishermen.fifishermen.fishermen. In other  In other words, thewords, the daily liv daily lives of almoes of almost every mst every man, woman,an, woman, and child and child were caug w were caughwere caught up in sut up in such activitch activities as caries as caring for baing for barnyard andrnyard and pasture a pasture animals, clnimals, clearing andearinclclearing aclearing and plowingnd plowing, planting, planting and tendi and tending crops, ng crops, harvestingharvesting and proce and processing cropssing crops, transpos, ts, transportitransporting and stong and storing foodsring foodstuffs, pretuffs, preparing andparing and consuming consuming food, and food, and concern a concern about havinbaabout haviabout having enough ng enough left over left over to surviveto survive until the until the next harv next harvest.est.est.

There are several reasons for the importance of food in the Bible. In 
antiquity most people were food producers — farmers, shepherds, and 
fishermen. In other words, the daily lives of almost every man, woman, and child 
were caught up in such activities as caring for barnyard and pasture animals, 
clearing and plowing, planting and tending crops, harvesting and processing crops, 
transporting and storing foodstuffs, preparing and consuming food, and concern 
about having enough left over to survive until the next harvest.

�Food is alFood is also a centrso a central theme tal theme throughout hroughout the Bible the Bible because ofbecause of the web o the web of interactf interf interactiointeractions it evokns it evokes — interes — interactions beactions between peoptween people and thele and the land, bet land, between peoplween peopween people as people as social actsocial actors, and bors, and between peoetween people and thple and the Divine. e Divine. In other wIn other words, how ords, how food was pffood was pfood was produced, droduced, distributedistributed, prepared, prepared, and eate, and eaten had consn had consequences wequences which went hich wenhich went far bwent far beyond the eyond the supply of supply of nourishmennourishment to peoplt to people’s bodiese’s bodies. Food ser. Food served in Bibved in Bible times, lBibBible timeBible times, as todas, as today, is a poy, is a powerful inswerful instrument fotrument for communicr communicating sociating social meaningal meaning — for exp — — for expr— for expressing hosessing hospitality (pitality (Abraham anAbraham and his anged his angelic visitolic visitors); commers); commemorating emorating evidences oveevidences evidences of Divine of Divine interventiintervention in humaon in human affairs n affairs (the annua(the annual festivall festivals), and ses), and sealing compaling caling compacts bcompacts between peoetween peoples and iples and individualsndividuals (the Last (the Last Supper). Supper). Supper).

Food is also a central theme throughout the Bible because of the web of 
interactions it evokes — interactions between people and the land, between 
people as social actors, and between people and the Divine. In other words, how 
food was produced, distributed, prepared, and eaten had consequences which 



went far beyond the supply of nourishment to people’s bodies. Food served in 
Bible times, as today, is a powerful instrument for communicating social meaning 
— for expressing hospitality (Abraham and his angelic visitors); commemorating 
evidences of Divine intervention in human affairs (the annual festivals), and sealing 
compacts between peoples and individuals (the Last Supper).

�By far theBy far the most impo most important ingrrtant ingredients inedients in people’s  people’s diets werediets were wheat ( wheat (Triticum dTriticum dTriticum durum, Tridurum, Triticum vulgticum vulgare, Tritiare, Triticum speltacum spelta) and barl) and barley (ey (Hordeum vuHordeum vulgarelgare). In Egyp). In Egypt, where rt, whert, where rainwhere rainfall is prfall is practically actically nonexistennonexistent, wheat wt, wheat was grown aas grown along the blong the banks of thanks of the Nile by e Ne Nile by meNile by means of floans of floodwater irodwater irrigation. rigation. A similar A similar system wassystem was used by t used by the ancienthe ancient Mesopotam M MesopotamiMesopotamians who prans who produced theoduced their wheat iir wheat in fields in fields irrigated brrigated by an exteny an extensive netwosive netwosive network ofnetwork of canals li canals linked to thnked to the Euphratee Euphrates River.s River.s River.

By far the most important ingredients in people’s diets were wheat (Triticum 
durum, Triticum vulgare, Triticum spelta) and barley (Hordeum vulgare). In Egypt, 
where rainfall is practically nonexistent, wheat was grown along the banks of the 
Nile by means of floodwater irrigation. A similar system was used by the ancient 
Mesopotamians who produced their wheat in fields irrigated by an extensive 
network of canals linked to the Euphrates River.

�In the souIn the southern Levathern Levant landscant landscape and clipe and climatic condmatic conditions areitions are quite dif quite different; heferent; hferent; hence diffhence different metherent methods were uods were used to grosed to grow grain. Iw grain. In this lann this landscape of dscape of coastal plcoastal plains, inlaainplplains, inplains, inland hillsland hills and valle and valleys, mountays, mountains, and dins, and deserts — weserts — where summehere summers are hotrs are hot and dry a a and dry anand dry and winters d winters are mild aare mild and wet — and wet — a wide rang wide range of strate of strategies was egies was relied uporelied upon to produnupoupon to prupon to produce cereoduce cereals. Alongals. Along the coast the coastal plains al plains and in theand in the Jordan Va Jordan Valley waterlley waters from sprs frs from sprinfrom springs, riversgs, rivers, and stre, and streams were dams were diverted iniverted into aqueducto aqueducts and chats and channels to snnels to supply wateupssupply watsupply water to irrier to irrigated ceregated cereal fields.al fields. Along the Along the slopes of slopes of the highl the highland areas and areas villagers villagevillagers villagers maintainedmaintained wadi dive wadi diversion damsrsion dams and hills and hillside terracide terraces to preses to preserve moisterve moisture and reuremoistmoisture amoisture and retain nd retain soil for tsoil for their grainheir grain crops. Ot crops. Others reliehers relied on transd on transhumance — humance — movement ommovement omovement of people af people and pasturend pasture animals,  animals, especiallyespecially sheep and sheep and goats — b goats — between winetween wetween winter grawinter grain growingin growing areas and areas and summer pa summer pasture landsture lands. Still os. Still others — nathers — namely the dmely the desert Bedoeddesert Beddesert Bedouin — greouin — grew little ow little or no wheatr no wheat themselve themselves, but rels, but relied on varied on various partnious partnership arrepartnpartnershipartnership arrangemp arrangements with ents with villagers villagers for their for their wheat suppwheat supply.ly.ly.

In the southern Levant landscape and climatic conditions are quite different; 
hence different methods were used to grow grain. In this landscape of coastal 
plains, inland hills and valleys, mountains, and deserts — where summers are hot 
and dry and winters are mild and wet — a wide range of strategies was relied 
upon to produce cereals. Along the coastal plains and in the Jordan Valley waters 
from springs, rivers, and streams were diverted into aqueducts and channels to 
supply water to irrigated cereal fields. Along the slopes of the highland areas 
villagers maintained wadi diversion dams and hillside terraces to preserve 
moisture and retain soil for their grain crops. Others relied on transhumance — 
movement of people and pasture animals, especially sheep and goats — between 
winter grain growing areas and summer pasture lands. Still others — namely the 
desert Bedouin — grew little or no wheat themselves, but relied on various 
partnership arrangements with villagers for their wheat supply.

�While wheaWhile wheat and barlt and barley were coey were core to the re to the diets of adiets of all these dll these different gifferent groups throroups throups throughoutthroughout all of bi all of biblical timblical times, other es, other cereals (mcereals (millet, ricillet, rice), legumee), legumes (lentilss (lentils, beans, c, beans, c, beans, chick peaschick peas, vetch), , vetch), vegetablesvegetables (onions,  (onions, garlic, cugarlic, cucumbers), cumbers), fruits (olfruits (olives, grapives, grapes, pomegres, pomes, pomegranatpomegranates, melonses, melons, figs, da, figs, dates, appletes, apples), poultrs), poultry (doves, y (doves, chickens),chickens), meat (she meat (sheep, goat, ep, (she(sheep, go(sheep, goat, cattleat, cattle, swine), , swine), milk, wildmilk, wild roots, fi roots, fish, and gash, and game were alme were also consumeso consumed, but by d, bud, but by no but by no means to tmeans to the same dehe same degree in algree in all times anl times and places. d places. What deterWhat determined whicmined whicmined which and which and how much ohow much of these otf these other items her items were incluwere included in theded in the diet were diet were where and where a where and when pand when people liveeople lived, their md, their mode of livode of livelihood (velihood (village farillage farming, tranming, transhumance, shumance, pastoralispaspastoralispastoralism), their m), their economic seconomic situation (ituation (rich or porich or poor), accesor), access to markes to markets, and rets, and religious beligiorereligious religious beliefs.beliefs.beliefs.

While wheat and barley were core to the diets of all these different groups 
throughout all of biblical times, other cereals (millet, rice), legumes (lentils, beans, 
chick peas, vetch), vegetables (onions, garlic, cucumbers), fruits (olives, grapes, 
pomegranates, melons, figs, dates, apples), poultry (doves, chickens), meat 
(sheep, goat, cattle, swine), milk, wild roots, fish, and game were also consumed, 
but by no means to the same degree in all times and places. What determined 
which and how much of these other items were included in the diet were where 
and when people lived, their mode of livelihood (village farming, transhumance, 
pastoralism), their economic situation (rich or poor), access to markets, and 
religious beliefs.

�Given thesGiven these contingee contingencies, it ncies, it follows thfollows that the meaat the meals most cols most commonly eatmmonly eaten by the en byen by the patby the patriarchs, wriarchs, whom the Bihom the Bible indicable indicates were ttes were transhumantranshumants, differes, differed somewhatd somewhatd somewhat fsomewhat from those rom those of their dof their descendantsescendants who settl who settled permaneed permanently in vintly in villages in llages in the highlatthe highlathe highlands of Cannds of Canaan. Whileaan. While wheat and wheat and barley we barley were predomire predominant in bonant in both diets, th diets, meat from mmeat from meat from male herd male herd animals ananimals and cheese, d cheese, curds, andcurds, and milk prod milk produced by feuced by female animamale animmale animals maanimals made up the de up the bulk of thbulk of the remainine remaining ingredieg ingredients (Gen. nts (Gen. 18:6-8). I18:6-8). It should bt should be noted, he ne noted, hownoted, however, thatever, that the meat  the meat of slaughtof slaughtered herd ered herd animals waanimals was not eates not eaten every dan every dan every day, but rday, but rather on sather on special occpecial occasions. Wiasions. Wild game, hld game, honey, dateoney, dates, and spis, and spices obtainces obtained throughedobtainobtained tobtained through hunhrough hunting and gting and gathering wathering were also iere also important tmportant to the patro the patriarchal diiarchal diet (Gen. 2etdidiet (Gen.diet (Gen. 27:3-4). 27:3-4). 27:3-4).

Given these contingencies, it follows that the meals most commonly eaten 
by the patriarchs, whom the Bible indicates were transhumants, differed 
somewhat from those of their descendants who settled permanently in villages in 
the highlands of Canaan. While wheat and barley were predominant in both diets, 
meat from male herd animals and cheese, curds, and milk produced by female 
animals made up the bulk of the remaining ingredients (Gen. 18:6-8). It should be 



noted, however, that the meat of slaughtered herd animals was not eaten every 
day, but rather on special occasions. Wild game, honey, dates, and spices 
obtained through hunting and gathering were also important to the patriarchal 
diet (Gen. 27:3-4).

�By contrasBy contrast, the diet, the diets consumets consumed by villad by village househoge households in Canlds in Canaan were maan were much more vuch much more variemore varied in termsd in terms of items  of items produced lproduced locally. Foocally. For example,r example, a typical a typical village c village community wommccommunity community would growwould grow wheat and wheat and barley in barley in the flatt the flatter areas, er areas, and graze and graze sheep and sheep and sheep and goats and goats on the stuon the stubble; it wbble; it would grow ould grow olives, grolives, grapes, and apes, and other fruiother fruit trees ont trees on the lower the the lower the lower hills, withills, with patches h patches of irrigatof irrigated vegetabed vegetables and sples and spices arounices around the villd the village (Isa. age (Isage (Isa. 5:1-(Isa. 5:1-3). This t3). This traditionalraditional pattern a pattern assured thassured that the typit the typical villagcal village diet in e diet in Canaan incCanaan inCanaan included nincluded not only grot only grains and aains and animal by-pnimal by-products, broducts, but also veut also vegetables, getables, fruits, anfruits, and nuts.d nutd nuts.nuts.nuts.

By contrast, the diets consumed by village households in Canaan were much 
more varied in terms of items produced locally. For example, a typical village 
community would grow wheat and barley in the flatter areas, and graze sheep 
and goats on the stubble; it would grow olives, grapes, and other fruit trees on 
the lower hills, with patches of irrigated vegetables and spices around the village 
(Isa. 5:1-3). This traditional pattern assured that the typical village diet in Canaan 
included not only grains and animal by-products, but also vegetables, fruits, and 
nuts.

�The foods The foods consumed bconsumed by the elity the elites of larges of larger towns aer towns and cities nd cities such as Jesuch as Jerusalem anrusalemJeJerusalem Jerusalem and Caesarand Caesarea were evea were even more vaen more varied due tried due to the wideo the wide range of  range of foodstuffsfoodstufffoodstuffsfoodstuffs imported  imported from distafrom distant places nt places and the grand the greater wealeater wealth with whth with which to buyich to buy exotic fo e exotic fooexotic foods. A richds. A rich person’s  person’s diet mightdiet might therefore therefore include e include exotic meatxotic meats and fishs and fish, vegetabl, ve, vegetablesvegetables, fruits, , fruits, and spicesand spices imported  imported from as fafrom as far away as r away as Southeast Southeast Asia, NortAsia, North Africa, h Ah Africa, orAfrica, or Europe. T Europe. There were here were also many also many landless plandless poor peopleoor people living in living in and aroun and around these cidarounaround thearound these cities,se cities, many of w many of whom subsishom subsisted by begted by begging and sging and scavenging.cavenging.

The foods consumed by the elites of larger towns and cities such as 
Jerusalem and Caesarea were even more varied due to the wide range of 
foodstuffs imported from distant places and the greater wealth with which to buy 
exotic foods. A rich person’s diet might therefore include exotic meats and fish, 
vegetables, fruits, and spices imported from as far away as Southeast Asia, North 
Africa, or Europe. There were also many landless poor people living in and 
around these cities, many of whom subsisted by begging and scavenging.

�Given the Given the geographicgeographical diversial diversity of the ty of the land of Caland of Canaan, and naan, and given the given the changes ovchanges changes ovchanges over time iner time in political political condition conditions of the rs of the region throegion throughout bibughout biblical timelical times, the ecos, thes, the economthe economic conditiic conditions of varons of various indigious indigenous grouenous groups, includps, including the diing the different Isfferent Israelite trraeIsIsraelite Israelite tribes, vatribes, varied consiried considerably ovderably over time aner time and space. Td space. Therefore, herefore, so did theso did their diets. ir dieir diets. Thudiets. Thus the foods the foods eaten bys eaten by the Benja the Benjaminites arminites around Jerusound Jerusalem at thalem at the time of e time of David and DDavid and David and Solomon, eSolomon, e.g., were .g., were not exactlnot exactly the samey the same as those  as those eaten by teaten by the Reubenihe Reubenhe ReubenitesReubenites in Transj in Transjordan. Furordan. Furthermore, thermore, a millennia millennium later, um later, in the timin the time of Chrise of Christ, many net, ChrisChrist, maChrist, many new foony new food items wed items were availabre available due to le due to vastly incvastly increased intreased intercontinenercontinental trade,taintercontinenintercontiintercontinental tranental trade, so thade, so that diets, et diets, especially specially in urban ain urban areas, inclreas, included itemsuded items which wer which which werewhich were unheard o unheard of a thousaf a thousand years end years earlier (e.arlier (e.g., garum g., garum and chickeand chicken).n).n).

Given the geographical diversity of the land of Canaan, and given the 
changes over time in political conditions of the region throughout biblical times, 
the economic conditions of various indigenous groups, including the different 
Israelite tribes, varied considerably over time and space. Therefore, so did their 
diets. Thus the foods eaten by the Benjaminites around Jerusalem at the time of 
David and Solomon, e.g., were not exactly the same as those eaten by the 
Reubenites in Transjordan. Furthermore, a millennium later, in the time of 
Christ, many new food items were available due to vastly increased 
intercontinental trade, so that diets, especially in urban areas, included items 
which were unheard of a thousand years earlier (e.g., garum and chicken).

�Despite suDespite such regionach regional and templ and temporal discooral discontinuitiesntinuities, cultic r, cultic rules of puules of purity serverity serverity served to served to set the Isset the Israelite diraelite diet apart wet apart wherever Jeherever Jews lived. ws lived. In additioIn addition to restrn to restricting aniicting restrrestrictinrestricting animal mg animal matter to tatter to that from mhat from mammals whiammals which part thch part the hoof ande hoof and chew the  chew the chew the cud (Lthe cud (Lev. 11:1-8ev. 11:1-8; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:6-8) and :6-8) and various “cvarious “clean” birdlean” birds, fish, as, fish, and insectsnd insects (Lev. 11: (Lev. (Lev. 11:9(Lev. 11:9-47; Deut.-47; Deut. 14:9-21), 14:9-21), the regul the regulations proations prohibited anhibited any food whiy food which had beech had been contaminn cn contaminatcontaminated by conted by contact (throuact (through cookinggh cooking or otherw or otherwise) with ise) with water defiwater defiled by an led by an led by an uncleanan unclean carcass ( carcass (Lev. 11:32Lev. 11:32-38); othe-38); other legislatr legislation governion governed modes oed modes of preparatf preparation and coiopreparatpreparatiopreparation and combn and combinations oinations of foodstuff foodstuffs (e.g., fs (e.g., Exod. 23:1Exod. 23:19 par.).9 par.).9 par.).

Despite such regional and temporal discontinuities, cultic rules of purity 
served to set the Israelite diet apart wherever Jews lived. In addition to 
restricting animal matter to that from mammals which part the hoof and chew 
the cud (Lev. 11:1-8; Deut. 14:6-8) and various “clean” birds, fish, and insects 
(Lev. 11:9-47; Deut. 14:9-21), the regulations prohibited any food which had been 
contaminated by contact (through cooking or otherwise) with water defiled by 
an unclean carcass (Lev. 11:32-38); other legislation governed modes of 
preparation and combinations of foodstuffs (e.g., Exod. 23:19 par.).
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In the BibIn the Bible, foolisle, foolishness is mhness is most often ost often an ethicalan ethical concept a concept and goes bend goes beyond a lacyond a lack of nativk ofk of native of native intelligenintelligence. Contrace. Contrasted with sted with the wise (the wise (Prov. 1:7;Prov. 1:7; 15:5), th 15:5), the fool fire fool first is a pest is a pst is a person whoperson who acts with acts without counseout counsel (12:15) l (12:15) and is indand is indiscreet (viscreet (v. 23; 13:1. 23; 13:16), hot-te6), hot-tempered (14mphot-tehot-temperhot-tempered (14:29;ed (14:29; 17:12), i 17:12), ignorant (Egnorant (Eccl. 2:14)ccl. 2:14), indolent, indolent (4:5), an (4:5), and thickhead thickheaded (2:12)ded thickheathickheadethickheaded (2:12). d (2:12). He is easiHe is easily led astly led astray (Prov.ray (Prov. 1:22), re 1:22), rehearsing hhearsing his folly lis folly like a dog ike a doike a dog that rdog that returns to eturns to its vomit its vomit (26:11). R(26:11). Ruin is hisuin is his end (Prov end (Prov. 10:8). I. 10:8). If he is caf he is capable of lpable ofpable of learninof learning (Prov. 1g (Prov. 18:2; 23:9)8:2; 23:9), it comes, it comes only thro only through brutisugh brutish disciplih discipline (10:13;ne (10:13; 19:29). 19:29 19:29).19:29).19:29).

In the Bible, foolishness is most often an ethical concept and goes beyond a lack 
of native intelligence. Contrasted with the wise (Prov. 1:7; 15:5), the fool first is a 
person who acts without counsel (12:15) and is indiscreet (v. 23; 13:16), 
hot-tempered (14:29; 17:12), ignorant (Eccl. 2:14), indolent (4:5), and 
thickheaded (2:12). He is easily led astray (Prov. 1:22), rehearsing his folly like a 
dog that returns to its vomit (26:11). Ruin is his end (Prov. 10:8). If he is capable 
of learning (Prov. 18:2; 23:9), it comes only through brutish discipline (10:13; 
19:29).

�The fool iThe fool is the delis the deliberate sinberate sinner who pener who persists in rsists in evil (Ecclevil (Eccl. 5:1[MT 4. 5:1[MT 4:17]), lyi:17]), lying, slandenglyilying, slalying, slandering, andering, and enjoyinnd enjoying mischiefg mischief like spor like sport (Prov. 1t (Prov. 10:18, 23).0:18, 23). Refusing  Refusing to obey Goto obeto obey God (obey God (1 Sam. 13:1 Sam. 13:13; cf. MT13; cf. MT Deut. 22: Deut. 22:21; 2 Sam.21; 2 Sam. 13:11-14) 13:11-14), a fool c, a fool confides inonfides in others (2 o others (2 others (2 Chr. 16:9)Chr. 16:9). The fool. The fool thus “pra thus “practices ungctices ungodliness” odliness” and does iand does injustice (njustice (Isa. 32:6)Isa. 3Isa. 32:6). Suc32:6). Such is the eh is the example of xample of Nabal, whoNabal, whose name mese name means “fool”ans “fool” (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sam. 25:25). Els5:25). Elsewhere, theElsElsewhere,Elsewhere, the fool  the fool is the athis the atheist, one eist, one who openlywho openly declares, declares, “There is “There is no God” ( no God” (Ps 14:1; 5Ps((Ps 14:1; (Ps 14:1; 53:1[2]).53:1[2]).53:1[2]).

The fool is the deliberate sinner who persists in evil (Eccl. 5:1[MT 4:17]), 
lying, slandering, and enjoying mischief like sport (Prov. 10:18, 23). Refusing to 
obey God (1 Sam. 13:13; cf. MT Deut. 22:21; 2 Sam. 13:11-14), a fool confides in 
others (2 Chr. 16:9). The fool thus “practices ungodliness” and does injustice (Isa. 
32:6). Such is the example of Nabal, whose name means “fool” (1 Sam. 25:25). 
Elsewhere, the fool is the atheist, one who openly declares, “There is no God” 
(Ps 14:1; 53:1[2]).

�In the NT In the NT the fool ithe fool is describes described as witled as witless (Luke 1ss (Luke 11:40; 1 Co1:40; 1 Cor. 15:36) r. 15:36) and dull (and dull (and dull (Matt. 23:(Matt. 23:17), one w17), one who opposesho opposes truth (2  truth (2 Tim. 3:8-9Tim. 3:8-9) and fail) and fails to make s to make adequate padequate provisions rpprovisionsprovisions (Matt. 25 (Matt. 25:1-13). Je:1-13). Jesus contrasus contrasts the wists the wise, who obse, who obey his teaey his teachings, wichings, with the footh tth the fool wthe fool who refusesho refuses (Matt. 7: (Matt. 7:24-27). Wh24-27). When condemnen condemning intenting intent as well a as well as action, s action, Jesus alsoJeJesus alsoJesus also denounces denounces the use o the use of the wordf the word “fool” as “fool” as an invect an invective (Matt.ive (Matt. 5:22). 5:22). 5:22).

In the NT the fool is described as witless (Luke 11:40; 1 Cor. 15:36) and dull 
(Matt. 23:17), one who opposes truth (2 Tim. 3:8-9) and fails to make adequate 
provisions (Matt. 25:1-13). Jesus contrasts the wise, who obey his teachings, with 
the fool who refuses (Matt. 7:24-27). When condemning intent as well as action, 
Jesus also denounces the use of the word “fool” as an invective (Matt. 5:22).
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FOOTWASHING

In the ancIn the ancient Near ient Near East, wherEast, where roads wee roads were dusty are dusty and sandalsnd sandals were the  were the common foocommon fcommon footwear, footwear, making promaking provision forvision for guests or guests or travelers travelers to wash t to wash their feet heir feet was an actwas an act of common of of common of common hospitalithospitality (Gen. 18y (Gen. 18:4; 19:2; :4; 19:2; 24:32; Luk24:32; Luke 7:36-50;e 7:36-50; cf. John  cf. John 12:1-8). T12:1-8). The washinghe TThe washinThe washing of feet g of feet also becamalso became part of e part of the purifithe purification ritcation rituals requiuals required of prired of priests priorests pripriests prpriests prior to entior to entering the ering the sanctuary sanctuary or approacor approaching the ahing the altar (Exodltar (Exod. 30:19-21. 30:19-21; 40:31).; 40; 40:31).40:31).40:31).

In the ancient Near East, where roads were dusty and sandals were the common 
footwear, making provision for guests or travelers to wash their feet was an act 
of common hospitality (Gen. 18:4; 19:2; 24:32; Luke 7:36-50; cf. John 12:1-8). 
The washing of feet also became part of the purification rituals required of 
priests prior to entering the sanctuary or approaching the altar (Exod. 30:19-21; 
40:31).

�Jesus perfJesus performed the ormed the menial tasmenial task of washik of washing his disng his disciples’ feciples’ feet while tet while they were ahey werehey were at tawere at table duringble during the Last  the Last Supper. HeSupper. He commended commended his actio his action as an exn as an example of tample of tample of the type othe type of service f service the discipthe disciples shouldles should provide t provide to each otho each other (John 1er (John 13:1-20). S3:1-20). Some commenomeSSome commeSome commentators vintators view Jesus’ ew Jesus’ act as a sact as a symbolic reymbolic representatipresentation of the on of the cleansing cleansing effect hiseeffect hiseffect his death wou death would have fold have for humans dr humans defiled by efiled by sin. The rsin. The ritual of witual of washing “thashing “the feet of e fee feet of safeet of saints” is lints” is listed as oisted as one of the ne of the requisite requisite “good deed“good deeds” of womes” of women who qualn who qualify for thify qualqualify foqualify for the order the order of “widor of “widows” (1 Timws” (1 Tim. 5:9-10).. 5:9-10). The rite  The rite of footwasof footwashing is sthing is still practiill prill practiced practiced on Maundy on Maundy Thursday iThursday in many chun many churches.rches.rches.

Jesus performed the menial task of washing his disciples’ feet while they 
were at table during the Last Supper. He commended his action as an example of 
the type of service the disciples should provide to each other (John 13:1-20). 
Some commentators view Jesus’ act as a symbolic representation of the cleansing 
effect his death would have for humans defiled by sin. The ritual of washing “the 
feet of saints” is listed as one of the requisite “good deeds” of women who 
qualify for the order of “widows” (1 Tim. 5:9-10). The rite of footwashing is still 
practiced on Maundy Thursday in many churches.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. D. G. DJ. D. G. Dunn, “The unn, “The Washing ofWashing of the Disci the Disciples’ Feetples’ Feet in John 1 in John 133113131–201–20,” ,” ZNWZNW 61 (1970) 61 (1970): 247–52; : 247–52; H. Weiss, H. Weiss, “Foot Wash“Foot Washing in theing in the Johannine Johannine Community Com Community,Community,” ” NovTNovT 21 (1979) 21 (1979): 298–325.: 298–325.

Bibliography. J. D. G. Dunn, “The Washing of the Disciples’ Feet in John 
131–20,” ZNW 61 (1970): 247–52; H. Weiss, “Foot Washing in the Johannine 
Community,” NovT 21 (1979): 298–325.
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FORCED LABOR

A type of A type of slave laboslave labor program,r program, commonly  commonly referred treferred to as corvéo as corvée or consce or conscripted labripted labripted labor. It labor. It was by meawas by means of forcns of forced labor ted labor that rulershat rulers of the an of the ancient Nearcient Near East carr East carried out thied carrcarried oucarried out their but their building entilding enterprises, erprises, building abuilding and rebuildnd rebuilding citiesing cities. Also, it. Also, it was throu was thr was through ththrough the use of fe use of forced laboorced labor that kinr that kings maintaigs maintained controned control of minorl of minority groupsity groups in their  in in their kin their kingdoms.ingdoms.ingdoms.

A type of slave labor program, commonly referred to as corvée or conscripted 
labor. It was by means of forced labor that rulers of the ancient Near East 
carried out their building enterprises, building and rebuilding cities. Also, it was 
through the use of forced labor that kings maintained control of minority groups 
in their kingdoms.

�By the useBy the use of forced of forced labor the labor the Egyptian  Egyptian king, at tking, at the time ofhe time of the Exodu the Exodus, built ts, built ts, built the citiesthe cities of Pithom of Pithom and Raams and Raamses (Exod. es (Exod. 1:8-14) an1:8-14) and at the sd at the same time aame time attempted tttempted to maintainotto maintaito maintain control n control of the Hebof the Hebrews, a mirews, a minority gronority group in his up in his kingdom. Dkingdom. David (2 Saavid (2 Sam. 20:23) mSaSam. 20:23Sam. 20:23) and Solo) and Solomon (1 Kgsmon (1 Kgs. 9:15-21). 9:15-21) also used also used forced la forced labor prograbor programs. But whms. But whms. But while Solowhile Solomon built mon built Hazor, MegHazor, Megiddo, and iddo, and Gezer by mGezer by means of foeans of forced laborrced labor, his exce, his exce, his excessive excessive conscripticonscription of workon of workers from aers from among the nmong the northern trorthern tribes (1 Kgibes (1 Kgs. 5:13-14s. 5:13-14s. 5:13-14) r5:13-14) resulted inesulted in revolt an revolt and the divid the division of thsion of the kingdom e kingdom (12:1–19).(12:1–19).

By the use of forced labor the Egyptian king, at the time of the Exodus, built 
the cities of Pithom and Raamses (Exod. 1:8-14) and at the same time attempted 
to maintain control of the Hebrews, a minority group in his kingdom. David (2 
Sam. 20:23) and Solomon (1 Kgs. 9:15-21) also used forced labor programs. But 
while Solomon built Hazor, Megiddo, and Gezer by means of forced labor, his 
excessive conscription of workers from among the northern tribes (1 Kgs. 
5:13-14) resulted in revolt and the division of the kingdom (12:1–19).

�Egyptian rEgyptian records refecords refer to ruleer to rulers like Thrs like Thutmose IIIutmose III who made  who made campaigns campaigns annually iannuaannually iannually into Palestnto Palestine and Syine and Syria as a mria as a means of syeans of systematicalstematically lootingly looting those are those areas and colas anas and collecand collecting the rting the resources hesources he needed be needed back in Egyack in Egypt, includpt, including the reing the resources ofsources of slave lab sla slave laboslave labor. Egyptiar. Egyptian tomb pain tomb paintings, suntings, such as thatch as that of Ramese of Rameses III brins III bringing back ging back shackled pshackshackled pshackled prisoners orisoners of war or sf war or slaves, prolaves, provide theirvide their own uniqu own unique record.e record.e record.

Egyptian records refer to rulers like Thutmose III who made campaigns 
annually into Palestine and Syria as a means of systematically looting those areas 
and collecting the resources he needed back in Egypt, including the resources of 
slave labor. Egyptian tomb paintings, such as that of Rameses III bringing back 
shackled prisoners of war or slaves, provide their own unique record.
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FOREIGNER

In the OT In the OT words deriwords derived from tved from the Hebrew he Hebrew roots roots zwrzwr and  and nkrnkr are often are often used to d used to describe theddescribe tdescribe those who ahose who are “outsidre “outsiders” from ers” from the speakethe speaker’s point r’s point of view. Tof view. The two roohe two roohe two roots are roots are more or lemore or less synonymss synonymous and arous and are often use often used in paraed in parallel phrasllel phrases (e.g., es (e.g., Jer. 5:19bJerJer. 5:19bJer. 5:19b; Prov. 27; Prov. 27:13; also :13; also Ps. 69:8[MPs. 69:8[MT 9]; 81:9T 9]; 81:9[10]; Isa.[10]; Isa. 61:5; Oba 61:5; Obad. 11). Bud. 11). But in narrat in nat in narrative narrative and propheand prophetic texts,tic texts,  neäk�aœr, neäk�aœr, ben-neäk�aben-neäk�aœr,œr, and  and nok�riînok�riî usually c usuall usually cousually connote “nonnnote “non-Israelite-Israelite” (e.g., 1” (e.g., 1 Kgs. 8:41 Kgs. 8:41; Ruth 2:1; Ruth 2:10) while 0) while zaœrzaœr more prop more pro more properly mproperly means “thateans “that which doe which does not belos not belong” (in whng” (in whatever catatever category is begory is being consieing considered). Indconsiconsideredconsidered). In Prie). In Priestly legisstly legislation lation zaœrzaœr is used t is used to designato designate Israelite Israelites who arees who are not membe not not membernot members of the ls of the levitical oevitical or Aaronic r Aaronic families afamilies and are thund are thus “foreigns “foreigners” as faers” as far as the pr as r as the peras the performance oformance of priestlyf priestly duties is duties is concerned concerned (Exod. 29 (Exod. 29:33; 30:33:33; 30:33; Lev. 22:; Lev. 22:10, 13; Nu10, 22:22:10, 13;22:10, 13; Num. 1:51 Num. 1:51; 3:10, 38; 3:10, 38; 16:40[17; 16:40[17:5]; 18:4,:5]; 18:4, 7; NRSV “ 7; NRSV “lay personlay person, outsider, outsider”). More f”). outsideroutsider”)outsider”). More fre. More frequently, quently, zaœrzaœr takes on  takes on negative cnegative connotationonnotations when uses when used to mean d to md to mean “non-mean “non-Yahwistic”Yahwistic” (and thus (and thus by implic by implication idolation idolatrous) foatrous) forms of “otrms of “otherness” (herness” (cf. Hos. 5c((cf. Hos. (cf. Hos. 5:7).5:7).5:7).

In the OT words derived from the Hebrew roots zwr and nkr are often used to 
describe those who are “outsiders” from the speaker’s point of view. The two 
roots are more or less synonymous and are often used in parallel phrases (e.g., 
Jer. 5:19b; Prov. 27:13; also Ps. 69:8[MT 9]; 81:9[10]; Isa. 61:5; Obad. 11). But in 
narrative and prophetic texts, neäk�aœr, ben-neäk�aœr,  and nok�riî  
usually connote “non-Israelite” (e.g., 1 Kgs. 8:41; Ruth 2:10) while zaœr more 
properly means “that which does not belong” (in whatever category is being 
considered). In Priestly legislation zaœr is used to designate Israelites who are 
not members of the levitical or Aaronic families and are thus “foreigners” as far 
as the performance of priestly duties is concerned (Exod. 29:33; 30:33; Lev. 
22:10, 13; Num. 1:51; 3:10, 38; 16:40[17:5]; 18:4, 7; NRSV “lay person, 
outsider”). More frequently, zaœr takes on negative connotations when used to 
mean “non-Yahwistic” (and thus by implication idolatrous) forms of “otherness” 
(cf. Hos. 5:7).

�Unlike theUnlike the “sojourne “sojourner” or “resr” or “resident alieident alien” (n” (geärgeär), who was), who was subject t subject to and proto and pro and protected protected by Israeliby Israelite laws (Ete laws (Exod. 12:49xod. 12:49), the for), the foreigner waseigner was not allow not allowed to parted to participate inicippartparticipatparticipate in Passoe in Passover celebrver celebrations (v.ations (v. 43) and c 43) and could not bould not be chosen ke chosen king (Deut.ing (Deut. 17:15). T 17: 17:15). Th17:15). The foreignee foreigner could ber could be charged i charged interest onnterest on loans (De loans (Deut. 23:20[ut. 23:20[21]), and 21]), and debts oweddedebts oweddebts owed by foreig by foreigners did nners did not have toot have to be forgiv be forgiven in the en in the seventh yeseventh year (15:2–3ar (15:2–3).).).

Unlike the “sojourner” or “resident alien” (geär), who was subject to and 
protected by Israelite laws (Exod. 12:49), the foreigner was not allowed to 
participate in Passover celebrations (v. 43) and could not be chosen king (Deut. 



17:15). The foreigner could be charged interest on loans (Deut. 23:20[21]), and 
debts owed by foreigners did not have to be forgiven in the seventh year (15:2–3).

�Wisdom pupWisdom pupils are wails are warned againrned against associast associating with ting with the Strangthe Strange Woman e Woman (}isûsûa® (}isû(}isûsûa® (}isûsûa® zaœra®)zaœra®) or with t or with the Foreignhe Foreigner er (nok�riîya(nok�riîya®)®) who repre who represents tempsents tempsents temptationtemptation personifi personified, not beed, not because she cause she is sexuallis sexually promiscuy promiscuous (as soous (as some translame translators misletotranslatranslatortranslators misleadis misleadingly assumngly assume) but bece) but because she rause she represents epresents a departura departure from Wise from Wise from Wisdom’s (Wisdom’s (and therefand therefore the Loore the Lord’s) waysrd’s) ways (Prov. 2: (Prov. 2:16; 5:3, 216; 5:3, 20; 6:24; 70; 6:24; 7:5; 23:27):5; 23:27)...

Wisdom pupils are warned against associating with the Strange Woman 
(}isûsûa® zaœra®) or with the Foreigner (nok�riîya®)  who represents 
temptation personified, not because she is sexually promiscuous (as some 
translators misleadingly assume) but because she represents a departure from 
Wisdom’s (and therefore the Lord’s) ways (Prov. 2:16; 5:3, 20; 6:24; 7:5; 23:27).

�NT texts tNT texts tend to minend to minimize ethnimize ethnic distincic distinctions accotions according to trding to the principhe principles articules articles articulatearticulated in Eph. d in Eph. 2:11-19, a2:11-19, and Christind Christians are urans are urged to shoged to show hospitalw hospitality (the gity (the giving of fivingggiving of giving of food, shelfood, shelter, and pter, and protection)rotection) to the st to the stranger (Gkranger (Gk. . xénosxénos) in their) in their midst (Ma midst (M midst (Matt. 25:(Matt. 25:35ff.; 3 J35ff.; 3 John 5). Hoohn 5). However, thowever, those who arese who are not relat not related to the ed to the people of people of Israel by IsrIsrael by Israel by birth are birth are still somestill sometimes calltimes called “foreiged “foreigners,” as ners,” as in Luke 17in Luke 17:18 :18 (allogeneä(allogeneä(allogeneä(allogeneäís);ís); Acts 17:2 Acts 17:21 1 (xénos);(xénos); Heb. 11:3 Heb. 11:34 4 (alloœtrio(alloœtrios).s).s).

NT texts tend to minimize ethnic distinctions according to the principles 
articulated in Eph. 2:11-19, and Christians are urged to show hospitality (the 
giving of food, shelter, and protection) to the stranger (Gk. xénos) in their midst 
(Matt. 25:35ff.; 3 John 5). However, those who are not related to the people of 
Israel by birth are still sometimes called “foreigners,” as in Luke 17:18 
(allogeneäís); Acts 17:21 (xénos); Heb. 11:34 (alloœtrios).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. GuttmanM. Guttmann, “The Ten, “The Term ‘Foreigrm ‘Foreigner’ (ner’ (nkrynkry) Historic) Historically Consially Conally ConsideredConsidered,” ,” HUCAHUCA 3 (1926): 3 (1926): 1–20; L.  1–20; L. A. SnijderA. Snijders, s, “zu®r/zaœr“zu®r/zaœr,” ,” TDOTTDOT 4:52–58. 4:52–58. 4:52–58.4:52–58.4:52–58.

Bibliography. M. Guttmann, “The Term ‘Foreigner’ (nkryyrknyrkn) Historically 
Considered,” HUCA 3 (1926): 1–20; L. A. Snijders, “zu®r/zaœr,” TDOT 
4:52–58.
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Biblical rBiblical references eferences to the forto the forests and wests and wooded areaooded areas of Paless of Palestine indictine indicate that tate that those areashosetthose areathose areas were mucs were much more exth more extensive durensive during OT timing OT times than thes than the present.e present. Several w Several Several woSeveral wooded areasoded areas are refer are referred to by red to by name. Lebaname. Lebanon undoubnon undoubtedly conttedly contained the ained thained the largesthe largest of the ft of the forests, whorests, which consisich consisted not onted not only of the ly of the famous cedfamous cedars, but aars, but also of pinlso olso of pine anof pine and myrtle. d myrtle. Only vestiOnly vestiges of Lebges of Lebanon’s oncanon’s once extensive extensive woodlande woodlands remain ts remain ts remain today. Cartoday. Carmel also wmel also was heavilyas heavily wooded in wooded in biblical  biblical times (Cantimes (Cant. 7:5). Dt. 7:5). David hid iavid hid in the foren thn the forestthe forest of Hereth of Hereth after lea after leaving Moab ving Moab (1 Sam. 22(1 Sam. 22:5). Josep:5). Josephus mentiohus mentions the grons the growths of dawgrogrowths ofgrowths of date palm date palms of the Js of the Jordan Vallordan Valley near Jeey near Jericho. Thericho. The biblical  biblical referencesreferences to forest to  to forest to forest fires indifires indicate the ecate the extensive txtensive tracts of fracts of forested laorested lands (Isa. nds (Isa. 10:17-18; 10:17-18; Jer. 21:14Jer. 21:Jer. 21:14; Amo21:14; Amos 7:4). Evs 7:4). Evidence foridence for the once  the once abundant wabundant woodlands ioodlands is provideds provided also by t also by t also by the names the names of localitof localities bearinies bearing the nameg the names of treess of trees or forest or forests (e.g., Ks (e.g., Kiriath-jeairiath-jearim, “cityrim, “rim, “city of f“city of forests”). orests”). These areaThese areas are now s are now devoid of devoid of such vegetsuch vegetation.ation.ation.

Biblical references to the forests and wooded areas of Palestine indicate that 
those areas were much more extensive during OT times than the present. 
Several wooded areas are referred to by name. Lebanon undoubtedly contained 
the largest of the forests, which consisted not only of the famous cedars, but also 
of pine and myrtle. Only vestiges of Lebanon’s once extensive woodlands remain 
today. Carmel also was heavily wooded in biblical times (Cant. 7:5). David hid in 
the forest of Hereth after leaving Moab (1 Sam. 22:5). Josephus mentions the 
growths of date palms of the Jordan Valley near Jericho. The biblical references 
to forest fires indicate the extensive tracts of forested lands (Isa. 10:17-18; Jer. 
21:14; Amos 7:4). Evidence for the once abundant woodlands is provided also by 
the names of localities bearing the names of trees or forests (e.g., Kiriath-jearim, 
“city of forests”). These areas are now devoid of such vegetation.

�Heb. Heb. h�oœresûh�oœresû indicates indicates a thicket a thicket or wooded or wooded height (E height (Ezek. 31:3;zek. 31:3; 2 Chr. 27 2 Chr. 27 2 Chr. 27:4; NRSV27:4; NRSV, NIV take, NIV take the word  the word as a propeas a proper name in r name in 1 Sam. 23:1 Sam. 23:15-19). He15-19). Heb. b. pardeäspardepardeäspardeäs denotes a denotes a wooded pa wooded park or orchrk or orchard, thougard, though extensivh extensive enough te enough to supply to supply o supply timsupply timber (Cant.ber (Cant. 4:13; Ecc 4:13; Eccl. 2:5; Nel. 2:5; Neh. 2:8). Th. 2:8). The most frhe most frequently uequently used Hebrewsed Hebrew word for  w word for tword for thicket or hicket or forested aforested area is rea is ya{ar.ya{ar.ya{ar.

Heb. h�oœresû  indicates a thicket or wooded height (Ezek. 31:3; 2 Chr. 
27:4; NRSV, NIV take the word as a proper name in 1 Sam. 23:15-19). Heb. 
pardeäs denotes a wooded park or orchard, though extensive enough to 
supply timber (Cant. 4:13; Eccl. 2:5; Neh. 2:8). The most frequently used Hebrew 
word for thicket or forested area is ya{ar.

�The differThe different soils ent soils and climatand climates of Palees of Palestine prodstine produced a widuced a wide variety e variety of trees aof trees of trees and trees and shrubs. Thshrubs. The greater e greater rainfall orainfall of the westf the western and noern and northern slorthern slopes allowepes allowed thick ved alloweallowed thallowed thick vegetaick vegetation in thtion in the vicinitie vicinities of Carmes of Carmel and Galel and Galilee. The ilee. The primary trprimary trees were oees trtrees weretrees were oaks, ter oaks, terebinth, ceebinth, cedars, and dars, and Aleppo pinAleppo pines. The ares. The area of loweea of lower Galilee r Galilee produced dprproduced dproduced deciduous oeciduous oaks, whileaks, while the Dead  the Dead Sea regionSea region grew tama grew tamarisk treesrisk trees, willows,, willows,, willows, pwillows, poplar, andoplar, and date palm date palms. Wild bes. Wild beasts, inclasts, including bearuding bear and Asiat and Asiatic lions, ic lions, inhabited inhabinhabited inhabited the forestthe forested areas (ed areas (2 Kgs. 2:22 Kgs. 2:24; Amos 3:4; Amos 3:4; Jer. 5:4; Jer. 5:6; 12:8).6; 12:8).6; 12:8).

The different soils and climates of Palestine produced a wide variety of 
trees and shrubs. The greater rainfall of the western and northern slopes 
allowed thick vegetation in the vicinities of Carmel and Galilee. The primary 



trees were oaks, terebinth, cedars, and Aleppo pines. The area of lower Galilee 
produced deciduous oaks, while the Dead Sea region grew tamarisk trees, 
willows, poplar, and date palms. Wild beasts, including bear and Asiatic lions, 
inhabited the forested areas (2 Kgs. 2:24; Amos 3:4; Jer. 5:6; 12:8).

�Although tAlthough the indiscrhe indiscriminate feiminate felling of tlling of trees was prees was prohibited rohibited (Deut. 20:(Deut. 20:19), the o19), the o19), the once largeonce large expanses  expanses of woodlanof woodlands were grds were greatly dimieatly diminished by nished by Roman timeRoman times, except s, exceps, except forexcept for areas whe areas where access re access was difficwas difficult. The cult. The cutting of utting of the forestthe forested lands ced lands caused a deauseccaused a dcaused a decrease inecrease in soil fert soil fertility and ility and an increasan increase in erosie in erosion. Eventuon. Eventually sizabally sizable areas ole areale areas of dareas of desert deveesert developed fromloped from these are these areas. Today,as. Today, except fo except for efforts r efforts at conservat conservation and atconservconservaticonservation and refon and reforestationorestation of pines, of pines, the only  the only remnants oremnants of the ancif the ancient forestent forests are in Cs ars are in Carare in Carmel, Lebanmel, Lebanon, and Tron, and Transjordan.ansjordan. Elsewhere Elsewhere, shrubs p, shrubs predominateredominate...

Although the indiscriminate felling of trees was prohibited (Deut. 20:19), the 
once large expanses of woodlands were greatly diminished by Roman times, 
except for areas where access was difficult. The cutting of the forested lands 
caused a decrease in soil fertility and an increase in erosion. Eventually sizable 
areas of desert developed from these areas. Today, except for efforts at 
conservation and reforestation of pines, the only remnants of the ancient forests 
are in Carmel, Lebanon, and Transjordan. Elsewhere, shrubs predominate.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. Baly, D. Baly, The GeograThe Geography of thephy of the Bible, Bible, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New York, 1974); M. 1974) 1974); M. 1974); M. Zohary, Zohary, Plants of Plants of the Biblethe Bible (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1982).e, 1982).e, 1982).

Bibliography. D. Baly, The Geography of the Bible, rev. ed. (New York, 
1974); M. Zohary, Plants of the Bible (Cambridge, 1982).
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FORKFORKFORK

FORK

A three-prA three-pronged utenonged utensil (Heb. sil (Heb. mazleäg�mazleäg�) used by ) used by priests topriests to remove th remove their portioeir portioeir portions oportions of sacrificf sacrifices (1 Sam.es (1 Sam. 2:13-14). 2:13-14). A similar A similar instrumen instrument t (mizlaœg�a(mizlaœg�a®)®) made of g mad made of gomade of gold or polild or polished bronzshed bronze (1 Chr. e (1 Chr. 28:17; 2 C28:17; 2 Chr. 4:16) hr. 4:16) was used iwas used in sacrificn sacrifices on the es sacrificsacrificessacrifices on the al on the altar in thetar in the tabernacl tabernacle and tempe and temple (e.g., le (e.g., Exod. 27:3Exod. 27:3; 38:3; Nu; 38:3; Num. 4:14). m. 4:1m. 4:14). Old4:14). Older translaer translations rendtions render the terer the term “fleshhom “fleshhook.”ok.”ok.”

A three-pronged utensil (Heb. mazleäg� ) used by priests to remove their 
portions of sacrifices (1 Sam. 2:13-14). A similar instrument (mizlaœg�a®)  
made of gold or polished bronze (1 Chr. 28:17; 2 Chr. 4:16) was used in 
sacrifices on the altar in the tabernacle and temple (e.g., Exod. 27:3; 38:3; Num. 
4:14). Older translations render the term “fleshhook.”

�A six-pronA six-pronged pitchfged pitchfork (ork (mizreh;mizreh; Gk.  Gk. ptyéonptyéon) was used) was used to separa to separate chaff fte chaff from grain romffrom grainfrom grain (e.g., Je (e.g., Jer. 15:7; Mr. 15:7; Matt. 3:12 att. 3:12 = Luke 3:1= Luke 3:17).7).

A six-pronged pitchfork (mizreh; Gk. ptyéon) was used to separate chaff 
from grain (e.g., Jer. 15:7; Matt. 3:12 = Luke 3:17).

FORMER PROFORMER PROPHETSPHETSPHETS

FORMER PROPHETS

According According to Hebrew to Hebrew tradition,tradition, those boo those books attribuks attributed to theted to the “early” p “early” prophets Jorophets Joshua (booksJoJoshua (boJoshua (book of Joshok of Joshua), Samueua), Samuel (Judges,l (Judges, 1–2 Samue 1–2 Samuel), and Jel), and Jeremiah (1–remiah (1–2 Kings). 2 Kings). In later (InIn later (In later (particularparticularly Christily Christian) traditan) tradition they aion they are regardere regarded as the “d as the “historicalhistorical books.” books books.”books.”

According to Hebrew tradition, those books attributed to the “early” prophets 
Joshua (book of Joshua), Samuel (Judges, 1–2 Samuel), and Jeremiah (1–2 Kings). 
In later (particularly Christian) tradition they are regarded as the “historical 
books.”

FORNICATIOFORNICATIONNN

FORNICATION

In generalIn general, illicit , illicit sexual intsexual intercourse (ercourse (Heb. Heb. zaœna®zaœna®), a sin v), a sin violating tiolating the spirit he spirit of the Sevof theof the Seventthe Seventh Commandmh Commandment (Exod.ent (Exod. 20:14), w 20:14), which was mhich was meant to preant to protect the otect the integrity integriintegrity integrity of the famof the family. Forniily. Fornication (Gkcation (Gk. . porneiíaporneiía) can be l) can be linked withinked with adultery  adultery (Matt. 5:3(Mat(Matt. 5:3(Matt. 5:32; 19:9) o2; 19:9) or distingur distinguished fromished from it (15:19 it (15:19 = Mark 7: = Mark 7:21). Commi21). Committing forntting fornication isicafornfornicatiofornication is notedn is noted and rebuk and rebuked (1 Cor.ed (1 Cor. 6:18; 10: 6:18; 10:8; Jude 7)8; Jude 7). Paul adv. Paul advised monogised monogamous marrammonogmonogamousmonogamous marriage  marriage “because o“because of cases off cases of sexual im sexual immorality” morality” (1 Cor. 7:(1 Cor. 7:2). Metaph2). Metap2). MetaphoricMetaphorically, fornally, fornication caication can describen describe the corru the corruption of Gption of God’s peoplod’s people with page with pagan idolatranpagpagan idolpagan idolatry (e.g.atry (e.g., Jer. 2:2, Jer. 2:20-36; Ezek0-36; Ezek. 16:15-43. 16:15-43; Rev. 2:1; Rev. 2:14, 20-22; 4, 20-22; 17:1-18; 117:1-18; 18:2-9). Ab8:2-9).118:2-9). A18:2-9). Abstaining bstaining from fornifrom fornication (uncation (unchastity) chastity) was one ofwas one of the four  the four conditionsconditions demanded  de demanded odemanded of the Gentf the Gentiles for tiles for their admisheir admission into sion into the Churchthe Church by the Je by the Jerusalem corusalem conference (ncoconferenceconference (Acts 15: (Acts 15:20, 29).20, 29).20, 29).

In general, illicit sexual intercourse (Heb. zaœna®), a sin violating the spirit of 
the Seventh Commandment (Exod. 20:14), which was meant to protect the 
integrity of the family. Fornication (Gk. porneiía) can be linked with adultery 
(Matt. 5:32; 19:9) or distinguished from it (15:19 = Mark 7:21). Committing 
fornication is noted and rebuked (1 Cor. 6:18; 10:8; Jude 7). Paul advised 
monogamous marriage “because of cases of sexual immorality” (1 Cor. 7:2). 
Metaphorically, fornication can describe the corruption of God’s people with 
pagan idolatry (e.g., Jer. 2:20-36; Ezek. 16:15-43; Rev. 2:14, 20-22; 17:1-18; 
18:2-9). Abstaining from fornication (unchastity) was one of the four conditions 



demanded of the Gentiles for their admission into the Church by the Jerusalem 
conference (Acts 15:20, 29).

Allison A.Allison A. Trites Trites
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FORTRESS, FORTRESS, FORTIFICATFORTIFICATIONIONION

FORTRESS, FORTIFICATION

FortressesFortresses generally generally consisted consisted of walls, of walls, towers, a towers, and gates. nd gates. FortificatFortifications were ions were built aroubuiltbuilt aroubuilt around major cnd major cities and ities and at strategat strategic positioic positions near bons near borders and rders and trade routtrade routes. A few es. routroutes. A routes. A few citiesfew cities also had  also had an inner fan inner fortress foortress for additionr additional protectal protection.ion.ion.

Fortresses generally consisted of walls, towers, and gates. Fortifications were 
built around major cities and at strategic positions near borders and trade 
routes. A few cities also had an inner fortress for additional protection.

�Walls builWalls built around at around a city prov city provided primaided primary defensery defense. Walls we. Walls were usuallyre usually built of  built o built of stone, of stone, although aalthough a few were  few were made of mumade of mud brick. Wd brick. Walls couldalls could be either be either solid (Be solid (Beer-sheba se(Be(Beer-sheb(Beer-sheba stratum a stratum V) or caseV) or casemate (two mate (two parallel wparallel walls connealls connected at incted at intervals bytervals by transvers tr transversetransverse walls; Ha walls; Hazor stratuzor stratum X). Somem X). Some walls are walls are straight  straight (Ashdod st(Ashdod stratum 10) ratum 10) while othewwhile othewhile others are offrs are offset-and-inset-and-inset (Megidset (Megiddo stratumdo stratum VA). Seve VA). Several casemaral casemate walls wte walls were filledewwere fillewere filled with debd with debris for adris for added protecded protection (Hazotion (Hazor stratum r stratum VIII). SmaVIII). Smaller villaller villages and soges ages and some cand some cities builities built homes abt homes abutted togeutted together and ither and in a circuln a circular patternar pattern facing up facing upward. The warupupward. Thupward. The back wale back wall of the hl of the homes doublomes doubled as a deed as a defense wallfense wall (Beer-she (Beer-sheba stratumba stratumba stratum VIstratum VII).I).I).

Walls built around a city provided primary defense. Walls were usually built 
of stone, although a few were made of mud brick. Walls could be either solid 
(Beer-sheba stratum V) or casemate (two parallel walls connected at intervals by 
transverse walls; Hazor stratum X). Some walls are straight (Ashdod stratum 10) 
while others are offset-and-inset (Megiddo stratum VA). Several casemate walls 
were filled with debris for added protection (Hazor stratum VIII). Smaller villages 
and some cities built homes abutted together and in a circular pattern facing 
upward. The back wall of the homes doubled as a defense wall (Beer-sheba 
stratum VII).

�Towers werTowers were built ine built into walls ato walls at intervalt intervals and at ss and at strategic ptrategic positions sositions such as at uch as at gate complggate complgate complexes. Toweexes. Towers, typicars, typically tallerlly taller than the  than the walls, usuwalls, usually jutteally jutted out beyod out beyond the citnd thnd the city wthe city wall, givinall, giving defenderg defenders a clear s a clear view of thview of the city wale city wall’s foundal’s foundation and ation and anyone attenyone aanyone attanyone attempting toempting to breach th breach the wall.e wall.e wall.

Towers were built into walls at intervals and at strategic positions such as at 
gate complexes. Towers, typically taller than the walls, usually jutted out beyond 
the city wall, giving defenders a clear view of the city wall’s foundation and 
anyone attempting to breach the wall.

�Cities in Cities in OT times uOT times usually hadsually had only one  only one gate complgate complex. This cex. This complex hadomplex had massive t mass massive tomassive towers on eawers on each side ofch side of the entra the entrance, multince, multiple chambeple chambers with dors with doors separaors separaors separatingseparating each cham each chamber, and mber, and multiple seultiple sets of gatets of gate doors. Ha doors. Hazor, Megidzor, Megiddo, Gezer,do, Gezer, and a few Gezer,Gezer, andGezer, and a few mor a few more cities he cities had six-chaad six-chamber gate mber gate complexes complexes with four with four sets of dosets of dosets of doors. A fdoors. A few gate coew gate complexes wemplexes were built sre built sideways, cideways, creating anreating an L-shaped  L-shaped turn (e.g.turn (e.g., Lachish,, L, Lachish, TLachish, Tell en-Nasell en-Nasbeh, Beth-beh, Beth-shan) in oshan) in order to slrder to slow down trow down traffic or aaffic or an invadingn invading army ente ar army enterarmy entering the gaing the gate. NT citte. NT cities usuallies usually had multy had multiple entraiple entrances and cnces and city-gate city-gate complexes.ompccomplexes.complexes.

Cities in OT times usually had only one gate complex. This complex had 
massive towers on each side of the entrance, multiple chambers with doors 
separating each chamber, and multiple sets of gate doors. Hazor, Megiddo, 
Gezer, and a few more cities had six-chamber gate complexes with four sets of 
doors. A few gate complexes were built sideways, creating an L-shaped turn (e.g., 
Lachish, Tell en-Nasbeh, Beth-shan) in order to slow down traffic or an invading 
army entering the gate. NT cities usually had multiple entrances and city-gate 
complexes.

ReconstrucReconstructed Iron Ated Iron Age walls oge walls of Tell f Tell en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh (Mizpah). (Mizpah). Built by  Built by King Asa oKing Asa of Judah (9foof Judah (of Judah (913–873 913–873 B.C.E.B.C.E.), the def), the defenses inclenses included the cuded the city wall, ity wall, a sloping a sloping revetment,revetment, retaining r retaining retaining wall, and wall, and moat (Badèmoat (Badè Institute Institute of Biblic of Biblical Archaeoal Archaeology, Pacilogy, Pacific Schoolfic School of Religi of Re of Religion)Religion)

Reconstructed Iron Age walls of Tell en-Nas�beh  (Mizpah). Built by King Asa 
of Judah (913–873 B.C.E.), the defenses included the city wall, a sloping revetment, 
retaining wall, and moat (Badè Institute of Biblical Archaeology, Pacific School of 
Religion)

�A city neeA city needed food aded food and water tnd water to survive o survive a siege. Ca siege. Cities ofteities often built stn built storage faciorage facorage facilitiesfacilities for food  for food and suppliand supplies along wes along with large ith large cisterns fcisterns for water. or water. Pillared sPillared storage rootorage sstorage rostorage rooms were doms were discovered iscovered at Megiddoat Megiddo, Hazor, T, Hazor, Tell ell el-H¸esiel-H¸esi, Beer-she, Beer-sheba, and Teba, anba, and Tell Qand Tell Qasile. Sevasile. Several citieeral cities (Jerusals (Jerusalem, Hazor,em, Hazor, Gezer, Be Gezer, Beer-sheba, er-sheba, Gibeon, anGibeon, and Megiddo)d Md Megiddo) hMegiddo) had the meaad the means of gettns of getting water ing water inside theinside the city from city from a hidden  a hidden water suppwater supply outsidelsuppsupply outsupply outside the cside the city walls ity walls via a tunnvia a tunnel or shafel or shaft. David’st. David’s general J general Joab climbeoab climbed up a watd up ad up a water sha water shaft (Warreaft (Warren’s shaft)n’s shaft) to enter  to enter and defeatand defeat the Jebus the Jebusite city oite city of Jerusalef Jerusalem (2 Sam. m (2m (2 Sam. 5:(2 Sam. 5:8). Hezeki8). Hezekiah built aah built a tunnel fr tunnel from a hiddeom a hidden spring tn spring to a pool io a pool inside Jerunside Jerusalem (2 KsalemJeruJerusalem Jerusalem (2 Kgs. 20(2 Kgs. 20:20).:20).:20).

A city needed food and water to survive a siege. Cities often built storage 
facilities for food and supplies along with large cisterns for water. Pillared 
storage rooms were discovered at Megiddo, Hazor, Tell el-H¸esi, Beer-sheba, 
and Tell Qasile. Several cities (Jerusalem, Hazor, Gezer, Beer-sheba, Gibeon, and 
Megiddo) had the means of getting water inside the city from a hidden water 



supply outside the city walls via a tunnel or shaft. David’s general Joab climbed up 
a water shaft (Warren’s shaft) to enter and defeat the Jebusite city of Jerusalem 
(2 Sam. 5:8). Hezekiah built a tunnel from a hidden spring to a pool inside 
Jerusalem (2 Kgs. 20:20).

�FortressesFortresses, separate, separate from citi from cities, were bes, were built at stuilt at strategic lorategic locations. Acations. A line of f line of fortresses orffortressesfortresses dating to dating to the Israe the Israelite Monarlite Monarchy span tchy span the Negeb. he Negeb. These fortThese fortresses areresses are usually s u usually smusually small, contaall, containing wallining walls, towers,s, towers, gates, an gates, and living sd living spaces. Thepaces. They served ay served as the firss the s the first the first line of deline of defense fromfense from nomads an nomads and invadersd invaders from the  from the south.south.south.

Fortresses, separate from cities, were built at strategic locations. A line of 
fortresses dating to the Israelite Monarchy span the Negeb. These fortresses are 
usually small, containing walls, towers, gates, and living spaces. They served as 
the first line of defense from nomads and invaders from the south.

�Rehoboam, Rehoboam, preparing preparing for Shishafor Shishak’s invasik’s invasion, built on, built fortified fortified cities andcities and filled th filled them with weemththem with them with weapons anweapons and suppliesd supplies (2 Chr. 1 (2 Chr. 14:6-7[MT 54:6-7[MT 5–6]). Heze–6]). Hezekiah repaikiah repaired the wared the wred the walls of Jwalls of Jerusalem aerusalem and built tnd built towers on towers on them (2 Chrhem (2 Chr. 32:5).. 32:5).. 32:5).

Rehoboam, preparing for Shishak’s invasion, built fortified cities and filled 
them with weapons and supplies (2 Chr. 14:6-7[MT 5–6]). Hezekiah repaired the 
walls of Jerusalem and built towers on them (2 Chr. 32:5).

�In poetic In poetic literatureliterature God is fr God is frequently requently referred toeferred to as a fort as a fortress (2 Saress (2 Sam. 22:2; Jm. 22:2; Jer. 16:19;eJJer. 16:19Jer. 16:19; Nah. 1:7; Nah. 1:7; Ps. 31:2; Ps. 31:2-3[3–4]; 7-3[3–4]; 71:3; 91:2)1:3; 91:2)...

In poetic literature God is frequently referred to as a fortress (2 Sam. 22:2; 
Jer. 16:19; Nah. 1:7; Ps. 31:2-3[3–4]; 71:3; 91:2).

Terry W. ETerry W. Eddingerddinger
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FORTUNATUSFORTUNATUS (Gk.  (Gk. PhortounaéPhortounaé  Lat. Lat. FortunatusFortunatus)))

FORTUNATUS (Gk. Phortounaé 
Lat. Fortunatus)

A ChristiaA Christian from Corn from Corinth; a meinth; a messenger whssenger who, with Sto, with Stephanas anephanas and Achaicusd Achaicus, came to , came to, came to Paul into Paul in Ephesus b Ephesus bringing neringing news of the ws of the CorinthianCorinthian congregat congregation (1 Corion (1 Cor. 16:17).. 16:17).

A Christian from Corinth; a messenger who, with Stephanas and Achaicus, came 
to Paul in Ephesus bringing news of the Corinthian congregation (1 Cor. 16:17).

FORUM OF AFORUM OF APPIUSPPIUSPPIUS

FORUM OF APPIUS

A station A station on the Appon the Appian Way (Gian Way (Gk. k. Appiíou PhAppiíou Phoœron;oœron; Lat.  Lat. Apii ForumApii Forum), 69 km. ), 69 km. (43 mi.) S(4(43 mi.) S(43 mi.) SE of Rome E of Rome at modern at modern Faiti. ProFaiti. Probably founbably founded duringded during the time  the time of Appius of Appius Claudius CCClaudius CClaudius Caecus, whoaecus, who construct constructed the higed the highway in 31hway in 312 2 B.C.E.B.C.E., it had b, it had become by tecome by the 1st cenhetthe 1st cethe 1st century ntury C.E.C.E. an import an important town (ant town (cf. Horacecf. Horace  SatiresSatires 1.5.3–6 f 1.5.3–6 for a traveor a traveler’s critler’s cler’s critique ocritique of its accof its accommodationsmmodations and “stin and “stingy tavern gy tavern keepers”).keepers”). From this From this point a c point a canal paralanccanal paracanal paralleled thelleled the road thro road through the Pough the Pontine marsntine marshes (a havhes (a haven for malen for malarial mosqarial mosquitoes) caumosqmosquitoesmosquitoes) ca. 30 k) ca. 30 km. (19 mi.m. (19 mi.) to Feron) to Feronia. A numbia. A number of Romaer of Roman Christian Christians travelens travelens traveled ttraveled to the Foruo the Forum of Appium of Appius to greets to greet Paul foll Paul following his owing his arrival atarrival at Puteoli ( Puteoli (Acts 28:15Acts ((Acts 28:1(Acts 28:15).5).

A station on the Appian Way (Gk. Appiíou Phoœron; Lat. Apii Forum), 69 km. 
(43 mi.) SE of Rome at modern Faiti. Probably founded during the time of Appius 
Claudius Caecus, who constructed the highway in 312 B.C.E., it had become by 
the 1st century C.E. an important town (cf. Horace Satires 1.5.3–6 for a traveler’s 
critique of its accommodations and “stingy tavern keepers”). From this point a 
canal paralleled the road through the Pontine marshes (a haven for malarial 
mosquitoes) ca. 30 km. (19 mi.) to Feronia. A number of Roman Christians 
traveled to the Forum of Appius to greet Paul following his arrival at Puteoli 
(Acts 28:15).

FOXFOXFOX

FOX

A carnivorA carnivorous memberous member of the do of the dog family (g family (Canidae), Canidae), genus genus Vulpes.Vulpes. Heb.  Heb. sûu®{aœlsûu®{aœlsûu®{aœlsûu®{aœl designate designates both thes both the fox and t fox and the jackal he jackal (Ps. 63:10(Ps. 63:10[MT 11]; L[MT 11]; Lam. 5:18).am. 5:18). The red f T The red foThe red fox and its x and its desert coudesert cousin, the fsin, the fennec, areennec, are small, so small, solitary, nolitary, nocturnal, acturnal, and intellind intnd intelligenintelligent creaturet creatures. Emergins. Emerging from itsg from its den to hu den to hunt at nighnt at night, the foxt, the fox is omnivo is omnivorous, eatirousomnivoomnivorousomnivorous, eating s, eating small game,mall game, insects,  insects, and fruit and fruit (Cant. 2:1(Cant. 2:15) and sca5) and scavenging ifvenging if necessary nece necessary.necessary. It posses It possesses a keenses a keen sense of  sense of sight, smesight, smell, and esll, and especially hpecially hearing. Thearing. The fox is re foxe fox is regfox is regarded as aarded as a pest in r pest in rabbinical abbinical literatureliterature since it  since it took poulttook poultry or younry or young livestocg livesg livestock livestock ((Bek.Bek. 8a;  8a; Mak.Mak. 24b;  24b; Ned.Ned. 81b;  81b; Ketub.Ketub. 111b;  111b; H¸ul.H¸ul. 53a;  53a; Eccl. Rab.Eccl. Rab. 98a). 98a). 98a).

A carnivorous member of the dog family (Canidae), genus Vulpes. Heb. 
sûu®{aœl designates both the fox and the jackal (Ps. 63:10[MT 11]; Lam. 5:18). 
The red fox and its desert cousin, the fennec, are small, solitary, nocturnal, and 
intelligent creatures. Emerging from its den to hunt at night, the fox is 
omnivorous, eating small game, insects, and fruit (Cant. 2:15) and scavenging if 
necessary. It possesses a keen sense of sight, smell, and especially hearing. The 
fox is regarded as a pest in rabbinical literature since it took poultry or young 
livestock (Bek. 8a; Mak. 24b; Ned. 81b; Ketub. 111b; H¸ul. 53a; Eccl. Rab. 98a).



�Jesus poinJesus points out thats out that, unlike t, unlike himself, fhimself, foxes (Gk. oxes (Gk. aloœépeäxaloœépeäx) have hom) have homes (Matt. es (Mes (Matt. 8:2(Matt. 8:20 = Luke 90 = Luke 9:58), and :58), and he refers he refers to Herod mto Herod metaphoricaetaphorically as “thlly as “that fox” (Lat fox” (Luke 13:32)uk(L(Luke 13:3(Luke 13:32).2).2).

Jesus points out that, unlike himself, foxes (Gk. aloœépeäx) have homes 
(Matt. 8:20 = Luke 9:58), and he refers to Herod metaphorically as “that fox” 
(Luke 13:32).
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FRANKINCENFRANKINCENSESESE

FRANKINCENSE

A botanicaA botanical product l product derived frderived from a membeom a member of the Br of the Burseraceaeurseraceae family. M family. Mentioned ientionedMMentioned Mentioned in both thin both the OT (Heb.e OT (Heb.  leïb�oœna®leïb�oœna®) and NT () and NT (Gk. Gk. liíbanosliíbanos) as a hig) as a highly desirehhighighly deshighly desired and eired and esteemed prsteemed product, itsoduct, its enduring  enduring fame restsfame rests with the  with the Magi accouMagi account in Mattnaccouaccount inaccount in Matt. 2:1 Matt. 2:11.1.1.

A botanical product derived from a member of the Burseraceae family. 
Mentioned in both the OT (Heb. leïb�oœna® ) and NT (Gk. liíbanos) as a 
highly desired and esteemed product, its enduring fame rests with the Magi 
account in Matt. 2:11.

�Although sAlthough several speeveral species of cies of BoswelliaBoswellia produce a produce an oleo-gumn oleo-gum resin,  resin, Boswellia Boswellia sacrasacrsacrasacra is the on is the only speciesly species in southw in southwest Arabiaest Arabia and north and northern Somaliern Somalia which pra which produces theoducesprproduces tproduces the distinche distinct resin met resin mentioned inntioned in biblical  biblical and other and other historicalhistorical accounts. accounts. Recent in Rec Recent invRecent investigationestigations clearly s clearly suggest thsuggest that the plaat the plant grows int grows in a fairlyn a fairly restricte restricted habitat.d habitd habitat. Ahabitat. Apparently pparently never domenever domesticated, sticated, it prefersit prefers the arid  the arid backslopesbackslopes of create of created rain shad rd rain shadorain shadows beyond ws beyond the reach the reach of the sumof the summer southwmer southwest monsooest monsoon, but as n, but as a succulena succua succulent succulent it stores it stores water deriwater derived from aved from airborne moirborne moisture. Thisture. The resin ise resin is obtained  obtained by cuttingbyby cuttingby cutting and incis and incising the tring the trunk, usualunk, usually once a ly once a year in thyear in the winter. e winter. The exudedThe exuded sap, whit sap sap, whitesap, white in color  in color (hence Sem(hence Sem. . lbn,lbn, “milk”),  “milk”), is left tois left to drop to t drop to the base ofhe base of the tree  the tree where it hwwhere it hwhere it hardens andardens and crystaliz crystalizes.es.es.

Although several species of Boswellia produce an oleo-gum resin, Boswellia 
sacra is the only species in southwest Arabia and northern Somalia which 
produces the distinct resin mentioned in biblical and other historical accounts. 
Recent investigations clearly suggest that the plant grows in a fairly restricted 
habitat. Apparently never domesticated, it prefers the arid backslopes of created 
rain shadows beyond the reach of the summer southwest monsoon, but as a 
succulent it stores water derived from airborne moisture. The resin is obtained 
by cutting and incising the trunk, usually once a year in the winter. The exuded 
sap, white in color (hence Sem. lbn, “milk”), is left to drop to the base of the tree 
where it hardens and crystalizes.

�Chemical aChemical analysis ofnalysis of frankince frankincense suggesnse suggests that thts that the plant hae plant has certain s certain unique chaunique chunique charactericharacteristics of cstics of compositionomposition which may which may extend to extend to discernin discerning medicinag medicinal propertil properties. Chemicepropertipropertiesproperties. Chemical. Chemical fingerpri fingerprinting of lnting of living and iving and archaeologarchaeological speciical specimens may smens may some day peomssome day psome day permit the ermit the detection detection of geograpof geographically sphically specific groecific groves. Frankves. Frankincense maincense may already ymamay alreadmay already have beey have been traded ln traded locally as ocally as early as tearly as the Neolithhe Neolithic period ic period (6th-4th m(6th-4th millennium illemmillenniummillennium  B.C.B.C.) and may ) and may have been have been known to tknown to the Sumeriahe Sumerians by the ns by the 3rd millen3rd millennium and tniummillenmillenniummillennium and the E and the Egyptians sgyptians sometime laometime later. Its fter. Its fame, howevame, however, deriveer, derives from thes from the greatly i g greatly ingreatly increased decreased demand for tmand for the producthe product in the la in the late Iron Agte Iron Age, stimulae, stimulated in parted in part by the It bt by the Isrby the Israelites, taelites, the Greeks,he Greeks, Romans, a Romans, and Persiannd Persians who useds who used it for va it for various purprious purposes. Whilospurppurposes. purposes. While harvWhile harvested in Oested in Oman, Yemenman, Yemen, as well , as well as Somaliaas Somalia, the anci, the ancient South ent South ent South ArabSouth Arabian city-sian city-states (e.gtates (e.g., Shabwa ., Shabwa and Marib)and Marib) were the  were the primary beprimary beneficiarieneficiaries of this s os of this trof this trade as intade as intermediarieermediaries. Both mas. Both maritime andritime and overland  overland trade emantrade emanating fromating from the south t the southethe southern Arabianrn Arabian peninsula peninsula have been have been documente documented by archad by archaeological eological and literaand literaand literary rliterary records begecords beginning witinning with Herodotuh Herodotus. Accordis. According to Levang to Levantine, Grentine, Greek, Indianek, Indian, and Roma, IndianIndian, anIndian, and Roman ted Roman texts, a verxts, a very substanty substantial price ial price was paid fwas paid for the resor the resin. It wouin. It would appear ld apld appear thaappear that the frant the frankincense bkincense brought by rought by the Magi (the Magi (probably tprobably two differewo different mixes ant mixes and not golnaand not goand not gold and frald and frankincense)nkincense) came from came from Dhofar, w Dhofar, which was chich was controlled ontrolled directly bdirectly bdirectly by the Parby the Parthians, orthians, or via north via northern Oman aern Oman as a provins a province of the ce of the Parthian EParthian Empire. Thempire. The precipito p precipitouprecipitous decline s decline and collapand collapse of the se of the incense maincense market in thrket in the 5th cente 5th century ury A.D.A.D. coincided coinc coincided coincided with the pwith the prohibitionrohibition by the Ch by the Christian christian church of laurch of lavish funervish funerary rites ary rites involving invoinvolving involving incense.incense.incense.

Chemical analysis of frankincense suggests that the plant has certain unique 
characteristics of composition which may extend to discerning medicinal 
properties. Chemical fingerprinting of living and archaeological specimens may 
some day permit the detection of geographically specific groves. Frankincense 
may already have been traded locally as early as the Neolithic period (6th-4th 
millennium B.C.) and may have been known to the Sumerians by the 3rd 
millennium and the Egyptians sometime later. Its fame, however, derives from the 
greatly increased demand for the product in the late Iron Age, stimulated in part 
by the Israelites, the Greeks, Romans, and Persians who used it for various 
purposes. While harvested in Oman, Yemen, as well as Somalia, the ancient 
South Arabian city-states (e.g., Shabwa and Marib) were the primary beneficiaries 
of this trade as intermediaries. Both maritime and overland trade emanating from 
the southern Arabian peninsula have been documented by archaeological and 
literary records beginning with Herodotus. According to Levantine, Greek, 
Indian, and Roman texts, a very substantial price was paid for the resin. It would 
appear that the frankincense brought by the Magi (probably two different mixes 
and not gold and frankincense) came from Dhofar, which was controlled directly 
by the Parthians, or via northern Oman as a province of the Parthian Empire. The 
precipitous decline and collapse of the incense market in the 5th century A.D. 
coincided with the prohibition by the Christian church of lavish funerary rites 



involving incense.
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A synagoguA synagogue made up e made up of freedmeof freedmen, Cyrenian, Cyrenians, and Alns, and Alexandriansexandrians, who were, who were Stephen’s Stephe Stephen’s Stephen’s opponents opponents (Acts 6:9)(Acts 6:9). These fr. These freedmen wereedmen were probablye probably Jewish ca Jewish captives whoptives whptives who had bewho had been deporteen deported from Isrd from Israel but haael but had been reld been released and eased and granted thgranted their citizeeir citizenship (cf.ncitizecitizenshicitizenship (cf. Actp (cf. Acts 22:3, 27s 22:3, 27-28; Philo-28; Philo  Leg.Leg. 155; Taci 155; Tacitus tus Ann.Ann. 2.85; Jos 2.85; Josephus ephus Ant.Ant. 12.120; 1 12. 12.120; 1412.120; 14.185–267)..185–267). It seems  It seems reasonablereasonable to surmis to surmise that thee that they had retuy had returned to Jerned to Jerusalem ourJeJerusalem Jerusalem out of devout of devotion to Gotion to God in ordeod in order to obserr to observe the lawve the law and the t and the temple sacremple sacremple sacrificessacrifices...

A synagogue made up of freedmen, Cyrenians, and Alexandrians, who were 
Stephen’s opponents (Acts 6:9). These freedmen were probably Jewish captives 
who had been deported from Israel but had been released and granted their 
citizenship (cf. Acts 22:3, 27-28; Philo Leg. 155; Tacitus Ann. 2.85; Josephus Ant. 
12.120; 14.185–267). It seems reasonable to surmise that they had returned to 
Jerusalem out of devotion to God in order to observe the law and the temple 
sacrifices.

�Evidence hEvidence has been foas been found for a und for a synagogue synagogue of Alexandof Alexandrians (rians (t. Meg.t. Meg. 3.6 [224] 3.6 [224]) and one ) a) and one thand one that was buiat was built by a celt by a certain “Thertain “Theodotus,” wodotus,” which incluhich included a guesded a guest house fot house for diasporar fofor diaspofor diaspora Jews vira Jews visiting frositing from abroad (m abroad (CIJCIJ 2:1404).  2:1404). Scholars rScholars remain diviemain divided over tded over the number htthe numberthe number of synago of synagogues indicgues indicated in Acated in Acts, positits, positing one synng one synagogue comagogue composed of sposed of sposed of several etseveral ethnic grouphnic groups, two difs, two different groferent groups of oppups of opponents, oronents, or several g several groups. It roups. It would seemwouwould seemwould seem that one  that one motivationmotivation for the e for the establishmestablishment of synant of synagogues forgogues for diaspora  diaspora Jews wouldJJews wouldJews would be to pro be to provide worshvide worship for thoip for those who spose who spoke Greek.ke Greek.ke Greek.

Evidence has been found for a synagogue of Alexandrians (t. Meg. 3.6 [224]) 
and one that was built by a certain “Theodotus,” which included a guest house 
for diaspora Jews visiting from abroad (CIJ 2:1404). Scholars remain divided over 
the number of synagogues indicated in Acts, positing one synagogue composed of 
several ethnic groups, two different groups of opponents, or several groups. It 
would seem that one motivation for the establishment of synagogues for diaspora 
Jews would be to provide worship for those who spoke Greek.
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�SeeSee  CODEX WASHCODEX WASHINGTONENSIINGTONENSIS.S.

See CODEX WASHINGTONENSIS.
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FRIEND

In biblicaIn biblical usage, al usage, a term cove term covering a broring a broad spectruad spectrum of relatm of relationships, ionships, from the ifrom the intimate tontimiintimate tintimate to the remoo the remote. The OTte. The OT captures  captures the sense the sense of these rof these relationshielationships in the ps in the substantivsusubstantivsubstantives drawn bes drawn basically fasically from the rorom the roots ots }hb}hb and  and r{h.r{h. In the LX In the LXX and NT tX and NT the usual whe uhe usual wordusual word is Gk.  is Gk. phiílos,phiílos, and occas and occasionally ionally hetaiíros.hetaiíros. The Vulg. The Vulg. almost al almost always transways trways translatestranslates Lat.  Lat. amicusamicus...

In biblical usage, a term covering a broad spectrum of relationships, from the 
intimate to the remote. The OT captures the sense of these relationships in the 
substantives drawn basically from the roots }hb and r{h. In the LXX and NT the 



usual word is Gk. phiílos, and occasionally hetaiíros. The Vulg. almost always 
translates Lat. amicus.

�In the OT In the OT the terms the terms express quexpress quite normalite normal human rel human relationshipsationships that are  that are governed bgovergoverned bgoverned by the friey the friendship conndship conventions oventions of the ancif the ancient Near Eent Near East. They ast. They can simplycan simply connote t c connote thconnote the relatione relationship of neship of neighbors anighbors and acquaintd acquaintances (Levances (Lev. 19:18; J. 19:18; Jer. 6:21; er. 6:21; Mic. 7:5),Mic.Mic. 7:5),Mic. 7:5), as well a as well as closer os closer ones that snes that stress equatress equality betwelity between friendsen friends (Deut. 13 (Deut. 13:6[MT 7]) :6[M1313:6[MT 7]13:6[MT 7]) and verg) and verge on the fe on the familial (Pamilial (Ps. 35:14; s. 35:14; Prov. 18:2Prov. 18:24; 27:10).4; 27:10). Legendary Legendary in this r in  in this rein this regard is thgard is the friendshe friendship betweenip between David and David and Jonathan  Jonathan (1 Sam. 18(1 Sam. 18:1-3; 20:1:1-3; 20:17; 2 Sam. 7; 27; 2 Sam. 1:22 Sam. 1:26). Friend6). Friendship with ship with God is alsGod is also possibleo possible, as Moses, as Moses is called is called a friend  a friend of God andof Goof God and spGod and speaks with eaks with God face tGod face to face, aso face, as friends s friends speak (Exodpeak (Exod. 33:11). . 33:11). Judg. 5:31Judg. 5:31 reflects  re reflects treflects the conventhe conventional wisdional wisdom that onom that one should he should help one’s elp one’s friends anfriends and harm oned harm one’s enemies’oneone’s enemone’s enemies. The Wies. The Wisdom Liteisdom Literature givrature gives speciales special attention attention to the im to the importance oportance of loyal frfoof loyal fof loyal friendship riendship (Sir. 6:14(Sir. 6:14-16), advi-16), advises on itsses on its value (Pr value (Prov. 18:24;ov. 18:24; Eccl. 4:9 Eccl. 4:9-12; Sir. -12; Sir. 6:1; 25:1)66:1; 25:1)6:1; 25:1), and warn, and warns of its fs of its fragility (ragility (Prov. 19:4Prov. 19:4; Sir. 6:8; Sir. 6:8-13; 9:10;-13; 9:10; 13:21; 22 13:21; 22:20; 37:1):20; 37:1):20; 37:1). Sir37:1). Sir. 22:21-22. 22:21-22 stresses  stresses the possibthe possibility of rility of repair for epair for damaged frdamaged friendship.iendship.iendship.

In the OT the terms express quite normal human relationships that are 
governed by the friendship conventions of the ancient Near East. They can simply 
connote the relationship of neighbors and acquaintances (Lev. 19:18; Jer. 6:21; 
Mic. 7:5), as well as closer ones that stress equality between friends (Deut. 
13:6[MT 7]) and verge on the familial (Ps. 35:14; Prov. 18:24; 27:10). Legendary 
in this regard is the friendship between David and Jonathan (1 Sam. 18:1-3; 20:17; 
2 Sam. 1:26). Friendship with God is also possible, as Moses is called a friend of 
God and speaks with God face to face, as friends speak (Exod. 33:11). Judg. 5:31 
reflects the conventional wisdom that one should help one’s friends and harm 
one’s enemies. The Wisdom Literature gives special attention to the importance 
of loyal friendship (Sir. 6:14-16), advises on its value (Prov. 18:24; Eccl. 4:9-12; Sir. 
6:1; 25:1), and warns of its fragility (Prov. 19:4; Sir. 6:8-13; 9:10; 13:21; 22:20; 
37:1). Sir. 22:21-22 stresses the possibility of repair for damaged friendship.

�The NT doeThe NT does not press not present a unifent a unified teachiied teaching on frieng on friends and frnds and friendship, iendship, but NT autbut NTbut NT authorsNT authors do show s do show some intereome interest in the st in the topic. Alttopic. Although Paulhough Paul does not  does not use the wouse the wuse the word “frieword “friend,” he shnd,” he shows familiows familiarity witharity with the conve the conventions of ntions of friendshipfriendship (Rom. 5:6 (Rom. 5:6-8; 13:8-1-8;5:65:6-8; 13:5:6-8; 13:8-10; 1 Co8-10; 1 Cor. 1:10; Gr. 1:10; Gal. 4:12-2al. 4:12-20; Phil. 20; Phil. 2:2-4; 4:14:2-4; 4:14-16) and e-16) and even employven employs elementss eles elements oelements of the frief the friendly lettendly letter in his cr in his correspondeorrespondence (Phil.nce (Phil. 1:3-4, 7- 1:3-4, 7-8, 27; 2:18, 27; 2:12). Matthe2). Ma2). Matthew usMatthew uses Gk. es Gk. phiílosphiílos only once only once (Matt. 11 (Matt. 11:19), and :19), and is the onlis the only NT authoy NT author to use r to ur to use use hetaiíros,hetaiíros, three tim three times in the es in the vocative (vocative (20:13; 22:20:13; 22:12; 26:50)12; 26:50). Luke use. Luke uses s phiílosphiílosphiílosphiílos more than more than other NT  other NT authors (eauthors (e.g., Luke .g., Luke 7:6, 34; 17:6, 34; 11:5-8; 12:1:5-8; 12:4; 16:9; 24; 16:9; 23:12; Acts3:12; A3:12; Acts 10:24Acts 10:24; 19:31). ; 19:31). Luke is thLuke is the only Gose only Gospel authorpel author to includ to include the Parae the Parable of theble of the Persisten Pe PersistentPersistent Friend (L Friend (Luke 11:5-8uke 11:5-8). The pec). The peculiarly Luuliarly Lucan Parablcan Parable of the Pe of the Prodigal Sorodigal Son (Luke 15n (Ln (Luke 15:1(Luke 15:11-32) refl1-32) reflects aspecects aspects of the ts of the Greco-RomaGreco-Roman n topostopos on friend on friendship, and ship, and even challeveneven challeven challenges the enges the reciprocitreciprocity ethic (6y ethic (6:34–35a; 1:34–35a; 14:12–14; A4:12–14; Acts 20:35)cts 20:35), which go, which governed frivegogoverned fgoverned friendship riendship in his dayin his day. In John’. In John’s Gospel ts Gospel the term “fhe term “friend” takriend” takes on a spes on a special meaneciaspspecial mespecial meaning connaning connoting closoting close relatione relationship to Jeship to Jesus (John sus (John 3:29; 11:13:29; 11:11; 15:14-11; 15:14-15). The Go5). 15:14-115:14-15).15:14-15). The Gospe The Gospel of John l of John reflects treflects the common he common friendshipfriendship motifs of motifs of sharing ( sharing (John 15:15Jo((John 15:1(John 15:15) and loy5) and loyalty to thalty to the point ofe point of death (10 death (10:11, 15, 1:11, 15, 17–18; 15:17–18; 15:13; cf. 11:3; cf. 11:16; 1 John16; 1 16; 1 John 3:11 John 3:16). In the6). In these ways, Nse ways, NT authors T authors appropriatappropriate and adape and adapt to theirt to their own needs own needs the Helle needsneeds the needs the HellenistiHellenistic-Jewish ac-Jewish and Greco-Rnd Greco-Roman frienoman friendship traddship traditions of itions of their day.their day.

The NT does not present a unified teaching on friends and friendship, but 
NT authors do show some interest in the topic. Although Paul does not use the 
word “friend,” he shows familiarity with the conventions of friendship (Rom. 
5:6-8; 13:8-10; 1 Cor. 1:10; Gal. 4:12-20; Phil. 2:2-4; 4:14-16) and even employs 
elements of the friendly letter in his correspondence (Phil. 1:3-4, 7-8, 27; 2:12). 
Matthew uses Gk. phiílos only once (Matt. 11:19), and is the only NT author to 
use hetaiíros, three times in the vocative (20:13; 22:12; 26:50). Luke uses 
phiílos more than other NT authors (e.g., Luke 7:6, 34; 11:5-8; 12:4; 16:9; 23:12; 
Acts 10:24; 19:31). Luke is the only Gospel author to include the Parable of the 
Persistent Friend (Luke 11:5-8). The peculiarly Lucan Parable of the Prodigal Son 
(Luke 15:11-32) reflects aspects of the Greco-Roman topos on friendship, and 
even challenges the reciprocity ethic (6:34–35a; 14:12–14; Acts 20:35), which 
governed friendship in his day. In John’s Gospel the term “friend” takes on a 
special meaning connoting close relationship to Jesus (John 3:29; 11:11; 
15:14-15). The Gospel of John reflects the common friendship motifs of sharing 
(John 15:15) and loyalty to the point of death (10:11, 15, 17–18; 15:13; cf. 11:16; 
1 John 3:16). In these ways, NT authors appropriate and adapt to their own 
needs the Hellenistic-Jewish and Greco-Roman friendship traditions of their day.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. C. MitcA. C. Mitchell, “‘Grhell, “‘Greet the Freet the Friends by Niends by Name’: New ame’: New Testament TestamenTestament Testament Evidence fEvidence for the Greor the Greco-Roman co-Roman ToposTopos on Friend on Friendship,” in ship,” in Greco-RomaGreco-Roman Perspectn Pen PerspectivPerspectives on Friees on Friendship,ndship, ed. J. T. ed. J. T. Fitzgeral Fitzgerald. SBLRBS d. SBLRBS 34 (Atlant34 (Atlanta, 1997), a, 1997), 225–62.225–62.225–62.

Bibliography. A. C. Mitchell, “‘Greet the Friends by Name’: New 
Testament Evidence for the Greco-Roman Topos on Friendship,” in Greco-Roman 
Perspectives on Friendship, ed. J. T. Fitzgerald. SBLRBS 34 (Atlanta, 1997), 225–62.
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The hem orThe hem or border of border of a garment a garment (Heb.  (Heb. s�iîs�it�s�iîs�it�). The Isr). The Israelites weaelites were to makere to make for thems f for themsefor themselves a frilves a fringe for eange for each corner ch corner of their gof their garments (Narments (Num. 15:37-um. 15:37-39). Attac39). Attached to eacheAttacAttached tAttached to each frio each fringe was tonge was to be a blue be a blue cord. Thi cord. This ornaments ornamentation was ation was not meant not meantnot meant to bmeant to be ostentate ostentatious (cf. ious (cf. Matt. 23:5Matt. 23:5; Gk. ; Gk. kraéskpedokraéskpedonn); rather,); rather, it was to it was to remind th rem remind theremind the wearer of wearer of the Lord’ the Lord’s commandss commands and the r and the requisite dequisite demand for emand for holiness. holiness.holiness. holiness. It is not It is not known exacknown exactly what ttly what the fringe he fringe looked liklooked like, althouge, although the otheh the other biblicalr bibr biblical obiblical occurrence ccurrence of the Hebof the Hebrew term (rew term (for a lockfor a lock of hair,  of hair, Ezek. 8:3)Ezek. 8:3) is sugges is suggestive. The tive.suggessuggestivesuggestive. The prac. The practice of wetice of wearing frinaring fringes on theges on the outer gar outer garment is wement is well-attestell-attested in the ad ind in the artin the art of the an of the ancient Nearcient Near East. Oth East. Other biblicaer biblical passagesl passages attach si attach significancegnificance to the he to th to the hem ofthe hem of the garme the garment (1 Sam.nt (1 Sam. 24:4-20;  24:4-20; Matt. 9:20Matt. 9:20 = Luke 8: = Luke 8:44).44).44).

The hem or border of a garment (Heb. s�iîs�it� ). The Israelites were to make 



for themselves a fringe for each corner of their garments (Num. 15:37-39). 
Attached to each fringe was to be a blue cord. This ornamentation was not 
meant to be ostentatious (cf. Matt. 23:5; Gk. kraéskpedon); rather, it was to 
remind the wearer of the Lord’s commands and the requisite demand for 
holiness. It is not known exactly what the fringe looked like, although the other 
biblical occurrence of the Hebrew term (for a lock of hair, Ezek. 8:3) is 
suggestive. The practice of wearing fringes on the outer garment is well-attested 
in the art of the ancient Near East. Other biblical passages attach significance to 
the hem of the garment (1 Sam. 24:4-20; Matt. 9:20 = Luke 8:44).
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FROG

A class ofA class of amphibian amphibians (generals (generally of the ly of the family Ranfamily Ranidae) or widae) or watery creaatery creatures. Frotures. Frogs (Heb. gs (gs (Heb. (Heb. s�eïp�ardes�eïp�ardeäa{;äa{; Gk.  Gk. baétrachosbaétrachos) lack fin) lack fins and scals and scales and thues and thus are uncls are unclean for foeaunclunclean founclean for food (Ler food (Lev. 11:9-12v. 11:9-12); they ma); they may also quay also qualify as “slify as “swarming crwarming creatures,” eatures,” also unclealsoalso unclealso unclean (Lev. 1an (Lev. 11:41).1:41).1:41).

A class of amphibians (generally of the family Ranidae) or watery creatures. Frogs 
(Heb. s�eïp�ardeäa{;  Gk. baétrachos) lack fins and scales and thus are 
unclean for food (Lev. 11:9-12); they may also qualify as “swarming creatures,” 
also unclean (Lev. 11:41).

�All OT appAll OT appearances rearances relate to telate to the 10 plaghe 10 plagues. Frogsues. Frogs are the s are the second plagecond plague after tue afteue after the after the Nile has bNile has been turnedeen turned to blood  to blood (Exod. 8:2(Exod. 8:2-14[MT 7:2-14[MT 7:27—8:10]). 7—8:10]). They are tThey are tThey are the third the third plague in plague in Ps. 78:45 Ps. 78:45 — after th— after the bloody Ne bloody Nile and flile and flies — and ies — and 105:30 — a105:30 — after darknftaafter darkafter darkness and tness and the bloody he bloody Nile. The Nile. The Wisdom of Wisdom of Solomon alSolomon also mentionso mentions this plas this pls this plague (Wiplague (Wis. 19:10).s. 19:10). One expla One explanation fornation for the pheno the phenomenon is nmenon is naturalistiaturalistic: frogs wc: frogs were drivenerwwere drivewere driven from then from the Nile earl Nile earlier than uier than usual in thsual in the year bece year because recedause receding watersing waters left rott le left rottileft rotting, insectng, insect-ridden fi-ridden fish in pondsh in ponds and pools and pools next to s next to the river.the river. The insec The insects carriedts carrts carried dicarried diseases, whseases, which killedich killed the frogs the frogs. Another . Another explanatioexplanation is litern is literary: frogsary: frogs are a fer are a  are a fertilita fertility symbol, y symbol, associatedassociated with the  with the frog-headefrog-headed goddess d goddess Heqt (HekeHeqt (Heket), consort), consort of the gt ot of the godof the god Khnum, wh Khnum, who fashioneo fashioned human bed human beings from ings from clay. Thatclay. That Heqt assi Heqt assisted womensted womsted women in cwomen in childbirth hildbirth has been lhas been linked withinked with Pharaoh’s Pharaoh’s command t command that midwivhat midwives kill thes kill thes kill the Hebrewthe Hebrew male chil male children (Exoddren (Exod. 1:16); t. 1:16); the plague he plague would be awould be a response  response to that coto that command. In mcocommand. Icommand. In Rev. 15-n Rev. 15-16 the sev16 the seven bowls oen bowls of divine wf divine wrath are mrath are modeled on odeled on the plaguethe plaguthe plagues; fplagues; from the sirom the sixth bowl (xth bowl (16:13) the16:13) the angel unl angel unleashes a peashes a plague of flague of frog-shapedrog-shaped unclean s un unclean spunclean spirits.irits.irits.

All OT appearances relate to the 10 plagues. Frogs are the second plague 
after the Nile has been turned to blood (Exod. 8:2-14[MT 7:27—8:10]). They are 
the third plague in Ps. 78:45 — after the bloody Nile and flies — and 105:30 — 
after darkness and the bloody Nile. The Wisdom of Solomon also mentions this 
plague (Wis. 19:10). One explanation for the phenomenon is naturalistic: frogs 
were driven from the Nile earlier than usual in the year because receding waters 
left rotting, insect-ridden fish in ponds and pools next to the river. The insects 
carried diseases, which killed the frogs. Another explanation is literary: frogs are 
a fertility symbol, associated with the frog-headed goddess Heqt (Heket), consort 
of the god Khnum, who fashioned human beings from clay. That Heqt assisted 
women in childbirth has been linked with Pharaoh’s command that midwives kill 
the Hebrew male children (Exod. 1:16); the plague would be a response to that 
command. In Rev. 15-16 the seven bowls of divine wrath are modeled on the 
plagues; from the sixth bowl (16:13) the angel unleashes a plague of frog-shaped 
unclean spirits.

Victoria AVictoria Andrewsndrews
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FRONTLETFRONTLETFRONTLET

FRONTLET

A headbandA headband or orname or ornament (NRSV “nt (NRSV “emblem”) wemblem”) which the Ihich the Israelites sraelites were to wewere to wear as a rear as aar as a remindera reminder of the To of the Torah (Deut.rah (Deut. 6:6; 11:1 6:6; 11:18) and God8) and God’s deliver’s deliverance throuance through the Exogh the Exogh the Exodus (ExExodus (Exod. 13:9, od. 13:9, 16).16).16).

A headband or ornament (NRSV “emblem”) which the Israelites were to wear as 
a reminder of the Torah (Deut. 6:6; 11:18) and God’s deliverance through the 
Exodus (Exod. 13:9, 16).

�SeeSee  PHYLACTERIPHYLACTERIES.ES.

See PHYLACTERIES.

FRUITFRUITFRUIT

FRUIT



Fruit (HebFruit (Heb. . peïriî;peïriî; Gk.  Gk. karpoœskarpoœs) constitu) constituted a largted a large and impoe and important partrtant part of the di of the di of the diet of thdiet of the ancient e ancient IsraelitesIsraelites. Grapes, . Grapes, figs, pomefigs, pomegranates, granates, and olivesand olives, along wi, along with wheat ath wheth wheat and wheat and barley, webarley, were favorabre favorable attribule attributes of thetes of the Promised  Promised Land (DeutLand (Deut. 8:8). Me. 8:8). Melons, dateloMeMelons, daMelons, dates, berrites, berries from bues from bushes and tshes and trees, applrees, apples, peachees, peaches, apricots, apricots, and soms, and some citrus fe ce citrus frucitrus fruits were aits were also availalso available for coble for consumption.nsumption. Though ma Though many fruits ny fruits could be gcould be gathered frathggathered fgathered from the wirom the wild, domestld, domesticated fruicated fruit trees wit trees were commonere common. Cultivat. Cultivated trees ped trees ped trees provide suprovide superior fruperior fruit, and thit, and the gardens e gardens in which tin which they grew ihey grew in biblicaln biblical times wer times were shady ane she shady and shady and cool.cool.cool.

Fruit (Heb. peïriî; Gk. karpoœs) constituted a large and important part of the 
diet of the ancient Israelites. Grapes, figs, pomegranates, and olives, along with 
wheat and barley, were favorable attributes of the Promised Land (Deut. 8:8). 
Melons, dates, berries from bushes and trees, apples, peaches, apricots, and some 
citrus fruits were also available for consumption. Though many fruits could be 
gathered from the wild, domesticated fruit trees were common. Cultivated trees 
provide superior fruit, and the gardens in which they grew in biblical times were 
shady and cool.

�Different Different fruit treefruit trees require s require different different amounts ofamounts of maintenan maintenance, includce, including weed ring weeding weed removweed removal, soil aal, soil aeration, aeration, and pruningnd pruning. Harvesti. Harvesting fruit mng fruit may take play take place as earace as early as Junely aly as June (gas June (grapes) andrapes) and last thro last through Octobeugh October (olives)r (olives). Fruit wa. Fruit was eaten frs eaten fresh and alesh and also prepareso pso prepared: prepared: fruit suchfruit such as figs,  as figs, dates, anddates, and grapes co grapes could be driuld be dried and eated and eaten or bakeen or baked into cakd intd into cakesinto cakes; the juic; the juices of grapes of grapes and pomes and pomegranates egranates could be mcould be made into wade into wine; oliveine; olives could prs oliveolives couolives could provideld provide oil for c oil for cooking andooking and eating; a eating; and the datnd the date palm coue palm could provideld provide honey. ho honey.honey.honey.

Different fruit trees require different amounts of maintenance, including 
weed removal, soil aeration, and pruning. Harvesting fruit may take place as early 
as June (grapes) and last through October (olives). Fruit was eaten fresh and also 
prepared: fruit such as figs, dates, and grapes could be dried and eaten or baked 
into cakes; the juices of grapes and pomegranates could be made into wine; 
olives could provide oil for cooking and eating; and the date palm could provide 
honey.

�The Bible The Bible attests toattests to the impor the importance of ftance of fruit treesruit trees. God crea. God created fruit ted fruit trees on ttrees on trees on the thion the third day (Gerd day (Gen. 1:11). n. 1:11). In battle,In battle, trees tha trees that bear foot bear food may not d may not be cut dowbe cut down (Deut. 2n (n (Deut. 20:(Deut. 20:19-20). Fr19-20). Fruit was anuit was an acceptabl acceptable offeringe offering to God (L to God (Lev. 27:30)ev. 27:30)...

The Bible attests to the importance of fruit trees. God created fruit trees 
on the third day (Gen. 1:11). In battle, trees that bear food may not be cut down 
(Deut. 20:19-20). Fruit was an acceptable offering to God (Lev. 27:30).

�Fruit was Fruit was also used also used as a symboas a symbol for offsl for offspring, e.gpring, e.g., “the fr., “the fruit of theuit of the womb” (De womb” (De womb” (Deut. 28:(Deut. 28:4), and co4), and consequence,nsequence, as in “th as in “the fruit ofe fruit of their doi their doings” (Jer.ngs” (Jer. 17:10). T 17:10). The fruit ohe fruhe fruit of tfruit of the tree ofhe tree of knowledge knowledge (Gen. 3)  (Gen. 3) traditionatraditionally has belly has been identifen identified as theied as the apple; ho apple apple; howapple; however, no tever, no textual eviextual evidence suppdence supports this orts this claim.claim.claim.

Fruit was also used as a symbol for offspring, e.g., “the fruit of the womb” 
(Deut. 28:4), and consequence, as in “the fruit of their doings” (Jer. 17:10). The 
fruit of the tree of knowledge (Gen. 3) traditionally has been identified as the 
apple; however, no textual evidence supports this claim.

Megan BishMegan Bishop Mooreop Moore
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FUELFUELFUEL

FUEL

A combustiA combustible materible material in a soal in a solid, liquilid, liquid, or gased, or gaseous state,ous state, which giv which gives off heaes off heat when ignt whent when ignitwhen ignited. It is ed. It is used to prused to produce heatoduce heat energy fo energy for domesticr domestic or indust or industrial purporial purposes. All fsespurpopurposes. purposes. All fuels All fuels are a combare a combination ofination of carbon an carbon and hydrogend hydrogen compounds compounds. Fuel can. Fuel can. Fuel can be catcan be categorized iegorized into recentnto recent plant and plant and animal fu animal fuels such aels such as sticks os sticks of wood, chf wood, charcoal, anarcochcharcoal, charcoal, and dung, and dung, fossil fuefossil fuels such asls such as peat, lig peat, lignite, coalnite, coal, and oil,, and oil, as well a as well as productss products products oproducts of distillaf distillation of pltion of plant and foant and fossil fuelsssil fuels such as t such as today’s gasoday’s gasoline. Theoline. The burning o burnin burning ofburning of fuels (He fuels (Heb. b. peh�aœmpeh�aœm) usually ) usually results inresults in producing producing a variety a variety of harmfu of harmfu of harmful gaharmful gases such ases such as carbon ms carbon monoxide. Tonoxide. The Bible mhe Bible makes mentiakes mention of coalon of coals s (gah�elet�(gah�(gah�elet�(gah�elet�)) brought a brought about by bubout by burning junirning juniper (Ps. 1per (Ps. 120:4), bur20:4), burning dung ning dung to cook brto cook to cook breadcook bread and fish  and fish (Ezek. 4:1(Ezek. 4:15), and wo5), and wood being uod being used as fuesed as fuel for warml for warmth (John 1th (John 18:18). Fue8118:18). Fu18:18). Fuel is alsoel is also mentioned mentioned in connec in connection with tion with burnt offeburnt offerings (Levrings (Lev. 16:12) a. 16:12) and the prond tnd the producthe production of fition of fire or the re or the wrath of twrath of the Lord (Ihe Lord (Isa. 9:19).sa. 9:19).

A combustible material in a solid, liquid, or gaseous state, which gives off heat 
when ignited. It is used to produce heat energy for domestic or industrial 
purposes. All fuels are a combination of carbon and hydrogen compounds. Fuel 
can be categorized into recent plant and animal fuels such as sticks of wood, 
charcoal, and dung, fossil fuels such as peat, lignite, coal, and oil, as well as 
products of distillation of plant and fossil fuels such as today’s gasoline. The 
burning of fuels (Heb. peh�aœm ) usually results in producing a variety of 
harmful gases such as carbon monoxide. The Bible makes mention of coals 
(gah�elet�)  brought about by burning juniper (Ps. 120:4), burning dung to 
cook bread and fish (Ezek. 4:15), and wood being used as fuel for warmth (John 
18:18). Fuel is also mentioned in connection with burnt offerings (Lev. 16:12) and 
the production of fire or the wrath of the Lord (Isa. 9:19).

Richard A.Richard A. Stephenso Stephensonn
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An occupatAn occupation involvion involving the woing the working of crking of cloth. Heb.loth. Heb.  kaœb�askaœb�as implies t implies treading onreading onreading on cloth fon cloth for the puror the purpose of clpose of cleaning it,eaning it, while in  while in the NT Gk.the NT Gk.  gnapheuísgnapheuís suggests  suggests the act oftthe act ofthe act of carding c carding cloth. The loth. The job includjob included the thied the thickening orckening or shrinking shrinking of new cl of new cloth, as weoth,clcloth, as cloth, as well as thwell as the cleaninge cleaning and dyein and dyeing of clothg of cloth or garmen or garments. Often ts. Often the washinthe washing of clothg og of cloth iof cloth involved trnvolved treading it eading it with the fwith the feet or beaeet or beating it (Eting it (Exod. 19:10xod. 19:10; 2 Sam. 1; 2 Sam. 19:24). Sol9:24).119:24). So19:24). Solutions uslutions used for theed for the cleaning  cleaning of cloth cof cloth consisted oonsisted of lye (Malf lye (Mal. 3:2), wh. 3:2), white clay, ite claite clay, asheclay, ashes of specis of special plants,al plants, or other  or other alkaline malkaline mixtures. Aixtures. Archaeologirchaeologists have dsts have discovered iscoveddiscovereddiscovered large cla large clay pots bely pots believed to hieved to have been pave been placed in flaced in front of thront of the fuller’se fuller’s shops as  shop shops as pshops as public urinublic urinals in ordals in order to proder to produce solutiuce solutions which ons which would helpwould help to separa to separate the dirteseparaseparate tseparate the dirt frhe dirt from the cloom the cloth.th.th.

An occupation involving the working of cloth. Heb. kaœb�as  implies treading 
on cloth for the purpose of cleaning it, while in the NT Gk. gnapheuís suggests 
the act of carding cloth. The job included the thickening or shrinking of new 
cloth, as well as the cleaning and dyeing of cloth or garments. Often the washing 
of cloth involved treading it with the feet or beating it (Exod. 19:10; 2 Sam. 
19:24). Solutions used for the cleaning of cloth consisted of lye (Mal. 3:2), white 
clay, ashes of special plants, or other alkaline mixtures. Archaeologists have 
discovered large clay pots believed to have been placed in front of the fuller’s 
shops as public urinals in order to produce solutions which would help to 
separate the dirt from the cloth.

�A fuller’sA fuller’s location  location required brequired both fieldsoth fields and ample and ample water. Af water. After washinter washing the clotg the clog the cloth it wcloth it was spread as spread out on theout on the ground to ground to be bleach be bleached by the ed by the sun. Refersun. References to tences to the fuller’hetthe fullerthe fuller’s field a’s field appear in tppear in the OT (2 Khe OT (2 Kgs. 18:17;gs. 18:17; Isa. 7:3; Isa. 7:3; 36:2). Th 36:2). The fuller’se fuller’s work of c work of work of cleansiof cleansing the clong the cloth became th became a metaphora metaphor for purit for purity (Ps. 51:y (Ps. 51:7[MT 9]; J7[MT 9]; Jer. 2:22; er. 2:22; 4:14; Zech4:144:14; Zech4:14; Zech. 3:3-5; R. 3:3-5; Rev. 4:4).ev. 4:4).ev. 4:4).

A fuller’s location required both fields and ample water. After washing the 
cloth it was spread out on the ground to be bleached by the sun. References to 
the fuller’s field appear in the OT (2 Kgs. 18:17; Isa. 7:3; 36:2). The fuller’s work 
of cleansing the cloth became a metaphor for purity (Ps. 51:7[MT 9]; Jer. 2:22; 
4:14; Zech. 3:3-5; Rev. 4:4).

Dennis GaeDennis Gaertnerrtner
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FURNACEFURNACEFURNACE

FURNACE

An oven maAn oven made of bricde of brick or otherk or other fireproof fireproof materials materials in which  in which fire was pfire was placed for laced for cooking, wcocooking, wcooking, warmth, or armth, or refining arefining and purifyind purifying metals.ng metals. The first The first biblical  biblical reference reference to a furnato a fto a furnace ocfurnace occurs in a curs in a covenant ccovenant ceremony beeremony between Yahwtween Yahweh and Abreh and Abram (Gen. 1am (Gen. 15:9-21). A5:9-21115:9-21). 15:9-21). Abram is iAbram is instructed nstructed to halve ato halve a heifer, a heifer, a goat, and goat, and a ram and a ram and place the place the halves op halv halves opphalves opposite one osite one another. Aanother. After sundofter sundown a smokiwn a smoking furnaceng furnace (“fire po (“fire pot”) and a t”) and a burning labburning laburning lamp pass bemp pass between the tween the halves of halves of the slain the slain animals asanimals as a seal of a seal of the coven the covenant. In anantcovencovenant. covenant. In anotherIn another passage,  passage, Moses takeMoses takes ashes frs ashes from a furnaom a furnace (“kiln”ce (“kiln”) and spri) and sprinkles themnksprisprinkles sprinkles them in ththem in the air so te air so that they bhat they become boilecome boils on the Es on the Egyptians (gyptians (Exod. 9:8,Exod. 9:8, 10). As Y 10 10). As Ya10). As Yahweh descehweh descends upon Mnds upon Mt. Sinai, t. Sinai, smoke arissmoke arises like smes like smoke from aoke from a furnace ( furnace ( furnace (Exod. 19:(Exod. 19:18).18).18).

An oven made of brick or other fireproof materials in which fire was placed for 
cooking, warmth, or refining and purifying metals. The first biblical reference to a 
furnace occurs in a covenant ceremony between Yahweh and Abram (Gen. 
15:9-21). Abram is instructed to halve a heifer, a goat, and a ram and place the 
halves opposite one another. After sundown a smoking furnace (“fire pot”) and a 
burning lamp pass between the halves of the slain animals as a seal of the 
covenant. In another passage, Moses takes ashes from a furnace (“kiln”) and 
sprinkles them in the air so that they become boils on the Egyptians (Exod. 9:8, 
10). As Yahweh descends upon Mt. Sinai, smoke arises like smoke from a furnace 
(Exod. 19:18).

�When DanieWhen Daniel and his l and his friends refriends refuse to wofuse to worship Neburship Nebuchadnezzarchadnezzar’s golden ’s golden image, theimagimage, theimage, they are throy are thrown into a wn into a fiery furnfiery furnace (Dan. ace (Dan. 3:6-26). N3:6-26). Nehemiah reehemiah refers to a fers to a tower of ftowtower of ftower of furnaces inurnaces in the wall  the wall of Jerusalof Jerusalem, possibem, possibly large oly large ovens for bvens for baking breaaking bread (Neh. 3:d (Nd (Neh. 3:11(Neh. 3:11; 12:38).; 12:38).; 12:38).

When Daniel and his friends refuse to worship Nebuchadnezzar’s golden 
image, they are thrown into a fiery furnace (Dan. 3:6-26). Nehemiah refers to a 
tower of furnaces in the wall of Jerusalem, possibly large ovens for baking bread 
(Neh. 3:11; 12:38).

�The furnacThe furnace is a refe is a refiner of goiner of gold (Prov. ld (Prov. 17:3 = 27:17:3 = 27:21) and si21) and silver (Ps. lver (Ps. 12:6[MT 7]12:6[MT 7]12:6[MT 7]), and t7]), and that imagerhat imagery is employ is employed as a myed as a metaphor foetaphor for purifyinr purifying or refing or refining Israeling Israel (Isa. 31: (Isa (Isa. 31:9(Isa. 31:9; 48:10; c; 48:10; cf. Ezek. 2f. Ezek. 22:18, 20, 2:18, 20, 22; NRSV “22; NRSV “smelter”).smelter”). The furna The furnace is alsoce is also a metapho a met a metaphor fmetaphor for the Isror the Israelites’ saelites’ slavery in lavery in Egypt (DeuEgypt (Deut. 4:20; 1t. 4:20; 1 Kgs. 8:51 Kgs. 8:51). The smo). The smoke from Soke frke from Sodomfrom Sodom is compar is compared to the ed to the smoke of asmoke of a furnace ( furnace (Gen. 19:28Gen. 19:28), again s), again suggesting uggesting ssuggestingsuggesting that puri that purification tfication took place ook place through ththrough the destructe destruction of eviion of evil.l.l.

The furnace is a refiner of gold (Prov. 17:3 = 27:21) and silver (Ps. 12:6[MT 
7]), and that imagery is employed as a metaphor for purifying or refining Israel 
(Isa. 31:9; 48:10; cf. Ezek. 22:18, 20, 22; NRSV “smelter”). The furnace is also a 
metaphor for the Israelites’ slavery in Egypt (Deut. 4:20; 1 Kgs. 8:51). The smoke 
from Sodom is compared to the smoke of a furnace (Gen. 19:28), again 
suggesting that purification took place through the destruction of evil.

�In MatthewIn Matthew “furnace” “furnace” refers to refers to eternal p eternal punishment unishment (Matt. 13:(Matt. 13:42, 50). “42, 50). “One like aOne likOne like a sonlike a son of man” h of man” has feet lias feet like shiningke shining metal hea metal heated in a fted in a furnace (Reurnace (Rev. 1:15). v. 1:15). John also John aJohn also sees also sees smoke fromsmoke from the “bott the “bottomless pitomless pit” ascendin” ascending like smog like smoke from a ke from a furnace (Rfurnace (Rfurnace (Rev. 9:2)(Rev. 9:2)...

In Matthew “furnace” refers to eternal punishment (Matt. 13:42, 50). “One 
like a son of man” has feet like shining metal heated in a furnace (Rev. 1:15). John 



also sees smoke from the “bottomless pit” ascending like smoke from a furnace 
(Rev. 9:2).
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GAALGAAL (Heb.  (Heb. ga{alga{al)))

GAAL (Heb. ga{al)

The son ofThe son of Ebed. He  Ebed. He led the reled the rebellion ofbellion of the Shech the Shechemites agaemites against Abimeinst Abimelech lech 2 2 but was rebut but was rebut was repelled by pelled by Abimelech’Abimelech’s deputy Zs deputy Zebul (Judgebul (Judg. 9:26-41). 9:26-41)..

The son of Ebed. He led the rebellion of the Shechemites against Abimelech 2 
but was repelled by Abimelech’s deputy Zebul (Judg. 9:26-41).

GAASHGAASH (Heb.  (Heb. gaœ{asûgaœ{asû)))

GAASH (Heb. gaœ{asû)

A mountainA mountain S of Timn S of Timnath-serah ath-serah (Timnath-h(Timnath-heres), ca.eres), ca. 32 km. (2 32 km. (20 mi.) SW 0 mi.) SW of Shechemof Shecheof Shechem. JShechem. Joshua was oshua was buried in buried in the vicinithe vicinity (Josh. ty (Josh. 24:30; Jud24:30; Judg. 2:9), ag. 2:9), and Hiddai nd Hiddai (or Hurai)(or H(or Hurai), onHurai), one of Davide of David’s Thirty,’s Thirty, was from  was from the “torrethe “torrents (or ‘wnts (or ‘wadis’) of adis’) of Gaash” (HeGaash” (Heb. b. (He(Heb. (Heb. nah�a�leî nah�a�leî gaœ{asû;gaœ{asû; 2 Sam. 23 2 Sam. 23:30; 1 Chr:30; 1 Chr. 11:32).. 11:32).

A mountain S of Timnath-serah (Timnath-heres), ca. 32 km. (20 mi.) SW of 
Shechem. Joshua was buried in the vicinity (Josh. 24:30; Judg. 2:9), and Hiddai (or 
Hurai), one of David’s Thirty, was from the “torrents (or ‘wadis’) of Gaash” 
(Heb. nah�a�leî gaœ{asû;  2 Sam. 23:30; 1 Chr. 11:32).

GABAELGABAEL (Gk.  (Gk. GabaeäílGabaeäíl)))

GABAEL (Gk. Gabaeäíl)

�1.1. A Naphtal A Naphtalite, an anite, an ancestor of cestor of Tobit (TobTobit (Tob. 1:1).. 1:1).. 1:1).

1. A Naphtalite, an ancestor of Tobit (Tob. 1:1).

�2.2. A friend  A friend of Tobit aof Tobit and brothernd brother (or son)  (or son) of Gabriasof Gabrias who lived who lived at Rages  at Rages in Media (in Mein Media (TobMedia (Tob. 1:14). T. 1:14). Tobit deposobit deposited 14 taited 14 talents of slents of silver withilver with him and l him and later sent ater sent his son Tohis shis son Tobiasson Tobias to retrie to retrieve the monve the money (Tob. 4ey (Tob. 4:1, 20; 5::1, 20; 5:6; 10:2). 6; 10:2). Gabael retGabael returned the urned the sum intactsumsum intactsum intact at the we at the wedding feasdding feast of Tobiat of Tobias and Saras and Sarah (9:2–6).h (9:2–6).

2. A friend of Tobit and brother (or son) of Gabrias who lived at Rages in 
Media (Tob. 1:14). Tobit deposited 14 talents of silver with him and later sent his 
son Tobias to retrieve the money (Tob. 4:1, 20; 5:6; 10:2). Gabael returned the 
sum intact at the wedding feast of Tobias and Sarah (9:2–6).

GABBAIGABBAI (Heb.  (Heb. gabbaygabbay)))

GABBAI (Heb. gabbay)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite who liite who lived in Jerved in Jerusalem folusalem following thelowing the Exile (Ne Exile (Neh. 11:8). h. 11:8). Some scholSome scholars regardarscholscholars rscholars regard the egard the text as cotext as corrupt and rrupt and emend to remend to read “mightead “mighty men of vy men of valor” (Hebalor” (Hebalor” (Heb. (Heb. gibboœreî gibboœreî h�ayil;h�ayil; cf. Neh.  cf. Neh. 11:14).11:14).

A Benjaminite who lived in Jerusalem following the Exile (Neh. 11:8). Some 
scholars regard the text as corrupt and emend to read “mighty men of valor” 
(Heb. gibboœreî h�ayil;  cf. Neh. 11:14).

GABBATHAGABBATHA (Gk.  (Gk. GabbathaéGabbathaé)))

GABBATHA (Gk. Gabbathaé)

The locatiThe location of the on of the judgment sjudgment seat (Gk. eat (Gk. beäímabeäíma), where P), where Pilate sat ilate sat for Jesus’for Jesus’ trial (Jo trial ( trial (John 19:1(John 19:13). The na3). The name is an Ame is an Aramaic worramaic word of unknod of unknown origin.wn origin. Suggestio Suggestions for itsns for its meaning h itsits meaninits meaning have incg have included “eleluded “elevated,” “ovated,” “open space,pen space,” “ridge,”” “ridge,” or a tran or a transliteratiosliteration of Lat. n of n of Lat. of Lat. gabata,gabata, “platter. “platter.” Accordin” According to John g to John it was alsit was also known byo known by the Greek the Greek term  term lithoœstrolilithoœstrolithoœstroœton,œton, “pavement “pavement.” It was .” It was most probamost probably a raisbly a raised paved aed paved area outsidrea outside Herod’s e outsidoutside Heoutside Herod’s palarod’s palace which fce which functioned unctioned as the Praas the Praetorium, tetorium, the residenhe residence of the ce of the Roman prefRRoman prefRoman prefects. Philects. Philo specifico specifically referally references Pilaences Pilate’s residte’s residence thereence there during on during one Jewish fe Jee Jewish feaJewish feast (st (Leg.Leg. 38). 38). 38).

The location of the judgment seat (Gk. beäíma), where Pilate sat for Jesus’ trial 
(John 19:13). The name is an Aramaic word of unknown origin. Suggestions for 



its meaning have included “elevated,” “open space,” “ridge,” or a transliteration 
of Lat. gabata, “platter.” According to John it was also known by the Greek term 
lithoœstroœton, “pavement.” It was most probably a raised paved area 
outside Herod’s palace which functioned as the Praetorium, the residence of the 
Roman prefects. Philo specifically references Pilate’s residence there during one 
Jewish feast (Leg. 38).

�Earlier atEarlier attempts to tempts to identify tidentify the Gabbathhe Gabbatha with thea with the stone pav stone pavement excaement excavated benevated excaexcavated excavated beneath thbeneath the Sisters e Sisters of Zion Coof Zion Convent havenvent have been disc been discounted becounted because of evause of eause of evidence tevidence that this phat this pavement waavement was not yet s not yet constructeconstructed at the td at the time of theime of the Roman des Roman des Roman destructiodestruction in n in A.D.A.D. 70. A mor 70. A more recent se recent suggestion uggestion for its lofor its location hascation has been prov been provided with idedprovprovided wprovided with the diith the discovery ofscovery of the found the foundation of aation of a large pod large podium measurium measuring 613 sqing 613 sq. m. (2200.sqsq. m. (22sq. m. (2200 sq. ft.00 sq. ft.) in the A) in the Armenian qurmenian quarter of Jarter of Jerusalem.erusalem.erusalem.

Earlier attempts to identify the Gabbatha with the stone pavement 
excavated beneath the Sisters of Zion Convent have been discounted because of 
evidence that this pavement was not yet constructed at the time of the Roman 
destruction in A.D. 70. A more recent suggestion for its location has been 
provided with the discovery of the foundation of a large podium measuring 613 
sq. m. (2200 sq. ft.) in the Armenian quarter of Jerusalem.

David R. BDavid R. Beckeck

David R. Beck

GABRIASGABRIAS (Gk.  (Gk. GabriaésGabriaés)))

GABRIAS (Gk. Gabriaés)

The brotheThe brother (Tob. 1:r (Tob. 1:14) or fat14) or father (4:20)her (4:20) of Gabael of Gabael  2.2.

The brother (Tob. 1:14) or father (4:20) of Gabael 2.

GABRIELGABRIEL (Heb.  (Heb. gab�riî}eägab�riî}eäl;l; Gk.  Gk. GabrieäílGabrieäíl)))

GABRIEL (Heb. gab�riî}eäl;  Gk. Gabrieäíl)

A prominenA prominent angel. Gt angel. Gabriel revabriel reveals eschaeals eschatological tological mysteries mysteries in Dan. 8:in Dan. 8:15-26; 9:215-26; 9:21-27 and a1-29:29:21-27 an9:21-27 and announced announces the birts the births of Johnhs of John the Bapti the Baptist and Jesst and Jesus in Lukeus in Luke 1:11-20,  1:11-20, 26-38. The2626-38. The26-38. The etymology etymology of the na of the name is dispme is disputed, meanuted, meaning “God iing “God is my Warris my Warrior” or peror” or por” or perhaps “Mperhaps “Man of God.an of God.” Gabriel ” Gabriel and Michaeand Michael are the l are the only two aonly two angels explngels explicitly namicitly named in the enamnamed in tnamed in the OT. In he OT. In the more dthe more developed aeveloped angelology ngelology of Jewish of Jewish apocalyptiapocalyptic traditioc traditions, they antraditiotraditionstraditions, they app, they appear regulaear regularly togethrly together with Raer with Raphael and phael and others as others as prominent prominent archangelsararchangelsarchangels who stand who stand in the pr in the presence of esence of God (1 En.God (1 En. 9:1; 10:1 9:1; 10:1–12; 1QM 9–12; 1QM 9:14–16; Lu:14–16; Lu:14–16; Luke 1:19;Luke 1:19; cf. Rev.  cf. Rev. 8:2, 6).8:2, 6).8:2, 6).

A prominent angel. Gabriel reveals eschatological mysteries in Dan. 8:15-26; 
9:21-27 and announces the births of John the Baptist and Jesus in Luke 1:11-20, 
26-38. The etymology of the name is disputed, meaning “God is my Warrior” or 
perhaps “Man of God.” Gabriel and Michael are the only two angels explicitly 
named in the OT. In the more developed angelology of Jewish apocalyptic 
traditions, they appear regularly together with Raphael and others as prominent 
archangels who stand in the presence of God (1 En. 9:1; 10:1–12; 1QM 9:14–16; 
Luke 1:19; cf. Rev. 8:2, 6).

�In Daniel In Daniel Gabriel seGabriel serves primarves primarily as inrily as interpreter terpreter of visionsof visions and myste and mysteries; in lries; in later apocaallater apoclater apocalyptic soalyptic sources his urces his functions functions are more vare more varied. In aried. In 1 Enoch he1 Enoch he is identi is identified as onfied identiidentifiedidentified as one of as one of the holy  the holy angels whoangels whose role isse role is to overse to oversee the garde the garden of Edenen of Eden, the serp, th, the serpenthe serpents and thets and the cherubim  cherubim (1 En. 20:(1 En. 20:7); in 10:7); in 10:9–10 he is9–10 he is sent in j sent in judgment agudgment against the ainagagainst thagainst the childrene children born from born from the “Watc the “Watchers” (falhers” (fallen angelslen angels). In the ). In the War ScrollWar Scroll at Qumran at at Qumran at Qumran the names the names of Michaelof Michael, Gabriel,, Gabriel, Sariel, a Sariel, and Raphaelnd Raphael are writt are written on the en on the shield of shshield of shield of the towersthe towers carried i carried into battlento battle (1QM 9:14 (1QM 9:14–16).–16).–16).

In Daniel Gabriel serves primarily as interpreter of visions and mysteries; in 
later apocalyptic sources his functions are more varied. In 1 Enoch he is 
identified as one of the holy angels whose role is to oversee the garden of Eden, 
the serpents and the cherubim (1 En. 20:7); in 10:9–10 he is sent in judgment 
against the children born from the “Watchers” (fallen angels). In the War Scroll 
at Qumran the names of Michael, Gabriel, Sariel, and Raphael are written on the 
shield of the towers carried into battle (1QM 9:14–16).

�In Luke’s In Luke’s birth narrbirth narrative Gabrative Gabriel appeariel appears again ins again in a revelat a revelatory role, ory role, announcingannouncingannouncingannouncing to Zechar to Zechariah and Maiah and Mary the fulry the fulfillment ofillment of eschatolf eschatological hopogical hopes in the es in the births of birbirths of births of John, the John, the Elijah-likElijah-like forerunne forerunner of the er of the Lord (LukeLord (Luke 1:11-20), 1:11-20), and Jesus and Jesus, the mess, the , the messiathe messianic king fnic king from the lirom the line of Davine of David (vv. 26–d (vv. 26–38).38).38).

In Luke’s birth narrative Gabriel appears again in a revelatory role, 
announcing to Zechariah and Mary the fulfillment of eschatological hopes in the 
births of John, the Elijah-like forerunner of the Lord (Luke 1:11-20), and Jesus, 
the messianic king from the line of David (vv. 26–38).

Mark L. StMark L. Straussrauss

Mark L. Strauss

GADGAD (Heb.  (Heb. gaœd�gaœd�) ) (DEITY)(DEITY)(DEITY)

GAD (Heb. gaœd� ) (DEITY)



A Syrian dA Syrian deity worsheity worshipped alonipped along with Meng with Meni (Isa. 65i (Isa. 65:11), atte:11), attested in sested in several Westveral West Semitic l Se Semitic laSemitic languages. Inguages. In English n English versions Gversions Gad is tranad is translated “foslated “fortune,” Mertune,” Meni as “desni as “destiny” or “tiny”“des“destiny” “destiny” or “fate.”or “fate.” It has be It has been suggesten suggested that thed that this deity iis deity is a late ps a late personificaersonification of thtion of tion of the Hebof the Hebrew term.rew term.rew term.

A Syrian deity worshipped along with Meni (Isa. 65:11), attested in several West 
Semitic languages. In English versions Gad is translated “fortune,” Meni as 
“destiny” or “fate.” It has been suggested that this deity is a late personification 
of the Hebrew term.

Nancy L. dNancy L. deClaissé-WeClaissé-Walfordalford

Nancy L. deClaissé-Walford

GADGAD (Heb.  (Heb. gaœd�gaœd�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

GAD (Heb. gaœd� ) (PERSON)

�1.1. The son o The son of Jacob anf Jacob and Zilpah, d Zilpah, Leah’s hanLeah’s handmaiden. Tdmaiden. The verbal he verbal root root gddgdd means “to mean means “to means “to cut off,” cut off,” but Leah’sbut Leah’s welcoming welcoming of Gad’s  of Gad’s birth in Gbirth in Gen. 30:11 en. 30:11 indicates indicates that name thathat name that name may mean “may mean “fortune”; fortune”; other refeother references sugrences suggest “troogest “troop” or “marp” or “marauding banauding bauding band” (Genband” (Gen. 49:19), . 49:19), “crouching“crouching lion” (De lion” (Deut. 33:20)ut. 33:20), or “lion, or “lion” and “gaz” and “gazelle” (1 Celle” (1 Chr. 12:8).hr.CChr. 12:8)Chr. 12:8). Gad took. Gad took seven son seven sons into Egys into Egypt (Gen. 4pt (Gen. 46:16). Dur6:16). During the wiing the wilderness wlderness wanderings awwanderingswanderings the Gadit the Gadites numberees numbered between d between 45,650 (Nu45,650 (Num. 1:24-25m. 1:24-25) and 40,5) and 40,500 (26:18)00 (2600 (26:18), m(26:18), making themaking them tenth in  tenth in size amongsize among the 12 tr the 12 tribes. The ibes. The tribe of Gtribe of Gad settledad settled in the Tr in in the Train the Transjordaniansjordanian highlandn highlands in eights in eight settlemen settlements (Num. 3ts (Num. 32:24-36). 2:24-36). Most of thMost of the sites hae se sites havesites have been iden been identified, eatified, each showingch showing new occup new occupation at tation at the beginnihe beginning of the ng of the Israelite IsrIsraelite Israelite period. Thperiod. The Mesha ine Mesha inscription scription (mid-9th c(mid-9th century entury B.C.E.B.C.E.) indicate) indicates that Gads that Gad expanded  e expanded iexpanded into the tento the territory ofrritory of Reuben. Reuben. Reuben.

1. The son of Jacob and Zilpah, Leah’s handmaiden. The verbal root gdd 
means “to cut off,” but Leah’s welcoming of Gad’s birth in Gen. 30:11 indicates 
that name may mean “fortune”; other references suggest “troop” or “marauding 
band” (Gen. 49:19), “crouching lion” (Deut. 33:20), or “lion” and “gazelle” (1 
Chr. 12:8). Gad took seven sons into Egypt (Gen. 46:16). During the wilderness 
wanderings the Gadites numbered between 45,650 (Num. 1:24-25) and 40,500 
(26:18), making them tenth in size among the 12 tribes. The tribe of Gad settled 
in the Transjordanian highlands in eight settlements (Num. 32:24-36). Most of the 
sites have been identified, each showing new occupation at the beginning of the 
Israelite period. The Mesha inscription (mid-9th century B.C.E.) indicates that Gad 
expanded into the territory of Reuben.

�2.2. David’s p David’s prophet (Herophet (Heb. b. naœb�iînaœb�iî}) or seer}) or seer  (h�oœzeh)(h�oœzeh). Gad is m. Gad is mentioned ientionedmmentioned mentioned in accountin accounts of Davids of David fleeing f fleeing from Saul (rom Saul (1 Sam. 22:1 Sam. 22:5) and tak5) and taking a censing a census (2 Sam.uscenscensus (2 census (2 Sam. 24:11Sam. 24:11-14 = 1 Ch-14 = 1 Chr. 21:9-12r. 21:9-12). He comm). He commanded Davianded David to buildd to build an altar  an altar an altar on taltar on the threshihe threshing floor ong floor of Ornan thf Ornan the Jebusitee Jebusite (2 Sam. 2 (2 Sam. 24:18-19 = 4:18-19 = 1 Chr. 21:1 Chr. 21:18-19), su18-21:21:18-19),21:18-19), supervise supervised the levid the levitical musitical music (2 Chr. c (2 Chr. 29:25), an29:25), and was the d was the author of author of a part of a paa part of thpart of the history e history of David’sof David’s reign (1  reign (1 Chr. 29:29Chr. 29:29). Several). Several passages  passages in Chronicin Chronicles connecles cles connect Gaconnect Gad closely d closely with Nathawith Nathan.n.n.

2. David’s prophet (Heb. naœb�iî }) or seer (h�oœzeh) . Gad is 
mentioned in accounts of David fleeing from Saul (1 Sam. 22:5) and taking a 
census (2 Sam. 24:11-14 = 1 Chr. 21:9-12). He commanded David to build an 
altar on the threshing floor of Ornan the Jebusite (2 Sam. 24:18-19 = 1 Chr. 
21:18-19), supervised the levitical music (2 Chr. 29:25), and was the author of a 
part of the history of David’s reign (1 Chr. 29:29). Several passages in Chronicles 
connect Gad closely with Nathan.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. Baruch,H. Baruch,  The EmergeThe Emergence of Isrnce of Israel in Canael in Canaan.aan. SBLMS 29  SBLMS 29 (Chico, 19(Chic(Chico, 19(Chico, 1983); J. M.83); J. M. Miller an Miller and J. H. Had J. H. Hayes, yes, A History A History of Ancientof Ancient Israel an Israel and Judahd Judah (Philadel (Phila (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1986)hia, 1986)...

Bibliography. H. Baruch, The Emergence of Israel in Canaan. SBLMS 29 
(Chico, 1983); J. M. Miller and J. H. Hayes, A History of Ancient Israel and Judah 
(Philadelphia, 1986).

Nancy L. dNancy L. deClaissé-WeClaissé-Walfordalford

Nancy L. deClaissé-Walford

GADARAGADARA (Gk.  (Gk. GadaraGadara)))

GADARA (Gk. Gadara)

A prominenA prominent Decapolit Decapolis city fros city from Pompey’sm Pompey’s time (63  time (63 B.C.B.C.), modern ), modern Umm Qeis, Umm Qeis, whose histwhowhose histwhose history goes aory goes as far backs far back as the He as the Hellenistic llenistic period. Gaperiod. Gadara was ndara was near the plear the place where aceplplace wherplace where Jesus cae Jesus cast the demst the demons out ofons out of a man (Ma a man (Mark 5:1-20;rk 5:1-20; two men i two men in Matt. 8:n Matt. 8n Matt. 8:28-34). 8:28-34). It is locaIt is located on a pted on a plateau at lateau at the northethe northeast borderast border of Jordan of Jordan, ca. 10 k, ca. 10 km. (6 mi.)m. (6m. (6 mi.) SE(6 mi.) SE of the so of the south shore uth shore of the Seaof the Sea of Galile of Galilee/Tiberiase/Tiberias; on the n; on the north it boorth it borders the rdersboborders thborders the steep sle steep slopes of thopes of the Yarmuk (e Yarmuk (Hieromax) Hieromax) River, andRiver, and on the we on the west the stest the stest the steep slopsteep slopes extendies extending down tong down to the Jorda the Jordan Valley.n Valley.n Valley.

A prominent Decapolis city from Pompey’s time (63 B.C.), modern Umm Qeis, 
whose history goes as far back as the Hellenistic period. Gadara was near the 
place where Jesus cast the demons out of a man (Mark 5:1-20; two men in Matt. 
8:28-34). It is located on a plateau at the northeast border of Jordan, ca. 10 km. 
(6 mi.) SE of the south shore of the Sea of Galilee/Tiberias; on the north it 
borders the steep slopes of the Yarmuk (Hieromax) River, and on the west the 
steep slopes extending down to the Jordan Valley.

�A recent sA recent site plan eite plan establishedstablished that the  that the Gadara ruiGadara ruins extend ns extend for 1600 mfor 1600 m. (1 mi.) . (1 mi.. (1 mi.) on eimi.) on either side ther side of an eastof an east-west Decu-west Decumanus Maximanus Maximus, and amus, and also extendlso extend 450 m. (. 450 m. (. 450 m. (.27 mi.) (.27 mi.) on a northon a north-south axi-south axis.s.s.

A recent site plan established that the Gadara ruins extend for 1600 m. (1 
mi.) on either side of an east-west Decumanus Maximus, and also extend 450 m. 



(.27 mi.) on a north-south axis.

�Various reVarious remains uncomains uncovered on tvered on the terracehe terrace between t between the upper ahe upper and lower cnd lower city includity ccity inclucity include a squarde a square buildinge building (ca. 23.5 (ca. 23.5 m. x 23.1 m. x 23.1 m. [77 x  m. [77 x 75.8 ft.])75.8 ft.]) in the ce in the central partntral pantral part of thpart of the terrace e terrace (a rectang(a rectangular colonular colonnaded builnaded building is atding is at the north the north end of th end of the terrace)e tere terrace) wterrace) with an octith an octagonal 6thagonal 6th-century s-century structure, tructure, a church, a church, built overbuilt over a Roman p a Roman period flooerpperiod floperiod floor of limeor of limestone slabstone slabs; it had s; it had an apse onan apse on the south the southeast, and east, and a mosaic fa mosaic floor of blloorffloor of bfloor of black, bluelack, blue, yellow, , yellow, red, and wred, and white stonehite stone tiles/tes tiles/tesserae. A lserae. A large publiarge public bath (30c bath c bath (30 mbath (30 m. x 50 m.[. x 50 m.[98.5 x 16498.5 x 164 ft.]) was ft.]) was uncovered uncovered 50 m. (16 50 m. (164 ft.) W o4 ft.) W of the churf the church, presumchchurchurch, prchurch, presumably Lesumably Late Roman/ate Roman/Early ByzaEarly Byzantine, whintine, which with itch with its auxiliars auxiliary rooms coy rooms covered ca. vcocovered cacovered ca. 2300 sq.. 2300 sq. m. (2750  m. (2750 sq. yds.);sq. yds.); after its after its initial d initial destructionestruction, it was u, it was used again sed agaised again on aagain on a slightly  slightly smaller scsmaller scale until ale until its demiseits demise in the ea in the early 7th cerly 7th century, whentury, when it was rn it wan it was reusedwas reused as living as living/industria/industrial quartersl quarters...

Various remains uncovered on the terrace between the upper and lower 
city include a square building (ca. 23.5 m. x 23.1 m. [77 x 75.8 ft.]) in the central 
part of the terrace (a rectangular colonnaded building is at the north end of the 
terrace) with an octagonal 6th-century structure, a church, built over a Roman 
period floor of limestone slabs; it had an apse on the southeast, and a mosaic 
floor of black, blue, yellow, red, and white stone tiles/tesserae. A large public 
bath (30 m. x 50 m.[98.5 x 164 ft.]) was uncovered 50 m. (164 ft.) W of the 
church, presumably Late Roman/Early Byzantine, which with its auxiliary rooms 
covered ca. 2300 sq. m. (2750 sq. yds.); after its initial destruction, it was used 
again on a slightly smaller scale until its demise in the early 7th century, when it 
was reused as living/industrial quarters.

�The excavaThe excavation of a tion of a series of series of vaulted rovaulted rooms along oms along the west ethe west edge of thedge of the terrace r terrac terrace reterrace revealed thavealed that the vault the vaults, facingts, facing west onto west onto a street  a street running sorunning south at riguth at right angles ht anht angles to angles to the main ethe main east-west Dast-west Decumanus Mecumanus Maximus, weaximus, were used asre used as shops. A  shops. A 34 m. (11234 m. (134 m. (112 ft.) (112 ft.) section exsection excavated alcavated along the eaong the east-west Dest-west Decumanus Macumanus Maximus reveximus revealed that aled that aled that this that this street wasstreet was 12.55 m.  12.55 m. (41 ft.) w(41 ft.) wide, with ide, with sidewalks sidewalks 3 m. (10 f3 m. (10 ft.) wide; t.) wide; the streetthe strthe street wasstreet was renovated renovated in the By in the Byzantine pezantine period. Fartriod. Farther west aher west along this long this Decumanus Decumanus some partsssome partssome parts of a hipp of a hippodrome werodrome were exposed.e exposed. Also on t Also on the west a he west a large subtlarge subterranean merraneansubtsubterranesubterranean monumenan monumental mausoltal mausoleum has beeum has been excavaten excavated. In theed. In the east sect east section of theion of tion of the site tthe site two theaterwo theaters have bees have been uncoveren uncovered: a theatd: a theater on the er on the south sidesouth side of the De of the Decumanus, ncDeDecumanus,Decumanus, near the  near the east wall east wall of the citof the city, and they, and the other the other theater facinater facing west on g west on the east sthethe east sthe east side and soide and south of theuth of the vaulted-s vaulted-shops streehops street; in the t; in the latter thelatter theater was fater was found a lifoundffound a lifound a life-size mafe-size marble staturble statue. A largee. A large undergrou underground aqueducnd aqueduct has alsot has also been foun been found, but itsd,founfound, butfound, but its full  its full extent hasextent has not been  not been determineddetermined...

The excavation of a series of vaulted rooms along the west edge of the 
terrace revealed that the vaults, facing west onto a street running south at right 
angles to the main east-west Decumanus Maximus, were used as shops. A 34 m. 
(112 ft.) section excavated along the east-west Decumanus Maximus revealed 
that this street was 12.55 m. (41 ft.) wide, with sidewalks 3 m. (10 ft.) wide; the 
street was renovated in the Byzantine period. Farther west along this Decumanus 
some parts of a hippodrome were exposed. Also on the west a large 
subterranean monumental mausoleum has been excavated. In the east section of 
the site two theaters have been uncovered: a theater on the south side of the 
Decumanus, near the east wall of the city, and the other theater facing west on 
the east side and south of the vaulted-shops street; in the latter theater was 
found a life-size marble statue. A large underground aqueduct has also been 
found, but its full extent has not been determined.

�SeeSee  GERASENES.GERASENES.

See GERASENES.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. DeVriesB. DeVries, “The Nor, “The North Mausoleth Mausoleum at Um Qum at Um Qeis,” eis,” ADAJ ADAJ  18 (1973) 18 (1 18 (1973): 77(1973): 77; W. H. Ma; W. H. Mare, “Gadarre, “Gadara,” in a,” in The New InThe New Internationaternational Dictional Dictionary of Biblry of Biblical Archaical Archical ArchaeologArchaeology,y, ed. E. M. ed. E. M. Blaiklock Blaiklock and R. K. and R. K. Harrison  Harrison (Grand Rap(Grand Rapids, 1983)ids, 1983), 201; G. , 201; G. SchumacherScSchumacherSchumacher, , Northern }Northern }AjlunAjlun (London,  (London, 1890).1890).1890).

Bibliography. B. DeVries, “The North Mausoleum at Um Qeis,” ADAJ  18 
(1973): 77; W. H. Mare, “Gadara,” in The New International Dictionary of Biblical 
Archaeology, ed. E. M. Blaiklock and R. K. Harrison (Grand Rapids, 1983), 201; G. 
Schumacher, Northern }Ajlun (London, 1890).

W. Harold W. Harold MareMare

W. Harold Mare

GADDIGADDI (Heb.  (Heb. gaddiî;gaddiî; Gk.  Gk. GaddiGaddi)))

GADDI (Heb. gaddiî; Gk. Gaddi)

�1.1. The son o The son of Susi of f Susi of the tribe the tribe of Manasseof Manasseh; one of h; one of the spies the spies that Mosesthat Moses sent into sent  sent into sent into Canaan (NuCanaan (Num. 13:11).m. 13:11).

1. The son of Susi of the tribe of Manasseh; one of the spies that Moses 
sent into Canaan (Num. 13:11).

�2.2. Nickname  Nickname of John, tof John, the eldest he eldest brother ofbrother of Judas Mac Judas Maccabeus (1 cabeus (1 Macc. 2:2)Macc. 2:2)..

2. Nickname of John, the eldest brother of Judas Maccabeus (1 Macc. 2:2).

GADDIELGADDIEL (Heb.  (Heb. gaddiî}eälgaddiî}eäl)))

GADDIEL (Heb. gaddiî}eäl)

The son ofThe son of Sodi of t Sodi of the tribe ohe tribe of Zebulun;f Zebulun; one of th one of the spies see spies sent by Mosent by Moses into Cans into Canaan (Num. aaCanCanaan (NuCanaan (Num. 13:10).m. 13:10).

The son of Sodi of the tribe of Zebulun; one of the spies sent by Moses into 
Canaan (Num. 13:10).



GADIGADI (Heb.  (Heb. gaœd�iîgaœd�iî)))

GADI (Heb. gaœd�iî )

The fatherThe father of King M of King Menahem of enahem of Israel (2 Israel (2 Kgs. 15:14Kgs. 15:14, 17)., 17).

The father of King Menahem of Israel (2 Kgs. 15:14, 17).

GAHAMGAHAM (Heb.  (Heb. gah�amgah�am)))

GAHAM (Heb. gah�am )

A son of NA son of Nahor and hahor and his concubiis concubine Reumah ne Reumah (Gen. 22:2(Gen. 22:24).4).

A son of Nahor and his concubine Reumah (Gen. 22:24).

GAHARGAHAR (Heb.  (Heb. gah�argah�ar)))

GAHAR (Heb. gah�ar )

The head oThe head of a familyf a family of temple of temple servants  servants who returnwho returned with Zeed with Zerubbabel frubbabel from the Exrom the Erom the Exile (EzrExile (Ezra 2:47 = Na 2:47 = Neh. 7:49).eh. 7:49).

The head of a family of temple servants who returned with Zerubbabel from the 
Exile (Ezra 2:47 = Neh. 7:49).

GAIUSGAIUS (Gk.  (Gk. Gaéiÿos;Gaéiÿos; Lat.  Lat. GaiusGaius)))

GAIUS (Gk. Gaéiÿos; Lat. Gaius)

A common LA common Latin name,atin name, borne by  borne by four men mfour men mentioned ientioned in the NT, n the NT, of whom noof whom nothing is kthingnonothing isnothing is known bey known beyond these ond these mentions.mentions.mentions.

A common Latin name, borne by four men mentioned in the NT, of whom 
nothing is known beyond these mentions.

�1.1. A Macedon A Macedonian who, aian who, along with long with AristarchuAristarchus, had tras, had traveled withveled with Paul to E Paul to Ephesus. ThpheEEphesus. TEphesus. There the there the two Macedonwo Macedonians were ians were caught in caught in a riot agaa riot against the Cinst the Christian mhristian mhristian missionarymissionary movement  movement (Acts 19:2(Acts 19:29).9).9).

1. A Macedonian who, along with Aristarchus, had traveled with Paul to 
Ephesus. There the two Macedonians were caught in a riot against the Christian 
missionary movement (Acts 19:29).

�2.2. A man who A man who was among was among Paul’s tr Paul’s traveling coaveling companions fmpanions from Corintrom Corinth to Troash to Troash to Troas (ActTroas (Acts 20:4); ps 20:4); probably norobably not identicat identical with l with 1 1 above, sinabove, since he is sce he is said to havaid to have been froe beee been from been from Derbe.Derbe.Derbe.

2. A man who was among Paul’s traveling companions from Corinth to 
Troas (Acts 20:4); probably not identical with 1 above, since he is said to have 
been from Derbe.

�3.3. A Corinth A Corinthian, one oian, one of the few f the few baptized bbaptized by Paul (1 y Paul (1 Cor. 1:14)Cor. 1:14) and likel and likely identicay identy identical identical with the mwith the man who hosan who hosted both Pted both Paul and “taul and “the entire he entire church” inchurch” in Corinth ( Corinth (Rom. 16:23R((Rom. 16:2(Rom. 16:23). He mus3). He must therefort therefore have beee have been relativen relatively well-ofly well-off.f.f.

3. A Corinthian, one of the few baptized by Paul (1 Cor. 1:14) and likely 
identical with the man who hosted both Paul and “the entire church” in Corinth 
(Rom. 16:23). He must therefore have been relatively well-off.

�4.4. The recip The recipient of 3 ient of 3 John. The John. The elder writelder writes to encoes to encourage Gaiuurage Gaius to contis to continue his honue hnue his hospithis hospitality to tality to traveling mraveling missionarieissionaries and to cs and to commend Demommend Demetrius to etrius to him. Gaiushim. Gaius evidently GaiusGaius evidGaius evidently had ently had a close rea close relationshiplationship with the  with the elder, butelder, but his posit his position in relion in relation to tation relrelation trelation to the eldeo the elder’s opponer’s opponent Diotrepnt Diotrephes is unches is unclear. He clear. He cannot haveannot have been a me been a member of Dimmemember of member of DiotrephesDiotrephes’ church s’ church since the eince the elder has tlder has to inform ho inform him of the im of the latter’s alatter’s actions; yectaactions; yactions; yet becauseet because the elder the elder calls Dio calls Diotrephes’ ctrephes’ congregatioongregation “n “thethe church” ( church” (3 John 9),3 John 3 John 9), iJohn 9), it is hard t is hard to think oto think of Gaius asf Gaius as hosting o hosting or belonginr belonging to anothg to another house cer house church in thurccchurch in church in the same pthe same place. Whatlace. Whatever his pever his position, tosition, the elder uhe elder urges him nrges him not only toot only to receive t r receive threceive the travelere travelers but to “s but to “send them send them on,” i.e.,on,” i.e., to provid to provide for theie for their needs onr needs on the journ the the journethe journey, implyiny, implying that Gaig that Gaius had theus had the financial financial means to  means to do so.do so.do so.

4. The recipient of 3 John. The elder writes to encourage Gaius to continue 
his hospitality to traveling missionaries and to commend Demetrius to him. 
Gaius evidently had a close relationship with the elder, but his position in 
relation to the elder’s opponent Diotrephes is unclear. He cannot have been a 
member of Diotrephes’ church since the elder has to inform him of the latter’s 
actions; yet because the elder calls Diotrephes’ congregation “the church” (3 
John 9), it is hard to think of Gaius as hosting or belonging to another house 
church in the same place. Whatever his position, the elder urges him not only to 
receive the travelers but to “send them on,” i.e., to provide for their needs on 
the journey, implying that Gaius had the financial means to do so.

David RensDavid Rensbergerberger

David Rensberger

GALALGALAL (Heb.  (Heb. gaœlaœlgaœlaœl)))

GALAL (Heb. gaœlaœl)

�1.1. A postexi A postexilic Levitelic Levite of the li of the lineage of Mneage of Merari (1 Cerari (1 Chr. 9:15).hr. 9:15).

1. A postexilic Levite of the lineage of Merari (1 Chr. 9:15).

�2.2. A Levite, A Levite, son of Je son of Jeduthun andduthun and father of father of Shemaiah, Shemaiah, of the li of the lineage of Mneage of Merari (1 Cerari (erari (1 Chr. 9:(1 Chr. 9:16; Neh. 116; Neh. 11:17).1:17).

2. A Levite, son of Jeduthun and father of Shemaiah, of the lineage of Merari 
(1 Chr. 9:16; Neh. 11:17).



GALATIAGALATIA (Gk.  (Gk. GalatiíaGalatiía)))

GALATIA (Gk. Galatiía)

A region iA region in north cen north central Asiantral Asia Minor (mo Minor (modern Turkedern Turkey) named ay) named after Gallifter Gallic/Celtic ic/Celtic invaders. Lniinvaders. invaders. Later the Later the name designame designated a Ronated a Roman provinman province.ce.ce.

A region in north central Asia Minor (modern Turkey) named after Gallic/Celtic 
invaders. Later the name designated a Roman province.

�The Gauls The Gauls migrated tmigrated to the regio the region in the on in the mid-3rd cemid-3rd century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. and made  and made their militheirtheir militheir military presetary presence felt. nce felt. King NicomKing Nicomedes I of edes I of Bithynia eBithynia enlisted thnlisted their supporeir support in his ct in t in his civin his civil war. Duil war. During the cring the century, thentury, the Gauls foe Gauls fought with ught with such powersuch powers as the Ss as the Seleucid AneleuSSeleucid ASeleucid Antiochus Intiochus I (281–61)  (281–61) and Attaluand Attalus I of Pers I of Pergamum (ca.gamum (ca. 240–230). 240–230). While bei While being containnbeibeing contbeing contained geogained geographicallyraphically, the Gaul, the Gauls maintains maintained their ied their independencndependence. Their te. Their territory certterritory territory centered acentered around the round the city of Ancity of Ancyra (modecyra (modern Ankara)rn Ankara), in the n, in the northern haorthern half of centlhahalf of cehalf of central Asiantral Asia Minor. In Minor. In 64  64 B.C.E.B.C.E., the Gall, the Gallic tribes ic tribes became a cbecame a client statlient state of Rome,e of Roe of Rome, ruleRome, ruled however d however by one of by one of their own.their own. Upon the  Upon the death of tdeath of their last heir last king, Amynking, Amynking, Amyntas, iAmyntas, in 25 n 25 B.C.E.B.C.E., the regi, the region became on became a Roman pra Roman province, whovince, which graduaich gradually extendlly extenlly extended sextended south, almoouth, almost to the st to the MediterranMediterranean Sea. Sean Sea. Such citiesuch cities as Derbe, as Derbe, Lystra, I Lystra, Iconium, ancoIIconium, aIconium, and Antiochnd Antioch were now  were now a part of a part of “Galatia.”“Galatia.”

The Gauls migrated to the region in the mid-3rd century B.C.E. and made 
their military presence felt. King Nicomedes I of Bithynia enlisted their support 
in his civil war. During the century, the Gauls fought with such powers as the 
Seleucid Antiochus I (281–61) and Attalus I of Pergamum (ca. 240–230). While 
being contained geographically, the Gauls maintained their independence. Their 
territory centered around the city of Ancyra (modern Ankara), in the northern 
half of central Asia Minor. In 64 B.C.E., the Gallic tribes became a client state of 
Rome, ruled however by one of their own. Upon the death of their last king, 
Amyntas, in 25 B.C.E., the region became a Roman province, which gradually 
extended south, almost to the Mediterranean Sea. Such cities as Derbe, Lystra, 
Iconium, and Antioch were now a part of “Galatia.”

�This is siThis is significant,gnificant, for it ha for it has a bearins a bearing on how og on how one understne understands the rands the recipients ecipients and date oaand date oand date of Paul’s lf Paul’s letter to tetter to the churchehe churches of Galats of Galatia. One caia. One can argue thn argue that Paul usat Paul uses “Galaties “Ges “Galatia” “Galatia” to designato designate the te the ethnicethnic region in region in northern  northern Asia MinorAsia Minor (Gal. 1:2 (Gal. 1:2), explain), explaining his usinexplainexplainingexplaining his use o his use of the ethnf the ethnic term Gaic term Galatians (3latians (3:1) in the:1) in the letter. I letter. It could alt could also correspso corrso correspondcorrespond with Acts with Acts 16:6; 18: 16:6; 18:23, which 23, which say that Psay that Paul visiteaul visited the d the regionregion (not the  (not the provinceprprovinceprovince) of Galat) of Galatia after tia after the councilhe council meeting o meeting of Acts 15 f Acts 15 (= Gal. 2:(= Gal. 2:1-10?), re1-10?), requiring a quiring rerequiring requiring a date fora date for the lette the letter after thr after the meeting e meeting of Acts 15of Acts 15. However,. However, if Paul i if Paul is using “Gs usins using “Galusing “Galatia” to datia” to denote the enote the Roman provRoman province, the ince, the Galatian lGalatian letter may etter may be addressbe addressed to chureaddressaddressed addressed to churcheto churches in the ss in the southern paouthern part of the rt of the province, province, churches wchurches which Paul hich Paul visited eavvisited eavisited early in hisrly in his missionar missionary career (y career (cf. Acts 1cf. Acts 14:1-20), a4:1-20), allowing onllowing one to date e to date the letterthe letthe letter earletter earlier in Palier in Paul’s careeul’s career, r, beforebefore the meeti the meeting of Actsng of Acts 15 (perha 15 (perhaps making ps making Gal. 2 = AGal. 2Gal. 2 = Acts 12 = Acts 11:27-30). 1:27-30). The issue The issue is controvis controversial, foersial, for it affecr it affects many ists many issues in Pasues in Pauline studuline suline studies: cstudies: chronology,hronology, developme development of Paulnt of Paul’s thought’s thought, and agre, and agreements/disements/disagreementsagreementsagreements/disagreementsagreements/disagreem/disagreements betweents between Acts anen Acts and Pauline d Pauline letters.letters.letters.

This is significant, for it has a bearing on how one understands the recipients 
and date of Paul’s letter to the churches of Galatia. One can argue that Paul uses 
“Galatia” to designate the ethnic region in northern Asia Minor (Gal. 1:2), 
explaining his use of the ethnic term Galatians (3:1) in the letter. It could also 
correspond with Acts 16:6; 18:23, which say that Paul visited the region (not the 
province) of Galatia after the council meeting of Acts 15 (= Gal. 2:1-10?), 
requiring a date for the letter after the meeting of Acts 15. However, if Paul is 
using “Galatia” to denote the Roman province, the Galatian letter may be 
addressed to churches in the southern part of the province, churches which Paul 
visited early in his missionary career (cf. Acts 14:1-20), allowing one to date the 
letter earlier in Paul’s career, before the meeting of Acts 15 (perhaps making Gal. 
2 = Acts 11:27-30). The issue is controversial, for it affects many issues in Pauline 
studies: chronology, development of Paul’s thought, and 
agreements/disagreements between Acts and Pauline letters.

J. BradleyJ. Bradley Chance Chance

J. Bradley Chance

GALATIANS,GALATIANS, LETTER TO LETTER TO THE THE THE

GALATIANS, LETTER TO THE

One of PauOne of Paul’s major l’s major letters. Gletters. Galatians halatians has played as played a central a central role in Chrole in Christian thristian theology beceologththeology btheology because it ecause it provides oprovides one of the ne of the NT’s most NT’s most explicit texplicit teachings oeachings on justificn justification by fatiojustificjustificatjustification by faiion by faith. This tth. This teaching, heaching, however, isowever, is Paul’s re Paul’s response to sponse to a serious a serious crisis in crisis incrisis in the chuin the churches of Grches of Galatia ratalatia rather than aher than a systemati systematic or doctrc or doctrinal preseinal presentation ofntation of justifica just justificatjustification.ion.

One of Paul’s major letters. Galatians has played a central role in Christian 
theology because it provides one of the NT’s most explicit teachings on 
justification by faith. This teaching, however, is Paul’s response to a serious crisis 
in the churches of Galatia rather than a systematic or doctrinal presentation of 
justification.

BackgroundBackground

Background

There is nThere is no unanimito unanimity among scy among scholars as holars as to the ideto the identity of tntity of the Galatiahe Galatians or the ns or the dating of datdating of dating of this lettethis letter. Some arr. Some argue that Pgue that Paul was wraul was writing to titing to the congreghe congregations of ations of Antioch inAntiAntioch inAntioch in Pisidia,  Pisidia, Lystra, IcLystra, Iconium, andonium, and Derbe (in Derbe (in the Roman the Roman province  province of Galatiaof Galatia), which h), w), which he ewhich he establishedstablished on his fi on his first missiorst missionary journnary journey accordiey according to Actsng to Acts 13-14. Ot 13-14. Others maintheOtOthers maiOthers maintain thatntain that he was wr he was writing to titing to the ethnic he ethnic Galatians Galatians of Ancyra,of Ancyra, Tavium, a Tavium, and Pessinundaand Pessinand Pessinus (in theus (in the old terri old territory of Gatory of Galatia), whlatia), which Paul sich Paul supposedly upposedly evangelizeevangelized on his sd ond on his secon his second and thond and third missioird missionary journnary journeys (cf. Aeys (cf. Acts 16:6; cts 16:6; 18:23). Th18:23). The first the first theory is caeoryththeory is theory is called thecalled the South Gal South Galatian hypoatian hypothesis andthesis and dates the dates the letter ca letter ca. 49–50 . 49–50 C.E.C.E., making i, m, making it making it the earliethe earliest of Paulst of Paul’s extant ’s extant correspondcorrespondence. The ence. The second is second is called thecalled the North Gal No North GalaNorth Galatian hypottian hypothesis and hesis and dates the dates the letter in letter in the mid-50the mid-50s, a perios, a period when Paud when Paul found hil PauPaul foundPaul found himself i himself in conflictn conflict with some with some elements  elements of the Corof the Corinthian chinthian church.urch.urch.

There is no unanimity among scholars as to the identity of the Galatians or the 



dating of this letter. Some argue that Paul was writing to the congregations of 
Antioch in Pisidia, Lystra, Iconium, and Derbe (in the Roman province of Galatia), 
which he established on his first missionary journey according to Acts 13-14. 
Others maintain that he was writing to the ethnic Galatians of Ancyra, Tavium, 
and Pessinus (in the old territory of Galatia), which Paul supposedly evangelized 
on his second and third missionary journeys (cf. Acts 16:6; 18:23). The first 
theory is called the South Galatian hypothesis and dates the letter ca. 49–50 C.E., 
making it the earliest of Paul’s extant correspondence. The second is called the 
North Galatian hypothesis and dates the letter in the mid-50s, a period when 
Paul found himself in conflict with some elements of the Corinthian church.

�An understAn understanding of anding of the situatthe situation that oion that occasioned ccasioned Galatians Galatians is more imis more important foportanimimportant important for its infor its interpretatiterpretation than thon than the questione questions discusses discussed above, ad above, and in thisnd in this regard th reg regard theregard there is somere is some agreement agreement, even tho, even though scholaugh scholarly theorirly theories differ es differ in detail.in detail. The backg The The backgrThe background is asound is as follows. follows. follows.

An understanding of the situation that occasioned Galatians is more 
important for its interpretation than the questions discussed above, and in this 
regard there is some agreement, even though scholarly theories differ in detail. 
The background is as follows.

�Paul was tPaul was the first the first to preach to preach the gospel he gospel to the Galto the Galatians, anatians, and they recd they received him eived himeived him as if him as if he were anhe were an “angel of “angel of God,” at  God,” at a moment wa moment when he washen he was physicall physically ill (Galy ill (Gal. 4:13-14). 4. 4:13-14). 4:13-14). Since the Since the Galatians Galatians were Gentiwere Gentiles, Paul les, Paul did not redid not require themquire them to underg to undergo circumcio undergundergo ciundergo circumcisionrcumcision or observ or observe “works oe “works of the law”f the law” such as d such as dietary preietary prescriptionsscriptions and sabba prescriptionsprescriptiprescriptions and saons and sabbath obsebbath observance. Burvance. But sometimet sometime after his after his departure departure, other mi, other missionariessmimissionarimissionaries came toes came to Galatia a Galatia and preachend preached a “diffed a “different gosperent gospel” (1:6) wl” (1:6) which requihich required the Garerequirequired trequired the Galatiahe Galatians to havens to have themselve themselves circumcis circumcised and obsed and observe thesserve these “works oe “works oe “works of the lawof the law.”.”.”

Paul was the first to preach the gospel to the Galatians, and they received 
him as if he were an “angel of God,” at a moment when he was physically ill (Gal. 
4:13-14). Since the Galatians were Gentiles, Paul did not require them to 
undergo circumcision or observe “works of the law” such as dietary 
prescriptions and sabbath observance. But sometime after his departure, other 
missionaries came to Galatia and preached a “different gospel” (1:6) which 
required the Galatians to have themselves circumcised and observe these “works 
of the law.”

�The precisThe precise identitye identity of these  of these missionarimissionaries is dispes is disputed, but uted, but they were they were most likelmost likemost likely Jewlikely Jewish Christish Christian missioian missionaries whonaries who had a str had a strong connecong connection to Jetion to Jerusalem, arusalem, and perhapsnd aand perhapand perhaps to Jamess to James. Although. Although Paul cast Paul castigates theigates their false air false and deceitfnd deceitful motivesul motives (6:12–13) (6:1 (6:12–13),(6:12–13), there is  there is a logic toa logic to their pos their position. If ition. If the Galatithe Galatians wish tans wish to share ino share in the bless the ble the blessings blessings of the Jewof the Jewish Messiaish Messiah, then thh, then they must beey must become childcome children of Abrren of Abraham by acaham by acaham by accepting accepting circumcisicircumcision, the sion, the sign of the gn of the eternal coeternal covenant Godvenant God made with made with Abraham a Abraham a Abraham and his deand his descendants scendants (Gen. 17).(Gen. 17). Circumcis Circumcision, in tuion, in turn, requirrn, requires the deses the descendants ocendants of Abraham f Af Abraham toAbraham to do the wo do the works of therks of the law. law. law.

The precise identity of these missionaries is disputed, but they were most 
likely Jewish Christian missionaries who had a strong connection to Jerusalem, 
and perhaps to James. Although Paul castigates their false and deceitful motives 
(6:12–13), there is a logic to their position. If the Galatians wish to share in the 
blessings of the Jewish Messiah, then they must become children of Abraham by 
accepting circumcision, the sign of the eternal covenant God made with Abraham 
and his descendants (Gen. 17). Circumcision, in turn, requires the descendants of 
Abraham to do the works of the law.

�Paul’s undPaul’s understandingerstanding of the go of the gospel, espespel, especially in cially in light of hlight of his call, lis call, led him to ed him to a deeper aa dea deeper appdeeper appreciation reciation of Christ’of Christ’s work in s work in God’s salvGod’s salvific plan.ific plan. While Jew While Jewish believish believers need ners believbelievers believers need not rneed not renounce thenounce their Jewisheir Jewish heritage, heritage, it was no it was not necessart necessary for genty for gentile believile gentgentile begentile believers tolievers to adopt Jew adopt Jewish customish customs and pracs and practices in otices in order to berder to be justified justified before Go bef before Godbefore God. It is Go. It is God’s salvifd’s salvific work inic work in Christ, r Christ, rather thanather than the law,  the law, which accowhich accomplishes jmpliaccoaccomplishaccomplishes justifies justification andcation and righteous righteousness (2:21ness (2:21; 3:21). T; 3:21). Therefore therefore the Galatiahe Galatians are alrns ans are alreadare already Abraham’y Abraham’s descendas descendants since nts since they belonthey belong to Chrisg to Christ (3:29), t (3:29), whereas thwhereas those who seoththose who those who seek justiseek justification tfication through thehrough the law separ law separate themseate themselves from lves from Christ (5:Christ (5:4).4(5:(5:4).(5:4).

Paul’s understanding of the gospel, especially in light of his call, led him to a 
deeper appreciation of Christ’s work in God’s salvific plan. While Jewish 
believers need not renounce their Jewish heritage, it was not necessary for 
gentile believers to adopt Jewish customs and practices in order to be justified 
before God. It is God’s salvific work in Christ, rather than the law, which 
accomplishes justification and righteousness (2:21; 3:21). Therefore the Galatians 
are already Abraham’s descendants since they belong to Christ (3:29), whereas 
those who seek justification through the law separate themselves from Christ 
(5:4).



ContentContent

Content

Aside fromAside from its intro its introductory anductory and concludid concluding remarksng remarks (1:1–10;  (1:1–10; 6:11–18), 6:11–18), Galatians Galatians comprises cocomprises comprises three majothree major sectionsr sections: an autob: an autobiographicaiographical section l section in which Pin which Paul defendaul defends the truts defenddefends thdefends the truth ofe truth of the gospe the gospel that he l that he preached tpreached to the Galao the Galatians (1:1tians (1:11—2:21); a1—2:21); an intricatn aan intricaan intricate argumente argument drawn frt drawn from Scriptuom Scripture in whicre in which Paul exph Paul explains thatlains that people of people of faith are fa faith are faith are Abraham’s Abraham’s descendantdescendants (3:1—5:1s (3:1—5:12); a mora2); a moral exhortatl exhortation in whiion in which Paul shch Paul shows the Gaoshshows the shows the Galatians Galatians that if ththat if they love they love their neighbeir neighbor as themor as themselves andselves and walk by t walk by the Spirit,he tthe Spiritthe Spirit, they ful, they fulfill the lfill the law of Chriaw of Christ (5:13—6st (5:13—6:10). Each:10). Each of these  of these sections isections is an integs an ints an integral pintegral part of Pauart of Paul’s argumel’s argument and is nt and is intended tintended to persuadeo persuade the Galat the Galatians not tians not to submit to suo submit to submit to circumcisicircumcision.on.

Aside from its introductory and concluding remarks (1:1–10; 6:11–18), Galatians 
comprises three major sections: an autobiographical section in which Paul 
defends the truth of the gospel that he preached to the Galatians (1:11—2:21); 
an intricate argument drawn from Scripture in which Paul explains that people of 
faith are Abraham’s descendants (3:1—5:12); a moral exhortation in which Paul 
shows the Galatians that if they love their neighbor as themselves and walk by 
the Spirit, they fulfill the law of Christ (5:13—6:10). Each of these sections is an 
integral part of Paul’s argument and is intended to persuade the Galatians not to 
submit to circumcision.

Truth of tTruth of the Gospel he Gospel (1:11—2:21(1:11—2:21)))

Truth of the Gospel (1:11—2:21)

Since his Since his circumcisicircumcision-free goon-free gospel to thspel to the Gentilese Gentiles was sever was severely criticely criticized, Paulized, Paul provides  prov provides tprovides the Galatiahe Galatians with a ns with a brief autobrief autobiographicbiographical statemeal statement in ordent in order to demonr to demonstrate thestdemondemonstratdemonstrate the trute the truth of the gh of the gospel (2:5ospel (2:5, 14) that, 14) that he preach he preaches to the es to the Gentiles. Gentiles. Thus he reThuThus he reThus he reviews his views his former lifformer life as a pere as a persecutor ofsecutor of the Churc the Church, his apoh, his apostolic calstolic call, his deal, hil, his dealinhis dealings with thgs with the church ae church at Jerusalet Jerusalem, and them, and the incident  incident at Antiochat Antioch (1:11—2:1 (1:11—2:14). He the4).(1:11—2:1(1:11—2:14(1:11—2:14). He then). He then concludes concludes with an i with an important smportant statement otatement on justificn justification by fation by faith apartaffaith aparfaith apart from thet from the works of  works of the law (2the law (2:15–21).:15–21).:15–21).

Since his circumcision-free gospel to the Gentiles was severely criticized, Paul 
provides the Galatians with a brief autobiographical statement in order to 
demonstrate the truth of the gospel (2:5, 14) that he preaches to the Gentiles. 
Thus he reviews his former life as a persecutor of the Church, his apostolic call, 
his dealings with the church at Jerusalem, and the incident at Antioch 
(1:11—2:14). He then concludes with an important statement on justification by 
faith apart from the works of the law (2:15–21).

�This biogrThis biographical inaphical information formation supports tsupports the truth ohe truth of the gospf the gospel in seveel in several ways. ral waysral ways. Firsways. First, Paul dit, Paul did not reced not receive the goive the gospel from spel from other humaother human beings, n beings, nor did otnor did others teachheotothers teaothers teach it to hch it to him. The goim. The gospel that spel that he preachehe preaches came thrs came through a “reough a “revelation ovelation of Jesus Chf oof Jesus Cof Jesus Christ” (1:hrist” (1:11–12), i.11–12), i.e., Paul re., Paul received theceived the gospel we gospel when God rehen God revealed hisvealed his Son to hi Son Son to himSon to him (v. 16).  (v. 16). Previous tPrevious to his aposo his apostolic calltolic call, Paul was, Paul was zealous f zealous for the traor the traditions ofditionstratraditionstraditions of his an of his ancestors, ecestors, even to theven to the point of  point of persecutinpersecuting the churg the church of God.ch of God. But when  But But when GBut when God called od called him and rehim and revealed hisvealed his Son to hi Son to him, Paul unm, Paul understood tderstood that the onhat the onhat the one whom hone whom he persecute persecuted as cursed as cursed by God ed by God (3:13) was(3:13) was none othe none other than Godr than God’s Son.’s Son’s Son.Son.Son.

This biographical information supports the truth of the gospel in several 
ways. First, Paul did not receive the gospel from other human beings, nor did 
others teach it to him. The gospel that he preaches came through a “revelation 
of Jesus Christ” (1:11–12), i.e., Paul received the gospel when God revealed his 
Son to him (v. 16). Previous to his apostolic call, Paul was zealous for the 
traditions of his ancestors, even to the point of persecuting the church of God. 
But when God called him and revealed his Son to him, Paul understood that the 
one whom he persecuted as cursed by God (3:13) was none other than God’s 
Son.

�Paul immedPaul immediately kneiately knew that he w that he had been chad been called to palled to preach a cireach a circumcisionrcumcision-free gosp-free circumcisioncircumcisicircumcision-free goon-free gospel to thspel to the Gentilese Gentiles, and he d, and he did so withid so without any neout any need to consed to consult with tulconsconsult wiconsult with those ith those in Jerusalen Jerusalem (1:17). m (1:17). When he diWhen he did go to Jed go to Jerusalem, crusalem, ca. three ya. three years aftereayyears afteyears after his callr his call, he met o, he met only with Cnly with Cephas (Petephas (Peter) and Jaer) and James. His gmes. His gospel cameospel came directly  dir directly fdirectly from God atrom God at the momen the moment of his ct of his call, not fall, not from Jerusarom Jerusalem.lem.lem.

Paul immediately knew that he had been called to preach a 
circumcision-free gospel to the Gentiles, and he did so without any need to 
consult with those in Jerusalem (1:17). When he did go to Jerusalem, ca. three 
years after his call, he met only with Cephas (Peter) and James. His gospel came 
directly from God at the moment of his call, not from Jerusalem.

�Fourteen yFourteen years afterears after his first his first visit Pau visit Paul went to l went to Jerusalem Jerusalem with Barnawith Barnabas and Tibas and Tbas and Titus to mTitus to make sure take sure that he washat he was not preac not preaching in vahing in vain (2:1–10in (2:1–10). Despite). Despite oppositio opposition from “fan oppositiooppositionopposition from “fal from “false brethrese brethren,” the pin,” the pillar apostllar apostles (Jamesles (James, Cephas, , Cephas, and John) and John) clearly apcleaclearly apclearly approved of proved of Paul’s gosPaul’s gospel to thepel to the Gentiles. Gentiles. However,  However, when certawhen certain partisain partisans of Jamenspartisapartisans partisans of James cof James came to theame to the church of church of Antioch,  Antioch, they were they were not preparnot prepared for whaed for whaed for what they what they saw: Jewissaw: Jewish and genth and gentile believile believers shariners sharing table feg table fellowship, llowship, Peter amonPeter among them. Whg thg them. Whenthem. When Peter wit Peter withdrew fromhdrew from this tabl this table fellowshe fellowship, Paul rip, Paul rebuked himebuked him for betra for betr for betraying betraying the truth the truth of the gosof the gospel (2:11–pel (2:11–14).14).14).

Fourteen years after his first visit Paul went to Jerusalem with Barnabas and 
Titus to make sure that he was not preaching in vain (2:1–10). Despite 
opposition from “false brethren,” the pillar apostles (James, Cephas, and John) 
clearly approved of Paul’s gospel to the Gentiles. However, when certain 
partisans of James came to the church of Antioch, they were not prepared for 
what they saw: Jewish and gentile believers sharing table fellowship, Peter among 



them. When Peter withdrew from this table fellowship, Paul rebuked him for 
betraying the truth of the gospel (2:11–14).

�What Paul What Paul understoodunderstood by “the t by “the truth of thruth of the gospel” e gospel” is stated is stated in the finin the final verses al versesal verses of verses of this sectithis section (2:15–2on (2:15–21). A pers1). A person is not on is not justified justified on the bason the basis of “woris of “works of the ks of ks of the lawof the law” but thro” but through faith ugh faith in (or perin (or perhaps “throhaps “through the faugh the faith of”) Jith of”) Jesus Chrisesus Christ. This ist. Tht. This is whThis is why Paul andy Paul and other Jew other Jewish Christish Christians now bians now believe in elieve in Christ sinChrist since they hace they have come tove hahave come have come to realizeto realize that no o that no one will bene will be justified justified on the ba on the basis of “wosis of “works of therks of the law.” If  law law.” If rlaw.” If righteousneighteousness could bss could be obtainede obtained through t through the law, thhe law, then there wen there was no needas no need for Chris f for Christfor Christ to die. to die.

What Paul understood by “the truth of the gospel” is stated in the final 
verses of this section (2:15–21). A person is not justified on the basis of “works 
of the law” but through faith in (or perhaps “through the faith of”) Jesus Christ. 
This is why Paul and other Jewish Christians now believe in Christ since they 
have come to realize that no one will be justified on the basis of “works of the 
law.” If righteousness could be obtained through the law, then there was no need 
for Christ to die.

Children oChildren of the Promf the Promise (3:1—5ise (3:1—5:12):12):12)

Children of the Promise (3:1—5:12)

Having expHaving explained thelained the origin of origin of the circu the circumcision-frmcision-free gospel ee gospel he preachehe preaches, Paul ems, Paul embarks uponbaemembarks upembarks upon a ratheon a rather technicar technical argumentl argument to show t to show that peoplehat people of faith, of faith, baptized  baptized into Chrisininto Chrisinto Christ, are Abrt, are Abraham’s desaham’s descendants. cendants. The argumeThe argument supposent supposes that thes that the promises  promises promises Gpromises God made tood made to Abraham a Abraham are more imre more important inportant in the histo the history of salvry of salvation thanation thation than the gthan the giving of tiving of the law. Gohe law. God had alred had already announady announced the goced the gospel to Abspel to Abraham by praham by praham by promising promising that all tthat all the nationshe nations would be  would be blessed inblessed in him. Cons him. Consequently, equently, people of people of faith are faitfaith are faith are blessed wiblessed with faithfuth faithful Abraham l Abraham (3:7–9). I(3:7–9). In his exegn his exegesis of Geesis of Gen. 12:7, Pn. 12:7, Paul arguesaul araul argues thaargues that these prt these promises weromises were made to e made to Abraham anAbraham and his seedd his seed. Focusing. Focusing upon the  upon th upon the word “the word “seed,” whiseed,” which is in tch is in the singulahe singular, he argur, he argues that Abes that Abraham’s seraham’s seed is Chried is Christ (3:15–1st ChriChrist (3:Christ (3:15–16). Co15–16). Consequentlynsequently, all who , all who are baptizare baptized into Ched into Christ are drist are descendantsescendants of Abraha o of Abrahamof Abraham and child and children of theren of the promise,  promise, even if noeven if not circumcit circumcised (3:26–sed (3:26–29).29).29).

Having explained the origin of the circumcision-free gospel he preaches, Paul 
embarks upon a rather technical argument to show that people of faith, baptized 
into Christ, are Abraham’s descendants. The argument supposes that the 
promises God made to Abraham are more important in the history of salvation 
than the giving of the law. God had already announced the gospel to Abraham by 
promising that all the nations would be blessed in him. Consequently, people of 
faith are blessed with faithful Abraham (3:7–9). In his exegesis of Gen. 12:7, Paul 
argues that these promises were made to Abraham and his seed. Focusing upon 
the word “seed,” which is in the singular, he argues that Abraham’s seed is 
Christ (3:15–16). Consequently, all who are baptized into Christ are descendants 
of Abraham and children of the promise, even if not circumcised (3:26–29).

�Since the Since the law was gilaw was given 430 yeven 430 years after ars after the promisthe promise, it doese, it does not alter not alter the origi the orig the original coriginal conditions onditions of the proof the promise, whicmise, which depends h depends on faith (on faith (3:17–20). 3:17–20). The law waThe law was added las wawas added was added later to mlater to make peopleake people aware of  aware of their trantheir transgressionssgressions, and so i, and so it functiont functioned as a diedfunctionfunctionedfunctioned as a disc as a disciplinarianiplinarian until the until the full blos full blossoming of soming of faith. Butfaith. But of itself of itself, the law , the law , the law could law could not give lnot give life. Otherife. Otherwise, righwise, righteousness teousness would havewould have come thro come through the laugh the law (3:21).wlalaw (3:21)law (3:21)...

Since the law was given 430 years after the promise, it does not alter the 
original conditions of the promise, which depends on faith (3:17–20). The law 
was added later to make people aware of their transgressions, and so it 
functioned as a disciplinarian until the full blossoming of faith. But of itself, the 
law could not give life. Otherwise, righteousness would have come through the 
law (3:21).

�Since the Since the Galatians Galatians have not uhave not understood nderstood this and athis and are on the re on the verge of cverge of circumcisioircumciccircumcisicircumcision, Paul ron, Paul reprimands eprimands them for rthem for returning teturning to the perio the period of theiod of their religiour religious infancy s ins infancy (4infancy (4:1–11). He:1–11). He calls the calls them to imitam to imitate his exate his example (4:12mple (4:12–20). He s–20). He shows them hows them that they ththat they that they are the trare the true descendue descendants of thants of the free wome free woman and heran and her son Isaac son Isaac (4:21–31) (4:21–31), and warn,(4:21–31)(4:21–31),(4:21–31), and warns and warns them to a them to avoid circuvoid circumcision lemcision lest they sest they separate theparate themselves frmselves from Christ ofrfrom Chrisfrom Christ (5:1–12)t (5:1–12)..

Since the Galatians have not understood this and are on the verge of 
circumcision, Paul reprimands them for returning to the period of their religious 
infancy (4:1–11). He calls them to imitate his example (4:12–20). He shows them 
that they are the true descendants of the free woman and her son Isaac 
(4:21–31), and warns them to avoid circumcision lest they separate themselves 
from Christ (5:1–12).

Living by Living by the Spiritthe Spirit (5:13—6:1 (5:13—6:10)0)0)

Living by the Spirit (5:13—6:10)

Although PAlthough Paul has shaul has shown the Gaown the Galatians thlatians that they arat they are descendae descendants of Abrnts of Abraham becauaham becaaham because thbecause they have beey have been incorpoen incorporated intorated into Abraham’s Abraham’s singular  singular descendantdescendant, Christ, , Christ, his argumehhis argumehis argument is not nt is not complete. complete. Paul must Paul must explain hoexplain how the gentw the gentile Galatiile Galatians can lians can live a moralve lilive a morlive a moral life ifal life if they are  they are not “undernot “under the law,” the law,” otherwise otherwise his gospe his gospel will be l will be hollow andhollowhollow andhollow and of no ava of no avail. The pail. The parenesis orrenesis or moral exh moral exhortation oortation of this letf this letter, then,ter, then, plays an  play plays an iplays an integral rontegral role in Paulle in Paul’s argumen’s argument that thet that the Galatians Galatians should no should not submit tt submit to circumcio ciro circumcisicircumcision.on.on.

Although Paul has shown the Galatians that they are descendants of Abraham 
because they have been incorporated into Abraham’s singular descendant, Christ, 
his argument is not complete. Paul must explain how the gentile Galatians can 
live a moral life if they are not “under the law,” otherwise his gospel will be 



hollow and of no avail. The parenesis or moral exhortation of this letter, then, 
plays an integral role in Paul’s argument that the Galatians should not submit to 
circumcision.

�In Paul’s In Paul’s view, the view, the moral lifemoral life is a matt is a matter of livier of living by the ng by the Spirit (5:Spirit (5:16), being16), being guided by guid guided by guided by the Spiritthe Spirit (v. 18),  (v. 18), and followand following the Sping the Spirit’s leairit’s lead (v. 25).d (v. 25). People wh People who are led o are leo are led by theled by the Spirit ar Spirit are not “unde not “under the lawer the law” (v. 18),” (v. 18), nor do th nor do they do the ey do the works of tworks of the flesh, he fhe flesh, whiflesh, which Paul cach Paul catalogues italogues in great den great detail (vv. tail (vv. 19–21). Ra19–21). Rather, the ther, the Spirit proSpirit produces its duces iduces its fruit its fruit in them (vin them (vv. 22–23).v. 22–23). But if be But if believers arlievers are no longee no longer under thr under the law, wile law, will they real they l they reallthey really live a my live a moral life oral life by followiby following the Sping the Spirit?rit?rit?

In Paul’s view, the moral life is a matter of living by the Spirit (5:16), being 
guided by the Spirit (v. 18), and following the Spirit’s lead (v. 25). People who are 
led by the Spirit are not “under the law” (v. 18), nor do they do the works of the 
flesh, which Paul catalogues in great detail (vv. 19–21). Rather, the Spirit produces 
its fruit in them (vv. 22–23). But if believers are no longer under the law, will 
they really live a moral life by following the Spirit?

�Paul arguePaul argues that thes that the whole law whole law is fulfil is fulfilled in theled in the statement statement, “You sha, “You shall love yoll love your neighbouyoyour neighyour neighbor as youbor as yourself” (5:rself” (5:14, quotin14, quoting Lev. 19:g Lev. 19:18). Conse18). Consequently, tquently, the Galatiahe Galatians must sens GalatiaGalatians Galatians must servemust serve each othe each other through r through love (5:13love (5:13). If they). If they bear one  bear one another’s another’s burdens thburburdens thburdens they will fuey will fulfill “thelfill “the law of Ch law of Christ” (6:2rist” (6:2). This ex). This expression, pression, which occuwhich occurs only inrs onlrs only in Gaonly in Galatians, platians, probably rerobably refers to thfers to the law as ie law as it was livet was lived by Chrisd by Christ, i.e., it, i.e., in accord wn accordn accord witaccord with the prinh the principle of sciple of self-sacrifelf-sacrificing loveicing love (cf. 1:3– (cf. 1:3–4; 2:20). 4; 2:20). To summariTo summarize, the Gaze, theze, the Galatithe Galatians will fans will fulfill theulfill the law if th law if they live iney live in the realm the realm of the Sp of the Spirit in acirit in accord with cord with the law oftthe law ofthe law of Christ. Christ.

Paul argues that the whole law is fulfilled in the statement, “You shall love 
your neighbor as yourself” (5:14, quoting Lev. 19:18). Consequently, the 
Galatians must serve each other through love (5:13). If they bear one another’s 
burdens they will fulfill “the law of Christ” (6:2). This expression, which occurs 
only in Galatians, probably refers to the law as it was lived by Christ, i.e., in 
accord with the principle of self-sacrificing love (cf. 1:3–4; 2:20). To summarize, 
the Galatians will fulfill the law if they live in the realm of the Spirit in accord with 
the law of Christ.

ContemporaContemporary Discussry Discussionion

Contemporary Discussion

Current diCurrent discussion oscussion of Galatianf Galatians focuses s focuses upon threeupon three areas: th areas: the social de social dimension oimension of justificf jf justificatjustification by faiion by faith; the fath; the faith of Jesith of Jesus Christ;us Christ; and the n and the nature of Pature of Pauline ethauline ethics.ics.ics.

Current discussion of Galatians focuses upon three areas: the social dimension of 
justification by faith; the faith of Jesus Christ; and the nature of Pauline ethics.

�The historThe historical conteical context of Galaxt of Galatians inditians indicates thatcates that Paul’s te Paul’s teaching on aching on justificatjustification was a iojustificatjustificatjustification was a ion was a response tresponse to a socialo a social problem:  problem: how Jewishhow Jewish and genti and gentile believele believers should rs srs should relshould relate to eacate to each other. Dh other. Do people so people stand in thtand in the proper ce proper covenant reovenant relationshiplationship to God on t to God on to God on the basis the basis of “works of “works of the lawof the law” that ide” that identify themntify them as Jews ( as Jews (circumcisicircumcision, dietaron,(circumcisi(circumcis(circumcision, dietaion, dietary prescriry prescriptions, saptions, sabbath obsebbath observance), orvance), or on the br on the basis of Goasis of God’s work id’s GoGod’s workGod’s work in Christ in Christ? More tha? More than a polemin a polemic against c against an attemptan attempt to gain o to gain one’s rightne’s righteousness teorightrighteousnrighteousness througess through good worh good works, Paul’sks, Paul’s teaching  teaching on justifion justification in cation in Galatians Galatians seeks to iseekseeks to iseeks to integrate Gntegrate Gentiles anentiles and Jews witd Jews without compehout compelling the lling the former to former to adopt a Jeadopt a Jewish way owJeJewish wayJewish way of life. of life. of life.

The historical context of Galatians indicates that Paul’s teaching on 
justification was a response to a social problem: how Jewish and gentile believers 
should relate to each other. Do people stand in the proper covenant relationship 
to God on the basis of “works of the law” that identify them as Jews 
(circumcision, dietary prescriptions, sabbath observance), or on the basis of 
God’s work in Christ? More than a polemic against an attempt to gain one’s 
righteousness through good works, Paul’s teaching on justification in Galatians 
seeks to integrate Gentiles and Jews without compelling the former to adopt a 
Jewish way of life.

�When we asWhen we ask how peopk how people are jusle are justified, thtified, the traditioe traditional answernal answer is throug is through faith h faithh faith faith inin Jesus Chr Jesus Christ. But iist. But in recent yn recent years a minears a minority of sority of scholars hacholars has argued ts argued that the imhat the hat the importthe important statemant statement of 2:1ent of 2:16 refers t6 refers to the “faio the “faith th ofof Jesus Chr Jesus Christ.” Accoist.” Accordingly, brdingly, brdingly, believers believers are justifare justified on theied on the basis of  basis of Christ’s fChrist’s faith, i.e.aith, i.e., Christ’s, Christ’s faithfuln faithfulness and obess and obedience toeobobedience obedience to God as to God as demonstratdemonstrated by dyined by dying on the cg on the cross. Thusross. Thus Gentiles  Gentiles are in theare in theare in the properthe proper covenant  covenant relationshrelationship to God ip to God on the bason the basis of Chriis of Christ’s faithst’s faithfulness, nfulness, not becauseot bot because thbecause they have adey have adopted a Jeopted a Jewish way owish way of life. Thf life. This faithfuis faithful obediencl obedience of Chrise of Christ, in turnt, int, in turn, iin turn, is the basis the basis for faits for faith h inin Christ. Christ. Christ.

When we ask how people are justified, the traditional answer is through 
faith in Jesus Christ. But in recent years a minority of scholars has argued that 
the important statement of 2:16 refers to the “faith of Jesus Christ.” Accordingly, 
believers are justified on the basis of Christ’s faith, i.e., Christ’s faithfulness and 
obedience to God as demonstrated by dying on the cross. Thus Gentiles are in 
the proper covenant relationship to God on the basis of Christ’s faithfulness, not 
because they have adopted a Jewish way of life. This faithful obedience of Christ, 
in turn, is the basis for faith in Christ.

�Finally, nFinally, new insightew insights into thes into the role that role that moral exh moral exhortation portation plays in Palays in Paul’s argumul’s argumul’s argument hargument have encourave encouraged scholaged scholars to givars to give greater e greater attention attention to the ethto the ethical dimenical dimensions of Gsdimendimensionsdimensions of Galati of Galatians. The ians. The integral rontegral role of the le of the parenesis parenesis in this lein this letter indictter indicates that ates thates that Paul’that Paul’s teachings teaching on justif on justification doication does not undes not undermine theermine the moral lif moral life of beliee of believers. Justvers. beliebelievers.believers. Justified Justified by what G by what God has donod has done in Chrise in Christ and no lt and no longer undeonger under the law,r the law, believers be believers believers must follomust follow the Spirw the Spirit’s lead it’s lead and fulfiland fulfill the law l the law of Christ of Christ through ththrough the love come love e love commalove commandment.ndment.ndment.

Finally, new insights into the role that moral exhortation plays in Paul’s 



argument have encouraged scholars to give greater attention to the ethical 
dimensions of Galatians. The integral role of the parenesis in this letter indicates 
that Paul’s teaching on justification does not undermine the moral life of 
believers. Justified by what God has done in Christ and no longer under the law, 
believers must follow the Spirit’s lead and fulfill the law of Christ through the 
love commandment.
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GALBANUMGALBANUMGALBANUM

GALBANUM

A resinousA resinous gum (Heb. gum (Heb.  h�elbeïna®h�elbeïna®;; Gk.  Gk. chalbaéneächalbaéneä) derived ) derived by drying by drying the milky the milkthe milky sap milky sap from the rfrom the roots of a oots of a form of feform of fennel or cannel or carrot (probrrot (probably ably Ferula galFerula galbanifluabaniflua Boise). A B Boise). A Boise). A herbaceousherbaceous plant fou plant found in Syrind in Syria, Persia,a, Persia, and Afgha and Afghanistan, ganistan, galbanum haslbanum has a distinc a d a distinct odistinct odor which dor which becomes unbecomes unpleasant wpleasant when the rehen the resin is bursin is burned; neverned; nevertheless, itheless, it was one t iit was oneit was one of the in of the ingredients gredients used to maused to make holy inke holy incense, procense, probably addebably added to improd to improve combustvimproimprove coimprove combustion (mbustion (Exod. 30:3Exod. 30:34). It was4). It was also used also used in antiqu in antiquity as a city as a condiment aondiment and for medndaand for meand for medicinal pudicinal purposes, sorposes, sometimes tametimes taken internken internally but ually but usually appsually applied as a lied as a salve.salvsalve.salve.salve.

A resinous gum (Heb. h�elbeïna®;  Gk. chalbaéneä) derived by drying the 
milky sap from the roots of a form of fennel or carrot (probably Ferula galbaniflua 
Boise). A herbaceous plant found in Syria, Persia, and Afghanistan, galbanum has a 
distinct odor which becomes unpleasant when the resin is burned; nevertheless, 
it was one of the ingredients used to make holy incense, probably added to 
improve combustion (Exod. 30:34). It was also used in antiquity as a condiment 
and for medicinal purposes, sometimes taken internally but usually applied as a 
salve.

�At Sir. 24At Sir. 24:15 galban:15 galbanum is usedum is used figurativ figuratively in desely in describing Wicribing Wisdom.sdom.

At Sir. 24:15 galbanum is used figuratively in describing Wisdom.

GALEEDGALEED (Heb.  (Heb. gal{eäd�gal{eäd�)))

GALEED (Heb. gal{eäd� )

The name tThe name that Jacob hat Jacob gave to thgave to the stone pie stone pile he and le he and Laban set Laban set up to commup to commemorate themorate commcommemoratcommemorate their coe their covenant andvenant and to deline to delineate the boate the boundary betundary between theirween their territori territo territorieterritories (Gen. 31s (Gen. 31:47). Laba:47). Laban named thn named the pile Jege pile Jegar-sahadutar-sahadutha, an Araha, an Aramaic expremaic expression thatssexpreexpressionexpression that also that also means “he means “heap of witnap of witness.” Etymess.” Etymologicallyologically the name  the name may be relmay be related to Giarelrelated torelated to Gilead. Gilead.

The name that Jacob gave to the stone pile he and Laban set up to 
commemorate their covenant and to delineate the boundary between their 
territories (Gen. 31:47). Laban named the pile Jegar-sahadutha, an Aramaic 
expression that also means “heap of witness.” Etymologically the name may be 
related to Gilead.

GALILEEGALILEE (Heb.  (Heb. gaœliîl;gaœliîl; Gk.  Gk. GalilaiíaGalilaiía)))

GALILEE (Heb. gaœliîl; Gk. Galilaiía)

The northeThe northern region rn region of Palestiof Palestine, shapedne, shaped by geolog by geology, prehisty, prehistory, and hory, and historic ciistoric circumstancercumcicircumstancircumstance for an ce for an important important role in throle in the emergence emergence of both e of both Judaism anJudaism and Christiad Christianity. CallnChristiaChristianiChristianity. Calledty. Called Galilee s Galilee since at leince at least the 7tast the 7th century h century B.C.E.B.C.E., the regi, the region was bouon was bouon was bounded robounded roughly by tughly by the Esdraelhe Esdraelon Plain ton Plain to the souto the south, the plah, the plain of Accoin of Acco and the P and the Phoenician hoPPhoenicianPhoenician lowlands  lowlands to the westo the west, the Litt, the Litani River ani River to the norto the north, and thth, and the Golan Hee Golan Heights to tigHeHeights toHeights to the east. the east. Josephus  Josephus ((BJBJ 3.3.1 [35 3.3.1 [35–40]) and –40]) and the Talmudthe Talmud ( (m. SÁeb.m. SÁeb. 9:2) dist 9:2) di 9:2) distinguisdistinguished Upper hed Upper and Lower and Lower Galilee, mGalilee, marked rougarked roughly by thehly by the great esc great escarpment onarpment oarpment on the linon the line from Acce from Acco to Safedo to Safed. Upper Ga. Upper Galilee ranglilee ranges to ca. es to ca. 1200 m. (31200 m. (3900 ft.) a900 ft.) above sea lboaabove sea above sea level, whilevel, while Lower Gle Lower Galilee reaalilee reaches only ches only 600 m. (19600 m. (1970 ft.). T70 ft.). The area arhe area around the founararound thearound the freshwate freshwater Galileanr Galilean lake (OT  lake (OT “Sea of Ch“Sea of Chinnereth,”innereth,” NT “Sea o NT “Sea of Galilee”f Galilee”f Galilee”) Galilee”) was considwas considered part ered part of Galileeof Galilee; in the 1; in the 1st centuryst century  C.E.C.E. this incl this included some uded some uded some of thsome of the eastern e eastern shore (Gamshore (Gamala). Fed ala). Fed by the Jorby the Jordan River dan River from Lake from Lake Huleh and Huleh andHuleh and the Leand the Lebanon rangbanon range, the lake, the lake surface e surface lies ca. 2lies ca. 210 m. (69010 m. (690 ft.) belo ft.) below sea levew sea level. Galileal. Gal. Galilean rGalilean rainfall avainfall averages beterages between 300 aween 300 and 1000 mmnd 1000 mm. (12–39 i. (12–39 in.) per yen.) per year, providar, providing ample inprovidproviding providing ample wateample water for perer for perennial sprinnial springs and agngs and agriculture.riculture.

The northern region of Palestine, shaped by geology, prehistory, and historic 
circumstance for an important role in the emergence of both Judaism and 
Christianity. Called Galilee since at least the 7th century B.C.E., the region was 
bounded roughly by the Esdraelon Plain to the south, the plain of Acco and the 
Phoenician lowlands to the west, the Litani River to the north, and the Golan 
Heights to the east. Josephus (BJ 3.3.1 [35–40]) and the Talmud (m. SÁeb. 9:2) 
distinguished Upper and Lower Galilee, marked roughly by the great escarpment 



on the line from Acco to Safed. Upper Galilee ranges to ca. 1200 m. (3900 ft.) 
above sea level, while Lower Galilee reaches only 600 m. (1970 ft.). The area 
around the freshwater Galilean lake (OT “Sea of Chinnereth,” NT “Sea of 
Galilee”) was considered part of Galilee; in the 1st century C.E. this included 
some of the eastern shore (Gamala). Fed by the Jordan River from Lake Huleh 
and the Lebanon range, the lake surface lies ca. 210 m. (690 ft.) below sea level. 
Galilean rainfall averages between 300 and 1000 mm. (12–39 in.) per year, 
providing ample water for perennial springs and agriculture.

Sea of GalSea of Galilee, fromilee, from its south its southern end, Eern end, E of Yarden of Yardenit. Mt. Heit. Mt. Hermon and Grmon and Golan are iolan are in the distn iin the disin the distance (Photance (Phoenix Data enix Data Systems, NSystems, Neal and Joeal and Joel Bierlinel Bierling)g)

Sea of Galilee, from its southern end, E of Yardenit. Mt. Hermon and Golan are 
in the distance (Phoenix Data Systems, Neal and Joel Bierling)

�The major The major geologic fgeologic features ofeatures of Galilee w Galilee were establere established duriished during the Creng the Cretaceous antaceouCreCretaceousCretaceous and Eocen and Eocene periods e periods when encrowhen encroachments oachments of the Medif the Mediterranean terranean Sea laid dSea laiSea laid down laid down the sedimethe sedimentary rockntary rocks so prevas so prevalent in thlent in the terrain e terrain today. Centoday. Cenomanian-Tuomanian-TuCenCenomanianCenomanian-Turonian -Turonian limestoneslimestones and Senon and Senonian chalksian chalks supplied  supplied the basic the basic building mbuilding mbuilding materials,materials, with lime with limestone makistone making up the ng up the hills and hills and mountains mountains and chalksand chalks eventuall eventually eroding y ey eroding toeroding to become fe become fertile vallrtile valleys. The eeys. The eastern parastern part of Galilt of Galilee, howeveee, however, was subr, was subject to vojecsubsubject tosubject to volcanic  volcanic activity. activity. Basalt rocBasalt rock there ovk there overlies theerlies the limestone limestone...

The major geologic features of Galilee were established during the 
Cretaceous and Eocene periods when encroachments of the Mediterranean Sea 
laid down the sedimentary rocks so prevalent in the terrain today. 
Cenomanian-Turonian limestones and Senonian chalks supplied the basic building 
materials, with limestone making up the hills and mountains and chalks eventually 
eroding to become fertile valleys. The eastern part of Galilee, however, was 
subject to volcanic activity. Basalt rock there overlies the limestone.

�Enormous tEnormous tectonic foectonic forces forcerces forced the Jordd the Jordan Valley an Valley to drop, cto drop, creating threating the Galileane Galilee Galilean lGalilean lake and thake and the Jordan Re Jordan River, and iver, and orienting orienting the major the major lines of Glines of Galilean toalilean topography epogrtotopographytopography east and  east and west. Fertwest. Fertile valleyile valleys transects transect the Lower the Lower Galilean  Galilean landscape,landscape, and durin an and duringand during ancient t ancient times offerimes offered importaed important agriculnt agricultural prodtural produce — espeuce — especially gracially grain, grapesingragrain, gragrain, grapes, and opes, and olives (cf.lives (cf. Deut. 8:8 Deut. 8:8) — as wel) — as well as naturl as natural avenuesal avenues for human for human commerce. com commerce. commerce. Geology alGeology also opened so opened Galilee toGalilee to the cultu the cultural and poral and political “tlitical “tectonics” ectonics” of Mediterofof Mediterof Mediterranean hisranean history.tory.tory.

Enormous tectonic forces forced the Jordan Valley to drop, creating the 
Galilean lake and the Jordan River, and orienting the major lines of Galilean 
topography east and west. Fertile valleys transect the Lower Galilean landscape, 
and during ancient times offered important agricultural produce — especially 
grain, grapes, and olives (cf. Deut. 8:8) — as well as natural avenues for human 
commerce. Geology also opened Galilee to the cultural and political “tectonics” 
of Mediterranean history.

�PrehistoriPrehistoric Galilee c Galilee was the howas the home of impome of important homirtant hominid activinid activity. Neandety. Neanderthals inhrthalsNeandeNeanderthaNeanderthals inhabitls inhabited caves ded caves during the uring the Middle PalMiddle Paleolithic peolithic period eriod (Nah�al {A(Nah�al {Amudmu{A{Amud{Amud), and anc), and ancestral homestral homo sapiens o sapiens dwelling adwelling at Qafzeh wt Qafzeh were appareere apparently the fntly the first humanirst ffirst humafirst humans to intens to inter the deadr the dead. Indeed, . Indeed, human habihuman habitation is tation is attested cattested continuouslontinuously in Galily iny in Galileein Galilee from the  from the PaleolithiPaleolithic through c through the Bronzethe Bronze Ages. The Ages. The agricultu agricultural revolural revolution in thtionrevolurevolutionrevolution in the Ne in the Neolithic peolithic period made riod made possible tpossible the numerouhe numerous settlemes settlements that dnts that dotted Galioddotted Galdotted Galilee in thilee in the Bronze Ae Bronze Age, includge, including at timing at times the moues the mountain regintain regions. Largeons. Large cities li ci cities likcities like Hazor ane Hazor and Megiddo d Megiddo controlledcontrolled the best  the best land and tland and the major rhe major routes of coutes of commerce. Nomccommerce. commerce. Nomadic anNomadic ancestors ofcestors of Israel ma Israel may have wany have wandered throdered through Galileugh Galilee, but lite, but le, but little is little is made of thmade of this in the is in the Bible.Bible.

Prehistoric Galilee was the home of important hominid activity. 
Neanderthals inhabited caves during the Middle Paleolithic period (Nah�al 
{Amud), and ancestral homo sapiens dwelling at Qafzeh were apparently the 
first humans to inter the dead. Indeed, human habitation is attested continuously 
in Galilee from the Paleolithic through the Bronze Ages. The agricultural 
revolution in the Neolithic period made possible the numerous settlements that 
dotted Galilee in the Bronze Age, including at times the mountain regions. Large 
cities like Hazor and Megiddo controlled the best land and the major routes of 
commerce. Nomadic ancestors of Israel may have wandered through Galilee, but 
little is made of this in the Bible.

Israelite Israelite PeriodPeriod

Israelite Period

The biblicThe biblical period al period of Galileeof Galilee began wit began with the Lateh the Late Bronze—Ea Bronze—Early Iron Arly Iron Age transitge transition. Josh.iotransittransitiontransition. Josh. 19. Josh. 19 perhaps c perhaps contains eaontains early Israelrly Israelite traditite traditions and iions and indicates tndicates that Asher,hat Ashhat Asher, ZebAsher, Zebulun, Naphulun, Naphtali, and tali, and Issachar rIssachar received treceived tribal allotibal allotments of lments of land in Galand in Galilee. Dan ilee.GalGalilee. DGalilee. Dan moved aan moved at a later t a later time to extime to extreme Uppetreme Upper Galilee r Galilee (Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:40-48; Jud40-48; Judg. 18). Fog. JudJudg. 18).Judg. 18). For an ac For an accurate piccurate picture, biblture, biblical recorical records must beds must be supplemen supplemented by arcted by archaeologicahaearcarchaeologarchaeological inforical information andmation and extrabibl extrabiblical documical documentary matentary material. Theerial. The Egyptian  Egyptian Merneptah MMerneptah Merneptah Stela provStela provides the eides the earliest mearliest mention (ca.ntion (ca. 1225) of  1225) of the peoplethe people “Israel,” “Israel,” suggestin sug suggestingsuggesting a locatio a location in northn in northern Palestern Palestine. Archaine. Archaeological eological surveys bysurveys by Yohanan A Yohanan Aharoni, ZvhaAAharoni, ZAharoni, Zvi Gal, anvi Gal, and Rafael Fd Rafael Frankel trarankel trace possiblce possible “Israelie “Israelite” remainte” remains in the ms in the mountainousountmmountainoumountainous terrain s terrain of westernof western Upper Gal Upper Galilee (Asheilee (Asher, Josh. 1r, Josh. 19:24-31) a9:24-31) and easternnd eastern Lower Gal easterneastern Loeastern Lower Galilewer Galilee (Zebulune (Zebulun and Napht and Naphtali, 19:10ali, 19:10–16, 32–39–16, 32–39), but no ), but no Iron Age rIron Age rIron Age remains atremains attest the ptest the presence ofresence of Issachar  Issachar (cf. Josh.(cf. Josh. 19:17-23) 19:17-23). The Isra. The Israelites werelites were able to e able able to seable to settle and cttle and control mouontrol mountainous rntainous regions, whegions, while the Phile the Phoenicians oenicians and Canaanand Canaanites contiiCanaanCanaanitesCanaanites continued continued to domina to dominate the ricte the rich agriculth agricultural valleural valleys and plays and plains, down ins, down to the timto to the timto the time of Davide of David...

The biblical period of Galilee began with the Late Bronze—Early Iron Age 



transition. Josh. 19 perhaps contains early Israelite traditions and indicates that 
Asher, Zebulun, Naphtali, and Issachar received tribal allotments of land in 
Galilee. Dan moved at a later time to extreme Upper Galilee (Josh. 19:40-48; 
Judg. 18). For an accurate picture, biblical records must be supplemented by 
archaeological information and extrabiblical documentary material. The Egyptian 
Merneptah Stela provides the earliest mention (ca. 1225) of the people “Israel,” 
suggesting a location in northern Palestine. Archaeological surveys by Yohanan 
Aharoni, Zvi Gal, and Rafael Frankel trace possible “Israelite” remains in the 
mountainous terrain of western Upper Galilee (Asher, Josh. 19:24-31) and 
eastern Lower Galilee (Zebulun and Naphtali, 19:10–16, 32–39), but no Iron Age 
remains attest the presence of Issachar (cf. Josh. 19:17-23). The Israelites were 
able to settle and control mountainous regions, while the Phoenicians and 
Canaanites continued to dominate the rich agricultural valleys and plains, down 
to the time of David.

�ApparentlyApparently, the earl, the earliest attesiest attested usage ted usage of the Hebof the Hebrew noun rew noun gaœliîlgaœliîl (“circle, (“circle,” “distric”(“circle,(“circle,”(“circle,” “district “district”), in con”), in construct stastruct state, requirte, required a compled a completing nouneting noun: Isa. 9:1: Isa. 9:1 (MT 8:23) (MT 8: (MT 8:23) mean8:23) means lit., “Ts lit., “The circle he circle (region) o(region) of the natif the nations ons (go®yim).(go®yim).” Late Isr” Late Israelite usaaelite usage always gusausage alwausage always includeys includes the defis the definite articnite article, makingle, making  gaœliîlgaœliîl into a pr into a proper noun,oper noun,  thethe Galilee ( G Galilee (1Galilee (1 Kgs. 9:11 Kgs. 9:11; 1 Chr. 6; 1 Chr. 6:76[61]; c:76[61]; cf. Josh. 2f. Josh. 20:7; 21:320:7; 21:32). That Ga). That Galilee doeslilee does not appea not ap not appear proappear prominently iminently in the bibln the biblical saga ical saga is to someis to some extent pe extent perspectivalrspectival, since so, since southern Juduthesosouthern Jsouthern Judahite inudahite interests gaterests gave final sve final shape to thhape to the OT. The e OT. The relativelyrelatively few menti few mentions frequeonsmentimentions fmentions frequently requently concern trconcern transitory bansitory battles or attles or military omilitary operations:perations: Joshua at Joshua at the water the the watersthe waters of Merom  of Merom in Upper Gin Upper Galilee (Joalilee (Josh. 11:1-1sh. 11:1-10); Debora0); Deborah’s forcesh’s forces at the Ki at the Kishon BrookshKiKishon BroKishon Brook (Judg. ok (Judg. 4-5); Gide4-5); Gideon at Haroon at Harod in the Ed in the Esdraelon Psdraelon Plain (Judglain (Judg. 6-8). So. 6-8). Solomon, morlomSoSolomon, mSolomon, moreover, foreover, fortified Mortified Megiddo andegiddo and Hazor (1  Hazor (1 Kgs. 9:15)Kgs. 9:15) and trade and traded Galileand Galileand Galilean vGalilean villages foillages for Phoenicir Phoenician culturean culture (vv. 10–1 (vv. 10–13). During3). During the time  the time of the divof the divided kingdided divdivided kidivided kingdoms, Ahngdoms, Ahab also buab also built fortreilt fortresses at Messes at Megiddo and giddo and Hazor and Hazor and conducted conducted conducted conducted campaigns campaigns against thagainst the king of e king of Damascus nDamascus near Galileear Galilee (1 Kgs. e (1 Kgs. 20:26). Je20:26). Jehu’s rebelhuJeJehu’s rebJehu’s rebellion senellion sent rivers ot rivers of blood thf blood through the rough the Jezreel VaJezreel Valley (Hos.lley (Hos. 1:4-5; 2  1:4-5; 2 Kgs. 9-10)Kgs. 9Kgs. 9-10).9-10).9-10).

Apparently, the earliest attested usage of the Hebrew noun gaœliîl 
(“circle,” “district”), in construct state, required a completing noun: Isa. 9:1 (MT 
8:23) means lit., “The circle (region) of the nations (go®yim).” Late Israelite 
usage always includes the definite article, making gaœliîl into a proper noun, the 
Galilee (1 Kgs. 9:11; 1 Chr. 6:76[61]; cf. Josh. 20:7; 21:32). That Galilee does not 
appear prominently in the biblical saga is to some extent perspectival, since 
southern Judahite interests gave final shape to the OT. The relatively few 
mentions frequently concern transitory battles or military operations: Joshua at 
the waters of Merom in Upper Galilee (Josh. 11:1-10); Deborah’s forces at the 
Kishon Brook (Judg. 4-5); Gideon at Harod in the Esdraelon Plain (Judg. 6-8). 
Solomon, moreover, fortified Megiddo and Hazor (1 Kgs. 9:15) and traded 
Galilean villages for Phoenician culture (vv. 10–13). During the time of the 
divided kingdoms, Ahab also built fortresses at Megiddo and Hazor and 
conducted campaigns against the king of Damascus near Galilee (1 Kgs. 20:26). 
Jehu’s rebellion sent rivers of blood through the Jezreel Valley (Hos. 1:4-5; 2 Kgs. 
9-10).

�Galilee thGalilee thus earns mus earns mention onlention only when cony when controlled ortrolled or contested contested by powerf by powerful Canaaniul Cul Canaanite,Canaanite, Phoenicia Phoenician, Syrian,n, Syrian, Ephraimit Ephraimite, or Judae, or Judahite interhite interests. Isaiests. Isaiah’s commeah’s comment (Isa. 9nt (Int (Isa. 9:1[(Isa. 9:1[8:23]) per8:23]) pertains to ttains to the Assyriahe Assyrian removal n removal of the norof the northern kingthern kingdom Israeldom Israel (721) and (72 (721) and (721) and the regionthe region’s transfo’s transformation inrmation into Assyriato Assyrian provincen provinces. Archaeos. Archaeology suggelogy suggests that tssuggesuggests tsuggests that the arhat the area was unsea was unsettled forettled for over a ce over a century therntury thereafter (cfeafter (cf. 2 Chr. 3. 2 Chr. 30:10-11). 0:10330:10-11).30:10-11). Seán Frey Seán Freyne’s landmne’s landmark study ark study explores texplores to what exto what extent Israelent Israelites contiites continued in thnuconticontinued continued in the Galin the Galilee betweilee between Assyriaen Assyrian and Helln and Hellenistic-Roenistic-Roman times.man times.

Galilee thus earns mention only when controlled or contested by powerful 
Canaanite, Phoenician, Syrian, Ephraimite, or Judahite interests. Isaiah’s comment 
(Isa. 9:1[8:23]) pertains to the Assyrian removal of the northern kingdom Israel 
(721) and the region’s transformation into Assyrian provinces. Archaeology 
suggests that the area was unsettled for over a century thereafter (cf. 2 Chr. 
30:10-11). Seán Freyne’s landmark study explores to what extent Israelites 
continued in the Galilee between Assyrian and Hellenistic-Roman times.

HellenistiHellenistic-Roman Pec-Roman Periodriod

Hellenistic-Roman Period



Recent GalRecent Galilean inquilean inquiries haveiries have noted Mac noted Maccabean concabean concern with cern with northern pnorthern populationsopulationppopulationpopulations loyal tos loyal to Jerusalem Jerusalem (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 5:1-15). D5:1-15). Debate has ebate has centered ocentered on how to cn how to construe occonstrue construe IoudaiíosIoudaiíos as applie as applied to regiod to regions or peopns or peoples outsidles outside of Judeae of Judea proper (u proper (under Judeand(u(under Jud(under Judean influeean influence? Judeance? Judean-orientatn-orientation? Jew?)ion? Jew?)...

Recent Galilean inquiries have noted Maccabean concern with northern 
populations loyal to Jerusalem (1 Macc. 5:1-15). Debate has centered on how to 
construe Ioudaiíos as applied to regions or peoples outside of Judea proper 
(under Judean influence? Judean-orientation? Jew?).

�A general A general dispatcheddispatched to the Ga to the Galilee durililee during the earng the early phases ly phases of the Judof the Judean-Roman ean-RomJudJudean-RomJudean-Roman War (66an War (66–67 –67 C.E.C.E.), Josephu), Josephus is the bs is the best historest historical sourcical source for Palee for Palestinian afstinPalePalestiniaPalestinian affairs n affairs in this tiin this time and givme and gives importaes important literarnt literary testimony testimony to its cy to its culture andulture aulture and societand society. The hisy. The historical wotorical worth of Talrth of Talmudic refemudic references to rences to 1st-centur1st-century Galilee,y Galilee, however,  ho however, ihowever, is sharply s sharply debated afdebated after the foter the form-criticarm-critical work of l work of Jacob NeusJacob Neusner and stner and students hasudststudents hstudents has shown tas shown the difficuhe difficulties of slties of separating eparating out early out early material.material.material.

A general dispatched to the Galilee during the early phases of the 
Judean-Roman War (66–67 C.E.), Josephus is the best historical source for 
Palestinian affairs in this time and gives important literary testimony to its culture 
and society. The historical worth of Talmudic references to 1st-century Galilee, 
however, is sharply debated after the form-critical work of Jacob Neusner and 
students has shown the difficulties of separating out early material.

�Much conceMuch concern understrn understandably foandably focuses on tcuses on the historihe historical activical activity of Jesuty of Jesus of Nazars of Nas of Nazareth iNazareth in Galilee.n Galilee. Jesus hai Jesus hailed from Nled from Nazareth ofazareth of Galilee ( Galilee (Mark 6:1; Mark 6:1; John 1:46;John 1:46; cf. Mark  cf.  cf. Mark 1cf. Mark 16:7). Rece6:7). Recent excavatnt excavation at Capion at Capernaum, thernaum, the locale oe locale of major acf major activity (Mativity (Mark 2:1; Mark(Ma(Mark 2:1;(Mark 2:1; Matt. 4:1 Matt. 4:13; cf. Luk3; cf. Luke 10:13-15e 10:13-15), corrobo), corroborates the rates the picture ofpicture of Mark 1:29 Mark 1:29. Ernest R. Er. Ernest RenErnest Renan’s pictuan’s picture (in hisre (in his 1893  1893 Life of JeLife of Jesussus) of the s) of the sunny ruralunny rural innocence innocence of Jesus’ of Jes of Jesus’ homJesus’ homeland epiteland epitomized romomized romantic, 19tantic, 19th-century h-century notions ofnotions of Galilee.  Galilee. Albrecht AAlbrecht Alt, WillialAAlt, WilliAlt, William F. Albram F. Albright, and ight, and others buiothers built the litlt the literary and erary and archaeologarchaeological foundical foundations forationfoundfoundationfoundations for a mos for a more sophistre sophisticated undicated understandingerstanding. Recently. Recently, intensiv, intensive literarye literary study of  stu study of tstudy of the Gospel he Gospel material, material, especiallyespecially Q (appare Q (apparently origintly originating in nating in Galilee inGalilee in the 30s-4 the 3 the 30s-40s), 30s-40s), has providhas provided importaed important new basnt new baselines forelines for historica historical Jesus arl Jesus arguments.guments.guments.

Much concern understandably focuses on the historical activity of Jesus of 
Nazareth in Galilee. Jesus hailed from Nazareth of Galilee (Mark 6:1; John 1:46; 
cf. Mark 16:7). Recent excavation at Capernaum, the locale of major activity 
(Mark 2:1; Matt. 4:13; cf. Luke 10:13-15), corroborates the picture of Mark 1:29. 
Ernest Renan’s picture (in his 1893 Life of Jesus) of the sunny rural innocence of 
Jesus’ homeland epitomized romantic, 19th-century notions of Galilee. Albrecht 
Alt, William F. Albright, and others built the literary and archaeological 
foundations for a more sophisticated understanding. Recently, intensive literary 
study of the Gospel material, especially Q (apparently originating in Galilee in the 
30s-40s), has provided important new baselines for historical Jesus arguments.

�Concern wiConcern with social th social history hahistory has deepeneds deepened understan understanding of Gading of Galilean soclilean society. For iety. Fiety. For examplFor example, Burton e, Burton Mack sees Mack sees Lower GaliLower Galilee as a hlee as a highly Hellighly Hellenized andenized and cosmopoli cosmopol cosmopolitcosmopolitan region,an region, and has a and has argued thatrgued that Jesus, li Jesus, like the ancke the ancient Cynicient Cynics, identifs, identified the kiied tied the kingdothe kingdom of God wm of God with a natuith a naturalistic lralistic life free oife free of social cf social convention.onvention. Eric Meye Eric Meyers and Jamrs anrs and James and James Strange haStrange have investive investigated cultgated cultural and pural and political colitical connectionsonnections through r through regional aregiorregional aregional archaeologyrchaeology, showing , showing that Phoenthat Phoenician, Syrician, Syrian, and Jian, and Judean infludean influences conuences continued in tinconcontinued continued in Galileein Galilee..

Concern with social history has deepened understanding of Galilean society. 
For example, Burton Mack sees Lower Galilee as a highly Hellenized and 
cosmopolitan region, and has argued that Jesus, like the ancient Cynics, identified 
the kingdom of God with a naturalistic life free of social convention. Eric Meyers 
and James Strange have investigated cultural and political connections through 
regional archaeology, showing that Phoenician, Syrian, and Judean influences 
continued in Galilee.

Early ChurEarly Church and Rabch and Rabbisbis

Early Church and Rabbis

There is lThere is little soliittle solid textual d textual evidence, evidence, other thanother than the scrib the scribal traditial traditions of Q, ons of Q, for the pefor thefor the perdurthe perdurance of thance of the Jesus moe Jesus movement in vement in Galilee afGalilee after his deter his death. Earlyath. Early Christian Christian tradition tra tradition tradition preserves preserves surprisingsurprisingly little ly little about any about any sizable Chsizable Christian prristian presence in esence in Galilee inGalileeGalilee inGalilee in the first the first several c several centuries enturies C.E.C.E. However,  However, the house the house of Peter aof Peter at Capernaut Capernaut Capernaum Capernaum apparentlyapparently was conti was continuously venuously venerated unnerated until an octtil an octagonal Byzagonal Byzantine antine martyrionmamartyrionmartyrion was const was constructed. Nuructed. Numerous Byzmerous Byzantine chuantine churches wererches were built in  built in the regionthe region, notably ,regionregion, noregion, notably at Ctably at Capernaum aapernaum and Nazaretnd Nazareth.h.h.

There is little solid textual evidence, other than the scribal traditions of Q, for 
the perdurance of the Jesus movement in Galilee after his death. Early Christian 
tradition preserves surprisingly little about any sizable Christian presence in 
Galilee in the first several centuries C.E. However, the house of Peter at 
Capernaum apparently was continuously venerated until an octagonal Byzantine 
martyrion was constructed. Numerous Byzantine churches were built in the 
region, notably at Capernaum and Nazareth.

�After the After the devastatindevastating revolt og revolt of Bar Kokhf Bar Kokhba (132–13ba (132–135), Judean5), Judeans were dris were driven north,ven noven north, andnorth, and many rabb many rabbinic centeinic centers flourisrs flourished in Galhed in Galilee durinilee during late Romg late Roman and Byzan and Byzantine timanByzByzantine Byzantine times. Thetimes. The Mishnah w Mishnah was codifieas codified by Rabbid by Rabbi Judah the Judah the Prince in Prince in the early the early 3rd centu 3 3rd centur3rd century at Sepphy at Sepphoris, and oris, and numerous snumerous synagogues ynagogues were constwere constructed.ructed.ructed.

After the devastating revolt of Bar Kokhba (132–135), Judeans were driven 
north, and many rabbinic centers flourished in Galilee during late Roman and 
Byzantine times. The Mishnah was codified by Rabbi Judah the Prince in the early 



3rd century at Sepphoris, and numerous synagogues were constructed.
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GALILEE, SEA OF

A freshwatA freshwater lake iner lake in northern  northern Palestine,Palestine, part of t part of the Jordan he Jordan River systRiver system. The naem. The name Chinnermenaname Chinnname Chinnereth or Cereth or Chinneroth hinneroth (Heb. (Heb. yaœm kinneyaœm kinneret�ret� and varia and variants nts kinnero®t�kinnero®kinnero®t�kinnero®t�, kineïro®, kineïro®t�t�) is deriv) is derived from Heed from Heb. b. kinno®r,kinno®r, “harp,” w “harp,” which descrhich descrhich describes describes the shape the shape of the lakof the lake (Num. 34e (Num. 34:11; Deut.:11; Deut. 3:17; Jos 3:17; Josh. 12:3; 1h. 12:3; 13:27). It 3:27). It was later was lwas later knowlater known as Gennen as Gennesaret (Luksaret (Luke 5:1; 1 Me 5:1; 1 Macc. 11:67acc. 11:67; Josephus; Josephus  Ant.Ant. 18.2;  18.2; BJBJ 3.462, 51 3.462, 5 3.462, 515–16), T515–16), Tiberiados iberiados (Josephus (Josephus BJBJ 3.57; 4.4 3.57; 4.456), and t56), and the Sea of he Sea of Tiberias (Tiberias (John 6:1; John 6:1; 21:1). Gen2121:1). Gen21:1). Gennesaret, onesaret, or Gennesarr Gennesareth (Plinyeth (Pliny  Nat. hist.Nat. hist. 5.15.71), 5.15.71), was also  was also the name othe name of a town af af a town anda town and a plain a a plain above the nbove the northwest sorthwest shore. The hore. The name Tibername Tiberias comes ias comes from the tfrom thefrom the town athe town at the soutt the southwest shorhwest shore named afe named after the Roter the Roman emperoman emperor (modern r (modern Arab. Arab.Arab. Arab. TabariyehTabariyeh). Warm sp). Warm springs are rings are located julocated just outsidest outside Tiberias, Tiberias, and peopl and people would coe woulde would comewould come there for there for the medic the medicinal propeinal properties of trties of the springshe springs. Other to. Other towns aroundwns aroundwns around thearound the sea were  sea were Capernaum Capernaum to the norto the northwest andthwest and Bethsaida Bethsaida to the no to the north.rth.rth.

A freshwater lake in northern Palestine, part of the Jordan River system. The 
name Chinnereth or Chinneroth (Heb. yaœm kinneret�  and variants 
kinnero®t�, kineïro®t� ) is derived from Heb. kinno®r, “harp,” which 
describes the shape of the lake (Num. 34:11; Deut. 3:17; Josh. 12:3; 13:27). It was 
later known as Gennesaret (Luke 5:1; 1 Macc. 11:67; Josephus Ant. 18.2; BJ 3.462, 
515–16), Tiberiados (Josephus BJ 3.57; 4.456), and the Sea of Tiberias (John 6:1; 
21:1). Gennesaret, or Gennesareth (Pliny Nat. hist. 5.15.71), was also the name of 
a town and a plain above the northwest shore. The name Tiberias comes from 
the town at the southwest shore named after the Roman emperor (modern 
Arab. Tabariyeh). Warm springs are located just outside Tiberias, and people 
would come there for the medicinal properties of the springs. Other towns 
around the sea were Capernaum to the northwest and Bethsaida to the north.

�The lake iThe lake is 14.5 km.s 14.5 km. (9 mi.) l (9 mi.) long and 8 ong and 8 km. (5 mi.km. (5 mi.) wide and) wide and rests in  rests in a basin foa basin formed by a rfoformed by formed by a geologica geological fault. al fault. The surfacThe surface of the le of the lake is betake is between 208.5ween 208.5 m. (684 f m. (684 ft.) and 21t.) at.) and 213 m.and 213 m. (700 ft.) (700 ft.) below sea below sea level, de level, depending onpending on the seaso the season. The deen. The deepest pointpest point in the la in in the lakin the lake is 254 me is 254 m. (833 ft.. (833 ft.) below se) below sea level.a level.a level.

The lake is 14.5 km. (9 mi.) long and 8 km. (5 mi.) wide and rests in a basin 
formed by a geological fault. The surface of the lake is between 208.5 m. (684 ft.) 
and 213 m. (700 ft.) below sea level, depending on the season. The deepest point 
in the lake is 254 m. (833 ft.) below sea level.

�Some 25 spSome 25 species of fecies of fish are foish are found in theund in the lake, and lake, and the NT in the NT includes frecludes frequent refequent requent referencesreferences to fishin to fishing, the sizg, the size of nets e of nets and catcheand catches, and boas, and boats. Cured ts. Cured fish from fish from GennesaretGennGennesaretGennesaret were sent were sent as far aw as far away as Romeay as Rome during th during the 1st cente 1st century. Josepury. Josephus (hus (BJBJ 3.520–21) 3.5 3.520–21) 3.520–21) mentions tmentions the common he common view of anview of an undergrou underground connectnd connection with tion with the Nile Rihe Nilhe Nile RiverNile River because b because both the Seoth the Sea of Galila of Galilee and theee and the Nile were Nile were home to  home to coracine,coracine, a type of a t a type of bltype of black eel.ack eel.ack eel.

Some 25 species of fish are found in the lake, and the NT includes frequent 
references to fishing, the size of nets and catches, and boats. Cured fish from 
Gennesaret were sent as far away as Rome during the 1st century. Josephus (BJ 
3.520–21) mentions the common view of an underground connection with the 
Nile River because both the Sea of Galilee and the Nile were home to coracine, a 
type of black eel.

�In 1986 a In 1986 a boat datinboat dating to the 1g to the 1st centuryst century was recov was recovered from ered from the bottomthe bottom of the la of th of the lake othe lake off the norff the northwest shothwest shore near Mare near Magdala. It gdala. It provided aprovided an example n example of the kinof the kind of fishid od of fishingof fishing craft use craft used in the sd in the sea in biblea in biblical timesical times...

In 1986 a boat dating to the 1st century was recovered from the bottom of 
the lake off the northwest shore near Magdala. It provided an example of the kind 
of fishing craft used in the sea in biblical times.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. Glueck,N. Glueck,  The River The River JordanJordan (1946, re (1946, repr. New Yopr. New York, 1968);rk, 1968); E. W. G.  E.  E. W. G. ME. W. G. Masterman, asterman, “The Fishe“The Fisheries of Garies of Galilee,” lilee,” PEQPEQ 40 (1908) 40 (1908): 40–51; S: 40–51; S. Wachsman. Wachsm. Wachsmann,Wachsmann, “The Gali “The Galilee Boat,”lee Boat,”  BARevBARev 14/5 (198 14/5 (1988): 18–33.8): 18–33.

Bibliography. N. Glueck, The River Jordan (1946, repr. New York, 1968); 
E. W. G. Masterman, “The Fisheries of Galilee,” PEQ 40 (1908): 40–51; S. 
Wachsmann, “The Galilee Boat,” BARev 14/5 (1988): 18–33.
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GALLGALLGALL

GALL

The gall bThe gall bladder (Joladder (Job 20:25) ab 20:25) and its bilnd its bile (15:13).e (15:13). Heb.  Heb. meïro®ra®/meïro®ra®/meïreära®meïreära® and  a and and roœ}sû/ro®roœ}sû/ro®sûsû are also  are also employed iemployed in the OT an the OT as a metaphs a metaphor for theor for the bitternes bitternes bitternessbitterness of life,  of life, especiallyespecially of a life of a life devoid of devoid of God’s ble God’s blessings (e.ssings (e.g., Deut. g., Deut. 32:32). In32:32). In the LXX G InIn the LXXIn the LXX Gk.  Gk. choleäícholeäí translate translates a numbers a number of Hebrew of Hebrew words mea words meaning “gallning “gall,” “poison,” “po,” “poison,” “poison,” and “bitteand “bitterness.” Marness.” Matt. 27:34 tt. 27:34 attests thattests that Jesus wat Jesus was offeredas offered wine mixe wine mixed with gald wd with gall with gall just beforjust before his cruce his crucifixion; tifixion; this mockinhis mocking of Jesusg of Jesus is at the is at the same time same time a fulfill a fulfil a fulfillmenfulfillment of Ps. 6t of Ps. 69:21(MT 229:21(MT 22). In Acts). In Acts 8:23 gall 8:23 gall is used m is used metaphoricaetaphorically to deslly to describe the cribe desdescribe tdescribe the bondagehe bondage which kee which keeps Simon Mps Simon Magus from agus from discerningdiscerning the grace the grace of God. of God. of God.God.God.

The gall bladder (Job 20:25) and its bile (15:13). Heb. meïro®ra®/meïreära® 



and roœ}sû/ro®sû are also employed in the OT as a metaphor for the 
bitterness of life, especially of a life devoid of God’s blessings (e.g., Deut. 32:32). 
In the LXX Gk. choleäí translates a number of Hebrew words meaning “gall,” 
“poison,” and “bitterness.” Matt. 27:34 attests that Jesus was offered wine mixed 
with gall just before his crucifixion; this mocking of Jesus is at the same time a 
fulfillment of Ps. 69:21(MT 22). In Acts 8:23 gall is used metaphorically to 
describe the bondage which keeps Simon Magus from discerning the grace of 
God.

David A. DDavid A. Dormanorman
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GALLIMGALLIM (Heb.  (Heb. galliîmgalliîm)))

GALLIM (Heb. galliîm)

A settlemeA settlement in Benjnt in Benjamin whoseamin whose name mean name means “heaps os “heaps of stones” f stones” or “ruins.or “ruins.” After Da” After D” After David had David had rejected Srejected Saul’s daugaul’s daughter Michahter Michal, she wasl, she was given to  given to Paltiel ofPaltiel of Gallim as Gallim as his wife  his w his wife (1 Sawife (1 Sam. 25:44).m. 25:44). With Saul With Saul’s capital’s capital at Bigeah at Bigeah, Gallim c, Gallim can be assuan be assumed to havmed to have been a ne bee been a neabeen a nearby city arby city and Paltielnd Paltiel the son o the son of its promf its prominent leadinent leader, Laish.er, Laish. Isaiah pr Isaiah prophesied tophesprprophesiedprophesied that alth that although the vough the victorious ictorious Assyrian aAssyrian army would rmy would pass throupass through Gallim gh Gallim gh Gallim befGallim before conqueore conquering Jerusring Jerusalem, the alem, the Lord wouldLord would provide a provide a remnant o remnant of his peopf his peopf his people to people to return (Isreturn (Isa. 10:30).a. 10:30). Both Khir Both Khirbet bet Ka}ku®lKa}ku®l, 1 km. (., 1 km. (.6 mi.) NW 6 mi.) NW of Anathotof Anathoof Anathoth, Anathoth, and Khirbeand Khirbet t Erh�aErh�a, just S o, just S of Ramah, hf Ramah, have been save been suggested auggested as the modes the modern ruins ormodemodern ruimodern ruins of the ns of the town.town.town.

A settlement in Benjamin whose name means “heaps of stones” or “ruins.” After 
David had rejected Saul’s daughter Michal, she was given to Paltiel of Gallim as his 
wife (1 Sam. 25:44). With Saul’s capital at Bigeah, Gallim can be assumed to have 
been a nearby city and Paltiel the son of its prominent leader, Laish. Isaiah 
prophesied that although the victorious Assyrian army would pass through 
Gallim before conquering Jerusalem, the Lord would provide a remnant of his 
people to return (Isa. 10:30). Both Khirbet Ka}ku®l, 1 km. (.6 mi.) NW of 
Anathoth, and Khirbet Erh�a , just S of Ramah, have been suggested as the 
modern ruins of the town.
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GALLIOGALLIO (Gk.  (Gk. GalliíoœnGalliíoœn)))

GALLIO (Gk. Galliíoœn)

Eldest sonEldest son of Lucius of Lucius Seneca, f Seneca, father of tather of the philosohe philosopher Luciupher Lucius Annaeus s Annaeus Seneca. AnSeneca. Annaeus NovanAnAnnaeus NoAnnaeus Novatus (Galvatus (Gallio) was alio) was adopted by dopted by the senatothe senator Lucius Ir Lucius Iunius Gallunius Gallio and tooio and tooio and took his ntook his name. The bame. The banishment anishment of his broof his brother Senecther Seneca early ina early in Claudius’ Claudius’s reign (4s reign (41 1 (4(41 (41 C.E.C.E.) may have) may have affected  affected Gallio’s cGallio’s career, butareer, but soon afte soon after Seneca’sr Seneca’s return in return in 49 Claudi 49 Cla 49 Claudius aClaudius appointed Gppointed Gallio procallio proconsul of Aonsul of Achaia. An chaia. An inscriptioinscription found atn found at Delphi, p Delphi, probably daropprobably dprobably dating to tating to the early she early summer of 5ummer of 52, mention2, mentions Gallio. s Gallio. Thus, GallThus, Gallio probablio probably began asy probablprobably bprobably began as pregan as proconsul sooconsul sometime betmetime between 50 anween 50 and 51 but ad 51 but apparently pparently did not codid not cdid not complete hcomplete his two-yeais two-year term duer term due to his di to his dislike for slike for the Greek the Greek province.province.province.

Eldest son of Lucius Seneca, father of the philosopher Lucius Annaeus Seneca. 
Annaeus Novatus (Gallio) was adopted by the senator Lucius Iunius Gallio and 
took his name. The banishment of his brother Seneca early in Claudius’s reign 
(41 C.E.) may have affected Gallio’s career, but soon after Seneca’s return in 49 
Claudius appointed Gallio proconsul of Achaia. An inscription found at Delphi, 
probably dating to the early summer of 52, mentions Gallio. Thus, Gallio 
probably began as proconsul sometime between 50 and 51 but apparently did not 
complete his two-year term due to his dislike for the Greek province.

�Much of whMuch of what can be at can be establisheestablished about Pad about Paul’s chronul’s chronology hingology hinges upon thes upon the dating oe date dating of dating of Gallio’s tGallio’s tenure. Actenure. Acts 18:12 res 18:12 reports thatports that while Gal while Gallio was prlio was proconsul ofoconsul of Achaia, t Ach Achaia, thAchaia, the Jews in e Jews in Corinth brCorinth brought a caought a case againstse against Paul befo Paul before him. Gare him. Gallio refusllio refused to heared ted to hear thto hear the case.e case.e case.

Much of what can be established about Paul’s chronology hinges upon the 
dating of Gallio’s tenure. Acts 18:12 reports that while Gallio was proconsul of 
Achaia, the Jews in Corinth brought a case against Paul before him. Gallio refused 
to hear the case.

�Later, GalLater, Gallio was nalio was named consulmed consul under Ner under Nero in 58. To in 58. Tacitus repacitus reports that orts that when Senecwhen Swhen Seneca wasSeneca was implicate implicated in Nero’d in Nero’s death ans death and forced td forced to commit so commit suicide, Gauicide, Gallio “beggllio “begged for hise“begg“begged fo“begged for his own r his own safety” insafety” in the senat the senate.e.e.

Later, Gallio was named consul under Nero in 58. Tacitus reports that when 
Seneca was implicated in Nero’s death and forced to commit suicide, Gallio 
“begged for his own safety” in the senate.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. Murphy-J. Murphy-O’Connor, O’Connor, St. Paul’sSt. Paul’s Corinth Corinth (Collegev (Collegeville, 1983ille, 1983).).).

Bibliography. J. Murphy-O’Connor, St. Paul’s Corinth (Collegeville, 1983).
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GAMADGAMAD (Heb.  (Heb. gammaœd�gammaœd�)))

GAMAD (Heb. gammaœd� )

A place whA place which suppliich supplied mercenaed mercenaries in thries in the defense e defense of Tyre (Eof Tyre (Ezek. 27:11zek. 27:11; NJB “Gam; NJB “Gam; NJB “Gammadian“Gammadians”). Perhas”). Perhaps they shps they should be idould be identified wentified with Kumidiith Kumidi in northe in northern Syria, rn Syria, mentioned mmentioned mentioned in the Amain the Amarna Letterrna Letters.s.

A place which supplied mercenaries in the defense of Tyre (Ezek. 27:11; NJB 
“Gammadians”). Perhaps they should be identified with Kumidi in northern Syria, 
mentioned in the Amarna Letters.

GAMALIELGAMALIEL (Heb.  (Heb. gamliî}eälgamliî}eäl;; Gk.  Gk. GamalieäílGamalieäíl)))

GAMALIEL (Heb. gamliî}eäl; Gk. Gamalieäíl)

�1.1. The son o The son of Pedahur;f Pedahur; chief of  chief of the tribe the tribe of Manasseof Manasseh during th during the wildernhe wilderness periodess peess period (Nuperiod (Num. 1:10; 2m. 1:10; 2:20; 7:54,:20; 7:54, 59; 10:23 59; 10:23).).).

1. The son of Pedahur; chief of the tribe of Manasseh during the wilderness 
period (Num. 1:10; 2:20; 7:54, 59; 10:23).

�2.2. Gamaliel  Gamaliel I, a well-I, a well-respected respected and lenienand lenient Phariseet Pharisee, a leader, a leader in the Sa in the Sanhedrin, anhedrin,SaSanhedrin,Sanhedrin, and maste and master teacher r teacher of the Lawof the Law who was r who was responsibleesponsible for most  for most of Paul’s of Paul’s rabbinic errabbinic erabbinic education (ducation (Acts 5:34-Acts 5:34-39; 22:3).39; 22:3).

2. Gamaliel I, a well-respected and lenient Pharisee, a leader in the 
Sanhedrin, and master teacher of the Law who was responsible for most of Paul’s 
rabbinic education (Acts 5:34-39; 22:3).

�Josephus dJosephus describes tescribes the family he family of Gamalieof Gamaliel as “veryl as “very illustrio illustrious” (us” (VitaVita 190–91; c 190–91; cf. Acts 5:f.ccf. Acts 5cf. Acts 5:34). Rabb:34). Rabbinic literinic literature pictature pictures Gamalures Gamaliel as theiel as the grandson  grandson of the greof the great Hillel at Hiat Hillel andHillel and the  the naœsiî}naœsiî} (pharisai (pharisaic leader) c leader) of the Sanof the Sanhedrin (hedrin (SÁabb.SÁabb. 15a). The 15a). The honorific hono honorific honorific title “thetitle “the Elder” wa Elder” was bestoweds bestowed upon him  upon him ((Sot�aSot�a 9:15), as 9:15), as it was up it was upon his faton hion his fatherhis father and grand and grandfather. Hefather. He was the f was the first of onirst of only seven ily seven in all of rn all of rabbinic hiabbinic history, howstory, hstory, however, thowever, to be distio be distinguished nguished RabbanRabban (“our tea (“our teacher/mastecher/master”). He mar”). He may thus be y thus be understoodundeunderstoodunderstood as the gr as the greatest liveatest living authoring authority and moity and most reveredst revered figure in figure in all of Ju all of Judaism ca. daismJuJudaism caJudaism ca. . A.D.A.D. 20–50. Ga 20–50. Gamaliel wasmaliel was even cons even consulted by rulted by royalty conoyalty concerning macerning matters of Jttersmamatters ofmatters of Jewish la Jewish law (w (Pesah�.Pesah�. 88b). Tho 88b). Though some dugh some dispute hisispute his status, h status, he clearly e clearly possessed ppossessed possessed significansignificant authoritt authority (Acts 5:y (Acts 5:34), enoug34), enough to persuh to persuade the Saade the Sanhedrin tonhedrin to spare the sp spare the spare the apostles (apostles (v. 40).v. 40).v. 40).

Josephus describes the family of Gamaliel as “very illustrious” (Vita 190–91; 
cf. Acts 5:34). Rabbinic literature pictures Gamaliel as the grandson of the great 
Hillel and the naœsiî} (pharisaic leader) of the Sanhedrin (SÁabb. 15a). The 
honorific title “the Elder” was bestowed upon him (Sot�a  9:15), as it was upon 
his father and grandfather. He was the first of only seven in all of rabbinic history, 
however, to be distinguished Rabban (“our teacher/master”). He may thus be 
understood as the greatest living authority and most revered figure in all of 
Judaism ca. A.D. 20–50. Gamaliel was even consulted by royalty concerning 
matters of Jewish law (Pesah�.  88b). Though some dispute his status, he clearly 
possessed significant authority (Acts 5:34), enough to persuade the Sanhedrin to 
spare the apostles (v. 40).

�Gamaliel wGamaliel was the heaas the head of the sd of the school of Hchool of Hillel, theillel, the most leni most lenient and thent and therefore moerefore ththerefore therefore most populmost popular form ofar form of Judaism.  Judaism. He consistHe consistently ruleently ruled on matted on matters of Jewirs of Jewish law in sJewiJewish lawJewish law in ways t in ways that translhat translated his mated his moderate proderate pragmatism iagmatism into day-tonto day-to-day life.-day life. He was es He He was espHe was especially coecially concerned toncerned to ease the  ease the burden on burden on women and women and the poor. the poor. His rulingHis rulinHis rulings werulings were commonlre commonly based ony based on the guidi the guiding principng principles of “prles of “promotion ofomotion of the commo the comm the common goocommon good” and “prd” and “promoting thomoting the ways of e ways of peace” (peace” (Git.Git. 4:2–3;  4:2–3; Rosû Hasû.Rosû Hasû. 2:5;  2:5; Yebam.YYebam.Yebam. 16:7;  16:7; {Or.{Or. 2:12;  2:12; Nid.Nid. 9:17;  9:17; Ketub.Ketub. 10b, 28b) 10b, 28b)...

Gamaliel was the head of the school of Hillel, the most lenient and 
therefore most popular form of Judaism. He consistently ruled on matters of 
Jewish law in ways that translated his moderate pragmatism into day-to-day life. 
He was especially concerned to ease the burden on women and the poor. His 
rulings were commonly based on the guiding principles of “promotion of the 
common good” and “promoting the ways of peace” (Git. 4:2–3; Rosû Hasû. 2:5; 
Yebam. 16:7; {Or. 2:12; Nid. 9:17; Ketub. 10b, 28b).

�Gamaliel fGamaliel focused on ocused on the importthe importance of stance of study and thudy and the teacher-e teacher-student restudent relationshiplationrerelationshrelationship (ip (}Abot R. N}Abot R. Nat.at. A.40;  A.40; }Abot}Abot 1:16;  1:16; Pe}aPe}a 2:6;  2:6; {Or.{Or. 2:12;  2:12; Yebam.Yebam. 16:7). He 16:7). H 16:7). He reachedHe reached out to Je out to Jews living ws living in the Diain the Diaspora (spora (y. Ma{as.y. Ma{as. 5:4 [56c] 5:4 [56c]; ; Sanh.Sanh. 11b), and 11b), an 11b), and was quand was quite toleraite tolerant of Gentnt of Gentiles, as wiles, as were his puere his pupils and dpils and descendantsescendants after him after him ( (t. B. Qam.t. ((t. B. Qam(t. B. Qam.. 9:30;  9:30; y. {Abod. y. {Abod. Zar.Zar. 1:9;  1:9; SifreSifre to Deut.  to Deut. 38; 38; Ber.Ber. 27a). Lik 27a). Like Hillel be Hillel before him efore bbefore himbefore him ( (Sop.Sop. 16:9), Ga 16:9), Gamaliel stomaliel stood almost od almost alone in halone in his love fois love for the Greer the Greek languagek languk language. language. It was stuIt was studied in hidied in his “school”s “school” and he ev and he even declareen declared it the od it the only languanly language into whge inge into whichinto which the Torah the Torah could be  could be perfectly perfectly translatedtranslated ( (Sot�aSot�a 49b; cf.  49b; cf. Gen. Rab.Gen. Rab. 36:8;  36:8;  36:8; 36:8; Deut. Rab.Deut. Rab. 1:1;  1:1; Meg.Meg. 1:8). 1:8). 1:8).

Gamaliel focused on the importance of study and the teacher-student 
relationship (}Abot R. Nat. A.40; }Abot 1:16; Pe}a 2:6; {Or. 2:12; Yebam. 16:7). 
He reached out to Jews living in the Diaspora (y. Ma{as. 5:4 [56c]; Sanh. 11b), 
and was quite tolerant of Gentiles, as were his pupils and descendants after him 
(t. B. Qam. 9:30; y. {Abod. Zar. 1:9; Sifre to Deut. 38; Ber. 27a). Like Hillel 
before him (Sop. 16:9), Gamaliel stood almost alone in his love for the Greek 
language. It was studied in his “school” and he even declared it the only language 
into which the Torah could be perfectly translated (Sot�a  49b; cf. Gen. Rab. 
36:8; Deut. Rab. 1:1; Meg. 1:8).



W. E. NunnW. E. Nunnallyallyally
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�3.3. Gamaliel  Gamaliel II, grandsII, grandson of Gamaon of Gamaliel I andliel I and successor successor to Johana to Johanan ben Zakkn ben Zakkai as headai as ai as head ofas head of the rabbi the rabbinic academnic academy at Jabney at Jabneh (Jamnia)h (Jamnia) ca.  ca. A.D.A.D. 80–120. G 80–120. Gamaliel stamaliel strengthenedrengststrengthenstrengthened Judaismed Judaism in the po in the post-temple st-temple period by period by reuniting reuniting the schoolthe schools of Hilles of Hillel and Shaml al and Shammaand Shammai and by ri and by regulating egulating prayer.prayer.

3. Gamaliel II, grandson of Gamaliel I and successor to Johanan ben Zakkai 
as head of the rabbinic academy at Jabneh (Jamnia) ca. A.D. 80–120. Gamaliel 
strengthened Judaism in the post-temple period by reuniting the schools of Hillel 
and Shammai and by regulating prayer.

GAMESGAMESGAMES

GAMES

Ancient gaAncient games occurrmes occurred as publed as public events ic events or pastimeor pastimes for privs for private leisurate leisure. From the. From the time of eththe time othe time of Alexandef Alexander the Grear the Great athletict athletic festivals festivals helped de helped define sociefine society by beinty by being attachedg attg attached tattached to religiouo religious cults ans cults and adding hd adding honor to a onor to a deity. Aledeity. Alexander broxander brought the gught the games to Tyamggames to Tgames to Tyre, and Ayre, and Antiochus Entiochus Epiphanes ipiphanes introduced ntroduced them to Pathem to Palestine, dlestine, drawing bitrawing bitrawing bitter oppbitter opposition frosition from the Jewom the Jewish orthodish orthodox (1 Maccox (1 Macc. 1:14-15;. 1:14-15; 2 Macc. 4 2 Macc. 4:9-20; 6:7:9-20; 6:7). The imp).6:76:7). The 6:7). The important important Greek gameGreek games — the Ols — the Olympic gameympic games held at s held at Olympia, tOlympia, the Pythianhe Pythhe Pythian gaPythian games at Delmes at Delphi, the Nphi, the Nemean gameemean games at Argoss at Argos, and the , and the Isthmian gIsthmian games on thames on tames on the Corintthe Corinthian isthmhian isthmus — featuus — featured eventsred events like runn like running, wresting, wrestling, discling, discus, and jaus, and javelin throvelijajavelin thjavelin throwing.rowing.rowing.

Ancient games occurred as public events or pastimes for private leisure. From 
the time of Alexander the Great athletic festivals helped define society by being 
attached to religious cults and adding honor to a deity. Alexander brought the 
games to Tyre, and Antiochus Epiphanes introduced them to Palestine, drawing 
bitter opposition from the Jewish orthodox (1 Macc. 1:14-15; 2 Macc. 4:9-20; 
6:7). The important Greek games — the Olympic games held at Olympia, the 
Pythian games at Delphi, the Nemean games at Argos, and the Isthmian games on 
the Corinthian isthmus — featured events like running, wrestling, discus, and 
javelin throwing.

�Pure athlePure athletics was otics was only one ofnly one of Rome’s in Rome’s interests. Tterests. The Romans he Romans freely expfreely exploited theloitedexpexploited exploited the value the value of the gamof the games as entees as entertainment,rtainment, introduci introducing chariotng chariot and horse and horse races, bo r races, boxraces, boxing, bullfing, bullfights, andights, and gladiator gladiatorial shows.ial shows. By the ti By the time of Augume of Augustus, gamestus, games in the es in ts in the emperothe emperor’s honor,r’s honor, usually c usually connected wonnected with emperoith emperor worship,r worship, were held were held in every  in ever in every majoevery major provincir provincial city thal city throughout troughout the empire.he empire. An Ephesi An Ephesian inscripan inscription liststion lists the accom the the accompthe accomplishments lishments of one Dapof one Daphnus, inclhnus, including his uding his presidencypresidency over a 13 over a 13-day festi-day festival of gamvfestifestival ofestival of games thf games that apparenat apparently offeretly offered gladiatod gladiatorial conterial contests. Even sts. Even in Palestiin Palestine games wne gamne games weregames were establish established by Heroed by Herod the Gread the Great in citiet in cities like Caes like Caesarea and sarea and Jerusalem.Jerusalem. Herod’s b H Herod’s buHerod’s building proilding projects in Jjects in Jerusalem ierusalem included a ncluded a theater, atheater, amphitheatemphitheater, stadiumr, stadium, and hipp, a, and hippodand hippodrome. Jerirome. Jericho and Ticho and Tiberias alsberias also had theso had these structure structures.es.es.

Pure athletics was only one of Rome’s interests. The Romans freely 
exploited the value of the games as entertainment, introducing chariot and horse 
races, boxing, bullfights, and gladiatorial shows. By the time of Augustus, games in 
the emperor’s honor, usually connected with emperor worship, were held in 
every major provincial city throughout the empire. An Ephesian inscription lists 
the accomplishments of one Daphnus, including his presidency over a 13-day 
festival of games that apparently offered gladiatorial contests. Even in Palestine 
games were established by Herod the Great in cities like Caesarea and Jerusalem. 
Herod’s building projects in Jerusalem included a theater, amphitheater, stadium, 
and hippodrome. Jericho and Tiberias also had these structures.

�Roman inteRoman interest in atrest in athletics wahletics was expresses expressed in the ad in the arena of threna of the gymnasiue gymnasium. More thm. Mom. More than More than just an arjust an area for phyea for physical traisical training, the ning, the gymnasium gymnasium also provialso provided a publded a public bath anic bic bath and abath and a center fo center for the socir the social life ofal life of the city. the city. Both cult Both cultural and aural and athletic trthletic training weraining waining were conduwere conducted in gycted in gymnasiums tmnasiums throughout hroughout the empirethe empire to prepar to prepare young mee young men to fulfin to fn to fulfill thfulfill their responeir responsibilitiessibilities to societ to society. Activity. Activities associies associated with ated with the gymnasthe gymnasium and thium andium and the gaand the games are remes are referred to ferred to frequentlyfrequently in the NT in the NT. Paul com. Paul compares the pares the Christian Christian life to rulilife to rulife to running a ranning a race (1 Cor.ce (1 Cor. 9:24-27;  9:24-27; Gal. 2:2; Gal. 2:2; 5:7; Phil.5:7; Phil. 3:14) as  3:14) as do the Pasdo the Pastoral Epistoral Eptoral Epistles tEpistles to fightingo fighting (1 Tim. 1 (1 Tim. 1:18; 2 Tim:18; 2 Tim. 4:7).. 4:7).. 4:7).

Roman interest in athletics was expressed in the arena of the gymnasium. 
More than just an area for physical training, the gymnasium also provided a public 
bath and a center for the social life of the city. Both cultural and athletic training 
were conducted in gymnasiums throughout the empire to prepare young men to 
fulfill their responsibilities to society. Activities associated with the gymnasium 
and the games are referred to frequently in the NT. Paul compares the Christian 
life to running a race (1 Cor. 9:24-27; Gal. 2:2; 5:7; Phil. 3:14) as do the Pastoral 
Epistles to fighting (1 Tim. 1:18; 2 Tim. 4:7).

�Private gaPrivate games were ames were also enjoyelso enjoyed in the ad in the ancient worncient world. Game bld. Game boards and oards and playing piplayiplaying piplaying pieces have eces have been discobeen discovered in Mvered in Mesopotamiaesopotamia and Egypt and Egypt. A tomb a. A tomb at Ur yieldt Ur yieldt Ur yielded a yielded a board gameboard game that used that used 14 marked 14 marked playing p playing pieces and ieces and pyramidal pyramidal dice, whicdice, which dictatedhwhicwhich dictwhich dictated the mated the moves of thoves of the pieces. e pieces. A game calA game called “houndled “hounds and jacks and jackals,” withals,” with ivory peg i ivory pegsivory pegs topped wi topped with carved th carved heads of dheads of dogs and jaogs and jackals, wasckals, was found in  found in the tomb othe tomb of Rensenebfoof Renseneof Renseneb in Thebeb in Thebes dating fs dating from the 12rom the 12th dynastyth dynasty (ca. 1990 (ca. 1990–1708 –1708 B.C.B.C.). The tom). The tom). The tomb of Kitomb of King Tutankhng Tutankhamen yieldamen yielded a game ed a game board, whiboard, which also sech also served as a rved as a box to stobox to stbox to store the store the game piecegame pieces and pyras and pyramidal dicemidal dice. Some gam. Some game boards ae boards are inlaid re inlaid with ivorywith ivory, ebony, s, ivoryivory, eboivory, ebony, shell,ny, shell, gold, or  gold, or blue pasteblue paste. At Umm . At Umm el-Bayya®rel-Bayya®reheh a game bo a game board was caard wasard was carvedwas carved into a fl into a flat stone oat stone on a guardpn a guardpost overloost overlooking Petroking Petra. In Palea. In Palestine suchstine such games hav gam games havegames have been disc been discovered at overed at Kiriath-seKiriath-sepher, Tellpher, Tell al-Ajul,  al-Ajul, Beth-shemeBeth-shemesh, and Gesh, and Gezer datingzGeGezer datiGezer dating from asng from as early as  early as the 16th cthe 16th century. Lientury. Literary refterary references poerences portray prisrtray prisoners and oneprisprisoners prisoners and soldieand soldiers playingrs playing games of  games of chess or dchess or dice in theice in their spare tir spare time.ime.ime.

Private games were also enjoyed in the ancient world. Game boards and 
playing pieces have been discovered in Mesopotamia and Egypt. A tomb at Ur 
yielded a board game that used 14 marked playing pieces and pyramidal dice, 
which dictated the moves of the pieces. A game called “hounds and jackals,” with 
ivory pegs topped with carved heads of dogs and jackals, was found in the tomb 
of Renseneb in Thebes dating from the 12th dynasty (ca. 1990–1708 B.C.). The 



tomb of King Tutankhamen yielded a game board, which also served as a box to 
store the game pieces and pyramidal dice. Some game boards are inlaid with 
ivory, ebony, shell, gold, or blue paste. At Umm el-Bayya®reh a game board 
was carved into a flat stone on a guardpost overlooking Petra. In Palestine such 
games have been discovered at Kiriath-sepher, Tell al-Ajul, Beth-shemesh, and 
Gezer dating from as early as the 16th century. Literary references portray 
prisoners and soldiers playing games of chess or dice in their spare time.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. V. C. PfitV. C. Pfitzner, zner, Paul and tPaul and the Agon Mohe Agon Motif.tif. NovTSup 1 NovTSup 16 (Leiden,6 (Leiden, 1967); E. 1 1967); E. 1967); E. Schürer, Schürer, The HistorThe History of the Jy of the Jewish Peopewish People in the le in the Age of JesAge of Jesus Christ us Christ (176(176  B.C.—A.D.B.C.—B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D.  135)135) 2, rev. e 2, rev. ed. (Edinbud. (Edinburgh, 1979)rgh, 1979); W. H. St; W. H. Stephens, ephens, The New TeThe New Testament Wostament Wstament World in PWorld in Picturesictures (Nashvill (Nashville, 1987).e, 1987).e, 1987).

Bibliography. V. C. Pfitzner, Paul and the Agon Motif. NovTSup 16 (Leiden, 
1967); E. Schürer, The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ (176 
B.C.—A.D. 135) 2, rev. ed. (Edinburgh, 1979); W. H. Stephens, The New Testament 
World in Pictures (Nashville, 1987).

Dennis GaeDennis Gaertnerrtner

Dennis Gaertner

GAMULGAMUL (Heb.  (Heb. gaœmu®lgaœmu®l)))

GAMUL (Heb. gaœmu®l)

A priest aA priest and leader nd leader of the 22nof the 22nd divisiond division of the pr of the priesthood diesthood during the uring the time of Datime of David (1 ChrvidDaDavid (1 CDavid (1 Chr. 24:17)hr. 24:17)..

A priest and leader of the 22nd division of the priesthood during the time of 
David (1 Chr. 24:17).

GANGRENEGANGRENEGANGRENE

GANGRENE

In ancientIn ancient Greek usa Greek usage, a sprege, a spreading ulceading ulcer (Gk. r (Gk. gaéngrainagaéngraina). At 2 Ti). At 2 Tim. 2:17 itm. 2:17 it describes des describes describes the pernicthe pernicious spreaious spread of heresd of heresy. Plutarcy. Plutarch employs h employs the term sthe term similarly timilarly to describeo do describe tdescribe the effect he effect of the calof the calumnies of umnies of one Mediusone Medius, a “flatt, a “flatterer” (i.eerer” (i.e., a confi., a confidant with dant wdant with evil with evil intent) ofintent) of Alexander Alexander ( (MoraliaMoralia 65D). 65D).

In ancient Greek usage, a spreading ulcer (Gk. gaéngraina). At 2 Tim. 2:17 it 
describes the pernicious spread of heresy. Plutarch employs the term similarly to 
describe the effect of the calumnies of one Medius, a “flatterer” (i.e., a confidant 
with evil intent) of Alexander (Moralia 65D).

GARDENGARDENGARDEN

GARDEN

A plot of A plot of land (Heb.land (Heb.  gangan) where pl) where plants, fruiants, fruits, vegetats, vegetables, and bles, and spices werspices were cultivate cultivated. These ecultivatcultivatedcultivated. These cr. These crops suppleops supplemented themented the diet of g diet of grain, dairrain, dairy, and to y, and to a lesser ea lesser extent meatxteneextent meaextent meat. The gart. The garden was tyden was typically lopically located closcated closer to the er to the house thanhouse than were the  were the grain fielggrain fielgrain fields. Smalleds. Smaller than a gr than a grain fieldrain field, it offer, it offered shade wed shade with its trith its trees and waees and was a lush cs a lush s a lush contrlush contrast to theast to the arid surr arid surrounding teounding terrain (Genrrain (Gen. 3:8; Isa. 3:8; Isa. 36:16). . 36:16). Garden ploGarden plots were fets wts were fencewere fenced in with d in with a stone waa stone wall or hedgll or hedge to keep e to keep out unwantout unwanted intrudeed intruders. They wrs. They wrs. They were irrigwere irrigated at tiated at times, in comes, in contrast to ntrast to the dry-fathe dry-farming charrming characteristicacteristic of ancien of ancient Israel (t Israt Israel (GeIsrael (Gen. 2:10; Dn. 2:10; Deut. 11:10eut. 11:10; Isa. 1:3; Isa. 1:30; Jer. 310; Jer. 31:12; Cant.:12; Cant. 4:15). Wh 4:15). While largerile larger farms mig farms  farms mighfarms might have hadt have had separate  separate vineyards vineyards and olive and olive orchards, orchards, many familmany families probabies probably interculyprobabprobably iprobably intercultivntercultivated vinesated vines and fruit and fruit trees in  trees in their gardtheir gardens (Cant.ens (Cant. 5:1; Isa. 5:1; Isa. 36:16). T 36:16) 36:16). Th36:16). The garden ie garden in Eden hasn Eden has figs and  figs and other fruiother fruit trees (Gt trees (Gen. 3:7). en. 3:7). Elsewhere,Elsewhere, vegetable veg vegetable vegetable gardens argardens are noted (De noted (Deut. 11:10eut. 11:10; 1 Kgs. 2; 1 Kgs. 21:2).1:2).1:2).

A plot of land (Heb. gan) where plants, fruits, vegetables, and spices were 
cultivated. These crops supplemented the diet of grain, dairy, and to a lesser 
extent meat. The garden was typically located closer to the house than were the 
grain fields. Smaller than a grain field, it offered shade with its trees and was a 
lush contrast to the arid surrounding terrain (Gen. 3:8; Isa. 36:16). Garden plots 
were fenced in with a stone wall or hedge to keep out unwanted intruders. They 
were irrigated at times, in contrast to the dry-farming characteristic of ancient 
Israel (Gen. 2:10; Deut. 11:10; Isa. 1:30; Jer. 31:12; Cant. 4:15). While larger 
farms might have had separate vineyards and olive orchards, many families 
probably intercultivated vines and fruit trees in their gardens (Cant. 5:1; Isa. 
36:16). The garden in Eden has figs and other fruit trees (Gen. 3:7). Elsewhere, 
vegetable gardens are noted (Deut. 11:10; 1 Kgs. 21:2).

�Palace-sidPalace-side gardens e gardens are attestare attested pleasured pleasures for kines for kings: Ahab (gs: Ahab (1 Kgs. 21:1 Kgs. 21:2), Manass2), Manas2), Manasseh (Manasseh (2 Kgs. 21:2 Kgs. 21:18), Zedek18), Zedekiah (25:4)iah (25:4), and Ahas, and Ahasuerus (Estuerus (Esth. 7:7). Ph. 7:7). Palace gardalace gardens gave fengardgardens gagardens gave food fove food for the royar the royal table, al table, and lent prnd lent prestige to estige to the thronethe throne if stocke if stocked with plad wid with plantwith plants from fars from faraway placeaway places, as exots, as exotic plants ic plants signaled isignaled internationnternational trade. al trade. The esteemThe eThe esteem of esteem of gardens isgardens is also evid also evident by theent by the deity’s h deity’s having one aving one (Gen. 3:24(Gen. 3:24; Ezek. 28; Ezek. 28:13; Isa. :13;2828:13; Isa28:13; Isa. 51:3). G. 51:3). Gardens mayardens may also have also have been a pl been a place for soace for social gathecial gathering (Johnring (John 18:1). 18:1 18:1).18:1).18:1).

Palace-side gardens are attested pleasures for kings: Ahab (1 Kgs. 21:2), 
Manasseh (2 Kgs. 21:18), Zedekiah (25:4), and Ahasuerus (Esth. 7:7). Palace 
gardens gave food for the royal table, and lent prestige to the throne if stocked 
with plants from faraway places, as exotic plants signaled international trade. The 



esteem of gardens is also evident by the deity’s having one (Gen. 3:24; Ezek. 
28:13; Isa. 51:3). Gardens may also have been a place for social gathering (John 
18:1).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. O. BorowskO. Borowski, i, AgriculturAgriculture in Iron e in Iron Age IsraelAge Israel (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1987)ake, 1987ake, 1987); H. 1987); H. N. WallaceN. Wallace, , The Eden NThe Eden Narrative.arrative. HSM 32 (A HSM 32 (Atlanta, 19tlanta, 1985).85).85).

Bibliography. O. Borowski, Agriculture in Iron Age Israel (Winona Lake, 
1987); H. N. Wallace, The Eden Narrative. HSM 32 (Atlanta, 1985).
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GAREBGAREB (Heb.  (Heb. gaœreäb�gaœreäb�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

GAREB (Heb. gaœreäb� ) (PERSON)

An IthriteAn Ithrite and one o and one of David’s f David’s mighty menmighty men (2 Sam. 2 (2 Sam. 23:38 = 1 C3:38 = 1 Chr. 11:40)hr. 11:40). The LXX . The LXX . The LXX and SyLXX and Syr. list hir. list his home as s home as Jattir.Jattir.

An Ithrite and one of David’s mighty men (2 Sam. 23:38 = 1 Chr. 11:40). The 
LXX and Syr. list his home as Jattir.

GAREBGAREB (Heb.  (Heb. gaœreäb�gaœreäb�) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

GAREB (Heb. gaœreäb� ) (PLACE)

An obscureAn obscure site ment site mentioned onlyioned only in Jer. 3 in Jer. 31:39. Jere1:39. Jeremiah uses miah uses the “hill the “hill Gareb” as Gareb” as a marker (a ma marker (almarker (along with Gong with Goah) for toah) for the future he future rebuildingrebuilding and expan and expansion of Jesion of Jerusalem. Trusalem. This expanshTThis expanThis expansion will sion will apparentlyapparently include b include both the Kioth the Kidron Valledron Valley to the ey to the east and thast and the Hinnom Ve He Hinnom ValHinnom Valley to theley to the south and south and west. Att west. Attempts to iempts to identify thdentify this site atis site at the so-ca the so-called Mt. Zlledso-caso-called so-called Mt. Zion aMt. Zion at the soutt the southwestern ehwestern extremity oxtremity of the cityf the city seem clea seem clearly in errrly in error; Jeremior;errerror; Jererror; Jeremiah’s deemiah’s description scription indicates indicates that the lthat the location ofocation of this site this site is across is across the Hinno the Hi the Hinnom ValHinnom Valley from Jley from Jerusalem, erusalem, closer to closer to the “Shoulthe “Shoulder of Hinder of Hinnom,” a wenom,” a well-known bll-knownwewell-knownwell-known burial ar burial area which wea which would fit tould fit the prophethe prophet’s descrip’s description in Jetion in Jer. 31:40.r. 31:40.r. 31:40.

An obscure site mentioned only in Jer. 31:39. Jeremiah uses the “hill Gareb” as a 
marker (along with Goah) for the future rebuilding and expansion of Jerusalem. 
This expansion will apparently include both the Kidron Valley to the east and the 
Hinnom Valley to the south and west. Attempts to identify this site at the 
so-called Mt. Zion at the southwestern extremity of the city seem clearly in 
error; Jeremiah’s description indicates that the location of this site is across the 
Hinnom Valley from Jerusalem, closer to the “Shoulder of Hinnom,” a 
well-known burial area which would fit the prophet’s description in Jer. 31:40.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. J. SimoJ. J. Simons, ns, Jerusalem Jerusalem in the Oldin the Old Testament Testament (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1952), 2311952), 2311952), 231–33.231–33.231–33.

Bibliography. J. J. Simons, Jerusalem in the Old Testament (Leiden, 1952), 
231–33.

Dennis M. Dennis M. SwansonSwanson

Dennis M. Swanson

GARLANDGARLANDGARLAND

GARLAND

A wreath, A wreath, often woveoften woven of flowen of flowers or leavrs or leaves, worn aes, worn around the round the head or nehead or neck. Lindenck. Lindeck. Linden, myLinden, myrtle, bay rtle, bay foliage, ifoliage, ivy and parvy and parsley servesley served as the wd as the wreath’s frreath’s framework. Famework. Flowers of lowFFlowers ofFlowers of various k various kinds, inclinds, including violuding violets and roets and roses, were ses, were sometimes sometimes interwoveninterwoven. Garlands. interwoveninterwoveninterwoven. Garlands. Garlands were used were used for festi for festive occasiove occasions, for funs, for funerary decnerary decorations, orations, and for thanand for thand for the bestowale bestowal of milita of military, religiry, religious, and cous, and civic honorivic honors. They cos. They could symboluld symbolize victorize vize victory, pvictory, peace, honoeace, honor, and immr, and immortality. ortality. SacrificiaSacrificial animals l animals were virtuwere virtually alwayally always garlandes garlas garlanded.garlanded. The only  The only NT use of NT use of garland (Ggarland (Gk. k. stémma;stémma; Acts 14:1 Acts 14:13) was pro3) was probably a wobably a wobably a woolen banwoolen band. The peod. The people of Lysple of Lystra broughtra brought out sacrt out sacrificial buificial bulls and galls and garlands wherlands when they misn tn they mistothey mistook Paul anok Paul and Barnabasd Barnabas for Herme for Hermes and Zeuss and Zeus...

A wreath, often woven of flowers or leaves, worn around the head or neck. 
Linden, myrtle, bay foliage, ivy and parsley served as the wreath’s framework. 
Flowers of various kinds, including violets and roses, were sometimes 
interwoven. Garlands were used for festive occasions, for funerary decorations, 
and for the bestowal of military, religious, and civic honors. They could symbolize 
victory, peace, honor, and immortality. Sacrificial animals were virtually always 
garlanded. The only NT use of garland (Gk. stémma; Acts 14:13) was probably a 
woolen band. The people of Lystra brought out sacrificial bulls and garlands when 
they mistook Paul and Barnabas for Hermes and Zeus.

Paul AnthoPaul Anthony Hartogny Hartog

Paul Anthony Hartog

GARLICGARLICGARLIC

GARLIC

A bulbous A bulbous herb (herb (Allium satAllium sativumivum L.) relat L.) related to the ed to the onion, proonion, probably frombably from the Kirgh the Kirghiz steppe,iz siz steppe, musteppe, much in demach in demand even innd even in antiquity antiquity as a seas as a seasoning for oning for food. The food. The IsraelitesIsraelites were intr we were introwere introduced to gduced to garlic (Hebarlic (Heb. . sûu®msûu®m) and othe) and other spicy for spicy foods while ods while laboring ilaboring in Egypt (Nn En Egypt (NumEgypt (Num. 11:5). T. 11:5). The small ghe small garlic bulbarlic bulbs, wrappeds, wrapped in their  in their own thin sown thin skin, were kin, were woven togewowoven togewoven together alongther along strings,  strings, pressed inpressed in a mortar, a mortar, and rubbe and rubbed with oild with oil. Sometime. Sometimes people asSometimeSometimes Sometimes people atepeople ate them with them with bread. Th bread. The oil conte oil contained in tained in the bulb cehe bulb cells gives lls gives garlic itsgagarlic itsgarlic its sharp odo sharp odor and stror and strong flavor;ng flavor; in biblic in biblical times tal times this oil wahis oil was considers considered to stimed to sted to stimulate stimulate activity aactivity and was usend was used as a remd as a remedy for meedy for melancholy.lancholy.

A bulbous herb (Allium sativum L.) related to the onion, probably from the Kirghiz 
steppe, much in demand even in antiquity as a seasoning for food. The Israelites 
were introduced to garlic (Heb. sûu®m) and other spicy foods while laboring in 



Egypt (Num. 11:5). The small garlic bulbs, wrapped in their own thin skin, were 
woven together along strings, pressed in a mortar, and rubbed with oil. 
Sometimes people ate them with bread. The oil contained in the bulb cells gives 
garlic its sharp odor and strong flavor; in biblical times this oil was considered to 
stimulate activity and was used as a remedy for melancholy.

GARMITEGARMITE (Heb.  (Heb. garmiîgarmiî)))

GARMITE (Heb. garmiî)

A gentilicA gentilic designati designating the Judng the Judahite Keilahite Keilah (1 Chr.ah (1 Chr. 4:19). Tr 4:19). Translated lanslated literally iiterally it means “ot meanst means “of means “of Gerem,” buGerem,” but no such t no such place is aplace is attested; ittested; it may be at may be a descripti descriptive term (cve term (cf. Heb. f. (c(cf. Heb. (cf. Heb. gerem,gerem, “bone”). “bone”).

A gentilic designating the Judahite Keilah (1 Chr. 4:19). Translated literally it 
means “of Gerem,” but no such place is attested; it may be a descriptive term 
(cf. Heb. gerem, “bone”).

GATAMGATAM (Heb.  (Heb. ga{taœmga{taœm)))

GATAM (Heb. ga{taœm)

An EdomiteAn Edomite chieftain chieftain; a son of; a son of Eliphaz a Eliphaz and descendnd descendant of Esaant of Esau and Adahu and Adah (Gen. 36: (Gen. 36:11, 16; 1 136:36:11, 16;36:11, 16; 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:36).36).

An Edomite chieftain; a son of Eliphaz and descendant of Esau and Adah (Gen. 
36:11, 16; 1 Chr. 1:36).

GATEGATEGATE

GATE

An entrancAn entrance to a cite to a city (1 Kgs. y (1 Kgs. 22:20), a 22:20), a camp (Exodcamp (Exod. 32:26), . 32:26), the tabernthe tabernacle (27:1acle (27:14–16), the4–1(27:1(27:14–16)(27:14–16), the temp, the temple (Ezek. le (Ezek. 40-48), or40-48), or a palace  a palace (Jer. 22:1(Jer. 22:1-2). In an-2). In ancient Isracient Israel cities el citieel cities defcities defended themended themselves by selves by building tbuilding thick, solihick, solid or casemd or casemate (holloate (hollow) walls aw) walls around the rounaaround thearound the highest a highest and most cend most central partntral part of the ci of the city. The gaty. The gate was baste was basically an ically an opening inopeopening inopening in the wall  the wall through whthrough which almostich almost everyone  everyone passed evepassed every day to ry day to get out toget out to their fie toto their fto their fields or tields or to take caro take care of busine of business insideess inside the walls the walls. The open. The opening neededing needed to be wid to b to be wide anbe wide and easily ad easily approachablpproachable for civie for civil needs. Hl needs. However, miowever, military neelitary needs requireds required that thed td that the gthat the gate be narate be narrow and harow and hard to enterd to enter because r because it was theit was the most vuln most vulnerable parerable part of the ctparpart of thpart of the city’s de city’s defenses. Tefenses. Therefore, herefore, many entramany entrances to cinces to city gates wty gates were built ere built with stepswithwith stepswith steps or a righ or a right-angle tut-angle turn to makern to make it easier it easier to defend to defend. The gate. The gate was an el was an elaborate staborelelaborate elaborate structure structure with a roowith a roof (2 Sam. f (2 Sam. 18:24) and18:24) and upper sto upper story (18:33[ry (18:33[MT 19:1]).MT 19:1]). It was of I It was oftIt was often flankeden flanked by two to by two towers whichwers which, along wi, along with the topth the top of the wa of the walls, couldlls, could be used a be be used asbe used as strategic strategic firing pl firing platforms foatforms for soldiersr soldiers to protec to protect the areat the area in front  in front of the gatof the of the gate. the gate. The gate iThe gate included doncluded double doorsuble doors which wer which were attachede attached to doorpo to doorposts that tsts that tsts that turned in turned in stone sockstone sockets (Judg.ets (Judg. 16:3). Wh 16:3). When closed en closed (at night,(at night, Josh. 2:5 Josh. 2:5; and when; and when attacked, att attacked, attacked, 6:1) the d6:1) the doors were oors were barred frobarred from the insim the inside with a de with a heavy beamheavy beam or metal  or metal bar (1 Kgsbbar (1 Kgsbar (1 Kgs. 4:13) in. 4:13) inserted in serted in slots in tslots in the doors. he doors. They couldThey could not be pu not be pushed in frshed in from the outom tom the outsidthe outside because e because they restethey rested against d against an inner dan inner doorstop. Toorstop. Though oftehough often made of n made of wood, theywwood, theywood, they were vuln were vulnerable to erable to fire (Neh.fire (Neh. 1:3; Judg 1:3; Judg. 9:52). C. 9:52). Consequentlonsequently, they wey, they were sometimrewewere sometwere sometimes plateimes plated with or d with or made of memade of metal (Ps. 1tal (Ps. 107:16; Isa07:16; Isa. 45:2).. 45:2).. 45:2).

An entrance to a city (1 Kgs. 22:20), a camp (Exod. 32:26), the tabernacle 
(27:14–16), the temple (Ezek. 40-48), or a palace (Jer. 22:1-2). In ancient Israel 
cities defended themselves by building thick, solid or casemate (hollow) walls 
around the highest and most central part of the city. The gate was basically an 
opening in the wall through which almost everyone passed every day to get out 
to their fields or to take care of business inside the walls. The opening needed to 
be wide and easily approachable for civil needs. However, military needs required 
that the gate be narrow and hard to enter because it was the most vulnerable 
part of the city’s defenses. Therefore, many entrances to city gates were built 
with steps or a right-angle turn to make it easier to defend. The gate was an 
elaborate structure with a roof (2 Sam. 18:24) and upper story (18:33[MT 19:1]). 
It was often flanked by two towers which, along with the top of the walls, could 
be used as strategic firing platforms for soldiers to protect the area in front of 
the gate. The gate included double doors which were attached to doorposts that 
turned in stone sockets (Judg. 16:3). When closed (at night, Josh. 2:5; and when 
attacked, 6:1) the doors were barred from the inside with a heavy beam or metal 
bar (1 Kgs. 4:13) inserted in slots in the doors. They could not be pushed in from 
the outside because they rested against an inner doorstop. Though often made of 
wood, they were vulnerable to fire (Neh. 1:3; Judg. 9:52). Consequently, they 
were sometimes plated with or made of metal (Ps. 107:16; Isa. 45:2).

�The gate iThe gate included a ncluded a complex ofcomplex of two, four two, four, or six r, or six rooms on boooms on both sides oth sides of the passf the pf the passage inpassage into the citto the city (e.g., My (e.g., Megiddo). Eegiddo). Each pair oach pair of rooms cof rooms could have culd have contained gontained guards or suargguards or guards or soldiers tsoldiers to help preo help prevent the event the enemy’s pasnemy’s passage into sage into the city. the city. For betterFor better protectio pro protectionprotection the main  the main gate wouldgate would be built  be built inside an inside an outer gateouter gate with a se with a second set ocond set of city walf cf city wallscity walls...

The gate included a complex of two, four, or six rooms on both sides of the 
passage into the city (e.g., Megiddo). Each pair of rooms could have contained 
guards or soldiers to help prevent the enemy’s passage into the city. For better 
protection the main gate would be built inside an outer gate with a second set of 



city walls.

�In times oIn times of peace thf peace this gate cois gate complex was mplex was the centerthe center of city l of city life. Elderife. Elders administs administs administeradministered justiceed justice here (Deu here (Deut. 21:19; t. 21:19; Josh. 20:4Josh. 20:4; Ruth 4:1; Ruth 4:1). Kings s). Kings sat at the at at the gate to megate tgate to meet thto meet their subjeceir subjects or admits or administer jusnister justice (2 Satice (2 Sam. 19:8; 1m. 19:8; 1 Kgs. 22:1 Kgs. 22:10). Priest0). Priests and props ands and propheand prophets deliverts delivered discoured discourses and prses and prophecies aophecies at the gatet the gate (Neh. 8:1 (Neh. 8:1, 3; Jer. , 3; Jer. 17:19-20; 17:117:19-20; 17:19-20; 36:10). Me36:10). Merchants corchants conducted bunducted business at siness at or near thor near the gates (Ne gates (Neh. 13:15-eh. 13:15-22), and s213:15-13:15-22),13:15-22), and some  and some of the gatof the gates of Jerues of Jerusalem tooksalem took on the na on the names of themes of the commerce  commerce commerce ccommerce conducted tonducted there (Fishhere (Fish Gate, 2 C Gate, 2 Chr. 33:14;hr. 33:14; Sheep Gat Sheep Gate, Neh. 3:e, Neh. 3:1, 32).1, 32).

In times of peace this gate complex was the center of city life. Elders 
administered justice here (Deut. 21:19; Josh. 20:4; Ruth 4:1). Kings sat at the gate 
to meet their subjects or administer justice (2 Sam. 19:8; 1 Kgs. 22:10). Priests 
and prophets delivered discourses and prophecies at the gate (Neh. 8:1, 3; Jer. 
17:19-20; 36:10). Merchants conducted business at or near the gates (Neh. 
13:15-22), and some of the gates of Jerusalem took on the names of the 
commerce conducted there (Fish Gate, 2 Chr. 33:14; Sheep Gate, Neh. 3:1, 32).

Plan of thPlan of the six-chame six-chambered Ironbered Iron II gate a II gate at Gezer (1t Gezer (10th centur0th century y B.C.E.B.C.E.))

Plan of the six-chambered Iron II gate at Gezer (10th century B.C.E.)

�The NT menThe NT mentions gatetions gates infreques infrequently. Jesuntly. Jesus healed as healed a paralytic paralytic near the  near the Sheep GateSheep GSheep Gate (JohnGate (John 5:2-9). P 5:2-9). Prayer was rayer was conducted conducted outside thoutside the gate (Ace gate (Acts 16:13),ts 16:13), and the d and the dead were beaddead were dead were buried beyburied beyond the gaond the gates (Luke tes (Luke 7:12; Heb.7:12; Heb. 13:12). 13:12). 13:12).

The NT mentions gates infrequently. Jesus healed a paralytic near the Sheep 
Gate (John 5:2-9). Prayer was conducted outside the gate (Acts 16:13), and the 
dead were buried beyond the gates (Luke 7:12; Heb. 13:12).

�The gate iThe gate is a symbols a symbol of power  of power (cf. Matt.(cf. Matt. 16:18), o 16:18), of defense f defense and safetyand safety (Isa. 28: (Isa. 28:6), and to628:28:6), and28:6), and to “posse to “possess the gatss the gate” is to ce” is to capture theapture the city (Gen city (Gen. 22:17; 2. 22:17; 24:60). Whe4:60). When a city wn a n a city wasa city was captured, captured, the loss  the loss could be pcould be personifiedersonified as the ga as the gates wailintes wailing (Isa. 14g (Isa. 14:31), lame:31), l:31), lamenting lamenting and mourniand mourning (3:26),ng (3:26), and langu and languishing (Jeishing (Jer. 14:2). r. 14:2). PerversionPerversion of justic of justice for the e fore for the rifor the righteous anghteous and needy cad needy can be done n be done “in the ga“in the gate” by corte” by corrupting thrupting the legal sye legal system (Amosstesysystem (Amsystem (Amos 5:12; Pos 5:12; Prov. 22:22rov. 22:22). Jesus u). Jesus used the imsed the image of theage of the gate to i gate to illustrate llustrate the difficthe the difficthe difficulty of enulty of entering thetering the kingdom ( kingdom (Matt. 7:13Matt. 7:13-14).-14).-14).

The gate is a symbol of power (cf. Matt. 16:18), of defense and safety (Isa. 
28:6), and to “possess the gate” is to capture the city (Gen. 22:17; 24:60). When 
a city was captured, the loss could be personified as the gates wailing (Isa. 14:31), 
lamenting and mourning (3:26), and languishing (Jer. 14:2). Perversion of justice 
for the righteous and needy can be done “in the gate” by corrupting the legal 
system (Amos 5:12; Prov. 22:22). Jesus used the image of the gate to illustrate 
the difficulty of entering the kingdom (Matt. 7:13-14).

�SeeSee  FORTRESS, FORTRESS, FORTIFICATFORTIFICATION.ION.ION.

See FORTRESS, FORTIFICATION.

James C. MJames C. Moyeroyer

James C. Moyer

GATEKEEPERGATEKEEPER

GATEKEEPER

A guard whA guard who protecteo protected the gated the gates of a cits of a city (2 Kgs. y (2 Kgs. 7:10-11) o7:10-11) or the Jerur the Jerusalem tempsalem temple (1 Chr.letemptemple (1 temple (1 Chr. 9:22)Chr. 9:22). King Dav. King David appointid appointed 4000 Leed 4000 Levites to gvites to guard the tuard the temple (1 Cemple (1 Chr. 23:3-5hCChr. 23:3-Chr. 23:3-5; 26:1-325; 26:1-32). These g). These guards had uards had several duseveral duties, inclties, including cariuding caring for theng for the ark (1 Ch ark ark (1 Chrark (1 Chr. 15:23-24. 15:23-24), oversee), overseeing the fring the freewill offeewill offerings (2 erings (2 Chr. 31:14Chr. 31:14), and gua), and guarding the rdingguaguarding tguarding the storehohe storehouses at thuses at the gates (Ne gates (Neh. 12:25)eh. 12:25)...

A guard who protected the gates of a city (2 Kgs. 7:10-11) or the Jerusalem 
temple (1 Chr. 9:22). King David appointed 4000 Levites to guard the temple (1 
Chr. 23:3-5; 26:1-32). These guards had several duties, including caring for the 
ark (1 Chr. 15:23-24), overseeing the freewill offerings (2 Chr. 31:14), and 
guarding the storehouses at the gates (Neh. 12:25).

�Esth. 2:21Esth. 2:21; 6:2 ment; 6:2 mention the euion the eunuchs apponuchs appointed by Pinted by Persian Kinersian King Xerxes Ig Xerxes I to guard  to gu to guard the guard the threshold;threshold; these men these men were prob were probably the kably the king’s bodying’s bodyguards. Whguards. Whether thisether thiether this was pthis was part of theart of the gatekeepe gatekeeper’s tasks r’s tasks in ancientin ancient Israel is Israel is unknown.  unknown. In the NT In the NT gatekeepergategatekeepergatekeepers were apps were appointed by ointed by the wealththe wealthy to guardy to guard private h private houses (Marouses (Mark 13:34).k 13:34).k 13:34).

Esth. 2:21; 6:2 mention the eunuchs appointed by Persian King Xerxes I to 
guard the threshold; these men were probably the king’s bodyguards. Whether 
this was part of the gatekeeper’s tasks in ancient Israel is unknown. In the NT 
gatekeepers were appointed by the wealthy to guard private houses (Mark 13:34).

Jennie R. Jennie R. EbelingEbeling

Jennie R. Ebeling

Iron II gaIron II gate area atte area at Tel Dan.  Tel Dan. The lower The lower gate had tgate had two towers wo towers and four gand four guardrooms,uardrooms,gguardroomsguardrooms, two on e, two on each side (ach side (Phoenix DaPhoenix Data Systemsta Systems, Neal and, Neal and Joel Bier Joel Bierling)ling)

Iron II gate area at Tel Dan. The lower gate had two towers and four 
guardrooms, two on each side (Phoenix Data Systems, Neal and Joel Bierling)



GATHGATH (Heb.  (Heb. gat�gat�)))

GATH (Heb. gat� )

A city of A city of the Philisthe Philistine pentatine pentapolis, sompolis, sometimes caletimes called Gath oled Gath of the Philf the Philistines. Aistines. Although thlthougAAlthough tAlthough the word Gahe word Gath is usuath is usually transllly translated “wineated “winepress,” inpress,” in Ugaritic  Ugaritic texts it rtexts it refers to aeferrrefers to refers to a processia processing center ng center for agricufor agricultural gooltural goods. The cids. The city is usuaty is usually identilly identified with fied wfied with the iwith the impressive mpressive mound knowmound known as Tell n as Tell es�-S�a®fies�-S�a®fi/Tel Z¸afi/Tel Z¸afitt (1359.123 (1359.1237). Althou7). (1359.123(1359.1237(1359.1237). Althoug). Although other sih other sites have btes have been proposeen proposed (e.g., ed (e.g., Tel NagilaTel Nagila [127101], [127101], Tell  T Tell Tell esh-Shari{esh-Shari{a/Tel Seraa/Tel Sera{{ [119088], [119088], Tell Abu  Tell Abu Hureireh/THureireh/Tel Haror [el Haror [08795.112508795.1125[[08795.112[08795.11257]), none57]), none of these  of these has garnerhas garnered supported support...

A city of the Philistine pentapolis, sometimes called Gath of the Philistines. 
Although the word Gath is usually translated “winepress,” in Ugaritic texts it 
refers to a processing center for agricultural goods. The city is usually identified 
with the impressive mound known as Tell es�-S�a®fi/Tel Z¸afit  
(1359.1237). Although other sites have been proposed (e.g., Tel Nagila [127101], 
Tell esh-Shari{a/Tel Sera{ [119088], Tell Abu Hureireh/Tel Haror 
[08795.11257]), none of these has garnered support.

�The city’sThe city’s history b history begins in tegins in the 2nd milhe 2nd millennium lennium B.C.E.B.C.E., well bef, well before the Phore the Philistines ilistinePhPhilistinePhilistines (or Isras (or Israelites) arelites) arrived in Prived in Palestine. alestine. In the 14tIn the 14th century h century the city athe city appears in ppears inppears in severalin several Amarna Le Amarna Letters writtters written by itsten by its ruler  ruler SÁuwardataSÁuwardata to his ov to his overlord, therlord, the Egyptiane Ege Egyptian pEgyptian pharaoh. Gaharaoh. Gath was evith was evidently condently conquered by quered by the Philisthe Philistines aftetines after their arr their arrival on trivararrival onarrival on the south the southern coastaern coastal plain inl plain in the early the early 12th cent 12th century. The cury. The city was stity was still in Phiill in ill in Philistin Philistine hands ine hands in the latin the late 11th cene 11th century when tury when David purpDavid purportedly meortedly met Goliath,t Goliath, who came  w who came fwho came from a racerom a race of giants of giants living in living in Gath, in  Gath, in a legendara legendary man-to-my man-to-man conflican conflict (cf. 1 St (t (cf. 1 Sam(cf. 1 Sam. 17; 2 Sa. 17; 2 Sam. 21:20-2m. 21:20-22). The ar2). The ark of the ck of the covenant reovenant resided thersided there briefly e briefly after its afterafter its after its capture bycapture by the Phili the Philistines (1 stines (1 Sam. 5:8-1Sam. 5:8-10), and Da0), and David found vid found refuge in refuge in his flighthis flighis flight froflight from Saul witm Saul with King Achh King Achish of Gatish of Gath (1 Sam. h (1 Sam. 27). From 27). From Gath DavidGath David began to  began to curry favoccurry favocurry favor with ther with the leaders o leaders of Judah, ef Judah, especially specially round the round the Negeb regiNegeb region and theon and the city of H ci city of Hecity of Hebron, and bron, and men from Gmen from Gath (“Gittath (“Gittites”) becites”) became David’ame David’s most loys most loyal supportal supporal supporterssupporters throughou throughout his reigt his reign (cf. 2 Sn (cf. 2 Sam. 15:18)am. 15:18). The city. The city fell unde fell under Israelitr Israelite control e conte control afcontrol after the Ister the Israelites araelites achieved inchieved independencedependence from the  from the PhilistinePhilistines.s.s.

The city’s history begins in the 2nd millennium B.C.E., well before the 
Philistines (or Israelites) arrived in Palestine. In the 14th century the city appears 
in several Amarna Letters written by its ruler SÁuwardata to his overlord, the 
Egyptian pharaoh. Gath was evidently conquered by the Philistines after their 
arrival on the southern coastal plain in the early 12th century. The city was still 
in Philistine hands in the late 11th century when David purportedly met Goliath, 
who came from a race of giants living in Gath, in a legendary man-to-man conflict 
(cf. 1 Sam. 17; 2 Sam. 21:20-22). The ark of the covenant resided there briefly 
after its capture by the Philistines (1 Sam. 5:8-10), and David found refuge in his 
flight from Saul with King Achish of Gath (1 Sam. 27). From Gath David began to 
curry favor with the leaders of Judah, especially round the Negeb region and the 
city of Hebron, and men from Gath (“Gittites”) became David’s most loyal 
supporters throughout his reign (cf. 2 Sam. 15:18). The city fell under Israelite 
control after the Israelites achieved independence from the Philistines.

�The city wThe city was conqueras conquered by the ed by the Aramean kiAramean king Hazael ng Hazael in the latin the late 9th cente 9th century, and iury, aury, and its stand its strategic lorategic location on cation on the road lthe road leading up eading up to Jerusalto Jerusalem via theem via the Elah vall Elah valley and Betey andey and Bethleand Bethlehem was ushem was used in an aed in an attack agaittack against Jerusanst Jerusalem (2 Kgslem (2 Kgs. 12:17). . 12:17). Gath was fGath was finally coninffinally cofinally conquered bynquered by the Assyr the Assyrian king Sian king Sargon in 7argon in 712 as part12 as part of his pu of his purported corported conquest of nqucoconquest oconquest of Judah (cf Judah (cf. f. ANET,ANET, 286), and 286), and the city  the city then passethen passed out of td out of the pages ohe pages of history.f histf history. Shistory. So completeo complete was the c was the collapse ofollapse of the legen the legendary city dary city of the giaof the giants that ints that it became at bect became a pbecame a proverb (Amroverb (Amos 6:2; cfos 6:2; cf. Mic. 1:1. Mic. 1:10).0).0).

The city was conquered by the Aramean king Hazael in the late 9th century, 
and its strategic location on the road leading up to Jerusalem via the Elah valley 
and Bethlehem was used in an attack against Jerusalem (2 Kgs. 12:17). Gath was 
finally conquered by the Assyrian king Sargon in 712 as part of his purported 
conquest of Judah (cf. ANET, 286), and the city then passed out of the pages of 
history. So complete was the collapse of the legendary city of the giants that it 
became a proverb (Amos 6:2; cf. Mic. 1:10).

William M.William M. Schniedew Schniedewindind

William M. Schniedewind

GATH-HEPHEGATH-HEPHERR (Heb.  (Heb. gat� hah�egat� hah�eäp�eräp�er)))

GATH-HEPHER (Heb. gat� hah�eäp�er )

A town belA town belonging to onging to the tribe the tribe of Zebulunof Zebulun in the Lo in the Lower Galilewer Galilee (Josh. 1e (Josh. 19:13). The9:13). The city name c city name city name Gath (“winGath (“winepress”) wepress”) was a commoas a common one, andn one, and Hepher (“ Hepher (“pit” or “wpit” or “well”) likeell”) likell”) likely dislikely distinguishedtinguished the locat the location from oion from other citiether cities called Gs called Gath. The nath. The name probabame probably referrely rly referred treferred to the primo the primary industary industry of the ry of the town’s restown’s residents, viidents, viticulture.ticulture. Gath-heph Gath-hepher was theer wer was the biwas the birthplace orthplace of the propf the prophet Jonah het Jonah (2 Kgs. 14(2 Kgs. 14:25); it w:25); it was locatedas located between N between Nazareth anaNNazareth aNazareth and Capernand Capernaum. Jesus um. Jesus would havewould have passed th passed through the rough the town durintown during his minig his mg his ministry iministry in Galilee.n Galilee. The ruins The ruins of the to of the town are idewn are identified wintified with modern th modern Tel Gat Tel Gat H¸efer/KhiḨeH¸efer/KhiH¸efer/Khirbet ez-Zurbet ez-Zurra{rra{ (180238). (180238).

A town belonging to the tribe of Zebulun in the Lower Galilee (Josh. 19:13). The 
city name Gath (“winepress”) was a common one, and Hepher (“pit” or “well”) 
likely distinguished the location from other cities called Gath. The name probably 
referred to the primary industry of the town’s residents, viticulture. Gath-hepher 
was the birthplace of the prophet Jonah (2 Kgs. 14:25); it was located between 
Nazareth and Capernaum. Jesus would have passed through the town during his 
ministry in Galilee. The ruins of the town are identified with modern Tel Gat 
H¸efer/Khirbet ez-Zurra{ (180238).



David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

GATH-RIMMOGATH-RIMMONN (Heb.  (Heb. gat� rimmogat� rimmo®n®n)))

GATH-RIMMON (Heb. gat� rimmo®n )

�1.1. A city or A city originally aiginally allotted tollotted to the tribe the tribe of Dan (b of Dan (before its efore its relocationrelocation north) (J north) (Josh. 19:45o(J(Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:45). Gath-45). Gath-rimmon wasrimmon was reallotte reallotted to the Kd to the Kohathite fohathite families ofamilies of the tribe the tribe of Levi a of  of Levi acof Levi according tocording to Josh. 21: Josh. 21:24; 1 Chr.24; 1 Chr. 6:69(MT 5 6:69(MT 54). Two su4). Two suggestions ggestions have been have been offered foooffered fooffered for its locar its location: Telltion: Tell Abu Zeitu Abu Zeitun and Telln and Tell  ej-Jeriîshej-Jeriîshe/Tele/Tel Gerisa (1 Gerisa (1319.1665),319.16(1(1319.1665(1319.1665), a scant), a scant 6 km. (4  6 km. (4 mi.) and 3mi.) and 3.5 km. (2 .5 km. (2 mi.) respemi.) respectively E ctively E of the Medof the MediterraneaniterMedMediterranMediterranean, near ean, near the mouth the mouth of the Yarof the Yarkon River.kon River.

1. A city originally allotted to the tribe of Dan (before its relocation north) 
(Josh. 19:45). Gath-rimmon was reallotted to the Kohathite families of the tribe 
of Levi according to Josh. 21:24; 1 Chr. 6:69(MT 54). Two suggestions have been 
offered for its location: Tell Abu Zeitun and Tell ej-Jeriîshe/Tel Gerisa 
(1319.1665), a scant 6 km. (4 mi.) and 3.5 km. (2 mi.) respectively E of the 
Mediterranean, near the mouth of the Yarkon River.

�2.2. A city re A city reallotted fallotted from Manassrom Manasseh to the eh to the Levites (JLevites (Josh. 21:25osh. 21:25). The nam). The name may be ae maye may be a cmay be a copyist’s eopyist’s error from rror from Josh. 21:2Josh. 21:24.4.4.

2. A city reallotted from Manasseh to the Levites (Josh. 21:25). The name 
may be a copyist’s error from Josh. 21:24.

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

GAULANITISGAULANITIS (Gk.  (Gk. GaulanitisGaulanitis)))

GAULANITIS (Gk. Gaulanitis)

Popular naPopular name for theme for the Golan (th Golan (the plateau e plateau E of the JE of the Jordan Riveordan River from Mt.r from Mt. Hermon to Hermon t Hermon to the Wadto the Wadi Yarmuk) i Yarmuk) during theduring the Hellenist Hellenistic and Romic and Roman periodsan periods. The area. The area was mostl was mos was mostly pasmostly pastoral untitoral until the Romal the Roman period, n period, when it bewhen it became a morcame a more significe significant regionant region with deve w with develwith developed road oped road systems, bsystems, better wateetter water control,r control, and incre and increased settlased settlement.ement.ement.

Popular name for the Golan (the plateau E of the Jordan River from Mt. Hermon 
to the Wadi Yarmuk) during the Hellenistic and Roman periods. The area was 
mostly pastoral until the Roman period, when it became a more significant region 
with developed road systems, better water control, and increased settlement.

�Josephus aJosephus and archaeond archaeological dalogical data provideta provide most of t most of the informahe information regartion regarding the hding thding the historthe history of Gaulay of Gaulanitis. Thinitis. This region ws region was a hyparas a hyparchy duringchy during the Helle the Hellenistic pernistic period, lateriod, perperiod, laperiod, later becomiter becoming part ofng part of the eparc the eparchy of Gilehy of Gilead under tad under the Seleucihe Seleucids. The Hads. The Hasmoneans csmHaHasmoneansHasmoneans claimed i claimed it during tt during the Maccabehe Maccabean revolt an revolt (83–80 (83–80 B.C.B.C.), convert), converting many iing manying many inhabmany inhabitants to itants to Judaism. IJudaism. In 64 n 64 B.C.B.C. Rome capt Rome captured Gaulaured Gaulanitis, butnitis, but with the  with the death of Hdeadeath of Hdeath of Herod’s sonerod’s son Philip, S Philip, Syria claimyria claimed it untied it until 37 l 37 B.C.B.C. when it w when it was given tas given to Agrippa o Agrio Agrippa I.Agrippa I. Under Agr Under Agrippa II thippa II the First Jee First Jewish War wwish War was fiercelas fiercely fought ay fought at Gaulanitt Gaulanitis. Upon his. Uis. Upon his dUpon his death it reeath it reverted bacverted back to Syriak to Syria. Jews con. Jews continued to tinued to settle in settle in the area, the area, especiallyespeespeciallyespecially after the after the Bar Kokhb Bar Kokhba rebellioa rebellion.n.n.

Josephus and archaeological data provide most of the information regarding 
the history of Gaulanitis. This region was a hyparchy during the Hellenistic 
period, later becoming part of the eparchy of Gilead under the Seleucids. The 
Hasmoneans claimed it during the Maccabean revolt (83–80 B.C.), converting 
many inhabitants to Judaism. In 64 B.C. Rome captured Gaulanitis, but with the 
death of Herod’s son Philip, Syria claimed it until 37 B.C. when it was given to 
Agrippa I. Under Agrippa II the First Jewish War was fiercely fought at Gaulanitis. 
Upon his death it reverted back to Syria. Jews continued to settle in the area, 
especially after the Bar Kokhba rebellion.

Phillip R.Phillip R. Drey Drey

Phillip R. Drey

GAULSGAULS (Gk.  (Gk. Galaétai;Galaétai; Lat.  Lat. GalliGalli)))

GAULS (Gk. Galaétai; Lat. Galli)

A people, A people, originallyoriginally Celts, wh Celts, who invaded o invaded both centrboth central and wesal and western Europtern Europe (Cisalpie (Cisalpine Gaul) ane(Cisalpi(Cisalpine(Cisalpine Gaul) and Gaul) and Greece an Greece and Asia Mind Asia Minor (Galatior (Galatians). If 1ans). If 1 Macc. 8:2 Macc. 8:2 is correc is correct and the t ant and the Roand the Romans both mans both defeated adefeated and imposednd imposed tribute o tribute on them, thn them, then the refen the reference wouerence werence would be twould be to Cisalpino Cisalpine Gaul. Roe Gaul. Rome had vicme had victories ovetories over these Gar these Gauls in 222uls in 222  B.C.E.B.C.E. and in th and  and in theand in the 180s. The 180s. The list of R list of Roman victooman victories in 1 ries in 1 Macc. 8 alMacc. 8 also seems tso seems to begin ino begin in the west  the the west athe west and move eand move east. If thest. If the author is author is merely as merely assuming norsuming normal practimal practice in his ce in his day, then dayday, then day, then it may refit may refer to the er to the victory ofvictory of Gnaeus Ma Gnaeus Manlius Vulsnlius Vulso over theo over the Galatians Galatians in 189, b in in 189, buin 189, but no tribut no tribute was impte was imposed at thosed at this time.is time.is time.

A people, originally Celts, who invaded both central and western Europe 
(Cisalpine Gaul) and Greece and Asia Minor (Galatians). If 1 Macc. 8:2 is correct 
and the Romans both defeated and imposed tribute on them, then the reference 
would be to Cisalpine Gaul. Rome had victories over these Gauls in 222 B.C.E. 
and in the 180s. The list of Roman victories in 1 Macc. 8 also seems to begin in 
the west and move east. If the author is merely assuming normal practice in his 
day, then it may refer to the victory of Gnaeus Manlius Vulso over the Galatians 
in 189, but no tribute was imposed at this time.

�The battleThe battle in which  in which Jewish troJewish troops defeatops defeated Celtic ed Celtic warriors iwarriors in Babylonin Babylonia (2 Macc.a (2 Maa (2 Macc. 8:20Macc. 8:20) must hav) must have involvede involved Galatians Galatians, who were, who were used as m used as mercenariesercenaries by variou by variou by various kivarious kingdoms. Thngdoms. This may havis may have been thee been the battle be battle between Seletween Seleucus II anucus II and Antiochud Antiochud Antiochus Antiochus Hierax, whHierax, who used Galo used Galatian mercatian mercenaries asenaries as a major p a major part of hisart of his army. Pro army. Pro army. Proposals Proposals for the tifor the time of Antime of Antiochus I orochus I or Antiochus Antiochus III seem  III seem less certaless certain.in.in.

The battle in which Jewish troops defeated Celtic warriors in Babylonia (2 
Macc. 8:20) must have involved Galatians, who were used as mercenaries by 



various kingdoms. This may have been the battle between Seleucus II and 
Antiochus Hierax, who used Galatian mercenaries as a major part of his army. 
Proposals for the time of Antiochus I or Antiochus III seem less certain.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. A. GoldJ. A. Goldstein, stein, I MaccabeeI Maccabees.s. AB 41 (Ga AB 41 (Garden City,rden City, 1976);  1976); II MaccabeII MaII Maccabees.Maccabees. AB 41A (G AB 41A (Garden Cityarden City, 1983)., 1983)., 1983).

Bibliography. J. A. Goldstein, I Maccabees. AB 41 (Garden City, 1976); II 
Maccabees. AB 41A (Garden City, 1983).

Russell NeRussell Nelsonlson

Russell Nelson

GAZAGAZA (Heb.  (Heb. {azza®;{azza®; Gk.  Gk. GaézaGaéza)))

GAZA (Heb. {azza®; Gk. Gaéza)

An importaAn important coastalnt coastal city of t city of the southerhe southern Levant, n Levant, best knownbest known in the Bi in the Bible as oneble as one of the ci o of the citof the cities of Phiies of Philistia. Thlistia. The site is e site is Tell Tell H¸arube/TeH¸arube/Tell {Azzall {Azza in the no in the northeasternrtheasternnonortheastenortheastern, and hirn, and highest, corghest, corner of thener of the modern ci modern city (100100ty (100100). Gaza is). Gaza is ca. 5 km. ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) f (3 (3 mi.) fr(3 mi.) from the Medom the Mediterraneaniterranean, although, although in Roman  in Roman and Medievand Medieval times tal times the city exhe city extended to texextended textended to the sea.o the sea. Tradition Traditionally the sally the southwesterouthwestern boundaryn boundary of Syro-P of Syro-Palestine (alestine (Gen. 10:19G((Gen. 10:1(Gen. 10:19; 1 Kgs. 9; 1 Kgs. 4:24[MT 5:4:24[MT 5:4]), Gaza 4]), Gaza was the newas the nexus of mosxus of most overlandt overland commercia commerc commercialcommercial and milit and military activiary activity betweenty between Egypt and Egypt and Syro-Pale Syro-Palestine.stine.stine.

An important coastal city of the southern Levant, best known in the Bible as one 
of the cities of Philistia. The site is Tell H¸arube/Tell {Azza in the 
northeastern, and highest, corner of the modern city (100100). Gaza is ca. 5 km. 
(3 mi.) from the Mediterranean, although in Roman and Medieval times the city 
extended to the sea. Traditionally the southwestern boundary of Syro-Palestine 
(Gen. 10:19; 1 Kgs. 4:24[MT 5:4]), Gaza was the nexus of most overland 
commercial and military activity between Egypt and Syro-Palestine.

�The Bible The Bible refers to refers to the originthe original inhabital inhabitants of Gaants of Gaza as the za as the Avvim, whoAvvim, who were succ were su were succeeded succeeded by the Capby the Caphtorim (Dehtorim (Deut. 2:23),ut. 2:23), probably  probably a variant a variant term for tterm for the Philisthe Philistines. AccoinePhilistPhilistinePhilistines. Accordis. According to Joshng to Josh. 15:47 Ga. 15:47 Gaza was allza was allotted to totted to the tribe ohe tribe of Judah; af Judah; according tccordaaccording according to Judg. 1to Judg. 1:18, the J:18, the Judahites budahites briefly helriefly held Gaza butd Gaza but v. 19 not v. 19 notes that thes that they were uney weey were unablwere unable to hold e to hold the citiesthe cities of the co of the coastal plaiastal plain, which in, which included Gancluded Gaza. The Phza. The Philistines,ilistPhPhilistinePhilistines, not thes, not the Judahites Judahites, came to , came to control thcontrol the southerne southern coastal p coastal plain, and lain, and Gaza was oGaza Gaza was oGaza was one of the ne of the five majorfive major Philistin Philistine cities, e cities, the Philisthe Philistine Pentatine Pentapolis (Jospolis (Josh. 13:3; 1h. 13:3;h. 13:3; 1 Sa13:3; 1 Sam 6:17). Tm 6:17). Two of Samswo of Samson’s advenon’s adventures tooktures took place in  place in Gaza. TherGaza. There he visite he visited a prostevisitvisited a visited a prostituteprostitute and, afte and, after eluding r eluding a Philistia Philistine ambush,ne ambush, uprooted  uprooted the city gthe city gate and caate anate and carrieand carried it to Hed it to Hebron, 32 kbron, 32 km. (20 mi.m. (20 mi.) away (Ju) away (Judg. 16:1-3dg. 16:1-3). After D). After Delilah betelilah betrayed him rayebetbetrayed hbetrayed him to the im to the PhilistinePhilistines, Samson s, Samson was returnwas returned to Gazaed to Gaza for tortu for torture and impre and imprisonment rimpimprisonmeimprisonment (Judg. nt (Judg. 16:21-25).16:21-25). Samson th Samson then toppleden toppled the templ the temple of Dagone of Dagon in Gaza,  in Gaza, in Gaza, his Gaza, his final featfinal feat (Judg. 16 (Judg. 16:28-30).:28-30).:28-30).

The Bible refers to the original inhabitants of Gaza as the Avvim, who were 
succeeded by the Caphtorim (Deut. 2:23), probably a variant term for the 
Philistines. According to Josh. 15:47 Gaza was allotted to the tribe of Judah; 
according to Judg. 1:18, the Judahites briefly held Gaza but v. 19 notes that they 
were unable to hold the cities of the coastal plain, which included Gaza. The 
Philistines, not the Judahites, came to control the southern coastal plain, and 
Gaza was one of the five major Philistine cities, the Philistine Pentapolis (Josh. 
13:3; 1 Sam 6:17). Two of Samson’s adventures took place in Gaza. There he 
visited a prostitute and, after eluding a Philistine ambush, uprooted the city gate 
and carried it to Hebron, 32 km. (20 mi.) away (Judg. 16:1-3). After Delilah 
betrayed him to the Philistines, Samson was returned to Gaza for torture and 
imprisonment (Judg. 16:21-25). Samson then toppled the temple of Dagon in 
Gaza, his final feat (Judg. 16:28-30).

�The majoriThe majority of biblty of biblical referical references to Gences to Gaza are inaza are in prophetic prophetic oracles a oracles against Phigainst Phgainst Philistia Philistia (e.g., Amo(e.g., Amos 1:6). Exs 1:6). Extrabiblicatrabiblical sources l sources indicate tindicate that Sennachat Sennacherib of Aherib of Assyria capssyria AAssyria caAssyria captured Gazptured Gaza in 734 a in 734 B.C.E.B.C.E. Hezekiah  Hezekiah of Judah mof Judah made an incade an incursion andursion and attacked  attac attacked tattacked the city inhe city in the late  the late 8th centur8th century (2 Kgs. y (2 Kgs. 18:8). Nev18:8). Nevertheless,ertheless, Gaza main Gaza maintained itstainmainmaintainedmaintained its indep its independent staendent status from ctus from ca. 1200 toa. 1200 to nearly 60 nearly 600. The Egy0. The Egyptian pharptian pharaoh Necho aopharpharaoh Nepharaoh Necho II occcho II occupied the upied the city for acity for a time in 6 time in 609, and Ne09, and Nebuchadnezzbuchadnezzar capturear capturar captured icaptured it in 604, t in 604, an event tan event to which Jeo which Jeremiah makremiah makes referenes reference (Jer. 4ce (Jer. 47:2; cf. v7:2; cf. v. 1).. 1).. 1).

The majority of biblical references to Gaza are in prophetic oracles against 
Philistia (e.g., Amos 1:6). Extrabiblical sources indicate that Sennacherib of 
Assyria captured Gaza in 734 B.C.E. Hezekiah of Judah made an incursion and 
attacked the city in the late 8th century (2 Kgs. 18:8). Nevertheless, Gaza 
maintained its independent status from ca. 1200 to nearly 600. The Egyptian 
pharaoh Necho II occupied the city for a time in 609, and Nebuchadnezzar 
captured it in 604, an event to which Jeremiah makes reference (Jer. 47:2; cf. v. 1).

�The city wThe city was conqueras conquered by Cambed by Cambyses in 52yses in 529 and by A9 and by Alexander tlexander the Great ihe Great in 322. In n 3n 322. In th322. In the Hellenise Hellenistic periodtic period Gaza was  Gaza was first an ofirst an outpost of utpost of the Ptolemthe Ptolemies and thies and then came unen cen came undercame under Seleucid  Seleucid rule. The rule. The Maccabean Maccabean commander commander Jonathan aJonathan attacked thttacked the city, bue city, e city, burncity, burning and pling and plundering tundering the surrounhe surrounding townsding towns before ma before making peaceking peace on his ow on his ow on his own terms own terms (1 Macc. 1(1 Macc. 11:61-62). 1:61-62). Alexander Alexander Janneus caJanneus captured Gazptured Gaza and virta and virtually destually destually destroyed destroyed it in 96 it in 96 B.C.E.B.C.E. after a y after a year-long sear-long siege (Joseiege (Josephus phus Ant.Ant. 13.2–3;  13.2–3; BJBJ 1.4.2). P 1.4.2). Pompey lateomPPompey latPompey later wresteder wrested it from t it from the Jews anhe Jews and the cityd the city was subse was subsequently requently rebuilt.built.built.

The city was conquered by Cambyses in 529 and by Alexander the Great in 
322. In the Hellenistic period Gaza was first an outpost of the Ptolemies and then 
came under Seleucid rule. The Maccabean commander Jonathan attacked the 
city, burning and plundering the surrounding towns before making peace on his 
own terms (1 Macc. 11:61-62). Alexander Janneus captured Gaza and virtually 



destroyed it in 96 B.C.E. after a year-long siege (Josephus Ant. 13.2–3; BJ 1.4.2). 
Pompey later wrested it from the Jews and the city was subsequently rebuilt.

�In the NT,In the NT, it is on  it is on the road tthe road to Gaza thao Gaza that Philip et Philip encounters ncounters and baptizand baptizes the Ethes the Etes the Ethiopian Ethiopian eunuch (Aceunuch (Acts 8:26-39ts 8:26-39).).).

In the NT, it is on the road to Gaza that Philip encounters and baptizes the 
Ethiopian eunuch (Acts 8:26-39).

�Gaza endurGaza endured as a maed as a major city ojor city of southernf southern Palestine Palestine from the  from the Late BronzLate Bronze Age untie Agee Age until Age until the 7th cethe 7th century ntury C.E.C.E. Among the Among the remains a remains are evidencre evidence of Philie of Philistine occustine occupation, wapaoccuoccupationoccupation, walls da, walls dating to thting to the time of e time of Necho’s coNecho’s conquest, a nquest, a dye-makingdye-making industria industrial complex,l cl complex, acomplex, and a 6th-cnd a 6th-century entury C.E.C.E. synagogue synagogue...

Gaza endured as a major city of southern Palestine from the Late Bronze 
Age until the 7th century C.E. Among the remains are evidence of Philistine 
occupation, walls dating to the time of Necho’s conquest, a dye-making industrial 
complex, and a 6th-century C.E. synagogue.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. OvadiahA. Ovadiah, “Gaza,” , “Gaza,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 2:464–67. 2:464–67.

Bibliography. A. Ovadiah, “Gaza,” NEAEHL 2:464–67.

Gregory MoGregory Mobleybley

Gregory Mobley

GAZELLEGAZELLEGAZELLE

GAZELLE

A member oA member of the antef the antelope famillope family common ty common to the biblo the biblical worldical world (Heb.  (Heb. s�eïb�iîs�eïb�iî). Size va). s�eïb�iîs�eïb�iî).s�eïb�iî). Size vari Size varies with thes with the species;e species; the matur the mature gazelle e gazelle measures 6measures 61 to 92 cm1 to 92 cm. (24 to 3. cmcm. (24 tocm. (24 to 36 in.) a 36 in.) at the shout the shoulder and wlder and weighs ca. eighs ca. 18 kg. (4018 kg. (40 lb.). Its lb.). Its color ran color ranges from cges froges from cinnafrom cinnamon to gramon to gray, with why, with white underpite underparts and farts and facial highacial highlights. Dalights. Dark stripesrk stripes accent it ac accent itsaccent its ears, fla ears, flank, and shnk, and short tail. ort tail. The horns The horns of both seof both sexes are rixes are ridged, lyredged, lyre-shaped, a-shapelyrelyre-shapelyre-shaped, and curd, and curve gracefuve gracefully to thelly to the rear. Lon rear. Long, delicatg, delicate legs give legs give the gazee the gazelle exceptlle exlle exceptionaexceptional speed anl speed and agility.d agility. These qua These qualities arelities are essential essential for survi for survival in theval in the diverse r divers diverse rediverse regions it ogions it occupies beccupies between centtween central Africaral Africa and Mongo and Mongolia.lia.lia.

A member of the antelope family common to the biblical world (Heb. 
s�eïb�iî ). Size varies with the species; the mature gazelle measures 61 to 92 
cm. (24 to 36 in.) at the shoulder and weighs ca. 18 kg. (40 lb.). Its color ranges 
from cinnamon to gray, with white underparts and facial highlights. Dark stripes 
accent its ears, flank, and short tail. The horns of both sexes are ridged, 
lyre-shaped, and curve gracefully to the rear. Long, delicate legs give the gazelle 
exceptional speed and agility. These qualities are essential for survival in the 
diverse regions it occupies between central Africa and Mongolia.

�Many speciMany species and subes and subspecies ofspecies of gazelle a gazelle are known. re known. Common to Common to Palestine Palestine are the moare are the moare the mountain gazuntain gazelle elle (Gazella g(Gazella gazella),azella), the Arab  the Arab gazelle gazelle (G. arabic(G. arabica),a), and the d and the dorcas gazeorcddorcas gazdorcas gazelle elle (G. dorcas(G. dorcas;; the name  the name is from this from the Greek; ce Greek; cf. Acts 9:f. Acts 9:36). The d36). The distinct feistinct feistinct features ofeatures of the goitf the goitered gazelered gazelle le (G. subgut(G. subgutturosa)turosa) are noted are noted specifica specifically in Meslly in Mesopotamian opotaMesMesopotamiMesopotamian art, buan art, but distingut distinguishing betishing between theseween these species i species in the archn the archaeologicalaeological record is r record is record is difficult.difficult.

Many species and subspecies of gazelle are known. Common to Palestine 
are the mountain gazelle (Gazella gazella), the Arab gazelle (G. arabica), and the 
dorcas gazelle (G. dorcas; the name is from the Greek; cf. Acts 9:36). The distinct 
features of the goitered gazelle (G. subgutturosa) are noted specifically in 
Mesopotamian art, but distinguishing between these species in the archaeological 
record is difficult.

�Gazelles wGazelles were huntedere hunted for food  for food and sport,and sport, a challen a challenge given tge given the fact thhe fact that gazelleat gazellat gazelles cgazelles can reach san reach speeds thatpeeds that approach  approach 97 kph (6097 kph (60 mph) in s mph) in short bursthort bursts. The exts. The extent to whieextextent to extent to which gazewhich gazelles were lles were captured, captured, tamed, andtamed, and managed r managed remains disemains disputed. In puted. In puted. In the BibIn the Bible these ale these animals wernimals were considere considered clean, ed clean, and hence and hence edible (Deedible (Deut. 12:15,ut. 12:15, 22; 14:5; 2 22; 14:5; 22; 14:5; 15:22). Mo15:22). Most passagest passages, howevers, however, refer to, refer to the gazel the gazelle figuratle figuratively, empively, emphasizing ihasizempemphasizinemphasizing its speeg its speed (2 Sam. d (2 Sam. 2:18; 1 Ch2:18; 1 Chr. 12:8[MTr. 12:8[MT 9]) and b 9]) and beauty (Caneauty (Cant. 2:9, 17t. 2:9, 17; 3:5; 4:5; 3; 3:5; 4:5; 3:5; 4:5; 7:3).7:3).7:3).

Gazelles were hunted for food and sport, a challenge given the fact that 
gazelles can reach speeds that approach 97 kph (60 mph) in short bursts. The 
extent to which gazelles were captured, tamed, and managed remains disputed. 
In the Bible these animals were considered clean, and hence edible (Deut. 12:15, 
22; 14:5; 15:22). Most passages, however, refer to the gazelle figuratively, 
emphasizing its speed (2 Sam. 2:18; 1 Chr. 12:8[MT 9]) and beauty (Cant. 2:9, 17; 
3:5; 4:5; 7:3).

Mark ZieseMark Ziese

Mark Ziese

GAZEZGAZEZ (Heb.  (Heb. gaœzeäzgaœzeäz)))

GAZEZ (Heb. gaœzeäz)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Caleb by hCaleb by his concubiis concubine Ephah (ne Ephah (1 Chr. 2:41 Chr. 2:46).6).6).

1. A son of Caleb by his concubine Ephah (1 Chr. 2:46).

�2.2. The son o The son of Haran anf Haran and grandsond grandson of Caleb  of Caleb (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:46); nephe46); nephew of w of 1 1 above.aboveabove.above.

2. The son of Haran and grandson of Caleb (1 Chr. 2:46); nephew of 1 
above.



GAZZAMGAZZAM (Heb.  (Heb. gazzaœmgazzaœm)))

GAZZAM (Heb. gazzaœm)

The head oThe head of a familyf a family of temple of temple servants  servants which retuwhich returned with rned with ZerubbabelZerubbabel from exil from exile (Ezra 2:eexilexile (Ezrexile (Ezra 2:48 = Na 2:48 = Neh. 7:51).eh. 7:51).

The head of a family of temple servants which returned with Zerubbabel from 
exile (Ezra 2:48 = Neh. 7:51).

GEBAGEBA (Heb.  (Heb. geb�a{geb�a{)))

GEBA (Heb. geb�a{ )

A city ideA city identified wintified with the modth the modern villagern village of e of Jaba{Jaba{ (175140), (175140), located 1 located 10 km. (6.20 km. (6.2 mi.) N of mi. mi.) N of mi.) N of Jerusalem Jerusalem near the nnear the northern boorthern border of thrder of the tribe ofe tribe of Benjamin. Benjamin. Its posit Its position gave rionpositposition gposition gave rise tave rise to the expro the expression “fression “from Geba toom Geba to Beer-sheb Beer-sheba” as delia” as delimiting themiting the greatest  g greatest egreatest extent of txtent of the kingdomhe kingdom of Judah  of Judah (2 Kgs. 23(2 Kgs. 23:8).:8).:8).

A city identified with the modern village of Jaba{ (175140), located 10 km. (6.2 
mi.) N of Jerusalem near the northern border of the tribe of Benjamin. Its 
position gave rise to the expression “from Geba to Beer-sheba” as delimiting the 
greatest extent of the kingdom of Judah (2 Kgs. 23:8).

�Geba figurGeba figures prominees prominently in thntly in the early hie early history of tstory of the monarchhe monarchy. The Phiy. The Philistines slistinesPhiPhilistinePhilistines sent advs sent advance campsance camps to the re to the region of Gegion of Geba and Micba and Michmash, whehmash, where Saul’s re Saul’s son Jonathsson Jonathson Jonathan defeatean defeated them in d them in battle (1 battle (1 Sam. 10:5;Sam. 10:5; 13:2—14:2 13:2—14:23). The Ju3). The Judean king dean king Asa fortifAAsa fortifAsa fortified Geba aied Geba and Mizpeh nd Mizpeh as his noras his northern bulwthern bulwarks durinarks during the civig the civil war withl war with King Baas K King BaashKing Baasha of Israea of Israel. It was l. It was also amongalso among the towns the towns settled b settled by those rey those returning frturning from Babylonomfrfrom Babylfrom Babylonian Captonian Captivity (Ezrivity (Ezra 2:26; Nea 2:26; Neh. 7:30).h. 7:30).h. 7:30).

Geba figures prominently in the early history of the monarchy. The 
Philistines sent advance camps to the region of Geba and Michmash, where Saul’s 
son Jonathan defeated them in battle (1 Sam. 10:5; 13:2—14:23). The Judean king 
Asa fortified Geba and Mizpeh as his northern bulwarks during the civil war with 
King Baasha of Israel. It was also among the towns settled by those returning 
from Babylonian Captivity (Ezra 2:26; Neh. 7:30).

�Attempts tAttempts to conflateo conflate reference references to Gibeas to Gibeah with Gebh with Geba have nota have not been conv been convincing becincinconvconvincingconvincing because b because both biblicoth biblical and extal and extrabiblicalrabiblical sources c sources clearly dislearly distinguish ttinguish two sites (wo sitwo sites (e.gsites (e.g., Isa. 10., Isa. 10:29). Some:29). Some confusion confusion arose amo arose among ancientng ancient scribes a scribes as a results a result of the si of th of the similathe similarity in sprity in spelling andelling and meaning b meaning between Gebetween Geba and two a and two other siteother sites in the vs in the vicinity, Gicinvvicinity, vicinity, Gibeon Gibeon (el-Jiîb(el-Jiîb) and Gibe) and Gibeah (Tell ah (Tell el-Fu®lel-Fu®l) — the He) — the Hebrew root brew root for all thfor all tfor all three wordthree words means sis means simply “hillmply “hill.” For exa.” For example, the mple, the reference reference to Geba into Geba in Judg. 20: Judg. 20:20 should 2020:20:20 shou20:20 should be readld be read as Gibeah as Gibeah (as elsew (as elsewhere in thhere in the story ofe story of Judg. 19- Judg. 19-20), and t20), and the rout ofhe tthe rout othe rout of the Philf the Philistines “fistines “from Geba trom Geba to Gezer” io Gezer” in 2 Sam. 5n 2 Sam. 5:25 should:25 should be emende be emende be emended toemended to “from Gib “from Gibeon to Gezeon to Gezer,” folloer,” following 1 Chrwing 1 Chr. 14:16.. 14:16.. 14:16.

Attempts to conflate references to Gibeah with Geba have not been 
convincing because both biblical and extrabiblical sources clearly distinguish two 
sites (e.g., Isa. 10:29). Some confusion arose among ancient scribes as a result of 
the similarity in spelling and meaning between Geba and two other sites in the 
vicinity, Gibeon (el-Jiîb) and Gibeah (Tell el-Fu®l) — the Hebrew root for all 
three words means simply “hill.” For example, the reference to Geba in Judg. 
20:20 should be read as Gibeah (as elsewhere in the story of Judg. 19-20), and 
the rout of the Philistines “from Geba to Gezer” in 2 Sam. 5:25 should be 
emended to “from Gibeon to Gezer,” following 1 Chr. 14:16.

William M.William M. Schniedew Schniedewindind

William M. Schniedewind

GEBALGEBAL (Heb.  (Heb. geïb�aœlgeïb�aœl)))

GEBAL (Heb. geïb�aœl )

�1.1. A major C A major Canaanite aanaanite and Phoenicnd Phoenician shippiian shipping center,ng center, located c located ca. 30 km. a. 30 km. (18.6 mi.)(18.6(18.6 mi.)(18.6 mi.) N of Beir N of Beirut. Its Caut. Its Canaanite nanaanite name was Gubme was Gubla, “mountla, “mountain” (Ugarain” (Ugar. . Gbl,Gbl, transcrib trans transcribetranscribed in Egyptd in Egyptian recordian records as s as Kbn/KpnKbn/Kpn). The Pho). The Phoenician naenician name me GblGbl is vocali is vocalized in bibzed vocalivocalized vocalized in biblicain biblical Hebrew al Hebrew as Gebal. Ts Gebal. The Mycenaehe Mycenaean Greeks an Greeks called thecalled the city Bybl city Byblos, eitheroByblByblos, eiByblos, either a corther a corruption ofruption of its Canaa its Canaanite name nite name or a name or a name derived frderived from the claom the classical Gressclaclassical classical Greek termGreek term  byblos,byblos, also  also biblos,biblos, “papyrus, “papyrus, book” — w book” — whence the hence the word Bibleword Bible originate BibleBible origBible originated. Thinated. The inhabitae inhabitants of Gebnts of Gebal may haval may have manufacte manufactured and/oured and/or suppliedr supplied this writ suppliedsupplied tsupplied this writinhis writing materialg material to the ea to the early Greeksrly Greeks, or the G, or the Greeks simpreeks simply obtainely obtained papyrus d pd papyrus frpapyrus from this poom this port city.rt city.rt city.

1. A major Canaanite and Phoenician shipping center, located ca. 30 km. 
(18.6 mi.) N of Beirut. Its Canaanite name was Gubla, “mountain” (Ugar. Gbl, 
transcribed in Egyptian records as Kbn/Kpn). The Phoenician name Gbl is 
vocalized in biblical Hebrew as Gebal. The Mycenaean Greeks called the city 
Byblos, either a corruption of its Canaanite name or a name derived from the 
classical Greek term byblos, also biblos, “papyrus, book” — whence the word 
Bible originated. The inhabitants of Gebal may have manufactured and/or 
supplied this writing material to the early Greeks, or the Greeks simply obtained 
papyrus from this port city.

�The tell oThe tell of Gebal (mf Gebal (modern Jebeodern Jebeil; 210391il; 210391) was expl) was explored in 18ored in 1860–61 by E60–61 by Ernest RenarnestEErnest RenErnest Renan and thean and then again byn again by a series  a series of archaeoof archaeological exlogical excavations cavations conducted conducted by Pierre byby Pierre by Pierre Montet (19Montet (1921–24), Ma21–24), Maurice Dunaurice Dunand (1925–5nd (1925–52), and Ja2), and Jacques Cauvcques Cauvin (1968).in (196in (1968). Th(1968). The finds ree finds revealed thavealed that the settt the settlement waslement was occupied  occupied continuouscontinuously from thly from the Neolithieththe Neolitthe Neolithic to thehic to the Roman era Roman eras. The hars. The harbor complebor complex of Gebalx of Gebal consisted consisted of three  of three of three natuthree natural bays lral bays located norocated north and south and south of the th of the ancient moancient mound.und.und.

The tell of Gebal (modern Jebeil; 210391) was explored in 1860–61 by 
Ernest Renan and then again by a series of archaeological excavations conducted 
by Pierre Montet (1921–24), Maurice Dunand (1925–52), and Jacques Cauvin 
(1968). The finds revealed that the settlement was occupied continuously from 



the Neolithic to the Roman eras. The harbor complex of Gebal consisted of 
three natural bays located north and south of the ancient mound.

�Literary sLiterary sources andources and archaeolo archaeological findgical finds indicates indicate that by 2 that by 2500 500 B.C.E.B.C.E. the Egypt the Egypt the Egyptians Egyptians used this used this port as thport as their primareir primary trading y trading outpost inoutpost in the Leban the Lebanon. Excavaon. Excavated finds tedExcavaExcavated Excavated finds inclfinds included the duded the discovery oiscovery of a new lif a new linear syllanear syllabic scriptbic script, which wa, which was utilizeds utis utilized lutilized locally durocally during the Miing the Middle Bronzddle Bronze Age (200e Age (2000–1550). D0–1550). Dunand nameunand names this wris this wris this writing sywriting system the “stem the “pseudo-hiepseudo-hieroglyphic”roglyphic” script of script of Byblos. A Byblos. Attempts tottempts to decipher  decipher these Byblththese Byblthese Byblian inscriian inscriptions werptions were made by e made by EÉdouardEÉdouard Dhorme in Dhorme in 1946 and  1946 and George E. George George E. George E. MendenhallMendenhall in 1985;  in 1985; both efforboth efforts read thts read the languagee language as an ear as an early Canaanily Canaanite dialectteCanaaniCanaanite Canaanite dialect. Odialect. Other epigrther epigraphic findaphic finds at Gebals at Gebal included  included several Phseveral Phoenician aoenician alphabet rolphaalphabet ralphabet royal inscroyal inscriptions, niptions, notably, thotably, the inscribee inscribed sarcophad sarcophagus of Kingus of King Ahiram (g Ahiram (10th centu10t((10th cent(10th century or latury or later).er).er).

Literary sources and archaeological finds indicate that by 2500 B.C.E. the 
Egyptians used this port as their primary trading outpost in the Lebanon. 
Excavated finds included the discovery of a new linear syllabic script, which was 
utilized locally during the Middle Bronze Age (2000–1550). Dunand names this 
writing system the “pseudo-hieroglyphic” script of Byblos. Attempts to decipher 
these Byblian inscriptions were made by EÉdouard Dhorme in 1946 and 
George E. Mendenhall in 1985; both efforts read the language as an early 
Canaanite dialect. Other epigraphic finds at Gebal included several Phoenician 
alphabet royal inscriptions, notably, the inscribed sarcophagus of King Ahiram 
(10th century or later).

�From the AFrom the Amarna Lettmarna Letters (14th ers (14th century) icentury) it is knownt is known that the  that the king of Geking of Gebal, Rib-abal, Rbal, Rib-adda, Rib-adda, remained lremained loyal to thoyal to the Egyptiane Egyptian pharaohs  pharaohs during theduring the upheavals upheavals in Canaan in Canaan. In the 1. CanaanCanaan. InCanaan. In the 11th  the 11th century Bycentury Byblos was sblos was still a majtill a major tradingor trading partner o partner of Egypt, af Egypt, as is knowns is s is known fis known from the tarom the tale of Wenale of Wenamon (ca. 1mon (ca. 1075), whic075), which providesh provides details a details about Canaabout Canabout Canaanite Canaanite shipping pshipping partnershipartnerships. Afterwas. Afterward, Byblosrd, Byblos was eclip was eclipsed by thesed by the Phoenicia Phoenician ports ofnPhoeniciaPhoenicianPhoenician ports of  ports of Sidon and Sidon and Tyre.Tyre.Tyre.

From the Amarna Letters (14th century) it is known that the king of Gebal, 
Rib-adda, remained loyal to the Egyptian pharaohs during the upheavals in 
Canaan. In the 11th century Byblos was still a major trading partner of Egypt, as 
is known from the tale of Wenamon (ca. 1075), which provides details about 
Canaanite shipping partnerships. Afterward, Byblos was eclipsed by the 
Phoenician ports of Sidon and Tyre.

�Gebal is mGebal is mentioned oentioned only three nly three times in ttimes in the OT. In he OT. In Josh. 13:5Josh. 13:5 the “land the “land of the Ge of the  of the Gebalithe Gebalites” is detes” is described asscribed as a norther a northern boundaryn boundary of the Pr of the Promised Lanomised Land. Later rd. Later references erreferencesreferences list the  list the stone masostone masons of Gebans of Gebal, alongsil, alongside those ode those of Israel af Israel and Tyre, and Tyre, as the buils thes the buildethe builders of the rs of the Solomonic Solomonic temple (1 temple (1 Kgs. 5:18[Kgs. 5:18[MT 32]). TMT 32]). The elders he elders and artisaand artisans of Gebansartisaartisans oartisans of Gebal arf Gebal are noted ine noted in Ezek. 27: Ezek. 27:9 as membe9 as members of the rs of the commercialcommercial sphere of sphere of Tyre. ofof Tyre.of Tyre.of Tyre.

Gebal is mentioned only three times in the OT. In Josh. 13:5 the “land of 
the Gebalites” is described as a northern boundary of the Promised Land. Later 
references list the stone masons of Gebal, alongside those of Israel and Tyre, as 
the builders of the Solomonic temple (1 Kgs. 5:18[MT 32]). The elders and 
artisans of Gebal are noted in Ezek. 27:9 as members of the commercial sphere 
of Tyre.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. F. AlbrW. F. Albright, “Theight, “The Eighteent Eighteenth-Century h-Century Princes ofPrinces of Byblos an Byblos an Byblos and the Chand the Chronology oronology of Middle Bf Middle Bronze,” ronze,” BASORBASOR 176 (1964 176 (1964): 38–46; ): 38–46; H. GoedickH. Goedicke, e, The ReportThThe ReportThe Report of Wenamo of Wenamonn (Baltimor (Baltimore, 1975); e, 1975); G. E. MendG. E. Mendenhall, enhall, The SyllabThe Syllabic Inscripic Inscriptions fromtionsInscripInscriptioInscriptions from Byns from Byblosblos (Beirut,  (Beirut, 1985); R. 1985); R. WallenfelsWallenfels, “Redatin, “Redating the Byblg the Byblian Inscriian Inscriptions,” ptioInscriInscriptioInscriptions,” ns,” JANESJANES 15 (1983) 15 (1983): 79–118; : 79–118; J. M. WeinJ. M. Weinstein, “Egstein, “Egyptian Relyptian Relations witations with Palestinh Ph Palestine Palestine in the Midin the Middle Kingdodle Kingdom,” m,” BASORBASOR 217 (1975 217 (1975): 1–16.): 1–16.): 1–16.

Bibliography. W. F. Albright, “The Eighteenth-Century Princes of Byblos 
and the Chronology of Middle Bronze,” BASOR 176 (1964): 38–46; H. Goedicke, 
The Report of Wenamon (Baltimore, 1975); G. E. Mendenhall, The Syllabic 
Inscriptions from Byblos (Beirut, 1985); R. Wallenfels, “Redating the Byblian 
Inscriptions,” JANES 15 (1983): 79–118; J. M. Weinstein, “Egyptian Relations with 
Palestine in the Middle Kingdom,” BASOR 217 (1975): 1–16.
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Robert R. Stieglitz

�2.2. A territo A territory (modernry (modern Gibal) SE Gibal) SE of the De of the Dead Sea in ad Sea in the mountathe mountains of Seiins of Seir near Petr near near Petranear Petra, mentione, mentioned along wid along with Moab, Ath Moab, Ammon, Amalmmon, Amalek, and otek, and others as cohers as continuing antinuingcocontinuingcontinuing an allian an alliance againstce against Israel (P Israel (Ps. 83:7[MTs. 83:7[MT 8]). As G 8]). As Gobolitis iobolitis it was partt was part of Idumea of Idu of Idumea (JoIdumea (Josephus sephus Ant.Ant. 2.1.2[6]) 2.1.2[6])..

2. A territory (modern Gibal) SE of the Dead Sea in the mountains of Seir 
near Petra, mentioned along with Moab, Ammon, Amalek, and others as 
continuing an alliance against Israel (Ps. 83:7[MT 8]). As Gobolitis it was part of 
Idumea (Josephus Ant. 2.1.2[6]).

GEBERGEBER (Heb.  (Heb. geb�ergeb�er)))

GEBER (Heb. geb�er )

The son ofThe son of Uri; the  Uri; the officer apofficer appointed bypointed by Solomon o Solomon over the sover the southern poruthern portion of Gition of Gilead (1 KglGiGilead (1 Gilead (1 Kgs. 4:19;Kgs. 4:19; cf. Ben-g cf. Ben-geber, v. 1eber, v. 13).3).

The son of Uri; the officer appointed by Solomon over the southern portion of 
Gilead (1 Kgs. 4:19; cf. Ben-geber, v. 13).



GEBIMGEBIM (Heb.  (Heb. geäb�iîmgeäb�iîm)))

GEBIM (Heb. geäb�iîm )

A village A village N of JerusN of Jerusalem whosealem whose inhabitan inhabitants fled frts fled from the appom the approaching Aroaching Assyrian arssyrian army (Isa. 1mararmy (Isa.army (Isa. 10:31). T 10:31). The site hahe site has been sugs been suggested as gested as modern modern Shu}afatShu}afat, ca. 3 km, ca. 3 km. (2 mi.) . (2 m. (2 mi.) N of mi.) N of Jerusalem,Jerusalem, but this  but this identificaidentification is untion is uncertain.certain.

A village N of Jerusalem whose inhabitants fled from the approaching Assyrian 
army (Isa. 10:31). The site has been suggested as modern Shu}afat, ca. 3 km. (2 
mi.) N of Jerusalem, but this identification is uncertain.

GEDALIAHGEDALIAH (Heb.  (Heb. geïd�alya®geïd�alya®, geïd�aly, geïd�alyaœhu®aœhu®)))

GEDALIAH (Heb. geïd�alya®, geïd�alyaœhu® )

�1.1. The son o The son of Ahikam af Ahikam and governond governor of Judahr of Judah after it  after it was overruwas overrun by Babyln by Babylonian forconiBabylBabylonianBabylonian forces in forces in 586  586 B.C.E.B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 25:22-26; J5:22-26; Jer. 40:6-4er. 40:6-44:18). Ged4:18). Gedaliah was aliah was of royal sof rof royal stocroyal stock (2 Kgs. k (2 Kgs. 22:3, 14) 22:3, 14) and may haand may have been thve been the same roye same royal stewardal steward who is me who is me who is mentioned mentioned on a stampon a stamp seal foun seal found at Lachid at Lachish. As govsh. As governor, he ernor, he succeeded succeeded in effectiin effecting order ineffectieffecting effecting order in Jorder in Judah with udah with the help othe help of the agedf the aged prophet J prophet Jeremiah aneremiah and some armd some army officersyarmarmy officarmy officers. Howevers. However, his teer, his tenure lastenure lasted only twod only two or three  or three months. Hemonths. He and other and other and others werothers were assassine assassinated by a ated by a conspiratoconspiratorial congrrial congress of Jewess of Jewish nationish nationalists ledalists led by Ishmae by I by Ishmael, wIshmael, who was of ho was of the royal the royal line. Thisline. This happened  happened because Gebecause Gedaliah, whdaliah, who had a tro had a trusting natutrtrusting ntrusting nature, ignature, ignored priorored prior warnings  warnings of the ploof the plot and rejet and rejected Johancted Johanan’s scheman’s scheme to murdee te to murder to murder Ishmael.Ishmael.Ishmael.

1. The son of Ahikam and governor of Judah after it was overrun by 
Babylonian forces in 586 B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 25:22-26; Jer. 40:6-44:18). Gedaliah was of 
royal stock (2 Kgs. 22:3, 14) and may have been the same royal steward who is 
mentioned on a stamp seal found at Lachish. As governor, he succeeded in 
effecting order in Judah with the help of the aged prophet Jeremiah and some 
army officers. However, his tenure lasted only two or three months. He and 
others were assassinated by a conspiratorial congress of Jewish nationalists led by 
Ishmael, who was of the royal line. This happened because Gedaliah, who had a 
trusting nature, ignored prior warnings of the plot and rejected Johanan’s scheme 
to murder Ishmael.

�Gedaliah’sGedaliah’s death mar death marked the enked the end of a surd of a surviving Jewviving Jewish communish community in Judity in Judah since hah sinah since his since his partisans,partisans, fearing B fearing Babylonian abylonian reprisals,reprisals, fled to E fled to Egypt, forcgypt, forcing Jeremiing Jeremiah to go wah to goah to go with thgo with them. In effem. In effect, a marect, a marked Jewishked Jewish presence  presence disappearedisappeared from Pald from Palestine untestine until new leailuntuntil new until new leadershipleadership came with came with the retur the return from Exin from Exile. The exle. The exiled Jews iled Jews marked eacmarked each anniversheaceach anniveach anniversary of ersary of Gedaliah’sGedaliah’s death wit death with a day ofh a day of mourning  mourning and fastinand fasting (Zech. 7g (Zech. 7:5).:5)77:5).7:5).7:5).

Gedaliah’s death marked the end of a surviving Jewish community in Judah 
since his partisans, fearing Babylonian reprisals, fled to Egypt, forcing Jeremiah to 
go with them. In effect, a marked Jewish presence disappeared from Palestine 
until new leadership came with the return from Exile. The exiled Jews marked 
each anniversary of Gedaliah’s death with a day of mourning and fasting (Zech. 
7:5).

�2.2. A profess A professional musiional musician durincian during David’s g David’s reign. Hisreign. His father Je father Jeduthum wasduthum was one of th one  one of throne of three leadersee leaders appointed appointed by the ki by the king to provng to provide music ide music (1 Chr. 25(1 Chr. 25:3, 9).:3, 9).:3, 9).

2. A professional musician during David’s reign. His father Jeduthum was 
one of three leaders appointed by the king to provide music (1 Chr. 25:3, 9).

�3.3. A priest  A priest from the ffrom the family of tamily of the high prhe high priest Jeshuiest Jeshua who divoa who divorced his prced his pagan wife agan wagan wife afterwife after the Exile the Exile (Ezra 10: (Ezra 10:18).18).18).

3. A priest from the family of the high priest Jeshua who divorced his pagan 
wife after the Exile (Ezra 10:18).

�4.4. A Jerusal A Jerusalemite prinemite prince (son ofce (son of Pashhur)  Pashhur) who had prwho had pro-Egyptiano-Egyptian leanings  leanings and agitatand aand agitated fagitated for Jeremiaor Jeremiah’s death h’s death because hebecause he urged sub urged submission tomission to the Babyl the Babylonians duronians during the siindurduring theduring the siege of  siege of Jerusalem Jerusalem (Jer. 38:1(Jer. 38:1-6).-6).-6).

4. A Jerusalemite prince (son of Pashhur) who had pro-Egyptian leanings and 
agitated for Jeremiah’s death because he urged submission to the Babylonians 
during the siege of Jerusalem (Jer. 38:1-6).

�5.5. The grand The grandfather of father of the prophethe prophet Zephaniat Zephaniah (Zeph. 1h (Zeph. 1:1).:1).:1).

5. The grandfather of the prophet Zephaniah (Zeph. 1:1).

Kenneth D.Kenneth D. Mulzac Mulzac

Kenneth D. Mulzac

GEDERGEDER (Heb.  (Heb. ged�erged�er)))

GEDER (Heb. ged�er )

One of sevOne of several Canaaeral Canaanite citienite cities captureds captured by Joshua by Joshua during th during the Israelite Israelite conqueste conquest (Josh. 12 (Jo (Josh. 12:(Josh. 12:13). A lie13). A lieutenant ofutenant of David’s,  David’s, Baal-hananBaal-hanan, may have, may have hailed fr hailed from Geder (om Geder (1 Chr. 27:1 C1 Chr. 27:28Chr. 27:28). If the ). If the Josh. 12 cJosh. 12 conquest lionquest list is orgast is organized as enized as either a baither a battle itinettle itinerary or rerary or rary or regionaor regional associatl association, Gederion, Geder might be  might be sought neasought near Tell Beir Tell Beit Mirsim it Mirsim in the Shepn the Shephelah footheShepShephelah Shephelah foothills.foothills. Yohanan A Yohanan Aharoni wisharoni wishes to emehes to emend Geder tnd Geder to Gerar duo Gerar due to commoe to come to common ortcommon orthographic hographic error; so error; so emended, temended, the city’s he city’s associatioassociation with then with the Gerar in  Gerar in  Gerar in the Abiin the Abimelech narmelech narratives ofratives of Abraham a Abraham and Isaac (nd Isaac (Gen. 20, 2Gen. 20, 26) lends c6) lends credence toredence to a Shephel toto a Shephto a Shephelah locatelah location for thion for the city.e city.e city.

One of several Canaanite cities captured by Joshua during the Israelite conquest 
(Josh. 12:13). A lieutenant of David’s, Baal-hanan, may have hailed from Geder (1 
Chr. 27:28). If the Josh. 12 conquest list is organized as either a battle itinerary 
or regional association, Geder might be sought near Tell Beit Mirsim in the 
Shephelah foothills. Yohanan Aharoni wishes to emend Geder to Gerar due to 
common orthographic error; so emended, the city’s association with the Gerar 
in the Abimelech narratives of Abraham and Isaac (Gen. 20, 26) lends credence 



to a Shephelah location for the city.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. AharoniY. Aharoni, , The Land oThe Land of the Biblf the Bible,e, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1979).ia, 1979).ia, 1979).1979).1979).

Bibliography. Y. Aharoni, The Land of the Bible, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia, 
1979).

Ryan ByrneRyan Byrne

Ryan Byrne

GEDERAHGEDERAH (Heb.  (Heb. geïd�eära®geïd�eära®)))

GEDERAH (Heb. geïd�eära® )

�1.1. A town in A town in the Sheph the Shephelah, partelah, part of the se of the second distrcond district of theict of the tribal al tribal allotment oflotmentalallotment allotment of Judah (of Judah (Josh. 15:3Josh. 15:36). It sho6). It should probabuld probably be idenly be identified wittified with Khirbet h Khirbet Judraya (1JudraJudraya (1Judraya (14980.121844980.12184) on the n) on the north side orth side of the Elaof the Elah River. Th River. The royal phe royal potters werotters were from thiewerwere from were from this town this town (1 Chr. 4:(1 Chr. 4:23).23).23).

1. A town in the Shephelah, part of the second district of the tribal 
allotment of Judah (Josh. 15:36). It should probably be identified with Khirbet 
Judraya (14980.12184) on the north side of the Elah River. The royal potters 
were from this town (1 Chr. 4:23).

�2.2. The home  The home town of Jotown of Jozabad the zabad the GederathitGederathite, one of e, one of David’s miDavid’s mighty men (ghty men (1 Chr. 12:1 ((1 Chr. 12(1 Chr. 12:4[MT 5]. :4[MT 5]. It is probIt is probably locatably located at modeed at modern Jedirehrn Jedireh near Gibe near Gibeon.on.on.

2. The home town of Jozabad the Gederathite, one of David’s mighty men 
(1 Chr. 12:4[MT 5]. It is probably located at modern Jedireh near Gibeon.

Steven M. Steven M. OrtizOrtiz

Steven M. Ortiz

GEDEROTHGEDEROTH (Heb.  (Heb. geïd�eäro®geïd�eäro®t�t�)))

GEDEROTH (Heb. geïd�eäro®t� )

A town in A town in the Shephethe Shephelah, part lah, part of the thiof the third districrd district of the tt of the tribal alloribal allotment of Jtment of Judah (Joshudah (udah (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:41). Altho41). Although its lough its location is cation is uncertain,uncertain, it has re it has recently beecently been identifin identified with Teed withed with Tel with Tel Milh�aMilh�a (12876.09 (12876.09678) on th678) on the Shiqma Re Shiqma River. Gedeiver. Gederoth is onroth is one of the te of the towns of thownttowns of ttowns of the Shephelhe Shephelah captureah captured by the Pd by the Philistineshilistines during th during the weak rule weak rule of Ahaz e of Ahaz (2 Chr. 28(2(2 Chr. 28(2 Chr. 28:18). Appa:18). Apparently, thrently, this town wais town was on the os on the often dispuften disputed borderted border between P between P between Philistia Philistia and Judah.and Judah.

A town in the Shephelah, part of the third district of the tribal allotment of Judah 
(Josh. 15:41). Although its location is uncertain, it has recently been identified 
with Tel Milh�a  (12876.09678) on the Shiqma River. Gederoth is one of the 
towns of the Shephelah captured by the Philistines during the weak rule of Ahaz 
(2 Chr. 28:18). Apparently, this town was on the often disputed border between 
Philistia and Judah.

Steven M. Steven M. OrtizOrtiz

Steven M. Ortiz

GEDEROTHAIGEDEROTHAIMM (Heb.  (Heb. geïd�eäroœgeïd�eäroœt�aœyimt�aœyim)))

GEDEROTHAIM (Heb. geïd�eäroœt�aœyim )

A town in A town in the lowlanthe lowlands of Judads of Judah (Josh. 1h (Josh. 15:36). Bec5:36). Because this ause this name is finame is fifteenth infteenth in a list of a lis a list of 14list of 14 towns (so towns (so MT), scho MT), scholars have lars have proposed tproposed that it be hat it be read literread literally, “andally, “and her sheep her  her sheepfher sheepfolds” (fololds” (following LXXlowing LXX).).

A town in the lowlands of Judah (Josh. 15:36). Because this name is fifteenth in a 
list of 14 towns (so MT), scholars have proposed that it be read literally, “and 
her sheepfolds” (following LXX).

GEDORGEDOR (Heb.  (Heb. geïd�o®rgeïd�o®r) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

GEDOR (Heb. geïd�o®r ) (PERSON)

The son ofThe son of Jeiel and Jeiel and Maacah; e Maacah; eponymous aponymous ancestor ofncestor of a Benjami a Benjaminite familnite family (1 Chr. y (1 Chr. 8:31; 9:3788:31; 9:378:31; 9:37).).

The son of Jeiel and Maacah; eponymous ancestor of a Benjaminite family (1 Chr. 
8:31; 9:37).

GEDORGEDOR (Heb.  (Heb. geïd�o®rgeïd�o®r) ) (PLACE) (PLACE) (also GADA(also GADARA, GEDORARA, GEDORA)))

GEDOR (Heb. geïd�o®r ) (PLACE) 
(also GADARA, GEDORA)

�1.1. A town in A town in the Judea the Judean hill coun hill country (Joshntry (Josh. 15:58). . 15:58). Ancient GeAncient Gedor is idedor is identified wintifiedideidentifiedidentified with Khir with Khirbet Jedur bet Jedur (158115), (158115), 16 km. (1016 km. (10 mi.) N of mi.) N of Hebron. L Hebron. Late Bronzeate Bronze Age remai A Age remainAge remains have bees have been found nen found nearby, inclarby, including a lauding a large numberrge number of cerami of ceramic vessels,c vessels, a bronze  vessels,vessels, avessels, a bronze pi bronze pitchfork, atchfork, and an Egypnd an Egyptian-styletian-style signet ri signet ring. Two Beng. Two Benjaminite njaminite brothers fbrotbrothers fbrothers from Gedor rom Gedor joined Davjoined David’s forceid’s forces at Ziklas at Ziklag (1 Chr. g (1 Chr. 12:7[MT 8]12:7[MT 8]).).).

1. A town in the Judean hill country (Josh. 15:58). Ancient Gedor is 
identified with Khirbet Jedur (158115), 16 km. (10 mi.) N of Hebron. Late Bronze 
Age remains have been found nearby, including a large number of ceramic 
vessels, a bronze pitchfork, and an Egyptian-style signet ring. Two Benjaminite 
brothers from Gedor joined David’s forces at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:7[MT 8]).

�The genealThe genealogical lisogical listing of 1 ting of 1 ChroniclesChronicles personifi personifies the cites the city and its y and its history (1history (1 Chr. 4:4) C Chr. 4:4).Chr. 4:4). 1 Chr. 4: 1 Chr. 4:18 may pre18 may preserve a seserve a second tradicond tradition of hotion of how the townw the towns and vills and villages of tragvillvillages ovillages of tribal Jf tribal Judah “descudah “descended” froended” from the sonsm the sons of Judah  of Judah or may be or may be a referenca reference instead e ie instead toinstead to Gederah.  Gederah. Mention ofMention of Gedor in  Gedor in the tribalthe tribal list of S list of Simeon (1 Cimeon (1 Chr. 4:39) hr. 4:39) may be a smamay be a smay be a scribal errcribal error in the or in the Hebrew texHebrew text as the et as the earliest Grarliest Greek (LXX) eek (LXX) manuscriptmanuscripts refer tosmanuscriptmanuscriptmanuscripts refer tos refer to “Gerar.”  “Gerar.” Should theShould the reading b reading be “Gedor” e “Gedor” in Simeon,in Simeon, the site  the site is otherwiisis otherwiis otherwise unknownse unknown...

The genealogical listing of 1 Chronicles personifies the city and its history (1 



Chr. 4:4). 1 Chr. 4:18 may preserve a second tradition of how the towns and 
villages of tribal Judah “descended” from the sons of Judah or may be a reference 
instead to Gederah. Mention of Gedor in the tribal list of Simeon (1 Chr. 4:39) 
may be a scribal error in the Hebrew text as the earliest Greek (LXX) 
manuscripts refer to “Gerar.” Should the reading be “Gedor” in Simeon, the site 
is otherwise unknown.

�2.2. A city in A city in Gilead an Gilead and capital d capital of Perea dof Perea during posturing postexilic timexilic times, also res, also referred toeferred teferred to as Gedoto as Gedora or Gadara or Gadara. The cira. The city is identy is identified as tified as modern Telmodern Tell l {Ain-Jedu®{Ain-Jedu®rr (220160)  (2201 (220160) n(220160) near al-Ahaear al-Ahalth in Jorlth in Jordan. The cdan. The city was taity was taken by theken by the Roman gen Roman general Vespaeral Vespaeral Vespasian Vespasian prior to hprior to his siege ois siege of Jerusalef Jerusalem (Josephum (Josephus s BJBJ 4.413). J 4.413). Jesus’ miniesus’ ministry “beyostry “beyond the Jorn“beyo“beyond th“beyond the Jordan” e Jordan” likely inclikely included Gedoluded Gedor (Matt. 1r (Matt. 19:1; Mark 9:1; Mark 10:1).10:1).10:1).

2. A city in Gilead and capital of Perea during postexilic times, also referred 
to as Gedora or Gadara. The city is identified as modern Tell {Ain-Jedu®r 
(220160) near al-Ahalth in Jordan. The city was taken by the Roman general 
Vespasian prior to his siege of Jerusalem (Josephus BJ 4.413). Jesus’ ministry 
“beyond the Jordan” likely included Gedor (Matt. 19:1; Mark 10:1).

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

GE-HARASHIGE-HARASHIMM (Heb.  (Heb. geî} h�a�rgeî} h�a�raœsûiîmaœsûiîm)))

GE-HARASHIM (Heb. geî} h�a�raœsûiîm )

Lit., “valLit., “valley of theley of the artisans/ artisans/craftsmen,craftsmen,” but iden” but identified as tified as the sons othe sons of Joab, off Joab, of the tribe the trib the tribe of Jtribe of Judah and ludah and lineage of ineage of Kenaz, so Kenaz, so identifiedidentified “because  “because they were they were artisans” artisans” (1 Chr. 4:(1 C(1 Chr. 4:14 Chr. 4:14 NRSV). A sNRSV). A similar terimilar term at Neh. m at Neh. 11:35 (Heb11:35 (Heb. . geî hah�a�geî hah�a�raœsûiîm;raœsûiîm; omitted i om omitted inomitted in the LXX), the LXX), usually t usually translated ranslated “valley of“valley of craftsmen craftsmen/artisans”/artisans” in Englis in English versionsh verh versions, versions, denotes a denotes a place (neaplace (near Lod and r Lod and Ono, perhaOno, perhaps Wadi esps Wadi esh-Shellal h-Shellal or S�arafaor S�arafor S�arafand S�arafand el-Kharab)el-Kharab) inhabited inhabited by Benjam by Benjaminites aftinites after the reter the return from Burn from Babylonian abylonian exile. Maneexile. Manexile. Many interprey interpreters underters understand 1 Chstand 1 Chr. 4:14 asr. 4:14 as a referen a reference to a plce to a place, eitheace, either that menr thr that mentithat mentioned in Neoned in Neh. 11:35 oh. 11:35 or another r another SE of the SE of the Dead Sea aDead Sea and rich wind rich with copper th copperth copper depcopper deposits.osits.osits.

Lit., “valley of the artisans/craftsmen,” but identified as the sons of Joab, of the 
tribe of Judah and lineage of Kenaz, so identified “because they were artisans” (1 
Chr. 4:14 NRSV). A similar term at Neh. 11:35 (Heb. geî hah�a�raœsûiîm;  
omitted in the LXX), usually translated “valley of craftsmen/artisans” in English 
versions, denotes a place (near Lod and Ono, perhaps Wadi esh-Shellal or 
S�arafand el-Kharab) inhabited by Benjaminites after the return from Babylonian 
exile. Many interpreters understand 1 Chr. 4:14 as a reference to a place, either 
that mentioned in Neh. 11:35 or another SE of the Dead Sea and rich with 
copper deposits.

Eric F. MaEric F. Masonson

Eric F. Mason

GEHAZIGEHAZI (Heb.  (Heb. geîh�a�ziîgeîh�a�ziî)))

GEHAZI (Heb. geîh�a�ziî )

The servanThe servant of the pt of the prophet Elirophet Elisha (2 Kgssha (2 Kgs. 4:12-36). 4:12-36). Elisha r. Elisha resides witesides with a Shunamh a Shunammite womanmitShunamShunammiteShunammite woman in  woman in a roof chaa roof chamber builtmber built for him.  for him. When ElishWhen Elisha is unsura is unsure how to re how toe how to repay tto repay this kindnehis kindness, Gehaziss, Gehazi reveals t reveals that the wohat the woman has noman has no son and t son and that her huhat her husband is oshuhusband ishusband is old. The  old. The servant’s servant’s hint to Elhint to Elisha allowisha allows him to is him to intercede wntercede with God. With God. When this cheWWhen this When this child dieschild dies, the moth, the mother seeks Eer seeks Elisha, wholisha, who sends Geh sends Gehazi ahead azi ahead with his swith his staff to pltasstaff to pstaff to pledge his ledge his personal ipersonal involvementnvolvement, or to pr, or to prevent the event the body’s rembody’s removal for boval for burial on turiabburial on burial on the day ofthe day of death (as death (as was the c was the custom). Peustom). Perhaps Geharhaps Gehazi exceedszi exceeds Elisha’s  Elisha’s instructioinsinstructioinstructions by attens by attempting to mpting to resuscitatresuscitate the chile the child with thed with the help of a help of a staff wit staff with healing h healh healing prhealing properties. operties. The boy reThe boy recovers onlcovers only when Eliy when Elisha prays.sha prays.

The servant of the prophet Elisha (2 Kgs. 4:12-36). Elisha resides with a 
Shunammite woman in a roof chamber built for him. When Elisha is unsure how 
to repay this kindness, Gehazi reveals that the woman has no son and that her 
husband is old. The servant’s hint to Elisha allows him to intercede with God. 
When this child dies, the mother seeks Elisha, who sends Gehazi ahead with his 
staff to pledge his personal involvement, or to prevent the body’s removal for 
burial on the day of death (as was the custom). Perhaps Gehazi exceeds Elisha’s 
instructions by attempting to resuscitate the child with the help of a staff with 
healing properties. The boy recovers only when Elisha prays.

�Naaman, coNaaman, commander ofmmander of Syria’s a Syria’s army, is lermy, is leprous, butprous, but is healed is healed when he w when he washes in tasheswwashes in washes in the Jordanthe Jordan at Elisha at Elisha’s directi’s direction. Althouon. Although Elisha gh Elisha refuses anrefuses any gift, Gey gift, Gehazi, seekhazi, shazi, seeking peseeking personal gairsonal gain, followsn, follows Naaman an Naaman and requestsd requests silver an silver and clothingd clothing. Gehazi l. Gehazi later conceatellater conclater conceals his aeals his actions froctions from Elisha. m Elisha. For his grFor his greed, lyingeed, lying, and betr, and betrayal, Naamayal, Naaman’s leproan’s lan’s leprosy faleprosy falls on Gehlls on Gehazi (2 Kgsazi (2 Kgs. 5:20-27). 5:20-27). No heali. No healing narrating narrative followsve follows, so punis, so punishment appehmenpunispunishmentpunishment appears t appears to be permao be permanent, but nent, but Gehazi stiGehazi still enjoys ll enjoys social consocial contact, withtact, without levitiouwithwithout lewithout levitical revitical restrictionsstrictions (cf. Lev. (cf. Lev. 13-15). 13-15). 13-15).

Naaman, commander of Syria’s army, is leprous, but is healed when he 
washes in the Jordan at Elisha’s direction. Although Elisha refuses any gift, Gehazi, 
seeking personal gain, follows Naaman and requests silver and clothing. Gehazi 
later conceals his actions from Elisha. For his greed, lying, and betrayal, Naaman’s 
leprosy falls on Gehazi (2 Kgs. 5:20-27). No healing narrative follows, so 



punishment appears to be permanent, but Gehazi still enjoys social contact, 
without levitical restrictions (cf. Lev. 13-15).

�During a fDuring a famine, Eliamine, Elisha sends sha sends the Shunamthe Shunammite womanmite woman away. On  away. On returning,returning, she seeks she she seeks she seeks restoratiorestoration of her pn of her property frroperty from the kinom the king. At Gehag. At Gehazi’s interzi’s intervention thvention this requestis ris request isrequest is granted ( granted (2 Kgs. 8:42 Kgs. 8:4-6).-6).-6).

During a famine, Elisha sends the Shunammite woman away. On returning, 
she seeks restoration of her property from the king. At Gehazi’s intervention this 
request is granted (2 Kgs. 8:4-6).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. BronnerL. Bronner, , The StorieThe Stories of Elijas of Elijah and Elish and Elisha.ha. Pretoria  Pretoria Oriental SOriental Series 6 (LeSSeries 6 (Series 6 (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1968).68).68).

Bibliography. L. Bronner, The Stories of Elijah and Elisha. Pretoria Oriental 
Series 6 (Leiden, 1968).

Patricia APatricia A. MacNicol. MacNicolll

Patricia A. MacNicoll

GEHENNAGEHENNA (Gk.  (Gk. géenna;géenna; Lat.  Lat. GehennaGehenna)))

GEHENNA (Gk. géenna; Lat. Gehenna)

The “valleThe “valley of Hinnoy of Hinnom” (from Hm” (from Heb. eb. geî hinnoœgeî hinnoœmm), a ravin), a ravine (Wadi ere (Wadi er-Raba®bi) -Raba®bi) S and SW oSS and SW oS and SW of Jerusalef Jerusalem, meetingm, meeting with the  with the Kidron ValKidron Valley at En-ley at En-rogel. Earrogel. Early traditily traditions locationstradititraditionstraditions locating  locating the valleythe valley in the Wa in the Wadi Kidron di Kidron are not saare not satisfactorytisfactory. The Engl. The English NT usuish Nish NT usuallyNT usually translate translates the Grees the Greek term as k term as “hell.” Th“hell.” The OT oftene OT often combines  combines “hinnom” w“hinnom” “hinnom” w“hinnom” with “sons ith “sons (or ‘son’)(or ‘son’) of” (NRSV of” (NRSV “Ben-hinn “Ben-hinnom”), suggom”), suggesting a pesting a possible orossible orossible origin in origin in a family na family name.ame.ame.

The “valley of Hinnom” (from Heb. geî hinnoœm), a ravine (Wadi er-Raba®bi) 
S and SW of Jerusalem, meeting with the Kidron Valley at En-rogel. Early 
traditions locating the valley in the Wadi Kidron are not satisfactory. The English 
NT usually translates the Greek term as “hell.” The OT often combines 
“hinnom” with “sons (or ‘son’) of” (NRSV “Ben-hinnom”), suggesting a possible 
origin in a family name.

�The valleyThe valley became a  became a place of iplace of idol worshidol worship and chilp and child sacrificd sacrifice during te during the period he periodhe period of period of the Monarcthe Monarchy (2 Kgs.hy (2 Kgs. 23:10; Je 23:10; Jer. 32:35).r. 32:35). The proph The prophet Jeremiaet Jeremiah proclaimh proclaimed that theproclaimproclaimedproclaimed that the  that the valley wouvalley would become ld become known as tknown as the “valleyhe “valley of Slaugh of Slaughter” whereter” whereter” where Yahwwhere Yahweh would jeh would judge and pudge and punish his unish his people (Jepeople (Jer. 7:30-32r. 7:30-32; 19:2, 6); 19:2, 6). Joel als. Joel also envisiono eo envisions envisions God’s judgGod’s judgment as ocment as occurring incurring in a valley  a valley just outsijust outside the citde the city of Jerusy of Jerusalem (Joelalem JerusJerusalem Jerusalem (Joel 3:2,(Joel 3:2, 12, 14[4: 12, 14[4:2, 12, 14]2, 12, 14]; Isa. 30:; Isa. 30:29-33; 66:29-33; 66:24). By th24). By the time of e time of the Maccabthe Mathe Maccabees,Maccabees, the valle the valley was the y was the appropriatappropriate locatione location in which  in which to burn thto burn the bodies oe bodies of one’s enf oof one’s eof one’s enemies (cfnemies (cf. 2 Esdr. . 2 Esdr. 7:36). 1 E7:36). 1 Enoch viewenoch viewed “the accd “the accursed vallursed valley” of Godey” of God’s judgmen’s j’s judgment ajudgment as outside s outside the city othe city of Jerusalef Jerusalem, the cenm, the center of theter of the world (e. world (e.g., 1 En. g., 1 En. 27:1).27:1)27:1).27:1).27:1).

The valley became a place of idol worship and child sacrifice during the 
period of the Monarchy (2 Kgs. 23:10; Jer. 32:35). The prophet Jeremiah 
proclaimed that the valley would become known as the “valley of Slaughter” 
where Yahweh would judge and punish his people (Jer. 7:30-32; 19:2, 6). Joel also 
envisions God’s judgment as occurring in a valley just outside the city of 
Jerusalem (Joel 3:2, 12, 14[4:2, 12, 14]; Isa. 30:29-33; 66:24). By the time of the 
Maccabees, the valley was the appropriate location in which to burn the bodies 
of one’s enemies (cf. 2 Esdr. 7:36). 1 Enoch viewed “the accursed valley” of God’s 
judgment as outside the city of Jerusalem, the center of the world (e.g., 1 En. 
27:1).

�By NT timeBy NT times the ideas the idea of Gehenn of Gehenna had madea had made a full tr a full transformatiansformation to an oon to an otherworldltherwootherworldotherworldly place oly place of future pf future punishment unishment for the wifor the wicked. The cked. The valley itsvalley itself may haelf may have become vehahave becomhave become a place e a place where traswhere trash was dumph was dumped and bured and burned, thus ned, thus an “uncleaan “unclean” location” locatn” location. location. (This inte(This interpretationrpretation has been  has been questionedquestioned.) In theo.) In theory, one cory, one could not gould not go directly  dir directly fdirectly from the Hirom the Hinnom dump nnom dump to the temto the temple becausple because of the we of the worshipper’orshipper’s unclean s uncleans unclean stunclean status. Thisatus. This status of status of uncleanne uncleanness (“cut-oss (“cut-off”) and tff”) and the past ashe past association sociation of the valof theof the valleythe valley with a pl with a place of judace of judgment combgment combined to crined to create a meteate a metaphor for aphor for “hell.”“hell.”“hell.”

By NT times the idea of Gehenna had made a full transformation to an 
otherworldly place of future punishment for the wicked. The valley itself may 
have become a place where trash was dumped and burned, thus an “unclean” 
location. (This interpretation has been questioned.) In theory, one could not go 
directly from the Hinnom dump to the temple because of the worshipper’s 
unclean status. This status of uncleanness (“cut-off”) and the past association of 
the valley with a place of judgment combined to create a metaphor for “hell.”

�An alternaAn alternative view tive view is that this that the altars fe altars for pagan wor pagan worship in orship in the valleythe valley of Hinnom of Hinnom of Hinnom invHinnom involved the olved the funneling funneling of the vicof the victim’s blootim’s blood directlyd directly into the  into the earth to searth to satisfy theatisfssatisfy thsatisfy the gods. The gods. This may havis may have evolved e evolved into a trainto a tradition thadition that this wast this was an entran an entrance into thce ince into the uinto the underworld nderworld (the oppos(the opposite of Jacite of Jacob’s discoob’s discovery of thvery of the staircase staircase entrancee entrance to heaven to to heaven)to heaven)...

An alternative view is that the altars for pagan worship in the valley of 
Hinnom involved the funneling of the victim’s blood directly into the earth to 
satisfy the gods. This may have evolved into a tradition that this was an entrance 
into the underworld (the opposite of Jacob’s discovery of the staircase entrance 
to heaven).

�By the timBy the time of the Ne of the NT writers,T writers, the idea  the idea of a “hellof a “hell” ” (gehenna)(gehenna) had devel had developed into oped inoped into a phyinto a physical placsical place where Goe where God’s enemied’s enemies would sus would suffer punisffer punishment and hment and destructiodestructiodestructiodestruction in both n in both body and sbody and soul (e.g.,oul (e.g., Matt. 10: Matt. 10:28; 23:33)28; 23:33). Slaughte. Slaughter, burningr, burning, and shed, and, and sheddiand shedding of bloong of blood all becad all became symbolsme symbols for this  for this punishmentpunishment (Matt. 5: (Matt. 5:22; Mark 922; Mark 9:43-47).:99:43-47).9:43-47).9:43-47).

By the time of the NT writers, the idea of a “hell” (gehenna) had developed 
into a physical place where God’s enemies would suffer punishment and 



destruction in both body and soul (e.g., Matt. 10:28; 23:33). Slaughter, burning, 
and shedding of blood all became symbols for this punishment (Matt. 5:22; Mark 
9:43-47).

�SeeSee  HINNOM.HINNOM.HINNOM.

See HINNOM.

Stephen VoStephen Von Wyrickn Wyrick

Stephen Von Wyrick

GELILOTHGELILOTH (Heb.  (Heb. geïliîlo®tgeïliîlo®t��)))

GELILOTH (Heb. geïliîlo®t� )

A place (HA place (Heb. “circleb. “circles”) on thes”) on the boundarye boundary separatin separating Benjaming Benjamin and Judah and Judah, situated, situated opposite  o opposite topposite the ascent he ascent of Adummimof Adummim (Josh. 18 (Josh. 18:17). The :17). The site lies site lies along the along the road from road from Jericho toJeJericho toJericho to Jerusalem Jerusalem, ca. 10 k, ca. 10 km. (6 mi.)m. (6 mi.) from Jeru from Jerusalem, andsalem, and has long  has long been identbeen identified withifieidentidentifiedidentified with Khan with Khan  el-Ah�marel-Ah�mar, the trad, the traditional initional inn of the Gn of the Good Samariood Samaritan. But Gtan. But Gtan. But Geliloth mGeliloth may insteaday instead be  be {Araq{Araq ed-Deir ( ed-Deir (180133), 1180133), 1.5 km. (1 .5 km. (1 mi.) west.mi.) west. It may be It may be the same  th the same athe same as the Gilgs the Gilgal (al (44) mentione) mentioned at Josh.d at Josh. 15:7. 15:7.

A place (Heb. “circles”) on the boundary separating Benjamin and Judah, situated 
opposite the ascent of Adummim (Josh. 18:17). The site lies along the road from 
Jericho to Jerusalem, ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) from Jerusalem, and has long been 
identified with Khan el-Ah�mar , the traditional inn of the Good Samaritan. But 
Geliloth may instead be {Araq ed-Deir (180133), 1.5 km. (1 mi.) west. It may be 
the same as the Gilgal (4) mentioned at Josh. 15:7.

GEMALLIGEMALLI (Heb.  (Heb. geïmalliîgeïmalliî)))

GEMALLI (Heb. geïmalliî)

A Danite aA Danite and the fatnd the father of Ammher of Ammiel, one oiel, one of the 12 sf the 12 spies that pies that Moses sentMoses sent into the  into the Promised LPrPromised LPromised Land (Num. and (Num. 13:12).13:12).

A Danite and the father of Ammiel, one of the 12 spies that Moses sent into the 
Promised Land (Num. 13:12).

GEMARIAHGEMARIAH (Heb.  (Heb. geïmarya®,geïmarya®, geïmaryaœ geïmaryaœhu®hu®)))

GEMARIAH (Heb. geïmarya®, geïmaryaœhu®)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Hilkiah. SHilkiah. Sent by Kinent by King Zedekiahg Zedekiah to Nebuch to Nebuchadnezzar aadnezzar at Babylon,t Babylon, he and El he he and Elahe and Elasah carriesah carried a letterd a letter from the  from the prophet Jeprophet Jeremiah to remiah to the exilesthe exiles living th living there (Jer. ere ththere (Jerthere (Jer. 29:1-3).. 29:1-3).

1. A son of Hilkiah. Sent by King Zedekiah to Nebuchadnezzar at Babylon, 
he and Elasah carried a letter from the prophet Jeremiah to the exiles living 
there (Jer. 29:1-3).

�2.2. A son of  A son of the king’sthe king’s secretary secretary Shaphan,  Shaphan, and brotheand brother of Ahikar of Ahikam. It was m. It was in his chain his in his chambehis chamber within tr within the temple he temple that Baructhat Baruch read Jerh read Jeremiah’s premiah’s prophecies tophecies to the peopo the peopo the people (Jepeople (Jer. 36:10, r. 36:10, 12). Gemar12). Gemariah was oniah was one of the pe of the princes whorinces who opposed K opposed King Jehoiaing Jehoiaing Jehoiakim’Jehoiakim’s burning s burning of the scrof the scroll (Jer. oll (Jer. 36:25).36:25).

2. A son of the king’s secretary Shaphan, and brother of Ahikam. It was in 
his chamber within the temple that Baruch read Jeremiah’s prophecies to the 
people (Jer. 36:10, 12). Gemariah was one of the princes who opposed King 
Jehoiakim’s burning of the scroll (Jer. 36:25).

GEMSGEMSGEMS

GEMS

A general A general term constterm construed to merued to mean any prean any precious or scious or semipreciouemiprecious stones, s stones, especiallyespeciallyespeciallyespecially when cut  when cut or polisheor polished for ornad for ornamental purmental purposes. A gposes. A gem can alsem can also be a camo be a camo be a cameo or acameo or an intaglion intaglio in an arc in an archaeologicahaeological sense. Gl sense. Gems, minerems, mineralogicallyalogically, are an o, are an order of mirdeoorder of morder of minerals thinerals that are disat are distinguishedtinguished by their  by their hardness, hardness, transparentransparency, and nocy, and nonmetallic nmnononmetallinonmetallic luster. c luster. They have They have sufficientsufficient beauty an beauty and durabilid durability for usety for use as a pers as a personal ornamonal oonal ornament oornament or as symbor as symbols of authls of authority. Gemority. Gems have bees have been used, den used, depending onpending on their val their va their value, in value, in trade for trade for many centumany centuries. Gemsries. Gems mentioned mentioned in the Bi in the Bible, in a ble, in a liberal seliberal sense, inclunse, sesense, incsense, include agatelude agate (chalcedo (chalcedony), alabany), alabaster, ametster, amethyst, beryhyst, beryl, chrysoll, chrysolite (topazite (topaz), diamond), dia), diamond (Hdiamond (Heb. eb. yaha�loœm,yaha�loœm, which cou which could mean onld mean onyx), emerayx), emerald, jasperld, jasper, and , and raœ}mo®t�raœ}raœ}mo®t�raœ}mo®t� (coral). (coral). (coral).

A general term construed to mean any precious or semiprecious stones, 
especially when cut or polished for ornamental purposes. A gem can also be a 
cameo or an intaglio in an archaeological sense. Gems, mineralogically, are an 
order of minerals that are distinguished by their hardness, transparency, and 
nonmetallic luster. They have sufficient beauty and durability for use as a personal 
ornament or as symbols of authority. Gems have been used, depending on their 
value, in trade for many centuries. Gems mentioned in the Bible, in a liberal 
sense, include agate (chalcedony), alabaster, amethyst, beryl, chrysolite (topaz), 
diamond (Heb. yaha�loœm,  which could mean onyx), emerald, jasper, and 
raœ}mo®t�  (coral).

Richard A.Richard A. Stephenso Stephensonn

Richard A. Stephenson



GENEALOGYGENEALOGYGENEALOGY

GENEALOGY

A record oA record of an indivf an individual’s oridual’s or clan’s de clan’s descent fromscent from a putativ a putative ancestore ancestor(s). Genea(s). Genealogies (HelogiGeneaGenealogieGenealogies (Heb. s (Heb. to®leäd�o®to®leäd�o®t�,t�, “generati “generations”) funcons”) function as antion as an important important medium of med medium of medium of expressionexpression and inter and interaction. Onaction. Once taken ace taken at face valt face value, biblicue, biblical genealoal genealogies have giegenealogenealogiegenealogies have coms have come under sce under scrutiny by rutiny by critics whcritics who have reco have recognized “aognized “apparent copparent copparent contradictcontradictions” and ions” and thus have thus have consideredconsidered them as a them as artificial rtificial and tendenand tendentious creatious creations. Howtiocreacreations.creations. However,  However, genealogiegenealogies are actus are actually accurally accurate explanate explanations of ations of the milieuthe milieu in which  in  in which tin which they were chey were created, evreated, even if theyen if they do not co do not correspond trrespond to Western o Western notions ofnotions onotions of objectiof objective data. Lve data. Lineage tieineage ties usually s usually had littlehad little to do wit to do with ethnic ih ethnic identity, sdentity, since no suince no ince no such cono such concept exisncept existed in theted in the ancient w ancient world, but orld, but often rathoften rather were coer were concerned wincerned wincerned with politwith political unityical unity. Acknowle. Acknowledgment of dgment of blood tiesblood ties was not t was not the only fuhe only function of nction of a genealoga ga genealogy.genealogy. A person  A person received sreceived status by vtatus by virtue of hirtue of his kinshipis kinship ties. Gen ties. Genealogies wealogies were altereerewwere alterwere altered when thed when their functieir function changedon changed. Some nam. Some names of ancees of ancestors disastors disappeared (wppeared (ppeared (when they(when they no longer no longer had a rel had a relevant funcevant function), whition), while other nle other names were ames were added. Thuadded. Thuadded. Thus, geneThus, genealogical falogical function vaunction varied depenried depending upon ding upon the circumthe circumstance, anstance, and was locad was located withintlocalocated wilocated within domesthin domestic (to jutic (to justify contstify contemporary lemporary lineage conineage configurationfigurations), politis), political (to vacal (tcal (to valida(to validate the incte the incumbents orumbents or usurpers  usurpers in the exiin the existing govesting government), arnment), and religiond religious spheresus sus spheres. Tspheres. The Bible ohe Bible often exhibften exhibited theseited these functions functions synchroni synchronically, whically, which accountch accounts for the s fs for the apfor the apparent conparent contradictiontradictions.s.s.

A record of an individual’s or clan’s descent from a putative ancestor(s). 
Genealogies (Heb. to®leäd�o®t�,  “generations”) function as an important 
medium of expression and interaction. Once taken at face value, biblical 
genealogies have come under scrutiny by critics who have recognized “apparent 
contradictions” and thus have considered them as artificial and tendentious 
creations. However, genealogies are actually accurate explanations of the milieu 
in which they were created, even if they do not correspond to Western notions 
of objective data. Lineage ties usually had little to do with ethnic identity, since 
no such concept existed in the ancient world, but often rather were concerned 
with political unity. Acknowledgment of blood ties was not the only function of a 
genealogy. A person received status by virtue of his kinship ties. Genealogies 
were altered when their function changed. Some names of ancestors disappeared 
(when they no longer had a relevant function), while other names were added. 
Thus, genealogical function varied depending upon the circumstance, and was 
located within domestic (to justify contemporary lineage configurations), political 
(to validate the incumbents or usurpers in the existing government), and religious 
spheres. The Bible often exhibited these functions synchronically, which accounts 
for the apparent contradictions.

�GenealogieGenealogies were a cs were a common featommon feature of ancure of ancient West ient West Asian histAsian historical traorical traditions. Tditiotratraditionstraditions. The Sume. The Sumerian King rian King List (ca. List (ca. 1900 1900 B.C.B.C.), althoug), although dealing h dealing little witlittle with genealogh geneah genealogiegenealogies, was cons, was concerned witcerned with the succh the succession of ession of kingship ikingship in Sumer, mn Sumer, maintainingaintaining the ficti t the fictiothe fiction that pown that power was locer was located in Suated in Sumer in themer in the hands of  hands of one dynastone dynasty in any gy in any given perioiveggiven perigiven period. A dynaod. A dynasty was costy was considered lnsidered legitimate egitimate if it had if it had received areceived a “turn of  “turn of office” frofficoffice” froffice” from the godom the gods, not strs, not strictly becaictly because of anyuse of any genealogi genealogical ties.cal ties.cal ties.

Genealogies were a common feature of ancient West Asian historical 
traditions. The Sumerian King List (ca. 1900 B.C.), although dealing little with 
genealogies, was concerned with the succession of kingship in Sumer, maintaining 
the fiction that power was located in Sumer in the hands of one dynasty in any 
given period. A dynasty was considered legitimate if it had received a “turn of 
office” from the gods, not strictly because of any genealogical ties.

�For the AsFor the Assyrians ansyrians and Babylonid Babylonians, howevans, however, legitier, legitimacy was dmacy was determined etermined within thewithinwithin thewithin the kinship s kinship structure otructure of the Amorf the Amorite tribesite tribes. These ti. These ties formed es formed a “genealoa “genealogical chargic“genealo“genealogi“genealogical chartecal charter” for ther” for the legitimac legitimacy of kingsy of kingship. Thus,hip. Thus, a monarch a monarch had to cl had to claim descenaim clclaim descclaim descent from tent from the proper he proper lineage wilineage within a trithin a tribe. This cbe. This can be seenan be seen in the As in the Assyrian KinsyrAsAssyrian KAssyrian King List, ing List, a documenta document which pro which provides a devides a detailed listailed list of Assyrt of Assyrian rulersian rulers and their and and their and their general legeneral length of rength of reign for moign for more than 10re than 1000 years, 00 years, purportingpurporting that it w that it was one conas oas one continone continuous lineauous lineage. The gege. The genealogy ofnealogy of the Hammu the Hammurabi dynasrabi dynasty containty contains the names the nams the names of tnames of the kings ohe kings of the Firsf the First Dynasty t Dynasty of Babylonof Babylon (to Ammid (to Ammiditana, 164itana, 1646–1626). B6–1626). Both of theoBBoth of thBoth of these lists ese lists contain a contain a consecutivconsecutive roster oe roster of earlier f earlier kings and/kings and/or ancestoor ancestors, most ors, mrs, most of whmost of whom have Amom have Amorite persorite personal namesonal names. Interest. Interestingly, a ningly, a number of tumber of the names ahe nameshe names are names are found on bfound on both lists,oth lists, reflectin reflecting a commong a common lineage t lineage tradition iradition in Assyria n Assyria and Babyloandand Babyloand Babylonia. Moreonia. Moreover, Didanver, Didanu, a name u, a name from both from both lists (as lists (as well as inwell as in the Kirta the Kirta Epic from Ep Epic from Epic from Ugarit), iUgarit), is likely ts likely the Dedan ohe Dedan of Gen. 25:f Gen. 25:3.3.3.

For the Assyrians and Babylonians, however, legitimacy was determined 
within the kinship structure of the Amorite tribes. These ties formed a 
“genealogical charter” for the legitimacy of kingship. Thus, a monarch had to 
claim descent from the proper lineage within a tribe. This can be seen in the 
Assyrian King List, a document which provides a detailed list of Assyrian rulers 
and their general length of reign for more than 1000 years, purporting that it was 
one continuous lineage. The genealogy of the Hammurabi dynasty contains the 
names of the kings of the First Dynasty of Babylon (to Ammiditana, 1646–1626). 
Both of these lists contain a consecutive roster of earlier kings and/or ancestors, 
most of whom have Amorite personal names. Interestingly, a number of the 
names are found on both lists, reflecting a common lineage tradition in Assyria 
and Babylonia. Moreover, Didanu, a name from both lists (as well as in the Kirta 
Epic from Ugarit), is likely the Dedan of Gen. 25:3.

�Like the ALike the Assyrian Kissyrian King List anng List and genealogd genealogy of the Hy of the Hammurabi dammurabi dynasty, maynasty, many genealony geny genealogiegenealogies in the Os in the OT were comT were composed to eposed to establish lstablish legitimacy,egitimacy, royal or  royal or otherwise.otherwise. They are  otherwise.otherwise.otherwise. They are  They are found primfound primarily in tarily in the Pentatehe Pentateuch, Ruth,uch, Ruth, Chronicle Chronicles, Ezra, as, Ezra, and Nehemiandaand Nehemiand Nehemiah. Two tyah. Two types of genpes of genealogy areealogy are found in  found in the OT. A the OT. A segmented segmented genealogy genealogenealogy genealogy exhibited exhibited a “family a “family tree,” shotree,” showing the rwing the relationshielationship of childp of children to othren to other family er fer family memfamily members (e.g.bers (e.g., Gen. 35:, Gen. 35:22-26). Li22-26). Linear geneanear genealogies werlogies were lists ofe lists of names con names connecting anneconconnectingconnecting an indivi an individual to andual to an ancestor  ancestor or ancestoor ancestors and shors and showing theirwing their relations relationship. An ashiprelationsrelationshrelationship. An ascip. An ascending linending linear list (ear list (e.g., Ezrae.g., Ezra 7:1-5) fe 7:1-5) featured an atured an individualindividual as the so as the s as the son of anoson of another, and ther, and traced onetraced one’s lineage’s lineage back to a back to an importann important ancestort ancestor. A descen. A descending lineaddescendescendingdescending linear li linear list (e.g., st (e.g., Gen. 4:17-Gen. 4:17-22) featur22) featured a fatheed a father “begettir “begetting” a son,ng” a son, and norma and no and normally pnormally provided inrovided information formation as to the as to the person’s aperson’s age and deege and deeds. These ds. These genealogiegenealogies were notsgenealogiegenealogiegenealogies were nots were not necessari necessarily completly complete (i.e., le (i.e., listing allisting all individua individuals in a dils in a direct line,rect linerect line, one line, one after anotafter another), sincher), since their pue their purpose was rpose was to establito establish descentsh descent and there and thereby legitimby lby legitimacylegitimacy from a pa from a particular articular ancestor orncestor or ancestors ancestors. The OT c. The OT contains abontains about 25 genout 25 genealogical egengenealogicgenealogical lists, al lists, including including the descenthe descendants of Adants of Adam (Gen. dam (Gen. 5), Noah (5), Noah (ch. 10), ach. 10), and Israel/nd Ind Israel/JacIsrael/Jacob (ch. 46ob (ch. 46). There a). There are also rere also registers ofgisters of individua individuals, such als, such as Levites s Levites (1 Chr. 6:(1 Chr.(1 Chr. 6:1-5Chr. 6:1-53[MT 5:27—3[MT 5:27—6:38) and 6:38) and families tfamilies that had rehat had returned froturned from the Exilm the Exile (Ezra 2:e (Ezra 2:2-61 = Neh22:2:2-61 = N2:2-61 = Neh. 7:7-63eh. 7:7-63).).).

Like the Assyrian King List and genealogy of the Hammurabi dynasty, many 



genealogies in the OT were composed to establish legitimacy, royal or 
otherwise. They are found primarily in the Pentateuch, Ruth, Chronicles, Ezra, 
and Nehemiah. Two types of genealogy are found in the OT. A segmented 
genealogy exhibited a “family tree,” showing the relationship of children to other 
family members (e.g., Gen. 35:22-26). Linear genealogies were lists of names 
connecting an individual to an ancestor or ancestors and showing their 
relationship. An ascending linear list (e.g., Ezra 7:1-5) featured an individual as the 
son of another, and traced one’s lineage back to an important ancestor. A 
descending linear list (e.g., Gen. 4:17-22) featured a father “begetting” a son, and 
normally provided information as to the person’s age and deeds. These 
genealogies were not necessarily complete (i.e., listing all individuals in a direct 
line, one after another), since their purpose was to establish descent and thereby 
legitimacy from a particular ancestor or ancestors. The OT contains about 25 
genealogical lists, including the descendants of Adam (Gen. 5), Noah (ch. 10), and 
Israel/Jacob (ch. 46). There are also registers of individuals, such as Levites (1 
Chr. 6:1-53[MT 5:27—6:38) and families that had returned from the Exile (Ezra 
2:2-61 = Neh. 7:7-63).

�GenealogieGenealogies are lesss are less frequent  frequent in the NT.in the NT. Two give  Two give the ancestthe ancestry of Jesury of Jesus: Matt. 1s: Matts: Matt. 1:1-Matt. 1:1-17, which 17, which traces histraces his descent f descent from Abraharom Abraham; and Lukm; and Luke 3:23-38,e 3:23-38, which rev which rev which reverses treverses the order ahe order and continund continues back toes back to Adam. Mat Adam. Matthew is inthew is interested iterested in exhibitin exhibiting symmetrnexhibitiexhibitingexhibiting symmetry, symmetry, and so li and so lists 14 indsts 14 individuals bividuals between Abretween Abraham, Daviaham, David, and thed, and the Babylonia B BabylonianBabylonian Exile; th Exile; thus a numbeus a number of Judahr of Judahite kings ite kings are omitteare omitted from thed from the list to p list to preserve threseppreserve tpreserve the symmetrhe symmetry. Moreovey. Moreover, Luke anr, Luke and Matthew d Matthew have a difhave a different lisferent list after Dat after Dt after David (excDavid (except for twept for two names). o names). The lists The lists likely serlikely serve differeve different functiont functions and shons and should not beuld shoshould notshould not be interp be interpreted as creted as contradictoontradictory. Departry. Departing from ting from the traditihe tradition of tracon of tracing only mingtractracing ontracing only male dely male descents, Mascents, Matthew’s getthew’s genealogy conealogy contains fountains four women, mr women, most of whoost of whost of whom were whom were not Israelnot Israelites. Thesites. These do not ae do not appear in Lppear in Luke’s listuke’s list...

Genealogies are less frequent in the NT. Two give the ancestry of Jesus: 
Matt. 1:1-17, which traces his descent from Abraham; and Luke 3:23-38, which 
reverses the order and continues back to Adam. Matthew is interested in 
exhibiting symmetry, and so lists 14 individuals between Abraham, David, and the 
Babylonian Exile; thus a number of Judahite kings are omitted from the list to 
preserve the symmetry. Moreover, Luke and Matthew have a different list after 
David (except for two names). The lists likely serve different functions and 
should not be interpreted as contradictory. Departing from the tradition of 
tracing only male descents, Matthew’s genealogy contains four women, most of 
whom were not Israelites. These do not appear in Luke’s list.

�Heb. 7:3 aHeb. 7:3 asserts thasserts that Melchizet Melchizedek “was wdek “was without genithout genealogy” (Gealogy” (Gk. k. genealogiígenealogiíaagenealogiígenealogiígenealogiíaa). 1 Tim. ). 1 Tim. 1:4; Tit. 1:4; Tit. 3:9 use th3:9 use the term in e term in a negativea negative sense, de sense, describing gscribing genealogiesenggenealogiegenealogies in conjus in conjunction witnction with myths anh myths and foolish d foolish questions;questions; reference references to Jewiss to Jewish myths anh mh myths and myths and “Teachers “Teachers of the Lawof the Law” may impl” may imply contempoy contemporary Jewisrary Jewish interpreh interpretation of tation otation of biblicaof biblical lineagesl lineages...

Heb. 7:3 asserts that Melchizedek “was without genealogy” (Gk. 
genealogiía). 1 Tim. 1:4; Tit. 3:9 use the term in a negative sense, describing 
genealogies in conjunction with myths and foolish questions; references to Jewish 
myths and “Teachers of the Law” may imply contemporary Jewish interpretation 
of biblical lineages.
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�SeeSee  CATHOLIC LCATHOLIC LETTERS.ETTERS.

See CATHOLIC LETTERS.

GENERATIONGENERATION

GENERATION

A period oA period of time (Hef time (Heb. b. do®r,do®r, “circle”) “circle”), generall, generally that spay that spanning a penning a person’s birrson’s birth to the th toth to the birto the birth of his th of his or her offor her offspring, rospring, roughly 40 yughly 40 years (cf. ears (cf. Gk. Gk. gene{,gene{, Matt. 1:1 Matt. 1:17); also t7); als7); also the palso the people of aeople of a period of period of time (Jud time (Judg. 2:10; Jg. 2:10; Jer. 2:31; er. 2:31; Matt. 11:1Matt. 11:16; 17:17).6; 17:17). In a cruc In a cr In a crucial tecrucial text relatinxt relating to God’sg to God’s covenant  covenant with Israewith Israel, the covl, the covenant is senant is said to be aid to be establisheestabestablisheestablished everlastd everlastingly withingly with Abraham a Abraham and his desnd his descendants “cendants “throughoutthroughout their gen their generations” egengenerationgenerations” (Gen. 1s” (Gen. 17:7, 9, 127:7, 9, 12); the phr); the phrase frequease frequently descrntly describes the pibes the perpetuallyerpetually binding c bin binding chbinding character ofaracter of the law o the law of Moses (ef Moses (e.g., Exod..g., Exod. 12:14, 17 12:14, 17, 42)., 42)., 42).

A period of time (Heb. do®r, “circle”), generally that spanning a person’s birth 
to the birth of his or her offspring, roughly 40 years (cf. Gk. gene{, Matt. 1:17); 
also the people of a period of time (Judg. 2:10; Jer. 2:31; Matt. 11:16; 17:17). In a 
crucial text relating to God’s covenant with Israel, the covenant is said to be 
established everlastingly with Abraham and his descendants “throughout their 
generations” (Gen. 17:7, 9, 12); the phrase frequently describes the perpetually 
binding character of the law of Moses (e.g., Exod. 12:14, 17, 42).

�Heb. Heb. to®leïd�o®to®leïd�o®t�t� (always p (always plural, frolural, from the verbm the verb “to beget “to beget [children [children]”) introd]”) int]”) introducesintroduces an accoun an account or recort or record, often ad, often a genealogy genealogy. It occur. It occurs primarils primarily to introy to introduce or coducintrointroduce introduce or concludor conclude a geneale a genealogy or hisogy or historical sutorical summary (e.gmmary (e.g., Gen. 10., Gen. 10:32; 25:13:32; 25:13; Exod. 6:; E; Exod. 6:16Exod. 6:16, 19; Num., 19; Num. 3:1; 1 Ch 3:1; 1 Chr. 5:7; 7:r. 5:7; 7:2, 4, 9). 2, 4, 9). The expresThe expression “thession “these are the e are the generationgenegenerationgenerations of ——— ”s of ——— ” gives str gives structure to ucture to the book othe book of Genesis,f Genesis, dividing  dividing it into 11it into 11 sections  1111 section11 sections (e.g., Gs (e.g., Gen. 2:4; 5en. 2:4; 5:1; 6:9; 3:1; 6:9; 37:2). Gk. 7:2). Gk. génesis,génesis, often ref often referring to erring to birth (cf.birth (cf. Matt. 1:1 M Matt. 1:18Matt. 1:18), functio), functions in a sins in a similar mannmilar manner to er to to®leïd�o®to®leïd�o®t�t� (v. 1). (v. 1). (v. 1).

Heb. to®leïd�o®t�  (always plural, from the verb “to beget [children]”) 
introduces an account or record, often a genealogy. It occurs primarily to 
introduce or conclude a genealogy or historical summary (e.g., Gen. 10:32; 25:13; 
Exod. 6:16, 19; Num. 3:1; 1 Chr. 5:7; 7:2, 4, 9). The expression “these are the 
generations of ——— ” gives structure to the book of Genesis, dividing it into 
11 sections (e.g., Gen. 2:4; 5:1; 6:9; 37:2). Gk. génesis, often referring to birth (cf. 
Matt. 1:18), functions in a similar manner to to®leïd�o®t�  (v. 1).
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GENESIS, BOOK OF

The first The first book of thbook of the Bible.e Bible.

The first book of the Bible.

Name and EName and Early Interarly Interpretationpretation

Name and Early Interpretation

The name “The name “Genesis” cGenesis” comes from omes from the title the title given to tgiven to the book inhe book in the ancie the ancient Greek (nt Greek nt Greek (LXXGreek (LXX) translat) translation of theion of the book. Thi book. This name in s name in turn was tturn was taken from aken from the Greek the Greekthe Greek versGreek version of Genion of Gen. 2:4: “th. 2:4: “this is the is is the book of gebook of generations nerations of heaven of heaven and earth.and earth. . . ,” wh . . . . ,” which. ,” which points to points to the genea the genealogical chlogical character ofaracter of Genesis.  Genesis. Not only dNot only does the booes the book containokbobook contabook contain many gein many genealogies,nealogies, but it de but it describes thscribes the “genesise “genesis” of the 1” of the 12 sons of 2 sons of Israel. AsIsrIsrael. AsIsrael. As such, Gen such, Genesis formsesis forms a semi-ge a semi-genealogicalnealogical backdrop  backdrop to the emeto the emergence of rgence of the nationththe nationthe nation of Israel of Israel in Exodus in Exodus and follo and following.wing.wing.

The name “Genesis” comes from the title given to the book in the ancient 
Greek (LXX) translation of the book. This name in turn was taken from the 
Greek version of Gen. 2:4: “this is the book of generations of heaven and earth. . 
. ,” which points to the genealogical character of Genesis. Not only does the 
book contain many genealogies, but it describes the “genesis” of the 12 sons of 
Israel. As such, Genesis forms a semi-genealogical backdrop to the emergence of 
the nation of Israel in Exodus and following.

�The HebrewThe Hebrew title of  title of the book, the book, beïreä}sûibeïreä}sûiît�ît� (“in the  (“in the beginning”beginning” or “when  or “when . . . firs. . . . firs. . . first . . .”),t . . .”), derives f derives from the firom the first word orst word of Genesis.f Genesis. This Hebr This Hebrew name alew name also points so poinso points to points to a crucial a crucial aspect of aspect of the book. the book. However onHowever one translate translates es beïreä}sûibeïreä}sûiît�,ît�, the expre the the expresthe expression pointsion points to the fs to the fact that Gact that Genesis staenesis stands at thends at the outset of outset of both the  both the Torah narrTorTorah narrTorah narrative and ative and the Bible the Bible as a wholeas a whole. As liter. As literary criticary critics have taus have taught us, naght us, narrative berrativnanarrative narrative beginningsbeginnings can be qu can be quite signifite significant. Theicant. They shape thy shape the expectate expectations of a ions of a reader as readereader as reader as he or she he or she moves thromoves through the fough the following stllowing story. This ory. This has certaihas certainly been tnly been true for Geruttrue for Gtrue for Genesis as enesis as it has beeit has been interpren interpreted by botted by both Christiah Christian and Jewin and Jewish communish communities. Althtcommunicommunitiecommunities. Althougs. Although each faih each faith communith community has reaty has read the bookd the book through t through the lens ofhe lens ohe lens of those bof those beliefs it eliefs it holds mostholds most dear, bot dear, both have devh have devoted disproted disproportionatoportionate attentioe attention to Genesn tn to Genesisto Genesis..

The Hebrew title of the book, beïreä}sûiît�  (“in the beginning” or “when 
. . . first . . .”), derives from the first word of Genesis. This Hebrew name also 



points to a crucial aspect of the book. However one translates beïreä}sûiît�,  
the expression points to the fact that Genesis stands at the outset of both the 
Torah narrative and the Bible as a whole. As literary critics have taught us, 
narrative beginnings can be quite significant. They shape the expectations of a 
reader as he or she moves through the following story. This has certainly been 
true for Genesis as it has been interpreted by both Christian and Jewish 
communities. Although each faith community has read the book through the lens 
of those beliefs it holds most dear, both have devoted disproportionate attention 
to Genesis.

Structure Structure and Contenand Contentsts

Structure and Contents

As mentionAs mentioned above, ed above, the book fthe book functions iunctions in part to n part to give geneagive genealogical balogical background tckground to the “desotto the “deto the “descendants scendants of Israel”of Israel” featured  featured in Exodus in Exodus and the reand the rest of the st of the OT. IndeedOT. Indeed, the book, t, the book ithe book is dominates dominated by a serd by a series of labies of labels (Gen. els (Gen. 2:4; 5:1; 2:4; 5:1; 6:9; 10:1;6:9; 10:1; 11:10, 27 11:10, 27; 25:12, 1; 25:12; 25:12, 19;25:12, 19; 36:1, 9;  36:1, 9; 37:2) whic37:2) which introduch introduce many sece many sections of Gtions of Genesis as enesis as focusing ofocusing on the “desn tn the “descethe “descendants” ofndants” of a given f a given figure. Forigure. For example,  example, Gen. 11:10Gen. 11:10 introduce introduces the genes the genealogy whicalgenegenealogy genealogy which follwhich follows as focows as focusing on tusing on the “descenhe “descendants of Sdants of Shem.” To bhem.” To be sure, the sure, the sure, there is othere is ongoing debngoing debate about ate about the translthe translation of tation of the crucialhe crucial term in t term in these labelhese labels, s, to®leïd�o®toto®leïd�o®to®leïd�o®t�,t�, and many  and many have arguehave argued that thid that this term meas term means “descenns “descendants” at dants” at some pointsosome pointsome points (e.g., 5s (e.g., 5:1; 10:1; :1; 10:1; 11:10) but11:10) but “history” “history” or “story or “story” at point” at points where ths where the term labe tere term labelterm labels a narrats a narrative ratherive rather than a ge than a genealogy (cnealogy (cf. 37:2 RSf. 37:2 RSV, NRSV). V, NRSV). NevertheleNevertheless, the tess,NevertheleNevertheleNevertheless, the tess, the term rm to®leïd�oœto®leïd�oœt�t� is derive is derived from thed from the root for  root for “have chil“have children” (drchilchildren” children” ((yldyld) and gene) and generally referally refers in Biblrs in Biblical Hebreical Hebrew to descew to descendants, a ndants, a genealogicgenealogical series,agenealogicgenealogicgenealogical series,al series, or a gene or a genealogy (cf.alogy (cf. Num. 3:1; Num. 3:1; Ruth 4:18 Ruth 4:18; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 1:29; 5:7; :29; 5:7; 7:2, 4, 9;7:2, 4,7:2, 4, 9; 8:284, 9; 8:28; 9:9, 22;; 9:9, 22; 26:31). T 26:31). The consisthe consistent use ofent use of this term this term to introd to introduce both suce both strict genetrict gtrict genealogiegenealogies and extes and extended narranded narratives in Gtives in Genesis givenesis gives the whoes the whole book a le book a semi-geneasemi-geneasemi-geneasemi-genealogical qulogical quality.ality.ality.

As mentioned above, the book functions in part to give genealogical background 
to the “descendants of Israel” featured in Exodus and the rest of the OT. Indeed, 
the book is dominated by a series of labels (Gen. 2:4; 5:1; 6:9; 10:1; 11:10, 27; 
25:12, 19; 36:1, 9; 37:2) which introduce many sections of Genesis as focusing on 
the “descendants” of a given figure. For example, Gen. 11:10 introduces the 
genealogy which follows as focusing on the “descendants of Shem.” To be sure, 
there is ongoing debate about the translation of the crucial term in these labels, 
to®leïd�o®t�,  and many have argued that this term means “descendants” at 
some points (e.g., 5:1; 10:1; 11:10) but “history” or “story” at points where the 
term labels a narrative rather than a genealogy (cf. 37:2 RSV, NRSV). 
Nevertheless, the term to®leïd�oœt�  is derived from the root for “have 
children” (yld) and generally refers in Biblical Hebrew to descendants, a 
genealogical series, or a genealogy (cf. Num. 3:1; Ruth 4:18; 1 Chr. 1:29; 5:7; 7:2, 
4, 9; 8:28; 9:9, 22; 26:31). The consistent use of this term to introduce both strict 
genealogies and extended narratives in Genesis gives the whole book a 
semi-genealogical quality.

�InterpreteInterpreters have gers have generally dinerally distinguishestinguished within td within the whole bhe whole between a “etween a “primeval hprimev““primeval “primeval history” fhistory” focusing onocusing on all of hu all of humanity andmanity and an “ances an “ancestral histotral history” (previry” (previously ofteousl(previ(previousl(previously often tey often termed “patrrmed “patriarchal hiiarchal history”) fostory”) focusing on cusing on Abraham anAbraham and his descd his descendants. Tedescdescendantdescendants. The pris. The primeval histmeval history is varory is variously defiously defined as exined as extending frtending from 1:1 to om 1:1 to 11:9, 11:211:11:9, 11:211:9, 11:26, 11:31, 6, 11:31, or even 12or even 12:3. Its pr:3. Its primary orieimary orientation pontation points are tints are the Creatiohe Creation and Floon ann and Flood.and Flood. First, th First, the story ofe story of Creation  Creation leads intoleads into the rebel the rebellion and mlion and multiplicatultiplication of theion oion of the firof the first family st family and their and their descendantdescendants, culminas, culminating in Goting in God’s decisid’s decision to deston to destroy all huroy aroy all human all human life, withlife, with the excep the exception of Notion of Noah and hisah and his family (1 family (1:1—6:8). T:1—6:8). Then, in thhen, in the Flood nae Fle Flood narrFlood narrative, Godative, God destroys  destroys and then rand then re-creates e-creates the livingthe living spaces of spaces of the cosmo the cosmos, and stas,cosmocosmos, ancosmos, and starts od starts over with Nver with Noah’s famioah’s family and thely and the animals ( animals (6:9—9:19).6:9—9:19). Neverthel Neverthel NevertheleNevertheless, similass, similar patternsr patterns of human  of human rebellion rebellion and striviand striving emerge ng emerge in the stoin the stories that riestostories thstories that follow.at follow. The story The story of Noah a of Noah and his sonnd his sons in 9:20–s in 9:20–27 resembl27 resembles those aes those about the fboaabout the about the first famifirst family (2:4—4:ly (2:4—4:16), and t16), and the story ohe story of a human f a human attempt toattempt to cross the cross the divine-hu di divine-humdivine-human boundaran boundary with they with the tower of  tower of Babel (11:Babel (11:1–9) revis1–9) revisits many oits many of the samef the samef the same issuesame issues that doms that dominated theinated the brief pre brief pre-Flood sto-Flood story of diviry of divine beings ne beings crossing tcrossing the same bohe tthe same bthe same boundary tooundary to have chil have children by hudren by human daughtman daughters (6:1–4ers (6:1–4). Thus bo). Thus both the preth the prth the pre-Flood pre-Flood (2:4—6:8) (2:4—6:8) and post-Fand post-Flood (6:9—lood (6:9—11:9) narr11:9) narratives traatives trace a pattece a pattern of linkrn of linkage of humalinklinkage oflinkage of human pop human population grulation growth with owth with division bdivision between humetween humans and thans and threats to treats to reats to the divto the divine-human ine-human boundary.boundary.boundary.

Interpreters have generally distinguished within the whole between a 
“primeval history” focusing on all of humanity and an “ancestral history” 
(previously often termed “patriarchal history”) focusing on Abraham and his 
descendants. The primeval history is variously defined as extending from 1:1 to 
11:9, 11:26, 11:31, or even 12:3. Its primary orientation points are the Creation 
and Flood. First, the story of Creation leads into the rebellion and multiplication 
of the first family and their descendants, culminating in God’s decision to destroy 
all human life, with the exception of Noah and his family (1:1—6:8). Then, in the 
Flood narrative, God destroys and then re-creates the living spaces of the 
cosmos, and starts over with Noah’s family and the animals (6:9—9:19). 
Nevertheless, similar patterns of human rebellion and striving emerge in the 
stories that follow. The story of Noah and his sons in 9:20–27 resembles those 



about the first family (2:4—4:16), and the story of a human attempt to cross the 
divine-human boundary with the tower of Babel (11:1–9) revisits many of the 
same issues that dominated the brief pre-Flood story of divine beings crossing 
the same boundary to have children by human daughters (6:1–4). Thus both the 
pre-Flood (2:4—6:8) and post-Flood (6:9—11:9) narratives trace a pattern of 
linkage of human population growth with division between humans and threats 
to the divine-human boundary.

�These primThese primeval storieval stories then sees then set the scent the scene for the e for the story of pstory of promise tharomise that follows t followt follows infollows in the ances the ancestral histotral history. Soon ary. Soon after a genfter a genealogy traealogy tracing the scing the single geneingle genealogical lalogicgenegenealogicgenealogical line leal line leading fromading from Noah’s fa Noah’s family to Abmily to Abram (11:10ram (11:10–26), this–26), this ancestral ancestral history o his history ophistory opens with Gens with God’s call od’s call for Abram for Abram to go to tto go to the land Gohe land God “will shd “will show” him (1ow” him (12:1) and G2(1(12:1) and(12:1) and God’s pro God’s promises (vv.mises (vv. 2–3), inc 2–3), including comluding commitments tmitments to make himo make him into a gr into a gr into a great natigreat nation, protecon, protect, and blet, and bless him so ss him so that he bethat he becomes a pacomes a paradigm of radigm of blessing fblessing for others.or oor others. Whothers. When Abram gen Abram goes to theoes to the land of C land of Canaan (12:anaan (12:4–6), God 4–6), God promises tpromises that land that landhat land to hiland to his offsprins offspring (v. 7) ag (v. 7) and shows ind shows it to him (t to him (13:14–17).13:14–17). This then This then sets in m sets in motion an ootionmmotion an motion an overall proverall promise-centomise-centered narraered narrative that tive that extends beextends beyond Genesyond Genesis. The reis. The ris. The rest of threst of the Abraham e Abraham story (11:story (11:27—25:11) 27—25:11) focuses infocuses in large par large part on Abraht on Abraham and Saram and Saam and Sarah’s faSarah’s failed attemiled attempts to secpts to secure an heiure an heir for thisr for this promise a promise and on God’nd on God’s strengths strengthening of tenistrengthstrengthenstrengthening of theing of the promise i promise into a covento a covenant (15:1nant (15:1–21; 17:1––21; 17:1–21) and th21) and the miraculoe miraculous provisiumiraculomiraculousmiraculous provision provision of a chil of a child, Isaac, d, Isaac, to inheritto inherit it (18:1– it (18:1–15; 21:1–715; 21:1–7; 22:1–18); 22:1–18)...

These primeval stories then set the scene for the story of promise that 
follows in the ancestral history. Soon after a genealogy tracing the single 
genealogical line leading from Noah’s family to Abram (11:10–26), this ancestral 
history opens with God’s call for Abram to go to the land God “will show” him 
(12:1) and God’s promises (vv. 2–3), including commitments to make him into a 
great nation, protect, and bless him so that he becomes a paradigm of blessing for 
others. When Abram goes to the land of Canaan (12:4–6), God promises that 
land to his offspring (v. 7) and shows it to him (13:14–17). This then sets in 
motion an overall promise-centered narrative that extends beyond Genesis. The 
rest of the Abraham story (11:27—25:11) focuses in large part on Abraham and 
Sarah’s failed attempts to secure an heir for this promise and on God’s 
strengthening of the promise into a covenant (15:1–21; 17:1–21) and the 
miraculous provision of a child, Isaac, to inherit it (18:1–15; 21:1–7; 22:1–18).

�After a brAfter a brief digresief digression to susion to survey the drvey the descendantsescendants of Ishmae of Ishmael (25:12–1l (25:12–18), the st8), the 8), the story the story of Isaac’sof Isaac’s descendan descendants (25:19—ts (25:19—35:29) tra35:29) traces anotheces another story ofr story of reception reception of promis o of promiseof promise and prote and protection. In ction. In contrast tcontrast to the Abrao the Abraham story,ham story, Isaac’s h Isaac’s heir, Jacobeir, Jacob, is produ, is , is produceis produced early ind early in the story the story (25:21–26 (25:21–26) and soon) and soon receives  receives the promisthe promise (28:13–1e (28:13–15; cf. vv.5(28:13–1(28:13–15;(28:13–15; cf. vv. 3 cf. vv. 3–4; 31:3; –4; 31:3; 35:10–12).35:10–12). But this  But this story is cstory is complicatedomplicated by Jacob’ by Jacob’s conflicts cons conflicts conflicts first withfirst with his broth his brother Esau (2er Esau (25:19—33:175:19—33:17), and the), and then with locn with local Canaanial Canaanites and evtesCanaaniCanaanitesCanaanites and even  and even his own sohis own sons (33:18—ns (33:18—35:22). By35:22). By the end o the end of the Jacof the Jacob narrativb narrativb narrative narrative the 12 sonthe 12 sons of Jacobs of Jacob/Israel ha/Israel have been bove been born, all ofrn, all of whom will whom will inherit t inherit the promisehe prhe promise, bpromise, but Esau enut Esau ends up exclds up excluded from uded from the promisthe promise and diese and dies outside t outside the land (3he land (3he land (36:1–43).(36:1–43).

After a brief digression to survey the descendants of Ishmael (25:12–18), 
the story of Isaac’s descendants (25:19—35:29) traces another story of reception 
of promise and protection. In contrast to the Abraham story, Isaac’s heir, Jacob, 
is produced early in the story (25:21–26) and soon receives the promise 
(28:13–15; cf. vv. 3–4; 31:3; 35:10–12). But this story is complicated by Jacob’s 
conflicts first with his brother Esau (25:19—33:17), and then with local 
Canaanites and even his own sons (33:18—35:22). By the end of the Jacob 
narrative the 12 sons of Jacob/Israel have been born, all of whom will inherit the 
promise, but Esau ends up excluded from the promise and dies outside the land 
(36:1–43).

�After diveAfter diverging to srging to survey the urvey the descendantdescendants of Esau,s of Esau, the Genes the Genesis narratiis narrative turns tve turnsve turns to aturns to an extensivn extensive section e section on Jacob’son Jacob’s descendan descendants, particts, particularly Josularly Joseph (Gen. eph (Gen. 37:2-50:2637:237:2-50:2637:2-50:26). In this). In this subtle na subtle narrative, Jrrative, Joseph evenoseph eventually cretually creates the cates the conditions onditions for reconcfor refor reconcilinreconciling with hisg with his brothers, brothers, although  although they had ethey had earlier thoarlier thought aboutught about killing h killing him and didim anim and did seand did sell him intll him into slavery.o slavery. By the cl By the close of Genose of Genesis theseesis these “sons of  “sons of Israel” haIsrael” have overcomve ovve overcome aovercome a major cha major challenge to llenge to their unittheir unity and stany and stand ready d ready togethertogether to inheri to inherit the promt the pt the promise topromise to Abraham a Abraham and become nd become the nationthe nation of Israel of Israel. This nar. This narrative demrative demonstrates onstratesdemdemonstratdemonstrates that thes that the issue ine issue in Genesis i Genesis is not justs not just productio production of thosen of those who would who would inherit t wouldwould inhewould inherit the prrit the promise, butomise, but the move  the move from conflfrom conflictual sepictual separation ofaration of siblings  siblings into heirsintointo heirsinto heirs and non-h and non-heirs (e.g.eirs (e.g. Isaac vs. Isaac vs. Ishmael,  Ishmael, Jacob vs. Jacob vs. Esau) to tEsau) to the creatiohe creation of a genn of a gn of a genealogicgenealogically definally defined communied community of heirty of heirs where als where all descendal descendants could nts could inherit thinherit the promise e pe promise anpromise and live in d live in the land tthe land together.ogether.

After diverging to survey the descendants of Esau, the Genesis narrative 
turns to an extensive section on Jacob’s descendants, particularly Joseph (Gen. 
37:2-50:26). In this subtle narrative, Joseph eventually creates the conditions for 
reconciling with his brothers, although they had earlier thought about killing him 
and did sell him into slavery. By the close of Genesis these “sons of Israel” have 
overcome a major challenge to their unity and stand ready together to inherit the 
promise to Abraham and become the nation of Israel. This narrative 
demonstrates that the issue in Genesis is not just production of those who 
would inherit the promise, but the move from conflictual separation of siblings 
into heirs and non-heirs (e.g. Isaac vs. Ishmael, Jacob vs. Esau) to the creation of a 



genealogically defined community of heirs where all descendants could inherit the 
promise and live in the land together.

FormationFormation

Formation

DiscoverieDiscoveries of multis of multiple and diple and divergent vevergent versions of rsions of texts bothtexts both inside an inside and outside d outside Israel indIsraIsrael indIsrael indicate thaticate that ancient a ancient authors divuthors diverged fromerged from us in the us in their conceptir concept of both t of both textual intextuttextual intextual integrity antegrity and authorshd authorship. Whereaip. Whereas modern rs modern readers looeaders look at Genesk at Genesis from this from this from the perspethe perspective of active of a culture w culture where peoplhere people are not e are not allowed toallowed to add to te add to texts authorxts authored by otheeauthorauthored bauthored by others, y others, the ancienthe ancient authors t authors of Genesisof Genesis worked wi worked within a culthin a culture whereture whereture where cherwhere cherished textished texts were adds were added to and ed to and where histwhere history was usory was usually tranually transmitted ansmitted ansmitted anonymouslanonymously. Indeed,y. Indeed, the Penta the Pentateuch is ateuch is anonymous anonymous and nowherend nowhere claims Mo claims Mosaic authosaic ausaic authorshipauthorship for itsel for itself. Attribuf. Attribution of Getion of Genesis and nesis and the rest othe rest of the Pentf the Pentateuch to ateuch to Moses doesMoseMoses doesMoses does not emerg not emerge explicite explicitly until Ily until Israel had srael had come into come into intense cointense contact withntact with the highl th the highlythe highly author-co author-conscious Grnscious Greek cultureek culture.e.e.

Discoveries of multiple and divergent versions of texts both inside and outside 
Israel indicate that ancient authors diverged from us in their concept of both 
textual integrity and authorship. Whereas modern readers look at Genesis from 
the perspective of a culture where people are not allowed to add to texts 
authored by others, the ancient authors of Genesis worked within a culture 
where cherished texts were added to and where history was usually transmitted 
anonymously. Indeed, the Pentateuch is anonymous and nowhere claims Mosaic 
authorship for itself. Attribution of Genesis and the rest of the Pentateuch to 
Moses does not emerge explicitly until Israel had come into intense contact with 
the highly author-conscious Greek culture.

�There are There are many signsmany signs that Gene that Genesis, like sis, like other impoother important docurtant documents in Iments in Israel and srael asrael and elsewhand elsewhere, grew ere, grew over time.over time. Already i Already in 1753, thn 1753, the French pe French physician Jhysician Jean Astrucean Astruc recognize AstrucAstruc recAstruc recognized siognized signs that Ggns that Genesis hadenesis had been crea been created out ofted out of at least  at least two major two major sources. Isosources. Isources. In subsequen subsequent centurint centuries Astruc’es Astruc’s insightss insights have been have been expanded  expanded and refineand refined to recogdrefinerefined torefined to recognize recognize a basic d a basic distinctionistinction in Genesi in Genesis between s between two basic two basic bodies of bodies of material: mamaterial: material: a Priestlya Priestly set of te set of texts (P) bexts (P) beginning wiginning with the sevth the seven-day Creen-day Creation accoation account in 1:1unt accoaccount inaccount in 1:1—2:3;  1:1—2:3; and a largand a largely earlieely earlier set of nr set of non-Priestlon-Priestly texts bey texts beginning wiginning with the garth thth the gardenthe garden of Eden s of Eden story in 2:tory in 2:4—3:24. In4—3:24. In addition  addition to 1:1—2:3to 1:1—2:3, the Prie, the Priestly layerstly layer encompass en encompasseencompasses most of s most of Genesis’s Genesis’s genealogiegenealogies, genealos, genealogical headgical headings, a siings, a significant gnificant strand of strastrand of strand of the Flood the Flood narrative,narrative, and Pries and Priestly promistly promise-orientede-oriented texts lik texts like 17:1–27;e 17:1–27; 26:34–35; 26: 26:34–35; 26:34–35; 27:46—28:927:46—28:9; 35:9–15;; 35:9–15; 48:3–6. T 48:3–6. The non-Prihe non-Priestly layeestly layer encompasr encompasses almostses almosses almost evealmost everything elrything else. In itsse. In its present f present form the Prorm the Priestly layiestly layer is inteer is integrally relgrally related to thated to ated to the nonto the non-Priestly -Priestly material amaterial and forms and forms an editorian editorial frameworl framework for muchk for much of it. Sc of it. Scholars conhoScScholars cScholars continue toontinue to debate, h debate, however, whowever, whether a laether a large portiorge portion of the pn of the present Priresent Priestly layeePriPriestly lPriestly layer in Geayer in Genesis oncenesis once may have  may have been part been part of a Priesof a Priestly sourcetly source that orig that originally stoinallorigoriginallyoriginally stood sep stood separate fromarate from the non-P the non-Priestly mariestly material andterial and even been even been designed  designed to replacetoto replaceto replace it. it. it.

There are many signs that Genesis, like other important documents in Israel 
and elsewhere, grew over time. Already in 1753, the French physician Jean 
Astruc recognized signs that Genesis had been created out of at least two major 
sources. In subsequent centuries Astruc’s insights have been expanded and 
refined to recognize a basic distinction in Genesis between two basic bodies of 
material: a Priestly set of texts (P) beginning with the seven-day Creation 
account in 1:1—2:3; and a largely earlier set of non-Priestly texts beginning with 
the garden of Eden story in 2:4—3:24. In addition to 1:1—2:3, the Priestly layer 
encompasses most of Genesis’s genealogies, genealogical headings, a significant 
strand of the Flood narrative, and Priestly promise-oriented texts like 17:1–27; 
26:34–35; 27:46—28:9; 35:9–15; 48:3–6. The non-Priestly layer encompasses 
almost everything else. In its present form the Priestly layer is integrally related 
to the non-Priestly material and forms an editorial framework for much of it. 
Scholars continue to debate, however, whether a large portion of the present 
Priestly layer in Genesis once may have been part of a Priestly source that 
originally stood separate from the non-Priestly material and even been designed 
to replace it.

�Ever sinceEver since the work  the work of Karl Heof Karl Heinrich Grainrich Graf and Julif and Julius Wellhauus Wellhausen in thesen in the late 1800 late 18 late 1800s, mos1800s, most scholarst scholars have reco have recognized thagnized that the earlt the earliest origiiest origins of Genens of Genesis probabsis probably are to ly probabprobably aprobably are to be fre to be found in thound in the non-Priee non-Priestly materstly material. Neverial. Nevertheless, ttheless, there is cohere is considerablensidcoconsiderabconsiderable debate le debate about the about the history ofhistory of the forma the formation of thtion of that materiaat material. Over thl. Over the last hune ththe last hthe last hundred yeaundred years most scrs most scholars havholars have maintaine maintained that thed that the bulk of e bulk of the non-Prthe non-Priestly matienon-Prnon-Priestnon-Priestly materialy material of Genesl of Genesis was foris was formed out ofmed out of the combi the combination of nation of materials materials from two hfrfrom two hfrom two hypothesizeypothesized pentateud pentateuchal sourcchal sources: a “Yahes: a “Yahwistic” dowistic” document (J)cument (J) written i written i written in the Souin the South during th during the reign the reign of David oof David or Solomon r Solomon and an “Eland an “Elohistic” dohistic” document (Eocument (E) written )(E(E) writte(E) written one or tn one or two centuriwo centuries later ies later in the nortn the northern kingdhern kingdom of Israom of Israel. Recentel. Recently, howevely,RecentRecently, Recently, however, mhowever, many would any would date crucidate crucial elemental elements of the hs of the hypothesizeypothesized Yahwistid Yahwistd Yahwistic Yahwistic document 4document 400 years l00 years later to thater to the time of e time of the Exile.the Exile. Moreover, Moreover, many spec many spec many specialistspecialists working s working with Geneswith Genesis no longis no longer think ter think there was ahere was an Elohistin Elohistic source. c source. Rather thaRatRather thaRather than non-Prien non-Priestly materstly material being ial being formed outformed out of interw of interwoven Yahwioven Yahwistic and Estic and Estic and Elohistic Elohistic documents,documents, some scho some scholars hypotlars hypothesize thahesize that the earlt the earliest writtiest written originsen origins of the no of of the nonof the non-Priestly -Priestly material amaterial are to be fre to be found in hyound in hypothesizedpothesized preexilic preexilic independe independent documennt independeindependenindependent documentt documents focusings focusing on differ on different parts ent parts of the stoof the story: e.g., ry: e.g., primeval hprimeval history, Jaistohhistory, Jhistory, Jacob and/oacob and/or Joseph. r Joseph. Thus, the Thus, the early histearly history of theory of the written f written formation oormation of Genesis f Gef Genesis anGenesis and other ped other pentateuchalntateuchal books rem books remains an unains an unresolved presolved problem in roblem in pentateuchpentateupentateuchpentateuchal researcal research.h.h.

Ever since the work of Karl Heinrich Graf and Julius Wellhausen in the late 
1800s, most scholars have recognized that the earliest origins of Genesis 
probably are to be found in the non-Priestly material. Nevertheless, there is 
considerable debate about the history of the formation of that material. Over 
the last hundred years most scholars have maintained that the bulk of the 
non-Priestly material of Genesis was formed out of the combination of materials 
from two hypothesized pentateuchal sources: a “Yahwistic” document (J) written 
in the South during the reign of David or Solomon and an “Elohistic” document 



(E) written one or two centuries later in the northern kingdom of Israel. 
Recently, however, many would date crucial elements of the hypothesized 
Yahwistic document 400 years later to the time of the Exile. Moreover, many 
specialists working with Genesis no longer think there was an Elohistic source. 
Rather than non-Priestly material being formed out of interwoven Yahwistic and 
Elohistic documents, some scholars hypothesize that the earliest written origins 
of the non-Priestly material are to be found in hypothesized preexilic 
independent documents focusing on different parts of the story: e.g., primeval 
history, Jacob and/or Joseph. Thus, the early history of the written formation of 
Genesis and other pentateuchal books remains an unresolved problem in 
pentateuchal research.

�Whatever oWhatever one’s theorne’s theories about ies about the writtethe written prehiston prehistory of Genery of Genesis, almossis, almost all agret all at all agree thatagree that many of t many of the book’s he book’s elements welements were shapedere shaped by a long by a long history o history of oral traf oral transmission nstratransmissitransmission of storon of stories and geies and genealogies.nealogies. Overall,  Overall, this tradithis traditional mattional material fallerial falls into thrs into ts into three catethree categories: cogories: cosmic tradismic traditions (suctions (such as thoseh as those regarding regarding Creation  Creation and Flood)and Flood), genealog, g, genealogiegenealogies, and legs, and legendary matendary material regaerial regarding cultrding culture heroesure heroes like Abra like Abraham, Isaacham, Isaac, and Jaco, a, and Jacob.and Jacob. The cosmi The cosmic traditioc traditions of Genens of Genesis are pasis are paralleled bralleled by similar y similar traditionstraditions in other  in o in other anciother ancient Near Eent Near Eastern andastern and Mediterra Mediterranean cultunean cultures. Such res. Such materials materials appear to appear to have been hhave been have been transmittetransmitted in templd in temple and relae and related contexted contexts. The gets. The genealogicalnealogical materials materials also have a also have also have many paralmany parallels in otlels in other culturher cultures. In pares. In particular, tticular, there is anhere is an interesti interesting correspng corrng correspondcorrespondence betweence between the genen the genealogical ealogical form of eaform of early Greek rly Greek histories histories and that fand that fand that found in Gfound in Genesis. Leenesis. Legendary magendary material regterial regarding cularding culture heroeture heroes of the ss of the sort found ort found in Genesisinin Genesisin Genesis is also f is also found in otound in other culturher cultures, and sees, and seems to havems to have been free been freely transmely transmitted in vitttransmtransmittetransmitted in variod in various unofficus unofficial and ofial and official oraficial oral contextsl contexts..

Whatever one’s theories about the written prehistory of Genesis, almost all 
agree that many of the book’s elements were shaped by a long history of oral 
transmission of stories and genealogies. Overall, this traditional material falls into 
three categories: cosmic traditions (such as those regarding Creation and Flood), 
genealogies, and legendary material regarding culture heroes like Abraham, Isaac, 
and Jacob. The cosmic traditions of Genesis are paralleled by similar traditions in 
other ancient Near Eastern and Mediterranean cultures. Such materials appear to 
have been transmitted in temple and related contexts. The genealogical materials 
also have many parallels in other cultures. In particular, there is an interesting 
correspondence between the genealogical form of early Greek histories and that 
found in Genesis. Legendary material regarding culture heroes of the sort found 
in Genesis is also found in other cultures, and seems to have been freely 
transmitted in various unofficial and official oral contexts.

HistoryHistory

History

Whether coWhether cosmic tradismic tradition, genetion, genealogy, or alogy, or legend — alegend — all of the ll of the materials materials in Genesisin Genesis were shap w were shapewere shaped in the cd in the crucible ofrucible of life of s life of successive uccessive generationgenerations in Israes in Israel. As a rel. As a result, the sult, thsult, the storiethe stories of Geness of Genesis tell usis tell us at least  at least as much abas much about the inout the insights andsights and beliefs o beliefs of those suf thosf those succthose successive genessive generations aerations as they do s they do about the about the history ofhistory of Israel be Israel before the Efore the Exodus. ForxodEExodus. FoExodus. For example,r example, the sabba the sabbath focus fth focus found in thound in the 1:1—2:3 e 1:1—2:3 Creation aCreation account proccount prccount probably rprobably reflects a eflects a consciousnconsciousness of theess of the preciousn preciousness of sabess of sabbath that bath that first arisfirst arises during es dues during theduring the Babylonia Babylonian Exile. In Exile. It was at tt was at that time, hat time, when Israewhen Israel was far l was far away from away from the land athe the land athe land and had no nd had no temple, thtemple, that the ancat the ancient practient practice of sabice of sabbath becambath became a partice a particularly cenulaparticparticularparticularly centrally central means for means for Israel to Israel to live out  live out its faith.its faith. So also,  So also, although talthough there almoshere almhere almost ceralmost certainly wertainly were figures e figures named Abranamed Abraham and Saham and Sarah, Jacobrah, Jacob and Rache and Rachel, numeroul, numerol, numerous enumerous elements oflements of the narra the narratives regatives regarding themrding them seem to h seem to have been save been shaped by thaped byhaped by the expby the experience anerience and questiond questions of laters of later retellers retellers of these  of these legends. Plegends. Perhaps parerhaps partly as a rtly atly as a resulas a result of this t of this process ofprocess of reshaping reshaping of tradit of tradition over tion over time, the bime, the book of Genook of Genesis has pesis GenGenesis haGenesis has proven is proven its abilityts ability to speak  to speak of people of people of varyingof varying cultures  cultures and times.and times. It is not It is It is not jusis not just a story t a story about thinabout things happenigs happening in a byng in a bygone age. gone age. It is a crIt is a crystallizatystallization of Isrion of Ision of Israel’s mIsrael’s most fervenost fervent beliefs t beliefs and hopes and hopes as expressas expressed throughed through tradition traditions which has which have proven ve hahave provehave proven their thn their theological eological worth overworth over time. time. time.

Whether cosmic tradition, genealogy, or legend — all of the materials in Genesis 
were shaped in the crucible of life of successive generations in Israel. As a result, 
the stories of Genesis tell us at least as much about the insights and beliefs of 
those successive generations as they do about the history of Israel before the 
Exodus. For example, the sabbath focus found in the 1:1—2:3 Creation account 
probably reflects a consciousness of the preciousness of sabbath that first arises 
during the Babylonian Exile. It was at that time, when Israel was far away from 
the land and had no temple, that the ancient practice of sabbath became a 
particularly central means for Israel to live out its faith. So also, although there 
almost certainly were figures named Abraham and Sarah, Jacob and Rachel, 
numerous elements of the narratives regarding them seem to have been shaped 
by the experience and questions of later retellers of these legends. Perhaps partly 
as a result of this process of reshaping of tradition over time, the book of 



Genesis has proven its ability to speak of people of varying cultures and times. It 
is not just a story about things happening in a bygone age. It is a crystallization of 
Israel’s most fervent beliefs and hopes as expressed through traditions which 
have proven their theological worth over time.
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GENESIS APGENESIS APOCRYPHONOCRYPHON (1QapGen  (1QapGen ar)ar)ar)

GENESIS APOCRYPHON (1QapGen ar)

A collectiA collection of apocon of apocryphal storyphal stories aboutries about the bibli the biblical patriacal patriarchs, amonrchs, among the firsg the first Dead Seat Det Dead Sea SDead Sea Scrolls discrolls discovered incovered in Qumran Ca Qumran Cave 1. Thisve 1. This 22-column 22-column Aramaic d Aramaic document laocumenddocument ldocument lacks both acks both its beginnits beginning and ening and end, and sevd, and several of theral of the survivine surviving columns g columns are eitherarare eitherare either illegible illegible or so fra or so fragmentary tgmentary that readinhat reading them is g them is impossibleimpossible. While th. While the text exhe texe text exhibtext exhibits no uniits no uniquely Qumrquely Qumranic ideasanic ideas, it still, it still may have  may have originatedoriginated at Qumran at Qumran in the 1s in in the 1stin the 1st century  century B.C.E.B.C.E. As an app As an apparent retearent retelling and lling and expansion expansion of Genesisof Genesis, it resem, it resem, it resembles resembles 1 Enoch, J1 Enoch, Jubilees, aubilees, and the Tesnd the Testaments oftaments of the Twelv the Twelve Patriarce Patriarchs.hs.hs.

A collection of apocryphal stories about the biblical patriarchs, among the first 
Dead Sea Scrolls discovered in Qumran Cave 1. This 22-column Aramaic 
document lacks both its beginning and end, and several of the surviving columns 
are either illegible or so fragmentary that reading them is impossible. While the 
text exhibits no uniquely Qumranic ideas, it still may have originated at Qumran 
in the 1st century B.C.E. As an apparent retelling and expansion of Genesis, it 
resembles 1 Enoch, Jubilees, and the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs.

�The first The first extant stoextant story (cols. ry (cols. 2–5) is a 2–5) is a version ofversion of the story the story of Noah’s of Noah’s birth in  birth in 1 En. 106–1 1 En. 106–1 En. 106–7. Noah’s 7. Noah’s extraordinextraordinary appearary appearance causeance causes his faths his father Lamech er Lamech to worry tto worry to worry thatworry that Bitenosh  Bitenosh had copulahad copulated with ated with angelic beingelic beings. The tngs. The text certaiext certainly also inly also included thncluiincluded tincluded the Flood she Flood story, but tory, but it is fragit is fragmentary atmentary at this poin this point.t.t.

The first extant story (cols. 2–5) is a version of the story of Noah’s birth in 
1 En. 106–7. Noah’s extraordinary appearance causes his father Lamech to 
worry that Bitenosh had copulated with angelic beings. The text certainly also 
included the Flood story, but it is fragmentary at this point.

�Cols. 19–2Cols. 19–22 paraphra2 paraphrase Gen. 12se Gen. 12:8-15:4 an:8-15:4 and incorpord incorporate severaate several additionl additions to the bs to ts to the biblicthe biblical narratial narrative. For exve. For example, Abrample, Abraham has aaham has a dream tha dream that forewarnt forewarns him of ts him of the Egyptiahtthe Egyptithe Egyptians’ plot ans’ plot to kill hito kill him and takem and take Sarah for Sarah for Pharaoh.  Pharaoh. The text aThe text also adds also adds a descripti desc descriptiodescription of Sarahn of Sarah’s beauty.’s beauty. The accou The account ends innt ends in the middl the middle of the se of the story of Gotory of God’s covenad’sGoGod’s coveGod’s covenant with nant with Abraham.Abraham.Abraham.

Cols. 19–22 paraphrase Gen. 12:8-15:4 and incorporate several additions to 
the biblical narrative. For example, Abraham has a dream that forewarns him of 
the Egyptians’ plot to kill him and take Sarah for Pharaoh. The text also adds a 
description of Sarah’s beauty. The account ends in the middle of the story of 
God’s covenant with Abraham.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. A. FitzJ. A. Fitzmyer, myer, The GenesiThe Genesis Apocryphs Apocryphon of Qumron of Qumran Cave I,an Cave I, 2nd ed. B 2nd e 2nd ed. BibOr ed. BibOr 18A (Rome,18A (Rome, 1971); G. 1971); G. W. E. Nic W. E. Nickelsburg, kelsburg, “The Bible“The Bible Rewritten Rewritten and Expan and Exp and Expanded,”Expanded,” in  in Jewish WriJewish Writings of ttings of the Second he Second Temple PerTemple Period,iod, ed. M. E. ed. M. E. Stone. CR Stone. CRINT 2 (PhiINT 2INT 2 (Philade2 (Philadelphia, 198lphia, 1984): 89–1564): 89–156...
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Expanded,” in Jewish Writings of the Second Temple Period, ed. M. E. Stone. CRINT 
2 (Philadelphia, 1984): 89–156.
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GENIZAH (Heb. geïniîza®)

The chambeThe chamber of a synr of a synagogue whiagogue which stores ch stores wornout cowornout copies of thpies of the Torah ane Torah and other sad otherd other sacrother sacred writinged writings no longes no longer fit for r fit for use in woruse in worship as weship as well as herell as heretical worktical works (from Hes (frs (from Heb.(from Heb.  gaœnaz,gaœnaz, “cover, h “cover, hide”). Sucide”). Such a chambeh a chamber, dating r, dating to 886 to 886 C.E.C.E., was disc, was discovered at odiscdiscovereddiscovered at Cairo  at Cairo in 1896. Iin 1896. In additionn addition to import to important biblicant biblical and apoal and apocryphal macryphal manuscripts numamanuscriptmanuscripts it contas it contained the Zined the Zadokite (oadokite (or Damascusr Damascus) Document) Document (CD). (CD).

The chamber of a synagogue which stores wornout copies of the Torah and 
other sacred writings no longer fit for use in worship as well as heretical works 
(from Heb. gaœnaz, “cover, hide”). Such a chamber, dating to 886 C.E., was 



discovered at Cairo in 1896. In addition to important biblical and apocryphal 
manuscripts it contained the Zadokite (or Damascus) Document (CD).

GENNESARETGENNESARET (Gk.  (Gk.  Genneäsar Genneäsarétét)))

GENNESARET (Gk.  Genneäsarét)

The coastaThe coastal plain thl plain that lies toat lies to the north the northwest of thwest of the Sea of Ge Sea of Galilee (alalilee (also called so called GennesaretGenneGennesaretGennesaret; Luke 5:1; Luke 5:1), between), between the citie the cities of Magads of Magadan and Capan and Capernaum. Geernaum. Gennesaret innesaretGeGennesaretGennesaret is probab is probably the samly the same as Chinne as Chinnereth. Theereth. The plain was plain was boxed in  boxed in by mountaiby mountaby mountains mountains and extendand extended ca. 4.8ed ca. 4.8 km. (3 mi km. (3 mi.) along t.) along the coast ahe coast and ca. 1.6nd ca. 1.6 km. (1 mi km. (1 mi.) inland..) mimi.) inlanmi.) inland. The ared. The area was quita was quite populouse populous and was w and was well-known ell-known for its fefor its fertile soilrtile soil, accordin, acc, according according to Josephuto Josephus (s (BJBJ 3.10.8[51 3.10.8[516–21]) and6–21]) and rabbinic  rabbinic sources. Tsources. The chief che chief cities of tities ofities of the plaof the plain were thin were the seaport e seaport towns of Mtowns of Magadan, Caagadan, Capernaum, apernaum, and the smand the small town ofll town oll town of Gennesaof Gennesaret. Caperret. Capernaum, Jesunaum, Jesus’ home fos’ home for the lattr the latter years, er years, was a largwas a large city wite city with a detachh ah a detachmea detachment of Romant of Roman soldiersn soldiers, a tax of, a tax office, and fice, and the home othe home of a Roman f a Roman official. official. Magadan (MMaMagadan (MMagadan (Magdala), tagdala), the home ofhe home of Mary Magd Mary Magdalene, wasalene, was reported  reported to be a cito be a city of 40 tty of 40 ty of 40 thousan40 thousand people (d people (BJBJ 2.21.4).  2.21.4). Extending Extending through Gethrough Gennesaret wnnesaret was the Viaas the Via Maris, on Maris, o Maris, one of theone of the major hig major highways in thways in the region,he region, which ran which ran along the along the northwest northwestern coast ern coast of the Seaoof the Seaof the Sea of Galile of Galilee and thene and then branched  branched inland. Moinland. Most of Jesust of Jesus’ public s’ public ministry wministry was in the as inas in the regin the region of Genion of Gennesaret, tnesaret, though the hough the land is meland is mentioned byntioned by name only name only twice in  twice in the Gospelththe Gospelthe Gospels (Matt. 1s (Matt. 14:34 = Mar4:34 = Mark 6:53).k 6:53).k 6:53).

The coastal plain that lies to the northwest of the Sea of Galilee (also called 
Gennesaret; Luke 5:1), between the cities of Magadan and Capernaum. 
Gennesaret is probably the same as Chinnereth. The plain was boxed in by 
mountains and extended ca. 4.8 km. (3 mi.) along the coast and ca. 1.6 km. (1 
mi.) inland. The area was quite populous and was well-known for its fertile soil, 
according to Josephus (BJ 3.10.8[516–21]) and rabbinic sources. The chief cities 
of the plain were the seaport towns of Magadan, Capernaum, and the small town 
of Gennesaret. Capernaum, Jesus’ home for the latter years, was a large city with 
a detachment of Roman soldiers, a tax office, and the home of a Roman official. 
Magadan (Magdala), the home of Mary Magdalene, was reported to be a city of 
40 thousand people (BJ 2.21.4). Extending through Gennesaret was the Via Maris, 
one of the major highways in the region, which ran along the northwestern coast 
of the Sea of Galilee and then branched inland. Most of Jesus’ public ministry was 
in the region of Gennesaret, though the land is mentioned by name only twice in 
the Gospels (Matt. 14:34 = Mark 6:53).
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GENREGENREGENRE

GENRE

A classifiA classification of cation of literary cliterary compositionomposition character characterized by paized by particular erticular elements oflements of form and  form form and cform and content.ontent.ontent.

A classification of literary composition characterized by particular elements of 
form and content.

�One of theOne of the crucial i crucial insights ofnsights of form crit form criticism in bicism in biblical stiblical studies was udies was the realizthe realization of tatrealizrealizatiorealization of the in of the importance mportance of genre rof genre recognitionecognition for textu for textual interpral interpretation. Oetation. One cannot ne cne cannot undcannot understand a erstand a particularparticular text with text without at leaout at least some imst some implicit knoplicit knowledge of wledge of the genre ththe genre the genre to which tto which that text bhat text belongs. Thelongs. There is no ere is no literary cliterary creation reation ex nihilo.ex nihilo. Every wri Every w Every writer whowriter who desires t desires to communico communicate with aate with an audiencen audience must draw must draw on previo on previously knownusly knously known liteknown literary converary conventions of ntions of one type oone type or another.r another. The write The writer starts wr starts with a specith a specific genreifspecspecific gspecific genre or seenre or set of genret of genres in mind.s in mind. He or she He or she may work  may work through ththrough the conventie conventions associoconventiconventionconventions associats associated with thed with these genresese genres, transfor, transform them in m them in important important ways, or eways, or even totallveeven totaleven totally explodely explode them, but them, but use them  use them he or she he or she must. Thesmust. These same gene same genre conventre convere conventionconventions provide s provide the readerthe reader or hearer or hearer with an i with an initial franitial frame of refeme of reference, somrence, some means bye somsome meanssome means by which  by which to begin tto begin to extract o extract meaning frmeaning from the texom the text.t.t.

One of the crucial insights of form criticism in biblical studies was the 
realization of the importance of genre recognition for textual interpretation. One 
cannot understand a particular text without at least some implicit knowledge of 
the genre to which that text belongs. There is no literary creation ex nihilo. Every 
writer who desires to communicate with an audience must draw on previously 
known literary conventions of one type or another. The writer starts with a 
specific genre or set of genres in mind. He or she may work through the 
conventions associated with these genres, transform them in important ways, or 
even totally explode them, but use them he or she must. These same genre 
conventions provide the reader or hearer with an initial frame of reference, 
some means by which to begin to extract meaning from the text.

�The legacyThe legacy of form c of form criticism hriticism has been leas been less helpfulss helpful in the co in the conception onception of genre whf genre wf genre which it bwhich it bequeathed equeathed to the fieto the field. In parld. In particular, tticular, the belief he belief that genrethat genres, especias, especially oral glly orallly oral genreoral genres, tend tos, tend to be relati be relatively shortvely short and self- and self-contained,contained, pure, and pure, and originate originate from one  from from one pfrom one particular articular setting insetting in life has  life has been callebeen called into qued into question by cstion by contemporarontemporary genre thy gey genre theogenre theory. Genresry. Genres, both ora, both oral and writl and written, may bten, may be realizede realized on many d on many different sifferent scales and casscales andscales and involve v involve varying degarying degrees of corees of complexity; mplexity; generic migeneric mixture and xture and not puritynot purity of form i o of form isof form is the norm, the norm, and not e and not every instavery instance of a pnce of a particular articular genre needgenre need necessari necessarily reflectly rly reflect onreflect one putativee putative setting i setting in life. Gen life. Genres, oncenres, once known, ma known, may be imitay be imitated and exted and exploited inploexexploited exploited in all kinin all kinds of waysds of ways and for a and for all kinds oll kinds of purposesf purposes which may which may or may no or may not have anyt ht have anythhave anything to do ing to do with the gwith the genre’s ordenre’s ordinary settinary setting in lifing in life. Finallye. Finally, a looser, a looser concept o conce concept ofconcept of genre tha genre than that whin that which has trach has traditionallyditionally informed  informed form critiform criticism is tocism is to be encour be  be encourabe encouraged, one wged, one which recoghich recognizes thatnizes that all featu all features, howevres, however informaer informal, can becl, can become genre-obecbecome genbecome genre-linked re-linked and which and which is predicais predicated on theted on the notion of notion of family re family resemblance semblance reresemblancresemblance instead e instead of a more of a more formal setformal set theory. theory. theory.

The legacy of form criticism has been less helpful in the conception of genre 
which it bequeathed to the field. In particular, the belief that genres, especially 
oral genres, tend to be relatively short and self-contained, pure, and originate 
from one particular setting in life has been called into question by contemporary 
genre theory. Genres, both oral and written, may be realized on many different 



scales and involve varying degrees of complexity; generic mixture and not purity 
of form is the norm, and not every instance of a particular genre need necessarily 
reflect one putative setting in life. Genres, once known, may be imitated and 
exploited in all kinds of ways and for all kinds of purposes which may or may not 
have anything to do with the genre’s ordinary setting in life. Finally, a looser 
concept of genre than that which has traditionally informed form criticism is to 
be encouraged, one which recognizes that all features, however informal, can 
become genre-linked and which is predicated on the notion of family 
resemblance instead of a more formal set theory.
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GENTILEGENTILEGENTILE

GENTILE

Simply putSimply put, a non-Je, a non-Jewish persowish person (or non-n (or non-Hebrew in Hebrew in the OT). Tthe OT). This dichothis dichotomy is madomy is maomy is made clearmade clear in places in places where all where all of humani of humanity is refety is referred to wirred to with phrasesth phrases such as “ such as “Jews and GJew““Jews and “Jews and Gentiles” Gentiles” or “Jews aor “Jews and Greeks”nd Greeks” (e.g., Ac (e.g., Acts 14:1, 5ts 14:1, 5; 19:10, 1; 19:10, 17; 1 Cor. 7; 1 Cor. 1:22-24).1:221:22-24).1:22-24).1:22-24).

Simply put, a non-Jewish person (or non-Hebrew in the OT). This dichotomy is 
made clear in places where all of humanity is referred to with phrases such as 
“Jews and Gentiles” or “Jews and Greeks” (e.g., Acts 14:1, 5; 19:10, 17; 1 Cor. 
1:22-24).

�In biblicaIn biblical times, bl times, being a Geneing a Gentile was ntile was not merely ot merely a matter oa matter of ethnicitf ethnicity; it was y; it was also a mataalso a matalso a matter of polter of political anditical and territori territorial affiliaal affiliations, andtions, and often rel often religious faiigious faith (Deut. th (Deut. 12:29-30; 112:29-30; 12:29-30; 2 Sam. 7:22 Sam. 7:23; 2 Kgs. 3; 2 Kgs. 18:33-35 =18:33-35 = Isa. 36:1 Isa. 36:18-20; Jer.8-20; Jer. 2:11). Th 2:11). The term “Gee term “Gentile” is ntil“Ge“Gentile” “Gentile” is many tiis many times used pmes used pejorativelejoratively to speaky to speak of people of people who do no who do not correctlt correctly worship ycorrectlcorrectly correctly worship Goworship God (Matt. 6d (Matt. 6:7; 18:17;:7; 18:17; Gal. 2:15 Gal. 2:15; Eph. 4:1; Eph. 4:17-19; 1 Th7-19; 1 Thess. 4:5).ess. 4:5). Yet, in s Yet Yet, in soYet, in some passageme passages the terms the terms for “Gens for “Gentile” are tile” are used for, used for, and properand properly translaly translated as, “ntedtranslatranslatedtranslated as, “nati as, “nations” — eveons” — even the Isran the Israelite natielite nation (e.g., on (e.g., Gen. 12:1-Gen. 12:1-2; 18:18; 2; 18:18; Exod. 19:5Exod.Exod. 19:5Exod. 19:5-6; Luke 7-6; Luke 7:5; Acts 1:5; Acts 10:22). Whi0:22). While a persole a person’s nationn’s national/political/political heritagal heritage often dee ofte often deteoften determined hisrmined his or her re or her religious idligious identity, a entity, a person’s rperson’s religious celigious commitmentsommitments did not d di did not dedid not determine hitermine his/her natis/her national identonal identity.ity.ity.

In biblical times, being a Gentile was not merely a matter of ethnicity; it was 
also a matter of political and territorial affiliations, and often religious faith (Deut. 
12:29-30; 2 Sam. 7:23; 2 Kgs. 18:33-35 = Isa. 36:18-20; Jer. 2:11). The term 
“Gentile” is many times used pejoratively to speak of people who do not 
correctly worship God (Matt. 6:7; 18:17; Gal. 2:15; Eph. 4:17-19; 1 Thess. 4:5). 
Yet, in some passages the terms for “Gentile” are used for, and properly 
translated as, “nations” — even the Israelite nation (e.g., Gen. 12:1-2; 18:18; 
Exod. 19:5-6; Luke 7:5; Acts 10:22). While a person’s national/political heritage 
often determined his or her religious identity, a person’s religious commitments 
did not determine his/her national identity.

�God’s estaGod’s establishment blishment of Abrahamof Abraham’s descend’s descendants throuants through Jacob (gh Jacob (= Israel) = Israel) brought abbrougbrought abbrought about a sensout a sense of unique of unique identitye identity for the I for the Israelite nsraelite nation. Thiation. This includeds included practices prac practices practices to maintaito maintain a sense n a sense of separatof separation (Lev. ion (Lev. 18:24-30).18:24-30). Thus, the Thus, the Israelite Israelites came to s cams came to dicame to distinguish stinguish themselvesthemselves from othe from other nations,r nations, referring referring to all ot to all others as Gehers as Gentiles. InntilGeGentiles. Gentiles. InterraciaInterracial marriagel marriage was forbi was forbidden for tdden for the Israelihe Israelites, not ftes, not for ethnic or ethnic purity conpuritypurity conpurity concerns but cerns but for faith for faith commitmentcommitment concerns  concerns (Exod. 34:(Exod. 34:10-16; 1 K10-16; 1 Kgs. 11:1-1gs. 11:1-11; Ezra 9:111:1-111:1-11; E11:1-11; Ezra 9:1-15zra 9:1-15, esp. 11–, esp. 11–12). Other12). Other covenants covenants with fore with foreigners werigners were likewisee likewise forbidden f forbidden.forbidden.

God’s establishment of Abraham’s descendants through Jacob (= Israel) 
brought about a sense of unique identity for the Israelite nation. This included 
practices to maintain a sense of separation (Lev. 18:24-30). Thus, the Israelites 
came to distinguish themselves from other nations, referring to all others as 
Gentiles. Interracial marriage was forbidden for the Israelites, not for ethnic 
purity concerns but for faith commitment concerns (Exod. 34:10-16; 1 Kgs. 
11:1-11; Ezra 9:1-15, esp. 11–12). Other covenants with foreigners were likewise 
forbidden.

�In conquerIn conquering the Pring the Promised Lanomised Land, howeverd, however, the Isra, the Israelites faielites failed to chaled to chase all these all thse all the foreigthe foreigners out oners out of Palestinf Palestine and theye and they disobeyed disobeyed God’s com God’s commands regamands regarding interding interding interactiointeraction. These cn. These compromisesompromises eventuall eventually led to Iy led to Israel’s resrael’s religious unligious unfaithfulnefaithfulness and ultss anss and ultimaand ultimately theirtely their exile (Ju exile (Judg. 1:27-2dg. 1:27-2:3; 1 Kgs.:3; 1 Kgs. 14:22-23; 14:22-23; 2 Kgs. 16 2 Kgs. 16:3; 17:7-2:3; 17:7-20). God ex0). Go0). God exerciGod exercises sovereses sovereignty overignty over the unbel the unbelieving genieving gentile natiotile nations, using ns, using them as tothem as tools to disoltotools to dtools to discipline iscipline Israel (HaIsrael (Habakkuk) anbakkuk) and calling d calling them to rethem to repentance (pentance (Jonah) andJonah) and declaring de declaring declaring judgment ujudgment upon them (pon them (Nahum, ObaNahum, Obadiah).diah).diah).

In conquering the Promised Land, however, the Israelites failed to chase all 
the foreigners out of Palestine and they disobeyed God’s commands regarding 
interaction. These compromises eventually led to Israel’s religious unfaithfulness 
and ultimately their exile (Judg. 1:27-2:3; 1 Kgs. 14:22-23; 2 Kgs. 16:3; 17:7-20). 
God exercises sovereignty over the unbelieving gentile nations, using them as 
tools to discipline Israel (Habakkuk) and calling them to repentance (Jonah) and 



declaring judgment upon them (Nahum, Obadiah).

�ForeignersForeigners were allo were allowed to conwed to convert to thvert to the Israelite Israelite faith (ie faith (i.e., becom.e., become proselyte proselye proselytesproselytes; e.g., Ra; e.g., Rahab, Josh.hab, Josh. 6:25; Jas 6:25; Jas. 2:25; Ru. 2:25; Ruth, Ruth 1th, Ruth 1:16-17), b:16-17), but Gentileut Gentiles unwillins unwils unwilling unwilling to convertto convert were requ were required to beired to be separate  separate from Israefrom Israelite faithlite faith practices practices if they w if th if they wantethey wanted to live d to live in Palestiin Palestine (cf. Exne (cf. Exod. 12:43-od. 12:43-49). Those49). Those desiring  desiring to worshipto worship the God o the the God ofthe God of Israel, b Israel, but still uut still unwilling tnwilling to fully coo fully convert, evenvert, eventually bentually became knowncame known as “God-f as “ as “God-feare“God-fearers” (cf. Ars” (cf. Acts 10:22;cts 10:22; 13:16, 26 13:16, 26; 17:4, 17; 17:4, 17). Gentile). Gentiles were alls were allowed in thowed in the outer coe oue outer courouter courtyard of ttyard of the temple he temple of Jesus’ of Jesus’ day, but Gday, but Greek and Lreek and Latin inscratin inscriptions thiptions threatened dreaththreatenedthreatened death if  death if they ventuthey ventured furthered further into ther into the temple pr temple precincts (cecincts (cf. Acts 21f. Acts 21:28-29).:282121:28-29).21:28-29).

Foreigners were allowed to convert to the Israelite faith (i.e., become 
proselytes; e.g., Rahab, Josh. 6:25; Jas. 2:25; Ruth, Ruth 1:16-17), but Gentiles 
unwilling to convert were required to be separate from Israelite faith practices if 
they wanted to live in Palestine (cf. Exod. 12:43-49). Those desiring to worship 
the God of Israel, but still unwilling to fully convert, eventually became known as 
“God-fearers” (cf. Acts 10:22; 13:16, 26; 17:4, 17). Gentiles were allowed in the 
outer courtyard of the temple of Jesus’ day, but Greek and Latin inscriptions 
threatened death if they ventured further into the temple precincts (cf. Acts 
21:28-29).

�The hardenThe hardened attituded attitudes of the es of the Jews towarJews toward non-Jewsd non-Jews is confir is confirmed by Tacmed by Tacitus: “Theitus: TacTacitus: “Tacitus: “The Jews aThe Jews are extremere extremely loyal tly loyal toward one oward one another, aanother, and always nd always ready to sready to sready to show compashow compassion, butssion, but toward ev toward every other ery other people thepeople they feel only feel only hate andy hate and enmity” ( enmity”  enmity” (enmity” (Hist.Hist. 5.5). As  5.5). As seen in Gaseen in Galatians anlatians and Acts, thd Acts, the developme development of thient of this extreme s extremes extreme seextreme separation oparation of Jews frof Jews from Gentilesm Gentiles became pr became problematic oblematic for the NTfor the NT Church. T Church Church. ThChurch. The Israelite Israelite nation he nation had too easad too easily picturily pictured God as ed God as a nationala nationalistic deitistic deity uninterey uny uninterestuninterested in Gented in Gentiles, and iles, and this idea this idea needed corneeded correction.rection.rection.

The hardened attitudes of the Jews toward non-Jews is confirmed by 
Tacitus: “The Jews are extremely loyal toward one another, and always ready to 
show compassion, but toward every other people they feel only hate and 
enmity” (Hist. 5.5). As seen in Galatians and Acts, the development of this 
extreme separation of Jews from Gentiles became problematic for the NT 
Church. The Israelite nation had too easily pictured God as a nationalistic deity 
uninterested in Gentiles, and this idea needed correction.

�However, GHowever, God is not od is not the God ofthe God of only Isra only Israel (e.g., el (e.g., Deut. 10:1Deut. 10:17; Acts 107; Acts 10:34-35; Ro:34-35;1010:34-35; 10:34-35; Rom. 3:29;Rom. 3:29; 10:11-13) 10:11-13). God’s im. God’s impartial departial desire to resire to reach all naach all nations is ftions is found embedoundffound embefound embedded in thdded in the Abrahamie Abrahamic covenantc covenant. He promi. He promised to estsed to establish theablish the Israelite Israelite Israelite Israelite nation as nation as the envirothe environment fromnment from which to  which to bring the bring the Messiah foMessiah for the wholr the whole world (Gewholwhole worlwhole world (Gen. 12d (Gen. 12:1-3; cf. :1-3; cf. 22:15–18; 22:15–18; 28:10–15; 28:10–15; Gal. 3:14)Gal. 3:14). Salvatio. Salvation was meann was meant to be avt meanmeant to bmeant to be available available to all “e to all “the nationthe nations” (Isa. 2s” (Isa. 2:2-4; 25:6:2-4; 25:6-8; Zech. -8; Zech. 8:20-23).8:20-23).8:20-23).

However, God is not the God of only Israel (e.g., Deut. 10:17; Acts 
10:34-35; Rom. 3:29; 10:11-13). God’s impartial desire to reach all nations is 
found embedded in the Abrahamic covenant. He promised to establish the 
Israelite nation as the environment from which to bring the Messiah for the 
whole world (Gen. 12:1-3; cf. 22:15–18; 28:10–15; Gal. 3:14). Salvation was 
meant to be available to all “the nations” (Isa. 2:2-4; 25:6-8; Zech. 8:20-23).

�The physicThe physical sign ofal sign of the Abrah the Abrahamic covenamic covenant was ciant was circumcisionrcumcision (Gen. 17: (Gen. 17:9-14), and9-14)17:17:9-14), 17:9-14), and conseqand consequently “thuently “the uncircume uncircumcised” beccised” became anotheame another term forr term for Gentiles, Gentiles Gentiles, Gentiles, those outsthose outside of a ride of a relationshielationship with Godp with God (Jer. 9:2 (Jer. 9:25[MT 24]; 5[MT 24]; Acts 11:3;Acts 11:3; Rom. 3:29 Ro Rom. 3:29-Rom. 3:29-30; Eph. 230; Eph. 2:11). Yet :11). Yet both the Oboth the OT (Lev. 26T (Lev. 26:41; Jer. :41; Jer. 6:10; cf. 6:10; cf. Ezek. 44:7Ezek. 44:7-9) and th-9) a-9) and the NTand the NT (Acts 7:5 (Acts 7:51; Rom. 2:1; Rom. 2:25-29) tes25-29) testify to thtify to the symbolice symbolic nature of nature of physical  physical circumcisicircircumcisicircumcision. A hearon. A heart changed t changed by faith iby faith in God thron God through Jesus ugh Jesus Christ becChrist becomes acknoomes acknoomes acknowledgacknowledged as the ed as the ultimate iultimate identifier dentifier — the “cir— the “circumcision”cumcision” — of God’ — of God’s people, s people, whether thwwhether thwhether they are Jewey are Jewish or Genish or Gentile (Col.tile (Col. 2:11-13;  2:11-13; 3:11; Phil3:11; Phil. 3:3). Be. 3:3). Being a Jew ing a Jew is not a gis nois not a guarnot a guarantee of santee of salvation (alvation (Acts 13:46Acts 13:46; 18:6), n; 18:6), nor does beor does being a Genting a Gentile disquaile disqualify one flify disquadisqualifydisqualify one from  one from salvation salvation (Acts 15:7(Acts 15:7-9; Eph. 3-9; Eph. 3:6-9).:6-9).:6-9).

The physical sign of the Abrahamic covenant was circumcision (Gen. 
17:9-14), and consequently “the uncircumcised” became another term for 
Gentiles, those outside of a relationship with God (Jer. 9:25[MT 24]; Acts 11:3; 
Rom. 3:29-30; Eph. 2:11). Yet both the OT (Lev. 26:41; Jer. 6:10; cf. Ezek. 44:7-9) 
and the NT (Acts 7:51; Rom. 2:25-29) testify to the symbolic nature of physical 
circumcision. A heart changed by faith in God through Jesus Christ becomes 
acknowledged as the ultimate identifier — the “circumcision” — of God’s people, 
whether they are Jewish or Gentile (Col. 2:11-13; 3:11; Phil. 3:3). Being a Jew is 
not a guarantee of salvation (Acts 13:46; 18:6), nor does being a Gentile 
disqualify one from salvation (Acts 15:7-9; Eph. 3:6-9).

�The NT cleThe NT clearly showsarly shows that peop that people of bothle of both Jewish an Jewish and gentile d gentile backgroundbackgrounds could bes cous could becocould become Christime Christians. Jesusans. Jesus taught th taught that Gentileat Gentiles could ins could indeed be sadeed be saved as Godved as God’s people ’GodGod’s peopGod’s people (Matt. le (Matt. 8:10-12; 28:10-12; 28:19-20; L8:19-20; Luke 13:28-uke 13:28-29; Rom. 929; Rom. 9-11; Eph. -11; Eph. 2-3), and 2-3), and Paul speakPPaul speakPaul speaks of the Cs of the Church as bhurch as believers nelievers no matter wo matter what their hat their backgroundbackground (Gal. 3:2 (Gal. 3:28; Col. 3:83:23:28; Col.3:28; Col. 3:11). 3:11). 3:11).

The NT clearly shows that people of both Jewish and gentile backgrounds 
could become Christians. Jesus taught that Gentiles could indeed be saved as 
God’s people (Matt. 8:10-12; 28:19-20; Luke 13:28-29; Rom. 9-11; Eph. 2-3), and 
Paul speaks of the Church as believers no matter what their background (Gal. 
3:28; Col. 3:11).
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GENUBATHGENUBATH (Heb.  (Heb. geïnub�at�geïnub�at�)))

GENUBATH (Heb. geïnub�at� )

The son ofThe son of the exile the exiled Edomite d Edomite prince Hadprince Hadad and hisad and his Egyptian  Egyptian wife, the wife, the sister of sister of Queen TahpQuQueen TahpQueen Tahpenes (1 Kgenes (1 Kgs. 11:20).s. 11:20). Born in E Born in Egypt, he wgypt, he was raised as raised in the phain the pharaoh’s palraoh’s palace.acpalpalace.palace.

The son of the exiled Edomite prince Hadad and his Egyptian wife, the sister of 
Queen Tahpenes (1 Kgs. 11:20). Born in Egypt, he was raised in the pharaoh’s 
palace.

GERAGERA (Heb.  (Heb. geäraœ}geäraœ})))

GERA (Heb. geäraœ})

A common NA common Northwest Sorthwest Semitic namemitic name (short fe (short form of orm of geär-DN,geär-DN, “client o “client of DN”) occf DN”) ocf DN”) occurring occurring in Egyptiain Egyptian records n records of the 20tof the 20th Dynasty.h Dynasty. The name  The name also appeaalso appears in Phoers in Phoenician, innPhoePhoenicianPhoenician, in Samar, in Samaria Ostracoia Ostracon 30, and n 30, and in Arad Osin Arad Ostracon 64.tracon 64.

A common Northwest Semitic name (short form of geär-DN, “client of DN”) 
occurring in Egyptian records of the 20th Dynasty. The name also appears in 
Phoenician, in Samaria Ostracon 30, and in Arad Ostracon 64.

�1.1. A son of  A son of Benjamin; Benjamin; most likelmost likely the epony the eponym of a Beym of a Benjaminite njaminite clan (Gen.clan (Gen. 46:21; Ju 46:2 46:21; Jub46:21; Jub. 44:25).. 44:25).. 44:25).

1. A son of Benjamin; most likely the eponym of a Benjaminite clan (Gen. 
46:21; Jub. 44:25).

�2.2. The fathe The father of Ehud r of Ehud (Judg. 3:1(Judg. 3:15).5).5).

2. The father of Ehud (Judg. 3:15).

�3.3. A Benjami A Benjaminite; a menite; a member of Samber of Saul’s familul’s family and the y and the father of father of Shimei (2 Shimei (2 Sam. 16:5;Sam. 1Sam. 16:5; 19:116:5; 19:16, 18; 1 K6, 18; 1 Kgs. 2:8).gs. 2:8).gs. 2:8).

3. A Benjaminite; a member of Saul’s family and the father of Shimei (2 Sam. 
16:5; 19:16, 18; 1 Kgs. 2:8).

�4.4. A name ap A name appearing thpearing three times ree times in the Benin the Benjaminite gjaminite genealogy oenealogy of 1 Chr. 8f 1 Chr. 8:1-40, but:1-488:1-40, bu8:1-40, but missing t missing in the lisin the list of Benjat of Benjamin’s descmin’s descendants inendants in Num. 26:3 Num. 26:38-41; 1 Ch8-41; 1 Chr. 7:6-12.r. 7r. 7:6-12. Th7:6-12. There may beere may be some repe some repetition in tition in 1 Chr. 8, 1 Chr. 8, and it is and it is uncertain uncertain whether eawhether each occurrecheaeach occureach occurrence of trence of the name rehe name represents apresents a separate  separate individualindividual or an anc or an ancient clan ient clan within thewiwithin thewithin the tribe of  tribe of Benjamin. Benjamin. A Gera is A Gera is listed as listed as the secondthe second son of Be son of Bela and thela and the grandson  gra grandson ograndson of Benjaminf Benjamin (1 Chr. 8 (1 Chr. 8:1-4), but:1-4), but he is omi he is omitted in thtted in the list of e list of Bela’s sonBela’s sons in 1 Chrs in 1s in 1 Chr. 7:61 Chr. 7:6-12. Gera -12. Gera also appeaalso appears as the rs as the seventh soseventh son of Bela n of Bela and the grand the grandson of andson of Benjamin (BeBenjamin (Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:51 Chr. 8:5). Some su). Some suggest emenggest emending 1 Chrding 1 Chr. 8:3 to r. 8:3 to read “and Gead “and Gera, fatheera, father of Ehud,rfathefather of father of Ehud,” thuEhud,” thus distingus distinguishing himishing him from the  from the Gera of v.Gera of v. 5. Other  5. Other scholars pscholars propose tharopppropose thpropose that the Gerat the Gera of 1 Chra of 1 Chr. 8:5 is t. 8:5 is the same pehe same person as Gerson as Gera ra 5 5 below.below.below.

4. A name appearing three times in the Benjaminite genealogy of 1 Chr. 
8:1-40, but missing in the list of Benjamin’s descendants in Num. 26:38-41; 1 Chr. 
7:6-12. There may be some repetition in 1 Chr. 8, and it is uncertain whether 
each occurrence of the name represents a separate individual or an ancient clan 
within the tribe of Benjamin. A Gera is listed as the second son of Bela and the 
grandson of Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:1-4), but he is omitted in the list of Bela’s sons in 
1 Chr. 7:6-12. Gera also appears as the seventh son of Bela and the grandson of 
Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:5). Some suggest emending 1 Chr. 8:3 to read “and Gera, 
father of Ehud,” thus distinguishing him from the Gera of v. 5. Other scholars 
propose that the Gera of 1 Chr. 8:5 is the same person as Gera 5 below.

�5.5. A son of  A son of Ehud; a BeEhud; a Benjaminite njaminite and fatherand father of Uzza a of Uzza and Ahihud nd Ahihud (1 Chr. 8:(1 Chr. 8:7). He is 7). H7). He is eithHe is either identicer identical with thal with the Gera of e Gera of 1 Chr. 8:51 Chr. 8:5, or anoth, or another Gera wher Gera who is also o is also called Hegcallecalled Hegcalled Heglam (v. 7;lam (v. 7; which may which may also be t also be translated ranslated “Gera, he “Gera, he carried thcarried them into exem into exile”).ileexexile”).exile”).exile”).

5. A son of Ehud; a Benjaminite and father of Uzza and Ahihud (1 Chr. 8:7). 
He is either identical with the Gera of 1 Chr. 8:5, or another Gera who is also 
called Heglam (v. 7; which may also be translated “Gera, he carried them into 
exile”).
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GERAHGERAH (Heb.  (Heb. geära®geära®)))

GERAH (Heb. geära®)

A unit of A unit of weight equweight equal to one al to one twentieth twentieth of a shekeof a shekel (Exod. 3l (Exod. 30:13; Lev.0:13; Lev. 27:25; Nu 27:25; Num. 3:47; 1m.NuNum. 3:47;Num. 3:47; 18:16; Ez 18:16; Ezek. 45:12)ek. 45:12), thus ca., thus ca. .57 g. (. .57 g. (.02 oz.).02 oz.).

A unit of weight equal to one twentieth of a shekel (Exod. 30:13; Lev. 27:25; 



Num. 3:47; 18:16; Ezek. 45:12), thus ca. .57 g. (.02 oz.).

GERARGERAR (Heb.  (Heb. geïraœrgeïraœr)))

GERAR (Heb. geïraœr)

A city on A city on the southethe southern border rn border of Canaan,of Canaan, near Gaza near Gaza (Gen. 10: (Gen. 10:19). Here 19). Here Abraham anAbraham Abraham anAbraham and Sarah sed Sarah settled as rttled as resident alesident aliens (Gen.iens (Gen. 20:1-2),  20:1-2), and Isaac and Isaac and Rebekaand Rebekah dwelt athRebekaRebekah dwRebekah dwelt at theelt at the command o command of Yahweh (f Yahweh (26:2). Bot26:2). Both encounteh encountered the kired the king Abimeleng Abimng Abimelech,Abimelech, and the m and the motif of thotif of the wife-sise wife-sister switchter switch is found  is found in both Gein both Genesis textnesis texts.s.s.

A city on the southern border of Canaan, near Gaza (Gen. 10:19). Here 
Abraham and Sarah settled as resident aliens (Gen. 20:1-2), and Isaac and 
Rebekah dwelt at the command of Yahweh (26:2). Both encountered the king 
Abimelech, and the motif of the wife-sister switch is found in both Genesis texts.

�According According to LXX 1 Cto LXX 1 Chr. 4:39-4hr. 4:39-41 the “son1 the “sons of Simeos of Simeon” went ton” went to the gates the gates of Gerar  of  of Gerar sof Gerar seeking paseeking pastureland (tureland (MT “Gedor”MT “Gedor”). King As). King Asa of Judaha of Judah defeated  defeated the massivthe massivthe massive armassive army of Zeramy of Zerah (an Edomh (an Edomite name) ite name) the Cushitthe Cushite, and pure, and pursued it tosued it to Gerar bef Gerar be Gerar before takbefore taking booty ing booty from all tfrom all the surrounhe surrounding area ding area (2 Chr. 14(2 Chr. 14:13-14). H:13-14). Hegmonides egmonides is called iis called is called the governthe governor of the or of the area from area from Ptolemais Ptolemais to Gerar (to Gerar (2 Macc. 132 Macc. 13:24).:24).:24).

According to LXX 1 Chr. 4:39-41 the “sons of Simeon” went to the gates 
of Gerar seeking pastureland (MT “Gedor”). King Asa of Judah defeated the 
massive army of Zerah (an Edomite name) the Cushite, and pursued it to Gerar 
before taking booty from all the surrounding area (2 Chr. 14:13-14). Hegmonides 
is called the governor of the area from Ptolemais to Gerar (2 Macc. 13:24).

�Whether GeWhether Gerar refersrar refers to the sa to the same place ime place in all of tn all of these textshese texts is uncert is uncertain, as isain, as isain, as is its exais its exact locatioct location. Many scn. Many scholars assholars associate Gerociate Gerar with Tear with Tel Haror/Tel Haror/Tell ll Abu®Abu® Hureireh  Hur Hureireh (Hureireh (08795.112508795.11257) between7) between Gaza and  Gaza and Beer-shebaBeer-sheba on the ba on the bank of nk of Nah�alNah�al Gerar. Ar Ge Gerar. ArcGerar. Archaeologicahaeological excavatil excavations there ons there show that show that the site wthe site was inhabitas inhabited from thed from the Chalcolieththe Chalcothe Chalcolithic perlithic period onwardiod onward, with sig, with significant pnificant populationsopulations in MB II- in MB II-III, LB IIIII, LB II (although (altho (although (although smaller thsmaller than MB), Iran MB), Iron I, and on I, and the late Ithe late Iron througron through the Persh the Persian periodian periods. While ts. Ws. While the While the site showssite shows evidence  evidence of being aof being an early Phn early Philistine silistine settlement ettlement (cf. the G(cf. the Genesis texenesGGenesis teGenesis texts), it ixts), it is not lists not listed as parted as part of the fi of the five Philistve Philistine citiesine cities (Josh. 13 (Josh. 13:3). Other:3). Other finds at  OtherOther findOther finds at the ss at the site includite include a MB teme a MB temple compleple complex; grain sx; grain silos; a reilos; a refuse pit, fuse pit, which provwhichwhich provwhich provides evideides evidence for irnce for iron technolon technology; publiogy; public buildingc buildings; paved fs; paved floors; andloors; and MB and Ir MB MB and IroMB and Iron Age fortn Age fortificationsifications...

Whether Gerar refers to the same place in all of these texts is uncertain, as 
is its exact location. Many scholars associate Gerar with Tel Haror/Tell Abu® 
Hureireh (08795.11257) between Gaza and Beer-sheba on the bank of Nah�al  
Gerar. Archaeological excavations there show that the site was inhabited from 
the Chalcolithic period onward, with significant populations in MB II-III, LB II 
(although smaller than MB), Iron I, and the late Iron through the Persian periods. 
While the site shows evidence of being an early Philistine settlement (cf. the 
Genesis texts), it is not listed as part of the five Philistine cities (Josh. 13:3). 
Other finds at the site include a MB temple complex; grain silos; a refuse pit, 
which provides evidence for iron technology; public buildings; paved floors; and 
MB and Iron Age fortifications.
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GERASAGERASA (Gk.  (Gk. GerasaGerasa)))

GERASA (Gk. Gerasa)

A DecapoliA Decapolis city in s city in the late Hthe late Hellenisticellenistic and Roman and Roman periods,  periods, modern Jermodern Jerash locateash located on the Td locatelocated onlocated on the Trans the Transjordanian jordanian plateau juplateau just N of thst N of the Jabbok Re Jabbok River (Nahriver (Nahr ez-Zarqa; ez-Zarqa; Gen. 32:2 G Gen. 32:22Gen. 32:22).).).

A Decapolis city in the late Hellenistic and Roman periods, modern Jerash 
located on the Transjordanian plateau just N of the Jabbok River (Nahr ez-Zarqa; 
Gen. 32:22).

�Stone Age Stone Age remains anremains and walled Ed walled Early to Miarly to Middle Bronzddle Bronze settlemee settlements were fnts were found in thoundffound in tfound in the area. The area. The main cihe main city of Geraty of Gerasa, foundesa, founded after thd after the conqueste conquest of Alexan of Alexander the GrdeAlexanAlexander Alexander the Great,the Great, continued continued under the under the Ptolemies Ptolemies as a city as a city of the De of the Decapolis (Pcapolis (Pliny lin(P(Pliny (Pliny Nat. hist.Nat. hist. 5.74), an 5.74), and then undd then under Seleucier Seleucid rule (And rule (Antiochus IItiochus III, 223–187I, 223–187; Antiochu; Antioch; Antiochus Antiochus IV, 175) wIV, 175) when Gerasahen Gerasa became kn became known as Antown as Antiochia ad iochia ad ChrysorhoaChrysorhoam (Antiochm (Anm (Antioch o(Antioch on the Chryn the Chrysorhoas Risorhoas River). Latever). Later conquerer conquered by Alexad by Alexander Jannender Janneus (102–67us (102–us (102–67 (102–67 B.C.B.C.), the cit), the city was takey was taken over by n over by the Romansthe Romans (63) and  (63) and then reachthen reached its zened its zened its zenith in zenith in the 2nd cethe 2nd century ntury A.D.A.D.A.D.

Stone Age remains and walled Early to Middle Bronze settlements were 
found in the area. The main city of Gerasa, founded after the conquest of 
Alexander the Great, continued under the Ptolemies as a city of the Decapolis 
(Pliny Nat. hist. 5.74), and then under Seleucid rule (Antiochus III, 223–187; 
Antiochus IV, 175) when Gerasa became known as Antiochia ad Chrysorhoam 
(Antioch on the Chrysorhoas River). Later conquered by Alexander Janneus 
(102–67 B.C.), the city was taken over by the Romans (63) and then reached its 
zenith in the 2nd century A.D.

�Gerasa proGerasa profited fromfited from being on  being on the lucratthe lucrative spice ive spice and perfumand perfume north-soe north-south trade uth truth trade routtrade route between e between MesopotamiMesopotamia, Palmyraa, Palmyra, Damascus, Damascus, Abila, a, Abila, and Capitalnd Capitalias, on toias, on toias, on to Petra ato Petra and southernd southern Arabia, n Arabia, and also pand also prospered frospered from being rom being on a brancon a branch of the Vh of the Vh of the Via TrianaVia Triana Nova, lin Nova, linking with king with Pella, andPella, and also on r also on routes linkoutes linking the ciing the city with Juty with Judea, Galildea, Gdea, Galilee, aGalilee, and Phoenicnd Phoenicia.ia.ia.

Gerasa profited from being on the lucrative spice and perfume north-south 
trade route between Mesopotamia, Palmyra, Damascus, Abila, and Capitalias, on 
to Petra and southern Arabia, and also prospered from being on a branch of the 



Via Triana Nova, linking with Pella, and also on routes linking the city with Judea, 
Galilee, and Phoenicia.

�Gerasa, inGerasa, in Roman fas Roman fashion, had hion, had a north-soa north-south Cardo uth Cardo Maximus, aMaximus, and two easnd two east-west Dect-weaseast-west east-west Decumani (Decumani (all colonnall colonnaded), witaded), with intersech intersecting centrting central tetrapyal tetrapylons, the lons, the one Decumaoneone Decumaone Decumanus on thenus on the south nea south near the forur the forum, the soum, the south theaterth theater, the temp, the temple of Zeusle of Zeule of Zeus, a HeZeus, a Hellenistic llenistic temple, antemple, and a soldied a soldiers’ barracrs’ barracks, and thks, and the other Dee other Decumanus oncumanus on the north t the north,the north, near the  near the north theanorth theater and thter and the western e western baths.baths.baths.

Gerasa, in Roman fashion, had a north-south Cardo Maximus, and two 
east-west Decumani (all colonnaded), with intersecting central tetrapylons, the 
one Decumanus on the south near the forum, the south theater, the temple of 
Zeus, a Hellenistic temple, and a soldiers’ barracks, and the other Decumanus on 
the north, near the north theater and the western baths.

�Other impoOther important archrtant archaeologicalaeological remains i remains include, tonclude, to the west  the west of the Carof the Cardo Maximusdo Mado Maximus anMaximus and between d between the two Dethe two Decumani, thcumani, the precincte precinct and templ and temple of Arteme of Artemis, the nyis, theis, the nymphathe nymphaeum, and aeum, and a series of series of Byzantine Byzantine church ru church ruins.ins.ins.

Other important archaeological remains include, to the west of the Cardo 
Maximus and between the two Decumani, the precinct and temple of Artemis, 
the nymphaeum, and a series of Byzantine church ruins.

�On the souOn the south of the th of the city are tcity are the hippodrhe hippodrome and Haome and Hadrian’s ardrian’s arch, the lach, the latter commetter cotter commemoratcommemorating the eming the emperor’s viperor’s visit to thesit to the city in  city in A.D.A.D. 129. 129. 129.

On the south of the city are the hippodrome and Hadrian’s arch, the latter 
commemorating the emperor’s visit to the city in A.D. 129.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. ApplebaS. Applebaum and A. um and A. Segal, “GeSegal, “Gerasa,” rasa,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 2:470–79; 2:470–79; J. Finega J. Fi J. Finegan,Finegan, The Archa The Archaeology of eology of the New Tethe New Testament,stament, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Princeton(Princeton, 1992); C, 1992); C. H. Krael. H. Kra. H. Kraeling, Kraeling, Gerasa, CiGerasa, City of the ty of the DecapolisDecapolis (New Have (New Haven, 1938); n, 1938); T. C. MitcT. C. Mitchell, “Gerhell, “Gerasa,” in asa,” “Ger“Gerasa,” “Gerasa,” in in The IllustThe Illustrated Biblrated Bible Dictionae Dictionary,ry, ed. J. D. ed. J. D. Douglas ( Douglas (Wheaton, 1Wheaton, 1980), 1:55980), 1:55980), 1:552–53.1:552–53.1:552–53.

Bibliography. S. Applebaum and A. Segal, “Gerasa,” NEAEHL 2:470–79; J. 
Finegan, The Archaeology of the New Testament, rev. ed. (Princeton, 1992); C. H. 
Kraeling, Gerasa, City of the Decapolis (New Haven, 1938); T. C. Mitchell, 
“Gerasa,” in The Illustrated Bible Dictionary, ed. J. D. Douglas (Wheaton, 1980), 
1:552–53.

�SeeSee  GERASENES.GERASENES.

See GERASENES.

W. Harold W. Harold MareMare

W. Harold Mare

GERASENESGERASENES (Gk.  (Gk. GeraseänoiGeraseänoiíí) ) (also GADA(also GADARENES; GERRENES; GERGESENES)GESENES)GESENES)

GERASENES (Gk. Geraseänoií) 
(also GADARENES; GERGESENES)

A TransjorA Transjordanian peodanian people in whople in whose territose territory Jesus ery Jesus encounteredncountered two “demo two “demoniacs,” exniacs,” eniacs,” exorcisingexorcising their dem their demons and trons and transferringansferring them to a them to a herd of s herd of swine (Markwine (Mark 5:1; Luke 5:1; Luke 8:26). In LukeLuke 8:26)Luke 8:26). In the v. In the version of ersion of the incidethe incident in Mattnt in Matt. 8:28 the. 8:28 they are cally are called Gadarened Gadarenes. Both fes. Bes. Both formsBoth forms, as well , as well as Gergeseas Gergesenes, are anes, are attested inttested in the ancie the ancient versionnt versions of each s of each account. Taccaccount. Taccount. The name Gehe name Gerasenes israsenes is associate associated with Jerd with Jerash, N of ash, N of Amman.Amman.

A Transjordanian people in whose territory Jesus encountered two “demoniacs,” 
exorcising their demons and transferring them to a herd of swine (Mark 5:1; 
Luke 8:26). In the version of the incident in Matt. 8:28 they are called Gadarenes. 
Both forms, as well as Gergesenes, are attested in the ancient versions of each 
account. The name Gerasenes is associated with Jerash, N of Amman.

GERIZIMGERIZIM (Heb.  (Heb. geïriziîmgeïriziîm), ), MOUNTMOUNTMOUNT

GERIZIM (Heb. geïriziîm), MOUNT

A mountainA mountain 3 km. (1. 3 km. (1.9 mi.) NW 9 mi.) NW of Shechemof Shechem and 48 km and 48 km. (30 mi.). (30 mi.) N of Jeru N of Jerusalem. Thesalem. Tsalem. The summitThe summit, at 880 m, at 880 m. (2887 ft. (2887 ft.), may be.), may be reached b reached by a path fy a path from the Sarom the Samaritan qumaritan qumaritan quarter ofquarter of Nablus at Nablus at the north the northern foot oern foot of the mounf the mount.t.t.

A mountain 3 km. (1.9 mi.) NW of Shechem and 48 km. (30 mi.) N of Jerusalem. 
The summit, at 880 m. (2887 ft.), may be reached by a path from the Samaritan 
quarter of Nablus at the northern foot of the mount.

�Mt. GeriziMt. Gerizim is explim is explicitly mentcitly mentioned fourioned four times in  times in the OT. Gothe OT. God’s blessid’s blessings for thngs for tngs for the peoplethe people of Israel of Israel are to be are to be placed on placed on Mt. Geriz Mt. Gerizim (Deut. im (Deut. 11:29), an11:29), and six tribd six tribes are appes aes are appoinare appointed to stated to stand on the nd on the mount for mount for the blessithe blessing (Deut. ng (Deut. 27:12; Jos27:12; Josh. 8:33). h. 8:33). Gerizim alGeGerizim alGerizim also plays aso plays a central r central role in theole in the abortive  abortive reign of Areign of Abimelech (bimelech (Judg. 9). Judg. 9). Jotham, spJothaJotham, spJotham, speaking froeaking from the cresm the crest of Mt. Gt of Mt. Gerizim, deerizim, delivers a tlivers a tale of unqale of unqualified bualified brambles asrambbbrambles abrambles assuming russuming rule over qule over qualified bualified but unwillint unwilling trees tog trees to warn Isra warn Israel of Abimel of Abimelech’s ineleAbimAbimelech’Abimelech’s incompets incompetence. Lateence. Later, Abimeler, Abimelech successch successfully thwafully thwarts Gaal’srts Gaal’s revolt by revolt by sending t s sending trsending troops down oops down from Tabbufrom Tabbur-erez, trr-erez, translated “anslated “navel” (navel” (oœmphalosoœmphalos) of the w) of the ) of the world the world in the LXXin the LXX...

Mt. Gerizim is explicitly mentioned four times in the OT. God’s blessings for 
the people of Israel are to be placed on Mt. Gerizim (Deut. 11:29), and six tribes 
are appointed to stand on the mount for the blessing (Deut. 27:12; Josh. 8:33). 
Gerizim also plays a central role in the abortive reign of Abimelech (Judg. 9). 
Jotham, speaking from the crest of Mt. Gerizim, delivers a tale of unqualified 
brambles assuming rule over qualified but unwilling trees to warn Israel of 
Abimelech’s incompetence. Later, Abimelech successfully thwarts Gaal’s revolt by 
sending troops down from Tabbur-erez, translated “navel” (oœmphalos) of 



the world in the LXX.

�In SamaritIn Samaritan traditian tradition, Mt. Geon, Mt. Gerizim is crizim is considered onsidered the oldestthe oldest, most cen, most central, and tral, andtral, and highesand highest mountaint mountain in the wo in the world. It isrld. It is the locat the location of theion of the Garden of Garden of Eden and  Eden and the place thethe place the place where Abrawhere Abraham broughham brought Isaac fot Isaac for sacrificr sacrifice. Finallye. Finally, it is th, it is the central e central sacred sitsacredsacred sitsacred site for the e for the Samaritan Samaritan religious religious community community (cf. John (cf. John 4:20). Und4:20). Under Antiocher Antiochus IV EpipusAntiochAntiochus Antiochus IV EpiphanIV Epiphanes the temes the temple was reple was renamed in hnamed in honor of Zeonor of Zeus-the-Frius-the-Friend-of-Strend-of-SZeus-the-FriZeus-the-FZeus-the-Friend-of-Sriend-of-Strangers (trangers (2 Macc. 5:2 Macc. 5:23; 6:2). 23; 6:2). The site wThe site was ravagedas ravaged by the Ha by the Hasmonean etsmHaHasmonean Hasmonean ethnarch aethnarch and Jewish nd Jewish high prieshigh priest John Hyrt John Hyrcanus (in canus (in 111/110 111/110 B.C.E.B.C.E. according accor according according to archaeoto archaeological evlogical evidence). Iidence). It was besit was besieged by theged by the Romans le Romans late in theate in the 1st centu 1s 1st centur1st century y B.C.E.B.C.E., and a te, and a temple to Zemple to Zeus built bus built by Hadrian y Hadrian in the 2ndin the 2nd century  century C.E.C.E. The site  Th The site wThe site was clearedas cleared or modifi or modified by Zenoed by Zeno, the Roma, the Roman emperor n emperor of the easof the east, early it, early in the 5th niin the 5thin the 5th century f century for a churcor a church in honorh in honor of Mary ( of Mary (rebuilt byrebuilt by the Byzan the Byzantine empertine emperor Justinioremperemperor Juemperor Justinian lastinian later in thater in that century)t century). Between . Between these timethese times it was ts it was the chief che chief center of wenteccenter of center of worship foworship for the Samar the Samaritan commritan community, as unity, as it is todait is today.y.y.

In Samaritan tradition, Mt. Gerizim is considered the oldest, most central, 
and highest mountain in the world. It is the location of the Garden of Eden and 
the place where Abraham brought Isaac for sacrifice. Finally, it is the central 
sacred site for the Samaritan religious community (cf. John 4:20). Under 
Antiochus IV Epiphanes the temple was renamed in honor of 
Zeus-the-Friend-of-Strangers (2 Macc. 5:23; 6:2). The site was ravaged by the 
Hasmonean ethnarch and Jewish high priest John Hyrcanus (in 111/110 B.C.E. 
according to archaeological evidence). It was besieged by the Romans late in the 
1st century B.C.E., and a temple to Zeus built by Hadrian in the 2nd century C.E. 
The site was cleared or modified by Zeno, the Roman emperor of the east, early 
in the 5th century for a church in honor of Mary (rebuilt by the Byzantine 
emperor Justinian later in that century). Between these times it was the chief 
center of worship for the Samaritan community, as it is today.

�Remains ofRemains of several s several structures tructures are found are found on its sumon its summit. Amongmit. Among them are  them are the 5th-cethe 5the 5th-centur5th-century Theotokoy Theotokos church as church and a fortind a fortification cfication constructedonstructed by Justin by Justinian, and aian, and a 16th-cent 16 16th-centu16th-century watchtory watchtower later wer later made into made into the tomb othe tomb of Sheikh Gf Sheikh Ghanin. Ca.hanin. Ca. 100 m. (3 100 m. ( 100 m. (328 ft.) (328 ft.) further sofurther south on theuth on the same peak same peak are remai are remains of threns of three Samaritae Samaritan cultic sn cultic sites, and itesssites, andsites, and on yet an on yet another nearother nearby mound, by mound, known as Tknown as Tell er-Rasell er-Ras (175178), (175178), are the r are the remains of erremains ofremains of Hadrian’s Hadrian’s temple of temple of Zeus. Zeus. Zeus.

Remains of several structures are found on its summit. Among them are the 
5th-century Theotokos church and a fortification constructed by Justinian, and a 
16th-century watchtower later made into the tomb of Sheikh Ghanin. Ca. 100 m. 
(328 ft.) further south on the same peak are remains of three Samaritan cultic 
sites, and on yet another nearby mound, known as Tell er-Ras (175178), are the 
remains of Hadrian’s temple of Zeus.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. T. AndeR. T. Anderson, “Mourson, “Mount Gerizimnt Gerizim: Navel of: Navel of the World the World,” ,” BABA 43 (1980) 43 43 (1980):43 (1980): 217–21. 217–21. 217–21.

Bibliography. R. T. Anderson, “Mount Gerizim: Navel of the World,” BA 
43 (1980): 217–21.

Robert T. Robert T. AndersonAnderson

Robert T. Anderson

GERSHOMGERSHOM (Heb.  (Heb. geärsûoœmgeärsûoœm) (also GE) (also GERSHON)RSHON)RSHON)

GERSHOM (Heb. geärsûoœm) (also GERSHON)

�1.1. The son o The son of Moses anf Moses and Zipporahd Zipporah, born in , born in Midian (ExMidian (Exod. 2:22; od. 2:22; 18:3). Ger18:3). Gershom was tshoGerGershom waGershom was the faths the father of Jonaer of Jonathan, who than, who served as served as priest to priest to the Danitethe Danites and whoss and whos and whose sonswhose sons maintaine maintained that posd that position untiition until the captl the captivity (Judivity (Judg. 18:30; g. 18:30; MT “son ofMT “son of Manasseh, Ma Manasseh,”Manasseh,” likely a  likely a scribal erscribal error for “Mror for “Moses”). Geoses”). Gershom and rshom and his son Shhis son Shebuel wereebuel were later pro werewere laterwere later projected projected to David’ to David’s time ands time and incorpora incorporated into tted into the levitiche levitical genealoal genealogy, with Sgy, genealogenealogy,genealogy, with Sheb with Shebuel servinuel serving as a Levg as a Levite in theite in the house of  house of the Lord (the Lord (1 Chr. 23:1 Chr. 23:15-16).15-23:23:15-16).23:15-16).

1. The son of Moses and Zipporah, born in Midian (Exod. 2:22; 18:3). 
Gershom was the father of Jonathan, who served as priest to the Danites and 
whose sons maintained that position until the captivity (Judg. 18:30; MT “son of 
Manasseh,” likely a scribal error for “Moses”). Gershom and his son Shebuel 
were later projected to David’s time and incorporated into the levitical 
genealogy, with Shebuel serving as a Levite in the house of the Lord (1 Chr. 
23:15-16).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Levi, whosLevi, whose descendae descendants were cnts were called Gersalled Gershomites orhomites or “sons of  “sons of Gershom” (GeGershom” (Gershom” (1 Chr. 6:11 Chr. 6:16, 62, 71[6, 62, 71[MT 1, 47. MT 1, 47. 56]; 15:7)56]; 15:7). Elsewher. Elsewhere the namee the name is read “ is read “Gershon.”G““Gershon.”“Gershon.”

2. A son of Levi, whose descendants were called Gershomites or “sons of 
Gershom” (1 Chr. 6:16, 62, 71[MT 1, 47. 56]; 15:7). Elsewhere the name is read 
“Gershon.”

�3.3. A descend A descendant of Phiant of Phinehas, whonehas, who returned  returned from Babylfrom Babylon with Ezon with Ezra (Ezra 8ra (Ezra 8:2; 1 Esdr:2;88:2; 1 Esd8:2; 1 Esdr. 8:29).r. 8:29).r. 8:29).

3. A descendant of Phinehas, who returned from Babylon with Ezra (Ezra 
8:2; 1 Esdr. 8:29).

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson

GERSHONGERSHON (Heb.  (Heb. geärsûo®ngeärsûo®n) (also GE) (also GERSHOM)RSHOM)RSHOM)

GERSHON (Heb. geärsûo®n) (also GERSHOM)



The eldestThe eldest of the th of the three sons oree sons of Levi, mef Levi, mentioned alntioned along with Kong with Kohath and ohath and Merari (GeMerari (GeMerari (Gen. 46:1(Gen. 46:11; Exod. 61; Exod. 6:16-17; “G:16-17; “Gershom” inershom” in 1 Chr. 6) 1 Chr. 6). The name. The name Gershon a Gershon appears in ppears inppears in variousin various genealogi genealogies, censuses, census reports ( reports (Num. 3-4),Num. 3-4), and land  and land allotmentsallotments (Josh. 21 (Josh. 21), which d), w), which descwhich describe the lribe the levitical fevitical families, tamilies, their encamheir encampment and pment and duties witduties with regard th regard to the deseo tho the desertthe desert tent of m tent of meeting, theeting, their locatieir location in tribon in tribal Israel,al Israel, and their and their continued continued service i servic service inservice in posttriba posttribal Israel.l Israel.l Israel.

The eldest of the three sons of Levi, mentioned along with Kohath and Merari 
(Gen. 46:11; Exod. 6:16-17; “Gershom” in 1 Chr. 6). The name Gershon appears 
in various genealogies, census reports (Num. 3-4), and land allotments (Josh. 21), 
which describe the levitical families, their encampment and duties with regard to 
the desert tent of meeting, their location in tribal Israel, and their continued 
service in posttribal Israel.

�The genealThe genealogies of Logies of Levi name Gevi name Gershon as ershon as one of theone of the priestly  priestly families wfamilies who serve uho serho serve undeserve under Aaron. Gr Aaron. Gershon accershon according to ording to these genethese genealogies haalogies had two sonsd two sons, Libni an, Libni an, Libni and Shimeiand Shimei (Exod. 6: (Exod. 6:16; Num. 316; Num. 3:18). The :18). The census repcensus reports of Nuorts of Num. 3-4 assm. 3-4 assign to Gerign to Gerign to Gershon anGershon and his famid his family care foly care for the cover the covering of thring of the tent of e tent of meeting, tmeeting, the screen he screen of the dooof of the dooof the door of the tr of the tent, the hent, the hangings inangings in the court the court of the te of the tent, and thnt, and the screen fe screen for the gator thor the gate othe gate of the courf the court (Num. 3:t (Num. 3:21-26; 4:221-26; 4:21-28). The1-28). The Gershonit Gershonites are to es are to encamp behencamp behencamp behind thebehind the tent on t tent on the west anhe west and, while td, while traveling iraveling in the desen the desert, are tort, are to transport transport their por the their porttheir portion of theion of the tent in t tent in two wagons wo wagons (Num. 3:23(Num. 3:23; 7:7). Th; 7:7). The book of e book of Joshua allJoshua allots to posotallallots to allots to postconquepostconquest Gershonst Gershon 13 cities 13 cities in the no in the north withinrth within the bound the boundaries of taries of the half-trhetthe half-tthe half-tribe of Maribe of Manasseh, annasseh, and the tribd the tribes of Issaes of Issachar, Ashechar, Asher, and Napr, and Naphtali (Joshtali (Josh. 21:27-3h. 21h. 21:27-33).21:27-33). Chronicle Chronicles attests s attests to the conto the continued sertinued service of thvice of the Gershonie Gershonites in montes in monarchical aarmonmonarchicamonarchical and in pl and in postexilic ostexilic Israel, spIsrael, specificallyecifically pertainin pertaining to care g to care for the tefor the temple (1 Chmple (1mple (1 Chr. 29(1 Chr. 29:8; 2 Chr.:8; 2 Chr. 29:12). 29:12). 29:12).

The genealogies of Levi name Gershon as one of the priestly families who 
serve under Aaron. Gershon according to these genealogies had two sons, Libni 
and Shimei (Exod. 6:16; Num. 3:18). The census reports of Num. 3-4 assign to 
Gershon and his family care for the covering of the tent of meeting, the screen 
of the door of the tent, the hangings in the court of the tent, and the screen for 
the gate of the court (Num. 3:21-26; 4:21-28). The Gershonites are to encamp 
behind the tent on the west and, while traveling in the desert, are to transport 
their portion of the tent in two wagons (Num. 3:23; 7:7). The book of Joshua 
allots to postconquest Gershon 13 cities in the north within the boundaries of 
the half-tribe of Manasseh, and the tribes of Issachar, Asher, and Naphtali (Josh. 
21:27-33). Chronicles attests to the continued service of the Gershonites in 
monarchical and in postexilic Israel, specifically pertaining to care for the temple 
(1 Chr. 29:8; 2 Chr. 29:12).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Cody, A. Cody, A History A History of Old Tesof Old Testament Pritament Priesthood.esthood. AnBib 35  AnBib 35 (Rome, 196(Rom(Rome, 196(Rome, 1969).9).9).

Bibliography. A. Cody, A History of Old Testament Priesthood. AnBib 35 
(Rome, 1969).

Jeff H. McJeff H. McCrory, Jr.Crory, Jr.

Jeff H. McCrory, Jr.

GERUTH CHIGERUTH CHIMHAMMHAM (Heb.  (Heb. geäru®t� kgeäru®t� kimhaœmimhaœm)))

GERUTH CHIMHAM (Heb. geäru®t� kimhaœm )

The first The first stopping pstopping place of Jolace of Johanan and hanan and company encompany en route to  route to Egypt (JerEgypt (Jer. 41:17). . 41:17). The name mThThe name mThe name may designaay designate a caravte a caravansary or ansary or inn near Binn near Bethlehem (ethlehem (cf. Jer. 9cf. Jer. 9:2[MT 1]; :2[MT 1]; Luke 2:7).LLuke 2:7).Luke 2:7). The assoc The association of iation of this site this site with Chimhwith Chimham the sonam the son of Barzil of Barzillai (2 Samlai (2 Sam. 19:37-38. 19. 19:37-38[319:37-38[38–39]) is 8–39]) is unclear.unclear.

The first stopping place of Johanan and company en route to Egypt (Jer. 41:17). 
The name may designate a caravansary or inn near Bethlehem (cf. Jer. 9:2[MT 1]; 
Luke 2:7). The association of this site with Chimham the son of Barzillai (2 Sam. 
19:37-38[38–39]) is unclear.

GESHANGESHAN (Heb.  (Heb. geîsûaœngeîsûaœn)))

GESHAN (Heb. geîsûaœn)

The third The third son of Jahson of Jahdai; a Caldai; a Calebite of tebite of the tribe ohe tribe of Judah (1f Judah (1 Chr. 2:47 Chr. 2:47).).

The third son of Jahdai; a Calebite of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 2:47).

GESHEMGESHEM (Heb.  (Heb. gesûemgesûem)))

GESHEM (Heb. gesûem)

The “Arab”The “Arab” mentioned mentioned along wit along with Sanballah Sanballat, governot, governor of Samarr of Samaria, and Toia, and Tobiah, an Abiah, an Abiah, an Ammonite oAmmonite official, wfficial, who opposedho opposed Nehemiah’ Nehemiah’s plan to s plan to repair therepair the wall arou wall around Jerusalnd Jerusalnd Jerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 2:19(Neh. 2:19). Those t). Those three soughhree sought a meetint a meeting with Nehg with Nehemiah afteemiah after the workr the worr the work commework commenced, but nced, but Nehemiah rNehemiah refused, suefused, suspecting tspecting they meant hey meant him harm (him harm (Neh. 6:2).Neh. 6Neh. 6:2).6:2).6:2).

The “Arab” mentioned along with Sanballat, governor of Samaria, and Tobiah, an 
Ammonite official, who opposed Nehemiah’s plan to repair the wall around 
Jerusalem (Neh. 2:19). Those three sought a meeting with Nehemiah after the 
work commenced, but Nehemiah refused, suspecting they meant him harm (Neh. 
6:2).

�The GeshemThe Geshem of Nehemi of Nehemiah may be ah may be the same pthe same person callerson called the kined the king of Kedarg of Kedar in an ins in in an inscin an inscription frription from North Aom North Arabia. If rabia. If so, he rulso, he ruled under Ped under Persian hegersian hegemony. Theemony. The name in i n name in itname in its more oris more original formginal form “Gashmu”  “Gashmu” perhaps meperhaps meant “big mant “big man,” and ian,” and it is well t is well attested iaattested iattested in archaeoln archaeological finogical finds in Nortds in North Arabia.h Arabia.h Arabia.

The Geshem of Nehemiah may be the same person called the king of Kedar 
in an inscription from North Arabia. If so, he ruled under Persian hegemony. The 



name in its more original form “Gashmu” perhaps meant “big man,” and it is well 
attested in archaeological finds in North Arabia.

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

GESHURGESHUR (Heb.  (Heb. geïsûu®rgeïsûu®r)))

GESHUR (Heb. geïsûu®r)

�1.1. A small A A small Aramean kinramean kingdom that gdom that shared a wshared a western borestern border with tder with the half-trhe half-tribe of Manibehalf-trhalf-tribehalf-tribe of Manass of Manasseh in the eh in the southern psouthern part of whaart of what is now ct is now called the alled the Golan HeigGolan Heights (Deut.htHeigHeights (DHeights (Deut. 3:14)eut. 3:14). Geshur r. Geshur remained inemained independent dependent during theduring the conquest  conquest of Canaan of Canaanof Canaan andCanaan and after Jos after Joshua’s deathua’s death (Josh. 1h (Josh. 12:5). Duri2:5). During the perng the period of Daviod of David and Solid and Solomon and tomSolSolomon anSolomon and the divid the divided kingdoded kingdoms (ca. 10ms (ca. 1020–732 20–732 B.C.B.C.) it was s) it was semi-indepeemi-independent. Davndent. Dndent. David marrDavid married Maacahied Maacah, who was , who was to become to become the motherthe mother of Absalo of Absalom, to consm, to consummate a pummaconsconsummateconsummate a politic a political alliancal alliance with thee with the Geshurite Geshurite king Talm king Talmai (2 Sam.ai (2 Sam. 3:3). Alo 3:3). Along with thng AloAlong withAlong with the Arame the Aramean kingdoman kingdom of Maacah of Maacah to the no to the north, Geshurth, Geshur joined wr joined with Damascith Damith Damascus aDamascus against Davgainst David (2 Sam.id (2 Sam. 10:6; 13: 10:6; 13:37; 14:23;37; 14:23; 1 Chr. 19 1 Chr. 19:7). Howev:7). However, it waser, it was a subject a a subject a subject of Israel of Israel during Solduring Solomon’s timomon’s time. Geshur e. Geshur later joinlater joined with Ared with Aram Damascuam Damascuam Damascus tDamascus to fight ago fight against the ainst the northern knorthern kingdom of ingdom of Israel, anIsrael, and it was ed it was eventually ventually incorporatincincorporatincorporated into thed into the Damascene Damascene state (9e state (9th centuryth century). The roy). The royal names oal names of the kingf the kingdom reflecdkingkingdom rekingdom reflect a Huflect a Hurrian elemrrian element (e.g.,ent (e.g., Talmai). Talmai). Talmai).

1. A small Aramean kingdom that shared a western border with the 
half-tribe of Manasseh in the southern part of what is now called the Golan 
Heights (Deut. 3:14). Geshur remained independent during the conquest of 
Canaan and after Joshua’s death (Josh. 12:5). During the period of David and 
Solomon and the divided kingdoms (ca. 1020–732 B.C.) it was semi-independent. 
David married Maacah, who was to become the mother of Absalom, to 
consummate a political alliance with the Geshurite king Talmai (2 Sam. 3:3). 
Along with the Aramean kingdom of Maacah to the north, Geshur joined with 
Damascus against David (2 Sam. 10:6; 13:37; 14:23; 1 Chr. 19:7). However, it was 
a subject of Israel during Solomon’s time. Geshur later joined with Aram 
Damascus to fight against the northern kingdom of Israel, and it was eventually 
incorporated into the Damascene state (9th century). The royal names of the 
kingdom reflect a Hurrian element (e.g., Talmai).

�Geshur is Geshur is likely lislikely listed as Ga-ted as Ga-su-ru in osu-ru in one of the ne of the Amarna LetAmarna Letters (no. ters (no. 256) from 256) from256) from Egyptfrom Egypt (14th cen (14th century). Thetury). The area of G area of Geshur has eshur has been subjebeen subject to intect to intense archaense archaeological soarchaearchaeologarchaeological surveical surveys, which ys, which have reveahave revealed a numbled a number of siteer of sites from thes from the Middle Br Middle Bronze II tooBrBronze II Bronze II to Iron I to Iron I Ages (ca. Ages (ca. 1800–1000)1800–1000)...

Geshur is likely listed as Ga-su-ru in one of the Amarna Letters (no. 256) 
from Egypt (14th century). The area of Geshur has been subject to intense 
archaeological surveys, which have revealed a number of sites from the Middle 
Bronze II to Iron I Ages (ca. 1800–1000).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. Mazar, B. Mazar, “Geshur an“Geshur and Maacah,”d Maacah,”  JBLJBL 80 (1961) 80 (1961): 16–28.: 16–28.: 16–28.

Bibliography. B. Mazar, “Geshur and Maacah,” JBL 80 (1961): 16–28.

Mark W. ChMark W. Chavalasavalasavalas

Mark W. Chavalas

�2.2. A people  A people or region or region S of the PS of the Philistine hilistine pentapolispentapolis that was  that was not taken not taken in the Conin the Cin the Conquest (Conquest (Josh. 13:2Josh. 13:2) and agai) and against whom Dnst whom David raideavid raided while ald while allied with lied with the Philisthe Philistines (1 StinPhilisPhilistinePhilistines (1 Sam. s (1 Sam. 27:8).27:8).

2. A people or region S of the Philistine pentapolis that was not taken in the 
Conquest (Josh. 13:2) and against whom David raided while allied with the 
Philistines (1 Sam. 27:8).

GESSIUS FLGESSIUS FLORUSORUSORUS

GESSIUS FLORUS

The last RThe last Roman procuoman procurator of trator of the provinche province of Judeae of Judea (includin (including Samaria)g Samaria), who assu, who assumed power massuassumed poassumed power in 64 wer in 64 C.E.C.E. According According to Joseph to Josephus he was us he was from Clazofrom Clazomenae and menae and received hrecreceived hreceived his procurais procuratorship betorship because his cause his wife Cleopwife Cleopatra was aatra was a friend of friend of Nero’s wi Nero’s wife Poppea.fewiwife Poppewife Poppea. Josephua. Josephus and Tacis and Tacitus attesttus attest that Jewi that Jewish patiencsh patience for Romae for Roman misgovern misgovernment of Jnmisgovermisgovernmmisgovernment of Judent of Judea was exhea was exhausted undausted under Florus.er Florus. Josephus  Josephus vilifies hvilifies him as the im as the worst of Rwworst of Rworst of Roman goveroman governors and cnors and charges himharges him with whol with wholesale plunesale plundering of dering of Jewish citJewish ciJewish cities, gocities, going so faring so far as to all as to allow bands oow bands of robbers f robbers to ravage to ravage the countrthe country with immy with immunity. Wheuniimmimmunity. immunity. When FloruWhen Florus sought ts sought to take funo take funds from thds from the Jerusalee Jerusalem temple tm temple treasury inreasury inreasury in 66 in 66 C.E.C.E., the citi, the citizens resiszens resisted by mocted by mocking his aking his apparent popparent poverty. To verty. To retaliate,retaliate, he led so he le he led soldieled soldiers from Cars from Caesarea to esarea to sack part sack part of Jerusalof Jerusalem and to em and to arrest numarrest numerous leaderous leading citizeinleadleading cileading citizens, whtizens, whom he had om he had scourged ascourged and crucifind crucified, included, including severaing several Jews of l Jews of Roman equeRomRoman equeRoman equestrian ranstrian rank. His attk. His attempt to foempt to force the Jerce the Jews to showws to show ceremonia ceremonial submissil submisl submissionsubmission to his co to his cohorts aggrhorts aggravated theavated the situation situation and spark and sparked the rebed the rebellion thaellion that became tt bt became thebecame the Jewish wa Jewish war with Romr with Rome.e.e.

The last Roman procurator of the province of Judea (including Samaria), who 
assumed power in 64 C.E. According to Josephus he was from Clazomenae and 
received his procuratorship because his wife Cleopatra was a friend of Nero’s 
wife Poppea. Josephus and Tacitus attest that Jewish patience for Roman 
misgovernment of Judea was exhausted under Florus. Josephus vilifies him as the 
worst of Roman governors and charges him with wholesale plundering of Jewish 
cities, going so far as to allow bands of robbers to ravage the country with 
immunity. When Florus sought to take funds from the Jerusalem temple treasury 
in 66 C.E., the citizens resisted by mocking his apparent poverty. To retaliate, he 
led soldiers from Caesarea to sack part of Jerusalem and to arrest numerous 
leading citizens, whom he had scourged and crucified, including several Jews of 



Roman equestrian rank. His attempt to force the Jews to show ceremonial 
submission to his cohorts aggravated the situation and sparked the rebellion that 
became the Jewish war with Rome.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. SchürerE. Schürer, , The HistorThe History of the Jy of the Jewish Peopewish People in the le in the Age of JesAge of Jesus Christ us Cus Christ (17Christ (1755  B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D.  135)135) 1, rev. e 1, rev. ed. (Edinbud. (Edinburgh, 1973)rgh, 1973)...

Bibliography. E. Schürer, The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus 
Christ (175 B.C.—A.D. 135) 1, rev. ed. (Edinburgh, 1973).

Scott NashScott Nash

Scott Nash

GESTASGESTAS (Gk.  (Gk. GestasGestas)))

GESTAS (Gk. Gestas)

The name aThe name ascribed inscribed in apocrypha apocryphal writingsl writings to the un to the unrepentant repentant thief cructhief crucified withified with Jesus (cf Je Jesus (cf.Jesus (cf. Luke 23:3 Luke 23:39). Other 9). Other forms of tforms of the name arhe name are Gistas, e Gistas, Gesmas, StGesmas, Stegmas, andegmas, and Dumachus. D Dumachus.Dumachus.

The name ascribed in apocryphal writings to the unrepentant thief crucified with 
Jesus (cf. Luke 23:39). Other forms of the name are Gistas, Gesmas, Stegmas, and 
Dumachus.

GESTURESGESTURESGESTURES

GESTURES

Body movemBody movements made ents made mainly witmainly with the headh the head, face alo, face alone, or thene, or the limbs. Ge limbs. Gestures arestures arstures are one elare one element in aement in a larger di larger dimension ofmension of human beh human behavior knowavior known as nonven as nonverbal commurbal comrbal communicatcommunication. If thion. If the biblicale biblical author do author does not expes not explicitly melicitly mention or dntion or describe a escribe a gesture, tgestgesture, tgesture, the reader he reader may find imay find it difficult difficult to imagit to imagine the gesne the gesture approture appropriate to priate to the given the githe given situgiven situation. Theation. The imaginati imaginative reader ve reader must rememmust remember that gber that gestures inestures in one cultu one culture often crecultuculture ofculture often carry ten carry an entirelan entirely differeny different — sometit — sometimes obscenmes obscene — meanine — meaning in anothg in anotg in another cuanother culture. Onelture. One and the s and the same gesturame gesture does note does not translate translate readily a readily and easily nd easily from cultufrofrom cultufrom culture to cultre to culture.ure.ure.

Body movements made mainly with the head, face alone, or the limbs. Gestures 
are one element in a larger dimension of human behavior known as nonverbal 
communication. If the biblical author does not explicitly mention or describe a 
gesture, the reader may find it difficult to imagine the gesture appropriate to the 
given situation. The imaginative reader must remember that gestures in one 
culture often carry an entirely different — sometimes obscene — meaning in 
another culture. One and the same gesture does not translate readily and easily 
from culture to culture.

�Gestures aGestures are consciore conscious or uncous or unconscious bonscious body movemendy movements, learnets, learned or somatd or somatogenic. Thogsomatsomatogenisomatogenic. They sec. They serve as a prve as a primary comrimary communicativemunicative tool, dep tool, dependent on endent on or indepenor indepor independenindependent from vert from verbal languabal language, and moge, and modified by dified by conditioniconditioning (e.g., ng (e.g., smiles, eysmiles, eye movemente me movements,movements, a gesture a gesture of beckon of beckoning, or a ing, or a tic). Thestic). These should be should be distingue distinguished fromished from manners ( m manners (bmanners (body attituody attitudes, e.g.,des, e.g., the way o the way one eats) ane eats) and posturend postures (positios (positions of the ns of the body, e.g.bodbody, e.g.body, e.g., sitting,, sitting, standing) standing). Distinct. Distinction is madion is made between e between free gestufree gestures perforres performed by a pmed perforperformed performed by a part by a part of the bodof the body without y without contactingcontacting any other any other part or o part or object (e.gbject (e.g., eye mov., (e.g(e.g., eye(e.g., eye movements movements, head nod, head nods, hand ges, hand gestures), astures), and bound gnd bound gestures whestures where hands ere handsere hands comehands come into cont into contact with eact with each other ach other or other bor other body parts ody parts (e.g., scr(e.g., scratching onatching one’s eyes, eonone’s eyesone’s eyes, using a , using a knife and knife and fork, jewefork, jewelry).lry).lry).

Gestures are conscious or unconscious body movements, learned or 
somatogenic. They serve as a primary communicative tool, dependent on or 
independent from verbal language, and modified by conditioning (e.g., smiles, eye 
movements, a gesture of beckoning, or a tic). These should be distinguished from 
manners (body attitudes, e.g., the way one eats) and postures (positions of the 
body, e.g., sitting, standing). Distinction is made between free gestures 
performed by a part of the body without contacting any other part or object 
(e.g., eye movements, head nods, hand gestures), and bound gestures where 
hands come into contact with each other or other body parts (e.g., scratching 
one’s eyes, using a knife and fork, jewelry).

�Four categFour categories of gories of gestures maestures may be identy be identified: (1)ified: (1) idiosyncr idiosyncratic, or uatic, or unique to anique to anique to a person (a person (e.g., hitte.g., hitting the riing the right thigh ght thigh with the pwith the palm of thealm of the right han right hand to expred to express joy, suss joy,ss joy, surprjoy, surprise; cf. tise; cf. the earthlihe earthling upon meng upon meeting his eting his new mate inew mate in Gen. 2:2n Gen. 2:23); (2) cu3); (2) culturally ilturacuculturallyculturally induced a induced and learnednd learned (e.g., da (e.g., dancing or mncing or mourning riourning rituals; Mattuals; Matt. 11:17);t. 11:17); (3) techn (3) t (3) technical,technical, therefore therefore arbitrary arbitrary and requi and requiring priorring prior verbal ag verbal agreement (ereement (e.g., hand-.g., hand-signals ofsignahand-hand-signahand-signals of mercls of merchants suchhants such as fishmo as fishmongers in tngers in the market he market place); anplace); and (4) semid (4) semiotic, subsotsemisemiotic, semiotic, substitutesubstitutes for spees for speech, linkedch, linked with cult with cultural tradiural traditions (e.gtions (e.g., swearin., swearing an oath g an oag an oath by ploath by placing the acing the right handright hand on a body on a body part: tip part: tip of nose,  of nose, moustache moustache or beard, or beard, phallus; Gphaphallus; Gphallus; Gen. 24:2, en. 24:2, 9). Robert9). Robert A. Baraka A. Barakat’s study t’s study of Arab geof Arab gestures offstures offers an impers an important entortaimpimportant important entrée intentrée into further o further investigatinvestigation of gesion of gestures in ttures in the Middle he Middle East; expeEast; experts agree rts expeexperts agexperts agree that tree that the pre-Islhe pre-Islamic Bedouamic Bedouin substrain substratum of cultum of cultural comptural components livonents lives on in telivlives on ilives on in the folkn the folk culture o culture of the tradf the traditional maitional majority.jority.jority.

Four categories of gestures may be identified: (1) idiosyncratic, or unique to 
a person (e.g., hitting the right thigh with the palm of the right hand to express 
joy, surprise; cf. the earthling upon meeting his new mate in Gen. 2:23); (2) 
culturally induced and learned (e.g., dancing or mourning rituals; Matt. 11:17); (3) 
technical, therefore arbitrary and requiring prior verbal agreement (e.g., 
hand-signals of merchants such as fishmongers in the market place); and (4) 
semiotic, substitutes for speech, linked with cultural traditions (e.g., swearing an 
oath by placing the right hand on a body part: tip of nose, moustache or beard, 
phallus; Gen. 24:2, 9). Robert A. Barakat’s study of Arab gestures offers an 



important entrée into further investigation of gestures in the Middle East; 
experts agree that the pre-Islamic Bedouin substratum of cultural components 
lives on in the folk culture of the traditional majority.

�Mayer I. GMayer I. Gruber’s maruber’s mainly philoinly philological anlogical analysis of alysis of postures, postures, gestures, gestures, and facialand facial expressio e expressionexpressions in ancies in ancient Israel,nt Israel, Canaan, a Canaan, and Mesopotnd Mesopotamia is heamia is helpful in ulpful in understandinderstanding the litng understandiunderstandunderstanding the liing the literal descteral description ofription of gestures  gestures and the idand the idiomatic usiomatic use of phrase of phrases to conves toes to convey to convey attitudes,attitudes, ideas, an ideas, and feelingsd feelings communica communicated by gested by gestures, postures, postures, andtures, and facial ex fa facial expfacial expression. Tression. The Middle he Middle Eastern woEastern world is nonrld is non-, indeed -, indeed anti-introanti-introspective, spective, and a modeand and a modeand a modern reader rn reader must be camust be careful not reful not to impose to impose Western thWestern thought pattought patterns upon erns upoerns upon this upon this world.world.world.

Mayer I. Gruber’s mainly philological analysis of postures, gestures, and facial 
expressions in ancient Israel, Canaan, and Mesopotamia is helpful in 
understanding the literal description of gestures and the idiomatic use of phrases 
to convey attitudes, ideas, and feelings communicated by gestures, postures, and 
facial expression. The Middle Eastern world is non-, indeed anti-introspective, 
and a modern reader must be careful not to impose Western thought patterns 
upon this world.

�A serious A serious challenge challenge is the modis the modern readerern reader’s inabili’s inability to obsety to observe the perve the people descrople desople described described in the bibin the biblical recolical record. Is it rd. Is it possible tpossible to imagine o imagine plausible plausible gestures wgestures where a texhere ahere a text doea text does not ments not mention them? ion them? Literary aLiterary anthropolognthropology, a relaty, a relatively new ively new approach tapproach to the studotto the stuto the study of litedy of literature insrature inspired by Fpired by Fernando Poernando Poyatos, wouyatos, would argue ild argue in the affin the affirmative. Crmaaffiaffirmativaffirmative. Clearlye. Clearly the inves the investigator istigator is dealing w dealing with signs ith signs that commuthat communicate, i.nicate, i.e., with te., withe., with the mwith the many forms any forms of communiof communication, mocation, mostly nonvestly nonverbal, thatrbal, that define in define individuals dividuals and culturaand culturand cultures, conveyes, conveyed by the ed by the culture’s culture’s narrative narrative literatureliterature in which  in which such inforsuch information is matiinforinformatioinformation is embedn is embedded.ded.

A serious challenge is the modern reader’s inability to observe the people 
described in the biblical record. Is it possible to imagine plausible gestures where 
a text does not mention them? Literary anthropology, a relatively new approach 
to the study of literature inspired by Fernando Poyatos, would argue in the 
affirmative. Clearly the investigator is dealing with signs that communicate, i.e., 
with the many forms of communication, mostly nonverbal, that define individuals 
and cultures, conveyed by the culture’s narrative literature in which such 
information is embedded.

IllustratiIllustrationsons

Illustrations

HeadHeadHead

Head

“Wagging t“Wagging the head” ihe head” is a free gs a free gesture. Thesture. The movemente movement is probab is probably side toly side to side hori side horizontally, zohorihorizontalhorizontally, or perly, or perhaps in anhaps in an arc from  arc from shoulder tshoulder to shouldero shoulder rather th rather than up and an up and down. Dictdodown. Dictdown. Dictionaries cionaries customarilyustomarily explain t explain the phrase he phrase as a “signas a “sign of scorn  of scorn and derisiand derision,” drawion,derisiderision,”derision,” drawing t drawing this culturhis culturally deterally determined meanmined meaning from Ping from Ps. 109:25.s. 109:25. Of six oc Of six occurrences cuococcurrenceoccurrences in the bs in the biblical teiblical text three axt three are free gere free gestures (Psstures (Ps. 64:8[MT . 64:8[MT 9]; 109:259]; 109:25; Isa. 37:; Isa; Isa. 37:22Isa. 37:22) and thre) and three are boune are bound. Ps. 22:d. Ps. 22:7, cited i7, cited in Matt. 27n Matt. 27:39, links:39, links the head  the head with “makiwith “with “making mo“making mouths,” whiuths,” while Lam. 2:le Lam. 2:15 links t15 links the head wihe head with hissingth hissing and clapp and clapping of haning of hands. These dshanhands. Thehands. These bound gse bound gestures prestures present a fuesent a fuller pictuller picture of nonvre of nonverbal meanerbal means of expres of expressing scorsexpreexpressingexpressing scorn and scorn and derision  derision in this cuin this culture.lture.

“Wagging the head” is a free gesture. The movement is probably side to side 
horizontally, or perhaps in an arc from shoulder to shoulder rather than up and 
down. Dictionaries customarily explain the phrase as a “sign of scorn and 
derision,” drawing this culturally determined meaning from Ps. 109:25. Of six 
occurrences in the biblical text three are free gestures (Ps. 64:8[MT 9]; 109:25; 
Isa. 37:22) and three are bound. Ps. 22:7, cited in Matt. 27:39, links the head with 
“making mouths,” while Lam. 2:15 links the head with hissing and clapping of 
hands. These bound gestures present a fuller picture of nonverbal means of 
expressing scorn and derision in this culture.

Face AloneFace Alone

Face Alone

In Middle In Middle Eastern cuEastern culture, thelture, the face is a face is a key eleme key element in the nt in the other-deteother-determined, ourmined, outward-orietwaououtward-oroutward-oriented chaiented character of racter of honor. Thehonor. The purpose o purpose of life is f life is to maintaito maintain or save n or save face and nfacface and nface and never lose ever lose face. If Gface. If God sets thod sets the divine fe divine face againsace against a persont a person or city,  or city, the conseqthe cothe consequentconsequent shame is  shame is perhaps moperhaps more devastare devastating than ting than the withdrthe withdrawal of diawal of divine protevine protevine protectionprotection and benef and beneficence (cficence (cf. Lev. 20:. Lev. 20:5-6; Jer. 5-6; Jer. 21:10; Eze21:10; Ezek. 14:8; 1k. 14:8; 15:7).5:7).5:7).

In Middle Eastern culture, the face is a key element in the other-determined, 
outward-oriented character of honor. The purpose of life is to maintain or save 
face and never lose face. If God sets the divine face against a person or city, the 
consequent shame is perhaps more devastating than the withdrawal of divine 
protection and beneficence (cf. Lev. 20:5-6; Jer. 21:10; Ezek. 14:8; 15:7).

�Further, tFurther, the eyes plhe eyes play a signiay a significant rolficant role in the fe in the face-based ace-based gestural rgestural repertoire epertoire of biblicaoof biblicaof biblical people. l people. In the bibIn the biblical perslical perspective onpective on the human the human person, t person, the eyes arhe eyes are linked we linke linked witlinked with the hearh the heart (as moutt (as mouth is with h is with ears and hears and hands with ands with feet) fromfeet) from which bot which both good andh botboth good both good and evil cand evil can flow. Jan flow. Jesus expreesus expresses the csses the cultural coultural conviction tnviction that from that from the heart che hhe heart comeheart comes the “evis the “evil eye” (ofl eye” (often translten translated “envyated “envy”; cf. Mar”; cf. Mark 7:22). Ck 7:22). Contemporarontemporary Mediterry ContemporarContemporaContemporary Mediterry Mediterranean natranean natives referives refer to the “f to the “fierce lookierce look,” the “ga,” the “gaze,” or thze,” or the “stare” eththe “starethe “stare” as refle” as reflecting the cting the activity oactivity of an evil f an evil eye. Yet beye. Yet because eyeecause eye behavior  behavior is predomiis predis predominanpredominantly involutly involuntary and ntary and therefore therefore more diffimore difficult to macult to manipulate tnipulate than facialhan facial expressio ex expressionexpression, one can , one can never knownever know when an e when an eye might sye might slip into tlip into this look, his look, gaze, or sgaze, or stare. As Stasstare. As stare. As Sirach notSirach notes (Sir. 3es (Sir. 31:12-13), 1:12-13), God has crGod has created notheated nothing more eing more evil than tvil than the evil eyhe ehe evil eye. evil eye. Prov. 23:6Prov. 23:6-8 warns a-8 warns against eatgainst eating what aing what an evil-eyen evil-eyed person od person offers; sucffers; such a host fh a hh a host feignhost feigns generosis generosity but is ty but is actually sactually stingy, andtingy, and the guest the guest will vomi will vomit. In his t. In his discussiondiscussiodiscussiondiscussion of the ye of the year of relear of release and caase and canceling ofnceling of debts, th debts, the Deuterone Deuteronomist (Deuomist (Deut. 15:7-11t. (Deu(Deut. 15:(Deut. 15:7-11) warn7-11) warns against s against ignoring tignoring the plight he plight of a needyof a needy person (o person (or giving sr giving such a one uch ssuch a onesuch a one the “evil the “evil eye”) out eye”) out of (greed of (greedy) fear thy) fear the debt wile debt will not be rl not be repaid. Thoepaid. Though not exugh ThoThough notThough not explicitl explicitly mentioney mentioned in any bd in any biblical teiblical text, an intxt, an interpreter cerpreter can plausiban plausibly surmisely suly surmise thsurmise that a persoat a person in a sitn in a situation wheuation where the evire the evil eye mighl eye might be operat be operative, as wtive, as well as theell aell as the peras the person who reson who reads or heaads or hears biblicars biblical texts abl texts about such sout such situations,ituations, is very l is very likely immeikely llikely immlikely immediately mediately making the aking the appropriatappropriate protectie protective hand geve hand gestures or stures or stroking tstroking the approprhetthe appropthe appropriately coriately colored talilored talisman for psman for protection rotection against thagainst the power ofe power of this gest this gesture. In suuregestgesture. Igesture. In sum, then sum, there is a were is a wealth of cualth of cultural mealtural meaning wrappning wrapped up in ted up in the Mediterhe Mediterranean undranMediterMediterranMediterranean undersean understanding oftanding of the eye a the eye and the gesnd the gestures a petures a person couldrson could make with make wit make with it.with it.

Further, the eyes play a significant role in the face-based gestural repertoire 



of biblical people. In the biblical perspective on the human person, the eyes are 
linked with the heart (as mouth is with ears and hands with feet) from which 
both good and evil can flow. Jesus expresses the cultural conviction that from the 
heart comes the “evil eye” (often translated “envy”; cf. Mark 7:22). 
Contemporary Mediterranean natives refer to the “fierce look,” the “gaze,” or 
the “stare” as reflecting the activity of an evil eye. Yet because eye behavior is 
predominantly involuntary and therefore more difficult to manipulate than facial 
expression, one can never know when an eye might slip into this look, gaze, or 
stare. As Sirach notes (Sir. 31:12-13), God has created nothing more evil than the 
evil eye. Prov. 23:6-8 warns against eating what an evil-eyed person offers; such a 
host feigns generosity but is actually stingy, and the guest will vomit. In his 
discussion of the year of release and canceling of debts, the Deuteronomist 
(Deut. 15:7-11) warns against ignoring the plight of a needy person (or giving 
such a one the “evil eye”) out of (greedy) fear the debt will not be repaid. 
Though not explicitly mentioned in any biblical text, an interpreter can plausibly 
surmise that a person in a situation where the evil eye might be operative, as well 
as the person who reads or hears biblical texts about such situations, is very 
likely immediately making the appropriate protective hand gestures or stroking 
the appropriately colored talisman for protection against the power of this 
gesture. In sum, there is a wealth of cultural meaning wrapped up in the 
Mediterranean understanding of the eye and the gestures a person could make 
with it.

LimbsLimbsLimbs

Limbs

When speakWhen speaking of gesing of gestures, mostures, most people tt people think of thhink of the hands. Ie hands. In the Middn the Middle East, tle East, the left hahetthe left hthe left hand is useand is used exclusivd exclusively for toely for toilet functilet functions. To aions. To appreciate ppreciate the culturthe cultural signifial signal significansignificance of thisce of this practice, practice, consider  consider Jesus’ staJesus’ statement in tement in the Sermonthe Sermon on the Mo on the Mount: “Do nunt:MoMount: “DoMount: “Do not resis not resist one who t one who is evil. Iis evil. If anyone sf anyone strikes youtrikes you on the ri on the right cheek,ght cheek, turn to h tur turn to hiturn to him the othem the other also” (Mr also” (Matt. 5:39)att. 5:39). Here is . Here is a culturala culturally plausibly plausible scenarile scenario for imago for o for imaginfor imagining that ding that deed.eed.eed.

When speaking of gestures, most people think of the hands. In the Middle East, 
the left hand is used exclusively for toilet functions. To appreciate the cultural 
significance of this practice, consider Jesus’ statement in the Sermon on the 
Mount: “Do not resist one who is evil. If anyone strikes you on the right cheek, 
turn to him the other also” (Matt. 5:39). Here is a culturally plausible scenario 
for imagining that deed.

�Middle EasMiddle Easterners roterners routinely inutinely interact witteract with a space h a space of about 1of about 15–20 cm. (5–20 cm. (6–8 in.) b6–8 in.)6–8 in.) betwein.) between them (ien them (in contrastn contrast to the 30 to the 30–40 cm. [1–40 cm. [12–16 in.] 2–16 in.] of personaof personal space prl space preferred byefprpreferred preferred by Westernby Westerners). The ers). The listener wlistener wants to feants to feel the breel the breath of theath of the speaker a speaker against thegaaagainst thagainst the face. The face. The speaker e speaker routinely routinely places theplaces the right arm right arm on the fo on the forearm or srearm or shoulder ofhosshoulder oshoulder of the listf the listener. If tener. If the discusshe discussion shouldion should become he become heated or exated or excited, thecited, the distance  dis distance bdistance between botetween both parties h parties decreases decreases till they till they are eyebalare eyeball to eyebal to eyeball. Shouldll. Should either lo eith either loseither lose control e control and strikeand strike at the ot at the other, thereher, there are two p are two possibilitiossibilities. One ises. One is to back a to ba to back away back away and slap aand slap at the right the right cheek wit cheek with the bacth the back of the rk of the right hand,ight hand, an insult an insulting move. ing ming move. The move. The other is tother is to remain ao remain at close qut close quarters whiarters which makes ich makes it impossibt impossible to brinle to bring the righgbrinbring the bring the right arm right arm into play into play but ratherbut rather allows th allows the left hane left hand to slap d to slap the right the right cheek — a cheek cheek — a cheek — a deeply offdeeply offensive insensive insult indeedult indeed...

Middle Easterners routinely interact with a space of about 15–20 cm. (6–8 
in.) between them (in contrast to the 30–40 cm. [12–16 in.] of personal space 
preferred by Westerners). The listener wants to feel the breath of the speaker 
against the face. The speaker routinely places the right arm on the forearm or 
shoulder of the listener. If the discussion should become heated or excited, the 
distance between both parties decreases till they are eyeball to eyeball. Should 
either lose control and strike at the other, there are two possibilities. One is to 
back away and slap at the right cheek with the back of the right hand, an insulting 
move. The other is to remain at close quarters which makes it impossible to 
bring the right arm into play but rather allows the left hand to slap the right 



cheek — a deeply offensive insult indeed.

�This instrThis instruction, aluction, along with tong with the entire he entire Sermon on Sermon on the Mount,the Mount, is intend is intended to guided to ged to guide in-gguide in-group behavroup behavior. It waior. It was directeds directed to the di to the disciples (Msciples (Matt. 5:1-2att. 5:1-2). As an e). As an example to xampeexample toexample to outsiders outsiders, the insu, the insult should lt should not be avenot be avenged. But nged. But in relatioin relationships witnships with outsiderh oh outsiders,outsiders, the insul the insulted party ted party would makewould make an approp an appropriate respriate response, and onse, and the one whthe one whthe one who posed who posed the insultthe insult should ho should hope for thepe for the intervent intervention of a mion of a mediator toediator to prevent e prevent escalation seescalationescalation to furthe to further violencer violence and blood and bloodshed (cf. shed (cf. Matt. 5:9)Matt. 5:9)...

This instruction, along with the entire Sermon on the Mount, is intended to 
guide in-group behavior. It was directed to the disciples (Matt. 5:1-2). As an 
example to outsiders, the insult should not be avenged. But in relationships with 
outsiders, the insulted party would make an appropriate response, and the one 
who posed the insult should hope for the intervention of a mediator to prevent 
escalation to further violence and bloodshed (cf. Matt. 5:9).

�This excluThis exclusive functsive function of theion of the left hand left hand also shed also sheds fresh lis fresh light on theght on the gesture o gesture of “cuttingfoof “cuttinof “cutting off the g off the hand.” Acchand.” According to ording to Deut. 25:1Deut. 25:12 a woman 2 a woman who interfwho interferes in a eres in a fight invofifight invofight involving her lving her husband byhusband by grabbing  grabbing the genitathe genitals of his ls of his opponent sopponent should havehould have her hand  he her hand cher hand cut off. Fout off. Force of culrce of cultural habitural habit suggestst suggests she used  she used her left hher left hand, thougand, though in a momh in ah in a moment oa moment of excitemef excitement like thnt like this it mighis it might have beet have been her righn her right hand. Tht hand. The e Qur}anQur}an (5:38) pr ( (5:38) pre(5:38) prescribes amscribes amputating tputating the right hhe right hand of a cand of a convicted tonvicted thief. Matthief. Matthew’s Jesuhew’s Jesus recommens res recommendsrecommends that a pe that a person tripprson tripped up by ted up by the right hhe right hand shouldand should personall personally amputatey amputaty amputate iamputate it (Matt. 5t (Matt. 5:29-30). W:29-30). Whether as hether as punishmentpunishment or a mean or a means to leadis to leading a betteng a better life, lorbettebetter lifbetter life, losing e, losing the right the right hand in thhand in the Middle Ee Middle East is theast is the equivalen equivalent of a deat of a death sentencth sentth sentence. sentence. It makes sIt makes social lifeocial life exceeding exceedingly difficuly difficult, if notlt, if not impossibl impossible.e.e.

This exclusive function of the left hand also sheds fresh light on the gesture 
of “cutting off the hand.” According to Deut. 25:12 a woman who interferes in a 
fight involving her husband by grabbing the genitals of his opponent should have 
her hand cut off. Force of cultural habit suggests she used her left hand, though in 
a moment of excitement like this it might have been her right hand. The Qur}an 
(5:38) prescribes amputating the right hand of a convicted thief. Matthew’s Jesus 
recommends that a person tripped up by the right hand should personally 
amputate it (Matt. 5:29-30). Whether as punishment or a means to leading a 
better life, losing the right hand in the Middle East is the equivalent of a death 
sentence. It makes social life exceedingly difficult, if not impossible.

�Biblical aBiblical authors couuthors could safely ld safely presume thpresume that their oat their original reriginal readers, feladers, fellow ethniclow ethnics, would fsethnicethnics, wethnics, would fill ould fill in the appin the appropriate dropriate details sucetails such as elemeh as elements of nonnts of nonverbal comverbal communicationmuncomcommunicatcommunication or gesion or gestures thattures that could acc could accompany theompany the written t written text. Moderext. Modern studentsn studenn students ostudents of the Biblf the Bible can becoe can become similarme similarly equippely equipped by immerd by immersing themssing themselves intoelves into the appro intointo the ainto the appropriateppropriate resources resources...

Biblical authors could safely presume that their original readers, fellow 
ethnics, would fill in the appropriate details such as elements of nonverbal 
communication or gestures that could accompany the written text. Modern 
students of the Bible can become similarly equipped by immersing themselves 
into the appropriate resources.
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GETHERGETHER (Heb.  (Heb. get�erget�er)))

GETHER (Heb. get�er )

A son of AA son of Aram and grram and grandson of andson of Shem (Gen.Shem (Gen. 10:23; cf 10:23; cf. 1 Chr. 1. 1 Chr. 1:17, son o:17, son of Shem); tf Shem); the eponymohtthe eponymthe eponymous ancestous ancestor of an Aor of an Aramean priramean principality.ncipality.

A son of Aram and grandson of Shem (Gen. 10:23; cf. 1 Chr. 1:17, son of Shem); 
the eponymous ancestor of an Aramean principality.

GETHSEMANEGETHSEMANE (Gk.  (Gk. GethseämanGethseämaniíií)))

GETHSEMANE (Gk. Gethseämanií)

The place The place where Jesuwhere Jesus offered s offered an anguishan anguished prayer ed prayer just beforjust before his betre his betrayal and aayal and arrest therrraarrest thearrest there (Matt. re (Matt. 26:36; Mar26:36; Mark 14:32). k 14:32). Its exact Its exact location ilocation is unknown,s unknown, though it though it was proba wa was probabwas probably somewhely somewhere near thre near the Mount ofe Mount of Olives si Olives since all fonce all four Gospelsur Gospels agree tha agree th agree that Jesusthat Jesus was betra was betrayed and aryed and arrested on rested on or near thor near the Mount ofe Mount of Olives (M Olives (Matt. 26:30att. 26:30; Mark 14:; 26:3026:30; Mar26:30; Mark 14:26; Lk 14:26; Luke 22:39;uke 22:39; John 18:1 John 18:1). The nam). The name Gethsemae Gethsemane is fromne is from Aram.  Aram. gat� sûeïmggat� sûeïmgat� sûeïmaœneî,aœneî, “oil pres “oil press.” Both os.” Both olive treeslive trees and press and presses for extes for extracting thracting the oil frome oe oil from toil from the olives he olives were commowere common in the an in the area, and irea, and it is probat is probable that Gble that Gethsemane ethsemane contained ccontained contained such a presuch a press.ss.ss.

The place where Jesus offered an anguished prayer just before his betrayal and 



arrest there (Matt. 26:36; Mark 14:32). Its exact location is unknown, though it 
was probably somewhere near the Mount of Olives since all four Gospels agree 
that Jesus was betrayed and arrested on or near the Mount of Olives (Matt. 
26:30; Mark 14:26; Luke 22:39; John 18:1). The name Gethsemane is from Aram. 
gat� sûeïmaœneî,  “oil press.” Both olive trees and presses for extracting the 
oil from the olives were common in the area, and it is probable that Gethsemane 
contained such a press.

�Matthew anMatthew and Mark namd Mark name the place the place of Jesuse of Jesus’ prayer, ’ prayer, betrayal, betrayal, and arrestand arrest as Gethse as Ge as GethsemaneGethsemane and place and place it near t it near the Mount ohe Mount of Olives. f Olives. Luke does Luke does not name tnot name the place bhe place he place but place but has the evhas the events take ents take place on tplace on the mount ihe mount itself. Johtself. John does notn does not mention J mention Jesus’ prayesuJJesus’ praJesus’ prayer, nor dyer, nor does he namoes he name the place the place of Jesuse of Jesus’ betrayal’ betrayal and arres and arrest, though t, though he locateshe lhe locates itlocates it “across t “across the Kidron he Kidron valley” invalley” in a “garden a “garden” (John 18” (John 18:1), and t:1), and thus on thehus on the Mount of  Mou Mount of OMount of Olives. By lives. By combining combining the accounthe accounts of Jesuts of Jesus’ anguishs’ anguished prayer ed prayer in the Synin the Synoptic GospoSynSynoptic GSynoptic Gospels witospels with John’s ah John’s account of ccount of his arresthis arrest in a gard in a garden, the tren, the traditional aditional image of Jimageimage of Jimage of Jesus’ agonesus’ agony in the gy in the garden of Garden of Gethsemane ethsemane was constrwas constructed.ucted.ucted.

Matthew and Mark name the place of Jesus’ prayer, betrayal, and arrest as 
Gethsemane and place it near the Mount of Olives. Luke does not name the 
place but has the events take place on the mount itself. John does not mention 
Jesus’ prayer, nor does he name the place of Jesus’ betrayal and arrest, though he 
locates it “across the Kidron valley” in a “garden” (John 18:1), and thus on the 
Mount of Olives. By combining the accounts of Jesus’ anguished prayer in the 
Synoptic Gospels with John’s account of his arrest in a garden, the traditional 
image of Jesus’ agony in the garden of Gethsemane was constructed.

�Jesus in GJesus in Gethsemane ethsemane was interpwas interpreted as areted as an approprin appropriate contraate contrast to Adamst to Adam in Eden:  in E in Eden: the Eden: the sinful dissinful disobedience obedience of the firof the first Adam inst Adam in the garde the garden of Eden n of Eden was undonewas undone because o b because ofbecause of the praye the prayerful obedirful obedience of thence of the last Adae last Adam in the gm in the garden of Garden of Gethsemane ethsemane GGethsemaneGethsemane (cf. Rom. (cf. Rom. 5:12-21). 5:12-21). A similar A similar developme development can be nt can be seen in Heseen in Heb. 5:7-9, b. 5:7-9, which mentwwhich mentwhich mentions Jesusions Jesus’ “prayers’ “prayers,” “godly ,” “godly fear,” andfear,” and “obedienc “obedience,” which e,” which led to hisled to his “being ma “b “being mad“being made perfect e perfect . . . the . . . the source of source of eternal saeternal salvation tolvation to all who o all who obey him.”bey him.”bey him.”

Jesus in Gethsemane was interpreted as an appropriate contrast to Adam in 
Eden: the sinful disobedience of the first Adam in the garden of Eden was undone 
because of the prayerful obedience of the last Adam in the garden of 
Gethsemane (cf. Rom. 5:12-21). A similar development can be seen in Heb. 5:7-9, 
which mentions Jesus’ “prayers,” “godly fear,” and “obedience,” which led to his 
“being made perfect . . . the source of eternal salvation to all who obey him.”
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GEUELGEUEL (Heb.  (Heb. geï}u®}eälgeï}u®}eäl)))

GEUEL (Heb. geï}u®}eäl)

A Gadite, A Gadite, the son ofthe son of Machi; on Machi; one of the 1e of the 12 spies se2 spies sent into thnt into the land of e land of Canaan (NuCanaan (Num. 13:15).m(Nu(Num. 13:1(Num. 13:15).5).

A Gadite, the son of Machi; one of the 12 spies sent into the land of Canaan 
(Num. 13:15).

GEZERGEZER (Heb.  (Heb. gezergezer)))

GEZER (Heb. gezer)

A city attA city attested in bested in biblical, Eiblical, Egyptian, agyptian, and Assyriand Assyrian sources.n sources. It is to  It is to be locatedbe located at Tell J at Tell  at Tell JezerTell Jezer (Tell el- (Tell el-Jazari; 14Jazari; 1425.1407), 25.1407), a 13.3-ha.a 13.3-ha. (33 a.) m (33 a.) mound promiound prominently sitnently situated at tuatedsitsituated asituated at the junct the junction of thtion of the northerne northern Shephelah Shephelah and the J and the Judean footudean foothills, ovehills, overlooking trloooveoverlookinoverlooking the Ayalg the Ayalon Valley.on Valley. The site  The site was extenswas extensively excaively excavated in 1vated in 1902–1909 b902–1909 by R. A. S.ybby R. A. Sby R. A. S. Macalist. Macalister, briefler, briefly in 1934 y in 1934 by Alan Roby Alan Rowe; in 196we; in 1964–1974 by 4–1974 by a large mua large multidisciplltidmumultidiscimultidisciplinary prplinary project direoject directed by Wicted by William G. Dlliam G. Dever with ever with H. DarrellH. Darrell Lance and Lance and Joe D. Se J Joe D. SegJoe D. Seger; and fier; and finally by Dnally by Dever in 19ever in 1984 and 19984 and 1990.0.0.

A city attested in biblical, Egyptian, and Assyrian sources. It is to be located at 
Tell Jezer (Tell el-Jazari; 1425.1407), a 13.3-ha. (33 a.) mound prominently 
situated at the junction of the northern Shephelah and the Judean foothills, 
overlooking the Ayalon Valley. The site was extensively excavated in 1902–1909 
by R. A. S. Macalister, briefly in 1934 by Alan Rowe; in 1964–1974 by a large 
multidisciplinary project directed by William G. Dever with H. Darrell Lance and 
Joe D. Seger; and finally by Dever in 1984 and 1990.

�The princiThe principal literapal literary referenry references to Gezces to Gezer are fouer are found first ind first in Egyptiann Egyptian sources:  sources:  sources: isources: in the annan the annals of Thutls of Thutmose III (mose III (ca. 1468 ca. 1468 B.C.B.C.; no. 104 ; no. 104 on the Karon the Karnak Templenak Templnak Temple insTemple inscription),cription), in 10 of  in 10 of the 14th-cthe 14th-century Amaentury Amarna Letterrna Letters, and in s, and in Pharaoh MePharaoh Merneptah’s rMeMerneptah’Merneptah’s “Victorys “Victory Stela” (c Stela” (ca. 1207). a. 1207). MesopotamiMesopotamian referenan references includces include an inscre an inscription andiinscrinscriptioinscription and relin and relief of Tiglef of Tiglath-pileseath-pileser III, whor III, who destroyed destroyed Gezer ca. Gezer ca. 733. Bibl 733. Biblical referical reical referencesreferences reflect t reflect the facts the facts that Gezer hat Gezer remained iremained in Canaanitn Canaanite hands due hands during the pring the period of terpperiod of period of the Judgesthe Judges (Josh. 10 (Josh. 10:33; 12:12:33; 12:12), was a t), was a territorialerritorial city (21: city (21:21, an Eph21, an Ephraimite toraimiteEphEphraimiteEphraimite town allo town allotted to thtted to the Kohathite Kohathite Levites)e Levites), and fina, and finally came ully came under Israender Israelite contrliteIsraeIsraelite Israelite control thcontrol through an Erough an Egyptian trgyptian treaty in Soeaty in Solomon’s dalomon’s day, being by, being built up anuilt up and/or fortid/oranand/or forand/or fortified thetified thereafter alreafter along with Jong with Jerusalem, erusalem, Hazor, andHazor, and Megiddo ( Megiddo (1 Kgs. 9:11 Kgs. 9:15-17).5-19:19:15-17).9:15-17).9:15-17).

The principal literary references to Gezer are found first in Egyptian 
sources: in the annals of Thutmose III (ca. 1468 B.C.; no. 104 on the Karnak 
Temple inscription), in 10 of the 14th-century Amarna Letters, and in Pharaoh 
Merneptah’s “Victory Stela” (ca. 1207). Mesopotamian references include an 
inscription and relief of Tiglath-pileser III, who destroyed Gezer ca. 733. Biblical 



references reflect the facts that Gezer remained in Canaanite hands during the 
period of the Judges (Josh. 10:33; 12:12), was a territorial city (21:21, an 
Ephraimite town allotted to the Kohathite Levites), and finally came under 
Israelite control through an Egyptian treaty in Solomon’s day, being built up 
and/or fortified thereafter along with Jerusalem, Hazor, and Megiddo (1 Kgs. 
9:15-17).

�The followThe following is an ing is an outline ofoutline of the perio the periods establids established by thshed by the most rece most recent excavaent excaent excavationexcavations at Gezers at Gezer:::

The following is an outline of the periods established by the most recent 
excavations at Gezer:

Stratum XXStratum XXVI: ChalcoVI: Chalcolithic villithic village (ca. lage (ca. 3600–3300)3600–3300)

Stratum XXVI: Chalcolithic village (ca. 3600–3300)

XXV: EB I XXV: EB I small townsmall town (ca. 3300 (ca. 3300–3100)–3100)–3100)

XXV: EB I small town (ca. 3300–3100)

XXIV-XXIIIXXIV-XXIII: EB II un: EB II unwalled towwalled town (ca. 310n (ca. 3100–2600), f0–2600), followed byollowed by a gap a gap a gap

XXIV-XXIII: EB II unwalled town (ca. 3100–2600), followed by a gap

XXXII-XVIIXXXII-XVIII: MB cityI: MB city (ca. 2000 (ca. 2000–1500), he–1500), heavily fortavily fortified by “ified by “inner wallinner wall” and gate” and gate; many ric; ma; many rich many rich tombs, Mactombs, Macalister’s alister’s “high plac“high place”; Egyptie”; Egyptian destrucan destruction at thtion at the end (ca.e ende end (ca. 1end (ca. 1500)500)500)

XXXII-XVIII: MB city (ca. 2000–1500), heavily fortified by “inner wall” and gate; 
many rich tombs, Macalister’s “high place”; Egyptian destruction at the 
end (ca. 1500)

XVII: PartXVII: Partial gap inial gap in occupatio occupation during Ln during LB I; multiB I; multiple burialple burials in Cave s in Cave 1.10A (ca.1.10A (ca. 1450–1400 1450 1450–1400)1450–1400)

XVII: Partial gap in occupation during LB I; multiple burials in Cave 1.10A (ca. 
1450–1400)

XVI-XIV: LXVI-XIV: LB II urbanB II urban reoccupat reoccupation; severion; several palacesal palaces and Egypt and Egyptian “residian “residences”; coences”; constructionnscoconstructiconstruction of the on of the “outer wal“outer wall”; possibl”; possible destrucle destruction at ention at end by Merned by Merneptah (ca. ptaMerneMerneptah Merneptah (ca. 1207)(ca. 1207)

XVI-XIV: LB II urban reoccupation; several palaces and Egyptian “residences”; 
construction of the “outer wall”; possible destruction at end by 
Merneptah (ca. 1207)

XIII-XI: CXIII-XI: Ceramic coneramic continuity intinuity into early Ito early Iron Age, bron Age, but Philistut Philistine bichroine bichrome wares ame wares appear; larppeaappear; laappear; large publicrge public granary a granary and two “pand two “patrician hotrician houses” nearuses” nearby (ca. 12by (ca. 1200–1050)00–1121200–1050)1200–1050)

XIII-XI: Ceramic continuity into early Iron Age, but Philistine bichrome wares 
appear; large public granary and two “patrician houses” nearby (ca. 
1200–1050)

X-IX: InteX-IX: Intermediate prmediate phases, withases, with red-sliph red-slipped unburnped unburnished pottished pottery characery characteristic (teristic (ca. 1050–9ca.((ca. 1050–(ca. 1050–950)950)950)

X-IX: Intermediate phases, with red-slipped unburnished pottery characteristic 
(ca. 1050–950)

VIII: ConsVIII: Construction otruction of a four-ef a four-entryway montryway monumental cnumental city gate, ity gate, outer gateouter gatehouse, andhouse, and casemate  c casemate (casemate (double) wadouble) wall system,ll system, incorpora incorporating rebuiting rebuild of LB “ld of LB “outer wallouter wall” and towe” an” and towersand towers; “Palace ; “Palace 10,000” ad10,000” adjoining cijoining city gate; hty gate; heavy destreavy destruction at uction at end, probaend, end, probaend, probably by Phably by Pharaoh Shishraoh Shishak (ca. 95ak (ca. 950–925)0–925)0–925)

VIII: Construction of a four-entryway monumental city gate, outer gatehouse, and 
casemate (double) wall system, incorporating rebuild of LB “outer wall” 
and towers; “Palace 10,000” adjoining city gate; heavy destruction at 
end, probably by Pharaoh Shishak (ca. 950–925)

VII-VI: IrVII-VI: Iron II perion II period (ca. 92od (ca. 925–733); ci5–733); city gate anty gate and “outer wd “outer wall” perioall” period; domestid; domestic quartersc quac quarters bquarters built up; duilt up; destructionestruction at end at at end attributabletributable to Tiglat to Tiglath-pileser h-pileser III.III.III.

VII-VI: Iron II period (ca. 925–733); city gate and “outer wall” period; domestic 
quarters built up; destruction at end attributable to Tiglath-pileser III.

V: Slight V: Slight recovery urecovery under Judeander Judean rule, bun rule, but destroyet destroyed by Babyld by Babylonians (caonians (ca. 587/586). 587/586)

V: Slight recovery under Judean rule, but destroyed by Babylonians (ca. 587/586)

IV: SlightIV: Slight Persian o Persian occupation ccupation (5th-4th c(5th-4th centuries)enturies)enturies)

IV: Slight Persian occupation (5th-4th centuries)

III-II: ReIII-II: Reoccupationoccupation in Hellen in Hellenistic and istic and Hasmonean Hasmonean periods; cperiods; city gate rity gate rebuilt a febuilt a final time,inal tiinal time, duritime, during Maccabeng Maccabean warsan warsan wars

III-II: Reoccupation in Hellenistic and Hasmonean periods; city gate rebuilt a final 
time, during Maccabean wars

I: Mound lI: Mound largely desargely deserted, buterted, but adjacent  adjacent region nowregion now part of a part of a Herodian  Herodian period priperiod private estatvapriprivate esprivate estate of ontate of one “Alkios”e “Alkios”; Macalist; Macalister’s “bouner’s “boundary stonedary stones”; only as”; only a few Byzan few  few Byzantfew Byzantine tombs ine tombs follow, thfollow, then the fouen the founding of tnding of the Arab vihe Arab villages of llages of }Abu-shush}Ab}Abu-shush}Abu-shusheheh in the 19 in the 19th centuryth century

I: Mound largely deserted, but adjacent region now part of a Herodian period 
private estate of one “Alkios”; Macalister’s “boundary stones”; only a 
few Byzantine tombs follow, then the founding of the Arab villages of 
}Abu-shusheh in the 19th century

�The princiThe principal discovpal discoveries at Geries at Gezer incluezer include the MB de the MB I-III remaI-III remains, especins, especially the ially the ially the massivthe massive “inner we “inner wall,” “Towall,” “Tower 5617,” er 5617,” the three-the three-entryway “entryway “south gatesouth gate,” and the,” and the  thethe the glacis.glacis. Also note Also noteworthy is worthy is MacalisterMacalister’s “high p’s “high place,” nowlace,” now dated to  dated to the MB IIIthe MB III period (c per period (caperiod (ca. 1650–150. 1650–1500) and sho0) and shown to havewn to have been in a been in all likelihll likelihood an outood an outdoor shrindoor shrine utilizedeshrinshrine utishrine utilized by alized by a 10-city l 10-city league, pereague, perhaps for chaps for covenant-reovenant-renewal cerenewal ceremonies.monies.monies.

The principal discoveries at Gezer include the MB I-III remains, especially 
the massive “inner wall,” “Tower 5617,” the three-entryway “south gate,” and 



the glacis. Also noteworthy is Macalister’s “high place,” now dated to the MB III 
period (ca. 1650–1500) and shown to have been in all likelihood an outdoor 
shrine utilized by a 10-city league, perhaps for covenant-renewal ceremonies.

�The Late BThe Late Bronze Age ronze Age may be illmay be illuminated buminated by the forty the fortificationsifications (the “out (the “outer wall”),er waller wall”), thwall”), the subject e subject of much coof much controversy ntroversy but confidbut confidently dateently dated to the 1d to the 14th-13th c4th-13th centuries benccenturies centuries by the excby the excavators. Tavators. The varioushe various “palaces” “palaces” and “resi and “residences,” adences,” as well as s well as the rich dthethe rich dthe rich deposits ineposits in Cave 1.10 Cave 1.10A, illustrA, illustrate the Amate the Amarna age aarna age and Egyptiand Egyptian presencen presence particula p particularparticularly well.ly well.ly well.

The Late Bronze Age may be illuminated by the fortifications (the “outer 
wall”), the subject of much controversy but confidently dated to the 14th-13th 
centuries by the excavators. The various “palaces” and “residences,” as well as 
the rich deposits in Cave 1.10A, illustrate the Amarna age and Egyptian presence 
particularly well.

�The four-eThe four-entryway cintryway city gate, oty gate, outer gatehuter gatehouse, streouse, stretch of castch of casemate wallemate wall, and reus, and re, and reused LB reused LB “outer wal“outer wall” with thl” with the additione addition of ashlar of ashlar towers, a towers, all have bell have been taken ten taken to reflect o ro reflect threflect the 10th-cene 10th-century Solomtury Solomonic era, onic era, the destruthe destruction at tction at the end beihe end being attribung attributed to Shitedattribuattributedattributed to Shisha to Shishak. Some Isk. Some Israeli archraeli archaeologistsaeologists, however,, however, would dat would date these fee these features to atufefeatures tfeatures to the 9th o the 9th century.century.century.

The four-entryway city gate, outer gatehouse, stretch of casemate wall, and 
reused LB “outer wall” with the addition of ashlar towers, all have been taken to 
reflect the 10th-century Solomonic era, the destruction at the end being 
attributed to Shishak. Some Israeli archaeologists, however, would date these 
features to the 9th century.

�Finally, GFinally, Gezer, not ezer, not far from far from Mod{inMod{in, has prod, has produced some uced some of our besof our best evidencet evidencet evidence fevidence for the peror the period of theiod of the Maccabean Maccabean wars and  wars and Hasmonean Hasmonean rulers.rulers.rulers.

Finally, Gezer, not far from Mod{in, has produced some of our best 
evidence for the period of the Maccabean wars and Hasmonean rulers.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. G. DeveW. G. Dever, “Excavar, “Excavations at Gtions at Gezer,” ezer,” BABA 30 (1967) 30 (1967): 47–62; “: 47–62; “: 47–62; “Further E“Further Evidence onvidence on the Date  the Date of the Outof the Outer Wall ater Wall at Gezer,”  Gezer,” BASORBASOR 289 (1993 289 (1993): 33–54; ): 33): 33–54; Dev33–54; Dever, H. D. er, H. D. Lance, andLance, and G. E. Wri G. E. Wright, ght, Gezer IGezer I (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1970); m, 1970); Dever et aDever et aDever et al., “Furtal., “Further Excavaher Excavations at Gtions at Gezer, 1967ezer, 1967–71,” –71,” BABA 34 (1971) 34 (1971): 94–132; : 94–132; Gezer IIGezer II (Jerusale (Jerus (Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1974); , 1974); Gezer IVGezer IV (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1986); m, 1986); S. Gitin, S. Gitin, Gezer IIIGezer III (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1990); m, 1990); J. D. SegeJ.J. D. SegeJ. D. Seger, r, Gezer VGezer V (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1988).m, 1988).m, 1988).
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William G.William G. Dever Dever

William G. Dever

GIAHGIAH (Heb.  (Heb. giîah�giîah�)))

GIAH (Heb. giîah� )

An unidentAn unidentified siteified site along the along the route tak route taken by Abneen by Abner as he flr as he fled from Gied from Gibeon to thbeon to the Arabah (e ththe Arabahthe Arabah (2 Sam. 2 (2 Sam. 2:24). The :24). The Hebrew texHebrew text may be ct may be corrupt, anorrupt, and recent sd recent scholarshipcholarshipsscholarshischolarship favors ap favors a reading b reading based on LXased on LXX Gk. X Gk. GaiGai (cf. Heb. (cf. Heb.  gay},gay}, “valley”) “valley”)..

An unidentified site along the route taken by Abner as he fled from Gibeon to 
the Arabah (2 Sam. 2:24). The Hebrew text may be corrupt, and recent 
scholarship favors a reading based on LXX Gk. Gai (cf. Heb. gay}, “valley”).

GIANTSGIANTSGIANTS

GIANTS

A legendarA legendary race of y race of imposing pimposing physical sthysical stature. Theature. These primordse primordial inhabiial inhabitants of ttants of the Promisehe Phe Promised LPromised Land went band went by several y several names. Gennames. Gen. 6:4 iden. 6:4 identifies remtifies remarkably taarkably tall Nephilill Nephilim (Num. 13mNephiliNephilim (Nephilim (Num. 13:33Num. 13:33) as the o) as the offspring offspring of gods andf gods and women. Ac women. According tocording to Gen. 14:5 Gen. 14 Gen. 14:5-6 eas14:5-6 eastern kingstern kings subdued R subdued Rephaim froephaim from Bashan, m Bashan, Zuzim/ZamzZuzim/Zamzummim fromummim from Ammon, Em Am Ammon, EmiAmmon, Emim from Moam from Moab, and Horb, and Horites from ites from Edom. The Edom. The Amorite kiAmorite king Og, whong Og, who owned a b ow owned a beowned a bedstead 9 cdstead 9 cubits by 4ubits by 4 cubits, w cubits, was allegedas allegedly a remnaly a remnant of the nt of the Rephaim (DRephaim (Deut. 3:11)e(D(Deut. 3:1(Deut. 3:11). Great 1). Great size alongsize along with extr with extra fingers a fingers and toes cand toes characterizharacterized descended descendants of thantdescenddescendantdescendants of the Rs of the Rephaim — oephaim — otherwise ctherwise called the alled the Anakim (JoAnakim (Josh. 11:21-sh. 11:21-22) — in P22) — in22) — in Philistin Philistia (2 Sam.ia (2 Sam. 21:15-22; 21:15-22; 1 Chr. 20 1 Chr. 20:4-8).:4-8).:4-8).

A legendary race of imposing physical stature. These primordial inhabitants of the 
Promised Land went by several names. Gen. 6:4 identifies remarkably tall 
Nephilim (Num. 13:33) as the offspring of gods and women. According to Gen. 
14:5-6 eastern kings subdued Rephaim from Bashan, Zuzim/Zamzummim from 
Ammon, Emim from Moab, and Horites from Edom. The Amorite king Og, who 
owned a bedstead 9 cubits by 4 cubits, was allegedly a remnant of the Rephaim 
(Deut. 3:11). Great size along with extra fingers and toes characterized 
descendants of the Rephaim — otherwise called the Anakim (Josh. 11:21-22) — 
in Philistia (2 Sam. 21:15-22; 1 Chr. 20:4-8).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. C. HostE. C. Hostetter, etter, Nations MiNations Mightier andghtier and More Nume More Numerous: The rous: The Biblical VBiblBiblical VBiblical View of Paliew of Palestine’s Pestine’s Pre-Israelire-Israelite Peopleste Peoples.. BIBALDS 3 BIBALDS 3 (N. Richl (N. Richland Hills,and Hills, Tex., 199 Tex., 19 Tex., 1995), 96–1995), 96–111.111.111.

Bibliography. E. C. Hostetter, Nations Mightier and More Numerous: The 
Biblical View of Palestine’s Pre-Israelite Peoples. BIBALDS 3 (N. Richland Hills, Tex., 



1995), 96–111.
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GIBBARGIBBAR (Heb.  (Heb. gibbaœrgibbaœr)))

GIBBAR (Heb. gibbaœr)

The ancestThe ancestral home oral home of a familyf a family who retur who returned with Zned with Zerubbabel erubbabel from exilefrom exile (Ezra 2:2 (Ezra 2:2 (Ezra 2:20). The2:20). The name may  name may be a corrube a corruption of Gption of Gibeon, whiibeon, which appearsch appears in the pa in the parallel lisrallel list (Neh. 7:t (t (Neh. 7:25(Neh. 7:25).).

The ancestral home of a family who returned with Zerubbabel from exile (Ezra 
2:20). The name may be a corruption of Gibeon, which appears in the parallel list 
(Neh. 7:25).

GIBBETHONGIBBETHON (Heb.  (Heb. gibbeït�o®gibbeït�o®nn)))

GIBBETHON (Heb. gibbeït�o®n )

A leviticaA levitical city bell city belonging to onging to the tribe the tribe of Dan (Joof Dan (Josh. 19:44;sh. 19:44; 21:23). D 21:23). During the uring the Divided MoDivideDivided MoDivided Monarchy Gibnarchy Gibbethon wasbethon was held by t held by the Philisthe Philistines. Whilines. While the armye the army of Nadab  of Nadab of Nadab was Nadab was attacking attacking Gibbethon,Gibbethon, Baasha as Baasha assassinatedsassinated Nadab and Nadab and became ki became king in his ng in hisng in his place his place (1 Kgs. 15(1 Kgs. 15:27). Some:27). Some 26 years  26 years later, durlater, during the reing the reign of Baaign of Baasha’s son sha’s son Elah, OmriElah, Elah, OmriElah, Omri laid sieg laid siege to the ce to the city as comity as commander of mander of Israel’s aIsrael’s army. Durinrmy. During this attg this attack Zimri ack attattack Zimattack Zimri assassiri assassinated the nated the king and hking and his descendis descendants at Tiants at Tirzeh. Uponrzeh. Upon hearing o hearing of Zimri’s f Zf Zimri’s coZimri’s coup, the trup, the troops made oops made Omri king Omri king as they abas they abandoned thandoned the siege ane siege and went to d went tod went to Tirzeh to Tirzeh to overthrto overthrow Zimri (ow Zimri (1 Kgs. 16:1 Kgs. 16:15-17).15-17).15-17).

A levitical city belonging to the tribe of Dan (Josh. 19:44; 21:23). During the 
Divided Monarchy Gibbethon was held by the Philistines. While the army of 
Nadab was attacking Gibbethon, Baasha assassinated Nadab and became king in 
his place (1 Kgs. 15:27). Some 26 years later, during the reign of Baasha’s son 
Elah, Omri laid siege to the city as commander of Israel’s army. During this 
attack Zimri assassinated the king and his descendants at Tirzeh. Upon hearing of 
Zimri’s coup, the troops made Omri king as they abandoned the siege and went 
to Tirzeh to overthrow Zimri (1 Kgs. 16:15-17).

�Gibbethon Gibbethon appears inappears in Thutmose  Thutmose III’s listIII’s list of conque of conquered citiesred cities during hi during his campaigns campais campaign icampaign in 1468 n 1468 B.C.B.C. and in th and in the descripte description of theion of the campaign  campaign of Sargon of Sargon II againstII against the kings th the kings the kings of Ashdod of Ashdod (712–13).(712–13).(712–13).

Gibbethon appears in Thutmose III’s list of conquered cities during his 
campaign in 1468 B.C. and in the description of the campaign of Sargon II against 
the kings of Ashdod (712–13).

�Two sites Two sites have been have been proposed fproposed for biblicaor biblical Gibbethol Gibbethon: n: Ra®s Abuœ Ra®s Abuœ H¸amid/H¸uḨamidH¸amid/H¸uH¸amid/H¸umeidmeid (140145)  (140145) and Tell and Tell el-Mela®t/el-Mela®t/TelTel Malot (13 Malot (137140), bot7140), both ca. 5 kmh ca.h ca. 5 km. ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) W (3 mi.) W of Gezer. of Gezer. Based on iBased on initial surnitial survey and exvey and excavation rcavation results, Teesults, Tell ll el-Mala®telel-Mala®tel-Mala®t is the mo is the more likely re likely site.site.site.

Two sites have been proposed for biblical Gibbethon: Ra®s Abuœ 
H¸amid/H¸umeid (140145) and Tell el-Mela®t/Tel Malot (137140), both 
ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) W of Gezer. Based on initial survey and excavation results, Tell 
el-Mala®t is the more likely site.

Steven M. Steven M. OrtizOrtiz

Steven M. Ortiz

GIBEAGIBEA (Heb.  (Heb. gib�{aœ}gib�{aœ})))

GIBEA (Heb. gib�{aœ} )

A JudahiteA Judahite, the son , the son of Sheva aof Sheva and grandsond grandson of Maacan of Maacah, Caleb’sh, Caleb’s concubine concubine (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 2:48-49). T:22:48-49). 2:48-49). The name (The name (Heb. “highHeb. “highlander”) mlander”) may designaay designate a site te a site in the hilin the hill country l country near Hebroneanear Hebronear Hebron, perhapsn, perhaps founded b founded by Sheva.y Sheva.

A Judahite, the son of Sheva and grandson of Maacah, Caleb’s concubine (1 Chr. 
2:48-49). The name (Heb. “highlander”) may designate a site in the hill country 
near Hebron, perhaps founded by Sheva.

GIBEAHGIBEAH (Heb.  (Heb. gib�{a®gib�{a®)))

GIBEAH (Heb. gib�{a® )

�1.1. A city in A city in the hill  the hill country ofcountry of Judah SW  Judah SW of Jerusalof Jerusalem (Josh. em (Josh. 15:57).15:57).15:57).

1. A city in the hill country of Judah SW of Jerusalem (Josh. 15:57).

�2.2. A town in A town in the hill  the hill country ofcountry of Ephraim ( Ephraim (Josh. 24:3Josh. 24:33), assign3), assigned to Aaroed to Aaron’s son Eln’s sonn’s son Eleazason Eleazar, who is r, who is buried theburied there, and sure, and subsequentlybsequently the inher the inheritance of itance of Phinehas.Phinehas.Phinehas.

2. A town in the hill country of Ephraim (Josh. 24:33), assigned to Aaron’s 
son Eleazar, who is buried there, and subsequently the inheritance of Phinehas.

�3.3. A Benjami A Benjaminite city nite city that was pthat was particularlarticularly promineny prominent during tt during the reign ohe reign of Saul. Thf Saul.f Saul. The Saul. The name meansname means “hill” an “hill” and often wad often was used in s used in place nameplace names such as s such as Gibeah of Gibeah of Benjamin (BBenjamin (Benjamin (1 Sam. 13:1 Sam. 13:2, 15; 14:2, 15; 14:16), Gibea16), Gibeath-elohim th-elohim (“Hill of (“Hill of God”; 10:5God”; 10:5), or Gibe), or Gibeah of Saulah GibeGibeah of Gibeah of Saul (11:4Saul (11:4; 15:34) a; 15:34) as a synonys a synonym for Gibem for Gibeah. The reah. The relationshiplationship of Gibeah of Gibeah to Geba i t to Geba isto Geba is difficult difficult to ascert to ascertain. Sometain. Sometimes the times the two terms awo terms are used inre used independentldependently, but they,independentlindependenindependently, but ttly, but they also ahey also are used inre used interchangeaterchangeably (Judg.bly (Judg. 19-20; 1  19-20; 1 Sam. 13-14Sam. 13-14; Isa. 10:; Is; Isa. 10:28Isa. 10:28-32). The -32). The use of botuse of both terms inh terms in the same  the same passage mapassage may reflect y reflect different different sources, osousources, osources, or it may ir it may indicate thndicate that the terat the terms are synms are synonyms. Manonyms. Many scholarsy scholars view Gibe view Gibeah and GebaGibeGibeah andGibeah and Geba as r Geba as referring teferring to the sameo the same site. site. site.

3. A Benjaminite city that was particularly prominent during the reign of 
Saul. The name means “hill” and often was used in place names such as Gibeah of 
Benjamin (1 Sam. 13:2, 15; 14:16), Gibeath-elohim (“Hill of God”; 10:5), or 
Gibeah of Saul (11:4; 15:34) as a synonym for Gibeah. The relationship of Gibeah 



to Geba is difficult to ascertain. Sometimes the two terms are used 
independently, but they also are used interchangeably (Judg. 19-20; 1 Sam. 13-14; 
Isa. 10:28-32). The use of both terms in the same passage may reflect different 
sources, or it may indicate that the terms are synonyms. Many scholars view 
Gibeah and Geba as referring to the same site.

�It was at It was at Gibeah thaGibeah that the Levit the Levite’s concute’s concubine was rbine was raped and maped and murdered byurdered by the Benja the  the Benjamthe Benjaminites (Juinites (Judg. 19-21)dg. 19-21). The othe. The other tribes or tribes of Israel rf Israel responded besponded by killing y killing the inhabithe inthe inhabitantinhabitants of Gibeas of Gibeah, as wellh, as well as devast as devastating the ating the tribe of Btribe of Benjamin. Aenjamin. According tccording to the Deuto tho the Deuterthe Deuteronomistic onomistic history, Ghistory, Gibeah had ibeah had recovered recovered by the timby the time of Saul e of Saul so that itso that it became th b became thebecame the headquart headquarters of Sauers of Saul’s monarcl’s monarchy (1 Sam.hy (1 Sam. 10:26; 11 10:26; 11:4). Gibea:4). Gibeah’s prominh’s prominh’s prominenceprominence during th during this period is period is illustris illustrated furthated further by the er by the presence opresence of an imporf an important cultitanimporimportant important cultic sitcultic site, which fe, which featured a eatured a baœma®baœma® (“high pl (“high place”) and ace”) and a tamariska tamarisk tree (1 S tre tree (1 Satree (1 Sam. 22:6), m. 22:6), and a bandand a band of prophe of prophets that wots that worshipped arshipped at it (ch. t it (ch. 10). The P10). The PhilistineshilisPPhilistinePhilistines maintains maintained a garried a garrison in theson in the city, whi city, which Jonathach Jonathan defeatedn defeated (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 13:2-3).3:2-3113:2-3).13:2-3).13:2-3).

It was at Gibeah that the Levite’s concubine was raped and murdered by 
the Benjaminites (Judg. 19-21). The other tribes of Israel responded by killing the 
inhabitants of Gibeah, as well as devastating the tribe of Benjamin. According to 
the Deuteronomistic history, Gibeah had recovered by the time of Saul so that it 
became the headquarters of Saul’s monarchy (1 Sam. 10:26; 11:4). Gibeah’s 
prominence during this period is illustrated further by the presence of an 
important cultic site, which featured a baœma® (“high place”) and a tamarisk 
tree (1 Sam. 22:6), and a band of prophets that worshipped at it (ch. 10). The 
Philistines maintained a garrison in the city, which Jonathan defeated (1 Sam. 
13:2-3).

�After SaulAfter Saul’s death, ’s death, the city dthe city declined ineclined in importanc importance; it raree; it rarely is mently is mentioned in sioned in subsequent ussubsequentsubsequent biblical  biblical texts. In texts. In Isa. 10:28Isa. 10:28-29 it app-29 it appears alongears along the path  the path of a foreiof a foreign army magn armgn army marcharmy marching on Jering on Jerusalem, anusalem, and in Hos. d in Hos. 5:8 it is 5:8 it is one of theone of the cities de cities designated fsignated for destrucor dor destructiodestruction. Gibeah’n. Gibeah’s cultic ss cultic site probabite probably was desly was destroyed durtroyed during the reing the reforms of Jforms of Josiah in tosiaJJosiah in Josiah in the 7th cethe 7th century (2 Kntury (2 Kgs. 23:8).gs. 23:8).

After Saul’s death, the city declined in importance; it rarely is mentioned in 
subsequent biblical texts. In Isa. 10:28-29 it appears along the path of a foreign 
army marching on Jerusalem, and in Hos. 5:8 it is one of the cities designated for 
destruction. Gibeah’s cultic site probably was destroyed during the reforms of 
Josiah in the 7th century (2 Kgs. 23:8).

�While seveWhile several sites ral sites have been have been suggested suggested for the lofor the location of cation of Gibeah, twGibeah, two have reco have o have receihave received more sved more support thaupport than any othen any others. Locaters. Located 5.5 km. d 5.5 km. (3.4 mi.) (3.4 mi.) N of JerusN of Jerusalem, TellaJerusJerusalem,Jerusalem, Tell  Tell el-Fu®lel-Fu®l (1719.136 (1719.1367) was ide7) was identified asntified as Gibeah by Gibeah by William F William F. Albright. Albrigh. Albright. Albright. A brief exA brief excavation wcavation was conductas conducted there ied there in 1868 by n 1868 by Charles WaCharles Warren, but rren, but rren, but more ebut more extensive dxtensive digging wasigging was done in 1 done in 1922–23 and922–23 and 1933 by A 1933 by Albright, albright, and in 1964nd in 1964nd in 1964 by Pa1964 by Paul Lapp. Tul Lapp. The remainshe remains indicated indicated occupatio occupation at varion at various times fus times from the Irrom the Iron I Age ioIrIron I AgeIron I Age into the  into the Roman periRoman period. The lood. The lowest stratwest stratum was desum was destroyed by troyed by fire in thfire in the 12th ceneththe 12th cthe 12th century. Thentury. The next occe next occupation coupation contains a tntains a tower and cower and casemate waasemate wall dating ll dating to the 11ttto the 11tto the 11th century,h century, perhaps S perhaps Saul’s fortaul’s fortress-palacress-palace. Althouge. Although the excah the excavators belvators believed thatievbelbelieved tbelieved that the rehat the remains suppmains supported an aorted an associationssociation with Gibe with Gibeah, this cah, this conclusion onclusion has been qhahas been qhas been questioned.uestioned.

While several sites have been suggested for the location of Gibeah, two 
have received more support than any others. Located 5.5 km. (3.4 mi.) N of 
Jerusalem, Tell el-Fu®l (1719.1367) was identified as Gibeah by William F. 
Albright. A brief excavation was conducted there in 1868 by Charles Warren, 
but more extensive digging was done in 1922–23 and 1933 by Albright, and in 
1964 by Paul Lapp. The remains indicated occupation at various times from the 
Iron I Age into the Roman period. The lowest stratum was destroyed by fire in 
the 12th century. The next occupation contains a tower and casemate wall dating 
to the 11th century, perhaps Saul’s fortress-palace. Although the excavators 
believed that the remains supported an association with Gibeah, this conclusion 
has been questioned.

�The other The other major altemajor alternative fornative for Gibeah ir Gibeah is s Jaba{Jaba{ (175140), (175140), 10 km. (6 10 km. (6 mi.) NE o mi.) NE  mi.) NE of JeruNE of Jerusalem. Unfsalem. Unfortunatelyortunately, the site, the site has not b has not been excavaeen excavated, but ated, but a survey yi survey yielded Ironeldyiyielded Iryielded Iron II and on II and Persian pePersian period sherdriod sherds. Supports. Support for this  for this identificaidentification, thertion, therefore, is efore,thertherefore,therefore, is based  is based on geograpon geographical and hical and literary dliterary descriptionescriptions.s.s.

The other major alternative for Gibeah is Jaba{ (175140), 10 km. (6 mi.) 
NE of Jerusalem. Unfortunately, the site has not been excavated, but a survey 
yielded Iron II and Persian period sherds. Support for this identification, 
therefore, is based on geographical and literary descriptions.

�SeeSee  GEBA.GEBA.GEBA.

See GEBA.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. M. ArnoP. M. Arnold, ld, Gibeah: ThGibeah: The Search fe Search for a Biblior a Biblical City.cal City. JSOTSup 7 JSOTSup 79 (Sheffie9779 (Sheffi79 (Sheffield, 1990)eld, 1990); N. L. La; N. L. Lapp, ed., pp, ed., The Third The Third Campaign aCampaign at Tell el-t Tell el-Ful.Ful. AASOR 45  AASOR 45 (Cambridge(C(Cambridge(Cambridge, Mass., 1, Mass., 1981); J. M981); J. M. Miller, . Miller, “Geba/Gibe“Geba/Gibeon of Benjon of Benjamin,” amin,” VTVT 25 (1975) 25 (1975): 145–66; : 1: 145–66; L.145–66; L. A. Sincla A. Sinclair, “An Arir, “An Archaeologicchaeological Study oal Study of Gibeah (f Gibeah (Tell Tell el-Fu®lel-Fu®l),” ),” AASORAASORAASORAASOR 34–35 (Ne 34–35 (New Haven, 1w Haven, 1960): 1–52960): 1–52...

Bibliography. P. M. Arnold, Gibeah: The Search for a Biblical City. JSOTSup 
79 (Sheffield, 1990); N. L. Lapp, ed., The Third Campaign at Tell el-Ful. AASOR 45 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1981); J. M. Miller, “Geba/Gibeon of Benjamin,” VT 25 (1975): 
145–66; L. A. Sinclair, “An Archaeological Study of Gibeah (Tell el-Fu®l),” 



AASOR 34–35 (New Haven, 1960): 1–52.

Scott M. LScott M. Langstonangston

Scott M. Langston

GIBEATH-ELGIBEATH-ELOHIMOHIM (Heb.  (Heb. gib�{at� hgib�{at� haœ}eïloœhiaœ}eïloœhiîmîm)))

GIBEATH-ELOHIM (Heb. gib�{at� haœ}eïloœhiîm )

A place (“A place (“hill of Gohill of God”) where d”) where Samuel proSamuel promised Saulmised Saul he would  he would meet a banmeet a band of prophd of propd of prophets (prophets (1 Sam. 10:1 Sam. 10:5). While 5). While clearly inclearly in the hill  the hill country ofcountry of Benjamin, Benjamin, because o because of the simif thf the similathe similarity of otrity of other names her names (Geba, Gib(Geba, Gibeah, Gibeoeah, Gibeon; all fron; all from Heb. m Heb. gib�{a®,gib�{a®, “hill,” t “hil “hill,” th“hill,” the dominante dominant topograph topographical featuical feature of Benjre of Benjamin) the amin) the exact locaexact location of thtion of this site hais sitis site has ssite has seen vigoroeen vigorous debate.us debate. The probl The problem is furtem is further compliher complicated by Ecated by English texnglish texts which uts textexts whictexts which usually h usually translate translate the terms the terms descriptivdescriptively ratherely rather than as p than as proper nameroper names. The mens. Ts. The mentioThe mention of a Phin of a Philistine galistine garrison sugrrison suggests thatgests that this hill this hill was a wel was a well-known “hl-known “high place”igh pigh place” neaplace” near Gibeah (r Gibeah (cf. 1 Sam.cf. 1 Sam. 10:10). G 10:10). Gibeon has ibeon has been suggebeen suggested as ansted as an alternate alternate site, but si site, but site, but excavationexcavations there has there have yieldedve yielded no archae no archaeological eological evidence ofvidence of Philistin Philistines.es.es.

A place (“hill of God”) where Samuel promised Saul he would meet a band of 
prophets (1 Sam. 10:5). While clearly in the hill country of Benjamin, because of 
the similarity of other names (Geba, Gibeah, Gibeon; all from Heb. gib�{a®,  
“hill,” the dominant topographical feature of Benjamin) the exact location of this 
site has seen vigorous debate. The problem is further complicated by English 
texts which usually translate the terms descriptively rather than as proper names. 
The mention of a Philistine garrison suggests that this hill was a well-known “high 
place” near Gibeah (cf. 1 Sam. 10:10). Gibeon has been suggested as an alternate 
site, but excavations there have yielded no archaeological evidence of Philistines.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. AharoniY. Aharoni, , The Land oThe Land of the Biblf the Bible,e, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1979);ia, 1979);ia, 1979); W. 1979); W. F. AlbrighF. Albright, t, ExcavationExcavations and Resus and Results at Tellts at Tell el-Fu®l l el-Fu®l (Gibeah of(Gibeah of(Gibeah of Saul).of Saul). AASOR 4 ( AASOR 4 (New Haven,New Haven, 1924); A. 1924); A. Demsky, “ Demsky, “Geba, GibeGeba, Gibeah, and Giah, and Gibeon: An Hbeon: GiGibeon: AnGibeon: An Historico Historico-Geographi-Geographic Riddle,”c Riddle,”  BASORBASOR 212 (1973 212 (1973): 26–31; ): 26–31; J. M. MillJ. M. Miller, “Geba/er, “er, “Geba/Gibe“Geba/Gibeah of Benjah of Benjamin,” amin,” VTVT 25 (1975) 25 (1975): 145–66.: 145–66.: 145–66.

Bibliography. Y. Aharoni, The Land of the Bible, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia, 
1979); W. F. Albright, Excavations and Results at Tell el-Fu®l (Gibeah 
of Saul). AASOR 4 (New Haven, 1924); A. Demsky, “Geba, Gibeah, and 
Gibeon: An Historico-Geographic Riddle,” BASOR 212 (1973): 26–31; J. M. Miller, 
“Geba/Gibeah of Benjamin,” VT 25 (1975): 145–66.
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Dennis M. Swanson

GIBEATH-HAGIBEATH-HAARALOTHARALOTH (Heb.  (Heb. gib�{at� hgib�{at� haœ{a�raœloaœ{a�raœlo®t�®t�)))

GIBEATH-HAARALOTH (Heb. gib�{at� haœ{a�raœlo®t� )

The place,The place, near Gilg near Gilgal, where al, where the Israelthe Israelites who hites who had been boad been born during rn during the journethe journey from Egyy journejourney frjourney from Egypt wom Egypt were circumere circumcised aftecised after crossingr crossing the Jorda the Jordan River (Jn River (Josh. 5:3; osh. 5:3; “hill of f“hi“hill of f“hill of foreskins”)oreskins”). This sec. This second circumond circumcision marcision marks entrancks entrance of the Ie of the Israelites sraelites into the Pinto tinto the Promisthe Promised Land. Ted Land. The KJV asshe KJV associates thociates this place wis place with ith gib�{at�gib�{at� in the li in the list of Benjst of Benst of BenjaminitBenjaminite towns ine towns in Josh. 18: Josh. 18:28 (NRSV “28 (NRSV “Gibeah”). Gibeah”). The site iThe site is otherwiss otherwise unknown.e unknowne unknown.unknown.unknown.

The place, near Gilgal, where the Israelites who had been born during the 
journey from Egypt were circumcised after crossing the Jordan River (Josh. 5:3; 
“hill of foreskins”). This second circumcision marks entrance of the Israelites into 
the Promised Land. The KJV associates this place with gib�{at�  in the list of 
Benjaminite towns in Josh. 18:28 (NRSV “Gibeah”). The site is otherwise 
unknown.

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow

Laura B. Mazow

GIBEONGIBEON (Heb.  (Heb. gib�{o®ngib�{o®n)))

GIBEON (Heb. gib�{o®n )

A city ideA city identified wintified with the ruith the ruin under thn under the Arab vile Arab village of ellage of el-Jib, 9 km-Jib, 9 km. (5.5 mi.. (5.5 mi.) NNW of J) NNW) NNW of JerNNW of Jerusalem (16usalem (167139). The7139). The identific identification was ation was confirmed confirmed by the disby the discovery of covery ofcovery of 31 jar of 31 jar handles inhandles inscribed wiscribed with the namth the name Gibeon (e Gibeon (gb{ngb{n). The imp). The importance ofortance of the site  the s the site lies site lies in its strin its strategic posategic position at tition at the crossrohe crossroads of theads of the central h central hill countrill country. It guary. It guary. It guards theguards the important important roads lea roads leading eastwding eastward up froard up from the coasm the coastal plain tal plain through ththrough the Aijalon eththe Aijalothe Aijalon Valley vn Valley via Beth-hoia Beth-horon and Kiron and Kiriath-jearriath-jearim. From Gim. From Gibeon roadibeon roads turn nors turn northward towtnornorthward northward toward Bettoward Bethel and sohel and southward touthward toward Jerusward Jerusalem. Gibealem. Gibeon also lion also lies at the es at thees at the westerthe western edge of n edge of a relativea relatively large aly large and level pnd level plateau in lateau in central Becentral Benjamin whinjamin which controlch coch controlledcontrolled north-sou north-south commercth commerce in the he in the hill countrill country. As suchy. As such, it was a, it was a natural h natural hub of confubhhub of conhub of conflict betwflict between Israeleen Israel and Judah and Judah...

A city identified with the ruin under the Arab village of el-Jib, 9 km. (5.5 mi.) 
NNW of Jerusalem (167139). The identification was confirmed by the discovery 
of 31 jar handles inscribed with the name Gibeon (gb{n). The importance of the 
site lies in its strategic position at the crossroads of the central hill country. It 
guards the important roads leading eastward up from the coastal plain through 
the Aijalon Valley via Beth-horon and Kiriath-jearim. From Gibeon roads turn 
northward toward Bethel and southward toward Jerusalem. Gibeon also lies at 
the western edge of a relatively large and level plateau in central Benjamin which 
controlled north-south commerce in the hill country. As such, it was a natural 
hub of conflict between Israel and Judah.



�Gibeon firGibeon first appearsst appears in the Bi in the Bible as theble as the leader of leader of cities (i cities (including Cncluding Chephirah, hephirah, Beeroth, aBBeeroth, aBeeroth, and Kiriathnd Kiriath-jearim) t-jearim) that deceivhat deceived Joshua ed Joshua and obtainand obtained a peaceed a peace treaty wi treaty with Israel thwiwith Israewith Israel (Josh. 9l (Josh. 9). When th). When the ruse is e ruse is discovereddiscovered, the Gibe, the Gibeonites areonites are condemned condemned to be “he t to be “hewto be “hewers of wooers of wood and drawd and drawers of waters of water” in Isrer” in Israel foreveael forever (Josh. 9r (Josh. 9:21). The :21). The story highststory highstory highlights Giblights Gibeon’s centeon’s central positiral position within on within the hill cthe hill country as ountry as well as itwell as its strategis strates strategic strategic location glocation guarding thuarding the main roae main roads. The kids. The king of Jerung of Jerusalem, Adosalem, Adoni-zedek, ni-zedek, responds iresresponds iresponds immediatelymmediately to the th to the threat to hireat to his territors territory and attay and attacks Gibeoncks Gibeon. Joshua i. Joshua is then fors ts then forcethen forced into actd into action, marchion, marching up froing up from Gilgal am Gilgal and surprisnd surprising the Jeing the Jerusalem-lerusalem-led kings byd kd kings by akings by attacking attacking at sunrise t sunrise and chasinand chasing them dowg them down the way n the way of Beth-hoof Beth-horon — miraron — mirron — miraculousmiraculously aided aly aided according tccording to the biblo the biblical accouical account by hailnt by hailstones andstones and the sun s the sun standing sttandsstanding sstanding still (Joshtill (Josh. 10:1-14). 10:1-14). This sam. This same strategie strategic positionc position accounts  accounts for Cestiufor Cestius’ pitchins’ pitcs’ pitching hpitching his camp atis camp at Gibeon on Gibeon on his march his march to Jerusa to Jerusalem in Octlem in October 66 ober 66 C.E.C.E. (Josephus (Josephu (Josephus (Josephus BJBJ 2.515–16; 2.515–16; cf. 2.540 cf. 2.540ff.).ff.).

Gibeon first appears in the Bible as the leader of cities (including Chephirah, 
Beeroth, and Kiriath-jearim) that deceived Joshua and obtained a peace treaty 
with Israel (Josh. 9). When the ruse is discovered, the Gibeonites are condemned 
to be “hewers of wood and drawers of water” in Israel forever (Josh. 9:21). The 
story highlights Gibeon’s central position within the hill country as well as its 
strategic location guarding the main roads. The king of Jerusalem, Adoni-zedek, 
responds immediately to the threat to his territory and attacks Gibeon. Joshua is 
then forced into action, marching up from Gilgal and surprising the Jerusalem-led 
kings by attacking at sunrise and chasing them down the way of Beth-horon — 
miraculously aided according to the biblical account by hailstones and the sun 
standing still (Josh. 10:1-14). This same strategic position accounts for Cestius’ 
pitching his camp at Gibeon on his march to Jerusalem in October 66 C.E. 
(Josephus BJ 2.515–16; cf. 2.540ff.).

Section ofSection of Iron Age  Iron Age water tunnwater tunnel at Gibeel at Gibeon (el-Jibon (el-Jib, 10th cen, 10th century tury B.C.E.B.C.E.). Ninety-). Ninety-three stepthrNinety-Ninety-thrNinety-three steps lee steps lead from iead from inside the nside the city wall city wall through ththrough the hill to e hill to the springthe spring (Universi (Uni (Universit(University Museum, y Museum, UniversityUniversity of Pennsy of Pennsylvania)lvania)

Section of Iron Age water tunnel at Gibeon (el-Jib, 10th century B.C.E.). 
Ninety-three steps lead from inside the city wall through the hill to the spring 
(University Museum, University of Pennsylvania)

�The sacredThe sacred nature of nature of the site  the site is first eis first encounteredncountered in the ac in the account of Scount of Solomon’s dolomon’sSSolomon’s Solomon’s dream (1 Kdream (1 Kgs. 3:2-5)gs. 3:2-5) on the oc on the occasion of casion of his sacrifhis sacrifices at a ices at a high placehigh place there. Th the there. Thethere. The book of C book of Chronicles hronicles places theplaces the tent of t tent of the meetinghe meeting (2 Chr. 1 (2 Chr. 1:3, 13) as:3, 13) as well as t w well as thwell as the tabernace tabernacle and thele and the altar of  altar of the burnt the burnt offering aoffering at Gibeon (t Gibeon (1 Chr. 16:1 Chr. 16:39; 21:29)39; 239; 21:29). Th21:29). The “hill ofe “hill of God” (Gib God” (Gibeath-elohieath-elohim) mentionm) mentioned in the ed in the Saul narraSaul narratives is ctives is certainly iertccertainly certainly in the genin the general vicineral vicinity of Gibity of Gibeon, and ieon, and it seems lit seems likely that kely that this “hillthis “hill of God” s of God” of God” shoulGod” should be equatd be equated with Gied with Gibeon. If sbeon. If so, the loco, the location of aation of a Philistin Philistine garrisone garrison there (cf the there (cf.there (cf. 1 Sam. 10 1 Sam. 10:5) would :5) would explain Saexplain Saul’s hostiul’s hostility towarlity toward the cityd the city. A famine. A famine in Israel in Isr in Israel wasIsrael was thought t thought to be retrio be retribution forbution for Saul’s ki Saul’s killing of tlling of the Gibeonihe Gibeonites in viotes in violation of lation vioviolation violation of Joshua’of Joshua’s treaty; s treaty; Saul’s sonSaul’s sons were cons were consequently sequently executed aexecuted at Gibeon it Gibeon in order ton on order to sorder to stay the fatay the famine (2 Samine (2 Sam. 21:1-14m. 21:1-14). Gibeon ). Gibeon was also twas also the home ofhe home of Hananiah, Hananiah, the false Hananiah,Hananiah, Hananiah, the false the false prophet (Jprophet (Jer. 28:1).er. 28:1). In the po In the postexilic pstexilic period, theeriod, the men of Gi men of Gibeon assisbeonGiGibeon assGibeon assisted in risted in rebuilding ebuilding the templethe temple (Neh. 3:7 (Neh. 3:7-8).-8).-8).

The sacred nature of the site is first encountered in the account of 
Solomon’s dream (1 Kgs. 3:2-5) on the occasion of his sacrifices at a high place 
there. The book of Chronicles places the tent of the meeting (2 Chr. 1:3, 13) as 
well as the tabernacle and the altar of the burnt offering at Gibeon (1 Chr. 16:39; 
21:29). The “hill of God” (Gibeath-elohim) mentioned in the Saul narratives is 
certainly in the general vicinity of Gibeon, and it seems likely that this “hill of 
God” should be equated with Gibeon. If so, the location of a Philistine garrison 
there (cf. 1 Sam. 10:5) would explain Saul’s hostility toward the city. A famine in 
Israel was thought to be retribution for Saul’s killing of the Gibeonites in 
violation of Joshua’s treaty; Saul’s sons were consequently executed at Gibeon in 
order to stay the famine (2 Sam. 21:1-14). Gibeon was also the home of 
Hananiah, the false prophet (Jer. 28:1). In the postexilic period, the men of 
Gibeon assisted in rebuilding the temple (Neh. 3:7-8).

�ExcavationExcavations at the ss at the site have uite have unearthed anearthed a sophistic sophisticated waterated water system in system including a cluding inincluding including a huge cira huge circular poolcular pool hewn out  hewn out of stone. of stone. This is unThis is undoubtedly doubtedly what is rewhat is referred to ferrereferred treferred to as the “o as the “pool of Gipool of Gibeon” in bbeon” in biblical liiblical literature. terature. The pool aThe pool at Gibeon bt Gibeon becomes a fecombbecomes a becomes a focal poinfocal point for conft for conflict durinlict during the civig the civil war whicl war which followedh followed the death the death of Saul.  of of Saul. Jof Saul. Joab and Amoab and Amasa’s men asa’s men first meetfirst meet there in  there in a contest a contest (2 Sam. 2:(2 Sam. 2:12-17); la12-17); later Joab ster lalater Joablater Joab slays Ama slays Amasa at the sa at the “large sto“large stone that isne that is in Gibeon in Gibeon” (2 Sam. ” (2 Sam. 20:8). In 20:8). In the early the ethe early 6th early 6th century “tcentury “the great phe great pool that iool that is in Gibeos in Gibeon” is mentn” is mentioned as tioned as the place whe place where Johanherwwhere Johawhere Johanan came tnan came to appreheno apprehend Ishmael d Ishmael and the Juand the Judeans aftedeans after they hadr they had slain the slain the slain the Babylothe Babylonian governian governor Gedalinor Gedaliah (Jer. 4ah (Jer. 41:11-18).1:11-18).1:11-18).

Excavations at the site have unearthed a sophisticated water system 
including a huge circular pool hewn out of stone. This is undoubtedly what is 
referred to as the “pool of Gibeon” in biblical literature. The pool at Gibeon 
becomes a focal point for conflict during the civil war which followed the death 
of Saul. Joab and Amasa’s men first meet there in a contest (2 Sam. 2:12-17); 
later Joab slays Amasa at the “large stone that is in Gibeon” (2 Sam. 20:8). In the 
early 6th century “the great pool that is in Gibeon” is mentioned as the place 
where Johanan came to apprehend Ishmael and the Judeans after they had slain 
the Babylonian governor Gedaliah (Jer. 41:11-18).



�According According to archaeoto archaeological evlogical evidence uncidence uncovered in overed in excavationexcavations by Jamess by James Pritchard Pritc Pritchard Pritchard in the latin the late 1950s, oe 1950s, occupation ccupation of the sitof the site began ine began in the early the early 2nd mille 2nd millennium (Midnniummillemillenniummillennium (Middle B (Middle Bronze Age)ronze Age). The site. The site declined  declined in the latin the late 2nd mille 2nd millennium (Laennium (Late Bronze te(La(Late Bron(Late Bronze Age), aze Age), and only scnd only scant evidenant evidence from toce from tombs attestmbs attests settlemes settlement in thisnt in this period. T p period. Thperiod. The transitie transition to the on to the Iron Age iIron Age in the 12thn the 12th century w century witnessed titnessed the construhe construction of actconstruconstructiconstruction of a laon of a large wall 3rge wall 3.2—3.4 m. .2—3.4 m. (10–11 ft.(10–11 ft.) wide enc) wide encircling thircling the site. The site. The site reae site site reachsite reached its zened its zenith in theith in the 7th centu 7th century, when iry, when it became at became an industrin industrial center al center for the prfor tfor the producthe production and dtion and distributioistribution of wine.n of wine.

According to archaeological evidence uncovered in excavations by James 
Pritchard in the late 1950s, occupation of the site began in the early 2nd 
millennium (Middle Bronze Age). The site declined in the late 2nd millennium 
(Late Bronze Age), and only scant evidence from tombs attests settlement in this 
period. The transition to the Iron Age in the 12th century witnessed the 
construction of a large wall 3.2—3.4 m. (10–11 ft.) wide encircling the site. The 
site reached its zenith in the 7th century, when it became an industrial center for 
the production and distribution of wine.

William ScWilliam Schniedewindhniedewind

William Schniedewind

GIDDALTIGIDDALTI (Heb.  (Heb. giddaltiîgiddaltiî)))

GIDDALTI (Heb. giddaltiî)

A son of HA son of Heman and leman and leader of teader of the 22nd dihe 22nd division of vision of musicians musicians in the serin the service of thvice of the sanctuare se sanctuary sanctuary (1 Chr. 25(1 Chr. 25:4, 29).:4, 29).

A son of Heman and leader of the 22nd division of musicians in the service of the 
sanctuary (1 Chr. 25:4, 29).

GIDDELGIDDEL (Heb.  (Heb. giddeälgiddeäl)))

GIDDEL (Heb. giddeäl)

�1.1. A temple  A temple servant whservant whose descenose descendants retudants returned with rned with ZerubbabelZerubbabel from the  from the Exile (EzrEExile (EzrExile (Ezra 2:47 = Na 2:47 = Neh. 7:49).eh. 7:49).

1. A temple servant whose descendants returned with Zerubbabel from the 
Exile (Ezra 2:47 = Neh. 7:49).

�2.2. A servant A servant of Solomo of Solomon whose den whose descendants scendants returned wreturned with Zerubbith Zerubbabel from abel from abel from the Efrom the Exile (Ezraxile (Ezra 2:56 = Ne 2:56 = Neh. 7:58).h. 7:58).

2. A servant of Solomon whose descendants returned with Zerubbabel 
from the Exile (Ezra 2:56 = Neh. 7:58).

GIDEONGIDEON (Heb.  (Heb. gid�eï{o®ngid�eï{o®n) (also JE) (also JERUBBAAL)RUBBAAL)RUBBAAL)

GIDEON (Heb. gid�eï{o®n ) (also JERUBBAAL)

According According to Judg. 6to Judg. 6-8, a prem-8, a premonarchicalonarchical leader ce leader celebrated flebrated for riddingor ridding Israel of Israel of Midianite Mid Midianite Midianite invaders; invaders; also knownalso known as Jerubb as Jerubbaal. He waaal. He was also rems also remembered foembered for divinator divinator divinatorydivinatory activity  activity (Judg. 6:2(Judg. 6:21, 25, 36-1, 25, 36-40; 7:9-1440; 7:9-14; 8:27).; 8:27).; 8:27).

According to Judg. 6-8, a premonarchical leader celebrated for ridding Israel of 
Midianite invaders; also known as Jerubbaal. He was also remembered for 
divinatory activity (Judg. 6:21, 25, 36-40; 7:9-14; 8:27).

�An editoriAn editorial introdual introduction (Judction (Judg. 6:1-10)g. 6:1-10) sets the  sets the Gideon traGideon traditions widitions within the rthin the rthin the redactionaredactional frameworl framework of apostk of apostasy, oppreasy, oppression, outssion, outcry, and dcry, and deliveranceeliverance. The firs. The first of the ot ot of the oldof the older traditier traditions is a cons is a commissioniommissioning scene (ng scene (Judg. 6:11Judg. 6:11-24). The -24). The unrecognizunrecognized messenged unrecognizunrecognizunrecognized messenged messenger of Yahwer of Yahweh commandeh commands a timoros a timorous Gideon us Gideon to go and to go and deliver Isdelivdeliver Isdeliver Israel (cf. rael (cf. Judg. 13).Judg. 13). Like Mose Like Moses (Exod. 3s (Exod. 3:10-12), G:10-12), Gideon protideon protests (Judgests (Judg. 6:13) bu. 6:13. 6:13) but 6:13) but is assuredis assured by God th by God that “I willat “I will be with y be with you” (v. 16ou” (v. 16; cf. Exod; cf. Exod. 3:12).. 3:12).. 3:12).

An editorial introduction (Judg. 6:1-10) sets the Gideon traditions within the 
redactional framework of apostasy, oppression, outcry, and deliverance. The first 
of the older traditions is a commissioning scene (Judg. 6:11-24). The 
unrecognized messenger of Yahweh commands a timorous Gideon to go and 
deliver Israel (cf. Judg. 13). Like Moses (Exod. 3:10-12), Gideon protests (Judg. 
6:13) but is assured by God that “I will be with you” (v. 16; cf. Exod. 3:12).

�The newly The newly commissioncommissioned Gideon’ed Gideon’s first acs first act is to tet is to tear down hiar down his father’ss father’s altar to  altar t altar to Baal anto Baal and its sacrd its sacred pole (aed pole (asherah) ansherah) and build and build an altar to  altar to Yahweh (JuYahweh (Judg. 6:25-3dg. 6:25-32). This s2). T2). This storyThis story identifie identifies Gideon ws Gideon with Jerubbith Jerubbaal (cf. 1aal (cf. 1 Sam. 12:1 Sam. 12:11; 2 Sam. 1; 2 Sam. 11:21), an11:21), and gives a d givd gives a Yagives a Yahwistic exhwistic explanation planation of his Baaof his Baal name.l name.l name.

The newly commissioned Gideon’s first act is to tear down his father’s altar 
to Baal and its sacred pole (asherah) and build an altar to Yahweh (Judg. 6:25-32). 
This story identifies Gideon with Jerubbaal (cf. 1 Sam. 12:11; 2 Sam. 11:21), and 
gives a Yahwistic explanation of his Baal name.

�With YahweWith Yahweh, not Baah, not Baal, confirml, confirmed as Gideed as Gideon’s God, on’s God, the scene the scene is set foris set for battle. T battle battle. Thbattle. The various e various traditionstraditions of Judg.  of Judg. 6:33-8:3 s6:33-8:3 serve to eserve to establish thtablish that victoryat victory over the  over t over the Midianthe Midianites is whites is wholly the wolly the work of theork of the divine wa divine warrior. By rrior. By stages 32 stages 32 thousand Ithousand Israelite tsraeIIsraelite Israelite troops aretroops are reduced t reduced to 300 men o 300 men who, as atwho, as at Jericho ( Jericho (Josh. 6), Josh. 6), defeat thedefeat the enemy wit ene enemy withenemy without activeout actively fightinly fighting.g.g.

With Yahweh, not Baal, confirmed as Gideon’s God, the scene is set for 
battle. The various traditions of Judg. 6:33-8:3 serve to establish that victory over 
the Midianites is wholly the work of the divine warrior. By stages 32 thousand 
Israelite troops are reduced to 300 men who, as at Jericho (Josh. 6), defeat the 
enemy without actively fighting.

�The battleThe battle is follow is followed by two ed by two mopping-upmopping-up campaigns campaigns. West of . West of the Jordanthe Jordan the troop the  the troopsthe troops earlier e earlier excused froxcused from battle, m battle, along withalong with the Ephra the Ephraimites, atimites, attack the ftack the fleeing Midleeinffleeing Mifleeing Midianites, dianites, killing thkilling their princeeir princes, Oreb ans, Oreb and Zeeb. Thd Zeeb. This is follis is followed by inowed by inter-Israelter-Isrininter-Israinter-Israelite tenselite tension, as Giion, as Gideon diplodeon diplomatically matically averts bataverts battle with Etle with Ephraim, a phraim, a dominant tdomindominant tdominant tribe angerribe angered by Gideed by Gideon’s failuon’s failure to enlire to enlist their ast their aid and, prid and, presumably, esumably, threatenedthrethreatenedthreatened by the up by the upstart’s ristart’s rise in powese in power.r.r.

The battle is followed by two mopping-up campaigns. West of the Jordan 



the troops earlier excused from battle, along with the Ephraimites, attack the 
fleeing Midianites, killing their princes, Oreb and Zeeb. This is followed by 
inter-Israelite tension, as Gideon diplomatically averts battle with Ephraim, a 
dominant tribe angered by Gideon’s failure to enlist their aid and, presumably, 
threatened by the upstart’s rise in power.

�The TransjThe Transjordanian cordanian campaign inampaign involves thevolves the capture a capture and death ond death of Midianitf Midianite kings Zee kinge kings Zebakings Zebah and Zamnh and Zamnunna. Thisunna. This time inte time intertribal cortribal conflict invnflict involves Gideolves Gideon’s brutaon’s brutal vengeancl vl vengeance vengeance against Suagainst Succoth and ccoth and Penuel forPenuel for failing t failing to succor ho succor his troops.is troops.

The Transjordanian campaign involves the capture and death of Midianite 
kings Zebah and Zamnunna. This time intertribal conflict involves Gideon’s brutal 
vengeance against Succoth and Penuel for failing to succor his troops.

�The IsraelThe Israelites invitites invite the victe the victorious Gidorious Gideon to ruleon to rule over thee over them. Gideon m. Gideon rejects threjects rejects threjects the offer foe offer for reasons r reasons of piety: of piety: Yahweh is Yahweh is to be theito be their ruler. Gr ruler. Gideon doesideon does, however,, ho, however, chowever, claim oraculaim oracular authorlar authority, makinity, making an ephodg an ephod which ens which ensnares him nares him and his faand his family.mfafamily.family.family.

The Israelites invite the victorious Gideon to rule over them. Gideon 
rejects the offer for reasons of piety: Yahweh is to be their ruler. Gideon does, 
however, claim oracular authority, making an ephod which ensnares him and his 
family.

�The GideonThe Gideon cycle, to cycle, together witgether with the closh the closely relateely related story ofd story of Gideon’s  Gideon’s son Abimelson Abison Abimelech’Abimelech’s effort ts effort to claim kio claim kingship (Jungship (Judg. 9), isdg. 9), is among the among the longest a longest and most cond most complex setsmplcocomplex secomplex sets of tradts of tradition in tition in the book ofhe book of Judges. T Judges. The hero’s he hero’s two names two names suggest twsuggest two originalotwtwo origintwo originally indepally independent traendent traditions. Tditions. The view ofhe view of the initi the initial battle al battle as a localas a local affair in affair i affair involving involving 300 member300 members of Gideos of Gideon’s clan (n’s clan (the Abiezrthe Abiezrites of Maites of Manasseh) isnasseh) is in tensio in tension with then wn with the dwith the depiction oepiction of an interf an intertribal alltribal alliance warriance warring againsing against 130 thout 130 thousand Midiasand Midianites. ThenitesMidiaMidianitesMidianites. The Tran. The Transjordaniansjordanian campaign, campaign, depicted  depicted as a matteas a matter of bloodr of blood vengeance vengeance for the p vengeancevengeance vengeance for the prfor the previously ueviously unmentionednmentioned slaughter slaughter of Gideon of Gideon’s brother’s brothers, fits pos, fits poorly with opopoorly witpoorly with the milih the military campatary campaign narratign narrated in Judged in Judg. 7. While. 7. While there is  there is no scholarno scholarly consensly cly consensus consensus on the deton the details of thails of the composite composition historion history, there iy, there is widespres widespread agreemead agreement that a nagreemeagreement agreement that a varthat a variety of oriety of originally iiginally independentndependent local tra local traditions haditions have been brve been brought togeougbrbrought tobrought together intgether into an uneaso an uneasy unity, gy unity, given an “aiven an “all Israel”ll Israel” cast, and cast, and set withi set within the charn the n the characthe characteristic fteristic framework oramework of Judges.f Judges.f Judges.

The Gideon cycle, together with the closely related story of Gideon’s son 
Abimelech’s effort to claim kingship (Judg. 9), is among the longest and most 
complex sets of tradition in the book of Judges. The hero’s two names suggest 
two originally independent traditions. The view of the initial battle as a local affair 
involving 300 members of Gideon’s clan (the Abiezrites of Manasseh) is in tension 
with the depiction of an intertribal alliance warring against 130 thousand 
Midianites. The Transjordanian campaign, depicted as a matter of blood 
vengeance for the previously unmentioned slaughter of Gideon’s brothers, fits 
poorly with the military campaign narrated in Judg. 7. While there is no scholarly 
consensus on the details of the composition history, there is widespread 
agreement that a variety of originally independent local traditions have been 
brought together into an uneasy unity, given an “all Israel” cast, and set within 
the characteristic framework of Judges.

�This complThis complex composiex composition histotion history erodes ry erodes the Gideonthe Gideon stories’  stories’ usefulnessusefulness for histo for h for historicalhistorical reconstru reconstruction. In ction. In particularparticular, efforts , efforts to identifto identify a history a historical basisical basis to the Is to the Is to the IsraelitesIsraelites’ request ’ request that Gideothat Gideon rule then rule them are dubim are dubious. The pous. The passage serassage serves as a fves as a foil for thoil foil for the anfor the anti-monarchti-monarchical storyical story of Abimel of Abimelech (Judg.ech (Judg. 9). Moreo 9). Moreover, the sver, the stories havtories have been shae be been shapebeen shaped to stresd to stress a theolos a theological poingical point: the sovt: the sovereignty oereignty of Yahweh. f Yahweh. Yahweh, noYahweh, not Baal, istnonot Baal, not Baal, is God; Yais God; Yahweh, not hweh, not human armihuman armies, wins ves, wins victory agaictory against Israeinst Israel’s enemiel’s enemies; Yahweh,s; enemieenemies; Yenemies; Yahweh, notahweh, not Gideon, s Gideon, shall rule.hall rule.

This complex composition history erodes the Gideon stories’ usefulness for 
historical reconstruction. In particular, efforts to identify a historical basis to the 
Israelites’ request that Gideon rule them are dubious. The passage serves as a foil 
for the anti-monarchical story of Abimelech (Judg. 9). Moreover, the stories have 
been shaped to stress a theological point: the sovereignty of Yahweh. Yahweh, 
not Baal, is God; Yahweh, not human armies, wins victory against Israel’s 
enemies; Yahweh, not Gideon, shall rule.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. G. AuldA. G. Auld, “Gideon:, “Gideon: Hacking a Hacking at the Heart the Heart of the Ot of the Old Testameld Testamld Testament,Testament,” ” VTVT 39 (1989) 39 (1989): 257–67; : 257–67; R. G. BoliR. G. Boling, ng, Judges.Judges. AB 6A (Ga AB 6A (Garden City,rden City, 1975); J. 1975) 1975); J. 1975); J. A. EmertonA. Emerton, “Gideon , “Gideon and Jerubband Jerubbaal,” aal,” JTSJTS  N.S.N.S. 27 (1976) 27 (1976): 289–312;: 289–312; J. A. Sog J. A. So J. A. Soggin, Soggin, Judges.Judges. OTL (Phil OTL (Philadelphia, adelphia, 1981).1981).1981).

Bibliography. A. G. Auld, “Gideon: Hacking at the Heart of the Old 
Testament,” VT 39 (1989): 257–67; R. G. Boling, Judges. AB 6A (Garden City, 
1975); J. A. Emerton, “Gideon and Jerubbaal,” JTS N.S. 27 (1976): 289–312; J. A. 
Soggin, Judges. OTL (Philadelphia, 1981).
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GIDEONIGIDEONI (Heb.  (Heb. gid�{oœniîgid�{oœniî)))

GIDEONI (Heb. gid�{oœniî )

The fatherThe father of Abidan of Abidan, who led , who led the tribe the tribe of Benjamiof Benjamin during tn during the wildernhe wilderness journeess journey (Num. 1:y journejourney (Njourney (Num. 1:11; um. 1:11; 2:22; 7:602:22; 7:60, 65; 10:2, 65; 10:24).4).

The father of Abidan, who led the tribe of Benjamin during the wilderness 



journey (Num. 1:11; 2:22; 7:60, 65; 10:24).

GIDOMGIDOM (Heb.  (Heb. gid�{oœmgid�{oœm)))

GIDOM (Heb. gid�{oœm )

A place inA place in the vicin the vicinity of Rimity of Rimmon mon 3, 3, ca. 5 km. ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) E (3 mi.) E of Bethel,of Bethel, to which  to which the Israelthe Israthe IsraelitesIsraelites pursued t pursued the Benjamihe Benjaminites aftenites after defeatinr defeating them in g them in civil war civil war (Judg. 20:(Judg. 20:45).45).

A place in the vicinity of Rimmon 3, ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) E of Bethel, to which the 
Israelites pursued the Benjaminites after defeating them in civil war (Judg. 20:45).

GIHONGIHON (Heb.  (Heb. giîh�o®n, giîh�o®n, gih�o®ngih�o®n)))

GIHON (Heb. giîh�o®n, gih�o®n )

�1.1. One of th One of the four rive four rivers that bers that branched ofranched off of that f of that which watewhich watered the gared the garden of Edrden gagarden of garden of Eden (Gen.Eden (Gen. 2:13). Si 2:13). Since the Gince the Gihon flowedhon flowed through t through the land ofhe land of Cush (usu Cush (usually an OTa(usu(usually a(usually an OT refern OT reference to a ence to a region souregion south of Egypth of Egypt, i.e., Nt, i.e., Nubia or Noubia or North Sudan)rth Sudan), it has s, it, it has somit has sometimes beeetimes been equated n equated with the Nwith the Nile. Howevile. However, becauser, because the Tigre the Tigris and Eupis and Eupis and Euphrates Euphrates are riversare rivers in West A in West Asia and thsia and the Cush of e Cush of Gen. 2:13 Gen. 2:13 may also bmay also be there, te there, the Gihon Rhtthe Gihon the Gihon River may River may have been have been in West Asin West Asia rather ia rather than Norththan North Africa. Africa. Africa.

1. One of the four rivers that branched off of that which watered the 
garden of Eden (Gen. 2:13). Since the Gihon flowed through the land of Cush 
(usually an OT reference to a region south of Egypt, i.e., Nubia or North Sudan), 
it has sometimes been equated with the Nile. However, because the Tigris and 
Euphrates are rivers in West Asia and the Cush of Gen. 2:13 may also be there, 
the Gihon River may have been in West Asia rather than North Africa.

�2.2. A spring  A spring ({En Sitti({En Sittiä Maryam/{ä Maryam/{AinAin Umm  Umm ed-Daragíed-Daragí) in the K) in the Kidron Vallidron Vallidron Valley thaValley that was the t was the principal principal water suppwater supply for Jerly for Jerusalem in usalem in OT times. OT times. The water The water gushes frogugushes frogushes from a naturam a natural cave betl cave between one aween one and five tind five times daily mes daily (supplying(supplying from 7000 from 7000 to 40,000 t to 40,000 to 40,000 cu. ft. ofcu. ft. of water), d water), depending oepending on the seasn the season of the on of the year. Soloyear. Solomon was anmon was anointed kinoiananointed kanointed king at thiing at this site (1 s site (1 Kgs. 1:33,Kgs. 1:33, 38, 45).  38, 45). Hezekiah bHezekiah blocked thelocked the waters of waters of the sprin the  the springthe spring and diver and diverted them ited them into a resento a reservoir (thervoir (the Pool of S Pool of Siloam; cf.iloam; cf. John 9:7, John 9:7, 11) by me 11)  11) by mea11) by means of a tuns of a tunnel that nnel that he orderedhe ordered dug (2 Kg dug (2 Kgs. 20:20; s. 20:20; 2 Chr. 32:2 Chr. 32:30) to pro30) to protect the wteproprotect thprotect the water sue water supply durinpply during the Assyg the Assyrian invasrian invasion of 701ion of 701  B.C.B.C. In the mi In the mid-7th centd-7th ced-7th century Macentury Manasseh buinasseh built an outelt an outer wall to r wall to bolster Jebolster Jerusalem’s rusalem’s defenses wdefenses west of Gihest of Gihon (2 Chr.onGihGihon (2 CGihon (2 Chr. 33:14)hr. 33:14)...

2. A spring ({En Sittiä Maryam/{Ain Umm ed-Daragí) in the Kidron 
Valley that was the principal water supply for Jerusalem in OT times. The water 
gushes from a natural cave between one and five times daily (supplying from 7000 
to 40,000 cu. ft. of water), depending on the season of the year. Solomon was 
anointed king at this site (1 Kgs. 1:33, 38, 45). Hezekiah blocked the waters of 
the spring and diverted them into a reservoir (the Pool of Siloam; cf. John 9:7, 
11) by means of a tunnel that he ordered dug (2 Kgs. 20:20; 2 Chr. 32:30) to 
protect the water supply during the Assyrian invasion of 701 B.C. In the mid-7th 
century Manasseh built an outer wall to bolster Jerusalem’s defenses west of 
Gihon (2 Chr. 33:14).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Z. Abells Z. Abells and A. Arband A. Arbit, “Some it, “Some New ThoughNew Thoughts on Jeruts on Jerusalem’s Ansalem’s JeruJerusalem’Jerusalem’s Ancient s Ancient Water SystWater Systems,” ems,” PEQPEQ 127 (1995 127 (1995): 2–7; Y.): 2–7; Y. Shiloh,  Shiloh, ExcavationExcavations at the Cs ats at the Citat the City of Davidy of David 1:  1: 1978–1982.1978–1982. Qedem 19  Qedem 19 (Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1984)., 1984)., 1984).

Bibliography. Z. Abells and A. Arbit, “Some New Thoughts on 
Jerusalem’s Ancient Water Systems,” PEQ 127 (1995): 2–7; Y. Shiloh, Excavations 
at the City of David 1: 1978–1982. Qedem 19 (Jerusalem, 1984).
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GILALAIGILALAI (Heb.  (Heb. gila�laygila�lay)))

GILALAI (Heb. gila�lay )

A leviticaA levitical musicianl musician who parti who participated incipated in the proce the procession at tssion at the dedicathe dedication of theion of the rebuilt w reb rebuilt warebuilt walls of Jerlls of Jerusalem (Neusalem (Neh. 12:36).h. 12:36).

A levitical musician who participated in the procession at the dedication of the 
rebuilt walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 12:36).

GILBOA, MOGILBOA, MOUNTUNT (Heb.  (Heb. har haggilhar haggilboœa{boœa{)))

GILBOA, MOUNT (Heb. har haggilboœa{)

A large spA large spur of Eoceur of Eocene and Cenne and Cenomanian liomanian limestone thmestone that, along at, along with the Hwith the Hill of Morill of Morill of Moreh to tMoreh to the north, he north, marks the marks the separationseparation between t between the Jezreelhe Jezreel and Harod and Harod valleys.  valleys. The locatiTThe locatiThe location of Mt. on of Mt. Gilboa is Gilboa is fixed by Efixed by Eusebius (usebius (Onom.Onom. 72.10), w 72.10), who writes ho writes that its nthat its nthat its name is prname is preserved byeserved by the villa the village Gelbus ge Gelbus (Jelbun, 1(Jelbun, 189207), 6 89207), 6 Roman mi. Roman mi. from Scythfrom Scythopolis (BeoScythScythopoliScythopolis (Beth-shs (Beth-shan).an).an).

A large spur of Eocene and Cenomanian limestone that, along with the Hill of 
Moreh to the north, marks the separation between the Jezreel and Harod valleys. 
The location of Mt. Gilboa is fixed by Eusebius (Onom. 72.10), who writes that its 
name is preserved by the village Gelbus (Jelbun, 189207), 6 Roman mi. from 
Scythopolis (Beth-shan).

�It is at tIt is at the spring he spring of Harod (of Harod (Ein Jalud,Ein Jalud, 183217) a 183217) at the foott the foot of Gilboa of Gilboa that Gide that Gideon choosesoGideGideon choGideon chooses 300 moses 300 men to fighen to fight the Midit the Midianites (Juanites (Judg. 7:1). dg. 7:1). Saul and hSaul and his three sis three sons meet tonsssons meet sons meet their deattheir death on Mt. Gh on Mt. Gilboa (1 Silboa (1 Sam. 28:4; am. 28:4; 31:1-6). A31:1-6). Ahab, king hab, king of Israel,of Israel, appears t app appears toappears to have esta have established a blished a winter capwinter capital at Jeital at Jezreel (Zirzreel (Zirin), a towin), a town at the wn at the westernmostesterwwesternmoswesternmost tip of Mt tip of Mt. Gilboa t. Gilboa (1 Kgs. 21(1 Kgs. 21:1).:1).:1).

It is at the spring of Harod (Ein Jalud, 183217) at the foot of Gilboa that 
Gideon chooses 300 men to fight the Midianites (Judg. 7:1). Saul and his three 



sons meet their death on Mt. Gilboa (1 Sam. 28:4; 31:1-6). Ahab, king of Israel, 
appears to have established a winter capital at Jezreel (Zirin), a town at the 
westernmost tip of Mt. Gilboa (1 Kgs. 21:1).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. KoizumiT. Koizumi, “On the , “On the Battle of Battle of Gilboa,” Gilboa,” Annual of Annual of the Japanethe Japanese Biblicase JapaneJapanese BJapanese Biblical Iniblical Institutestitute 2 (1976): 2 (1976): 61–78. 61–78. 61–78.

Bibliography. T. Koizumi, “On the Battle of Gilboa,” Annual of the 
Japanese Biblical Institute 2 (1976): 61–78.
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GILEADGILEAD (Heb.  (Heb. gil{aœd�gil{aœd�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

GILEAD (Heb. gil{aœd� ) (PERSON)

�1.1. The son o The son of Machir af Machir and grandsond grandson of Manasn of Manasseh; eponyseh; eponym of the tm of the tribe and tribe and territory oertterritory territory of Gilead of Gilead (Num. 26:2(Num. 26:29-30; 27:19-30; 27:1; 36:1; 1 ; 36:1; 1 Chr. 2:21,Chr. 2:21, 23; 7:14, 23; 7:14, 17). Gile 17). Gilead remainead read remained iremained in Transjorn Transjordan ratherdan rather than join than join Deborah a Deborah and Barak and Barak against Sisgainst Sisera (Judg.era (Judg. 5:17); so 5 5:17); som5:17); some scholarse scholars suggest t suggest that this rhat this reflects poeflects political inlitical instability stability within thewithin the tribe at  tribe at tribe at that tiat that time and thame and that the tribt the tribe of Gileae of Gilead was suppd was supplanted by lanted by Gad.Gad.Gad.

1. The son of Machir and grandson of Manasseh; eponym of the tribe and 
territory of Gilead (Num. 26:29-30; 27:1; 36:1; 1 Chr. 2:21, 23; 7:14, 17). Gilead 
remained in Transjordan rather than join Deborah and Barak against Sisera (Judg. 
5:17); some scholars suggest that this reflects political instability within the tribe 
at that time and that the tribe of Gilead was supplanted by Gad.

�2.2. The fathe The father of the ir of the illegitimatllegitimate warrior e warrior Jephthah, Jephthah, who judgedwho judged Gilead at Gilead at the time  the ti the time of thtime of the Ammonitee Ammonite invasion  invasion (Judg. 11:(Judg. 11:1-2, 8, 111-2, 8, 11). The nam). The name may be ae may be a patronymi patronymi patronymicpatronymic...

2. The father of the illegitimate warrior Jephthah, who judged Gilead at the 
time of the Ammonite invasion (Judg. 11:1-2, 8, 11). The name may be a 
patronymic.

�3.3. The epony The eponymous ancesmous ancestor of a Gtor of a Gadite clanadite clan (1 Chr. 5 (1 Chr. 5:14).:14).

3. The eponymous ancestor of a Gadite clan (1 Chr. 5:14).

GILEADGILEAD (Heb.  (Heb. gil{aœd�gil{aœd�) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

GILEAD (Heb. gil{aœd� ) (PLACE)

A mountainA mountainous regionous region in Transj in Transjordan. Itsordan. Its name was  name was derived frderived from a grandom a grandson of Manson of Mason of Manasseh (Manasseh (Num. 26:29Num. 26:29). Nothing). Nothing more is k more is known aboutnown about Gilead or Gilead or his fathe his father Machir.r Machirr Machir.Machir.Machir.

A mountainous region in Transjordan. Its name was derived from a grandson of 
Manasseh (Num. 26:29). Nothing more is known about Gilead or his father 
Machir.

�The GileadThe Gilead clan may  clan may have settlhave settled in the ed in the mountainoumountainous area of s area of TransjordaTransjordan because n becn because ofbecause of an earlie an earlier tribal tr tribal tradition aradition and the simnd the similarity beilarity between theitween their name andr name and the older the the older the older name of thname of the region (e region (Galeed; GeGaleed; Gen. 31:47).n. 31:47). Judging f Judging from the marom the many storiesny stories set in Gi s set in Gilset in Gilead and fread and from the facom the fact that thet that the Gilead cl Gilead clan gave itan gave its name to s name to the entirethe entire region, o regi region, onregion, one can assue can assume that thme that the Gileadite Gileadites were thes were the strongese strongest family wt family within the ithin the tribe of Mtritribe of Mtribe of Manasseh. Sanasseh. Sometimes Gometimes Gilead is pilead is portrayed aortrayed as a regions a region on par wi on par with Bashan th Bashan (Deut. 4:4((Deut. 4:4(Deut. 4:43; Josh. 13; Josh. 17:5; 1 Chr7:5; 1 Chr. 5:16), w. 5:16), while at othile at other times her times TransjordaTransjordan, as a whn, as a whole, is reole,whwhole, is whole, is referred treferred to as Gileao as Gilead (e.g., Nd (e.g., Num. 32:26,um. 32:26, 29; Josh. 29; Josh. 22:9, 13, 22:9, 13, 15, 32; J 15, 32; Judg. 10:8;udg. 10udg. 10:8; 20:110:8; 20:1; 2 Sam. 2; 2 Sam. 2:9; Hos. 6:9; Hos. 6:8). On oc:8). On occasion, thcasion, the name Gile name Gilead was evead was even used inen used in place of  p place of tplace of the tribal he tribal name Manasname Manasseh (Judg.seh (Judg. 5:17; Ps. 5:17; Ps. 60:7[MT 9 60:7[MT 9]; 108:8[9]; 108:8[9]) or was,]) or was, at the le at  at the leaat the least, an altst, an alternate namernate name for the e for the tribe (Judtribe (Judg. 12:4). g. 12:4). During theDuring the period of period of the judge the ju the judges, Gijudges, Gilead was nlead was not only thot only the strongese strongest Israelitt Israelite group ine group in Transjord Transjordan but wasan but was probably, pr probably, probably, at times, at times, the strongthe strongest Israelest Israelite continite contingent in algent in all of Canaal of Canaan (Judg. 1n (Judg. 10:3; 12:7)0:3; 120:3; 12:7). The12:7). The Gileadite Gileadites were strs were strong enoughong enough to defeat to defeat the Ammon the Ammonites and aites and at least ont least ont least one interfone interfering Israering Israelite tribelite tribe under the under the leadershe leadership of Jephip of Jephthah (Judgthah (Judg. 11:32-33. 11:32-33; 12:4); 12:4; 12:4)12:4)12:4)

The Gilead clan may have settled in the mountainous area of Transjordan 
because of an earlier tribal tradition and the similarity between their name and 
the older name of the region (Galeed; Gen. 31:47). Judging from the many stories 
set in Gilead and from the fact that the Gilead clan gave its name to the entire 
region, one can assume that the Gileadites were the strongest family within the 
tribe of Manasseh. Sometimes Gilead is portrayed as a region on par with Bashan 
(Deut. 4:43; Josh. 17:5; 1 Chr. 5:16), while at other times Transjordan, as a 
whole, is referred to as Gilead (e.g., Num. 32:26, 29; Josh. 22:9, 13, 15, 32; Judg. 
10:8; 20:1; 2 Sam. 2:9; Hos. 6:8). On occasion, the name Gilead was even used in 
place of the tribal name Manasseh (Judg. 5:17; Ps. 60:7[MT 9]; 108:8[9]) or was, 
at the least, an alternate name for the tribe (Judg. 12:4). During the period of the 
judges, Gilead was not only the strongest Israelite group in Transjordan but was 
probably, at times, the strongest Israelite contingent in all of Canaan (Judg. 10:3; 
12:7). The Gileadites were strong enough to defeat the Ammonites and at least 
one interfering Israelite tribe under the leadership of Jephthah (Judg. 11:32-33; 
12:4)

�Due to theDue to the region’s  region’s changing pchanging political folitical fortunes, tortunes, the exact ghe exact geographicaeographical boundaril boundal boundariesboundaries of Gilead of Gilead are diffi are difficult to decult to determine antermine and are not d are not specificalspecifically delinealy delineated. Neverted. Nted. NevertheleNevertheless, Gileadss, Gilead proper wa proper was centereds centered in the mo in the mountainous untainous TransjordaTransjordanian hill nian hill nian hill counthill country WNW of ry WNW of modern Ammmodern Amman and looan and loosely assocsely associated withiated with the Jabbo the Jabbok River. Ik Rivek River. ItsRiver. Its northern  northern neighbor wneighbor was Bashan.as Bashan. Certainly Certainly its heart its heartland was hland was hill countrill country (Gen. 31y (Gy (Gen. 31:2(Gen. 31:21, 23; Can1, 23; Cant. 4:1; Jet. 4:1; Jer. 22:6). r. 22:6). From the tFrom the trees of threes of these mountaese mountains came ains came a soothing  so soothing ssoothing salve that alve that Jeremiah cJeremiah compares toompares to the heali the healing power ong power of God (Jerf God (Jer. 8:22; 46. 8:22; 46:11; cf. G:14646:11; cf.46:11; cf. Gen. 37:2 Gen. 37:25).5).5).

Due to the region’s changing political fortunes, the exact geographical 
boundaries of Gilead are difficult to determine and are not specifically delineated. 



Nevertheless, Gilead proper was centered in the mountainous Transjordanian 
hill country WNW of modern Amman and loosely associated with the Jabbok 
River. Its northern neighbor was Bashan. Certainly its heartland was hill country 
(Gen. 31:21, 23; Cant. 4:1; Jer. 22:6). From the trees of these mountains came a 
soothing salve that Jeremiah compares to the healing power of God (Jer. 8:22; 
46:11; cf. Gen. 37:25).

�The mountaThe mountainous terrinous territory was itory was often a ploften a place of salace of salvation or vation or safety forsafety for the faith the fait the faithful. faithful. It was to It was to Gilead thaGilead that Jacob flt Jacob fled from Laed from Laban (Gen. ban (Gen. 31:21), fr31:21), from where tom where the Ishmaelhe Ihe IshmaeliteIshmaelites came ands came and saved Jos saved Joseph from teph from the hands ohe hands of his brotf his brothers (37:2hers (37:25), where 5), where some peoplssome peoplsome people hid frome hid from the Phili the Philistines in stines in the days othe days of Saul (1 f Saul (1 Sam. 13:7)Sam. 13:7), and wher, and where David woe De David won David won his victorhis victory over Absy over Absalom (2 Saalom (2 Sam. 17:26).m. 17:26).

The mountainous territory was often a place of salvation or safety for the 
faithful. It was to Gilead that Jacob fled from Laban (Gen. 31:21), from where the 
Ishmaelites came and saved Joseph from the hands of his brothers (37:25), where 
some people hid from the Philistines in the days of Saul (1 Sam. 13:7), and where 
David won his victory over Absalom (2 Sam. 17:26).

�The propheThe prophet Elijah it Elijah is probablys probably the most  the most famous Gilfamous Gileadite (1 eadite (1 Kgs. 17:1)Kgs. 17:1). Although. Altho. Although nAlthough no story feo story featuring Elaturing Elijah occurijah occurs in Gileas in Gilead, that hed, that he was recog was recognized as anized as a prophet o pro prophet ofprophet of Yahweh by Yahweh by Cisjordan Cisjordan Israelite Israelites suggestss suggests that Gile that Gilead remainead remained Israelitd Israelite territore te territory territory until at luntil at least the meast the mid-9th cenid-9th century tury B.C.B.C. In the 9t In the 9th-8th centh-8th centuries, shouries, shortly afterrtly aftrtly after the after the time of Eltime of Elijah, Gileijah, Gilead was no ad was no longer an longer an independenindependent Israelitt Israelite territore territory (2 Kgs. y (2 Ky (2 Kgs. 10:33Kgs. 10:33; 15:29). ; 15:29). According According to the proto the prophet Hoseaphet Hosea, Gilead h, Gilead had become ad become a place ofa place ofa place of evildoeof evildoers (Hos. 6rs (Hos. 6:8; 12:11[:8; 12:11[12]). It w12]). It was predictas predicted that Gied that Gilead wouldlead would eventuall eventually be retury bey be returnebe returned to Israed to Israelite contrlite control (Obad. ol (Obad. 1:19; Mic.1:19; Mic. 7:14; Zec 7:14; Zech. 10:10).h. 10:10).

The prophet Elijah is probably the most famous Gileadite (1 Kgs. 17:1). 
Although no story featuring Elijah occurs in Gilead, that he was recognized as a 
prophet of Yahweh by Cisjordan Israelites suggests that Gilead remained Israelite 
territory until at least the mid-9th century B.C. In the 9th-8th centuries, shortly 
after the time of Elijah, Gilead was no longer an independent Israelite territory (2 
Kgs. 10:33; 15:29). According to the prophet Hosea, Gilead had become a place 
of evildoers (Hos. 6:8; 12:11[12]). It was predicted that Gilead would eventually 
be returned to Israelite control (Obad. 1:19; Mic. 7:14; Zech. 10:10).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. AharoniY. Aharoni, , The Land oThe Land of the Biblf the Bible,e, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1979),ia, 1979),ia, 1979), 38–1979), 38–39; D. Bal39; D. Baly, y, The GeograThe Geography of thephy of the Bible, Bible, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New York, 1974), 21 1974), 219–25.9–221219–25.219–25.219–25.

Bibliography. Y. Aharoni, The Land of the Bible, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia, 
1979), 38–39; D. Baly, The Geography of the Bible, rev. ed. (New York, 1974), 
219–25.
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GILGALGILGAL (Heb.  (Heb. gilgaœlgilgaœl)))

GILGAL (Heb. gilgaœl)

�1.1. A place “ A place “opposite” opposite” Mts. GerizMts. Gerizim and Ebaim and Ebal. Deut. 1l. Deut. 11:30 descr1:30 describes it asibes it as both “in  both both “in tboth “in the land ofhe land of” the Cana” the Canaanites dweanites dwelling in tlling in the Arabah he Arabah (which cou(which could refer tld refer to Gilgal no Go Gilgal neaGilgal near Jericho)r Jericho) and “besi and “beside” the oade” the oaks of Moreks of Moreh (which wh (which would indicould indicate anotheate another Gilgal nranotheanother Gianother Gilgal near lgal near Shechem).Shechem).Shechem).

1. A place “opposite” Mts. Gerizim and Ebal. Deut. 11:30 describes it as 
both “in the land of” the Canaanites dwelling in the Arabah (which could refer to 
Gilgal near Jericho) and “beside” the oaks of Moreh (which would indicate 
another Gilgal near Shechem).

�2.2. A place E A place E of Jerich of Jericho where tho where the Israelite Israelites encampees encamped after crd after crossing theossing the Jordan Ri Jorda Jordan RivJordan River and wheer and where they erre they erected 12 sected 12 stones fromtones from the Jorda the Jordan River asn River as a memoria a memor a memorial omemorial of the crosf the crossing by thsing by the 12 tribee 12 tribes (Josh. 4s (Josh. 4:19-20). T:19-20). The generathe generation of Isrion of Israelites boaelitIsrIsraelitesIsraelites born in t born in the wildernhe wilderness was ciess was circumcised rcumcised here (Joshhere (Josh. 5:2-9). . 5:2-9). From this From this action of actioaction of action of “rolling a“rolling away the diway the disgrace of sgrace of Egypt” appEgypt” apparently tharently the name Gile name Gilgal was degal was derived as arivdederived asderived as a play on a play on Heb.  Heb. gllgll (“to roll (“to roll [away].”  [away].” In Gilgal In Gilgal the Israelthe Israelites kept ites kept the first the first Passover iPPassover iPassover in the landn the land (Josh. 5: (Josh. 5:10), ate t10), ate the producehe produce of the la of the land, and thnd, and the manna cee manna ceased. Theyasedceceased. Thceased. They attackeey attacked Jericho d Jericho from Gilgafrom Gilgal, were del, were deceived by ceived by the Gibeonthe Gibeonites here ites here (Josh. 9:6((Josh. 9:6(Josh. 9:6), and lau), and launched theinched their attack or attack on the antin the anti-Gibeonite-Gibeonite coalition coalition (10:6–7,  (10:6–7, 9, 15). Th9, 15)9, 15). They 15). They also returalso returned here fned here from a victrom a victorious camorious campaign intopaign into southern  southern Canaan (JoCanaan (JoCanaan (Josh. 10:(Josh. 10:43) and gr43) and granted Hebranted Hebron to Caleon to Caleb, beginnib, beginning the allng the allotment of otment of land to thland to the tribes (e ththe tribesthe tribes (14:6). (14:6). (14:6).

2. A place E of Jericho where the Israelites encamped after crossing the 
Jordan River and where they erected 12 stones from the Jordan River as a 
memorial of the crossing by the 12 tribes (Josh. 4:19-20). The generation of 
Israelites born in the wilderness was circumcised here (Josh. 5:2-9). From this 
action of “rolling away the disgrace of Egypt” apparently the name Gilgal was 
derived as a play on Heb. gll (“to roll [away].” In Gilgal the Israelites kept the first 
Passover in the land (Josh. 5:10), ate the produce of the land, and the manna 
ceased. They attacked Jericho from Gilgal, were deceived by the Gibeonites here 
(Josh. 9:6), and launched their attack on the anti-Gibeonite coalition (10:6–7, 9, 
15). They also returned here from a victorious campaign into southern Canaan 
(Josh. 10:43) and granted Hebron to Caleb, beginning the allotment of land to 



the tribes (14:6).

�In Judg. 2In Judg. 2:1 the ang:1 the angel of the el of the Lord goes Lord goes from Gilgafrom Gilgal to Bochil to Bochim, perhapsm, perhaps indicatin indicati indicatingindicating a decline a decline in Gilgal in Gilgal’s signifi’s significance or pcance or perhaps itserhaps its capture b capture by the Moaby the Moabites. Fromites. Fites. From here From here Ehud returEhud returned to slaned to slay Eglon, ty Eglon, their king heir king (Judg. 3:1(Judg. 3:19). In Sam9). In Samuel’s timeuel’s time Gilgal se Gilg Gilgal seeGilgal seems to havems to have regained  regained some promisome prominence. It nence. It was part owas part of his circf his circuit (1 Samuit (1 Sam. 7:16). S. 7. 7:16). Sam7:16). Samuel and thuel and the people me people made sacrifade sacrifices here ices here (1 Sam. 10(1 Sam. 10:8), and h:8), and here Saul were Saul was affirmeaswwas affirmwas affirmed as kinged as king (11:15);  (11:15); but Saul wbut Saul was rebukedas rebuked for presu for presumptuously mptuously offering soffering sacrifices acssacrificessacrifices (13:9–14) (13:9–14) and for f and for failing to ailing to destroy Amdestroy Amalekite flalekite flocks whichocks which he kept t he kept to sacrifico saco sacrifice sacrifice here (15:2here (15:21). This m1). This mentioning entioning of sacrifiof sacrifice at Gilgce at Gilgal perhapsal perhaps indicates indicates its impor its im its importanceimportance as a sanc as a sanctuary at ttuary at that time. hat time. At Gilgal At Gilgal David was David was also welcoalso welcomed back amed back as king aftsaas king afas king after the deter the defeat of Abfeat of Absalom (2 Ssalom (2 Sam. 19:15,am. 19:15, 40). 40). 40).

In Judg. 2:1 the angel of the Lord goes from Gilgal to Bochim, perhaps 
indicating a decline in Gilgal’s significance or perhaps its capture by the Moabites. 
From here Ehud returned to slay Eglon, their king (Judg. 3:19). In Samuel’s time 
Gilgal seems to have regained some prominence. It was part of his circuit (1 Sam. 
7:16). Samuel and the people made sacrifices here (1 Sam. 10:8), and here Saul 
was affirmed as king (11:15); but Saul was rebuked for presumptuously offering 
sacrifices (13:9–14) and for failing to destroy Amalekite flocks which he kept to 
sacrifice here (15:21). This mentioning of sacrifice at Gilgal perhaps indicates its 
importance as a sanctuary at that time. At Gilgal David was also welcomed back 
as king after the defeat of Absalom (2 Sam. 19:15, 40).

�The 8th-ceThe 8th-century propntury prophets condehets condemn the usemn the use of Gilgal of Gilgal as a cent as a center for sacer for sacrifices (Hrificessacsacrificessacrifices (Hos. 4:1 (Hos. 4:15; 9:15; 15; 9:15; 12:11[MT 122:11[MT 12]; Amos 4:]; Amos 4:4; 5:5). M4; 5:5). Micah reminicah reminds his peods his people positiplepeopeople pospeople positively ofitively of the Israe the Israelites’ joulites’ journey from rney from Shittim toShittim to Gilgal (M Gilgal (Mic. 6:5).ic. 6:5).ic. 6:5).

The 8th-century prophets condemn the use of Gilgal as a center for 
sacrifices (Hos. 4:15; 9:15; 12:11[MT 12]; Amos 4:4; 5:5). Micah reminds his 
people positively of the Israelites’ journey from Shittim to Gilgal (Mic. 6:5).

�Attempts bAttempts by archaeoly archaeologists to ogists to fix the lofix the location Gilcation Gilgal near Jgal near Jericho havericho have been ince been ine been inconclusiinconclusive. Perhapve. Perhaps it was js it was just a campust a campsite that site that later becalater became a placeme a place of sacrif of sacrifice which ice wice which merewhich merely consistly consisted of an aed of an altar and altar and a few stone few stone pillars. pillars. pillars.

Attempts by archaeologists to fix the location Gilgal near Jericho have been 
inconclusive. Perhaps it was just a campsite that later became a place of sacrifice 
which merely consisted of an altar and a few stone pillars.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. M. BennB. M. Bennett, Jr., ett, Jr., “The Searc“The Search for Israh for Israelite Gilgelite Gilgal,” al,” PEQPEQ 104 (1972 104 ( 104 (1972): 11(1972): 111–22; J. M1–22; J. Muilenburg,uilenburg, “The Site “The Site of Ancien of Ancient Gilgal,”t Gilgal,”  BASORBASOR 140 (1955 140 (1955): 11–27.): 11–): 11–27.11–27.11–27.

Bibliography. B. M. Bennett, Jr., “The Search for Israelite Gilgal,” PEQ 104 
(1972): 111–22; J. Muilenburg, “The Site of Ancient Gilgal,” BASOR 140 (1955): 
11–27.

�3.3. A place i A place in Galilee,n Galilee, between D between Dor and Tiror and Tirzah, whosezah, whose king Josh king Joshua defeateua defeated (Josh. 1d (Jod (Josh. 12:(Josh. 12:23-24 MT).23-24 MT). The LXX r The LXX reads “Goiieads “Goiim in Galilm in Galilee” (so NRee” (so NRSV).SV).SV).

3. A place in Galilee, between Dor and Tirzah, whose king Joshua defeated 
(Josh. 12:23-24 MT). The LXX reads “Goiim in Galilee” (so NRSV).

�4.4. A place t A place towards whiowards which the norch the northern bordthern border of Judaer of Judah turned nh turned north, oppoorth, opposite the asitoppoopposite topposite the ascent he ascent of Adummimof Adummim (Josh. 15 (Josh. 15:7). Howev:7). However, descrier, describing this bing this same bordesame bordsame border as border as Benjamin’sBenjamin’s southern  southern border, Joborder, Josh. 18:17 sh. 18:17 mentions Gmentions Geliloth ineliloth instead of Gstead of Gilgal. ExciGGilgal. ExGilgal. Excavations cavations tentativeltentatively identifyy identify the site  the site as as {Araq{Araq ed-Deir ( ed-Deir (180133), 1180133), 1.5 km. (mi.5 km. .5 km. (mi.) km. (mi.) W of Khan W of Khan el-Ah�marel-Ah�mar, the trad, the traditional “Iitional “Inn of the nn of the Good SamarGood Samaritan.”itan.”itan.”

4. A place towards which the northern border of Judah turned north, 
opposite the ascent of Adummim (Josh. 15:7). However, describing this same 
border as Benjamin’s southern border, Josh. 18:17 mentions Geliloth instead of 
Gilgal. Excavations tentatively identify the site as {Araq ed-Deir (180133), 1.5 
km. (mi.) W of Khan el-Ah�mar , the traditional “Inn of the Good Samaritan.”

�5.5. A site N  A site N of Bethel.of Bethel. From here From here Elijah an Elijah and Elisha td Elisha travelled travelled to Jericho o Jericho (2 Kgs. 2:(2 Kgs. 2(2 Kgs. 2:1-4). La2:1-4). Later, afterter, after raising t raising the Shunammhe Shunammite woman’ite woman’s son froms son from the dead, the dead, Elisha re Elisha returned to turereturned treturned to Gilgal, o Gilgal, where he pwhere he purified a urified a pot of foupot of foul stew (2 l stew (2 Kgs. 4:38)Kgs. 4:38). Some sch. Some scholars idenolaschscholars ischolars identify thdentify the site as e site as modern Jilmodern Jiljulieh, injulieh, in the hill  the hill country cacountry ca. 13 km. (. 13 km. (8 mi.) N o8 mi.) N8 mi.) N of BetheN of Bethel.l.l.

5. A site N of Bethel. From here Elijah and Elisha travelled to Jericho (2 Kgs. 
2:1-4). Later, after raising the Shunammite woman’s son from the dead, Elisha 
returned to Gilgal, where he purified a pot of foul stew (2 Kgs. 4:38). Some 
scholars identify the site as modern Jiljulieh, in the hill country ca. 13 km. (8 mi.) 
N of Bethel.

�6.6. A site wh A site which Demetrich Demetrius passedius passed en route  en route to his sieto his siege of Jeruge of Jerusalem (1 Msalem (1 Macc. 9:2).acc. MMacc. 9:2)Macc. 9:2)...

6. A site which Demetrius passed en route to his siege of Jerusalem (1 
Macc. 9:2).

Roger GoodRoger Good

Roger Good

GILGAMESH GILGAMESH EPICEPICEPIC

GILGAMESH EPIC

Perhaps thPerhaps the most fame most famous masterous masterpiece of apiece of ancient Neancient Near Eastern r Eastern literatureliterature, undoubte, undoubte, undoubtedlundoubtedly due to iy due to its flood nts flood narrative (arrative (though thithough this is actuas is actually a latelly a late addition) addition). Composed. Com. Composed iComposed in Akkadiann Akkadian, it featu, it features the exres the exploits of ploits of Gilgamesh,Gilgamesh, a possibl a possible king of e king of Uruk (biblUruUruk (biblUruk (biblical Erechical Erech, Gen. 10:, Gen. 10:10) in sou10) in southern Mesothern Mesopotamia capotamia ca. 2700–260. 2700–2600 0 B.C.E.B.C.E. Various i Va Various inVarious independent dependent Sumerian lSumerian literary woiterary works and trrks and traditions aaditions about Gilgabout Gilgamesh had cmesh had cmesh had circulatedcirculated as early  as early as the Ur as the Ur III DynastIII Dynasty (2100–20y (2100–2000). Howev00). However, sometier, sometime early ime early in the 2nd n iin the 2ndin the 2nd millenniu millennium these asm these assorted worsorted works were trks were transformed ansformed into a sininto a single composgle compogle compositiocomposition (often rn (often referred toeferred to as the Ol as the Old Babylonid Babylonian Versionan Version). Its pop). Its popularity isularity is attested  att attested battested by the copiy the copies, fragmees, fragments, and ants, and adaptationsdaptations of this v of this version thaersion that have beet have been found atn fon found at sfound at such placesuch places as Emar i as Emar in north Syn north Syria, Megidria, Megiddo in Canado in Canaan, and an, and H¸attusûaH¸attusûa, the capi, t, the capitathe capital of the Hl of the Hittite Empittite Empire.ire.ire.

Perhaps the most famous masterpiece of ancient Near Eastern literature, 
undoubtedly due to its flood narrative (though this is actually a late addition). 
Composed in Akkadian, it features the exploits of Gilgamesh, a possible king of 



Uruk (biblical Erech, Gen. 10:10) in southern Mesopotamia ca. 2700–2600 B.C.E. 
Various independent Sumerian literary works and traditions about Gilgamesh had 
circulated as early as the Ur III Dynasty (2100–2000). However, sometime early 
in the 2nd millennium these assorted works were transformed into a single 
composition (often referred to as the Old Babylonian Version). Its popularity is 
attested by the copies, fragments, and adaptations of this version that have been 
found at such places as Emar in north Syria, Megiddo in Canaan, and H¸attusûa, 
the capital of the Hittite Empire.

�Neither thNeither the early Sue early Sumerian wormerian works or the ks or the Old BabyloOld Babylonian Versinian Version containon contained a flooded a ed a flood aca flood account. Thicount. This element,s element, however,  however, can be tracan be traced from eced from episodic Supisodic Sumerian begmerian begmerian beginningsbeginnings (The Tale (The Tale of Ziusud of Ziusudra) througra) through successih successive Akkadiave Akkadian translatn translations and aions and adaptationsdaadaptationadaptations to the fs to the final “canoinal “canonical” vernical” version in 12sion in 12 tablets ( tablets (chapters) chapters) in what isin what is often ref often often refeoften referred to asrred to as the Stand the Standard Versioard Version of the Gn of the Gilgamesh Eilgamesh Epic (knownpic (known mainly fr mainly from Neo-Assofrfrom Neo-Afrom Neo-Assyrian cossyrian copies [750–pies [750–612 612 B.C.E.B.C.E.]).]).]).

Neither the early Sumerian works or the Old Babylonian Version contained 
a flood account. This element, however, can be traced from episodic Sumerian 
beginnings (The Tale of Ziusudra) through successive Akkadian translations and 
adaptations to the final “canonical” version in 12 tablets (chapters) in what is 
often referred to as the Standard Version of the Gilgamesh Epic (known mainly 
from Neo-Assyrian copies [750–612 B.C.E.]).

�The overalThe overall theme ofl theme of this inte this integrated vergrated version is thsion is the (ultimate (ultimately doomedely doomed) quest fo) quest ) quest for quest for eternal lieternal life and thefe and the “consolat “consolation prize”ion prize” of enduri of enduring fame whng fame which, in thich, in the case of e case case of Gicase of Gilgamesh, hlgamesh, has actuallas actually been achy been achieved.ieved.ieved.

The overall theme of this integrated version is the (ultimately doomed) 
quest for eternal life and the “consolation prize” of enduring fame which, in the 
case of Gilgamesh, has actually been achieved.

�But it is But it is Tablet XI Tablet XI of this Stof this Standard Verandard Version with sion with its Mesopoits Mesopotamian stotamian story of the ry of thery of the Delugethe Deluge that is t that is the most fahe most familiar of miliar of all biblicall biblical paralleal parallels in the ls in the epic. The epic. The tablet seetablet setablet seems to bseems to be drawing e drawing in particuin particular from tlar from the Akkadiahe Akkadian myth of n myth of Atra-h˙asiAtra-h˙asiss. In this . In this. In this versithis version, the deon, the deluge accouluge account is put nt is put into the minto the mouth of thouth of the Flood hee Flood hero himselfro himself (= Noah), (= (= Noah), (= Noah), known in dknown in different vifferent versions byersions by different different names but names but here as U here as Utnapishtimtnapishtim (“I have/ UtnapishtimUtnapishtiUtnapishtim (“I havem (“I have/he has fo/he has found life”)und life”). At one s. At one stage of ittage of its evolutios evolution, Tablet n, Tablet XI was theXI waXI was the lawas the last tablet st tablet of the epiof the epic, and conc, and concluded witcluded with the retuh the return of Gilgrn of Gilgamesh to Uamesh to Uruk. SubseruUUruk. SubsUruk. Subsequently aequently a twelfth t twelfth tablet was ablet was added by sadded by straight trtraight translation anslation from a Sumfrom a Sumerian proterSumSumerian pSumerian prototype. rototype. It includeIt included a visiond a vision of the ne of the netherworld therworld over whichover which Gilgamesh Gilgamesh presided  GilgameshGilgamesh Gilgamesh presided apresided as a deity.s a deity.

But it is Tablet XI of this Standard Version with its Mesopotamian story of 
the Deluge that is the most familiar of all biblical parallels in the epic. The tablet 
seems to be drawing in particular from the Akkadian myth of Atra-h˙asis. In 
this version, the deluge account is put into the mouth of the Flood hero himself 
(= Noah), known in different versions by different names but here as 
Utnapishtim (“I have/he has found life”). At one stage of its evolution, Tablet XI 
was the last tablet of the epic, and concluded with the return of Gilgamesh to 
Uruk. Subsequently a twelfth tablet was added by straight translation from a 
Sumerian prototype. It included a vision of the netherworld over which 
Gilgamesh presided as a deity.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. Dalley,S. Dalley,  Myths fromMyths from Mesopotam Mesopotamiaia (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1989), 39-1989), 39- 153; B. R 153; B 153; B. R. FostB. R. Foster, er, Before theBefore the Muses, Muses, 2nd ed. 2 2nd ed. 2 vols. (Be vols. (Bethesda, 19thesda, 1996); B. R.96); B. R. Foster, “ Foster, “Gilgamesh Gilga““Gilgamesh“Gilgamesh (1.132),” (1.132),” in  in The ContexThe Context of Script of Scripture,ture, ed. W. W. ed. W. W. Hallo (Le Hallo (Leiden, 1997iden, 1997), 1:458–6), 1:4), 1:458–60; 1:458–60; M. G. KovaM. G. Kovacs, cs, The Epic oThe Epic of Gilgamesf Gilgameshh (Stanford (Stanford, 1989); J, 1989); J. H. Tigay. H. Tigay, , The EvolutThe EvoThe Evolution Evolution of the Gilof the Gilgamesh Epigamesh Epicc (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1982phia, 1982).).).

Bibliography. S. Dalley, Myths from Mesopotamia (Oxford, 1989), 39- 153; 
B. R. Foster, Before the Muses, 2nd ed. 2 vols. (Bethesda, 1996); B. R. Foster, 
“Gilgamesh (1.132),” in The Context of Scripture, ed. W. W. Hallo (Leiden, 1997), 
1:458–60; M. G. Kovacs, The Epic of Gilgamesh (Stanford, 1989); J. H. Tigay, The 
Evolution of the Gilgamesh Epic (Philadelphia, 1982).
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GILOHGILOH (Heb.  (Heb. giloœhgiloœh)))

GILOH (Heb. giloœh)

A town in A town in the hill cthe hill country of ountry of Judah (JosJudah (Josh. 15:51);h. 15:51); the home  the home of Ahithopof Ahithophel (“the hel (“the Gilonite”;GiloGilonite”;Gilonite”; 2 Sam. 15 2 Sam. 15:12; 23:34:12; 23:34). Though ). Though widely accwidely accepted, theepted, the identific identification of Gation of Giloh with ilohGGiloh withGiloh with Khirbet J Khirbet Jala, ca. 8ala, ca. 8 km. (5 mi km. (5 mi.) NNW of .) NNW of Hebron, enHebron, encounters acounters a difficult difficulty at Josh.y ay at Josh. 1at Josh. 15:48-51, w5:48-51, which seemshich seems to locate to locate Giloh SW  Giloh SW of Hebron,of Hebron, perhaps n perhaps near Khirbeear Khirbear Khirbet RaKhirbet Rabud (15109bud (151093).3).

A town in the hill country of Judah (Josh. 15:51); the home of Ahithophel (“the 
Gilonite”; 2 Sam. 15:12; 23:34). Though widely accepted, the identification of 
Giloh with Khirbet Jala, ca. 8 km. (5 mi.) NNW of Hebron, encounters a difficulty 
at Josh. 15:48-51, which seems to locate Giloh SW of Hebron, perhaps near 
Khirbet Rabud (151093).



GIMZOGIMZO (Heb.  (Heb. gimzo®gimzo®)))

GIMZO (Heb. gimzo®)

A JudahiteA Judahite city in t city in the lowlandhe lowland region ne region near the Phiar the Philistine pllistine plain, captuain, captured by thered by the Philistin Philis PhilistinePhilistines at the ts at the time of theime of the Syro-Ephr Syro-Ephraimite Waraimite War (2 Chr. 2 (2 Chr. 28:18). The8:18). The site is g site is generally aenerggenerally generally accepted aaccepted as modern s modern JimzuœJimzuœ (145148), (145148), ca. 5 km. ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) S (3 mi.) SE of Lod (E of Lod (biblical Lbiblic((biblical (biblical Lydda).Lydda).

A Judahite city in the lowland region near the Philistine plain, captured by the 
Philistines at the time of the Syro-Ephraimite War (2 Chr. 28:18). The site is 
generally accepted as modern Jimzuœ (145148), ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) SE of Lod 
(biblical Lydda).

GINATHGINATH (Heb.  (Heb. giînat�giînat�)))

GINATH (Heb. giînat� )

The fatherThe father of Tibni, of Tibni, who unsuc who unsuccessfully cessfully rivaled Omrivaled Omri for theri for the Israelite Israelite throne (1 throne (1 Kgs. 16:2 Kgs Kgs. 16:21Kgs. 16:21-22).-22).

The father of Tibni, who unsuccessfully rivaled Omri for the Israelite throne (1 
Kgs. 16:21-22).

GINNETHOIGINNETHOI (Heb.  (Heb. ginneït�o®ginneït�o®yy)))

GINNETHOI (Heb. ginneït�o®y )

A priest wA priest who returneho returned from thed from the Exile wit Exile with Zerubbabh Zerubbabel (Neh. 1el (Neh. 12:4). He m2:4). He may be the ay be theay be the same athe same as Ginnethos Ginnethon n 2.2.

A priest who returned from the Exile with Zerubbabel (Neh. 12:4). He may be 
the same as Ginnethon 2.

GINNETHONGINNETHON (Heb.  (Heb. ginneït�o®ginneït�o®nn)))

GINNETHON (Heb. ginneït�o®n )

�1.1. A priest  A priest who set hiwho set his seal to s seal to the renewethe renewed covenantd covenant at the ti at the time of Neheme of Nehemiah (Neh.miahNeheNehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:6[Neh. 10:6[MT 7]).MT 7]).MT 7]).

1. A priest who set his seal to the renewed covenant at the time of 
Nehemiah (Neh. 10:6[MT 7]).

�2.2. The head  The head of a priesof a priestly familytly family at the ti at the time of the me of the high prieshigh priest Joiakim t Joiakim (Neh. 12:1(Neh. 12(Neh. 12:16). If12:16). If the name  the name is an eponis an eponym for theym for the entire fa entire family, it mmily, it may encompaay encompass ss 1 1 above. Somabove. Sabove. Some wouldSome would also iden also identify him wtify him with Ginnetith Ginnethoi.hoi.

2. The head of a priestly family at the time of the high priest Joiakim (Neh. 
12:16). If the name is an eponym for the entire family, it may encompass 1 above. 
Some would also identify him with Ginnethoi.

GIRGASHITEGIRGASHITESS (Heb.  (Heb. girgaœsûiîgirgaœsûiî)))

GIRGASHITES (Heb. girgaœsûiî)

An indigenAn indigenous ethnicous ethnic group whi group which was disch was dispossessed possessed by the Isrby the Israelites duaelites during theirring their acquisiti a acquisitioacquisition of the Pn of the Promised Laromised Land (Josh. nd (Josh. 3:10; 24:13:10; 24:11). It has1). It has been conj been conjectured thectured that the Girat that the Girgasthe Girgashites inhahites inhabited an abited an area N of trea N of the Jezreelhe Jezreel Valley an Valley and S of thed S of the Lebanon M Lebanon Mountains. ouMMountains.Mountains. The NT’s  The NT’s GergesenesGergesenes (Gk.  (Gk. GergeseänoGergeseänoiíií) may be t) may be the same nahe same name.me.me.

An indigenous ethnic group which was dispossessed by the Israelites during their 
acquisition of the Promised Land (Josh. 3:10; 24:11). It has been conjectured that 
the Girgashites inhabited an area N of the Jezreel Valley and S of the Lebanon 
Mountains. The NT’s Gergesenes (Gk. Gergeseänoií) may be the same name.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. C. HostE. C. Hostetter, etter, Nations MiNations Mightier andghtier and More Nume More Numerous: The rous: The Biblical VBiblBiblical VBiblical View of Paliew of Palestine’s Pestine’s Pre-Israelire-Israelite Peopleste Peoples.. BIBALDS 3 BIBALDS 3 (N. Richl (N. Richland Hills,and Hills, Tex., 199 Tex., 19 Tex., 1995), 62–1995), 62–66.66.66.

Bibliography. E. C. Hostetter, Nations Mightier and More Numerous: The 
Biblical View of Palestine’s Pre-Israelite Peoples. BIBALDS 3 (N. Richland Hills, Tex., 
1995), 62–66.

Edwin C. HEdwin C. Hostetterostetter

Edwin C. Hostetter

GIRZITESGIRZITES (Heb.  (Heb. girziîgirziî)))

GIRZITES (Heb. girziî)

A people, A people, along withalong with the Amale the Amalekites and kites and the Geshurthe Geshurites, agaiites, against whom Dnst whom David and havid and havid and his troopshis troops raided wh raided while at Zikile at Ziklag (1 Samlag (1 Sam. 27:8). T. 27:8). The Girzitehe Girzite homeland  homeland would havewould have been some b been somewbeen somewhere betwehere between Philisten Philistia and theia and the Egyptian  Egyptian border. Thborder. They are meney are mentioned nowtioned ntioned nowhere elnowhere else in the se in the OT, and maOT, and many scholarny scholars suggest s suggest that “Girzthat “Girzite” is a ite” is a corrupted corrupted dittographddittographdittography of Geshuy of Geshurite (cf. rite (cf. Q Q gizriîgizriîgizriî

A people, along with the Amalekites and the Geshurites, against whom David and 
his troops raided while at Ziklag (1 Sam. 27:8). The Girzite homeland would have 
been somewhere between Philistia and the Egyptian border. They are mentioned 
nowhere else in the OT, and many scholars suggest that “Girzite” is a corrupted 
dittography of Geshurite (cf. Q gizriî

Nancy L. dNancy L. deClaissé-WeClaissé-Walfordalford

Nancy L. deClaissé-Walford



GISHPAGISHPA (Heb.  (Heb. gisûpaœ}gisûpaœ})))

GISHPA (Heb. gisûpaœ})

An overseeAn overseer of the tr of the temple servemple servants at thants at the time of e time of Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 11:21Neh. 11:21). Some sc). Some s). Some scholars cscholars consider thonsider the name to e name to be a corrube a corruption of Hption of Hashupa in ashupa in the list athe list at Ezra 2:4t Ezra 2:43.3.

An overseer of the temple servants at the time of Nehemiah (Neh. 11:21). Some 
scholars consider the name to be a corruption of Hashupa in the list at Ezra 2:43.

GITTAIMGITTAIM (Heb.  (Heb. gittaœyimgittaœyim)))

GITTAIM (Heb. gittaœyim)

A town (HeA town (Heb. “pair ob. “pair of winepresf winepresses”) wherses”) where Amorite e Amorite inhabitantinhabitants of Beeros of Beeroth receiveth receivth received preceived permanent rermanent refuge (2 Sefuge (2 Sam. 4:3), am. 4:3), either froeither from Saulide m Saulide hostilitiehostilities against s against towns allitowntowns allitowns allied with Gied with Gibeon (21:2beon (21:2; Josh. 9); Josh. 9) or from S or from Saul in revaul in revenge for tenge for the murder he murder of his sonof of his sonof his son Ishboshet Ishbosheth by desceh by descendants of ndants of the Beerotthe Beerothite Rimmohite Rimmon (2 Sam. n (2 Sam. 4:2). Its 4:2). Its location ilolocation ilocation is uncertais uncertain. Some scn. Some scholars preholars prefer an idefer an identificationtification near Been near Beeroth in throth in the tribal te trie tribal tertribal territory of ritory of Benjamin, Benjamin, but othersbut others prefer Ga prefer Gath, NW of th, NW of Aijalon, wAijalon, where the nhere the nearby Phileannearby Phinearby Philistine prlistine presence wouesence would have prld have provided proovided protection frtection from Saul. Gom Saul. Gittaim wasittaim was inhabited waswas inhabiwas inhabited after ted after the Exile the Exile (Neh. 11:3(Neh. 11:33).3).3).

A town (Heb. “pair of winepresses”) where Amorite inhabitants of Beeroth 
received permanent refuge (2 Sam. 4:3), either from Saulide hostilities against 
towns allied with Gibeon (21:2; Josh. 9) or from Saul in revenge for the murder 
of his son Ishbosheth by descendants of the Beerothite Rimmon (2 Sam. 4:2). Its 
location is uncertain. Some scholars prefer an identification near Beeroth in the 
tribal territory of Benjamin, but others prefer Gath, NW of Aijalon, where the 
nearby Philistine presence would have provided protection from Saul. Gittaim 
was inhabited after the Exile (Neh. 11:33).

David PaulDavid Paul Latoundji Latoundji

David Paul Latoundji

GITTITEGITTITE (Heb.  (Heb. gittiîmgittiîm)))

GITTITE (Heb. gittiîm)

A gentilicA gentilic designati designating inhabitng inhabitants of thants of the Philistie Philistine city ofne city of Gath (e.g Gath (e.g., 2 Sam. ., 2 Sam. 6:10-11; 16:10-11;6:10-11; 16:10-11; 15:18).5:18).

A gentilic designating inhabitants of the Philistine city of Gath (e.g., 2 Sam. 
6:10-11; 15:18).

GITTITHGITTITH (Heb.  (Heb. gittiît�gittiît�)))

GITTITH (Heb. gittiît� )

An obscureAn obscure term foun term found in psalmd in psalm superscri superscriptions (Psptions (Pss. 8, 81, s. 8, 81, 84), alway84), always as part s as part of the phrof of the phrof the phrase ase {al-haggit{al-haggittiît�,tiît�, typically typically translate translated “accordid “according to The ng to The Gittith” (Gittith” (NRSV, NIV;NR((NRSV, NIV(NRSV, NIV; cf. NJPS; cf. NJPSV). Like oV). Like other termsther terms with  with {al{al in the ps in the psalm supersalm superscriptions,criptions, it is lik it  it is likeit is likely a technly a technical term ical term denoting adenoting a melody, p melody, perhaps oneerhaps one associate associated with Gatd with Gath. Other ph. Oh. Other possOther possibilities ibilities include a include a type of mutype of musical instsical instrument (e.rument (e.g., the Gig., the Gittite lyrettite lyre), a culti), a cul), a cultic procultic procedure, orcedure, or a festal  a festal song/ceremsong/ceremony, perhaony, perhaps associaps associated with tted with the New Yeahe New Yeahe New Year or TaYear or Tabernacles bernacles (cf. LXX “(cf. LXX “at the winat the wine vats,” fe vats,” from Heb. rom Heb. gat�gat�).).).

An obscure term found in psalm superscriptions (Pss. 8, 81, 84), always as part 
of the phrase {al-haggittiît�,  typically translated “according to The Gittith” 
(NRSV, NIV; cf. NJPSV). Like other terms with {al in the psalm superscriptions, 
it is likely a technical term denoting a melody, perhaps one associated with Gath. 
Other possibilities include a type of musical instrument (e.g., the Gittite lyre), a 
cultic procedure, or a festal song/ceremony, perhaps associated with the New 
Year or Tabernacles (cf. LXX “at the wine vats,” from Heb. gat� ).

Tyler F. WTyler F. Williamsilliams

Tyler F. Williams

GIZONITEGIZONITE (Heb.  (Heb. gizo®niîgizo®niî)))

GIZONITE (Heb. gizo®niî)

A gentilicA gentilic applied t applied to Hashem, o Hashem, one of Davone of David’s warriid’s warriors (1 Chrors (1 Chr. 11:34). . 11:34). No person No person or place noor place nor place named Gizo,amed Gizo, from whic from which the termh the term could be  could be derived, iderived, is known; ts known; thus scholahus scholahus scholars sscholars suggest emeuggest emending the nding the text to “Gtext to “Gunite” (cfunite” (cf. LXX) or . LXX) or “Gimzonite“Gimzonite.”.”

A gentilic applied to Hashem, one of David’s warriors (1 Chr. 11:34). No person 
or place named Gizo, from which the term could be derived, is known; thus 
scholars suggest emending the text to “Gunite” (cf. LXX) or “Gimzonite.”

GLASSGLASSGLASS

GLASS

Glass objeGlass objects were fcts were first made irst made at the endat the end of the 3r of the 3rd millennid millennium um B.C.B.C. Prior to  Prior to the 1st cethe 1sthe 1st centur1st century y B.C.B.C. they were they were made by e made by either castither casting or coring or core forming.e forming. In order  In order to cast glto castto cast glasscast glass, hot glas, hot glass must be s must be poured intpoured into molds oro molds or cold glas cold glass must be s must be placed oveplaced over a mold ir ar a mold in a mold in a hot furna hot furnace. The mace. The most commonost common cast glas cast glass objects s objects were bowlswere bowls and penda and pend and pendants. pendants. Core-formeCore-formed vessels d vessels were produwere produced by winced by winding hot gding hot glass arounlass around a clay od a clay d a clay or duclay or dung core. Wng core. When the glhen the glass cooledass cooled, the core, the core was remov was removed, leavined, leaving a hollowg a hollowg a hollow inthollow interior. Glaerior. Glassblowing ssblowing was inventwas invented somewheed somewhere in Syrire in Syria-Palestina-Palestine in the 1e in the 1st centuryst11st centur1st century y B.C.B.C. and allow and allowed the craed the craftsmen to ftsmen to produce siproduce significantlgnificantly larger qy larger quantities uantitieqquantitiesquantities of glass  of glass than the cthan the casting or asting or core-formicore-forming methodsng methods allowed,  allowed, thereby rethereby reducing thedurereducing treducing the cost ofhe cost of glass obj glass objects and mects and making themaking them more comm more common.on.on.

Glass objects were first made at the end of the 3rd millennium B.C. Prior to the 
1st century B.C. they were made by either casting or core forming. In order to 
cast glass, hot glass must be poured into molds or cold glass must be placed over 



a mold in a hot furnace. The most common cast glass objects were bowls and 
pendants. Core-formed vessels were produced by winding hot glass around a 
clay or dung core. When the glass cooled, the core was removed, leaving a 
hollow interior. Glassblowing was invented somewhere in Syria-Palestine in the 
1st century B.C. and allowed the craftsmen to produce significantly larger 
quantities of glass than the casting or core-forming methods allowed, thereby 
reducing the cost of glass objects and making them more common.

�Glass is mGlass is mentioned aentioned as a precios a precious commodius commodity likenedty likened to gold ( to gold (Job 28:17)Job 28:17), as a pos, as a p, as a possessionpossession of the da of the daughters ofughters of Zion (Isa Zion (Isa. 3:23; NR. 3:23; NRSV “garmenSV “garments of gauzts of gauze”), and ae”), and as a metaphs aas a metapas a metaphor for thhor for the clearnese clearness of the gs of the gold in theold in the New Jerus New Jerusalem (Rev.alem (Rev. 21:18, 21 21:18, 21). Referen). 2121). Refer21). References to gences to glass as a lass as a luxury iteluxury item reflect m reflect the costlithe costliness of glness of glass objectass objects prior tos priors prior to tprior to the Roman ehe Roman era.ra.ra.

Glass is mentioned as a precious commodity likened to gold (Job 28:17), as a 
possession of the daughters of Zion (Isa. 3:23; NRSV “garments of gauze”), and 
as a metaphor for the clearness of the gold in the New Jerusalem (Rev. 21:18, 
21). References to glass as a luxury item reflect the costliness of glass objects 
prior to the Roman era.

�A sea of gA sea of glass appealass appears in fronrs in front of God’st of God’s throne (R throne (Rev. 4:6; 1ev. 4:6; 15:2), perh5:2), perhaps a refeaps a refeaps a reference reference to the broto the bronze sea innze sea in Solomon’s Solomon’s temple (1 temple (1 Kgs. 7:23 Kgs. 7:23-26) or to-26) or to the divis the division betweeiondivisdivision bdivision between theetween the waters ab waters above and thove and the waters be waters below (Gen.elow (Gen. 1:7). 1:7).

A sea of glass appears in front of God’s throne (Rev. 4:6; 15:2), perhaps a 
reference to the bronze sea in Solomon’s temple (1 Kgs. 7:23-26) or to the 
division between the waters above and the waters below (Gen. 1:7).

Green glasGreen glass flask wis flask with neck coth neck coil and s-cil and s-corrugationorrugations on the bs on the body, from ody, from Karanis inKaranis in the Egypt th the Egyptithe Egyptian Fayoum an Fayoum (3rd-4th c(3rd-4th century entury C.E.C.E.) (Kelsey ) (Kelsey Museum of Museum of ArchaeologArchaeology, Universy, Univey, UniversityUniversity of Michig of Michigan)an)

Green glass flask with neck coil and s-corrugations on the body, from Karanis in 
the Egyptian Fayoum (3rd-4th century C.E.) (Kelsey Museum of Archaeology, 
University of Michigan)

�Glass mirrGlass mirrors are reors are referred to ferred to in Isa. 3:in Isa. 3:23; Exod. 23; Exod. 38:8, wher38:8, where they aree they are the posse the poss the possessionpossessions of womens of women. They are. They are also ment also mentioned in rioned in relation toelation to viewing G viewing God or seeiod or seeod or seeing oneseeing one’s true se’s true self (1 Cor.lf (1 Cor. 13:12; 2  13:12; 2 Cor. 3:18;Cor. 3:18; Jas. 1:23 Jas. 1:23). It is i). It is interestingnteresting that glas that glas that glass is mglass is mentioned, entioned, since priosince prior to the Rr to the Roman periooman period mirrors d mirrors were made were made of polisheof polisheof polished mpolished metal ratheetal rather than glar than glass.ss.ss.

Glass mirrors are referred to in Isa. 3:23; Exod. 38:8, where they are the 
possessions of women. They are also mentioned in relation to viewing God or 
seeing one’s true self (1 Cor. 13:12; 2 Cor. 3:18; Jas. 1:23). It is interesting that 
glass is mentioned, since prior to the Roman period mirrors were made of 
polished metal rather than glass.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Dayagi-M. Dayagi-Mendels, Mendels, Perfumes aPerfumes and Cosmetind Cosmetics in the cs in the Ancient WoAncient WorldrWoWorldWorld (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1989); m, 1989); D. F. GrosD. F. Grose, e, Early AnciEarly Ancient Glassent Glass (New York (New York, 1989)., 1989)., 1989).

Bibliography. M. Dayagi-Mendels, Perfumes and Cosmetics in the Ancient 
World (Jerusalem, 1989); D. F. Grose, Early Ancient Glass (New York, 1989).

Alysia FisAlysia Fischercher
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GLEANINGGLEANINGGLEANING

GLEANING

The practiThe practice of gathce of gathering, maiering, mainly food. nly food. It is mostIt is most often rec often recognized inognized in connectio connection with then wn with the swith the story of Rutory of Ruth and Naoth and Naomi (Ruth 2mi (Ruth 2) where Ru) where Ruth gleanedth gleaned in the fi in the fields of Boelds of Boaz to provaBoBoaz to prBoaz to provide foodovide food for her m for her mother-in-lother-in-law Naomi aaw Naomi and herselfnd herself. The Tora. The Torah makes prh makes h makes provmakes provision for ision for those in nthose in need (the peed (the poor, fatheoor, fatherless, alirless, aliens, widowens, widows) by comms) by commanding thaacommcommandingcommanding that the  that the last bits last bits of harvestof harvest be intent be intentionally leionally left for gleft for gleaners (Levaners (Lev. 19:9-10;. 19:9. 19:9-10; 219:9-10; 23:22; Deut3:22; Deut. 24:21).. 24:21).. 24:21).

The practice of gathering, mainly food. It is most often recognized in connection 
with the story of Ruth and Naomi (Ruth 2) where Ruth gleaned in the fields of 
Boaz to provide food for her mother-in-law Naomi and herself. The Torah 
makes provision for those in need (the poor, fatherless, aliens, widows) by 
commanding that the last bits of harvest be intentionally left for gleaners (Lev. 
19:9-10; 23:22; Deut. 24:21).

�Elsewhere,Elsewhere, gleaning  gleaning refers to refers to a practicea practice of collec of collecting itemsting items that were that were originall originally put in pyoriginalloriginallyoriginally put in pl put in place by somace by someone othereone other than the  than the collector:collector: the Israe the Israelites in tlites in the wildernhe wilhe wildernesswilderness glean bre glean bread rained ad rained from heavefrom heaven (Exod. 1n (Exod. 16); a prop6); a prophet gleanshet gleans herbs for herbs for stew and  s stew and wstew and wild gourdsild gourds (2 Kgs. 4 (2 Kgs. 4:39); Jose:39); Joseph gleans ph gleans money frommoney from Egypt and Egypt and Canaan in Canaan in Canaan in preparain preparation for dtion for dealing witealing with the famih the famine (Gen. 4ne (Gen. 47:14); the7:14); the Creator i Creator is thanked s thanked for all thforfor all thfor all that is gleaat is gleaned (Ps. 1ned (Ps. 104:28); a 04:28); a lover glealover gleans lilies ns lilies (Cant. 6:2(Cant. 6:2); Jonatha); Jonathan’s servann’s servann’s servant glservant gleans arroweans arrows (1 Sam. s (1 Sam. 20:38); an20:38); and others gd others glean stonelean stones (Gen. 31s (Gen. 31:46), food:46), food scraps (J s scraps (Juscraps (Judg. 1:7), dg. 1:7), wood (Jer.wood (Jer. 7:18), an 7:18), and grapes (d grapes (Judg. 8:2)Judg. 8:2)...

Elsewhere, gleaning refers to a practice of collecting items that were 
originally put in place by someone other than the collector: the Israelites in the 
wilderness glean bread rained from heaven (Exod. 16); a prophet gleans herbs for 
stew and wild gourds (2 Kgs. 4:39); Joseph gleans money from Egypt and Canaan 



in preparation for dealing with the famine (Gen. 47:14); the Creator is thanked 
for all that is gleaned (Ps. 104:28); a lover gleans lilies (Cant. 6:2); Jonathan’s 
servant gleans arrows (1 Sam. 20:38); and others glean stones (Gen. 31:46), food 
scraps (Judg. 1:7), wood (Jer. 7:18), and grapes (Judg. 8:2).

�Gleaning iGleaning is used mets used metaphoricallaphorically in the py in the prophetic wrophetic writings, uritings, usually to sually to generate agenerate generate agenerate an image ofn image of emptiness emptiness and despa and despair (Isa. 2ir (Isa. 24:13; Jer.4:13; Jer. 49:9 = Ob 49:9 = Obad. 5; Micad. 5; Mic. 7:1). In. 7:. 7:1). In t7:1). In the only mehe only metaphoricaltaphorical use that  use that generates generates a positivea positive image, Is image, Isaiah speakaiah speaks of God’ss of s of God’s cof God’s careful gleareful gleaning of eaning of each one ofach one of his peopl his people (Isa. 27e (Isa. 27:12).:12).:12).

Gleaning is used metaphorically in the prophetic writings, usually to 
generate an image of emptiness and despair (Isa. 24:13; Jer. 49:9 = Obad. 5; Mic. 
7:1). In the only metaphorical use that generates a positive image, Isaiah speaks 
of God’s careful gleaning of each one of his people (Isa. 27:12).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. O. BorowskO. Borowski, i, AgriculturAgriculture in Iron e in Iron Age IsraelAge Israel (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1987)ake, 1987ake, 1987).1987).1987).

Bibliography. O. Borowski, Agriculture in Iron Age Israel (Winona Lake, 
1987).
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GLORYGLORYGLORY

GLORY

That aspecThat aspect of a pert of a person or Godson or God worthy of worthy of praise, h praise, honor, or ronor, or respect; ofespect; often associten associated with atassociassociatedassociated with brig with brightness or htness or splendor isplendor in theophann theophanies. Used ies. Used of people of people or creatioor creation, glory in,creatiocreation, creation, glory is tglory is that charachat characteristic wteristic which peoplhich people typicalle typically honor: wy honor: wisdom (Proisdom (Prov. 25:2), v. 2v. 25:2), mig25:2), might (2 Kgs.ht (2 Kgs. 14:10), w 14:10), wealth (Estealth (Esth. 1:4; Mah. 1:4; Matt. 6:29 ptt. 6:29 par.). It car.). It can refer tan refer to a qualito a qualo a quality ofquality of land (Isa land (Isa. 35:2) or. 35:2) or of people of people: age (Pro: age (Prov. 16:31),v. 16:31), strength  strength (20:29), o(20:29), or outward r outwr outward apoutward appearance (pearance (Isa. 53:2)Isa. 53:2)...

That aspect of a person or God worthy of praise, honor, or respect; often 
associated with brightness or splendor in theophanies. Used of people or 
creation, glory is that characteristic which people typically honor: wisdom (Prov. 
25:2), might (2 Kgs. 14:10), wealth (Esth. 1:4; Matt. 6:29 par.). It can refer to a 
quality of land (Isa. 35:2) or of people: age (Prov. 16:31), strength (20:29), or 
outward appearance (Isa. 53:2).

�Several HeSeveral Hebrew wordsbrew words are trans are translated “glolated “glory,” most ry,” most commonly commonly kaœb�o®d�,kaœb�o®d�kaœb�o®d�,kaœb�o®d�, “heavy, w “heavy, weighty, bueighty, burdensome” rdensome” (cf. Isa. (cf. Isa. 22:24). Re22:24). Related termlated terms are s are haœd�aœrhhaœd�aœrhaœd�aœr (e.g., th (e.g., the splendore splendor of God’s  of God’s work, Ps. work, Ps. 90:16) and90:16) and  ho®d�,ho®d�, God’s sov God’s sov God’s sovereigntsovereignty over ally over all things (P things (Ps. 148:13)s. 148:13), more oft, more often translaen translated “honorted “honor.” The LXX.” The LXX translate t translatestranslates with Gk.  with Gk. doœxa,doœxa, unifying  unifying glory withglory with its manif its manifestations estations and encompand encompassing theassinencompencompassiencompassing the greng the greatness andatness and majesty o majesty of God. Thef God. The NT inheri NT inherited this cted this complex of omplex oomplex of meaningof meanings, also uss, also using ing doœxadoœxa in the cl in the classical Grassical Greek sense eek sense of “reputaof “reputation” (cf.tion” (cf. Luke 14:1 Lu Luke 14:10Luke 14:10), in the ), in the Hebrew senHebrew sense of “weise of “weighty” (2 Cghty” (2 Cor. 4:17),or. 4:17), and for t and for the Shekinahe Shekinah, God’s th,ShekinaShekinah, Shekinah, God’s tabeGod’s tabernacling prnacling presence (1resence (1 Pet. 4:14 Pet. 4:14).).

Several Hebrew words are translated “glory,” most commonly 
kaœb�o®d�,  “heavy, weighty, burdensome” (cf. Isa. 22:24). Related terms are 
haœd�aœr  (e.g., the splendor of God’s work, Ps. 90:16) and ho®d�,  God’s 
sovereignty over all things (Ps. 148:13), more often translated “honor.” The LXX 
translates with Gk. doœxa, unifying glory with its manifestations and 
encompassing the greatness and majesty of God. The NT inherited this complex 
of meanings, also using doœxa in the classical Greek sense of “reputation” (cf. 
Luke 14:10), in the Hebrew sense of “weighty” (2 Cor. 4:17), and for the 
Shekinah, God’s tabernacling presence (1 Pet. 4:14).

Old TestamOld Testamentent

Old Testament

The PentatThe Pentateuch assoceuch associates God’iates God’s glory (is glory (i.e., his a.e., his aura, the sura, the sheer magniheer magnificence officence of God’s pre God God’s presGod’s presence) withence) with theophani theophanies, acts oes, acts of salvatiof salvation, and judn, and judgment. Thegment. The glory is  glory is a devourina da devouring devouring fire, shrofire, shrouded with uded with clouds on clouds on Mt. Sinai Mt. Sinai (Exod. 24:(Exod. 24:16-17). In16-17). In clouds an clouds and fire Godd fid fire God’sfire God’s glory acc glory accompanied Iompanied Israel throsrael through the wiugh the wilderness (lderness (cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 13:21), fi13:21), filled the tlled fifilled thefilled the tabernacl tabernacle (40:34–3e (40:34–38) and the8) and the temple (c temple (cf. 1 Kgs. f. 1 Kgs. 8:10-11; 28:10-11; 2 Chr. 7:1- Chr. 7:1-3), and sa3), an3), and sanctiand sanctified the bfied the beginning oeginning of the cultf the cultic serviceic service (Lev. 9:2 (Lev. 9:23). God sh3). God shrouded hisrouded his glory fro glor glory fromglory from Israel, b Israel, but gave Mout gave Moses a glimses a glimpse of itspse of its brillianc brilliance (Exod. 3e (Exod. 33:18-23). 3:18-23). God displaGod dGod displays hdisplays his glory iis glory in salvation salvation: in victn: in victory over Pory over Pharaoh at haraoh at the Red Sethe Red Sea (Exod. 1a (Exod. 14:4) and b4:4) a4:4) and by proand by providing manviding manna in the na in the wildernesswilderness (16:7). W (16:7). When the pehen the people rebelople rebel, glory al, glory also accompasoalalso accomalso accompanies judpanies judgment (Numgment (Num. 16:42-50. 16:42-50).).).

The Pentateuch associates God’s glory (i.e., his aura, the sheer magnificence of 
God’s presence) with theophanies, acts of salvation, and judgment. The glory is a 
devouring fire, shrouded with clouds on Mt. Sinai (Exod. 24:16-17). In clouds and 
fire God’s glory accompanied Israel through the wilderness (cf. Exod. 13:21), 
filled the tabernacle (40:34–38) and the temple (cf. 1 Kgs. 8:10-11; 2 Chr. 7:1-3), 
and sanctified the beginning of the cultic service (Lev. 9:23). God shrouded his 
glory from Israel, but gave Moses a glimpse of its brilliance (Exod. 33:18-23). God 
displays his glory in salvation: in victory over Pharaoh at the Red Sea (Exod. 14:4) 
and by providing manna in the wilderness (16:7). When the people rebel, glory 



also accompanies judgment (Num. 16:42-50).

�In the ProIn the Prophets God’phets God’s glory iss glory is again enc again encountered iountered in theophann theophany (Isa. 6:y (Isa. 6:3; Ezek. 43; Ezek. 3; Ezek. 43:2Ezek. 43:2-5) and is-5) and is declared  declared in judgmenin judgment on rebelt on rebellious Isralious Israel (Isa. 2el (Isa. 2:10; Ezek.:10; Ezek. 10:18) an 10:18 10:18) and10:18) and the natio the nations (Isa. 1ns (Isa. 10:16). In 0:16). In contrast tcontrast to human glo human glory, God mory, God maintains aaintains an unshakabn un unshakableunshakable covenant  covenant with his fwith his faithful reaithful remnant (Isamnant (Isa. 42:8), p. 42:8), promising sromising salvation (alvation (40:5; 46:140:5;((40:5; 46:(40:5; 46:13) and pr13) and protection (otection (58:5–8). E58:5–8). Ezekiel conzekiel consoles the soles the exiles witexiles with the promh the promise of theiseprompromise ofpromise of the retur the return of God’sn of God’s glory to  glory to a restoreda restored temple (E temple (Ezek. 44:4-zek. 44:4-8).8).8).

In the Prophets God’s glory is again encountered in theophany (Isa. 6:3; 
Ezek. 43:2-5) and is declared in judgment on rebellious Israel (Isa. 2:10; Ezek. 
10:18) and the nations (Isa. 10:16). In contrast to human glory, God maintains an 
unshakable covenant with his faithful remnant (Isa. 42:8), promising salvation 
(40:5; 46:13) and protection (58:5–8). Ezekiel consoles the exiles with the 
promise of the return of God’s glory to a restored temple (Ezek. 44:4-8).

�In the PsaIn the Psalms God’s lms God’s glory restglory rests in his ms in his mighty workighty works manifests manifest in creati in creation (e.g., on (e.g., on (e.g., Pss(e.g., Pss. 19, 29, . 19, 29, 97, 104). 97, 104). Israel worIsrael worships God ships God for his mifor his mighty worksghty works of salvat of salvation in hision in ion in historyin history (Ps. 66;  (Ps. 66; 105; 145:4105; 145:4-12). God -12). God is the vicis the victorious kitorious king of glorng of glory (Ps. 24:y (Ps. 24:7-12), who7-12), 24:24:7-12), 24:7-12), whose preswhose presence now rence now rests on Ziests on Zion (26:8; on (26:8; 63:2[MT 3]63:2[MT 3]).).).

In the Psalms God’s glory rests in his mighty works manifest in creation 
(e.g., Pss. 19, 29, 97, 104). Israel worships God for his mighty works of salvation 
in history (Ps. 66; 105; 145:4-12). God is the victorious king of glory (Ps. 
24:7-12), whose presence now rests on Zion (26:8; 63:2[MT 3]).

�The OT alsThe OT also proclaimo proclaims the eschs the eschatologicalatological hope that hope that the whole the whole earth “sh earth “shall be filall beall be filled be filled with the gwith the glory of thlory of the Lord” (Ne Lord” (Num. 14:21)um. 14:21), when all, when all nations s nations shall blesshall bless the Lord  the L the Lord (Ps. Lord (Ps. 66:2-4; 1366:2-4; 138:4-5). Th8:4-5). The messianie messianic kingdom c kingdom will dawn will dawn when the nwhen the nations knoations knoations know the Mknow the Messiah’s gessiah’s glory and plory and peace (Isa.eace (Isa. 60:1-3; c 60:1-3; cf. 11:6–9;f. 11:6–9; Hab. 2:14 Hab. 2:14).).

The OT also proclaims the eschatological hope that the whole earth “shall 
be filled with the glory of the Lord” (Num. 14:21), when all nations shall bless the 
Lord (Ps. 66:2-4; 138:4-5). The messianic kingdom will dawn when the nations 
know the Messiah’s glory and peace (Isa. 60:1-3; cf. 11:6–9; Hab. 2:14).

New TestamNew Testamentent

New Testament

As in the As in the OT, glory OT, glory is an esseis an essential attrntial attribute of Gibute of God, “the Fod, “the Father of gather of glory” (Ephlory” (Eph. 1:17), w. 1:1. 1:17), who1:17), whose radiancse radiance is disple is displayed at Jeayed at Jesus’ birthsus’ birth (Luke 2:9 (Luke 2:9) and is p) and is part of escart of eschatologicahatoloesceschatologeschatological hope ical hope (Rom. 5:2)(Rom. 5:2). In retur. In return, people n, people are to gloare to glorify God (rify God (Acts 12:23Acts 12:23; 1 Cor. 1; 1 ; 1 Cor. 10:1 Cor. 10:31).31).31).

As in the OT, glory is an essential attribute of God, “the Father of glory” (Eph. 
1:17), whose radiance is displayed at Jesus’ birth (Luke 2:9) and is part of 
eschatological hope (Rom. 5:2). In return, people are to glorify God (Acts 12:23; 
1 Cor. 10:31).

�The undersThe understanding oftanding of glory is  glory is here expanhere expanded to incded to include that lude that of Christ of Christ as well. Jas well.as well. Justwell. Just as in the as in the OT glory  OT glory referred treferred to salvatioo salvation, so in tn, so in the NT it ihe NT it is revealeds revealed in the Me in the in the Messiathe Messiah’s work oh’s work of deliveraf deliverance. In thnce. In the Synoptice Synoptic Gospels C Gospels Christ sharhrist shares in glores in glory at the Py ay at the Parat the Parousia, wheousia, when he comesn he comes with vind with vindication anication and judgmentd judgment (Matt. 16 (Matt. 16:27; Mark :27; Mark 8:38). Chr88:38). Chr8:38). Christ possesist possesses his owses his own glory thn glory through his rough his death and death and resurrectiresurrection (Luke 2on (Luke 24:26). In 4:224:26). In24:26). In the Trans the Transfigurationfiguration account ( account (Luke 9:28-Luke 9:28-36 par.) J36 par.) Jesus’ gloresus’ glory is expery is experienced as ienceexperexperienceexperienced as theopd as theophany.hany.hany.

The understanding of glory is here expanded to include that of Christ as 
well. Just as in the OT glory referred to salvation, so in the NT it is revealed in 
the Messiah’s work of deliverance. In the Synoptic Gospels Christ shares in glory 
at the Parousia, when he comes with vindication and judgment (Matt. 16:27; Mark 
8:38). Christ possesses his own glory through his death and resurrection (Luke 
24:26). In the Transfiguration account (Luke 9:28-36 par.) Jesus’ glory is 
experienced as theophany.

�John preseJohn presents Jesus nts Jesus as the revas the revelation ofelation of God’s glo God’s glory (John 1ry (John 1:14), pree:14), preexistent inxistent inxistent in Christ in Christ (17:24). H(17:24). His works ais works are signs ore signs of the glorf the glory of God (y of God (John 2:11)John 2:11), inviting, inviting belief (1 belie belief (11belief (11:4, 40). T:4, 40). The Cross ihe Cross is the culms the culminating siinating sign, the hogn, the hour of Chriur of Christ’s glorist’s glorification (ficationgloriglorificatglorification (John ion (John 12:23; 13:12:23; 13:31-32; cf.31-32; cf. Rev. 5:12 Rev. 5:12-13). God -13). God continues continues to glorifyto glorify Christ th Chris Christ thrChrist through the wough the work of theork of the Spirit (J Spirit (John 16:14)ohn 16:14)...

John presents Jesus as the revelation of God’s glory (John 1:14), preexistent 
in Christ (17:24). His works are signs of the glory of God (John 2:11), inviting 
belief (11:4, 40). The Cross is the culminating sign, the hour of Christ’s 
glorification (John 12:23; 13:31-32; cf. Rev. 5:12-13). God continues to glorify 
Christ through the work of the Spirit (John 16:14).

�ParticipatParticipation in theion in the glory of  glory of the resurrthe resurrected Chriected Christ is a past is a participatiorticipation in the gn in the glory of Gologglory of Gglory of God (Rom. 5od (Rom. 5:2; 2 Cor.:2; 2 Cor. 3:7-18).  3:7-18). Through thThrough the Spirit te Spirit the Church he Church lets the glets the glory of Golorgglory of Gglory of God in Chriod in Christ shine tst shine through itshrough its life (2 C life (2 Cor. 3:18; or. 3:18; 4:6). Beli4:6). Believers are evers are the image the imathe image and image and glory of Gglory of God (1 Cor.od (1 Cor. 11:7), gi 11:7), giving gloryving glory by leadin by leading lives wog lives worthy of thrthy of the gospel (e goe gospel (10gospel (10:31; 1 The:31; 1 Thess. 2:12),ss. 2:12), through o through obedience (bedience (2 Cor. 9:12 Cor. 9:13), purity3), purity (1 Cor. 6 (1 Cor. 6:20), good:20)66:20), goo6:20), good deeds (1d deeds (1 Pet. 2:12 Pet. 2:12), and wil), and willingness tlingness to suffer fo suffer for Christ or Christ (Rom. 8:17(Rom. 8:17-18; 1 Pet-18; 8:178:17-18; 18:17-18; 1 Pet. 4:13 Pet. 4:13-16). They-16). They may look  may look forward toforward to sharing i sharing in God’s gln God’s glory, livinory, living in his pg ing in his prein his presence in nsence in new bodies,ew bodies, in a new  in a new heaven andheaven and earth (1  earth (1 Cor. 15:43Cor. 15:43; Rev. 21:; Rev. 21:22-26).2221:21:22-26).21:22-26).

Participation in the glory of the resurrected Christ is a participation in the 
glory of God (Rom. 5:2; 2 Cor. 3:7-18). Through the Spirit the Church lets the 
glory of God in Christ shine through its life (2 Cor. 3:18; 4:6). Believers are the 
image and glory of God (1 Cor. 11:7), giving glory by leading lives worthy of the 
gospel (10:31; 1 Thess. 2:12), through obedience (2 Cor. 9:13), purity (1 Cor. 
6:20), good deeds (1 Pet. 2:12), and willingness to suffer for Christ (Rom. 



8:17-18; 1 Pet. 4:13-16). They may look forward to sharing in God’s glory, living 
in his presence in new bodies, in a new heaven and earth (1 Cor. 15:43; Rev. 
21:22-26).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. I. AbrahamI. Abrahams, s, The Glory The Glory of Godof God (1925, re (1925, repr. New Yopr. New York, 1973);rk, 1973); H. U. von 1973);1973); H. 1973); H. U. von BalU. von Balthasar, thasar, The Glory The Glory of the Lorof the Lord: A Theold: A Theological Aesogical Aesthetics,thetics, 7 vols. ( 7 vols. (San FranciSan((San Franc(San Francisco, 1983isco, 1983–91); G. v–91); G. von Rad andon Rad and G. Kittel G. Kittel, , “dokéoœ“dokéoœ, , doœxadoœxa,” ,” TDNTTDNT 2:232–55. 2 2:232–55.2:232–55.2:232–55.
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1973); H. U. von Balthasar, The Glory of the Lord: A Theological Aesthetics, 7 vols. 
(San Francisco, 1983–91); G. von Rad and G. Kittel, “dokéoœ, doœxa,” TDNT 
2:232–55.
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GLOSSGLOSSGLOSS

GLOSS

A scribal A scribal note, orignote, originally wriinally written in thtten in the margin oe margin or above a r above a line, whicline, which in the ph in the process of rocespprocess ofprocess of transcrip transcription becamtion became incorpore incorporated into ated into the text. the text. As ascertaAs ascertained by teined by textual critxttetextual crtextual critics, sucitics, such annotatih annotations may haons may have been inve been intended to tended to explain orexplain or elaborate elaborate upon a pa up upon a pasupon a passage (e.g.sage (e.g., Josh. 1:, Josh. 1:15, “and t15, “and take possesake possession of itsion of it”), indica”), indicate a variate a variant readingnt readnt reading (creading (cf. 1 Sam. f. 1 Sam. 12:13, “fo12:13, “for whom your whom you have aske have asked”; lackind”; lacking in LXX),g in LXX), or add a  or add a pious restpiopious restpious restatement oratement or theologic theological correctal corrective (e.g.,ive (e.g., Ps. 51:14 Ps. 51:14[MT 16], “[MT 16], “O God of mO God of my salvatioy mmy salvatimy salvation”).on”).

A scribal note, originally written in the margin or above a line, which in the 
process of transcription became incorporated into the text. As ascertained by 
textual critics, such annotations may have been intended to explain or elaborate 
upon a passage (e.g., Josh. 1:15, “and take possession of it”), indicate a variant 
reading (cf. 1 Sam. 12:13, “for whom you have asked”; lacking in LXX), or add a 
pious restatement or theological corrective (e.g., Ps. 51:14[MT 16], “O God of 
my salvation”).

GNATGNATGNAT

GNAT

A general A general term referterm referring to smring to small, wingeall, winged, biting d, biting or stinginor stinging insects,g insects, perhaps t perhaps the midge he mihe midge midge (Chironomi(Chironomidaedae), associa), associated with tted with the third phe third plague visilague visited upon Eted upon Egypt (Exodgypt (Exod. 8:16-19[. 8:. 8:16-19[MT8:16-19[MT 12–15]; P 12–15]; Ps. 105:31)s. 105:31). Translat. Translations of Heions of Heb. b. kinniîmkinniîm (pl.) var (pl.) vary (KJV, NJy (KJV, NJPSV “lice”PNJNJPSV “licNJPSV “lice”; NJB “me”; NJB “mosquitoes”osquitoes”). The ima). The image of Aaroge of Aaron’s staff n’s staff striking tstriking the dust ofhe dust of the earth th the earth the earth to bring fto bring forth the porth the plague of glague of gnats aptlynats aptly conveys t conveys their minutheir minute size, whe size, which permitich pich permits thpermits them to enteem to enter the eyesr the eyes, ears, an, ears, and noses ofd noses of their hum their human victimsan victims. MHeb. . MHeb. kinnimkinkinnimkinnim means “li means “lice,” wherece,” whereas the detas the details in thails in the Exodus ae Exodus account seeccount seem to indicm to indicate some sate soate some sort some sort of fast-moof fast-moving flyinving flying insect.g insect.g insect.

A general term referring to small, winged, biting or stinging insects, perhaps the 
midge (Chironomidae), associated with the third plague visited upon Egypt (Exod. 
8:16-19[MT 12–15]; Ps. 105:31). Translations of Heb. kinniîm (pl.) vary (KJV, 
NJPSV “lice”; NJB “mosquitoes”). The image of Aaron’s staff striking the dust of 
the earth to bring forth the plague of gnats aptly conveys their minute size, which 
permits them to enter the eyes, ears, and noses of their human victims. MHeb. 
kinnim means “lice,” whereas the details in the Exodus account seem to indicate 
some sort of fast-moving flying insect.

�Isa. 51:6 Isa. 51:6 is problemis problematic, sincatic, since the singe the singular form ular form of the Hebof the Hebrew term drew term does not ocoes not oes not occur not occur elsewhere elsewhere (cf. KJV “(cf. KJV “in like main like manner,” NJPnner,” NJPSV “as welSV “as well,” followl,” following LXX).ing LXX).ing LXX).

Isa. 51:6 is problematic, since the singular form of the Hebrew term does 
not occur elsewhere (cf. KJV “in like manner,” NJPSV “as well,” following LXX).

�In Matt. 2In Matt. 23:24 Jesus3:24 Jesus criticize criticizes those whs those who strain oo strain out a gnat ut a gnat (Gk. (Gk. koœénoœps;koœénoœpskoœénoœps;koœénoœps; the light the lighter matter er matter of the lawof the law — ceremon — ceremonial concerial concerns), yet sns), yet swallow a cwallowsswallow a swallow a camel (thecamel (the weightier weightier matter of matter of the law — the law — justice,  justice, mercy, andmercy, and faith), f faith), forgetting orgefforgettingforgetting that one  that one should prashould practice the ctice the one commanone commandment withdment without neglecout neglecting the oting the ting the other.the other.

In Matt. 23:24 Jesus criticizes those who strain out a gnat (Gk. 
koœénoœps; the lighter matter of the law — ceremonial concerns), yet 
swallow a camel (the weightier matter of the law — justice, mercy, and faith), 
forgetting that one should practice the one commandment without neglecting 
the other.

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik
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GNOSTICISMGNOSTICISM, GNOSIS, GNOSIS, GNOSIS

GNOSTICISM, GNOSIS

GnosticismGnosticism as a term as a term originate originated in the 1d in the 18th centur8th century and has y and has functionedfunctioned as the la as the label for anbelalabel for label for an ill-defan ill-defined categined category in hisory in history of retory of religions religions research. Bosearch. Both the terth the term and the m and tm and the modernthe modern category  category today are today are under heavunder heavy criticisy criticism. The prim. The prior Greek tor Greek terms erms gnoœésisgnognoœésisgnoœésis (“knowled (“knowledge”) and ge”) and gnoœésteäsgnoœésteäs (“knower” (“knower”) are empl) are employed in anoyed in ancient sourcientanancient soancient sources wherurces where they aree they are naturally naturally free from free from the moder the modern construcn construct “Gnostict “Gnostict “Gnosticis“Gnosticism.”m.”m.”

Gnosticism as a term originated in the 18th century and has functioned as the 
label for an ill-defined category in history of religions research. Both the term and 
the modern category today are under heavy criticism. The prior Greek terms 



gnoœésis (“knowledge”) and gnoœésteäs (“knower”) are employed in 
ancient sources where they are naturally free from the modern construct 
“Gnosticism.”

�In its claIn its classic scholssic scholarly presearly presentation, nntation, now increasow increasingly discingly discredited, tredited, the term Gnhe term Gnhe term GnosticismGnosticism was used  was used as the labas the label for whael for what was varit was variously descously described as aribed as a mostly un mostly unified protifununified prunified protest moveotest movement againment against the prest the prevailing povailing political, rlitical, religious, eligious, and philosand philosophical stophicaphilosphilosophiphilosophical structcal structures of laures of late antiquite antiquity. This pty. This proposed “groposed “gnostic relnostic religion,” inigion,” in its admit its ad its admittedlyadmittedly various f various forms, was orms, was said to besaid to be promoted  promoted by elitistby elitists, was pars, was parasitic of asitic of other reliotheother reliother religions, andgions, and radically radically dualistic dualistic in its an in its anticosmic aticosmic and antibodnd antibody attitudey attitudes. Humans s. Hums. Humans werHumans were understoe understood to be iod to be in a state n a state of blindneof blindness, sleep,ss, sleep, and drunk and drunkenness. Thenness. Thenness. The inner The inner spirit wasspirit was prisoner  prisoner to the fleto the fleshly body,shly body, which was which was prisoner  prisoner of the matof the material cosmermatmaterial cmaterial cosmos, botosmos, both created h created by an infeby an inferior lowerrior lower God (Gen. God (Gen. 1-6) some 1-6) sometimes saidtimes saidtimes said to ensaid to enslave his slave his creation wcreation with time, ith time, laws, and laws, and lust. The lust. The human storhuman story traces ty traces the attempthe ahe attempt toattempt to transcend transcend one’s mat one’s material limierial limitations bytations by returning returning to the hi to the highest and ghest and true God itruetrue God itrue God in the highn the highest heavenest heaven  (pleäíroœm(pleäíroœma).a). This retu This return was achrn was achieved throieved through the inughthrothrough ththrough the individue individual’s recepal’s receptive expertive experience of kience of knowledge nowledge (gnoœésis)(gnoœésis) which inf which informed her oinfinformed hinformed her of her er of her true spiritrue spiritual naturtual nature and orige and origins in theins in the highest h highest heaven, hereaven, her tragic fa trag tragic faltragic fall into matl into matter ter (hyéleä),(hyéleä), and her e and her eventual reventual restoration storation with the twith the true God. Arue God. Arue God. Attendant Attendant to this moto this model was thdel was the idea thae idea that Gnosticst Gnostics were invo were involved in a lved in a variously variously described dedescribed described “social cr“social crisis” whicisis” which exhibiteh exhibited itself ad itself at both thet both the textual a textual and mytholond mythological levegical mytholomythologicmythological levels al levels in a subvein a subversive hermrsive hermeneutical eneutical revolt, a revolt, a protest exprotest exegesis diregesis directed agaiectedirdirected adirected against ortgainst orthodox Jewihodox Jewish and Chrsh and Christian polistian political mytitical mythologies, hologies, often withoften with a Jungian a J a Jungian twJungian twist. This ist. This rebellion rebellion was characwas characterized interized in texts by  texts by an exegetian exegetical value cal value inversion inverinversion inversion of the earof the early chapterly chapters of Geness of Genesis. On theis. On the ethical s ethical side, Gnostide, Gnostics were dics were described aescddescribed described as either as either ascetic orascetic or libertine libertine. Some of . Some of these featthese features were ures were emphasizedemphasized, deemphas, d, deemphasizdeemphasized, or eveed, or even absent fn absent from some hrom some heresiologieresiological reportcal reports and supps and supposed gnostosed gnoosed gnostic tegnostic texts, whilexts, while other fea other features weretures were added as  added as the complethe complex evidencex evidences demonstrs demonstrs demonstratdemonstrate.e.e.

In its classic scholarly presentation, now increasingly discredited, the term 
Gnosticism was used as the label for what was variously described as a mostly 
unified protest movement against the prevailing political, religious, and 
philosophical structures of late antiquity. This proposed “gnostic religion,” in its 
admittedly various forms, was said to be promoted by elitists, was parasitic of 
other religions, and radically dualistic in its anticosmic and antibody attitudes. 
Humans were understood to be in a state of blindness, sleep, and drunkenness. 
The inner spirit was prisoner to the fleshly body, which was prisoner of the 
material cosmos, both created by an inferior lower God (Gen. 1-6) sometimes 
said to enslave his creation with time, laws, and lust. The human story traces the 
attempt to transcend one’s material limitations by returning to the highest and 
true God in the highest heaven (pleäíroœma). This return was achieved 
through the individual’s receptive experience of knowledge (gnoœésis) which 
informed her of her true spiritual nature and origins in the highest heaven, her 
tragic fall into matter (hyéleä), and her eventual restoration with the true God. 
Attendant to this model was the idea that Gnostics were involved in a variously 
described “social crisis” which exhibited itself at both the textual and 
mythological levels in a subversive hermeneutical revolt, a protest exegesis 
directed against orthodox Jewish and Christian political mythologies, often with a 
Jungian twist. This rebellion was characterized in texts by an exegetical value 
inversion of the early chapters of Genesis. On the ethical side, Gnostics were 
described as either ascetic or libertine. Some of these features were emphasized, 
deemphasized, or even absent from some heresiological reports and supposed 
gnostic texts, while other features were added as the complex evidences 
demonstrate.

�This classThis classic charactic characterization erization of Gnosticof Gnosticism is a mism is a modern consodern construct whictruct which has atteh has ath has attempted attempted to describto describe a sociale a social phenomeno phenomenon which nen which never existever existed in the ad in the ancient worncient woncient world, butworld, but in its fa in its failure to dilure to describe a escribe a social movsocial movement it cement it constructedonstructed a faulty  a faulty category. categcategory. category. Scholars aScholars are dividedre divided whether t whether the term shhe term should be reould be retained andtained and the categ the category reviseocategcategory rcategory revised, orevised, or whether b whether both the teoth the term and therm and the category  category should be should be abandoned.abandonedabandoned.abandoned.

This classic characterization of Gnosticism is a modern construct which has 
attempted to describe a social phenomenon which never existed in the ancient 
world, but in its failure to describe a social movement it constructed a faulty 
category. Scholars are divided whether the term should be retained and the 
category revised, or whether both the term and the category should be 
abandoned.

�Recent stuRecent studies suggedies suggest that onst that one could ine could instead descstead describe the sribe the social phenocial phenomena undeomena phenphenomena phenomena under consunder consideration ideration as a varieas a varied assortmed assortment of new nt of new religious religious movements.movemenmovements.movements. These mov These movements dreements drew from a lw from a large pool arge pool of discretof discrete traditioe traditions, many ons, manyns, many of whmany of which have bich have been tracedeen traced back to e back to earlier texarlier texts and movts and movements. Deements. Depending onpending DeDepending Depending on its paron its particular coticular constellationstellation of tradin of traditions, eactions, each movementh movement can then  can then be identifbebe identifbe identified as to ied as to its type. its type. The failedThe failed classic s classic search for earch for the originthe origins of Gnosts of Gnosticism, ofticism, oicism, often arguoften argued to haveed to have begun amo begun among disgrunng disgruntled inteltled intellectuals (lectuals (Jews, ChriJews, Christians, orstians, or others),  ot others), hothers), has attemptas attempted to expled to explain too maain too many diverseny diverse phenomena phenomena in too na in too narrow a catrrow a crrow a category. category. This suggeThis suggests that ssts that source analource analysis mightysis might better fo better focus on thecus on the origins a origins and developnd dnd developmendevelopment of indivt of individual tradidual traditions anditions and clusters  clusters of traditiof traditions. With ons. With this emergthis emerging new moing emergemerging nemerging new model, ew model, both the tboth the term “Gnosterm “Gnosticism” andicism” and its atten its attendant moderdant modern categoryn categon category hcategory have lost aave lost all relevanll relevance to the ce to the subject atsubject at hand, and hand, and now funct now function only tion only to alert uso aleo alert us talert us to the probo the problem of thelem of their existenir existence.ce.ce.

Recent studies suggest that one could instead describe the social 
phenomena under consideration as a varied assortment of new religious 
movements. These movements drew from a large pool of discrete traditions, 
many of which have been traced back to earlier texts and movements. 
Depending on its particular constellation of traditions, each movement can then 
be identified as to its type. The failed classic search for the origins of Gnosticism, 



often argued to have begun among disgruntled intellectuals (Jews, Christians, or 
others), has attempted to explain too many diverse phenomena in too narrow a 
category. This suggests that source analysis might better focus on the origins and 
development of individual traditions and clusters of traditions. With this 
emerging new model, both the term “Gnosticism” and its attendant modern 
category have lost all relevance to the subject at hand, and now function only to 
alert us to the problem of their existence.

�The historThe historical evideical evidences whichnces which have been have been the focus the focus of the mo of the modern term dern term and categoand cand category “category “GnosticismGnosticism” divide i” divide into two grnto two groups: ancioups: ancient manuscent manuscripts and ripts and heresiologheresiologheresiologheresiological reporical reports. Concerts. Concerning manusning manuscripts, thcripts, there have bere have been four meen four major discoajor discoveries of vdiscodiscoveriediscoveries of Coptis of Coptic papyrus c papyrus codices ancodices antedating 4tedating 400 00 C.E.C.E. including including, in order, in order of their  of the of their disctheir discovery, theovery, the Askew Cod Askew Codex containex containing four ting four texts (publexts (published in 1ished in 1896), the 896), the Bruce CodeBrBruce CodeBruce Codex containix containing three tng three texts (1891exts (1891), and the), and the Berlin Co Berlin Codex contaidex containing four ning four ning four textsfour texts (1955). I (1955). In 1945 13 n 1945 13 Coptic papCoptic papyrus codicyrus codices containes containing 52 difing 52 different texferent texts and datts textexts and texts and dating to dating to the mid-4tthe mid-4th century h century were discowere discovered in Uvered in Upper Egyptpper Egypt near the  near the modern vilmmodern vilmodern village of Nalage of Nag Hammadi.g Hammadi. The books The books appear to appear to have been have been copied an copied and read by d read d read by Chread by Christian moristian monks. The onks. The origins mosrigins mostly date ftly date from the 2nrom the 2nd and 3rd d and 3rd centuries,centuries, with some centuries,centuries,centuries, with some with some of their  of their sources gosources going back ting back to the 1st o the 1st century. Tcentury. This singlehis single discovery disc discovery discovery provides 4provides 40 new text0 new texts, 30 of ws, 30 of which are fhich are fairly compairly complete, but lete, but 10 highly 10 highly fragmentedfrafragmentedfragmented. Many of . Many of the texts the texts recovered recovered from thesefrom these four disc four discoveries weoveries were placed re placed re placed intplaced into the cateo the category “Gnosgory “Gnosticism” beticism” because theycause they were seen were seen to be sim to be similar to thilar to the texts reeththe texts the texts refuted byrefuted by the heres the heresiologists.iologists. These man These manuscript diuscript discoveries scoveries have increhave increased our kaseincreincreased increased our knowleour knowledge of thedge of the breadth a breadth and diversind diversity of the ty of the religious religious movements movements once forceoonce forceonce forced into thed into the faulty ca faulty category “Gntegory “Gnosticism.”osticism.”

The historical evidences which have been the focus of the modern term and 
category “Gnosticism” divide into two groups: ancient manuscripts and 
heresiological reports. Concerning manuscripts, there have been four major 
discoveries of Coptic papyrus codices antedating 400 C.E. including, in order of 
their discovery, the Askew Codex containing four texts (published in 1896), the 
Bruce Codex containing three texts (1891), and the Berlin Codex containing 
four texts (1955). In 1945 13 Coptic papyrus codices containing 52 different 
texts and dating to the mid-4th century were discovered in Upper Egypt near the 
modern village of Nag Hammadi. The books appear to have been copied and 
read by Christian monks. The origins mostly date from the 2nd and 3rd 
centuries, with some of their sources going back to the 1st century. This single 
discovery provides 40 new texts, 30 of which are fairly complete, but 10 highly 
fragmented. Many of the texts recovered from these four discoveries were 
placed into the category “Gnosticism” because they were seen to be similar to 
the texts refuted by the heresiologists. These manuscript discoveries have 
increased our knowledge of the breadth and diversity of the religious movements 
once forced into the faulty category “Gnosticism.”

�HeresiologHeresiologists span ists span the 2nd ththe 2nd through 5th rough 5th centuries,centuries, beginning beginning with Just with Justin Martyr in Martin Martyr (d.Martyr (d. 165), the 165), the influenti influential Irenaeual Irenaeus of Lyon s of Lyon (d. 200), (d. 200), Clement ofClement of Alexandri Alexandria (d. 215)a (da (d. 215), (d. 215), TertullianTertullian (d. 225), (d. 225), Hippolytu Hippolytus of Rome s of Rome (d. 235), (d. 235), Origen (d.Origen (d. 254), Epi 254), Epiphanius ofphanEpiEpiphaniusEpiphanius of Salami of Salamis (d. 403)s (d. 403), Augustin, Augustine (d. 430;e (d. 430; a one-tim a one-time Manicheae Manichean), and Thn), and Theodoret ofeoThTheodoret Theodoret of Cyrrhusof Cyrrhus (d. 466). (d. 466). Heresiolo Heresiological evidgical evidences can ences can be dividedbe divided into reli into reliable verbaabrelireliable vreliable verbatim querbatim quotations (otations (totaling ltotaling less than 6ess than 60 pages) a0 pages) and variousnd various descripti descriptions. The nons. descriptidescriptiodescriptions. The nans. The naturally biturally biased and sased and sometime deometime derivative nrivative nature of tature of the heresiohe heresiological relogheresioheresiologheresiological reporical reports is wellts is well known. Ge known. Generally, tnerally, these reporhese reports argued ts argued that the gthat the groups theyrouggroups thegroups they were desy were describing hacribing had deviatedd deviated under dem under demonic influonic influence from ence from the true lthe true the true line,true line, and that  and that the error the error had come thad come through an hrough an earlier Jeearlier Jewish sourcwish source (Justin e (Justin and Irenaeandand Irenaeand Irenaeus), a Greus), a Greek philosoek philosophical souphical source (Hipporce (Hippolytus and lytus and Clement), Clement), or a varieor a variety of Greetyvarievariety ofvariety of Greek and Greek and Jewish se Jewish sectarian soctarian sources (Epiurces (Epiphanius).phanius).phanius).

Heresiologists span the 2nd through 5th centuries, beginning with Justin 
Martyr (d. 165), the influential Irenaeus of Lyon (d. 200), Clement of Alexandria 
(d. 215), Tertullian (d. 225), Hippolytus of Rome (d. 235), Origen (d. 254), 
Epiphanius of Salamis (d. 403), Augustine (d. 430; a one-time Manichean), and 
Theodoret of Cyrrhus (d. 466). Heresiological evidences can be divided into 
reliable verbatim quotations (totaling less than 60 pages) and various 
descriptions. The naturally biased and sometime derivative nature of the 
heresiological reports is well known. Generally, these reports argued that the 
groups they were describing had deviated under demonic influence from the 
true line, and that the error had come through an earlier Jewish source (Justin 
and Irenaeus), a Greek philosophical source (Hippolytus and Clement), or a 
variety of Greek and Jewish sectarian sources (Epiphanius).

�The heresiThe heresiological rological reports evieports evidence the dence the existence existence of discretof discrete religioue religious movements movems movements movements (often cal(often called schoolled schools). Basilis). Basilides of Aledes of Alexandria (dxandria (d. ca. 150). ca. 150) and his s and his student Isitudesstudent Isstudent Isidore begaidore began a succesn a successful movemsful movement which ent which existed unexisted until the 4ttil the 4th century,h century, though co t though conthough confined to Efined to Egypt. Valegypt. Valentinus of ntinus of AlexandriaAlexandria and Rome  and Rome (d. ca. 17(d. ca. 175) saw his5) saw his teaching  t teaching eteaching explode on xplode on the internthe international scational scene duringene during his own l his own lifetime wiifetime with the devth the development oelodevdevelopmendevelopment of distit of distinct Easternct Eastern and Westn and Western Valentern Valentinian tradinian traditions. Soitions. Some of his me of his students bststudents bstudents became inflecame influential fiuential figures in Vgures in Valentinianalentinian Christian Christian history,  history, most notabmost notably Ptolemyly Ptly Ptolemy, HPtolemy, Heracleon, eracleon, and Markusand Markus. Marcion . Marcion of Sinope of Sinope (d. ca. 16(d. ca. 160) also bu0) also built a succilt a successful intesssuccsuccessfulsuccessful internati international movemonal movement with sent with students litudents like Apelleske Apelles (d. ca. 2 (d. ca. 200) which 00) which endured unenendured unendured until the 4ttil the 4th century h century in the Wesin the West (a target (a target of Constt of Constantine’s santine’s state persetate persecution) bucutpersepersecutiopersecution) but even) but even longer in longer in the Eastn the East, where Ar, where Arab authorsab authors still ref still referred to terred to the Marcionhe Mhe MarcioniteMarcionites in the 1s in the 10th centur0th century.y.y.

The heresiological reports evidence the existence of discrete religious 
movements (often called schools). Basilides of Alexandria (d. ca. 150) and his 
student Isidore began a successful movement which existed until the 4th century, 
though confined to Egypt. Valentinus of Alexandria and Rome (d. ca. 175) saw his 



teaching explode on the international scene during his own lifetime with the 
development of distinct Eastern and Western Valentinian traditions. Some of his 
students became influential figures in Valentinian Christian history, most notably 
Ptolemy, Heracleon, and Markus. Marcion of Sinope (d. ca. 160) also built a 
successful international movement with students like Apelles (d. ca. 200) which 
endured until the 4th century in the West (a target of Constantine’s state 
persecution) but even longer in the East, where Arab authors still referred to the 
Marcionites in the 10th century.

�Some moderSome modern researchn researchers suggesers suggest that sevt that several NT aneral NT and related d related texts evidtexts evidence contaenceevidevidence cevidence contact witontact with “Gnostich “Gnosticism” in vaism” in various stagrious stages of its es of its developmendevelopment. Texts tt. Texts that especihatthat especthat especially stanially stand out are d out are Paul’s CorPaul’s Corinthian cointhian correspondenrrespondence, Colossce, Colossians, Epheians, Ephesians, thesiaEpheEphesians,Ephesians, the Pasto the Pastoral Epistlral Epistles, Jude, es, Jude, 2 Peter, a2 Peter, and the letnd the letters of Igters of Ignatius of natius of Antioch (dAntiochAntioch (dAntioch (d. ca. 115). ca. 115) and Polyc and Polycarp of Smyarp of Smyrna (d. carna (d. ca. 165) amo. 165) among others.ng others. But even  But even here the ihehere the ihere the issues discssues discussed are ussed are diverse, ddiverse, demonstratiemonstrating a complng a complex assortmex assortment of coment of coment of competing competing new religinew religious movemeous movements, but nnts, but no evidenceo evidence of “Gnost of “Gnosticism.”icism.”icism.”

Some modern researchers suggest that several NT and related texts 
evidence contact with “Gnosticism” in various stages of its development. Texts 
that especially stand out are Paul’s Corinthian correspondence, Colossians, 
Ephesians, the Pastoral Epistles, Jude, 2 Peter, and the letters of Ignatius of 
Antioch (d. ca. 115) and Polycarp of Smyrna (d. ca. 165) among others. But even 
here the issues discussed are diverse, demonstrating a complex assortment of 
competing new religious movements, but no evidence of “Gnosticism.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. Jonas, H. Jonas, The GnostiThe Gnostic Religionc Religion (Boston,  (Boston, 1963); G. 1963); G. Quispel, Quispel, Gnostic StGnoGnostic StGnostic Studies,udies, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (Istanbul, Istanbul, 1974); J. 1974); J. M. RobinsoM. Robinson, n, The Nag HaThe Nag Hammadi Librmmadi Library in Engary in ary in Englishin English,, 3rd rev.  3rd rev. ed. (San Fed. (San Francisco, rancisco, 1988); K. 1988); K. Rudolph, Rudolph, GnosisGnosis (San Fran (San Francisco, 198cisco, 198cisco, 1984); D. 1984); D. M. ScholerM. Scholer, , Nag HammadNag Hammadi Bibliogri Bibliography, 1948aphy, 1948–1969–1969 (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1971); 1971); Nag HammadNag HNag Hammadi BiHammadi Bibliographybliography, 1970–199, 1970–19944 (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1997); M. 1997); M. A. WilliamA. Williams, s, RethinkingRethinking “Gnostici “Gnost “Gnosticis“Gnosticism”m” (Princeto (Princeton, 1996).n, 1996).n, 1996).

Bibliography. H. Jonas, The Gnostic Religion (Boston, 1963); G. Quispel, 
Gnostic Studies, 2 vols. (Istanbul, 1974); J. M. Robinson, The Nag Hammadi Library 
in English, 3rd rev. ed. (San Francisco, 1988); K. Rudolph, Gnosis (San Francisco, 
1984); D. M. Scholer, Nag Hammadi Bibliography, 1948–1969 (Leiden, 1971); Nag 
Hammadi Bibliography, 1970–1994 (Leiden, 1997); M. A. Williams, Rethinking 
“Gnosticism” (Princeton, 1996).
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GO OUT ANDGO OUT AND COME IN COME IN COME IN

GO OUT AND COME IN

An expressAn expression of milion of military secuitary security and brity and blessednesslessedness. In the v. In the victory steictory stela of the la of the Egyptian pEgyptEgyptian pEgyptian pharaoh Merharaoh Merneptah (19neptah (19th Dynastyth Dynasty), the peo), the people go andple go and come in f come in freedom (reedom (reedom ((ANET,ANET, 378). A s 378). A successful uccessful leader musleader must have thet have the freedom a freedom and abilitynd ability to “go ou to “go out and comet and t and come iand come in” before n” before the peoplethe people (Deut. 31 (Deut. 31:2; 2 Chr.:2; 2 Chr. 1:10; cf. 1:10; cf. 1 Kgs. 15 1 Kgs. 15:17). In t:17). In the blessinhe bhe blessings blessings and cursesand curses of Deut.  of Deut. 28, the or28, the order of theder of the word pair word pair is revers is reversed (Deut. ed (Deut. 28:6, 19).28:28:6, 19).28:6, 19). The word  The word combinatiocombination of “comen of “come” and “go”” and “go” covers a  covers a wide rangewide range of activi of activi of activity. activity. It refers It refers to the freto the freedom to moedom to move about ove about outside of utside of the city gthe city gate withouate without threat ot tht threat of threat of hostility.hostility. This leve This level of militl of military freedoary freedom was necem was necessary in ossary in order to grrder to grow crops sow cow crops succcrops successfully oessfully outside of utside of the city wthe city walls.alls.alls.

An expression of military security and blessedness. In the victory stela of the 
Egyptian pharaoh Merneptah (19th Dynasty), the people go and come in freedom 
(ANET, 378). A successful leader must have the freedom and ability to “go out 
and come in” before the people (Deut. 31:2; 2 Chr. 1:10; cf. 1 Kgs. 15:17). In the 
blessings and curses of Deut. 28, the order of the word pair is reversed (Deut. 
28:6, 19). The word combination of “come” and “go” covers a wide range of 
activity. It refers to the freedom to move about outside of the city gate without 
threat of hostility. This level of military freedom was necessary in order to grow 
crops successfully outside of the city walls.
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GOADGOADGOAD

GOAD

A pointed A pointed spike usedspike used to prod o to prod oxen when pxen when plowing. Itlowing. It was made  was made from a strfrom a straight branaight branaight branch of branch of hard wood hard wood stripped ostripped of bark. Thf bark. The other ene other end often had often had a flat, d a flat, chisel-likchisel-like piece ofe pie piece of ipiece of iron, whichron, which allowed f allowed farmers to armers to scrape offscrape off mud and c mud and clay that clay that clogged thelogged the plowshare pl plowsharesplowshares. The iron. The iron-tipped va-tipped variety mostriety most probably  probably was used bwas used by Shamgar y Shamgar when he slwhen he when he slew 60he slew 600 Philisti0 Philistines (Judg.nes (Judg. 3:31). Th 3:31). The practicee practice of sharpe of sharpening iron ning iron goads withgoads with files is  files files is afiles is attested inttested in 1 Sam. 13 1 Sam. 13:21.:21.:21.

A pointed spike used to prod oxen when plowing. It was made from a straight 
branch of hard wood stripped of bark. The other end often had a flat, chisel-like 
piece of iron, which allowed farmers to scrape off mud and clay that clogged the 
plowshares. The iron-tipped variety most probably was used by Shamgar when 



he slew 600 Philistines (Judg. 3:31). The practice of sharpening iron goads with 
files is attested in 1 Sam. 13:21.

�“Goad” app“Goad” appears metapears metaphorically horically for “the sfor “the sayings of ayings of the wise” the wise” in Eccl. 1in Eccl. 12:11, remi2:11, re2:11, reminding reminding the readerthe reader that sapi that sapiential teaential teaching prodching prods humankins humankind toward wd toward wise livingise living. Paul rec. livingliving. Paliving. Paul recallsul recalls his kicki his kicking againstng against God’s pro God’s prods, i.e., ds, i.e., stubbornlystubbornly fighting  fighting against Goagainst Goagainst God’s willGod’s will for him b for him before his efore his conversionconversion (Acts 26: (Acts 26:14).14).14).

“Goad” appears metaphorically for “the sayings of the wise” in Eccl. 12:11, 
reminding the reader that sapiential teaching prods humankind toward wise 
living. Paul recalls his kicking against God’s prods, i.e., stubbornly fighting against 
God’s will for him before his conversion (Acts 26:14).
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GOAHGOAH (Heb.  (Heb. goœ{a®goœ{a®)))

GOAH (Heb. goœ{a®)

A place meA place mentioned inntioned in conjuncti conjunction with Gaon with Gareb as a preb as a point of reoint of reference foference for the restr the restored, enlaorestrestored, restored, enlarged, enlarged, and re-sanand re-sanctified Jectified Jerusalem (Jrusalem (Jer. 31:39)er. 31:39). The prec. The precise locatiise location remainson reon remains unremains unknown, butknown, but in the co in the context of Jntext of Jeremiah’s eremiah’s prophecy iprophecy it must cert must certainly be tainly be SE of GareSESE of GareSE of Gareb, N of thb, N of the Hinnom Ve Hinnom Valley, andalley, and W of the  W of the Kidron. ThKidron. The LXX, inse LXX, instead of retead of rtead of rendering rendering the term athe term as a propers a proper name, use name, uses the descs the descriptive Gkriptive Gk. . ex eklektoex eklektoœén liíthoœén lœén liíthoœnliíthoœn (“the sto (“the stone of the ne of the elect” or elect” or “stone of “stone of the chosenthe chosen”); howeve”); however, this yir, this yields no fuelds yiyields no yields no further infurther indication adication as to an exs to an exact locatiact location.on.on.

A place mentioned in conjunction with Gareb as a point of reference for the 
restored, enlarged, and re-sanctified Jerusalem (Jer. 31:39). The precise location 
remains unknown, but in the context of Jeremiah’s prophecy it must certainly be 
SE of Gareb, N of the Hinnom Valley, and W of the Kidron. The LXX, instead of 
rendering the term as a proper name, uses the descriptive Gk. ex eklektoœén 
liíthoœn (“the stone of the elect” or “stone of the chosen”); however, this 
yields no further indication as to an exact location.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. J. SimoJ. J. Simons, ns, Jerusalem Jerusalem in the Oldin the Old Testament Testament (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1952).1952).1952).

Bibliography. J. J. Simons, Jerusalem in the Old Testament (Leiden, 1952).
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GOATGOATGOAT

GOAT

IndicationIndication of their  of their importanceimportance as domest as domesticated aniicated animals in bimals in biblical timblical times is the es is the occurrenceoccuoccurrenceoccurrence of seven  of seven different different Hebrew andHebrew and three Gre three Greek words fek words for “goat” or “goat” in the Bibin the Biin the Bible. BeyBible. Beyond the geond the general termneral term  {eäz{eäz (pl.  (pl. {izziîm{izziîm) for fema) for female goats, le goats, four Hebrefour Hebrew words spw ww words specwords specifically rifically refer to thefer to the he-goat e he-goat ((síaœ{iîr, síaœ{iîr, tayisû, {atayisû, {attu®d�ttu®d� [pl. only [pl. only], and ], an], and and s�aœp�iîrs�aœp�iîr), one to ), one to a young hea young he-goat (-goat (geïd�iîgeïd�iî), and one), and one to the wi to the wild goat (ld goat (}aqqo®}aq((}aqqo®(}aqqo®). The Gre). The Greek words rek words refer to a efer to a kid (kid (eriíphioneriíphion), a young), a young kid ( kid (ériphosériphos), and a h), and), and a he-gand a he-goat (oat (traégostraégos).).).

Indication of their importance as domesticated animals in biblical times is the 
occurrence of seven different Hebrew and three Greek words for “goat” in the 
Bible. Beyond the general term {eäz (pl. {izziîm) for female goats, four Hebrew 
words specifically refer to the he-goat (síaœ{iîr, tayisû, {attu®d�  [pl. only], 
and s�aœp�iîr ), one to a young he-goat (geïd�iî ), and one to the wild goat 
(}aqqo®). The Greek words refer to a kid (eriíphion), a young kid (ériphos), 
and a he-goat (traégos).

�The commonThe common domestic  domestic goat in Pagoat in Palestine islestine is  Capra hircCapra hircus.us. Goats are Goats are distingui distinguished from shedistinguidistinguisdistinguished from thed from their sheepheir sheep cousins,  cousins, with whom with whom they are uthey are usually kepsually kept, by the t, by the latter’s clatlatter’s clatter’s coats of haoats of hair (usuallir (usually black [cy black [cf. 1 Sam. f. 1 Sam. 19:13] or 19:13] or grey, but grey, but sometimes sometimes white, browhite,white, browhite, brown, or anywn, or any combinati combination thereofon thereof), and the), and their flat, tir flat, twisted horwisted horns. While ns. While generally gengenerally generally not as desnot as desirable as irable as sheep for sheep for meat, goatmeat, goats are a mos are a more hardy are hardy animal, lesnimal, less discrimis dis discriminadiscriminating in thting in the vegetatie vegetation they wion they will eat, anll eat, and thus tend thus tend to appead to appear in greatr in greater numberser nuer numbers innumbers in herds liv herds living in moring in more marginale marginal environme environments. Indeents. Indeed, the ratd, the ratio of goatio of goat bones to  b bones to sbones to sheep bonesheep bones can give  can give archaeologarchaeologists some ists some insight ininsight into ancientto ancient local env local environmentaliroenvenvironmenenvironmental condittal conditions in anions in antiquity. Utiquity. Unfortunatenfortunately, the grly, the grazing habiazing habits of goatts of goats over mans ovs over many over many centuries centuries has had a has had a major negamajor negative impactive impact on the vt on the vegetation egetation of Palestiof Palestine, both inePalestiPalestine,Palestine, both in t both in the declinehe decline of severa of several importanl important plant cot plant communities mmunities and in inhand in inhibiting thibitiinhinhibitinginhibiting their rej their rejuvenation.uvenation.

The common domestic goat in Palestine is Capra hircus. Goats are 
distinguished from their sheep cousins, with whom they are usually kept, by the 
latter’s coats of hair (usually black [cf. 1 Sam. 19:13] or grey, but sometimes 
white, brown, or any combination thereof), and their flat, twisted horns. While 
generally not as desirable as sheep for meat, goats are a more hardy animal, less 
discriminating in the vegetation they will eat, and thus tend to appear in greater 
numbers in herds living in more marginal environments. Indeed, the ratio of goat 
bones to sheep bones can give archaeologists some insight into ancient local 
environmental conditions in antiquity. Unfortunately, the grazing habits of goats 
over many centuries has had a major negative impact on the vegetation of 
Palestine, both in the decline of several important plant communities and in 
inhibiting their rejuvenation.

�Goat by-prGoat by-products havoducts have long beee long been familiarn familiar features  features among Paleamong Palestine’s destine’s desert peoplsert pesert people fropeople from the biblm the biblical perioical periods down tods down to the prese the present and incnt and include milk lude milk (Prov. 27:(Prov. 27:27), chees2727:27:27), ch27:27), cheese, goateese, goatskin bottlskin bottles for wates for water and winer and wine (e.g., Me (e.g., Mark 2:22),ark 2:22), and goat’ and goat’s hair clos hais hair clothhair clothes, pillowes, pillows, and tens, and tents (Exod. ts (Exod. 26:7; 35:226:7; 35:26; 1 Sam. 6; 1 Sam. 19:13; Heb19:13; Heb. 11:37). . 11:37). While adulWhileWhile adulWhile adult goats hat goats have poor meve poor meat, young at, young kids make kids make a desirabla desirable meal (Jue meal (Judg. 6:19; dg. 6:19; 13:15-23).1313:15-23).13:15-23). Beyond th Beyond their subsiseir subsistence roletence role in ancien in ancient Israelitt Israelite and Jewie and Jewish societysh society, goats, e, goa, goats, espgoats, especially heecially he-goats, pl-goats, played an imayed an important cuportant cultic role,ltic role, serving a serving as the key s the key sacrifice sacrifisacrifice sacrifice in variousin various religious religious ceremonie ceremonies (e.g., Ns (e.g., Num. 7:16).um. 7:16).

Goat by-products have long been familiar features among Palestine’s desert 



people from the biblical periods down to the present and include milk (Prov. 
27:27), cheese, goatskin bottles for water and wine (e.g., Mark 2:22), and goat’s 
hair clothes, pillows, and tents (Exod. 26:7; 35:26; 1 Sam. 19:13; Heb. 11:37). 
While adult goats have poor meat, young kids make a desirable meal (Judg. 6:19; 
13:15-23). Beyond their subsistence role in ancient Israelite and Jewish society, 
goats, especially he-goats, played an important cultic role, serving as the key 
sacrifice in various religious ceremonies (e.g., Num. 7:16).

Randall W.Randall W. Younker Younker

Randall W. Younker

GOBGOB (Heb.  (Heb. go®b�go®b�)))

GOB (Heb. go®b� )

The site oThe site of two battf two battles betweeles between David ann David and the Phild the Philistines (2istines (2 Sam. 21:1 Sam. 21:18-19). The8-19). The parallel  p parallel aparallel account givccount gives the sites the site as Gezere as Gezer (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 20:4).0:4).

The site of two battles between David and the Philistines (2 Sam. 21:18-19). The 
parallel account gives the site as Gezer (1 Chr. 20:4).

GODGODGOD

GOD

A generic A generic word for tword for the deity, he deity, used to reused to refer to thefer to the God of Is God of Israel (Heb.rael (Heb.  eäl/}eïloœeäl/}eïloœeäl/}eïloœeäl/}eïloœhiîmhiîm) and the ) and the Christian Christian community community (Gk. (Gk. theoœstheoœs) as well ) as well as the godas the gods of othersgodgods of otgods of other peopleher peoples. The wors. The word also becd also becomes a namomes a name for the e for the deity of tdeity of the believihe believing communinbelievibelieving believing community community and is useand is used in direcd in direct address t address (e.g., Ps.(e.g., Ps. 22:1[MT 2 22:1[MT 2]; Mark 15]; Mark 15:34).:341515:34).15:34).15:34).

A generic word for the deity, used to refer to the God of Israel (Heb. 
eäl/}eïloœhiîm) and the Christian community (Gk. theoœs) as well as the 
gods of other peoples. The word also becomes a name for the deity of the 
believing community and is used in direct address (e.g., Ps. 22:1[MT 2]; Mark 
15:34).

�God is theGod is the central s central subject of ubject of the Bible the Bible and is alwand is always presenays presented in relted in relationship ationship relrelationshrelationship with thip with the world, we world, with that with that which is nohich is not God. Godt God. God’s existen’s existence is assuce is assumed from tmeassuassumed frassumed from the firom the first verse ost verse of Genesis,f Genesis, God’s cor God’s core charactee character and mostr and most basic pur basic purposes are ppurpurposes apurposes are constanre constant across tt across the two teshe two testaments, ataments, and the divnd the divine speakiine speaking and actng and acting are aliactacting areacting are always in always in service o service of those puf those purposes, whrposes, whether in cether in creation, jreation, judgment, oudgment, or salvatior sr salvation.salvation. The perso The person and workn and work of Jesus  of Jesus Christ filChrist fill the testl the testimony of timony of the NT, buthe NT, but the Chris the the Christthe Christ event is  event is understoodunderstood as a deci as a decisive act osive act of the God f the God witnessed witnessed to in the to in the OT. Jesus OTOT. Jesus OT. Jesus Christ conChrist constitutes bstitutes both a fulloth a fuller revealier revealing of the ng of the God of IsrGod of Israel and thael and the culminate cule culminatioculmination of God’sn of God’s salvific  salvific purposes fpurposes for the woror the world.ld.

God is the central subject of the Bible and is always presented in 
relationship with the world, with that which is not God. God’s existence is 
assumed from the first verse of Genesis, God’s core character and most basic 
purposes are constant across the two testaments, and the divine speaking and 
acting are always in service of those purposes, whether in creation, judgment, or 
salvation. The person and work of Jesus Christ fill the testimony of the NT, but 
the Christ event is understood as a decisive act of the God witnessed to in the 
OT. Jesus Christ constitutes both a fuller revealing of the God of Israel and the 
culmination of God’s salvific purposes for the world.

Issues of Issues of GenreGenre

Issues of Genre

God is a cGod is a character iharacter in every bin every biblical trablical tradition (exdition (except Esthecept Esther). God isr). God is presented presented as one wh as o as one who spone who speaks, is seaks, is spoken to, poken to, and is spoand is spoken about ken about (though Go(though God’s directd’s direct speaking  speaking is rare iniis rare inis rare in the NT),  the NT), and one whand one who acts ando acts and is affect is affected by the ed by the actions ofactions of others (e others (e.g., provo.g., p.g., provoked tprovoked to anger). o anger). Most commoMost commonly, God inly, God is presentes presented as a chad as a character in racter in narrative,narrative,narrative,narrative, whose pre whose presence may sence may be depictebe depicted as both d as both intense (Sintense (Sinai, Jesuinai, Jesus Christ) s Christ) and unobtrandand unobtrand unobtrusive (theusive (the Joseph st Joseph story). Narrory). Narratives proatives provide depthvide depth to God’s  to God’s character character without brwwithout brwithout bringing cloinging closure to thsure to the depictioe depiction of God; n of God; they presethey present God as nt God as a living ra living reality witealrreality wireality with all theth all the attendant attendant ambiguity ambiguity and compl and complexity.exity.exity.

God is a character in every biblical tradition (except Esther). God is presented as 
one who speaks, is spoken to, and is spoken about (though God’s direct speaking 
is rare in the NT), and one who acts and is affected by the actions of others (e.g., 
provoked to anger). Most commonly, God is presented as a character in 
narrative, whose presence may be depicted as both intense (Sinai, Jesus Christ) 
and unobtrusive (the Joseph story). Narratives provide depth to God’s character 
without bringing closure to the depiction of God; they present God as a living 
reality with all the attendant ambiguity and complexity.

�At the samAt the same time, the time, the biblicale biblical texts are texts are not conte not content with nant with narratives irratives in their pon their pon their portrayal portrayal of God. Inof God. Interwoven wterwoven with narratith narratives are mives are more generaore generalized (“crlized (“credal”) staedal”) statements abtestastatementsstatements about God about God. Types of. Types of generaliz generalizing genresing genres are those are those which gat which gather claimsher claims about God claimsclaims aboclaims about God in ut God in summationssummations of divine of divine acts (Deu acts (Deut. 26:5-9;t. 26:5-9; cf. Acts  cf. Acts 2:14-36; 72:14-36; 7:1-53), in:1-77:1-53), i7:1-53), in more absn more abstract waystract ways (Exod. 34 (Exod. 34:6-7; cf. :6-7; cf. 1 Cor. 8:41 Cor. 8:4-6), and i-6), and in hymns ann hymns and doxologid dod doxologiesdoxologies (1 Tim. 6 (1 Tim. 6:15-16; Ps:15-16; Ps. 145). Th. 145). The integrate integration of theion of these types ose types of statemenf statements within ts wts within othwithin other genres er genres suggests tsuggests that they rhat they represent aepresent a centering centering amid the  amid the Bible’s thBible’s theological eolththeologicatheological pluralisl pluralism. The regm. The regular appeaular appeal of the bl of the book of Psaook of Psalms — whiclms — which presentsh presents the faith t the faith the faith in its leain its leaner form —ner form — to these  to these generalizageneralizations is ntions is noteworthy.oteworthy. In genera In general, the hisl, thl, the historthe historical recitical recitals specifals specified those ied those events in events in history thhistory that were coat were constitutivenstitutive of the co of the of the communthe community of faiity of faith and theth and the generaliz generalizations aboations about God prout God provided an ovided an ongoing intngoing interpretive eintinterpretiinterpretive clue fove clue for the kindr the kind of God be of God believed to lieved to be active be active in those ein those events.vents.vents.

At the same time, the biblical texts are not content with narratives in their 



portrayal of God. Interwoven with narratives are more generalized (“credal”) 
statements about God. Types of generalizing genres are those which gather 
claims about God in summations of divine acts (Deut. 26:5-9; cf. Acts 2:14-36; 
7:1-53), in more abstract ways (Exod. 34:6-7; cf. 1 Cor. 8:4-6), and in hymns and 
doxologies (1 Tim. 6:15-16; Ps. 145). The integration of these types of statements 
within other genres suggests that they represent a centering amid the Bible’s 
theological pluralism. The regular appeal of the book of Psalms — which presents 
the faith in its leaner form — to these generalizations is noteworthy. In general, 
the historical recitals specified those events in history that were constitutive of 
the community of faith and the generalizations about God provided an ongoing 
interpretive clue for the kind of God believed to be active in those events.

�These trutThese truth claims ah claims are not prere not presented in sented in final formfinal formulations, ulations, and remainand remain open to n open to open to new lanto new language and guage and content. Icontent. In additionn addition, some nar, some narrative porrative portrayals oftrayals of God do no God do not fit the tnonot fit thnot fit the predomine predominant confesant confession, witnsion, witnessing to essing to a theologya theology in proces in process by raisis by raising up reflng ung up reflectup reflections and cions and challenges hallenges regarding regarding God that tGod that the credal he credal statementsstatements must take must take into acco i into accouinto account in the nt in the ongoing diongoing discussion rscussion regarding tegarding the divine he divine identity (identity (e.g., creae.g., creation is adtion ition is added iis added in Neh. 9:6n Neh. 9:6; divine r; divine repentance epentance in Jonah 4in Jonah 4:2). The N:2). The NT continueT continues this pros this process in itceproprocess inprocess in its incip its incipient triniient trinitarianism tarianism (Matt. 28:(Matt. 28:19) and it19) and its claims rs claims regarding Jegarding Jesus and Gesus andesus and God (Jand God (John 1:1; 2ohn 1:1; 20:28).0:28).0:28).

These truth claims are not presented in final formulations, and remain open 
to new language and content. In addition, some narrative portrayals of God do 
not fit the predominant confession, witnessing to a theology in process by raising 
up reflections and challenges regarding God that the credal statements must take 
into account in the ongoing discussion regarding the divine identity (e.g., creation 
is added in Neh. 9:6; divine repentance in Jonah 4:2). The NT continues this 
process in its incipient trinitarianism (Matt. 28:19) and its claims regarding Jesus 
and God (John 1:1; 20:28).

�Another geAnother genre issue nre issue is raised is raised by the lanby the language to Gguage to God and abood and about God in ut God in the lamentthe lathe lament andlament and protest l protest literature.iterature. How does  How does one “transone “translate” the late” the language olanguage of these gef these genres into ngegenres intgenres into theologio theological formulcal formulation (e.gation (e.g., Ps. 44:., Ps. 44:23-24[24–223-24[24–25])? That 5])? That these exprthese expressions ocessexprexpressionexpressions occur prs occur predominantledominantly in poetry in poetry is impory is important. The tant. The reader musreader must sort outt sort outt sort out the rhout the rhetorical fetorical function ofunction of this lang this language and iuage and its metaphots metaphoric characric character beforeter before discernin dis discerningdiscerning how to us how to use it in the it in theological eological formulatioformulation.n.

Another genre issue is raised by the language to God and about God in the 
lament and protest literature. How does one “translate” the language of these 
genres into theological formulation (e.g., Ps. 44:23-24[24–25])? That these 
expressions occur predominantly in poetry is important. The reader must sort 
out the rhetorical function of this language and its metaphoric character before 
discerning how to use it in theological formulation.

The KnowleThe Knowledge of Goddge of God

The Knowledge of God

The sourceThe sources for the s for the biblical vbiblical view of Godiew of God are multi are multivocal and vocal and complex (Hcomplex (Heb. 1:1-2)eb. 1:1-2). A recent. 1:1-2)1:1-2). A 1:1-2). A recent emprecent emphasis uponhasis upon revelatio revelation in histon in history has givry has given way to en way to a more coma more comprehensivepcomcomprehenscomprehensive undersive understanding thtanding that includeat includes Israel’ss Israel’s history;  history; natural evnatural events; everents; everyday experydaevereveryday eeveryday experience;xperience; personal  personal verbal encverbal encounter; liounter; liturgical eturgical event; intevent; interaction wiraction with other ath oth other anciother ancient literaent literature and rture and religion, beligion, both ancienoth ancient Near East Near Eastern and Gtern and Greco-Romanreco-RomanGGreco-RomaGreco-Roman; the minn; the ministry, lifistry, life, death, e, death, and resurrand resurrection of ection of Jesus; theJesus; the internal  internal testimony testimtestimony testimony of the Holof the Holy Spirit.y Spirit.y Spirit.

The sources for the biblical view of God are multivocal and complex (Heb. 
1:1-2). A recent emphasis upon revelation in history has given way to a more 
comprehensive understanding that includes Israel’s history; natural events; 
everyday experience; personal verbal encounter; liturgical event; interaction with 
other ancient literature and religion, both ancient Near Eastern and 
Greco-Roman; the ministry, life, death, and resurrection of Jesus; the internal 
testimony of the Holy Spirit.

�The NT preThe NT presupposes tsupposes the OT undehe OT understanding rstanding of God andof God and therein g therein grounds itsrounds its theologic th theologicatheological formulatl formulations, inclions, including its uding its centering centering confessionconfession that Jesu that Jesus is the Cs is the Christ, thehrist, CChrist, thChrist, the image ofe image of the invis the invisible God (ible God (Col. 1:15)Col. 1:15). At the s. At the same time, ame time, the NT clathe NT claims regardimsclaclaims regclaims regarding Jesarding Jesus Christ us Christ and the Hoand the Holy Spirit ly Spirit result in result in fresh persfresh perspectives tpectives that fill ohat fihat fill out tfill out the identithe identity of Israey of Israel’s God.l’s God.l’s God.

The NT presupposes the OT understanding of God and therein grounds its 
theological formulations, including its centering confession that Jesus is the 
Christ, the image of the invisible God (Col. 1:15). At the same time, the NT 
claims regarding Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit result in fresh perspectives that 
fill out the identity of Israel’s God.



�Generally,Generally, language  language for God isfor God is drawn fro drawn from at leastm at least three sou three sources.rces.rces.

Generally, language for God is drawn from at least three sources.

1.1.�God’s reveGod’s revealing. Godaling. God is not “n is not “named” by oamed” by others (Genthers (Gen. 16:13 is. 16:13 is an except an exception), unliionexceptexception)exception), unlike p, unlike people or oeople or other gods.ther gods. Though no Though not fully ret fully revealing ofvealing of character char character,character, God’s nam God’s names give ines give insight intosight into God, as d God, as does other oes other self-identself-identifying lanifyingself-identself-identself-identifying lanifying language (Exoguage (Exod. 34:6-7)d. 34:6-7)...

1. God’s revealing. God is not “named” by others (Gen. 16:13 is an 
exception), unlike people or other gods. Though not fully revealing of 
character, God’s names give insight into God, as does other 
self-identifying language (Exod. 34:6-7).

2.2.�The ongoinThe ongoing experieng experience with Goce with God, in majod, in major events, r events, worship ocworship occasions, acasions, and everydandaand everydand everyday encountay encounters. Languers. Language for Goage for God is almosd is almost always mt always metaphoricaetaphorical, and is lmetaphoricametaphoricmetaphorical, and isal, and is usually a usually associated ssociated with the ewith the everyday, everyday, earthly, anarthly, and concreted cond concrete: concrete: home and fhome and family; socamily; social, commeial, commercial, andrcial, and political political spheres;  spheres; interhumaninterinterhumaninterhuman relations relationships; nonhhips; nonhuman entituman entities. Most ies. Most fundamentafundamental to thesel to these metaphors m metaphors metaphors is their ris their relational elational character,character, revealing revealing a God who a God who is not al is not aloof from toof foof from the wfrom the world, but orld, but has enterehas entered into gend into genuine relatuine relationships wionships with peopleith people, and work, an, and works and works in and thrin and through the cough the complexitieomplexities and ambis and ambiguities ofguities of life. life. life.

2. The ongoing experience with God, in major events, worship occasions, 
and everyday encounters. Language for God is almost always 
metaphorical, and is usually associated with the everyday, earthly, and 
concrete: home and family; social, commercial, and political spheres; 
interhuman relationships; nonhuman entities. Most fundamental to these 
metaphors is their relational character, revealing a God who is not aloof 
from the world, but has entered into genuine relationships with people, 
and works in and through the complexities and ambiguities of life.

3.3.�The ancienThe ancient context.t context. The lingu The linguistic and istic and imagistic imagistic dependencedependence on the an on the ancient Nearcientanancient Neancient Near Easternar Eastern and Greco and Greco-Roman cul-Roman cultures is ntures is not simply ot simply formal; trformal; truths aboututrtruths abotruths about God werut God were available available to thosee to those outside t outside the communihe community of faitty of faith, and undh, faitfaith, andfaith, and understan understandings weredings were enriched  enriched by that coby that contact (Actntact (Acts 17:22-31s 17:22-31). Far fro). F). Far from dFar from diminishingiminishing the uniqu the uniqueness of teness of the biblicahe biblical faith, tl faith, they witneshey witness to the ws to ths to the work othe work of God the f God the Creator.Creator.Creator.

3. The ancient context. The linguistic and imagistic dependence on the 
ancient Near Eastern and Greco-Roman cultures is not simply formal; 
truths about God were available to those outside the community of 
faith, and understandings were enriched by that contact (Acts 17:22-31). 
Far from diminishing the uniqueness of the biblical faith, they witness to 
the work of God the Creator.

Among the Among the metaphors metaphors for God (sfor God (some are alome are also used foso used for Jesus) ar Jesus) are husbandre husband (Isa. 62: (Isa. 62 (Isa. 62:5), fat62:5), father (63:16her (63:16; Heb. 12:; Heb. 12:9, most fr9, most frequently bequently by Jesus), y Jesus), king (Ps. king (Ps. 95:3; Matt95:3; Matt. 5:35), j. 5:35). 5:35), jud5:35), judge (Gen. 1ge (Gen. 18:25; Heb.8:25; Heb. 12:23), s 12:23), shepherd (Phepherd (Ps. 23:1; Ms. 23:1; Matt. 18:10att. 18:10-14), rede-14), redeemer-savioemerederedeemer-sredeemer-savior (Isaavior (Isa. 44:24; L. 44:24; Luke 1:47),uke 1:47), potter (J potter (Jer. 18:1-6er. 18:1-6), warrior), warrior (Exod. 15 (Exod. 15:3), rock :3), 1515:3), roc15:3), rock (Ps. 18:k (Ps. 18:2[3]), lig2[3]), light (Ps. 4:ht (Ps. 4:6[7]; 1 Jo6[7]; 1 John 1:5), ahn 1:5), and spirit nd spirit (Isa. 63:1(Isa. 63:10; John 4:0; John 4:24). Anthr24:4:24). Ant4:24). Anthropomorphhropomorphic metaphoic metaphors are mucrs are much more comh more common in themon in the OT than i OT than in the NT (n thn the NT (Luthe NT (Luke 11:20; ke 11:20; Rom. 1:18)Rom. 1:18); yet the ; yet the NT view ofNT view of God is no God is not more spit more spiritual, giritual, given the Invegigiven the given the IncarnatioIncarnation. Female n. Female images areimages are used whic used which reflect h reflect the peculithe peculiar experiear experiences of wonceexperieexperienceexperiences of womens of women, especial, especially motherhly motherhood (Isa. ood (Isa. 42:14; 66:42:14; 66:13; Luke 113; Luke 15:8-10); t5:8-10); the image ohtthe image the image of a childof a child in its mo in its mother’s womther’s womb or at heb or at her breast cr breast conveys a uonveys a unique sensnique sense of closee senssense of csense of closeness wloseness with God. Aith God. All metapholl metaphors have a rs have a “Yes” and “Yes” and a “No” wita “No” with respect;h respect;h respect; trespect; they have chey have continuity ontinuity with the rwith the reality whieality which is God,ch is God, but no on but no one-to-one ce-to-one correspondeorccorrespondcorrespondence, for ence, for no image ono image or metaphorr metaphor can captu can capture God.re God.

Among the metaphors for God (some are also used for Jesus) are husband (Isa. 
62:5), father (63:16; Heb. 12:9, most frequently by Jesus), king (Ps. 95:3; Matt. 
5:35), judge (Gen. 18:25; Heb. 12:23), shepherd (Ps. 23:1; Matt. 18:10-14), 
redeemer-savior (Isa. 44:24; Luke 1:47), potter (Jer. 18:1-6), warrior (Exod. 
15:3), rock (Ps. 18:2[3]), light (Ps. 4:6[7]; 1 John 1:5), and spirit (Isa. 63:10; John 
4:24). Anthropomorphic metaphors are much more common in the OT than in 
the NT (Luke 11:20; Rom. 1:18); yet the NT view of God is not more spiritual, 
given the Incarnation. Female images are used which reflect the peculiar 
experiences of women, especially motherhood (Isa. 42:14; 66:13; Luke 15:8-10); 
the image of a child in its mother’s womb or at her breast conveys a unique 
sense of closeness with God. All metaphors have a “Yes” and a “No” with 
respect; they have continuity with the reality which is God, but no one-to-one 
correspondence, for no image or metaphor can capture God.

Basic ClaiBasic Claims about Gms about Godod

Basic Claims about God

The followThe following claimsing claims are centr are central regardial regarding the bibng the biblical undelical understanding rstanding of God; teof God; texts are cixts tetexts are texts are cited fromcited from both OT a both OT and NT and nd NT and are signifare significantly reicantly represented presented across varacross various genreiovarvarious gevarious genres and tnres and traditions.raditions.

The following claims are central regarding the biblical understanding of God; 
texts are cited from both OT and NT and are significantly represented across 
various genres and traditions.

Living andLiving and eternal eternal eternal

Living and eternal



God’s exisGod’s existence is atence is assumed in ssumed in the Bible,the Bible, from Gen. from Gen. 1:1 on. G 1:1 on. God’s life od’s life is withoutis without beginning beg beginning beginning and endingand ending (Ps. 90:1 (Ps. 90:1-2; 102:26-2; 102:26-27[27–28]-27[27–28]; Rom. 1:2; Rom. 1:23; 16:26) 3; 16:26) and is depand is dependent upoendepdependent dependent upon no otupon no other for exher for existence. Gistence. God has no od has no family trefamily tree (theogone (theogony). God aly). God ay). God alone has alone has the power the power to raise fto raise from the derom the dead and graad and grant eternalnt eternal life (2 K life (2 Kgs. 5:7; Dgs. 5:7; Dan. 12:2),an. DDan. 12:2)Dan. 12:2), centerin, centering in the Ng in the NT in the rT in the resurrectioesurrection of Jesusn of Jesus (1 Pet. 1 (1 Pet. 1:21). At t:21). At the same tihe sahe same time,same time, God, havi God, having createdng created the world the world, has chos, has chosen to be den to be dependent uependent upon the crpon the cpon the creatures creatures for continfor continuing life uing life and the onand the ongoing caregoing care of the wo of the world (Gen. rld (Gen. 1:22, 28).1:22, 28).

God’s existence is assumed in the Bible, from Gen. 1:1 on. God’s life is without 
beginning and ending (Ps. 90:1-2; 102:26-27[27–28]; Rom. 1:23; 16:26) and is 
dependent upon no other for existence. God has no family tree (theogony). God 
alone has the power to raise from the dead and grant eternal life (2 Kgs. 5:7; 
Dan. 12:2), centering in the NT in the resurrection of Jesus (1 Pet. 1:21). At the 
same time, God, having created the world, has chosen to be dependent upon the 
creatures for continuing life and the ongoing care of the world (Gen. 1:22, 28).

UnityUnityUnity

Unity

God is oneGod is one. God is n. God is not dividedot divided up into d up into divinities ivinities or powers or powers (cf. Baal)(cf. Baal). There is. There is a unity t a un a unity to tunity to the divine he divine identity (identity (Deut. 6:4-Deut. 6:4-5; 1 Cor. 5; 1 Cor. 8:4-6; Eph8:4-6; Eph. 4:6). Go. 4:6). God unites id unites in the one n the n the one sethe one self everythlf everything which ing which is God. Onis God. One can disce can discern some dern some developmentevelopment in Israel in Israel in Israel’s uIsrael’s understandinderstandings in things in this regard, s regard, but the cabut the canonical pononical portrayal ofrtrayal of God is de God is decisively mcisivededecisivelydecisively monotheis monotheistic (Deut.tic (Deut. 4:35; Isa 4:35; Isa. 45:7; 1 . 45:7; 1 Tim. 1:17)Tim. 1:17)...

God is one. God is not divided up into divinities or powers (cf. Baal). There is a 
unity to the divine identity (Deut. 6:4-5; 1 Cor. 8:4-6; Eph. 4:6). God unites in 
the one self everything which is God. One can discern some development in 
Israel’s understandings in this regard, but the canonical portrayal of God is 
decisively monotheistic (Deut. 4:35; Isa. 45:7; 1 Tim. 1:17).

�At the samAt the same time, see time, several OT tveral OT texts speakexts speak of God as of God as acting wi acting within the thin the divinedivine realm (e. re realm (e.grealm (e.g., Ps. 103., Ps. 103:20-21; Je:20-21; Jer. 23:18-2r. 23:18-22). These 2). These passages tpassages testify to estify to God as a sGod as a social beinocial ssocial beisocial being, functing, functioning withoning within a divinin a divine communite community in a rely in a relationship ationship of mutualiof mutuality. The crty. Thty. The creatiThe creation of humaon of human beings, n beings, e.g., is ue.g., is understood nderstood to be the to be the result of result of an inter-dan inter-divine dialivineinter-dinter-diviinter-divine dialogune dialogue (Gen. 1:e (Gen. 1:26). These26). These testimoni testimonies to the es to the richness arichness and complexnd complexity of theitycomplexcomplexitycomplexity of the di of the divine realmvine realm no doubt  no doubt contributecontribute to the NT to the NT reflectio reflections about Gns about Gns about God that mGod that move towardove toward a trinita a trinitarian identrian identity.ity.

At the same time, several OT texts speak of God as acting within the divine 
realm (e.g., Ps. 103:20-21; Jer. 23:18-22). These passages testify to God as a 
social being, functioning within a divine community in a relationship of mutuality. 
The creation of human beings, e.g., is understood to be the result of an 
inter-divine dialogue (Gen. 1:26). These testimonies to the richness and 
complexity of the divine realm no doubt contribute to the NT reflections about 
God that move toward a trinitarian identity.

Unique, inUnique, incomparablecomparable

Unique, incomparable

Compared tCompared to any otheo any other powers, r powers, there is nthere is no God likeo God like Israel’s  Israel’s God. God iGod. God is incompars incompas incomparabincomparable (Ps. 35le (Ps. 35:10; Isa. :10; Isa. 40:18, 25)40:18, 25). God’s ho. God’s holiness (Isliness (Isa. 5:19, 2a. 5:19, 24; John 174; John 17:11) expre:11) e:11) expresses expresses the “otherthe “otherness” or tness” or transcendenranscendence of God;ce of God; God is no God is not a human t a human being (Hosbeing (Hbeing (Hos. 11:9(Hos. 11:9). Yet, th). Yet, this Holy Onis Holy One dwells ie dwells in Israel’sn Israel’s midst (Is midst (Isa. 12:6), a. 12:6), Jesus is tJesus is the “Holy Ohe “Holhe “Holy One “Holy One of God” (Mof God” (Mark 1:24),ark 1:24), and the H and the Holy Spiritoly Spirit is relate is related to divind to divine presencee presence (John 14: ( (John 14:2(John 14:26). Hence,6). Hence, holiness  holiness does not mdoes not mean aloofnean aloofness or disess or distance. Godtance. God is reveal is revealed as the edrevealrevealed arevealed as the trans the transcendent oscendent one precisene precisely in his ly in his immanence,immanence, by the wa by the way in whichy in which God is pr G God is preGod is present and asent and active amonctive among the peopg the people.le.

Compared to any other powers, there is no God like Israel’s God. God is 
incomparable (Ps. 35:10; Isa. 40:18, 25). God’s holiness (Isa. 5:19, 24; John 17:11) 
expresses the “otherness” or transcendence of God; God is not a human being 
(Hos. 11:9). Yet, this Holy One dwells in Israel’s midst (Isa. 12:6), Jesus is the 
“Holy One of God” (Mark 1:24), and the Holy Spirit is related to divine presence 
(John 14:26). Hence, holiness does not mean aloofness or distance. God is 
revealed as the transcendent one precisely in his immanence, by the way in which 
God is present and active among the people.

PresentPresentPresent

Present

God is preGod is present and asent and active in active in all the worll the world. God “fld. God “fills heaveills heaven and eartn and earth” (Jer. 2h” (Jer. 23:24; Ps. 3:24;223:24; Ps.23:24; Ps. 139), “is 139), “is above all above all and throu and through all andgh all and in all” ( in all” (Eph. 4:6).Eph. 4:6). God is pa God is part of the rt of thrt of the map ofthe map of reality a reality and is reland is relational to tional to all that iall that is not God.s not God. The earth The earth is also “ is also “full of thfull of tfull of the steadfthe steadfast love oast love of God” (Psf God” (Ps. 33:5; 36. 33:5; 36:5[6]; Rom:5[6]; Rom. 8:38-39). 8:38-39). God is n. God is not simply ot simply “here and “he“here and “here and there”; Gothere”; God is alwayd is always s lovinglylovingly present,  present, in every din every divine act.ivine act. Hence, Go Hence, God’s presend’s GoGod’s presGod’s presence is noence is not static ot static or passive,r passive, but groun but grounded in steded in steadfast lovadfast love and worke and working for thingworkworking foworking for the goodr the good of all. of all. of all.

God is present and active in all the world. God “fills heaven and earth” (Jer. 
23:24; Ps. 139), “is above all and through all and in all” (Eph. 4:6). God is part of 
the map of reality and is relational to all that is not God. The earth is also “full of 
the steadfast love of God” (Ps. 33:5; 36:5[6]; Rom. 8:38-39). God is not simply 
“here and there”; God is always lovingly present, in every divine act. Hence, 
God’s presence is not static or passive, but grounded in steadfast love and 
working for the good of all.



�In developIn developing a typoing a typology of dilogy of divine presevine presence one mince one might speak ght speak of variatiof variations in intons in inons in intensificintensification in cation in comparing Gomparing God’s generod’s general (or creal (or creational) pational) presence, aresence, accompanyinccompanying presenceg accompanyinaccompanyiaccompanying presencng presence, tabernae, tabernacling prescling presence, and ence, and theophanictheophanic presence. presence. The Bible The Bible The Bible neveBible never speaks or speaks of God’s acf God’s actual absentual absence, thoughce, though that may  that may be a percebe a perception (e.gption (e.g., Ps. 22:., (e.g(e.g., Ps.(e.g., Ps. 22:1[2];  22:1[2]; Mark 15:34Mark 15:34). No ). No fullfull account o account of any evenf any event is possit is possible withouble without factorint factot factoring factoring God into tGod into the processhe process...

In developing a typology of divine presence one might speak of variations in 
intensification in comparing God’s general (or creational) presence, 
accompanying presence, tabernacling presence, and theophanic presence. The 
Bible never speaks of God’s actual absence, though that may be a perception 
(e.g., Ps. 22:1[2]; Mark 15:34). No full account of any event is possible without 
factoring God into the process.

�According According to Ps. 104to Ps. 104:1-3 God h:1-3 God has made thas made the time ande time and space of  space of this worldthis world God’s ver God God’s veryGod’s very own dwell own dwelling place.ing place. To use th To use the languagee language of Isa. 6 of Isa. 66:1, heave6:1, heaven is God’sn is God’s throne an th throne andthrone and earth is  earth is God’s footGod’s footstool. Anystool. Any movement  movement of God froof God from heaven tm heaven to earth iso earth o earth is aearth is a movement  movement from one pfrom one part of theart of the created o created order to anrder to another. Godother. God — who is  — who  — who is othwho is other than woer than world — workrld — works from wits from within the wohin the world, not orld, not on the worln the world from witd from d from withofrom without (Acts 1ut (Acts 17:28).7:28).

According to Ps. 104:1-3 God has made the time and space of this world 
God’s very own dwelling place. To use the language of Isa. 66:1, heaven is God’s 
throne and earth is God’s footstool. Any movement of God from heaven to 
earth is a movement from one part of the created order to another. God — 
who is other than world — works from within the world, not on the world 
from without (Acts 17:28).

ActiveActiveActive

Active

God acts iGod acts in the worln the world. The Bibd. The Bible witnessle witnesses to a coes to a comprehensivmprehensive divine we divine working. Goorking. Goorking. God’s actiGod’s acting is focung is focused in Isrsed in Israel, Jesusael, Jesus Christ, a Christ, and the earnd the early Christily Christian communian community, and Goty, aty, and God’s and God’s speaking ispeaking is especials especially articully articulate there,ate there, but the d but the divine actiivine activity is novity is not limited t limitet limited tolimited to them or t them or to historico historical events al events (Rom. 3:29(Rom. 3:29). Gen. 1-). Gen. 1-11, in int11, in introducing troducing the canon, he che canon, procanon, provides a unvides a universal friversal frame of refame of reference, poerence, portraying Grtraying God as Creaod as Creator of alltor of all (as does  (a (as does t(as does the NT: Romhe NT: Rom. 11:36; H. 11:36; Heb. 2:10),eb. 2:10), and also  and also witnesses witnesses to a God wto a God whose hose universaluniveuniversaluniversal activity  activity includes gincludes grieving, jrieving, judging, saudging, saving, elecving, electing, promting, promising, bleising, blessing, covssing, covenant-makiecovcovenant-mcovenant-making, andaking, and law-givin law-giving. God’s ag. God’s actions in ctions in and for thand for the communite community of faithy of faith thus occu th thus occurthus occur  withinwithin God’s mor God’s more comprehee comprehensive actinsive actions in theons in the larger wo larger world and arrld and are shaped be she shaped by shaped by God’s overGod’s overarching puarching purposes forrposes for that worl that world. Some ted. Some texts (e.g.,xts (e.g., Amos 9:7) Amos 9:7) Amos 9:7) reinf9:7) reinforce the uorce the understandinderstanding that evng that even God’s sen God’s salvific acalvific actions are tions are not confinnot confined to the ed ted to the comto the community of munity of faith or efaith or effected onffected only throughly through its media its mediation.tion.

God acts in the world. The Bible witnesses to a comprehensive divine working. 
God’s acting is focused in Israel, Jesus Christ, and the early Christian community, 
and God’s speaking is especially articulate there, but the divine activity is not 
limited to them or to historical events (Rom. 3:29). Gen. 1-11, in introducing the 
canon, provides a universal frame of reference, portraying God as Creator of all 
(as does the NT: Rom. 11:36; Heb. 2:10), and also witnesses to a God whose 
universal activity includes grieving, judging, saving, electing, promising, blessing, 
covenant-making, and law-giving. God’s actions in and for the community of faith 
thus occur within God’s more comprehensive actions in the larger world and are 
shaped by God’s overarching purposes for that world. Some texts (e.g., Amos 
9:7) reinforce the understanding that even God’s salvific actions are not confined 
to the community of faith or effected only through its mediation.

RelationalRelational

Relational

God’s actiGod’s actions occur ons occur from withifrom within relationn relationships estaships established wiblished with the worth the world. These ld. These actions aracactions aractions are in turn e in turn grounded igrounded in the socin the social realityal reality of God. I of God. In other won other words, relatrds, relationship isionshrelatrelationshrelationship is inteip is integral to thgral to the divine re divine realm indepealm independent of endent of God’s relaGod’s relationship ttionship to the worlo theo the world.the world.

God’s actions occur from within relationships established with the world. These 
actions are in turn grounded in the social reality of God. In other words, 
relationship is integral to the divine realm independent of God’s relationship to 
the world.

�This relatThis relational God ional God freely entfreely enters into rers into relationshielationships with thps with that which hat which has been cras been cas been created, acreated, and in suchnd in such a way tha a way that creaturet creatures have soms have something impething important to ortant to say and dosay and do. This is .dodo. This ido. This is seen in s seen in the languathe language most coge most common for Gmmon for God — that od — that drawn fromdrawn from interpers interpe interpersointerpersonal relatinal relationships. Eonships. Even where ven where the languathe language is not ge is not personal, personal, it is relait is relational (Pstionalrelarelationalrelational (Ps. 31:2 (Ps. 31:2[3]). This[3]). This relationa relational focus isl focus is evident a evident also in thelso in the emphasis  emphasis on God as on Godon God as oneGod as one who not o who not only communnly communicates buticates but is desiro is desirous of the us of the creature’screature’s voice in  voice in  voice in return in return (Isa. 65:1(Isa. 65:1-2). Moreo-2). Moreover, God gver, God gives God’sives God’s own name( own name(s), therebs), thereby identifyy identifying the diinidentifyidentifyinidentifying the divig the divine self asne self as a distinc a distinctive membetive member of the cr of the community oommunity of those whf those who have namo ho have nameshave names. The OT v. The OT view of Godiew of God is no les is no less relations relational and intal and intimate thanimate than that of t that of the NT.hetthe NT.the NT.the NT.

This relational God freely enters into relationships with that which has been 
created, and in such a way that creatures have something important to say and 
do. This is seen in the language most common for God — that drawn from 
interpersonal relationships. Even where the language is not personal, it is 
relational (Ps. 31:2[3]). This relational focus is evident also in the emphasis on 
God as one who not only communicates but is desirous of the creature’s voice 
in return (Isa. 65:1-2). Moreover, God gives God’s own name(s), thereby 
identifying the divine self as a distinctive member of the community of those who 



have names. The OT view of God is no less relational and intimate than that of 
the NT.

�Israel’s GIsrael’s God enters od enters into commiinto committed relattted relationships. ionships. Already inAlready in Gen. 1-11 Gen. 1-11 God commi God c God commits Gocommits God’s self td’s self to a relatio a relationship whionship which entailsch entails a divine  a divine constraintconstraint and restr and restraint in thaintrestrrestraint restraint in the exein the exercise of prcise of power in thower in the world (1e world (1:28; 8:21–:28; 8:21–22). Even 22). Even beyond sinbeyond sin, God is c, G, God is comGod is committed to mitted to share poweshare power with humr with human beings an beings (Ps. 8). M(Ps. 8). Moreover, toreover, the covenanhe covenhe covenants covenants into whichinto which God enter God enters — Noah, s — Noah, Abraham, IAbraham, Israel, Davsrael, David, the neid, the new covenantw covenw covenant (covenant (Heb. 8:8-1Heb. 8:8-12) — are r2) — are relational elational by their vby their very natureery nature. God ther. God therein makes ein makes commitmentccommitmentcommitments which Gos which God will hond will honor come whor come what may (cfat may (cf. Gen. 15:. Gen. 15:7-21). So,7-21). So, in both c in both in both creatboth creation and reion and redemption, demption, God’s actiGod’s actions occur ons occur from withifrom within committen committed relationd relatiod relationshrelationships which ips which God will hGod will honor come onor come what may —what may — because o because of who God f who God is.is.

Israel’s God enters into committed relationships. Already in Gen. 1-11 God 
commits God’s self to a relationship which entails a divine constraint and 
restraint in the exercise of power in the world (1:28; 8:21–22). Even beyond sin, 
God is committed to share power with human beings (Ps. 8). Moreover, the 
covenants into which God enters — Noah, Abraham, Israel, David, the new 
covenant (Heb. 8:8-12) — are relational by their very nature. God therein makes 
commitments which God will honor come what may (cf. Gen. 15:7-21). So, in 
both creation and redemption, God’s actions occur from within committed 
relationships which God will honor come what may — because of who God is.

IntentionaIntentionalll

Intentional

God’s actiGod’s actions are anons are an activatio activation of the dn of the divine willivine will. God’s ac. God’s actions are tions are intentionaintentional, not idll, notl, not idle onot idle or accidentr accidental. Every al. Every divine actdivine act is an act is an act of will.  of will. God’s actsGod’s acts always se always serve God’s rve Gorve God’s purpGod’s purposes in thoses in the world. Ge world. God’s word od’s word seeks to cseeks to clarify andlarify and direct Go direct God’s will wd’s will within an aitwwithin an within an already pealready pervasive prrvasive presence, anesence, and makes avd makes available a ailable a living expliving experience (ierience (including knclu(i(including(including knowledge knowledge) of the w) of the will of Godill of God. Every di. Every divine actiovine action is inforn is informed by Godmed by God’s ultimat’s GodGod’s ultiGod’s ultimate salvimate salvific will ffic will for the woror the world, by Godld, by God’s faithfu’s faithfulness to plness to promises, aromises, and God’s snd Gond God’s steaGod’s steadfast lovedfast love for all. for all. for all.

God’s actions are an activation of the divine will. God’s actions are intentional, 
not idle or accidental. Every divine act is an act of will. God’s acts always serve 
God’s purposes in the world. God’s word seeks to clarify and direct God’s will 
within an already pervasive presence, and makes available a living experience 
(including knowledge) of the will of God. Every divine action is informed by 
God’s ultimate salvific will for the world, by God’s faithfulness to promises, and 
God’s steadfast love for all.

�DistinctioDistinctions within ns within the will othe will of God are f God are important important for thinkifor thinking about sng about salvation aalvation ssalvation salvation and judgmeand judgment. God’s nt. God’s saving wilsaving will is ultiml is ultimate and abate and absolute (Gesolute (Gen. 12:3; Rn. 12:3; Rom. 11:32;om.RRom. 11:32Rom. 11:32; 1 Tim. 2; 1 Tim. 2:4); God’s:4); God’s will in j will in judgment isudgment is contingen contingent and circt and circumstantialumstantial. Unlike l. Un. Unlike lovUnlike love, wrath ie, wrath is not an as not an attribute ottribute of God. Godf God. God is “provo is “provoked” to anked” to anger (Ps. 1ger (Ps. 106:29; Rom061106:29; Ro106:29; Rom. 2:1-8) m. 2:1-8) by human sby human sin in viewin in view of divine of divine righteous righteousness; if tness; if there were here were no sin thenono sin theno sin there would bre would be no wrathe no wrath or judgme or judgment. Divinent. Divine wrath and wrath and judgment, judgment, common to common common to common to both the Oboth the OT and NT, T and NT, function bfunction both temporoth temporally and eally and eschatologischatologically (Johcally (Jocally (John 3:18(John 3:18-19; Rom. -19; Rom. 5:9; 13:4)5:9; 13:4), with eff, with effects upon ects upon both body both body and spiritand spirit, individu, individuals and coals aals and communand communities.ities.

Distinctions within the will of God are important for thinking about 
salvation and judgment. God’s saving will is ultimate and absolute (Gen. 12:3; 
Rom. 11:32; 1 Tim. 2:4); God’s will in judgment is contingent and circumstantial. 
Unlike love, wrath is not an attribute of God. God is “provoked” to anger (Ps. 
106:29; Rom. 2:1-8) by human sin in view of divine righteousness; if there were 
no sin there would be no wrath or judgment. Divine wrath and judgment, 
common to both the OT and NT, function both temporally and eschatologically 
(John 3:18-19; Rom. 5:9; 13:4), with effects upon both body and spirit, individuals 
and communities.

InteractivInteractiveee

Interactive

God usuallGod usually takes thy takes the initiatie initiative in active in acting in the ng in the world (e.gworld (e.g., creatio., creation, Incarnan, Incarnation). Yettion). Ytion). Yet, once Yet, once relationshrelationships are esips are established,tablished, God also  God also acts in reacts in response to sponse to creaturelycreaturely initiativ init initiativeinitiative. For exam. For example, God hple, God hears the cears the cries of thries of the Israelite Israelites in Egypes in Egypt and “remt and “remembers” thembe“rem“remembers“remembers” the cove” the covenant (Exodnant (Exod. 2:23-25). 2:23-25). God inte. God interacts withracts with Moses in  Moses in an extendean extenan extended dextended dialogue whialogue wherein Moseerein Moses’ responss’ responses are takes are taken seriousen seriously by God,ly by God, and lead  and lead  and lead to nelead to new divine sw divine speech (Exopeech (Exod. 3-6). Md. 3-6). Moses’ persoses’ persistence wiistence with God incth God increases thereases the revelator thethe revelathe revelatory possitory possibilities, bilities, and severaand several NT textsl NT texts speak of  speak of such persesuch perseverance asverance as occasioni oc occasioninoccasioning new direg new directions forctions for divine ac divine action (Luketion (Luke 11:5-13;  11:5-13; 18:1-8). I18:1-8). Indeed, in ndeed, in response trespresponse tresponse to prayers o prayers God may chGod may change the dange the divine mindivine mind (Exod. 32 (Exod. 32:14; Jer. :14; Jer. 26:19), ev26:19), even in respeeveven in reeven in response to sponse to the non-chthe non-chosen (Jonaosen (Jonah 3:10). Yh 3:10). Yet, God’s et, God’s core characore character is chcter is changeless, anchchangelesschangeless, as is th, as is the divine pe divine purpose (Nuurpose (Num. 23:19; m. 23:19; 1 Sam. 15:1 Sam. 15:28-29; Jas28-29; Jas. 1:17-18;. 1:17-18; Heb. 6:13 He Heb. 6:13-Heb. 6:13-20), and G20), and God will beod will be steadfast steadfast in love.  in love. God’s way God’s way into the finto the future is tuture is thus not dihus nhus not dictatnot dictated solely ed solely by the divby the divine word aine word and will; Gnd will; God’s word od’s word interacts interacts with the hwith the human word umhhuman wordhuman word and toget and together they sher they shape the fhape the future.uture.

God usually takes the initiative in acting in the world (e.g., creation, Incarnation). 
Yet, once relationships are established, God also acts in response to creaturely 
initiative. For example, God hears the cries of the Israelites in Egypt and 
“remembers” the covenant (Exod. 2:23-25). God interacts with Moses in an 
extended dialogue wherein Moses’ responses are taken seriously by God, and 
lead to new divine speech (Exod. 3-6). Moses’ persistence with God increases 
the revelatory possibilities, and several NT texts speak of such perseverance as 
occasioning new directions for divine action (Luke 11:5-13; 18:1-8). Indeed, in 
response to prayers God may change the divine mind (Exod. 32:14; Jer. 26:19), 



even in response to the non-chosen (Jonah 3:10). Yet, God’s core character is 
changeless, as is the divine purpose (Num. 23:19; 1 Sam. 15:28-29; Jas. 1:17-18; 
Heb. 6:13-20), and God will be steadfast in love. God’s way into the future is thus 
not dictated solely by the divine word and will; God’s word interacts with the 
human word and together they shape the future.

SituationaSituationalll

Situational

God’s actiGod’s acting is alwang is always situatiys situationally apponally appropriate, ropriate, fitting fofitting for specificr specific times and times and places (G places  places (Gaplaces (Gal. 4:4). Gl. 4:4). God’s seeinod’s seeing precedesg precedes the divin the divine acting (e acting (Exod. 3:7-Exod. 3:7-10). God i10). God is a masters a ms a master at master at discernmendiscernment. In Exodt. In Exod. 1-15 God. 1-15 God responds  responds to oppressto oppression of a sion of a socio-politocio-political sort isocio-politsocio-polisocio-political sorttical sort in the sh in the shape that Gape that God’s salvaod’s salvation takestion takes. God acts. God acts to save I to save Israel fromsrael IIsrael froIsrael from the effem the effects of othcts of others’ sins,ers’ sins, not from  not from its own. Gits own. God’s savinod’s saving acts at g acts at the returnthe rethe return froreturn from exile, hm exile, however, haowever, have differeve different needs int needs in view; Isn view; Israel is forael is forgiven itsrgiven its sin and s sin an sin and saved and saved from the efrom the effects of ffects of its own siits own sinfulness (nfulness (cf. Isa. 4cf. Isa. 43:25). In 3:25). In Jesus’ lifJesus’ life and deate and deae and death bothdeath both senses of senses of salvation salvation are in vi are in view. Withinew. Within those foc those focused actioused actions, God’s ns, God’s more comprmomore comprmore comprehensive pehensive purposes arurposes are in view e in view (Exod. 9:1(Exod. 9:16).6).

God’s acting is always situationally appropriate, fitting for specific times and 
places (Gal. 4:4). God’s seeing precedes the divine acting (Exod. 3:7-10). God is a 
master at discernment. In Exod. 1-15 God responds to oppression of a 
socio-political sort in the shape that God’s salvation takes. God acts to save 
Israel from the effects of others’ sins, not from its own. God’s saving acts at the 
return from exile, however, have different needs in view; Israel is forgiven its sin 
and saved from the effects of its own sinfulness (cf. Isa. 43:25). In Jesus’ life and 
death both senses of salvation are in view. Within those focused actions, God’s 
more comprehensive purposes are in view (Exod. 9:16).

EffectiveEffectiveEffective

Effective

God’s actiGod’s activity is efvity is effective infective in the world the world, not leas, not least in creatt in creation, Exoduion, Exodus, the fals, the fall of Jerusl of Jerul of Jerusalem,Jerusalem, Incarnati Incarnation, Cross,on, Cross, and Pente and Pentecost. Amoncost. Among the effeg the effects, two mcts, two more compreore comprore comprehenscomprehensive outcomive outcomes might bes might be noted. Fe noted. For one, Goor one, God’s acts id’s acts issue in nessue in new knowledgw knowlew knowledge.knowledge. Promises  Promises are statedare stated which wer which were not knowe not known before, n before, responsibiresponsibilities dellities dellities delineateddelineated, and matt, and matters clarifers clarified and juied and judged. God’dged. God’s acts alss acts also issue ino issue in a becomin a becoming. God’s ag. Gg. God’s actiGod’s actions effectons effect a new rel a new relationship ationship with God awith God and a changnd a changed status ed status for human for human beings andbbeings andbeings and communiti communities, e.g., es, e.g., deliverancdeliverance from oppe from oppression anression and sin (2 Cd sin (2 Cor. 5:17-2or. 5:17-21). God’s 1)5:17-25:17-21). 5:17-21). God’s actiGod’s actions are alons are also effectiso effective in varive in various forms ous forms of worshipof worship life. Isr life. Israel’s dramael’s drael’s dramatizeddramatized festivals festivals and Chris and Christian sacratian sacraments are ments are vehicles wvehicles whereby Godhereby God’s salvati’s salvation in histonsalvatisalvation salvation in historiin historical event cal event is made neis made newly availawly available to Isrble to Israel. Israeael. Israel’s sacrifl’s sacrificial systicial system has a sesystsystem hassystem has a sacrame a sacramental strucntal structure in anture in and through d through which God which God acts to foacts to forgive the rgive the penitent wppenitent wpenitent worshipper.orshipper.

God’s activity is effective in the world, not least in creation, Exodus, the fall of 
Jerusalem, Incarnation, Cross, and Pentecost. Among the effects, two more 
comprehensive outcomes might be noted. For one, God’s acts issue in new 
knowledge. Promises are stated which were not known before, responsibilities 
delineated, and matters clarified and judged. God’s acts also issue in a becoming. 
God’s actions effect a new relationship with God and a changed status for human 
beings and communities, e.g., deliverance from oppression and sin (2 Cor. 
5:17-21). God’s actions are also effective in various forms of worship life. Israel’s 
dramatized festivals and Christian sacraments are vehicles whereby God’s 
salvation in historical event is made newly available to Israel. Israel’s sacrificial 
system has a sacramental structure in and through which God acts to forgive the 
penitent worshipper.

�God’s actiGod’s actions may alons may also issue iso issue in new known new knowledge and ledge and becoming fbecoming for God, thor God, the Incarnate Ine IncarnatioIncarnation being thn being the most fune most fundamental. damental. Human respHuman responses to Gonses to God’s actiood’s actions may alsns may ans may also lead also lead to a new lto a new level of dievel of divine knowivine knowing (cf. Geng (cf. Gen. 22:12; n. 22:12; Deut. 8:2)Deut. 8:2), which ca, which can lead to n lean lead to nelead to new directiow directions in divins in divine action.ne action. New divin New divine commitmee commitments made ants made and new relnd new rend new relationshrelationships establips established makeished make for a cha for a changed situanged situation for Gtion for God. In somod. In some sense one sense one must spee onone must sone must speak of a peak of a newness innewness in God as we God as well.ll.

God’s actions may also issue in new knowledge and becoming for God, the 
Incarnation being the most fundamental. Human responses to God’s actions may 
also lead to a new level of divine knowing (cf. Gen. 22:12; Deut. 8:2), which can 
lead to new directions in divine action. New divine commitments made and new 
relationships established make for a changed situation for God. In some sense 
one must speak of a newness in God as well.

VulnerableVulnerable

Vulnerable

God’s actiGod’s activity is novity is not inevitabt inevitably successly successful. God’sful. God’s word once word once given is  given is in the hanin the hands of thosds ofds of those wof those who can misho can misuse it. Gouse it. God’s will md’s will may not alway not always get doays get done. Finitune. Finitude and sinde and sin may lead  m may lead tmay lead to disloyalo disloyalty and misty and misunderstandunderstanding. Howeving. However powerfuer powerful God’s wol God’s word may be rd may brd may be (Jer. 2be (Jer. 23:29), it 3:29), it is resisteis resisted (Ezek. 2d (Ezek. 2:7), quest:7), questioned (Jerioned (Jer. 1:6-7), . 1:6-7), rejected (rejected (Zech. 7:11Zech. 7:1Zech. 7:11), rid7:11), ridiculed (Geiculed (Gen. 18:12-1n. 18:12-13), scorne3), scorned (Jer. 6:d (Jer. 6:10), despi10), despised (Jer. sed (Jer. 23:17), do23:17), doubted (Judubted dodoubted (Jdoubted (Judg. 6:13-udg. 6:13-17), or di17), or disbelieved sbelieved (Ps. 106:2(Ps. 106:24). The NT4). The NT intensifi intensifies the oppes the opposition toositoppoppositionopposition to God wi to God with its empth its emphasis uponhasis upon demonic f demonic forces (Lukorces (Luke 8:12; 1 e 8:12; 1 Thess. 2:1Thess. 2:18Thess. 2:18). The2:18). The word of G word of God is therod is therefore not efore not only poweronly powerful; it isful; it is vulnerabl vulnerable, as is Ge, as is God’s activod’sGGod’s actiGod’s activity in novity in nonverbal wanverbal ways. This iys. This issues in dssues in divine suffivine suffering, eviering, evident most dent most clearly inclearlclearly inclearly in God’s lam God’s laments in thents in the Prophetse Prophets (Hos. 11: (Hos. 11:1-9; Jer. 1-9; Jer. 3:19-20). 3:19-20). The God whThe God who suffers o whwho sufferwho suffers because s because of, with, of, with, and for Isand for Israel and trael and the world ihe world is brought s brought to supremeto supreme focus in  fo focus in Jfocus in Jesus, espeesus, especially in cially in the Cross.the Cross.

God’s activity is not inevitably successful. God’s word once given is in the hands 
of those who can misuse it. God’s will may not always get done. Finitude and sin 



may lead to disloyalty and misunderstanding. However powerful God’s word may 
be (Jer. 23:29), it is resisted (Ezek. 2:7), questioned (Jer. 1:6-7), rejected (Zech. 
7:11), ridiculed (Gen. 18:12-13), scorned (Jer. 6:10), despised (Jer. 23:17), 
doubted (Judg. 6:13-17), or disbelieved (Ps. 106:24). The NT intensifies the 
opposition to God with its emphasis upon demonic forces (Luke 8:12; 1 Thess. 
2:18). The word of God is therefore not only powerful; it is vulnerable, as is 
God’s activity in nonverbal ways. This issues in divine suffering, evident most 
clearly in God’s laments in the Prophets (Hos. 11:1-9; Jer. 3:19-20). The God 
who suffers because of, with, and for Israel and the world is brought to supreme 
focus in Jesus, especially in the Cross.

�God will kGod will keep promiseep promises made, tes made, though it ihough it is not posss not possible to faible to factor out jctor out just how suust howust how such phow such promises arromises are fulfillee fulfilled. One migd. One might speak oht speak of an open f an open future, wifuture, within whichthin which human res h human resphuman response partionse participates incipates in shaping l shaping life in theife in the world, bu world, but God workt God works purposefs purposefully withiupurposefpurposefulpurposefully within ly within the complethe complex of eventx of events in such s in such a way thata way that a new hea a new heaven and a ven and a new earth nnew earth new earth will eventwill eventually be bually be brought introught into being.o being.

God will keep promises made, though it is not possible to factor out just 
how such promises are fulfilled. One might speak of an open future, within which 
human response participates in shaping life in the world, but God works 
purposefully within the complex of events in such a way that a new heaven and a 
new earth will eventually be brought into being.

Use of ageUse of agentsntsnts

Use of agents

God works God works through huthrough human languaman language and varge and various humanious human and nonhu and nonhuman agentsman agents to get th to g to get thingsget things done in t done in the world. he world. God acts dGod acts directly, birectly, but always ut always through methrough means. The vans. The variety of arvvariety ofvariety of means is  means is impressiveimpressive. God work. God works through s through that whichthat which is create is created to bringd to bring about new a about new about new creations creations (Gen. 1:2;(Gen. 1:2; 11); thro 11); through human ugh human language tlanguage to call Abro call Abraham as weaham as weaham as well as thwell as through the rough the dynamics odynamics of his intef his interrupted jorrupted journey to Curney to Canaan (11:anaan (11:31—12:3); 31—12:3); through notthrough nothrough nonhuman agenhuman agents in thents in the plagues,  plagues, at Passoveat Passover, and at r, and at the Red Sethe Red Sea (the nona (the nonhuman is thnonnonhuman inonhuman is the savis the savior of the or of the human); thhuman); through sacrrough sacrificial riificial rituals to btuals to bring aboutring about reconcili rec reconciliareconciliation with tion with God; throuGod; through non-Isrgh non-Israelite kinaelite kings and armgs and armies to senies to send Israel id Israel into exile nto iinto exileinto exile and to br and to bring them hing them home; throuome; through prophetgh prophets and preas and preachers (Romchers (Rom. 10:14-17. 10:14-1. 10:14-17) 10:14-17) to speak Gto speak God’s word od’s word of judgmenof judgment and gract and grace.e.e.

God works through human language and various human and nonhuman agents to 
get things done in the world. God acts directly, but always through means. The 
variety of means is impressive. God works through that which is created to bring 
about new creations (Gen. 1:2; 11); through human language to call Abraham as 
well as through the dynamics of his interrupted journey to Canaan (11:31—12:3); 
through nonhuman agents in the plagues, at Passover, and at the Red Sea (the 
nonhuman is the savior of the human); through sacrificial rituals to bring about 
reconciliation with God; through non-Israelite kings and armies to send Israel 
into exile and to bring them home; through prophets and preachers (Rom. 
10:14-17) to speak God’s word of judgment and grace.

�In such diIn such divine activvine activity creatuity creaturely agencrely agency is not ry is not reduced to educed to impotence;impotence; God’s act God’s a God’s activity iactivity is not all-s not all-determinindetermining. There ig. There is neither s neither a “lettinga “letting go” of th go” of the creatione creation on God’s  on Go on God’s partGod’s part, nor a di, nor a divine retenvine retention of altion of all such powl such powers. God hers. God has chosen as chosen to be depeto be dependent uponndepedependent dependent upon creatupon creatures, and ures, and both God aboth God and creaturnd creatures are effes are effective ageective agents. Becaunts. Becaunts. Because crBecause creatures areatures are not perfe not perfect, God’sect, God’s actions t actions through thehrough them will alwm will always have mays have mixed resulimmixed resumixed results. As anlts. As an example,  example, violence iviolence is associats associated with Goed with God’s acts fd’s acts for it is cor it is characterisharacccharactericharacteristic of thstic of those througose through whom theh whom the work is d work is done.one.one.

In such divine activity creaturely agency is not reduced to impotence; God’s 
activity is not all-determining. There is neither a “letting go” of the creation on 
God’s part, nor a divine retention of all such powers. God has chosen to be 
dependent upon creatures, and both God and creatures are effective agents. 
Because creatures are not perfect, God’s actions through them will always have 
mixed results. As an example, violence is associated with God’s acts for it is 
characteristic of those through whom the work is done.

�Generally,Generally, this divi this divine work inne work in the world the world must not  must not be viewed be viewed in either in either deistic ordeistic odeistic or determior deterministic waynistic ways. God neis. God neither remaither remains ensconcns ensconced in heaved in heaven nor doeen nor does God micrs God mis God micromanagmicromanage the worle the world to contrd to control its eveol its every move sory move so that crea that creaturely ageturely agency countsncy countsncy counts forcounts for nothing.  nothing. Between thBetween these ditcheese ditches, the bibs, the biblical textlical texts do not as do not always provlways provide clear ideprovprovide clprovide clear directear direction.ion.

Generally, this divine work in the world must not be viewed in either deistic 
or deterministic ways. God neither remains ensconced in heaven nor does God 
micromanage the world to control its every move so that creaturely agency 
counts for nothing. Between these ditches, the biblical texts do not always 
provide clear direction.



Mighty actMighty actsss

Mighty acts

Some divinSome divine actions e actions are more sare more significantignificant than othe than others. Israelrs. Israel understoo understood this to d this to be the casbe tbe the case athe case as shown bys shown by the vocab the vocabulary usedulary used (“mighty  (“mighty acts,” Ps.acts,” Ps. 145:4, 12 145:4, 12) and the ) and the genres empgengenres empgenres employed (somloyed (some divine ae divine acts are drcts are drawn into cawn into creeds; Deureeds; Deut. 26:5-9)t. 26:5-9). The Chri. The Chr. The Christian Christian community community made a commade a comparable moparable move with reve with respect to tspect to the Christ he Christ event, espevent, eevent, especiallyespecially Jesus’ de Jesus’ death and reath and resurrectionsurrection, evident , evident in the volin the volume of theume of the Passion s Passion story and Ptorysstory and story and Pauline emPauline emphases.phases.phases.

Some divine actions are more significant than others. Israel understood this to be 
the case as shown by the vocabulary used (“mighty acts,” Ps. 145:4, 12) and the 
genres employed (some divine acts are drawn into creeds; Deut. 26:5-9). The 
Christian community made a comparable move with respect to the Christ event, 
especially Jesus’ death and resurrection, evident in the volume of the Passion 
story and Pauline emphases.

�This greatThis greater level oer level of significf significance is moance is most fundamest fundamentally relntally related to thated to the kinds ofe kinds of effects p ofof effectsof effects produced. produced. Regarding Regarding becoming, becoming, certain e certain events are vents are constituticonstitutive of the ve of the community,comcommunity,community, without w without which Israehich Israel or the Cl or the Church woulhurch would not be wd not be what it is.hat it is. Regarding Regarding Regarding Regarding knowing, tknowing, these eventhese events are mores are more transluce translucent regardint regarding God’s png God’s purposes, burposes, burposes, bringing sbringing sharper cohharper coherence anderence and clarity t clarity to the largo the larger range oer range of divine pf divine purpose andurpose and activity. ac activity.activity.

This greater level of significance is most fundamentally related to the kinds 
of effects produced. Regarding becoming, certain events are constitutive of the 
community, without which Israel or the Church would not be what it is. 
Regarding knowing, these events are more translucent regarding God’s purposes, 
bringing sharper coherence and clarity to the larger range of divine purpose and 
activity.

ExtraordinExtraordinary eventsary events

Extraordinary events

These greaThese greater levelster levels of signif of significance mayicance may be, but a be, but are not necre not necessarily, essarily, related torelated to the event the e the events beievents being “extraong “extraordinary” ordinary” or miraculor miraculous. Where us. Where these elemthese elements do ocents do occur in thecur in thcur in the texts,the texts, they are  they are not easilynot easily sorted ou sorted out. The extt. The extraordinariraordinariness is noness is not understot understood in termod understounderstoodunderstood in terms  in terms of divine of divine interventiintervention or intron or intrusion, as usion, as if God werif God were normallye normally not prese n not presennot present. God’s at. God’s acts are nocts are not usually t usually consideredconsidered extraordi extraordinary. God nary. God is understis understood to actounderstunderstoodunderstood to act in to act in and throu and through the meagh the means providens provided by the cd by the causal contausal continuum, butinuum, buinuum, but sufficbut sufficient “playient “play” exists i” exists in that conn that continuum to tinuum to allow for allow for God to worGod to work and the k and the unusual evunuunusual evunusual event to occent to occur. For exur. For example, Jobample, Job 38-41 spe 38-41 speaks of theaks of the looseness looseness of the ca of the causal weaveuscacausal weacausal weave with itve with its interests interest in ambigu in ambiguity and unity and unexpectedneexpectedness in the ss in the creation (creation (cf. the rocf. ((cf. the r(cf. the role of chaole of chance in Eccnce in Eccl. 9:11; 1l. 9:11; 1 Sam. 6:9; Sam. 6:9; Luke 10:3 Luke 10:31).1).1).

These greater levels of significance may be, but are not necessarily, related to the 
events being “extraordinary” or miraculous. Where these elements do occur in 
the texts, they are not easily sorted out. The extraordinariness is not 
understood in terms of divine intervention or intrusion, as if God were normally 
not present. God’s acts are not usually considered extraordinary. God is 
understood to act in and through the means provided by the causal continuum, 
but sufficient “play” exists in that continuum to allow for God to work and the 
unusual event to occur. For example, Job 38-41 speaks of the looseness of the 
causal weave with its interest in ambiguity and unexpectedness in the creation 
(cf. the role of chance in Eccl. 9:11; 1 Sam. 6:9; Luke 10:31).

�Issues of Issues of genre and genre and rhetoric arhetoric are importare important. The lant. The language usenguage used for the d for the Exodus eveExodusExodus eveExodus events includnts includes extraores extraordinary feadinary features — pltures — plagues, pasagues, passover, seasover, sea crossing. crossing. But the f B But the faBut the fall of Jerull of Jerusalem and salem and the returnthe return of the ex of the exiles are diles are described iescribed in more munn more mundane termsdanmunmundane temundane terms as therms as the effects o effects of Babylonif Babylonian army moan army movements anvements and Persian d Persian royal poliroyal poroyal policies. policies. Isa. 40-55Isa. 40-55 uses extr uses extraordinary aordinary images to images to speak of aspeak of a future re future return (inclturn (including chanuding(incl(including(including changes i changes in nature) n nature) and links and links this to Gothis to God’s new wod’s new work. But thrk. But the texts dee texts descriptive scrdedescriptivdescriptive of the re of the return itseeturn itself do not lf do not use such ruse such rhetoric. Thetoric. This differhis difference raiseence raises questions quess questions questions about the about the genre of tgenre of the Exodus he Exodus material amaterial and the extnd the extent to whient to which its extch its extraordinarirextextraordinextraordinariness isariness is reflectiv reflective of actuae of actual events ol events or constitur constitutes a rhettes a rhetorical strorical strategy moreategy mategy more in limore in line with thne with that used byat used by Deutero-I Deutero-Isaiah.saiah.saiah.

Issues of genre and rhetoric are important. The language used for the 
Exodus events includes extraordinary features — plagues, passover, sea crossing. 
But the fall of Jerusalem and the return of the exiles are described in more 
mundane terms as the effects of Babylonian army movements and Persian royal 
policies. Isa. 40-55 uses extraordinary images to speak of a future return 
(including changes in nature) and links this to God’s new work. But the texts 
descriptive of the return itself do not use such rhetoric. This difference raises 
questions about the genre of the Exodus material and the extent to which its 
extraordinariness is reflective of actual events or constitutes a rhetorical strategy 
more in line with that used by Deutero-Isaiah.
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GOD IN THE OLD TESTAMENT, NAMES OF

The most cThe most common wordommon words for God s for God in the OT in the OT are the naare the name Yahweh me Yahweh (6639 time(6639 times) and Elos) as) and Elohimand Elohim (“god,” 2 (“god,” 2750 times)750 times). The foll. The following discowing discussion focussion focuses on leuses on less frequenss frequent names ant frequenfrequent nfrequent names and wames and words for Gords for God.od.

The most common words for God in the OT are the name Yahweh (6639 times) 
and Elohim (“god,” 2750 times). The following discussion focuses on less 
frequent names and words for God.

AdonAdon

Adon

Heb. Heb. }aœd�o®n}aœd�o®n means “lo means “lord,” with rd,” with the connotthe connotation of sation of superiorityuperiority, and was , and was used of bousedused of boused of both human ath human and divine nd divine sovereignssovereigns. In the O. In the OT it indicT it indicates Yahweates Yahweh’s power h’s power h’s power and power and control ovcontrol over everyoner everyone and evere and everything. Thything. The form Adoe form Adonay (nay (}a�d�oœnaœ}a�d�oœn((}a�d�oœna(}a�d�oœnaœyœy ) is used ) is used exclusive exclusively of Yahwly of Yahweh. The eneh. The ending ding -aœy-aœy may be em may be emphatic (“tphememphatic (emphatic (“the Lord “the Lord of all”). of all”). The traditThe traditional tranional translation “mslation “my Lord” asy Lord” assumes a plsumes a plural of mauraplplural of plural of majesty, wmajesty, with a lengith a lengthened finthened final vowel tal vowel to distinguo distinguish it froish it from other “lm other “lords,” botords,”“l“lords,” b“lords,” both human oth human and divineand divine. When use. When used independd independently of Yently of Yahweh, it ahweh, it takes on ttakes on takes on the chaon the character of racter of a separatea separate name, but name, but the refer the reference to Isence to Israel’s Godrael’s God is always is always clear (e. cle clear (e.gclear (e.g., Gen. 18., Gen. 18:27; Exod.:27; Exod. 5:22; 34: 5:22; 34:9; Isa. 6:9; Isa. 6:1). It eve1). It eventually cantually came to be pme to be pronounced ronounppronouncedpronounced in place  in place of the sacof the sacred name Yred name Yahweh.ahweh.

Heb. }aœd�o®n  means “lord,” with the connotation of superiority, and was 
used of both human and divine sovereigns. In the OT it indicates Yahweh’s 
power and control over everyone and everything. The form Adonay 
(}a�d�oœnaœy  ) is used exclusively of Yahweh. The ending -aœy may be 
emphatic (“the Lord of all”). The traditional translation “my Lord” assumes a 
plural of majesty, with a lengthened final vowel to distinguish it from other 
“lords,” both human and divine. When used independently of Yahweh, it takes 
on the character of a separate name, but the reference to Israel’s God is always 
clear (e.g., Gen. 18:27; Exod. 5:22; 34:9; Isa. 6:1). It eventually came to be 
pronounced in place of the sacred name Yahweh.

BaalBaal

Baal

Heb. Heb. ba{alba{al also mean also means “lord,” s “lord,” but with abut with a nuance of nuance of possessio possession; other tn; other translationranslations include s translationtranslatiotranslations includens include “master”  “master” and “husbaand “husband.” It isnd.” It is frequentl frequently used in y used in reference reference to non-Isrto nto non-Israelnon-Israelite gods iite gods in general n general and as theand as the name of t name of the Canaanihe Canaanite storm-gte storm-god in partod in particular. Thicpartparticularparticular. The only. The only clear evi clear evidence for dence for Baal as a Baal as a title of Ytitle of Yahweh is tahweh is the name Behe name Be{alyah (1 {alyaBeBe{alyah (Be{alyah (1 Chr. 12:1 Chr. 12:5[MT 6]; “5[MT 6]; “Yah(weh) iYah(weh) is Lord”). s Lord”). It is not It is not possible tpossible to determino determine whether e we whether otwhether other names her names incorporatincorporating Baal wing Baal were initiaere initially underslly understood as retood as referring toferring to Yahweh. F Y Yahweh. FoYahweh. For example,r example, Saul’s so Saul’s son Ishbaal n Ishbaal (“man of B(“man of Baal,” 1 Chaal,” 1 Chr. 8:33; 9r. 8:33; 9:39) may a:39) may also have blsoaalso have also have been callebeen called Ishvi (“d Ishvi (“man of Yahman of Yahweh(?)”; cweh(?)”; cf. 1 Sam. f. 1 Sam. 14:49), bu14:49), but it is clt it is clear from tear froear from the sfrom the substitutioubstitution of n of boœsûet�boœsûet� (“shame”) (“shame”) in almost in almost all such  all such names thatnames that the Deute the D the DeuteronomDeuteronomists underists understood the stood the theophorictheophoric element a element as the Canas the Canaanite god.anite god. Ishbaal i Ishbaal Ishbaal isIshbaal is called Is called Ishbosheth thbosheth throughout hroughout the Deuterthe Deuteronomistic onomistic history (ehistory (e.g., 2 Sam.g., 2 Sam. 2:8, 10,. 2. 2:8, 10, 12:8, 10, 12, 15), an2, 15), and Jonathand Jonathan’s cripple’s crippled son Merid son Meribbaal (1 Cbbaal (1 Chr. 8:34; hr. 8:34; 9:40) is c9:40) is called Mephalled Malled MephibosheMephibosheth (e.g., th (e.g., 2 Sam. 4:42 Sam. 4:4). Finally). Finally, it has b, it has been suggeseen suggested that Hted that Hos. 2:16[1os. 2:16[18] (“On th8] (“8] (“On that (“On that day, says day, says Yahweh, yoYahweh, you will calu will call me ‘my ml me ‘my man’ an’ [}iîsûiî],[}iîsûiî], and no lo and no longer will nger will nger will you cwill you call me ‘myall me ‘my  ba{alba{al’”) reject’”) rejects an estabs an established uselished use of Baal f of Baal for Yahweh or Yahweh as Lord. Has Lord.as Lord. HoweLord. However the cover the context is mntext is marriage, aarriage, and both Hend both Hebrew termsbrew terms should be should be translate transla translatedtranslated “husband, “husband,” with the” with the prophet r prophet rejecting tejecting the latter he latter in order tin order to avoid ano avoid any possibley poy possible cpossible confusion wonfusion with the paith the pagan deity.gan deity.

Heb. ba{al also means “lord,” but with a nuance of possession; other 
translations include “master” and “husband.” It is frequently used in reference to 
non-Israelite gods in general and as the name of the Canaanite storm-god in 
particular. The only clear evidence for Baal as a title of Yahweh is the name 
Be{alyah (1 Chr. 12:5[MT 6]; “Yah(weh) is Lord”). It is not possible to determine 
whether other names incorporating Baal were initially understood as referring to 
Yahweh. For example, Saul’s son Ishbaal (“man of Baal,” 1 Chr. 8:33; 9:39) may 
also have been called Ishvi (“man of Yahweh(?)”; cf. 1 Sam. 14:49), but it is clear 
from the substitution of boœsûet�  (“shame”) in almost all such names that the 
Deuteronomists understood the theophoric element as the Canaanite god. 
Ishbaal is called Ishbosheth throughout the Deuteronomistic history (e.g., 2 Sam. 
2:8, 10, 12, 15), and Jonathan’s crippled son Meribbaal (1 Chr. 8:34; 9:40) is called 
Mephibosheth (e.g., 2 Sam. 4:4). Finally, it has been suggested that Hos. 2:16[18] 
(“On that day, says Yahweh, you will call me ‘my man’ [}iîsûiî], and no longer 
will you call me ‘my ba{al’”) rejects an established use of Baal for Yahweh as 
Lord. However the context is marriage, and both Hebrew terms should be 
translated “husband,” with the prophet rejecting the latter in order to avoid any 



possible confusion with the pagan deity.

ElEl

El

Heb. Heb. }eäl}eäl is the He is the Hebrew equivbrew equivalent of talent of the common he common Semitic woSemitic word for “gord for “god” (cf. Ugd” (cf. Ugd” (cf. Ugar. Ugar. }il,}il, Mesopotam Mesopotamian and Amian and Amorite orite ilu,ilu, North Ara North Arab. b. }ilaœh,}ilaœh, Phoen.  Phoen. }l}l). The mos). The mo). The most likelmost likely derivatiy derivation is fromon is from the verba the verbal root l root }wl,}wl, “to be st “to be strong, domirong, dominate.” Altnate.” Although the hoAltAlthough tAlthough the term frhe term frequently mequently means simpleans simply “god” iny “god” in the OT, t the OT, there are shere are some instanome instanome instances instances where it pwhere it preserves treserves the name ofhe name of a deity o a deity other than ther than Yahweh. InYahweh. In Gen. 33:2 Gen. 33:20 Jacob de033:233:20 Jaco33:20 Jacob dedicateb dedicates an altars an altar at Sheche at Shechem to m to }eäl }eïlo}eäl }eïloœheî yisírœheî yisíraœ}eäl,aœ}eäl, “El, the  “El, th “El, the god ofthe god of Israel,”  Israel,” while in 4while in 46:3 a god 6:3 a god identifiesidentifies himself t himself to Jacob aso Jacob as  }eäl }eïlo}eäl }eïloœheî }aœb�œheî}eïlo}eïloœheî }eïloœheî }aœb�iîk�a}aœb�iîk�aœ,œ, “El, the  “El, the god of yougod of your father.”r father.” It should It should not be su not be surprising, rprisinsusurprisingsurprising, therefor, therefore, that Jae, that Jacob’s namecob’s name was chang was changed to “Isred to “Isra-El” aftea-El” after his nighr his night encountet enct encounter encounter with “a mawith “a man” (God?) n” (God?) at the Jabat the Jabbok (Gen. bok (Gen. 32:22-30[232:22-30[23–31]) or 3–31]) or that the ethat the ethat the early tribearly tribal confedeal confederacy was cracy was called “Isralled “Israel.” Thisael.” This indicates indicates that El w that El was the deias the deity worshipty worty worshippedworshipped by the gr by the group(s) whooup(s) who preserved preserved the patri the patriarchal stoarchal stories and tries and that the idhat the identificatieididentificaidentification of Yation of Yahweh with hweh with “the god o“the god of Abraham,f Abraham, Isaac and Isaac and Jacob” in Jacob” in Exod. 3:6 Exod. 3:6 represent r representsrepresents a later a a later assimilatiossimilation of two on of two originally riginally separate dseparate deities.eities.eities.

Heb. }eäl is the Hebrew equivalent of the common Semitic word for “god” (cf. 
Ugar. }il, Mesopotamian and Amorite ilu, North Arab. }ilaœh, Phoen. }l). The 
most likely derivation is from the verbal root }wl, “to be strong, dominate.” 
Although the term frequently means simply “god” in the OT, there are some 
instances where it preserves the name of a deity other than Yahweh. In Gen. 
33:20 Jacob dedicates an altar at Shechem to }eäl }eïloœheî yisíraœ}eäl, “El, 
the god of Israel,” while in 46:3 a god identifies himself to Jacob as }eäl 
}eïloœheî }aœb�iîk�aœ,  “El, the god of your father.” It should not be 
surprising, therefore, that Jacob’s name was changed to “Isra-El” after his night 
encounter with “a man” (God?) at the Jabbok (Gen. 32:22-30[23–31]) or that the 
early tribal confederacy was called “Israel.” This indicates that El was the deity 
worshipped by the group(s) who preserved the patriarchal stories and that the 
identification of Yahweh with “the god of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob” in Exod. 3:6 
represents a later assimilation of two originally separate deities.

�Often Often }eäl}eäl is follow is followed immediaed immediately by antely by an epithet,  epithet, e.g., “El,e.g., “El, who sees” who sees” ( (}eäl ro}iî}eäl ro}eäl ro}iî,ro}iî, Gen. 16:1 Gen. 16:13; cf. 22:3; cf. 22:14) and “E14) and “El, the etel, the eternal” (rnal” (}eäl {o®la}eäl {o®laœm,œm, Gen. 21:3 Gen. 21:33; cf. Isa3; cf. 3; cf. Isa. 4cf. Isa. 40:28; Jer.0:28; Jer. 10:10). T 10:10). The phrase he phrase }eäl beît�}eäl beît�-}eäl-}eäl in Gen. 3 in Gen. 35:7 could 5:7 could mean simplmean simmean simply “thsimply “the god of Be god of Bethel,” buethel,” but the evidt the evidence for Eence for El as the gl as the god of the od of the patriarchspatriarchs, especial, esp, especiallyespecially Jacob, su Jacob, supports thepports the rendering rendering “El of Be “El of Bethel.” Simthel.” Similarly, ilarly, }eäl beïri}eäl beïriît�ît� in Judg.  in J in Judg. 9:46Judg. 9:46 is best u is best understood nderstood as “El of as “El of the covenathe covenant”; nt”; ba{al beïrba{al beïriît�iît� (“lord of (“lord of the coven the the covenathe covenant,” Judg.nt,” Judg. 8:33; 9:4 8:33; 9:4) is proba) is probably an epibly an epithet of Elthet of El. These “E. These “El names” al names” are associare asre associatedassociated with spec with specific placeific places (e.g., Bs (e.g., Beer-lahai-eer-lahai-roi, Beersroi, Beersheba, Bethheba, Bethel, Shecheel, Shechem), and arm), anm), and are geand are generally innerally interpreted terpreted as local mas local manifestatianifestations of El.ons of El.

Often }eäl is followed immediately by an epithet, e.g., “El, who sees” (}eäl 
ro}iî, Gen. 16:13; cf. 22:14) and “El, the eternal” (}eäl {o®laœm, Gen. 21:33; 
cf. Isa. 40:28; Jer. 10:10). The phrase }eäl beît�-}eäl  in Gen. 35:7 could mean 
simply “the god of Bethel,” but the evidence for El as the god of the patriarchs, 
especially Jacob, supports the rendering “El of Bethel.” Similarly, }eäl beïriît�  in 
Judg. 9:46 is best understood as “El of the covenant”; ba{al beïriît�  (“lord of 
the covenant,” Judg. 8:33; 9:4) is probably an epithet of El. These “El names” are 
associated with specific places (e.g., Beer-lahai-roi, Beersheba, Bethel, Shechem), 
and are generally interpreted as local manifestations of El.

El ElyonEl Elyon

El Elyon

The adjectThe adjective ive {elyo®n{elyo®n was commo was commonly applienly applied to kingsd to kings and gods, and gods, and El El and El Elyon (Heb. yon (Heyon (Heb. (Heb. }eäl {elyo}eäl {elyo®n®n) is an ap) is an appropriate propriate title for title for the high gthe high god of the od of the Canaanite Canaanite pantheon apantpantheon apantheon as well (“Es well (“El, the mosl, the most high”). t high”). In Gen. 14In Gen. 14:19 El Ely:19 El Elyon is callon is called “maker ed “maker of heaven of heof heaven andheaven and earth”  earth” (qoœneäh s(qoœneäh sûaœmayim wûaœmayim waœ}aœres�)aœ}aœres�).. This is a This is an expansion expansion expansion expansion of “El, crof “El, creator of teator of the earth” he earth” (}l qn }rs(}l qn }rs�),�), which occ which occurs in an urs in an 8th-centur8th-centu8th-centur8th-century y B.C.E.B.C.E. Phoenicia Phoenician inscriptn inscription from Kion from Karatepe anaratepe and a 2nd-ced a 2nd-century Neo-ntury Neo-Punic inscPuNeo-Neo-Punic Neo-Punic inscriptioinscription and is rn and is reflected ieflected in the divin the divine name ne name ddEl-ku-ni-iEl-ku-ni-ir-sûar-sûa from a Hi from from a Hitfrom a Hittite myth tite myth discovereddiscovered at Boghaz at Boghazköy. As foköy. As for localizar localization, apartion, apart from Ps.t from Ps. 78:35, th 78 78:35, the78:35, the full form full formula occursula occurs only duri only during Abrahamng Abraham’s encount’s encounter with Meer with Melchizedek,lchizedek, king of ( Melchizedek,MelchizedeMelchizedek, king ofk, king of (Jeru)sal (Jeru)salem (Gen. 1em (Gen. 14:18-20, 24:18-20, 22). Howeve2). However, it is dr, it is divorced frivorced from Jerusalomfrfrom Jerusfrom Jerusalem in thalem in the 50 occure 50 occurrences of rences of Elyon alonElyon alone (four are (four are parallele paralleled with Eled with El), and in ), a), and in Ps.and in Ps. 78:35 the 78:35 the context i context is the wilds the wilderness wanerness wanderings. Aderings. Apart from part from Abraham’s Abraham’s equation oeequation oequation of (El) Elyf (El) Elyon with Yaon with Yahweh, the hweh, the two are litwo are linked only nked only in the Psain the Psalter (Ps. lter (Ps. 7:17[18]; 7:177:17[18]; 7:17[18]; 18:13[14] 18:13[14] [= 2 Sam. [= 2 Sam. 22:14]; 2122:14]; 21:7[8]; 47::7[8]; 47:2[3]; 83:12[3]; 83:18[19]; 91:8[19]; 91:9; 92:1[2]9; 92:1[2]; cf. Ps. ; cf. P; cf. Ps. 97:9 aPs. 97:9 and the linnd the links with thks with the alternate alternative name Eive name Elohim in tlohim in the Elohisthe Elohistic Psalteric Psalter: Ps. 46:4: Ps. 4: Ps. 46:4[5]; 546:4[5]; 50:14; 57:20:14; 57:2[3]; 73:11[3]; 73:11; 78:56).; 78:56).

The adjective {elyo®n was commonly applied to kings and gods, and El Elyon 
(Heb. }eäl {elyo®n) is an appropriate title for the high god of the Canaanite 
pantheon as well (“El, the most high”). In Gen. 14:19 El Elyon is called “maker of 
heaven and earth” (qoœneäh sûaœmayim waœ}aœres�).  This is an 
expansion of “El, creator of the earth” (}l qn }rs�),  which occurs in an 
8th-century B.C.E. Phoenician inscription from Karatepe and a 2nd-century 
Neo-Punic inscription and is reflected in the divine name dEl-ku-ni-ir-sûa 
from a Hittite myth discovered at Boghazköy. As for localization, apart from Ps. 
78:35, the full formula occurs only during Abraham’s encounter with 



Melchizedek, king of (Jeru)salem (Gen. 14:18-20, 22). However, it is divorced 
from Jerusalem in the 50 occurrences of Elyon alone (four are paralleled with El), 
and in Ps. 78:35 the context is the wilderness wanderings. Apart from Abraham’s 
equation of (El) Elyon with Yahweh, the two are linked only in the Psalter (Ps. 
7:17[18]; 18:13[14] [= 2 Sam. 22:14]; 21:7[8]; 47:2[3]; 83:18[19]; 91:9; 92:1[2]; cf. 
Ps. 97:9 and the links with the alternative name Elohim in the Elohistic Psalter: Ps. 
46:4[5]; 50:14; 57:2[3]; 73:11; 78:56).

El ShaddaiEl Shaddai

El Shaddai

Outside ofOutside of the Bible the Bible this name this name occurs at occurs at Ugarit an Ugarit and in a Thad in a Thamudic inscmudic inscription frription from omfrfrom from TeimaœTeimaœ. The Deir. The Deir  {Alla{Alla inscripti inscription mentionon mentions a group s a group of gods caof gods called the lled the sûdyn.sûsûdyn.sûdyn. The bibli The biblical El Shacal El Shaddai (Heb.ddai (Heb.  }eäl sûadd}eäl sûaddayay) was trad) was traditionally itionally rendered arendered as “God Almsaas “God Alas “God Almighty” unmighty” under the inder the influence offluence of LXX  LXX pantokraétpantokraétoœroœr and Vulg. and Vulg.  omnipotensomnipoomnipotensomnipotens.. The  The sûaddaysûadday element i element is generalls generally explainey explained as a duad as a dual of l of sûad�sûad� (“breast, (“bre (“breast, (“breast, mountain”)mountain”). The tran. The translation “Eslation “El of the ml of the mountains” ountains” fits well fits well with the Uwith the Ugaritic degariUUgaritic dUgaritic descriptionescription of El’s r of El’s residence uesidence upon the copon the cosmic mountsmic mountain(s) andain(s) and “the moun “the mountains of Etmounmountains mountains of El” of El” (hareïreî-(hareïreî-}eäl)}eäl) in Ps. 36 in Ps. 36:6(7). Sin:6(7). Since El was ce El was the god ofthe god of the patri the patriarchs, it arpatripatriarchspatriarchs, it is si, it is significant gnificant that five that five of the eigof the eight instancht instances of the es of the full formufull formula occur ila occur in Genesis niin Genesisin Genesis (Gen. 17: (Gen. 17:1; 28:3; 31; 28:3; 35:11; 43:15:11; 43:14; 48:3). 4; 48:3). Shaddai’s Shaddai’s function afunction as an El eps an El epithet is fithet epepithet isepithet is further r further reflected ieflected in its occun its occurrence 13 rrence 13 times in ptimes in parallel wiarallel with El (e.gth El (e.g., Num. 24., Num.., Num. 24:4,Num. 24:4, 16; Job 8 16; Job 8:3; 13:3) :3; 13:3) and twice and twice with Elyonwith Elyon, another , another of El’s tiof El’s titles (Num.tles (Num. 24:16; Ps 24:1 24:16; Ps.24:16; Ps. 91:1). Th 91:1). That it was at it was consideredconsidered an ancien an ancient divine nt divine name is eviame is evidenced by denced by the fact tthethe fact tthe fact that 31 of hat 31 of the 41 occthe 41 occurrences ourrences of Shaddai f Shaddai by itself by itself are found are found in the delin the deliberately iberadeldeliberatedeliberately archaizly archaizing book oing book of Job. Thef Job. The self-reve self-revelation of lation of Yahweh to Yahweh to Moses as EMoses as El Shaddai l Sl Shaddai inShaddai in Exod. 6:3 Exod. 6:3 is part o is part of the overf the over-arching b-arching biblical idiblical identificatientification of Yahwon of Yahweh with Eleh witeh with El (cwith El (cf. Gen. 17f. Gen. 17:1; Ruth 1:1; Ruth 1:21; Isa. :21; Isa. 13:6; Joel13:6; Joel 1:15). 1:15).

Outside of the Bible this name occurs at Ugarit and in a Thamudic inscription 
from Teimaœ. The Deir {Alla inscription mentions a group of gods called the 
sûdyn. The biblical El Shaddai (Heb. }eäl sûadday) was traditionally rendered 
as “God Almighty” under the influence of LXX pantokraétoœr and Vulg. 
omnipotens. The sûadday element is generally explained as a dual of sûad�  
(“breast, mountain”). The translation “El of the mountains” fits well with the 
Ugaritic description of El’s residence upon the cosmic mountain(s) and “the 
mountains of El” (hareïreî-}eäl) in Ps. 36:6(7). Since El was the god of the 
patriarchs, it is significant that five of the eight instances of the full formula occur 
in Genesis (Gen. 17:1; 28:3; 35:11; 43:14; 48:3). Shaddai’s function as an El 
epithet is further reflected in its occurrence 13 times in parallel with El (e.g., 
Num. 24:4, 16; Job 8:3; 13:3) and twice with Elyon, another of El’s titles (Num. 
24:16; Ps. 91:1). That it was considered an ancient divine name is evidenced by 
the fact that 31 of the 41 occurrences of Shaddai by itself are found in the 
deliberately archaizing book of Job. The self-revelation of Yahweh to Moses as El 
Shaddai in Exod. 6:3 is part of the over-arching biblical identification of Yahweh 
with El (cf. Gen. 17:1; Ruth 1:21; Isa. 13:6; Joel 1:15).

EloahEloah

Eloah

An expandeAn expanded form of d form of El and posEl and possibly the sibly the singular osingular of Elohim, f Elohim, Heb. Heb. }eïloœah}eïloœah is used a is used is used as boused as both the appth the appellation “ellation “god” and agod” and a divine na divine name. As witme. As with El and Eh El and Elohim, somlohim, some instanceesomsome instasome instances are ances are ambiguous, mbiguous, but but }eïloœah}eïloœah is clearl is clearly a noun iy a noun in 2 Chr. 3n 2 Chr. 32:15; Ps. 2:15; Ps. 2:15; Ps. 114:7;Ps. 114:7; Isa. 44:8 Isa. 44:8; Dan. 11:; Dan. 11:37-39. Mos37-39. Most instancet instances of Eloahs of Eloah as a name as a name occur in  occur in the poetrythe the poetrythe poetry of Job (i of Job (including ancluding all of the ll of the 41 times i41 times in Job), whn Job), where it parere it parallels Shaallels Shaddai and Eddai anddai and El. Ouand El. Outside of Jtside of Job, Eloah ob, Eloah is understis understood to be ood to be Yahweh.Yahweh.

An expanded form of El and possibly the singular of Elohim, Heb. }eïloœah is 
used as both the appellation “god” and a divine name. As with El and Elohim, 
some instances are ambiguous, but }eïloœah is clearly a noun in 2 Chr. 32:15; 
Ps. 114:7; Isa. 44:8; Dan. 11:37-39. Most instances of Eloah as a name occur in 
the poetry of Job (including all of the 41 times in Job), where it parallels Shaddai 
and El. Outside of Job, Eloah is understood to be Yahweh.

Fear of IsFear of Isaacaac

Fear of Isaac

The “The “pah�ad�pah�ad� of Isaac” of Isaac” is credit is credited with heed with helping Jacolping Jacob during hb during his sojournis sojourn with Laba with La with Laban (GenLaban (Gen. 31:42), . 31:42), and Jacob and Jacob invokes “tinvokes “the he pah�ad�pah�ad� of his fa of his father Isaacther Isaac” as a gua” as a gua” as a guarantor guarantor of the subof the subsequent trsequent treaty with eaty with his fatherhis father-in-law. T-in-law. The contexthe context and conte and content requirentcontecontent recontent require a nuquire a nuance of diance of divine protevine protection, rulction, ruling out poing out possible derssible derivations mivations meaning eiteanmmeaning eimeaning either “clanther “clan” or “thig” or “thigh” (cf. Geh” (cf. Gen. 24:2, 9n. 24:2, 9; 47:29). ; 47:29). The traditThe traditional rendional rendering as “eringrendrendering rendering as “the Feas “the Fear of Isaaar of Isaac” denotesc” denotes the dread the dread God insti God instills in othlls in others as a mers as a means of preanmmeans of pmeans of protecting rotecting Isaac and Isaac and Jacob (cf.Jacob (cf. “the fear “the fear of Yahweh of Yahweh” in 1 Sam” in 1 Sam. 11:7; Is. 11:7; Isa. 2:10, 1a. 2:a. 2:10, 19, 2:10, 19, 21). It is21). It is more a de more a description scription of God’s aof God’s activity thctivity than a name.an a name.

The “pah�ad�  of Isaac” is credited with helping Jacob during his sojourn with 



Laban (Gen. 31:42), and Jacob invokes “the pah�ad�  of his father Isaac” as a 
guarantor of the subsequent treaty with his father-in-law. The context and 
content require a nuance of divine protection, ruling out possible derivations 
meaning either “clan” or “thigh” (cf. Gen. 24:2, 9; 47:29). The traditional 
rendering as “the Fear of Isaac” denotes the dread God instills in others as a 
means of protecting Isaac and Jacob (cf. “the fear of Yahweh” in 1 Sam. 11:7; Isa. 
2:10, 19, 21). It is more a description of God’s activity than a name.

Holy OneHoly One

Holy One

Heb. Heb. qaœd�o®sûqaœd�o®sû emphasize emphasizes the esses the essential othential otherness of drness of divinity inivinity in general a general and of Yahwnd ond of Yahweh of Yahweh in particuin particular: Of thlar: Of the 44 instae 44 instances 31 arnces 31 are as “the e as “the Holy One oHoly One of Israel.”f Israel.” It is a f It  It is a faIt is a favorite tervorite term of Isaiam of Isaiah (30 timeh (30 times: 25 withs: 25 with the full  the full formula; 3formula; 3 others re others refer to Isrfer to Ifer to Israel in Israel in the same vthe same verse). It erse). It is often uis often used in thesed in the context o context of Israel’sf Israel’s sinfulnes sinfulness, therebys, therebs, thereby acthereby accentuatingcentuating the contr the contrast with Yast with Yahweh (e.gahweh (e.g., Ps. 78:., Ps. 78:41; Isa. 141; Isa. 1:4; 30:12;:4; 30:12; 37:23; Je 37:2 37:23; Jer37:23; Jer. 51:5; Ho. 51:5; Hos. 11:12[1s. 11:12[12:1]). The2:1]). The vocative  vocative in Ps. 71:in Ps. 71:22 indicat22 indicates it coules it could be used d be ud be used as a used as a divine namdivine name, as doese, as does the paral the parallel with Elel with Eloah in Haloah in Hab. 3:3.b. 3:3.

Heb. qaœd�o®sû  emphasizes the essential otherness of divinity in general and 
of Yahweh in particular: Of the 44 instances 31 are as “the Holy One of Israel.” 
It is a favorite term of Isaiah (30 times: 25 with the full formula; 3 others refer to 
Israel in the same verse). It is often used in the context of Israel’s sinfulness, 
thereby accentuating the contrast with Yahweh (e.g., Ps. 78:41; Isa. 1:4; 30:12; 
37:23; Jer. 51:5; Hos. 11:12[12:1]). The vocative in Ps. 71:22 indicates it could be 
used as a divine name, as does the parallel with Eloah in Hab. 3:3.

Mighty OneMighty One of Jacob of Jacob

Mighty One of Jacob

The adjectThe adjective ive }abbiîr}abbiîr means “st means “strong, mighrong, mighty” and isty” and is used of h used of humans and umans and animals. Tanimals. Tanimals. The strongThe strong animal pa animal par excellenr excellence was thece was the bull (cf. bull (cf. the paral the parallelism in lelism in Isa. 34:7;Isa. 34:7; Ps. 22:12 Ps. 22 Ps. 22:12[13])22:12[13]), and many, and many translate translate the phras the phrase e }a�b�iîr y}a�b�iîr ya{a�qoœb�a{a�qoœb� as “the B as “the Bull of Jacull oull of Jacob,”of Jacob,” appealing appealing to the ep to the epithet “Bulithet “Bull” for El l” for El at Ugarit.at Ugarit. In Gen. 4 In Gen. 49:24 the p9:24 the phrase is lhrase pphrase is phrase is linked witlinked with referench references to El Ses to El Shaddai (v.haddai (v. 25b) and  25b) and “El, your “El, your father” (vfather” (v. 25a). Th. 25a). 25a). This25a). This probably  probably representsrepresents the prese the preservation ofrvation of another r another recollectioecollection of El asn of El as the god o the the god ofthe god of Jacob, on Jacob, one which eme which emphasizes tphasizes the deity’she deity’s power to  power to look afterlook after the patri the patriarch. Nonearpatripatriarch.patriarch. Nonethele Nonetheless, all otss, all other instanher instances explicces explicitly identitly identify “the Mify “the Mighty One”ighty One” as Yahweh as Y as Yahweh (IsYahweh (Isa. 49:26; a. 49:26; 60:16; Ps.60:16; Ps. 132:2, 5; 132:2, 5; cf. Isa.  cf. Isa. 1:24, “the1:24, “the Mighty On Mighty One of Israee of Israel”). The Ml”). Thl”). The MasoreThe Masoretic pointitic pointing withoutng without a daghesh a daghesh in the mi in the middle consoddle consonant dissonant dissociates theciates the epithet f thethe epithethe epithet from thet from the bull imag bull imagery of theery of the northern  northern Israelite Israelite cult and scult and seeks to aveeks to avoid confusoid coid confusion confusion with Baal.with Baal.

The adjective }abbiîr means “strong, mighty” and is used of humans and animals. 
The strong animal par excellence was the bull (cf. the parallelism in Isa. 34:7; Ps. 
22:12[13]), and many translate the phrase }a�b�iîr ya{a�qoœb�  as “the Bull 
of Jacob,” appealing to the epithet “Bull” for El at Ugarit. In Gen. 49:24 the 
phrase is linked with references to El Shaddai (v. 25b) and “El, your father” (v. 
25a). This probably represents the preservation of another recollection of El as 
the god of Jacob, one which emphasizes the deity’s power to look after the 
patriarch. Nonetheless, all other instances explicitly identify “the Mighty One” as 
Yahweh (Isa. 49:26; 60:16; Ps. 132:2, 5; cf. Isa. 1:24, “the Mighty One of Israel”). 
The Masoretic pointing without a daghesh in the middle consonant dissociates 
the epithet from the bull imagery of the northern Israelite cult and seeks to avoid 
confusion with Baal.

�See furtheSee further the indir the individual entvidual entries.ries.ries.

See further the individual entries.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Alt, “TA. Alt, “The God of he God of the Fatherthe Fathers,” in s,” in Essays on Essays on Old TestamOld Testament Historent Hent History anHistory and Religiond Religion (1967, re (1967, repr. Sheffipr. Sheffield, 1989)eld, 1989), 1–77; F., 1–77; F. M. Cross, M. Cross,  Canaanite Canaanite Myth and HMyth Myth and HMyth and Hebrew Epicebrew Epic (Cambridg (Cambridge, Mass., e, Mass., 1973), 31–1973), 31–75; O. Eis75; O. Eissfeldt, sfeldt, “}aœd�o®n“}aœd�o®n“}aœd�o®n“}aœd�o®n, , }�d�oœnaœy}�d�oœnaœy,” ,” TDOTTDOT 1:59–72;  1:59–72; T. J. LewiT. J. Lewis, “The Ids, “The Identity andentity and Function  Fun Function oFunction of El/Baal f El/Baal Berith,” Berith,” JBLJBL 115 (1996 115 (1996): 401–23.): 401–23.

Bibliography. A. Alt, “The God of the Fathers,” in Essays on Old Testament 
History and Religion (1967, repr. Sheffield, 1989), 1–77; F. M. Cross, Canaanite 
Myth and Hebrew Epic (Cambridge, Mass., 1973), 31–75; O. Eissfeldt, 
“}aœd�o®n , }�d�oœnaœy ,” TDOT 1:59–72; T. J. Lewis, “The Identity and 
Function of El/Baal Berith,” JBL 115 (1996): 401–23.
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GOD IN THE NEW TESTAMENT, NAMES OF

The three The three principal principal terms for terms for the deity the deity in the NT in the NT are “Lord,are “Lord,” “God,” a” “God,” and “Fathernd “Father.”.”“Father“Father.”“Father.”“Father.”

The three principal terms for the deity in the NT are “Lord,” “God,” and 
“Father.”

�The NT refThe NT refers to theers to the deity as  deity as the “Lord”the “Lord” (Gk.  (Gk. kyérioskyérios) ca. 180 ) ca. 180 times. Mortimes. More than 70 e te than 70 ofthan 70 of these occ these occurrences aurrences are in scrire in scriptural quoptural quotations antations and allusiond allusions, where ts, where they typicaheytthey typicthey typically transally translate the Hlate the Hebrew wordebrew word  YHWHYHWH (“Yahweh” (“Yahweh”). Althoug). Although this usah this usage cannot ge usausage cannusage cannot otherwiot otherwise be demose be demonstrated instrated in the 1st n the 1st century, ccentury, contemporarontemporary Jews didy Jews dy Jews did refer did refer to God as to God as the Lord. the Lord. While mostWhile most NT refere NT references to thnces to the Lord aree Lord are simple ar simple ar simple articular articular or anarthror anarthrous refereous references (withnces (without any apout any apparent difparent difference inference in meaning), meaning), a few are a  a few are a few are in phrasesin phrases like “Lor like “Lord of heaved of heaven and eartn and earth” and “Loh” and “Lord God of rd God of Israel.” IIsrael.” It is unclet ist is unclearis unclear if some r if some references eferences to the Lorto the Lord (e.g., Md (e.g., Matt. 3:3) att. 3:3) refer to trefer to the deity ohe deity or Jesus.r Jesur Jesus.Jesus.Jesus.

The NT refers to the deity as the “Lord” (Gk. kyérios) ca. 180 times. More 
than 70 of these occurrences are in scriptural quotations and allusions, where 
they typically translate the Hebrew word YHWH (“Yahweh”). Although this 
usage cannot otherwise be demonstrated in the 1st century, contemporary Jews 
did refer to God as the Lord. While most NT references to the Lord are simple 
articular or anarthrous references (without any apparent difference in meaning), 
a few are in phrases like “Lord of heaven and earth” and “Lord God of Israel.” It 
is unclear if some references to the Lord (e.g., Matt. 3:3) refer to the deity or 
Jesus.

�The noun “The noun “God” God” (theoœs),(theoœs), which is  which is a title raa title rather than ther than a divine na divine name, occurame, occurs more thasoccuroccurs moroccurs more than 130e than 1300 times in0 times in the NT. M the NT. Most of theost of these occurrese occurrences refernces refer to the Go to the G to the God proclaGod proclaimed by thimed by the NT; these NT; these occurrene occurrences presupces presuppose the Jpose the Jewish teacewish teaching that hing thahing that “the that “the Lord our GLord our God is one”od is one” (Mark 12: (Mark 12:29). Most 29). Most of these oof these occurrencesccurrences are artic are articular, thouuarticarticular,articular, though ar though articular anticular and anarthrod anarthrous referenus references are usces are used withouted without any diffe any difference in mrendiffedifferencedifference in meanin in meaning. Many ofg. Many of these ref these references toerences to God are i God are in scripturn scriptural quotatial quotations, whereonsquotatiquotationsquotations, where th, where they often tey often translate Hranslate Heb. eb. }eïloœhiîm}eïloœhiîm.. Other occ Other occurrences ourrences of f theoœsththeoœstheoœs refer to  refer to the devil the devil (2 Cor. 4:(2 Cor. 4:4), other 4), other supernatursupernatural beings al beings (Acts 14:1(Acts 14:1), and eve), and), and even aand even a goddess ( goddess (19:37).19:37).19:37).

The noun “God” (theoœs), which is a title rather than a divine name, 
occurs more than 1300 times in the NT. Most of these occurrences refer to the 
God proclaimed by the NT; these occurrences presuppose the Jewish teaching 
that “the Lord our God is one” (Mark 12:29). Most of these occurrences are 
articular, though articular and anarthrous references are used without any 
difference in meaning. Many of these references to God are in scriptural 
quotations, where they often translate Heb. }eïloœhiîm. Other occurrences of 
theoœs refer to the devil (2 Cor. 4:4), other supernatural beings (Acts 14:1), 
and even a goddess (19:37).

�The NT useThe NT uses the epits the epithet “Fathehet “Father” 261 timr” 261 times, usualles, usually in multiy in multi-word phra-word phrases such ases suses such as “msuch as “my Father,”y Father,” “your Fat “your Father,” “theher,” “the Father in Father in heaven,”  heaven,” and “God oand “God our Father.ur Father.” Although”Father.Father.” AFather.” Although thlthough this metaphois metaphor occasionr occasionally occurally occurs in the Os in the OT, comparaT, comparatively fewtively fewtively few of thefew of the NT refere NT references to thnces to the Father ae Father are in scrire in scriptural quoptural quotations. Wtations. While many hile many NT passageNNT passageNT passages identifys identify the Fathe the Father as the Fr as the Father of Jather of Jesus, manyesus, many others id others identify theentify the Father as Fat Father as Father as the Fatherthe Father of the di of the disciples.sciples.sciples.

The NT uses the epithet “Father” 261 times, usually in multi-word phrases 
such as “my Father,” “your Father,” “the Father in heaven,” and “God our 
Father.” Although this metaphor occasionally occurs in the OT, comparatively 
few of the NT references to the Father are in scriptural quotations. While many 
NT passages identify the Father as the Father of Jesus, many others identify the 
Father as the Father of the disciples.

�The historThe historical Jesusical Jesus presuppos presupposed Jewish ed Jewish monotheismmonotheism. Jesus wa. Jesus was not retis not reticent to uscent tcent to use theto use the term “God term “God,” especia,” especially when plly when proclaimingroclaiming the nearn the nearness of theess of the kingdom o kingdom o kingdom of God. Maof God. Many scholarny scholars assume ts assume that Jesus hat Jesus also referalso referred to Godred to God as Father as Father...

The historical Jesus presupposed Jewish monotheism. Jesus was not reticent 
to use the term “God,” especially when proclaiming the nearness of the kingdom 
of God. Many scholars assume that Jesus also referred to God as Father.

�Mark contaMark contains 48 refins 48 references toerences to God but f God but fewer than ewer than 10 to the 10 to the Lord and oLord and only four tnly fnly four to thfour to the Father. e Father. While the While the referencesreferences to God oc to God occur in matcur in material in merial in many differany different settinendifferdifferent different settings, settings, the referethe references to thnces to the Father ae Father are only inre only in Jesus’ pr Jesus’ prayer in Geayer in Gethsemane (thsemGeGethsemaneGethsemane (Mark 14: (Mark 14:36) and hi36) and his words tos words to his disci his disciples (8:38ples (8:38; 11:25; 1; 11:25; 13:32).3:32).3:32).

Mark contains 48 references to God but fewer than 10 to the Lord and only 
four to the Father. While the references to God occur in material in many 
different settings, the references to the Father are only in Jesus’ prayer in 
Gethsemane (Mark 14:36) and his words to his disciples (8:38; 11:25; 13:32).

�The Q mateThe Q material contarial contains at leains at least five rest five references tferences to the Lordo the Lord, nine to , nine to God, and nGod, andGod, and nine tand nine to the Fatho the Father. In fiver. In five of the re of the references eferences the Fatherthe Father is identi is identified as thfied as the Father oe Fathee Father of Father of Jesus (LukJesus (Luke 10:21bd,e 10:21bd, 22abc), i 22abc), in the othen the other four as r four as the Fatherthe Father of the di of the disciples (Lscipldidisciples disciples (Luke 6:36(Luke 6:36; 11:2, 13; 11:2, 13; 12:30).; 12:30).; 12:30).

The Q material contains at least five references to the Lord, nine to God, 
and nine to the Father. In five of the references the Father is identified as the 
Father of Jesus (Luke 10:21bd, 22abc), in the other four as the Father of the 
disciples (Luke 6:36; 11:2, 13; 12:30).

�Matthew coMatthew contains 19 ntains 19 referencesreferences to the Lo to the Lord, 50 to rd, 50 to God, and 4God, and 44 to the F4 to the Father. MatatherFFather. MaFather. Matt. 1-2 sttt. 1-2 stress that ress that the Lord wthe Lord who spoke tho spoke through thehrough the prophets  prophets is the samis the same Lord whoesamsame Lord same Lord who acted who acted during theduring the infancy e infancy events, andvents, and Matt. 3-4 Matt. 3-4 associate associate God with  God with  God with the Swith the Scriptures criptures and divineand divine power. Je power. Jesus’ sayinsus’ sayings in Mattgs in Matt. 5:43-48 . 5:43-48 introduce introduce the clustethe the clustethe cluster of referr of references to tences to the Father he Father in 6:1–8 (in 6:1–8 (“your Fath“your Father”) whicher”) which associate associate the Fathe the the Fatherthe Father with the  with the divine wildivine will, prayer,l, prayer, forgivene forgiveness, and esss, and eschatologicchatological reward.al reward. In most o In m In most of Jemost of Jesus’ refersus’ references afteences after the Sermr the Sermon on the on on the Mount the Mount the Father is Father is identifiedidentified as his ow as as his ownas his own Father (“ Father (“my Father”my Father”). While m). While many of theany of the Matthean  Matthean referencesreferences to God ar to God a to God are in Jesare in Jesus’ words us’ words to his advto his adversaries oersaries or the discr the discourse of hourse of his adversais adversaries, all ries, all of the refof the of the referethe references to thnces to the Father ae Father are in Jesure in Jesus’ prayerss’ prayers, his word, his words to his ds to his disciples, isciples, or his woror hisor his words his words to audiencto audiences composees composed of his dd of his disciples aisciples and the crond the crowds.wds.wds.

Matthew contains 19 references to the Lord, 50 to God, and 44 to the 
Father. Matt. 1-2 stress that the Lord who spoke through the prophets is the 



same Lord who acted during the infancy events, and Matt. 3-4 associate God 
with the Scriptures and divine power. Jesus’ sayings in Matt. 5:43-48 introduce 
the cluster of references to the Father in 6:1–8 (“your Father”) which associate 
the Father with the divine will, prayer, forgiveness, and eschatological reward. In 
most of Jesus’ references after the Sermon on the Mount the Father is identified 
as his own Father (“my Father”). While many of the Matthean references to God 
are in Jesus’ words to his adversaries or the discourse of his adversaries, all of 
the references to the Father are in Jesus’ prayers, his words to his disciples, or 
his words to audiences composed of his disciples and the crowds.

�By repeateBy repeatedly associdly associating the ating the Lord with Lord with the heritathe heritage of Israge of Israel, the Luel, the Lukan Infanckan Infankan Infancy naInfancy narrative prrrative proclaims thoclaims that the Lorat the Lord who acted who acted during td during the infancyhe infancy events wa events was the Lords wawas the Lowas the Lord of Isrard of Israel. Luke 3el. Luke 3-24 and Ac-24 and Acts, howevets, however, refer mr, refer much more fuch more frequently requently to God thatto God thato God than to the Ln to the Lord or theord or the Father. W Father. While both hile both Jesus and Jesus and other speaother speakers frequkers frequkers frequentlyfrequently refer to  refer to the deity the deity as God, onas God, only Jesus uly Jesus uses the epses the epithet “Fatithet “Father” in thher” in this Gospel.is Gois Gospel. ThGospel. Though occurough occurring only ring only 16 or 17 t16 or 17 times, thesimes, these reference references to the es to the Father staFather stand at promnstastand at pstand at prominent prominent points in toints in the story. he story. Many of thMany of the reference references to God es to God in Acts arin Acts are in speece arare in speare in speeches, wheeches, where they ofre they often serve ten serve as the subas the subjects of sjects of statements tatements which procwhich proclaim God’slaprocproclaim Gproclaim God’s acts od’s acts in the stoin the story of Israry of Israel and theel and the story of  story of Jesus, espJesus, especially thecially the Resurrece Resue ResurrectiResurrection. Since on. Since referencesreferences to the Fa to the Father appeather appear only in r only in Acts 1-2 aActs 1-2 and most ofnd most of the refer t the referethe references to thnces to the Lord aree Lord are in Acts 1 in Acts 1-15, God i-15, God is virtualls virtually the onlyy the only title in  title in the last hthe lasthe last half last half of Acts.of Acts.of Acts.

By repeatedly associating the Lord with the heritage of Israel, the Lukan 
Infancy narrative proclaims that the Lord who acted during the infancy events 
was the Lord of Israel. Luke 3-24 and Acts, however, refer much more frequently 
to God than to the Lord or the Father. While both Jesus and other speakers 
frequently refer to the deity as God, only Jesus uses the epithet “Father” in this 
Gospel. Though occurring only 16 or 17 times, these references to the Father 
stand at prominent points in the story. Many of the references to God in Acts 
are in speeches, where they often serve as the subjects of statements which 
proclaim God’s acts in the story of Israel and the story of Jesus, especially the 
Resurrection. Since references to the Father appear only in Acts 1-2 and most of 
the references to the Lord are in Acts 1-15, God is virtually the only title in the 
last half of Acts.

�The seven The seven authentic authentic letters ofletters of Paul cont Paul contain 430 reain 430 references tferences to God but o God but only 30 toonly 30only 30 to the 30 to the Lord and oLord and only 24 to nly 24 to the Fatherthe Father. Since th. Since the salutatie salutations of allons of all of these  of these letters inletterletters inletters introduce thtroduce the deity ase deity as “God our  “God our Father” (RFather” (Rom. 1:7; 1om. 1:7; 1 Cor. 1:3; Cor. 1:3; 2 Cor. 1: 2 Cor. 1:2; Gal. 1:2; G2; Gal. 1:3; Gal. 1:3; Phil. 1:2;Phil. 1:2; Phlm. 3)  Phlm. 3) or “God thor “God the Father” e Father” (1 Thess. (1 Thess. 1:1), they1:1), they implicitl implicitly associaty assocy associate associate the Fatherthe Father with the  with the subsequentsubsequent reference references to God. s to God. Most of thMost of the other 17e other 17e other 17 referen17 references to theces to the Father ar Father are in passae in passages which ges which also mentialso mention God; thon God; the only exce only exceptions areexcexceptionsexceptions are a ref are a reference to erence to the Fatherthe Father in a scri in a scriptural quoptural quotation (2 tation (2 Cor. 6:18)Cor. 6:18), one in t, on, one in traone in traditional mditional material (Raterial (Rom. 6:4), om. 6:4), and two reand two references tferences to “Abba Fao “Abba Father” (Romther” (Rom. 8:15; Ga. (Rom(Rom. 8:15(Rom. 8:15; Gal. 4:6; Gal. 4:6). Half of). Half of the refer the references to tences to the Lord arhe Lord are in scripe in scriptural quottural quotations or ationquotquotationsquotations or allusi or allusions.ons.ons.

The seven authentic letters of Paul contain 430 references to God but only 
30 to the Lord and only 24 to the Father. Since the salutations of all of these 
letters introduce the deity as “God our Father” (Rom. 1:7; 1 Cor. 1:3; 2 Cor. 1:2; 
Gal. 1:3; Phil. 1:2; Phlm. 3) or “God the Father” (1 Thess. 1:1), they implicitly 
associate the Father with the subsequent references to God. Most of the other 
17 references to the Father are in passages which also mention God; the only 
exceptions are a reference to the Father in a scriptural quotation (2 Cor. 6:18), 
one in traditional material (Rom. 6:4), and two references to “Abba Father” 
(Rom. 8:15; Gal. 4:6). Half of the references to the Lord are in scriptural 
quotations or allusions.

�John is thJohn is the only cane only canonical Gosonical Gospel which pel which refers morrefers more frequente frequently to the ly to the Father thaFather Father thaFather than to God. n to God. Most of thMost of the 120 refee 120 references to rences to the Fatherthe Father are in Je are in Jesus’ wordssus’ words, and most, wordswords, andwords, and most are  most are in passagein passages which prs which primarily idimarily identify theentify the deity as  deity as Jesus’ FatJesus’ Father. Jesusher. FatFather. JeFather. Jesus also fsus also frequently requently refers to refers to the deity the deity as “the Onas “the One who sente who sent me” (e.g. me” (e.g., John 4:3, Jo, John 4:34;John 4:34; 5:23-24). 5:23-24). Both the  Both the narrator (narrator (John 1:1, John 1:1, 18) and Th18) and Thomas (20:2omas (20:28) refer t8) refer to Jesus aso Jo Jesus as GJesus as God. Many ood. Many of the othef the other referencr references to God es to God are in Jesare in Jesus’ words,us’ words, including including his asser h his asserthis assertions that ions that God is “spGod is “spirit” (Johirit” (John 4:24) ann 4:24) and “the onld “the only true Gody true God” (17:3); ” (17:3); however, thowehowever, thowever, the word “Ghe word “God” occursod” occurs much more much more frequentl frequently than Faty than Father in theher in the discourse discou discourse discourse of speakerof speakers other ths other than Jesus, an Jesus, including including such variesuch varied speakersd speakers as Nicode as Nicodemus, PetermuNicodeNicodemus,Nicodemus, Peter, Ma Peter, Martha, Caiartha, Caiaphas, and phas, and Pilate. ThPilate. This Gospel is Gospel has only fhas only five refereive references to thncreferereferencesreferences to the Lo to the Lord.rd.rd.

John is the only canonical Gospel which refers more frequently to the 
Father than to God. Most of the 120 references to the Father are in Jesus’ 
words, and most are in passages which primarily identify the deity as Jesus’ 
Father. Jesus also frequently refers to the deity as “the One who sent me” (e.g., 
John 4:34; 5:23-24). Both the narrator (John 1:1, 18) and Thomas (20:28) refer to 
Jesus as God. Many of the other references to God are in Jesus’ words, including 
his assertions that God is “spirit” (John 4:24) and “the only true God” (17:3); 
however, the word “God” occurs much more frequently than Father in the 
discourse of speakers other than Jesus, including such varied speakers as 



Nicodemus, Peter, Martha, Caiaphas, and Pilate. This Gospel has only five 
references to the Lord.

�The JohannThe Johannine Epistline Epistles refer mes refer much more fuch more frequently requently to God thato God than to the Fn to the Father, witatherFFather, wiFather, with 1 John th 1 John stressing stressing that “God that “God is light” is light” (1 John 1:(1 John 1:5) and “Go5) and “God is love”d is love” (4:8). Wh (4:8 (4:8). Whi(4:8). While the othle the other Epistleer Epistles and Reves and Revelation reflation refer much moer much more frequenre frequently to Godtly to God than to t GodGod than tGod than to the Lordo the Lord or the Fa or the Father, 2 Pether, 2 Peter and Juter and Jude containde contain nearly as nearly as many refe many references to rrefereferencesreferences to the Lo to the Lord as to Grd as to God.od.od.

The Johannine Epistles refer much more frequently to God than to the 
Father, with 1 John stressing that “God is light” (1 John 1:5) and “God is love” 
(4:8). While the other Epistles and Revelation refer much more frequently to 
God than to the Lord or the Father, 2 Peter and Jude contain nearly as many 
references to the Lord as to God.

�Besides usBesides using the woing the words “Eli” rds “Eli” (“my God,”(“my God,” Matt. 27: Matt. 27:46) and “E46) and “Eloi” (“my loi” (“my God,” MarkGod,” God,” MarkGod,” Mark 15:34), t 15:34), the NT authhe NT authors occasiors occasionally useonally use such othe such other titles ar titles as the “Gres the “Great King” (a“Gre“Great Kin“Great King” (Matt. g” (Matt. 5:35), “th5:35), “the One who e One who sits on thsits on the throne” e throne” (Matt. 23:(Matt. 23:22), “Powe22), “Power” (Matt. r“Powe“Power” (M“Power” (Matt. 26:64att. 26:64; Mark 14:; Mark 14:62), the “62), the “Blessed OnBlessed One” (Mark 1e” (Mark 14:61), the4:61), the “Most Hig “Most Hi “Most High” (LukHigh” (Luke 1:32), “e 1:32), “Lord SabaoLord Sabaoth” (Rom. th” (Rom. 9:29), “Go9:29), “God our Savid our Savior” (1 Timor” (1 Tim. 1:1), “M. 1:1), “Majesty” (Ha“M“Majesty” “Majesty” (Heb. 1:3;(Heb. 1:3; 8:1), “Fa 8:1), “Father of lither of lights” (Jasghts” (Jas. 1:17), a. 1:17), and “Lord Gnd “Lord God Almightod Almighty” (Rev. 4y” (Ry” (Rev. 4:8)(Rev. 4:8). Various . Various authors alauthors also use sucso use such longer ch longer constructioonstructions as “thens as “the Father of Father of mercies a me mercies anmercies and the God d the God of all conof all consolation” solation” (2 Cor. 1:(2 Cor. 1:3) and “th3) and “the blessed e blessed and only Sand only Sovereign, ovSSovereign,Sovereign, the King  the King of kings aof kings and Lord ofnd Lord of lords” (1 lords” (1 Tim. 6:15 Tim. 6:15). Early C). Early Christian lhristian liturgical iturgilliturgicalliturgical language  language lies behinlies behind a numberd a number of these  of these passages. passages. Some NT auSome NT authors indithors indirectly refreindiindirectlyindirectly refer to  refer to the deity the deity by using dby using divine passivine passives and eives and expressing xpressing divine necdivine necessity witessitynecnecessity necessity with the vwith the verb erb deiídeií (“it is n (“it is necessary”)ecessary”)...

Besides using the words “Eli” (“my God,” Matt. 27:46) and “Eloi” (“my 
God,” Mark 15:34), the NT authors occasionally use such other titles as the 
“Great King” (Matt. 5:35), “the One who sits on the throne” (Matt. 23:22), 
“Power” (Matt. 26:64; Mark 14:62), the “Blessed One” (Mark 14:61), the “Most 
High” (Luke 1:32), “Lord Sabaoth” (Rom. 9:29), “God our Savior” (1 Tim. 1:1), 
“Majesty” (Heb. 1:3; 8:1), “Father of lights” (Jas. 1:17), and “Lord God Almighty” 
(Rev. 4:8). Various authors also use such longer constructions as “the Father of 
mercies and the God of all consolation” (2 Cor. 1:3) and “the blessed and only 
Sovereign, the King of kings and Lord of lords” (1 Tim. 6:15). Early Christian 
liturgical language lies behind a number of these passages. Some NT authors 
indirectly refer to the deity by using divine passives and expressing divine 
necessity with the verb deií (“it is necessary”).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. M. BossD. M. Bossman, “Imagman, “Images of God es of God in the Letin the Letters of Paters of Paul,” ul,” BTBBTB 18 (1988) 1 18 (1988):18 (1988): 67–76; R. 67–76; R. L. Mowery L. Mowery, “God, Lo, “God, Lord and Fatrd and Father: The Ther: The Theology ofheology of the Gospe the Gos the Gospel of Gospel of Matthew,” Matthew,” BRBR 33 (1988) 33 (1988): 24–36; “: 24–36; “Lord, God Lord, God and Fatherand Father: Theologi: Theological Languacal Lancal Language iLanguage in Luke-Actn Luke-Acts,” s,” SBLSPSBLSP 34 (Atlan 34 (Atlanta, 1995):ta, 1995): 82–101. 82–101. 82–101.
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GOGGOG (Heb.  (Heb. go®g�go®g�),), MAGOG MAGOG  (maœg�o®g�(maœg�o®g�)))

GOG (Heb. go®g� ),
 MAGOG (maœg�o®g�)

A ruler anA ruler and his landd his land or people or people, portraye, portrayed as Israed as Israel’s apocall’s apocalyptic foe.yptic foe.

A ruler and his land or people, portrayed as Israel’s apocalyptic foe.

�Magog appeMagog appears in thears in the Table of  Table of Nations (GNations (Gen. 10:2) en. 10:2) as a son oas a son of Japheth.f Japheth. He is app He is a He is apparentlyapparently also the  also the eponymous eponymous ancestor oancestor of a peoplef a people in Anatol in Anatolia (cf. Maia (cf. Magog’s “brogog’s “brothers,” whth“bro“brothers,“brothers,” whose na” whose names are atmes are attached to tached to the Anatolthe Anatolian regionian regions of Meshes of Meshech and Tubch and Tuch and Tubal). InTubal). In Ezek. 38: Ezek. 38:2 Magog is2 Magog is the name  the name of a countof a country, again ry, again associatedassociated with Mesh with Meshech and TuecMeshMeshech anMeshech and Tubal ind Tubal in eastern A eastern Anatolia. Tnatolia. The threefohe threefold identifld identification ofication of Magog as  Magog as an ancestoanan ancestoan ancestor, a peoplr, a people, and a le, and a land is notand is not unusual ( unusual (cf. Israelcf. Israel). Unfortu). Unfortunately, nonately, no precise c preci precise coprecise connection cnnection can be drawan be drawn to any kn to any known peoplnown people or terrie or territory. Josetory. Josephus (phus (Ant.Ant. 1.123) id (Ant.(Ant. 1.12(Ant. 1.123) identif3) identifies the peies the people of Maople of Magog as thegog as the Scythians Scythians, but no c, but no concrete evoncrete evidence supideevevidence sevidence supports suupports such a specich a specific identific identification.fication.fication.

Magog appears in the Table of Nations (Gen. 10:2) as a son of Japheth. He is 
apparently also the eponymous ancestor of a people in Anatolia (cf. Magog’s 
“brothers,” whose names are attached to the Anatolian regions of Meshech and 
Tubal). In Ezek. 38:2 Magog is the name of a country, again associated with 
Meshech and Tubal in eastern Anatolia. The threefold identification of Magog as 
an ancestor, a people, and a land is not unusual (cf. Israel). Unfortunately, no 
precise connection can be drawn to any known people or territory. Josephus 
(Ant. 1.123) identifies the people of Magog as the Scythians, but no concrete 
evidence supports such a specific identification.

�In Ezek. 3In Ezek. 38-39 Gog i8-39 Gog is “of the s “of the land of Maland of Magog” in “tgog” in “the remoteshe remotest parts oft parts of the north the no the north” (38north” (38:15; 39:2):15; 39:2). He is th. He is the commandee commander who, folr who, following Isrlowing Israel’s retuael’s return from Barn from Babylonian ebBaBabylonianBabylonian exile, wi exile, will invade ll invade the land athe land and so provnd so provoke a finaoke a final, decisivl, decisive battle we battle with Yahwehith Yaith Yahweh. ThYahweh. The battle be battle between Gogetween Gog and Yahwe and Yahweh is depich is depicted in theted in the cosmic im cosmic imagery assoagery aagery associatedassociated with the  with the Day of YahDay of Yahweh; earthweh; earthquake and quake and storm accostorm accompany the mpany the enemy’s deenemy’senemy’s deenemy’s demise. Yahwmise. Yahweh’s victoeh’s victory will atry will at last vind last vindicate his icate his holy name,holy name, proving t proving that the Exhat tthat the Ethat the Exile occurxile occurred becausred because of Israee of Israel’s sins rl’s sins rather thanather than through Y through Yahweh’s weahweh’s weakness.akweweakness.weakness.weakness.

In Ezek. 38-39 Gog is “of the land of Magog” in “the remotest parts of the 
north” (38:15; 39:2). He is the commander who, following Israel’s return from 
Babylonian exile, will invade the land and so provoke a final, decisive battle with 



Yahweh. The battle between Gog and Yahweh is depicted in the cosmic imagery 
associated with the Day of Yahweh; earthquake and storm accompany the 
enemy’s demise. Yahweh’s victory will at last vindicate his holy name, proving 
that the Exile occurred because of Israel’s sins rather than through Yahweh’s 
weakness.

�Gog’s idenGog’s identity is a tity is a matter of matter of continued continued debate. Thdebate. The 7th-cente 7th-century ury B.C.E.B.C.E. Lydian mo Lydian m Lydian monarch Gymonarch Gyges (Akk. ges (Akk. gu®gugu®gu) has ofte) has often been sugn been suggested, bugested, but it is dot it is doubtful whyubtful why Ezekiel ( Ez Ezekiel (oEzekiel (or a later r a later editor) woeditor) would cast tuld cast this distanhis distant and longt and long-dead rule-dead ruler as the gr as the great nemesreat nreat nemesis ofnemesis of God. Anot God. Another interpher interpretation sretation sees Gog asees Gog as chaos inc chaos incarnate, tharnate, the primal ae primal and ultimatnaand ultimaand ultimate enemy, te enemy, whose destwhose destruction heruction heralds God’ralds God’s unchalles unchallenged reignnged reign (an event (an even (an event foreevent foreseen in Ezseen in Ezek. 40-48)ek. 40-48). Certainl. Certainly, Gog symy, Gog symbolizes albolizes all that oppl that opposes Yahweoses Yahweh and as shYahweYahweh andYahweh and as such i as such is the embos the embodiment of diment of chaos. Gogchaos. Gog’s symboli’s symbolic role, hoc role, however, doewever, dowever, does not pdoes not preclude threclude the possibile possibility that aity that a historica historical figure sl figure stands behitands behind the symnd the symbol. In Ezbol. Ibol. In EzekielIn Ezekiel’s histori’s historical contexcal context Nebuchadt Nebuchadnezzar of nezzar of Babylon isBabylon is the monar the monarch whose pch whose power clearoppower cleapower clearly opposerly opposes Yahweh’ss Yahweh’s own and w own and whose defeahose defeat is essent is essential for ttial for the vindicahe vindicahe vindicatiovindication of Yahwen of Yahweh’s name. h’s name. A number oA number of parallelf parallels between s between the depictthe depictions of Goions of Goions of Gog and deGog and descriptionsscriptions of Nebuch of Nebuchadnezzar eadnezzar elsewhere ilsewhere in Ezekiel n Ezekiel support thsupport this possibiis possibiis possibilitpossibility. The proy. The prophet’s Babphet’s Babylonian loylonian location woucation would explainld explain his use o his use of a pseudof a pseudonym for thnympseudopseudonym pseudonym for the Bafor the Babylonian rbylonian ruler.uler.uler.

Gog’s identity is a matter of continued debate. The 7th-century B.C.E. Lydian 
monarch Gyges (Akk. gu®gu) has often been suggested, but it is doubtful why 
Ezekiel (or a later editor) would cast this distant and long-dead ruler as the great 
nemesis of God. Another interpretation sees Gog as chaos incarnate, the primal 
and ultimate enemy, whose destruction heralds God’s unchallenged reign (an 
event foreseen in Ezek. 40-48). Certainly, Gog symbolizes all that opposes 
Yahweh and as such is the embodiment of chaos. Gog’s symbolic role, however, 
does not preclude the possibility that a historical figure stands behind the symbol. 
In Ezekiel’s historical context Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon is the monarch whose 
power clearly opposes Yahweh’s own and whose defeat is essential for the 
vindication of Yahweh’s name. A number of parallels between the depictions of 
Gog and descriptions of Nebuchadnezzar elsewhere in Ezekiel support this 
possibility. The prophet’s Babylonian location would explain his use of a 
pseudonym for the Babylonian ruler.

�Gog and MaGog and Magog reappegog reappear in Rev.ar in Rev. 20:7-10,  20:7-10, identifiedidentified as distan as distant nations t nations rather tharather trather than as a than as a ruler and ruler and his nationhis nation. The role. The role of Gog an of Gog and Magog ind Magog in Revelatio Revelation correspon corresponds to thancorrespocorrespondcorresponds to that s to that in Ezek. 3in Ezek. 38-39. Insp8-39. Inspired by Saired by Satan, Gog atan, Gog and Magog wnd Magog will march ill march against Jeaagainst Jeagainst Jerusalem, irusalem, initiating nitiating God’s finaGod’s final victory l victory over Satanover Satan and the t and the triumphant riumphant reign of treignreign of treign of the Lamb frhe Lamb from the Newom the New Jerusalem Jerusalem. The part. The part played by played by Gog and M Gog and Magog in inagog in agog in inaugurin inaugurating the ating the eschaton heschaton has led to as led to a number oa number of attemptsf attempts to interp to interpret them aret them as codes fos aas codes fas codes for modern or modern nations annations and individud individuals, who ials, who in turn aren turn are seen as e seen as enemies of nemies of God and haGGod and haGod and harbingers orbingers of the lastf the last days. days. days.

Gog and Magog reappear in Rev. 20:7-10, identified as distant nations rather 
than as a ruler and his nation. The role of Gog and Magog in Revelation 
corresponds to that in Ezek. 38-39. Inspired by Satan, Gog and Magog will march 
against Jerusalem, initiating God’s final victory over Satan and the triumphant 
reign of the Lamb from the New Jerusalem. The part played by Gog and Magog 
in inaugurating the eschaton has led to a number of attempts to interpret them 
as codes for modern nations and individuals, who in turn are seen as enemies of 
God and harbingers of the last days.

�In 1 Chr. In 1 Chr. 5:4 an oth5:4 an otherwise unkerwise unknown Gog inown Gog is listed as listed as a “son os a “son of Joel.”f Joel.”f Joel.”

In 1 Chr. 5:4 an otherwise unknown Gog is listed as a “son of Joel.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. F. BattB. F. Batto, o, Slaying thSlaying the Dragon: e Dragon: MythmakingMythmaking in the Bi in the Biblical Trablical TraditionditTraTraditionTradition (Louisvil (Louisville, 1992);le, 1992); S. L. Coo S. L. Cook, k, Prophecy aProphecy and Apocalynd Apocalypticismpticism (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1995)lis, 19lis, 1995); B. 1995); B. Otzen, Otzen, “go®g� [go“go®g� [go®gh]®gh],” ,” TDOTTDOT 2:419–25. 2:419–25.

Bibliography. B. F. Batto, Slaying the Dragon: Mythmaking in the Biblical 
Tradition (Louisville, 1992); S. L. Cook, Prophecy and Apocalypticism (Minneapolis, 
1995); B. Otzen, “go®g� [go®gh] ,” TDOT 2:419–25.
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GOIIMGOIIM (Heb.  (Heb. go®yimgo®yim)))

GOIIM (Heb. go®yim)

�1.1. A kingdom A kingdom led by Ti led by Tidal, an aldal, an ally of Chedly of Chedolaomer, kolaomer, king of Elaing of Elam (Gen. 14m (Gen. 14:1, 9). Mo:1, 9):1, 9). Most s9). Most scholars ascholars assume the rsume the reference ieference is to a gros to a group of kingup of kingdoms ruleddoms ruled by Tidal, by Tidal, perhaps e p perhaps eiperhaps either in Anther in Anatolia or atolia or MesopotamiMesopotamia.a.a.

1. A kingdom led by Tidal, an ally of Chedolaomer, king of Elam (Gen. 14:1, 
9). Most scholars assume the reference is to a group of kingdoms ruled by Tidal, 
perhaps either in Anatolia or Mesopotamia.

�2.2. A kingdom A kingdom whose kin whose king was defeg was defeated by Joated by Joshua (Joshshua (Josh. 12:23). . 12:23). The MT addThe MT adds “of Gilgs addadds “of Gadds “of Gilgal” (NIilgal” (NIV) whereasV) whereas the LXX h the LXX has “of Galas “of Galilee” (NRSilee” (NRSV).V).V).

2. A kingdom whose king was defeated by Joshua (Josh. 12:23). The MT 
adds “of Gilgal” (NIV) whereas the LXX has “of Galilee” (NRSV).

�3.3. A general A general Hebrew te Hebrew term for therm for the gentile “ gentile “nations” (nations” (go®yiîmgo®yiîm). Though ). Though Israel couIsraeIsrael couIsrael could be callld be called a ed a go®ygo®y (sg., whi (sg., which had racch had racial, goverial, governmental, anmental, and territond territorial implirial irial implicatioimplications as oppons as opposed to thesed to the familial  familial term term {am{am), the plu), the plural usuallral usually was usedy was used for the e for t for the enemiethe enemies of God’ss of God’s people, e people, especially specially in Deuteroin Deuteronomistic bnomistic books (e.g.ooks (e.g., Deut. 7:, Deut. 7:1-26; 18:91-7:7:1-26; 187:1-26; 18:9; 2 Kgs.:9; 2 Kgs. 17:8-41;  17:8-41; cf. Ezek. cf. Ezek. 20:32).20:32).20:32).

3. A general Hebrew term for the gentile “nations” (go®yiîm). Though 



Israel could be called a go®y (sg., which had racial, governmental, and territorial 
implications as opposed to the familial term {am), the plural usually was used for 
the enemies of God’s people, especially in Deuteronomistic books (e.g., Deut. 
7:1-26; 18:9; 2 Kgs. 17:8-41; cf. Ezek. 20:32).

Eric F. MaEric F. Masonson

Eric F. Mason

GOLANGOLAN (Heb.  (Heb. go®laœngo®laœn)))

GOLAN (Heb. go®laœn)

A town (DeA town (Deut. 4:43),ut. 4:43), possibly  possibly Sah�m el-JSah�m el-Joœla®noœla®n (238243), (238243), allotted  allotted to Manasseto Manasseto Manasseh aManasseh and given tnd given to the Gerso the Gershonite Levhonite Levites as a ites as a city of recity of refuge (Joshfuge (Josh. 20:8; 21. 20:8; 21:27; 1 Chr:27;2121:27; 1 C21:27; 1 Chr. 6:71[Mhr. 6:71[MT 56]). ThT 56]). The western e western part of Bapart of Bashan (Haurshan (Hauran) was knan) was known as Gauown as Gown as GaulanitisGaulanitis (Josephus (Josephus  Ant.Ant. 17.8.1 [1 17.8.1 [189]) in th89]) in the Hellenise Hellenistic periodtic period and later and later. It was r. It was ruled by Heurruled by Hruled by Herod the Gerod the Great (23–4reat (23–4  B.C.B.C.) and his ) and his descendantdescendants Herod Phs Herod Philip (4 ilip (4 B.C.B.C.——A.D.A.B.C.—B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D. 34), Agri 34), Agrippa I (37–ppa I (37–44) and Ag44) and Agrippa II (rippa II (53–85) bef53–85) before becomiore becoming part ofng part of the provi th the provinthe province of Syrice of Syria in 106. a in 106. Recent excRecent excavations aavations and surveysnd surveys indicate  indicate that the rthat the region has egiorregion hasregion has been occu been occupied from pied from PaleolithiPaleolithic to moderc to modern times.n times.n times.

A town (Deut. 4:43), possibly Sah�m el-Joœla®n  (238243), allotted to 
Manasseh and given to the Gershonite Levites as a city of refuge (Josh. 20:8; 
21:27; 1 Chr. 6:71[MT 56]). The western part of Bashan (Hauran) was known as 
Gaulanitis (Josephus Ant. 17.8.1 [189]) in the Hellenistic period and later. It was 
ruled by Herod the Great (23–4 B.C.) and his descendants Herod Philip (4 
B.C.—A.D. 34), Agrippa I (37–44) and Agrippa II (53–85) before becoming part of 
the province of Syria in 106. Recent excavations and surveys indicate that the 
region has been occupied from Paleolithic to modern times.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Z. U. Z. U. Ma{ozMa{oz, N. Goren, N. Goren-Inbar, an-Inbar, and C. Epsted C. Epstein, “Golanin, “Golan,” ,” NEAEHLNEAENEAEHLNEAEHL 2:525–46. 2:525–46.

Bibliography. Z. U. Ma{oz, N. Goren-Inbar, and C. Epstein, “Golan,” 
NEAEHL 2:525–46.
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Paul J. Ray, Jr.

GOLDGOLDGOLD

GOLD

The most fThe most frequently requently mentioned mentioned precious mprecious metal in thetal in the Bible. Ie Bible. In OT timesn OT times gold was  gold was  gold was used fwas used for money (or money (Gen. 44:8)Gen. 44:8); jewelry ; jewelry (41:42); d(41:42); decoration,ecoration, such as g such as gilding theilding the ark of th ar ark of theark of the covenant  covenant (Exod. 25:(Exod. 25:11); threa11); thread in weavid in weaving priestsng priests’ garments’ garments (28:8); a (28:8); and idols (nd ind idols (20:idols (20:23). Many 23). Many of the tabof the tabernacle anernacle and temple ad temple artifacts artifacts and utensilnd utensils were mads were made of pure,e oe of pure, sof pure, solid gold olid gold (Exod. 25:(Exod. 25:31; 37:6; 31; 37:6; 1 Kgs. 7:41 Kgs. 7:49-51). Sol9-51). Solid gold fiid gold figures of mgures of mice and tuice andice and tumorsand tumors were sent were sent by the Ph by the Philistines ilistines to the Isrto the Israelites asaelites as a guilt o a guilt offering (1ffering (1 Sam. 6:3- Sam. 6 Sam. 6:3-5). Th6:3-5). The possessie possession of goldon of gold indicated indicated wealth (G wealth (Gen. 24:35)en. 24:35). Gold and. Gold and silver ar silver are often mee oe often mentoften mentioned togeioned together sincether since both meta both metals have sils have similar physmilar physical and cical and chemical prhemical properties aoprpropertiesproperties and have  and have historicalhistorically been usly been used for simed for similar purpoilar purposes, incluses, including moneyding money. Gold rin. G. Gold ringsGold rings were a si were a sign of wealgn of wealth and stath and status in thetus in the Greco-Rom Greco-Roman world; an world; several adseveral adseveral admonitionadmonitions against s against wearing gowearing gold as an ild as an indication ndication of personaof personal wealth ol wealth occur in thccur in the NT (1 Tie Ne NT (1 Tim.NT (1 Tim. 2:9; 1 Pe 2:9; 1 Pet. 3:3).t. 3:3).t. 3:3).

The most frequently mentioned precious metal in the Bible. In OT times gold 
was used for money (Gen. 44:8); jewelry (41:42); decoration, such as gilding the 
ark of the covenant (Exod. 25:11); thread in weaving priests’ garments (28:8); and 
idols (20:23). Many of the tabernacle and temple artifacts and utensils were made 
of pure, solid gold (Exod. 25:31; 37:6; 1 Kgs. 7:49-51). Solid gold figures of mice 
and tumors were sent by the Philistines to the Israelites as a guilt offering (1 Sam. 
6:3-5). The possession of gold indicated wealth (Gen. 24:35). Gold and silver are 
often mentioned together since both metals have similar physical and chemical 
properties and have historically been used for similar purposes, including money. 
Gold rings were a sign of wealth and status in the Greco-Roman world; several 
admonitions against wearing gold as an indication of personal wealth occur in the 
NT (1 Tim. 2:9; 1 Pet. 3:3).

�Solomon’s Solomon’s wealth in wealth in gold is wegold is well recordell recorded, and a pd, and a principal srincipal source for ource for his gold whis gold his gold was Ogold was Ophir (1 Kgphir (1 Kgs. 9:28; as. 9:28; a Hebrew os Hebrew ostracon frotracon from Tell Qasm Tell Qasile reads ile reads “Gold of O“Gold of O“Gold of Ophir”). NOphir”). None of Solone of Solomon’s golomon’s gold wealth hd wealth has been unas been uncovered, bcovered, but archaeout archaeological dilogical dlogical discoveriediscoveries in Egypts in Egypt and the N and the Near East iear East indicate thndicate that items sat items similar to imilar to Solomon’s Solomon’s do exist. do do exist. do exist. TutankhamuTutankhamun’s thronen’s throne is almost is almost totally g totally gold-platedold-plated. A golden. A golden goblet fr goblet from Ur (ca.omfrfrom Ur (cfrom Ur (ca. 2600 a. 2600 B.C.E.B.C.E.) has been) has been found, as found, as well as a well as a solid gol solid gold bowl attd bowl attributed toributed to either Da toto either to either Darius I oDarius I or Darius Ir Darius II of PersiI of Persia (ca. 522a (ca. 522–404). Gol–404). Gold-plated fd-plated furniture wurniture was buried as buas buried witburied with Queen Heh Queen Hetepheres otepheres of Egypt (cf Egypt (ca. 2600). a. 2600). A clay insA clay inscription fcription from the rerom the reign of Sarigrereign of Sreign of Sargon II rargon II records “siecords “six shields x shields of gold” aof gold” as part of s part of the booty the booty from the cfrom the conquest ofonqucconquest oconquest of the Urarf the Urartian city tian city Mus�as�irMus�as�ir (714; cf. (714; cf. Solomon,  Solomon, 1 Kgs. 10:1 Kgs. 10:16-17).16-17).16-17).

Solomon’s wealth in gold is well recorded, and a principal source for his 
gold was Ophir (1 Kgs. 9:28; a Hebrew ostracon from Tell Qasile reads “Gold of 
Ophir”). None of Solomon’s gold wealth has been uncovered, but archaeological 
discoveries in Egypt and the Near East indicate that items similar to Solomon’s 
do exist. Tutankhamun’s throne is almost totally gold-plated. A golden goblet 
from Ur (ca. 2600 B.C.E.) has been found, as well as a solid gold bowl attributed 
to either Darius I or Darius II of Persia (ca. 522–404). Gold-plated furniture was 
buried with Queen Hetepheres of Egypt (ca. 2600). A clay inscription from the 



reign of Sargon II records “six shields of gold” as part of the booty from the 
conquest of the Urartian city Mus�as�ir  (714; cf. Solomon, 1 Kgs. 10:16-17).

�Gold coinsGold coins began to  began to circulate circulate in Palestiin Palestine in the ne in the 7th centur7th century. Croesusy. Croesus, king of , king of, king of Lydia (of Lydia (560–546), 560–546), was likelywas likely the first the first to mint p to mint pure gold aure gold and silver nd silver coins. Befcoins. Before this tore thore this time,this time, and even  and even afterwardsafterwards, gold as , gold as a medium oa medium of exchangef exchange was measu was measured by weired by wered by weight, usweight, usually in sually in shekels (Nuhekels (Num. 31:52) m. 31:52) or talentsor talents (Exod. 25 (Exod. 25:39). Sinc:39). Since the earle the earliest coinsiest ciest coins werecoins were irregular irregular in shape  in shape and weightand weight due to th due to the minting e minting process knprocess known as “stown as “striking,” cr“st“striking,“striking,” coins we” coins were often rre often reweighed aeweighed and not accnd not accepted at fepted at face value.ace value.

Gold coins began to circulate in Palestine in the 7th century. Croesus, king 
of Lydia (560–546), was likely the first to mint pure gold and silver coins. Before 
this time, and even afterwards, gold as a medium of exchange was measured by 
weight, usually in shekels (Num. 31:52) or talents (Exod. 25:39). Since the earliest 
coins were irregular in shape and weight due to the minting process known as 
“striking,” coins were often reweighed and not accepted at face value.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. I. FinlM. I. Finley, ey, The AncienThe Ancient Economy,t Economy, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Berkeley, Berkeley, 1985); A. 1985); A.1985); A. Mazar, A. Mazar, ArchaeologArchaeology of the Ly of the Land of theand of the Bible, 10 Bible, 10,000–586,000–586  B.C.E.B.C.E. (New York (New York, 1990); A, 1990); , 1990); A. 1990); A. R. MillardR. Millard, “Does th, “Does the Bible Exe Bible Exaggerate Kaggerate King Solomoing Solomon’s Goldenn’s Golden Wealth?”  Wealth?” Wealth?” Wealth?” BARevBARev 15/3 (198 15/3 (1989): 20–31,9): 20–31, 34; L. vo 34; L. von Mises, n Mises, The TheoryThe Theory of Money  of Money and Creditand Credand Credit,Credit, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Irvington(Irvington-on-Hudson-on-Hudson, 1971); C, 1971); C. L. Thomp. L. Thompson, “Ringson, “Rings of Gold s of Gold — Neither — N— Neither ‘MNeither ‘Modest’ norodest’ nor ‘Sensible ‘Sensible,’” ,’” BibRevBibRev 9/1 (1993 9/1 (1993): 28–33, ): 28–33, 55.55.55.

Bibliography. M. I. Finley, The Ancient Economy, 2nd ed. (Berkeley, 1985); 
A. Mazar, Archaeology of the Land of the Bible, 10,000–586 B.C.E. (New York, 
1990); A. R. Millard, “Does the Bible Exaggerate King Solomon’s Golden 
Wealth?” BARev 15/3 (1989): 20–31, 34; L. von Mises, The Theory of Money and 
Credit, rev. ed. (Irvington-on-Hudson, 1971); C. L. Thompson, “Rings of Gold — 
Neither ‘Modest’ nor ‘Sensible,’” BibRev 9/1 (1993): 28–33, 55.
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GOLDEN CALGOLDEN CALFFF

GOLDEN CALF

The story The story of the golof the golden or molden or molten calf (ten calf (Exod. 32) Exod. 32) is part ofis part of the revel the revelation of dation of divine law ivineddivine lawdivine law and estab and establishment olishment of covenantf covenant at Mt. Si at Mt. Sinai in Exonai in Exod. 19-34. d. 19-34. The accounThe account begins wt bt begins witbegins with Moses seh Moses separated frparated from the peoom the people on topple on top of Mt. Si of Mt. Sinai, wherenai, where he is rec he is receiving theerecreceiving receiving the revelathe revelation of thtion of the tabernace tabernacle cult anle cult and a copy od a copy of the Decaf the Decalogue on slogue on stone tabletonsstone tablstone tablets. Mosesets. Moses’ absence ’ absence worries Isworries Israel, who rael, who request frrequest from Aaron gom Aaron gods to leaods to lead them, bedlealead them,lead them, because t because they do nothey do not know what know what happened  happened to Moses. to Moses. Aaron collAaron collects the pects theects the peoplethe people’s gold je’s gold jewelry, onlwelry, only recentlyy recently acquired  acquired from the Efrom the Egyptians ugyptians upon leavinpon leaving Egypt, ag Eg Egypt, andEgypt, and he appare he apparently fashintly fashions a goldons a golden calf inen calf in the form  the form of a youngof a young male bovi male bovine. It is ne.bovibovine. Itbovine. It is descri is described as molbed as molten, emphaten, emphasizing thasizing that it was mt it was made out ofade out of liquid me liquid metal. Consttal. memetal. Conmetal. Construction struction of the calof the calf breaks tf breaks the Sinai che Sinai covenant beovenant between God tween God and Israeland Israel, as is sy, IsraelIsrael, asIsrael, as is symbol is symbolized when ized when Moses shatMoses shatters the tters the tablets.ablets.ablets.

The story of the golden or molten calf (Exod. 32) is part of the revelation of 
divine law and establishment of covenant at Mt. Sinai in Exod. 19-34. The account 
begins with Moses separated from the people on top of Mt. Sinai, where he is 
receiving the revelation of the tabernacle cult and a copy of the Decalogue on 
stone tablets. Moses’ absence worries Israel, who request from Aaron gods to 
lead them, because they do not know what happened to Moses. Aaron collects 
the people’s gold jewelry, only recently acquired from the Egyptians upon leaving 
Egypt, and he apparently fashions a golden calf in the form of a young male 
bovine. It is described as molten, emphasizing that it was made out of liquid 
metal. Construction of the calf breaks the Sinai covenant between God and 
Israel, as is symbolized when Moses shatters the tablets.

�The goldenThe golden calf beco calf becomes a centmes a central symbolral symbol of Israel of Israel’s disobed’s disobedience. It ience. It comes to scomes tocomes to symbolito symbolize, in parze, in particular, tticular, the danger he danger of idolatrof idolatry for anciy for ancient Israelent Israel and, thro and, through negatiugh neugh negative enegative example, ilxample, illustrates lustrates how worshihow worship of Yahwep of Yahweh must be h must be image-freeimage-free (aniconic (aniconic (aniconic)(aniconic). Repeated. Repeated reference references to Exod.s to Exod. 32 throug 32 throughout the Ohout the OT reinforcT reinforce this poie this point. As a rnpoipoint. As point. As a result oa result of the consf the construction otruction of the goldf the golden calf, Ien calf, Israel losesrael loses the jewes the jewelry that slry thalry that symbothat symbolized theilized their triumph r triumph over the Eover the Egyptians (gyptians (Exod. 33:1Exod. 33:1-6). Moses-6). Moses underscor underscores that noeunderscorunderscoreunderscores that nots that not only did  only did Israel makIsrael make a metal e a metal or molten or molten image but image but this very this very act of imaacact of imaact of image-making ge-making was a rejewas a rejection of Yction of Yahweh (Deuahweh (Deut. 9:6-21)t. 9:6-21). The sin . The sin of the golof the golden calf idegolgolden calgolden calf is histof is historicized inricized in 1 Kgs. 11 1 Kgs. 11-12, when -12, when Jeroboam IJeroboam I, the firs, the first king of t king of the northethe nothe northern knorthern kingdom, isingdom, is condemned condemned for build for building two going two golden calvelden calves at Dan as at Dan and Bethel nd Bethelnd Bethel (1 Bethel (1 Kgs. 12:28Kgs. 12:28-29). So g-29). So great is threat is this sin thais sin that it sealst it seals the destr the destruction of uction of his kingshhis kinghis kingship akingship and becomesnd becomes the centr the central symbol al symbol of evil ruof evil rule in the le in the DeuteronomDeuteronomistic hististic history. The porhisthistory. Thistory. The prophethe prophet Hosea, to Hosea, too, condemno, condemns the worss the worship of thehip of the golden ca golden calf as idollf as idolatry (Hos.aidolidolatry (idolatry (Hos. 8:5; Hos. 8:5; 10:5-6; cf10:5-6; cf. Ps. 106:. Ps. 106:19).19).19).

The golden calf becomes a central symbol of Israel’s disobedience. It comes 
to symbolize, in particular, the danger of idolatry for ancient Israel and, through 
negative example, illustrates how worship of Yahweh must be image-free 
(aniconic). Repeated references to Exod. 32 throughout the OT reinforce this 
point. As a result of the construction of the golden calf, Israel loses the jewelry 
that symbolized their triumph over the Egyptians (Exod. 33:1-6). Moses 
underscores that not only did Israel make a metal or molten image but this very 
act of image-making was a rejection of Yahweh (Deut. 9:6-21). The sin of the 
golden calf is historicized in 1 Kgs. 11-12, when Jeroboam I, the first king of the 
northern kingdom, is condemned for building two golden calves at Dan and 
Bethel (1 Kgs. 12:28-29). So great is this sin that it seals the destruction of his 
kingship and becomes the central symbol of evil rule in the Deuteronomistic 



history. The prophet Hosea, too, condemns the worship of the golden calf as 
idolatry (Hos. 8:5; 10:5-6; cf. Ps. 106:19).

�The negatiThe negative symbol ve symbol of the golof the golden calf lden calf lives on inives on in Jewish an Jewish and Christiad Christian tradition tradition tradition.tradition. In Pseudo In Pseudo-Philo the-Philo the blame is  blame is placed solplaced solely on theely on the leaders o leaders of the peopf the people rather le rale rather tharather than on Aaronn on Aaron ( (LABLAB 12). Step 12). Stephen refershen refers to the in to the incident as cident as an illustran illustration of Iation of Iation of Israel’s sIsrael’s stiff-necketiff-necked characted character (Acts 7;r (Acts 7; cf. Deut. cf. Deut. 9:6-21). 9:6-21). 9:6-21).

The negative symbol of the golden calf lives on in Jewish and Christian 
tradition. In Pseudo-Philo the blame is placed solely on the leaders of the people 
rather than on Aaron (LAB 12). Stephen refers to the incident as an illustration of 
Israel’s stiff-necked character (Acts 7; cf. Deut. 9:6-21).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. AberbacM. Aberbach and L. Sh and L. Smolar, “Aamolar, “Aaron, Jerobron, Jeroboam and thoam and the Golden Ce Goldee Golden CalGolden Calves,” ves,” JBLJBL 86 (1967) 86 (1967): 129–40; : 129–40; J. M. SassJ. M. Sasson, “Bovinon, “Bovine Symbolise Symbolism in the Em in the Exodus NarrxoEExodus NarExodus Narrative,” rative,” VTVT 18 (1968) 18 (1968): 380–87; : 380–87; “The Worsh“The Worship of the ip of the Golden CalGolden Calf,” in f,” in Orient andOOrient andOrient and Occident, Occident, ed. H. A. ed. H. A. Hoffner.  Hoffner. AOAT 22 (NAOAT 22 (Neukirchen-eukirchen-Vluyn, 197Vluyn, 1973), 151–593), 151–593), 151–59.151–59.151–59.

Bibliography. M. Aberbach and L. Smolar, “Aaron, Jeroboam and the 
Golden Calves,” JBL 86 (1967): 129–40; J. M. Sasson, “Bovine Symbolism in the 
Exodus Narrative,” VT 18 (1968): 380–87; “The Worship of the Golden Calf,” in 
Orient and Occident, ed. H. A. Hoffner. AOAT 22 (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1973), 
151–59.
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GOLDEN RULGOLDEN RULEEE

GOLDEN RULE

A popular A popular label appllabel applied to Jesied to Jesus’ words us’ words recorded, recorded, in slightlin slightly differeny different wording,t wording, in Matt.  in M in Matt. 7:12Matt. 7:12; Luke 6:3; Luke 6:31. The pop1. The popularized vularized version of ersion of those wordthose words is, “Do s is, “Do unto otherunto others as you wsotherothers as others as you would you would have otherhave others do unto s do unto you.” Remayou.” Remarkably simrkably similar preceilar precepts have apts have pts have appeahave appeared in Judred in Judaism (Tob.aism (Tob. 4:15;  4:15; b. SÁabb.b. SÁabb. 31a; cf.  31a; cf. 2 En. 61:22 En. 61:2), Confuci), Confucianism (anismConfuciConfucianiConfucianism (sm (AnalectsAnalects 15:23), a 15:23), and Greek lnd Greek literature iterature (cf. Isocr(cf. Isocrates ates NicoclesNicocles 61; Herod 61; Hero 61; Herodotus Herodotus Hist.Hist. 3.142; 7. 3.142; 7.136). Matt136). Matthew placeshew places these wor these words immediads immediately aftertely after Jesus’ sa Jesus Jesus’ sayJesus’ saying that eing that even evil pven evil people knoweople know how to gi how to give good give good gifts to thefts to their childreir children — and thn —n — and that— and that a loving  a loving God would God would do so evendo so even more. Mat more. Matthew also thew also adds, “. .adds, “. . . for thi . for this is the ls thithis is ththis is the law and e law and the prophethe prophets.” This ts.” This phrase refphrase reflects Jesulects Jesus’ statemes’ statement that hent that he came to f cam came to fucame to fulfill, notlfill, not destroy,  destroy, the law anthe law and the propd the prophets (Matthets (Matt. 5:17). L. 5:17). Luke placesuke places Jesus’ “g Jesu Jesus’ “goJesus’ “golden rule”lden rule” in the co in the context of hntext of his commandis command to love o to love one’s enemine’s enemies. This ges. This gives the wiveggives the gives the words a newords a new dimensiow dimension: we shoun: we should treat nld treat not only frot only friends and iends and kinspeoplekinspeople as we wan kinspeoplekinspeoplekinspeople as we wan as we want to be trt to be treated, buteated, but our enemi our enemies as welles as well...

A popular label applied to Jesus’ words recorded, in slightly different wording, in 
Matt. 7:12; Luke 6:31. The popularized version of those words is, “Do unto 
others as you would have others do unto you.” Remarkably similar precepts 
have appeared in Judaism (Tob. 4:15; b. SÁabb. 31a; cf. 2 En. 61:2), 
Confucianism (Analects 15:23), and Greek literature (cf. Isocrates Nicocles 61; 
Herodotus Hist. 3.142; 7.136). Matthew places these words immediately after 
Jesus’ saying that even evil people know how to give good gifts to their children 
— and that a loving God would do so even more. Matthew also adds, “. . . for 
this is the law and the prophets.” This phrase reflects Jesus’ statement that he 
came to fulfill, not destroy, the law and the prophets (Matt. 5:17). Luke places 
Jesus’ “golden rule” in the context of his command to love one’s enemies. This 
gives the words a new dimension: we should treat not only friends and 
kinspeople as we want to be treated, but our enemies as well.

Joe E. LunJoe E. Luncefordceford

Joe E. Lunceford

GOLGOTHAGOLGOTHA (Gk.  (Gk. GolgothaéGolgothaé)))

GOLGOTHA (Gk. Golgothaé)

The place The place of Jesus’ of Jesus’ crucifixiocrucifixion (Matt. 2n (Matt. 27:33; Mark7:33; Mark 15:22; Jo 15:22; John 19:17; hn 19:17; cf. Luke 2cf. Luke 23:33). Gol3:33)223:33). Go23:33). Golgotha renlgotha renders Aram.ders Aram.  gu®lgaltaœgu®lgaltaœ},}, “skull,”  “skull,” and is synand is synonymous wionymous with Lat. th Lth Lat. Lat. calvaria.calvaria. Origen sp Origen speculated teculated that Golgothat Golgotha receiveha received its named its name because A because Adam’s skuldam’s skdam’s skull was skull was buried benburied beneath the ceath the cross, and ross, and Jerome sugJerome suggested thagested that it was bt it was because skuecause skulls of exellsskuskulls of skulls of executed pexecuted prisoners lrisoners littered thittered the area. The area. The first kne first known refereown reference to Golnce to Golgotha as agotGolGolgotha aGolgotha as a hill is a hill is in the ds in the diary of thiary of the Bordeauxe Bordeaux Pilgrim,  Pilgrim, who speakswho speaks of “the l of “the little hillittle hittle hill hill (monticulu(monticulus)s) of Golgot of Golgotha,” locatha,” locates it a stes it a stone’s throone’s throw from Jesw from Jesus’ tomb, us’ tomb, and indicaand indicand indicates indicates that Constthat Constantine buiantine built a basillt a basilica there.ica there.

The place of Jesus’ crucifixion (Matt. 27:33; Mark 15:22; John 19:17; cf. Luke 
23:33). Golgotha renders Aram. gu®lgaltaœ}, “skull,” and is synonymous with 
Lat. calvaria. Origen speculated that Golgotha received its name because Adam’s 
skull was buried beneath the cross, and Jerome suggested that it was because 
skulls of executed prisoners littered the area. The first known reference to 
Golgotha as a hill is in the diary of the Bordeaux Pilgrim, who speaks of “the little 
hill (monticulus) of Golgotha,” locates it a stone’s throw from Jesus’ tomb, and 
indicates that Constantine built a basilica there.

�Since the Since the mid-1800s mid-1800s many have many have identifiedidentified Golgotha  Golgotha with the Gwith the Garden Tombarden Tomb area, a l ar area, a liarea, a limestone oumestone outcropping tcropping just N of just N of the Old Cithe Old City of Jeruty of Jerusalem. Howsalem. However, no oever, no one before noone beforeone before the 19th  the 19th century evcentury ever identifer identified this sied this site as theite as the place of  place of Jesus’ deaJesus’ death and resth anth and resurrand resurrection. Inection. In 160  160 C.E.C.E. the Chris the Christian commutian community consinity considered Golgdered Golgotha to beotha to be deep with d deep withideep within the cityn the city (Melito  (Melito Paschal HoPaschal Homilymily 71), not  71), not outside thoutside the walls (He walls (Heb. 13:12)eb. 13:12). Since th. 13:12)13:12). Si13:12). Since the eance the early 4th cerly 4th century Golgntury Golgotha has botha has been identieen identified as a fied as a rock once rock once enclosed iencenclosed ienclosed in Constantn Constantine’s 4th-ine’s 4th-century chcentury church and nurch and now coveredow covered by the Ch by the Church of thurch of turch of the Holy Sthe Holy Sepulchre. epulchre. ExcavationExcavations there has there have revealeve revealed that Gold that Golgotha is agotha is an outcroppn outcroppn outcroppinoutcropping of bedrog of bedrock that lack that lay in the 1y in the 1st centuryst century at the ed at the edge of a quge of a quarry. The arry. The rock risesrocrock risesrock rises to a heig to a height of 5 m.ht of 5 m. (ca. 16 f (ca. 16 ft.) above t.) above the presenthe present floor oft floor of the Churc the Church of the Hh of h of the Holof the Holy Sepulchry Sepulchre.e.e.

Since the mid-1800s many have identified Golgotha with the Garden Tomb 
area, a limestone outcropping just N of the Old City of Jerusalem. However, no 



one before the 19th century ever identified this site as the place of Jesus’ death 
and resurrection. In 160 C.E. the Christian community considered Golgotha to be 
deep within the city (Melito Paschal Homily 71), not outside the walls (Heb. 
13:12). Since the early 4th century Golgotha has been identified as a rock once 
enclosed in Constantine’s 4th-century church and now covered by the Church of 
the Holy Sepulchre. Excavations there have revealed that Golgotha is an 
outcropping of bedrock that lay in the 1st century at the edge of a quarry. The 
rock rises to a height of 5 m. (ca. 16 ft.) above the present floor of the Church 
of the Holy Sepulchre.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. FineganJ. Finegan, , The ArchaeThe Archaeology of tology of the New Teshe New Testament,tament, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Princeton(Prin(Princeton(Princeton, 1992), 2, 1992), 261–57, 28261–57, 282–84; C. Ka–84; C. Katsimbinus,tsimbinus, “The Unco “The Uncovering of vering of the Easterthe Easterthe Eastern SiEastern Side of the de of the Hill of CaHill of Calvary and lvary and Its Base,”Its Base,”  Liber AnnuLiber Annuusus 27 (1977) 27 (1977): 197–208;: 197–208; J. Wilkin J J. WilkinsJ. Wilkinson, on, Jerusalem Jerusalem as Jesus Kas Jesus Knew Itnew It (Nashvill (Nashville, 1983).e, 1983).e, 1983).

Bibliography. J. Finegan, The Archaeology of the New Testament, rev. ed. 
(Princeton, 1992), 261–57, 282–84; C. Katsimbinus, “The Uncovering of the 
Eastern Side of the Hill of Calvary and Its Base,” Liber Annuus 27 (1977): 197–208; 
J. Wilkinson, Jerusalem as Jesus Knew It (Nashville, 1983).
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GOLIATHGOLIATH (Heb.  (Heb. golyat�golyat�)))

GOLIATH (Heb. golyat� )

The PhilisThe Philistine champtine champion who chion who challenged tallenged the Israelihe Israelites to sentes to send out a wad out a warrior to frrior to fight with ighffight withfight with him (1 Sa him (1 Sam. 17). Thm. 17). This is an eis is an example of xample of representarepresentational comtional combat, wherebat, where two heroe tw two heroestwo heroes fight for fight for their res their respective arpective armies and tmies and the winner he winner secures visecures victory for ctory for his side, hishis side, his side, thus avoidthus avoiding heavy ing heavy casualtiescasualties (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 17:8-9).7:8-9).7:8-9).

The Philistine champion who challenged the Israelites to send out a warrior to 
fight with him (1 Sam. 17). This is an example of representational combat, where 
two heroes fight for their respective armies and the winner secures victory for 
his side, thus avoiding heavy casualties (1 Sam. 17:8-9).

�Goliath’s Goliath’s height washeight was not 6 cub not 6 cubits and a its and a span, ca. span, ca. 2.9 m. (9.2.9 m. (9.5 ft.) (MT5 ft.) (MT), but 4 c), but 4 cubits and ubccubits andcubits and a span, c a span, ca. 2 m. (6a. 2 m. (6.5 ft.) (N.5 ft.) (NRSV mg, baRSV mg, based on Qumsed on Qumran and LXran and LXX), yet heX), yet he was still hehe was stihe was still probablll probably taller ty taller than the sohan the soldiers in ldiers in either armeither army. Saul, Iy. Saul, Israel’s kisrael’s king and “ging and “gng and “giant” (1“giant” (1 Sam. 9:2) Sam. 9:2), should h, should have responave responded to theded to the challenge challenge. Instead,. Instead, David did David did, and his , an, and his suand his success cataccess catapulted himpulted him to fame a to fame and eventuand eventual kingshipl kingship...

Goliath’s height was not 6 cubits and a span, ca. 2.9 m. (9.5 ft.) (MT), but 4 
cubits and a span, ca. 2 m. (6.5 ft.) (NRSV mg, based on Qumran and LXX), yet 
he was still probably taller than the soldiers in either army. Saul, Israel’s king and 
“giant” (1 Sam. 9:2), should have responded to the challenge. Instead, David did, 
and his success catapulted him to fame and eventual kingship.

�Another acAnother account of tcount of this incidehis incident attribunt attributes the detes the death of Golath of Goliath to Eliath to Elhanan, a Bhanan, a hanan, a Bethlehea Bethlehemite (mite (beît� hallbeît� hallah�miî,ah�miî, 2 Sam. 21 2 Sam. 21:19), and :19), and its parallits parallel passageel passage records t record records threcords that Elhananat Elhanan killed La killed Lahmi, the bhmi, the brother of rother of Goliath, rGoliath, rather thanather than Goliath ( Goliath (1 Chr. 20:1 C1 Chr. 20:5)Chr. 20:5). David th. David thus probablus probably killed ay killed a Philistin Philistine warrior e warrior whose namewhose name was not p was not preserved (reppreserved preserved (cf. 1 Sam(cf. 1 Sam. 17:8, 10. 17:8, 10-11, 16). -11, 16). Perhaps thPerhaps the name Gole name Goliath foundiath found its way i its way into 1 Sam.ntoiinto 1 Saminto 1 Sam. 17 from . 17 from 2 Sam. 21:2 Sam. 21:19. Some s19. Some scholars recholars regard Elhangard Elhanan as Davian as David’s origind’s original, preregaoriginoriginal, original, preregnal preregnal name.name.name.

Another account of this incident attributes the death of Goliath to Elhanan, 
a Bethlehemite (beît� hallah�miî,  2 Sam. 21:19), and its parallel passage 
records that Elhanan killed Lahmi, the brother of Goliath, rather than Goliath (1 
Chr. 20:5). David thus probably killed a Philistine warrior whose name was not 
preserved (cf. 1 Sam. 17:8, 10-11, 16). Perhaps the name Goliath found its way 
into 1 Sam. 17 from 2 Sam. 21:19. Some scholars regard Elhanan as David’s 
original, preregnal name.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. K. McCaP. K. McCarter, rter, I Samuel.I Samuel. AB 8 (Gar AB 8 (Garden City, den City, 1980); R. 1980); R. de Vaux, “de Vaude Vaux, “SinVaux, “Single Combatgle Combat in the Ol in the Old Testamend Testament,” in t,” in The Bible The Bible and the Anand the Ancient Nearcient Near East East EastEast (Garden C (Garden City, 1971)ity, 1971), 122–35., 122–35., 122–35.

Bibliography. P. K. McCarter, I Samuel. AB 8 (Garden City, 1980); R. de 
Vaux, “Single Combat in the Old Testament,” in The Bible and the Ancient Near 
East (Garden City, 1971), 122–35.
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GOMERGOMER (Heb.  (Heb. goœmergoœmer)))

GOMER (Heb. goœmer)

�1.1. The oldes The oldest son of Jt son of Japheth, thapheth, the son of Ne son of Noah, attesoah, attested in theted in the Table of  Table of Nations asNationNations asNations as eponymous eponymous ancestor  ancestor of a peoplof a people (Gen. 10e (Gen. 10:2-3; 1 Ch:2-3; 1 Chr. 1:5-6).r. 1:5-6). Attested  Attested also in cuaalso in cualso in cuneiform asneiform as  GimirraiGimirrai and in Gr and in Greek as eek as Kimmerioi,Kimmerioi, their pla their place of origce of origin was N oin was N in was N of the BN of the Black Sea. lack Sea. The CimmerThe Cimmerians are kians are known in thnown in the ancient e ancient Near East Near East from the 8from the from the 8th cethe 8th century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. when they when they were pres were pressed by thesed by the Scythians Scythians. As they . As they moved soutmoved somoved south, thesouth, they became ay became a formidabl formidable threat te threat to Urartu ao Urartu and to Assynd to Assyria as welria as well. They sel. They seem to haveeseseem to haseem to have disappeve disappeared from ared from history byhistory by the 6th c the 6th century as entury as the Persiathe Persians did notns did not separate  notnot separanot separate the Cimte the Cimmerians anmerians and the Scytd the Scythians. Thihians. This Gomer iss Gomer is again nam again named in assoed in assoed in associatioassociation with then with the eschatolo eschatological judggical judgment scenement scene in Ezek.  in Ezek. 38:1-9.38:1-9.38:1-9.

1. The oldest son of Japheth, the son of Noah, attested in the Table of 
Nations as eponymous ancestor of a people (Gen. 10:2-3; 1 Chr. 1:5-6). Attested 



also in cuneiform as Gimirrai and in Greek as Kimmerioi, their place of origin was 
N of the Black Sea. The Cimmerians are known in the ancient Near East from 
the 8th century B.C.E. when they were pressed by the Scythians. As they moved 
south, they became a formidable threat to Urartu and to Assyria as well. They 
seem to have disappeared from history by the 6th century as the Persians did 
not separate the Cimmerians and the Scythians. This Gomer is again named in 
association with the eschatological judgment scene in Ezek. 38:1-9.

�2.2. The daugh The daughter of Dibter of Diblaim, a prlaim, a prostitute aostitute and wife ofnd wife of Hosea (Ho Hosea (Hos. 1:3). Ss. 1:3). She bore thhe borhe bore the tbore the three childhree children, Jezreren, Jezreel (“God sel (“God sows”), Lo-ows”), Lo-ruhamah (“ruhamah (“Not pitiedNot pitied”), and Lo”), and Lo-ammi (“No-LoLo-ammi (“Lo-ammi (“Not my peoNot my people”). Theple”). These symbolise symbolic names sic names signify Isragnify Israel’s unfaiel’s unfaithfulness,thfulness, graphical g graphicallgraphically expressey expressed in Gomerd in Gomer’s whoredo’s whoredom as reprem as representing resenting religious inligious infidelity (fidelity (i.e., parti.e((i.e., par(i.e., participationticipation in fertil in fertility rites)ity rites). Gomer’s . Gomer’s marriage wmarriage with Hosea ith Hosea and Israeland Israel’s relatio’s relati’s relationshrelationship with Yaip with Yahweh pointhweh point out that  out that Israel wroIsrael wrongfully wongfully worshipped Brshipped Baal in plaaal in place of Yahwce plaplace of Yplace of Yahweh, whoahweh, who gave grai gave grain, wine, an, wine, and oil (Hond oil (Hos. 2:8[MT s. 2:8[MT 10]; cf. v10]; cf. vv. 16–17[1v. 16–17[18–19]).8–16–17[116–17[18–116–17[18–19]).9]).9]).

2. The daughter of Diblaim, a prostitute and wife of Hosea (Hos. 1:3). She 
bore the three children, Jezreel (“God sows”), Lo-ruhamah (“Not pitied”), and 
Lo-ammi (“Not my people”). These symbolic names signify Israel’s unfaithfulness, 
graphically expressed in Gomer’s whoredom as representing religious infidelity 
(i.e., participation in fertility rites). Gomer’s marriage with Hosea and Israel’s 
relationship with Yahweh point out that Israel wrongfully worshipped Baal in 
place of Yahweh, who gave grain, wine, and oil (Hos. 2:8[MT 10]; cf. vv. 
16–17[18–19]).

Aaron W. PAaron W. Parkark
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GOMORRAHGOMORRAH (Heb.  (Heb. {a�moœra®{a�moœra®)))

GOMORRAH (Heb. {a�moœra® )

A city lisA city listed in theted in the Table of  Table of Nations asNations as belonging belonging to the te to the territory ofrritory of the Canaa the Canaanites (GennitesCanaaCanaanitesCanaanites (Gen. 10: (Gen. 10:19). Gomor19). Gomorrah, alongrah, along with Sodo with Sodom, Admah, m, Admah, Zeboiim, aZeboiim, and Bela (Znd Beland Bela (ZoarBela (Zoar), compris), comprised the fived the five cities oe cities of the Deadf the Dead Sea Valle Sea Valley (Gen. 14y (Gen. 14:2, 8). Th:2, 8). This pentapois peis pentapolispentapolis had previ had previously servously served Chedorled Chedorlaomer, kinaomer, king of Elam,g of Elam, for 12 ye for 12 years beforears before it rebell beforebefore it before it rebelled arebelled against himgainst him. Chedorla. Chedorlaomer and fomer and four easterour eastern allies in allies invaded andnvaded and plundered pl plundered plundered Gomorrah aGomorrah and Sodom bnd Sodom before takiefore taking Abrahamng Abraham’s nephew ’s nephew Lot captivLot captive. Abrahame. Abe. Abraham gaAbraham gathered togthered together a miether a military forlitary force of 318 ce of 318 men and remen and rescued Lot,scued Lot, along wit along wit along with the owith the other captither captives (Gen. ves (Gen. 14:1-16).14:1-16).14:1-16).

A city listed in the Table of Nations as belonging to the territory of the 
Canaanites (Gen. 10:19). Gomorrah, along with Sodom, Admah, Zeboiim, and 
Bela (Zoar), comprised the five cities of the Dead Sea Valley (Gen. 14:2, 8). This 
pentapolis had previously served Chedorlaomer, king of Elam, for 12 years 
before it rebelled against him. Chedorlaomer and four eastern allies invaded and 
plundered Gomorrah and Sodom before taking Abraham’s nephew Lot captive. 
Abraham gathered together a military force of 318 men and rescued Lot, along 
with the other captives (Gen. 14:1-16).

�The Bible The Bible relates threlates that Gomorraat Gomorrah, along wh, along with Sodom,ith Sodom, was selec was selected for deted for destruction strucdedestructiodestruction by the Ln by the Lord becausord because of its se of its sin. Abrahain. Abraham attemptem attempted to interd to intercede with cede with the Lord oththe Lord othe Lord on behalf on behalf of these cif these cities, giveties, given that hisn that his nephew Lo nephew Lot had settt had settled in theled in the region. T regi region. Thregion. The Lord sene Lord sent angels tt angels to take Loto take Lot, along wi, along with his famth his family, out oily, out of Sodom. Wf Sodom. When Lot’s heWWhen Lot’sWhen Lot’s wife igno wife ignored the anred the angels’ warngels’ warning not toing not to look back look back at the de at the destruction struction of Gomorraoof Gomorraof Gomorrah and Sodoh and Sodom, she wasm, she was turned in turned into a pillato a pillar of salt.r of salt. Sulfur an Sulfur and fire frod fire from heaven dm hm heaven desheaven destroyed Gomtroyed Gomorrah, theorrah, the inhabitan inhabitants of Sodots of Sodom, and adjm, and adjacent citiacent cities (Gen. 1es (Gen. 1es (Gen. 19:15-29).19:15-29). Gomorrah  Gomorrah is mentionis mentioned in conjed in conjunction wiunction with Sodom ath Sodom as an examps an example of the le of thle of the Lord’sthe Lord’s judgment  judgment (e.g., Gen(e.g., Gen. 13:10; D. 13:10; Deut. 29:23eut. 29:23[MT 22]; I[MT 22]; Isa. 1:9-10sa. 1:9-10; Amos 4:1; Amos 4:11; Matt. 11; 4:14:11; Matt4:11; Matt. 10:15; R. 10:15; Rom. 9:29; om. 9:29; 2 Pet. 2:62 Pet. 2:6). The ann). The annihilation ihilation of Gomorraof Gomorrah, along wh, along with Sodom,ithwwith Sodomwith Sodom, is frequ, is frequently refeently referred to inrred to in pseudepig pseudepigraphal litraphal literature (Gerature (Gk. Apoc. Ek. Apoc. Ezra 2:19; zraEEzra 2:19;Ezra 2:19; 7:12; Jub 7:12; Jub. 16:5; 20. 16:5; 20:6). Refer:6). References to Gences to Gomorrah anomorrah and Sodom ard Sodom are also foue also found in 1Qapnfoufound in 1found in 1QapGen 21:QapGen 21:23—22:25 a23—22:25 and Josephund Josephus (s (Ant.Ant. 1.170–206 1.170–206).).).

The Bible relates that Gomorrah, along with Sodom, was selected for 
destruction by the Lord because of its sin. Abraham attempted to intercede with 
the Lord on behalf of these cities, given that his nephew Lot had settled in the 
region. The Lord sent angels to take Lot, along with his family, out of Sodom. 
When Lot’s wife ignored the angels’ warning not to look back at the destruction 
of Gomorrah and Sodom, she was turned into a pillar of salt. Sulfur and fire from 
heaven destroyed Gomorrah, the inhabitants of Sodom, and adjacent cities (Gen. 
19:15-29). Gomorrah is mentioned in conjunction with Sodom as an example of 
the Lord’s judgment (e.g., Gen. 13:10; Deut. 29:23[MT 22]; Isa. 1:9-10; Amos 
4:11; Matt. 10:15; Rom. 9:29; 2 Pet. 2:6). The annihilation of Gomorrah, along 
with Sodom, is frequently referred to in pseudepigraphal literature (Gk. Apoc. 
Ezra 2:19; 7:12; Jub. 16:5; 20:6). References to Gomorrah and Sodom are also 
found in 1QapGen 21:23—22:25 and Josephus (Ant. 1.170–206).

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson



GOODGOODGOOD

GOOD

Unlike theUnlike the Platonic  Platonic abstract iabstract ideal of “tdeal of “the Good,” he Good,” the biblicthe biblical texts pal texts portray gooortray goodness as adnesgoogoodness agoodness as a qualits a quality of livedy of lived experienc experience.e.e.

Unlike the Platonic abstract ideal of “the Good,” the biblical texts portray 
goodness as a quality of lived experience.

�In the OT In the OT trees (Gentrees (Gen. 2:9) and. 2:9) and ears of g ears of grain (41:5rain (41:5) are desc) are described as gribed as good (Heb. ood (Heood (Heb. (Heb. t�o®b�t�o®b�). Aspects). Aspects of the hu of the human experiman experience reference referred to as red to as good inclugood include hospitade hode hospitalithospitality (Gen. 26y (Gen. 26:29), loya:29), loyalty (1 Samlty (1 Sam. 29:9; NR. 29:9; NRSV “blamelSV “blameless”), proess”), prosperity (Hsperity (Hos. 10:1),os. (H(Hos. 10:1(Hos. 10:1), and old), and old age (Gen. age (Gen. 15:15). G 15:15). Goodness deoodness describes thscribes the sensuouse sensuous pleasures pleasures of sweetn pleasurespleasures pleasures of sweetneof sweetness (Jer. 6ss (Jer. 6:20), frag:20), fragrance (Canrance (Cant. 1:3), at. 1:3), and beauty nd beauty (Gen. 24:1(Gen. 24:16). God al6). G6). God also bGod also brings the rings the IsraelitesIsraelites into a “g into a “good and brood and broad land, oad land, flowing wiflowing with milk anth milk and honey” (d hod honey” (Exhoney” (Exod. 3:8), od. 3:8), “a good la“a good land” of brond” of brooks and waoks and water, of foter, of fountains anuntains and springs d springs (Deut. 8:7(D(Deut. 8:7(Deut. 8:7-10).-10).-10).

In the OT trees (Gen. 2:9) and ears of grain (41:5) are described as good 
(Heb. t�o®b� ). Aspects of the human experience referred to as good include 
hospitality (Gen. 26:29), loyalty (1 Sam. 29:9; NRSV “blameless”), prosperity 
(Hos. 10:1), and old age (Gen. 15:15). Goodness describes the sensuous 
pleasures of sweetness (Jer. 6:20), fragrance (Cant. 1:3), and beauty (Gen. 24:16). 
God also brings the Israelites into a “good and broad land, flowing with milk and 
honey” (Exod. 3:8), “a good land” of brooks and water, of fountains and springs 
(Deut. 8:7-10).

�The biblicThe biblical writingal writings testify s testify everywhereeverywhere to God’s  to God’s goodness, goodness, including including creation acreationcreation acreation and his faind his faithfulness thfulness to his covto his covenant withenant with Israel (E Israel (Exod. 18:9)xod. 18:9). However,. However, Joshua re Josh Joshua remJoshua reminds the Iinds the Israelite csraelite community tommunity that the Lohat the Lord “will trd “will turn and dourn and do you harm, you harm, and consu harm,harm, and harm, and consume yoconsume you, after hu, after having doneaving done you good, you good,” if they ” if they forsake Goforsake God’s ways (d’s ways (d’s ways (Josh. 24:(Josh. 24:20). The e20). The exhortationxhortation to be fai to be faithful to tthful to the covenanhe covenant and walkt and walk in God’s  in God’s ways is cowayways is coways is common in thmmon in the prophetie prophetic literatuc literature (Jer. 6re (Jer. 6:16; Hos. :16; Hos. 3:5). The 3:5). The Psalmist gPsalmist gives thankivesggives thangives thanks to God’ks to God’s name “fos name “for it is gor it is good” (Ps. 5od” (Ps. 54:6[MT 8])4:6[MT 8]), and the , and the Spirit andSpirit and its fruit its  its fruitsits fruits are good  are good (Ps. 143:1(Ps. 143:10; Gal. 5:0; Gal. 5:22). The P22). The Psalmist alsalmist also emphasiso emphasizes that tzes that there is nohere ihere is no goodis no good apart fro apart from God (Ps.m God (Ps. 16:2), fo 16:2), for only Godr only God is good ( is good (Matt. 19:1Matt. 19:17).7).7).

The biblical writings testify everywhere to God’s goodness, including 
creation and his faithfulness to his covenant with Israel (Exod. 18:9). However, 
Joshua reminds the Israelite community that the Lord “will turn and do you 
harm, and consume you, after having done you good,” if they forsake God’s ways 
(Josh. 24:20). The exhortation to be faithful to the covenant and walk in God’s 
ways is common in the prophetic literature (Jer. 6:16; Hos. 3:5). The Psalmist 
gives thanks to God’s name “for it is good” (Ps. 54:6[MT 8]), and the Spirit and 
its fruits are good (Ps. 143:10; Gal. 5:22). The Psalmist also emphasizes that there 
is no good apart from God (Ps. 16:2), for only God is good (Matt. 19:17).

�In the NT In the NT Gk. Gk. agathoœsagathoœs refers to refers to the moral the moral excellenc excellence of a pere of a person or an son or an object. Maoobject. Maobject. Matthew constthew consistently cistently contrasts ontrasts agathoœsagathoœs with  with poneäroœs,poneäroœs, “evil,” i “evil,” in his descn hin his descrihis descriptions of ptions of individualindividuals (Matt. 5s (Matt. 5:45; 12:34:45; 12:34-35; 22:10-35; 22:10; 25:21-26; 25:21-26). Gk. ). Gk. agathoœsagathoœagathoœsagathoœs appears m appears most often ost often in the NT in the NT in Romans,in Romans, where Pau where Paul discussel discusses God’s gos God’s s God’s goodGod’s goodness and tness and the good fohe good for which hur which humans strivmans strive.e.e.

In the NT Gk. agathoœs refers to the moral excellence of a person or an 
object. Matthew consistently contrasts agathoœs with poneäroœs, “evil,” in 
his descriptions of individuals (Matt. 5:45; 12:34-35; 22:10; 25:21-26). Gk. 
agathoœs appears most often in the NT in Romans, where Paul discusses 
God’s goodness and the good for which humans strive.

�Gk. Gk. kaloœskaloœs is used f is used frequently requently in the Synin the Synoptic Gospoptic Gospels in parels in parables and ables and moral exhomoralmoral exhomoral exhortations. rtations. Objects suObjects such as the ch as the “good frui“good fruit” (Matt. t” (Matt. 3:10), the3:10), the “good see “good seed” (13:38)d”seeseed” (13:seed” (13:38), and “38), and “fine pearlfine pearls” (v. 45)s” (v. 45) all signi all signify the goofy the goodness thatdness that resides w resides with God. Gith Goith God. Gk. God. Gk. chreästoœschreästoœs appears p appears primarily irimarily in the Pauln the Pauline and Deine and Deutero-Paulutero-Pauline letterine letterine letters toletters to refer to  refer to the goodnethe goodness of God.ss of God.

Gk. kaloœs is used frequently in the Synoptic Gospels in parables and 
moral exhortations. Objects such as the “good fruit” (Matt. 3:10), the “good 
seed” (13:38), and “fine pearls” (v. 45) all signify the goodness that resides with 
God. Gk. chreästoœs appears primarily in the Pauline and Deutero-Pauline 
letters to refer to the goodness of God.

Henry L. CHenry L. Carrigan, Jarrigan, Jr.r.

Henry L. Carrigan, Jr.

GOOD FRIDAGOOD FRIDAYYY

GOOD FRIDAY

The FridayThe Friday preceding preceding Easter, o Easter, observed inbserved in commemora commemoration of thtion of the Crucifixe Crucifixion (Mark ion (Markion (Mark 15:4(Mark 15:42; Luke 232; Luke 23:54; John :54; John 19:31; cf.19:31; cf. Matt. 27: Matt. 27:62); calle62); called Great Frd Great Friday in thiday in the Eastern e Ease Eastern ChEastern Church. In turch. In the church he church year it isyear it is tradition traditionally a dayally a day of fastin of fasting and penag and penance. Post-nce. Pnce. Post-ReforPost-Reformation pramation practice obsectice observed by borved by both Roman Cth Roman Catholics aatholics and Protestnd Protestants incluants inclants includes aincludes a service f service from noon trom noon to 3 o 3 P.M. P.M. marking Jemarking Jesus’ agonysus’ agony on the cr on the cross (Matt.oss (Matt. 27:45; Ma 27: 27:45; Mar27:45; Mark 15:33; Lk 15:33; Luke 23:44)uke 23:44)..

The Friday preceding Easter, observed in commemoration of the Crucifixion 
(Mark 15:42; Luke 23:54; John 19:31; cf. Matt. 27:62); called Great Friday in the 
Eastern Church. In the church year it is traditionally a day of fasting and penance. 
Post-Reformation practice observed by both Roman Catholics and Protestants 
includes a service from noon to 3 P.M. marking Jesus’ agony on the cross (Matt. 
27:45; Mark 15:33; Luke 23:44).



GOPHER WOOGOPHER WOODDD

GOPHER WOOD

The materiThe material from whal from which Noah wich Noah was instrucas instructed to buited to build the arkld the ark. Heb. . Heb. {a�s�eî-g�{a�s�eî-g�{a�s�eî-g�{a�s�eî-g�oœp�eroœp�er appears o appears only at Gennly at Gen. 6:14, an. 6:14, and no cognad no cognates have btes have been found een founeen found in ofound in other anciether ancient Near Eant Near Eastern langstern languages. Somuages. Some scholarse scholars associate associate it with t it with the construhetthe constrthe construction of uction of the Mesopothe Mesopotamian tamian kufakufa boat, whi boat, which was madch was made of brance of branches or reehes or rhes or reeds and reeds and palm leavepalm leaves and seals and sealed with bied with bitumen (cf.tumen (cf. Gilgamesh Gilgamesh XI.20–69) XI.20–69). Most lik. Most likely this relliklikely thilikely this resinouss resinous wood come wood comes from soms from some variety e variety of coniferof conifer, probably, probably a cypress a cypress...

The material from which Noah was instructed to build the ark. Heb. 
{a�s�eî-g�oœp�er  appears only at Gen. 6:14, and no cognates have been 
found in other ancient Near Eastern languages. Some scholars associate it with 
the construction of the Mesopotamian kufa boat, which was made of branches or 
reeds and palm leaves and sealed with bitumen (cf. Gilgamesh XI.20–69). Most 
likely this resinous wood comes from some variety of conifer, probably a cypress.

Robert E. Robert E. Stone, IIStone, II

Robert E. Stone, II

GORGIASGORGIAS (Gk.  (Gk. GorgiasGorgias)))

GORGIAS (Gk. Gorgias)

A SeleucidA Seleucid general w general whose explohose exploits againsits against the Jewit the Jewish rebels sh rebels are documeare documented in 1 nted in 1 Macc. 3:38MMacc. 3:38Macc. 3:38; 2 Macc. ; 2 Macc. 8:9. He wa8:9. He was one of ts one of the generalhe generals commissis commissioned by Anoned by Antiochus IVtiochus IVtiochus IV EpiphanIV Epiphanes to queles to quell the Jewil the Jewish revolt sh revolt throughoutthroughout Judea. In Judea. In battle ag battle against the ainst the numericallnumnumericallnumerically inferiory inferior Jewish re Jewish rebels near bels near Emmaus, GoEmmaus, Gorgias was rgias was strategicastrategically outmanlly outmaneuvered aneoutmanoutmaneuveoutmaneuvered and dered and defeated by feated by Judas MaccJudas Maccabeus (1 Mabeus (1 Macc. 4:1-2acc. 4:1-24). As mil4). As military goveitary govitary governor ogovernor of Idumea, f Idumea, he successhe successfully repefully repelled the ulled the unsanctionensanctioned attack od attack of Joseph af Joseph and Azariahndaand Azariaand Azariah on the gh on the garrison atarrison at Jamnia (1 Jamnia (1 Macc. 5:5 Macc. 5:55-62). Sub5-62). Subsequently sequently Judas defeJudas defeated Gorgiatdefedefeated Gdefeated Gorgias at orgias at Jamnia, cuJamnia, cutting off tting off his arm anhis arm and causing d causing him to flehim to flee to Marise to Marisa (2 Macc.a (2 a (2 Macc. 1(2 Macc. 12:32-37).2:32-37).2:32-37).

A Seleucid general whose exploits against the Jewish rebels are documented in 1 
Macc. 3:38; 2 Macc. 8:9. He was one of the generals commissioned by Antiochus 
IV Epiphanes to quell the Jewish revolt throughout Judea. In battle against the 
numerically inferior Jewish rebels near Emmaus, Gorgias was strategically 
outmaneuvered and defeated by Judas Maccabeus (1 Macc. 4:1-24). As military 
governor of Idumea, he successfully repelled the unsanctioned attack of Joseph 
and Azariah on the garrison at Jamnia (1 Macc. 5:55-62). Subsequently Judas 
defeated Gorgias at Jamnia, cutting off his arm and causing him to flee to Marisa 
(2 Macc. 12:32-37).

Gene J. LaGene J. Lawsonwson

Gene J. Lawson

GOSHENGOSHEN (Heb.  (Heb. goœsûengoœsûen)))

GOSHEN (Heb. goœsûen)

�1.1. The terri The territory withitory within Egypt whn Egypt where the Heere the Hebrews settbrews settled to be led to be near Josepnear Joseph (Gen. 45h (Gh (Gen. 45:1(Gen. 45:18) and whe8) and where they sore they sojourned unjourned until the titil the time of the me of the Exodus (GeExodus (Gen. 47:1-6;n. 47:1-6; Exod. 9:2 47:1-6;47:1-6; Ex47:1-6; Exod. 9:26).od. 9:26). It was ca It was called the “lled the “best of thbest of the land” (Ge land” (Gen. 45:18;en. 45:18; 47:6, 11) 47:6, 11) and was c and w and was considwas considered good ered good for grazinfor grazing (46:32–3g (46:32–34; 47:4). 4; 47:4). Goshen appGoshen apparently laarently lay toward Cy toward Cy toward Canaan froCanaan from the Egypm the Egyptian capittian capital of the al of the later patrlater patriarchal peiarchal period, as Jriod, as Joseph wentoseph went out to me out out to meeout to meet his fatht his father there (er there (Gen. 46:29Gen. 46:29).).).

1. The territory within Egypt where the Hebrews settled to be near Joseph 
(Gen. 45:18) and where they sojourned until the time of the Exodus (Gen. 
47:1-6; Exod. 9:26). It was called the “best of the land” (Gen. 45:18; 47:6, 11) and 
was considered good for grazing (46:32–34; 47:4). Goshen apparently lay toward 
Canaan from the Egyptian capital of the later patriarchal period, as Joseph went 
out to meet his father there (Gen. 46:29).

�The land oThe land of Goshen if Goshen is generalls generally identifiy identified with thed with the area aroe area around Wadi und Wadi T¸umila®tŢumiT¸umila®tT¸umila®t, a 56 km., a 56 km. (35 mi.)  (35 mi.) fertile stfertile strip of lanrip of land connectid connecting the easng the eastern part tern part of the Nilof tof the Nile Rthe Nile River Deltaiver Delta with Lake with Lake Timsah. I Timsah. It providest provides one of on one of only two pasly two passages for sages for traffic betratraffic betraffic between Egyptween Egypt and Sinat and Sinai or Palesi or Palestine to thtine to the east. Due east. During the Hring the Hyksos periyksos period (1750–1od periperiod (17period (1750–1550 50–1550 B.C.E.B.C.E.) the regi) the region was inhon was inhabited by abited by large numblarge numbers of Norers of Northwest SemthwesNorNorthwest Northwest Semites, aSemites, apparently pparently immigrantsimmigrants from Pale from Palestine. Thestine. The Joseph ac Joseph account fitscount fits best in s fitsfits best fits best in such a in such a setting.setting.setting.

The land of Goshen is generally identified with the area around Wadi 
T¸umila®t, a 56 km. (35 mi.) fertile strip of land connecting the eastern part of 
the Nile River Delta with Lake Timsah. It provides one of only two passages for 
traffic between Egypt and Sinai or Palestine to the east. During the Hyksos 
period (1750–1550 B.C.E.) the region was inhabited by large numbers of 
Northwest Semites, apparently immigrants from Palestine. The Joseph account 
fits best in such a setting.

�Following Following the expulsthe expulsion of theion of the Hyksos th Hyksos the area reme area remained unimained unimportant unportant until the phtil thtil the pharaothe pharaohs of the hs of the 19th Dynas19th Dynasty commencty commenced buildined building in the Ng in the Nile Delta ile Delta region. Thregion. Thregion. The name oThe name of the areaf the area then prob then probably changably changed. “Raamsed. “Raamses” probabes” probably refers ly refers to the citto the city of Pi-raycitcity of Picity of Pi-ramesse b-ramesse built by Rauilt by Rameses II (meses II (Exod. 1:11Exod. 1:11), and the), and the area prob area probably becamably became known ase ke known as tknown as the “Land ohe “Land of Rameses”f Rameses” (Gen. 47: (Gen. 47:11; 46:28 11; 46:28 [LXX]).[LXX]).[LXX]).

Following the expulsion of the Hyksos the area remained unimportant until 
the pharaohs of the 19th Dynasty commenced building in the Nile Delta region. 
The name of the area then probably changed. “Raamses” probably refers to the 
city of Pi-ramesse built by Rameses II (Exod. 1:11), and the area probably became 



known as the “Land of Rameses” (Gen. 47:11; 46:28 [LXX]).

�The regionThe region constitut constituted the 20ted the 20th Egyptianh Egyptian nome (adm nome (administrativinistrative districte district), called ), called), called “Arcalled “Arabia” by cabia” by classical wlassical writers. Inriters. In the inter the intertestamentatestamental period tl period the territohe territory of the ry of ry of the Araof the Arabian king bian king Geshem (caGeshem (ca. 450–420). 450–420), a foe of, a foe of Nehemiah  Nehemiah (Neh. 2:19(Neh. 2:19; 6:1-2, 6; 6:1-2, 6), apparen)66), appare6), apparently incluntly included this aded this area; silverea; silver bowls inr bowls inscribed wiscribed with his namth his name were foue were found at Tellnd and at Tell at Tell el-Maskhu®el-Maskhu®tahtah there (cf there (cf. LXX . LXX GesemGesem and  and Gesem ArabGesem Arabiaia for Goshe for Goshen).n).n).

The region constituted the 20th Egyptian nome (administrative district), 
called “Arabia” by classical writers. In the intertestamental period the territory 
of the Arabian king Geshem (ca. 450–420), a foe of Nehemiah (Neh. 2:19; 6:1-2, 
6), apparently included this area; silver bowls inscribed with his name were found 
at Tell el-Maskhu®tah there (cf. LXX Gesem and Gesem Arabia for Goshen).

�2.2. A region  A region in southerin southern Canaan cn Canaan conquered bonquered by Joshua (y Joshua (Josh. 10:4Josh. 10:41; 11:16; 1; 11:16; LXX LXXLXX LXX GosomGosom).).).

2. A region in southern Canaan conquered by Joshua (Josh. 10:41; 11:16; 
LXX Gosom).

�3.3. A town in A town in the hill  the hill country ascountry assigned to signed to the tribe the tribe of Judah (of Judah (Josh. 15:5Josh. 15:51; LXX 1; LXX 1; LXX LXX GosomGosom).).).

3. A town in the hill country assigned to the tribe of Judah (Josh. 15:51; 
LXX Gosom).

Daniel C. Daniel C. Browning, Browning, Jr.Jr.

Daniel C. Browning, Jr.

GOSPEL, GOGOSPEL, GOOD NEWSOD NEWSOD NEWS

GOSPEL, GOOD NEWS

The EnglisThe English translath translation of Gk.ion of Gk.  euangélioneuangélion which, in which, in its most  its most general segeneral sense, in thnse, in the NT refere NTe NT refers NT refers to the worto the word of salvad of salvation made tion made available available to the worto the world in and ld in and through Jethrough Jesus ChristsuJeJesus ChriJesus Christ.st.

The English translation of Gk. euangélion which, in its most general sense, in the 
NT refers to the word of salvation made available to the world in and through 
Jesus Christ.

Origin of Origin of usageusage

Origin of usage

Despite imDespite impressive lpressive linguistic inguistic evidence fevidence from the wirom the wider Greco-der Greco-Roman worlRoman world, such asd, such asd, such as the calas the calendar inscendar inscription frription from Priene om Priene (dated clo(dated close to the se to the birth of Jbirth of Jesus) whicesus) which uses thih ush uses this uses this terminologterminology to celeby to celebrate the “rate the “salvation”salvation” of August of Augustus, it is us, it is doubtful tdoubtful that such uhat suhat such usagesuch usage can accou can account for thent for the central i central importance mportance of of euangélioneuangélion in the NT in the NT...

Despite impressive linguistic evidence from the wider Greco-Roman world, such 
as the calendar inscription from Priene (dated close to the birth of Jesus) which 
uses this terminology to celebrate the “salvation” of Augustus, it is doubtful that 
such usage can account for the central importance of euangélion in the NT.

�Rather, thRather, the centralie centrality of thisty of this usage ste usage stems from thms from the perceptie perception of Jesuon of Jesus as the as as the as as the ambassadorambassador (Heb.  (Heb. meïb�asísímeïb�asísíeäreär) of a new) of a new eschatolo eschatological era gical era for Israelfor Israel. Jesus’ p. Jesus’ proclamatiorpproclamatiproclamation that Goon that God was aboud was about to show t to show his savinghis saving power bef power before the naore the nations by btions by tions by bringinby bringing salvatiog salvation to Zion n to Zion is foundedis founded on the pr on the promise of somise of such passaguch passages as Isa.es as Isa. 52:7-12;  52: 52:7-12; 652:7-12; 61:1-4. The1:1-4. The common He common Hebrew/Aramabrew/Aramaic terminoic terminology for slogy for such OT prouch OT proclamation clamaproproclamatiproclamation is on is beïsíoœra®beïsíoœra® (= Gk.  (= Gk. euangélioneuangélion/euangélia/euangélia,, “gospel”; “gospel”; cf. Tg. o cf. Tg. of Isa. 51:f Isa. 5f Isa. 51:1). Acc51:1). According to ording to Matt. 11:2Matt. 11:2-6 (= Luke-6 (= Luke 7:18-23)  7:18-23) Jesus echoJesus echoes Isa. 61es Isa. 61:1 when he:1 when he informs J in informs Joinforms John’s discihn’s disciples that ples that he is the he is the ambassadorambassador anointed  anointed by God to by God to bring “goobring “good news” tod “goo“good news“good news” to the p” to the poor (cf. Loor (cf. Luke 4:14-1uke 4:14-18). If one8). If one understan understands that inds that in Jesus’ pr Jesus’ proclamationoclprproclamatiproclamation by wordon by word and deed  and deed the fulfilthe fulfillment of tlment of the Isaianihe Isaianic promisesc promises were taki were taking place ingtakitaking plataking place in his ce in his ministry, ministry, one can saone can say that he y that he proclaimedproclaimed the gospe the gospel.l.

Rather, the centrality of this usage stems from the perception of Jesus as the 
ambassador (Heb. meïb�asísíeär ) of a new eschatological era for Israel. Jesus’ 
proclamation that God was about to show his saving power before the nations 
by bringing salvation to Zion is founded on the promise of such passages as Isa. 
52:7-12; 61:1-4. The common Hebrew/Aramaic terminology for such OT 
proclamation is beïsíoœra® (= Gk. euangélion/euangélia, “gospel”; cf. Tg. of Isa. 
51:1). According to Matt. 11:2-6 (= Luke 7:18-23) Jesus echoes Isa. 61:1 when he 
informs John’s disciples that he is the ambassador anointed by God to bring 
“good news” to the poor (cf. Luke 4:14-18). If one understands that in Jesus’ 
proclamation by word and deed the fulfillment of the Isaianic promises were 
taking place in his ministry, one can say that he proclaimed the gospel.

Matthew anMatthew and Luked Luke

Matthew and Luke

The two foThe two foundationalundational accounts  accounts of Jesus’ of Jesus’ life echo life echo this perspthis perspective eacective each in its oh in its own way. Inwn wwn way. In thway. In the Mattheane Matthean redaction redactional sectional sections (Matt. 4s (Matt. 4:23; 9:35;:23; 9:35; 24:14) Je 24:14) Jesus’ work sus’ work in teachinin tin teaching ateaching and healingnd healing is fused  is fused together atogether and describnd described as an eed as an eschatologischatological proclacal proclamation of matproclaproclamatiproclamation of “theon of “the gospel of gospel of the kingd the kingdom” (cf. Mom” (cf. Matt. 26:13att. 26:13). Luke pr). Luke prefers the efers the infinitiveinfiinfinitiveinfinitive form  form euangeliízeuangeliízesthaiesthai (ca. 25 t (ca. 25 times in Luimes in Luke-Acts); ke-Acts); it has cloit has close affinitse affinities with tiesaffinitaffinitiesaffinities with the  with the terminologterminology of the Ly of the LXX which LXX which Luke regulauke regularly imitatrly imitates.es.es.

The two foundational accounts of Jesus’ life echo this perspective each in its own 
way. In the Matthean redactional sections (Matt. 4:23; 9:35; 24:14) Jesus’ work in 
teaching and healing is fused together and described as an eschatological 



proclamation of “the gospel of the kingdom” (cf. Matt. 26:13). Luke prefers the 
infinitive form euangeliízesthai (ca. 25 times in Luke-Acts); it has close 
affinities with the terminology of the LXX which Luke regularly imitates.

�For Luke, For Luke, in keepingin keeping with Isa. with Isa. 40:3-5, J 40:3-5, John the Baohn the Baptist is tptist is the forerunhe forerunner of thener of thener of the gospelthe gospel (Luke 3:4 (Luke 3:4-6; 16:16)-6; 16:16). Consciou. Consciously echoinsly echoing Isa. 61:g Isa. 61:1-2; 58:6,1-2; 58:6, Jesus’ mi Jesus’ mission is vssionmimission ismission is viewed as viewed as an announ an announcement of cement of “good news“good news to the po to the poor” (Luke or” (Luke 4:14-18). 4:14-18)4:14-18). 4:14-18). The emphasThe emphasis is thatis is that Jesus’ pr Jesus’ preaching breaching brings a revings a reversal of sersal of status in Itatus in Israel. Thesrael. Tsrael. The poor aThe poor and the sicnd the sick are vindk are vindicated, whicated, while the riile the rich and proch and proud will beud will be put down  put down (Luke 7:22(L(Luke 7:22(Luke 7:22; 8:1; 9:6; 8:1; 9:6; cf. 14:3; cf. 14:33; 16:13; 3; 16:13; 18:24).18:24).18:24).

For Luke, in keeping with Isa. 40:3-5, John the Baptist is the forerunner of 
the gospel (Luke 3:4-6; 16:16). Consciously echoing Isa. 61:1-2; 58:6, Jesus’ 
mission is viewed as an announcement of “good news to the poor” (Luke 
4:14-18). The emphasis is that Jesus’ preaching brings a reversal of status in Israel. 
The poor and the sick are vindicated, while the rich and proud will be put down 
(Luke 7:22; 8:1; 9:6; cf. 14:33; 16:13; 18:24).

�This themeThis theme is contin is continued in Actued in Acts, where ts, where the apostlehe apostles and othes and other leaders r leaders persist inpersistpersist inpersist in a similar a similar proclamat proclamation. Howevion. However, the foer, the focus of thecus of the proclamat proclamation now moion now moion now moves to Jmoves to Jesus himseesus himself. As thelf. As the one who w one who was rejecteas rejected by the ld by the leaders of eaders of Israel, heIsrael, he is now pr is  is now prois now proclaimed (claimed (euangeliízeuangeliízesthaiesthai) as the a) as the agent of sagent of salvation, slvation, since God vince God vindicated indicvvindicatedvindicated him by ra him by raising him ising him from the dfrom the dead (Acts ead (Acts 5:42; 8:355:42; 8:35; 15:35; 1; 15:35; 17:18).7:18).

This theme is continued in Acts, where the apostles and other leaders 
persist in a similar proclamation. However, the focus of the proclamation now 
moves to Jesus himself. As the one who was rejected by the leaders of Israel, he 
is now proclaimed (euangeliízesthai) as the agent of salvation, since God 
vindicated him by raising him from the dead (Acts 5:42; 8:35; 15:35; 17:18).

MarkMark

Mark

Instead ofInstead of the infin the infinitive formitive form, Mark use, Mark uses the nouns the noun  euangélioneuangélion.. Mark is m Mark is much closeruch closer to Acts ( t to Acts (ato Acts (and Paul) ind Paul) in portrayin portraying Jesus ang Jesus as both thes both the bringer o bringer of salvatiof salvation and the n and the one in whoone ione in whom sain whom salvation islvation is found. found. found.

Instead of the infinitive form, Mark uses the noun euangélion. Mark is much closer 
to Acts (and Paul) in portraying Jesus as both the bringer of salvation and the one 
in whom salvation is found.

�For Mark, For Mark, to tell thto tell the story ofe story of Jesus is  Jesus is to proclaito proclaim the gospm the gospel. It is el. It is by Jesus’ by Jesus’ teaching, teateaching, teaching, deeds of hdeeds of healing, anealing, and conduct,d conduct, especiall especially in his Py in his Passion, thassion, that God’s sat God’s saving poweaving paving power (gospower (gospel) is shpel) is shown. Thus,own. Thus, for Mark  for Mark the gospelthe gospel was first was first promised  promised in Isaiah in Isaiah (Mark 1:1-(M(Mark 1:1-(Mark 1:1-2) but cam2) but came to realie to realization whezation when Jesus ben Jesus began to pregan to preach (vv. 1ach (vv. 14–15). Thi4–15). This preachins ThiThis preacThis preaching of thhing of the gospel de gospel demanded faemanded faith and reith and repentance (pentance (Mark 1:15)Mark 1:15). It requi. It required a persrerequirequired arequired a personal  personal decision fdecision for disciplor discipleship whiceship which in Mark,h in Mark, in contra in contrast to Mattst to Matthew and LuhewMattMatthew anMatthew and Luke, isd Luke, is linked wi linked with acceptith accepting the gosng the gospel (Mark pel (Mark 8:35; 10:28:35; 10:29). It is 9). It is this storythis this storythis story (gospel)  (gospel) that Mark’that Mark’s readers s readers are calledare called to be loy to be loyal to (Maral to (Mark 14:9) ank 14:9) and to annoud to d to announcto announce to all ce to all creation (1reation (13:10; 16:13:10; 16:15).5).

For Mark, to tell the story of Jesus is to proclaim the gospel. It is by Jesus’ 
teaching, deeds of healing, and conduct, especially in his Passion, that God’s saving 
power (gospel) is shown. Thus, for Mark the gospel was first promised in Isaiah 
(Mark 1:1-2) but came to realization when Jesus began to preach (vv. 14–15). 
This preaching of the gospel demanded faith and repentance (Mark 1:15). It 
required a personal decision for discipleship which in Mark, in contrast to 
Matthew and Luke, is linked with accepting the gospel (Mark 8:35; 10:29). It is 
this story (gospel) that Mark’s readers are called to be loyal to (Mark 14:9) and 
to announce to all creation (13:10; 16:15).

PaulPaul

Paul

The preponThe preponderance ofderance of usages of usages of “gospel”  “gospel” (both infi(both infinitive andnitive and noun) in  noun) in the NT is the NT is found in tfofound in tfound in the Paulinehe Pauline writings  writings (almost 50(almost 50 times in  times in the undispthe undisputed letteuted letters). The crs). The connection onncconnectionconnection between P between Paul and thaul and the Synoptice Synoptic Gospel tr Gospel tradition isadition is still som still somewhat unclewhat unclear. Howeveunclunclear. Hunclear. However, thowever, the view thae view that Paul pict Paul picked both tked both the terminohe terminology and glogy and general usaeneral usage of “gosgusausage of “usage of “gospel” frgospel” from traditiom traditions he leaons he learned from rned from the Hellenthe Hellenistic churistic church is compch is compatible witatcompcompatiblecompatible with the  with the evidence oevidence of Acts.f Acts.f Acts.

The preponderance of usages of “gospel” (both infinitive and noun) in the NT is 
found in the Pauline writings (almost 50 times in the undisputed letters). The 
connection between Paul and the Synoptic Gospel tradition is still somewhat 
unclear. However, the view that Paul picked both the terminology and general 
usage of “gospel” from traditions he learned from the Hellenistic church is 
compatible with the evidence of Acts.

�NevertheleNevertheless, as in ss, as in many othermany other areas, Pa areas, Paul placed ul placed his uniquehis unique imprint u imprint upon the copon thepon the concepthe concept. More clt. More clearly thanearly than any other any other NT writer NT writer he stress he stresses that thes that the gospel ie gospel is the messs iis the mesis the message aboutsage about the salva the salvation realition realized by thezed by the death, bu death, burial, and rial, and resurrectiresurrection of the on oon of the Mesof the Messiah, Jesusiah, Jesus of Nazars of Nazareth (1 Coreth (1 Cor. 15:1-11;. 15:1-11; Rom. 1:3; Rom. 1:3; 1 Cor. 1: 1 Cor. 1:17). But “17). But “gospel” algos““gospel” a“gospel” also includlso included the based the basic doctrinic doctrinal claims al claims of the totof the total Christial Christian messagean message including inclu including including the hope fthe hope for the retor the return of Chrurn of Christ (1 Theist (1 Thess. 1:5, 9ss. 1:5, 9-10; 2 The-10; 2 Thess. 1:8; Rss. 1:8; Rom. 2:16).om. 2om. 2:16). Ind2:16). Indeed, for Peed, for Paul, it waaul, it was a synonys a synonym for the m for the entire fabentire fabric of theric of the Christian Christian message ( mess message (Rmessage (Rom. 1:16).om. 1:16).

Nevertheless, as in many other areas, Paul placed his unique imprint upon 
the concept. More clearly than any other NT writer he stresses that the gospel 



is the message about the salvation realized by the death, burial, and resurrection 
of the Messiah, Jesus of Nazareth (1 Cor. 15:1-11; Rom. 1:3; 1 Cor. 1:17). But 
“gospel” also included the basic doctrinal claims of the total Christian message 
including the hope for the return of Christ (1 Thess. 1:5, 9-10; 2 Thess. 1:8; Rom. 
2:16). Indeed, for Paul, it was a synonym for the entire fabric of the Christian 
message (Rom. 1:16).

�Paul insisPaul insisted that hted that his call asis call as a ministe a minister of the gr of the gospel cameospel came directly  directly as a resulas a result of a pert ot of a persoof a personal encounnal encounter with tter with the risen Che risen Christ (Galhrist (Gal. 1:13-16;. 1:13-16; 2 Cor. 4: 2 Cor. 4:4-6). Thro4-6). Through the saughThroThrough thThrough the same powe same power made kner made known to himown to him by the ri by the risen Christsen Christ, in fulfi, in fulfillment of llment of llment of the OT of the OT promises tpromises that at thehat at the end time  end time humans wouhumans would announcld announce to the we to the world the forld theorld the fulfilthe fulfillment of Glment of God’s promiod’s promises, Paul ses, Paul became a mbecame a messenger oessenger of the gospf the gospel by servel by serving as Godinservserving asserving as God’s spe God’s special envoycial envoy to the Ge to the Gentiles (Rontiles (Rom. 10:13-1m. 10:13-17; Gal. 1:7; Gal. 1:16; Rom. 116; Rom. 15:15-20). 5:115:15-20).15:15-20). As God’s  As God’s eschatologeschatological word ical word to the natto the nations thereions there is only  is only oneone gospel (G gospel (G gospel (Gal. 1:6-(Gal. 1:6-9). The re9). The realization alization of what waof what was promiseds promised beforehan beforehand to the wd to the worthies oforthies of the OT (R t the OT (Rothe OT (Rom. 1:2-3; m. 1:2-3; Gal. 3:8) Gal. 3:8) was now towas now to be receiv be received as a gied as a gift of God’ft of God’s grace ans grace and not on cd anand not onand not on condition condition of obedie of obedience to Tornce to Torah (Gal. 2ah (Gal. 2:2-3:5; 2 :2-3:5; 2 Cor. 3:4-1Cor. 3:4-18). For Pa8). For Paul throughul PaPaul throuPaul throughout, oneghout, one’s salvati’s salvation is depeon is dependent solendent solely upon thly upon the gospel.e gospel.

Paul insisted that his call as a minister of the gospel came directly as a result 
of a personal encounter with the risen Christ (Gal. 1:13-16; 2 Cor. 4:4-6). 
Through the same power made known to him by the risen Christ, in fulfillment 
of the OT promises that at the end time humans would announce to the world 
the fulfillment of God’s promises, Paul became a messenger of the gospel by 
serving as God’s special envoy to the Gentiles (Rom. 10:13-17; Gal. 1:16; Rom. 
15:15-20). As God’s eschatological word to the nations there is only one gospel 
(Gal. 1:6-9). The realization of what was promised beforehand to the worthies of 
the OT (Rom. 1:2-3; Gal. 3:8) was now to be received as a gift of God’s grace 
and not on condition of obedience to Torah (Gal. 2:2-3:5; 2 Cor. 3:4-18). For 
Paul throughout, one’s salvation is dependent solely upon the gospel.

Other NT UOther NT Usagessages

Other NT Usages

Curiously,Curiously, in contra in contrast to Paulst to Paul the term  the term “gospel” o“gospel” occurs onlyccurs only once in t once in the entire he entire spectrum ospespectrum ospectrum of the Johaf the Johannine writnnine writings (Rev.ings (Rev. 14:6). He 14:6). Here it funcre it functions as ations as a solemn wa solemn warning to arnwawarning towarning to a recalci a recalcitrant worltrant world. A simild. A similar warningar warning is given  is given in 1 Pet. in 1 Pet. 4:17.4:17.4:17.

Curiously, in contrast to Paul the term “gospel” occurs only once in the entire 
spectrum of the Johannine writings (Rev. 14:6). Here it functions as a solemn 
warning to a recalcitrant world. A similar warning is given in 1 Pet. 4:17.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. H. DoddC. H. Dodd, , The ApostoThe Apostolic Preachlic Preaching and Iting and Its Developms Developmentsents (Chicago, (Chi (Chicago, (Chicago, 1937); P. 1937); P. StuhlmacheStuhlmacher, ed., r, ed., The GospelThe Gospel and the G and the Gospelsospels (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1991pids, 199pids, 1991).1991).1991).
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Allan J. McNicol

GOSPEL, GOGOSPEL, GOSPELSSPELSSPELS

GOSPEL, GOSPELS

The standaThe standard term ford term for the fourr the four books of  books of the NT beathe NT bearing that ring that name: Mattname: Matthew, Mark,hew, Marhew, Mark, LukeMark, Luke, and John, and John. All four. All four show cons show considerable siderable similarity,imilarity, despite ( despite (at times cat times considerablonsidcconsiderabconsiderable) differle) differences in cences in content. Alontent. All four stal four start with thrt with the figure oe figure of John thef John the Baptist,  Bapti Baptist, tBaptist, then give lhen give long accounong accounts of the ts of the life and tlife and teaching ofeaching of Jesus, le Jesus, leading to aading to an extendedn extenn extended dextended descriptionescription of his tr of his trial and exial and execution; mecution; moreover aloreover all four conl four conclude withclude with some acco so some accousome account of his nt of his tomb beingtomb being found emp found empty and (cety and (certainly inrtainly in three of  three of the Gospelthe Gospelthe Gospels) hGospels) his appearais appearance alive nce alive to his disto his disciples aftciples after his deaer his death. In a vth. In a very real sery real sense, therense, thense, therefore,therefore, it is bot it is both sensibleh sensible and meani and meaningful to tngful to treat thesereat these four book four books as examps as examples of a bles exampexamples oexamples of a broadef a broader single gr single generic cateneric category.egory.egory.

The standard term for the four books of the NT bearing that name: Matthew, 
Mark, Luke, and John. All four show considerable similarity, despite (at times 
considerable) differences in content. All four start with the figure of John the 
Baptist, then give long accounts of the life and teaching of Jesus, leading to an 
extended description of his trial and execution; moreover all four conclude with 
some account of his tomb being found empty and (certainly in three of the 
Gospels) his appearance alive to his disciples after his death. In a very real sense, 
therefore, it is both sensible and meaningful to treat these four books as 
examples of a broader single generic category.

�One shouldOne should note, how note, however, thatever, that the use o the use of the wordf the word “Gospel”  “Gospel” to refer tto refer to these boo theo these bookthese books is only s is only establisheestablished in Chrisd in Christian histotian history from thry from the second he second half of thealf of the 2nd centu 2nd 2nd centur2nd century. In the y. In the 1st centur1st century and in ty and in the NT itsehe NT itself, especilf, especially in Paally in Paul, “gospeul, “gospel” refers l” refl” refers to refers to the whole the whole Christian Christian message, amessage, above all tbove all that of Jeshat of Jesus’ death us’ death and its siand its significancegnificsisignificansignificance in God’ce in God’s saving ps saving plan. “Gosplan. “Gospel” for Pael” for Paul has verul has very little ty little to do with o do with any teachiany teany teaching oteaching of the pre-f the pre-Easter JesEaster Jesus (cf. 1 us (cf. 1 Cor. 15:1fCor. 15:1ff.). So tof.). So too the “goso the “gospel” for Ppel” for Paul is uniaul is uaul is unique: thunique: there is — aere is — and can onlnd can only be — oney be — one true gosp true gospel (Gal. 1el (Gal. 1:6-7), not:6-7), not four! Pre four! Precisely whecisPrePrecisely Precisely when the swhen the semantic chemantic change in thange in the meaning e meaning of the worof the word took plad took place cannot ce cannotce cannot be cannot be certain.certain.certain.

One should note, however, that the use of the word “Gospel” to refer to 
these books is only established in Christian history from the second half of the 



2nd century. In the 1st century and in the NT itself, especially in Paul, “gospel” 
refers to the whole Christian message, above all that of Jesus’ death and its 
significance in God’s saving plan. “Gospel” for Paul has very little to do with any 
teaching of the pre-Easter Jesus (cf. 1 Cor. 15:1ff.). So too the “gospel” for Paul is 
unique: there is — and can only be — one true gospel (Gal. 1:6-7), not four! 
Precisely when the semantic change in the meaning of the word took place 
cannot be certain.

�However, aHowever, although telthough terminology rminology and ideas and ideas had becomehad become fixed by  fixed by the end ofthe end of the 2nd c the the 2nd cethe 2nd century, so ntury, so that therethat there were thou were thought to be ght to be four and ofour and only four Gnly four Gospels, thospels, the situatioe ththe situatthe situation was muion was much more flch more fluid in theuid in the middle of middle of the 2nd c the 2nd century. Maentury. Many other tny other texts were ettexts weretexts were in existe in existence at thince at this time, als time, all claimingl claiming to be “go to be “gospels,” buspels,” but very dift very different in ferent difdifferent different in scope ain scope and structund structure from thre from the canonicae canonical Gospels.l Gospels. Some of t Some of these have hese have become avabebecome avabecome available in ilable in the texts the texts discovereddiscovered at Nag Ha at Nag Hammadi (othmmadi (others were kers were known alreanown alrnown already). already). Thus the GThus the Gospel of Tospel of Thomas conshomas consists solelists solely of a stry of a string of saying of sayings of Jeings of Jesus. Theresus. Tsus. There is nThere is no narrativo narrative, no accoe, no account of Jesunt of Jesus’ miraclus’ miracles or othees or other actions,r actions, no accoun no account of his tt ot of his triof his trial, passioal, passion, death, n, death, or resurreor resurrection appection appearances. Tarances. The Gospel he Gospel of Truth, of Truth, also from also also from also from Nag HammadNag Hammadi, is an ei, is an extended mextended meditation oditation on God and n God and the world,the world, with no e with no with no explicino explicit mention t mention of Jesus aof Jesus at all (thot all (though scholaugh scholars have ders have detected alltected allusions to usions to Jesus tradJesusJesus tradJesus traditions embitions embedded in tedded in the text). he text). The GospelThe Gospel of Mary,  of Mary, by contrasby contrast, is conct, is concerned wholernconcconcerned concerned wholly witwholly with conversah conversations the tions the risen Jesurisen Jesus has withs has with his disci his disciples, and ples, and includes ninclincludes nincludes nothing aboothing about his sufut his suffering andfering and death, or death, or anything  anything of his lifof his life prior toe prior to the Passi the P the Passion. APassion. All these tll these texts claimexts claim the term  the term “gospel,” “gospel,” either expeither explicitly orlicitly or implicitl implicitly. It is ty. It is ty. It is thus clearthus clear that befo that before the endre the end of the 2n of the 2nd century d century the term “the term “gospel,” egospel,” even when rven when restricted errestrictedrestricted to referr to referring to a ling to a literary doiterary document (racument (rather than ther than to the whoto the whole Christile Christian messagean man message), message), could refecould refer to a widr to a wide variety e variety of texts.of texts.of texts.

However, although terminology and ideas had become fixed by the end of 
the 2nd century, so that there were thought to be four and only four Gospels, 
the situation was much more fluid in the middle of the 2nd century. Many other 
texts were in existence at this time, all claiming to be “gospels,” but very 
different in scope and structure from the canonical Gospels. Some of these have 
become available in the texts discovered at Nag Hammadi (others were known 
already). Thus the Gospel of Thomas consists solely of a string of sayings of Jesus. 
There is no narrative, no account of Jesus’ miracles or other actions, no account 
of his trial, passion, death, or resurrection appearances. The Gospel of Truth, 
also from Nag Hammadi, is an extended meditation on God and the world, with 
no explicit mention of Jesus at all (though scholars have detected allusions to 
Jesus traditions embedded in the text). The Gospel of Mary, by contrast, is 
concerned wholly with conversations the risen Jesus has with his disciples, and 
includes nothing about his suffering and death, or anything of his life prior to the 
Passion. All these texts claim the term “gospel,” either explicitly or implicitly. It is 
thus clear that before the end of the 2nd century the term “gospel,” even when 
restricted to referring to a literary document (rather than to the whole Christian 
message), could refer to a wide variety of texts.

�For the moFor the most part, tst part, the Gospelshe Gospels provide o provide our main sour main source for aurce for any knowledny knowledge about Jge age about Jesuabout Jesus. The vals. The value of the ue of the noncanonicnoncanonical Gospelsal Gospels in this r in this respect is espect is probably mprobably mostly neglosmmostly negmostly negligible. Rligible. Rather thanather than giving an giving any informaty information about ion about Jesus himsJesus himself, theseelf, these texts wit text texts witntexts witness to theess to the ideas of  ideas of their writtheir writers and thers and the communite communities that pies that preserved treserved them. Many hemtthem. Manythem. Many are gnost are gnostic texts fic texts from a perirom a period after tod after the time ofhe time of Jesus and Jesus and reflect g reflect gnostic idenosggnostic idgnostic ideas read beas read back onto tack onto the lips ofhe lips of Jesus. Jesus. Jesus.

For the most part, the Gospels provide our main source for any knowledge 
about Jesus. The value of the noncanonical Gospels in this respect is probably 
mostly negligible. Rather than giving any information about Jesus himself, these 
texts witness to the ideas of their writers and the communities that preserved 
them. Many are gnostic texts from a period after the time of Jesus and reflect 
gnostic ideas read back onto the lips of Jesus.

�The one poThe one possible excssible exception mayeption may be the Go be the Gospel of Thspel of Thomas. Seveomas. Several have aral have argued strergueaargued strargued strenuously tenuously that Thomashat Thomas preserves preserves an indepe an independent linendent line of the tr of the tradition anadition and may havedanand may haand may have authentve authentic materiaic material about Jel about Jesus. Othersus. Others have args have argued that Tued that Thomas in fhomas in fact presupaffact presufact presupposes thepposes the finished  finished Gospels ofGospels of our NT an our NT and hence wid hence witnesses ontnesses only to the ly to the developmenddevelopmendevelopment of the Gt of the Gospel tradospel tradition in aition in a later per later period. Certaiod. Certainly it seinly it seems undeniems undeniable that ablundeniundeniableundeniable that in i that in its presentts present form the  form the text of Thtext of Thomas presuomas presupposes thepposes the canonical canonical Gospels;  G Gospels; wGospels; whether othhether other traditier traditions are alons are also preservso preserved in Thomed in Thomas which mas which may be earlay be earay be earlier isearlier is much disp much disputed.uted.uted.

The one possible exception may be the Gospel of Thomas. Several have 
argued strenuously that Thomas preserves an independent line of the tradition 
and may have authentic material about Jesus. Others have argued that Thomas in 
fact presupposes the finished Gospels of our NT and hence witnesses only to the 
development of the Gospel tradition in a later period. Certainly it seems 
undeniable that in its present form the text of Thomas presupposes the canonical 
Gospels; whether other traditions are also preserved in Thomas which may be 
earlier is much disputed.

�If we restIf we restrict attenrict attention to thtion to the four cane four canonical Gosonical Gospels, the pels, the question iquestion inevitably nevitably arises, Whaarises, Wharises, What at kindkind of docume of documents are thnts are they? To whaey? To what literaryt literary category, category, or “genre or “genre,” do they,” do,” do they bedo they belong?long?long?

If we restrict attention to the four canonical Gospels, the question inevitably 



arises, What kind of documents are they? To what literary category, or “genre,” 
do they belong?

�Up to the Up to the beginning beginning of the 20tof the 20th century,h century, it was as it was assumed thatsumed that the Gospe the Gospels were inls werls were in sowere in some sense “me sense “biographiebiographies,” compars,” comparable to woable to works about rks about Socrates (Socrates (by Plato oby Plato by Plato or XPlato or Xenophon), enophon), Epictetus Epictetus (by Arrian(by Arrian), or Apol), or Apollonius of lonius of Tyana (by Tyana (by PhilostratPhilostratus). This usPhilostratPhilostratPhilostratus). This us). This changed wichanged with the worth the work of the fk of the form criticorm critics who insis who insisted that sted that the Gospelthe the Gospelthe Gospels were reas were really folk llly folk literature,iterature, not to be not to be compared  compared with literwith literary works;ary works; the Evang th the Evangethe Evangelists werelists were simply po simply popular storpular storytellers wytellers who did notho did not impose th impose their own ideir own ideas on theeidideas on tideas on the work ashe work as a whole.  a whole. Thus RudolThus Rudolf Bultmannf Bultmann concluded concluded that the  that the Gospels haGospels hGospels had no reahad no real parallell parallels in ancies in ancient literatnt literature: they ure: they had none ohad none of the charf the characteristicacteristic features  featur features ofeatures of biographf biography (nothingy (nothing on Jesus’ on Jesus’ personali personality, his psty, his psychologicaychological developml development, his eentdevelopmdevelopmendevelopment, his edut, his education or cation or origin). Torigin). The Gospelshe Gospels were thus were thus without a without analogy andnalogy andnalogy and “and “sui generisui generiss.”.”.”

Up to the beginning of the 20th century, it was assumed that the Gospels 
were in some sense “biographies,” comparable to works about Socrates (by 
Plato or Xenophon), Epictetus (by Arrian), or Apollonius of Tyana (by 
Philostratus). This changed with the work of the form critics who insisted that 
the Gospels were really folk literature, not to be compared with literary works; 
the Evangelists were simply popular storytellers who did not impose their own 
ideas on the work as a whole. Thus Rudolf Bultmann concluded that the Gospels 
had no real parallels in ancient literature: they had none of the characteristic 
features of biography (nothing on Jesus’ personality, his psychological 
development, his education or origin). The Gospels were thus without analogy 
and “sui generis.”

�Such a claSuch a claim is extrim is extremely odd emely odd in literarin literary terms. Sy terms. Some undersome understanding oftanding of the genre the ge the genre of agenre of a text is e text is essential issential if it is tof it is to be unders be understood at altood at all; a text l; a text without anwithout any analogy y analogy analogy woanalogy would be almuld be almost incompost incomprehensiblerehensible. Further,. Further, the rathe the rather “low” vir “low” view that thew that the Evangelieththe Evangethe Evangelists werelists were (just) ed (just) editors of titors of their materheir materials has bials has been questieen questioned in mooned in more recent re rre recent Gosrecent Gospel studiepel studies. There hs. There has been a as been a swing awayswing away from the  from the older formolder form-critical -critical view and rvview and rview and revival of evival of the theorythe theory that the  that the Gospels caGospels can be seen n be seen (in some s(in some sense at leense at least) as “bastleleast) as least) as “biographi“biographies.” This es.” This does not mdoes not mean that tean that they are bihey are biographies ographies in a moderin a modern sense ofn sn sense of tsense of the word. Ihe word. Indeed, thendeed, there is nothre is nothing on Jesing on Jesus’ personus’ personality, verality, very little oy little on his backn his bn his backgroundbackground, etc. Yet, etc. Yet ancient w ancient writings clritings claiming to aiming to give the “give the “lives” (Gklives” (Gk. . biíoibiíoi) of indiv) of ind) of individualindividuals also ofts also often lacked en lacked some of thsome of these featurese features. Takinges. Taking a reasona a reasonably broad bly broad spread of sprespread of spread of ancient “lancient “lives” of iives” of individualsndividuals, the Gosp, the Gospels can beels can be shown to  shown to fall withifall within the (admn then the (admitthe (admittedly fairtedly fairly broad) ly broad) parametersparameters which suc which such works imh works imply. It isply. It is probably  probably fair to safairfair to safair to say that, aty that, at least in  least in terms of aterms of a relativel relatively general y general and broad and broad genre, thegenre, the NT Gospel NT Go NT Gospels caGospels can be seen n be seen as sufficias sufficiently simiently similar to somlar to some ancient e ancient “lives” or“lives” or biographi biographies to be ies toes to be inclto be included in thuded in that genericat generic category. category.

Such a claim is extremely odd in literary terms. Some understanding of the 
genre of a text is essential if it is to be understood at all; a text without any 
analogy would be almost incomprehensible. Further, the rather “low” view that 
the Evangelists were (just) editors of their materials has been questioned in more 
recent Gospel studies. There has been a swing away from the older form-critical 
view and revival of the theory that the Gospels can be seen (in some sense at 
least) as “biographies.” This does not mean that they are biographies in a modern 
sense of the word. Indeed, there is nothing on Jesus’ personality, very little on his 
background, etc. Yet ancient writings claiming to give the “lives” (Gk. biíoi) of 
individuals also often lacked some of these features. Taking a reasonably broad 
spread of ancient “lives” of individuals, the Gospels can be shown to fall within 
the (admittedly fairly broad) parameters which such works imply. It is probably 
fair to say that, at least in terms of a relatively general and broad genre, the NT 
Gospels can be seen as sufficiently similar to some ancient “lives” or biographies 
to be included in that generic category.

�Such a catSuch a categorizatioegorization does notn does not determine determine precisely precisely how the G how the Gospels canospels can or should or s or should be should be read. Certread. Certainly the ainly the category ocategory of “biograpf “biography” does nhy” does not necessaot necessarily implyrily imply historica h historicalhistorical veracity. veracity. Many non- Many non-Christian Christian “biographi“biographies” were wes” were written witritten with an authoh an author’s own agr’authoauthor’s oauthor’s own agenda.wn agenda. So too, a So too, as noted, is noted, it is now at is now accepted thccepted that the NT at the NT EvangelistEvangelists may haves EvangelistEvangelistEvangelists may haves may have made a mo made a more signifire significant contrcant contribution inibution in their pre their presentation sentation of their tof of their tof their traditions raditions than the othan the older form lder form critics alcritics allowed.lowed.lowed.

Such a categorization does not determine precisely how the Gospels can or 
should be read. Certainly the category of “biography” does not necessarily imply 
historical veracity. Many non-Christian “biographies” were written with an 
author’s own agenda. So too, as noted, it is now accepted that the NT 
Evangelists may have made a more significant contribution in their presentation 
of their traditions than the older form critics allowed.

�Yet, as noYet, as noted, the Nted, the NT Gospels T Gospels are virtuaare virtually our onlly our only sourcesly sources of inform of information abouation aation about Jesuabout Jesus. How rels. How reliable are iable are they in ththey in this respectis respect? One must? One must remember  remember that the Ethat the Ethat the EvangelistEvangelists were alls were all themselve themselves Christias Christians. (We hans. (We have no recove no records of Jesrds of Jesus by non-us by non-ChristiansCnon-non-Christnon-Christians.) As ians.) As such they such they all believall believed that thed that the Jesus whe Jesus who had liveo had lived and taugd and taught on eartht oht on earth pon earth prior to hirior to his crucifixs crucifixion had soion had somehow beenmehow been raised by raised by God from  God from the dead athe dead the dead and wdead and was now alias now alive in a neve in a new way, dirw way, directing andecting and guiding h guiding his church.is church. The “Jesu The “Jesus of histos “Jesu“Jesus of “Jesus of history” whistory” was believeas believed to be ald to be alive and stive and still speakiill speaking to his ng to his followers;followers; hence the hence hence the hence the teaching oteaching of Jesus prf Jesus preserved ineserved in the tradi the tradition was ntion was not only thot only that of a paat of a past figure:st fist figure: itfigure: it was also  was also that of ththat of the Christiae Christian communitn community’s livingy’s living Lord. Thu Lord. Thus any dists any distinctions oinctiodistdistinctiodistinctions one migns one might wish toht wish to make betw make between a pre-een a pre-Easter andEaster and a post-Ea a post-Easter situaster situation wouldtisituasituation situation would probwould probably have ably have been rathebeen rather unreal fr unreal for 1st-cenor 1st-century Christury Christians.tians.tians.

Yet, as noted, the NT Gospels are virtually our only sources of information 
about Jesus. How reliable are they in this respect? One must remember that the 
Evangelists were all themselves Christians. (We have no records of Jesus by 
non-Christians.) As such they all believed that the Jesus who had lived and taught 
on earth prior to his crucifixion had somehow been raised by God from the 
dead and was now alive in a new way, directing and guiding his church. The 



“Jesus of history” was believed to be alive and still speaking to his followers; 
hence the teaching of Jesus preserved in the tradition was not only that of a past 
figure: it was also that of the Christian community’s living Lord. Thus any 
distinctions one might wish to make between a pre-Easter and a post-Easter 
situation would probably have been rather unreal for 1st-century Christians.

�It seems cIt seems clear that lear that the Evangethe Evangelists evidlists evidently did ently did feel free feel free to alter tto alter their tradiheir tradition at titiotraditradition tradition at times. at times. This can bThis can be seen mose seen most clearly t clearly in the casin the case of the Se of the Synoptic Evynoptic Evangelists,angeEvEvangelistEvangelists, where os, where one writer ne writer has almosthas almost certainly certainly used one  used one of the othof the other Gospelser Gospels as a sour a as a sourcas a source (probable (probably Matthew y Matthew and Luke uand Luke used Mark),sed Mark), but where but where in the pr in the process of uocess of uocess of using the using the source, a source, a degree of degree of freedom hafreedom has been exes been exercised to rcised to change thechange the tradition tradition. In relat. traditiontradition.tradition. In relati In relation to the on to the fourfold Gfourfold Gospel canoospel canon, it is wn, it is widely acknidely acknowledged towledged that one cahat ohat one cannotone cannot accept bo accept both John’s th John’s account anaccount and the Synod the Synoptic accouptic accounts of Jesnts of Jesus’ teachius’ teaching as equanteachiteaching ateaching as equally s equally authentic.authentic. Most prob Most probably Jesusably Jesus is to be  is to be seen most seen most clearly inclearly in the Synop the  the Synoptthe Synoptic pictureic picture, and John, and John’s Gospel ’s Gospel representsrepresents a reinter a reinterpretation pretation and rewritand rewriting of theingrewritrewriting rewriting of the traof the tradition in dition in new categonew categories for aries for a different different context.  context. But John iBut John is probablys pros probably nprobably not so qualot so qualitatively itatively different different from the ofrom the other Evangther Evangelists in elists in that all fthat all four have iour havour have imposhave imposed their oed their own ideas awn ideas and beliefsnd beliefs on the tr on the tradition.adition.adition.

It seems clear that the Evangelists evidently did feel free to alter their 
tradition at times. This can be seen most clearly in the case of the Synoptic 
Evangelists, where one writer has almost certainly used one of the other Gospels 
as a source (probably Matthew and Luke used Mark), but where in the process of 
using the source, a degree of freedom has been exercised to change the 
tradition. In relation to the fourfold Gospel canon, it is widely acknowledged that 
one cannot accept both John’s account and the Synoptic accounts of Jesus’ 
teaching as equally authentic. Most probably Jesus is to be seen most clearly in 
the Synoptic picture, and John’s Gospel represents a reinterpretation and 
rewriting of the tradition in new categories for a different context. But John is 
probably not so qualitatively different from the other Evangelists in that all four 
have imposed their own ideas and beliefs on the tradition.

�This does This does not mean tnot mean that any quhat any quest for thest for the historice historical Jesus ial Jesus is impossibs impossible. Far frle. Far frle. Far from it. Cfrom it. Careful useareful use of the Go of the Gospels can spels can tell a lottell a lot about Jes about Jesus. But thus. But the Gospels e Gospels also reveaalso ralso reveal mucreveal much about thh about the Evangelie Evangelists and thsts and their concereir concerns, and ifns, and if we wish t we wish to use the o use the Gospels toGoGospels toGospels to recover i recover informationnformation about Jes about Jesus we shalus we shall have to l have to be alive tbe alive to the Evano the Evangelists’ cgeEvanEvangelistEvangelists’ concerns’ concerns as havins as having shaped, g shaped, perhaps siperhaps significantlgnificantly, the wayy, the way the story the story is now to is no is now told.now told.now told.

This does not mean that any quest for the historical Jesus is impossible. Far 
from it. Careful use of the Gospels can tell a lot about Jesus. But the Gospels also 
reveal much about the Evangelists and their concerns, and if we wish to use the 
Gospels to recover information about Jesus we shall have to be alive to the 
Evangelists’ concerns as having shaped, perhaps significantly, the way the story is 
now told.

�Insofar asInsofar as Jesus is  Jesus is a unique fa unique figure in tigure in the ancienthe ancient world (e. world (e.g., the Chg., the Christian clristian claims aboutaimclclaims aboclaims about the “reut the “resurrectionsurrection” of Jesus” of Jesus are witho are without real anut real analogy), thalogy), then the accen the accounts of hounaccaccounts oaccounts of his lifef his life, death, a, death, and resurrend resurrection are ction are without anwithout analogy. Foralogy. For example,  example, no Jew wrono Jno Jew wrote Jew wrote a comparaba comparable life ofle life of Johanan b Johanan ben Zakkai en Zakkai or Hillel.or Hillel. But the n But the nature of tature of the NT Gosphe tthe NT Gosthe NT Gospels as inpels as in some sens some sense “biogrape “biographies,” at hies,” at least as uleast as understood nderstood in the ancin the ancient worldieancancient woancient world, shoulrld, should alert usd alert us to the ri to the riches they ches they contain ancontain and the compd the complexities wlexities which any rhicwwhich any which any reading ofreading of them invo them involves.lves.lves.

Insofar as Jesus is a unique figure in the ancient world (e.g., the Christian 
claims about the “resurrection” of Jesus are without real analogy), then the 
accounts of his life, death, and resurrection are without analogy. For example, no 
Jew wrote a comparable life of Johanan ben Zakkai or Hillel. But the nature of 
the NT Gospels as in some sense “biographies,” at least as understood in the 
ancient world, should alert us to the riches they contain and the complexities 
which any reading of them involves.
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GOTHIC VERGOTHIC VERSIONSIONSION

GOTHIC VERSION

A translatA translation of theion of the Bible int Bible into the Gotho the Gothic languagic language by Ulfile by Ulfilas (ca. 31as (ca. 310–380 0–380 C.E.C.E.), who cre), wh), who createwho created a speciad a special Gothic al Gothic alphabet anlphabet and reduced d reduced the spokenthe spoken language  language to writtento writtento written fowritten form. The trrm. The translation anslation was begun was begun ca. 341, wca. 341, when Ulfilahen Ulfilas went to s went to Byzantium Byzantium and was coaand was coand was consecrated nsecrated “bishop of“bishop of the Gothl the Gothlands” by Eands” by Eusebius ofusebius of Nicomedia Nicomedia. It was c. It was c. It was completed completed sometime asometime after 348, fter 348, when Gothiwhen Gothic Christiac Christians, includns, including Ulfilaing Ulfilas, were exs, were expelled andpexexpelled aexpelled and crossednd crossed the Danub the Danube into Moee into Moesia.sia.sia.

A translation of the Bible into the Gothic language by Ulfilas (ca. 310–380 C.E.), 
who created a special Gothic alphabet and reduced the spoken language to 
written form. The translation was begun ca. 341, when Ulfilas went to Byzantium 



and was consecrated “bishop of the Gothlands” by Eusebius of Nicomedia. It was 
completed sometime after 348, when Gothic Christians, including Ulfilas, were 
expelled and crossed the Danube into Moesia.

�Other thanOther than about 50  about 50 verses froverses from Neh. 5-7m Neh. 5-7, the Goth, the Gothic OT has ic OT has not survivnot survived. Based ed. survivsurvived. survived. Based on tBased on the Byzantihe Byzantine or Koinne or Koine text, the text, the translate translation of theion of the NT is the NT is the oldest kn old oldest knooldest known Teutoniwn Teutonic literaryc literary document. document. “Western” “Western” readings, readings, particula particularly in therly in the Pauline E thethe Paulinthe Pauline Epistlese Epistles, were int, were introduced frroduced from Old Latom Old Latin manuscrin manuscripts.ipts.ipts.

Other than about 50 verses from Neh. 5-7, the Gothic OT has not 
survived. Based on the Byzantine or Koine text, the translation of the NT is the 
oldest known Teutonic literary document. “Western” readings, particularly in 
the Pauline Epistles, were introduced from Old Latin manuscripts.

�The most cThe most complete ofomplete of the half- the half-dozen fragdozen fragmentary mamentary manuscripts nuscripts is a 5th- is a 5th- or 6th-cenor 6thor 6th-centur6th-century copy in y copy in the Univerthe University Librasity Library in Uppsry in Uppsala. Writtala. Written on purpen on purple vellum le vellum with silvewwith silvewith silver ink, Codr ink, Codex Argentuex Argentus presentss presents about one about one half of t half of the text ofhe text of the Gospe the Gospels in the lsGospeGospels inGospels in the order the order of Matthe of Matthew, John, Lw, John, Luke, Mark.uke, Mark. All other All other manuscrip manuscripts of the ts of the Gothic NT,GGothic NT,Gothic NT, with the  with the exception exception of a velluof a vellum leaf of m leaf of a bilinguaa bilingual Latin anl Latin and Gothic md Gothic manuscript anummanuscriptmanuscript now at Gi now at Giessen, areessen, are palimpses palimpsests. Ca. 40ts. Ca. 40 verses of verses of the book  the book of Romans of Romans of Romans areRomans are extant in extant in a bilingu a bilingual Latin aal Latin and Gothic nd Gothic manuscriptmanuscript at Wolfen at Wolfenbüttel. Nobüttel. Nothing existNoNothing exNothing exists of Acists of Acts, the Cats, the Catholic Epitholic Epistles, or stles, or RevelationRevelation...

The most complete of the half-dozen fragmentary manuscripts is a 5th- or 
6th-century copy in the University Library in Uppsala. Written on purple vellum 
with silver ink, Codex Argentus presents about one half of the text of the 
Gospels in the order of Matthew, John, Luke, Mark. All other manuscripts of the 
Gothic NT, with the exception of a vellum leaf of a bilingual Latin and Gothic 
manuscript now at Giessen, are palimpsests. Ca. 40 verses of the book of 
Romans are extant in a bilingual Latin and Gothic manuscript at Wolfenbüttel. 
Nothing exists of Acts, the Catholic Epistles, or Revelation.
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GOURDGOURDGOURD

GOURD

The wild gThe wild gourds (Hebourds (Heb. . paqqu{oœt�paqqu{oœt�) that Eli) that Elisha’s servsha’s servant gatherant gathered near Gied near Gilgal were lgal welgal were most were most likely thelikely the fruit of  fruit of the the Citrullus Citrullus colocynthicolocynthiss (L.) Schr (L.) Schrad., or coad., or colocynth (2locynth (2 Kgs. 4:39 Kg Kgs. 4:39)Kgs. 4:39). The colo. The colocynth is acynth is a ground-hu ground-hugging vinegging vine which gro which grows abundanws abundantly in drytly in dry condition c conditionsconditions. Its frui. Its fruit is roundt is round and yello and yellow with grew with green spots, en spots, and is appand is approximatelyroximately the size  the the size othe size of an orangf an orange. Its pule. Its pulp is poisop is poisonous, whicnous, which fits theh fits the Elisha st Elisha story well. ory well. Gourd-shapGourd-Gourd-shapGourd-shaped carvinged carvings adorned s adorned Solomon’s Solomon’s temple (1 temple (1 Kgs. 6:18)Kgs. 6:18). The squi. The squirting cucurting cucrting cucumber (cucumber (Ecbalium eEcbalium elateriumlaterium) and the ) and the globe cucuglobe cucumber (mber (Cucumis prCucumis prophetarumophetarum) have als) have) have also have also been suggebeen suggested for tsted for the biblicahe biblical gourd.l gourd.l gourd.

The wild gourds (Heb. paqqu{oœt� ) that Elisha’s servant gathered near Gilgal 
were most likely the fruit of the Citrullus colocynthis (L.) Schrad., or colocynth (2 
Kgs. 4:39). The colocynth is a ground-hugging vine which grows abundantly in dry 
conditions. Its fruit is round and yellow with green spots, and is approximately 
the size of an orange. Its pulp is poisonous, which fits the Elisha story well. 
Gourd-shaped carvings adorned Solomon’s temple (1 Kgs. 6:18). The squirting 
cucumber (Ecbalium elaterium) and the globe cucumber (Cucumis prophetarum) 
have also been suggested for the biblical gourd.

�Heb. Heb. qiîqaœyo®nqiîqaœyo®n has also  has also been transbeen translated gourlated gourd. As Jonad. As Jonah waited oh waited outside of utside outside of Ninevehof Nineveh, this pla, this plant grew qunt grew quickly to pickly to provide himrovide him shade, bu shade, but it was dt it was destroyed bestroyed by a worm ty ay a worm thea worm the next day  next day (Jonah 4:6(Jonah 4:6-7). Gourd-7). Gourds do grow s do grow rapidly; hrapidly; however, thowever, the Bible pre Bible pre Bible provides nprovides no other clo other clues that wues that would suppoould support any firrt any firm identifim identification of cation of qiîqaœyo®nqiîqaœyo®qiîqaœyo®nqiîqaœyo®n...

Heb. qiîqaœyo®n has also been translated gourd. As Jonah waited outside 
of Nineveh, this plant grew quickly to provide him shade, but it was destroyed by 
a worm the next day (Jonah 4:6-7). Gourds do grow rapidly; however, the Bible 
provides no other clues that would support any firm identification of 
qiîqaœyo®n.
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GOVERNORGOVERNORGOVERNOR

GOVERNOR

Ruler of aRuler of a city, ter city, territory, orritory, or province  province appointed appointed by a king.by a king. Joseph be Joseph became govercame governor of allnorgovergovernor ogovernor of all Egypf all Egypt (Gen. 42t (Gen. 42:6; 45:26;:6; 45:26; cf. Acts  cf. Acts 7:10), and7:10), and Solomon n Solomon named goveramed governors who enogovergovernors governors who exerciwho exercised civic sed civic and militaand military functiory functions (1 Kgs.ns (1 Kgs. 20:14-22; 20:14-22; 2 Chr. 9: 2 Chr. 9:14).149:9:14).9:14).9:14).

Ruler of a city, territory, or province appointed by a king. Joseph became 
governor of all Egypt (Gen. 42:6; 45:26; cf. Acts 7:10), and Solomon named 
governors who exercised civic and military functions (1 Kgs. 20:14-22; 2 Chr. 
9:14).

�ReferencesReferences to govern to governors in theors in the OT freque OT frequently designtly designate the onate the official adfficial administratoministraadadministraadministrators of Bators of Babylonia anbylonia and Persia. d Persia. The usual The usual term (Heb.term (Heb.  peh�a®peh�a®) signifie) signifies an admins ans an adminisan administrative letrative level below vel below a satrap, a satrap, the Persiathe Persian colonialn colonial governor. governor. For examp For example, Tattenle, exampexample, Texample, Tattenai waattenai was governors governor of the pr of the province “Beovince “Beyond the (yond the (Euphrates)Euphrates) River” (E River” (E River” (Ezra 5:6)(Ezra 5:6), while Ze, while Zerubbabel arubbabel and Nehemiand Nehemiah were loch were local governoal governors appointrs appointed by the ed by theed by the king tthe king to rule Judo rule Judah (Hag. 1ah (Hag. 1:1; Neh. 5:1; Neh. 5:14). Gove:14). Governors are rnors are also mentialso mentioned in Daoned in Daniel (e.g.niDaDaniel (e.Daniel (e.g., Dan. 2g., Dan. 2:48; 6:7[M:48; 6:7[MT 8]).T 8]).T 8]).

References to governors in the OT frequently designate the official 
administrators of Babylonia and Persia. The usual term (Heb. peh�a® ) signifies 



an administrative level below a satrap, the Persian colonial governor. For 
example, Tattenai was governor of the province “Beyond the (Euphrates) River” 
(Ezra 5:6), while Zerubbabel and Nehemiah were local governors appointed by 
the king to rule Judah (Hag. 1:1; Neh. 5:14). Governors are also mentioned in 
Daniel (e.g., Dan. 2:48; 6:7[MT 8]).

�In NT timeIn NT times “governos “governor” (Gk. r” (Gk. heägemoœénheägemoœén) usually ) usually referred treferred to the ruleo the ruler of a Romr or of a Romanof a Roman province  province (Mark 13:9(Mark 13:9; 1 Pet. 2; 1 Pet. 2:14). Matt:14). Matthew notes hew notes that Christhat Christians coultians could be hauledcoulcould be hcould be hauled intoauled into court “be court “before goverfore governors and knors and kings” for ings” for Christ’s sChrist’s sake (Matt.ake (Matt. 10:18; cf 10 10:18; cf.10:18; cf. Mark 13:9 Mark 13:9; Luke 21:; Luke 21:12). In hi12). In his trial Jes trial Jesus was brsus was brought befoought before Pilate,re Pilate, the Roman the R the Roman goveRoman governor of Jurnor of Judea (Matt.dea (Matt. 27:2, 11- 27:2, 11-26).26).26).

In NT times “governor” (Gk. heägemoœén) usually referred to the ruler 
of a Roman province (Mark 13:9; 1 Pet. 2:14). Matthew notes that Christians 
could be hauled into court “before governors and kings” for Christ’s sake (Matt. 
10:18; cf. Mark 13:9; Luke 21:12). In his trial Jesus was brought before Pilate, the 
Roman governor of Judea (Matt. 27:2, 11-26).

�Three kindThree kinds of Romans of Roman officials officials are descr are described as “gibed as “governors” overnors” in Luke: tin Luke: the legate,he legathe legate, a legate, a military rmilitary ruler goveruler governing an imning an imperial properial province (Quivince (Quirinius of rinius of Syria, LukSyria, Luke 2:2); the 2:2)e 2:2); the 2:2); the proconsul,proconsul, governing governing a senator a senatorial provinial province (Sergiuce (Sergius Paulus os Paulus of Cyprus, f Cyprus, Acts 13:7;ActsActs 13:7;Acts 13:7; Gallio of Gallio of Achaia, 1 Achaia, 18:12); and8:12); and the perfe the perfect or procct or procurator, gourator, governing a verning a subdivisiosubdsubdivisiosubdivision of a pron of a province withvince with a settled a settled army (Pon army (Pontius Pilattius Pilate, Luke 3:e, Luke 3:1; Felix, 1; Felix, Acts 23:24Acts 2Acts 23:24; Fes23:24; Festus, 24:27tus, 24:27). In 2 Co). In 2 Cor. 11:32 tr. 11:32 the “governhe “governor” or” (ethnaérch(ethnaércheäs)eäs) under Kin under King Aretas wgKinKing AretaKing Aretas was probs was probably his aably his assistant.ssistant.ssistant.

Three kinds of Roman officials are described as “governors” in Luke: the 
legate, a military ruler governing an imperial province (Quirinius of Syria, Luke 
2:2); the proconsul, governing a senatorial province (Sergius Paulus of Cyprus, 
Acts 13:7; Gallio of Achaia, 18:12); and the perfect or procurator, governing a 
subdivision of a province with a settled army (Pontius Pilate, Luke 3:1; Felix, Acts 
23:24; Festus, 24:27). In 2 Cor. 11:32 the “governor” (ethnaércheäs) under 
King Aretas was probably his assistant.

�The basic The basic attitude iattitude inculcated nculcated in the Bibin the Bible is one le is one of respectof respect and obedi and obedience to “tence to “ence to “the gover“the governing authoning authorities” (Rrities” (Rom. 13:1-7om. 13:1-7; 1 Pet. 2; 1 Pet. 2:13-17; cf:13-17; cf. Mal. 1:8. Mal. 1:8). Ultimat). Ultimately, God iely, Gely, God is seeGod is seen as the sn as the supreme govupreme governor who ernor who “rules ove“rules over the natir the nations” (Ps. ons” (Ps. 22:28[29])22:28[29])22:28[29])22:28[29])...

The basic attitude inculcated in the Bible is one of respect and obedience to 
“the governing authorities” (Rom. 13:1-7; 1 Pet. 2:13-17; cf. Mal. 1:8). Ultimately, 
God is seen as the supreme governor who “rules over the nations” (Ps. 
22:28[29]).

Allison A.Allison A. Trites Trites

Allison A. Trites

GOZANGOZAN (Heb.  (Heb. go®zaœn;go®zaœn; Akk.  Akk. GuzanaGuzana)))

GOZAN (Heb. go®zaœn; Akk. Guzana)

A city (moA city (modern Tell dern Tell Halaf) on Halaf) on the upper the upper reaches ofreaches of the  the HÓaburHÓabur River to  River to which Israwhich Isrwhich IsraelitesIsraelites were depo were deported follorted following the fwing the fall of Samall of Samaria in 72aria in 722/721 2/721 B.C.E.B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 17:6; 18:117:6;117:6; 18:117:6; 18:11; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 5:26). Tra5:26). Traces of theces of the deportati deportation are fouon are found from thnd from the late 8the late 8th-7th centu-7t8th8th-7th ce8th-7th century; perntury; persons by thsons by the names Nae names Nadbi-yahu, dbi-yahu, Neri-yahu,Neri-yahu,  Palií-yahuPalií-yahu, Halbi fr, Halbi , Halbi fromHalbi from Samaria,  Samaria, Hoshea, anHoshea, and Azar-yahd Azar-yahu are atteu are attested in tested in texts from Txts from Tell Halaf.ell Halaf. Guzana  G Guzana Guzana (Bit-Bah˙i(Bit-Bah˙ianiani) was the ) was the capital ofcapital of an Assyri an Assyrian provincan province that paie that paid tribute d tribute to the Asstoto the Assto the Assyrian homeyrian homeland in ryland in rye, barley,e, barley, and lives and livestock. Senntock. Sennacherib’s acherib’s messenger messenger claims thaclaclaims thaclaims that Gozan wat Gozan was recentlys recently conquered conquered by the As by the Assyrians (2syrians (2 Kgs. 19:1 Kgs. 19:12 = Isa. 32 = Isa. 37:12).7:337:12).37:12).37:12).

A city (modern Tell Halaf) on the upper reaches of the HÓabur River to which 
Israelites were deported following the fall of Samaria in 722/721 B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 
17:6; 18:11; 1 Chr. 5:26). Traces of the deportation are found from the late 
8th-7th century; persons by the names Nadbi-yahu, Neri-yahu, Palií-yahu, 
Halbi from Samaria, Hoshea, and Azar-yahu are attested in texts from Tell Halaf. 
Guzana (Bit-Bah˙iani) was the capital of an Assyrian province that paid tribute 
to the Assyrian homeland in rye, barley, and livestock. Sennacherib’s messenger 
claims that Gozan was recently conquered by the Assyrians (2 Kgs. 19:12 = Isa. 
37:12).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. BeckingB. Becking, , The Fall oThe Fall of Samaria.f Samaria. SHANE 2 ( SHANE 2 (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1992), 64–6992), 64–692), 64–69.64–69.64–69.
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GRACEGRACEGRACE

GRACE

A central A central term in thterm in the discussie discussion of relaon of relationships tionships between pebetween people and wople and with the diith the divine. Heb.vindidivine. Hedivine. Heb. b. h�eänh�eän and  and h�esed�h�esed� are the p are the primary terrimary terms indicatms indicating God’s ing God’s dispositiodisposidispositiodisposition to show n to show favor towafavor toward humans,rd humans, and God’s and God’s continuin continuing loyalty g loyalty toward thotoward thotoward those accethose accepted into pted into divine favdivine favor. This for. This favor manifavor manifested itseested itself in actslf in acts of delive of deliverance in trance delivedeliverancdeliverance in time e in time of need anof need and provisiod provision of dailyn of daily sustenanc sustenance. Favor ie. Favor is shown ins shown in the face  the the face othe face of the benef the benefactor, sofactor, so that “see that “seeking God’sking God’s face” (Ps face” (Ps. 27:8-9) . 27:8-9) and implorand imploring God toing Ging God to “maGod to “make God’s fke God’s face to shiace to shine” and tone” and to “lift up  “lift up God’s counGod’s countenance” (tenance” (Num. 6:25)Num. 6:25Num. 6:25), are6:25), are all expre all expressions of ssions of seeking Goseeking God’s favor,d’s favor, God’s dis God’s disposition tposition to help ando help and to provid to p to provide foprovide for the wellr the well-being (-being (sûaœlo®msûaœlo®m) of God’s) of God’s people. F people. Favor once avor once shown can shown can shown can also bcan also be withdrawe withdrawn: this isn: this is commonly  commonly expressed expressed as anger, as anger, the opposithe opposite of favote of favor (cf. Hebr favofavor (cf.favor (cf. Heb. 10:2 Heb. 10:26-31), rep6-31), represented bresented by the hidiy the hiding of the ng of the face or reface or removal of tmoval of the offendehe ohe offender foffender from the prrom the presence of esence of the benefathe benefactor (Ps. ctor (Ps. 13:1[MT 2]13:1[MT 2]; 51:11[13; 51:11[13]).]).]).

A central term in the discussion of relationships between people and with the 
divine. Heb. h�eän  and h�esed�  are the primary terms indicating God’s 



disposition to show favor toward humans, and God’s continuing loyalty toward 
those accepted into divine favor. This favor manifested itself in acts of 
deliverance in time of need and provision of daily sustenance. Favor is shown in 
the face of the benefactor, so that “seeking God’s face” (Ps. 27:8-9) and imploring 
God to “make God’s face to shine” and to “lift up God’s countenance” (Num. 
6:25), are all expressions of seeking God’s favor, God’s disposition to help and to 
provide for the well-being (sûaœlo®m) of God’s people. Favor once shown 
can also be withdrawn: this is commonly expressed as anger, the opposite of 
favor (cf. Heb. 10:26-31), represented by the hiding of the face or removal of the 
offender from the presence of the benefactor (Ps. 13:1[MT 2]; 51:11[13]).

�The castinThe casting of the dg of the divine-humaivine-human relationn relationship in thship in these terms ese terms reflects treflects the manner he mannehe manner in manner in which humawhich human beings in beings interacted.nteracted. People in People in an inferi an inferior positioor position (with ren (with regard to pogareregard to regard to power or rpower or resources) esources) would “seewould “seek the favok the favor” of a per” of a person in a rson in a socially ssocially superior poupssuperior psuperior position. Josition. Joseph “finoseph “finds favor” ds favor” in the sigin the sight of Potiht of Potiphar, the phar, the jailer, anjailer, and Pharaoh’d Pharad Pharaoh’s Pharaoh’s household household (Gen. 39:4(Gen. 39:4, 21; 50:4, 21; 50:4). This hu). This human dimensman dimension remainion remains importans importas important important in the narin the narratives ofratives of Ruth and  Ruth and 1 Samuel, 1 Samuel, as well asas well as in Prover in Proverbs. At sucbs. At such a level,h ah a level, “a level, “favor” doefavor” does not neces not necessarily crssarily create an oneate an ongoing relagoing relationship. tionship. It may be It may be a single aa singa single actsingle act of benefi of beneficence withcence with a respons a response of simple of simple gratitude gratitude. Frequene. Frequently, howevtly, however, it doeer,howevhowever, ihowever, it does init does initiate an otiate an ongoing relngoing relationship ationship in which tin which the benefiche beneficiary returiary returns loyal sns lons loyal servloyal service for thice for the favor she favor shown by theown by the benefacto benefactor, and ther, and the benefacto benefactor continuer continues to provis ts to provideto provide assistanc assistance and accee and access to resoss to resources (cf.urces (cf. the story the story of Joseph of Joseph).).).

The casting of the divine-human relationship in these terms reflects the 
manner in which human beings interacted. People in an inferior position (with 
regard to power or resources) would “seek the favor” of a person in a socially 
superior position. Joseph “finds favor” in the sight of Potiphar, the jailer, and 
Pharaoh’s household (Gen. 39:4, 21; 50:4). This human dimension remains 
important in the narratives of Ruth and 1 Samuel, as well as in Proverbs. At such 
a level, “favor” does not necessarily create an ongoing relationship. It may be a 
single act of beneficence with a response of simple gratitude. Frequently, 
however, it does initiate an ongoing relationship in which the beneficiary returns 
loyal service for the favor shown by the benefactor, and the benefactor continues 
to provide assistance and access to resources (cf. the story of Joseph).

�The relatiThe relationship of onship of “grace” be“grace” between God tween God and the peand the people of Isople of Israel is onrael is ongoing. Godgoing. onongoing. Gongoing. God’s acts od’s acts of “favor”of “favor” in the wi in the wilderness elderness establish astablish a relations relationship which hip which now has clnownow has clnow has clearly artiearly articulated muculated mutual obligtual obligations. Anations. An initial s initial stance of utance of uncoerced fncoerced favor leadsavor ffavor leadfavor leads to the fs to the formation oormation of a relatif a relationship in onship in which the which the benefactorbenefactor will cont will continue to prinuecontcontinue tcontinue to provide o provide assistanceassistance, and the , and the beneficiarbeneficiaries will ries will remain singemain singularly loyularly loyal to the al to al to the Patto the Patron and ofron and offer servicfer services to the es to the Patron. WiPatron. Within the Dthin the Deuteronomieuteronomic and propc and propc and prophetic prophetic traditionstraditions, this loy, this loyal serviceal service was to be was to be fulfilled fulfilled through b through beneficenceeneficence toward on towa toward onetoward one’s fellow ’s fellow IsraelitesIsraelites. Generosi. Generosity and justy and justice in hutice in human relatiman relationships weonships were obligatre wewere obligwere obligations impations imposed on thosed on the people ae people as their fis their fitting resptting response to Goonse to God’s generod’s generosity towarsgenerogenerositygenerosity toward th toward them. God’s em. God’s h�esed�,h�esed�, “loyalty, “loyalty,” remains ” remains “favor” in“favor” in that wher that wher that where the where the human benehuman beneficiaries ficiaries continuallcontinually fail in y fail in their loyatheir loyalty and selty and service, Godrvice, God continues con continues continues to call thto call them back inem back into favor, to favor, punishing punishing for a timefor a time but alway but always restorins restoring those whg thg those who those who have brokehave broken faith. En faith. Even the deven the declaration claration of a “new of a “new covenant” covenant” which replwhich replwhich replaces treplaces the “old” bhe “old” broken by troken by the ancestohe ancestors is a ders is a declaration claration of God’s cof God’s commitment ommitment to set asitto set asito set aside all thode all those offensese offenses and insus and insults to Godlts to God’s favor, ’s favor, and approaand approach the peoch the people anew iple peopeople anepeople anew in favorw in favor (Jer. 31: (Jer. 31:31-34).31-34).31-34).

The relationship of “grace” between God and the people of Israel is 
ongoing. God’s acts of “favor” in the wilderness establish a relationship which 
now has clearly articulated mutual obligations. An initial stance of uncoerced 
favor leads to the formation of a relationship in which the benefactor will 
continue to provide assistance, and the beneficiaries will remain singularly loyal 
to the Patron and offer services to the Patron. Within the Deuteronomic and 
prophetic traditions, this loyal service was to be fulfilled through beneficence 
toward one’s fellow Israelites. Generosity and justice in human relationships 
were obligations imposed on the people as their fitting response to God’s 
generosity toward them. God’s h�esed�,  “loyalty,” remains “favor” in that 
where the human beneficiaries continually fail in their loyalty and service, God 
continues to call them back into favor, punishing for a time but always restoring 
those who have broken faith. Even the declaration of a “new covenant” which 
replaces the “old” broken by the ancestors is a declaration of God’s commitment 
to set aside all those offenses and insults to God’s favor, and approach the 
people anew in favor (Jer. 31:31-34).

�In the NT In the NT period, “gperiod, “grace” (Gk.race” (Gk.  chaérischaéris) is embed) is embedded in theded in the language  language of the Greof the Gof the Greco-RomaGreco-Roman institutn institution of pation of patronage. Seronage. Seneca claimneca claimed that paed that patronage cotronage constituted nstituted coconstituteconstituted the “chid the “chief bond ofef bond of human soc human society” (Seniety” (Seneca eca de Beneficde Beneficiisiis 1.4.2), a 1.4.2), and so the nd so thnd so the NT prothe NT proclamation clamation of God’s fof God’s favor wouldavor would have been have been heard and heard and interpret interpreted within ed withined within thiwithin this social cs social context. Paontext. Patrons gavetrons gave access to access to goods, en goods, entertainmentertainment, and advt, and advancement. ancadvadvancemenadvancement. The clit. The client, who rent, who received theceived the benefit,e benefit, accepted  accepted the obligathe obligation to sption to spread the frespspread thespread the fame of t fame of the giver ahe giver and declarend declare gratitude gratitude for the p for the patron’s giatron’s gifts (cf. Sfts (cf. Seneca 2.21enecaSSeneca 2.2Seneca 2.21.1; 2.24.1.1; 2.24.2). The cl2). The client also ient also accepted taccepted the obligathe obligation of loyion of loyalty and salty and service to ervicesservice toservice to the patro the patron. A thirdn. A third figure in figure in this netw this network has beork has been called en called the “brokethe “broker” (cf. r” (r” (cf. (cf. mesiíteäsmesiíteäs). This fi). This figure was agure was a patron to patron to his or he his or her clients r clients and a clieand a client or frient or friend of anotndfriefriend of friend of another poanother potential patential patron. The tron. The broker’s cbroker’s chief benefhief benefaction wasaction was access to access to another p an another paanother patron and ttron and the resourche resources at his es at his or her disor her disposal.posal.posal.

In the NT period, “grace” (Gk. chaéris) is embedded in the language of the 
Greco-Roman institution of patronage. Seneca claimed that patronage 
constituted the “chief bond of human society” (Seneca de Beneficiis 1.4.2), and so 



the NT proclamation of God’s favor would have been heard and interpreted 
within this social context. Patrons gave access to goods, entertainment, and 
advancement. The client, who received the benefit, accepted the obligation to 
spread the fame of the giver and declare gratitude for the patron’s gifts (cf. 
Seneca 2.21.1; 2.24.2). The client also accepted the obligation of loyalty and 
service to the patron. A third figure in this network has been called the “broker” 
(cf. mesiíteäs). This figure was a patron to his or her clients and a client or 
friend of another potential patron. The broker’s chief benefaction was access to 
another patron and the resources at his or her disposal.

�Within thiWithin this social-ss social-semantic fiemantic field, eld, chaérischaéris has three has three distinct  distinct meanings. meanings. It is firsIt is firsIt is first the first the dispositiodisposition of a benn of a benefactor toefactor to aid a sup aid a suppliant, “npliant, “not in retuot in return for somrn for something norethingsomsomething something nor in thenor in the interest  interest of him whoof him who renders i renders it, but in t, but in that of ththat of the recipiene recipient” (Aristot” (At” (Aristotle(Aristotle  RhetoricRhetoric 2.7.2). I 2.7.2). In this senn this sense it is mse it is most akin tost akin to Heb. o Heb. h�eän.h�eän. It also r It also refers to teferrrefers to refers to the clientthe client’s proper ’s proper return forreturn for a benefit a benefit, namely g, namely gratitude aratitude and loyal snd loyal service (cfervicesservice (cservice (cf. 2 Cor. f. 2 Cor. 4:15; Heb.4:15; Heb. 12:28; 13 12:28; 13:15-16), a:15-16), as well as s well as to the actto the actual gift oual gift or benefit r benefr benefit cobenefit conferred (cnferred (cf. 2 Cor. f. 2 Cor. 8:6-7, 19)8:6-7, 19). Paul is . Paul is known as aknown as a proponent proponent of “salva of “salvation by grtion “salva“salvation“salvation by grace. by grace.” He is co” He is concerned (encerned (e.g., in Ga.g., in Galatians) tlatians) to establiso establish God’s unh God’s uncoerced incoercununcoerced uncoerced initiativeinitiative in reachi in reaching out to ng out to form a peoform a people from aple from all nationsll nations through G through God’s anoinodGGod’s anoiGod’s anointed agentnted agent, Jesus. R, Jesus. Requiring Tequiring Torah-obserorah-observance fromvance from gentile c gentile converts thonverts threatens torththreatens threatens to set asito set aside or nullde or nullify the faify the favor of Godvor of God which Jes which Jesus, the brus, the broker, has oker, has gained forgainegained forgained for his faith his faithful clientful clients (Gal. 2:s (Gal. 2:21; 5:2-4)21; 5:2-4), because , because it casts dit casts doubt on Jeoubt on Jesus’ abilisus’ abilitsus’ ability toability to secure Go secure God’s favor.d’s favor. It shows  It shows distrust tdistrust toward Jesuoward Jesus, the imms, the immediate Patediate Patron of theronPatPatron of Patron of the new pethe new people of Goople of God formed fd formed from Jews arom Jews and Gentilend Gentiles, called s, called into God’sinto God’into God’s favoGod’s favor (Gal. 1:r (Gal. 1:6). God’s 6). God’s favor, howfavor, however, seekever, seeks a respons a response of faitse of faithfulness (hfulness (piístispiís((piístis(piístis) and serv) and service from Gice from God’s clienod’s clients. Paul sts. Paul speaks, thepeaks, therefore, ofrefore, of the “obed the “obedience of fience “obed“obedience“obedience of faith” of faith” (Rom. 1:5 (Rom. 1:5; 16:26) w; 16:26) which is thhich is the goal of e goal of his missiohis mission, callingn, calling forth the forth forth the forth the proper resproper response of tponse of those who hhose who have benefiave benefited from Gted from God’s gift.od’s gift. This invo This involves the olvinvoinvolves tinvolves the offerinhe offering up of thg up of the believere believers’ whole ss’ whole selves to Gelves to God’s serviod’s service, to do ce, to do what is riwhatwhat is riwhat is righteous inghteous in God’s sig God’s sight (Rom. 1ht (Rom. 12:1; 6:1-12:1; 6:1-14). As in 4). As in the OT, ththe OT, this responsis response centers e cee centers nocenters not only on t only on honoring Ghonoring God, but onod, but on love, gen love, generosity, aerosity, and loyal snd loyal service towervice toward one’s artowtoward onetoward one’s fellow ’s fellow believers believers (Gal. 5:13(Gal. 5:13-14; 6:2; -14; 6:2; Rom. 13:9-Rom. 13:9-10). The g10). The giving is fiving is free and unree aree and uncoerand uncoerced, but tced, but the ancienthe ancient hearer kn hearer knew that toew that to accept a  accept a gift meantgift meant accepting accepting also obli a also obligalso obligation to tation to the giver.he giver.he giver.

Within this social-semantic field, chaéris has three distinct meanings. It is 
first the disposition of a benefactor to aid a suppliant, “not in return for 
something nor in the interest of him who renders it, but in that of the recipient” 
(Aristotle Rhetoric 2.7.2). In this sense it is most akin to Heb. h�eän.  It also 
refers to the client’s proper return for a benefit, namely gratitude and loyal 
service (cf. 2 Cor. 4:15; Heb. 12:28; 13:15-16), as well as to the actual gift or 
benefit conferred (cf. 2 Cor. 8:6-7, 19). Paul is known as a proponent of 
“salvation by grace.” He is concerned (e.g., in Galatians) to establish God’s 
uncoerced initiative in reaching out to form a people from all nations through 
God’s anointed agent, Jesus. Requiring Torah-observance from gentile converts 
threatens to set aside or nullify the favor of God which Jesus, the broker, has 
gained for his faithful clients (Gal. 2:21; 5:2-4), because it casts doubt on Jesus’ 
ability to secure God’s favor. It shows distrust toward Jesus, the immediate 
Patron of the new people of God formed from Jews and Gentiles, called into 
God’s favor (Gal. 1:6). God’s favor, however, seeks a response of faithfulness 
(piístis) and service from God’s clients. Paul speaks, therefore, of the 
“obedience of faith” (Rom. 1:5; 16:26) which is the goal of his mission, calling 
forth the proper response of those who have benefited from God’s gift. This 
involves the offering up of the believers’ whole selves to God’s service, to do 
what is righteous in God’s sight (Rom. 12:1; 6:1-14). As in the OT, this response 
centers not only on honoring God, but on love, generosity, and loyal service 
toward one’s fellow believers (Gal. 5:13-14; 6:2; Rom. 13:9-10). The giving is free 
and uncoerced, but the ancient hearer knew that to accept a gift meant accepting 
also obligation to the giver.

�The authorThe author of Hebrew of Hebrews affords s affords exceptionaexceptional insight l insight into the winto the workings oforkings of “grace” w “grac “grace” wi“grace” within the pthin the patron-clieatron-client relationt relationship betwnship between God aneen God and human bed human beings. Wherings. Wheings. Whereas huWhereas humanity stomanity stood apart fod apart from God’s rom God’s favor on afavor on account of ccount of the sins wthe sins which stainhich staihich stained thstained the consciene conscience, Jesus’ce, Jesus’ priestly  priestly sacrifice sacrifice (brokerage(brokerage) brought ) brought forgivenesforgiveness and cleas ands and cleansand cleansing, so thing, so that Jesus’ at Jesus’ clients miclients might have “ght have “access to access to the thronethe throne of favor, of favor,” i.e., co” i.e., ” i.e., comei.e., come into God’ into God’s presences presence, seek God, seek God’s face (f’s face (favor), andavor), and receive “ receive “favor to hfavor to help in timelp hhelp in tihelp in time of needme of need” (e.g., t” (e.g., the resourche resources to holdes to hold on in the on in the face of o face of opposition;pposition; Heb. 4:16 Heb Heb. 4:16)Heb. 4:16). In order. In order to attain to attain the promi the promised benefised benefits of a plts of a place in Godace in God’s city (H’s city (Heb. 11:13-eb. 1eb. 11:13-16; 11:13-16; 13:14), th13:14), the clients e clients have need have need of “faith”of “faith” ( (piístispiístis) and “end) and “endurance” (1urance” (10:35–39). 0:35–(1(10:35–39)(10:35–39). They mus. They must remain lt remain loyal to thoyal to their Patroneir Patron in the fa in the face of socice of society’s hostety’s hostility and ilityhosthostility hostility and not waand not waver in thever in their trust. ir trust. To give upTo give up God’s gif God’s gifts (and shts (and show slight ow slight regard forregarregard forregard for God’s “sp God’s “spirit of fairit of favor”; Heb.vor”; Heb. 10:29) fo 10:29) for the saker the sake of peace  of peace with sociewith society would bty wty would be awould be an outrageon outrageous insult us insult to the Patto the Patron, a spuron, a spurning of Grning of God’s giftsod’s gifts and of Je and of Jesus’ costlsus’ JeJesus’ cosJesus’ costly mediattly mediation, resulion, resulting in Goting in God’s “wrathd’s “wrath” (Heb. 10” (Heb. 10:26-31; 3::26-31; 3:7—4:11). T7—4:11). The author heTThe authorThe author here give here gives insight s insight into the rinto the reciprocal eciprocal nature of nature of chaéris:chaéris: God has a God has accepted thccepaaccepted taccepted the believehe believers into fars into favor througvor through Jesus’ eh Jesus’ effective mffective mediation; ediation; the believthe believers, as hoers, believbelievers,believers, as honora as honorable clientble clients, are nows, are now to return to return “grace” f “grace” for “grace,or “grace,” to “show” to “show gratitude gr gratitude”gratitude” (Heb. 12: (Heb. 12:28) to God28) to God by contin by continuing to beuing to bear witnessar witness to their  to their BenefactorBenefactor in a host i in a hostiin a hostile world (le world (13:15) and13:15) and by assist by assisting one aning one another by lother by love and seove and service, encrvice, encouraging aourencencouraginencouraging and suppg and supporting oneorting one another i another in the facen the face of an uns of an unsupportive upportive society (1society (13:1–3, 16;3:(1(13:1–3, 1(13:1–3, 16; 6:10).6; 6:10).6; 6:10).

The author of Hebrews affords exceptional insight into the workings of 
“grace” within the patron-client relationship between God and human beings. 
Whereas humanity stood apart from God’s favor on account of the sins which 
stained the conscience, Jesus’ priestly sacrifice (brokerage) brought forgiveness 
and cleansing, so that Jesus’ clients might have “access to the throne of favor,” 
i.e., come into God’s presence, seek God’s face (favor), and receive “favor to 
help in time of need” (e.g., the resources to hold on in the face of opposition; 



Heb. 4:16). In order to attain the promised benefits of a place in God’s city (Heb. 
11:13-16; 13:14), the clients have need of “faith” (piístis) and “endurance” 
(10:35–39). They must remain loyal to their Patron in the face of society’s 
hostility and not waver in their trust. To give up God’s gifts (and show slight 
regard for God’s “spirit of favor”; Heb. 10:29) for the sake of peace with society 
would be an outrageous insult to the Patron, a spurning of God’s gifts and of 
Jesus’ costly mediation, resulting in God’s “wrath” (Heb. 10:26-31; 3:7—4:11). 
The author here gives insight into the reciprocal nature of chaéris: God has 
accepted the believers into favor through Jesus’ effective mediation; the 
believers, as honorable clients, are now to return “grace” for “grace,” to “show 
gratitude” (Heb. 12:28) to God by continuing to bear witness to their Benefactor 
in a hostile world (13:15) and by assisting one another by love and service, 
encouraging and supporting one another in the face of an unsupportive society 
(13:1–3, 16; 6:10).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. W. DankF. W. Danker, er, BenefactorBenefactor: Epigraph: Epigraphic Study oic Study of a Graecof a Graeco-Roman and-Roman a-Roman and New Teand New Testament Sestament Semantic Fiemantic Fieldld (St. Loui (St. Louis, 1982); s, 1982); D. A. DeSiD. A. DeSilva, “Exchlva, “Exchanging Favanging Favor for WraoFavFavor for Favor for Wrath: ApoWrath: Apostasy in Hstasy in Hebrews andebrews and Patron-Cl Patron-Client Relatient Relationships,”ionships,”  JBLJBL 115 (1996 115 ( 115 (1996): 91(1996): 91–116; R. M–116; R. M. Hals, . Hals, Grace and Grace and Faith in tFaith in the Old Teshe Old Testamenttament (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1980)lis, 1980)lis, 1980); K. 1980); K. D. SakenfeD. Sakenfeld, ld, The MeaninThe Meaning of H¸eseg of H¸esed in the Hd in the Hebrew Biblebrew Bible.e. HSM 17 (M HSM  HSM 17 (MiHSM 17 (Missoula, 19ssoula, 1978); R. P.78); R. P. Saller,  Saller, Personal PPersonal Patronage Uatronage Under the Ender the Early Empirarly Empiree (Cambridg (Ca (Cambridge(Cambridge, 1982)., 1982)., 1982).
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Grain prodGrain production reluction relies on fieies on field crops sld crops such as ceruch as cereals (Heb.eals (Heb.  daœg�aœndaœg�aœn), legumes), legume), legumes, alegumes, and other cnd other cultigens. ultigens. The main cThe main cereals culereals cultivated intivated in the Near  the Near East are wEast are wheat hewwheat wheat (h�it�t�a®(h�it�t�a®)) and barle and barley y (síeï{oœra(síeï{oœra®).®). Another g Another group of smroup of small-graineall-grained cereal pd cd cereal placereal plants is knonts is known by the wn by the collectivecollective term mill term millet, and inet, and includes brocludes broomcorn milomcorn millet (letmilmillet (millet (Panicum miPanicum miliaceumliaceum L.), Ital L.), Italian milletian millet ( (Setaria itSetaria italicaalica [L.] Beau [L.] Beauv.), and bv.), and barnyard miarnyard bbarnyard mbarnyard millet illet (Echinicho(Echinichola crus-gala crus-galli).lli). The legum The legume family ie family includes sencludes several geneveral genera and spera andra and specieand species of whichs of which several w several were cultivere cultivated in thated in the ancient e ancient Near East Near East including including lentils (lentlentils (lentils (Lens culinLens culinarisaris Medik.),  Medik.), peas (peas (Pisum satiPisum sativumvum L.), broa L.), broad beans d beans (Vicia fab(Vicia faba),a), bitter ve bitter bitter vetbitter vetch ch (Vicia erv(Vicia ervilia),ilia), chick-pea chick-peas s (Cicer ari(Cicer arietinum),etinum), fenugreek fenugreek ( (Trigonela Trigonela graecumgraecum L.), and  L L.), and gL.), and grass peas rass peas (Lathyrus (Lathyrus sativus L.sativus L.).).).

Grain production relies on field crops such as cereals (Heb. daœg�aœn ), 
legumes, and other cultigens. The main cereals cultivated in the Near East are 
wheat (h�it�t�a®)  and barley (síeï{oœra®). Another group of small-grained 
cereal plants is known by the collective term millet, and includes broomcorn 
millet (Panicum miliaceum L.), Italian millet (Setaria italica [L.] Beauv.), and 
barnyard millet (Echinichola crus-galli). The legume family includes several genera 
and species of which several were cultivated in the ancient Near East including 
lentils (Lens culinaris Medik.), peas (Pisum sativum L.), broad beans (Vicia faba), 
bitter vetch (Vicia ervilia), chick-peas (Cicer arietinum), fenugreek (Trigonela graecum 
L.), and grass peas (Lathyrus sativus L.).

�While wheaWhile wheat and barlt and barley are sowey are sown in the fn in the fall (late all (late October-DeOctober-December), mcember), millet is sillet mmillet is millet is sown in thsown in the spring (e spring (March-ApriMarch-April) and is l) and is consideredconsidered a summer  a summer crop. Legucrop. Legumes are somLeguLegumes arLegumes are sown froe sown from as earlym as early as Novemb as November-Decembeer-December (vetch),r (vetch), through D through December-JaecemDDecember-JDecember-January (peanuary (peas, lentilas, lentils), to Febs), to February (chiruary (chick-peas). ck-peas). The periodThe period for sowin for sowing legumes g lg legumes islegumes is referred  referred to in the to in the Gezer CaleGezer Calendar as ndar as yrwh�w lqsyrwh�w lqsûû (two mont (two months of latehs of lahs of late sowinlate sowing). Harvesg). Harvesting of grting of grain beginsain begins with the  with the cereals incereals in April (ba April (barley), andrley), and continues conti continues continues through Mathrough May (wheat, y (wheat, oats) and oats) and ends in laends in late July-Aute July-August (millgust (millet). Legumet). Legumes start tesLegumLegumes stLegumes start to be art to be harvested harvested in late Apin late April-May (vril-May (vetch, peasetch, peas, lentils), lentils) and end i and end in June (chn Junn June (chicJune (chick-peas).k-peas).k-peas).

While wheat and barley are sown in the fall (late October-December), 
millet is sown in the spring (March-April) and is considered a summer crop. 
Legumes are sown from as early as November-December (vetch), through 
December-January (peas, lentils), to February (chick-peas). The period for sowing 
legumes is referred to in the Gezer Calendar as yrwh�w lqsû  (two months of 
late sowing). Harvesting of grain begins with the cereals in April (barley), and 



continues through May (wheat, oats) and ends in late July-August (millet). 
Legumes start to be harvested in late April-May (vetch, peas, lentils) and end in 
June (chick-peas).

�To be usedTo be used grain mus grain must be cleart be cleared off theed off the stalks. T stalks. This is donhis is done through e through threshing threshinthreshing threshing and winnowand winnowing. The cing. The clean grainlean grain  (baœr)(baœr) is ready  is ready to be usedto be used in food p in food preparationrepppreparatiopreparation, but then, but the farmer mu farmer must make sust make sure that a re that a certain amcertain amount is stount is stored for uored for use as seedseuuse as seeuse as seed in the nd in the next seasonext season. Transpor. Transportation of tation of the clean the clean grain fromgrain from the thres the threshing floorhinthresthreshing threshing floor floor (goœren)(goœren) to the st to the storage areaorage area was accom was accomplished byplished by placing i placing it in sackst in sact in sacks or lsacks or large bags arge bags and movingand moving it on ani it on animal backs mal backs and in wagand in wagons. Grainons. Grain was store was stored in a vardstorestored in stored in a variety a variety of containof containers and faers and facilities. cilities. For daily For daily and immediand immediate use, iate use, it was keptt was kt was kept in lakept in large storagrge storage jars whie jars which could bch could be placed ne placed near the foear the food preparaod preparation area.tion area. Long-term Lo Long-term Long-term storage restorage required spequired special facilcial facilities, theities, the nature of nature of which dep which depended on tended on the owner ahe tthe owner the owner and the puand the purpose. Indrpose. Individuals sividuals storing gratoring grain they thin they themselves pemselves produced usroduced used mostly eusused mostlused mostly stone-liy stone-lined grain ned grain pits, whilpits, while the cente the central governral government (the ment (the monarchy, monarchy, cult centecucult centecult centers) used ars) used a variety o variety of facilitif facilities such ases such as tri-parti tri-partite, pillarte, pillared storehoed storehouses and luses and uses and large and large undergroununderground stone-lid stone-lined silos.ned silos. There wer There were other ste other storage faciorage facilities suclities such as aboveh ash as above-gas above-ground granround granaries, butaries, but these are these are known mos known mostly from Etly from Egypt and Agypt and Assyria.ssyria.ssyria.

To be used grain must be cleared off the stalks. This is done through 
threshing and winnowing. The clean grain (baœr) is ready to be used in food 
preparation, but the farmer must make sure that a certain amount is stored for 
use as seed in the next season. Transportation of the clean grain from the 
threshing floor (goœren) to the storage area was accomplished by placing it in 
sacks or large bags and moving it on animal backs and in wagons. Grain was 
stored in a variety of containers and facilities. For daily and immediate use, it was 
kept in large storage jars which could be placed near the food preparation area. 
Long-term storage required special facilities, the nature of which depended on 
the owner and the purpose. Individuals storing grain they themselves produced 
used mostly stone-lined grain pits, while the central government (the monarchy, 
cult centers) used a variety of facilities such as tri-partite, pillared storehouses 
and large underground stone-lined silos. There were other storage facilities such 
as above-ground granaries, but these are known mostly from Egypt and Assyria.

�Grain was Grain was collected collected as in-kindas in-kind taxes fro taxes from individum individuals and faals and families. Cemilies. Certain clasrtain clasrtain classes (rclasses (royalty, nooyalty, nobility) owbility) owned large ned large grain-prodgrain-producing tracucing tracts of landts of land. Central . Central storage fastoragstorage fastorage facilities wcilities were constrere constructed in tucted in towns fulfiowns fulfilling admilling administrativenistrative functions functions in areas  in are in areas consareas considered pubidered public or admlic or administrativinistrative. These we. These were locateere located near pald near palaces, cultaces, cult centers,  ce centers, ccenters, city gates,ity gates, and other and other areas des areas designated asignated as administr administrative centative centers. Functers. Functionaries sionaFunctFunctionarFunctionaries such aies such as the clers the clergy, nobiligy, nobility, or thety, or the military  military were issuewere issued grain frd grain from these fom thom these facithese facilities. Wrlities. Written recoitten records were krds were kept of depept of deposit and dosit and dispatch ofispatch of commoditi commodities as in tescommoditicommoditiecommodities as in ths as in the Samaria e Samaria and Arad oand Arad ostraca.straca.straca.

Grain was collected as in-kind taxes from individuals and families. Certain 
classes (royalty, nobility) owned large grain-producing tracts of land. Central 
storage facilities were constructed in towns fulfilling administrative functions in 
areas considered public or administrative. These were located near palaces, cult 
centers, city gates, and other areas designated as administrative centers. 
Functionaries such as the clergy, nobility, or the military were issued grain from 
these facilities. Written records were kept of deposit and dispatch of 
commodities as in the Samaria and Arad ostraca.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. O. BorowskO. Borowski, i, AgriculturAgriculture in Iron e in Iron Age IsraelAge Israel (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1987)ake, 1987ake, 1987); “Gr1987); “Granaries ananaries and Silos,” d Silos,” OEANE,OEANE, 431–33; J 431–33; J. M. Renfr. M. Renfrew, ew, PalaeoethnPalaeoethnobotanyobotany (New York (Ne (New York,(New York, 1973). 1973). 1973).
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The most pThe most prominent frominent fruit in thruit in the Bible ane Bible and an impord an important agrictant agricultural prultural product of toduct of the ancienthetthe ancienthe ancient Near East Near East. Grapes t. Grapes (Heb. (Heb. {eänaœb�;{eänaœb�; Gk.  Gk. staphyleäístaphyleäí) grow on ) grow on grapevinesgrapegrapevinesgrapevines ( (Vitis viniVitis viniferafera L.), whic L.), which must be h must be pruned to pruned to ensure abuensure abundant fruindant fruiting. Grapting. Grating. Grapes ripGrapes ripen in the en in the summer, ansummer, and are pickd are picked quicklyed quickly thereafte thereafter to avoidr to avoid damage fr damage from insectsofrfrom insecfrom insects and rotts and rotting. Grapting. Grapes were eaes were eaten fresh ten fresh and as raiand as raisins, whicsins, which could beh could be baked int b baked intobaked into cakes (Ho cakes (Hos. 3:1). Gs. 3:1). Grapes wererapes were also proc also processed intoessed into syrup, vi syrup, vinegar, andnegar, and wine, whi w wine, whicwine, which was the h was the most commomost common use for n use for grapes in grapes in ancient Isancient Israel. The rael. The grape juicgrape juice was extrejuicjuice was juice was extracted extracted by treadinby treading upon theg upon the grapes in grapes in a grape p a grape press. Grapress. Grape-treadinge-treading appears t ap appears toappears to have been have been a joyous  a joyous occasion woccasion which involhich involved the enved the entire commutire community (Judgnity (Judgnity (Judg. 9:2(Judg. 9:27).7).7).

The most prominent fruit in the Bible and an important agricultural product of 
the ancient Near East. Grapes (Heb. {eänaœb�;  Gk. staphyleäí) grow on 
grapevines (Vitis vinifera L.), which must be pruned to ensure abundant fruiting. 
Grapes ripen in the summer, and are picked quickly thereafter to avoid damage 
from insects and rotting. Grapes were eaten fresh and as raisins, which could be 
baked into cakes (Hos. 3:1). Grapes were also processed into syrup, vinegar, and 
wine, which was the most common use for grapes in ancient Israel. The grape 
juice was extracted by treading upon the grapes in a grape press. Grape-treading 
appears to have been a joyous occasion which involved the entire community 



(Judg. 9:27).

�The spies The spies that Mosesthat Moses sent into sent into Canaan br Canaan brought backought back a cluster a cluster of grapes of grapes so large  so lar so large thatlarge that it was ca it was carried on arried on a pole betw pole between two meeen two men (Num. 13n (Num. 13:23). Vari:23). Various biblicous biblical laws apalbiblicbiblical lbiblical laws apply aws apply to grapes,to grapes, such as t such as the provisihe provision which aon which allows one llows one to eat grato eat grapes from apes fpes from a neifrom a neighbor’s vighbor’s vineyard, buneyard, but prohibitt prohibits any froms any from being put being put in a cont in a container (Deuainer (Deut. 23:24).t. (Deu(Deut. 23:(Deut. 23:24). Grape24). Grapes also havs also have symbolice symbolic uses. In  uses. In Isaiah’s SIsaiah’s Song of theong of the Vineyard  Vineyard (Isa. 5:1-(Isa(Isa. 5:1-(Isa. 5:1-7) rotten 7) rotten grapes repgrapes represent Judresent Judah’s depraah’s depravity. The vity. The famous profamous proverb “the verb “the parents hapaparents haparents have eaten sve eaten sour grapesour grapes, and the , and the children’schildren’s teeth are teeth are set on ed set on edge” (Jer. ge” (Jer. 31:29), pe31:231:29), pe31:29), pertaining trtaining to the conso the consequence ofequence of wrongdoin wrongdoing for lateg for later generatir generations, was rons, was refuted by efrrefuted byrefuted by Ezekiel ( Ezekiel (Ezek. 18:2Ezek. 18:2-3).-3).-3).

The spies that Moses sent into Canaan brought back a cluster of grapes so 
large that it was carried on a pole between two men (Num. 13:23). Various 
biblical laws apply to grapes, such as the provision which allows one to eat grapes 
from a neighbor’s vineyard, but prohibits any from being put in a container 
(Deut. 23:24). Grapes also have symbolic uses. In Isaiah’s Song of the Vineyard 
(Isa. 5:1-7) rotten grapes represent Judah’s depravity. The famous proverb “the 
parents have eaten sour grapes, and the children’s teeth are set on edge” (Jer. 
31:29), pertaining to the consequence of wrongdoing for later generations, was 
refuted by Ezekiel (Ezek. 18:2-3).
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Several huSeveral hundred specndred species of plaies of plants which nts which grow wild grow wild in Israel in Israel were reprewere represented in sented in the Bible ththe Bible the Bible by Heb. by Heb. desûe}, {edesûe}, {eäsíeb�, h�äsíeb�, h�aœs�iîr,aœs�iîr, and  and yereq,yereq, either al either alone or in one or in combinatioccombinatiocombination. Grass in. Grass is a good as a good approximatipproximation for whaon for what these wot these words mean, rds mean, but they abut they but they also they also refer to grefer to green vegetreen vegetation in gation in general, boeneral, both grassy th grassy and herbacand herbaceous. Gk. eous. Gk. choœrtoschochoœrtoschoœrtos also mean also means grass ors grass or any green any green plant. plant. plant.

Several hundred species of plants which grow wild in Israel were represented in 
the Bible by Heb. desûe}, {eäsíeb�, h�aœs�iîr,  and yereq, either alone or in 
combination. Grass is a good approximation for what these words mean, but 
they also refer to green vegetation in general, both grassy and herbaceous. Gk. 
choœrtos also means grass or any green plant.

�Grass appeGrass appears in manars in many contextsy contexts in the Bi in the Bible. Ahab ble. Ahab sends Obadsends Obadiah in seaiah in search of grarch ofrch of grass fof grass for his anior his animals to eamals to eat (1 Kgs. t (1 Kgs. 18:5). The18:5). The Psalmist  Psalmist praises Gopraises God for provd for providing grasidingprovproviding providing grass for grass for the cattlethe cattle (Ps. 104: (Ps. 104:14).14).14).

Grass appears in many contexts in the Bible. Ahab sends Obadiah in search 
of grass for his animals to eat (1 Kgs. 18:5). The Psalmist praises God for 
providing grass for the cattle (Ps. 104:14).

�Many mentiMany mentions of graons of grass are fouss are found in simind in similes. Eliphles. Eliphaz promiseaz promises Job thats Job that his desce his desc his descendantdescendants would bes would be as numero as numerous as the us as the grass of tgrass of the earth (he earth (Job 5:25).Job 5:25). “May peop “May peop “May people blopeople blossom in thssom in the cities le cities like the grike the grass of theass of the field,” s field,” sang the Psang the Psalmist (Psalmist (Ps. 72:16), . 72:16. 72:16), wh72:16), who also fouo also found that thnd that the wicked “e wicked “sprout liksprout like grass” (e grass” (92:7[MT 8]92:7[MT 8]).).).

Many mentions of grass are found in similes. Eliphaz promises Job that his 
descendants would be as numerous as the grass of the earth (Job 5:25). “May 
people blossom in the cities like the grass of the field,” sang the Psalmist (Ps. 
72:16), who also found that the wicked “sprout like grass” (92:7[MT 8]).

�Water on gWater on grass, esperass, especially dewcially dew in the mo in the morning, caurning, causes it to ses it to glisten anglisten and appear md appeard appear morappear more vital. Me vital. Moses sang oses sang “May . . .“May . . . my speech my speech condense  condense like the dlike the dew; like gew; like gentle rainenggentle raigentle rain on grassn on grass, like sho, like showers on newers on new growth” w growth” (Deut. 32:(Deut. 32:2). Micah’2). Micah’s vision os vision of a renewef af a renewed a renewed Israel seeIsrael sees the remns the remnant of Jacant of Jacob as dew ob as dew from the Lfrom the Lord, “likeord, “like showers o showers o showers on the graon the grass” (Mic. ss” (Mic. 5:7[6]). P5:7[6]). Proverbs coroverbs compares thempares the favor of  favor of a king to a king to dew on thedew on the grass (Pr g grass (Prograss (Prov. 19:12).v. 19:12).

Water on grass, especially dew in the morning, causes it to glisten and 
appear more vital. Moses sang “May . . . my speech condense like the dew; like 
gentle rain on grass, like showers on new growth” (Deut. 32:2). Micah’s vision of 
a renewed Israel sees the remnant of Jacob as dew from the Lord, “like showers 
on the grass” (Mic. 5:7[6]). Proverbs compares the favor of a king to dew on the 
grass (Prov. 19:12).

�In contrasIn contrast, grass et, grass easily fadeasily fades in the hs in the heat of theeat of the day, and  day, and is thus a is thus a symbol of symbol of fragility.frafragility.fragility. Isaiah pr Isaiah prophesies tophesies that the Ashat the Assyrians wosyrians would be “liuld be “like grass oke grass on the housn the housetops, blietopshoushousetops,housetops, blighted  blighted before it before it is grown” is grown” (Isa. 37:2(Isa. 37:27). Likewi7). Likewise, Jesus se, Jesus speaks of speaks of the grass the grthe grass of tgrass of the field, he field, which one which one day producday produces beautifes beautiful flowersul flowers and the n and the next is useext is used as fodded asd as fodder as fodder (Matt. 6:3(Matt. 6:30 = Luke 10 = Luke 12:28).2:28).2:28).

In contrast, grass easily fades in the heat of the day, and is thus a symbol of 
fragility. Isaiah prophesies that the Assyrians would be “like grass on the 
housetops, blighted before it is grown” (Isa. 37:27). Likewise, Jesus speaks of the 
grass of the field, which one day produces beautiful flowers and the next is used 
as fodder (Matt. 6:30 = Luke 12:28).
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An insect An insect of the ordof the order Orthopter Orthoptera, repreera, represented by sented by two familitwo families: the shes: the short-hornedort-hornedshshort-hornshort-horned Acridided Acrididae and theae and the long-horn long-horned Tettigoed Tettigonidae. Oftnidae. Often confuseen confused with thed with thd with the locustthe locust, the gras, the grasshopper isshopper is a relativ a relatively solitaely solitary insect ry insect lacking thlacking the gregarioe gregarious featureus featuus features ofeatures of locusts.f locusts. Neverthel Nevertheless, some ess, some short-hornshort-horned grasshoed grasshoppers may ppers may also exhibalso exhibalso exhibit a exhibit a gregariousgregarious phase, at phase, at which tim which time they aree they are properly  properly called loccalled locusts.usts.usts.

An insect of the order Orthoptera, represented by two families: the 



short-horned Acrididae and the long-horned Tettigonidae. Often confused with 
the locust, the grasshopper is a relatively solitary insect lacking the gregarious 
features of locusts. Nevertheless, some short-horned grasshoppers may also 
exhibit a gregarious phase, at which time they are properly called locusts.

�The Bible The Bible contains ocontains only a few nly a few referencesreferences to true g to true grasshopperrasshoppers, all wits, all within the OThin the Ohin the OT. The geOT. The general Hebrneral Hebrew term foew term for grasshopr grasshopper is per is h�aœg�aœb�h�aœg�aœb�.. The Talmu The Talmud uses thid ud uses this uses this term to reterm to refer to anyfer to any species o species of short-hof short-horned grassrned grasshopper, buhopper, but it can at it can also designlso aalso desigalso designate greganate gregarious locurious locusts (2 Chrsts (2 Chr. 7:13; po. 7:13; possibly alsssibly also Eccl. 12o Eccl. 12:5). The :5). The h�aœg�aœb�h�aœh�aœg�aœb�h�aœg�aœb� is listed is listed as one of as one of four exce four exceptions to ptions to the prohibthe prohibition agaiition against eatingnst eatinnst eating wineating winged insectged insects that dars that dart about ont about on four legs four legs (Lev. 11: (Lev. 11:20-22). Th20-22). The e h�aœg�aœb�h�aœg�ah�aœg�aœb�h�aœg�aœb� is accept is acceptable for fable for food becausood because it also e it also has a pairhas a pair of jointe of jointed legs used legs usd legs used for lused for leaping. Foeaping. For the samer the same reason, t reason, the he sol{aœmsol{aœm and the  and the h�argoœlh�argoœl are also  are also are also listealso listed as edibld as edible grasshope grasshoppers. The pers. The sol{aœm,sol{aœm, usually t usually translated ranslated “bald locu“bald locust,” is a st,” loculocust,” ilocust,” is a short-s a short-horned grahorned grasshopper fsshopper from the surom the subfamily Tybfamily Tyrxalinae. rxalinae. According According to the Taltoto the Talto the Talmud, the mud, the h�argoœlh�argoœl can refer can refer to any sp to any species of tecies of the long-hohe long-horned Tettirned Tettigonidae. TgoTettiTettigonidTettigonidae. The foae. The fourth excepurth exception to thtion to the dietary e dietary prohibitioprohibition is the n is the }arbeh,}arbeh, the ubiqu the u the ubiquitousubiquitous desert lo desert locust.cust.cust.

The Bible contains only a few references to true grasshoppers, all within the 
OT. The general Hebrew term for grasshopper is h�aœg�aœb�.  The Talmud 
uses this term to refer to any species of short-horned grasshopper, but it can 
also designate gregarious locusts (2 Chr. 7:13; possibly also Eccl. 12:5). The 
h�aœg�aœb�  is listed as one of four exceptions to the prohibition against 
eating winged insects that dart about on four legs (Lev. 11:20-22). The 
h�aœg�aœb�  is acceptable for food because it also has a pair of jointed legs 
used for leaping. For the same reason, the sol{aœm and the h�argoœl  are 
also listed as edible grasshoppers. The sol{aœm, usually translated “bald 
locust,” is a short-horned grasshopper from the subfamily Tyrxalinae. According 
to the Talmud, the h�argoœl  can refer to any species of the long-horned 
Tettigonidae. The fourth exception to the dietary prohibition is the }arbeh, the 
ubiquitous desert locust.

�SeeSee  LOCUST.LOCUST.LOCUST.

See LOCUST.
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Burial sitBurial sites, includes, including both ring both rock tombs ock tombs and commonand common excavated excavated shafts or shafts or trenches  trenches (Ezek. 32:((Ezek. 32:(Ezek. 32:22; Jer. 222; Jer. 26:23; Matt6:23; Matt. 27:7). G. 27:7). Graves wereraves were the sites the sites of mourni of mourning and remng and remembrance temremremembrancremembrance that coue that could be presld be preserved for erved for centuries centuries (1 Sam. 10(1 Sam. 10:2; 2 Sam.:2; 2 Sam. 3:32; 2 K 3:32; 2 K 3:32; 2 Kgs. 23:17Kgs. 23:17; Neh. 3:1; Neh. 3:16). Emotio6). Emotional appealnal appeals concernis concerning ancestrng ancestral graves al graves moved evenmoved evenmoved even monareven monarchs (2 Samchs (2 Sam. 19:37; N. 19:37; Neh. 2:3, 5eh. 2:3, 5).).).

Burial sites, including both rock tombs and common excavated shafts or trenches 
(Ezek. 32:22; Jer. 26:23; Matt. 27:7). Graves were the sites of mourning and 
remembrance that could be preserved for centuries (1 Sam. 10:2; 2 Sam. 3:32; 2 
Kgs. 23:17; Neh. 3:16). Emotional appeals concerning ancestral graves moved 
even monarchs (2 Sam. 19:37; Neh. 2:3, 5).

�Proper or Proper or improper bimproper burial coulurial could bestow fd bestow favor or diavor or disfavor frosfavor from God or hm God or humans. Mosumahhumans. Mohumans. Moses receivses received an honoed an honorable burirable burial by God al by God himself (Dhimself (Deut. 34:6)eut. 34:6). David ga. David ga. David gave Ishbagave Ishbaal’s decapal’s decapitated heaitated head and the d and the remains ofremains of Saul and  Saul and Jonathan pJonathan proper buriroper burial, while al,buriburial, whburial, while he conile he contemptuousltemptuously mutilatey mutilated the bodid the bodies of Ishbes of Ishbaal’s murdaal’s murderers (2 Serers (2 Sam. 4:12; amSSam. 4:12;Sam. 4:12; 21:14). J 21:14). Jehoiakim sehoiakim showed his howed his disdain fodisdain for the propr the prophet Uriah het Uriah by dumpingby dumping his corps dumpingdumping hidumping his corpse is corpse in the commn the common people’on people’s grave (Js grave (Jer. 26:23)er. 26:23), while Go, while God in turn d in turn condemned ccondemned condemned Jehoiakim Jehoiakim to a graveto a grave on the du on the dung heap (2ng heap (22:19). The2:19). The king of B king of Babylon wouabylon woabylon would be cwould be cast out ofast out of his grave his grave because o because of bloodshef bloodshed (Isa. 14d (Isa. 14:20; cf. 2:20; cf. 2 Chr. 16:1 Chr. 16:14; 21:19-24; 214; 21:19-20).21:19-20). Failure t Failure to be burieo be buried properlyd properly or having or having one’s bon one’s bones removedes removed from one’ from one’ from one’s gravone’s grave after bue after burial was arial was a terrible  terrible fate and jfate and judgment frudgment from God (2 om God (2 Kgs. 23:16Kgs. 23:16; Eccl. 6:; E; Eccl. 6:3;Eccl. 6:3; Isa. 14:1 Isa. 14:19; Jer. 8:9; Jer. 8:1-2; cf. D1-2; cf. Deut. 21:22eut. 21:22-23). This-23). This abhorrenc abhorrence may havee may have been rein been been reinfbeen reinforced by torced by the folk-rehe folk-religious beligious belief that lief that the felicithe felicity of the ty of the dead or bldead or blessings coessings blblessings blessings conferred conferred on the livon the living by theing by the dead depe dead depended upon nded upon the descenthe descendants’ pradants’ practicing mecprapracticingpracticing memorial  memorial rites honorites honoring the dring the deceased.eceased.eceased.

Proper or improper burial could bestow favor or disfavor from God or 
humans. Moses received an honorable burial by God himself (Deut. 34:6). David 
gave Ishbaal’s decapitated head and the remains of Saul and Jonathan proper 
burial, while he contemptuously mutilated the bodies of Ishbaal’s murderers (2 
Sam. 4:12; 21:14). Jehoiakim showed his disdain for the prophet Uriah by 
dumping his corpse in the common people’s grave (Jer. 26:23), while God in turn 
condemned Jehoiakim to a grave on the dung heap (22:19). The king of Babylon 
would be cast out of his grave because of bloodshed (Isa. 14:20; cf. 2 Chr. 16:14; 
21:19-20). Failure to be buried properly or having one’s bones removed from 
one’s grave after burial was a terrible fate and judgment from God (2 Kgs. 23:16; 
Eccl. 6:3; Isa. 14:19; Jer. 8:1-2; cf. Deut. 21:22-23). This abhorrence may have 
been reinforced by the folk-religious belief that the felicity of the dead or 
blessings conferred on the living by the dead depended upon the descendants’ 
practicing memorial rites honoring the deceased.



�The grave,The grave, being cer being ceremonially emonially unclean, munclean, made tomb dade tomb dwellers rewellers repugnant topugnant to God, and  God God, and gGod, and graves wereraves were seemingly seemingly abandoned abandoned by God (N by God (Num. 19:16,um. 19:16, 18; Ps. 8 18; Ps. 88:5, 11[MT8:5, 11[8:5, 11[MT 6, 111[MT 6, 12]; cf. Is2]; cf. Isa. 65:4). a. 65:4). Graves werGraves were thus appe thus appropriate dropriate dumping groumping grounds for punds for pulverized,ulppulverizedpulverized, detestab, detestable idols (le idols (2 Kgs. 23:2 Kgs. 23:6; 2 Chr. 6; 2 Chr. 34:4).34:4).34:4).

The grave, being ceremonially unclean, made tomb dwellers repugnant to 
God, and graves were seemingly abandoned by God (Num. 19:16, 18; Ps. 88:5, 
11[MT 6, 12]; cf. Isa. 65:4). Graves were thus appropriate dumping grounds for 
pulverized, detestable idols (2 Kgs. 23:6; 2 Chr. 34:4).

�The grave The grave often has often has a figuratia figurative meaningve meaning in the Bi in the Bible. Englible. English versionsh versions often trs often trs often translate translate Heb. Heb. sûeï}o®l,sûeï}o®l, “Sheol,”  “Sheol,” as “grave”as “grave”; e.g., “g; e.g., “going down oing down into Sheolinto Sheol” refers t” refers ” refers to refers to being buribeing buried alive wed alive with tents ith tents and possesand possessions (Numsions (Num. 16:30). . 16:30). The grave The grave is used fiis is used fiis used figurativelyguratively for death for death itself (e itself (e.g., Job 1.g., Job 17:1). Idea7:1). Ideally, one wlly, one would “comeould “come to the gr to the  to the grave”the grave” at a ripe at a ripe old age ( old age (Job 5:26).Job 5:26). Death bef Death before birth ore birth makes the makes the mother’s wmother’s womb the gromwwomb the gwomb the grave (Jer.rave (Jer. 20:17). E 20:17). Elsewhere, lsewhere, passion ispassion is “fierce a “fierce as the gravs the grave” (Cant. e” (Cant. 8:6).8:6)8:6).8:6).8:6).

The grave often has a figurative meaning in the Bible. English versions often 
translate Heb. sûeï}o®l, “Sheol,” as “grave”; e.g., “going down into Sheol” 
refers to being buried alive with tents and possessions (Num. 16:30). The grave 
is used figuratively for death itself (e.g., Job 17:1). Ideally, one would “come to 
the grave” at a ripe old age (Job 5:26). Death before birth makes the mother’s 
womb the grave (Jer. 20:17). Elsewhere, passion is “fierce as the grave” (Cant. 
8:6).

�SeeSee  BURIAL.BURIAL.BURIAL.

See BURIAL.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. C. BricH. C. Brichto, “Kin,hto, “Kin, Cult, Lan Cult, Land and Afted and Afterlife,” rlife,” HUCAHUCA 44 (1973) 44 (1973 44 (1973): 1–(1973): 1–54; R. L. 54; R. L. Harris, “WHarris, “Why Hebrew hy Hebrew Sh§}oœlSh§}oœl Was Trans Was Translated ‘Gralated ‘Grave,’” in ve,’” in The NIV: TThThe NIV: TThe NIV: The Making he Making of a Conteof a Contemporary Trmporary Translation,anslation, ed. K. L. ed. K. L. Barker (G Barker (Grand Rapidrand Rapids, 1986), s, 1s, 1986), 58–1986), 58–71; T. J. 71; T. J. Lewis, Lewis, Cults of tCults of the Dead inhe Dead in Ancient I Ancient Israel and srael and Ugarit.Ugarit. HSM 39 (A HSM 39 (Atlanta, 19tla(A(Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1989); A. 1989); A. Mazar, Mazar, ArchaeologArchaeology of the Ly of the Land of theand of the Bible, 10 Bible, 10,000—586,000—586  B.C.E.B.C.E. (New York (N (New York,(New York, 1990). 1990). 1990).

Bibliography. H. C. Brichto, “Kin, Cult, Land and Afterlife,” HUCA 44 
(1973): 1–54; R. L. Harris, “Why Hebrew Sh§}oœl Was Translated ‘Grave,’” in 
The NIV: The Making of a Contemporary Translation, ed. K. L. Barker (Grand Rapids, 
1986), 58–71; T. J. Lewis, Cults of the Dead in Ancient Israel and Ugarit. HSM 39 
(Atlanta, 1989); A. Mazar, Archaeology of the Land of the Bible, 10,000—586 B.C.E. 
(New York, 1990).
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The geograThe geographic desigphic designation fornation for the Medit the Mediterranean Serranean Sea, noted ea, noted as the wesas the western boundtern bountern boundary oboundary of the Promf the Promised Land ised Land (Num. 34:6(Num. 34:6-7; Ezek. -7; Ezek. 47:20). Th47:20). The locatione location of the Gr of the Gr of the Great Sea Great Sea (W of Isra(W of Israel) gave rel) gave rise to Hebise to Heb. . yaœm,yaœm, “west,” b “west,” being used eing used to mean “sto mean “sea” (e.g.,ea“s“sea” (e.g“sea” (e.g., Deut. 1., Deut. 11:24); thi1:24); this also hols also holds true fods true for Ugariticr Ugaritic and other and other Semitic l Semitic languages. anguagllanguages.languages. Because e Because east was thast was the main dire main directional oectional orientationrientation of the Je of the Jews and othws and other Semiticerothother Semiother Semitic peopletic peoples, it was s, it was consideredconsidered “up,” the “up,” the direction direction of the ab of the abode of theode of the divine. W di divine. Wedivine. West was const was conversely coversely considered “nsidered “down,” thedown,” the direction direction of Sheol, of Sheol, the place the place of the de o of the deaof the dead. The Jewd. The Jews thus vies thus viewed the Grwed the Great Sea wieat Sea with a good th a good deal of drdeal of dread and suead and suspicion, assususpicion,suspicion, and in He and in Hebrew thougbrew thought there wht there was a closeas a close connectio connection between n between the sea (tthe sea (the sea (the deep)(the deep) and Sheol and Sheol (Gen. 1:2 (Gen. 1:2; Isa. 51:; Isa. 51:10; Jonah 10; Jonah 2:5).2:5).2:5).

The geographic designation for the Mediterranean Sea, noted as the western 
boundary of the Promised Land (Num. 34:6-7; Ezek. 47:20). The location of the 
Great Sea (W of Israel) gave rise to Heb. yaœm, “west,” being used to mean 
“sea” (e.g., Deut. 11:24); this also holds true for Ugaritic and other Semitic 
languages. Because east was the main directional orientation of the Jews and 
other Semitic peoples, it was considered “up,” the direction of the abode of the 
divine. West was conversely considered “down,” the direction of Sheol, the place 
of the dead. The Jews thus viewed the Great Sea with a good deal of dread and 
suspicion, and in Hebrew thought there was a close connection between the sea 
(the deep) and Sheol (Gen. 1:2; Isa. 51:10; Jonah 2:5).

�The MediteThe Mediterranean orrranean or Great Sea Great Sea spans mor spans more than 340e than 3400 km. (2100 km. (2100 mi.) wes0 mi.) west to east t tt to east frto east from Gibraltom Gibraltar to the ar to the coast of Lcoast of Lebanon andebanon and Israel. S Israel. Separating eparating the Europethe European and AfranEuropeEuropean aEuropean and Africannd African continent continents north tos north to south, th south, the span vare span varies from 1ies from 160–965 km.60–965 km60–965 km. (100–6km. (100–600 mi.). U00 mi.). Until recenntil recent times sat times sailing on tiling on the Great She Great Sea was onlea was only safe dury safe during the laingdurduring theduring the late spri late spring and sumng and summer when tmer when the wind pahe wind patterns wertterns were fairly pe fairly predictableredictable. In the b. predictablepredictablpredictable. In the e. In the biblical ebiblical era there wra there would have ould have been no sebeen no sea travel fa travel from Novembrom November to FebreNovembNovember tNovember to Februaryo February because o because of the fearf the feared northeaed northeasterly winsterly winds. Many ods. Many of the greaf the gref the great natigreat nations aroundons around the Medit the Mediterranean berranean basin were asin were accomplishaccomplished at sea ed at sea travel; Istravel; Israel, howeraIsIsrael, hoIsrael, however, waswever, was not one o not one of them. Isf them. Israel lackerael lacked quality d quality harborage,harborage, and Joppa and Joppa (modern T (m (modern Te(modern Tel Aviv), tl Aviv), the only nahe only natural harbtural harbor on Israor on Israel’s coastel’s coastline, was line, was only margionly marginally usefnallmargimarginallymarginally useful. A useful. Although Solthough Solomon buillomon built a merchat a merchant fleet ant fleet at the Red t the Red Sea port oSea port of Ezion-gef Ef Ezion-gebeEzion-geber, he had r, he had to hire Phto hire Phoenician boenician boatwrightsoatwrights and sailo and sailors (1 Kgs.rs (1 Kgs. 9:26-27). 9:26-27).

The Mediterranean or Great Sea spans more than 3400 km. (2100 mi.) west 
to east from Gibraltar to the coast of Lebanon and Israel. Separating the 
European and African continents north to south, the span varies from 160–965 
km. (100–600 mi.). Until recent times sailing on the Great Sea was only safe 
during the late spring and summer when the wind patterns were fairly 
predictable. In the biblical era there would have been no sea travel from 
November to February because of the feared northeasterly winds. Many of the 
great nations around the Mediterranean basin were accomplished at sea travel; 
Israel, however, was not one of them. Israel lacked quality harborage, and Joppa 



(modern Tel Aviv), the only natural harbor on Israel’s coastline, was only 
marginally useful. Although Solomon built a merchant fleet at the Red Sea port of 
Ezion-geber, he had to hire Phoenician boatwrights and sailors (1 Kgs. 9:26-27).

�In the OT In the OT various tevarious terms are usrms are used for theed for the Great Sea Great Sea, includin, including simply “g simply “the sea” (the seathe sea” (Num.sea” (Num. 13:29; Jo 13:29; Josh. 16:8),sh. 16:8), “the west “the western sea” (ern sea” (Deut. 11:2Deut. 11:24; Zech. 14; Zech. 14:8), “sea4:8), “sea of Joppa” of of Joppa” of Joppa” (Ezra 3:7)(Ezra 3:7), and “sea, and “sea of the Ph of the Philistines”ilistines” (Exod. 23 (Exod. 23:31). The :31). The only mentionly mention in the on inon in the OT in the OT of a substof a substantial voyantial voyage on theage on the Great Sea Great Sea is that o is that of Jonah, wf Jonah, who intendeho intended to sail d td to sail weto sail west from Jost from Joppa to Tarppa to Tarshish.shish.shish.

In the OT various terms are used for the Great Sea, including simply “the 
sea” (Num. 13:29; Josh. 16:8), “the western sea” (Deut. 11:24; Zech. 14:8), “sea 
of Joppa” (Ezra 3:7), and “sea of the Philistines” (Exod. 23:31). The only mention 
in the OT of a substantial voyage on the Great Sea is that of Jonah, who intended 
to sail west from Joppa to Tarshish.

�By the timBy the time of the Ne of the NT Rome hadT Rome had mastered  mastered the Great the Great Sea, and, Sea, and, except forexcept for the unpre the the unpredthe unpredictable wiictable winter weathnter weather, traveler, travel was reaso was reasonably safenably safe. Merchant. Merchant ships sai ships sailed with aledsaisailed witsailed with armed prh armed protection, otection, and piracyand piracy was held  was held in check. in check. With HerodWith Herod the Great the Great the Great’s coGreat’s constructionnstruction of a harb of a harbor at Caesor at Caesarea, therarea, there was incre was increased, alteased, although stilhough still limited,l liml limited, slimited, sea-borne cea-borne commerce thommerce through Israrough Israel. The moel. The most extensist extensive discussve discussion of eveion of events on theneveevents on events on the Great the Great Sea in theSea in the NT are th NT are the travels e travels of Paul asof Paul as recorded  recorded in Acts (cin Acts (cf. 2 Cor. f. 2f. 2 Cor. 11:2 Cor. 11:25).25).25).

By the time of the NT Rome had mastered the Great Sea, and, except for 
the unpredictable winter weather, travel was reasonably safe. Merchant ships 
sailed with armed protection, and piracy was held in check. With Herod the 
Great’s construction of a harbor at Caesarea, there was increased, although still 
limited, sea-borne commerce through Israel. The most extensive discussion of 
events on the Great Sea in the NT are the travels of Paul as recorded in Acts (cf. 
2 Cor. 11:25).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. H. GordC. H. Gordon, “The Mon, “The Mediterraneediterranean Factor an Factor in the Oldin the Old Testament Testam Testament,Testament,” ” VTSupVTSup 9 (1963): 9 (1963): 19–31. 19–31. 19–31.

Bibliography. C. H. Gordon, “The Mediterranean Factor in the Old 
Testament,” VTSup 9 (1963): 19–31.
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ProtectiveProtective leg cover leg coverings, partings, part of the bo of the body armor wdy armor worn duringorn during warfare.  warfare. The term (The term (Heb. H((Heb. (Heb. mis�h�a®mis�h�a®) appears ) appears in the Bibin the Bible only inle only in the descr the description of iption of Goliath’s Goliath’s armor (1 Sarmorarmor (1 Sarmor (1 Sam. 17:6).am. 17:6). Its prese Its presence there nce there argues forargues for the histo the historical accurical accuracy of thracy of the account e ace account siaccount since the Aence the Aegean peoplgean peoples, who wees, who were relatedre related to the Ph to the Philistines,ilistines, clearly w clearly wore this torwwore this wore this type of artype of armor. Bronzmor. Bronze greaves e greaves from 1400 from 1400 B.C.B.C. were foun were found at Dendrd at Dendra, on the a, ona, on the Greon the Greek mainlanek mainland, and gred, and greaves are maves are mentioned pentioned prominentlyrominently in the wr in the writings of itings of Homer. TheHHomer. TheHomer. They were stiy were still being wll being worn by Greorn by Greek infantrek infantrymen in thymen in their wars aeir wars against thegainst thegainst the Persiathe Persians. Althouns. Although most angh most ancient Nearcient Near Eastern s Eastern soldiers aroldiers are picturede pictured bare-legg bare-legged, there edbare-leggbare-leggebare-legged, there id, there is evidences evidence that some that some Assyrian  Assyrian soldiers asoldiers also wore llso wore leg coverineg coverings.gs.coverincoverings.coverings.

Protective leg coverings, part of the body armor worn during warfare. The term 
(Heb. mis�h�a® ) appears in the Bible only in the description of Goliath’s 
armor (1 Sam. 17:6). Its presence there argues for the historical accuracy of the 
account since the Aegean peoples, who were related to the Philistines, clearly 
wore this type of armor. Bronze greaves from 1400 B.C. were found at Dendra, 
on the Greek mainland, and greaves are mentioned prominently in the writings of 
Homer. They were still being worn by Greek infantrymen in their wars against 
the Persians. Although most ancient Near Eastern soldiers are pictured 
bare-legged, there is evidence that some Assyrian soldiers also wore leg 
coverings.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. G. WarrJ. G. Warry, y, Warfare inWarfare in the Class the Classical Worldical World (1980, re (1980, repr. Normanpr. Normpr. Norman, OkNorman, Okla., 1995)la., 1995); Y. Yadin; Y. Yadin, , The Art ofThe Art of Warfare i Warfare in Biblicaln Biblical Lands Lands (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1963).m, 1963m, 1963).1963).1963).

Bibliography. J. G. Warry, Warfare in the Classical World (1980, repr. 
Norman, Okla., 1995); Y. Yadin, The Art of Warfare in Biblical Lands (Jerusalem, 
1963).
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The regionThe regions inhabites inhabited by the ad by the ancient Grencient Greeks, inclueks, including the Gding the Greek peninreek peninsula, the sula, the western cowewestern cowestern coast of Anaast of Anatolia (Iontolia (Ionia), the iia), the islands in slands in the Aegeanthe Aegean Sea, and  Sea, and Magna GraeMagna Graecia (the 8ciaGraeGraecia (tGraecia (the 8th-cenhe 8th-century tury B.C.E.B.C.E. Greek set Greek settlement intlement in the coast the coastal regionsal regions of Italy) of Italy). “Greeks”. “G. “Greeks” h“Greeks” here refersere refers to the in to the inhabitants habitants of these aof these areas, who reas, who were conscwere conscious of shious of sharing a coarshsharing a sharing a common hiscommon history, langtory, language, and uage, and culture. Iculture. In general,n general, there was there was no hard a no hard and fast dindaand fast dand fast division beivision between sacrtween sacred and seced and secular for tular for the ancienthe ancient Greeks, s Greeks, so that relo that religion permigiorelreligion preligion permeated termeated their socieheir society and proty and provided a sevided a sense of comnse of common identimon identity. Culticty. Cultic acts perf a acts perfoacts performed by thrmed by the ancient e ancient Greeks whiGreeks which conformch conform to modern to modern conceptio conceptions of “relns of “ns of “religion”“religion” included  included prayer andprayer and sacrifice sacrifice (virtuall (virtually inseparay inseparable), as wble), as well as votell as votive offeriive offeive offerings,offerings, made to v made to various Olyarious Olympian deitmpian deities and heies and heroes, visiroes, visits to Panhts to Panhellenic saellenic sanctuaries nctusasanctuariesanctuaries such as s such as Olympia (fOlympia (for athletior athletic competitc competitions everyions every four year four years), and Des), and Delphi (the lphDeDelphi (thDelphi (the most fame most famous of theous of the Greek ora Greek oracle sanctucle sanctuaries). Tharies). The Greeks ce Greeks called themalled themalled themselvesthemselves “Hellenes “Hellenes” and thei” and their country r country “Hellas,” “Hellas,” and labeleand labeled everyoned everyone else  else baérbaroibaérbaérbaroibaérbaroi (“non-Gre (“non-Greeks”). In eks”). In the the IliadIliad the Greek the Greeks in geners in general are alsal are also called “o called “Danaans” (Dana““Danaans” “Danaans” (1.42; 2.4(1.42; 2.484–762), “84–762), “Achaeans,”Achaeans,” and “Argi and “Argives” (usedves” (used as equiva as equivalent termslent termslent terms in 2terms in 2.333–35). .333–35). The RomansThe Romans were the  were the first to cfirst to call the Heall the Hellenes llenes GraeciGraeci (a latini (a latinized form ozlatinilatinized latinized form of Gkform of Gk. . Graekoi,Graekoi, of uncert of uncertain etymolain etymology), and ogy), and their langtheir language uage GraecumGraecum (Aristotl GraecumGraecum (AGraecum (Aristotle ristotle MeteorologMeteorologicaica 1.352a; A 1.352a; Apollodoruspollodorus  BibliothecBibliothecaa 1.7.3). 1.7.3).

The regions inhabited by the ancient Greeks, including the Greek peninsula, the 
western coast of Anatolia (Ionia), the islands in the Aegean Sea, and Magna 
Graecia (the 8th-century B.C.E. Greek settlement in the coastal regions of Italy). 
“Greeks” here refers to the inhabitants of these areas, who were conscious of 



sharing a common history, language, and culture. In general, there was no hard 
and fast division between sacred and secular for the ancient Greeks, so that 
religion permeated their society and provided a sense of common identity. Cultic 
acts performed by the ancient Greeks which conform to modern conceptions of 
“religion” included prayer and sacrifice (virtually inseparable), as well as votive 
offerings, made to various Olympian deities and heroes, visits to Panhellenic 
sanctuaries such as Olympia (for athletic competitions every four years), and 
Delphi (the most famous of the Greek oracle sanctuaries). The Greeks called 
themselves “Hellenes” and their country “Hellas,” and labeled everyone else 
baérbaroi (“non-Greeks”). In the Iliad the Greeks in general are also called 
“Danaans” (1.42; 2.484–762), “Achaeans,” and “Argives” (used as equivalent 
terms in 2.333–35). The Romans were the first to call the Hellenes Graeci (a 
latinized form of Gk. Graekoi, of uncertain etymology), and their language 
Graecum (Aristotle Meteorologica 1.352a; Apollodorus Bibliotheca 1.7.3).

Bronze AgeBronze Age and Archa and Archaic Period ic Period (Beginning(Beginnings to 450 s to 450 B.C.E.B.C.E.))

Bronze Age and Archaic Period 
(Beginnings to 450 B.C.E.)

The Greek The Greek language blanguage belongs to elongs to the Indo-ethe Indo-european fauropean family of lamily of languages, anguages, and more pand more pnd more particularparticularly to the ly to the western brwestern branch of Ceanch of Centum languntum languages whichages which includes  includes Celtic, ItCeltic, Italic, GermaliItItalic, GeItalic, Germanic, Grrmanic, Greek, and Heek, and Hittite. Prittite. Proto-Greek oto-Greek speakers aspeakers arrived in rrived in the Greek the Greek peninsula pepeninsula peninsula toward thetoward the beginning beginning of the 2n of the 2nd millennid millennium. In so um. In so doing, thedoing, they displacey displaced the indid td the indigethe indigenous inhabnous inhabitants, noitants, now called Aw called Aegeans, whegeans, whose existeose existence is evince is evident in sudent in such non-Grech susuch non-Gsuch non-Greek placereek place names as  names as Corinth anCorinth and proper nd proper nouns such ouns such as Hyacintas Hyacinth (the h (the nthnnthnth ending is ending is the pre-G the pre-Greek elemereek element). The nnt). The new arrivalew arrivals did not s did not reject, bureject, but rather at rather at rather absorbed mabsorbed many featurany features of Aegees of Aegean culturean culture including including such nati such native deitiesve deities as Athena as Athena and Posei a and Poseidand Poseidon. These on. These Greeks, inGreeks, in interacti interaction and comon and competition wpetition with other ith other great civigreat civilizations lizcivicivilizaticivilizations (partions (particularly thcularly the Minoans,e Minoans, a non—Ind a non—Indo-europeano-european people),  people), ultimatelyultimately grew to b gr grew to begrew to be a powerfu a powerful warring l warring and tradinand trading people wg people who flourisho flourished until hed until ca. 1200. ca. 1200. They are nThThey are nThey are now referreow referred to as thd to as the Mycenaeae Mycenaeans becausens because of the st of the striking matriking material remaerial remaerial remains ofremains of their civ their civilization ilization that have that have been excavbeen excavated at Myated at Mycenae, in cenae, in the east cthe east central parentrccentral pacentral part of the rt of the PeloponnesPeloponnesus. The eaus. The earliest surrliest surviving forviving form of writtm of written Greek ien Greek is called Ls cas called Lincalled Linear B or Mear B or Mycenaean Gycenaean Greek. Tablreek. Tablets inscriets inscribed with tbed with this proto-his proto-Greek syllGreek syllabary of 8asyllsyllabary syllabary of 87 signof 87 signs dating fs dating from the Myrom the Mycenaean ancenaean and Minoan pd Minoan periods (14eriods (1450–1200) h50–1200) h50–1200) have been have been recovered recovered at Knossosat Knossos on the is on the island of Crland of Crete and frete and from the maiom the mainland Greenland Grenland Greek citiGreek cities of Pyloes of Pylos, Mycenaes, Mycenae, and Theb, and Thebes.es.

The Greek language belongs to the Indo-european family of languages, and more 
particularly to the western branch of Centum languages which includes Celtic, 
Italic, Germanic, Greek, and Hittite. Proto-Greek speakers arrived in the Greek 
peninsula toward the beginning of the 2nd millennium. In so doing, they displaced 
the indigenous inhabitants, now called Aegeans, whose existence is evident in 
such non-Greek place names as Corinth and proper nouns such as Hyacinth (the 
nth ending is the pre-Greek element). The new arrivals did not reject, but rather 
absorbed many features of Aegean culture including such native deities as Athena 
and Poseidon. These Greeks, in interaction and competition with other great 
civilizations (particularly the Minoans, a non—Indo-european people), ultimately 
grew to be a powerful warring and trading people who flourished until ca. 1200. 
They are now referred to as the Mycenaeans because of the striking material 
remains of their civilization that have been excavated at Mycenae, in the east 
central part of the Peloponnesus. The earliest surviving form of written Greek is 
called Linear B or Mycenaean Greek. Tablets inscribed with this proto-Greek 
syllabary of 87 signs dating from the Mycenaean and Minoan periods (1450–1200) 
have been recovered at Knossos on the island of Crete and from the mainland 
Greek cities of Pylos, Mycenae, and Thebes.

AcrocorintAcrocorinth from ruih from ruins of Corins of Corinth; templnth; temple of Apolle of Apollo (Phoenixo (Phoenix Data Syst Data Systems, Neal ems, Nealems, Neal and JNeal and Joel Bierlioel Bierling)ng)

Acrocorinth from ruins of Corinth; temple of Apollo (Phoenix Data Systems, 
Neal and Joel Bierling)



�The collapThe collapse of Mycese of Mycenaean civinaean civilization tlization toward the oward the end of theend of the Bronze Ag Bronze Age (ca. 120e (ca.e (ca. 1200)(ca. 1200) was close was closely followely followed by the md by the migration oigration of Dorian tf Dorian tribes intoribes into the weste the western regionsrnwestewestern rewestern regions of mgions of mainland Grainland Greece, the eece, the last grouplast group of Greeks of Greeks to arrive to arrive. The end . The end of the 2ndoof the 2ndof the 2nd millenniu millennium was a pem was a period of inriod of instability stability in the easin the eastern Medittern Mediterranean terranean theater, asheattheater, atheater, as indicates indicated also by d also by the Trojanthe Trojan War and t War and the migratihe migration of the on of the Sea PeopleSea Peoples to the cs ts to the coato the coast of Palest of Palestine wherstine where they bece they became known ame known as the Phias the Philistines. listines. This cultuThis cultural collapralcultucultural ccultural collapse usollapse ushered in ahered in a Dark Age  Dark Age (1150–750)(1150–750) during wh during which writinich writing was forgg was forgotten and oforgforgotten forgotten and the cuand the cultural achltural achievements ievements of the Mycof the Mycenaean andenaean and Minoan ci Minoan civilizationvilization remembere r rememberedremembered only in o only in oral epic. ral epic. Toward theToward the end of th end of the 8th cente 8th century an alpury an alphabetic schabetic script from rscscript froscript from North Sem North Semitic, calmitic, called Phoeniled Phoenician lettecian letters by the rs by the Greeks (HeGreeks (Herodotus rodotus Hist.HisHist.Hist. 5.58), wa 5.58), was adapted s adapted in variousin various forms, th forms, though the Iough the Ionic form onic form eventuallyeventually came to p came to came to predomito predominate. By tnate. By the 5th cenhe 5th century, fromtury, from the persp the perspective of ective of modern hismodern historical litorical linguistics,nglilinguisticlinguistics, two majs, two major groups or groups of Greek dof Greek dialects arialects are attestede attested: West Gre: West Greek, which ek, which consisted coconsisted consisted of variousof various Doric dia Doric dialects; andlects; and East Gree East Greek, which ck, which consisted oonsisted of Attic-Iof Attic-Ionic, Aeolinic,Attic-IoAttic-IoniAttic-Ionic, Aeolic,c, Aeolic, and Arcad and Arcado-Cypriot o-Cypriot or Achaeanor Achaean. The Gree. The Greeks themselks themselves distinves distinguished fogdistindistinguisdistinguished four dhed four dialects: Aialects: Attic, Ionittic, Ionic, Doric, c, Doric, and Aeolicand Aeolic (Strabo  (Strabo Geog.Geog. 8.12.2; 1 8.12.2; 14.5.26).4.5114.5.26).14.5.26).14.5.26).

The collapse of Mycenaean civilization toward the end of the Bronze Age 
(ca. 1200) was closely followed by the migration of Dorian tribes into the 
western regions of mainland Greece, the last group of Greeks to arrive. The end 
of the 2nd millennium was a period of instability in the eastern Mediterranean 
theater, as indicated also by the Trojan War and the migration of the Sea Peoples 
to the coast of Palestine where they became known as the Philistines. This 
cultural collapse ushered in a Dark Age (1150–750) during which writing was 
forgotten and the cultural achievements of the Mycenaean and Minoan civilization 
remembered only in oral epic. Toward the end of the 8th century an alphabetic 
script from North Semitic, called Phoenician letters by the Greeks (Herodotus 
Hist. 5.58), was adapted in various forms, though the Ionic form eventually came 
to predominate. By the 5th century, from the perspective of modern historical 
linguistics, two major groups of Greek dialects are attested: West Greek, which 
consisted of various Doric dialects; and East Greek, which consisted of 
Attic-Ionic, Aeolic, and Arcado-Cypriot or Achaean. The Greeks themselves 
distinguished four dialects: Attic, Ionic, Doric, and Aeolic (Strabo Geog. 8.12.2; 
14.5.26).

�Toward theToward the end of th end of the Dark Agee Dark Age, in the 8, in the 8th centuryth century, there ar, there are two devee two developments olopmdevedevelopmendevelopments of partts of particular impicular importance. Fortance. First, a Noirst, a North Semitirth Semitic alphabetc alphabetical consoical consonantal scrnaconsoconsonantaconsonantal script (l script (presumablypresumably acquired  acquired through trthrough trading contading contacts) was acts) was adapted toadapted toadapted to fit theto fit the particula particularities of rities of the Greek the Greek language blanguage by giving wy giving written forritten form to vowelm to vowels as well s as ws as well as cowell as consonants. nsonants. This new fThis new form of litorm of literacy madeeracy made it possib it possible to put le to put the traditthe tradition of oraion tradittradition tradition of oral poof oral poetry into etry into writing duwriting during the 7ring the 7th centuryth century, as exemp, as exemplified in lified in the two mothe twthe two monumetwo monumental Homerntal Homeric poems, ic poems, the the IliadIliad and  and Odyssey.Odyssey. These tal These tales of the es of the Trojan WarTrojan Trojan WarTrojan War  (Iliad)(Iliad) and one w and one warrior’s rarrior’s return homeeturn home from that from that war  war (Odyssey),(Odyssey), attribute attribut attributedattributed to the le to the legendary Iogendary Ionic poet Hnic poet Homer, servomer, served as sacred as sacred texts fed texts for the Greor the Greeks: reteleGreGreeks: reGreeks: retelling thtelling the glories e glories of the Mycof the Mycenaean pasenaean past, exemplit, exemplifying herofying heroic behavioic behavior, identifr, behaviobehavior, behavior, identifyinidentifying and charg and characterizingacterizing the Olymp the Olympic deitiesic deities. These po. These poems were, ems were, for centurfofor centurfor centuries, the fies, the foundation oundation of Greek eof Greek education.ducation.ducation.

Toward the end of the Dark Age, in the 8th century, there are two 
developments of particular importance. First, a North Semitic alphabetical 
consonantal script (presumably acquired through trading contacts) was adapted 
to fit the particularities of the Greek language by giving written form to vowels as 
well as consonants. This new form of literacy made it possible to put the 
tradition of oral poetry into writing during the 7th century, as exemplified in the 
two monumental Homeric poems, the Iliad and Odyssey. These tales of the 
Trojan War (Iliad) and one warrior’s return home from that war (Odyssey), 
attributed to the legendary Ionic poet Homer, served as sacred texts for the 
Greeks: retelling the glories of the Mycenaean past, exemplifying heroic 
behavior, identifying and characterizing the Olympic deities. These poems were, 
for centuries, the foundation of Greek education.

�The ArchaiThe Archaic period cc period conventionaonventionally beginslly begins with one  with one of the firof the first fixed dst fixed dates in Grates in Gates in Greek histGreek history: the (ory: the (traditionatraditional) foundinl) founding of the Og of the Olympic gamlympic games in 776.es in 776. By the 7t By the 7th century h ch century thcentury the often hee often hereditary reditary basileiísbasileiís (“kings,” (“kings,” or more a or more accurately,ccurately, “chieftai “chieftains”) had bns”) hns”) had been ohad been overthrown verthrown in most ciin most city-states ty-states by the by the kaloikagatkaloikagathoiíhoií (“nobles” (“nobles”). During ). Durin). During theDuring the 7th centu 7th century individry individual memberual members of the ns of the nobility, wobility, with populaith popular support r support and often anand often and often with a merwith a mercenary forcenary force, overthce, overthrew the norew the nobility andbility and ruled unc ruled unconstitutioonstitutionally as tnunconstitutiounconstituunconstitutionally ationally as tyrants.s tyrants. The begin The beginning of thning of the Archaic e Archaic period alsperiod also coincideo coincided with thed wd with the ewith the emergence omergence of the mostf the most character characteristic Greeistic Greek form of k form of political political organizatiorganization, the (nonorganizatiorganizatiorganization, the (non, the (normally) aormally) autonomous utonomous poœlispoœlis or city-s or city-state. A tytate. A typical polipical polis, which os, whis, which origwhich originated durinated during the miing the mid-8th centd-8th century and acury and achieved itshieved its classic f classic form by theorm by the close of  clo close of tclose of the 5th cenhe 5th century, constury, consisted of aisted of an acropolin acropolis, walls, s, walls, an an agoraéagoraé (“market” (“market”), temples), te), temples intemples in honor of  honor of Olympian gOlympian gods, a theods, a theater, and ater, and a gymnasiua gymnasium. The powm. The power of ariser of ariser of aristocracaristocracies and heies and hereditary rreditary ruling elituling elites was stres was strong; but mong; but movements tovements toward demooward demooward democracy democracy were made.were made. For examp For example, changele, changes in warfas in warfare (from cre (from chariots anhariots and cavalry d cavalryd cavalry tocavalry to foot sold foot soldiers) encoiers) encouraged anduraged and, in fact,, in fact, demanded  demanded the particthe participation ofipation of common pe com common peocommon people. Cultuple. Culturally, therally, the Archaic p Archaic period is keriod is known as thnown as the Lyric Age Lyric Age, when the, when the, when the voice the voice of the indof the individual poividual poet first aet first appears (e.ppears (e.g., Archilg., Archilochus of Pochus of Paros, Theoaros, Theognis of Megnis ognis of Megara,of Megara, and Sapph and Sappho of Lesboo of Lesbos). More cs). More communal-baommunal-based poetrysed poetry was also  was also produced (produceproduced (produced (e.g., chore.g., choral lyric oal lyric of Alcman af Alcman and Spartannd Spartan military  military poetry). Apoetry). Also, the flso, the first philoirst pirst philosophephilosophers interesrs interested in costed in cosmology andmology and the probl the problem of the em of the one and thone and the many appe many ape many appeared iappeared in Milesia n Milesia in Ionia, in Ionia, including including Thales, AnThales, Anaximander,aximander, and Anaxi and Anaximenes. Finmenes. Finally, motiallyFinFinally, mFinally, motivated botivated by land huny land hunger causedger caused by an ove by an overly dense rly dense populationpopulation and spurr and spurred on by medspurrspurred onspurred on by mercha by merchants seekinnts seeking profit, g profit, the great the great period of period of Greek coloGreek colonization bnization began in thebbegan in tbegan in the middle he middle of the 8thof the 8th century.  century. By the earBy the early 7th cenly 7th century, manytury, many Greek met Greek metropolises rmetmetropolismetropolises had estes had established cablished colonies inolonies in regions a regions as widespres widespread as Egypad as Egypt, the coat, the coast of the st coacoast of tcoast of the Black She Black Sea, the coea, the coast of Itaast of Italy, and Sply, and Spain.ain.ain.

The Archaic period conventionally begins with one of the first fixed dates in 
Greek history: the (traditional) founding of the Olympic games in 776. By the 7th 
century the often hereditary basileiís (“kings,” or more accurately, “chieftains”) 
had been overthrown in most city-states by the kaloikagathoií (“nobles”). 
During the 7th century individual members of the nobility, with popular support 
and often with a mercenary force, overthrew the nobility and ruled 
unconstitutionally as tyrants. The beginning of the Archaic period also coincided 
with the emergence of the most characteristic Greek form of political 
organization, the (normally) autonomous poœlis or city-state. A typical polis, 
which originated during the mid-8th century and achieved its classic form by the 
close of the 5th century, consisted of an acropolis, walls, an agoraé (“market”), 



temples in honor of Olympian gods, a theater, and a gymnasium. The power of 
aristocracies and hereditary ruling elites was strong; but movements toward 
democracy were made. For example, changes in warfare (from chariots and 
cavalry to foot soldiers) encouraged and, in fact, demanded the participation of 
common people. Culturally, the Archaic period is known as the Lyric Age, when 
the voice of the individual poet first appears (e.g., Archilochus of Paros, Theognis 
of Megara, and Sappho of Lesbos). More communal-based poetry was also 
produced (e.g., choral lyric of Alcman and Spartan military poetry). Also, the first 
philosophers interested in cosmology and the problem of the one and the many 
appeared in Milesia in Ionia, including Thales, Anaximander, and Anaximenes. 
Finally, motivated by land hunger caused by an overly dense population and 
spurred on by merchants seeking profit, the great period of Greek colonization 
began in the middle of the 8th century. By the early 7th century, many Greek 
metropolises had established colonies in regions as widespread as Egypt, the 
coast of the Black Sea, the coast of Italy, and Spain.

�There are There are several biseveral biblical refblical references toerences to Greece an Greece and the Greed the Greeks in thisks in this Archaic p Archaic Archaic peArchaic period. The riod. The Table of NTable of Nations (Geations (Gen. 10:2-5;n. 10:2-5; 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:5, 7) list5, 7) lists Javan ass Javan as one of th one one of theone of the children  children of Japhethof Japheth. The name. The name Javan is  Javan is the linguithe linguistic equivstic equivalent of talent of the Greek Ihe Grhe Greek Ion,Greek Ion, the epony the eponymous ancesmous ancestor of thetor of the Ionians.  Ionians. The GreeksThe Greeks, as “Java, as “Javan” or “Javn” or “Javanites,” aa“Jav“Javanites“Javanites,” are els,” are elsewhere refewhere referred to aerred to as traders s traders (Ezek. 27:(Ezek. 27:13, 19) or13, 19) or as one of as one of the natio the the nationthe nations among whs among whom Israel om Israel will be sewill be sent (Isa. 6nt (Isa. 66:19; Joel6:19; Joel 3:6[MT 4: 3:6[MT 4:6]).6]).

There are several biblical references to Greece and the Greeks in this 
Archaic period. The Table of Nations (Gen. 10:2-5; 1 Chr. 1:5, 7) lists Javan as 
one of the children of Japheth. The name Javan is the linguistic equivalent of the 
Greek Ion, the eponymous ancestor of the Ionians. The Greeks, as “Javan” or 
“Javanites,” are elsewhere referred to as traders (Ezek. 27:13, 19) or as one of 
the nations among whom Israel will be sent (Isa. 66:19; Joel 3:6[MT 4:6]).

Lion gate,Lion gate, entrance  entrance to the citto the citadel at Myadel at Mycenae (Latcenae (Late Helladice Helladic IIIB, ca. IIIB, ca. 1250  1250 B.C.E.B.C.E.) (B. K. C) (B) (B. K. Con(B. K. Condit)dit)

Lion gate, entrance to the citadel at Mycenae (Late Helladic IIIB, ca. 1250 B.C.E.) 
(B. K. Condit)

Classical Classical Period (45Period (450–323 0–323 B.C.E.B.C.E.))

Classical Period (450–323 B.C.E.)

The 5th ceThe 5th century is gntury is generally cenerally considered onsidered the periodthe period when Gree when Greece (particce (particularly Athularly Athens) reacheAthAthens) reAthens) reached its ached its greatest hgreatest heights of eights of political political power and power and cultural acultural achievementchievement; but this; b; but this wbut this was not untas not until it had il it had faced its faced its greatest ngreatest national chational challenge upallenge up to that t to that time: the Pime: thime: the Persiathe Persian invasionn invasions during ts during the early 5he early 5th centuryth century. However . However scarce dirscarce direct historect historical linksicahistorhistoricalhistorical links bet links between classween classical Greecical Greece and Israe and Israel may be,el may be, there is  there is a significa significant commonant comant common hiscommon history involtory involving the nving the nation of Pation of Persia and ersia and some of itsome of its leaders.s leaders. Cyrus the Cyrus the Great (ru G Great (rulGreat (ruled 559–530ed 559–530) ordered ) ordered the returnthe return of captiv of captive Jews to e Jews to Jerusalem Jerusalem for the refor the rebuilding obrerebuildingrebuilding of the te of the temple (e.g.mple (e.g., Ezra 1; , Ezra 1; Isa. 44:28Isa. 44:28); this sa); this same Cyrus eme Cyrus extended hixtended his empire is emps empire intempire into Greek teo Greek territories rritories of Asia Miof Asia Minor and wanor and was later ths later the subject e subject of a novelof a novelistic biogistinovelnovelisticnovelistic biography biography, Xenophon, Xenophon’s ’s CyropaediaCyropaedia,, or “The E or “The Education oducation of Cyrus.” f Cyrus.” Darius I (Darius Darius I (Darius I (d. 486) led. 486) led the firsd the first great ast great assault agaisault against Greecenst Greece (490), wh (490), which ended ich ended in the decin thein the decisithe decisive defeat ve defeat of the Perof the Persians at tsians at the battle he battle of Marathoof Marathon. Darius n. Darius I also supI also supported theportesupsupported supported the decreethe decree of Cyrus  of Cyrus (cf. Ezra (cf. Ezra 6) and fig6) and figures promiures prominently in nently in the book othe book of Daniel. f Df Daniel. XeDaniel. Xerxes I (whrxes I (who does noto does not appear in appear in the bibli the biblical recordcal record) led a se) led a second, largcond, larger invasioer ier invasion iinvasion in 480–79 tn 480–79 that also fhat also failed. In ailed. In 478–77 an 478–77 an anti-Persianti-Persian alliancan alliance was forme was formed, calleded, ced, called thecalled the Delian Le Delian League sinceague since it was he it was headquartereadquartered on the id on the island of Dsland of Delos. Atheelos. Athens assumednsAtheAthens assAthens assumed leadeumed leadership of trship of this leaguehis league and built and built an empire an empire, demandin, demanding tribute g tribute from its Gfrfrom its Gfrom its Greek “allireek “allies” and ases” and asserting itserting its militarys military might to  might to enforce Atenforce Athenian inthenian interests. Therestintinterests.interests. The great The great temples o temples of the Athef the Athenian acropnian acropolis were olis were built duribuilt during this peng this period. In vriodpeperiod. Inperiod. In various w various ways, theseays, these temples c temples celebrate velebrate victory oveictory over the invar the invading Persiding Persians (e.g.,ansPersiPersians (Persians (e.g., the e.g., the “Greeks vs“Greeks vs. barbaria. barbarians” theme ns” theme of Parthenof Parthenon artworkon artwork; the temp; the temple of Atheletemptemple of temple of Athena NikAthena Nike, “victore, “victory”).y”).y”).

The 5th century is generally considered the period when Greece (particularly 
Athens) reached its greatest heights of political power and cultural achievement; 
but this was not until it had faced its greatest national challenge up to that time: 
the Persian invasions during the early 5th century. However scarce direct 
historical links between classical Greece and Israel may be, there is a significant 
common history involving the nation of Persia and some of its leaders. Cyrus the 
Great (ruled 559–530) ordered the return of captive Jews to Jerusalem for the 
rebuilding of the temple (e.g., Ezra 1; Isa. 44:28); this same Cyrus extended his 
empire into Greek territories of Asia Minor and was later the subject of a 
novelistic biography, Xenophon’s Cyropaedia, or “The Education of Cyrus.” 
Darius I (d. 486) led the first great assault against Greece (490), which ended in 
the decisive defeat of the Persians at the battle of Marathon. Darius I also 



supported the decree of Cyrus (cf. Ezra 6) and figures prominently in the book of 
Daniel. Xerxes I (who does not appear in the biblical record) led a second, larger 
invasion in 480–79 that also failed. In 478–77 an anti-Persian alliance was formed, 
called the Delian League since it was headquartered on the island of Delos. 
Athens assumed leadership of this league and built an empire, demanding tribute 
from its Greek “allies” and asserting its military might to enforce Athenian 
interests. The great temples of the Athenian acropolis were built during this 
period. In various ways, these temples celebrate victory over the invading 
Persians (e.g., the “Greeks vs. barbarians” theme of Parthenon artwork; the 
temple of Athena Nike, “victory”).

�It was alsIt was also in the 5o in the 5th centuryth century that an e that an extraordinaxtraordinary number ry number of talenteof talented Atheniand Athend Athenian aAthenian authors prouthors produced whatduced what is now “c is now “classical” lassical” Greek liteGreek literature. Aerature. Aeschylus, tschylus, then Sophochetthen Sophothen Sophocles and Ecles and Euripides curipides crafted therafted their tragic ir tragic dramas; Ardramas; Aristophanesistophanes wrote his wrote his bawdy com b bawdy comebawdy comedies that dies that held a disheld a distorted mirtorted mirror up to ror up to the great the great Athenian dAthenian democracy; emocracy;ddemocracy;democracy; Herodotus Herodotus and Thucy and Thucydides wrotdides wrote their hie their histories thstories that chronicat chronicled the Peled the Pled the Persian anPersian and Peloponnd Peloponnesian Warsesian Wars respectiv respectively. This ely. This latter warlatter war, with Spa, with Sparta and itrta and its allies, s as allies, stallies, strained Athrained Athens but diens but did not stopd not stop its creat its creative outputive output. The dram. The dramatic compeatic competitions (htitiocompecompetitiocompetitions (held ins (held in honor ofn honor of the god D the god Dionysos) cionysos) continued. ontinued. Sophists aSophists and the estnd the established oaestestablisheestablished order chd order challenged eallenged each other;ach other; Socrates  Socrates (469–399) (469–399) challengedchallenged both. He  both. He was put towwas put towas put to death on  death on charges ofcharges of impiety i impiety in 399, fivn 399, five years afe years after the enter the end of the Pd of the PeloponnesielopPPeloponnesPeloponnesian War thian War that left Atat left Athens defeahens defeated and Spted and Sparta, for arta, for a time, asa time, as the most  the most powerful Gpopowerful Gpowerful Greek city-reek city-state.state.state.

It was also in the 5th century that an extraordinary number of talented 
Athenian authors produced what is now “classical” Greek literature. Aeschylus, 
then Sophocles and Euripides crafted their tragic dramas; Aristophanes wrote his 
bawdy comedies that held a distorted mirror up to the great Athenian 
democracy; Herodotus and Thucydides wrote their histories that chronicled the 
Persian and Peloponnesian Wars respectively. This latter war, with Sparta and its 
allies, strained Athens but did not stop its creative output. The dramatic 
competitions (held in honor of the god Dionysos) continued. Sophists and the 
established order challenged each other; Socrates (469–399) challenged both. He 
was put to death on charges of impiety in 399, five years after the end of the 
Peloponnesian War that left Athens defeated and Sparta, for a time, as the most 
powerful Greek city-state.

�Dynamic poDynamic political anlitical and culturald cultural forces co forces continued tontinued to work in t work in the 4th cenhe 4th century. No dtury. Ntury. No dominanNo dominant politicat political power eml power emerged untierged until Philip Il Philip II of MacedI of Macedon (382–33on (382–336) attempt6) attemp6) attempted attempted to unite pto unite politicallyolitically the quarr the quarrelsome andelsome and divided G divided Greek city-reek city-states. Thstates. The survivine se surviving surviving literatureliterature of the pe of the period recorriod records the voids the voices of theces of the great ora great orators who otors who opposed Phippooopposed Phopposed Philip (e.g.ilip (e.g., Demosthe, Demosthenes, 384–3nes, 384–322) and th22) and those who suose who supported hipported him (e.g., Im (e.g., Im (e.g., Isocrates,Isocrates, 436–338). 436–338). It was al It was also at thisso at this time that time that Athens se Athens secured its cured its reputationreputation as the se as th as the seat othe seat of philosopf philosophy throughhy through the writi the writing and teang and teaching of Pching of Plato (429–lato (429–347), the 347), the most famoumomost famoumost famous student s student of Socrateof Socrates, and Aris, and Aristotle (38stotle (384–322), th4–322), the most fame most famous studenous studenous student ofstudent of Plato. A  Plato. A new era benew era began, howevgan, however, with ter, with the career he career of Philip’of Philip’s son Alexs son Alexander III.anAlexAlexander Alexander III.III.

Dynamic political and cultural forces continued to work in the 4th century. 
No dominant political power emerged until Philip II of Macedon (382–336) 
attempted to unite politically the quarrelsome and divided Greek city-states. The 
surviving literature of the period records the voices of the great orators who 
opposed Philip (e.g., Demosthenes, 384–322) and those who supported him (e.g., 
Isocrates, 436–338). It was also at this time that Athens secured its reputation as 
the seat of philosophy through the writing and teaching of Plato (429–347), the 
most famous student of Socrates, and Aristotle (384–322), the most famous 
student of Plato. A new era began, however, with the career of Philip’s son 
Alexander III.

HellenistiHellenistic Period (c Period (323–31 323–31 B.C.E.B.C.E.))

Hellenistic Period (323–31 B.C.E.)

The succesThe successful militsful military campaiary campaigns of Alegns of Alexander thexander the Great (35 Great (356–323), wh6–323), which pushedich pushedich pushed easpushed east as far at as far as India, rs India, radically cadically changed thehanged the political political and cultu and cultural characral character of theter of ter of the Medof the Mediterraneaniterranean world. In world. Initially, Aitially, Alexander ilexander intended tontended to avenge th avenge the hardshipe hardships suffereds ss suffered bsuffered by the Greey the Greeks during ks during the Persiathe Persian invasionn invasions of the es of the early 5th carly 5th century. Asentury. As a student a s a student ofstudent of Aristotle Aristotle, Alexande, Alexander knew andr knew and embraced  embraced Greek cultGreek culture and diure and disseminatedsseminatedidisseminatdisseminated it, aloed it, along with thng with the Greek lae Greek language, thnguage, throughout hroughout his vast emis vast empire; thispire; this spread of sp spread of spread of “Greeklike“Greeklike” ways thr” ways throughout thoughout the period ye period yields the ields the name “Hellname “Hellenistic.” enistic.” Alexander AAlexander Alexander accomplishaccomplished this ined this in part by f part by founding maounding many Greek cny Greek city-statesity-states where lar where large numbersglarlarge numblarge numbers of Greers of Greco-Macedonco-Macedonian veteraian veterans settledns settled after ser after serving in hiving in his army. Als army. Alexander’s eAlAlexander’Alexander’s death ins death in 323 ignit 323 ignited a compled a complex strugglex struggle for powee for power among thr among the Diadochoe Diadoche Diadochoi Diadochoi (the “succ(the “successors”) tessors”) that ultimahat ultimately resultely resulted in theted in the establish establishment of thment of three dynastreeththree dynathree dynasties, allsties, all named aft named after their Ger their Greco-Macedreco-Macedonian founonian founders: the ders: the Antigonid Antigonid dynasty inddynasty indynasty in Macedon a Macedon and Greece,nd Greece, founded b founded by Antigonuy Antigonus I (ca. 3s I (ca. 382–301); t82–301); the Seleucihe Seleucihe Seleucid iSeleucid in Asia Minn Asia Minor and Syror and Syria, foundeia, founded by Seleud by Seleucus I Nicacus I Nicator (358–2tor (358–281); and t81); and the Ptolemahetthe Ptolemthe Ptolemaic in Egyaic in Egypt and thept and the southern  southern Levant, foLevant, founded by Punded by Ptolemy I Stolemy I Soter (ca. oter (ca. 367–282). 36367–282). 367–282). The PtolemThe Ptolemaic dynastaic dynasty survivedy survived the longe the longest, until st, until the death the death of Cleopatof Cleopatra VII (69raCleopatCleopatra Cleopatra VII (69–30VII (69–30), who, fo), who, following thllowing the sea batte sea battle of Actile of Actium in 31 wum in 31 when she anhen she and Antony wdanand Antonyand Antony were defe were defeated by Ocated by Octavian, cotavian, committed summitted suicide on 3icide on 3 August 30 August 30 when Octa when O when Octavian cOctavian captured Alaptured Alexandria.exandria.exandria.

The successful military campaigns of Alexander the Great (356–323), which 
pushed east as far as India, radically changed the political and cultural character 
of the Mediterranean world. Initially, Alexander intended to avenge the hardships 
suffered by the Greeks during the Persian invasions of the early 5th century. As a 
student of Aristotle, Alexander knew and embraced Greek culture and 



disseminated it, along with the Greek language, throughout his vast empire; this 
spread of “Greeklike” ways throughout the period yields the name “Hellenistic.” 
Alexander accomplished this in part by founding many Greek city-states where 
large numbers of Greco-Macedonian veterans settled after serving in his army. 
Alexander’s death in 323 ignited a complex struggle for power among the 
Diadochoi (the “successors”) that ultimately resulted in the establishment of 
three dynasties, all named after their Greco-Macedonian founders: the Antigonid 
dynasty in Macedon and Greece, founded by Antigonus I (ca. 382–301); the 
Seleucid in Asia Minor and Syria, founded by Seleucus I Nicator (358–281); and 
the Ptolemaic in Egypt and the southern Levant, founded by Ptolemy I Soter (ca. 
367–282). The Ptolemaic dynasty survived the longest, until the death of 
Cleopatra VII (69–30), who, following the sea battle of Actium in 31 when she 
and Antony were defeated by Octavian, committed suicide on 3 August 30 when 
Octavian captured Alexandria.

�Thanks to Thanks to the many tthe many thousands ohousands of papyri pf papyri preserved breserved by the dry y the dry sands of Esands of Egypt and rgypt EEgypt and Egypt and recovered recovered during theduring the past cent past century, Ptoleury, Ptolemaic Egyptmaic Egypt is the be is the best-known ost-known of all the foof all theof all the Hellenist Hellenistic kingdomic kingdoms. For exas. For example, papymple, papyrus documerus documents indicants indicate that mite that military andlitamimilitary amilitary and adminisnd administrative petrative personnel wersonnel were recruitre recruited from maed from mainland Greinland Greece. They ece. They ece. They then They then contributecontributed to the ad to the antithetic ntithetic stratificastratification of sotion of society whicciety which consisteh consisted of a Gred ofd of a Greekof a Greek elite who elite who dominated dominated Egyptian  Egyptian nationals.nationals. Ptolemaic Ptolemaic Alexandri Alexandria was botha was botha was both the aboth the administratdministrative capitaive capital of Egyptl of Egypt and seat  and seat of Greek sof Greek scholarshipcholarship which cen which centered on ttecencentered ocentered on the Musen the Museon (destroon (destroyed by firyed by fire during Je during Julius Caesulius Caesar’s siegear’s siege of Alexan of Alexandria in 47drAlexanAlexandriaAlexandria in 47), o in 47), one of the ne of the largest lilargest libraries inbraries in the ancie the ancient world. nt world. AlexandriaAlexandria was home  was  was home twas home to a large o a large Jewish diaJewish diaspora commspora community (whiunity (which later ich later included thncluded the Apollos e Apollos e Apollos meApollos mentioned inntioned in Acts 18:2 Acts 18:24; 19:1 an4; 19:1 and frequentd frequently in 1 Coly in 1 Corinthians)rinthians). During t. During the 3rd cenhetthe 3rd cethe 3rd century, firntury, first the Penst the Pentateuch antateuch and eventuald eventually the resly the rest of the Ot of the OT was tranT was translated intslattrantranslatedtranslated into Gree into Greek and camek and came to be kno to be known as the wn as the SeptuagintSeptuagint (LXX, fro (LXX, from Lat. m Lat. septuagintsepseptuagintseptuaginta,a, “70”), si “70”), since accordnce according to leging to legend 70 Jewend 70 Jewish translish translators tookators took part in t part in the projecthe tthe projecthe project (narratet (narrated in the Ed in the Epistle of pistle of Aristeas).Aristeas).

Thanks to the many thousands of papyri preserved by the dry sands of 
Egypt and recovered during the past century, Ptolemaic Egypt is the best-known 
of all the Hellenistic kingdoms. For example, papyrus documents indicate that 
military and administrative personnel were recruited from mainland Greece. 
They then contributed to the antithetic stratification of society which consisted 
of a Greek elite who dominated Egyptian nationals. Ptolemaic Alexandria was 
both the administrative capital of Egypt and seat of Greek scholarship which 
centered on the Museon (destroyed by fire during Julius Caesar’s siege of 
Alexandria in 47), one of the largest libraries in the ancient world. Alexandria 
was home to a large Jewish diaspora community (which later included the 
Apollos mentioned in Acts 18:24; 19:1 and frequently in 1 Corinthians). During 
the 3rd century, first the Pentateuch and eventually the rest of the OT was 
translated into Greek and came to be known as the Septuagint (LXX, from Lat. 
septuaginta, “70”), since according to legend 70 Jewish translators took part in 
the project (narrated in the Epistle of Aristeas).

�The rise tThe rise to power ofo power of the Seleu the Seleucid ruler cid ruler Antiochus Antiochus IV EpiphanIV Epiphanes (ca. 21es (ca. 215–164), as5–164)21215–164), 215–164), as well asas well as the caree the career of Alexar of Alexander the Gnder the Great and treat and the assumpthe assumption of powion of powion of power by tpower by the Diadochhe Diadochi that prei that preceded it, ceded it, is referreis referred to in Dad to in Dan. 8; 1 Man. 8; 1 Macc. 1, botcc. 1, both written h wh written bewritten before the mfore the middle of tiddle of the 2nd cenhe 2nd century. Greetury. Greece itself ce itself was largelwas largely subject y subject to the Antto tto the Antigothe Antigonid rulersnid rulers in Macedo in Macedonia througnia throughout this hout this period untperiod until 146, whil 146, when Rome, fen Rome, following ioffollowing following its victorits victory in the Fy in the Fourth Maceourth Macedonian Wardonian War, destroye, destroyed Corinth d Corinth and made band made and made both made both Greece andGreece and Macedonia Macedonia into Roma into Roman provincen provinces. The Roms. The Roman provincan province of Achaie of e of Achaia of Achaia was initiawas initially organilly organized in 46 zed in 46 and later and later reestablisreestablished as a shed as a senatorial enatorial province bprovinprovince bprovince by Augustusy Augustus in 27. Ac in 27. Achaia was thaia was the officiahe official name forl name for the Roman the Roman province  province of Greece,oof Greece,of Greece, and it is and it is primarily primarily by that n by that name that Game that Greece is rreece is referred toeferred to in the NT in the NT (e.g., Ac (e. (e.g., Act(e.g., Acts 18:12; 1s 18:12; 1 Thess. 1: Thess. 1:7; 2 Cor. 7; 2 Cor. 1:1), thou1:1), though the morgh the more popular e popular synonym Hesynonym Hellas also llaHeHellas alsHellas also occurs oo occurs once (Acts nce (Acts 20:2; cf. 20:2; cf. 1 Macc. 8:1 Macc. 8:9).9).9).

The rise to power of the Seleucid ruler Antiochus IV Epiphanes (ca. 
215–164), as well as the career of Alexander the Great and the assumption of 
power by the Diadochi that preceded it, is referred to in Dan. 8; 1 Macc. 1, both 
written before the middle of the 2nd century. Greece itself was largely subject to 
the Antigonid rulers in Macedonia throughout this period until 146, when Rome, 
following its victory in the Fourth Macedonian War, destroyed Corinth and 
made both Greece and Macedonia into Roman provinces. The Roman province 
of Achaia was initially organized in 46 and later reestablished as a senatorial 
province by Augustus in 27. Achaia was the official name for the Roman province 
of Greece, and it is primarily by that name that Greece is referred to in the NT 
(e.g., Acts 18:12; 1 Thess. 1:7; 2 Cor. 1:1), though the more popular synonym 



Hellas also occurs once (Acts 20:2; cf. 1 Macc. 8:9).

�One of theOne of the more impo more important intertant intellectual dllectual developmentevelopments during ts during the Hellenihe Hellenistic periostic pstic period is period is the develothe development of spment of several majeveral major schoolsor schools of Greek  of Greek thought, ethought, each of whiach of which regardecwhiwhich regawhich regarded itselrded itself as an hef as an heir of Socrir of Socratic thougatic thought. The twht. The two schools o schools founded byfounded by Plato and Pl Plato and Plato and Aristotle,Aristotle, called th called the Academy e Academy and the Peand the Peripateticsripatetics respectiv respectively, contiely, continued to denuedconticontinued continued to developto develop throughou throughout the Hellt the Hellenistic peenistic period. The riod. The major philmajor philosophical osophical schools orsschools orschools or movements movements establish established somewhaed somewhat later int later included Cyncluded Cynicism (fouicism (founded by Dinded by nded by Diogeneby Diogenes, ca. 412s, ca. 412/403—324/3/403—324/321), Epicu21), Epicureanism (freanism (founded by ounded by Epicurus, Epicurus, 341–270), 341–270341–270), 341–270), Stoicism (Stoicism (founded byfounded by Zeno, 335 Zeno, 335–263, who –263, who taught in taught in the paintethe painted Stoa “cod Stoa “cod Stoa “colonnade“colonnade” in Athen” in Athens), and Scs), and Scepticism (epticism (founded byfounded by Pyrrhon o Pyrrhon of Elis, caf Elis, ca. 365–275,. 365–275, and somet a and sometiand sometimes calledmes called Pyrrhonis Pyrrhonism). All thm). All these schoolese schools regardeds regarded philosoph philosophy, not as y, not as an arcane aan arcane an arcane subject, bsubject, but as the ut as the “art of li“art of living” par ving” par excellenceexcellence, which pr, which provided ansovided answers to thwersansanswers toanswers to the urgen the urgent human prt human problems of oblems of human suffhuman suffering, incering, including angluding anger and agger and agger and aggressionaggression, fear of , fear of death, lovdeath, love and sexue and sexuality, sicality, sickness and kness and misfortunemisfortune. The goal. The goal of all of of a of all of theall of these schoolsse schools of though of thought was the t was the attainmentattainment of  of eudaimoniíeudaimoniíaa (i.e., ha (i.e., happiness orppinesshahappiness happiness or the floor the flourishing lurishing life) throuife) through the usegh the use of reason of reason and argum and argumentation.entation.entation.

One of the more important intellectual developments during the Hellenistic 
period is the development of several major schools of Greek thought, each of 
which regarded itself as an heir of Socratic thought. The two schools founded by 
Plato and Aristotle, called the Academy and the Peripatetics respectively, 
continued to develop throughout the Hellenistic period. The major philosophical 
schools or movements established somewhat later included Cynicism (founded 
by Diogenes, ca. 412/403—324/321), Epicureanism (founded by Epicurus, 
341–270), Stoicism (founded by Zeno, 335–263, who taught in the painted Stoa 
“colonnade” in Athens), and Scepticism (founded by Pyrrhon of Elis, ca. 365–275, 
and sometimes called Pyrrhonism). All these schools regarded philosophy, not as 
an arcane subject, but as the “art of living” par excellence, which provided 
answers to the urgent human problems of human suffering, including anger and 
aggression, fear of death, love and sexuality, sickness and misfortune. The goal of 
all of these schools of thought was the attainment of eudaimoniía (i.e., 
happiness or the flourishing life) through the use of reason and argumentation.

�Urban lifeUrban life flourishe flourished in this d in this period. Seperiod. Seats of powats of power were iner were in large cit large cities: Alexaies: Alexandria (EgynAlexaAlexandriaAlexandria (Egypt),  (Egypt), Antioch (SAntioch (Syria), Peryria), Pergamon (Asigamon (Asia Minor), a Minor), Pella (MacPella (Macedon); andedon); and, while no, andand, whileand, while not unpre not unprecedented, cedented, cities thacities that were fout were founded or flnded or flourished iourished in this eran this era shared th sh shared theshared the common el common elements of ements of the Greek the Greek polis or cpolis or city-state.ity-state. These inc These included the luded the agora, essaagora, essagora, essentially aentially a large, pu large, public spaceblic space that coul that could serve asd serve as the hub o the hub of commercef commerce, local ad, lo, local admilocal administrationnistration, social, , social, and religiand religious activious activity (particty (particularly in ularly in temples). temples). A theater A theaterA theater watheater was obligatos obligatory, as wasry, as was the Greek the Greek gymnasium gymnasium, which ex, which existed not isted not only for aonly for athletic extaathletic eathletic exercise (cxercise (conducted nonducted nude, Gk. ude, Gk. gymnoœsgymnoœs), but als), but also for traio for training in thning in the traditioe trae traditionstraditions of Greek  of Greek culture. Tculture. The gymnasihe gymnasium was a sum was a symbol of Gymbol of Greek cultureek culture, makingre, makinre, making themaking the construct construction of oneion of one in Jerusa in Jerusalem all thlem all the more cone more controversialtroversial (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 1:14; 2 Ma1:11:14; 2 Ma1:14; 2 Macc. 4:9).cc. 4:9).

Urban life flourished in this period. Seats of power were in large cities: 
Alexandria (Egypt), Antioch (Syria), Pergamon (Asia Minor), Pella (Macedon); 
and, while not unprecedented, cities that were founded or flourished in this era 
shared the common elements of the Greek polis or city-state. These included the 
agora, essentially a large, public space that could serve as the hub of commerce, 
local administration, social, and religious activity (particularly in temples). A 
theater was obligatory, as was the Greek gymnasium, which existed not only for 
athletic exercise (conducted nude, Gk. gymnoœs), but also for training in the 
traditions of Greek culture. The gymnasium was a symbol of Greek culture, 
making the construction of one in Jerusalem all the more controversial (1 Macc. 
1:14; 2 Macc. 4:9).

Roman PeriRoman Period (31 od (31 B.C.E.B.C.E.—476 —476 C.E.C.E.))

Roman Period (31 B.C.E.—476 C.E.)

In the RomIn the Roman period,an period, Greece as Greece as a nation  a nation had littlehad little to no pol to no political powitical power; the Roer; the Romans had cmaRoRomans hadRomans had conquered conquered the Medit the Mediterranean werranean world and morld and made it theade it their empire.ir empire. Greece ne Greec Greece nevGreece nevertheless ertheless exerted a exerted a strong culstrong cultural infltural influence, prouence, providing theviding the models fo models for most Romr fofor most Rfor most Roman art aoman art and literatnd literature. Athenure. Athens became as became a “universi “university town” aty town” and was parnd was pand was particularparticularly distingly distinguished, asuished, as it had be it had been, for phen, for philosophy (ilosophy (cf. Acts 1cf. Acts 18:19-20; 18:19-20; 1 Cor. 1:20 Cor. 1 Cor. 1:20-23).1:20-23).1:20-23).

In the Roman period, Greece as a nation had little to no political power; the 
Romans had conquered the Mediterranean world and made it their empire. 
Greece nevertheless exerted a strong cultural influence, providing the models 
for most Roman art and literature. Athens became a “university town” and was 
particularly distinguished, as it had been, for philosophy (cf. Acts 18:19-20; 1 Cor. 
1:20-23).

�The prevalThe prevalence of Grence of Greek cultureek culture is reflee is reflected in thcted in the NT use oe NT use of f HélleänHélleän (“Greek”) (“Gre (“Greek”) (“Greek”) as a cultuas a cultural as welral as well as an etl as an ethnic desighnic designation, renation, referring toferring to someone w someone who is Hellho wwho is Helwho is Hellenized orlenized or Greek-spe Greek-speaking and aking and educated. educated. The PaulinThe Pauline dichotome dichotomy of “Jew y of “Jewy of “Jew and G“Jew and Greek” (Romreek” (Rom. 1:16; 2:. 1:16; 2:9-10; 3:9;9-10; 3:9; 10:12; 1  10:12; 1 Cor. 1:24;Cor. 1:24; 10:32; Ga 10:32; Gal. 3:28; Cl. 3:28; Col. 3:11) ol. CCol. 3:11)Col. 3:11) comes to  comes to mean Jew amean Jew and “Gentilnd “Gentile,” “non-Je,” “non-Jew” or “paew” or “pagan.” Alsogan.” Also, the “Gre, the “Gr, the “Greek” wo“Greek” woman in Marman in Mark 7:26 is k 7:26 is actually aactually a Syrophoen Syrophoenician “by ician “by birth” or birth” or “race.” Th“race.” The ethnic deThThe ethnicThe ethnic designati designation, howeveon, however, is alsor, is also used (Act used (Acts 16:1; Gas 16:1; Gal. 2:3).l. 2:3).l. 2:3).

The prevalence of Greek culture is reflected in the NT use of Hélleän 
(“Greek”) as a cultural as well as an ethnic designation, referring to someone 
who is Hellenized or Greek-speaking and educated. The Pauline dichotomy of 
“Jew and Greek” (Rom. 1:16; 2:9-10; 3:9; 10:12; 1 Cor. 1:24; 10:32; Gal. 3:28; 



Col. 3:11) comes to mean Jew and “Gentile,” “non-Jew” or “pagan.” Also, the 
“Greek” woman in Mark 7:26 is actually a Syrophoenician “by birth” or “race.” 
The ethnic designation, however, is also used (Acts 16:1; Gal. 2:3).
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GREEKGREEKGREEK

GREEK

An inflectAn inflected languaged language in whiche in which the marki the marking of wordng of words with pres with prefixes and fixes and suffixes esuffixes encodes thencoeencodes thencodes the syntactie syntactical structcal structure of theure of the sentence. sentence. Verbs are Verbs are marked to marked to express t express tense, moodenttense, mootense, mood, voice, d, voice, person, anperson, and number, d number, while adjewhile adjectives, arctives, articles, prticles, pronouns, anonouns, and nouns cad nd nouns can nouns can be marked be marked to reflectto reflect gender, n gender, number, andumber, and case. Gre case. Greek has threk has three gendersee genderee genders: mgenders: masculine, asculine, feminine, feminine, and neuterand neuter. In addit. In addition to sinion to singular and gular and plural, clplural, classical Grassicalclclassical classical Greek has Greek has a dual. Tha dual. The eight Ine eight Indo-europeado-european cases wen cases were reducedre reduced to five i to five in Greek: nn Gn Greek: nomGreek: nominative, vinative, vocative, aocative, accusative,ccusative, genitive, genitive, and dativ and dative. Greek he. Greek has three vas three voice distioicevvoice distvoice distinctions: inctions: active, paactive, passive, andssive, and middle. middle.

An inflected language in which the marking of words with prefixes and suffixes 
encodes the syntactical structure of the sentence. Verbs are marked to express 
tense, mood, voice, person, and number, while adjectives, articles, pronouns, and 
nouns can be marked to reflect gender, number, and case. Greek has three 
genders: masculine, feminine, and neuter. In addition to singular and plural, 
classical Greek has a dual. The eight Indo-european cases were reduced to five in 
Greek: nominative, vocative, accusative, genitive, and dative. Greek has three 
voice distinctions: active, passive, and middle.

HistoryHistory

History

The Greek The Greek language clanguage consists ofonsists of several r several related diaelated dialects (Attlects (Attic, Ionic,ic, Ionic, Doric, Ae Doric, Aeolic) whicolic)AeAeolic) whAeolic) which emergeich emerged from Prod from Proto-Greek, to-Greek, a reconstra reconstructed Indoucted Indo-european -european language. languaglanguage. language. Migrating Migrating tribes of tribes of Achaeans, Achaeans, speaking Pspeaking Proto-Greekroto-Greek, arrived , arrived in the Grein the Greek peninsuekGreGreek peniGreek peninsula ca. nsula ca. 2000 2000 B.C.E.B.C.E., where th, where they met andey met and fused wit fused with the indih the indigenous Aeggenous Aeggenous Aegeans. TAegeans. The earlieshe earliest written t written form of Grform of Greek is caleek is called Linearled Linear B, preser B, preserved on claved on clay tablets y ty tablets fotablets found on Creund on Crete and maite and mainland Greenland Greece and datce and dating from ting from the Minoan he Minoan and Mycenaand Myceand Mycenaean Mycenaean period (14period (1450–1200). 50–1200). The collapThe collapse of Mycese of Mycenaean civinaean civilization (lization (ca. 1250) ca. 1250) was followwwas followwas followed by the ed by the arrival ofarrival of groups of groups of less cult less culturally advurally advanced Dorianced Dorian Greeks,an Greeks, causing a ca causing a causing a cultural ucultural upheaval whpheaval which introdich introduced the Guced the Greek Dark reek Dark Ages (ca. Ages (ca. 1100–950),1100–950),1100–950),1100–950), during wh during which writinich writing was forgg was forgotten. Towotten. Toward the enard the end of the 8d of the 8th centuryth centurth century, wcentury, written Greritten Greek again aek again appeared inppeared in the form  the form of an alphof an alphabetic scrabetic script borrowipt borrowed from theborrowborrowed fborrowed from the 22rom the 22-character-character Phoenicia Phoenician alphabetn alphabet, with the, with the addition  addition of four diof four distinctivelsdidistinctivdistinctively Greek ely Greek letters.letters.letters.

The Greek language consists of several related dialects (Attic, Ionic, Doric, 
Aeolic) which emerged from Proto-Greek, a reconstructed Indo-european 
language. Migrating tribes of Achaeans, speaking Proto-Greek, arrived in the 
Greek peninsula ca. 2000 B.C.E., where they met and fused with the indigenous 
Aegeans. The earliest written form of Greek is called Linear B, preserved on clay 
tablets found on Crete and mainland Greece and dating from the Minoan and 
Mycenaean period (1450–1200). The collapse of Mycenaean civilization (ca. 1250) 
was followed by the arrival of groups of less culturally advanced Dorian Greeks, 
causing a cultural upheaval which introduced the Greek Dark Ages (ca. 
1100–950), during which writing was forgotten. Toward the end of the 8th 
century, written Greek again appeared in the form of an alphabetic script 
borrowed from the 22-character Phoenician alphabet, with the addition of four 
distinctively Greek letters.

�The dominaThe dominant Greek dnt Greek dialect of ialect of the Hellenthe Hellenistic and istic and Roman periRoman periods is calods is called Koine led Koled Koine (“coKoine (“common”) Gremmon”) Greek, based ek, based primarily primarily on 4th-cenon 4th-century Attictury Attic Greek. At Greek. Attic becametic becamtic became thebecame the most impo most important Greertant Greek dialect k dialect because ofbecause of the polit the political and mical and military doilitary dominance ofmdodominance dominance of Athens of Athens during theduring the 5th centu 5th century. Koine ry. Koine was the ofwas the official lanficial language of aguage of all the Helll tll the Hellenthe Hellenistic kingistic kingdoms founddoms founded by Alexed by Alexander’s suander’s successors, ccessors, and was usand was used as the ed as the language ollanguage olanguage of governmef government, commernt, commerce, and edce, and education, aucation, as well as s well as of the rulof the ruling elite ing elite and the hiandand the hiand the higher stratgher strata of sociea of society becausety because Greek lan Greek language and guage and culture weculture were thoughtre thought superior  thoughtthought suthought superior to perior to other langother languages. Theuages. There is no ere is no evidence thvidence that writtenat written Koine had Koine had local dia hadhad local had local dialects, dialects, though thethough there was mucre was much lexical h lexical and phonoland phonological varogical variation. Thiation. The uniform e ue uniform chuniform character ofaracter of the writt the written languagen language contribue contributed to theted to the standardi standardization of zation of the spokenththe spokenthe spoken language. language.

The dominant Greek dialect of the Hellenistic and Roman periods is called 



Koine (“common”) Greek, based primarily on 4th-century Attic Greek. Attic 
became the most important Greek dialect because of the political and military 
dominance of Athens during the 5th century. Koine was the official language of all 
the Hellenistic kingdoms founded by Alexander’s successors, and was used as the 
language of government, commerce, and education, as well as of the ruling elite 
and the higher strata of society because Greek language and culture were 
thought superior to other languages. There is no evidence that written Koine 
had local dialects, though there was much lexical and phonological variation. The 
uniform character of the written language contributed to the standardization of 
the spoken language.

Greek in tGreek in the Near Eahe Near Eastst

Greek in the Near East

During theDuring the Mycenaean Mycenaean and Minoa and Minoan periods,n periods, mainland  mainland Greece andGreece and Crete had Crete had extensive exten extensive extensive commercialcommercial contacts  contacts with the Nwith the Near East. ear East. The MycenaThe Mycenaeans brougeans brought their lht their ht their langtheir language to Cyuage to Cyprus, for prus, for the Arcadothe Arcado-Cypriote -Cypriote dialect isdialect is known fro known from inscriptm inscriptions in thioinscriptinscriptioinscriptions in the ns in the Cypriote sCypriote syllabary. yllabary. Though conThough contact was itact was interruptednterrupted by the di by the dissolution ssodidissolutiodissolution of Mycenn of Mycenaean-Minoaaean-Minoan civilizan civilization, commtion, commercial conercial contacts weretacts were renewed a renewed  renewed anrenewed and extendedd extended when Gree when Greek city-stak city-states began tes began extensive extensive colonizaticolonization in the on in theon in the 8th cethe 8th century. Thrntury. Throughout thoughout the Hellenise Hellenistic citiestic cities of Egypt  of Egypt and Syria-and Syria-Palestine,Palestine, the middl the the middlethe middle- and uppe- and upper-class Grr-class Greeks livedeeks lived in relati in relative isolative isolation from thon from the natives,e natives, minimizin min minimizingminimizing the influ the influence of inence of indigenous ldigenous languages. anguages. Greek contGreek continued to binued to be spoken ie spoken in the Hellniin the Helin the Hellenistic clenistic cities in tities in the former he former Persian EmPersian Empire, suchpire, such as Seleuc as Seleucia on the ia on the Tigris andTigrisTigris andTigris and Susa. Susa. Susa.

During the Mycenaean and Minoan periods, mainland Greece and Crete had 
extensive commercial contacts with the Near East. The Mycenaeans brought 
their language to Cyprus, for the Arcado-Cypriote dialect is known from 
inscriptions in the Cypriote syllabary. Though contact was interrupted by the 
dissolution of Mycenaean-Minoan civilization, commercial contacts were 
renewed and extended when Greek city-states began extensive colonization in 
the 8th century. Throughout the Hellenistic cities of Egypt and Syria-Palestine, 
the middle- and upper-class Greeks lived in relative isolation from the natives, 
minimizing the influence of indigenous languages. Greek continued to be spoken 
in the Hellenistic cities in the former Persian Empire, such as Seleucia on the 
Tigris and Susa.

�Both LatinBoth Latin and Greek and Greek were used were used in the ad in the administratiministration of easton of eastern Roman ern Roman provinces.provprovinces.provinces. In the Gr In the Greek East teek East the use of he use of the Greek the Greek language wlanguage was dominanas dominant, and it t, and it was the lawwas the lawas the language of nguage of local Romalocal Roman administn administration in ration in the provinthe provinces. In thces. In the Greek-spe Greek-speaking proeGreek-spGreek-speaGreek-speaking proviking provinces, evennces, even official  official Roman docuRoman documents werements were routinely routinely written i written  written inwritten in Greek, th Greek, though publiough public works inc works inscriptionsscriptions were usua were usually in Latlly in Latin. Latin in. Latin was also twas was also twas also the medium he medium used for cused for communicatiommunication betweenon between the centr the central governmal government and Roent anent and Roman and Roman magistratemagistrates and betws and between Roman een Roman magistratemagistrates and Romas and Roman coloniesn colonies...

Both Latin and Greek were used in the administration of eastern Roman 
provinces. In the Greek East the use of the Greek language was dominant, and it 
was the language of local Roman administration in the provinces. In the 
Greek-speaking provinces, even official Roman documents were routinely 
written in Greek, though public works inscriptions were usually in Latin. Latin 
was also the medium used for communication between the central government 
and Roman magistrates and between Roman magistrates and Roman colonies.

�In PtolemaIn Ptolemaic Egypt Gic Egypt Greco-Macedreco-Macedonian immionian immigrants setgrants settled in thtled in the two new e two new centers ofcentcenters ofcenters of Hellenism Hellenism, Alexandr, Alexandria in the ia in the north and north and Ptolemais Ptolemais in the souin the south, as welth, as well as in thl asl as in the as in the ancient poancient port of Naucrt of Naucratis. Howratis. However, mostever, most settled i settled in primariln primarily rural rey rural regions alongionreregions alregions along the Niong the Nile. The prle. The preservationeservation of nonlit of nonliterary Greeerary Greek papyri ik papyri in Egypt frn Egypt from the 3rdomfrfrom the 3from the 3rd centuryrd century  B.C.E.B.C.E. through t through the 3rd cenhe 3rd century tury C.E.C.E. provides  provides an importaan important avenue nt avent avenue intavenue into the writo the written Koine ten Koine of this peof this period. Duririod. During the 3rdng the 3rd century  century B.C.E.B.C.E. the Torah the Tor the Torah and Torah and some othersome other parts of  parts of the Hebrewthe Hebrew Bible wer Bible were translate translated into a ed into a Greek versGreek verGreek version caversion called the Slled the Septuagint eptuagint (LXX). The(LXX). The evidence  evidence from inscrfrom inscriptions iniptions indicates lidicates little dialettlelilittle dialittle dialectic diflectic difference inference in the Koine the Koine of Egypt, of Egypt, Asia Mino Asia Minor, Italy, r, Italy, and Syria-and Syria-Palestine.PalestineSyria-Syria-PaleSyria-Palestine. Lowstine. Low-status Eg-status Egyptian natyptian natives contiives continued to spnued to speak Egyptieak Egyptian until tan until the 3rd cenhe 3he 3rd centur3rd century y C.E.C.E. In the 2n In the 2nd century d century the Egyptithe Egyptian languagan language, at thise, at this stage kno stage known as Coptwn as Cwn as Coptic, beCoptic, began to be gan to be written uswritten using Greek ing Greek characterscharacters and was h and was heavily depeavily dependent on endent onendent on other aon other aspects of spects of Greek. As Greek. As much as 20much as 20 percent o percent of the Coptf the Coptic lexiconic lexicon consists  consists of Greek loof Greek lof Greek loanwords, oanwords, and some Gand some Greek verbsreek verbs were adap were adapted to Copted to Coptic morphotic morphology. Uppelogy. morphomorphologymorphology. Upper-cl. Upper-class adminiass administrators astrators and aristocnd aristocrats as werats as well as the ll as the lower socilower social classesalsocisocial clasocial classes (espesses (especially in cially in Upper EgypUpper Egypt) were get) were generally monerally monolingual.nolingual.

In Ptolemaic Egypt Greco-Macedonian immigrants settled in the two new 
centers of Hellenism, Alexandria in the north and Ptolemais in the south, as well 
as in the ancient port of Naucratis. However, most settled in primarily rural 
regions along the Nile. The preservation of nonliterary Greek papyri in Egypt 
from the 3rd century B.C.E. through the 3rd century C.E. provides an important 
avenue into the written Koine of this period. During the 3rd century B.C.E. the 
Torah and some other parts of the Hebrew Bible were translated into a Greek 
version called the Septuagint (LXX). The evidence from inscriptions indicates 
little dialectic difference in the Koine of Egypt, Asia Minor, Italy, and 



Syria-Palestine. Low-status Egyptian natives continued to speak Egyptian until the 
3rd century C.E. In the 2nd century the Egyptian language, at this stage known as 
Coptic, began to be written using Greek characters and was heavily dependent 
on other aspects of Greek. As much as 20 percent of the Coptic lexicon consists 
of Greek loanwords, and some Greek verbs were adapted to Coptic 
morphology. Upper-class administrators and aristocrats as well as the lower 
social classes (especially in Upper Egypt) were generally monolingual.

�After the After the death of Adeath of Alexander ilexander in 323 n 323 B.C.E.B.C.E., Coele-Sy, Coele-Syria, Syriaria, Syria, Phoenici, Phoenicia, and Pala, and Pa, and Palestine Palestine were contrwere controlled by Polled by Ptolemaic Etolemaic Egypt untilgypt until conquered conquered by the Se by the Seleucids inleucids in 201; Koin 2 201; Koine201; Koine Greek was Greek was the admin the administrative istrative language olanguage of both thef both the Ptolemies Ptolemies and Seleu and Seleu and Seleucids.Seleucids. From the  From the 3rd centur3rd century on, mosty on, most of the in of the inscriptionsscriptions found in  found in Syria-PaleSyria-Palestine are stinSyria-PaleSyria-PaleSyria-Palestine are stine are in Greek. in Greek. The Zenon The Zenon Papyri (25Papyri (259–257) ref9–257) reflect the rlect the relationshielationship between p bp between thbetween the Jew Tobie Jew Tobias and Egyas and Egyptian authptian authorities. Oorities. One of the ne of the oldest datoldest dated Greek ied Greek inscriptionniinscriptioinscriptions is fromns is from Jaffa in  Jaffa in honor of Phonor of Ptolemy IV,tolemy IV, and is da and is dated to 217ted to 217. Though t. Though there were heretthere werethere were enclaves  enclaves of Helleniof Hellenistic cultustic culture in the re in the HellenistiHellenistic cities ic cities in Galilee n Galilee such as Sesuch assuch as Sepphoras Sepphoris and theis and the more nort more northerly citiherly cities of the es of the Decapolis,Decapolis, including including Antiochia Antiochia Hippos, A Hi Hippos, AbHippos, Abila, Gadarila, Gadara, Pella, a, Pella, and Beth-sand Beth-shean, no chean, no clear pictulear picture has yetre has yet emerged r emerged regarding tegarregarding regarding the exact the exact nature of nature of the relatithe relationship betonship between Jewisween Jewish and Hellh and Hellenistic cuenistic cultural worltucucultural wcultural worlds in Uorlds in Upper and Lpper and Lower Galilower Galilee during ee during the 1st cethe 1st century ntury C.E.C.E.C.E.

After the death of Alexander in 323 B.C.E., Coele-Syria, Syria, Phoenicia, and 
Palestine were controlled by Ptolemaic Egypt until conquered by the Seleucids in 
201; Koine Greek was the administrative language of both the Ptolemies and 
Seleucids. From the 3rd century on, most of the inscriptions found in 
Syria-Palestine are in Greek. The Zenon Papyri (259–257) reflect the relationship 
between the Jew Tobias and Egyptian authorities. One of the oldest dated Greek 
inscriptions is from Jaffa in honor of Ptolemy IV, and is dated to 217. Though 
there were enclaves of Hellenistic culture in the Hellenistic cities in Galilee such 
as Sepphoris and the more northerly cities of the Decapolis, including Antiochia 
Hippos, Abila, Gadara, Pella, and Beth-shean, no clear picture has yet emerged 
regarding the exact nature of the relationship between Jewish and Hellenistic 
cultural worlds in Upper and Lower Galilee during the 1st century C.E.

�Many GreekMany Greek settlers  settlers had settlehad settled in the Pd in the Phoenician hoenician coastal cicoastal cities durinties during the 3rd g the 3rdg the 3rd centur3rd century y B.C.E.B.C.E. The tradi The traditional biltional bilingualism ingualism of these cof these cities was ities was replaced wreplaced with a Hellith a Hith a HellenistiHellenistic Koine moc Koine monolingualinolingualism, thoughsm, though Palestine Palestine generally generally during th during the Hellenise Hellenistic and RoticHellenisHellenistiHellenistic and Romac and Roman period wn period was bilinguas bilingual; most pal; most people spokeople spoke both Arae both Aramaic and Gmaic and Gmaic and Greek. HelGreek. Hellenistic Klenistic Koine was soine was spoken and poken and written bywritten by all socia all social classes.l classes. The use o The use of Greek inf Gf Greek in PGreek in Palestine dalestine during the uring the Roman periRoman period has beeod has been intenseln intensely investigy investigated becauated because of the sbecaubecause ofbecause of the probl the problem of the em of the language olanguage or languager languages spoken bs spoken by Jesus any Jesus and the mored the mored the more genermore general problemal problem of the ex of the extent to whtent to which Palestich Palestinian Judainian Judaism was Heism was Hellenized. llenized. Jesus certJJesus certJesus certainly spokainly spoke Aramaic,e Aramaic, probably  probably Hebrew, anHebrew, and possiblyd possibly Greek. He Greek. Hebrew was abrew wasbrew was a spokwas a spoken languagen language in Palese in Palestine untiltine until the Mishn the Mishnaic periodaic period, though h, though how widely ow widely it was useit it was useit was used remains d remains unclear. Bunclear. Both Hebrewoth Hebrew and Greek and Greek were cons were considered preidered prestige langstige lanstige languages languages in differein different social nt social contexts. contexts. During theDuring the 2nd and 1 2nd and 1st centurist centuries es B.C.E.B.C.E., Hebrew w, Hebr, Hebrew wasHebrew was used as a used as a literary  literary language, language, by the autby the authors of Dahors of Daniel, Ben niel, Ben Sira, and Sira, and many of thmamany of thmany of the Dead Seae Dead Sea Scrolls.  Scrolls. Even amongEven among the Qumra the Qumran literatun literature, howevere, however, a number, a numr, a number of number of Greek manuGreek manuscripts wescripts were found dre found dating fromating from the mid-2 the mid-2nd centurynd century  B.C.E.B.C.E. to as lat t to as lateto as late as the mi as the mid-1st centd-1st century ury C.E.C.E., includin, including fragmentg fragments of four s of four LXX scrollLXX scrolls; and a ss; and as; and a scroll oa scroll of the Minof the Minor Prophetsr Prophets in Greek  in Greek was discovwas discovered at ered at Nah�al H¸eNah�al H¸everver. Two of t. Two. Two of theTwo of the 15 Bar Ko 15 Bar Kokhba lettekhba letters (writters (written 132–35 n 132–35 C.E.C.E.) from ) from Nah�al H¸eNah�al H¸everver are writt ar are writteare written in Greekn in Greek, and the , and the Babata arcBabata archive from hive from Nah�al H¸eNah�al H¸everver consists  consists of 36 or 3of 36of 36 or 37 d36 or 37 documents wocuments written froritten from ca. 93–1m ca. 93–132 32 C.E.C.E. in Nabate in Nabatean, Aramaian, Aramaic, and Grec, and Greek. The 22eGreGreek. TheGreek. The 221 Greek 221 Greek inscripti inscriptions from Bons from Beth-shearieth-shearim in Galilm in Galilee (3rd anee (3rd and 4th centd 4th centd 4th centuries centuries C.E.C.E.) far outn) far outnumber thosumber those in Hebree in Hebrew and Aramw and Aramaic. The faic. The fact that tact that there are chere ahere are ca. 15are ca. 1500 Greek l00 Greek loanwords ioanwords in talmudicn talmudic literatur literature underline underlines the wides the widespread usespread use of Greekeususe of Greuse of Greek by Jewsek by Jews during th during the 1st cente 1st centuries uries C.E.C.E.C.E.

Many Greek settlers had settled in the Phoenician coastal cities during the 
3rd century B.C.E. The traditional bilingualism of these cities was replaced with a 
Hellenistic Koine monolingualism, though Palestine generally during the 
Hellenistic and Roman period was bilingual; most people spoke both Aramaic and 
Greek. Hellenistic Koine was spoken and written by all social classes. The use of 
Greek in Palestine during the Roman period has been intensely investigated 
because of the problem of the language or languages spoken by Jesus and the 
more general problem of the extent to which Palestinian Judaism was Hellenized. 
Jesus certainly spoke Aramaic, probably Hebrew, and possibly Greek. Hebrew 
was a spoken language in Palestine until the Mishnaic period, though how widely 
it was used remains unclear. Both Hebrew and Greek were considered prestige 
languages in different social contexts. During the 2nd and 1st centuries B.C.E., 
Hebrew was used as a literary language, by the authors of Daniel, Ben Sira, and 
many of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Even among the Qumran literature, however, a 
number of Greek manuscripts were found dating from the mid-2nd century B.C.E. 
to as late as the mid-1st century C.E., including fragments of four LXX scrolls; and 
a scroll of the Minor Prophets in Greek was discovered at Nah�al H¸ever . 
Two of the 15 Bar Kokhba letters (written 132–35 C.E.) from Nah�al H¸ever  
are written in Greek, and the Babata archive from Nah�al H¸ever  consists of 
36 or 37 documents written from ca. 93–132 C.E. in Nabatean, Aramaic, and 
Greek. The 221 Greek inscriptions from Beth-shearim in Galilee (3rd and 4th 



centuries C.E.) far outnumber those in Hebrew and Aramaic. The fact that there 
are ca. 1500 Greek loanwords in talmudic literature underlines the widespread 
use of Greek by Jews during the 1st centuries C.E.
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GREEK VERSGREEK VERSIONSIONSIONS

GREEK VERSIONS

One of theOne of the main reas main reasons for thons for the rise of e rise of multiple Gmultiple Greek versireek versions of theons of the Hebrew Sc Hebrew Scriptures irScScripturesScriptures in the ea in the early centurrly centuries ies C.E.C.E. was the t was the theologicalheological discussio discussions betweenns between Jewish an Jewis Jewish andJewish and Christian Christian scholars. scholars. However,  However, revision orevision of the Old f the Old Greek (so-Greek (so-called Sepcalled Septuagint ortuSepSeptuagintSeptuagint or LXX) t or LXX) translationranslation and/or ne and/or new translatw translations of boions of books probaboks probably were inly were initiated eviininitiated initiated even beforeven before the begie the beginning of tnning of the Common he Common Era. This Era. This is known bis known because somecause somecause some of thsome of the books ine books in the LXX e the LXX exhibit a cxhibit a close relatlose relationship wiionship with the trath the translationalnslational character ch charactericharacteristics in ostics in other booksther books that are  that are attributedattributed to Theodo to Theodotion. The tion. The fact that fact that citations citatcitations citations of Theodotof Theodotion’s mateion’s material appearial appear in the Nr in the NT means thT means that the matat the material attrerial attributed to ibuattrattributedattributed to him mu to him must have best have been produceen produced even eard even earlier. In clier. In contrast toontrast to the Old G the Old Greek, whicrGGreek, whiGreek, which at timech at times has wides has wide departure departures from MT,s from MT, Theodotio Theodotion’s version’s version exhibitsn exhibitn exhibits aexhibits a close for close formal corresmal correspondence tpondence to MT. Thuso MT. Thus, it is pr, it is probable thaobable that another t another reason forrereason forreason for the produ the production of Gction of Greek versireek versions at theons at the beginning beginning of the Co of the Common Era wmmon Era mmon Era was thEra was the existence existence of multie of multiple Semitiple Semitic forms ofc forms of some bibl some biblical booksical books...

One of the main reasons for the rise of multiple Greek versions of the Hebrew 
Scriptures in the early centuries C.E. was the theological discussions between 
Jewish and Christian scholars. However, revision of the Old Greek (so-called 
Septuagint or LXX) translation and/or new translations of books probably were 
initiated even before the beginning of the Common Era. This is known because 
some of the books in the LXX exhibit a close relationship with the translational 
characteristics in other books that are attributed to Theodotion. The fact that 
citations of Theodotion’s material appear in the NT means that the material 
attributed to him must have been produced even earlier. In contrast to the Old 
Greek, which at times has wide departures from MT, Theodotion’s version 
exhibits a close formal correspondence to MT. Thus, it is probable that another 
reason for the production of Greek versions at the beginning of the Common 
Era was the existence of multiple Semitic forms of some biblical books.

�Beside TheBeside Theodotion, todotion, there are there are two other fwo other famous reviamous revisions of tsions of the LXX. Aqhe LXX. Aquila (128 uila AqAquila (12Aquila (128 8 C.E.C.E.) produced) produced an extrem an extremely literaely literal translatl translation of theion of the Hebrew. H Hebrew. He attemptee attee attempted attempted to maintaito maintain a one-ton a one-to-one corre-one correspondence spondence between thbetween the Hebrew ae Hebrew and Greek wnd Grnd Greek wordGreek words. In conts. In contrast to Aqrast to Aquila, Symmuila, Symmachus (latachus (late 2nd cente 2nd century) proviury) provided a revided a revision that srevirevision trevision that was mohat was more in the re in the style of estyle of everyday Grveryday Greek while eek while still rendstill rendering the ering the Hebrew texHebHebrew texHebrew text faithfult faithfully.ly.ly.

Beside Theodotion, there are two other famous revisions of the LXX. 
Aquila (128 C.E.) produced an extremely literal translation of the Hebrew. He 
attempted to maintain a one-to-one correspondence between the Hebrew and 
Greek words. In contrast to Aquila, Symmachus (late 2nd century) provided a 
revision that was more in the style of everyday Greek while still rendering the 
Hebrew text faithfully.

�The primarThe primary source oy source of knowledgf knowledge of the we of the work of Theork of Theodotion, Aodotion, Aquila, andquila, and Symmachus Sym Symmachus Symmachus is readingis readings preserves preserved from thed from the Hexapla,  Hexapla, which was which was composed bcomposed by Origen (y Origy Origen (caOrigen (ca. 230–240). 230–240). In six p. In six parallel coarallel columns Origlumns Origen set outen set out: 1) the H: 1) the Hebrew textebrew text as he kne a as he knewas he knew it; 2) a  it; 2) a Greek tranGreek transliteratiosliteration of the Hn of the Hebrew; 3) ebrew; 3) Aquila; 4)Aquila; 4) Symmachus Symmachus; 5) the L; SymmachusSymmachus;Symmachus; 5) the LX 5) the LXX; and 6) X; and 6) TheodotionTheodotion. Origen e. Origen employed Armployed Aristarchianistarchian symbols t symbo symbols tosymbols to indicate  indicate the relatithe relationship betonship between the Lween the LXX and theXX and the Hebrew te Hebrew text. Greek xt. Greekxt. Greek wordGreek words that hads that had no counte no counterpart in hrpart in his Hebrew is Hebrew text were text were placed betplaced between an obween anween an obelus an obelus and metobeand metobelus, whilelus, while translati translations of Hebons of Hebrew words rew words that had nthat had no counterpo countero counterparcounterpart in the Lt in the LXX were inXX were inserted in serted in the text fthe text from anotherom another version r version (usually T(usually Theodotion)hTTheodotionTheodotion) and mark) and marked by an aed by an asterisk ansterisk and a metobed a metobelus. An imlus. An important wiportant witness to Otness to tness to Origen’to Origen’s work in s work in the Syro-Hthe Syro-Hexaplar, aexaplar, a very lite very literal translral translation of tation of the 5th colhe 5th column into Sumn colcolumn intcolumn into Syriac bo Syriac by the bishy the bishop of Tellop of Tella (618).a (618).a (618).

The primary source of knowledge of the work of Theodotion, Aquila, and 
Symmachus is readings preserved from the Hexapla, which was composed by 
Origen (ca. 230–240). In six parallel columns Origen set out: 1) the Hebrew text 
as he knew it; 2) a Greek transliteration of the Hebrew; 3) Aquila; 4) 



Symmachus; 5) the LXX; and 6) Theodotion. Origen employed Aristarchian 
symbols to indicate the relationship between the LXX and the Hebrew text. 
Greek words that had no counterpart in his Hebrew text were placed between 
an obelus and metobelus, while translations of Hebrew words that had no 
counterpart in the LXX were inserted in the text from another version (usually 
Theodotion) and marked by an asterisk and a metobelus. An important witness 
to Origen’s work in the Syro-Hexaplar, a very literal translation of the 5th 
column into Syriac by the bishop of Tella (618).

�Jerome menJerome mentions two tions two other receother recensions: onnsions: one by Hesyce by Hesychius for uhius for use in Egypse in Egypt and the t andt and the otand the other by Lucher by Lucian for Anian for Antioch. Thetioch. There is no ere is no evidence tovidence to confirm t confirm the existenhe existence of the ceexistenexistence existence of the forof the former, whilemer, while the latte the latter can onlyr can only be isolat be isolated in certed in certain books.ain books.

Jerome mentions two other recensions: one by Hesychius for use in Egypt 
and the other by Lucian for Antioch. There is no evidence to confirm the 
existence of the former, while the latter can only be isolated in certain books.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. JellicoS. Jellicoe, e, The SeptuaThe Septuagint and Mgint and Modern Studodern Studyy (1968, re (1968, repr. Winonapr. Winopr. Winona LakWinona Lake, 1993).e, 1993).e, 1993).

Bibliography. S. Jellicoe, The Septuagint and Modern Study (1968, repr. 
Winona Lake, 1993).
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GUARDGUARDGUARD

GUARD

As a verb As a verb (Heb. (Heb. sûaœmarsûaœmar), “to wat), “to watch over” och over” or “pay carr “pay careful atteneful attention to”; tion to”; most frequmost fmost frequentlyfrequently “to keep  “to keep (safe), gu(safe), guard, preseard, preserve,” “to rve,” “to watch out watch out for (onesefor (oneself).” Thuslf).” Thus, Adam is , Ad, Adam is chAdam is charged witharged with guarding  guarding the gardenthe garden of Eden ( of Eden (Gen. 2:15;Gen. 2:15; NRSV “kee NRSV “keep”) in ligp”) in light of the hliglight of tlight of the possiblhe possible intrusioe intrusion of evil,n of evil, and God g and God guards agaiuards against Adam’snst Adam’s return to return to the garde the  the gardenthe garden after the after the Fall (3:2 Fall (3:24). The ve4). The verb is usedrb is used both for  both for God and huGod and humans protemans protecting somectproteprotectingprotecting someone f someone from dangerrom danger (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sam. 2:9; 25:21;:9; 25:21; Neh. 4:22 Neh. 4:22) and for ) and for keeping onkeeping onkeeping one’s own one’s own nation (Isnation (Isa. 26:2) oa. 26:2) or life (Prr life (Prov. 10:17)ov. 10:17) from spir from spiritual or mitual or moral dangeoral danger. In thisr. In r. In this reIn this regard the agard the appeal to tppeal to the people he people of God is of God is “to pay ca“to pay careful attereful attention to” ntion to” the words the the words the words and ways oand ways of the Lordf the Lord (Lev. 22: (Lev. 22:31; Deut. 31; Deut. 4:40; Jer.4:40; Jer. 35:18; Ez 35:18; Ezek. 18:19)ek. 18:19). The term. Th. The term iThe term is also fres also frequently usquently used for guaed for guarding prisrding prisoners (Josoners (Josh. 10:18) h. 10:18) or sacred or sacred property (proproperty (property (1 Chr. 9:21 Chr. 9:23). The no3). The noun un misûmeret�misûmeret� bears the bears the technical technical sense of  sense of levitical levitilevitical levitical service atservice at the sanct the sanctuary (e.g.uary (e.g., Num. 8:2, Num. 8:26; 1 Chr. 6; 1 Chr. 9:27; Ezek9:27; Ezek. 40:46).. 40:46).. 40:46).

As a verb (Heb. sûaœmar), “to watch over” or “pay careful attention to”; most 
frequently “to keep (safe), guard, preserve,” “to watch out for (oneself).” Thus, 
Adam is charged with guarding the garden of Eden (Gen. 2:15; NRSV “keep”) in 
light of the possible intrusion of evil, and God guards against Adam’s return to 
the garden after the Fall (3:24). The verb is used both for God and humans 
protecting someone from danger (1 Sam. 2:9; 25:21; Neh. 4:22) and for keeping 
one’s own nation (Isa. 26:2) or life (Prov. 10:17) from spiritual or moral danger. 
In this regard the appeal to the people of God is “to pay careful attention to” 
the words and ways of the Lord (Lev. 22:31; Deut. 4:40; Jer. 35:18; Ezek. 18:19). 
The term is also frequently used for guarding prisoners (Josh. 10:18) or sacred 
property (1 Chr. 9:23). The noun misûmeret�  bears the technical sense of 
levitical service at the sanctuary (e.g., Num. 8:26; 1 Chr. 9:27; Ezek. 40:46).

�The particThe participle and niple and noun forms oun forms of of sûmrsûmr refer to  refer to official cofficial city watchmity watchmen (Isa. 2en (Isa. 21:11-12), 1221:11-12),21:11-12), gate guar gate guards (Neh. 4ds (Neh. 4:22; cf. 7:22; cf. 7:3), and n:3), and night watchight watchmen (Ps. 6men (Ps. 63:6[MT 7])3:6[MT 7]). The term. Th. The term iThe term is also uses also used for courd for court and cultt and cultic personnic personnel such asel such as gatekeepe gatekeepers (1 Kgs.rs (1 Kgs. 14:27), t 14 14:27), te14:27), temple guardmple guards (2 Kgs. s (2 Kgs. 12:10), fi12:10), field watchmeld watchmen (Jer. 4en (Jer. 4:17), hare:17), harem guards (m guards (Esth. 2:3,Esth((Esth. 2:3(Esth. 2:3, 8, 14), , 8, 14), wardrobe mwardrobe managers (2anagers (2 Kgs. 22:1 Kgs. 22:14 = 2 Chr.4 = 2 Chr. 34:22), a 34:22), and prison nd prison guards (2 guaguards (2 guards (2 Sam. 20:3;Sam. 20:3; Jer. 51:1 Jer. 51:12). In lik2). In like manner, e manner, God takes God takes official rofficial responsibilesponsibility to proity to ity to protectto protect those und those under his cover his covenant as tenant as the “keeperhe “keeper” of Israe” of Israel (Ps. 121l (Ps. 121:4), a not:4), a notion so estion notnotion so notion so establisheestablished that it d that it became thebecame the object of object of the high  the high priestly bpriestly blessing folessing for the natir ther the nationthe nation (Num. 6:2 (Num. 6:24).4).4).

The participle and noun forms of sûmr refer to official city watchmen (Isa. 
21:11-12), gate guards (Neh. 4:22; cf. 7:3), and night watchmen (Ps. 63:6[MT 7]). 
The term is also used for court and cultic personnel such as gatekeepers (1 Kgs. 
14:27), temple guards (2 Kgs. 12:10), field watchmen (Jer. 4:17), harem guards 
(Esth. 2:3, 8, 14), wardrobe managers (2 Kgs. 22:14 = 2 Chr. 34:22), and prison 
guards (2 Sam. 20:3; Jer. 51:12). In like manner, God takes official responsibility 
to protect those under his covenant as the “keeper” of Israel (Ps. 121:4), a 
notion so established that it became the object of the high priestly blessing for 
the nation (Num. 6:24).

�In the NT In the NT Gk. Gk. phylaéssoœphylaéssoœ and its d and its derivativeserivatives are used  are used for protecfor protecting the fting the flock (Lukelofflock (Lukflock (Luke 2:8) ande 2:8) and guarding  guarding prisoners prisoners (Acts 12:4(Acts 12:4; 23:35) a; 23:35) and for thend for the divine pr divine protection aotecprprotectionprotection afforded  afforded the Son (Jthe Son (John 17:12)ohn 17:12) or the sa or the saints (2 Thints (2 Thess. 3:3; ess. 3:3; 2 Tim. 1:12 Tim. 1:12). Indivi2). I2). IndividualIndividuals are admos are admonished to nished to guard agaiguard against harmfunst harmful habits al habits and practicnd practices (Luke 1es (Luke 12:15; Acts2:1112:15; Act12:15; Acts 21:25) os 21:25) or to keep r to keep the commanthe commandments of dments of God and ChGod and Christ (Mattrist (Matt. 19:20 pa. 19:20 . 19:20 par.19:20 par.) or the a) or the apostles (Apostles (Acts 16:4).cts 16:4). Other NT  Other NT terms refeterms refer to the sr to the soldier guaoldier guarding the rdguaguarding tguarding the tomb ofhe tomb of Jesus (Ma Jesus (Matt. 27:65;tt. 27:65; 28:11), t 28:11), the bodyguahe bodyguard of Herord of Herod Antipas d Antipas (Mark 6:27(M(Mark 6:27(Mark 6:27), and the), and the court off court officials (Maicials (Matt. 5:25; tt. 5:25; 26:58; Mar26:58; Mark 14:54, 6k 14:54, 65).5).5).

In the NT Gk. phylaéssoœ and its derivatives are used for protecting the 
flock (Luke 2:8) and guarding prisoners (Acts 12:4; 23:35) and for the divine 
protection afforded the Son (John 17:12) or the saints (2 Thess. 3:3; 2 Tim. 1:12). 



Individuals are admonished to guard against harmful habits and practices (Luke 
12:15; Acts 21:25) or to keep the commandments of God and Christ (Matt. 
19:20 par.) or the apostles (Acts 16:4). Other NT terms refer to the soldier 
guarding the tomb of Jesus (Matt. 27:65; 28:11), the bodyguard of Herod Antipas 
(Mark 6:27), and the court officials (Matt. 5:25; 26:58; Mark 14:54, 65).

J. RandallJ. Randall Price Price

J. Randall Price

GUARD, COUGUARD, COURT OF THERT OF THERT OF THE

GUARD, COURT OF THE

A room or A room or open area open area in the palin the palace compouace compound (Heb. nd (Heb. h�a�s�ar hh�a�s�ar hammat�t�aœammat�t�aœhhammat�t�ahammat�t�aœra®œra®) where pr) where prisoners (sisoners (such as Jeruch as Jeremiah) weremiah) were detainede detained during th during t during the Babylothe Babylonian siegenian siege of Jerusa of Jerusalem (e.g.,lem (e.g., Jer. 32:8 Jer. 32:8, 12; 38:6, 12; 38:6, 13, 28)., 13, 28).

A room or open area in the palace compound (Heb. h�a�s�ar 
hammat�t�aœra® ) where prisoners (such as Jeremiah) were detained during 
the Babylonian siege of Jerusalem (e.g., Jer. 32:8, 12; 38:6, 13, 28).

GUDGODAHGUDGODAH (Heb.  (Heb. gud�goœd�agud�goœd�a®®) ) (also HOR-(also HOR-HAGGIDGAD)HAGGIDGAD)

GUDGODAH (Heb. gud�goœd�a® ) 
(also HOR-HAGGIDGAD)

A place whA place where the Isere the Israelites eraelites encamped duncamped during the wring the wilderness ilderness wanderingswanderings (Deut. 10 (Deut. 10 (Deut. 10:7; LXX 10:7; LXX Gk. Gk. GadgadGadgad); the fir); the first site mest site mentioned afntioned after Moserater Moserah (Moseroth (Moseroth) where Ah) where h) where Aarowhere Aaron died. Atn died. At Num. 33:3 Num. 33:32-33 it is2-33 it is called Ho called Hor-haggidgar-haggidgad.d.

A place where the Israelites encamped during the wilderness wanderings (Deut. 
10:7; LXX Gk. Gadgad); the first site mentioned after Moserah (Moseroth) 
where Aaron died. At Num. 33:32-33 it is called Hor-haggidgad.

GUNIGUNI (Heb.  (Heb. gu®niîgu®niî)))

GUNI (Heb. gu®niî)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Naphtali wNaphtali who settledho settled with the  with the IsraelitesIsraelites in Egypt  in Egypt (Gen. 46:2(Gen. 46:24; 1 Chr. 4; 1 C4; 1 Chr. 7:13)Chr. 7:13); eponymou; eponymous ancestors ancestor of the Gu of the Gunites (Numnites (Num. 26:48).. 26:48).. 26:48).

1. A son of Naphtali who settled with the Israelites in Egypt (Gen. 46:24; 1 
Chr. 7:13); eponymous ancestor of the Gunites (Num. 26:48).

�2.2. A Gadite, A Gadite, the fathe the father of Abdier of Abdiel (1 Chr. l (1 Chr. 5:15).5:15).

2. A Gadite, the father of Abdiel (1 Chr. 5:15).

GURGUR (Heb.  (Heb. gu®rgu®r)))

GUR (Heb. gu®r)

An ascent An ascent near Ibleanear Ibleam where Jem where Jehu fatallyhu fatally wounded K wounded King Ahaziaing Ahaziah of Judahh of Judah (2 Kgs. 9 (2 Kgs. 9 (2 Kgs. 9:27). Aha9:27). Ahaziah was fziah was fleeing Jezleeing Jezreel southreel south on the ro on the road to Bethad to Beth-haggan (m-haggan (modern Jeniodern Jenin). The asnJeniJenin). ThJenin). The ascent we ascent was likely as likely named for named for a nearby sa nearby site. Gur mite. Gur may be idenay be identified wittified with Khirbet h Kh Khirbet enKhirbet en-Najjar (1-Najjar (178205), wh78205), which overloich overlooks the eaoks the eastern apprstern approach of Waoach of Wadi Belamehdi Belamdi Belameh, wBelameh, which passehich passes between s between Beth-haggaBeth-haggan and the n and the Samaria moSamaria mountains.untains.untains.

An ascent near Ibleam where Jehu fatally wounded King Ahaziah of Judah (2 Kgs. 
9:27). Ahaziah was fleeing Jezreel south on the road to Beth-haggan (modern 
Jenin). The ascent was likely named for a nearby site. Gur may be identified with 
Khirbet en-Najjar (178205), which overlooks the eastern approach of Wadi 
Belameh, which passes between Beth-haggan and the Samaria mountains.

C. Shaun LC. Shaun Longstreetongstreet
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GURBAALGURBAAL (Heb.  (Heb. gu®r-baœ{agu®r-baœ{all)))

GURBAAL (Heb. gu®r-baœ{al)

An Arab toAn Arab town, capturwn, captured by Kinged by King Uzziah in Uzziah in his campa his campaign to secign to secure Judah’ure Judah’s western s western s western anwestern and southernd southern boundarie boundaries (2 Chr. s (2 Chr. 26:6-8). I26:6-8). It is probat is probably locatebly located in the vd in the vicinity oficinvvicinity ovicinity of Edom.f Edom.

An Arab town, captured by King Uzziah in his campaign to secure Judah’s 
western and southern boundaries (2 Chr. 26:6-8). It is probably located in the 
vicinity of Edom.

GYMNASIUMGYMNASIUMGYMNASIUM

GYMNASIUM

A Greek inA Greek institution stitution where younwhere young men in tg men in the nude trhe nude trained theiained their bodies, r bodies, minds, andminds, and souls thr andand souls and souls through bothrough bodily exercdily exercise. Ancieise. Ancient sourcesnt sources note how  note how inseparablinseparable the gymne the gymne the gymnasium gymnasium was from twas from the Greek whe Greek way of lifeay of life and from  and from Greek citiGreek cities (Straboes (Strabo  Geog.Geog. 5.4.7; Pa 5.4 5.4.7; Pau5.4.7; Pausanias sanias Descr. Gr.Descr. Gr. 10.4.1).  10.4.1). The gymnasThe gymnasium was asium was associated wsociated with homoseith homosexual behavxualhomosehomosexualhomosexual behavior, behavior, especiall especially pedophily pedophilia, and maia, and many Romans ny Romans saw the gysaw the gymnasium asmnasium gygymnasium gymnasium as a placeas a place where the where their youth wir youth were corrupere corrupted (Cicerted (Cicero o Tusc. dispTusc. disp.. 4.70;  4.70; De leg.DDe leg.De leg. 4.4.4; Ta 4.4.4; Tacitus citus Ann.Ann. 14.20.4). 14.20.4). There are There are no NT ref no NT references toerences to the gymna the gymnasium (but sium gymnagymnasium gymnasium (but cf. (but cf. gymnaézoœ,gymnaézoœ, “train,”  “train,” used metapused metaphorically horically in 1 Tim. in 1 Tim. 4:7; Heb. 4:7; Heb.4:7; Heb. 5:14;Heb. 5:14; 12:11; 2  12:11; 2 Pet. 2:14;Pet. 2:14;  gymnasiía,gymnasiía, “physical “physical training, training,” referrin” referring to ascetg to ascetic disciplic dic disciplinedisciplines in 1 Tims in 1 Tim. 4:8).. 4:8).. 4:8).

A Greek institution where young men in the nude trained their bodies, minds, 
and souls through bodily exercise. Ancient sources note how inseparable the 



gymnasium was from the Greek way of life and from Greek cities (Strabo Geog. 
5.4.7; Pausanias Descr. Gr. 10.4.1). The gymnasium was associated with 
homosexual behavior, especially pedophilia, and many Romans saw the 
gymnasium as a place where their youth were corrupted (Cicero Tusc. disp. 4.70; 
De leg. 4.4.4; Tacitus Ann. 14.20.4). There are no NT references to the 
gymnasium (but cf. gymnaézoœ, “train,” used metaphorically in 1 Tim. 4:7; 
Heb. 5:14; 12:11; 2 Pet. 2:14; gymnasiía, “physical training,” referring to ascetic 
disciplines in 1 Tim. 4:8).

�Of particuOf particular historlar historical signiical significance toficance to Judaism w Judaism was the intas the introduction roduction of gymnasiof gymnasof gymnasiumsgymnasiums in Judea  in Judea in the 2ndin the 2nd century  century B.C.B.C. The const The construction ofruction of a gymnasi a gymnasium in Jeruum in Jeum in Jerusalem Jerusalem led to theled to the denial of denial of the holy  the holy covenant bcovenant by many Judy many Judean Jews uean Jews under the rnder the reign of Anerreign of Areign of Antiochus Entiochus Epiphanes Ipiphanes IV (175–164V (175–164; 1 Macc. ; 1 Macc. 1:10-15). 1:10-15). Jewish parJewish participationticipation in the gy in in the gymin the gymnasium wasnasium was synonymou synonymous with rems with removal of cioval of circumcisionrcumcision and assim and assimilation ofilation oilation of pagan wof pagan ways (2 Macays (2 Macc. 4:7-17)c. 4:7-17). Introduc. Introduction of thtion of this Greek iis Greek institutionnstitution fomented  fomented conservaticoconservaticonservative Jewish ve Jewish reaction areaction against assgainst assimilation,imilation, which in  which in turn bred turn bred Jewish secJewish sects in the ts ints in the midin the mid-2nd centu-2nd century ry B.C.B.C.B.C.

Of particular historical significance to Judaism was the introduction of 
gymnasiums in Judea in the 2nd century B.C. The construction of a gymnasium in 
Jerusalem led to the denial of the holy covenant by many Judean Jews under the 
reign of Antiochus Epiphanes IV (175–164; 1 Macc. 1:10-15). Jewish participation 
in the gymnasium was synonymous with removal of circumcision and assimilation 
of pagan ways (2 Macc. 4:7-17). Introduction of this Greek institution fomented 
conservative Jewish reaction against assimilation, which in turn bred Jewish sects 
in the mid-2nd century B.C.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. WychR. E. Wycherley, erley, How the GrHow the Greeks Builteeks Built Cities, Cities, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (New York, New YoNew York, 1976York, 1976).).).

Bibliography. R. E. Wycherley, How the Greeks Built Cities, 2nd ed. (New 
York, 1976).
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Symbol forSymbol for the Holin the Holiness Code, ess Code, a body of a body of legal matelegal material (Lev.rial (Lev. 17-26) wi 17-26) within that thin that portion ofporportion ofportion of the Penta the Pentateuch attrteuch attributed to ibuted to the Priestthe Priestly source.ly source.

Symbol for the Holiness Code, a body of legal material (Lev. 17-26) within that 
portion of the Pentateuch attributed to the Priestly source.

HAAHASHTARHAAHASHTARII (Heb.  (Heb. haœ}a�h�ashaœ}a�h�asûtaœriîûtaœriî)))

HAAHASHTARI (Heb. haœ}a�h�asûtaœriî )

The offsprThe offspring of Ashing of Ashhur and Nahur and Naarah (1 Charah (1 Chr. 4:6). Tr. 4:6). This otherwhis otherwise unknowise unknown family in family is listed asiis listed is listed among geogamong geographic andraphic and ethnic co ethnic components omponents of Judah.f Judah.

The offspring of Ashhur and Naarah (1 Chr. 4:6). This otherwise unknown family 
is listed among geographic and ethnic components of Judah.

HABAIAHHABAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�o�b�ayyah�o�b�ayya®®) (also HO) (also HOBAIAH)BAIAH)BAIAH)

HABAIAH (Heb. h�o�b�ayya® ) (also HOBAIAH)



A priest wA priest whose descehose descendants retndants returned fromurned from the Exile the Exile with Zeru with Zerubbabel. Bebbabel. Because theycause thecause they were they were unable to unable to prove theiprove their priestlyr priestly descent,  descent, they were they were excluded fexcluded from the prrom the priesthood (ieprpriesthoodpriesthood (Ezra 2:6 (Ezra 2:61-63). At 1-63). At Neh. 7:63 Neh. 7:63 the name athe name appears as ppears as Hobaiah.Hobaiah.

A priest whose descendants returned from the Exile with Zerubbabel. Because 
they were unable to prove their priestly descent, they were excluded from the 
priesthood (Ezra 2:61-63). At Neh. 7:63 the name appears as Hobaiah.

HABAKKUKHABAKKUK (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�baqqu®h�a�baqqu®qq), BOOK OF), BOOK OF

HABAKKUK (Heb. h�a�baqqu®q ), BOOK OF

The eighthThe eighth of the Mi of the Minor Prophenor Prophets. In spits. In spite of its te of its small sizesmall size (three ch (three chapters) itapters) it has been  has be has been the obeen the object of cbject of considerablonsiderable scholarle scholarly debate, y debate, partly becpartly because of diause of difficultiesfficulties inherent  inher inherent iinherent in its histn its historical-criorical-critical intetical interpretationrpretation and also  and also because itbecause it contains  contains passages tpassagepassages tpassages that have bhat have been produceen productive in thtive in the developme development of latent of later Jewish er Jewish and Christand Christian traditiaChristChristian Christian traditionstraditions..

The eighth of the Minor Prophets. In spite of its small size (three chapters) it has 
been the object of considerable scholarly debate, partly because of difficulties 
inherent in its historical-critical interpretation and also because it contains 
passages that have been productive in the development of later Jewish and 
Christian traditions.

TextText

Text

Several anSeveral ancient witncient witnesses to tesses to the text ofhe text of Habakkuk  Habakkuk exist in aexist in addition toddition to the Masor the Masoretic textuetMasorMasoretic Masoretic textual trtextual tradition. Padition. Primary amorimary among these wng these witnesses iitnesses is the comms the commentary fouentary fouentary found amonfound among the Deadg the Dead Sea Scrol Sea Scrolls (1QpHabls (1QpHab). Another). Another important important witness t witness to the Hebro the Ho the Hebrew texHebrew text is a 2ndt is a 2nd-century M-century Minor Prophinor Prophets scrollets scroll discovere discovered in 1955 d in 1955 in the Wadin the Wain the Wadi Wadi Murabba{a®Murabba{a®tt. Early Gr. Early Greek versioeek versions also hens also help in estalp in establishing tblishing the text. Ahe text. A 1st-centu 1st 1st-centur1st-century Greek may Greek manuscript onuscript of the Minof the Minor Prophetsr Prophets (8  (8 H¸evH¸ev XII gr) i XII gr) including Hncluding Habakkuk waaHHabakkuk wHabakkuk was discoveas discovered in thered in the  Nah�al H¸eNah�al H¸everver in 1952.  in 1952. These witnThese witnesses confesses confirm the coirconfconfirm thconfirm the consonane consonantal text otal text of the MT af the MT as a firm bs a firm basis for sasis for study, althtudy, although consiough considerable diderconsiconsiderabconsiderable difficule difficulties in ulties in understandinderstanding the texng the text are evidt are evident, partient, particularly incularly in ch. 3. ch. 3. ch. 3.

Several ancient witnesses to the text of Habakkuk exist in addition to the 
Masoretic textual tradition. Primary among these witnesses is the commentary 
found among the Dead Sea Scrolls (1QpHab). Another important witness to the 
Hebrew text is a 2nd-century Minor Prophets scroll discovered in 1955 in the 
Wadi Murabba{a®t. Early Greek versions also help in establishing the text. A 
1st-century Greek manuscript of the Minor Prophets (8 H¸ev XII gr) including 
Habakkuk was discovered in the Nah�al H¸ever  in 1952. These witnesses 
confirm the consonantal text of the MT as a firm basis for study, although 
considerable difficulties in understanding the text are evident, particularly in ch. 3.

�Scholars hScholars have long qave long questioned uestioned the statusthe status of Hab. 3 of Hab. 3 since a l since a large part arge part of this chof this chof this chapter ischapter is arguably  arguably more archamore archaic than thic than the rest of e rest of the book. the book. This chaptThis chapter’s absener’s absence from 1Qce absenabsence frabsence from 1QpHab om 1QpHab leads someleads some to conclu to conclude that itde that it was a lat was a late additione addition to the bo to the bo to the book, but book, but its inclusits inclusion in theion in the early  early Murabba{a®Murabba{a®tt and  and Nah�al H¸eNah�al H¸everver scrolls m scrolls m scrolls makes thismakes this position  position less likelless likely. Most scy. Most scholars todholars today consideay consider ch. 3 tor ch. 3 to be an int be an integral partegralintintegral pintegral part of theart of the book, whi book, while admittile admitting that thng that the author me author may have reay have reused an olused an older poem.deololder poemolder poem..

Scholars have long questioned the status of Hab. 3 since a large part of this 
chapter is arguably more archaic than the rest of the book. This chapter’s 
absence from 1QpHab leads some to conclude that it was a late addition to the 
book, but its inclusion in the early Murabba{a®t and Nah�al H¸ever  scrolls 
makes this position less likely. Most scholars today consider ch. 3 to be an 
integral part of the book, while admitting that the author may have reused an 
older poem.

FormForm

Form

The basic The basic genres usegenres used within td within the book hahe book have been wive been widely recogdely recognized: 1:2nized: 1:2—2:4/5, co—2:4/5, co—2:4/5, complaintscomplaints and respo and responses; 2:6–nses; 2:6–19, woe or19, woe oracles; 3:2acles; 3:2–19, psalm–19, psalm. Within t. Within this broad his broad structure,sstructure,structure, however,  however, considerabconsiderable debate le debate has been ghas been generated aenerated about the rbout the relationshielationship between prelationshirelationshrelationship betweenip between the vario the various parts. us parts. While someWhile some have seen have seen these sec these sections as itions as integrally ntiintegrallyintegrally related i related in a unifien a unified compositd composition, the mion, the majority ofajority of scholars  scholars believe thbelieve that they reat theat they reflethey reflect a graduct a gradual growth al growth at the hanat the hand of the ad of the author and/uthor and/or redactoor redactors. The ders. The decision madcisdedecision mdecision made about ade about these issuthese issues influenes influences and isces and is influence influenced by the ud by the understandinderstanding of the ngunderstandiunderstandunderstanding of theing of the book’s me book’s message and ssage and its historits historical conteical context.xt.xt.

The basic genres used within the book have been widely recognized: 1:2—2:4/5, 
complaints and responses; 2:6–19, woe oracles; 3:2–19, psalm. Within this broad 
structure, however, considerable debate has been generated about the 
relationship between the various parts. While some have seen these sections as 
integrally related in a unified composition, the majority of scholars believe that 
they reflect a gradual growth at the hand of the author and/or redactors. The 
decision made about these issues influences and is influenced by the 
understanding of the book’s message and its historical context.



�Recent stuRecent studies have dies have begun to ebegun to examine thexamine the book’s fu book’s function witnction within the grhin the grouping of oupingrgrouping ogrouping of the Minof the Minor Prophetsr Prophets and in th and in the canon ase canon as a whole.  a whole. How producHow productive this tive this tive this approthis approach will bach will be in the le in the long term rong term remains to emains to be seen.be seen.

Recent studies have begun to examine the book’s function within the 
grouping of the Minor Prophets and in the canon as a whole. How productive 
this approach will be in the long term remains to be seen.

HistoricalHistorical Context a Context and Centralnd Central Message Message

Historical Context and Central Message

The supersThe superscription icription identifies dentifies the authorthe author as “Habak as “Habakkuk the prkuk the prophet.” Noophet.” Nothing furtthing further is knohfurtfurther isfurther is known of  known of Habakkuk aHabakkuk as a histors a historical figurical figure, althouge, although he is alh he is also mentionso mentioned in lateed ied in later lin later literature iterature such as Besuch as Bel and the l and the Dragon. BeDragon. Because of tcause of the author’he author’s apparents apparent familiari fam familiaritfamiliarity with they with the literary  literary genres andgenres and ideology  ideology of the temof the temple, some ple, some scholars hscholars have considave hhave consihave considered him dered him to have beto have been a prophen a prophet officiaet officially associlly associated with ated with the Jerusathe Jerusalem cult.lemJerusaJerusalem Jerusalem cult.cult.cult.

The superscription identifies the author as “Habakkuk the prophet.” Nothing 
further is known of Habakkuk as a historical figure, although he is also mentioned 
in later literature such as Bel and the Dragon. Because of the author’s apparent 
familiarity with the literary genres and ideology of the temple, some scholars 
have considered him to have been a prophet officially associated with the 
Jerusalem cult.

�The only cThe only certain hisertain historical retorical reference wiference within the bthin the book is theook is the mention o mention of “the Chaf “the Cf “the Chaldeans”Chaldeans” in 1:6. T in 1:6. This term nhis term normally reormally refers to thfers to the Neo-Babye Neo-Babylonian Emplonian Empire which ire which ire which rosewhich rose to power  to power in the latin the late 7th cente 7th century ury B.C.E.B.C.E. and contr and controlled Jeruolled Jerusalem untisalem until 538. Whil 5l 538. While538. While a wide ra a wide range of othnge of other “meaniner “meanings” has begs” has been ascribeen ascribed to this d to this reference reference — from the—— from the— from the earlier A earlier Assyrians tssyrians to the lateo the later Romans —r Romans — there see there seems to be nms to be no compellio compeo compellingcompelling reason to reason to discount  discount this term this term as a histoas a historical referical reference.rence.rence.

The only certain historical reference within the book is the mention of “the 
Chaldeans” in 1:6. This term normally refers to the Neo-Babylonian Empire 
which rose to power in the late 7th century B.C.E. and controlled Jerusalem until 
538. While a wide range of other “meanings” has been ascribed to this reference 
— from the earlier Assyrians to the later Romans — there seems to be no 
compelling reason to discount this term as a historical reference.

�Those who Those who believe thbelieve that an origat an original oraclinal oracle grew thre grew through additough additions by thions by the prophet e prope prophet orprophet or redactors redactors date part date parts of the ws of the work as latork as late as the pe as the postexilic ostexilic period. Thperiod. The most like me most likelmost likely setting y setting for the orfor the origin of thigin of the work is e work is within thewithin the political political turmoil i turmoil in Judah atn Judahn Judah at tJudah at the end of he end of the 7th cethe 7th century, prontury, probably shorbably shortly after tly after the Babylothe Babylonian defeanian defeat of an Egt ot of an Egypof an Egyptian forcetian force at Carche at Carchemish in 60mish in 605. Jehoaha5. Jehoahaz, the prez, the previous kingvious king of Judah, of Judah, had been  ha had been dhad been deposed by eposed by Necho II oNecho II of Egypt anf Egypt and replacedd replaced with Jeho with Jehoiakim. Coniakim. Conflict withflict within Judah biwithwithin Judwithin Judah betweenah between those who those who favored p favored pro-Egyptiaro-Egyptian and pro-n and pro-BabylonianBabylonian positions position positions positions was at a pwas at a peak.eak.eak.

Those who believe that an original oracle grew through additions by the 
prophet or redactors date parts of the work as late as the postexilic period. The 
most likely setting for the origin of the work is within the political turmoil in 
Judah at the end of the 7th century, probably shortly after the Babylonian defeat 
of an Egyptian force at Carchemish in 605. Jehoahaz, the previous king of Judah, 
had been deposed by Necho II of Egypt and replaced with Jehoiakim. Conflict 
within Judah between those who favored pro-Egyptian and pro-Babylonian 
positions was at a peak.

�IdentificaIdentification of thtion of the anonymoue anonymous figures s figures of the “riof the “righteous” aghteous” and the “wind the “wicked” founcked” focked” found withfound within the comin the complaints isplaints is central t central to the issuo the issues of daties of dating and theng and the book’s me book’s message. Habssamemessage. Hmessage. Habakkuk stabakkuk states that ates that the rightethe righteous are beous are being surrouing surrounded and snded and swallowed bwallowed sswallowed swallowed by the wicby the wicked (1:4, ked (1:4, 13). The c13). The complaints omplaints against thagainst the wicked ae wicked and the latnd the later woe oraerlatlater woe later woe oracles aporacles appear at tipear at times to be mes to be directed adirected against intgainst internal enemernal enemies; at oties; at other times her otother timeother times they sees they seem to envism to envision an extion an external threernal threat. Some iat. Some interpreternterpreters attributs attribute the chane attributattribute attribute the changithe changing perspecng perspectives to ctives to chronologichronological consideal considerations, irations, i.e., they .e., they reflect direflecreflect direflect different pefferent periods withriods within the expin the experience oferience of the autho the author (or redar (or redactors). Itctors). It is also p is als is also possialso possible that fble that for the autor the author a cleahor a clear distinctr distinction betweeion between externaln external and inter and internal enemienal enal enemies waenemies was not apprs not appropriate. Bopriate. Both were coth were considered onsidered enemies ofenemies of “the righ “the righteous.” Thteous.” Tteous.” This leaveThis leaves open thes open the possibili possibility of a unty of a unified compified composition.osition.osition.

Identification of the anonymous figures of the “righteous” and the “wicked” 
found within the complaints is central to the issues of dating and the book’s 
message. Habakkuk states that the righteous are being surrounded and 
swallowed by the wicked (1:4, 13). The complaints against the wicked and the 
later woe oracles appear at times to be directed against internal enemies; at 
other times they seem to envision an external threat. Some interpreters 
attribute the changing perspectives to chronological considerations, i.e., they 
reflect different periods within the experience of the author (or redactors). It is 
also possible that for the author a clear distinction between external and internal 
enemies was not appropriate. Both were considered enemies of “the righteous.” 
This leaves open the possibility of a unified composition.

�A central A central concern ofconcern of the book  the book is justiceis justice — certain — certainly the jusly the justice of thtice of the enemies e enemiee enemies anenemies and possiblyd possibly that of G that of God. The bood. The book echoes ok echoes the complathe complaints of thints of the Psalms we Psalms we Psalms when it aswhen it asks, “How lks, “How long shall ong shall I cry for I cry for help, and help, and you will nyou will not listen?ot listen?” (1:2). T” (1:2). This questihis quehis question bquestion begins a coegins a conversationnversation between t between the author he author and God coand God concerning tncerning the nature he naturehe nature of nature of God’s respGod’s response to inonse to injustice. Tjustice. The prophethe prophet first com first complains of plains of a lack of a lack of response (respresponse (response (1:2–4). Mo1:2–4). Most scholarst scholars understas understand the secnd the second complaond complaint (1:13—int (1:13—2:1) to be2:1) to b2:1) to be a reactbe a reaction to Godion to God’s promise’s promise of raisin of raising the Chalg the Chaldeans as adeans as an instrumen instrument of punint of punishment. Ifshpunipunishmentpunishment. If the o. If the object of tbject of the second he second complaint complaint is the Chais the Chaldeans, itldeans, it appears t appears that the prhat tthat the pthat the prophet conrophet continues by tinues by complainincomplaining that theg that the punishmen punishment is worset is worse than the  than the evil it iseevil it isevil it is intended  intended to correctto correct. A high p. A high point is reoint is reached in 2ached in 2:4, a vers:4, a verse with dife with difficult graficult grficult grammaticagrammatical problemsl problems: “the rig: “the righteous bechteous because of itause of its/his fides/his fidelity will lity will live.” Thelive.” The anteceden antec antecedentantecedent of the pr of the pronoun is donoun is disputed. Iisputed. It may be tt may be the fidelithe fidelity of the ry of the righteous oighteous one himselfne hne himself. Ohimself. Others undethers understand it rstand it to refer tto refer to the fideo the fidelity of thlity of the vision pe vision provided byrovided by God or ev God God or eveGod or even a referen a reference directnce directly to God.ly to God. This pass This passage becomeage becomes importans important in the lt in the lt in the later Chrilater Christian tradstian tradition (cf.ition (cf. Rom. 1:17 Rom. 1:17; Gal. 3:1; Gal. 3:11; Heb. 101; Heb. 10:38-39). I:38-39). In Jewish tn Jewish tradition traditiottradition tradition this versethis verse is consid is considered a sumered a summary of thmary of the commandse commands of the To of the Torah (rah (b. Mak.b. Mab. Mak.Mak. 23b-24a). 23b-24a).

A central concern of the book is justice — certainly the justice of the 
enemies and possibly that of God. The book echoes the complaints of the Psalms 
when it asks, “How long shall I cry for help, and you will not listen?” (1:2). This 



question begins a conversation between the author and God concerning the 
nature of God’s response to injustice. The prophet first complains of a lack of 
response (1:2–4). Most scholars understand the second complaint (1:13—2:1) to 
be a reaction to God’s promise of raising the Chaldeans as an instrument of 
punishment. If the object of the second complaint is the Chaldeans, it appears 
that the prophet continues by complaining that the punishment is worse than the 
evil it is intended to correct. A high point is reached in 2:4, a verse with difficult 
grammatical problems: “the righteous because of its/his fidelity will live.” The 
antecedent of the pronoun is disputed. It may be the fidelity of the righteous one 
himself. Others understand it to refer to the fidelity of the vision provided by 
God or even a reference directly to God. This passage becomes important in the 
later Christian tradition (cf. Rom. 1:17; Gal. 3:11; Heb. 10:38-39). In Jewish 
tradition this verse is considered a summary of the commands of the Torah (b. 
Mak. 23b-24a).

�The third The third chapter cochapter concludes wincludes with a psalmth a psalm describin describing a theophg a theophany which any which expresses expreexpresses expresses the authorthe author’s confide’s confidence that unce that ultimately ltimately God and hiGod and his justice s justice will prevawill prevail. In ligil. Inil. In light oIn light of this conf this confidence thfidence the book ende book ends with pras with praise of Godise of God. Scholarl. Scholarly debate hy debate has questioas qas questionedquestioned whether t whether this chaptehis chapter should br should be understoe understood as a viod as a victory takictory taking place ong place outside hisuooutside hioutside history, makstory, making it oneing it one of the ea of the earliest escrliest eschatologicahatological texts. Al texts. Another vienother view, while aw, ww, while admiwhile admitting the tting the cosmic natcosmic nature of theure of the events de events described inscribed in the theop the theophany, undehany, understands thrundeunderstandunderstands the delis the deliverance asverance as occurring occurring within th within the historice historical realm. al realm. The theophThe theophany of Habantheophtheophany theophany of Hab. 3 of Hab. 3 is read duis read during Shavuring Shavuot (Weeks)ot (Weeks) in the Je in the Jewish tradiwish tradition.tion.tion.

The third chapter concludes with a psalm describing a theophany which 
expresses the author’s confidence that ultimately God and his justice will prevail. 
In light of this confidence the book ends with praise of God. Scholarly debate has 
questioned whether this chapter should be understood as a victory taking place 
outside history, making it one of the earliest eschatological texts. Another view, 
while admitting the cosmic nature of the events described in the theophany, 
understands the deliverance as occurring within the historical realm. The 
theophany of Hab. 3 is read during Shavuot (Weeks) in the Jewish tradition.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. D. HaakR. D. Haak, , Habakkuk.Habakkuk. VTSup 44  VTSup 44 (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1992); T. H992); T. Hiebert, “Tiebert, HHiebert, “Hiebert, “The Book oThe Book of Habakkukf Habakkuk,” ,” NIBNIB 7 (1996): 7 (1996): 621–55; J 621–55; J. J. M. Ro. J. M. Roberts, berts, Nahum, HabNahum, Nahum, HabNahum, Habakkuk, andakkuk, and Zephaniah Zephaniah.. OTL (Loui OTL (Louisville, 19sville, 1991).91).91).

Bibliography. R. D. Haak, Habakkuk. VTSup 44 (Leiden, 1992); T. 
Hiebert, “The Book of Habakkuk,” NIB 7 (1996): 621–55; J. J. M. Roberts, 
Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah. OTL (Louisville, 1991).
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HABAZZINIAHABAZZINIAHH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�b�as�sh�a�b�as�s�inya®�inya®)))

HABAZZINIAH (Heb. h�a�b�as�s�inya® )

The grandfThe grandfather of Jather of Jaazaniah taazaniah the Rechabihe Rechabite. He andte. He and his house his household were hold were tested by tested by the prophetthe prophethe prophet Jeremiaht Jeremiah in the Je in the Jerusalem terusalem temple (Jer.mple (Jer. 35:3-10). 35:3-10).

The grandfather of Jaazaniah the Rechabite. He and his household were tested by 
the prophet Jeremiah in the Jerusalem temple (Jer. 35:3-10).

HABIRUHABIRUHABIRU

HABIRU

�SeeSee  HAPIRU, APHAPIRU, APIRU.IRU.

See HAPIRU, APIRU.

HABORHABOR (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœb�o®r;h�aœb�o®r; Akk.  Akk. HÓabu®rHÓabu®r)))

HABOR (Heb. h�aœb�o®r;  Akk. HÓabu®r)

A large trA large tributary thibutary that drains at drains into the minto the middle Euphiddle Euphrates Riverates River in northr in northeast Syriaeast Syria. The rive. Th. The river The river originatesoriginates in the mo in the mountains ofuntains of southeast southeast Turkey ne Turkey near Mardin.ar Mardin. A number  A number  A number of number of large urbalarge urban centers n centers were in thwere in the lower Hae lower Habor regionbor region in the 2n in the 2nd millennid millennid millenniummillennium  B.C.B.C., includin, including Mari andg Mari and Terqa, bo Terqa, both inhabitth inhabited by varied by various Amoritous Amorite tribes we tribese tribes whotribes who practiced practiced pastorali pastoralism. Habor sm. Habor was the “Rwas the “River of Goiver of Gozan” (2 Kgzan” (2 Kgs. 17:6; 1s. 17:6; 18:11), the8118:11), th18:11), the Assyriane Assyrian provincia provincial capital l capital of of Biät Bah�iBiät Bah�ianiani, along th, along the upper Hae upper Habor to whibor tobor to which tto which the Israelihe Israelites were etes were exiled aftexiled after the captr the capture of Samure of Samaria in 72aria in 721. Israeli1. Israelite personate perte personal npersonal names have ames have been foundbeen found in the te in the texts excavaxts excavated from Tted from Tell Halaf.ell Halaf.

A large tributary that drains into the middle Euphrates River in northeast Syria. 
The river originates in the mountains of southeast Turkey near Mardin. A 
number of large urban centers were in the lower Habor region in the 2nd 
millennium B.C., including Mari and Terqa, both inhabited by various Amorite 
tribes who practiced pastoralism. Habor was the “River of Gozan” (2 Kgs. 17:6; 



18:11), the Assyrian provincial capital of Biät Bah�iani , along the upper Habor 
to which the Israelites were exiled after the capture of Samaria in 721. Israelite 
personal names have been found in the texts excavated from Tell Halaf.

Mark W. ChMark W. Chavalasavalas

Mark W. Chavalas

HACALIAHHACALIAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�k�alyah�a�k�alya®®)))

HACALIAH (Heb. h�a�k�alya® )

The fatherThe father of Nehemi of Nehemiah (Neh. 1ah (Neh. 1:1; 10:1[M:1; 10:1[MT 2]).T 2]).

The father of Nehemiah (Neh. 1:1; 10:1[MT 2]).

HACHILAHHACHILAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�k�iîlah�a�k�iîla®®)))

HACHILAH (Heb. h�a�k�iîla® )

A hill S oA hill S of Jeshimonf Jeshimon where the where the stronghol strongholds of Horeds of Horesh were losh were located (1 Scated (1 Sam. 23:19)am. 23:19), also sai,23:19)23:19), al23:19), also said toso said to be “oppos be “opposite Jeshimite Jeshimon” (26:1)on” (26:1) and “E of and “E of Jeshimon” Jeshimon” (v. 3). D (v. 3). David soughavidDDavid sougDavid sought asylum ht asylum there whilthere while hiding fe hiding from Saul, rom Saul, but hid inbut hid in the deser the desert when Saut when Saul himself l SauSaul himseSaul himself camped lf camped at Hachilaat Hachilah (1 Sam. h (1 Sam. 26:3). Nei26:3). Neither Hachither Hachilah nor Jelah nor Jeshimon hasshimon has been iden b been identbeen identified, altified, although Khirhough Khirbet Khoreibet Khoreisa has beesa has been suggesten suggested for Hored for Horesh.sh.sh.

A hill S of Jeshimon where the strongholds of Horesh were located (1 Sam. 
23:19), also said to be “opposite Jeshimon” (26:1) and “E of Jeshimon” (v. 3). 
David sought asylum there while hiding from Saul, but hid in the desert when 
Saul himself camped at Hachilah (1 Sam. 26:3). Neither Hachilah nor Jeshimon has 
been identified, although Khirbet Khoreisa has been suggested for Horesh.

Ryan ByrneRyan Byrne

Ryan Byrne

HACHMONIHACHMONI (Heb.  (Heb. h�ak�mo®nih�ak�mo®niîî)))

HACHMONI (Heb. h�ak�mo®niî )

The fatherThe father of Jehiel of Jehiel, who atte, who attended the snded the sons of Kinons of King David (1g David (1 Chr. 27:3 Chr. 27:32). The He2). The Hebrew form brHeHebrew forHebrew form is the sm is the same as thaame as that of the gt of the gentilic Haentilic Hachmonite achmonite and may simnd may simply indicaply indicate his memtindicaindicate hindicate his membersis membership in thahip in that family.t family.

The father of Jehiel, who attended the sons of King David (1 Chr. 27:32). The 
Hebrew form is the same as that of the gentilic Hachmonite and may simply 
indicate his membership in that family.

HACHMONITEHACHMONITE (Heb.  (Heb. ben-h�ak�mben-h�ak�mo®niîo®niî)))

HACHMONITE (Heb. ben-h�ak�mo®niî )

The familyThe family of Jashob of Jashobeam, a chieam, a chief among Def among David’s waravid’s warriors (1 Criors (1 Chr. 11:11;hr. 11:11; NRSV “son NRSV “son NRSV “son of Ha“son of Hachmoni”). chmoni”). The readinThe reading Tahchemog Tahchemonite at 2 nite at 2 Sam. 23:8 Sam. 23:8 is a textuis a textual error.al error.

The family of Jashobeam, a chief among David’s warriors (1 Chr. 11:11; NRSV 
“son of Hachmoni”). The reading Tahchemonite at 2 Sam. 23:8 is a textual error.

HADADHADAD (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�d�ad�h�a�d�ad�) ) (DEITY)(DEITY)(DEITY)

HADAD (Heb. h�a�d�ad� ) (DEITY)

The West SThe West Semitic stoemitic storm-god (Ugrm-god (Ugar. Haddu,ar. Haddu, Akk. Addu Akk. Addu), better ), better known by hknown by his epithetis epithis epithet, Bepithet, Baal (lit.,aal (lit., “lord”).  “lord”). Of paramouOf paramount important importance in a snce in a society depociety dependent upoendent upon rain forn rn rain for arain for agriculturegriculture, he was h, he was head of theead of the Ugaritic  Ugaritic pantheon; pantheon; Mt. SaphonMt. Saphon, N of Uga, N of Ugarit, was nritUgaUgarit, waUgarit, was not onlys not only his home  his home but also tbut also the assemblhe assembly of the gy of the gods. The sods. The significancignificance of Hadade oe of Hadad iof Hadad is attesteds attested by its ap by its appearance apearance as an elemes an element in nament in names of rulins of ruling classes g classes (e.g., OT (e.g(e.g., OT (e.g., OT Hadadezer,Hadadezer, Ben-hadad Ben-hadad; Akk. ; Akk. SÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-adadad).).).

The West Semitic storm-god (Ugar. Haddu, Akk. Addu), better known by his 
epithet, Baal (lit., “lord”). Of paramount importance in a society dependent upon 
rain for agriculture, he was head of the Ugaritic pantheon; Mt. Saphon, N of 
Ugarit, was not only his home but also the assembly of the gods. The significance 
of Hadad is attested by its appearance as an element in names of ruling classes 
(e.g., OT Hadadezer, Ben-hadad; Akk. SÁamsûi-adad).

Mark AnthoMark Anthony Phelpsny Phelps

Mark Anthony Phelps

HADADHADAD (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�d�ad�h�a�d�ad�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

HADAD (Heb. h�a�d�ad� ) (PERSON)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Ishmael anIshmael and grandsond grandson of Abraha of Abraham (Gen. 25m (Gen. 25:15 = 1 Ch:15 = 1 Chr. 1:30). r. 1:30). Because heBecBecause heBecause he is listed is listed between T between Tema and Maema and Massa, the essa, the eponymous aponymous ancestors oncestors of Northwesf Northf Northwest Northwest Arabian trArabian tribes, one ibes, one would assuwould assume he was me he was likewise tlikewise the eponymohe eponymous ancestous anceus ancestor oancestor of a tribe.f a tribe.

1. A son of Ishmael and grandson of Abraham (Gen. 25:15 = 1 Chr. 1:30). 
Because he is listed between Tema and Massa, the eponymous ancestors of 
Northwest Arabian tribes, one would assume he was likewise the eponymous 
ancestor of a tribe.



�2.2. A king of A king of Edom, who Edom, who ruled fro ruled from Avith; tm Avith; the son of he son of Bedad (GenBedad (Gen. 36:35-36. 36:35-36 = 1 Chr.  =  = 1 Chr. 1= 1 Chr. 1:46-47). H:46-47). He defeatede defeated the Midia the Midianites.nites.nites.

2. A king of Edom, who ruled from Avith; the son of Bedad (Gen. 36:35-36 
= 1 Chr. 1:46-47). He defeated the Midianites.

�3.3. A king of A king of Edom, lat Edom, later than er than 2 2 above, whoabove, who was from  was from the city othe city of Pai/Pau f Pai/Pau (Gen. 36:3(Gen(Gen. 36:3(Gen. 36:39 = 1 Chr.9 = 1 Chr. 1:50-51). 1:50-51).

3. A king of Edom, later than 2 above, who was from the city of Pai/Pau 
(Gen. 36:39 = 1 Chr. 1:50-51).

�4.4. An Edomit An Edomite king whoe king who was an en was an enemy of Solemy of Solomon in thomon in the late 10te late 10th century h century B.C.BB.C.B.C. (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 11:14-22). 1:14-22). He escapedHe escaped to Egypt  to Egypt during Isrduring Israel’s purgael’s purge of Edomie of Edomite males ate males te males at tmales at the time ofhe time of Solomon’s Solomon’s predecess predecessor, David.or, David. Similar t Similar to the rebeo the rebel Jeroboaml Jeroboam, the Egyp,JeroboamJeroboam, Jeroboam, the Egyptithe Egyptians treateans treated Hadad wid Hadad with favor, th favor, thereby plthereby playing the aying the Edomite noEdomite noEdomite noble againoble against Israelnst Israel...

4. An Edomite king who was an enemy of Solomon in the late 10th century 
B.C. (1 Kgs. 11:14-22). He escaped to Egypt during Israel’s purge of Edomite 
males at the time of Solomon’s predecessor, David. Similar to the rebel 
Jeroboam, the Egyptians treated Hadad with favor, thereby playing the Edomite 
noble against Israel.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. R. BartJ. R. Bartlett, “An lett, “An Adversary Adversary Against SoAgainst Solomon, Hadlomon, Hadad the Edoad the Edoad the Edomite,” Edomite,” ZAWZAW 88 (1976) 88 (1976): 205–26.: 205–26.: 205–26.

Bibliography. J. R. Bartlett, “An Adversary Against Solomon, Hadad the 
Edomite,” ZAW 88 (1976): 205–26.

Mark W. ChMark W. Chavalasavalas

Mark W. Chavalas

HADADEZERHADADEZER (Heb.  (Heb. ha�d�ad�{eha�d�ad�{ezerzer)))

HADADEZER (Heb. ha�d�ad�{ezer )

�1.1. Aramean k Aramean king of Zobing of Zobah who wasah who was defeated  defeated by David; by David; the son ofthe son of Rehob (2  Rehob (2 Sam. 8:3).SSam. 8:3).Sam. 8:3). The preci The precise locatiose location of his cn of his city is notity is not known, th known, though scholough scholars assumears assume it was in it w it was in thewas in the  Beqa{Beqa{ Valley of Valley of Lebanon.  Lebanon. It may be It may be named in lnamed in later Assyrater Assyrian documeian documents as a pnts documedocuments documents as a provias a provincial centncial center er (s�ubatu)(s�ubatu) derived f derived from the rerom the recently inccently incorporated orporaincincorporatincorporated city ofed city of Damascus. Damascus.

1. Aramean king of Zobah who was defeated by David; the son of Rehob (2 
Sam. 8:3). The precise location of his city is not known, though scholars assume it 
was in the Beqa{ Valley of Lebanon. It may be named in later Assyrian 
documents as a provincial center (s�ubatu)  derived from the recently 
incorporated city of Damascus.

�All that iAll that is known abs known about this kout this king are thing are the accountse accounts of his ba of his battle with ttle with David (2 SDavid (2 SDavid (2 Sam. 8:3-8Sam. 8:3-8 = 1 Chr.  = 1 Chr. 18:3-8; 2 18:3-8; 2 Sam. 10:1-Sam. 10:1-19 = 1 Chr19 = 1 Chr. 19:1-19). 19:1-19). Zobah ap. Zobah apparently eparently exercised pxeexercised exercised power thropower throughout souughout southern Syrithern Syria, and inea, and inevitably clvitably clashed withashed with the expan the expanding empirdexpanexpanding expanding empire of empire of Israel. EvIsrael. Eventually Dentually David was vavid was victorious,ictorious, though th though the chronoloe chronology and thegychronolochronologychronology and the r and the result of tesult of the battle he battle of 2 Sam. of 2 Sam. 10 are ope10 are open to debatn to debate. Most sce. Most scholars holhoscscholars hscholars hold that iold that it was the t was the first battfirst battle, given le, given the scope the scope of the vicof the victory of 2 tory of 2 Sam. 8, inSam. 8,Sam. 8, in whic8, in which Hadadezeh Hadadezer is reducr is reduced to vassed to vassalage.alage.alage.

All that is known about this king are the accounts of his battle with David (2 
Sam. 8:3-8 = 1 Chr. 18:3-8; 2 Sam. 10:1-19 = 1 Chr. 19:1-19). Zobah apparently 
exercised power throughout southern Syria, and inevitably clashed with the 
expanding empire of Israel. Eventually David was victorious, though the 
chronology and the result of the battle of 2 Sam. 10 are open to debate. Most 
scholars hold that it was the first battle, given the scope of the victory of 2 Sam. 
8, in which Hadadezer is reduced to vassalage.

�2.2. An early  An early 9th-centur9th-century king of y king of Damascus, Damascus, whom most whom most scholars ascholars associate wssociate with Ben-haithwwith Ben-hwith Ben-hadad II.adad II.adad II.

2. An early 9th-century king of Damascus, whom most scholars associate 
with Ben-hadad II.

Mark AnthoMark Anthony Phelpsny Phelps

Mark Anthony Phelps

HADAD-RIMMHADAD-RIMMONON (Heb.  (Heb. ha�d�ad�-rha�d�ad�-rimmo®nimmo®n)))

HADAD-RIMMON (Heb. ha�d�ad�-rimmo®n )

A West SemA West Semitic deityitic deity. The name. The name consists  consists of the stoof the storm-god Hadrm-god Hadad, followad, followed by the ed by theed by the epithethe epithet Rimmon (t Rimmon (Akk. Akk. rammaœnu,rammaœnu, “Thundere “Thunderer”), whichr”), which appears i appears in Aramaic n Aramaic n Aramaic anAramaic and Akkadiand Akkadian theophori theophoric names anc names and in the nd in the name of theame of the king of D king of Damascus, Tamascus,DDamascus, Damascus, Tabrimmon Tabrimmon (1 Kgs. 15(1 Kgs. 15:18). At 2:18). At 2 Kgs. 5:18 Kgs. 5:18 this deit this deity, called y, called Rimmon, apRimmon, appears as tpapappears asappears as the state the state deity of  deity of Aram-DamasAram-Damascus. The Hcus. The Hebrew spelebrew spelling ling rimmo®nrimmo®n in the OT in  in the OT in the OT means “pommeans “pomegranate,”egranate,” and is po and is possibly an ssibly an intentionaintentional parody.l parody.l parody.

A West Semitic deity. The name consists of the storm-god Hadad, followed by 
the epithet Rimmon (Akk. rammaœnu, “Thunderer”), which appears in 
Aramaic and Akkadian theophoric names and in the name of the king of 
Damascus, Tabrimmon (1 Kgs. 15:18). At 2 Kgs. 5:18 this deity, called Rimmon, 
appears as the state deity of Aram-Damascus. The Hebrew spelling rimmo®n 
in the OT means “pomegranate,” and is possibly an intentional parody.

�Zech. 12:1Zech. 12:11 predicts1 predicts a lamenta a lamentation in Jetion in Jerusalem thrusalem that will beat will be “as great “as great as the mo as the m as the mourning fmourning for Hadad-ror Hadad-rimmon in timmon in the plain ohe plain of Megiddo.f Megiddo.” An earli” An earlier interprer interpretation ofetation of the verse ofof the verof the verse understse understands Hadadands Hadad-rimmon as-rimmon as a place n a place name, identame, identified by Jified by Jerome witherome witerome with Maximwith Maximianopolis ianopolis (modern el(modern el-Lejjun) o-Lejjun) or with ther with the village o village of f Rumma®neh/Rumma®neh/H¸orvatḨoRumma®neh/Rumma®neh/Rumma®neh/H¸orvatH¸orvat Rimona (1 Rimona (179243) and79243) and assumed t assumed to be the po be the place wherelace where Josiah wa Jo Josiah wasJosiah was killed an killed and later mod later mourned (2 Curned (2 Chr. 35:23-hr. 35:23-25). More 25). More likely Zeclikely Zechariah refhariah refers to theerrefrefers to refers to the god anthe god and an assocd an associated rituiated ritual. The anal. The ancient Nearcient Near Eastern p Eastern practice ofractice of cultic mo cul cultic moucultic mourning was rning was also obseralso observed in Isrved in Israel (Ezek.ael (Ezek. 8:14). Ug 8:14). Ugaritic mytaritic myth tells ofh tells of El and An El an El and Anat’sand Anat’s lamentati lamentation for Baaon for Baal-Hadad (al-Hadad (as the stors the storm-god was m-god was known at Uknown at Ugarit) aftgarit) after his defeaftafter his after his defeat by defeat by Mot (“DeatMot (“Death”) and ofh”) and of the resum the resumption of rption of rainfall anainfall and attendand attendant fertilitt fet fertility fertility of the soiof the soil upon hisl upon his return fr return from the netom the netherworld. herworld. In light oIn light of these trf these traditions, aditiontrtraditionstraditions, a mourni, a mourning rite fong rite for the storr the storm-god, in m-god, in anticipatianticipation of the on of the returning returning productiviproduproductiviproductivity of the ty of the land, woulland, would have beed have been right atn right at home in t home in the agriculhe agriculturally riturally rich area ofch arch area of tharea of the “plain oe “plain of Megiddo.f Megiddo.”””

Zech. 12:11 predicts a lamentation in Jerusalem that will be “as great as the 
mourning for Hadad-rimmon in the plain of Megiddo.” An earlier interpretation 
of the verse understands Hadad-rimmon as a place name, identified by Jerome 



with Maximianopolis (modern el-Lejjun) or with the village of 
Rumma®neh/H¸orvat Rimona (179243) and assumed to be the place where 
Josiah was killed and later mourned (2 Chr. 35:23-25). More likely Zechariah 
refers to the god and an associated ritual. The ancient Near Eastern practice of 
cultic mourning was also observed in Israel (Ezek. 8:14). Ugaritic myth tells of El 
and Anat’s lamentation for Baal-Hadad (as the storm-god was known at Ugarit) 
after his defeat by Mot (“Death”) and of the resumption of rainfall and attendant 
fertility of the soil upon his return from the netherworld. In light of these 
traditions, a mourning rite for the storm-god, in anticipation of the returning 
productivity of the land, would have been right at home in the agriculturally rich 
area of the “plain of Megiddo.”

Joel BurneJoel Burnetttt

Joel Burnett

HADASHAHHADASHAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�d�aœsûh�a�d�aœsûa®a®)))

HADASHAH (Heb. h�a�d�aœsûa® )

A town in A town in the Shephethe Shephelah, or lolah, or lowland, of wland, of Judah, parJudah, part of that t of that tribe’s intribe’s inheritance heritance (Josh. 15:(Josh(Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:39). Athou39). Athough its locgh its location is uation is unknown, itnknown, it is part o is part of the samef the same district  district as Lachishas Lachas Lachish anLachish and Eglon (Jd Eglon (Josh. 15:37osh. 15:37-41). It m-41). It may be the ay be the same placesame place as Adasa, as Adasa, where Jud where Judas MaccabeasJudJudas MaccJudas Maccabeus defeabeus defeated Nicanated Nicanor (1 Maccor (1 Macc. 7:40-45). 7:40-45)...

A town in the Shephelah, or lowland, of Judah, part of that tribe’s inheritance 
(Josh. 15:39). Athough its location is unknown, it is part of the same district as 
Lachish and Eglon (Josh. 15:37-41). It may be the same place as Adasa, where 
Judas Maccabeus defeated Nicanor (1 Macc. 7:40-45).

�A town namA town named Hadashaed Hadashah (“new toh (“new town”) is alwn”) is also recordeso recorded in one od in one of Shishak’f Shishak’s inscripts ins inscriptioinscriptions at Karnns at Karnak. The loak. The location of cation of this site this site is not posis not positively iditively identified, entified, but on thebut on tbut on the basis the basis of the Egyof the Egyptian listptian list, it may b, it may be within te within the Succothhe Succoth Valley at Valley at the confl the confluence of tuence conflconfluenceconfluence of the Ja of the Jabbok (Wadibbok (Wadi  ZerqaœZerqaœ) and Jord) and Jordan Rivers.an Rivers. It is unr It is unrelated to elated to the biblicthethe biblicthe biblical site.al site.al site.

A town named Hadashah (“new town”) is also recorded in one of Shishak’s 
inscriptions at Karnak. The location of this site is not positively identified, but on 
the basis of the Egyptian list, it may be within the Succoth Valley at the 
confluence of the Jabbok (Wadi Zerqaœ) and Jordan Rivers. It is unrelated to 
the biblical site.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. Ahituv,S. Ahituv,  Canaanite Canaanite Toponyms iToponyms in Ancient n Ancient Egyptian DEgyptian Documentsocuments (Jerusale (J (Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1984)., 1984)., 1984).

Bibliography. S. Ahituv, Canaanite Toponyms in Ancient Egyptian Documents 
(Jerusalem, 1984).

Jennifer LJennifer L. Groves. Groves

Jennifer L. Groves

HADASSAHHADASSAH (Aram.  (Aram. ha�d�aœssaha�d�aœssa®®)))

HADASSAH (Aram. ha�d�aœssa® )

The originThe original Hebrew al Hebrew name for Ename for Esther (Eststher (Esth. 2:7; Heh. 2:7; Heb. “myrtleb. “myrtle”). The ea”). The earlier suggrlier suggestion thaessuggsuggestionsuggestion that it i that it is a Babylos a Babylonian titlenian title given her given her (from an  (from an epithet ofepithet of the godde the goddess Ishtar;ss Ishss Ishtar; AkIshtar; Akk. k. h˙adasûsûah˙adasûsûatu,tu, “bride”)  “bride”) has been dhas been discounted.iscounted.

The original Hebrew name for Esther (Esth. 2:7; Heb. “myrtle”). The earlier 
suggestion that it is a Babylonian title given her (from an epithet of the goddess 
Ishtar; Akk. h˙adasûsûatu, “bride”) has been discounted.

HADESHADES (Gk.  (Gk. haédeäshaédeäs)))

HADES (Gk. haédeäs)

OriginallyOriginally the name  the name of the Greof the Greek god of ek god of the underwthe underworld, but orld, but later the later the name of thname of the underworeththe underwthe underworld itselorld itself. Found if. Found in Homer, nn Homer, numerous Grumerous Greek papyrieek papyri, the LXX,, the LXX, Philo, an Philo, a Philo, and Josephand Josephus, as welus, as well as the Nl as the NT, it is tT, it is translated ranslated “hell” in “hell” in most Englimost English versionsh versions of the Bs of ths of the Bible.the Bible. In the LX In the LXX Hades isX Hades is the name  the name used for Sused for Sheol.heol.heol.

Originally the name of the Greek god of the underworld, but later the name of 
the underworld itself. Found in Homer, numerous Greek papyri, the LXX, Philo, 
and Josephus, as well as the NT, it is translated “hell” in most English versions of 
the Bible. In the LXX Hades is the name used for Sheol.

�In Greek rIn Greek religion Haeligion Hades was thdes was the place whe place where the deere the dead went, lad went, located in ocated in the belly the bethe belly of tbelly of the earth. he earth. It was entIt was entered throuered through gates wgh gates which were hich were kept fast kept fast by locks wby locks which only hicwwhich onlywhich only a limited a limited number of number of beings co beings could open. uld open. In Matt. 1In Matt. 16 Peter is6 Peter is given the given the keys to t ke keys to thkeys to the gates ofe gates of hell; in  hell; in Rev. 1 JesRev. 1 Jesus controlus controls the keyss the keys of hell. of hell. of hell.

In Greek religion Hades was the place where the dead went, located in the 
belly of the earth. It was entered through gates which were kept fast by locks 
which only a limited number of beings could open. In Matt. 16 Peter is given the 



keys to the gates of hell; in Rev. 1 Jesus controls the keys of hell.

�Hades becaHades became in Hellme in Hellenistic thenistic thought a plought a place of torace of torment. It iment. It is this unds this understandingerstandinundunderstandunderstanding of heling of hell as the tl as the torture chaorture chamber of etmber of eternity whiernity which influench influenced the NTced the NT writers. w writers.writers.writers.

Hades became in Hellenistic thought a place of torment. It is this 
understanding of hell as the torture chamber of eternity which influenced the NT 
writers.

Jim WestJim West

Jim West

HADIDHADID (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœd�iîd�h�aœd�iîd�) (also AD) (also ADIDA)IDA)IDA)

HADID (Heb. h�aœd�iîd� ) (also ADIDA)

A small ciA small city in the ty in the coastal plcoastal plain, closeain, close to Lod (E to Lod (Ezra 2:33; zra 2:33; Neh. 7:37)Neh. 7:37). The Mish. The Mishnah placesnah pnah places it places it E of DiospE of Diospolis/Lyddaolis/Lydda/Lod (/Lod (m. {Arak.m. {Arak. 9:6). A n 9:6). A number of Bumber of Benjaminiteenjaminites who retus whos who returnwho returned with Zeed with Zerubbabel frubbabel from exile rom exile in Babylonin Babylon settled i settled in Hadid (Nn Hadid (Neh. 11:34)eh. 11:34)eh. 11:34). Si11:34). Simon Maccabmon Maccabeus fortifeus fortified the ciied the city, known ty, known in the Macin the Maccabean percabean period as Adiiod as Adida (1 MaccdAdiAdida (1 MAdida (1 Macc. 12:38acc. 12:38; 13:13). ; 13:13). The site iThe site is today ids today identified wentified with Tel H¸ith Tel H¸adid/el-H¸adid/el-H¸adiîtheh (adiîtH¸adid/el-H¸H¸adid/el-H¸adid/el-H¸adiîthehH¸adiîtheh (145152). (145152).

A small city in the coastal plain, close to Lod (Ezra 2:33; Neh. 7:37). The Mishnah 
places it E of Diospolis/Lydda/Lod (m. {Arak. 9:6). A number of Benjaminites 
who returned with Zerubbabel from exile in Babylon settled in Hadid (Neh. 
11:34). Simon Maccabeus fortified the city, known in the Maccabean period as 
Adida (1 Macc. 12:38; 13:13). The site is today identified with Tel 
H¸adid/el-H¸adiîtheh (145152).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Avi-YonM. Avi-Yonah, ah, The Holy LThe Holy Land,and, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Grand Rap(Grand Rapids, 1977)ids, 1977)...

Bibliography. M. Avi-Yonah, The Holy Land, rev. ed. (Grand Rapids, 1977).

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

HADLAIHADLAI (Heb.  (Heb. h�ad�laœyh�ad�laœy)))

HADLAI (Heb. h�ad�laœy )

The fatherThe father of the Ep of the Ephraimite Ahraimite Amasa, who masa, who would not would not accept Judaccept Judahite captahite captives folloives following Ahaz’wfollofollowing following Ahaz’ defeAhaz’ defeat by Damaat by Damascus and Pscus and Pekah of Isekah of Israel (2 Chrael (2 Chr. 28:12).r. 28:12).

The father of the Ephraimite Amasa, who would not accept Judahite captives 
following Ahaz’ defeat by Damascus and Pekah of Israel (2 Chr. 28:12).

HADORAMHADORAM (Heb.  (Heb. ha�d�o®raœha�d�o®raœmm) ) (also ADON(also ADONIRAM, ADORIRAM, ADORAM, JORAM)AM, JORAM)

HADORAM (Heb. ha�d�o®raœm ) 
(also ADONIRAM, ADORAM, JORAM)

�1.1. A descend A descendant of Jokant of Joktan; ancestan; ancestor of an tor of an Arabian trArabian tribe (Gen. ibe (Gen. 10:27; 1 C10:27; 1 Chr. 1:21).hr. 1hr. 1:21).1:21).1:21).

1. A descendant of Joktan; ancestor of an Arabian tribe (Gen. 10:27; 1 Chr. 
1:21).

�2.2. The son o The son of King Touf King Tou of Hamath of Hamath, who was , who was sent by hisent by his father ts father to congratuo congratulate Davidlatcongratucongratulacongratulate David ote David on his victn his victory over Hory over Hadadezer (adadezer (1 Chr. 18:1 Chr. 18:10). At 2 10). At 2 Sam. 8:10 Sam. 8:10 he and hishehe and hishe and his father ar father are called Je called Joram (oram (11) and Toi.) and Toi.

2. The son of King Tou of Hamath, who was sent by his father to 
congratulate David on his victory over Hadadezer (1 Chr. 18:10). At 2 Sam. 8:10 
he and his father are called Joram (1) and Toi.

�3.3. An offici An official of Kingal of King Rehoboam  Rehoboam who was tawho was taskmaster oskmaster over the fover the forced laborrced labor (2 Chr. 1 (2 (2 Chr. 10(2 Chr. 10:18). At 1:18). At 1 Kgs. 4:6; Kgs. 4:6; 5:14(MT 2 5:14(MT 28) he is c8) he is called Adonalled Adoniram and airam and at 12:18 Adt 12:18 Adoram, a shorAdAdoram, a Adoram, a shortened shortened form of thform of that name.at name.

3. An official of King Rehoboam who was taskmaster over the forced labor 
(2 Chr. 10:18). At 1 Kgs. 4:6; 5:14(MT 28) he is called Adoniram and at 12:18 
Adoram, a shortened form of that name.

HADRACHHADRACH (Heb.  (Heb. h�ad�raœk�h�ad�raœk�)))

HADRACH (Heb. h�ad�raœk� )

A city in A city in northern Snorthern Syria, nearyria, near modern Te modern Tell ll AfiäsAfiäs, 45 km. (, 45 km. (30 mi.) SW30 mi.) SW of Aleppo of Aleppo. Hadrach . H. Hadrach ocHadrach occurs once curs once in the Bibin the Bible, in a ple, in a prophetic arophetic announcemennnouncement of the dt of the destructionestructionddestructiodestruction of varion of various Philistus Philistine, Syriaine, Syrian, and Phon, and Phoenician teenician territories rritories (Zech. 9:1(Zech. 9:1-8). In an-8). In-8). In an AramIn an Aramaic inscriaic inscription (ca.ption (ca. 800  800 B.C.E.B.C.E.) Zakir ki) Zakir king of Hamang of Hamath and th and Lu{ashLu{ash lauds Baa lauds B lauds BaalshamayBaalshamayn for grann for granting him kting him kingship iningship in Hadrach ( Hadrach (Aram. Aram. H¸azrak�H¸azrak�) and also) and also for defen for for defendfor defending him aning him and the cityd the city of Hadrac of Hadrach from theh from the coalition coalition of Bar-ha of Bar-hadad, son odad, son of Hazael. f Hf Hazael. ThHazael. The Assyriane Assyrian eponym ch eponym chronicle meronicle mentions a cntions a campaign ofampaign of Shalmanes Shalmaneser IV to Her IV toer IV to Hadrachto Hadrach (ca. 772) (ca. 772). One of T. One of Tiglath-piliglath-pileser III’seser III’s annals re annals refers to hifers to his subjugats subjugation of Hadion of ion of Hadrachof Hadrach, and the , and the city appeacity appears in a virs in a victory stelctory stele of Sargoe of Sargon II. The n II. The reference reference to Hadrachto Hto Hadrach inHadrach in Zechariah Zechariah may allud may allude to the ee to the earlier hisarlier historical citorical circumstancercumstances of the ls of the late 8th ceate llate 8th clate 8th century.entury.entury.

A city in northern Syria, near modern Tell Afiäs, 45 km. (30 mi.) SW of Aleppo. 
Hadrach occurs once in the Bible, in a prophetic announcement of the 
destruction of various Philistine, Syrian, and Phoenician territories (Zech. 9:1-8). 
In an Aramaic inscription (ca. 800 B.C.E.) Zakir king of Hamath and Lu{ash lauds 
Baalshamayn for granting him kingship in Hadrach (Aram. H¸azrak� ) and also 
for defending him and the city of Hadrach from the coalition of Bar-hadad, son of 
Hazael. The Assyrian eponym chronicle mentions a campaign of Shalmaneser IV 



to Hadrach (ca. 772). One of Tiglath-pileser III’s annals refers to his subjugation 
of Hadrach, and the city appears in a victory stele of Sargon II. The reference to 
Hadrach in Zechariah may allude to the earlier historical circumstances of the 
late 8th century.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. C. L. GJ. C. L. Gibson, ibson, Textbook oTextbook of Syrian Sf Syrian Semitic Insemitic Inscriptions,criptions, 2:  2: Aramaic InAramaAramaic InAramaic Inscriptionsscriptions (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1975); W. 1975); W. T. Pitard,T. Pitard,  Ancient DaAncient Damascusmascus (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1987)ake, LLake, 1987Lake, 1987).).).

Bibliography. J. C. L. Gibson, Textbook of Syrian Semitic Inscriptions, 2: 
Aramaic Inscriptions (Oxford, 1975); W. T. Pitard, Ancient Damascus (Winona 
Lake, 1987).

Chris A. RChris A. Rollstonollston

Chris A. Rollston

HADRIANHADRIANHADRIAN

HADRIAN

Ruler of tRuler of the Roman Ehe Roman Empire frommpire from 117–138  117–138 C.E.C.E. and a dis and a distant relattant relative of hisive of his predecess predece predecessopredecessor, the empr, the emperor Trajaeror Trajan. Hadriann. Hadrian succeeded succeeded Trajan wi Trajan with few objth few objections siections sections since he wsince he was popularas popular with the  with the court and court and he had a lhe had a letter, alletter, allegedly wriegedly written by Trtten by Trajan on hiajanTrTrajan on Trajan on his deathbhis deathbed, designed, designating him ating him as heir.as heir.as heir.

Ruler of the Roman Empire from 117–138 C.E. and a distant relative of his 
predecessor, the emperor Trajan. Hadrian succeeded Trajan with few objections 
since he was popular with the court and he had a letter, allegedly written by 
Trajan on his deathbed, designating him as heir.

�Hadrian waHadrian was from thes from the province  province of Spain, of Spain, like Trajalike Trajan, and hisn, and his origins m origins may in partay in paray in part explapart explain the attin the attention he ention he paid throupaid throughout his ghout his emperorshiemperorship to provip to provincial admincial administrationniadmiadministraadministration and ition and improvementmprovement. Little e. Little expense wasxpense was spared on spared on public bu public building in ilding in the provinththe provinthe provinces, and mces, and much was douch was done to imprne to improve frontiove frontier fortifier fortification andcation and defensive defensive works. Ha w works. Hadworks. Hadrian’s Walrian’s Wall on the bl on the boundary ofoundary of England a England and Scotlannd Scotland is but od is but one examplene examplne example ofexample of the massi the massive fortifive fortifications Hacations Hadrian undedrian undertook. In rtook. In fact, Hadrfact, Hadrian supposian supposedly spentedsuppossupposedlysupposedly spent mor spent more time in e time in the provinthe provinces than ices than in Rome.n Rome.n Rome.

Hadrian was from the province of Spain, like Trajan, and his origins may in 
part explain the attention he paid throughout his emperorship to provincial 
administration and improvement. Little expense was spared on public building in 
the provinces, and much was done to improve frontier fortification and defensive 
works. Hadrian’s Wall on the boundary of England and Scotland is but one 
example of the massive fortifications Hadrian undertook. In fact, Hadrian 
supposedly spent more time in the provinces than in Rome.

�Hadrian’s Hadrian’s reign witnreign witnessed the essed the Bar KokhbaBar Kokhba Revolt in Revolt in Judea (13 Judea (132–135). Wh2–135). When the reven ten the revoltthe revolt was final was finally crushedly crushed, all Jews, all Jews were expe were expelled from lled from the provinthe province, which ce, which ceased to ceaceased to ceased to be named Jbe named Judea and budea and became Syriecame Syria Palestina Palestina. Regardia. Regarding Christing Christianity, Hadanity, Hadrian maintrHadHadrian maHadrian maintained Tintained Trajan’s porajan’s policy of tolicy of tolerance, alerance, as evidences evidenced in the ed in the emperor’s cmperor’s correspondeorccorrespondcorrespondence (122–ence (122–123) with 123) with Minicius FMinicius Fundanus, pundanus, proconsul oroconsul of Asia.f Asia.f Asia.

Hadrian’s reign witnessed the Bar Kokhba Revolt in Judea (132–135). When 
the revolt was finally crushed, all Jews were expelled from the province, which 
ceased to be named Judea and became Syria Palestina. Regarding Christianity, 
Hadrian maintained Trajan’s policy of tolerance, as evidenced in the emperor’s 
correspondence (122–123) with Minicius Fundanus, proconsul of Asia.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. PerowneS. Perowne, , HadrianHadrian (1960, re (1960, repr. Londonpr. London, 1986)., 1986)., 1986).

Bibliography. S. Perowne, Hadrian (1960, repr. London, 1986).

John F. HaJohn F. Hallll
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HA-ELEPHHA-ELEPH (Heb.  (Heb. haœ}elep�haœ}elep�)))

HA-ELEPH (Heb. haœ}elep� )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite town iite town in the vicin the vicinity of Jenity of Jerusalem (Jrusalem (Josh. 18:28osh. 18:28). On the ). On the basis of Lbasis of LXX A (Gk. XX LLXX A (Gk.LXX A (Gk.  SeälalephSeälaleph), the nam), the name is probae is probably to be bly to be read Zela-read Zela-eleph.eleph.eleph.

A Benjaminite town in the vicinity of Jerusalem (Josh. 18:28). On the basis of 
LXX A (Gk. Seälaleph), the name is probably to be read Zela-eleph.

�SeeSee  ZELA.ZELA.

See ZELA.

HAGABHAGAB (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœg�aœb�h�aœg�aœb�)))

HAGAB (Heb. h�aœg�aœb� )

A temple sA temple servant whoervant whose descendse descendants returants returned from ened from exile with xile with ZerubbabelZerubbabel (Ezra 2:4 (Ezra 2 (Ezra 2:46).2:46).

A temple servant whose descendants returned from exile with Zerubbabel (Ezra 
2:46).

HAGABAHHAGABAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�g�aœb�h�a�g�aœb�a®a®) (also HA) (also HAGABA)GABA)GABA)

HAGABAH (Heb. h�a�g�aœb�a® ) (also HAGABA)

The head oThe head of a familyf a family of temple of temple servants  servants who returnwho returned from thed from the Exile une Exile under Zerubbder Zerubder ZerubbabelZerubbabel (Ezra 2:4 (Ezra 2:45; Neh. 7:5; Neh. 7:48, NRSV “48, NRSV “Hagaba”).Hagaba”).

The head of a family of temple servants who returned from the Exile under 



Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:45; Neh. 7:48, NRSV “Hagaba”).

HAGARHAGAR (Heb.  (Heb. haœg�aœrhaœg�aœr)))

HAGAR (Heb. haœg�aœr )

An EgyptiaAn Egyptian woman, sn woman, servant to ervant to the matriathe matriarch Sarai.rch Sarai. The story The story of Hagar, of Hagar, represent representing two stirepresentrepresentirepresenting two strng two strands of trands of tradition inadition in Gen. 16,  Gen. 16, 21, is one21, is one of status of status competiti competition, surrogon, competiticompetitiocompetition, surrogan, surrogate motherhte motherhood, ethniood, ethnic conflictc conflict, class st, class struggle, abruggle, abuse, exileuse, exile, and triu, and, and triumpand triumph.h.h.

An Egyptian woman, servant to the matriarch Sarai. The story of Hagar, 
representing two strands of tradition in Gen. 16, 21, is one of status 
competition, surrogate motherhood, ethnic conflict, class struggle, abuse, exile, 
and triumph.

�The barrenThe barren Sarai giv Sarai gives Hagar tes Hagar to Abram “ao Abram “as a wife” s a wife” (Gen. 16:3(Gen. 16:3), making ), making any would-any woany would-be owould-be offspring affspring a legal hei legal heir accordinr according to conteg to contemporary Memporary Mesopotamiansopotamian law. Sara law. Sara law. Sarai comeSarai comes to rue ts to rue the day shehe day she manipulat manipulated such a ed such a union. Hagunion. Hagar, upon car, upon conceiving,onceiving, scorns Sa conceiving,conceivingconceiving, scorns S, scorns Sarai (Gen.arai (Gen. 16:4), dr 16:4), driving Saraiving Sarai to abusei to abuse her in re her in return. Hagaturn. Hagar flees inr fleer flees intoflees into the deser the desert wildernet wilderness, pregnass, pregnant and on nt and on foot, headfoot, headed 240 km.ed 240 km. (150 mi.) (150 mi.) south to  so south to Ssouth to Shur. The ahur. The angel of thngel of the Lord sene Lord sends her bacds her back to Saraik to Sarai with prom with promises similises similar to thosarsimilsimilar tosimilar to those mad those made to Abrahe to Abraham, Isaac,am, Isaac, and Jacob and Jacob. Her son,. Her son, to be nam to be named Ishmaeled Ishmaeled Ishmael, wIshmael, would produould produce offsprice offspring too numng too numerous to cerous to count (Gen.ount (Gen. 16:10) —  16:10) — 12 tribes 12 tribe12 tribes whitribes which would bch would become a grecome a great nationeat nation (17:20). (17:20). (17:20).

The barren Sarai gives Hagar to Abram “as a wife” (Gen. 16:3), making any 
would-be offspring a legal heir according to contemporary Mesopotamian law. 
Sarai comes to rue the day she manipulated such a union. Hagar, upon 
conceiving, scorns Sarai (Gen. 16:4), driving Sarai to abuse her in return. Hagar 
flees into the desert wilderness, pregnant and on foot, headed 240 km. (150 mi.) 
south to Shur. The angel of the Lord sends her back to Sarai with promises 
similar to those made to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Her son, to be named 
Ishmael, would produce offspring too numerous to count (Gen. 16:10) — 12 
tribes which would become a great nation (17:20).

�Some yearsSome years later (Ge later (Gen. 21:8-21n. 21:8-21), at the ), at the weaning ofweaning of Isaac, Sa Isaac, Sarah noticerah notices Ishmael s Ishmaes Ishmael laIshmael laughing or ughing or playing wiplaying with him. Thth him. The incidente incident, though p, though positive, iositive, is interpres interpreted by Sarted bted by Sarah aby Sarah as bearing s bearing threat to threat to Isaac’s inIsaac’s inheritance.heritance. She asks  She asks Abraham toAbraham to rid her f rid her family of Hamilffamily of family of Hagar and Hagar and Ishmael onIshmael once and force and for all. Haga all. Hagar, findingr, finding herself o herself once again nce again in the wilin thein the wilderthe wilderness withoness without sustenaut sustenance, leavence, leaves Ishmael s Ishmael to die (heto die (here her sonre her son’s age doe’s age doesn’t quitesndoedoesn’t qudoesn’t quite fit thite fit the context)e context). Once aga. Once again, God inin, God intervenes, tervenes, providing providing food and wfood and water and ratwwater and water and reiteratinreiterating the earlg the earlier promisier promises to Hagaes to Hagar. She latr. She later finds aer finds an Egyptiann Egyptian wife for  wife wife for hwife for her near-grer near-grown son.own son.own son.

Some years later (Gen. 21:8-21), at the weaning of Isaac, Sarah notices 
Ishmael laughing or playing with him. The incident, though positive, is interpreted 
by Sarah as bearing threat to Isaac’s inheritance. She asks Abraham to rid her 
family of Hagar and Ishmael once and for all. Hagar, finding herself once again in 
the wilderness without sustenance, leaves Ishmael to die (here her son’s age 
doesn’t quite fit the context). Once again, God intervenes, providing food and 
water and reiterating the earlier promises to Hagar. She later finds an Egyptian 
wife for her near-grown son.

�The ApostlThe Apostle Paul late Paul later allegorer allegorizes the sizes the story of Satory of Sarah and Harah and Hagar (Gal. gar (Gal. 4:21-31) t4:21-31) 4:21-31) t4:21-31) to portray o portray Sarah’s liSarah’s literal descteral descendants asendants as enslaved  enslaved (like Haga(like Hagar) to the r) to the old covenaold cold covenant, covenant, while Sarawhile Sarah’s descenh’s descendants by fdants by faith (and aith (and promise) bpromise) become the ecome the essence ofessence of the new c ofof the newof the new covenant  covenant of freedomof freedom. Ironical. Ironically, to makly, to make his anale his analogy work, ogy work, Paul, likePaul, like so many c so so many coso many commentatorsmmentators before an before and since, od since, overlooks tverlooks the ambiguohe ambiguous faithfuus faithfulness of blness of blness of both Sarahboth Sarah and Hagar and Hagar...

The Apostle Paul later allegorizes the story of Sarah and Hagar (Gal. 
4:21-31) to portray Sarah’s literal descendants as enslaved (like Hagar) to the old 
covenant, while Sarah’s descendants by faith (and promise) become the essence 
of the new covenant of freedom. Ironically, to make his analogy work, Paul, like 
so many commentators before and since, overlooks the ambiguous faithfulness of 
both Sarah and Hagar.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. O. BellA. O. Bellis, is, Helpmates,Helpmates, Harlots,  Harlots, HeroesHeroes (Louisvil (Louisville, 1994);le, 1994); P. E. Tar P. E P. E. Tarlow E. Tarlow and E. C. and E. C. Want, “BadWant, “Bad Guys, Tex Guys, Textual Errortual Errors and Words and Wordplays in Gplays in Genesis 21:enesis 21enesis 21:9-10,” 21:9-10,” Journal ofJournal of Reform Ju Reform Judaismdaism 37/4 (199 37/4 (1990): 21–29;0): 21–29; P. Trible P. Trible, “Hagar: , “Hagar: The DesolaThe DesoThe DesolationDesolation of Reject of Rejection,” in ion,” in Texts of TTexts of Terror.error. OBT 13 (P OBT 13 (Philadelphihiladelphia, 1984), a, 1984), 9–35; C. W9–35; C. W9–35; C. WestermannWestermann, , Genesis 12Genesis 12-36-36 (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1985)lis, 1985)...

Bibliography. A. O. Bellis, Helpmates, Harlots, Heroes (Louisville, 1994); P. 
E. Tarlow and E. C. Want, “Bad Guys, Textual Errors and Wordplays in Genesis 
21:9-10,” Journal of Reform Judaism 37/4 (1990): 21–29; P. Trible, “Hagar: The 
Desolation of Rejection,” in Texts of Terror. OBT 13 (Philadelphia, 1984), 9–35; C. 
Westermann, Genesis 12-36 (Minneapolis, 1985).
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HAGGADAHHAGGADAH (Heb.  (Heb. haggad�a®haggad�a®)))

HAGGADAH (Heb. haggad�a® )

A noun usuA noun usually underally understood to cstood to come from tome from the Hebrew he Hebrew root root ngd,ngd, “to tell, “to tell,” “corresp” “corresp” “correspon“correspond to,” or d to,” or “be in fro“be in front of.” Hant of.” Haggadah (inggadah (in the Pales the Palestinian Taltinian Talmud “Aggadmud “Aggadah”) is usah“Aggad“Aggadah”)“Aggadah”) is used f is used for a numbeor a number of differ of different phenorent phenomena. As amena. As a type of m type of midrash it idrash it is to be disis to be dis to be distinguishistinguished from Haed from Halakhah, whlakhah, which is priich is primarily conmarily concerned witcerned with issues oh issues of ritual, f rif ritual, etritual, ethical, andhical, and civil law civil law. In contr. In contrast, midraast, midrashic Haggashic Haggadah compridah comprises almostses almost all other all ot all other typeother types of biblis of biblical exegescal exegesis. The teis. The term Haggadarm Haggadah is also h is also used to reused to refer to almfer to almost any noostalmalmost anyalmost any nonlegal  nonlegal text in thtext in the rabbinice rabbinic corpus of corpus of literatur literature and, as e and, as a result, a result, it can conit can it can connotcan connote biblicale biblical exegesis, exegesis, stories a stories about famoubout famous rabbis, s rabbis, and other and other rather imarather imaginative lginimaimaginativimaginative literatue literature that dore that does not of es not of necessity necessity include biinclude biblical intblical interpretatioerpretation. With aln. Witn. With all tWith all this in minhis in mind, cautiond, caution must be e must be exercised ixercised in employinn employing the termg the term...

A noun usually understood to come from the Hebrew root ngd, “to tell,” 
“correspond to,” or “be in front of.” Haggadah (in the Palestinian Talmud 



“Aggadah”) is used for a number of different phenomena. As a type of midrash it 
is to be distinguished from Halakhah, which is primarily concerned with issues of 
ritual, ethical, and civil law. In contrast, midrashic Haggadah comprises almost all 
other types of biblical exegesis. The term Haggadah is also used to refer to 
almost any nonlegal text in the rabbinic corpus of literature and, as a result, it 
can connote biblical exegesis, stories about famous rabbis, and other rather 
imaginative literature that does not of necessity include biblical interpretation. 
With all this in mind, caution must be exercised in employing the term.

�Generally,Generally, Haggadah  Haggadah is understis understood to be ood to be further cofurther contrasted wntrasted with Halakhith Halakhah in thatah inah in that thin that the former ie former is not binds not binding and auing and authoritativthoritative in the se in the same way asame way as is Halakh is Halakhah. To whaah. HalakhHalakhah. Halakhah. To whateveTo whatever degree tr degree this is truhis is true, it woule, it would be a misd be a mistake to untake to underestimatderestimate the relieunderestimatunderestimunderestimate the reate the religious naligious nature of Hature of Haggadah. Inggadah. In particula particular, as imagr, as imaginative ininative interpretatiterpininterpretainterpretation, Haggtion, Haggadah is dradah is driven by thiven by the search fe search for God in or God in practicallpractically every woy every word and sylrd woword and sword and syllable. Myllable. Moreover, toreover, the playfulhe playful nature of nature of Haggadah  Haggadah has a relihas a religious qualgious quality missedity qualquality miquality missed by thssed by those with tose with too narrow oo narrow a definitia definition of whaton of what comprises comprises theologic theological reflectaltheologictheologicatheological reflectil reflection. In manon. In many ways, Hay ways, Haggadah canggadah can be unders be understood as a tood as a celebratiocelebration of the rn celebratiocelebratiocelebration of the rn of the religious seligious significancignificance of the se of the slightest dlightest detail in Setail in Scripture acripture and in Jewind in Jewnd in Jewish traJewish tradition in dition in general.general.general.

Generally, Haggadah is understood to be further contrasted with Halakhah 
in that the former is not binding and authoritative in the same way as is 
Halakhah. To whatever degree this is true, it would be a mistake to 
underestimate the religious nature of Haggadah. In particular, as imaginative 
interpretation, Haggadah is driven by the search for God in practically every 
word and syllable. Moreover, the playful nature of Haggadah has a religious 
quality missed by those with too narrow a definition of what comprises 
theological reflection. In many ways, Haggadah can be understood as a 
celebration of the religious significance of the slightest detail in Scripture and in 
Jewish tradition in general.

Larry L. LLarry L. Lykeyke

Larry L. Lyke

HAGGAIHAGGAI (Heb.  (Heb. h�aggaih�aggai), BOOK OF), BOOK OF

HAGGAI (Heb. h�aggai ), BOOK OF

The tenth The tenth book of thbook of the so-callee so-called Book of d Book of the Twelvethe Twelve, the Mino, the Minor Prophetsr Prophets of the He of the H of the Hebrew BibHebrew Bible. Haggaile. Haggai, which me, which means “festians “festival” or “oval” or “of a festivf a festival,” is thal,” is the name of e name of the prophethe the prophethe prophet whose ort whose oracles compacles comprise the brise the book and maook and may indicatey indicate that he w that he was born onas born as born on a born on a feast day.feast day. No biogra No biographical infphical information iormation is provideds provided, although, although he and hi he and his contempos cs contemporacontemporary (First)ry (First) Zechariah Zechariah are menti are mentioned in Ezoned in Ezra 5:1; 6:ra 5:1; 6:14 and are14 and are referred  referred to in the toto in the to in the 3rd person3rd person in the na in the narrative frrrative frameworks iameworks in which thn which their oracleeir oracles are set.s are set.

The tenth book of the so-called Book of the Twelve, the Minor Prophets of the 
Hebrew Bible. Haggai, which means “festival” or “of a festival,” is the name of 
the prophet whose oracles comprise the book and may indicate that he was 
born on a feast day. No biographical information is provided, although he and his 
contemporary (First) Zechariah are mentioned in Ezra 5:1; 6:14 and are referred 
to in the 3rd person in the narrative frameworks in which their oracles are set.

�Haggai is Haggai is also linkealso linked to Firstd to First Zechariah Zechariah by the un by the unique arranique arrangement of gement of date formudate fordate formulas tformulas that providhat provide the litee the literary strucrary structure of Hature of Haggai and Zggai and Zech. 1-8. ech. 1-8. Unlike chrUnlike chronologicalonochrchronologichronological informcal information in oation in other biblither biblical books cal books (Kings/Chr(Kings/Chronicles anonicles and several d several other propothother propother prophets), in hets), in which evenwhich events are keyts are keyed to the ed to the reigns of reigns of Israelite Israelite or Judean or Judean monarchs, monmonarchs, monarchs, the dates the dates in Haggai in Haggai and First and First Zechariah Zechariah are linkedare linked to the re to the regnal yearsgnal years of a fore of of a foreiof a foreign imperiagn imperial ruler, Dl ruler, Darius I (5arius I (522–486 22–486 B.C.E.B.C.E.), the fir), the first of threst of three men namee men named Darius wd Dd Darius whoDarius who headed th headed the Achaemene Achaemenid Empire.id Empire. This chro This chronological nological relating orelating of prophetif prophef prophetic prophetic oracle to oracle to Persian poPersian power is strwer is striking indiiking indication of cation of the politithe political situatcal situation in Yehion in ion in Yehud, in Yehud, the postexthe postexilic proviilic province containce containing the cning the capital Jerapital Jerusalem andusalem and part of t part of the former he fohe former souformer southern kingthern kingdom of Juddom of Judah. Althouah. Although his worgh his words are dirds are directed to tected to the two maihe two mhe two main leademain leaders of Yehurs of Yehud — the god — the governor Zervernor Zerubbabel anubbabel and the highd the high priest Jo priest Joshua — as shua — ashua — as well asas well as to the co to the community inmmunity in general,  general, Haggai wasHaggai was nonethele nonetheless acutelyss acutely aware of  aware of Yehud’s poYeYehud’s poYehud’s political stlitical status as paatus as part of a fort of a foreign empireign empire rather re rather than as ththan as the autonomoe autonomous kingdomus kus kingdom thkingdom that its preat its predecessor Jdecessor Judah had budah had been for neeen for nearly half arly half a millennia millennium, since um, since the days othethe days othe days of King Davf King David.id.id.

Haggai is also linked to First Zechariah by the unique arrangement of date 
formulas that provide the literary structure of Haggai and Zech. 1-8. Unlike 
chronological information in other biblical books (Kings/Chronicles and several 
other prophets), in which events are keyed to the reigns of Israelite or Judean 
monarchs, the dates in Haggai and First Zechariah are linked to the regnal years 
of a foreign imperial ruler, Darius I (522–486 B.C.E.), the first of three men named 
Darius who headed the Achaemenid Empire. This chronological relating of 
prophetic oracle to Persian power is striking indication of the political situation 
in Yehud, the postexilic province containing the capital Jerusalem and part of the 
former southern kingdom of Judah. Although his words are directed to the two 
main leaders of Yehud — the governor Zerubbabel and the high priest Joshua — 
as well as to the community in general, Haggai was nonetheless acutely aware of 
Yehud’s political status as part of a foreign empire rather than as the autonomous 



kingdom that its predecessor Judah had been for nearly half a millennium, since 
the days of King David.

�The first The first of the fivof the five date fore date formulas in Hmulas in Haggai (folaggai (followed by tlowed by three in Zehree in Zechariah) achariah) achariah) appears inappears in 1:1, whic 1:1, which refers th refers to the firso the first day of tt day of the sixth mhe sixth month of Daonth of Darius I’s rrius I’s reign (29 Aeign (2eign (29 August(29 August 520). The 520). The last form last formula, in 2:ula, in 2:20, mentio20, mentions (as doens (as does the fours the fourth formulath formula, 2:10) th, 2, 2:10) the 2:10) the date of 18date of 18 December  December 520, sever520, several months al months later. Thelater. The specifici specificity of the ty of the dates probdatdates probdates probably refleably reflects the prcts the prophet’s knophet’s knowledge ofowledge of and sensi and sensitivity to tivity to the oraclethe oracles of earlis ofs of earlierof earlier prophets. prophets. Jeremiah  Jeremiah had referrhad referred to an eed to an expected 70xpected 70-year peri-year period of desood of desolation aftladesodesolationdesolation after the after the destructi destruction of the on of the First TempFirst Temple in 587/le in 587/586 (Jer. 586 (Jer. 25:11-12; 25:11-12; 29:10). In29:129:10). In29:10). In 520 the i 520 the imminence omminence of the end f the end of that peof that period must riod must have figurhave figured promineed prominently in Hanpromineprominentlprominently in Haggay in Haggai’s thinkii’s thinking. Convinng. Convinced of Yahced of Yahweh’s purpweh’s purposeful conoseful control of hutrol of human affairmhuhuman affahuman affairs, he apirs, he apparently sparently saw in the aw in the emergence emergence of the Perof the Persian Empirsian Empire and its e and its seemingly seseemingly seemingly beneficentbeneficent granting  granting of semi-auof semi-autonomy to tonomy to many of itmany of its provinces provinces the signs the signals of theasignsignals ofsignals of the antic the anticipated dawipated dawn of a newn of a new era. The  era. The fact that fact that the dyarchthe dyarchic leadersic leadership structhip ship structure structure of Yehud cof Yehud consisted oonsisted of a priestf a priestly figure,ly figure, in contin in continuation of uation of preexilic preexilic or even pror eveor even premoeven premonarchic Isnarchic Israelite goraelite governance, vernance, along withalong with a politic a political figure al figure who was a who was a Davidic scDaDavidic scDavidic scion, likewion, likewise encourise encouraged Haggaaged Haggai’s futurei’s future-oriented -oriented oracles anoracles and his sensd his sense that Yehe te that Yehudthat Yehud’s provinc’s provincial statusial status was only  was only temporary temporary and that tand that the end of he end of the seven the seven decades ofdedecades ofdecades of exile and exile and ruin woul ruin would mean thed mean the inaugurat inauguration of resion of restored indetored independence apendence apendence and prospeand prosperity.rity.rity.

The first of the five date formulas in Haggai (followed by three in Zechariah) 
appears in 1:1, which refers to the first day of the sixth month of Darius I’s reign 
(29 August 520). The last formula, in 2:20, mentions (as does the fourth formula, 
2:10) the date of 18 December 520, several months later. The specificity of the 
dates probably reflects the prophet’s knowledge of and sensitivity to the oracles 
of earlier prophets. Jeremiah had referred to an expected 70-year period of 
desolation after the destruction of the First Temple in 587/586 (Jer. 25:11-12; 
29:10). In 520 the imminence of the end of that period must have figured 
prominently in Haggai’s thinking. Convinced of Yahweh’s purposeful control of 
human affairs, he apparently saw in the emergence of the Persian Empire and its 
seemingly beneficent granting of semi-autonomy to many of its provinces the 
signals of the anticipated dawn of a new era. The fact that the dyarchic leadership 
structure of Yehud consisted of a priestly figure, in continuation of preexilic or 
even premonarchic Israelite governance, along with a political figure who was a 
Davidic scion, likewise encouraged Haggai’s future-oriented oracles and his sense 
that Yehud’s provincial status was only temporary and that the end of the seven 
decades of exile and ruin would mean the inauguration of restored independence 
and prosperity.

�In additioIn addition to its un to its unusual datnusual date formulase formulas and its c and its close themalose thematic and letic and lexical connxical connxical connectionconnections with Zecs with Zech. 1-8, thh. 1-8, the book of e book of Haggai shaHaggai shares with Fres with First Zechairst Zechariah a litriah a literary texteralitliterary tliterary texture thaexture that is diffit is difficult to chcult to characterizearacterize. For the . For the most part most part it reads ait reads as prose, ys prose,s prose, yetprose, yet certain p certain passages (eassages (e.g., 1:5–1.g., 1:5–10) are rat0) are rather poeticher poetic in struct in structure, thereure, thereby lendingby lenby lending a lending a poetic flapoetic flair to the ir to the whole, perwhole, perhaps so thhaps so the oracles e oracles might confmight conform with torm with the largelyhe tthe largelthe largely poetic py poetic prototype orototype of earlier f earlier prophecy. prophecy. The term “The term “oracular poracular prose,” or rose,” or perhaps “epeperhaps “eperhaps “elevated prlevated prose,” may ose,” may best reprebest represent Haggasent Haggai’s work. i’s work. The intermThe intermingling ofingling of poetic an ofof poetic of poetic and prose and prose sections rsections represents epresents the creatithe creative impulseve impulse of a prop of a prophetic figuhetic figure acutelyre are acutely awacutely aware of theare of the form as w form as well as theell as the content o content of his propf his prophetic legahetic legacy.cy.cy.

In addition to its unusual date formulas and its close thematic and lexical 
connections with Zech. 1-8, the book of Haggai shares with First Zechariah a 
literary texture that is difficult to characterize. For the most part it reads as 
prose, yet certain passages (e.g., 1:5–10) are rather poetic in structure, thereby 
lending a poetic flair to the whole, perhaps so the oracles might conform with 
the largely poetic prototype of earlier prophecy. The term “oracular prose,” or 
perhaps “elevated prose,” may best represent Haggai’s work. The intermingling 
of poetic and prose sections represents the creative impulse of a prophetic figure 
acutely aware of the form as well as the content of his prophetic legacy.

�The book oThe book of Haggai hf Haggai has two majas two major parts. or parts. The first The first deals withdeals with the resto the restoration of ration restorestoratiorestoration of the tn of the temple and emple and consists oconsists of two sectf two sections: 1:1–ions: 1:1–11; 1:12–111; 1:12–15a. The se5a. The second is cocosesecond is second is composed ocomposed of oracles f oracles of encouraof encouragement, whgement, which can beich can be subdivide subdivided into thrd into thd into three sectthree sections: 1:15ions: 1:15b—2:9; 2:1b—2:9; 2:10–19; 2:200–19; 2:20–23. Each –23. Each of the fivof the five sub-unite sub-units is assocs is associated withiateassocassociatedassociated with one  with one of the fivof the five chronoloe chronological headgical headings, perhings, perhaps indicaaps indicating separting separate propheate separseparate pseparate prophetic erophetic events or pvents or proclamatioroclamations. Althouns. Although each ofgh each of the sub-u the sub-units has inits has its own inttsiits own inits own integrity, ttegrity, together thogether they provideey provide a progres a progression of evsion of events and ients and ideas that deas that form a uniformform a uniform a unified wholefied whole..

The book of Haggai has two major parts. The first deals with the 
restoration of the temple and consists of two sections: 1:1–11; 1:12–15a. The 
second is composed of oracles of encouragement, which can be subdivided into 
three sections: 1:15b—2:9; 2:10–19; 2:20–23. Each of the five sub-units is 
associated with one of the five chronological headings, perhaps indicating 
separate prophetic events or proclamations. Although each of the sub-units has 
its own integrity, together they provide a progression of events and ideas that 
form a unified whole.

Prophetic Prophetic Call to WoCall to Work on the rk on the Temple (1:Temple (1:1–11)1–11)

Prophetic Call to Work on the Temple (1:1–11)



The openinThe opening oracle lg oracle links the ainks the adverse poldverse political anditical and economic  economic conditionsconditions of postex of postexilic Judahilipostexpostexilicpostexilic Judah wit Judah with the facth the fact that the  that the temple, whtemple, which was deich was destroyed bystroyed by the Babyl the Babylonians in onBabylBabylonianBabylonians in 587/5s in 587/586, still 86, still lies in rulies in ruins. Haggains. Haggai attemptsi attempts to convin to convince the peoce the people that tple thple that the gthat the great dispareat disparity betwerity between their een their expectationxpectations for a ths for a thriving resriving restored commtored community and uncommcommunity community and the reand the reality of eality of economic haconomic hardship wilrdship will be amelil be ameliorated if orated if they attenthey attend to the td attenattend to attend to the templethe temple, the symb, the symbol of God’ol of God’s presences presence among the among them. He urgem. He urges that thes that ths that they underthey undertake a temtake a temple reconsple reconstruction ptruction project. Hiroject. His oraculars oracular call to b call to begin this egin this project isproproject isproject is grounded  grounded in the belin the belief, commoief, common in the an in the ancient Neancient Near East, thr East, that blessinat blessings will flgs wgs will flow will flow when the swhen the sacred centacred center of a coer of a community — mmunity — the place the place where its where its deity resideity resides — is fdresiresides — resides — is functiois functioning as thning as the locus ofe locus of divine po divine power on earwer on earth.th.

The opening oracle links the adverse political and economic conditions of 
postexilic Judah with the fact that the temple, which was destroyed by the 
Babylonians in 587/586, still lies in ruins. Haggai attempts to convince the people 
that the great disparity between their expectations for a thriving restored 
community and the reality of economic hardship will be ameliorated if they 
attend to the temple, the symbol of God’s presence among them. He urges that 
they undertake a temple reconstruction project. His oracular call to begin this 
project is grounded in the belief, common in the ancient Near East, that blessings 
will flow when the sacred center of a community — the place where its deity 
resides — is functioning as the locus of divine power on earth.

Response oResponse of Leaders f Leaders and Peopleand People (1:12–15a (1:12–15a))

Response of Leaders and People (1:12–15a)

Haggai’s aHaggai’s audience reudience responds possponds positively toitively to his exhor his exhortation, whtation, whereupon heereupon he assures t assures them that Ghtthem that them that God is witGod is with them in h them in their tasktheir task. The alac. The alacrity of thrity of their responeir response is clease is clear from ther fror from the dfrom the date formulate formula with whia with which this sech this section closction closes: less tes: less than a monthan a month after Hah after Haggai’s pleggHaHaggai’s pHaggai’s plea, the plea, the people haveeople have decided t decided to obey Godo obey God’s voice a’s voice as communics communicated by thated by thated by the words the words of the proof the prophet.phet.

Haggai’s audience responds positively to his exhortation, whereupon he assures 
them that God is with them in their task. The alacrity of their response is clear 
from the date formula with which this section closes: less than a month after 
Haggai’s plea, the people have decided to obey God’s voice as communicated by 
the words of the prophet.

Assurance Assurance of God’s Pof God’s Presence (1resence (1:15b—2:9):15b—2:9)

Assurance of God’s Presence (1:15b—2:9)

The secondThe second part of t part of the book behe book begins with gins with further asfurther assurance thsurance that God’s bat God’s beneficenceeneficencebbeneficencbeneficence is with e is with them and tthem and that they shat they should be ehould be encouraged ncouraged in the worin the work of reconk of reconk of reconstrucreconstructing the tting the temple. Oncemple. Once restorede restored, God’s ho, God’s house will ause will affect all ffect all humankind,humankind, for all n f for all nafor all nations willtions will ultimatel ultimately recognizy recognize Yahweh ae Yahweh as God. Thes God. The solution  solution to the immto the immediate proedimmimmediate immediate problems bproblems besetting Yesetting Yehud will ehud will have univehave universal implirsal implications.cations.

The second part of the book begins with further assurance that God’s 
beneficence is with them and that they should be encouraged in the work of 
reconstructing the temple. Once restored, God’s house will affect all humankind, 
for all nations will ultimately recognize Yahweh as God. The solution to the 
immediate problems besetting Yehud will have universal implications.

Priestly RPriestly Ruling withuling with Interpret Interpretation (2:1ation (2:10–19)0–19)

Priestly Ruling with Interpretation (2:10–19)

This protoThis proto-rabbinic -rabbinic pericope rpericope reveals Seceveals Second Templeond Temple concepts  concepts of defilemof defilement and iment and iment and impurity oimpurity on the one n the one hand, and hand, and of holinesof holiness and puris and purity on the ty on the other. Theother. The latter pr latter properties sopprpropertiesproperties surround  surround God and arGod and are much more much more difficule difficult to transt to transmit than amit than are their ore their opposites; poopposites;opposites; the forme the former categorir categories of uncles of uncleanness areanness are caused be caused by immoraliy immorality, sin, oty, sin, or disobedir dr disobediendisobedience to God’ce to God’s word, nos word, not by physit by physical dirt, cal dirt, and are unand are unfortunatelfortunately all too y all too contagiousconcontagiouscontagious. The arca. The arcane languagne language of the pe of the priestly ruriestly ruling becomling becomes a vehices a vehicle for thele for the idea that ide idea that idea that the work othe work on the tempn the temple will afle will affect the wfect the welfare of elfare of the land athe land and its inhnd its inhabitants. abitaninhinhabitantinhabitants. Haggai’s. Haggai’s use of cs use of complex priomplex priestly concestly concepts probaepts probably indicably indicates the autes the authoritativthoauauthoritatauthoritative role oive role of the prief the priesthood at sthood at this time this time as well asas well as the famil the familiarity of iarity of his audienhis audihis audience waudience with priestith priestly views.ly views.

This proto-rabbinic pericope reveals Second Temple concepts of defilement and 
impurity on the one hand, and of holiness and purity on the other. The latter 
properties surround God and are much more difficult to transmit than are their 
opposites; the former categories of uncleanness are caused by immorality, sin, or 
disobedience to God’s word, not by physical dirt, and are unfortunately all too 
contagious. The arcane language of the priestly ruling becomes a vehicle for the 
idea that the work on the temple will affect the welfare of the land and its 
inhabitants. Haggai’s use of complex priestly concepts probably indicates the 
authoritative role of the priesthood at this time as well as the familiarity of his 
audience with priestly views.



Future HopFuture Hope (2:20–23e (2:20–23))

Future Hope (2:20–23)

The concluThe concluding oraclding oracle is unique is uniquely directely directed to a sied to a single indivngle individual, theidual, the governor  governor ZerubbabelZeruZerubbabelZerubbabel. The ment. The mention by namion by name of this e of this descendentdescendent of David  of David arouses sparouses speculation eculationspspeculatiospeculation that then that the prophet m prophet may have exay have expected an pected an imminent rimminent restorationestoration of indepe of indepe of independenindependence for Yehce for Yehud, with Zud, with Zerubbabel erubbabel as king. Yas king. Yet the lanet the language of tguage of the oracle he oracle depicts a ddepicts a depicts a subsidiarysubsidiary role for  role for ZerubbabelZerubbabel as a huma as a human ruler. Hn ruler. He is to see is to serve as a srve as a sort of vicort ssort of visort of vice-regent ce-regent to Yahweh to Yahweh (“a signet(“a signet ring” on  ring” on God’s handGod’s hand) in a the) in a theocratic scocratic scheme involhemscscheme invscheme involving allolving all the natio the nations of the ns of the world. An world. An eschatologeschatological orienical orientation fortation for Haggai’s  Ha Haggai’s fHaggai’s final utterinal utterance is thance is thus more lius more likely than kely than a historica historical one. Haal one. Haggai perceggai perceives the cives tives the communthe community’s workity’s work in restor in restoring its saing its sacred centecred center as an inr as an integral partegral part of its ut of its ultimate rultimauultimate rultimate rule as theule as the center of center of God’s uni God’s universal redversal redemptive plemptive plan.an.an.

The concluding oracle is uniquely directed to a single individual, the governor 
Zerubbabel. The mention by name of this descendent of David arouses 
speculation that the prophet may have expected an imminent restoration of 
independence for Yehud, with Zerubbabel as king. Yet the language of the oracle 
depicts a subsidiary role for Zerubbabel as a human ruler. He is to serve as a 
sort of vice-regent to Yahweh (“a signet ring” on God’s hand) in a theocratic 
scheme involving all the nations of the world. An eschatological orientation for 
Haggai’s final utterance is thus more likely than a historical one. Haggai perceives 
the community’s work in restoring its sacred center as an integral part of its 
ultimate rule as the center of God’s universal redemptive plan.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. Mason, R. Mason, The Books The Books of Haggai,of Haggai, Zechariah Zechariah and Malac and Malachi.hi. CBC (Camb CBC (C CBC (Cambridge(Cambridge, 1977); C, 1977); C. L. Meyer. L. Meyers and E. Ms and E. M. Meyers, . Meyers, Haggai, ZeHaggai, Zechariah 1-chariah 1-8.8. AB 25B (G AB 25B ( AB 25B (Garden Ci(Garden City, 1987);ty, 1987); “Haggai-Z “Haggai-Zechariah,”echariah,”  NAB,NAB, rev. ed., rev. ed., ed. J. Je ed. J. Jensen et alnsen et al.; D. L. P.; D. L. Petersen, ePPetersen, Petersen, Haggai andHaggai and Zechariah Zechariah 1-8. 1-8. OTL (Phil OTL (Philadelphia, adelphia, 1985); “Ha1985); “Haggai,” in ggai,” in Oxford BibOxford BOxford Bible CommBible Commentary,entary, ed. J. Ba ed. J. Barton and Jrton and J. Muddiman. Muddiman (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1999).1999).1999).
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(Cambridge, 1977); C. L. Meyers and E. M. Meyers, Haggai, Zechariah 1-8. AB 25B 
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Petersen, Haggai and Zechariah 1-8. OTL (Philadelphia, 1985); “Haggai,” in Oxford 
Bible Commentary, ed. J. Barton and J. Muddiman (Oxford, 1999).
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HAGGEDOLIMHAGGEDOLIM (Heb.  (Heb. haggeïd�o®haggeïd�o®liîmliîm)))

HAGGEDOLIM (Heb. haggeïd�o®liîm )

The fatherThe father of Zabdie of Zabdiel the overl the overseer, who seer, who lived in Jlived in Jerusalem aerusalem after the Efter the Exile (Neh.xile (Neh. 11:14). T 11 11:14). Th11:14). The Hebrew te Hebrew term might erm might better be better be translatedtranslated “the grea “the great ones.”t ones.”

The father of Zabdiel the overseer, who lived in Jerusalem after the Exile (Neh. 
11:14). The Hebrew term might better be translated “the great ones.”

HAGGIHAGGI (Heb.  (Heb. h�aggiîh�aggiî)))

HAGGI (Heb. h�aggiî )

A son of GA son of Gad and graad and grandson of Jndson of Jacob and Zacob and Zilpah (Genilpah (Gen. 46:16); . 46:16); ancestor oancestor of the Haggf the Haggf the Haggites (Haggites (Num. 26:15Num. 26:15).).

A son of Gad and grandson of Jacob and Zilpah (Gen. 46:16); ancestor of the 
Haggites (Num. 26:15).

HAGGIAHHAGGIAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�aggiîya®h�aggiîya®)))

HAGGIAH (Heb. h�aggiîya® )

A Levite, A Levite, descendantdescendant of Merari of Merari (1 Chr. 6 (1 Chr. 6:30[MT 15]:30[MT 15]).).

A Levite, descendant of Merari (1 Chr. 6:30[MT 15]).

HAGGITHHAGGITH (Heb.  (Heb. h�aggiît�h�aggiît�)))

HAGGITH (Heb. h�aggiît� )

One of theOne of the wives of  wives of David; theDavid; the mother of mother of Adonijah  Adonijah (2 Sam. 3:(2 Sam. 3:4 = 1 Chr.4 = 1 Chr. 3:2; 1 Kg 3:2; 1 Kgs. 1:5, 11sKgKgs. 1:5, Kgs. 1:5, 11; 2:13).11; 2:13).

One of the wives of David; the mother of Adonijah (2 Sam. 3:4 = 1 Chr. 3:2; 1 
Kgs. 1:5, 11; 2:13).

HAGIOGRAPHHAGIOGRAPHAAA

HAGIOGRAPHA

The Greek The Greek word (“sacword (“sacred writinred writings”) givengs”) given by the ch by the church fatheurch fathers to the rs to the books in tbooks in the third dhtthe third the third division odivision of the Hebrf the Hebrew Bible (ew Bible (Heb. Heb. keït�u®b�ikeït�u®b�iîm,îm, “Writings “Writings”). The Ha”). The H”). The HagiographHagiographa include a include the “poetithe “poetical” or wical” or wisdom bookssdom books (Psalms,  (Psalms, Proverbs, Proverbs, and Job), and Job), the “Five tthe “Five the “Five Scrolls” oScrolls” or Megillotr Megilloth (Song ofh (Song of Songs, Ru Songs, Ruth, Lamentth, Lamentations, Ecations, Ecclesiastesclesiastes, and Esth, an, and Estherand Esther), the apo), the apocalyptic bcalyptic book of Danook of Daniel, and tiel, and the historihe historiographic bographic books of Ezooks of Ezra-Nehemiara-EzEzra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah and 1—iah and 1—2 Chronicl2 Chronicles. The caes. The canonical ornonical order of theder of the Hagiograp Hagiographa was notha was ha was not sewas not set until tht until the late mede late medieval periieval period. A numbod. A number of medier of medieval Hebreeval Hebrew manuscriw manuscrw manuscriptmanuscripts differ is differ in their pln their placement ofacement of Chronicle Chronicles, the ords, the order of Job er of Job and Proverand Proverbs, and thbs,ProverProverbs, Proverbs, and the arand the arrangement rangement of the Fivof the Five Scrolls,e Scrolls, although  although the Five Sthe Five Scrolls arecrolls are found tog fou found togefound together from ther from about the about the 11th centu11th century ry C.E.C.E. The Lenin The Leningrad Codexgrad Codex, e.g., pl, e.g., places Chronacesplplaces Chrplaces Chronicles atonicles at the begin the beginning of thning of the Writingse Writings, puts Job, puts Job before Pr before Proverbs, anoverbs, and arrangesd ad arranges tarranges the Five Sche Five Scrolls in trolls in the order Rhe order Ruth, Song uth, Song of Songs, of Songs, EcclesiastEcclesiastes, Lamentes, Lamentations, anatioLamentLamentatioLamentations, and Esns, and Esther. The ther. The Megilloth,Megilloth, read duri read during Jewish ng Jewish feasts andfeasts and fasts, ar fasts, are arrangede are arranged iarranged in the moden the modern canon trn canon to follow to follow the liturgihe liturgical order cal order in which tin which they are ushey are used: the Soedusused: the used: the Song of SoSong of Songs on thengs on the eighth da eighth day of Passoy of Passover; Ruth ver; Ruth on the secon the second day ofond day of Weeks, or W Weeks, or Weeks, or Pentecost;Pentecost; Lamentati Lamentations on theons on the ninth day ninth day of Ab, wh of Ab, which mournsich mourns the destr the des the destructiodestruction of the tn of the temple; Eccemple; Ecclesiastes lesiastes on the thion the third day of rd day of TabernacleTabernacles; and Ests; and Esther on PurherEstEsther on Esther on Purim.Purim.Purim.

The Greek word (“sacred writings”) given by the church fathers to the books in 
the third division of the Hebrew Bible (Heb. keït�u®b�iîm,  “Writings”). The 
Hagiographa include the “poetical” or wisdom books (Psalms, Proverbs, and Job), 
the “Five Scrolls” or Megilloth (Song of Songs, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, 
and Esther), the apocalyptic book of Daniel, and the historiographic books of 



Ezra-Nehemiah and 1—2 Chronicles. The canonical order of the Hagiographa 
was not set until the late medieval period. A number of medieval Hebrew 
manuscripts differ in their placement of Chronicles, the order of Job and 
Proverbs, and the arrangement of the Five Scrolls, although the Five Scrolls are 
found together from about the 11th century C.E. The Leningrad Codex, e.g., 
places Chronicles at the beginning of the Writings, puts Job before Proverbs, and 
arranges the Five Scrolls in the order Ruth, Song of Songs, Ecclesiastes, 
Lamentations, and Esther. The Megilloth, read during Jewish feasts and fasts, are 
arranged in the modern canon to follow the liturgical order in which they are 
used: the Song of Songs on the eighth day of Passover; Ruth on the second day of 
Weeks, or Pentecost; Lamentations on the ninth day of Ab, which mourns the 
destruction of the temple; Ecclesiastes on the third day of Tabernacles; and 
Esther on Purim.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. F. MorgD. F. Morgan, an, Between TeBetween Text and Comxt and Community: Thmunity: The “Writinge “Writings” in Canos” in Cs” in Canonical Canonical InterpretaInterpretationtion (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1990)lis, 1990); J. A. Sa; J. A. Sanders, nders, Torah and Torah and CanonCanon (Philadel (Philadel (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1972)hia, 1972)...

Bibliography. D. F. Morgan, Between Text and Community: The “Writings” in 
Canonical Interpretation (Minneapolis, 1990); J. A. Sanders, Torah and Canon 
(Philadelphia, 1972).
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HAGRIHAGRI (Heb.  (Heb. hag�riîhag�riî)))

HAGRI (Heb. hag�riî )

The fatherThe father of Mibhar of Mibhar, one of D, one of David’s waravid’s warriors (1 Criors (1 Chr. 11:38)hr. 11:38). The para. The parallel accoullel account (2 Sam.nt accouaccount (2account (2 Sam. 23:3 Sam. 23:36) reads “6) reads “Bani the GBani the Gadite.” Eiadite.” Either Heb. ther Heb. bny hgdybny hgdy in 2 Sam. in 2 Sam. 23:36 or  23:3 23:36 or 23:36 or bn hgrybn hgry in 1 Chr. in 1 Chr. 11:38 is  11:38 is a textual a textual corruptioncorruption..

The father of Mibhar, one of David’s warriors (1 Chr. 11:38). The parallel 
account (2 Sam. 23:36) reads “Bani the Gadite.” Either Heb. bny hgdy in 2 Sam. 
23:36 or bn hgry in 1 Chr. 11:38 is a textual corruption.

HAGRITESHAGRITES (Heb.  (Heb. hag�riî}iîhag�riî}iîmm)))

HAGRITES (Heb. hag�riî}iîm )

A pastoralA pastoralist tribe ist tribe residing iresiding in the regin the region E of Gion E of Gilead. Ps. lead. Ps. 83:6(MT 7)83:6(MT 7) enumerate enumerates Hagritess Has Hagrites aHagrites among othermong other Transjord Transjordanian enemanian enemies of Isries of Israel from tael from the preexilhe preexilic era. Inic era. In the time  t the time othe time of King Sauf King Saul the Hebrl the Hebrew tribes ew tribes of Reuben,of Reuben, Gad, and  Gad, and half-Manashalf-Manasseh took cseh took cseh took control ofcontrol of Hagrite t Hagrite territory (erritory (1 Chr. 5:11 Chr. 5:18-22). Kin8-22). King David seg David seems to havems to have won the e won the loyalty ofloloyalty ofloyalty of at least  at least some of thsome of them, since em, since he gave ovhe gave oversight ofersight of the royal the royal flocks to flocks to Jaziz, a  Jaziz Jaziz, a HJaziz, a Hagrite (1 agrite (1 Chr. 27:30Chr. 27:30). An ethn). An ethnographic rographic relationshielationship between p between the Hagritthe Hagrites and thees HagritHagrites aHagrites and the womnd the woman Hagar ian Hagar is uncertais uncertain (Bar. 3:n (Bar. 3:23, “the c23, “the children/dehildren/descendants scendants of Hagar”)oof Hagar”)of Hagar”)...

A pastoralist tribe residing in the region E of Gilead. Ps. 83:6(MT 7) enumerates 
Hagrites among other Transjordanian enemies of Israel from the preexilic era. In 
the time of King Saul the Hebrew tribes of Reuben, Gad, and half-Manasseh took 
control of Hagrite territory (1 Chr. 5:18-22). King David seems to have won the 
loyalty of at least some of them, since he gave oversight of the royal flocks to 
Jaziz, a Hagrite (1 Chr. 27:30). An ethnographic relationship between the 
Hagrites and the woman Hagar is uncertain (Bar. 3:23, “the children/descendants 
of Hagar”).

Edwin C. HEdwin C. Hostetterostetter

Edwin C. Hostetter

HAIRHAIRHAIR

HAIR

Hair and fHair and fashion havashion have always be always been importeen important. Whileant. While the Egypt the Egyptians shaveians shaved their hed their heads, the Haheheads, theheads, the Hebrews a Hebrews and their nnd their neighbors feighbors favored lonavored long hair andg hair and beards, a beards, as in the cs in the case of Absasccase of Abcase of Absalom (2 Ssalom (2 Sam. 14:26)am. 14:26) and Jehu  and Jehu (note his (note his long hair long hair and beard and beard on the Blaon the Black ObeliskckBlaBlack ObelBlack Obelisk). By Nisk). By NT times, GT times, Greek and Rreek and Roman malesoman males wore shor wore short hair andt hair and were bear were b were beardless,beardless, while Rom while Roman women han women had highly ad highly individualindividualistic hairistic hair styles (1 styles (1 Cor. 11:6 Cor. 11:6). Most we). M). Most well-Most well-to-do wometo-do women wore then wore their hair brir hair braided or paided or plaited (1 laited (1 Tim. 2:9; Tim. 2:9; 1 Pet. 3:31 Pet. 3:3), and som), 3:33:3), and 3:3), and some wore some wore a head cova head covering (1 Cering (1 Cor. 11:6).or. 11:6). In Rome,  In Rome, wigs were wigs were common amocommon acommon among wealamong wealthy women.thy women. Caracalla Caracalla’s wife, P’s wife, Plautilla, lautilla, was represwas represented in sented in statue withtatue with removable r removable removable hair so ashair so as to enable to enable her to ma her to maintain theintain the current f current fashion.ashion.ashion.

Hair and fashion have always been important. While the Egyptians shaved their 
heads, the Hebrews and their neighbors favored long hair and beards, as in the 
case of Absalom (2 Sam. 14:26) and Jehu (note his long hair and beard on the 
Black Obelisk). By NT times, Greek and Roman males wore short hair and were 
beardless, while Roman women had highly individualistic hair styles (1 Cor. 11:6). 



Most well-to-do women wore their hair braided or plaited (1 Tim. 2:9; 1 Pet. 
3:3), and some wore a head covering (1 Cor. 11:6). In Rome, wigs were common 
among wealthy women. Caracalla’s wife, Plautilla, was represented in statue with 
removable hair so as to enable her to maintain the current fashion.

�Perhaps thPerhaps the best-knoe best-known biblicawn biblical example l example concerningconcerning hair and  hair and religion ireligion is that of s that os that of the Nazof the Nazarite vow arite vow (Num. 6), (Num. 6), whereby thwhereby the participe participant swore ant swore an oath noan oath not to cut ht to cut ht to cut his hair (his hair (e.g., Samse.g., Samson, Judg. on, Judg. 16:13-31).16:13-31). While pri While priests must ests must never shavnever shave their hee their heads (Ezek.ads (ads (Ezek. 44:(Ezek. 44:20), newly20), newly cleansed  cleansed lepers muslepers must do so (Lt do so (Lev. 14:8).ev. 14:8). The color The color of the ha of the hair of infeir oir of infecteof infected skin detd skin determined whermined whether the ether the disease wadisease was leprosy s leprosy (Lev. 13).(Lev. 13). Ceremonia Ceremonia CeremonialCeremonial cutting o cutting of the hairf the hair for the p for the purpose of urpose of dedicatingdedicating it to ido it to idols was repls was repeatedly foeatereprepeatedlyrepeatedly forbidden forbidden (Lev. 19: (Lev. 19:27; Jer. 927; Jer. 9:26; Ezek.:26; Ezek. 5:1). Eve 5:1). Even the Aposn the Apostle Paul htle Paul had taken aad taad taken a Nataken a Nazarite-typzarite-type vow, whie vow, which was conch was consummated bsummated by a haircuy a haircut (Acts 18t (Acts 18:18). In b:18). In b:18). In both the Oboth the OT and NT GT and NT God was envod was envisioned wiisioned with hair “wth hair “white like hite like wool” (Danwool” (Dan. 7:9; Rev. 7:9; Re. 7:9; Rev. 1:14)Rev. 1:14)...

Perhaps the best-known biblical example concerning hair and religion is that 
of the Nazarite vow (Num. 6), whereby the participant swore an oath not to cut 
his hair (e.g., Samson, Judg. 16:13-31). While priests must never shave their heads 
(Ezek. 44:20), newly cleansed lepers must do so (Lev. 14:8). The color of the hair 
of infected skin determined whether the disease was leprosy (Lev. 13). 
Ceremonial cutting of the hair for the purpose of dedicating it to idols was 
repeatedly forbidden (Lev. 19:27; Jer. 9:26; Ezek. 5:1). Even the Apostle Paul had 
taken a Nazarite-type vow, which was consummated by a haircut (Acts 18:18). In 
both the OT and NT God was envisioned with hair “white like wool” (Dan. 7:9; 
Rev. 1:14).

�The head aThe head and, therefnd, therefore, its hore, its hair was thair was the object oe object of anointinf anointing with oilg with oil (Ps. 45:7 (Ps. 45:7[MT 8]) an[45:745:7[MT 8]45:7[MT 8]) and mour) and mourning. In gning. In grief the hrief the hair could air could be pulled be pulled out (Ezra out (Ezra 9:3) or co9:3) or covered withvercocovered wicovered with dust anth dust and ashes. Md ashes. Mary anointary anointed Jesus’ ed Jesus’ feet with feet with expensive expensive perfume usperfume using her owiususing her using her own hair (own hair (Luke 7:38;Luke 7:38; John 11:2 John 11:2), thereby), thereby showing b showing both love aoth love and hospitand hospitality.lithospitahospitalithospitality.y.y.

The head and, therefore, its hair was the object of anointing with oil (Ps. 
45:7[MT 8]) and mourning. In grief the hair could be pulled out (Ezra 9:3) or 
covered with dust and ashes. Mary anointed Jesus’ feet with expensive perfume 
using her own hair (Luke 7:38; John 11:2), thereby showing both love and 
hospitality.

�Hair also Hair also provided aprovided an effectivn effective medium fe medium for communior communicating idicating idiomatic lanomatic language (e.gguage lanlanguage (language (e.g., Matte.g., Matt. 10:30 pa. 10:30 par.; Luke 2r.; Luke 21:18) as w1:18) as well as comell as common metaphmon metaphor or simior or simile.lesimisimile.simile.simile.

Hair also provided an effective medium for communicating idiomatic 
language (e.g., Matt. 10:30 par.; Luke 21:18) as well as common metaphor or 
simile.

Donald FowDonald Fowlerler

Donald Fowler

HAKKATANHAKKATAN (Heb.  (Heb. haqqaœt�aœhaqqaœt�aœnn)))

HAKKATAN (Heb. haqqaœt�aœn )

A descendaA descendant of Azgant of Azgad; the fatd; the father of Johher of Johanan, who anan, who returned freturned from Babylorom Babylon with Ezrn with Ezn with Ezra (EzraEzra (Ezra 8:12; 1 E 8:12; 1 Esdr. 8:38)sdr. 8:38)..

A descendant of Azgad; the father of Johanan, who returned from Babylon with 
Ezra (Ezra 8:12; 1 Esdr. 8:38).

HAKKOZHAKKOZ (Heb.  (Heb. haqqo®s�haqqo®s�)))

HAKKOZ (Heb. haqqo®s� )

�1.1. The head  The head of the sevof the seventh divisenth division of priion of priests durinests during the timeg the time of David  of David (1 Chr. 24(1 Chr(1 Chr. 24:10Chr. 24:10).).).

1. The head of the seventh division of priests during the time of David (1 
Chr. 24:10).

�2.2. A postexi A postexilic familylic family who retur who returned with Zned with Zerubbabel erubbabel from the Efrom the Exile. Mostxile. Most were excl we were excluwere excluded from tded from the priesthhe priesthood becausood because they coue they could not prold not prove their pve their priestly deriestly deriestly descent (Edescent (Ezra 2:61-6zra 2:61-62; Neh. 7:2; Neh. 7:63-64); ho63-64); however, it wever, it appears frappears from 3:4, 21om 3:4, 21 that prie that priestly descestlypriepriestly dpriestly descent wasescent was proven fo proven for some.r some.

2. A postexilic family who returned with Zerubbabel from the Exile. Most 
were excluded from the priesthood because they could not prove their priestly 
descent (Ezra 2:61-62; Neh. 7:63-64); however, it appears from 3:4, 21 that 
priestly descent was proven for some.

HAKUPHAHAKUPHA (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�qu®p�ah�a�qu®p�aœ}œ})))

HAKUPHA (Heb. h�a�qu®p�aœ} )

A temple sA temple servant whoervant whose family se family returned freturned from the Exrom the Exile with Zile with Zerubbabel erubbabel (Ezra 2:51(Ezra 2:51(Ezra 2:51 = Neh2:51 = Neh. 7:53).. 7:53).

A temple servant whose family returned from the Exile with Zerubbabel (Ezra 
2:51 = Neh. 7:53).



HALAHHALAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�lah�;h�a�lah�; Akk.  Akk. HÓalah˙h˙uHÓalah˙h˙u)))

HALAH (Heb. h�a�lah�;  Akk. HÓalah˙h˙u)

An area toAn area to which Isr which Israelites weaelites were deportere deported after 72d after 720 0 B.C.E.B.C.E. by Sargon by Sargon II (2 Kgs II (2 Kgs. 17:6) an. 17:6. 17:6) and 17:6) and subsequentsubsequently by Shally by Shalmaneser IImaneser II (18:11) a (18:11) and Tiglathnd Tiglath-pileser I-pileser III (1 Chr.II (1 Chr. 5:26). Th 5:26 5:26). Thi5:26). This deportats deportation is notion is not reflected reflected in Assyri in Assyrian inscripan inscriptions. Fietions. Fields in Hallds in Halah (modernah (moah (modern Te(modern Tell ll al-{Abbaœsal-{Abbaœsiäyaiäya), NE of t), NE of the Assyriahe Assyrian heartlann heartland, belonged, belonged to the kd to the king. Inhabikking. Inhaking. Inhabitants webitants were obligedre obliged to perfor to perform m dulludullu-duties (a-duties (agriculturagricultural) for thel) for the king. Mos king. Mo king. Most probaMost probably Israelbly Israelites were ites were deported tdeported to Halah too Halah to assist wi assist with the Assth the Assyrian foodyrian food supply. s supply.supply.supply.

An area to which Israelites were deported after 720 B.C.E. by Sargon II (2 Kgs. 
17:6) and subsequently by Shalmaneser II (18:11) and Tiglath-pileser III (1 Chr. 
5:26). This deportation is not reflected in Assyrian inscriptions. Fields in Halah 
(modern Tell al-{Abbaœsiäya), NE of the Assyrian heartland, belonged to the 
king. Inhabitants were obliged to perform dullu-duties (agricultural) for the king. 
Most probably Israelites were deported to Halah to assist with the Assyrian food 
supply.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. BeckingB. Becking, , The Fall oThe Fall of Samaria.f Samaria. SHANE 2 ( SHANE 2 (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1992), 62–6492), 62–692), 62–64.62–64.62–64.

Bibliography. B. Becking, The Fall of Samaria. SHANE 2 (Leiden, 1992), 
62–64.

Bob BeckinBob Beckingg

Bob Becking

HALAK, MOUHALAK, MOUNTNT (Heb.  (Heb. haœhaœr hehaœhaœr heh�aœlaœqh�aœlaœq)))

HALAK, MOUNT (Heb. haœhaœr heh�aœlaœq )

A mountainA mountain in the ce in the central Negentral Negeb demarcatb demarcating the soing the southern extuthern extent of Josent of Joshua’s conqhua’s conqhua’s conquest oconquest of Canaanitf Canaanite territore territory (Josh. 1y (Josh. 11:17; 12:71:17; 12:7). Mt. Hal). Mt. Halak is saidak is said to rise t to rise toward Seirowardttoward Seitoward Seir (Edom) ar (Edom) and may be nd may be identifiedidentified with mode with modern Jebel rn Jebel Hala®qHala®q, which li, which likely presekelylilikely prelikely preserves theserves the place nam place name.e.e.

A mountain in the central Negeb demarcating the southern extent of Joshua’s 
conquest of Canaanite territory (Josh. 11:17; 12:7). Mt. Halak is said to rise 
toward Seir (Edom) and may be identified with modern Jebel Hala®q, which 
likely preserves the place name.

Ryan ByrneRyan Byrne

Ryan Byrne

HALAKHAHHALAKHAH (Heb.  (Heb. ha�laœk�a®ha�laœk�a®)))

HALAKHAH (Heb. ha�laœk�a® )

The teachiThe teaching one is ng one is to follow,to follow, usually u usually understood nderstood to be fromto be from the Hebre the Hebrew root w root hlk,hlkhlk,hlk, “to walk” “to walk” or “go fo or “go forth.” Generth.” Generally, Halrally, Halakhah is dakhah is defined in efined in contrast tcontrast to Haggadaho Haggadaho Haggadah, Haggadah, both of whboth of which represich represent the twent the two major dio major divisions ofvisions of Midrash.  Midrash. While therWhile therWhile there is cthere is considerablonsiderable overlap e overlap between thbetween the two, Hale two, Halakhah tendakhah tends to conces to concentrate on ntrate onntrate on legal mon legal matters of atters of ritual, etritual, ethical, andhical, and civil nat civil nature and Haure and Haggadah on ggadah on more discumore discursive litersivediscudiscursivediscursive literary  literary and religiand religious concerous concerns. Halakhns. Halakhah is the ah is the means by wmeans by which oftenhich often ambiguous am ambiguous ambiguous legal passlegal passages are cages are clarified alarified and interprnd interpreted for aeted for applicationpplication in new an in new and changed d chd changed cichanged circumstancercumstances. Halakhas. Halakhah is the nh is the name given ame given not only tnot only to the metho the method of midrod of midod of midrashic midrashic interpretainterpretation applition applied to legaed to legal materiall material, but also, but also the name  the name given to tgiven to the collecthe cohe collectioncollections of liters of literature prodature produced thereuced thereby. The haby. The halakhic midlakhic midrashim dearashim deal with Exol with Exodus througduExoExodus thrExodus through Deuteough Deuteronomy. Moronomy. Moreover, threover, these midrasese midrashim are ofhim are often referrten referred to as Ted to aed to as Tannaitas Tannaitic, since ic, since they were they were produced, produced, for the mofor the most part, dst part, during the uring the Tannaitic Tannaitic period thaperperiod thaperiod that came to t came to a close wia close with the fixth the fixing of theing of the Mishnah i Mishnah in the earln the early 3rd centy 3rd century ury centcentury century C.E.C.E. Among the Among the halakhic  halakhic midrashim midrashim are the Meare the Mekilta de Rkilta de Rabbi Ishmaabbi Ishmael, the Meel, the Mel, the Mekilta deMekilta de Rabbi Sim Rabbi Simeon ben Yoeon ben Yohai (both hai (both mekiltas omekiltas on Exodus),n Exodus), Sifra (on Sifra (on Leviticus Leviticus), Sifre N)LeviticusLeviticus)Leviticus), Sifre Nu, Sifre Numbers, andmbers, and Sifre Deu Sifre Deuteronomy. teronomy. A good exaA good example of hample of halakhic midlakhic midlakhic midrash camidrash can be foundn be found in the Me in the Mekilta de Rkilta de Rabbi Ishmaabbi Ishmael, ch. 13el, ch. 13 of tracta of tractate Nezikinte Nezikin dealing w de dealing widealing with Exod. 2th Exod. 22:1-3, a p2:1-3, a passage fulassage full of ambigl of ambiguities; thuities; the midrash e midrash relies on relies on other passotherother passother passages in Deages in Deuteronomy,uteronomy, Numbers,  Numbers, Genesis, aGenesis, and Proverbnd Proverbs to resols to resolve the prove the pve the problematiproblematic case.c case.c case.

The teaching one is to follow, usually understood to be from the Hebrew root 
hlk, “to walk” or “go forth.” Generally, Halakhah is defined in contrast to 
Haggadah, both of which represent the two major divisions of Midrash. While 
there is considerable overlap between the two, Halakhah tends to concentrate 
on legal matters of ritual, ethical, and civil nature and Haggadah on more 
discursive literary and religious concerns. Halakhah is the means by which often 
ambiguous legal passages are clarified and interpreted for application in new and 
changed circumstances. Halakhah is the name given not only to the method of 
midrashic interpretation applied to legal material, but also the name given to the 
collections of literature produced thereby. The halakhic midrashim deal with 
Exodus through Deuteronomy. Moreover, these midrashim are often referred to 
as Tannaitic, since they were produced, for the most part, during the Tannaitic 
period that came to a close with the fixing of the Mishnah in the early 3rd 
century C.E. Among the halakhic midrashim are the Mekilta de Rabbi Ishmael, the 
Mekilta de Rabbi Simeon ben Yohai (both mekiltas on Exodus), Sifra (on 
Leviticus), Sifre Numbers, and Sifre Deuteronomy. A good example of halakhic 
midrash can be found in the Mekilta de Rabbi Ishmael, ch. 13 of tractate Nezikin 
dealing with Exod. 22:1-3, a passage full of ambiguities; the midrash relies on 
other passages in Deuteronomy, Numbers, Genesis, and Proverbs to resolve the 
problematic case.



�UnfortunatUnfortunately, the uely, the use of Halase of Halakhah for skhah for specific mipecific midrashic tedrashic texts masks xts masks a much broa much a much broadmuch broader concepter conception of Halion of Halakhah as aakhah as a way of li way of life. By meafe. By means of Halans of Halakhah the rkhah the rkhah the rabbis werrabbis were able to e able to interpret interpret the signifthe significance of icance of the Torah the Torah for daily for daily living. Inliving. Integral to tegral ttegral to the notto the notion of Halion of Halakhah (as akhah (as a procedura procedure) is the e) is the rabbinic crabbinic concept of oncept of both a wriboth a written and ottewriwritten anwritten and oral Tord oral Torah. Accordah. According to ing to m. }Abot,m. }Abot, Moses rec Moses received the eived the Torah in tTorah in two modes; wottwo modes;two modes; one is re one is represented presented by the wriby the written Torahtten Torah found in  found in the first the first five booksfive books of the OT o of the OT of the OT and the otand the other by oraher by oral traditiol traditions handed ns handed down throudown through the agegh the ages and retas and retas and retaining retaining currency acurrency among the rmong the rabbis of tabbis of the Tannaithe Tannaitic period.ic period. As a resu As a result of thislt of this understan und understandunderstanding of Toring of Torah, Halakhah, Halakhah is moreah is more than simp than simply commently commentary on theary on the Pentateuc Pentate PentateuchPentateuch. As a mod. As a mode of intere of interpretation,pretation, Halakhah  Halakhah has to do has to do with the fwith the full engageull engagement with mengageengagementengagement with the  with the word of Goword of God, in its d, in its various mavarious manifestationifestations, in thens, in the attempt t attempt to sanctifyo tto sanctifto sanctify one’s evy one’s every actionery action. With thi. With this in mind,s in mind, the deepl the deeply religiouy religious and litus and liturgical natrgical lituliturgicalliturgical nature of nature of Halakhah  Halakhah and halakhand halakhic interpric interpretation emetation emerges.erges.erges.

Unfortunately, the use of Halakhah for specific midrashic texts masks a 
much broader conception of Halakhah as a way of life. By means of Halakhah the 
rabbis were able to interpret the significance of the Torah for daily living. Integral 
to the notion of Halakhah (as a procedure) is the rabbinic concept of both a 
written and oral Torah. According to m. }Abot, Moses received the Torah in 
two modes; one is represented by the written Torah found in the first five books 
of the OT and the other by oral traditions handed down through the ages and 
retaining currency among the rabbis of the Tannaitic period. As a result of this 
understanding of Torah, Halakhah is more than simply commentary on the 
Pentateuch. As a mode of interpretation, Halakhah has to do with the full 
engagement with the word of God, in its various manifestations, in the attempt 
to sanctify one’s every action. With this in mind, the deeply religious and 
liturgical nature of Halakhah and halakhic interpretation emerges.

Larry L. LLarry L. Lykeyke

Larry L. Lyke

HALF-TRIBEHALF-TRIBE

HALF-TRIBE

A referencA reference to the te to the two segmentwo segments (Heb. s (Heb. h�a�s�iî sh�a�s�iî sûeäb�et�ûeäb�et�) of the t) of the tribe of Maribe of Mribe of Manasseh. Manasseh. The MachirThe Machirites settlites settled in Traned in Transjordan, isjordan, in the nortn the northern part hern part of Gilead of Gilead and in Basanand in Basand in Bashan N of Ghan N of Gad’s terriad’s territory (Num.tory (Num. 32:33-42; 32:33-42; Deut. 3:1 Deut. 3:13-15; Josh3-15; Josh. 13:8-12). 13:8-12). The rest. T. The rest oThe rest of Manassehf Manasseh received  received territory territory W of the JW of the Jordan Riveordan River, N of Epr, N of Ephraim, S ohraim, S of Asher, Zfoof Asher, of Asher, Zebulun, aZebulun, and Issachand Issachar, extendir, extending west tong west to the Medit the Mediterranean Serranean Sea (Josh. ea (Josh. 17:5-11).1717:5-11).17:5-11).

A reference to the two segments (Heb. h�a�s�iî sûeäb�et� ) of the tribe of 
Manasseh. The Machirites settled in Transjordan, in the northern part of Gilead 
and in Bashan N of Gad’s territory (Num. 32:33-42; Deut. 3:13-15; Josh. 13:8-12). 
The rest of Manasseh received territory W of the Jordan River, N of Ephraim, S 
of Asher, Zebulun, and Issachar, extending west to the Mediterranean Sea (Josh. 
17:5-11).

HALHULHALHUL (Heb.  (Heb. h�alh�u®lh�alh�u®l)))

HALHUL (Heb. h�alh�u®l )

A city in A city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Judah, of Judah, located i located in the hilln the hill country n country near Beth-zear Beth-zur (Josh. ur (Joshur (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:58). The n58). The name has beame has been preserven preserved in modeed in modern rn H¸alh�u®lH¸alh�u®l (160109), (160109), 6 km. (4  6 k 6 km. (4 mi.km. (4 mi.) N of Heb) N of Hebron. Accorron. According to trding to tradition, aadition, a mosque in mosque in this city this city contains  contains the grave thethe grave the grave of Jonah.of Jonah.

A city in the tribal territory of Judah, located in the hill country near Beth-zur 
(Josh. 15:58). The name has been preserved in modern H¸alh�u®l  (160109), 6 
km. (4 mi.) N of Hebron. According to tradition, a mosque in this city contains 
the grave of Jonah.

HALIHALI (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�liîh�a�liî)))

HALI (Heb. h�a�liî )

A place onA place on the bound the boundary of theary of the territory territory allotted  allotted to Asher (to Asher (Josh. 19:2Josh. 19:25). Althou5). Although the sitgh AlthouAlthough tAlthough the site rehe site remains uncemains uncertain, it rtain, it may be Khimay be Khirbet rbet Ra®sRa®s Ali/Tel  Ali/Tel {Alil{Alil (164241), (164241 (164241), (164241), S of Tell S of Tell el-Harbaj/el-Harbaj/Tel Regev Tel Regev (Achsaph).(Achsaph).

A place on the boundary of the territory allotted to Asher (Josh. 19:25). 
Although the site remains uncertain, it may be Khirbet Ra®s Ali/Tel {Alil 
(164241), S of Tell el-Harbaj/Tel Regev (Achsaph).

HALICARNASHALICARNASSUSSUS (Gk.  (Gk. HalikarnasHalikarnassossos)))

HALICARNASSUS (Gk. Halikarnassos)

A leading A leading city and ccity and capital on apital on the southwthe southwestern coaestern coast of Carist of Caria in Asia a in Asia Minor, modMinor, modern Budrumermodmodern Budmodern Budrum, Turkerum, Turkey. It was y. It was one of sixone of six colonies  colonies founded byfounded by Dorians c Dorians ca. 900 a. 900 B.C.E.B.CB.C.E.B.C.E. By the 5t By the 5th century,h century, however,  however, the city hthe city had become ad become Ionic (witIonic (with a strongh a strong local Car local C local Carian eleCarian element). Becment). Because of itause of its advantags advantageous locateous location, it waion, it was subject s subject to frequento frequent plunderit pt plunderingplundering and siege and siege. Halicarn. Halicarnassus is fassus is famous as tamous as the home ofhe home of the 5th-c the 5th-century Greentury Greek poet PaeGreGreek poetGreek poet Panyassis Panyassis and the h and the historians istorians Herodotus Herodotus and Dionysand Dionysius. It waius. It was the sites the site of one of o of one of of one of the Seven the Seven Wonders ofWonders of the Ancie the Ancient World, nt World, the architthe architectural maectural marvel callervel callervel called thecalled the Mausoleum Mausoleum with its  with its exquisite exquisite statues whstatues which Artemiich Artemisia II hadsia II had built in  built in 352 for he352 352 for he352 for her husband r husband Mausolus, Mausolus, who had inwho had incorporatedcorporated a number  a number of villageof villages into a ss into a single cityissingle citsingle city and madey and made it his ca it his capital.pital.pital.

A leading city and capital on the southwestern coast of Caria in Asia Minor, 
modern Budrum, Turkey. It was one of six colonies founded by Dorians ca. 900 
B.C.E. By the 5th century, however, the city had become Ionic (with a strong local 
Carian element). Because of its advantageous location, it was subject to frequent 



plundering and siege. Halicarnassus is famous as the home of the 5th-century 
Greek poet Panyassis and the historians Herodotus and Dionysius. It was the site 
of one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, the architectural marvel 
called the Mausoleum with its exquisite statues which Artemisia II had built in 
352 for her husband Mausolus, who had incorporated a number of villages into a 
single city and made it his capital.

�Though it Though it was a Greewas a Greek city, Jek city, Jews had favws had favorable staorable status there tus there under the under the Romans. InRomanRomans. InRomans. In 139 the s 139 the senate sentenate sent a letter  a letter renewing irenewing its friendsts friendship and alhip and alliance witliance with them (1 h thh them (1 Mathem (1 Macc. 15:23)cc. 15:23), and they, and they were gran were granted religited religious libertous liberty and alloy and allowed to buiwed to build a houseld buibuild a hobuild a house of prause of prayer near tyer near the sea (Johe sea (Josephus sephus Ant.Ant. 14.10.23) 14.10.23)...

Though it was a Greek city, Jews had favorable status there under the 
Romans. In 139 the senate sent a letter renewing its friendship and alliance with 
them (1 Macc. 15:23), and they were granted religious liberty and allowed to 
build a house of prayer near the sea (Josephus Ant. 14.10.23).

Richard A.Richard A. Spencer Spencer

Richard A. Spencer

HALLELHALLELHALLEL

HALLEL

A litany oA litany of praise pf praise psalms usedsalms used in Jewish in Jewish festivals festivals or mornin or morning servicesg services. Heb. . Heb. halleälhalleälhalleälhalleäl is derive is derived from thed from the verb “to  verb “to praise,” wpraise,” which occurhich occurs as a coms as a command (“pramand (“praise thou”)ise (“pra(“praise t(“praise thou”) in vhou”) in various Psaarious Psalms.lms.lms.

A litany of praise psalms used in Jewish festivals or morning services. Heb. 
halleäl is derived from the verb “to praise,” which occurs as a command 
(“praise thou”) in various Psalms.

�The “EgyptThe “Egyptian Hallelian Hallel” (cf. Ps.” (cf. Ps. 114:1) co 114:1) comprises Psmprises Pss. 113-118s. 113-118. It is us. It is used in its ed in its entirety oenentirety oentirety on Sukkoth,n Sukkoth, Hanukkah, Hanukkah, the first the first day of Pa day of Passover, anssover, and d Shabu{othShabu{oth. At the P. At the . At the Passovthe Passover seder ier seder it is recitt is recited in two ed in two parts, Pssparts, Pss. 113-114 . 113-114 before thebefore the seder and seder and 115—118 a 115 115—118 af115—118 afterward. Pterward. Praise is araise is associated ssociated with Passowith Passover (2 Chrver (2 Chr. 30:21; W. 30:21; Wis. 18:9).is. 18:9). It is tho I It is thouIt is thought that Jght that Jesus and hesus and his disciplis disciples sang fres sang from this Haom this Hallel afterllel after the Last  the Last Supper (MaSupper (Supper (Matt. 26:(Matt. 26:30 = Mark 30 = Mark 14:26).14:26).14:26).

The “Egyptian Hallel” (cf. Ps. 114:1) comprises Pss. 113-118. It is used in its 
entirety on Sukkoth, Hanukkah, the first day of Passover, and Shabu{oth. At 
the Passover seder it is recited in two parts, Pss. 113-114 before the seder and 
115—118 afterward. Praise is associated with Passover (2 Chr. 30:21; Wis. 18:9). 
It is thought that Jesus and his disciples sang from this Hallel after the Last Supper 
(Matt. 26:30 = Mark 14:26).

�The “GreatThe “Great Hallel” r Hallel” refers to Pefers to Ps. 136. Its. 136. It is recite is recited at the bd at the beginning oeginning of the mornf the mornf the morning prmorning prayers on sayers on sabbaths anabbaths and festivald festivals, as wells, as well as at the as at the seder mea seder meal at Passol at Passover. The rverPassoPassover. Passover. The refraiThe refrain makes itn makes it amenable  amenable to responsto responsive or antive or antiphonal reiphonal recitation. citation. Ezra 3:11 EzrEzra 3:11 Ezra 3:11 seems to aseems to allude to sllude to such a pracuch a practice.tice.tice.

The “Great Hallel” refers to Ps. 136. It is recited at the beginning of the 
morning prayers on sabbaths and festivals, as well as at the seder meal at 
Passover. The refrain makes it amenable to responsive or antiphonal recitation. 
Ezra 3:11 seems to allude to such a practice.

�Another HaAnother Hallel is Psllel is Pss. 146-150s. 146-150, all of w, all of which beginhich begin and end w and end with the abith the abbreviated breviateababbreviateabbreviated Hallelujd Hallelujah. This Hah. This Hallel has allel has a place ina place in the morni the morning prayer ng prayer services iservices in the synan then the synagothe synagogue.gue.gue.

Another Hallel is Pss. 146-150, all of which begin and end with the 
abbreviated Hallelujah. This Hallel has a place in the morning prayer services in 
the synagogue.

Gerald M. Gerald M. BilkesBilkes

Gerald M. Bilkes

HALLELUJAHHALLELUJAH (Heb.  (Heb. haleïlu®-yhaleïlu®-yaœhaœh)))

HALLELUJAH (Heb. haleïlu®-yaœh)

A phrase tA phrase translated ranslated “Praise th“Praise the Lord.” Ie Lord.” It is a plut is a plural imperaral imperative of thtive of the verb e verb haœlal,haœlal,haœlal,haœlal, “praise,” “praise,” with the  with the object object yaœhyaœh (an abbre (an abbreviated forviated form of YHWH)m of YHWH) and is us and is u and is used in biused in biblical wriblical writing from ting from the exilicthe exilic period on period onward. It oward. It occurs 24 tccurs 24 times in Boimes in Books Four aoks Foks Four and FFour and Five of theive of the Psalter,  Psalter, in Pss. 10in Pss. 104-106, 1114-106, 111-113, 115--113, 115-117, 135, 117, 135, 146-150. T146-150. The book ofhe TThe book oThe book of Chroniclf Chronicles attestses attests its use i its use in cultic wn cultic worship. Kiorship. King David ang David appoints Leppoints Levites “to viteLeLevites “tLevites “to praise to praise the Lord, the Lord, the God of he God of Israel” (eIsrael” (e.g., 1 Chr.g., 1 Chr. 16:4; 23. 16:4; 23:5). “Hall:5). “Hallelujah” iselujah”“Hall“Halleluja“Hallelujah” is sungh” is sung by Asaph  by Asaph and his brand his brothers witothers with accompanh accompanying musicying musical instrumal instruments in 1 einstruminstrumentinstruments in 1 Chrs in 1 Chr. 16:8-36.. 16:8-36. The congr The congregation ofegation of Israel si Israel sings praisengs praises in 16:36s in 16:36 and David and and David and David praises thpraises the Lord in e Lord in 29:10–19.29:10–19.29:10–19.

A phrase translated “Praise the Lord.” It is a plural imperative of the verb 
haœlal, “praise,” with the object yaœh (an abbreviated form of YHWH) and is 
used in biblical writing from the exilic period onward. It occurs 24 times in Books 
Four and Five of the Psalter, in Pss. 104-106, 111-113, 115-117, 135, 146-150. 
The book of Chronicles attests its use in cultic worship. King David appoints 
Levites “to praise the Lord, the God of Israel” (e.g., 1 Chr. 16:4; 23:5). 
“Hallelujah” is sung by Asaph and his brothers with accompanying musical 
instruments in 1 Chr. 16:8-36. The congregation of Israel sings praises in 16:36 



and David praises the Lord in 29:10–19.

�Questions Questions exist regaexist regarding the rding the use of Haluse of Hallelujah inlelujah in the preex the preexilic perioilic period, since td, since the phrase htthe phrasethe phrase does not  does not occur in aoccur in any early tny early texts in thexts in the OT. Jewie OT. Jewish traditish tradition maintaion maintains that itns tns that it wathat it was originals originally an ancily an ancient culticent cultic shout tha shout that was not t was not in any wayin any way connected connected with the  with with the nwith the name of Godame of God. Only lat. Only later was theer was the phrase ap phrase appropriatedpropriated for use i for use in the cultn the cult. Although. cultcult. Althcult. Although the sough the simple verbimple verb  haœlalhaœlal is used i is used in the OT tn the OT to refer too refer to humans an humans and objects d od objects (Gobjects (Gen. 12:15;en. 12:15; 2 Sam. 14 2 Sam. 14:25; Prov.:25; Prov. 27:2; 31) 27:2; 31), in most , in most of its occof its occurrences, urrences, Yahweh is YahwYahweh is Yahweh is the objectthe object of praise of praise...

Questions exist regarding the use of Hallelujah in the preexilic period, since 
the phrase does not occur in any early texts in the OT. Jewish tradition maintains 
that it was originally an ancient cultic shout that was not in any way connected 
with the name of God. Only later was the phrase appropriated for use in the 
cult. Although the simple verb haœlal is used in the OT to refer to humans and 
objects (Gen. 12:15; 2 Sam. 14:25; Prov. 27:2; 31), in most of its occurrences, 
Yahweh is the object of praise.

�Christian Christian and Jewishand Jewish liturgies liturgies preserve  preserve and use thand use the phrase ee phrase extensivelyxtensively...

Christian and Jewish liturgies preserve and use the phrase extensively.

Nancy L. dNancy L. deClaissé-WeClaissé-Walfordalford

Nancy L. deClaissé-Walford

HALLOHESHHALLOHESH (Heb.  (Heb. hallo®h�eähallo®h�eäsûsû)))

HALLOHESH (Heb. hallo®h�eäsû )

The fatherThe father of Shallu of Shallum (Neh. 3:m (Neh. 3:12); one o12); one of the leadf the leaders who seers who sealed the raled the renewed covenewed covenewed covenant ucovenant under Nehemnder Nehemiah (10:24iah (10:24[MT 25]).[MT 25]).

The father of Shallum (Neh. 3:12); one of the leaders who sealed the renewed 
covenant under Nehemiah (10:24[MT 25]).

HAMHAM (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœmh�aœm) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

HAM (Heb. h�aœm ) (PERSON)

A son of NA son of Noah. Ham ioah. Ham is usually s usually listed as listed as the middlethe middle son (Gen. son (Gen. 5:32; 10: 5:32; 10:1; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 1:4), but 1:41:4), but 1:4), but in Gen. 9:in Gen. 9:24 he is c24 he is called the alled the “youngest.“youngest.” The exac” The exact etymologt etymology of the ny of the name is uncamenname is unname is uncertain. Scertain. Some scholaome scholars derive rs derive it from teit from terms connotrms connoting diviniing divinity, but a ty, but a (semi-)div(sem(semi-)div(semi-)divine statusine status for Ham i for Ham is unlikelys unlikely...

A son of Noah. Ham is usually listed as the middle son (Gen. 5:32; 10:1; 1 Chr. 
1:4), but in Gen. 9:24 he is called the “youngest.” The exact etymology of the 
name is uncertain. Some scholars derive it from terms connoting divinity, but a 
(semi-)divine status for Ham is unlikely.

�Ham escapeHam escaped the Flood the Flood in the ad in the ark, presumrk, presumably becauably because of Noahse of Noah’s righteo’s righteousness (Geusnerighteorighteousnrighteousness (Gen. ess (Gen. 6:8-9), an6:8-9), and receivedd received God’s ble God’s blessing (9:1ssing (9:1). Later, ). Later, when Noah when Noah lay drunk laylay drunk lay drunk in his tenin his tent, Ham “tht, Ham “the father oe father of Canaan” f Canaan” (Gen. 9:18(Gen. 9:18, 22) saw , 22) saw the “nakedthe “nakedness of hine“naked“nakedness“nakedness of his fa of his father,” whither,” which may refch may refer to a seer to a sexual act (xual act (cf. Lev. 1cf. Lev. 18:7-19; 208:7-19; 20:11-21). U:11-22020:11-21).20:11-21). Upon waki Upon waking, Noah ung, Noah unexpectedlnexpectedly cursed Hy cursed Ham’s son Cam’s son Canaan (Genanaan (Gen. 9:25-27). 9:25-. 9:25-27). 9:25-27). The presenThe present form of t form of the story the story is thus sois thus somewhat conmewhat convoluted. Evoluted. Even so, itven so, it was not u w was not unwas not until the Mitil the Middle Ages ddle Ages that Canaathat Canaan’s curse n’s curse was misattwas misattributed toributed to Ham and u Ham and u Ham and used for rused for racist purpacist purposes.oses.oses.

Ham escaped the Flood in the ark, presumably because of Noah’s 
righteousness (Gen. 6:8-9), and received God’s blessing (9:1). Later, when Noah 
lay drunk in his tent, Ham “the father of Canaan” (Gen. 9:18, 22) saw the 
“nakedness of his father,” which may refer to a sexual act (cf. Lev. 18:7-19; 
20:11-21). Upon waking, Noah unexpectedly cursed Ham’s son Canaan (Gen. 
9:25-27). The present form of the story is thus somewhat convoluted. Even so, it 
was not until the Middle Ages that Canaan’s curse was misattributed to Ham and 
used for racist purposes.

�Ham is alsHam is also the progo the progenitor of enitor of Cush, EgypCush, Egypt (cf. Ps.t (cf. Ps. 78:51; 10 78:51; 105:23, 27; 5:23, 27; 106:22), a106:22), a106:22), and Put (Gand Put (Gen. 10:6-2en. 10:6-20; 1 Chr. 0; 1 Chr. 1:8-16). T1:8-16). These descehese descendants occndants occupy portioupy portions of Afrins of Africa, ArabiacAfriAfrica, ArAfrica, Arabia, Syriabia, Syria-Palestina-Palestine, and Mese, and Mesopotamia.opotamia.opotamia.

Ham is also the progenitor of Cush, Egypt (cf. Ps. 78:51; 105:23, 27; 106:22), 
and Put (Gen. 10:6-20; 1 Chr. 1:8-16). These descendants occupy portions of 
Africa, Arabia, Syria-Palestine, and Mesopotamia.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. K. van derK. van der Toorn, “H Toorn, “Ham,” am,” DDD,DDD, 383–84. 383–84. 383–84.

Bibliography. K. van der Toorn, “Ham,” DDD, 383–84.

Brent A. SBrent A. Strawntrawn

Brent A. Strawn

HAMHAM (Heb.  (Heb. haœmhaœm) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

HAM (Heb. haœm) (PLACE)

A city of A city of the Zuzim the Zuzim who were dwho were defeated byefeated by Chedorlao Chedorlaomer and himer and his allies (s allies (Gen. 14:5)Gen. 14:5)Gen. 14:5). It 14:5). It is listed is listed between Asbetween Ashteroth-kahteroth-karnaim and rnaim and Shaveh-kirShaveh-kiriathaim, ciathaim, ca. 16 km. a. 16 km. (10 mi.) E(10(10 mi.) E(10 mi.) E of Beth-s of Beth-shean and mhean and mentioned aentioned as s humhum in Thutmo in Thutmose III’s lse III’s list of conist of conquered citquered conconquered conquered cities in cities in Palestine Palestine (no. 118; (no. 118; ANET,ANET, 242). A m 242). A modern villodern village on Wadage on Wadi er-Rejeii er-Ri er-Rejeileer-Rejeileh, 6.5 km.h, 6.5 km. (4 mi.) S (4 mi.) S of Irbid, of Irbid, still bea still bears the samrs the same name. Ine name. In its close its close vicinity  vicinity  vicinity ivicinity is an ancies an ancient site knnt site known as Telown as Tell l HaœmHaœm (226213), (226213), where thr where three megalitee megalithic walls hic whic walls werewalls were discovere discovered.d.d.

A city of the Zuzim who were defeated by Chedorlaomer and his allies (Gen. 
14:5). It is listed between Ashteroth-karnaim and Shaveh-kiriathaim, ca. 16 km. 
(10 mi.) E of Beth-shean and mentioned as hum in Thutmose III’s list of 
conquered cities in Palestine (no. 118; ANET, 242). A modern village on Wadi 
er-Rejeileh, 6.5 km. (4 mi.) S of Irbid, still bears the same name. In its close 



vicinity is an ancient site known as Tell Haœm (226213), where three megalithic 
walls were discovered.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. Glueck,N. Glueck,  ExploratioExploration in Easten in Eastern Palestirn Palestinene IV. AASOR IV. AASOR 25–28 (Ne 25–28 ( 25–28 (New Haven(New Haven, 1951)., 1951)., 1951).

Bibliography. N. Glueck, Exploration in Eastern Palestine IV. AASOR 25–28 
(New Haven, 1951).

Zeljko GreZeljko Gregorgor

Zeljko Gregor

HAMANHAMAN (Heb.  (Heb. haœmaœnhaœmaœn)))

HAMAN (Heb. haœmaœn)

A characteA character in the br in the book of Estook of Esther who isher who is identifie identified as the md as the most importost important of theant of the courtiers co courtiers courtiers in the Perin the Persian courtsian court of King A of King Ahasuerus (hasuerus (Esth. 3:1)Esth. 3:1). He is id. He is identified aentified as a descens a des a descendantdescendant of Agag,  of Agag, thus foresthus foreshadowing hhadowing his conflicis conflict with Mort with Mordecai, whodecai, who as a Benj as a Benjaminite isaBenjBenjaminitBenjaminite is linkee is linked to the ld to the line of Sauine of Saul (cf. 1 Sl (cf. 1 Sam. 15). Iam. 15). In the facen the face of Mordec of Mordecai’s refusai’s refai’s refusal torefusal to kneel or  kneel or bow to himbow to him, Haman de, Haman devises a povises a pogrom againgrom against all Perst all Persian Jews sian Jews and persuaanand persuaand persuades the kides the king to agreng to agree to the pe to the plan by explan by explaining thlaining that a “certat a “certain peopleain people” exists u” ex” exists unaexists unassimilatedssimilated in the ki in the kingdom (Estngdom (Esth. 3:6, 10h. 3:6, 10). By mean). By means of some s of some very subtlvery subtle maneuvere me maneuverinmaneuvering, Esther g, Esther and Mordecand Mordecai are ablai are able to aligne to align themselve themselves with thes with the king and  king and against Haaagainst Haagainst Haman. It isman. It is not clear not clear whether H whether Haman fallsaman falls from the  from the king’s graking’s graces becausces because it is ree ie it is reveit is revealed that aled that this “certthis “certain peopleain people” is in fa” is in fact the Jewct the Jews and thats and that Queen Est Queen Esther is alsher isher is also a is also a Jew, or beJew, or because the cause the king suspeking suspects Haman cts Haman of advanceof advances upon thes upon the queen. In queen. In either ca e either caseither case, Haman ie, Haman is impaled s impaled upon the vupon the very stake ery stake on which hon which he intendede intended to impale to impale to impale Morimpale Mordecai, anddecai, and his plann his planned pogrom ed pogrom is thwarteis thwarted (Esth. 7d (Esth. 7:10).:10).:10).

A character in the book of Esther who is identified as the most important of the 
courtiers in the Persian court of King Ahasuerus (Esth. 3:1). He is identified as a 
descendant of Agag, thus foreshadowing his conflict with Mordecai, who as a 
Benjaminite is linked to the line of Saul (cf. 1 Sam. 15). In the face of Mordecai’s 
refusal to kneel or bow to him, Haman devises a pogrom against all Persian Jews 
and persuades the king to agree to the plan by explaining that a “certain people” 
exists unassimilated in the kingdom (Esth. 3:6, 10). By means of some very subtle 
maneuvering, Esther and Mordecai are able to align themselves with the king and 
against Haman. It is not clear whether Haman falls from the king’s graces because 
it is revealed that this “certain people” is in fact the Jews and that Queen Esther 
is also a Jew, or because the king suspects Haman of advances upon the queen. In 
either case, Haman is impaled upon the very stake on which he intended to 
impale Mordecai, and his planned pogrom is thwarted (Esth. 7:10).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. K. BealT. K. Beal, , The Book oThe Book of Hiding: f Hiding: Gender, EtGender, Ethnicity, Ahnicity, Annihilationnihilation and Esthn ann and Estherand Esther (London,  (London, 1997).1997).1997).

Bibliography. T. K. Beal, The Book of Hiding: Gender, Ethnicity, Annihilation 
and Esther (London, 1997).

Tod LinafeTod Linafeltlt

Tod Linafelt

HAMATHHAMATH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�maœt�h�a�maœt�)))

HAMATH (Heb. h�a�maœt� )

An importaAn important city lont city located on tcated on the Oronteshe Orontes River, al River, along the prong the primary tradimary trade route hee route heading soutaheheading soheading south from Auth from Asia Minor.sia Minor. The site  The site is modern is modern H¸amaœH¸amaœ (312503)  (312503) in Syria, in Syria, ca. 210 kmcaca. 210 kmca. 210 km. (130 mi.. (130 mi.) N of Dam) N of Damascus. Sevascus. Seven levels en levels of Neolithof Neolithic remainsic remains are attes are attested, and Pteattesattested, attested, and Paleoland Paleolithic remaithic remains are foins are found througund throughout the ihout the immediate vmmediate vicinity. Bicinity. By the 5th y ty the 5th mithe 5th millennium llennium B.C.E.B.C.E. trade lin trade links had beeks had been establisn established with Mhed with Mesopotamiaesopotamia, and with, and w, and with Asia with Asia Minor by tMinor by the middle he middle of the 3rdof the 3rd. Hamath w. Hamath was a majoras a major, if not t, if not the most sihe most significant,gnsisignificansignificant, power it, power in central n central Syria earlSyria early in the 1y in the 1st millennst millennium. It suium. It survived as rvived as a Neo-Hitta Neo-Ha Neo-HittitNeo-Hittite center ue center until the 8ntil the 8th centuryth century, and then, and then was subsu was subsumed in themed in the Aramean c Aramean c Aramean cultural mcultural milieu. Hamilieu. Hamath is menath is mentioned in tioned in Eblaite, EEblaite, Egyptian, Ugyptian, Ugaritic, Lgaritic, Luwian, anduwian, and Akkadian  Akk Akkadian tAkkadian texts.exts.exts.

An important city located on the Orontes River, along the primary trade route 
heading south from Asia Minor. The site is modern H¸amaœ (312503) in Syria, 
ca. 210 km. (130 mi.) N of Damascus. Seven levels of Neolithic remains are 
attested, and Paleolithic remains are found throughout the immediate vicinity. By 
the 5th millennium B.C.E. trade links had been established with Mesopotamia, and 
with Asia Minor by the middle of the 3rd. Hamath was a major, if not the most 
significant, power in central Syria early in the 1st millennium. It survived as a 
Neo-Hittite center until the 8th century, and then was subsumed in the Aramean 
cultural milieu. Hamath is mentioned in Eblaite, Egyptian, Ugaritic, Luwian, and 
Akkadian texts.

�Hamath forHamath formed the idmed the ideal northeeal northern boundarrn boundary of the ly of the land of Isrand of Israel (cf. Nael (cf. Num. 13:21;um. 13um. 13:21; Jos13:21; Josh. 13:5; Eh. 13:5; Ezek. 47:15zek. 47:15). In the ). In the Table of NTable of Nations itsations its inhabitan inhabitants are rects are reckoned amonkonedrecreckoned areckoned among the dmong the descendantsescendants of Canaan of Canaan (Gen. 10: (Gen. 10:18; 1 Chr.18; 1 Chr. 1:16). Th 1:16). The phrase e phrasee phrase phrase leïb�oœ} hleïb�oœ} h�a�maœt��a�maœt� (“entranc (“entrance to Hamate to Hamath”) probabh”) probably denotesly denotes the bound the b the boundary oboundary of the polif the political realtical realm associatm associated with Haed with Hamath (thoumath (though some asgh some associate thsociate this with Leiththis with this with Lebo, NW oLebo, NW of Baalbek)f Baalbek). David ex. David extended histended his boundarie boundaries to this s to this location, location, establishiesestablishiestablishing an alling an alliance with ance with Toi, king Toi, king of Hamath of Hamath (2 Sam. 8:(2 Sam. 8:9-12). Sol9-12). Solomon extenomon extended this bdeextenextended textended this boundahis boundary, placinry, placing storage g storage centers becenters beyond the byond the border (2 Corder (2 Chr. 8:4). hr. 8:4). The city wTThe city wThe city was among tas among the coalitihe coalition (with Ion (with Israel) whisrael) which repeatech repeatedly repulsdly repulsed the Assed the Assyrian armiyrAssAssyrian aAssyrian armies undermies under Shalmaner Shalmaneser III (8ser III (853, 849, 853, 849, 848, and 8448, and 845 5 B.C.E.B.C.E.). Jeroboa). Jeroboam II extenm II m II extendeII extended the bordd the border of Israer of Israel to thisel to this point (2  point (2 Kgs. 14:25Kgs. 14:25, 28). The, 28). The city was  city was ultimatelyultimultimatelyultimately incorpora incorporated into Ated into Assyria (cossyria (conquered 73nquered 738, incorpo8, incorporated as arated as a province  province in 720); ainin 720); ain 720); a number of number of its peopl its people were depe were deported to Sorted to Samaria (2 amaria (2 Kgs. 24), Kgs. 24), and some Iand some Israelites srIIsraelitesIsraelites were sett were settled in Hamled in Hamath (Isa. ath (Isa. 11:11). In11:11). In its last  its last pre-classipre-classical periodcal period mention i mentio mention itmention it was incor was incorporated inporated into Babylonto Babylon...

Hamath formed the ideal northern boundary of the land of Israel (cf. Num. 
13:21; Josh. 13:5; Ezek. 47:15). In the Table of Nations its inhabitants are 
reckoned among the descendants of Canaan (Gen. 10:18; 1 Chr. 1:16). The 
phrase leïb�oœ} h�a�maœt�  (“entrance to Hamath”) probably denotes the 
boundary of the political realm associated with Hamath (though some associate 



this with Lebo, NW of Baalbek). David extended his boundaries to this location, 
establishing an alliance with Toi, king of Hamath (2 Sam. 8:9-12). Solomon 
extended this boundary, placing storage centers beyond the border (2 Chr. 8:4). 
The city was among the coalition (with Israel) which repeatedly repulsed the 
Assyrian armies under Shalmaneser III (853, 849, 848, and 845 B.C.E.). Jeroboam 
II extended the border of Israel to this point (2 Kgs. 14:25, 28). The city was 
ultimately incorporated into Assyria (conquered 738, incorporated as a province 
in 720); a number of its people were deported to Samaria (2 Kgs. 24), and some 
Israelites were settled in Hamath (Isa. 11:11). In its last pre-classical period 
mention it was incorporated into Babylon.

Mark AnthoMark Anthony Phelpsny Phelps

Mark Anthony Phelps

HAMATH-ZOBHAMATH-ZOBAHAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�maœt� h�a�maœt� s�o®b�a®s�o®b�a®)))

HAMATH-ZOBAH (Heb. h�a�maœt� s�o®b�a® )

A city or A city or region (“fregion (“fortress ofortress of the estat the estate/plantatie/plantation”) in soon”) in southern Syruthern Syria captureia captured by Solomd by d by Solomonby Solomon (2 Chr. 8 (2 Chr. 8:3). It is:3). It is uncertain uncertain whether t whether the two namhe two names belong es belong to a singlto a single settlemee singlsingle setsingle settlement (Htlement (Hamath-zobaamath-zobah) or a reh) or a region that gion that was alternwas alternately ruleately ruled by one od by one or two citir oor two citor two cities (Hamaties (Hamath and Zobah and Zobah).h).h).

A city or region (“fortress of the estate/plantation”) in southern Syria captured 
by Solomon (2 Chr. 8:3). It is uncertain whether the two names belong to a 
single settlement (Hamath-zobah) or a region that was alternately ruled by one 
or two cities (Hamath and Zobah).

�Saul, DaviSaul, David, and Sold, and Solomon each omon each battled Arbattled Aramean forcamean forces settledes settled northeast northeast of Damasc of D of Damascus tDamascus to gain cono gain control of tetrol of territory asrritory as far as th far as the Euphratee Euphrates River. Ss River. Saul’s foraaul’s forays were liys wys were limitwere limited (1 Sam.ed (1 Sam. 14:47), w 14:47), while Davidhile David’s army fa’s army faced Hadadeced Hadadezer, king zer, king of Zobah, of Zobah, in extendeinin extendein extended battle (d battle (2 Sam. 8:32 Sam. 8:3). The Chr). The Chronicler reonicler refers to Hafers to Hadadezer asdadezer as king of Z king of Zobah HamatobZZobah HamaZobah Hamath (1 Chr.th (1 Chr. 18:3; NRS 18:3; NRSV “Zobah, V “Zobah, toward Hamtoward Hamath”). Merath”). Mercenaries fcenaries from Zobah rom Zrom Zobah wereZobah were hired by  hired by Ammon to fAmmon to fight Davidight David in a two- in a two-front battfront battle, but wele, but were routed re routedre routed androuted and defeated  defeated (2 Sam. 10(2 Sam. 10:6). 1 Chr:6). 1 Chr. 18 refer. 18 refers to Zobahs to Zobah (v. 3) an (v. 3) and Hamath ad Hamath as separatesaas separatas separate city-stae city-states (v. 9)tes (v. 9)...

Saul, David, and Solomon each battled Aramean forces settled northeast of 
Damascus to gain control of territory as far as the Euphrates River. Saul’s forays 
were limited (1 Sam. 14:47), while David’s army faced Hadadezer, king of Zobah, 
in extended battle (2 Sam. 8:3). The Chronicler refers to Hadadezer as king of 
Zobah Hamath (1 Chr. 18:3; NRSV “Zobah, toward Hamath”). Mercenaries from 
Zobah were hired by Ammon to fight David in a two-front battle, but were 
routed and defeated (2 Sam. 10:6). 1 Chr. 18 refers to Zobah (v. 3) and Hamath 
as separate city-states (v. 9).

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

HAMITES, HHAMITES, HAMITICAMITICAMITIC

HAMITES, HAMITIC

�1.1. The desce The descendants of ndants of Ham, the yHam, the youngest ofoungest of Noah’s th Noah’s three sons. ree sons. Ham broughHam brought a curse tbroughbrought a brought a curse uponcurse upon his own s his own son Canaan on Canaan when he “lwhen he “looked uponooked upon his fathe his father’s nakednr’s naker’s nakedness”nakedness” (Gen. 9:1 (Gen. 9:18-27). The8-27). The Bible als Bible also connectso connects Hamites w Hamites with Cushitith Cushites, descenes, descenes, descended descended from one ofrom one of Ham’s sof Ham’s sons (Gen. 1ns (Gen. 10:6). Cush0:6). Cushites have ites have at times bat times been calledeen calledeen called Hamcalled Hamitic Ethioitic Ethiopians. Accpians. Accordingly, ordingly, though difthough difficult to ficult to confirm etconfirm ethnically ahnically and geograpnd gend geographicgeographically, manyally, many Ethiopian Ethiopians trace ths trace their desceneir descent through t through Ham.Ham.Ham.

1. The descendants of Ham, the youngest of Noah’s three sons. Ham 
brought a curse upon his own son Canaan when he “looked upon his father’s 
nakedness” (Gen. 9:18-27). The Bible also connects Hamites with Cushites, 
descended from one of Ham’s sons (Gen. 10:6). Cushites have at times been 
called Hamitic Ethiopians. Accordingly, though difficult to confirm ethnically and 
geographically, many Ethiopians trace their descent through Ham.

�2.2. Hamito-Se Hamito-Semitic, an mitic, an earlier deearlier designation signation of the Berof the Berber (Algerber (Algeria and Moria and Morocco), ChaoccoMorMorocco), Morocco), Chadic (noChadic (northern Nigrthern Nigeria, Chaderia, Chad, and neig, and neighboring cohboring countries; puntries; primarily Hrimarily Hrimarily Hausa), CuHausa), Cushitic-Omoshitic-Omotic (Ethiotic (Ethiopia and Sopia and Somalia; primalia; primarily Oromarily Oromo and Sommo and Somali), and ali), and ali), and ancienand ancient Egyptiant Egyptian languages languages (later Co (later Coptic) and ptic) and related curelated cultures. Afltures. Afro-asiaticro-asiatic has becom has  has becomehas become the more  the more common descommon designation fignation for this laor this language gronguage group. The clup. The closeness ofoseness clcloseness closeness of the relof the relationship ationship between Afbetween Afro-asiaticro-asiatic, Egyptian, Egyptian, and Semi, and Semitic remaintic remains unclear.s us unclear.unclear.unclear.

2. Hamito-Semitic, an earlier designation of the Berber (Algeria and 
Morocco), Chadic (northern Nigeria, Chad, and neighboring countries; primarily 
Hausa), Cushitic-Omotic (Ethiopia and Somalia; primarily Oromo and Somali), 
and ancient Egyptian languages (later Coptic) and related cultures. Afro-asiatic 
has become the more common designation for this language group. The 
closeness of the relationship between Afro-asiatic, Egyptian, and Semitic remains 



unclear.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Bernal,M. Bernal,  Black AtheBlack Athena: The Afna: The Afroasiatic roasiatic Roots of CRoots of Classical Classical CivilizatioivilizaCCivilizatiCivilizationon (London,  (London, 1987); E. 1987); E. UllendorffUllendorff, , Ethiopia aEthiopia and the Bibnd the Biblele (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1968).1968).1968).

Bibliography. M. Bernal, Black Athena: The Afroasiatic Roots of Classical 
Civilization (London, 1987); E. Ullendorff, Ethiopia and the Bible (Oxford, 1968).

Mark A. ChMark A. Christianristian

Mark A. Christian

HAMMATHHAMMATH (Heb.  (Heb. h�ammat�h�ammat�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

HAMMATH (Heb. h�ammat� ) (PERSON)

The “fatheThe “father” of the r” of the house of Rhouse of Rechab (1 Cechab (1 Chr. 2:55).hr. 2:55). The name  The name may be relmay be related to thated to the town in eththe town ithe town in Naphtalin Naphtali mentioned mentioned in Josh.  in Josh. 19:35, or 19:35, or may indicamay indicate insteadte instead a familia a familial relationl rel relationshrelationship (Heb. “ip (Heb. “family-in-family-in-law”) betwlaw”) between the Keeen the Kenites and nites and the ancestthe ancestor of the or of the RechabitesReRechabitesRechabites..

The “father” of the house of Rechab (1 Chr. 2:55). The name may be related to 
the town in Naphtali mentioned in Josh. 19:35, or may indicate instead a familial 
relationship (Heb. “family-in-law”) between the Kenites and the ancestor of the 
Rechabites.

HAMMATHHAMMATH (Heb.  (Heb. h�ammat�h�ammat�) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

HAMMATH (Heb. h�ammat� ) (PLACE)

A fortifieA fortified town witd town within the tehin the territory ofrritory of the tribe the tribe of Naphta of Naphtali (Josh. li (Josh. 19:35). Ha19:35). Hammath (“hommatHaHammath (“Hammath (“hot springhot springs”; varians”; variants Hammothts Hammoth-dor, Josh-dor, Josh. 21:32; H. 21:32; Hammon, 1 Cammon, 1 Chr. 6:76[Mhr. 6:7hr. 6:76[MT 616:76[MT 61]) has bee]) has been identifin identified with thed with the hot sprie hot springs of ngs of H¸ammam T¸H¸ammam T¸abariîyeh/abariîyeT¸T¸abariîyeT¸abariîyeh/H¸ame T¸h/H¸ame T¸everiyaeveriya (201241), (201241), ca. 3 km. ca. 3 km. (2 mi.) S (2 mi.) S of Tiberi of Tiberias. Excavaas. Excavas. ExcavationExcavations have yies have yielded threelded three levels of levels of occupatio occupation ranging n ranging from the 1from the 1st centuryst century  B.C.E.B.B.C.E.B.C.E. to the 8t to the 8th century h century C.E.C.E.C.E.

A fortified town within the territory of the tribe of Naphtali (Josh. 19:35). 
Hammath (“hot springs”; variants Hammoth-dor, Josh. 21:32; Hammon, 1 Chr. 
6:76[MT 61]) has been identified with the hot springs of H¸ammam 
T¸abariîyeh/H¸ame T¸everiya (201241), ca. 3 km. (2 mi.) S of Tiberias. 
Excavations have yielded three levels of occupation ranging from the 1st century 
B.C.E. to the 8th century C.E.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Dothan,M. Dothan,  Hammath TiHammath Tiberiasberias (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1983).m, 1983).m, 1983).

Bibliography. M. Dothan, Hammath Tiberias (Jerusalem, 1983).

John FotopJohn Fotopoulosoulos

John Fotopoulos

HAMMEDATHAHAMMEDATHA (Heb.  (Heb. hammeïd�aœhammeïd�aœt�aœ}t�aœ}; ; Pers. Pers. ma®h-daœtama®h-daœta)))

HAMMEDATHA (Heb. hammeïd�aœt�aœ} ; 
Pers. ma®h-daœta)

The fatherThe father of Haman  of Haman (Esth. 3:1(Esth. 3:1, 10; 8:5;, 10; 8:5; 9:10, 24) 9:10, 24)..

The father of Haman (Esth. 3:1, 10; 8:5; 9:10, 24).

HAMMERHAMMERHAMMER

HAMMER

The use ofThe use of hammers i hammers in the ancin the ancient Near Eent Near East beginsast begins with ston with stone hammers,e hammers, stone hea stone he stone heads withheads with a hole bo a hole bored for a red for a wooden hanwooden handle. In budle. In building Solilding Solomon’s temomon’s temple, iron ple, iron hammers wehhammers wehammers were used. Tre used. Three Hebrehree Hebrew words rew words represent thpresent the English e English “hammer”: “hammer”: halmu®t�halmhalmu®t�halmu®t� (Judg. 5: (Judg. 5:26), a “wo26), a “worker’s hamrker’s hammer”; mer”; maqqeb�et�maqqeb�et� (Judg. 4: (Judg. 4:21; 1 Kgs.21; 1 Kgs.21; 1 Kgs. 6:7; Kgs. 6:7; Isa. 44:12Isa. 44:12; Jer. 10:; Jer. 10:4), a “ham4), a “hammer” with mer” with which one which one drives naidrives nails or pegsls or pegs; and ; and; and and pat�t�iîsûpat�t�iîsû (Isa. 41: (Isa. 41:7; Jer. 237; Jer. 23:29; 50:23:29; 50:23), a “forg), a “forge-hammer.”e-hammer.” All are r All are representedepresentrrepresenterepresented in the Ld in the LXX by the XX by the generic Gkgeneric Gk. . sphyéra.sphyéra. Heb.  Heb. halmu®t�halmu®t� and  and maqqeb�et�maqmaqqeb�et�maqqeb�et� appear to appear to be interc be interchangeable hangeable in Judg. 4in Judg. 4:21; 5:26,:21; 5:26, where Jae where Jael drives al drives l drives a tdrives a tent peg thent peg through Siserough Sisera’s head ra’s head with a hamwith a hammer.mer.mer.

The use of hammers in the ancient Near East begins with stone hammers, stone 
heads with a hole bored for a wooden handle. In building Solomon’s temple, iron 
hammers were used. Three Hebrew words represent the English “hammer”: 
halmu®t�  (Judg. 5:26), a “worker’s hammer”; maqqeb�et�  (Judg. 4:21; 1 
Kgs. 6:7; Isa. 44:12; Jer. 10:4), a “hammer” with which one drives nails or pegs; 
and pat�t�iîsû  (Isa. 41:7; Jer. 23:29; 50:23), a “forge-hammer.” All are 
represented in the LXX by the generic Gk. sphyéra. Heb. halmu®t�  and 
maqqeb�et�  appear to be interchangeable in Judg. 4:21; 5:26, where Jael 
drives a tent peg through Sisera’s head with a hammer.

�Judas’ titJudas’ title “Maccable “Maccabeus” (1 Maeus” (1 Macc. 2:4; Jcc. 2:4; Josephus osephus Ant.Ant. 12.6.1 [2 12.6.1 [265–67]) is65–67]) is widely be widely widely belwidely believed to bieved to be based one based on  maqqeb�et�maqqeb�et�.. “Hammer”  “Hammer” is also usis also used metaphoed metaphorically forimetaphometaphoricmetaphorically for Gally for God’s word od’s word (Jer. 23:2(Jer. 23:29) and for9) and for Babylon,  Babylon, the hammerthe hammer of the ea of the earth (50:23reaearth (50:earth (50:23).23).23).

Judas’ title “Maccabeus” (1 Macc. 2:4; Josephus Ant. 12.6.1 [265–67]) is 
widely believed to be based on maqqeb�et�.  “Hammer” is also used 
metaphorically for God’s word (Jer. 23:29) and for Babylon, the hammer of the 
earth (50:23).



Thomas ScoThomas Scott Caulleytt Caulley

Thomas Scott Caulley

HAMMOLECHEHAMMOLECHETHTH (Heb.  (Heb. hammoœlek�hammoœlek�et�et�)))

HAMMOLECHETH (Heb. hammoœlek�et� )

The sisterThe sister of Gilead of Gilead (1 Chr. 7 (1 Chr. 7:18), prog:18), progenitor of enitor of several Maseveral Manassite clnassite clans.ans.

The sister of Gilead (1 Chr. 7:18), progenitor of several Manassite clans.

HAMMONHAMMON (Heb.  (Heb. h�ammo®nh�ammo®n)))

HAMMON (Heb. h�ammo®n )

�1.1. A coastal A coastal city, S o city, S of Tyre andf Tyre and N of Acco N of Acco, included, included in the te in the territory asrritory assigned to signed tsigned to the trito the tribe of Ashebe of Asher (Josh. 1r (Josh. 19:28). It 9:28). It is generalis generally identifly identified with Uied with Umm mm el-{Awaœmiel-{Awaœmel-{Awaœmiel-{Awaœmiîdîd (164281)  (164281) in the Wadin the Wadi i el-Hamu®lel-Hamu®l near the  near the spring of spring of en-Hamu®len-Hamuen-Hamu®len-Hamu®l, on the b, on the basis of thasis of the similarie similarity of the ty of the names and names and two Phoenitwo Phoenician inscrcian inscrcian inscriptioinscriptions from thns from the Hellenise Hellenistic periodtic period...

1. A coastal city, S of Tyre and N of Acco, included in the territory assigned 
to the tribe of Asher (Josh. 19:28). It is generally identified with Umm 
el-{Awaœmiîd (164281) in the Wadi el-Hamu®l near the spring of 
en-Hamu®l, on the basis of the similarity of the names and two Phoenician 
inscriptions from the Hellenistic period.

�2.2. A city in A city in the terri the territory of Natory of Naphtali assphtali assigned (witigned (with its pasth its pasture lands)ure lands) as a levi as a levitical citytlevilevitical levitical city for tcity for the descendhe descendants of Geants of Gershom (1 Crshom (1 Chr. 6:76[Mhr. 6:76[MT 61]). ItT 61]). It is usuall is usually associaty assy associatedassociated with Hamm with Hammoth-dor (Joth-dor (Josh. 21:32osh. 21:32) and Hamm) and Hammath (19:35ath (19:35) and has ) and has been identbeen idebeen identifiedidentified with eith with either er H¸amma®m TH¸amma®m T¸abariîyeh¸abariîyeh/H¸ame T¸e/H¸ame T¸everiyaveriya (201241), (201241) (201241), (201241), S of TiberS of Tiberias on theias on the western s western shore of thhore of the Sea of Ge Sea of Galilee, oralilee, or Tell Raqq Tell Raqqat, N of Tat, RaqqRaqqat, N Raqqat, N of Tiberiaof Tiberias.s.s.

2. A city in the territory of Naphtali assigned (with its pasture lands) as a 
levitical city for the descendants of Gershom (1 Chr. 6:76[MT 61]). It is usually 
associated with Hammoth-dor (Josh. 21:32) and Hammath (19:35) and has been 
identified with either H¸amma®m T¸abariîyeh/H¸ame T¸everiya 
(201241), S of Tiberias on the western shore of the Sea of Galilee, or Tell 
Raqqat, N of Tiberias.

Eric F. MaEric F. Masonson

Eric F. Mason

HAMMOTH-DOHAMMOTH-DORR (Heb.  (Heb. h�ammoœt� h�ammoœt� doœ}rdoœ}r)))

HAMMOTH-DOR (Heb. h�ammoœt� doœ}r )

A leviticaA levitical city in l city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Naphta of Naphtali (Josh. li (Josh. 21:23). Ha21:23). Hammon (1 Chmmon (1 Chr. 6:76) ar. 6:7r. 6:76) and 6:76) and Hammath (JHammath (Josh. 19:35osh. 19:35) are prob) are probably alterably alternate namesnate names for this  for this city.city.

A levitical city in the tribal territory of Naphtali (Josh. 21:23). Hammon (1 Chr. 
6:76) and Hammath (Josh. 19:35) are probably alternate names for this city.

HAMMUELHAMMUEL (Heb.  (Heb. h�ammu®}eäh�ammu®}eäll)))

HAMMUEL (Heb. h�ammu®}eäl )

A SimeonitA Simeonite, son of e, son of Mishma andMishma and father of father of Zaccur (1 Zaccur (1 Chr. 4:26 Chr. 4:26).).

A Simeonite, son of Mishma and father of Zaccur (1 Chr. 4:26).

HAMMURAPIHAMMURAPI (Amor.  (Amor. {ammu-rapi{ammu-rapi) ) (also HAMM(also HAMMURABI, AMMURABI, AMMURAPI)URAPI)URAPI)

HAMMURAPI (Amor. {ammu-rapi) 
(also HAMMURABI, AMMURAPI)

The sixth The sixth king (1792king (1792–1750 –1750 B.C.E.B.C.E.) of the F) of the First Dynasirst Dynasty of Babyty of Babylon (1894–lon (1894–1595). Thi1595). Thi1595). This was bThis was but one of ut one of the Amoritthe Amorite familiese families that came that came to power  to power in Mesopotin Mesopotamia in thamia in thamia in the centurthe centuries followies following the faing the fall of the ll of the Third DynaThird Dynasty of Ur sty of Ur (2112–2004(2112–2004). Many of). Many of the kings th the kings the kings of this dyof this dynasty had nasty had Amorite naAmorite names. Hammumes. Hammurapi’s namrapi’s name is probae is probably eitherbly eitherbly either Amoeither Amorite (rite ({ammu-rapi{ammu-rapi,, most prob most probably “the ably “the paternal upaternal uncle is a ncle is a healer/heahealer/heals”) or anlshealer/heahealer/heahealer/heals”) or anls”) or an Akkadiani Akkadianized versiozed version of such n of such a name. Wha name. When Hammuraen Hammurapi came topi camepi came to thcame to the throne, e throne, his small his small state was state was but one ofbut one of the small the small kingdoms  kingdoms vying for vying for power in Mpopower in Mpower in Mesopotamiaesopotamia. To the n. To the north lay torth lay the powerfuhe powerful kingdom l kingdom of SÁamsûiof SÁamsûi-addu and -addu a-addu and in theand in the south he  south he was hemmedwas hemmed in by the in by the state of  state of Larsa. DurLarsa. During the fiing the first years rst years of rule, tof of rule, tof rule, the new kinhe new king expandedg expanded his terri his territory and Btory and Babylon in abylon in the power the power politics opolitics of the Middf tf the Middlethe Middle East, a r East, a regional baegional balance of plance of power that ower that ranged froranged from the Medim the Mediterranean terranean coast to Iccoast to Icoast to Iran. The tran. The true hegemorue hegemons of the ns of the time were time were on the faron the far flanks —  flanks — Yamhad, ceYamhad, ceYamhad, centered acentered around Alepround Aleppo, and Elpo, and Elam in the am in the east. The east. The smaller kismaller kingdoms of ngdoms of Larsa and Larsa and Larsa and Babyloand Babylon in Babyln in Babylonia, Eshnonia, Eshnunna to thunna to the northease northeast, and Mart, and Mari on the Ei on the Euphrates muphrates muphrates made alliamade alliances, freqnces, frequently brouently broken, betweken, between and amoen and among themselng themselves. Theseves. These rulers pl rulers p rulers pledged thpledged themselves aemselves as vassals,s vassals, in theory in theory at least, at least, of an Ela of an Elamite overlmite overlord, alloword, allowing him toing hiing him to arbhim to arbitrate teritrate territorial dritorial disputes. Aisputes. After the Efter the Elamites malamites marched intorched into northern  northern Syria and SyriSyria and Syria and took over,took over, for a sho for a short period rt period of time, mof time, many of theany of the local pri local principalitiencipalities, the majs, thes, the major the major states crestates created an alated an alliance andliance and defeated  defeated Elam and EElam and Eshnunna, cshnunna, creating a reating a new politinenew politinew political situatcal situation. The dion. The destructionestruction of Eshnun of Eshnunna took plna took place in Hamace in Hammurapi’s 2murapi’s 29th year. 9229th year.29th year. With no m With no major enemyajor enemy on his no on his northeasternrtheastern flank, th flank, the king mare king marched againched againched against hiagainst his only Babs only Babylonian riylonian rival, Rim-sval, Rim-sin of Larsin of Larsa, who cona, who controlled altrolled all of southl of southern Mesopoern Mern MesopotamiMesopotamia, took hia, took his city, ans city, and capturedd captured him alive him alive. With the. With the south fir south firmly in hismly in his hands, Ha ha hands, Hamhands, Hammurapi nowmurapi now turned ag turned against his ainst his old ally, old ally, Zimri-lim Zimri-lim of Mari, wof Mari, who had aidho had aided him in eaidaided him aided him in the warin the wars against s against Elam, EshnElam, Eshnunna, and unna, and Larsa. HisLarsa. His troops oc troops occupied thecupied the city for  c city for tcity for two years awo years and then dend then destroyed itstroyed it. The Baby. The Babylonians dilonians did not stayd not stay in the ci in the city and retty anty and retreaand retreated back tted back to the souto the south after twh after two years. Ao years. Although atlthough at the begin the beginning of hining of his reign Has rs reign Hammreign Hammurapi’s kiurapi’s kingdom was ngdom was but one ambut one among many iong many in Mesopotan Mesopotamia and Symia and Syria, at thria, aria, at the timat the time of his de of his death most eath most of the othof the other states er states were gone were gone and he stoand he stood alone bod alone between theebbetween thbetween the other mae other major powersjor powers of Aleppo of Aleppo and Elam. and Elam. This gran This grand kingdom d kingdom did not ladid notdid not last lnot last long; the song; the south revolouth revolted duringted during the reign the reign of Hammur of Hammurapi’s son,api’s son, Samsu-ilu Samsu-iluna. The upna.Samsu-iluSamsu-ilunSamsu-iluna. The upra. The uprising was ising was put down, put down, but the sobut the south of Mesuth of Mesopotamia wopotamia was soon loas soon las soon lost as molost as most of the st of the major citimajor cities along tes along the Euphrathe Euphrates seem toes seem to have been have been abandoned abandoned abandoned abandoned at the endat the end of his re of his reign. The fign. The focus of thocus of the state she state shifted nortifted northwards, anhwards, and Babylon d Bd Babylon seBabylon seems to havems to have had intee had intermittent crmittent control of ontrol of only a smaonly a small area inll area in northern  northern Babylonia BaBabylonia Babylonia and up theand up the Euphrates Euphrates to Haradu to Haradum and Terqm and Terqa. The weaa. The weakening kinkening kingdom appargdom apgdom apparentlyapparently fell when fell when a Hittite a Hittite raid over raid overcame Babylcame Babylon.on.

The sixth king (1792–1750 B.C.E.) of the First Dynasty of Babylon (1894–1595). 
This was but one of the Amorite families that came to power in Mesopotamia in 
the centuries following the fall of the Third Dynasty of Ur (2112–2004). Many of 
the kings of this dynasty had Amorite names. Hammurapi’s name is probably 
either Amorite ({ammu-rapi, most probably “the paternal uncle is a 
healer/heals”) or an Akkadianized version of such a name. When Hammurapi 
came to the throne, his small state was but one of the small kingdoms vying for 
power in Mesopotamia. To the north lay the powerful kingdom of SÁamsûi-addu 
and in the south he was hemmed in by the state of Larsa. During the first years 
of rule, the new king expanded his territory and Babylon in the power politics of 
the Middle East, a regional balance of power that ranged from the Mediterranean 



coast to Iran. The true hegemons of the time were on the far flanks — Yamhad, 
centered around Aleppo, and Elam in the east. The smaller kingdoms of Larsa 
and Babylon in Babylonia, Eshnunna to the northeast, and Mari on the Euphrates 
made alliances, frequently broken, between and among themselves. These rulers 
pledged themselves as vassals, in theory at least, of an Elamite overlord, allowing 
him to arbitrate territorial disputes. After the Elamites marched into northern 
Syria and took over, for a short period of time, many of the local principalities, 
the major states created an alliance and defeated Elam and Eshnunna, creating a 
new political situation. The destruction of Eshnunna took place in Hammurapi’s 
29th year. With no major enemy on his northeastern flank, the king marched 
against his only Babylonian rival, Rim-sin of Larsa, who controlled all of southern 
Mesopotamia, took his city, and captured him alive. With the south firmly in his 
hands, Hammurapi now turned against his old ally, Zimri-lim of Mari, who had 
aided him in the wars against Elam, Eshnunna, and Larsa. His troops occupied the 
city for two years and then destroyed it. The Babylonians did not stay in the city 
and retreated back to the south after two years. Although at the beginning of his 
reign Hammurapi’s kingdom was but one among many in Mesopotamia and Syria, 
at the time of his death most of the other states were gone and he stood alone 
between the other major powers of Aleppo and Elam. This grand kingdom did 
not last long; the south revolted during the reign of Hammurapi’s son, 
Samsu-iluna. The uprising was put down, but the south of Mesopotamia was soon 
lost as most of the major cities along the Euphrates seem to have been 
abandoned at the end of his reign. The focus of the state shifted northwards, and 
Babylon seems to have had intermittent control of only a small area in northern 
Babylonia and up the Euphrates to Haradum and Terqa. The weakening kingdom 
apparently fell when a Hittite raid overcame Babylon.

Diorite stDiorite stela of Hamela of Hammurapi recmurapi receiving symeiving symbols of aubols of authority frthority from the seaom the seated sun-goted sun-god dsun-gosun-god sun-god SÁamasûSÁamasû (Susa, ca (Susa, ca. 1750 . 1750 B.C.E.B.C.E.). Below a). Below are listed re listed 282 laws (282 laws (Louvre)Louvre)

Diorite stela of Hammurapi receiving symbols of authority from the seated 
sun-god SÁamasû (Susa, ca. 1750 B.C.E.). Below are listed 282 laws (Louvre)

�The older The older levels of levels of Babylon arBabylon are, for thee, for the most part most part, inaccess, inaccessible to arible to archaeologischaeologiararchaeologarchaeologists becauists because of chanse of changes in theges in the water tab water table, and thle, and therefore Haerefore Hammurapi’s mmurapi’s own archivoown archivown archives have noes have not been fout been found. The thnd. The thousands ofousands of contempor contemporary letterary letters from Mars from Ms from Mari proviMari provide rich dode rich documentatiocumentation of the pn of the period, anderiod, and include m include many refereany references to Hances to Hances to Hammurapi.Hammurapi. This city This city’s archive’s archives gives uss gives us an outsid an outsider’s view er’s view of the innof the inner workinger workings of the Bs os of the Babof the Babylonian coylonian court, and ourt, and of the locaf the local and intel and international rnational intrigues intrigues of the timof the time, includie, ince, including including the draft the draft of an antiof an anti-Elamite o-Elamite oath betweeath between the kingn the kings of Babyls of Babylon and Maron and Mari. The infi. Ti. The informThe information fromation from Mari pres Mari presents a disents a distorted pictorted picture of evture of events, howeents, however, becauver, becauver, because Habecause Hammurapi’s mmurapi’s officials officials took with took with them most them most of the dipof the diplomatic arlomatic archives frochives from the conqmfrofrom the cfrom the conquered conquered city.ity.ity.

The older levels of Babylon are, for the most part, inaccessible to 
archaeologists because of changes in the water table, and therefore Hammurapi’s 
own archives have not been found. The thousands of contemporary letters from 
Mari provide rich documentation of the period, and include many references to 
Hammurapi. This city’s archives gives us an outsider’s view of the inner workings 
of the Babylonian court, and of the local and international intrigues of the time, 
including the draft of an anti-Elamite oath between the kings of Babylon and Mari. 
The information from Mari presents a distorted picture of events, however, 
because Hammurapi’s officials took with them most of the diplomatic archives 
from the conquered city.



�Hammurapi’Hammurapi’s administs administration of ration of Babylonia Babylonia is primariis primarily documenly documented in theted in the correspon corr correspondcorrespondence betweence between the kinen the king and his g and his representarepresentatives in ttives in the south, he south, as well asas well as from econ f from econofrom economic texts mic texts from Sippafrom Sippar and, to r and, to a lesser ea lesser extent, froxtent, from other cim other cities such ties such as Dilbat,as as Dilbat,as Dilbat, Larsa, an Larsa, and Kish. Thd Kish. These providese provide extensive extensive informate information on theion on the organizat organization of theionorganizatorganizatiorganization of the on of the south follsouth following the owing the fall of Lafall of Larsa, the irsa, the interactionnteraction between t between the crown ahe crhe crown and crown and local elitlocal elite familiese families, as well , as well as the adjas the adjudication udication of legal dof legal disputes.isputes.isputes.

Hammurapi’s administration of Babylonia is primarily documented in the 
correspondence between the king and his representatives in the south, as well as 
from economic texts from Sippar and, to a lesser extent, from other cities such 
as Dilbat, Larsa, and Kish. These provide extensive information on the 
organization of the south following the fall of Larsa, the interaction between the 
crown and local elite families, as well as the adjudication of legal disputes.

�Hammurapi Hammurapi is best reis best remembered fmembered for his so-or his so-called Lawcalled Law Code, a m Code, a monumental onumental inscriptioininscriptioinscription with a ln with a long prologong prologue, legal ue, legal provisionsprovisions, and a fi, and a final curse nal curse formula. Tformula. The “laws” he “lahe “laws” are“laws” are exemplary exemplary in nature in nature and were  and were meant as rmeant as representatepresentations of anions of an abstract  abstract notion of nnotion of notion of royal justroyal justice. Contrice. Contrary to popary to popular underular understanding, standing, they were they were not intendnot intended for praedintendintended fintended for practicor practical legal ual legal use. Althouse. Although at leasgh at least three eat three earlier textrlier texts of this s of this genre havegenre hgenre have survihave survived, the Hved, the Hammurapi tammurapi text is theext is the longest k longest known and tnown and the only onhe only one to survie to survive intact vsurvisurvive insurvive intact in thtact in the form of e form of a monumenta monumental stela. al stela. Although HAlthough Hammurapi iammurapi issued thisssued this text in a thisthis text this text in a numbein a number of copier of copies, some ofs, some of which wer which were standinge standing in Babylo in Babylonian citienian cities for cents fos for centurfor centuries, none ies, none of these hof these have survivave survived. The oned. The one intact ve intact version wasersion was discovere discovered in the Ed discoverediscovereddiscovered in the El in the Elamite cityamite city of Susa,  of Susa, where it hwhere it had been taad been taken as warken as war booty fro booty from Sippar im frofrom Sippafrom Sippar in the 1r in the 12th centur2th century. Like oty. Like other texts her texts of this tyof this type, portiope, portions of the ns of the Hammurapi HamHammurapi Hammurapi stela werestela were copied on copied on tablets f tablets for scribalor scribal training, training, but only  but only this one sthis one survived thurvssurvived tsurvived the Old Babhe Old Babylonian peylonian period. Copiriod. Copies of the es of the “code” wer“code” were studied e studied in schoolsin schools well into schoolsschools weschools well into thll into the 1st mille 1st millennium. Asennium. As was the c was the custom at tustom at the time, the time, the composihe composition was cticomposicompositiocomposition was copin was copied, excerped, excerpted, and cted, and commented uommented upon. Asidepon. Aside from this from this text, kno text, k text, known in tknown in the late pehe late period as thriod as the “legal pe “legal provisions rovisions of Hammuraof Hammurapi,” the kpi,” the king was meing was mentioned onnmementioned mentioned only a fewonly a few times in  times in chronicleschronicles and royal and royal inscripti inscriptions. He waons. He was not remes not remembered as mremerememberedremembered as one of as one of the great the great ancient k ancient kings in things in the same leae same league as Sargue as Sargon or Nargon or Nargon or Naram-sin.Naram-sin. Earlier i Earlier in the 20thn the 20th century s century scholars hacholars had identifid identified king Amed king Amraphel of raphel of Shinar in ShinShinar in Shinar in Gen. 14 wiGen. 14 with Hammurath Hammurapi, but thpi, but this view isis view is no longer no longer held. held. held.

Hammurapi is best remembered for his so-called Law Code, a monumental 
inscription with a long prologue, legal provisions, and a final curse formula. The 
“laws” are exemplary in nature and were meant as representations of an abstract 
notion of royal justice. Contrary to popular understanding, they were not 
intended for practical legal use. Although at least three earlier texts of this genre 
have survived, the Hammurapi text is the longest known and the only one to 
survive intact in the form of a monumental stela. Although Hammurapi issued 
this text in a number of copies, some of which were standing in Babylonian cities 
for centuries, none of these have survived. The one intact version was 
discovered in the Elamite city of Susa, where it had been taken as war booty 
from Sippar in the 12th century. Like other texts of this type, portions of the 
Hammurapi stela were copied on tablets for scribal training, but only this one 
survived the Old Babylonian period. Copies of the “code” were studied in 
schools well into the 1st millennium. As was the custom at the time, the 
composition was copied, excerpted, and commented upon. Aside from this text, 
known in the late period as the “legal provisions of Hammurapi,” the king was 
mentioned only a few times in chronicles and royal inscriptions. He was not 
remembered as one of the great ancient kings in the same league as Sargon or 
Naram-sin. Earlier in the 20th century scholars had identified king Amraphel of 
Shinar in Gen. 14 with Hammurapi, but this view is no longer held.

�Although HAlthough Hammurapi wammurapi was a uniquas a unique figure ie figure in Babylonin Babylonian historyan history, his impo, his importance shortancimpoimportanceimportance should no should not be overet be overestimated. stimated. His reign His reign was actualwas actually more imly more important foportant foportant for the defor the destruction struction he broughthe brought on other  on other states thastates than for the n for the long-term long-term developmendevelopmendevelopmendevelopment of Mesopt of Mesopotamian cuotamian culture.lture.lture.

Although Hammurapi was a unique figure in Babylonian history, his 
importance should not be overestimated. His reign was actually more important 
for the destruction he brought on other states than for the long-term 
development of Mesopotamian culture.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. SassJ. M. Sasson, “King on, “King Hammurabi Hammurabi of Babylonof Babylon,” ,” CANECANE 2:901–15; 2:901–15; C. J. Gad 2:901–15;2:901–15; 2:901–15; C. J. GaddC. J. Gadd, “Hammura, “Hammurabi and thebi and the End of Hi End of His Dynasty,s Dynasty,” ” CAHCAH33 2/1: 176– 2/1: 176–224; M. T.22176–176–224; M176–224; M. T. Roth,. T. Roth,  Law CollecLaw Collections fromtions from Mesopotam Mesopotamia and Asiia and Asia Minor.a Minor. 2nd ed. S 2nd ed. SBLWAW 6 (ABLWSSBLWAW 6 (SBLWAW 6 (Atlanta, 1Atlanta, 1997).997).997).

Bibliography. J. M. Sasson, “King Hammurabi of Babylon,” CANE 
2:901–15; C. J. Gadd, “Hammurabi and the End of His Dynasty,” CAH3 2/1: 
176–224; M. T. Roth, Law Collections from Mesopotamia and Asia Minor. 2nd ed. 
SBLWAW 6 (Atlanta, 1997).
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Piotr Michalowski

HAMONAHHAMONAH (Heb.  (Heb. ha�mo®na®ha�mo®na®)))

HAMONAH (Heb. ha�mo®na® )

Prophetic Prophetic place nameplace name (“Multitu (“Multitude”) givende”) given by Ezekie by Ezekiel as the bl as the burial siteurial site of the fo of the forces of Gorces foforces of forces of Gog that aGog that are to be dre to be defeated byefeated by the faith the faithful army oful army of God (Ezef God (Ezek. 39:16).k. 39:16). The site  Th The site iThe site is placed is placed in the “Valn the “Valley of theley of the Hordes of Hordes of Gog” (Ham Gog” (Hamon-gog) E on-gog) E of the Deaof the Dead Sea, in dDeaDead Sea, Dead Sea, in Transjoin Transjordan. The rdan. The burial of burial of Israel’s eIsrael’s enemies acrnemies across the Jooss the Jordan will rdan will keep the Pkeepkeep the Pkeep the Promised Laromised Land rituallnd ritually pure as y pure as it is restit is restored as hoored as holy unto Goly unto God. The wead. The weapons collepoweaweapons coweapons collected frllected from the falom the fallen dead wlen dead will be so ill be so numerous anumerous as to serves to serve as fuel f as fuel for the firorffor the fifor the fires of Isrres of Israel for seael for seven years.ven years. Instead o Instead of a place f a place name, somename, some English t English translationranslatttranslatiotranslations render ns render the term “the term “nearby” ornearby” or “great ho “great horde.”rde.”rde.”

Prophetic place name (“Multitude”) given by Ezekiel as the burial site of the 
forces of Gog that are to be defeated by the faithful army of God (Ezek. 39:16). 
The site is placed in the “Valley of the Hordes of Gog” (Hamon-gog) E of the 



Dead Sea, in Transjordan. The burial of Israel’s enemies across the Jordan will 
keep the Promised Land ritually pure as it is restored as holy unto God. The 
weapons collected from the fallen dead will be so numerous as to serve as fuel 
for the fires of Israel for seven years. Instead of a place name, some English 
translations render the term “nearby” or “great horde.”

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

HAMON-GOGHAMON-GOG (Heb.  (Heb. ha�mo®n goha�mo®n go®g�®g�)))

HAMON-GOG (Heb. ha�mo®n go®g� )

The name gThe name given in Eziven in Ezek. 39:11,ek. 39:11, 15 to the 15 to the Valley of Valley of the Trave the Travelers wherelers where the slain the slain armies of ar armies of armies of Gog will bGog will be interrede interred at the la at the latter days.tter days. The name  The name of the valof the valley (“Vallley (“Valley of the ey ofey of the Horof the Hordes of Goddes of God”) seems i”) seems intended tontended to recall th recall the “valley e “valley of the sonof the sons of Hinnos of Hinnom” in JerumHinnoHinnom” inHinnom” in Jerusalem Jerusalem where sac where sacrifice wasrifice was offered t offered to Moloch ao Moloch and where Jnd where Jeremiah preremiah JJeremiah pJeremiah predicted tredicted the defeatehe defeated people od people of Jerusalef Jerusalem would onm would one day be be day be buried (Jeruried (Jer. 7:31-34).(Jer(Jer. 7:31(Jer. 7:31-34).-34).-34).

The name given in Ezek. 39:11, 15 to the Valley of the Travelers where the slain 
armies of Gog will be interred at the latter days. The name of the valley (“Valley 
of the Hordes of God”) seems intended to recall the “valley of the sons of 
Hinnom” in Jerusalem where sacrifice was offered to Moloch and where 
Jeremiah predicted the defeated people of Jerusalem would one day be buried 
(Jer. 7:31-34).

Brian P. IBrian P. Irwinrwin

Brian P. Irwin

HAMORHAMOR (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�mo®rh�a�mo®r)))

HAMOR (Heb. h�a�mo®r )

Hivite priHivite prince of Shence of Shechem whosechem whose son, also son, also named She named Shechem, rapechem, raped and thend and then sought to sought  sought to sought to marry Dinamarry Dinah (Gen. 34h (Gen. 34). In retr). In retribution, Jibution, Jacob’s sonacob’s sons Simeon as Simeon and Levi kind Levi killed both lledkikilled botkilled both Shechem h Shechem and Hamor.and Hamor. Hamor is  Hamor is identifiedidentified as progen as progenitor of thitor of the Shechemie Shecheme ShechemiteShechemites (Josh. 2s (Josh. 24:32; Judg4:32; Judg. 9:28), w. 9:28), who sold toho sold to Jacob the Jacob the land upon land upon which he  which he erected anererected anerected an altar (Ge altar (Gen. 33:18-1n. 33:18-19) and whe9) and where later Jre later Joseph was oseph was buried (Joburied (Josh. 24:32)sh. 24:32)..

Hivite prince of Shechem whose son, also named Shechem, raped and then 
sought to marry Dinah (Gen. 34). In retribution, Jacob’s sons Simeon and Levi 
killed both Shechem and Hamor. Hamor is identified as progenitor of the 
Shechemites (Josh. 24:32; Judg. 9:28), who sold to Jacob the land upon which he 
erected an altar (Gen. 33:18-19) and where later Joseph was buried (Josh. 24:32).

HAMRANHAMRAN (Heb.  (Heb. h�amraœnh�amraœn) (also HE) (also HEMDAN)MDAN)MDAN)

HAMRAN (Heb. h�amraœn ) (also HEMDAN)

The eldestThe eldest son of Di son of Dishon (1 Chshon (1 Chr. 1:41). r. 1:41). At Gen. 36At Gen. 36:26 he is :26 he is called Hemcalled Hemdan.dan.

The eldest son of Dishon (1 Chr. 1:41). At Gen. 36:26 he is called Hemdan.

HAMULHAMUL (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœmu®lh�aœmu®l)))

HAMUL (Heb. h�aœmu®l )

A son of PA son of Perez and gerez and grandson ofrandson of Judah and Judah and Tamar (Ge Tamar (Gen. 46:12; n. 46:12; 1 Chr. 2:51 Chr. 2:5); ancesto); ancesto); ancestor oancestor of the Hamuf the Hamulite clan lite clan (Num. 26:2(Num. 26:21).1).

A son of Perez and grandson of Judah and Tamar (Gen. 46:12; 1 Chr. 2:5); 
ancestor of the Hamulite clan (Num. 26:21).

HAMUTALHAMUTAL (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�mu®t�ah�a�mu®t�all)))

HAMUTAL (Heb. h�a�mu®t�al )

The wife oThe wife of King Josf King Josiah of Judiah of Judah, daughtah, daughter of Jereer of Jeremiah of Limiah of Libnah, and bnah, and the motherthe mother of kings  o of kings Jof kings Jehoahaz anehoahaz and Zedekiahd Zedekiah (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 23:31; 24:13:31; 24:18; Jer. 528; Jer. 52:1; :1; K K h�a�miît�ah�a�miît�al).l). Some thin h�a�miît�al).h�a�miît�ah�a�miît�al). Some tl). Some think that hink that the lionesthe lioness of Ezek.s of Ezek. 19:2 is a 19:2 is a reference reference to Queen  to Queen to Queen HamuQueen Hamutal.tal.

The wife of King Josiah of Judah, daughter of Jeremiah of Libnah, and the mother 
of kings Jehoahaz and Zedekiah (2 Kgs. 23:31; 24:18; Jer. 52:1; K 
h�a�miît�al).  Some think that the lioness of Ezek. 19:2 is a reference to 
Queen Hamutal.

HANAMELHANAMEL (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�nam}eäh�a�nam}eäll)))

HANAMEL (Heb. h�a�nam}eäl )

The son ofThe son of Shallum a Shallum and cousin nd cousin of Jeremiaof Jeremiah, from whh, from whom the impom the imprisoned prrisoned prophet purcophet puophet purchased purchased a field ata field at Anathoth  Anathoth during theduring the Chaldean  Chaldean siege of Jsiege of Jerusalem (erusalem (Jer. 32:7-Jer. 32:7-15).15)32:7-32:7-15).32:7-15).

The son of Shallum and cousin of Jeremiah, from whom the imprisoned prophet 
purchased a field at Anathoth during the Chaldean siege of Jerusalem (Jer. 



32:7-15).

HANANHANAN (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœnaœnh�aœnaœn)))

HANAN (Heb. h�aœnaœn )

�1.1. A Benjami A Benjaminite; the nite; the son of Shason of Shashak (1 Chshak (1 Chr. 8:23).r. 8:23).r. 8:23).

1. A Benjaminite; the son of Shashak (1 Chr. 8:23).

�2.2. A Benjami A Benjaminite; the nite; the son of Azeson of Azel and descl and descendant of endant of Saul (1 ChSaul (1 Chr. 8:38; 9r. 8:38; 9:44).:44).:44).

2. A Benjaminite; the son of Azel and descendant of Saul (1 Chr. 8:38; 9:44).

�3.3. The son o The son of Maacah; f Maacah; one of Davone of David’s warriid’s warriors (1 Chrors (1 Chr. 11:43).. 11:43).. 11:43).

3. The son of Maacah; one of David’s warriors (1 Chr. 11:43).

�4.4. The head  The head of a familof a family of temply of temple servantse servants who retur who returned to Jerned to Jerusalem folusalem following thelowinfolfollowing following the Exile the Exile (Ezra 2:46(Ezra 2:46; Neh. 7:4; Neh. 7:49).9).9).

4. The head of a family of temple servants who returned to Jerusalem 
following the Exile (Ezra 2:46; Neh. 7:49).

�5.5. A Levite  A Levite who helpedwho helped interpret interpret the law d the law during Ezrauring Ezra’s reform ’s reform (Neh. 8:7)(Neh. 8:7). He was a. He . He was alsHe was also among tho among those Leviteose Levites who signs who signed a documed a document affirment affirming Ezra’sing Ezra’s covenant  covenan covenant (covenant (Neh. 10:10Neh. 10:10[MT 11]).[MT 11]).[MT 11]).

5. A Levite who helped interpret the law during Ezra’s reform (Neh. 8:7). 
He was also among those Levites who signed a document affirming Ezra’s 
covenant (Neh. 10:10[MT 11]).

�6.-7.6.-7. Two men l Two men listed amonisted among the leadg the leaders of theers of the people (N people (Neh. 10:22,eh. 10:22, 26 [23, 2 26 [23, 27]). It is7227]). It i27]). It is uncertais uncertain whether n whether these werethese were separate  separate individualindividuals bearing s bearing the name Hthe name Hanan, or oanHHanan, or Hanan, or one or morone or more reference references to the es to the Levite HanLevite Hanan (an (5 5 above).above).above).

6.-7. Two men listed among the leaders of the people (Neh. 10:22, 26 [23, 
27]). It is uncertain whether these were separate individuals bearing the name 
Hanan, or one or more references to the Levite Hanan (5 above).

�8.8. The son o The son of Zaccur. f Zaccur. He was appHe was appointed by ointed by Nehemiah aNehemiah as an assiss an assistant to thtant to the storehoue se storehousestorehouse treasurer treasurers who dists who distributed thributed the tithes (e tithes (Neh. 13:13Neh. 13:13).).).

8. The son of Zaccur. He was appointed by Nehemiah as an assistant to the 
storehouse treasurers who distributed the tithes (Neh. 13:13).

�9.9. The appar The apparent leaderent leader of a prop of a prophetic guilhetic guild that occd that occupied a chupied a chamber in tamber in the Jerusalhe Jehe Jerusalem Jerusalem temple (Jetemple (Jer. 35:4).r. 35:4).r. 35:4).

9. The apparent leader of a prophetic guild that occupied a chamber in the 
Jerusalem temple (Jer. 35:4).

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson

HANANELHANANEL (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�nan}eäh�a�nan}eäll), ), TOWER OFTOWER OFTOWER OF

HANANEL (Heb. h�a�nan}eäl ), TOWER OF

A tower inA tower in the north the northwest cornewest corner of the wr of the wall which all which surroundedsurrounded the templ the temple mount, re mount,e mount, rebmount, rebuilt by Neuilt by Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 3:1; 12h. 3:1; 12:39). Some:39). Some identify  identify it with thit with the fortresse fortress of the te of of the temof the temple (Neh. ple (Neh. 2:8). The 2:8). The tower may tower may have been have been erected inerected in the time  the time of Manasseof Manasseof Manasseh (Manasseh (2 Chr. 33:2 Chr. 33:14), and c14), and came to repame to represent theresent the northernm northernmost point ost point of the walof the waof the wall of Jewall of Jerusalem. Arusalem. As such it s such it came to became to be regarded  regarded as the proas the prominent lanminent landmark in tdmark in the north ohetthe north the north of Jerusalof Jerusalem, used iem, used in describin describing the cirng the circumferencecumference of the ci of the city (Zech. ty (Zech. 14:10). As14:114:10). As14:10). As a promine a prominent boundarnt boundary point thy point the tower ofe tower of Hananel b Hananel became assoecame associated witciated wciated with eschawith eschatological tological hopes for hopes for Jerusalem Jerusalem (Jer. 31:3(Jer. 31:38).8).8).

A tower in the northwest corner of the wall which surrounded the temple 
mount, rebuilt by Nehemiah (Neh. 3:1; 12:39). Some identify it with the fortress 
of the temple (Neh. 2:8). The tower may have been erected in the time of 
Manasseh (2 Chr. 33:14), and came to represent the northernmost point of the 
wall of Jerusalem. As such it came to be regarded as the prominent landmark in 
the north of Jerusalem, used in describing the circumference of the city (Zech. 
14:10). As a prominent boundary point the tower of Hananel became associated 
with eschatological hopes for Jerusalem (Jer. 31:38).

�This was tThis was the site ofhe site of the Macca the Maccabean citadbean citadel (1 Maccel (1 Macc. 13:52), . 13:52), rebuilt byrebuilt by Antiochus Antioch Antiochus Antiochus IV EpiphanIV Epiphanes as the es as the Seleucid ASeleucid Akra (Josepkra (Josephus hus Ant.Ant. 21.362–64 21.362–64, 369, 405, 369, 405–6). John –6)405405–6). Jo405–6). John Hyrcanuhn Hyrcanus erected s erected a fortressa fortress (the Bari (the Baris) here whs) here which was deich was destroyed bystroyed bystroyed by Pompey by Pompey in 63 in 63 B.C.E.B.C.E. ( (Ant.Ant. 18.91). L 18.91). Later Herodater Herod the Great the Great built the built the tower of  tower of Antonia onAntoAntonia onAntonia on this loca this location (tion (Ant.Ant. 18.91;  18.91; BJBJ 1.75, 118 1.75, 118).).).

This was the site of the Maccabean citadel (1 Macc. 13:52), rebuilt by 
Antiochus IV Epiphanes as the Seleucid Akra (Josephus Ant. 21.362–64, 369, 
405–6). John Hyrcanus erected a fortress (the Baris) here which was destroyed 
by Pompey in 63 B.C.E. (Ant. 18.91). Later Herod the Great built the tower of 
Antonia on this location (Ant. 18.91; BJ 1.75, 118).

Mark F. RoMark F. Rookeroker

Mark F. Rooker

HANANIHANANI (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�naœniîh�a�naœniî)))

HANANI (Heb. h�a�naœniî )

�1.1. A seer, t A seer, the father he father of the proof the prophet Jehu phet Jehu (1 Kgs. 16(1 Kgs. 16:1, 7; 2 C:1, 7; 2 Chr. 19:2).hr. 19:2). Hanani re Hanani  Hanani rebHanani rebuked King uked King Asa of JudAsa of Judah and preah and predicted thedicted the demise of demise of his line  his line because Asbecause Asa had sentaAsAsa had seAsa had sent gold annt gold and silver td silver to Ben-hadao Ben-hadad in orderd in order to form a to form a treaty wh treaty which would ich would spare Judasspare Judaspare Judah yet in th yet in turn freed urn freed Ben-hadad Ben-hadad to sack thto sack the towns ofe towns of Israel (2 Israel (2 Chr. 16:1 Chr. 16:1-10).-1016:116:1-10).16:1-10).16:1-10).

1. A seer, the father of the prophet Jehu (1 Kgs. 16:1, 7; 2 Chr. 19:2). 
Hanani rebuked King Asa of Judah and predicted the demise of his line because 
Asa had sent gold and silver to Ben-hadad in order to form a treaty which would 



spare Judah yet in turn freed Ben-hadad to sack the towns of Israel (2 Chr. 
16:1-10).

�2.2. One of th One of the 14 sons e 14 sons of Heman wof Heman who served ho served as prophetas prophets, temple s, temple singers, asingers, and musiciandaand musiciand musicians for Daans for David (1 Chrvid (1 Chr. 25:4-5, . 25:4-5, 25).25).25).

2. One of the 14 sons of Heman who served as prophets, temple singers, 
and musicians for David (1 Chr. 25:4-5, 25).

�3.3. A son of  A son of the priestthe priestly family ly family of Immer fof Immer found guiltound guilty of intery of intermarrying wmarrying with foreigith forith foreign woforeign women (Ezra men (Ezra 10:20).10:20).10:20).

3. A son of the priestly family of Immer found guilty of intermarrying with 
foreign women (Ezra 10:20).

�4.4. Nehemiah’ Nehemiah’s brother s brother who broughwho brought news to t news to him at thehim at the citadel o citadel of Susa of f Susa of the poor cthethe poor cthe poor condition oondition of the remnf the remnant of Jewant of Jews (Neh. 1:s (Neh. 1:2-3). Hana2-3). Hanani’s reporni’s report of theirt of their disgracef di disgracefudisgraceful conditiol condition promptedn prompted Nehemiah’ Nehemiah’s work to s work to rebuild threbuild the city ande city and restore t restore the wall. Ahtthe wall. the wall. After the After the city’s rescity’s restoration, toration, Hanani wasHanani was put in ch put in charge of tharge of the administe administration of ratioadministadministraadministration of thtion of the city (Nee city (Neh. 7:2). Ah. 7:2). Although Halthough Hanani and Hnani and Hananiah inananiah in the same  the same verse may veverse may verse may be two disbe two distinct inditinct individuals, ividuals, it seems mot seems more naturalre natural to take t to take the latter he latter name as apnamname as apname as appositive, positive, “Hanani, n“Hanani, namely, Hanamely, Hananiah the aniah the commander commander of the citof the citadel.”adel.”adel.”

4. Nehemiah’s brother who brought news to him at the citadel of Susa of 
the poor condition of the remnant of Jews (Neh. 1:2-3). Hanani’s report of their 
disgraceful condition prompted Nehemiah’s work to rebuild the city and restore 
the wall. After the city’s restoration, Hanani was put in charge of the 
administration of the city (Neh. 7:2). Although Hanani and Hananiah in the same 
verse may be two distinct individuals, it seems more natural to take the latter 
name as appositive, “Hanani, namely, Hananiah the commander of the citadel.”

�5.5. A priest  A priest and trumpeand trumpeter who toter who took part inok part in the reded the rededication ceication ceremony of remony of the wall othethe wall othe wall of Jerusalef Jerusalem (Neh. 12m (Neh. 12:36).:36).:36).

5. A priest and trumpeter who took part in the rededication ceremony of 
the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. 12:36).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. G. TulaC. G. Tuland, “Hanannd, “Hanani-Hananiahi-Hananiah,” ,” JBLJBL 77 (1958) 77 (1958): 157–61.: 157–61.: 157–61.

Bibliography. C. G. Tuland, “Hanani-Hananiah,” JBL 77 (1958): 157–61.
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HANANIAHHANANIAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�nanyaœh�a�nanyaœhu®, h�a�nhu®, h�a�nanya®anya®)))

HANANIAH (Heb. h�a�nanyaœhu®, h�a�nanya® )

�1.1. One of th One of the four chie four children of Zldren of Zerubbabel,erubbabel, son of Pe son of Pedaiah (1 Cdaiah (1 Chr. 3:19, hr. 3:19, 21), a des21), a21), a descendaa descendant of Solont of Solomon.mon.mon.

1. One of the four children of Zerubbabel, son of Pedaiah (1 Chr. 3:19, 21), 
a descendant of Solomon.

�2. 2. A postexilA postexilic individic individual associual associated with ated with the tribe the tribe of Benjamiof Benjamin (1 Chr. n (1 Chr. 8:24).8:24).8:24).

2. A postexilic individual associated with the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:24).

�3.3. One of th One of the childrene children of Heman; of Heman; director  director of the 16tof the 16th divisionh division of David’ of David’s musicians muss musicians musicians (1 Chr. 25(1 Chr. 25:4, 23).:4, 23).:4, 23).

3. One of the children of Heman; director of the 16th division of David’s 
musicians (1 Chr. 25:4, 23).

�4.4. One of Ki One of King Uzziah’ng Uzziah’s commandes commanders (2 Chr.rs (2 Chr. 26:11). 26:11). 26:11).

4. One of King Uzziah’s commanders (2 Chr. 26:11).

�5.5. An Israel An Israelite of theite of the family of family of Bebai who Bebai who had to se had to send away hind away his foreign s foreign wife (Ezrawife (Ewife (Ezra 10:2(Ezra 10:28).8).8).

5. An Israelite of the family of Bebai who had to send away his foreign wife 
(Ezra 10:28).

�6.6. A son of  A son of Shelemiah Shelemiah who helpedwho helped repair th repair the walls ofe walls of Jerusalem Jerusalem during th during the time of e time time of Netime of Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 3:30).h. 3:30).h. 3:30).

6. A son of Shelemiah who helped repair the walls of Jerusalem during the 
time of Nehemiah (Neh. 3:30).

�7. One ent7. One entrusted by rusted by Nehemiah wNehemiah with the goith the governance overnance of the citaf the citadel/palacedel/palace because “ beca because “hbecause “he was a fae was a faithful manithful man and feare and feared God mored God more than many than many” (Neh. 7:” (Neh. 7:2).2).2).

7. One entrusted by Nehemiah with the governance of the citadel/palace 
because “he was a faithful man and feared God more than many” (Neh. 7:2).

�8.8. An Israel An Israelite leaderite leader who, on b who, on behalf of hehalf of his family,is family, set his s set his seal to theeal to the renewed c renewed  renewed corenewed covenant undvenant under Nehemiaer Nehemiah (Neh. 10h (Neh. 10:23).:23).:23).

8. An Israelite leader who, on behalf of his family, set his seal to the 
renewed covenant under Nehemiah (Neh. 10:23).

�9.9. A priest  A priest and head oand head of the housf the house of Jereme of Jeremiah duringiah during the time  the time of the higof the high priest Jh prieh priest Joipriest Joiakim who rakim who returned freturned from Babylonom Babylon with Zeru with Zerubbabel andbbabel and participa participated in theted in theted in the rededithe rededication of cation of the walls the walls (Neh. 12:1(Neh. 12:12).2).2).

9. A priest and head of the house of Jeremiah during the time of the high 
priest Joiakim who returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel and participated in 
the rededication of the walls (Neh. 12:12).

�10.10. The son o The son of Azzur whf Azzur who prophesio prophesied that Jued that Judah would dah would be liberatbe liberated from Baed from Baed from BabylonianBabylonian oppressio oppression and thatn and that the templ the temple vessels,e vessels, which had which had been take been taken by the Bn by the Babylonian aBBabylonianBabylonian army in 5 army in 598, would 98, would be returnebe returned to Jerusd to Jerusalem withialem within two yearn two years of his os of his oracle (Jerrooracle (Jeoracle (Jer. 28). Thr. 28). This accountis account describes describes a prophet a prophetic conflicic conflict in whicht in which two oppos two opposing messaging opposopposing mopposing messages clessages claim to enjaim to enjoy divine oy divine authority.authority. During th During the interim e interim between thbetween the first deeththe first the first deportatiodeportation (598) ann (598) and the destd the destruction ofruction of Jerusalem Jerusalem in 588/58 in 588/587, Jeremia7, Jeremiah declaredh dh declared tdeclared that Judah hat Judah should notshould not join an a join an anti-Babylonti-Babylonian coalinian coalition of ottion of other Syro-Pher Syro-PalestinianalesSyro-PSyro-PalesSyro-Palestinian statinian states (cf. Jtes (cf. Jer. 27) buer. 27) but instead t instead accept Babaccept Babylonian heylonian hegemony as gemony as a theo-pola thea theo-polittheo-political givenical given. In contr. In contrast, Hananast, Hananiah insistiah insisted that Baed that Babylonian rbylonian rule would ule would be short-lbe shbe short-liveshort-lived, thus ind, thus inciting rebciting rebellion agaellion against Judahinst Judah’s suzerai’s suzerain.n.n.

10. The son of Azzur who prophesied that Judah would be liberated from 
Babylonian oppression and that the temple vessels, which had been taken by the 
Babylonian army in 598, would be returned to Jerusalem within two years of his 
oracle (Jer. 28). This account describes a prophetic conflict in which two 



opposing messages claim to enjoy divine authority. During the interim between 
the first deportation (598) and the destruction of Jerusalem in 588/587, Jeremiah 
declared that Judah should not join an anti-Babylonian coalition of other 
Syro-Palestinian states (cf. Jer. 27) but instead accept Babylonian hegemony as a 
theo-political given. In contrast, Hananiah insisted that Babylonian rule would be 
short-lived, thus inciting rebellion against Judah’s suzerain.

�Although HAlthough Hananiah opananiah opposes Jereposes Jeremiah, the miah, the Hebrew texHebrew text never ret never refers to hifers to him as a “fam asm as a “falsas a “false prophet.e prophet.” He is ad” He is addressed asdressed as one whose one whose official  official role is asrole is assumed and sumed and whose charwhowhose charwhose character is nacter is not impugneot impugned. In factd. In fact, Hananiah, Hananiah exemplifi exemplifies most, ies most, if not all,f not all, of the co of t of the conventhe conventional feational features of Htures of Hebrew propebrew prophets: he uhets: he uses the cuses the customary spstomary speech formseech formeech forms and forms and symbolic asymbolic actions; hections; he speaks wi speaks within legitthin legitimate reliimate religious tradgious traditions of itions of the communthe cthe community community and thus dand thus does not reoes not represent fopresent foreign deitreign deities or unaies or unacceptable cceptable symbol syssymbol syssymbol systems; asystems; and he enjond he enjoys the resys the respect of thpect of the communite community, perhapsy, perhaps even more even more so than J so than  so than Jeremthan Jeremiah. One miah. One may infer fay infer from the terom the text, therefxt, therefore, that ore, that Hananiah’sHananiah’s falsehood falsehood lies not  l lies not ilies not in his persn his person but raton but rather in hisher in his message,  message, which not which not only standonly stands in contrs in contradistinctiadistcontrcontradistcontradistinction toinction to prophetic prophetic oracles o oracles of the pastf the past (Jer. 28: (Jer. 28:8), but co8), but contradicts ntradicts the words the wthe words of Jwords of Jeremiah. Teremiah. The ideologhe ideology of Hanany of Hananiah is notiah is not only unti only untimely and omely and out-of-toucut-of-touch with thehout-of-toucout-of-touout-of-touch with thch with the historice historical sensibial sensibilities, bulities, but runs dirt runs directly counectly counter to theter to the entire tr entire entire traentire tradition assdition associated wiociated with Jeremiath Jeremiah, that exh, that exile and suile and suffering muffering must be accest be accepted and eptedacceaccepted aaccepted and embracend embraced as the dd as the dangerous yangerous yet necessaet necessary work ofry work of God befor God before hopeful e hopefe hopeful cohopeful constructionnstructions can be as can be articulatedrticulated. Hananiah. Hananiah thus does thus does not disce not discern that marn that many well-esnmamany well-many well-establisheestablished preexilid preexilic social ac social and symbolind symbolic structurc structures (includes (including the roing the royal-templeyal-troroyal-temproyal-temple ideologle ideology) are no y) are no longer parlonger part of God’st of God’s program f program for an alteor an alternative cornative community ofmcocommunity community of the Exiof the Exile. As a rle. As a result, he esult, he is both “fis both “false” in calse” in content andontent and a “danger a “dangerous” voiceous”“danger“dangerous“dangerous” voice fr” voice from the pasom the past that jeot that jeopardizes tpardizes the powerfuhe powerful new visil new vision of realon of reality articuityrealreality arreality articulated ticulated by Jeremiaby Jeremiah.h.h.

Although Hananiah opposes Jeremiah, the Hebrew text never refers to him 
as a “false prophet.” He is addressed as one whose official role is assumed and 
whose character is not impugned. In fact, Hananiah exemplifies most, if not all, of 
the conventional features of Hebrew prophets: he uses the customary speech 
forms and symbolic actions; he speaks within legitimate religious traditions of the 
community and thus does not represent foreign deities or unacceptable symbol 
systems; and he enjoys the respect of the community, perhaps even more so 
than Jeremiah. One may infer from the text, therefore, that Hananiah’s falsehood 
lies not in his person but rather in his message, which not only stands in 
contradistinction to prophetic oracles of the past (Jer. 28:8), but contradicts the 
words of Jeremiah. The ideology of Hananiah is not only untimely and 
out-of-touch with the historical sensibilities, but runs directly counter to the 
entire tradition associated with Jeremiah, that exile and suffering must be 
accepted and embraced as the dangerous yet necessary work of God before 
hopeful constructions can be articulated. Hananiah thus does not discern that 
many well-established preexilic social and symbolic structures (including the 
royal-temple ideology) are no longer part of God’s program for an alternative 
community of the Exile. As a result, he is both “false” in content and a 
“dangerous” voice from the past that jeopardizes the powerful new vision of 
reality articulated by Jeremiah.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. Mottu, H. Mottu, “Jeremiah “Jeremiah vs. Hananivs. Hananiah: Ideoloah: Ideology and Trugy and Truth in Old th in Old th in Old TestamOld Testament Propheent Prophecy,” in cy,” in The Bible The Bible and Liberaand Liberation,tion, ed. N. K. ed. N. K. Gottwald  Gottwald (Maryknoll(Marykno(Maryknoll(Maryknoll, 1983), 2, 1983), 235–51; T. 35–51; T. W. OverholW. Overholt, “Jeremit, “Jeremiah 27—29: ah 27—29: The QuestiThe Question of Falson of Faon of False PropFalse Prophecy,” hecy,” JAARJAAR 35 (1967) 35 (1967): 241–49; : 241–49; The ThreatThe Threat of Falseh of Falsehood: A Stuood: A Study in the dy in the Theology oTheTheology oTheology of the Bookf the Book of Jeremi of Jeremiah.ah. SBT, ser. SBT, ser. 2, 16 (Na 2, 16 (Naperville, perville, 1970).1970).1970).

Bibliography. H. Mottu, “Jeremiah vs. Hananiah: Ideology and Truth in 
Old Testament Prophecy,” in The Bible and Liberation, ed. N. K. Gottwald 
(Maryknoll, 1983), 235–51; T. W. Overholt, “Jeremiah 27—29: The Question of 
False Prophecy,” JAAR 35 (1967): 241–49; The Threat of Falsehood: A Study in the 
Theology of the Book of Jeremiah. SBT, ser. 2, 16 (Naperville, 1970).

�11.11. The fathe The father of one or of one of the highf the high ranking o ranking officials officials of King Jehf King Jehoiakim whooiakim who was “alar was  was “alarmwas “alarmed” (Jer. ed” (Jer. 36:16) by 36:16) by the contenthe contents of the ts of the scroll reascroll read by Barucd by Baruch.h.h.

11. The father of one of the high ranking officials of King Jehoiakim who 
was “alarmed” (Jer. 36:16) by the contents of the scroll read by Baruch.

�12.12. The fathe The father of Cheler of Chelemiah and gmiah and grandfatherrandfather of Irijah of Irijah, the sent, the sentinel who ainel who arrested Jerrestaarrested Jarrested Jeremiah aneremiah and accused d accused him of deshim of deserting to erting to the Babylothe Babylonians (Jernians (Jer. 37:13).. 37:13).. 37:13).

12. The father of Chelemiah and grandfather of Irijah, the sentinel who 
arrested Jeremiah and accused him of deserting to the Babylonians (Jer. 37:13).

�13.13. One of Da One of Daniel’s fainiel’s faithful compthful companions whoanions whose name wase name was changed s changed to Shadracto Shadracto Shadrach (Shadrach (Dan. 1:6-7Dan. 1:6-7).).).

13. One of Daniel’s faithful companions whose name was changed to 
Shadrach (Dan. 1:6-7).
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HAND



In additioIn addition to the ln to the literal boditeral body part (Gey part (Gen. 8:9; Man. 8:9; Matt. 8:3), tt. 8:3), a referenca reference, by metoe, by metonymy, to tnymymetometonymy, metonymy, to the whoto the whole person le person (Ps. 24:4)(Ps. 24:4). The righ. The right hand wast hand was given to  given to seal a conseal a contract or rtconcontract ocontract or receive r receive a person ia person into fellownto fellowship (Gal.ship (Gal. 2:9), and 2:9), and to be at  to be at the right the right hand was chand whand was considwas considered a posered a position of hition of honor (Mattonor (Matt. 25:33; H. 25:33; Heb. 12:2).eb. 12:2).

In addition to the literal body part (Gen. 8:9; Matt. 8:3), a reference, by 
metonymy, to the whole person (Ps. 24:4). The right hand was given to seal a 
contract or receive a person into fellowship (Gal. 2:9), and to be at the right hand 
was considered a position of honor (Matt. 25:33; Heb. 12:2).

�In a symboIn a symbolic way thlic way the hand refe hand refers to resers to responsibilitponsibility (Gen. 4:y (Gen. 4:11; Ps. 7:11; Ps. 7:3[MT 4]) a3[MT 4]) 3[MT 4]) and au4]) and authority. Tthority. The expresshe expression “into ion “into (from) the(from) the hand of”  hand of” may refer may refer to the exeto the exercise of prcexeexercise oexercise of power byf power by God or a  God or a person (Juperson (Judg. 13:1, dg. 13:1, 5; 1 Sam. 5; 1 Sam. 9:16; Acts9:16; Acts 12:11). T 12:11). The hand ofheTThe hand oThe hand of God is ff God is frequently requently used to deused to demonstrate monstrate God’s poweGod’s power in creatr in creation (Ps. 9ion (Ps. 9ion (Ps. 95:5; Isa.95:5; Isa. 64:8), re 64:8), redemption (demption (Exod. 13:9Exod. 13:9, 14, 16; , 14, 16; Ps. 37:24;Ps. 37:24; John 10:2 John 10:29) and jud9) and judgment (Deugmenjudjudgment (judgment (Deut. 2:15Deut. 2:15; Acts 13:; Acts 13:11). With 11). With his hand Ghis hand God provideod provides blessings blessings (Ezra 7:s (Ezra 7:9; Neh. 2:97:7:9; Neh. 7:9; Neh. 2:18), inc2:18), including divluding divine help (ine help (Ps. 119:17Ps. 119:173), protec3), protection (138:tion (138:7), and pr7), and prophetic ecophetprprophetic prophetic ecstasy (Eecstasy (Ezek. 1:3; zek. 1:3; 40:1).40:1).40:1).

In a symbolic way the hand refers to responsibility (Gen. 4:11; Ps. 7:3[MT 
4]) and authority. The expression “into (from) the hand of” may refer to the 
exercise of power by God or a person (Judg. 13:1, 5; 1 Sam. 9:16; Acts 12:11). 
The hand of God is frequently used to demonstrate God’s power in creation (Ps. 
95:5; Isa. 64:8), redemption (Exod. 13:9, 14, 16; Ps. 37:24; John 10:29) and 
judgment (Deut. 2:15; Acts 13:11). With his hand God provides blessings (Ezra 
7:9; Neh. 2:18), including divine help (Ps. 119:173), protection (138:7), and 
prophetic ecstasy (Ezek. 1:3; 40:1).

�Uplifted hUplifted hands were ands were used in prused in prayer (1 Kgayer (1 Kgs. 8:22, 5s. 8:22, 54; 1 Tim. 4; 1 Tim. 2:8) and s2:8) and signaled viignaled vignaled victory (Evictory (Exod. 17:8-xod. 17:8-13); washi13); washing hands dng hands declared ineclared innocence, enocence, especially specially of blood-gof blood-guilt (Deutuiltblood-gblood-guilblood-guilt (Deut. 2t (Deut. 21:6; Matt.1:6; Matt. 27:24). H 27:24). Hands were ands were clapped inclapped in praise (P praise (Ps. 47:1[2]s. 47:1[2]) and used) an) and used tand used to bless (Go bless (Gen. 48:17;en. 48:17; Luke 24:5 Luke 24:50), heal (0), heal (Matt. 14:3Matt. 14:31), and or1), and ordain (Num.dain (Num. 27:18-23; 2 27:18-23; 27:18-23; Acts 6:6).Acts 6:6). People re People received theceived the Holy Spir Holy Spirit by the it by the laying on laying on of hands (of hands (Acts 8:17;Acts((Acts 8:17(Acts 8:17; 1 Tim. 4; 1 Tim. 4:14). The :14). The hand was ahand was also used ilso used in idiomatin idiomatic phrases c phrases to suggestto suggest imminence im imminence imminence (Matt. 3:2(Matt. 3:2), ownersh), ownership (Rev. 1ip (Rev. 13:16; 14:93:16; 14:9), judgmen), judgment (Isa. 10t (Isa. 10:32), just:32), justice (Exod.ice (ice (Exod. 21:(Exod. 21:24), and m24), and murder (Genurder (Gen. 22:12).. 22:12).. 22:12).

Uplifted hands were used in prayer (1 Kgs. 8:22, 54; 1 Tim. 2:8) and signaled 
victory (Exod. 17:8-13); washing hands declared innocence, especially of 
blood-guilt (Deut. 21:6; Matt. 27:24). Hands were clapped in praise (Ps. 47:1[2]) 
and used to bless (Gen. 48:17; Luke 24:50), heal (Matt. 14:31), and ordain (Num. 
27:18-23; Acts 6:6). People received the Holy Spirit by the laying on of hands 
(Acts 8:17; 1 Tim. 4:14). The hand was also used in idiomatic phrases to suggest 
imminence (Matt. 3:2), ownership (Rev. 13:16; 14:9), judgment (Isa. 10:32), justice 
(Exod. 21:24), and murder (Gen. 22:12).
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HANDBREADTHANDBREADTHHH

HANDBREADTH

A linear mA linear measure coreasure correspondingresponding to the wi to the width of thedth of the hand (Heb hand (Heb. . t�ep�ah�, t�ep�ah�, t�oœp�ah�t�ot�oœp�ah�t�oœp�ah�), ca. one), ca. one sixth of  sixth of a cubit ora cubit or 7.4 cm. ( 7.4 cm. (2.92 in.; 2.92 in.; Exod. 25:2Exod. 25:25; 1 Kgs. 5; 1 Kgs. 7:26; 2 Ch7:27:26; 2 Ch7:26; 2 Chr. 4:5).r. 4:5).

A linear measure corresponding to the width of the hand (Heb. t�ep�ah�, 
t�oœp�ah� ), ca. one sixth of a cubit or 7.4 cm. (2.92 in.; Exod. 25:25; 1 Kgs. 
7:26; 2 Chr. 4:5).

HANDKERCHIHANDKERCHIEFEFEF

HANDKERCHIEF

A cloth usA cloth used for wiped for wiping the haing the hands or facnds or face (Gk. e (Gk. soudaérionsoudaérion,, from Lat. from Lat.  sudarium;sudarium; cf.  c cf. cf. sudor,sudor, “perspira “perspiration”). Intion”). In most Engl most English translish translations theations the term is s term is so renderedo rendered only in A only  only in Aconly in Acts 19:12, ts 19:12, referring referring to Paul’s to Paul’s handkerchihandkerchiefs which efs which had miracuhad miraculous healilous healing effect.ng eng effect. Theffect. These may haese may have been thve been the cloths te cloths tied about ied about his head whis head while tent hile tent making. Thmaking. The varied ue ThThe variedThe varied use of su use of such cloths ch cloths is seen inis seen in other NT  other NT occurrenceoccurrences, where ts, where the Greek whe Greek whe Greek word is trword is translated “anslated “napkin” (Lnapkin” (Luke 19:20)uke 19:20) or “(buri or “(burial) cloth”al) cloth” (John 11: (John 11:44; 20:7).44; 20:7).

A cloth used for wiping the hands or face (Gk. soudaérion, from Lat. sudarium; 
cf. sudor, “perspiration”). In most English translations the term is so rendered 
only in Acts 19:12, referring to Paul’s handkerchiefs which had miraculous healing 
effect. These may have been the cloths tied about his head while tent making. 
The varied use of such cloths is seen in other NT occurrences, where the Greek 
word is translated “napkin” (Luke 19:20) or “(burial) cloth” (John 11:44; 20:7).

Kent L. YiKent L. Yingernger
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HANESHANES (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœneäsh�aœneäs)))

HANES (Heb. h�aœneäs )

A city in A city in Egypt, usuEgypt, usually assocally associated withiated with Heracleop Heracleopolis Magnaolis Magna (Egyp.  (Egyp. H¸wt-nn-nsH¸wt-nn-nsw,wH¸wt-nn-nsH¸wt-nn-nsH¸wt-nn-nsw,w, “Palace o “Palace of the Royaf the Royal Child”),l Child”), modern Ih modern Ihna®siyeh ena®siyeh el-Medina, l-Medina, ca. 80 km.ca. 8ca. 80 km. (5080 km. (50 mi.) S of mi.) S of Memphis o Memphis on the westn the west bank of t bank of the Nile. Hhe Nile. Heracleopoleracleopolis was theis was the capital o thethe capitathe capital of the 2l of the 20th nome a0th nome and an impond an important cityrtant city throughou throughout the Latet the Late Period of Period of Egypt. Is E Egypt. IsaEgypt. Isa. 30:4 cha. 30:4 chastises thestises the king of J king of Judah for sudah for sending envending envoys to Zoaoys to Zoan (Tannis)n (Tannis) and Hanes and and Hanes and Hanes to make anto make an alliance  alliance with Pharawith Pharaoh, who wooh, who would have buld have been one ofeen one of the middl the mid the middle kinmiddle kings of the gs of the 25th Dynas25th Dynasty, eitherty, either Shabaka ( Shabaka (716–702 716–702 B.C.E.B.C.E.) or Shebi) or Shebitku (702–6tku (702tku (702–690).(702–690).

A city in Egypt, usually associated with Heracleopolis Magna (Egyp. 
H¸wt-nn-nsw, “Palace of the Royal Child”), modern Ihna®siyeh el-Medina, ca. 
80 km. (50 mi.) S of Memphis on the west bank of the Nile. Heracleopolis was 



the capital of the 20th nome and an important city throughout the Late Period of 
Egypt. Isa. 30:4 chastises the king of Judah for sending envoys to Zoan (Tannis) 
and Hanes to make an alliance with Pharaoh, who would have been one of the 
middle kings of the 25th Dynasty, either Shabaka (716–702 B.C.E.) or Shebitku 
(702–690).
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HANNAHHANNAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�anna®h�anna®)))

HANNAH (Heb. h�anna® )

Mother of Mother of Samuel (1 Samuel (1 Sam. 1:20)Sam. 1:20) and wife  and wife of Elkanahof Elkanah the Ephra the Ephraimite fromimite from Ramathaim Ramathai Ramathaim Ramathaim (v. 1). Ha(v. 1). Hannah, the nnah, the first of Efirst of Elkanah’s tlkanah’s two wives, wo wives, was barrenwas barren. Although. Although Elkanah f E Elkanah faElkanah favored Hannvored Hannah (he gavah (he gave her a doe her a double portiuble portion each yeon each year at the ar at the Shiloh sacShiloh sacrifice), Prsacsacrifice)sacrifice), Peninnah, Peninnah (his seco (his second wife annd wife and mother od mother of his chilf his children) madedren) made Hannah’s  Hannah’s life miserlifelife miserlife miserable (1 Saable (1 Sam. 1:6-8).m. 1:6-8). One year, One year, Hannah we Hannah went before nt before the Lord athe Lord at Shiloh at Shiloh and vowed tndaand vowed and vowed that if Gothat if God would gid would give her a sve her a son, she woon, she would dedicauld dedicate him as te him as a Nazaritea Nazaritea Nazarite (Nazarite (1:9–11). W1:9–11). While she phile she prayed, therayed, the Shiloh pr Shiloh priest Eli miest Eli mistakenly istakenly thought shthought she was drune we was drunk,was drunk, but she r but she reassured heassured him of her im of her sobriety asobriety and pious ind pious intent (1:1ntent (1:12–18). Upo2–18). Upon the faminUpoUpon the fUpon the family’s reamily’s return to Raturn to Ramathaim, Hmathaim, Hannah becaannah became pregnanme pregnant and boret and bore a son who a son w a son whom she nwhom she named Samueamed Samuel (“I havel (“I have asked him asked him from the  from the Lord,” 1:1Lord,” 1:19–20). Onl9–20). Only after Say after y after Samuafter Samuel’s weaniel’s weaning did Hanng did Hannah finallnah finally return ty return to Shiloh. o Shiloh. Bringing aBringing a sacrifice sacrifice of a thre of a  of a three-yea three-year-old bular-old bull, an ephal, an ephah of flourh of flour, and a sk, and a skin of winein of wine, she pres, she presented Samuented Samuel to the el tel to the Lorto the Lord (1:21–28d (1:21–28) and sang) and sang a song (2 a song (2:1–10). Wh:1–10). While Samuelile Samuel remained  remained with the pwith the pwith the priests atpriests at Shiloh (2 Shiloh (2:11), Hann:11), Hannah returneah returned home andd home and later bor later bore five othe five other childreer children (three sn (n (three son(three sons and two s and two daughters;daughters; v. 21). E v. 21). Each year, ach year, Hannah retHannah returned to Surned to Shiloh and hiloh and brought clbbrought clbrought clothing forothing for Samuel, w Samuel, who remaineho remained ministerd ministering with ting with the priestshe priests (2:19–20) (2:19–20)...

Mother of Samuel (1 Sam. 1:20) and wife of Elkanah the Ephraimite from 
Ramathaim (v. 1). Hannah, the first of Elkanah’s two wives, was barren. Although 
Elkanah favored Hannah (he gave her a double portion each year at the Shiloh 
sacrifice), Peninnah (his second wife and mother of his children) made Hannah’s 
life miserable (1 Sam. 1:6-8). One year, Hannah went before the Lord at Shiloh 
and vowed that if God would give her a son, she would dedicate him as a 
Nazarite (1:9–11). While she prayed, the Shiloh priest Eli mistakenly thought she 
was drunk, but she reassured him of her sobriety and pious intent (1:12–18). 
Upon the family’s return to Ramathaim, Hannah became pregnant and bore a son 
whom she named Samuel (“I have asked him from the Lord,” 1:19–20). Only 
after Samuel’s weaning did Hannah finally return to Shiloh. Bringing a sacrifice of 
a three-year-old bull, an ephah of flour, and a skin of wine, she presented Samuel 
to the Lord (1:21–28) and sang a song (2:1–10). While Samuel remained with the 
priests at Shiloh (2:11), Hannah returned home and later bore five other children 
(three sons and two daughters; v. 21). Each year, Hannah returned to Shiloh and 
brought clothing for Samuel, who remained ministering with the priests (2:19–20).

�Hannah’s sHannah’s story contatory contains severains several common ll common literary thiterary themes: the emes: the barren wifbarren wife (cf. Sare (cf. e (cf. Sarah(cf. Sarah, Gen. 11:, Gen. 11:30; Rebeka30; Rebekah, Gen. 25h, Gen. 25:21; Rache:21; Rachel, Gen. 29l, Gen. 29:31; and M:31; and Manoah’s wianoah’s wife, Judg. fewiwife, Judgwife, Judg. 13:2); t. 13:2); the rivalryhe rivalry between b between barren wivearren wives and fruis and fruitful ones tful ones (e.g., Sar(e.g., Sarah/Hagar, ah/HagSarSarah/HagaSarah/Hagar, Gen. 16r, Gen. 16:4; Rachel:4; Rachel/Leah, 30:/Leah, 30:1–24), and1–24), and the dedic the dedication of fation of formerly baormerly barren womenrrbabarren wombarren women’s unboren’s unborn sons as n sons as Nazarites Nazarites (Manoah’s (Manoah’s wife, Judgwife, Judg. 13). Wha. 13). What distingut distingut distinguisdistinguishes Hannahhes Hannah’s account’s account from othe from others is its rs is its ritual dimritual dimensions. Oensions. Only Hannahnly Hannah confronts c confronts confronts the Lord, the Lord, makes a vomakes a vow, and subw, and subsequently sequently sacrificessacrifices to God at to God at the vow’s the vow’s fulfillme vow’svow’s fulfvow’s fulfillment. Millment. Moreover, Horeover, Hannah’s prannah’s prayer is unayer is unique in thique in the OT; raree OT; rarely are we ly are we told of wototold of wotold of women’s praymen’s prayers, and aers, and at no othert no other time are  time are we given swe given such detailuch detail as to the as to their contentir thetheir conttheir content. Hannaent. Hannah’s song oh’s song of praise (f praise (1 Sam. 2) 1 Sam. 2) is sometimis sometimes thoughtes thought to be sec to be secondary to onsecsecondary secondary to the accto the account of Saount of Samuel’s birmuel’s birth; its inth; its influence onfluence on Mary’s Ma Mary’s Magnificat (gnificat (Luke 1:46-Luk((Luke 1:46(Luke 1:46-55) is wi-55) is widely recogdely recognized.nized.nized.

Hannah’s story contains several common literary themes: the barren wife 
(cf. Sarah, Gen. 11:30; Rebekah, Gen. 25:21; Rachel, Gen. 29:31; and Manoah’s 
wife, Judg. 13:2); the rivalry between barren wives and fruitful ones (e.g., 
Sarah/Hagar, Gen. 16:4; Rachel/Leah, 30:1–24), and the dedication of formerly 
barren women’s unborn sons as Nazarites (Manoah’s wife, Judg. 13). What 
distinguishes Hannah’s account from others is its ritual dimensions. Only Hannah 
confronts the Lord, makes a vow, and subsequently sacrifices to God at the 
vow’s fulfillment. Moreover, Hannah’s prayer is unique in the OT; rarely are we 
told of women’s prayers, and at no other time are we given such detail as to 
their content. Hannah’s song of praise (1 Sam. 2) is sometimes thought to be 
secondary to the account of Samuel’s birth; its influence on Mary’s Magnificat 
(Luke 1:46-55) is widely recognized.

�Recent treRecent treatments ofatments of Hannah’s  Hannah’s story emphstory emphasize her asize her charactericharacterization as zation as “victim an“victim“victim an“victim and redeemerd redeemer” (Lillian” (Lillian Klein) an Klein) and her sacrd her sacrifice as aifice as an example n example of women’sof women’s religion  r religion (religion (Carol MeyeCarol Meyers).rs).rs).

Recent treatments of Hannah’s story emphasize her characterization as 
“victim and redeemer” (Lillian Klein) and her sacrifice as an example of women’s 
religion (Carol Meyers).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. R. KleiL. R. Klein, “Hannahn, “Hannah: Marginal: Marginalized Victiized Victim and Socim and Social Redeemeal Redeemeal Redeemer,”Redeemer,” in  in A FeministA Feminist Companion Companion to Samuel to Samuel and Kings and Kings,, ed. A. Br ed. A. Brenner (Sheenner (Sheffield, 19ffield, (She(Sheffield(Sheffield, 1994), 7, 1994), 77–92; C. M7–92; C. Meyers, “Theyers, “The Hannah Ne Hannah Narrative iarrative in Feministn Feminist Perspecti Perspective,” in vePerspectiPerspectivPerspective,” in e,” in Go to the Go to the Land I WilLand I Will Show Youl Show You,, ed. J. E. ed. J. E. Colesin a Colesin and V. H. Mnd V. H. Matthews (WatthewsMMatthews (Matthews (Winona LakWinona Lake, 1996), e, 1996), 117–26.117–26.117–26.
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Redeemer,” in A Feminist Companion to Samuel and Kings, ed. A. Brenner 
(Sheffield, 1994), 77–92; C. Meyers, “The Hannah Narrative in Feminist 
Perspective,” in Go to the Land I Will Show You, ed. J. E. Colesin and V. H. 
Matthews (Winona Lake, 1996), 117–26.
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HANNATHONHANNATHON (Heb.  (Heb. h�annaœt�oh�annaœt�o®n®n)))

HANNATHON (Heb. h�annaœt�o®n )

A town on A town on the northethe northern tribal rn tribal boundary oboundary of Zebulun f Zebulun (Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:14). It wa14). It was located s located at the junatat the junat the junction of tction of the road lehe road leading fromading from Acco on t Acco on the coast ahe coast and a brancnd a branch road thah road that split oft thathat splitthat split off the V off the Via Maris aia Maris at Megiddo t Megiddo to the souto the south. Modernth. Modern Tel  Tel H¸annaton/H¸annaton/Tell el-BeTelH¸annaton/H¸annaton/H¸annaton/Tell el-BeTell el-Bedeiwiîyehdeiwiîyeh (174243)  (174243) is identifis identified with tied with the ancienthe ancient city. city. city.

A town on the northern tribal boundary of Zebulun (Josh. 19:14). It was located 
at the junction of the road leading from Acco on the coast and a branch road 
that split off the Via Maris at Megiddo to the south. Modern Tel 
H¸annaton/Tell el-Bedeiwiîyeh (174243) is identified with the ancient city.

�Hannathon Hannathon is mentionis mentioned twice aed twice as s HÓinnatunaHÓinnatuna in the 14 in the 14th-centuryth-century  B.C.B.C. Amarna Le Ama Amarna LetAmarna Letters. The ters. The kings of Akings of Acco and Shcco and Shimron ambuimron ambushed a Babshed a Babylonian caylonian caravan bounravan boravan bound for bound for Egypt nearEgypt near Hannathon Hannathon. Lab}ayu,. Lab}ayu, king of S king of Shechem, wahechem, was set frees set free near the  near the city afterccity aftercity after being cap being captured by ftured by forces loyaorces loyal to the El to the Egyptian phgyptian pharaoh. Thearaoh. The annals of annals of Assyrian  Assy Assyrian kAssyrian king Tiglating Tiglath-pileser h-pileser III descriIII describe the capbe the capture of Hature of Hannathon alnnathon along with nong with nearby Kanaearbnnearby Kannearby Kanah and Jotah and Jotbah duringbah during the 733 i the 733 invasion. Dnvasion. During the uring the Herodian pHerodian period the eriod theeriod the settlethe settlement was kment was known as Asnown as Asochis.ochis.ochis.

Hannathon is mentioned twice as HÓinnatuna in the 14th-century B.C. 
Amarna Letters. The kings of Acco and Shimron ambushed a Babylonian caravan 
bound for Egypt near Hannathon. Lab}ayu, king of Shechem, was set free near the 
city after being captured by forces loyal to the Egyptian pharaoh. The annals of 
Assyrian king Tiglath-pileser III describe the capture of Hannathon along with 
nearby Kanah and Jotbah during the 733 invasion. During the Herodian period 
the settlement was known as Asochis.

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

HANNIELHANNIEL (Heb.  (Heb. h�anniî}eäh�anniî}eäll)))

HANNIEL (Heb. h�anniî}eäl )

�1.1. The son o The son of Ephod. Af Ephod. A leader of leader of the tribe the tribe of Manass of Manasseh, he repeh, he represented hresented his tribe iis tris tribe in ttribe in the divisiohe division of the ln of the land of Canand of Canaan (Num. aan (Num. 34:23).34:23).34:23).

1. The son of Ephod. A leader of the tribe of Manasseh, he represented his 
tribe in the division of the land of Canaan (Num. 34:23).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Ulla; the Ulla; the head of anhead of an Asherite  Asherite clan (1 Chclan (1 Chr. 7:39).r. 7:39).

2. A son of Ulla; the head of an Asherite clan (1 Chr. 7:39).

HANOCHHANOCH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�no®k�h�a�no®k�)))

HANOCH (Heb. h�a�no®k� )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Midian andMidian and grandson  grandson of Abrahamof Abraham and Ketur and Keturah (Gen. 2ah (Gen. 25:4; 1 Chr5:4; 1 Chr. 1:33).. ChrChr. 1:33)Chr. 1:33)...

1. A son of Midian and grandson of Abraham and Keturah (Gen. 25:4; 1 
Chr. 1:33).

�2.2. The oldes The oldest son of Rt son of Reuben, Jaceuben, Jacob’s oldesob’s oldest son (Gent son (Gen. 46:9; Ex. 46:9; Exod. 6:14; od. 6:14; 1 Chr. 5:31 Chr1 Chr. 5:3).Chr. 5:3). His desce His descendants becndants became the faame the family of thmily of the Hanochite Hanochites (Num. 2es (Num. 26:5; Heb. 6:5; Heb. hah�a�noœkhhah�a�noœkhah�a�noœk�iî�iî).).

2. The oldest son of Reuben, Jacob’s oldest son (Gen. 46:9; Exod. 6:14; 1 
Chr. 5:3). His descendants became the family of the Hanochites (Num. 26:5; Heb. 
hah�a�noœk�iî ).

HANUKKAHHANUKKAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�nukka®h�a�nukka®)))

HANUKKAH (Heb. h�a�nukka® )

�SeeSee  DEDICATIONDEDICATION, FEAST OF, FEAST OF..

See DEDICATION, FEAST OF.

HANUNHANUN (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœnu®nh�aœnu®n)))

HANUN (Heb. h�aœnu®n )

�1.1. The son o The son of Nahash af Nahash and his sucnd his successor as cessor as Ammonite kAmmonite king. Daviding. David sent envo sent envoys to Hanuysenvoenvoys to envoys to Hanun withHanun with condolenc condolences on the es on the death of Ndeath of Nahash, butahash, but the leade the leaders of the rs of thers of the Ammonithe Ammonites were stes were suspicious uspicious and arouseand aroused Nahash ad Nahash against Davgainst David; Nahashid; Nahash seized th seized seized theseized the messenger messengers and humis and humilated themlated them, shaving , shaving off half toff half their beardheir beards and cutts and cutting off oningcuttcutting ofcutting off one sidef one side of their  of their garments. garments. In the warIn the war that ensu that ensued, Hanun ed, Hanun was defeatwas defeated and hiseddefeatdefeated adefeated and his peond his people forcedple forced into slav into slavery (2 Samery (2 Sam. 10:1-11:. 10:1-11:1; 12:26-31; 12:26-31; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 19:1-20:3)19:119:1-20:3)19:1-20:3)...

1. The son of Nahash and his successor as Ammonite king. David sent 
envoys to Hanun with condolences on the death of Nahash, but the leaders of 
the Ammonites were suspicious and aroused Nahash against David; Nahash 



seized the messengers and humilated them, shaving off half their beards and 
cutting off one side of their garments. In the war that ensued, Hanun was 
defeated and his people forced into slavery (2 Sam. 10:1-11:1; 12:26-31; 1 Chr. 
19:1-20:3).

�2.2. An Israel An Israelite who aiite who aided in theded in the restorati restoration of the on of the walls of Jwalls of Jerusalem aerusalem at the timet the timt the time of Netime of Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 3:13).h. 3:13).h. 3:13).

2. An Israelite who aided in the restoration of the walls of Jerusalem at the 
time of Nehemiah (Neh. 3:13).

�3.3. The sixth The sixth son of Za son of Zalaph who alaph who aided in thided in the restorate restoration of Jerion of Jerusalem’s wusalem’s walls (Neh.alls (alls (Neh. 3:30(Neh. 3:30); possibl); possibly the samey the same as  as 2 2 above.above.

3. The sixth son of Zalaph who aided in the restoration of Jerusalem’s walls 
(Neh. 3:30); possibly the same as 2 above.

HAPAX LEGOHAPAX LEGOMENONMENONMENON

HAPAX LEGOMENON

A term thaA term that is foundt is found only one  only one time in a time in a certain bocertain body of litedy of literature (e.rature (e.g., a Hebrg., a Hebrew term foew tew term foundterm found only once only once in the OT in the OT; Gk. ; Gk. haépax leghaépax legoœmenon.oœmenon. “once rea “once read”).d”).

A term that is found only one time in a certain body of literature (e.g., a Hebrew 
term found only once in the OT; Gk. haépax legoœmenon. “once read”).

HAPHARAIMHAPHARAIM (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�p�aœrah�a�p�aœrayimyim)))

HAPHARAIM (Heb. h�a�p�aœrayim )

A city in A city in the territthe territory allottory allotted to the ed to the tribe of Itribe of Issachar (Jssachar (Josh. 19:19osh. 19:19). Some sc). Some scholars havholars scscholars hscholars have associave associated it wiated it with a site th a site (Egyp. (Egyp. h�prmh�prm) mentione) mentioned in Shishd in Shishak (Sheshoak (Sheshak (Sheshonk)(Sheshonk) I’s list  I’s list of conquerof conquered cities ed cities inscribed inscribed at Karnak at Karnak or with twor with two cities (o cities (33pr wr, pr wpr wr, wr, 33pr sûri) ipr sûri) in a list on a list of Thutmosef Thutmose III. Howe III. However, all over, all of these suf these suggestions ggestions have been have been have been dispubeen disputed. Haphated. Hapharaim is usraim is usually idenually identified wittified with the modeh the modern villagern village et�-T¸aiy et�-T¸aiyibeh (1922ibet�-T¸aiyet�-T¸aiyiet�-T¸aiyibeh (19222beh (192223), SW of 3), SW of the Sea ofthe Sea of Chinneret Chinnereth and NE oh and NE of Jezreel.f Jezreel. Other sug Other su Other suggestionsuggestions have incs have included Khirluded Khirbet el-Farbet el-Farriyeh (160riyeh (160226) and A226) and Afula (1772fula (177223).23).23).

A city in the territory allotted to the tribe of Issachar (Josh. 19:19). Some 
scholars have associated it with a site (Egyp. h�prm ) mentioned in Shishak 
(Sheshonk) I’s list of conquered cities inscribed at Karnak or with two cities (3pr 
wr, 3pr sûri) in a list of Thutmose III. However, all of these suggestions have 
been disputed. Hapharaim is usually identified with the modern village 
et�-T¸aiyibeh (192223), SW of the Sea of Chinnereth and NE of Jezreel. Other 
suggestions have included Khirbet el-Farriyeh (160226) and Afula (177223).

Eric F. MaEric F. Masonson

Eric F. Mason

HAPIRU, APHAPIRU, APIRUIRUIRU

HAPIRU, APIRU

People desPeople designated ignated ha-pií-ru,ha-pií-ru, the sylla the syllabic cuneifbic cuneiform spelliorm spelling of ng of {apiäru{apiäru (less lik (less likely elyliklikely likely {apiru{apiru), appeari), appearing in textng in texts from thes from the entire 2n entire 2nd millennid millennium um B.C.E.B.C.E. and throu and throughout the ghthrouthroughoutthroughout the Ferti the Fertile Crescenle Crescent. The tert. The term is West m is West Semitic inSemitic in origin. M origin. Most attestost attested names oedattestattested nattested names of ames of {apiäru{apiäru are also  are also West SemitWest Semitic, but maic, but many are Easny are East Semitic,t Semitic, Hurrian,  Hurr Hurrian, oHurrian, or Indo-eurr Indo-european. Theopean. The term is o term is often writtften written in cuneen in cuneiform withiform with the compo the comp the composite composite logogram logogram SA.GAZ,SA.GAZ, which is  which is also used also used for Akk. for Akk. h˙abbaœtu,h˙abbaœtu, “robber,  “robber, pillager, pipillager, pillager, brigand,” brigand,” and probaband probably derivesly derives from Akk. from Akk.  sûaggaœsûusûaggaœsûu,, “killer,  “killer, outlaw.” Noutlaw.”outlaw.” Noutlaw.” Not all ot all {apiäru{apiäru were murd were murderous thieerous thieves, but ives, but in the eyesn the eyes of court  of court scribes thscribesscribes thscribes they bore they bore these associese associations.ations.ations.

People designated ha-pií-ru, the syllabic cuneiform spelling of {apiäru (less 
likely {apiru), appearing in texts from the entire 2nd millennium B.C.E. and 
throughout the Fertile Crescent. The term is West Semitic in origin. Most 
attested names of {apiäru are also West Semitic, but many are East Semitic, 
Hurrian, or Indo-european. The term is often written in cuneiform with the 
composite logogram SA.GAZ, which is also used for Akk. h˙abbaœtu, “robber, 
pillager, brigand,” and probably derives from Akk. sûaggaœsûu, “killer, 
outlaw.” Not all {apiäru were murderous thieves, but in the eyes of court 
scribes they bore these associations.

�The etymolThe etymology of ogy of {apiäru{apiäru is uncert is uncertain. Most ain. Most likely it likely it is an adjeis an adjective relactive related to Hebted toted to Heb. to Heb. {aœp�aœr,{aœp�aœr, “ground,  “ground, earth, direarth, dirt,” followt,” following the foing the form suggestrm suggested by Heb.ed by Heb.  paœliît�ppaœliît�paœliît� and  and síaœriîd�,síaœriîd�, both “fug both “fugitive.” Onitive.” One reasonabe reasonable suggestle suggestion is thaion is that the wordt the wt the word labelword labels the outls the outlaw as “dusaw as “dusty” from tty” from travel, butravel, but this is i this is improbable.mprobable. The parad The paradigm for thigmparadparadigm fparadigm for the or the {apiäru,{apiäru, from the  from the full-fledgfull-fledged bandit ed bandit to the merto the merely displaely displaced, was aced, waced, was apparewas apparently the ontly the outlaw harbutlaw harboring in toring in the highlanhe highland and desed and desert marginsrt margins of societ of society, who, iny,societsociety, wsociety, who, in theho, in the words of  words of Isa. 2:10,Isa. 2:10, 19 ironic 19 ironically addreally addressed to thssed to the ruling ce ruling class, “entlass, “lass, “enters th“enters the fell, hie fell, hides in thedes in the  ground . .ground . . . . enters ca enters caves in theves in the fells and fells and holes in  holes in the the groundgrogroundground ” — exact ” — exactly like a ly like a fox beforefox before hounds dr hounds driven “to eiven “to earth.” Thearth.” The word  word {apiäru{apiäru probably  {apiäru{apiäru pr{apiäru probably repobably represents ouresents outlaws as ttlaws as those who chose who conceal theonceal themselves inmselves in holes or  holes or burrows, tbburrows, tburrows, the ones “ohe ones “of the grouf the ground” (cf. Pnd” (cf. Ps. 72:9).s. 72:9).s. 72:9).

The etymology of {apiäru is uncertain. Most likely it is an adjective related 
to Heb. {aœp�aœr,  “ground, earth, dirt,” following the form suggested by Heb. 
paœliît�  and síaœriîd�,  both “fugitive.” One reasonable suggestion is that the 
word labels the outlaw as “dusty” from travel, but this is improbable. The 
paradigm for the {apiäru, from the full-fledged bandit to the merely displaced, 
was apparently the outlaw harboring in the highland and desert margins of 



society, who, in the words of Isa. 2:10, 19 ironically addressed to the ruling class, 
“enters the fell, hides in the ground . . . enters caves in the fells and holes in the 
ground ” — exactly like a fox before hounds driven “to earth.” The word 
{apiäru probably represents outlaws as those who conceal themselves in holes or 
burrows, the ones “of the ground” (cf. Ps. 72:9).

�Many referMany references to ences to {apiäru{apiäru appear to appear to involve s involve social bandocial bandits or outits or outlaw gangs.law gangs. An  gangs.gangs. An gangs. An {apiäru{apiäru from Alal from Alalakh bore takh bore the epithethe epithet “thief.”  “thief.” The The {apiäru{apiäru warriors  warriors to whom thtoto whom thto whom the 15th-cene 15th-century royaltury royal refugee I refugee Idrimi fleddrimi fled probably  probably representerepresented a banditd a bandit gang. The banditbandit ganbandit gang. The numg. The numerous erous {apiäru{apiäru who figur who figure in the Ae in the Amarna Lettmarna Letters from 1ers from 14th-centur4th-c114th-centu14th-century Syria ary Syria and Palestind Palestine are besne are best understot understood as sociod as social banditsal bandits in the se in the service of vrvicseservice ofservice of various k various kings, evenings, even when mere when merely the objly the object of polect of political namitical name-calling.e-calling. An edict  An e An edict of tedict of the 13th-cehe 13th-century Hittntury Hittite king Hite king Hattusilis attusilis III assureIII assured the kingd the king of Ugarit of Ugarit that if a that if that if anyone if anyone serving inserving in the court the court of that k of that king, or aning, or anyone from yone from another laanother land owing dnd owing debt to by ebddebt to bydebt to by that king that king, should f, should flee to thelee to the territory territory of the  of the {apiäru,{apiäru, presumabl presumably the retry the rey the retreat ofretreat of bandit ga bandit gangs, withings, within Hattusiln Hattusilis’ jurisdis’ jurisdiction, Haiction, Hattusilis wttusilis would underould undertake to extake totake to extradito extradite him to te him to Ugarit (RSUgarit (RS 17.238). 17.238). 17.238).

Many references to {apiäru appear to involve social bandits or outlaw 
gangs. An {apiäru from Alalakh bore the epithet “thief.” The {apiäru warriors 
to whom the 15th-century royal refugee Idrimi fled probably represented a 
bandit gang. The numerous {apiäru who figure in the Amarna Letters from 
14th-century Syria and Palestine are best understood as social bandits in the 
service of various kings, even when merely the object of political name-calling. An 
edict of the 13th-century Hittite king Hattusilis III assured the king of Ugarit that 
if anyone serving in the court of that king, or anyone from another land owing 
debt to by that king, should flee to the territory of the {apiäru, presumably the 
retreat of bandit gangs, within Hattusilis’ jurisdiction, Hattusilis would undertake 
to extradite him to Ugarit (RS 17.238).

�Taken as aTaken as a whole, ho whole, however, it wever, it is not banis not banditry as sditry as such that much that most ost {apiäru{apiäru seem to h seem seem to haseem to have in commve in common. The teon. The term may notrm may not have mean have meant the samet the same thing in  thing in all times all timeall times and times and places, buplaces, but nearly at nearly all ll {apiäru{apiäru mentioned mentioned in texts  in texts are found are found in the serin the service of coviceserservice ofservice of courts, a courts, as mercenars mercenaries, aidesies, aides, servants, servants, clients,, clients, or captiv or captive manual le manual laborers. Iaborerllaborers. laborers. In personaIn personal names, l names, {apiäru{apiäru apparentl apparently means a y means a “client”: “client”: e.g., Apire.g., Apir-ba{l, “Cl-ba{l, “-ba{l, “Client-of“Client-of-Baal,” Ap-Baal,” Apir-el, “Clir-el, “Client of Elient of El.” Further.” Furthermore, more, {apiäru{apiäru appear to appear to be displa be displaced personcdispladisplaced displaced persons, upersons, uprooted frprooted from home anom home and kin, depd kin, dependent on endent on new masternew masters — apart s — aps — apart fromapart from the few i the few instances instances in which thn which they themseley themselves rule. ves rule. Such featuSuch features are cores are consistent wnscoconsistentconsistent with the  with the concept ofconcept of fugitive  fugitive brigandagebrigandage, even if , even if not every not every {apiäru{apiäru so design so de so designateddesignated originate originated or actedd or acted as a band as a bandit. Displait. Displacement coucement could affect ld affect an individan individual of anyual oual of any socof any social class ial class and have mand have many possibany possible causes,le causes, such as w such as war, faminear, famine, debt, si, debt, simple povermplesisimple povsimple poverty, limierty, limited opportted opportunity, polunity, political conitical conflict, or flict, or lengthy milengthy military serlitary service. Somevice. Sovice. Some displSome displaced may haced may have migratave migrated and puted and put themselve themselves up for hs up for hire indiviire individually. Madually. Many banded nMaMany bandeMany banded togetherd together in squads in squads or gangs  or gangs ((s�abu®,s�abu®, “military “military host,” ap host,” appears regupears regupears regularly regularly with with {apiäru,{apiäru, in their  in their roles bothroles both as bandit as bandits and as cs and as court forceourt forces), which s), which pillaged appillaged apillaged and extortend extorted or hiredd or hired themselve themselves to the hs to the highest bidighest bidder. Servider. Service to a coce to a court, whichurtcocourt, whicourt, which could ich could involve elinvolve elite militarte military skills, y skills, might leadmight lead to landho to landholding, as lding, as gang membegang megang members remembers reintegratedintegrated themselve themselves into sets into settled societled society, withouty, without always st always sloughing tloughing their hettheir their {apiäru{apiäru label. In label. In other cas other cases, the es, the {apiäru{apiäru could be  could be rounded uprounded up and sold  and sold or otherwior oor otherwise otherwise dispatcheddispatched as labore as laborers.rs.rs.

Taken as a whole, however, it is not banditry as such that most {apiäru 
seem to have in common. The term may not have meant the same thing in all 
times and places, but nearly all {apiäru mentioned in texts are found in the 
service of courts, as mercenaries, aides, servants, clients, or captive manual 
laborers. In personal names, {apiäru apparently means a “client”: e.g., Apir-ba{l, 
“Client-of-Baal,” Apir-el, “Client of El.” Furthermore, {apiäru appear to be 
displaced persons, uprooted from home and kin, dependent on new masters — 
apart from the few instances in which they themselves rule. Such features are 
consistent with the concept of fugitive brigandage, even if not every {apiäru so 
designated originated or acted as a bandit. Displacement could affect an individual 
of any social class and have many possible causes, such as war, famine, debt, 
simple poverty, limited opportunity, political conflict, or lengthy military service. 
Some displaced may have migrated and put themselves up for hire individually. 
Many banded together in squads or gangs (s�abu®,  “military host,” appears 
regularly with {apiäru, in their roles both as bandits and as court forces), which 
pillaged and extorted or hired themselves to the highest bidder. Service to a 
court, which could involve elite military skills, might lead to landholding, as gang 
members reintegrated themselves into settled society, without always sloughing 
their {apiäru label. In other cases, the {apiäru could be rounded up and sold or 
otherwise dispatched as laborers.

�Since firsSince first recognizt recognized in the ed in the late 19th late 19th century, tcentury, the he {apiäru{apiäru have been have been the subje the sub the subject ofsubject of much deba much debate and diste and disagreement.agreement. In genera In general, attemptl, attempts to see ts to see them as a shem as a social clasossocial clasocial class, an ethss, an ethnic group,nic group, a tribal  a tribal group, dongroup, donkey caravakey caravaneers, pasneers, pastoralists,toralists, or nomads or no or nomads havnomads have failed. e failed. A classic A classic question oquestion of biblicalf biblical scholarsh scholarship is whetip is whether the teher the term “Hebrewrm “rm “Hebrew” (“Hebrew” ({ib�riî{ib�riî) derives ) derives from from {apiäru.{apiäru. For many  For many the questithe question remainson remains unsettled unsettl unsettled,unsettled, but most  but most evidence pevidence points awayoints away from a co from a connection. nnection. Although iAlthough in syllabicn syllabic cuneiform c cuneiform cuneiform the term ithe term is always ws always written witritten with the h the BIBI sign, the sign, the Ugaritic  Ugaritic and Egyptiand Egyptian writingan wran writings wwritings with ith pp appear to appear to reflect t reflect the proper he proper middle conmiddle consonant, ansonant, and the cuned the cuneiform signiform cunecuneiform cuneiform sign is insign is increasinglycreasingly read with read without furtheout further ado as r ado as pií.pií. Interchan Interchange of ge of pp and  and and and bb within We within West Semiticst Semitic is not co is not common and wmmon and within the ithin the same langusame language even lage even less so; itess sess so; it appso; it appears partiears particularly uncularly unlikely in likely in this case this case because thbecause the root e root {br,{br, “pass by, “pass by, pass over pass  pass over,pass over, transgres transgress,” putatis,” putatively behinvely behind both terd both terms, probabms, probably also ocly also occurs in Ugcurs in Ugaritic, whariUgUgaritic, Ugaritic, where in awhere in any case a ny case a shift fromshift from  bb to  to pp is attest is attested only byed only by regressiv regressive assimilae assimilae assimilatiassimilation to an uon to an unvoiced convoiced consonant. Insonant. It has furtt has further been pher been pointed outointed out that the  that the consistentconconsistentconsistent preservat preservation of botion of both internalh internal vowels in vowels in the refle the reflex x ha-pií-ru,ha-pií-ru, if it fol if it follows normalowfolfollows nofollows normal Akkadrmal Akkadian rules,ian rules, implies t implies that one ofhat one of the vowel the vowels must be s must be long; if slong; if so, since no, so, since neitsince neither such lher such long vowel ong vowel could havecould have been shor been shortened or etened or elided, lided, {apiäru{apiäru could not could could not could not possibly lpossibly lie behind ie behind {ibriî.{ibriî.{ibriî.

Since first recognized in the late 19th century, the {apiäru have been the 
subject of much debate and disagreement. In general, attempts to see them as a 
social class, an ethnic group, a tribal group, donkey caravaneers, pastoralists, or 



nomads have failed. A classic question of biblical scholarship is whether the term 
“Hebrew” ({ib�riî ) derives from {apiäru. For many the question remains 
unsettled, but most evidence points away from a connection. Although in syllabic 
cuneiform the term is always written with the BI sign, the Ugaritic and Egyptian 
writings with p appear to reflect the proper middle consonant, and the 
cuneiform sign is increasingly read without further ado as pií. Interchange of p 
and b within West Semitic is not common and within the same language even less 
so; it appears particularly unlikely in this case because the root {br, “pass by, 
pass over, transgress,” putatively behind both terms, probably also occurs in 
Ugaritic, where in any case a shift from b to p is attested only by regressive 
assimilation to an unvoiced consonant. It has further been pointed out that the 
consistent preservation of both internal vowels in the reflex ha-pií-ru, if it 
follows normal Akkadian rules, implies that one of the vowels must be long; if so, 
since neither such long vowel could have been shortened or elided, {apiäru 
could not possibly lie behind {ibriî.

�It occasioIt occasions some suns some surprise, thrprise, therefore, terefore, that “Hebrehat “Hebrew,” which w,” which occurs ratoccurs rather seldomher seher seldom in seldom in the OT, isthe OT, is almost ex almost exclusively clusively used by noused by non-Israelitn-Israelites to refees to refer to Israer to Israelites in slitesIsraeIsraelitesIsraelites in situat in situations whereions where they coul they could be mistad be mistaken for ken for {apiäru{apiäru: as refug: as refugees by Egyees by Egees by Egyptians Egyptians in Genesisin Genesis and Exodu and Exodus, and as s, and as renegades renegades by the Phiby the Philistines ilistines in 1 Samueln 1 Samuel. This see. T. This seemiThis seeming agreemeng agreement is appant is apparently a crently a coincidenceoincidence, in that , in that “Hebrew” d“Hebrew” derives in erives in all likelialall likeliall likelihood from hood from the patronthe patronym ym {Eber,{Eber, whose nam whose name implies e implies a “crossina “crossing” from “bg” from “beyond, ovee“b“beyond, o“beyond, over there.ver there.”””

It occasions some surprise, therefore, that “Hebrew,” which occurs rather 
seldom in the OT, is almost exclusively used by non-Israelites to refer to 
Israelites in situations where they could be mistaken for {apiäru: as refugees by 
Egyptians in Genesis and Exodus, and as renegades by the Philistines in 1 Samuel. 
This seeming agreement is apparently a coincidence, in that “Hebrew” derives in 
all likelihood from the patronym {Eber, whose name implies a “crossing” from 
“beyond, over there.”

�The bearinThe bearing of the g of the {apiäru{apiäru on the hi on the history of estory of early Israearly Israel, albeit l, albeit indirect, indirect, goes well goes goes well goes well beyond an beyond an increasingincreasingly unlikelly unlikely connectiy connection with thon with the name “Hee name “Hebrew.” Thebrew.” Thebrew.” There is nThere is no reason to reason to doubt tho doubt that social at social dislocatiodislocation and bandn and banditry playeitry played a signifd a significant roleicantsignifsignificansignificant role in t role in the emergethe emergence of Isrnce of Israel, even ael, even if politicif politically earlyally early Israel mu Israel must be defist be defst be defined prdefined primarily inimarily in terms of  terms of tribalism.tribalism. Social di Social dislocation slocation and tribaland tribalism are faism are far from mutr fromr from mutuafrom mutually excluslly exclusive, and tive, and the role ofhe role of  {apiäru{apiäru in the Am in the Amarna perioarna period has shedd has shed significa sig significansignificant light ont light on condition conditions attendins attending the emerg the emergence of tgence of tribal Israribal Israel. A furtel. A further importher imher important important comparisoncomparison is with p is with particular articular IsraelitesIsraelites, includin, including Jephthahg Jephthah (Judg. 11 (Judg. 11:3-6) and :3-6)1111:3-6) an11:3-6) and especiald especially David, ly David, whose carewhose career was simer was similar to thilar to that of Idriat of Idrimi and whomi and who can fairl ca can fairlycan fairly, if anach, if anachronisticalronistically, be cally, be called an led an {apiäru{apiäru chief. As chief. As freeboote freebooters, David rs, David and his meandand his meand his men hired thn hired themselves oemselves out as mercut as mercenaries orenaries or subsisted subsisted on plunde on plunder. In thisr. In this regard, t r regard, thregard, the emergence emergence of the ke of the kingdom of ingdom of Judah undeJudah under David har David had much in d much in common witcommoncommon witcommon with that of h that of the kingdothe kingdom of Amurrm of Amurru under Abu under Abdi-ashirtadi-ashirta and of Sh and of Shechem undeechem uechem under Labaunder Labayu in the yu in the Amarna perAmarna period.iod.iod.

The bearing of the {apiäru on the history of early Israel, albeit indirect, 
goes well beyond an increasingly unlikely connection with the name “Hebrew.” 
There is no reason to doubt that social dislocation and banditry played a 
significant role in the emergence of Israel, even if politically early Israel must be 
defined primarily in terms of tribalism. Social dislocation and tribalism are far 
from mutually exclusive, and the role of {apiäru in the Amarna period has shed 
significant light on conditions attending the emergence of tribal Israel. A further 
important comparison is with particular Israelites, including Jephthah (Judg. 
11:3-6) and especially David, whose career was similar to that of Idrimi and who 
can fairly, if anachronistically, be called an {apiäru chief. As freebooters, David 
and his men hired themselves out as mercenaries or subsisted on plunder. In this 
regard, the emergence of the kingdom of Judah under David had much in 
common with that of the kingdom of Amurru under Abdi-ashirta and of Shechem 
under Labayu in the Amarna period.
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HAPPIZZEZHAPPIZZEZ (Heb.  (Heb. happis�s�ehappis�s�eäs�äs�)))

HAPPIZZEZ (Heb. happis�s�eäs� )

The leaderThe leader of the 18 of the 18th divisioth division of priesn of priests during ts during the time othe time of David (1f David (1 Chr. 24:1 Chr. 24:15).5).

The leader of the 18th division of priests during the time of David (1 Chr. 24:15).

HARAHARA (Heb.  (Heb. haœraœ}haœraœ})))

HARA (Heb. haœraœ})

One of theOne of the cities to cities to which Isr which Israelites weaelites were exiled re exiled by Tiglathby Tiglath-pileser I-pileser III (1 Chr.II (1 Chr. 5:26). Th 5:26). 5:26). The5:26). There is somere is some confusion confusion about the about the name of t name of the city. 1he city. 1 Chr. 5:26 Chr. 5:26 appears t appears to be an ino tto be an ito be an incorrect oncorrect or corrupt r corrupt parallel oparallel of 2 Kgs. 1f 2 Kgs. 17:6; 18:117:6; 18:11. Instead . Instead of Hara (“of Hara (“mountain” moun(“(“mountain(“mountain” or “high” or “highland”), 2 land”), 2 Kings readKings reads “the cits “the cities of Medies of Media” in theia” in the MT and “t MT and “the mountaihe“t“the mount“the mountains of Meains of Media” in thdia” in the LXX. It e LXX. It has been shas been suggested tuggested that Hara ihat Hara in 1 Chr. 5n 1 Chr. 5:26 may be:255:26 may b5:26 may be a corrupe a corruption of eition of either ther ha{iîr,ha{iîr, “city,” o “city,” or r har,har, “mountain “mountain.” If Hara.” If Hara refers to refer refers to refers to the mountathe mountains of Medins of Media, this mia, this might placeight place the Israe the Israelite exilelite exiles in the hs in the highlands Eighlandhhighlands highlands E of the TE of the Tigris Riveigris River.r.r.

One of the cities to which Israelites were exiled by Tiglath-pileser III (1 Chr. 
5:26). There is some confusion about the name of the city. 1 Chr. 5:26 appears 
to be an incorrect or corrupt parallel of 2 Kgs. 17:6; 18:11. Instead of Hara 
(“mountain” or “highland”), 2 Kings reads “the cities of Media” in the MT and 
“the mountains of Media” in the LXX. It has been suggested that Hara in 1 Chr. 
5:26 may be a corruption of either ha{iîr, “city,” or har, “mountain.” If Hara 
refers to the mountains of Media, this might place the Israelite exiles in the 
highlands E of the Tigris River.

C. Shaun LC. Shaun Longstreetongstreet

C. Shaun Longstreet

HARADAHHARADAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�raœd�ah�a�raœd�a®®)))

HARADAH (Heb. h�a�raœd�a® )

A place whA place where the Isere the Israelites sraelites stopped durtopped during the wiing the wilderness jlderness journey, beourney, between Mt. tween Mt. Shepher anSShepher anShepher and Makhelotd Makheloth (Num. 33h (Num. 33:24-25). T:24-25). The locatiohe location is not kn is not known.nown.

A place where the Israelites stopped during the wilderness journey, between Mt. 
Shepher and Makheloth (Num. 33:24-25). The location is not known.

HARANHARAN (Heb.  (Heb. haœraœnhaœraœn) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

HARAN (Heb. haœraœn) (PERSON)

�1.1. The son o The son of Terah anf Terah and brother d brother of Abrahamof Abraham and Nahor and Nahor. He fathe. He fathered a son,red a son, Lot, and  L Lot, and tLot, and two daughtewo daughters, Milcahrs, Milcah and Iscah and Iscah (Gen. 11: (Gen. 11:27-29). Ha27-29). Haran died iran died in the Chaln the Chaldean city deChalChaldean cChaldean city of Ur ity of Ur while his while his father wasfather was still ali still alive.ve.ve.

1. The son of Terah and brother of Abraham and Nahor. He fathered a son, 
Lot, and two daughters, Milcah and Iscah (Gen. 11:27-29). Haran died in the 
Chaldean city of Ur while his father was still alive.

�2.2. A descend A descendant of Judant of Judah; the soah; the son of Calebn of Caleb by his co by his concubine Epncubine Ephah (1 Chrhah (1 Chr. 2:46).. 2:4. 2:46).2:46).2:46).

2. A descendant of Judah; the son of Caleb by his concubine Ephah (1 Chr. 
2:46).

�3.3. A son of  A son of Shimei, a Shimei, a GershomiteGershomite Levite wh Levite who was heado was head of the fa of the family of Lamily of Ladan duringdan LaLadan duriLadan during the timng the time of Davide of David (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 23:9).3:9).

3. A son of Shimei, a Gershomite Levite who was head of the family of 
Ladan during the time of David (1 Chr. 23:9).

HARANHARAN (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœraœn;h�aœraœn; Akk.  Akk. h˙arraœnuh˙arraœnu) ) (PLACE) (PLACE) (also HARR(also HARRAN)AN)AN)

HARAN (Heb. h�aœraœn;  Akk. h˙arraœnu) 
(PLACE) (also HARRAN)



A cosmopolA cosmopolitan northitan northern Mesopoern Mesopotamian cittamian city. Excavaty. Excavations at moions at modern dern AltinbasçaAltinbasçakkAltinbasçaAltinbasçaAltinbasçakk, 38 km. (, 38 km. (24 mi.) SE24 mi.) SE of Urfa,  of Urfa, Turkey, reTurkey, reveal that veal that the site wthe site was occupieas occupied no laterdoccupieoccupied noccupied no later tho later than Early Ban Early Bronze Age ronze Age III. A locIII. A location on tation on the major ehe major east-west cast-west caravan rouarccaravan rocaravan route at theute at the top of th top of the Fertile e Fertile Crescent eCrescent explains boxplains both its namth its name and its e and its pivotal stpivopivotal stpivotal strategic, prategic, political, olitical, and economand economic role inic role in the ancie the ancient Near Eant Near East. Predomst. Predominantly ArinanPredomPredominanPredominantly Arameatly Aramean by the bn by the beginning oeginning of the Ironf the Iron Age, the  Age, the Haranian hHaranian hinterland interland hhinterlandhinterland remained  remained so throughso throughout the Neout the Neo-Assyriano-Assyrian and Neo-B and Neo-Babylonian abylonian periods. Fperiodsperiods. Fperiods. Following tollowing the death ohe death of Alexandef Alexander the Grear the Great, the citt, the city became ay became a significa significant bridge nt bnt bridge betbridge between the iween the intellectuantellectual traditiol traditions of ancins of ancient Mesopoent Mesopotamia and tamia and the Hellenthe Hellenistic worlisHellenHellenistiHellenistic world. Ac world. Although Halthough Haran would ran would retain itsretain its mystique  mystique for hermetfor hermetic scholaric scholarship and ishscholarscholarshischolarship and its p and its ancient asancient astral cultstral cults for almos for almost 1000 yeat 1000 years, the ecrs, the economic foronomic fortunes of ttuneforfortunes ofortunes of the cityf the city declined  declined as the caras the caravan routeavan routes shifted s shifted toward Paltoward Palmyra and omyra and other emporthoother empoother emporia, a decria, a decline exaceline exacerbated by rbated by the fact tthe fact that the rehat the region suffegion suffered the fared the fate of a bote ote of a bordeof a border territorr territory activelyy actively disputed  disputed by the Parby the Parthians andthians and succeedin succeeding Persian g Persian rulers, Rorulerulers, Rorulers, Romans, Byzamans, Byzantines, Muntines, Muslims, andslims, and Mongols. Mongols. Mongols.

A cosmopolitan northern Mesopotamian city. Excavations at modern 
Altinbasçak, 38 km. (24 mi.) SE of Urfa, Turkey, reveal that the site was 
occupied no later than Early Bronze Age III. A location on the major east-west 
caravan route at the top of the Fertile Crescent explains both its name and its 
pivotal strategic, political, and economic role in the ancient Near East. 
Predominantly Aramean by the beginning of the Iron Age, the Haranian 
hinterland remained so throughout the Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian 
periods. Following the death of Alexander the Great, the city became a significant 
bridge between the intellectual traditions of ancient Mesopotamia and the 
Hellenistic world. Although Haran would retain its mystique for hermetic 
scholarship and its ancient astral cults for almost 1000 years, the economic 
fortunes of the city declined as the caravan routes shifted toward Palmyra and 
other emporia, a decline exacerbated by the fact that the region suffered the fate 
of a border territory actively disputed by the Parthians and succeeding Persian 
rulers, Romans, Byzantines, Muslims, and Mongols.

�Although tAlthough the cult ofhe cult of the moon- the moon-god god SiînSiîn of Haran  of Haran is first ais first alluded to lluded to in a treatin a treaty from theytreattreaty frotreaty from the timem the time of Zimri- of Zimri-lim of Marlim of Mari, its orii, its origins probagins probably lie inbly lie in the Sumer the Sumerian diaspoian dian diaspora odiaspora of the 3rd f the 3rd millenniummillennium  B.C.E.B.C.E., as the H, as the Haranian paaranian pantheon echntheon echoes that ooes that of the soutf thef the southethe southern Babylonrn Babylonian city oian city of Ur. Presf Ur. Prestige of thtige of the cult peae cult peaked under ked under the vigorothe vigorous sponsorus vigorovigorous svigorous sponsorshipponsorship of the Ne of the Neo-Assyriano-Assyrian emperors  emperors and the enand the enigmatic Naigmatic Nabonidus, tbonidus,NaNabonidus,Nabonidus, the last  the last Neo-BabyloNeo-Babylonian rulernian ruler. The symb. The symbol of the ol of the Haranian mHaranian moon-god cuoon-god mmoon-god cmoon-god cult, a tasult, a tasseled lunaseled lunar crescentr crescent mounted a mounted atop a poletop a pole, comprise, comprises the cents the cents the central vicentral visual elemesual element in eighnt in eight Neo-Assyt Neo-Assyrian royalrian royal stelae an stelae and literalld literally hundredsy hundreds of cylind of c of cylinder acylinder and stamp snd stamp seals recoveals recovered in Weered in Western Asiastern Asia and Cypru and Cyprus. The Roms. The Roman emperoran empean emperors Cemperors Caracalla aaracalla and Julian nd Julian sacrificedsacrificed to the mo to the moon-god of on-god of Haran. SyrHaran. Syriac Christiac Christian authoriaChristChristian Christian authors poauthors polemicized lemicized against thagainst the pagan pre pagan practices ofactices of the Haran the Haranians. The ians. The moon-god amomoon-god amoon-god and other mnd other members of embers of the ancienthe ancient Semitic t Semitic pantheon apantheon apparently pparently continued continuecontinued continued to be worsto be worshipped at hipped at Haran duriHaran during the Islng the Islamic occupamic occupation untiation until the cityl the city was destr w was destrowas destroyed by theyed by the Mongols i Mongols in 1271.n 1271.n 1271.

Although the cult of the moon-god Siîn of Haran is first alluded to in a 
treaty from the time of Zimri-lim of Mari, its origins probably lie in the Sumerian 
diaspora of the 3rd millennium B.C.E., as the Haranian pantheon echoes that of 
the southern Babylonian city of Ur. Prestige of the cult peaked under the 
vigorous sponsorship of the Neo-Assyrian emperors and the enigmatic 
Nabonidus, the last Neo-Babylonian ruler. The symbol of the Haranian 
moon-god cult, a tasseled lunar crescent mounted atop a pole, comprises the 
central visual element in eight Neo-Assyrian royal stelae and literally hundreds of 
cylinder and stamp seals recovered in Western Asia and Cyprus. The Roman 
emperors Caracalla and Julian sacrificed to the moon-god of Haran. Syriac 
Christian authors polemicized against the pagan practices of the Haranians. The 
moon-god and other members of the ancient Semitic pantheon apparently 
continued to be worshipped at Haran during the Islamic occupation until the city 
was destroyed by the Mongols in 1271.

�OT Haran wOT Haran was the firas the first residenst residence of Abrace of Abram after him after his departurs departure with hise with his family fr family family frofamily from Ur of thm Ur of the Chaldeese Chaldees (Gen. 11: (Gen. 11:31), the p31), the place wherelace where his fathe his father Terah dir Terah died (v. 32)eddidied (v. 3died (v. 32), and th2), and the site of e site of Abram’s deAbram’s departure foparture for Canaan wr Canaan with Lot (1ith Lot (12:4–5). Is2:4–5). Isaac’s wifeaac’IsIsaac’s wiIsaac’s wife Rebekahfe Rebekah was obtai was obtained among ned among his kinsmehis kinsmen in Harann in Haran (Gen. 24) (Gen. 24). Out of f. Out of f. Out of fear of refear of retribution tribution from Esau,from Esau, Jacob was Jacob was sent to l sent to live with hive with his uncle Lis uncle Laban in Haaban in Haran (Gen. ran HaHaran (GenHaran (Gen. 27:43; 2. 27:43; 28:10), whe8:10), where he acqure he acquired two wired two wives and cives and considerablonsiderable wealth (e wealth e wealth (chwealth (chs. 29–31).s. 29–31). In 2 Kgs. In 2 Kgs. 19:12 = I 19:12 = Isa. 37:12,sa. 37:12, a passage a passage from the  from the so-called so-called letter of letteletter of letter of SennacheriSennacherib to Hezekb to Hezekiah, the Aiah, the Assyrian kissyrian king boasts ng boasts that his athat his ancestors dncestors destroyed Hestddestroyed destroyed Haran, andHaran, and its gods  its gods were unablwere unable to save e to save it. Deliveit. Delivery of suchry of such a speech  a speech makes bettmamakes bettmakes better sense der sense during the uring the Neo-BabyloNeo-Babylonian siegenian siege of Jerusa of Jerusalem, sincelem, since Haran and Haran and Haran and its teand its temple were mple were destroyed destroyed by a Medo-by a Medo-BabylonianBabylonian coalition coalition in 609, w in 609, whereas thehereas thehereas there is nthere is no substanto substantive evidenive evidence for Neoce for Neo-Assyrian -Assyrian aggressionaggression against t against the city.he city.he city.

OT Haran was the first residence of Abram after his departure with his 
family from Ur of the Chaldees (Gen. 11:31), the place where his father Terah 
died (v. 32), and the site of Abram’s departure for Canaan with Lot (12:4–5). 
Isaac’s wife Rebekah was obtained among his kinsmen in Haran (Gen. 24). Out of 
fear of retribution from Esau, Jacob was sent to live with his uncle Laban in 
Haran (Gen. 27:43; 28:10), where he acquired two wives and considerable 
wealth (chs. 29–31). In 2 Kgs. 19:12 = Isa. 37:12, a passage from the so-called 
letter of Sennacherib to Hezekiah, the Assyrian king boasts that his ancestors 
destroyed Haran, and its gods were unable to save it. Delivery of such a speech 
makes better sense during the Neo-Babylonian siege of Jerusalem, since Haran 
and its temple were destroyed by a Medo-Babylonian coalition in 609, whereas 



there is no substantive evidence for Neo-Assyrian aggression against the city.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. M. GreeT. M. Green, n, The City oThe City of the Moonf the Moon God: Reli God: Religious Tradgious Traditions of itions of Harran.HHarran.Harran. Religions Religions in the Gr in the Graeco-Romanaeco-Roman World 114 World 114 (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1992); S. 1992); S. W. HollowaW. Holloway, “HarranyHollowaHolloway, Holloway, “Harran: C“Harran: Cultic Geogultic Geography in traphy in the Neo-Asshe Neo-Assyrian Empiyrian Empire and Itsre and Its Implicati Implicati ImplicatioImplications for Senns for Sennacherib’snacherib’s ‘Letter t ‘Letter to Hezekiaho Hezekiah’ in 2 Kin’ in 2 Kings,” in gs,” in The PitcheThe Pitcher Is Broker Is Brokr Is Broken,Broken, ed. Hollo ed. Holloway and L.way and L. K. Handy. K. Handy. JSOTSup 1 JSOTSup 190 (Sheffi90 (Sheffield, 1995)eld, 1995), 276–314;, 276–314; J. N. Pos J. N J. N. PostgatN. Postgate, e, “HÓarraœn“HÓarraœn,” ,” ReallexikoReallexikon der Assyn der Assyriologieriologie 4 (Berlin 4 (Berlin, 1972–75), 1972–75): 122b-25a: 122b-25: 122b-25a.122b-25a.122b-25a.
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Holloway, “Harran: Cultic Geography in the Neo-Assyrian Empire and Its 
Implications for Sennacherib’s ‘Letter to Hezekiah’ in 2 Kings,” in The Pitcher Is 
Broken, ed. Holloway and L. K. Handy. JSOTSup 190 (Sheffield, 1995), 276–314; J. 
N. Postgate, “HÓarraœn,” Reallexikon der Assyriologie 4 (Berlin, 1972–75): 
122b-25a.
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HARARITEHARARITE (Heb.  (Heb. haha�raœrihaha�raœriî, haœ}raœî, haœ}raœriîriî)))

HARARITE (Heb. haha�raœriî, haœ}raœriî )

UnidentifiUnidentified designaed designation of a tion of a number of number of David’s heDavid’s heroes: Shamroes: Shammah, the smah, the son of Ageeon of Ageeon of Agee (it mAgee (it may refer pay refer primarily trimarily to the fatho the father, 2 Sam.er, 2 Sam. 23:11), S 23:11), Shamma (difhamma (different speferent spelling alsollingspespelling aspelling also in Heblso in Hebrew) and Srew) and Sharar (v. harar (v. 33), Jonat33), Jonathan the sohan the son of Shagen of Shagee (1 Chr. e (1 Chr. 11:34), an11:311:34), an11:34), and Ahiam thd Ahiam the son of Se son of Sacar (v. 3acar (v. 35). The ep5). The epithet may ithet may be connectbe connected with ed with har,harhar,har, “mountain “mountain,” and thu,” and thus refer tos refer to a village a village, a geogra, a geographical arephical area, or a dya, or a dynasty in anasty in a mountaino m mountainoumountainous area.s area.s area.

Unidentified designation of a number of David’s heroes: Shammah, the son of 
Agee (it may refer primarily to the father, 2 Sam. 23:11), Shamma (different 
spelling also in Hebrew) and Sharar (v. 33), Jonathan the son of Shagee (1 Chr. 
11:34), and Ahiam the son of Sacar (v. 35). The epithet may be connected with 
har, “mountain,” and thus refer to a village, a geographical area, or a dynasty in a 
mountainous area.

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik

Jesper Svartvik

HARBONAHARBONA (Heb.  (Heb. h�areïb�o®h�areïb�o®naœ}, h�arnaœ}, h�areïb�o®na®eïb�o®na®)))

HARBONA (Heb. h�areïb�o®naœ}, h�areïb�o®na® )

Eunuch of Eunuch of the Persiathe Persian king Ahan king Ahasuerus (Essuerus (Esth. 1:10).th. 1:10). He sugges He suggested that Hted that Haman be haaman be haaman be hanged on hanged on the very gthe very gallows he allows he had made fhad made for Mordecaor Mordecai (Esth. 7i (Esth. 7:9).:9).

Eunuch of the Persian king Ahasuerus (Esth. 1:10). He suggested that Haman be 
hanged on the very gallows he had made for Mordecai (Esth. 7:9).

HAREHAREHARE

HARE

A herbivorA herbivorous rodentous rodent of the fa of the family Lepormily Leporidae, a maidae, a mammal closemmal closely relatedly related to the ra to the rabbit. Varibrarabbit. Varabbit. Various specrious species have bies have been attesteen attested in Paleed in Palestine, incstine, including theluding the  Lepus syriLepus syriacus,acus, an animal syriacus,syriacus, syriacus, an animal an animal slightly sslightly smaller thamaller than its Euron its European countpean counterpart erpart (Lepus eur(Lepus europaeus);opaeus)eureuropaeus)europaeus);; it is com it is common in woomon in wooded and cuded and cultivated altivated areas throureas throughout the ghout the northern pnorthernnorthern pnorthern part of Palart of Palestine, paestine, particularlyrticularly in the Es in the Esdraelon Vadraelon Valley. A smlley. A smaller varialler variety, with ety, wety, with a ligwith a light, sand-cht, sand-colored bacolored back, is the k, is the Lepus aegyLepus aegypticus,pticus, found in  found in the Negeb the Negeb and the Joand the and the Jordanthe Jordan Valley. Valley. Valley.

A herbivorous rodent of the family Leporidae, a mammal closely related to the 
rabbit. Various species have been attested in Palestine, including the Lepus 
syriacus, an animal slightly smaller than its European counterpart (Lepus 
europaeus); it is common in wooded and cultivated areas throughout the 
northern part of Palestine, particularly in the Esdraelon Valley. A smaller variety, 
with a light, sand-colored back, is the Lepus aegypticus, found in the Negeb and 
the Jordan Valley.

�Because itBecause it “chews th “chews the cud” bute cud” but “does not “does not have divi have divided hoofs,ded hoofs,” the hare” the hare is classi is clas is classifiedclassified as an unc as an unclean animalean animal (Lev. 11l (Lev. 11:6; Deut. :6; Deut. 14:7). Act14:7). Actually, it ually, it is not a ris not a ruminant buuminant rruminant bruminant but may havut may have appearede appeared as such t as such to ancient o ancient observers observers because ofbecause of its const its constant chewinaconstconstant cconstant chewing movhewing movements.ements.

Because it “chews the cud” but “does not have divided hoofs,” the hare is 
classified as an unclean animal (Lev. 11:6; Deut. 14:7). Actually, it is not a 
ruminant but may have appeared as such to ancient observers because of its 
constant chewing movements.

HAREPHHAREPH (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœreäp�h�aœreäp�)))

HAREPH (Heb. h�aœreäp� )

A son of HA son of Hur and graur and grandson of Cndson of Caleb, of taleb, of the tribe ohe tribe of Judah. Hf Judah. He was the e was the “father” (“father” (founder) ofo((founder) (founder) of Beth-gaof Beth-gader (1 Chrder (1 Chr. 2:51).. 2:51).

A son of Hur and grandson of Caleb, of the tribe of Judah. He was the “father” 
(founder) of Beth-gader (1 Chr. 2:51).



HARHAIAHHARHAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�arha�ya®h�arha�ya®)))

HARHAIAH (Heb. h�arha�ya® )

The fatherThe father of the go of the goldsmith Uzldsmith Uzziel, who ziel, who aided in taided in the restorahe restoration of thtion of the walls ofe walls of Jerusalem Jer Jerusalem Jerusalem under Neheunder Nehemiah (Neh.miah (Neh. 3:8). 3:8).

The father of the goldsmith Uzziel, who aided in the restoration of the walls of 
Jerusalem under Nehemiah (Neh. 3:8).

HARHASHARHAS (Heb.  (Heb. h�arh�ash�arh�as) (also HA) (also HASRAH)SRAH)SRAH)

HARHAS (Heb. h�arh�as ) (also HASRAH)

The grandfThe grandfather of Sather of Shallum, huhallum, husband of tsband of the prophethe prophetess Huldahess Huldah (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 22:14). At 2:14). At 2 Chr. 34:22 Chr. 34:2 Chr. 34:22 he is c22 he is called Hasralled Hasrah (ah (11).).

The grandfather of Shallum, husband of the prophetess Huldah (2 Kgs. 22:14). At 
2 Chr. 34:22 he is called Hasrah (1).

HAR-HERESHAR-HERES (Heb.  (Heb. har-h�ereshar-h�eres)))

HAR-HERES (Heb. har-h�eres )

An area reAn area retained by tained by the Amoritthe Amorites againstes against the tribe the tribe of Dan (J of Dan (Judg. 1:35)udg. 1:35). Mentione. Mentioned with thed MentioneMentioned Mentioned with the vwith the villages Aiillages Aijalon and jalon and Shaalbim, Shaalbim, Har-heres Har-heres has sometihas sometimes been umes been umes been understoodunderstood as a vill as a village, perhaage, perhaps the samps the same place ase place as the Ir-sh the Ir-shemesh in temesh in the territohe territory allottery ary allotted tallotted to Dan (Joso Dan (Josh. 19:41) h. 19:41) or the Betor the Beth-shemesh h-shemesh allotted tallotted to Judah (1o Judah (15:10; 21:15:10; 21:16). Both 6).21:121:16). Bo21:16). Both th h�eresh�eres and  and sûemesûsûemesû can mean  can mean “sun.” How“sun.” However, ever, harhar means “mo means “mountain/hilun“mo“mountain/“mountain/hill” (andhill” (and  h�eresh�eres can also  can also mean “itchmean “itch”; cf. LXX”; cf. LXX “the moun “the mountain of thtain of the myrtle-ge me myrtle-gromyrtle-grove”). Thusve”). Thus some scho some scholars have lars have identifiedidentified Har-heres Har-heres with vari with various sites ous sites in the mouin in the mouin the mountains borntains bordering thedering the valley of valley of Aijalon.  Aijalon. It is not It is not to be assoto be associated witciated with the asceh theh the ascentthe ascent of Heres  of Heres (Judg. 8:1(Judg. 8:13).3).3).

An area retained by the Amorites against the tribe of Dan (Judg. 1:35). 
Mentioned with the villages Aijalon and Shaalbim, Har-heres has sometimes been 
understood as a village, perhaps the same place as the Ir-shemesh in the territory 
allotted to Dan (Josh. 19:41) or the Beth-shemesh allotted to Judah (15:10; 
21:16). Both h�eres  and sûemesû can mean “sun.” However, har means 
“mountain/hill” (and h�eres  can also mean “itch”; cf. LXX “the mountain of the 
myrtle-grove”). Thus some scholars have identified Har-heres with various sites 
in the mountains bordering the valley of Aijalon. It is not to be associated with 
the ascent of Heres (Judg. 8:13).

Eric F. MaEric F. Masonson

Eric F. Mason

HARHURHARHUR (Heb.  (Heb. h�arh�u®rh�arh�u®r)))

HARHUR (Heb. h�arh�u®r )

A temple sA temple servant whoervant whose descendse descendants returants returned from tned from the Exile whe Exile with Zerubbith Zerubbabel (Ezraabel (Ezabel (Ezra 2:51(Ezra 2:51; Neh. 7:5; Neh. 7:53).3).

A temple servant whose descendants returned from the Exile with Zerubbabel 
(Ezra 2:51; Neh. 7:53).

HARIMHARIM (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœrimh�aœrim)))

HARIM (Heb. h�aœrim )

�1.1. The head  The head of a priesof a priestly familytly family in Israel in Israel, third am, third among the 24ong the 24 divisions divisions of priest of pries of priests orpriests organized byganized by David (1  David (1 Chr. 24:8)Chr. 24:8). Descenda. Descendants of thints of this family ws family were among ere among the first ththe first the first returnees returnees from Babylfrom Babylon (Ezra 2on (Ezra 2:39; Neh. :39; Neh. 7:42), and7:42), and five fami five family membersly members were amon w were amongwere among the pries the priests who hadts who had married a married and subseqund subsequently pledently pledged to divged to divorce foreiorce fororce foreign wiforeign wives (Ezra ves (Ezra 10:21). Ad10:21). Adna was thena was the head of t head of this house his house during theduring the postexili postexilic high pric hc high prieshigh priesthood of Jthood of Joiakim (Neoiakim (Neh. 12:15).h. 12:15). Harim is  Harim is listed as listed as one of theone of the priests ( priests (or priestlor pror priestly fpriestly families) wamilies) who signed ho signed the covenathe covenant during nt during Nehemiah’sNehemiah’s administr administration (Nehation (Neh. 10:5[MT .(Neh(Neh. 10:5(Neh. 10:5[MT 6]).[MT 6]).[MT 6]).

1. The head of a priestly family in Israel, third among the 24 divisions of 
priests organized by David (1 Chr. 24:8). Descendants of this family were among 
the first returnees from Babylon (Ezra 2:39; Neh. 7:42), and five family members 
were among the priests who had married and subsequently pledged to divorce 
foreign wives (Ezra 10:21). Adna was the head of this house during the postexilic 
high priesthood of Joiakim (Neh. 12:15). Harim is listed as one of the priests (or 
priestly families) who signed the covenant during Nehemiah’s administration 
(Neh. 10:5[MT 6]).

�2.2. A person  A person and/or plaand/or place that idce that identifies aentifies a lay famil lay family of exiliy of exilic and postc and postexilic Jewexilic Jewexilic Jews, who Jews, who were also were also among the among the first retufirst returnees fromrnees from Babylon ( Babylon (Ezra 2:32;Ezra 2:32; Neh. 7:35 Neh. 7:35 Neh. 7:35). Des7:35). Descendants ocendants of this Harf this Harim are alsim are also listed ao listed among thosemong those who marri who married and pleed and pleed and pledged topledged to divorce f divorce foreign wivoreign wives (Ezra 1es (Ezra 10:31). One0:31). One of this f of this family’s deamily’s descendants,scendants, Malchijah Ma Malchijah,Malchijah, worked on worked on the rebui the rebuilding of tlding of the Jerusalhe Jerusalem wall unem wall under Nehemider Nehemiah (Neh. 3ah (Neh. 3ah (Neh. 3:11). The3:11). The name also name also occurs as occurs as one of th one of the leaders e leaders who signedwho signed the Nehem the Nehemiah covenaiah coveniah covenant (covenant (Neh. 10:27Neh. 10:27[28]), pos[28]), possibly suggsibly suggesting thaesting that a represt a representative oentative of this layf this lay family si fam family sigfamily signed the coned the covenant alovenant along with thng with the priestlye priestly list of s list of signatoriesignatories...

2. A person and/or place that identifies a lay family of exilic and postexilic 
Jews, who were also among the first returnees from Babylon (Ezra 2:32; Neh. 
7:35). Descendants of this Harim are also listed among those who married and 
pledged to divorce foreign wives (Ezra 10:31). One of this family’s descendants, 
Malchijah, worked on the rebuilding of the Jerusalem wall under Nehemiah (Neh. 
3:11). The name also occurs as one of the leaders who signed the Nehemiah 



covenant (Neh. 10:27[28]), possibly suggesting that a representative of this lay 
family signed the covenant along with the priestly list of signatories.

Michael L.Michael L. Ruffin Ruffin

Michael L. Ruffin

HARIPHHARIPH (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœriîp�h�aœriîp�)))

HARIPH (Heb. h�aœriîp� )

An IsraeliAn Israelite whose dte whose descendantsescendants returned  returned from the Efrom the Exile underxile under Zerubbabe Zerubbabel (Neh. 7:l (Neh. 7l (Neh. 7:24). He 7:24). He may be themay be the same as J same as Jorah in thorah in the parallele parallel account ( account (Ezra 2:18)Ezra 2:18). Either h. Either he or a repe ore or a repreor a representative sentative of his famof his family set hiily set his seal to s seal to the renewethe renewed covenantd covenant under Neh under Nehemiah (NehemNehNehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:19Neh. 10:19[MT 20]).[MT 20]).

An Israelite whose descendants returned from the Exile under Zerubbabel (Neh. 
7:24). He may be the same as Jorah in the parallel account (Ezra 2:18). Either he 
or a representative of his family set his seal to the renewed covenant under 
Nehemiah (Neh. 10:19[MT 20]).

HARLOTHARLOTHARLOT

HARLOT

A woman whA woman who engages o engages in sexual in sexual intercoursintercourse for pay e for pay (Heb. (Heb. zo®na®,zo®na®, from a ro from a root meaningotroroot meaniroot meaning “to forng “to fornicate”; Gnicate”; Gk. k. poœrneä,poœrneä, from a ve from a verb meaningrb meaning “to sell” “to sell”). The KJV). The K). The KJV also uKJV also uses “harloses “harlot” for t” for qeïd�eäsûaqeïd�eäsûa®® in Gen. 3 in Gen. 38:21, 22; 8:21, 22; Hos. 4:14.Hos. 4:14. While  While zo®na®zo®zo®na®zo®na® and  and qeïd�eäsûaqeïd�eäsûa®® are somet are sometimes assumimes assumed to be ced to be completely ompletely synonymoussynonymsynonymoussynonymous, it is po, it is possible thassible that the difft the different termerent terms imply dis imply different fufferent functions ornctions or connote d conn connote diconnote different defferent degrees of sgrees of social stanocial standing.ding.ding.

A woman who engages in sexual intercourse for pay (Heb. zo®na®, from a 
root meaning “to fornicate”; Gk. poœrneä, from a verb meaning “to sell”). The 
KJV also uses “harlot” for qeïd�eäsûa®  in Gen. 38:21, 22; Hos. 4:14. While 
zo®na® and qeïd�eäsûa®  are sometimes assumed to be completely 
synonymous, it is possible that the different terms imply different functions or 
connote different degrees of social standing.

�Since the Since the feminine feminine qeïd�eäsûaqeïd�eäsûa®® and its m and its masculine easculine equivalent quivalent qaœd�eäsûqaœd�eäsûqaœd�eäsûqaœd�eäsû come from come from the Hebre the Hebrew root meaw root meaning “holyning “holy” or “set ” or “set apart,” moapart,” modern scholdermomodern schmodern scholars ofteolars often assume tn assume that these hat these words refewords refer to men ar to men and women end women engaged in ngagedeengaged inengaged in Canaanite Canaanite fertility fertility cult prac cult practices (as tices (as opposed toopposed to “common p “common prostitutiorostitution”). Thus,n”prostitutioprostitutiprostitution”). Thuson”). Thus, while th, while the KJV usede KJV used “whore” o “whore” or “harlot”r “harlot” for  for qeïd�eäsûaqeïd�eäsûa®® and “sodo a and “sodomand “sodomite” for ite” for qaœd�eäsû,qaœd�eäsû, recent ve recent versions trarsions translate botnslate both the masch the masculine and uline anuline and feminiand feminine forms ane forms as “temple s “temple prostituteprostitute,” “shrine,” “shrine prostitut prostitute,” or “cue,” or “cult prostitlt prostitute” (1 Kgute”prostitprostituteprostitute” (1 Kgs. ” (1 Kgs. 14:24; 15:14:24; 15:12; 22:46;12; 22:46; 2 Kgs. 23 2 Kgs. 23:7; Job 36:7; Job 36:14).:14).:14).

Since the feminine qeïd�eäsûa®  and its masculine equivalent 
qaœd�eäsû  come from the Hebrew root meaning “holy” or “set apart,” 
modern scholars often assume that these words refer to men and women 
engaged in Canaanite fertility cult practices (as opposed to “common 
prostitution”). Thus, while the KJV used “whore” or “harlot” for qeïd�eäsûa®  
and “sodomite” for qaœd�eäsû,  recent versions translate both the masculine 
and feminine forms as “temple prostitute,” “shrine prostitute,” or “cult 
prostitute” (1 Kgs. 14:24; 15:12; 22:46; 2 Kgs. 23:7; Job 36:14).

�In the OT,In the OT, “harlot”  “harlot” (zo®na®)(zo®na®) is used t is used to describeo describe Tamar (th Tamar (the daughtere daughter-in-law of-in-ladaughterdaughter-idaughter-in-law of Jn-law of Judah, Gen.udah, Gen. 38), Raha 38), Rahab (the womb (the woman from Jean from Jericho who richo who sheltered shelteredsheltered sheltered the Israelthe Israelite spies,ite spies, Josh. 2:1 Josh. 2:1-24), the -24), the unnamed mounnamed mother of Jether of Jephthah (Juphthah (Judg. 11:1) dg. 1dg. 11:1) and 11:1) and the two wothe two women whose men whose quarrel ovquarrel over a baby er a baby was settlewas settled by Solomd by Solomon (1 Kgs.on (1 Kon (1 Kgs. 3:16)Kgs. 3:16). Dinah’s . Dinah’s brothers sbrothers say they wiay they will not allll not allow their sow their sister to bister to be treated e treated like a like alike a a zo®na®zo®na® (Gen. 34: (Gen. 34:31), Samso31), Samson has inten has intercourse wircourse with a th a zo®na®zo®na® (Judg. 16 (Judg. 16:1), and I:1), an:1), and Israeland Israelite priestite priests are forbs are forbidden to midden to marry a arry a zo®na®zo®na® (implying (implying that some that some men did;  men d men did; Lev. did; Lev. 21:7). Bot21:7). Both Tamar anh Tamar and Rahab ard Rahab are remembere remembered by nameed by name in Matthe in Matthew’s genealw’s genew’s genealogy genealogy of Jesus, of Jesus, and two ofand two of the three the three uses of  uses of poœrneäpoœrneä in the NT in the NT refer to  refer to Rahab, whoRahaRahab, whoRahab, whose faith ise faith in God and n God and kindness tkindness towards theowards the Israelite Israelite spies wer spies were thought e thought to outweigtto outweigto outweigh the negah the negative aspective aspect of her pt of her profession rofession (Heb. 11:3(Heb. 11:31; Jas. 2:1; Jas. 2:25). Thus 25). Thus a harlot sa haa harlot seeharlot seems to havems to have been a pr been a professionalofessional person wh person whose place ose place in societyin society was recog was recog was recognizedrecognized (even tho (even though she waugh she was held in s held in low esteemlow esteem).).).

In the OT, “harlot” (zo®na®) is used to describe Tamar (the 
daughter-in-law of Judah, Gen. 38), Rahab (the woman from Jericho who 
sheltered the Israelite spies, Josh. 2:1-24), the unnamed mother of Jephthah (Judg. 
11:1) and the two women whose quarrel over a baby was settled by Solomon (1 
Kgs. 3:16). Dinah’s brothers say they will not allow their sister to be treated like 
a zo®na® (Gen. 34:31), Samson has intercourse with a zo®na® (Judg. 16:1), 
and Israelite priests are forbidden to marry a zo®na® (implying that some men 
did; Lev. 21:7). Both Tamar and Rahab are remembered by name in Matthew’s 
genealogy of Jesus, and two of the three uses of poœrneä in the NT refer to 
Rahab, whose faith in God and kindness towards the Israelite spies were thought 
to outweigh the negative aspect of her profession (Heb. 11:31; Jas. 2:25). Thus a 
harlot seems to have been a professional person whose place in society was 
recognized (even though she was held in low esteem).

�However, tHowever, the term “hhe term “harlot” alsarlot” also appears o appears in a variein a variety of metaty of metaphors thatphors that are used  are us are used to coused to condemn idolndemn idolatry and ratry and religious seligious syncretism yncretism in Israel.in Israel. In this f In this figurative igurative usage, usage,usage, usage, zo®na®zo®na® takes on  takes on even more even more negative cnegative connotationonnotations implyings implying adultery  adultery and promisand and promisand promiscuity. If cuity. If Israel is Israel is thought tothought to be bound  be bound to God in to God in an exclusian exclusive covenanve covenant relationt rt relationshrelationship, then Iip, then Israel can srael can be said tobe said to commit ad commit adultery (orultery (or to “play  to “play the harlotthe harlot”) wheneve”) wh”) whenever twhenever they look they look to powers oo powers other than ther than Yahweh forYahweh for sustenanc sustenance, comforte, comfort, or prote, or pro, or protectionprotection (e.g., Je (e.g., Jer. 3:3; Ezr. 3:3; Ezek. 16:1-3ek. 16:1-34; Hos. 1-4; Hos. 1-4; Mic. 1:4; Mic. 1:7).7).7).

However, the term “harlot” also appears in a variety of metaphors that are 



used to condemn idolatry and religious syncretism in Israel. In this figurative 
usage, zo®na® takes on even more negative connotations implying adultery 
and promiscuity. If Israel is thought to be bound to God in an exclusive covenant 
relationship, then Israel can be said to commit adultery (or to “play the harlot”) 
whenever they look to powers other than Yahweh for sustenance, comfort, or 
protection (e.g., Jer. 3:3; Ezek. 16:1-34; Hos. 1-4; Mic. 1:7).

�While “harWhile “harlot” lot” (zo®na®)(zo®na®) can refer can refer to a woma to a woman whose con whose continued prntinued presence in esence prpresence ipresence in the commn the community is tunity is tolerated (olerated (though stithough stigmatized),gmatized), the terms the terms “playing  “playing the harlotththe harlotthe harlot” ” (znh)(znh) and “harl and “harlotry” or “otry” or “whoredom” whoredom” (zeïnu®t�/(zeïnu®t�/zeïnu®niîmzeïnu®niîm)) describe  desc describe bdescribe behavior thehavior that the speat the speaker thinkaker thinks can neits can neither be tolher be tolerated norerated nor allowed t allowed to continueo tto continuto continue. This die. This distinction stinction in usage min usage may reflectay reflect a double  a double moral stanmoral standard. In Gdard. In Gen. 38 Juden. GGen. 38 JuGen. 38 Judah seems dah seems perfectly perfectly willing towilling to engage th engage the servicese services of a harl of a harlot and to ot and to send her asendsend her asend her an agreed-un agreed-upon paymenpon payment, but he t, but he plans to bplans to burn his daurn his daughter-in-ughter-in-law for “plaw for “playing thel“p“playing t“playing the harlot”he harlot” (v. 24),  (v. 24), until he runtil he realizes thealizes that her behat her behavior is navior is no worse tho worse than his ownan his an his own (vhis own (v. 26).. 26).. 26).

While “harlot” (zo®na®) can refer to a woman whose continued 
presence in the community is tolerated (though stigmatized), the terms “playing 
the harlot” (znh) and “harlotry” or “whoredom” (zeïnu®t�/zeïnu®niîm)  
describe behavior that the speaker thinks can neither be tolerated nor allowed 
to continue. This distinction in usage may reflect a double moral standard. In 
Gen. 38 Judah seems perfectly willing to engage the services of a harlot and to 
send her an agreed-upon payment, but he plans to burn his daughter-in-law for 
“playing the harlot” (v. 24), until he realizes that her behavior is no worse than 
his own (v. 26).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. A. BirdP. A. Bird, “The Har, “The Harlot as Herlot as Heroine,” oine,” SemeiaSemeia 46 (1989) 46 (1989): 119–39; : 119–3: 119–39; S.119–39; S. Erlandsso Erlandsson, n, “zaœna®“zaœna®,” ,” TDOTTDOT 4:99–104. 4:99–104.

Bibliography. P. A. Bird, “The Harlot as Heroine,” Semeia 46 (1989): 
119–39; S. Erlandsson, “zaœna®,” TDOT 4:99–104.

Kathleen AKathleen A. Farmer. Farmer

Kathleen A. Farmer

HARMAGEDONHARMAGEDON

HARMAGEDON

�SeeSee  ARMAGEDDONARMAGEDDON..

See ARMAGEDDON.

HARMONHARMON (Heb.  (Heb. harmo®na®harmo®na®)))

HARMON (Heb. harmo®na®)

An unspeciAn unspecified site fied site to which tto which the women ohe women of Samaria f Samaria were to bewere to be banished  banished (Amos 4:3)(Amos 4:(Amos 4:3). The 4:3). The exact locaexact location is notion is not known. Mt known. Modern schoodern scholars repoilars repoint the Hebnt the Hebrew to rearew to rearew to read “Hermread “Hermon” (i.e.,on” (i.e., Mt. Hermo Mt. Hermon, which ln, which lies beyondies beyond Bashan, i Bashan, in the genen the general directral direction of Damiodirectdirection direction of Damascuof Damascus; Amos 5:s; Amos 5:27). The L27). The LXX reads “XX reads “the mountathe mountains of Remins of Remman” (cf. man” (man” (cf. “the (cf. “the rock of Rirock of Rimmon”; Judmmon”; Judg. 20:45, g. 20:45, 47). Other47). Other suggestio suggestions includens include “Armenia” “Armenia” (Targums) ( (Targums),(Targums), “the pala “the palace” (KJV),ce” (KJV), and “dung and “dunghill” (NEBhill” (NEB).).).

An unspecified site to which the women of Samaria were to be banished (Amos 
4:3). The exact location is not known. Modern scholars repoint the Hebrew to 
read “Hermon” (i.e., Mt. Hermon, which lies beyond Bashan, in the general 
direction of Damascus; Amos 5:27). The LXX reads “the mountains of Remman” 
(cf. “the rock of Rimmon”; Judg. 20:45, 47). Other suggestions include “Armenia” 
(Targums), “the palace” (KJV), and “dunghill” (NEB).

Sujey AdarSujey Adarve-Valdesve-Valdes

Sujey Adarve-Valdes

HARNEPHERHARNEPHER (Heb.  (Heb. h�arnep�erh�arnep�er)))

HARNEPHER (Heb. h�arnep�er )

A son of ZA son of Zophah of tophah of the tribe ohe tribe of Asher (1f Asher (1 Chr. 7:36 Chr. 7:36).).

A son of Zophah of the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. 7:36).

HARODHAROD (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�roœd�h�a�roœd�)))

HAROD (Heb. h�a�roœd� )

�1.1. A spring  A spring where Gidewhere Gideon and hison and his men campe men camped (Judg. 7d (Judg. 7:1). Many :1). Many scholars ischolars identify thdeniidentify tidentify the site wihe site with the sprth the spring of ing of {Ain Jaœlu{Ain Jaœlu®d®d (184217), (184217), 3.2 km. ( 3.2 km. (2 mi.) E o2 mi.) E of f Zer{inZeZer{inZer{in below the below the cliffs of cliffs of Mt. Gilbo Mt. Gilboa. The spra. The spring flows ing flows from a rocfrom a rocky cave inky cave into the Jalto the to the Jalud the Jalud River and River and eventuallyeventually reaches t reaches the Jordan.he Jordan. At the sp At the spring of Haring of Harod (“tremrod (“trembling”), Gbli(“trem(“tremblin(“trembling”), Gideog”), Gideon tested hn tested his men befis men before the baore the battle againttle against the Midst the Midianites, wianites, who were caho wwho were cwho were camped in tamped in the valley he valley below. Thebelow. The first gro first group dismissup dismissed by Gideed by Gideon were thon were ton were those who those who “trembled”“trembled” (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœreäd�h�aœreäd�). The fin). The final test caal test came at the me at the waters of waters of the springtthe springthe spring itself. Y itself. Years laterears later, before t, before the fatefulhe fateful battle wi battle with the Phith the Philistines, listines, Saul campeSaul campSaul camped at camped at a “spring”a “spring” in the Je in the Jezreel Vallzreel Valley (1 Sam.ey (1 Sam. 29:1), wh 29:1), which some iich some identify widentify with Harod.th Hth Harod.Harod.Harod.

1. A spring where Gideon and his men camped (Judg. 7:1). Many scholars 
identify the site with the spring of {Ain Jaœlu®d (184217), 3.2 km. (2 mi.) E of 
Zer{in below the cliffs of Mt. Gilboa. The spring flows from a rocky cave into 
the Jalud River and eventually reaches the Jordan. At the spring of Harod 



(“trembling”), Gideon tested his men before the battle against the Midianites, 
who were camped in the valley below. The first group dismissed by Gideon were 
those who “trembled” (Heb. h�aœreäd� ). The final test came at the waters of 
the spring itself. Years later, before the fateful battle with the Philistines, Saul 
camped at a “spring” in the Jezreel Valley (1 Sam. 29:1), which some identify with 
Harod.

�2.2. A town po A town possibly idessibly identified wintified with Khirbetth Khirbet el-Hareda el-Haredan (178126)n (178126), SE of Je, SE of Jerusalem, arusaleJeJerusalem,Jerusalem, although  although its exact its exact location rlocation remains uncemains uncertain. Twertain. Two of Davido of David’s famous ’s famous Thirty, ShThThirty, ShThirty, Shammah and ammah and Elika, mayElika, may have been have been from Haro from Harod (2 Sam. d (2 Sam. 23:25). Ho23:25). However, a fwever, awever, a few manua few manuscripts rescripts read “Haroriad “Harorites,” and tes,” and the LXX omthe LXX omits Elika its Elika (cf. 1 Chr(cf. 1 Chr. 11:27, w. 11:27, which referhiwwhich refewhich refers only tors only to Shammoth  Shammoth [Shammah] [Shammah] “the Haror“the Harorite”). Theite”). The differenc difference in spelle in spelle in spelling mspelling may be explay be explained by tained by the orthogrhe orthographic simiaphic similarity of larity of dalethdaleth and  and resh.resh.resh.

2. A town possibly identified with Khirbet el-Haredan (178126), SE of 
Jerusalem, although its exact location remains uncertain. Two of David’s famous 
Thirty, Shammah and Elika, may have been from Harod (2 Sam. 23:25). However, 
a few manuscripts read “Harorites,” and the LXX omits Elika (cf. 1 Chr. 11:27, 
which refers only to Shammoth [Shammah] “the Harorite”). The difference in 
spelling may be explained by the orthographic similarity of daleth and resh.

Stephen voStephen von Wyrickn Wyrick

Stephen von Wyrick

HAROEHHAROEH (Heb.  (Heb. haœroœ}ehhaœroœ}eh) (also RE) (also REAIAH)AIAH)AIAH)

HAROEH (Heb. haœroœ}eh) (also REAIAH)

A JudahiteA Judahite, the son , the son of Shobal of Shobal (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:52). At 1 52). At 1 Chr. 4:2 hChr. 4:2 he is callee is called Reaiah (d Reaiah (11).).

A Judahite, the son of Shobal (1 Chr. 2:52). At 1 Chr. 4:2 he is called Reaiah (1).

HAROSHETH-HAROSHETH-HAGOIIMHAGOIIM (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�roœsûeh�a�roœsûet� haggo®yt� haggo®yimim)))

HAROSHETH-HAGOIIM (Heb. h�a�roœsûet� haggo®yim )

The home oThe home of Sisera, f Sisera, Canaanite Canaanite army commaarmy commander of Kinder of King Jabin (ng Jabin (Judg. 4:2)Judg. 4:2). Sisera a. Sisera assembled hsaassembled assembled his army ahis army and 900 irond 900 iron chariotsn chariots in Harosh in Harosheth-hagoiieth-hagoiim to opposm to oppose Barak ane Barak ae Barak and Deboraand Deborah near Mt.h near Mt. Tabor, an Tabor, and retreated retreated there fod there following hillowing his defeat (s defeat (Judg. 4:16Judg. 4:16). The pre).4:164:16). The4:16). The precise l precise location isocation is unknown,  unknown, and it is and it is not certainot certain whether n whether this name this name (Heb. “Har(He(Heb. “Har(Heb. “Harosheth of osheth of the Gentilthe Gentiles”) referes”) refers to a cits to a city or a geoy or a geographical graphical region.region.region.

The home of Sisera, Canaanite army commander of King Jabin (Judg. 4:2). Sisera 
assembled his army and 900 iron chariots in Harosheth-hagoiim to oppose Barak 
and Deborah near Mt. Tabor, and retreated there following his defeat (Judg. 
4:16). The precise location is unknown, and it is not certain whether this name 
(Heb. “Harosheth of the Gentiles”) refers to a city or a geographical region.

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson

HARPHARPHARP

HARP

A stringedA stringed musical i musical instrument nstrument primarily primarily used in woused in worship (Hebrship (Heb. . neäb�elneäb�el). Althoug). Althoug). Although tAlthough the precisehe precise identific identification of tation of this instruhis instrument is unment is uncertain, ecertain, examples anxamples and drawingsd drd drawings odrawings of similar f similar instrumentinstruments are knows are known from Egyn from Egypt, Assyript, Assyria, and Baba, and Babylonia. Haylonia. Harps most lrHaHarps mostHarps most likely co likely consisted ofnsisted of 10–20 str 10–20 strings (cf. ings (cf. Ps. 144:9)Ps. 144:9) stretched stretched on an ope on an open frame pen frn frame perpframe perpendicular endicular to a soundto a sound board, an board, and were plad were played withouyed without a plectrt a plectrum. These um. Theseum. These instThese instruments coruments could have buld have been a varieen a variety of sizety of sizes, judgines, judging from theg from the known exa known examples in tmexaexamples iexamples in the ancin the ancient Near Eent Near East.ast.ast.

A stringed musical instrument primarily used in worship (Heb. neäb�el ). 
Although the precise identification of this instrument is uncertain, examples and 
drawings of similar instruments are known from Egypt, Assyria, and Babylonia. 
Harps most likely consisted of 10–20 strings (cf. Ps. 144:9) stretched on an open 
frame perpendicular to a sound board, and were played without a plectrum. 
These instruments could have been a variety of sizes, judging from the known 
examples in the ancient Near East.

�As instrumAs instruments of thents of the aristocre aristocracy, harpsacy, harps were made were made of precio of precious woods aus woods and metals nd mnd metals (1 metals (1 Kgs. 10:12Kgs. 10:12 = 2 Chr.  = 2 Chr. 9:11). The9:11). The instrumen instrument plays a t plays a part in thpart in the visions e visions of Revelatof Rof RevelationRevelation (Rev. 5:8 (Rev. 5:8; 14:2; 15; 14:2; 15:2. Only r:2. Only rarely doesarely does the Bible the Bible depict th depict the harp in e harp in secular usseculsecular ussecular usage (Isa. age (Isa. 5:12; 14:15:12; 14:11; Amos 5:1; Amos 5:23). Along23). Along with the  with the lyre and tlyre and the shopharhe shophar, the harp, th, the harp wthe harp was part ofas part of the group the group of instru of instruments usedments used in worshi in worship by the Jp by the Jerusalem perusalem priesthood rppriesthoodpriesthood (e.g., 2  (e.g., 2 Chr. 29:25Chr. 29:25; Ps. 33:2; Ps. 33:2; 81:2[MT ; 81:2[MT 3]).3]).3]).

As instruments of the aristocracy, harps were made of precious woods and 
metals (1 Kgs. 10:12 = 2 Chr. 9:11). The instrument plays a part in the visions of 
Revelation (Rev. 5:8; 14:2; 15:2. Only rarely does the Bible depict the harp in 
secular usage (Isa. 5:12; 14:11; Amos 5:23). Along with the lyre and the shophar, 
the harp was part of the group of instruments used in worship by the Jerusalem 
priesthood (e.g., 2 Chr. 29:25; Ps. 33:2; 81:2[MT 3]).

�SeeSee  LYRE.LYRE.LYRE.

See LYRE.



Jennie R. Jennie R. EbelingEbeling

Jennie R. Ebeling

HARSHAHARSHA (Heb.  (Heb. h�arsûaœ}h�arsûaœ})))

HARSHA (Heb. h�arsûaœ} )

A temple sA temple servant whoervant whose descendse descendants returants returned from tned from the Exile whe Exile with Zerubbith Zerubbabel (Ezraabel (Ezabel (Ezra 2:52(Ezra 2:52 = Neh. 7: = Neh. 7:54).54).

A temple servant whose descendants returned from the Exile with Zerubbabel 
(Ezra 2:52 = Neh. 7:54).

HARUMHARUM (Heb.  (Heb. haœruœmhaœruœm)))

HARUM (Heb. haœruœm)

A JudahiteA Judahite, father o, father of Aharhel f Aharhel (1 Chr. 4:(1 Chr. 4:8).8).

A Judahite, father of Aharhel (1 Chr. 4:8).

HARUMAPHHARUMAPH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�ru®maph�a�ru®map���

HARUMAPH (Heb. h�a�ru®map�

The fatherThe father of Jedaia of Jedaiah, who worh, who worked on theked on the restorati restoration of the on of the walls of Jwalls of Jerusalem (erusalem (Neh. 3:10)Ne((Neh. 3:10(Neh. 3:10).).

The father of Jedaiah, who worked on the restoration of the walls of Jerusalem 
(Neh. 3:10).

HARUPHITEHARUPHITE (Heb.  (Heb. K K h�a�riîp�ih�a�riîp�iî,î,  QQ h�a�ru®p� h�a�ru®p�)))

HARUPHITE (Heb. K h�a�riîp�iî,  Q h�a�ru®p� )

A gentilicA gentilic applied t applied to Shephatio Shephatiah, a Benjah, a Benjaminite whaminite who came to o came to David’s aiDavid’s aid at Ziklad at Ziklag (1 Chr. g (1g (1 Chr. 12(1 Chr. 12:5[MT 6]).:5[MT 6]). It appear It appears to be bas to be based on an sed on an unknown plunknown place name, ace name, perhaps reperhaps reperhaps related torelated to the clans the clans Hareph or Hareph or Hariph. Hariph.

A gentilic applied to Shephatiah, a Benjaminite who came to David’s aid at Ziklag 
(1 Chr. 12:5[MT 6]). It appears to be based on an unknown place name, perhaps 
related to the clans Hareph or Hariph.

HARUZHARUZ (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœru®s�h�aœru®s�)))

HARUZ (Heb. h�aœru®s� )

The fatherThe father of Meshul of Meshullemeth, Kilemeth, King Manasseng Manasseh’s wife ah’s wife and the motnd the mother of Amoher of Amon (2 Kgs. n (2 Kgsn (2 Kgs. 21:19Kgs. 21:19).).

The father of Meshullemeth, King Manasseh’s wife and the mother of Amon (2 
Kgs. 21:19).

HARVESTHARVESTHARVEST

HARVEST

�SeeSee  AGRICULTURAGRICULTURE.E.

See AGRICULTURE.

HASADIAHHASADIAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�sad�yah�a�sad�ya®®)))

HASADIAH (Heb. h�a�sad�ya® )

�1.1. A son of  A son of ZerubbabelZerubbabel (1 Chr. 3 (1 Chr. 3:20).:20).:20).

1. A son of Zerubbabel (1 Chr. 3:20).

�2.2. An ancest An ancestor of Baruor of Baruch and sonch and son of Hilkia of Hilkiah (Bar. 1:h (Bar. 1:1).1).

2. An ancestor of Baruch and son of Hilkiah (Bar. 1:1).

HASHABIAHHASHABIAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�sûab�yh�a�sûab�ya®, h�a�sûa®, h�a�sûab�yaœhu®ab�yaœhu®)))

HASHABIAH (Heb. h�a�sûab�ya®, h�a�sûab�yaœhu® )

�1. A Merar1. A Merarite Leviteite Levite, the fath, the father of Maller of Malluch and souch and son of Amazin of Amaziah (1 Chr.ah (1 Chr. 6:45[MT 3 6:45[M 6:45[MT 306:45[MT 30]). He was]). He was an ancest an ancestor of Ethaor of Ethan, a templn, a temple musiciane musician during Da during David’s reigvid’s reign.nreigreign.reign.reign.

1. A Merarite Levite, the father of Malluch and son of Amaziah (1 Chr. 
6:45[MT 30]). He was an ancestor of Ethan, a temple musician during David’s 
reign.

�2.2. A Merarit A Merarite Levite, e Levite, the fatherthe father of Azrika of Azrikam (1 Chr. m (1 Chr. 9:14) and 9:14) and son of Bunson of Bunni (Neh. 1ni (Nni (Neh. 11:1(Neh. 11:15). He was5). He was an ancest an ancestor of Shemor of Shemaiah, who aiah, who resettled resettled in Jerusalin Jerusalem.em.em.

2. A Merarite Levite, the father of Azrikam (1 Chr. 9:14) and son of Bunni 
(Neh. 11:15). He was an ancestor of Shemaiah, who resettled in Jerusalem.

�3.3. One of th One of the six sonse six sons of Jeduth of Jeduthun whom Daun whom David set apvid set apart for prart for prophesying,ophesying, playing t pla playing thplaying the harp, ane harp, and thankingd thanking and prais and praising the Loing the Lord (1 Chr.rd (1 Chr. 25:3). 25:3). 25:3).

3. One of the six sons of Jeduthun whom David set apart for prophesying, 
playing the harp, and thanking and praising the Lord (1 Chr. 25:3).

�4.4. A Hebroni A Hebronite, leaderte, leader of 1700 f of 1700 family membamily members west oers west of the Jordf the Jordan. As onean. As one of David’ of of David’sof David’s officials officials, he was i, he was in charge on charge of religiouf religious and secus and secular matterlar matters in his as in his area (1 Chrrea (1 rea (1 Chr. 26(1 Chr. 26:30).:30).:30).

4. A Hebronite, leader of 1700 family members west of the Jordan. As one 
of David’s officials, he was in charge of religious and secular matters in his area 



(1 Chr. 26:30).

�5. The son5. The son of Kemuel of Kemuel; an offic; an official over tial over the tribe ohe tribe of Levi (1 f Levi (1 Chr. 27:17Chr. 27:17).).).

5. The son of Kemuel; an official over the tribe of Levi (1 Chr. 27:17).

�6.6. A chief o A chief officer of fficer of the Levitethe Levites at the ts at the time of Josime of Josiah (2 Chriah (2 Chr. 35:9).. 35:9).. 35:9).

6. A chief officer of the Levites at the time of Josiah (2 Chr. 35:9).

�7.7. A Levite  A Levite and descenand descendant of Medant of Merari from rari from Casiphia NCasiphia N of Babylo of Babylon whom Ezrn whom Ezra persuadeaEzrEzra persuEzra persuaded to acaded to accompany hicompany him and the m and the other exilother exiles back toes back to Jerusalem Jerusalem (Ezra 8:1 (Ezra 8:1 (Ezra 8:19).8:19).8:19).

7. A Levite and descendant of Merari from Casiphia N of Babylon whom 
Ezra persuaded to accompany him and the other exiles back to Jerusalem (Ezra 
8:19).

�8.8. One of th One of the 12 leadie 12 leading priestsng priests whom Ezra whom Ezra set apart set apart to take c to take care of theare of the silver, g silve silver, gosilver, gold, and otld, and other articlher articles that thes that the king, ofe king, officials, aficials, and people nd people had donatehad donated to the Ld to thd to the Lord (the Lord (Ezra 8:24)Ezra 8:24)...

8. One of the 12 leading priests whom Ezra set apart to take care of the 
silver, gold, and other articles that the king, officials, and people had donated to 
the Lord (Ezra 8:24).

�9.9. An Israel An Israelite among ite among the descenthe descendants of Pdants of Parosh who arosh who divorced hdivorced his foreignis foreign wife (Ezr wif wife (Ezrawife (Ezra 10:25). 10:25). 10:25).

9. An Israelite among the descendants of Parosh who divorced his foreign 
wife (Ezra 10:25).

�10.10. A ruler o A ruler of half thef half the district  district of Keilah of Keilah who carriewho carried out repad out repairs on hisirs on his section o sectio section ofsection of the wall  the wall after the after the Exile (NehExile (Neh. 3:17).. 3:17).. 3:17).

10. A ruler of half the district of Keilah who carried out repairs on his 
section of the wall after the Exile (Neh. 3:17).

�11.11. One who s One who set his seaet his seal to the rl to the renewed covenewed covenant undeenant under Nehemiahr Nehemiah (Neh. 10: (Neh. 10 (Neh. 10:11[MT 110:11[MT 12]).2]).2]).

11. One who set his seal to the renewed covenant under Nehemiah (Neh. 
10:11[MT 12]).

�12.12. Chief off Chief officer of thicer of the Levites e Levites during theduring the time of N time of Nehemiah; aehemiah; ancestor ofncestor of Uzzi and  Uzz Uzzi and fUzzi and father of Bather of Bani (Neh. ani (Neh. 11:22).11:22).11:22).

12. Chief officer of the Levites during the time of Nehemiah; ancestor of 
Uzzi and father of Bani (Neh. 11:22).

�13.13. The head  The head of the priof the priestly famiestly family of Hilkly of Hilkiah duringiah during the days  the days of Joiakimof Joiakim (Neh. 12: (Neh (Neh. 12:2(Neh. 12:21).1).1).

13. The head of the priestly family of Hilkiah during the days of Joiakim 
(Neh. 12:21).

�14.14. A leader  A leader of the Levof the Levites who gites who gave responave responsive praissive praise and thane and thanksgiving iksgiving in the tempn then the templethe temple during th during the time of e time of Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 12:24Neh. 12:24).).).

14. A leader of the Levites who gave responsive praise and thanksgiving in 
the temple during the time of Nehemiah (Neh. 12:24).

Robin GallRobin Gallaher Brancaher Branchh

Robin Gallaher Branch

HASHABNAHHASHABNAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�sûab�nh�a�sûab�na®a®)))

HASHABNAH (Heb. h�a�sûab�na® )

An IsraeliAn Israelite who sette who set his seal  his seal to the rento the renewed covenewed covenant under ant under Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:25Neh. 10:2Neh. 10:25[MT 210:25[MT 26]). The n6]). The name is an ame is an abbreviateabbreviated form of d form of HashabneiaHashabneiah.h.

An Israelite who set his seal to the renewed covenant under Nehemiah (Neh. 
10:25[MT 26]). The name is an abbreviated form of Hashabneiah.

HASHABNEIAHASHABNEIAHH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�sûab�nh�a�sûab�neïya®eïya®)))

HASHABNEIAH (Heb. h�a�sûab�neïya® )

�1.1. The fathe The father of Hattur of Hattush (sh (22), who wor), who worked at rebked at rebuilding thuilding the walls ofe walls of Jerusalem Jerusalem Jerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 3:10(Neh. 3:10).).).

1. The father of Hattush (2), who worked at rebuilding the walls of 
Jerusalem (Neh. 3:10).

�2.2. A Levite  A Levite who particwho participated in ipated in the ceremothe ceremony precediny preceding ratificng ratification of tation of the covenanhe covhe covenant (covenant (Neh. 9:5).Neh. 9:5). He may be He may be the same  the same as Hashabias Hashabiah ah 7–8, 11–127–8, 11–12, , or or 14.14.

2. A Levite who participated in the ceremony preceding ratification of the 
covenant (Neh. 9:5). He may be the same as Hashabiah 7–8, 11–12, or 14.

HASHBADDANHASHBADDANAHAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�asûbaddah�asûbaddaœna®œna®)))

HASHBADDANAH (Heb. h�asûbaddaœna® )

An IsraeliAn Israelite, possibte, possibly a Levitly a Levite, who stoe, who stood at Ezraod at Ezra’s left si’s left side and intde and interpreted terpreted the law as he lawhe law as it law as it was read (was read (Neh. 8:4).Neh. 8:4).

An Israelite, possibly a Levite, who stood at Ezra’s left side and interpreted the 
law as it was read (Neh. 8:4).

HASHEMHASHEM (Heb.  (Heb. haœsûeämhaœsûeäm)))

HASHEM (Heb. haœsûeäm)

A GizoniteA Gizonite, one of D, one of David’s Chaavid’s Champions (1 mpions (1 Chr. 11:34Chr. 11:34). The par). The parallel passallel passage at 2 Sage at 2 Sam. 23:32 amSSam. 23:32Sam. 23:32 reads “th reads “the sons of e sons of Jashen.”Jashen.”

A Gizonite, one of David’s Champions (1 Chr. 11:34). The parallel passage at 2 
Sam. 23:32 reads “the sons of Jashen.”



HASHMONAHHASHMONAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�asûmoœnah�asûmoœna®®)))

HASHMONAH (Heb. h�asûmoœna® )

One of theOne of the Israelite Israelites’ wilderns’ wilderness encampess encampments betwments between Mithkaeen Mithkah and Moseh and Moseroth (Num.roth (Nroth (Num. 33:2(Num. 33:29-30). The9-30). The name may  name may derive froderive from Heb. m Heb. sûmn,sûmn, “to be fa “to be fat,” suggest,” suggesting an arting ating an area ofan area of abundance abundance. Asemona . Asemona (biblical (biblical Azmon), {AAzmon), {Ain el-Qes�in el-Qes�eimeh (099eimeh (099008; 16 km008; 16008; 16 km. [1016 km. [10 mi.] NW o mi.] NW of Kadesh-bf Kadesh-barnea), anarnea), and Heshmon d Heshmon (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:27; in the27; in the Negeb) ar Negeb)  Negeb) areNegeb) are possible  possible locations.locations.

One of the Israelites’ wilderness encampments between Mithkah and Moseroth 
(Num. 33:29-30). The name may derive from Heb. sûmn, “to be fat,” suggesting 
an area of abundance. Asemona (biblical Azmon), {Ain el-Qes�eimeh (099008; 
16 km. [10 mi.] NW of Kadesh-barnea), and Heshmon (Josh. 15:27; in the 
Negeb) are possible locations.

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

HASHUBAHHASHUBAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�sûub�ah�a�sûub�a®®)))

HASHUBAH (Heb. h�a�sûub�a® )

A son of ZA son of Zerubbabel erubbabel (1 Chr. 3:(1 Chr. 3:20).20).

A son of Zerubbabel (1 Chr. 3:20).

HASHUMHASHUM (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœsûumh�aœsûum)))

HASHUM (Heb. h�aœsûum )

�1.1. An Israel An Israelite whose ite whose descendantdescendants returneds returned from the  from the Exile undeExile under Zerubbabr Zerubbabel (Ezra 2elZerubbabZerubbabelZerubbabel (Ezra 2:1 (Ezra 2:19 = Neh. 79 = Neh. 7:22).:22).:22).

1. An Israelite whose descendants returned from the Exile under 
Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:19 = Neh. 7:22).

�2.2. A represe A representative ofntative of the famil the family of Hashuy of Hashum m 1 1 who stood who stood at Ezra’s at Ezra’s left durinleft during the readgdurinduring theduring the reading o reading of the law f the law (Neh. 8:4;(Neh. 8:4; 1 Esdr. 9 1 Esdr. 9:44, “Loth:44, “Lothasubus”). asubus”). It was proIt was probably he wbablproprobably hprobably he who set e who set his seal this seal to the reneo the renewed covenawed covenant (Neh. 1nt (Neh. 10:18[MT 190:18[MT 19]). Member]). Memb]). Members ofMembers of this fami this family were rely were required to quired to give up thgive up their foreigeir foreign wives (En wives (Ezra 10:33;zra 10:33; 1 Esdr. 9 1  1 Esdr. 9:1 Esdr. 9:33).33).

2. A representative of the family of Hashum 1 who stood at Ezra’s left 
during the reading of the law (Neh. 8:4; 1 Esdr. 9:44, “Lothasubus”). It was 
probably he who set his seal to the renewed covenant (Neh. 10:18[MT 19]). 
Members of this family were required to give up their foreign wives (Ezra 10:33; 
1 Esdr. 9:33).

HASIDEANSHASIDEANS (Gk.  (Gk. AsidaiíoiAsidaiíoi) (also HA) (also HASIDIM)SIDIM)SIDIM)

HASIDEANS (Gk. Asidaiíoi) (also HASIDIM)

A Jewish gA Jewish group in throup in the 2nd cente 2nd century ury B.C.E.B.C.E. (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 2:42; 7:132:42; 7:13; 2 Macc. ; 2 Macc. 14:6). Ver14:6). Very little cy lity little canlittle can be said w be said with any ceith any certainty abrtainty about the naout the nature of thture of this group ais group and its rolnd its role in the he in the in the historthe historical develical development of opment of Judaism. TJudaism. The Greek the Greek term is a term is a transliteraransliteration of Hetion of Heb. b. HeHeb. Heb. h�a�siîd�ih�a�siîd�iîm,îm, “Hasidim” “Hasidim” or “pious or “pious.” While t.” While the name aphe name appears to dpears to derive fromerive frerive from Heb. from Heb. h�asiîd�h�asiîd� as used i as used in the OT, n the OT, there is nthere is no evidenceo evidence to sugges to suggest that Ps.t that Ps. 149:1 or  1 149:1 or o149:1 or other referther references in tences in the Psalms he Psalms should be should be used as evused as evidence of idence of this groupthis group...

A Jewish group in the 2nd century B.C.E. (1 Macc. 2:42; 7:13; 2 Macc. 14:6). Very 
little can be said with any certainty about the nature of this group and its role in 
the historical development of Judaism. The Greek term is a transliteration of 
Heb. h�a�siîd�iîm,  “Hasidim” or “pious.” While the name appears to derive 
from Heb. h�asiîd�  as used in the OT, there is no evidence to suggest that Ps. 
149:1 or other references in the Psalms should be used as evidence of this group.

�The HasideThe Hasideans are inans are included in cluded in the accounthe account of the gt of the growth of trowth of the forces he forces which joinwhich which joinwhich joined Mattathed Mattathias the prias the priest and hiest and his sons inis sons in the Macca the Maccabean revolbean revolt in 167 t in 167 B.C.E.B.C.B.C.E.B.C.E. (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 2:39-48). 2:39-48). They are dThey are described iescribed in 1 Macc. n 1 Macc. 2:2 as 2:2 as ischyroií ischyroií dynaémei,dynaémedynaémei,dynaémei, usually t usually translated ranslated “mighty wa“mighty warriors” burriors” but which cot which could equalluld equally well refy well refer to “migerefrefer to “refer to “mighty menmighty men,” a group,” a group of leadin of leading citizensg citizens of Judea. of Judea. The membe The members of thisrs of this elite gro el elite grouelite group “offeredp “offered themselve themselves willingls willingly for the y for the law,” pledlaw,” pledging to viging to violate the olate the prohibitioprohibprohibitioprohibition institutn instituted by Antied by Antiochus IV aochus IV against itsgainst its observanc observance (1 Macc.e (1 Macc. 1:41-50). 1:41-50). Included  Incl Included aIncluded among the pmong the prohibitionrohibitions were sacs were sacrifices anrifices and offeringd offerings in the ts in the temple as wemple as well as theellwwell as thwell as the observane observance of sabbce of sabbaths, festaths, festivals, andivals, and the rite  the rite of circumcof circumcision.ision.ision.

The Hasideans are included in the account of the growth of the forces 
which joined Mattathias the priest and his sons in the Maccabean revolt in 167 
B.C.E. (1 Macc. 2:39-48). They are described in 1 Macc. 2:2 as ischyroií 
dynaémei, usually translated “mighty warriors” but which could equally well 
refer to “mighty men,” a group of leading citizens of Judea. The members of this 
elite group “offered themselves willingly for the law,” pledging to violate the 
prohibition instituted by Antiochus IV against its observance (1 Macc. 1:41-50). 
Included among the prohibitions were sacrifices and offerings in the temple as 
well as the observance of sabbaths, festivals, and the rite of circumcision.

�Some scholSome scholars attribars attribute the orute the origins of tigins of the Pharisehe Pharisees and thees and the Essenes t Essenes to the Hasio the Ho the Hasideans.Hasideans. In 1 Macc In 1 Maccabees Mattabees Mattathias andathias and his frien his friends are prods are provoked to rvoked to revolt whenevolt when the Seleu whenwhen the Swhen the Seleucid kieleucid king’s troopng’s troops attack os attack on the sabbn the sabbath a grouath a group of Jews p of Jews who had flwho had fled to the eflfled to thfled to the wildernee wilderness seekingss seeking righteous righteousness and jness and justice (1 ustice (1 Macc. 2:29Macc. 2:29-38). By r-38). By relating thelatirrelating trelating these Jews hese Jews who fled twho fled to the wildo the wilderness in erness in 1 Macc. 2:1 Macc. 2:29 to the 29 to the Hasideans Hasideans in v. 42, in in v. 42, in v. 42, the latterthe latter are consi are considered to bdered to be the foree the foreparents ofparents of the two m the two more broadlore broadly attestedy ay attested mattested movements. ovements. The EsseneThe Essenes and the s and the Pharisees Pharisees then grow then grow out of a sout of a split in thplit in the Hasidic eththe Hasidithe Hasidic movementc movement. Other sc. Other scholars havholars have argued te argued that apocalhat apocalyptic liteyptic literature sucrature such as the bhsucsuch as thsuch as the book of e book of Daniel comDaniel comes from thes from this same gris same group. All toup. All these claimhese claims can remas can remas can remain onlremain only hypothety hypothetical.ical.ical.

Some scholars attribute the origins of the Pharisees and the Essenes to the 
Hasideans. In 1 Maccabees Mattathias and his friends are provoked to revolt 



when the Seleucid king’s troops attack on the sabbath a group of Jews who had 
fled to the wilderness seeking righteousness and justice (1 Macc. 2:29-38). By 
relating these Jews who fled to the wilderness in 1 Macc. 2:29 to the Hasideans 
in v. 42, the latter are considered to be the foreparents of the two more broadly 
attested movements. The Essenes and the Pharisees then grow out of a split in 
the Hasidic movement. Other scholars have argued that apocalyptic literature 
such as the book of Daniel comes from this same group. All these claims can 
remain only hypothetical.

�The leadinThe leading role of g role of the Hasidethe Hasideans is alsans is also describeo described in 1 Macd in 1 Macc. 7:12-18c. 7:12-18, where th, where , where theywhere they are said  are said to be “firto be “first among tst among the Israelihe Israelites” (v. 1tes” (v. 13), also r3), also referred toeferred to as a “com as a “ as a “company o“company of scribes”f scribes” (v. 12).  (v. 12). Their poliTheir political signtical significance, ificance, however, ihowever, is discounts discounted by the ed byed by the proby the pro-Hasmonean-Hasmonean author of author of this dyna this dynastic histostic history. The Hary. The Hasideans arsideans are said to e said to have trusthhave trusthave trusted the “peed the “peaceable woaceable words” of Alrds” of Alcimus and cimus and Bacchides Bacchides (1 Macc. 7(1 Macc. 7:15), a co:15), a confidence bncoconfidenceconfidence badly mis badly misplaced sinplaced since it resuce it results in thelts in the murder of murder of 60 member 60 members of theirs of their company i co company incompany in one day ( one day (v. 16). Thv. 16). The use in 1e use in 1 Macc. 7:1 Macc. 7:17 of Ps. 77 of Ps. 79:2-3 as a9:2-3 as a proof-tex proof-text explainit et explainingexplaining the fate  the fate of the Hasof the Hasideans sugideans suggests thatgests that the autho the author did regar did regard them asrd them as legitimat leg legitimatelegitimate but perha but perhaps misguidps misguided martyrsed martyrs on behalf on behalf of Israel of Israel. Some sch. Some scholars haveolars have used this u used this used this passage aspassage as evidence  evidence that they that they were a purwere a purely religiely religious group ous group uninterestuninterested in the ed uninterestuninterestuninterested in the ed in the politics opolitics of 2nd-centf 2nd-century Judea.ury Judea.

The leading role of the Hasideans is also described in 1 Macc. 7:12-18, 
where they are said to be “first among the Israelites” (v. 13), also referred to as a 
“company of scribes” (v. 12). Their political significance, however, is discounted 
by the pro-Hasmonean author of this dynastic history. The Hasideans are said to 
have trusted the “peaceable words” of Alcimus and Bacchides (1 Macc. 7:15), a 
confidence badly misplaced since it results in the murder of 60 members of their 
company in one day (v. 16). The use in 1 Macc. 7:17 of Ps. 79:2-3 as a proof-text 
explaining the fate of the Hasideans suggests that the author did regard them as 
legitimate but perhaps misguided martyrs on behalf of Israel. Some scholars have 
used this passage as evidence that they were a purely religious group 
uninterested in the politics of 2nd-century Judea.

�In 2 Macc.In 2 Macc. 14:6 the  14:6 the impious hiimpious high priest gh priest Alcimus naAlcimus names Judas mes Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus as the leaas theas the leaderthe leader of the Ha of the Hasideans ansideans and accuses d accuses them of “kthem of “keeping up eeping up war and stwar and stirring up irring up sedition,”sesedition,”sedition,” not permi not permitting the tting the kingdom tokingdom to find stab find stability. It ility. It appears thappears that this auat this author is usthor isthor is using tis using the prestighe prestige of the He of the Hasideans tasideans to exalt tho exalt the reputatie reputation of Judaon of Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus, the hers, ths, the hero othe hero of this hisf this history.tory.tory.

In 2 Macc. 14:6 the impious high priest Alcimus names Judas Maccabeus as 
the leader of the Hasideans and accuses them of “keeping up war and stirring up 
sedition,” not permitting the kingdom to find stability. It appears that this author 
is using the prestige of the Hasideans to exalt the reputation of Judas Maccabeus, 
the hero of this history.

�Rabbinic lRabbinic literature iterature contains rcontains references eferences to the “fito the “first Hasidirst Hasidim.” Their m.” Their relationshrelationshrelationshrelationship to the ip to the group mentgroup mentioned in Mioned in Maccabees caccabees cannot be cannot be clearly estlearly established.ablished.ablished.

Rabbinic literature contains references to the “first Hasidim.” Their 
relationship to the group mentioned in Maccabees cannot be clearly established.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. R. DaviP. R. Davies, es, “H¸asidim“H¸asidim in the Ma in the Maccabean Peccabean Period,” riod,” JJSJJS 28 (1977) 28 (1 28 (1977): 12(1977): 127–40; M. H7–40; M. Hengel, engel, Judaism anJudaism and Hellenisd Hellenism.m. 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1974);ia, 1974); L. Jacobs L. Jac L. Jacobs, “TJacobs, “The Concepthe Concept of  of H¸asidH¸asid in the Bi in the Biblical andblical and Rabbinic  Rabbinic LiteratureLiteratures,” s,” JJSJJS 8 (1957): 8 (19 8 (1957): 14(1957): 143–54; J. K3–54; J. Kampen, ampen, The HasideThe Hasideans and thans and the Origin oe Origin of Pharisaif Pharisaism.sm. SBLSCS 24 SBLSCS 24 (Atlanta, (A (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1988).1988).1988).
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HASMONEANSHASMONEANS (Gk.  (Gk. AsamoœnaioAsamoœnaioss)))

HASMONEANS (Gk. Asamoœnaios)

A prominenA prominent priestlyt priestly, but non-, but non-Aaronic faAaronic family from mily from Modein. ThModein. They began aey began a revolt in revolt in 167  inin 167 in 167 B.C.E.B.C.E. against t against their hegemheir hegemon, Antiocon, Antiochus IV Epihus IV Epiphanes, thphanes, the Seleucide Seleucid king of S king of Syria, and ySSyria, andSyria, and the Helle the Hellenized Jewinized Jewish factionsh factions in Judahs in Judah and Jerus and Jerusalem. The alem. The latter inclatter included membludedincincluded mincluded members of embers of the high pthe high priestly orriestly orders and tders and the aristoche aristocracy that racy that supported supported and were sanand were sand were supported bupported by the Seley the Seleucids.ucids.ucids.

A prominent priestly, but non-Aaronic family from Modein. They began a revolt 
in 167 B.C.E. against their hegemon, Antiochus IV Epiphanes, the Seleucid king of 
Syria, and the Hellenized Jewish factions in Judah and Jerusalem. The latter 
included members of the high priestly orders and the aristocracy that supported 
and were supported by the Seleucids.

�It is not It is not clear whetclear whether religiher religious persecous persecution of nution of non-Hellenion-Hellenized Jews rzed Jews resulted fresulted fesulted from or wafrom or was the causs the cause of the re of the rebellion. ebellion. The persecThe persecution consution consisted of aisted of an interdicn interdiction of satiointerdicinterdictiinterdiction of sabbon of sabbath keepinath keeping, feast kg, feast keeping, aneeping, and circumcid circumcision. It asion. It also consislso consisted of theted oted of the defof the defilement ofilement of the templ the temple and the e and the priests, apriests, and the offnd the offering of sering of sacrifices acrifices to Greek gto Grto Greek godsGreek gods on a paga on a pagan altar inn altar in the Jerus the Jerusalem templalem temple as well e as well as elsewheas elsewhere in Judare in Judah and Jeruh JudaJudah and Judah and Jerusalem Jerusalem (Dan. 11:3(Dan. 11:31-33; 12:11-33; 12:11; 1 Macc.1; 1 Macc. 1:1-64; 2 1:1-64; 2 Macc. 6:1 Macc. 6:1-6). Altho-6). Although the reugAlthoAlthough tAlthough the rebels he rebels viewed thiviewed this as an ats as an attempt to stempt to suppress Juuppress Judaism (1 Mdaism (1 Macc. 1-2; acc. 1-2; 2 Macc. 5:2 2 Macc. 5:2 Macc. 5:11-7:42), 11-7:42), it was as it was as much a socmuch a sociopoliticaiopolitical action tl action to sustain o sustain the pro-Sythe pro-Syrian factirian pro-Sypro-Syrianpro-Syrian factions  factions as a religas a religious repreious repression of tssion of those who whose who were pro-Egere pro-Egyptian andyptian and/or anti-S/oandand/or antand/or anti-Syrian.i-Syrian.i-Syrian.

It is not clear whether religious persecution of non-Hellenized Jews resulted 



from or was the cause of the rebellion. The persecution consisted of an 
interdiction of sabbath keeping, feast keeping, and circumcision. It also consisted 
of the defilement of the temple and the priests, and the offering of sacrifices to 
Greek gods on a pagan altar in the Jerusalem temple as well as elsewhere in 
Judah and Jerusalem (Dan. 11:31-33; 12:11; 1 Macc. 1:1-64; 2 Macc. 6:1-6). 
Although the rebels viewed this as an attempt to suppress Judaism (1 Macc. 1-2; 
2 Macc. 5:11-7:42), it was as much a sociopolitical action to sustain the 
pro-Syrian factions as a religious repression of those who were pro-Egyptian 
and/or anti-Syrian.

�MattathiasMattathias killed Ep killed Epiphanes’ oiphanes’ official anfficial and the firsd the first Jew to st Jew to sacrifice aacrifice at the pagat the pagan altar atn an altar at Maltar at Modein. Theodein. Then Mattathin Mattathias and hisas and his sons, Joh sons, John “Gaddi,”n “Gaddi,” Simon “Th Simon “Thassi,” Judassi,” Judas “MaccabasJudJudas “MacJudas “Maccabeus,” Ecabeus,” Eleazar “Avleazar “Avaran,” andaran,” and Jonathan  Jonathan “Apphus,” “Apphus,” fled to thfled to the hill coue hill country, wherntcoucountry, wcountry, where an evhere an ever-increaser-increasing band oing band of Jews, sof Jews, some of whomme of whom were Hasi were Hasidim (1 Macdim (1 Mdim (1 Macc. 2:42Macc. 2:42-44; 7:13--44; 7:13-14; 2 Macc14; 2 Macc. 14:6), j. 14:6), joined themoined them in their  in their rebellion.rebellion.

Mattathias killed Epiphanes’ official and the first Jew to sacrifice at the pagan 
altar at Modein. Then Mattathias and his sons, John “Gaddi,” Simon “Thassi,” 
Judas “Maccabeus,” Eleazar “Avaran,” and Jonathan “Apphus,” fled to the hill 
country, where an ever-increasing band of Jews, some of whom were Hasidim (1 
Macc. 2:42-44; 7:13-14; 2 Macc. 14:6), joined them in their rebellion.

�When MattaWhen Mattathias diedthias died, the lead, the leadership pasership passed to Judsed to Judas, surnamas, surnamed Maccabeed Maccabeus (“the hus (“us (“the hamm(“the hammer”), fromer”), from whence th whence the popular e popular name for tname for the family he family derived. Aderived. Although thlthough tlthough the Hasmonthe Hasmoneans soon eans soon became sufbecame sufficiently ficiently strong to strong to fight morefight more conventio conventionally and nally and nally and to defand to defeat the Syeat the Syrian armierian armies, they res, they really succeally succeeded becaueded because Epiphanse Epiphanes was figes was fighting the htfigfighting tfighting the Parthiahe Parthians at the ns at the same time.same time.

When Mattathias died, the leadership passed to Judas, surnamed Maccabeus 
(“the hammer”), from whence the popular name for the family derived. Although 
the Hasmoneans soon became sufficiently strong to fight more conventionally 
and to defeat the Syrian armies, they really succeeded because Epiphanes was 
fighting the Parthians at the same time.

�Allegedly,Allegedly, some type some type of peace  of peace was declarwas declared (165) aed (165) allowing Jullowing Judas to entdas to enter Jerusaler Jeruer Jerusalem,Jerusalem, although  although it is moreit is more likely th likely that after wat after what seemedhat seemed to be a m to be a miraculous iraculous victory (1victvictory (1victory (1 Macc. 4)  Macc. 4) he actuallhe actually recaptury recaptured the cited the city. He did y. He did not have anot have access to tccess to the Akra, ahe Ahe Akra, a SyAkra, a Syrian fortrrian fortress, althoess, although he triugh he tried to takeed to take it when E it when Epiphanes dpiphanes died in 164ied in 164/3. On ret/3. O/3. On returniOn returning to Jerung to Jerusalem, Judsalem, Judas instituas instituted an eigted an eight-day celht-day celebration aebration as part of s part of the rededithe rthe rededicatirededication of the on of the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple in temple in 164 164 B.C.E.B.C.E. (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 4:52-59), 4:52-59), subsequentsubsequently celebraly subsequentsubsequentsubsequently celebraly celebrated as Hanted as Hanukkah (4:5ukkah (4:59; John 109; John 10:22).:22).:22).

Allegedly, some type of peace was declared (165) allowing Judas to enter 
Jerusalem, although it is more likely that after what seemed to be a miraculous 
victory (1 Macc. 4) he actually recaptured the city. He did not have access to the 
Akra, a Syrian fortress, although he tried to take it when Epiphanes died in 164/3. 
On returning to Jerusalem, Judas instituted an eight-day celebration as part of the 
rededication of the Jerusalem temple in 164 B.C.E. (1 Macc. 4:52-59), 
subsequently celebrated as Hanukkah (4:59; John 10:22).

�Judas had Judas had not achievnot achieved indepened independence, howdence, however. Evenever. Even after Epi after Epiphanes’ dephanes’ death, Judasath, Jath, Judas contJudas continued to finued to fight againight against the sucst the successor, Ancessor, Antiochus V tiochus V Eupator. AEupator. Although Julthough Judas won a daJuJudas won Judas won a great via great victory overctory over the Seleu the Seleucid forcescid forces, led by N, led by Nicanor, aticanor, at Beth-horo Beth-horon in 161, n Beth-horoBeth-horonBeth-horon in 161, h in 161, his troops is troops were defeawere defeated and heted and he died in a died in a later bat later battle in 161tle in 161/160. At t/16161161/160. A161/160. At this timt this time, the Hele, the Hellenized Jelenized Jews again bws again became asceecame ascendant in Jndant in Judah and Judah and Jerusalem.erJJerusalem.Jerusalem.

Judas had not achieved independence, however. Even after Epiphanes’ death, 
Judas continued to fight against the successor, Antiochus V Eupator. Although 
Judas won a great victory over the Seleucid forces, led by Nicanor, at 
Beth-horon in 161, his troops were defeated and he died in a later battle in 
161/160. At this time, the Hellenized Jews again became ascendant in Judah and 
Jerusalem.

�Judas’ sucJudas’ successor, Jocessor, Jonathan, thnathan, then sided wen sided with Alexanith Alexander Balas der Balas against Deagainst Demetrius, emetriusDeDemetrius,Demetrius, each of w each of whom havinghom having more or l more or less overt ess overt support bysupport by different different factions  factions at Rome waaat Rome waat Rome was vying fos vying for the Seler the Seleucid thronucid throne. Balas fe. Balas first appoiirst appointed Jonatnted Jonathan high phan high priest (153rieppriest (15priest (153). After 3). After Demetrius’Demetrius’ death, Ba death, Balas also alas also appointed Jppointed Jonathan pronathan provincial govincial governor ofoveggovernor ogovernor of Judea (1f Judea (150). Jonat50). Jonathan’s succhan’s success was noess was not long last long lasting. He wting. He was captureas captured and ultid capturecaptured acaptured and ultimatnd ultimately murderely murdered by the ed by the Syrian genSyrian general Trypheral Tryphon in 143 on in 143 or 142.or 142.or 142.

Judas’ successor, Jonathan, then sided with Alexander Balas against 
Demetrius, each of whom having more or less overt support by different factions 
at Rome was vying for the Seleucid throne. Balas first appointed Jonathan high 
priest (153). After Demetrius’ death, Balas also appointed Jonathan provincial 
governor of Judea (150). Jonathan’s success was not long lasting. He was 
captured and ultimately murdered by the Syrian general Tryphon in 143 or 142.

�Simon thenSimon then took up t took up the leadershe leadership, furthhip, further expandier expanding the stang the state. In 141te. In 141 he took t he too he took the Atook the Akra in Jerkra in Jerusalem. Thusalem. The followine following year he g year he became higbecame high priest oh priest of the Jewsf the Jews in Judah  in in Judah ain Judah and Jerusalnd Jerusalem, even tem, even though he whough he was not of as not of a high pria high priestly ordeestly order. He alsor. He also became co be became combecame commander-in-mander-in-chief and chief and ethnarch oethnarch of the Jewsf the Jews (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 14:41-43),14:41-43), confirmed confirme confirmed confirmed by the Selby the Seleucid kingeucid king. Under Si. Under Simon’s rulemon’s rule the state the state became au became autonomous atonomous auautonomousautonomous and free  and free from tribufrom tribute (Josephte (Josephus us BJBJ 1.53;  1.53; Ant.Ant. 13.211).  13.211). This does This does not mean tnot mnot mean that mean that it became it became independenindependent of Syriat of Syrian hegemonyn hegemony, as many , as many believe, bbelieve, because autecause auecause autonomy aautonomy and indepennd independence weredence were not legal not legally the samly the same in the He in the Hellenisticellenistic or the Ro or the Ro or the Roman worlRoman world.d.d.

Simon then took up the leadership, further expanding the state. In 141 he 
took the Akra in Jerusalem. The following year he became high priest of the Jews 



in Judah and Jerusalem, even though he was not of a high priestly order. He also 
became commander-in-chief and ethnarch of the Jews (1 Macc. 14:41-43), 
confirmed by the Seleucid king. Under Simon’s rule the state became 
autonomous and free from tribute (Josephus BJ 1.53; Ant. 13.211). This does not 
mean that it became independent of Syrian hegemony, as many believe, because 
autonomy and independence were not legally the same in the Hellenistic or the 
Roman world.

�In 134 SimIn 134 Simon and twoon and two of his so of his sons, Judas ns, Judas and Mattatand Mattathias, werehias, were murdered  murdered by Simon’sby Simby Simon’s soSimon’s son-in-law Pn-in-law Ptolemy (1 tolemy (1 Macc. 16:1Macc. 16:11-17). Whe1-17). When Ptolemy’n Ptolemy’s bid for s bid for power failpower failed, Simon’efailfailed, Sifailed, Simon’s remamon’s remaining son,ining son, John Hyrc John Hyrcanus, tookanus, took power. Af power. After being ter being confirmed confirmed as high praas high pras high priest, Hyrciest, Hyrcanus ruledanus ruled Judah and Judah and Jerusalem Jerusalem from 134  from 134 to 104. Heto 104. He extended  extended  extended textended the boundarhe boundaries of hisies of his state to  state to its greateits greatest point sst point since Solomince Solomon. He chaon. He changed theo-ngchachanged thchanged theo-politiceo-political “partieal “parties,” givings,” giving allegianc allegiance to the Se to the Sadducees, adducees, even thougeven though the Pharh thh the Pharisthe Pharisees allegeees allegedly had thdly had the support e support of the masof the masses.ses.ses.

In 134 Simon and two of his sons, Judas and Mattathias, were murdered by 
Simon’s son-in-law Ptolemy (1 Macc. 16:11-17). When Ptolemy’s bid for power 
failed, Simon’s remaining son, John Hyrcanus, took power. After being confirmed 
as high priest, Hyrcanus ruled Judah and Jerusalem from 134 to 104. He 
extended the boundaries of his state to its greatest point since Solomon. He 
changed theo-political “parties,” giving allegiance to the Sadducees, even though 
the Pharisees allegedly had the support of the masses.

�After HyrcAfter Hyrcanus died anus died in 104, hiin 104, his son Ariss son Aristobulus betobulus became the fcame the first Hasmoirst Hasmonean to tanean HasmoHasmonean Hasmonean to take thto take the title “ke title “king.” He ring.” He ruled for ouled for one year, dne year, during whicuring which time he h time he extended texextended textended the kingdomhe kingdom. After hi. After his death ins death in 103, Aris 103, Aristobulus’ wtobulus’ widow Alexaidow Alexandra marrindra marrndra married onmarried one of his be of his brothers, Arothers, Alexander Jlexander Janneus, whanneus, who ruled fro ruled from 103 to om 103 to 76.76.76.

After Hyrcanus died in 104, his son Aristobulus became the first 
Hasmonean to take the title “king.” He ruled for one year, during which time he 
extended the kingdom. After his death in 103, Aristobulus’ widow Alexandra 
married one of his brothers, Alexander Janneus, who ruled from 103 to 76.

�Janneus foJanneus fought foreiught foreign wars, egn wars, extending txtending the kingdomhe kingdom greatly.  greatly. He also deHe also dealt with ialt witalt with interwith internal, relignal, religiously-basiously-based confliced conflict by suppot by supporting the rting the Sadducees Sadducees as had hisas had his father. A fathe father. Atfather. At his death his death he advise he advised Alexandrd Alexandra to make a to make peace withpeace with the Phari the Pharisees so assees so as to ensure t to ensure to ensure her rule. her rule. When AlexaWhen Alexandra becamndra became ruler ofe ruler of the kingd the kingdom (76) wiom (76) with the supth the suth the support ofsupport of the Phari the Pharisees, she sees, she made her smade her son Hyrcanuon Hyrcanus II high s II high priest. Thpriest. This, howeveis, however, did notr,howevehowever, dhowever, did not insid not insure his suure his succession.ccession.ccession.

Janneus fought foreign wars, extending the kingdom greatly. He also dealt 
with internal, religiously-based conflict by supporting the Sadducees as had his 
father. At his death he advised Alexandra to make peace with the Pharisees so as 
to ensure her rule. When Alexandra became ruler of the kingdom (76) with the 
support of the Pharisees, she made her son Hyrcanus II high priest. This, 
however, did not insure his succession.

�At the deaAt the death of Alexth of Alexandra (66)andra (66), her sons, her sons Aristobul Aristobulus II and us II and Hyrcanus IHyrcanus II engaged I engagI engaged inengaged in civil war civil war. Pompey t. Pompey the Great whe Great was invitedas invited to interv to intervene and diene and did so in 64d so in 64, first se, f, first sendfirst sending his geing his general Scauneral Scaurus. A yearus. A year later Por later Pompey came mpey came himself, chimself, captured Jeaptured Jerusalem, arusJeJerusalem,Jerusalem, and insta and installed Hyrcalled Hyrcanus as hignus as high priest ah priest and ethnarcnd ethnarch, but noth, but not king, of  king, of the state the sthe state whosstate whose territore territory he then y he then reduced. Hreduced. He took Arie took Aristobulus tstobulus to Rome, pao Rome, parading himrading himrading him in hishim in his triumph. triumph. triumph.

At the death of Alexandra (66), her sons Aristobulus II and Hyrcanus II 
engaged in civil war. Pompey the Great was invited to intervene and did so in 64, 
first sending his general Scaurus. A year later Pompey came himself, captured 
Jerusalem, and installed Hyrcanus as high priest and ethnarch, but not king, of the 
state whose territory he then reduced. He took Aristobulus to Rome, parading 
him in his triumph.

�In light oIn light of Roman fof Roman foreign polireign policy, Pompeycy, Pompey, whose as, whose assignment usignment under the Gnder the Gabinian LaabiniaGGabinian LGabinian Law was to aw was to pacify thepacify the Mediterra Mediterranean worldnean world and who w and who was given uas given unlimited pnlimiteduunlimited unlimited powers undpowers under the Maner the Manilian Law,ilian Law, had not a had not acted precicted precipitously opitously or without r without right. Romrright. Romright. Rome’s hegemoe’s hegemony over thny over the Hasmoneae Hasmoneans had beens had been establisn established as a shed as a sort of proort of prort of protectoraprotectorate, in accte, in accordance wiordance with Roman lth Roman law, when Raw, when Rome had grome had granted Judaanted Judas and his s and hs and his followhis followers an ers an amicitiaamicitia (“friends (“friendship” or dihip” or diplomatic aplomatic agreement) greement) in 161. Lain 161. Later, when ter, whenter, when the when the amicitiaamicitia was chang was changed into a ed into a suzeraintysuzerainty treaty ( treaty (societas esocietas et amicitiat amicitia,, “alliance “alliance “alliance “alliance and friendand friendship”) thaship”) that was renet was renewed at thewed at the ascension ascension of each H of each Hasmonean easmonean except for xeexcept forexcept for Aristobul Aristobulus and Aleus and Alexander Janxander Janneus, the neus, the “client ki“client kingdom” wasngdom” was subject t subject to Rome’s iotto Rome’s to Rome’s iron-fisteiron-fisted rule.d rule.d rule.

In light of Roman foreign policy, Pompey, whose assignment under the 
Gabinian Law was to pacify the Mediterranean world and who was given 
unlimited powers under the Manilian Law, had not acted precipitously or without 
right. Rome’s hegemony over the Hasmoneans had been established as a sort of 
protectorate, in accordance with Roman law, when Rome had granted Judas and 
his followers an amicitia (“friendship” or diplomatic agreement) in 161. Later, 
when the amicitia was changed into a suzerainty treaty (societas et amicitia, 
“alliance and friendship”) that was renewed at the ascension of each Hasmonean 
except for Aristobulus and Alexander Janneus, the “client kingdom” was subject 
to Rome’s iron-fisted rule.



�Hyrcanus rHyrcanus ruled as a uled as a Roman clieRoman client from 63nt from 63 to 40. Af to 40. After Hyrcanter Hyrcanus’ death us’ death (40), Anti(40), (40), Anti(40), Antigonus II bgonus II became, witecame, with the supph the support of theort of the Parthian  Parthian enemies ofenemies of Rome, the Rome, the last rule l last rulerlast ruler of the Ha of the Hasmonean fasmonean family. He rmily. He ruled for tuled for three yearshree years (40–37),  (40–37), at which tat which time Rome pimettime Rome time Rome placed a cplaced a client kinglient king, Herod, w, Herod, who had tieho had ties by marris by marriage to theage to the Hasmonean Hasmonea HasmoneansHasmoneans, on the t, on the throne of Jhrone of Judah and Judah and Jerusalem.erusalem.erusalem.

Hyrcanus ruled as a Roman client from 63 to 40. After Hyrcanus’ death 
(40), Antigonus II became, with the support of the Parthian enemies of Rome, the 
last ruler of the Hasmonean family. He ruled for three years (40–37), at which 
time Rome placed a client king, Herod, who had ties by marriage to the 
Hasmoneans, on the throne of Judah and Jerusalem.
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HASRAHHASRAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�asra®h�asra®) (also HA) (also HARHAS)RHAS)RHAS)

HASRAH (Heb. h�asra® ) (also HARHAS)

�1.1. The grand The grandfather of father of Shallum (2Shallum (2 Chr. 34:2 Chr. 34:22). At 2 K2). At 2 Kgs. 22:14 gs. 22:14 the name athe name appears as ppeaaappears asappears as Harhas. Harhas. Harhas.

1. The grandfather of Shallum (2 Chr. 34:22). At 2 Kgs. 22:14 the name 
appears as Harhas.

�2.2. The head  The head of a familof a family who retuy who returned to Jerned to Jerusalem wirusalem with Zerubbath Zerubbabel followbel following the Exingfollowfollowing following the Exile the Exile (1 Esdr. 5(1 Esdr. 5:31; Gk. :31; Gk. AsaraAsara). The nam). The name is omitte is omitted in the ed in the parallel aparallel accounts (Eccaaccounts (accounts (Ezra 2:49;Ezra 2:49; Neh. 7:51 Neh. 7:51).).

2. The head of a family who returned to Jerusalem with Zerubbabel 
following the Exile (1 Esdr. 5:31; Gk. Asara). The name is omitted in the parallel 
accounts (Ezra 2:49; Neh. 7:51).

HASSENAAHHASSENAAH (Heb.  (Heb. hasseïnaœ}hasseïnaœ}a®a®)))

HASSENAAH (Heb. hasseïnaœ}a®)

The head oThe head of a familyf a family whose mem whose members assisbers assisted in repted in repairing theairing the walls of  walls of Jerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 3:3)(N(Neh. 3:3)(Neh. 3:3). They may. They may be associ be associated with ated with the familythe family or town o or town of Senaah.f Senaah.

The head of a family whose members assisted in repairing the walls of Jerusalem 
(Neh. 3:3). They may be associated with the family or town of Senaah.

HASSENUAHHASSENUAH (Heb.  (Heb. hasseïnu}ahasseïnu}a®, hasseïn®, hasseïnu®}a®u®}a®)))

HASSENUAH (Heb. hasseïnu}a®, hasseïnu®}a®)

�1.1. The fathe The father of Hodavr of Hodaviah; a Beniah; a Benjaminite wjaminite whose descehose descendants livndants lived in Jerued in Jerusalem aftesalemJeruJerusalem Jerusalem after the after the Exile (1 CExile (1 Chr. 9:7).hr. 9:7).hr. 9:7).

1. The father of Hodaviah; a Benjaminite whose descendants lived in 
Jerusalem after the Exile (1 Chr. 9:7).

�2.2. The fathe The father of Judahr of Judah ( (55), who was), who was second in second in command o command of Jerusalef Jerusalem during tm during tm during the time othe time of Nehemiahf Nehemiah (Neh. 11: (Neh. 11:9).9).

2. The father of Judah (5), who was second in command of Jerusalem during 
the time of Nehemiah (Neh. 11:9).

HASSHUBHASSHUB (Heb.  (Heb. h�asûsûu®bh�asûsûu®b��)))

HASSHUB (Heb. h�asûsûu®b� )

�1.1. A Levite  A Levite of the linof the line of Merare of Merari; the fati; the father of Sheher of Shemaiah (1 Cmaiah (1 Chr. 9:14; hr. 9:14; Neh. 11:15Neh. 11Neh. 11:15).11:15).11:15).

1. A Levite of the line of Merari; the father of Shemaiah (1 Chr. 9:14; Neh. 
11:15).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Pahath-moaPahath-moab who aideb who aided in rebuid in rebuilding the lding the walls of Jwalls of Jerusalem (erusalem (Neh. 3:11)Neh.((Neh. 3:11(Neh. 3:11).).).

2. A son of Pahath-moab who aided in rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem 
(Neh. 3:11).

�3.3. An Israel An Israelite who heite who helped to relped to rebuild the build the walls of Jwalls of Jerusalem (erusalem (Neh. 3:23)Neh. 3:23). Either h. Eithe. Either he Either he or or 2 2 above set above set his seal this seal to the reneo the renewed covenawed covenant under Nnt under Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:23[eh. (N(Neh. 10:2(Neh. 10:23[MT 24]).3[MT 24]).

3. An Israelite who helped to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:23). 
Either he or 2 above set his seal to the renewed covenant under Nehemiah 
(Neh. 10:23[MT 24]).

HASSOPHEREHASSOPHERETHTH (Heb.  (Heb. hassoœp�erhassoœp�eret�et�  Gk. Gk. AssaphioœtAssaphioœthh)))

HASSOPHERETH (Heb. hassoœp�eret�  



Gk. Assaphioœth)

The head oThe head of a familyf a family or guild  or guild of “Solomoof “Solomon’s servann’s servants” who rets” who returned froturned from the Exilm the Exile with ZereExilExile withExile with Zerubbabe Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:l (Ezra 2:55; 1 Esdr55; 1 Esdr. 5:33; cf. 5:33; cf. Neh. 7:5. Neh. 7:57, “Sopher7, “Sophereth”).eth”).

The head of a family or guild of “Solomon’s servants” who returned from the 
Exile with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:55; 1 Esdr. 5:33; cf. Neh. 7:57, “Sophereth”).

HASUPHAHASUPHA (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�síu®p�h�a�síu®p�aœ}aœ})))

HASUPHA (Heb. h�a�síu®p�aœ} )

A temple sA temple servant whoervant whose descendse descendants returants returned from tned from the Exile whe Exile with Zerubbith Zerubbabel (Ezraabel (Ezabel (Ezra 2:43(Ezra 2:43 = Neh. 7: = Neh. 7:46).46).

A temple servant whose descendants returned from the Exile with Zerubbabel 
(Ezra 2:43 = Neh. 7:46).

HATEHATEHATE

HATE

Hate is suHate is such a basicch a basic human emo human emotion that tion that it is not it is not surprisingsurprising to find i to find it regularlt regularly highlighy highy highlightehighlighted in the Bd in the Bible, evenible, even in the an in the anthropopaththropopathisms appliisms applied to God ed to God in the OT in the OT (absent in(a(absent in(absent in the NT; b the NT; but Rom. 9:ut Rom. 9:13). While13). While the Hebre the Hebrews naturalws naturally had a wly had a whole rangehole rangehole range of srange of such emotiouch emotions rangingns ranging from outr from outright deathight death-seeking m-seeking malice to malice to mere preferere preferere preferencepreference, disregar, disregard, and rejd, and rejection, thection, they had no ey had no suitable wsuitable words to exords to express diffpress different shaderediffdifferent different shades of shades of meaning. Tmeaning. Thus words hus words such as “lsuch as “love” and iove” and its oppositts opposite “hate” (e “hate” (Heb. He((Heb. (Heb. síaœneä};síaœneä}; Gk.  Gk. miséoœmiséoœ) were use) were used to expred to express the idess the idea of prefea of preference.rence.rence.

Hate is such a basic human emotion that it is not surprising to find it regularly 
highlighted in the Bible, even in the anthropopathisms applied to God in the OT 
(absent in the NT; but Rom. 9:13). While the Hebrews naturally had a whole 
range of such emotions ranging from outright death-seeking malice to mere 
preference, disregard, and rejection, they had no suitable words to express 
different shades of meaning. Thus words such as “love” and its opposite “hate” 
(Heb. síaœneä}; Gk. miséoœ) were used to express the idea of preference.

�In the OT,In the OT, God who i God who is holy ands holy and jealous i jealous is describes described as hatind as hating the worsg the worship of falhip of hip of false gof false gods (Deut.ods (Deut. 12:31); t 12:31); the liturgyhe liturgy of Israel of Israel, its sacr, its sacrifices, neifices, new moons, aw moons, and sabbathnd sabbnd sabbaths bsabbaths because theecause they lack deey lack deep sinceritp sincerity and obedy and obedience (Isaience (Isa. 1:14; Am. 1:14; Amos 5:21); os 5:21); injustice injuinjustice injustice (Isa. 61:8(Isa. 61:8); and sin); and sinners (Hos.ners (Hos. 9:15). Tw 9:15). Two lists aro lists are collectee collected in Prov.d in Prov. 6:16-19;  6:16-19 6:16-19; 86:16-19; 8:13. Yahwe:13. Yahweh hates Esh hates Esau (“prefeau (“prefers” Jacob;rs” Jacob; Mal. 1:3) Mal. 1:3). Joseph’s. Joseph’s brothers  brothers hate him bhatehate him bhate him because of ecause of his fatherhis father’s favorit’s favoritism (Gen. ism (Gen. 37:4). Isa37:4). Isaac is hateac is hated (Gen. 26d (Gen. 26:27; cf. J:27; c:27; cf. Jephthcf. Jephthah, Judg. ah, Judg. 11:7). In 11:7). In the OT thethe OT the one clear one clear prohibiti prohibition is hatron is hatred of one’ed of one’s kin (Levs kin (s kin (Lev. 19:1(Lev. 19:17-18), whi7-18), while one is le one is commanded commanded also to loalso to love the alive the alien (Deut. en (Deut. 10:19). Ev10:19). Even God is enEvEven God iEven God is hated (1s hated (1 Sam. 8:7; Sam. 8:7; Jer. 14:1 Jer. 14:19); this m9); this means ignoreans ignoring God’s ing God’s commands acommands and persecunaand persecand persecuting his uting his people. Thpeople. Thus the eneus the enemies of thmies of the psalmiste psalmist who range who range from the  from the communal tccommunal tcommunal to the perso the personal, the onal, the political political to the relto the religious, arigious, are also thoe also those who hatse who hate God (Ps.e Ge God (Ps. 6God (Ps. 68:1[MT 2];8:1[MT 2]; 81:15[16] 81:15[16]). They ha). They hate peace (te peace (Ps. 120:6)Ps. 120:6) and disci and discipline (50:pline (50:17) and pl17)(50:(50:17) an(50:17) and plot agad plot against God’sinst God’s people (8 people (83:2[3]). N3:2[3]). Naturally oaturally one hates sne hates such peopleuch people (Ps. 139: (P (Ps. 139:2(Ps. 139:21). At Qum1). At Qumran the coran the community wammunity was called ts called to separateo separate from the  from the wicked andwicked anwicked and to hatand to hate them (1Qe them (1QS 3:26—4:1S 3:26—4:1), and to ), and to pursue thepursue the sons of d sons of darkness wiarkness with an “eveth an “evth an “everlasti“everlasting hatred ng hatred in a spiriin a spirit of secret of secrecy” (1:10)cy” (1:10). While Go. While God punishesd punishes the wicke the wickedness of tdnewickewickednesswickedness of those  of those who hate twho hate to the thiro the third and fourd and fourth generatth generations (Deutions (Deut. 5:9), ac. 5:9), according tocoacaccording according to Ezekielto Ezekiel God desir God desires not thees not the death of  death of the sinnerthe sinner (Ezek. 18 (Ezek. 18:23), and :23), and Wisdom insWWisdom insWisdom insists that ists that God cannotGod cannot hate any  hate any of the beiof the beings he hasngs he has made (Wis made (Wis. 11:24).. 11:24).. 11:24).

In the OT, God who is holy and jealous is described as hating the worship 
of false gods (Deut. 12:31); the liturgy of Israel, its sacrifices, new moons, and 
sabbaths because they lack deep sincerity and obedience (Isa. 1:14; Amos 5:21); 
injustice (Isa. 61:8); and sinners (Hos. 9:15). Two lists are collected in Prov. 
6:16-19; 8:13. Yahweh hates Esau (“prefers” Jacob; Mal. 1:3). Joseph’s brothers 
hate him because of his father’s favoritism (Gen. 37:4). Isaac is hated (Gen. 26:27; 
cf. Jephthah, Judg. 11:7). In the OT the one clear prohibition is hatred of one’s kin 
(Lev. 19:17-18), while one is commanded also to love the alien (Deut. 10:19). 
Even God is hated (1 Sam. 8:7; Jer. 14:19); this means ignoring God’s commands 
and persecuting his people. Thus the enemies of the psalmist who range from the 
communal to the personal, the political to the religious, are also those who hate 
God (Ps. 68:1[MT 2]; 81:15[16]). They hate peace (Ps. 120:6) and discipline 
(50:17) and plot against God’s people (83:2[3]). Naturally one hates such people 
(Ps. 139:21). At Qumran the community was called to separate from the wicked 
and to hate them (1QS 3:26—4:1), and to pursue the sons of darkness with an 
“everlasting hatred in a spirit of secrecy” (1:10). While God punishes the 
wickedness of those who hate to the third and fourth generations (Deut. 5:9), 
according to Ezekiel God desires not the death of the sinner (Ezek. 18:23), and 
Wisdom insists that God cannot hate any of the beings he has made (Wis. 11:24).

�Jesus blunJesus bluntly rejecttly rejects hatred as hatred and insistsnd insists that love that love is the on is the only law, evly law, even in relaen in relation to ontiorelarelation trelation to one’s eno one’s enemies. Thiemies. This is explas is explained as toined as to pray for  pray for one’s enemone’s enemy (Matt. 5y (Matt. 5:44-45) an:44-55:44-45) a5:44-45) and to “do nd to “do good to thgood to those who haose who hate you” (Lte you” (Luke 6:27).uke 6:27). Paradoxic Paradoxically, discally, discipleship iipdiscdiscipleshdiscipleship involveip involves a certais a certain type of n type of hate, or rhate, or rather hierather hierarchy of carchy of commitment,ommitment, placing J pla placing Jeplacing Jesus first sus first in one’s lin one’s life beforeife before father, m father, mother, broother, brothers, sisthers, sisters, wifeters, wife, and chil, and chi, and children (children (Luke 14:26Luke 14:26). Likewis). Likewise a discipe a disciple must evle must even hate onen hate oneself (Joheself (John 12:25). n 12:25). Life in thLife Life in thLife in the old aeone old aeon was chara was characterized bcterized by hate (Tiy hate (Tit. 3:3) but. 3:3) but in the nt in the new by loveew by love (Rom. 13: (Ro (Rom. 13:8(Rom. 13:8-10; 1 Joh-10; 1 John 2:10). Tn 2:10). The Johannihe Johannine writingne writings are the s are the most promimost prominent for tnent for the sharp chtthe sharp the sharp contrast bcontrast between theetween the divine lo divine love and theve and the sin of th sin of the world ofe world of darkness  darkness which is hwhwhich is hwhich is hatred for atred for God, ChrisGod, Christ, and Godt, and God’s people ’s people (John 15:2(John 15:23-24; 7:7;3-24; 7:7; 15:18). O 15:18). One of the neOOne of theOne of the clear lim clear limitations oitations of 1 John if 1 John is its enths its enthusiastic dusiastic dedication edication to love (1to love (1 John 4:19 John 4 John 4:19) yet 4:19) yet its bitterits bitter condemnat condemnation of forion of former membermer members as demons as demonic antichric antichrists, falsists, false prophetse falsfalse propfalse prophets, and hets, and examples oexamples of lawlessnf lawlessness and evess and evil (2:18–1il (2:18–19; 4:1–6; 9; 4:1–6; 3:4–5). Go3:4–5). God did not d dd did not sedid not send his Sonnd his Son to condem to condemn the worln the world but becad but because he so use he so loved the loved the world (Johworld (Joworld (John 3:16(John 3:16).).).

Jesus bluntly rejects hatred and insists that love is the only law, even in 
relation to one’s enemies. This is explained as to pray for one’s enemy (Matt. 
5:44-45) and to “do good to those who hate you” (Luke 6:27). Paradoxically, 
discipleship involves a certain type of hate, or rather hierarchy of commitment, 
placing Jesus first in one’s life before father, mother, brothers, sisters, wife, and 



children (Luke 14:26). Likewise a disciple must even hate oneself (John 12:25). 
Life in the old aeon was characterized by hate (Tit. 3:3) but in the new by love 
(Rom. 13:8-10; 1 John 2:10). The Johannine writings are the most prominent for 
the sharp contrast between the divine love and the sin of the world of darkness 
which is hatred for God, Christ, and God’s people (John 15:23-24; 7:7; 15:18). 
One of the clear limitations of 1 John is its enthusiastic dedication to love (1 John 
4:19) yet its bitter condemnation of former members as demonic antichrists, 
false prophets, and examples of lawlessness and evil (2:18–19; 4:1–6; 3:4–5). God 
did not send his Son to condemn the world but because he so loved the world 
(John 3:16).

Seán KealySeán Kealy, C.S.Sp., C.S.Sp.

Seán Kealy, C.S.Sp.

HATHACHHATHACH (Heb.  (Heb. ha�t�aœk�ha�t�aœk�)))

HATHACH (Heb. ha�t�aœk� )

A eunuch bA eunuch belonging telonging to the Perso the Persian king Aian king Ahasuerus, hasuerus, appointed appointed to attend to attend Queen EsthQueen EstQueen Esther. ItEsther. It was throu was through him thagh him that Esther lt Esther learned froearned from Mordecaim Mordecai about Ham about Haman’s plot an’s plot an’s plot againplot against the Jewst the Jews (Esth. 4s (Esth. 4:5-10).:5-10).

A eunuch belonging to the Persian king Ahasuerus, appointed to attend Queen 
Esther. It was through him that Esther learned from Mordecai about Haman’s 
plot against the Jews (Esth. 4:5-10).

HATHATHHATHATH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�t�at�h�a�t�at�)))

HATHATH (Heb. h�a�t�at� )

A JudahiteA Judahite, son of O, son of Othniel (1 thniel (1 Chr. 4:13)Chr. 4:13)..

A Judahite, son of Othniel (1 Chr. 4:13).

HATIPHAHATIPHA (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�t�iîp�h�a�t�iîp�aœ};aœ}; Gk.  Gk. AtiphaAtipha)))

HATIPHA (Heb. h�a�t�iîp�aœ};  Gk. Atipha)

A temple sA temple servant whoervant whose descendse descendants returants returned from tned from the Exile whe Exile with Zerubbith Zerubbabel (Ezraabel (Ezabel (Ezra 2:54(Ezra 2:54 = Neh. 7: = Neh. 7:56 = 1 Esd56 = 1 Esdr. 5:32).r. 5:32).

A temple servant whose descendants returned from the Exile with Zerubbabel 
(Ezra 2:54 = Neh. 7:56 = 1 Esdr. 5:32).

HATITAHATITA (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�t�iît�h�a�t�iît�aœ};aœ}; Gk.  Gk. AteätaAteäta)))

HATITA (Heb. h�a�t�iît�aœ};  Gk. Ateäta)

A leviticaA levitical gatekeepl gatekeeper whose der whose descendantsescendants returned  returned with Zerubwith Zerubbabel frombabel from the Exile the Exile the Exile (EzrExile (Ezra 2:42 = Na 2:42 = Neh. 7:45 =eh. 7:45 = 1 Esdr. 5 1 Esdr. 5:28).:28).

A levitical gatekeeper whose descendants returned with Zerubbabel from the 
Exile (Ezra 2:42 = Neh. 7:45 = 1 Esdr. 5:28).

HATTILHATTIL (Heb.  (Heb. h�at�t�iîlh�at�t�iîl)))

HATTIL (Heb. h�at�t�iîl )

A family oA family of “Solomonf “Solomon’s servant’s servants” whose ds” whose descendantsescendants returned  returned from the Efrom the Exile with xile withxile with Zerubwith Zerubbabel (Ezrbabel (Ezra 2:57 = Na 2:57 = Neh. 7:59 =eh. 7:59 = 1 Esdr. 5 1 Esdr. 5:34).:34).

A family of “Solomon’s servants” whose descendants returned from the Exile 
with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:57 = Neh. 7:59 = 1 Esdr. 5:34).

HATTIN, HOHATTIN, HORNS OFRNS OFRNS OF

HATTIN, HORNS OF

A mountainA mountain pass in t pass in the heightshe heights above the above the Sea of Ga Sea of Galilee ca. lilee ca. 8 km. (5 m8 km. (5 mi.) NW of i.) NW of Tiberias, TiTiberias, Tiberias, in the sadin the saddle betweedle between two peakn two peaks connectis connecting the Seang the Sea of Galile of Galilee with thee with the coastal p c coastal plcoastal plain. Here ain. Here a decisivea decisive battle of battle of the Crusa the Crusades took pdes took place. Undelace. Under the leadr the leadership of ersleadleadershipleadership of Saladi of Saladin (Salah an (Salah ad-Din), Isd-Din), Islam’s grealam’s greatest warritest warrior, Moslemor, Moslems sought ts sought to recapturo reo recapture recapture territory territory wrested frwrested from them byom them by earlier c earlier crusading arusading armies. On rmies. On the way tothe way tothe way to Jerusalto Jerusalem, Saladiem, Saladin’s forcesn’s forces laid sieg laid siege to Tibere to Tiberias. A Cruias. A Crusader forcsader force, led by e, led by Guy of LusGuy oGuy of Lusignaof Lusignan, king ofn, king of Jerusalem Jerusalem, marched , marched to relieveto relieve the besie the besieged city. ged city. The armiesThe armies met on 4  me met on 4 Jmet on 4 July 1187. uly 1187. By taking By taking advantage advantage of the heaof the heat, the heat, the heavy armor ovy armor of the Crusf the Crusaders, andadCrusCrusaders,Crusaders, and a sup and a superior straerior strategic positegic position, the tion, the Moslem armMoslem army overwhely overwhelmed and shmed and smed and shattered shattered the Crusadthe Crusader forces.er forces. In Octobe In October 1187 Jerr 1187 Jerusalem felusalem fell to Saladl to Saladin as wellin as well...

A mountain pass in the heights above the Sea of Galilee ca. 8 km. (5 mi.) NW of 
Tiberias, in the saddle between two peaks connecting the Sea of Galilee with the 
coastal plain. Here a decisive battle of the Crusades took place. Under the 
leadership of Saladin (Salah ad-Din), Islam’s greatest warrior, Moslems sought to 
recapture territory wrested from them by earlier crusading armies. On the way 
to Jerusalem, Saladin’s forces laid siege to Tiberias. A Crusader force, led by Guy 



of Lusignan, king of Jerusalem, marched to relieve the besieged city. The armies 
met on 4 July 1187. By taking advantage of the heat, the heavy armor of the 
Crusaders, and a superior strategic position, the Moslem army overwhelmed and 
shattered the Crusader forces. In October 1187 Jerusalem fell to Saladin as well.

D. Larry GD. Larry Greggregg

D. Larry Gregg

HATTUSHHATTUSH (Heb.  (Heb. h�at�t�u®sh�at�t�u®sûû)))

HATTUSH (Heb. h�at�t�u®sû )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Shemaiah aShemaiah and grandsond grandson of Shecan of Shecaniah (1 Chniah (1 Chr. 3:22); r. 3:22); a postexila postexilic descendic deic descendantdescendant of David  of David who returnwho returned from thed from the Exile wie Exile with Ezra (Eth Ezra (Ezra 8:2; 1zra 8:2; 1 Esdr. 8:2 Esdr. 8:20; here ca0;8:28:20; here8:20; here called a  called a “son” of S“son” of Shecaniah; hecaniah; NRSV “descNRSV “descendant”).endant”).endant”).

1. A son of Shemaiah and grandson of Shecaniah (1 Chr. 3:22); a postexilic 
descendant of David who returned from the Exile with Ezra (Ezra 8:2; 1 Esdr. 
8:20; here called a “son” of Shecaniah; NRSV “descendant”).

�2.2. The son o The son of Hashabnef Hashabneiah who reiah who repaired a ppaired a portion of ortion of the walls the walls of Jerusalof Jerusalem (Neh. 3em (em (Neh. 3:10(Neh. 3:10).).).

2. The son of Hashabneiah who repaired a portion of the walls of Jerusalem 
(Neh. 3:10).

�3.3. A priest  A priest who returnwho returned from exed from exile with Zile with Zerubbabel erubbabel (Neh. 12:2(Neh. 12:2). He may ). He may be the sambebe the sambe the same Hattush e Hattush as the prias the priest who seest who set his sealt his seal to the re to the renewed covenewed covenant undernant undernant under Neheunder Nehemiah (Neh.miah (Neh. 10:4[MT 5 10:4[MT 5]).]).

3. A priest who returned from exile with Zerubbabel (Neh. 12:2). He may 
be the same Hattush as the priest who set his seal to the renewed covenant 
under Nehemiah (Neh. 10:4[MT 5]).

HAURANHAURAN (Heb.  (Heb. h�awraœnh�awraœn)))

HAURAN (Heb. h�awraœn )

The area oThe area of Transjorf Transjordan which dan which extended fextended from Mt. Herom Mt. Hermon and trmon and the River Phe River Pharpar in harpar PPharpar inPharpar in the north the north to the Ya to the Yarmuk Riverrmuk River in the so in the south and fruth and from the Seaom the Sea of Galile of Galilee on the weGalileGalilee onGalilee on the west  the west to Jebel eto Jebel ed-Druze ond-Druze on the east. the east. It encomp It encompasses basiasses basically the cally the same terrisamsame terrisame territory as Batory as Bashan. The shan. The northern pnorthern part is tabart is tableland witleland with many volh many volcanoes andcanoes and rocky soi andand rocky and rocky soil well soil well known for known for its pasturits pastureland. Theeland. The southern  southern part contapart contains an ancins an ancient layerieancancient laancient layer of veryer of very fertile y fertile decomposeddecomposed lava. lava. lava.

The area of Transjordan which extended from Mt. Hermon and the River 
Pharpar in the north to the Yarmuk River in the south and from the Sea of 
Galilee on the west to Jebel ed-Druze on the east. It encompasses basically the 
same territory as Bashan. The northern part is tableland with many volcanoes 
and rocky soil well known for its pastureland. The southern part contains an 
ancient layer of very fertile decomposed lava.

�The name mThe name means eitheeans either “hollow r “hollow land” or “land” or “black-landblack-land,” the lat,” the latter referrter referring evidening eviding evidently evidently to the blato the black basalt ck basalt which covewhich covers much ofrs much of the regio the region. It appen. It appears for thars for the first tie fire first timefirst time in Egypti in Egyptian texts oan texts of the 19thf the 19th century  century B.C.B.C. and in As and in Assyrian cunsyrian cuneiform texeiform texts as earltstextexts as etexts as early as tharly as the 15th cene 15th century. Shaltury. Shalmaneser IImaneser III mentionsI mentions the “moun the “mountains of ttains of the land ofhe tthe land othe land of Hauran,”f Hauran,” and Assur and Assurbanipal rebanipal refers to thfers to the “districe “district of Haurat of Hauran.” Haurann.” Hauran occurs in o occurs in occurs in Ezekiel’s Ezekiel’s vision of vision of restored Irestored Israel as tsrael as the ideal bhe ideal border of torder of the land (Ehe land (Ezek. 47:16zek. 47zek. 47:16, 18)47:16, 18)...

The name means either “hollow land” or “black-land,” the latter referring 
evidently to the black basalt which covers much of the region. It appears for the 
first time in Egyptian texts of the 19th century B.C. and in Assyrian cuneiform 
texts as early as the 15th century. Shalmaneser III mentions the “mountains of 
the land of Hauran,” and Assurbanipal refers to the “district of Hauran.” Hauran 
occurs in Ezekiel’s vision of restored Israel as the ideal border of the land (Ezek. 
47:16, 18).

�After the After the Exile HaurExile Hauran was setan was settled by Jetled by Jews, Greeksws, Greeks, and Naba, and Nabateans who teans who struggled strugstruggled struggled for its cofor its control. It ntrol. It came undercame under Hasmonean Hasmonean dominatio domination in the 2n in the 2nd centurynd centurynd century, ocentury, only to be nly to be lost to thlost to the Nabateane Nabateans in 90 s in 90 B.C.B.C. By the Ro By the Roman periodman period it was kn it was kn it was known as Aknown as Auranitis (uranitis (Josephus Josephus AntAnt 17.11.4 [ 17.11.4 [319]) and 319]) and was made awas made a part of t part of the Decapolhe Decaphe Decapolis Decapolis by Pompey.by Pompey. Augustus  Augustus gave it togave it to Herod the Herod the Great ca. Great ca. 23  23 B.C.B.C., and it w, and it was later uas las later undelater under the contr the control of Herrol of Herod Philip,od Philip, Agrippa I Agrippa I, Agrippa , Agrippa II, and thII, and the Nabateane Nabateans before fs bes before finbefore finally becomally becoming part oing part of the provf the province of Syince of Syria (ria (A.D.A.D. 106). 106). 106).

After the Exile Hauran was settled by Jews, Greeks, and Nabateans who 
struggled for its control. It came under Hasmonean domination in the 2nd 
century, only to be lost to the Nabateans in 90 B.C. By the Roman period it was 
known as Auranitis (Josephus Ant 17.11.4 [319]) and was made a part of the 
Decapolis by Pompey. Augustus gave it to Herod the Great ca. 23 B.C., and it was 
later under the control of Herod Philip, Agrippa I, Agrippa II, and the Nabateans 
before finally becoming part of the province of Syria (A.D. 106).

Paul J. RaPaul J. Ray, Jr.y, Jr.

Paul J. Ray, Jr.

HAVILAHHAVILAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�wiîla®h�a�wiîla®) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

HAVILAH (Heb. h�a�wiîla® ) (PERSON)



�1.1. A son of  A son of Cush, accoCush, according to trding to the Table ohe Table of Nations f Nations (Gen. 10:7(Gen. 10:7; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 1:9).:9).:9).

1. A son of Cush, according to the Table of Nations (Gen. 10:7; 1 Chr. 1:9).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Joktan andJoktan and descendan descendant of Shem t of Shem (Gen. 10:2(Gen. 10:29; 1 Chr. 9; 1 Chr. 1:29); epo1:29); eponymous ancnymepoeponymous eponymous ancestor oancestor of an Arabif an Arabian people.an people.

2. A son of Joktan and descendant of Shem (Gen. 10:29; 1 Chr. 1:29); 
eponymous ancestor of an Arabian people.

HAVILAHHAVILAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�wiîla®h�a�wiîla®) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

HAVILAH (Heb. h�a�wiîla® ) (PLACE)

A region sA region surrounded urrounded by the Pisby the Pishon River,hon River, known for known for its fine  its fine gold, bdelgold, bdellium, and lium, and onyx stoneononyx stoneonyx stone (Gen. 2:1 (Gen. 2:11-12). Ety1-12). Etymologicallmologically, the namy, the name is probae is probably derivebly derived from thed from the West Semi W West SemitWest Semitic root ic root h�wlh�wl “sand,” a “sand,” and thus rend thus refers to thfers to the “land ofe “land of sand.” Be sand.” Because of tcause ofcause of the eniof the enigmatic, orgmatic, or mythic, g mythic, geography oeography of Eden, itf Eden, it is uncert is uncertain whetheain whether Havilah r Havilah refers to referefers to refers to a specifica specific locality  locality known to Iknown to Israel (prosrael (probably in Abably in Arabia) or rabia) or is used geis used generally tonerallygegenerally generally to refer tto refer to the deseo the desert region rt region outside thoutside the garden.e garden.e garden.

A region surrounded by the Pishon River, known for its fine gold, bdellium, and 
onyx stone (Gen. 2:11-12). Etymologically, the name is probably derived from the 
West Semitic root h�wl  “sand,” and thus refers to the “land of sand.” Because 
of the enigmatic, or mythic, geography of Eden, it is uncertain whether Havilah 
refers to a specific locality known to Israel (probably in Arabia) or is used 
generally to refer to the desert region outside the garden.

�Elsewhere,Elsewhere, Havilah r Havilah refers to aefers to a specific  specific region of region of Arabia or Arabia or to Arabia to Arabia in generalin generain general whgeneral which was knich was known for itown for its gold, prs gold, precious stoecious stones, and vnes, and valuable realuable resins. In tsins. In the Table ohe The Table of NTable of Nations, Haations, Havilah is lvilah is listed as aisted as a descenden descendent of Cush t of Cush (Gen. 10:7(Gen. 10:7) and of J) and of Joktan (v. oktaJJoktan (v.Joktan (v. 29). In b 29). In both cases oth cases it is assoit is associated witciated with known reh known regions of Agions of Arabia suchrabia such as Sheba  as S as Sheba and Sheba and Dedan. HavDedan. Havilah is alilah is also mentionso mentioned as the ed as the easternmoseasternmost region st region settled by ettled by the Ishmaetthe Ishmaethe Ishmaelites (Genlites (Gen. 25:18) a. 25:18) and later bnd later by the Amaly the Amalekites (1 ekites (1 Sam. 15:7)Sam. 15:7). Some sch. Some scholars haveolschscholars hscholars have associave associated Havilated Havilah with thah with the region oe region of Haulan if Haulan in southwesn southwest Arabia, t Arabia, first attefirfirst attefirst attested in ansted in an Old Sabea Old Sabean inscriptn inscription and prion and preserved ineserved in the name  the name of two modof two modern Yemeniemodmodern Yemmodern Yemenite tribenite tribal groups.al groups.

Elsewhere, Havilah refers to a specific region of Arabia or to Arabia in 
general which was known for its gold, precious stones, and valuable resins. In the 
Table of Nations, Havilah is listed as a descendent of Cush (Gen. 10:7) and of 
Joktan (v. 29). In both cases it is associated with known regions of Arabia such as 
Sheba and Dedan. Havilah is also mentioned as the easternmost region settled by 
the Ishmaelites (Gen. 25:18) and later by the Amalekites (1 Sam. 15:7). Some 
scholars have associated Havilah with the region of Haulan in southwest Arabia, 
first attested in an Old Sabean inscription and preserved in the name of two 
modern Yemenite tribal groups.

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

HAVVOTH-JAHAVVOTH-JAIRIR (Heb.  (Heb. h�awwoœt� h�awwoœt� yaœ}iîryaœ}iîr)))

HAVVOTH-JAIR (Heb. h�awwoœt� yaœ}iîr )

A number oA number of villagesf villages in the re in the region of Bagion of Bashan, E ofshan, E of the Sea o the Sea of Galilee.f Galilee. The Manas The Manassehite JaisehManasManassehitManassehite Jair cape Jair captured a nutured a number of tember of tent villagent villages (Num. 32s (Num. 32:41) and c:41) and called themalled them Havvoth-j H Havvoth-jaHavvoth-jair (“villair (“villages of Jaiges of Jair”). Theser”). These villages  villages were locatwere located in the ed in the region of region of Argob whicArgob Argob whicArgob which was a pah was a part of Bashrt of Bashan (Deut. an (Deut. 3:4, 14). 3:4, 14). All the teAll the territory ofrritory of Bashan wi Bashan with its 60 th wiwith its 6with its 60 cities (0 cities (Deut. 3:4)Deut. 3:4) was then  was then allotted tallotted to the halfo the half tribe of  tribe of Manasseh (Manasseh (Deut. 3:14Deut. ((Deut. 3:1(Deut. 3:14; Josh. 14; Josh. 13:30). Thi3:30). This seems tos seems to be confir be confirmed by 1 Cmed by 1 Chr. 2:22-2hr. 2:22-23, which r3, which reports thaeprreports threports that Geshur at Geshur and Aram tand Aram took Havvotook Havvoth-jair (23h-jair (23 cities) a cities) and Kenath nd Kenath (37 cities(37 cities), 60 town),citiescities), 6cities), 60 towns al0 towns all located l located in Bashan.in Bashan.

A number of villages in the region of Bashan, E of the Sea of Galilee. The 
Manassehite Jair captured a number of tent villages (Num. 32:41) and called them 
Havvoth-jair (“villages of Jair”). These villages were located in the region of 
Argob which was a part of Bashan (Deut. 3:4, 14). All the territory of Bashan 
with its 60 cities (Deut. 3:4) was then allotted to the half tribe of Manasseh 
(Deut. 3:14; Josh. 13:30). This seems to be confirmed by 1 Chr. 2:22-23, which 
reports that Geshur and Aram took Havvoth-jair (23 cities) and Kenath (37 
cities), 60 towns all located in Bashan.

�Later the Later the Gileadite Gileadite judge Jairjudge Jair gave to h gave to his 30 sonsis 30 sons towns in  towns in Gilead knoGilead known as Havvwn as Hwn as Havvoth-jaHavvoth-jair (Judg. ir (Judg. 10:3-5); a10:3-5); apparently pparently he is a dihe is a different Jafferent Jair from thir from the one in Ne one in Num. 32:41.um. 3um. 32:41. In 32:41. In Solomon’s Solomon’s administraadministration the rtion the region of Aegion of Argob numbergob numbered 60 walred 60 walled citiesled cities (1 Kgs. 4 citiescities (1 cities (1 Kgs. 4:13)Kgs. 4:13). These di. These discrepanciescrepancies may reprs may represent diffesent different traderent traditions anditions and sources,  sou sources, ssources, scribal errcribal errors, or evors, or even indicaten indicate an incree an increase in setase in settlements dtlements due to a poue to a population epulapopopulationpopulation explosion explosion during th during the Iron I ae Iron I and II perind II periods.ods.ods.

Later the Gileadite judge Jair gave to his 30 sons towns in Gilead known as 
Havvoth-jair (Judg. 10:3-5); apparently he is a different Jair from the one in Num. 
32:41. In Solomon’s administration the region of Argob numbered 60 walled 
cities (1 Kgs. 4:13). These discrepancies may represent different traditions and 
sources, scribal errors, or even indicate an increase in settlements due to a 
population explosion during the Iron I and II periods.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. G. BoliR. G. Boling, “Some ng, “Some Conflated Conflated Readings iReadings in Joshua-Jn Joshua-Judges,” udges,” VTVTVTVT 16 (1966) 16 (1966): 293–98.: 293–98.: 293–98.

Bibliography. R. G. Boling, “Some Conflated Readings in Joshua-Judges,” 
VT 16 (1966): 293–98.

Zeljko GreZeljko Gregorgor

Zeljko Gregor



HAWKHAWKHAWK

HAWK

A generic A generic term for sterm for small or memall or medium-sizeddium-sized diurnal b diurnal birds of prirds of prey, particey, particularly thoularly those in the se ise in the famin the family Accipiily Accipitridae. Thtridae. The term is e term is sometimes sometimes extended textended to include o include certain mecertain members of tmmemembers ofmembers of the famil the family Falconidy Falconidae, which ae, which tends to ctends to create confreate confusion in tusion in terms of clerms of classificatiasclclassificaclassification and ntion and naming of saming of species.pecies.pecies.

A generic term for small or medium-sized diurnal birds of prey, particularly those 
in the family Accipitridae. The term is sometimes extended to include certain 
members of the family Falconidae, which tends to create confusion in terms of 
classification and naming of species.

�Heb. Heb. neäs�neäs� is simila is similarly generirly generic. It occuc. It occurs in the rs in the lists of nlists of nonpermitteonpermitted birds (Ld birds (Ld birds (Lev. 11:1(Lev. 11:16; Deut. 16; Deut. 14:15), on 4:15), on both occasboth occasions folloions followed by thewed by the clarifica clarification “of ation “of any kind.” ny kiny kind.” Eigkind.” Eight to 10 dht to 10 different sifferent species of pecies of hawks are hawks are found in Ifound in Israel todasrael today. The wory. The word is obviod is d is obviousis obviously relatedly related to the co to the cognate verbgnate verb  naœs�as�,naœs�as�, “to fly.” “to fly.” The soari The soaring flight ng flight of the oof the of the neäs�neäs� is noted  is noted in Job 39:in Job 39:26.26.26.

Heb. neäs�  is similarly generic. It occurs in the lists of nonpermitted birds 
(Lev. 11:16; Deut. 14:15), on both occasions followed by the clarification “of any 
kind.” Eight to 10 different species of hawks are found in Israel today. The word 
is obviously related to the cognate verb naœs�as�,  “to fly.” The soaring flight 
of the neäs�  is noted in Job 39:26.

�Heb. Heb. tah�maœstah�maœs (original (originally meaningly meaning “robber,” “robber,” “bandit”) “bandit”) has tradi has traditionally btionally been transleebbeen transbeen translated “niglated “nighthawk,” bhthawk,” but this biut this bird of the rd of the family Capfamily Caprimulgidaerimulgidae is seldom is seldom found in  fo found in tfound in the Middle he Middle East and iEast and is not relas not related to theted to the true hawk true hawks. A bettes. A better suggestir suggestion is “nigon suggestisuggestionsuggestion is “night is “night jar”  jar” (Caprimulg(Caprimulgus europaeus europaeus)us)...

Heb. tah�maœs  (originally meaning “robber,” “bandit”) has traditionally 
been translated “nighthawk,” but this bird of the family Caprimulgidae is seldom 
found in the Middle East and is not related to the true hawks. A better 
suggestion is “night jar” (Caprimulgus europaeus).

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik

Jesper Svartvik

HAZAELHAZAEL (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�zaœ}eäh�a�zaœ}eäll)))

HAZAEL (Heb. h�a�zaœ}eäl )

King of ArKing of Aram (ca. 84am (ca. 844/842–800 4/842–800 B.C.E.B.C.E.), usurper), usurper and found and founder of a neer of a new dynasty.w dynasty. In 2 Kgs. In 2  In 2 Kgs. 8:72 Kgs. 8:7-15 Hazael-15 Hazael, a servan, a servant of the at of the ailing Ben-iling Ben-hadad, kilhadad, kills him aftls him after Elisha er Elisha prophesiespropheprophesiesprophesies to Hazael to Hazael that he w that he will be theill be the next king next king. In . In KAHKAH 30 Shalma 30 Shalmaneser III neser III calls Hazacalls Hcalls Hazael “a Hazael “a son of a nson of a nobody,” i.obody,” i.e., not a e., not a legitimatelegitimate heir to t heir to the throne.he throne. In the Te In the Tell Dan stell Danll Dan stela Dan stela Hazael decHazael declares thatlares that the god H the god Hadad, not adad, not his fatherhis father, made him, made him king. king. king.

King of Aram (ca. 844/842–800 B.C.E.), usurper and founder of a new dynasty. In 
2 Kgs. 8:7-15 Hazael, a servant of the ailing Ben-hadad, kills him after Elisha 
prophesies to Hazael that he will be the next king. In KAH 30 Shalmaneser III calls 
Hazael “a son of a nobody,” i.e., not a legitimate heir to the throne. In the Tell 
Dan stela Hazael declares that the god Hadad, not his father, made him king.

�Exactly whExactly whom Hazael om Hazael follows anfollows and when is d when is a matter oa matter of debate. f debate. According According to to KAHKAKAHKAH 30, when  30, when Hadad-idriHadad-idri died (ca. died (ca. 845) Haza 845) Hazael followeel followed as king,d as king, but the t but the text does next doesext does not sdoes not say when heay when he took over took over. It is po. It is possible thassible that a son oft a son of Hadad-idr Hadad-idri reigned i reigned for a shorforfor a shorfor a short time beft time before he wasore he was assassina assassinated by Hazted by Hazael.ael.ael.

Exactly whom Hazael follows and when is a matter of debate. According to 
KAH 30, when Hadad-idri died (ca. 845) Hazael followed as king, but the text 
does not say when he took over. It is possible that a son of Hadad-idri reigned 
for a short time before he was assassinated by Hazael.

�With the aWith the ascension oscension of Hazael, f Hazael, Israel’s aIsrael’s alliance aglliance against Assyainst Assyria broke ria broke down. 2 Kgdown. 2 Kdown. 2 Kgs. 8:25-Kgs. 8:25-29 relates29 relates how Joram how Joram of Israel of Israel and Ahazi and Ahaziah of Judaah of Judah fought ah fought against Hazgainst Hazael at RamaeHazHazael at Hazael at Ramoth-gilRamoth-gilead. In 2 ead. In 2 Kgs. 9-10 Kgs. 9-10 the woundithe wounding of Jorang of Joram in this m in this battle begbattle begins the reinsbegbegins thebegins the revolt by revolt by Jehu whic Jehu which ends in h ends in the death the death of the twoof the two kings. In kings. In the Tell  the Tell Dan stela Dan Dan stela Dan stela Hazael takHazael takes credit es credit for killinfor killing both king both kings. Shortlgs. Shortly after, Sy after, Shalmaneserhalmaneser III in hi III in III in his 18tin his 18th year (84h year (841) attacke1) attacked Hazael ad Hazael at Mt. Senit Mt. Senir, besieger, besieged him in Dd him in Damascus, bamascus, but failed ut bbut failedbut failed to captur to capture him. In e him. In his 21st ahis 21st and 22nd yend 22nd year Shalmanar Shalmaneser attaceser attacked Hazaelked Hazael at  at at at Malah˙uMalah˙u and Danab and Danabu, respectu, respectively, forively, for the last  the last time.time.time.

With the ascension of Hazael, Israel’s alliance against Assyria broke down. 2 
Kgs. 8:25-29 relates how Joram of Israel and Ahaziah of Judah fought against 
Hazael at Ramoth-gilead. In 2 Kgs. 9-10 the wounding of Joram in this battle 
begins the revolt by Jehu which ends in the death of the two kings. In the Tell 
Dan stela Hazael takes credit for killing both kings. Shortly after, Shalmaneser III 
in his 18th year (841) attacked Hazael at Mt. Senir, besieged him in Damascus, 
but failed to capture him. In his 21st and 22nd year Shalmaneser attacked Hazael 
at Malah˙u and Danabu, respectively, for the last time.

�With AssyrWith Assyrian pressuian pressure gone Hare gone Hazael beganzael began to expand to expand his empir his empire southware southward. During d. Dd. During theDuring the reign of  reign of Jehu he adJehu he added most oded most of Israel’sf Israel’s Transjord Transjordan territoan territory to Aramry to Aram (2 Kgs. 1 ( (2 Kgs. 10(2 Kgs. 10:32-33). A:32-33). After attacfter attacking Philiking Philistia and tstia and taking Apheaking Aphek and Gathk and Gath, he turne, he turned toward Jd tod toward Jertoward Jerusalem butusalem but stopped w stopped when Jehoashen Jehoash of Judahh of Judah offered t offered tribute (2 ribute (2 Kgs. 12:17Kgs. 12:17-Kgs. 12:17-18).12:17-18).

With Assyrian pressure gone Hazael began to expand his empire southward. 
During the reign of Jehu he added most of Israel’s Transjordan territory to Aram 
(2 Kgs. 10:32-33). After attacking Philistia and taking Aphek and Gath, he turned 
toward Jerusalem but stopped when Jehoash of Judah offered tribute (2 Kgs. 
12:17-18).



�Hazael’s gHazael’s greatest pereatest period of poriod of power came dwer came during the uring the reign of Jreign of Jehu’s son ehu’s son Jehoahaz. JehoahaJehoahaz. Jehoahaz. Israel sufIsrael suffered consfered constant defeatant defeat at the ht at the hands of Haands of Hazael, and zael, and finally itfinally its army wass armys army was rarmy was reduced to educed to nothing (2nothing (2 Kgs. 13:1 Kgs. 13:1-9, 22-23)-9, 22-23). Hazael c. Hazael controlled ontrolled Aram, IsraAram, Israel, Judah,eIsraIsrael, JuIsrael, Judah, Philidah, Philistia, and stia, and the Transjthe Transjordan.ordan.ordan.

Hazael’s greatest period of power came during the reign of Jehu’s son 
Jehoahaz. Israel suffered constant defeat at the hands of Hazael, and finally its 
army was reduced to nothing (2 Kgs. 13:1-9, 22-23). Hazael controlled Aram, 
Israel, Judah, Philistia, and the Transjordan.

�The exact The exact date of Hadate of Hazael’s deazael’s death is unceth is uncertain, thortain, though it wasugh it was close to  close to Jehoahaz’ JehoahazJehoahaz’ Jehoahaz’ death (ca.death (ca. 800). Haz 800). Hazael was suael was succeeded bycceeded by his son B his son Ben-hadad, en-hadad, who lost mwho lost mwho lost most of thmost of the Israelite Israelite territore territory to Jehoay to Jehoash (2 Kgs.sh (2 Kgs. 13:10-19, 13:10-19, 24-25). 24-25). 24-25).

The exact date of Hazael’s death is uncertain, though it was close to 
Jehoahaz’ death (ca. 800). Hazael was succeeded by his son Ben-hadad, who lost 
most of the Israelite territory to Jehoash (2 Kgs. 13:10-19, 24-25).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Biran aA. Biran and J. Navend J. Naveh, “The Teh, “The Tel Dan Inscl Dan Inscription: Aription: A New Fragm New Frag New Fragment,”Fragment,”  IEJIEJ 45 (1995) 45 (1995): 1–18; W.: 1–18; W. T. Pitard T. Pitard, , Ancient DaAncient Damascusmascus (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1987)ake, 198ake, 1987).1987).1987).

Bibliography. A. Biran and J. Naveh, “The Tel Dan Inscription: A New 
Fragment,” IEJ 45 (1995): 1–18; W. T. Pitard, Ancient Damascus (Winona Lake, 
1987).

Russell NeRussell Nelsonlson

Russell Nelson

HAZAIAHHAZAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�zaœya®h�a�zaœya®)))

HAZAIAH (Heb. h�a�zaœya® )

An ancestoAn ancestor of the Jr of the Judahite leudahite leader Maaseader Maaseiah, who siah, who settled in ettled in postexilicpostexilic Jerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 11: (N (Neh. 11:5(Neh. 11:5).).

An ancestor of the Judahite leader Maaseiah, who settled in postexilic Jerusalem 
(Neh. 11:5).

HAZAR-ADDAHAZAR-ADDARR (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�s�ar-}h�a�s�ar-}addaœraddaœr)))

HAZAR-ADDAR (Heb. h�a�s�ar-}addaœr )

A site on A site on the southethe southern boundarrn boundary of Canaay of Canaan SSE of Kn SSE of Kadesh-barnadesh-barnea (Num. 3ea (Num. 34:4). The 4:4). Th4:4). The descriThe description of Jption of Judah’s bouudah’s boundary simpndary simply lists tly lists two towns, wo towns, Hezron andHezron and Addar (Jo Addar (Josh. 15:3).s(Jo(Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:3). The an3). The ancient settcient settlement (“tlement (“threshing phreshing place”) is lace”) is today assotoday associated witciated with h {Ain{A{Ain{Ain Qedeis (1 Qedeis (100999) in 00999) in the Wadi Qthe Wadi Qedeis of Eedeis of Egypt.gypt.gypt.

A site on the southern boundary of Canaan SSE of Kadesh-barnea (Num. 34:4). 
The description of Judah’s boundary simply lists two towns, Hezron and Addar 
(Josh. 15:3). The ancient settlement (“threshing place”) is today associated with 
{Ain Qedeis (100999) in the Wadi Qedeis of Egypt.

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

HAZAR-ENANHAZAR-ENAN (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�s�ar {h�a�s�ar {eînaœneînaœn), ),   HAZAR-ENONHAZAR-ENON ( (h�a�s�ar {h�a�s�ar {eîno®neîno®n)))

HAZAR-ENAN (Heb. h�a�s�ar {eînaœn ),  
HAZAR-ENON (h�a�s�ar {eîno®n )

The northeThe northeastern poiastern point of the nt of the ideal bounideal boundaries of daries of Palestine Palestine (Num. 34:9(Num. 34:9-10); call-10); called Hazar-eed callcalled Hazcalled Hazar-enon atar-enon at Ezek. 47: Ezek. 47:17-18; 48:17-18; 48:1. Ezek. 41. Ezek. 48:1 places8:1 places it on the it on the northern  northern boundary obouboundary oboundary of Damascusf Damascus “over aga “over against Hamatinst Hamath” (NRSV “h” (NRSV “with Hamatwith Hamath to the nh to the north”). Thorth”nnorth”). Tnorth”). The probablhe probable site is e site is modern Qarmodern Qaryatein (36yatein (360402), a l0402), a large villaarge village with a ge with a deep sprindeedeep sprindeep spring ca. 112 g ca. 112 km. (70 mikm. (70 mi.) NE of D.) NE of Damascus toamascus toward Palmyward Palmyra.ra.

The northeastern point of the ideal boundaries of Palestine (Num. 34:9-10); 
called Hazar-enon at Ezek. 47:17-18; 48:1. Ezek. 48:1 places it on the northern 
boundary of Damascus “over against Hamath” (NRSV “with Hamath to the 
north”). The probable site is modern Qaryatein (360402), a large village with a 
deep spring ca. 112 km. (70 mi.) NE of Damascus toward Palmyra.

HAZAR-GADDHAZAR-GADDAHAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�s�ar gh�a�s�ar gadda®adda®)))

HAZAR-GADDAH (Heb. h�a�s�ar gadda® )

A city appA city apportioned bortioned by Joshua ty Joshua to the tribo the tribe of Judahe of Judah following following the conqu the conquest of Canest of Canaan (Josh.aaCanCanaan (JoCanaan (Josh. 15:27)sh. 15:27). The loca. The location is untion is uncertain, bcertain, but may likut may likely be souely be sought near Bght near Beer-sheba.eerBBeer-shebaBeer-sheba. The etym. The etymology of Hology of Hazar-gaddaazar-gaddah may suggh may suggest the prest the presence of esence of coriander coriandecoriander coriander (Heb. (Heb. gad�gad�) farms, a) farms, although thlthough the exact mee exact meaning is uaning is unclear.nclear.nclear.

A city apportioned by Joshua to the tribe of Judah following the conquest of 
Canaan (Josh. 15:27). The location is uncertain, but may likely be sought near 
Beer-sheba. The etymology of Hazar-gaddah may suggest the presence of 
coriander (Heb. gad� ) farms, although the exact meaning is unclear.

Ryan ByrneRyan Byrne

Ryan Byrne

HAZARMAVETHAZARMAVETHH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�s�armah�a�s�armaœwet�œwet�)))

HAZARMAVETH (Heb. h�a�s�armaœwet� )



A southeasA southeast Arabian t Arabian tribal grotribal group and theup and the territory territory in which  in which they livedthey lived (modern W (modern Wadi aWWadi Wadi H¸ad�ramauH¸ad�ramautt) mentione) mentioned in the Td in the Table of Naable of Nations. Thetions. They trace thy trace their genealeir geneaeir genealogicgenealogical descental descent from Shem from Shem (Gen. 10: (Gen. 10:26) throug26) through Joktan (h Joktan (1 Chr. 1:21 Chr. 1:20). Althou0). Although little gAlthouAlthough lAlthough little of tittle of the early hhe early history of istory of the area athe area and its peond its people is knople is known, archaewn, archaeological eologiarchaearchaeologarchaeological evideical evidence suggesnce suggests long pets long periods of sriods of settlement ettlement in the regin the region. Hazarion. Hazarmaveth wasmaHazarHazarmavetHazarmaveth was poweh was powerful in thrful in the 5th cente 5th century ury B.C.B.C. and in th and in the 1st and e 1st and 2nd centur2nd centuries iecenturcenturies centuries C.E.C.E. Hazarmave Hazarmaveth was impth was important forortant for its contr its control over thol over the productie production and expon and on and exportand exportation of fation of frankincensrankincense from thee from the present-d present-day ay DhofaœrDhofaœr region. region. region.

A southeast Arabian tribal group and the territory in which they lived (modern 
Wadi H¸ad�ramaut ) mentioned in the Table of Nations. They trace their 
genealogical descent from Shem (Gen. 10:26) through Joktan (1 Chr. 1:20). 
Although little of the early history of the area and its people is known, 
archaeological evidence suggests long periods of settlement in the region. 
Hazarmaveth was powerful in the 5th century B.C. and in the 1st and 2nd 
centuries C.E. Hazarmaveth was important for its control over the production 
and exportation of frankincense from the present-day Dhofaœr region.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. W. van G. W. van Beek, G. HBeek, G. H. Cole, an. Cole, and A. Jammed A. Jamme, “An Arch, “An ArchaeologicalaeologicArchArchaeologArchaeological Reconical Reconnaissance naissance in Hadhramin Hadhramaut, Southaut, South Arabia,”  Arabia,” Annual RepAnnual Report of theort of theort of the Smithsthe Smithsonian Instonian Institute for itute for 19631963 (Washingt (Washington, 1964),on, 1964), 521–45; W 521–45; W. L. Brown. L. Brown and A. F. and A.  and A. F. BeesA. F. Beeston, “Sculton, “Sculptures andptures and Inscripti Inscriptions from Sons from Shabwa,” habwa,” JRAS,JRAS, 1954, 521 1954, 521–45.–45.–45.

Bibliography. G. W. van Beek, G. H. Cole, and A. Jamme, “An 
Archaeological Reconnaissance in Hadhramaut, South Arabia,” Annual Report of 
the Smithsonian Institute for 1963 (Washington, 1964), 521–45; W. L. Brown and 
A. F. Beeston, “Sculptures and Inscriptions from Shabwa,” JRAS, 1954, 521–45.

C. Shaun LC. Shaun Longstreetongstreet

C. Shaun Longstreet

HAZAR-SHUAHAZAR-SHUALL (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�s�ar sh�a�s�ar sûu®{aœlûu®{aœl)))

HAZAR-SHUAL (Heb. h�a�s�ar sûu®{aœl )

A town (“eA town (“enclosure onclosure of the fox”f the fox”) in the s) in the southern paouthern part of Judart of Judah’s inherih’s inheritance (Jostance (Josh. 15:28),h. 1h. 15:28), ea15:28), earlier assirlier assigned to Signed to Simeon (19:3meon (19:3; 1 Chr. 4; 1 Chr. 4:28). It w:28). It was resettlas resettled by the ed by the exiles retexilesexiles retexiles returning frourning from Babylon m Babylon (Neh. 11:2(Neh. 11:27). The lo7). The location is cation is uncertain uncertain but the cobut the context suggntecocontext sucontext suggests it ggests it was locatewas located in the Nd in the Negeb, in tegeb, in the vicinithe vicinity of Beer-y of Beer-sheba. A psheba. A possible idossibppossible ipossible identificatdentification is Khiion is Khirbet rbet el-Wat�enel-Wat�en (137071), (137071), 4 km. (2. 4 km. (2.5 mi.) E o5 mi.) E of Beer-shef Beer-sf Beer-shebaBeer-sheba...

A town (“enclosure of the fox”) in the southern part of Judah’s inheritance (Josh. 
15:28), earlier assigned to Simeon (19:3; 1 Chr. 4:28). It was resettled by the 
exiles returning from Babylon (Neh. 11:27). The location is uncertain but the 
context suggests it was located in the Negeb, in the vicinity of Beer-sheba. A 
possible identification is Khirbet el-Wat�en  (137071), 4 km. (2.5 mi.) E of 
Beer-sheba.

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow

Laura B. Mazow

HAZAR-SUSAHAZAR-SUSAHH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�s�ar sh�a�s�ar su®sa®u®sa®) ) (also HAZA(also HAZAR-SUSIM)R-SUSIM)R-SUSIM)

HAZAR-SUSAH (Heb. h�a�s�ar su®sa® ) 
(also HAZAR-SUSIM)

A city in A city in the Negeb the Negeb apportioneapportioned to Simeod to Simeon followinn following the Conqg the Conquest (Joshuest (Josh. 19:5). A. 19:5). At 1 Chr. 4tAAt 1 Chr. At 1 Chr. 4:31 it is4:31 it is called Ha called Hazar-susim.zar-susim. A textual A textual parallel  parallel in Judah’sin Judah’s allotment allotment (Josh. 15 (Josh. (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:31-32) may31-32) may reflect S reflect Simeon’s teimeon’s territorial rritorial assimilatiassimilation with Juon with Judah, as wedah, as well as Hazall as Hll as Hazar-susaHazar-susah’s possibh’s possible geograple geographical assohical association wiciation with Sansannth Sansannah (Khirbeah (Khirbet esh-Shamt esh-Shamshaniyat; sesh-Shamesh-Shamshesh-Shamshaniyat; 14aniyat; 140083), whi0083), which would ech would explain itsxplain its absence f absence from this lrom this list. An alist. An alternate idteralalternate alternate identificaidentification is motion is modern Sbaladern Sbalat t AbuœAbuœ Susein (1 Susein (103074), 3203074), 32 km. (20 m km. (20 mi.) W of Bi.) Wi.) W of Beer-W of Beer-sheba.sheba.sheba.

A city in the Negeb apportioned to Simeon following the Conquest (Josh. 19:5). 
At 1 Chr. 4:31 it is called Hazar-susim. A textual parallel in Judah’s allotment 
(Josh. 15:31-32) may reflect Simeon’s territorial assimilation with Judah, as well as 
Hazar-susah’s possible geographical association with Sansannah (Khirbet 
esh-Shamshaniyat; 140083), which would explain its absence from this list. An 
alternate identification is modern Sbalat Abuœ Susein (103074), 32 km. (20 mi.) 
W of Beer-sheba.

Ryan ByrneRyan Byrne

Ryan Byrne

HAZAZON-TAHAZAZON-TAMARMAR (Heb.  (Heb. h�as�a�s�oh�as�a�s�oœn taœmaœrœn taœmaœr)))

HAZAZON-TAMAR (Heb. h�as�a�s�oœn taœmaœr )

An AmoriteAn Amorite city conq city conquered by Cuered by Chedorlaomehedorlaomer and his r and his allies (Geallies (Gen. 14:7). n. 14:7). Hazazon-taHazazon-tHazazon-taHazazon-tamar shouldmar should be situat be situated betweened between Kadesh an Kadesh and the Saltd the Salt Sea, if C Sea, if ChedorlaomehedorlaomCChedorlaomChedorlaomer’s conquer’s conquests are pests are preserved creserved correctly iorrectly in order. Tn order. The town ishe town is identifie identified with En-didentifieidentifiedidentified with En-g with En-gedi (2 Chredi (2 Chr. 20:2), b. 20:2), but this miut this might be takght be taken to meanen to mean Hazazon-t Hazazon-tamar is loamHazazon-tHazazon-taHazazon-tamar is locmar is located withiated within the samen the same district  district or vicinitor vicinity as the ly as the latter. Moratter. More likely te like likely thelikely the city is t city is to be idento be identified withified with Tamar (Ez Tamar (Ezek. 47:19)ek. 47:19), which ma, which marks Israelrks Israel’s souther’s sou’s southern bsouthern boundary. Ioundary. If so, f so, {Ain H¸us�{Ain H¸us�b/H¸az�evab/H¸az�eva (173024)  (173024) in the Arain the Arabah meritsbah merbah merits conmerits considerationsideration as the si as the site.te.te.

An Amorite city conquered by Chedorlaomer and his allies (Gen. 14:7). 
Hazazon-tamar should be situated between Kadesh and the Salt Sea, if 
Chedorlaomer’s conquests are preserved correctly in order. The town is 
identified with En-gedi (2 Chr. 20:2), but this might be taken to mean 
Hazazon-tamar is located within the same district or vicinity as the latter. More 



likely the city is to be identified with Tamar (Ezek. 47:19), which marks Israel’s 
southern boundary. If so, {Ain H¸us�b/H¸az�eva  (173024) in the Arabah 
merits consideration as the site.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. AharoniY. Aharoni, “Tamar a, “Tamar and the Roand the Roads to Elatds to Elath,” h,” IEJIEJ 13 (1963) 13 (1963): 30–42.: 30: 30–42.30–42.30–42.

Bibliography. Y. Aharoni, “Tamar and the Roads to Elath,” IEJ 13 (1963): 
30–42.

Ryan ByrneRyan Byrne

Ryan Byrne

HAZER-HATTHAZER-HATTICONICON (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�s�eär h�a�s�eär hattiîk�o®hattiîk�o®nn)))

HAZER-HATTICON (Heb. h�a�s�eär hattiîk�o®n )

A place (“A place (“middle vilmiddle village” or “lage” or “enclosure”enclosure”) marking ) marking the northethe northeast cornerast corner of the id of the ideal land oealidideal landideal land of Israel of Israel, adjacent, adjacent to the bo to the border of Harder of Hauran (Ezekuran (Ezek. 47:16). . 47:16). Hazar-enonHazar-enon (Ezek. 47 (Ez (Ezek. 47:(Ezek. 47:17) could 17) could be the sambe the same place.e place.e place.

A place (“middle village” or “enclosure”) marking the northeast corner of the 
ideal land of Israel, adjacent to the border of Hauran (Ezek. 47:16). Hazar-enon 
(Ezek. 47:17) could be the same place.

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

HAZEROTHHAZEROTH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�s�eäroh�a�s�eäro®t�®t�)))

HAZEROTH (Heb. h�a�s�eäro®t� )

A locationA location where the where the Israelite Israelites camped ds camped during the uring the Exodus. HeExodus. Here Miriam re Miriam and Aaron and Aaronand Aaron turnAaron turned againsted against Moses and Moses and Miriam wa Miriam was strickens stricken with lepr with leprosy (Num. osy (Num. 12:1-16). 12:1-16).12:1-16). 12:1-16). The exact The exact location ilocation is unknown,s unknown, but Hazer but Hazeroth was mooth was most probablst probably on the ey on the y on the easterthe eastern side of n side of the Sinai the Sinai Peninsula Peninsula near the Gnear the Gulf of Aqaulf of Aqaba (Num. 1ba (Num. 11:35; 33:11:35; 33:17-18; Deut7-133:133:17-18; 33:17-18; Deut. 1:1)Deut. 1:1). Most loc. Most locate Hazeroate Hazeroth at th at {Ain Khad�{Ain Khad�raœ/H¸udraraœ/H¸udra (096814), (096814 (096814), (096814), 48 km. (3048 km. (30 mi.) NE o mi.) NE of the tradf the traditional Mtitional Mt. Sinai, J. Sinai, Jebel ebel Mu®saœMu®saœ. The word. The wor. The word meansword means “settleme “settlements,” or “nts,” or “enclosuresenclosures,” and cou,” and could indicatld indicate certain e certain geographicgeographical featureageographicgeographicgeographical featureal features of the ls of the land (i.e.,and (i.e., camps or  camps or courts).courts).courts).

A location where the Israelites camped during the Exodus. Here Miriam and 
Aaron turned against Moses and Miriam was stricken with leprosy (Num. 
12:1-16). The exact location is unknown, but Hazeroth was most probably on 
the eastern side of the Sinai Peninsula near the Gulf of Aqaba (Num. 11:35; 
33:17-18; Deut. 1:1). Most locate Hazeroth at {Ain Khad�raœ/H¸udra  
(096814), 48 km. (30 mi.) NE of the traditional Mt. Sinai, Jebel Mu®saœ. The 
word means “settlements,” or “enclosures,” and could indicate certain 
geographical features of the land (i.e., camps or courts).

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

HAZIELHAZIEL (Heb.  (Heb.  h�a�ziî}e h�a�ziî}eäläl)))

HAZIEL (Heb.  h�a�ziî}eäl )

A Levite, A Levite, descendantdescendant of Gersho of Gershom and son m and son of Shimei of Shimei (1 Chr. 23(1 Chr. 23:9).:9).

A Levite, descendant of Gershom and son of Shimei (1 Chr. 23:9).

HAZOHAZO (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�zo®h�a�zo®)))

HAZO (Heb. h�a�zo® )

A son of NA son of Nahor and Mahor and Milcah (Genilcah (Gen. 22:22). . 22:22). The name mThe name may represeay represent a clan nt a clan or other sor otheror other subgother subgroup assocroup associated withiated with Hazu, a r Hazu, a region in tegion in the vicinithe vicinity of Hauray of Hauran mentionen mentioned in inscrdmentionementioned mentioned in inscripin inscriptions of ttions of the Assyriahe Assyrian king Esan king Esarhaddon.rhaddon.

A son of Nahor and Milcah (Gen. 22:22). The name may represent a clan or 
other subgroup associated with Hazu, a region in the vicinity of Hauran 
mentioned in inscriptions of the Assyrian king Esarhaddon.

HAZORHAZOR (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœs�o®rh�aœs�o®r)))

HAZOR (Heb. h�aœs�o®r )

�1.1. Ancient C Ancient Canaanite aanaanite and Israelind Israelite city atte city at the south the southwest cornewest corner of the Hr of the Huleh Plainuleh Puleh Plain, 15.Plain, 15.5 km. (9.65 km. (9.6 mi.) N of mi.) N of the Sea o the Sea of Galilee.f Galilee. It was fi It was first identirst identified with fied with the prominthe promthe prominent prominent mound of Tmound of Tell ell el-Qedah�el-Qedah� (203269;  (203269; also callealso called Tell Waqd Tell Waqqas) as eaqas) as early as 187rly eaearly as 1early as 1875, on th875, on the basis ofe basis of geographi geographic referencc references in 1 Maes in 1 Macc. 11:67 cc. 11:67 and Josephand Josephus (us JosephJosephus (Josephus (Ant.Ant. 5.199). T 5.199). The site’s he site’s location alocation at the meett the meeting point ing point of the maiof the main road fron road from Sidon tomfrofrom Sidonfrom Sidon to Beth-s to Beth-shean with hean with that from that from Damascus tDamascus to Megiddo o Megiddo (Via Maris(Via Maris) renders ) render) renders itrenders it the most  the most strategicastrategically importlly important site fant site for controlor controlling northling northern Palestern Palestine.ine.ine.

1. Ancient Canaanite and Israelite city at the southwest corner of the Huleh 
Plain, 15.5 km. (9.6 mi.) N of the Sea of Galilee. It was first identified with the 
prominent mound of Tell el-Qedah�  (203269; also called Tell Waqqas) as 
early as 1875, on the basis of geographic references in 1 Macc. 11:67 and 
Josephus (Ant. 5.199). The site’s location at the meeting point of the main road 
from Sidon to Beth-shean with that from Damascus to Megiddo (Via Maris) 



renders it the most strategically important site for controlling northern Palestine.

�The site cThe site consists ofonsists of an upper  an upper and lower and lower city. The city. The upper cityupper city or mound  or mound is a “Cokeis a “Cis a “Coke bott“Coke bottle”-shapedle”-shaped tell (nec tell (neck extendink extending to the wg to the west) risinest) rising 40 m. (1g 40 m. (120 ft.) ab20 ft.) above Wadi eoveababove Wadiabove Wadi el-Waqqas el-Waqqas. It is 10. It is 10.63 ha. (2.63 ha. (25 a.) at i5 a.) at its base ants base and 6.1 ha. d 6.1 ha. (ca. 15 a.(ca. 15 a.) on its s) on it) on its summitits summit and consi and consists of 21 sts of 21 superimpossuperimposed cities ed cities (strata XX(strata XXI-I), exteI-I), extending fromnding from the Early th the Early the Early Bronze II Bronze II (ca. 2900 (ca. 2900 B.C.B.C.) to the H) to the Hellenisticellenistic period (c period (ca. 200). Ta. 200). The lower che lower city consisitccity consicity consists of a lsts of a large, rectarge, rectangular plangular plateau lyinateau lying below ang below and immediatd immediately north ely north of the uppof thof the upper the upper city and icity and includes soncludes some 74 ha. me 74 ha. (ca. 180 a(ca. 180 a.) surroun.) surrounded by an ded by an earthen raearthen rampart and mrarampart anrampart and moat to d moat to the west, the west, a lone rama lone rampart to thpart to the north, ae north, and a steepnd a steep slope and slope and glacis to andand glacisand glacis to the ea to the east. The ocst. The occupation ocupation of the lowef the lower city, lir city, limited to tmited to the 2nd milhe 2nd millennium (clennimilmillenniummillennium (ca. 1800 (ca. 1800–1300), wa–1300), was much shos much shorter than rter than that of ththat of the upper cie upper city (five sty (five strata, destrsstrata, destrata, designated 4signated 4, 3, 2, 1B, 3, 2, 1B, 1A to di, 1A to distinguish stinguish them from them from those of tthose of the upper che upper city).ity).ccity).city).

The site consists of an upper and lower city. The upper city or mound is a 
“Coke bottle”-shaped tell (neck extending to the west) rising 40 m. (120 ft.) 
above Wadi el-Waqqas. It is 10.63 ha. (25 a.) at its base and 6.1 ha. (ca. 15 a.) on 
its summit and consists of 21 superimposed cities (strata XXI-I), extending from 
the Early Bronze II (ca. 2900 B.C.) to the Hellenistic period (ca. 200). The lower 
city consists of a large, rectangular plateau lying below and immediately north of 
the upper city and includes some 74 ha. (ca. 180 a.) surrounded by an earthen 
rampart and moat to the west, a lone rampart to the north, and a steep slope 
and glacis to the east. The occupation of the lower city, limited to the 2nd 
millennium (ca. 1800–1300), was much shorter than that of the upper city (five 
strata, designated 4, 3, 2, 1B, 1A to distinguish them from those of the upper 
city).

Textual ReTextual Referencesferences

Textual References

The earlieThe earliest referenst reference to Hazoce to Hazor appears r appears in the 19tin the 19th or 18th-h or 18th-century Egcentury Egyptian Exeyptian Execration tecExeExecrationExecration texts. It texts. It is next m is next mentioned ientioned in at leastn at least 14 docume 14 documents from tnts from the 17th-cehe 17th-century archnt17th-ce17th-centu17th-century archivery archives of Mari,s of Mari, well esta well establishing Hblishing Hazor withiazor within the polin the political and tical and economic seconeconomic seconomic spheres of pheres of its northeits northern and easrn and eastern neightern neighbors. Hazobors. Hazor is mentir is mentioned in fooned in fooned in four of thfour of the Amarna Le Amarna Letters (14etters (14th centuryth century). In two ). In two the princethe princes of Tyre s of Tyre and Ashtarand Ashtaroth complaoAshtarAshtaroth Ashtaroth complain tcomplain to Pharaoh o Pharaoh that Abdi-that Abdi-tirshi, thtirshi, the king of e king of Hazor, hadHazor, had joined wi joined with the thwiwith the with the HÓabiruHÓabiru and captu and captured severared several of theirl of their cities. I cities. In the othen the others Abdi-tirs Abdi-tirshi himsershi himrshi himself prhimself protests hisotests his innocence innocence and swear and swears loyalty s loyalty to the Egyto the Egyptian throptian throne. Hazor ne. Hazor also appeaalsalso appeaalso appears in the rs in the 13th-centu13th-century Papyrusry Papyrus Anastasi  Anastasi I, ascribeI, ascribed to Ramesd to Rameses II, andes II, and in lists  in  in lists oin lists of conqueref conquered towns ind towns in the annal the annals of severs of several New Kinal New Kingdom pharagdom pharaohs.ohs.ohs.

The earliest reference to Hazor appears in the 19th or 18th-century Egyptian 
Execration texts. It is next mentioned in at least 14 documents from the 
17th-century archives of Mari, well establishing Hazor within the political and 
economic spheres of its northern and eastern neighbors. Hazor is mentioned in 
four of the Amarna Letters (14th century). In two the princes of Tyre and 
Ashtaroth complain to Pharaoh that Abdi-tirshi, the king of Hazor, had joined 
with the HÓabiru and captured several of their cities. In the others Abdi-tirshi 
himself protests his innocence and swears loyalty to the Egyptian throne. Hazor 
also appears in the 13th-century Papyrus Anastasi I, ascribed to Rameses II, and 
in lists of conquered towns in the annals of several New Kingdom pharaohs.

�One of theOne of the earliest  earliest biblical rbiblical references eferences to Hazor ito Hazor involves Janvolves Jabin, the kbin, the king of Hazing of Hazing of Hazor, whoHazor, who called to called together kingether kings from vags from various locarious locations in ntions in northern Caorthern Canaan to menaan to menaan to meet the tmeet the threat of threat of the Israelihe Israelites under tes under Joshua (JoJoshua (Josh. 11:1-5sh. 11:1-5). Called ). Called “the head “the head of all thoof alof all those all those kingdoms” kingdoms” (Josh. 11:(Josh. 11:10), Hazor10), Hazor was then  was then a town of a town of great impogreat importance. Nortance. Nonetheless,nNoNonethelesNonetheless, the Isrs, the Israelites deaelites defeated Jabfeated Jabin’s coaliin’s coalition near tion near the Watersthe Waters of Merom  of Merom (Josh. 11:(Jo(Josh. 11:(Josh. 11:7), put Ja7), put Jabin to thebin to the sword alo sword along with alng with all the inhal the inhabitants ofbitants of Hazor, an Hazor, and burned td burd burned theburned the city to t city to the ground he ground — the only— the only town buil town built on a mout on a mound to suffnd to suffer this faer this fate during tefafate durinfate during Joshua’sg Joshua’s campaign  campaign (vv. 10–14(vv. 10–14). Hazor w). Hazor was later aas later assigned tossigned to Naphtali  Naphtali (Josh. 19:(Jo(Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:36). It al36). It also appearsso appears in the pr in the prose versioose version of Deborn of Deborah’s battlah’s battle with Sise with Sisera (Judg.era (Jera (Judg. 4),(Judg. 4), recounted recounted in Samuel in Samuel’s farewel’s farewell address l address (1 Sam. 12(1 Sam. 12:9).:9).:9).

One of the earliest biblical references to Hazor involves Jabin, the king of 
Hazor, who called together kings from various locations in northern Canaan to 
meet the threat of the Israelites under Joshua (Josh. 11:1-5). Called “the head of 
all those kingdoms” (Josh. 11:10), Hazor was then a town of great importance. 
Nonetheless, the Israelites defeated Jabin’s coalition near the Waters of Merom 
(Josh. 11:7), put Jabin to the sword along with all the inhabitants of Hazor, and 
burned the city to the ground — the only town built on a mound to suffer this 
fate during Joshua’s campaign (vv. 10–14). Hazor was later assigned to Naphtali 
(Josh. 19:36). It also appears in the prose version of Deborah’s battle with Sisera 
(Judg. 4), recounted in Samuel’s farewell address (1 Sam. 12:9).

�As part ofAs part of Solomon’s Solomon’s great bui great building effolding efforts, Hazorrts, Hazor was const was constructed as ructed as a royal gaa royal a royal garrroyal garrison and aison and administratdministrative city (ive city (1 Kgs. 9:11 Kgs. 9:15). It was5). It was destroyed destroyed by the As by the Assyrian TigsyriaAsAssyrian TAssyrian Tiglath-piliglath-pileser III ieser III in 732 (2 Kn 732 (2 Kgs. 15:29)gs. 15:29). Jonathan. Jonathan fought ag fought against and ainst and defeated tdefeatdefeated tdefeated the Seleucihe Seleucid governord governor Demetrius Demetrius II (147)  II (147) in the “plin the “plain of Hazain of Hazor” (1 Macor” (1 Macc. 11:67).c.MacMacc. 11:6Macc. 11:67).7).7).

As part of Solomon’s great building efforts, Hazor was constructed as a 
royal garrison and administrative city (1 Kgs. 9:15). It was destroyed by the 
Assyrian Tiglath-pileser III in 732 (2 Kgs. 15:29). Jonathan fought against and 
defeated the Seleucid governor Demetrius II (147) in the “plain of Hazor” (1 



Macc. 11:67).

�At least eAt least eight cuneiight cuneiform tableform tablets have bets have been found aen found at Hazor dat Hazor dating to thting to the Middle ae Middle Middle andMiddle and Late Bron Late Bronze Ages (2ze Ages (2000–1200),000–1200), mostly ad mostly administratiministrative and legve and legal. One isal. One is a Sumer-A isis a Sumeris a Sumer-Akkadian -Akkadian dictionarydictionary, suggesti, suggesting the preng the presence of asence of a scribal s scribal school at Hchool at Hazor.azoHHazor.Hazor.

At least eight cuneiform tablets have been found at Hazor dating to the 
Middle and Late Bronze Ages (2000–1200), mostly administrative and legal. One 
is a Sumer-Akkadian dictionary, suggesting the presence of a scribal school at 
Hazor.

ArchaeologArchaeological Invesical Investigationstigations

Archaeological Investigations

PreliminarPreliminary excavatiy excavations were uons were undertaken ndertaken by John Gaby John Garstang in rstang in 1928. Yiga1928. Yigael Yadin del Yadin directed maiddirected mdirected major excavajor excavations in ations in 1955–58 an1955–58 and 1968–197d 1968–1970, followe0, followed by Amnond by Amnon Ben-Tor i Ben-T Ben-Tor inBen-Tor in 1987, 199 1987, 1990–2000. Tw0–2000. Twenty-one senty-one strata havetrata have been expo been exposed.sed.

Preliminary excavations were undertaken by John Garstang in 1928. Yigael Yadin 
directed major excavations in 1955–58 and 1968–1970, followed by Amnon 
Ben-Tor in 1987, 1990–2000. Twenty-one strata have been exposed.

Bronze AgeBronze Age

Bronze Age

Hazor was Hazor was first occufirst occupied from pied from EB II withEB II without interrout interruption intuption into EB III (o EB III (ca. 2500–2ca. 2500–2300). Rema3002500–22500–2300)2500–2300). Remains . Remains from thesefrom these strata an strata and EB IV/MBd EB IV/MB I (2300–2 I (2300–2000) show 000) show affinity waffinity affinity waffinity with Syria ith Syria and are coand are confined to nfined to the upper the upper city.city.city.

Hazor was first occupied from EB II without interruption into EB III (ca. 
2500–2300). Remains from these strata and EB IV/MB I (2300–2000) show 
affinity with Syria and are confined to the upper city.

�During theDuring the Middle Br Middle Bronze Age (onze Age (ca. 1900–1ca. 1900–1550) Hazor550) Hazor became on became one of the ge of the great Canaareggreat Canagreat Canaanite citianite cities, compares, comparable in siable in size to impoze to important centrtant centers of theers of the day inclu day including Qatnadingincluincluding including Qatna, EblQatna, Ebla, and Mara, and Mari. MB IIB i. MB IIB (1800/1750(1800/1750–1650) sho–1650) shows a substws a substantial buiantial buildup, withldbuibuildup, wbuildup, with massivith massive fortifice fortifications in ations in the upper the upper and lower and lower city. Inhacity. Inhabited for bited for the first the firthe first timefirst time, the lowe, the lower city incr city increased thereased the settled a settled area by tenrea by tenfold. Whilfold. While Garstange Garstang interpret inte interpreteinterpreted the lowed the lower city as r city as an enclosean enclosed infantryd infantry or chario or chariot camp, Yat camp, Yadin’s excadin’s excavations devatexcaexcavationexcavations demonstrs demonstrated that ated that it was a cit was a city properity proper with temp with temples, publiles, public buildingc buildings, and doms, as, and domestand domestic structuic structures. Four res. Four gates of “gates of “Syrian” diSyrian” direct axis rect axis style allostyle allowed accesswed access to the ci to  to the citto the city. In MB Iy. In MB II C (1660–I C (1660–1550) stra1550) strata were fota were found a wealund a wealth of builth of buildings, mosdings, most notewortt nt noteworthynoteworthy those of  those of a cultic na cultic nature. Hazature. Hazor, along or, along with many with many other citiother cities in Palees in Palestine, wasstinPalePalestine,Palestine, was destr was destroyed in a oyed in a conflagratconflagration endingion ending its MB oc its MB occupation (cupation (ca. 1550).ca. 1550).

During the Middle Bronze Age (ca. 1900–1550) Hazor became one of the 
great Canaanite cities, comparable in size to important centers of the day 
including Qatna, Ebla, and Mari. MB IIB (1800/1750–1650) shows a substantial 
buildup, with massive fortifications in the upper and lower city. Inhabited for the 
first time, the lower city increased the settled area by tenfold. While Garstang 
interpreted the lower city as an enclosed infantry or chariot camp, Yadin’s 
excavations demonstrated that it was a city proper with temples, public buildings, 
and domestic structures. Four gates of “Syrian” direct axis style allowed access 
to the city. In MB II C (1660–1550) strata were found a wealth of buildings, most 
noteworthy those of a cultic nature. Hazor, along with many other cities in 
Palestine, was destroyed in a conflagration ending its MB occupation (ca. 1550).

�A marked dA marked degree of cegree of continuity ontinuity evidenced evidenced in the earin the earthen rampathen ramparts, city rts, city gates, vargates, gates, vargates, various templious temples, and does, and domestic aremestic areas demonstas demonstrates thatrates that the LB I  the LB I city (15thcity (15th century)  ce century) wcentury) was probablas probably built byy built by the retur the returning populning population of tation of the destroyhe destroyed MB II ced MB II city.ityccity.city.city.

A marked degree of continuity evidenced in the earthen ramparts, city 
gates, various temples, and domestic areas demonstrates that the LB I city (15th 
century) was probably built by the returning population of the destroyed MB II 
city.

�The LB IIAThe LB IIA city of t city of the Amarna he Amarna period (14period (14th centuryth century) differs ) differs significansignificantly from itly from tly from its pfrom its predecessorredecessor; defensiv; defensive architece architecture underture underwent minorwent minor changes,  changes, but the labut the layout of doylalayout of layout of domestic adomestic areas differeas differed complered completely. The tely. The area H temarea H temple was reple was rebuilt on abuilt on a three-roo t three-roomthree-roomed plan reed plan reminiscent miniscent of Solomonof Solomon’s temple ’s temple (porch, ha(porch, hall, and holl, and holy of holily of holies) in Jereholiholies) inholies) in Jerusalem Jerusalem several c several centuries lenturies later (and ater (and similar tosimilar to several t several temples at emples at Alalakh). AlalakAlalakh). Alalakh). Two pillarTwo pillar bases loc bases located outsiated outside the frode the front room ofnt room of this temp this temple may havle may have served ae havhave servehave served a purposd a purpose similar e similar to Jachin to Jachin and Boaz aand Boaz at the entrt the entrance to Soance to Solomon’s telomon’s temple (1 Kgmtetemple (1 temple (1 Kgs. 7:15-Kgs. 7:15-22). The L22). The LB IIA cityB IIA city was viole was violently destrntly destroyed by fioyed by fire, attribre, attributed to Seuted attribattributedattributed to Seti I to Seti I at the en at the end of the 1d of the 14th centur4th century.y.y.

The LB IIA city of the Amarna period (14th century) differs significantly 
from its predecessor; defensive architecture underwent minor changes, but the 
layout of domestic areas differed completely. The area H temple was rebuilt on a 
three-roomed plan reminiscent of Solomon’s temple (porch, hall, and holy of 
holies) in Jerusalem several centuries later (and similar to several temples at 
Alalakh). Two pillar bases located outside the front room of this temple may 
have served a purpose similar to Jachin and Boaz at the entrance to Solomon’s 
temple (1 Kgs. 7:15-22). The LB IIA city was violently destroyed by fire, 
attributed to Seti I at the end of the 14th century.



�The final The final LB IIB citLB IIB city (13th cey (13th century) demntury) demonstrates onstrates a marked da marked decline froecline from its predm its prm its predecessopredecessor. Among tr. Among the artifache artifacts are fewts are fewer importeer imported materiald materials, and it s, and it is possiblis possible that thee te that the cthat the city’s fortity’s fortificationsifications were no l were no longer in uonger in use.se.se.

The final LB IIB city (13th century) demonstrates a marked decline from its 
predecessor. Among the artifacts are fewer imported materials, and it is possible 
that the city’s fortifications were no longer in use.

�A well-preA well-preserved Canserved Canaanite palaanite palace was unace was unearthed inearthed in area A. T area A. Thick wallshick walls, the lowe, the l, the lower sectlower sections linedions lined with beau with beautifully fitifully finished basnished basalt orthosalt orthostats, suggtats, suggest it hadest it had been a mu been  been a mulbeen a multi-story bti-story building. Tuilding. The destruche destruction of thtion of the Canaanite Canaanite city proe city probably occubably occurred some rreoccuoccurred soccurred some time aome time after 1300,fter 1300, which may which may confirm t confirm the biblicahe biblical account l account of the Isrof the Israelites unaeIsrIsraelitesIsraelites under Jos under Joshua (Josh.hua (Josh. 11:10); s 11:10); some attribome attribute the deute the destruction struction to the Seato the Sea Peoples o Peo Peoples orPeoples or the event the events describes described in assocd in association witiation with Deborah h Deborah and Siseraand Sisera. This des. This destruction mtrdesdestructiodestruction marks thn marks the end of Be end of Bronze Age ronze Age Hazor. ThoHazor. Though the upugh the upper city wper city was reoccupas reoccas reoccupiedreoccupied during th during the Iron Agee Iron Age, the lowe, the lower city wasr city was never aga never again rebuiltin rebuilt..

A well-preserved Canaanite palace was unearthed in area A. Thick walls, the 
lower sections lined with beautifully finished basalt orthostats, suggest it had 
been a multi-story building. The destruction of the Canaanite city probably 
occurred some time after 1300, which may confirm the biblical account of the 
Israelites under Joshua (Josh. 11:10); some attribute the destruction to the Sea 
Peoples or the events described in association with Deborah and Sisera. This 
destruction marks the end of Bronze Age Hazor. Though the upper city was 
reoccupied during the Iron Age, the lower city was never again rebuilt.

Entrance tEntrance to the Hazoo the Hazor water syr water system (9th-stem (9th-8th centur8th centuries ies B.C.E.B.C.E.). The wid). The width of the th of the rock-hewn rorock-hewn rock-hewn steps suggsteps suggests that ests that water was water was brought upbrought up by pack a by pack animals ascnimals ascending andending andending and descenand descending simulding simultaneously taneously (The Israe(The Israel Exploratl Exploration Societion Society, The Hazy, The Hazor Excavator Excavations)iExcavatExcavationExcavations)s)

Entrance to the Hazor water system (9th-8th centuries B.C.E.). The width of the 
rock-hewn steps suggests that water was brought up by pack animals ascending 
and descending simultaneously (The Israel Exploration Society, The Hazor 
Excavations)

Iron AgeIron AgeIron Age

Iron Age

�The first The first Iron Age sIron Age strata of ttrata of the early 1he early 12th and 112th and 11th centurith centuries consistes consisted mainly ed mainlyed mainly of mainly of stone-linestone-lined storage d storage pits, cookpits, cooking instaling installations, alations, and a possind a possible high pble high place. Yadilace. Ylace. Yadin suggYadin suggested thatested that these rem these remains were ains were left by Isleft by Israelites araelites attempting ttempting to resettlto resettle the old e the the old Cathe old Canaanite cinaanite city.ty.ty.

The first Iron Age strata of the early 12th and 11th centuries consisted 
mainly of stone-lined storage pits, cooking installations, and a possible high place. 
Yadin suggested that these remains were left by Israelites attempting to resettle 
the old Canaanite city.

�The first The first substantiasubstantial Iron Agel Iron Age city, con city, confined to tfined to the westernhe western half of t half of the upper che upper che upper city, was city, was surroundedsurrounded by a case by a casemate wall mate wall with a sixwith a six-chambered-chambered gate flan gate flanked by twoked by twoked by two towerstwo towers located i located in the centn the center of the er of the mound — thmound — the eastern e eastern perimeter perimeter of the citof the ciof the city. Simicity. Similar gates lar gates and casemaand casemate walls fte walls found at Meound at Megiddo and giddo and Gezer led Gezer led Yadin to aYadin to attribute tttaattribute attribute this stratthis stratum to Soloum to Solomon’s effomon’s efforts at buirts at building a stlding a strongly cenrongly centralized atralized administratdminiaadministraadministrative systetive system in the mm in the mid- to latid- to late 10th cene 10th century (1 Kgtury (1 Kgs. 9:15). s. 9:15). The city dThe city declined theclinddeclined tdeclined through thehrough the last part last part of the 10 of the 10th centuryth century and into  and into the early the early to mid-9thto mid-9th century.  ce century. Icentury. It was destt was destroyed abouroyed about the timet the time the Omrid the Omrides came toes came to power (mi power (mid-9th centd-9th ced-9th century), century), probably bprobably by Ben-haday Ben-hadad of Damasd of Damascus (2 Chrcus (2 Chr. 16:4).. 16:4).. 16:4).

The first substantial Iron Age city, confined to the western half of the upper 
city, was surrounded by a casemate wall with a six-chambered gate flanked by 
two towers located in the center of the mound — the eastern perimeter of the 
city. Similar gates and casemate walls found at Megiddo and Gezer led Yadin to 
attribute this stratum to Solomon’s efforts at building a strongly centralized 
administrative system in the mid- to late 10th century (1 Kgs. 9:15). The city 
declined through the last part of the 10th century and into the early to mid-9th 
century. It was destroyed about the time the Omrides came to power (mid-9th 
century), probably by Ben-hadad of Damascus (2 Chr. 16:4).

�Hazor was Hazor was again rebuagain rebuilt on a silt on a significantignificant scale, pr scale, probably by obably by Ahab in thAhab in the mid-9th e mid-9the mid-9th cemid-9th century. A sntury. A solid offseolid offsets-insets ts-insets wall replawall replaced the caced the casemate walsemate wall, completl, completely enclosely completcompletelycompletely enclosing enclosing the top o the top of the mounf the mound. A larged. A large rectangul rectangular citadelar citadel of ashlar of ashlar masonry w ma masonry wamasonry was establiss established on thehed on the western e western end of the nd of the mound. A lmound. A large rectaarge rectangular buingular bungular building wbuilding with three ith three rooms separooms separated by trated by two rows ofwo rows of pillars,  pillars, first idenfirst identified by tified by Garstang aGarsGarstang aGarstang as Solomon’s Solomon’s stables,s stables, belongs t belongs to this stro this stratum and watum and was probablas probably a store y a store building.bubuilding.building.building.

Hazor was again rebuilt on a significant scale, probably by Ahab in the 
mid-9th century. A solid offsets-insets wall replaced the casemate wall, 
completely enclosing the top of the mound. A large rectangular citadel of ashlar 
masonry was established on the western end of the mound. A large rectangular 
building with three rooms separated by two rows of pillars, first identified by 
Garstang as Solomon’s stables, belongs to this stratum and was probably a store 
building.

�The most iThe most impressive mpressive structure structure of this stof this stratum is tratum is the monumenhe monumental water tal water system, cusystesystem, cusystem, cut through t through the earliethe earlier strata or strata of the sitef the site and solid and solid stone. Lo stone. Located on tcated on the southerhe sohe southern esouthern edge of thedge of the mound, it mound, it is simila is similar to syster to systems at Megims at Megiddo and poddo and possibly Gezssibly Gezer. Two raeGezGezer. TwoGezer. Two ramps slo ramps slope gently pe gently to a vertito a vertical shaft cal shaft some 30 m.some 30 m. (90 ft.)  (90 ft.) deep. Fivedeep. Five flights o flig flights offlights of stairs wi stairs wind down thnd down the shaft toe shaft to a vaulted a vaulted tunnel, w tunnel, which runs hich runs another 28another 28 m. (80 ft m.  m. (80 ft.m. (80 ft.), sloping), sloping down belo down below the watew the water table tor table to a pool of a pool of water. Th water. The directioe direction of this n on of this tuof this tunnel towarnnel toward the aquid the aquifer and awfer and away from thay from the springs e springs near the mnear the mound’s basound’s base attests ebasbase attesbase attests to the ts to the builder’s builder’s excellent excellent understandunderstanding of hyding of hydrology. Thrology. The system pe system provided a ropprovided aprovided a valuable  valuable source of source of water insiwater inside the citde the city during ty during times of siimes of siege.ege.

The most impressive structure of this stratum is the monumental water 



system, cut through the earlier strata of the site and solid stone. Located on the 
southern edge of the mound, it is similar to systems at Megiddo and possibly 
Gezer. Two ramps slope gently to a vertical shaft some 30 m. (90 ft.) deep. Five 
flights of stairs wind down the shaft to a vaulted tunnel, which runs another 28 
m. (80 ft.), sloping down below the water table to a pool of water. The direction 
of this tunnel toward the aquifer and away from the springs near the mound’s 
base attests to the builder’s excellent understanding of hydrology. The system 
provided a valuable source of water inside the city during times of siege.

“Stelae te“Stelae temple” contmple” containing a saining a statue of atatue of a seated ma seated male figure le figure and a row and a row of basalt of basalt stelae, onstelastelae, onstelae, one decoratee decorated with hand with hands upraiseds upraised in prayed in prayer towards r towards a divine la divine lunar symbounar symbol (crescenl symbosymbol (crsymbol (crescent andescent and disk); LB disk); LB IIA-B, 14 IIA-B, 14th-13th ceth-13th centuries nturies B.C.E. B.C.E. (The Israe(The Israel Exploratl Exploral ExploratioExploration Society,n Society, The Hazor The Hazor Excavatio Excavations)ns)

“Stelae temple” containing a statue of a seated male figure and a row of basalt 
stelae, one decorated with hands upraised in prayer towards a divine lunar 
symbol (crescent and disk); LB IIA-B, 14th-13th centuries B.C.E. (The Israel 
Exploration Society, The Hazor Excavations)

�Stratum VIStratum VII was destI was destroyed by froyed by fire, plausire, plausibly durinibly during the Aramg the Aramean incursean incursions into ions intions into northinto northern Israelern Israel at the en at the end of the 9d of the 9th centuryth century. The city. The city was rebui was rebuilt in the lt in the early 8th early early 8th early 8th century oncentury on a differe a different plan. Wnt plan. While the chile the citadel wasitadel was rebuilt,  rebuilt, other publother public buildinic buic buildings buildings gave way tgave way to domestico domestic buildings buildings, workshop, workshops, and stos, and storage facilrage facilities. An ities. An earthquakeeartearthquakeearthquake in the ti in the time of Jerome of Jeroboam II (Aboam II (Amos 1:1) wmos 1:1) was most lias most likely respokely responsible fornsible for the destr t the destruthe destruction of sction of stratum VI.tratum VI.

Stratum VII was destroyed by fire, plausibly during the Aramean incursions 
into northern Israel at the end of the 9th century. The city was rebuilt in the 
early 8th century on a different plan. While the citadel was rebuilt, other public 
buildings gave way to domestic buildings, workshops, and storage facilities. An 
earthquake in the time of Jeroboam II (Amos 1:1) was most likely responsible for 
the destruction of stratum VI.

�The city wThe city was rebuiltas rebuilt (stratum  (stratum V) with heV) with heavier fortavier fortificationsifications, undoubte, undoubtedly in predly in predly in preparatiopreparation for confn for confrontationsrontations with Assy with Assyrian expanrian expansion. Thession. These preparate preparations proveions proveions proved futproved futile, as evile, as evidenced byidenced by the compl the complete destruete destruction of tction of the city inhe city in a conflag a conflagration, prratioconflagconflagratconflagration, presuion, presumably at tmably at the hands ohe hands of the Assyf the Assyrian Tiglarian Tiglath-pileserth-pileser III in 73 III in 732 (2 Kgs. 2 (2 K2 (2 Kgs. 15:29Kgs. 15:29). The des). The destruction itruction is well atts well attested by aested by ashy debrisshy debris a meter t a meter thick in sohick in some areas. me ame areas. Witareas. With the end h the end of stratumof stratum V came th V came the end of He end of Hazor as a azor as a major Isramajor Israelite cityelite city...

The city was rebuilt (stratum V) with heavier fortifications, undoubtedly in 
preparation for confrontations with Assyrian expansion. These preparations 
proved futile, as evidenced by the complete destruction of the city in a 
conflagration, presumably at the hands of the Assyrian Tiglath-pileser III in 732 (2 
Kgs. 15:29). The destruction is well attested by ashy debris a meter thick in some 
areas. With the end of stratum V came the end of Hazor as a major Israelite city.

�Later remaLater remains includins include a small e a small temporary temporary settlementsettlement, probably, probably of inhabi of inhabitants retutants retants returning returning after the after the Assyrian cAssyrian campaigns. ampaigns. Late in thLate in the 8th or ee 8th or early 7th carly 7th century theentury the Assyrians Ass Assyrians Assyrians rebuilt threbuilt the citadel e citadel on the weson the western edge tern edge of the sitof the site and conse and constructed antructed an Assyrian- As Assyrian-sAssyrian-style palactyle palace near thee near the mound. Wh mound. While no remile no remains of thains of the late 7the late 7th-6th centu-6th centuries have rcentucenturies centuries have been have been discovereddiscovered, a Persia, a Persian (4th-cenn (4th-century) occutury) occupation incpation included the luded the rebuildingrerebuildingrebuilding of the ci of the citadel; thetadel; the site was  site was again occuagain occupied durinpied during the Hellg the Hellenistic peenistic period (2nd riod (riod (2nd centu(2nd century). This ry). This last occuplast occupation was ation was probably aprobably associated ssociated with Jonatwith Jonathan’s struhan’s struggle againgglstrustruggle astruggle against Demgainst Demetrius II.etrius II.

Later remains include a small temporary settlement, probably of inhabitants 
returning after the Assyrian campaigns. Late in the 8th or early 7th century the 
Assyrians rebuilt the citadel on the western edge of the site and constructed an 
Assyrian-style palace near the mound. While no remains of the late 7th-6th 
centuries have been discovered, a Persian (4th-century) occupation included the 
rebuilding of the citadel; the site was again occupied during the Hellenistic period 
(2nd century). This last occupation was probably associated with Jonathan’s 
struggle against Demetrius II.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. AharoniY. Aharoni, “New Asp, “New Aspects of thects of the Israelite Israelite Occupatie Occupation in the on in the on in the North,the North,” in ” in Near EasteNear Eastern Archaeorn Archaeology in thlogy in the Twentiete Twentieth Century,h Century, ed. J. A. ed. J. A. Sanders ( Sanders (Garden CitG((Garden Ci(Garden City, 1970),ty, 1970), 254–67; A 254–67; A. Ben-Tor,. Ben-Tor, “Tel Hazo “Tel Hazor, 1992,” r, 1992,” IEJIEJ 42 (1992) 42 (1992): 254–60; : 254–60: 254–60; “T254–60; “Tel Hazor, el Hazor, 1994,” 1994,” IEJIEJ 45 (1995) 45 (1995): 65–68; J: 65–68; J. Gray, “H. Gray, “Hazor,” azor,” VTVT 16 (1966) 16 (1966): 26–52; A: 2: 26–52; A. 26–52; A. Malamat, “Malamat, “Hazor the Hazor the Head of AlHead of All Those Kil Those Kingdoms,” ngdoms,” JBLJBL 79 (1960) 79 (1960): 12–19; “: 12–19: 12–19; “No12–19; “Northern Canrthern Canaan and thaan and the Mari Texe Mari Texts,” in ts,” in Near EasteNear Eastern Archaeorn Archaeology in thlogy in the Twentiete Te Twentieth Twentieth Century,Century, ed. Sande ed. Sanders, 164–77rs, 164–77; Y. Yadin; Y. Yadin, , Hazor I-IVHazor I-IV (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1959–64m, 1959–64); ); Hazor: TheHHazor: TheHazor: The Rediscove Rediscovery of a Grry of a Great Citadeeat Citadel of the Bl of the Bibleible (New York (New York, 1975)., 1975)., 1975).
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�2.2. A city in A city in the Negeb the Negeb assigned  assigned to the trito the tribe of Judabe of Judah (Josh. 1h (Josh. 15:23). Fol5:23). Following LXXlowing Llowing LXX B, somLXX B, some scholarse scholars read this read this as a comp as a compound with ound with the name “the name “Hazor-ithnHazor-ithnan,” whichan,” whan,” which theywhich they identify  identify with with el-Jebariîel-Jebariîyehyeh, a site o, a site on the Wadin the Wadi Umm  Umm EthnaœnEthnaœn ca. 60 km ca. 60 ca. 60 km. (3760 km. (37 mi.) SW o mi.) SW of Beer-shef Beer-sheba.ba.ba.

2. A city in the Negeb assigned to the tribe of Judah (Josh. 15:23). Following 
LXX B, some scholars read this as a compound with the name “Hazor-ithnan,” 
which they identify with el-Jebariîyeh, a site on the Wadi Umm Ethnaœn ca. 
60 km. (37 mi.) SW of Beer-sheba.

�3.3. A city on A city on the south the southern borderern border of Judah, of Judah, toward th toward the boundarye boundary of Edom.  of Edom. It was preIt wIt was previowas previously knownusly known as Keriot as Kerioth-hezron (h-hezron (Josh. 15:2Josh. 15:25). It is 5). It is tentativeltentatively identifiy identified with moed wed with moderwith modern Khirbet n Khirbet el-Qaryateel-Qaryatein/Tel Qerin/Tel Qeriyot (1610iyot (161083), 7 km.83), 7 km. (4.5 mi.) (4.5 mi.) S of Maon S of Maon S of Maon.Maon.Maon.

3. A city on the southern border of Judah, toward the boundary of Edom. It 
was previously known as Kerioth-hezron (Josh. 15:25). It is tentatively identified 
with modern Khirbet el-Qaryatein/Tel Qeriyot (161083), 7 km. (4.5 mi.) S of 
Maon.

�4.4. A town re A town resettled bysettled by the Benja the Benjaminites afminites after the Reter the Restoration storation (Neh. 11:3(Neh. 11:33). It has3). It3). It has beeIt has been identifin identified with moed with modern Khirbdern Khirbet et Hazzu®rHazzu®r, 5 km. (3, 5 km. (3 mi.) NW o mi.) NW of Jerusalef Jerusaf Jerusalem.Jerusalem.

4. A town resettled by the Benjaminites after the Restoration (Neh. 11:33). 
It has been identified with modern Khirbet Hazzu®r, 5 km. (3 mi.) NW of 
Jerusalem.

�5.5. A collect A collective term five term for sedentaor sedentary Arab kiry Arab kingdoms in ngdoms in the Arabiathe Arabian Peninsuln Peninsula E of Pala E oa E of Palestiof Palestine, defeatne, defeated by Nebued by Nebuchadnezzarchadnezzar in 598 (J in 598 (Jer. 49:28-er. 49:28-33). This 33). This may represmay represent a clusenrepresrepresent represent a cluster a cluster of unwalleof unwalled villagesd villages (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœs�o®rh�aœs�o®r).).).

5. A collective term for sedentary Arab kingdoms in the Arabian Peninsula E 
of Palestine, defeated by Nebuchadnezzar in 598 (Jer. 49:28-33). This may 
represent a cluster of unwalled villages (Heb. h�aœs�o®r ).
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HAZOR-HADAHAZOR-HADATTAHTTAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�aœs�o®r h�aœs�o®r h�a�d�attah�a�d�atta®®)))

HAZOR-HADATTAH (Heb. h�aœs�o®r h�a�d�atta® )

A city appA city apportioned bortioned by Joshua ty Joshua to the tribo the tribe of Judahe of Judah following following the conqu the conquest of Canest of Canaan (Josh.aaCanCanaan (JoCanaan (Josh. 15:25)sh. 15:25). Its exac. Its exact locationt location is a matt is a matter of disper of dispute. Eusebute. Eusebius placesius places the city  the c the city closecity close to the Me to the Mediterraneaditerranean coast (n coast (Onom.Onom. 20.4), wh 20.4), while othersile others favor a s favor a spot closerpot closepot closer to closer to Arad, possArad, possibly el-Huibly el-Hudeiria (17deiria (170086).0086).0086).

A city apportioned by Joshua to the tribe of Judah following the conquest of 
Canaan (Josh. 15:25). Its exact location is a matter of dispute. Eusebius places the 
city close to the Mediterranean coast (Onom. 20.4), while others favor a spot 
closer to Arad, possibly el-Hudeiria (170086).
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HAZZELELPOHAZZELELPONINI (Heb.  (Heb. has�s�eïlehas�s�eïlelpo®niîlpo®niî)))

HAZZELELPONI (Heb. has�s�eïlelpo®niî )

A JudahiteA Judahite woman fro woman from the townm the town of Etam,  of Etam, designateddesignated as the si as the sister of thster of the “sons ofe “sons of Etam” (1  ofof Etam” (of Etam” (1 Chr. 4:31 Chr. 4:3).).

A Judahite woman from the town of Etam, designated as the sister of the “sons 
of Etam” (1 Chr. 4:3).

HEADHEADHEAD

HEAD

Generally Generally the head othe head of the physf the physical body,ical body, the seat  the seat of the senof the sensory organsory organs and the s and the brain (Hebbrabrain (Hebbrain (Heb. . roœ}sû;roœ}sû; Gk.  Gk. kephaleäíkephaleäí). Several). Several passages  passages allude to allude to particularparticular customs p custom customs pecustoms pertaining trtaining to the heado the head. The cove. The covering of onring of one’s head we’s head was an act as an act of contritof contrition (2 Samiocontritcontritioncontrition (2 Sam. 1 (2 Sam. 15:30) or s5:30) or shame (Jer.hame (Jer. 14:3). Ca 14:3). Casting duststing dust upon the  upon the head was ahead was an act of gn an act of griact of grief (2 Sam.ef (2 Sam. 13:19; La 13:19; Lam. 2:10; Em. 2:10; Ezek. 27:30zek. 27:30; Rev. 18:; Rev. 18:19). The s19). The shaving of having of one’s own one’s one’s own one’s own head was ahead was also an actlso an act of grief  of grief (Job 1:20;(Job 1:20; Jer. 16:6 Jer. 16:6), but the), but the shaving o shaving of another f anof another peanother person’s hearson’s head was a wad was a way of humily of humiliating thaiating that person (t person (1 Chr. 19:1 Chr. 19:4-5; 1 Cor4-5; 1 Cor. 11:5-6).. CorCor. 11:5-Cor. 11:5-6). By ano6). By anointing theinting the head with head with oil a per oil a person was coson was consecrated nsecrated and receivand received God’s bedreceivreceived Greceived God’s blessod’s blessing. A cering. A ceremony of aemony of anointing anointing accompaniedccompanied the insta the installation ofllation of new pries n new priestnew priests (Exod. 2s (Exod. 29:7; Lev. 9:7; Lev. 8:12) and 8:12) and kings (1 Skings (1 Sam. 10:1; am. 10:1; 16:13).16:13).16:13).

Generally the head of the physical body, the seat of the sensory organs and the 
brain (Heb. roœ}sû; Gk. kephaleäí). Several passages allude to particular 
customs pertaining to the head. The covering of one’s head was an act of 
contrition (2 Sam. 15:30) or shame (Jer. 14:3). Casting dust upon the head was an 
act of grief (2 Sam. 13:19; Lam. 2:10; Ezek. 27:30; Rev. 18:19). The shaving of 
one’s own head was also an act of grief (Job 1:20; Jer. 16:6), but the shaving of 
another person’s head was a way of humiliating that person (1 Chr. 19:4-5; 1 
Cor. 11:5-6). By anointing the head with oil a person was consecrated and 
received God’s blessing. A ceremony of anointing accompanied the installation of 



new priests (Exod. 29:7; Lev. 8:12) and kings (1 Sam. 10:1; 16:13).

�Often, theOften, the term “hea term “head” refers d” refers to one in to one in a positiona position of leader of leadership (Joshship (Josh. 11:10; J. 11:10; J. 11:10; Judg. 11:1Judg. 11:11). Paul b1). Paul blended thilended this understas understanding of hnding of head with tead with the literalhe literal concept w concept when he spohenwwhen he spwhen he spoke metaphoke metaphorically oorically of the Churf the Church as the ch as the body and Cbody and Christ as thrist as the head (Ehe head (Ehe head (Eph. 1:22(Eph. 1:22-23; 4:15;-23; 4:15; Col. 1:18 Col. 1:18; 2:19), t; 2:19), thus emphashus emphasizing the izing the unity of tunity of the Church,he Church, which is  whi which is uwhich is united undenited under the leadr the leadership of ership of Christ (thChrist (the head).e head).e head).

Often, the term “head” refers to one in a position of leadership (Josh. 11:10; 
Judg. 11:11). Paul blended this understanding of head with the literal concept 
when he spoke metaphorically of the Church as the body and Christ as the head 
(Eph. 1:22-23; 4:15; Col. 1:18; 2:19), thus emphasizing the unity of the Church, 
which is united under the leadership of Christ (the head).

�“Head” als“Head” also may refeo may refer to that r to that which is mwhich is most importost important. This ant. This is probablis probably the sensy the sey the sense in rsense in references eferences to Jesus ato Jesus as the “mais the “main n (kephaleäí(kephaleäí)) cornersto cornerstone” (Mark ne” (Mark 12:10; Mat12:10; 12:10; Mat12:10; Matt. 21:42; t. 21:42; Luke 20:17Luke 20:17; Acts 4:1; Acts 4:11; 1 Pet. 1; 1 Pet. 2:7; cf. P2:7; cf. Ps. 118:22)s. 118:22). Similarl. Similarly, Mt. Zioy, Mt. Zy, Mt. Zion is reZion is referred to ferred to as the “chas the “chief of theief of the mountains mountains” (Isa. 2:” (Isa. 2:2; Mic. 4:2; Mic. 4:1), and Je1), and Jerusalem isrusalemJeJerusalem Jerusalem is exaltedis exalted above my  above my “main joy”“main joy” (Ps. 137: (Ps. 137:6).6).6).

“Head” also may refer to that which is most important. This is probably the 
sense in references to Jesus as the “main (kephaleäí) cornerstone” (Mark 
12:10; Matt. 21:42; Luke 20:17; Acts 4:11; 1 Pet. 2:7; cf. Ps. 118:22). Similarly, Mt. 
Zion is referred to as the “chief of the mountains” (Isa. 2:2; Mic. 4:1), and 
Jerusalem is exalted above my “main joy” (Ps. 137:6).
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HEALINGHEALINGHEALING

HEALING

�SeeSee  ILLNESS ANILLNESS AND HEALTH CD HEALTH CARE.ARE.

See ILLNESS AND HEALTH CARE.

HEARTHEARTHEART

HEART

In generalIn general, the cent, the center or midder or middle of thinle of things (Deut. gs (Deut. 4:11; Matt4:11; Matt. 12:40). . 12:40). The ancienThe ancients did notts dits did not sedid not seem as concem as concerned abouerned about the heart the heart (Heb. t (Heb. leäb�, leäleäb�, leäb�aœb�;b�aœb�; Gk.  Gk. kardiíakardkardiíakardiía) as an or) as an organ as thegan as they were aboy were about such otut such other organsher organs as the li as the liver and kiver and kidneys. Refdneykikidneys. Rkidneys. References eferences to the heato the heart as a phrt as a physical orgysical organ are extan are extremely rarremely rare in the Oe in the OT (cf. 1 ST (T (cf. 1 Sam(cf. 1 Sam. 25:37). . 25:37). Even in 2 Even in 2 Sam. 18:14Sam. 18:14; 2 Kgs. 9; 2 Kgs. 9:24 the me:24 the meaning seemaning seems to be wis to be wider than tdewiwider thanwider than the speci the specific organ fic organ of the heaof the heart, indicart, indicating the iting the internal ornternal organs genergans generally. In Pally. Ially. In Ps. 104In Ps. 104:15 the “h:15 the “heart” is aeart” is affected byffected by food and  food and drink, whidrink, which could bch could be true of e true of the literathe the literathe literal heart asl heart as an organ, an organ, but proba but probably denotebly denotes a more gs a more general refeneral reference to erence to “experienc“ex“experienc“experience” (cf. REe” (cf. REB, NAB).B, NAB).B, NAB).

In general, the center or middle of things (Deut. 4:11; Matt. 12:40). The ancients 
did not seem as concerned about the heart (Heb. leäb�, leäb�aœb�;  Gk. 
kardiía) as an organ as they were about such other organs as the liver and 
kidneys. References to the heart as a physical organ are extremely rare in the OT 
(cf. 1 Sam. 25:37). Even in 2 Sam. 18:14; 2 Kgs. 9:24 the meaning seems to be 
wider than the specific organ of the heart, indicating the internal organs generally. 
In Ps. 104:15 the “heart” is affected by food and drink, which could be true of 
the literal heart as an organ, but probably denotes a more general reference to 
“experience” (cf. REB, NAB).

�Heart was Heart was commonly ucommonly used, as tosed, as today, of thday, of the center oe center of somethinf something — whetheg — whether humans or hr humans or humans or other objeother objects, and fcts, and from this urom this usage the tsage the term was aperm was applied to tplied to the whole rhe whole rhe whole range of irange of internal annternal and central d central things in things in humans. Thhumans. The ancientse ancients did not u did not use detailese detailed psycholod psd psychologipsychological vocabucal vocabulary to malary to make the finke the fine distincte distinctions used ions used in modern in modern speech. Thspeech. The Hebrews eThThe HebrewThe Hebrews thought s thought of the whoof the whole human ble human being and peing and personalityersonality with all  with all its physicits physical, intellaphysicphysical, physical, intellectuintellectual, and psal, and psychologicaychological attributl attributes when thes when they used “hey used “heart.” It eart.” It was considwas cowas consideredconsidered the gover the governing ning centercenter for all o for all of these. If these. It is the ht is the heart (the eart (the core) whiccore) which makes anh mah makes and makes and identifiesidentifies the perso the person (Prov. 4n (Prov. 4:23). Char:23). Character, peracter, personality, sonality, will, and will, and mind are mmindmind are mmind are modern termodern terms which als which all reflect l reflect something something of the meaof the meaning of “hning of “heart” in ieart” in its biblicatsiits biblicits biblical usage.al usage.al usage.

Heart was commonly used, as today, of the center of something — whether 
humans or other objects, and from this usage the term was applied to the whole 
range of internal and central things in humans. The ancients did not use detailed 
psychological vocabulary to make the fine distinctions used in modern speech. 
The Hebrews thought of the whole human being and personality with all its 
physical, intellectual, and psychological attributes when they used “heart.” It was 
considered the governing center for all of these. It is the heart (the core) which 
makes and identifies the person (Prov. 4:23). Character, personality, will, and 
mind are modern terms which all reflect something of the meaning of “heart” in 
its biblical usage.

�Less oftenLess often was “hear was “heart” used fot” used for emotionsr emotions which are which are preferabl preferably expressey expressed by such d by sd by such organsuch organs as the ls as the liver, or tiver, or the bowels,he bowels, or the ki or the kidneys, thedneys, the region of region of the “loin the “loins.” In gens.” Ins.” In generalIn general, Hebrew t, Hebrew thought plahought placed the emced the emotional footional focus lower cus lower in the anain the anatomy (livetomy (liver, bowels,r(live(liver, bo(liver, bowels, kidnwels, kidneys) than eys) than the intellthe intellectual or ectual or volitionalvolitional, which wa, which was placed hs placed higher in tigher iigher in the anain the anatomy (heartomy (heart). The sat). The same anatomime anatomical geogracal geography is genphy is generally truerally true in Englie in English which ush EngliEnglish whEnglish which uses tich uses the higher he higher area of tharea of the “head” (e “head” (brain or mbrain or mind) to exind) to express the press the intellectuintintellectuintellectual and volal and volitional maitional matters but tters but the lower the lower “heart” fo“heart” for emotionar emotional issues. l issues. Modern EngModeModern EngModern English translish translations arlations are inclinede inclined to use “m to use “mind” to trind” to translate anslate leäb�/leäbleäb�/leäb�aœb��leäb�/leäbleäb�/leäbleäb�/leäb�aœb��aœb� (cf. NRSV (cf. NRSV Eccl. 1:1 Eccl. 1:17; Prov. 17; Prov. 16:23); how6:23); however, “heaever, “heart” is a brt” is a broad term robbroad termbroad term and does  and does not make tnot make the same dihe same distinctionsstinctions in refere in reference to thence to the rational  rational or mental oor mental or mental processes processes as did Greas did Greek philosoek philosophy.phy.phy.

Less often was “heart” used for emotions which are preferably expressed by 
such organs as the liver, or the bowels, or the kidneys, the region of the “loins.” 
In general, Hebrew thought placed the emotional focus lower in the anatomy 
(liver, bowels, kidneys) than the intellectual or volitional, which was placed higher 



in the anatomy (heart). The same anatomical geography is generally true in 
English which uses the higher area of the “head” (brain or mind) to express the 
intellectual and volitional matters but the lower “heart” for emotional issues. 
Modern English translations are inclined to use “mind” to translate 
leäb�/leäb�aœb�  (cf. NRSV Eccl. 1:17; Prov. 16:23); however, “heart” is a 
broad term and does not make the same distinctions in reference to the rational 
or mental processes as did Greek philosophy.

�NT usage iNT usage is colored s colored by the OT by the OT and contaiand contains very sins very similar exammilar examples. Hearples. Heart still ist stillt still is ustill is used in thesed in the physical  physical sense, forsense, for it is mad it is made of “flese of “flesh” (2 Cor.h” (2 Cor. 3:3), but 3:3), but it is als it is also the seato alsalso the salso the seat of theeat of the will (Mar will (Mark 3:5; 7:2k 3:5; 7:21-23), the1-23), the intellect intellect (2:6–8),  (2:6–8), and emotioand emotion (Luke 24n (Lukn (Luke 24:3(Luke 24:32). Thus i2). Thus it also meat also means “personns “person” in the N” in the NT.T.T.

NT usage is colored by the OT and contains very similar examples. Heart 
still is used in the physical sense, for it is made of “flesh” (2 Cor. 3:3), but it is 
also the seat of the will (Mark 3:5; 7:21-23), the intellect (2:6–8), and emotion 
(Luke 24:32). Thus it also means “person” in the NT.

Larry L. WLarry L. Walkeralker

Larry L. Walker

HEARTHHEARTHHEARTH

HEARTH

In its basIn its basic sense, ic sense, a depressia depression in the on in the ground in ground in which was which was built a fibuilt a fire for coore for cooking or heking oking or heatingor heating. In culti. In cultic usage thc usage the hearth we hearth was the uppas the upper portioner portion of the al of the altar of burtar of burnt offerinnt ont offering uoffering upon which pon which the sacrifthe sacrifice was buice was burned (Lev.rned (Lev. 6:9; Ezek 6:9; Ezek. 43:15-16. 43:15-16). The hea). The hearths in Ezrthheahearths inhearths in Ezekiel’s Ezekiel’s ideal tem ideal temple are usple are used for boied for boiling sacriling sacrifices (Ezefices (Ezek. 46:23-2k. 46:23-24).4).

In its basic sense, a depression in the ground in which was built a fire for cooking 
or heating. In cultic usage the hearth was the upper portion of the altar of burnt 
offering upon which the sacrifice was burned (Lev. 6:9; Ezek. 43:15-16). The 
hearths in Ezekiel’s ideal temple are used for boiling sacrifices (Ezek. 46:23-24).

HEAVENHEAVENHEAVEN

HEAVEN

In Hebrew In Hebrew cosmology cosmology heaven(s) heaven(s) (Heb. (Heb. sûaœmayimsûaœmayim), Yahweh’), Yahweh’s dwellings dwelling place, an place, an place, and earth and earth comprise Gcomprise God’s creatod’s creation. Heaveion. Heaven depicts n depicts skies, theskies, the upper par upper part of the ct of the created worreccreated wocreated world, and drld, and denotes theenotes the firmament firmament (a vault  (a vault or roof ofor roof of the earth the earth). It may ). It may be used libe be used libe used literally orterally or metaphori metaphorically, andcally, and denotes f denotes fixed or maixed or material reaterial reality. It dlity. It designates esignatddesignatesdesignates God’s uni God’s unique home, que home, a sanctuara sanctuary, the thry, the throne of divone of divine majestine majesty, remoteny, remoteny, remotenessremoteness, and tran, and transcendence.scendence. Heaven is Heaven is a space i a space immediatelymmediately surroundi surrounding the earng the eang the earth (e.gearth (e.g., atmosph., atmosphere), a plere), a place of natace of natural and sural and supernaturaupernatural signs, ol signs, outer spaceuter space. The firm. The. The firmamThe firmament (Gen. ent (Gen. 1:6-8), a 1:6-8), a solid masssolid mass (Isa. 45: (Isa. 45:12), rests12), rests on pillar on pillars (Job 26:s (Job 26:11) and ha11) an11) and has wiand has windows (Genndows (Gen. 8:2). Es. 8:2). Eschatologicchatologically, ally, sûaœmayimsûaœmayim concerns  concerns a new ordea new order that reprordeorder thatorder that replaces  replaces the old orthe old or present i present imperfect omperfect order. Laterder. Later, heaven r, heaven means the means the destiny ofddestiny ofdestiny of and the s and the spiritual apiritual apex of covpex of covenantal rienantal righteousnesghteousness with Gods with God, as some , as some Jewish groJeJewish groJewish groups supporups supported the reted the resurrectionsurrection of the de of the dead and finad and final judgmenal judgment.t.t.

In Hebrew cosmology heaven(s) (Heb. sûaœmayim), Yahweh’s dwelling place, 
and earth comprise God’s creation. Heaven depicts skies, the upper part of the 
created world, and denotes the firmament (a vault or roof of the earth). It may 
be used literally or metaphorically, and denotes fixed or material reality. It 
designates God’s unique home, a sanctuary, the throne of divine majesty, 
remoteness, and transcendence. Heaven is a space immediately surrounding the 
earth (e.g., atmosphere), a place of natural and supernatural signs, outer space. 
The firmament (Gen. 1:6-8), a solid mass (Isa. 45:12), rests on pillars (Job 26:11) 
and has windows (Gen. 8:2). Eschatologically, sûaœmayim concerns a new 
order that replaces the old or present imperfect order. Later, heaven means the 
destiny of and the spiritual apex of covenantal righteousness with God, as some 
Jewish groups supported the resurrection of the dead and final judgment.

�In the NT In the NT heaven(s) heaven(s) (Gk. (Gk. ouranoœsouranoœs) and eart) and earth compriseh comprise all of cr all of creation, theation, though the toththough thethough the two are d two are distinctiveistinctive (Matt. 6: (Matt. 6:9). God sp9). God spoke both ioke both into existento existence, but hnce, but humanity caumhhumanity chumanity cannot undeannot understand eitrstand either (cf. Iher (cf. Isa. 40:12)sa. 40:12). The heav. The heavens bring ens bring on droughton drought, house th, h, house the house the stars, andstars, and provide a provide atmosphere tmosphere for cloudsfor clouds. In the e. In the eschaton, nschaton, new wondersew wondersew wonders wiwonders will appear.ll appear. The NT re The NT relates the lates the heavens toheavens to God’s rul God’s rule or kingde or kingdom on eartom on earom on earth and earth and to Jesus’ to Jesus’ return. Hereturn. Heaven, the aven, the seat of reseat of redemption ademption and reconcind reconciliation, iliation, is beyond ts bes beyond timbeyond time; it may e; it may appear as appear as a series (a series (three or sthree or seven); andeven); and is founda is foundational fortional for this worl this this worldthis world where one where one experienc experiences happinees happiness, praisess, praise, and serv, and service. In NTice. In NT postexili postexilic Judaism,c postexilipostexilicpostexilic Judaism,  Judaism, heaven symheaven symbolizes Gobolizes God or the dd or the divine nameivine name and ascri and ascribes divinebes divine authority a authority.authority. Heaven is Heaven is not an id not an idyllic placyllic place of pure e of pure light and light and glory, butglory, but an arena  an arena of conflicof conof conflict, conflict, of divine of divine wrath. Thewrath. The climax of climax of God’s sal God’s salvific actsvific acts occurs as occurs as an eschat an eschatological cologiceschateschatologeschatological catasical catastrophe viatrophe via God’s jud God’s judgment. A ngment. A new heaven ew heaven and a new and a new earth emerearth emearth emerge: etemerge: eternal, purernal, pure, and free, and free from Gode from God’s wrath (’s wrath (Rev. 21:1,Rev. 21:1, 27; 22:3) 27; 22:3). Heaven, . Heaven, the dwelliththe dwellithe dwelling place ong place of God and f God and Jesus, befJesus, before and afore and after his eater his earthly jourrthly journey, resurney, resurrection, arectresurresurrectiresurrection, and exon, and exaltation, altation, produces vproduces voices, angoices, angels, the Mels, the Messiah, anessiah, and souls.d souls.d souls.

In the NT heaven(s) (Gk. ouranoœs) and earth comprise all of creation, 
though the two are distinctive (Matt. 6:9). God spoke both into existence, but 
humanity cannot understand either (cf. Isa. 40:12). The heavens bring on drought, 
house the stars, and provide atmosphere for clouds. In the eschaton, new 
wonders will appear. The NT relates the heavens to God’s rule or kingdom on 
earth and to Jesus’ return. Heaven, the seat of redemption and reconciliation, is 
beyond time; it may appear as a series (three or seven); and is foundational for 
this world where one experiences happiness, praise, and service. In NT 



postexilic Judaism, heaven symbolizes God or the divine name and ascribes divine 
authority. Heaven is not an idyllic place of pure light and glory, but an arena of 
conflict, of divine wrath. The climax of God’s salvific acts occurs as an 
eschatological catastrophe via God’s judgment. A new heaven and a new earth 
emerge: eternal, pure, and free from God’s wrath (Rev. 21:1, 27; 22:3). Heaven, 
the dwelling place of God and Jesus, before and after his earthly journey, 
resurrection, and exaltation, produces voices, angels, the Messiah, and souls.

�TheologicaTheologically, heavelly, heaven is God’sn is God’s realm. So realm. Sometimes Gometimes God and heavd and heaven are useen are used synonymod syd synonymoussynonymously, and thly, and the opening e opening of heaven of heaven signals Gosignals God’s nearned’s nearness. Heavenss. Heaven is the dw is the dw is the dwelling pdwelling place for Clace for Christ fromhrist from before ti before time with Gome with God, and alsd, and also for angeo for angels, Satan,ls, Satan, and evil  an and evil sand evil spirits. Fopirits. For Christ, r Christ, heaven is heaven is his place his place of origin of origin before combefore coming to earing to earth, and hith, andth, and his deand his destination stination at the Ascat the Ascension. Itension. It is the lo is the locus for Chcus for Christ’s actrist’s activity on bivity on behalf of tehalf oehalf of the Chuof the Church, and frch, and from which rom which he comes ahe comes at the Parot the Parousia. Soteusia. Soteriologicalriologically, heavenly, heaven is the ar i is the areis the arena of the na of the true Jerustrue Jerusalem of Goalem of God’s mercy,d’s mercy, blessings blessings, and trut, and truth. The bleh. The blessed residssedbleblessed reblessed reside in heside in heaven via aaven via ascension. scension. In the ProIn the Prophets and phets and the Psalmsthe Psalms, heaven i, heaven is the seats ths the seat othe seat of divine sf divine sovereigntyovereignty...

Theologically, heaven is God’s realm. Sometimes God and heaven are used 
synonymously, and the opening of heaven signals God’s nearness. Heaven is the 
dwelling place for Christ from before time with God, and also for angels, Satan, 
and evil spirits. For Christ, heaven is his place of origin before coming to earth, 
and his destination at the Ascension. It is the locus for Christ’s activity on behalf 
of the Church, and from which he comes at the Parousia. Soteriologically, heaven 
is the arena of the true Jerusalem of God’s mercy, blessings, and truth. The 
blessed reside in heaven via ascension. In the Prophets and the Psalms, heaven is 
the seat of divine sovereignty.

�Heaven is Heaven is the abode the abode of God andof God and of God’s  of God’s angels, thangels, the just, ane just, and the holyd the holy. It is th. It is th. It is the real hthe real home of Chrome of Christians onistians on earth, th earth, the treasuree treasures of the fs of the faithful, aaithful, and the arend the arena of salvna ofna of salvatiof salvation — the uon — the ultimate holtimate home of Chrime of Christ’s discist’s disciples. For ples. For Matthew, JMatthew, Jesus has aesus has authority iuthaauthority authority in heaven in heaven and earth and earth — a christ— a christological mological mediation fediation from above rom above and ecclesand ecclesiological ioecclesecclesioloecclesiological logigical logical mediatcal mediation from bion from below. For elow. For some, the some, the Matthean kMatthean kingdom of ingdom of heaven conhheaven conheaven concerns a fucerns a futuristic, turistic, imminent bimminent but other-wut other-worldly reaorldly reality, wherlity, where the prese the present world enprespresent wopresent world will nrld will no longer eo longer exist. Othexist. Others argue trs argue that the Mahat the Matthean kintthean kingdom of hegdom of heaven does aheheaven doeheaven does not alwas not always refer tys refer to the futuo the future, as disre, as distinctive ftinctive from the alrom the already beguready begun kingdom n kn kingdom ofkingdom of God. Matt God. Matthew’s kinghew’s kingdom of headom of heaven may beven may be already b already begun in Jeegun in Jesus’ minissus’ minsus’ ministry, ministry, and if notand if not recognize recognized, shows od, shows one’s spirine’s spiritual hardntual hardness.ess.ess.

Heaven is the abode of God and of God’s angels, the just, and the holy. It is 
the real home of Christians on earth, the treasures of the faithful, and the arena 
of salvation — the ultimate home of Christ’s disciples. For Matthew, Jesus has 
authority in heaven and earth — a christological mediation from above and 
ecclesiological logical mediation from below. For some, the Matthean kingdom of 
heaven concerns a futuristic, imminent but other-worldly reality, where the 
present world will no longer exist. Others argue that the Matthean kingdom of 
heaven does not always refer to the future, as distinctive from the already begun 
kingdom of God. Matthew’s kingdom of heaven may be already begun in Jesus’ 
ministry, and if not recognized, shows one’s spiritual hardness.

�In RevelatIn Revelation heavenion heaven wants to  wants to send messesend messengers so Cngers so Christians hristians may undersmay understand heavetandundersunderstandunderstand heavenly  heavenly things. Hethings. Heaven seemsaven seems to be an  to be an arena of aarena of activity whctivity where basic ere basic human, sochhuman, sochuman, societal qualietal qualities are ities are being restbeing restated, fougated, fought for, anht for, and determind determined. The heed. The heavenly, spaveheheavenly, heavenly, spiritual spiritual world has world has heavenly bheavenly bodies, alwodies, always maintaays maintained by thined by the divine ee divine energetic pnereenergetic energetic presence tpresence that was, ihat was, is, and wils, and will be.l be.l be.

In Revelation heaven wants to send messengers so Christians may 
understand heavenly things. Heaven seems to be an arena of activity where basic 
human, societal qualities are being restated, fought for, and determined. The 
heavenly, spiritual world has heavenly bodies, always maintained by the divine 
energetic presence that was, is, and will be.

�For ChristFor Christians, contians, contemporary cemporary cosmology rosmology requires a equires a heaven of heaven of faith not faith not contained contaicontained contained by a hemisby a hemisphere abovphere above the horie the horizon as Godzon as God’s throner’s throneroom. God doom. God does not exoes nooes not exist not exist only in a only in a spatial, lspatial, localized socalized sense of heense of heaven aboveaven above the world the world nor metap nor metaphysically,hysmetapmetaphysicmetaphysically, beyoally, beyond the wornd the world. Our exld. Our experience operience of heaven if heaven is not limis not limited by infted by infinity or fininfinfinity oinfinity or finitener finiteness of the ss of the universe iuniverse in space ann space and time. Thd time. The heaven oe heaven of faith isf faith is ontologic ontolo ontologicaontological, a way ol, a way of being. Gf being. God’s heaveod’s heaven is God’sn is God’s arena of  arena of existence existence symbolizedsymbolized by the vi b by the visby the visible physiible physical heavencal heaven, denoting, denoting an invisi an invisible, mysteble, mysterious spherious sphere of God’re of God’s rule, ans ruls rule, and rule, and it completit completes all thaes all that is good.t is good. Heaven sy Heaven symbolizes rmbolizes resurrectioesurrection hope to n hope to experienceexpexperienceexperience a love fo a love for life prir life prior to and or to and after deatafter death, being ih, being interconnecnterconnected and sited and simultaneousmultsisimultaneosimultaneously grounusly grounded in headed in heaven and eaven and earth. Heaverth. Heaven is both n is both now and innow and in process,  process,  process, nprocess, not yet. Heot yet. Heaven embodaven embodies the viies the vision of etsion of eternal lifeernal life with God  with God steeped insteeped in mutuality m mutuality,mutuality, mercy, an mercy, and justice d justice that accorthat accords a transds a transcendent frcendent freedom, an eedom, an eschatologeschatological love,iceschatologeschatologeschatological love,ical love, and a lib and a liberating saerating salvation oflvation of humanity. humanity.

For Christians, contemporary cosmology requires a heaven of faith not 
contained by a hemisphere above the horizon as God’s throneroom. God does 
not exist only in a spatial, localized sense of heaven above the world nor 
metaphysically, beyond the world. Our experience of heaven is not limited by 
infinity or finiteness of the universe in space and time. The heaven of faith is 
ontological, a way of being. God’s heaven is God’s arena of existence symbolized 
by the visible physical heaven, denoting an invisible, mysterious sphere of God’s 
rule, and it completes all that is good. Heaven symbolizes resurrection hope to 
experience a love for life prior to and after death, being interconnected and 



simultaneously grounded in heaven and earth. Heaven is both now and in 
process, not yet. Heaven embodies the vision of eternal life with God steeped in 
mutuality, mercy, and justice that accords a transcendent freedom, an 
eschatological love, and a liberating salvation of humanity.
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HEBERHEBER (Heb.  (Heb. h�eb�erh�eb�er)))

HEBER (Heb. h�eb�er )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Beriah andBeriah and descendan descendant of Ashert of Asher (Gen. 46: (Gen. 46:17; 1 Chr.17; 1 Chr. 7:31-32). 7:31-32). He is the He  He is the He is the eponymous eponymous ancestor oancestor of the Hebrf the Hebrites (Heb.ites (Heb.  h�eb�ri;h�eb�ri; Num. 26:4 Num. 26:45).5).5).

1. A son of Beriah and descendant of Asher (Gen. 46:17; 1 Chr. 7:31-32). 
He is the eponymous ancestor of the Hebrites (Heb. h�eb�ri;  Num. 26:45).

�2.2. A Kenite, A Kenite, descended descended from Hoba from Hobab. He had b. He had separated separated from the mfrom the main body oain body oain body of Kenitesof Kenites, settling, settling near Kede near Kedesh where hsh where he coexistee coexisted peacefuld peacefully with Kily with King Jabin ong Jabin of Hazor (Jf Hf Hazor (JudHazor (Judg. 4:11, 1g. 4:11, 17); it was7); it was there tha there that Heber’s t Heber’s wife Jael wife Jael murdered Smurdered Sisera by disera by driving a trivinddriving a driving a tent peg ttent peg through hishrough his temple as temple as he slept  he slept (vv. 12–22(vv. 12–22).).).

2. A Kenite, descended from Hobab. He had separated from the main body 
of Kenites, settling near Kedesh where he coexisted peacefully with King Jabin of 
Hazor (Judg. 4:11, 17); it was there that Heber’s wife Jael murdered Sisera by 
driving a tent peg through his temple as he slept (vv. 12–22).

�3.3. A descend A descendant of theant of the Judahite  Judahite Ezrah and Ezrah and his Judeanhis Judean wife (1 C wife (1 Chr. 4:18);hr. 4:18); the ances the an the ancestor oancestor or founder r founder of Soco.of Soco.of Soco.

3. A descendant of the Judahite Ezrah and his Judean wife (1 Chr. 4:18); the 
ancestor or founder of Soco.

�4.4. A Benjami A Benjaminite, the nite, the son of Elpson of Elpaal (1 Chraal (1 Chr. 8:17).. 8:17).

4. A Benjaminite, the son of Elpaal (1 Chr. 8:17).

HEBREW, BIHEBREW, BIBLICALBLICALBLICAL

HEBREW, BIBLICAL

Hebrew belHebrew belongs to thongs to the Semitic e Semitic family of family of languages,languages, a subgrou a subgroup of the lp of the larger Afroarger Afro-asiatic f-aAfroAfro-asiatAfro-asiatic family ic family which inclwhich includes Egyptudes Egyptian, Berbeian, Berber, and ther, and the more mode more modern Cushitirn Cushitic, Omotic,cCushitiCushitic, Cushitic, Omotic, anOmotic, and Chadic (d Chadic (e.g., Hause.g., Hausa) groupina) groupings. The Segs. The Semitic famimitic family, attestly, attested as earled aed as early aas early as the 3rd s the 3rd millenniummillennium  B.C.E.B.C.E. (e.g., Ak (e.g., Akkadian), skadian), survives upurvives up to the pr to the present (e.gesent (e.esent (e.g., Ara(e.g., Arabic, Hebrebic, Hebrew), and isw), and is divided i divided into easternto eastern and westn and western branchern branches. The eaes. The eastern bransteeaeastern breastern branch is reanch is represented presented by Akkadiaby Akkadian, the lann, the language of tguage of the Babylonhe Babylonians and Aians and Assyrians, sAAssyrians,Assyrians, and most  and most likely Ebllikely Eblaite, knowaite, known from then from the archive f archive found at Teound at Tell Mardikhll Mardikh in Syria. in in Syria. in Syria. In the wesIn the western branctern branch are South are South Semitic h Semitic (Ethiopic (Ethiopic [Ge{ez][Ge{ez] and South and South Arabic) a Ara Arabic) anArabic) and Central d Central Semitic. TSemitic. The latter he latter denotes Ardenotes Arabian langabian languages (e.guages (e.g., Classic., Classical Arabic al Aal Arabic andArabic and several m several modern dialodern dialects) as wects) as well as Syrell as Syro-Palestino-Palestinian (Northian (Northwest Semitwest Semitic) languaicSemitSemitic) lSemitic) languages wanguages which are thich are traditionalraditionally dividedly divided into Aram into Aramaic and Caaic and Canaanite sunaanite subgroups. Hbgrsusubgroups.subgroups. Hebrew is Hebrew is a Northwe a Northwest Semiticst Semitic language  language which belowhich belongs to thengs to the Canaanite Canaanit Canaanite Canaanite subgroup asubgroup along with long with sister lansister languages Phoguages Phoenician, Aenician, Ammonite, Emmonite, Edomite, andomite, andomite, and Moabitand Moabite. Hebrew e. Hebrew also sharealso shares an affins an affinity to Ugaity to Ugaritic, thoritic, though its prugh its precise posiecise position withitionposiposition wposition within the ithin the Northwest Northwest family is family is still debastill debated.ted.

Hebrew belongs to the Semitic family of languages, a subgroup of the larger 
Afro-asiatic family which includes Egyptian, Berber, and the more modern 
Cushitic, Omotic, and Chadic (e.g., Hausa) groupings. The Semitic family, attested 
as early as the 3rd millennium B.C.E. (e.g., Akkadian), survives up to the present 
(e.g., Arabic, Hebrew), and is divided into eastern and western branches. The 
eastern branch is represented by Akkadian, the language of the Babylonians and 
Assyrians, and most likely Eblaite, known from the archive found at Tell Mardikh 
in Syria. In the western branch are South Semitic (Ethiopic [Ge{ez] and South 
Arabic) and Central Semitic. The latter denotes Arabian languages (e.g., Classical 
Arabic and several modern dialects) as well as Syro-Palestinian (Northwest 
Semitic) languages which are traditionally divided into Aramaic and Canaanite 
subgroups. Hebrew is a Northwest Semitic language which belongs to the 
Canaanite subgroup along with sister languages Phoenician, Ammonite, Edomite, 
and Moabite. Hebrew also shares an affinity to Ugaritic, though its precise 



position within the Northwest family is still debated.

HistoryHistory

History

Hebrew is Hebrew is well-knownwell-known as the la as the language of nguage of the Hebrewthe Hebrew Bible (OT Bible (OT), even th), even though it weough it wough it went by diwent by different nafferent names in bibmes in biblical timelical times (e.g., s (e.g., síeïp�at� síeïp�at� keïna{an,keïna{an, “the lang “the language of Cauagelanglanguage olanguage of Canaan,”f Canaan,” Isa. 19:1 Isa. 19:18; 8; yeïhu®d�iîyeïhu®d�iît�,t�, “Judahite “Judahite,” 2 Kgs. ,” 2 Kgs. 18:26, 28;18:26, 28; 2 Chr. 32 2 Ch 2 Chr. 32:18Chr. 32:18; Neh. 13:; Neh. 13:24; Isa. 324; Isa. 36:11, 13).6:11, 13). During th During the Hellenise Hellenistic periodtic period, the desi, the designation gnatidesidesignatiodesignation n Hebraios,Hebraios, “Hebrew,” “Hebrew,” is found  is found in the proin the prologue to Blogue to Ben Sira anen Sira and Josephusd Josephus ( JosephusJosephus (Josephus (Ant.Ant. 1.1:2). I 1.1:2). In rabbinicn rabbinic literatur literature it came e it came to be knowto be known as n as leïsûo®n hleïsûo®n haqqod�esû,aqhhaqqod�esûhaqqod�esû,, “the holy “the holy language” language” ( (m. Sot�am. Sot�a 7:2). 7:2). 7:2).

Hebrew is well-known as the language of the Hebrew Bible (OT), even though it 
went by different names in biblical times (e.g., síeïp�at� keïna{an,  “the 
language of Canaan,” Isa. 19:18; yeïhu®d�iît�,  “Judahite,” 2 Kgs. 18:26, 28; 2 
Chr. 32:18; Neh. 13:24; Isa. 36:11, 13). During the Hellenistic period, the 
designation Hebraios, “Hebrew,” is found in the prologue to Ben Sira and 
Josephus (Ant. 1.1:2). In rabbinic literature it came to be known as leïsûo®n 
haqqod�esû,  “the holy language” (m. Sot�a  7:2).

�The study The study of Biblicaof Biblical Hebrew il Hebrew is a very cs a very complex endomplex endeavor invoeavor involving manylving many disciplin discip disciplinedisciplines such as s such as linguisticlinguistics, comparas, comparative Semittive Semitics, epigrics, epigraphy, orthaphy, orthography, tography, textual criextuattextual crtextual criticism (eiticism (e.g., Dead .g., Dead Sea ScrollSea Scrolls, LXX, Tas, LXX, Targumic, anrgumic, and Masoretid Masoretic studies)c studies), not to m, no, not to mennot to mention a bastion a basic groundiic grounding in histng in historical-criorical-critical methtical methodologies odologies such as resuch as redaction crdacreredaction redaction criticism.criticism. Redaction Redaction criticism criticism underscor underscores how alles how all of the bi of the biblical texblical texts underwets unts underwent underwent a late edia late editorial protorial process makincess making them difg them difficult to ficult to use to recuse to reconstruct tonstruct the early hhe tthe early the early history ofhistory of the langu the language. Some age. Some scholars, scholars, especiallyespecially those ass those associated wiociated with the Albth thth the Albrigthe Albright school,ht school, have argu have argued that ared that archaic featchaic features in poures in poems such aems such as Exod. 15s Exod. 15; Judg. 5;; Ju; Judg. 5; PJudg. 5; Ps. 68 gives. 68 give evidence  evidence of the chaof the character of racter of Hebrew in Hebrew in the early the early Iron I perIron I period. Scholiod. perperiod. Scperiod. Scholars whoholars who wish to r wish to reconstructeconstruct an even e an even earlier staarlier stage of the ge of the language (language (proto-Nortpro((proto-Nor(proto-Northwest Semthwest Semitic) haveitic) have no biblic no biblical texts dal texts dating to tating to the Late Brhe Late Bronze perioonze period and are d perioperiod andperiod and are force are forced to rely d to rely on cognateon cognate material  material such as thsuch as the Ugaritice Ugaritic texts, Am texts, Amorite persorAmAmorite peAmorite personal namrsonal names, and thes, and the Amarna te Amarna tablets. Evablets. Even though en though the Amarnathe Amarna tablets a tablets tablets artablets are written e written in Akkadiain Akkadian vocabulan vocabulary, they rry, they reflect a deflect a distinct Noistinct Northwest Serthwest Semitic morpmitSeSemitic moSemitic morphology arphology and syntax nd syntax which are which are attributedattributed to their  to their native Cannative Canaanite setaanite setting.tisetsetting.setting.setting.

The study of Biblical Hebrew is a very complex endeavor involving many 
disciplines such as linguistics, comparative Semitics, epigraphy, orthography, 
textual criticism (e.g., Dead Sea Scrolls, LXX, Targumic, and Masoretic studies), 
not to mention a basic grounding in historical-critical methodologies such as 
redaction criticism. Redaction criticism underscores how all of the biblical texts 
underwent a late editorial process making them difficult to use to reconstruct 
the early history of the language. Some scholars, especially those associated with 
the Albright school, have argued that archaic features in poems such as Exod. 15; 
Judg. 5; Ps. 68 give evidence of the character of Hebrew in the early Iron I 
period. Scholars who wish to reconstruct an even earlier stage of the language 
(proto-Northwest Semitic) have no biblical texts dating to the Late Bronze 
period and are forced to rely on cognate material such as the Ugaritic texts, 
Amorite personal names, and the Amarna tablets. Even though the Amarna 
tablets are written in Akkadian vocabulary, they reflect a distinct Northwest 
Semitic morphology and syntax which are attributed to their native Canaanite 
setting.

�When it coWhen it comes to themes to the Iron Age, Iron Age, the chara the character of Hecter of Hebrew can bbrew can be studied e studied not only fnot not only fnot only from the birom the biblical texblical texts, but alts, but also from exso from extrabiblicatrabiblical inscriptl inscriptions such ions such as the Gezas the as the Gezer the Gezer Calendar (Calendar (10th centu10th century), the Kry), the Kuntillet untillet {Ajrud{Ajrud pithoi (8 pithoi (8th centuryth century), the Khi), the ), the Khirbethe Khirbet el-Qom tt el-Qom tomb inscriomb inscription (8thption (8th century), century), Samaria o Samaria ostraca (8tstraca (8th century)h century), Siloam i,century)century), century), Siloam insSiloam inscription (cription (8th-7th ce8th-7th century), Arntury), Arad Lettersad Letters (6th cent (6th century), Lachury), Lachish Letterish LachLachish LeLachish Letters (6thtters (6th century), century), and numer and numerous seals ous seals from the 8from the 8th to the th to the 6th centur6th centuries. The Hiecenturcenturies.centuries. The Hebre The Hebrew found inw found in the Bible the Bible is broken is broken down into down into archaic H archaic Hebrew (gleebrew (gleebrew (gleaned p(gleaned primarily frimarily from biblicrom biblical poems wal poems which have hich have preserved preserved earlier feearlier features of atures of the languathethe languathe language that fige that find corrobond corroboration in ration in the early the early extrabibliextrabiblical epigracal epigraphic sourcphic sources), preexes), pes), preexilic preexilic Hebrew (ofHebrew (often calledten called Classical Classical Biblical  Biblical Hebrew) anHebrew) and postexild postexilic Hebrew ic Hebrew (often cal(o(often cal(often called Late Bled Late Biblical Heiblical Hebrew). Sombrew). Some scholarse scholars have seen have seen signs of  signs of a Transitia Transitional BiblionaTransitiTransitionTransitional Biblicaal Biblical Hebrew bl Hebrew between theetween the latter tw latter two stages.o stages.

When it comes to the Iron Age, the character of Hebrew can be studied 
not only from the biblical texts, but also from extrabiblical inscriptions such as 
the Gezer Calendar (10th century), the Kuntillet {Ajrud pithoi (8th century), 
the Khirbet el-Qom tomb inscription (8th century), Samaria ostraca (8th 
century), Siloam inscription (8th-7th century), Arad Letters (6th century), 
Lachish Letters (6th century), and numerous seals from the 8th to the 6th 
centuries. The Hebrew found in the Bible is broken down into archaic Hebrew 
(gleaned primarily from biblical poems which have preserved earlier features of 
the language that find corroboration in the early extrabiblical epigraphic sources), 
preexilic Hebrew (often called Classical Biblical Hebrew) and postexilic Hebrew 
(often called Late Biblical Hebrew). Some scholars have seen signs of a 
Transitional Biblical Hebrew between the latter two stages.



GrammarGrammar

Grammar

The HebrewThe Hebrew alphabet, alphabet, written f written from right rom right to left, cto left, consists ofonsists of 22 signs  22 signs which are which are used to reuseused to reused to represent 23present 23 consonant consonants (the sams (the same sign wase sign was used for  used for both both /sí//sí/ and  and /sû//sû/; later th;/sû//sû/; late/sû/; later these wer these were distingre distinguished by uished by the Tiberithe Tiberian Masorahan Masorah with a di with a diacritical acritical dot to thedot tdot to the uppto the upper left aner left and right red right respectivelyspectively). Two of ). Two of the signs the signs also reprealso represent the gsent the glides /w/ lidesgglides /w/glides /w/ and /y/. and /y/. and /y/.

The Hebrew alphabet, written from right to left, consists of 22 signs which are 
used to represent 23 consonants (the same sign was used for both /sí/ and 
/sû/; later these were distinguished by the Tiberian Masorah with a diacritical dot 
to the upper left and right respectively). Two of the signs also represent the 
glides /w/ and /y/.

�The chart The chart above provabove provides a verides a very approximy approximate schemaate schematization otization of the Hebrf the Hebrew consonaew cew consonantsconsonants, with the, with the vertical  vertical axis repreaxis representing thsenting the place ofe place of pronuncia pronunciation and ttion and the horizonhe hhe horizontalhorizontal axis repr axis representing tesenting the manner he manner in which tin which the consonahe consonant is pronnt is pronounced. Itounced. It is unclea ItIt is unclIt is unclear how ear how /sí//sí/ was prono was pronounced origunced originally; itinally; it becomes h becomes homophonousomophonous with /s/. with / with /s/. It sh/s/. It should also ould also be noted tbe noted that the Tihat the Tiberian Masberian Masorah repreorah represented a dsented a distinctionistinction between s bet between stbetween stop and spiop and spirants in trants in the six lethe six letters ters b/b�, g/g�b/b�, g/g�, d/d�, k/, d/d�, k/k�, p/p�, k�, p/p�, k�, p/p�, t/t�p/p�, t/t� (a dot wa (a dot was placed is placed in the middn the middle of the le of the stops).stops).stops).

The chart above provides a very approximate schematization of the Hebrew 
consonants, with the vertical axis representing the place of pronunciation and the 
horizontal axis representing the manner in which the consonant is pronounced. 
It is unclear how /sí/ was pronounced originally; it becomes homophonous with 
/s/. It should also be noted that the Tiberian Masorah represented a distinction 
between stop and spirants in the six letters b/b�, g/g�, d/d�, k/k�, 
p/p�, t/t�  (a dot was placed in the middle of the stops).

�There is cThere is considerablonsiderable debate oe debate over the chver the character ofaracter of the Hebre the Hebrew vocalic w vocalic system. Thsystemsystem. Thsystem. The oldest fe oldest form of theorm of the language  language did not emdid not employ vowelploy vowel indicator indicators. At a las. At a later stage telalater staglater stage several e several consonantsconsonants ( (w, y,w, y, and  and h,h, known as  known as matres lecmatres lectionistionis) were use) were used to mark d to d to mark fito mark final and, anal and, at a later t a later point, medpoint, medial vowelsial vowels. The Tibe. The Tiberian systerian system of vocalm of vocalization (aizatiovocalvocalizativocalization (a moston (a mostly infralily infralinear systenear system of pointm of pointing used iing used in the majon the majority of tority of today’s Hebrday’s totoday’s Hetoday’s Hebrew Biblebrew Bibles) contains) contains signs tos signs to mark vowe mark vowels (a-clasls (a-class: s: patah�, qapatah�, qames�;mes�qaqames�;qames�; i-class:  i-class: segol, s�esegol, s�ere, h�ireqre, h�ireq;; u-class:  u-class: h�olem, sûh�olem, sûureq, qibbureq, qibbus�, qamesus�qibbqibbus�, qqibbus�, qames�-h�atames�-h�at�up��up�) and half) and half-vowels (k-vowels (known as nown as shewashewa or  or h�at�ep-shh�at�eph�at�ep-shh�at�ep-shewa;ewa; if unstre if unstressed, the ssed, the diphthongsdiphthongs  awaw and  and ayay contracte contracted tod to o® o® and  and and and eî,eî, respectiv respectively). It sely). It should be uhould be underscorednderscored that this that this system re system represents apresents a late trad late tr late tradition tradition which markwhich marks quality s quality but not qubut not quantity.antity.antity.

There is considerable debate over the character of the Hebrew vocalic 
system. The oldest form of the language did not employ vowel indicators. At a 
later stage several consonants (w, y, and h, known as matres lectionis) were used 
to mark final and, at a later point, medial vowels. The Tiberian system of 
vocalization (a mostly infralinear system of pointing used in the majority of 
today’s Hebrew Bibles) contains signs to mark vowels (a-class: patah�, 
qames�;  i-class: segol, s�ere, h�ireq;  u-class: h�olem, sûureq, 
qibbus�, qames�-h�at�up� ) and half-vowels (known as shewa or 
h�at�ep-shewa;  if unstressed, the diphthongs aw and ay contracted to o® 
and eî, respectively). It should be underscored that this system represents a late 
tradition which marks quality but not quantity.

�Hebrew nouHebrew nouns have twns have two categorio categories of grames of grammatical (mmatical (morphologicorphological) genderal) gender. In gener. In. In generalIn general, the masc, the masculine is uuline is unmarked whnmarked while the feile the feminine canminine can be marked be marked ( (a®a® with  with  with with h mater leh mater lectionis, -ctionis, -at, -t, -eat, -t, -ett) or unmar) or unmarked. Hebreked. Hebrew has threw has three categorie categories of numbes of numes of number: sinumber: singular (unngular (unmarked), pmarked), plural (moslural (most masculint masculine nouns mae nouns marked by rked by -iîm;-iîm; most femi most most feminmost feminine by ine by -o®t/oœt,-o®t/oœt, although  although there are there are well-knownwell-known exception exceptions to each s to each s to each and ceach and collectivesollectives also occu also occur), and dur), and dual (al (-ayim-ayim). Some du). Some dual forms aal forms also serve lso serve as the pluas thas the pluralthe plural form (e.g form (e.g., body pa., body parts). Defirts). Definiteness cniteness can be markan be marked by the ed by the prefix prefix h-h- on both n on b on both nounsboth nouns and adjec and adjectives (atttives (attributive aributive and demonstnd demonstrative). Irative). In its earln its earliest form iest form Hebrew nouHebrHebrew nouHebrew nouns were mans were marked for trked for three caseshree cases (with  (with -u, -i,-u, -i, and  and -a-a endings f endings for the sinor the singular; gsinsingular; singular; -uœ-uœ and  and -iä-iä for plura for plural; cf. Clal; cf. Classical Arassical Arabic, Akkadbic, Akkadian, Ugariian, Ugaritic), yet tic), yet this systethis sthis system hassystem has all but d all but disappearedisappeared except fo except for some vesr some vestiges. In tiges. In its place its place Biblical HBiblical Hebrew usesebrewHHebrew useHebrew uses what is s what is called a “called a “construct construct chain” to chain” to represent represent the genitithe genitive where tve where the first ohetthe first the first of two juxof two juxtaposed notaposed nouns is in uns is in a “construa “construct state” ct state” (or “bound(or “bound”) to the ”) to the second; insecosecond; insecond; in such “bou such “bound forms” nd forms” the first the first noun losesnoun loses its defin its definite articlite article and can e and can undergo voundeundergo voundergo vowel reductwel reduction or conion or contraction. traction. The accusaThe accusative can btive can be marked (e marked (although ialthough ((although (although it is not it is not obligatoryobligatory) by the u) by the use of se of -}et�-}et� prior to  prior to the directthe direct object (c object (commonly whomm(c(commonly (commonly when the owhen the object is abject is a definite  definite noun or a noun or a proper namproper name). The noe). The nominative iminative nonominativenominative is unmark is unmarked.ed.ed.

Hebrew nouns have two categories of grammatical (morphological) gender. 
In general, the masculine is unmarked while the feminine can be marked (a® 
with h mater lectionis, -at, -t, -et) or unmarked. Hebrew has three categories of 
number: singular (unmarked), plural (most masculine nouns marked by -iîm; 
most feminine by -o®t/oœt, although there are well-known exceptions to 
each and collectives also occur), and dual (-ayim). Some dual forms also serve as 
the plural form (e.g., body parts). Definiteness can be marked by the prefix h- on 
both nouns and adjectives (attributive and demonstrative). In its earliest form 
Hebrew nouns were marked for three cases (with -u, -i, and -a endings for the 
singular; -uœ and -iä for plural; cf. Classical Arabic, Akkadian, Ugaritic), yet this 
system has all but disappeared except for some vestiges. In its place Biblical 
Hebrew uses what is called a “construct chain” to represent the genitive where 
the first of two juxtaposed nouns is in a “construct state” (or “bound”) to the 
second; in such “bound forms” the first noun loses its definite article and can 



undergo vowel reduction or contraction. The accusative can be marked 
(although it is not obligatory) by the use of -}et�  prior to the direct object 
(commonly when the object is a definite noun or a proper name). The 
nominative is unmarked.

�The HebrewThe Hebrew verbal sy verbal system is, wstem is, without douithout doubt, the mobt, the most debatedst debated part of t part of the grammarhe grhe grammar. Hgrammar. Hebrew rootebrew roots are basis are basically trilcally triliteral, wiiteral, with quadrilth quadriliteral rooiteral roots occurrits occurring only rang ong only rarelonly rarely. Bilitery. Biliteral roots aal roots are mostly re mostly allomorphsallomorphs of trilit of triliteral rootseral roots. There ar. There are seven pre sevee seven primseven primary stems ary stems (or “theme(or “themes”; known s”; known in Hebrew in Hebrew as as binyanimbinyanim) includin) including the qal g the qag the qal (basicqal (basic or simple or simple unaugment unaugmented form), ed form), niphal (prniphal (prefixed efixed n-;n-; originall originally medio-pay medio-passive, latssivemedio-pamedio-passmedio-passive, laterive, later passive,  passive, reflexive,reflexive, resultati resultative), piel ve), piel (doubled m(doubled middle radiiddle radical; factical; faccal; factitive)factitive), pual (pa, pual (passive of pssive of piel), hiphiel), hiphil (some fil (some forms contaorms contain prefixein prefixed d h-;h-; originall originally causativy cauy causative)causative), hophal (, hophal (passive ofpassive of hiphil),  hiphil), and hithpaand hithpael (infixeel (infixed d -t--t- form of p form of piel; refleiel; reflexive, iterxive,reflereflexive,reflexive, iterative iterative, reciproc, reciprocal). Most al). Most of the steof the stems can alsms can also be used o be used in formingin forming denominat deno denominatidenominative verbs, ve verbs, with piel with piel and hiphiland hiphil stems uti stems utilized mostlized most often. In often. In addition  addition to these sto thto these sevethese seven stems knn stems known from town from the Masorethe Masoretic pointinic pointing, scholarg, scholars have alss have also reconstro reconstro reconstrucreconstructed the orted the original qaliginal qal passive ( passive (pointed bypointed by the Masor the Masoretes as puetes as puals and hoals and hophals). Thphhohophals). hophals). There are There are also rarelalso rarely attestedy attested derived s derived stems knowntems known as the po as the polel (activlel (active), polal e),(activ(active), (active), polal (paspolal (passive), andsive), and hithpolel hithpolel (reflexiv (reflexive) which re) which reduplicateeduplicate the final the final root lett root le root letter of letter of hollow verhollow verbs (cf. albs (cf. also geminatso geminate roots) ae roots) as well as s well as palal (redpalal (reduplicated uplicated third rootthird rthird root consoroot consonant) and nant) and pilpel (repilpel (reduplicatedduplicated biconsona biconsonantal root)ntal root) stems. stems. stems.

The Hebrew verbal system is, without doubt, the most debated part of the 
grammar. Hebrew roots are basically triliteral, with quadriliteral roots occurring 
only rarely. Biliteral roots are mostly allomorphs of triliteral roots. There are 
seven primary stems (or “themes”; known in Hebrew as binyanim) including the 
qal (basic or simple unaugmented form), niphal (prefixed n-; originally 
medio-passive, later passive, reflexive, resultative), piel (doubled middle radical; 
factitive), pual (passive of piel), hiphil (some forms contain prefixed h-; originally 
causative), hophal (passive of hiphil), and hithpael (infixed -t- form of piel; 
reflexive, iterative, reciprocal). Most of the stems can also be used in forming 
denominative verbs, with piel and hiphil stems utilized most often. In addition to 
these seven stems known from the Masoretic pointing, scholars have also 
reconstructed the original qal passive (pointed by the Masoretes as puals and 
hophals). There are also rarely attested derived stems known as the polel 
(active), polal (passive), and hithpolel (reflexive) which reduplicate the final root 
letter of hollow verbs (cf. also geminate roots) as well as palal (reduplicated third 
root consonant) and pilpel (reduplicated biconsonantal root) stems.

�Most tradiMost traditional grational grammars descmmars describe the vribe the verbal systerbal system as inclem as including suffuding suffixal perfeixal perixal perfectiveperfective (“perfect (“perfect” or ” or qatalqatal) and pref) and prefixal, nonpixal, nonperfective erfective (“imperfec(“imperfect” or t” or yiqtolyiqtol) conjugat) co) conjugatioconjugations as wellns as well as partic as participles (actiples (active and paive and passive), imssive), imperatives,peratives, jussives, jussives, and infin and inf and infinitiveinfinitives (the so-s (the so-called infcalled infinitive coinitive construct canstruct can functionn function as a verb as a verbal noun [tal noun [taking pronaking praking pronominalpronominal suffixes] suffixes], an infin, an infinitive, or itive, or a gerund; a gerund; the so-calthe so-called infiniled infinitive absoltive absolute is misute is mute is misnamed; misnamed; it primariit primarily functioly functions as an ans as an adverb emphdverb emphasizing orasizing or complemen complementing the mting the mting the main verb,main verb, although  although it can alsit can also substituo substitute for a fte for a finite verbinite verb). Yet, in). Yet, in addition  addition to such sito such to such simplsuch simplified presified presentations,entations, there is  there is a vast amoa vast amount of schunt of scholarly litolarly literature deerature debating thebatingdedebating tdebating the fine pohe fine points of Heints of Hebrew grammbrew grammar from a ar from a linguisticlinguistic perspecti perspective.ve.

Most traditional grammars describe the verbal system as including suffixal 
perfective (“perfect” or qatal) and prefixal, nonperfective (“imperfect” or yiqtol) 
conjugations as well as participles (active and passive), imperatives, jussives, and 
infinitives (the so-called infinitive construct can function as a verbal noun [taking 
pronominal suffixes], an infinitive, or a gerund; the so-called infinitive absolute is 
misnamed; it primarily functions as an adverb emphasizing or complementing the 
main verb, although it can also substitute for a finite verb). Yet, in addition to 
such simplified presentations, there is a vast amount of scholarly literature 
debating the fine points of Hebrew grammar from a linguistic perspective.
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DiachronicDiachronic vs. Synch vs. Synchronic Apprronic Approachesoachesoaches

Diachronic vs. Synchronic Approaches

Hebrew graHebrew grammarians —mmarians — past and  past and present — present — differ witdiffer with respect h respect to whetherto whether they see  they s they see Biblicsee Biblical Hebrew al Hebrew as having as having a temporala temporal or aspect or aspectual verbalual verbal system an system and whether d whether it should iit should it should be analyzebe analyzed synchrond synchronically or ically or diachronicdiachronically. Diacally. Diachronicallyhronically, scholars, scholars have trad have have tradihave traditionally ltionally looked at tooked at the verbal he verbal system as system as having twohaving two primary c primary conjugationonjugations: the sufs: ts: the suffixthe suffixal perfectal perfective (“perfive (“perfect” or ect” or qatalqatal) and pref) and prefixal, nonpixal, nonperfective erfective (“imperfec(“imperfect”; t”; (“imperfec(“imperfec(“imperfect”; t”; yaqtul > yyaqtul > yiqtoliqtol). Recentl). Recently, scholary, scholars using a s using a comparativcomparative Semitic e Semitic approach (approaapproach (approach (especiallyespecially Amarna Ca Amarna Canaanite annaanite and Ugariticd Ugaritic; cf. also; cf. also Akkadian) Akkadian) have emph have emphasized theaemphemphasizedemphasized the exist the existence of a ence of a “short” “short” yaqtulyaqtul preterite preterite/jussive f/jussive form (in coorm (in contrast to ntrast to the “long”tthe “long”the “long”  yaqtuluyaqtulu imperfect imperfective form) ive form) to addressto address the vexin the vexing questiong question of the so of the so-called -callesoso-called so-called waw-waw-conversiveconversive ( (wayyiqtolwayyiqtol) forms. S) forms. Synchronicaynchronically, some lly, some scholars hscholars have identiave idenave identifiedidentified five basi five basic forms: pc forms: perfect, imerfect, imperfect, nperfect, narrative (arrative (==waw-waw-consecutivconsecutive), convere), convere), converted converted perfect, aperfect, and volitivnd volitive (includie (including jussiveng jussive, cohortat, cohortative, and iive, and imperative mperative forms). Offormforms). Offorms). Of these, th these, the imperfece imperfect and the t and the converted converted perfect coperfect could be paiuld be paired accordred according to funinaccordaccording according to functioto function as couldn as could the perfe the perfect and thect and the narrative narrative forms. At forms. At the same  the same time, disctimtime, disctime, discourse gramourse grammarians hamarians have paired ve paired the narratthe narrative and coive and converted penverted perfect formrfect formrfect forms as sforms as sequential equential over againover against the nonst the nonsequentialsequential perfect a perfect and imperfend imperfect forms.ct forms.

Hebrew grammarians — past and present — differ with respect to whether they 
see Biblical Hebrew as having a temporal or aspectual verbal system and whether 
it should be analyzed synchronically or diachronically. Diachronically, scholars 
have traditionally looked at the verbal system as having two primary conjugations: 
the suffixal perfective (“perfect” or qatal) and prefixal, nonperfective 
(“imperfect”; yaqtul > yiqtol). Recently, scholars using a comparative Semitic 



approach (especially Amarna Canaanite and Ugaritic; cf. also Akkadian) have 
emphasized the existence of a “short” yaqtul preterite/jussive form (in contrast to 
the “long” yaqtulu imperfective form) to address the vexing question of the 
so-called waw-conversive (wayyiqtol) forms. Synchronically, some scholars have 
identified five basic forms: perfect, imperfect, narrative (=waw-consecutive), 
converted perfect, and volitive (including jussive, cohortative, and imperative 
forms). Of these, the imperfect and the converted perfect could be paired 
according to function as could the perfect and the narrative forms. At the same 
time, discourse grammarians have paired the narrative and converted perfect 
forms as sequential over against the nonsequential perfect and imperfect forms.

Tense vs. Tense vs. AspectAspectAspect

Tense vs. Aspect

The debateThe debate over whet over whether the Heher the Hebrew verbabrew verbal system il system is temporals temporal or aspect or aspectual is ongual is onual is ongoing. Tongoing. The analysihe analysis of Hebres of Hebrew as an abw as an absolute tensolute tense system se system dates backdates back to Ibn Ja to Ibn Janah. ModernJaJanah. ModJanah. Modern scholaern scholars who argrs who argue for Hebue for Hebrew being rew being some type some type of a tenseof a tense system (c system  system (cfsystem (cf. Paul Joü. Paul Joüon—Takamiton—Takamitsu Muraokasu Muraoka, Gotthelf, Gotthelf Bergsträs Bergsträsser) oftenser) often theorize  theorize theorize ttheorize that Hebrewhat Hebrew is a rela is a relative tensetive tense system in system in which a t which a tense does ense does not so mucnot so much indicatehmucmuch indicmuch indicate the poate the point in timint in time of the se of the speech-act peech-act (although (although it can do it can do such) as isuch) as it situatest situt situates tsituates the verb inhe verb in relation  relation to the speto the speaker (anteaker (anterior or porior or posterior). sterior). As a resulAs a result of the wt of tt of the work othe work of H. G. A.f H. G. A. Ewald and Ewald and S. R. Dri S. R. Driver, as wever, as well as morell as more recent st recent studies in tudies in the Slavic he tthe Slavicthe Slavic languages languages and Greek and Greek, the majo, the majority of mority of modern grammdern grammars of Bibars of Biblical Hebrlical Hebrew since teHebrHebrew sinHebrew since the midce the mid-19th cent-19th century have eury have emphasized mphasized that Hebrethat Hebrew has an aw has an aspectual vspectuaaaspectual aspectual verbal sysverbal system (e.g.,tem (e.g., Bruce K.  Bruce K. Waltke—MicWaltke—Michael P. O’hael P. O’Connor). TConnor). These workshese worhese works emphworks emphasize thatasize that Hebrew is Hebrew is a “tensel a “tenseless” systeess” system; verbs am; verbs are more prre more properly anaoperly anoperly analyzed aanalyzed according tccording to durationo duration or “the c or “the contour of ontour of a situatioa situation in time.n in time.” Thus a p” Thus a perfective erfpperfectiveperfective verb desc verb describes a coribes a complete or mplete or completed completed (even punc(even punctual) actitual) action, while on, while an imperfeanan imperfean imperfective verbctive verb describes describes an incomp an incomplete or dulete or durative (evrative (even habituaen habitual) action.l) action.

The debate over whether the Hebrew verbal system is temporal or aspectual is 
ongoing. The analysis of Hebrew as an absolute tense system dates back to Ibn 
Janah. Modern scholars who argue for Hebrew being some type of a tense 
system (cf. Paul Joüon—Takamitsu Muraoka, Gotthelf Bergsträsser) often 
theorize that Hebrew is a relative tense system in which a tense does not so 
much indicate the point in time of the speech-act (although it can do such) as it 
situates the verb in relation to the speaker (anterior or posterior). As a result of 
the work of H. G. A. Ewald and S. R. Driver, as well as more recent studies in 
the Slavic languages and Greek, the majority of modern grammars of Biblical 
Hebrew since the mid-19th century have emphasized that Hebrew has an 
aspectual verbal system (e.g., Bruce K. Waltke—Michael P. O’Connor). These 
works emphasize that Hebrew is a “tenseless” system; verbs are more properly 
analyzed according to duration or “the contour of a situation in time.” Thus a 
perfective verb describes a complete or completed (even punctual) action, while 
an imperfective verb describes an incomplete or durative (even habitual) action.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. J. A. CD. J. A. Clines, ed.lines, ed., , The DictioThe Dictionary of Clnary of Classical Heassical Hebrewbrew (Sheffiel (Sheffield, 1993—);d(Sheffiel(Sheffield(Sheffield, 1993—); , 1993—); P. Joüon, P. Joüon, A Grammar A Grammar of Biblicaof Biblical Hebrewl Hebrew (Rome, 19 (Rome, 1991); L. Ko91); L. Koehler, W. ehleKoKoehler, WKoehler, W. Baumgart. Baumgartner, and Jner, and J. J. Stamm. J. Stamm, , The HebrewThe Hebrew and Arama and Aramaic Lexiconic Lexicon of the Ol of the O of the Old TestamOld Testamentent (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1994—); T.1994—); T. N. D. Met N. D. Mettinger, “Ttinger, “The Hebrew he Hebrew Verb SysteVerb System: A Survem: Am: A Survey oA Survey of Recent Rf Recent Research,” esearch,” ASTIASTI 9 (1973): 9 (1973): 65–84; A. 65–84; A.  Saéenz-BadSaéenz-Badillosillos, , A History A HistoA History ofHistory of the Hebre the Hebrew Languagew Language (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1993); e, 1993); C. L. SeowC. L. Seow, , A Grammar A Grammar for Biblicfor Biblicfor Biblical HBiblical Hebrew,ebrew, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Nashville(Nashville, 1995); B, 1995); B. K. Waltk. K. Waltke and M. Pe and M. P. O’Connor. O’Connor, , An IntroduAn IntAn IntroductiIntroduction to Biblon to Biblical Hebreical Hebrew Syntaxw Syntax (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1990)ake, 1990)...
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The HebrewThe Hebrew alphabet  alphabet with equivwith equivalent tranalent transliteratiosliterationn

The Hebrew alphabet with equivalent transliteration

(Five of t(Five of the lettershe letters — k, m, n — k, m, n, p, , p, s�s� — have fi — have final forms nal forms occurring occurring only at thonly at the end of we end oe end of words)of words)

(Five of the letters — k, m, n, p, s�  — have final forms occurring only at the end 
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BilabialBilabial�   b   b�   p   p�      �      �      �      w   w�      �   m   m   m

Bilabial    b    p             
   w       m
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VelarVelar�   g   g�   k   k�   q   q   q

Velar    g    k    q

PharyngealPharyngeal�      �      �      �   {   {�   h�   h�   h�

Pharyngeal             {    h�

GlottalGlottal�      �   {   {�      �      �   h   h

Glottal       {          h

HEBREW, HEHEBREW, HEBREWSBREWSBREWS

HEBREW, HEBREWS

A non-ethnA non-ethnic term (Hic term (Heb. eb. {ib�riî{ib�riî) that non) that non-Israelite-Israelites used in s used in referring referring to Israelito Israelites, and ttes,IsraeliIsraelitesIsraelites, and that, and that Israelite Israelites used in s used in referring referring to themselto themselves when cves when conversing onversing with non-Iwith with non-Iwith non-Israelites.sraelites.

A non-ethnic term (Heb. {ib�riî ) that non-Israelites used in referring to 
Israelites, and that Israelites used in referring to themselves when conversing 
with non-Israelites.

�As a patroAs a patronymic, thenymic, the term is t term is thought to hought to be derivedbe derived from the  from the name of Abname of Abraham’s anrahamAbAbraham’s Abraham’s ancestor, ancestor, Eber (Gen.Eber (Gen. 10:24-25; 10:24-25; 11:14-26; 11:14-26; 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:18-19), as18-19), as suggested suggested by the ge suggestedsuggested suggested by the genby the genealogical ealogical referencesreferences to Abraha to Abraham and his m and his descendantdescendants (Gen. 14s (Gen. 14s (Gen. 14:13; 39:14:13; 39:14; 40:15;14; 40:15; 43:32; Ex 43:32; Exod. 2:6; Dod. 2:6; Deut. 15:12eut. 15:12; 1 Sam. 4; 1 Sam. 4:9; 29:3; :9; 29:3; Jonah 1:9;Jonah 1:9; Acts 6:1; Acts  Acts 6:1; Acts 6:1; 2 Cor. 11:2 Cor. 11:22; Phil. 22; Phil. 3:5). It i3:5). It is used fors used for Abraham a Abraham and for hisnd for his posterity posterity prior to  prior prior to tprior to the eschatohe eschatological evlogical event in whient in which Jacob rch Jacob received theceived the name Isre name Israel.ael.ael.

As a patronymic, the term is thought to be derived from the name of 
Abraham’s ancestor, Eber (Gen. 10:24-25; 11:14-26; 1 Chr. 1:18-19), as 
suggested by the genealogical references to Abraham and his descendants (Gen. 
14:13; 39:14; 40:15; 43:32; Exod. 2:6; Deut. 15:12; 1 Sam. 4:9; 29:3; Jonah 1:9; 
Acts 6:1; 2 Cor. 11:22; Phil. 3:5). It is used for Abraham and for his posterity 
prior to the eschatological event in which Jacob received the name Israel.

�In linguisIn linguistic usage tic usage Hebrew desHebrew designated thignated the Judahitee Judahite language, language, a member  a member of the Canof the of the Canaanthe Canaanite branchite branch of Northw of Northwest Semitiest Semitic languagec languages. The ters. The term “Hebrew”m “Hebrew” as a deno as a de as a denotationdenotation of the la of the language nguage per seper se is first  is first seen in thseen in the prologuee prologue to Sirach to Sirach. In the N. In the NT “Hebrew”T “T “Hebrew” (“Hebrew” (Gk. Gk. HebraiíosHebraiíos) or “lang) or “language of thuage of the Hebrews”e Hebrews”  (Hebraˆÿís(Hebraˆÿís) ) denotes a denotes a language olalanguage olanguage or languager languages used by s used by Jews (JohnJews (John 5:2; 19:1 5:2; 19:13, 17, 20;3, 17, 20; 20:16; Ac 20:16; Acts 21:40; ts 21:40; 22:2; 26:122:222:2; 26:122:2; 26:14; Rev. 9:4; Rev. 9:11; 16:16)11; 16:16). There is. There is some unce some uncertainty asrtainty as to whethe to whether referencr references to Hebres referencreferencesreferences to Hebrew to Hebrew in the Ap in the Apocrypha (4ocrypha (4 Macc. 12: Macc. 12:7; 16:15) 7; 16:15) and the NTand the NT denote He denote  denote Hebdenote Hebrew or Ararew or Aramaic.maic.maic.

In linguistic usage Hebrew designated the Judahite language, a member of 
the Canaanite branch of Northwest Semitic languages. The term “Hebrew” as a 
denotation of the language per se is first seen in the prologue to Sirach. In the NT 
“Hebrew” (Gk. Hebraiíos) or “language of the Hebrews” (Hebraˆÿís) denotes a 
language or languages used by Jews (John 5:2; 19:13, 17, 20; 20:16; Acts 21:40; 
22:2; 26:14; Rev. 9:11; 16:16). There is some uncertainty as to whether 
references to Hebrew in the Apocrypha (4 Macc. 12:7; 16:15) and the NT 
denote Hebrew or Aramaic.

�Various 2nVarious 2nd-millennid-millennium ancientum ancient Near East Near Eastern texts ern texts refer to prefer to people claseople classified as sified asified as as habiäru/{ahabiäru/{apiäru,piäru, a term th a term that some that some think denoteink denotes “Hebrewss “Hebrews.” The .” The habiäruhabiäru may be so m may be socmay be social outcasial outcasts, fugitits, fugitives, refugves, refugees, or meees, or mercenary grrcenary groups, but oups, but it is unliit is unlikely that kely thkely that they that they formed an formed an ethnicity.ethnicity. Ancient N Ancient Near Easterear Eastern referencn references suggestes suggest that the  that the habiäruhahabiäruhabiäru in Canaan in Canaan, mentione, mentioned in the Ad in the Amarna Lettmarna Letters, were ers, were not the Isnot the Israelites. raelites. A relationA rA relationshrelationship betweenip between the term  the term habiäruhabiäru in the Nu in the Nuzi servantzi servant contracts contracts and the H and the Hebrew slavebHHebrew slaHebrew slave of Exodve of Exod. 21:2; De. 21:2; Deut. 15:12 ut. 15:12 is unlikelis unlikely, in party, in part because t because the Nuzi arhe Nuzi archives arechivararchives aarchives are from a re from a different different time than time than the biblicthe biblical narratial narrative. In theve. In the Nuzi text Nuzi texts s habiäruhabhabiäruhabiäru denotes a denotes a “foreign  “foreign servant” wservant” who sold hiho sold himself intomself into slavery;  slavery; in Deut. 1in Deut. 15:12 the H5:12 115:12 the 15:12 the Hebrew serHebrew servant is cavant is called the “lled the “brother” obrother” of those bef those being addresing addressed.sed.sed.

Various 2nd-millennium ancient Near Eastern texts refer to people classified 
as habiäru/{apiäru, a term that some think denotes “Hebrews.” The habiäru 
may be social outcasts, fugitives, refugees, or mercenary groups, but it is unlikely 
that they formed an ethnicity. Ancient Near Eastern references suggest that the 
habiäru in Canaan, mentioned in the Amarna Letters, were not the Israelites. A 
relationship between the term habiäru in the Nuzi servant contracts and the 
Hebrew slave of Exod. 21:2; Deut. 15:12 is unlikely, in part because the Nuzi 
archives are from a different time than the biblical narrative. In the Nuzi texts 
habiäru denotes a “foreign servant” who sold himself into slavery; in Deut. 
15:12 the Hebrew servant is called the “brother” of those being addressed.

�The LXX trThe LXX translates “anslates “Abram the Abram the Hebrew” (GHebrew” (Gen. 14:13)en. 14:13) as “Abram as “Abram, the one , the one who crossewwho crossewho crossed over” (cd over” (cf. Heb. f. Heb. {br{br). This ha). This has been ties been tied to Abrahd to Abraham’s havinam’s having come frog come frog come from the ofrom the other side ther side of the Eupof the Euphrates (Johrates (Josh. 24:2-3sh. 24:2-3) and, alt) and, although not hough not generally generally accepted, acceaccepted, accepted, to the Isrto the Israelites’ caelites’ crossing ofrossing of the Jorda the Jordan. Early rn. Early rabbinic inabbinic interpretatiterpretation treats on treaon treats “Hetreats “Hebrew” as abrew” as a reference reference to those  to those who had crwho had crossed overossed over the Reed/ the Reed/Red Sea. SRed Sea. Red Sea. SinceSea. Since this may  this may be eschatobe eschatological, ilogical, it implies t implies that a Hebthat a Hebrew is onerew is one who exper who experienced deaienexperexperienceexperienced death and death and resurrecd resurrection.tion.tion.

The LXX translates “Abram the Hebrew” (Gen. 14:13) as “Abram, the one 
who crossed over” (cf. Heb. {br). This has been tied to Abraham’s having come 
from the other side of the Euphrates (Josh. 24:2-3) and, although not generally 
accepted, to the Israelites’ crossing of the Jordan. Early rabbinic interpretation 
treats “Hebrew” as a reference to those who had crossed over the Reed/Red 
Sea. Since this may be eschatological, it implies that a Hebrew is one who 



experienced death and resurrection.

�A case canA case can be made f be made for viewingor viewing the contr the contrast betweeast between Egyptiann Egyptians and Hebrs and Hebrews in GenewsHebrHebrews inHebrews in Gen. 43:3 Gen. 43:32; Exod. 12; Exod. 1:19; 2:11 :19; 2:11 as connotias connoting ethnic ng ethnic distinctiodistinctions; the pans; the parallelism ralpaparallelisparallelism between m between Yahweh theYahweh the God of Is God of Israel (Exodrael (Exod. 5:1) and. 5:1) and the God o the God of the Hebrf the Hebf the Hebrews (vHebrews (v. 3) could. 3) could lead to s lead to such an unduch an understandingerstanding. However,. However, as used i as used in the OT on the OT on the OT or the Apoor the Apocrypha, thcrypha, the term Hebe term Hebrew does nrew does not usuallyot usually denote an denote an ethnicity ethnicity. It is us. It is used by non-edusused by noused by non-Israelitn-Israelites (OT) ores (OT) or non-Jews  non-Jews (Apocrypha(Apocrypha) speaking) speaking of Israel of Israelites (Gen.ites (Gen. 41:12) or 4 41:12) or 41:12) or Jews (Jdt.Jews (Jdt. 12:11; 14 12:11; 14:18), resp:18), respectively. ectively. When used When used by someoneby someone who is no who is not an Israetnonot an Isrnot an Israelite, thaelite, the term maye term may have some have some derogator derogatory connotaty connotation or impion or imply that thly that the Israeliteththe Israelthe Israelite is notite is not free (e.g free (e.g., Potipha., Potiphar’s wife [r’s wife [Gen. 39:14Gen. 39:14, 17] and , 17] and the chief the chief butler [41butler [butler [41:12] in[41:12] in referring referring to Joseph to Joseph). When us). When used by an Ied by an Israelite ssraelite speaking topeaking to a non-Isr a non-Israelite, itaelitnon-Isrnon-Israelnon-Israelite, it frite, it frequently iequently implies thamplies that the Israt the Israelite is nelite is not free (eot free (e.g., Josep.g., Joseph refers th refers to the placotto the plato the place from whce from whence he coence he comes as “thmes as “the land of e land of the Hebrewthe Hebrews”; Gen. 4s”; Gen. 40:15) or o0:15) or 0:15) or only fior only figurativelyguratively free (e.g free (e.g., when sp., when speaking to eaking to the non-Isthe non-Israelite saraelite sailors, Jonilors, Jonah definesah definah defines hidefines himself as amself as a Hebrew; J Hebrew; Jonah 1:9).onah 1:9). Such mean Such meanings are fings are frequent inrequent in Gen. 30—E Gen. 30—E Gen. 30—Exod. 130—Exod. 10, particu0, particularly whenlarly when Israel is Israel is not free  not free (e.g., in (e.g., in Exod. 5:1-Exod. 5:1-3 Moses re3 Moses refers to thfersrerefers to refers to the “God othe “God of the Hebrf the Hebrews” when ews” when Israel is Israel is in slaveryin slavery to Egypt) to Egypt)...

A case can be made for viewing the contrast between Egyptians and 
Hebrews in Gen. 43:32; Exod. 1:19; 2:11 as connoting ethnic distinctions; the 
parallelism between Yahweh the God of Israel (Exod. 5:1) and the God of the 
Hebrews (v. 3) could lead to such an understanding. However, as used in the OT 
or the Apocrypha, the term Hebrew does not usually denote an ethnicity. It is 
used by non-Israelites (OT) or non-Jews (Apocrypha) speaking of Israelites (Gen. 
41:12) or Jews (Jdt. 12:11; 14:18), respectively. When used by someone who is 
not an Israelite, the term may have some derogatory connotation or imply that 
the Israelite is not free (e.g., Potiphar’s wife [Gen. 39:14, 17] and the chief butler 
[41:12] in referring to Joseph). When used by an Israelite speaking to a 
non-Israelite, it frequently implies that the Israelite is not free (e.g., Joseph refers 
to the place from whence he comes as “the land of the Hebrews”; Gen. 40:15) 
or only figuratively free (e.g., when speaking to the non-Israelite sailors, Jonah 
defines himself as a Hebrew; Jonah 1:9). Such meanings are frequent in Gen. 
30—Exod. 10, particularly when Israel is not free (e.g., in Exod. 5:1-3 Moses 
refers to the “God of the Hebrews” when Israel is in slavery to Egypt).

�There is nThere is no ethnic co ethnic connotationonnotation when “Heb when “Hebrew” is usrew” is used in the ed in the legislatiolegislation concernin concn concerningconcerning the manum the manumission of ission of Hebrew slaHebrew slaves/servanves/servants as founts as found in Exod.d in Exod. 21 (socia 21 (socia 21 (social an(social and economicd economic rules in  rules in the Covenathe Covenant Code, hnt Code, having a diaving a different orfferent origin from igin from the Covenaththe Covenathe Covenant Code thnt Code that followsat follows 22:17[MT  22:17[MT 16]) and D16]) and Deut. 15 (weut. 15 (which formshich forms part of t part of part of the Mosof the Mosaic law) aaic law) and possiblnd possibly Jer. 34:y Jer. 34:9, which a9, which also referslso refers to Hebrew to Hebrew slaves. W slaves. What is perhaWWhat is peWhat is permitted rermitted regarding a garding a Hebrew in Hebrew in Exod. 21 iExod. 21 is forbiddes forbidden for an In for an Israelite israelite in Lev. 25;n Ln Lev. 25; aLev. 25; and there ind there is a distins a distinction betwction between volunteen voluntary nonperary nonpermanent labmanent labor and theor and the harsh typ thethe harsh the harsh type of entype of enforced serforced service forbivice forbidden in Ledden in Lev. 25:43-4v. 25:43-44.4.4.

There is no ethnic connotation when “Hebrew” is used in the legislation 
concerning the manumission of Hebrew slaves/servants as found in Exod. 21 
(social and economic rules in the Covenant Code, having a different origin from 
the Covenant Code that follows 22:17[MT 16]) and Deut. 15 (which forms part 
of the Mosaic law) and possibly Jer. 34:9, which also refers to Hebrew slaves. 
What is permitted regarding a Hebrew in Exod. 21 is forbidden for an Israelite in 
Lev. 25; and there is a distinction between voluntary nonpermanent labor and 
the harsh type of enforced service forbidden in Lev. 25:43-44.

�There is nThere is no ethnic co ethnic connotationonnotation in the re in the reporting ofporting of the relat the relationship beionship between the tween ttween the Israelthe Israelites and tites and the Hebrewshe Hebrews in 1 Sam. in 1 Sam. 4; 13—14; 4; 13—14; 29. The d 29. The distinctionistinction may be be may be between Isratbebetween Isbetween Israel as a rael as a whole and whole and select groselect groups of Isrups of Israelites oraelites or of those  of those who joinedwho joined together  to together wtogether with the Isith the Israelites, raelites, thereby bethereby becoming parcoming part of all It of all Israel. Thesrael. The Hebrews o Hebrews of 1 Sam. 1f 1 f 1 Sam. 13-1 Sam. 13-14 seem to14 seem to be non-Is be non-Israelite meraelite mercenaries rcenaries at the samat the same time thae time that they seet they seem identicamseeseem identseem identical to “aical to “all Israel.ll Israel.” The Phil” The Philistines reistines refer to Isrfer to Israelites whaelites while callinile calling them Hebg them Hg them Hebrews (1Hebrews (1 Sam. 14:1 Sam. 14:11), an ide1), an identificationtification that is n that is related torelated to what is f what is found in 13ound in 13:19–20. Bu:19–21313:19–20. 13:19–20. But there But there is no ethnis no ethnic referenic reference in 1 Sace in 1 Sam. 13:6-7,m. 13:6-7, where the where the distincti distinction may be on mon may be betmay be between two dween two different gifferent groups withroups within “all Isin “all Israel”: v. rael”: v. 6 notes th6 notes those excuseose excused from mild fd from militfrom military servicary service and v. 7e and v. 7 notes Isr notes Israelite desaelite deserters froerters from Saul’s am Saul’s army. In 1 rmy. In 1 Sam. 14:21Sam. Sam. 14:21Sam. 14:21 those Heb those Hebrews who frews who fought for ought for the Philisthe Philistines are tines are to be treato be treated as Isrted as Israelite traaeIsrIsraelite Israelite traitors. traitors. But those But those Hebrews whHebrews who come baco come back to Saul k to Saul (1 Sam. 13(1 Sam. 13:7a) toget:7a) together with thtogettogether wtogether with the Isith the Israelites wraelites who had takho had taken refuge en refuge in the hilin the hill-country l-country of Ephraimof Ephraim (14:22) j (14 (14:22) jo(14:22) joined togetined together in Sauher in Saul’s army.l’s army.l’s army.

There is no ethnic connotation in the reporting of the relationship between 
the Israelites and the Hebrews in 1 Sam. 4; 13—14; 29. The distinction may be 
between Israel as a whole and select groups of Israelites or of those who joined 
together with the Israelites, thereby becoming part of all Israel. The Hebrews of 
1 Sam. 13-14 seem to be non-Israelite mercenaries at the same time that they 
seem identical to “all Israel.” The Philistines refer to Israelites while calling them 
Hebrews (1 Sam. 14:11), an identification that is related to what is found in 
13:19–20. But there is no ethnic reference in 1 Sam. 13:6-7, where the distinction 
may be between two different groups within “all Israel”: v. 6 notes those excused 
from military service and v. 7 notes Israelite deserters from Saul’s army. In 1 
Sam. 14:21 those Hebrews who fought for the Philistines are to be treated as 
Israelite traitors. But those Hebrews who come back to Saul (1 Sam. 13:7a) 
together with the Israelites who had taken refuge in the hill-country of Ephraim 
(14:22) joined together in Saul’s army.

�In the NT In the NT “Hebrew” d“Hebrew” designates esignates certain secertain sectarian grctarian groups of Jeoups of Jews. It mayws. It may designate design designate designate someone whsomeone who is supero is superficially hficially hellenized ellenized (Acts 6:1)(Acts 6:1), or it ma, or it may merely dy merely distinguishistiddistinguisdistinguish between h between Jews and GJews and Gentiles (2entiles (2 Cor. 11:2 Cor. 11:22; Phil. 32; Phil. 3:5).:5).:5).

In the NT “Hebrew” designates certain sectarian groups of Jews. It may 



designate someone who is superficially hellenized (Acts 6:1), or it may merely 
distinguish between Jews and Gentiles (2 Cor. 11:22; Phil. 3:5).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. E. MendG. E. Mendenhall, “Tenhall, “The Hebrew he Hebrew Conquest oConquest of Palestinf Palestine,” e,” BABA 25 (1962) 2 25 (1962):25 (1962): 66–87; re 66–87; repr. pr. BA ReaderBA Reader 3, ed. E. 3, ed. E. F. Campbe F. Campbell and D. ll and D. N. FreedmaN. Freedman (Garden n (Gardn (Garden Ci(Garden City, 1970),ty, 1970), 100–20. 100–20. 100–20.
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HEBREWS, EPISTLE TO THE

Although HAlthough Hebrews hasebrews has circulate circulated since thd since the 2nd cente 2nd century among ury among the letterthe letters of Paul s of Paul and bears aand bears and bears the apostlthe apostle’s name ie’s name in the titln the title of the Ke of the KJV, the abJV, the absence of tsence of the common he common characterichcharactericharacteristics of tstics of the Paulinehe Pauline letter in letter indicates thdicates that it cannat it cannot easily ot easily be includebe included within td withind within thewithin the Pauline c Pauline correspondeorrespondence. Indeence. Indeed, the autd, the author and dehor and destination stination of Hebrewsof Hebrewsof Hebrews reHebrews remain a mysmain a mystery. Moretery. Moreover, sincover, since the booke the book lacks the lacks the common ch common characteristaractechcharactericharacteristics of estics of epistles, ipistles, its literarts literary form alsy form also remains o remains a matter oa matter of debate. f debate. UndebatablUndebUndebatablUndebatable, howevere, however, is the f, is the fact that Hact that Hebrews is ebrews is the work othe work of a skillef a skilled rhetoricd rhetorician, who hianrhetoricrhetoriciarhetorician, who hasn, who has provided  provided the most sthe most sustained austained argument frrgument from OT Scriom OT Scripture withpture wipture within thewithin the NT. In a  NT. In a series of series of expositionexpositions, the auts, the author argueshor argues for the s for the superiorityuperiority of Jesus  of Je of Jesus ChriJesus Christ and Chrst and Christian expistian experience toerience to all OT in all OT institutionsstitutions. Its plac. Its placement afteement after the Paulr ther the Paulinthe Pauline letters e letters and beforeand before the Gener the General Epistleal Epistles reflectss reflects the disti the distinctivenessnctiveness of the bo of th of the book.the book.

Although Hebrews has circulated since the 2nd century among the letters of Paul 
and bears the apostle’s name in the title of the KJV, the absence of the common 
characteristics of the Pauline letter indicates that it cannot easily be included 
within the Pauline correspondence. Indeed, the author and destination of 
Hebrews remain a mystery. Moreover, since the book lacks the common 
characteristics of epistles, its literary form also remains a matter of debate. 
Undebatable, however, is the fact that Hebrews is the work of a skilled 
rhetorician, who has provided the most sustained argument from OT Scripture 
within the NT. In a series of expositions, the author argues for the superiority of 
Jesus Christ and Christian experience to all OT institutions. Its placement after 
the Pauline letters and before the General Epistles reflects the distinctiveness of 
the book.

Literary GLiterary Genreenre

Literary Genre

Although HAlthough Hebrews conebrews contains an etains an epistolary pistolary conclusionconclusion (13:18–25 (13:18–25), the rem), the remainder of ainder of ainder of the booof the book has a tok has a totally difftally different charerent character fromacter from the Chris the Christian episttian epistolary tradolary tradition thatitiontradtradition tradition that beganthat began with Paul with Paul. It lacks. It lacks the epist the epistolary openolary opening, the cing, the common episommon epistolary toptolaepisepistolaryepistolary topics, a topics, and the argnd the argumentativeumentative structure structure of the Pa of the Pauline Episuline Epistles. Indetles. Indeed, the aued, ted, the authorthe author refers to refers to his messa his message as a “wge as a “word of exhord of exhortation” ortation” (13:22), a(13:22), a term whic term which is used h whicwhich is uwhich is used elsewhsed elsewhere (Acts ere (Acts 13:15) for13:15) for a synagog a synagogue sermon.ue sermon. This was  This was a rhetorica rhetorical form tharhetoricrhetoricalrhetorical form that form that had devel had developed in thoped in the Hellenise Hellenistic Jewishtic Jewish synagogue synagogue consistin consisting of 1) ang og of 1) an iof 1) an indicative ndicative or exemplaor exemplary sectionry section in the fo in the form of scrirm of scripture quotpture quotations or ations or theologicatheotheologicatheological points; l points; 2) a concl2) a conclusion baseusion based on the ed on the exemplary sxemplary section; anection; and 3) an exd 3) an exhortation hoexexhortatioexhortation to the cn to the community. ommunity. Unlike theUnlike the Pauline E Pauline Epistles, Hpistles, Hebrews folebrews follows the clows the common pattoccommon patcommon pattern of thtern of the word of e word of exhortatioexhortation. The epin. The epistolary costolary conclusion inclusion is added tos added tos added to the homto the homily becausily because the authe the author’s sermoor’s sermon had to bn had to be sent.e sent.

Although Hebrews contains an epistolary conclusion (13:18–25), the remainder 
of the book has a totally different character from the Christian epistolary 
tradition that began with Paul. It lacks the epistolary opening, the common 
epistolary topics, and the argumentative structure of the Pauline Epistles. Indeed, 
the author refers to his message as a “word of exhortation” (13:22), a term 
which is used elsewhere (Acts 13:15) for a synagogue sermon. This was a 
rhetorical form that had developed in the Hellenistic Jewish synagogue consisting 
of 1) an indicative or exemplary section in the form of scripture quotations or 
theological points; 2) a conclusion based on the exemplary section; and 3) an 
exhortation to the community. Unlike the Pauline Epistles, Hebrews follows the 
common pattern of the word of exhortation. The epistolary conclusion is added 
to the homily because the author’s sermon had to be sent.

ContentContent

Content

The distinThe distinctive rhetctive rhetorical chaorical character of racter of Hebrews isHebrews is evident i evident in the intrn the introduction (oduction (1:1–4), wh1:1–((1:1–4), w(1:1–4), which sets hich sets the tone ithe tone in both conn both content and rtent and rhetorical hetorical power for power for the remainthe remainder of thederemainremainder remainder of the homof the homily. In thily. In these poeticese poetic lines tha lines that are fillt are filled with aled with alliterationliteration and asson and ass and assonance,assonance, the autho the author declaresr declares that God  that God has spokenhas spoken in these  in these last days last days “by a son”“by a son” who, as a w who, as a who, as a result of result of his “makinhis “making purificag purification for stion for sins” and sins” and sitting dowitting down at the rn at the right hand ight haight hand of thhand of the majesty e majesty on high, ion high, is now greas now greater than tter than the angels.he angels. With this With this “overture “overture,” the aut,” “overture“overture,“overture,” the auth” the author establior establishes the mshes the major themeajor themes of the bs of the book. He deook. He demonstratesmonstratededemonstratdemonstrates the ultes the ultimacy of timacy of the Christihe Christian revelatan revelation in comion in comparison wiparison with God’s pth God’s previous dirpprevious dprevious disclosuresisclosures in the OT in the OT (1:1–2),  (1:1–2), and develoand develops the higps the high christolh christological claogical claim with thim wim with the rwith the rhetorical hetorical device of device of comparisoncomparison (“greater (“greater than”; cf than”; cf. 6:9; 7:7. 6:9; 7:7, 19, 22; , 19, 22; 8:6; 11:168:6; 118:6; 11:16, 40;11:16, 40; 12:24). B 12:24). Because of ecause of the exaltathe exaltation to Gotion to God’s right d’s right hand (Ps. hand (Ps. 110:1), Ch110:1), Christ is grrist ChChrist is Christ is greater thgreater than all couan all counterparts nterparts from the Ofrom the OT.T.T.

The distinctive rhetorical character of Hebrews is evident in the introduction 
(1:1–4), which sets the tone in both content and rhetorical power for the 



remainder of the homily. In these poetic lines that are filled with alliteration and 
assonance, the author declares that God has spoken in these last days “by a son” 
who, as a result of his “making purification for sins” and sitting down at the right 
hand of the majesty on high, is now greater than the angels. With this 
“overture,” the author establishes the major themes of the book. He 
demonstrates the ultimacy of the Christian revelation in comparison with God’s 
previous disclosures in the OT (1:1–2), and develops the high christological claim 
with the rhetorical device of comparison (“greater than”; cf. 6:9; 7:7, 19, 22; 8:6; 
11:16, 40; 12:24). Because of the exaltation to God’s right hand (Ps. 110:1), 
Christ is greater than all counterparts from the OT.

�The remainThe remainder of theder of the book is a book is an amplificn amplification of tation of the theme ihe theme introduced ntroduced in 1:1–4. in 1:1–in 1:1–4. Alt1:1–4. Although the hough the homily apphomily appears to beears to be a series  a series of expositof expositions on vaions on various passrious passages from agpasspassages fpassages from Scriptrom Scripture, the uure, the unifying thnifying thread is thread is the claim the claim that is firsat is first establist established in thehed in thed in the introdthe introduction: Chuction: Christians pristians possess a sossess a salvation talvation through Jeshrough Jesus Christ us Christ that surpathat surpasses all ossessurpasurpasses surpasses all objectall objects of compas of comparison. Thrrison. Through the iough the interweavinnterweaving of exposg of exposition and ition and exhortatioexexhortatioexhortation, the autn, the author indicahor indicates that ttes that the theologhe theological claimical claims serve ass serve as a basis f a basis for exhortaor exor exhortatioexhortation. The clan. The claim that Chim that Christ is grrist is greater thaneater than the angel the angels (1:5—2:1s (1:5—2:18) is the 8) is the basis for basibasis for basis for the exhortthe exhortation to tation to the communihe community to pay ty to pay attention attention to what itto what it has heard has heard (2:1–4).  ( (2:1–4). T(2:1–4). The comparihe comparison of Chrson of Christ to Mosist to Moses (3:1–6)es (3:1–6) and the a and the assurance tssurance that he leahat he leads his peodlealeads his leads his people to people to the transcthe transcendent “reendent “rest” which st” which Israel nevIsrael never attaineer attained (3:7—4:1d (3:7—4:11) provide1)(3:7—4:1(3:7—4:11)(3:7—4:11) provide t provide the basis fhe basis for the exhor the exhortation tortation to the commo the community to eunity to enter that nter that rest (4:11rrest (4:11rest (4:11). After a). After a brief ref brief reflection onlection on the power the power of the wo of the word of God rd of God (4:12–13),(4:12–13), the centr th the centrathe central section l section of this hoof this homily (4:14mily (4:14—10:31) is—10:31) is a compari a comparison of theson of the high prie high priesthood of sthpriepriesthoodpriesthood of Christ of Christ with the  with the high prieshigh priesthood of Athood of Aaron derivaron derived from vaed from various OT prious OT prious OT passages (passages (Ps. 110:1,Ps. 110:1, 4; Lev. 1 4; Lev. 16; Jer. 316; Jer. 31:31-34). T:31-34). That this ehat this extended coxtended comparison omparison of high prif higf high prieshigh priest, sacrifit, sacrifice, and sace, and sanctuary senctuary serves primarves primarily the nrily the needs of exeeds of exhortation hortation is indicatis indis indicated indicated by the exhby the exhortations ortations which intrwhich introduce (4:1oduce (4:14–16) and 4–16) and conclude (conclude (10:19–31) 10:19–31) this majortthis majorthis major section a section and by the nd by the extended eextended exhortationxhortations that pres that precede the dcede the discussion iscussion of the higoof the higof the high priesthoh priesthood of Melcod of Melchizedek (5hizedek (5:11—6:12).:11—6:12). A similar A similar alternati alternation of OT ron of OT reference, erreference,reference, compariso comparison, and exhn, and exhortation dortation distinguishistinguishes the fines the final sectional section of Hebrew of Hebrews, which bs,HebrewHebrews, wHebrews, which beginhich begins in 10:32s in 10:32. The exte. The extended depicnded depiction of extion of examples of amples of faithfulnefaithfulness among Osfaithfulnefaithfulnefaithfulness among Oss among OT heroes (T heroes (ch. 11) isch. 11) is both intr both introduced (10oduced (10:32–39) an:32–39) and followedd followed (12:1–11) followedfollowed (followed (12:1–11) b12:1–11) by the exhoy the exhortation tortation to the commu the community to ennity to endure faithdure faithfully in tfully in the midst ohetthe midst the midst of hardshiof hardship. Similarp. Similarly, the auly, the author introthor introduces the duces the climactic climactic comparisoncomparison of the Si of  of the Sinof the Sinai theophaai theophany and theny and the Christian Christian experienc experience of Mt. Ze of Mt. Zion (12:18ion (12:18–29) with –29) with the exhortththe exhortthe exhortation for ation for faithfulnefaithfulness (12:12–ss (12:12–17). The f17). The final challinal challenge for tenge for the communihe community to go “ty tty to go “outto go “outside the cside the camp” (13:1amp” (13:13) and to 3) and to “offer a s“offer a sacrifice oacrifice of praise” f praise” (v. 15) re(v. 15) rests on thests onsts on the comon the comparison ofparison of the death the death of Christ of Christ “outside  “outside the city gthe city gate” (v. 1ate” (v. 12) with th2) with the leviticae lee levitical levitical sacrificessacrifices (vv. 10–1 (vv. 10–12).2).2).

The remainder of the book is an amplification of the theme introduced in 
1:1–4. Although the homily appears to be a series of expositions on various 
passages from Scripture, the unifying thread is the claim that is first established in 
the introduction: Christians possess a salvation through Jesus Christ that 
surpasses all objects of comparison. Through the interweaving of exposition and 
exhortation, the author indicates that the theological claims serve as a basis for 
exhortation. The claim that Christ is greater than the angels (1:5—2:18) is the 
basis for the exhortation to the community to pay attention to what it has heard 
(2:1–4). The comparison of Christ to Moses (3:1–6) and the assurance that he 
leads his people to the transcendent “rest” which Israel never attained 
(3:7—4:11) provide the basis for the exhortation to the community to enter that 
rest (4:11). After a brief reflection on the power of the word of God (4:12–13), 
the central section of this homily (4:14—10:31) is a comparison of the high 
priesthood of Christ with the high priesthood of Aaron derived from various OT 
passages (Ps. 110:1, 4; Lev. 16; Jer. 31:31-34). That this extended comparison of 
high priest, sacrifice, and sanctuary serves primarily the needs of exhortation is 
indicated by the exhortations which introduce (4:14–16) and conclude (10:19–31) 
this major section and by the extended exhortations that precede the discussion 
of the high priesthood of Melchizedek (5:11—6:12). A similar alternation of OT 
reference, comparison, and exhortation distinguishes the final section of 
Hebrews, which begins in 10:32. The extended depiction of examples of 
faithfulness among OT heroes (ch. 11) is both introduced (10:32–39) and 
followed (12:1–11) by the exhortation to the community to endure faithfully in 
the midst of hardship. Similarly, the author introduces the climactic comparison 
of the Sinai theophany and the Christian experience of Mt. Zion (12:18–29) with 
the exhortation for faithfulness (12:12–17). The final challenge for the community 
to go “outside the camp” (13:13) and to “offer a sacrifice of praise” (v. 15) rests 
on the comparison of the death of Christ “outside the city gate” (v. 12) with the 
levitical sacrifices (vv. 10–12).

�In each coIn each comparison tmparison the author he author interpretsinterprets the OT in the OT in order to  order to show the sshow the superiorityuperssuperioritsuperiority of Chrisy of Christian expertian experience. OT ience. OT institutioinstitutions — angelns — angels (1:5–13)s (1:5–13), the high, the high priesthoo pr priesthoodpriesthood of Aaron  of Aaron (5:1–10; 7(5:1–10; 7:11–28), t:11–28), the tabernahe tabernacle (8:1–6cle (8:1–6), the sac), the sacrifices (9rifices (9:1–28), an:1–2(9(9:1–28), (9:1–28), and the Siand the Sinai theophnai theophany (12:18any (12:18–25) — fai–25) — fail in compal in comparison to Crison to Christ becahrist because they bubecabecause thbecause they belong ey belong to the trato the transitory wonsitory world. Becaurld. Because Christ se Christ has sat dohas sat down at the wn at the right handriright handright hand of God (1 of God (1:3; 8:1; 1:3; 8:1; 10:12), he 0:12), he is eternalis eternal. Hence Ch. Hence Christians hristians have not apave not approached “proaapapproachedapproached “what may “what may be touche be touched” (12:18)d” (12:18) or “seen” or “seen” (11:1), a (11:1), and the sacnd the sacrifice of rifice of Christ wasCChrist wasChrist was performed performed in a sanc in a sanctuary “nottuary “not made with made with hands” (9 hands” (9:11).:11).

In each comparison the author interprets the OT in order to show the 



superiority of Christian experience. OT institutions — angels (1:5–13), the high 
priesthood of Aaron (5:1–10; 7:11–28), the tabernacle (8:1–6), the sacrifices 
(9:1–28), and the Sinai theophany (12:18–25) — fail in comparison to Christ 
because they belong to the transitory world. Because Christ has sat down at the 
right hand of God (1:3; 8:1; 10:12), he is eternal. Hence Christians have not 
approached “what may be touched” (12:18) or “seen” (11:1), and the sacrifice of 
Christ was performed in a sanctuary “not made with hands” (9:11).

StructureStructure

Structure

The interwThe interweaving of eaving of expositionexposition and exhor and exhortation in tation in Hebrews isHebrews is the key e the key element in lement in determininddeterminindetermining the strug the structure of tcture of this homilyhis homily...

The interweaving of exposition and exhortation in Hebrews is the key element in 
determining the structure of this homily.

�I.I.�The RevelaThe Revelation of thtion of the Word in e Word in the Son (1the Son (1:1—4:13):1—4:13(1(1:1—4:13)(1:1—4:13)

I. The Revelation of the Word in the Son 
(1:1—4:13)

�A.A.�The Son grThe Son greater thaneater than angels (1 angels (1:1—2:18):1—2(1(1:1—2:18)(1:1—2:18)

A. The Son greater than angels 
(1:1—2:18)

�B.B.�ExhortatioExhortation to hear n to hear the voice the voice of the Sonof theof the Son (3the Son (3:1—4:13):1—4:13):1—4:13)

B. Exhortation to hear the voice of 
the Son (3:1—4:13)

�II.II.�Christ theChrist the great hig great high priest (h priest (4:14—10:314:14—10:31)))

II. Christ the great high priest (4:14—10:31)

�A.A.�ExhortatioExhortation to hold n to hold fast the cfast the confession onfesscconfessionconfession (4:14–16) (4:14–16)

A. Exhortation to hold fast the 
confession (4:14–16)

�B.B.�IntroductiIntroduction of Chrion of Christ the higst the high priest (h priesh priest (5:priest (5:1–10)1–10)1–10)

B. Introduction of Christ the high 
priest (5:1–10)

�C.C.�ExhortatioExhortation to be fan to be faithful andithful and obtain th obtain obtain theobtain the promises  promises (5:11—6:20(5:11—6:20)))

C. Exhortation to be faithful and 
obtain the promises (5:11—6:20)

�D.D.�Christ theChrist the great hig great high priest (h priest (7:1—10:18)7:1—10((7:1—10:18(7:1—10:18)))

D. Christ the great high priest 
(7:1—10:18)

�E.E.�ExhortatioExhortation to hold n to hold fast the cfast the confession onfesscconfessionconfession (10:19–31 (10:19–31)))

E. Exhortation to hold fast the 
confession (10:19–31)

�III.III.�Call to faCall to faithful obeithful obedience (10dience (10:32—13:25):32—13:25)

III. Call to faithful obedience (10:32—13:25)

�A.A.�ExhortatioExhortation to be fan to be faithful ithful (10:32—12:(10:32—12:11)11)11)

A. Exhortation to be faithful 
(10:32—12:11)

�B.B.�Sinai and Sinai and Zion (12:1Zion (12:12–29)2–29)2–29)

B. Sinai and Zion (12:12–29)

�C.C.�ConcludingConcluding exhortati exhortations to ons to faithfulnefaithfulness (13:1–2ss (13:1–25)5)

C. Concluding exhortations to 
faithfulness (13:1–25)

AuthorshipAuthorship

Authorship

Although HAlthough Hebrews hasebrews has consisten consistently been atly been attributed ttributed to Paul sito Paul since antiqunce antiquity, the iity, the internal evnteiinternal einternal evidence ofvidence of the book  the book precludes precludes authorshipauthorship by the ap by the apostle. Unlostle. Unlike Paulinike Pauline Epistlese Ee Epistles, Epistles, Hebrews isHebrews is anonymous anonymous. The fact. The fact that the  that the language alanguage and style ond style of Hebrews f Hebrews is far supisis far supis far superior to terior to that of thehat of the Pauline c Pauline correspondeorrespondence is furnce is further evidether evidence that tnce that the author he ahe author of author of Hebrews waHebrews was not Pauls not Paul. Although. Although numerous  numerous candidatescandidates for autho for authorship havership harship have been have been suggested suggested — e.g., Ba— e.g., Barnabas, Aprnabas, Apollos, Silollos, Silvanus, Privanus, Priscilla — tscilla — the book dohe book does not supesdodoes not sdoes not supply enouupply enough informagh information abouttion about the ident the identity of theity of the author to author to make such make such make such specusuch speculation uselation useful. We knful. We know from inow from internal eviternal evidence onlydence only that Hebr that Hebrews is wriews is wriews is written bywritten by a skilled a skilled rhetorici rhetorician of the an of the second Chrsecond Christian genistian generation (2eration (2:3).:3).:3).

Although Hebrews has consistently been attributed to Paul since antiquity, the 
internal evidence of the book precludes authorship by the apostle. Unlike Pauline 



Epistles, Hebrews is anonymous. The fact that the language and style of Hebrews 
is far superior to that of the Pauline correspondence is further evidence that the 
author of Hebrews was not Paul. Although numerous candidates for authorship 
have been suggested — e.g., Barnabas, Apollos, Silvanus, Priscilla — the book 
does not supply enough information about the identity of the author to make 
such speculation useful. We know from internal evidence only that Hebrews is 
written by a skilled rhetorician of the second Christian generation (2:3).

�Although tAlthough the writer he writer is anonymois anonymous, he is us, he is known to tknown to the originahe original readers.l readers. His reque His re His request threquest that the comat the community pramunity pray for his y for his reunion wireunion with them (1th them (13:18–19) a3:18–19) and his expnd his expnd his expressed expressed desire to desire to return to return to them with them with Timothy afTimothy after the later the latter is retter is released (13leased (13:23) provi:23(13(13:23) pr(13:23) provide furtovide further informher information abouation about the autht the author’s relator’s relationship toionship to his reade his readers. The rers. readereaders. Treaders. The referenhe reference to Timoce to Timothy probabthy probably indicatly indicates that thes that the author be author belongs to elongs to a Pauline a a Pauline a Pauline circle. Thcircle. Thus the earus the early attribuly attribution of Hetion of Hebrews to Pbrews to Paul may suaul may suggest thatggest that ancient r anc ancient reancient readers wereaders were aware of  aware of an associaan association betwetion between the booen the book and Paulk and Paul..

Although the writer is anonymous, he is known to the original readers. His 
request that the community pray for his reunion with them (13:18–19) and his 
expressed desire to return to them with Timothy after the latter is released 
(13:23) provide further information about the author’s relationship to his 
readers. The reference to Timothy probably indicates that the author belongs to 
a Pauline circle. Thus the early attribution of Hebrews to Paul may suggest that 
ancient readers were aware of an association between the book and Paul.

Intended AIntended Audienceudience

Intended Audience

The identiThe identity of the ty of the original roriginal readers is eaders is as obscureas obscure as the id as the identity of entity of the authorthe author. The titl. The. The title,The title, “To the H “To the Hebrews,” iebrews,” is a later s a later conjectureconjecture based on  based on the book’sthe book’s consisten consistent appeal tt at appeal to appeal to the OT as the OT as the basis the basis for the aufor the author’s argthor’s argument. Altument. Although thishough this conjectur conjecture is plause conjecturconjectureconjecture is plausi is plausible, it isble, it is by no mea by no means certainns certain, for the , for the book contabook contains no dirins no direct statemect stect statement statement that the rthat the readers areeaders are Jewish. M Jewish. Moreover, doreover, detailed aretailed arguments frguments from the OT om the OTom the OT appear OT appear in books tin books that are adhat are addressed todressed to primarily primarily gentile a gentile audiences iudiences in such Paun such Pauline lettelinPauPauline lePauline letters as Gtters as Galatians aalatians and 1 Corinnd 1 Corinthians.thians.thians.

The identity of the original readers is as obscure as the identity of the author. 
The title, “To the Hebrews,” is a later conjecture based on the book’s consistent 
appeal to the OT as the basis for the author’s argument. Although this 
conjecture is plausible, it is by no means certain, for the book contains no direct 
statement that the readers are Jewish. Moreover, detailed arguments from the 
OT appear in books that are addressed to primarily gentile audiences in such 
Pauline letters as Galatians and 1 Corinthians.

�The only dThe only direct indiirect indication of cation of the locatithe location of the on of the readers isreaders is the ambig the ambiguous stateuous statuous statement statement in 13:24, in 13:24, “Those fro“Those from Italy sem Italy send you thend you their greetinir greetings,” whichgs,” which can be in can be interpreted terininterpreteinterpreted as a refd as a reference eiterence either to theher to the location  location of the autof the author or thehor or the readers.  readers. The phraseTheThe phraseThe phrase “from Ita “from Italy” is usely” is used elsewherd elsewhere (Acts 18e (Acts 18:2) for Aq:2) for Aquila and Puila and Priscilla, riscilla, who have rwho who have rwho have recently coecently come “from Ime “from Italy” and taly” and are now liare now living in Coving in Corinth. Thirinth. This parallels parallel suggests, su suggests, suggests, therefore,therefore, that the  that the author of author of Hebrews wrHebrews writes from ites from a locationa location in which  in which he has methehe has methe has met expatriat expatriates “from Ies “from Italy” who taly” who send greetsend greetings to things to their home ceir home city. As inity. As in Acts 18:2 A Acts 18:2,Acts 18:2, Italy is  Italy is the equivathe equivalent of Rolent of Rome. A Romame. A Roman destinatn destination for Heion for Hebrews may brews may also be suaalso be sualso be suggested byggested by the fact  the fact that the bthat the book is firook is first quoted st quoted in 1 Clemein 1 Clement, which nt, which was writtewaswas writtewas written from Romn from Rome at the ee at the end of the nd of the 1st centur1st century. A Romany. A Roman destinati destination for Hebon for Heon for Hebrews isHebrews is thus plau thus plausible but sible but far from cfar from certain.ertain.ertain.

The only direct indication of the location of the readers is the ambiguous 
statement in 13:24, “Those from Italy send you their greetings,” which can be 
interpreted as a reference either to the location of the author or the readers. 
The phrase “from Italy” is used elsewhere (Acts 18:2) for Aquila and Priscilla, 
who have recently come “from Italy” and are now living in Corinth. This parallel 
suggests, therefore, that the author of Hebrews writes from a location in which 
he has met expatriates “from Italy” who send greetings to their home city. As in 
Acts 18:2, Italy is the equivalent of Rome. A Roman destination for Hebrews may 
also be suggested by the fact that the book is first quoted in 1 Clement, which 
was written from Rome at the end of the 1st century. A Roman destination for 
Hebrews is thus plausible but far from certain.

�The authorThe author provides  provides abundant eabundant evidence ofvidence of the circu the circumstances omstances of his readf his readers. Like ers. Lers. Like the aLike the author, theuthor, they belong ty belong to the secoo the second generatnd generation (2:3).ion (2:3). Indeed, t Indeed, the distinche distinction betwetiondistincdistinctiodistinction between n between the “earlithe “earlier days” (er days” (10:32) of 10:32) of the Churchthe Church’s infancy’s infancy and the p and the present timresppresent tipresent time (5:12) me (5:12) is the basis the basic factor ic factor which lieswhich lies behind th behind the author’se author’s descripti description of the on ofon of the reaof the readers’ situders’ situation, foration, for the autho the author consister consistently insisntly insists that thts that the communite community was exemy way was exemplwas exemplary in itsary in its Christian Christian practice  practice in the earin the earlier days,lier days, but now f but now faces a sitaces a situation of uatiositsituation situation of crisis.of crisis. In the ea In the earlier daysrlier days the reade the readers had demrs had demonstrated onstrated work and lwork and love in serove llove in selove in serving the rving the saints (6:saints (6:10), and h10), and had enduredad endured a “hard s a “hard struggle witruggle with sufferith sufferings,” inclngs,” sufferisufferingssufferings,” includi,” including public ng public abuse, comabuse, compassion onpassion on prisoners prisoners, and the , and the confiscaticonfiscation of theion oon of their pof their property (1roperty (10:32–34). 0:32–34). The authorThe author describes describes the prese the present crisis nt crisis as one of as one of “drifting “dr“drifting “drifting away” (2:1away” (2:1), falling), falling away (3:1 away (3:12), and of2), and of committin committing apostasyg apostasy. The natu. The nature of thisre ore of this apof this apostasy mayostasy may be seen i be seen in the authn the author’s descror’s description of iption of the readerthe readers’ conditis’ condition. They aon. conditicondition.condition. They are  They are “dull in u“dull in understandinderstanding” (5:12)ng” (5:12), and some, and some are aband are abandoning the oning the assembly (asassembly (assembly (10:25). Th10:25). They have “dey have “drooping harooping hands and wends and weak knees” ak knees” (12:12). H(12:12). Hence the aence theence the authorthe author’s major c’s major concern throncern throughout thoughout this work isis work is to ensure to ensure that they that they maintain  maintain their enduttheir endutheir endurance untirance until the end l the end (cf. 3:14)(cf. 3:14). The auth. The author’s frequor’s frequent descrient description of tption of the conditihe cohe condition condition of the reaof the readers indicders indicates that ates that the crisisthe crisis to which  to which Hebrews isHebrews is addressed addressed is not, d is  is not, deis not, despite numespite numerous claimrous claims to the cs to the contrary, tontrary, the problemhe problem of the re of the readers’ temaders’ temptation toptemtemptationtemptation to return to return to Judais to Judaism. Nor is m. Nor is the book wthe book written to ritten to counter a counter a particularparticular heresy. T h heresy. Thheresy. The author oe author of Hebrews f Hebrews writes to writes to encourage encourage his communhis community to remity to remain faithfain faithain faithful ifaithful in the contn the context of theext of the lethargy  lethargy and discouand discouragement tragement that threathat threaten its exien its existence.stencexiexistence.existence.

The author provides abundant evidence of the circumstances of his readers. 
Like the author, they belong to the second generation (2:3). Indeed, the 
distinction between the “earlier days” (10:32) of the Church’s infancy and the 
present time (5:12) is the basic factor which lies behind the author’s description 
of the readers’ situation, for the author consistently insists that the community 



was exemplary in its Christian practice in the earlier days, but now faces a 
situation of crisis. In the earlier days the readers had demonstrated work and 
love in serving the saints (6:10), and had endured a “hard struggle with 
sufferings,” including public abuse, compassion on prisoners, and the confiscation 
of their property (10:32–34). The author describes the present crisis as one of 
“drifting away” (2:1), falling away (3:12), and of committing apostasy. The nature 
of this apostasy may be seen in the author’s description of the readers’ 
condition. They are “dull in understanding” (5:12), and some are abandoning the 
assembly (10:25). They have “drooping hands and weak knees” (12:12). Hence 
the author’s major concern throughout this work is to ensure that they maintain 
their endurance until the end (cf. 3:14). The author’s frequent description of the 
condition of the readers indicates that the crisis to which Hebrews is addressed 
is not, despite numerous claims to the contrary, the problem of the readers’ 
temptation to return to Judaism. Nor is the book written to counter a particular 
heresy. The author of Hebrews writes to encourage his community to remain 
faithful in the context of the lethargy and discouragement that threaten its 
existence.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. W. AttrH. W. Attridge, idge, The EpistlThe Epistle to the He to the Hebrews.ebrews. Herm (Phi Herm (Philadelphia,ladelphia(Phi(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1989)hia, 1989); W. L. La; W. L. Lane, ne, Hebrews,Hebrews, 2 vols. W 2 vols. WBC 47–48 (BC 47–48 (Waco, 1991Waco, 1991); J. W. T); J. W.); J. W. ThompsoW. Thompson, n, The BeginnThe Beginnings of Chings of Christian Phristian Philosophy.ilosophy. CBQMS 13  CBQMS 13 (Washingto(Washington, 1982).n, 1982n, 1982).1982).1982).

Bibliography. H. W. Attridge, The Epistle to the Hebrews. Herm 
(Philadelphia, 1989); W. L. Lane, Hebrews, 2 vols. WBC 47–48 (Waco, 1991); J. 
W. Thompson, The Beginnings of Christian Philosophy. CBQMS 13 (Washington, 
1982).
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HEBREWS, GHEBREWS, GOSPEL ACCOOSPEL ACCORDING TO TRDING TO THEHEHE

HEBREWS, GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THE

A Jewish-CA Jewish-Christian ahristian apocryphal pocryphal Gospel, wrGospel, written in Eitten in Egypt ca. 1gypt ca. 150 50 C.E.C.E. It was kn It was known and usown aown and used band used by Clement y Clement of Alexandof Alexandria (ca. 1ria (ca. 150–215), O50–215), Origen (ca.rigen (ca. 185–254), 185–254), and Didym and Didym and Didymus thDidymus the Blind (ce Blind (ca. 313–398a. 313–398), all of ), all of whom were whom were Egyptian wEgyptian writers. Euriters. Eusebius (casebius (ca. 260–340). (ca(ca. 260–3(ca. 260–340) also k40) also knew the Gonew the Gospel and mspel and mentions itentions it alongside alongside the Gospe the Gospel of Matthl of Matthl of Matthew inMatthew in Hebrew an Hebrew and an Aramad an Aramaic Gospel.ic Gospel. Since he  Since he assigns noassigns no language  language to this Goto this Gto this Gospel butGospel but does to t does to the others,he others, it is ass it is assumed that umed that the Gospelthe Gospel according according to the He to the Hebrews was bHeHebrews waHebrews was written s written in Greek. in Greek. Jerome (caJerome (ca. 342–420). 342–420) claims to claims to have tran have translated it slated it from Hebreffrom Hebrefrom Hebrew into Grew into Greek and Latek and Latin, but hein, but he is someti is sometimes mistakmes mistaken about ten about this Gospelhis Gosphis Gospel, onGospel, on occasion  occasion believing believing that it, tthat it, the Aramaiche Aramaic Gospel, a Gospel, and the Gosnd the Gospel of Matpel of Matthew in HethMatMatthew inMatthew in Hebrew ar Hebrew are one and e one and the same.the same.the same.

A Jewish-Christian apocryphal Gospel, written in Egypt ca. 150 C.E. It was known 
and used by Clement of Alexandria (ca. 150–215), Origen (ca. 185–254), and 
Didymus the Blind (ca. 313–398), all of whom were Egyptian writers. Eusebius 
(ca. 260–340) also knew the Gospel and mentions it alongside the Gospel of 
Matthew in Hebrew and an Aramaic Gospel. Since he assigns no language to this 
Gospel but does to the others, it is assumed that the Gospel according to the 
Hebrews was written in Greek. Jerome (ca. 342–420) claims to have translated it 
from Hebrew into Greek and Latin, but he is sometimes mistaken about this 
Gospel, on occasion believing that it, the Aramaic Gospel, and the Gospel of 
Matthew in Hebrew are one and the same.

�The contenThe contents of the ts of the Gospel accGospel according to ording to the Hebrewthe Hebrews are not s are not fully knowfully known. Accordin. Acn. According According to the Stito the Stichometry ochometry of Nicephorf Nicephorus (ca. 75us (ca. 758–829), it8–829), it contained contained 2200 line 2200 lines, only 30slinelines, onllines, only 300 shory 300 short of the Gt of the Gospel of Mospel of Matthew. Exatthew. Extant quotatant quotations of otions of or allusionr allusions to it ars tos to it are to it are found in Cfound in Clement of lement of AlexandriaAlexandria, Origen, , Origen, Cyril of JCyril of Jerusalem (erusalem (ca. 315–38ca. 315–386), Didymu6),315–38315–386), 315–386), Didymus thDidymus the Blind, ae Blind, and Jerome.nd Jerome. From them From them we can in we can infer that tfer that the Gospel he Gospehe Gospel accGospel according to ording to the Hebrewthe Hebrews covered s covered the preexithe preexistence of stence of Christ, hiChrist, his baptism,s baptism,s baptism, tbaptism, the temptathe temptations, the ions, the Last SuppeLast Supper, the Pasr, the Passion, a resion, a resurrectionsurrection appearanc appearance to Jamese te to James tto James the Just (che Just (cf. 1 Cor. f. 1 Cor. 15:7), and15:7), and three iso three isolated sayilated sayings. None ngs. None of the extof the extant refereant rant referencesreferences suggests  suggests the Gospelthe Gospel’s depende’s dependence on thence on the canonical canonical Gospels. Gospels. Gospels.

The contents of the Gospel according to the Hebrews are not fully known. 
According to the Stichometry of Nicephorus (ca. 758–829), it contained 2200 
lines, only 300 short of the Gospel of Matthew. Extant quotations of or allusions 
to it are found in Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Cyril of Jerusalem (ca. 
315–386), Didymus the Blind, and Jerome. From them we can infer that the 
Gospel according to the Hebrews covered the preexistence of Christ, his 



baptism, the temptations, the Last Supper, the Passion, a resurrection appearance 
to James the Just (cf. 1 Cor. 15:7), and three isolated sayings. None of the extant 
references suggests the Gospel’s dependence on the canonical Gospels.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. CameronR. Cameron, ed., , ed., The Other The Other GospelsGospels (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1982phia, 1982); J. K. E); J. K. ); J. K. ElliottK. Elliott, , The ApocryThe Apocryphal New Tphal New Testament,estament, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1993), 9–10993), 9–10; A. F. J.; A. F. J. Klijn,  Klijn Klijn, Klijn, Jewish-ChrJewish-Christian Gosistian Gospel Traditpel Tradition.ion. Vigiliae  Vigiliae christianachristianae Sup 17 (e Sup 17 (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1992).92).92).

Bibliography. R. Cameron, ed., The Other Gospels (Philadelphia, 1982); J. 
K. Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, rev. ed. (Oxford, 1993), 9–10; A. F. J. 
Klijn, Jewish-Christian Gospel Tradition. Vigiliae christianae Sup 17 (Leiden, 1992).
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HEBRONHEBRON (Heb.  (Heb. h�eb�ro®nh�eb�ro®n) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

HEBRON (Heb. h�eb�ro®n ) (PERSON)

�1.1. A Levite, A Levite, the third the third son of Ko son of Kohath (Exodhath (Exod. 6:18; Nu. 6:18; Num. 3:19; 1m. 3:19; 1 Chr. 6:2, Chr. 6:2, 18[MT 5:2 18[M 18[MT 5:2818[MT 5:28; 6:3]; 23; 6:3]; 23:12) and f:12) and father of father of four sons (our sons (v. 19; 24:v. 19; 24:23). His d23). His descendantsescendants were call we were callewere called Hebronitd Hebronites (Heb. es (Heb. h�eb�ro®nih�eb�ro®niî;î; Num. 3:27 Num. 3:27; 26:58; 1; 26:58; 1 Chr. 26:3 Chr. 26:30-31; cf. 0-31; 26:326:30-31; 26:30-31; cf. 15:9).cf. 15:9).

1. A Levite, the third son of Kohath (Exod. 6:18; Num. 3:19; 1 Chr. 6:2, 
18[MT 5:28; 6:3]; 23:12) and father of four sons (v. 19; 24:23). His descendants 
were called Hebronites (Heb. h�eb�ro®niî;  Num. 3:27; 26:58; 1 Chr. 
26:30-31; cf. 15:9).

�2.2. A Calebit A Calebite and son e and son of Mareshaof Mareshah; father h; father of four soof four sons (1 Chr.ns (1 Chr. 2:42-43). 2:42-43). This name This  This name This name and the otand the others in thhers in the genealoge genealogy (as welly (as well as those  as those in in 1 1 above) mayabove) may actually  actua actually bactually be place nae place names.mes.

2. A Calebite and son of Mareshah; father of four sons (1 Chr. 2:42-43). 
This name and the others in the genealogy (as well as those in 1 above) may 
actually be place names.

HEBRONHEBRON (Heb.  (Heb. h�eb�ro®nh�eb�ro®n) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

HEBRON (Heb. h�eb�ro®n ) (PLACE)

A city 30.A city 30.6 km. (19 6 km. (19 mi.) SSE omi.) SSE of Jerusalef Jerusalem and 37 km and 37 km. (23 mi.m. (23 mi.) NE of Be) NE of Beer-sheba, er-sheba, 1021 m. (3101021 m. (31021 m. (3350 ft.) a350 ft.) above sea lbove sea level on thevel on the Judean me Judean mountain riountain ridge; also dge; also known as Kknown as Kiriath-arbirKKiriath-arKiriath-arba (“city ba (“city of four”; of four”; Gen. 23:2)Gen. 23:2). With the. With the possible  possible exception exception of Jerusalof Jerusalem, probabem, pem, probably nprobably no other sio other site in ancite in ancient Palestent Palestine enjoysine enjoys more bibl more biblical, inteical, intertestamentrtestamental, and foal, aal, and folkloand folklore attentire attention than Heon than Hebron. Builbron. Built traditiot traditionally “sevnally “seven years ben years before Zoanefore Zoan in Egypt” in  in Egypt” in Egypt” (Num. 13:2(Num. 13:22), Hebron2), Hebron was where was where Abraham p Abraham pitched hisitched his tent afte tent after his separ his separ his separationseparation from Lot  from Lot and where and where he “built he “built an altar tan altar to the Lordo the Lord” (Gen. 13” (Gen. 13:18), ente:18), entertained “artenteentertaineentertained “angels”d “angels” (18:1–15) (18:1–15), pleaded , pleaded for the infor the innocents ofnocents of Sodom (18 Sodom (18:22–33), a:22–33), and bought naand boughtand bought the cave  the cave of Machpelof Machpelah as a buah as a burial placerial place for Sarah for Sarah (23:1–20) (23:1–20), setting , setting the stage the the stage the stage for subseqfor subsequent buriauent burials of all ls of all the patriathe patriarchal famirchal family (25:9–1ly (25:9–10; 35:27–20; 35:27–29). During9). D9). During theDuring the Exodus, H Exodus, Hebron’s viebron’s vineyards weneyards were apprecire appreciated by thated by the spies ofe spies of Moses. Moses. Moses.

A city 30.6 km. (19 mi.) SSE of Jerusalem and 37 km. (23 mi.) NE of Beer-sheba, 
1021 m. (3350 ft.) above sea level on the Judean mountain ridge; also known as 
Kiriath-arba (“city of four”; Gen. 23:2). With the possible exception of Jerusalem, 
probably no other site in ancient Palestine enjoys more biblical, intertestamental, 
and folklore attention than Hebron. Built traditionally “seven years before Zoan 
in Egypt” (Num. 13:22), Hebron was where Abraham pitched his tent after his 
separation from Lot and where he “built an altar to the Lord” (Gen. 13:18), 
entertained “angels” (18:1–15), pleaded for the innocents of Sodom (18:22–33), 
and bought the cave of Machpelah as a burial place for Sarah (23:1–20), setting 
the stage for subsequent burials of all the patriarchal family (25:9–10; 35:27–29). 
During the Exodus, Hebron’s vineyards were appreciated by the spies of Moses.

�After the After the Conquest, Conquest, Hebron wasHebron was “given” a “given” as an inhers an inheritance to itance to Caleb (JosCaleb (Josh. 14:13) h. 14:h. 14:13) and14:13) and became a  became a place of rplace of refuge (20:efuge (20:7) and a l7) and a levitical cevitical city (21:11ity (21:11–13). It w–13). It was in the as in tas in the days othe days of David, hf David, however, thowever, that the citat the city attainedy attained its great its greatest biblicest biblical renown al renown as the capas thas the capitathe capital of Judahl of Judah (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sam. 2:11; 5:5) :11; 5:5) and, sevenand, seven and a hal and a half years laf years later, as thter, as the capital e capitae capital ofcapital of the Unite the United Monarchyd Monarchy until the until the capture o capture of Jerusalef Jerusalem. Absalomm. Absalom attempted attempted to usurp  attemptedattempted attempted to usurp hto usurp his father’is father’s throne as throne at Hebron, t Hebron, and Solomoand Solomon, so Josen, so Josephus tellsphus tells us, had h u us, had hius, had his vision ts vision there. Withhere. With the break the breakup of the up of the United MonUnited Monarchy, Hebarchy, Hebron appearron appearron appeared iappeared in the listn the list of Rehobo of Rehoboam’s reforam’s refortified cittified cities (2 Chries (2 Chr. 11:10) a. 11:10) and then drnd then drops out ofops drdrops out drops out of biblicaof biblical mention.l mention.

After the Conquest, Hebron was “given” as an inheritance to Caleb (Josh. 
14:13) and became a place of refuge (20:7) and a levitical city (21:11–13). It was in 
the days of David, however, that the city attained its greatest biblical renown as 
the capital of Judah (1 Sam. 2:11; 5:5) and, seven and a half years later, as the 
capital of the United Monarchy until the capture of Jerusalem. Absalom 
attempted to usurp his father’s throne at Hebron, and Solomon, so Josephus tells 
us, had his vision there. With the breakup of the United Monarchy, Hebron 
appeared in the list of Rehoboam’s refortified cities (2 Chr. 11:10) and then 
drops out of biblical mention.

�Local folkLocal folklore addedlore added much to t much to the biblicahe biblical stories,l stories, setting H setting Hebron as tebron as the place whe place he place wherplace where Adam ande Adam and Eve mourn Eve mourned for Abeed for Abel and as tl and as the locatiohe location of the tn of the tombs of Jeombs of ombs of Jesse aof Jesse and Ruth, tnd Ruth, the tomb ofhe tomb of Abner, an Abner, and even thed even the source of source of the red e the red earth from arth from which Adamwwhich Adamwhich Adam was forme was formed!d!d!

Local folklore added much to the biblical stories, setting Hebron as the 
place where Adam and Eve mourned for Abel and as the location of the tombs 



of Jesse and Ruth, the tomb of Abner, and even the source of the red earth from 
which Adam was formed!

�ExtrabibliExtrabiblical evidencal evidence suggestce suggests that Hebs that Hebron may haron may have been a ve been a Canaanite Canaanite royal cityroyal royal cityroyal city, and the , and the nearby oaknearby oak of Mamre, of Mamre, an oracul an oracular center.ar center. A possibl A possible reading e reading in the Amain tin the Amarnathe Amarna Letters m Letters may refer tay refer to the siteo the site as early  as early as the 14tas the 14th century h century B.C.E.B.C.E., and the , and th, and the Medinethe Medinet Habu list Habu list of Ramest of Rameses III alses III also mentionso mentions a site th a site that may havat may have been Hebe been Hebron. HebrorHebHebron. HeHebron. Hebron may bbron may be the citye the city noted in  noted in the conquethe conquest list ofst list of Shishak o Shishak of Egypt (“f Egypt (“a field ofa (“(“a field (“a field of Abram”)of Abram”), against , against whom Rehobwhom Rehoboam had beoam had been refortien refortifying soutfying southern siteshern sites. During t.sitessites. Dursites. During the 8ting the 8th century h century the city athe city appears to ppears to have functhave functioned as aioned as a royal pot royal pottery centeterypotpottery cepottery center, as tnter, as the unmistahe unmistakable jar kable jar handle inshandle inscriptions criptions found all found all over Palesover Palestine attestine PalesPalestine Palestine attest.attest.attest.

Extrabiblical evidence suggests that Hebron may have been a Canaanite 
royal city, and the nearby oak of Mamre, an oracular center. A possible reading in 
the Amarna Letters may refer to the site as early as the 14th century B.C.E., and 
the Medinet Habu list of Rameses III also mentions a site that may have been 
Hebron. Hebron may be the city noted in the conquest list of Shishak of Egypt 
(“a field of Abram”), against whom Rehoboam had been refortifying southern 
sites. During the 8th century the city appears to have functioned as a royal 
pottery center, as the unmistakable jar handle inscriptions found all over 
Palestine attest.

�The first The first major excamajor excavation of vation of the site (the site (160103), w160103), with the diith the discovery ofscovery of the Middl the Mid the Middle BroMiddle Bronze Age wanze Age walls (ca. 1lls (ca. 1728) and t728) and their charaheir characteristic cteristic “Hyksos” b“Hyksos” battering, attering, was conducwawas conducwas conducted by theted by the American  American expeditionexpedition to Hebron to Hebron in 1965–6 in 1965–66. Further6. Further excavatio excava excavationexcavations were cons were conducted by ducted by Israeli arIsraeli archaeologischaeologists. Archaets. Archaeological eological evidence cavidence carries the rrcacarries thcarries the occupatie occupation of the on of the area back area back to the Chato the Chalcolithic lcolithic period, thperiod, through the rough the Early BronEarEarly BronEarly Bronze Age, toze Age, to the time  the time the city wthe city was “officias “officially” builally” built in the st in the second halfecond half of the Mi of the of the Middlethe Middle Bronze Ag Bronze Age.e.e.

The first major excavation of the site (160103), with the discovery of the 
Middle Bronze Age walls (ca. 1728) and their characteristic “Hyksos” battering, 
was conducted by the American expedition to Hebron in 1965–66. Further 
excavations were conducted by Israeli archaeologists. Archaeological evidence 
carries the occupation of the area back to the Chalcolithic period, through the 
Early Bronze Age, to the time the city was “officially” built in the second half of 
the Middle Bronze Age.

�No record No record of Hebron of Hebron appears inappears in either th either the Assyriane Assyrian or the Ne or the Neo-Babylonio-Babylonian conquesan can conquest lconquest lists, but ists, but its prominits prominence obvioence obviously preclusly precluded it fruded it from being oom being overlooked verlooked by any easbyby any easby any eastern conqutern conqueror. Afteeror. After the fallr the fall of Jerusa of Jerusalem, Edomilem, Edomites occupites occupied the cited the city and werey ay and were nand were not dislodgot dislodged until Jed until Judas Maccaudas Maccabeus took beus took the city fthe city from their rom their successorssuccessors, the Idum,successorssuccessorssuccessors, the Idum, the Idumeans, in 1eans, in 164. Later,64. Later, Herod ref Herod refurbished turbished the city anhe city and built and built an enclosure en enclosure enclosure around thearound the tradition traditional burial al burial place of tplace of the patriarhe patriarchs, as hichs, as his charactes characteristic masristic charactecharactericharacteristic masonstic masonry there sry there still attestill attests.ts.ts.

No record of Hebron appears in either the Assyrian or the Neo-Babylonian 
conquest lists, but its prominence obviously precluded it from being overlooked 
by any eastern conqueror. After the fall of Jerusalem, Edomites occupied the city 
and were not dislodged until Judas Maccabeus took the city from their 
successors, the Idumeans, in 164. Later, Herod refurbished the city and built an 
enclosure around the traditional burial place of the patriarchs, as his 
characteristic masonry there still attests.

�The site cThe site continued tontinued to attract o attract attention attention during theduring the later Rom later Roman period,an period, the Islam the Isla the Islamic coIslamic conquest, annquest, and the timed the time of the Cr of the Crusades. “Dusades. “Destroyed” estroyed” by Vespasiby Vespasian’s generan’s general Cerialiagenergeneral Cegeneral Cerialis, enrialis, enough remaiough remained of thened of the city that city that Hadrian l Hadrian later builtater built a road to a road to its marke its m its market. Atmarket. At the beque the bequest of the st of the prophet Moprophet Mohammed, thhammed, the city fore city formally entemally entered the Isred the Ired the Islamic peIslamic period. Duririod. During the Crung the Crusades, Hebsades, Hebron becameron became a major l a major link in theink in the line of F line of Frankish foraFFrankish fFrankish fortress-ciortress-cities, whicties, which sustaineh sustained the Latid the Latin Kingdom,n Kingdom, under the under the name “Cas name “Castle of St.t“Cas“Castle of“Castle of St. Abrah St. Abraham.” With am.” With the fall othe fall of the westf the western powersern powers, Hebron a, Hebron again revergain reverted to Mustreverreverted treverted to Muslim co Muslim control andontrol and became, f became, finally, oninally, one of the me of the major holy ajor holy places in places in all of Palall all of Palall of Palestine, evestine, even becominen becoming a statiog a station on the n on the hegirahegira route to  route to Mecca. TheMecca. The Arabic na Arabic n Arabic name givenname given to the ci to the city, el-Khaty, el-Khalil (“the lil (“the Friend”), Friend”), reflects ireflects its Abrahamts Abrahamic ties.ic ties.ic ties.

The site continued to attract attention during the later Roman period, the 
Islamic conquest, and the time of the Crusades. “Destroyed” by Vespasian’s 
general Cerialis, enough remained of the city that Hadrian later built a road to its 
market. At the bequest of the prophet Mohammed, the city formally entered the 
Islamic period. During the Crusades, Hebron became a major link in the line of 
Frankish fortress-cities, which sustained the Latin Kingdom, under the name 
“Castle of St. Abraham.” With the fall of the western powers, Hebron again 
reverted to Muslim control and became, finally, one of the major holy places in 
all of Palestine, even becoming a station on the hegira route to Mecca. The Arabic 
name given to the city, el-Khalil (“the Friend”), reflects its Abrahamic ties.

Philip C. Philip C. HammondHammond

Philip C. Hammond

HEGAIHEGAI (Heb.  (Heb. heäg�ay, hheäg�ay, heäg�eä}eäg�eä})))

HEGAI (Heb. heäg�ay, heäg�eä} )

A eunuch oA eunuch of the Persf the Persian king Aian king Ahasuerus ihasuerus in charge on charge of the royaf the royal harem. Hl harem. He won the e won the e won the trust the trust of Esther of Esther when she wwhen she was preparias preparing to meetng to meet Ahasuerus Ahasuerus (Esth. 2: (Esth. 2:3, 8, 15).3, 8, 15).

A eunuch of the Persian king Ahasuerus in charge of the royal harem. He won 
the trust of Esther when she was preparing to meet Ahasuerus (Esth. 2:3, 8, 15).



HEGEMONIDEHEGEMONIDESS (Gk.  (Gk. HeägemonidHeägemonideäseäs)))

HEGEMONIDES (Gk. Heägemonideäs)

A Syrian oA Syrian official whfficial whom Antiochom Antiochus named gus named governor ofovernor of the distr the district from Pict from Ptolemais ttolemais to Gerar atotto Gerar ato Gerar at the timet the time of Philip of Philip’s attack ’s attack on Antiochon Antioch (2 Macc.  (2 Macc. 13:24).13:24).

A Syrian official whom Antiochus named governor of the district from Ptolemais 
to Gerar at the time of Philip’s attack on Antioch (2 Macc. 13:24).

HEGLAMHEGLAM (Heb.  (Heb. heg�laœmheg�laœm)))

HEGLAM (Heb. heg�laœm )

A son of EA son of Ehud, and thud, and the father he father of Uzza anof Uzza and Ahihud; d Ahihud; an alternaan alternate name fote name for Gera (1 r Gera (1 Chr. 8:7; CChr. 8:7; Chr. 8:7; NRSV mg “hNRSV mg “he carried e carried them into them into exile”).exile”).

A son of Ehud, and the father of Uzza and Ahihud; an alternate name for Gera (1 
Chr. 8:7; NRSV mg “he carried them into exile”).

HEIFERHEIFERHEIFER

HEIFER

A young coA young cow (Heb. w (Heb. {eg�la®, {{eg�la®, {eg�lat� baeg�lat� baœqaœrœqaœr), especia), especially one whlly one which has noich has noich has not producnot produced offspried offspring. Heiferng. Heifers were uses were used for milkd for milk (Isa. 7:2 (Isa. 7:21) and app1) and apparently foarently for plowing r plr plowing (Dplowing (Deut. 21:3)eut. 21:3). Heifers . Heifers were occaswere occasionally usionally used for speed for special sacricial sacrifices (Genfices (Gen. 15:9; 1 . 15. 15:9; 1 Sa15:9; 1 Sam. 16:2) am. 16:2) and were dend were designated isignated in the ritun the ritual for theal for the purging o purging of bloodguif bloodguilt in caselt inlt in case ofin case of a rural m a rural murder wherurder where the culpe the culprit remainrit remained unknowned unknown (Deut. 21 (Deut. 21:1-8).:1-8).:1-8).

A young cow (Heb. {eg�la®, {eg�lat� baœqaœr ), especially one which has 
not produced offspring. Heifers were used for milk (Isa. 7:21) and apparently for 
plowing (Deut. 21:3). Heifers were occasionally used for special sacrifices (Gen. 
15:9; 1 Sam. 16:2) and were designated in the ritual for the purging of bloodguilt 
in case of a rural murder where the culprit remained unknown (Deut. 21:1-8).

�Samson likSamson likened intriened intrigue with hgue with his wife tois wife to having “p having “plowed withlowed with my heifer my heifer” (Judg. 1” (Judg” (Judg. 14:(Judg. 14:18). Jerem18). Jeremiah uses hiah uses heifers as eifers as symbols ofsymbols of carefree  carefree Egypt and Egypt and Babylon (JBabylon (Jer. 46:20;er. (J(Jer. 46:2(Jer. 46:20; 50:11),0; 50:11), and Hosea and Hosea pictures  pictures Ephraim asEphraim as a “traine a “trained heifer” d heifer” (Hos. 10:1(Hos. 10:11).1).1).

Samson likened intrigue with his wife to having “plowed with my heifer” 
(Judg. 14:18). Jeremiah uses heifers as symbols of carefree Egypt and Babylon 
(Jer. 46:20; 50:11), and Hosea pictures Ephraim as a “trained heifer” (Hos. 10:11).

�Of particuOf particular signiflar significance is icance is the ritualthe ritual for purif for purifying a perying a person defileson defiled by contad by contact with a ct contacontact wicontact with a corpsth a corpse (Num. 19e (Num. 19:1-22). A :1-22). A “red heife“red heifer” (Heb. r” (Heb. paœra®,paœra®, the usual the usual word for  w word for “word for “cow”) is scow”) is slaughteredlaughtered outside t outside the camp anhe camp and burned. d burned. The ashes The ashes are then mare then mare then mixed withmixed with spring wa spring water to proter to produce the wduce the water of puater of purificationrification (Num. 19: (Num. 19:17-19). Th17-19). The sacrificeThThe sacrifThe sacrifice is uniice is unique in thaque in that it was pt it was performed aerformed away from tway from the altar ohe altar of the sancf the sanctuary and,tuarsancsanctuary sanctuary and, thougand, though the proch the process was iness was intended to tended to remove impremove impurity, indurity, individuals wividuals whividuals who contacwho contacted the coted the cow, its ashw, its ashes, or thees, or the water of  water of purificatipurification were coon were considered unsidered unclean (Nunuunclean (Nunclean (Num. 19:7-1um. 19:7-10, 21; cf.0, 21; cf.  Midr. RabbMidr. Rabbah, Num. Rah, Num. Rab.ab. 19:5–6).  19:5–6). According According to the Misto the Mto the Mishnah, tMishnah, the ashes whe ashes were divideere divided into thrd into three parts: ee parts: one was keone was kept on the pt on the rampart, orampart, one on the noone on theone on the Mount of  Mount of Olives, anOlives, and one divid one divided among ded among the 24 couthe 24 courses of prrses of priests (iests (m. Param. Pm. ParaPara 3:11). Th 3:11). The water ofe water of purificat purification was plion was placed in a aced in a jar at thejar at the entrance  entrance to the temto the temto the temple coutemple court. Accordrt. According to ing to m. Param. Para 3:5, only 3:5, only seven (ac seven (according tocording to Rabbi Mei Rabbi Meir) or niner) or nir) or nine (acconine (according to trding to the Sages) he Sages) red heiferred heifers were acts were actually burnually burned, since ed, since after the after the destructiodestdestructiodestruction of the tn of the temple it wemple it was impossias impossible to sacble to sacrifice morrifice more, but usee, but use of the as of the ashes may hahes asashes may ashes may have contihave continued into nued into the talmudthe talmudic period.ic period. Some late Some later traditior traditions hold thns hold that the Mesatththat the Mthat the Messiah wilessiah will prepare l prepare the last othe last of the red f the red heifers orheifers or otherwise otherwise emphasize emphasize an eschat an an eschatoan eschatological rological role for thele for the sacrifice sacrifice...

Of particular significance is the ritual for purifying a person defiled by 
contact with a corpse (Num. 19:1-22). A “red heifer” (Heb. paœra®, the usual 
word for “cow”) is slaughtered outside the camp and burned. The ashes are then 
mixed with spring water to produce the water of purification (Num. 19:17-19). 
The sacrifice is unique in that it was performed away from the altar of the 
sanctuary and, though the process was intended to remove impurity, individuals 
who contacted the cow, its ashes, or the water of purification were considered 
unclean (Num. 19:7-10, 21; cf. Midr. Rabbah, Num. Rab. 19:5–6). According to the 
Mishnah, the ashes were divided into three parts: one was kept on the rampart, 
one on the Mount of Olives, and one divided among the 24 courses of priests (m. 
Para 3:11). The water of purification was placed in a jar at the entrance to the 
temple court. According to m. Para 3:5, only seven (according to Rabbi Meir) or 
nine (according to the Sages) red heifers were actually burned, since after the 
destruction of the temple it was impossible to sacrifice more, but use of the 
ashes may have continued into the talmudic period. Some later traditions hold 
that the Messiah will prepare the last of the red heifers or otherwise emphasize 
an eschatological role for the sacrifice.

Daniel C. Daniel C. Browning, Browning, Jr.Jr.

Daniel C. Browning, Jr.

HELAHHELAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�el}a®h�el}a®)))

HELAH (Heb. h�el}a® )

One of theOne of the two wives two wives of Ashhur of Ashhur, the ance, the ancestor of Testor of Tekoa (1 Chrkoa (1 Chr. 4:5, 7).. 4:5, 7).

One of the two wives of Ashhur, the ancestor of Tekoa (1 Chr. 4:5, 7).



HELAMHELAM (Heb.  (Heb. h�eîlaœmh�eîlaœm)))

HELAM (Heb. h�eîlaœm )

A town E oA town E of the Sea f the Sea of Galileeof Galilee where Dav where David defeateid defeated and subjd and subjugated theugated the Syrians/A Syrians/Arameans (2rSyrians/ASyrians/ArSyrians/Arameans (2 ameans (2 Sam. 10:1-Sam. 10:1-10). 1 Chr10). 1 Chr. 19 tells. 19 tells the same  the same story withstory without Helam.out Helam. LXX Ezek. Helam.Helam. LXXHelam. LXX Ezek. 47: Ezek. 47:16; 48:1 p16; 48:1 place Helamlace Helam between D between Damascus anamascus and Hamath. d Hamath. SuggestionSuggeSuggestionSuggestions for its s for its location ilocation include Halnclude Haleb (Aleppoeb (Aleppo) and Alam) and Alamatha on thatha on the Euphratee Euphrates. It may sEuphrateEuphrates.Euphrates. It may be It may be the same  the same as Alema (as Alema (modern Almmodern Alma) in 1 Maa) in 1 Macc. 5:26, cc. 5:26, 35, possib35, possib35, possibly apossibly a district  district rather tharather than a city.n a city.n a city.

A town E of the Sea of Galilee where David defeated and subjugated the 
Syrians/Arameans (2 Sam. 10:1-10). 1 Chr. 19 tells the same story without 
Helam. LXX Ezek. 47:16; 48:1 place Helam between Damascus and Hamath. 
Suggestions for its location include Haleb (Aleppo) and Alamatha on the 
Euphrates. It may be the same as Alema (modern Alma) in 1 Macc. 5:26, 35, 
possibly a district rather than a city.

Philip R. Philip R. DreyDrey

Philip R. Drey

HELBAHHELBAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�elba®h�elba®)))

HELBAH (Heb. h�elba® )

A town in A town in the territthe territorial alloorial allotment of Atment of Asher, the sher, the Canaanite Canaanite inhabitantinhabitants of whichs of which the Israe the the Israelthe Israelites were ites were unable to unable to expel (Judexpel (Judg. 1:31). g. 1:31). The name iThe name is thought s thought to be a duto be a duplication plicduduplicatioduplication of Ahlabn of Ahlab in the sa in the same verse ame verse and may be nd may be identifiedidentified with Maha with Mahalab/modernlab/modern Khirbet  Mahalab/modernMahalab/moMahalab/modern Khirbdern Khirbet et el-Mah�a®lel-Mah�a®libib (172303;  (172303; cf. Josh. cf. Josh. 19:29).19:29).

A town in the territorial allotment of Asher, the Canaanite inhabitants of which 
the Israelites were unable to expel (Judg. 1:31). The name is thought to be a 
duplication of Ahlab in the same verse and may be identified with 
Mahalab/modern Khirbet el-Mah�a®lib  (172303; cf. Josh. 19:29).

HELBONHELBON (Heb.  (Heb. h�elbo®nh�elbo®n)))

HELBON (Heb. h�elbo®n )

A city famA city famed for itsed for its wine and  wine and honey (Ezehoney (Ezek. 27:18),k. 27:18), which are which are mentioned mentioned in inscri in inscriptions of ptiinscriinscriptioinscriptions of Nebuns of Nebuchadnezzarchadnezzar and also  and also by the Greby the Greek geograpek geographer Straboher Strabo. It is id. It is identified wenididentifiedidentified with mode with modern rn Helbu®nHelbu®n, a villag, a village 17 km. (e 17 km. (11 mi.) N 11 mi.) N of Damascuof Damascus in a regs in a regs in a region of region of the Anti-Lthe Anti-Lebanon Valebanon Valley that iley that is still a s still a center forcenter for the culti the cultivation of vation of grapes.grapes.grapes.grapes.

A city famed for its wine and honey (Ezek. 27:18), which are mentioned in 
inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar and also by the Greek geographer Strabo. It is 
identified with modern Helbu®n, a village 17 km. (11 mi.) N of Damascus in a 
region of the Anti-Lebanon Valley that is still a center for the cultivation of 
grapes.

HELDAIHELDAI (Heb.  (Heb. h�eldayh�elday)))

HELDAI (Heb. h�elday )

�1.1. A Netopha A Netophatite who stite who served in Derved in David’s armavid’s army as one oy as one of 12 commaf 12 commanders respnders responsible foorespresponsiblresponsible for the e for the monthly comonthly course of 24urse of 24 thousand  thousand men (1 Chrmen (1 Chr. 27:15). . 27:15). His designHis designaHis designatiodesignation “of Othnn “of Othniel” likeliel” likely indicatey indicates his descs his descent from tent from the deliverhe deliverer of Judger of Judg. 3:7-11. . 3:7-. 3:7-11. He3:7-11. Heldai may bldai may be equated e equated with both with both Heled (1 CHeled (1 Chr. 11:30)hr. 11:30) and Heleb and Heleb (2 Sam. 2 (2 Sam. 2 (2 Sam. 23:29).23:29).23:29).

1. A Netophatite who served in David’s army as one of 12 commanders 
responsible for the monthly course of 24 thousand men (1 Chr. 27:15). His 
designation “of Othniel” likely indicates his descent from the deliverer of Judg. 
3:7-11. Heldai may be equated with both Heled (1 Chr. 11:30) and Heleb (2 Sam. 
23:29).

�2.2. A former  A former BabylonianBabylonian exile who exile whom Zechariam Zechariah commandeh commanded to partid to participate in cipate in crowning Jccrowning Jcrowning Joshua (Zecoshua (Zech. 6:10; “h. 6:10; “Helem” at Helem” at v. 14 is lv. 14 is likely a scikely a scribal erroribal error).r).r).

2. A former Babylonian exile whom Zechariah commanded to participate in 
crowning Joshua (Zech. 6:10; “Helem” at v. 14 is likely a scribal error).

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson

HELEBHELEB (Heb.  (Heb. h�eäleb�h�eäleb�)))

HELEB (Heb. h�eäleb� )

One of theOne of the David’s T David’s Thirty; thehirty; the son of Ba son of Baanah of Neanah of Netophah (2 tophah (2 Sam. 23:29Sam. 23:29). He is p). He is probably thrpprobably tprobably the same ashe same as Heled (1  Heled (1 Chr. 11:30Chr. 11:30) and Held) and Heldai (ai (1; 1; 27:15).27:15).

One of the David’s Thirty; the son of Baanah of Netophah (2 Sam. 23:29). He is 
probably the same as Heled (1 Chr. 11:30) and Heldai (1; 27:15).

HELECHHELECH (Heb.  (Heb. h�eîleäk�h�eîleäk�)))

HELECH (Heb. h�eîleäk� )

A source oA source of the mercf the mercenary forcenary forces of Tyrees of Tyre (Ezek. 27 (Ezek. 27:11; LXX “:11; LXX “your army”your army”). The nam). The na). The name may dname may designate Cesignate Cilicia in ilicia in southeastesoutheastern Asia Mirn Asia Minor (cf. Anor (cf. Akk. kk. HÓilakkuHÓilakku).).

A source of the mercenary forces of Tyre (Ezek. 27:11; LXX “your army”). The 
name may designate Cilicia in southeastern Asia Minor (cf. Akk. HÓilakku).



HELEDHELED (Heb.  (Heb. h�eäled�h�eäled�)))

HELED (Heb. h�eäled� )

One of DavOne of David’s Thirtid’s Thirty; the sony; the son of Baanah of Baanah of Netoph of Netophah (1 Chr.ah (1 Chr. 11:30). H 11:30). He is probae is probably the sabprobaprobably tprobably the same ashe same as Heleb (2  Heleb (2 Sam. 23:29Sam. 23:29) and Held) and Heldai ai 11 (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 27:15).7:15).

One of David’s Thirty; the son of Baanah of Netophah (1 Chr. 11:30). He is 
probably the same as Heleb (2 Sam. 23:29) and Heldai 1 (1 Chr. 27:15).

HELEKHELEK (Heb.  (Heb. h�eäleqh�eäleq)))

HELEK (Heb. h�eäleq )

A son of GA son of Gilead and ilead and descendantdescendant of Manass of Manasseh (Num. 2eh (Num. 26:30; Josh6:30; Josh. 17:2); e. 17:2); eponymous aponymouseeponymous eponymous ancestor oancestor of the Helef the Helekites.kites.

A son of Gilead and descendant of Manasseh (Num. 26:30; Josh. 17:2); 
eponymous ancestor of the Helekites.

HELEMHELEM (Heb.  (Heb. heälemheälem) (also HE) (also HELDAI, HOTHLDAI, HOTHAM)AM)AM)

HELEM (Heb. heälem) (also HELDAI, HOTHAM)

�1.1. A descend A descendant of Ashant of Asher (1 Chr.er (1 Chr. 7:35); ca 7:35); called Hothalled Hotham (m (11) at v. 32) at v. 32...

1. A descendant of Asher (1 Chr. 7:35); called Hotham (1) at v. 32.

�2.2. One respo One responsible fornsible for the crown the crown of the po of the postexilic hstexilic high priestigh priest (Zech. 6: (Zech. 6:14 MT). El14 MT14 MT). ElsewMT). Elsewhere the nhere the name appearame appears as Heldas as Heldai (i (22).).

2. One responsible for the crown of the postexilic high priest (Zech. 6:14 
MT). Elsewhere the name appears as Heldai (2).

HELEPHHELEPH (Heb.  (Heb. h�eälep�h�eälep�)))

HELEPH (Heb. h�eälep� )

A town on A town on the borderthe border of the te of the territory asrritory assigned to signed to Naphtali (Naphtali (Josh. 19:3Josh. 19:33). A poss3). A possible locatiblposspossible lpossible location isocation is modern Kh modern Khirbet irbet {Irba®deh/{Irba®deh/H¸orvat {AH¸orvat {Arpadrpad (189236), (189236), slightly  sligh slightly Nslightly NE of Mt. TE of Mt. Tabor.abor.

A town on the border of the territory assigned to Naphtali (Josh. 19:33). A 
possible location is modern Khirbet {Irba®deh/H¸orvat {Arpad (189236), 
slightly NE of Mt. Tabor.

HELEZHELEZ (Heb.  (Heb. h�eles�h�eles�)))

HELEZ (Heb. h�eles� )

�1.1. A Judahit A Judahite and desce and descendant of endant of Jerahmeel;Jerahmeel; the son o the son of Azariah f Azariah and fatherand father of Eleasa of El of Eleasah (1Eleasah (1 Chr. 2:39 Chr. 2:39).).).

1. A Judahite and descendant of Jerahmeel; the son of Azariah and father of 
Eleasah (1 Chr. 2:39).

�2.2. A Pelonit A Pelonite of the te of the tribe of Epribe of Ephraim; comhraim; commander of mander of the seventthe seventh divisionh division of David’ of D of David’s arDavid’s army (1 Chr.my (1 Chr. 11:27; 27 11:27; 27:10). At 2:10). At 2 Sam. 23:2 Sam. 23:26 he is ca6 he is called “the lled “the Paltite.”Paltite.”

2. A Pelonite of the tribe of Ephraim; commander of the seventh division of 
David’s army (1 Chr. 11:27; 27:10). At 2 Sam. 23:26 he is called “the Paltite.”

HELIHELI (Gk.  (Gk. }EŒlií}EŒlií)))

HELI (Gk. }EŒlií)

The fatherThe father of Joseph of Joseph, accordin, according to Luke’g to Luke’s version s version of Jesus’ of Jesus’ genealogy genealogy (Luke 3:23(Luke 3:23; cf. Heb.; cf; cf. Heb. cf. Heb. {eäliî{eäliî).).

The father of Joseph, according to Luke’s version of Jesus’ genealogy (Luke 3:23; 
cf. Heb. {eäliî).

HELIODORUSHELIODORUS (Gk.  (Gk. HeäliodoœrHeäliodoœrosos)))

HELIODORUS (Gk. Heäliodoœros)

An officiaAn official of the Sl of the Seleucid coeleucid court who waurt who was sent by s sent by Seleucus ISeleucus IV to confiV to confiscate monescate money from they monemoney frommoney from the Jerus the Jerusalem templalem temple after a e after a Jew named Jew named Simon infoSimon informed Apollrmed Apollonius, theonius, tonius, the governthe governor of Coelor of Coele-Syria, te-Syria, that the tehat the temple held mple held great wealgreat wealth (2 Maccth (2 Macc. 3). Simo. 3). Simon’s actionn’sSimoSimon’s acSimon’s action resultion resulted from ated from a long riva long rivalry betweelry between two Jewin two Jewish clans. sh clans. Simon, a TSimon, a Tobiad, thoobTTobiad, thTobiad, thought thatought that providing providing the Seleu the Seleucids with cids with informatioinformation might hen might help him prelp him prevail over vapreprevail ovprevail over the higer the high priest Oh priest Onias III. nias III. Further, SFurther, Simon couldimon could deal a bl deal a blow to a “row to a “renegade” feneg“r“renegade”“renegade” family me family member, Hyrcmber, Hyrcanus, whomanus, whom the Oniad the Oniads had supps had supported and orted and who had cowho hwho had considhad considerable weaerable wealth deposilth deposited in theted in the temple. H temple. Heliodorus’eliodorus’ approach  approach threw the threw the threw the whole the whole city into city into mourning amourning and prayer.nd prayer. As he nea As he neared the trred the treasury, a easury, a heavenly hheavenly horse and rohhorse and horse and rider strurider struck him andck him and two men s two men scourged hicourged him. Worriedm. Worried that Sele that Seleucus mightucus migucus might wronmight wrongly think gly think that the Jthat the Jews had atews had attacked Heltacked Heliodorus, Oiodorus, Onias III onias III offered up ffered up a sacrifica sa sacrifice sacrifice to save thto save the man’s lie man’s life. Heliodfe. Heliodorus then orus then made a sacmade a sacrifice to rifice to God and reGod and returned homturnrereturned hreturned home withouome without the monet the money.y.y.

An official of the Seleucid court who was sent by Seleucus IV to confiscate 
money from the Jerusalem temple after a Jew named Simon informed Apollonius, 
the governor of Coele-Syria, that the temple held great wealth (2 Macc. 3). 
Simon’s action resulted from a long rivalry between two Jewish clans. Simon, a 
Tobiad, thought that providing the Seleucids with information might help him 
prevail over the high priest Onias III. Further, Simon could deal a blow to a 
“renegade” family member, Hyrcanus, whom the Oniads had supported and who 
had considerable wealth deposited in the temple. Heliodorus’ approach threw 
the whole city into mourning and prayer. As he neared the treasury, a heavenly 



horse and rider struck him and two men scourged him. Worried that Seleucus 
might wrongly think that the Jews had attacked Heliodorus, Onias III offered up a 
sacrifice to save the man’s life. Heliodorus then made a sacrifice to God and 
returned home without the money.
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HELIOPOLISHELIOPOLIS (Gk.  (Gk. heäliíou pheäliíou poœlisoœlis)))

HELIOPOLIS (Gk. heäliíou poœlis)

�1.1. The Egypt The Egyptian city Oian city On, capitaln, capital of the 13 of the 13th nome ofth nome of Lower Egy Lower Egypt and cenpt and center for woter cencenter forcenter for worship o worship of the sun-f the sun-gods Atum gods Atum and Re (cfand Re (cf. Jer. 43:. Jer. 43:13).13).13).

1. The Egyptian city On, capital of the 13th nome of Lower Egypt and 
center for worship of the sun-gods Atum and Re (cf. Jer. 43:13).

�2.2. Greek nam Greek name for Baale for Baalbek.bek.

2. Greek name for Baalbek.

HELKAIHELKAI (Heb.  (Heb. h�elqaœyh�elqaœy)))

HELKAI (Heb. h�elqaœy )

A priest dA priest during the uring the time of thtime of the high prie high priest Joiakiest Joiakim (Neh. 12m (Neh. 12:15; perha:15; perhaps a shortps a shortened form eneshortshortened shortened form of Hiform of Hilkiah).lkiah).

A priest during the time of the high priest Joiakim (Neh. 12:15; perhaps a 
shortened form of Hilkiah).

HELKATHHELKATH (Heb.  (Heb. h�elqat�h�elqat�)))

HELKATH (Heb. h�elqat� )

A city allA city allotted for otted for the tribe the tribe of Asher (of Asher (Josh. 19:2Josh. 19:25), one of5), one of four levi four levitical cititical cities in Ashees in Ashes in Asher (21:Asher (21:31; cf. 1 31; cf. 1 Chr. 6:75[Chr. 6:75[MT 60], HuMT 60], Hukok). Its kok). Its exact locaexact location in thtion in the Kishon Ve Kishon Valley is dalleVValley is Valley is disputed. disputed. Possible sPossible sites incluites include Tell elde Tell el-Harbaj (1-Harbaj (158240) and58240) and Tell el-Q Tell el-Qasis (1602asis (asis (160232).(160232).(160232).

A city allotted for the tribe of Asher (Josh. 19:25), one of four levitical cities in 
Asher (21:31; cf. 1 Chr. 6:75[MT 60], Hukok). Its exact location in the Kishon 
Valley is disputed. Possible sites include Tell el-Harbaj (158240) and Tell el-Qasis 
(160232).
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HELKATH-HAHELKATH-HAZZURIMZZURIM (Heb.  (Heb. h�elqat� hh�elqat� has�s�uœriîas�s�uœriîmm)))

HELKATH-HAZZURIM (Heb. h�elqat� has�s�uœriîm )

A place neA place near the pooar the pool of Gibeol of Gibeon where 12n where 12 combatant combatants of Joab’s of Joab’s forces as forces and 12 of And 12 of And 12 of Abner’s slAbner’s slaughtered aughtered each othereach other in a tour in a tournament of nament of champions champions (2 Sam. 2:(2 Sam. 2:16; NRSV m16; NRSV 16; NRSV mg “FNRSV mg “Field of Swield of Sword-edges”ord-edges”).).

A place near the pool of Gibeon where 12 combatants of Joab’s forces and 12 of 
Abner’s slaughtered each other in a tournament of champions (2 Sam. 2:16; 
NRSV mg “Field of Sword-edges”).

HELLHELLHELL

HELL

An EnglishAn English word used word used to transl to translate four bate four biblical teiblical terms. Heb. rms. Heb. sûeï}o®lsûeï}o®l and Gk.  and Gk. haédeäshaéhaédeäshaédeäs generally generally refer to  refer to the world the world of the deaof the dead. Tartarud. Tartarus (cf. Gk.s (cf. Gk.  tartaroœoœtartaroœoœtartaroœoœtartaroœoœ,, 2 Pet. 2: 2 Pet. 2:4) is the 4) is the place of pplace of punishment unishment for fallenfor fallen angels aw angels awaiting finaiting final judgmenal finfinal judgfinal judgment. Gk. ment. Gk. géennagéenna is the pl is the place and coace and condition ofndition of just retr just retribution saibution saved for thved for tved for the post-jthe post-judgment imudgment impenitent.penitent.penitent.

An English word used to translate four biblical terms. Heb. sûeï}o®l and Gk. 
haédeäs generally refer to the world of the dead. Tartarus (cf. Gk. 
tartaroœoœ, 2 Pet. 2:4) is the place of punishment for fallen angels awaiting 
final judgment. Gk. géenna is the place and condition of just retribution saved for 
the post-judgment impenitent.

�OriginallyOriginally, all the , all the dead had tdead had the same bahe same banal existenal existence in Shence in Sheol. Sheol ol. Sheol later incllater included an esuinclincluded aincluded an eschatoln eschatological dimogical dimension, a ension, a future witfuture with resurrech resurrection, fination, final judgmentl judgment, doctrine, do, doctrines;doctrines; it was th it was the grave, ae grave, and the shand the shadowy realmdowy realm of the de of the dead, where ad, where the human the human the human spirhuman spirit no longit no longer exists.er exists. The three The three-tiered co-tiered cosmology ofsmology of heaven, e heaven, earth and Sarth and Sheol or HahSSheol or HSheol or Hades shiftades shifted with thed with the realizate realization of a pion of a planetary slanetary system. Preystem. Preexilic Hebexilic Hebrew thoughrewHebHebrew thoHebrew thought assumught assumed the deaed the dead formed ad formed a faceless  faceless collectivecollective after dea after death. Gk. th. Gk. phylakeäí,phphylakeäí,phylakeäí, also the  also the underworldunderworld or the pl or the place of punace of punishment inishment in hell, is  hell, is where Satawhere Satan is made nSataSatan is mSatan is made harmleade harmless during ss during the millenthe millennium (Rev.nium (Rev. 20:7); th 20:7); though deathough death occurs, t occurs, the hetthe the pneuímapneuíma exists, a exists, and “prisonnd “prison” becomes ” becomes the place the place of tortureof torture...

Originally, all the dead had the same banal existence in Sheol. Sheol later 
included an eschatological dimension, a future with resurrection, final judgment, 
doctrines; it was the grave, and the shadowy realm of the dead, where the 
human spirit no longer exists. The three-tiered cosmology of heaven, earth and 
Sheol or Hades shifted with the realization of a planetary system. Preexilic 
Hebrew thought assumed the dead formed a faceless collective after death. Gk. 



phylakeäí, also the underworld or the place of punishment in hell, is where 
Satan is made harmless during the millennium (Rev. 20:7); though death occurs, 
the pneuíma exists, and “prison” becomes the place of torture.

�Gehenna fiGehenna first clearlrst clearly occurs ay occurs as a post—fs a post—final judgminal judgment locus ent locus of the wicof the wicked in Enoked in Eked in Enoch. In Enoch. In Hades, a pHades, a preparatoryreparatory place, th place, the souls awe souls await their ait their end. In raend. In rabbinic litbbinic literature Geeraturlitliteratureliterature Gehenna r Gehenna refers to tefers to the final, he final, not an intnot an intermediate,ermediate, place of  place of retributioretribution. Apocalyn. Apn. ApocalyptiApocalyptic writingsc writings announce  announce death, resdeath, resurrection,urrection, a judgmen a judgment, final pt, final punishment,unishment, and a pla an and a placand a place of retrie of retribution thabution that imply Get imply Gehenna. Thehenna. The term deri term derives from “ves from “the valleythe valley of Hinnom o of Hinnom”of Hinnom” (or “lame (or “lamentation”) ntation”) near Jerusnear Jerusalem. The alem. The pollution pollution there signthere signified horrified horror, defileorhorrhorror, dehorror, defilement, filement, and consumand consuming fires.ing fires. Consequen Consequently, Gehently, Gehenna became na became a metaphora metapha metaphor fmetaphor for acute tor acute torment. Duorment. During Jesusring Jesus’ time, Ge’ time, Gehenna meanhenna meant an irrevt an irrevocable, etocable, etocable, eternal doeternal doom for theom for the wholly wi wholly wicked.cked.cked.

Gehenna first clearly occurs as a post—final judgment locus of the wicked in 
Enoch. In Hades, a preparatory place, the souls await their end. In rabbinic 
literature Gehenna refers to the final, not an intermediate, place of retribution. 
Apocalyptic writings announce death, resurrection, a judgment, final punishment, 
and a place of retribution that imply Gehenna. The term derives from “the valley 
of Hinnom” (or “lamentation”) near Jerusalem. The pollution there signified 
horror, defilement, and consuming fires. Consequently, Gehenna became a 
metaphor for acute torment. During Jesus’ time, Gehenna meant an irrevocable, 
eternal doom for the wholly wicked.

�The Lukan The Lukan HellenistiHellenistic Gehenna c Gehenna concerns iconcerns immediate rmmediate reward and eward and punishmentpunishment after dea a after deatafter death, the resh, the resurrection urrection of the jusof the just. Followit. Following judgmenng judgment, God sent, God sends the wicds the wicked to Hadkewicwicked to wicked to Hades or GHades or Gehenna, anehenna, and the righd the righteous go tteous go to Paradiseo Paradise for resur for resurrection wirection wrection with Jesuswith Jesus at the Pa at the Parousia. A rousia. A Jewish-infJewish-influenced Maluenced Matthew omittthew omits reward as reward and punishmnd punishmnd punishmentpunishment at death, at death, and ascri and ascribes a judgbes a judgment day, ment day, resurrectiresurrection, bodilyon, bodily Gehenna,  Gehenna, and an eteaand an eteand an eternal agonyrnal agony for the w for the wicked. Afticked. After the reser the resurrection urrection and judgmeand judgment, Gehennnt, Gehennnt, Gehenna reGehenna receives theceives the evil for  evil for retributioretribution.n.n.

The Lukan Hellenistic Gehenna concerns immediate reward and punishment 
after death, the resurrection of the just. Following judgment, God sends the 
wicked to Hades or Gehenna, and the righteous go to Paradise for resurrection 
with Jesus at the Parousia. A Jewish-influenced Matthew omits reward and 
punishment at death, and ascribes a judgment day, resurrection, bodily Gehenna, 
and an eternal agony for the wicked. After the resurrection and judgment, 
Gehenna receives the evil for retribution.

�Hades, theHades, the place of  place of all the deall the dead, is thead, is the name of t name of the Greek uhe Greek underworld nderworld god. Sheolgod. Shgod. Sheol and Sheol and the old cothe old concept of Hncept of Hades are tades are the dark, ghe dark, gloomy abodloomy abodes of the es of the dead. Incrdead. Increased JewieIncrIncreased Increased Jewish belJewish belief in resief in resurrection urrection meant God meant God would brinwould bring the deadg the dead from Hade from Had from Hades backHades back to life — to life — a return  a return of corporeof corporeal life; aal life; a life for  life for resurrecteresurrected spirits d spirits in heaven.in heavin heaven. Goheaven. God brings td brings the soul frhe soul from Hades aom Hades and the bodnd the body from they from the grave to  grave to be rejoinebe rejoinbe rejoined irejoined in resurrecn resurrection. At ttion. At the resurrehe resurrection, deaction, death ceases,th ceases, and Hades and Hades will be c will be closed. Botlosecclosed. Boclosed. Both death ath death and Hades dnd Hades diminish iniminish into the lakto the lake of fire e of fire (Rev. 20:1(Rev. 20:14).4).4).

Hades, the place of all the dead, is the name of the Greek underworld god. 
Sheol and the old concept of Hades are the dark, gloomy abodes of the dead. 
Increased Jewish belief in resurrection meant God would bring the dead from 
Hades back to life — a return of corporeal life; a life for resurrected spirits in 
heaven. God brings the soul from Hades and the body from the grave to be 
rejoined in resurrection. At the resurrection, death ceases, and Hades will be 
closed. Both death and Hades diminish into the lake of fire (Rev. 20:14).

�In Jewish In Jewish eschatologeschatology, death my, death meant the seant the separation eparation of the bodof the body and souly and soul. Yet no h. Yet n. Yet no harm ocno harm occurs aftercurs after death, fo death, for the soulr the soul remains s remains secure. Matecure. Matt. 25 portt. 25 portrays hell rays hell as the domas as the domas the domain of Satain of Satan and hisan and his angels, a angels, and the damnd the damned. The Oned. The OT makes noT makes no reference referenc reference reference to tortureto torture once pers once persons are reons are relegated tolegated to Sheol. In Sheol. Intertestametertestamental literntal literature focuatuliterliteratureliterature focuses o focuses on heavenlyn heavenly assistanc assistance against e against God’s enemGod’s enemies, a humies, a human messiahan messiah, and divi, messiahmessiah, amessiah, and divine nd divine justice.justice.justice.

In Jewish eschatology, death meant the separation of the body and soul. Yet 
no harm occurs after death, for the soul remains secure. Matt. 25 portrays hell 
as the domain of Satan and his angels, and the damned. The OT makes no 
reference to torture once persons are relegated to Sheol. Intertestamental 
literature focuses on heavenly assistance against God’s enemies, a human 
messiah, and divine justice.

�Most scholMost scholars agree ars agree that the othat the only text (nly text (1 Pet. 3:11 Pet. 3:18-20) whic8-20) which might imh might imply Jesus’ply Jesuply Jesus’ desJesus’ descent into cent into hell does hell does not suppornot support earlier t earlier interpretainterpretations thattions that suggest J suggest Jesus’ preaesus’ JJesus’ preJesus’ preaching to aching to the dead othe dead or experienr experiencing a pascing a passion or dasion or damnation. Rmnation. Recent schoecent scholars view laschoscholars vscholars view this eiew this event as thvent as the work of e work of the risen the risen Christ. SoChrist. Some scholarme scholars contend s contend Christ desCChrist desChrist descended intcended into hell trio hell triumphantly umphantly after his after his death, to death, to show himseshow himself as the lf as the defeater adefdefeater adefeater and conquernd conqueror of deator of death, Satan, h, Satan, and hell. and hell. The NT doeThe NT does not refls not reflect any paect any passion or asspapassion orpassion or activity  activity of Jesus bof Jesus between deaetween death and resth and resurrection.urrection.

Most scholars agree that the only text (1 Pet. 3:18-20) which might imply 
Jesus’ descent into hell does not support earlier interpretations that suggest 
Jesus’ preaching to the dead or experiencing a passion or damnation. Recent 
scholars view this event as the work of the risen Christ. Some scholars contend 
Christ descended into hell triumphantly after his death, to show himself as the 
defeater and conqueror of death, Satan, and hell. The NT does not reflect any 
passion or activity of Jesus between death and resurrection.

�Most interMost interpreters agpreters agree that Eree that Eph. 4:8 fiph. 4:8 first concerrst concerns Christ’ns Christ’s descent s descent (v. 9), th(v. 9), th(v. 9), then his tthen his triumphant riumphant ascent aftascent after his deaer his death and resth and resurrection:urrection: from heav from heaven to earten to earth (incarnah (h (incarnati(incarnation) or froon) or from earth tom earth to grave (Sh grave (Sheol). Otheeol). Others contendrs contend the desce the descent occurrent occurred after Jedoccurreoccurred aoccurred after Jesusfter Jesus’ ascensio’ ascension and depin and depicts the rects the return to thturn to the earth ofe earth of the exalt the exalted Christ ed Ced Christ as Christ as the Spiritthe Spirit and Pente and Pentecost.cost.cost.

Most interpreters agree that Eph. 4:8 first concerns Christ’s descent (v. 9), 



then his triumphant ascent after his death and resurrection: from heaven to earth 
(incarnation) or from earth to grave (Sheol). Others contend the descent 
occurred after Jesus’ ascension and depicts the return to the earth of the exalted 
Christ as the Spirit and Pentecost.

�Jesus did Jesus did not proclanot proclaim a doctrim a doctrine of heline of hell nor descl nor describe damnaribe damnation, and tion, and spoke onlyspoke ospoke only margionly marginally of hnally of hell. His pell. His proclamatioroclamation of the kn of the kingdom of ingdom of God inviteGod invited one to cd one to choose salvhocchoose salchoose salvation or vation or doom, yet doom, yet Jesus did Jesus did not preachnot preach dualism.  dualism. Many contrMany contrasting metasting metasting metaphors metaphors for hell ifor hell indicate Gondicate God’s wrath d’s wrath and punishand punishment. The ment. The notion of notion of eternity ieternity indicates aniindicates indicates a final pua final punishment, nishment, but not nebut not necessarily cessarily one that eone that extends forxtends for all times all times. Ideas of. Idea. Ideas of cIdeas of complete deomplete destruction struction and infiniand infinite punishmte punishment over aent over against unigainst universal lovversal love, mercy, e, me, mercy, andmercy, and reconcili reconciliation exisation exist throughot throughout Scriptuut Scripture and Chure and Church historrch history. Ultimaty. Ultimately, damnaelUltimatUltimatelyUltimately, damnatio, damnation is not an is not an absoluten absolute and remai and remains contingns contingent on Godent on God’s will an’s will and grace.d anand grace.and grace.

Jesus did not proclaim a doctrine of hell nor describe damnation, and spoke 
only marginally of hell. His proclamation of the kingdom of God invited one to 
choose salvation or doom, yet Jesus did not preach dualism. Many contrasting 
metaphors for hell indicate God’s wrath and punishment. The notion of eternity 
indicates a final punishment, but not necessarily one that extends for all times. 
Ideas of complete destruction and infinite punishment over against universal love, 
mercy, and reconciliation exist throughout Scripture and Church history. 
Ultimately, damnation is not an absolute and remains contingent on God’s will 
and grace.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. DoehlerG. Doehler, “Descent, “Descent into Hell into Hell,” ,” SpringfielSpringfielderder 39 (1975) 39 (1975): 2–19; W.: 2–19: 2–19; W. H2–19; W. H. Harris, . Harris, III, “The III, “The Ascent andAscent and Descent o Descent of Christ if Christ in Ephesiann Ephesians 4:9-10,”s 4:9-10,”  BSacBSBSacBSac 151 (1994 151 (1994): 198–214): 198–214; H. Küng,; H. Küng,  Eternal LiEternal Life?fe? (Garden C (Garden City, 1984)ity, 1984); C. Milik; C. Milikowsky, “WhowskMilikMilikowskyMilikowsky, “Which G, “Which Gehenna? Reehenna? Retribution tribution and Eschatand Eschatology in tology in the Synoptihe Synoptic Gospels c Gospelc Gospels anGospels and in Earlyd in Early Jewish Te Jewish Texts,” xts,” NTSNTS 34 (1988) 34 (1988): 238–49; : 238–49; H. ScharenH. Scharen, “Gehenna, “Gehenna, “Gehenna i“Gehenna in the Synon the Synoptics,” ptics,” BSacBSac 149 (1992 149 (1992): 324–37,): 324–37, 454–70. 454–70. 454–70.
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HELLENISMHELLENISMHELLENISM

HELLENISM

A modern tA modern term for therm for the dominatie dominative interacve interaction of Grtion of Greek cultureek culture with thee with the cultures  cultures of people oof people of people from otherfrom other regions o regions of the ancif the ancient world,ent world, particula particularly duringrly during the three the three centuries ce centuries centuries from Alexafrom Alexander the Gnder the Great to threat to the triumph e triumph of Rome ovof Rome over the laser the last of the Gt of the Gt of the Greek kingGreek kingdoms in thdoms in the Battle oe Battle of Actium (f Actium (336–31 336–31 B.C.E.B.C.E.). This pe). This period was friod was first desigirst desigirst designateddesignated “Hellenis “Hellenistic” by thtic” by the 19th-cene 19th-century Germatury German historian historian J. G. Drn J. G. Droysen, whooysen, whooysen, who thoughwho thought that thet that the entire ep entire epoch was proch was primarily chimarily characterizearacterized by the md by the mixture of ixture of Greek and GGreek and Greek and Oriental cOriental culture whiulture which paved tch paved the way forhe way for Christian Christianity. One oity. One of the mostf the mosf the most strikmost striking uses oing uses of Gk. f Gk. helleänismhelleänismoœsoœs occurs in occurs in 2 Macc. 4 2 Macc. 4:13, where:13, where the terms the term the terms terms helleänismhelleänismoœsoœs and  and allophylisallophylismoœsmoœs occur in  occur in parallel. parallel. HelleänismHelleänismoœs,oœHelleänismHelleänismHelleänismoœs,oœs, “the Gree “the Greek way of lk way of life,” is aife,” is a one-word  one-word summary ofsummary of Greek rel Greek religious andigrelreligious religious and culturand cultural identital identity, while y, while allophylisallophylismoœsmoœs is a more is a more general t general term which erm whierm which meanwhich means “the ados “the adoption of fption of foreign cusoreign customs.” Bottoms.” Both terms arh terms are pejoratie pejorative and areve and areve and are antithare antithetical to etical to IoudaiÿsmoIoudaiÿsmoœs,œs, “the Jewi “the Jewish way of sh way of life,” i.elife,” i.e., Jewish ., Jewish religious religious and culturaand culturand cultural identital identity (2 Macc.y (2 Macc. 2:21; 8:1 2:21; 8:1; 14:38), ; 14:38), which was which was thought ththought threatened breatened by y helleänismhhelleänismhelleänismoœsoœs and  and allophylisallophylismoœs.moœs. The relat The related term ed term HelleänistHelleänisteäíseäís occurs in occu occurs in occurs in Acts 6:1 (Acts 6:1 (cf. 9:29; cf. 9:29; 11:20), wh11:20), where “Helleere “Hellenists” andnists” and “Hebrews” “Hebrews” are used  are used antitheticanantitheticantithetically, appaally, apparently refrently referring to erring to Greek-speaGreek-speaking Jews king Jews from the Dfrom the Diaspora iniaspora in contrast  co contrast tcontrast to Aramaic-o Aramaic-speaking Pspeaking Palestinianalestinian Jews, wit Jews, without suggehout suggesting any sting any of the oveof the overtones of rtooveovertones overtones of culturaof cultural assimilal assimilation foundtion found in 2 Macc in 2 Macc. 4:13.. 4:13.. 4:13.

A modern term for the dominative interaction of Greek culture with the cultures 
of people from other regions of the ancient world, particularly during the three 
centuries from Alexander the Great to the triumph of Rome over the last of the 
Greek kingdoms in the Battle of Actium (336–31 B.C.E.). This period was first 
designated “Hellenistic” by the 19th-century German historian J. G. Droysen, 
who thought that the entire epoch was primarily characterized by the mixture of 
Greek and Oriental culture which paved the way for Christianity. One of the 
most striking uses of Gk. helleänismoœs occurs in 2 Macc. 4:13, where the 
terms helleänismoœs and allophylismoœs occur in parallel. 
Helleänismoœs, “the Greek way of life,” is a one-word summary of Greek 
religious and cultural identity, while allophylismoœs is a more general term 
which means “the adoption of foreign customs.” Both terms are pejorative and 
are antithetical to Ioudaiÿsmoœs, “the Jewish way of life,” i.e., Jewish religious 
and cultural identity (2 Macc. 2:21; 8:1; 14:38), which was thought threatened by 
helleänismoœs and allophylismoœs. The related term Helleänisteäís 
occurs in Acts 6:1 (cf. 9:29; 11:20), where “Hellenists” and “Hebrews” are used 
antithetically, apparently referring to Greek-speaking Jews from the Diaspora in 
contrast to Aramaic-speaking Palestinian Jews, without suggesting any of the 



overtones of cultural assimilation found in 2 Macc. 4:13.

�Though GreThough Greeks had coeks had contact withntact with other nat other native culturive cultures in the es in the eastern Meeastern MediterraneaditerMeMediterranMediterranean regionean region for centu for centuries beforries before the forme the formation of tation of the Greco-Mhe Greco-Macedonian acedonianGreco-MGreco-MaceGreco-Macedonian kindonian kingdom in 35gdom in 356, these c6, these contacts weontacts were sporadire sporadic and mutuc and mutually influally inflally influentiainfluential. Howeverl. However, as part , as part of the proof the program of cogram of conquest ininquest initiated by tiated by Philip II Philip II (382–356) (382–(382–356) (382–356) and realizand realized by his ed by his son and suson and successor Alccessor Alexander IIexander III (356–323I (356–323), Helleni), Hellenism became smHelleniHellenism Hellenism became a tbecame a tool for unool for unifying a vifying a vast and diast and disparate emsparate empire by inpire by introducing troducing Greek langGrGreek langGreek language and cuage and cultural inultural institutionsstitutions through t through the foundinhe founding of hundrg of hundreds of citeds of city-states ay-scitcity-statecity-states and milis and military garritary garrisons throusons throughout Asiaghout Asia Minor, Sy Minor, Syria-Palestria-Palestine, Egyptine, Egypt, and Meso, and, and Mesopoand Mesopotamia. Thetamia. These were pose were populated wipulated with soldierth soldiers and civis and civilians fromlians from the Greek the Gree the Greek worlGreek world who becad who became a cultume a cultural elite ral elite who regardwho regarded their led their language ananguage and way of ld way of d way of life asof life as superior  superior to those oto those of the “barf the “barbarians,” barians,” i.e., the i.e., the indigenousindigenous populatio population. The Gren. The n. The Greek The Greek institutioinstitutions foundedns founded in each  in each poœlispoœlis included  included at least aat least an acropolin acropolis, walls, s, walls, walls, a mwalls, a market, temarket, temples, a thples, a theater, andeater, and a gymnasi a gymnasium (Pausanum (Pausanias ias Descr. Gr.Descr. Gr. 10.4.1).  10.4.1). PredictablPPredictablPredictably, the naty, the natives reactives reacted in two ed in two different different ways. Thosways. Those who weree who were upwardly  upwardly mobile adammobile adamobile adapted to thpted to the changed e changed conditionsconditions by accept by accepting the suing the superiority periority of Greek lof Greek language ananllanguage alanguage and culturend culture and the i and the inferioritynferiority of their  of their own. For oown. For others Hellthers Hellenism consenism constituted a tituconsconstituteconstituted a culturd a culture shock whe shock which they cich they considered onsidered a threat ta threat to their tro their traditional aditional way of lifwayway of lifway of life and value and values which tes which they resisthey resisted in a vaed in a variety of wriety of ways. Theseays. These antitheti antithetical reactical recal reactions reactions are dramatare dramatized in thized in the two accoe two accounts of thunts of the conflicte conflict between S between Seleucid Greleucid Greeks and PeGrGreeks andGreeks and Palestini Palestinian Jews inan Jews in 2 and 4 M 2 and 4 Maccabees, accabees, which reflwhich reflect a Hellect a Hellenizing paenizing party in Judrtypaparty in Jparty in Judea alongudea alongside a groside a group who preup who prefer death fer death to violatito violating Jewish ng Jewish religious religious traditionstradtraditionstraditions...

Though Greeks had contact with other native cultures in the eastern 
Mediterranean region for centuries before the formation of the 
Greco-Macedonian kingdom in 356, these contacts were sporadic and mutually 
influential. However, as part of the program of conquest initiated by Philip II 
(382–356) and realized by his son and successor Alexander III (356–323), 
Hellenism became a tool for unifying a vast and disparate empire by introducing 
Greek language and cultural institutions through the founding of hundreds of 
city-states and military garrisons throughout Asia Minor, Syria-Palestine, Egypt, 
and Mesopotamia. These were populated with soldiers and civilians from the 
Greek world who became a cultural elite who regarded their language and way 
of life as superior to those of the “barbarians,” i.e., the indigenous population. 
The Greek institutions founded in each poœlis included at least an acropolis, 
walls, a market, temples, a theater, and a gymnasium (Pausanias Descr. Gr. 10.4.1). 
Predictably, the natives reacted in two different ways. Those who were upwardly 
mobile adapted to the changed conditions by accepting the superiority of Greek 
language and culture and the inferiority of their own. For others Hellenism 
constituted a culture shock which they considered a threat to their traditional 
way of life and values which they resisted in a variety of ways. These antithetical 
reactions are dramatized in the two accounts of the conflict between Seleucid 
Greeks and Palestinian Jews in 2 and 4 Maccabees, which reflect a Hellenizing 
party in Judea alongside a group who prefer death to violating Jewish religious 
traditions.

�Hellenism Hellenism was absorbwas absorbed by non-ed by non-Greeks in Greeks in a variety a variety of subtle of subtle ways, inclways, including languding luding language, language, personal npersonal names, and ames, and architectuarchitecture.re.re.

Hellenism was absorbed by non-Greeks in a variety of subtle ways, including 
language, personal names, and architecture.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. E. BoriM. E. Boring, K. Berng, K. Berger, and Cger, and C. Colpe, e. Colpe, eds., ds., HellenistiHellenistic Commentac Commec CommentaryCommentary to the Ne to the New Testamenw Testamentt (Nashvill (Nashville, 1995); e, 1995); S. K. EddyS. K. Eddy, , The King IThe King Is Dead: Sts Dead: Sts Dead: Studies inStudies in the Near  the Near Eastern ReEastern Resistance tsistance to Helleniso Hellenism, 334–31m, 334–31  B.C.B.C. (Lincoln, (Lincoln, 1961); E. 1961); E. S. Gruen, S.  S. Gruen, S. Gruen, The HellenThe Hellenistic Worlistic World and the d and the Coming of Coming of Rome,Rome, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (Berkeley, Berkeley, 1984); M. 1984); M.1984); M. Hadas, M. Hadas, HellenistiHellenistic Culturec Culture (1959, re (1959, repr. New Yopr. New York, 1972);rk, 1972); M. Hengel M. Hengel, , Judaism anJudaism and Hellenisd anand Hellenand Hellenism,ism, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1974);ia, 1974); F. Millar F. Millar, , The Roman The Roman Near East:Near East: 31 31  B.C.—A.D.B.C.—AB.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D.  337337 (Cambridg (Cambridge, Mass., e, Mass., 1993); F. 1993); F. W. WalbankW. Walbank, , The HellenThe Hellenistic Worlistic World,d, rev. ed.  rev.  rev. ed. (rev. ed. (Cambridge,Cambridge, Mass., 19 Mass., 1993).93).93).
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HELLENISTIC RELIGIONS

The conqueThe conquests of Alests of Alexander thexander the Great (33 Great (336–323 6–323 B.C.E.B.C.E.) altered ) altered for all tifor all time the hisme the history, cultthishistory, chistory, culture, laulture, languages, anguages, and civiliznd civilizations of ations of the peoplethe peoples of the es of the eastern Medastern MediterraneaniterraMedMediterranMediterranean and Asean and Asia. To fulia. To fulfill his dfill his dream of unream of uniting as miting as much of theuch of the known wor known world as he cldworworld as hworld as he could une could under his ruder his rule, Alexanle, Alexander establder established a neished a network of Gtwork of Greek citiereek cities throughos citiecities thrcities throughout hioughout his empire ws empire which helpehich helped him trand him transform the sform the varied culvaried cultures intotures into an intern a an internaan international, cotional, cosmopolitansmopolitan world. Gr world. Greek was theek was the imposed e imposed internatiointernational languanal language, but thglangualanguage, language, but the labut the language itsnguage itself was muelf was mutated intotated into a common  a common (Gr. (Gr. koineäkoineä) language) languag) language wlanguage which was ahich was accessible ccessible to the gento the general publieral public. Alexandc. Alexander alloweder allowed the conqu the conquered localeconquconquered conquered local peoplocal peoples to retles to retain their ain their unique wayunique ways even as s even as he imposedhe imposed Greek cul Greek cu Greek culture onculture on them. The them. The result wa result was a thorous a thorough mixing gh mixing of cultureof cultures into a hs into a hybrid formybrid form called He c called Helcalled Hellenistic clenistic culture. Thulture. The Hellenise Hellenistic age prtic age proper lasteoper lasted from thed from the death of  death of Alexander AlexAlexander Alexander (323) unti(323) until Rome’s dl Rome’s defeat of Eefeat of Egypt (30 gypt (30 B.C.E.B.C.E.), when Gr), when Greek civilieek civilization waszation wzation was subsumwas subsumed by Romaed by Roman rule. Thn rule. The influence influence of Hellee of Hellenism, howenism, however, contiver, continued down nued downued down to thdown to the age of te age of the emperorhe emperor Constanti Constantine (d. 337ne (d. 337  C.E.C.E.).).).

The conquests of Alexander the Great (336–323 B.C.E.) altered for all time the 
history, culture, languages, and civilizations of the peoples of the eastern 
Mediterranean and Asia. To fulfill his dream of uniting as much of the known 
world as he could under his rule, Alexander established a network of Greek 



cities throughout his empire which helped him transform the varied cultures into 
an international, cosmopolitan world. Greek was the imposed international 
language, but the language itself was mutated into a common (Gr. koineä) 
language which was accessible to the general public. Alexander allowed the 
conquered local peoples to retain their unique ways even as he imposed Greek 
culture on them. The result was a thorough mixing of cultures into a hybrid form 
called Hellenistic culture. The Hellenistic age proper lasted from the death of 
Alexander (323) until Rome’s defeat of Egypt (30 B.C.E.), when Greek civilization 
was subsumed by Roman rule. The influence of Hellenism, however, continued 
down to the age of the emperor Constantine (d. 337 C.E.).

�SignificanSignificant developmt developments occurents occurred in relred in religions durigions during the Heing the Hellenistic llenistic age. Regioage. Regioage. Regional aRegional and nationand national patternsl patterns of religi of religious practious practice which hce which had been maad been mainly untouinly untouched by fochuntouuntouched untouched by foreignby foreign influence influences and had s and had enjoyed laenjoyed largely unqurgely unquestioned aestioned adherence bdherence bdherence by the pubby the public were rlic were relativizedelativized or at lea or at least incorpost incorporated intorated into an intern an international coational community ofmmucocommunity community of religioof religious alternaus alternatives. Tratives. Travel, commevel, commerce, and trce, and the presenche presence of milite of military personarmilitmilitary pmilitary personnel tersonnel throughout hroughout the world the world caused regcaused regional reliional religions to bgions to become inteecome international.rinteinternatiointernational. Sometnal. Sometimes the times the transportedransported religions religions retained  retained a form vera form very similar y similar to their oto to their oto their original, wriginal, while at othile at other times her times they were they were altered byaltered by merger wi merger with other lth other local religocallocal relilocal religious tradgious traditions. Thitions. The Olympic e Olympic gods, whicgods, which had beenh had been powerful  powerful as gods ofas gods of the city- th the city-sthe city-state, and tate, and the Asian the Asian and Egyptiand Egyptian deitiesan deities which had which had been fixt been fixtures of thures of their respeceir reir respectiverespective nations w nations were now inere now internationaternationalized and lized and venerated venerated (or treate(or treated with sked with skepticism) fpskeskepticismskepticism) far from) far from their nat their native shoresive shores...

Significant developments occurred in religions during the Hellenistic age. 
Regional and national patterns of religious practice which had been mainly 
untouched by foreign influences and had enjoyed largely unquestioned adherence 
by the public were relativized or at least incorporated into an international 
community of religious alternatives. Travel, commerce, and the presence of 
military personnel throughout the world caused regional religions to become 
international. Sometimes the transported religions retained a form very similar 
to their original, while at other times they were altered by merger with other 
local religious traditions. The Olympic gods, which had been powerful as gods of 
the city-state, and the Asian and Egyptian deities which had been fixtures of their 
respective nations were now internationalized and venerated (or treated with 
skepticism) far from their native shores.

�A new mentA new mentality or wality or worldview worldview was born, oas born, one that plne that played down ayed down rationalisrationalism and emphm anm and emphasand emphasized persoized personal spiritnal spirituality anduality and emotional emotionalism (unlikism (unlike the puble the public, formalic, formal, and impe, a, and impersand impersonal religonal religions of thions of the state). e state). HellenistiHellenistic philosopc philosophies beganhies began to replac to replace or at lee ore or at leasor at least to contet to contend with rend with religion as ligion as a means ofa means of offering  offering people a speople a sense of meense of meaning and aninmemeaning anmeaning and value ind value in life. Var life. Variations ofiations of older typ older types of philes of philosophy shaosophy shaped the viped the views of manews viviews of mviews of many (e.g.,any (e.g., Neo-Pytha Neo-Pythagoreanism,goreanism, NeoPlaton NeoPlatonism, and Nism, and Neo-Aristoteo-Aristotelianism),elianism)Neo-AristotNeo-AristoNeo-Aristotelianism)telianism), while th, while the introduce introduction of netion of new philosopw philosophies even hies even more direcmore directly servedtdirecdirectly sdirectly served the erved the needs of tneeds of the Hellenihe Hellenistic mind stic mind (e.g., Epi(e.g., Epicureanism,cureanism, which dis which distrusted ditrustdisdistrusteddistrusted dialectic dialectic and abstr and abstract words act words but soughtbut sought true happ true happiness by tiness by trusting onrusting one’s feeline’s onone’s feelone’s feelings and cings and common sensommon sense, or Stoie, or Stoicism, whiccism, which taught th taught that divinehat divine reason pe reason permeated thrpepermeated permeated the materithe material order oal order of the univf the universe and terse and that its adhat its adherents shherents should live ould live a moral ana ma moral and moral and tranquil ltranquil life).ife).ife).

A new mentality or worldview was born, one that played down rationalism 
and emphasized personal spirituality and emotionalism (unlike the public, formal, 
and impersonal religions of the state). Hellenistic philosophies began to replace 
or at least to contend with religion as a means of offering people a sense of 
meaning and value in life. Variations of older types of philosophy shaped the 
views of many (e.g., Neo-Pythagoreanism, NeoPlatonism, and 
Neo-Aristotelianism), while the introduction of new philosophies even more 
directly served the needs of the Hellenistic mind (e.g., Epicureanism, which 
distrusted dialectic and abstract words but sought true happiness by trusting 
one’s feelings and common sense, or Stoicism, which taught that divine reason 
permeated the material order of the universe and that its adherents should live a 
moral and tranquil life).

�The new woThe new worldview warldview was served ns served not only byot only by philosoph philosophies, but aies, but also by thelso by the flourishi flou flourishinflourishing mystery g mystery religions religions that develthat developed from oped from cults in Gcults in Greece, Perreece, Persia, Egyptsia, Egypt, and Asia, and, and Asia Mand Asia Minor. Theiinor. Their foci of r foci of worship weworship were either re either personal spersonal salvation aalvation and immortand immortality or thlimmortaimmortalitimmortality or the fy or the forces and orces and patterns opatterns of nature of nature or agrarianr agrarian cults. Th cults. The deities e deities were oftenwerewere oftenwere often female or female or chthonic  chthonic “earth dei“earth deities” suchties” such as Isis,  as Isis, Demeter, HDemeter, Hagne, or Magne, or Magna MateraMMagna MateMagna Mater, the “Grr, the “Great Mothereat Mother.” Partici.” Participation in pation in the cults the cults was voluntwas voluntary, indivary, individual, andiduindivindividualindividual, and requ, and required takinired taking vows of g vows of secrecy resecrecy regarding thgarding the practicee practices of the gs of the group.roupggroup.group.group.

The new worldview was served not only by philosophies, but also by the 
flourishing mystery religions that developed from cults in Greece, Persia, Egypt, 
and Asia Minor. Their foci of worship were either personal salvation and 
immortality or the forces and patterns of nature or agrarian cults. The deities 
were often female or chthonic “earth deities” such as Isis, Demeter, Hagne, or 
Magna Mater, the “Great Mother.” Participation in the cults was voluntary, 



individual, and required taking vows of secrecy regarding the practices of the 
group.

�Not all ofNot all of these mys these mysteries werteries were new. Thee new. The worship o worship of Demeter f Demeter at Eleusisat Eleusis began in  bega began in tbegan in the 15th cehe 15th century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. But even  But even the old fothe old forms of mysrms of mysterious piterious piety were rety were rety were re-createdre-created and rejuv and rejuvenated forenated for a new age a new age. Priests . Priests or mediatoor mediator figures r figures effected teffected the union ohe tthe union the union of the godof the god and the b and the believer; seliever; sacred mealacred meals or banqus or banquets were hets were held; speakeld; speaking in unkinspeakspeaking ispeaking in unknown n unknown languages languages (glossalal(glossalalia) was pria) was practiced; iacticed; incantationncantations and sacrs and sacred recitated red recitationrecitations were pers were performed.formed.formed.

Not all of these mysteries were new. The worship of Demeter at Eleusis 
began in the 15th century B.C.E. But even the old forms of mysterious piety were 
re-created and rejuvenated for a new age. Priests or mediator figures effected 
the union of the god and the believer; sacred meals or banquets were held; 
speaking in unknown languages (glossalalia) was practiced; incantations and sacred 
recitations were performed.

�Because ofBecause of the dange the dangerous and orous and orgiastic nrgiastic nature of tature of the cult ofhe cult of Bacchus,  Bacchus, and becausand becand because thbecause the cult spre cult spread so quiead so quickly amongckly among the lower the lower classes a classes and slaves,nd slaves, the Roman the Roman Senate su RomanRoman SenaRoman Senate suppreste suppressed the cused the cult in 186 lt in 186 B.C.E.B.C.E. Represent Representations of ations of Dionysiac Dionysiac or Bacchicor Baor Bacchic woBacchic worship fromrship from Thrace de Thrace depict frenzpict frenzied and dried and drunken reveunken revelry duringlry during which the which the which the devotethe devotees tore apes tore apart a liveart a live animal an animal and ate it ud ate it uncooked.ncooked.ncooked.

Because of the dangerous and orgiastic nature of the cult of Bacchus, and 
because the cult spread so quickly among the lower classes and slaves, the 
Roman Senate suppressed the cult in 186 B.C.E. Representations of Dionysiac or 
Bacchic worship from Thrace depict frenzied and drunken revelry during which 
the devotees tore apart a live animal and ate it uncooked.

�Mithraism,Mithraism, a Zoroast a Zoroastrian (Persrian (Persian) cult ian) cult that gainethat gained widespred widespread followiad following and eveng and eng and eventuallyeventually became th became the officiale official cult of t cult of the Roman Ehe Roman Empire, helmpire, held that Mitd that Mithras the yhras the youthful gooutyyouthful gyouthful god of lighod of light who, as t who, as a solsticea solstice deity, wa deity, was born on s born on December 2December 25, had kil5, had killed a bullledkilkilled a bkilled a bull from wull from whose semenhose semen and blood and blood new life  new life came. Initcame. Initiation intiation into this culo this cult was by tt wat was by thewas by the ritual of ritual of the tauro the taurobolium, inbolium, in which the which the initiate  initiate was drenchwas drenched with thed with the blood ofe be blood of ablood of a bull, whi bull, which guarantch guaranteed personeed personal salvatial salvation. The deon. The devotees of votees of Cybele or Cybele or Magna MateMMagna MateMagna Mater practicer practiced the gashd the gashing of theing of their arms inir arms in worship,  worship, as well asas well as the tauro the taurobolium.botaurotauroboliutaurobolium.m.m.

Mithraism, a Zoroastrian (Persian) cult that gained widespread following and 
eventually became the official cult of the Roman Empire, held that Mithras the 
youthful god of light who, as a solstice deity, was born on December 25, had 
killed a bull from whose semen and blood new life came. Initiation into this cult 
was by the ritual of the taurobolium, in which the initiate was drenched with the 
blood of a bull, which guaranteed personal salvation. The devotees of Cybele or 
Magna Mater practiced the gashing of their arms in worship, as well as the 
taurobolium.

�The EgyptiThe Egyptian cult ofan cult of Isis and  Isis and Osiris offOsiris offered both ered both assistanceassistance with prob with problems durinlems durlems during lifduring life and the e and the promise ofpromise of immortali immortality for thety for the afterlife afterlife. Orphism . Orphism (the worsh(the worship of Orphip oip of Orpheusof Orpheus) offered ) offered immortalitimmortality to its iy to its initiates onitiates on the examn the example of theple of the death and death and resurrect re resurrectiresurrection of Dionon of Dionysus, and ysus, and taught thataught that the wickt the wicked would eed would endure the ndure the tortures otortures otortures of hell.of hell.of hell.

The Egyptian cult of Isis and Osiris offered both assistance with problems 
during life and the promise of immortality for the afterlife. Orphism (the worship 
of Orpheus) offered immortality to its initiates on the example of the death and 
resurrection of Dionysus, and taught that the wicked would endure the tortures 
of hell.

�Apart fromApart from participa participation in cution in cults or philts or philosophicallosophical schools,  schools, many peoplmany people held as e held ase held as a generas a general religioal religious attitudus attitude the belie the belief in chanef in chance or Fatece or Fate (Gk.  (Gk. TycheäTycheä), which w), which was personiawwas personwas personified and ified and adopted asadopted as the prote the protective goddctive goddess of somess of some Hellenise Hellenistic citiestic cities. Astrolog. A. Astrology Astrology and magicaand magical incantatl incantations were ions were features ofeatures of many grof many groups that tups that tried to inried to influence orfluininfluence influence or at leasor at least ascertait ascertain what hadn what had been fate been fated.d.d.

Apart from participation in cults or philosophical schools, many people held 
as a general religious attitude the belief in chance or Fate (Gk. Tycheä), which 
was personified and adopted as the protective goddess of some Hellenistic cities. 
Astrology and magical incantations were features of many groups that tried to 
influence or at least ascertain what had been fated.

�Beneath alBeneath all of thesel of these cults and cults and the fear  the fear of fate laof fate lay a cosmicy a cosmic dualism,  dualism, the sense the sense that theretthat therethat there were two  were two worlds, a worlds, a here and ahere and a there (he there (heaven/hell)aven/hell), an ethic, an ethical dualismal dualism (the cont (th (the conte(the contest betweenst between good and  good and bad or trubad or truth and errth and error, light or, light and darkneand darkness), and sss), and sometimes aossometimes sometimes a temporala temporal dualism ( dualism (the presenthe present and the t and the future, whfuture, what is alreat is already and whady and what will coawhwhat will what will come). Concome). Consequently,sequently, a dualist a dualistic worldviic worldview known aew known as Gnosticis Gnosticism flourissm flourished duringhflourisflourishedflourished during th during the period oe period of Hellenisf Hellenistic influetic influence. Gnostnce. Gnosticism coulicism could be foundd be found in Judais in  in Judaismin Judaism, Christia, Christianity, and nity, and pagan philpagan philosophies. osophies. It taught It taught that salvathat salvation is bation is based on knosed onsed on knowledon knowledge — not age — not a kind of k kind of knowledge anowledge available fvailable for casual or casual acquisitioacquisition, but a sn, but a spiritual kpirsspiritual spiritual knowledge knowledge attained oattained only by thenly by the elect. elect. elect.

Beneath all of these cults and the fear of fate lay a cosmic dualism, the sense 
that there were two worlds, a here and a there (heaven/hell), an ethical dualism 
(the contest between good and bad or truth and error, light and darkness), and 
sometimes a temporal dualism (the present and the future, what is already and 
what will come). Consequently, a dualistic worldview known as Gnosticism 
flourished during the period of Hellenistic influence. Gnosticism could be found 
in Judaism, Christianity, and pagan philosophies. It taught that salvation is based 
on knowledge — not a kind of knowledge available for casual acquisition, but a 
spiritual knowledge attained only by the elect.



�All of theAll of these philosose philosophies, mysphies, mystery religtery religions, and ions, and worldviewsworldviews influence influenced Christiad Christid ChristianiChristianity, which ty, which emerged inemerged in their wak their wake.e.e.

All of these philosophies, mystery religions, and worldviews influenced 
Christianity, which emerged in their wake.
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HELLENISTS

One of twoOne of two groups, “ groups, “HellenistsHellenists” (Gk. ” (Gk. HelleänistHelleänisteäíseäís) and “Heb) and “Hebrews” rews” (Hebraiíoi(Hebraiío(Hebraiíoi(Hebraiíoi),), at odds w at odds with each oith each other in thther in the early Che early Church (Actsurch (Acts 6:1). The 6:1). The identity  identity  identity oidentity of the Hellf the Hellenists is enists is usually bausually based on thesed on the meaning o meaning of the verbf the verb  helleäniízhelleäniízein,einhelleäniízhelleäniízhelleäniízein,ein, either “t either “to speak Gro speak Greek (propeeek (properly)” or “rly)” or “to live lito live like a Greekke a Greek.” The con.” The c.” The consensus consensus view, follview, following Johnowing John Chrysosto Chrysostom, is thatm, is that Hellenist Hellenists were Jews were Jewish Christish Christians who siaChristChristiansChristians who spoke who spoke Greek, an Greek, and Hebrews d Hebrews were thosewere those who spoke who spoke Aramaic.  Aramaic. Others havOtheOthers havOthers have argued te argued that Hellenhat Hellenists were ists were either noneither non-Jews, non-Jews, nonorthodox Jorthodox Jews who heews who ews who held lwho held lax views oax views on the ritun the ritual laws anal laws and cultus, d cultus, or diasporor diaspora Jews. Sta Jews. Still other ill other scholars cscholscholars cscholars claim that laim that HellenistsHellenists represent represented a more ed a more progressivprogressively mindedely minded group in  group in contrast tcocontrast tcontrast to the parto the particularistiicularistic Hebrews c Hebrews who dominawho dominated the Jeted the Jerusalem corusalem congregationngregationcocongregaticongregation under Jon under James the James the Just. Sinceust. Since  HelleänistHelleänisteäíseäís occurs on occurs only three tly three times in thimes ttimes in ttimes in the NT (Acthe NT (Acts 6:1; 9:2s 6:1; 9:29; 11:20),9; 11:20), it is imp it is impossible toossible to define th define the term cone term conclusively clusiconconclusiveconclusively as it ily as it is used in s used in Acts.Acts.Acts.

One of two groups, “Hellenists” (Gk. Helleänisteäís) and “Hebrews” 
(Hebraiíoi), at odds with each other in the early Church (Acts 6:1). The 
identity of the Hellenists is usually based on the meaning of the verb 
helleäniízein, either “to speak Greek (properly)” or “to live like a Greek.” The 
consensus view, following John Chrysostom, is that Hellenists were Jewish 
Christians who spoke Greek, and Hebrews were those who spoke Aramaic. 
Others have argued that Hellenists were either non-Jews, nonorthodox Jews 
who held lax views on the ritual laws and cultus, or diaspora Jews. Still other 
scholars claim that Hellenists represented a more progressively minded group in 
contrast to the particularistic Hebrews who dominated the Jerusalem 
congregation under James the Just. Since Helleänisteäís occurs only three 
times in the NT (Acts 6:1; 9:29; 11:20), it is impossible to define the term 
conclusively as it is used in Acts.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. A. BrehH. A. Brehm, “The Mem, “The Meaning of aning of ÔEllhnisthÔEllhnisth/ß/ß in Acts i in Acts in Light ofn Light n Light of aLight of a Diachroni Diachronic Analysisc Analysis of  of e˚llhni÷zee˚llhni÷zeinin,” in ,” in Discourse Discourse Analysis aAnalysis and Other Tnd Other Topics in BopicsTTopics in Topics in Biblical GBiblical Greek,reek, ed. S. E. ed. S. E. Porter an Porter and D. A. Cad D. A. Carson, JSNTrson, JSNTSup 113 (SSup 113 (Sheffield, heffield, 1995), 18011995), 1801995), 180–99; M. He–99; M. Hengel, “Betngel, “Between Jesusween Jesus and Paul: and Paul: The ‘Hell The ‘Hellenists’, tenists’, the ‘Seven’he ‘Seven’ and Steph an and Stepheand Stephen (Acts 6.n (Acts 6.1–15; 7.541–15; 7.54–8.3),” in–8.3),” in  Between JeBetween Jesus and Pasus and Paul: Studieul: Studies in the Es in the Earliest HiarlieEEarliest HEarliest History of istory of ChristianiChristianityty (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1983phia, 1983), 1–29; C), 1–29; C. C. Hill,. C. Hill,  HellenistsHellenists and Hebre and Heb and HebrewsHebrews (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1992)lis, 1992)...
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H. Alan BrH. Alan Brehmehm

H. Alan Brehm

HELONHELON (Heb.  (Heb. h�eäloœnh�eäloœn)))

HELON (Heb. h�eäloœn )

The fatherThe father of Eliab, of Eliab, leader of leader of the tribe the tribe of Zebulu of Zebulun (Num. 1:n (Num. 1:9; 2:7; 7:9; 2:7; 7:24, 29; 1024, 29; 10:16).:16).

The father of Eliab, leader of the tribe of Zebulun (Num. 1:9; 2:7; 7:24, 29; 10:16).

HEMANHEMAN (Heb.  (Heb. heîmaœnheîmaœn) (also HO) (also HOMAM)MAM)MAM)

HEMAN (Heb. heîmaœn) (also HOMAM)

�1.1. A Horite  A Horite descendentdescendent of Esau,  of Esau, and son ofand son of Lotan (Ge Lotan (Gen. 36:22 Nn. 36:22 NRSV, folloRSV, following LXX).winfollofollowing following LXX). The LXX). The MT and mosMT and most versionst versions read more read more correctly correctly Heman. In Heman. In the paral the pa the parallel gparallel genealogy ienealogy in 1 Chr. 1n 1 Chr. 1:39 the na:39 the name is vocame is vocalized as Hlized as Homam.omam.omam.

1. A Horite descendent of Esau, and son of Lotan (Gen. 36:22 NRSV, 
following LXX). The MT and most versions read more correctly Heman. In the 
parallel genealogy in 1 Chr. 1:39 the name is vocalized as Homam.

�2.2. A famous  A famous wise man, wise man, son of Mahson of Mahol, whose ol, whose wisdom waswisdom was surpassed surpassed by Solomo by Solom by Solomon’s Solomon’s (1 Kgs. 4:(1 Kgs. 4:31[MT 5:1131[MT 5:11]). Willia]). William F. Albrim F. Albright suggesght suggested the epted the epithet “theithet “the Ezrahite” E Ezrahite” Ezrahite” (Ps. 88 su(Ps. 88 superscriptiperscription[1]) deson[1]) designates a ignates a member of member of a pre-Israa pre-Israelite famielite family, and “sly, aly, and “sons and “sons of Mahol” of Mahol” refers to refers to an orchestan orchestral guild.ral guild. In 1 Chr. In 1 Chr. 2:6 he is 2:6 he is called a  called a descendantdescedescendantdescendant of Zerah, of Zerah, Judah’s s Judah’s son by his on by his daughter-idaughter-in-law Taman-law Tamar (cf. Genr (cf. Gen. 38:30).. 38:30).. 38:30).

2. A famous wise man, son of Mahol, whose wisdom was surpassed by 
Solomon’s (1 Kgs. 4:31[MT 5:11]). William F. Albright suggested the epithet “the 



Ezrahite” (Ps. 88 superscription[1]) designates a member of a pre-Israelite family, 
and “sons of Mahol” refers to an orchestral guild. In 1 Chr. 2:6 he is called a 
descendant of Zerah, Judah’s son by his daughter-in-law Tamar (cf. Gen. 38:30).

�3.3. One of th One of the sons of e sons of Joel and tJoel and the grandsohe grandson of Samuen of Samuel (1 Chr. l (1 Chr. 6:33[18]).6:33[18]). He is ide He i He is identifis identified as a sied as a singer (Hebinger (Heb. . hamsûo®reähamsûo®reärr), and was), and was one of th one of the three Lee three Levites Davivites Dvites David appoDavid appointed overinted over the “serv the “service of theice of the song” (1  song” (1 Chr. 6:31[Chr. 6:31[16]). He i16]). He is also cals also called the “kled calcalled thecalled the “king’s s “king’s seer,” and eer,” and with his 1with his 14 sons he 4 sons he prophesiedprophesied with lyre with lyres, harps, s, harps, and cymbaland cand cymbals ducymbals during Davidring David’s reign (’s reign (1 Chr. 25:1 Chr. 25:1, 4-6).1, 4-6).1, 4-6).

3. One of the sons of Joel and the grandson of Samuel (1 Chr. 6:33[18]). He 
is identified as a singer (Heb. hamsûo®reär), and was one of the three Levites 
David appointed over the “service of the song” (1 Chr. 6:31[16]). He is also 
called the “king’s seer,” and with his 14 sons he prophesied with lyres, harps, and 
cymbals during David’s reign (1 Chr. 25:1, 4-6).

Tyler F. WTyler F. Williamsilliams

Tyler F. Williams

HEMDANHEMDAN (Heb.  (Heb. h�emdaœnh�emdaœn) (also HA) (also HAMRAN)MRAN)MRAN)

HEMDAN (Heb. h�emdaœn ) (also HAMRAN)

A Horite, A Horite, son of Disson of Dishon and dehon and descendant oscendant of Seir (Gef Seir (Gen. 36:26).n. 36:26). At 1 Chr. At 1 Chr. 1:41 he i 1:41 he is called Hs iis called is called Hamran.Hamran.

A Horite, son of Dishon and descendant of Seir (Gen. 36:26). At 1 Chr. 1:41 he 
is called Hamran.

HEMORRHAGEHEMORRHAGE

HEMORRHAGE

�SeeSee  BLOOD, FLOBLOOD, FLOW OF.W OF.

See BLOOD, FLOW OF.

HENHEN (Heb.  (Heb. h�eänh�eän)))

HEN (Heb. h�eän )

The son ofThe son of Zephaniah Zephaniah, accordin, according to the Mg to the MT (Zech. 6T (Zech. 6:14; so NR:14; so NRSV mg). ThSV mg). The NRSV reae NRSV e NRSV readsNRSV reads “Josiah”  “Josiah” ((22), followi), following the Syrng the Syriac and Zeiac and Zech. 6:10.ch. 6:10.

The son of Zephaniah, according to the MT (Zech. 6:14; so NRSV mg). The 
NRSV reads “Josiah” (2), following the Syriac and Zech. 6:10.

HENAHENA (Heb.  (Heb. heäna{heäna{)))

HENA (Heb. heäna{)

A city namA city named in accoed in accounts of Seunts of Sennacherib’nnacherib’s attempt s attempt to persuadto persuade the kinge the king of Judah  of Judah to surrendtoto surrendto surrender (2 Kgs.er (2 Kgs. 18:34; 19 18:34; 19:13 = Isa.:13 = Isa. 37:13). I 37:13). It is citedt is cited as a city as a city whose god whose gods were unas wers were unablwere unable to prevee to prevent conquesnt conquest by the At by the Assyrians. ssyrians. Although tAlthough the locatiohe location is unknon is unknon is unknown, iunknown, it is listet is listed with Hamd with Hamath and Arath and Arpad, whichpad, which are known are known to have b to have been in uppeen in upeen in upper Mesoupper Mesopotamia.potamia.potamia.

A city named in accounts of Sennacherib’s attempt to persuade the king of Judah 
to surrender (2 Kgs. 18:34; 19:13 = Isa. 37:13). It is cited as a city whose gods 
were unable to prevent conquest by the Assyrians. Although the location is 
unknown, it is listed with Hamath and Arpad, which are known to have been in 
upper Mesopotamia.

C. Mack RoC. Mack Roarkark

C. Mack Roark

HENADADHENADAD (Heb.  (Heb. h�eänaœd�ah�eänaœd�aœd�œd�)))

HENADAD (Heb. h�eänaœd�aœd� )

Eponymous Eponymous ancestor oancestor of a levitif a levitical familycal family or guild  or guild that helpethat helped with thed with the postexili postexilic restoratc rec restoratiorestoration of the tn of the temple (Ezremple (Ezra 3:9). Mea 3:9). Members of tmbers of this group his group assisted iassisted in rebuildin rebuilding the walng tng the walls the walls of Jerusalof Jerusalem (Neh. 3em (Neh. 3:18, 24) a:18, 24) and sealed nd sealed the renewethe renewed covenantd covenant (10:9[MT  (10:9[MT 10]).110]).10]).

Eponymous ancestor of a levitical family or guild that helped with the postexilic 
restoration of the temple (Ezra 3:9). Members of this group assisted in rebuilding 
the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:18, 24) and sealed the renewed covenant (10:9[MT 
10]).

HENNAHENNAHENNA

HENNA

A shrub (A shrub (Lawsonia iLawsonia inermisnermis L.) that  L.) that produces eproduces extremely fxtremely fragrant whragrant white flowerite flowers. Henna ps. Henns. Henna petaHenna petals can be ls can be ground andground and made into made into a paste t a paste to dye the o dye the nails, thenails, the palms of  palms of the hands,ththe hands,the hands, and the s and the soles of tholes of the feet a re feet a reddish-broeddish-brown. This iwn. This is considers considered a mark ed a mark of beauty of of beauty of beauty in some cuin some cultures. Egltures. Egyptian mumyptian mummies have mies have been foundbeen found with henn with henna-dyed naia-dyed na-dyed nails. Hennails. Henna is alsona is also used to d used to dye the manye the manes and taies and tails of horsls of horses, along es, along with humanwith human hair and  ha hair and bhair and beards. Pereards. Perfume is mafume is made from hede from henna. The hnna. The henna shrubenna shrub may reach may reach a height  a height a height of height of more than more than 3 m. (10 f3 m. (10 ft.). It grt.). It grows both cows both cultivated ultivated and wild iand wild in Israel. n Israel. Heb. Heb. koœp�erkkoœp�erkoœp�er was once  was once thought tothought to be campho be camphor (r (Camphora oCamphora officinarumfficinarum Nees), bu Nees), but actuallyt actut actually iactually is not relas not related to thated to that plant. Ht plant. Henna occurenna occurs only twis only twice in the ce in the Bible, botBible, both times ash timeh times as stimes as symbols of ymbols of love (Cantlove (Cant. 1:14; 4:. 1:14; 4:13).13).13).

A shrub (Lawsonia inermis L.) that produces extremely fragrant white flowers. 
Henna petals can be ground and made into a paste to dye the nails, the palms of 
the hands, and the soles of the feet a reddish-brown. This is considered a mark 



of beauty in some cultures. Egyptian mummies have been found with henna-dyed 
nails. Henna is also used to dye the manes and tails of horses, along with human 
hair and beards. Perfume is made from henna. The henna shrub may reach a 
height of more than 3 m. (10 ft.). It grows both cultivated and wild in Israel. Heb. 
koœp�er  was once thought to be camphor (Camphora officinarum Nees), but 
actually is not related to that plant. Henna occurs only twice in the Bible, both 
times as symbols of love (Cant. 1:14; 4:13).

Megan BishMegan Bishop Mooreop Moore

Megan Bishop Moore

HEPHERHEPHER (Heb.  (Heb. h�eäp�erh�eäp�er) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

HEPHER (Heb. h�eäp�er ) (PERSON)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Gilead andGilead and father of father of Zelopheha Zelophehad (Num. 26d (Num. 26:32; 27:1;:32; 27:1; Josh. 17: Josh. 17:2-3); epon2-3); 17:17:2-3); e17:2-3); eponymous aponymous ancestor ofncestor of a Manasse a Manassehite clan hite clan or other sor other social grouocial group known asp known asp known as the Hepas the Hepherites (Hherites (Heb. eb. h�ep�riî;h�ep�riî; Num. 26:3 Num. 26:32).2).2).

1. A son of Gilead and father of Zelophehad (Num. 26:32; 27:1; Josh. 
17:2-3); eponymous ancestor of a Manassehite clan or other social group known 
as the Hepherites (Heb. h�ep�riî;  Num. 26:32).

�2.2. A descend A descendant of Judant of Judah; son ofah; son of Ashhur an Ashhur and Naarah (d Naarah (1 Chr. 4:61 Chr. 4:6).).).

2. A descendant of Judah; son of Ashhur and Naarah (1 Chr. 4:6).

�3.3. A Mechera A Mecherathite; onethite; one of David’ of David’s mighty ms mighty men (1 Chr.en (1 Chr. 11:36). 11:36). 11:36).

3. A Mecherathite; one of David’s mighty men (1 Chr. 11:36).

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson

HEPHERHEPHER (Heb.  (Heb. h�eäp�erh�eäp�er) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

HEPHER (Heb. h�eäp�er ) (PLACE)

A town in A town in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Manass of Manasseh, whose eh, whose Canaanite Canaanite king was dking was defeated byefeated by Joshua (J byby Joshua by Joshua (Josh. 12:(Josh. 12:17). The c17). The city later ity later became parbecame part of Solomt of Solomon’s thirdon’s third administr administrative distativadministradministraadministrative distrtive district (1 Kgsict (1 Kgs. 4:10). T. 4:10). Tell el-Muhell el-Muhaffar (170affar (170255) in th255) in the northerne northern Dothan Va Dot Dothan ValDothan Valley has beley has been suggesten suggested as the ed as the site.site.site.

A town in the tribal territory of Manasseh, whose Canaanite king was defeated 
by Joshua (Josh. 12:17). The city later became part of Solomon’s third 
administrative district (1 Kgs. 4:10). Tell el-Muhaffar (170255) in the northern 
Dothan Valley has been suggested as the site.

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson
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HEPHZIBAHHEPHZIBAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�ep�s�iî-h�ep�s�iî-b�aœhb�aœh)))

HEPHZIBAH (Heb. h�ep�s�iî-b�aœh )

�1.1. The wife  The wife of King Heof King Hezekiah andzekiah and mother of mother of Manasseh  Manasseh (2 Kgs. 21(2 Kgs. 21:1).:1).:1).

1. The wife of King Hezekiah and mother of Manasseh (2 Kgs. 21:1).

�2.2. A name sy A name symbolizing mbolizing Jerusalem’Jerusalem’s restoreds restored status (I status (Isa. 62:4; sa. 62:4; NRSV “My DNRSV “My Delight Is eligDDelight IsDelight Is in Her”). in Her”).

2. A name symbolizing Jerusalem’s restored status (Isa. 62:4; NRSV “My 
Delight Is in Her”).

HERBSHERBSHERBS

HERBS

A general A general term desigterm designating allnating all forms of  forms of green plangreen plants suitablts suitable for humae for human consumptn consumption. As wiioconsumptconsumptioconsumption. As withn. As with much bibl much biblical termiical terminology fornology for natural p natural phenomena, henomena, usage is fusage is frequently rffrequentlyfrequently imprecise imprecise by modern by modern standards standards. Herbs in. Herbs included vegcluded vegetables (Hetables (Heb. eb. yaœraœq;yaœryaœraœq;yaœraœq; Prov. 15: Prov. 15:17) and co17) and condiments sndiments such as cumuch as cummin, mint,min, mint, and dill  and dill (Gk. (Gk. laéchanon;laéchlaéchanon;laéchanon; Luke 11:4 Luke 11:42). Genera2). Generally herbs lly herbs were gathewere gathered from tred from the fields he fields where theywhere thwhere they grew they grew wild (wild ({eäsíeb�;{eäsíeb�; Gen. 2:5; Gen. 2:5; Prov. 27: Prov. 27:25; 25; }o®}o®ra®;ra®; 2 Kgs. 4: 2 Kgs. 4:39).39).39).

A general term designating all forms of green plants suitable for human 
consumption. As with much biblical terminology for natural phenomena, usage is 
frequently imprecise by modern standards. Herbs included vegetables (Heb. 
yaœraœq; Prov. 15:17) and condiments such as cummin, mint, and dill (Gk. 
laéchanon; Luke 11:42). Generally herbs were gathered from the fields where 
they grew wild ({eäsíeb�;  Gen. 2:5; Prov. 27:25; }o®ra®; 2 Kgs. 4:39).

�SeeSee  BITTER HERBITTER HERBS.BS.

See BITTER HERBS.

HERDINGHERDINGHERDING

HERDING



With agricWith agriculture, a ulture, a major compmajor component of Ionent of Israelite esraelite economy. Heconomy. Herding was rding was prevalent prevalentprevalent prevalent during theduring the patriarch patriarchal and setal and settlement petlement periods, andriods, and continued continued to be pra to be practiced durctprapracticed practiced during theduring the Monarchy. Monarchy. While gen While generally asserally associated wiociated with nomads,th nomads, it would  it would be wrong tbbe wrong tbe wrong to assume to assume that herdinhat herding took plag took place only ince only in open spac open spaces such ases such as the Judea the Judean desert anJudeaJudean desJudean desert and thert and the Negeb. Me Negeb. Much zooarcuch zooarchaeologicahaeological evidencel evidence shows tha shows that herding t herdint herding waherding was practices practiced also in d also in urban and urban and semi-urbansemi-urban centers. centers. centers.

With agriculture, a major component of Israelite economy. Herding was 
prevalent during the patriarchal and settlement periods, and continued to be 
practiced during the Monarchy. While generally associated with nomads, it would 
be wrong to assume that herding took place only in open spaces such as the 
Judean desert and the Negeb. Much zooarchaeological evidence shows that 
herding was practiced also in urban and semi-urban centers.

�Three prodThree production sysuction systems are ftems are found in biound in biblical timblical times as welles as well as presen as present-day Neart-day Nt-day Near EasteNear Eastern herdingrn herding societies societies: sedentar: sedentary, transhuy, transhumant, and mant, and nomadic, dnomadic, determined eterminedddetermineddetermined in each l in each locale by aocale by availabilitvailability of pastuy of pasturage, seasrage, seasonality ofonality of vegetatio vegetation, and topn, andn, and topogrand topographical anaphical and climaticd climatic condition conditions.s.s.

Three production systems are found in biblical times as well as present-day 
Near Eastern herding societies: sedentary, transhumant, and nomadic, 
determined in each locale by availability of pasturage, seasonality of vegetation, 
and topographical and climatic conditions.

�In the sedIn the sedentary sysentary system, herdstem, herds are kept  are kept at or closat or close to the pe to the permanent sermanent settlement ettlemssettlementsettlement at all ti at all times. Grazimes. Grazing takes png takes place durinlace during the day g the day in the comin the common or primon or private grounvatpriprivate grprivate grounds whicounds which include h include cultivatedcultivated fields. A fields. At night tht night the animals e animals are kept iare kept inside the nsideiinside theinside the settlemen settlement. Shephert. Shepherds accompads accompany the herny the herds at all ds at all times. Flotimes. Flocks vary icks vary in size fron sn size from size from village flvillage flocks (200–ocks (200–300) to pr300) to private (50–ivate (50–300). Smal300). Smaller privatler private flocks de flocks do exist.o exio exist.exist.exist.

In the sedentary system, herds are kept at or close to the permanent 
settlement at all times. Grazing takes place during the day in the common or 
private grounds which include cultivated fields. At night the animals are kept 
inside the settlement. Shepherds accompany the herds at all times. Flocks vary in 
size from village flocks (200–300) to private (50–300). Smaller private flocks do 
exist.

�Herding unHerding under the seder the sedentary prdentary production soduction system was ystem was practiced practiced by the natby the native Canaanive Cive Canaanite Canaanite populationpopulation before th before the Israelite Israelite settlemee settlement (cf. Jont (cf. Josh. 6:21).sh. 6:21). When Gide When Gideon, who lionGideGideon, whGideon, who lived ino lived in the villa the village of Ophrge of Ophrah, hostedah, hosted the divin the divine messengee messenger and offer and offered him foreoffeoffered hioffered him food, a m food, a young kid young kid was readilwas readily availably available for slaue for slaughter (Judghter (Judg. 6:19; cg. 6:19; cf. 13:15).f. 13:1f. 13:15). Ma13:15). Maintaining intaining herds insiherds inside the setde the settlements ctlements continued eontinued even in theven in the time of H time of Hezekiah (2ezHHezekiah (Hezekiah (2 Chr. 31:2 Chr. 31:6).6).6).

Herding under the sedentary production system was practiced by the native 
Canaanite population before the Israelite settlement (cf. Josh. 6:21). When 
Gideon, who lived in the village of Ophrah, hosted the divine messenger and 
offered him food, a young kid was readily available for slaughter (Judg. 6:19; cf. 
13:15). Maintaining herds inside the settlements continued even in the time of 
Hezekiah (2 Chr. 31:6).

�The transhThe transhumant systumant system demandsem demands that shep that shepherds moveherds move their flo their flocks to othcks to other regionser othother regiother regions dependons depending on cliing on climatic condmatic conditions whiitions which determich determine temperane temperature, humiture, humture, humidity, humidity, and grazinand grazing conditiog conditions. When cns. When conditions onditions improve atimprove at home, the home, the herds ret herds ret herds return to return to graze or bgraze or be fed there fed there. Herds ce. Herds can be privan be private or comate or communal. In munal. In the latterthe latter case, the ca case, the case, the owners’ coowners’ contributionntributions to the es to the expenses dexpenses depend on hopend on how many aniw many animals they mals themals they have they have in the floin the flock. Transhck. Transhumant flocumant flocks are usuks are usually largeally larger than sedr than sedentary oneentary ones (200–500s (2s (200–500).(200–500). This may  This may have been have been the most cthe most common systommon system of herdem of herding in ancing in ancient Israeient Israient Israel.Israel.Israel.

The transhumant system demands that shepherds move their flocks to 
other regions depending on climatic conditions which determine temperature, 
humidity, and grazing conditions. When conditions improve at home, the herds 
return to graze or be fed there. Herds can be private or communal. In the latter 
case, the owners’ contributions to the expenses depend on how many animals 
they have in the flock. Transhumant flocks are usually larger than sedentary ones 
(200–500). This may have been the most common system of herding in ancient 
Israel.

�While his While his ancestors ancestors were nomadwere nomadic herdersic herders, Jacob be, Jacob became acquacame acquainted withinted with transhuma tra transhumantranshumance in Paddce in Paddan-aram inan-aram in northern  northern MesopotamiMesopotamia. Laban, a. Laban, his uncle,his uncle, lived clo lived clo lived close enouclose enough to the gh to the well for Rwell for Rachel to rachel to run to her un to her father witfather with the newsh the news of Jacob’ of Jacob’s arrival.s as arrival. Barrival. But when neut when necessary, Lcessary, Laban kept aban kept his herds his herds as far as as far as three daysthree days’ journey ’ journey away from awayaway from away from home (Gen.home (Gen. 30:36). U 30:36). Upon returnpon returning to Caning to Canaan, Jacobaan, Jacob settled i settled in Hebron, n Hebronn Hebron, maHebron, making it hiking it his home bass home base; as appae; as apparent from rent from the Josephthe Joseph story (Ge story (Gen. 37:12-1n. 37:12-1n. 37:12-14),37:12-14), Shechem b Shechem became a poecame a point in theint in the seasonal  seasonal circuit, acircuit, apparently pparently making hismaking his sons well s sons well sons well known to tknown to the local ihe local inhabitantsnhabitants who helpe who helped Joseph fd Joseph find his brind his brothers (vvothers (vv. 15–17).. 1. 15–17).15–17).15–17).

While his ancestors were nomadic herders, Jacob became acquainted with 
transhumance in Paddan-aram in northern Mesopotamia. Laban, his uncle, lived 
close enough to the well for Rachel to run to her father with the news of Jacob’s 
arrival. But when necessary, Laban kept his herds as far as three days’ journey 
away from home (Gen. 30:36). Upon returning to Canaan, Jacob settled in 
Hebron, making it his home base; as apparent from the Joseph story (Gen. 
37:12-14), Shechem became a point in the seasonal circuit, apparently making his 
sons well known to the local inhabitants who helped Joseph find his brothers (vv. 
15–17).

�Nomadic heNomadic herds and thrds and their keepereir keepers follow ts follow the seasonahe seasonal vegetatil vegetation growth on growth and migratand mand migrate frmigrate from region om region to region to region as dictateas dictated by grazid by grazing conditing conditions. They ons. They do not havdo not have a home be havhave a homhave a home base or e base or any form oany form of permanenf permanent shelter.t shelter. During th During the nomadic e nomadic cycle theycycle thecycle they coverthey cover distances distances longer th longer than in any an in any other prodother production sysuction system. For ltem. For logistical ogistical reasons, treareasons, treasons, the social he social unit of heunit of herders, therders, the tribe or  tribe or family, mafamily, may have mory have more than onee than one flock wit flo flock withflock with which the which they move froy move from place tom place to place whi place while living le living in tents. in tents. Herds can Herds can be very labe be very labe very large (150—2rge (150—200 thousan00 thousand) and ared) and are made of o made of one speciesne species or are mi or are mixed (sheepxed (shexed (sheep and(sheep and goats). W goats). Wandering iandering is a well-os a well-organized urganized undertakingndertaking based on  based on experienceexperienceexperienceexperience gained th gained through yearrough years of practs of practice. The cice. The circuit incircuit includes visiludes visits to holyts to holy sites, ce sites sites, cemsites, cemeteries, aeteries, and celebrand celebrations of ctions of certain feaertain feasts.sts.sts.

Nomadic herds and their keepers follow the seasonal vegetation growth and 



migrate from region to region as dictated by grazing conditions. They do not 
have a home base or any form of permanent shelter. During the nomadic cycle 
they cover distances longer than in any other production system. For logistical 
reasons, the social unit of herders, the tribe or family, may have more than one 
flock with which they move from place to place while living in tents. Herds can 
be very large (150—200 thousand) and are made of one species or are mixed 
(sheep and goats). Wandering is a well-organized undertaking based on 
experience gained through years of practice. The circuit includes visits to holy 
sites, cemeteries, and celebrations of certain feasts.

�The pastorThe pastoral nature al nature of the patof the patriarchs isriarchs is reflected reflected in the na in the names Rebekames Rebekah (h (rib�qa®,rib�((rib�qa®,(rib�qa®, “a row of “a row of tied anim tied animals”) and als”) and Rachel (Rachel (raœh�eäl,raœh�eäl, “ewe”). A “ewe”). Abraham is braham is braham is a good is a good example ofexample of nomadic h nomadic herder. Upoerder. Upon his arrin his arrival in Canval in Canaan, he traan, he traveled thraveled throughout thothrthroughoutthroughout the hill  the hill country (Gcountry (Gen. 12:6, en. 12:6, 8), and ev8), and even after pen after pitching hiitching his tent bets tent between Betheweenbetbetween Bebetween Bethel and Athel and Ai, continui, continued to wanded to wander southwaer southward (v. 9).rd (v. 9). Upon retu Upon returning fromrning frorning from Egyptfrom Egypt, where he, where he stayed be stayed because of acause of a drought i drought in Canaan, n Canaan, he continuhe continued to wanded to waned to wander untwander until he cameil he came to Hebron to Hebron and pitch and pitched his tened his tent at the ot at the oaks of Mamaks of Mamre (Gen. 1re (Gen. re (Gen. 13:1(Gen. 13:17-18). Abr7-18). Abraham discoaham discovered thatvered that his flock his flocks were toos were too numerous  numerous to share gto share to share grazshare grazing lands ing lands with thosewith those of his ne of his nephew Lot, phew Lot, so the latso the latter chose ter chose the area athe area around Sodorouaaround Sodaround Sodom for hisom for his wandering wanderings (Gen. 13s (Gen. 13:12). Abra:12). Abraham continham continued to livued to live in a tene in a tene in a tent (Gen.tent (Gen. 18), and  18), and to wander to wander as far as as far as the Negeb the Negeb and Gerar and Gerar (ch. 20). (ch. 20). His son IsHis son Isaac was alaacIsIsaac was Isaac was also a nomalso a nomadic herdeadic herder.r.r.

The pastoral nature of the patriarchs is reflected in the names Rebekah 
(rib�qa®,  “a row of tied animals”) and Rachel (raœh�eäl,  “ewe”). Abraham 
is a good example of nomadic herder. Upon his arrival in Canaan, he traveled 
throughout the hill country (Gen. 12:6, 8), and even after pitching his tent 
between Bethel and Ai, continued to wander southward (v. 9). Upon returning 
from Egypt, where he stayed because of a drought in Canaan, he continued to 
wander until he came to Hebron and pitched his tent at the oaks of Mamre 
(Gen. 13:17-18). Abraham discovered that his flocks were too numerous to 
share grazing lands with those of his nephew Lot, so the latter chose the area 
around Sodom for his wanderings (Gen. 13:12). Abraham continued to live in a 
tent (Gen. 18), and to wander as far as the Negeb and Gerar (ch. 20). His son 
Isaac was also a nomadic herder.

�The nomadiThe nomadic system wc system was practicas practiced even toed even to the end o the end of the Monaf the Monarchy. The rchy. The RechabitesRecRechabitesRechabites are a goo are a good example d example of a nomadof a nomadic group, ic group, being toldbeing told by their  by their ancestor Jancestor Jonadab: “YoJJonadab: “Jonadab: “You shall You shall never . . never . . . build a . build a house, or house, or sow seed; sow seed; nor shall nor shall you plant you plant a vineyarda vinea vineyard, vineyard, or even owor even own one; butn one; but you shall you shall live in t live in tents all yents all your days” our days” (Jer. 35:6(Jer. 35:6-7). Altho-7). A-7). Although hAlthough herding is erding is not specifnot specifically menically mentioned as tioned as their meantheir means of livels of livelihood, it ihood, it can be safcan bcan be safely be safely presumed.presumed.presumed.

The nomadic system was practiced even to the end of the Monarchy. The 
Rechabites are a good example of a nomadic group, being told by their ancestor 
Jonadab: “You shall never . . . build a house, or sow seed; nor shall you plant a 
vineyard, or even own one; but you shall live in tents all your days” (Jer. 35:6-7). 
Although herding is not specifically mentioned as their means of livelihood, it can 
be safely presumed.

�Under all Under all herding prherding production soduction systems theystems the shepherds shepherds’ responsi’ responsibility forbility for the anima the an the animals inanimals includes twocludes two main acti main activities: shvities: sheltering aeltering and feedingnd feeding. Nomads h. Nomads house theirouse their herds nea he herds nearherds near the tents the tents in enclos in enclosures made ures made of thorny of thorny plants pilplants piled up to fed up to form circulorm circular walls, ar circulcircular wcircular walls, and alls, and in naturalin natural caves. Th caves. This method is method is used alis used also in the so in the transhumantranshumant system dt syst system dursystem during wandering wandering. When ing. When the herds the herds are kept aare kept at a permant a permanent locatient location to whicon to whon to which theywhich they return at return at the end o the end of each dayf each day, they are, they are housed in housed in stone-wal stone-walled pens aled pens attached tottaattached tattached to buildingo buildings or compos or compounds and ounds and on the groun the ground floor ond floor of houses if houses in the cityn the city. Remains . citycity. Remacity. Remains of stoins of stone-walled ne-walled pens have pens have been excavbeen excavated at seated at several siteveral sites in the hs in the hill countrill cill country ancountry and Negeb.d Negeb.d Negeb.

Under all herding production systems the shepherds’ responsibility for the 
animals includes two main activities: sheltering and feeding. Nomads house their 
herds near the tents in enclosures made of thorny plants piled up to form 
circular walls, and in natural caves. This method is used also in the transhumant 
system during wandering. When the herds are kept at a permanent location to 
which they return at the end of each day, they are housed in stone-walled pens 
attached to buildings or compounds and on the ground floor of houses in the 
city. Remains of stone-walled pens have been excavated at several sites in the hill 
country and Negeb.

�ProtectingProtecting the herds the herds when graz when grazing is higing is highly importhly important. Accorant. According to 1 ding to 1 Sam. 17:34Sam. 17Sam. 17:34 Davi17:34 David rescued d rescued his fatherhis father’s herd fr’s herd from attacksom attacks by lions  by lions and bears.and bears. The proph The prophet Amos, weprophprophet Amprophet Amos, who waos, who was a herders a herder, was well, was well familiar  familiar with such with such situationssituations and used  and used them as a tthem as a them as a metaphor fmetaphor for the falor the fall of Samarl of Samaria and theia and the northern  northern kingdom (Akingdom (Amos 3:12).mos 3:12).mos 3:12). Acc3:12). Accordingly, ordingly, dogs were dogs were used both used both for guardifor guarding the herng the herd against d against predators predators and for keanand for keand for keeping it teping it together (Jogether (Job 30:1).ob 30:1).ob 30:1).

Protecting the herds when grazing is highly important. According to 1 Sam. 
17:34 David rescued his father’s herd from attacks by lions and bears. The 
prophet Amos, who was a herder, was well familiar with such situations and used 
them as a metaphor for the fall of Samaria and the northern kingdom (Amos 



3:12). Accordingly, dogs were used both for guarding the herd against predators 
and for keeping it together (Job 30:1).

�Feeding thFeeding the herd ince herd includes grazludes grazing on greing on green plants en plants during winduring winter and onter and on stubble a stubb stubble anstubble and witheredd withered grass in  grass in spring/sumspring/summer, and amer, and adding suppdding supplements oflements of hay and g hay and g hay and grain to wgrain to withered grithered grass in sumass in summer and famer and fall. To guall. To guard againstrd against overgrazi overgrazing, herderng, herders must lims ms must limitmust limit the size  the size of the herof the herd to the cd to the carrying caarrying capacity of pacity of the land (the land (cf. Gen. 1cf. Gen. 13:5-7).3:5-7)113:5-7).13:5-7).13:5-7).

Feeding the herd includes grazing on green plants during winter and on 
stubble and withered grass in spring/summer, and adding supplements of hay and 
grain to withered grass in summer and fall. To guard against overgrazing, herders 
must limit the size of the herd to the carrying capacity of the land (cf. Gen. 
13:5-7).

�Water sourWater sources are ances are another deteother determinant inrminant in caring fo caring for the animr the animals. The hals. The herd is waterd iserd is wateredis watered daily dur daily during the yeing the year and, unar and, under best cder best conditions,onditions, twice a d twice a day in the ay in the summer heasummsummer heasummer heat, usuallyt, usually at the be at the beginning anginning and end of td end of the day. Ifhe day. If there is  there is no water sno water source alonourssource alosource along the daing the daily route, ly route, the herd ithe herd is watered s watered at home beat home before goingfore going out and u out and upon its repuupon its rupon its return. Wateturn. Water is drawer is drawn from a sn from a source suchource such as a well as a well or cister or cistern, and poun, and poured into trepoupoured intpoured into troughs o troughs (Gen. 30:3(Gen. 30:30, 41), of0, 41), often made oten made of carved sf carved stone (cf. tone (cf. 29:2–10). 29:2–10). The questiThThe questiThe question of wateon of water rights dr rights dominates mominates many biblicany biblical storiesal stories depicting depicting herding ( herding (e.g., Gen.e.g((e.g., Gen(e.g., Gen. 21:22-34. 21:22-34; 26:15-33; 26:15-33).).).

Water sources are another determinant in caring for the animals. The herd 
is watered daily during the year and, under best conditions, twice a day in the 
summer heat, usually at the beginning and end of the day. If there is no water 
source along the daily route, the herd is watered at home before going out and 
upon its return. Water is drawn from a source such as a well or cistern, and 
poured into troughs (Gen. 30:30, 41), often made of carved stone (cf. 29:2–10). 
The question of water rights dominates many biblical stories depicting herding 
(e.g., Gen. 21:22-34; 26:15-33).

Oded BorowOded Borowskiski

Oded Borowski

HERES, ASCHERES, ASCENT OFENT OF (Heb.  (Heb. ma{a�leäh ma{a�leäh heh�aœresheh�aœres)))

HERES, ASCENT OF (Heb. ma{a�leäh heh�aœres )

The immediThe immediate route ate route by which Gby which Gideon retuideon returned upon rned upon halting hihalting his pursuit s pursuit of the Midof the Miof the MidianitesMidianites (Judg. 8: (Judg. 8:13). It is13). It is to be dis to be distinguishedtinguished from Har- from Har-heres. Somheres. Some scholarse scholars read lit. read read lit.,read lit., “before t “before the sun arohe sun arose.”se.”

The immediate route by which Gideon returned upon halting his pursuit of the 
Midianites (Judg. 8:13). It is to be distinguished from Har-heres. Some scholars 
read lit., “before the sun arose.”

HERESHHERESH (Heb.  (Heb. h�eresûh�eresû)))

HERESH (Heb. h�eresû )

A Levite wA Levite who lived iho lived in Jerusalen Jerusalem after thm after the Exile (1e Exile (1 Chr. 9:15 Chr. 9:15). The nam). The name is lackie is lacking in the ng inng in the parin the parallel accoallel account at Nehunt at Neh. 11:15-16. 11:15-16..

A Levite who lived in Jerusalem after the Exile (1 Chr. 9:15). The name is lacking 
in the parallel account at Neh. 11:15-16.

HERESYHERESYHERESY

HERESY

Commonly, Commonly, aberrant daberrant doctrine oroctrine or opinion a opinion arising witrising within the Chhin the Church in opurch in opposition tposition to biblicalotto biblicato biblical revelatil revelation or aposon or apostolic tradtolic tradition (1 Cition (1 Cor. 11:19;or. 11:19; 2 Pet. 2: 2 Pet. 2:1; cf. Tit1; cf. Tit. 3:10). G. 3:10). G. 3:10). Gk. Gk. haiíresishaiíresis originall originally meant “cy meant “choice” andhoice” and is so use is so used in the Ld in the LXX. It camXX. It came to refere to refee to refer to arefer to a chosen wa chosen way of beliey of belief, either f, either by individby individuals or byuals or by groups. P groups. Pharisees (harisees (Acts 15:5;Acts ((Acts 15:5(Acts 15:5; 26:5), S; 26:5), Sadducees (adducees (5:17), and5:17), and Christian Christians (24:5, 1s (24:5, 14; 28:22) 4; 28:22) are all reare all referred to ferredrereferred treferred to as hereso as heresies (NRSV ies (NRSV “sect”). T“sect”). The pejorathe pejorative sense ive sense of the terof the term dominatem dominates in the Nsdominatedominates dominates in the NT in the NT Epistles, Epistles, where it rwhere it refers to tefers to teaching theaching that divertsat diverts believers believers from the  from from the tfrom the true gospelrue gospel toward do toward doctrine thactrine that erodes tt erodes the foundathe foundations of thions of the faith, le faith, leads to uneadlleads to uleads to ungodly livngodly living, and ding, and destroys unestroys unity in theity in the Church. T Church. The Epistlehe Epistles address s address heresies shereheresies sheresies showing Jewhowing Jewish, Helleish, Hellenistic, annistic, and pagan ted pagan tendencies, ndencies, while gnoswhile gnostic and chtic and christologicristchchristologchristological heresical heresies greatlies greatly threateny threatened the posed the postapostolictapostolic Church. Church. Church.

Commonly, aberrant doctrine or opinion arising within the Church in opposition 
to biblical revelation or apostolic tradition (1 Cor. 11:19; 2 Pet. 2:1; cf. Tit. 3:10). 
Gk. haiíresis originally meant “choice” and is so used in the LXX. It came to 
refer to a chosen way of belief, either by individuals or by groups. Pharisees 
(Acts 15:5; 26:5), Sadducees (5:17), and Christians (24:5, 14; 28:22) are all 
referred to as heresies (NRSV “sect”). The pejorative sense of the term 
dominates in the NT Epistles, where it refers to teaching that diverts believers 
from the true gospel toward doctrine that erodes the foundations of the faith, 
leads to ungodly living, and destroys unity in the Church. The Epistles address 
heresies showing Jewish, Hellenistic, and pagan tendencies, while gnostic and 
christological heresies greatly threatened the postapostolic Church.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. O. J. BH. O. J. Brown, rown, HeresiesHeresies (Garden C (Garden City, 1984)ity, 1984)...

Bibliography. H. O. J. Brown, Heresies (Garden City, 1984).
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HERETHHERETH (Heb.  (Heb. h�eret�h�eret�)))

HERETH (Heb. h�eret� )

A forest iA forest in the tribn the tribal territoal territory of Judary of Judah where Dah where David took rvid took refuge fromefuge from Saul (1 S Saul (1 Sam. 22:5).am.SSam. 22:5)Sam. 22:5). The name. The name may be pr may be preserved ineserved in modern  modern KharaœsKharaœs, 11 km. (, 11 km. (7 mi.) NW 7 mi.) NW7 mi.) NW of HebrNW of Hebron and E oon and E of Khirbet f Khirbet QiîlaœQiîlaœ (biblical (biblical Keilah).  Keilah). The territThe territory may haory may have been unve bve been underbeen under Philistin Philistine control e control at the timat the time (cf. 1 Se (cf. 1 Sam. 23:3).am. 23:3).

A forest in the tribal territory of Judah where David took refuge from Saul (1 
Sam. 22:5). The name may be preserved in modern Kharaœs, 11 km. (7 mi.) 
NW of Hebron and E of Khirbet Qiîlaœ (biblical Keilah). The territory may have 
been under Philistine control at the time (cf. 1 Sam. 23:3).

HERMASHERMAS (Gk.  (Gk. HermaésHermaés)))

HERMAS (Gk. Hermaés)

A ChristiaA Christian in Rome n in Rome to whom Pato whom Paul sent hiul sent his greetings greetings (Rom. 16s (Rom. 16:14).:14).

A Christian in Rome to whom Paul sent his greetings (Rom. 16:14).

HERMASHERMAS (Gk.  (Gk. HermaéHermaé  SHEPHERD OSHEPHERD OFFF

HERMAS (Gk. Hermaé SHEPHERD OF

A long andA long and rather co rather complicated mplicated work belonwork belonging to thging to the collectie collection called on called since the since the 17th centu1717th centu17th century the Apory the Apostolic Fatstolic Fathers. At lhers. At least the feast the first part irst part of the worof the work, the Visk, the Visions, was ions,VisVisions, wVisions, was writtenas written by an oth by an otherwise unkerwise unknown man nnown man named Hermaamed Hermas who lives who lived in Rome d in Rod in Rome or itRome or its environss environs in the fi in the first half orst half of the 2nd f the 2nd century century C.E.C.E., notwiths, notwithstanding Ortanding Origen’s attigOrOrigen’s aOrigen’s attempt to ttempt to identify hidentify him with thim with the Hermas oe Hermas of Paul’s df Paul’s day in Rom.ay in Rom. 16:14 ( 16:14 (Comm. on RCom((Comm. on (Comm. on RomansRomans 10:31). I 10:31). In spite ofn spite of much cont much controversy ovroversy over the auter the autobiographiobiographical detailcal dcal details indetails in the Visio the Visions, they dns, they do yield ano yield an outline o outline of informatf information about ion about the authorthe author. At the s. At . At the samAt the same time, the time, the questione question must be a must be asked whethsked whether some ofer some of this info this information isrmation is not prese isis not preis not present for isent for its symbolits symbolic or literc or literary value ary value in terms oin terms of Hermas’ f Hermas’ message tomessage to the Churc the the Churchthe Church...

A long and rather complicated work belonging to the collection called since the 
17th century the Apostolic Fathers. At least the first part of the work, the 
Visions, was written by an otherwise unknown man named Hermas who lived in 
Rome or its environs in the first half of the 2nd century C.E., notwithstanding 
Origen’s attempt to identify him with the Hermas of Paul’s day in Rom. 16:14 
(Comm. on Romans 10:31). In spite of much controversy over the autobiographical 
details in the Visions, they do yield an outline of information about the author. 
At the same time, the question must be asked whether some of this information 
is not present for its symbolic or literary value in terms of Hermas’ message to 
the Church.

�From what From what we can surwe can surmise, Hermmise, Hermas was a Cas was a Christian fhristian freedman inreedman in or near R or near Rome at theomRRome at thRome at the time of e time of writing (Rwriting (Rome and thome and the Tiber one Tiber on its outsk its outskirts, Vis.irts, Vis. 1.1.1–2;  1.1.1–2; the Via Cathethe Via Cathe Via Campana, Vismpana, Vis. 4.1.2; u. 4.1.2; unfortunatenfortunately, the coly, the conjectured njectured reference reference to Cumae ito Cumae in Vis. 2.1niin Vis. 2.in Vis. 2.1.1 is now1.1 is now to be rej to be rejected on tected on the basis ohe basis of the bestf the best manuscrip manuscript evidencet evidence). The str). Th). The strongThe strong influence influence of Jewish of Jewish theologic theological and lital and literary themerary themes leads tes leads to the conjo the conjecture thaectuconjconjectureconjecture that Herm that Hermas may havas may have been a Je been a Jewish Chriewish Christian, of stian, of which therwhich there were cere were cee were certainly certainly many in Romany in Rome at thatme at that time. A f time. A further conurther conjecture mijecture might be thaght be that his famit his family came toly cly came to Rocame to Rome as Jewime as Jewish slaves sh slaves after the after the defeat of defeat of the uprisithe uprising in Paleng in Palestine, 66–stine, 66–74 74 C.E.CC.E.C.E. Hermas ha Hermas has a wife as a wife and childrend children, probabln, probably already y already young adulyoung adults who arets who are not livin not livi not living up living up to their fto their father’s exather’s expectationspectations, but stil, but still part of l part of his extendhis extended ed familiafamilia (Vis. 2.2 (Vis. 2.2 (Vis. 2.2.2–3).2.2.2–3).2.2.2–3).

From what we can surmise, Hermas was a Christian freedman in or near 
Rome at the time of writing (Rome and the Tiber on its outskirts, Vis. 1.1.1–2; 
the Via Campana, Vis. 4.1.2; unfortunately, the conjectured reference to Cumae 
in Vis. 2.1.1 is now to be rejected on the basis of the best manuscript evidence). 
The strong influence of Jewish theological and literary themes leads to the 
conjecture that Hermas may have been a Jewish Christian, of which there were 
certainly many in Rome at that time. A further conjecture might be that his family 
came to Rome as Jewish slaves after the defeat of the uprising in Palestine, 66–74 
C.E. Hermas has a wife and children, probably already young adults who are not 
living up to their father’s expectations, but still part of his extended familia (Vis. 
2.2.2–3).

�The two poThe two poles upon wles upon which datinhich dating of Hermag of Hermas have huns have hung are the g are the reference reference to Clementto Cto Clement, aClement, alive and wlive and well, as onell, as one whose fue whose function is nction is to send leto send letters to otters to other citiether cities (Vis. 2.s (Vis (Vis. 2.4.(Vis. 2.4.3), and th3), and the reference reference to the Se to the Shepherd inhepherd in the Murat the Muratorian Canoorian Canon as havinn as having been wrig bg been writtbeen written “recenten “recently, in ourly, in our time” by  time” by a brother a brother of bishop of bishop Pius. The Pius. The Clement reClement referred to ferereferred treferred to can onlyo can only be the au be the author of 1 thor of 1 Clement, wClement, written in ritten in the 90s ofthe 90s of the 1st c the 1st century in entccentury incentury in the name  the name of the chuof the church in Romrch in Rome to the ce to the church in Church in Corinth. Piorinth. Pius was, acus was, according tocacaccording according to Eusebiuto Eusebius (s (HEHE 4.11), bi 4.11), bishop of Roshop of Rome in the me in the mid-2nd cemid-2nd century, begntury, beginning in inningbegbeginning beginning in the earin the early 140s. Ily 140s. If both allf both allusions areusions are correct,  correct, this couldthis could mean a sp mean a span of as man of an of as muchof as much as 50 yea as 50 years. Howevers. However, many cor, many consider thensider the evidence  evidence of the Murof the Muratorian Caatorian Catorian Canon unreCanon unreliable. Evliable. Even if it ien if it is correct,s correct, the time  the time span need span need not be thanot be that long: Clt long: Clement coulemenClClement coClement could be conuld be considerably siderably older thanolder than Hermas an Hermas and still fud still functioning nctioning in the firin the first decadesst firfirst decafirst decades of thedes of the 2nd centu 2nd century, and Hery, and Hermas couldrmas could be an old be an older brotherer brother of Pius. of Pius. of Pius.

The two poles upon which dating of Hermas have hung are the reference to 
Clement, alive and well, as one whose function is to send letters to other cities 
(Vis. 2.4.3), and the reference to the Shepherd in the Muratorian Canon as having 
been written “recently, in our time” by a brother of bishop Pius. The Clement 
referred to can only be the author of 1 Clement, written in the 90s of the 1st 
century in the name of the church in Rome to the church in Corinth. Pius was, 
according to Eusebius (HE 4.11), bishop of Rome in the mid-2nd century, 
beginning in the early 140s. If both allusions are correct, this could mean a span 



of as much as 50 years. However, many consider the evidence of the Muratorian 
Canon unreliable. Even if it is correct, the time span need not be that long: 
Clement could be considerably older than Hermas and still functioning in the 
first decades of the 2nd century, and Hermas could be an older brother of Pius.

�The text aThe text as we have s we have it has thrit has three distincee distinct sectionst sections: five Vis: five Visions, 12 Mions, 12 Mandates orandates oandates or Commandor Commandments, andments, and 10 Simili 10 Similitudes or Ptudes or Parables. Tarables. The fifth ahe fifth and last Vind last Vision is resion is really an inallrereally an really an introductiintroduction to the on to the Mandates, Mandates, in which tin which the revelathe revelatory figureory figure of the Sh of the Shepherd firephShShepherd fShepherd first appeairst appears. The mars. The manuscript enuscript evidence wovidence would suggesuld suggest that at t that at some very some very some very earlyvery early stage the stage the full thre full three sectionse sections were not  were not together atogether as they ares they are now. Vari now. Various theoriousVariVarious thVarious theories of eories of composite composite authorshipauthorship have been have been proposed. proposed. Scholarly Scholarly opinion t opinion t opinion today favotoday favors rather rs rather a single aa single author withuthor with several r several redactions.edactions. Considere Considered Scripturd Scripture by Irenae be by Irenaeuby Irenaeus, Clements, Clement of Alexan of Alexandria, and dria, and Origen, thOrigen, the Shepherde Shepherd continued continued in high e in high esteem lateseesteem latesteem later, thougher, though it came t it came to be rejeco be rejected from tted from the canon. he canon. Its populaIts popularity contirity continued longenueconticontinued continued longest inlongest in Egypt, an Egypt, and along wid along with the Letth the Letter of Barter of Barnabas was nabas was included iincluded in Codex Sin Cn Codex SinaCodex Sinaiticus, thiticus, the earlieste earliest surviving surviving complete  complete NT manuscrNT manuscript, from ipt, from the early the early 4th centur4t4th centur4th century. It was y. It was the most pthe most popular nonopular noncanonical canonical document idocument in the earln the early Church.y Church.y Church.

The text as we have it has three distinct sections: five Visions, 12 Mandates 
or Commandments, and 10 Similitudes or Parables. The fifth and last Vision is 
really an introduction to the Mandates, in which the revelatory figure of the 
Shepherd first appears. The manuscript evidence would suggest that at some 
very early stage the full three sections were not together as they are now. 
Various theories of composite authorship have been proposed. Scholarly opinion 
today favors rather a single author with several redactions. Considered Scripture 
by Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, and Origen, the Shepherd continued in high 
esteem later, though it came to be rejected from the canon. Its popularity 
continued longest in Egypt, and along with the Letter of Barnabas was included in 
Codex Sinaiticus, the earliest surviving complete NT manuscript, from the early 
4th century. It was the most popular noncanonical document in the early Church.

�Outside thOutside the Shepherde Shepherd, Gk. , Gk. dipsychiíadipsychiía (“doublem (“doublemindedness”indedness”) with its) with its related t related related terelated terms is rarrms is rare in the Ce in the Christian lhristian literature iterature of this erof this era. But Hera. But Hermas is obsmas is obsessed withessedobsobsessed wobsessed with it, usith it, using the woing the word group ard group at least 50t least 50 times in  times in 24 differe24 different contextnt contexts, associas, ass, associatedassociated more with more with problems  problems of wealth of wealth and excessand excessive concerive concern about bun about business thasiness thasiness than with than with any other any other identifiabidentifiable issue. le issue. The The metaénoiametaénoia (“convers (“conversion”) wordion”) word group occ group group occugroup occurs even mors even more often. re often. DoublemindDoublemindedness foredness for Hermas is Hermas is the inabi the inability to delity to dlity to decide fuldecide fully in one ly in one direction direction or anotheror another, the oppo, the opposite of sisite of singlemindednglemindedness, whicness, which would enh wh would enabwould enable one to le one to be completbe completely orientely oriented in one ed in one direction direction and make aand make all of one’ll of one’s decisionsone’one’s decione’s decisions accosions accordingly. Irdingly. It is hesitt is hesitancy, vaciancy, vacillation, mllation, moral inconoral inconsistency, sistency, vincible dvincible vincible dvincible doubt, and oubt, and therefore therefore lack of falack of faith as welith as well as of del as of dedication. dication. Its originIts origins for Herms for Hes for Hermas’ usHermas’ use are in te are in the two-wayhe two-ways traditios tradition, which in, which is a promins a prominent underlent underlying themeying themeying theme of ttheme of the moral ihe moral instructionnstruction. The teac. The teaching on dohing on doublemindedublemindedness is anness is an early and early and profound  andand profouand profound instrucnd instruction on thtion on the discernme discernment of spient of spirits.rits.rits.

Outside the Shepherd, Gk. dipsychiía (“doublemindedness”) with its 
related terms is rare in the Christian literature of this era. But Hermas is 
obsessed with it, using the word group at least 50 times in 24 different contexts, 
associated more with problems of wealth and excessive concern about business 
than with any other identifiable issue. The metaénoia (“conversion”) word 
group occurs even more often. Doublemindedness for Hermas is the inability to 
decide fully in one direction or another, the opposite of singlemindedness, which 
would enable one to be completely oriented in one direction and make all of 
one’s decisions accordingly. It is hesitancy, vacillation, moral inconsistency, 
vincible doubt, and therefore lack of faith as well as of dedication. Its origins for 
Hermas’ use are in the two-ways tradition, which is a prominent underlying 
theme of the moral instruction. The teaching on doublemindedness is an early 
and profound instruction on the discernment of spirits.

�MetaénoiaMetaénoia (lit., “t (lit., “turning arourning around,” “conund,” “conversion,” version,” “repentanc“repentance”) is an e”) is an equally peequally equally peequally pervasive thrvasive theme in theeme in the Shepherd, Shepherd, perhaps  perhaps thethe theme of  theme of the whole the whole book. But book. Bubook. But the thBut the theme of a peme of a proclamatioroclamation of a newn of a new repentanc repentance has beene has been misunders misunderstood and ttood andtood and triviaand trivialized by mlized by modern commodern commentators wentators who have siho have situated thetuated the Shepherd  Shepherd simplisticsimplisticsimplisticsimplistically as a ally as a key step ikey step in the deven the development oflopment of the disci the discipline of ppline of penance in enance in the Churchthe Cthe Church — aChurch — and no morend no more. Such an . Such an interpretainterpretation missetion misses the poins the point. The boot. The book is not ak is not k is not a callnot a call to the do to the doing of pening of penance in soance in some ecclesime ecclesiastical stastical structure, bructure, but to the ut to the change of changchange of change of heart and heart and mind that mind that will lead will lead to a changto a change of qualie of quality in Chrity in Christian lifestian life. In order. In or. In order to corder to convey thatonvey that message t message to the reado the readers, Hermaers, Hermas uses an s uses an extraordinextraordinary displaary displaary display ofdisplay of Jewish, C Jewish, Christian, hristian, and Greco-and Greco-Roman imagRoman images and teaes and teaching tradching traditions. Foitions. For some, ecr FoFor some, For some, ecclesioloecclesiology is the gy is the central cocentral concern of Hncern of Hermas. Othermas. Others would ers would say that tsay that the necessihtthe necessthe necessity of conity of conversion orversion or the procl the proclamation ofamation of a second  a second repentancerepentance is the ma is the major issue.jmamajor issumajor issue. Upon cle. Upon closer scrutoser scrutiny, one siny, one sees that tees that these propohese proposals are nsals are not mutuallot mutually contradiy mutuallmutually cmutually contradictoontradictory. Converry. Conversion or resion or repentance apentance as developes developed in the Md in the Mandates isandates isandates is not indis not individualistividualistic, but raic, but rather very ther very much embedmuch embedded in theded in the community community context;  context; most of thmmost of thmost of the moral exe moral exhortation hortation is intenseis intensely communaly communal, dealingl, dealing with huma with human relationn relationships as wsrelationrelationshrelationships as welips as well as relatl as relationship toionship to God. God. God.

Metaénoia (lit., “turning around,” “conversion,” “repentance”) is an 
equally pervasive theme in the Shepherd, perhaps the theme of the whole book. 
But the theme of a proclamation of a new repentance has been misunderstood 
and trivialized by modern commentators who have situated the Shepherd 
simplistically as a key step in the development of the discipline of penance in the 
Church — and no more. Such an interpretation misses the point. The book is 
not a call to the doing of penance in some ecclesiastical structure, but to the 
change of heart and mind that will lead to a change of quality in Christian life. In 
order to convey that message to the readers, Hermas uses an extraordinary 
display of Jewish, Christian, and Greco-Roman images and teaching traditions. 
For some, ecclesiology is the central concern of Hermas. Others would say that 



the necessity of conversion or the proclamation of a second repentance is the 
major issue. Upon closer scrutiny, one sees that these proposals are not 
mutually contradictory. Conversion or repentance as developed in the Mandates 
is not individualistic, but rather very much embedded in the community context; 
most of the moral exhortation is intensely communal, dealing with human 
relationships as well as relationship to God.

�There are There are clearly twclearly two differeno different images ot images of the Churf the Church presentch presented in the ed in the book as a book abook as a wholeas a whole. The firs. The first is the it is the idealized hdealized heavenly imeavenly image of theage of the woman gro woman growing ever wing ever younger, pyoyounger, pyounger, presented iresented in the Visin the Visions. This ons. This is the trais the transcendent,nscendent, pre-exist pre-existent Churchent Church already i al already imalready implied in Cplied in Colossians olossians and Ephesiand Ephesians, the pans, the perfect spoerfect spouse of theuse of the pre-exist pre-existent Christentpre-existpre-existepre-existent Christ nt Christ (Eph. 5:23(Eph. 5:23-24, 26-27-24, 26-27). It stan). It stands in someds in some tension w tension with the seith the second imageconsesecond imasecond image, the imge, the imperfect huperfect human communman community that sity that struggles wtruggles with all thith all the problemse probleme problems pproblems presented iresented in the Mandn the Mandates and Sates and Similitudesimilitudes. The unio. The union of opposn of opposites lies ites lies in the imainin the imain the image of the ge of the tower, whitower, which is the ch is the Church (ViChurch (Vis. 3.3.3; s. 3.3.3; Sim. 9.13.Sim. 9.13.1). It is 1). It is both a traboth aboth a transcena transcendent eschadent eschatological tological image (Visimage (Vis. 3.8.9; S. 3.8.9; Sim. 9.32.1im. 9.32.1; 10.4.4) ; 10.4.4) and a struand a structure for cturestrustructure structure for which for which the buildithe building stones ng stones must be camust be carefully serefully selected andlected and approved. approved. What the  W What the CWhat the Church is nhurch is not for Herot for Hermas — and mas — and this must this must be emphasibe emphasized over azed over against cargainst cgainst careless ccareless characterizharacterizations — iations — is an instis an institution distution dispensing fopensing forgiveness rgiveness in exchangin exchange for penae foe for penancfor penance performee performed. Rather,d. Rather, it is a l it is a living commiving community of punity of people who eople who struggle fstruggle for forgiveorffor forgivfor forgiveness and eness and the couragthe courage to lead e to lead an authentan authentic Christiic Christian life.an life.an life.

There are clearly two different images of the Church presented in the book 
as a whole. The first is the idealized heavenly image of the woman growing ever 
younger, presented in the Visions. This is the transcendent, pre-existent Church 
already implied in Colossians and Ephesians, the perfect spouse of the 
pre-existent Christ (Eph. 5:23-24, 26-27). It stands in some tension with the 
second image, the imperfect human community that struggles with all the 
problems presented in the Mandates and Similitudes. The union of opposites lies 
in the image of the tower, which is the Church (Vis. 3.3.3; Sim. 9.13.1). It is both 
a transcendent eschatological image (Vis. 3.8.9; Sim. 9.32.1; 10.4.4) and a 
structure for which the building stones must be carefully selected and approved. 
What the Church is not for Hermas — and this must be emphasized over against 
careless characterizations — is an institution dispensing forgiveness in exchange 
for penance performed. Rather, it is a living community of people who struggle 
for forgiveness and the courage to lead an authentic Christian life.

�The name JThe name Jesus appeaesus appears not at rs not at all, and tall, and the title he title ChristoœsChristoœs only perh only perhaps at Visaps at Vaps at Vis. 2.2.8Vis. 2.2.8, with gre, with great manuscrat manuscript uncertipt uncertainty. Theainty. The glorious  glorious or great aor great angel is idngel is identified aentifieididentifiedidentified as Michae as Michael (Sim. 8.l (Sim. 8.3.3), but 3.3), but performs tperforms the functiohe functions of God ns of God or Christ or Christ (e.g., Vis(e.g(e.g., Vis(e.g., Vis. 5.2; Man. 5.2; Man. 5.1.7; S. 5.1.7; Sim. 5.4.4;im. 5.4.4; 7.2). But 7.2). But the glori the glorious man, lous man, lord of theord of the tower (Si tower ( tower (Sim. 9.7.(Sim. 9.7.1) and Son1) and Son of God (S of God (Sim. 9.12.8im. 9.12.8), may be ), may be the same athe same as the glors the glorious angelious angel, though t, th, though thithough this is nevers is never stated. M stated. Meanwhile, eanwhile, the Holy Sthe Holy Spirit is tpirit is the Son of he Son of God (Sim. God (Sim. 9.1.1; cf.9.1.9.1.1; cf.9.1.1; cf. 2 Cor. 3: 2 Cor. 3:17; 2 Clem17; 2 Clem. 14:4). T. 14:4). The only vihe only viable conclable conclusion is tusion is that the tehat the text cannot xt canxt cannot be cannot be pressed topressed too hard foro hard for consisten consistency on thiscy on this question. question. It repres It represents a theents a theological wolothetheologicatheological world inl world in which suc which such clarifich clarifications havations have not yet e not yet been made.been made.

The name Jesus appears not at all, and the title Christoœs only perhaps at 
Vis. 2.2.8, with great manuscript uncertainty. The glorious or great angel is 
identified as Michael (Sim. 8.3.3), but performs the functions of God or Christ 
(e.g., Vis. 5.2; Man. 5.1.7; Sim. 5.4.4; 7.2). But the glorious man, lord of the tower 
(Sim. 9.7.1) and Son of God (Sim. 9.12.8), may be the same as the glorious angel, 
though this is never stated. Meanwhile, the Holy Spirit is the Son of God (Sim. 
9.1.1; cf. 2 Cor. 3:17; 2 Clem. 14:4). The only viable conclusion is that the text 
cannot be pressed too hard for consistency on this question. It represents a 
theological world in which such clarifications have not yet been made.

�The work aThe work as we now hs we now have it purave it purports to bports to be an apocae an apocalypse, butlypse, but the long  the long didactic adidacdidactic adidactic and parenetnd parenetic sectionic sections have rais have raised questised questions througons throughout the hhout the history of istory of modern schmomodern schmodern scholarship aolarship as to wheths to whether the docer the document as aument as a whole qua whole qualifies as lifies as such. Thersuch. Thersuch. There is mThere is more certaiore certainty about nty about Visions 1–Visions 1–4, where t4, where the apocalyhe apocalyptic strucptic structure is moture is more clearlyrmomore clearmore clearly seen. Bly seen. But the forut the format of revmat of revelatory agelatory agent and syent and symbolic revmbolic revelation iselation is sustained su sustained sustained from the Vfrom the Visions thrisions through to though to the end of te end of the book. Mhe book. Moreover, toreover, the parenethe parenethe parenetic parenetic genre thatgenre that predomina predominates in thetes in the Mandates  Mandates also appeaalso appears in the rs in the Visions anVisions and Similitudanand Similiand Similitudes. In tudes. In short, theshort, the differenc differences of genres of genre among the among the Visions,e Visions, Mandates, Mandates, and Simil and and Similiand Similitudes are tudes are differencedifferences of degres of degree rather te rather than of kinhan of kind. The twod. The two genres of genres of apocalyps ap apocalypseapocalypse and paren and parenesis have esis have been creatbeen creatively inteively interwoven to rwoven to meet a newmeet a new situation situation. Thus one.situationsituation.situation. Thus one  Thus one can underscan understand why ttand why the Shepherhe Shepherd of Hermad of Hermas was so ws was so widely popuidely poidely popular anpopular and evoked sd evoked such controuch controversy in tversy in the early Che early Church.hurch.hurch.

The work as we now have it purports to be an apocalypse, but the long 
didactic and parenetic sections have raised questions throughout the history of 
modern scholarship as to whether the document as a whole qualifies as such. 
There is more certainty about Visions 1–4, where the apocalyptic structure is 
more clearly seen. But the format of revelatory agent and symbolic revelation is 
sustained from the Visions through to the end of the book. Moreover, the 
parenetic genre that predominates in the Mandates also appears in the Visions 
and Similitudes. In short, the differences of genre among the Visions, Mandates, 
and Similitudes are differences of degree rather than of kind. The two genres of 
apocalypse and parenesis have been creatively interwoven to meet a new 
situation. Thus one can understand why the Shepherd of Hermas was so widely 



popular and evoked such controversy in the early Church.
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HERMENEUTIHERMENEUTICSCSCS

HERMENEUTICS

�SeeSee  INTERPRETAINTERPRETATION, BIBLTION, BIBLICAL.ICAL.

See INTERPRETATION, BIBLICAL.

HERMESHERMES (Gk.  (Gk. HermeäísHermeäís) ) (DEITY)(DEITY)(DEITY)

HERMES (Gk. Hermeäís) (DEITY)

A HellenicA Hellenic deity, th deity, the son of Ze son of Zeus and Maeus and Maia. Hermesia. Hermes’ origin s’ origin seems to haeems to have arisen ve arisen from the frfrom the from the hérma,hérma, or “stone or “stone heap,” wh heap,” which identiich identified boundfied boundaries, graaries, graves, and eves, and entrances. ntranceeentrances.entrances.  HermsHerms (bearded  (bearded phalluses phalluses atop stoneatop stone pillars)  pillars) were laterwere later placed as placed as markers a marke markers atmarkers at such plac such places, and Ates, and Athenians anhenians and others cd others continued tontinued to represeno represent Hermes it Hermes t Hermes in Hermes in this form.this form. The Roman The Romans later ids later identified hentified him with Meim with Mercury. Crercury. Credited withdited withdited with invenwith inventing the lting the lyre, he wayre, he was also thes also the patron of patron of travelers travelers, merchant, merchants, and mess, and messengers. Hsenmesmessengersmessengers. He was b. He was believed toelieved to conduct t conduct the souls ohe souls of the deadf the dead to Hades. to Hades.

A Hellenic deity, the son of Zeus and Maia. Hermes’ origin seems to have arisen 
from the hérma, or “stone heap,” which identified boundaries, graves, and 
entrances. Herms (bearded phalluses atop stone pillars) were later placed as 
markers at such places, and Athenians and others continued to represent 
Hermes in this form. The Romans later identified him with Mercury. Credited 
with inventing the lyre, he was also the patron of travelers, merchants, and 
messengers. He was believed to conduct the souls of the dead to Hades.

�According According to Acts 14to Acts 14:2 when Pa:2 when Paul and Barul and Barnabas visinabas visited Lystrated Lystra, the inha, the inhabitants bebitantsinhainhabitantinhabitants believeds believed that they that they were Herm were Hermes and Zeues and Zeus respectis respectively, implvely, implying that ying that Paul’s rolPaPaul’s rolPaul’s role as the ce as the chief speakhief speaker was a cer was a cause of hiause of his associats association with Hion with Hermes, theermes, the god of rh god god of rhegod of rhetoric. Thetoric. The Latin poe Latin poet Ovid relt Ovid relates a legates a legend concerend concerning Zeus ning Zeus and Hermesand Hermeand Hermes whiHermes which takes pch takes place in thlace in the vicinitye vicinity of Lystra of Lystra ( (Metam.Metam. 8.611–725 8.611–725), and the), and their names hir nair names havenames have been disc been discovered in overed in 3rd-centur3rd-century y A.D.A.D. inscripti inscriptions in theons in the area. Her area. Hermes was thmes wmes was the mowas the most common st common theophorictheophoric personal  personal name in thname in the Roman Eme Roman Empire, and pire, and Paul addrePaul aPaul addresses addresses a Hermas aa Hermas and a Hermend a Hermes in Rom. s in Rom. 16:14.16:14.16:14.

According to Acts 14:2 when Paul and Barnabas visited Lystra, the 
inhabitants believed that they were Hermes and Zeus respectively, implying that 
Paul’s role as the chief speaker was a cause of his association with Hermes, the 
god of rhetoric. The Latin poet Ovid relates a legend concerning Zeus and 
Hermes which takes place in the vicinity of Lystra (Metam. 8.611–725), and their 
names have been discovered in 3rd-century A.D. inscriptions in the area. Hermes 
was the most common theophoric personal name in the Roman Empire, and Paul 
addresses a Hermas and a Hermes in Rom. 16:14.

Paul AnthoPaul Anthony Hartogny Hartog

Paul Anthony Hartog

HERMESHERMES (Heb.  (Heb. HermeäísHermeäís) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

HERMES (Heb. Hermeäís) (PERSON)

A ChristiaA Christian at Rome n at Rome to whom Pato whom Paul sent hiul sent his greetings greetings (Rom. 16s (Rom. 16:14).:14).

A Christian at Rome to whom Paul sent his greetings (Rom. 16:14).

HERMOGENESHERMOGENES (Gk.  (Gk. HermogéneäHermogéneäss)))

HERMOGENES (Gk. Hermogéneäs)

A ChristiaA Christian who, witn who, with Phygelush Phygelus and other and others in the Rs in the Roman provioman province of Asince of Asia, turned a, turned a, turned awaturned away from Pauy from Paul (2 Tim. l (2 Tim. 1:15). It 1:15). It is unclearis unclear whether t whether the defectihe defection was oveon was over theologir oveover theolover theological difogical differences oferences or to avoidr to avoid Roman per Roman persecution.secution.

A Christian who, with Phygelus and others in the Roman province of Asia, 
turned away from Paul (2 Tim. 1:15). It is unclear whether the defection was 
over theological differences or to avoid Roman persecution.

HERMONHERMON (Heb.  (Heb. h�ermo®nh�ermo®n)),,  MOUNTMOUNTMOUNT

HERMON (Heb. h�ermo®n ), MOUNT

The southeThe southern portionrn portion of the An of the Anti-Lebanonti-Lebanon mountain  mountain range, extrange, extending 29 ending 29 km. (18 mikm. (18 km. (18 mi.) o(18 mi.) on the nortn the northern bordehern border of Palesr of Palestine. The tine. The heights ovheights overlook mucerlook much of northh of northern Israelenorthnorthern Inorthern Israel and srael and southern Ssouthern Syria, inclyria, including the uding the valley of valley of Lebanon, tLebanon, the Gilead he Gilead mountains,moumountains,mountains, the Jorda the Jordan Valley, n Valley, and the Seand the Sea of Galila of Galilee. The thee. The three peaks ree peaks of the Herof the Hermon range moHerHermon ranHermon range containge contain the highe the highest peak inst peak in the Levan the Levant, Mt. Hert, Mt. Hermon propermon proper at 2814 m at 2814 at 2814 m. (92814 m. (9230 ft.). 230 ft.). The heightThe height gathers s gathers sufficient ufficient precipitatprecipitation, mainlion, mainly in the fy in the form of snoorm oorm of snow, tof snow, to supply to supply the sourceshe sources of the Jo of the Jordan and Lrdan and Litani Riveitani Rivers. One ofrs. One of the mount the mountain’s Arabaimountmountain’smountain’s Arabic na Arabic names is Jebmes is Jebel et-Thalel et-Thalj, “the moj, “the mountain of untain of snow.” In snow.” In biblical tbiblical times the mimesttimes the times the mountain wmountain was thicklyas thickly forested  forested (Ezek. 27:(Ezek. 27:5), the ha5), the haunt of leount of leopards and pards and lions (Canliolions (Canlions (Cant. 4:8).t. 4:8).t. 4:8).

The southern portion of the Anti-Lebanon mountain range, extending 29 km. 
(18 mi.) on the northern border of Palestine. The heights overlook much of 
northern Israel and southern Syria, including the valley of Lebanon, the Gilead 
mountains, the Jordan Valley, and the Sea of Galilee. The three peaks of the 



Hermon range contain the highest peak in the Levant, Mt. Hermon proper at 
2814 m. (9230 ft.). The height gathers sufficient precipitation, mainly in the form 
of snow, to supply the sources of the Jordan and Litani Rivers. One of the 
mountain’s Arabic names is Jebel et-Thalj, “the mountain of snow.” In biblical 
times the mountain was thickly forested (Ezek. 27:5), the haunt of leopards and 
lions (Cant. 4:8).

�According According to Deut. 3to Deut. 3:9 (cf. 4::9 (cf. 4:48), the m48), the mountain waountain was also cals also called Senir led Senir or Sirion.or Sirionor Sirion. ThSirion. The three nae three names may remes may reflect the flect the three mainthree main peaks of  peaks of the mountathe mountain clusterin cluster. The Assy. clustercluster. Tcluster. The Assyriahe Assyrians knew itns knew it as Saniru as Saniru. In a Hit. In a Hittite treattite treaty the godsy the gods of Sirion of Sirion are calle are c are called upocalled upon as witnen as witnesses to thsses to the action. e action. It is probIt is probable that able that the 18th-cthe 18th-century entury B.C.B.C. Execratio Exe ExecrationExecration Texts als Texts also refer too refer to the mount the mountain.ain.ain.

According to Deut. 3:9 (cf. 4:48), the mountain was also called Senir or 
Sirion. The three names may reflect the three main peaks of the mountain 
cluster. The Assyrians knew it as Saniru. In a Hittite treaty the gods of Sirion are 
called upon as witnesses to the action. It is probable that the 18th-century B.C. 
Execration Texts also refer to the mountain.

�The mountaThe mountain has strin has strong sacredong sacred connectio connections. The wons. The word Hermon rd Hermon derives frderives from Heb. omfrfrom Heb. from Heb. hrm,hrm, “sacred”  “sacred” or “forbidor “forbidden.” The den.” The sites of Bsites of Baal-hermonaal-hermon and Baal- and Baal-gad, both gad, bogad, both probaboth probably culticbly cultic sites, li sites, lie at the fe at the foot of theoot of the mountain. mountain. Recent su Recent surveys haverveys have identifie iden identifiedidentified numerous  numerous shrines anshrines and possibled possible sacred si sacred sites in thetes in the vicinity  vicinity of Mt. Herof Mt. Hermon. A clamonHerHermon. A Hermon. A classical classical temple neatemple near the summr the summit has yieit has yielded coinslded coins from Anti from Antiochus III ochus III to Philip tto Philip to Philip the Arab. the Arab. The HittitThe Hittite treaty me treaty makes it anakes it an abode of  abode of the gods. the gods. Ps. 29 celPs. 29 celebrates thebratcelcelebratescelebrates the power the power of Yahweh of Yahweh in imager in imagery reflectiy reflective of the ve of the attributesattributes of the Ca of the Canaanite BanaCaCanaanite Canaanite Baal, a stBaal, a storm-god; Yorm-god; Yahweh is sahweh is so powerfulo powerful that he m that he makes the sakes the seats of Baeats of Baal, includaBaBaal, inclBaal, including Mt. uding Mt. Hermon, juHermon, jump to his mp to his command (vcommand (v. 6). 1 En. 6). 1 En. 13:9 wit. 13:9 witnesses to nesses to the sacredththe sacredthe sacred power of  power of the site, the site, recording recording a dream ofa dream of a gatheri a gathering of angeng of angels on Mt. ls on Mt. Hermon.HeHermon.Hermon.Hermon.

The mountain has strong sacred connections. The word Hermon derives 
from Heb. hrm, “sacred” or “forbidden.” The sites of Baal-hermon and Baal-gad, 
both probably cultic sites, lie at the foot of the mountain. Recent surveys have 
identified numerous shrines and possible sacred sites in the vicinity of Mt. 
Hermon. A classical temple near the summit has yielded coins from Antiochus III 
to Philip the Arab. The Hittite treaty makes it an abode of the gods. Ps. 29 
celebrates the power of Yahweh in imagery reflective of the attributes of the 
Canaanite Baal, a storm-god; Yahweh is so powerful that he makes the seats of 
Baal, including Mt. Hermon, jump to his command (v. 6). 1 En. 13:9 witnesses to 
the sacred power of the site, recording a dream of a gathering of angels on Mt. 
Hermon.

�Mt. HermonMt. Hermon has also  has also been suggebeen suggested as a sted as a location flocation for the Traor the Transfiguratinsfiguration of Jesuon of Jon of Jesus. TheJesus. The “high mou “high mountain” whentain” where this tore this took place iok place is not idens not identified, butified, but it must t it must be in the be inbe in the vicin the vicinity of Cinity of Caesarea Phaesarea Philippi. Thilippi. The acknowlee acknowledged sacredged sacredness of Mdness of Mt. Hermon t. Hermon would havewwould havewould have provided  provided added veraadded veracity for tcity for the readershe readers of the ac of the account of tcount of the encounthe encounthe encounter.encounter.

Mt. Hermon has also been suggested as a location for the Transfiguration of 
Jesus. The “high mountain” where this took place is not identified, but it must be 
in the vicinity of Caesarea Philippi. The acknowledged sacredness of Mt. Hermon 
would have provided added veracity for the readers of the account of the 
encounter.

Thomas W. Thomas W. DavisDavis
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HERODHEROD (Gk.  (Gk. HeäroœédeäHeäroœédeäss) ) (FAMILY)(FAMILY)(FAMILY)

HEROD (Gk. Heäroœédeäs) (FAMILY)

A family oA family of distinguf distinguished Idumished Idumean nobiliean nobility that waty that was convertes converted to Judaid to Judaism during sm during the Hasmonththe Hasmonthe Hasmonean periodean period and rose  and rose to promineto prominence duringnce during the reign the reign of Alexan of Alexandra Salomedra Salodra Salome. ThSalome. They intermaey intermarried withrried with Nabateans Nabateans, Jews, an, Jews, and other ned other nearby rulinarby ruling familiesg families, dominati, familiesfamilies, families, dominatingdominating the polit the political fortuical fortunes of Judnes of Judaism and iaism and influencingnfluencing events in events in the easte the e the eastern Meeastern Mediterraneaditerranean from then from the mid-1st c mid-1st century entury B.C.E.B.C.E. to the en to the end of the 1d of the 1st centuryst centurst century century C.E.C.E. The famil The family had party had particularly gicularly good relatiood relations with rons with ruling Romauling Romans, especins, especially with alespeciespeciallyespecially with the  with the Julio-ClauJulio-Claudians.dians.dians.

A family of distinguished Idumean nobility that was converted to Judaism during 
the Hasmonean period and rose to prominence during the reign of Alexandra 
Salome. They intermarried with Nabateans, Jews, and other nearby ruling 
families, dominating the political fortunes of Judaism and influencing events in the 
eastern Mediterranean from the mid-1st century B.C.E. to the end of the 1st 
century C.E. The family had particularly good relations with ruling Romans, 
especially with the Julio-Claudians.

�1.1. Antipater Antipater. Idumean . Idumean noble (ca.noble (ca. 100–43  100–43 B.C.E.B.C.E.), son of ), son of Antipas anAntipas and father od father of Herod. Hf Hf Herod. He Herod. He was a strowas a strong supportng supporter of Hyrcer of Hyrcanus II inanus II in the dynas the dynastic struggtic struggle betweenle between the two s betweenbetween thbetween the two sonse two sons of Alexan of Alexander Janneuder Janneus and Alexs and Alexandra Saloandra Salome. His fame. His family was Imily was mily was Idumeawas Idumean and had n and had converted converted to Judaismto Judaism during th during the aggressie aggressive expansive expansion of Judeon of Judon of Judea intoJudea into Idumea un Idumea under Alexander Alexander Janneuder Janneus. Antipats. Antipater marrieder married Cypros, o Cypros, of noble — f noble —f noble — perhaps — perhaps royal — Naroyal — Nabatean linbatean lineage, raiseage, raising four sing four sons and onons and one daughtere daughter: Phasael,: Phasael, Herod, Jo Phasael,Phasael, HPhasael, Herod, Joseerod, Joseph, Pherorph, Pheroras, and Saas, and Salome. Infllome. Influential inuential in Judea’s l Judea’s later histoater history in haviry in ry in having in having brought Hebrought Herod into prod into prominence,rominence, there see there seems little ms little doubt of hdoubt of his commitmis commitmis commitmentcommitment to Judea, to Judea, and proba and probably also tbly also to Judaism.o Judaism.

1. Antipater. Idumean noble (ca. 100–43 B.C.E.), son of Antipas and father of 
Herod. He was a strong supporter of Hyrcanus II in the dynastic struggle 
between the two sons of Alexander Janneus and Alexandra Salome. His family 



was Idumean and had converted to Judaism during the aggressive expansion of 
Judea into Idumea under Alexander Janneus. Antipater married Cypros, of noble 
— perhaps royal — Nabatean lineage, raising four sons and one daughter: 
Phasael, Herod, Joseph, Pheroras, and Salome. Influential in Judea’s later history 
in having brought Herod into prominence, there seems little doubt of his 
commitment to Judea, and probably also to Judaism.

�Antipater Antipater became a pbecame a public figuublic figure during re during the reign the reign of Alexandof Alexandra, assistra, assisting Hyrcaning Hyrcaing Hyrcanus IHyrcanus II and oppoI and opposing Aristsing Aristobulus II.obulus II. He was in He was influential fluential because ofbecause of his stron his strong base in g bag base in thbase in the south ofe south of the count the country (ry (BJBJ 1.123–26; 1.123–26;  Ant.Ant. 14.8–18), 14.8–18), and no do and no doubt also bubt also because of ecbbecause ofbecause of his wife’ his wife’s connectis connections in Petons in Petra (Nabatera (Nabatea).a).a).

Antipater became a public figure during the reign of Alexandra, assisting 
Hyrcanus II and opposing Aristobulus II. He was influential because of his strong 
base in the south of the country (BJ 1.123–26; Ant. 14.8–18), and no doubt also 
because of his wife’s connections in Petra (Nabatea).

�The dynastThe dynastic quarrelic quarrel in the mi in the mid-60s d-60s B.C.E.B.C.E. led to Ro led to Rome’s direcme’s direct intervent intervention in thtion intion in the regin the region under ion under Pompey andPompey and M. Aemili M. Aemilius Scaurusus Scaurus; when Rom; when Rome first sue first supported Arpported susupported supported AristobuluAristobulus, Antipats, Antipater and Herer and Herod fled tood fled to Petra (th Petra (then under Aen under Aretas III)retas III). Before l. B. Before lonBefore long, Pompey’g, Pompey’s view chas view changed, perhnged, perhaps as theaps as the result of result of Antipater Antipater’s represe’s representations. ntrepreserepresentarepresentations. In tions. In the siege the siege of Jerusalof Jerusalem (63) Hyem (63) Hyrcanus andrcanus and Antipater Antipater acted wit acted with the Romah th the Romansthe Romans (cf. Pss. (cf. Pss. Sol. 2, 8 Sol. 2, 8, 17); lat, 17); later, Antipaer, Antipater acted ter acted with Gabinwith Gabinius on a rius on a risky expedisky exisky expeditionexpedition to Egypt. to Egypt. Through h Through his links wis links with Rome, ith Rome, Antipater Antipater influencedinfluenced the settl the settlement Gabiemsettlsettlementsettlement Gabinius  Gabinius imposed onimposed on Judea in  Judea in 55 (55 (BJBJ 1.178;  1.178; Ant.Ant. 14.103).  14.103). During thiDuring this period As pers period Antperiod Antipater domipater dominated polinated political lifitical life in Judeae in Judea by managi by managing the coung the country’s — antry’s — and Hyrcanundaand Hyrcanand Hyrcanus’ — relaus’ — relations withtions with Rome. Rome. Rome.

The dynastic quarrel in the mid-60s B.C.E. led to Rome’s direct intervention 
in the region under Pompey and M. Aemilius Scaurus; when Rome first 
supported Aristobulus, Antipater and Herod fled to Petra (then under Aretas III). 
Before long, Pompey’s view changed, perhaps as the result of Antipater’s 
representations. In the siege of Jerusalem (63) Hyrcanus and Antipater acted with 
the Romans (cf. Pss. Sol. 2, 8, 17); later, Antipater acted with Gabinius on a risky 
expedition to Egypt. Through his links with Rome, Antipater influenced the 
settlement Gabinius imposed on Judea in 55 (BJ 1.178; Ant. 14.103). During this 
period Antipater dominated political life in Judea by managing the country’s — 
and Hyrcanus’ — relations with Rome.

�Antipater Antipater probably cprobably combined miombined military andlitary and financial financial responsib responsibilities unilities under Hyrcander Hyrcder Hyrcanus IHyrcanus II, ethnarcI, ethnarch in the Rh in the Roman reorgoman reorganization anization of Judea (of Judea (a monograma monogram on Hyrcan on Hyrca on Hyrcanus’ Hyrcanus’ coins may coins may refer to Arefer to Antipater).ntipater). Antipater Antipater gave his  gave his two eldesttwo eldest sons impo sons important apporimpoimportant important appointmenappointments, Phasaets, Phasael as goverl as governor of Jernor of Jerusalem andusalem and environs, environs, and Herod and Hero and Herod as gHerod as governor ofovernor of Galilee ( Galilee (47). In th47). In the chaotic e chaotic conditionsconditions during Ro during Rome’s civilme’s civil wars in t wa wars in thwars in the 40s, Ante 40s, Antipater hadipater had to alter  to alter his allegihis allegiances: he ances: he first sidefirst sided with Pomd with Pompey, then pey, tpey, then Caesathen Caesar (who rewr (who rewarded him arded him with Romanwith Roman citizensh citizenship and freip and freedom from edom from taxation),taxatiotaxation),taxation), then Cass then Cassius. In thius. In the equally e equally volatile cvolatile conditions onditions in Judea, in Judea, Antipater Antipater was poisonwas powas poisoned bpoisoned by Malchus,y Malchus, a fellow  a fellow Jew and riJew and rival supporval supporter of Hyrter of Hyrcanus II (canus II (43).43).43).

Antipater probably combined military and financial responsibilities under 
Hyrcanus II, ethnarch in the Roman reorganization of Judea (a monogram on 
Hyrcanus’ coins may refer to Antipater). Antipater gave his two eldest sons 
important appointments, Phasael as governor of Jerusalem and environs, and 
Herod as governor of Galilee (47). In the chaotic conditions during Rome’s civil 
wars in the 40s, Antipater had to alter his allegiances: he first sided with Pompey, 
then Caesar (who rewarded him with Roman citizenship and freedom from 
taxation), then Cassius. In the equally volatile conditions in Judea, Antipater was 
poisoned by Malchus, a fellow Jew and rival supporter of Hyrcanus II (43).

�2.2. Herod the Herod the Great. Ki Great. King of Judeng of Judea (73–4 a (73–4 B.C.E.B.C.E.), founder), founder of a dyna of a dynasty that wsty that was influenaswwas influewas influential in Jntial in Judean poliudean politics and stics and surroundingurrounding areas int areas into the earlo the early 2nd centy 2nd century ury C.E.CC.E.C.E. Herod was Herod was the son a the son and grandsond grandson of Idumen of Idumean nobles an nobles converted converted to Judaismto Judaism during th dur during theduring the time of A time of Alexander Jlexander Janneus. Hianneus. His mother Cs mother Cypros was ypros was Nabatean. Nabatean. The familyThe famiThe family serfamily served Hyrcanved Hyrcanus II in tus II in the strugglhe struggle for the e for the crown withcrown with Aristobul Aristobulus. Both Aus. Both Antipater antAAntipater Antipater and Herod and Herod were trustwere trusted by the ed by the Romans durRomans during the peing the period of Roriod of Rome’s increme’s incme’s increasingincreasing influence influence...

2. Herod the Great. King of Judea (73–4 B.C.E.), founder of a dynasty that 
was influential in Judean politics and surrounding areas into the early 2nd century 
C.E. Herod was the son and grandson of Idumean nobles converted to Judaism 
during the time of Alexander Janneus. His mother Cypros was Nabatean. The 
family served Hyrcanus II in the struggle for the crown with Aristobulus. Both 
Antipater and Herod were trusted by the Romans during the period of Rome’s 
increasing influence.

�Sources onSources on Herod inc Herod include Joseplude Josephus, otherhus, other ancient h ancient historians,istorians, a few rab a few rabbinic refebinic rebinic referencesreferences, inscript, inscriptions, coinions, coins, and arcs, and archaeologicahaeological remains l remains of his buiof his buildings. Thldings. The usual hae usuae usual harsusual harshly negatihly negative evaluatve evaluation of Herion of Herod, deriviod, deriving from onng from one NT refere NT reference (Mattence (Matt. 2:16-18). (Matt(Matt. 2:1(Matt. 2:16-18) and 6-18) and one side oone side of Josephusf Josephus’ complex ’ complex picture, dpicture, does no jusoes no justice to thtice to the person. e pe person. Whperson. While Herod ile Herod was cruel was cruel and vindicand vindictive, perhtive, perhaps even paps even paranoid, iaranoid, in his dealn his dealings with indealdealings wdealings with his faith his family, he pmily, he played a crlayed a crucial roleucial role in improv in improving the loing the lot of Jews t of Jews during hisduring during hisduring his long reig long reign (40–4 n (40–4 B.C.E.B.C.E.).).).

Sources on Herod include Josephus, other ancient historians, a few rabbinic 
references, inscriptions, coins, and archaeological remains of his buildings. The 
usual harshly negative evaluation of Herod, deriving from one NT reference 
(Matt. 2:16-18) and one side of Josephus’ complex picture, does no justice to the 



person. While Herod was cruel and vindictive, perhaps even paranoid, in his 
dealings with his family, he played a crucial role in improving the lot of Jews 
during his long reign (40–4 B.C.E.).

�Little is Little is known of hknown of his early lis early life and noife and nothing of hthing of his educatiis education. He emeon. He emerged publirged publrged publicly apublicly as a young s a young man in comman in command of Gamand of Galilee, whelilee, where he dealre he dealt severelyt severely with “bri with “brigands,” asga“bri“brigands,“brigands,” as Josep” as Josephus calls hus calls them — prothem — probably dispbably dispossessed possessed peasants. Ieasants. In the turmn the turmoil of theoturmturmoil ofturmoil of the Roman the Roman civil war civil wars he was ns he was noticed by oticed by several Roseveral Roman leaderman leaders (Julius s (Julius Caesar, MaCCaesar, MaCaesar, Mark Antony,rk Antony, Cassius,  Cassius, Octavian).Octavian). Herod fle Herod fled to Rome d to Rome to seek heto seek help when Hylp when Hlp when Hyrcanus IHyrcanus II was captI was captured by Maured by Mattathiah Attathiah Antigonus, ntigonus, who had bewho had been appointen appointed king ofed king oed king of Judea bof Judea by Parthia,y Parthia, Rome’s mo Rome’s most dangerost dangerous enemy. us enemy. When the SWhen the Senate instenate instead appoinead appoead appointed appointed Herod kingHerod king of Judea  of Judea (late 40),(late 40), Herod and Herod and Antigonus Antigonus became in became in effect ri effect rival kings,vririval kingrival kings, with bos, with both empiresth empires having a  having a considerabconsiderable stake ile stake in the outcn the outcome.ome.

Little is known of his early life and nothing of his education. He emerged 
publicly as a young man in command of Galilee, where he dealt severely with 
“brigands,” as Josephus calls them — probably dispossessed peasants. In the 
turmoil of the Roman civil wars he was noticed by several Roman leaders (Julius 
Caesar, Mark Antony, Cassius, Octavian). Herod fled to Rome to seek help when 
Hyrcanus II was captured by Mattathiah Antigonus, who had been appointed king 
of Judea by Parthia, Rome’s most dangerous enemy. When the Senate instead 
appointed Herod king of Judea (late 40), Herod and Antigonus became in effect 
rival kings, with both empires having a considerable stake in the outcome.

King HerodKing Herod

King Herod

Herod retuHerod returned to Garned to Galilee in tlilee in the spring he spring of 39; a tof 39; a two-and-a-hwo-and-a-half year salf year struggle fotruggle for dominancr dor dominance dominance in Judea ein Judea ensued, wonnsued, won finally b finally by Herod iny Herod in the summe the summer of 37 afr of 37 after a succter a successful sieesuccsuccessfulsuccessful siege of  siege of Jerusalem Jerusalem with Romanwith Roman help. Dur help. During the 30ing the 30s Herod cos Herod consolidatednsolidatedcoconsolidatconsolidated and exted and extended his ended his territory,territory, with the  with the assistanceassistance of Mark A of Mark Antony, hisntony, his patron an pa patron andpatron and closest a closest ally in Romlly in Rome. When Ane. When Antony and Otony and Octavian fectavian fell out, Hell out, Herod remainrod remairod remained lremained loyal to Anoyal to Antony; he wtony; he would have ould have fought at fought at Actium (31Actium (31) had Anto) had Antony not reqny not reny not required hrequired him to keepim to keep the Nabat the Nabateans in cheans in check. Folloeck. Following Antonwing Antony and Cleoy and Cleopatra’s depatra’s dpatra’s decisive ddecisive defeat, Herefeat, Herod went tood went to Rhodes to Rhodes to offer his offer his loyalty t loyalty to Octaviano Octavian, becoming, becoming one of Oc o one of Octone of Octavian’s (“avian’s (“Augustus” Augustus” from 27 onfrom 27 on) most tru) most trusted depensted dependent kingsdent kings. Augustus. Augustu. Augustus, Augustus, his son-inhis son-in-law Marcu-law Marcus Agrippa,s Agrippa, and Herod and Herod were cons were considered cloidered close friendsse friendsse friends.friends.friends.

Herod returned to Galilee in the spring of 39; a two-and-a-half year struggle for 
dominance in Judea ensued, won finally by Herod in the summer of 37 after a 
successful siege of Jerusalem with Roman help. During the 30s Herod 
consolidated and extended his territory, with the assistance of Mark Antony, his 
patron and closest ally in Rome. When Antony and Octavian fell out, Herod 
remained loyal to Antony; he would have fought at Actium (31) had Antony not 
required him to keep the Nabateans in check. Following Antony and Cleopatra’s 
decisive defeat, Herod went to Rhodes to offer his loyalty to Octavian, becoming 
one of Octavian’s (“Augustus” from 27 on) most trusted dependent kings. 
Augustus, his son-in-law Marcus Agrippa, and Herod were considered close 
friends.

�Even in thEven in this early pis early period Heroeriod Herod’s persond’s personal life shal life showed signsowed signs of strain of strain. Herod di. Herod d. Herod divorced hdivorced his first wis first wife Doris ife Doris and — aimiand — aiming at leging at legitimacy — btimacy — became engaecame engaged to Marged to Marged to Mariamme, Mariamme, granddaughgranddaughter of Herter of Herod’s patrood’s patron, Hyrcanun, Hyrcanus II (whoms II (whom he later  he later executed),executedexecuted),executed), and one o and one of the lastf the last of the Ha of the Hasmoneans (smoneans (42). He ma42). He married Marirried Mariamme in 37amme in 3amme in 37, when s37, when she had atthe had attained marrained marriageable aiageable age (perhapge (perhaps 16), whis 16), while Jerusalle Jerusalem was undem was undem was under siegunder siege. Mariamme. Mariamme did not e did not reciprocatreciprocate Herod’s e Herod’s infatuatioinfatuation with hern with her during th during their tempeseththeir temptheir tempestuous maestuous marriage; hirriage; his suspicios suspicions resultens resulted in chargd in charges of adules of adultery and etery and eventually veneeventuallyeventually her execu her execution (28/2tion (28/27). Mariam7). Mariamme’s motheme’s mother, Alexandr, Alexandra (daughtra (daughter of Hyrcer of Hyrer of Hyrcanus IHyrcanus II), who waI), who was implicats implicated in Maried in Mariamme’s deaamme’s death though th though she continshe continued to livued to livued to live in thlive in the palace, e palace, contributecontributed to Herodd to Herod’s downwar’s downward slide und slide until her extil her execution. Hecution. Herod’s 10 erHHerod’s 10Herod’s 10 wives and wives and at least  at least 15 childre15 children created n created very diffivery difficult familcult family arrangemy arrangements.entarrangemarrangemenarrangements.ts.

Even in this early period Herod’s personal life showed signs of strain. Herod 
divorced his first wife Doris and — aiming at legitimacy — became engaged to 
Mariamme, granddaughter of Herod’s patron, Hyrcanus II (whom he later 
executed), and one of the last of the Hasmoneans (42). He married Mariamme in 
37, when she had attained marriageable age (perhaps 16), while Jerusalem was 
under siege. Mariamme did not reciprocate Herod’s infatuation with her during 
their tempestuous marriage; his suspicions resulted in charges of adultery and 
eventually her execution (28/27). Mariamme’s mother, Alexandra (daughter of 
Hyrcanus II), who was implicated in Mariamme’s death though she continued to 
live in the palace, contributed to Herod’s downward slide until her execution. 
Herod’s 10 wives and at least 15 children created very difficult family 
arrangements.

Middle YeaMiddle Yearsrs

Middle Years



During theDuring the 20s, Hero 20s, Herod triumphad triumphantly engagntly engaged in an oed in an orgy of buirgy of building actilding activity that vity that reshaped hreshreshaped hreshaped his domainsis domains. Augustus. Augustus’ confiden’ confidence in Heroce in Herod was showd was shown in a sern in a series of exties of exties of extensionsextensions to the ki to the kingdom and ngdom and in the rigin the right to appoht to appoint his owint his own successon successor from amor from amr from among his among his sons, mostsons, most of whom w of whom were broughere brought up in Rot up in Rome. Herod’me. Herod’s troops as troops accompaniedccompaaccompanieaccompanied Aelius Gd Aelius Gallus on aallus on a military  military expeditionexpedition to Arabia to Arabia Felix (25 Felix (25/24). At h/24). At home, his fomhhome, his home, his family liffamily life became ie became increasinglncreasingly complicay complicated by histed by his increasin increasing number og number of potentiaf pf potential potential heirs, andheirs, and especiall especially by the my by the machinationachinations of Marias of Mariamme I’s twmme I’s two childreno children as they b as as they beas they became influcame influential youential youths.ths.ths.

During the 20s, Herod triumphantly engaged in an orgy of building activity that 
reshaped his domains. Augustus’ confidence in Herod was shown in a series of 
extensions to the kingdom and in the right to appoint his own successor from 
among his sons, most of whom were brought up in Rome. Herod’s troops 
accompanied Aelius Gallus on a military expedition to Arabia Felix (25/24). At 
home, his family life became increasingly complicated by his increasing number of 
potential heirs, and especially by the machinations of Mariamme I’s two children 
as they became influential youths.

�Though HerThough Herod could bod could be generouse generous in famine in famine relief, o relief, on the wholn the whole society e society probably bprobaprobably bprobably became harsecame harsher and moher and more exclusire exclusive. His reve. His relations wilations with variousth various social an social and religioudanand religiand religious groupsous groups are not c are not clear; accolear; according to trding to the NT, weahe NT, weakly supporkly supported by Josted by Josephus, a gepJosJosephus, Josephus, a group dea group developed knveloped known as Herown as Herodians. Ofodians. Of all the r all the religious deligious developmentevelopmenddevelopmendevelopments of his ts of his reign, thereign, the most sign most significant waificant was the rebus the rebuilding of ilding of the templethe temple in Jerusa in J in Jerusalem,Jerusalem, which for which for the first the first time incl time included a couuded a court of Gentrt of Gentiles and ailes and a court of  court of women. It womwomen. It women. It was one ofwas one of the great the great religious religious structure structures of the ps of the period, anderiod, and continues continues to excite to to excite to excite the religithe religious imaginous imagination to tation to this day.his day.his day.

Though Herod could be generous in famine relief, on the whole society 
probably became harsher and more exclusive. His relations with various social 
and religious groups are not clear; according to the NT, weakly supported by 
Josephus, a group developed known as Herodians. Of all the religious 
developments of his reign, the most significant was the rebuilding of the temple in 
Jerusalem, which for the first time included a court of Gentiles and a court of 
women. It was one of the great religious structures of the period, and continues 
to excite the religious imagination to this day.

�Herod travHerod traveled exteneled extensively, pasively, partly, it srtly, it seems, to aeems, to assist in issist in improving Dmproving Diaspora Jeiaspora Jeiaspora Jews’ secuJews’ security and —rity and — to a limi to a limited degreeted degree — indepen — independence; hisdence; his friendshi friendship with Marp with Marcus AgrippcMarMarcus AgrMarcus Agrippa, Auguippa, Augustus’ eaststus’ eastern lieuteern lieutenant, madenant, made this read this readily possibily possible. His cole. His contacts extntacocontacts econtacts extended esxtended especially tpecially through Syrhrough Syria and Asiia and Asia Minor, ta Minor, the Greek ihe Greek islands, anslands, and the Greed anand the Grand the Greek mainlaeek mainland (e.g., nd (e.g., he gave behe gave benefactionsnefactions to Rhodes to Rhodes, Chios, C, Chios, Cos, Pergamos, Pergamos, Pergamum, Pergamum, Athens, OlAthens, Olympia, amoympia, among others)ng others); he did n; he did not build fot build for the Jewor the Jewish communish commish community community itself, buitself, but offered t offered his largeshis largesse to the se to the city as a city as a whole. Diawhole. Diaspora Jewsspora Jews remained  rem remained aremained attached tottached to the homel the homeland througand through the halfh the half-shekel ta-shekel tax; they hax; they had immunityd immunityd immunity fimmunity from prosecrom prosecution on tution on the sabbathhe sabbath and exemp and exemption from tion from military smilitary service.ervice.

Herod traveled extensively, partly, it seems, to assist in improving Diaspora 
Jews’ security and — to a limited degree — independence; his friendship with 
Marcus Agrippa, Augustus’ eastern lieutenant, made this readily possible. His 
contacts extended especially through Syria and Asia Minor, the Greek islands, 
and the Greek mainland (e.g., he gave benefactions to Rhodes, Chios, Cos, 
Pergamum, Athens, Olympia, among others); he did not build for the Jewish 
community itself, but offered his largesse to the city as a whole. Diaspora Jews 
remained attached to the homeland through the half-shekel tax; they had 
immunity from prosecution on the sabbath and exemption from military service.

Herodium, Herodium, mountain pmountain palace-fortalace-fortress of Heress of Herod the Grrod the Great (Photoeat (Photo by Hanan  by Hanan Isachar; AIsachar;Isachar; AIsachar; ASAP Ltd.)SAP Ltd.)

Herodium, mountain palace-fortress of Herod the Great (Photo by Hanan 
Isachar; ASAP Ltd.)

Herod’s BuHerod’s Buildingsildings

Herod’s Buildings

Herod’s exHerod’s extensive butensive building proilding program inclugram included whole ded whole cities (e.cities (e.g., Caesarg., Caesarea Maritimea Maritima, Sebastea,MaritimMaritima, Maritima, Sebaste), Sebaste), temples (etemples (e.g., Jerus.g., Jerusalem, threalem, three to Roma e to Roma and Augustand Augustus, Baal Sus, Baal Shamim at hamSShamim at Shamim at Si{aSi{a), palaces), palaces (e.g., Ma (e.g., Masada, Herosada, Herodium, Cyprdium, Cypros, Jerichos, Jericho), memorio), memorials (e.g.,als (e.gals (e.g., the(e.g., the patriarch patriarchs and matrs and matriarchs at iarchs at Hebron, AbHebron, Abraham at Mraham at Mamre), varamre), various pleasious pleasure buildiupleaspleasure bpleasure buildings, uildings, infrastrucinfrastructure projeture projects, unspects, unspecified doncified donations andations and benefacti benefactions. It isons. benefactibenefactiobenefactions. It is ns. It is unlikely tunlikely that, as sohat, as some complaime complained after ned after his death,his death, he spent  he spent more on bumoremore on bumore on buildings ouildings outside the tside the Holy Land Holy Land than withithan within it. His n it. His projects iprojects inside his nside his own regionownown regionown regions were dess were designed partigned partly to stimly to stimulate tradulate trade and comme and commerce. The erce. The buildings buildings buildings buildings were builtwere built with flai with flair and techr and technical compnical competence, beetence, beautifully autifully designed, designed, often veryoftenoften veryoften very imaginati imaginative: the nove: the northern palrthern palace at Masace at Masada, winteada, winter palace ar palace at Jericho,t Jericho, promontor pro promontorypromontory palace at palace at Caesarea, Caesarea, Herodium, Herodium, and his t and his temples — eemples — especially specially the awe-inthe awe-the awe-inspirawe-inspiring templeing temple in Jerusa in Jerusalem. None lem. None of his palof his palaces give aces give evidence oevidence of pagan def pagan decorative mcodedecorativedecorative motifs or motifs or embellish embellishments thatments that flout Tor flout Torah. To somah. To some extent He extent Herod was aerod was erod was an obswas an observant Jewervant Jew; some of ; some of his palacehis palaces include s include pools thatpools that have been have been interpret interpreted as edinterpretinterpreteinterpreted as d as mikvaot,mikvaot, or in som or in some cases ase cases as a cold po a cold pool that caol that can do doubln do double duty as e duty as e duty as a as a mikvehmikveh (e.g., Ma (e.g., Masada and Csada and Cypros).ypros).

Herod’s extensive building program included whole cities (e.g., Caesarea 
Maritima, Sebaste), temples (e.g., Jerusalem, three to Roma and Augustus, Baal 
Shamim at Si{a), palaces (e.g., Masada, Herodium, Cypros, Jericho), memorials 
(e.g., the patriarchs and matriarchs at Hebron, Abraham at Mamre), various 
pleasure buildings, infrastructure projects, unspecified donations and 
benefactions. It is unlikely that, as some complained after his death, he spent 
more on buildings outside the Holy Land than within it. His projects inside his 
own regions were designed partly to stimulate trade and commerce. The 



buildings were built with flair and technical competence, beautifully designed, 
often very imaginative: the northern palace at Masada, winter palace at Jericho, 
promontory palace at Caesarea, Herodium, and his temples — especially the 
awe-inspiring temple in Jerusalem. None of his palaces give evidence of pagan 
decorative motifs or embellishments that flout Torah. To some extent Herod 
was an observant Jew; some of his palaces include pools that have been 
interpreted as mikvaot, or in some cases as a cold pool that can do double duty 
as a mikveh (e.g., Masada and Cypros).

Final YearFinal Yearss

Final Years

Herod’s fiHerod’s final years nal years were markewere marked by publid by public recognitc recognition (e.g.,ion (e.g., his role  his role alongside alongside Marcus AgrMarMarcus AgrMarcus Agrippa in thippa in the Black See Black Sea expeditia expedition and hison and his being nam being named presideed president of the nt of the Olympic gaOOlympic gaOlympic games), by tmes), by troubles wiroubles with neighboth neighboring Nabatring Nabatea, and byea, and by increased increased family di family discord. Thesdidiscord. Tdiscord. The last ofhe last of these gav these gave rise to e rise to Augustus’ Augustus’ witticism witticism that he wothat he would ratheruld rather be Herod’ be be Herod’sbe Herod’s pig than  pig than his son. Dhis son. During thesuring these last yeae last years Herod ers Herod executed hixecuted his two sonss two sons with Hasm w with Hasmowith Hasmonean bloodnean blood (7) and h (7) and his oldest is oldest son, Antipson, Antipater (son ater (son of Doris; of Doris; 4), all of4), all of whom had  wh whom had bwhom had been squabbeen squabbling with ling with each othereach other and intri and intriguing for guing for the succesthe succession, perhsion, perhaps tryingaperhperhaps trperhaps trying to ouying to oust him. Thst him. The “massacre “massacre of the ie of the innocents” nnocents” (Matt. 2:1(Matt. 2:16-18) is s6-18) is set at thiset sset at thiset at this time, les time, leading someading some to specul to speculate that tate that there has bhere has been confuseen confusion betweeion between his killn hn his killinhis killing of his sg of his sons and hions and his murder os murder of the smalf the small childrenl children in Bethle in Bethlehem. Herodhem. Herod died afte die died afterdied after a lingeri a lingering diseaseng disease in the sp in the spring of 4 ring of 4 B.C.E.B.C.E. in Jerich in Jericho. He was o. He was buried in buried in Herodium, HeHerodium, Herodium, designed adesigned as a fortifs a fortified palaceied palace and mauso and mausoleum.leum.

Herod’s final years were marked by public recognition (e.g., his role alongside 
Marcus Agrippa in the Black Sea expedition and his being named president of the 
Olympic games), by troubles with neighboring Nabatea, and by increased family 
discord. The last of these gave rise to Augustus’ witticism that he would rather 
be Herod’s pig than his son. During these last years Herod executed his two sons 
with Hasmonean blood (7) and his oldest son, Antipater (son of Doris; 4), all of 
whom had been squabbling with each other and intriguing for the succession, 
perhaps trying to oust him. The “massacre of the innocents” (Matt. 2:16-18) is 
set at this time, leading some to speculate that there has been confusion between 
his killing of his sons and his murder of the small children in Bethlehem. Herod 
died after a lingering disease in the spring of 4 B.C.E. in Jericho. He was buried in 
Herodium, designed as a fortified palace and mausoleum.

EvaluationEvaluation

Evaluation

Herod was Herod was a key playa key player in the er in the Roman desiRoman design for thegn for the eastern M eastern Mediterraneediterranean, providan, providan, providing providing a secure pa secure point in Rooint in Rome’s stratme’s strategic extenegic extension of itsion of its kingdom.s kingdom. He improv He improved Judea’seimprovimproved Jimproved Judea’s ecoudea’s economy and inomy and its place its place in the regin the region’s tradeon’s trade and comme and commerce. Closerce. Closerce. Close RomaClose Roman links len links led many of d many of Herod’s ciHerod’s citizens to tizens to question hquestion his motivesis motives and his t and his ties to Judietties to Juties to Judaism, yetdaism, yet Herod app Herod appears to haears to have been a ve been a practicingpracticing Jew. He d Jew. He derived greerived great satisfaatgregreat satigreat satisfaction fsfaction from his rerom his rebuilding obuilding of the Jeruf the Jerusalem tempsalem temple, his chle, his chief monumeief monument.nt.nt.

Herod was a key player in the Roman design for the eastern Mediterranean, 
providing a secure point in Rome’s strategic extension of its kingdom. He 
improved Judea’s economy and its place in the region’s trade and commerce. 
Close Roman links led many of Herod’s citizens to question his motives and his 
ties to Judaism, yet Herod appears to have been a practicing Jew. He derived 
great satisfaction from his rebuilding of the Jerusalem temple, his chief monument.

�3.3. Mariamme  Mariamme I. Herod tI. Herod the Great’she Great’s second wi second wife, great-fe, great-granddaughgranddaughter of Aleter of Alexander JanxaAleAlexander Alexander Janneus anJanneus and Alexandrd Alexandra Salome oa Salome on both hern both her mother’s  mother’s and fatherand father’s sides (’s sides (’s sides (ca. 54–29(ca. 54–29  B.C.E.B.C.E.). Her fat). Her father, Alexaher, Alexander, contnder, continued to oinued to oppose Hyrcppose Hyrcanus II ananus II and his chied his d his chief his chief minister Aminister Antipater (ntipater (Herod’s faHerod’s father), as ther), as well as Rowell as Rome after ime after its involvets involvement in thmentinvolveinvolvemeninvolvement in the Et in the East (64/63ast (64/63), as his ), as his father Arifather Aristobulus Istobulus II had doneI had done...

3. Mariamme I. Herod the Great’s second wife, great-granddaughter of 
Alexander Janneus and Alexandra Salome on both her mother’s and father’s sides 
(ca. 54–29 B.C.E.). Her father, Alexander, continued to oppose Hyrcanus II and 
his chief minister Antipater (Herod’s father), as well as Rome after its 
involvement in the East (64/63), as his father Aristobulus II had done.

�Mariamme wMariamme was betrothas betrothed by Hyrced by Hyrcanus to Heanus to Herod in therod in the late 40s, late 40s, when she  when she was still wawas still was still a young gia young girl. Herod rl. Herod then divorthen divorced his ficed his first wife Drst wife Doris, thouoris, though Mariammgh Mariamme and he we ae and he werand he were not wed e not wed until she until she reached mareached marriageablerriageable age in 37 age in 37; they mar; they married in Saried in Samaria durimSaSamaria duSamaria during a lulring a lull in the pl in the preparationreparations for the s for the siege of Jsiege of Jerusalem, erusalem, whose concwhose conclusion mealusioconcconclusionconclusion meant the meant the end of He end of Herod’s two-rod’s two-and-a-halfand-a-half year stru year struggle to enggle to enter fully ter fully into the kintinto the kinto the kingship heingship he had been  had been given in 4given in 40. Herod t0. Herod thus becamehus became a relativ a relative of Hyrcae of Hyrcanus II, whnuHyrcaHyrcanus IHyrcanus II, whom heI, whom he had repla had replaced as kinced as king, giving g, giving himself adhimself additional lditional legitimacy egitimacy through ththrothrough ththrough this close His close Hasmonean casmonean connection.onnection. Among Her Among Herod’s 10 maod’s 10 marriages, trriages, this was thhis was his was the onwas the one to whiche to which he was hi he was himself mostmself most attached, attached, which rai which raised his stsed his stature highature highest, but wehighhighest, bhighest, but which tut which troubled hiroubled him most.m most.m most.

Mariamme was betrothed by Hyrcanus to Herod in the late 40s, when she 
was still a young girl. Herod then divorced his first wife Doris, though Mariamme 
and he were not wed until she reached marriageable age in 37; they married in 



Samaria during a lull in the preparations for the siege of Jerusalem, whose 
conclusion meant the end of Herod’s two-and-a-half year struggle to enter fully 
into the kingship he had been given in 40. Herod thus became a relative of 
Hyrcanus II, whom he had replaced as king, giving himself additional legitimacy 
through this close Hasmonean connection. Among Herod’s 10 marriages, this 
was the one to which he was himself most attached, which raised his stature 
highest, but which troubled him most.

�Mariamme wMariamme was reuniteas reunited with thed with the remaining remaining Hasmonean Hasmoneans in Herods in Herod’s househo’s househo’s household:household: her grand her grandfather Hyrfather Hyrcanus II (canus II (who had rewho had returned froturned from his Partm his Parthian imprihian imprihian imprisonmeimprisonment), her mnt), her mother Alexother Alexandra, andandra, and her broth her brother Aristober Aristobulus III (ulus III (who was brwho was bwho was briefly hibriefly high priest,gh priest, prior to  prior to being drowbeing drowned in thened in the pool at J pool at Jericho; Joericho; Josephus sephus Ant.Ant. 15.31–56) 15.3 15.31–56).15.31–56). Mariamme  Mariamme was deeplywas deeply influence influenced by her md by her mother (notother (not surprisin surprisingly, givengly, givengly, given her given her age), a daage), a dangerous inngerous influence gifluence given her moven her mother’s clother’s close friendsse friendship with Chip with Cleopatra VleoCCleopatra Cleopatra VII of EgyVII of Egypt.pt.pt.

Mariamme was reunited with the remaining Hasmoneans in Herod’s 
household: her grandfather Hyrcanus II (who had returned from his Parthian 
imprisonment), her mother Alexandra, and her brother Aristobulus III (who was 
briefly high priest, prior to being drowned in the pool at Jericho; Josephus Ant. 
15.31–56). Mariamme was deeply influenced by her mother (not surprisingly, 
given her age), a dangerous influence given her mother’s close friendship with 
Cleopatra VII of Egypt.

�Herod was Herod was inordinateinordinately jealously jealous of his re of his relationshiplationship with Mari with Mariamme and samme and suspicious uspiciossuspicioussuspicious of her fi of her fidelity. Afdelity. After Actiumter Actium, he met O, he met Octavian atctavian at Rhodes (e Rhodes (early 30), arly 30), leaving Maleavileaving Maleaving Mariamme in riamme in care of Jocare of Joseph and Sseph and Soëmus, whooëmus, who apparentl apparently had ordey had orders to execrs to exrs to execute heexecute her if Herodr if Herod did not r did not return. Afteturn. After more mier more misunderstansunderstanding and tding and tension, Maension, Maension, Mariamme wMariamme was found gas found guilty of auilty of adultery andultery and put to dd put to death (ca. eath (ca. 29; 29; Ant.Ant. 15.185–23 15.185–239; 9; BJBBJBJ 1:441–43; 1:441–43;  Ant.Ant. 15.65–87) 15.65–87); she was ; she was only aboutonly about 25 years  25 years old. Alexaold. Alexandra contindra continued to plnuedconticontinued continued to plot agto plot against Heroainst Herod and was d and was herself exherself executed sooecuted soon after.n after.n after.

Herod was inordinately jealous of his relationship with Mariamme and 
suspicious of her fidelity. After Actium, he met Octavian at Rhodes (early 30), 
leaving Mariamme in care of Joseph and Soëmus, who apparently had orders to 
execute her if Herod did not return. After more misunderstanding and tension, 
Mariamme was found guilty of adultery and put to death (ca. 29; Ant. 15.185–239; 
BJ 1:441–43; Ant. 15.65–87); she was only about 25 years old. Alexandra 
continued to plot against Herod and was herself executed soon after.

�According According to Josephuto Josephus, Mariamms, Mariamme was beaue was beautiful, “untiful, “unexcelled iexcelled in continenn continence,” but qce,” bce,” but quarrebut quarrelsome and lsome and fond of spfond of speaking hereaking her mind. Her mind. Herod’s griefod’s grief and remor and remorse over hese over hse over her executher execution led toion led to serious n serious neglect of eglect of the kingdothe kingdom (m (Ant.Ant. 15.240–46 15.240–46). Mariamm). Mariamme was surve we was survivwas survived by seveed by several childrral children, of whoen, of whom the Hasmm the Hasmoneans Aleoneans Alexander andxander and Aristobul Aristob AristobuluAristobulus were thes were the most impo most important; inirtant; initially thetially they were Hery were Herod’s main od’s main hope for thope for the successhtthe succesthe succession, but sion, but their hosttheir hostility to hility to him becauseim because of their  of their resentmentresentment over Hero over Herod’s murderd’sHeroHerod’s muHerod’s murder of thrder of their mothereir mother led event led eventually to tually to their own eheir own execution ixecution in 7 n 7 B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

According to Josephus, Mariamme was beautiful, “unexcelled in continence,” 
but quarrelsome and fond of speaking her mind. Herod’s grief and remorse over 
her execution led to serious neglect of the kingdom (Ant. 15.240–46). Mariamme 
was survived by several children, of whom the Hasmoneans Alexander and 
Aristobulus were the most important; initially they were Herod’s main hope for 
the succession, but their hostility to him because of their resentment over 
Herod’s murder of their mother led eventually to their own execution in 7 B.C.E.

�4.4. Mariamme  Mariamme II. Herod’II. Herod’s (sevenths (seventh?) wife, m?) wife, married ca.arried ca. 24/23  24/23 B.C.E.;B.C.E.; daughter  daughter of Simon, ofof Simon, of Simon, son of Boeson of Boethos, a prthos, a priest from iest from AlexandriaAlexandria whom Hero whom Herod elevatedd elevated to the hi to the h to the high prieshigh priesthood to ithood to improve Marmprove Mariamme’s stiamme’s status. He latus. He later divorater divorced her; sced her; she bore hihe bore him one son,mhihim one sohim one son, Herod (n, Herod (Philip?), Philip?), not the tenot the tetrarch of trarch of the same nthe same name, whoseame, whose wife Hero wife Hero wife Herodias wHerodias was later mas later married to arried to Herod AntiHerod Antipas (Mark pas (Mark 6:17-29 pa6:17-29 par.).r.).r.).

4. Mariamme II. Herod’s (seventh?) wife, married ca. 24/23 B.C.E.; daughter 
of Simon, son of Boethos, a priest from Alexandria whom Herod elevated to the 
high priesthood to improve Mariamme’s status. He later divorced her; she bore 
him one son, Herod (Philip?), not the tetrarch of the same name, whose wife 
Herodias was later married to Herod Antipas (Mark 6:17-29 par.).

�5.5. Salome. S Salome. Sister of Hister of Herod, daugerod, daughter of Anhter of Antipater antipater and Cypros (d Cypros (ca. 65 ca. 65 B.C.E.B.C.E.—10 —1b.c.e.b.c.e.—10 b.c.e.—10 C.E.C.E.). She fir). She first marriedst married Joseph (a Joseph (a friend of friend of Herod’s), Herod’s), then afte then after his execr his execution marruexecexecution execution married Comarried Costobar, gostobar, governor of vernor of Idumea (laIdumea (later divorcter divorced by Saloed by Salome, then eme, then me, then executhen executed by Herted by Herod). She wod). She was betrothas betrothed to Sylled to Syllaeus, the aeus, the Nabatean sNabatean second-in-cecond-in-ssecond-in-second-in-command, bcommand, but Herod rut Herod refused theefused them permissim permission to marron to marry (15 y (15 B.C.E.B.C.E.) when Syl) whe) when Syllawhen Syllaeus refuseeus refused to be (rd to be (re-?)circume-?)circumcised. Shecised. She was then  was then married bymarried by Herod to  Herod to  Herod to Alexas,to Alexas, against h against her will, ter will, though at though at the Empresshe Empress Livia’s u Livia’s urging (Josrging (Josephus ephus Ant.Ant. 17.9–10). 17.9– 17.9–10).17.9–10).17.9–10).

5. Salome. Sister of Herod, daughter of Antipater and Cypros (ca. 65 
B.C.E.—10 C.E.). She first married Joseph (a friend of Herod’s), then after his 
execution married Costobar, governor of Idumea (later divorced by Salome, 
then executed by Herod). She was betrothed to Syllaeus, the Nabatean 
second-in-command, but Herod refused them permission to marry (15 B.C.E.) 
when Syllaeus refused to be (re-?)circumcised. She was then married by Herod 
to Alexas, against her will, though at the Empress Livia’s urging (Josephus Ant. 



17.9–10).

�Salome remSalome remained unfaained unfailingly loilingly loyal to Heryal to Herod throughod throughout his tuout his turbulent carbulent career, thoureer, treer, though shethough she frequentl frequently exacerbay exacerbated his prted his problems, esoblems, especially wpecially within the ithin the household.household. In August I In AugustuIn Augustus’ disposis’ disposition of Hetion of Herod’s finarod’s final will, Sal will, Salome was glome was given contriven control of Phasol of Phaselis, Yavnelis, PhasPhaselis, Phaselis, Yavneh (JaYavneh (Jamnia), andmnia), and Ashdod (A Ashdod (Azotus). Thzotus). These toparcese toparchies she whies she willed to Lilled to Livia, wifeivLLivia, wifLivia, wife of Auguse of Augustus, at hetus, at her death (r death (Ant.Ant. 18.31;  18.31; BJBJ 2.167). S 2.167). She had fivhe had five childrene children, all by C, all , all by Cosall by Costobar: Aletobar: Alexander, Hexander, Herod, Berenrod, Berenice, Antipice, Antipater, and ater, and a second da second daughter.aughter.aughter.

Salome remained unfailingly loyal to Herod throughout his turbulent career, 
though she frequently exacerbated his problems, especially within the household. 
In Augustus’ disposition of Herod’s final will, Salome was given control of 
Phaselis, Yavneh (Jamnia), and Ashdod (Azotus). These toparchies she willed to 
Livia, wife of Augustus, at her death (Ant. 18.31; BJ 2.167). She had five children, 
all by Costobar: Alexander, Herod, Berenice, Antipater, and a second daughter.

�6.6. Antipater Antipater. Eldest s. Eldest son of Heroon of Herod and his d and his first wifefirst wife Doris (ca Doris (ca. 45–4 . 45–4 B.C.E.B.C.E.). When He). Wh). When HerodWhen Herod divorced  divorced Doris to mDoris to marry Mariaarry Mariamme, Antipmme, Antipater was bater was banished franished from the royom thom the royal the royal court withcourt with his mothe his mother and was r and was not reinstnot reinstated untilated until 14  14 B.C.E.B.C.E., at which, at which point he  po point he apoint he arranged forranged for his mothr his mother’s remarer’s remarriage to Hriage to Herod. Shorerod. Shortly thereatly thereafter Antipfter Antipater went aAntipAntipater Antipater went to Rowent to Rome to be pme to be presented tresented to Augustuso Augustus as one of as one of Herod’s p Herod’s putative heutative hutative heirs. Theheirs. The household household became a  became a battlegroubattleground for thend for the next deca next decade as Antide as Antipater adropater adropater adroitly uadroitly undercut thndercut the positione position of Alexan of Alexander and Arder and Aristobulus,istobulus, his two h his two half-brothealf-brothers, at cours,half-brothehalf-brothhalf-brothers, at coers, at court (urt (Ant.Ant. 16.82–84; 16.82–84;  BJBJ 1.450). F 1.450). For a perioor a period Antipated Antipater may haver may have shared ru s shared rulshared rule with Here with Herod. When Aod. When Alexander alexander and Aristobnd Aristobulus were ulus were executed (executed (7 7 B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.), Antipat), Antipater was lefer was left in a strt in a strong positiong position, with son, with support froupport from the milim the military and etary and etary and elite. Hiselite. His continued continued machinati machinations againsons against his fatht his father resulteer resulted in his ed in his execution, xecution, five days five dafive days befordays before Herod’s e Herod’s own death own death (4 (4 B.C.E.B.C.E.), which A), which Augustus deugustus declined to clined to prevent.prevent.prevent.

6. Antipater. Eldest son of Herod and his first wife Doris (ca. 45–4 B.C.E.). 
When Herod divorced Doris to marry Mariamme, Antipater was banished from 
the royal court with his mother and was not reinstated until 14 B.C.E., at which 
point he arranged for his mother’s remarriage to Herod. Shortly thereafter 
Antipater went to Rome to be presented to Augustus as one of Herod’s putative 
heirs. The household became a battleground for the next decade as Antipater 
adroitly undercut the position of Alexander and Aristobulus, his two 
half-brothers, at court (Ant. 16.82–84; BJ 1.450). For a period Antipater may have 
shared rule with Herod. When Alexander and Aristobulus were executed (7 
B.C.E.), Antipater was left in a strong position, with support from the military and 
elite. His continued machinations against his father resulted in his execution, five 
days before Herod’s own death (4 B.C.E.), which Augustus declined to prevent.

�7.7. Alexander Alexander and Arist and Aristobulus. Soobulus. Sons of Herons of Herod and Marid and Mariamme I (caamme I (ca. 36 and 3. 36 and 35, respect5, 335, respec35, respectively—7 tively—7 B.C.E.B.C.E.), who, be), who, because of tcause of their motheheir mother’s Hasmonr’s Hasmonean credenean credentials, reptials,credencredentialcredentials, represes, represented the pnted the possibilityossibility of joinin of joining Herod’s g Herod’s realistic realistic politics apolitics and Hasmonend Hasmnd Hasmonean Hasmonean nationalisnationalist ideals. t ideals. Josephus tJosephus treats the reats the brothers abrothers as a pair, s a pair, though Alethough Alexander seexanAleAlexander Alexander seems the seems the more aggremore aggressive in hssive in his hatred is hatred of his fatof his father, folloher, following Herodwing Herod’s executi’sHerodHerod’s exHerod’s execution ofecution of their mot their mother. As roher. As royal heirs yal heirs of a clienof a client king, tht king, they went toey went to Rome for  Ro Rome for tRome for their educaheir education (22–1tion (22–17), living7), living for a tim for a time with Auge with Augustus himsustus himself. Herodelf. Herod traveled  t traveled ttraveled to Rome to o Rome to bring thembring them home, at  home, at the same tthe same time negotiime negotiating withating with Augustus  Augustus Augustus tAugustus their betroheir betrothals, Alethals, Alexander to xander to Glaphyra, Glaphyra, daughter odaughter of King Arcf King Archelaus of helaus of CappadociaCCappadociaCappadocia, and Aris, and Aristobulus totobulus to his cousi his cousin Berenicen Berenice, Salome’s, Salome’s daughter. daughter. In Judea, In Judea, their per th their perstheir personal populonal popularity and arity and ambition mambition made them oade them one pole ofne pole of family te family tensions, winsions, with Herod’sthwiwith Herodwith Herod’s sister ’s sister Salome andSalome and his broth his brother Pheroraer Pheroras the othes the other pole. Whr pole. When Herod wen Heroden Herod wishHerod wished to couned to counter the poter the position of sition of Alexander Alexander and Aristoand Aristobulus, he bulus, he recalled trecalled to court hiotto court hto court his eldest is eldest son Antipason Antipater (14), ter (14), who becamewho became their chi their chief antagonef antagonist. Herodist. Herod took Alex to took Alexatook Alexander, Arisnder, Aristobulus, atobulus, and Antipatnd Antipater to Romeer to Rome to seek A to seek Augustus’ hugustus’ help in reselp in reselp in resolving resolving the tensiothe tensions (12). Tns (12). The seeminghe seeming reconcili reconciliation did ation did not last, not last, and familyand family relations relat relationshrelationships continips continued to degued to degenerate. Aenerate. Alexander alexander and Aristobnd Aristobulus were ulus were formally cformally charged, trhccharged, tcharged, tried, and ried, and found guilfound guilty in Beirty in Beirut, executut, executed at Sebaed at Sebaste, and bste, and buried at Auried at AlexandreiolexanAAlexandreiAlexandreion. Auguston. Augustus declineus declined to interd to intervene.vene.vene.

7. Alexander and Aristobulus. Sons of Herod and Mariamme I (ca. 36 and 
35, respectively—7 B.C.E.), who, because of their mother’s Hasmonean 
credentials, represented the possibility of joining Herod’s realistic politics and 
Hasmonean nationalist ideals. Josephus treats the brothers as a pair, though 
Alexander seems the more aggressive in his hatred of his father, following 
Herod’s execution of their mother. As royal heirs of a client king, they went to 
Rome for their education (22–17), living for a time with Augustus himself. Herod 
traveled to Rome to bring them home, at the same time negotiating with 
Augustus their betrothals, Alexander to Glaphyra, daughter of King Archelaus of 
Cappadocia, and Aristobulus to his cousin Berenice, Salome’s daughter. In Judea, 
their personal popularity and ambition made them one pole of family tensions, 
with Herod’s sister Salome and his brother Pheroras the other pole. When 
Herod wished to counter the position of Alexander and Aristobulus, he recalled 
to court his eldest son Antipater (14), who became their chief antagonist. Herod 
took Alexander, Aristobulus, and Antipater to Rome to seek Augustus’ help in 
resolving the tensions (12). The seeming reconciliation did not last, and family 
relationships continued to degenerate. Alexander and Aristobulus were formally 
charged, tried, and found guilty in Beirut, executed at Sebaste, and buried at 
Alexandreion. Augustus declined to intervene.

�8.8. Mariamme. Mariamme. Granddaug Granddaughter of Hehter of Herod and Marod and Mariamme I; riamme I; she marrieshe married her uncld her uncd her uncle Antiuncle Antipater (pater (33) who was ) who was executed bexecuted by Herod iny Herod in 4  4 B.C.E.B.C.E. Her fathe Her father, Aristobr, Aristobulus, had ulusAristobAristobuluAristobulus, had bees, had been killed tn killed three yearshree years earlier. earlier. earlier.

8. Mariamme. Granddaughter of Herod and Mariamme I; she married her 
uncle Antipater (3) who was executed by Herod in 4 B.C.E. Her father, 



Aristobulus, had been killed three years earlier.

�9.9. Archelaus Archelaus. Son of H. Son of Herod the Gerod the Great and Mreat and Malthace (calthace (ca. 23 a. 23 B.C.E.B.C.E.—?). Arche—?). Archelaus inherlaArcheArchelaus Archelaus inherited inherited Judea, SamJudea, Samaria, and aria, and Idumea as Idumea as ethnarch oethnarch on the deatn the death of Herodh of Herodh of Herod in 4Herod in 4  B.C.E.B.C.E.; he was d; he was deposed by eposed by Augustus iAugustus in 6 n 6 C.E.C.E. According According to Joseph to Josephus Archelaus Arcus Archelaus Archelaus was a queswas a questionable ationable appointmentppointment from the  from the beginning beginning because ofbecause of his inept his inept his inept handinept handling of diling of disturbancessturbances following following Herod’s d Herod’s death. In teath. In the hearinghe hearings in Rome s in Rome concerningcoconcerningconcerning Herod’s w Herod’s will, Archeill, Archelaus was olaus was opposed by pposed by several faseveral family membemily members. Both Jrs. Both rs. Both JudeaBoth Judea and Samar and Samaria (his moia (his mother Malthther Malthace was a ace was a Samaritan)Samaritan) sent dele sent delegations togations to Rome aski toto Rome asto Rome asking for hking for his removalis removal from offi from office. He wasce. He was exiled to exiled to Vienne in Vienne in France, a France, after whichfteaafter whicafter which the provh the province was gince was governed byoverned by prefects  prefects who were swho were subordinateubordinate to the go to the g to the governor ogovernor of Syria; df Syria; during the uring the rule of Curule of Cumanus, themanus, the first pro first procurator, tcurator, the census he census under Quirundunder Quirunder Quirinius was inius was taken (Luktaken (Luke 2:1-3; ce 2:1-3; cf. Acts 5:f. Acts 5:37), an im37), an impossible apossible action undection under either Hr er either Hereither Herod or Archod or Archelaus. Litelaus. Little is knotle is known about Awn about Archelaus’ rchelaus’ reign; thereign; the parable i parable in Luke 19:n Ln Luke 19:11Luke 19:11-27 may al-27 may allude to hilude to him.m.m.

9. Archelaus. Son of Herod the Great and Malthace (ca. 23 B.C.E.—?). 
Archelaus inherited Judea, Samaria, and Idumea as ethnarch on the death of 
Herod in 4 B.C.E.; he was deposed by Augustus in 6 C.E. According to Josephus 
Archelaus was a questionable appointment from the beginning because of his 
inept handling of disturbances following Herod’s death. In the hearings in Rome 
concerning Herod’s will, Archelaus was opposed by several family members. 
Both Judea and Samaria (his mother Malthace was a Samaritan) sent delegations 
to Rome asking for his removal from office. He was exiled to Vienne in France, 
after which the province was governed by prefects who were subordinate to the 
governor of Syria; during the rule of Cumanus, the first procurator, the census 
under Quirinius was taken (Luke 2:1-3; cf. Acts 5:37), an impossible action under 
either Herod or Archelaus. Little is known about Archelaus’ reign; the parable in 
Luke 19:11-27 may allude to him.

�10.10. Mariamme. Mariamme. Wife of A Wife of Archelaus trchelaus the ethnarche ethnarch, then dih, then divorced by vorced by him; she mhim; she may have beammay have bmay have been a Hasmeen a Hasmonean.onean.onean.

10. Mariamme. Wife of Archelaus the ethnarch, then divorced by him; she 
may have been a Hasmonean.

�11.11. Antipas.  Antipas. Son of HerSon of Herod the Greod the Great and Malat and Malthace (ca.thace (ca. 21  21 B.C.E.B.C.E.—?). Herod—?). Herod regarded  r regarded Aregarded Antipas favntipas favorably, foorably, for he had nr he had named him samed him sole heir iole heir in his penun his penultimate wiltimate will; on Herll;wiwill; on Hwill; on Herod’s deaerod’s death in 4 th in 4 B.C.E.B.C.E. Antipas h Antipas had strong ad strong family supfamily support. Auguport. Augustus appoistus appostus appointed appointed him tetrarhim tetrarch of Galich of Galilee and Pelee and Perea, a posrea, a position he hition he held until eld until he was dephe was deposed by Caosedepdeposed bydeposed by Caligula  Caligula in 38 in 38 C.E.C.E. after pet after petitioning titioning to be made o be made king; he wking; he was sent inas sent into exile ito eto exile in Fexile in France. Antrance. Antipas’ linkipas’ links with Roms with Rome were stre were strong, beingong, being involved  involved in mediatiin mediating the disng tng the disputthe dispute between e between Rome and PRome and Parthia in arthia in 36. He was36. He was especiall especially close toy close to Tiberius, Tiberius, in whose  i in whose hin whose honor he foonor he founded his unded his new capitanew capital, Tiberial, Tiberias, on the s, on the Sea of GalSea of Galilee (ca. ilee (ca. 18–20). Be18–18–20). Be18–20). Betharamphththaramphtha in Pereaa in Perea was renam was renamed Julias ed Julias after Auguafter Augustus’ widostus’ widow; Antipasw; Antipaw; Antipas alAntipas also restoreso restored Sepphorid Sepphoris as “the s as “the ornament oornament of all Galif all Galilee.” Desplee.” Despite these ite these links, Joslinklinks, Joslinks, Josephus repoephus reports the alrts the allegation tlegation that Antipahat Antipas was in ls was in league witheague with Artabanus Artabanus of Parthi of  of Parthiaof Parthia and had s and had stockpiled tockpiled weapons foweapons for 70 thousr 70 thousand soldieand soldiers. His mars. His marriage to rriage to the daughtththe daughtthe daughter of the er of the Nabatean kNabatean king Aretasing Aretas IV ended  IV ended when he fewhen he fell in lovell in love with his  with his niece, Hernieniece, Herniece, Herodias, preodias, previously wiviously wife of his fe of his brother Hebrother Herod Philiprod Philip (probably (probably not Phili not Philip, ruler op, rp, ruler of Gruler of Gaulanitis,aulanitis, but a sim but a similarly-namilarly-named brothered brother). When An). When Antipas’ firtipas’ first wife flst wife fled home toed hoed home to Pehome to Petra, Aretatra, Aretas inflictes inflicted a major d a major defeat on defeat on him.him.him.

11. Antipas. Son of Herod the Great and Malthace (ca. 21 B.C.E.—?). Herod 
regarded Antipas favorably, for he had named him sole heir in his penultimate 
will; on Herod’s death in 4 B.C.E. Antipas had strong family support. Augustus 
appointed him tetrarch of Galilee and Perea, a position he held until he was 
deposed by Caligula in 38 C.E. after petitioning to be made king; he was sent into 
exile in France. Antipas’ links with Rome were strong, being involved in mediating 
the dispute between Rome and Parthia in 36. He was especially close to Tiberius, 
in whose honor he founded his new capital, Tiberias, on the Sea of Galilee (ca. 
18–20). Betharamphtha in Perea was renamed Julias after Augustus’ widow; 
Antipas also restored Sepphoris as “the ornament of all Galilee.” Despite these 
links, Josephus reports the allegation that Antipas was in league with Artabanus 
of Parthia and had stockpiled weapons for 70 thousand soldiers. His marriage to 
the daughter of the Nabatean king Aretas IV ended when he fell in love with his 
niece, Herodias, previously wife of his brother Herod Philip (probably not Philip, 
ruler of Gaulanitis, but a similarly-named brother). When Antipas’ first wife fled 
home to Petra, Aretas inflicted a major defeat on him.

�Antipas’ tAntipas’ territory cerritory comprised tomprised two parts, wo parts, Galilee (hGalilee (home to Jesome to Jesus) and Peus) and Perea (home rea (horea (home to J(home to John the Baohn the Baptist). Joptist). John was prohn was probably execbably executed in Mauted in Machaerus, ochaerus, on the bordn the bordn the border betborder between Pereaween Perea and Nabat and Nabatea, a factea, a fact mentioned mentioned both by J both by Josephus anosephus and — less ed — lessd — less expliless explicitly — incitly — in the NT; J the NT; Josephus atosephus attributes Atributes Antipas’ mintipas’ military deflitary defeat to Godeat to God’s retribu’s re’s retributioretribution on Antipn on Antipas for exeas for executing Johcuting John the Baptn the Baptist. Accorist. According to Luding to Luke 23:6-16ke 23:6-16 Antipas w A Antipas waAntipas was involveds involved in the tr in the trial of Jesial of Jesus; while us; while this cannothis cannot be demont be demonstrated, istrated, it is not it is nt is not implaunot implausible. Antsible. Antipas seemsipas seems to have h to have had some inad some interest in terest in Jesus; theJesus; the wife of o wife of one of his ne oone of hisone of his trusted l trusted lieutenantsieutenants was a fol was a follower and lower and supporter supporter (Luke 8:1-(Luke 8:1-3). Some o3). Some of Jesus’ pf Jf Jesus’ parJesus’ parables suggables suggest some sest some social dislocial dislocation anocation and unrest dd unrest during the uring the reign of Areign of Antipas. TontipAAntipas. TAntipas. To judge fro judge from the facom the fact that Jest that Jesus alternaus alternated betweeted between Galilee n Galilee and Gaulanand Gaulanitis, PhilitiGaulanGaulanitisGaulanitis, Philip’s, Philip’s region, h region, he may havee may have felt thre felt threatened by atened by the politithe political situatcal situation in Galion in Gion in Galilee.Galilee.Galilee.

Antipas’ territory comprised two parts, Galilee (home to Jesus) and Perea 
(home to John the Baptist). John was probably executed in Machaerus, on the 
border between Perea and Nabatea, a fact mentioned both by Josephus and — 
less explicitly — in the NT; Josephus attributes Antipas’ military defeat to God’s 
retribution on Antipas for executing John the Baptist. According to Luke 23:6-16 
Antipas was involved in the trial of Jesus; while this cannot be demonstrated, it is 
not implausible. Antipas seems to have had some interest in Jesus; the wife of 
one of his trusted lieutenants was a follower and supporter (Luke 8:1-3). Some of 



Jesus’ parables suggest some social dislocation and unrest during the reign of 
Antipas. To judge from the fact that Jesus alternated between Galilee and 
Gaulanitis, Philip’s region, he may have felt threatened by the political situation in 
Galilee.

�12.12. Salome. D Salome. Daughter ofaughter of Herod (Ph Herod (Philip[?] noilip[?] not the Tetrt the Tetrarch) and arch) and Herodias, Herodias, granddaughgragranddaughgranddaughter of Herter of Herod and Marod and Mariamme II. iamme II. Salome’s mSalome’s mother, Herother, Herodias, hadodias, had married H married married Hemarried Herod Antiparod Antipas after dis after divorcing hivorcing his half bros half brother. Salother. Salome is refeme is referred to — rred to — not by namnonot by namnot by name — in Mare — in Mark 6:17-29 k 6:17-29 par., wherpar., where she dance she danced at Antied at Antipas’ birthpas’ birthday party.day party.day party. Wheparty. When Antipas n Antipas offered heoffered her a gift, r a gift, according according to the Gosto the Gospels she apels she asked for Jsked for John the BaohJJohn the BJohn the Baptist’s haptist’s head, at thead, at the promptine prompting of her mg of her mother.other.other.

12. Salome. Daughter of Herod (Philip[?] not the Tetrarch) and Herodias, 
granddaughter of Herod and Mariamme II. Salome’s mother, Herodias, had 
married Herod Antipas after divorcing his half brother. Salome is referred to — 
not by name — in Mark 6:17-29 par., where she danced at Antipas’ birthday 
party. When Antipas offered her a gift, according to the Gospels she asked for 
John the Baptist’s head, at the prompting of her mother.

�Josephus gJosephus gives a difives a different intferent interpretatioerpretation. Antipasn. Antipas’ first wi’ first wife had beefe had been a daughtn a daughtn a daughter odaughter of Aretas If Aretas IV of NabatV of Nabatea; she haea; she had fled frod fled from the marrm the marriage when iage when she learneshe learned of Antipdlearnelearned oflearned of Antipas’  Antipas’ intention intention to marry Hto marry Herodias. Aerodias. Antipas’ enntipas’ ensuing milisuing military defeatary defeat at the ht att at the hanat the hands of Aretds of Aretas was retas was retribution fribution for his exeor his execution of cution of John the BJohn the Baptist, caaptist, carried out rriedcacarried oucarried out at Machat at Machaerus (erus (Ant.Ant. 18.116–19 18.116–19). Salome,). Salome, the daugh the daughter of oneter of one Herod (Ph Herod (Ph Herod (Philip[?](Philip[?]) first ma) first married her rried her uncle Herouncle Herod Philip, d Philip, tetrarch otetrarch of Gaulanitf Gaulanitis and theis and the adjacent  adjace adjacent radjacent regions. Shegions. She later mae later married Arisrried Aristobulus, stobulus, son of Heroon of Herod of Chalcd of Chalcis (grandsis (grandson of Heroon(grands(grandson (grandson of Herod aof Herod and Mariammnd Mariamme I) and Me I) and Mariamme (gariamme (granddaughtranddaughter of Heroer of Herod and Maltd andd and Malthaand Malthace).ce).ce).

Josephus gives a different interpretation. Antipas’ first wife had been a 
daughter of Aretas IV of Nabatea; she had fled from the marriage when she 
learned of Antipas’ intention to marry Herodias. Antipas’ ensuing military defeat 
at the hands of Aretas was retribution for his execution of John the Baptist, 
carried out at Machaerus (Ant. 18.116–19). Salome, the daughter of one Herod 
(Philip[?]) first married her uncle Herod Philip, tetrarch of Gaulanitis and the 
adjacent regions. She later married Aristobulus, son of Herod of Chalcis 
(grandson of Herod and Mariamme I) and Mariamme (granddaughter of Herod 
and Malthace).

�13.13. Philip th Philip the Tetrarche Tetrarch. Son of H. Son of Herod and Cerod and Cleopatra oleopatra of Jerusalef Jerusalem (ca. 20 m (ca. 20 B.C.E.B.C.EB.C.E.B.C.E.—34 —34 C.E.C.E.); ruler o); ruler of Gaulanitf Gaulanitis, Bataneis, Batanea, Trachona, Trachonitis, Autaitis, Autanitis, witnitis, with portionsh portions of Iturea o of Iturea of Iturea (cf. Luke (cf. Luke 3:1) and H3:1) and Hulitis, foulitis, for the mostr the most part regi part regions with aons with a largely n largely non-Jewish on-Jewnnon-Jewishnon-Jewish populatio population. Philip n. Philip was educatwas educated in Romeed in Rome during th during the period oe period of intense f intense family trofafamily trofamily troubles in Jubles in Jerusalem (erusalem (Josephus Josephus BJBJ 1.601–3;  1.601–3; Ant.Ant. 17.20, 79 17.20, 79–81); he w–81); he was less amas less aas less ambitious ambitious but more abut more able than oble than other siblither sibling rivals.ng rivals. Josephus  Josephus rememberedremembered him as co him as cooperative,ococooperativcooperative, reasonae, reasonable, and eble, and equitable.quitable.quitable.

13. Philip the Tetrarch. Son of Herod and Cleopatra of Jerusalem (ca. 20 
B.C.E.—34 C.E.); ruler of Gaulanitis, Batanea, Trachonitis, Autanitis, with portions 
of Iturea (cf. Luke 3:1) and Hulitis, for the most part regions with a largely 
non-Jewish population. Philip was educated in Rome during the period of intense 
family troubles in Jerusalem (Josephus BJ 1.601–3; Ant. 17.20, 79–81); he was less 
ambitious but more able than other sibling rivals. Josephus remembered him as 
cooperative, reasonable, and equitable.

�He embelliHe embellished Paniashed Panias (where Hs (where Herod had berod had built a temuilt a temple of Romple of Roma and Augua and Augustus) and stuAuguAugustus) Augustus) and renameand renamed it Caesad it Caesarea Philiprea Philippi in honopi in honor of the er of the emperor andmperor and himself.  himself. His work iHHis work iHis work in Bethsaidn Bethsaida may havea may have been sign been significant, pificant, perhaps incerhaps including anoluding another templther temple for impeetempltemple fortemple for imperial  imperial cult purpocult purposes. His cses. His coins, whicoins, which always rh always refer to hiefer to him as “Philm as “Philip, Tetrarip, Tip, Tetrarch,”Tetrarch,” were icon were iconic (showinic (showing likenessg likenesses of Augues of Augustus, Livistus, Livia and Tibea and Tiberius; one rius; one showing Lishoshowing Lishowing Livia and Auvia and Augustus maygustus may be associ be associated with ated with Philip’s rPhilip’s renaming Beenaming Bethsaida Lithsaida Livia/JuliasviLiLivia/JuliLivia/Julias after Aas after Augustus’ wugustus’ widow), witidow), with facades h facades of a templof a temple, probable, probably in Caesay in Caesarea Philiprea CaesaCaesarea PCaesarea Philippi.hilippi.hilippi.

He embellished Panias (where Herod had built a temple of Roma and 
Augustus) and renamed it Caesarea Philippi in honor of the emperor and himself. 
His work in Bethsaida may have been significant, perhaps including another 
temple for imperial cult purposes. His coins, which always refer to him as “Philip, 
Tetrarch,” were iconic (showing likenesses of Augustus, Livia and Tiberius; one 
showing Livia and Augustus may be associated with Philip’s renaming Bethsaida 
Livia/Julias after Augustus’ widow), with facades of a temple, probably in 
Caesarea Philippi.

�According According to John 1:to John 1:43-44 (cf.43-44 (cf. v. 46; 12 v. 46; 12:20–22) se:20–22) several of tveral of the Twelve he Twelve came from came frcame from his afrom his areas, and reas, and it appearsit appears from the  from the referencesreferences to “the o to “the other side”ther side” that Jesu that Jesus spent tis sps spent timespent time there, pe there, perhaps as arhaps as a refuge fr refuge from increasom increased tensioned tension in Galile in Galilee over hise over his ministry. mi ministry.ministry.ministry.

According to John 1:43-44 (cf. v. 46; 12:20–22) several of the Twelve came 
from his areas, and it appears from the references to “the other side” that Jesus 
spent time there, perhaps as a refuge from increased tension in Galilee over his 
ministry.

�Philip marPhilip married his nried his niece Salomiece Salome, daughtee, daughter of Herodr of Herodias. Sinceias. Since she could she could not have  not ha not have been have been born much born much before 14 before 14 C.E.C.E., the marr, the marriage couldiage could not have  not have taken plactaken place much befe muce much beformuch before 30, somee 30, some time afte time after the execr the execution of Jution of John the Baohn the Baptist, in ptist, in whose deatwhose death they werhdeatdeath theydeath they were impl were implicated. Thicated. They were chey were childless, aildless, and there ind there is no recors no record of an ead of an earlier wiferleaearlier wiearlier wife (cf. fe (cf. BJBJ 2.1–117). 2.1–117).

Philip married his niece Salome, daughter of Herodias. Since she could not 
have been born much before 14 C.E., the marriage could not have taken place 



much before 30, some time after the execution of John the Baptist, in whose 
death they were implicated. They were childless, and there is no record of an 
earlier wife (cf. BJ 2.1–117).

�14.14. Herod (Ph Herod (Philip[?]). ilip[?]). Son of HerSon of Herod and Marod and Mariamme II. iamme II. There may There may be a seconbe a second Philip adseconsecond Phisecond Philip among lip among Herod’s chHerod’s children. Thildren. This son figis son figured in Heured in Herod’s fourrod’s fourth will (cth will (ca. 7 a. 7a. 7 7 B.C.E.B.C.E.) as the s) as the successor tuccessor to Antipateo Antipater (r (Ant.Ant. 17.53;  17.53; BJBJ 1.573); i 1.573); it may be ht may be he who is re who is referred toerreferred treferred to in Mark o in Mark 6:17 (cf. 6:17 (cf. Ant.Ant. 18.109) a 18.109) as Philip. s Philip. This HerodThis Herod Philip wa Philip was married s married first to Hffirst to Hfirst to Herodias (serodias (she later mhe later married Antarried Antipas), andipas), and their dau their daughter Saloghter Salome marriedme married her uncle he her uncle,her uncle, Herod Phi Herod Philip the Telip the Tetrarch.trarch.trarch.

14. Herod (Philip[?]). Son of Herod and Mariamme II. There may be a 
second Philip among Herod’s children. This son figured in Herod’s fourth will (ca. 
7 B.C.E.) as the successor to Antipater (Ant. 17.53; BJ 1.573); it may be he who is 
referred to in Mark 6:17 (cf. Ant. 18.109) as Philip. This Herod Philip was married 
first to Herodias (she later married Antipas), and their daughter Salome married 
her uncle, Herod Philip the Tetrarch.

�15.15. Mariamme. Mariamme. A grandda A granddaughter of ughter of Herod and Herod and Malthace. Malthace. She marrieShe married Herod IVd Herod d Herod IV oHerod IV of Chalcis,f Chalcis, her cousi her cousin.n.n.

15. Mariamme. A granddaughter of Herod and Malthace. She married 
Herod IV of Chalcis, her cousin.

�16.16. Agrippa I Agrippa I. Marcus J. Marcus Julius Heroulius Herod Agrippa d Agrippa I (ca. 10 I (ca. 10 B.C.E.B.C.E.—44 —44 C.E.C.E.); son of ); son of AristobuluAAristobuluAristobulus I and Bes I and Berenice, anrenice, and thus of d thus of the Hasmonthe Hasmonean line tean line through hishrough his grandmoth grandmoth grandmothegrandmother, Mariammr, Mariamme I. Like e I. Like other Heroother Herodians, Agrdians, Agrippa was bippa was brought up rought up in the impin the imin the imperial cimperial court in Roourt in Rome as a frme as a friend of Driend of Drusus, Clauusus, Claudius, and dius, and Gaius (CalGaius (Caligula). Inigula). In his early his  his early his early life he walife he was regardeds regarded as a wast as a wastrel. He firel. He first inherirst inherited Philipted Philip’s and Lya’s and Lyania’s terrnia’s tenia’s territorieterritories (37); fos (37); following Clllowing Claudius’s aaudius’s accession (ccession (41), Agrip41), Agrippa ruled apa ruled almost all lmost all his grandfhis grahis grandfathegrandfather Herod’s r Herod’s territorieterritories, but thes, but the expectati expectations that tons that this engendhis engendered collaered collapsed on Agpsecollacollapsed collapsed on Agrippaon Agrippa’s dramati’s dramatic death inc death in Caesarea, Caesarea, which bot which both Josephush Josephus and Luke  and Luke  and Luke (ActsLuke (Acts 12:20-23) 12:20-23) record. A record. Agrippa wasgrippa was warmly re warmly remembered imembered in the rabbn the rabbinic literinic liteinic literatureliterature, though i, though it is unclet is unclear why, foar why, for he engagr he engaged in builed in building practding practices similices similar to his ar to har to his grandfhis grandfather, andather, and he minted he minted iconic co iconic coins.ins.ins.

16. Agrippa I. Marcus Julius Herod Agrippa I (ca. 10 B.C.E.—44 C.E.); son of 
Aristobulus I and Berenice, and thus of the Hasmonean line through his 
grandmother, Mariamme I. Like other Herodians, Agrippa was brought up in the 
imperial court in Rome as a friend of Drusus, Claudius, and Gaius (Caligula). In 
his early life he was regarded as a wastrel. He first inherited Philip’s and Lyania’s 
territories (37); following Claudius’s accession (41), Agrippa ruled almost all his 
grandfather Herod’s territories, but the expectations that this engendered 
collapsed on Agrippa’s dramatic death in Caesarea, which both Josephus and 
Luke (Acts 12:20-23) record. Agrippa was warmly remembered in the rabbinic 
literature, though it is unclear why, for he engaged in building practices similar to 
his grandfather, and he minted iconic coins.

�Agrippa waAgrippa was a comples a complex charactex character: a romanr: a romanophile (inophile (inscriptionsscriptions attest to attest to him as “f him as him as “friendas “friend of the em of the emperor and peror and friend of friend of the Romansthe Romans,” yet his,” yet his gathering gathering of client of client kings was kin kings was kings was disbanded disbanded and he wasand he was prevented prevented from rebu from rebuilding Jerilding Jerusalem’s wusalem’s walls), megalls), megalomaniac amegmegalomanimegalomaniac (he refac (he referred to herred to himself as imself as “great”), “great”), complainincomplaining (he was g (he was ungratefulungrateful for his u fo for his unfor his uncle Antipacle Antipas’ kindness’ kindness in makins in making him markg him market superviet supervisor of Tibsor of Tiberias), yeerias), yet he seemst het he seems the seems to have beeo have been loved byn loved by his peopl his people (they ape (they approved himproved him when he e when he expressed dxpressedeexpressed expressed doubts abodoubts about his Jewut his Jewish legitiish legitimacy). He macy). He left his bleft his biggest mariggest mark in the hk in the historical istorhhistoricalhistorical literatur literature when rioe when riots broke ots broke out in Alexut in Alexandria, asandria, as he passed he passed through t through the city onhe che city on hicity on his way to ts way to take up hisake up his rule in G rule in Gaulanitis aulanitis and Galileand Galilee (38); Phe (38); Philo wrote ilo wrote about the aboutabout the about the troubles troubles (De Legati(De Legatione ad Gaione ad Gaium; Contraum; Contra Flaccum) Flaccum) and was a and was a part of t part of the delegathe dehe delegationdelegation to Gaius. to Gaius.

Agrippa was a complex character: a romanophile (inscriptions attest to him 
as “friend of the emperor and friend of the Romans,” yet his gathering of client 
kings was disbanded and he was prevented from rebuilding Jerusalem’s walls), 
megalomaniac (he referred to himself as “great”), complaining (he was ungrateful 
for his uncle Antipas’ kindness in making him market supervisor of Tiberias), yet 
he seems to have been loved by his people (they approved him when he 
expressed doubts about his Jewish legitimacy). He left his biggest mark in the 
historical literature when riots broke out in Alexandria, as he passed through the 
city on his way to take up his rule in Gaulanitis and Galilee (38); Philo wrote 
about the troubles (De Legatione ad Gaium; Contra Flaccum) and was a part of the 
delegation to Gaius.

�17.17. Mariamme. Mariamme. Daughter  Daughter of Agrippaof Agrippa I and gre I and great-granddaat-granddaughter of ughter of Herod, marHerod, maHerod, married tomarried to Julius Ar Julius Archelaus, schelaus, son of Helcon of Helcias.ias.ias.

17. Mariamme. Daughter of Agrippa I and great-granddaughter of Herod, 
married to Julius Archelaus, son of Helcias.

�18.18. Agrippa I Agrippa II. Marcus I. Marcus Julius AgrJulius Agrippa II (2ippa II (27 7 C.E.C.E.—93 —93 C.E.C.E.); son of ); son of Agrippa I Agrippa I and Cyprosandand Cyprosand Cypros, great-gr, great-grandson of andson of Herod. He Herod. He first inhefirst inherited the rited the kingdom ofkingdom of Chalcis ( Chalcis (49/50), wh4((49/50), w(49/50), which was lhich was later exchaater exchanged for Pnged for Philip’s tehilip’s territory (5rritory (53); when N3); when Nero added ero added parts of Gpaparts of Gparts of Galilee andalilee and Perea he  Perea he renamed Carenamed Caesarea Phiesarea Philippi as Nlippi as Neronias. Aeronias. Agrippa wasgrippa was close to  waswas close was close to the Flato the Flavians (he vians (he had been ahad been a youthful  youthful friend of friend of Titus), moTitus), mostly for hstly for his supportis supis support ofsupport of Rome duri Rome during the Jewng the Jewish Revoltish Revolt, when he , when he tried to otried to overcome drvercome dreams of Jueams of Jeams of Judean indJudean independence.ependence. Despite h Despite his supportis support, he was n, he was not rewardeot rewarded with thed with the title and title and lands of  andand lands and lands of his fatof his father and grher and great-grandfeat-grandfather. Josather. Josephus was ephus was friendly wfriendly with Agrippith Agrippa and claia ana and claimsand claims that Agri that Agrippa verifippa verified the acced the accuracy of huracy of his historiis historical accouncal accounts. Agrippts. Agrippa appears a appa appears inappears in Acts 25:1 Acts 25:13-26:32 in3-26:32 in Paul’s he Paul’s hearing at Caring at Caesarea Maaesarea Maritima.ritima.ritima.

18. Agrippa II. Marcus Julius Agrippa II (27 C.E.—93 C.E.); son of Agrippa I 
and Cypros, great-grandson of Herod. He first inherited the kingdom of Chalcis 
(49/50), which was later exchanged for Philip’s territory (53); when Nero added 
parts of Galilee and Perea he renamed Caesarea Philippi as Neronias. Agrippa 
was close to the Flavians (he had been a youthful friend of Titus), mostly for his 



support of Rome during the Jewish Revolt, when he tried to overcome dreams of 
Judean independence. Despite his support, he was not rewarded with the title 
and lands of his father and great-grandfather. Josephus was friendly with Agrippa 
and claims that Agrippa verified the accuracy of his historical accounts. Agrippa 
appears in Acts 25:13-26:32 in Paul’s hearing at Caesarea Maritima.

�SeeSee  PHASAEL.PHASAEL.PHASAEL.

See PHASAEL.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. Braund,D. Braund,  Rome and tRome and the Friendlhe Friendly Kingy King (London,  (London, 1984); M. 1984); M. Grant, GraGrant, Grant, Herod the Herod the GreatGreat (New York (New York, 1971); H, 1971); H. Hoehner,. Hoehner,  Herod AntiHerod Antipaspas (1972, re (1972, repr. Grand pr. rerepr. Granrepr. Grand Rapids, d Rapids, 1980); A. 1980); A. H. M. JoneH. M. Jones, s, The HerodsThe Herods of Judea of Judea (1938, re (1938, repr. Oxfordpr. Oxfordpr. Oxford, 19Oxford, 1967); P. Ri67); P. Richardson, chardson, Herod, KinHerod, King of the Jg of the Jews and Frews and Friend of thiend of the Romanse Romans (Columbia (Colu (Columbia,(Columbia, S.C., 199 S.C., 1996); D. R. 6); D. R. Schwartz, Schwartz, Agrippa I:Agrippa I: The Last  The Last King of JuKing of Judeadea (Tübingen (Tübingen, 1990)., (Tübingen(Tübingen,(Tübingen, 1990). 1990). 1990).

Bibliography. D. Braund, Rome and the Friendly King (London, 1984); M. 
Grant, Herod the Great (New York, 1971); H. Hoehner, Herod Antipas (1972, 
repr. Grand Rapids, 1980); A. H. M. Jones, The Herods of Judea (1938, repr. 
Oxford, 1967); P. Richardson, Herod, King of the Jews and Friend of the Romans 
(Columbia, S.C., 1996); D. R. Schwartz, Agrippa I: The Last King of Judea 
(Tübingen, 1990).
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HERODIANSHERODIANS (Gk.  (Gk. HeäroœdianHeäroœdianoiíoií)))

HERODIANS (Gk. Heäroœdianoií)

Partisans Partisans of the houof the house of Herose of Herod Antipas.d Antipas. Although  Although primarily primarily a politicaa political party, tl party, they were rhey tthey were they were religiouslreligiously orientedy oriented and joine and joined the Phard the Pharisees in oisees in opposing Jepposing Jesus’ teachsus’ teachings (Markingsteachteachings teachings (Mark 3:6;(Mark 3:6; 12:13 = M 12:13 = Matt. 22:16att. 22:16).).

Partisans of the house of Herod Antipas. Although primarily a political party, 
they were religiously oriented and joined the Pharisees in opposing Jesus’ 
teachings (Mark 3:6; 12:13 = Matt. 22:16).

HERODIASHERODIAS (Gk.  (Gk. HeäroœdiaéHeäroœdiaéss)))

HERODIAS (Gk. Heäroœdiaés)

The daughtThe daughter of Ariser of Aristobulus antobulus and Bereniced Berenice. Herodias. Herodias married h married her uncle, er uncle, possibly Ppossibly Philip II, hPPhilip II,Philip II, and bore  and bore him a daughim a daughter namedhter named Salome (J Salome (Josephus osephus Ant.Ant. 18.5.4 [1 18.5.4 [136]). When36]). Whe36]). When HerodWhen Herod Antipas,  Antipas, her husbanher husband’s half-bd’s half-brother, virother, visited themsited them in 29  in 29 C.E.C.E., he persu, he persu, he persuaded persuaded Herodias tHerodias to divorce o divorce her husbanher husband and marrd and marry him (y him (Ant.Ant. 18.5.1 [1 18.5.1 [110]). John10]). Joh10]). John the BJohn the Baptist criaptist criticized thticized their marriaeir marriage (Matt. ge (Matt. 14:3-5; Ma14:3-5; Mark 6:17-18rk 6:17-18) because ) because Jewish lawJewiJewish lawJewish law forbade a forbade a man to ma man to marry his brrry his brother’s wiother’s wife (Lev. 1fe (Lev. 18:16, 20; 8:16, 20; 20:21) exc20:21) except in levepexcexcept in except in levirate mlevirate marriage (Darriage (Deut. 25:5)eut. 25:5). Angered . Angered at John’s at John’s intrusion,intrusion, Herodias  Herodias advised headvadvised headvised her daughterr daughter to reques to request his exect his execution as hution as her reward er reward for pleasifor pleasing Antipasng Antipas with her  w with her dwith her dancing (Maancing (Matt. 14:6-1tt. 14:6-12; Mark 6:2; Mark 6:21-28). He21-28). Herodias migrodias might have beht have been just deen just devious and vdedevious andevious and cruel (d cruel (Ant.Ant. 18.7.1 [2 18.7.1 [240–44]), o40–44]), or she may r she may function tfunction to excuse Ao excuse Antipas forntipas fontipas for John’sfor John’s death. death. death.

The daughter of Aristobulus and Berenice. Herodias married her uncle, possibly 
Philip II, and bore him a daughter named Salome (Josephus Ant. 18.5.4 [136]). 
When Herod Antipas, her husband’s half-brother, visited them in 29 C.E., he 
persuaded Herodias to divorce her husband and marry him (Ant. 18.5.1 [110]). 
John the Baptist criticized their marriage (Matt. 14:3-5; Mark 6:17-18) because 
Jewish law forbade a man to marry his brother’s wife (Lev. 18:16, 20; 20:21) 
except in levirate marriage (Deut. 25:5). Angered at John’s intrusion, Herodias 
advised her daughter to request his execution as her reward for pleasing Antipas 
with her dancing (Matt. 14:6-12; Mark 6:21-28). Herodias might have been just 
devious and cruel (Ant. 18.7.1 [240–44]), or she may function to excuse Antipas 
for John’s death.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. C. AndeJ. C. Anderson, “Femrson, “Feminist Critinist Criticism: Theicism: The Dancing D Dancing Daughter,” aughter,”DDaughter,”Daughter,” in  in Mark and MMark and Method,ethod, ed. J. C. ed. J. C. Anderson  Anderson and S. D. and S. D. Moore (MinMoore (Minneapolis, neapolis, (Min(Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1992),is, 1992), 103–34. 103–34. 103–34.

Bibliography. J. C. Anderson, “Feminist Criticism: The Dancing 
Daughter,” in Mark and Method, ed. J. C. Anderson and S. D. Moore 
(Minneapolis, 1992), 103–34.
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HERODIONHERODION (Gk.  (Gk. HeäroœdiíoHeäroœdiíoœnœn)))

HERODION (Gk. Heäroœdiíoœn)

A ChristiaA Christian in Rome n in Rome whom Paul whom Paul greeted asgreeted as his “rela his “relative” (Romtive” (Rom. 16:11; N. 16:11; NRSV mg “coRSV mg “RSV mg “compatrio“compatriot”).t”).

A Christian in Rome whom Paul greeted as his “relative” (Rom. 16:11; NRSV mg 
“compatriot”).



HERODIUMHERODIUM (Gk.  (Gk. HeäroœdeiíHeäroœdeiíonon)))

HERODIUM (Gk. Heäroœdeiíon)

A fortressA fortress complex s complex situated atituated at Jebel el- Jebel el-Fureidis (Fureidis (1731.1192)1731.1192), 12 km. (, 12 km. (7.5 mi.) S7.5 mi.) S of Jerusa of J of Jerusalem,Jerusalem, near Beth near Bethlehem. A hlehem. A hill-top foill-top fortress buirtress built by Herolt by Herod the Gread the Great (ca. 23 t (ca. 23 B.C.E.B.CB.C.E.B.C.E.), Upper H), Upper Herodium iserodium is a cone- o a cone- or cylinderr cylinder-shaped si-shaped site where Hte where Herod’s fiverod’s five-story pae-storfivfive-storyfive-story palace on palace once stood. ce stood. At Lower HAt Lower Herodium, aerodium, at the baset the base of the hi of the hill-top palll-top palace, are tacepalpalace, arpalace, are the remae the remains of a pins of a pool compleool complex, a centrx, a central bathhoual bathhouse, a longse, a long concourse concourse, a monume, a, a monumenta monumental buildinal building, and palg, and palace. This ace. This large buillarge building complding complex not onlex not only functiony functioned as Heroedfunctionfunctionedfunctioned as Herod’ as Herod’s summer rs summer residence besidence but also seut also served to prrved to preserve andeserve and commemora commem commemoratcommemorate Herod’s e Herod’s name. Josename. Josephus descrphus describes the sibes the site (ite (Ant.Ant. 15.9.4) a 15.9.4) and identifnd identifies it as ieidentifidentifiesidentifies it as the it as the burial pl burial place of Herace of Herod (17.8.3od (17.8.3; ; BJBJ 1.33.9). 1.33.9). 1.33.9).

A fortress complex situated at Jebel el-Fureidis (1731.1192), 12 km. (7.5 mi.) S of 
Jerusalem, near Bethlehem. A hill-top fortress built by Herod the Great (ca. 23 
B.C.E.), Upper Herodium is a cone- or cylinder-shaped site where Herod’s 
five-story palace once stood. At Lower Herodium, at the base of the hill-top 
palace, are the remains of a pool complex, a central bathhouse, a long concourse, 
a monumental building, and palace. This large building complex not only 
functioned as Herod’s summer residence but also served to preserve and 
commemorate Herod’s name. Josephus describes the site (Ant. 15.9.4) and 
identifies it as the burial place of Herod (17.8.3; BJ 1.33.9).

�It was at It was at this site this site in 40 in 40 B.C.E.B.C.E. that Hero that Herod was ambud was ambushed by Anshed by Antigonus, btigonus, but he was ut he ut he was ablhe was able to counte to counter and decer and decisively deisively defeat his Hfeat his Hasmonean aasmonean attackers. ttackers. After HeroAfter Herod’s death dHeroHerod’s deHerod’s death the Roath the Romans selecmans selected Herodited Herodium as capium as capital of a Ptal of a Palestinianalestinian toparchy. toparchy. Along wit toparchy.toparchy. toparchy. Along withAlong with Machaerus Machaerus and Masad and Masada, the cita, the city was one y was one of the lasof the last Jewish st Jewish strongholdstsstrongholdstrongholds during ts during the First Jhe First Jewish Revoewish Revolt, fallinlt, falling to the Rg to the Romans in 7omans in 72 2 C.E.C.E. It was re It was r It was reoccupiedreoccupied briefly d briefly during the uring the Second JewSecond Jewish Revoltish Revolt (ca. 132) (ca. 132)...

It was at this site in 40 B.C.E. that Herod was ambushed by Antigonus, but 
he was able to counter and decisively defeat his Hasmonean attackers. After 
Herod’s death the Romans selected Herodium as capital of a Palestinian 
toparchy. Along with Machaerus and Masada, the city was one of the last Jewish 
strongholds during the First Jewish Revolt, falling to the Romans in 72 C.E. It was 
reoccupied briefly during the Second Jewish Revolt (ca. 132).

�After its After its identificaidentification in 18tion in 1838 by Edwa38 by Edward Robinsord Robinson, there wn, there were no thoere no thorough and rough thothorough athorough and accuratnd accurate attemptse attempts to survey to survey and excav and excavate the siate the site until tte until the mid-196he mid-1960s. Recent0mid-196mid-1960s.mid-1960s. Recent ex Recent excavations cavations by Ehud Neby Ehud Netzer of Hetzer of Hebrew Univebrew University haversity have concentra concen concentratconcentrated on bothed on both the fortr the fortress of Uppess of Upper Herodiuer Herodium and Lowem and Lower Herodiumr Herodium, uncoveri, unco, uncoveringuncovering remains f remains from the Herom the Herodian to rodian to Byzantine Byzantine periods. Dperiods. Despite conespite considerable siderableconconsiderabconsiderable discussle discussion about ion about the possibthe possible locatiole location of Herodn of Herod’s tomb at’s tomb at Herodium, Herodium, Herodium, Herodium, to date itto date it has not b has not been unearteen unearthed.hed.hed.

After its identification in 1838 by Edward Robinson, there were no 
thorough and accurate attempts to survey and excavate the site until the 
mid-1960s. Recent excavations by Ehud Netzer of Hebrew University have 
concentrated on both the fortress of Upper Herodium and Lower Herodium, 
uncovering remains from the Herodian to Byzantine periods. Despite 
considerable discussion about the possible location of Herod’s tomb at 
Herodium, to date it has not been unearthed.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. FoersteG. Foerster and E. Nr and E. Netzer, “Heetzer, “Herodium,” rodium,” NEAEHL NEAEHL 2:618–26; 2:618–26; “Searching““Searching“Searching for Herod for Herod’s Tomb,” ’s Tomb,” BARevBARev 9/3 (1983 9/3 (1983): 31–51; ): 31–51; J. PatrichJ. Patrich, “Corbo’s, “Corbo’s Excavatio Excav ExcavationExcavations at Herods at Herodium,” ium,” IEJIEJ 42 (1992) 42 (1992): 241–45.: 241–45.: 241–45.

Bibliography. G. Foerster and E. Netzer, “Herodium,” NEAEHL 2:618–26; 
“Searching for Herod’s Tomb,” BARev 9/3 (1983): 31–51; J. Patrich, “Corbo’s 
Excavations at Herodium,” IEJ 42 (1992): 241–45.
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HERODOTUSHERODOTUS (Gk.  (Gk. HeärodotosHeärodotos)))

HERODOTUS (Gk. Heärodotos)

A 5th-centA 5th-century (ca. 4ury (ca. 484–420 84–420 B.C.E.B.C.E.) Greek hi) Greek historian. Tstorian. The “fatherhe “father of histor of history,” he is y,” he is known for knknown for known for his one grhis one great work, eat work, The HistorThe History.y. Ostensibl Ostensibly a history a history of the Py of the Persian Warersian Warersian War (i.e.,War (i.e., the wars  the wars between thbetween the Persianse Persians and the G and the Greeks in treeks in the early 5he early 5th centuryth century), his boo),centurycentury), century), his book ihis book is actuallys actually a vast co a vast compendium ompendium of events, f events, stories, cstories, character aharacter analyses, mnalyaanalyses, analyses, myths, legmyths, legends, moraends, morals, ethnogls, ethnography, andraphy, and geography geography. Widely t. Widely traveled anraveled and insatiabdanand insatiand insatiably curioably curious, Herodous, Herodotus wrote tus wrote with remarwith remarkable openkable openness and lness and lack of preack of preack of prejudice prejudice toward othtoward other cultureer cultures and relis and religions. Thogions. Though he lacugh he lacks the disks the discriminatincriminating factual g fg factual obfactual objectivity jectivity of his youof his younger contenger contemporary Thmporary Thucydides, ucydides, Herodotus Herodotus writes witwrites with such suphwitwith such with such superb narsuperb narrative skirative skill and brill and brilliant clalliant classical Gressical Greek style tek style that he bechat he becomes in maomes becbecomes inbecomes in many ways many ways the model the model for subse for subsequent histquent historians in orians in antiquity antiquity — Greek, R— Greek, — Greek, RomGreek, Roman, and evan, and even Christien Christian.an.an.

A 5th-century (ca. 484–420 B.C.E.) Greek historian. The “father of history,” he is 
known for his one great work, The History. Ostensibly a history of the Persian 
War (i.e., the wars between the Persians and the Greeks in the early 5th 
century), his book is actually a vast compendium of events, stories, character 
analyses, myths, legends, morals, ethnography, and geography. Widely traveled 
and insatiably curious, Herodotus wrote with remarkable openness and lack of 
prejudice toward other cultures and religions. Though he lacks the discriminating 
factual objectivity of his younger contemporary Thucydides, Herodotus writes 
with such superb narrative skill and brilliant classical Greek style that he 
becomes in many ways the model for subsequent historians in antiquity — 
Greek, Roman, and even Christian.



�BibliograpBibliography. hy.  Herodotus Herodotus,,  trans. A. trans. A. D. Godly, D. Godly, rev. ed. Lrev. ed. Loeb Classioeb Classical Librarcal Library. 4 vols.yLibrarLibrary. 4Library. 4 vols. (Ca vols. (Cambridge, Mmbridge, Mass., 1990ass., 1990); ); The HistorThe History: Herodoty: Herodotus,us, trans. D. trans. D. Grene (Ch Grene (C Grene (Chicago, (Chicago, 1987).1987).1987).

Bibliography.  Herodotus, trans. A. D. Godly, rev. ed. Loeb Classical 
Library. 4 vols. (Cambridge, Mass., 1990); The History: Herodotus, trans. D. Grene 
(Chicago, 1987).
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HESHBONHESHBON (Heb.  (Heb. h�esûbo®nh�esûbo®n)))

HESHBON (Heb. h�esûbo®n )

A city of A city of Moab, takeMoab, taken by the In by the Israelites sraelites under Moseunder Moses’ leaderss’ leadership when ihip when its Amoritets Amorite king, Sih k king, Sihoking, Sihon, refusedn, refused their req their request for puest for passage thrassage through his tough his territory (erritory (Num. 21:21Num. 21:21-31; Deut.-3121:2121:21-31; 21:21-31; Deut. 2:24Deut. 2:24; Josh. 12; Josh. 12:2; Judg. :2; Judg. 11:19-26).11:19-26).

A city of Moab, taken by the Israelites under Moses’ leadership when its Amorite 
king, Sihon, refused their request for passage through his territory (Num. 
21:21-31; Deut. 2:24; Josh. 12:2; Judg. 11:19-26).

�According According to Num. 32to Num. 32; Josh. 13; Josh. 13:15-28 Hes:15-28 Heshbon (“strhbon (“stronghold”) onghold”) “and all i“and all its towns tts towts towns thattowns that are in th are in the tablelane tableland” were gid” were given as an ven as an inheritancinheritance to the te to the tribe of Reribe of Reuben. Num.ubeReReuben. NuReuben. Num. 32:37-3m. 32:37-38 asserts 8 asserts that “the that “the ReubenitesReubenites rebuilt H rebuilt Heshbon,” aeshbon,” and Judg. 1nd Judg. 1nd Judg. 11:26 adds11:26 adds that Isra that Israel occupieel occupied Heshbon,d Heshbon, Aroer, th Aroer, the surrounde surrounding settleing settlements, andments, and all the t andand all thand all the towns ale towns along the Arong the Arnon for 30non for 300 years. O0 years. Other biblither biblical accouncal accounts indicatts indicate that thee te that the tthat the town and itown and its surrounds surrounding territing territory were aory were at various t various times conttimes controlled by rolled by the tribe thethe tribe the tribe of Gad (Joof Gad (Josh. 21:38-sh. 21:38-39) and by39) and by the Iron  the Iron Age tribalAge tribal kingdoms  kingdoms of Ammon aof Ammon aof Ammon and Moab (and Moab (Judg. 3:14Judg. 3:14-30; 11:13-30; 11:13-28). The -28). The Heshbon reHeshbon region was agion was apparently pparently famous forfamous fofamous for its pafor its pasture landsture lands, vineyars, vineyards, wells ds, wells and “poolsand “pools” (Num. 21” (Num. 21:22; Cant.:22; Cant. 7:4; Isa. 7:4; Isa. 16:8-9). 16:8- 16:8-9).16:8-9).16:8-9).

According to Num. 32; Josh. 13:15-28 Heshbon (“stronghold”) “and all its 
towns that are in the tableland” were given as an inheritance to the tribe of 
Reuben. Num. 32:37-38 asserts that “the Reubenites rebuilt Heshbon,” and Judg. 
11:26 adds that Israel occupied Heshbon, Aroer, the surrounding settlements, 
and all the towns along the Arnon for 300 years. Other biblical accounts indicate 
that the town and its surrounding territory were at various times controlled by 
the tribe of Gad (Josh. 21:38-39) and by the Iron Age tribal kingdoms of Ammon 
and Moab (Judg. 3:14-30; 11:13-28). The Heshbon region was apparently famous 
for its pasture lands, vineyards, wells and “pools” (Num. 21:22; Cant. 7:4; Isa. 
16:8-9).

�The identiThe identification ofication of biblicalf biblical Heshbon w Heshbon with Tell ith Tell H¸esba®nH¸esba®n (226134), (226134), a ruin lo a ruin  a ruin locatruin located in the ed in the highland phighland plateau of lateau of TransjordaTransjordan ca. 10 kn ca. 10 km. (6 mi.)m. (6 mi.) N of Mada N of Madaba, has beba,MadaMadaba, haMadaba, has been gens been generally superally supported by ported by a series oa series of excavatif excavations under ons under the auspicthe auspices of Andreauspicauspices oauspices of Andrews f Andrews UniversityUniversity, initiate, initiated in 1968 d in 1968 by Siegfriby Siegfried Horn. Ped Horn. Perhaps moserhaps most significt st significansignificant is what t is what has been lhas been learned aboearned about the widut the wide range ofe range of types of  types of settlementsettlements at the ss ats at the sitat the site over thee over the past four past four millennia millennia. For exam. For example, the rple, the remains of emains of a dry-moata dry-moat from the  fro from the 1from the 13th and 123th and 12th centurith centuries es B.C.B.C. suggest t suggest that some shat some sort of strort of stronghold, aonghold, a fortified fort fortified fortified agriculturagricultural villageal village perhaps,  perhaps, likely exilikely existed therested there then. The then. The discovery discovery of a vari of a va of a variety ofvariety of bowls and bowls and jars whic jars which occur coh occur contemporanentemporaneously on bously on both sides oth sides of the Jorof the Jordan duringdJorJordan durJordan during this sing this same periodame period adds weig adds weight to the ht to the biblical cbiblical claim that laim that there werethere were members o me members ofmembers of the same  the same people gropeople group (Israelup (Israelites?) livites?) living in thiing in this part of s part of TransjordaTransjordan at this n atn at this tiat this time.me.me.

The identification of biblical Heshbon with Tell H¸esba®n (226134), a 
ruin located in the highland plateau of Transjordan ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) N of 
Madaba, has been generally supported by a series of excavations under the 
auspices of Andrews University, initiated in 1968 by Siegfried Horn. Perhaps most 
significant is what has been learned about the wide range of types of settlements 
at the site over the past four millennia. For example, the remains of a dry-moat 
from the 13th and 12th centuries B.C. suggest that some sort of stronghold, a 
fortified agricultural village perhaps, likely existed there then. The discovery of a 
variety of bowls and jars which occur contemporaneously on both sides of the 
Jordan during this same period adds weight to the biblical claim that there were 
members of the same people group (Israelites?) living in this part of Transjordan 
at this time.

�The discovThe discovery of a 7ery of a 7 m. (23 ft m. (23 ft.)-deep wa.)-deep water reservter reservoir dated oir dated to the 10tto the 10th century h centuh century sucentury suggests a pggests a process of rocess of growth invgrowth involving graolving gradual transdual transformation formation of the earof the earlier fortilieearearlier foearlier fortified virtified village intollage into a larger  a larger town, comptown, complete with lete with its own laits own large “poolsrge “pools” of water” of w” of water — powater — possibly thessibly the “pools of “pools of Heshbon”  Heshbon” of Cant. 7of Cant. 7:4. For so:4. For some reason,me reason, toward th toward t toward the end ofthe end of the 10th  the 10th century thcentury this larger is larger town ceasetown ceased to grow,d to grow, and event and eventually its ually its buildings buibuildings buildings became negbecame neglected andlected and crumbled. crumbled. Throughou Throughout the 9th t the 9th and 8th ceand 8th centuries thnturies thnturies these ruinthese ruins, along ws, along with the nuith the numerous habmerous habitation caitation caves which ves which are locateare located throughod throughout the hiluthroughothroughoutthroughout the hill  the hill of of H¸esba®nH¸esba®n, were use, were used by peopld by people who livee who lived very simd very simple lives,ple liveple lives, verlives, very likely ty likely that of semhat of semi-nomadic i-nomadic agriculturagriculturalists whoalists who camped in camped in the caves the caves and ruins and and ruins and ruins in order tin order to grow wheo grow wheat and barat and barley in theley in the fertile v fertile valleys on alleys on both sidesboth sides of the te of t of the tell.the tell.the tell.

The discovery of a 7 m. (23 ft.)-deep water reservoir dated to the 10th 
century suggests a process of growth involving gradual transformation of the 
earlier fortified village into a larger town, complete with its own large “pools” of 
water — possibly the “pools of Heshbon” of Cant. 7:4. For some reason, toward 
the end of the 10th century this larger town ceased to grow, and eventually its 
buildings became neglected and crumbled. Throughout the 9th and 8th centuries 
these ruins, along with the numerous habitation caves which are located 
throughout the hill of H¸esba®n, were used by people who lived very simple 
lives, very likely that of semi-nomadic agriculturalists who camped in the caves 



and ruins in order to grow wheat and barley in the fertile valleys on both sides of 
the tell.

�In the 7thIn the 7th—5th centu—5th centuries a larries a large town rege town re-emerges o-emerges on the hilln the hill, this tim, this time rebuilt e rebuile rebuilt byrebuilt by the Ammon the Ammonites. Theiites. Their presencer presence is eviden is evidenced by a rced by a range of fiange of finds, inclunds, including severdinincluincluding including several osseveral ostraca withtraca with Ammonite  Ammonite script, poscript, pottery typittery typical of thecal of their ceramicir ceramic tradition tra traditionstraditions, and a bo, and a booming economing economy based omy based on producton production and exion and export of viport of vine productne produne products. products. This town This town came to ancame to an end, howe end, however, and iver, and its ruins ats ruins and caves and caves again becomgain becomgain become thebecome the makeshift makeshift dwellings dwellings of semi-n of semi-nomadic agromadic agriculturaliiculturalists. Thesests. These cycles of cycles of build-up  b build-up abuild-up and collapsnd collapse of villae of villages and toges and towns on thewns on the hill of  hill of H¸esba®nH¸esba®n repeated  repeated themselvesthemthemselvesthemselves again and again and again thr again throughout thoughout the remainine remaining centurieg centuries until ths until the present.e present.

In the 7th—5th centuries a large town re-emerges on the hill, this time 
rebuilt by the Ammonites. Their presence is evidenced by a range of finds, 
including several ostraca with Ammonite script, pottery typical of their ceramic 
traditions, and a booming economy based on production and export of vine 
products. This town came to an end, however, and its ruins and caves again 
become the makeshift dwellings of semi-nomadic agriculturalists. These cycles of 
build-up and collapse of villages and towns on the hill of H¸esba®n repeated 
themselves again and again throughout the remaining centuries until the present.

�However, rHowever, regarding eegarding evidence fovidence for the exisr the existence of ttence of the “capitahe “capital city of l city of the Amoritthe Amothe Amorites” Amorites” or proof oor proof of a battlef a battle over this over this city betw city between the foeen the forces of Sirces of Sihon and thhon and those of Mososeththose of Mthose of Moses, the oses, the archaeologarchaeological data ical data are largelare largely silent. y silent. They neithThey neither supporter support nor refut nor nor refutenor refute the bibli the biblical accouncal account, but simt, but simply are inply are insufficientsufficient at presen at present to illumt to illuminate thisinate thinate this part this part of the bibof the biblical recolical record.rd.rd.

However, regarding evidence for the existence of the “capital city of the 
Amorites” or proof of a battle over this city between the forces of Sihon and 
those of Moses, the archaeological data are largely silent. They neither support 
nor refute the biblical account, but simply are insufficient at present to illuminate 
this part of the biblical record.

Øystein S.Øystein S. LaBianca LaBianca

Øystein S. LaBianca

HESHMONHESHMON (Heb.  (Heb. h�esûmo®nh�esûmo®n)))

HESHMON (Heb. h�esûmo®n )

A town in A town in the southethe southern part ofrn part of Judah’s i Judah’s inheritancenheritance (Josh. 15 (Josh. 15:27). It d:27). It does not apoes not appear in thpeaapappear in appear in the LXX lithe LXX list, nor isst, nor is it includ it included in simied in similar lists lar lists recording recording towns reastowns reassigned to signedreasreassignedreassigned to Simeon to Simeon (Josh. 19 (Josh. 19:2-6; 1 Ch:2-6; 1 Chr. 4:28-30r. 4:28-30). The con). The context suggetext suggests a locasts a location in thtiolocalocation ilocation in the Negen the Negeb, near Beb, near Beer-sheba.er-sheba.er-sheba.

A town in the southern part of Judah’s inheritance (Josh. 15:27). It does not 
appear in the LXX list, nor is it included in similar lists recording towns 
reassigned to Simeon (Josh. 19:2-6; 1 Chr. 4:28-30). The context suggests a 
location in the Negeb, near Beer-sheba.

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow

Laura B. Mazow

HETHHETH (Heb.  (Heb. h�et�h�et�)))

HETH (Heb. h�et� )

The secondThe second son of Ca son of Canaan (Gen.naan (Gen. 10:15 = 1 10:15 = 1 Chr. 1:13 Chr. 1:13). He was ). He was eponymous eponymous ancestor oancestoancestor oancestor of the Hittf the Hittites (Gen.ites (Gen. 23:10), i 23:10), in biblicaln biblical usage an  usage an element ofelement of the pre-I the pre-Israelite psraelitpre-Ipre-Israelpre-Israelite populaite population of Cation of Canaan rathenaan rather than a rr than a reference teference to the Anato the Anatolian empiolian empire. Abrahareempiempire. Abempire. Abraham purcraham purchased his hased his burial cavburial cave at Machpe at Machpelah from elah from Hittites (Hittites (Gen. 23; 2Gen. 23; 25:10; 49:35225:10; 49:25:10; 49:32). Rebek32). Rebekah and Isaah and Isaac discourac discouraged Jacobaged Jacob from marr from marrying Hittiying Hittite women (te women te women (Genwomen (Gen. 27:46), . 27:46), whom they whom they also referalso referred to as red to as “Canaanite“Canaanite” (28:1, 8” (28:1, 8).).).

The second son of Canaan (Gen. 10:15 = 1 Chr. 1:13). He was eponymous 
ancestor of the Hittites (Gen. 23:10), in biblical usage an element of the 
pre-Israelite population of Canaan rather than a reference to the Anatolian 
empire. Abraham purchased his burial cave at Machpelah from Hittites (Gen. 23; 
25:10; 49:32). Rebekah and Isaac discouraged Jacob from marrying Hittite 
women (Gen. 27:46), whom they also referred to as “Canaanite” (28:1, 8).

Robert E. Robert E. Stone, IIStone, II

Robert E. Stone, II

HETHLONHETHLON (Heb.  (Heb. h�et�loœnh�et�loœn)))

HETHLON (Heb. h�et�loœn )

A place onA place on the ideal the ideal northern  northern boundary oboundary of Israel, f Israel, mentioned mentioned at Ezek. 4at Ezek. 47:15; 48:17:15; 48:1 in connec in in connectin connection with Dion with Damascus, Hamascus, Hamath, andamath, and Berothah. Berothah. Its preci Its precise locatiose location is not kn is not known, but nkknown, butknown, but a possibl a possible identifie identification is cation is modern Heimodern Heitela, NE otela, NE of Tripolisf Tripolis..

A place on the ideal northern boundary of Israel, mentioned at Ezek. 47:15; 48:1 
in connection with Damascus, Hamath, and Berothah. Its precise location is not 
known, but a possible identification is modern Heitela, NE of Tripolis.

HEXAPLAHEXAPLAHEXAPLA

HEXAPLA

An importaAn important work ofnt work of biblical  biblical criticism criticism written bywritten by Origen. T Origen. The name Hehe name Hexapla derixapla derives from ivderiderives frderives from its sixom its six columns o columns of parallelf parallel texts (th texts (the Hebrew te Hebrew text, the Hext, the Hebrew textebrew text translite tr translitertransliterated into ated into Greek charGreek characters, anacters, and the Greed the Greek versionsk versions of Aquila of Aquila, Symmachu, Symmachu, Symmachus,Symmachus, the LXX,  the LXX, and Theodoand Theodotion). In tion). In the LXX cothe LXX column, Origlumn, Origen marked en marked with an obwith awith an obelus an obelus those passthose passages preseages present in Greent in Greek but not k but not found in hfound in his Hebrew is Hebrew column. Whcolumn. Wcolumn. When the LWhen the LXX lacked XX lacked material fmaterial found in Heound in Hebrew, Origbrew, Origen would ien would insert the nsert the passage frpassage passage frpassage from one of om one of the other the other Greek coluGreek columns (whichmns (which were clos were closer textualer textually to the ly to thely to the Hebrewthe Hebrew) and mark) and mark the inser the insertion with tion with an asterisan asterisk. Althougk. Although the Hexah the Hexapla in itspla in its entirety  e entirety wentirety was apparenas apparently never tly never copied, thcopied, the LXX colue LXX column was copmn was copied repeatied repeatedly. Unfoedly. Unfedly. UnfortunatUnfortunately, many ely, many copies omicopies omitted Origetted Origen’s textuan’s textual marks, tl marks, thus introdhus introducing a siucing a significant gnsisignificansignificant amount ot amount of contaminf contamination intoation into the textu the textual traditial tradition of the on of the LXX. Only LXX. Only a few fraga fea few fragmefew fragments of copnts of copies of theies of the Hexapla o Hexapla or of its fr of its fifth columifth column are extan are extant. One ofnt. One of the most  th the most ithe most important wmportant witnesses titnesses to Origen’so Origen’s work is t work is the 7th-cenhe 7th-century Syriatury Syriac translatc translation of theiotranslattranslatiotranslation of the fn of the fifth columifth column — complen — complete with tete with textual markxtual marks — attribs — attributed to Pauted to Paul of TelluPaPaul of TePaul of Tella, knownlla, known as the Sy as the Syro-Hexaplaro-Hexapla...

An important work of biblical criticism written by Origen. The name Hexapla 



derives from its six columns of parallel texts (the Hebrew text, the Hebrew text 
transliterated into Greek characters, and the Greek versions of Aquila, 
Symmachus, the LXX, and Theodotion). In the LXX column, Origen marked with 
an obelus those passages present in Greek but not found in his Hebrew column. 
When the LXX lacked material found in Hebrew, Origen would insert the 
passage from one of the other Greek columns (which were closer textually to 
the Hebrew) and mark the insertion with an asterisk. Although the Hexapla in its 
entirety was apparently never copied, the LXX column was copied repeatedly. 
Unfortunately, many copies omitted Origen’s textual marks, thus introducing a 
significant amount of contamination into the textual tradition of the LXX. Only a 
few fragments of copies of the Hexapla or of its fifth column are extant. One of 
the most important witnesses to Origen’s work is the 7th-century Syriac 
translation of the fifth column — complete with textual marks — attributed to 
Paul of Tella, known as the Syro-Hexapla.

James R. AJames R. Adair, jr.dair, jr.

James R. Adair, jr.

HEXATEUCHHEXATEUCHHEXATEUCH

HEXATEUCH

The first The first six (Gk. six (Gk. héxhéx) books of) books of the OT (G the OT (Genesis—Josenesis—Joshua), regahua), regarded by marded by many as a many as a ny as a major coa major component ofmponent of the prima the primary historyry history of Israel of Israel. The book. The books are relas are related form-cted form-critically rform-cform-critiform-critically and cally and theologicatheologically by a nlly by a number of “umber of “historicalhistorical credos” r credos” recalling Gecalling God’s mightod’s GGod’s mighGod’s mighty acts onty acts on Israel’s  Israel’s behalf frobehalf from the patrm the patriarchs thriarchs through the Cough the Conquest.onquest.onquest.

The first six (Gk. héx) books of the OT (Genesis—Joshua), regarded by many as 
a major component of the primary history of Israel. The books are related 
form-critically and theologically by a number of “historical credos” recalling 
God’s mighty acts on Israel’s behalf from the patriarchs through the Conquest.

�SeeSee  BIBLICAL CBIBLICAL CRITICISM.RITICISM.

See BIBLICAL CRITICISM.

HEZEKIAHHEZEKIAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�izqiîya®h�izqiîya®, h�izqiîy, h�izqiîyaœhu®aœhu®)))

HEZEKIAH (Heb. h�izqiîya®, h�izqiîyaœhu® )

�1.1. King of J King of Judah (probudah (probably 715–6ably 715–687 87 B.C.E.B.C.E.), son and), son and successor successor of Ahaz.  of Ahaz. His motherHis moHis mother wasmother was Abijah, t Abijah, the daughtehe daughter of Zechar of Zechariah. His riah. His 29-year ru29-year rule began wle began when he washen he wahen he was 25 (2 was 25 (2 Kgs. 18:2 Kgs. 18:2 = 2 Chr. 2= 2 Chr. 29:1) and i9:1) and is evaluates evaluated positived positively (2 Kgs.ly (2 Kgs. 18:3 = 2  18:3 = 2 Chr. 29:2)Chr.Chr. 29:2)Chr. 29:2). The Deut. The Deuteronomist eronomist even claimeven claimed that “ted that “there was nhere was no one likeo one like him among him amo him among all among all the kings the kings of Judah aof Judah after him, fter him, or among tor among those who whose who were beforeere before him” (2 K him” (2 K him” (2 Kgs. 18:5;Kgs. 18:5; but cf. 2 but cf. 2 Chr. 32:2 Chr. 32:25). Hezeki5). Hezekiah was remah was remembered foembered for his pietr his piety (2 Chr. y (2 Chr. 32:20; Isa3232:20; Isa32:20; Isa. 38:10-20. 38:10-20), his pat), his patronage of ronage of the wise (the wise (Prov. 25:1Prov. 25:1), and his), and his construct construction projecion pion projects, projects, including including an undergran underground tunneound tunnel which col which connected Jennected Jerusalem’s rusalem’s Gihon spriGihon spring with thnsprispring witspring with the poolh the pool of Siloam of Siloam (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 20:20; 2 Ch0:20; 2 Chr. 32:30; r. 32:30; Isa. 22:9-Isa. 22:9-11).11).11).

1. King of Judah (probably 715–687 B.C.E.), son and successor of Ahaz. His 
mother was Abijah, the daughter of Zechariah. His 29-year rule began when he 
was 25 (2 Kgs. 18:2 = 2 Chr. 29:1) and is evaluated positively (2 Kgs. 18:3 = 2 
Chr. 29:2). The Deuteronomist even claimed that “there was no one like him 
among all the kings of Judah after him, or among those who were before him” (2 
Kgs. 18:5; but cf. 2 Chr. 32:25). Hezekiah was remembered for his piety (2 Chr. 
32:20; Isa. 38:10-20), his patronage of the wise (Prov. 25:1), and his construction 
projects, including an underground tunnel which connected Jerusalem’s Gihon 
spring with the pool of Siloam (2 Kgs. 20:20; 2 Chr. 32:30; Isa. 22:9-11).

�When HezekWhen Hezekiah came tiah came to the throo the throne, Judah ne, Judah was a vasswas a vassal of Assyal of Assyria. His fria. His father Ahazather ffather Ahafather Ahaz not onlyz not only paid trib paid tribute to Assute to Assyria but ayria but also modifilso modified Judean ed Judean cultic pracultic practices in cticeprapractices practices in order tin order to please ho please his new masis new masters (2 Kgters (2 Kgs. 16:10-1s. 16:10-18). The Ch8). The Chronicler sronicler suggests thugssuggests tsuggests that Ahaz ehat Ahaz even closedven closed down the  down the temple in temple in Jerusalem Jerusalem (2 Chr. 28(2 Chr. 28:24).:24).:24).

When Hezekiah came to the throne, Judah was a vassal of Assyria. His 
father Ahaz not only paid tribute to Assyria but also modified Judean cultic 
practices in order to please his new masters (2 Kgs. 16:10-18). The Chronicler 
suggests that Ahaz even closed down the temple in Jerusalem (2 Chr. 28:24).

�Hezekiah rHezekiah reversed theversed the religioue religious policiess policies of his fa of his father. Schother. Scholars have lars have long debatlong debalong debated thdebated the extent oe extent of his refof his reforms, sincerms, since the Deute the Deuteronomist dronomist devotes onlevotes only three vey three vey three verses to verses to them (2 Kgthem (2 Kgs. 18:4, 1s. 18:4, 16, 22). Ch6, 22). Chronicles, ronicles, however, dhowever, describes tescribes them in dethem in detail (2 Chraildetdetail (2 detail (2 Chr. 29:3-Chr. 29:3-32:31). Ea32:31). Earlier schorlier scholarship dilarship discounted tscounted the historihe historicity of thcity of this report,is repois report, bureport, but today Cht today Chronicles ironicles is generalls generally seen as y seen as reliable. reliable. The DeuterThe Deuteronomist maonomist may have eliy mamay have emay have eliminated liminated some of thsome of the details e details in order tin order to avoid coo avoid comparisons mparisons with King with King Josiah.JoJosiah.Josiah.Josiah.

Hezekiah reversed the religious policies of his father. Scholars have long 
debated the extent of his reforms, since the Deuteronomist devotes only three 
verses to them (2 Kgs. 18:4, 16, 22). Chronicles, however, describes them in 



detail (2 Chr. 29:3-32:31). Earlier scholarship discounted the historicity of this 
report, but today Chronicles is generally seen as reliable. The Deuteronomist 
may have eliminated some of the details in order to avoid comparisons with King 
Josiah.

�Hezekiah’sHezekiah’s reforms i reforms included thncluded the removal e removal of the higof the high places, h places, the demolithe demolition of Cation oftion of Canaaniof Canaanite religiote religious symbolsus symbols, and even, and even the destr the destruction of uction of Nehushtan,Nehushtan, the bronz the bronze serpent ebronzbronze serbronze serpent reporpent reportedly madetedly made by Moses  by Moses in the desin the desert. The kert. The king ordereing ordered the purid the purd the purificatipurification and reson and restoration otoration of Jerusalef Jerusalem’s templem’s temple and its c and its cult (2 Chrult (2 Chr. 29:3-36). 29:3-36), a renewa, a re, a renewal ofrenewal of the Passo the Passover celebrver celebration (2 Cation (2 Chr. 30:1-2hr. 30:1-27), and a 7), and a reorganizareorganization of Jution of Judah’s priedahJuJudah’s prJudah’s priesthood (iesthood (2 Chr. 31:2 Chr. 31:2-19). The2-19). The centraliz centralization of tation of the cult inhe cult in Jerusalem Jerusalem strengthe stre strengthenstrengthened the mored the moral and polal and political autitical authority of hority of the monarcthe monarchy while thy while tying Judahying Judah’s populat’s JudahJudah’s poJudah’s population mpulation more closelore closely to the cy to the capital. Thapital. The remnantse remnants of the no of the northern trirthern tribes were abetritribes wertribes were also inve also invited to joited to join Judah iin Judah in a commonn a common Passover  Passover celebratiocelebration (2 Chr. n (2 Chr. 30:1-11).3030:1-11).30:1-11).30:1-11).

Hezekiah’s reforms included the removal of the high places, the demolition 
of Canaanite religious symbols, and even the destruction of Nehushtan, the 
bronze serpent reportedly made by Moses in the desert. The king ordered the 
purification and restoration of Jerusalem’s temple and its cult (2 Chr. 29:3-36), a 
renewal of the Passover celebration (2 Chr. 30:1-27), and a reorganization of 
Judah’s priesthood (2 Chr. 31:2-19). The centralization of the cult in Jerusalem 
strengthened the moral and political authority of the monarchy while tying 
Judah’s population more closely to the capital. The remnants of the northern 
tribes were also invited to join Judah in a common Passover celebration (2 Chr. 
30:1-11).

�EventuallyEventually Hezekiah  Hezekiah rebelled arebelled against Assgainst Assyria. The yria. The biblical abiblical and extrabind extrabiblical eviblical evidence of Hdevievidence oevidence of Hezekiahf Hezekiah’s revolt,’s revolt, although  although extensive,extensive, is someti is sometimes contrames contradictory. Idictory. It is uncert ist is uncertais uncertain whetherin whether Hezekiah  Hezekiah participatparticipated in revoed in revolts which lts which took placetook place during th during the reign ofe ththe reign the reign of Sargon of Sargon II. Most lII. Most likely Hezeikely Hezekiah plannkiah planned his rebed his rebellion oveellion over a long pr a long period of teriodpperiod of period of time, for time, for he carefulhe carefully forged ly forged a series oa series of alliancef alliances and forts and fortified Jeruified Jerusalem and salem asalem and some oand some of the othef the other cities or cities of Judah. Hf Judah. Hezekiah suezekiah supported thpported the rebellioe rebellious citizenus citizens of Ekrons os of Ekron aof Ekron and Ashkelond Ashkelon, even imn, even imprisoning prisoning Padi, EkroPadi, Ekron’s king. n’s king. Most likelMost likely he had cy he had contacts wionccontacts wcontacts with Babyloith Babylon, Tyre, an, Tyre, and Egypt (nd Egypt (2 Kgs. 18:2 Kgs. 18:21; 20:12-21; 20:12-15; Isa. 115; Isa. 18:1-2; 30:8:1-2; 30:2; 31:1). 2; 312; 31:1). The31:1). The death of  death of Sargon II Sargon II on the baton the battlefield itlefield in 705 and n 705 and SennacheriSennacherib’s initiab’s initial difficull difficl difficultidifficulties in queles in quelling numerling numerous revoltous revolts throughos throughout the emput the empire probabire probably convincly convinced Hezekiaedconvincconvinced convinced Hezekiah tHezekiah to withholdo withhold tribute a tribute and to compnd to complete prepalete preparations forations for war. It r war. It is possiblisis possiblis possible that thee that the common Pa common Passover celssover celebration aebration and Judah’snd Judah’s religious religious reforms t reforms took place oottook placetook place at this t at this time.ime.ime.

Eventually Hezekiah rebelled against Assyria. The biblical and extrabiblical 
evidence of Hezekiah’s revolt, although extensive, is sometimes contradictory. It 
is uncertain whether Hezekiah participated in revolts which took place during 
the reign of Sargon II. Most likely Hezekiah planned his rebellion over a long 
period of time, for he carefully forged a series of alliances and fortified Jerusalem 
and some of the other cities of Judah. Hezekiah supported the rebellious citizens 
of Ekron and Ashkelon, even imprisoning Padi, Ekron’s king. Most likely he had 
contacts with Babylon, Tyre, and Egypt (2 Kgs. 18:21; 20:12-15; Isa. 18:1-2; 30:2; 
31:1). The death of Sargon II on the battlefield in 705 and Sennacherib’s initial 
difficulties in quelling numerous revolts throughout the empire probably 
convinced Hezekiah to withhold tribute and to complete preparations for war. It 
is possible that the common Passover celebration and Judah’s religious reforms 
took place at this time.

�However, SHowever, Sennacheribennacherib pacified  pacified the easterthe eastern part of n part of his empirehis empire and then  and then marched wemarchmarched wemarched west. He attst. He attacked Tyreacked Tyre and repla and replaced its kiced its king Luli, wng Luli, who fled toho fled to Cyprus. T Cyprus. Then he movhTThen he moThen he moved into Pved into Philistia ahilistia and conquernd conquered the rebed the rebellious ciellious cities thereties there. Egyptian. Egyptian forces we fo forces werforces were routed ne routed near the ciear the city of Eltety of Eltekeh. Sennakeh. Sennacherib coucherib could now focld now focus his attus his attention on enattattention attention on Judah. on Judah. Assyrian aAssyrian annals clainnals claim that he m that he besieged abesieged and capturend captured 46 of itd 46 of its cities as cis cities andcities and deported  deported their poputheir populations. Hlations. Hezekiah waezekiah was “made a s “made a prisoner iprisoner in Jerusalen Jerusalem, his roymJerusaleJerusalem,Jerusalem, his royal his royal residence residence, like a b, like a bird in a cird in a cage”; age”; ANET,ANET, 288). The 288). The Bible con Bible confirms thatfirmconconfirms tconfirms that Hezekihat Hezekiah sued foah sued for peace anr peace and paid a hd paid a heavy tribueavy tribute (2 Kgs.te (2 Kgs. 18:13-16) 18:13-16)...

However, Sennacherib pacified the eastern part of his empire and then 
marched west. He attacked Tyre and replaced its king Luli, who fled to Cyprus. 
Then he moved into Philistia and conquered the rebellious cities there. Egyptian 
forces were routed near the city of Eltekeh. Sennacherib could now focus his 
attention on Judah. Assyrian annals claim that he besieged and captured 46 of its 
cities and deported their populations. Hezekiah was “made a prisoner in 
Jerusalem, his royal residence, like a bird in a cage”; ANET, 288). The Bible 
confirms that Hezekiah sued for peace and paid a heavy tribute (2 Kgs. 18:13-16).

�At this poAt this point the evint the evidence becidence becomes ambigomes ambiguous. Judauous. Judah was ravah was ravaged and loged and lost its indst itsst its indepeits independence, bundence, but Jerusalet Jerusalem was not m was not captured ocaptured or destroyer destroyed by the Ad by the Assyrians. ssyrians. Hezekiah (HHezekiah (Hezekiah (a ringleada ringleader of the er of the revolt) warevolt) was again a s again a vassal, buvassal, but he did nt he did not lose hiot lose his throne. s thros throne. Inthrone. In his annal his annals Sennaches Sennacherib claimerib claimed total vid total victory overctory over Judah, wh Judah, while the Biile the Bible recordble rble records a records a slaughter slaughter of Assyriaof Assyrians (185 thns (185 thousand accousand according to ording to 2 Kgs. 19:2 Kgs. 19:35 = Isa. 35 = Isa. 37:36; cf.37:37:36; cf.37:36; cf. 2 Chr. 32 2 Chr. 32:21) by an:21) by an angel of  angel of God. RumorGod. Rumors of polits of political or miical or military setlitary setbacks (2 Kbackssetsetbacks (setbacks (2 Kgs. 19:2 Kgs. 19:7 = Isa. 37 = Isa. 37:7) may h7:7) may have induceave induced Sennached Sennacherib to retrib to return to theurn to the Assyrian  A Assyrian cAssyrian capital Ninapital Nineveh, whereveh, where he was le he was later assasater assassinated bysinated by two of hi two of his sons (2 s sons (2 Kgs. 19:36KgKgs. 19:36Kgs. 19:36-37 = Isa.-37 = Isa. 37:37-38; 37:37-38; 2 Chr. 32 2 Chr. 32:21). Some:21). Some scholars  scholars have claimhave claimed that thed that the evidencee ee evidence pevidence points to toints to two separatwo separate militarye military campaigns campaigns by Sennac by Sennacherib agaiherib against Judah nst Judah (in 701 an(in(in 701 an(in 701 and again 10d again 10 or 15 yea or 15 years later).rs later). Most scho Most scholars todaylars today prefer to prefer to see in th see in these reportese rese reports tereports tendentious ndentious accounts oaccounts of one singf one single campaigle campaign.n.n.

At this point the evidence becomes ambiguous. Judah was ravaged and lost 
its independence, but Jerusalem was not captured or destroyed by the Assyrians. 
Hezekiah (a ringleader of the revolt) was again a vassal, but he did not lose his 
throne. In his annals Sennacherib claimed total victory over Judah, while the Bible 
records a slaughter of Assyrians (185 thousand according to 2 Kgs. 19:35 = Isa. 



37:36; cf. 2 Chr. 32:21) by an angel of God. Rumors of political or military 
setbacks (2 Kgs. 19:7 = Isa. 37:7) may have induced Sennacherib to return to the 
Assyrian capital Nineveh, where he was later assassinated by two of his sons (2 
Kgs. 19:36-37 = Isa. 37:37-38; 2 Chr. 32:21). Some scholars have claimed that the 
evidence points to two separate military campaigns by Sennacherib against Judah 
(in 701 and again 10 or 15 years later). Most scholars today prefer to see in these 
reports tendentious accounts of one single campaign.

�There is aThere is also some also some ambiguity imbiguity in Hezekiahn Hezekiah’s relatio’s relationship withnship with Judah’s p Judah’s prophets. Mrophetspprophets. prophets. Micah and Micah and Isaiah werIsaiah were both hise both his contempor contemporaries. Thearies. There is no bre is no biblical eviblical evidence thaideevevidence tevidence that Hezekihat Hezekiah had conah had contact with tact with Micah, altMicah, although a lahough a later generater generation credition credited the kitecredicredited tcredited the king wihe king with toleranth tolerance toward ce toward his messaghis message (Jer. 26e (Jer. 26:18-19). I:18-19). Isaiah, howsaiah, however, ofteevehowhowever, ohowever, often proviften provided guidanded guidance to Hezece to Hezekiah (2 Kgkiah (2 Kgs. 19:2-7,s. 19:2-7, 20-34 = I 20-34 = Isa. 37:2-7sa. 37:2-7, 21-35). , 37:2-737:2-7, 2137:2-7, 21-35). Alth-35). Although Isaiaough Isaiah encouragh encouraged Hezekiaed Hezekiah to resish to resist the Assyt the Assyrians whenrians when they slan whenwhen they when they slandered slandered God (2 KgsGod (2 Kgs. 19:32-34. 19:32-34 = Isa. 37 = Isa. 37:33-35), i:33-35), it seems lit seems likely that kely that he initialhe he initialhe initially opposedly opposed Hezekiah’ Hezekiah’s plans tos plans to rebel aga rebel against Assyrinst Assyria (Isa. 3ia (Isa. 30:1-17; 310:1-17; 31:1-5).:1-5).:1-5).

There is also some ambiguity in Hezekiah’s relationship with Judah’s 
prophets. Micah and Isaiah were both his contemporaries. There is no biblical 
evidence that Hezekiah had contact with Micah, although a later generation 
credited the king with tolerance toward his message (Jer. 26:18-19). Isaiah, 
however, often provided guidance to Hezekiah (2 Kgs. 19:2-7, 20-34 = Isa. 
37:2-7, 21-35). Although Isaiah encouraged Hezekiah to resist the Assyrians 
when they slandered God (2 Kgs. 19:32-34 = Isa. 37:33-35), it seems likely that 
he initially opposed Hezekiah’s plans to rebel against Assyria (Isa. 30:1-17; 31:1-5).

�Hezekiah’sHezekiah’s religious religious reforms w reforms were dismanere dismantled by hitled by his son Manas son Manasseh. His sseh. His attempts tattemattempts tattempts to become po become politicallyolitically independe independent broughtnt brought only deva only devastation anstation and the burdd the burden of heaveburdburden of burden of heavy tribheavy tribute to Judute to Judah. Howeveah. However, Hezekiar, Hezekiah’s examplh’s example of pietye of piety, faithful, faithfulness, and nefaithfulfaithfulnefaithfulness, and zess, and zeal for Godal for God gave impe gave impetus to lattus to later successer successful religiful religious reformous reforms.s.s.

Hezekiah’s religious reforms were dismantled by his son Manasseh. His 
attempts to become politically independent brought only devastation and the 
burden of heavy tribute to Judah. However, Hezekiah’s example of piety, 
faithfulness, and zeal for God gave impetus to later successful religious reforms.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. ClemR. E. Clements, ents, Isaiah andIsaiah and the Deliv the Deliverance of erance of Jerusalem.Jerusalem. JSOTSup 1 JSOTSu JSOTSup 13JSOTSup 13 (Sheffiel (Sheffield, 1980); d, 1980); R. H. LoweR. H. Lowery, ry, The ReformThe Reforming Kings:ing Kings: Cults and Cults and Society i Society in First Teniin First Tin First Temple Judaemple Judah.h. JSOTSup 1 JSOTSup 120 (Sheffi20 (Sheffield, 1991)eld, 1991); A. R. Mi; A. R. Millard, “Sellard, “Sennacherib’nnacherib’s Attack os As Attack on Attack on Hezekiah,”Hezekiah,”  TynBulTynBul 36 (1985) 36 (1985): 61–77; F: 61–77; F. L. Moria. L. Moriarty, “The rty, “The ChroniclerChronicler’s Account’s Ac’s Account ofAccount of Hezekiah’ Hezekiah’s Reform,”s Reform,”  CBQCBQ 27 (1965) 27 (1965): 399–406;: 399–406; J. Rosenb J. Rosenbaum, “Hezeaum, “Hezekiah’s Refkia“Heze“Hezekiah’“Hezekiah’s Reform as Reform and the Deund the Deuteronomistteronomistic Traditiic Tradition,” on,” HTRHTR 72 (1979) 72 (1979): 23–43.: 23–43.: 23–43.

Bibliography. R. E. Clements, Isaiah and the Deliverance of Jerusalem. 
JSOTSup 13 (Sheffield, 1980); R. H. Lowery, The Reforming Kings: Cults and Society 
in First Temple Judah. JSOTSup 120 (Sheffield, 1991); A. R. Millard, “Sennacherib’s 
Attack on Hezekiah,” TynBul 36 (1985): 61–77; F. L. Moriarty, “The Chronicler’s 
Account of Hezekiah’s Reform,” CBQ 27 (1965): 399–406; J. Rosenbaum, 
“Hezekiah’s Reform and the Deuteronomistic Tradition,” HTR 72 (1979): 23–43.
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�2.2. The head  The head of a familof a family who retuy who returned from rned from Babylon wiBabylon with Nehemiath Nehemiah followinh following the Exilgfollowinfollowing following the Exile the Exile (Ezra 2:16(Ezra 2:16 = Neh. 7: = Neh. 7:21 = 1 Esd21 = 1 Esdr. 5:15). r. 5:15). His BabyloHis Babylonian name nian name was Ater, wawas Ater, was Ater, and both nand both names are aames are among thosemong those sealing t sealing the renewedhe renewed covenant  covenant (Neh. 10:1(Neh. 1(Neh. 10:17[MT 110:17[MT 18]).8]).8]).

2. The head of a family who returned from Babylon with Nehemiah 
following the Exile (Ezra 2:16 = Neh. 7:21 = 1 Esdr. 5:15). His Babylonian name 
was Ater, and both names are among those sealing the renewed covenant (Neh. 
10:17[MT 18]).

�3.3. An ancest An ancestor of the or of the prophet Zeprophet Zephaniah (Zphaniah (Zeph. 1:1),eph. 1:1), perhaps t perhaps the same ashe same as  1 1 above.aabove.above.

3. An ancestor of the prophet Zephaniah (Zeph. 1:1), perhaps the same as 1 
above.

HEZIONHEZION (Heb.  (Heb. h�ezyo®nh�ezyo®n)))

HEZION (Heb. h�ezyo®n )

The grandfThe grandfather of Sather of Syrian kingyrian king Ben-hadad Ben-hadad I (1 Kgs. I (1 Kgs. 15:18). H 15:18). He is oftene is often identifie identified with Rezd witd with Rezonwith Rezon, king of , king of Damascus aDamascus at the timet the time of Solomo of Solomon (1 Kgs. n (1 Kgs. 11:23-25).11:23-25).

The grandfather of Syrian king Ben-hadad I (1 Kgs. 15:18). He is often identified 
with Rezon, king of Damascus at the time of Solomon (1 Kgs. 11:23-25).

HEZIRHEZIR (Heb.  (Heb. h�eäziîrh�eäziîr)))

HEZIR (Heb. h�eäziîr )

�1.1. The leade The leader of the sr of the seventeentheventeenth division  division of priestsof priests during th during the time of e time of David (1 CDavid (David (1 Chr. 24(1 Chr. 24:15).:15).:15).

1. The leader of the seventeenth division of priests during the time of David 
(1 Chr. 24:15).



�2.2. A Levite  A Levite who set hiwho set his seal to s seal to the renewethe renewed covenantd covenant under Neh under Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:20[MT.(Neh(Neh. 10:2(Neh. 10:20[MT 21]).0[MT 21]).

2. A Levite who set his seal to the renewed covenant under Nehemiah 
(Neh. 10:20[MT 21]).

HEZROHEZRO (Heb.  (Heb. K K h�ers�o®h�ers�o®  Q Q eh�s�rayeh�s�ray)))

HEZRO (Heb. K h�ers�o®  Q eh�s�ray )

A man fromA man from Judean Ca Judean Carmel (rmel (22); one of ); one of David’s ThDavid’s Thirty (2 Sairty (2 Sam. 23:35; m. 23:35; 1 Chr. 11:1 Chr. 11:37).37)11:11:37).11:37).

A man from Judean Carmel (2); one of David’s Thirty (2 Sam. 23:35; 1 Chr. 
11:37).

HEZRONHEZRON (Heb.  (Heb. h�es�ro®n,h�es�ro®n, h�es�roœn h�es�roœn) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

HEZRON (Heb. h�es�ro®n, h�es�roœn ) (PERSON)

�1.1. The third The third son of Re son of Reuben (Gen.uben (Gen. 46:9; Exo 46:9; Exod. 6:14; 1d. 6:14; 1 Chr. 5:3) Chr. 5:3); ancestor; ancestor of the He of th of the Hezronthe Hezronite clan oite clan of Reuben (f Reuben (Num. 26:6)Num. 26:6)...

1. The third son of Reuben (Gen. 46:9; Exod. 6:14; 1 Chr. 5:3); ancestor of 
the Hezronite clan of Reuben (Num. 26:6).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Perez and Perez and grandson ograndson of Judah (Gf Judah (Gen. 46:12;en. 46:12; 1 Chr. 2: 1 Chr. 2:5; 4:1). H5; 4:1). His descendis desis descendantdescendants constitus constituted the Heted the Hezronite fazronite family of thmily of the tribe ofe tribe of Judah (Nu Judah (Num. 26:21; m. 26:21; cf. 1 Chr.cfcf. 1 Chr.cf. 1 Chr. 2:9-33).  2:9-33). He is listHe is listed among ted among the direct he direct ancestors ancestors of David aof David and the roynd the royal house oal hal house of Jhouse of Judah (Ruthudah (Ruth 4:18-19)  4:18-19) and occursand occurs in both v in both versions ofersions of Jesus’ ge Jesus’ genealogy (Gnealogy (Gk. k.(G(Gk. (Gk. Esroœm;Esroœm; Matt. 1:3 Matt. 1:3; Luke 3:3; Luke 3:33).3).

2. A son of Perez and grandson of Judah (Gen. 46:12; 1 Chr. 2:5; 4:1). His 
descendants constituted the Hezronite family of the tribe of Judah (Num. 26:21; 
cf. 1 Chr. 2:9-33). He is listed among the direct ancestors of David and the royal 
house of Judah (Ruth 4:18-19) and occurs in both versions of Jesus’ genealogy 
(Gk. Esroœm; Matt. 1:3; Luke 3:33).

HEZRONHEZRON (Heb.  (Heb. h�es�ro®nh�es�ro®n) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

HEZRON (Heb. h�es�ro®n ) (PLACE)

A place onA place on the extre the extreme southerme southern border on border of the terrf the territory alloitory allotted to Jutted to Judah (Josh.dah (Josh. 15:3), ap 1 15:3), app15:3), apparently bearently between Kadetween Kadesh-barnea sh-barnea and Addar.and Addar. Hazar-add Hazar-addar in Num.ar in Num. 34:4 may  34:4 m 34:4 may be a mmay be a mistaken coistaken conflation onflation of Hezron af Hezron and Addar fnd Addar from the lirom the list at Joshst at Josh. 15:3. Th. 15:3. The site maye ThThe site mThe site may be ay be {Ain{Ain Qedeis (1 Qedeis (100999), on00999), one of threee of three small wel small wells in the ls in the vicinity ovicinity of f {Ain el-Qu{A{Ain el-Qu{Ain el-Qudeira®tdeira®t (Kadesh-b (Kadesh-barnea), orarnea), or nearby. nearby. nearby.

A place on the extreme southern border of the territory allotted to Judah (Josh. 
15:3), apparently between Kadesh-barnea and Addar. Hazar-addar in Num. 34:4 
may be a mistaken conflation of Hezron and Addar from the list at Josh. 15:3. 
The site may be {Ain Qedeis (100999), one of three small wells in the vicinity of 
{Ain el-Qudeira®t (Kadesh-barnea), or nearby.

Wade R. KoWade R. Kottertter

Wade R. Kotter

HIDDAIHIDDAI (Heb.  (Heb. hiddayhidday) (also HU) (also HURAI)RAI)RAI)

HIDDAI (Heb. hidday) (also HURAI)

An IsraeliAn Israelite from “tte from “the torrenthe torrents/wadis ofs/wadis of Gaash” wh Gaash” who was one o was one of David’sof David’s Thirty (2 Thirty (2 Sam. 23:3 S Sam. 23:30Sam. 23:30). At 1 Ch). At 1 Chr. 11:32 hr. 11:32 he is callee is called Hurai.d Hurai.

An Israelite from “the torrents/wadis of Gaash” who was one of David’s Thirty (2 
Sam. 23:30). At 1 Chr. 11:32 he is called Hurai.

HIDDEKELHIDDEKEL (Heb.  (Heb. h�iddeqelh�iddeqel)))

HIDDEKEL (Heb. h�iddeqel )

The HebrewThe Hebrew name for  name for the Tigristhe Tigris River (so River (so NRSV; Gen NRSV; Gen. 2:14; Da. 2:14; Dan. 10:4; An. 10:4; Akk. kk. Idiglat;IdiglatIdiglat;Idiglat; Sum.  Sum. IdignaIdigna).).

The Hebrew name for the Tigris River (so NRSV; Gen. 2:14; Dan. 10:4; Akk. 
Idiglat; Sum. Idigna).

HIELHIEL (Heb.  (Heb. h�iî}eälh�iî}eäl)))

HIEL (Heb. h�iî}eäl )

A man fromA man from Bethel wh Bethel who rebuilt o rebuilt Jericho duJericho during the tring the time of Ahaime of Ahab (871–852b (871–852  B.C.E.B.C.E.). While l). W). While layiWhile laying the foung the foundations ondations of the cityf the city wall, he  wall, he lost Abiralost Abiran, his firn, his firstborn; whstborn; while settinile setile setting upsetting up the gates the gates, he lost , he lost his youngehis youngest son, Sest son, Segub (1 Kgsgub (1 Kgs. 16:29-34. 16:29-34). These d). These deaths wereeathddeaths werdeaths were understoe understood as consod as consequences oequences of the cursf the curse that Jose that Joshua had plhua had placed upon aced uponaced upon anyonupon anyone who woule who would rebuild d rebuild the city othe city or its wallr its wall (Josh. 6: (Josh. 6:26). Earli26). Earlier interprer interpretations oetatinterprinterpretainterpretations of ttions of the deaths he deaths as buildinas building sacrificg sacrifices are no es are no longer mailonger maintained. Tntained. The note abhe nhe note aboutnote about Hiel may  Hiel may go back togo back to court ann court annals of theals of the northern  northern kingdom, bkingdom, but his stout his story has becrstostory has story has become parbecome part of the nt of the negative reegative records aboucords about Ahab.t Ahab.t Ahab.

A man from Bethel who rebuilt Jericho during the time of Ahab (871–852 B.C.E.). 
While laying the foundations of the city wall, he lost Abiran, his firstborn; while 
setting up the gates, he lost his youngest son, Segub (1 Kgs. 16:29-34). These 
deaths were understood as consequences of the curse that Joshua had placed 
upon anyone who would rebuild the city or its wall (Josh. 6:26). Earlier 
interpretations of the deaths as building sacrifices are no longer maintained. The 



note about Hiel may go back to court annals of the northern kingdom, but his 
story has become part of the negative records about Ahab.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. Conroy,C. Conroy, “Hiel bet “Hiel between Ahab ween Ahab and Elijahand Elijah-Elisha,” -Elisha,” BiblBibl 77 (1996) 77 (19 77 (1996): 21(1996): 210–18.0–18.0–18.

Bibliography. C. Conroy, “Hiel between Ahab and Elijah-Elisha,” Bibl 77 
(1996): 210–18.
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HIERAPOLISHIERAPOLIS (Gk.  (Gk. HieraépoliHieraépoliss)))

HIERAPOLIS (Gk. Hieraépolis)

A HellenisA Hellenistic commertic commercial city cial city and militaand military colony ry colony located inlocated in the Lycus the Lycus Valley of Valley of southwest sou southwestesouthwestern Asia Mirn Asia Minor near Cnor near Colossae anolossae and Laodicead Laodicea. Hierapol. Hierapolis was knois was known for itswn for itwn for its producits production of tetion of textiles andxtiles and was the c was the center of menter of mystery culystery cults (Strabots (Strabo  Geog.Geog. 13.4.14). 13.4.14 13.4.14). 13.4.14). The JewishThe Jewish community community at Hierap at Hierapolis was colis was colonized wolonized when Antiochen Antiochus III trhus III transferred atrtransferretransferred Jewish sd Jewish soldiers froldiers from Mesopotom Mesopotamia and Bamia and Babylon to abylon to Phrygia anPhrygia and Lydia cad Lydia cad Lydia ca. 210–20ca. 210–205 5 B.C.E.B.C.E. (Josephus (Josephus  Ant.Ant. 12 [147–5 12 [147–53]; cf. 3]; cf. CIJCIJ 2.775). P 2.775). Paul mentioaul mentions Hierapons Hierapons HierapolisHierapolis as a plac as a place where Epe where Epaphras minaphras ministered (Cistered (Col. 4:12-1ol. 4:12-13). Irenae3). Irenaeus regardeus regarded Papias, dregarderegarded Pregarded Papias, bisapias, bishop of Hiehop of Hierapolis carapolis ca. 125 . 125 C.E.C.E., as a “he, as a “hearer” (disarer” (disciple) of ciple) of John (John (John ((Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 5.33.3–4) 5.33.3–4); although; although Eusebius  Eusebius discreditsdiscredits this ( this (HEHE 3.39.2–4) 3.39.2–4), Papias i, Papias is considers conss consideredconsidered an Aposto an Apostolic Fatherlic Father...

A Hellenistic commercial city and military colony located in the Lycus Valley of 
southwestern Asia Minor near Colossae and Laodicea. Hierapolis was known for 
its production of textiles and was the center of mystery cults (Strabo Geog. 
13.4.14). The Jewish community at Hierapolis was colonized when Antiochus III 
transferred Jewish soldiers from Mesopotamia and Babylon to Phrygia and Lydia 
ca. 210–205 B.C.E. (Josephus Ant. 12 [147–53]; cf. CIJ 2.775). Paul mentions 
Hierapolis as a place where Epaphras ministered (Col. 4:12-13). Irenaeus 
regarded Papias, bishop of Hierapolis ca. 125 C.E., as a “hearer” (disciple) of John 
(Adv. haer. 5.33.3–4); although Eusebius discredits this (HE 3.39.2–4), Papias is 
considered an Apostolic Father.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. G. BJ. M. G. Barclay, arclay, Jews in thJews in the Mediterre Mediterranean Diasanean Diasporapora (Edinburg (Edinburgh, 1996); h(Edinburg(Edinburgh(Edinburgh, 1996); M, 1996); M. Hengel, . Hengel, Between JeBetween Jesus and Pasus and Paulul (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1983phia, 1983); E. M. Y); E. M. Yamauchi, amYYamauchi, Yamauchi, The ArchaeThe Archaeology of Nology of New Testameew Testament Cities nt Cities in Westernin Western Asia Mino Asia Minorr (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1980pRaRapids, 19Rapids, 1980).80).80).

Bibliography. J. M. G. Barclay, Jews in the Mediterranean Diaspora 
(Edinburgh, 1996); M. Hengel, Between Jesus and Paul (Philadelphia, 1983); E. M. 
Yamauchi, The Archaeology of New Testament Cities in Western Asia Minor (Grand 
Rapids, 1980).
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HIERONYMUSHIERONYMUS (Gk.  (Gk. HieroœHieroœ  Lat. Lat. HieronymusHieronymus)))

HIERONYMUS (Gk. Hieroœ 
Lat. Hieronymus)

�1.1. A distric A district governort governor at the ti at the time of Antime of Antiochus V Euochus V Eupator who pator who antagonizeantagonized the Jewsd thd the Jews (the Jews (2 Macc. 122 Macc. 12:2).:2).:2).

1. A district governor at the time of Antiochus V Eupator who antagonized 
the Jews (2 Macc. 12:2).

�2.2. Latin for Latin form of Jeromm of Jerome, translae, translator of thetor of the Vulgate. Vulgate.

2. Latin form of Jerome, translator of the Vulgate.

HIGGAIONHIGGAION (Heb.  (Heb. higgaœyo®nhiggaœyo®n)))

HIGGAION (Heb. higgaœyo®n)

A cryptic A cryptic term occurterm occurring in anring in ancient Hebrcient Hebrew poetry.ew poetry. It is lik It is likely deriveely derived from d from hghhgh (“moan, g (“m (“moan, gr(“moan, growl,” “musowl,” “muse”), and me”), and may refer tay refer to reflectio reflecting/meditatng/meditating (Ps. 1ing (Ps. 19:14[MT 159:14[MT 15]; Lam. 3:]1515]; Lam. 15]; Lam. 3:62; cf. 3:62; cf. Ps. 9:16[1Ps. 9:16[17] with 7] with sela®,sela®, perhaps s perhaps signalling ignalling a reflectia reflective pause ove pause or an instrr oor an instor an instrumental irumental interlude) nterlude) or a manneor a manner of singir of singing or musing or musical accompcal accompaniment, paniment, possibly a oppossibly apossibly a “flourish “flourish” (Ps. 92:” (Ps. 92:3[4], wher3[4], where it occure it occurs with s with kinno®r,kinno®r, “lyre”; N “lyre”; NRSV “melodRSV “mRSV “melody of“melody of the lyre” the lyre”).).).

A cryptic term occurring in ancient Hebrew poetry. It is likely derived from hgh 
(“moan, growl,” “muse”), and may refer to reflecting/meditating (Ps. 19:14[MT 
15]; Lam. 3:62; cf. Ps. 9:16[17] with sela®, perhaps signalling a reflective pause 
or an instrumental interlude) or a manner of singing or musical accompaniment, 
possibly a “flourish” (Ps. 92:3[4], where it occurs with kinno®r, “lyre”; NRSV 
“melody of the lyre”).

Tyler F. WTyler F. Williamsilliams
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HIGH PLACEHIGH PLACE

HIGH PLACE



Most commoMost commonly a sacrnly a sacred site, aed site, although a lthough a precise deprecise description scription remains elremains elusive. Hebusive. Heb. . HebHeb. Heb. baœma®baœma® (pl.  (pl. baœmo®t�baœmo®t�) is most ) is most commonly fcommonly found in thound in the condemnae condemnatory liststorycondemnacondemnatocondemnatory lists ory lists of illegitif illegitimate worshmate worship practicip practices by Israes by Israelite and elite and Judean kinJudean kings and thegs angs and their and their subjects, subjects, but in thobut in those many inse many instances thstances the hated e hated baœma®baœma® is not de is not described. Tscribdedescribed.described. The most  The most complete dcomplete descriptionescription of an Isr of an Israelite aelite baœma®baœma® is found  is found in 1 Sam. in 1 Sin 1 Sam. 9-10,Sam. 9-10, but that  but that descriptiodescription is frustn is frustratingly iratingly incomplete.ncomplete. Because  Because baœma®baœma® was trans was was translwas translated into ated into Latin as Latin as excelsus,excelsus, it is oft it is often rendereen rendered in Englid in English as “higsh as “high place,” h place,” h place,” a place,” a term that term that has itselfhas itself led to co led to confusion abnfusion about what tout what the biblicahe biblical l baœma®baœma® actually  ac actually wactually was.as.as.

Most commonly a sacred site, although a precise description remains elusive. 
Heb. baœma® (pl. baœmo®t� ) is most commonly found in the 
condemnatory lists of illegitimate worship practices by Israelite and Judean kings 
and their subjects, but in those many instances the hated baœma® is not 
described. The most complete description of an Israelite baœma® is found in 1 
Sam. 9-10, but that description is frustratingly incomplete. Because baœma® 
was translated into Latin as excelsus, it is often rendered in English as “high 
place,” a term that has itself led to confusion about what the biblical baœma® 
actually was.

�The HebrewThe Hebrew root  root bmhbmh has cogna has cognates in sevtes in several Semiteral Semitic languagic languages. In Ugaes. In Ugaritic it mritic itritic it means tit means the back ofhe back of a body. I a body. In Akkadiann Akkadian the singu the singular likewilar likewise means “se means “back,” whiback,” while the plule whiwhile the while the plural refplural refers to terers to terrain, possrain, possibly hillyibly hilly. Despite . Despite the fact tthe fact that hat bmhbmh has no sa has no sa has no sacred asssacred association iociation in any Canan any Canaanite dialanite dialect, most ect, most scholars hscholars have thoughave thought of thet of the baœma® baœ baœma®baœma® as an ori as an originally Caginally Canaanite plnaanite place of worace of worship.ship.ship.

The Hebrew root bmh has cognates in several Semitic languages. In Ugaritic 
it means the back of a body. In Akkadian the singular likewise means “back,” 
while the plural refers to terrain, possibly hilly. Despite the fact that bmh has no 
sacred association in any Canaanite dialect, most scholars have thought of the 
baœma® as an originally Canaanite place of worship.

�Four interFour interpretationspretations of the  of the baœma®baœma® are commo are common to the sn to the scholarly lcholarly literature.iteraturlliteratureliterature. They are. They are: an outdo: an outdoor hilltopor hilltop installat installation which ion which included sincluded some combinome combination of aticombincombinatiocombination of n of }a�sûeära®}a�sûeära® (“sacred  (“sacred pole”), pole”), mas�s�eäb�mas�s�eäb�a®a® (“standin (“standing stone”),g stoneg stone”), astone”), and nd mizbeäah�mizbeäah� (“altar”) (“altar”); an artif; an artificially raicially raised platfised platform upon worm upon which relighich religious ritesioreligreligious religious rites wererites were enacted;  enacted; a sacrifica sacrificial altar;ial altar; or a mort or a mortuary instauary installation. Tllation. The first hhe first hhe first has been thas been the most wihe most widely accepdely accepted, althoted, although neitheugh neither it nor ir it nor its alternats alternatives corrtives correspond welespcorrcorrespondcorrespond well with well with the rathe the rather scant bir scant biblical eviblical evidence for dence for the the baœma®baœma® and the r and the  and the religithe religious activious activities whichties which took plac took place there.e there.e there.

Four interpretations of the baœma® are common to the scholarly 
literature. They are: an outdoor hilltop installation which included some 
combination of }a�sûeära®  (“sacred pole”), mas�s�eäb�a®  (“standing 
stone”), and mizbeäah�  (“altar”); an artificially raised platform upon which 
religious rites were enacted; a sacrificial altar; or a mortuary installation. The first 
has been the most widely accepted, although neither it nor its alternatives 
correspond well with the rather scant biblical evidence for the baœma® and 
the religious activities which took place there.

�More recenMore recent work sugt work suggests thatgests that the  the baœma®baœma® was a mul was a multi-roomed ti-roomed structure structurestructure structure located inlocated in an urban  an urban setting. Bsetting. Built on anuilt on an elevated  elevated site, it wsite, it would have ould have included aincludincluded aincluded an area in n area in which animwhich animal sacrifial sacrifice and thece and the burning o burning of incense f incense could takecould take place. Cu pla place. Culplace. Cultic furnittic furniture, incluure, including sacriding sacrificial andficial and incense a incense altars, woultars, would have beld have been kept wien kepen kept withikept within the n the baœma®.baœma®. Among its Among its several r several rooms mightooms might be a  be a lisûka®,lisûka®, in which  in whic in which cultwhich cultic personnic personnel and worel and worshippers cshippers could sit tould sit to eat mealo eat meals.s.s.

More recent work suggests that the baœma® was a multi-roomed 
structure located in an urban setting. Built on an elevated site, it would have 
included an area in which animal sacrifice and the burning of incense could take 
place. Cultic furniture, including sacrificial and incense altars, would have been 
kept within the baœma®. Among its several rooms might be a lisûka®, in 
which cultic personnel and worshippers could sit to eat meals.

�The most cThe most complete biomplete biblical desblical description ocription of the f the baœma®baœma® comes fro comes from the tribm the tribm the tribal pertribal period, the eiod, the era of the ra of the judges. 1 judges. 1 Sam. 9:11-Sam. 9:11-25 describ25 describes religioes religious rites aus rites at a t a baœma®babaœma®baœma® in an unn in an unnamed city amed city within thewithin the district  district of Zuph, aof Zuph, and 10:5 dend 10:5 describes a scribes a processionproprocessionprocessional of propal of prophets leavihets leaving the ng the baœma®baœma® in Bethel in Bethel. Legitima. Legitimate use of te use of the the baœma®babaœma®baœma® by Israel by Israelites contiites continued untilnued until the const the construction ofruction of the Jerus the Jerusalem templalem temple, as Soloe, ae, as Solomonas Solomon and the I and the Israelites sraelites worshippedworshipped at many  at many baœmo®t�,baœmo®t�, including including the great the gre the great great baœma®baœma® in Gibeon in Gibeon where Yah where Yahweh appearweh appeared to Soloed to Solomon (1 Kgsmon (1 Kgs. 3:2-5), . 3:2-5), and were nanand were nand were not condemnot condemned for it.ed for it.

The most complete biblical description of the baœma® comes from the 
tribal period, the era of the judges. 1 Sam. 9:11-25 describes religious rites at a 
baœma® in an unnamed city within the district of Zuph, and 10:5 describes a 
processional of prophets leaving the baœma® in Bethel. Legitimate use of the 
baœma® by Israelites continued until the construction of the Jerusalem temple, 
as Solomon and the Israelites worshipped at many baœmo®t�,  including the 
great baœma® in Gibeon where Yahweh appeared to Solomon (1 Kgs. 3:2-5), 
and were not condemned for it.

�During hisDuring his reign, So reign, Solomon alsolomon also built  built baœmo®t�baœmo®t� for his n for his non-Israelion-Israelite wives ate wives te wives and wives and for the gofor the gods of Sidods of Sidon, Ammon, n, Ammon, and Moab (and Moab (1 Kgs. 11:1 Kgs. 11:4-8). In t4-8). In this contexhis context, the Mestcontexcontext, tcontext, the Mesha she Mesha stela is intela is intriguing, triguing, since thissince this late 9th- late 9th-century incentury inscription scription makes refemakes makes refemakes reference to trence to the Moabitehe Moabite king Mesh king Mesha’s restora’s restoration of Mation of Moabite oabite bet bamot.bet bamot. Moabite w Mo Moabite woMoabite worship at rship at baœmo®t�baœmo®t� is also m is also mentioned ientioned in Isa. 16:n Isa. 16:12; Jer. 412; Jer. 48:35, indi8:35, indicating thacatindiindicatingindicating that the  that the baœma®baœma® was an Ir was an Iron Age, buon Age, but not exclt not exclusively anusively an Israelite Israelite, place of, plac, place of wplace of worship.orship.orship.

During his reign, Solomon also built baœmo®t�  for his non-Israelite 
wives and for the gods of Sidon, Ammon, and Moab (1 Kgs. 11:4-8). In this 
context, the Mesha stela is intriguing, since this late 9th-century inscription 



makes reference to the Moabite king Mesha’s restoration of Moabite bet bamot. 
Moabite worship at baœmo®t�  is also mentioned in Isa. 16:12; Jer. 48:35, 
indicating that the baœma® was an Iron Age, but not exclusively an Israelite, 
place of worship.

�Once the nOnce the nation of Iation of Israel splisrael split in two lt in two late in theate in the 10th cent 10th century, Jerobury, Jeroboam, the foam, the oam, the first the first northern knorthern king, consting, constructed royructed royal sanctuaal sanctuaries at Beries at Bethel and Dthel and Dan (1 Kgs.an (1 Kgs. 12:25-30) 12: 12:25-30).12:25-30). To furthe To further ensure tr ensure the loyaltyhe loyalty of his pe of his people, he aople, he also built lso built baœmo®t�baœmo®t� throughou t throughoutthroughout his kingd his kingdom and creom and created a newated a new nonleviti nonlevitical priestcal priestly group, ly group, drawn fromdrawn from men of al fromfrom men ofrom men of all socif all social classesal classes, to offic, to officiate at thiate at them (1 Kgs.em (1 Kgs. 12:31). T 12:31). The fealty he fealty of these nof thesof these new these new baœmo®t�baœmo®t� priests w priests was reinforas reinforced by theced by the fact that fact that they also they also were requ were req were required trequired to serve ato serve at the royal the royal sanctuary sanctuary in Bethel in Bethel (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 12:32).2:32).2:32).

Once the nation of Israel split in two late in the 10th century, Jeroboam, 
the first northern king, constructed royal sanctuaries at Bethel and Dan (1 Kgs. 
12:25-30). To further ensure the loyalty of his people, he also built baœmo®t�  
throughout his kingdom and created a new nonlevitical priestly group, drawn 
from men of all social classes, to officiate at them (1 Kgs. 12:31). The fealty of 
these new baœmo®t�  priests was reinforced by the fact that they also were 
required to serve at the royal sanctuary in Bethel (1 Kgs. 12:32).

�In Judah, In Judah, too, the rtoo, the religious neligious needs of theeds of the populatie population at largon at large were note were not fulfilled fulfilled through w t through wothrough worship in trship in the royal she royal sanctuary ianctuary in Jerusalen Jerusalem. Therefom. Therefore, alongsre, alongside the Jeide the Jerusalem terusJeJerusalem Jerusalem temple, Jutemple, Judean monardean monarchs establchs established a ished a baœmo®t�baœmo®t� system si system similar to tmilar to tmilar to that develthat developed by Jeoped by Jeroboam in roboam in Israel (2 Israel (2 Kgs. 23:5)Kgs. 23:5). Its legi. Its legitimacy is timacy is underscoreunderscored by the sd byd by the sugby the suggestion magestion made by offide by officers of thcers of the late-8the late-8th-century A-century Assyrian kissyrian king Sennachng Sennacherib that erSennachSennacheriSennacherib that theb that the Judean ki Judean king Hezekiang Hezekiah had himsh had himself undermelf undermined loyalined loyalty to Yahwty to Yahwty to Yahweh by Yahweh by destroyingdestroying his  his baœmo®t�.baœmo®t�. Hezekiah’ Hezekiah’s ministers ministers recognizs recognized the deved the devastating nadevdevastatindevastating nature og nature of these chf these charges and arges and asked the asked the Assyrians Assyrians to speak ito speak in Aramaic,n Aramaic, so that n so so that neso that nearby Judeaarby Judeans could nns could not follow ot follow the converthe conversation (2 sation (2 Kgs. 18:17Kgs. 18:17-37; 2 Chr-37; 2 Chr. 32:9-19). ChrChr. 32:9-Chr. 32:9-19).19).19).

In Judah, too, the religious needs of the population at large were not fulfilled 
through worship in the royal sanctuary in Jerusalem. Therefore, alongside the 
Jerusalem temple, Judean monarchs established a baœmo®t�  system similar to 
that developed by Jeroboam in Israel (2 Kgs. 23:5). Its legitimacy is underscored 
by the suggestion made by officers of the late-8th-century Assyrian king 
Sennacherib that the Judean king Hezekiah had himself undermined loyalty to 
Yahweh by destroying his baœmo®t�.  Hezekiah’s ministers recognized the 
devastating nature of these charges and asked the Assyrians to speak in Aramaic, 
so that nearby Judeans could not follow the conversation (2 Kgs. 18:17-37; 2 
Chr. 32:9-19).

�The biblicThe biblical evidencal evidence thus inde thus indicates thaicates that religiont religion in Israel in Israel and Judah and Judah was a two was a two was a two-tieredtwo-tiered affair. R affair. Royal cultsoyal cults in Jerusa in Jerusalem, Bethelem, Bethel, and Danl, and Dan were used were used by the ki by the kings, theirngs,kikings, thekings, their ministeir ministers, and thrs, and the leviticae levitical priesthol priesthood. The maod. The many Israeliny Israelite and Judte and Judean ean baœmo®t�bbaœmo®t�baœmo®t� were roya were royally sanctilly sanctioned regiooned regional sanctunal sanctuaries usedaries used concurren concurrently for wotly for wtly for worship byworship by nonleviti nonlevitical priestcal priests and by ts and by the populathe population at larion at large.ge.ge.

The biblical evidence thus indicates that religion in Israel and Judah was a 
two-tiered affair. Royal cults in Jerusalem, Bethel, and Dan were used by the 
kings, their ministers, and the levitical priesthood. The many Israelite and Judean 
baœmo®t�  were royally sanctioned regional sanctuaries used concurrently for 
worship by nonlevitical priests and by the population at large.

�Initially Initially a legitimaa legitimate place fte place for Israelior Israelite and Judte and Judean worshiean worship, the p, the baœmo®t�baœmo®t� later bec la later becalater became the subme the subject of Deject of Deuteronomisuteronomistic diatritic diatribes accusibes accusing the kinng the kings and thegs and their subjectirthetheir subjtheir subjects of laects of lack of loyack of loyalty to Yahlty to Yahweh. In faweh. In fact, the mact, the majority of jority of biblical rbiblical references eferencerreferencesreferences to the  to the baœma®baœma® are found are found in these  in these condemnatocondemnatory pieces ry pieces (e.g., 2 K(e.g., 2 Kgs. 12:3; gs. 1gs. 12:3; 14:412:3; 14:4; 15:4, 35; 15:4, 35) and in t) and in their prophheir prophetical couetical counterparts nterparts (e.g., Amo(e.g., Amos 7:9).s 7:9).s 7:9).

Initially a legitimate place for Israelite and Judean worship, the baœmo®t�  
later became the subject of Deuteronomistic diatribes accusing the kings and 
their subjects of lack of loyalty to Yahweh. In fact, the majority of biblical 
references to the baœma® are found in these condemnatory pieces (e.g., 2 Kgs. 
12:3; 14:4; 15:4, 35) and in their prophetical counterparts (e.g., Amos 7:9).

�According According to the Deuto the Deuteronomistteronomistic historiic historians, in thans, in the late 8the late 8th century H century Hezekiah deezekiaHHezekiah dHezekiah destroyed estroyed baœmo®t�,baœmo®t�, along wit along with h mas�s�eäb�mas�s�eäb�o®t�o®t� and the  and the }a�sûeära®}a�s}a�sûeära®}a�sûeära® (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 18:4). Heze8:4). Hezekiah’s refkiah’s reforms notwiorms notwithstandingthstanding, the , the baœmo®t�baœmo®t�baœmo®t�baœmo®t� priesthoo priesthood grew incd grew increasingly reasingly independenindependent, so neart, so nearly a centuly a century later Jry later ry later Josilater Josiah waged cah waged campaigns aampaigns against thegainst them (2 Kgs. m (2 Kgs. 23:5), hop23:5), hoping to eraing to eradicate thedicate their power bir pir power basepower base...

According to the Deuteronomistic historians, in the late 8th century 
Hezekiah destroyed baœmo®t�,  along with mas�s�eäb�o®t�  and the 
}a�sûeära®  (2 Kgs. 18:4). Hezekiah’s reforms notwithstanding, the 
baœmo®t�  priesthood grew increasingly independent, so nearly a century 
later Josiah waged campaigns against them (2 Kgs. 23:5), hoping to eradicate their 
power base.

�From all oFrom all of this, itf this, it is appare is apparent that thnt that the e baœma®baœma® was for t was for the most pahe most part an accert an acrt an accepted paccepted place for Ilace for Israelite wsraelite worship, onorship, one which mee which met the needt the needs of both s of both the Israelthe Israelite and JuiteIsraelIsraelite Israelite and Judeanand Judean monarchs  monarchs and of theand of the local cit local citizenry. Atizenry. At the same  the same time, certtime, certain elemenain eain elements welements within the ithin the populationpopulation, particul, particularly the parly the priestly anriestly and prophetid prophetic group whc group whose ideas osewhwhose ideawhose ideas and trads and traditions culitions culminated inminated in the work  the work of the Deuof the Deuteronomistteronomistic school,ic school,ic school, opschool, opposed thisposed this decentral decentralizing instizing institution anitution and waged and waged an ultimatel ultimately successfy successful campaigul cul campaign acampaign advocating dvocating the primacthe primacy of the Jy of the Jerusalem terusalem temple.emple.emple.

From all of this, it is apparent that the baœma® was for the most part an 
accepted place for Israelite worship, one which met the needs of both the 



Israelite and Judean monarchs and of the local citizenry. At the same time, certain 
elements within the population, particularly the priestly and prophetic group 
whose ideas and traditions culminated in the work of the Deuteronomistic 
school, opposed this decentralizing institution and waged an ultimately successful 
campaign advocating the primacy of the Jerusalem temple.
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HIGH PRIEST

The primarThe primary officialy official of the Is of the Israelite curaelite cultus. Accoltus. According to trding to the Torah, he Torah, the officethe office of high p of hig of high prieshigh priest goes bact goes back to the Sk to the Sinaitic reinaitic revelation. velation. From AaronFrom Aaron, an unint, an uninterrupted herrupted hereditary erehhereditaryhereditary chain of  chain of high prieshigh priests links tts links the portablhe portable tabernace tabernacle of the le of the wildernesswilderness to the Se to t to the Secondthe Second Temple in Temple in Jerusalem Jerusalem (Num. 25: (Num. 25:10-13). Ho10-13). However, frowever, from the histm the historical perorical peorical perspectivperspective the actue the actual existenal existence of suchce of such an instit an institution befoution before the Babre the Babylonian Exylonian Exile is verile iile is very unis very unlikely. Whlikely. When Ezek. 4en Ezek. 40-48 descr0-48 describes the tibes the temple to bemple to be rebuilt,e rebuilt, the regul the regulations on atioregulregulationregulations on whichs on which the offic the office of high e of high priesthoodpriesthood is based  is based are introdare introduced as eluced as elements of emeelelements oelements of a new orf a new order that Gder that God would eod would establish istablish in clear din clear discontinuitscontinuity with they with the past. In  p past. In Epast. In Ezekiel’s wzekiel’s words, the ords, the king will king will no longer no longer be the ownbe the owner and leaer and leader of theder of the temple, b tem temple, butemple, but simply it simply its custodits custodian. The Lean. The Levites willvites will no longer no longer be allowe be allowed to minisd to minister in theter minisminister iminister in the presn the presence of Yaence of Yahweh, and hweh, and will reprewill represent a grosent a group clearlyup clearly separated separated from the  fr from the pfrom the priests. Amriests. Among all thong all the priestlye priestly families  families the leaderthe leadership will ship will be taken bbe taken by only oney onlyy only one ponly one particular articular Aaronite fAaronite family, theamily, the sons of Z sons of Zadok. Noneadok. None of these  of these conditionsconditions set by Ez se set by Ezeset by Ezekiel existkiel existed before ed before the Exile,the Exile, and witho and without them thut them there was noere was no room for  room for the institththe institthe institution of tution of the high prhe high priesthood. iesthood. It was amoIt was among the exing the exiles that ales that an autonomon autonomous priestlus autonomoautonomousautonomous priestly  priestly leadershipleadership first eme first emerged, chalrged, challenging thlenging the failing e failing power of tpower of the house ohe hhe house of Dhouse of David. At tavid. At the time ofhe time of Darius, w Darius, when the Jehen the Jews were alws were allowed to rlowed to return to Jeturn to Jerusalem aeJJerusalem Jerusalem and to buiand to build a new tld a new temple, theemple, the house of  house of Zadok was Zadok was already inalready influential fluential enough to enenough to enough to force the force the Davidic ZeDavidic Zerubbabel trubbabel to share hio share his power wis power with the Zadth the Zadokite prieokite prieokite priest, Jepriest, Jeshua (Ezrashua (Ezra 3:8). Thi 3:8). This fragile s fragile compromisecompromise lasted on lasted only a few yly a few years; consears; construction otructconsconstructiconstruction of the on of the Second TemSecond Temple markedple marked the end o the end of any polif any political roletical role for the D for the Davidic houaDDavidic hoDavidic house. The huse. The high priestigh priest, now the , now the supreme ausupreme authority ofthority of Judaism,  Judaism, gained thegained the qualities q qualities qualities of prestigof prestige and digne and dignity that hity that had formerlad formerly been hely been held by the kd by the king.ing.ing.

The primary official of the Israelite cultus. According to the Torah, the office of 
high priest goes back to the Sinaitic revelation. From Aaron, an uninterrupted 
hereditary chain of high priests links the portable tabernacle of the wilderness to 
the Second Temple in Jerusalem (Num. 25:10-13). However, from the historical 
perspective the actual existence of such an institution before the Babylonian Exile 
is very unlikely. When Ezek. 40-48 describes the temple to be rebuilt, the 
regulations on which the office of high priesthood is based are introduced as 
elements of a new order that God would establish in clear discontinuity with the 
past. In Ezekiel’s words, the king will no longer be the owner and leader of the 
temple, but simply its custodian. The Levites will no longer be allowed to 
minister in the presence of Yahweh, and will represent a group clearly separated 
from the priests. Among all the priestly families the leadership will be taken by 
only one particular Aaronite family, the sons of Zadok. None of these conditions 
set by Ezekiel existed before the Exile, and without them there was no room for 
the institution of the high priesthood. It was among the exiles that an 
autonomous priestly leadership first emerged, challenging the failing power of the 
house of David. At the time of Darius, when the Jews were allowed to return to 
Jerusalem and to build a new temple, the house of Zadok was already influential 
enough to force the Davidic Zerubbabel to share his power with the Zadokite 
priest, Jeshua (Ezra 3:8). This fragile compromise lasted only a few years; 
construction of the Second Temple marked the end of any political role for the 
Davidic house. The high priest, now the supreme authority of Judaism, gained the 
qualities of prestige and dignity that had formerly been held by the king.

�By the timBy the time the booke the books of Chrons of Chronicles wereicles were written,  written, the procesthe process of the rs of the replacementeplacerreplacemenreplacement of the at of the authority outhority of the kingf the king by that o by that of the highf the high priest wa priest was so much s so much consolidatconconsolidatconsolidated that thed that the very unde very understandingerstanding of Jewish of Jewish history w history was changedas changed. Accordin. According to ChrongAccordinAccording According to Chronicto Chronicles, the kles, the kings neverings never held any  held any priestly dpriestly duties (2 Cuties (2 Chr. 26:16-hr. 26:16-20) and th20)26:16-26:16-20) 26:16-20) and the thand the threefold hireefold hierarchy oferarchy of high prie high priest, priestst, priests, and Levs, and Levites (1 Chites (1 Chr. 23-24) r. 23r. 23-24) was23-24) was fully in  fully in place duriplace during the Firng the First Temple st Temple period. Anperiod. Any contradiy contradictory repoctory report in the rt reporeport in report in the previothe previous books ous books of Samuel af Samuel and Kings wnd Kings was skillfuas skillfully eliminlly eliminated (compated (compare 1 Chr.ar(comp(compare 1(compare 1 Chr. 18:1 Chr. 18:17 and 2 Sa7 and 2 Sam. 8:18).m. 8:18).m. 8:18).

By the time the books of Chronicles were written, the process of the 
replacement of the authority of the king by that of the high priest was so much 
consolidated that the very understanding of Jewish history was changed. 



According to Chronicles, the kings never held any priestly duties (2 Chr. 
26:16-20) and the threefold hierarchy of high priest, priests, and Levites (1 Chr. 
23-24) was fully in place during the First Temple period. Any contradictory 
report in the previous books of Samuel and Kings was skillfully eliminated 
(compare 1 Chr. 18:17 and 2 Sam. 8:18).

�It was durIt was during the peing the period betweriod between Ezekielen Ezekiel and Chron and Chronicles thaticles that the bibli the biblical legislcal legiscal legislatiolegislation concernin concerning the higng the high priesthoh priesthood took itod took its final shs final shape and waape and was made pars made part of the St ot of the Sinof the Sinaitic reveaitic revelation. Allation. Although somthough some laws mige laws might have prht have preexilic roeexilic roots, they ots, they were now pwerwere now pwere now part of a cart of a consistent onsistent view that view that mapped allmapped all the world the world’s geograp’s geographical and hical and social spasosocial spasocial space in relace in relationship ttionship to various o various levels of levels of purity. Aspurity. As the templ the temple with itse with its concentri conce concentricconcentric courts ar courts around the hound the holy of hololy of holies reprodies reproduced the huced the hierarchy oierarchy of the cosmf the cosmf the cosmos, socosmos, so the high  the high priest waspriest was at the ce at the center of hunter of human holineman holiness. While ss. While Gentiles, Gentiles, common Isrcocommon Isrcommon Israelites (waelites (women and momen and men), and ten), and the temple he temple personnel personnel (Levites a(Levites and priestsnd priestnd priests) wpriests) were assignere assigned the spaed the space reservece reserved to each d to each in the temin the temple, only ple, only the high pthe high priest coulrieppriest coupriest could enter tld enter the holy ofhe holy of holies, o holies, once a yearnce a year for the r for the rituals of ituals of the Day ofthe Day of Atonement Aton Atonement.Atonement. The high  The high priest waspriest was bound to  bound to a degree oa degree of ritual pf ritual purity, higurity, higher not onher not only than colyononly than only than common Jewcommon Jews but alsos but also than ordi than ordinary Levitnary Levites and pries and priests, withests, with special a special and more rendaand more rand more restrictiveestrictive laws, not laws, notably conceably concerning marrrning marriage, contiage, contact with dact with dead bodiesead bodies, and sacr, bodiesbodies, anbodies, and sacrificd sacrificial dutiesial duties (Lev. 4:1 (Lev. 4:1-12; 21:10-12; 21:10-15). The -15). The Torah alsoTorah also gives ins gives instructions tructioinsinstructioinstructions about tns about the investihe investiture ceremture ceremony of theony of the high prie high priest (Exod. st (Exod. 29:1-37; L29:1-37; Lev. 8:5-35ev. LLev. 8:5-3Lev. 8:5-35) and a d5) and a detailed deetailed description scription of his garof his garments (Exoments (Exod. 28:3-43d. 28:3-43).).).

It was during the period between Ezekiel and Chronicles that the biblical 
legislation concerning the high priesthood took its final shape and was made part 
of the Sinaitic revelation. Although some laws might have preexilic roots, they 
were now part of a consistent view that mapped all the world’s geographical and 
social space in relationship to various levels of purity. As the temple with its 
concentric courts around the holy of holies reproduced the hierarchy of the 
cosmos, so the high priest was at the center of human holiness. While Gentiles, 
common Israelites (women and men), and the temple personnel (Levites and 
priests) were assigned the space reserved to each in the temple, only the high 
priest could enter the holy of holies, once a year for the rituals of the Day of 
Atonement. The high priest was bound to a degree of ritual purity, higher not 
only than common Jews but also than ordinary Levites and priests, with special 
and more restrictive laws, notably concerning marriage, contact with dead 
bodies, and sacrificial duties (Lev. 4:1-12; 21:10-15). The Torah also gives 
instructions about the investiture ceremony of the high priest (Exod. 29:1-37; 
Lev. 8:5-35) and a detailed description of his garments (Exod. 28:3-43).

�After JeshAfter Jeshua, the hiua, the high priesthgh priesthood was heood was hereditary areditary and conferrnd conferred for lifed for life. Despitee. Despie. Despite thDespite the paucity e paucity of historiof historical sourcecal sources, it seems, it seems that in s that in the Persiathe Persian and Ptoln and Ptolemaic periemaicPtolPtolemaic Ptolemaic periods thperiods the leadershe leadership of the ip of the house of Zhouse of Zadok remaiadok remained unchalned unchallenged, aplenged, aplenged, apart fromapart from some mino some minor circles r circles whose disswhose dissatisfactioatisfaction toward tn toward the Second he Second Temple fouTemple foTemple found exprfound expression in ession in the earliethe earliest Enochicst Enochic literatur literature. The ende. The end of the Za of the Zadokite pridokite priesthood atesthpripriesthoodpriesthood at the be at the beginning ofginning of the Seleu the Seleucid periodcid period was due t was due to politicao political and econl and economical facomeconeconomicaleconomical factors m factors more than tore than to religiouo religious reasons,s reasons, but had a but had a tremendou tremendous impact os impact os impact on the relon the religious autigious authority of hority of the officethe office. The Zado. The Zadokite Jasonkite Jason was able  was able to replaceto replace his broth his  his brothehis brother Onias IIr Onias III by bribiI by bribing Antiochng Antiochus IV, onlus IV, only to fall y to fall victim to victim to the same tthe same trick a fewrick arick a few yeara few years later bys later by the non-Z the non-Zadokite Meadokite Menelaus (2 nelaus (2 Macc. 4:7-Macc. 4:7-27). Jason27). Jason’s gesture’s gesture destroyed de destroyed destroyed the foundathe foundations of Ztions of Zadokite poadokite power. The hwer. The high priestigh priesthood no lohood no longer belonnger belonger belonged tbelonged to an old ho an old hereditary ereditary line, and line, and no longer no longer was for liwas for life, but nofe, but now dependedw depended on the am o on the ambon the ambitions of itions of Jewish priJewish priestly famiestly families and olies and on the inten the interests of frests of foreign ruloreign rulers. More ers. Mers. More damagMore damaging for thing for the office, e office, the legitithe legitimacy of thmacy of the high prie high priesthood waesthood was no longes no longer widely rr wr widely recwidely recognized buognized but openly qt openly questioned uestioned and frequeand frequently challntly challenged. As enged. As the experithe experience of theexperiexperienceexperience of the Ha of the Hasmoneans wsmoneans would proveould prove, a reesta, a reestablished heblished hereditary lreditary line, even ine, even when basedwwhen basedwhen based on politi on political and mical and military powlitary power, remainer, remained vulneraed vulnerable to relble to religious attigious attack and deackattattack andattack and dependent dependent on politi on political fortuncal fortune.e.e.

After Jeshua, the high priesthood was hereditary and conferred for life. 
Despite the paucity of historical sources, it seems that in the Persian and 
Ptolemaic periods the leadership of the house of Zadok remained unchallenged, 
apart from some minor circles whose dissatisfaction toward the Second Temple 
found expression in the earliest Enochic literature. The end of the Zadokite 
priesthood at the beginning of the Seleucid period was due to political and 
economical factors more than to religious reasons, but had a tremendous impact 
on the religious authority of the office. The Zadokite Jason was able to replace 
his brother Onias III by bribing Antiochus IV, only to fall victim to the same trick 
a few years later by the non-Zadokite Menelaus (2 Macc. 4:7-27). Jason’s gesture 
destroyed the foundations of Zadokite power. The high priesthood no longer 
belonged to an old hereditary line, and no longer was for life, but now depended 
on the ambitions of Jewish priestly families and on the interests of foreign rulers. 
More damaging for the office, the legitimacy of the high priesthood was no longer 
widely recognized but openly questioned and frequently challenged. As the 
experience of the Hasmoneans would prove, a reestablished hereditary line, even 
when based on political and military power, remained vulnerable to religious 
attack and dependent on political fortune.

�After the After the death of Hdeath of Herod, who erod, who had relegahad relegated the hited the high priesthgh priesthood to an ood to an almost maralmosalmost maralmost marginal roleginal role, the Roma, the Roman procuratn procurators gave tors gave the office he office greater pogreater power in locwer in local affairsaloclocal affalocal affairs, with irs, with the intentthe intention of creion of creating a prating a pro-Roman aro-Roman aristocracy istocracy of high prof high priests (andiests prpriests (apriests (and former nd former high prieshigh priests). On thts). On the one hande one hand, this pol, this policy strengicy strengthened thethened the office (a of office (anoffice (and the mostd the most actively  actively pro-Roman pro-Roman family of family of Annas and Annas and Caiaphas) Caiaphas) but, on thbut, on the other haeththe other the other hand, madehand, made the high  the high priests evpriests even more suen more suspicious ospicious of those whf those who, for polo, for political or itpolpolitical political or religioor religious reasonsus reasons, opposed , opposed Roman ruleRoman rule. It is no. It is not surprisit surprising that onng that one of the fe of e of the firof the first goals ost goals of the radif the radical groupscal groups that led  that led the anti-Rthe anti-Roman revoloman revolt in 66–70t in 66–70  C.E.C.E. was to di c.e.c.e. was tc.e. was to disrupt o disrupt the priestthe priestly elite wly elite who in receho in recent years hnt years had alreadyad already become th become the target oe tae target of target of political political assassinatassassination. The lion. The last high past high priest of Iriest of Israel was srael was a layman na layman named Phannamed Pamed Phannias, Phannias, chosen by chosen by lot duringlot during the revol the revolt (Josephut (Josephus s BJBJ 1:147–57) 1:147–57)...

After the death of Herod, who had relegated the high priesthood to an 



almost marginal role, the Roman procurators gave the office greater power in 
local affairs, with the intention of creating a pro-Roman aristocracy of high 
priests (and former high priests). On the one hand, this policy strengthened the 
office (and the most actively pro-Roman family of Annas and Caiaphas) but, on 
the other hand, made the high priests even more suspicious of those who, for 
political or religious reasons, opposed Roman rule. It is not surprising that one 
of the first goals of the radical groups that led the anti-Roman revolt in 66–70 
C.E. was to disrupt the priestly elite who in recent years had already become the 
target of political assassination. The last high priest of Israel was a layman named 
Phannias, chosen by lot during the revolt (Josephus BJ 1:147–57).

�The destruThe destruction of tction of the temple he temple by Titus iby Titus in 70 n 70 C.E.C.E. marked th marked the end of te end of the high prhe high phe high priesthoodpriesthood. Ironical. Ironically, the loly, the long crisis ng crisis of the offof the office followice following the deing the deposition oposition of Onias IIf Oniasf Onias III Onias III had preparhad prepared many Jeed many Jews to livews to live without a without a high prie high priesthood. Thsthood. The memory oe memory oe memory of that poof that powerful inswerful institution, titution, however, chowever, continued tontinued to be an amo be an amazingly crazingly creative soueative source of insrcesousource of source of inspiratioinspiration for bothn for both Christian Christians and Jewss and Jews...

The destruction of the temple by Titus in 70 C.E. marked the end of the high 
priesthood. Ironically, the long crisis of the office following the deposition of 
Onias III had prepared many Jews to live without a high priesthood. The memory 
of that powerful institution, however, continued to be an amazingly creative 
source of inspiration for both Christians and Jews.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. L. GrabL. L. Grabbe, be, Judaism frJudaism from Cyrus tom Cyrus to Hadrian,o Hadrian, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (MinneapoliMinneapo((Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1992);is, 1992); M. S. Jaf M. S. Jaffee, fee, Early JudaEarly Judaismism (Upper Sa (Upper Saddle Riverddle River, N.J., 19, N.J., 1997).97).97).

Bibliography. L. L. Grabbe, Judaism from Cyrus to Hadrian, 2 vols. 
(Minneapolis, 1992); M. S. Jaffee, Early Judaism (Upper Saddle River, N.J., 1997).
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HIGHWAYHIGHWAYHIGHWAY

HIGHWAY

A generallA generally lengthy y lengthy and well-mand well-maintained aintained thoroughfathoroughfare (Heb. re (Heb. meïsilla®meïsilla®), in cont), in contrast to a racontcontrast tcontrast to a “way” o a “way” ((derek�, sûderek�, sûeïb�iîleïb�iîl), which c), which can range fan range from a beatrom a beaten path toen path toen path to a smallto a small road. Ref road. References toerences to highways  highways in the OT in the OT include thinclude the route tae route taken by theken by the cows tran c cows transcows transporting thporting the ark towae ark toward Beth-shrd Beth-shemesh (1 Semesh (1 Sam. 6:12) am. 6:12) and allusiand allusions to theons to theons to the constrthe construction or uction or maintenancmaintenance of impore of important roadstant roads (Isa. 40: (Isa. 40:3; 49:11; 3; 49:11; 62:10).62:10).62:10).

A generally lengthy and well-maintained thoroughfare (Heb. meïsilla®), in 
contrast to a “way” (derek�, sûeïb�iîl ), which can range from a beaten path 
to a small road. References to highways in the OT include the route taken by the 
cows transporting the ark toward Beth-shemesh (1 Sam. 6:12) and allusions to 
the construction or maintenance of important roads (Isa. 40:3; 49:11; 62:10).

�Highways wHighways were lifeliere lifelines betweenes between the grean the great empires t empires of Egypt aof Egypt and Mesopotnd Mesopotamia, linkamiaMesopotMesopotamiMesopotamia, linkinga, linking Africa an Africa and Asia. Bed Asia. Between themtween them lay Pales lay Palestine as a tine as a land bridgland bridge. Armies,e. bridgbridge. Arbridge. Armies, mercmies, merchants, andhants, and pilgrims  pilgrims depended odepended on stable an stable and well-knnd well-known routesown routeown routes of routes of transportatransportation. The tion. The movement omovement of people af people and goods and goods along highwlong highways of ancays of anays of ancient Isancient Israel was crael was constant (Ponstant (Prov. 9:13-rov. 9:13-15; Lam. 215; Lam. 2:15). The :15). The control ofcontrol of highways  highways or their dor or their dor their destructionestruction in time o in time of war had f war had serious raserious ramificationmifications. Hence, s. Hence, Isa. 40:3-Isa. 40:3-4 describe4 des4 describes describes prosperousprosperous times in  times in terms of sterms of smooth passmooth passage along age along highways.highways.highways.

Highways were lifelines between the great empires of Egypt and 
Mesopotamia, linking Africa and Asia. Between them lay Palestine as a land 
bridge. Armies, merchants, and pilgrims depended on stable and well-known 
routes of transportation. The movement of people and goods along highways of 
ancient Israel was constant (Prov. 9:13-15; Lam. 2:15). The control of highways 
or their destruction in time of war had serious ramifications. Hence, Isa. 40:3-4 
describes prosperous times in terms of smooth passage along highways.

�Common rouCommon routes often tes often began as fbegan as footpaths tootpaths trampled byrampled by the const the constant passagant passage of people oe of people of people and animaland animals. An avers. An average day’s age day’s travel wastravel was ca. 32 km ca. 32 km. (20 mi.). (20 mi.) on foot,  on foot, with weathwithwith weathwith weather and terer and terrain as corain as contributingntributing factors.  factors. Obviously,Obviously, highways  highways were constwere constructed in rconstconstructeconstructed in relatd in relation to nation to natural terraural terrain such asin such as mountain  mountain passes, vapasses, valleys, laklleys, lakes, and ries, anes, and riversand rivers, as well , as well as the keyas the key towns and towns and cities al cities along the waong the way. Major hy. Major highways ciighways cited in theted cicited in tcited in the OT inclhe OT include the Kiude the King’s Highwng’s Highway (Num. 2ay (Num. 20:17; 21:20:17; 21:22), also k2), also known in dinown in different peffdidifferent different periods asperiods as the Sulta the Sultan’s Highwan’s Highway and Trajy and Trajan’s Highwan’s Highway, and thay, and the Great Tre Great Trunk Road, uTrTrunk RoadTrunk Road, running , running from Egyptfrom Egypt to Mesopo to Mesopotamia via tamia via the Fertilthe Fertile Crescente Crescent (Exod. 13 (Exod. 1 (Exod. 13:17; Isa13:17; Isa. 9:1[MT 8. 9:1[MT 8:23]).:23]).:23]).

Common routes often began as footpaths trampled by the constant passage 
of people and animals. An average day’s travel was ca. 32 km. (20 mi.) on foot, 
with weather and terrain as contributing factors. Obviously, highways were 
constructed in relation to natural terrain such as mountain passes, valleys, lakes, 
and rivers, as well as the key towns and cities along the way. Major highways 
cited in the OT include the King’s Highway (Num. 20:17; 21:22), also known in 
different periods as the Sultan’s Highway and Trajan’s Highway, and the Great 
Trunk Road, running from Egypt to Mesopotamia via the Fertile Crescent (Exod. 



13:17; Isa. 9:1[MT 8:23]).

�During theDuring the Roman per Roman period, advaniod, advances in engces in engineering mineering marked imprarked improvements iovements in the consn tn the constrthe construction anduction and maintenan maintenance of highce of highways. Romaways. Roman roads wen roads were layeredre layered and provi and pro and provided fprovided for drainagor drainage. The mile. The military, comitary, commerce, andmerce, and public tr public transport alansport all benefitel benefited from thed frd from thesefrom these new metho new methods. As in ds. As in modern timmodern times, the gres, the great enemy eat enemy of roads wof roads was winter as winteas winter weawinter weather. Annuther. Annual effortsal efforts were orga were organized to rnized to repair highepair highways afterways after the rainy the rainy season. s season.season.season.

During the Roman period, advances in engineering marked improvements in 
the construction and maintenance of highways. Roman roads were layered and 
provided for drainage. The military, commerce, and public transport all benefited 
from these new methods. As in modern times, the great enemy of roads was 
winter weather. Annual efforts were organized to repair highways after the rainy 
season.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. A. DorsD. A. Dorsey, ey, The Roads The Roads and Highwaand Highways of Anciys of Ancient Israelent Israel (Baltimor (Baltim (Baltimore(Baltimore, 1991); J, 1991); J. J. Pilch. J. Pilch, “Travel , “Travel in the Ancin the Ancient Worldient World,” ,” TBTTBT 32 (1994) 32 (1994): 100–107.: 100–10: 100–107.100–107.100–107.

Bibliography. D. A. Dorsey, The Roads and Highways of Ancient Israel 
(Baltimore, 1991); J. J. Pilch, “Travel in the Ancient World,” TBT 32 (1994): 
100–107.
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HILENHILEN (Heb.  (Heb. h�iîleänh�iîleän) (also HO) (also HOLON)LON)LON)

HILEN (Heb. h�iîleän ) (also HOLON)

A village A village in the hilin the hill country l country of Judah, of Judah, allotted tallotted to the Kohao the Kohathite famithite family of Levily of Levites (1 Chrtes (1 Ctes (1 Chr. 6:58[Chr. 6:58[MT 43]). AMT 43]). At Josh. 15t Josh. 15:51; 21:15:51; 21:15 it is cal it is called Holon led Holon ((11).).

A village in the hill country of Judah, allotted to the Kohathite family of Levites (1 
Chr. 6:58[MT 43]). At Josh. 15:51; 21:15 it is called Holon (1).

HILKIAHHILKIAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�ilqiîya®h�ilqiîya®)))

HILKIAH (Heb. h�ilqiîya® )

�1.1. The fathe The father of Eliakr of Eliakim, Hezekiim, Hezekiah’s primeah’s prime minister  minister (2 Kgs. 18(2 Kgs. 18:18, 26, 3:18, 26, 37; Isa. 227; Isa. 27; Isa. 22:20; 36:22:20; 36:3).3).3).

1. The father of Eliakim, Hezekiah’s prime minister (2 Kgs. 18:18, 26, 37; Isa. 
22:20; 36:3).

�2. High pr2. High priest duriniest during the reigg the reign of Josian of Josiah. He was h. He was responsiblresponsible for the e for the collectioncollectioncollectioncollection and disbu and disbursement ofrsement of funds tha funds that paid fort paid for the renov the renovation of tation of the temple,he temple, which acc wh which accowhich accompanied Jompanied Josiah’s refsiah’s reform. Durinorm. During the renog the renovation, hevation, he found the found the scroll of scroll of the law,  t the law, wthe law, which servehich served as the bd as the basis for tasis for the continuhe continuing reforming reform. He and o. He and others consthers consulted the ulconsconsulted consulted the prophethe prophetess Huldatess Huldah on Josiah on Josiah’s behalfh’s behalf in order  in order to ascertato ascertain the worin the word of the Ld worword of thword of the Lord in e Lord in relation trelation to the scroo the scroll and itsll and its implicati implications for Juons for Judah. Hilkidah. Hilkiah and othah andah and other and other officials officials participatparticipated in the ed in the removal ofremoval of implement implements of pagans of pagan worship f worship from the teromffrom the tfrom the temple (2 Kemple (2 Kgs. 22-23;gs. 22-23; 2 Chr. 34 2 Chr. 34-35; Isa. -35; Isa. 36-37) and36-37) and provided  provided sacrificessacrifices for Josia for for Josiahfor Josiah’s Passove’s Passover celebratr celebration (2 Chrion (2 Chr. 35:8; 1 . 35:8; 1 Esdr. 1:8)Esdr. 1:8)...

2. High priest during the reign of Josiah. He was responsible for the 
collection and disbursement of funds that paid for the renovation of the temple, 
which accompanied Josiah’s reform. During the renovation, he found the scroll of 
the law, which served as the basis for the continuing reform. He and others 
consulted the prophetess Huldah on Josiah’s behalf in order to ascertain the 
word of the Lord in relation to the scroll and its implications for Judah. Hilkiah 
and other officials participated in the removal of implements of pagan worship 
from the temple (2 Kgs. 22-23; 2 Chr. 34-35; Isa. 36-37) and provided sacrifices 
for Josiah’s Passover celebration (2 Chr. 35:8; 1 Esdr. 1:8).

�3. A preex3. A preexilic Levitilic Levite (1 Chr. e (1 Chr. 6:13[MT 5:6:13[MT 5:39]) and p39]) and possibly thossibly the great-gre great-grandfather andfathegreat-grgreat-grangreat-grandfather ofdfather of Ezra (Ezr Ezra (Ezra 7:1; 1 Ea 7:1; 1 Esdr. 8:1).sdr. 8:1). Some scho Some scholars identlars identify this Hify this Hilkiah witilkiahHHilkiah wiHilkiah with the higth the high priest oh priest of Josiah’sf Josiah’s reign ( reign (2 2 above).above).above).

3. A preexilic Levite (1 Chr. 6:13[MT 5:39]) and possibly the 
great-grandfather of Ezra (Ezra 7:1; 1 Esdr. 8:1). Some scholars identify this 
Hilkiah with the high priest of Josiah’s reign (2 above).

�4. An ance4. An ancestor of Mestor of Merari, one rari, one of the levof the levitical musitical musicians appicians appointed by ointed by David to tDavid to David to the serto the service of thvice of the ark of te ark of the covenanhe covenant (1 Chr. t (1 Chr. 6:45[30]).6:45[30]).

4. An ancestor of Merari, one of the levitical musicians appointed by David 
to the service of the ark of the covenant (1 Chr. 6:45[30]).

�5. The fat5. The father of a pher of a postexilic ostexilic priest nampriest named either ed either Azariah (1Azariah (1 Chr. 9:11 Chr. 9:11) or Serai) or Sera) or Seraiah (NSeraiah (Neh. 11:11)eh. 11:11)...

5. The father of a postexilic priest named either Azariah (1 Chr. 9:11) or 
Seraiah (Neh. 11:11).

�6.6. One of th One of the gatekeepe gatekeepers of theers of the temple ap temple appointed bypointed by David. He David. He was the s was the second son ecossecond sonsecond son of Hosah, of Hosah, a descend a descendant of Merant of Merari (1 Chrari (1 Chr. 26:11).. 26:11).. 26:11).

6. One of the gatekeepers of the temple appointed by David. He was the 
second son of Hosah, a descendant of Merari (1 Chr. 26:11).

�7. One of 7. One of those who those who stood besistood beside Ezra asde Ezra as he read t he read the law befhe law before the Waore the Water Gate (ter WaWater GateWater Gate (Neh. 8:4 (Neh. 8:4).).).

7. One of those who stood beside Ezra as he read the law before the 
Water Gate (Neh. 8:4).

�8.8. One of th One of the leaders e leaders of the priof the priests durinests during the timeg the time of Jeshua of Jeshua and Zerub and Zerubbabel (NehbabelZerubZerubbabelZerubbabel (Neh. 12: (Neh. 12:7); his so7); his son Hashabian Hashabiah was headh was head of the an of the ancestral hocestral house duringuse during the high  duringduring theduring the high prie high priesthood of sthood of Joiakim (vJoiakim (v. 21).. 21).. 21).

8. One of the leaders of the priests during the time of Jeshua and 



Zerubbabel (Neh. 12:7); his son Hashabiah was head of the ancestral house 
during the high priesthood of Joiakim (v. 21).

�9.9. A priest  A priest from Anathfrom Anathoth; the foth; the father of Jather of Jeremiah (Jeremiah (Jer. 1).er. 1).er. 1).

9. A priest from Anathoth; the father of Jeremiah (Jer. 1).

�10.10. The fathe The father of Gemarr of Gemariah, whom iah, whom Zedekiah sZedekiah sent to Nebent to Nebuchadnezzauchadnezzar (Jer. 29r (Jer. 2r (Jer. 29:3).29:3).29:3).

10. The father of Gemariah, whom Zedekiah sent to Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. 
29:3).

�11.11. An ancest An ancestor of Judior of Judith (Jdt. 8th (Jdt. 8:1).:1).:1).

11. An ancestor of Judith (Jdt. 8:1).

�12.12. An ancest An ancestor of Baruor of Baruch (Bar. 1ch (Bar. 1:1, 7).:1, 7).:1, 7).

12. An ancestor of Baruch (Bar. 1:1, 7).

�13.13. The fathe The father of Susanr of Susanna (Sus. 2na (Sus. 2, 29, 63)., 29, 63).

13. The father of Susanna (Sus. 2, 29, 63).
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HILL COUNTHILL COUNTRYRYRY

HILL COUNTRY

A general A general designatiodesignation for thosn for those parts ofe parts of Palestine Palestine, and the , and the areas eastareas east of the Jo of the Jordan Riverrdan JoJordan RivJordan River, that aer, that are not flare not flat, but of t, but of less elevaless elevation than tion than a mountaina mountain. The hill. The hill country w countr country wacountry was especials especially fertilely fertile (Deut. 11 (Deut. 11:11), and :11), and Moses askeMoses asked that Godd that God allow him allow him to cross  t to cross oto cross over the Jover the Jordan, in ordan, in order to serder to see the “gooe the “good hill coud hill country” of cntry” of central Palentral Palestine (3:estinPalPalestine Palestine (3:25). Th(3:25). The hill coue hill country was sntry was settled by ettled by numerous pnumerous peoples, ineoples, including Jecluding Jebusites (JbusJeJebusites Jebusites (Josh. 11:(Josh. 11:3), Anakim3), Anakim (v. 21),  (v. 21), and Amoritand Amorites (Deut. es (Deut. 1:7; Num. 1:7; Num. 13:29). Du13:29). During the CrinDuDuring theDuring the Conquest, Conquest, Joshua in Joshua instructed tstructed the tribes he tribes of Ephraimof Ephraim and Manas and Manasseh to cleseh to clear the foracleclear the clear the forest of forest of the hill cthe hill country, toountry, to provide r provide room for seoom for settlements ttlements (Josh. 17:(Josh. 17:14-18).14-117:17:14-18).17:14-18).

A general designation for those parts of Palestine, and the areas east of the 
Jordan River, that are not flat, but of less elevation than a mountain. The hill 
country was especially fertile (Deut. 11:11), and Moses asked that God allow him 
to cross over the Jordan, in order to see the “good hill country” of central 
Palestine (3:25). The hill country was settled by numerous peoples, including 
Jebusites (Josh. 11:3), Anakim (v. 21), and Amorites (Deut. 1:7; Num. 13:29). 
During the Conquest, Joshua instructed the tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh to 
clear the forest of the hill country, to provide room for settlements (Josh. 
17:14-18).

�Within PalWithin Palestine, thestine, the hill coue hill country comprntry comprised the cised the central mouentral mountain rangntain range, a ridgee, a ride, a ridge of hridge of hills that ills that ran down tran down the center he center of the couof the country from ntry from the Galilethe Galilee in the ne in the north, to torthnnorth, to north, to the southethe southern coastalrn coastal plain and plain and the Sheph the Shephelah. Any elah. Any portion ofportion of this ridg this ridge could bee coe could be dcould be designated esignated hill counthill country, which ry, which may be divmay be divided, fromided, from north to  north to south, intsouth, into four rego fo four regiofour regions: Galilens: Galilee, Ephraime, Ephraim, Judah, a, Judah, and the Negnd the Negeb.eb.eb.

Within Palestine, the hill country comprised the central mountain range, a 
ridge of hills that ran down the center of the country from the Galilee in the 
north, to the southern coastal plain and the Shephelah. Any portion of this ridge 
could be designated hill country, which may be divided, from north to south, into 
four regions: Galilee, Ephraim, Judah, and the Negeb.

�The GalileThe Galilee ranged ie ranged in elevation elevation from morn from more than 915e than 915 m. (3000  m. (3000 ft.) in thft.) in the north, te northe north, to north, to below 610 below 610 m. (2000 fm. (2000 ft.) in thet.) in the south. In south. In antiquity antiquity the regio the region was heavn was heavily forestily foily forested, forested, and divideand divided by a nead by a nearly verticrly vertical slope oal slope of almost 4f almost 455–610 m. 55–610 m. (1500–2000(1500–2000 ft.) that f ft.) that ft.) that hindered thindered travel. Durravel. During the tiing the time of Joshme of Joshua, much oua, much of this hilf this hill country l country remained uremainremained uremained unconquerednconquered (Josh. 13 (Josh. 13:6). Its l:6). Its largest setargest settlement watlement was “Kedesh s “Kedesh in Galileein Galilee in the hi in in the hilin the hill country l country of Naphtalof Naphtali” (Josh. i” (Josh. 20:7), ove20:7), overlooking trlooking the north Jhe north Jordan Vallordan Valley.ey.ey.

The Galilee ranged in elevation from more than 915 m. (3000 ft.) in the 
north, to below 610 m. (2000 ft.) in the south. In antiquity the region was heavily 
forested, and divided by a nearly vertical slope of almost 455–610 m. (1500–2000 
ft.) that hindered travel. During the time of Joshua, much of this hill country 
remained unconquered (Josh. 13:6). Its largest settlement was “Kedesh in Galilee 
in the hill country of Naphtali” (Josh. 20:7), overlooking the north Jordan Valley.

�The “hill The “hill country ofcountry of Ephraim”  Ephraim” (1 Kgs. 4:(1 Kgs. 4:8) consist8) consisted of a moed of a mountain plauntain plateau, risiteau, risteau, rising to rising to over 915 mover 915 m. (3000 ft. (3000 ft.) in its .) in its southern psouthern portion. Thortion. These hills ese hills were settlwere settled by Joshed by ed by Joshua by Joshua with greatwith great difficult difficulty, becausey, because of their  of their dense foredense forests (Josh.sts (Josh. 17:14-18) 17:14-18). Northern. Nor. Northern ENorthern Ephraim wasphraim was lower and lower and less fert less fertile than tile than the Galileahe Galilean hill coun hill country and wntry and was easily aswwas easilywas easily traversed traversed by access by accessible roadsible roads in all di in all directions. rections. The hill cThe hill country of ountry of Ephraim waEphraiEphraim waEphraim was heavily s heavily developed,developed, with majo with major cities sr cities situated atituated at principal principal road junc road junctions, inctionjuncjunctions,junctions, including including Shechem,  Shechem, Tirzah, anTirzah, and Dothan.d Dothan.d Dothan.

The “hill country of Ephraim” (1 Kgs. 4:8) consisted of a mountain plateau, 
rising to over 915 m. (3000 ft.) in its southern portion. These hills were settled 
by Joshua with great difficulty, because of their dense forests (Josh. 17:14-18). 
Northern Ephraim was lower and less fertile than the Galilean hill country and 
was easily traversed by accessible roads in all directions. The hill country of 
Ephraim was heavily developed, with major cities situated at principal road 
junctions, including Shechem, Tirzah, and Dothan.

�The hill cThe hill country of ountry of Judea (JosJudea (Josh. 11:21; h. 11:21; Luke 1:39)Luke 1:39) contained contained the major the major cities of cities of cities of Jerusalof Jerusalem and Hebem and Hebron. The rron. The region descegion descended sharended sharply in theply in the east, mor east, more than 915e than 915e than 915 m. (30915 m. (3000 ft.), w00 ft.), where it mehere it met the Judet the Judean Desert.an Desert. Its south Its southern portioern portion containen contained chasms ad cd chasms andchasms and caves tha caves that providedt provided convenien convenient hiding pt hiding places (1 Slaces (1 Sam. 23:14)am. 23:14). In the N. In the NT Jesus’ mTNNT Jesus’ NT Jesus’ ministry bministry began in thegan in the “hill coe “hill country of Juntry of Judea” (Lukudea” (Luke 1:65).e 1:65).e 1:65).

The hill country of Judea (Josh. 11:21; Luke 1:39) contained the major cities 
of Jerusalem and Hebron. The region descended sharply in the east, more than 



915 m. (3000 ft.), where it met the Judean Desert. Its southern portion contained 
chasms and caves that provided convenient hiding places (1 Sam. 23:14). In the 
NT Jesus’ ministry began in the “hill country of Judea” (Luke 1:65).

�The regionThe region of the Ne of the Negeb declingeb declined abruptled abruptly, S of Hey, S of Hebron, to 4bron, to 455–550 m. 55–550 m. (1500–1800(1500(1500–1800(1500–1800 ft.), and ft.), and consisted consisted of low hi of low hills (also lls (also called thecalled the Shephelah Shephelah, “Lowland, “Lowland”).”).”).

The region of the Negeb declined abruptly, S of Hebron, to 455–550 m. 
(1500–1800 ft.), and consisted of low hills (also called the Shephelah, “Lowland”).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. AharoniY. Aharoni, , The Land oThe Land of the Biblf the Bible,e, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1979).ia, 1979).ia, 1979).1979).1979).

Bibliography. Y. Aharoni, The Land of the Bible, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia, 
1979).

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson

HILLELHILLEL (Heb.  (Heb. hilleälhilleäl)))

HILLEL (Heb. hilleäl)

�1.1. The fathe The father of Abdonr of Abdon, the judg, the judge who immee who immediately prdiately preceded Sameceded Samson (Judg.son (Judg. 12:13-15) 1 12:13-15).12:13-15).

1. The father of Abdon, the judge who immediately preceded Samson (Judg. 
12:13-15).

�2.2. Hillel th Hillel the Elder (ce Elder (ca. 60 a. 60 B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D. 20), clea 20), clearly the sirly the single most ngle most influentiainfluential figure il figurl figure in figure in postbiblicpostbiblical Jewish al Jewish history. Bhistory. Born in Baborn in Babylonia, heylonia, he came to I came to Israel to psrael to pursue Toraursue ppursue Torpursue Torah study uah study under the gnder the greatest tereatest teachers of achers of the time, the time, Shemaiah aShemaiah and Avtaliond Avtalion. Hillel nAvtalioAvtalion. Avtalion. Hillel wasHillel was eventuall eventually promotedy promoted to the pr to the presidency oesidency of the Sanhf the Sanhedrin and edrin and thus becamththus becamthus became the e the de factode facto head of t head of the Pharisehe Pharisees (30 es (30 B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D. 10). A co 10). A contemporaryntemporarycocontemporacontemporary of Herory of Herod and Jesud and Jesus, he was s, he was surely amosurely among, if notng, if not the head  the head of, the “cof, the “chief priesh“c“chief pri“chief priests and tests and teachers ofeachers of the Law”  the Law” (Matt. 2:4(Matt. 2:4) whom Her) whom Herod consultod consulted about ted about ted about the birthpthe birthplace of thlace of the Messiah.e Messiah.

2. Hillel the Elder (ca. 60 B.C.—A.D. 20), clearly the single most influential 
figure in postbiblical Jewish history. Born in Babylonia, he came to Israel to 
pursue Torah study under the greatest teachers of the time, Shemaiah and 
Avtalion. Hillel was eventually promoted to the presidency of the Sanhedrin and 
thus became the de facto head of the Pharisees (30 B.C.—A.D. 10). A 
contemporary of Herod and Jesus, he was surely among, if not the head of, the 
“chief priests and teachers of the Law” (Matt. 2:4) whom Herod consulted about 
the birthplace of the Messiah.

�In rabbiniIn rabbinic traditioc tradition he is con he is compared to mpared to Moses and Moses and Ezra, and Ezra, and it is saidit is said that he w that he w that he was the onwas the only one sinly one since Malachice Malachi to be wor to be worthy of thethy of the Holy Spir Holy Spirit restingit resting upon him  upon him “as it did“a“as it did“as it did on Moses” on Moses” ( (t. Sot�at. Sot�a 13:3;  13:3; y. Sanh.y. Sanh. 11a). 11a). 11a).

In rabbinic tradition he is compared to Moses and Ezra, and it is said that he 
was the only one since Malachi to be worthy of the Holy Spirit resting upon him 
“as it did on Moses” (t. Sot�a  13:3; y. Sanh. 11a).

�Hillel fouHillel founded a dynnded a dynasty of prasty of presidents esidents (neïsíiî}i(neïsíiî}iîm)îm) who ruled who ruled Israel th Israel through the rough ththrough ththrough the Sanhedrie Sanhedrin for moren for more than 400  than 400 years, incyears, including hisluding his grandson  grandson Gamaliel IGamaliel I and Yoh�a a and Yoh�anand Yoh�anan ben Zakan ben Zakkai, Hillekai, Hillel’s star pl’s star pupil who aupil who almost singlmost single-handedlle-handedly preservey preservey preserved preserved Judaism afJudaism after the deter the destruction struction of of A.D.A.D. 70. It is 70. It is said that said that Hillel le Hillel left a core ft a core group of 8grgroup of 8group of 80 disciple0 disciples, undoubts, undoubtedly the fedly the foundation oundation of the “Scof the “School of Hihool of Hillel,” thellel,” the pharisaic pha pharisaic pharisaic group respgroup responsible foonsible for the formr the formation of “ation of “rabbinic Jrabbinic Judaism.” Rudaism.” Rabbi Judahabbi Judah the Princ th the Princethe Prince, a direct, a direct descendan descendant of Hillet of Hillel, producel, produced the Mishd the Mishnah, the bnah, the basis of boasis of both Talmudsth Tth Talmuds, aTalmuds, assuring Hissuring Hillel’s perllel’s permanent infmanent influence on luence on Judaism.Judaism.Judaism.

Hillel founded a dynasty of presidents (neïsíiî}iîm) who ruled Israel 
through the Sanhedrin for more than 400 years, including his grandson Gamaliel I 
and Yoh�anan ben Zakkai, Hillel’s star pupil who almost single-handedly 
preserved Judaism after the destruction of A.D. 70. It is said that Hillel left a core 
group of 80 disciples, undoubtedly the foundation of the “School of Hillel,” the 
pharisaic group responsible for the formation of “rabbinic Judaism.” Rabbi Judah 
the Prince, a direct descendant of Hillel, produced the Mishnah, the basis of both 
Talmuds, assuring Hillel’s permanent influence on Judaism.

�Hillel radHillel radically traically transformed tnsformed the pharisahe pharisaic movemenic movement. He stant. He standardized mdardized methods of ethodmmethods ofmethods of interpret interpretation and ation and applicatioapplication of Scripn of Scripture; emphture; emphasized lenasized leniency in jiency in judgment anudgjjudgment ajudgment and in haland in halakhic respokhic responsibilitiensibilities; sought s; sought out the poout the poor, sinneror, sinners, and Gens, and Gentiles, andtileGenGentiles, Gentiles, and threw and threw open to thopen to them the wayem the way to God; a to God; and sanctifnd sanctified all ofied all of life by t life by teaching theachtteaching tteaching that even that even the most muhe most mundane actindane activities arevities are sacred wh sacred when done unen done unto God. Thto God. Tto God. The influeThe influence of thence of these generalse general emphases  emphases is readilyis readily seen in t seen in the NT.he NT.he NT.

Hillel radically transformed the pharisaic movement. He standardized 
methods of interpretation and application of Scripture; emphasized leniency in 
judgment and in halakhic responsibilities; sought out the poor, sinners, and 
Gentiles, and threw open to them the way to God; and sanctified all of life by 
teaching that even the most mundane activities are sacred when done unto God. 
The influence of these general emphases is readily seen in the NT.

�Within HilWithin Hillel’s lifelel’s lifetime, he ctime, he came to be ame to be viewed as viewed as the ideal the ideal rabbi. Notrabbi. Not only did  only did  only did Hilleldid Hillel preach, b preach, but he pracut he practiced whatticed what he preach he preached, and teed, and teachers werachers were commandee commande commanded commanded to imitateto imitate his piety his piety ( (Sanh.Sanh. 11a), hum 11a), humility, patility, patience, andience, and approacha approachability (bility approachaapproachabapproachability (ility (SÁabb.SÁabb. 31a), and 31a), and teaching  teaching style.style.style.

Within Hillel’s lifetime, he came to be viewed as the ideal rabbi. Not only 
did Hillel preach, but he practiced what he preached, and teachers were 
commanded to imitate his piety (Sanh. 11a), humility, patience, and 



approachability (SÁabb. 31a), and teaching style.

�Although tAlthough the impact he impact of Hillel of Hillel on rabbinion rabbinic Judaism c Judaism was more dwas more direct, hisirect, his influence influenc influence influence on early Con early Christianithristianity is in any is in another sensother sense equally e equally remarkableremarkable. Owing to. Owing to chronolog chr chronologichronological, ethnical, ethnic, ideologc, ideological, and ical, and geographicgeographical proximial proximity, it shoty, it should come auld come as no surprs nos no surprisno surprise that Hile that Hillel’s infllel’s influence reacuence reached to NT hed to NT teachers steachers such as Jesuch as Jesus and Pauus and Paul. For exal. Fl. For examplFor example, Hillel e, Hillel taught thetaught the principle principle of the “G of the “Golden Ruleolden Rule” (” (SÁabb.SÁabb. 31a; cf.  31a; cf. Matt. 7:12MatMatt. 7:12Matt. 7:12), that on), that one should “e should “Love and pLove and pursue peacursue peace” (e” (}Abot}Abot 1:12; 2:8 1:12; 2:8; cf. Matt; cf. Matt. 5:9), as. 5:9. 5:9), as w5:9), as well as a vell as a view of diview of divine judgmeine judgment which wnt which within the ithin the Academy caAcademy came to be cme to be called “meaalccalled “mecalled “measure for asure for measure” (measure” (}Abot}Abot 2:7;  2:7; Sukk.Sukk. 53a; cf.  53a; cf. Matt. 7:2)Matt. 7:2). Moreover. Moreover, most of , mos, most of thmost of the seven hee seven hermeneuticarmeneutical rules (l rules (middo®t�middo®t�) which Hi) which Hillel canonllel canonized for sized for systematic yssystematicsystematic interpret interpretation and ation and applicatioapplication of Scripn of Scripture are uture are used in thesed in the NT by Jes NT by Jesus and Pauus aus and Paul (and Paul (t. Sanh.t. Sanh. 7:11;  7:11; }Abot R. N}Abot R. Nat.at. 37, 110). 37, 110).

Although the impact of Hillel on rabbinic Judaism was more direct, his 
influence on early Christianity is in another sense equally remarkable. Owing to 
chronological, ethnic, ideological, and geographical proximity, it should come as 
no surprise that Hillel’s influence reached to NT teachers such as Jesus and Paul. 
For example, Hillel taught the principle of the “Golden Rule” (SÁabb. 31a; cf. 
Matt. 7:12), that one should “Love and pursue peace” (}Abot 1:12; 2:8; cf. Matt. 
5:9), as well as a view of divine judgment which within the Academy came to be 
called “measure for measure” (}Abot 2:7; Sukk. 53a; cf. Matt. 7:2). Moreover, 
most of the seven hermeneutical rules (middo®t� ) which Hillel canonized for 
systematic interpretation and application of Scripture are used in the NT by Jesus 
and Paul (t. Sanh. 7:11; }Abot R. Nat. 37, 110).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. BuxbaumY. Buxbaum, , The Life aThe Life and Teachinnd Teachings of Hillgs of Hillelel (Northval (Northvale, N.J., 1e, N.J., 1e, N.J., 1994); “Hi1994); “Hillel (the llel (the Elder),” Elder),” EncJudEncJud 8:482–85. 8:482–85.

Bibliography. Y. Buxbaum, The Life and Teachings of Hillel (Northvale, N.J., 
1994); “Hillel (the Elder),” EncJud 8:482–85.

W. E. NunnW. E. Nunnallyally

W. E. Nunnally

HINHIN (Heb.  (Heb. hiîn;hiîn; Egyp.  Egyp. hnhn)))

HIN (Heb. hiîn; Egyp. hn)

A liquid mA liquid measure equeasure equal to one al to one sixth of asixth of a bath, ca. bath, ca. 3.6. l. ( 3.6. l. (1 U.S. gal1 U.S. gal.)..).

A liquid measure equal to one sixth of a bath, ca. 3.6. l. (1 U.S. gal.).

HIND OF THHIND OF THE DAWNE DAWNE DAWN

HIND OF THE DAWN

Perhaps thPerhaps the name of e name of a tune or a tune or a similar a similar musical inmusical instruction struction (Heb. (Heb. }ayyelet� }ayyelet� hasûsûah�ahasûhasûsûah�ahasûsûah�arr), mention), mentioned in the ed in the superscripsuperscription to Pstion to Ps. 22(MT 1;. 22(MT 1; NRSV “Dee NRSV “Deer of the Dr ofr of the Dawof the Dawn”). The pn”). The phrase sugghrase suggests a comests a common theme mon theme of the Psaof the Psalms, God’slms, God’s help to t help to help to the neeto the needy (cf. Psdy (cf. Ps. 46:5[6]). 46:5[6])..

Perhaps the name of a tune or a similar musical instruction (Heb. }ayyelet� 
hasûsûah�ar ), mentioned in the superscription to Ps. 22(MT 1; NRSV “Deer 
of the Dawn”). The phrase suggests a common theme of the Psalms, God’s help 
to the needy (cf. Ps. 46:5[6]).

HINNOMHINNOM (Heb.  (Heb. hinnoœmhinnoœm), ), VALLEY OFVALLEY OFVALLEY OF

HINNOM (Heb. hinnoœm), VALLEY OF

One of thrOne of three valleysee valleys which cut which cut through t through the region he region around Jeraround Jerusalem. Mousalem. Most scholarst scholarst scholars bscholars believe thaelieve that the westt the western valleyern valley is the on is the one the ancie the ancients calleents called Hinnom Vd Hinnom Valley, whialleVValley, whValley, which joins ich joins the Kidronthe Kidron Valley at Valley at the south the southeast corneeast corner of Jerusr of Jerusalem. It ialem. It is also cals alsos also callealso called the “vald the “valley of theley of the son of Hi son of Hinnom” (Jernnom” (Jer. 7:32) or. 7:32) or the “vall the “valley of the ey of the children ochildrechildren ochildren of Hinnom” f Hinnom” (2 Kgs. 23(2 Kgs. 23:10; NRSV :10; NRSV “Ben-hinno“Ben-hinnom”), and im”), and it was so ft was so familiar thamiliar that it was aththat it wathat it was sometimes sometimes called ss called simply “theimply “the valley” ( valley” (2 Chr. 26:2 Chr. 26:9). It ser9). It served as a dved as a dividing liividingddividing ldividing line betweeine between the tribn the tribes of Benjes of Benjamin and Jamin and Judah (Joshudah (Josh. 15:8; 18. 15:8; 18:16).:16).:16).

One of three valleys which cut through the region around Jerusalem. Most 
scholars believe that the western valley is the one the ancients called Hinnom 
Valley, which joins the Kidron Valley at the southeast corner of Jerusalem. It is 
also called the “valley of the son of Hinnom” (Jer. 7:32) or the “valley of the 
children of Hinnom” (2 Kgs. 23:10; NRSV “Ben-hinnom”), and it was so familiar 
that it was sometimes called simply “the valley” (2 Chr. 26:9). It served as a 
dividing line between the tribes of Benjamin and Judah (Josh. 15:8; 18:16).

�At a placeAt a place called To called Topheth in Hpheth in Hinnom Vallinnom Valley people ey people worshippedworshipped Baal and  Baal and offered thofferoffered thoffered their childreir children as burnen as burned sacrified sacrifices to theces to the god Moloc god Moloch during th during the reigns he reigns of Solomonof Sof Solomon, ASolomon, Ahaz, and Mhaz, and Manasseh (2anasseh (2 Kgs. 23:1 Kgs. 23:10; 2 Chr. 0; 2 Chr. 28:3; 33:628:3; 33:6; Jer. 32:; Jer. 32:35). This 35). This caused Jercaucaused Jercaused Jeremiah to nemiah to name it theame it the Valley of Valley of Slaughter Slaughter (Jer. 7:3 (Jer. 7:31-32; 19:51-32; 19:5-6). The p-6). The place was mlace pplace was place was made into made into a garbage a garbage dump to dedump to desacralize sacralize it, makingit, making it unfit  it unfit even for peven for pagan worshagappagan worspagan worship. For chip. For centuries centuries constant fionstant fires burnedres burned the refus the refuse depositee deposited there. Td there. The fires aheTThe fires The fires and stenchand stench along wit along with the recoh the recollection ollection of the horrf the horrors practiors practiced there ced there and the coandand the coand the condemnationndemnation of those  of those evils by Gevils by God’s prophod’s prophets generaets generated the coted the concept of Gncept of ncept of Gehennaof Gehenna (lit., “v (lit., “valley of Halley of Hinnom”), ainnom”), a term desi term designating thgnating the burning e burning torture oftorture of condemned con condemned condemned people, thpeople, the “hell ofe “hell of fire” (Ma fire” (Matt. 5:22).tt. 5:22). While the While the name refe name referred to a rred to a specific gspspecific gspecific geographicaeographical locationl location, it also , it also became forbecame for Jews and  Jews and ChristiansChristians a standar a standard term ford terd term for hterm for hell with iell with its tormentts torments and punis and punishment (Mashment (Matt. 10:28;tt. 10:28; 25:30, 46 25:30, 46).).).

At a place called Topheth in Hinnom Valley people worshipped Baal and 
offered their children as burned sacrifices to the god Moloch during the reigns of 
Solomon, Ahaz, and Manasseh (2 Kgs. 23:10; 2 Chr. 28:3; 33:6; Jer. 32:35). This 
caused Jeremiah to name it the Valley of Slaughter (Jer. 7:31-32; 19:5-6). The 
place was made into a garbage dump to desacralize it, making it unfit even for 
pagan worship. For centuries constant fires burned the refuse deposited there. 



The fires and stench along with the recollection of the horrors practiced there 
and the condemnation of those evils by God’s prophets generated the concept 
of Gehenna (lit., “valley of Hinnom”), a term designating the burning torture of 
condemned people, the “hell of fire” (Matt. 5:22). While the name referred to a 
specific geographical location, it also became for Jews and Christians a standard 
term for hell with its torments and punishment (Matt. 10:28; 25:30, 46).

Richard A.Richard A. Spencer Spencer

Richard A. Spencer

HIPPOSHIPPOS (Gk.  (Gk. HiípposHiíppos)))

HIPPOS (Gk. Hiíppos)

A Greek ciA Greek city (Antiocty (Antiochia Hipposhia Hippos) founded ) founded by the Selby the Seleucid kingeucid kings in the 3s in the 3rd centuryrd century  B.C.BB.C.B.C., located , located at modern at modern Qal{at el-Qal{at el-H¸us�nH¸us�n (“fortres (“fortress of the hs of the horse”; 212orse”; 212242), 2 km242), 2 k242), 2 km. (1.2 mkm. (1.2 mi.) E. of i.) E. of the Sea ofthe Sea of Galilee.  Galilee. Conquered Conquered by Alexandby Alexander Janneuser Janneus (ca. 80  (ca. 80 B.C.B.C.), Hippos )b.c.b.c.), Hipb.c.), Hippos was tapos was taken by Pomken by Pompey, at whpey, at which time Pich time Pliny knew liny knew it as a ciit as a city of the ty of the Decapolis DecDecapolis Decapolis ((Nat. hist.Nat. hist. 5, 74). A 5, 74). Augustus gaugustus gave it to Hve it to Herod the Gerod the Great, and reat, and afterwardsafterwards it became it it became it became part of thpart of the provincee province of Syria. of Syria. In Byzant In Byzantine times ine times Hippos wasHippos was a part of a part of Palaestin Pa PalaestinaPalaestina Secunda a Secunda and the seand the seat of a bist of a bishopric. Ithopric. It was known was known in Aramai in Aramaic as Sussic as Sussita (“mare,ta SussiSussita (“Sussita (“mare, horsmare, horse”).e”).e”).

A Greek city (Antiochia Hippos) founded by the Seleucid kings in the 3rd century 
B.C., located at modern Qal{at el-H¸us�n  (“fortress of the horse”; 212242), 2 
km. (1.2 mi.) E. of the Sea of Galilee. Conquered by Alexander Janneus (ca. 80 
B.C.), Hippos was taken by Pompey, at which time Pliny knew it as a city of the 
Decapolis (Nat. hist. 5, 74). Augustus gave it to Herod the Great, and afterwards 
it became part of the province of Syria. In Byzantine times Hippos was a part of 
Palaestina Secunda and the seat of a bishopric. It was known in Aramaic as 
Sussita (“mare, horse”).

�Hippos, a Hippos, a walled citwalled city with a my with a major gate ajor gate on the eason the east and a smt and a smaller one aller one on the weson the won the west, had west, had on the souon the south side ofth side of its main  its main east-west east-west Cardo streCardo street a nymphet a nymphaeum and baeum and baeum and bath housebath house, and on t, and on the north she north side a theaide a theater. Threeter. Three Byzantine Byzantine churches  churches were foundwere foundwere found to tfound to the north ohe north of the Cardf the Cardo and two o and two on the souon the south side, oth side, one of whicne of which was a cah was a cah was a cathedral cathedral triapsidaltriapsidal basilica, basilica, with part with parts of the as of the altar screeltar screen, marble n, marble facing, anfacing, and tesseraed tesserd tesserae ftesserae found thereound there; it also ; it also had an adjhad an adjoining trioining triapsidal baapsidal baptistery wptistery with baptisith baptismal font amal fomal font and mfont and mosaics witosaics with Greek inh Greek inscriptionsscriptions. Remains . Remains of the citof the city’s Sea ofy’s Sea of Galilee p Galilee port have bortpport have port have been foundbeen found. Much of . Much of Hippos wasHippos was destroyed destroyed by earthq by earthquake in uake in A.D.A.D. 747. 747. 747.

Hippos, a walled city with a major gate on the east and a smaller one on the 
west, had on the south side of its main east-west Cardo street a nymphaeum and 
bath house, and on the north side a theater. Three Byzantine churches were 
found to the north of the Cardo and two on the south side, one of which was a 
cathedral triapsidal basilica, with parts of the altar screen, marble facing, and 
tesserae found there; it also had an adjoining triapsidal baptistery with baptismal 
font and mosaics with Greek inscriptions. Remains of the city’s Sea of Galilee 
port have been found. Much of Hippos was destroyed by earthquake in A.D. 747.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. EpsteinC. Epstein, “Hippos , “Hippos (Sussita),(Sussita),” ” NEAEHLNEAEHL 2:634–36. 2:634–36.

Bibliography. C. Epstein, “Hippos (Sussita),” NEAEHL 2:634–36.
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W. Harold Mare

HIRAHHIRAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�iîra®h�iîra®)))

HIRAH (Heb. h�iîra® )

An AdullamAn Adullamite friendite friend (MT Heb.  (MT Heb. reä{eähu®;reä{eähu®; LXX, Vulg LXX, Vulg. “shepher. “shepherd,” from d,” from roœ{eähu®roœ{eroœ{eähu®roœ{eähu®) of Jacob) of Jacob’s son Jud’s son Judah (Gen. 3ah (Gen. 38:1, 12, 28:1, 12, 20-23). It 0-23). It was when Jwas when Judah was vudah was vudah was visiting Hvisiting Hirah that irah that he met thehe met the daughter  daughter of the Canof the Canaanite Shuaanite Shua whom he a whom he married (Gmarried (Gmarried (Gen. 38:2(Gen. 38:2).).

An Adullamite friend (MT Heb. reä{eähu®; LXX, Vulg. “shepherd,” from 
roœ{eähu®) of Jacob’s son Judah (Gen. 38:1, 12, 20-23). It was when Judah was 
visiting Hirah that he met the daughter of the Canaanite Shua whom he married 
(Gen. 38:2).

HIRAMHIRAM (Heb.  (Heb. h�iîraœmh�iîraœm)))

HIRAM (Heb. h�iîraœm )

�1.1. Hiram I,  Hiram I, king of Tyking of Tyre (969–93re (969–935 5 B.C.E.B.C.E.), who liv), who lived on frieed on friendly termsndly terms with both with bo with both Davidboth David and Solom and Solomon. The Bion. The Biblical Hebblical Hebrew form orew form of the namef the name is a shor is a shortened verstened vetened version ofversion of the Phoen the Phoenician Ahirician Ahiram, which am, which has been dhas been discovered iscovered on an inscon an inscribed sarcribed sarcophagus atosarcsarcophagusarcophagus at Byblos at Byblos as the ns as the name of a kame of a king there.ing there. Under Hir Under Hiram I Tyre am I Tyre enjoyed coenjoyed coenjoyed considerabconsiderable expansile expansion and proon and prosperity — sperity — as evidencas evidenced by the ed by the establishmestablishment of colent of coent of colonies ocolonies on Cyprus, n Cyprus, Sardinia, Sardinia, and Sicilyand Sicily, and at G, and at Gades and Tades and Tartessus iartessus in Spain. Jn Spain. Josephus reosepJJosephus rJosephus reports thaeports that Hiram sut Hiram succeeded hicceeded his father As father Abibaal andbibaal and reigned f reigned for 34 yearor 34 years before dsyearyears befoyears before dying are dying at the age t the age of 53. Hirof 53. Hiram is credam is credited with ited with the constrthe construction of uction of embankmentembembankmentembankments to levels to level the easte the eastern part ofrn part of Tyre, the Tyre, the enlargeme enlargement of the nt of the city, the city, the logging ofloglogging oflogging of timber fr timber from Lebanonom Lebanon for the b for the building ofuilding of temples,  temples, erection oerection of fanes tof fanes to Heracles/ He Heracles/MHeracles/Melkart andelkart and Ashtarte, Ashtarte, instituti institution of a neon of a new feast fow feast for the formr the former deity, er deity, demolitiondemdemolitiondemolition of a numb of a number of shrier of shrines, creatnes, creation of a cion of a causeway toauseway to the templ the temple of Zeus/e of Zeus/Baal, and BZeus/Zeus/Baal,Zeus/Baal, and condu and conduct of a suct of a successful cccessful campaign agampaign against Uticainst Utica for its a for its refusal torefusal to pay tribu pay  pay tributpay tribute (e (Ag. Ap.Ag. Ap. 1;  1; Ant.Ant. 8). 8). 8).

1. Hiram I, king of Tyre (969–935 B.C.E.), who lived on friendly terms with 
both David and Solomon. The Biblical Hebrew form of the name is a shortened 
version of the Phoenician Ahiram, which has been discovered on an inscribed 
sarcophagus at Byblos as the name of a king there. Under Hiram I Tyre enjoyed 
considerable expansion and prosperity — as evidenced by the establishment of 



colonies on Cyprus, Sardinia, and Sicily, and at Gades and Tartessus in Spain. 
Josephus reports that Hiram succeeded his father Abibaal and reigned for 34 
years before dying at the age of 53. Hiram is credited with the construction of 
embankments to level the eastern part of Tyre, the enlargement of the city, the 
logging of timber from Lebanon for the building of temples, erection of fanes to 
Heracles/Melkart and Ashtarte, institution of a new feast for the former deity, 
demolition of a number of shrines, creation of a causeway to the temple of 
Zeus/Baal, and conduct of a successful campaign against Utica for its refusal to 
pay tribute (Ag. Ap. 1; Ant. 8).

�Hiram’s frHiram’s friendship wiendship with David ith David and Solomoand Solomon was probn was probably basedably based on mutual on mutual need: Isr nee need: Israneed: Israel lacked el lacked technical technical skills forskills for advancing advancing its mater its material culturial culture; Phoenice; Phoenicia lacked ia lackeia lacked adelacked adequate agriquate agricultural pcultural production.roduction. The OT im The OT implies thatplies that it was sh it was shortly afteortly after David’s r Dr David’s caDavid’s capture of Jpture of Jerusalem terusalem that Hiram hat Hiram sent Tyriasent Tyrian workers,n workers, who excel who excelled in arcled in architecture,harcarchitectuarchitecture, and alre, and also supplieso supplied raw mated raw materials for rials for the buildithe building of Daving of David’s palaced’s palace (2 Sam. 5 (2 S (2 Sam. 5:11)Sam. 5:11). Subseque. Subsequently Solomntly Solomon enteredon entered into a tr into a treaty with eaty with Hiram (1 KHiram (1 Kgs. 5:12[Mgs. 5:12[Mgs. 5:12[MT 265:12[MT 26]). 1 Kgs.]). 1 Kgs. 5:1(15) i 5:1(15) indicates Hndicates Hiram actuairam actually made tlly made the initialhe initial contact a contact after Solomfteraafter Soloafter Solomon’s accemon’s accession to tssion to the throne.he throne. Palestine Palestine became Ph became Phoenicia’s oenicia’s granary begranary because Hiracabebecause Hibecause Hiram receivram received large qed large quantities uantities of barley,of barley, oil, whea oil, wheat, and wint, and wine annuallye annually for both  for for both hfor both his househois household and hisld and his workers.  workers. In return In return Solomon reSolomon received skiceived skilled laborlled labor besides c b besides cebesides cedar and cydar and cypress woodpress wood — shipped — shipped via sea r via sea rafts to Joafts to Joppa — for ppa — for his massivhis massivehis massive comassive constructionnstruction projects. projects. Official  Official buildings buildings dating frodating from this perm this period in Isriod in Israel show mael shoael show many show many signs of Psigns of Phoenician hoenician influencesinfluences in design in design and execu and execution. By stion. By sharing expharing experienced seexpexperienceexperienced sailors,d sailors, Hiram fur Hiram further aidedther aided Solomon i Solomon in his mainn his maintenance oftenance of a merchan a merchan a merchant fmerchant fleet whichleet which operated  operated out of theout of the port of E port of Ezion-geberzion-geber on the Gu on the Gulf of Aqablf of Aqabah (1 Kgs.aAqabAqabah (1 Aqabah (1 Kgs. 9:26-Kgs. 9:26-28; 10:11,28; 10:11, 22). This 22). This fleet evi fleet evidently saidently sailed along led along the Africathe African and Arabn andn and Arabiaand Arabian coasts on coasts of the Red f the Red Sea, dealiSea, dealing in highng in high-cost and -cost and low-bulk llow-bulk luxury itemuxury items like pres lis like precilike precious stonesous stones and exoti and exotic animals.c animals. When Solo When Solomon’s ambimon’s ambitious builtious building progrding progrding program stprogram strained hisrained his treasury  treasury excessivelexcessively or when y or when his tradinhis trading operatiog operations ran intns ran into serious o so serious fiserious financial trnancial trouble, he ouble, he was forcedwas forced to cede 2 to cede 20 cities i0 cities in Galilee n Galilee to Hiram (to Hiram (1 Kgs. 9:11 Kgs1 Kgs. 9:10-Kgs. 9:10-14).14).14).

Hiram’s friendship with David and Solomon was probably based on mutual 
need: Israel lacked technical skills for advancing its material culture; Phoenicia 
lacked adequate agricultural production. The OT implies that it was shortly after 
David’s capture of Jerusalem that Hiram sent Tyrian workers, who excelled in 
architecture, and also supplied raw materials for the building of David’s palace (2 
Sam. 5:11). Subsequently Solomon entered into a treaty with Hiram (1 Kgs. 
5:12[MT 26]). 1 Kgs. 5:1(15) indicates Hiram actually made the initial contact 
after Solomon’s accession to the throne. Palestine became Phoenicia’s granary 
because Hiram received large quantities of barley, oil, wheat, and wine annually 
for both his household and his workers. In return Solomon received skilled labor 
besides cedar and cypress wood — shipped via sea rafts to Joppa — for his 
massive construction projects. Official buildings dating from this period in Israel 
show many signs of Phoenician influences in design and execution. By sharing 
experienced sailors, Hiram further aided Solomon in his maintenance of a 
merchant fleet which operated out of the port of Ezion-geber on the Gulf of 
Aqabah (1 Kgs. 9:26-28; 10:11, 22). This fleet evidently sailed along the African 
and Arabian coasts of the Red Sea, dealing in high-cost and low-bulk luxury items 
like precious stones and exotic animals. When Solomon’s ambitious building 
program strained his treasury excessively or when his trading operations ran into 
serious financial trouble, he was forced to cede 20 cities in Galilee to Hiram (1 
Kgs. 9:10-14).

�2.2. A talente A talented craftsped craftsperson and mrson and metalworkeretalworker whom the  whom the king of Tyking of Tyre lent tore lent to Solomon i So Solomon inSolomon in order to  order to decorate Ydecorate Yahweh’s Jeahweh’s Jerusalem terusalem temple, inclmple, including the uding the erection oerection oerection of Jachin of Jachin and Boaz (and Boaz (1 Kgs. 7:11 Kgs. 7:13-47). Hir3-47). Hiram’s fatheam’s father had beenr had been a Tyrian  a Tyrian artisan inartisan in bronze. H bro bronze. Hibronze. His mother ws mother was either as either a Naphtalia Naphtalite (1 Kgs.te (1 Kgs. 7:14) or  7:14) or a Danite (a Danite (2 Chr. 2:12 Chr. 2:14[13]). Th4[2:12:14[13]).2:14[13]). These two These two labels co labels could deriveuld derive from the  from the same memorsame memory because y because the city Dthe city Dthe city Dan lay wiDan lay within the tthin the territory oerritory of Naphtalif Naphtali. However,. However, the Chron the Chronicler coulicler could have altd have altered Hirameraltaltered Hialtered Hiram’s descram’s descent to draent to draw a parallw a parallel with thel with the Danite Oe Danite Oholiab andholiab and the latte the latter’s constrr’slattelatter’s clatter’s constructioonstruction of the tn of the tabernacle abernacle (cf. Exod.(cf. Exod. 31:6). Su 31:6). Support for pport for purposefulpurposeful alteratio alter alterationalteration comes fro comes from the factm the fact that the  that the ChroniclerChronicler calls the calls the Tyrian Hu Tyrian Huram-abi atram-abi at 2 Chr. 2: 2  2 Chr. 2:12 Chr. 2:13(12), a n3(12), a name which ame which may have bmay have been createeen created by joinid by joining “Hiram”ng “Hiram” to the fi to the final elemennfifinal elemfinal element “ab(i)ent “ab(i)” of Oholi” of Oholiab. Furtheab. Furthermore, thermore, the list of H list of Hiram’s abiiram’s abilities in lities in 1 Kgs. 7:11 Kgs. 1 Kgs. 7:14;Kgs. 7:14; 2 Chr. 2: 2 Chr. 2:7, 14(6, 17, 14(6, 13) is take3) is taken from Exon from Exod. 31:1-6;d. 31:1-6; 35:35. 35:35. 35:35.

2. A talented craftsperson and metalworker whom the king of Tyre lent to 
Solomon in order to decorate Yahweh’s Jerusalem temple, including the erection 
of Jachin and Boaz (1 Kgs. 7:13-47). Hiram’s father had been a Tyrian artisan in 
bronze. His mother was either a Naphtalite (1 Kgs. 7:14) or a Danite (2 Chr. 
2:14[13]). These two labels could derive from the same memory because the city 
Dan lay within the territory of Naphtali. However, the Chronicler could have 
altered Hiram’s descent to draw a parallel with the Danite Oholiab and the 
latter’s construction of the tabernacle (cf. Exod. 31:6). Support for purposeful 
alteration comes from the fact that the Chronicler calls the Tyrian Huram-abi at 
2 Chr. 2:13(12), a name which may have been created by joining “Hiram” to the 



final element “ab(i)” of Oholiab. Furthermore, the list of Hiram’s abilities in 1 
Kgs. 7:14; 2 Chr. 2:7, 14(6, 13) is taken from Exod. 31:1-6; 35:35.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. K. KuanJ. K. Kuan, “Third K, “Third Kingdoms 5:ingdoms 5:1 and Isra1 and Israelite-Tyrielite-Tyrian Relatioan Relations during nsRelatioRelations Relations during theduring the Reign of  Reign of Solomon,” Solomon,” JSOTJSOT 46 (1990) 46 (1990): 31–46.: 31–46.: 31–46.

Bibliography. J. K. Kuan, “Third Kingdoms 5:1 and Israelite-Tyrian 
Relations during the Reign of Solomon,” JSOT 46 (1990): 31–46.
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�3.3. Hiram II, Hiram II, king of T king of Tyre (739-cyre (739-ca. 730), ca. 730), called “kinalled “king of the Sg of the Sidonians.”idonians.” He greatl He grea He greatly exgreatly expanded thepanded the territory territory controlle controlled by Tyre d by Tyre despite thdespite the aggressie aggression of the on of the Assyrian EAsAssyrian EAssyrian Empire. Texmpire. Texts dating ts dating to 738 andto 738 and 734–32 li 734–32 list him amost him among the terng the territories pritories paying tribappaying tripaying tribute to Tibute to Tiglath-pileglath-pileser III (ser III (ANET,ANET, 283). In  283). In 733–732 he733–732 he entered a entered a coalition coalition with Rezi w with Rezinwith Rezin of Damasc of Damascus and theus and the king of A king of Ashkelon agshkelon against Assyainst Assyria; when ria; when the rebellthe rebellion was quiorebellrebellion rebellion was quashewas quashed, Hiram ad, Hiram alone was plone was pardoned.ardoned.ardoned.

3. Hiram II, king of Tyre (739-ca. 730), called “king of the Sidonians.” He 
greatly expanded the territory controlled by Tyre despite the aggression of the 
Assyrian Empire. Texts dating to 738 and 734–32 list him among the territories 
paying tribute to Tiglath-pileser III (ANET, 283). In 733–732 he entered a coalition 
with Rezin of Damascus and the king of Ashkelon against Assyria; when the 
rebellion was quashed, Hiram alone was pardoned.

�4.4. Hiram III Hiram III, king of , king of Tyre (551–Tyre (551–532). Appa532). Apparently a lrently a loyal vassaoyal vassal of Nabonl of Nabonidus, he widus, hidus, he was sumhe was summoned frommoned from Babylon t Babylon to succeed o succeed his brothehis brother Maharbalr Maharbal (Merbal;  (Merbal; Josephus JosephuJosephus Josephus Ag. Ap.Ag. Ap. 1.158–59) 1.158–59). With the. With the accession accession of Cyrus  of Cyrus in 539 Tyrin 539 Tyre became pe became part of theart ppart of thpart of the Persian e Persian Empire.Empire.Empire.

4. Hiram III, king of Tyre (551–532). Apparently a loyal vassal of Nabonidus, 
he was summoned from Babylon to succeed his brother Maharbal (Merbal; 
Josephus Ag. Ap. 1.158–59). With the accession of Cyrus in 539 Tyre became 
part of the Persian Empire.

�5.5. Hiram IV, Hiram IV, king of T king of Tyre and a yre and a contemporacontemporary of the ry of the Persian kiPersian king Darius ng Darius I HystaspeI HysI Hystaspes Hystaspes (521–486).(521–486). Herodotus Herodotus ( (Hist.Hist. 7.98) ref 7.98) refers to himers to him as Siromo as Siromos.s.s.

5. Hiram IV, king of Tyre and a contemporary of the Persian king Darius I 
Hystaspes (521–486). Herodotus (Hist. 7.98) refers to him as Siromos.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. J. KatzH. J. Katzenstein, enstein, The HistorThe History of Tyrey of Tyre (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1973).m, 1973).

Bibliography. H. J. Katzenstein, The History of Tyre (Jerusalem, 1973).

HIRELINGHIRELINGHIRELING

HIRELING

A free perA free person who woson who worked for arked for a wage (Heb wage (Heb. . síaœk�iîr;síaœk�iîr; Gk.  Gk. misthoœtoœmisthoœtoœss). Hirelin). H). Hirelings Hirelings worked as worked as farm laborfarm laborers (Lev. ers (Lev. 25:6), she25:6), shepherds (Jopherds (John 10:12-1hn 10:12-13), and me3), and mercenaries rmemercenariemercenaries (Jer. 46s (Jer. 46:21). The :21). The hireling’shireling’s “days” we “days” were toilsomre toilsome and longe and long (Job 7:1; (Job 7:1; 14:6). An 14: 14:6). Ani14:6). Animals were mals were also hiredalso hired for work  for work (Exod. 22:(Exod. 22:15[MT 14])15[MT 14])...

A free person who worked for a wage (Heb. síaœk�iîr;  Gk. misthoœtoœs). 
Hirelings worked as farm laborers (Lev. 25:6), shepherds (John 10:12-13), and 
mercenaries (Jer. 46:21). The hireling’s “days” were toilsome and long (Job 7:1; 
14:6). Animals were also hired for work (Exod. 22:15[MT 14]).

�Hirelings Hirelings served on served on a yearly (a yearly (Lev. 25:53Lev. 25:53) or daily) or daily basis (De basis (Deut. 24:15)ut. 24:15), working , working , working thworking the allottede allotted time in o time in order to rerder to receive theiceive their wages (Jr wages (Job 7:2). Iob 7:2). Isaiah refesaiah refers to yearrs tors to years “to years “as a hirelas a hireling would ing would count themcount them,” indicat,” indicating that aing that a hireling  hireling would not would not work one dworwork one dwork one day beyond ay beyond the agreemthe agreement with hent with his employeis employer (Isa. 16r (Isa. 16:14; 21:16:14; 21:16). Some em). Some e). Some employers employers paid opprepaid oppressive wagessive wages, though s, though the Law fothe Law forbade the rbade the oppressionoppression of a hire of a hire of a hireling (hireling (Deut. 24:1Deut. 24:14-15).4-15).4-15).

Hirelings served on a yearly (Lev. 25:53) or daily basis (Deut. 24:15), 
working the allotted time in order to receive their wages (Job 7:2). Isaiah refers 
to years “as a hireling would count them,” indicating that a hireling would not 
work one day beyond the agreement with his employer (Isa. 16:14; 21:16). Some 
employers paid oppressive wages, though the Law forbade the oppression of a 
hireling (Deut. 24:14-15).

�Since a hiSince a hireling hadreling had no owners no ownership in hiship in his employmen employment, responst, responsibility waibility was easily ls easily s easily laceasily lacking. Jesuking. Jesus referreds referred to this l to this lack of comack of commitment inmitment in a hired p a hired person (Joherson (John 10:12-13n 10:n 10:12-13).10:12-13).

Since a hireling had no ownership in his employment, responsibility was 
easily lacking. Jesus referred to this lack of commitment in a hired person (John 
10:12-13).

Alan Ray BAlan Ray Buescheruescher

Alan Ray Buescher
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HISTORIOGRAPHY, BIBLICAL

The study The study of biblicaof biblical history l history has focusehas focused on the Fd on the Former Propormer Prophets, parthets, particularly ticularly the books ohe bhe books of Jbooks of Joshua, Judoshua, Judges, Samueges, Samuel, and Kinl, and Kings. Althougs. Although the boogh the book of Chronk of Chronicles paraicles parallels larglparaparallels parallels large portlarge portions of Saions of Samuel and Kmuel and Kings, it hings, it has been laas been largely passrgely passed over oned over on the assum the the assumpthe assumption that tion that its theoloits theological biasgical biases made ites made it less reli less reliable than able than its cousinits cousins. The fols. Thes. The folkloThe folkloristic narristic narratives ofratives of the patri the patriarchs and archs and early Israearly Israel in the el in the PentateuchPentateuch might als might might alsomight also be includ be included within ed within the broad the broad discussiondiscussion of biblic of biblical historial historiography. Tography. The characthe che character character of the disof the discussion wicussion will depend ll depend largely onlargely on the defin the definition adopition adopted for hited for historical wstorhihistoricalhistorical writing. writing.

The study of biblical history has focused on the Former Prophets, particularly the 
books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings. Although the book of Chronicles 
parallels large portions of Samuel and Kings, it has been largely passed over on 
the assumption that its theological biases made it less reliable than its cousins. 



The folkloristic narratives of the patriarchs and early Israel in the Pentateuch 
might also be included within the broad discussion of biblical historiography. The 
character of the discussion will depend largely on the definition adopted for 
historical writing.

DefinitionDefinition of Histor of Historyy

Definition of History

The traditThe traditional defiional definition of nition of the historthe historical writiical writing was shang was shaped under ped under the historthe historical positical pical positivismpositivism of the 19 of the 19th centuryth century, and emph, and emphasized theasized the critical  critical and scientand scientific descrific description andiptiondescrdescriptiodescription and evaln and evaluation of uation of past eventpast events (in the s (in the words of twords of the 19th-cehe 19th-century Germntury German historiaGermGerman hisGerman historian Leotorian Leopold von Rpold von Ranke, “to anke, “to tell it astell it as it actual it actually happenely happened.”) The rd.”) The recognitionecorrecognitiorecognition, howevern, however, that all, that all historica historical writing l writing is biased is biased had led tohad led to a re-eval a re-evaluation of uation re-evalre-evaluatre-evaluation of theion of the “science” “science” of histor of history. A definy. A definition of hition of history empistory emphasizing “hasizing “antiquariaantiq““antiquari“antiquarian interesan interests” elimints” eliminates the pates the problem, yeroblem, yet still int still introduces ttroduces the quite mhe quite modern concodermmodern conmodern concept of ancept of antiquarianitiquarianism into thsm into the definitie definition. Althouon. Although there agh there are aspectsre aspects of biblic o of biblicaof biblical historicl historical narratial narratives which ves which are of sucare of such interesth interest, it may b, it may be legitimae legitimately askedtely asktely asked whetasked whether the teher the text itself,xt itself, its autho its author, or its r, or its readers hareaders had purely ad purely antiquarianntiquarian interests inter interests.interests. A popular A popular definitio definition of the hn of the historical istorical genre is tgenre is that offerehat offered by the Dd by the Dutch histoutch hutch historian historian Johan HuizJohan Huizinga: “Hisinga: “History is thtory is the intellece intellectual form tual form in which ain which a civilizat civilization renderion renion renders acrenders account to icount to itself of itself of its past” ats past” and as suchnd as such it “compr it “comprises everyises every form of h form of historical istorhhistoricalhistorical record: t record: that of thehat of the annalist, annalist, the write the writer of memoir of memoirs, the hirs, the historical pstorical philosopherhilosoppphilosophephilosopher, and ther, and the scholarly scholarly researche researcher.” Modernr.” Modern historian historians have tens have tended increaded increasingly towsincreaincreasingincreasingly toward ly toward this last this last definitiondefinition, which em, which emphasizes tphasizes the use of he use of the past fthe past for self-unor seor self-underself-understanding rstanding rather thanather than the suppo the supposedly critsedly critical and oical and objective sbjective scientific cientific reconstrucreconreconstrucreconstruction of thtion of the past. Noe past. Notably outstably outside the paide the parameters orameters of this deff this definition isinition is the quest the the questithe question of histon of historical verorical veracity or sacity or scientific cientific evaluationevaluation..

The traditional definition of the historical writing was shaped under the historical 
positivism of the 19th century, and emphasized the critical and scientific 
description and evaluation of past events (in the words of the 19th-century 
German historian Leopold von Ranke, “to tell it as it actually happened.”) The 
recognition, however, that all historical writing is biased had led to a 
re-evaluation of the “science” of history. A definition of history emphasizing 
“antiquarian interests” eliminates the problem, yet still introduces the quite 
modern concept of antiquarianism into the definition. Although there are aspects 
of biblical historical narratives which are of such interest, it may be legitimately 
asked whether the text itself, its author, or its readers had purely antiquarian 
interests. A popular definition of the historical genre is that offered by the Dutch 
historian Johan Huizinga: “History is the intellectual form in which a civilization 
renders account to itself of its past” and as such it “comprises every form of 
historical record: that of the annalist, the writer of memoirs, the historical 
philosopher, and the scholarly researcher.” Modern historians have tended 
increasingly toward this last definition, which emphasizes the use of the past for 
self-understanding rather than the supposedly critical and objective scientific 
reconstruction of the past. Notably outside the parameters of this definition is 
the question of historical veracity or scientific evaluation.

Survey of Survey of ResearchResearch

Survey of Research

The study The study of biblicaof biblical history l history has been dhas been dominated bominated by the quesy the question of hition of historical rstorical reliabilityeliabrreliabilitreliability. With thy. With the rise of e rise of historicalhistorical criticism criticism, the orig, the origin and hisin and historicity otoricity of biblicalf biblical narrative n narrativesnarratives and parti and particularly thcularly the Pentateue Pentateuch became ch became a central a central question. question. The documeThe documentary hypondocumedocumentardocumentary hypothesy hypothesis envisiois envisioned the grned the gradual evoladual evolution of tution of the Pentatehe Pentateuch beginnuch beginnuch beginning beginning with the Ywith the Yahwist andahwist and Elohist h Elohist historical istorical narrativesnarratives which wer which were written e written in the 10tin tin the 10th tthe 10th through 9thhrough 9th centuries centuries  B.C.E.B.C.E. and event and eventually combually combined. To tined. To these narrahese narratives weretivesnarranarrativesnarratives were adde were added the Deutd the Deuteronomist’eronomist’s work in s work in the 7th cethe 7th century and ntury and finally a finally a Priestly wPPriestly wPriestly writer brouriter brought the whght the whole togethole together in the er in the 5th centur5th century. Once thy. Once this outlineis outline was estab w was establwas established, theished, the hypothesi hypothesis was extes was extended to thnded to the historice historical books aal books as well. Ths well. The Priestlye ThThe PriestThe Priestly work waly work was considers considered late aned late and thereford therefore of margie of marginal value;nal value; the assoc the association of iaassocassociatioassociation of the hn of the historical istorical narrativesnarratives in the bo in the books of Chroks of Chronicles wionicles with the Prith the Priestly writestly PriPriestly wPriestly writer naturiter naturally raisrally raised questioed questions about tns about their histoheir historical relirical reliability.ability.ability.

The study of biblical history has been dominated by the question of historical 
reliability. With the rise of historical criticism, the origin and historicity of biblical 
narratives and particularly the Pentateuch became a central question. The 
documentary hypothesis envisioned the gradual evolution of the Pentateuch 
beginning with the Yahwist and Elohist historical narratives which were written in 
the 10th through 9th centuries B.C.E. and eventually combined. To these 
narratives were added the Deuteronomist’s work in the 7th century and finally a 
Priestly writer brought the whole together in the 5th century. Once this outline 
was established, the hypothesis was extended to the historical books as well. 
The Priestly work was considered late and therefore of marginal value; the 
association of the historical narratives in the books of Chronicles with the 



Priestly writer naturally raised questions about their historical reliability.

�The attempThe attempt to undert to understand the stand the formation formation of Israel’of Israel’s traditios traditions has beens has been closely n closeln closely asclosely associated wsociated with effortith efforts to idents to identify the thify the theological eological threads ofthreads of the vario the various traditius traus traditionstraditions. A promin. A prominent way ofent way of describin describing the biblg the biblical view ical view of Israel’of Israel’s past hass past has been call been been callebeen called “Salvatid “Salvation Historyon History” ” (Heilsgesc(Heilsgeschichte).hichte). Biblical  Biblical theologiantheologians envisions envisioned a specied a sped a special idspecial idea of histea of history in ancory in ancient Israeient Israel which col which conceived ofnceived of Yahweh as Yahweh as guiding a guiding and activelnd and actively dactively directing eirecting events towavents towards a goalrds a goal. Special . Special claims regclaims regarding Israrding Israel’s uniqael’s unique conceptue conue concept ofconcept of history a history as linear as linear and dynamicnd dynamic as oppose as opposed to the cd to the cyclical anyclical and static cd static concepts ofoncecconcepts oconcepts of other Nef other Near Easternar Eastern cultures  cultures are associare associated with ated with the Biblicthe Biblical Theologal Theology movementy TheologTheology mTheology movement. Tovement. This perspehis perspective overctive overdraws the draws the contrast bcontrast between Isretween Israel and heael and ael and her neand her neighbors. Iighbors. Its adherents adherents paintedts painted Near East Near Eastern culturern cultures into anes into an unduly na unduly narrow framerrnanarrow franarrow framework whimework while at the le at the same time same time overlookinoverlooking aspects g aspects of recurreof recurrence, typolnce, typonce, typology, typology, and analogand analogy in bibliy in biblical historcal historiography. iography. As a resulAs a result, the Bibt, the Biblical Theolical Theology movemlogy mlogy movement amovement along with long with Salvation Salvation History caHistory came under sme under scathing crcathing criticism beiticism beginning inginning in the early inin the earin the early 1960s. ly 1960s. This critiThis criticism, althcism, although largeough largely correctly correct, naturall, naturally tended ty tended to overreaco overo overreact,overreact, with the  with the result tharesult that all distt all distinction beinction between ancitween ancient Israelent Israel and other and other Near East Nea Near EasteNear Eastern culturern cultures was overs was overlooked. Itlooked. It remains t remains true that arue that ancient Isrncient Israel was prael was preoccupied eoprpreoccupiepreoccupied with itsd with its past to a past to a much grea much greater degreeter degree than Meso than Mesopotamian cpotamian civilizatioivilizations and espncivilizatiocivilizaticivilizations and esons and especially apecially ancient Egyncient Egypt. As a rpt. As a result, bibesult, biblical histlical historiographyoriography is shaped is shape is shaped by shaped by a remarkaba remarkable degree le degree of introspof introspection whiection which is barech is barely perceptly perceptible in Meible in MesopotamiansoMeMesopotamiMesopotamian or Egypan or Egyptian histotian historiography.riography. This undo This undoubtedly reubtedly reflects, fiflects, first of allrst of all, the fact, the, the fact tthe fact that biblichat biblical historial historiography waography was not stats not state sponsoree sponsored, but it d, but it also reflealso reflects the uncts thects the uniquethe unique geographi geographical, sociacal, social, and cull, and cultural forctural forces which ses which shaped the haped the history ofhistory of ancient I anc ancient Isancient Israel.rael.rael.

The attempt to understand the formation of Israel’s traditions has been 
closely associated with efforts to identify the theological threads of the various 
traditions. A prominent way of describing the biblical view of Israel’s past has 
been called “Salvation History” (Heilsgeschichte). Biblical theologians envisioned a 
special idea of history in ancient Israel which conceived of Yahweh as guiding and 
actively directing events towards a goal. Special claims regarding Israel’s unique 
concept of history as linear and dynamic as opposed to the cyclical and static 
concepts of other Near Eastern cultures are associated with the Biblical 
Theology movement. This perspective overdraws the contrast between Israel 
and her neighbors. Its adherents painted Near Eastern cultures into an unduly 
narrow framework while at the same time overlooking aspects of recurrence, 
typology, and analogy in biblical historiography. As a result, the Biblical Theology 
movement along with Salvation History came under scathing criticism beginning 
in the early 1960s. This criticism, although largely correct, naturally tended to 
overreact, with the result that all distinction between ancient Israel and other 
Near Eastern cultures was overlooked. It remains true that ancient Israel was 
preoccupied with its past to a much greater degree than Mesopotamian 
civilizations and especially ancient Egypt. As a result, biblical historiography is 
shaped by a remarkable degree of introspection which is barely perceptible in 
Mesopotamian or Egyptian historiography. This undoubtedly reflects, first of all, 
the fact that biblical historiography was not state sponsored, but it also reflects 
the unique geographical, social, and cultural forces which shaped the history of 
ancient Israel.

�The critiqThe critique of the ue of the Biblical TBiblical Theology moheology movement sprvement spread into sead into studies of tudies of the Patriathe Patthe PatriarchaPatriarchal narrativl narratives. Attempes. Attempts to recots to reconstruct sonstruct some historime historical kernelcal kernel from the  from the folkloristfolfolkloristfolkloristic patriaric patriarchal tradichal traditions weretions were largely d largely discreditediscredited in the 19 in the 1970s, espec70s, especially by Jially byially by John Vaby John Van Seters (n Seters (Abraham inAbraham in History a History and Traditind Tradition,on, 1975) and 1975) and Thomas L. Thomas L. Thompson  Thomps Thompson (Thompson (The HistorThe Historicity of ticity of the Patriarhe Patriarchal Narrachal Narratives,tives, 1974). Fr 1974). From there tom there the critiquhe critiquhe critique ocritique of biblicalf biblical historica historical narrativl narrative spread te spread to the Conqo the Conquest and Suest and Settlement ettlement period andperioperiod andperiod and finally t finally to the perio the period of the od of the Monarchy. Monarchy. The new coThe new consensus isnsensus is that a mo that a modern histodmomodern hismodern history of Istory of Israel can orael can only begin nly begin in the 10tin the 10th century h century with the Uwith the United Monanited Monarchy (e.g.rMonaMonarchy (Monarchy (e.g., J. Ae.g., J. A. Soggin, . Soggin, J. MaxwellJ. Maxwell Miller, J Miller, John H. Hayohn H. Hayes). Some,es). Some, however,  however, would likewouwould likewould like to push t to push the startinhe starting point ing point into the Perto the Persian or evsian or even the Helen the Hellenistic plenistic period (Thoeriodpperiod (Thperiod (Thompson, Phompson, Philip R. Dailip R. Davies). Thivies). This type of s type of historicalhistorical nihilism  nihilism has not athas not attracted a tractatattracted attracted a large foa large following, ellowing, essentiallyssentially because t because there is tohere is too much deto much detail in theail in the biblical  biblic biblical nbiblical narratives arratives corroboratcorroborated by arched by archaeologicalaeological and Near  and Near Eastern soEastern sources to burces to be dismissee bbe dismissbe dismissed as Persed as Persian or Helian or Hellenistic flenistic fiction.iction.

The critique of the Biblical Theology movement spread into studies of the 
Patriarchal narratives. Attempts to reconstruct some historical kernel from the 
folkloristic patriarchal traditions were largely discredited in the 1970s, especially 
by John Van Seters (Abraham in History and Tradition, 1975) and Thomas L. 
Thompson (The Historicity of the Patriarchal Narratives, 1974). From there the 
critique of biblical historical narrative spread to the Conquest and Settlement 
period and finally to the period of the Monarchy. The new consensus is that a 
modern history of Israel can only begin in the 10th century with the United 
Monarchy (e.g., J. A. Soggin, J. Maxwell Miller, John H. Hayes). Some, however, 
would like to push the starting point into the Persian or even the Hellenistic 
period (Thompson, Philip R. Davies). This type of historical nihilism has not 
attracted a large following, essentially because there is too much detail in the 
biblical narratives corroborated by archaeological and Near Eastern sources to 
be dismissed as Persian or Hellenistic fiction.
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Biblical hBiblical historical istorical writing inwriting invariably bvariably brings the rings the past up topast up to the prese the present. That int. That is, the auts, the aus, the authors, rauthors, redactors, edactors, and editorand editors of biblis of biblical historcal historical narraical narratives end tives end their accotheir accounts in thunts inunts in their oin their own times. wn times. So, e.g., So, e.g., the final the final compositiocomposition of the bn of the book of Kinook of Kings is genegs is generally attrrally genegenerally generally attributedattributed to the Ex to the Exile, whereile, where the histo the historical narrrical narrative endsative ends. A broad . A broad consensus consconsensus consensus would see would see an early ran early redaction oedaction of the bookf the book in the ti in the time of Josime of Josiah; it desah; it described thecribdesdescribed described the historthe history of Israey of Israel up untill up until the late  the late 7th centur7th century. In the y. In the same way, same way, the books the bthe books of Cbooks of Chronicles hronicles were firstwere first composed  composed in the earin the early Persianly Persian period an period and took thed took the history o thethe historthe history of Israey of Israel down intl down into the writo the writer’s own der’s own day. A lateay. A later editor tr editor then attachhen attached the booed ted the books the books of Ezra-Neof Ezra-Nehemiah by hemiah by repeating repeating the last vthe last verses in Cerses in Chronicles hronicles at the begat the beginning of inbegbeginning beginning of Ezra (cof Ezra (compare 2 Compare 2 Chr. 36:22-hr. 36:22-23 with Ez23 with Ezra 1:1-2).ra 1:1-2). This aspe This aspect of biblct of biblical histoicalbiblbiblical hbiblical historiograistoriography highliphy highlights the cghts the continuity ontinuity which the which the writers fewriters felt with thlt with the past; the past;e past; theypast; they were part were part of a cont of a continually uninually unfolding stfolding story. The iory. The importance mportance of placingof placing the prese the the presenthe present in toucht in touch with the  with the past is alpast is also reflectso reflected in the ed in the historicalhistorical psalms (e psalms (e.g., Pss. .g., Pss.g., Pss. 78, 1Pss. 78, 105, 106, 105, 106, 136) and Mo36) and Moses’ speecses’ speech to Israeh to Israel before tl before they enter hey enter the land (the land (Deut. 1:1-Deu((Deut. 1:1(Deut. 1:1-4:40).-4:40).-4:40).

Biblical historical writing invariably brings the past up to the present. That is, the 
authors, redactors, and editors of biblical historical narratives end their accounts 
in their own times. So, e.g., the final composition of the book of Kings is 
generally attributed to the Exile, where the historical narrative ends. A broad 
consensus would see an early redaction of the book in the time of Josiah; it 
described the history of Israel up until the late 7th century. In the same way, the 
books of Chronicles were first composed in the early Persian period and took 
the history of Israel down into the writer’s own day. A later editor then attached 
the books of Ezra-Nehemiah by repeating the last verses in Chronicles at the 
beginning of Ezra (compare 2 Chr. 36:22-23 with Ezra 1:1-2). This aspect of 
biblical historiography highlights the continuity which the writers felt with the 
past; they were part of a continually unfolding story. The importance of placing 
the present in touch with the past is also reflected in the historical psalms (e.g., 
Pss. 78, 105, 106, 136) and Moses’ speech to Israel before they enter the land 
(Deut. 1:1-4:40).
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HITTITESHITTITES (Heb.  (Heb. h�ittiîh�ittiî)))

HITTITES (Heb. h�ittiî )

One of theOne of the great pol great political powitical powers of anters of antiquity whoiquity who during th during the 2nd mille 2nd millennium ennium B.C.B.C. controlle c controlledcontrolled much of t much of the area cohe area comprising mmprising modern Turkodern Turkey. Duringey. During their hey their heyday the Hiday the Hday the Hittites bHittites built a powuilt a powerful empierful empire with itre with its capital s capital at at HÓattusûaHÓattusûa (ca. 200  (ca. 200 km. [124 mkm. [124 mkm. [124 mi.] W of mi.] W of Ankara at Ankara at modern Bogmodern Boghazköy) anhazköy) and stretchid stretching from thng from the Aegean Se Aegean Sea as far ea as faea as far east afar east as the Euphs the Euphrates Riverates River and intor and into the north the northern Levantern Levant..

One of the great political powers of antiquity who during the 2nd millennium B.C. 
controlled much of the area comprising modern Turkey. During their heyday the 
Hittites built a powerful empire with its capital at HÓattusûa (ca. 200 km. [124 
mi.] W of Ankara at modern Boghazköy) and stretching from the Aegean Sea as 
far east as the Euphrates River and into the northern Levant.

Faience tiFaience tile of a Hile of a Hittite captttite captive; mortuive; mortuary templeary temple of Ramese of Rameses III (12ts III (12th century h century B.C.E.B.C.EB.C.E.B.C.E.). He wear). He wears a short s a short kilt underkilt under a bright  a bright (perhaps L(perhaps Libyan) manibyan) mantle (Servitle (Service de Muséce de Muce de Musées, CaMusées, Cairo)iro)

Faience tile of a Hittite captive; mortuary temple of Rameses III (12th century 
B.C.E.). He wears a short kilt under a bright (perhaps Libyan) mantle (Service de 
Musées, Cairo)
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History

�Though preThough presumed to hsumed to have been pave been part of an art of an Indo-europIndo-european migratean migration that aion that arrived in rrivaarrived inarrived in Anatolia  Anatolia ca. 2300, ca. 2300, the exact the exact origins oforigins of the Hitti the Hittites and thtes and their route eir route into Anatointo Ainto Anatolia aAnatolia are still dre still disputed. Wisputed. While some hile some believe thbelieve they enteredey entered from the  from the east or creast or crossed the osscrcrossed thcrossed the Black See Black Sea, they moa, they most likely st likely followed tfollowed the traditihe traditional migraonal migration routetion route through T thr through Ththrough Thrace, acrorace, across the Bosss the Bosporus, andporus, and into nort into northwestern Thwestern Turkey. Theurkey. These immigrase immigse immigrantsimmigrants, perhaps , perhaps pushed by pushed by succeedingsucceeding Luwian tr Luwian tribes, reacibes, reached as farhed as far east as t east as the Euphrathetthe Euphrathe Euphrates where tes where their firstheir first influentt influential kingdoial kingdom was formm was formed around ed around the city othe city of f KusûsûarKKusûsûarKusûsûar. Pressure. Pressure from the  from the already esalready established tablished Hurrians iHurrians in the eastn the east, however,, however, seems to  s seems to hseems to have pushedave pushed the Indo- the Indo-european neuropean newcomers bewcomers back into cack into central Anaentral Anatolia whertolia wtolia where theywhere they ultimatel ultimately founded y founded HÓattusûaHÓattusûa on the si on the site of a prte of a previously deviously destroyed sestroyed sestroyed settlementsettlement...

Though presumed to have been part of an Indo-european migration that 



arrived in Anatolia ca. 2300, the exact origins of the Hittites and their route into 
Anatolia are still disputed. While some believe they entered from the east or 
crossed the Black Sea, they most likely followed the traditional migration route 
through Thrace, across the Bosporus, and into northwestern Turkey. These 
immigrants, perhaps pushed by succeeding Luwian tribes, reached as far east as 
the Euphrates where their first influential kingdom was formed around the city of 
Kusûsûar. Pressure from the already established Hurrians in the east, however, 
seems to have pushed the Indo-european newcomers back into central Anatolia 
where they ultimately founded HÓattusûa on the site of a previously destroyed 
settlement.

�The nativeThe native culture o culture of central f central Anatolia uAnatolia upon the arpon the arrival of trival of the Indo-euhe Indo-europeans waropeans Indo-euIndo-europIndo-europeans was eans was HÓatticHÓattic and the c and the country wasountry was known as  known as “the Land “the Land of of HÓattiHÓatti.” The new.HÓattiHÓatti.” THÓatti.” The newcomehe newcomers were rars were rapidly intepidly integrated intgrated into the natio the native cultureve culture and by ad and by ad and by adopting tadopting the designahe designation “men tion “men of of HÓatti”HÓatti” eventuall eventually came to y came to be known abe known as “Hittites “Hittites “Hittites,“Hittites,” a name f” a name familiar framiliar from the bibom the biblical narrlical narratives andatives and, ultimate, ultimately, througly, through their owh theirh their own their own records. Trecords. Thousands ohousands of cuneiforf cuneiform tablets m tablets have been have been found in afound in archives atrchives at  atat at HÓattusûaHÓattusûa as well a as well as smaller s smaller regional cregional centers sucenters such as Tapikh as Tapikka, ka, SÁapinuwaSÁapinuwa, and , a, and and SÁarissaSÁarissa. These te. These texts are suxts are supplementedpplemented by thousa by thousands of Oldnds of Old Assyrian  Assyrian tablets fotabletstablets fotablets found princiund principally at pally at KanesûKanesû (modern K (modern Kültepe); aültepe); although thlthough the Old Assye Old Assyrian textsrian AssyAssyrian tAssyrian texts predaexts predate the Hitte the Hittite statetite state by severa by several centuriel centuries, they ils, they illuminate tluminate the socio-phe soche socio-polisocio-political conttical context from wext from which the Hhich the Hittites evittites eventually eentually emerged.merged.merged.

The native culture of central Anatolia upon the arrival of the 
Indo-europeans was HÓattic and the country was known as “the Land of 
HÓatti.” The newcomers were rapidly integrated into the native culture and by 
adopting the designation “men of HÓatti” eventually came to be known as 
“Hittites,” a name familiar from the biblical narratives and, ultimately, through 
their own records. Thousands of cuneiform tablets have been found in archives 
at HÓattusûa as well as smaller regional centers such as Tapikka, SÁapinuwa, 
and SÁarissa. These texts are supplemented by thousands of Old Assyrian 
tablets found principally at Kanesû (modern Kültepe); although the Old 
Assyrian texts predate the Hittite state by several centuries, they illuminate the 
socio-political context from which the Hittites eventually emerged.

�Hittite naHittite names found mes found in the Oldin the Old Assyrian  Assyrian records inrecords indicate thadicate that native At native Anatolians natolianAAnatoliansAnatolians were heav were heavily involvily involved in the ed in the Old AssyriOld Assyrian trade nan trade network whietwork which flourisch flourished ca. 20heflourisflourishedflourished ca. 2000– ca. 2000–1750. Econ1750. Economic and pomic and political colitical competitionompetition between t between the Anatolihe Anatolihe Anatolian Anatolian cities ledcities led to the de to the demise of thmise of that commercat commercial networial network by ca. 1k by ca. 1750, and a750, and after a perftaafter a peafter a period of inriod of intense regitense regional compeonal competition andtition and slow cons slow consolidation olidation the Old Hithe Old Hittite KingttiHiHittite KiHittite Kingdom (ca.ngdom (ca. 1650–1400 1650–1400) emerged ) emerged with its cwith its center at enter at HÓattusûaHÓattusûa. While th. While t. While the recordthe record of this i of this integrationntegration process r process remains laremains largely unclegely unclear, evidenar, evidence suggestce suggests that thes ths that the Hthat the Hittite staittite state arose ate arose as the resus the result of incrlt of increasingly seasingly sophisticatophisticated interaced interaction, firstion, fition, first betwfirst between the neeen the newly arrivewly arrived Indo-eurd Indo-europeans andopeans and the indig the indigenous enous HÓattiansHÓattians, and late, an, and later and later between thbetween this mixed Ais mixed Anatolian pnatolian population opulation and the Asand the Assyrian trasyrian traders. The ders. The lack of anlalack of anlack of any evidencey evidence outside o outside of the Hittf the Hittite languaite language indicatge indicates the fules the full extent tl extent to which tho whico which the which the newcomers newcomers were integwere integrated intorated into the nativ the native Anatoliae Anatolian way of ln way of life.ife.ife.

Hittite names found in the Old Assyrian records indicate that native 
Anatolians were heavily involved in the Old Assyrian trade network which 
flourished ca. 2000–1750. Economic and political competition between the 
Anatolian cities led to the demise of that commercial network by ca. 1750, and 
after a period of intense regional competition and slow consolidation the Old 
Hittite Kingdom (ca. 1650–1400) emerged with its center at HÓattusûa. While 
the record of this integration process remains largely unclear, evidence suggests 
that the Hittite state arose as the result of increasingly sophisticated interaction, 
first between the newly arrived Indo-europeans and the indigenous HÓattians, 
and later between this mixed Anatolian population and the Assyrian traders. The 
lack of any evidence outside of the Hittite language indicates the full extent to 
which the newcomers were integrated into the native Anatolian way of life.

�The first The first known Hittknown Hittite kings,ite kings, Labarna a Labarna and nd HÓattusûilHÓattusûilii I, were t I, were tireless coireless conquerors wnqucoconquerorsconquerors who integ who integrated muchrated much of the An of the Anatolian peatolian peninsula inninsula into a widesto a widespread polipread polpread political political kingdom. Tkingdom. This initiahis initial period ol period of brillianf brilliance was capce was capped by ped by MursûiliMursûili I’s captu I’s capture of Babyrcaptucapture ofcapture of Babylon ( Babylon (ca. 1595),ca. 1595), but when  but when internal finternal factionalisactionalism led to m led to Mursûili’sMursûili’s assassina ass assassinatassassination the Olion the Old Kingdom d Kingdom went into went into decline. Odecline. Other powerther powers such as s such as Arzawa andArzawa aArzawa and the Huand the Hurrians sourrians sought to capght to capitalize onitalize on this inte this internal discornal discord by expard by expanding intonding into Hittite t Hit Hittite teHittite territory, brritory, but after aut after a period of period of weakness  weakness that brougthat brought the kinht the kingdom to negdom to near extinctar nenear extinnear extinction, thection, the Hittites’ Hittites’ sagging f sagging fortunes reortunes revived undevived under Middle Hr Middle Hittite rulittite rulers such aers sers such as such as Tudh˙aliyaTudh˙aliya II just p II just prior to 14rior to 1400.00.00.

The first known Hittite kings, Labarna and HÓattusûili I, were tireless 
conquerors who integrated much of the Anatolian peninsula into a widespread 
political kingdom. This initial period of brilliance was capped by Mursûili I’s 
capture of Babylon (ca. 1595), but when internal factionalism led to Mursûili’s 
assassination the Old Kingdom went into decline. Other powers such as Arzawa 
and the Hurrians sought to capitalize on this internal discord by expanding into 



Hittite territory, but after a period of weakness that brought the kingdom to 
near extinction, the Hittites’ sagging fortunes revived under Middle Hittite rulers 
such as Tudh˙aliya II just prior to 1400.

�The HittitThe Hittite Empire (e Empire (1400–1175)1400–1175) evolved f evolved from the exrom the exploits of ploits of SÁuppiluliSÁuppiluliumaumSÁuppiluliSÁuppiluliSÁuppiluliumauma I and con I and continued to tinued to develop undevelop under charisder charismatic rulematic rulers such asrs such as  MursûiliMurMursûiliMursûili II,  II, HÓattusûilHÓattusûilii III, and  III, and Tudh˙aliyaTudh˙aliya IV. The e IV. The empire attampire attained its gined its greatest inreatesggreatest igreatest influence dnfluence during thisuring this period an period and shared td shared the internahe international spotional spotlight wittlight with other mah othh other majoother major powers sr powers such as Egyuch as Egypt, Babylopt, Babylon, and Assn, and Assyria. The yria. The sudden colsudden collapse of tlapse of the Hittitehtthe Hittitthe Hittite state jue state just after 1st after 1200 seems 200 seems to have reto have resulted frosulted from a combinm a combination of iation of internal annteiinternal ainternal and externand external forces dl forces during the uring the reign of reign of SÁuppiluliSÁuppiluliumauma II. Neo-H II. Neo-Hittite staittite staittite states thastates that survivedt survived along the along the Syro-Anat Syro-Anatolian bordolian borderland apperland apparently maarently maintained aintained a degree of d degree of degree of continuitycontinuity with thei with their Anatoliar Anatolian predecesn predecessor until sor until their finatheir final incorporl incorporation intoationincorporincorporatincorporation into tion into the Neo-Asshe Neo-Assyrian statyrian state.e.

The Hittite Empire (1400–1175) evolved from the exploits of 
SÁuppiluliuma I and continued to develop under charismatic rulers such as 
Mursûili II, HÓattusûili III, and Tudh˙aliya IV. The empire attained its 
greatest influence during this period and shared the international spotlight with 
other major powers such as Egypt, Babylon, and Assyria. The sudden collapse of 
the Hittite state just after 1200 seems to have resulted from a combination of 
internal and external forces during the reign of SÁuppiluliuma II. Neo-Hittite 
states that survived along the Syro-Anatolian borderland apparently maintained a 
degree of continuity with their Anatolian predecessor until their final 
incorporation into the Neo-Assyrian state.

Myths of OMyths of Originrigin

Myths of Origin

Various myVarious myths have bths have been associeen associated with ated with the Hittitthe Hittites, and thes, and the name itse name itself conjurelf conjures up someesconjurconjures uconjures up some lonp some long-held misg-held misconceptionconceptions. One of s. One of the most cthe most common mythommon myths is that s is ths is that of a that of a warrior sowarrior society whosciety whose rise to e rise to power was power was orchestratorchestrated throughed through a monopol a monopo a monopoly omonopoly on ironworkn ironworking techniing techniques, an iques, an idea that hdea that has been reas been rejected on jected on numerous onumerousnumerous onumerous occasions. ccasions. It has beeIt has been suggesten suggested also thad also that the riset the rise of the Hi of the Hittites wasttites was associate as associatedassociated with mast with mastery of theery of the chariot,  chariot, a crucial a crucial aspect of aspect of military tmilitary technology echnology thought tothouthought tothought to have been have been borrowed  borrowed from the Hfrom the Hurrians. Surrians. Still othertill others visualizs visualize the invae the invasion of Ansioinvainvasion oinvasion of Anatoliaf Anatolia by a noma by a nomadic hoard dic hoard of Indo-euof Indo-european invropean invaders who aders who “Hittitize“Hittitized” the natd“Hittitize“Hittitize“Hittitized” the natd” the native ive HÓatticHÓattic populatio population soon aftn soon after their aer their arrival in rrival in Anatolia.Anatolia.Anatolia.

Various myths have been associated with the Hittites, and the name itself 
conjures up some long-held misconceptions. One of the most common myths is 
that of a warrior society whose rise to power was orchestrated through a 
monopoly on ironworking techniques, an idea that has been rejected on 
numerous occasions. It has been suggested also that the rise of the Hittites was 
associated with mastery of the chariot, a crucial aspect of military technology 
thought to have been borrowed from the Hurrians. Still others visualize the 
invasion of Anatolia by a nomadic hoard of Indo-european invaders who 
“Hittitized” the native HÓattic population soon after their arrival in Anatolia.

�Such mythoSuch mythologies, thlogies, though contaough containing an eining an element of lement of truth, gentruth, generally referally reflect belielect bellect beliefs babeliefs based on impsed on imprecise knorecise knowledge of wledge of Hittite hiHittite history and story and culture thculture that date baat date back to the ck baback to thback to the early dae early days of the ys of the disciplinediscipline. Despite . Despite a rich assa rich assortment ofortment of evidence  evidence from Anatofromfrom Anatofrom Anatolia, both lia, both archaeologarchaeological and lical and literary soiterary sources stilurces still remain sl remain silent on milent on many aspectany mmany aspecmany aspects of Hittts of Hittite civiliite civilization, inzation, including whcluding what it actuat it actually meansally means to be a H to be a Hittite. Thittite.HHittite. THittite. The generalhe general trend is  trend is to view “Hto view “Hittite” inittite” in its wides its widest sense, at sense, as a culturs a cultural term deal termal term definterm defining the maing the material remterial remains left ains left by those wby those who inhabitho inhabited centraled central Anatolia  Anatolia from the lfrofrom the lfrom the late 3rd miate 3rd millennium tllennium through thehrough the end of th end of the Late Broe Late Bronze Age.nze Age.

Such mythologies, though containing an element of truth, generally reflect 
beliefs based on imprecise knowledge of Hittite history and culture that date 
back to the early days of the discipline. Despite a rich assortment of evidence 
from Anatolia, both archaeological and literary sources still remain silent on 
many aspects of Hittite civilization, including what it actually means to be a 
Hittite. The general trend is to view “Hittite” in its widest sense, as a cultural 
term defining the material remains left by those who inhabited central Anatolia 
from the late 3rd millennium through the end of the Late Bronze Age.

IdentityIdentity

Identity

While thisWhile this may be th may be the easiest e easiest way of treway of treating the ating the question oquestion of Hittite f Hittite origins, iorigins, it is not wt is not is not withounot without its own t its own problems. problems. Many of thMany of the culturale cultural traits so traits so closely i closely identified dentified with the Hwithwith the Hwith the Hittites acittites actually exitually existed long sted long before thebefore they came to y came to power and power and survived esurvived even after veeeven aftereven after their fal their fall. Called l. Called Hittite beHittite because of tcause of their preseheir presence in thence in the classic H classic Hittite culittite cittite culture ofculture of  Boghazköy/Boghazköy/HÓattusûaHÓattusûa, these el, these elements resements result, as muult, as much as anytch as anything else,hing ehing else, fromelse, from syncretis syncretisms based oms based on spatial n spatial proximity proximity and the deand the demands of tmands of the physicahe physical environml physicaphysical ephysical environmentnvironment. This is . This is particularparticularly true ofly true of architect architecture, thougure, though other elh other elements sucemenelelements selements such as ceruch as ceramic styleamic styles and relis and religious icongious iconography maography may well havy well have been spre been spread as theesprspread as spread as the resultthe result of incorp of incorporation, eoration, emulation, mulation, and exchanand exchange. In allge. In all probabili probability, a greaty, a ty, a great dea great deal of cultal of cultural borroural borrowing must wing must have takenhave taken place bet place between the dween the distinct, bistinct, but closelyut bbut closelbut closely situatedy situated, ethnic g, ethnic groups on troups on the Anatolihe Anatolian plateauan plateau. Furtherm. Furthermore, the pore, the perception ercpperceptionperception of cultur of cultural unity dal unity derived froerived from this comm this commonalty lemonalty led some schd some scholars to solars to speculate opsspeculate speculate on the preon the presence of asence of a strong et strong ethnic entithnic entity in 2nd-my in 2nd-millennium illennium Anatolia. Anatolia. when in fawhwhen in fawhen in fact it was ct it was inhabited inhabited by a mixedby a mixed ethnic po ethnic population. pulation. Perhaps thPerhaps this wider cis wider cultural seultuccultural scultural setting shoetting should be knould be known more prwn more properly as operly as “Anatolian“Anatolian” or “cent” or “central Anatolral Anatolian,” reseiaAnatolAnatolian,Anatolian,” reservin” reserving “Hittiteg “Hittite” for a mo” for a more specifire specific usage.c usage.c usage.

While this may be the easiest way of treating the question of Hittite origins, it is 
not without its own problems. Many of the cultural traits so closely identified 
with the Hittites actually existed long before they came to power and survived 
even after their fall. Called Hittite because of their presence in the classic Hittite 



culture of Boghazköy/HÓattusûa, these elements result, as much as anything 
else, from syncretisms based on spatial proximity and the demands of the 
physical environment. This is particularly true of architecture, though other 
elements such as ceramic styles and religious iconography may well have been 
spread as the result of incorporation, emulation, and exchange. In all probability, 
a great deal of cultural borrowing must have taken place between the distinct, 
but closely situated, ethnic groups on the Anatolian plateau. Furthermore, the 
perception of cultural unity derived from this commonalty led some scholars to 
speculate on the presence of a strong ethnic entity in 2nd-millennium Anatolia. 
when in fact it was inhabited by a mixed ethnic population. Perhaps this wider 
cultural setting should be known more properly as “Anatolian” or “central 
Anatolian,” reserving “Hittite” for a more specific usage.

�The ethnicThe ethnic diversity diversity that char that characterized acterized 2nd-millen2nd-millennium Anatonium Anatolia, howevlia, however, may prer, maer, may providmay provide a clue ae a clue as to the as to the actual compctual composition ofosition of the Hitti the Hittite state ate state and help clnd help clarify a nuarifyclclarify a clarify a number of number of issues. Foissues. For example,r example,

The ethnic diversity that characterized 2nd-millennium Anatolia, however, 
may provide a clue as to the actual composition of the Hittite state and help 
clarify a number of issues. For example,

1.1.�A Hittite A Hittite is called is called a “man of a “man of HÓatti”HÓatti” and lives and lives in the “l in the “land of and of HÓatti”HÓatti” but does  but  but does nbut does not speak tot speak the languaghe language of e of HÓattiHÓatti  (HÓattili)(HÓattili)...

1. A Hittite is called a “man of HÓatti” and lives in the “land of HÓatti” 
but does not speak the language of HÓatti (HÓattili).

2.2.�A Hittite A Hittite is generalis generally considely considered to be red to be the speakethe speaker of an Inr of an Indo-europeado-european languagen lann language nlanguage now called ow called Hittite, bHittite, but which tut which the Hittitehe Hittites called s called NesûiteNesûite or a lang or a lan or a language olanguage of f KanesûKanesû  (Nesûumnil(Nesûumnili).i).i).

2. A Hittite is generally considered to be the speaker of an Indo-european 
language now called Hittite, but which the Hittites called Nesûite or a 
language of Kanesû (Nesûumnili).

3.3.�Outside ofOutside of their lan their language, litguage, little of whatle of what we now ct we now call Hittitall Hittite can be se can be said to be aid to baid to be Indo-eube Indo-european in ropean in character.character.

3. Outside of their language, little of what we now call Hittite can be said to 
be Indo-european in character.

The irony The irony in all thiin all this is that,s is that, whoever t whoever the Hittitehe Hittites were, ths were, they seem toey seem to have pass have passed their led ted their langtheir language on touage on to their Ana their Anatolian neitolian neighbors whighbors while they thle they themselves wemselves were assimiere assimilated intolaassimiassimilateassimilated into thed into the cultural  cultural milieu of milieu of the centrathe central plateau,l plateau, leaving n leaving no other evo other evidence of idenceevevidence oevidence of their Inf their Indo-europeado-european backgroun background.nd.nd.

The irony in all this is that, whoever the Hittites were, they seem to have passed 
their language on to their Anatolian neighbors while they themselves were 
assimilated into the cultural milieu of the central plateau, leaving no other 
evidence of their Indo-european background.

�In contrasIn contrast to the wt to the widely acceidely accepted cultupted cultural definiral definition, the tion, the term Hittiterm Hittite may be te may bete may be understbe understood also aood also as a politis a political adjectcal adjective modifyive modifying the coing the coalition ofalition of cities an cities and lands whd landd lands whoslands whose politicae political imperatil imperatives had beves had been subsumeen subsumed under thd under the rule of e rule of HÓattusûaHÓattusûHÓattusûaHÓattusûa. Expandin. Expanding from thig from this core, ths core, the Hittitese Hittites incorpora incorporated numeroted numerous lands aus lands us lands and lands and ethnic entethnic entities intoities into their pol their political sysitical system. Suppotem. Support was solrt was solidified thidified through polirough ththrough pothrough political pelitical persuasion irsuasion in the formn the form of milita of military coerciory coercion, iconogrn, iconographic propaphic propaganda, maagaproppropagandapropaganda, marriage, marriage arrangeme arrangements, the rnts, the reconfiguraeconfiguration of retion of religious syligious systems, andstems, and architect a architectuarchitectural and bural and bureaucraticreaucratic expansion expansion into the  into the hinterlandhinterland. The goal. The goal seems to  seems to have been hahave been have been to build ato build a cohesive  cohesive national cnational consciousneonsciousness that trss that transcended anscended the multipthe multiplicity of licmultipmultiplicimultiplicity of ethnty of ethnic identitic identities dottinies dotting the platg the plateau.eau.eau.

In contrast to the widely accepted cultural definition, the term Hittite may 
be understood also as a political adjective modifying the coalition of cities and 
lands whose political imperatives had been subsumed under the rule of 
HÓattusûa. Expanding from this core, the Hittites incorporated numerous 
lands and ethnic entities into their political system. Support was solidified 
through political persuasion in the form of military coercion, iconographic 
propaganda, marriage arrangements, the reconfiguration of religious systems, and 
architectural and bureaucratic expansion into the hinterland. The goal seems to 
have been to build a cohesive national consciousness that transcended the 
multiplicity of ethnic identities dotting the plateau.

�One clue tOne clue that the Hihat the Hittite Empittite Empire was funre was fundamentallydamentally political political stems fro stems from the factm the fm the fact that fact that from ca. 1from ca. 1400 onward400 onward Hittite c Hittite culture movulture moved away fred away from its earom its early ly HÓatticHÓatticHÓatticHÓattic roots and roots and became in became increasinglycreasingly Hurrianiz Hurrianized. While ed. While pressures pressures from beyonfrom beyond its borddbeyonbeyond itsbeyond its borders l borders left the Hieft the Hittite statttite state vulnerabe vulnerable at the le at the end of theend of the Old Hitti Old Hittite period,te pete period, thperiod, the Hittitese Hittites managed t managed to avoid dio avoid disintegratisintegration. Insteaon. Instead they expd they experienced aerienced a cultural  cu cultural mcultural metamorphosetamorphosis marked is marked by increasby increasing Hurriaing Hurrian acculturn acculturation of tation of the state. he state. The relatiThThe relatiThe relative ease wive ease with which tth which this changehis change seems to  seems to have occurhave occurred, whethred, whether througher througer through dythrough dynastic chanastic change or simnge or simply the inply the incorporatiocorporation of new vn of new values, sugalues, suggests thatgests that the cultu th the culturthe cultural base waal base was modifieds modified without a without affecting tffecting the politiche political superstal superstructure toructure to any great any any great any great degree. Thdegree. This impliesis implies a politic a political continual continuity that wity that was not buias not built solely lt solely along ethnalong ealong ethnic linethnic lines. Comproes. Compromise and smise and syncretism yncretism played a kplayed a key role duey role during this ring this period as period as new culturnenew culturnew cultural traits al traits were incorwere incorporated inporated into Hittiteto Hittite culture f culture from conquerom conquered lands red lands as well asasas well asas well as influenti influential countrial countries such ases such as Egypt. Egypt. Egypt.

One clue that the Hittite Empire was fundamentally political stems from the 
fact that from ca. 1400 onward Hittite culture moved away from its early 
HÓattic roots and became increasingly Hurrianized. While pressures from 
beyond its borders left the Hittite state vulnerable at the end of the Old Hittite 



period, the Hittites managed to avoid disintegration. Instead they experienced a 
cultural metamorphosis marked by increasing Hurrian acculturation of the state. 
The relative ease with which this change seems to have occurred, whether 
through dynastic change or simply the incorporation of new values, suggests that 
the cultural base was modified without affecting the political superstructure to 
any great degree. This implies a political continuity that was not built solely along 
ethnic lines. Compromise and syncretism played a key role during this period as 
new cultural traits were incorporated into Hittite culture from conquered lands 
as well as influential countries such as Egypt.

�While manyWhile many issues re issues remain unresmain unresolved, it olved, it appears thappears that Hittiteat Hittite society w society was primarias primas primarily primarily a politicaa political synthesil synthesis derived s derived from the ufrom the union of minion of migrating Ingrating Indo-europeado-europeans and thens ans and the inand the indigenous digenous HÓattiansHÓattians. The syst. The system was secem was secured by thured by the various e various forms of iforms of incorporatiniincorporatincorporative persuaive persuasion emanasion emanating from ting from the politithe political centercal center at  at HÓattusûaHÓattusûa, but was , but w, but was not imwas not immune to chmune to change from ange from beyond itsbeyond its borders.  borders. On the mosOn the most basic let basic level, Hittivel, Hittvel, Hittite leHittite leadership wadership was always as always familial ifamilial in nature, n nature, but their but their texts maketexts make clear tha clear that the realt the t the realitthe realities of powies of power led to er led to many concemany concessions on ssions on the local the local level, andlevel, and this affe this affected the fcted affeaffected taffected the formal he formal structure structure of Hittiteof Hittite power. Th power. This was espis was especially trecially true with thue with the incorpore ince incorporatincorporation of appion of appendage staendage states such ates such as Carchemis Carchemish, Alepposh, Aleppo, , Tarh˙untasTarh˙untasûsûaûsûaTarh˙untasTarh˙untasTarh˙untasûsûaûsûa, , H¸akpisûH¸akpisû, Tammanna, Tammanna, and , and IsûuwaIsûuwa in the Em in the Empire periopire period. The Hitd. Thd. The HittitThe Hittites can be es can be understoodunderstood, therefor, therefore, as the e, as the product ofproduct of an artifi an artificial politcial political arranical arical arrangemenarrangement brought t brought together, together, not as thenot as the result of result of an orderl an orderly planned y planned expansion,expansion, but throu b but througbut through militaryh military necessity necessity or politi or political opportcal opportunism and unism and by the mosby the most efficient efficient integratt int integrativintegrative means poe means possible.ssible.ssible.

While many issues remain unresolved, it appears that Hittite society was 
primarily a political synthesis derived from the union of migrating Indo-europeans 
and the indigenous HÓattians. The system was secured by the various forms of 
incorporative persuasion emanating from the political center at HÓattusûa, but 
was not immune to change from beyond its borders. On the most basic level, 
Hittite leadership was always familial in nature, but their texts make clear that 
the realities of power led to many concessions on the local level, and this 
affected the formal structure of Hittite power. This was especially true with the 
incorporation of appendage states such as Carchemish, Aleppo, 
Tarh˙untasûsûa, H¸akpisû, Tammanna, and Isûuwa in the Empire period. 
The Hittites can be understood, therefore, as the product of an artificial political 
arrangement brought together, not as the result of an orderly planned expansion, 
but through military necessity or political opportunism and by the most efficient 
integrative means possible.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. H. BealR. H. Beal, , The OrganiThe Organization of zation of the Hittitthe Hittite Militarye Military (Heidelbe (Heidelberg, 1992);rg, (Heidelbe(Heidelber(Heidelberg, 1992); g, 1992); K. Bittel,K. Bittel,  Hattusha: Hattusha: The CapitaThe Capital of the Hl of the Hittitesittites (New York (New York, 1970); R, 1970), 1970); R. 1970); R. L. Gorny, L. Gorny, “Environme“Environment, Archaent, Archaeology, andology, and History i History in Hittite n Hittite Anatolia,”Anatolia,”  BABBABA 52 (1989) 52 (1989): 78–96; O: 78–96; O. R. Gurne. R. Gurney, “Anatoly, “Anatolia, c. 400ia, c. 4000–2300 0–2300 B.C.B.C.,” ,” CAHCAH22 1/2:363–4 1/2:363–4 1/2:363–411/2:363–416; J. D. H6; J. D. Hawkins, “Tawkins, “The Neo-Hithe Neo-Hittite Statetite States in Syrias in Syria and Anato and Anatolia,”lia,” CAH CAH33 3/1:372–4 3 3/1:372–443/1:372–441; J. G. M1; J. G. MacQueen, acQueen, The HittitThe Hittites and Thees and Their Contempir Contemporaries inoraries in Asia Mino Asia Minor,r, rev. ed.  re rev. ed. (rev. ed. (London, 19London, 1986); G. St86); G. Steiner, “Theiner, “The Immigrate Immigration of theion of the First Ind First Indo-Europeano-Europeans into Anas Indo-EuropeanIndo-EuropIndo-Europeans into eans into Anatolia RAnatolia Reconsidereeconsidered,” d,” JIESJIES 18 (1990) 18 (1990): 185–214.: 185–214.
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HIVITESHIVITES (Heb.  (Heb. h�iwwiîh�iwwiî)))

HIVITES (Heb. h�iwwiî )

According According to the Tabto the Table of Natile of Nations (Gen. ons (Gen. 10:17) and10:17) and its corre its corresponding gsponding genealogy (enealogy (1 Chr. 1:11((1 Chr. 1:(1 Chr. 1:15), a peo15), a people descenple descended via thded via the Canaanite Canaanites from Haes from Ham, the secm, the second son ofond son oond son of Noah. Hof Noah. Hivites werivites were indigenoe indigenous inhabitus inhabitants of thants of the Promisede Promised Land befo Land before the Isrre the Israelite setaIsrIsraelite Israelite settlementsettlement. Their na. Their name appearsme appears usually i usually in the stern the stereotypical eotypical lists of nlists of nations decationsnnations denations decreed for creed for dispossessdispossession by theion by the Israelite Israelites (e.g., Ds (e.g., Deut. 7:1).eut. 7:1).

According to the Table of Nations (Gen. 10:17) and its corresponding genealogy 
(1 Chr. 1:15), a people descended via the Canaanites from Ham, the second son 
of Noah. Hivites were indigenous inhabitants of the Promised Land before the 
Israelite settlement. Their name appears usually in the stereotypical lists of 
nations decreed for dispossession by the Israelites (e.g., Deut. 7:1).

�The HiviteThe Hivites dwelled s dwelled in the Lebin the Lebanon and Aanon and Anti-Lebanonti-Lebanon Mountainn Mountains and in ts and in the he Beqa{BBeqa{Beqa{ Valley be Valley between themtween them (Judg. 3: (Judg. 3:3), includ3), including the soing the southern enduthern end of that r of that region, theegion, rregion, thregion, the land or e land or valley of valley of Mizpah/MizMizpah/Mizpeh at thepeh at the foot of M foot of Mt. Hermon t. Hermon (Josh. 11:(Josh. 11:3, 8). Alt3, 83, 8). Althou8). Although easterngh eastern Phoenicia Phoenicia constitut constituted the heaed the heartland forrtland for the Hivit the Hivites, they wes, they were found erewwere foundwere found farther s farther south as weouth as well. The Gill. The Gibeonites wbeonites were Hiviteere Hivites (Josh. 9s (Josh. 9:7; 11:19;:7; 11:19; LXX “Hori LX LXX “HoritLXX “Horites”), as wes”), as were Hamor,ere Hamor, the local the local prince at prince at Shechem,  Shechem, and his soand his sons (Gen. 3ns (Gen. 3ns (Gen. 34:2).34:2).34:2).

The Hivites dwelled in the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon Mountains and in the 



Beqa{ Valley between them (Judg. 3:3), including the southern end of that 
region, the land or valley of Mizpah/Mizpeh at the foot of Mt. Hermon (Josh. 11:3, 
8). Although eastern Phoenicia constituted the heartland for the Hivites, they 
were found farther south as well. The Gibeonites were Hivites (Josh. 9:7; 11:19; 
LXX “Horites”), as were Hamor, the local prince at Shechem, and his sons (Gen. 
34:2).

�Hivite proHivite probably origbably originally meainally meant “tent-dnt “tent-dweller” frweller” from the Hebom the Hebrew term frew term for “tent-cor “teor “tent-camp“tent-camp.” It has .” It has been suggebeen suggested, fromsted, from the extra the extrabiblicallybiblically attested  attested Amurru locAmurru located to thateloclocated tolocated to the north the north of Palest of Palestine, that ine, that the term Hthe term Hivite may ivite may have desighave designated Bedonated Bedouin. If thuiBedoBedouin. IBedouin. If the Hivif the Hivites did extes did exist early ist early on as nomaon as nomads, they mds, they must have bust have become sedeecome sedentary by tnsedesedentary sedentary by the reiby the reign of Davign of David (2 Sam. d (2 Sam. 24:7) — un24:7) — unless, of cless, of course, “ciourse, “cities” can ties” can signify “csignsignify “csignify “camps” theramps” there as in Nue as in Num. 13:19.m. 13:19.m. 13:19.

Hivite probably originally meant “tent-dweller” from the Hebrew term for 
“tent-camp.” It has been suggested, from the extrabiblically attested Amurru 
located to the north of Palestine, that the term Hivite may have designated 
Bedouin. If the Hivites did exist early on as nomads, they must have become 
sedentary by the reign of David (2 Sam. 24:7) — unless, of course, “cities” can 
signify “camps” there as in Num. 13:19.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. C. HostE. C. Hostetter, etter, Nations MiNations Mightier andghtier and More Nume More Numerous: The rous: The Biblical VBiblBiblical VBiblical View of Paliew of Palestine’s Pestine’s Pre-Israelire-Israelite Peopleste Peoples.. BIBALDS 3 BIBALDS 3 (North Ri (North Richland Hilchland Hills, Tex., ls, Texls, Tex., 1995Tex., 1995), 72–76.), 72–76.), 72–76.

Bibliography. E. C. Hostetter, Nations Mightier and More Numerous: The 
Biblical View of Palestine’s Pre-Israelite Peoples. BIBALDS 3 (North Richland Hills, 
Tex., 1995), 72–76.

Edwin C. HEdwin C. Hostetterostetter

Edwin C. Hostetter

HIZKIHIZKI (Heb.  (Heb. h�izqiîh�izqiî)))

HIZKI (Heb. h�izqiî )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite; son oite; son of Elpaal (f Elpaal (1 Chr. 8:11 Chr. 8:17).7).

A Benjaminite; son of Elpaal (1 Chr. 8:17).

HIZKIAHHIZKIAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�izqiîya®h�izqiîya®)))

HIZKIAH (Heb. h�izqiîya® )

A son of NA son of Neariah andeariah and descendan descendant of Zerubt of Zerubbabel, thubabel, thus a members a member of the ro of the royal house yal houseyal house of Jhouse of Judah (1 Chudah (1 Chr. 3:23). r. 3:23). The HebrewThe Hebrew name is t name is the same ashe same as “Hezekiah “Hezekiah.”.”

A son of Neariah and descendant of Zerubbabel, thus a member of the royal 
house of Judah (1 Chr. 3:23). The Hebrew name is the same as “Hezekiah.”

HOBABHOBAB (Heb.  (Heb. h�oœb�aœb�h�oœb�aœb�)))

HOBAB (Heb. h�oœb�aœb� )

The fatherThe father-in-law of-in-law of Moses (Ju Moses (Judg. 4:11),dg. 4:11), asked to  asked to lead the Ilead the Israelites sraelites through ththrough the wildernee wile wildernesswilderness (Num. 10: (Num. 10:29-32). El29-32). Elsewhere Mosewhere Moses’ fatheses’ father-in-law ir-in-law is called Js called Jethro (Exoethro (Exod. 3:1; 4:d.(Exo(Exod. 3:1(Exod. 3:1; 4:18; 18; 4:18; 18:1) and Re:1) and Reuel (2:18)uel (2:18). While Je. While Jethro and Rthro and Reuel are ceuel are consistentlonsistently identifiy idy identifiedidentified as Midian as Midianites, Hobaites, Hobab is calleb is called a Midiand a Midianite in Numite in Numbers but abers but a Kenite in Kenite in Judges. A Judg Judges. AlJudges. Also, Jethroso, Jethro refuses t refuses to guide tho guide the Israelite Israelites, but Jues, but Judg. 1:16 (dg. 1:16 (LXX) suggeLXX) suggests that Hsts thsts that Hobabthat Hobab did so. A did so. Accordinglyccordingly, some sch, some scholars seekolars seek to allow  to allow for two sefor two separate indparate individuals; ivindindividualindividuals; others s; others see the Kesee the Kenite/Israenite/Israelite ties lite ties being rootbeing rooted in the ed in the life of Molife of Moses.ses.ses.

The father-in-law of Moses (Judg. 4:11), asked to lead the Israelites through the 
wilderness (Num. 10:29-32). Elsewhere Moses’ father-in-law is called Jethro 
(Exod. 3:1; 4:18; 18:1) and Reuel (2:18). While Jethro and Reuel are consistently 
identified as Midianites, Hobab is called a Midianite in Numbers but a Kenite in 
Judges. Also, Jethro refuses to guide the Israelites, but Judg. 1:16 (LXX) suggests 
that Hobab did so. Accordingly, some scholars seek to allow for two separate 
individuals; others see the Kenite/Israelite ties being rooted in the life of Moses.

Cheryl LynCheryl Lynn Hubbardn Hubbard

Cheryl Lynn Hubbard

HOBAHHOBAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�o®b�a®h�o®b�a®)))

HOBAH (Heb. h�o®b�a® )

The site oThe site of the routf the rout of Lot’s  of Lot’s captors bycaptors by Abraham’s Abraham’s forces N  forces N of Damascuof Damascus (Gen. 14s (Gen. 14s (Gen. 14:15). Ho14:15). Hobah is besbah is best equated t equated with the rwith the region of Aegion of Apu (Upu/Ubpu (Upu/Ube) known fe) known from Egyptirom Egyprom Egyptian tEgyptian texts and sexts and situated arituated around and tound and to the norto the north of Damash of Damascus. The Ccus. The Choba mentihoba menhoba mentioned mentioned in LXX Judin LXX Judith (Jdt. ith (Jdt. 4:4; 15:4-4:4; 15:4-5) may be 5) may be identifiedidentified with this with this Hobah, bu Hobah, but it mightt itt it might ait might also be thelso be the Cabul of  Cabul of Josh. 19:2Josh. 19:27 (LXX Cho7 (LXX Choba; cf. 1 ba; cf. 1 Kgs. 9:13)Kgs. 9:13) located i located in the westn thn the westerthe western part of n part of the lower the lower Galilee (mGalilee (modern Kabuodern Kabul).l).l).

The site of the rout of Lot’s captors by Abraham’s forces N of Damascus (Gen. 
14:15). Hobah is best equated with the region of Apu (Upu/Ube) known from 
Egyptian texts and situated around and to the north of Damascus. The Choba 
mentioned in LXX Judith (Jdt. 4:4; 15:4-5) may be identified with this Hobah, but 
it might also be the Cabul of Josh. 19:27 (LXX Choba; cf. 1 Kgs. 9:13) located in 



the western part of the lower Galilee (modern Kabul).

Gary P. ArGary P. Arbinobino

Gary P. Arbino

HOBAIAHHOBAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�a�b�ayyah�a�b�ayya®®) (also HA) (also HABAIAH)BAIAH)BAIAH)

HOBAIAH (Heb. h�a�b�ayya® ) (also HABAIAH)

A family oA family of returninf returning exiles ug exiles unable to pnable to prove theirrove their priestly  priestly descent (Ndescent (Neh. 7:63).eh. 7:63). Elsewhere Else Elsewhere Elsewhere they are cthey are called Habaalled Habaiah.iah.

A family of returning exiles unable to prove their priestly descent (Neh. 7:63). 
Elsewhere they are called Habaiah.

HODHOD (Heb.  (Heb. ho®d�ho®d�)))

HOD (Heb. ho®d� )

An AsheritAn Asherite, the sone, the son of Zophah of Zophah (1 Chr. 7 (1 Chr. 7:37).:37).

An Asherite, the son of Zophah (1 Chr. 7:37).

HODAVIAHHODAVIAH (Heb.  (Heb. ho®d�awya®ho®d�awya®, ho®d�awy, ho®d�awyaœhu®aœhu®) (also HO) (also HODEVAH)DEVAH)HOHODEVAH)HODEVAH)HODEVAH)

HODAVIAH (Heb. ho®d�awya®, ho®d�awyaœhu® ) (also 
HODEVAH)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Elioenai aElioenai and descendnd descendant of Zerant of Zerubbabel (1ubbabel (1 Chr. 3:24 Chr. 3:24).).).

1. A son of Elioenai and descendant of Zerubbabel (1 Chr. 3:24).

�2.2. The head  The head of a familof a family in the hy in the half-tribe alf-tribe of Manasseof Manasseh (1 Chr. h (1 Chr. 5:24).5:24).5:24).

2. The head of a family in the half-tribe of Manasseh (1 Chr. 5:24).

�3.3. A Benjami A Benjaminite, the nite, the son of Hasson of Hassenuah (1 senuah (1 Chr. 9:7).Chr. 9:7). Some scho Some scholars consilars consider the nader consiconsider tconsider the name hehe name here to be are to be a corruptio corruption of Heb. n of Heb. wiîhu®d�a®wiîhu®d�a®,, in which  in which case he wocase case he wocase he would be theuld be the same as J same as Joed in theoed in the parallel  parallel list of Nelist of Neh. 11:7.h. 11:7.h. 11:7.

3. A Benjaminite, the son of Hassenuah (1 Chr. 9:7). Some scholars 
consider the name here to be a corruption of Heb. wiîhu®d�a®,  in which 
case he would be the same as Joed in the parallel list of Neh. 11:7.

�4.4. A Levite  A Levite whose descwhose descendants reendants returned froturned from the Exilm the Exile with Zere with Zerubbabel (Eubbabel (Ezra 2:40).zr(E(Ezra 2:40(Ezra 2:40). At Neh.). At Neh. 7:43 he i 7:43 he is called Hs called Hodevah. Heodevah. Heb. “sons ob. “sons of Judah” af Judah” at Ezra 3:9t Ezra 3:9 (so RSV)  (so (so RSV) s(so RSV) should readhould read “sons of  “sons of Hodaviah” Hodaviah” (so NRSV) (so NRSV) since the since the reference reference is to Leviis to Levites.tLeviLevites.Levites.

4. A Levite whose descendants returned from the Exile with Zerubbabel 
(Ezra 2:40). At Neh. 7:43 he is called Hodevah. Heb. “sons of Judah” at Ezra 3:9 
(so RSV) should read “sons of Hodaviah” (so NRSV) since the reference is to 
Levites.

HODESHHODESH (Heb.  (Heb. h�oœd�esûh�oœd�esû)))

HODESH (Heb. h�oœd�esû )

A wife of A wife of the Benjamthe Benjaminite Shahinite Shaharaim (1 Caraim (1 Chr. 8:9).hr. 8:9).

A wife of the Benjaminite Shaharaim (1 Chr. 8:9).

HODEVAHHODEVAH (Heb.  (Heb. KK  ho®d�eïwa®ho®d�eïwa®,,  Q Q ho®d�eïya®ho®d�eïya®)))

HODEVAH (Heb. K ho®d�eïwa®,  Q ho®d�eïya® )

A Levite wA Levite whose familhose family returnedy returned from exil from exile with Zere with Zerubbabel (Nubbabel (Neh. 7:43).eh. 7:43).

A Levite whose family returned from exile with Zerubbabel (Neh. 7:43).

�SeeSee  HODAVIAHHODAVIAH  4.4.

See HODAVIAH 4.

HODIAHHODIAH (Heb.  (Heb. ho®d�iîya®ho®d�iîya®)))

HODIAH (Heb. ho®d�iîya® )

�1.1. A Judahit A Judahite, brothere, brother-in-law of-in-law of Naham (1  Naham (1 Chr. 4:19)Chr. 4:19). The text. The text lists des lists descendants tcendandesdescendantdescendants through s through Hodiah’s wHodiah’s wife.ife.ife.

1. A Judahite, brother-in-law of Naham (1 Chr. 4:19). The text lists 
descendants through Hodiah’s wife.

�2.2. One of th One of the Levites e Levites who interpwho interpreted the reted the law to thelaw to the people of people of Jerusalem Jerusalem when Ezra wh when Ezra when Ezra read it puread it publicly at blicly at the Water the Water Gate (Neh.Gate (Neh. 8:7-8; 1  8:7-8; 1 Esdr. 9:48Esdr. 9:48). He also). He also helped le he helped leahelped lead worship d worship on the dayon the day of penite of penitence (Neh. nce (Neh. 9:5). He m9:5). He may be the ay be the same as same as 3 3 3 3 or or 4 4 below.below.below.

2. One of the Levites who interpreted the law to the people of Jerusalem 
when Ezra read it publicly at the Water Gate (Neh. 8:7-8; 1 Esdr. 9:48). He also 
helped lead worship on the day of penitence (Neh. 9:5). He may be the same as 
3 or 4 below.

�3.-4.3.-4. Two Levit Two Levites who siges who signed Ezra’sned Ezra’s covenant  covenant (Neh. 10:1(Neh. 10:10, 13[MT 10, 13[MT 11, 14]).1, 14]).1, 14]).

3.-4. Two Levites who signed Ezra’s covenant (Neh. 10:10, 13[MT 11, 14]).

�5.5. A leader  A leader of the peoof the people, apparple, apparently not ently not a Levite, a Levite, who signedwho signed Ezra’s co Ezra’s covenant (Nevenantcocovenant (covenant (Neh. 10:18Neh. 10:18[19]).[19]).

5. A leader of the people, apparently not a Levite, who signed Ezra’s 
covenant (Neh. 10:18[19]).



HOGLAHHOGLAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�og�la®h�og�la®)))

HOGLAH (Heb. h�og�la® )

One of theOne of the five daug five daughters of Zhters of Zelophehad elophehad the Gileadthe Gileadite (Num. ite (Num. 26:33; 27:26:33; 27:1). She an1). She and her sistdanand her siand her sisters recesters received an inived an inheritance heritance in Manassein Manasseh, since th, since they had nohey had no brothers  brothers (Josh. 17:(Jo(Josh. 17:(Josh. 17:3); they m3); they married couarried cousins, so tsins, so that their hat their inheritancinheritance would ree would remain in thmain in the tribe ofe trie tribe of Mtribe of Manasseh (Nanasseh (Num. 36:11)um. 36:11). The name. The name, which al, which also occurs so occurs in Samariain Samaria Ostracon  Ostracon Ostracon 4Ostracon 47, may be 7, may be a place naa place name (cf. Beme (cf. Beth-hoglah)th-hoglah)..

One of the five daughters of Zelophehad the Gileadite (Num. 26:33; 27:1). She 
and her sisters received an inheritance in Manasseh, since they had no brothers 
(Josh. 17:3); they married cousins, so that their inheritance would remain in the 
tribe of Manasseh (Num. 36:11). The name, which also occurs in Samaria 
Ostracon 47, may be a place name (cf. Beth-hoglah).

HOHAMHOHAM (Heb.  (Heb. ho®haœmho®haœm)))

HOHAM (Heb. ho®haœm)

An AmoriteAn Amorite king of H king of Hebron who,ebron who, with four with four other kin other kings, soughtgs, sought to take v to take vengeance uengeance vvengeance vengeance upon the Gupon the Gibeonites ibeonites for makingfor making peace wit peace with Israel. h Israel. He and hisHe and his allies we allies were defeaterewewere defeawere defeated by Josted by Joshua at Bethua at Beth-horon anh-horon and hanged (d hanged (Josh. 10:3Josh. 10:3-4, 23-27)-4, 23-27)..

An Amorite king of Hebron who, with four other kings, sought to take 
vengeance upon the Gibeonites for making peace with Israel. He and his allies 
were defeated by Joshua at Beth-horon and hanged (Josh. 10:3-4, 23-27).

HOLINESS, HOLINESS, HOLYHOLYHOLY

HOLINESS, HOLY

The root iThe root idea of holdea of holiness is tiness is that of “sehat of “separation” paration” or “withdror “withdrawal.” It awal.” It is a divinis a divine quality,e quale quality, pquality, part of theart of the intrinsic intrinsic nature of nature of God, but  God, but absent froabsent from a fallenm a fallen world, pe world, perhaps bestrhapspeperhaps beperhaps best describst described as “alied as “alienness” inenness” in a religio a religious or divius or divine sense. ne sense. The basic The basic theologicatheotheologicatheological problem l problem is that this that this holy Gois holy God desires d desires to have feto have fellowship wllowship with sinfulith sinful humans li hum humans livhumans living in a fing in a fallen worlallen world. Since Gd. Since God cannot od cannot become lesbecome less holy in s holy in order to forder to fellowship elloffellowshipfellowship with huma with humans, they mns, they must becomeust become more holy more holy (“sanctif (“sanctified”); oncied”); once gained, e gained, holiness mhholiness mholiness may be lessay be lessened or coened or contaminatedntaminated by contac by contact with vart with various proscious proscribed subsribed subsribed substancessubstances (“unclean (“uncleanness”) andness”) and by feelin by feeling, thinking, thinking, or actig, or acting in waysng in ways that God  that God has forbidhas has forbidhas forbidden (“sinfden (“sinfulness”).ulness”).ulness”).

The root idea of holiness is that of “separation” or “withdrawal.” It is a divine 
quality, part of the intrinsic nature of God, but absent from a fallen world, 
perhaps best described as “alienness” in a religious or divine sense. The basic 
theological problem is that this holy God desires to have fellowship with sinful 
humans living in a fallen world. Since God cannot become less holy in order to 
fellowship with humans, they must become more holy (“sanctified”); once gained, 
holiness may be lessened or contaminated by contact with various proscribed 
substances (“uncleanness”) and by feeling, thinking, or acting in ways that God 
has forbidden (“sinfulness”).

�God used tGod used the generalhe general notion of notion of holiness  holiness common in common in the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East to reveat tot to reveal to reveal himself anhimself and his willd his will to Israel to Israel. This may. This may be catego be categorized in trized in three levelhree levels of varyis of vas of varying invarying intensity. Ftensity. First was dirst was dedication edication to a deityto a deity for his/h for his/her use. Ther use. This did notis did not necessari necess necessarilnecessarily imply usy imply use by the ge by the god, but onod, but only that thly that the person oe person or object wr object was availabas available, just ale, jle, just as fojust as for other “sr other “secular” usecular” uses. A highes. A higher level oer level of holinessf holiness was attri was attributed to abuted to a person or perso person or person or object theobject the god actua god actually used, lly used, so that soso that something ofmething of the divin the divine presencee presence remained  re remained wremained with an objith an object after ect after its use (eits use (e.g., Posei.g., Poseidon’s triddon’s trident, Thor’ent, Thor’s hammer, s hammer, as well asas was well as thwell as the deity’s e deity’s human servhuman servants). Theants). The highest l highest level was aevel was ascribed toscribed to images or images or idols of  ido idols of tidols of the gods, rhe gods, regarded asegarded as ideal rec ideal receptacles feptacles for that spor that specific godecific god’s presenc’s presence.e.e.

God used the general notion of holiness common in the ancient Near East 
to reveal himself and his will to Israel. This may be categorized in three levels of 
varying intensity. First was dedication to a deity for his/her use. This did not 
necessarily imply use by the god, but only that the person or object was available, 
just as for other “secular” uses. A higher level of holiness was attributed to a 
person or object the god actually used, so that something of the divine presence 
remained with an object after its use (e.g., Poseidon’s trident, Thor’s hammer, as 
well as the deity’s human servants). The highest level was ascribed to images or 
idols of the gods, regarded as ideal receptacles for that specific god’s presence.

�Yahweh revYahweh revealed holiealed holiness to beness to be his chief his chief attribute attribute (Exod. 15 (Exod. 15:11; 1 Sam:11; 1 Sam. 2:2; Isa. 2:2; Isa. 2:2; Isa. 6:3; Isa. 6:3; cf. Rev. 4cf. Rev. 4:8) and wa:8) and wanted his fnted his followers lollowers likewise toikewise to be holy.  be holy. The commanThe command to “be hd tod to “be holto “be holy as I am y as I am holy” (Levholy” (Lev. 11:44-45. 11:44-45; cf. 1 Pe; cf. 1 Pet. 1:15-16t. 1:15-16) was for ) was for all Israelall Israelites, not ites, noites, not just tnot just the priestshe priests. The peop. The people of Israle of Israel were toel were to be separa be separate from thte from the world, ae world, a “priestly “pr “priestly “priestly kingdom ankingdom and a holy nd a holy nation” (Exation” (Exod. 19:6; od. 19:6; cf. 1 Pet.cf. 1 Pet. 2:9). The 2:9). They were to y were to limit theilimitlimit theilimit their contact r contact with unclewith uncleanness andanness and adhere to adhere to the comma the commandments ofndments of the Mosai the Mos the Mosaic covMosaic covenant. Theenant. The Law provi Law provided for saded for sacrifices tcrifices to atone foo atone for their sir their sins (Lev. 5ns (Lev. 5:5ff.) and:5ff55:5ff.) an5:5ff.) and cleansind cleansing rituals g rituals to remove to remove any uncleaany uncleanness (e.gnness (e.g., Lev. 14., Lev. 14). Holines). Holiness was to es was s was to extwas to extend to theend to the tithe, th tithe, the firstbore firstborn and anytn and anything else hing else voluntarilvoluntarily dedicatey dedicated to God (d tod to God (Leto God (Lev. 27:14-3v. 27:14-32).2).2).

Yahweh revealed holiness to be his chief attribute (Exod. 15:11; 1 Sam. 2:2; 
Isa. 6:3; cf. Rev. 4:8) and wanted his followers likewise to be holy. The command 
to “be holy as I am holy” (Lev. 11:44-45; cf. 1 Pet. 1:15-16) was for all Israelites, 
not just the priests. The people of Israel were to be separate from the world, a 
“priestly kingdom and a holy nation” (Exod. 19:6; cf. 1 Pet. 2:9). They were to 
limit their contact with uncleanness and adhere to the commandments of the 
Mosaic covenant. The Law provided for sacrifices to atone for their sins (Lev. 
5:5ff.) and cleansing rituals to remove any uncleanness (e.g., Lev. 14). Holiness 



was to extend to the tithe, the firstborn and anything else voluntarily dedicated 
to God (Lev. 27:14-32).

�The anointThe anointing of priing of priests, propests, prophets, and hets, and kings markkings marks them as s them as not just dnot just dedicated tedicatedddedicated dedicated to God, buto God, but chosen bt chosen by him for y him for his servichis service. Their ce. Their codes of beodes of behavior, eshavior, especially fpeesespeciallyespecially for pries for priests, were sts, were stricter thtricter than for thean for the average p average person (Exoerson (Exod. 28:1-31d. 28:1-31:11) and t:11)28:1-3128:1-31:1128:1-31:11) and the ) and the consequencconsequences for thees for their disobedir disobedience moreience more severe (L severe (Lev. 5:5ff.ev. 5:5ff.; 1 Sam. 1; 5:5ff.5:5ff.; 1 5:5ff.; 1 Sam. 1; 1 Sam. 1; 1 Chr. 21).Chr. 21).Chr. 21).

The anointing of priests, prophets, and kings marks them as not just 
dedicated to God, but chosen by him for his service. Their codes of behavior, 
especially for priests, were stricter than for the average person (Exod. 
28:1-31:11) and the consequences for their disobedience more severe (Lev. 
5:5ff.; 1 Sam. 1; 1 Chr. 21).

�Various obVarious objects, plajects, places, and tces, and times associmes associated withiated with the worsh the worship of Yahwip of Yahweh were coeh wereh were consiwere considered holydered holy. Special . Special days of redays of religious celigious celebration lebration (Lev. 23) (Lev. 23) and culticand cultic objects ( obje objects (1objects (1 Kgs. 8:4; Kgs. 8:4; Ezra 5:14 Ezra 5:14-15; 8:28)-15; 8:28), especial, especially regardily regarding the arkng the ark of the co of the covenant (Levenantcocovenant (covenant (Lev. 16:2;Lev. 16:2; 2 Sam. 6: 2 Sam. 6:7), were a7), were all holy. Dll holy. Degrees of egrees of holiness aholiness are evidentre evident in the la in t in the layoutthe layout of the Je of the Jerusalem terusalem temple. Mostmple. Most sacred wa sacred was the holys the holy of holies of holies, the inne, the inner room in r rr room in whroom in which Yahwehich Yahweh resided;  resided; the holy pthe holy place, the lace, the court of pcourt of priests, anriests, and the courd the court of Israet courcourt of Icourt of Israelites sraelites were also were also holy, but holy, but of decreasof decreasing intensing intensity as oneity as one moved awa moved away from Gody fry from God’sfrom God’s presence. presence. While rev While reverence waserence was shown to  shown to objects asobjects associated wsociated with Yahwehith Yahwith Yahweh in Yahweh in the past (the past (e.g., the e.g., the bronze serbronze serpent of thpent of the wildernee wilderness [Num. 2ss [Num. 21:9; cf. 21:9; cf. 2 Kgs. 18:4 Kg Kgs. 18:4]Kgs. 18:4], Gideon’s, Gideon’s ephod [Ju ephod [Judg. 8:27],dg. 8:27], and perha and perhaps even thps even the gold cale gold calves [Exod.ves [Exod. 32; cf. 1 32 32; cf. 1 32; cf. 1 Kgs. 12:28Kgs. 12:28; 2 Kgs. 1; 2 Kgs. 17:16]), wo7:16]), worship of trship of them becamehem became a snare t a snare to Israel ao Israel and was connd wnd was condemwas condemned. Contrned. Contrary to theary to the ancient N ancient Near Easterear Eastern concept n concept of holinesof holiness, Yahweh s, Yahwes, Yahweh forYahweh forbade his wbade his worshippersorshippers to constr to construct any iduct any idols, incluols, including imageding images of him (s of him (Exod. 20:4E((Exod. 20:(Exod. 20:4; Deut. 44; Deut. 4:15-19; 27:15-19; 27:15).:15).:15).

Various objects, places, and times associated with the worship of Yahweh 
were considered holy. Special days of religious celebration (Lev. 23) and cultic 
objects (1 Kgs. 8:4; Ezra 5:14-15; 8:28), especially regarding the ark of the 
covenant (Lev. 16:2; 2 Sam. 6:7), were all holy. Degrees of holiness are evident in 
the layout of the Jerusalem temple. Most sacred was the holy of holies, the inner 
room in which Yahweh resided; the holy place, the court of priests, and the 
court of Israelites were also holy, but of decreasing intensity as one moved away 
from God’s presence. While reverence was shown to objects associated with 
Yahweh in the past (e.g., the bronze serpent of the wilderness [Num. 21:9; cf. 2 
Kgs. 18:4], Gideon’s ephod [Judg. 8:27], and perhaps even the gold calves [Exod. 
32; cf. 1 Kgs. 12:28; 2 Kgs. 17:16]), worship of them became a snare to Israel and 
was condemned. Contrary to the ancient Near Eastern concept of holiness, 
Yahweh forbade his worshippers to construct any idols, including images of him 
(Exod. 20:4; Deut. 4:15-19; 27:15).

�The propheThe prophets condemnts condemned the acted the actions of thions of the people, e people, even as theven as the independe independence of Isenceindependindependenindependence of Israce of Israel and Judel and Judah neared ah neared an end, buan end, but promisedt promised that God  that God would yet would yetwould yet cleansyet cleanse the lande the land and its i and its inhabitantsnhabitants (Isa. 4;  (Isa. 4; Zech. 13:1Zech. 13:1). These p). These prophecies rophecies blurred thblurreblurred thblurred the distincte distinction betweeion between holinessn holiness and clean and cleanliness (Jeliness (Jer. 33:8; Er. 33:8; Ezek. 36:25zek. 36:25, 33) and , 33), 33) and se33) and set the tonet the tone for those for those who would who would follow. follow. follow.

The prophets condemned the actions of the people, even as the 
independence of Israel and Judah neared an end, but promised that God would 
yet cleanse the land and its inhabitants (Isa. 4; Zech. 13:1). These prophecies 
blurred the distinction between holiness and cleanliness (Jer. 33:8; Ezek. 36:25, 
33) and set the tone for those who would follow.

�The JewishThe Jewish sects of  sects of NT times eNT times each workedach worked toward ho toward holiness in liness in their own their own fashion, cfashifashion, cfashion, convinced tonvinced that this what this would keep ould keep God from eGod from exiling Isrxiling Israel again ael again or even peor even persuade himrsupepersuade hpersuade him to restim to restore Israelore Israel’s indepen’s independence. Thedence. The Sadducees Sadducees thought i thought it criticalt critical that the  th that the tthat the temple sacremple sacrifices be ifices be maintainedmaintained. The Phar. The Pharisees trieisees tried to replid to replicate the hcate the holiness reolinehholiness rholiness required ofequired of the pries the priests and thets and the temple in temple in their own their own homes and homes and lives. Th lives. The Zealots e ThThe ZealotThe Zealots argued ts argued that God wohat God would aid thuld aid the Jews in e Jews in cleansing cleansing the land fthe land from the (grom the (gentile) Roe(g(gentile) (gentile) Romans if Romans if only the ponly the people wouleople would have thed have the faith to  faith to act. The Qact. The Qumran Esseumran Essenes foundenEsseEssenes foEssenes founded a counded a community onmmunity on the shore the shores of the Ds of the Dead Sea soead Sea so they migh they might celebratt celebrt celebrate celebrate feasts andfeasts and rituals b rituals by a calendy a calendar differear different from thnt from that of the at of the Jerusalem Jerusalem priests, apriestpriests, apriests, and also prnd also practiced riacticed ritual washitual washings to remngs to remove personove personal uncleanal uncleanness.ness.ness.

The Jewish sects of NT times each worked toward holiness in their own 
fashion, convinced that this would keep God from exiling Israel again or even 
persuade him to restore Israel’s independence. The Sadducees thought it critical 
that the temple sacrifices be maintained. The Pharisees tried to replicate the 
holiness required of the priests and the temple in their own homes and lives. 
The Zealots argued that God would aid the Jews in cleansing the land from the 
(gentile) Romans if only the people would have the faith to act. The Qumran 
Essenes founded a community on the shores of the Dead Sea so they might 
celebrate feasts and rituals by a calendar different from that of the Jerusalem 
priests, and also practiced ritual washings to remove personal uncleanness.

�John the BJohn the Baptist preaptist preached thatached that Jews shou Jews should repent ld repent of their sof their sins and beins and be baptized, baptize baptized, baptized, a practicea practice previousl previously reservedy reserved for genti for gentile convertle converts, and pros, and prophesied thphesied that the Mesat tat the Messiathe Messiah would soh would soon bring aon bring a much grea much greater cleanster cleansing (Mark ing (Mark 1:4-8 par.1:4-8 par.). The suc). The success of Jocsucsuccess ofsuccess of John’s mi John’s ministry is nistry is a good meaa good measure of thsure of the widespree widespread desire ad desire for holinefor holiness among 1ss ass among 1st-among 1st-century Jecentury Jews.ws.ws.

John the Baptist preached that Jews should repent of their sins and be 
baptized, a practice previously reserved for gentile converts, and prophesied that 
the Messiah would soon bring a much greater cleansing (Mark 1:4-8 par.). The 
success of John’s ministry is a good measure of the widespread desire for holiness 



among 1st-century Jews.

�The NT conThe NT concept of hocept of holiness is liness is founded onfounded on that of t that of the OT. Godhe OT. God is still  is still seen as beseen asseen as being has being holy and reoly and requiring thquiring that those wat those who serve hho serve him share tim share that qualithat quality (1 Pet. y (1 Pet. 1:15-16). 1:151:15-16). 1:15-16). Gentiles aGentiles as well as s well as Jews couldJews could become pa become part of God’rt of God’s people us people under the nnder the new covenanennew covenanew covenant (Rom. 2nt (Rom. 2:28-29; Ga:28-29; Gal. 3:28; Cl. 3:28; Col. 3:11).ol. 3:11). Those who Those who accepted  accepted the invitathe invitation were tinvitainvitationinvitation were call were called “saintsed “saints” (Gk. ” (Gk. haégioshaégios; Acts 9:1; Acts 9:13; 1 Cor. 3; 1 Cor. 1:2; Jude 1:2; Jude 3; Rev. 5:3; Rev. 5:8). The Mo85:5:8). The 5:8). The Mosaic disMosaic distinction btinction between “cletween “clean” and “ean” and “holy” gaveholy” gave way to co way to concern for ncern for proper conpproper conproper conduct (1 Peduct (1 Pet. 1:15), t. 1:15), attitude, attitude, and thoughand thought (Matt. 5t (Matt. 5-6; 1 Cor.-6; 1 Cor. 13; Gal.  13; Gal. 3).3).3).

The NT concept of holiness is founded on that of the OT. God is still seen 
as being holy and requiring that those who serve him share that quality (1 Pet. 
1:15-16). Gentiles as well as Jews could become part of God’s people under the 
new covenant (Rom. 2:28-29; Gal. 3:28; Col. 3:11). Those who accepted the 
invitation were called “saints” (Gk. haégios; Acts 9:13; 1 Cor. 1:2; Jude 3; Rev. 
5:8). The Mosaic distinction between “clean” and “holy” gave way to concern for 
proper conduct (1 Pet. 1:15), attitude, and thought (Matt. 5-6; 1 Cor. 13; Gal. 3).

�Jesus’ ownJesus’ own personal  personal holiness wholiness was demonstas demonstrated by hrated by his conceptis conception (Luke ion (Luke 1:35), his1:35)1:35), his1:35), his public af public affirmation firmation from the Ffrom the Father (Matather (Matt. 3:17), t. 3:17), his deeds his deeds (Luke 5:20(Luke 5:20-24), and -24), 5:205:20-24), 5:20-24), and his reand his resurrectionsurrection (Rom. 1:3 (Rom. 1:3-4). The N-4). The NT represenT represents Jesus ats Jesus as holy ands holy and a source  a a source oa source of holinessf holiness/cleanness/cleanness. He can m. He can make his foake his followers hollowers holy (Heb. 1ly (Heb. 13:12; 1 Pe3:12; 1 Pet. 1:2; cft. PePet. 1:2; Pet. 1:2; cf. esp. Mcf. esp. Matt. 8:1-3att. 8:1-3), somethi), something only Yang only Yahweh had dhweh had done (Ps. 5one (Ps. 51:7[MT 3];1:7[MT 3]; Ezek. 20: Ez Ezek. 20:1Ezek. 20:12). After 2). After Jesus’ deaJesus’ death, his foth, his followers tallowers taught that ught that God granteGod granted forgivend forgiveness of siness oess of sins (“of sins (“holiness”)holiness”) to anyone to anyone who would who would have fait have faith in him (h in him (Acts 2:22-Acts 2:22-39; Rom. 339; Rom. 3:21-26; 1 :233:21-26; 13:21-26; 1 John 1:7) John 1:7)...

Jesus’ own personal holiness was demonstrated by his conception (Luke 
1:35), his public affirmation from the Father (Matt. 3:17), his deeds (Luke 
5:20-24), and his resurrection (Rom. 1:3-4). The NT represents Jesus as holy and 
a source of holiness/cleanness. He can make his followers holy (Heb. 13:12; 1 
Pet. 1:2; cf. esp. Matt. 8:1-3), something only Yahweh had done (Ps. 51:7[MT 3]; 
Ezek. 20:12). After Jesus’ death, his followers taught that God granted forgiveness 
of sins (“holiness”) to anyone who would have faith in him (Acts 2:22-39; Rom. 
3:21-26; 1 John 1:7).

�The NT alsThe NT also expands o expands the role othe role of the Holyf the Holy Spirit. T Spirit. The Spirit he Spirit convicts tconvicts the world (he worlhe world (Johworld (John 16:7-11)n 16:7-11) and sanct and sanctifies thosifies those who belie who believe in Jeseve in Jesus (1 Cor.us (1 Cor. 6:11; 2 T 6:11; 2 Thess. 2:13hesTThess. 2:1Thess. 2:13; 1 Pet. 3; 1 Pet. 1:2). In t1:2). In this respechis respect, it is lt, it is like an eveike an everflowing srflowing spring of lpring of living wateiving wateiving water, alwwater, always capablays capable of cleane of cleansing othersing others. The Spis. The Spirit itselfrit itself can never can never be made u be made unclean (Joncleuunclean (Junclean (John 4:13-1ohn 4:13-14; 7:38-394; 7:38-39).).).

The NT also expands the role of the Holy Spirit. The Spirit convicts the 
world (John 16:7-11) and sanctifies those who believe in Jesus (1 Cor. 6:11; 2 
Thess. 2:13; 1 Pet. 1:2). In this respect, it is like an everflowing spring of living 
water, always capable of cleansing others. The Spirit itself can never be made 
unclean (John 4:13-14; 7:38-39).

Timothy P.Timothy P. Jenney Jenney

Timothy P. Jenney

HOLINESS CHOLINESS CODEODEODE

HOLINESS CODE

The corpusThe corpus of laws i of laws in Lev. 17-n Lev. 17-26, specif26, specifically conically concentratingcentrating on religi on religious and cuous and cultic matteltic mltic matters. Tmatters. The civil ahe civil and criminand criminal types ofl types of laws, fou laws, found in Exodnd in Exodus and Deuus and Deuteronomy, teronomy, are conspiaare conspiare conspicuously abcuously absent here.sent here. Stressing Stressing the decre the decree to be hoe to be holy becausely because Yahweh is Yahweh is holy (Lev isis holy (Lis holy (Lev. 19:2; ev. 19:2; 20:7, 26; 20:7, 26; 21:6, 8), 21:6, 8), these lawsthese laws purposely purposely oppose Ca oppose Canaanite cunaanite cultic practltic pltic practices practices (18:3ff.).(18:3ff.). Documenta Documentary theorisry theorists argue tts argue that, even hat, even though thithough this corpus is corpus is a later s a ls a later addilater addition to thtion to the Priestlye Priestly writings, writings, it contai it contains materians material which isl which is premonarc premonarchical and hical premonarcpremonarchpremonarchical and cical and could possiould possibly includbly include some of e some of the earliethe earliest laws inst laws in Israel’s  Israel’s history. Thistohistory. Thistory. The indepenhe independent naturdent nature of this e of this corpus hascorpus has been atta been attacked on thcked on the grounds e grounds that no intthat no inthat no internal ordternal order can be er can be found and found and the thematthe thematic admonisic admonishment “youhment “you shall be  shall be  shall be holy, fbe holy, for I am hoor I am holy” appearly” appears only in s only in Lev. 19-22Lev. 19-22 as well a as well as outside s outside of the corof the corpus (11:44pus (pus (11:44–45)(11:44–45)...

The corpus of laws in Lev. 17-26, specifically concentrating on religious and cultic 
matters. The civil and criminal types of laws, found in Exodus and Deuteronomy, 
are conspicuously absent here. Stressing the decree to be holy because Yahweh 
is holy (Lev. 19:2; 20:7, 26; 21:6, 8), these laws purposely oppose Canaanite cultic 
practices (18:3ff.). Documentary theorists argue that, even though this corpus is a 
later addition to the Priestly writings, it contains material which is 
premonarchical and could possibly include some of the earliest laws in Israel’s 
history. The independent nature of this corpus has been attacked on the grounds 
that no internal order can be found and the thematic admonishment “you shall 
be holy, for I am holy” appears only in Lev. 19-22 as well as outside of the corpus 
(11:44–45).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. E. HartJ. E. Hartley, ley, Leviticus.Leviticus. WBC 4 (Wa WBC 4 (Waco, 1992);co, 1992); I. Knohl, I. Knohl,  The SanctuThe SanThe Sanctuary Sanctuary of Silenceof Silence: The Prie: The Priestly Torahstly Torah and the H and the Holiness Scoliness Schoolhool (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1995)lis, 1995); M. Noth,; M; M. Noth, M. Noth, The Laws iThe Laws in the Pentn the Pentateuch andateuch and Other Stu Other Studiesdies (1966, re (1966, repr. Londonpr. London, 1984)., 1984)., 1984).

Bibliography. J. E. Hartley, Leviticus. WBC 4 (Waco, 1992); I. Knohl, The 
Sanctuary of Silence: The Priestly Torah and the Holiness School (Minneapolis, 1995); 
M. Noth, The Laws in the Pentateuch and Other Studies (1966, repr. London, 1984).

Tony S. L.Tony S. L. Michael Michael

Tony S. L. Michael



HOLM TREEHOLM TREEHOLM TREE

HOLM TREE

In biblicaIn biblical usage prl usage probably theobably the holm oak  holm oak ((Quercus ilQuercus ilexex L.), a sm L.), a small evergrall evergreen resembeen resembling the hliresembresemblingresembling the holly the holly (Heb.  (Heb. tirza®;tirza®; Isa. 44:1 Isa. 44:14; cf. Sus4; cf. Sus. 58; Gk. . 58; Gk. priínospriínos). The tru). The true holm tree he holm tree holm tree ((Ilex aquifIlex aquifoliumolium L.) is a  L.) is a holly and holly and is not fouis not found in thisnd in this setting.  setting. Other possOther possible identibposspossible ipossible identificatdentifications incluions include the cypde the cypress (ress (Cupressus Cupressus semperviresempervirensns L.; so JB L.; so JB, NIV) and, NIV) an, NIV) and the pland the plane tree (ane tree (Platanus oPlatanus orientalisrientalis L.; so NJ L.; so NJPSV).PSV).PSV).

In biblical usage probably the holm oak (Quercus ilex L.), a small evergreen 
resembling the holly (Heb. tirza®; Isa. 44:14; cf. Sus. 58; Gk. priínos). The true 
holm tree (Ilex aquifolium L.) is a holly and is not found in this setting. Other 
possible identifications include the cypress (Cupressus sempervirens L.; so JB, NIV) 
and the plane tree (Platanus orientalis L.; so NJPSV).

Robert E. Robert E. Stone, IIStone, II

Robert E. Stone, II

HOLOFERNESHOLOFERNES (Gk.  (Gk. OlophérneäOlophérneäss)))

HOLOFERNES (Gk. Olophérneäs)

The chief The chief general ofgeneral of the army  the army of Nebuchaof Nebuchadnezzar, sdnezzar, second in cecond in command onlommand only to the ky to they to the king (the king (Jdt. 2:4).Jdt. 2:4). Holoferne Holofernes is only s is only known fromknown from the book  the book of Judith,of Judith, and if it and if it was writt was w was written duwritten during the Mring the Maccabean paccabean period, as eriod, as many beliemany believe, then tve, then the characthe character Holoferer Holofernes may benHoloferHolofernesHolofernes may be ba may be based on Nicsed on Nicanor (1 Maanor (1 Macc. 7:26-4cc. 7:26-49), the Ca9), the Cappadocian ppadocian prince Oroprince Oprince Orofernes Orofernes (159/8 (159/8 B.C.E.B.C.E.) of Syria) of Syria, or a com, or a combination obination of the two.f the two.

The chief general of the army of Nebuchadnezzar, second in command only to 
the king (Jdt. 2:4). Holofernes is only known from the book of Judith, and if it was 
written during the Maccabean period, as many believe, then the character 
Holofernes may be based on Nicanor (1 Macc. 7:26-49), the Cappadocian prince 
Orofernes (159/8 B.C.E.) of Syria, or a combination of the two.

�After gathAfter gathering his ering his officers, officers, HolofernesHolofernes installs  installs a plan to a plan to attack Damattack Damascus (Jdtascus (Jdt. 2:14-27).(Jdt(Jdt. 2:14(Jdt. 2:14-27) and e-27) and eventually ventually Palestine Palestine (3:9—4:15)(3:9—4:15). He conqu. He conquers the arers the armies and tmies and towns of thowttowns of ttowns of the regionshe regions and destr and destroys the reoys the religious shligious shrines and rines and temples (Jtemples (Jdt. 3:8). dt. 3:8). When he coWheWhen he coWhen he comes to Isrmes to Israel, he suael, he summons the mmons the leaders ofleaders of Moab and  Moab and Ammon to pAmmon to plan his atlan hlan his attackhis attack. Achior, . Achior, the Ammonithe Ammonite leader,te leader, tells Hol tells Holofernes ofofernes of the histo the history of Israry of Israel and herel anel and her Goand her God, but Hold, but Holofernes reofernes refuses to hfuses to heed the waeed the warning. He rning. He leads his leads his army to Bearmy to Bearmy to Bethulia, Bethulia, Judith’s hJudith’s hometown, aometown, and cuts ofnd cuts off the watef the water supply. r supply. With peoplWith people collapsie collapsing inside ng collapsicollapsingcollapsing inside th inside the city, Jue city, Judith leavedith leaves her homes her home, befriend, befriends Holoferns Holofernes, and tees, and tells him holls himlls him how tohim how to defeat th defeat the people oe people of Bethuliaf Bethulia. After a . After a few days Hfew days Holofernes olofernes becomes drbecomes drbecomes drunk whildrunk while in the ce in the company of ompany of Judith, anJudith, and she cutsd she cuts off his h off his head. Withoead. Without the leaut the leadership ofderlealeadershipleadership of Holofe of Holofernes his arnes his army is rourmy is routed.ted.ted.

After gathering his officers, Holofernes installs a plan to attack Damascus 
(Jdt. 2:14-27) and eventually Palestine (3:9—4:15). He conquers the armies and 
towns of the regions and destroys the religious shrines and temples (Jdt. 3:8). 
When he comes to Israel, he summons the leaders of Moab and Ammon to plan 
his attack. Achior, the Ammonite leader, tells Holofernes of the history of Israel 
and her God, but Holofernes refuses to heed the warning. He leads his army to 
Bethulia, Judith’s hometown, and cuts off the water supply. With people 
collapsing inside the city, Judith leaves her home, befriends Holofernes, and tells 
him how to defeat the people of Bethulia. After a few days Holofernes becomes 
drunk while in the company of Judith, and she cuts off his head. Without the 
leadership of Holofernes his army is routed.

Marc A. JoMarc A. Jolleylley

Marc A. Jolley

HOLONHOLON (Heb.  (Heb. h�oœloœn, h�oœloœn, h�oœlo®nh�oœlo®n) (also HI) (also HILEN)LEN)LEN)

HOLON (Heb. h�oœloœn, h�oœlo®n ) (also HILEN)

�1.1. A city in A city in the hill  the hill country ofcountry of Judah (Jo Judah (Josh. 15:51)sh. 15:51) later ass later assigned to tigned to the Leviteshe Levites (21:15).  LevitesLevites (2Levites (21:15). At 1:15). At 1 Chr. 6:51 Chr. 6:58(MT 43) i8(MT 43) it is callet is called Hilen. Md Hilen. Most scholaost scholars identifrs identify the sitey the y the site athe site as modern Ks modern Khirbet hirbet {Aliîn{Aliîn (152118), (152118), 16 km. (1 16 km. (10 mi.) NW 0 mi.) NW of Hebron of Hebron in the regin thein the regionthe region of Beth-z of Beth-zur.ur.ur.

1. A city in the hill country of Judah (Josh. 15:51) later assigned to the 
Levites (21:15). At 1 Chr. 6:58(MT 43) it is called Hilen. Most scholars identify 
the site as modern Khirbet {Aliîn (152118), 16 km. (10 mi.) NW of Hebron in 
the region of Beth-zur.

�2.2. A city in A city in the table the tableland of Moland of Moab cited iab cited in an oracln an oracle of Jereme of Jeremiah (Jer. iah (Jer. 48:21). Th48:21). T48:21). The site rThe site remains unkemains unknown.nown.

2. A city in the tableland of Moab cited in an oracle of Jeremiah (Jer. 48:21). 
The site remains unknown.

HOLY OF HOHOLY OF HOLIESLIESLIES

HOLY OF HOLIES

The innermThe innermost and moost and most sacred st sacred precinct oprecinct of the Israf the Israelite sancelite sanctuary (Hebtuary (Heb. 9:3; Gk.. 9:3; Gk.  haégia haghhaégia haghaégia hagiíoœniíoœn).).).

The innermost and most sacred precinct of the Israelite sanctuary (Heb. 9:3; Gk. 
haégia hagiíoœn).

�SeeSee  MOST HOLY MOST HOLY PLACE.PLACE.

See MOST HOLY PLACE.



HOLY ONE OHOLY ONE OF ISRAELF ISRAELF ISRAEL

HOLY ONE OF ISRAEL

A title foA title for Yahweh tr Yahweh that appearhat appears primarils primarily in Isaiay in Isaiah. The namh. The name emphasize emphasizes the elees the elements of Gmeeleelements oelements of God’s mof God’s moral holineral holiness and spess and special relatcial relationship wiionship with the entth the entire peopleire people of Israel of of Israel.of Israel. The title The title probably  probably arose in tarose in the cultus,he cultus, which emp which emphasized Gohasized God’s holined’s holiness, as thess, ass, as the theas the theme of the me of the Holiness CHoliness Code shows:ode shows: “You shal “You shall be holy,l be holy, for I, Ya for I, Yahweh, yourhweh, your God, am h youryour God, your God, am holy.”am holy.”am holy.”

A title for Yahweh that appears primarily in Isaiah. The name emphasizes the 
elements of God’s moral holiness and special relationship with the entire people 
of Israel. The title probably arose in the cultus, which emphasized God’s holiness, 
as the theme of the Holiness Code shows: “You shall be holy, for I, Yahweh, 
your God, am holy.”

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

HOLY PLACEHOLY PLACE

HOLY PLACE

In both thIn both the tabernace tabernacle and thele and the temple, t temple, the larger he larger of the twoof the two compartme compartments of thents of the central s c central sacentral sanctuary. Anctuary. A curtain s curtain separated teparated the holy plhe holy place from tace from the holy ofhe holy of holies (E holies (Exod. 26:33xod(E(Exod. 26:(Exod. 26:33). Locat33). Located within ed within the holy pthe holy place were lace were the lampstthe lampstand or menand or menorah (on torah (on torah (on the south the south side; Exodside; Exod. 26:35; 4. 26:35; 40:4, 24-250:4, 24-25), the tab), the table of the le of the bread of pbread of presence (oresence (on the nortn thn the north the north side; 26:3side; 26:35; 40:4, 25; 40:4, 22–23), and2–23), and the golde the golden incense n incense altar (befaltar (before the cuore the curtain separtaincucurtain securtain separating tparating the holy plhe holy place from tace from the holy ofhe holy of holies; 4 holies; 40:5, 26–270:5, 26–27). Though ). Though the precisthethe precisthe precise dimensioe dimensions of the ns of the tabernacletabernacle are uncer are uncertain, in Stain, in Solomon’s tolomon’s temple the emple the holy placehoholy placeholy place was 40 cu was 40 cubits long,bits long, 20 cubits 20 cubits wide, and wide, and 30 cubits 30 cubits high (1 K high (1 Kgs. 6:2, 2gs. 6:2, 20). These 0). Th0). These dimeThese dimensions arensions are consisten consistent with thot with those of Ezekse of Ezekiel’s eschiel’s eschatologicalatological temple (E temple (Ezek. 41:2)ze(E(Ezek. 41:(Ezek. 41:2) and of 2) and of m. Mid.m. Mid. 4:7.  4:7. M. YomaM. Yoma 5:1 indic 5:1 indicates that ates that the holy pthe holy place and tlace and the holy ofhe hohe holy of hoholy of holies were lies were separated separated by two curby two curtains withtains with a one cub a one cubit space bit space between theetween them.mthethem.them.them.

In both the tabernacle and the temple, the larger of the two compartments of the 
central sanctuary. A curtain separated the holy place from the holy of holies 
(Exod. 26:33). Located within the holy place were the lampstand or menorah (on 
the south side; Exod. 26:35; 40:4, 24-25), the table of the bread of presence (on 
the north side; 26:35; 40:4, 22–23), and the golden incense altar (before the 
curtain separating the holy place from the holy of holies; 40:5, 26–27). Though 
the precise dimensions of the tabernacle are uncertain, in Solomon’s temple the 
holy place was 40 cubits long, 20 cubits wide, and 30 cubits high (1 Kgs. 6:2, 20). 
These dimensions are consistent with those of Ezekiel’s eschatological temple 
(Ezek. 41:2) and of m. Mid. 4:7. M. Yoma 5:1 indicates that the holy place and the 
holy of holies were separated by two curtains with a one cubit space between 
them.

�M. TamidM. Tamid provides  provides an accountan account of the se of the service in trvice in the holy plhe holy place. Lots ace. Lots were cast were cast daily to addaily to adaily to assign 12 tssign 12 tasks, two asks, two of which wof which were mainteere maintenance of tnance of the incensehe incense altar and altar and maintenan m maintenancmaintenance of the le of the lampstand (ampstand (m. Tamidm. Tamid 3:1; cf.  3:1; cf. YomaYoma 2:3). Pro 2:3). Procedures focedures for these tar these tar these tasks are tasks are described described in in m. Tamidm. Tamid 3:9; 6:1– 3:9; 6:1–3 (cf. 3 (cf. YomaYoma 5:1).  5:1). M. YomaM. Yoma 2:4 sugge 2:4 suggests that tsts thatsts that the bthat the burning of urning of the incensthe incense was perfe was performed by aormed by a third pri third priest.est.est.

M. Tamid provides an account of the service in the holy place. Lots were cast 
daily to assign 12 tasks, two of which were maintenance of the incense altar and 
maintenance of the lampstand (m. Tamid 3:1; cf. Yoma 2:3). Procedures for these 
tasks are described in m. Tamid 3:9; 6:1–3 (cf. Yoma 5:1). M. Yoma 2:4 suggests 
that the burning of the incense was performed by a third priest.

�The descriThe description of tption of the tabernahe tabernacle in Hebcle in Heb. 9:2-5 is. 9:2-5 is puzzling. puzzling. In this s In this summary theummary thummary the incensthe incense altar ise altar is described described as being  as being in the holin the holy of holiey of holies. Becauses. Because the locat the location of theion ofion of the altof the altar is not ar is not mentioned mentioned in the prein the prescriptionsscriptions of Exod.  of Exod. 26, the au26, the author of Hethor of Hebrews may breHeHebrews maHebrews may have insy have inserted the erted the reference reference to the altto the altar withoutar without particula particular concern r concern for locatiffor locatifor location, or peron, or perhaps the ahaps the author assouthor associated theciated the altar wit altar with the holyh the holy of holies of holies (cf. 1 Kg (cf.  (cf. 1 Kgs(cf. 1 Kgs. 6:22).. 6:22).. 6:22).

The description of the tabernacle in Heb. 9:2-5 is puzzling. In this summary 
the incense altar is described as being in the holy of holies. Because the location 
of the altar is not mentioned in the prescriptions of Exod. 26, the author of 
Hebrews may have inserted the reference to the altar without particular concern 
for location, or perhaps the author associated the altar with the holy of holies 
(cf. 1 Kgs. 6:22).

Richard WaRichard Warren Johnsrren Johnsonon

Richard Warren Johnson
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HOLY SEPULCHRE

The tomb iThe tomb in which Jen which Jesus’ body sus’ body was interrwas interred, a rocked, a rock-hewn cave-hewn cave intended  intended for the bufor the bufor the burial of burial of Joseph of Joseph of Arimathea Arimathea (Matt. 27:(Matt. 27:57-60) loc57-60) located outsiated outside the walde the walls of Jeruls of Jerusalem (JohsaleJeruJerusalem Jerusalem (John 19:4(John 19:41; Heb. 131; Heb. 13:12).:12).:12).

The tomb in which Jesus’ body was interred, a rock-hewn cave intended for the 
burial of Joseph of Arimathea (Matt. 27:57-60) located outside the walls of 
Jerusalem (John 19:41; Heb. 13:12).

�The ChurchThe Church of the Ho of the Holy Sepulchly Sepulchre, dedicare, dedicated on 15 ted on 15 July 1149,July 1149, the 50th  the 50th anniversaranniveanniversaranniversary of the Cy of the Crusader corusader conquest of nquest of Jerusalem,Jerusalem, stands ov stands over the plaer the places identices identified by anfieidentiidentifiedidentified by ancien by ancient traditiot tradition as Golgon as Golgotha and ththa and the tomb of e tomb of Jesus. ExcJesus. Excavations bavations beneath theenebbeneath thbeneath the church he church have shown ave shown that the sthat the site was anite was an ancient q ancient quarry reusuarry reused as a bued as a burial placerbuburial plaburial place in the ce in the 1st centur1st century. The arey. The area was firsa was first enclosedt enclosed within ci within city walls bty walls by Herod Agy Hery Herod AgriHerod Agrippa (41–44ppa (41–44), some 10), some 10 years aft years after the cruer the crucifixion ocifixion of Jesus (Jf Jesus (Josephus osephus BJBJ 5.147–55; 5 5.147–55; 5.147–55; Ant.Ant. 19.326–27 19.326–27).).).

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre, dedicated on 15 July 1149, the 50th 



anniversary of the Crusader conquest of Jerusalem, stands over the places 
identified by ancient tradition as Golgotha and the tomb of Jesus. Excavations 
beneath the church have shown that the site was an ancient quarry reused as a 
burial place in the 1st century. The area was first enclosed within city walls by 
Herod Agrippa (41–44), some 10 years after the crucifixion of Jesus (Josephus BJ 
5.147–55; Ant. 19.326–27).

�Emperor HaEmperor Hadrian refodrian refounded Jeruunded Jerusalem as Asalem as Aelia Capitelia Capitolina (olina (A.D.A.D. 135) and  135) and erected overecerected overected over the tomer the tomb of Jesusb of Jesus a temple  a temple of Jupiterof Jupiter with a st with a statue of Veatue of Venus nearbynus nearby (Eusebius ( (Eusebius (Eusebius Vita ConstVita Const.;.; Jerome  Jerome Ep.Ep. 58; Dio C 58; Dio Cassius assius Hist.Hist. 69.12). A 69.12). After the Cfter the Council of ouncil of ouncil of Nicea (of Nicea (325), Cons325), Constantine ortantine ordered the dered the pagan temppagan temple torn dole torn down and a cwn and a church erechurch erehurch erected inerected in its place its place. Constant. Constantine’s engiine’s engineers afteneers after removingr removing the templ the temple discovere discovered a tomb ed discoverdiscovereddiscovered a tomb id a tomb identified aentified as that of s that of Jesus (EusJesus (Eusebius ebius Vita ConstVita Const.. 3.25–40). 3.25–40). A great r A grea A great rotugreat rotunda was conda was constructed nstructed above the above the tomb. Immetomb. Immediately todiately to the east  the east of the rotof the rotof the rotunda Gorotunda Golgotha stolgotha stood in the od in the open air iopen air in the soutn the southwest cornhwest corner of a laer of a large colonnrge colonnaded courtacolonncolonnadedcolonnaded courtyard courtyard connectin connecting the rotug the rotunda with anda with a huge basi huge basilica callelica called the Martd the Martyrium (“WiyMartMartyrium Martyrium (“Witness,(“Witness,” to the p” to the place of Jelace of Jesus’ deathsus’ death and resur and resurrection). rection). In 1009 EgIn 1009 Egyptian CalypEgEgyptian CEgyptian Caliph Hakialiph Hakim ordered m ordered the destruthe destruction of Cction of Constantineonstantine’s church,’s church, and in 10 and in 10 and in 1048 a new1048 a new church wa church was built ons built on the found the foundations of ations of the rotundthe rotunda. The Crua. The Crusaders incsaders incsaders incorporatincorporated this ched this church into urch into their grantheir grand plan, cod plan, covering thevering the rotunda a rotunda and courtyand courtyard of predrdcourtyacourtyard courtyard of predeceof predecessor churcssor churches and a hes and a space oncespace once occupied  occupied by the wesby the western portitern portern portion ofportion of Constanti Constantine’s basilne’s basilica.ica.ica.

Emperor Hadrian refounded Jerusalem as Aelia Capitolina (A.D. 135) and 
erected over the tomb of Jesus a temple of Jupiter with a statue of Venus nearby 
(Eusebius Vita Const.; Jerome Ep. 58; Dio Cassius Hist. 69.12). After the Council 
of Nicea (325), Constantine ordered the pagan temple torn down and a church 
erected in its place. Constantine’s engineers after removing the temple 
discovered a tomb identified as that of Jesus (Eusebius Vita Const. 3.25–40). A 
great rotunda was constructed above the tomb. Immediately to the east of the 
rotunda Golgotha stood in the open air in the southwest corner of a large 
colonnaded courtyard connecting the rotunda with a huge basilica called the 
Martyrium (“Witness,” to the place of Jesus’ death and resurrection). In 1009 
Egyptian Caliph Hakim ordered the destruction of Constantine’s church, and in 
1048 a new church was built on the foundations of the rotunda. The Crusaders 
incorporated this church into their grand plan, covering the rotunda and 
courtyard of predecessor churches and a space once occupied by the western 
portion of Constantine’s basilica.

�Skeptics dSkeptics doubt that oubt that early Jewiearly Jewish Christish Christians preserans preserved the meved the memory of thmory of the actual se actue actual sitactual sites and asces and ascribe the 4ribe the 4th-centuryth-century identific identification to tation to the desire he desire of Constanof Constantine to prtine ttine to propagato propagandize his ndize his newfound fnewfound faith and taith and the desire he desire of the Jerof the Jerusalem chuusalem church to exarch to exalt itself ltexaexalt itseexalt itself over otlf over other ecclesher ecclesiastical ciastical centers. Hoenters. However, thewever, the location  location (outside t(outside the 1st-cenhe 1sthe 1st-centur1st-century city) hay city) has the requs the requisite markisite marks archaeols archaeologically, ogically, and Eusebiand Eusebius, no advus, no advocate of aocatadvadvocate oadvocate of a strongf a strong Jerusalem Jerusalem, favors t, favors the identifhe identification, sication, supporting upporting the idea othe idea of continuof conf continuouscontinuous Christian Christian memory. memory. memory.

Skeptics doubt that early Jewish Christians preserved the memory of the 
actual sites and ascribe the 4th-century identification to the desire of Constantine 
to propagandize his newfound faith and the desire of the Jerusalem church to 
exalt itself over other ecclesiastical centers. However, the location (outside the 
1st-century city) has the requisite marks archaeologically, and Eusebius, no 
advocate of a strong Jerusalem, favors the identification, supporting the idea of 
continuous Christian memory.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Biddle,M. Biddle,  The Tomb oThe Tomb of Christf Christ (London,  (London, 1999); C. 1999); C. Couasnon, Couasnon, The ChurchTThe ChurchThe Church of the Ho of the Holy Sepulchly Sepulchre in Jerure in Jerusalemsalem (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1974); J. 1974); J. Finegan, Finegan, The ArchaeThe Archaeology of toArchaeArchaeologArchaeology of the Ny of the New Testameew Testament,nt, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Princeton(Princeton, 1992), 2, 1992), 258–82; J. 58–82; J. Wilkinson,Wilkinson,  Wilkinson,Wilkinson,Wilkinson,  Jerusalem Jerusalem as Jesus Kas Jesus Knew Itnew It (Nashvill (Nashville, 1983).e, 1983).e, 1983).

Bibliography. M. Biddle, The Tomb of Christ (London, 1999); C. Couasnon, 
The Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem (Oxford, 1974); J. Finegan, The 
Archaeology of the New Testament, rev. ed. (Princeton, 1992), 258–82; J. 
Wilkinson, Jerusalem as Jesus Knew It (Nashville, 1983).
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HOLY SPIRIT

The tremenThe tremendous repeldous repelling yet fling yet fascinatingascinating and attra and attracting dimecting dimension of tnsion of the divine.he divine. One of th On One of theOne of the most elus most elusive themesive themes in the Bi in the Bible and thble and theology, theology, the actual de actual designationesignation Holy Spir H Holy SpiriHoly Spirit (Heb. t (Heb. ru®ah� qaœru®ah� qaœd�o®sû;d�o®sû; Gk.  Gk. pneuíma hapneuíma haégionégion) is found) is found only in a onl only in a only in a few late pfew late pre-Christire-Christian OT textan OT texts (Isa. 63s (Isa. 63:10-11; Ps:10-11; Ps. 51:11[MT. 51:11[MT 13]; Wis. 13]; Wis. 1:5; 9:17 1:5 1:5; 9:17;1:5; 9:17; 1QS 3:7). 1QS 3:7). According According to Jerome to Jerome, the fact, the fact that Heb. that Heb.  ru®ah�ru®ah� is mainly is mainly feminine, fem feminine, feminine, Gk. Gk. pneuímapneuíma neuter, a neuter, and Lat. nd Lat. spiritusspiritus masculine masculine shows tha shows that God has t God has no gender no no gender no gender at all.at all.

The tremendous repelling yet fascinating and attracting dimension of the divine. 
One of the most elusive themes in the Bible and theology, the actual designation 
Holy Spirit (Heb. ru®ah� qaœd�o®sû;  Gk. pneuíma haégion) is found 
only in a few late pre-Christian OT texts (Isa. 63:10-11; Ps. 51:11[MT 13]; Wis. 
1:5; 9:17; 1QS 3:7). According to Jerome, the fact that Heb. ru®ah�  is mainly 



feminine, Gk. pneuíma neuter, and Lat. spiritus masculine shows that God has 
no gender at all.

Old TestamOld Testamentent

Old Testament

The awesomThe awesome creativee creative power of  power of God in theGod in the universe  universe and in preand in preserving thserving the lives ofe lives of people an ofof people of people and animaland animals (Gen. 1:s (Gen. 1:2; Job 33:2; Job 33:4; Ps. 1044; Ps. 104:30) can b:30) can be a destrue a destructive forcctive force which dre whe which driewhich dries up the ws up the waters (Hosaters (Hos. 13:15) o. 13:15) or a savingr a saving or refres or refreshing powerhing power (Exod. 14 (Exod. 14:21; 1 Kgs:21414:21; 1 K14:21; 1 Kgs. 18:45)gs. 18:45). One can . One can have an evhave an evil spirit il spirit from, but from, but not of, Yanot of, Yahweh, caushweh, causing dissening causcausing dicausing dissension (ssension (Judg. 9:23Judg. 9:23), lies, a), lies, and murder nd murder (1 Sam. 19(1 Sam. 19:9; 1 Kgs.:9; 1 Kgs. 22:23). 22:23). 22:23).

The awesome creative power of God in the universe and in preserving the lives 
of people and animals (Gen. 1:2; Job 33:4; Ps. 104:30) can be a destructive force 
which dries up the waters (Hos. 13:15) or a saving or refreshing power (Exod. 
14:21; 1 Kgs. 18:45). One can have an evil spirit from, but not of, Yahweh, 
causing dissension (Judg. 9:23), lies, and murder (1 Sam. 19:9; 1 Kgs. 22:23).

�The SpiritThe Spirit figures p figures prominentlyrominently in God’s  in God’s guidance oguidance of history,f history, producing producing charismat charism charismaticharismatic leaders c leaders at the necat the necessary timessary times. This ies. This is evident s evident in the expin the experience oferience of the judge the the judgesthe judges at the he at the height of Isight of Israel’s therael’s theocracy (Juocracy (Judg. 3:10; dg. 3:10; 6:34), in 6:34), in the selectthe selection of kinion of kion of kings Saulkings Saul (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 10:1-13) an0:1-13) and David (1d David (16:13), in 6:13), in ZerubbabelZerubbabel after the after the Exile (Ze Exile (Zech. 4:6), ch. (Ze(Zech. 4:6(Zech. 4:6), and the), and the enigmatic enigmatic Servant o Servant of Isa. 42,f Isa. 42, and is em and is emphasized bphasized by the propy the prophets (Isa.hetpropprophets (prophets (Isa. 34:16Isa. 34:16; 63:10; E; 63:10; Ezek. 18:31zek. 18:31).).).

The Spirit figures prominently in God’s guidance of history, producing 
charismatic leaders at the necessary times. This is evident in the experience of 
the judges at the height of Israel’s theocracy (Judg. 3:10; 6:34), in the selection of 
kings Saul (1 Sam. 10:1-13) and David (16:13), in Zerubbabel after the Exile 
(Zech. 4:6), and the enigmatic Servant of Isa. 42, and is emphasized by the 
prophets (Isa. 34:16; 63:10; Ezek. 18:31).

�The primarThe primary manifesty manifestation of tation of the Spirit he Spirit is prophecis prophecy, as evidy, as evident in Josent in Joseph’s dreaeph’s dreeph’s dreams (Gedreams (Gen. 41:38),n. 41:38), Balaam (N Balaam (Num. 24:2),um. 24:2), and Saul  and Saul (1 Sam. 10(1 Sam. 10:10). Note:10). Note the commo the comm the common usacommon usage “the Spge “the Spirit of Pririt of Prophecy” inophecy” in the Targu the Targums. For Homs. For Hosea the prsea the prophet is tophet is ophet is the “mais the “man of the Sn of the Spirit” (Hopirit” (Hos. 9:7). Ms. 9:7). Micah declaicah declares that hres that he is fillee is filled “with pod “with power, with wer, wwer, with the Swith the Spirit of tpirit of the Lord” (he Lord” (Mic. 3:8).Mic. 3:8). In the ex In the exilic and pilic and postexilic ostexilic periods, eperiods, especially speciallyeespeciallyespecially in Ezekie in Ezekiel, the Spil, the Spirit is an rit is an inspiring inspiring agent (Ezeagent (Ezek. 2:2; 3:k. 2:2; 3:24). While24). While in the OT in the O in the OT the SpiOT the Spirit is notrit is not generally generally a persona a personal being, tl being, texts such exts such as Isa. 48as Isa. 48:16; Zech.:16; Zech. 7:12; Neh 7:12; 7:12; Neh.7:12; Neh. 9:30 desc 9:30 describe the Sribe the Spirit morepirit more personall personally.y.y.

The primary manifestation of the Spirit is prophecy, as evident in Joseph’s 
dreams (Gen. 41:38), Balaam (Num. 24:2), and Saul (1 Sam. 10:10). Note the 
common usage “the Spirit of Prophecy” in the Targums. For Hosea the prophet 
is the “man of the Spirit” (Hos. 9:7). Micah declares that he is filled “with power, 
with the Spirit of the Lord” (Mic. 3:8). In the exilic and postexilic periods, 
especially in Ezekiel, the Spirit is an inspiring agent (Ezek. 2:2; 3:24). While in the 
OT the Spirit is not generally a personal being, texts such as Isa. 48:16; Zech. 
7:12; Neh. 9:30 describe the Spirit more personally.

�EschatologEschatological and mical and messianic aessianic activity chctivity characterizearacterize a final a a final age of the ge of the Spirit, whSpirit, when God wilenwhwhen God wwhen God will send hill send his definitis definitive salvative salvation to Isrion to Israel and thael and the nations.e nations. The Spiri The Spirit and her t and t and her giand her gifts will rfts will rest upon test upon the king, the king, the servanthe servant, and the , and the prophet (Iprophet (Isa. 11:1-1sa. 11:1-10; 42:1; 60; 42:10; 42:1; 61:142:1; 61:1), and wil), and will be pourel be poured on the wd on the whole peoplhole people (Isa. 32e (Isa. 32:15; 44:3;:15; 44:3; Ezek. 39: Ezek. 39:29; Joel 229; J29; Joel 2:28[Joel 2:28[3:28] [quo3:28] [quoted by Petted by Peter at Penter at Pentecost, Actecost, Acts 2:17-21]s 2:17-21]). Finally). Finally, God will, God will pour the  pou pour the Spour the Spirit intopirit into the heart the hearts of the ps of the people to teople to turn them furn them from stone rom stone to flesh ato flesh and enable nd aand enableand enable them to k them to keep the coeep the covenant (Isvenant (Isa. 59:21; a. 59:21; Ezek. 36:2Ezek. 36:26-27).6-27).6-27).

Eschatological and messianic activity characterize a final age of the Spirit, 
when God will send his definitive salvation to Israel and the nations. The Spirit 
and her gifts will rest upon the king, the servant, and the prophet (Isa. 11:1-10; 
42:1; 61:1), and will be poured on the whole people (Isa. 32:15; 44:3; Ezek. 39:29; 
Joel 2:28[3:28] [quoted by Peter at Pentecost, Acts 2:17-21]). Finally, God will 
pour the Spirit into the hearts of the people to turn them from stone to flesh 
and enable them to keep the covenant (Isa. 59:21; Ezek. 36:26-27).

�Late pre-NLate pre-NT Judaism T Judaism emphasizesemphasizes the Spiri the Spirit of propht of prophecy, of reecy, of revelation avelation and guidancnd guidnd guidance (guidance (Sir. 48:24Sir. 48:24), wisdom ), wisdom (Wis. 7:7;(Wis. 7:7; 9:17; 1QH 9:17; 1QH 12:11–13) 12:11–13), and occa, and occasionally psionally praise. Howrappraise. Hopraise. However, manwever, many (not ally (not all) believed) believed that the  that the Spirit hadSpirit had departed  departed because ofbecause of sin and w sin sin and wosin and would returnuld return at the re at the restoration.storation.

Late pre-NT Judaism emphasizes the Spirit of prophecy, of revelation and 
guidance (Sir. 48:24), wisdom (Wis. 7:7; 9:17; 1QH 12:11–13), and occasionally 
praise. However, many (not all) believed that the Spirit had departed because of 
sin and would return at the restoration.

New TestamNew Testamentent

New Testament

In the NT In the NT the Holy Sthe Holy Spirit, thepirit, the experienc experience of the pe of the powerful prowerful presence of esence of God among God amongGod among his among his people, ispeople, is widely tr widely treated in ceated in continuity ontinuity with the Owith the OT. For 1 PT. For 1 Peter it iseter it is the Spiri the the Spiritthe Spirit of glory  of glory (1 Pet. 4:(1 Pet. 4:14). The t14). The traditions raditions of Luke, Pof Luke, Paul, and Jaul, and John are paohn are particularlyrticularpaparticularparticularly prominely prominent. In thent. In the Gospels t Gospels the focus ihe focus is on the ls on the life and miife and ministry of nistry of Jesus.Jesus.Jesus.Jesus.

In the NT the Holy Spirit, the experience of the powerful presence of God 
among his people, is widely treated in continuity with the OT. For 1 Peter it is 



the Spirit of glory (1 Pet. 4:14). The traditions of Luke, Paul, and John are 
particularly prominent. In the Gospels the focus is on the life and ministry of 
Jesus.

GospelsGospelsGospels

Gospels

In Mark thIn Mark the Spirit ie Spirit is stresseds stressed at signif at significant momeicant moments: Jesusnts: Jesus’ future b’ future baptizing iaptizing in the Spirn the Sn the Spirit (MaSpirit (Mark 1:8), Jrk 1:8), Jesus’ own esus’ own baptism (vbaptism (v. 10), his. 10), his constant  constant conflict wconflict with uncleaith unclean spirits n spirin spirits (3spirits (3:11; 5:12;:11; 5:12; 6:7; 7:25 6:7; 7:25; 9:25), t; 9:25), the accusathe accusation of blaion of blasphemy agasphemy against the Hinst the Holy Spiritoly Spioly Spirit (3:Spirit (3:29).29).29).

In Mark the Spirit is stressed at significant moments: Jesus’ future baptizing in the 
Spirit (Mark 1:8), Jesus’ own baptism (v. 10), his constant conflict with unclean 
spirits (3:11; 5:12; 6:7; 7:25; 9:25), the accusation of blasphemy against the Holy 
Spirit (3:29).

�In contrasIn contrast to the et to the extraordinaxtraordinary conceptry conception of Johion of John the Baptn the Baptist, Matthist, Matthew describew descew describes describes with an aswith an ascending pacending parallelism rallelism the virginthe virginal conceptal conception of Jesion of Jesus throughus through the creat the the creatithe creative activitve activity of the Hy of the Holy Spiritoly Spirit. He trans. He transfers Mark’fers Mark’s post-Eass post-Easter speakiter speaking of the ng ofng of the Spiof the Spirit througrit through the disch the disciples (Mariples (Mark 13:11) tk 13:11) to the misso the mission instruion instructions (Mactions (Matt. 10:17-tt. 1tt. 10:17-22; 10:17-22; 12:17-28).12:17-28). At the fi At the final commisnal commissioning hesioning he recalls t recalls the announche announcement thatement that Jesus wou J Jesus woulJesus would baptize d baptize in the Spiin the Spirit and girit and gives an indves an indication ofication of the devel the developing trinoping trinitarian unitariantrintrinitariatrinitarian understan understanding of tnding of the Spirit he Spirit (Matt. 28:(Matt. 28:18-20).18-20).18-20).

In contrast to the extraordinary conception of John the Baptist, Matthew 
describes with an ascending parallelism the virginal conception of Jesus through 
the creative activity of the Holy Spirit. He transfers Mark’s post-Easter speaking 
of the Spirit through the disciples (Mark 13:11) to the mission instructions (Matt. 
10:17-22; 12:17-28). At the final commissioning he recalls the announcement that 
Jesus would baptize in the Spirit and gives an indication of the developing 
trinitarian understanding of the Spirit (Matt. 28:18-20).

�For Luke tFor Luke the heart ohe heart of the Churf the Church is missch is mission, and aion, and at the heart the heart is the mt is the movement ofovemenmmovement omovement of the Spirf the Spirit for theit for the increase  increase of the Worof the Word, a veritd, a veritable exploable explosion of thsion of the Spirit. e Se Spirit. ThSpirit. The Holy Spie Holy Spirit beginsrit begins each part each part of his Go of his Gospel. Whenspel. When Jesus is  Jesus is conceived conceived by the Holby tby the Holy Sthe Holy Spirit, Marpirit, Mary, Elizabey, Elizabeth, Zecharth, Zechariah, John,iah, John, and Simeo and Simeon are eachn are each filled wi filled with the proth thth the prophethe prophetic Holy Stic Holy Spirit. Thepirit. The Spirit de Spirit descends in scends in bodily forbodily form at Jesusm at Jesus’ baptism ’ baptism and leads and and leads and leads him in andhim in and out of th out of the desert. e desert. Luke citesLuke cites Isa. 61:2 Isa. 61:2; 58:6 to ; 58:6 to describe Jdescribe Jesus’ maniesus’ mesus’ manifesto manifesto of “good nof “good news to theews to the poor” at  poor” at Nazareth. Nazareth. The SpiritThe Spirit again fig again figures promiures prominently whenpromiprominentlprominently when Jesy when Jesus sets hius sets his face to s face to go to Jerugo to Jerusalem (Luksalem (Luke 10:21; 1e 10:21; 11:13; 12:11:13; 12:10, 12). Fi0, 12:112:10, 12)12:10, 12). Finally . Finally Jesus is tJesus is the dispenshe dispenser of the er of the Spirit to Spirit to the Churchthe Church (Luke 24: (Luke 24:49) — the 49) —49) — the Spir— the Spirit is his it is his replacemenreplacement.t.t.

For Luke the heart of the Church is mission, and at the heart is the 
movement of the Spirit for the increase of the Word, a veritable explosion of the 
Spirit. The Holy Spirit begins each part of his Gospel. When Jesus is conceived by 
the Holy Spirit, Mary, Elizabeth, Zechariah, John, and Simeon are each filled with 
the prophetic Holy Spirit. The Spirit descends in bodily form at Jesus’ baptism 
and leads him in and out of the desert. Luke cites Isa. 61:2; 58:6 to describe Jesus’ 
manifesto of “good news to the poor” at Nazareth. The Spirit again figures 
prominently when Jesus sets his face to go to Jerusalem (Luke 10:21; 11:13; 
12:10, 12). Finally Jesus is the dispenser of the Spirit to the Church (Luke 24:49) 
— the Spirit is his replacement.

�Not surpriNot surprisingly, thsingly, the Spirit pe Spirit plays such lays such a prominena prominent role in t role in Acts that Acts that it could wit could wit could well be enwell be entitled “Thtitled “The Acts of e Acts of the Holy Sthe Holy Spirit.” Thpirit.” There is a cere is a clear parallear parallel betweelel between the begin then the beginnthe beginning of theing of the Gospel an Gospel and that of d that of Acts. JesuActs. Jesus bestows s bestows his Spirithis Spirit at Pentec at Pentecost, the bost, PentecPentecost,Pentecost, the birth the birth of the Ch of the Christian coristian community. Dmmunity. Dramatic ouramatic outpourings tpourings of the Spiof the Spirit on belriSpiSpirit on Spirit on believers believers are recordare recorded at Actsed at Acts 2:1-4; 4: 2:1-4; 4:28-31; 8:128-31; 8:15-17; 10:45-17; 10:44; 19:6. A4; 19:6. All Christill Chll ChristiansChristians now have  now have the Holy Sthe Holy Spirit. Petpirit. Peter, John, er, John, Philip, StPhilip, Stephen, Barephen, Barnabas, andnabas, and Paul are  Pau Paul are “Paul are “filled witfilled with the Holyh the Holy Spirit” t Spirit” to witness o witness boldly andboldly and enthusias enthusiastically intically in proclamat procla proclamatiproclamation, in gooon, in good news andd news and signs and signs and wonders.  wonders. Thus Luke Thus Luke combines Gcombines God’s univeod’s unod’s universal universal saving wilsaving will, Jesus’ l, Jesus’ model minimodel ministry, and stry, and the worldwthe worldwide missioide mission of the en of the early Churcarly eearly Churearly Church.ch.

Not surprisingly, the Spirit plays such a prominent role in Acts that it could 
well be entitled “The Acts of the Holy Spirit.” There is a clear parallel between 
the beginning of the Gospel and that of Acts. Jesus bestows his Spirit at 
Pentecost, the birth of the Christian community. Dramatic outpourings of the 
Spirit on believers are recorded at Acts 2:1-4; 4:28-31; 8:15-17; 10:44; 19:6. All 
Christians now have the Holy Spirit. Peter, John, Philip, Stephen, Barnabas, and 
Paul are “filled with the Holy Spirit” to witness boldly and enthusiastically in 
proclamation, in good news and signs and wonders. Thus Luke combines God’s 
universal saving will, Jesus’ model ministry, and the worldwide mission of the 
early Church.

PaulPaulPaul

Paul

Paul, withPaul, with his probl his problem- and siem- and situation-cetuation-centered thentered theology, desology, describes thecribes the Christian Christian experienc ex experienceexperience in terms  in terms of the Spiof the Spirit (“in trit (“in the Spirit,he Spirit,” Rom. 8:9” Rom. 8:9), whereas), whereas the Synop the Synoptics speaktics SynopSynoptics Synoptics speak the speak the language olanguage of the Kingf the Kingdom. The Sdom. The Spirit is dpirit is distinct fristinct from, yet clom, yet clearly relaearlyclclearly reclearly related to, lated to, the risen the risen Jesus and Jesus and dwells in dwells in the Christthe Christian (Rom. ian (Rom. 15:30; 1 C15:30; 1 Cor. 6:11; or. 6or. 6:11; 12:46:11; 12:4).).).

Paul, with his problem- and situation-centered theology, describes the Christian 
experience in terms of the Spirit (“in the Spirit,” Rom. 8:9), whereas the 



Synoptics speak the language of the Kingdom. The Spirit is distinct from, yet 
clearly related to, the risen Jesus and dwells in the Christian (Rom. 15:30; 1 Cor. 
6:11; 12:4).

�Paul insisPaul insists that thts that the gospel ce gospel comes not iomes not in word alon word alone but in ne but in the powerfthe powerful Holy Spul Holyul Holy SpiriHoly Spirit bringingt bringing convictio conviction and joy n and joy (1 Thess. (1 Thess. 1:5-6; 2 T1:5-6; 2 Thess. 2:13hess. 2:13). Paul wa). Paul warns, “Do nrns, “rns, “Do not qu“Do not quench the Sench the Spirit” (1 pirit” (1 Thess 5:19Thess 5:19, his only, his only reference reference using the using the definite  definite article). articarticle). article). This is a This is a gift of Gogift of God’s grace d’s grace but involvbut involves a struges a struggle betweegle between the spirn the spirit (involvit (invoit (involving(involving the full  the full Christian Christian person) anperson) and the flesd the flesh (the perh (the person as subson as subject to siject to sin).n).n).

Paul insists that the gospel comes not in word alone but in the powerful 
Holy Spirit bringing conviction and joy (1 Thess. 1:5-6; 2 Thess. 2:13). Paul warns, 
“Do not quench the Spirit” (1 Thess 5:19, his only reference using the definite 
article). This is a gift of God’s grace but involves a struggle between the spirit 
(involving the full Christian person) and the flesh (the person as subject to sin).

�The livelyThe lively character character of the Sp of the Spirit is evirit is evident in tident in the nine gihe nine gifts descrifts described in 1 Cbed in 1 Cor. 12-14:orCCor. 12-14Cor. 12-14: wisdom, : wisdom, the utterathe utterance of knonce of knowledge, hewledge, healing, miraling, miracles, proacles, prophecy, disphecy, discernment ocedisdiscernmendiscernment of spirit of spirits, speakits, speaking in tongng in tongues, the iues, the interpretatnterpretation of tonion of tongues. But gues. But the greatethe gthe greatest ggreatest gift is lovift is love. The Core. The Corinthians tinthians themselves hemselves are Paul’sare Paul’s “letter”  “letter” written bywritten by the Holy  the H the Holy SpiriHoly Spirit (2 Cor. t (2 Cor. 3:2).3:2).3:2).

The lively character of the Spirit is evident in the nine gifts described in 1 
Cor. 12-14: wisdom, the utterance of knowledge, healing, miracles, prophecy, 
discernment of spirits, speaking in tongues, the interpretation of tongues. But the 
greatest gift is love. The Corinthians themselves are Paul’s “letter” written by the 
Holy Spirit (2 Cor. 3:2).

�In GalatiaIn Galatians, a forens, a forerunner of runner of Romans, PaRomans, Paul’s refleul’s reflection on tction on the receptihe reception of the on of theon of the Spiritthe Spirit is develo is developed quite ped quite passionatepassionately. The Sply. The Spirit is reirit is received intceived into the hearo the heart so that t so tt so that we cathat we can cry “Abbn cry “Abba” as adopa” as adopted childrted children. She coen. She comes througmes through faith rah faith rather than ther than works of twworks of tworks of the law, frhe law, from whose som whose slavery thelavery the Christian Christian is releas is released and jused and justified (Gatified (Gal. 3:2-5; l. 3l. 3:2-5; 5:53:2-5; 5:5). The fru). The fruits of theits of the Spirit ar Spirit are love, joe love, joy, peace, y, peace, patience, patience, kindness, kindness, generositygenerosigenerositygenerosity, faithful, faithfulness, gentness, gentleness, seleness, self-controllf-control (Gal. 5:2 (Gal. 5:22-23). A C2-23). A Christian ihristian is sealed ws sealeds sealed witsealed with the promh the promised Holy ised Holy Spirit, “tSpirit, “the first ihe first installmentnstallment of our in of our inheritance”heritance” (Eph. 1:1 (Eph (Eph. 1:11(Eph. 1:11; 3:14-19); 3:14-19)...

In Galatians, a forerunner of Romans, Paul’s reflection on the reception of 
the Spirit is developed quite passionately. The Spirit is received into the heart so 
that we can cry “Abba” as adopted children. She comes through faith rather than 
works of the law, from whose slavery the Christian is released and justified (Gal. 
3:2-5; 5:5). The fruits of the Spirit are love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, 
generosity, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control (Gal. 5:22-23). A Christian is 
sealed with the promised Holy Spirit, “the first installment of our inheritance” 
(Eph. 1:11; 3:14-19).

�Romans (esRomans (esp. ch. 8, p. ch. 8, where the where the new age brnew age breaks into eaks into view) is aview) is a good summ good summary of Pauary oary of Paul’s of Paul’s pneumatolopneumatology. Christgy. Christ has achie has achieved what tved what the law washe law was unable to unable to do. The l do. The life led byifllife led blife led by the Spiry the Spirit is the it is the life of Golife of God’s free cd’s free children, hhildren, heirs of Cheirs of Christ, freerist, free from fear from fear from fear and sfear and sin. The Spin. The Spirit helpsirit helps people pr people pray becauseay because they are  they are too weak ttoo weak to pray proo pray properly. Shepeproproperly. properly. She is invShe is involved in tolved in the redempthe redemption of allion of all creation  creation (Rom. 8:18(Rom. 8:18-27). The -27). The Spirit witSpirSpirit witSpirit witnesses to nesses to Paul’s grePaul’s great sorrow at sorrow and anguisand anguish for his h for his own peopleown people (Rom. 9:1 (Rom. 9:1-2).-29:19:1-2).9:1-2).

Romans (esp. ch. 8, where the new age breaks into view) is a good summary 
of Paul’s pneumatology. Christ has achieved what the law was unable to do. The 
life led by the Spirit is the life of God’s free children, heirs of Christ, free from 
fear and sin. The Spirit helps people pray because they are too weak to pray 
properly. She is involved in the redemption of all creation (Rom. 8:18-27). The 
Spirit witnesses to Paul’s great sorrow and anguish for his own people (Rom. 
9:1-2).

JohnJohnJohn

John

While LukeWhile Luke stresses  stresses the externthe external experieal experience of thence of the Spirit an Spirit and Paul thed Paul the inner exp inner experience oferexpexperienceexperience of the pe of the person in thrson in the charismae charismatic communtic community, John ity, John describes describes the Spiritthe Spirit as “anoth a as “anotheas “another Christ” r Christ” (John 14:1(John 14:16) and str6) and stresses the esses the individualindividual’s relatio’s relationship to Cnship to Christ throhristCChrist thrChrist through the Sough the Spirit. Thepirit. The Baptist d Baptist describes hescribes his revelatis revelation of Jesion of Jesus’ identius’ identity “on whoty “onty “on whom y“on whom you see theou see the Spirit de Spirit descend” (1:scend” (1:33). Rebir33). Rebirth comes tth comes through thehrough the Spirit “b Spirit “b Spirit “blowing w“blowing where it chhere it chooses” (3:ooses” (3:5–8). God 5–8). God is Spirit is Spirit (4:24). Li(4:24). Life to the fe to the fullest cofullest comes from tmes fmes from the Sfrom the Spirit (6:6pirit (6:63).3).3).

While Luke stresses the external experience of the Spirit and Paul the inner 
experience of the person in the charismatic community, John describes the Spirit 
as “another Christ” (John 14:16) and stresses the individual’s relationship to 
Christ through the Spirit. The Baptist describes his revelation of Jesus’ identity 
“on whom you see the Spirit descend” (1:33). Rebirth comes through the Spirit 
“blowing where it chooses” (3:5–8). God is Spirit (4:24). Life to the fullest comes 
from the Spirit (6:63).

�John goes John goes further thfurther than even Paan even Paul in speaul in speaking of thking of the Spirit ae Spirit as Paraclets Paraclete, an advoe, an advoe, an advocate, advocate, counselor,counselor, or comfor or comforter. The Pter. The Paraclete’saraclete’s functions functions are copie are copied from thod from those of Jesusethothose of Jthose of Jesus: deveesus: developing Jesloping Jesus’ teachius’ teaching to meetng to meet new situa new situations (Johtions (John 16:14) —n 16:14) — “what Jes “w “what Jesu“what Jesus would has would have said” ove said” or what Johr what John did in wn did in writing hisriting his Gospel; s Gospel; stressing atressing and teachinnd aand teachiand teaching what hang what has already s already come with come with Jesus, eveJesus, even though tn though there are ahere are a future re future resurrectionsureresurrectiresurrection, judgmeon, judgment, and pant, and parousia (5:rousia (5:28–29); he28–29); helping to mlping to make real take real the kingdomhe kingdom of life a o of life anof life and love, evd love, even though en though the world the world does not sdoes not see his comee his coming (14:15ing (14:15–21). John–21). John’s greates’s JohnJohn’s greJohn’s greatest contatest contribution iribution is this teas this teaching of tching of the ongoinghe ongoing presence  presence of Jesus iof Jesus in the hearn then the heart the heart of each inof each individual (dividual (1 John 3:21 John 3:24).4).4).

John goes further than even Paul in speaking of the Spirit as Paraclete, an 
advocate, counselor, or comforter. The Paraclete’s functions are copied from 
those of Jesus: developing Jesus’ teaching to meet new situations (John 16:14) — 



“what Jesus would have said” or what John did in writing his Gospel; stressing 
and teaching what has already come with Jesus, even though there are a future 
resurrection, judgment, and parousia (5:28–29); helping to make real the kingdom 
of life and love, even though the world does not see his coming (14:15–21). 
John’s greatest contribution is this teaching of the ongoing presence of Jesus in 
the heart of each individual (1 John 3:24).

�The ApocalThe Apocalypse bringypse brings togethers together God, Jesu God, Jesus, and thes, and the Spirit (t Spirit (the sevenfohe sevenfold flame cld flamld flame contflame continually buinually burning beforning before God’s tre God’s throne; Revhrone; Rev. 1:4); an. 1:4); and it is thd it is the Spirit we Spirit who invitesho inho invites alinvites all to “comel to “come” to the g” to the gift of lifift of life-giving we-giving water (22:1ater (22:17). But it7). But it is Matt.  is Matt. 28:19, tog28:19, tog28:19, together wtogether with 1 Cor.ith 1 Cor. 12:4-6; 2 12:4-6; 2 Cor. 13:1 Cor. 13:13; Jude 193; Jude 19-21, which-21, which seems to  seems to have pointhave pointed the wayepointpointed thpointed the way for e way for the fullerthe fuller developme development of the nt of the Christian Christian doctrine odoctrine of the Trinf the Trinity.ityTrinTrinity.Trinity.Trinity.

The Apocalypse brings together God, Jesus, and the Spirit (the sevenfold 
flame continually burning before God’s throne; Rev. 1:4); and it is the Spirit who 
invites all to “come” to the gift of life-giving water (22:17). But it is Matt. 28:19, 
together with 1 Cor. 12:4-6; 2 Cor. 13:13; Jude 19-21, which seems to have 
pointed the way for the fuller development of the Christian doctrine of the 
Trinity.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. BrowR. E. Brown, n, The GospelThe Gospel According According to John, to John, 2 vols. A 2 vols. AB 29–29A (B 29–29A (B 29–29A (Garden Ci(Garden City, 1966–1ty, 1966–1970); Y. C970); Y. Congar, ongar, I Believe I Believe in the Holin the Holy Spirit,y Spirit, 3 vols. ( 3 vols. (New York, New YorkNew York, 1983York, 1983); J. D. G); J. D. G. Dunn, . Dunn, Jesus and Jesus and the Spiritthe Spirit (1975, re (1975, repr. Grand pr. Grand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1997); Micha97); M97); Michael P.Michael P. Hamilton, Hamilton, ed.,  ed., The CharisThe Charismatic Movematic Movementment (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1975pids, 1975); Watson ); Watson); Watson E. Watson E. Mills, Mills, The Holy SThe Holy Spirit: A Bpirit: A Bibliographibliographyy (Peabody, (Peabody, 1988); C. 1988); C. F. D. Mou F. D. Moule, le, The Holy SThe The Holy SThe Holy Spiritpirit (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1978pids, 1978); M. Walk); M. Walker, er, God the SpGod the Spiritirit (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1994)lis, 1994)..1994)1994).1994).1994).
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HOMAMHOMAM (Heb.  (Heb. ho®maœmho®maœm) (also HE) (also HEMAN)MAN)MAN)

HOMAM (Heb. ho®maœm) (also HEMAN)

A son of LA son of Lotan and gotan and grandson ofrandson of Seir the  Seir the Horite (1 Horite (1 Chr. 1:39)Chr. 1:39). At Gen. . At Gen. 36:22 his 36:22 his name appeananame appeaname appears as Hemars as Heman (n (11).).

A son of Lotan and grandson of Seir the Horite (1 Chr. 1:39). At Gen. 36:22 his 
name appears as Heman (1).

HOMERHOMER (Heb.  (Heb. h�oœmerh�oœmer)))

HOMER (Heb. h�oœmer )

A dry measA dry measure equal ure equal to 10 ephato 10 ephahs or bathhs or baths (Ezek. 4s (Ezek. 45:11) as w5:11) as well as theell as the cor (v. 1 cor (v. 14). It was4).114). It wa14). It was the equis the equivalent of valent of ca. 220 l.ca. 220 l. (58 gal.) (58 gal.)..

A dry measure equal to 10 ephahs or baths (Ezek. 45:11) as well as the cor (v. 
14). It was the equivalent of ca. 220 l. (58 gal.).

HOMOSEXUALHOMOSEXUALITYITYITY

HOMOSEXUALITY

The terms The terms “homosexua“homosexuality” and lity” and “homosexua“homosexual” are coil” are coinages of tnages of the 19th cehe 19th century ntury C.E.C.C.E.C.E. and have  and have no equivalno equivalent in ancent in ancient Hebreient Hebrew or Greekw or Greek. It is de. It is debatable whbatable whether the ether thether the modernthe modern idea of h idea of homosexualiomosexuality (an eroty (an erotic attractic attraction focustion focused only ored only or primarily primarily on person o on personson persons of the sa of the same gender)me gender) existed a existed at all in at all in antiquity. ntiquity. The Bible The Bible does not adoes not appear to sppeaappear to appear to say anythisay anything directlng directly about hoy about homosexualitmosexuality in this y in this modern senmodern sense of the se of the term, but teterm, but term, but a few passa few passages do reages do refer to samfer to same-gender ge-gender genital actenital acts. The ters. The term “homosexm “homosexm “homosexua“homosexual” appearsl” appears in some m in some modern Englodern English translish translations (usations (usually in 1ually in 1 Cor. 6:9; Cor. 6:9; 1 Tim. 1: 1 1 Tim. 1:11 Tim. 1:10), but th0), but the key Greee key Greek term invk term involved olved (arsenokoi(arsenokoiíteäs)íteäs) is rare a is rare and of uncend of unnd of uncertain uncertain meaning.meaning.meaning.

The terms “homosexuality” and “homosexual” are coinages of the 19th century 
C.E. and have no equivalent in ancient Hebrew or Greek. It is debatable whether 
the modern idea of homosexuality (an erotic attraction focused only or primarily 
on persons of the same gender) existed at all in antiquity. The Bible does not 
appear to say anything directly about homosexuality in this modern sense of the 
term, but a few passages do refer to same-gender genital acts. The term 
“homosexual” appears in some modern English translations (usually in 1 Cor. 6:9; 
1 Tim. 1:10), but the key Greek term involved (arsenokoiíteäs) is rare and of 
uncertain meaning.

�Passages tPassages that do refhat do refer to sameer to same-gender se-gender sexual acts xual acts or life coor life commitments mmitments may be summay bemay be summaribe summarized as folzed as follows:lows:

Passages that do refer to same-gender sexual acts or life commitments may 



be summarized as follows:

Male-male Male-male raperaperape

Male-male rape

In the stoIn the story of Sodory of Sodom and Gomom and Gomorrah (Gen.rrah (Gen. 18:16-33) 18:16-33) the men o the men of Sodom thf Sodom threaten Lotreatenththreaten Lthreaten Lot’s guestot’s guests by sayins by saying that theg that they want to y want to “know” the“know” them. Since tm. Since the verb “the verb “to know” woo “t“to know” “to know” would be uwould be used in Hebsed in Hebrew as a erew as a euphemism fuphemism for the sexor the sexual act, tual act, they may mehey may hey may mean tmay mean to commit ao commit anal rape onal rape on them, thn them, thus violatius violating their sng their sacred dutyacred duty toward st toward st toward strangers.strangers. The later The later idea that idea that the Sodom the Sodom story con story condemns all demns all male-male male-male sexual actsexual acts does notsactacts does acts does not appearnot appear in the st in the story itselfory itself or in the or in the reference references to Sodoms to Sodom elsewhere elsewhere in the Bi in in the Bibin the Bible, but file, but first emergerst emerged in ancied in ancient Greek-snt Greek-speaking Jupeaking Judaism. In daism. In the NT Judthe NT Jude interpree ine interpretsinterprets the sin o the sin of Sodom asf Sodom as the desir the desire to have e to have sex with asex with angels (“stngels (“strange flesrange flesh”; Jude 7h”; Jh”; Jude 7).Jude 7).

In the story of Sodom and Gomorrah (Gen. 18:16-33) the men of Sodom 
threaten Lot’s guests by saying that they want to “know” them. Since the verb 
“to know” would be used in Hebrew as a euphemism for the sexual act, they 
may mean to commit anal rape on them, thus violating their sacred duty toward 
strangers. The later idea that the Sodom story condemns all male-male sexual 
acts does not appear in the story itself or in the references to Sodom elsewhere 
in the Bible, but first emerged in ancient Greek-speaking Judaism. In the NT Jude 
interprets the sin of Sodom as the desire to have sex with angels (“strange flesh”; 
Jude 7).

Same-sex iSame-sex intercoursentercourse as violat as violation of purion of purityityity

Same-sex intercourse as violation of purity

In LeviticIn Leviticus male-maus male-male sexual le sexual intercoursintercourse is condee is condemned as anmned as an “abominat “abomination,” i.e.ion,” i.e., a seriou, a, a serious a serious violation violation of purity of purity (Lev. 18:2(Lev. 18:22; 20:13).2; 20:13). (There is (There is no refere no reference to femnce to female-femaleale-fefemfemale-femfemale-female sexualale sexual intercour intercourse in the se in the OT.) In RoOT.) In Rom. 1:18-32m. 1:18-32 Paul trea Paul treats same-sets same-sex intercouxsame-sesame-sex isame-sex intercoursentercourse as a prim as a prime example e example of the impof the impurity charurity characteristicacteristic of Gentil of Gentiles. He regesGentilGentiles. Gentiles. He regardsHe regards it as unc it as unclean and dlean and dishonorablishonorable and as ae and as a punishmen punishment visited t visited on the Genonon the Genon the Gentiles for tiles for their failtheir failure to worure to worship the tship the true God. Hrue God. He does note does not specifica specifically say thlly specificaspecificalspecifically say thaly say that it is sit it is sinful.nful.

In Leviticus male-male sexual intercourse is condemned as an “abomination,” i.e., 
a serious violation of purity (Lev. 18:22; 20:13). (There is no reference to 
female-female sexual intercourse in the OT.) In Rom. 1:18-32 Paul treats 
same-sex intercourse as a prime example of the impurity characteristic of 
Gentiles. He regards it as unclean and dishonorable and as a punishment visited 
on the Gentiles for their failure to worship the true God. He does not 
specifically say that it is sinful.

Same-sex cSame-sex commitmentsommitments

Same-sex commitments

Same-sex cSame-sex commitmentsommitments sometimes sometimes take prec take precedence oveedence over heteroser heterosexual housexual household conneholdhousehousehold household connectionconnections. Ruth les. Ruth left her peoft her people to go ple to go with Naomiwith Naomi (Ruth 1:1 (Ruth 1:15-18). Dav5-18). Da5-18). David and David and Jonathan wJonathan were bound ere bound by covenanby covenant and lovet and love (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 18:1-5; 20:8:1-5; 20:1-42; 2 Sa1-42; 2 Sa1-42; 2 Sam. 1:17-Sam. 1:17-27). The c27). The centurion’senturion’s “boy” (Gk “boy” (Gk. . paiíspaiís) whom Jes) whom Jesus healed us healed at a distaat a distance (Luke nce distadistance (distance (Luke 7:1-1Luke 7:1-10) may hav0) may have been hise been his master’s  master’s eroœémenoseroœémenos (“beloved (“beloved”). In non”). In n”). In none of thnone of these cases ese cases can we saycan we say with cert with certainty whetainty whether the reher the relationshiplationship had a gen had a genital dimenitgengenital digenital dimension ormension or not. not. not.

Same-sex commitments sometimes take precedence over heterosexual 
household connections. Ruth left her people to go with Naomi (Ruth 1:15-18). 
David and Jonathan were bound by covenant and love (1 Sam. 18:1-5; 20:1-42; 2 
Sam. 1:17-27). The centurion’s “boy” (Gk. paiís) whom Jesus healed at a 
distance (Luke 7:1-10) may have been his master’s eroœémenos (“beloved”). In 
none of these cases can we say with certainty whether the relationship had a 
genital dimension or not.

�Modern disModern discussions ocussions of homosexuf homosexuality takeality take some or a some or all of thesll of these passagese passages into acco into  into accouinto account, but thnt, but their meanineir meaning and authg and authority are ority are interpreteinterpreted differend differently by diftly by different intferedifdifferent different interpreteinterpreters. None ors. None of them appf them appears to adears to address modedress modern questiorn questions directlns directly.ydirectldirectly.directly.directly.

Modern discussions of homosexuality take some or all of these passages 
into account, but their meaning and authority are interpreted differently by 
different interpreters. None of them appears to address modern questions 
directly.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. J. BrawR. J. Brawley, ed., ley, ed., Biblical EBiblical Ethics and thics and HomosexualHomosexualityity (Louisvil (Louisville, 1996);le, (Louisvil(Louisvill(Louisville, 1996); e, 1996); L. W. CounL. W. Countryman, tryman, Dirt, GreeDirt, Greed, and Sexd, and Sex (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1988phia, 1988); R. Scro); R. Sc); R. Scroggs, Scroggs, The New TeThe New Testament anstament and Homosexud Homosexualityality (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1983phia, 1983); M. L. S); M. L. Soards, oards, Scripture ScScripture Scripture and Homoseand Homosexualityxuality (Louisvil (Louisville, 1995).le, 1995).
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HONEYHONEYHONEY

HONEY

A sweet viA sweet viscid fluidscid fluid produced  produced by bees orby bees or derived f derived from flowerrom flowers. Honey (s. Honey (Heb. Heb. deïb�asûdeïbdeïb�asûdeïb�asû) is one o) is one of the sevef the seven characten characteristics ofristics of the “good the “good land,” Is land,” Israel (Deutrael (Deut. 8:7-10);. 8:7. 8:7-10); a8:7-10); according tccording to the Talmo the Talmudic sagesudic sages, this is , this is date rathedate rather than beer than bee honey, si honey, since the otnce tnce the other the other seven qualseven qualities deriities derive from plve from plants, not ants, not animals. Tanimals. The period he period between Pabetween Passover andssPaPassover aPassover and Pentecond Pentecost is crucst is crucial for thial for the success e success of the oliof the olive, grape,ve, grape, pomegrana pomegranate, date, te, pomegranapomegranatpomegranate, date, fe, date, fig, wheat,ig, wheat, and barle and barley crops, by crops, but is not ut is not so for theso for the successfu successful productil prol productionproduction of bee ho of bee honey.ney.ney.

A sweet viscid fluid produced by bees or derived from flowers. Honey (Heb. 
deïb�asû ) is one of the seven characteristics of the “good land,” Israel (Deut. 
8:7-10); according to the Talmudic sages, this is date rather than bee honey, since 
the other seven qualities derive from plants, not animals. The period between 
Passover and Pentecost is crucial for the success of the olive, grape, 
pomegranate, date, fig, wheat, and barley crops, but is not so for the successful 
production of bee honey.

�The frequeThe frequent referennt references to “a ces to “a land flowiland flowing with ming with milk and honlk and honey” imply,ey” imply, depending depen depending depending on contexton context, either b, either blessing orlessing or destructi destruction. In moson. In most instancet instances the exprs the expression indesexprexpressionexpression indicates indicates the riche the riches of the ls of the land; Isaiaand; Isaiah, howeverh, however, employs , employs it with reit with reference tofererereference reference to the pento the pending destrding destruction of uction of the land bthe land by the Assyy the Assyrians (Isarians (Isa. 7:22).. 7:22).. 7:22).

The frequent references to “a land flowing with milk and honey” imply, 
depending on context, either blessing or destruction. In most instances the 
expression indicates the riches of the land; Isaiah, however, employs it with 
reference to the pending destruction of the land by the Assyrians (Isa. 7:22).

�The refereThe references to thnces to the land of e land of milk and hmilk and honey in thoney in the Pentateue Pentateuch and Josch and Joshua are tohua arhua are to uncare to uncultivated ultivated land. Thesland. These pasturese pastures, good for, good for the grazi the grazing of sheeng of sheep and goatp and goats, and thes, as, and therefand therefore milk pore milk production,roduction, were rich were rich in flower in flowers on whichs on which wild hone wild honey bees thry bees thrived. In tithrthrived. Ithrived. In the OT hn the OT honey was goney was gathered frathered from wild beom wild bees, ratheres, rather than cult than cultivated in ivated in domestic hdodomestic hdomestic hives (Provives (Prov. 25:16; J. 25:16; Judg. 14:8-udg. 14:8-9). 1 Sam.9). 1 Sam. 14:25-26  14:25-26 illustrateillustrates that hons that honey was coney wey was connecwas connected to undted to undeveloped leveloped land ratherand rather than agri than agricultural lcultural land. Sinceand. Since the land  the land was cultivwawas cultivwas cultivated durinated during the Monag the Monarchy, proprchy, prophetic annohetic announcements uncements of a returof a return to a lann to a land of milk dlanland of miland of milk and honlk and honey indicatey indicated the deped the deportation oortation of the peopf the people, which le, which would resuwould result in cultltresuresult in result in cultivatedcultivated land retu land returning to irning to its naturalts natural state: a  state: a land flowiland flowing with ming with milk and honlk and hlk and honey.honey.honey.

The references to the land of milk and honey in the Pentateuch and Joshua 
are to uncultivated land. These pastures, good for the grazing of sheep and goats, 
and therefore milk production, were rich in flowers on which wild honey bees 
thrived. In the OT honey was gathered from wild bees, rather than cultivated in 
domestic hives (Prov. 25:16; Judg. 14:8-9). 1 Sam. 14:25-26 illustrates that honey 
was connected to undeveloped land rather than agricultural land. Since the land 
was cultivated during the Monarchy, prophetic announcements of a return to a 
land of milk and honey indicated the deportation of the people, which would 
result in cultivated land returning to its natural state: a land flowing with milk and 
honey.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. HareuveN. Hareuveni, ni, Nature in Nature in Our BiblicOur Biblical Heritagal Heritagee (Kiryat O (Kiryat Ono, 1980).no, 198no, 1980).1980).1980).

Bibliography. N. Hareuveni, Nature in Our Biblical Heritage (Kiryat Ono, 
1980).
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HONOR, SHAHONOR, SHAMEMEME

HONOR, SHAME

Among NortAmong North Americanh Americans, honor as, honor and shame ond shame often referften refer to a psyc to a psychological hological state — a state —state — a person— a person’s interna’s internal moral chl moral character oraracter or the actio the actions that rens that reflect thatflect that character character. In the w. In. In the worIn the world of the ld of the Bible and Bible and in traditiin traditional Meditonal Mediterranean serranean societies, ocieties, however, hhowever, honor and sonohhonor and honor and shame are shame are social valsocial values determues determinative ofinative of a person’ a person’s identitys identity and socia and social status. l sl status. Hostatus. Honor is a pnor is a person’s clerson’s claim to selaim to self-worth anf-worth and the socid the social acknowlal acknowledgment ofedgment of that clai t that claimthat claim — i.e., h — i.e., honor is a onor is a person’s pperson’s public repuublic reputation whitation which constitch constitutes his outes his or her idenr her her identiher identity. Shame ty. Shame is a persois a person’s concern’s concern for repun for reputation. Ittation. It is a posi is a positive valuetive value by which  by wh by which one which one seeks to mseeks to maintain oraintain or protect h protect his or her is or her honor. If honor. If one is unaone is unable to maible to maintain his ntmaimaintain hmaintain his honor, is honor, or if his or if his peers do npeers do not acknowlot acknowledge his cedge his claim to selaim to self-worth, lf-worth, then the pthenthen the pthen the person is serson is shamed, i.ehamed, i.e., dishono., dishonored and dired and disgraced. Asgraced. A person wi person with no concth no concern for hieconcconcern foconcern for his honor his honor or reputr or reputation is sation is shameless.hameless.hameless.

Among North Americans, honor and shame often refer to a psychological state 
— a person’s internal moral character or the actions that reflect that character. 
In the world of the Bible and in traditional Mediterranean societies, however, 
honor and shame are social values determinative of a person’s identity and social 
status. Honor is a person’s claim to self-worth and the social acknowledgment of 
that claim — i.e., honor is a person’s public reputation which constitutes his or 
her identity. Shame is a person’s concern for reputation. It is a positive value by 
which one seeks to maintain or protect his or her honor. If one is unable to 
maintain his honor, or if his peers do not acknowledge his claim to self-worth, 
then the person is shamed, i.e., dishonored and disgraced. A person with no 
concern for his honor or reputation is shameless.

�Honor is bHonor is both indivioth individual and cdual and collective.ollective. Individua Individually, a manlly, a man makes a c makes a claim to holaim to holaim to honor whichonor which is affirh is affirmed or denmed or denied by hisied by his social pe social peers accorders according to hising to his own past  own past and presenandand presenand present behaviort behavior. A man’s . A man’s individualindividual honor is  honor is dependent dependent in large pin large part on theart on the man himse m man himselman himself. But thef. But the man also  man also shares in shares in and commitand commits his indis his individual honvidual honor to the or to the collectivecocollectivecollective honor of  honor of his familyhis family, village,, village, class, st class, state, or otate, or other group her group to which hto which he belongs.e belone belongs. Hbelongs. Honor can bonor can be ascribede ascribed or achiev or achieved. Ascribed. Ascribed honor ied honor is derived s derived from birthfrom birthfrom birth — onbirth — one inheritse inherits the colle the collective honoctive honor of naturr of natural groups al groups such as fasuch as family or comily or community — mmcocommunity community — or it ca— or it can be endown be endowed from peed from persons in prsons in power. Ascrower. Ascribed honoribed honor is passiv is pas is passively passively received. received. Acquired hAcquired honor is thonor is the honor the honor that a persoat a person activelyn actively seeks and seeks and achieves. ac achieves. achieves. Moreover, Moreover, because hobecause honor is a lnor is a limited gooimited good, honor id, honor is acquireds acquired at the ex at the expense of speexexpense ofexpense of someone e someone else’s honolse’s honor, usuallyr, usually through t through the normal he normal social intsocial interaction oeraction of challengf oof challenof challenge and resge and response.ponse.ponse.

Honor is both individual and collective. Individually, a man makes a claim to 
honor which is affirmed or denied by his social peers according to his own past 



and present behavior. A man’s individual honor is dependent in large part on the 
man himself. But the man also shares in and commits his individual honor to the 
collective honor of his family, village, class, state, or other group to which he 
belongs. Honor can be ascribed or achieved. Ascribed honor is derived from 
birth — one inherits the collective honor of natural groups such as family or 
community — or it can be endowed from persons in power. Ascribed honor is 
passively received. Acquired honor is the honor that a person actively seeks and 
achieves. Moreover, because honor is a limited good, honor is acquired at the 
expense of someone else’s honor, usually through the normal social interaction 
of challenge and response.

�Honor and Honor and shame beloshame belong to bothng to both men and w men and women and comen and characterizharacterize their bee their behavior as hbebehavior abehavior as collectis collective membersve members of common of common humanity  humanity and naturaand natural groups. l groups. As individAs individAs individualindividuals, howevers, however, men are , men are associatedassociated with hono with honor and womer and women with shan with shame. Their me. Theime. Their behaTheir behavior is devior is determined btermined by their gey their gender rolesnder roles, which ar, which are rooted ie rooted in the cultn the cultural underurcultcultural ucultural understandinderstanding of theing of their contribur contribution in prtion in procreation.ocreation.

Honor and shame belong to both men and women and characterize their 
behavior as collective members of common humanity and natural groups. As 
individuals, however, men are associated with honor and women with shame. 
Their behavior is determined by their gender roles, which are rooted in the 
cultural understanding of their contribution in procreation.

�ProcreatioProcreation is undern is understood in tstood in terms of agerms of agriculture.riculture. The man s The man sows his seows his seed into thed intoed into the winto the woman, who oman, who receives ireceives it and nurtt and nurtures it liures it like a fieldke a field. Male hon. Male honor is baseor is based on a mand ond on a man’son a man’s ability t ability to engendero engender. It is sy. It is symbolized bmbolized by the peniy the penis and tests and testicles and icles and is an indiis an iis an indicationindication of his ma of his manliness annliness and courage.d courage. Although  Although the man hathe man has the powes the power to creatr to create life froecreatcreate lifcreate life from hise from his seed (his seed (his honor), h honor), he does so e does so externallyexternally to himsel to himself in the ff in the field of a ield ofield of a womanof a woman. A man’s . A man’s honor is thonor is thus also dhus also dependent uependent upon his abpon his ability to eility to ensure thatnsure that the child t the child the child born is frborn is from his ownom his own seed. A w seed. A woman, likeoman, like soil, rep soil, represents inresents indiscriminadiscriminate fecundite indiscriminaindiscrimiindiscriminate fecunnate fecundity in whdity in which any maich any man might son might sow his seedw his seed. Therefor. Therefore, just ase, just as a farmer  a  a farmer ma farmer marks off sarks off soil into aoil into a field and field and guards it guards it against o against outside intutside intrusion, anrusion, an honorable honor honorable honorable man will cman will cover and pover and protect hisrotect his wife (and wife (and his daugh his daughters and sters and sisters by isters by extension)exextension)extension), and ther, and thereby bring eby bring order to horder to her fecundier fecundity and safty and safeguard theeguard the legitimac legitimacy of his py oy of his patof his paternity.ernity.ernity.

Procreation is understood in terms of agriculture. The man sows his seed 
into the woman, who receives it and nurtures it like a field. Male honor is based 
on a man’s ability to engender. It is symbolized by the penis and testicles and is an 
indication of his manliness and courage. Although the man has the power to 
create life from his seed (his honor), he does so externally to himself in the field 
of a woman. A man’s honor is thus also dependent upon his ability to ensure that 
the child born is from his own seed. A woman, like soil, represents 
indiscriminate fecundity in which any man might sow his seed. Therefore, just as 
a farmer marks off soil into a field and guards it against outside intrusion, an 
honorable man will cover and protect his wife (and his daughters and sisters by 
extension), and thereby bring order to her fecundity and safeguard the legitimacy 
of his paternity.

�Positive fPositive female shamemale shame reflectse reflects a woman’s a woman’s ancillary ancillary role in p role in procreationrocreation. It is sy. It is symbolized bmsysymbolizedsymbolized by the hy by the hymen, and imen, and it represent represents a womants a woman’s shyness’s shyness, timidity, timidity, restrain, restraint, or sexut, restrainrestraint,restraint, or sexual or sexually exclusily exclusive behaviove behavior. A womanr. A woman will disp will display honor lay honor by recogniby recognizing her pzinrecognirecognizinrecognizing her posig her position of shtion of shame and acame and acting accorting accordingly. Shdingly. She will yiee will yield to her ld to her husband’s husbhusband’s husband’s ordering oordering of her sexuf her sexuality; to ality; to do otherwido otherwise would bse would be shamelese shameless. The sexs. The sexual purityusexsexual pursexual purity or excity or exclusivenesslusiveness of the wo of the woman is embman is embedded in tedded in the honor ohe honor of the man.f the manf the man.man.man.

Positive female shame reflects a woman’s ancillary role in procreation. It is 
symbolized by the hymen, and it represents a woman’s shyness, timidity, 
restraint, or sexually exclusive behavior. A woman will display honor by 
recognizing her position of shame and acting accordingly. She will yield to her 
husband’s ordering of her sexuality; to do otherwise would be shameless. The 
sexual purity or exclusiveness of the woman is embedded in the honor of the 
man.

�The genderThe gendered divisioed division of honorn of honor and shame and shame is replic is replicated in thated in the divisione division of labor  of labo of labor and labor and the arrangthe arrangement of sement of space. Justpace. Just as a man’ as a man’s honor iss honor is rooted in rooted in his abili his ability to engety toty to engendeto engender and a wor and a woman’s shamman’s shame is her re is her recognitionecognition of depend of dependence upon ence upon a man for a man foa man for procrefor procreation, so ation, so a man’s soa man’s social oriencial orientation is tation is outward anoutward and a woman’d a woman’s orientats orientation is inwioorientatorientatioorientation is inwarn is inward. Becaused. Because a woman i a woman is indiscris indiscriminately fminately fecund, herecund, her labor and labor and space are sp space are space are ordered toordered to ensure he ensure her exclusivr exclusivity to a mity to a man. As a ran. As a result, womesult, women model sen model shame throuhsshame throshame through domestugh domestic roles sic roles such as raiuch as raising and esing and educating cducating children anhildren and managingd managingd managing tmanaging the househohe household economyld economy. They car. They carry out thery out their tasks iir tasks in the homen the home or public or publi or public spapublic spaces dominaces dominated by femted by female activiale activities such ties such as the maras the market, the wket, the well, and pell, and public ovenublippublic ovepublic ovens. In conns. In contrast, mentrast, men display t display their honorheir honor through w through work and puork and public activblic activity in spaityactivactivity iactivity in space thn space that is commat is common — the fon — the fields and ields and industrialindustrial areas, ci areas, city squaresty squares and gates and  and gates-and gates-or exclusior exclusively male-vely male-the templethe temple and culti and cultic areas.c areas.c areas.

The gendered division of honor and shame is replicated in the division of 
labor and the arrangement of space. Just as a man’s honor is rooted in his ability 
to engender and a woman’s shame is her recognition of dependence upon a man 
for procreation, so a man’s social orientation is outward and a woman’s 
orientation is inward. Because a woman is indiscriminately fecund, her labor and 
space are ordered to ensure her exclusivity to a man. As a result, women model 



shame through domestic roles such as raising and educating children and 
managing the household economy. They carry out their tasks in the home or 
public spaces dominated by female activities such as the market, the well, and 
public ovens. In contrast, men display their honor through work and public 
activity in space that is common — the fields and industrial areas, city squares 
and gates-or exclusively male-the temple and cultic areas.

�The socialThe social world des world described in cribed in the Bible the Bible resembles resembles what anthrwhat anthropologistsopologists label an  label  label an alabel an agonistic sgonistic society, chociety, characterizearacterized by an ind by an intense comptense competition ametition among socialong social equals wh eq equals whiequals which is oftech is often perceiven perceived as a batd as a battle for petle for personal honrsonal honor and famor and family reputaily reputation. Honotionreputareputationreputation. Honor is. Honor is the basis the basis of preced of precedence amongence among equals. T equals. The competihe competition for htion for htion for honor takehonor takes the forms the form of a conf of a confrontation rontation through chthrough challenge anallenge and responsed response. Every so. Every social intercsosocial intsocial interaction oeraction outside oneutside one’s own fam’s own family or cloily or close group ose group of friends f friends is consideis considered to be red consideconsideredconsidered to be a c to be a challenge thallenge to one’s hoo one’s honor. It isnor. It is a claim t a claim to enter ino enter into anotherto another person’s  per person’s sperson’s social spacocial space. Yet at e. Yet at the same tthe same time, the cime, the challenge ihallenge itself besttself bestows honor;ows honor; it procla it p it proclaims proclaims that one ithat one is a persons a person of honor  of honor and worthyand worthy of challe of challenge. By chnge. By challenging allenging the honor ththe honor the honor of one’s pof one’s peer, one heer, one hopes to gaopes to gain precedein precedence over tnce over that personhat person and there and there and thereby enthereby enhance one’hance one’s own honos own honor.r.r.

The social world described in the Bible resembles what anthropologists 
label an agonistic society, characterized by an intense competition among social 
equals which is often perceived as a battle for personal honor and family 
reputation. Honor is the basis of precedence among equals. The competition for 
honor takes the form of a confrontation through challenge and response. Every 
social interaction outside one’s own family or close group of friends is 
considered to be a challenge to one’s honor. It is a claim to enter into another 
person’s social space. Yet at the same time, the challenge itself bestows honor; it 
proclaims that one is a person of honor and worthy of challenge. By challenging 
the honor of one’s peer, one hopes to gain precedence over that person and 
thereby enhance one’s own honor.

�The challeThe challenge of honnge of honor is onlyor is only recognize recognized among sod among social equalcial equals, for it s, for it implies thimplies timplies the abilitthe ability or need y or need to respondto respond. For a pe. For a person to marson to make a challke a challenge againenge against someonest someone who is un someonesomeone whsomeone who is unablo is unable to defene to defend his honod his honor (e.g., sr (e.g., someone of omeone of lower statlower status, a womaus, a womus, a woman, an woman, an aged or inaged or infirm persofirm person) brings n) brings dishonor udishonor upon the chpon the challenger. allenger. In such a In such a case, a chcacase, a chcase, a champion mayampion may take up t take up the cause ohe cause of the one f the one challengedchallenged. If in th. If in the oppositee opposite case a ma ca case a mancase a man challenge challenges his socis his social superioal superior, the oner, the one challenge challenged may chood may choose to ignose to ignore the affreignoignore theignore the affront o affront of his infef his inferior withorior without any damut any damage to hisage to his honor. Th honor. The challenge challenge of the ie oe of the infof the inferior is uerior is unworthy annworthy and consequed consequently bringntly brings dishonors dishonor upon him. upon him. The chall The challenge betweechallchallenge challenge between eqbetween equals may buals may be positivee positive (e.g., a  (e.g., a word of prword of praise, a giaise, a gift, a requft, a request for heest foest for help, for help, or the offor the offer of helper of help) or negat) or negative (e.g.,ive (e.g., an insult an insult, a threat, a threat, or a phy, or a physical affrsical affront). The oaffraffront). affront). The challeThe challenged personged person in turn n in turn responds iresponds in kind to n kind to defend hisdefend his honor. If honor. If the chall the the challethe challenged personged person fails ton fails to respond o respond or respondsr responds poorly, t poorly, then he dishen he dishonors himhonors himself — he shimhimself — himself — he gets shhe gets shamed. Howeamed. However, if thver, if the person le person loses the hoses the honorably fonorably fought chalought chalought challenge,challenge, he is not he is not shamed; h shamed; he has simpe has simply establily established his oshed his own lack ofwn lack of precedenc precedence in relate ie in relatioin relation to his cn to his challenger.hallenger. The  The de factode facto achieveme achievement of honont of honor depends r depends upon a perupon a peupon a person’s aperson’s ability to bility to respond efrespond effectively fectively to any chato any challenge of llenge of his claim his claim to honor.to honor.to honor.

The challenge of honor is only recognized among social equals, for it implies 
the ability or need to respond. For a person to make a challenge against 
someone who is unable to defend his honor (e.g., someone of lower status, a 
woman, an aged or infirm person) brings dishonor upon the challenger. In such a 
case, a champion may take up the cause of the one challenged. If in the opposite 
case a man challenges his social superior, the one challenged may choose to 
ignore the affront of his inferior without any damage to his honor. The challenge 
of the inferior is unworthy and consequently brings dishonor upon him. The 
challenge between equals may be positive (e.g., a word of praise, a gift, a request 
for help, or the offer of help) or negative (e.g., an insult, a threat, or a physical 
affront). The challenged person in turn responds in kind to defend his honor. If 
the challenged person fails to respond or responds poorly, then he dishonors 
himself — he gets shamed. However, if the person loses the honorably fought 
challenge, he is not shamed; he has simply established his own lack of precedence 
in relation to his challenger. The de facto achievement of honor depends upon a 
person’s ability to respond effectively to any challenge of his claim to honor.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. D. GilmD. D. Gilmore, ed., ore, ed., Honor and Honor and Shame and Shame and the Unity the Unity of the Medof the Medof the MediterranMediterraneanean (Washingt (Washington, 1987);on, 1987); B. J. Mal B. J. Malina, ina, The New TeThe New Testament Wostament World,rld, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Louisvill((Louisvill(Louisville, 1993); e, 1993); J. G. PeriJ. G. Peristiany andstiany and J. Pitt-R J. Pitt-Rivers, ivers, Honor and Honor and Grace in AGrace in Anthropolognthropologyy (Cambridg AnthropologyAnthropoloAnthropology (Cambrigy (Cambridge, 1992)dge, 1992); Pitt-Riv; Pitt-Rivers, ers, The Fate oThe Fate of Shechem,f Shechem, or the Po or the Politics of litics of litics of Sexof Sex (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1977).e, 1977).e, 1977).
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HOOKHOOKHOOK

HOOK

Heb. Heb. waœwwaœw designate designates a hook os a hook or peg fromr peg from which cur which curtains and tains and other hangother hangings were ings weings were suspewere suspended in thnded in the Israelite Israelite tabernace tabernacle (e.g., le (e.g., Exod. 26:3Exod. 26:32; 27:10-12; 27:10-11). At Job1). At Job 41:1(MT 4 41:1 41:1(MT 4041:1(MT 40:25) a hoo:25) a hook is viewek is viewed insufficd insufficient for cient for catching thatching the monster e monster Leviathan Leviathan (cf. Matt.(cf(cf. Matt.(cf. Matt. 17:27; Gk 17:27; Gk. . aénkistronaénkistron). A simil). A similar device ar device may be intmay be intended by Hended by Heb. eb. h�ah�h�ahh�ah�h�ah� (e.g., 2  (e.g., 2 Chr. 33:11Chr. 33:11; Job 41:2; Job 41:2[40:26]; E[40:26]; Ezek. 29:4)zek. 29:4) and  and s�inno®t�s�inno®t� (Amos 4:2 (Amos 4 (Amos 4:2), term4:2), terms generalls generally translaty translated “thorn”ed “thorn” (cf. Job  (cf. Job 5:5; Prov.5:5; Prov. 22:5). 22:5).

Heb. waœw designates a hook or peg from which curtains and other hangings 
were suspended in the Israelite tabernacle (e.g., Exod. 26:32; 27:10-11). At Job 
41:1(MT 40:25) a hook is viewed insufficient for catching the monster Leviathan 
(cf. Matt. 17:27; Gk. aénkistron). A similar device may be intended by Heb. 
h�ah�  (e.g., 2 Chr. 33:11; Job 41:2[40:26]; Ezek. 29:4) and s�inno®t�  (Amos 
4:2), terms generally translated “thorn” (cf. Job 5:5; Prov. 22:5).

HOOPOEHOOPOEHOOPOE

HOOPOE

A cinnamonA cinnamon- or buff-- or buff-colored bicolored bird (Heb. rd (Heb. du®k�iîp�adu®k�iîp�at�t�), the sol), the sole species e species of the famof theof the familythe family Upupidae. Upupidae. Some 30 c Some 30 cm. (12 in.m. (12 in.) long, th) long, the hoopoe ie hoopoe is recognizs recognized by its ed by its high gold highigh gold high gold crest, tipcrest, tipped with bped with black and wlack and white bandshite bands. For prot. For protection, itection, it exudes an exudes an offensive off offensive offensive smell. It smell. It eats varioeats various types ous types of insects f insects and worms,and worms, for which for which it forage it forages in manurs in ms in manure pilmanure piles. Its zoes. Its zoological nological name (ame (Upupa epopUpupa epopss) is a com) is a combination obination of Lat. f Lat. upopaupopa and Gk.  and and Gk. and Gk. epops,epops, both bein both being onomatopg onomatopoetic, imioetic, imitating itstating its hawing ca hawing call.ll.ll.

A cinnamon- or buff-colored bird (Heb. du®k�iîp�at� ), the sole species of 
the family Upupidae. Some 30 cm. (12 in.) long, the hoopoe is recognized by its 
high gold crest, tipped with black and white bands. For protection, it exudes an 
offensive smell. It eats various types of insects and worms, for which it forages in 
manure piles. Its zoological name (Upupa epops) is a combination of Lat. upopa 
and Gk. epops, both being onomatopoetic, imitating its hawing call.

�Drawings aDrawings and legendsnd legends from anci from ancient times ent times indicate tindicate that the hohat the hoopoe was iopoe was important imporiimportant important in the Medin the Mediterraneaniterranean area, pro area, probably in mbably in magical praagical practices. Thctices. The hoopoe ie hoopoe is listed is iis listed is listed in Lev. 11in Lev. 11:19; Deut.:19; Deut. 14:18 as  14:18 as nonpermittnonpermitted food. Hed food. However, unowever, understandinderstanding the Hebrg understandinunderstandunderstanding the Heing the Hebrew word brew word differentldifferently, the Kary, the Karaites tradaites traditionally itionally refrained refrained from eatinfrofrom eatinfrom eating chicken.g chicken.

Drawings and legends from ancient times indicate that the hoopoe was 
important in the Mediterranean area, probably in magical practices. The hoopoe 
is listed in Lev. 11:19; Deut. 14:18 as nonpermitted food. However, 
understanding the Hebrew word differently, the Karaites traditionally refrained 
from eating chicken.
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HOPEHOPEHOPE

HOPE

While modeWhile modern connotarn connotations incltions include shadesude shades of uncert of uncertainty assoainty associated witciated with a desireh a desireh a desired oudesired outcome (akitcome (akin to “wishn to “wishful thinkiful thinking”), the ng”), the biblical ubiblical understandinderstanding of hopeng of hope is a much is a is a much deea much deeper concepper concept that cont that contributes stributes significantignificantly to the ly to the worldview worldview of biblicaof biblical faith. Il fal faith. Incfaith. Included are luded are an expectaan expectation of thtion of the future, e future, trust in atrust in attaining tttaining that futurehat future, patience, patien, patience wpatience while awaithile awaiting it, thing it, the desirabie desirability of thlity of the associate associated benefited benefits, and cons, and confidence infidenceconconfidenceconfidence in the di in the divine promivine promises.ses.ses.

While modern connotations include shades of uncertainty associated with a 
desired outcome (akin to “wishful thinking”), the biblical understanding of hope is 
a much deeper concept that contributes significantly to the worldview of biblical 
faith. Included are an expectation of the future, trust in attaining that future, 
patience while awaiting it, the desirability of the associated benefits, and 
confidence in the divine promises.

�In the OT In the OT hope is a hope is a prominent prominent theme espetheme especially in cially in the poeticthe poetic and proph and prophetic booksetic betic books. Hopbooks. Hope is a fune is a fundamental cdamental component oomponent of the lifef the life of the ri of the righteous (Pghteous (Prov. 23:18rov. 23:18; 24:14). ; 2; 24:14). Wi24:14). Without hopethout hope, life los, life loses its meaes its meaning (Lam.ning (Lam. 3:18; Job 3:18; Job 7:6), and 7:6), and in death  in death there is ntherethere is nthere is no hope (Iso hope (Isa. 38:18; a. 38:18; Job 17:15)Job 17:15). Qoheleth. Qoheleth affirms t affirms that so lonhat so long as life g as life endures thendureendures thendures there is hopere is hope (Eccl. 9e (Eccl. 9:4).:4).:4).

In the OT hope is a prominent theme especially in the poetic and prophetic 
books. Hope is a fundamental component of the life of the righteous (Prov. 23:18; 
24:14). Without hope, life loses its meaning (Lam. 3:18; Job 7:6), and in death 
there is no hope (Isa. 38:18; Job 17:15). Qoheleth affirms that so long as life 
endures there is hope (Eccl. 9:4).

�Yet for hoYet for hope to be gpe to be genuine hopenuine hope and not e and not foolishnesfoolishness or presus or presumption, itmption, it must be g must  must be grmust be grounded in ounded in God and GoGod and God’s promisd’s promises. Often es. Often this hope this hope is expressis expressed in timeed in timed in times of ttimes of trouble androuble and is closel is closely related y related to trust ito trust in God. Then God. The righteous righteous who trust who trust or put th or  or put theor put their hope inir hope in God will  God will be helped be helped (Ps. 28:7)(Ps. 28:7), and they, and they will not  will not be confounbe confounded, put tdedconfounconfoundedconfounded, put to s, put to shame, or dhame, or disappointeisappointed (27:2–3;d (27:2–3; 30:6[MT 5 30:6[MT 5]; 119:116]; 119:116; Isa. 49:; Isa. 49:23). The r249:49:23). Th49:23). The righteoue righteous who haves who have this trus this trustful hope tful hope in God havin God have a generae a general confidenl confidence in God’ceconfidenconfidenceconfidence in God’s  in God’s protectionprotection and help  and help (Jer. 29:1(Jer. 29:11) and are1) and are free from free from fear and  fear and anxiety (Panxanxiety (Panxiety (Ps. 46:2[3]s. 46:2[3]; Isa. 7:4; Isa. 7:4). This ho). This hope, whose pe, whose fundamentafundamental positionl position is expres is expressed in thesed ised in the forin the formulas “I tmulas “I trust in Gorust in God” (e.g., d” (e.g., Isa. 12:2)Isa. 12:2) and “the  and “the fear of Yafear of Yahweh” (e.ghweh” (e.g., Prov. 2., Prov., Prov. 23:1Prov. 23:17-18), is 7-18), is manifestedmanifested in quiet  in quiet waiting bewaiting before the Lfore the Lord, who rord, who rewards truewards trusting patistitrutrusting ptrusting patience wiatience with vindicath vindication (Ps. tion (Ps. 37:5-7; Is37:5-7; Isa. 30:15).a. 30:15).

Yet for hope to be genuine hope and not foolishness or presumption, it 
must be grounded in God and God’s promises. Often this hope is expressed in 
times of trouble and is closely related to trust in God. The righteous who trust 
or put their hope in God will be helped (Ps. 28:7), and they will not be 
confounded, put to shame, or disappointed (27:2–3; 30:6[MT 5]; 119:116; Isa. 
49:23). The righteous who have this trustful hope in God have a general 



confidence in God’s protection and help (Jer. 29:11) and are free from fear and 
anxiety (Ps. 46:2[3]; Isa. 7:4). This hope, whose fundamental position is expressed 
in the formulas “I trust in God” (e.g., Isa. 12:2) and “the fear of Yahweh” (e.g., 
Prov. 23:17-18), is manifested in quiet waiting before the Lord, who rewards 
trusting patience with vindication (Ps. 37:5-7; Isa. 30:15).

�These posiThese positive affirtive affirmations ofmations of hope are  hope are complementcomplemented by seveed by several negatiral negative statemeve stave statementsstatements that spea that speak of misplk of misplaced hope.aced hope. If not gr If not grounded in ounded in God and GoGod and God’s promisd’s promid’s promises, promises, hope is fuhope is futile, espetile, especially if cially if it is placit is placed in humaed in human means ofn means of attainmen attainment. Such mit. Sucht. Such misguSuch misguided hope ided hope can turn pcan turn perceptionserceptions of securi of security into fety into fear and anxar and anxiety (Isa.iety (Isa. 32:9-11;  32 32:9-11; A32:9-11; Amos 6:1). mos 6:1). Specific sSpecific sources of ources of misplaced misplaced trust thattrust that lead to r lead to ruin includuin include riches (e riche riches (Psriches (Ps. 52:7[9]). 52:7[9]), human ri, human righteousnesghteousness (Ezek. 3s (Ezek. 33:13), oth3:13), other people er people (Jer. 17:5(Jer. 17:5), or obje), or), or objectsor objects of religi of religious devotious devotion such ason such as shrines o shrines or even ther even the temple (7 temple (7:4; Hab. 2:4; Hab. 2:18).:18)22:18).2:18).2:18).

These positive affirmations of hope are complemented by several negative 
statements that speak of misplaced hope. If not grounded in God and God’s 
promises, hope is futile, especially if it is placed in human means of attainment. 
Such misguided hope can turn perceptions of security into fear and anxiety (Isa. 
32:9-11; Amos 6:1). Specific sources of misplaced trust that lead to ruin include 
riches (Ps. 52:7[9]), human righteousness (Ezek. 33:13), other people (Jer. 17:5), 
or objects of religious devotion such as shrines or even the temple (7:4; Hab. 
2:18).

�Though hopThough hope may be ee may be expressed ixpressed in the desin the desire for temre for temporal blesporal blessing and hsing and help, it alelp, ielp, it also beit also becomes hopecomes hope in an esc in an eschatologicahatological future (l future (Isa. 25:9;Isa. 25:9; 26:8; 51: 26:8; 51:5; Jer. 295; Jer. 29:11; 31:16:11; 31:11; 31:16-17; 31:16-17; Mic. 7:7).Mic. 7:7). The resto The restoration of ration of the Davidithe Davidic throne, c throne, the messiathe messianic expectnic expectation of tatiexpectexpectatioexpectation of the On of the OT and apocT and apocalyptic (aalyptic (and later rnd later rabbinic) labbinic) literature,iterature, and the r and the resurrectioesurrresurrectiresurrection of the on of the dead were dead were expressionexpressions of hope s of hope based on tbased on the covenanhe covenant promisest promiset promises opromises of God. Thef God. The deliveran deliverance of the ce of the kingdom ofkingdom of God to th God to the saints, e saints, the end ofthe end of earthly d ofof earthlyof earthly distress  distress through ththrough the salvatioe salvation of God, n of God, and the juand the judgment of dgment of the misplathe misplaced hope ocedmisplamisplaced misplaced hope of thhope of the ungodly e ungodly further chfurther characterizearacterized this escd this eschatologicahatological hope. Itl hope. Its basis was bas basis was basis was a firm trua firm trust in the st in the promises opromises of God and f God and confidenceconfidence that they that they would be  would be fulfilled.fufulfilled.fulfilled.

Though hope may be expressed in the desire for temporal blessing and help, 
it also becomes hope in an eschatological future (Isa. 25:9; 26:8; 51:5; Jer. 29:11; 
31:16-17; Mic. 7:7). The restoration of the Davidic throne, the messianic 
expectation of the OT and apocalyptic (and later rabbinic) literature, and the 
resurrection of the dead were expressions of hope based on the covenant 
promises of God. The deliverance of the kingdom of God to the saints, the end 
of earthly distress through the salvation of God, and the judgment of the 
misplaced hope of the ungodly further characterized this eschatological hope. Its 
basis was a firm trust in the promises of God and confidence that they would be 
fulfilled.

�The NT conThe NT conception ofception of hope is e hope is essentiallyssentially determine determined by the Od by the OT view, esT view, especially ipeciaesespeciallyespecially in the he in the heavily eschavily eschatologicalatological ethos of  ethos of its expresits expression. Crucsion. Crucial to theial to the NT develo NT de NT developmendevelopment of hope t of hope is the recis the recognition tognition that in Chrhat in Christ is fouist is found the fulnd the fulfillment ofillment of the OT pf thef the OT prothe OT promises and mises and hope (cf. hope (cf. Matt. 12:2Matt. 12:21; 1 Pet. 1; 1 Pet. 1:3). In t1:3). In the coming he coming of Christ of Christ the messiathethe messiathe messianic age hanic age has encroachs encroached into hued into human historman history, and wity, and with it the bh it the blessings olessings of eschatolf ef eschatologeschatological hope.ical hope. Christian Christian hope is r hope is rooted in footed in faith in thaith in the eschatole eschatological actogical act of divine of di of divine saldivine salvation in vation in Christ (GaChrist (Gal. 5:5). Sl. 5:5). So the preso the present hope oent hope of the Chrif the Christian is istian is itself an etself antself an eschatoan eschatological bllogical blessing, beessing, being grounding grounded in the ed in the salvation salvation that is ththat is the eschatole eschatological actogicaleschatoleschatologeschatological act oical act of God in Cf God in Christ. Yethrist. Yet there is  there is a paradox a paradox in the NT in the NT picture ofpicture of hope, for hop hope, for hope, for while preswhile present hope ient hope is itself as itself an eschatoln eschatological bleogical blessing, it ssing, it still retastill retains as itsins as its ins as its focus its focus trust and trust and patient wapatient waiting for iting for the futurethe future. The cert. The certainty of tainty of the eschatohe eschatological cologicaeschatoeschatologeschatological consuical consummation ofmmation of God’s pro God’s promised futumised future is the re is the present copresent confidence, nfidence, trusting pttrusting ptrusting patience, aatience, and desire nd desire that form that form the hope othe hope of Christiaf Christians, and thns, and this hope isis hope is engendere enge engenderedengendered through t through the presenche presence of the pe of the promised Horomised Holy Spirit ly Spirit (Rom. 8:24(Rom. 8:24-25).-25).-25).

The NT conception of hope is essentially determined by the OT view, 
especially in the heavily eschatological ethos of its expression. Crucial to the NT 
development of hope is the recognition that in Christ is found the fulfillment of 
the OT promises and hope (cf. Matt. 12:21; 1 Pet. 1:3). In the coming of Christ 
the messianic age has encroached into human history, and with it the blessings of 
eschatological hope. Christian hope is rooted in faith in the eschatological act of 
divine salvation in Christ (Gal. 5:5). So the present hope of the Christian is itself 
an eschatological blessing, being grounded in the salvation that is the 
eschatological act of God in Christ. Yet there is a paradox in the NT picture of 
hope, for while present hope is itself an eschatological blessing, it still retains as 
its focus trust and patient waiting for the future. The certainty of the 
eschatological consummation of God’s promised future is the present confidence, 
trusting patience, and desire that form the hope of Christians, and this hope is 
engendered through the presence of the promised Holy Spirit (Rom. 8:24-25).

�The statedThe stated object of object of Christian Christian hope is v hope is variously iariously identified.dentified. It is the It is the future ho future hope of the phohope of thhope of the resurrece resurrection of thtion of the dead (Ace dead (Acts 23:6), ts 23:6), the promisthe promises given tes given to Israel (o Israel (26:6–7), t26:6((26:6–7), (26:6–7), the redempthe redemption of thtion of the body ande body and of the wh of the whole creatiole creation (Rom. 8on (Rom. 8:23-25), e:23-25), eternal gloteeternal gleternal glory (Col. ory (Col. 1:27), ete1:27), eternal life rnal life and the inand the inheritance heritance of the saiof the saints (Tit. nts (Tit. 3:5-7), th3:5-7), t3:5-7), the returnthe return of Christ of Christ (2:11–14) (2:11–14), transfor, transformation intmation into the likeo the likeness of Chness of Christ (1 Jorist (1 John 3:2-3),hn 3hn 3:2-3), th3:2-3), the salvatioe salvation of God (n of God (1 Tim. 4:11 Tim. 4:10), or sim0), or simply Christply Christ (1:1). Th (1:1). The certainte certainty of this y of ty of this blessthis blessed future ed future is guarantis guaranteed througeed through the indwh the indwelling of elling of the Spiritthe Spirit (Rom. 8:2 (Rom. 8:23-25), Chr3-258:28:23-25), 8:23-25), Christ in Christ in us (Col. 1us (Col. 1:27), and :27), and the resurrthe resurrection of ection of Christ (AcChrist (Acts 2:26). ts 2:26). Again, theAgain,Again, theAgain, the eschatolo eschatological futugical future is assure is assured througred through the eschh the eschatologicalatological act of sa act of salvation inlvatiosasalvation salvation in Christ.in Christ.

The stated object of Christian hope is variously identified. It is the future 
hope of the resurrection of the dead (Acts 23:6), the promises given to Israel 
(26:6–7), the redemption of the body and of the whole creation (Rom. 8:23-25), 



eternal glory (Col. 1:27), eternal life and the inheritance of the saints (Tit. 3:5-7), 
the return of Christ (2:11–14), transformation into the likeness of Christ (1 John 
3:2-3), the salvation of God (1 Tim. 4:10), or simply Christ (1:1). The certainty of 
this blessed future is guaranteed through the indwelling of the Spirit (Rom. 
8:23-25), Christ in us (Col. 1:27), and the resurrection of Christ (Acts 2:26). 
Again, the eschatological future is assured through the eschatological act of 
salvation in Christ.

�The OT empThe OT emphasis on thasis on trust and prust and patient waiatient waiting is keting is kept in the pt in the NT as wellNT as well. Christia. Chris. ChristiansChristians are to tr are to trust in Godust in God’s continu’s continuing deliveing deliverance and rance and protectionprotection (2 Cor. 1 (2 Cor. 1:10). Hope:1011:10). Hop1:10). Hope is produe is produced by endced by endurance thrurance through suffeough suffering (Rom.ring (Rom. 5:2-5) an 5:2-5) and is at thd is at the same time ththe same tthe same time the inime the inspiration spiration behind endbehind endurance andurance and persevera perseverance to thence to the end (1 Th end (1 Th end (1 Thess. 1:3Thess. 1:3; Heb. 6:1; Heb. 6:11; 10:22-21; 10:22-23). Those 3). Those who hope iwho hope in Christ wn Christ will not beill not be put to sh put to shame, but wamshshame, butshame, but will be g will be given couraiven courage to see ge to see Christ exaChrist exalted in lilted in life and in fe and in death (Phideath (Phil. 1:20). l. 1:2l. 1:20). It 1:20). It is on the is on the basis of tbasis of the trustwohe trustworthy promirthy promises of Godses of God that beli that believers findevers find an anchor an a an anchor foranchor for hope (Heb hope (Heb. 6:18-19). 6:18-19). So confi. So confident are bdent are believers ielievers in their hon their hope of the pe of the future thafutufuture thafuture that they “bot they “boast” in thast” in this hope (His hope (Heb. 3:6) aeb. 3:6) and exhibitnd exhibit great bol great boldness in tdness in their faithheir ttheir faittheir faith (2 Cor. h (2 Cor. 3:12). By 3:12). By contrast, contrast, those who those who do not plado not place their tce their trust in Gorust in God are saidd ared are said tare said to be withoo be without hope (Eut hope (Eph. 2:12; ph. 2:12; 1 Thess. 41 Thess. 4:13).:13).:13).

The OT emphasis on trust and patient waiting is kept in the NT as well. 
Christians are to trust in God’s continuing deliverance and protection (2 Cor. 
1:10). Hope is produced by endurance through suffering (Rom. 5:2-5) and is at 
the same time the inspiration behind endurance and perseverance to the end (1 
Thess. 1:3; Heb. 6:11; 10:22-23). Those who hope in Christ will not be put to 
shame, but will be given courage to see Christ exalted in life and in death (Phil. 
1:20). It is on the basis of the trustworthy promises of God that believers find an 
anchor for hope (Heb. 6:18-19). So confident are believers in their hope of the 
future that they “boast” in this hope (Heb. 3:6) and exhibit great boldness in 
their faith (2 Cor. 3:12). By contrast, those who do not place their trust in God 
are said to be without hope (Eph. 2:12; 1 Thess. 4:13).

�Hope is baHope is basic to thesic to the Christian Christian view of l view of life, and iife, and it issues ft issues forth in a orth in a changed pechanged perception orpeperceptionperception of and ap of and approach to proach to reality. Areality. Along with long with faith and faith and love, hopelove, hope is an end is an enduring virturinendenduring venduring virtue of tirtue of the Christihe Christian life (1an life (1 Cor. 13:1 Cor. 13:13). In fac3). In fact, faith at, faith and love spnd love spring from ring froring from hope from hope (Col. 1:4-(Col. 1:4-5). Faith 5). Faith and hope band hope become closecome closely intertely intertwined, as wined, as are faith are faith and trust,andand trust,and trust, and faith and faith itself is itself is the prese the present expressnt expression of theion of the confidenc confidence in the fe in the future hopeuture huture hope (Heb.hope (Heb. 11:1). Fa 11:1). Faith and hoith and hope producepe produce holiness  holiness in the livin the lives of Chries of Christians (Costians (Col. 1:23), l. 1l. 1:23), whi1:23), while faith, le faith, hope, and hope, and love work love work together ttogether to mold belo mold believers intievers into discipleo disciples (1 Thesss (1 s (1 Thess. (1 Thess. 1:3).1:3).1:3).

Hope is basic to the Christian view of life, and it issues forth in a changed 
perception of and approach to reality. Along with faith and love, hope is an 
enduring virtue of the Christian life (1 Cor. 13:13). In fact, faith and love spring 
from hope (Col. 1:4-5). Faith and hope become closely intertwined, as are faith 
and trust, and faith itself is the present expression of the confidence in the future 
hope (Heb. 11:1). Faith and hope produce holiness in the lives of Christians (Col. 
1:23), while faith, hope, and love work together to mold believers into disciples 
(1 Thess. 1:3).

�Mentioned Mentioned alone, hopalone, hope producese produces joy and p joy and peace in beeace in believers thlievers through the rough the power of tpowepower of tpower of the Spirit he Spirit (Rom. 12:1(Rom. 12:12; 15:13).2; 15:13). Paul attr Paul attributes hisibutes his apostolic apostolic calling t calling to the hopeo the o the hope othe hope of eternal f eternal glory (Titglory (Tit. 1:1-2), . 1:1-2), and becausand because of this e of this hope widowhope widows are to es are to enter into nteeenter intoenter into a ministr a ministry of perpey of perpetual prayetual prayer (1 Tim. r (1 Tim. 5:5). More5:5). Moreover, hopeover, hope in God’s  in God’s promised fpropromised fpromised future has uture has ethical imethical implicationsplications. Hope in . Hope in the returnthe return of Christ of Christ is the ba is the basis for besis fosis for believfor believers to purers to purify themseify themselves in thlves in this life (Tis life (Tit. 2:11-1it. 2:11-14; 1 John 4; 1 John 3:3), and 3:3), and it empowerit empowit empowers tempowers those whosehose whose hearts ha hearts have been spve been sprinkled anrinkled and whose cod whose consciences nsciences have been have bhave been cleanbeen cleansed to spused to spur one anotr one another to deeher to deeds of goodds of goodness and lness and love (Heb. ove (Heb. 10:22-24; 10:22-24; 10:22-24; 10:22-24; cf. 1 Pet.cf. 1 Pet. 3:15-16). 3:15-16).

Mentioned alone, hope produces joy and peace in believers through the 
power of the Spirit (Rom. 12:12; 15:13). Paul attributes his apostolic calling to 
the hope of eternal glory (Tit. 1:1-2), and because of this hope widows are to 
enter into a ministry of perpetual prayer (1 Tim. 5:5). Moreover, hope in God’s 
promised future has ethical implications. Hope in the return of Christ is the basis 
for believers to purify themselves in this life (Tit. 2:11-14; 1 John 3:3), and it 
empowers those whose hearts have been sprinkled and whose consciences have 
been cleansed to spur one another to deeds of goodness and love (Heb. 
10:22-24; cf. 1 Pet. 3:15-16).

�While righWhile rightly identitly identified as defied as describing fscribing faith, Heb.aith, Heb. 11:1 conn 11:1 connects hope ects hope and faith,and faith, indicatin faith,faith, indfaith, indicating thicating that faith iat faith is the press the present realitent reality and convy and conviction of iction of the unseenthe unseen promise o promis promise ofpromise of God’s ble God’s blessed futurssed future. Hope ise. Hope is thereby i thereby identified dentified as a crucias a crucial componeal component of the ntcomponecomponent component of the Chrof the Christian woristian worldview. Atldview. Attainment otainment of this futf this future lies bure lies beyond humaeyond humaeyond human abilhuman abilities, forities, for it is onl it is only through y through hope grounhope grounded in theded in the promise o promise of God thatf God that believers b believers believers are able tare able to gain theo gain the blessings blessings of faith. of faith. In this h In this hope believope believers may reers may rest confidest confst confident,confident, for the p for the promise of romise of God for thGod for the future ie future is certain s certain because ofbecause of the trust the trustworthinesswortrusttrustworthtrustworthiness of tiness of the God whohe God who promised  promised it.it.it.

While rightly identified as describing faith, Heb. 11:1 connects hope and 
faith, indicating that faith is the present reality and conviction of the unseen 
promise of God’s blessed future. Hope is thereby identified as a crucial 
component of the Christian worldview. Attainment of this future lies beyond 
human abilities, for it is only through hope grounded in the promise of God that 



believers are able to gain the blessings of faith. In this hope believers may rest 
confident, for the promise of God for the future is certain because of the 
trustworthiness of the God who promised it.
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HOPHNIHOPHNI (Heb.  (Heb. h�op�niîh�op�niî)))

HOPHNI (Heb. h�op�niî )

One of theOne of the sons of E sons of Eli (cf. Egli (cf. Egyp. yp. h�fn[r]h�fn[r]); a pries); a priest at Shilot at Shiloh (1 Sam. h (1 Sam. 1:3). Like1:3). Like his broth his br his brother Phbrother Phinehas, heinehas, he acted imp acted improperly asroperly as priest (1 priest (1 Sam. 2:12 Sam. 2:12-17), brin-17), bringing Yahweging Yahweh’s judgmehYahweYahweh’s jYahweh’s judgment doudgment down upon hiwn upon himself (cf.mself (cf. vv. 27–36 vv. 27–36; 3:11–18); 3:11–18). He was k. He was killed in tilled in the battle htthe battlethe battle of Aphek  of Aphek in which tin which the Philisthe Philistines captuines captured the arred the ark of the ck of the covenant (1ovenant (1 Sam. 4:1- Sam Sam. 4:1-1Sam. 4:1-18).8).

One of the sons of Eli (cf. Egyp. h�fn[r] ); a priest at Shiloh (1 Sam. 1:3). Like his 
brother Phinehas, he acted improperly as priest (1 Sam. 2:12-17), bringing 
Yahweh’s judgment down upon himself (cf. vv. 27–36; 3:11–18). He was killed in 
the battle of Aphek in which the Philistines captured the ark of the covenant (1 
Sam. 4:1-18).

HOPHRAHOPHRA (Heb.  (Heb. h�op�ra{;h�op�ra{; Egyp.  Egyp. ww33FF-ib-r{;-ib-r{;  Gk. Gk. AprieäsAprieäs)))

HOPHRA (Heb. h�op�ra{;  Egyp. w3F-ib-r{; 
Gk. Aprieäs)

The fourthThe fourth king of t king of the 26th (She 26th (Saite) Dynaaite) Dynasty of Egysty of Egypt (589–57pt (589–570 0 B.C.E.B.C.E.). Hophra ). Hophra (Apries) c(Apr(Apries) c(Apries) continued tontinued the policy he policy of his fatof his father, Psammher, Psammeticus II,eticus II, by interv by intervening in aening in affairs in ffairsaaffairs inaffairs in Palestine Palestine. In 588 . In 588 B.C.E.B.C.E. Zedekiah  Zedekiah rebelled arebelled against Babgainst Babylon, perhylon, perhaps with taps with the help ofhtthe help othe help of Hophra (f Hophra (Ezek. 17:1Ezek. 17:15; Lachish5; Lachish Letter II Letter III). Soon aI). Soon afterward, fterward, the Babylothe Babylonian king nianBabyloBabylonianBabylonian king Nebu king Nebuchadnezzarchadnezzar began the began the final sie final siege of Jeruge of Jerusalem, andsalem, and Zedekiah  Zedekiah requested rrequested requested help from help from Hophra. HoHophra. Hophra enterphra entered Judah wed Judah with an armith an army but was y but was forced to forced forced to forced to withdraw (withdraw (Jer. 37:5)Jer. 37:5). After th. After the fall of e fall of Judah and Judah and Jerusalem,Jerusalem, Hophra re Hophra received fleceivrereceived freceived fleeing Judleeing Judahites (Jeahites (Jer. 43:1-7)r. 43:1-7) and allow and allowed them toed them to settle in settle in the city  the city of Tahpeneof Tahof Tahpenes iTahpenes in Lower Egn Lower Egypt. Becauypt. Because they hase they had fled frod fled from Judah, Jm Judah, Jeremiah preremiah prophesied tophesied tophesied to these Jto these Judahites tudahites that they what they would be deould be destroyed anstroyed and that Yahd that Yahweh would weh would punish Hoppunish Hopunish Hophra (JeHophra (Jer. 44:30).r. 44:30). Earlier,  Earlier, Jeremiah hJeremiah had prophesad prophesied that Hied that Hophra’s paophra’s palace in Talace in Tahpenes wouhpTaTahpenes wTahpenes would be coould be conquered bynquered by Nebuchadn Nebuchadnezzar (Jerezzar (Jer. 43:10; c. 43:10; cf. 46:13–2f. 46:13–26). In 5706). In 576). In 570 rebell570 rebellion broke ion broke out in Egyout in Egypt againstpt against Hophra, a Hophra, and he had nd he had to flee. Tto flee. Three yearshree years later, Ho la later, Hoplater, Hophra alliedhra allied with Nebu with Nebuchadnezzarchadnezzar in an att in an attack againsack against Egypt. Tt Egypt. The attack he attack was repulswawas repulswas repulsed, and Hoed, and Hophra was cphra was captured anaptured and executedd executed...

The fourth king of the 26th (Saite) Dynasty of Egypt (589–570 B.C.E.). Hophra 
(Apries) continued the policy of his father, Psammeticus II, by intervening in 
affairs in Palestine. In 588 B.C.E. Zedekiah rebelled against Babylon, perhaps with 
the help of Hophra (Ezek. 17:15; Lachish Letter III). Soon afterward, the 
Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar began the final siege of Jerusalem, and Zedekiah 
requested help from Hophra. Hophra entered Judah with an army but was 
forced to withdraw (Jer. 37:5). After the fall of Judah and Jerusalem, Hophra 
received fleeing Judahites (Jer. 43:1-7) and allowed them to settle in the city of 
Tahpenes in Lower Egypt. Because they had fled from Judah, Jeremiah prophesied 
to these Judahites that they would be destroyed and that Yahweh would punish 
Hophra (Jer. 44:30). Earlier, Jeremiah had prophesied that Hophra’s palace in 
Tahpenes would be conquered by Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. 43:10; cf. 46:13–26). In 
570 rebellion broke out in Egypt against Hophra, and he had to flee. Three years 
later, Hophra allied with Nebuchadnezzar in an attack against Egypt. The attack 
was repulsed, and Hophra was captured and executed.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. W. AhlsG. W. Ahlström, tröm, The HistorThe History of Anciey of Ancient Palestint Palestinene (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1993)lis,(Minneapo(Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1993);is, 1993); D. B. Red D. B. Redford, ford, Egypt, CanEgypt, Canaan, and Iaan, and Israel in Asrael in Ancient Timncient Timeses (Princeto (Prince (Princeton(Princeton, 1992)., 1992)., 1992).

Bibliography. G. W. Ahlström, The History of Ancient Palestine 
(Minneapolis, 1993); D. B. Redford, Egypt, Canaan, and Israel in Ancient Times 
(Princeton, 1992).

Paul S. AsPaul S. Ashh

Paul S. Ash

HORHOR (Heb.  (Heb. hoœrhoœr)))

HOR (Heb. hoœr)

In Hebrew In Hebrew always always hoœr haœhahoœr haœhaœr,œr, “Hor the  “Hor the mountain” mountain” or “the moor “the mountain of untain of mountains.momountains.mountains.”””

In Hebrew always hoœr haœhaœr, “Hor the mountain” or “the mountain of 
mountains.”

�1.1. The mount The mountain on whiain on which Aaron dch Aaron died (Num. ied (Num. 20:22-29; 20:22-29; 33:37-39),33:37-39), a site ne a site near Kadesh arnenear Kadesnear Kadesh on the Eh on the Edom borderdom border, probably, probably Jebel Mad Jebel Madurah. Joseurah. Josephus placephus places it near s it nears it near Petranear Petra ( (Ant.Ant. 4.4.7), J 4.4.7), Jebel ebel NebiäNebiä Harun (“m Harun (“mountain ofountain of the proph the prophet Aaron”)et Aaron”). The bibl. The. The biblicThe biblical accountal account is more l is more likely. Deuikely. Deut. 10:6 sat. 10:6 says Aaron dys Aaron died at Mosied at Moserah (“chaerah (“chastisement”sti(“cha(“chastise(“chastisement”), nement”), near Kadesh,ar Kadesh, meaning A meaning Aaron was naron was not to enteot to enter the landr the land because o because o because of his earof his earlier rebellier rebellion (Num.lion (Num. 20:24; th 20:24; thus “[placeus “[place of] chast of] chastisement”).isement”).

1. The mountain on which Aaron died (Num. 20:22-29; 33:37-39), a site 



near Kadesh on the Edom border, probably Jebel Madurah. Josephus places it 
near Petra (Ant. 4.4.7), Jebel Nebiä Harun (“mountain of the prophet Aaron”). 
The biblical account is more likely. Deut. 10:6 says Aaron died at Moserah 
(“chastisement”), near Kadesh, meaning Aaron was not to enter the land because 
of his earlier rebellion (Num. 20:24; thus “[place of] chastisement”).

�2.2. A mountai A mountain marking n marking the “norththe “northern boundaern boundary” of Isrry” of Israel (Num. ael (Num. 34:7-8). A34:7-8). A common de co common descommon designation oignation of the extef the extent of Isrant of Israel was “frel was “from Dan to om Dan to Beer-shebaBeer-sheba” (Judg. 2” (Judg. 2” (Judg. 20:1), so 20:1), so Hor may beHor may be Mt. Hermo Mt. Hermon, near Dan, near Dan. Also, Hn. Also, Hermon is oermon is one of the ne of the most promimost prmost prominent prominent mountains mountains in that arin that area and mayea and may well have well have been call been called the “moed the “mountain of untain of untain of mountaiof mountains,” “Mt. ns,” “Mt. Hor.”Hor.”Hor.”

2. A mountain marking the “northern boundary” of Israel (Num. 34:7-8). A 
common designation of the extent of Israel was “from Dan to Beer-sheba” (Judg. 
20:1), so Hor may be Mt. Hermon, near Dan. Also, Hermon is one of the most 
prominent mountains in that area and may well have been called the “mountain 
of mountains,” “Mt. Hor.”

Edmon L. REdmon L. Rowell, Jr.owell, Jr.

Edmon L. Rowell, Jr.

HORAMHORAM (Heb.  (Heb. hoœraœmhoœraœm)))

HORAM (Heb. hoœraœm)

A king of A king of Gezer who Gezer who tried to atried to aid the citid the city of Lachiy of Lachish in its sh in its defense agdefense against Israainst Israel, but whel, butel, but who wabut who was himself s himself defeated bdefeated by Joshua (y Joshua (Josh. 10:3Josh. 10:33).3).

A king of Gezer who tried to aid the city of Lachish in its defense against Israel, 
but who was himself defeated by Joshua (Josh. 10:33).

HOREBHOREB (Heb.  (Heb. h�oœreäb�,h�oœreäb�, h�o®reäb� h�o®reäb�)))

HOREB (Heb. h�oœreäb�, h�o®reäb� )

The name fThe name for the mouor the mountain of Gntain of God in a nuod in a number of bimber of biblical trablical traditions, editions, elsewhere clsewhere called Mt. accalled Mt.called Mt. Sinai. Al Sinai. Although in though in the book othe book of Exodus tf Exodus the name Sihe name Sinai is usenai is used most fred most frequently, Hquefrefrequentlyfrequently, Horeb ap, Horeb appears in Mpears in Moses’ encooses’ encounter withunter with the burni the burning bush (Eng bush (Exod. 3:1),xod. 3:1), at the wa 3:1),3:1), at t3:1), at the waters he waters Massah andMassah and Meribah ( Meribah (17:6), and17:6), and after the after the incident  incident of the golof the golden calf (dengolgolden calgolden calf (33:6). f (33:6). The book oThe book of Deuteronf Deuteronomy uses tomy uses the name Hohe name Horeb exclusreb exclusively for ively forively for the mofor the mountain of untain of God (e.g.,God (e.g., Deut. 1:2 Deut. 1:2; 4:10, 15; 4:10, 15; 9:8; 18:; 9:8; 18:16; 29:1[M16; 29:1[MT 28:69]),T 28:69]), except in exc except in except in Moses’ bleMoses’ blessing (33:ssing (33:2). It is 2). It is to Horeb tto Horeb that Elijahhat Elijah flees aft flees after defeatier defeating the prong the png the prophets oprophets of Baal andf Baal and being thr being threatened wieatened with death bth death by Jezebel y Jezebel (1 Kgs. 19(1 Kgs. 19:8).:8).:8).

The name for the mountain of God in a number of biblical traditions, elsewhere 
called Mt. Sinai. Although in the book of Exodus the name Sinai is used most 
frequently, Horeb appears in Moses’ encounter with the burning bush (Exod. 
3:1), at the waters Massah and Meribah (17:6), and after the incident of the 
golden calf (33:6). The book of Deuteronomy uses the name Horeb exclusively 
for the mountain of God (e.g., Deut. 1:2; 4:10, 15; 9:8; 18:16; 29:1[MT 28:69]), 
except in Moses’ blessing (33:2). It is to Horeb that Elijah flees after defeating the 
prophets of Baal and being threatened with death by Jezebel (1 Kgs. 19:8).

�Although tAlthough the locatiohe location of Horebn of Horeb (or Sinai (or Sinai) is uncer) is uncertain, it htain, it has traditias traditionally beeonally been identifinbeebeen identbeen identified withified with Jebel Mus Jebel Musa, “Mountaa, “Mountain of Mosein of Moses,” in thes,” in the southern  southern Sinai PeniSinai Peninsula, neansuPeniPeninsula,Peninsula, near the  near the site of thsite of the monastere monastery of St. Cy of St. Catherine. atherine. AlternativAlternative sites, se sites, such as Jebuch asuch as Jebel Cas Jebel Catherine oatherine or Jebel r Jebel SerbaœlSerbaœl in the sa in the same region,me region, have also have also been sugg been suggested, altested,suggsuggested,suggested, although  although there are there are those who those who suggest a suggest a location clocation closer to Kloser to Kadesh-barnadesh-barnea in the eKadesh-barnKadesh-barKadesh-barnea in thenea in the eastern p eastern part of theart of the Sinai Pen Sinai Peninsula.insula.insula.

Although the location of Horeb (or Sinai) is uncertain, it has traditionally 
been identified with Jebel Musa, “Mountain of Moses,” in the southern Sinai 
Peninsula, near the site of the monastery of St. Catherine. Alternative sites, such 
as Jebel Catherine or Jebel Serbaœl in the same region, have also been 
suggested, although there are those who suggest a location closer to 
Kadesh-barnea in the eastern part of the Sinai Peninsula.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. I. DaviG. I. Davies, es, The Way ofThe Way of the Wilde the Wilderness.rness. SOTSMS 5  SOTSMS 5 (Cambridge(Cambridg(Cambridge(Cambridge, 1979)., 1979)., 1979).

Bibliography. G. I. Davies, The Way of the Wilderness. SOTSMS 5 
(Cambridge, 1979).

Marilyn J.Marilyn J. Lundberg Lundberg

Marilyn J. Lundberg

HOREMHOREM (Heb.  (Heb. h�o�reämh�o�reäm)))

HOREM (Heb. h�o�reäm )

A fortifieA fortified city in d city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Naphta of Naphtali (Josh. li (Josh. 19:38), pr19:38), presumably iesumably in northernn northn northern Gnorthern Galilee. Italilee. Its precise s precise location ilocation is unknown.s unknown.

A fortified city in the tribal territory of Naphtali (Josh. 19:38), presumably in 
northern Galilee. Its precise location is unknown.

HORESHHORESH (Heb.  (Heb. h�oœresûh�oœresû)))

HORESH (Heb. h�oœresû )



A place inA place in the Wilde the Wilderness of Zrness of Ziph where iph where David hid David hid from Saul from Saul and made aand made a covenant  covenant covenant ocovenant of friendshf friendship with Joip with Jonathan (1 nathan (1 Sam. 23:15Sam. 23:15-19). Most-19). Most modern in modern interpretersterpretersininterpreteinterpreters identifrs identify the sitey the site as Khirbe as Khirbet Khoreisat Khoreisa, ca. 9.6 , ca. 9.6 km. (6 mi.km. (6 mi.) SE of He) SE of Hebron. The bron.HeHebron. ThHebron. The name Hore name Horesh (“woodesh (“wood” or “wood” or “wooded height”ed height”) could be) could be a descrip a description of a tion otion of a geogrof a geographical feaphical feature, butature, but the lack  the lack of rainfalof rainfall in the Nl in the Negeb raiseegeb raises questions questions about ths abous about the about the plausibiliplausibility of a woty of a wooded heighoded height.t.t.

A place in the Wilderness of Ziph where David hid from Saul and made a 
covenant of friendship with Jonathan (1 Sam. 23:15-19). Most modern 
interpreters identify the site as Khirbet Khoreisa, ca. 9.6 km. (6 mi.) SE of 
Hebron. The name Horesh (“wood” or “wooded height”) could be a description 
of a geographical feature, but the lack of rainfall in the Negeb raises questions 
about the plausibility of a wooded height.

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

HOR-HAGGIDHOR-HAGGIDGADGAD (Heb.  (Heb. h�oœr-haggh�oœr-haggid�gaœd�id�gaœd�)))

HOR-HAGGIDGAD (Heb. h�oœr-haggid�gaœd� )

A place whA place where the Isere the Israelites eraelites encamped afncamped after leavinter leaving the Wildg the Wilderness of erness of Sinai, theSinai, their 17th enir 1ir 17th encam17th encampment (Numpment (Num. 33:32-33. 33:32-33). Deut. 1). Deut. 10:7 lists 0:7 lists this site this site as Gudgodaas Gudgodah (a form h (a form h (a form of Giform of Gidgad). Thedgad). The LXX reads LXX reads  GadgadGadgad in both a in both accounts; hccounts; however, thowever, the Greek mee Greek mee Greek means “moumeans “mountain of Gntain of Gadgad” in adgad” in contrast tcontrast to the Hebro the Hebrew “hole oew “hole of Gidgad.”f Gidgad.” While the While t While the exact the exact location ilocation is uncertais uncertain, some idn, some identify theentify the site in t site in the Wadi Ghhe Wadi Ghadhaghedh adhaghedh in easternin in easternin eastern Sinai. Sinai. Sinai.

A place where the Israelites encamped after leaving the Wilderness of Sinai, their 
17th encampment (Num. 33:32-33). Deut. 10:7 lists this site as Gudgodah (a 
form of Gidgad). The LXX reads Gadgad in both accounts; however, the Greek 
means “mountain of Gadgad” in contrast to the Hebrew “hole of Gidgad.” While 
the exact location is uncertain, some identify the site in the Wadi Ghadhaghedh 
in eastern Sinai.

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

HORIHORI (Heb.  (Heb. h�oœriî, hh�oœriî, h�o®riî�o®riî)))

HORI (Heb. h�oœriî, h�o®riî )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Lotan listLotan listed in the ed in the genealogy genealogy of Esau (Gof Esau (Gen 36:22; en 36:22; 1 Chr. 1:31 Chr. 1:39). The na9). The9). The name iThe name is that of s that of the “Horitthe “Horites,” the aes,” the ancient inhncient inhabitants oabitants of Edom (Gef Edom (Gen. 14:6).n. 14:6).n. 14:6).

1. A son of Lotan listed in the genealogy of Esau (Gen 36:22; 1 Chr. 1:39). 
The name is that of the “Horites,” the ancient inhabitants of Edom (Gen. 14:6).

�2.2. The fathe The father of Shaphr of Shaphat, a leadat, a leader of the er of the tribe of Stribe of Simeon sentimeon sent by Moses  by Moses to spy outto spyto spy out Caspy out Canaan (Num.naan (Num. 13:5). 13:5). 13:5).

2. The father of Shaphat, a leader of the tribe of Simeon sent by Moses to 
spy out Canaan (Num. 13:5).

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

HORITESHORITES (Heb.  (Heb. h�oœriîh�oœriî)))

HORITES (Heb. h�oœriî )

�1.1. A seminom A seminomadic peopladic people living ie living in Seir-Edon Seir-Edom (Gen. 14m (Gen. 14:6; 36:20;:6; 36:20; Deut. 2:1 Deut. 2:12, 20; NRS2, 202, 20; NRSV “20; NRSV “Horim”). IHorim”). In Gen. 36:n Gen. 36:2 these pe2 these people are cople are called alled h�iwwiîh�iwwiî (LXX Gk.  (LXX Gk. euaiíoneuaeuaiíoneuaiíon), “Hivite), “Hivites,” and ths,” and thus both naus both names probabmes probably refer tly refer to the sameo the same people. people. people.

1. A seminomadic people living in Seir-Edom (Gen. 14:6; 36:20; Deut. 2:12, 
20; NRSV “Horim”). In Gen. 36:2 these people are called h�iwwiî  (LXX Gk. 
euaiíon), “Hivites,” and thus both names probably refer to the same people.

�2.2. Hivites a Hivites are mentionre mentioned in Gen.ed in Gen. 34:2; Jos 34:2; Josh. 9:7, whh. 9:7, where the LXere the LXX translatX translates es chorraiíoschchorraiíoschorraiíos,, Horites.  Horites. These peopThese people, possible, possibly relatedly related to the Hu to the Hurrians, rerrians, resided in tsided in the hill cohtthe hill cthe hill country neaountry near Mt. Hermr Mt. Hermon and in on and in Lebanon.Lebanon.Lebanon.

2. Hivites are mentioned in Gen. 34:2; Josh. 9:7, where the LXX translates 
chorraiíos, Horites. These people, possibly related to the Hurrians, resided in 
the hill country near Mt. Hermon and in Lebanon.

�One suggesOne suggestion for ttion for the use of he use of both Horitboth Horite and Hivie and Hivite is thatte is that the lette the letters rs reshresh and  a and and wawwaw were easi were easily confusely confused in earlyd in early Hebrew ma Hebrew manuscripts.nuscripts. In additi In addition, Horiteon, Horite is the bi is t is the biblicthe biblical name foal name for Hurrian,r Hurrian, a people  a people known in tknown in the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East as early  as early as the midas as the midas the middle of thedle of the 3rd mille 3rd millennium. Hurnnium. Hurrians wererians were in Palest in Palestine at theine at the time of t time of the Amarna he tthe Amarnathe Amarna Letters ( Letters (14th centu14th century ry B.C.E.B.C.E.); the pri); the prince of Jernce of Jerusalem hadusalem had a Hurrian a Hurrian name; and na name; and name; and the Egyptithe Egyptians calledans called Palestine Palestine Hur or Hu Hur or Hurru. The drru. The double ouble reshresh preserved preserved in the Gr preservedpreserved preserved in the Grein the Greek, and Huek, and Hurrian, wasrrian, was not toler not tolerated in Heated in Hebrew, and brew, and the shift the shift from frfrom from uu to  to oo was proba was probably normalbly normal: thus, : thus, Hurr-Hurr- became  became Hor-.Hor-. The etymo The etymology derivlogy deriving Horiteingderivderiving Hderiving Horite fromorite from the Hebre the Hebrew root meaw root meaning “cavening “cave” is incor” is incorrect.rect.rect.

One suggestion for the use of both Horite and Hivite is that the letters resh 
and waw were easily confused in early Hebrew manuscripts. In addition, Horite is 
the biblical name for Hurrian, a people known in the ancient Near East as early 
as the middle of the 3rd millennium. Hurrians were in Palestine at the time of 
the Amarna Letters (14th century B.C.E.); the prince of Jerusalem had a Hurrian 
name; and the Egyptians called Palestine Hur or Hurru. The double resh 
preserved in the Greek, and Hurrian, was not tolerated in Hebrew, and the shift 
from u to o was probably normal: thus, Hurr- became Hor-. The etymology 
deriving Horite from the Hebrew root meaning “cave” is incorrect.



�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. F. AlbrW. F. Albright, “Theight, “The Horites i Horites in Palestinn Palestine,” in e,” in From the PFrom the Pyramids toyramidPPyramids tPyramids to Paul,o Paul, ed. L. G. ed. L. G. Leary (Ne Leary (New York, 19w York, 1935), 9–26;35), 9–26; E. A. Spe E. A. Speiser, “Ethiser, “Ethnic Movemenic Monic Movements Movements in the Neain the Near East in r East in the Secondthe Second Millenniu Millennium m B.C.B.C.,” ,” AASORAASOR 13 (1931– 13 (1931–32): 13–5432): (1931–(1931–32):(1931–32): 13–54. 13–54. 13–54.

Bibliography. W. F. Albright, “The Horites in Palestine,” in From the 
Pyramids to Paul, ed. L. G. Leary (New York, 1935), 9–26; E. A. Speiser, “Ethnic 
Movements in the Near East in the Second Millennium B.C.,” AASOR 13 
(1931–32): 13–54.

Lawrence ALawrence A. Sinclair. Sinclair

Lawrence A. Sinclair

HORMAHHORMAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�orma®h�orma®)))

HORMAH (Heb. h�orma® )

A city desA city described in cribed in the OT as the OT as lying on tlying on the border he border between thbetween the wildernee wilderness and thess and the desert so thethe desertthe desert south of  south of ancient Caancient Canaan propenaan proper. The namr. The name means “de means “devoted” — evoted” — for destrufor desfor destructiodestruction.n.n.

A city described in the OT as lying on the border between the wilderness and 
the desert south of ancient Canaan proper. The name means “devoted” — for 
destruction.

�Hormah wasHormah was a place w a place where the ihere the invading Henvading Hebrews sustbrews sustained a crained a crucial defeucial defeat (Num. 1at (Nat (Num. 14:4(Num. 14:45; Deut. 15; Deut. 1:44), the :44), the point to wpoint to which the Hhich the Hebrews, inebrews, in a failed  a failed endeavor fendeavor from the soroffrom the sfrom the south, wereouth, were driven ba driven back by the ck by the Canaanite Canaanite and Amalekand Amalekite inhabiite inhabitants of ttants of the region.htthe regionthe region. The impl. The implication isication is that Horm that Hormah was on ah was on the edge othe edge of the wildf the wilderness. Therness. The fact thaeThThe fact tThe fact that Hormahhat Hormah appears i appears in the listn the list of 31 cit of 31 cities whose ies whose kings Joshkings Joshua and theua and the Israelite Isr IsraelitesIsraelites defeated  defeated in their cin their campaign weampaign west of the st of the Jordan (JoJordan (Josh. 12:14)sh. 12:14) also supp also supports a Negorts suppsupports asupports a Negeb pro Negeb provenance fovenance for the cityr the city. However,. However, its exact its exact location  location and identiand identification afiidentiidentificaidentification are ution are unknown. Prnknown. Proposed ideoposed identificationtifications with Tens with Tell Masos all Masos and Tell Shnd Tell Sheriah haveeriShSheriah haSheriah have found nve found neither unaeither unambiguous smbiguous supporting upporting evidence nevidence nor scholaror scholarly acceptaly acceptaly acceptanceacceptance...

Hormah was a place where the invading Hebrews sustained a crucial defeat 
(Num. 14:45; Deut. 1:44), the point to which the Hebrews, in a failed endeavor 
from the south, were driven back by the Canaanite and Amalekite inhabitants of 
the region. The implication is that Hormah was on the edge of the wilderness. 
The fact that Hormah appears in the list of 31 cities whose kings Joshua and the 
Israelites defeated in their campaign west of the Jordan (Josh. 12:14) also 
supports a Negeb provenance for the city. However, its exact location and 
identification are unknown. Proposed identifications with Tell Masos and Tell 
Sheriah have found neither unambiguous supporting evidence nor scholarly 
acceptance.

�Hormah wasHormah was first ass first assigned to tigned to the territohe territory of Judary of Judah (Josh. 1h (Josh. 15:30) but 5:30) but later reaslater realater reassignedreassigned to Simeon to Simeon (Josh. 19 (Josh. 19:4; 1 Chr.:4; 1 Chr. 4:30). Th 4:30). The city, whe city, whose originose original name waal name was Zephath,s Zs Zephath, wZephath, was captureas captured by men od by men of Judah anf Judah and Simeon (d Simeon (Judg. 1:17Judg. 1:17) and was ) and was renamed Horenamed renamed Horenamed Hormah afterrmah after its destr its destruction. Anuction. Another accoother account indicaunt indicates that Htes that Hormah got ormah goormah got its nagot its name when thme when the Israelite Israelites made goes made good on a vood on a vow to defeaw to defeat the kingt the king of Arad ( of Arad (Num. 21:3)N((Num. 21:3(Num. 21:3). It was ). It was one of theone of the cities in cities in the south the south to which  to which David sentDavid sent shares of shares of the spoil the the spoilsthe spoils captured  captured after his after his war with twar with the Amalekihe Amalekites (1 Samtes (1 Sam. 30:30), . 30:30), during theduring the time he w tim time he watime he was fleeing s fleeing from King from King Saul.Saul.Saul.

Hormah was first assigned to the territory of Judah (Josh. 15:30) but later 
reassigned to Simeon (Josh. 19:4; 1 Chr. 4:30). The city, whose original name was 
Zephath, was captured by men of Judah and Simeon (Judg. 1:17) and was 
renamed Hormah after its destruction. Another account indicates that Hormah 
got its name when the Israelites made good on a vow to defeat the king of Arad 
(Num. 21:3). It was one of the cities in the south to which David sent shares of 
the spoils captured after his war with the Amalekites (1 Sam. 30:30), during the 
time he was fleeing from King Saul.

Bruce C. CBruce C. Cressonresson

Bruce C. Cresson

HORNHORNHORN

HORN

�1.1. A contain A container for liqer for liquids or thuids or the oil poure oil poured on thosed on those anointede anointed to a spec to a specific task ific tasific task (1 Satask (1 Sam. 16:1, 1m. 16:1, 13; 1 Kgs. 3; 1 Kgs. 1:39); mos1:39); most likely mt likely made from aade from an animal’sn animal’s horn. horn. horn.

1. A container for liquids or the oil poured on those anointed to a specific 
task (1 Sam. 16:1, 13; 1 Kgs. 1:39); most likely made from an animal’s horn.

�2.2. A symbol  A symbol of power, of power, help, victhelp, victory, or glory, or glory (Deut.ory (Deut. 33:17; 1  33:17; 1 Kgs. 22:11Kgs. 22:11). The “ho). The). The “horn The “horn of salvatiof salvation” represon” represents the kents the king’s saviing’s saving power (ng power (2 Sam. 22:2 Sam. 22:3 = Ps. 183 = Ps. 18:2[MT 3]).:2[1818:2[MT 3]18:2[MT 3]). A broke). A broken horn denn horn denotes defeaotes defeat (Jer. 48t (Jer. 48:25). The :25). The prophets pprophets predict theredict the future ri thethe futurethe future rise of a rise of a beast wit beast with multipleh multiple horns, re horns, representingpresenting powers op powers opposing Godposing God (Zech. 1: ( (Zech. 1:1(Zech. 1:18-21[2:1–48-21[2:1–4]; Dan. 7:]; Dan. 7:8; Rev. 138; Rev. 13:1). At Re:1). At Rev. 5:6 thev. 5:6 the seven hor seven horns of the ns of the Lamb (JesuLamLamb (JesuLamb (Jesus Christ) s Christ) indicate tindicate the abundanhe abundance of his ce of his power.power.power.

2. A symbol of power, help, victory, or glory (Deut. 33:17; 1 Kgs. 22:11). 
The “horn of salvation” represents the king’s saving power (2 Sam. 22:3 = Ps. 
18:2[MT 3]). A broken horn denotes defeat (Jer. 48:25). The prophets predict 
the future rise of a beast with multiple horns, representing powers opposing God 
(Zech. 1:18-21[2:1–4]; Dan. 7:8; Rev. 13:1). At Rev. 5:6 the seven horns of the 
Lamb (Jesus Christ) indicate the abundance of his power.

�SeeSee  MUSIC, MUSMUSIC, MUSICAL INSTRICAL INSTRUMENTS.UMENTS.

See MUSIC, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.



HORNETHORNETHORNET

HORNET

A large inA large insect of thsect of the order Hye order Hymenoptera,menoptera, which liv which lives in a mues in a multicelled lticelled cellulose cellulose nest that nestnest that nest that the hornetthe hornets make by s make by chewing thchewing the bark of e bark of trees. Thotrees. Though they pugh they prove usefurove usefurove useful to useful to humans by humans by masticatinmasticating large nug large numbers of imbers of insects to nsects to feed theirfeed their larvae, h larvae, hornets (Heornhhornets (Hhornets (Heb. eb. s�ir{a®s�ir{a®) cause gr) cause great damageeat damage to ripe f to ripe fruit and truit and tree bark. ree bark. Most commoMost comMost common in common in the Middlethe Middle East is t East is the he Vespa orieVespa orientalis,ntalis, a large y a large yellow or rellow or reddish-broeddish-brown specieswn reddish-broreddish-brreddish-brown specieown species considers considered to be med to be more maliciore malicious and agous and aggressive tgressive than Westerhan Westhan Western vaWestern varieties. Irieties. Its sting its sting is particuls particularly painfarly painful, and thul, and the after-efe after-effects lastfects last several d several d several days, oftedays, often paralyzin paralyzing smallerng smaller victims.  victims. Thus the hThus the hornet occuornet occurs as a firs as a figure for dgure for divine inteivineddivine intdivine intervention,ervention, described described as being  as being sent aheadsent ahead of the Is of the Israelites traelites to drive ouo drive out the inhat thet the inhabithe inhabitants of ttants of the land (Ehe land (Exod. 23:28xod. 23:28; Deut. 7:; Deut. 7:20; NRSV “20; NRSV “pestilencepestilence,” NJPSV “,” NJPSV “plague,” Npla““plague,” “plague,” NEB “panicNEB “panic”; Josh. 2”; Josh. 24:12).4:12).4:12).

A large insect of the order Hymenoptera, which lives in a multicelled cellulose 
nest that the hornets make by chewing the bark of trees. Though they prove 
useful to humans by masticating large numbers of insects to feed their larvae, 
hornets (Heb. s�ir{a® ) cause great damage to ripe fruit and tree bark. Most 
common in the Middle East is the Vespa orientalis, a large yellow or 
reddish-brown species considered to be more malicious and aggressive than 
Western varieties. Its sting is particularly painful, and the after-effects last several 
days, often paralyzing smaller victims. Thus the hornet occurs as a figure for 
divine intervention, described as being sent ahead of the Israelites to drive out 
the inhabitants of the land (Exod. 23:28; Deut. 7:20; NRSV “pestilence,” NJPSV 
“plague,” NEB “panic”; Josh. 24:12).

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik

Jesper Svartvik

HORNS OF THORNS OF THE ALTARHE ALTARHE ALTAR

HORNS OF THE ALTAR

Hornlike pHornlike projectionsrojections that exte that extended upwarnded upward from thed from the four corn four corners of theers of the altar (Ex altar (Exod. 27;2; o(Ex(Exod. 27;(Exod. 27;2; Lev. 4:2; Lev. 4:7; 1 Kgs. 7; 1 Kgs. 1:50; 2:281:50; 2:28; Rev. 9:1; Rev. 9:13). The ho3). The horn was perrn was perhaps a symhaps a symbolic remibolisymsymbolic rsymbolic reminder ofeminder of the stren the strength, presegth, presence, and pnce, and power of Goower of God, perhapsd, perhaps deriving  deriving  deriving fderiving from the burom the bull or the ll or the ox, animalox, animals known fos known for those qur those qualities. Talities. The generiche generic Semitic t Se Semitic tiSemitic title for Gotle for God, El, wasd, El, was comprised comprised of two He of two Hebrew lettebrew letters, the rs, the aleph,aleph, shaped li shaped l shaped like an oxlike an oxhead with head with horns, andhorns, and the  the lamed,lamed, shaped li shaped like an ox gke an ox goad; combioad; combined, the tned, the two letterswttwo lettertwo letters communics communicated the iated the idea of Goddea of God as active as active power. Th power. The horns pee horns perhaps alsorhaps alsrhaps also reprealso represented mousented mountain peakntain peaks or a typs or a type of holy e of holy mountain, mountain, i.e., the i.e., the dwelling pdwelling place of thlacpplace of tplace of the deity (he deity (reflected reflected in the desin the description ocription of Ezekiel’f Ezekiel’s altar; Es altar; Ezek. 43:13zek. 43:13-17; cf. a-17; cf. -17; cf. also tcf. also the Mesopothe Mesopotamian ziggamian ziggurat, a tyurat, a type of sacrpe of sacred mountaied mountain associatn associated with thed with the home of e ththe home othe home of the deitf the deity).y).y).

Hornlike projections that extended upward from the four corners of the altar 
(Exod. 27;2; Lev. 4:7; 1 Kgs. 1:50; 2:28; Rev. 9:13). The horn was perhaps a 
symbolic reminder of the strength, presence, and power of God, perhaps 
deriving from the bull or the ox, animals known for those qualities. The generic 
Semitic title for God, El, was comprised of two Hebrew letters, the aleph, shaped 
like an oxhead with horns, and the lamed, shaped like an ox goad; combined, the 
two letters communicated the idea of God as active power. The horns perhaps 
also represented mountain peaks or a type of holy mountain, i.e., the dwelling 
place of the deity (reflected in the description of Ezekiel’s altar; Ezek. 43:13-17; 
cf. also the Mesopotamian ziggurat, a type of sacred mountain associated with 
the home of the deity).

�The horns The horns played an played an important important role in throle in the sacrifice sacrificial systemial system through t through the cultic he cultiche cultic ritcultic ritual of plaual of placing upon cing upon them some them some of the bloof the blood of the od of the sin offerisin offering (Lev. 4ng (Lev. 4:7). The h:7). T:7). The horns The horns also were also were recognizedrecognized as a plac as a place of sancte of sanctuary or reuary or refuge (1 Kgfuge (1 Kgs. 1:50; 2s. 1:50; 2:28).:2822:28).2:28).2:28).

The horns played an important role in the sacrificial system through the 
cultic ritual of placing upon them some of the blood of the sin offering (Lev. 4:7). 
The horns also were recognized as a place of sanctuary or refuge (1 Kgs. 1:50; 
2:28).

�ArchaeologArchaeological excavical excavations at ations at Megiddo, TMegiddo, Tell Beit Mell Beit Mirsim, andirsim, and Beer-sheb Beer-sheba have proa havea have produhave produced dismanced dismantled and itled and intact examntact examples. The ples. The horned althorned altars found ars found in the excin the excin the excavationexcavations of Megids of Megiddo and Teldo and Tell Beit Mirl Beit Mirsim were ssim were small limesmall limestone altartone altars ca. .6 ms ca. .6 m. (2 ft.) . (. (2 ft.) ta(2 ft.) tall. A largll. A larger versioner version construct constructed of larged of large blocks oe blocks of stone waf stone was discovers discovered at Beered at ed at Beer-shat Beer-sheba. Whileeba. While offerings offerings were appa were apparently madrently made on the se on the surface of urface of the altarsthe altars, in some , i, in some cain some cases the hoses the horns may harns may have supportve supported a bowl ed a bowl or basin ior basin in which thn which the sacrifice sacrifice was madeesacrificsacrifice sacrifice was made.was made.was made.

Archaeological excavations at Megiddo, Tell Beit Mirsim, and Beer-sheba 
have produced dismantled and intact examples. The horned altars found in the 
excavations of Megiddo and Tell Beit Mirsim were small limestone altars ca. .6 m. 
(2 ft.) tall. A larger version constructed of large blocks of stone was discovered 
at Beer-sheba. While offerings were apparently made on the surface of the altars, 
in some cases the horns may have supported a bowl or basin in which the 
sacrifice was made.

LaMoine F.LaMoine F. DeVries DeVries

LaMoine F. DeVries



HORONAIMHORONAIM (Heb.  (Heb. h�oœroœnayh�oœroœnayimim)))

HORONAIM (Heb. h�oœroœnayim )

A place inA place in southern  southern Moab mentiMoab mentioned in thoned in the oracles e oracles against Moagainst Moab (Isa. 1ab (Isa. 15:5; Jer. 5:5; Jer. 48:3, 5, 34848:3, 5, 348:3, 5, 34) and on 4) and on the Moabitthe Moabite Stone. Ie Stone. In Isaiah’sn Isaiah’s oracle th oracle the expressie expression “road ton “road to Horonaimo Ho Horonaim” Horonaim” is used pais used parallel to rallel to the “ascenthe “ascent of Luhitt of Luhith.” This sh.” This seems to ineems to indicate thadicate that Horonaimt Ht Horonaim wHoronaim was locatedas located along a r along a roadway thaoadway that led fromt led from the Moabi the Moabite plateaute plateau down to t down to down to the Deato the Dead Sea. It d Sea. It may be idemay be identified wintified with modern th modern el-{Iraœqel-{Iraœq (211055), (211055), ca. 15 km ca. 15 km ca. 15 km. (9 mi.km. (9 mi.) E of the) E of the Dead Sea, Dead Sea, SW of Ker SW of Kerak, or witak, or with the north the northern side hern side of Wadi elof Wadi el-Kerak ato-elel-Kerak ael-Kerak atop ed-Dertop ed-Der, SW of Ra, SW of Rabbah.bbah.bbah.

A place in southern Moab mentioned in the oracles against Moab (Isa. 15:5; Jer. 
48:3, 5, 34) and on the Moabite Stone. In Isaiah’s oracle the expression “road to 
Horonaim” is used parallel to the “ascent of Luhith.” This seems to indicate that 
Horonaim was located along a roadway that led from the Moabite plateau down 
to the Dead Sea. It may be identified with modern el-{Iraœq (211055), ca. 15 
km. (9 mi.) E of the Dead Sea, SW of Kerak, or with the northern side of Wadi 
el-Kerak atop ed-Der, SW of Rabbah.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. A. DearJ. A. Dearman, “Histman, “Historical Recorical Reconstructioonstruction and the n and the Mesha{Mesha{ Inscripti In InscriptioInscription,” n,” Studies inStudies in the Mesha the Mesha Inscripti Inscription and Moaon and Moab.b. SBLABS 2  SBLABS 2 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1989), 1551989), 151989), 155–210; N155–210; N. . Na}amanNa}aman, “The Cam, “The Campaign of Mpaign of Mesha Againesha Against Horonaist Horonaim,” m,” BNBN 73 (1994) 73 (199 73 (1994): 27(1994): 27–30.–30.–30.

Bibliography. J. A. Dearman, “Historical Reconstruction and the Mesha{ 
Inscription,” Studies in the Mesha Inscription and Moab. SBLABS 2 (Atlanta, 1989), 
155–210; N. Na}aman, “The Campaign of Mesha Against Horonaim,” BN 73 
(1994): 27–30.

Friedbert Friedbert NinowNinow
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HORONITEHORONITE (Heb.  (Heb. h�oœroœniîh�oœroœniî)))

HORONITE (Heb. h�oœroœniî )

An appellaAn appellative of Sative of Sanballat, onballat, one of the ne of the rivals of rivals of Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh 2:10, Neh 2:10, 19; 13:28)19; 13:28), apparent, ap, apparentlyapparently indicatin indicating his placg his place of birthe of birth. The name. The name may refer may refer to the Mo to the Moabite cityabite city Horonaim, Ho Horonaim, Horonaim, but more lbut more likely it rikely it refers to Befers to Beth-horon,eth-horon, located o located on the roadn the road from Sama from Sama from Samaria toSamaria to Jerusalem Jerusalem...

An appellative of Sanballat, one of the rivals of Nehemiah (Neh 2:10, 19; 13:28), 
apparently indicating his place of birth. The name may refer to the Moabite city 
Horonaim, but more likely it refers to Beth-horon, located on the road from 
Samaria to Jerusalem.

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

HORSEHORSEHORSE

HORSE

First intrFirst introduced to oduced to Palestine Palestine by the Hykby the Hyksos in thesos in the early 2nd early 2nd millenniu millennium m B.C.E.B.C.E., horses a, hors, horses arehorses are usually m usually mentioned ientioned in contextsn contexts where the where they are harny are harnessed to aessed to a chariot o chariot or ridden iroor ridden or ridden in the cavin the cavalry. Horsalry. Horses always es always belonged tbelonged to royalty o royalty since onlysince only kings cou kings could afford ld ald afford theafford their maintenir maintenance. Theyance. They had littl had little value foe value for the ordir the ordinary Israenary Israelite, who lite, who utilized autilizeutilized autilized asses and msses and mules in daules in daily life.ily life.ily life.

First introduced to Palestine by the Hyksos in the early 2nd millennium B.C.E., 
horses are usually mentioned in contexts where they are harnessed to a chariot 
or ridden in the cavalry. Horses always belonged to royalty since only kings could 
afford their maintenance. They had little value for the ordinary Israelite, who 
utilized asses and mules in daily life.

�The PhilisThe Philistines musttines mustered 30 thered 30 thousand chaousand chariots and riots and 6000 horse6000 horsemen againsmen against King Saut Kint King Saul King Saul (1 Sam. 13(1 Sam. 13:5). David:5). David kept only kept only 100 horse 100 horses for himss for himself, chooself, choosing insteaing instead to hamstd tod to hamstrito hamstring those hng those he had capte had captured (2 Saured (2 Sam. 8:4). Hm. 8:4). However, hoowever, horses were rses were a mainstaya mainstaa mainstay omainstay of Solomon’f Solomon’s power — s power — he had 400he had 4000 stalls a0 stalls and 12 thound 12 thousand horsesand horses (1 Kgs. s (1 Kgss (1 Kgs. 4:26)Kgs. 4:26) — and wer — and were a prime e a prime weapon in weapon in the Israelthe Israelite militaite military. At thery. At the battle of battle of Qarqar in Qa Qarqar in Qarqar in 853, Ahab 853, Ahab contributecontributed 2000 chad 2000 chariots to triots to the coalitihe coalition againston against the Assyr the Assyrians. The iaAssyrAssyrians.Assyrians. The Horse The Horse Gate, loc Gate, located in thated in the southease southeast corner ot corner of the cityf the city wall (Jer wall (Jer. 31:40; N. 31. 31:40; Neh31:40; Neh. 3:28), d. 3:28), demonstrateemonstrated how horsd how horses had beces had become essentome essential to Jerial to Jerusalem. Whusalem. Wusalem. While the While the text says text says that Solomthat Solomon importeon imported his horsd his horses from Eges from Egypt (1 Kgsypt (1 Kgs. 10:28), . 10:28), the Egyptitthe Egyptithe Egyptians must hans must have importave imported them fred them from Anatoliom Anatolia.a.a.

The Philistines mustered 30 thousand chariots and 6000 horsemen against 
King Saul (1 Sam. 13:5). David kept only 100 horses for himself, choosing instead 
to hamstring those he had captured (2 Sam. 8:4). However, horses were a 
mainstay of Solomon’s power — he had 4000 stalls and 12 thousand horses (1 
Kgs. 4:26) — and were a prime weapon in the Israelite military. At the battle of 
Qarqar in 853, Ahab contributed 2000 chariots to the coalition against the 
Assyrians. The Horse Gate, located in the southeast corner of the city wall (Jer. 
31:40; Neh. 3:28), demonstrated how horses had become essential to Jerusalem. 
While the text says that Solomon imported his horses from Egypt (1 Kgs. 10:28), 
the Egyptians must have imported them from Anatolia.

�About two-About two-thirds of thirds of the biblicthe biblical referenal references to horces to horses are meses are metaphoricaltaphorical. Horses a. Horse. Horses areHorses are used to r used to refer to thefer to the dangers e dangers of kingshiof kingship and milip and militarism (Detarism (Deut. 17:14-ut. 17:14-16; Ps. 201617:14-17:14-16; 17:14-16; Ps. 20:7[MPs. 20:7[MT 8]; Isa.T 8]; Isa. 2:7). The 2:7). They also figy also figure in theure in the apocalypt apocalyptic imageryic imagery of Revela of Re of RevelationRevelation (Rev. 6:2 (Rev. 6:2, 4-5; 19:, 4-5; 19:11, 14, 1911, 14, 19, 21)., 21)., 21).

About two-thirds of the biblical references to horses are metaphorical. 
Horses are used to refer to the dangers of kingship and militarism (Deut. 
17:14-16; Ps. 20:7[MT 8]; Isa. 2:7). They also figure in the apocalyptic imagery of 



Revelation (Rev. 6:2, 4-5; 19:11, 14, 19, 21).

Donald FowDonald Fowlerler
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HOSAHHOSAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�oœsa®h�oœsa®) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

HOSAH (Heb. h�oœsa® ) (PERSON)

A Levite fA Levite from the lirom the line of Merane of Merari. He wasri. He was a gatekee a gatekeeper of theper of the tent whic tent which David pih David pitched for tcpipitched fopitched for the ark r the ark when he brwhen he brought it tought it to Jerusaleo Jerusalem (1 Chr. m (1 Chr. 16:38). La16:38). Later Hosah,ter Hosah, his sons, h his sons, his sons, and their and their kin were rkin were responsibleesponsible for guard for guarding the weing the west gate ofst gate of Shalleche Shallecheth (1 Chr.th (th (1 Chr. 26(1 Chr. 26:10-11, 16:10-11, 16).).

A Levite from the line of Merari. He was a gatekeeper of the tent which David 
pitched for the ark when he brought it to Jerusalem (1 Chr. 16:38). Later Hosah, 
his sons, and their kin were responsible for guarding the west gate of Shallecheth 
(1 Chr. 26:10-11, 16).

HOSAHHOSAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�oœsa®h�oœsa®) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

HOSAH (Heb. h�oœsa® ) (PLACE)

A city on A city on the northethe northern boundarrn boundary of Ashery of Asher, in the v, in the vicinity oficinity of Tyre (Jos Tyre (Josh. 19:29).h. 19:29). Most like Mo Most likelMost likely the Usu y the Usu of Egyptiaof Egyptian and Assyn and Assyrian inscrrian inscriptions, Hiptions, Hosah may bosah may be identifie identified with moed identifiidentifiedidentified with mode with modern Tell rn Tell RashiädiäyRashiädiäyeheh (170293), (170293), 4 km. (2. 4 km. (2.5 mi.) S o5 mi.) S of Tyre.f Tyre.

A city on the northern boundary of Asher, in the vicinity of Tyre (Josh. 19:29). 
Most likely the Usu of Egyptian and Assyrian inscriptions, Hosah may be 
identified with modern Tell Rashiädiäyeh (170293), 4 km. (2.5 mi.) S of Tyre.

HOSANNAHOSANNAHOSANNA

HOSANNA

An exclamaAn exclamation (Gk. tion (Gk. hoœsannaéhoœsannaé) shouted ) shouted at Jesus bat Jesus by the crowy the crowds who greds who greeted his teted heted his triumphis triumphal entry hal entry into Jerusinto Jerusalem (Mattalem (Matt. 21:9 = M. 21:9 = Mark 11:9-1ark 11:9-10; John 120; John 12:13) and b:13) and by childreny cy children ichildren in the tempn the temple (Matt. le (Matt. 21:15). De21:15). Derived fromrived from Ps. 118:2 Ps. 118:25 (Heb. 5 (Heb. ho®sûiî{a®ho®sûiî{a®-nnaœ},-ho®sûiî{a®ho®sûiî{a®ho®sûiî{a®-nnaœ},-nnaœ}, “save us, “save us, we pray”) we pray”), which ap, which apparently bparently became a liecame a liturgical cturgical cry for divrccry for dicry for divine mercyvine mercy through t through the readinghe reading of the Ha of the Hallel Psalmllel Psalms, the exps, the expression laression later becameter lalater becalater became associame associated with Jted with Jewish eschewish eschatologicalatological hopes (cf hopes (cf. v. 25, q. v. 25, quoted at Muoted at Mark 11:9).arkMMark 11:9)Mark 11:9)..

An exclamation (Gk. hoœsannaé) shouted at Jesus by the crowds who greeted 
his triumphal entry into Jerusalem (Matt. 21:9 = Mark 11:9-10; John 12:13) and by 
children in the temple (Matt. 21:15). Derived from Ps. 118:25 (Heb. 
ho®sûiî{a®-nnaœ}, “save us, we pray”), which apparently became a liturgical 
cry for divine mercy through the reading of the Hallel Psalms, the expression 
later became associated with Jewish eschatological hopes (cf. v. 25, quoted at 
Mark 11:9).

HOSEAHOSEA (Heb.  (Heb. ho®sûeäa{ho®sûeäa{), BOOK OF), BOOK OF

HOSEA (Heb. ho®sûeäa{), BOOK OF

The first The first of the 12 of the 12 Minor PropMinor Prophets. Attrhets. Attributed to ibuted to Hosea ben Hosea ben Beeri, theBeeri, the book cond book cond book condemns tcondemns the inhabithe inhabitants of noants of northern Isrrthern Israel for thael for their infideeir infidelity to Yality to Yahweh durinhweh during the yearg thg the years the years of that naof that nation’s dection’s decline and fline and fall (ca. 7all (ca. 745–721 45–721 B.C.E.B.C.E.).).

The first of the 12 Minor Prophets. Attributed to Hosea ben Beeri, the book 
condemns the inhabitants of northern Israel for their infidelity to Yahweh during 
the years of that nation’s decline and fall (ca. 745–721 B.C.E.).

TextText

Text

With the pWith the possible exossible exception ofception of the book  the book of Job, thof Job, the text of e text of Hosea is aHosea is among the mmong the most difficommost diffimost difficult in thcult in the entire Oe entire OT. TranslaT. Translations of ttions of the book vahe book vary widely ry widely depending depending on text-cronon text-cron text-critical anditical and philologi philological judgmecal judgments. It hants. It has been args been argued that mued that much of theuch of the difficult diff difficultydifficulty in the te in the text is due xt is due to Hosea’sto Hosea’s use of a  use of a now obscurnow obscure northerne northern Israelite Israelite dialect.  diale dialect. Tdialect. There is muhere is much to commch to commend this pend this position, eosition, especially specially since Hosesince Hosea is the oa is the only writinnlyoonly writionly writing prophetng prophet to have c to have come from Iome from Israel. Howsrael. However, therever, there is no ote is no other northeher northeher northern Inorthern Israelite tsraelite text traditext tradition with wion with which Hoseahich Hosea may be co may be compared. Thmpared. Thus, while us, while many propommany propomany proposed translsed translations of ations of Hosea are Hosea are highly sughighly suggestive, tgestive, they remainhey remain provision provisional attemptaprovisionprovisionaprovisional attemptsl attempts to unders to understand an obtand an obscure textscure text..

With the possible exception of the book of Job, the text of Hosea is among the 
most difficult in the entire OT. Translations of the book vary widely depending 
on text-critical and philological judgments. It has been argued that much of the 
difficulty in the text is due to Hosea’s use of a now obscure northern Israelite 
dialect. There is much to commend this position, especially since Hosea is the 
only writing prophet to have come from Israel. However, there is no other 
northern Israelite text tradition with which Hosea may be compared. Thus, while 
many proposed translations of Hosea are highly suggestive, they remain 
provisional attempts to understand an obscure text.



Literary SLiterary Structuretructure

Literary Structure

The book iThe book is divided s divided into two minto two main sectioain sections, chs. 1ns, chs. 1—3 and 4—1—3 and 4—14. The fir4. The first three cst three cst three chapters rchapters revolve aroevolve around the reund the relationshiplationships between s between Hosea and Hosea and his wife ahis wife and Yahweh nd Yahwehnd Yahweh andYahweh and his peopl his people. The reme. The remaining chaaining chapters contpters contain oracleain oracles which des which depict the dpict the dpict the deterioratdeterioration of Isrion of Israelite culaelite culture and sture and society.ociety.ociety.

The book is divided into two main sections, chs. 1—3 and 4—14. The first three 
chapters revolve around the relationships between Hosea and his wife and 
Yahweh and his people. The remaining chapters contain oracles which depict the 
deterioration of Israelite culture and society.

�The entireThe entire book illu book illustrates a strates a remarkableremarkable freedom w freedom with respecith respect to propht to prophetic formsetic foetic forms and forms and genres. Chgenres. Chs. 1—3 exes. 1—3 exemplify thimplify this freedom,s freedom, containin containing a 3rd peg a 3rd person narrarson narrarson narrative narrative (ch. 1), a(ch. 1), an oracle (n oracle (ch. 2), anch. 2), and an autobd an autobiographicaiographical account l account (ch. 3). Y(ch. 3). Yet this foet thiset this formathis formal variety l variety achieves machieves metaphoricaetaphorical unity asl unity as the accou the accounts of Hosnts of Hosea’s marriea’s marriage becomeagemarrimarriage bmarriage become the ecome the frame for frame for exploring exploring the state the state of Yahweh’of Yahweh’s relations relationship with ship with Israel. FoIsIsrael. FoIsrael. Formal variermal variety charactty characterizes theerizes the remaining remaining chapters  chapters as well. Tas well. Typical proypical prophetic judphetproprophetic prophetic judgment sjudgment speeches arpeeches are rare; ine rare; instead therstead there is a proe is a profusion of fusion of other propother prophetic formhpropprophetic prophetic forms, amoforms, among them sung them summonses tommonses to battle, c battle, calls to woalls to worship, andrship, and announcem announce announcemeannouncements of grints of grievances.evances.

The entire book illustrates a remarkable freedom with respect to prophetic 
forms and genres. Chs. 1—3 exemplify this freedom, containing a 3rd person 
narrative (ch. 1), an oracle (ch. 2), and an autobiographical account (ch. 3). Yet 
this formal variety achieves metaphorical unity as the accounts of Hosea’s 
marriage become the frame for exploring the state of Yahweh’s relationship with 
Israel. Formal variety characterizes the remaining chapters as well. Typical 
prophetic judgment speeches are rare; instead there is a profusion of other 
prophetic forms, among them summonses to battle, calls to worship, and 
announcements of grievances.

CompositioCompositional Histornal Historyy

Compositional History

The prevaiThe prevailing view ling view is that this that the book wene book went through t through an extendean extended process d process of collectof collecting, editiincollectcollectingcollecting, editing,, editing, and resha and reshaping by Juping by Judean redacdean redactors. Howetors. However, therever, there is little is little agreement agre agreement agreement as to how as to how such a prosuch a process mightcess might be detect be detected in the ed in the final formfinal form of Hosea. of Hosea. Nor has i Hosea.Hosea. NorHosea. Nor has it be has it been explainen explained why theed why the book’s li book’s linguistic pnguistic peculiaritieculiarities would hes would have remainavehhave remaihave remained intactned intact after so  after so much Judeamuch Judean editing.n editing. Neverthel Nevertheless, it isess, it is assumed t assumed that certaihattthat certathat certain featurein features of the bs of the book attestook attest to succes to successive genersive generations of ations of Judean intJudean interest in teresintinterest iinterest in the propn the prophet’s messhet’s message to norage to northern Israthern Israel.el.el.

The prevailing view is that the book went through an extended process of 
collecting, editing, and reshaping by Judean redactors. However, there is little 
agreement as to how such a process might be detected in the final form of 
Hosea. Nor has it been explained why the book’s linguistic peculiarities would 
have remained intact after so much Judean editing. Nevertheless, it is assumed 
that certain features of the book attest to successive generations of Judean 
interest in the prophet’s message to northern Israel.

�One such fOne such feature is eature is the supersthe superscription, cription, which mentwhich mentions the rions the reigns of feigns of four Judeanour Judour Judean kinJudean kings first ags first and then onnd then one Israelite Israelite king, Jee king, Jeroboam II.roboam II. Since Hos Since Hosea’s minisea’s ministry was totry wtry was to norwas to northern Israthern Israel, this fel, this focus on thocus on the regnal ee regnal eras of theras of the Judean ki Judean kings has tengs has tended to sundedtetended to tended to support thsupport the claim the claim that the booat the book was redak was redacted for acted for a Judean au Judean audience. Otdience. Otdience. Other refeOther references to rences to Judah seemJudah seem to confir to confirm the hypom the hypothesis thathesis that a later,t a later, possibly  possibly Josianic, JoJosianic, Josianic, redactor wredactor was responsas responsible for tible for this supershis superscription.cription.cription.

One such feature is the superscription, which mentions the reigns of four 
Judean kings first and then one Israelite king, Jeroboam II. Since Hosea’s ministry 
was to northern Israel, this focus on the regnal eras of the Judean kings has 
tended to support the claim that the book was redacted for a Judean audience. 
Other references to Judah seem to confirm the hypothesis that a later, possibly 
Josianic, redactor was responsible for this superscription.

�However, wHowever, while the shile the superscriptuperscription presupion presupposes a daposes a date after tte after the fall ofhe fall of the north the nor the northern knorthern kingdom, thingdom, the lack of e lack of reference reference to Israelito Israelite kings ate kings after Jerobfter Jeroboam II neeoam II need not impld nod not imply not imply that the ethat the editors werditors were addressie addressing a stricng a strictly Judeantly Judean audience. audience. Instead,  Instead, the editorthe ethe editors maeditors may have usey have used the suped the superscriptionrscription to contin to continue Hosea’sue Hosea’s attack on attack on Israelite Israelite politics  p politics wpolitics which, Hosehich, Hosea asserteda asserted, had inst, had installed kingalled kings entirelys entirely apart fro apart from the willm the will of God (8 of Go of God (8:4; God (8:4; 13:11). Si13:11). Since no Isrnce no Israelite kinaelite king had the g had the legitimatilegitimation of Yahwon of Yahweh, there eh, there was no Isrwas was no Isrwas no Israelite kinaelite king after Jeg after Jeroboam II.roboam II.

However, while the superscription presupposes a date after the fall of the 
northern kingdom, the lack of reference to Israelite kings after Jeroboam II need 
not imply that the editors were addressing a strictly Judean audience. Instead, the 
editors may have used the superscription to continue Hosea’s attack on Israelite 
politics which, Hosea asserted, had installed kings entirely apart from the will of 
God (8:4; 13:11). Since no Israelite king had the legitimation of Yahweh, there 
was no Israelite king after Jeroboam II.

�A second fA second feature ofteature often discussen discussed as evided as evidence of reence of redactional dactional history ishistory is the prese the pre the presence opresence of eschatolf eschatological eleogical elements. Eacments. Each of the fh of the first threeirst three chapters  chapters ends with ends with a vision oa via vision of vision of restoratiorestoration after jun after judgment (1:dgment (1:10–11[MT 210–11[MT 2:1–2]; 2:1:1–2]; 2:14–23[16–254–23[16–25]; 3:5); s]; 3:5); similarly, imssimilarly,similarly, 11:1–9; 1 11:1–9; 14:1–9 offe4:1–9 offer a possibr a possibility of rility of restorationestoration and recon and reconciliation.ciliation. Where som Where Where someWhere some scholars  scholars view theseview these eschatolo eschatological promgical promises as laises as later addititer additions, otherons, others interpresotherothers intothers interpret theerpret them as an oum as an outgrowth oftgrowth of Hosea’s u Hosea’s understandinderstanding of Yahwng of Yahweh’s commieh’s comeh’s commitmentcommitment to Israel to Israel...

A second feature often discussed as evidence of redactional history is the 



presence of eschatological elements. Each of the first three chapters ends with a 
vision of restoration after judgment (1:10–11[MT 2:1–2]; 2:14–23[16–25]; 3:5); 
similarly, 11:1–9; 14:1–9 offer a possibility of restoration and reconciliation. 
Where some scholars view these eschatological promises as later additions, 
others interpret them as an outgrowth of Hosea’s understanding of Yahweh’s 
commitment to Israel.

�The lack oThe lack of scholarlf scholarly agreemeny agreement on theset on these features  features of the booof the book illustrak illustrates the untes the utes the uncertaintuncertainty of attemy of attempts to dispts to discern layercern layers of tradis of tradition in thtion in the book of e book of Hosea. It Hosea. It can be saican bcan be said wibe said with some ceth some certainty thrtainty that the booat the book sounds ak sounds a call to r call to repentance epentance amid the camid the chaos of a hacchaos of achaos of a disintegr disintegrating natiating nation, whose on, whose polity andpolity and cult can  cult can no longer no longer shelter itshelter it from its  from from its ofrom its own lies. Twn lies. That the bohat the book appliesok applies the lesso the lesson to Judahn to Judah is also e is also evident (11vident (11:12[12:1]):12[1(11(11:12[12:(11:12[12:1]).1]).

The lack of scholarly agreement on these features of the book illustrates the 
uncertainty of attempts to discern layers of tradition in the book of Hosea. It can 
be said with some certainty that the book sounds a call to repentance amid the 
chaos of a disintegrating nation, whose polity and cult can no longer shelter it 
from its own lies. That the book applies the lesson to Judah is also evident 
(11:12[12:1]).

Hosea, HisHosea, His Wife, and Wife, and Social Lo Social Locationcation

Hosea, His Wife, and Social Location

Two aspectTwo aspects of Hoseas of Hosea’s life, h’s life, his marriagis marriage and socie and social locatioal location, are oftn, are often highligen highlighted in crhted ihted in criticain critical discussil discussions. Inforons. Information abomation about the forut the former is usumer is usually derivally derived from ched from chs. 1 and 3s. 1 as. 1 and 3, whiand 3, while informale information abouttion about the latte the latter is scattr is scattered throuered throughout the ghout the book in rebook in references tferrereferencesreferences to the pr to the prophets (4:ophets (4:5; 6:5; 9:5; 6:5; 9:7–9; 12:107–9; 12:10–11, 13[11–11, 13[11–12, 14]).–12, 14]).

Two aspects of Hosea’s life, his marriage and social location, are often highlighted 
in critical discussions. Information about the former is usually derived from chs. 1 
and 3, while information about the latter is scattered throughout the book in 
references to the prophets (4:5; 6:5; 9:7–9; 12:10–11, 13[11–12, 14]).

�The biograThe biographical intphical interpretatioerpretation of chs. n of chs. 1 and 3 is1 and 3 is a recent  a recent developmendevelopment. Traditit. Tradit. TraditionaTraditional Jewish al Jewish and Christind Christian interpran interpretations vetations viewed thesiewed these chapterse chapters as vision as visions: Hosea ds: Hs: Hosea dreaHosea dreamed his mamed his marriage in rriage in much the smuch the same way thame way that Ezekielat Ezekiel dreamed o dreamed of a bodilyf a bodf a bodily trabodily translation fnslation from Babylorom Babylonia to Jernia to Jerusalem (Ezusalem (Ezek. 8:1). ek. 8:1). In the pasIn the past century,t century, however,  how however, ahowever, an interestn interest in defini in defining the Neang the Near Eastern r Eastern backgroundbackground of Baal w of Baal worship fororship forced a morecforforced a mforced a more literaore literalistic realistic reading of thding of these chapteese chapters. Two qurs. Two questions thestions then emergeden emerged: what sor: w: what sort what sort of prostitof prostitute was Goute was Gomer, and hmer, and how might How might Hosea’s exposea’s experience oferience of his marri his mar his marriage hmarriage have led toave led to a deeper  a deeper understandunderstanding of Yahing of Yahweh’s disaweh’s disappointmentppointment with Isra with Isra with Israel?Israel?Israel?

The biographical interpretation of chs. 1 and 3 is a recent development. 
Traditional Jewish and Christian interpretations viewed these chapters as visions: 
Hosea dreamed his marriage in much the same way that Ezekiel dreamed of a 
bodily translation from Babylonia to Jerusalem (Ezek. 8:1). In the past century, 
however, an interest in defining the Near Eastern background of Baal worship 
forced a more literalistic reading of these chapters. Two questions then emerged: 
what sort of prostitute was Gomer, and how might Hosea’s experience of his 
marriage have led to a deeper understanding of Yahweh’s disappointment with 
Israel?

�Gomer’s haGomer’s harlotry becrlotry became undersame understood as a tood as a form of cuform of cultic prostltic prostitution. Sitution. Since the gince thince the god Bathe god Baal was a fal was a fertility gertility god, it wasod, it was argued, I argued, Israelites sraelites would havewould have participa participated in ritted inted in ritualsin rituals which wou which would ensure ld ensure such fertisuch fertility. Suchlity. Such rituals,  rituals, it was supit was supposed, invposed, involved someolved invinvolved sinvolved some form oome form of sympathef sympathetic magic.tic magic. It was th It was therefore suerefore suggested thggested that Israeliat Israelite men andteIsraeliIsraelite Israelite men and women and women took omen took on the rolen the roles of the gs of the gods and goods and goddesses anddesses and rituallyd rituallyd ritually eritually enacted somnacted some form of e form of sexual unisexual union. A varion. A variety of intety of interpretatioerpretations of Gomens of Gomer’s particr’GomeGomer’s paGomer’s participatiorticipation in the cn in the cult were tult were then offerehen offered: in somed: in some reconstru reconstructions, shctions, she was a cue we was a cultwas a cult prostitut prostitute; in othee; in others, an ordrs, an ordinary Israinary Israelite girlelite girl whose par whose participationticipation in the se in the in the sexualthe sexual rites was rites was a one-tim a one-time event. Ie event. In either cn either case, Gomerase, Gomer’s harlotr’s harlotry acquiredy acquired religious re religious religious as well asas well as symbolic  symbolic significansignificance: not once: not only was shely was she straying  straying from her hfrom her husband, buusbanhhusband, bhusband, but she quiut she quite literalte literally exemplily exemplified Israefied Israel’s apostal’s apostasy from Yasy from Yahweh.hweh.hweh.

Gomer’s harlotry became understood as a form of cultic prostitution. Since 
the god Baal was a fertility god, it was argued, Israelites would have participated 
in rituals which would ensure such fertility. Such rituals, it was supposed, 
involved some form of sympathetic magic. It was therefore suggested that 
Israelite men and women took on the roles of the gods and goddesses and 
ritually enacted some form of sexual union. A variety of interpretations of 
Gomer’s participation in the cult were then offered: in some reconstructions, she 
was a cult prostitute; in others, an ordinary Israelite girl whose participation in 
the sexual rites was a one-time event. In either case, Gomer’s harlotry acquired 
religious as well as symbolic significance: not only was she straying from her 
husband, but she quite literally exemplified Israel’s apostasy from Yahweh.

�Although tAlthough this interphis interpretation gretation gave a reliave a religious motigious motivation to vation to Gomer’s haGomer’s harlotry, itrlotry, haharlotry, harlotry, it was proit was problematic oblematic on both litn both literary and erary and historicalhistorical grounds.  grounds. On the litOn the literary leveerarlitliterary lliterary level, it bevel, it became diffecame difficult to uicult to understand nderstand how Hosea’how Hosea’s marriages marriage to a know to a known prostitun pn prostituteprostitute would sym would symbolize Yahbolize Yahweh’s commweh’s commitment to itment to Israel, whIsrael, who had beeno had been faithful  faithful faithful afaithful at least att least at the begin the beginning. On tning. On the historihe historical level,cal level, there is  there is no evidencno evidence that cule that ce that cultic procultic prostitution stitution was practiwas practiced, in Isced, in Israel or elrael or elsewhere. Isewhere. In Hosea, tn Hosea, the woman’she woman’s seeking h see seeking heseeking her lovers ir lovers is a metaphs a metaphorical, iforical, if pejorativ pejorative, manner e, manner of describof describing her woing her worship of grshiwoworship ofworship of gods othe gods other than Yahr than Yahweh. Moreoweh. Moreover, therever, there is no evi is no evidence thatdence that such sexu such sex such sexual ritsexual rites were pres were practiced inacticed in neighbori neighboring Canaaning Canaanite religiote religions.ns.ns.

Although this interpretation gave a religious motivation to Gomer’s 



harlotry, it was problematic on both literary and historical grounds. On the 
literary level, it became difficult to understand how Hosea’s marriage to a known 
prostitute would symbolize Yahweh’s commitment to Israel, who had been 
faithful at least at the beginning. On the historical level, there is no evidence that 
cultic prostitution was practiced, in Israel or elsewhere. In Hosea, the woman’s 
seeking her lovers is a metaphorical, if pejorative, manner of describing her 
worship of gods other than Yahweh. Moreover, there is no evidence that such 
sexual rites were practiced in neighboring Canaanite religions.

�Given the Given the mixed resumixed result of theslt of these efforts e efforts to interprto interpret chs. 1 et chs. 1 and 3 in cand 3 in concrete hioncrete honcrete historicalhistorical and biogr and biographical teaphical terms, it serms, it seems wise tems wise to return to return to a symbolo a symbolic readingic reading of these  of  of these cof these chapters. Thapters. Their focusheir focus is theolo is theology, not bigy, not biography.ography.ography.

Given the mixed result of these efforts to interpret chs. 1 and 3 in concrete 
historical and biographical terms, it seems wise to return to a symbolic reading 
of these chapters. Their focus is theology, not biography.

�DiscussionDiscussions of Hoseas of Hosea’s social ’s social location alocation are even more even more tenuousre tenuous, resting , resting on ambiguoon ambon ambiguous ambiguous texts refetexts referring to trring to the work ofhe work of the proph the prophets. In thets. In the 1950s Hae 1950s Hans Walter ns Walter ns Walter WolWalter Wolff argued ff argued that thesethat these texts est texts established Hablished Hosea’s socosea’s social locatiial location as a meon as a member of thmmemember of member of the class the class of of neïb�iî}iîneïb�iî}iîm,m, whom he f whom he further ideurther identified asntified as a group o a group of leviticaf levif levitical levitical priests oppriests opposed to tposed to the establihe established cult.shed cult. This hypo This hypothesis linthesis linked Hosea ked Hosea to the trato thto the traditthe tradition of norion of northern Israthern Israelite propelite prophecy and ahecy and also establlso established his ished his lineage inlineage in the devel the d the developmendevelopment of Deutet of Deuteronomisticronomistic theology. theology.

Discussions of Hosea’s social location are even more tenuous, resting on 
ambiguous texts referring to the work of the prophets. In the 1950s Hans 
Walter Wolff argued that these texts established Hosea’s social location as a 
member of the class of neïb�iî}iîm,  whom he further identified as a group of 
levitical priests opposed to the established cult. This hypothesis linked Hosea to 
the tradition of northern Israelite prophecy and also established his lineage in the 
development of Deuteronomistic theology.

�Despite thDespite the popularie popularity of Wolfty of Wolff’s thesisf’s thesis, it is mo, it is more likely re likely that Hoseathat Hosea condemned condemn condemned condemned the prophethe prophets. He locts. He located them ated them squarely isquarely in the cultn the cult (4:5); fu (4:5); furthermore,rthermorefufurthermorfurthermore, he assee, he asserted that rted that they were they were the means the means whereby Yawhereby Yahweh workehweh worked an ambigd an ad an ambiguous ambiguous judgment njudgment not unlike ot unlike that effecthat effected througted through the lyinh the lying prophetsg prophets of 1 Kgs. of 1 Kgs. 20 (6:4–5 2 20 (6:4–5;20 (6:4–5; 9:7–9; 12 9:7–9; 12:10[11]). :10[11]). Far from sFar from seeing himseeing himself as oneelf as one of them,  of them, Hosea condHosea condemned themecondcondemned condemned them alongthem along with all  with all of the othof the other leaderser leaders of Israel of Israelite societite society.y.y.

Despite the popularity of Wolff’s thesis, it is more likely that Hosea 
condemned the prophets. He located them squarely in the cult (4:5); 
furthermore, he asserted that they were the means whereby Yahweh worked an 
ambiguous judgment not unlike that effected through the lying prophets of 1 Kgs. 
20 (6:4–5; 9:7–9; 12:10[11]). Far from seeing himself as one of them, Hosea 
condemned them along with all of the other leaders of Israelite society.

�Hosea’s owHosea’s own social ln social location isocation is now uncer now uncertain. It itain. It is worth nos worth noting that ting that he is not he is nothe is not identinot identified as a fied as a prophet inprophet in the super the superscription;scription; nor, as n nor, as noted earlioted earlier, does her, does his use of is useis use of prouse of prophetic forphetic forms follow ms follow normally enormally expected coxpected conventions nventions of prophetof prophetic speech.ic speech.ic speech.speech.

Hosea’s own social location is now uncertain. It is worth noting that he is 
not identified as a prophet in the superscription; nor, as noted earlier, does his 
use of prophetic forms follow normally expected conventions of prophetic 
speech.

MessageMessage

Message

The supersThe superscription pcription places the laces the ministry oministry of Hosea inf Hosea in the latte the latter half of r half of the 8th cethe 8th century. Altnturycecentury. Acentury. Although thlthough the allusione allusions to histos to historical evenrical events are vagts are vague, scholaue, scholars now genrs now generally agreragengenerally generally agree thatagree that certain o certain oracles in racles in the book rthe book reflect theeflect the prosperit prosperity of the ry of the reign of Jeeign rreign of Jreign of Jeroboam IIeroboam II (ca. 745) (ca. 745), the tens, the tensions of thions of the Syro-Ephe Syro-Ephraimitic Wraimitic War (734–32ar (734–32; cf. 5:8—; c; cf. 5:8—6:cf. 5:8—6:10), and t10), and the diplomahe diplomatic turmoitic turmoil of the 7l of the 720s (7:11;20s (7:11; 11:5–7). 11:5–7). 11:5–7).

The superscription places the ministry of Hosea in the latter half of the 8th 
century. Although the allusions to historical events are vague, scholars now 
generally agree that certain oracles in the book reflect the prosperity of the 
reign of Jeroboam II (ca. 745), the tensions of the Syro-Ephraimitic War (734–32; 
cf. 5:8—6:10), and the diplomatic turmoil of the 720s (7:11; 11:5–7).

�The oracleThe oracles reflect s reflect an understan understanding of anding of Yahwistic Yahwistic religion ireligion in which Yan which Yahweh is vihweh is hweh is viewed is viewed as the guaas the guarantor of rantor of the gifts the gifts of the lanof the land. Hosea td. Hosea traces thisraces this understan understanding back ding understanunderstandunderstanding back ting back to the promo the promise to Jacise to Jacob at Bethob at Bethel (12:4–5el (12:4–5[5–6]), as[5–6]), as well as t well as to the eleco to the electithe election and conon and conquest tradquest traditions (11itions (11:1; 13:4–5:1; 13:4–5). Israel ). Israel appeals toappeals to Yahweh as Yahweh as its patro its  its patronits patron deity (“m deity (“my God”) pay God”) particularlyrticularly in times  in times of nationaof national distressl distress (8:2; 9:1 (8:2; 9:17).7).7).

The oracles reflect an understanding of Yahwistic religion in which Yahweh 
is viewed as the guarantor of the gifts of the land. Hosea traces this 
understanding back to the promise to Jacob at Bethel (12:4–5[5–6]), as well as to 
the election and conquest traditions (11:1; 13:4–5). Israel appeals to Yahweh as 



its patron deity (“my God”) particularly in times of national distress (8:2; 9:17).

�Hosea accuHosea accuses the peses the people of a ople of a promiscuoupromiscuous reliances reliance on other  on other “saviors” “saviors” as well. Fas weas well. Franwell. Frantic polititic political maneuvcal maneuvers as welers as well as the wl as the worship of orship of other godsother gods expose Is expose Israel’s expraeIsIsrael’s eIsrael’s expression xpression of faith iof faith in Yahweh an Yahweh as a shallos a shallow attempt w attempt to secure to secure its safetyits safety through w thro through whthrough whatever meaatever means possiblns possible.e.e.

Hosea accuses the people of a promiscuous reliance on other “saviors” as 
well. Frantic political maneuvers as well as the worship of other gods expose 
Israel’s expression of faith in Yahweh as a shallow attempt to secure its safety 
through whatever means possible.

�The primarThe primary issue iny issue in Hosea, th Hosea, then, is theen, is the nature of nature of the relat the relationship beionship between Yahwtween Ytween Yahweh andYahweh and people. F people. Familial meamilial metaphors — taphors — father andfather and son (11:1 son (11:1–4), husba–4), husband and wifnd and wnd and wife (chs.wife (chs. 1—3) — im 1—3) — imply that mply that more is invore is involved thanolved than a contrac a contractual, covetual, covenantal relnantal relationship.atrelrelationshrelationship. What iip. What is missing s missing is knowledis knowledge of God ge of God — a knowle— a knowledge which dge which comes fromcomes frcomes from beingfrom being in genuin in genuine relatione relationship with ship with God and whGod and which resultich results in obedis in obedience to Goence to God’s will. dGoGod’s willGod’s will. This kno. This knowledge is wledge is lacking belacking because thercause there is no loe is no loyalty yalty (h�esed�).(h�esed�). Israel co Israe Israel comIsrael comes to Yahwes to Yahweh for theeh for the things sh things she wants fre wants from him; buom him; but she doest she does not come  not come not come to hicome to him for his m for his own sake. own sake. Given the Given the prominenceprominence of famili of familial metaphoal metaphors, one mirs, one mrs, one might argumight argue that thee that the basis of  basis of Yahweh’s cYahweh’s complaint aomplaint against Isrgainst Israel is notael is not that Isra that Israel has broel hasel has brokenhas broken the coven the covenant, but tant, but that it hashat it has rebelled  rebelled against moagainst more fundamere fundamental, indental, indeed primal edindeindeed priindeed primal commitmal commitments.ments.ments.

The primary issue in Hosea, then, is the nature of the relationship between 
Yahweh and people. Familial metaphors — father and son (11:1–4), husband and 
wife (chs. 1—3) — imply that more is involved than a contractual, covenantal 
relationship. What is missing is knowledge of God — a knowledge which comes 
from being in genuine relationship with God and which results in obedience to 
God’s will. This knowledge is lacking because there is no loyalty (h�esed�).  
Israel comes to Yahweh for the things she wants from him; but she does not 
come to him for his own sake. Given the prominence of familial metaphors, one 
might argue that the basis of Yahweh’s complaint against Israel is not that Israel 
has broken the covenant, but that it has rebelled against more fundamental, 
indeed primal commitments.

�ConsequentConsequently, all ofly, all of Israelite Israelite culture c culture crumbles. Srumbles. Since Israeince Israel makes kil makes kings, but nngs, but not throughonnot througnot through Yahweh, h Yahweh, there are there are no kings (no kings (1:1). Alta1:1). Altars do not rs do not remove guiremove guilt but ratlt but rather increaheratrather incrather increase it (rease it (8:11). Pro8:11). Prophets leadphets lead the peopl the people into dane into danger, and pger, and priests fairiests fail to show l to shl to show them show them the right the right way (9:7–9way (9:7–9; 4:1–4). ; 4:1–4). Israelite Israelite culture thculture thus becomesus becomes a mirror  a mirror of what paofof what paof what passes for Isses for Israelite dsraelite devotion, aevotion, and both tund both turn out to rn out to be hollow,be hollow, false, an false, and doomed td dod doomed to doomed to fail.fail.fail.

Consequently, all of Israelite culture crumbles. Since Israel makes kings, but 
not through Yahweh, there are no kings (1:1). Altars do not remove guilt but 
rather increase it (8:11). Prophets lead the people into danger, and priests fail to 
show them the right way (9:7–9; 4:1–4). Israelite culture thus becomes a mirror 
of what passes for Israelite devotion, and both turn out to be hollow, false, and 
doomed to fail.

�NevertheleNevertheless, Hosea ss, Hosea suggests tsuggests that the sehat the seed of reneed of renewal is in wal is in the relatithe relationship itsonship itonship itself. Whitself. When Israel’en Israel’s devotions devotion to Yahweh to Yahweh correspon corresponds to Yahwds to Yahweh’s exclueh’s exclusive commisive commsive commitmentcommitment to Israel to Israel, then the, then the gifts of  gifts of the land wthe land will once aill once again flourgain flourish. Hoseaish. Hosea demands o dem demands ofdemands of Israel ex Israel exclusive woclusive worship of Yrship of Yahweh, andahweh, and in return in return promises  promises an everlasan everlasting coventeverlaseverlastineverlasting covenantg covenant of prospe of prosperity, fertrity, fertility, andility, and peace. peace. peace.

Nevertheless, Hosea suggests that the seed of renewal is in the relationship 
itself. When Israel’s devotion to Yahweh corresponds to Yahweh’s exclusive 
commitment to Israel, then the gifts of the land will once again flourish. Hosea 
demands of Israel exclusive worship of Yahweh, and in return promises an 
everlasting covenant of prosperity, fertility, and peace.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. I. AndeF. I. Andersen and Drsen and D. N. Freed. N. Freedman, man, Hosea.Hosea. AB 24 (Ga AB 24 (Garden City,rden Crden City, 1980City, 1980); A. Bren); A. Brenner, ed., ner, ed., A FeministA Feminist Companion Companion to the La to the Latter Prophtter Prophetsets (Sheffiel (Sheffield, 1995); d, 1d, 1995); G. 1995); G. I. Davies,I. Davies,  Hosea.Hosea. NCBC (Gra NCBC (Grand Rapids,nd Rapids, 1992); M. 1992); M. S. Odell, S. Odell, “Who Were “Who Were the Proph WereWere the PWere the Prophets inrophets in Hosea?”  Hosea?” HBTHBT 18 (1996) 18 (1996): 78–95; H: 78–95; H. W. Wolff. W. Wolff, , Hosea.Hosea. Herm (Phi Herm ( Herm (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1974)hia, 1974)...

Bibliography. F. I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Hosea. AB 24 (Garden 
City, 1980); A. Brenner, ed., A Feminist Companion to the Latter Prophets (Sheffield, 
1995); G. I. Davies, Hosea. NCBC (Grand Rapids, 1992); M. S. Odell, “Who 
Were the Prophets in Hosea?” HBT 18 (1996): 78–95; H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm 
(Philadelphia, 1974).
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HOSHAIAHHOSHAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. ho®sûa{ya®ho®sûa{ya®)))

HOSHAIAH (Heb. ho®sûa{ya®)

�1.1. A leader  A leader of Judah wof Judah who led theho led the second co second contingent ontingent of Judahitef Judahites in the ps in the procession rocespprocessionprocession at the de at the dedication odication of the repaf the repaired wallsired walls of Jerusa of Jerusalem (Neh. lem (Neh. 12:32).12:32).12:32).

1. A leader of Judah who led the second contingent of Judahites in the 
procession at the dedication of the repaired walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 12:32).

�2.2. The fathe The father of Jezanr of Jezaniah (Jer. iah (Jer. 42:1)/Azar42:1)/Azariah (43:2)iah (43:2), the anta, the antagonist of gonist of Jeremiah.JeremiahJeremiah.Jeremiah.

2. The father of Jezaniah (Jer. 42:1)/Azariah (43:2), the antagonist of 
Jeremiah.



HOSHAMAHOSHAMA (Heb.  (Heb. ho®sûaœmaœho®sûaœmaœ{{)))

HOSHAMA (Heb. ho®sûaœmaœ{)

A son of KA son of King Jeconiing Jeconiah (Jehoiaah (Jehoiachin), borchin), born while hin while his father ws father was in captas in captivity (1 Civity (1 Chr. 3:18).hr. 3hr. 3:18).3:18).

A son of King Jeconiah (Jehoiachin), born while his father was in captivity (1 Chr. 
3:18).

HOSHEAHOSHEA (Heb.  (Heb. ho®sûeäa{ho®sûeäa{)))

HOSHEA (Heb. ho®sûeäa{)

�1.1. The origi The original name onal name of Joshua (f Joshua (Num. 13:8,Num. 13:8, 16; Deut. 16; Deut. 32:44). 32:44). 32:44).

1. The original name of Joshua (Num. 13:8, 16; Deut. 32:44).

�2.2. The last  The last king of noking of northern Isrrthern Israel (732–7ael (732–724 24 B.C.E.B.C.E.). Hoshea,). Hoshea, allied wi allied with Assyriath Assyrith Assyria, aAssyria, assassinatessassinated Pekah (7d Pekah (736–732), w36–732), who along who along with the kiith the kings of othngs of other petty ner petty nations hadatnnations hanations had rebelledd rebelled against A against Assyrian sussyrian suzerainty (zerainty (2 Kgs. 15:2 Kgs. 15:30). Tigla30). Tiglath-pileserth-pileser III then  III th III then officthen officially nameially named Hoshea kd Hoshea king and reing and received triceived tribute from bute from Israel. WhIsrael. When Shalmanen Shalmaneser V (72eShalmanShalmaneseShalmaneser V (726–7r V (726–722) succee22) succeeded his faded his father Tiglather Tiglath-pileserth-pileser, Hoshea a, Hoshea aligned himligned himself with shimhimself wihimself with anti-Asth anti-Assyrian neisyrian neighbors in ghbors in withholdinwithholding tribute.g tribute. Shalmanes Shalmaneser then ater then attacked Isrtacatattacked Iattacked Israel and srael and made Hoshemade Hoshea his vassa his vassal. When Hal. When Hoshea withoshea withheld tribuheld tribute again, te again, ShalmaneseSShalmaneseShalmaneser subdued r subdued Israel, imIsrael, imprisoned Hprisoned Hoshea, andoshea, and continued continued his siege his siege of Samari of Samari of Samaria unSamaria until the citil the city fell thty fell three years ree years later in 7later in 722 (2 Kgs.22 (2 Kgs. 17:3-7).  17:3-7). While the While the biblical abiblicalbiblical abiblical account wouccount would seem told seem to imply tha imply that Shalmanet Shalmaneser conqueser conquered Samarired Samaria, documena, documea, documents documents from the rfrom the reign of Saeign of Sargon II (7rgon II (722–705) in22–705) insist that sist that this was tthis was the real vihe real victor.ctorvivictor.victor.victor.

2. The last king of northern Israel (732–724 B.C.E.). Hoshea, allied with 
Assyria, assassinated Pekah (736–732), who along with the kings of other petty 
nations had rebelled against Assyrian suzerainty (2 Kgs. 15:30). Tiglath-pileser III 
then officially named Hoshea king and received tribute from Israel. When 
Shalmaneser V (726–722) succeeded his father Tiglath-pileser, Hoshea aligned 
himself with anti-Assyrian neighbors in withholding tribute. Shalmaneser then 
attacked Israel and made Hoshea his vassal. When Hoshea withheld tribute again, 
Shalmaneser subdued Israel, imprisoned Hoshea, and continued his siege of 
Samaria until the city fell three years later in 722 (2 Kgs. 17:3-7). While the 
biblical account would seem to imply that Shalmaneser conquered Samaria, 
documents from the reign of Sargon II (722–705) insist that this was the real 
victor.

�3.3. A chief o A chief officer whofficer whom David plm David placed over aced over Ephraim (1Ephraim (1 Chr. 27:2 Chr. 27:20).0).0).

3. A chief officer whom David placed over Ephraim (1 Chr. 27:20).

�4.4. One of th One of the leviticae levitical priests l priests who ratifiwho ratified Ezra’s ed Ezra’s version ofversion of Israel’s  Israel’s covenant wcovenant wcovenant with God (with God (Neh. 10:23Neh. 10:23).).).

4. One of the levitical priests who ratified Ezra’s version of Israel’s covenant 
with God (Neh. 10:23).

�5.5. The 8th-c The 8th-century norentury northern propthern prophet whose het whose name is usname is usually tranually transliteratedsliterated Hosea. He Ho Hosea. He Hosea. He flourishedflourished from the  from the time of Uztime of Uzziah and Jziah and Jeroboam IIeroboam II until the until the reign of  reign of Hezekiah (HeHezekiah (Hezekiah (Hos. 1:1).Hos. 1:1). The dates The dates of his ca of his career are dreer are dependent oependent on the daten the date of the re of the reign of Hezigrereign of Hreign of Hezekiah, wezekiah, which is dihich is disputed. Hosputed. However, thewever, there is no dre is no definitive efinitive evidence tevidence that he prohattthat he prthat he prophesied aophesied as late as s late as the fall othe fall of Samaria f Samaria in 722. Hein 722. He was proba was probably activebly active from 750– from from 750–7from 750–725.25.25.

5. The 8th-century northern prophet whose name is usually transliterated 
Hosea. He flourished from the time of Uzziah and Jeroboam II until the reign of 
Hezekiah (Hos. 1:1). The dates of his career are dependent on the date of the 
reign of Hezekiah, which is disputed. However, there is no definitive evidence 
that he prophesied as late as the fall of Samaria in 722. He was probably active 
from 750–725.

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

HOSPITALITHOSPITALITYYY

HOSPITALITY

The practiThe practice of recece of receiving and iving and extending extending friendshipfriendship to strang to strangers. Hebreers. Hebrew has no sw has no specific wopesspecific wspecific word for thord for the practicee practice, but the , but the activity iactivity is especials especially evidently evident in the pa in the patriarchal triarchapapatriarchapatriarchal traditiol traditions of Genens of Genesis and nasis and narratives irratives in Judges. n Judges. The activiThe activities and rties and roles of booles ooles of both hoof both host and guest and guest probablst probably reflect y reflect nomadic trnomadic traditions waditions where travehere travelers needelers needed protectidneedeneeded proneeded protection antection and nourishmd nourishment. In thent. In the NT Gk. e NT Gk. philoxeniíphiloxeniíaa (lit., “l (lit., “love of strove of strangers”) iastrstrangers”strangers”) is usual) is usually translaly translated “hospited “hospitality.”tality.”tality.”

The practice of receiving and extending friendship to strangers. Hebrew has no 
specific word for the practice, but the activity is especially evident in the 
patriarchal traditions of Genesis and narratives in Judges. The activities and roles 
of both host and guest probably reflect nomadic traditions where travelers 
needed protection and nourishment. In the NT Gk. philoxeniía (lit., “love of 
strangers”) is usually translated “hospitality.”

�Travelers Travelers would freqwould frequently go uently go to an opento an open place and place and wait for  wait for an invitatan invitation (Gen. ion (Geion (Gen. 19:1(Gen. 19:1-3; Judg. -3; Judg. 19:15-21) 19:15-21) The strangThe strangers would ers would first be tfirst be tested becaested because of theuse of their potentiir pir potential potential to pose a to pose a threat to threat to the host othe host or communitr community (Gen. 19y (Gen. 19:5; Josh. :5; Josh. 2:2). Beca2:2). Because peopleuseBecaBecause peBecause people’s feeople’s feet would get would get dirty frt dirty from traveliom traveling in sandng in sandals, the hals, the host would ost would provide waproprovide waprovide water to waster to wash the feeth the feet (Gen. 18: (Gen. 18:4; 19:2; 24; 19:2; 24:32; Judg4:32; Judg. 19:21). . 19:21). This custoThis custom providedm pm provided tprovided the point ohe point of transforf transformation of mation of the travelthe traveler from ster from stranger to ranger to guest. Thuguest. Thus Simon ths Ss Simon the Simon the Pharisee fPharisee failed in hailed in his duty asis duty as host when host when he did no he did not offer tot offer to wash Jesu wash Jesus’ feet (Ls’ fes’ feet (Lukefeet (Luke 7:44). 7:44). 7:44).

Travelers would frequently go to an open place and wait for an invitation 
(Gen. 19:1-3; Judg. 19:15-21) The strangers would first be tested because of their 
potential to pose a threat to the host or community (Gen. 19:5; Josh. 2:2). 
Because people’s feet would get dirty from traveling in sandals, the host would 



provide water to wash the feet (Gen. 18:4; 19:2; 24:32; Judg. 19:21). This custom 
provided the point of transformation of the traveler from stranger to guest. Thus 
Simon the Pharisee failed in his duty as host when he did not offer to wash Jesus’ 
feet (Luke 7:44).

�Both host Both host and guestsand guests had expec had expected roles ted roles to play. Tto play. The guests he guests would partwould partake of whaake oake of what waof what was offered s offered and would and would not insultnot insult the host. the host. Likewise, Likewise, the host  the host was expectwas expected to honoeexpectexpected texpected to honor tho honor the guests. e guests. Care and nCare and nourishmentourishment would be  would be offered nooffered not only to t only tot only to the gueto the guests but tosts but to their ani their animals as wemals as well. Abrahall. Abraham was viewm was viewed as an eed as an exemplary hxemplary host becausohhost becauhost because of the se of the extravaganextravagance of his ce of his generositygenerosity in offeri in offering hospitang hospitality to hility to his three hes thres three heavthree heavenly visitenly visitors (Gen. ors (Gen. 18:1-15). 18:1-15). Not only dNot only did he prepid he prepare a mealare a meal in great  in great haste, buthashaste, buthaste, but a plentif a plentiful meal thul meal that includeat included meat. Asd meat. As host, Abr host, Abraham did naham did not eat theot eat the meal but  me meal but smeal but stood and stood and served his erved his guests (Geguests (Gen. 18:6-8)n. 18:6-8). The host. The host was also  was also expected texpected to provide otto provideto provide protectio protection for the n for the guests. Thguests. This obligatis obligation explaiion explains why Lotns why Lot offered h offered his virgin is vis virgin dauvirgin daughters to ghters to the men ofthe men of Sodom in  Sodom in place of tplace of the two anghe two angels (Gen. els (Gen. 19:4-8). A19:4-8). A similar o s similar ofsimilar offer was mafer was made in the de in the story of tstory of the rape-muhe rape-murder of thrder of the Levite’se Levite’s concubine concubine (Judg. 19 (J (Judg. 19:(Judg. 19:22-26). In22-26). In both stor both stories, the aies, the abuse of hobuse of hospitality spitality by the Sodby the Sodomites andomites and Benjamini Ben BenjaminitBenjaminites resultees resulted in judgmd in judgment and deent and destruction.struction.

Both host and guests had expected roles to play. The guests would partake 
of what was offered and would not insult the host. Likewise, the host was 
expected to honor the guests. Care and nourishment would be offered not only 
to the guests but to their animals as well. Abraham was viewed as an exemplary 
host because of the extravagance of his generosity in offering hospitality to his 
three heavenly visitors (Gen. 18:1-15). Not only did he prepare a meal in great 
haste, but a plentiful meal that included meat. As host, Abraham did not eat the 
meal but stood and served his guests (Gen. 18:6-8). The host was also expected 
to provide protection for the guests. This obligation explains why Lot offered his 
virgin daughters to the men of Sodom in place of the two angels (Gen. 19:4-8). A 
similar offer was made in the story of the rape-murder of the Levite’s concubine 
(Judg. 19:22-26). In both stories, the abuse of hospitality by the Sodomites and 
Benjaminites resulted in judgment and destruction.

�Israel’s oIsrael’s own experiewn experience and idnce and identity as entity as a wanderina wandering people pg people provided a rovided a practical practicpractical practical and theoloand theological undegical undergirding frgirding for its senor its sense of oblise of obligation to gation to provide hoprovide hospitality.spitalhohospitalithospitality. They toy. They too had beeno had been aliens in aliens in a strange a strange land with land without legal out legal protectionprotection and in da and and in danand in danger of expger of exploitation loitation (Exod. 22:(Exod. 22:21[MT 20];21[MT 20]; Deut. 10: Deut. 10:17-19). Ev17-19). Even after Ien after Israel recesraIIsrael recIsrael receives the eives the promised lpromised land, theirand, their perspecti perspective is thatve is that they rema they remain aliens in aliens and tenantand teand tenants ontenants on the land  the land with God awith God as their hos their host (Lev. 2st (Lev. 25:23). The5:23). The prophets  prophets use the imuse the imagery of fagimimagery ofimagery of food and  food and feasting wfeasting with God asith God as host of t host of the banquethe banquet when envi when envisioning thsioning the eschatoleththe eschatthe eschatological dological day of salvay of salvation (cf.ation (cf. Isa. 25:6 Isa. 25:6-10).-10).-10).

Israel’s own experience and identity as a wandering people provided a 
practical and theological undergirding for its sense of obligation to provide 
hospitality. They too had been aliens in a strange land without legal protection 
and in danger of exploitation (Exod. 22:21[MT 20]; Deut. 10:17-19). Even after 
Israel receives the promised land, their perspective is that they remain aliens and 
tenants on the land with God as their host (Lev. 25:23). The prophets use the 
imagery of food and feasting with God as host of the banquet when envisioning 
the eschatological day of salvation (cf. Isa. 25:6-10).

�Jesus emplJesus employed the toyed the theme of a heme of a messianic messianic banquet inbanquet in his teach his teaching about ing about the kingdothe kinthe kingdom (Mkingdom (Matt. 8:11;att. 8:11; 22:1-14;  22:1-14; Luke 14:16Luke 14:16-24). He s-24). He served botherved both as host,  as host, in the feein the feeding miracdinfeefeeding mifeeding miracles (Maracles (Mark 6:30-44rk 6:30-44) or by wa) or by washing the shing the disciples’disciples’ feet (Joh feet (John 13:1-11)n 13:1-11), and as g, an, and as gueand as guest, dependst, dependent upon tent upon the hospitahe hospitality of otlity of others (Matthers (Matt. 8:20). W. 8:20). When he welhen he welcomed and cwelwelcomed awelcomed and ate witnd ate with tax collh tax collectors andectors and sinners,  sinners, he proclaihe proclaimed God’s med God’s kingdom (Mkingdom (kingdom (Mark 2:15(Mark 2:15; Luke 7:3; Luke 7:34-50; 15:14-50; 15:1-2; 19:1-1-2; 19:1-10). By lim0). By limiting his iting his followers’followers’ possessio possessions when hens wns when he sewhen he sent them ount them out on missit on mission, Jesus on, Jesus forced theforced them to accepm to accept hospitalt hospitality from oity from others (Luktoothers (Luothers (Luke 10:4-12ke 10:4-12). Their a). Their actions werctions were to folloe to follow the rolew the role of a good of a good guest; th guest; they should ey ththey shoulthey should stay in d stay in one house one house (Luke 10:7(Luke 10:7) and eat ) and eat the food othe food offered theffered them (v. 8). m (v. 8). The resideThThe resideThe residential suppntial supporters on orters on whom thesewhom these itinerant itinerant followers followers were depe were dependent had ndent hadndent had a recihad a reciprocal rolprocal role of provie of providing susteding sustenance (Matnance (Matt. 10:40-4t. 10:40-42), especi2), especially to thally to those withouose wose without thwithout the ability e ability to pay (Luto pay (Luke 14:12-1ke 14:12-14).4).4).

Jesus employed the theme of a messianic banquet in his teaching about the 
kingdom (Matt. 8:11; 22:1-14; Luke 14:16-24). He served both as host, in the 
feeding miracles (Mark 6:30-44) or by washing the disciples’ feet (John 13:1-11), 
and as guest, dependent upon the hospitality of others (Matt. 8:20). When he 
welcomed and ate with tax collectors and sinners, he proclaimed God’s kingdom 
(Mark 2:15; Luke 7:34-50; 15:1-2; 19:1-10). By limiting his followers’ possessions 
when he sent them out on mission, Jesus forced them to accept hospitality from 
others (Luke 10:4-12). Their actions were to follow the role of a good guest; 
they should stay in one house (Luke 10:7) and eat the food offered them (v. 8). 
The residential supporters on whom these itinerant followers were dependent 
had a reciprocal role of providing sustenance (Matt. 10:40-42), especially to those 
without the ability to pay (Luke 14:12-14).

�The exhortThe exhortation for ation for the Churchthe Church to practi to practice hospitace hospitality is folity is found in sevund in several NT wreral NTeral NT writingNT writings (e.g., Hs (e.g., Heb. 13:2; eb. 13:2; 1 Pet. 4:91 Pet. 4:9). The rat). The rationale forionale for extending extending hospitali hospitality is multty is mty is multi-facemulti-faceted: the rted: the recognitionecognition that Chri that Christians shastians share the samre the same status oe status of residentf resident aliens an alie aliens andaliens and exiles (1 exiles (1 Pet. 1:1; Pet. 1:1; 2:4-10) o 2:4-10) or that in r that in hosting sthosting strangers onrangers one may unwie may unwittingly bettingunwiunwittinglunwittingly be entery be entertaining hetaining heavenly visavenly visitors (Hebitors (Heb. 13:2; cl. 13:2; clearly Gen.early Gen. 18:1-15 i 18:1-15 is in mind)s in ms in mind). Mosmind). Most important importantly, perhatly, perhaps, is theps, is the recogniti recognition that inon that in offering  offering hospitalithospitality to anothy to ay to another, oanother, one is offene is offering it toring it to Jesus (Jo Jesus (John 13:20; hn 13:20; cf. the pacf. the parable of trable of the last juhe last judgment [Madgment jujudgment [judgment [Matt. 25:3Matt. 25:31-46], whe1-46], where acts ofre acts of kindness  kindness performed performed for othersfor others are seen  are seen as acts foaas acts foas acts for Jesus).r Jesus).r Jesus).

The exhortation for the Church to practice hospitality is found in several 
NT writings (e.g., Heb. 13:2; 1 Pet. 4:9). The rationale for extending hospitality is 
multi-faceted: the recognition that Christians share the same status of resident 



aliens and exiles (1 Pet. 1:1; 2:4-10) or that in hosting strangers one may 
unwittingly be entertaining heavenly visitors (Heb. 13:2; clearly Gen. 18:1-15 is in 
mind). Most importantly, perhaps, is the recognition that in offering hospitality to 
another, one is offering it to Jesus (John 13:20; cf. the parable of the last 
judgment [Matt. 25:31-46], where acts of kindness performed for others are seen 
as acts for Jesus).

�An interesAn interesting glimpting glimpse of pracse of practices of htices of hospitalityospitality in the ea in the early Churchrly Church is found  is found in the Didiin the Didin the Didache (11—1ache (11—12). The Ch2). The Church is adurch is advised not vised not to offer hto offer hospitalityospitality to visiti to visiting itinerang ing itinerant itinerant preachers preachers for more tfor more than two dahan two days. After ys. After two days, two days, they shoulthey should be sent d be sent on their woon their won their way with bray with bread. If thead. If they ask forey ask for money, th money, they are cleey are clearly falsearly false prophets. prophets.

An interesting glimpse of practices of hospitality in the early Church is found 
in the Didache (11—12). The Church is advised not to offer hospitality to visiting 
itinerant preachers for more than two days. After two days, they should be sent 
on their way with bread. If they ask for money, they are clearly false prophets.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. Koenig,J. Koenig,  New TestamNew Testament Hospitent Hospitality.ality. OBT 17 (P OBT 17 (Philadelphihiladelphia, 1985); a, 19a, 1985); J. 1985); J. J. Pilch aJ. Pilch and B. J. Mnd B. J. Malina, edsalina, eds., ., Handbook oHandbook of Biblicalf Biblical Social Va Social Valueslues (Peabody, (Peabody, 1998). 19 1998).1998).1998).

Bibliography. J. Koenig, New Testament Hospitality. OBT 17 (Philadelphia, 
1985); J. J. Pilch and B. J. Malina, eds., Handbook of Biblical Social Values (Peabody, 
1998).
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HOST OF HEHOST OF HEAVENAVENAVEN

HOST OF HEAVEN

Heavenly bHeavenly bodies, speodies, specifically cifically the sun, mthe sun, moon, and soon, and stars (Deuttars (Deut. 4:19), o. 4:19), or heavenlyr heavenly beings, e bei beings, esbeings, especially apecially angels (Nehngels (Neh. 9:6; Ps.. 9:6; Ps. 103:20-21 103:20-21). Israel ). Israel was prohibwas prohibited from ited from worshippinworsworshippinworshipping heavenlyg heavenly bodies (D bodies (Deut. 17:3,eut. 17:3, 5; 2 Kgs. 5; 2 Kgs. 23:4-5),  23:4-5), but it didbut it did so (Jer.  so (Jer. 19:13; Zep19:1319:13; Zep19:13; Zeph. 1:5), eh. 1:5), even duringven during the Exodu the Exodus (Acts 7:s (Acts 7:43). Such 43). Such abominatioabomination (2 Kgs. n (2 Kgs. 17:16; 21:1717:16; 21:17:16; 21:3, 5) led 3, 5) led to the natto the nation’s demiion’s demise (Jer. 8se (Jer. 8:2). The “:2). The “host of hehost of heaven” alsoaven” also refers to refer refers to refers to angels, thangels, those who atose who attend and wtend and worship Godorship God (1 Kgs. 2 (1 Kgs. 22:19 = 2 C2:19 = 2 Chr. 18:18;hr. 18:18; cf. Luke  18:18;18:18; cf.18:18; cf. Luke 2:13 Luke 2:13).).).

Heavenly bodies, specifically the sun, moon, and stars (Deut. 4:19), or heavenly 
beings, especially angels (Neh. 9:6; Ps. 103:20-21). Israel was prohibited from 
worshipping heavenly bodies (Deut. 17:3, 5; 2 Kgs. 23:4-5), but it did so (Jer. 
19:13; Zeph. 1:5), even during the Exodus (Acts 7:43). Such abomination (2 Kgs. 
17:16; 21:3, 5) led to the nation’s demise (Jer. 8:2). The “host of heaven” also 
refers to angels, those who attend and worship God (1 Kgs. 22:19 = 2 Chr. 
18:18; cf. Luke 2:13).

�The innumeThe innumerable “hosrable “host of heavet of heaven” is usedn” is used metaphori metaphorically to dcally to denote God’enote God’s rich bles rics rich blessrich blessings to things to those who maose who maintain covintain covenant faitenant faithfulness whfulness with him (Jith him (Jer. 33:22;er. 33:22; cf. Gen.  cf. G cf. Gen. 15:5)Gen. 15:5). In proph. In prophetic symboetic symbolism, the lism, the phrase is phrase is interpreteinterpreted variousld variously as starsy as stars, angels, , an, angels, deangels, deities, andities, and the perse the persecuted peopcuted people of God le of God (Dan. 8:10(Dan. 8:10-11).-11).-11).

The innumerable “host of heaven” is used metaphorically to denote God’s 
rich blessings to those who maintain covenant faithfulness with him (Jer. 33:22; cf. 
Gen. 15:5). In prophetic symbolism, the phrase is interpreted variously as stars, 
angels, deities, and the persecuted people of God (Dan. 8:10-11).

Kenneth D.Kenneth D. Mulzac Mulzac

Kenneth D. Mulzac

HOTHAMHOTHAM (Heb.  (Heb. h�o®t�aœmh�o®t�aœm) (also HE) (also HELEM)LEM)LEM)

HOTHAM (Heb. h�o®t�aœm ) (also HELEM)

�1.1. An Asheri An Asherite; a son te; a son of Heber aof Heber and grandsond grandson of Berian of Beriah (1 Chr. h (1 Chr. 7:31-32). 7:31-32). He is callHe isHe is called is called Helem at 1Helem at 1 Chr. 7:35 Chr. 7:35...

1. An Asherite; a son of Heber and grandson of Beriah (1 Chr. 7:31-32). He 
is called Helem at 1 Chr. 7:35.

�2.2. A man fro A man from Aroer (1m Aroer (1 Chr. 11:4 Chr. 11:44). His so4). His sons Shama ans Shama and Jeiel wnd Jeiel were among ere among David’s ChDDavid’s ChDavid’s Champions.ampions.

2. A man from Aroer (1 Chr. 11:44). His sons Shama and Jeiel were among 
David’s Champions.

HOTHIRHOTHIR (Heb.  (Heb. ho®t�iîrho®t�iîr)))

HOTHIR (Heb. ho®t�iîr )

A son of tA son of the singer he singer Heman, appHeman, appointed by ointed by David to hDavid to head the twead the twenty-firstenty-first division  division of leviticofof leviticof levitical musiciaal musicians (1 Chr.ns (1 Chr. 25:4, 28) 25:4, 28)..

A son of the singer Heman, appointed by David to head the twenty-first division 
of levitical musicians (1 Chr. 25:4, 28).
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DesignatioDesignation of a parn of a particular titicular time (Heb. me (Heb. {eät�, mo®{eät�, mo®{eäd�;{eäd�; Aram.  Aram. sûaœ{a®sûaœ{a®), not a m), no), not a measnot a measure of timure of time, with the, with the possiblee possible exception exception of Dan. 4 of Dan. 4:19. The s:19. The same meaniname meaniname meaning cameaning carries overrries over into the  into the NT (e.g., NT (e.g., Matt. 18:1Matt. 18:1), but the), but there an hourre an hour (Gk.  (Gk. hoœérahoœérhoœérahoœéra) can also) can also refer to  refer to the twelftthe twelfth part of h part of the time bthe time between sunetween sunrise and srise and sunset (Johunsessunset (Josunset (John 11:9; Mhn 11:9; Matt. 20:1-att. 20:1-12).12).12).

Designation of a particular time (Heb. {eät�, mo®{eäd�;  Aram. sûaœ{a®), 
not a measure of time, with the possible exception of Dan. 4:19. The same 
meaning carries over into the NT (e.g., Matt. 18:1), but there an hour (Gk. 
hoœéra) can also refer to the twelfth part of the time between sunrise and 
sunset (John 11:9; Matt. 20:1-12).

�People in People in the OT desthe OT described difcribed different timferent times of the es of the day in terday in terms of natums of nature — e.g.,re — ere — e.g., “aboe.g., “about sundownut sundown” (2 Chr. ” (2 Chr. 18:34; cf.18:34; cf. Ps. 55:17 Ps. 55:17[MT 18]) —[MT 18]) — while peo while people in theple in the NT could  N NT could dNT could describe tiescribe time in termme in terms of numbes of numbered hours red hours of the dayof the day (Matt. 20 (Matt. 20:3, 5, 6) :3, 5, 6) and watcheaand watcheand watches of the ns of the night (threight (three in the Je in the Jewish systewish system, four iem, four in the Roman the Roman; e.g., Mn; e.g., Mark 6:48; arkMMark 6:48;Mark 6:48; cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 14:24; Ju 14:24; Judg. 7:19; dg. 7:19; Lam. 2:19)Lam. 2:19). A “half . A “half hour” appehour” appears only iars only in Rev. 8:1n Revn Rev. 8:1. Rev. 8:1. “One hour”“One hour” refers to refers to an unspec an unspecified but ified but relativelyrelatively short tim short time (Matt. 2e (Matt. 26:40), whi6:40226:40), wh26:40), while longerile longer periods c periods can be descan be described as lribed as lasting twoasting two (Acts 19: (Acts 19:34) or thr34) or three hours (ee thrthree hourthree hours (5:7). Ps (5:7). Paul refersaul refers to tempor to temporary separaary separation or grtion or grieving or ieving or accommodataccommodating as takiaccommodataccommodataccommodating as taking as taking place ing place “for an ho“for an hour” (2 Corur” (2 Cor. 7:8; Gal. 7:8; Gal. 2:5; 1 T. 2:5; 1 Thess. 2:17hess. 2:17; Phlm. 15; P; Phlm. 15; Phlm. 15; NRSV “a whNRSV “a while”). An ile”). An hour can ahour can also refer lso refer to a signito a significant momficant moment in salent in salvation hisvasalsalvation salvation history, ehistory, especially specially Jesus’ sufJesus’ suffering (Mafering (Mark 14:35; rk 14:35; John 12:27John 12:27; cf. 4:23; cf. 4:23).).).

People in the OT described different times of the day in terms of nature — 
e.g., “about sundown” (2 Chr. 18:34; cf. Ps. 55:17[MT 18]) — while people in the 
NT could describe time in terms of numbered hours of the day (Matt. 20:3, 5, 6) 
and watches of the night (three in the Jewish system, four in the Roman; e.g., 
Mark 6:48; cf. Exod. 14:24; Judg. 7:19; Lam. 2:19). A “half hour” appears only in 
Rev. 8:1. “One hour” refers to an unspecified but relatively short time (Matt. 
26:40), while longer periods can be described as lasting two (Acts 19:34) or 
three hours (5:7). Paul refers to temporary separation or grieving or 
accommodating as taking place “for an hour” (2 Cor. 7:8; Gal. 2:5; 1 Thess. 2:17; 
Phlm. 15; NRSV “a while”). An hour can also refer to a significant moment in 
salvation history, especially Jesus’ suffering (Mark 14:35; John 12:27; cf. 4:23).
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HOUSEHOUSEHOUSE

HOUSE

A shelter A shelter or dwellinor dwelling place. Bg place. Biblical aniblical and Near Easd Near Eastern textstern texts and archa and archaeological eological contexts ccontcontexts ccontexts contain indontain independent aependent and complemnd complementary souentary sources for trces for the historihe historical and cucal and cucal and cultural dcultural developmentevelopment of the ho of the house in Syruse in Syria-Palestiia-Palestine.ne.

A shelter or dwelling place. Biblical and Near Eastern texts and archaeological 
contexts contain independent and complementary sources for the historical and 
cultural development of the house in Syria-Palestine.

Textual UsTextual Usageage

Textual Usage

In its basIn its basic sense, ic sense, Heb. Heb. bayit�bayit� designate designates a buildis a building. The teng. The term encomparm encompasses all ssses all social and ocssocial andsocial and economic  economic levels of levels of society ansociety and has an ed has an extended hixtended history throstory throughout Mesughout Mesopotamia, oMesMesopotamiMesopotamia, Egypt, a, Egypt, and Syria-and Syria-Palestine.Palestine. It may sp It may specify a stecify a structure inructure in which a m which a man and hisan mman and himan and his family ls family live (Deut.ive (Deut. 19:1; 21: 19:1; 21:12); a pal12); a palace or buiace or building of alding of a king (Gen king (Gen. 12:15; J. 12:1. 12:15; Jer12:15; Jer. 39:8); a. 39:8); a temple (1 temple (1 Sam. 5:2; Sam. 5:2; 31:10), i 31:10), including tncluding the temple he temple of Yahweh of Yahweh (Exod. 23:(Exo(Exod. 23:(Exod. 23:19; 34:26;19; 34:26; Dan. 1:2; Dan. 1:2; Arad Ostr Arad Ostraca); and,aca); and, if the co if the complex was mplex was comprised comprised of severaloof severalof several buildings buildings or rooms, or rooms, a room or a room or hall (Est hall (Esth. 7:8; 2:h. 7:8; 2:3; Jer. 363; Jer. 36:22; cf. A:22; cf. Amos 3:15).mos 3:1mos 3:15). The3:15). The term may  term may also desigalso designate the gnate the grave or rerave or residence ofsidence of the dead  the dead (Job 17:13(Job 17:13; 30:23; P; 3; 30:23; Ps.30:23; Ps. 49:11[MT  49:11[MT 12]; Eccl.12]; Eccl. 12:5). 12:5). 12:5).

In its basic sense, Heb. bayit�  designates a building. The term encompasses all 
social and economic levels of society and has an extended history throughout 
Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Syria-Palestine. It may specify a structure in which a 
man and his family live (Deut. 19:1; 21:12); a palace or building of a king (Gen. 
12:15; Jer. 39:8); a temple (1 Sam. 5:2; 31:10), including the temple of Yahweh 
(Exod. 23:19; 34:26; Dan. 1:2; Arad Ostraca); and, if the complex was comprised 
of several buildings or rooms, a room or hall (Esth. 7:8; 2:3; Jer. 36:22; cf. Amos 
3:15). The term may also designate the grave or residence of the dead (Job 17:13; 
30:23; Ps. 49:11[MT 12]; Eccl. 12:5).

�“House” fr“House” frequently dequently designates esignates families, families, clans, or clans, or tribes. Thtribes. The househole household (or socid (or sod (or social unisocial unit) is oftet) is often describen described in cultid in cultic contextsc contexts (e.g., Ex (e.g., Exod. 12:3-1od. 12:3-11; 20:10).1; 20:10). The term  The ter The term may aterm may also refer lso refer to ruling to ruling dynasties dynasties (e.g., “ho(e.g., “house of Sauuse of Saul,” 2 Sam.l,” 2 Sam. 3:1; 9:1- 3:1; 9:1-3; “house 3; “ho3; “house of “house of David,” 1 David,” 1 Sam. 20:16Sam. 20:16; 1 Kgs. 1; 1 Kgs. 13:2; cf. D3:2; cf. Dan stela, an stela, Mesha stelMesha stela).a).a).

“House” frequently designates families, clans, or tribes. The household (or 
social unit) is often described in cultic contexts (e.g., Exod. 12:3-11; 20:10). The 
term may also refer to ruling dynasties (e.g., “house of Saul,” 2 Sam. 3:1; 9:1-3; 
“house of David,” 1 Sam. 20:16; 1 Kgs. 13:2; cf. Dan stela, Mesha stela).

�The term aThe term also occurslso occurs frequentl frequently in placey in place names, in names, in conjuncti conjunction with dion with divine namesvine navine names (e.gnames (e.g., Bethel,., Bethel, Gen. 12:8 Gen. 12:8; Beth-baa; Beth-baal-meon, Jol-meon, Josh. 13:17;sh. 13:17; Beth-horo Beth-horon; 16:5; 1n; 16:5; 18:13), as 8:1118:13), as18:13), as a topogra a topographical terphical term (Beth-arm (Beth-arabah, Joshabah, Josh. 15:6, 61. 15:6, 61; 18:18; B; 18:18; Beth-zur, 1eth-zur, 15:58), as 5:58115:58), as15:58), as a simple  a simple substantivsubstantive (Beth-eze (Beth-ezel, Mic. 1el, Mic. 1:11; Beth-:11; Beth-lebaoth, Jlebaoth, Josh. 19:6)osh. 19:6), or where, or w, or where the where the second elesecond element is a ment is a proper or proper or family namfamily name (Beth-hoe (Beth-hoglah, Joshglah, Josh. 15:6; 18. 15:6; 18:19, 21; A:11818:19, 21;18:19, 21; Atroth-be Atroth-beth-joab, 1th-joab, 1 Chr. 2:54 Chr. 2:54). Paralle). Parallels to manyls to many of these  of these usages canusages can be found  be  be found ibe found in ancient n ancient Near EasteNear Eastern sourcesrn sources...

The term also occurs frequently in place names, in conjunction with divine 
names (e.g., Bethel, Gen. 12:8; Beth-baal-meon, Josh. 13:17; Beth-horon; 16:5; 



18:13), as a topographical term (Beth-arabah, Josh. 15:6, 61; 18:18; Beth-zur, 
15:58), as a simple substantive (Beth-ezel, Mic. 1:11; Beth-lebaoth, Josh. 19:6), or 
where the second element is a proper or family name (Beth-hoglah, Josh. 15:6; 
18:19, 21; Atroth-beth-joab, 1 Chr. 2:54). Parallels to many of these usages can 
be found in ancient Near Eastern sources.

�The NT terThe NT term, Gk. m, Gk. oiíkos,oiíkos, has both  has both literal anliteral and figuratid figurative meaningve meanings. Jesus ss. Jesus spoke of “mpoksspoke of “spoke of “my Father’my Father’s house” (s house” (John 2:16;John 2:16; 14:2) in  14:2) in reference reference to the temto the temple. God’sple. God’s “house” w “ “house” wa“house” was often aps often applied to tplied to the Church he Church (Eph. 2:19(Eph. 2:19-22; Heb. -22; Heb. 3:1-6), a 3:1-6), a designatiodesignation partly rn designatiodesignatiodesignation partly rn partly reflecting eflecting the early the early Christian Christian practice opractice of using hof using houses as pluses as places of meaces oaces of meetingof meeting and fello and fellowship (2 Twship (2 Tim. 4:19; im. 4:19; Phlm. 2; 2Phlm. 2; 2 John 10). John 10).

The NT term, Gk. oiíkos, has both literal and figurative meanings. Jesus 
spoke of “my Father’s house” (John 2:16; 14:2) in reference to the temple. God’s 
“house” was often applied to the Church (Eph. 2:19-22; Heb. 3:1-6), a 
designation partly reflecting the early Christian practice of using houses as places 
of meeting and fellowship (2 Tim. 4:19; Phlm. 2; 2 John 10).

ArchaeologArchaeological Conteical Contextsxts

Archaeological Contexts

The architThe architectural deectural development velopment of houses of houses in Syria-Pin Syria-Palestine halestine has been ilas been illuminated luminated by more thbyby more thby more than a centuan a century of archry of archaeologicalaeological research. research. During th During the Early Bre Early Bronze Age aonze Age at least fitaat least fat least five types ive types can be discan be distinguishedtinguished. Curvilin. Curvilinear housesear houses have been have been associate associated with sevd wid with severwith several ethnic al ethnic groups. Thgroups. The elongatee elongated, oval pld, oval plan of housan of houses at es at Yiftah�elYiftah�el was attri was at was attributedattributed to the in to the invasive Esdvasive Esdraelon culraelon culture. EB Iture. EB II oval strI oval structures exuctures excavated incavated in the Sinai the  the Sinai the Sinai were attriwere attributed to lbuted to local populocal populations. Atations. At  Mez�erMez�er a rectili a rectilinear Chalcnear Chalcolithic hoolithChalcChalcolithChalcolithic house iic house is stratigrs stratigraphically aphically sandwichedsandwiched between t between two later Ewo later EB I oval hB I oval houses. Theoushhouses. Thhouses. The rectiline rectilinear housesear houses found in  found in EB II AradEB II Arad and Tell  and Tell Chuera conChuera consist of sesist of several attaveseseveral atseveral attached rootached rooms which lms which lend supporend support to the it to the interpretatnterpretation that tion that this was a his was a family comfamfamily comfamily compound. Thipound. This type, fos type, found in theund in the southern  southern Sinai, is Sinai, is closely reclosely related in flated in function tounctioffunction tfunction to the famio the family compounly compound, but is d, but is made of sumade of subcircular bcircular stone founstone foundations widations with a centethwiwith a cenwith a center pillarter pillar and numer and numerous bencheous benches.s.s.

The architectural development of houses in Syria-Palestine has been illuminated 
by more than a century of archaeological research. During the Early Bronze Age 
at least five types can be distinguished. Curvilinear houses have been associated 
with several ethnic groups. The elongated, oval plan of houses at Yiftah�el  was 
attributed to the invasive Esdraelon culture. EB II oval structures excavated in 
the Sinai were attributed to local populations. At Mez�er  a rectilinear 
Chalcolithic house is stratigraphically sandwiched between two later EB I oval 
houses. The rectilinear houses found in EB II Arad and Tell Chuera consist of 
several attached rooms which lend support to the interpretation that this was a 
family compound. This type, found in the southern Sinai, is closely related in 
function to the family compound, but is made of subcircular stone foundations 
with a center pillar and numerous benches.

�Middle BroMiddle Bronze Age honze Age houses were uses were often two-often two-storied, wstoried, with rooms ith rooms surroundinsurrounding a pillarg ag a pillareda pillared hall (Tel hall (Tell Beit Mirl Beit Mirsim, Megidsim, Megiddo, and Tedo, and Tell ll Bi}aBi}a; cf. the ; cf. the clay modelclay models from Emas from Ems from Emar). LatEmar). Late Bronze he Bronze houses demoouses demonstrate constrate continuity wntinuity with the MBith the MB architect architectural tradiural tradiural tradition.tradition. During th During this period is period of influenof influence from Egce from Egyptian, Hiyptian, Hittite, Seattite, Sea People, a People, and Israelind Isrnd Israelite Israelite cultural dcultural dynamics, synamics, several neweveral new house typ house types are intes are introduced. Eroduced. Egyptian-tygyptian-type “residepe “pe “residenci“residencies” are ines” are introduced itroduced in Syria-Pan Syria-Palestine (Blestine (Beth-shan, eth-shan, Tell Tell Far{ahFar{ah [South],  [South], Tell TeTell Tell el-H¸esiel-H¸esi, Tel Maso, Tel Masos, Aphek, s, Aphek, Pella) andPella) and have been have been associate associated with Egyd with Egyptian poliptian poptian political political dominationdomination. Other ho. Other houses displuses display Hittiteay Hittite influence influences (Tell Abs (Tell Abu Hawam, Hu Hawam, Hazor). At azHHazor). AtHazor). At the end o the end of this perf this period and atiod and at the begin the beginning of thning of the Iron Agee Iron Age a new hou a new house type apsehouhouse typehouse type appears t appears that is a dhat is a derivative erivative of LB archof LB architectural itectural traditionstraditions. This “fo. This “four-room hour-ro“fo“four-room“four-room house,” b house,” built of stuilt of stone, has aone, has a center ha center hall with opll with opposing setposing sets of smalls of smaller rooms aer rer rooms and rooms and usually isusually is built wit built with an upperh an upper story. It story. It has been  has been ethnicallyethnically associate associated with thed witd with the Iwith the Israelites,sraelites, but also  but also has been ihas been identified dentified at coastlaat coastland and Trand and Transjordaniansjordanian sites asn siten sites as wsites as well. Durinell. During the Irong the Iron II period II period, Assyrian, Assyrian and Babyl and Babylonian archonian architectural itectural elements welemeelements welements were introdere introduced in Syuced in Syria-Palestria-Palestine after ine after the incorpthe incorporation oforation of numerous  numerous sites as vssites as vsites as vassal citiassal cities.es.

Middle Bronze Age houses were often two-storied, with rooms surrounding 
a pillared hall (Tell Beit Mirsim, Megiddo, and Tell Bi}a; cf. the clay models from 
Emar). Late Bronze houses demonstrate continuity with the MB architectural 
tradition. During this period of influence from Egyptian, Hittite, Sea People, and 
Israelite cultural dynamics, several new house types are introduced. Egyptian-type 
“residencies” are introduced in Syria-Palestine (Beth-shan, Tell Far{ah [South], 
Tell el-H¸esi, Tel Masos, Aphek, Pella) and have been associated with Egyptian 
political domination. Other houses display Hittite influences (Tell Abu Hawam, 
Hazor). At the end of this period and at the beginning of the Iron Age a new 
house type appears that is a derivative of LB architectural traditions. This 
“four-room house,” built of stone, has a center hall with opposing sets of smaller 
rooms and usually is built with an upper story. It has been ethnically associated 
with the Israelites, but also has been identified at coastland and Transjordanian 
sites as well. During the Iron II period, Assyrian and Babylonian architectural 
elements were introduced in Syria-Palestine after the incorporation of numerous 



sites as vassal cities.

Top plan oTop plan of a typicaf a typical Israelitl Israelite “four-roe “four-room house” om house” (Giselle S(Giselle S. Hasel). Hasel)

Top plan of a typical Israelite “four-room house” (Giselle S. Hasel)

�During theDuring the Hellenist Hellenistic and Romic and Roman periodsan periods, city pla, city planning becanning became highly me highly advanced aadvancadvanced aadvanced and houses nd houses were constwere constructed on ructed on a rectangua rectangular plan. lar plan. By Roman tBy Roman times, the imes, theimes, the rich wthe rich were makingere making winter ho winter homes in Jermes in Jericho. Housicho. Houses were tyes were typically copically constructed nstructed with an ouwwith an ouwith an outer court ter court surroundedsurrounded by rooms  by rooms with an inwith an inner court ner court accompanieaccompanied by more d by mod by more privamore private quarterte quarters. Those is. Those in the highn the higher levels er levels of societyof society added bat added bathrooms to hrooms to their homeththeir hometheir homes. Herod’ss. Herod’s palace in palace in Jerusalem Jerusalem, his wint, his winter palace er palace in Jerichoin Jericho, and his , and his fortress afortrfortress afortress at Masada ct Masada contained eontained elaborate glaborate gardens andardens and luxurious luxurious quarters  quarters with mosaiwith mosaiwith mosaic flomosaic floors and asors and associated bsociated bathhouses.athhouses.

During the Hellenistic and Roman periods, city planning became highly 
advanced and houses were constructed on a rectangular plan. By Roman times, 
the rich were making winter homes in Jericho. Houses were typically constructed 
with an outer court surrounded by rooms with an inner court accompanied by 
more private quarters. Those in the higher levels of society added bathrooms to 
their homes. Herod’s palace in Jerusalem, his winter palace in Jericho, and his 
fortress at Masada contained elaborate gardens and luxurious quarters with 
mosaic floors and associated bathhouses.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. M. M. DP. M. M. Daviau, aviau, Houses andHouses and Their Fur Their Furnishings inishings in Bronze An Bronze Age Palestige Palge Palestine.Palestine. JSOT/ASOR JSOT/ASORMS 8 (ShefMS 8 (Sheffield, 199field, 1993); H. A. 3); H. A. Hoffner, Hoffner, “bayit�“bayit�,” ,” TDOTTDOT 2:107–116 2:107– 2:107–116;2:107–116; J. S. Hol J. S. Holladay, Jr.laday, Jr., “House: , “House: Syro-PalesSyro-Palestinian Houtinian Houses,” ses,” OEANE,OEANE, 94–114; A 94–114; A 94–114; A. KempinsA. Kempinski and R. ki and R. Reich, edsReich, eds., ., The ArchitThe Architecture of ecture of Ancient IsAncient Israelrael (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1992); m, 1992); m, 1992); O. 1992); O. Michel, Michel, “oiíkos“oiíkos,” ,” TDNTTDNT 5:119–134 5:119–134; K. R. Ve; K. R. Veenhof, ed.enhof, ed., , Houses andHouses and Household Hous HouseholdsHouseholds in Ancien in Ancient Mesopotat Mesopotamiamia (Istanbul (Istanbul, 1996)., 1996)., 1996).
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A. Kempinski and R. Reich, eds., The Architecture of Ancient Israel (Jerusalem, 
1992); O. Michel, “oiíkos,” TDNT 5:119–134; K. R. Veenhof, ed., Houses and 
Households in Ancient Mesopotamia (Istanbul, 1996).
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HOUSEHOLDHOUSEHOLDHOUSEHOLD

HOUSEHOLD

The basic The basic unit of sounit of social struccial structure in thture in the ancient e ancient world. Theworld. The household household was more  was more extensive eextensive extensive than in mothan in modern timesdern times and inclu and included not onded not only immedialy immediate family te family but a widebut a widebut a wide spectwide spectrum of kinrum of kinship groupship groupings and rings and retainers.etainers.etainers.

The basic unit of social structure in the ancient world. The household was more 
extensive than in modern times and included not only immediate family but a 
wide spectrum of kinship groupings and retainers.

�In JudaismIn Judaism as in gen as in gentile societile society, the hoty, the household wausehold was the prims the primary place ary place for inculcfor inculcfor inculcatioinculcation of tradin of traditional beltional belief and moief and morality, burality, but in two it in two important rmportant respects itespects it differed. differ differed. differed. First, it First, it was the prwas the primary meanimary means of maints of maintaining theaining the link betw link between faith een faith and ethnicand eand ethnicity,ethnicity, and secon and second, there wd, there was no distas no distinction beinction between the tween the domestic adomestic and public nd public spheres ofspspheres ofspheres of religion. religion. To recite To recite the Shema the Shema was to ac was to acknowledge knowledge the soverethe sovereignty of tignty of the one Lorhtthe one Lothe one Lord and to rd and to observe thobserve the commandme commandment to teaent to teach this toch this to one’s fam one’s family (Deut.ily (Deuily (Deut. 6, (Deut. 6, 11). Likew11). Likewise observise observance of Toance of Torah governrah governed the pated the pattern of litern of life both wife both within the hthwiwithin thewithin the household household and in pu and in public (the blic (the preparatiopreparation of food,n of food, whom one  whom one might marrmight marmight marry, andmarry, and the rhyth the rhythm of work m of work in relatioin relation to the sn to the sabbath andabbath and festivals festivals). The pat). The patriarchal eriarpatpatriarchapatriarchal ethos ofl ethos of the house the household is rehold is reflected alflected along genderong gender lines in  lines in Ps. 127; 1Ps. 127; 113:9 (cf. 13:9 1113:9 (cf.113:9 (cf. Matt. 7:9 Matt. 7:9-10; Mark -10; Mark 6:24; Matt6:24; Matt. 10:35-36. 10:35-36 par.; 1 T par.; 1 Tim. 2:15; im. 2:15; 3:4; 5:14)3:4; 5:14)...

In Judaism as in gentile society, the household was the primary place for 
inculcation of traditional belief and morality, but in two important respects it 
differed. First, it was the primary means of maintaining the link between faith and 
ethnicity, and second, there was no distinction between the domestic and public 
spheres of religion. To recite the Shema was to acknowledge the sovereignty of 
the one Lord and to observe the commandment to teach this to one’s family 
(Deut. 6, 11). Likewise observance of Torah governed the pattern of life both 
within the household and in public (the preparation of food, whom one might 
marry, and the rhythm of work in relation to the sabbath and festivals). The 
patriarchal ethos of the household is reflected along gender lines in Ps. 127; 
113:9 (cf. Matt. 7:9-10; Mark 6:24; Matt. 10:35-36 par.; 1 Tim. 2:15; 3:4; 5:14).

�In the earIn the early Church ly Church the househthe household continold continued to plaued to play a centray a central role as l role as the meetinthe meethe meeting plmeeting place (Acts ace (Acts 2:46; 5:422:46; 5:42; 1 Cor. 1; 1 Cor. 1:16; Phlm.:16; Phlm. 2; cf. Ac 2; cf. Acts 16:15; ts 16:15; 18:8) and 18:8) and as a self-as a sas a self-descrself-descriptive metiptive metaphor, “thaphor, “the househole household of faithd of faith” (Gal. 6:” (Gal. 6:10; cf. Ep10; cf. Eph. 2:19; 1h. 2:19; 1 Tim. 3:15 Tim.  Tim. 3:15;Tim. 3:15; 1 Pet. 4: 1 Pet. 4:17). That 17). That descriptiodescription can exten can extend in its nd in its domestic idomestic imagery to magery to stewardshistewstewardshistewardship (2 Tim. p (2 Tim. 2:20; cf. 2:20; cf. 2 Cor. 4:72 Cor. 4:7). The met). The metaphorical aphorical understandunderstanding of theing of the Church as C Church as Church as a househola household may in pd may in part deriveart derive from refe from references to rences to Israel as Israel as a house (Na house (Num. 12:7 [u(N(Num. 12:7(Num. 12:7 [Heb. 3:2 [Heb. 3:2, 5]; Jer., 5]; Jer. 31:31 [He 31:31 [Heb. 8:8, 10b. 8:8, 10]; Amos 5:]; Amos 5:25-27 [Act25-27 [Acts 7:42-43]s 7:42-43]; Amos 9:1; A; Amos 9:11 Amos 9:11 [Acts 15:1[Acts 15:16]). The h6]). The household aousehold as the prims the primary place ary place for the exfor the expression opression opression of faith iof faith informs thenforms the Church’s  Church’s recollectirecollection of Jesuon of Jesus’ sayingss’ sayings about fam about family life aily life and domestind domnd domestic sdomestic settings “iettings “in the housn the house” (e.g., e” (e.g., Mark 10:2-Mark 10:2-31). For J31). For Jesus the kesus the kingdom of ingdom of God takes GoGod takes God takes precedenceprecedence even over even over family lo family loyalty (Maryalty (Mark 3:31-35;k 3:31-35; Matt. 10: Matt. 10:37; Luke 137; Luke 14:26), but4114:26), bu14:26), but equally t equally it is not it is not a means toa means to avoid the avoid the filial du filial duty of honoty of honoring one’sring one’s parents ( paren parents (Mparents (Mark 7:10; ark 7:10; 10:19). Th10:19). The househole household, therefod, therefore, is botre, is both subject h subject to and yetto and yet the conte th the contexthe context for the t for the claims of claims of discipleshdiscipleship. Indeedip. Indeed, the miss, the missionary pationary pattern of thtern of the disciplee disce disciples disciples (and in Lu(and in Luke the Sevke the Seventy) in uenty) in using the hsing the household aousehold as a base (s a base (Matt. 10:1Matt. 10:11 par.) wo1 pa1 par.) woulpar.) would reinforcd reinforce the house the household as aehold as a locus of  locus of evangelismevangelism (1 Cor. 7 (1 Cor. 7:12-16).:12-16).:12-16).

In the early Church the household continued to play a central role as the 
meeting place (Acts 2:46; 5:42; 1 Cor. 1:16; Phlm. 2; cf. Acts 16:15; 18:8) and as a 
self-descriptive metaphor, “the household of faith” (Gal. 6:10; cf. Eph. 2:19; 1 
Tim. 3:15; 1 Pet. 4:17). That description can extend in its domestic imagery to 
stewardship (2 Tim. 2:20; cf. 2 Cor. 4:7). The metaphorical understanding of the 



Church as a household may in part derive from references to Israel as a house 
(Num. 12:7 [Heb. 3:2, 5]; Jer. 31:31 [Heb. 8:8, 10]; Amos 5:25-27 [Acts 7:42-43]; 
Amos 9:11 [Acts 15:16]). The household as the primary place for the expression 
of faith informs the Church’s recollection of Jesus’ sayings about family life and 
domestic settings “in the house” (e.g., Mark 10:2-31). For Jesus the kingdom of 
God takes precedence even over family loyalty (Mark 3:31-35; Matt. 10:37; Luke 
14:26), but equally it is not a means to avoid the filial duty of honoring one’s 
parents (Mark 7:10; 10:19). The household, therefore, is both subject to and yet 
the context for the claims of discipleship. Indeed, the missionary pattern of the 
disciples (and in Luke the Seventy) in using the household as a base (Matt. 10:11 
par.) would reinforce the household as a locus of evangelism (1 Cor. 7:12-16).

�In the domIn the domestic codeestic code in 1 Pet. in 1 Pet. 3:1-6 the 3:1-6 the proportio proportionate numbenate number of verser of verses devoted s devos devoted todevoted to advice fo advice for wives isr wives is expressiv expressive of the de of the delicate reelicate relationshiplationship in the pa in the patriarchal triarcpapatriarchapatriarchal structurl structure of the he of the household bousehold brought aborought about by the ut by the conversionconversion of the wi of the wife. The Tafewiwife. The wife. The Tables of Tables of Household Household Duty here Duty here and in Ephand in Eph. 5:21-6:9. 5:21-6:9; Col. 3:1; Col. 3:18-4:1 refl8-4:1 reflect the emecreflreflect threflect the emerginge emerging Christian Christian ethic wit ethic within the hohin the household. Tusehold. The frequenhe frequently occurrtly occurring phraseingoccurroccurring occurring phrase “inphrase “in the Lord” the Lord” continues continues to serve  to serve as a reminas a reminder of theder of the transcend transcendent claimsetranscendtranscendetranscendent claims nt claims of the gosof the gospel. The spel. The sequencing equencing of the paiof the pairs, e.g., rs, e.g., wives-husbwives-husbands, chilandswives-husbwives-husbwives-husbands, chilands, children-parendren-parents, slavests, slaves-masters, -masters, whereby thwhereby the inferiore inferior is mentio is mentioned first,nementiomentioned mentioned first, reffirst, reflects a dilects a distinctive stinctive valuing ofvaluing of the examp the example of servle of service, no doice, no doubt aided ubt aiubt aided by taided by the particuhe particular “egalilar “egalitarianism”tarianism” of the Lo of the Lord’s Prayerd’s Prayer (“Our Far (“Our Father”; cf.ther”; cf. Matt. 23: Mat Matt. 23:9Matt. 23:9-12). In s-12). In such ways auch ways as these ons these one may disce may discern the inern the influence whfluence which Christich Christian faith ianChristChristian Christian faith was faith was beginning beginning to exert uto exert upon familypon family life and  life and the househthe household.old.old.

In the domestic code in 1 Pet. 3:1-6 the proportionate number of verses 
devoted to advice for wives is expressive of the delicate relationship in the 
patriarchal structure of the household brought about by the conversion of the 
wife. The Tables of Household Duty here and in Eph. 5:21-6:9; Col. 3:18-4:1 
reflect the emerging Christian ethic within the household. The frequently 
occurring phrase “in the Lord” continues to serve as a reminder of the 
transcendent claims of the gospel. The sequencing of the pairs, e.g., 
wives-husbands, children-parents, slaves-masters, whereby the inferior is 
mentioned first, reflects a distinctive valuing of the example of service, no doubt 
aided by the particular “egalitarianism” of the Lord’s Prayer (“Our Father”; cf. 
Matt. 23:9-12). In such ways as these one may discern the influence which 
Christian faith was beginning to exert upon family life and the household.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. L. BalcD. L. Balch, h, Let Wives Let Wives Be SubmissBe Submissive: The Dive: The Domestic Coomestic Code in 1 Pede in 1 Pede in 1 Peter.Peter. SBLMS 26  SBLMS 26 (Chico, 19(Chico, 1981); J. F.81); J. F. Gardner a Gardner and T. Wiednd T. Wiedemann, edsemann, eds., ., The Roman The Roman HouseholdHHouseholdHousehold (London,  (London, 1991).1991).1991).

Bibliography. D. L. Balch, Let Wives Be Submissive: The Domestic Code in 1 
Peter. SBLMS 26 (Chico, 1981); J. F. Gardner and T. Wiedemann, eds., The Roman 
Household (London, 1991).
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HOZAIHOZAI (Heb.  (Heb. h�o®zaœyh�o®zaœy)))

HOZAI (Heb. h�o®zaœy )

The authorThe author of chroni of chronicles concecles concerning Kingrning King Manasseh  Manasseh of Judah, of Judah, a source ua source used by thesed by thesed by the authorthe author of 2 Chro of 2 Chronicles (2 nicles (2 Chr. 33:19Chr. 33:19 MT; NRSV  MT; NRSV “the seers“the seers,” followi,” following LXX (cfng LXX (cng LXX (cf. v. 18(cf. v. 18).).

The author of chronicles concerning King Manasseh of Judah, a source used by 
the author of 2 Chronicles (2 Chr. 33:19 MT; NRSV “the seers,” following LXX 
(cf. v. 18).

HUKKOKHUKKOK (Heb.  (Heb. h�u®qoœqh�u®qoœq)))

HUKKOK (Heb. h�u®qoœq )

A town in A town in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Naphta of Naphtali (Josh. li (Josh. 19:34), ge19:34), generally idnerally identified wentified with modernith moith modern modern Yaœqu®qYaœqu®q (195254), (195254), ca. 5 km. ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) W (3 mi.) W of Chinne of Chinnereth overlreth overlooking theooking the Sea of Ga thethe Sea ofthe Sea of Galilee n Galilee near Jebel ear Jebel Habaqbuq.Habaqbuq.

A town in the tribal territory of Naphtali (Josh. 19:34), generally identified with 
modern Yaœqu®q (195254), ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) W of Chinnereth overlooking 
the Sea of Galilee near Jebel Habaqbuq.

HUKOKHUKOK (Heb.  (Heb. h�u®qoœqh�u®qoœq)))

HUKOK (Heb. h�u®qoœq )

A city witA city within the trhin the tribal terriibal territory of Astory of Asher assignher assigned to the ed to the GershoniteGershonite Levites ( Levites (1 Chr. 6:71 Ch1 Chr. 6:75[Chr. 6:75[MT 60]). EMT 60]). Elsewhere ilsewhere it may be ct may be called Helkalled Helkath.ath.

A city within the tribal territory of Asher assigned to the Gershonite Levites (1 



Chr. 6:75[MT 60]). Elsewhere it may be called Helkath.

HULHUL (Heb.  (Heb. h�u®lh�u®l)))

HUL (Heb. h�u®l )

According According to the Tabto the Table of Natile of Nations, a sonons, a son of Aram a of Aram and grandsond grandson of Shem n of Shem (Gen. 10:2(Gen. 10:(Gen. 10:23; cf.10:23; cf. 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:17, son of17, son of Shem and  Shem and brother ofbrother of Aram). Th Aram). The territore territory inhabitey inhabited by his dd bd by his desby his descendants ccendants cannot be iannot be identified dentified with certawith certainty; sugginty; suggestions inestions include the clude the Arabian PeArabArabian PeArabian Peninsula, tninsula, the region he region of Lake Huof Lake Huleh, and tleh, and the Armeniahe Armenian border (n border (cf. Hulia,cf. Hulia, a site me a a site mena site mentioned in tioned in AssurnasirAssurnasirpal’s annapal’s annals).ls).

According to the Table of Nations, a son of Aram and grandson of Shem (Gen. 
10:23; cf. 1 Chr. 1:17, son of Shem and brother of Aram). The territory inhabited 
by his descendants cannot be identified with certainty; suggestions include the 
Arabian Peninsula, the region of Lake Huleh, and the Armenian border (cf. Hulia, 
a site mentioned in Assurnasirpal’s annals).

HULDAHHULDAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�ulda®h�ulda®)))

HULDAH (Heb. h�ulda® )

A propheteA prophetess from Joss from Josiah’s timsiah’s time who prede who predicted the icted the destructiodestruction of Jerusn of Jerusalem (2 Kgalem (2 Kgalem (2 Kgs. 22:14Kgs. 22:14-20 = 2 Ch-20 = 2 Chr. 34:22-2r. 34:22-28). She is8). She is identifie identified as the wd as the wife of Shaife of Shallum, the llum, the “keeper of“keep“keeper of“keeper of the wardr the wardrobe” (2 Kgobe” (2 Kgs. 22:14),s. 22:14), which may which may refer to  refer to either theeither the king’s wa king’s wardrobe or rdwawardrobe owardrobe or the prier the priest’s vestmst’s vestments.ents.ents.

A prophetess from Josiah’s time who predicted the destruction of Jerusalem (2 
Kgs. 22:14-20 = 2 Chr. 34:22-28). She is identified as the wife of Shallum, the 
“keeper of the wardrobe” (2 Kgs. 22:14), which may refer to either the king’s 
wardrobe or the priest’s vestments.

�When the lWhen the law book waaw book was found ins found in the templ the temple, Josiah e, Josiah sent Hilkisent Hilkiah the priah the priest and foest anest and four oand four others to Hthers to Huldah seekuldah seeking a proping a prophecy from hecy from the Lord. the Lord. She responShe responded in typded in typded in typical Detypical Deuteronomisuteronomistic style:tic style: a word of a word of judgment  judgment against Juagainst Judah and asdah and assurance thsurance that Josiah atththat Josiathat Josiah would beh would be buried in buried in peace, sp peace, spared seeinared seeing the cityg the city’s destruc’s destruction (2 Kgtion (2 Kgs. 22:15-2s. 22s. 22:15-20).22:15-20). Josiah di Josiah died in batted in battle at Megile at Megiddo in 609ddo in 609  B.C.E.B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 23:29-30), 3:29-30), but honorabut honobut honorably honorably before thebefore the city’s si city’s siege and thege and the people’se people’s exile. exile. exile.

When the law book was found in the temple, Josiah sent Hilkiah the priest 
and four others to Huldah seeking a prophecy from the Lord. She responded in 
typical Deuteronomistic style: a word of judgment against Judah and assurance 
that Josiah would be buried in peace, spared seeing the city’s destruction (2 Kgs. 
22:15-20). Josiah died in battle at Megiddo in 609 B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 23:29-30), but 
honorably before the city’s siege and the people’s exile.

�Scholars gScholars give variouive various reasons s reasons why Huldahwhy Huldah, and not , and not Jeremiah oJeremiah or Zephaniar Zephaniah, was conh, wah, was consulwas consulted. Some ted. Some speculate speculate the male pthe male prophets werophets were away. Rre away. Rabbinic coabbinic commentary, mmentacocommentarycommentary, however,, however, maintains maintains that Josi that Josiah thoughtah thought a woman w a woman would be moould be more compassre comre compassioncompassionate and moate and more likely re likely to interceto intercede with Gode with God on his bd on his behalf (ehalf (Meg.Meg. 14b). 14b). 14b).

Scholars give various reasons why Huldah, and not Jeremiah or Zephaniah, 
was consulted. Some speculate the male prophets were away. Rabbinic 
commentary, however, maintains that Josiah thought a woman would be more 
compassionate and more likely to intercede with God on his behalf (Meg. 14b).

�According According to Jewish to Jewish tradition,tradition, Huldah ha Huldah had an acaded an academy or schomy or schoolhouse inolhouse in Jerusalem Jeru Jerusalem.Jerusalem. She and J She and Jeremiah weeremiah were kinsfolre kinsfolk and divik and divided propheded prophetic functitic functions betweeons between them, Jenbetweebetween thbetween them, Jeremiem, Jeremiah preachiah preaching to the ng to the men and Humen and Huldah to thldah to the women. Te women. The rabbis he rabhe rabbis calrabbis call Shallum l Shallum a godly ana godly and compassid compassionate man,onate man, for which for which God rewar God rewarded him byded him bded him by lettingby letting his wife  his wife become a pbecome a prophetess.rophetess. The rabbi The rabbis, howevers, however, call Hul, call Huldah “arrogdah “arrogant” and tan“arrog“arrogant”“arrogant” and thus  and thus her name (her name (“weasel”) “weasel”) is descripis descriptive.tive.tive.

According to Jewish tradition, Huldah had an academy or schoolhouse in 
Jerusalem. She and Jeremiah were kinsfolk and divided prophetic functions 
between them, Jeremiah preaching to the men and Huldah to the women. The 
rabbis call Shallum a godly and compassionate man, for which God rewarded him 
by letting his wife become a prophetess. The rabbis, however, call Huldah 
“arrogant” and thus her name (“weasel”) is descriptive.

Robin GallRobin Gallaher Brancaher Branchh

Robin Gallaher Branch

HULEH, LAKHULEH, LAKEEE

HULEH, LAKE

The northeThe northernmost andrnmost and smallest  smallest of the throf the three lakes aee lakes along the clong the course of tourse of the Jordan he Jordan River. It RRiver. It River. It is not menis not mentioned in tioned in the Bible.the Bible. In Arabic In Arabic it is cal it is called Baheirled Baheiret el-Huleet el-Huleh; Josephuh; Joseph; Josephus cJosephus calls it Laalls it Lake Semechoke Semechonitis (nitis (SemechonitSemechonitidos limnaidos limnas; Ant.s; Ant. 5.5.1;  5.5.1; BJBJ 3.10.7; 4 3.10.7; 4.1.1). Hul.1.144.1.1). Hu4.1.1). Huleh was a leh was a body of frbody of fresh water,esh water, the basin the basin of which  of which was formedwas formed by the ge by the geological fogegeologicalgeological fault sys fault system which tem which extended nextended north throuorth through Syria igh Syria into Turkeynto Turkey and south and south through t southsouth throsouth through the Jough the Jordan Riverrdan River Valley, t Valley, the Red Seahe Red Sea, and to A, and to Africa. Thefrica. The natural d natural dam which famddam which dam which formed theformed the lake was  lake was made of lamade of lava which iva which issued fromssued from fissions  fissions in the rocin the rock. The lakkrocrock. The rock. The lake was 1lake was 11 km. (7 m1 km. (7 mi.) long ai.) long and 4.8 (3 nd 4.8 (3 mi.) wide,mi.) wide, with a la with a large papyrurge papyrus swamp ins sws swamp in tswamp in the north. he north. Its surfacIts surface was 70 me was 70 m. (230 ft.. (230 ft.) above se) above sea level. Sa level. Since the fince the founding ofoundffounding ofounding of the modef the modern state orn state of Israel tf Israel the lake hahe lake has been dras been drained and tined and the bottom he bottom used for ausused for aused for agriculturagricultural purposesl purposes...

The northernmost and smallest of the three lakes along the course of the Jordan 
River. It is not mentioned in the Bible. In Arabic it is called Baheiret el-Huleh; 
Josephus calls it Lake Semechonitis (Semechonitidos limnas; Ant. 5.5.1; BJ 3.10.7; 
4.1.1). Huleh was a body of fresh water, the basin of which was formed by the 
geological fault system which extended north through Syria into Turkey and 
south through the Jordan River Valley, the Red Sea, and to Africa. The natural 
dam which formed the lake was made of lava which issued from fissions in the 



rock. The lake was 11 km. (7 mi.) long and 4.8 (3 mi.) wide, with a large papyrus 
swamp in the north. Its surface was 70 m. (230 ft.) above sea level. Since the 
founding of the modern state of Israel the lake has been drained and the bottom 
used for agricultural purposes.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. Baly, D. Baly, The GeograThe Geography of thephy of the Bible, Bible, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New York, 1974); E. 1974) 1974); E. 1974); E. Robinson, Robinson, Biblical RBiblical Researches esearches in Palestiin Palestinene (1856, re (1856, repr. Jerusapr. Jerusalem, 1970)lem, 1970)...

Bibliography. D. Baly, The Geography of the Bible, rev. ed. (New York, 
1974); E. Robinson, Biblical Researches in Palestine (1856, repr. Jerusalem, 1970).
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HUMANITYHUMANITYHUMANITY

HUMANITY

The study The study of humanitof humanity or of huy or of human beingsman beings in the Bi in the Bible has trble has traditionalladitionally been suby been subsumed undesusubsubsumed usubsumed under such nder such theologicatheological subjectsl subjects as sin/gr as sin/grace, fall/ace, fall/redemptionredemption, creation, creation/endtime, /encreationcreation/ecreation/endtime, sendtime, sexuality, exuality, ecology, sucology, suffering, affering, and evil. Wnd evil. With the reith the recent emergcent emergence of thenceemergemergence emergence of theologof theological anthrical anthropology asopology as a distinc a distinct topic, ht topic, humanity haumanity has become as become a focus for f focus for focus for discussiondiscussion in its ow in its own right asn right as a study o a study of the origf the origin, naturein, nature, and dest, and destiny of huminy of iny of human bof human beings in reings in relation toelation to God. Theo God. Theological anlogical anthropologythropology, however,, however, is prone  is prone to the samtto the samto the same methodole methodological proogical problems as wblems as were classiere classical descrical descriptions of ptions of biblical hbiblical humanity, numhhumanity, humanity, namely, unnamely, unacknowledgacknowledged social ed social locations locations and apologand apologetic or doetic or dogmatic congmatic congmatic concerns wconcerns which selechich selectively shatively shape the outpe the outcome of thcome of the search fe search for the humor the human. The Bian. The Bian. The Bible resiBible resists any systs any systematic ostematic or developmr developmental pictental picture of humure of human beings an beings and opposeand opposes the imposopposeopposes thopposes the impositie imposition of overon of overarching asarching assumptions sumptions about humaabout human beings on beings on texts, wn texts, wn texts, whether thwhether these assumpese assumptions are tions are rooted in rooted in psychologypsychology, anthropo, anthropology, phillogy, philosophy, meosophy, mosophy, metaphysicmetaphysics, theologs, theology, Christoy, Christology, or tlogy, or the historihe historical-criticcal-critical method.al method. Contempor Contemporary feminiarContemporContemporaContemporary feminisry feminists, womanits, womanists, and lsts, and liberationiiberationists challests challenge the range the racism and scism and sexism of cexssexism of sexism of current ancurrent and classicad classical anthropol anthropologies; thlogies; they emphasiey emphasize the necze the necessity of essity of understandundunderstandunderstanding the toing the totality of tality of the human the human being out being out of lived eof lived experience xperience and awarenand awareness of difeawarenawareness awareness of differeof different social nt social locations locations and contexand contexts as shapts as shapers of thaers of that experient experience. Both tce. experienexperienceexperience. Both the. Both the lingering lingering Enlighten Enlightenment underment understanding ostanding of the autof the autonomy of thnomy of the human beeththe human the human being and being and today’s prtoday’s privatized sivatized spiritualitpirituality, with ity, with its psycholos psychological stregical stress on selfss on ss on selfishon selfishness, selfness, self-protectio-protection, and seln, and self-care, fof-care, form the larrm the larger Westerger Western contempon contemporary culturacontempocontemporacontemporary culturary cultural context l context within whiwithin which humanitch humanity in the By in the Bible is inible is investigatedvestigated today and to today and today and of which bof which biblical aniblical anthropologythropology can offer can offer a critiqu a critique.e.e.

The study of humanity or of human beings in the Bible has traditionally been 
subsumed under such theological subjects as sin/grace, fall/redemption, 
creation/endtime, sexuality, ecology, suffering, and evil. With the recent 
emergence of theological anthropology as a distinct topic, humanity has become a 
focus for discussion in its own right as a study of the origin, nature, and destiny 
of human beings in relation to God. Theological anthropology, however, is prone 
to the same methodological problems as were classical descriptions of biblical 
humanity, namely, unacknowledged social locations and apologetic or dogmatic 
concerns which selectively shape the outcome of the search for the human. The 
Bible resists any systematic or developmental picture of human beings and 
opposes the imposition of overarching assumptions about human beings on texts, 
whether these assumptions are rooted in psychology, anthropology, philosophy, 
metaphysics, theology, Christology, or the historical-critical method. 
Contemporary feminists, womanists, and liberationists challenge the racism and 
sexism of current and classical anthropologies; they emphasize the necessity of 
understanding the totality of the human being out of lived experience and 
awareness of different social locations and contexts as shapers of that 
experience. Both the lingering Enlightenment understanding of the autonomy of 
the human being and today’s privatized spirituality, with its psychological stress 
on selfishness, self-protection, and self-care, form the larger Western 
contemporary cultural context within which humanity in the Bible is investigated 
today and of which biblical anthropology can offer a critique.

�TraditionaTraditional OT anthrl OT anthropologies opologies have focushave focused upon thed upon the various e various Hebrew terHebrew terms for humms terterms for terms for human beinhuman beings and thegs and their parts sir parts such as uch as nep�esûnep�esû (“soul/pe (“soul/person”), rson”), baœsíaœrbaœsíbaœsíaœrbaœsíaœr (“flesh/b (“flesh/body”), ody”), ru®ah�ru®ah� (“spirit/ (“spirit/breath”), breath”), leîb�leîb� (“heart/f (“heart/feelings”),eelings”), and and andand keïlaœyo® keïlaœyo®t�t� (“kidneys (“kidneys/emotions”/emotions”). Of all ). Of all these termthese terms, only s, only nep�esû,nep�esû, which occ whi which occuwhich occurs 755 timrs 755 times, is so es, is so distinct tdistinct that it is hat it is addressabladdressable in the ve in the vocative seocative sense as thense as nse as the totas the totality of tality of the person he person — “my — “my nep�esûnep�esû” as in Ps” as in Ps. 42:5, 11. 42:5, 11[MT 6, 12][MT 6, 12]; 43:5; 10; 43:5; ; 43:5; 103:43:5; 103:1, 2, 22; 1, 2, 22; 104:1, 35.104:1, 35. The Engli The English translash translation “soultion “soul” invites ” invites the body/sthe body/soul dualisoul duoul dualism ofdualism of Greek tho Greek thought, but ught, but human beinhuman beings in the gs in the OT do not OT do not have a “sohave a “soul”; they ul”; they ul”; they are athey are a “living s “living soul/oul/nep�esûnep�esû” (Gen. 2:” (Gen. 2:7). NT ant7). NT anthropologiehropologies have focs have focused upon used upoused upon the vupon the various Grearious Greek terms dek terms dealing witealing with the makeh the makeup of the up of the human beinhuman being, namely g, namelyg, namely namely soœémasoœéma (“body/pe (“body/person”), rson”), saérxsaérx (“flesh”) (“flesh”), , pneuímapneuíma (“spirit/ (“spirit/mind”), mind”), psycheäípsypsycheäípsycheäí (“soul/li (“soul/life”). Of tfe”). Of these termshese terms, , soœémasoœéma has drawn has drawn the most  the most attention,attention, especiall e especiallyespecially in Paulin in Pauline anthropoe anthropology. It ilogy. It is interpres interpreted as eitted as either a termher a term for the w for the whole persohole phole person (akperson (akin to in to nep�esû,nep�esû, though it though it is  is psycheäípsycheäí by which  by which the LXX mothe LXX most often tst often translates rttranslatestranslates  nep�esûnep�esû), or as t), or as the evil phhe evil physical bodysical body in a body in a body/soul duay/soul dualism. Bothlism. Both OT and NT OT OT and NT OT and NT terms haveterms have been forc been forced into syed into systematic pstematic pictures ofictures of the human the human being bas being b being based on nbased on now outmodeow outmoded anthropod anthropological, dlogical, developmentevelopmental, and psal, and psychologicaychological assumptil assumpl assumptionassumptions. Such ass. Such assumptions sumptions have been have been challengedchallenged in the OT in the OT, but NT a, but NT anthropolognthropolaanthropoloanthropologies have gies have resisted sresisted such critiquch critique becauseue because they have they have been too  been too deeply embdeeply embdeeply embedded iembedded in various n various systematicsystematic theologie theologies. This has. This has resulteds resulted in a crit in a critical examiical examination of natiexamiexaminatioexamination of theoln of theology or occogy or occasionally asionally of Christoof Christology rathelogy rather than of r than of anthropoloanthropology or, at gyanthropoloanthropoloanthropology or, at gy or, at the most, the most, of Christiof Christian rather an rather than NT unthan NT understandinderstandings of the gs of the human beinhhuman beinhuman being.g.g.

Traditional OT anthropologies have focused upon the various Hebrew 
terms for human beings and their parts such as nep�esû  (“soul/person”), 
baœsíaœr (“flesh/body”), ru®ah�  (“spirit/breath”), leîb�  (“heart/feelings”), 
and keïlaœyo®t�  (“kidneys/emotions”). Of all these terms, only nep�esû,  
which occurs 755 times, is so distinct that it is addressable in the vocative sense 
as the totality of the person — “my nep�esû ” as in Ps. 42:5, 11[MT 6, 12]; 
43:5; 103:1, 2, 22; 104:1, 35. The English translation “soul” invites the body/soul 
dualism of Greek thought, but human beings in the OT do not have a “soul”; 
they are a “living soul/nep�esû ” (Gen. 2:7). NT anthropologies have focused 



upon the various Greek terms dealing with the makeup of the human being, 
namely soœéma (“body/person”), saérx (“flesh”), pneuíma (“spirit/mind”), 
psycheäí (“soul/life”). Of these terms, soœéma has drawn the most attention, 
especially in Pauline anthropology. It is interpreted as either a term for the whole 
person (akin to nep�esû,  though it is psycheäí by which the LXX most often 
translates nep�esû ), or as the evil physical body in a body/soul dualism. Both 
OT and NT terms have been forced into systematic pictures of the human being 
based on now outmoded anthropological, developmental, and psychological 
assumptions. Such assumptions have been challenged in the OT, but NT 
anthropologies have resisted such critique because they have been too deeply 
embedded in various systematic theologies. This has resulted in a critical 
examination of theology or occasionally of Christology rather than of 
anthropology or, at the most, of Christian rather than NT understandings of the 
human being.

�Many tradiMany traditional anttional anthropologiehropologies focus ons focus on what Henr what Henry Wheeler y Wheeler Robinson dRobinson described aescddescribed described as “corporas “corporate personate personality” in ality” in Israel, i.Israel, i.e., the fle., the fluidity betuidity between the iween the individual ndividuiindividualindividual and the g and the group. Accoroup. According to Rrding to Robinson, iobinson, individual ndividual consciousnconsciousness and moess and morality emermomorality emorality emerged latmerged later in Israer in Israel with thel with the classicae classical prophetsl prophets, such as , such as Jeremiah aJeremiah and Ezekielnd End Ezekiel. TEzekiel. The prophethe prophets were pios were pioneering exneering exceptions; ceptions; only with only with Jesus was Jesus was a direct ia direct individual ndiindividualindividual relations relationship with Ghip with God achieveod achieved. Robinsod. Robinson’s develon’s developmentalismpmentalism was under was under was undergirdeundergirded by now od by now outmoded miutmoded mid-19th to d-19th to early 20thearly 20th-century a-century anthropolognthropological theorical theical theory whitheory which positedch posited individua individualism as thlism as the transitie transition marker on marker from primifrom primitive (groutive (group) to modep)(grou(group) to(group) to modern (i modern (individualindividualistic) thinstic) thinking. It wking. It was also reas also reinforced binforced by the histy the historical-crioricalhisthistoricalhistorical-critical -critical method as method as formulatedformulated by Julius by Julius Wellhause Wellhausen. Wellhaun. Wellhausen declarsen declared that theddeclardeclared tdeclared that the prhat the prophets werophets were the “reae the “real climax” l climax” of Israeliof Israelite religiote religion; postexin; postexilic Judaislic Julic Judaism waJudaism was “a dead s “a dead work.” Thiwork.” This thinkings thinking reinforce reinforced anti-Judd anti-Judaic tendenaic tendencies in Chcies in Christian thriChChristian Christian theology wtheology which are shich are still visibtill visible today. le today. Romantic sRomantic stereotypestereotypes of early  of early Israelite IsraeIsraelite Israelite nomads as nomads as brave indibrave individualistsvidualists tamed by  tamed by collectivicollectivity, agricuty, agriculture, andlture, and cities, s cities, cities, stcities, stereotypes ereotypes which havewhich have been reje been rejected by cocted by contemporaryntemporary anthropol anthropology, also ogy, also helped shahhelped shahelped shape Robinsope Robinson’s evolutn’s evolutionary vieionary view. Unfortuw. Unfortunately, manately, many of thesny of these traditioe traditional anthrontraditiotraditionatraditional anthropol anthropological arlogical arguments coguments continue to ntinue to be used unbe used uncriticallycritically today. Wo today. Wolfhart PanlfhWoWolfhart PWolfhart Pannenberg,annenberg, e.g., arg e.g., argues that tues that the individhe individual develoual developed duringped during the Exile the Exile, when act, wh, when act/cwhen act/consequenceonsequence was expec was expected to shoted to show itself iw itself in the lifen the life of each p of each person; he erson; he ignores thigignores thignores the much olde much older wisdom er wisdom tradition tradition which espowhich espouses this uses this view.view.view.

Many traditional anthropologies focus on what Henry Wheeler Robinson 
described as “corporate personality” in Israel, i.e., the fluidity between the 
individual and the group. According to Robinson, individual consciousness and 
morality emerged later in Israel with the classical prophets, such as Jeremiah and 
Ezekiel. The prophets were pioneering exceptions; only with Jesus was a direct 
individual relationship with God achieved. Robinson’s developmentalism was 
undergirded by now outmoded mid-19th to early 20th-century anthropological 
theory which posited individualism as the transition marker from primitive 
(group) to modern (individualistic) thinking. It was also reinforced by the 
historical-critical method as formulated by Julius Wellhausen. Wellhausen 
declared that the prophets were the “real climax” of Israelite religion; postexilic 
Judaism was “a dead work.” This thinking reinforced anti-Judaic tendencies in 
Christian theology which are still visible today. Romantic stereotypes of early 
Israelite nomads as brave individualists tamed by collectivity, agriculture, and 
cities, stereotypes which have been rejected by contemporary anthropology, also 
helped shape Robinson’s evolutionary view. Unfortunately, many of these 
traditional anthropological arguments continue to be used uncritically today. 
Wolfhart Pannenberg, e.g., argues that the individual developed during the Exile, 
when act/consequence was expected to show itself in the life of each person; he 
ignores the much older wisdom tradition which espouses this view.

�Gen. 1-3 sGen. 1-3 stands at ttands at the center he center of classicof classical discussal discussions of huions of humanity in manity in the Bible.the Bible. The NT pr Bible.Bible. TheBible. The NT presum NT presumes the crees the creation faitation faith of the Oh of the OT. Most scT. Most scholars agrholars agree that thee that these creatieththese creathese creation textstion texts proclaim  proclaim that humanthat humans are creas are creatures of Gtures of God dependeod dependent upon thnt upon tnt upon their Creatheir Creator for litor for life (as Pssfe (as Pss. 104, 147. 104, 147, 148 also, 148 also attest),  attest), and that Gand that God createdod created human bei hum human beinhuman beings as partgs as part of the na of the natural worltural world but withd but with a special a special relations relationship to thahip to that world, tt wot world, to world, to each othereach other, and to G, and to God, the Onod, the One who givee who gives human lis human life meaningfe meaning. The natu. The nat. The nature of nature of those relathose relationships tionships has been dhas been debated, wiebated, with much ofth much of the discu the discussion focussion focusing on thsifocufocusing ofocusing on the Hebrn the Hebrew ew }aœd�aœm,}aœd�aœm, which can which can mean the  mean the proper namproper name Adam, mae Adam, me Adam, male-specimale-specific “man,”fic “man,” or generi or generic “humanitc “humanity.” The woy.” The wordplay betrdplay between ween }aœd�aœm}aœd�aœm and  a and and }a�d�aœma®}a�d�aœma® (“ground, (“ground, soil”) in soil”) in Gen. 2:7  Gen. 2:7 suggests tsuggests the relatedhe relatedness betweness between humanitenbetwebetween hubetween humanity andmanity and the creat the created world; ed world; indeed, huindeed, human sin haman sin has conseques consequences for tnces fornces for the enfor the entire creattire created order (ed order (e.g., Gen.e.g., Gen. 6:11; 7:1 6:11; 7:11; Isa. 241; Isa. 24:5-6; Jer.:5-6; Jer. 4; Mark 1 4; Mark 13 par.). Y3 par.)3 par.). Yetpar.). Yet while fem while feminists teninists tend to see td to see the harmonihe harmonious interrous interrelatednesselatedness of humans of humans and natur a and natureand nature, womanist, womanists recognizs recognize a more ce a more conflicted onflicted relationshrelationship out of ip out of which bothwhich both chaos and bothboth chaosboth chaos and creat and creativity can ivity can emerge. Clemerge. Classical coassical conceptions nceptions of humanitof humanity understoy understood Adam asounderstounderstoodunderstood Adam as h Adam as historicallistorically the firsy the first human bet human being as weling as well as the tl as the type or parype or paradigm of hadiparparadigm oparadigm of human naf human nature, i.e.ture, i.e., normativ, normative for humae for humankind. Adankind. Adam as type m as type is sinner;is sinner; Jesus is  J Jesus is tJesus is the new Adahe new Adam who redem who redeems corrupems corrupted humanited humanity from thty from the consequee consequences of thnces onces of the “faof the “fall”; Jesusll”; Jesus is the si is the sinless antinless anti-type of A-type of Adam, in whdam, in whom sin oriom sin originated (Rginated (Rom. 5:12).om. 5:om. 5:12). Tho5:12). Though Adam augh Adam as first mas first man in histon in history is not ry is not found anywfound anywhere in thhere in the OT but oe OT but only in latnoonly in laonly in late Jewish te Jewish tradition tradition of the 2ndof the 2nd century  century C.E.C.E. (2 Esdr.  (2 Esdr. 7), this p7), this patristic vatristic view of disiew oiew of disobedof disobedience in tience in the garden he garden and the coand the consequent dnsequent divine puniivine punishments foshments for a “faller a “fallen” humanitn”“falle“fallen” h“fallen” humanity peumanity persists todrsists today. Claus ay. Claus WestermannWestermann challenge challenges the ideas the idea of an “or of an “original staig“or“original “original state” of state” of innocence;innocence; the tight the tightly connectly connected events ed events in the garin the garden are meden are meant to be antmemeant to bmeant to be a primeve a primeval happenial happening. Phylling. Phyllis Trible as Trible argues in hrgues in her rhetorier rhetorical-criticcal-critical study tal stual study thatstudy that the divin the divine speechese speeches in Gen. 3 in Gen. 3 are descr are descriptions ofiptions of the conse the consequences ofquences of disobedie d disobediendisobedience rather ce rather than prescthan prescriptions friptions for punishmor punishment and beent and behavior.havior.havior.

Gen. 1-3 stands at the center of classical discussions of humanity in the 
Bible. The NT presumes the creation faith of the OT. Most scholars agree that 
these creation texts proclaim that humans are creatures of God dependent upon 
their Creator for life (as Pss. 104, 147, 148 also attest), and that God created 
human beings as part of the natural world but with a special relationship to that 
world, to each other, and to God, the One who gives human life meaning. The 



nature of those relationships has been debated, with much of the discussion 
focusing on the Hebrew }aœd�aœm,  which can mean the proper name Adam, 
male-specific “man,” or generic “humanity.” The wordplay between }aœd�aœm  
and }a�d�aœma®  (“ground, soil”) in Gen. 2:7 suggests the relatedness 
between humanity and the created world; indeed, human sin has consequences 
for the entire created order (e.g., Gen. 6:11; 7:11; Isa. 24:5-6; Jer. 4; Mark 13 
par.). Yet while feminists tend to see the harmonious interrelatedness of humans 
and nature, womanists recognize a more conflicted relationship out of which 
both chaos and creativity can emerge. Classical conceptions of humanity 
understood Adam as historically the first human being as well as the type or 
paradigm of human nature, i.e., normative for humankind. Adam as type is sinner; 
Jesus is the new Adam who redeems corrupted humanity from the consequences 
of the “fall”; Jesus is the sinless anti-type of Adam, in whom sin originated (Rom. 
5:12). Though Adam as first man in history is not found anywhere in the OT but 
only in late Jewish tradition of the 2nd century C.E. (2 Esdr. 7), this patristic view 
of disobedience in the garden and the consequent divine punishments for a 
“fallen” humanity persists today. Claus Westermann challenges the idea of an 
“original state” of innocence; the tightly connected events in the garden are 
meant to be a primeval happening. Phyllis Trible argues in her rhetorical-critical 
study that the divine speeches in Gen. 3 are descriptions of the consequences of 
disobedience rather than prescriptions for punishment and behavior.

�Eve has trEve has traditionalladitionally been undy been understood aserstood as temptress temptress, the “dev, the “devil’s gatewil’s gateway” (Tertuay” (Teray” (Tertullia(Tertullian). Feminin). Feminists argue sts argue that womenthat women are trapp are trapped by the ed by the unrealistiunrealistic expectatc expectations creationexpectatexpectatioexpectations createdns created, on the o, on the one hand, bne hand, by the ideny the identificationtification of woman  of woman with Eve, with Eve, self-asserseself-asserself-assertion, sexution, sexuality, andality, and sin (1 Ti sin (1 Tim. 2:9-14)m. 2:9-14) and, on t and, on the other hhe other hand, by heand, by her identifir idenr identificaidentification with tion with an idealizan idealized, obedieed, obedient, sexlesnt, sexless, and sins, and sinless Mary.less Mary. Both mode Both models legitimls legls legitimatelegitimate the subju the subjugation of gation of women in pwomen in patriarchalatriarchal structure structures. Womaniss. Womanists challents challenge the usegechallenchallenge challenge the use ofthe use of Christian Christian servant l servant language toanguage to describe  describe humanity, humanity, noting thanoting that, for Afrt, ft, for Africafor African-Americann-American women, se women, servanthood rvanthood has been uhas been unrecognizenrecognized, dehumand, dehumanizing servizing sizing servitude.servitude. Sin for t Sin for them is nothem is not pride or  pride or self-asserself-assertion, but tion, but rather toorather too much humi much humility and slity humihumility ahumility and self-hand self-hatred. Withtred. With the empha the emphasis upon tsis upon the maleneshe maleness of Jesuss of Jesus, and the , and the confusion coconfusion confusion of biologyof biology with soci with socially constally constructed genructed gender roles,der roles, femalenes femaleness in many s in many anthropoloananthropoloanthropologies is segies is seen as a deen as a deviant way viant way of being hof being human and muman and maleness asaleness as normative normative, thus leg,normativenormative,normative, thus legi thus legitimating stimating social and ocial and ecclesiastecclesiastical definical definitions of itions of women’s plwomen’s place. Conteace. Cace. ContemporaContemporary theologry theological anthrical anthropologies opologies debate whedebate whether and hther and how gender ow gender is relatedis relatis related torelated to humanness humanness and how w and how women can iomen can image Chrismage Christ. Some cot. Some contemporaryntemporary arguments argu arguments arguments for Jesus’for Jesus’ egalitari egalitarian approacan approach to womenh to women contribut contribute to an ane to an anti-Jewish ti-Jewish dichotomy didichotomy dichotomy between thbetween the testamene testaments.ts.ts.

Eve has traditionally been understood as temptress, the “devil’s gateway” 
(Tertullian). Feminists argue that women are trapped by the unrealistic 
expectations created, on the one hand, by the identification of woman with Eve, 
self-assertion, sexuality, and sin (1 Tim. 2:9-14) and, on the other hand, by her 
identification with an idealized, obedient, sexless, and sinless Mary. Both models 
legitimate the subjugation of women in patriarchal structures. Womanists 
challenge the use of Christian servant language to describe humanity, noting that, 
for African-American women, servanthood has been unrecognized, dehumanizing 
servitude. Sin for them is not pride or self-assertion, but rather too much 
humility and self-hatred. With the emphasis upon the maleness of Jesus, and the 
confusion of biology with socially constructed gender roles, femaleness in many 
anthropologies is seen as a deviant way of being human and maleness as 
normative, thus legitimating social and ecclesiastical definitions of women’s place. 
Contemporary theological anthropologies debate whether and how gender is 
related to humanness and how women can image Christ. Some contemporary 
arguments for Jesus’ egalitarian approach to women contribute to an anti-Jewish 
dichotomy between the testaments.

�Classical Classical anthropoloanthropologies have gies have asserted tasserted the centralhe centrality of theity of the divine im divine image in humage in huage in humanity, humanity, imago Dei,imago Dei, although  although “image of “image of God” is reGod” is referred to ferred to only infreonly infrequently inquently in both the  bo both the Oboth the OT (e.g., GT (e.g., Gen. 1:26; en. 1:26; 9:6; note:9:6; note: 1:26; 5:1 1:26; 5:1 refer to  refer to the “likenthe “likeness” of Goess” of God) and thed) and) and the NTand the NT (e.g., 1  (e.g., 1 Cor. 11:7;Cor. 11:7; Jas. 3:9) Jas. 3:9); Christ b; Christ becomes theecomes the embodimen embodiment of the dt of the divine imagivddivine imadivine image in 2 Coge in 2 Cor. 4:4; Phr. 4:4; Phil. 2:6; Cil. 2:6; Col. 1:15. ol. 1:15. In what waIn what way humanityy humanity bears the bears the divine im divin divine imadivine image and whege and whether or nother or not male andt male and female sh female share equallare equally in the iy in the image of Gomage of Gomage of God have bGod have been the ceeen the center of conter of controversy ntroversy for centurfor centuries. Conteies. Contemporary scmporary scholars argholars arholars argue thatargue that exercisin exercising dominiong dominion over crea over creation imagetion images God, sins God, since in the ce in the ancient Neancient Near East kiaNeNear East Near East kings rulekings ruled as the rd as the representatepresentatives of thives of the gods. The gods. They also reey also reject any dject any dualistic nualiddualistic dualistic notion of notion of image refeimage referring to orring to only part only part of the humaf the human being, sn being, such as theuch as the reason or rea reason or reason or will, rathwill, rather than toer than to the whole the whole person. T person. This countehis counters Christirs Christian Platonian Platonism (AmbrossmPlatoniPlatonism Platonism (Ambrose, (Ambrose, Gregory ofGregory of Nyssa), w Nyssa), which consihich considered the dered the imago Deiimago Dei to be “mi to be “m to be “mind” or “mind” or the “ratiothe “rational facultnal faculties of theies of the soul,” an soul,” and the humad the human capacityn capacity for knowl for knowledge of Goedgknowlknowledge knowledge of God oveof God over and agair and against the asnst the ascetics (Pecetics (Pelagius), wlagius), who believeho believed that thed that the divine im d divine imadivine image was autge was autonomous seonomous self-determilf-determination roonation rooted in theted in the capacity  capacity to choose to chooseto choose betchoose between good ween good and evil aand evil and earn rend earn rewards. In wards. In his 5th cehis 5th century contntury controversy wiroversy wroversy with the Pwith the Pelagians, elagians, Augustine Augustine fused Platfused Platonic and aonic and ascetic trascetic traditions, pditions, positing a ositing a controverscontrocontroverscontroversial distinial distinction betwction between natureeen nature and grace and grace. The natu. The natural desireral desire for God i for God is lost becs ls lost becaulost because of the se of the “fall” of “fall” of Adam; thisAdam; this desire is desire is a gift of a gift of Christ’s  Christ’s spirit, nospirit, not an inalit an inalienable endeinaliinalienablinalienable endowmene endowment from thet from the Creator.  Creator. Humans sufHumans suffer from hfer from hereditary ereditary moral disemoral dimoral disease (odisease (original siriginal sin) and legn) and legal liabilial liability (death)ty (death), from whi, from which only Goch only God’s grace d’s grace (for some)(for so(for some) can some) can save the ssave the sinner. Furinner. Further, the ther, the human beinhuman being is compog is composed of twosed of two distinct  distinct elements, eelements, elements, soul and bsoul and body. The rody. The rational soational soul is incoul is incorporeal anrporeal and thus shad thus shares in theres in the image of  ima image of Gimage of God. Sex isod. Sex is tied excl tied exclusively tousively to the mater the material corporial corporeality of eality of the human the human body. The bodbody. The body. The sexual bodsexual body is eithey is either r virvir (man) or  (man) or feminafemina (woman).  (woman). Woman is tWoman is the image ohe image he image of Gimage of God in her od in her rational srational soul but nooul but not in her t in her femina;femina; man is Go man is God’s image d’s image in both acin bothin both accorboth according to Auding to Augustine’s gustine’s interpretainterpretation of 1 tion of 1 Cor. 11:7.Cor. 11:7. The infer The inferiority of iority of woman’s womwoman’s woman’s feminafemina blocks th blocks the superiore superiority of theity of the rational  rational soul.soul.soul.

Classical anthropologies have asserted the centrality of the divine image in 
humanity, imago Dei, although “image of God” is referred to only infrequently in 



both the OT (e.g., Gen. 1:26; 9:6; note: 1:26; 5:1 refer to the “likeness” of God) 
and the NT (e.g., 1 Cor. 11:7; Jas. 3:9); Christ becomes the embodiment of the 
divine image in 2 Cor. 4:4; Phil. 2:6; Col. 1:15. In what way humanity bears the 
divine image and whether or not male and female share equally in the image of 
God have been the center of controversy for centuries. Contemporary scholars 
argue that exercising dominion over creation images God, since in the ancient 
Near East kings ruled as the representatives of the gods. They also reject any 
dualistic notion of image referring to only part of the human being, such as the 
reason or will, rather than to the whole person. This counters Christian 
Platonism (Ambrose, Gregory of Nyssa), which considered the imago Dei to be 
“mind” or the “rational faculties of the soul,” and the human capacity for 
knowledge of God over and against the ascetics (Pelagius), who believed that the 
divine image was autonomous self-determination rooted in the capacity to 
choose between good and evil and earn rewards. In his 5th century controversy 
with the Pelagians, Augustine fused Platonic and ascetic traditions, positing a 
controversial distinction between nature and grace. The natural desire for God is 
lost because of the “fall” of Adam; this desire is a gift of Christ’s spirit, not an 
inalienable endowment from the Creator. Humans suffer from hereditary moral 
disease (original sin) and legal liability (death), from which only God’s grace (for 
some) can save the sinner. Further, the human being is composed of two distinct 
elements, soul and body. The rational soul is incorporeal and thus shares in the 
image of God. Sex is tied exclusively to the material corporeality of the human 
body. The sexual body is either vir (man) or femina (woman). Woman is the 
image of God in her rational soul but not in her femina; man is God’s image in 
both according to Augustine’s interpretation of 1 Cor. 11:7. The inferiority of 
woman’s femina blocks the superiority of the rational soul.

�Elaine PagElaine Pagels arguesels argues that with that with Augustine Augustine the messa the message of humage of human freedom n freedom in Gen. 1-in Gein Gen. 1-3 bGen. 1-3 became one ecame one of human bof human bondage; thondage; the fall vale fall validated secidated secular powerular power and churc and chur and church autchurch authority as hority as essential essential for human for human salvation salvation as the Chuas the Church was march was making the tking the transition rattransitiontransition from sect from sect to offici to official religioal religion of the Rn of the Roman Empiroman Empire. Augustie. Augustine’s viewsne’s views were tran wer were transwere transmitted in mitted in modified fmodified form by Thoorm by Thomas Aquinamas Aquinas in the Ms in the Middle Agesiddle Ages, John Cal, John Ca, John Calvin andCalvin and the Refor the Reformers, and mers, and contemporacontemporary theologry theologians like ians like Karl BarthKarl Barth. Barth’s . Barth’s God-creatuGGod-creatuGod-creature hierarcre hierarchy, e.g., hy, e.g., analogouslanalogously shapes my shapes male/femaleale/female relations relationships; humahips; humanity in itnihumahumanity ihumanity in its falln its fallenness canenness cannot responnot respond to God ed to God except in Cxcept in Christ who hrist who responds fresponds for us. Theoffor us. Thfor us. The legacy oe legacy of Augustinf Augustine is a mine is a mind/body, spd/body, spirit/fleshirit/flesh, man/woma, man/woman hierarchn hierarchic dualismic dic dualism dadualism damaging to maging to women. Conwomen. Contemporary temporary discussiondiscussions of the s of the imago Deiimago Dei tend to c tend to c tend to center on center on “God-liken“God-likeness” in teess” in terms of humrms of human genderean genderedness. Phydness. Phyllis Bird llis Bird argues thaargues that gender rtthathat gendethat gender relationr relations are not s are not addressed addressed in connectin connection with tion with the image ohe image of God in Gf God in Gen. 1:26-2eGGen. 1:26-Gen. 1:26-28; “male 28; “male and femaleand female [he] crea [he] created them” ted them” in v. 27b in v. 27b is linked is linked to the ferto the fertility bletilitferfertility fertility blessing tblessing that followhat follows in v. 28s in v. 28, a blessi, a blessing which hng which humans sharumans share with thee with the animals,  anima animals, ranimals, rather thanather than to the pr to the preceding imeceding image of Godage of God in vv. 26 in vv. 26–27a.–27a.–27a.

Elaine Pagels argues that with Augustine the message of human freedom in 
Gen. 1-3 became one of human bondage; the fall validated secular power and 
church authority as essential for human salvation as the Church was making the 
transition from sect to official religion of the Roman Empire. Augustine’s views 
were transmitted in modified form by Thomas Aquinas in the Middle Ages, John 
Calvin and the Reformers, and contemporary theologians like Karl Barth. Barth’s 
God-creature hierarchy, e.g., analogously shapes male/female relationships; 
humanity in its fallenness cannot respond to God except in Christ who responds 
for us. The legacy of Augustine is a mind/body, spirit/flesh, man/woman hierarchic 
dualism damaging to women. Contemporary discussions of the imago Dei tend to 
center on “God-likeness” in terms of human genderedness. Phyllis Bird argues 
that gender relations are not addressed in connection with the image of God in 
Gen. 1:26-28; “male and female [he] created them” in v. 27b is linked to the 
fertility blessing that follows in v. 28, a blessing which humans share with the 



animals, rather than to the preceding image of God in vv. 26–27a.

�Paul’s staPaul’s statements abtements about the naout the nature of thture of the human bee human being have oing have often been ften been taken as dtakentaken as dtaken as determinatieterminative for theve for the anthropol anthropology of theogy of the entire NT entire NT. Scholars. Scholars warn agai warn against homogensagaiagainst hoagainst homogenizingmogenizing or spirit or spiritualizing Pualizing Paul by absaul by abstracting htracting his terms fis terms for the humor the human being fan ban being frombeing from their par their particular hiticular historical cstorical contexts. Kontexts. Krister Sterister Stendahl critndahl criticizes thoicizes those who intse whose who interpwho interpret Paul’sret Paul’s justifica justification by fation by faith and seith and second use ocond use of the law f the law in Romans in Romans from a latfromfrom a latfrom a later, Westerer, Western frame ofn frame of reference reference (via Augu (via Augustine and stine and Luther) asLuther) as a guide f a guide for the fruorffor the frfor the frustrated iustrated introspectintrospective conscieve conscience. Rathence. Rather, Paul’s r, Paul’s basic concbasic concern as theern as the Apostle t Apo Apostle toApostle to the Genti the Gentiles was wiles was with the relth the relation betwation between Jews aeen Jews and Gentilend Gentiles in lights in light of Jesus  o of Jesus aof Jesus as the Messs the Messiah, whichiah, which was not a was not a real prob real problem after lem after the 1st cethe 1st century whenntury when Christian C ChristianiChristianity’s constty’s constituency waituency was no longes no longer Jewish.r Jewish.r Jewish.

Paul’s statements about the nature of the human being have often been 
taken as determinative for the anthropology of the entire NT. Scholars warn 
against homogenizing or spiritualizing Paul by abstracting his terms for the human 
being from their particular historical contexts. Krister Stendahl criticizes those 
who interpret Paul’s justification by faith and second use of the law in Romans 
from a later, Western frame of reference (via Augustine and Luther) as a guide 
for the frustrated introspective conscience. Rather, Paul’s basic concern as the 
Apostle to the Gentiles was with the relation between Jews and Gentiles in light 
of Jesus as the Messiah, which was not a real problem after the 1st century when 
Christianity’s constituency was no longer Jewish.

�In the finIn the final analysial analysis, biblicas, biblical anthropol anthropology must logy must take seriotake seriously what usly what Walter BruWalter BrWalter BrueggemanBrueggemann calls thn calls the dialectie dialectical, tensical, tension-filled on-filled biblical pbiblical process of rocess of “core” and“core” and “counter  “coun “counter t“counter testimoniesestimonies.” Core te.” Core testimonies stimonies make basicmake basic claims fo claims for God thatr God that are chara are chara are charactericharacteristic over stic over time; countime; counter theoloter theologies “assagies “assault” the cult” the core testimore testimony with fony with fresh evideresffresh evidfresh evidence and nence and new questioew questions. Thus, ns. Thus, God is an God is an omnipotentomnipotent, transcen, transcendent rulerdent rulerdent ruler who ruler who guaranteesguarantees order by  order by means of rmeans of reward/punieward/punishment, yeshment, yet also a st also a suffering Guffering Guffering God (JürgeGod (Jürgen Moltmannn Moltmann) who shar) who shares with hues with humans theirmans their lack of p lack of power, giviower, giving comfortng comfong comfort ancomfort and companiod companionship. Godnship. God is presen is present as the pt as the psalm hymnssalm hymns attest; G attest; God is abseod is abseod is absent accabsent according to ording to the challethe challenge of thenge of the psalm lam psalm laments. God ents. God of the savof the saving historing history redeems,y ry redeems, wredeems, while the ehile the ever-presenver-present Creator t Creator God blesseGod blesses. The hums. The human being ian being in the Bibln the Bibn the Bible is cBible is caught betwaught between these een these core and ccore and counter theounter theological tological testimoniesestimonies and conse and consequently reqconseconsequentconsequently relatesly relates to God in to God in diverse w diverse ways, with ays, with stoic obedstoic obedience or wience or with protesith protest and questprotesprotest anprotest and questiond questioning. Humaning. Humans are weaks are weak, fallen c, fallen creatures preatures prone to sirone to sin whom Godn whom Gon whom God the ReGod the Redeemer musdeemer must save, ort save, or partners  partners in God’s iin God’s image who amage who are a littlre a little less thae less thae less than God (than God (Ps. 8). A Ps. 8). A faithful bfaithful biblical aniblical anthropologythropology would tak would take note of e note of this dialethis dialectical tencticaldialedialecticadialectical tension.l tension.

In the final analysis, biblical anthropology must take seriously what Walter 
Brueggemann calls the dialectical, tension-filled biblical process of “core” and 
“counter testimonies.” Core testimonies make basic claims for God that are 
characteristic over time; counter theologies “assault” the core testimony with 
fresh evidence and new questions. Thus, God is an omnipotent, transcendent 
ruler who guarantees order by means of reward/punishment, yet also a suffering 
God (Jürgen Moltmann) who shares with humans their lack of power, giving 
comfort and companionship. God is present as the psalm hymns attest; God is 
absent according to the challenge of the psalm laments. God of the saving history 
redeems, while the ever-present Creator God blesses. The human being in the 
Bible is caught between these core and counter theological testimonies and 
consequently relates to God in diverse ways, with stoic obedience or with 
protest and questioning. Humans are weak, fallen creatures prone to sin whom 
God the Redeemer must save, or partners in God’s image who are a little less 
than God (Ps. 8). A faithful biblical anthropology would take note of this 
dialectical tension.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Graff, A. Graff, ed., ed., In the EmbIn the Embrace of Gorace of God: Feminisd: Feminist Approacht Approaches to Theoes to Thees to TheologicaTheological Anthropol Anthropologylogy (Maryknol (Maryknoll, 1995); l, 1995); M. D. GuinM. D. Guinan, an, To Be HumaTo Be Human Before Gn Before Godod (Collegev ( (Collegevi(Collegeville, 1994)lle, 1994); D. Hopki; D. Hopkins, “Biblins, “Biblical Anthrocal Anthropology, Dipology, Discipline oscipline of,” in f,” in DictionaryDictionaryDictionaryDictionary of Pastor of Pastoral Care anal Care and Counselid Counseling,ng, ed. R. J. ed. R. J. Hunter (N Hunter (Nashville, ashville, 1990), 85–1990), 85–88; W. Pan88; W88; W. PannenbW. Pannenberg, erg, AnthropoloAnthropology in Theogy in Theological Pelogical Perspectiverspective (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1985phia, 1985); U. Schn); U. Schnelle,eSchnSchnelle,Schnelle, The Human The Human Condition Condition: Anthropo: Anthropology in thlogy in the Teachinge Teachings of Jesuss of Jesus, Paul, an, Paul, and Johnd John (Minneapo ( (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1996);is, 1996); P. Trible P. Trible,, God and t God and the Rhetorihe Rhetoric of Sexuac of Sexuality.lity. OBT 2 (Ph OBT 2 (Philadelphiailadelphia(Ph(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1978)hia, 1978); H. W. Wo; H. W. Wolff, lff, AnthropoloAnthropology of the gy of the Old TestamOld Testamentent (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1974phia, 1phia, 1974).1974).1974).
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HUMILITYHUMILITYHUMILITY

HUMILITY

ConcerningConcerning an indivi an individual or grdual or group, the qoup, the quality of uality of being “poobeing “poor,” “needyr,” “needy,” or even,” or even “oppresse “o “oppressed“oppressed”; or more”; or more subjectiv subjectively, an inely, an individual’sdividual’s being dep being dependent on endent on God and shGod and showing resposhshowing reshowing respect for spect for other persother persons (e.g.,ons (e.g., “meekness “meekness” or “gent” or “gentleness”). leness”). There is nThere is no clear dio nno clear dno clear distinctionistinction between h between humility anumility and meeknessd meekness, hence va, hence variances inriances in translati translation.ontranslatitranslatiotranslation.n.n.

Concerning an individual or group, the quality of being “poor,” “needy,” or even 



“oppressed”; or more subjectively, an individual’s being dependent on God and 
showing respect for other persons (e.g., “meekness” or “gentleness”). There is 
no clear distinction between humility and meekness, hence variances in 
translation.

�Humility iHumility is often cos often connected winnected with low socth low socio-economiio-economic stature,c stature, with indi with individuals orvidualsindiindividualindividuals or groups or groups who are s who are in afflictin affliction, poverion, poverty, and suty, and suffering (Dffering (Deut. 26:6;eut. 26:6; Job 22:29 Job 2 Job 22:29). Go22:29). God deliversd delivers the humbl the humble and brine and brings down thgs down the haughty e haughty (1 Sam. 2:(1 Sam. 2:7; 2 Sam. 7; 2 Sam. 22:28). Ya222:28). Ya22:28). Yahweh humblhweh humbles individes individuals (Pharuals (Pharaoh, Exod.aoh, Exod. 10:3) and 10:3) and groups (I groups (Israelites,sraelites, Deut. 8:2 D Deut. 8:2,Deut. 8:2, 16), show 16), showing that ting that their relatheir relationship beionship before God ifore God is more imps more important thaortant than earthly n thathan earththan earthly prominely prominence or affnce or affluence; kiluence; kings who hungs who humble themsmble themselves befoelves before God arere God arre God are exalteare exalted (1 Kgs. d (1 Kgs. 21:29; 2 K21:29; 2 Kgs. 22:19;gs. 22:19; 2 Chr. 32 2 Chr. 32:26; 33:12:26; 33:12, 19), whi, 19), while those wle those who do not ho dho do not aredo not are afflicted afflicted (2 Chr. 3 (2 Chr. 33:23; 36:13:23; 36:12). Becaus2). Because the poore the poor were ofte were often prey to n prey to the powerfthethe powerfthe powerful, law coul, law codes reflecdes reflect concern t concern for them (for them (Exod. 23:6Exod. 23:6; Deut. 15; Deut. 15:7; 24:14):7; 24:14). The humi. T. The humiliThe humility of the ty of the poor is inpoor is increasinglycreasingly connected connected with righ with righteousness teousness (Num. 12:3(Num. 12:3; Zeph. 2:; 12:312:3; Zeph12:3; Zeph. 2:3; cf.. 2:3; cf. Ps. 22:26 Ps. 22:26[MT 27]; 2[MT 27]; 25:9). What5:9). What God desir God desires most ises most is not outwa not outward sacrifiroutwaoutward saoutward sacrifices bcrifices but a humblut a humble spirit (e spirit (Ps. 51:17;Ps. 51:17; Mic. 6:8) Mic. 6:8). Humility. Humility shows its shows itself througelf thelf through obthrough obedience toedience to God (Deut God (Deut. 8:2), re. 8:2), recognition cognition of one’s sof one’s sinfulness infulness (Isa. 6:5)(Isa. 6:5), and subm, an, and submisand submission to Gosion to God (2 Chr. d (2 Chr. 34:27). Go34:27). God accords d accords blessings blessings to the humto the humble, incluble, including wisdodincluincluding including wisdom (Prwisdom (Prov. 11:2),ov. 11:2), good tidi good tidings (Isa. ngs (Isa. 61:1), hon61:1), honor (Prov. or (Prov. 15:33), an15:33), and even lifd eved even life even life and sometiand sometimes wealthmes wealth (22:4). (22:4). (22:4).

Humility is often connected with low socio-economic stature, with 
individuals or groups who are in affliction, poverty, and suffering (Deut. 26:6; Job 
22:29). God delivers the humble and brings down the haughty (1 Sam. 2:7; 2 Sam. 
22:28). Yahweh humbles individuals (Pharaoh, Exod. 10:3) and groups (Israelites, 
Deut. 8:2, 16), showing that their relationship before God is more important 
than earthly prominence or affluence; kings who humble themselves before God 
are exalted (1 Kgs. 21:29; 2 Kgs. 22:19; 2 Chr. 32:26; 33:12, 19), while those who 
do not are afflicted (2 Chr. 33:23; 36:12). Because the poor were often prey to 
the powerful, law codes reflect concern for them (Exod. 23:6; Deut. 15:7; 24:14). 
The humility of the poor is increasingly connected with righteousness (Num. 
12:3; Zeph. 2:3; cf. Ps. 22:26[MT 27]; 25:9). What God desires most is not 
outward sacrifices but a humble spirit (Ps. 51:17; Mic. 6:8). Humility shows itself 
through obedience to God (Deut. 8:2), recognition of one’s sinfulness (Isa. 6:5), 
and submission to God (2 Chr. 34:27). God accords blessings to the humble, 
including wisdom (Prov. 11:2), good tidings (Isa. 61:1), honor (Prov. 15:33), and 
even life and sometimes wealth (22:4).

�Although hAlthough humility isumility is associate associated with rigd with righteousnesshteousness in the Se in the Sermon on thrmon on the Mount (Me Moue Mount (MatMount (Matt. 5:3-12,t. 5:3-12, esp. v. 5 esp. v. 5), in the ), in the NT it is mNT it is more often ore often connected connected with Jesuswith Jesus as Messia as  as Messiahas Messiah. Matt. 21. Matt. 21:5 applies:5 applies the messi the messianic prophanic prophecy of Zececy of Zech. 9:9 to h. 9:9 to Jesus as aJesus as a king who  kin king who iking who is humble (s humble (Gk. Gk. prauüésprauüés, “gentle”, “gentle” or “mild, or “mild,” as a wil” as a wild animal td animal that has behat has been tamed).ebebeen tamedbeen tamed). The act). The acts of Jesuss of Jesus were thos were those of humile of humility as welity as well, especial, especially washinlly washing the discg thg the discipthe disciples’ feet les’ feet (John 13:5(John 13:5; cf. Matt; cf. Matt. 11:29), . 11:29), an examplean example they are  they are to follow to follow (John 13:1(John (John 13:1(John 13:15; cf. Mat5; cf. Matt. 23:12).t. 23:12).

Although humility is associated with righteousness in the Sermon on the 
Mount (Matt. 5:3-12, esp. v. 5), in the NT it is more often connected with Jesus 
as Messiah. Matt. 21:5 applies the messianic prophecy of Zech. 9:9 to Jesus as a 
king who is humble (Gk. prauüés, “gentle” or “mild,” as a wild animal that has 
been tamed). The acts of Jesus were those of humility as well, especially washing 
the disciples’ feet (John 13:5; cf. Matt. 11:29), an example they are to follow 
(John 13:15; cf. Matt. 23:12).

�Humility iHumility is a consiss a consistent themetent theme throughou throughout the Epist the Epistles. In ttles. In the Greco-Rhe Greco-Roman worldoman woman world manyworld many regarded  regarded humility ahumility as a sign os a sign of weaknessf weakness or even a or even a character character flaw; its flaw; its meanings  m meanings omeanings of “lowly” f “lowly” or “servilor “servile” were ofe” were often used dten used disparagingisparagingly. That Cly. That Christians hristians should vieshoshould vieshould view humilityw humility as a virt as a virtue was theue was therefore quirefore quite strikinte striking. Paul wrg. Paul writes that ites that humility ihumilhumility ihumility is at the hs at the heart of Cheart of Christ’s charist’s character (Phracter (Phil. 2:3-8;il. 2:3-8; Gk.  Gk. tapeinoœs,tapeinoœs, “lowly,”  “lowly,” “lowly,” ““lowly,” “downcast”)downcast”). It is an. It is an attitude  attitude of Paul hiof Paul himself (2 Cmself (2 Cor. 10:1),or. 10:1), an attitu an attitude of Chride of Cde of Christian Christian community community (Eph. 4:2;(Eph. 4:2; Col. 3:12 Col. 3:12), a fruit), a fruit of the sp of the spirit (Gal.irit (Gal. 5:23), wh 5:23), which finds ich finich finds its finds its source in source in agaépeäagaépeä (1 Cor. 4 (1 Cor. 4:21; cf. 1:21; cf. 13:4–5). Hu3:4–5). Humility is mility is the appropthe appropriate attiriate ariate attitude tattitude toward God oward God (Jas. 4:10(Jas. 4:10) and towa) and toward each otrd each other (1 Pether (1 Pet. 3:8; 5:5. 3:8; 5:5).).).

Humility is a consistent theme throughout the Epistles. In the Greco-Roman 
world many regarded humility as a sign of weakness or even a character flaw; its 
meanings of “lowly” or “servile” were often used disparagingly. That Christians 
should view humility as a virtue was therefore quite striking. Paul writes that 
humility is at the heart of Christ’s character (Phil. 2:3-8; Gk. tapeinoœs, 
“lowly,” “downcast”). It is an attitude of Paul himself (2 Cor. 10:1), an attitude of 
Christian community (Eph. 4:2; Col. 3:12), a fruit of the spirit (Gal. 5:23), which 
finds its source in agaépeä (1 Cor. 4:21; cf. 13:4–5). Humility is the appropriate 
attitude toward God (Jas. 4:10) and toward each other (1 Pet. 3:8; 5:5).

T. J. JennT. J. Jenneyey
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HUMTAHHUMTAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�umt�a®h�umt�a®)))

HUMTAH (Heb. h�umt�a® )

A city in A city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Judah, of Judah, mentioned mentioned between A between Aphekah andphekah and Kiriath-a Kiriath-arba/HebronrbKiriath-aKiriath-arKiriath-arba/Hebron ba/Hebron (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:54). Its p54). Its precise locrecise location is uation is unknown.nknown.

A city in the tribal territory of Judah, mentioned between Aphekah and 



Kiriath-arba/Hebron (Josh. 15:54). Its precise location is unknown.

HUNDRED, THUNDRED, TOWER OF THOWER OF THEEE

HUNDRED, TOWER OF THE

A tower onA tower on the north the northeastern coeastern corner of thrner of the wall of e wall of Jerusalem Jerusalem near the tnear the tower of Haower of Hower of Hananel, bHananel, between theetween the Sheep Gat Sheep Gate and the e and the Fish Gate.Fish Gate. It was re It was restored by stored by Nehemiah (NehemiahNehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 3:1; Neh. 3:1; 12:39). Th12:39). The meaning e meaning of its namof its name is unclee is unclear, perhapar, perhaps indicatis indicating its heingindicatiindicatingindicating its heigh its height (maybe 1t (maybe 100 cubits 00 cubits high or achigh or accessed by cessed by 100 steps)100 steps) or its si or its size and impze anze and importand importance for dance for defense (hoefense (housing a gausing a garrison of rrison of a “hundreda “hundred”). Some t”). Some translationranslations translits translationtranslatiotranslations translins transliterate Hebterate Heb. . hammeä}a®hammeä}a® and call  and call it the Towit the Tower of Meaher of Meah (or Hamme (or Ha (or Hammeäah).Hammeäah).

A tower on the northeastern corner of the wall of Jerusalem near the tower of 
Hananel, between the Sheep Gate and the Fish Gate. It was restored by 
Nehemiah (Neh. 3:1; 12:39). The meaning of its name is unclear, perhaps 
indicating its height (maybe 100 cubits high or accessed by 100 steps) or its size 
and importance for defense (housing a garrison of a “hundred”). Some 
translations transliterate Heb. hammeä}a® and call it the Tower of Meah (or 
Hammeäah).

Richard A.Richard A. Spencer Spencer
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HUNTINGHUNTINGHUNTING

HUNTING

People of People of biblical tbiblical times hunteimes hunted for foodd for food, sport, a, sport, and the prond the protection oftection of humans, d humans, domestic anomddomestic adomestic animals, annimals, and crops. Hd crops. Hunting wasunting was an import an important sourceant source of food;  of food; Heb. Heb. s�ayid�,s�ays�ayid�,s�ayid�, “hunting, “hunting,” can also” can also mean “foo mean “food” or “gamd” or “game.” There e.” There are numeroare numerous referenus refereus referencesreferences to wild a to wild animals sucnimals such as deer,h as deer, gazelles, gazelles, roebuck,  roebuck, ibex, anteibex, antelope, wildlope, wild goat, mou goa goat, moungoat, mountain sheeptain sheep, and vari, and various wild fous wild fowl as souowl as sources of forces of food (e.g., od (e.g., Deut. 14:5Deut. 14:5; the Stor; th; the Story the Story of Sinuhe)of Sinuhe). Named am. Named among the deong the descendants scendants of Solomonof Solomon’s servant’s servants is Poches is Pochs is Pochereth-Pochereth-hazzebaim hazzebaim (“catcher (“catcher of gazelleof gazelles”; Ezra 2s”; Ezra 2:56 = Neh.:56 = Neh. 7:59), pe 7:59), perhaps presrhaps preserving theeprespreservingpreserving the name  the name of a familof a family responsiy responsible for suble for supplying ropplying royal provisyal provisions (cf. ions (cf. 1 Kgs. 4:21 Kgs1 Kgs. 4:23)Kgs. 4:23)...

People of biblical times hunted for food, sport, and the protection of humans, 
domestic animals, and crops. Hunting was an important source of food; Heb. 
s�ayid�,  “hunting,” can also mean “food” or “game.” There are numerous 
references to wild animals such as deer, gazelles, roebuck, ibex, antelope, wild 
goat, mountain sheep, and various wild fowl as sources of food (e.g., Deut. 14:5; 
the Story of Sinuhe). Named among the descendants of Solomon’s servants is 
Pochereth-hazzebaim (“catcher of gazelles”; Ezra 2:56 = Neh. 7:59), perhaps 
preserving the name of a family responsible for supplying royal provisions (cf. 1 
Kgs. 4:23).

�Nimrod, a Nimrod, a heroic hunheroic hunter, is idter, is identified ientified in the Tabln the Table of Natioe of Nations as the ns as the founder offounder ofounder of many ciof many cities in Meties in Mesopotamia sopotamia (Gen. 10:9(Gen. 10:9) and late) and later is caller is called a “mightd a “mighty one” or y one” or warrior (cwarwarrior (cwarrior (cf. 1 Chr. f. 1 Chr. 1:10; Mic.1:10; Mic. 5:6[MT 5] 5:6[MT 5]). Hunting). Hunting was often was often connected connected with the  with the activity oacactivity oactivity of heroes af heroes and warriornd warriors in the as in the ancient Neancient Near East (cfr East (cf. Story of. Story of Aqhat; Gi Aqhat; Gilgamesh EplgamGiGilgamesh Gilgamesh Epic; Jer.Epic; Jer. 16:16). M 16:16). Many of theany of the skills an skills and weapons d weapons used in huused in hunting are nting are transferabtrantransferabtransferable to warfle to warfare. Some are. Some of the weaof the weapons and tpons and techniques echniques used for hused for hunting incunting include the blincinclude thinclude the bow and e bow and arrow (Genarrow (Gen. 27:3), s. 27:3), swords, kniwords, knives, slingves, slings, rods, ss, rods, staffs (Ps.taffs (Ps. 23:4), sp 23:4 23:4), spe23:4), spears, nets,ars, nets, pits, and pits, and traps. traps. traps.

Nimrod, a heroic hunter, is identified in the Table of Nations as the founder 
of many cities in Mesopotamia (Gen. 10:9) and later is called a “mighty one” or 
warrior (cf. 1 Chr. 1:10; Mic. 5:6[MT 5]). Hunting was often connected with the 
activity of heroes and warriors in the ancient Near East (cf. Story of Aqhat; 
Gilgamesh Epic; Jer. 16:16). Many of the skills and weapons used in hunting are 
transferable to warfare. Some of the weapons and techniques used for hunting 
include the bow and arrow (Gen. 27:3), swords, knives, slings, rods, staffs (Ps. 
23:4), spears, nets, pits, and traps.

�Hunting isHunting is primarily primarily a nomadic a nomadic or rural  or rural activity. activity. Esau was aEsau was a skillful  skillful hunter of hunter of the open fththe open fthe open field, whicield, which endearedh endeared him to Is him to Isaac (Gen. aac (Gen. 25:27-28).25:27-28). Ishmael,  Ishmael, another inanother inhabitant ohaininhabitantinhabitant of the wi of the wilderness, lderness, is depicteis depicted as an ard as an archer (Gen.cher (Gen. 21:20). 21:20). 21:20).

Hunting is primarily a nomadic or rural activity. Esau was a skillful hunter of 
the open field, which endeared him to Isaac (Gen. 25:27-28). Ishmael, another 
inhabitant of the wilderness, is depicted as an archer (Gen. 21:20).

�Hunting asHunting as a sport a a sport and symbol nd symbol of royal pof royal power is coower is common in Egmmon in Egyptian andyptian and Assyrian  Assy Assyrian aAssyrian art and hisrt and history. The tory. The Assyrians Assyrians held lionsheld lions in pits,  in pits, releasing releasing them for rthem for royal huntioyal hoyal hunting puhunting purposes (cfrposes (cf. Benaiah,. Benaiah, 2 Sam. 23 2 Sam. 23:20 = 1 Ch:20 = 1 Chr. 11:22);r. 11:22); this may  this may explain thexplain their preseneir ththeir prestheir presence in Daence in Darius’ courrius’ court (Dan. 6:t (Dan. 6:7-24).7-24).7-24).

Hunting as a sport and symbol of royal power is common in Egyptian and 
Assyrian art and history. The Assyrians held lions in pits, releasing them for royal 
hunting purposes (cf. Benaiah, 2 Sam. 23:20 = 1 Chr. 11:22); this may explain 
their presence in Darius’ court (Dan. 6:7-24).

�Hunting asHunting as a form of a form of protectio protection is especn is especially connially connected withected with a shepher a shepherd’s defendd’s defed’s defending defending the flock the flock from predafrom predators (1 Sators (1 Sam. 17:34-3m. 17:34-37). Lions,7). Lions, bears, le bears, leopards, chopards, cheetahs, woeetchcheetahs, cheetahs, wolves, anwolves, and jackals d jackals are known are known to have into have inhabited Pahabited Palestine. Tlestine. The imageryhe imagery of wild a o of wild anof wild animals attaimals attacking is ucking is used to dessed to describe Isracribe Israel and itsel and its enemies ( enemies (Jer. 5:6).Jer. 5:6). Predators Predat Predators Predators and prey land prey living in hiving in harmony arearmony are used meta used metaphoricallyphorically to descri to describe the peabe the peace and harcpeapeace and peace and harmony ofharmony of the messi the messianic age (anic age (Isa. 11:6-Isa. 11:6-7).7).7).

Hunting as a form of protection is especially connected with a shepherd’s 
defending the flock from predators (1 Sam. 17:34-37). Lions, bears, leopards, 
cheetahs, wolves, and jackals are known to have inhabited Palestine. The imagery 



of wild animals attacking is used to describe Israel and its enemies (Jer. 5:6). 
Predators and prey living in harmony are used metaphorically to describe the 
peace and harmony of the messianic age (Isa. 11:6-7).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. O. BorowskO. Borowski, i, Every LiviEvery Living Thing: ng Thing: Daily Use Daily Use of Animalsof Animals in Ancien in Ancient Israelt AncienAncient IsAncient Israelrael (Walnut C (Walnut Creek, Calireek, Calif., 1998);f., 1998); V. H. Mat V. H. Matthews and thews and D. C. BenjD. C. Benjamin, amin, Old TestamOldOld TestamOld Testament Parallent Parallels: Laws els: Laws and Storieand Stories of the As of the Ancient Neancient Near East,r East, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New York(New York, 1997York, 1997); J. D. W); J. D. Wineland, “ineland, “Hunting anHunting and Fishing,d Fishing,” in ” in By the SweBy the Sweat of Thy at of Thy Brow: LaboBrow: LabBrow: Labor and Labor and Laborers iLaborers in the Bibln the Biblical Worldical World,, ed. G. Ma ed. G. Mattingly (Sttingly (Sheffield, heffield, forthcominforthcoming).g).g).
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HUPHAMHUPHAM (Heb.  (Heb. h�u®p�aœmh�u®p�aœm)))

HUPHAM (Heb. h�u®p�aœm )

A descendaA descendant of Benjnt of Benjamin; eponamin; eponymous anceymous ancestor of thstor of the Huphamite Huphamites (Num. 2es (Num. 26:39). He 6:39). 226:39). He26:39). He is probab is probably the samly the same as Huppie as Huppim (Gen. 46m (Gen. 46:21), at 1:21), at 1 Chr. 7:12 Chr. 7:12 said to b said to be the son e bbe the sonbe the son of Ir. of Ir.

A descendant of Benjamin; eponymous ancestor of the Huphamites (Num. 
26:39). He is probably the same as Huppim (Gen. 46:21), at 1 Chr. 7:12 said to 
be the son of Ir.

HUPPAHHUPPAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�uppa®h�uppa®)))

HUPPAH (Heb. h�uppa® )

The head oThe head of the thirf the thirteenth divteenth division of pision of priests at riests at the time othe time of King Davf King David (1 Chr.id (1 Chr. 24:13). T 24:1 24:13). Th24:13). The Hebrew ne Hebrew name suggesame suggests the wedts the wedding baldading baldachin in thchin in the modern se modern synagogue (ynagogussynagogue synagogue (cf. Joel (cf. Joel 2:16).2:16).

The head of the thirteenth division of priests at the time of King David (1 Chr. 
24:13). The Hebrew name suggests the wedding baldachin in the modern 
synagogue (cf. Joel 2:16).

HUPPIMHUPPIM (Heb.  (Heb. h�uppiîmh�uppiîm)))

HUPPIM (Heb. h�uppiîm )

A descendaA descendant of Benjnt of Benjamin (Gen.amin (Gen. 46:21; 1  46:21; 1 Chr. 7:12)Chr. 7:12). At 1 Chr. At 1 Chr. 7:15 he . 7:15 he appears toappears to be a desc toto be a deto be a descendant oscendant of Manassehf Manasseh. The name. The name, apparent, apparently the epoly the eponym of an nym of an Israelite Israelite Israelite Israelite subgroup, subgroup, is probablis probably a variany a variant form of t form of Hupham.Hupham.

A descendant of Benjamin (Gen. 46:21; 1 Chr. 7:12). At 1 Chr. 7:15 he appears 
to be a descendant of Manasseh. The name, apparently the eponym of an 
Israelite subgroup, is probably a variant form of Hupham.

HURHUR (Heb.  (Heb. h�u®rh�u®r)))

HUR (Heb. h�u®r )

Personal nPersonal name probabame probably of Egyply of Egyptian backgtian background (cf.round (cf. the god H the god Hor and theor and the personal  personal  personal npersonal name ame Pasch-h�urPasch-h�ur). The nam). The name may havee may have been unde been understood in rstood in the sense the sense of the Semoof the Semof the Semitic word itic word for “son” for “son” (Akk. (Akk. h�uruh�uru) of a hum) of a human or an aan or an animal.nimal.nimal.

Personal name probably of Egyptian background (cf. the god Hor and the 
personal name Pasch-h�ur ). The name may have been understood in the sense 
of the Semitic word for “son” (Akk. h�uru ) of a human or an animal.

�1.1. Companion Companion of Moses  of Moses (and Aaron(and Aaron), who hel), who helped keep Mped keep Moses’ handoses’ hands raised ds raised ds raised during theduring the battle ag battle against the ainst the AmalekitesAmalekites (Exod. 17 (Exod. 17:10, 12). :10, 12). Hur togethHur together with Aaer with Aaron was enroAaAaron was Aaron was entrusted entrusted with judicwith judicial responial responsibility wsibility while Moseshile Moses ascended  ascended the mountathe mountathe mountain tmountain to receive o receive the tabletthe tablets of the ls of the law (Exod. aw (Exod. 24:14).24:14).24:14).

1. Companion of Moses (and Aaron), who helped keep Moses’ hands raised 
during the battle against the Amalekites (Exod. 17:10, 12). Hur together with 
Aaron was entrusted with judicial responsibility while Moses ascended the 
mountain to receive the tablets of the law (Exod. 24:14).

�2.2. Grandfath Grandfather of Bezaer of Bezalel from tlel from the tribe ohe tribe of Judah, wf Judah, who designeho designed and crafd and crafted the arted tted the ark, tthe ark, the tabernahe tabernacle, and icle, and its objectsts objects (Exod. 31 (Exod. 31:2; 35:30;:2; 35:30; 38:22; 2  38:22; 2 Chr. 1:5).Chr. 1:5). The genea The g The genealogiegenealogies in 1 Chrs in 1 Chr. 2 relate. 2 relate him to th him to the clan of e clan of Caleb and Caleb and to the towto the town of Bethln of Bethlehem (cf. eheBethlBethlehem Bethlehem (cf. 1 Chr(cf. 1 Chr. 4:1, 4).. 4:1, 4). These pos These postexilic tetexilic texts seem txts seem to hint at o hint at a relationa relationship to ship tship to to 1 1 above, andabove, and to unders to underscore the ccore the claim of thlaim of this Calebitis Calebite/Judahitee/Judahite family la family later settleter settleter settled atsettled at Bethlehem Bethlehem (see  (see 5 5 below).below).below).

2. Grandfather of Bezalel from the tribe of Judah, who designed and crafted 
the ark, the tabernacle, and its objects (Exod. 31:2; 35:30; 38:22; 2 Chr. 1:5). The 
genealogies in 1 Chr. 2 relate him to the clan of Caleb and to the town of 
Bethlehem (cf. 1 Chr. 4:1, 4). These postexilic texts seem to hint at a relationship 
to 1 above, and to underscore the claim of this Calebite/Judahite family later 
settled at Bethlehem (see 5 below).

�3.3. One of th One of the five kine five kings slain bgs slain by the Isray the Israelites in elites in retaliatioretaliation for the n for the incident aincident at Peor (Nut aat Peor (Nat Peor (Num. 31:8; um. 31:8; Josh. 13:2Josh. 13:21). The na1). The names of themes of the kings in  kings in this rathethis rather late lisr late list may alsot mayt may also bmay also be identifie identified with naed with names and plmes and places in Miaces in Midian.dian.dian.

3. One of the five kings slain by the Israelites in retaliation for the incident 



at Peor (Num. 31:8; Josh. 13:21). The names of the kings in this rather late list 
may also be identified with names and places in Midian.

�4.4. The fathe The father of Solomr of Solomon’s goveron’s governor in Ephnor in Ephraim (1 Kgraim (1 Kgs. 4:8).s. 4:8).s. 4:8).

4. The father of Solomon’s governor in Ephraim (1 Kgs. 4:8).

�5.5. The fathe The father of Rephar of Rephaiah, an ofiah, an official of ficial of Jerusalem Jerusalem at the timat the time of Neheme of Nehemiah (Neh. iah (Niah (Neh. 3:9)(Neh. 3:9). Ben-Hur,. Ben-Hur, “son of H “son of Hur,” may bur,” may be understoe understood literalod literally or as “ly or as “son of theson of the clan Hur. cl clan Hur.”clan Hur.” The posit The position of thiion of this “son of s “son of Hur” signiHur” signifies the ifies the importance mportance of the Hurof the Hur clan in t cla clan in thclan in the 5th cente 5th century ury B.C.E.B.C.E. (see  (see 2 2 and and 4 4 above).above).above).

5. The father of Rephaiah, an official of Jerusalem at the time of Nehemiah 
(Neh. 3:9). Ben-Hur, “son of Hur,” may be understood literally or as “son of the 
clan Hur.” The position of this “son of Hur” signifies the importance of the Hur 
clan in the 5th century B.C.E. (see 2 and 4 above).

Siegfried Siegfried KreuzerKreuzer

Siegfried Kreuzer

HURAIHURAI (Heb.  (Heb. h�u®rayh�u®ray) (also HI) (also HIDDAI)DDAI)DDAI)

HURAI (Heb. h�u®ray ) (also HIDDAI)

One of DavOne of David’s Thirtid’s Thirty, from “ty, from “the wadis ohe wadis of Gaash” (f Gaash” (1 Chr. 11:1 Chr. 11:32). At 2 32). At 2 Sam. 23:30Sam. 23:30 he is cal h he is callhe is called Hiddai.ed Hiddai.

One of David’s Thirty, from “the wadis of Gaash” (1 Chr. 11:32). At 2 Sam. 23:30 
he is called Hiddai.

HURAMHURAM (Heb.  (Heb. h�u®raœmh�u®raœm) (also HI) (also HIRAM, HURAMRAM, HURAM-ABI)-ABI)-ABI)

HURAM (Heb. h�u®raœm ) (also HIRAM, HURAM-ABI)

�1.1. A Tyrian  A Tyrian metal workmetal worker employeer employed by Solomd by Solomon for tecon for technical asshnical assistance inistance in the ornam th the ornamethe ornamentation ofntation of the templ the temple (1 Kgs. e (1 Kgs. 7:13-14, 47:13-14, 40, 45 = 2 0, 45 = 2 Chr. 2:13-Chr. 2:13-14; 4:11-114; 4:11-16). His fa6)4:11-14:11-16). 4:11-16). His fatherHis father was Tyria was Tyrian and his n and his mother an mother an Israelite Israelite from Naphtfrom Naphtali (1 Kgsali (1 Kgs. 7:14; 2 . 7:. 7:14; 2 Ch7:14; 2 Chr. 2:14 idr. 2:14 identifies hentifies her as fromer as from the adjac the adjacent territent territory of Danory of Dan). In 1 Ki). In 1 Kings he is ngs hengs he is callhe is called Hiram (ed Hiram (22), and at ), and at 2 Chr. 2:12 Chr. 2:13; 4:16 hi3; 4:16 his name occs name occurs as Hururs as Huram-abi.am-abi.am-abi.

1. A Tyrian metal worker employed by Solomon for technical assistance in 
the ornamentation of the temple (1 Kgs. 7:13-14, 40, 45 = 2 Chr. 2:13-14; 
4:11-16). His father was Tyrian and his mother an Israelite from Naphtali (1 Kgs. 
7:14; 2 Chr. 2:14 identifies her as from the adjacent territory of Dan). In 1 Kings 
he is called Hiram (2), and at 2 Chr. 2:13; 4:16 his name occurs as Huram-abi.

�2.2. Alternate Alternate form of t form of the name Hihe name Hiram, used ram, used in 2 Chronin 2 Chronicles for icles for Hiram I, kHiram I, king of Tyring oing of Tyre.of Tyre.of Tyre.

2. Alternate form of the name Hiram, used in 2 Chronicles for Hiram I, king 
of Tyre.

�3.3. A Benjami A Benjaminite; the nite; the son of Belson of Bela (1 Chr. a (1 Chr. 8:5).8:5).

3. A Benjaminite; the son of Bela (1 Chr. 8:5).

HURAM-ABIHURAM-ABI (Heb.  (Heb. h�u®raœm}ah�u®raœm}aœb�iîœb�iî)))

HURAM-ABI (Heb. h�u®raœm}aœb�iî )

The TyrianThe Tyrian craftsman craftsman employed  employed by Solomonby Solomon for the m for the metalwork oetalwork of the tempf the temple (2 Chr.le (2 Cle (2 Chr. 2:13)Chr. 2:13)...

The Tyrian craftsman employed by Solomon for the metalwork of the temple (2 
Chr. 2:13).

�SeeSee  HIRAMHIRAM  22; ; HURAMHURAM  1.1.

See HIRAM 2; HURAM 1.

HURIHURI (Heb.  (Heb. h�u®riîh�u®riî)))

HURI (Heb. h�u®riî )

A Gadite, A Gadite, the son ofthe son of Jaroah an Jaroah and father od father of Abihail f Abihail (1 Chr. 5:(1 Chr. 5:14).14).

A Gadite, the son of Jaroah and father of Abihail (1 Chr. 5:14).

HURRIANSHURRIANS (Akk.  (Akk. h˙urrih˙urri)))

HURRIANS (Akk. h˙urri)

An ancientAn ancient Near East Near Eastern peopleern people widely at widely attested in tested in the 3rd-2nthe 3rd-2nd millennid millennium um B.C.E.B.C.E., founders, fo, founders ofounders of the powef the powerful kingdrful kingdom of Mitaom of Mitanni.nni.

An ancient Near Eastern people widely attested in the 3rd-2nd millennium B.C.E., 
founders of the powerful kingdom of Mitanni.

HistoryHistory

History

The HurriaThe Hurrians first ans first appear in tppear in the archaeohe archaeological relogical record in thcord in the Sargonice Sargonic levels at levels at Tell Moza Tell Tell MozanTell Mozan (ancient  (ancient Urkesh) inUrkesh) in north Syr north Syria. Inscriia. Inscriptions witptions with Hurrian h Hurrian toponyms stoponyms suggest a pussuggest a suggest a period of period of settlementsettlement and occup and occupation thatation that preceded  preceded the documethe documentation. Tntation. Tntation. The absencThe absence of Hurrie of Hurrian personaan personal names inl names in the Ebla  the Ebla texts inditexts indicates thatcates that their exp their expansion froanexpexpansion expansion from the nfrom the north-northorth-northeast had neast had not yet reaot yet reached westeched western Syria (rn Syria (i.e., westi.e., west of the Eu o of the Eupof the Euphrates). Shrates). Similarly, imilarly, the absencthe absence of Hurrie of Hurrian names ian names in texts frn texts from Tel Beyom Tel Beydar in thedarBeyBeydar in Beydar in the the HÓabu®rHÓabu®r region sh region shows that tows that they had nohey had not yet infit yet infiltrated noltrated northwesternrthwestenonorthwestenorthwestern Syria. rn Syria. Thus, theiThus, their appearanr appearance, or at ce, or at least theileast their rise to r rise to prominenceprominence, must coi, m, must coincmust coincide with tide with the rise ofhe rise of the Akkad the Akkadian dynastian dynasty or shorty or shortly thereafly thereafter. Naramter. Naram-sin’s con-sNaramNaram-sin’Naram-sin’s conquests conquest of a coal of a coalition of Hition of Hurrians leurrians led by the kd by the kings of Siings of Simurrum andmurrum and Nawar sub N Nawar subjNawar subjected the ected the Hurrian ciHurrian city-states ty-states to Akkadiato Akkadian control n control at the endat the end of the 23 of the 23rd centuryr2323rd centu23rd century. By thery. By the end of th end of the Sargonice Sargonic period (o period (or the begir the beginning of Unning of Ur III) ther III) the inscripti insc inscriptioinscriptions of ns of Atal-sûenAtal-sûen and  and Tisû-atalTisû-atal demonstra demonstrate a contite a continued expannued expanded Hurriaded Hurded Hurrian prHurrian presence in esence in northeastenortheastern Syria arn Syria and north Mnd north Mesopotamiaesopotamia and the a and the adoption ofdoption odoption of writingof writing. . SÁulgiSÁulgi, the long, the long-reigning -reigning second kinsecond king of the Ug of the Ur III dynar III dynasty, foughsty, fought a seriest a sert a series of series of battles agbattles against Hurrainst Hurrian city-sian city-states alontates along the nortg the northeastern bheastern borders of orders of his empirehis ehis empire. Huempire. Hurrian persrrian personal namesonal names are encou are encountered frentered frequently inquently in the archi the archival texts val texts of the Ur oof the Ur of the Ur III bureauIII bureaucracy. By cracy. By the end ofthe end of the 3rd m the 3rd millennium illennium Hurrians aHurrians are found ire found in eastern n en eastern Aneastern Anatolia, noatolia, northern andrthern and western S western Syria and Myria and Mesopotamiaesopotamia, with par, with particular coticular concentrationcoconcentratconcentration in theion in the hill coun hill country of nortry of northeastern theastern Assyria anAssyria and probablyd probably eastern A eastern Anatolia.naAAnatolia.Anatolia.Anatolia.

The Hurrians first appear in the archaeological record in the Sargonic levels at 
Tell Mozan (ancient Urkesh) in north Syria. Inscriptions with Hurrian toponyms 
suggest a period of settlement and occupation that preceded the documentation. 



The absence of Hurrian personal names in the Ebla texts indicates that their 
expansion from the north-northeast had not yet reached western Syria (i.e., west 
of the Euphrates). Similarly, the absence of Hurrian names in texts from Tel 
Beydar in the HÓabu®r region shows that they had not yet infiltrated 
northwestern Syria. Thus, their appearance, or at least their rise to prominence, 
must coincide with the rise of the Akkadian dynasty or shortly thereafter. 
Naram-sin’s conquest of a coalition of Hurrians led by the kings of Simurrum and 
Nawar subjected the Hurrian city-states to Akkadian control at the end of the 
23rd century. By the end of the Sargonic period (or the beginning of Ur III) the 
inscriptions of Atal-sûen and Tisû-atal demonstrate a continued expanded 
Hurrian presence in northeastern Syria and north Mesopotamia and the adoption 
of writing. SÁulgi, the long-reigning second king of the Ur III dynasty, fought a 
series of battles against Hurrian city-states along the northeastern borders of his 
empire. Hurrian personal names are encountered frequently in the archival texts 
of the Ur III bureaucracy. By the end of the 3rd millennium Hurrians are found in 
eastern Anatolia, northern and western Syria and Mesopotamia, with particular 
concentration in the hill country of northeastern Assyria and probably eastern 
Anatolia.

�Hurrians sHurrians survived thurvived the widespree widespread disruptad disruptions that ions that charactericharacterize the endze the end of the 3r of the of the 3rd mithe 3rd millennium. llennium. In Middle In Middle Bronze AgeBronze Age Anatolia  Anatolia and Syro-Cand Syro-Canaan theyanaan they appear am appear a appear among the among the various povarious population gpulation groups togeroups together with ther with the Assyrithe Assyrians, Anatoans, Anatolians, Canlians, Canaanites, AaCanCanaanitesCanaanites, Amorites, Amorites, and Baby, and Babylonians, wlonians, with concenith concentration intration in eastern A eastern Anatolia annatolia and most of danand most oand most of Syria. If Syria. In the 19thn the 19th century t century they appearhey appear in the Ol in the Old Assyriand Assyrian merchant  merchant accounts faaccounts faccounts from Kaneshrom Kanesh (Kültepe) (Kültepe) where the where they are assoy are associated witciated with cities sh cities south of thouth of the Anti-Taueththe Anti-Tthe Anti-Taurus Mounaurus Mountains but tains but not yet innot yet in central A central Anatolia. Dnatolia. During the uring the Mari age HMari age Hurrian cituHHurrian ciHurrian city-states ty-states are under are under the controthe control of l of SÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-adadad, who gove, who governed from rned fromrned from his cfrom his capital at apital at SÁubat-enlSÁubat-enlilil (Tell Ley (Tell Leylan), but lan), but after his after his death Hurrdeath Hurrian city-sian city-states appetatcity-scity-statecity-states appear as appear as independs independent entitient entities primaries primarily in uppely in upper Mesopotar Mesopotamia and eamia and east of the steaeast of theast of the Tigris be Tigris but also asut also as far west  far west as Urshu aas Urshu and Halab (nd Halab (Aleppo). BAleppo). By the middy the middle of the le ole of the 17tof the 17th century h century Hurrian poHurrian power clashewer clashed with thed with the emerging  emerging Hittite OlHittite Old Kingdom,d Kingdomd Kingdom, aKingdom, and nd HÓattusûilHÓattusûilii I campaig I campaigned to stoned to stop their exp their expansion.pansion.pansion.

Hurrians survived the widespread disruptions that characterize the end of 
the 3rd millennium. In Middle Bronze Age Anatolia and Syro-Canaan they appear 
among the various population groups together with the Assyrians, Anatolians, 
Canaanites, Amorites, and Babylonians, with concentration in eastern Anatolia 
and most of Syria. In the 19th century they appear in the Old Assyrian merchant 
accounts from Kanesh (Kültepe) where they are associated with cities south of 
the Anti-Taurus Mountains but not yet in central Anatolia. During the Mari age 
Hurrian city-states are under the control of SÁamsûi-adad, who governed 
from his capital at SÁubat-enlil (Tell Leylan), but after his death Hurrian 
city-states appear as independent entities primarily in upper Mesopotamia and 
east of the Tigris but also as far west as Urshu and Halab (Aleppo). By the middle 
of the 17th century Hurrian power clashed with the emerging Hittite Old 
Kingdom, and HÓattusûili I campaigned to stop their expansion.

�CoincidentCoincident with the  with the collapse acollapse at the end t the end of the Midof the Middle Bronzedle Bronze/Old Babyl/Old Babylonian perionian BabylBabylonianBabylonian period, t period, the Hittitehe Hittites began tos began to expand in expand into north Sto north Syria. By tyria. By the late 16he late 16th centuryth cth century thcentury they encountey encountered a subered a substantial Hstantial Hurrian powurrian power east ofer east of the Euphr the Euphrates calleates called Mitanni dcallecalled Mitcalled Mitanni that anni that had previohad previously invadusly invaded centraled central Anatolia  Anatolia in the earin the early years oly years of f HÓattusûilHÓHÓattusûilHÓattusûilii I and who I and whose kings bse kings bore Indo-aore Indo-aryan namesryan names but whose but whose populatio population spoke Hun spokn spoke Hurrspoke Hurrian. Beginian. Beginning with ning with the reign the reign of Thutmosof Thutmose III, Syre III, Syro-Canaan wo-Canaan was referreas referred to as dreferrereferred treferred to as o as HÓuruHÓuru in Egypti in Egyptian documenan documents. Hurriats. Hurrian power ren power reached its ached its peak in thpeak in tpeak in the early the early 15th centu15th century when Kiry when Kizzuwatna (zzuwatna (Cilicia) wCilicia) was annexedas annexed during th during the reign ofe reign of Zidanta I Z Zidanta IIZidanta II. Excavati. Excavations at Nuzons at Nuzi in northi in north Mesopotam Mesopotamia revealeia revealed the detad the details of proils of provincial Huvinproprovincialprovincial Hurrian s Hurrian society oveociety over five genr five generations werations with its coith its complex socimplex social, economal, economic, and leic,economeconomic, economic, and legal and legal customs incustoms in the 15–14 the 15–14th centurith centuries. The nees. The nearly 5000 arly 5000 texts fountexts found at Nuzi dfounfound at Nfound at Nuzi were wuzi were written in ritten in Akkadian bAkkadian by Hurrian-y Hurrian-speaking sspeaking scribes andcribes and were, unt were, unt were, until receuntil recently, the ntly, the major sourmajor source of Hurrce of Hurrian vocabuian vocabulary. The lary. The Hurrians’ Hurrians’ capital, capital, WasûukkaniWasWasûukkaniWasûukkani, has not , has not yet been iyet been identified dentified (Tell (Tell FakhaœriyaFakhaœriya?). By the?). By the late 15th late 15th century H ce century Hucentury Hurrians hadrrians had become a  become a major segmmajor segment of theent of the populatio population of Syrian of Syria (e.g., at (e.g., at Alalakh,  A Alalakh, HAlalakh, Halab, Qatnalab, Qatna, Ugarit)a, Ugarit), had inte, had intermarried wrmarried with the Hiith the Hittite royattite royal family, l family, and were iand wand were in cowere in communicatiommunication with then with the kings of  kings of Egypt. HurEgypt. Hurrian religrian religion was wiion was widely practdely practiced, and icpractpracticed,practiced, and Hurri and Hurrian gods anan gods and goddessed goddesses worshipps worshipped over a ed over a wide area.wide area. By the la By the la By the late 13th late 13th century Hucentury Hurrian powerrian power began tor began to wane with wane with the conqu the conquest of Syrest of Syria by ia by SÁuppiluliSÁuSÁuppiluliSÁuppiluliumauma I. The Hu I. The Hurrian kingrrian kingdom of dom of HÓanigalbaHÓanigalbatt disappear disappeared from coed from contemporaryntcocontemporacontemporary recordsry records. With the. With the devastati devastating campaigng campaigns of the ns of the Assyrian kAssyrian king Tukulting Tukuling Tukulti-niTukulti-ninurta I innurta I in Syria, th Syria, the deportate deportation of larion of large numbersge numbers of Hurria of Hurrians, and thns, and the subsequee sue subsequentsubsequent collapse  collapse of the Latof the Late Bronze Ae Bronze Age civilizge civilizations assations associated wiociated with the invth the invasions of asioinvinvasions invasions of the Seaof the Sea Peoples,  Peoples, Hurrian poHurrian power was elwer was eliminated aiminated and the Hurnd the Hurrians assyrians assyrianized. rassyassyrianizassyrianized. Subseqed. Subsequently theuently they were ovey were overwhelmed brwhelmed by the incuy the incursions of rsions of Aramaic-spAramaic-spAramaic-spAramaic-speaking trieaking tribes. The Hbes. The Hurrian lanurrian language ceasguage ceased to appeed to appear in writar in written sourceten sourceten sources insources in Syro-Meso Syro-Mesopotamia, apotamia, although itlthough its related s related language, language, Urartian, Urartian, continued continued to be writtoto be writto be written and spten and spoken in eaoken in eastern Anatstern Anatolia for tolia for the next fehe next few centuriew centuries.s.s.

Coincident with the collapse at the end of the Middle Bronze/Old 
Babylonian period, the Hittites began to expand into north Syria. By the late 16th 
century they encountered a substantial Hurrian power east of the Euphrates 
called Mitanni that had previously invaded central Anatolia in the early years of 
HÓattusûili I and whose kings bore Indo-aryan names but whose population 
spoke Hurrian. Beginning with the reign of Thutmose III, Syro-Canaan was 
referred to as HÓuru in Egyptian documents. Hurrian power reached its peak in 
the early 15th century when Kizzuwatna (Cilicia) was annexed during the reign of 
Zidanta II. Excavations at Nuzi in north Mesopotamia revealed the details of 



provincial Hurrian society over five generations with its complex social, 
economic, and legal customs in the 15–14th centuries. The nearly 5000 texts 
found at Nuzi were written in Akkadian by Hurrian-speaking scribes and were, 
until recently, the major source of Hurrian vocabulary. The Hurrians’ capital, 
Wasûukkani, has not yet been identified (Tell Fakhaœriya?). By the late 15th 
century Hurrians had become a major segment of the population of Syria (e.g., at 
Alalakh, Halab, Qatna, Ugarit), had intermarried with the Hittite royal family, and 
were in communication with the kings of Egypt. Hurrian religion was widely 
practiced, and Hurrian gods and goddesses worshipped over a wide area. By the 
late 13th century Hurrian power began to wane with the conquest of Syria by 
SÁuppiluliuma I. The Hurrian kingdom of HÓanigalbat disappeared from 
contemporary records. With the devastating campaigns of the Assyrian king 
Tukulti-ninurta I in Syria, the deportation of large numbers of Hurrians, and the 
subsequent collapse of the Late Bronze Age civilizations associated with the 
invasions of the Sea Peoples, Hurrian power was eliminated and the Hurrians 
assyrianized. Subsequently they were overwhelmed by the incursions of 
Aramaic-speaking tribes. The Hurrian language ceased to appear in written 
sources in Syro-Mesopotamia, although its related language, Urartian, continued 
to be written and spoken in eastern Anatolia for the next few centuries.

�In the BibIn the Bible, the Hule, the Hurrians havrrians have been asse been associated wiociated with the Horth the Horites (Heb.ites (Heb.  h�oœriîh�oœh�oœriîh�oœriî), althoug), although there ish there is no extrab no extrabiblical vaiblical validation olidation of this equf this equation, lination, linguistic orguistic oguistic or otherwior otherwise. Furthese. Furthermore, thermore, the identific identification of cation of certain royertain royal names aal names among the Hmong the Hyksos withyHHyksos witHyksos with Hurrian h Hurrian personal npersonal names is noames is no longer wi longer widely accepdely accepted. That ted. That there werethere werthere were Hurriwere Hurrians in souans in southern Canathern Canaan and posan and possibly in Esibly in Egypt in thgypt in the Middle ae Middle and Late Brnd Late Bronze Ages oBrBronze AgeBronze Ages is a liks is a likely but unely but unproven posproven possibility. sibility. Hurrians aHurrians are known tre known to have beeo have been as far nn beebeen as fabeen as far north inr north in Anatolia  Anatolia as Sapinuwas Sapinuwa (Ortaköya (Ortaköy), 50 km. ), 50 km. (30 mi.) N(30 mi.) NE of HÓattE of HÓattusûa/BoghauHÓattHÓattusûa/HÓattusûa/Boghazköy,Boghazköy, and as fa and as far west as r west as Cyprus andCyprus and possibly  possibly Crete.Crete.

In the Bible, the Hurrians have been associated with the Horites (Heb. 
h�oœriî ), although there is no extrabiblical validation of this equation, linguistic 
or otherwise. Furthermore, the identification of certain royal names among the 
Hyksos with Hurrian personal names is no longer widely accepted. That there 
were Hurrians in southern Canaan and possibly in Egypt in the Middle and Late 
Bronze Ages is a likely but unproven possibility. Hurrians are known to have 
been as far north in Anatolia as Sapinuwa (Ortaköy), 50 km. (30 mi.) NE of 
HÓattusûa/Boghazköy, and as far west as Cyprus and possibly Crete.

Language aLanguage and Literatnd Literatureure

Language and Literature

The HurriaThe Hurrians had comns had come under Ake under Akkadian infkadian influence alrluence already in theady in the 23rd cene 23rd century. Hurrtury. Hurtury. Hurrian peHurrian personal namrsonal names and tites and titles appearles appear first in  first in the seal ithe seal inscriptionnscriptions from Urks from Urkesh. They esh.UrkUrkesh. ThUrkesh. They wrote tey wrote their earliheir earliest inscriest inscriptions in ptions in Akkadian, Akkadian, but the unbut the underlying sderlying spoken langpoksspoken lanspoken language was guage was Hurrian. THurrian. The Hurrianhe Hurrian language  language is itself is itself an isolatean isolate possibly  possibly related torelarelated torelated to Northeast Northeast Caucasian Caucasian. The earl. The earliest fullyiest fully written H written Hurrian relurrian religious texigious texts appear ts apts appear onlappear only in the 1y in the 18th-centur8th-century Mari arcy Mari archives, sughives, suggesting a gesting a tradition tradition of writtenof written literatur lite literatureliterature preceding preceding its first its first occurrenc occurrence at Mari.e at Mari. In the 3r In the 3rd millennid millennium it is kum it is known primanown pnown primarily primarily from persofrom personal names.nal names. In the fi In the first half orst half of the 2nd f the 2nd millenniummillennium religious religious texts and text texts and texts and rituals dorituals dominate, alminate, although recthough recently a smently a small numberall number of letter of letters in Hurris in Hurrian have bean han have been have been discovereddiscovered. In the 1. In the 14th-15th c4th-15th centuries tenturies the Hurro-Ahe Hurro-Akkadian tekkadian texts from Nxts from Nxts from Nuzi proviNuzi provide a substde a substantial Hurantial Hurrian vocabrian vocabulary and ulary and occasionaloccasional grammatic grammatical forms. al forms. Hurrian waHHurrian waHurrian was one of ts one of the many lahe many languages spnguages spoken and woken and written at ritten at Ugarit andUgarit and is among  is among  is among the among the languages languages in the quain the quadralingualdralingual dictionar dictionaries found ies found there. Thethere. The recent di recent discovery atscodidiscovery discovery at Boghazkat Boghazköy of the öy of the Hurro-HittHurro-Hittite bilingite bilingual “Epic ual “Epic of Manumisof Manumission” (earsion” (early 14th cely(ear(early 14t(early 14th century,h century, but proba but probably originbly originally a MB ally a MB text), revtext), revealed a fuealed a fully develolly developed literaped lped literary eliterary epic traditpic tradition in Hurion in Hurrian previrian previously knowously known mostly vn mostly via Hittiteia Hittite translati translations. Hitheons. Hons. Hitherto, Hitherto, the longesthe longest known Hut known Hurrian textrrian text (494 line (494 lines) had bees) had been the dipln the diplomatic letomatic letter of Kinteletletter of letter of King King TusûrattaTusûratta of Mitann of Mitanni to Amenoi to Amenophis III cphis III concerning oncerning the negotithe negotiations of ations negotinegotiationegotiations of bridns of brideprice andeprice and dowry for dowry for Princess  Princess Tatu-hepa,Tatu-hepa, who was t who was to be sent o be sent to Egypt ttto Egypt tto Egypt to marry tho marry the pharaoh.e pharaoh. There are There are strong in strong indications dications that a ricthat a rich and varih and varied writtened varivaried wrivaried written litertten literary traditary tradition existeion existed among thd among the Hurrianse Hurrians as early  as early as the 18tas the 18th century.h ceh century. Ecentury. Excavationsxcavations at the no at the northern Anarthern Anatolian sittolian site of Ortake of Ortaköy have unöy have uncovered a covered a large Hurrlalarge Hurrlarge Hurrian librarian library of more y of more than 600 tthan 600 texts and fexts and fragments wragments whose contehose content, mostlynt, mostly rituals,  mostlymostly ritmostly rituals, incluals, includes many udes many Hurrian-HiHurrian-Hittite bilittite bilinguals.nguals.nguals.

The Hurrians had come under Akkadian influence already in the 23rd century. 
Hurrian personal names and titles appear first in the seal inscriptions from 
Urkesh. They wrote their earliest inscriptions in Akkadian, but the underlying 
spoken language was Hurrian. The Hurrian language is itself an isolate possibly 
related to Northeast Caucasian. The earliest fully written Hurrian religious texts 
appear only in the 18th-century Mari archives, suggesting a tradition of written 
literature preceding its first occurrence at Mari. In the 3rd millennium it is known 
primarily from personal names. In the first half of the 2nd millennium religious 
texts and rituals dominate, although recently a small number of letters in Hurrian 
have been discovered. In the 14th-15th centuries the Hurro-Akkadian texts from 



Nuzi provide a substantial Hurrian vocabulary and occasional grammatical forms. 
Hurrian was one of the many languages spoken and written at Ugarit and is 
among the languages in the quadralingual dictionaries found there. The recent 
discovery at Boghazköy of the Hurro-Hittite bilingual “Epic of Manumission” 
(early 14th century, but probably originally a MB text), revealed a fully developed 
literary epic tradition in Hurrian previously known mostly via Hittite translations. 
Hitherto, the longest known Hurrian text (494 lines) had been the diplomatic 
letter of King Tusûratta of Mitanni to Amenophis III concerning the 
negotiations of brideprice and dowry for Princess Tatu-hepa, who was to be sent 
to Egypt to marry the pharaoh. There are strong indications that a rich and 
varied written literary tradition existed among the Hurrians as early as the 18th 
century. Excavations at the northern Anatolian site of Ortaköy have uncovered a 
large Hurrian library of more than 600 texts and fragments whose content, 
mostly rituals, includes many Hurrian-Hittite bilinguals.
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HUSHAHHUSHAH (Heb.  (Heb. h�u®sûa®h�u®sûa®)))

HUSHAH (Heb. h�u®sûa® )

A “son of A “son of Ezer,” fouEzer,” founder of a nder of a place in tplace in the hill cohe hill country of Juntry of Judah (1 Chudah (1 Chr. 4:4). Ir. 4:4). It was the t was tt was the home othe home of Sibbecaif Sibbecai (“the Hus (“the Hushathite”),hathite”), one of Da one of David’s Mighvid’s Mighty Men (1 ty Men (1 Sam. 21:18Sam. 21:18Sam. 21:18; 1 C21:18; 1 Chr. 11:29;hr. 11:29; 20:4; 27: 20:4; 27:11; called11; called Mebunnai  Mebunnai at 2 Sam. at 2 Sam. 23:27). Th23:27). The site is e site is generally genegenerally generally identifiedidentified with mode with modern H¸qsa®nrn H¸qsa®n (162124), (162124), SW of Bet SW of Bethlehem.hlehem.

A “son of Ezer,” founder of a place in the hill country of Judah (1 Chr. 4:4). It was 
the home of Sibbecai (“the Hushathite”), one of David’s Mighty Men (1 Sam. 
21:18; 1 Chr. 11:29; 20:4; 27:11; called Mebunnai at 2 Sam. 23:27). The site is 
generally identified with modern H¸qsa®n (162124), SW of Bethlehem.

HUSHAIHUSHAI (Heb.  (Heb. h�u®sûayh�u®sûay)))

HUSHAI (Heb. h�u®sûay )

A friend aA friend and confidand confidant of Kingnt of King David (2  David (2 Sam. 15:37Sam. 15:37; 1 Chr. 2; 1 Chr. 27:33). An 7:33). An Archite, hArchite, he was the e we was the fawas the father of Bather of Baana, an ofana, an officer of Sficer of Solomon (1 olomon (1 Kgs. 4:16)Kgs. 4:16). He playe. He played an impord an important role tanimporimportant important role durinrole during the rebeg the rebellion of Allion of Absalom by bsalom by posing as posing as an adviseran adviser and dissu and dissuading Absaaddissudissuadingdissuading Absalom f Absalom from followrom following Ahithoing Ahithophel’s couphel’s counsel (2 Sansel (2 Sam. 15:32-3m. 15:32-33; 16:16—13; 16:16—3; 16:16—17:116:16—17:14); moreov4); moreover, he keper, he kept David apt David apprised thrprised through the sough the sons of theons of the priests Z priests Z priests Zadok and Zadok and Abiathar (Abiathar (15:34–36).15:34–36).

A friend and confidant of King David (2 Sam. 15:37; 1 Chr. 27:33). An Archite, he 
was the father of Baana, an officer of Solomon (1 Kgs. 4:16). He played an 
important role during the rebellion of Absalom by posing as an adviser and 
dissuading Absalom from following Ahithophel’s counsel (2 Sam. 15:32-33; 
16:16—17:14); moreover, he kept David apprised through the sons of the priests 
Zadok and Abiathar (15:34–36).



HUSHAMHUSHAM (Heb.  (Heb. h�usûaœm, h�usûaœm, h�u®sûaœmh�u®sûaœm)))

HUSHAM (Heb. h�usûaœm, h�u®sûaœm )

A TemaniteA Temanite who becam who became king ovee king over Edom aftr Edom after the deaer the death of Jobath of Jobab (Gen. 36b (Gen. 36:34-35; 1 :34-35; 3636:34-35; 36:34-35; 1 Chr. 1:41 Chr. 1:45-46).5-46).

A Temanite who became king over Edom after the death of Jobab (Gen. 
36:34-35; 1 Chr. 1:45-46).

HUSHATHITEHUSHATHITE (Heb.  (Heb. h�u®sûaœt�h�u®sûaœt�iîiî)))

HUSHATHITE (Heb. h�u®sûaœt�iî )

A gentilicA gentilic designati designating an inhang an inhabitant of bitant of Hushah (2 Hushah (2 Sam. 21:18Sam. 21:18; 23:27; 1; 23:27; 1 Chr. 11:2 Chr. 11:29; 20:4; 29; 209; 20:4; 27:120:4; 27:11).1).

A gentilic designating an inhabitant of Hushah (2 Sam. 21:18; 23:27; 1 Chr. 11:29; 
20:4; 27:11).

HUSHIMHUSHIM (Heb.  (Heb. h�u®sûiîm,h�u®sûiîm, h�usûiîm, h�usûiîm, h�usûim h�usûim) ) (also SHUH(also SHUHAM)AM)AM)

HUSHIM (Heb. h�u®sûiîm, h�usûiîm, h�usûim ) 
(also SHUHAM)

�1.1. A son of  A son of (or a soci(or a social group dal group descended fescended from) Dan (rom) Dan (Gen. 46:23Gen. 46:23). The for). The form Shuham om Sm Shuham occShuham occurs at Numurs at Num. 26:42.. 26:42.. 26:42.

1. A son of (or a social group descended from) Dan (Gen. 46:23). The form 
Shuham occurs at Num. 26:42.

�2.2. The sons  The sons of the Benof the Benjaminite Ajaminite Aher (1 Chrher (1 Chr. 7:12). T. 7:12). The Hebrew he Hebrew text of thtext of this verse iis vis verse is dverse is difficult tifficult to interpreo interpret.t.t.

2. The sons of the Benjaminite Aher (1 Chr. 7:12). The Hebrew text of this 
verse is difficult to interpret.

�3.3. The mothe The mother of Abitur of Abitub and Elpab and Elpaal; a wifeal; a wife of the Be of the Benjaminite njaminite Shaharaim,Shaharaim, who later who who later who later divorced hdivorced her (1 Chr.er (1 Chr. 8:8, 11). 8:8, 11).

3. The mother of Abitub and Elpaal; a wife of the Benjaminite Shaharaim, 
who later divorced her (1 Chr. 8:8, 11).

HYKSOSHYKSOS (Gk.  (Gk. HyksoœésHyksoœés)))

HYKSOS (Gk. Hyksoœés)

A Greek teA Greek term, from Erm, from Egyp. gyp. h�qh�q33w h˙w h˙33swt,swt, “rulers o “rulers of foreign f foreign countries,countries,” used by ” used by” used by the Egyby the Egyptian histptian historian Maneorian Manetho (3rd ctho (3rd century entury B.C.B.C.) to descr) to describe the peibe the people(s) whople(s) who dominateowhwho dominawho dominated Egypt ted Egypt during theduring the 15th-16th 15th-16th dynasties dynasties of the Se of the Second Intercond Intermediate Pemediate Pmediate Period (hiPeriod (high chronolgh chronology, 1674–ogy, 1674–1550; low 1550; low chronologychronology, 1637–152, 1637–1529). Maneth9). Manetho wrongly o wrono wrongly inwrongly interpreted terpreted the Egyptithe Egyptian phrase an phrase as “shepheas “shepherd kings.”rd kings.” In certai In certain Egyptiann Egyptian writings  w writings twritings they were ahey were also given lso given the generathe general designatl designation ion {{33mw,mw, “Asiatics “Asiatics” (lit., “” (lit., “speakers ospeak““speakers “speakers of a West of a West Semitic toSemitic tongue”).ngue”).

A Greek term, from Egyp. h�q 3w h˙3swt, “rulers of foreign countries,” used 
by the Egyptian historian Manetho (3rd century B.C.) to describe the people(s) 
who dominated Egypt during the 15th-16th dynasties of the Second Intermediate 
Period (high chronology, 1674–1550; low chronology, 1637–1529). Manetho 
wrongly interpreted the Egyptian phrase as “shepherd kings.” In certain Egyptian 
writings they were also given the general designation {3mw, “Asiatics” (lit., 
“speakers of a West Semitic tongue”).

Ethnic IdeEthnic Identificationtificationn

Ethnic Identification

Although tAlthough the ethnic he ethnic identificaidentification and ption and place of orlace of origin of thigin of the Hyksos he Hyksos have been dave been debated, a ebaddebated, adebated, a growing b growing body of eviody of evidence (botdence (both textual h textual and archaeand archaeological) ological) indicates indicates that the Hthathat the Hthat the Hyksos wereyksos were not Indo- not Indo-european (european (or more spor more specificallyecifically Hurrian), Hurrian), but were  but were  but were in thwere in the broadeste broadest sense Wes sense West Semitic t Semitic and perhapand perhaps, in a nas, in a narrower senrrower sense, Southese, Southese, Southern LSouthern Levantines.evantines.

Although the ethnic identification and place of origin of the Hyksos have been 
debated, a growing body of evidence (both textual and archaeological) indicates 
that the Hyksos were not Indo-european (or more specifically Hurrian), but 
were in the broadest sense West Semitic and perhaps, in a narrower sense, 
Southern Levantines.

�ArchaeologArchaeological evideical evidence from Tnce from Tell ell el-Dab{ael-Dab{a, Tell el-, Tell el-Maskhuta, Maskhuta, and elsewhand elsewhere in theerelsewhelsewhere elsewhere in the easin the eastern Deltatern Delta gives eve gives every indicatry indication of a Wion of a West Semitiest Semitic culture.c culture. The princ Th The princiThe principal Hyksospal Hyksos site of A site of Avaris (Telvaris (Tell l el-Dab{ael-Dab{a) was an e) was an enormous cinormous city coverinty coverinty covering acovering an area of n area of ca. 2.5 sqca. 2.5 sq. km. (1 s. km. (1 sq. mi.). Iq. mi.). Its ceramicts ceramic and artif and artifactual conactual content is vitent is tent is virtualis virtually the samly the same as the ce as the culture of ulture of the contemthe contemporary Midporary Middle Bronzedle Bronze IIB Levan IIB Levant. Its burt. LevanLevant. ItLevant. Its burial ps burial practices aractices also evincelso evince Levantine Levantine origins.  origins. The tombs The tombs are of theare of the vaulted m vaul vaulted muvaulted mudbrick chadbrick chamber type mber type with donkewith donkey sacrificy sacrifices appearies appearing outsideng outside some of t some of t some of these tombthese tombs, normalls, normally in pairsy in pairs. Similar . Similar tombs withtombs with donkey sa donkey sacrifices acrifices are attestere attested at Tell d atd at Tell elat Tell el-Maskhuta,-Maskhuta, Inshas, a Inshas, and Tell elnd Tell el-Farasha i-Farasha in Egypt ann Egypt and at Jericd at Jericho, Lachisho, Lachish, and Telh, andh, and Tell and Tell el-{Ajjulel-{Ajjul in the Le in the Levant. In avant. In addition, addition, a large Can large Canaanite temaanite temple compleple complex has beenx hasx has been dhas been discovered iscovered at Tell at Tell el-Dab{ael-Dab{a. Finally,. Finally, items suc items such as bronzh as bronze daggers e daggers and axheadand axand axheads, jaxheads, jugs, and tugs, and toggle pinsoggle pins confirm C confirm Canaanite danaanite derivation.erivation.

Archaeological evidence from Tell el-Dab{a, Tell el-Maskhuta, and 
elsewhere in the eastern Delta gives every indication of a West Semitic culture. 
The principal Hyksos site of Avaris (Tell el-Dab{a) was an enormous city 
covering an area of ca. 2.5 sq. km. (1 sq. mi.). Its ceramic and artifactual content 
is virtually the same as the culture of the contemporary Middle Bronze IIB 



Levant. Its burial practices also evince Levantine origins. The tombs are of the 
vaulted mudbrick chamber type with donkey sacrifices appearing outside some of 
these tombs, normally in pairs. Similar tombs with donkey sacrifices are attested 
at Tell el-Maskhuta, Inshas, and Tell el-Farasha in Egypt and at Jericho, Lachish, 
and Tell el-{Ajjul in the Levant. In addition, a large Canaanite temple complex 
has been discovered at Tell el-Dab{a. Finally, items such as bronze daggers and 
axheads, jugs, and toggle pins confirm Canaanite derivation.

�Textual evTextual evidence incidence includes a slludes a slave list (ave list (Papyrus BrPapyrus Brooklyn 35.ooklyn 35.1446) and 1446) and the Execrathe Exethe ExecrationExecration Texts (Be Texts (Berlin-Mirgirlin-Mirgissa group)ssa group). The slav. The slave list (dae list (dating from ting from the 13th dthe 13th dynasty) coynasddynasty) cdynasty) consists ofonsists of 77 legibl 77 legible names ofe names of slaves, o slaves, out of whicut of which 48 are ch 48 are clearly Asilearly Asiatic. The atic. AsiAsiatic. TAsiatic. The Execrathe Execration Texts ion Texts (ca. 1850–(ca. 1850–1750) refl1750) reflect the maect the magical annigical annihilation ohilation of persons f pef persons anpersons and things id things inimical tonimical to Pharaoh a Pharaoh and Egypt. nd Egypt. While thesWhile these texts ree texts reflect the flect the full rangefullfull rangefull range of Egypti of Egyptian enemiesan enemies, in the A, in the Asiatic secsiatic sections theytions they combine t combine the he h�qh�q33ww of the ci of of the citof the cities of coaies of coastal Syriastal Syria-Palestine-Palestine with the  with the {{33mwmw of the ar of the area. They aea. They are therefore therefore therefore therefore an indirecan indirect witness t witness to Hyksos to Hyksos origins.origins.

Textual evidence includes a slave list (Papyrus Brooklyn 35.1446) and the 
Execration Texts (Berlin-Mirgissa group). The slave list (dating from the 13th 
dynasty) consists of 77 legible names of slaves, out of which 48 are clearly 
Asiatic. The Execration Texts (ca. 1850–1750) reflect the magical annihilation of 
persons and things inimical to Pharaoh and Egypt. While these texts reflect the 
full range of Egyptian enemies, in the Asiatic sections they combine the h�q 3w 
of the cities of coastal Syria-Palestine with the {3mw of the area. They are 
therefore an indirect witness to Hyksos origins.

Rise to PoRise to Powerwer

Rise to Power

Scholars hScholars have long dave long debated theebated the arrival o arrival of the Hyksf the Hyksos in Egypos in Egypt. For yeat. For years, many srs, many scholars archosscholars ascholars argued for rgued for an infiltran infiltration modeation model in whichl in which the Hykso the Hyksos assumptis assumption of poweon of power was a perpowepower was power was a peacefula peaceful takeover  takeover from withifrom within by a racn by a racial elemenial element already t already in the majin the majority (at omajmajority (majority (at least iat least in the eastn the eastern Delta)ern Delta)...

Scholars have long debated the arrival of the Hyksos in Egypt. For years, many 
scholars argued for an infiltration model in which the Hyksos assumption of 
power was a peaceful takeover from within by a racial element already in the 
majority (at least in the eastern Delta).

�More recenMore recently, Egypttly, Egyptologists sologists seem to undeem to understand therstand the Hyksos te Hyksos takeover inakeover in more comp mor more complmore complex terms. ex terms. While for While for a number oa number of centurief centuries West Sems West Semitic immigitic immigrants had rants hrants had infilthad infiltrated intorated into the Delta the Delta and settl and settled there aed there and had, innd had, in fact, ser fact, served in Egyved in Egyptian paraptian pptian paramilitaparamilitary units, ry units, it may be it may be misleadingmisleading to place  to place too much etoo much emphasis onmphasis on this proc this process of immessprocprocess ofprocess of immigrati immigration as an aon as an antecedent ntecedent to Hyksos to Hyksos rule, for rule, for the foreigthe foreignness of tnness of the Hyksos hetthe Hyksosthe Hyksos was evide was evidently sometntly something whichhing which left a de left a deep impressep impression on theion on the Egyptians Egyptians Egyptians.Egyptians. Although  Although the contemthe contemporary Egyporary Egyptian sourptian sources (e.g.,ces (e.g., the Kamos the Kamose stelae) e stelae) are highlyaare highlyare highly ideologic ideological, they nal, they neverthelesevertheless form imps form important witortant witnesses to nesses to a more coma more complex procepcomcomplex prcomplex process in tocess in the Hyksos he Hyksos ascension ascension to power. to power. At the begAt the beginning of inning of the Hyksosthe Hyksothe Hyksos perHyksos period, a comiod, a combination obination of various f various Levantine Levantine groups/trigroups/tribes immigrbes immigrated into ated into the eastertthe easterthe eastern Delta, an Delta, as well as s well as more mobilmore mobile fightinge fighting groups, p groups, perhaps cenerhaps centered on otered on or in looser oor in loosor in loose federatie federation with a on with a main militmain military group ary group that fannethat fanned out and d out and took over took over various Devarvarious Devarious Delta citieslta cities (though a (though also leavinlso leaving others sg others still in thtill in the charge oe charge of their Egf their Egyptian rulyptian ryptian rulers). Drulers). Destructionestruction levels no levels noted at somted at some eastern e eastern Delta siteDelta sites, includis, including Tell ng Tell el-Dab{ael-Dael-Dab{ael-Dab{a, may reco, may record some ofrd some of the more  the more serious coserious conflicts annflicts and indicated indicate something something something something more than more than just a peajust a peaceful inficeful infiltration.ltration.ltration.

More recently, Egyptologists seem to understand the Hyksos takeover in 
more complex terms. While for a number of centuries West Semitic immigrants 
had infiltrated into the Delta and settled there and had, in fact, served in Egyptian 
paramilitary units, it may be misleading to place too much emphasis on this 
process of immigration as an antecedent to Hyksos rule, for the foreignness of 
the Hyksos was evidently something which left a deep impression on the 
Egyptians. Although the contemporary Egyptian sources (e.g., the Kamose stelae) 
are highly ideological, they nevertheless form important witnesses to a more 
complex process in the Hyksos ascension to power. At the beginning of the 
Hyksos period, a combination of various Levantine groups/tribes immigrated into 
the eastern Delta, as well as more mobile fighting groups, perhaps centered on 
or in loose federation with a main military group that fanned out and took over 
various Delta cities (though also leaving others still in the charge of their Egyptian 
rulers). Destruction levels noted at some eastern Delta sites, including Tell 
el-Dab{a, may record some of the more serious conflicts and indicate 
something more than just a peaceful infiltration.

�It has somIt has sometimes beeetimes been argued tn argued that the Hyhat the Hyksos conquksos conquered Egyptered Egypt because t because they had suheytthey had sthey had superior weuperior weapons (espapons (esp. the hors. the horse and chare and chariot). Howeiot). However, therever, there is no arc is no archaeologicaharcarchaeologarchaeological or teical or textual suppxtual support that tort that the Hyksos he Hyksos introducedintroduced the horse the horse and chari and chariot to Egypocharichariot tochariot to Egypt or  Egypt or that thesethat these provided  provided the Hyksosthe Hyksos with the  with the military smilitary superiorityuperiority to overwh to to overwheto overwhelm Syria alm Syria and Egypt. nd Egypt. This seemsThis seems also to a also to apply to thpply to the Hyksos “e Hyksos “sloping glsloping glacis” fortacglglacis” foglacis” fortificatiortifications.ns.

It has sometimes been argued that the Hyksos conquered Egypt because 
they had superior weapons (esp. the horse and chariot). However, there is no 



archaeological or textual support that the Hyksos introduced the horse and 
chariot to Egypt or that these provided the Hyksos with the military superiority 
to overwhelm Syria and Egypt. This seems also to apply to the Hyksos “sloping 
glacis” fortifications.

End of RulEnd of Rulee

End of Rule

The only pThe only potential rotential rival to thival to the Hyksos 1e Hyksos 15th Dynast5th Dynasty was in Uy was in Upper Egyptpper Egypt, where a , where a rump staterrump staterump state centered  centered at Thebes at Thebes had survivhad survived the faled the fall of the 1l of the 13th Dynast3th Dynasty. Being hy. Being hedged in bedhhedged in hedged in by the kinby the kingdom of Kugdom of Kush to the sh to the south (a Hsouth (a Hyksos allyyksos ally) and the ) and the Hyksos theHyksos theHyksos themselvesthemselves to the no to the north, the erth, the early rulerarly rulers of the 1s of the 17th Dynast7th Dynasty that ruly that ruled this baed this bantam statentambabantam stabantam state felt cote felt compelled tompelled to acknowled acknowledge Hyksos ge Hyksos suzeraintysuzerainty. The poli. The political expetical expedient of adexpeexpedient expedient of accommoof accommodation witdation with the Hyksh the Hyksos promoteos promoted a politid a political paralycal paralysis that tsis that the last ruhtthe last rthe last rulers of tulers of the 17th Dyhe 17th Dynasty finanasty finally repudilly repudiated. Initated. Initially, Seqially, Seqenenre enenre T}aaT}aa II led a  II le II led a revoled a revolt againstlt against the Hykso the Hyksos. But whes. But when he died n he died in battle,in battle, his broth his brother Kamose er Kamose led a numbledled a numbled a number of succer of successful raiessful raids on Kushds on Kushite territite territory and thory and then on Avaren on Avaris itself.is itself. Finally,  Fina Finally, AFinally, Ahmose routhmose routed the Asied the Asiatics in aatics in a series of series of campaigns campaigns against t against their basesheir bases in the De in th in the Delta the Delta and in Canand in Canaan itselfaan itself (includin (including the fortg the fortress at Shress at Sharuhen).aruhen).aruhen).

The only potential rival to the Hyksos 15th Dynasty was in Upper Egypt, where a 
rump state centered at Thebes had survived the fall of the 13th Dynasty. Being 
hedged in by the kingdom of Kush to the south (a Hyksos ally) and the Hyksos 
themselves to the north, the early rulers of the 17th Dynasty that ruled this 
bantam state felt compelled to acknowledge Hyksos suzerainty. The political 
expedient of accommodation with the Hyksos promoted a political paralysis that 
the last rulers of the 17th Dynasty finally repudiated. Initially, Seqenenre T}aa II 
led a revolt against the Hyksos. But when he died in battle, his brother Kamose 
led a number of successful raids on Kushite territory and then on Avaris itself. 
Finally, Ahmose routed the Asiatics in a series of campaigns against their bases in 
the Delta and in Canaan itself (including the fortress at Sharuhen).

�The extentThe extent of Egypti of Egyptian involvean involvement in thment in the destructe destructions of Miions of Middle Bronzddle Bronze IIC sitee IIC e IIC sites IIC sites in Canaan in Canaan after the after the expulsion expulsion of the Hykof the Hyksos has besos has been debateden debated. The evid. The evidence seemsenevidevidence sevidence seems to ineems to indicate a cdicate a complex sceomplex scenario invonario involving a colving a combination mbination of factorsof factors: internal: factorsfactors: ifactors: internal stnternal strife, confrife, conflicts betwlicts between neighbeen neighboring statoring states, Egypties, Egyptian campaigan campaigns, economns, ecns, economic ceconomic crisis.risis.

The extent of Egyptian involvement in the destructions of Middle Bronze 
IIC sites in Canaan after the expulsion of the Hyksos has been debated. The 
evidence seems to indicate a complex scenario involving a combination of 
factors: internal strife, conflicts between neighboring states, Egyptian campaigns, 
economic crisis.

ImpactImpact

Impact

The HyksosThe Hyksos occupatio occupation was a wan was a watershed intershed in Egyptian  Egyptian history. Uhistory. Up to that p to that point, thepoint, the Egyptians thethe Egyptithe Egyptians, despians, despite periodste periods of intern of internal political political chaos, al chaos, had been fhad been free from iree from invasion. Gnvasioiinvasion. invasion. GenerationGenerations of Egypts of Egyptians wouldians would be haunte be haunted by the sd by the specter of pecter of foreign doforeign domination. mdodominationdomination. The aggr. The aggressive impessive imperialism oerialism of the New f the New Kingdom waKingdom was, no doubs, no doubt, a by-prt, a by-pt, a by-productby-product of the Hy of the Hyksos dominksos domination. Thiation. This ideologis ideological stancecal stance may possi may possibly serve bly serve as a backdaas a backdas a backdrop to therop to the political political situation situation described described in Exod.  in Exod. 1.1.1.

The Hyksos occupation was a watershed in Egyptian history. Up to that point, 
the Egyptians, despite periods of internal political chaos, had been free from 
invasion. Generations of Egyptians would be haunted by the specter of foreign 
domination. The aggressive imperialism of the New Kingdom was, no doubt, a 
by-product of the Hyksos domination. This ideological stance may possibly serve 
as a backdrop to the political situation described in Exod. 1.
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HYMENAEUSHYMENAEUS (Gk.  (Gk. HyménaiosHyménaios)))

HYMENAEUS (Gk. Hyménaios)

An opponenAn opponent of Paul,t of Paul, named aft named after the Greer the Greek god of ek god of marriage. marriage. Hymenaeus Hymenaeus is mentionis mentiis mentioned mentioned with the fwith the false teachalse teachers Alexaners Alexander (1 Timder (1 Tim. 1:19-20). 1:19-20) and Phile and Philetus (2 Timtus (2 Tim. 2:17-18).TimTim. 2:17-Tim. 2:17-18). He is18). He is said to h said to have abandoave abandoned the faned the faith by teaith by teaching thatching that the final the final resurrect resu resurrectiresurrection had alron had already takeneady taken place. Pa place. Paul “turnedul “turned [him] ove [him] over to Satanr to Satan” (i.e., e” (i.e., excluded hixcludeexcluded hexcluded him from thim from the Church) e Church) so that Hyso that Hymenaeus mimenaeus might learn ght learn not to blanot to blaspheme (1 spheme blablaspheme blaspheme (1 Tim. 1:(1 Tim. 1:20).20).

An opponent of Paul, named after the Greek god of marriage. Hymenaeus is 
mentioned with the false teachers Alexander (1 Tim. 1:19-20) and Philetus (2 
Tim. 2:17-18). He is said to have abandoned the faith by teaching that the final 
resurrection had already taken place. Paul “turned [him] over to Satan” (i.e., 
excluded him from the Church) so that Hymenaeus might learn not to 
blaspheme (1 Tim. 1:20).

HYMNS, EARHYMNS, EARLY CHRISTILY CHRISTIANANAN

HYMNS, EARLY CHRISTIAN

Like the sLike the spokes of apokes of a wheel, ca wheel, canonical hynonical hymns displamns display charactey characteristics whristics which are fuich are further deverthfufurther defurther developed inveloped in subsequen subsequent Christiat Christian circles n circles to the 6thto the 6th century.  century. For examplFor example, the hyme,examplexample, texample, the hymns ihe hymns in Revelatin Revelation may refon may reflect Romanlect Roman court cer court ceremonial, jemonial, just as theust as the symposium thethe symposthe symposium by Metium by Methodius of hodius of Olympus reOlympus reflects dynflects dynamics of tamics of the ceremonhe ceremony of instay of insy of installatiinstallation for theon for the Roman con Roman consul Ausonisul Ausonius. Revelaus. Revelation’s hymtion’s hymns are oftns are often structuen structured antiphrestructustructuredstructured antiphona antiphonally (chs. lly (chs. 4–5), a dy4–5), a dynamic latenamic later brought r brought to the Westo the Western Churctern Church by AmbrohChurcChurch by Church by Ambrose. TAmbrose. The phenomehe phenomenon of marnon of martyrdom in tyrdom in the Revelathe Revelation hymnstion hymns is celebr is c is celebratedcelebrated later by  later by Pope DamasPope Damasus, whose us, whose treatment treatment of Agnes’ of Agnes’ martyrdom,martyrdom, however,  howev however, lhowever, lacks the eacks the explicit erxplicit eroticism ofoticism of the poeti the poetic treatmenc treatment of Agnest of Agnes by the La by the Latin FathertinLaLatin FathLatin Father Prudenter Prudentius. The Aius. The Alleluia sulleluia sung in Rev.ng in Rev. 19 later  19 later punctuatespunctuates hymns in  hymns in the Odes othethe Odes othe Odes of Solomon f Solomon and is warand is warmly welcommly welcomed by Hilaed by Hilary, Jeromery, Jerome, and Augu, and Augustine as astine asstine as a lituras a liturgical exergical exercise. Alsocise. Also, the inte, the interplay in Rrplay in Revelation evelation between hybetween hymn-singingmn-singing and silen and  and silencand silence in heavee in heaven (Rev. 7:n (Rev. 7:10-8:1) ha10-8:1) has its anals its analogue in hyogue in hymns in themns in the Acts of J Acts of John and inohn aohn and in theand in the Paschal H Paschal Homily of Momily of Melito of Selito of Sardis, whiardis, which strike ch strike a balance a balance between apbetween apophatic anopapapophatic apophatic and kataphand kataphatic worshatic worship. The acip. The actual musictual music involved  involved in hymnic in hymnic singing issinging is scantily  sc scantily ascantily attested. Tttested. The earlieshe earliest sample it sample is found ins found in the music the musical notatioal notation of the 3n of the 3rd-centuryrd-ce33rd-centur3rd-century Oxyrhyncy Oxyrhynchus Papyruhus Papyrus 1786, a s 1786, a hymn praishymn praising the Ching the Christian Goristian God. Revelatd. Revelad. RevelationRevelation’s portray’s portrayal of instal of instrumental arumental accompanimeccompaniment to its nt to its hymns may hymns may not of itsnot of itself be sufeitsitself be itself be sufficientsufficient to demons to demonstrate the trate the use of ceruse of certain instrtain instruments by uments by that commuthat community, but nitcommucommunity,community, but is at but is at the cusp  the cusp of an ensuof an ensuing debateing debate among the among the church fa church fathers abouthers abouthers about the about the propriety propriety of using cof using certain insertain instruments otruments or any instr any instruments atruments at all as hy all as hymnic accommnihyhymnic acchymnic accompanimentompaniment...

Like the spokes of a wheel, canonical hymns display characteristics which are 
further developed in subsequent Christian circles to the 6th century. For 
example, the hymns in Revelation may reflect Roman court ceremonial, just as 
the symposium by Methodius of Olympus reflects dynamics of the ceremony of 
installation for the Roman consul Ausonius. Revelation’s hymns are often 
structured antiphonally (chs. 4–5), a dynamic later brought to the Western 
Church by Ambrose. The phenomenon of martyrdom in the Revelation hymns is 
celebrated later by Pope Damasus, whose treatment of Agnes’ martyrdom, 
however, lacks the explicit eroticism of the poetic treatment of Agnes by the 
Latin Father Prudentius. The Alleluia sung in Rev. 19 later punctuates hymns in 
the Odes of Solomon and is warmly welcomed by Hilary, Jerome, and Augustine 
as a liturgical exercise. Also, the interplay in Revelation between hymn-singing 
and silence in heaven (Rev. 7:10-8:1) has its analogue in hymns in the Acts of John 
and in the Paschal Homily of Melito of Sardis, which strike a balance between 
apophatic and kataphatic worship. The actual music involved in hymnic singing is 
scantily attested. The earliest sample is found in the musical notation of the 
3rd-century Oxyrhynchus Papyrus 1786, a hymn praising the Christian God. 
Revelation’s portrayal of instrumental accompaniment to its hymns may not of 
itself be sufficient to demonstrate the use of certain instruments by that 
community, but is at the cusp of an ensuing debate among the church fathers 
about the propriety of using certain instruments or any instruments at all as 
hymnic accompaniment.

�Paul assumPaul assumes that Ches that Christians wristians who come toho come together wilgether will spontanel spontaneously singously sing hymns (Gk hymn hymns (Gk.hymns (Gk.  psalmoœs,psalmoœs, 1 Cor. 14 1 Cor. 14:26), and :26), and this practthis practice is conice is continued in tinued in the group the groupthe group repogroup reported by thrted by the Roman goe Roman governor Plivernor Pliny to the ny to the Emperor TrEmperor Trajan. Howeajan. However, recenver, rever, recent sturecent studies ask idies ask if some of f some of the materithe materials often als often identifiedidentified as hymnic as hymnic in the Pa in the Pauline corpulinePaPauline coPauline corpus and irpus and in the Gospn the Gospels in facels in fact were evet were ever sung at r sung at all but peall but perhaps are rhaps are ad hoc litad had hoc literahoc literary creatiory creations having ns having closer affcloser affinities wiinities with literarth literary encomia.y encomia. This may  This may be especiabe espbe especiallyespecially true of t true of the hymns ihe hymns in Luke 1-2n Luke 1-2 and that  and that in John 1,in John 1, and in th and in that regard at regard they wouldthey they wouldthey would anticipat anticipate productie productions such aons such as Clement’s Clement’s hymn to s hymn to Christ theChrist the Educator. Educator. Educator. Educator. However onHowever one decides e decides that issuethat issue, the Luca, the Lucan hymns shn hymns show a stronow a strong interestg interesg interest iinterest in rooting n rooting the Jesus-the Jesus-event in tevent in the historyhe history of Israel of Israel, a trend , a trend which the which the Council ofCouncCouncil ofCouncil of Laodicea  Laodicea (ca. 360) (ca. 360) tried to etried to encourage wncourage when it prohen it prohibited thhibited the productie production of nonbonproductiproductionproduction of nonbib of nonbiblical hymnlical hymns. The Johs. The Johannine hymannine hymn marks thn marks the beginnine beginning of a treg of a treg of a trend towatrend toward celebrard celebrating Jesusting Jesus using phi using philosophicallosophical categorie categories. Many ofs. Many of the hymns the hymns in the Na in in the Nagin the Nag Hammadi l Hammadi library celibrary celebrate Jesebrate Jesus using tus using terms such erms such as “form” as “form” and “matteand “matteand “matter” (“matter” (TripartiteTripartite Tractate) Tractate) and above and above all “gnos all “gnosis”/knowleis”/knowledge (Naasedge (Naasene hymn), ne hymn), whereas thwwhereas thwhereas the hymnic pe hymnic presentatioresentation of knowln of knowledge in thedge in the Acts of e Acts of Andrew hasAndrew has a meaning a meani a meaning demeaning determined btermined by the crosy the cross of Jesuss of Jesus. The hymn. The hymns of Ariuss of Arius in honor  in honor of Jesus aof Jesus as creaturesaas creaturas creature — albeite — albeit exception exceptional creatural creature — elicite — elicit strong co strong counter-effounter-efforts in therts in the hymns of  hy hymns of Ahymns of Athanasius,thanasius, who embod who embodies the faies the faith of Nicith of Nicea.ea.ea.

Paul assumes that Christians who come together will spontaneously sing 
hymns (Gk. psalmoœs, 1 Cor. 14:26), and this practice is continued in the 
group reported by the Roman governor Pliny to the Emperor Trajan. However, 
recent studies ask if some of the materials often identified as hymnic in the 
Pauline corpus and in the Gospels in fact were ever sung at all but perhaps are ad 
hoc literary creations having closer affinities with literary encomia. This may be 



especially true of the hymns in Luke 1-2 and that in John 1, and in that regard 
they would anticipate productions such as Clement’s hymn to Christ the 
Educator. However one decides that issue, the Lucan hymns show a strong 
interest in rooting the Jesus-event in the history of Israel, a trend which the 
Council of Laodicea (ca. 360) tried to encourage when it prohibited the 
production of nonbiblical hymns. The Johannine hymn marks the beginning of a 
trend toward celebrating Jesus using philosophical categories. Many of the hymns 
in the Nag Hammadi library celebrate Jesus using terms such as “form” and 
“matter” (Tripartite Tractate) and above all “gnosis”/knowledge (Naasene hymn), 
whereas the hymnic presentation of knowledge in the Acts of Andrew has a 
meaning determined by the cross of Jesus. The hymns of Arius in honor of Jesus 
as creature — albeit exceptional creature — elicit strong counter-efforts in the 
hymns of Athanasius, who embodies the faith of Nicea.

�The almostThe almost equal num equal number of sylber of syllables in lables in most of thmost of the lines ine lines in 1 Tim. 3: 1 Tim. 3:16 display16 displa16 displays adisplays an attention attention to rhythn to rhythmic regulamic regularity whichrity which comes to  comes to accomplishaccomplished fruitioed fruition in Clemen in in Clementin Clement’s hymn to’s hymn to Christ th Christ the Educatore Educator. The metr. The metric differeic difference of thence of the line “see line “seen by angeln “see“seen by a“seen by angels/messngels/messengers” inengers” in the Pauli the Pauline verse ine verse is for somes for some commentat commentators a signors a sign of editor signsign of edsign of editorial taitorial tampering anmpering and anticipad anticipates widesptes widespread redacread redaction of lation of later hymnicter hymnic pieces su pie pieces sucpieces such as thoseh as those in the Ap in the Apostolic Coostolic Constitutionnstitutions, presumas, presumably in ordbly in order to makeer to make the hymns t the hymns the hymns reflect cureflect current pracrrent practice. Attetice. Attention to tntion to the divine he divine Name and tName and the name ofhe name of Jesus, pr ofof Jesus, of Jesus, present inpresent in Phil. 2:6 Phil. 2:6-11, is co-11, is continued inntinued in the hymni the hymnic portionsc portions of the Go of the Gospel of thspel ospel of the Egyof the Egyptians andptians and the Odes  the Odes of Solomonof Solomon as well a as well as in hymnss in hymns of the Ac of the Acts of Thomts of Thomts of Thomas. ThThomas. The hymnic pe hymnic presentatioresentation of Chrisn of Christ as imaget as image of God in of God in whom sin  whom sin is vanquisis vanquiis vanquishedvanquished (Col. 1:1 (Col. 1:15-20) is p5-20) is present in resent in Ambrose’s Ambrose’s celebratiocelebration of a humn of a humanity reneanity renewed morallwrenerenewed morenewed morally by trally by the Christ-he Christ-event event (Aeterno R(Aeterno Rerum Condierum Conditor).tor). That this That this Colossian Colossian Christ fu ColossianColossian Colossian Christ fulChrist fulfills its fills its role as imrole as image of Godage of God when it s when it sings God’sings God’s glory is  glory is a leitmotia leitma leitmotif leitmotif also presealso present in Ephrnt in Ephrem’s Nisibem’s Nisibene hymn 5ene hymn 50.0.0.

The almost equal number of syllables in most of the lines in 1 Tim. 3:16 
displays an attention to rhythmic regularity which comes to accomplished fruition 
in Clement’s hymn to Christ the Educator. The metric difference of the line 
“seen by angels/messengers” in the Pauline verse is for some commentators a 
sign of editorial tampering and anticipates widespread redaction of later hymnic 
pieces such as those in the Apostolic Constitutions, presumably in order to make 
the hymns reflect current practice. Attention to the divine Name and the name 
of Jesus, present in Phil. 2:6-11, is continued in the hymnic portions of the Gospel 
of the Egyptians and the Odes of Solomon as well as in hymns of the Acts of 
Thomas. The hymnic presentation of Christ as image of God in whom sin is 
vanquished (Col. 1:15-20) is present in Ambrose’s celebration of a humanity 
renewed morally by the Christ-event (Aeterno Rerum Conditor). That this 
Colossian Christ fulfills its role as image of God when it sings God’s glory is a 
leitmotif also present in Ephrem’s Nisibene hymn 50.

�Although oAlthough one cannot ne cannot be certainbe certain about the about the pure nove pure novelty of somlty of some post-NT e post-NT developmendevdevelopmendevelopments in Chrits in Christian hymnstian hymnody, some ody, some hymnic chahymnic characteristiracteristics do seemcs do seem to be dev to be d to be developmendevelopments which rts which respond to espond to issues difissues different froferent from those fam those faced duringced during the perio the perio the period of period of productionproduction of canoni of canonical literacal literature. Ignature. Ignatius tius Eph.Eph. 19 includ 19 includes an exples an explicit attacicit atticit attack on attack on the perdurthe perduring attracing attractiveness otiveness of magic inf magic in the empir the empire. The isse. The issue of Chriue of Christ’s deathst’sChriChrist’s dChrist’s death as “seath as “sacrifice” acrifice” makes explmakes explicit a moticit a motif perhapsif perhaps only impl only implicit in thicit in the canonicae canoe canonical canonical hymns (Melhymns (Melito of Sarito of Sardis dis Homily on Homily on the Paschthe Pasch). Dance i). Dance is mentiones mentioned in the hd in the hd in the hymnic porhymnic portions of ttions of the Acts ofhe Acts of John and  John and in the Easin the Easter hymn oter hymn of Hippolytf Hippolytus. Prayerus. Prayers celebrats PrayerPrayers cePrayers celebrating lebrating the Virginthe Virgin’s role in’s role in making Ch making Christ availrist available are eable are especially specially prominent prominprominent prominent in the Easin the Eastern Churctern Church, where nh, where numerous hyumerous hymns designmns designed for useed for use at specif at spec at specific tspecific times of daimes of day were alsy were also being cro being crafted (Gosafted (Gospel of Barpel of Bartholomew, tholomew, Cyril of ACyril of Alexandria,leAAlexandriaAlexandria, Gregory , Gregory Nazianzus)Nazianzus). There ma. There may also be y also be evidence tevidence that some Shat some Scriptures cripturesSScripturesScriptures were bein were being chanted g chanted in this pein this period, whicriod, which also with also witnesses hymnesses hymnic intercnic intercessions foesintercintercessiintercessions for hoons for holders of slders of specific chpecific church officurch offices.es.es.

Although one cannot be certain about the pure novelty of some post-NT 
developments in Christian hymnody, some hymnic characteristics do seem to be 
developments which respond to issues different from those faced during the 
period of production of canonical literature. Ignatius Eph. 19 includes an explicit 
attack on the perduring attractiveness of magic in the empire. The issue of 
Christ’s death as “sacrifice” makes explicit a motif perhaps only implicit in the 
canonical hymns (Melito of Sardis Homily on the Pasch). Dance is mentioned in the 
hymnic portions of the Acts of John and in the Easter hymn of Hippolytus. 
Prayers celebrating the Virgin’s role in making Christ available are especially 
prominent in the Eastern Church, where numerous hymns designed for use at 
specific times of day were also being crafted (Gospel of Bartholomew, Cyril of 
Alexandria, Gregory Nazianzus). There may also be evidence that some 
Scriptures were being chanted in this period, which also witnesses hymnic 



intercessions for holders of specific church offices.

�On the froOn the frontiers of ntiers of research iresearch in this aren this area one may a one may ask about ask about the way inthe way in which ear which  which earlwhich early Christiay Christian theologin theologizing was azing was affected byffected by the inter the intertwined phetwined phenomena of nomena of HellenistiHHellenistiHellenistic music thc music theory and eeory and early Chrisarly Christian anthrtian anthropology.opology.opology.

On the frontiers of research in this area one may ask about the way in 
which early Christian theologizing was affected by the intertwined phenomena of 
Hellenistic music theory and early Christian anthropology.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Editions oEditions of texts: Ff texts: F. F. Churc. F. Church and T. Jh and T. J. Mulry, . Mulry, The MacmilThe Macmillan Book olan MacmilMacmillan Macmillan Book of EaBook of Earliest Chrrliest Christian Hymistian Hymnsns (New York (New York, 1988); M, 1988); M. Kiley, e. Kiley, ed.,d., Prayer fr Prayer fr Prayer from Alexafrom Alexander to Conder to Constantine:nstantine: A Critica A Critical Anthologl Anthologyy (London,  (London, 1997); E. 1997); E. Lodi,Lodi, Enchiridi Enchiridion EucholoonEnchiridiEnchiridioEnchiridion Euchologn Euchologicum fontiicum fontium liturgium liturgicum.cum. Bibliothe Bibliotheca Ephemerca Ephemerides Liturides Liturgicae Subsgicae Subsidia 15 (RiSubsSubsidia 1Subsidia 15 (Rome, 15 (Rome, 1979). Stud979). Studies: E. Foies: E. Foley, ley, FoundationFoundations of Chriss of Christian Musictian Music: The Musi: The Musi: The Music of PMusic of Pre-Constanre-Constantinian Chrtinian Christianityistianity (Collegev (Collegeville, 1996ille, 1996); “Liturg); “Liturgical Musicical Music: A Biblio: A Biblio: A BibliograpBibliographic Essay,hic Essay,” in” in Liturgy a Liturgy and Music,nd Music, ed. R. A. ed. R. A. Leaver an Leaver and J. A. Zid J. A. Zimmerman (Cmmerman (Collegevillo(C(Collegevi(Collegeville, 1998)lle, 1998), 411–53; , 411–53; R. J. KarrR. J. Karris, is, A SymphonyA Symphony of New Te of New Testament Hystament Hymnsmns (Collegev (Col (Collegevi(Collegeville, 1996)lle, 1996); H. M. Sc; H. M. Schueller,hueller, The Idea  The Idea of Music: of Music: An IntroduAn Introduction to Mction to Musical Aesusical Aeusical AestheticsAesthetics in Antiqu in Antiquity and thity and the Middle Ae Middle Agesges (Kalamazo (Kalamazoo, 1988).o, 1988).o, 1988).
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HYRCANUSHYRCANUS (Gk.  (Gk. HyrkanosHyrkanos)))

HYRCANUS (Gk. Hyrkanos)

�1.1. The son o The son of Tobias (f Tobias (2 Macc. 3:2 Macc. 3:11), but a11), but according tccording to Josephuso Josephus, the youn, the youngest son ogest younyoungest syoungest son of Joseon of Joseph and graph and grandson of Tndson of Tobias (obias (Ant.Ant. 12.160, 1 12.160, 186). From 86). From a family oa family of prominenfoof promineof prominent financint financiers, Hyrcaers, Hyrcanus donatenus donated generousd generously to the ly to the temple tretemple treasury, andasury, and was also  andand was aland was also admiredso admired by Ptolem by Ptolemy for his y for his magnanimitmagnanimity (y (Ant.Ant. 12.219).  12.219). A pro-EgypA pro-Egyptian stanctianpro-Egyppro-Egyptipro-Egyptian stance an stance forced Hyrforced Hyrcanus eastcanus east of the Jo of the Jordan whererdan where he built  he built a fortressa fortress at  a at at {Ara®q el-{Ara®q el-EmiîrEmiîr. Hyrcanus. Hyrcanus committed committed suicide w suicide when the Sehen the Seleucid kinleucid king Antiochug Antiochg Antiochus Antiochus IV EpiphanIV Epiphanes rose toes rose to power ( power (Ant.Ant. 12.236). 12.236). 12.236).

1. The son of Tobias (2 Macc. 3:11), but according to Josephus, the 
youngest son of Joseph and grandson of Tobias (Ant. 12.160, 186). From a family 
of prominent financiers, Hyrcanus donated generously to the temple treasury, 
and was also admired by Ptolemy for his magnanimity (Ant. 12.219). A 
pro-Egyptian stance forced Hyrcanus east of the Jordan where he built a fortress 
at {Ara®q el-Emiîr. Hyrcanus committed suicide when the Seleucid king 
Antiochus IV Epiphanes rose to power (Ant. 12.236).

�2.2. John (Joh John (Johanan) Hyrcanan) Hyrcanus, Hasmanus, Hasmonean highonean high priest an priest and ethnarchd ethnarch of Judea  of Judea 135/4–104 135135/4–104 135/4–104 B.C.E.B.C.E.; son of S; son of Simon Maccaimon Maccabeus, granbeus, grandson of Madson of Mattathias. ttathias. Under the Under the leadershipleadleadershipleadership of John H of John Hyrcanus, wyrcanus, who spent mho spent most of hisost of his life in b life in battle, an attle, an independenindependent Judean st Jut Judean staJudean state was grete was greatly enlaratly enlarged.ged.ged.

2. John (Johanan) Hyrcanus, Hasmonean high priest and ethnarch of Judea 
135/4–104 B.C.E.; son of Simon Maccabeus, grandson of Mattathias. Under the 
leadership of John Hyrcanus, who spent most of his life in battle, an independent 
Judean state was greatly enlarged.

�In 134, whIn 134, when his broen his brother-in-lather-in-law Ptolemy w Ptolemy murdered hmurdered his father,is father, John Hyrc John Hyrcanus escapanus eanus escaped toescaped to Jerusalem Jerusalem (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 16:11-22; 16:11-22; Josephus Josephus Ant.Ant. 13.228–29 13.228–29; ; BJBJ 1.54–55). 1.54–55). According Acc According According to Josephuto Josephus Hyrcanuss Hyrcanus then besi then besieged Ptoleeged Ptolemy at Jerimy at Jericho, but Pcho, but Ptolemy heltolemy hetolemy held Hyrcaheld Hyrcanus’ mothenus’ mother and brotr and brothers captihers captive, threatve, threatening to tening to throw them hrow them off the cioff the city wall iftcicity wall city wall if Hyrcanuif Hyrcanus did not s did not withdraw. withdraw. This delayThis delay took the  took the siege intosiege into the Sabba the Sabbatical yearticaSabbaSabbaticalSabbatical year and  year and the campaithe campaign was abagn was abandoned. Bendoned. Before Ptolefore Ptolemy fled, hmy fled, however, heowever, heowever, he killed he killed them (them (Ant.Ant. 13.235;  13.235; BJBJ 1.60). 1.60). 1.60).

In 134, when his brother-in-law Ptolemy murdered his father, John Hyrcanus 
escaped to Jerusalem (1 Macc. 16:11-22; Josephus Ant. 13.228–29; BJ 1.54–55). 
According to Josephus Hyrcanus then besieged Ptolemy at Jericho, but Ptolemy 
held Hyrcanus’ mother and brothers captive, threatening to throw them off the 
city wall if Hyrcanus did not withdraw. This delay took the siege into the 
Sabbatical year and the campaign was abandoned. Before Ptolemy fled, however, 
he killed them (Ant. 13.235; BJ 1.60).

�During HyrDuring Hyrcanus’ fircanus’ first year ofst year of rule, Ant rule, Antiochus VIIiochus VII Euergetes Euergetes (Sidetes) (Sidetes) besieged  besieged besieged hbesieged him in Jeruim in Jerusalem. Whesalem. When Hyrcanusn Hyrcanus requested requested a truce i a truce in order ton order to observe t observe  observe thobserve the Feast ofe Feast of Tabernacl Tabernacles, Antioces, Antiochus sent shus sent sacrificialacrificial gifts to  gifts to be offeredbe offered at the te at th at the templethe temple. Encourag. Encouraged by thised by this response, response, Hyrcanus  Hyrcanus inquired ainquired about a setbout a settlement. Ttlement. The Syrian hTThe SyrianThe Syrian army depa army departed afterrted after an agreem an agreement that tent that the Jews gihe Jews give up theive up their arms, par arms, pay tribute y papay tributpay tribute for Joppe for Joppa and othea and other towns our towns outside Judetside Judea, and sura, and surrender hosrender hostages. In tages. In addition, adaddition, addition, Hyrcanus wHyrcanus was compellas compelled to pay ed to pay 500 silver500 silver talents ( talents (Ant.Ant. 13.247).  13.247). Hyrcanus tHyrcanusHyrcanus tHyrcanus then joinedhen joined Antiochus Antiochus in battle in battle against t against the Parthiahe Parthians. Amply ns. Amply funded by funded by 3000 talen303000 talen3000 talents taken fts taken from King Drom King David’s tomavid’s tomb, Hyrcanub, Hyrcanus became ts became the first Hhe first Hasmonean tasmoneanHHasmonean Hasmonean to recruitto recruit mercenari mercenaries (es (Ant.Ant. 13.249). 13.249). 13.249).

During Hyrcanus’ first year of rule, Antiochus VII Euergetes (Sidetes) 
besieged him in Jerusalem. When Hyrcanus requested a truce in order to 
observe the Feast of Tabernacles, Antiochus sent sacrificial gifts to be offered at 
the temple. Encouraged by this response, Hyrcanus inquired about a settlement. 
The Syrian army departed after an agreement that the Jews give up their arms, 



pay tribute for Joppa and other towns outside Judea, and surrender hostages. In 
addition, Hyrcanus was compelled to pay 500 silver talents (Ant. 13.247). 
Hyrcanus then joined Antiochus in battle against the Parthians. Amply funded by 
3000 talents taken from King David’s tomb, Hyrcanus became the first 
Hasmonean to recruit mercenaries (Ant. 13.249).

�In 129, whIn 129, when Antiochen Antiochus died inus died in the Parth the Parthian campaiian campaign, his sugn, his successor Deccessor Demetrius IImetriuDeDemetrius Demetrius II immediaII immediately becamtely became involvede involved in intern in internal strugglal struggles. Hyrcanes. Hyrcanus took adus took advantage ofvadadvantage advantage of the weaof the weakened Syrikened Syrian Empire an Empire by no longby no longer paying er paying tribute antribute and by marchd by marchd by marching imarching into Transjnto Transjordan, conordan, conquering Mequering Medeba. Hyrcdeba. Hyrcanus then anus then turned norturned north, capturth, captth, capturing capturing Shechem anShechem and Mt. Gerid Mt. Gerizim, therezim, there destroyin destroying the rivag the rival Samarital Samaritan temple. n temple. Again he tAAgain he tAgain he turned souturned south, attackih, attacking the Idung the Idumeans, takmeans, taking Dora aing Dora and Marissand Marissa, forcing , forcing the Idumeaththe Idumeathe Idumeans to submns to submit to circit to circumcision aumcision and to Jewind to Jewish law (sh law (Ant.Ant. 13.255–57 13.255–57). During ). During). During hisDuring his later yea later years, Hyrcanrs, Hyrcanus attackeus attacked Samaria d Samaria and, afterand, after a lengthy a lengthy siege, co siege, completely rmplecocompletelycompletely razed the razed the city ( city (Ant.Ant. 13.281). 13.281). 13.281).

In 129, when Antiochus died in the Parthian campaign, his successor 
Demetrius II immediately became involved in internal struggles. Hyrcanus took 
advantage of the weakened Syrian Empire by no longer paying tribute and by 
marching into Transjordan, conquering Medeba. Hyrcanus then turned north, 
capturing Shechem and Mt. Gerizim, there destroying the rival Samaritan temple. 
Again he turned south, attacking the Idumeans, taking Dora and Marissa, forcing 
the Idumeans to submit to circumcision and to Jewish law (Ant. 13.255–57). 
During his later years, Hyrcanus attacked Samaria and, after a lengthy siege, 
completely razed the city (Ant. 13.281).

�Josephus aJosephus attributes ttributes the gift othe gift of prophecyf prophecy to Hyrcan to Hyrcanus, relatius, relating that Hyng that Hyrcanus learcanus lercanus learned ablearned about his viout his victory overctory over Samaria f Samaria from a heavrom a heavenly voiceenly voice as he was as he was presentin presenting burnt ofgpresentinpresentingpresenting burnt off burnt offerings in erings in the templethe temple at Jerusa at Jerusalem (lem (Ant.Ant. 13.282, 3 13.282, 300; 00; BJBJ 1.68). 1.68). 1.68).

Josephus attributes the gift of prophecy to Hyrcanus, relating that Hyrcanus 
learned about his victory over Samaria from a heavenly voice as he was 
presenting burnt offerings in the temple at Jerusalem (Ant. 13.282, 300; BJ 1.68).

�Internal dInternal divisions iivisions involved Hynvolved Hyrcanus in rcanus in the emergithe emerging strugglng struggle for powee for power between r betwer between thbetween the Phariseee Pharisees and the s and the Sadducees.Sadducees. Gradually Gradually, he shift, he shifted from Phed from Pharisee to arisee to Sadducee, SSadducee, Sadducee, finally abfinally abolishing Polishing Pharisaic rharisaic rulings.ulings.ulings.

Internal divisions involved Hyrcanus in the emerging struggle for power 
between the Pharisees and the Sadducees. Gradually, he shifted from Pharisee to 
Sadducee, finally abolishing Pharisaic rulings.

�3.3. Hyrcanus  Hyrcanus II, elder II, elder son of Aleson of Alexander Janxander Janneus and Aneus and Alexandra Slexandra Salome, graalome, grandson of Jndsogragrandson ograndson of John Hyrf John Hyrcanus; Hascanus; Hasmonean higmonean high priest (h priest (76–67, 63–76–67, 63–40 40 B.C.E.B.C.E.) and ethn) and ethnarch of Juaethnethnarch oethnarch of Judea (4f Judea (47–40).7–40).7–40).

3. Hyrcanus II, elder son of Alexander Janneus and Alexandra Salome, 
grandson of John Hyrcanus; Hasmonean high priest (76–67, 63–40 B.C.E.) and 
ethnarch of Judea (47–40).

�Regarded aRegarded as heir to s heir to the thronethe throne, Hyrcanus, Hyrcanus II was ap II was appointed hipointed high priest gh priest during theduring tduring the reign the reign of his motof his mother (Josepher (Josephus hus Ant.Ant. 13.408;  13.408; BJBJ 1.109). I 1.109). In 67, whenn 67, when Alexandra Alexandra died, Hyr die died, Hyrcdied, Hyrcanus’ moreanus’ more capable y capable younger broounger brother Aristther Aristobulus II obulus II challengedchallenged him for p him for power, defeoppower, defpower, defeated him eated him in battle,in battle, and force and forced him to sd him to surrender. urrender. While ArisWhile Aristobulus rutobulus ruled as higleruruled as hruled as high priestigh priest and ethna and ethnarch, Hyrcarch, Hyrcanus acceptnus accepted the adved the advice of theice of the Idumean g Idumean governor Anoggovernor Agovernor Antipater tntipater to seek refo seek refuge and suuge and support in Ppport in Petra from etra from the Nabatethe Nabatean king Aran king Aan king Aretas. AnAretas. Antipater urtipater urged Aretasged Aretas to commit to commit his army  his army on behalf on behalf of Hyrcanuof Hyrcanus in returs in return for terrnreturreturn forreturn for territory territory lost in p lost in previous warevious wars. In 65 rs. In 65 Aretas joiAretas joined forcesned forces with Hyrc with Hyrcanus, besianusHyrcHyrcanus, Hyrcanus, besieging besieging AristobuluAristobulus in Jeruss in Jerusalem, justalem, just when Pomp when Pompey appeareey appeared in the ed in the east with taeeast with east with the militathe military forces ry forces of Rome. Bof Rome. Both Aristooth Aristobulus and bulus and Hyrcanus aHyrcanus appealed toppealed to one of Po toto one of to one of Pompey’s oPompey’s officers, Sfficers, Scaurus. Atcaurus. At first, Sc first, Scaurus deciaurus decided againsded against Hyrcanust Hyrcanus, preferri, pr, preferringpreferring the wealt the wealthier and mhier and more politiore politically astucally astute Aristobte Aristobulus (ulus (Ant.Ant. 14.30). H 14.30). However, PooweHHowever, PHowever, Pompey, susompey, suspicious ofpicious of Aristobul Aristobulus, preferus, preferred the mored the more malleabre malleable Hyrcanule Hyrcanle Hyrcanus, Hyrcanus, whom he apwhom he appointed hipointed high priest gh priest over a smaover a smaller Judealler Judea and from  and from whom he dewhom hewhom he demandehe demanded tribute d tribute ((Ant.Ant. 14.73). 14.73). 14.73).

Regarded as heir to the throne, Hyrcanus II was appointed high priest during 
the reign of his mother (Josephus Ant. 13.408; BJ 1.109). In 67, when Alexandra 
died, Hyrcanus’ more capable younger brother Aristobulus II challenged him for 
power, defeated him in battle, and forced him to surrender. While Aristobulus 
ruled as high priest and ethnarch, Hyrcanus accepted the advice of the Idumean 
governor Antipater to seek refuge and support in Petra from the Nabatean king 
Aretas. Antipater urged Aretas to commit his army on behalf of Hyrcanus in 
return for territory lost in previous wars. In 65 Aretas joined forces with 
Hyrcanus, besieging Aristobulus in Jerusalem, just when Pompey appeared in the 
east with the military forces of Rome. Both Aristobulus and Hyrcanus appealed 
to one of Pompey’s officers, Scaurus. At first, Scaurus decided against Hyrcanus, 
preferring the wealthier and more politically astute Aristobulus (Ant. 14.30). 
However, Pompey, suspicious of Aristobulus, preferred the more malleable 
Hyrcanus, whom he appointed high priest over a smaller Judea and from whom 
he demanded tribute (Ant. 14.73).

�In return In return for militafor military supportry support in Egypt, in Egypt, Julius Ca Julius Caesar appoiesar appointed Hyrcanted Hyrcanus ethnarnus ethnnus ethnarch aethnarch and high prnd high priest (iest (Ant.Ant. 14.137, 1 14.137, 143–48). Th43–48). Through Caesrough Caesar and thear and the Roman sen Roman se Roman senate, Hysenate, Hyrcanus didrcanus did much to e much to enhance thenhance the lives of  lives of the Jews ithe Jews in the Diasn the Diaspora. Yet pora. Yet internallyininternallyinternally, Hyrcanus, Hyrcanus could not could not sustain h sustain his power ais power against thegainst the rise of A rise of Antipater antipater and his sonnd hnd his sons, his sons, Phasael anPhasael and Herod. Td Herod. The weakneshe weakness of Hyrcas of Hyrcanus was clnus was clearly expoearly exposed duringsed durinsed during Herduring Herod’s trialod’s trial ( (Ant.Ant. 14.169–70 14.169–70). In 40 H). In 40 Hyrcanus wayrcanus was taken prs taken prisoner by isoner by Antigonus,AntigoAntigonus,Antigonus, son of Ar son of Aristobulus,istobulus, and the P and the Parthians. arthians. To disqualTo disqualify Hyrcanify Hyrcanus from a us from a return to rereturn to return to the high pthe high priesthood,riesthood, they cut  they cut off his eaoff his ears (rs (Ant.Ant. 14.366).  14.366). For a few For a few years Hyrcyears Hyears Hyrcanus lHyrcanus lived peaceived peacefully in Bfully in Babylonia. abylonia. Then HerodThen Herod, who marr, who married Hyrcanied Hyrcanus’ granddus’ granddus’ granddaughgranddaughter Mariamter Mariamme, inviteme, invited him to ld him to live once aive once again in Jegain in Jerusalem. Irusalem. In 30 Herodn 30 Herod executed  HerodHerod execHerod executed Hyrcauted Hyrcanus (nus (Ant.Ant. 15.173, 1 15.173, 181).81).81).

In return for military support in Egypt, Julius Caesar appointed Hyrcanus 
ethnarch and high priest (Ant. 14.137, 143–48). Through Caesar and the Roman 



senate, Hyrcanus did much to enhance the lives of the Jews in the Diaspora. Yet 
internally, Hyrcanus could not sustain his power against the rise of Antipater and 
his sons, Phasael and Herod. The weakness of Hyrcanus was clearly exposed 
during Herod’s trial (Ant. 14.169–70). In 40 Hyrcanus was taken prisoner by 
Antigonus, son of Aristobulus, and the Parthians. To disqualify Hyrcanus from a 
return to the high priesthood, they cut off his ears (Ant. 14.366). For a few years 
Hyrcanus lived peacefully in Babylonia. Then Herod, who married Hyrcanus’ 
granddaughter Mariamme, invited him to live once again in Jerusalem. In 30 
Herod executed Hyrcanus (Ant. 15.173, 181).
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HYSSOP

In biblicaIn biblical usage a l usage a plant of uplant of uncertain incertain identity. Tdentity. The caperbuhe caperbush (sh (Capparis sCapparis spinosapinosa L.) is on L.) is L.) is one of is one of several caseveral candidates. ndidates. It often gIt often grows in throws in the crevicese crevices of walls, of walls, it would  it would sprinkle lsprinksprinkle lsprinkle liquid welliquid well, and its , and its branches cbranches can be quitan be quite long. The long. The Syrian he Syrian hyssop (yssop (Origanum sOriganum((Origanum (Origanum syriacumsyriacum L.), whic L.), which grows onh grows on rocks in  rocks in Egypt and Egypt and Israel, isIsrael, is also a po also a possibility,ssibilitpopossibilitpossibility, as are y, as are some variesome varieties of maties of marjoram (rjoram (Origanum mOriganum maruaru). In any ). In any case, biblcase, biblical hyssoical biblbiblical hbiblical hyssop is nyssop is not Europeaot European hyssop (n hyssop (Hyssopus oHyssopus officinalisfficinalis L.), whic L.), which does noth does not grow in E grow grow in Eggrow in Egypt or Isrypt or Israel. Many ael. Many scholars hscholars have suggesave suggested that Hted that Heb. eb. }eäzo®b�}eäzo®b� refers to refer refers to refers to a number oa number of plants af plants and that thnd that the LXX rende LXX rendering ering hyéssoœposhyéssoœpos may have  may have  may have been have been an error dan error due to the ue to the similaritysimilarity of their  of their sounds. Thsounds. The plant ree plant referred to ferred to as hyssop as has hyssop at hyssop at John 19:29John 19:29 may inste may instead be Jeruad be Jerusalem cornsalem corn ( (Sorghum vuSorghum vulgarelgare var.  var. durradurra [Forsk.]  [Fo [Forsk.] D[Forsk.] Dinsm.).insm.).insm.).

In biblical usage a plant of uncertain identity. The caperbush (Capparis spinosa L.) 
is one of several candidates. It often grows in the crevices of walls, it would 
sprinkle liquid well, and its branches can be quite long. The Syrian hyssop 
(Origanum syriacum L.), which grows on rocks in Egypt and Israel, is also a 
possibility, as are some varieties of marjoram (Origanum maru). In any case, 
biblical hyssop is not European hyssop (Hyssopus officinalis L.), which does not 
grow in Egypt or Israel. Many scholars have suggested that Heb. }eäzo®b�  
refers to a number of plants and that the LXX rendering hyéssoœpos may 
have been an error due to the similarity of their sounds. The plant referred to as 
hyssop at John 19:29 may instead be Jerusalem corn (Sorghum vulgare var. durra 
[Forsk.] Dinsm.).

�The IsraelThe Israelites used ites used hyssop to hyssop to daub blooddaub blood on their  on their door postsdoor posts for the P for the Passover (EassoverPPassover (Passover (Exod. 12:2Exod. 12:22). Other 2). Other passages apassages associate hssociate hyssop withyssop with cleansing cleansing (e.g., Le (e.g., Lev. 14:4, 6v. 1v. 14:4, 6, 414:4, 6, 49-52; Num.9-52; Num. 19:6; Ps. 19:6; Ps. 51:7[MT 9 51:7[MT 9]). Solomo]). Solomon knew of n knew of “the hysso“the hyssop that grop that grows in the wgrogrows in tgrows in the wall” (he wall” (1 Kgs. 4:31 Kgs. 4:33 NRSV). J3 NRSV). John notes ohn notes that Jesusthat Jesus, while on, while on the cross the cross, sipped s, sip, sipped sousipped sour wine fror wine from a spongem a sponge raised on raised on a branch  a branch of hyssop of hyssop (John 19:2(John 19:29), but Ma9), but Matthew and tMaMatthew anMatthew and Mark desd Mark describe it acribe it as a reed (s a reed (Gk. Gk. kaélamos;kaélamos; Matt. 27: Matt. 27:48; Mark 148; Mark 15:36).5:36)115:36).15:36).15:36).

The Israelites used hyssop to daub blood on their door posts for the 
Passover (Exod. 12:22). Other passages associate hyssop with cleansing (e.g., Lev. 
14:4, 6, 49-52; Num. 19:6; Ps. 51:7[MT 9]). Solomon knew of “the hyssop that 
grows in the wall” (1 Kgs. 4:33 NRSV). John notes that Jesus, while on the cross, 
sipped sour wine from a sponge raised on a branch of hyssop (John 19:29), but 
Matthew and Mark describe it as a reed (Gk. kaélamos; Matt. 27:48; Mark 
15:36).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. N. MoldH. N. Moldenke and Aenke and A. L. Molde. L. Moldenke, nke, Plants of Plants of the Biblethe Bible (1952, re (1952, (1952, rep(1952, repr. New Yorr. New York, 1986); k, 1986); M. Zohary,M. Zohary,  Plants of Plants of the Biblethe Bible (London,  (London, 1982).1982).1982).

Bibliography. H. N. Moldenke and A. L. Moldenke, Plants of the Bible 
(1952, repr. New York, 1986); M. Zohary, Plants of the Bible (London, 1982).
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I AM WHO II AM WHO I AM AM AM

I AM WHO I AM

ExplanatioExplanation of Yahwen of Yahweh, the covh, the covenant nameenant name of the Go of the God of Israed of Israel, given tl, given to Moses who Moses who Moses when he enwhen he encountered countered the burninthe burning bush (Exg bush (Exod. 3:14; od. 3:14; Heb. Heb. }ehyeh }a�}ehyeh }a�sûer }ehyesûer }ehyesûer }ehyeh}ehyeh). It is a). It is also renderlso rendered “I willed “I will be what I be what I will be”  will be” or perhapsor perhaps “I create “I create what(ever what(ev what(ever)what(ever) I create. I create.”””

Explanation of Yahweh, the covenant name of the God of Israel, given to Moses 
when he encountered the burning bush (Exod. 3:14; Heb. }ehyeh }a�sûer 
}ehyeh). It is also rendered “I will be what I will be” or perhaps “I create 
what(ever) I create.”

�SeeSee  YAHWEH.YAHWEH.YAHWEH.

See YAHWEH.

Robert E. Robert E. Stone, IIStone, II

Robert E. Stone, II

IBHARIBHAR (Heb.  (Heb. yib�h�aœryib�h�aœr)))

IBHAR (Heb. yib�h�aœr )

A son of DA son of David, bornavid, born in Jerusa in Jerusalem (2 Samlem (2 Sam. 5:15 = 1. 5:15 = 1 Chr. 14:5 Chr. 14:5; 3:6).; 3:6).

A son of David, born in Jerusalem (2 Sam. 5:15 = 1 Chr. 14:5; 3:6).

IBLEAMIBLEAM (Heb.  (Heb. yib�leï{aœyib�leï{aœmm)))

IBLEAM (Heb. yib�leï{aœm )

A city locA city located withiated within the tribn the tribal boundaral boundaries of Issies of Issachar and achar and Asher but Asher but given to tgiven to the tribe ohe trhe tribe of Mtribe of Manasseh (Janasseh (Josh. 17:11osh. 17:11-12; Judg.-12; Judg. 1:27). Th 1:27). The city wase city was not conqu not conquered untilered until the time  the the time othe time of the Unitf the United Monarched Monarchy. It may y. It may have been have been allotted tallotted to the Levio the Levites (Josh.tes (Josh. 21:25 LXX 21 21:25 LXX;21:25 LXX; cf. Bilea cf. Bileam in 1 Chrm in 1 Chr. 6:70). P. 6:70). Pharaoh Thuharaoh Thutmose III tmose III (15th cent(15th century ury B.C.B.C.) lists Ib) list) lists Iblelists Ibleam among ham among his conqueris conquered cities.ed cities.

A city located within the tribal boundaries of Issachar and Asher but given to the 
tribe of Manasseh (Josh. 17:11-12; Judg. 1:27). The city was not conquered until 
the time of the United Monarchy. It may have been allotted to the Levites (Josh. 
21:25 LXX; cf. Bileam in 1 Chr. 6:70). Pharaoh Thutmose III (15th century B.C.) 
lists Ibleam among his conquered cities.

�Ahaziah, kAhaziah, king of Juding of Judah, was faah, was fatally wountally wounded near Ided near Ibleam (2 Kbleam (2 Kgs. 9:27).gs. 9:27). Jehu’s so Jehu’s s Jehu’s soldiers hsoldiers had chased ad chased the king tthe king to a point o a point near the anear the ascent of Gscent of Gur before ur before they structhey struck him; he k hk him; he dihim; he died at Megied at Megiddo. Zechaddo. Zechariah, kingriah, king of Israel of Israel, may also, may also have been have been assassina assassinated at a ptedassassinaassassinatassassinated at a pled at a place calledace called Ieblaam/I Ieblaam/Ibleam (2 Kbleam (2 Kgs. 15:10 gs. 15:10 LXXLXXLL; MT “in f; MT “in front of thront of tront of the peoplethe people”).”).”).

Ahaziah, king of Judah, was fatally wounded near Ibleam (2 Kgs. 9:27). Jehu’s 
soldiers had chased the king to a point near the ascent of Gur before they struck 
him; he died at Megiddo. Zechariah, king of Israel, may also have been 
assassinated at a place called Ieblaam/Ibleam (2 Kgs. 15:10 LXXL; MT “in front of 
the people”).

�The site iThe site is identifis identified with Khed with Khirbet irbet Bel{amehBel{ameh (177205), (177205), ca. 1.6 k ca. 1.6 km. (1 mi.)m. (1 mi.) S of Jeni S o S of Jenin aof Jenin and 16 km. nd 16 km. (10 mi.) S(10 mi.) SE of MegidE of Megiddo. The Rodo. The Romans callemans called the sited the site Belemot.  Belemot. Ibleam, unIbIbleam, unIbleam, undoubtedly doubtedly a fortressa fortress city, gua city, guarded one orded one of the routf the routes that pres that provided accovided access througessaccaccess thraccess through the Jough the Jezreel Valezreel Valley.ley.ley.

The site is identified with Khirbet Bel{ameh (177205), ca. 1.6 km. (1 mi.) S 
of Jenin and 16 km. (10 mi.) SE of Megiddo. The Romans called the site Belemot. 
Ibleam, undoubtedly a fortress city, guarded one of the routes that provided 
access through the Jezreel Valley.

Stephen VoStephen Von Wyrickn Wyrick

Stephen Von Wyrick

IBNEIAHIBNEIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yib�neïya®yib�neïya®)))

IBNEIAH (Heb. yib�neïya® )



A BenjaminA Benjaminite who liite who lived in posved in postexilic Jetexilic Jerusalem; trusalem; the son of he son of Jeroham (1Jeroham (1 Chr. 9:8) Chr. 9:8)..

A Benjaminite who lived in postexilic Jerusalem; the son of Jeroham (1 Chr. 9:8).

IBNIJAHIBNIJAH (Heb.  (Heb. yib�niîya®yib�niîya®)))

IBNIJAH (Heb. yib�niîya® )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, ancesite, ancestor of Reutor of Reuel who dweel who dwelled in polled in postexilic Jstexilic Jerusalem (erusalem (1 Chr. 9:81 Chr. 9:8).).

A Benjaminite, ancestor of Reuel who dwelled in postexilic Jerusalem (1 Chr. 9:8).

IBRIIBRI (Heb.  (Heb. {ib�riî{ib�riî)))

IBRI (Heb. {ib�riî )

The son ofThe son of Jaaziah,  Jaaziah, a Meraritea Merarite Levite wh Levite whose positiose position was deton was determined byermined by lot (1 Ch lot (1 Chr. 24:27).rChChr. 24:27Chr. 24:27).).

The son of Jaaziah, a Merarite Levite whose position was determined by lot (1 
Chr. 24:27).

IBSAMIBSAM (Heb.  (Heb. yib�síaœmyib�síaœm)))

IBSAM (Heb. yib�síaœm )

A descendaA descendant of Tolant of Tolah, from thh, from the tribe ofe tribe of Issachar  Issachar (1 Chr. 7:(1 Chr. 7:2).2).

A descendant of Tolah, from the tribe of Issachar (1 Chr. 7:2).

IBZANIBZAN (Heb.  (Heb. }ib�s�aœn}ib�s�aœn)))

IBZAN (Heb. }ib�s�aœn )

A minor juA minor judge who godge who governed Isrverned Israel for seael for seven years ven years after the after the time of Jetime of Jephthah (Juphthah (Judg. 12:8-1dg(Ju(Judg. 12:(Judg. 12:8-10). His8-10). His home was  home was Bethlehem Bethlehem in Zebulunin Zebulun, NE of Na, NE of Nazareth on zareth on its borderits bordeits border witborder with Asher (ch Asher (cf. Josh. 1f. Josh. 19:15). No 9:15). No more is knmore is known of Ibzown of Ibzan other tan other than that hhan that he had 30 sehhe had 30 he had 30 sons and 3sons and 30 daughter0 daughters, all of s, all of whom marriwhom married outsideed outside the clan. the clan.

A minor judge who governed Israel for seven years after the time of Jephthah 
(Judg. 12:8-10). His home was Bethlehem in Zebulun, NE of Nazareth on its 
border with Asher (cf. Josh. 19:15). No more is known of Ibzan other than that 
he had 30 sons and 30 daughters, all of whom married outside the clan.

ICHABODICHABOD (Heb.  (Heb. }iîk�aœb�o}iîk�aœb�o®d�®d�)))

ICHABOD (Heb. }iîk�aœb�o®d� )

The son ofThe son of Phinehas  Phinehas and grandsand grandson of Eli.on of Eli. His mothe His mother, who dier, who died at his bd at his birth, nameirth, named him in rd namenamed him named him in responsin response to the Pe to the Philistine hilistine capture ofcapture of the ark o the ark of the covef the covenant (1 Sanant (1 Sam. 4:22; “m.SaSam. 4:22;Sam. 4:22; “Alas! Fo “Alas! For the Glorr the Glory” or “Whey” or “Where is the re is the Glory?” reGlory?” referring toferring to the “glor the “glory” or presy”“glor“glory” or“glory” or presence  presence of Yahweh)of Yahweh)..

The son of Phinehas and grandson of Eli. His mother, who died at his birth, 
named him in response to the Philistine capture of the ark of the covenant (1 
Sam. 4:22; “Alas! For the Glory” or “Where is the Glory?” referring to the 
“glory” or presence of Yahweh).

ICHTHYSICHTHYSICHTHYS

ICHTHYS

TransliterTransliteration of tation of the Greek whe Greek word for “ford for “fish.” In Gish.” In Greek the freek the five letterive letters form an s form an acrostic, acroacrostic, acrostic, “Jesus Chr“Jesus Christ, God’sist, God’s Son, Savi Son, Savior.” Henceor.” Hence very earl very early in Chrisy in Christian histotian history the fisry thry the fish bthe fish became a syecame a symbol for Cmbol for Christians.hristians. Among the Among the earlier r earlier references eferences indicatingindicating this fact th this fact,this fact, Tertullia Tertullian refers tn refers to Christiao Christians as “litns as “little fishestle fishes after the after the example o example of our f our ichthysichtichthysichthys Jesus Chr Jesus Christ” (ist” (De bapt.De bapt. 1). Jesus 1). Jesus’ statemen’ statement that hist that his disciples disciples would bec would become fisherome becbecome fisbecome fishers of mehers of men (Matt. 4n (Matt. 4:19) proba:19) probably aided bly aided the develothe development of tpment of this symbolhis symbolhis symbolism.symbolism.

Transliteration of the Greek word for “fish.” In Greek the five letters form an 
acrostic, “Jesus Christ, God’s Son, Savior.” Hence very early in Christian history 
the fish became a symbol for Christians. Among the earlier references indicating 
this fact, Tertullian refers to Christians as “little fishes after the example of our 
ichthys Jesus Christ” (De bapt. 1). Jesus’ statement that his disciples would 
become fishers of men (Matt. 4:19) probably aided the development of this 
symbolism.

Joe E. LunJoe E. Luncefordceford

Joe E. Lunceford

ICONIUMICONIUM (Gk.  (Gk. IkoœnionIkoœnion)))

ICONIUM (Gk. Ikoœnion)

A city locA city located on a ated on a high platehigh plateau in soutau in south central h central Asia MinorAsia Minor, modern K, modern Konya, Turkonya, Turkey. The fieTurkTurkey. ThTurkey. The first lie first literary menterary mention of Iction of Iconium is ionium is in connectin connection with Cyon with Cyrus’ visitrus’ visit to the ci to t to the city (the city (Xenophon Xenophon Anab.Anab. 1.2.13–14 1.2.13–14). Iconium). Iconium was econo was economically prmically prosperous bosperous because it ecaubbecause itbecause it was both  was both agriculturagriculturally produally productive and ctive and strategicastrategically situatlly situated on seveed on several major ral mral major tradmajor trade routes. e routes. Its positiIts position on the on on the border betborder between the tween the tableland oableland of Lycaoniaf Lycaonia to the so t to the souto the southeast andtheast and rugged Ph rugged Phrygia to trygia to the west cahe west caused its fused its fluctuatingluctuating ties betw ties between the tweenbetwbetween thbetween the two regie two regions. Phrygons. Phrygians settlians settled the cited the city, but they, but the Seleucids Seleucids and later and later the Roman the the Romansthe Romans made it a made it a chief cit chief city of Lycaoy of Lycaonia.nia.nia.

A city located on a high plateau in south central Asia Minor, modern Konya, 
Turkey. The first literary mention of Iconium is in connection with Cyrus’ visit to 
the city (Xenophon Anab. 1.2.13–14). Iconium was economically prosperous 
because it was both agriculturally productive and strategically situated on several 



major trade routes. Its position on the border between the tableland of Lycaonia 
to the southeast and rugged Phrygia to the west caused its fluctuating ties 
between the two regions. Phrygians settled the city, but the Seleucids and later 
the Romans made it a chief city of Lycaonia.

�Paul and BPaul and Barnabas viarnabas visited Iconsited Iconium and woium and won many conn many converts amonverts among both Jewg both Jews and Gents as and Gentiland Gentiles (Acts 1es (Acts 13:51-14:213:51-14:21). However). However, social u, social unrest causnrest caused the twoed the two missionar missionar missionarimissionaries to fleees to flee to Lystra to Lystra and Derbe and Derbe (cf. 2 Ti (cf. 2 Tim. 3:11). m. 3:11). During theDuring the “second m “second missionary issimmissionarymissionary journey,” journey,” Paul and  Paul and Silas visiSilas visited these ted these same citiesame cities for the s for the purpose ofpurpose of strengthe stre strengthenstrengthening the being the believers (Alievers (Acts 15:36-cts 15:36-16:6), and16:6), and Paul may  Paul may have visithave visited Iconiumed Iconium again on  ag again on tagain on the return he return leg of hisleg of his “third mi “third missionary jssionary journey” (1ourney” (18:23). Acc8:23). According to ording to Acts a cerActsActs a cerActs a certain Gaiustain Gaius was from  was from Iconium, aIconium, and Timothynd Timothy, who was , who was from the rfrom the region, hadegion, haegion, had a goodhad a good reputatio reputation in the cn in the city. The 2ity. The 2nd-centurynd-century apocrypha apocryphal Acts of l Acts of Paul sets Paul sets the legendthethe legendthe legendary materiary material about Pal about Paul and Thaul and Thecla in Icecla in Iconium. Theonium. The church at church at Iconium w Iconium was an impoawwas an impwas an important earortant early Christily Christian center,an center, and a chu and a church councirch council met therl met there in e in A.D.A.D. 235. 23 235.235.235.

Paul and Barnabas visited Iconium and won many converts among both Jews 
and Gentiles (Acts 13:51-14:21). However, social unrest caused the two 
missionaries to flee to Lystra and Derbe (cf. 2 Tim. 3:11). During the “second 
missionary journey,” Paul and Silas visited these same cities for the purpose of 
strengthening the believers (Acts 15:36-16:6), and Paul may have visited Iconium 
again on the return leg of his “third missionary journey” (18:23). According to 
Acts a certain Gaius was from Iconium, and Timothy, who was from the region, 
had a good reputation in the city. The 2nd-century apocryphal Acts of Paul sets 
the legendary material about Paul and Thecla in Iconium. The church at Iconium 
was an important early Christian center, and a church council met there in A.D. 
235.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. A. HemeC. A. Hemer, r, The Book oThe Book of Acts in f Acts in the Settinthe Setting of Helleg of Hellenistic Hisnistic History.torHisHistory.History. WUNT 49 ( WUNT 49 (Tübingen, Tübingen, 1989); S. 1989); S. E. JohnsonE. Johnson, , Paul the APaul the Apostle andpostle and His Citie His Citiess (Wilmingt (W (Wilmingto(Wilmington, 1987).n, 1987).n, 1987).

Bibliography. C. A. Hemer, The Book of Acts in the Setting of Hellenistic 
History. WUNT 49 (Tübingen, 1989); S. E. Johnson, Paul the Apostle and His Cities 
(Wilmington, 1987).
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IDALAHIDALAH (Heb.  (Heb. yid�}a�la®yid�}a�la®)))

IDALAH (Heb. yid�}a�la® )

A city in A city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Zebulu of Zebulun (Josh. 1n (Josh. 19:15). In 9:15). In the Talmudthe Talmud it is cal it is called led H¸uryeähḨuH¸uryeähH¸uryeäh ( (y. Meg.y. Meg. 1). The s 1). The site is modite is modern Khirbeern Khirbet t el-H¸awa®rel-H¸awa®rahah (167236), (167236), 1 km. (.6 1 k 1 km. (.6 mikm. (.6 mi.) S of Be.) S of Bethlehem (thlehem (11) in Zebul) in Zebulun.un.

A city in the tribal territory of Zebulun (Josh. 19:15). In the Talmud it is called 
H¸uryeäh (y. Meg. 1). The site is modern Khirbet el-H¸awa®rah (167236), 1 
km. (.6 mi.) S of Bethlehem (1) in Zebulun.

IDBASHIDBASH (Heb.  (Heb. yid�baœsûyid�baœsû)))

IDBASH (Heb. yid�baœsû )

A son of EA son of Etam, from tam, from the tribe the tribe of Judah (of Judah (1 Chr. 4:31 Chr. 4:3).).

A son of Etam, from the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 4:3).

IDDOIDDO (also ADA (also ADAIAH, JADDAIAH, JADDAI)I)I)

IDDO (also ADAIAH, JADDAI)

The EnglisThe English translath translation of thrion of three distincee distinct Hebrew nt Hebrew names.ames.ames.

The English translation of three distinct Hebrew names.

�1.1. (Heb.  (Heb. {iddo®, {i{iddo®, {iddoœ}ddoœ}) The fath) The father of Ahiner of Ahinadab, one adab, one of Solomonof Solomon’s 12 dist’s 12 dis’s 12 district adistrict administratdministrators (1 Kgsors (1 Kgs. 4:14). T. 4:14). The ancienthe ancient textual v textual versions giersions give this five this figure varyigure vagure varying navarying names.mes.mes.

1. (Heb. {iddo®, {iddoœ}) The father of Ahinadab, one of Solomon’s 12 
district administrators (1 Kgs. 4:14). The ancient textual versions give this figure 
varying names.

�2.2. A Levite  A Levite descended descended from Gershfrom Gershom (1 Chr.om (1 Chr. 6:21[MT 6 6:21[MT 6]). He is ]). He is also callealso called Adaiah (d Ad Adaiah (Adaiah (2; 2; 1 Chr. 6:41 Chr. 6:41[26]), an1[26]), and identifid identified as an aed as an ancestor ofncestor of Asaph. Asaph. Asaph.

2. A Levite descended from Gershom (1 Chr. 6:21[MT 6]). He is also called 
Adaiah (2; 1 Chr. 6:41[26]), and identified as an ancestor of Asaph.

�3.3. A prophet A prophet credited  credited with authowith authoring a ring a midrasû,midrasû, a “writte a “written investign investigation” of ation” oation” of historyof history (2 Chr. 9 (2 Chr. 9:29 [:29 [K K ye{diîye{diî Q ye{do®] Q ye{do®]; 12:15; 1; 12:15; 13:22). A w3:22). A work separaork separate from thte fromte from the ofrom the official Jufficial Judean annaldean annals, this his, this history muststory must have been have been associate associated with thed with the scribal a scri scribal acscribal activities otivities of a prophef a prophetic circletic circle with some with some independe independent power wnt power within the ithin the JerusalemiJeruJerusalemiJerusalemite court. te court. The ChroniThe Chronicler citescler cites the histo the history as a sory as a source of thurce of the activitie activities of Soloes of es of Solomonof Solomon, Rehoboam, Rehoboam, and Abij, and Abijah.ah.ah.

3. A prophet credited with authoring a midrasû, a “written investigation” 
of history (2 Chr. 9:29 [K ye{diî Q ye{do®]; 12:15; 13:22). A work separate 
from the official Judean annals, this history must have been associated with the 
scribal activities of a prophetic circle with some independent power within the 
Jerusalemite court. The Chronicler cites the history as a source of the activities 



of Solomon, Rehoboam, and Abijah.

�4.4. The grand The grandfather of father of the prophethe prophet Zechariat Zechariah (Zech. 1h (Zech. 1:1, 7; cf.:1, 7; cf. Ezra 5:1; Ezra 5:1; 6:14; 1 E 6:14; 1 6:14; 1 Esdr. 6:1 Esdr. 6:1; NRSV “s1; NRSV “son”). Iddoon”). Iddo was a pri was a priest in chaest in charge of onerge of one of the pr of the priestly famiestly families thatiliesfamfamilies tfamilies that returnhat returned to Yehued to Yehud from Babd from Babylonian Exylonian Exile (Neh. ile (Neh. 12:4). Zec12:4). Zechariah evehariah eventually ofnteveeventuallyeventually officiate officiated as head d as head of his priof his priestly housestly household (Nehehold (Neh. 12:16). . 12:16). Given the Given the Zecharian ZechZecharian Zecharian traditionstraditions’ kinship ’ kinship to those oto those of Ezekiel,f Ezekiel, the pries the priesthood branthood branch of Iddoch of Iddo and Zecha and and Zecharand Zechariah is besiah is best considert considered to be Zed to be Zadokite.adokite.adokite.

4. The grandfather of the prophet Zechariah (Zech. 1:1, 7; cf. Ezra 5:1; 6:14; 
1 Esdr. 6:1; NRSV “son”). Iddo was a priest in charge of one of the priestly 
families that returned to Yehud from Babylonian Exile (Neh. 12:4). Zechariah 
eventually officiated as head of his priestly household (Neh. 12:16). Given the 
Zecharian traditions’ kinship to those of Ezekiel, the priesthood branch of Iddo 
and Zechariah is best considered to be Zadokite.

�5.5. ( (yiddo®, yayiddo®, yaddo®, yaddddo®, yaddayay) A tribal) A tribal leader un leader under David der David (1 Chr. 27(1 Chr. 27:21). He w:21).2727:21). He27:21). He was respo was responsible fornsible for the half- the half-tribe of Mtribe of Manasseh, ianasseh, in Gilead.n Gilead.n Gilead.

5. (yiddo®, yaddo®, yadday) A tribal leader under David (1 Chr. 
27:21). He was responsible for the half-tribe of Manasseh, in Gilead.

�6.6. A Yehudit A Yehudite who had e who had married a married a foreign woforeign woman (Ezra man (Ezra 10:43; 1 E10:43; 1 Esdr. 9:35)sdr. 9:35). Most Eng. M. Most EngliMost English translash translations rendtions render this fier this figure’s namgure’s name “Jaddai.e “Jaddai.”””

6. A Yehudite who had married a foreign woman (Ezra 10:43; 1 Esdr. 9:35). 
Most English translations render this figure’s name “Jaddai.”

�7.7. ( (}iddo®}iddo®) A Judean) A Judean leader in leader in a diaspor a diaspora settlemea settlement in Casint in Casiphia, in Bphia, in Babylon (Ezabylon BBabylon (EBabylon (Ezra 8:17; zra 8:17; cf. 1 Esdrcf. 1 Esdr. 8:45-46). 8:45-46). Ezra sen. Ezra sent to him ft to him for Levitesor Levites and Nethi and Nethinim to sernim NethiNethinim tNethinim to serve ino serve in the Secon the Second Temple.d Temple.d Temple.

7. (}iddo®) A Judean leader in a diaspora settlement in Casiphia, in 
Babylon (Ezra 8:17; cf. 1 Esdr. 8:45-46). Ezra sent to him for Levites and 
Nethinim to serve in the Second Temple.

Stephen L.Stephen L. Cook Cook

Stephen L. Cook

IDOL, IDOLIDOL, IDOLATRYATRYATRY

IDOL, IDOLATRY

Some sort Some sort of physicaof physical represenl representation of tation of a deity. “a deity. “Idol” is uIdol” is used to trased to translate a nnslate a number of wumbennumber of number of words in twords in the OT, moshe OT, most commonlyt commonly Heb.  Heb. }eïliîliîm}eïliîliîm, gillu®li, gillu®liîm, {a�s�aîm, {a�s�îm, {a�s�abbiî{a�s�abbiîmm (and its  (and its one-time vone-time variant ariant {oœs�eb�{oœs�eb�), ), peselpesel and the r and the related elated peïsiîliîmpeïsipeïsiîliîmpeïsiîliîm.. It also c It also can be usedan be used to transl to translate Heb. ate Heb. semelsemel (otherwis (otherwise renderede rendered as “image as “im as “image” or“image” or “figure”) “figure”), , masseäk�a®masseäk�a® and the l and the less commoness common  nesek�nesek� (otherwis (otherwise renderede ree rendered arendered as “molten”s “molten” or “cast  or “cast image”), image”), teïraœp�iîteïraœp�iîmm (otherwis (otherwise translite transliterated as erated aserated as “teraphas “teraphim” or traim” or translated asnslated as “househol “household gods”), d gods”), sûiqquœs�sûiqquœs� (otherwis (otherwise translate translae translatedtranslated as “detes as “detestable thintable thing” or “abog” or “abomination”)mination”), , }aœwen}aœwen (otherwis (otherwise a more ae a more abstract nobaabstract nabstract noun meaninoun meaning “idolatrg “idolatry” or morey” or more generally generally “wickedne “wickedness”), and ss”), and heb�elheb�el (also a m (a (also a mo(also a more abstracre abstract noun meat noun meaning that ning that which is ewhich is evanescent vanescent or unsubstor unsubstantial). Iantial). In the NT “n tn the NT “idthe NT “idol” translol” translates Gk. ates Gk. eiídoœlon.eiídoœlon. These ter These terms differ ms differ somewhat isomewhat in their spn their spn their specifics:specifics: e.g.,  e.g., semelsemel refers ge refers generally tonerally to some sort some sort of statue of statue or free-s or free-standing imtanding image (2 Chrage (age (2 Chr. 33(2 Chr. 33:7, 15; De:7, 15; Deut. 4:16);ut. 4:16);  pesel/peïspesel/peïsiîliîmiîliîm also refe also refer to a frer to a free-standinge-standing statue ca statue statue carstatue carved from wved from wood or stoood or stone (Deut. ne (Deut. 7:5; Isa. 7:5; Isa. 44:15, 17;44:15, 17; 45:20) or 45:20) or cast of m cast of metal (Judgetammetal (Judmetal (Judg. 17:3, 4g. 17:3, 4; Hab. 2:1; Hab. 2:18; 2 Chr. 8; 2 Chr. 34:7); 34:7); gillu®liîmgillu®liîm likewise  likewise can refer can refer to a wood,to a woto a wood, stonwood, stone, or metae, or metal statue (l statue (e.g., Deute.g., Deut. 29:17), . 29:17), but when tbut when the materiahe material used to l used to make mamake make {a�s�abbiî{a�s�abbiîmm is identi is identified, it ified, it is always ms always metal (Hos.etal (Hos. 8:4; 13:2 8:4; 13:2; Ps. 115:; Ps. 115:4). Some t4). Som4). Some termsSome terms for “idol for “idol” have imp” have implicit withlicit within them a in them a value judgvalue judgment: to sment: to speak of peak of }eïliîliîm}eïli}eïliîliîm}eïliîliîm,, a term wh a term which comes ich comes from a roofrom a root meaning t meaning “weak” or “weak” or “insignifi“insignificant,” is cant,” is to offer atoto offer ato offer a negative  negative opinion abopinion about the woout the worthlessnesrthlessness of idolss of idols; the more; the more general m general meanings ofeammeanings omeanings of “wickednf “wickedness” for ess” for }aœwen}aœwen and “unsu and “unsubstantial”bstantial” for  for heb�elheb�el also indi also indicate that caindiindicate tindicate that a pejohat a pejorative judrative judgment is bgment is being made eing made when thesewhen these terms mea terms mean “idol.” n “idol.” Gk. GGk. Gk. eiídoœlon,eiídoœlon, which mea which means both “ins both “image” and mage” and “phantom,”“phantom,” conveys a conveys a pejorativ pejorative sense ase pejorativpejorativepejorative sense as  sense as well.well.well.

Some sort of physical representation of a deity. “Idol” is used to translate a 
number of words in the OT, most commonly Heb. }eïliîliîm, gillu®liîm, 
{a�s�abbiîm  (and its one-time variant {oœs�eb� ), pesel and the related 
peïsiîliîm. It also can be used to translate Heb. semel (otherwise rendered as 
“image” or “figure”), masseäk�a®  and the less common nesek�  (otherwise 
rendered as “molten” or “cast image”), teïraœp�iîm  (otherwise transliterated 
as “teraphim” or translated as “household gods”), sûiqquœs�  (otherwise 
translated as “detestable thing” or “abomination”), }aœwen (otherwise a more 
abstract noun meaning “idolatry” or more generally “wickedness”), and heb�el  
(also a more abstract noun meaning that which is evanescent or unsubstantial). In 
the NT “idol” translates Gk. eiídoœlon. These terms differ somewhat in their 
specifics: e.g., semel refers generally to some sort of statue or free-standing image 
(2 Chr. 33:7, 15; Deut. 4:16); pesel/peïsiîliîm also refer to a free-standing 
statue carved from wood or stone (Deut. 7:5; Isa. 44:15, 17; 45:20) or cast of 
metal (Judg. 17:3, 4; Hab. 2:18; 2 Chr. 34:7); gillu®liîm likewise can refer to a 
wood, stone, or metal statue (e.g., Deut. 29:17), but when the material used to 
make {a�s�abbiîm  is identified, it is always metal (Hos. 8:4; 13:2; Ps. 115:4). 
Some terms for “idol” have implicit within them a value judgment: to speak of 
}eïliîliîm, a term which comes from a root meaning “weak” or “insignificant,” is 
to offer a negative opinion about the worthlessness of idols; the more general 
meanings of “wickedness” for }aœwen and “unsubstantial” for heb�el  also 
indicate that a pejorative judgment is being made when these terms mean “idol.” 



Gk. eiídoœlon, which means both “image” and “phantom,” conveys a 
pejorative sense as well.

�The reasonThe reason idols are idols are so negati so negatively judgevely judged in the Bd in the Bible is thible is that they reat they represent thpresent thpresent the religithe religions of theons of the nations,  nations, from whichfrom which both the  both the Israel of Israel of the OT andthe OT and the nasce the nascent Christint nascenascent Chnascent Christianityristianity of the NT of the NT are comma are commanded to sended to separate theparate themselves. Imselves. In the OT, n the OTn the OT, the boOT, the book of Deutok of Deuteronomy lieronomy lists the masts the making of idking of idols as oneols as one of the ab of the abominationsominationsababominatioabominations of the ns of the nations whnations whom the Hebom the Hebrews are trews are to supplanto supplant in the la in the land of Isrand of Isrand of Israel (DeIsrael (Deut. 7:5, 2ut. 7:5, 25; 12:3; 25; 12:3; 29:17[MR 169:17[MR 16]), and th]), and this sentimeis sentiment is alsont is also expressed expressed in the hi in th in the historthe historical booksical books stemming  stemming from the Dfrom the Deuteronomieuteronomistic schoostic school. In 1 Sal. In 1 Sam. 31:9; 1m. 31:9; 1 Kgs. 21:2 11 Kgs. 21:1 Kgs. 21:26; 2 Kgs.26; 2 Kgs. 17:15, e. 17:15, e.g., idols g., idols are descriare described as a dbed as a despised coespised component ofmponent of the relig the the religithe religions of, reons of, respectivelyspectively, the Phil, the Philistines, Aistines, Amorites, amorites, and the natnd the nations in geions in general. Theneral. Tneral. The propheThe prophetic books tic books further defurther depict idol pict idol worship asworship as a foreign a foreign abhorrenc abhorrence: in Isaie: in Isaiah idols aah IsaiIsaiah idoIsaiah idols are assls are associated wiociated with the relth the religion of tigion of the Egyptiahe Egyptians (Isa. 1ns (Isa. 19:1, 3) an9:1, 3) and the Babyd the Bad the BabylonianBabylonians (46:1), s (46:1), and in Jerand in Jeremiah idolemiah idols are likes are likewise assocwise associated withiated with Babylon ( Babylon (Jer. 50:2,Jer. ((Jer. 50:2(Jer. 50:2, 38; 51:5, 38; 51:52) and mor2) and more generalle generally with fory with foreigners (8eigners (8:19; 14:22:19; 14:22). The sam). The same sentimene see sentiment sentiment is found iis found in the Psaln the Psalms (Ps. 96ms (Ps. 96:5; 106:38:5; 106:38; 135:15) ; 135:15) and in theand in the NT, parti NT, particularly inculapartiparticularparticularly in Actsly in Acts (17:16) a (17:16) and the letnd the letters of Paters of Paul (1 Cor.ul (1 Cor. 8). 8). 8).

The reason idols are so negatively judged in the Bible is that they represent 
the religions of the nations, from which both the Israel of the OT and the 
nascent Christianity of the NT are commanded to separate themselves. In the 
OT, the book of Deuteronomy lists the making of idols as one of the 
abominations of the nations whom the Hebrews are to supplant in the land of 
Israel (Deut. 7:5, 25; 12:3; 29:17[MR 16]), and this sentiment is also expressed in 
the historical books stemming from the Deuteronomistic school. In 1 Sam. 31:9; 
1 Kgs. 21:26; 2 Kgs. 17:15, e.g., idols are described as a despised component of 
the religions of, respectively, the Philistines, Amorites, and the nations in general. 
The prophetic books further depict idol worship as a foreign abhorrence: in 
Isaiah idols are associated with the religion of the Egyptians (Isa. 19:1, 3) and the 
Babylonians (46:1), and in Jeremiah idols are likewise associated with Babylon 
(Jer. 50:2, 38; 51:52) and more generally with foreigners (8:19; 14:22). The same 
sentiment is found in the Psalms (Ps. 96:5; 106:38; 135:15) and in the NT, 
particularly in Acts (17:16) and the letters of Paul (1 Cor. 8).

�While elseWhile elsewhere in twhere in their condeheir condemnations omnations of their nef their neighbors thighbors the biblicale biblical writers c writer writers cawriters can be guiltn be guilty of polemy of polemic and hypic and hyperbole, inerbole, in the case  the case of idol woof idol worship the rship the Bible’s poBibleBible’s poBible’s portrait seertrait seems fairly ms fairly accurate. accurate. Both archaBoth archaeological eological and textuaand textual evidencel evidence from thro from from throufrom throughout the ghout the West SemitWest Semitic and easic and eastern Medittern Mediterranean werranean worlds indiorlds indicate that cate thatcate that the uthat the use of imagse of images to repres to represent the esent the deity was deity was the norm ithe norm in West Asin West Asian religioan religious traditiusreligioreligious religious traditionstraditions. These im. These images were ages were most typicmost typically in thally in the form of e form of statues, astatues, although calthouaalthough calthough carved reliarved reliefs and waefs and wall paintinll paintings are attgs are attested. Staested. Statues, oftetues, often life-sizn life-sized, stood ed, stooed, stood in tstood in temples andemples and other sac other sacred spacesred spaces, were the, were the recipient recipients of sacris of sacrifice and lfice and libations, ibatllibations,libations, and recei and received votiveved votive offerings offerings and praye and prayers. They wrs. They were also cere also clothed andlothed and could be  co could be bcould be bathed. In athed. In certain wacertain ways, then, ys, then, they were they were imagined aimagined as “alive,”s “alive,” to the de to the degree at legrededegree at degree at least thatleast that the god w the god was perceivas perceived to be sed to be somehow preomehow present or masent or manifest witnifest witnifest within thewithin the image and image and to share  to share its fortunits fortunes or, on es or, on occasion, occasion, misfortunemisfortunes (e.g., ws (e.g., when the cuhen wwhen the cwhen the cult statueult statue of the Ph of the Philistine gilistine god Dagon fod Dagon falls and lalls and loses both oses both head and hhead and hands beforandhhands befohands before Israel’re Israel’s ark of ts ark of the covenanhe covenant, it is at, it is as if Dagons if Dagon has himse has himself been delf been defeated by featededefeated bdefeated by the powey the power of the Ir of the Israelite Gsraelite God; 1 Sam.od; 1 Sam. 5:1-5). 5:1-5). 5:1-5).

While elsewhere in their condemnations of their neighbors the biblical 
writers can be guilty of polemic and hyperbole, in the case of idol worship the 
Bible’s portrait seems fairly accurate. Both archaeological and textual evidence 
from throughout the West Semitic and eastern Mediterranean worlds indicate 
that the use of images to represent the deity was the norm in West Asian 
religious traditions. These images were most typically in the form of statues, 
although carved reliefs and wall paintings are attested. Statues, often life-sized, 
stood in temples and other sacred spaces, were the recipients of sacrifice and 
libations, and received votive offerings and prayers. They were also clothed and 
could be bathed. In certain ways, then, they were imagined as “alive,” to the 
degree at least that the god was perceived to be somehow present or manifest 
within the image and to share its fortunes or, on occasion, misfortunes (e.g., 
when the cult statue of the Philistine god Dagon falls and loses both head and 
hands before Israel’s ark of the covenant, it is as if Dagon has himself been 
defeated by the power of the Israelite God; 1 Sam. 5:1-5).

�With respeWith respect to the ct to the biblical ibiblical insistence nsistence on the lacon the lack of idolsk of idols in Israel in Israel, assessin, assessing the accug tg the accurathe accuracy of the cy of the biblical rbiblical record, especord, especially thecially that of the at of the OT, is a mOT, is a more compliore complicated taskcatecomplicomplicatecomplicated task. Thd task. The OT’s lege OT’s legal traditial tradition is emphon is emphatic that atic that the Israelthe Israelites shoulites should employ nd emd employ no employ no idols in tidols in the worshiphe worship of their  of their God. The mGod. The most famousost famous text reje text rejecting Isracting Israelite idoleIsraIsraelite Israelite idolatry iidolatry is the Secos the Second Commandnd Commandment: “Youment: “You shall not shall not make for  make for yourself ayourself an idol, whnaan idol, wan idol, whether in hether in the form othe form of anythingf anything that is i that is in heaven an heaven above, or tbove, or that is on hat is on the earth the ethe earth beneearth beneath, or thath, or that is in tat is in the water uhe water under the ender the earth” (Exoarth” (Exod. 20:4; cd. 20:4; cf. 34:17; f. 34:17; Lev. 19:4;Lev. 1Lev. 19:4; 26:119:4; 26:1; Deut. 5:; Deut. 5:8-10). Yet8-10). Yet the narra the narrative traditive traditions, esptions, especially thecially those that dose that describe Isescribeddescribe Idescribe Israel’s easrael’s early historrly history, are rify, are rife with acce with accounts thatounts that involve t involve the presenche presence of idolse of ide of idols, botidols, both idols ofh idols of other god other gods and, it s and, it seems, of seems, of the God ofthe God of Israel, a Israel, and in thesnd in these accountse accoe accounts, accounts, no negativno negative judgmente judgment is render is rendered. Indeeded. Indeed, a positi, a positive judgmenve judgment is oftent is often implied.  im implied. Rimplied. Rachel’s thachel’s theft of hereft of her father La father Laban’s housban’s household godsehold gods or teraph or teraphim is viewim is viewed as a goed viewviewed as viewed as a good thia good thing, as it ng, as it helps her helps her husband Jahusband Jacob part fcob part from his farom his father-in-lather-in-law with thew wiw with the pwith the property throperty that was rigat was rightfully hihtfully his (Gen. 31s (Gen. 31:19-55[MT :19-55[MT 32:1]). Ki32:1]). King Saul’s ng Saul’s daughter Mdaugdaughter Mdaughter Michal is aichal is also seen also seen as doing a s doing a good thinggood thing when she  when she places a tplaces a teraphim ineraphim in her bed a h her bed asher bed as a replace a replacement for hment for her husbander husband David, th David, thus helpingus helping David esc David escape from tape from tape from the murderthe murderous rage oous rage of his fathf his father-in-law er-in-law (the terap(the teraphim used hhim used here is preere is presumably a sumably a full-sizedfufull-sizedfull-sized figure ra figure rather than ther than the more mthe more miniature siniature statues Ractatues Rachel stole)hel stole). In Judge. In Judges Micah has Mics Micah has Micah has a shrine ia shrine in which thn which there are anere are an ephod and ephod and a teraphi a teraphim and overm and over which a L which a L which a Levite, a Levite, a member of member of Israel’s pIsrael’s priestly trriestly tribe, presiibe, presides; the tdes; the text invokeext invokes no note s no note of censureof ceof censure (Jcensure (Judg. 17:5,udg. 17:5, 7-13). Th 7-13). This man Micis man Micah has preah has previously beviously been expiateen expiated from sted from stealing 1100alistestealing 1stealing 1100 pieces100 pieces of silver of silver from his  from his mother by mother by the motherthe mother’s giving ’s giving of two hunof two hundred of thdrehunhundred ofhundred of the coins the coins “to make  “to make an image oan image of cast metf cast metal” (Judg.al” (Judg. 17:1-4),  17:1-4), and this aand this also seems lso aalso seemsalso seems to be a l to be a laudable acaudable action from tion from the text’sthe text’s point of  point of view. Moreview. Moreover, sincover, since the mothe te the motherthe mother consecrat consecrated her siled her silver “to thver “to the Lord,” te Lord,” the implicahe implication is thtion is that the imaat the image she hadge imaimage she image she had cast ihad cast is of the Is of the Israelite Gsraelite God.od.od.

With respect to the biblical insistence on the lack of idols in Israel, assessing 
the accuracy of the biblical record, especially that of the OT, is a more 
complicated task. The OT’s legal tradition is emphatic that the Israelites should 
employ no idols in the worship of their God. The most famous text rejecting 
Israelite idolatry is the Second Commandment: “You shall not make for yourself 
an idol, whether in the form of anything that is in heaven above, or that is on the 
earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth” (Exod. 20:4; cf. 34:17; Lev. 
19:4; 26:1; Deut. 5:8-10). Yet the narrative traditions, especially those that 



describe Israel’s early history, are rife with accounts that involve the presence of 
idols, both idols of other gods and, it seems, of the God of Israel, and in these 
accounts, no negative judgment is rendered. Indeed, a positive judgment is often 
implied. Rachel’s theft of her father Laban’s household gods or teraphim is 
viewed as a good thing, as it helps her husband Jacob part from his father-in-law 
with the property that was rightfully his (Gen. 31:19-55[MT 32:1]). King Saul’s 
daughter Michal is also seen as doing a good thing when she places a teraphim in 
her bed as a replacement for her husband David, thus helping David escape from 
the murderous rage of his father-in-law (the teraphim used here is presumably a 
full-sized figure rather than the more miniature statues Rachel stole). In Judges 
Micah has a shrine in which there are an ephod and a teraphim and over which a 
Levite, a member of Israel’s priestly tribe, presides; the text invokes no note of 
censure (Judg. 17:5, 7-13). This man Micah has previously been expiated from 
stealing 1100 pieces of silver from his mother by the mother’s giving of two 
hundred of the coins “to make an image of cast metal” (Judg. 17:1-4), and this 
also seems to be a laudable action from the text’s point of view. Moreover, since 
the mother consecrated her silver “to the Lord,” the implication is that the 
image she had cast is of the Israelite God.

�Even the tEven the text that iext that is often cos often considered tnsidered to describeo describe the most  the most heinous epheinous episode of iisode oisode of idol woof idol worship in trship in the OT, Aarhe OT, Aaron’s makinon’s making of the gg of the golden calfolden calf (Exod. 32 (Exod. 32), is ulti), is ultimately ambmateultiultimatelyultimately ambivalen ambivalent in its st in its sense of whense of what constitat constitutes the putes the proper and roper and improper uimproper use of imagseuuse of imause of images in Isrges in Israel. Note ael. Note that afterthat after casting t casting the calf Aahe calf Aaron declarron declares that thes that the next daye nexe next day wnext day will be a cill be a cult holidault holiday for the y for the Lord (ExodLord (Exod. 32:5), s. 32:5), suggesting uggesting that he sethat he sees the cales thes the calf athe calf as an icon s an icon appropriatappropriate to Israee to Israel’s worshil’s worship of its Gp of its God. Since od. Since Aaron is nAaron is never punisever nnever puninever punished for mshed for making the aking the calf, and,calf, and, indeed, s indeed, since he isince he is elsewhere elsewhere lauded as lauded as the ances the the ancestthe ancestor of the or of the priesthoodpriesthood of the Je of the Jerusalem terusalem temple, the mple, the impressionimpression is that m is that many othersanmmany othermany others in biblis in biblical traditcal tradition sharedion shared Aaron’s j Aaron’s judgment thudgment that the calat the calf was an af was an acceptable ccepaacceptableacceptable icon in t icon in the cult. Che cult. Certainly Jertainly Jeroboam, teroboam, the first khe first king of Isring of Israel’s nortael’s northern kingdhern kihern kingdom, skingdom, seems to haeems to have seen thve seen the icon as e icon as appropriatappropriate, as he ie, as he installed tnstalled two images wo images of bulls ioof bulls iof bulls in the cultn the cult centers a centers at Bethel at Bethel and Dan to nd Dan to represent represent the presenthe presence of God ce of God there (1 Kthethere (1 Kthere (1 Kgs. 12:25-gs. 12:25-33).33).33).

Even the text that is often considered to describe the most heinous episode 
of idol worship in the OT, Aaron’s making of the golden calf (Exod. 32), is 
ultimately ambivalent in its sense of what constitutes the proper and improper 
use of images in Israel. Note that after casting the calf Aaron declares that the 
next day will be a cult holiday for the Lord (Exod. 32:5), suggesting that he sees 
the calf as an icon appropriate to Israel’s worship of its God. Since Aaron is 
never punished for making the calf, and, indeed, since he is elsewhere lauded as 
the ancestor of the priesthood of the Jerusalem temple, the impression is that 
many others in biblical tradition shared Aaron’s judgment that the calf was an 
acceptable icon in the cult. Certainly Jeroboam, the first king of Israel’s northern 
kingdom, seems to have seen the icon as appropriate, as he installed two images 
of bulls in the cult centers at Bethel and Dan to represent the presence of God 
there (1 Kgs. 12:25-33).

�ArchaeologArchaeologists have ists have posited thposited that a smallat a small bronze st bronze statue of a atue of a bull foundbull found at a 12th at a 12t at a 12th-centu12th-century site inry site in the north the northern Samariern Samaritan hills tan hills representsrepresents an early  an early Israelite Israelite icon of Goicon oicon of God as of God as a bull or,a bull or, possibly, possibly, represent represents an icon s an icon of a bull of a bull throne on throne on which the which the Israelite IsraeIsraelite Israelite God is to God is to be imaginebe imagined as sittid as sitting invisibng invisibly. This lly. This latter inteatter interpretationrpretation thus unde thus un thus understandunderstands the bulls the bull as an obj as an object parallect parallel to the el to the ark of theark of the covenant, covenant, which is  which is often descoftenoften descoften described as tribed as the footstohe footstool of a thol of a throne on whrone on which God inich God invisibly sivisibly sits (cf. 1 ts (cf. 1 Chr. 28:2)Chr. Chr. 28:2)Chr. 28:2). But whil. But while understae understanding the nding the Samaritan Samaritan bull as thbull as the throne oe throne of God rathf God rather than anerrathrather tharather than an actuan an actual image ofl image of the divin the divine mitigatee mitigates somewhats somewhat its “idol its “idolatrous” naatrous” nature, therturnanature, thnature, there still ere still must be exmust be explained a plained a small bronsmall bronze of a seze of a seated figurated figure that come that comes from 11es fres from 11th-from 11th-century Hacentury Hazor. Althozor. Although this sugh this statue beartatue bears a strikis a striking resemblng resemblance to Caance to Canaanite renCaCanaanite Canaanite representarepresentations of ttions of the god El,he god El, by the 11 by the 11th centuryth century Hazor was Hazor was a major c a major city of theiccity of thcity of the Israelite Israelite north, ae north, and so the nd so the figurine ifigurine is most plas most plausibly undusibly understood aserstood as a represe a rep a representarepresentation of Istion of Israel’s Godrael’s God. Certainl. Certainly, it is cy, it is clear from lear from other evidother evidence that ence that in Israeliin Isrin Israelite Israelite religion Greligion God takes ood takes over many over many of El’s attf El’s attributes. Iributes. If, moreovef, moreover, the Isrr, the Israelite Godaelite IsrIsraelite Israelite God takes God takes over El’s over El’s consort, tconsort, the goddesshe goddess Asherah,  Asherah, as many scas many scholars nowholars now suggest,  nownow suggesnow suggest, then tht, then the many imae many images the Biges the Bible describle describes as beibes as being erectedng erected in honor  in honor of this gooof this goof this goddess mighddess might also be t also be seen as a seen as a legitimatelegitimate part of I part of Israelite rsraelite religion, deligion, despite oncespite oespite once more once more the legal the legal traditionstraditions that cond that condemn Israelemn Israel’s use of ’s use of idols.idols.idols.

Archaeologists have posited that a small bronze statue of a bull found at a 
12th-century site in the northern Samaritan hills represents an early Israelite icon 
of God as a bull or, possibly, represents an icon of a bull throne on which the 
Israelite God is to be imagined as sitting invisibly. This latter interpretation thus 
understands the bull as an object parallel to the ark of the covenant, which is 
often described as the footstool of a throne on which God invisibly sits (cf. 1 
Chr. 28:2). But while understanding the Samaritan bull as the throne of God 
rather than an actual image of the divine mitigates somewhat its “idolatrous” 
nature, there still must be explained a small bronze of a seated figure that comes 



from 11th-century Hazor. Although this statue bears a striking resemblance to 
Canaanite representations of the god El, by the 11th century Hazor was a major 
city of the Israelite north, and so the figurine is most plausibly understood as a 
representation of Israel’s God. Certainly, it is clear from other evidence that in 
Israelite religion God takes over many of El’s attributes. If, moreover, the 
Israelite God takes over El’s consort, the goddess Asherah, as many scholars 
now suggest, then the many images the Bible describes as being erected in honor 
of this goddess might also be seen as a legitimate part of Israelite religion, despite 
once more the legal traditions that condemn Israel’s use of idols.

�Whatever aWhatever ambivalencembivalences we find s we find regarding regarding idols in tidols in these earlihese earlier Israelier Israelite materiate materte materials,materials, by the en by the end of the Bd of the Babylonian abylonian Exile ca. Exile ca. 539 those 539 those who worshiwho worship idols sup idols suffer wholeffesusuffer whosuffer wholesale conlesale condemnation.demnation. The 6th-c The 6th-century parentury part of Isaiat of Isaiah, e.g., ch, e.g., contains seontains several noteveraseseveral noseveral noteworthy tteworthy texts preseexts presenting the nting the worship ofworship of idols as  idols as futile andfutile and even absu even absurd (Isa. 4rd absuabsurd (Isabsurd (Isa. 41:21-2a. 41:21-29; 44:9-209; 44:9-20; 45:20-25; 45:20-25; 46:1-13); 46:1-13). This sen. This sentiment cartiment carries throuries through into thgh igh into the Ninto the NT period, T period, where idolwhere idolatry has satry has so disappeao disappeared that ired that it goes comt goes completely unpletely unmentioned mununmentioneunmentioned in the Gd in the Gospels. Thospels. The issue ofe issue of the worsh the worship of idolip of idols only surs only surfaces as efaces as early Chrisareearly Chriearly Christians movstians move into thee into the gentile w gentile world and corld and confront thonfront the use of ie use of images in Gmages in Greek and RreGGreek and Greek and Roman tradRoman tradition. Theition. The most sign most significant teificant text in thisxt in this regard is regard is 1 Cor. 8, 1 Cor. 8, where Pau wh where Paulwhere Paul discusses discusses whether C whether Christians hristians can eat mecan eat meat sacrifiat sacrificed to theced to the idols of  idols of Greek and GreGreek and Greek and Roman godsRoman gods. At one l. At one level, Paulevel, Paul’s answer ’s answer is yes, asis yes, as he has in he has inherited frherited from his Jewomfrfrom his Jfrom his Jewish pastewish past an unders an understanding thtanding that idols aat idols are meaningre meaningless imageless images and thuss and thus an unders an an understan understanding thaanding that the meatt the meat sacrifice sacrificed to them d to them is no diffis no different thanerent than any other any other. Yet beca. Ye. Yet becausYet because Paul wise Paul wishes to givhes to give his folle his followers a clowers a clear impresear impression of thsion of the distincte distinctiveness ofivenedistinctdistinctivdistinctiveness of teness of their faithheir faith, he advis, he advises againstes against eating th eating the meat sine meat since some whce some who witnesseo wito witnessed witnessed ChristiansChristians doing so  doing so might concmight conclude that lude that ChristianiChristianity was, inty was, in fact, jus fact, just like thet liket like the glike the gentile relentile religions it igions it sought to sought to replace.replace.replace.

Whatever ambivalences we find regarding idols in these earlier Israelite 
materials, by the end of the Babylonian Exile ca. 539 those who worship idols 
suffer wholesale condemnation. The 6th-century part of Isaiah, e.g., contains 
several noteworthy texts presenting the worship of idols as futile and even 
absurd (Isa. 41:21-29; 44:9-20; 45:20-25; 46:1-13). This sentiment carries through 
into the NT period, where idolatry has so disappeared that it goes completely 
unmentioned in the Gospels. The issue of the worship of idols only surfaces as 
early Christians move into the gentile world and confront the use of images in 
Greek and Roman tradition. The most significant text in this regard is 1 Cor. 8, 
where Paul discusses whether Christians can eat meat sacrificed to the idols of 
Greek and Roman gods. At one level, Paul’s answer is yes, as he has inherited 
from his Jewish past an understanding that idols are meaningless images and thus 
an understanding that the meat sacrificed to them is no different than any other. 
Yet because Paul wishes to give his followers a clear impression of the 
distinctiveness of their faith, he advises against eating the meat since some who 
witnessed Christians doing so might conclude that Christianity was, in fact, just 
like the gentile religions it sought to replace.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. AckermaS. Ackerman, n, Under EverUnder Every Green Try Green Tree: Populaee: Popular Religionr Religion in Sixth- in Sixth-Century JuCSixth-Sixth-CentSixth-Century Judah.ury Judah. HSM 46 (A HSM 46 (Atlanta, 19tlanta, 1992); W. G.92); W. G. Dever, “A Dever, “Archaeologyrchaeology Reconstru Reconstru ReconstrucReconstructs the Losts the Lost Backgrout Background of the nd of the Israelite Israelite Cult,” in Cult,” in Recent ArcRecent Archaeologicahaeological Discoverl Dil DiscoverieDiscoveries and Bibls and Biblical Reseaical Researchrch (Seattle, (Seattle, 1990), 11 1990), 119–66; “The9–66; “The Contribut Contribution of Arcion of Archaeology thaArcArchaeologArchaeology to the Sy to the Study of Catudy of Canaanite annaanite and Early Isd Early Israelite Reraelite Religion,” iligion,” in n Ancient IsAncient Israelite ReraeIsIsraelite Israelite Religion,Religion, ed. P. D. ed. P. D. Miller, P Miller, P. D. Hanso. D. Hanson, and S. n, and S. D. McBrideD. McBride (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1987phia, 198phia, 1987), 2091987), 209–47; J. Fa–47; J. Faur, “The Bur, “The Biblical Idiblical Idea of Idolea of Idolatry,” atry,” JQRJQR 69 (1978) 69 (1978): 1–15; J.: 1–15; J. Gutmann,  Gutm Gutmann, “Gutmann, “The ‘SeconThe ‘Second Commandmd Commandment’ and tent’ and the Image ihe Image in Judaism,n Judaism,” ” HUCAHUCA 32 (1961) 32 (196 32 (1961): 16(1961): 161–74; J. S1–74; J. S. Holladay. Holladay, “Religio, “Religion in Israen in Israel and Judal and Judah Under thh Under the Monarchye Monarchy,” in ,” i,” in in Ancient IsAncient Israelite Reraelite Religion,ligion, 249–99; S 249–99; S. M. Olyan. M. Olyan, , Asherah anAsherah and the Cultd the Cult of Yahweh of Yahweh in Israel in Isr in Israel.Israel. SBLMS 34  SBLMS 34 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1988); W. 1988); W. L. Willis,L. Willis,  Idol Meat Idol Meat in Corinthin Corinth.. SBLDS 68  SBLDS 68 (Chico, 19(Chico(Chico, 19(Chico, 1985).85).85).
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IDUMEAIDUMEA (Gk.  (Gk. Idoumaiía,Idoumaiía, Idouméa Idouméa)))

IDUMEA (Gk. Idoumaiía, Idouméa)

DesignatioDesignation used in n used in the Hellenthe Hellenistic age istic age for the tefor the territory strritory stretching nretching north to soorth to south from tuth futh from the sfrom the southern poouthern portion of trtion of the Judean he Judean hill counthill country to the ry to the northern pnorthern part of theart of the Negeb, an N Negeb, andNegeb, and east to w east to west from test from the Judean he Judean desert to desert to the Philisthe Philistine citietine cities of Gaza s of Gaza and Ashdodandand Ashdodand Ashdod. Its majo. Its major cities ir cities included Hencluded Hebron, Maribron, Marisa, Adora,sa, Adora, and Betab and Betabris. The pris. The population oppopulationpopulation of the re of the region inclugion included many Eded many Edomites, ddomites, driven fromriven from their anc their ancestral lanestral lands by the dslanlands by tlands by the incursihe incursion of the on of the Arabic NabArabic Nabateans. Itateans. It may well  may well be from thbe from these peopleese peoples that thes peoplepeoples thpeoples that the lanat the land derives d derives its name (its name (Gk. “of thGk. “of the Edomitese Edomites,” or perh,” or perhaps a Hellaps a Hellenistic foenHellHellenistiHellenistic form of c form of Semitic Semitic }dm,}dm, “earth”). “earth”). Other inh Other inhabitants oabitants of the regif the region includeon included Arabs, Jdincludeincluded Aincluded Arabs, Jewsrabs, Jews, Sidonian, Sidonians, and Nabs, and Nabateans.ateans.ateans.

Designation used in the Hellenistic age for the territory stretching north to south 
from the southern portion of the Judean hill country to the northern part of the 
Negeb, and east to west from the Judean desert to the Philistine cities of Gaza 
and Ashdod. Its major cities included Hebron, Marisa, Adora, and Betabris. The 
population of the region included many Edomites, driven from their ancestral 
lands by the incursion of the Arabic Nabateans. It may well be from these 
peoples that the land derives its name (Gk. “of the Edomites,” or perhaps a 
Hellenistic form of Semitic }dm, “earth”). Other inhabitants of the region 
included Arabs, Jews, Sidonians, and Nabateans.

�Idumea wasIdumea was conquered conquered by John H by John Hyrcanus inyrcanus in 129  129 B.C.E.B.C.E., and its , and its native popnative population waulatiopoppopulationpopulation was force was forced to underd to undergo circumcgo circumcision and ision and JudaizatioJudaization (1 Macc.n (1 Macc. 4:36-59;  4:36-59; 2 Macc. 1022 Macc. 102 Macc. 10:1-8). Soo:1-8). Soon after, tn after, the Idumeanhe Idumeans were incs were incorporated orporated into the Hinto the Hasmonean Easmonean HHasmonean Hasmonean Empire. AlEmpire. Alexander Jaexander Janneus apponneus appointed an Iinted an Idumean namdumean named Antipated Antipater as goveer as er as governoas governor of the rr of the region, andegion, and he was su he was succeeded bycceeded by his son,  his son, also namedalso named Antipater Antipater. This Ant.AntipaterAntipater.Antipater. This Anti This Antipater urgepater urged the Hasmd the Hasmonean Hyrconean Hyrcanus II toanus II to contend w contend with his brith his brith his brother Arbrother Aristobulus istobulus II for theII for the high prie high priesthood (Josthood (Josephus sephus Ant.Ant. 14.8). He 14.8). He was also  was also the fatherthethe fatherthe father of Herod  of Herod the Great,the Great, who was a who was appointed kppointed king of Juding of Judea by the ea by the Roman senaRoman senRoman senate in senate in 39 39 B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

Idumea was conquered by John Hyrcanus in 129 B.C.E., and its native 
population was forced to undergo circumcision and Judaization (1 Macc. 4:36-59; 
2 Macc. 10:1-8). Soon after, the Idumeans were incorporated into the 
Hasmonean Empire. Alexander Janneus appointed an Idumean named Antipater 
as governor of the region, and he was succeeded by his son, also named 
Antipater. This Antipater urged the Hasmonean Hyrcanus II to contend with his 
brother Aristobulus II for the high priesthood (Josephus Ant. 14.8). He was also 
the father of Herod the Great, who was appointed king of Judea by the Roman 
senate in 39 B.C.E.

�Idumea serIdumea served as an ved as an important important power basepower base for Herod for Herod throughou throughout his reigt his reign. After hn. An. After his After his death in 4death in 4  B.C.E.B.C.E., when his, when his kingdom w kingdom was dividedas divided Idumea fe Idumea fell to the ll to the ethnarch Aethnarcethnarch Aethnarch Archelaus (rchelaus (Ant.Ant. 17.319;  17.319; BJBJ 2.93–98), 2.93–98), who ruled who ruled until 6  until 6 C.E.C.E. Between 4 Between 41 and 44 1 an1 and 44 and 44 C.E.C.E., it was p, it was part of theart of the kingdom o kingdom of Agrippa f Agrippa I (I (Ant.Ant. 19.25;  19.25; BJBJ 2.215). B 2.215). Between 6 aetweenBBetween 6 Between 6 and 41 and 41 C.E.C.E., and afte, and after 44 r 44 C.E.C.E., it was r, it was ruled by thuled by the Roman pre Roman procurators ocurators as part ofasas part ofas part of the provi the province of Syrnce of Syria.ia.ia.

Idumea served as an important power base for Herod throughout his reign. 
After his death in 4 B.C.E., when his kingdom was divided Idumea fell to the 
ethnarch Archelaus (Ant. 17.319; BJ 2.93–98), who ruled until 6 C.E. Between 41 
and 44 C.E., it was part of the kingdom of Agrippa I (Ant. 19.25; BJ 2.215). 
Between 6 and 41 C.E., and after 44 C.E., it was ruled by the Roman procurators 
as part of the province of Syria.

�At the outAt the outbreak of tbreak of the First Jhe First Jewish Revoewish Revolt againstlt against Rome (67  Rome (67 C.E.C.E.), Idumea ), Idumea was assignwaswas assignwas assigned its owned its own commander commanders (s (BJBJ 2.566). J 2.566). John of Gisohn of Gischala usedchala used Idumean s Idumean soldiers inoldiessoldiers isoldiers in his atten his attempt to wrempt to wrest controlst control of Jerusa of Jerusalem from tlem from the other rhe other rebel factiebel factions (onsfactifactions (factions (BJBJ 4.224, 22 4.224, 228–354). Id8–354). Idumea suffeumea suffered greatlred greatly during ty during the war, anhe war, and its popud its population waslapopupopulationpopulation was decim was decimated. Afteated. After the defer the defeat of the at of the rebels, Idrebels, Idumea was iumea was incorporatencorporated into thedincorporateincorporatincorporated into thed into the Roman pre Roman province of ovince of Judea. SooJudea. Soon after, in after, it ceases tt ceases to appear io appear in contempon cn contemporacontemporary recordsry records...

At the outbreak of the First Jewish Revolt against Rome (67 C.E.), Idumea 
was assigned its own commanders (BJ 2.566). John of Gischala used Idumean 
soldiers in his attempt to wrest control of Jerusalem from the other rebel 
factions (BJ 4.224, 228–354). Idumea suffered greatly during the war, and its 
population was decimated. After the defeat of the rebels, Idumea was 
incorporated into the Roman province of Judea. Soon after, it ceases to appear in 
contemporary records.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. I. I. Eph}alEph}al, , The AncienThe Ancient Arabst Arabs (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1982); A. 1982); A. Kasher, Kasher, Jews, IdumJews, IdJews, Idumeans, Idumeans, and Ancienand Ancient Arabst Arabs (Tübingen (Tübingen, 1988)., 1988)., 1988).
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IEZERIEZER (Heb.  (Heb. }iî{ezer}iî{ezer)))

IEZER (Heb. }iî{ezer)

A descendaA descendant of Manant of Manasseh; eponsseh; eponymous anceymous ancestor of thstor of the Iezritese Iezrites (Num. 26: (Num. 26:30). The n30). The30). The name iThe name is an abbres an abbreviated forviated form of Abiezm of Abiezer.er.

A descendant of Manasseh; eponymous ancestor of the Iezrites (Num. 26:30). 
The name is an abbreviated form of Abiezer.



IGALIGAL (Heb.  (Heb. yig�}aœlyig�}aœl)))

IGAL (Heb. yig�}aœl )

�1.1. A spy fro A spy from the tribm the tribe of Issace of Issachar sent bhar sent by Moses toy Moses to scout the scout the land of C land of Canaan (NumanaanCCanaan (NuCanaan (Num. 13:7).m. 13:7).m. 13:7).

1. A spy from the tribe of Issachar sent by Moses to scout the land of 
Canaan (Num. 13:7).

�2.2. The son o The son of Nathan of Nathan of Zobah; of Zobah; one of Davine of David’s Thirtyd’s Thirty (2 Sam. 2 (2 Sam. 23:36). 1 C3:36). 1 Chr. 11:38 hr. 1hr. 11:38 list11:38 lists instead s instead Joel the bJoel the brother of rother of Nathan.Nathan.Nathan.

2. The son of Nathan of Zobah; one of David’s Thirty (2 Sam. 23:36). 1 Chr. 
11:38 lists instead Joel the brother of Nathan.

�3.3. A son of  A son of Shemaiah, Shemaiah, and a descand a descendant of endant of ZerubbabelZerubbabel (1 Chr. 3 (1 Chr. 3:22).:22).

3. A son of Shemaiah, and a descendant of Zerubbabel (1 Chr. 3:22).

IGDALIAHIGDALIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yig�dalyaœyig�dalyaœhu®hu®)))

IGDALIAH (Heb. yig�dalyaœhu® )

A RechabitA Rechabite, the fate, the father of Hanher of Hanan, whose an, whose descendantdescendants or follos or followers had awers had a chamber i chamber  chamber inchamber in the templ the temple (Jer. 35e (Jer. 35:4).:4).

A Rechabite, the father of Hanan, whose descendants or followers had a 
chamber in the temple (Jer. 35:4).

IGNATIUS OIGNATIUS OF ANTIOCHF ANTIOCHF ANTIOCH

IGNATIUS OF ANTIOCH

Bishop of Bishop of Antioch duAntioch during the rring the reign of theign of the Emperor e Emperor Trajan (98Trajan (98–117 –117 C.E.C.E.). He was ). He was taken by Rtataken by Rtaken by Roman soldioman soldiers from Aers from Antioch to ntioch to Rome, wherRome, where he was me he was martyred caartyred ca. 115. Dur. 115. D. 115. During thiDuring this journey s journey he wrote she wrote six lettersix letters to church to churches (Ephesies (Ephesians, Magneans, Magnesians, Trasians, Trallians, RolliTraTrallians,Trallians, Romans, P Romans, Philadelphihiladelphians, Smyrnans, Smyrnaeans) andaeans) and one to Po one to Polycarp, bilycarp, bishop of Smshop of Smyrna. A loySmSmyrna. A Smyrna. A longer reclonger recension of ension of Ignatius’ Ignatius’ letters inletters includes sixcludes six spurious  spurious letters. Tletters. The so-callhe sohe so-called so-called middle recmiddle recension, whension, which contaiich contains only thns only the seven lee seven letters nametters named above, ad above, agrees withgraagrees witagrees with the listh the list given by  given by Eusebius (Eusebius (HEHE 2.36). Sc 2.36). Scholars havholars have usually e usually grouped Iggrouped Ignatius’ lenaIgIgnatius’ Ignatius’ letters toletters together witgether with other coh other contemporaryntemporary Christian Christian writings  writings in a collein a collection callctiocollecollectioncollection called th called the Apostolie Apostolic Fathers.c Fathers.

Bishop of Antioch during the reign of the Emperor Trajan (98–117 C.E.). He was 
taken by Roman soldiers from Antioch to Rome, where he was martyred ca. 115. 
During this journey he wrote six letters to churches (Ephesians, Magnesians, 
Trallians, Romans, Philadelphians, Smyrnaeans) and one to Polycarp, bishop of 
Smyrna. A longer recension of Ignatius’ letters includes six spurious letters. The 
so-called middle recension, which contains only the seven letters named above, 
agrees with the list given by Eusebius (HE 2.36). Scholars have usually grouped 
Ignatius’ letters together with other contemporary Christian writings in a 
collection called the Apostolic Fathers.

�Although IAlthough Ignatius’ lgnatius’ letters lacetters lack the theok the theological delogical depth of Paupth of Paul or John,l or John, they repr they repr they represent represent in severalin several respects  respects a developma development of Chrent of Christian theistian theology fromology from the apost the apostolic periooapostapostolic apostolic period to period to the 2nd cethe 2nd century. Thentury. The Christolo Christology of Ignagy of Ignatius has btius has been calledeen called “a high C “a “a high Ch“a high Christology ristology of Johanniof Johannine inspirane inspiration.” Acttion.” Actually Ignaually Ignatius movestius moves one step  one step further infurtfurther infurther in heighteni heightening Christong Christology than logy than anything ianything in the NT. n the NT. Although tAlthough the NT is rhe NT is replete witeprreplete wireplete with statemeth statements of thents of the lordship  lordship and diviniand divinity of Jesuty of Jesus Christ, s Christ, nowhere isnowhere is Jesus pre Jesu Jesus precJesus precisely idenisely identified as tified as being God.being God. Ignatius  Ignatius makes thismakes this identific identification 11 tation 11 times, begiimes, bimes, beginning beginning in the verin the very salutatiy salutation of his on of his first lettfirst letter, Ephesier, Ephesians, whichans, which refers to refers to “Jesus Ch “Jesus  “Jesus Chr“Jesus Christ our Goist our God.” Yet hid.” Yet his Christols Christology is in ogy is in no way docno way docetic. In etic. In Smyrn.Smyrn. 2.2 he re 2.2 he r 2.2 he refers to refers to Jesus as “Jesus as “truly nailtruly nailed for us ed for us in the flein the flesh.” The vsh.” The virgin birtirgin birth and the h and the ResurrectiResurreResurrectiResurrection are impon are important forortant for Ignatius, Ignatius, but the C but the Crucifixionrucifixion is paramo is paramount. Neverunt. Nevertheless, hthNeverNevertheleNevertheless, he scass, he scarcely allurcely alludes to thedes to the teachings teachings of Jesus  of Jesus and the evand the events of hients of his ministrys mis ministry.ministry.ministry.

Although Ignatius’ letters lack the theological depth of Paul or John, they 
represent in several respects a development of Christian theology from the 
apostolic period to the 2nd century. The Christology of Ignatius has been called 
“a high Christology of Johannine inspiration.” Actually Ignatius moves one step 
further in heightening Christology than anything in the NT. Although the NT is 
replete with statements of the lordship and divinity of Jesus Christ, nowhere is 
Jesus precisely identified as being God. Ignatius makes this identification 11 times, 
beginning in the very salutation of his first letter, Ephesians, which refers to 
“Jesus Christ our God.” Yet his Christology is in no way docetic. In Smyrn. 2.2 he 
refers to Jesus as “truly nailed for us in the flesh.” The virgin birth and the 
Resurrection are important for Ignatius, but the Crucifixion is paramount. 
Nevertheless, he scarcely alludes to the teachings of Jesus and the events of his 
ministry.

�The ecclesThe ecclesiology of iology of Ignatius aIgnatius also represlso represents a devents a development belopment beyond the eyond the NT. The apNT. ThNT. The apostlThe apostles were thes were the leaders e leaders of the earof the earliest Churliest Church, with pch, with prophets anrophets and teachersd teachers and other teachersteachers ateachers and other snd other spirituallypiritually gifted pe gifted people formiople forming lower rng lower ranks of leanks of leadership (adership (1 Cor. 12:1 C1 Cor. 12:28Cor. 12:28). The dea). The deaths of theths of the apostles  apostles usher in ausher in a new twofo new twofold church ld church order of torder of the officeshetthe officethe offices of bishos of bishops and deaps and deacons. We scons. We see this chee this church orderurch order in 1 Timo in 1 Timothy and inthy and in 1 Clement 1 1 Clement 1 Clement and the Shand the Shepherd of epherd of Hermas in Hermas in the Apostothe Apostolic Fatherlic Fathers. Ignatius. Ignatius evidences evidences evidences evidences movement tmovement to a threefo a threefold churchold church order whi order which will bech will become the ncome the norm, of biorm, oform, of bishopsof bishops, elders, , elders, and deaconand deacons. Ignatius. Ignatius particuls particularly extolarly extols the offis the office of bishce of bishop and in op andop and in eveand in every letter ry letter except Romexcept Romans exhortans exhorts his reads his readers to obeers to obey the bishy the bishop. In op. In Eph.Eph. 6.1 he sa Eph.Eph. 6.1 hEph. 6.1 he says thae says that “one must “one must look upot look upon the bishn the bishop as the op as the Lord himseLord himself” and inlf” and in  Magn.MMagn.Magn. 6.1 he sa 6.1 he says that thys that the bishop pe bishop presides inresides in the place the place of God. I of God. Ignatius exgnatius extols the ptols the tols the partakthe partaking of theing of the eucharist eucharist, though h, though he does note does not speak of  speak of Christian Christian baptism. Hbaptism. He also note ae also notesalso notes that Chri that Christians no stians no longer keelonger keep the sabbp the sabbath (Saturath (Saturday) but nday) but now celebraow celebrate the Lortcelebracelebrate celebrate the Lord’sthe Lord’s Day (Sund Day (Sunday).ay).ay).

The ecclesiology of Ignatius also represents a development beyond the NT. 
The apostles were the leaders of the earliest Church, with prophets and 
teachers and other spiritually gifted people forming lower ranks of leadership (1 
Cor. 12:28). The deaths of the apostles usher in a new twofold church order of 
the offices of bishops and deacons. We see this church order in 1 Timothy and in 
1 Clement and the Shepherd of Hermas in the Apostolic Fathers. Ignatius 



evidences movement to a threefold church order which will become the norm, 
of bishops, elders, and deacons. Ignatius particularly extols the office of bishop 
and in every letter except Romans exhorts his readers to obey the bishop. In 
Eph. 6.1 he says that “one must look upon the bishop as the Lord himself” and in 
Magn. 6.1 he says that the bishop presides in the place of God. Ignatius extols 
the partaking of the eucharist, though he does not speak of Christian baptism. He 
also notes that Christians no longer keep the sabbath (Saturday) but now 
celebrate the Lord’s Day (Sunday).

�Ignatius aIgnatius also goes blso goes beyond the eyond the NT in his NT in his developmendevelopment of a thet of a theology of mology of martyrdom. artyrdmmartyrdom.martyrdom. His image His imagery of martry of martyrdom, espyrdom, especially inecially in  Rom.Rom. 4—5, adva 4—5, advances far bnces far beyond anyteyonbbeyond anybeyond anything in tthing in the NT and he NT and points towpoints toward the thard the theology of eology of martyrdom martyrdom that will that will that will motivwill motivate Christate Christians throuians through the nexgh the next two centt two centuries of Ruries of Roman perseoman persecution. Hecution. Hecution. He himselfHe himself genuinely genuinely longs for longs for martyrdom martyrdom, which he, which he sees as t sees as true disciprue discipleship andleship and a means t a a means toa means to “attain t “attain to God” (o God” (Rom.Rom. 4.1). Ign 4.1). Ignatius receatius received his wived his wish in Romish in Rome toward te toward te toward the end ofthe end of the reign the reign of Trajan of Trajan...

Ignatius also goes beyond the NT in his development of a theology of 
martyrdom. His imagery of martyrdom, especially in Rom. 4—5, advances far 
beyond anything in the NT and points toward the theology of martyrdom that 
will motivate Christians through the next two centuries of Roman persecution. 
He himself genuinely longs for martyrdom, which he sees as true discipleship and 
a means to “attain to God” (Rom. 4.1). Ignatius received his wish in Rome toward 
the end of the reign of Trajan.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. V. Corwin,V. Corwin,  St. IgnatiSt. Ignatius and Chrus and Christianity istianity in Antiochin Antioch (New Have (New Haven, 1960); n, HaveHaven, 196Haven, 1960); R. M. 0); R. M. Grant, Grant, The ApostoThe Apostolic Fatherlic Fathers,s, 4:  4: Ignatius oIgnatius of Antiochf Antioch (Camden,  (Camden, 1966); W. 1961966); W. 1966); W. R. SchoedeR. Schoedel, l, Ignatius oIgnatius of Antioch.f Antioch. Herm (Phi Herm (Philadelphia,ladelphia, 1985); M. 1985); M. P. Brown, P. Brown,  Brown,Brown, Brown, The AuthenThe Authentic Writintic Writings of Ignags of Ignatiustius (Durham,  (Durham, 1963).1963).1963).

Bibliography. V. Corwin, St. Ignatius and Christianity in Antioch (New 
Haven, 1960); R. M. Grant, The Apostolic Fathers, 4: Ignatius of Antioch (Camden, 
1966); W. R. Schoedel, Ignatius of Antioch. Herm (Philadelphia, 1985); M. P. 
Brown, The Authentic Writings of Ignatius (Durham, 1963).

J. ChristiJ. Christian Wilsonan Wilson

J. Christian Wilson

IIMIIM (Heb.  (Heb. {iîyiîm{iîyiîm)))

IIM (Heb. {iîyiîm)

A town witA town within the sohin the southern poruthern portion of Jution of Judah’s inhedah’s inheritance (Jritance (Josh. 15:29osh. 15:29). The nam). The name is missie namname is miname is missing fromssing from similar l similar lists recorists recording townsding towns reassigne reassigned to Simeod to Simeon (Josh. 1n (Josh. 19:3; 1 Chr9:3119:3; 1 Ch19:3; 1 Chr. 4:29). r. 4:29). The contexThe context suggestst suggests a locatio a location in the Nn in the Negeb, perhegeb, perhaps Deir eaps Deir el-Gawi (14l-Geel-Gawi (1el-Gawi (142068), 1942068), 19 km. (12 m km. (12 mi.) NE of i.) NE of Beer-shebaBeer-sheba...

A town within the southern portion of Judah’s inheritance (Josh. 15:29). The 
name is missing from similar lists recording towns reassigned to Simeon (Josh. 
19:3; 1 Chr. 4:29). The context suggests a location in the Negeb, perhaps Deir 
el-Gawi (142068), 19 km. (12 mi.) NE of Beer-sheba.

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow

Laura B. Mazow

IJONIJON (Heb.  (Heb. {iyo®n{iyo®n)))

IJON (Heb. {iyo®n)

A small siA small site in the te in the southern southern Beq{aBeq{a Valley, o Valley, on the moden the modern Lebanonrn Lebanon border ne border near Merj ar Mar Merj Merj {Ayyu®n{Ayyu®n (preservi (preserving the namng the name; 212235)e; 212235), just N o, just N of Metulla f Metulla on the Isron the Israel side. ael sideael side. Mostside. Most of the li of the literary souterary sources list rces list Ijon togetIjon together with her with Abel-beth-Abel-beth-ma{acahma{acah, Dan (Lai, D, Dan (LaishDan (Laish), and Haz), and Hazor in nortor in northern Israehern Israel — all bol — all border outporder outposts betweests between Israel an Israel and Aram-Nanaand Aram-Nand Aram-Naharaim, taharaim, the Arameanhe Aramean states to states to the north the north...

A small site in the southern Beq{a Valley, on the modern Lebanon border near 
Merj {Ayyu®n (preserving the name; 212235), just N of Metulla on the Israel 
side. Most of the literary sources list Ijon together with Abel-beth-ma{acah, 
Dan (Laish), and Hazor in northern Israel — all border outposts between Israel 
and Aram-Naharaim, the Aramean states to the north.

�Ijon is fiIjon is first mentiorst mentioned in thened in the 19th/earl 19th/early 18th-ceny 18th-century tury B.C.B.C. Egyptian  Egyptian ExecrationExecration Texts; la ExecrationExecrationExecration Texts; la Texts; later in theter in the battle it battle itinerary ofinerary of Thutmose  Thutmose III on hisIII on his first Asi first Asiatic campaatic camatic campaign (campaign (ca. 1468; ca. 1468; site no. 9site no. 95 on the K5 on the Karnak listarnak list); in the ); in the 14th-centu14th-century Amarna ry Amarna Letters; aLetLetters; aLetters; and in biblnd in biblical textsical texts (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 15:20; 2 Ch5:20; 2 Chr. 16:4) ar. 16:4) as a town is a town in Naphtalin Naphtali captured  captu captured bcaptured by Ben-haday Ben-hadad of Damasd of Damascus. Ijon cus. Ijon was also twas also taken by Tiaken by Tiglath-pileglath-pileser III caser III ca. 733/732,. 73. 733/732, d733/732, during the uring the reign of Preign of Pekah, alonekah, along with g with Abel-beth-Abel-beth-ma{acahma{acah (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 15:29), mar5:2115:29), ma15:29), marking at trking at that time that time the southerhe southern border on border of Aram undf Aram under Assyriaer Assyrian rule.n rule.n rule.

Ijon is first mentioned in the 19th/early 18th-century B.C. Egyptian 
Execration Texts; later in the battle itinerary of Thutmose III on his first Asiatic 
campaign (ca. 1468; site no. 95 on the Karnak list); in the 14th-century Amarna 
Letters; and in biblical texts (1 Kgs. 15:20; 2 Chr. 16:4) as a town in Naphtali 
captured by Ben-hadad of Damascus. Ijon was also taken by Tiglath-pileser III ca. 
733/732, during the reign of Pekah, along with Abel-beth-ma{acah (2 Kgs. 



15:29), marking at that time the southern border of Aram under Assyrian rule.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. G. DeveW. G. Dever, r, “}Abel-Bet“}Abel-Beth-Ma{acahh-Ma{acah: ‘Norther: ‘Northern Gateway n Gateway n Gateway ofGateway of Ancient I Ancient Israel,’” israel,’” in n The ArchaeThe Archaeology of Jology of Jordan and ordan and Other StudOther Studies,ies, ed. L. T. ed. L. T. Geraty an T.T. Geraty T. Geraty and L. G. and L. G. Herr (BerrHerr (Berrien Springien Springs, 1986), s, 1986), 207–22; H.207–22; H. Tadmor, “ Tadmor, “The SoutheThe SoutheThe Southern BSouthern Border of Aorder of Aram,” ram,” IEJIEJ 12 (1962) 12 (1962): 114–22.: 114–22.: 114–22.

Bibliography. W. G. Dever, “}Abel-Beth-Ma{acah: ‘Northern 
Gateway of Ancient Israel,’” in The Archaeology of Jordan and Other Studies, ed. L. 
T. Geraty and L. G. Herr (Berrien Springs, 1986), 207–22; H. Tadmor, “The 
Southern Border of Aram,” IEJ 12 (1962): 114–22.
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IKKESHIKKESH (Heb.  (Heb. {iqqeäsû{iqqeäsû)))

IKKESH (Heb. {iqqeäsû)

A man fromA man from Tekoa (“T Tekoa (“Tekoite”); ekoite”); the fatherthe father of Ira, o of Ira, one of Davine of David’s Champid’s Champions (2 Samons (2 Samons (2 Sam. 23:26Sam. 23:26; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 11:28; 27:91:28; 27:9).).

A man from Tekoa (“Tekoite”); the father of Ira, one of David’s Champions (2 
Sam. 23:26; 1 Chr. 11:28; 27:9).

ILAIILAI (Heb.  (Heb. {iîlay{iîlay) (also ZA) (also ZALMON)LMON)LMON)

ILAI (Heb. {iîlay) (also ZALMON)

An AhohiteAn Ahohite and one o and one of David’s f David’s warriors (warriors (1 Chr. 11:1 Chr. 11:29). At 2 29). At 2 Sam. 23:28Sam. 23:28 he is cal he is called Zalmonlecalcalled Zalcalled Zalmon.mon.

An Ahohite and one of David’s warriors (1 Chr. 11:29). At 2 Sam. 23:28 he is 
called Zalmon.

ILLNESS ANILLNESS AND HEALTH CD HEALTH CAREAREARE

ILLNESS AND HEALTH CARE

Healing prHealing practices haactices have a long ve a long and compleand complex history x history in biblicain biblical lands, al lands, and they shnd they should be trould shshould be should be treated astreated as part of a part of a health ca health care system re system that incluthat includes, but ides, but is not limis not limited to, thted toted to, the beto, the beliefs abouliefs about the caust the causes of illnes of illness, the oess, the options avaptions available to ilable to patients, patients, and the roand the and the role othe role of governmef governments in heants in health care. lth care. Public hygPublic hygiene, whiciene, which refers bh refers broadly to roadly to the organithethe organithe organized effortzed efforts of a coms of a community to munity to promote hepromote health and palth and prevent disrevent disease, is aease, is also part olsaalso part also part of any heaof any health care slth care system.ystem.

Healing practices have a long and complex history in biblical lands, and they 
should be treated as part of a health care system that includes, but is not limited 
to, the beliefs about the causes of illness, the options available to patients, and 
the role of governments in health care. Public hygiene, which refers broadly to 
the organized efforts of a community to promote health and prevent disease, is 
also part of any health care system.

PrehistoriPrehistoric and Earlc and Early Periodsy Periods

Prehistoric and Early Periods

Hunter-gatHunter-gatherers in herers in Syria-PaleSyria-Palestine may stine may have recoghave recognized the nized the medicinal medicinal value of svalue of some plantsomssome plantsome plants and pracs and practiced someticed some therapeut therapeutic ritualsic rituals by the en by the end of the Pd of the Paleolithicaleolithic era, the  er era, the fera, the first perioirst period of humand of human material  material culture enculture ending approding approximately bximately between 20,etween 20,000–16,000020,20,000–16,20,000–16,000 000 B.C.E.B.C.E. in the Ne in the Near East.ar East.ar East.

Hunter-gatherers in Syria-Palestine may have recognized the medicinal value of 
some plants and practiced some therapeutic rituals by the end of the Paleolithic 
era, the first period of human material culture ending approximately between 
20,000–16,000 B.C.E. in the Near East.

�During theDuring the Neolithic Neolithic period (c period (ca. 8500–43a. 8500–4300) the do00) the domesticatiomestication of animan of animals probablls prols probably iprobably introduced ntroduced into humaninto human populatio populations some nens some new pools ofw pools of diseases  diseases carried bycarried bcarried by animalsby animals (e.g., bo (e.g., bovine tubervine tuberculosis). culosis). Human tubeHuman tuberculosis irculosis is reflectes reflected in skeled in skeletal materital mtal material fmaterial from Egypt rom Egypt and Bab edand Bab edh-Dhra (Joh-Dhra (Jordan) as erdan) as early as tharly as the 4th mille 4th millennium.ennium.ennium.

During the Neolithic period (ca. 8500–4300) the domestication of animals 
probably introduced into human populations some new pools of diseases carried 
by animals (e.g., bovine tuberculosis). Human tuberculosis is reflected in skeletal 
material from Egypt and Bab edh-Dhra (Jordan) as early as the 4th millennium.

�ThroughoutThroughout all prehi all prehistoric perstoric periods the fiods the family was amily was probably tprobably the main cahe main caretaker foretakecacaretaker caretaker for the ilfor the ill. Howeverl. However, the long, the long existence existence of healin of healing specialig specialists in Syrsts in Syria-Palestiia-PaleSyrSyria-PaleSyria-Palestine is rstine is reflected ieflected in the trepn the trephinated skhinated skulls discoulls discovered at Nvered at Neolithic Jeolithic Jericho, boerichoJJericho, bJericho, bone spatulone spatulas found aas found at Tell Jemt Tell Jemmeh (near meh (near Gaza) in tGaza) in the early 1he early 1st millennst millennium, and tiummillennmillenniummillennium, and the , and the implantatiimplantation of a bron of a bronze wire onze wire in a toothin a tooth at Horvat at Horvat En Ziq, a En Ziq, a small Nab sm small Nabasmall Nabatean fortrtean fortress in theess in the northern  northern Negeb in tNegeb in the Hellenihe Hellenistic era. stic era. Liver modeLiver models found alsmodemodels foumodels found at Hazond at Hazor and Megir and Megiddo in theddo in the Late Bron Late Bronze Age mayze Age may have been have been used in m used in used in medicalin medical consultat consultations.ions.ions.

Throughout all prehistoric periods the family was probably the main 
caretaker for the ill. However, the long existence of healing specialists in 
Syria-Palestine is reflected in the trephinated skulls discovered at Neolithic 
Jericho, bone spatulas found at Tell Jemmeh (near Gaza) in the early 1st 
millennium, and the implantation of a bronze wire in a tooth at Horvat En Ziq, a 
small Nabatean fortress in the northern Negeb in the Hellenistic era. Liver 
models found at Hazor and Megiddo in the Late Bronze Age may have been used 



in medical consultations.

�The AmarnaThe Amarna Letters ( Letters (14th centu14th century) mentiory) mention epidemicn epidemics and the s and the traffic oftraffic of physician physi physiciansphysicians in Canaan in Canaanite royal ite royal courts. Ugcourts. Ugaritic texaritic texts (e.g., ts (e.g., Keret EpicKeret Epic) indicate) indicate that El,  that E that El, the suEl, the supreme god preme god at Ugarit,at Ugarit, was conce was concerned with rned with healing, ehealing, especially specially infertilitinfertility. In Tyrey. In Ty. In Tyre, SidoTyre, Sidon, and othn, and other Phoenicer Phoenician city-sian city-states of ttates of the early 1he early 1st millennst millennium, Eshmuium, Eshmun was a hen wn was a healwas a healing god whing god whose templeose temples may haves may have provided  provided therapeutitherapeutic servicesc services. Yahweh, . Yahweh. Yahweh, ReYahweh, Resheph, andsheph, and other Nea other Near Eastern r Eastern deities brdeities brought bothought both disease a disease and healingnd healingnd healing.healing.

The Amarna Letters (14th century) mention epidemics and the traffic of 
physicians in Canaanite royal courts. Ugaritic texts (e.g., Keret Epic) indicate that 
El, the supreme god at Ugarit, was concerned with healing, especially infertility. In 
Tyre, Sidon, and other Phoenician city-states of the early 1st millennium, Eshmun 
was a healing god whose temples may have provided therapeutic services. 
Yahweh, Resheph, and other Near Eastern deities brought both disease and 
healing.

Preexilic Preexilic IsraelIsrael

Preexilic Israel

Israel in Israel in the preexithe preexilic periodlic period probably  probably shared manshared many of the hy of the health probealth problems that lems that were commowerwere commowere common in Near n in Near Eastern seEastern settlements.ttlements. The inade The inadequate dispquate disposal of gaosal of garbage and rbage anrbage and human and human waste was waste was probably aprobably a constant  constant threat to threat to public heapublic health in Syrlth in Syria-Palestiia-Palestine. Towns neSyria-PalestiSyria-PaleSyria-Palestine. Towstine. Towns (e.g., ns (e.g., Gibeon) inGibeon) in areas of  areas of poor rainfpoor rainfall had toall had to construct construct cisterns, ciste cisterns, cisterns, which werewhich were vulnerabl vulnerable to contae to contamination. mination. Parts of JParts of Jericho, Teericho, Tell Beit Mill Beit Mirsim, and rsimMiMirsim, anMirsim, and other tod other towns apparewns apparently had dntly had drains, somrains, some of whiche of which may have  may have carried secarried secarried sewage, bysewage, by the Middl the Middle or Late e or Late Bronze AgeBronze Ages. Althougs. Although recent eh recent excavationsxcavations in Jerusa in Jerusalem have rlJerusaJerusalem Jerusalem have recovhave recovered toileered toilet seats (ot seats (one of whicne of which was founh was found in a sepd in a separate cubiarate cubicle of a hclcubicubicle ofcubicle of a house,  a house, dated to cdated to ca. 586), sa. 586), such amenituch amenities were pies were probably unrobably uncommon in common in most of Ismmost of Ismost of Israel.rael.rael.

Israel in the preexilic period probably shared many of the health problems that 
were common in Near Eastern settlements. The inadequate disposal of garbage 
and human waste was probably a constant threat to public health in 
Syria-Palestine. Towns (e.g., Gibeon) in areas of poor rainfall had to construct 
cisterns, which were vulnerable to contamination. Parts of Jericho, Tell Beit 
Mirsim, and other towns apparently had drains, some of which may have carried 
sewage, by the Middle or Late Bronze Ages. Although recent excavations in 
Jerusalem have recovered toilet seats (one of which was found in a separate 
cubicle of a house, dated to ca. 586), such amenities were probably uncommon in 
most of Israel.

�Despite maDespite many textualny textual reference references to washis to washing and relng and related hygieated hygienic activinic activities (Gen.ties (Geties (Gen. 18:4(Gen. 18:4; Ps. 60:8; Ps. 60:8[MT 10]), [MT 10]), it is likeit is likely that pely that personal hygrsonal hygiene was giene was generally penerally poor in theoor inoor in the absin the absence of abence of abundant watundant water supplieer supplies. Ruth 3:s. Ruth 3:3 indicate3 indicates that eves that even bathing n bathing was sometiwaswas sometiwas sometimes seen ames seen as a specias a special or uncoml or uncommon event.mon event.

Despite many textual references to washing and related hygienic activities 
(Gen. 18:4; Ps. 60:8[MT 10]), it is likely that personal hygiene was generally poor 
in the absence of abundant water supplies. Ruth 3:3 indicates that even bathing 
was sometimes seen as a special or uncommon event.

�ArchaeoparArchaeoparasitologisasitologists recentlts recently have esty have established tablished the probablhe probable existence existence of certae of cee of certain incertain intestinal dtestinal diseases (eiseases (e.g., tapew.g., tapeworm [orm [taeniataenia] and whip] and whipworm [worm [trichuris trichuris trichiuratrichiuratrichiuratrichiura] infectio] infections) in ancns) in ancient Israeient Israel, but thel, but the precise i precise identificatdentification of mosion of most diseasest diseasest diseases idiseases in the Bibln the Bible has beene has been notorious notoriously difficuly difficult, especilt, especially in caally in cases of epises of epidemics (Nudemics (demics (Num. 25; (Num. 25; 1 Sam. 5:61 Sam. 5:6-12). None-12). Nonetheless, mtheless, many plagueany plagues are views are viewed as the ed as the result of result of Israel’s cIsIsrael’s cIsrael’s contact witontact with outside h outside groups (e.groups (e.g., Midiang., Midianites in Nuites in Num. 25). Thm. 25). The stories e stories of the plaof thof the plaguethe plagues on Egypts on Egypt in Exod.  in Exod. 7-10 also 7-10 also recognize recognize that epidethat epidemics can amics can alter the clter the course of hourccourse of course of history.history.history.

Archaeoparasitologists recently have established the probable existence of 
certain intestinal diseases (e.g., tapeworm [taenia] and whipworm [trichuris 
trichiura] infections) in ancient Israel, but the precise identification of most 
diseases in the Bible has been notoriously difficult, especially in cases of epidemics 
(Num. 25; 1 Sam. 5:6-12). Nonetheless, many plagues are viewed as the result of 
Israel’s contact with outside groups (e.g., Midianites in Num. 25). The stories of 
the plagues on Egypt in Exod. 7-10 also recognize that epidemics can alter the 
course of history.

�The conditThe condition usuallion usually translaty translated as “leped as “leprosy” (Hebrosy” (Heb. . s�aœra{at�s�aœra{at�) receives) receives the most  th the most athe most attention ittention in the Bibln the Bible (Lev. 13e (Lev. 13-14), but -14), but it does noit does not have a st have a simple modeimple modern equivalrn modemodern equmodern equivalent beivalent because it pcause it probably enrobably encompassed compassed a large vaa large variety of driety of diseases thiseases that produceaththat produthat produced a chroced a chronic discolnic discoloration oforation of the skin. the skin. There are There are also vari also various refereous references to blncereferereferencesreferences to blindn to blindness (2 Samess (2 Sam. 5:8) and. 5:8) and musculo-s musculo-skeletal dikeletal disabilitiessabilities (9:3). In (9:3). Infertility,fertilitInInfertilitInfertility, anothery, another illness f illness frequently requently mentioned mentioned in the Bibin the Bible (Gen. 1le (Gen. 16:1-2; 1 S6:1-2; 1 Sam. 1:5-6)am. 1:am. 1:5-6), di1:5-6), diminished tminished the social he social status of status of the afflicthe afflicted woman ted woman (Gen. 30:1(Gen. 30:1-20).-20).-20).

The condition usually translated as “leprosy” (Heb. s�aœra{at� ) receives 
the most attention in the Bible (Lev. 13-14), but it does not have a simple 
modern equivalent because it probably encompassed a large variety of diseases 
that produced a chronic discoloration of the skin. There are also various 
references to blindness (2 Sam. 5:8) and musculo-skeletal disabilities (9:3). 
Infertility, another illness frequently mentioned in the Bible (Gen. 16:1-2; 1 Sam. 
1:5-6), diminished the social status of the afflicted woman (Gen. 30:1-20).



�The OT hasThe OT has at least  at least two princitwo principal explanpal explanations forations for illness.  illness. One, repreOne, represented by sented bsented by Deut. 2by Deut. 28, affirms8, affirms that heal that health (Heb. th (Heb. sûaœlo®msûaœlo®m) encompas) encompasses a physses a physical stateical state associate a associatedassociated with the  with the fulfillmenfulfillment of covent of covenant stipulant stipulations thaations that are fullt are fully disclosey disclosed to the md to thd to the memberthe members of the ss of the society, anociety, and illness d illness stems fromstems from the viola the violation of thtion of those stipulose stipulations. Thatiostipulstipulatiostipulations. Therapns. Therapy includesy includes reviewing reviewing one’s act one’s actions in liions in light of theght of the covenant. covenant.

The OT has at least two principal explanations for illness. One, represented 
by Deut. 28, affirms that health (Heb. sûaœlo®m) encompasses a physical state 
associated with the fulfillment of covenant stipulations that are fully disclosed to 
the members of the society, and illness stems from the violation of those 
stipulations. Therapy includes reviewing one’s actions in light of the covenant.

�The book oThe book of Job offef Job offers a contrrs a contrasting, yeasting, yet complemet complementary, vientary, view which arw which argues that gues tgues that illnethat illness may be ss may be rooted in rooted in divine pladivine plans that mans that may not be dy not be disclosed tisclosed to the patio the patient at allent aent at all, anat all, and not in td not in the transgrhe transgression of ession of published published rules. Therules. The patient m patient must trust ust trust that God’sthat Gthat God’s undiGod’s undisclosed resclosed reasons are asons are just.just.just.

The book of Job offers a contrasting, yet complementary, view which argues 
that illness may be rooted in divine plans that may not be disclosed to the patient 
at all, and not in the transgression of published rules. The patient must trust that 
God’s undisclosed reasons are just.

�Perhaps thPerhaps the most dise most distinctive ftinctive feature of eature of the Israelthe Israelite healthite health care syst care system depicteem depictem depicted idepicted in the canon the canonical textnical texts is the ds is the division inivision into legitimto legitimate and ilate and illegitimatelegitimate consultat consul consultaticonsultative optionsve options for the p for the patient. Thatient. This divisiois division is partln is partly related y related to monolatto monolatry, insofary, insry, insofar asinsofar as illness a illness and healingnd healing rest ulti rest ultimately upomately upon Yahweh’sn Yahweh’s control ( control (Exod. 15:2Exod. 15:26; Job 5:16; Jo6; Job 5:18),Job 5:18), and insof and insofar as non-ar as non-Yahwistic Yahwistic options aroptions are prohibite prohibited. The meed. The meaning of “aning of “magic” is ma““magic” is“magic” is in great  in great dispute indispute in modern sc modern scholarship,holarship, and there and there is no agr is no agreement on eement on whether diwhwhether diwhether distinctionsstinctions between “ between “legitimatelegitimate” and “ill” and “illegitimate”egitimate” consultan consultants can be ts can be classifiedclaclassifiedclassified by the re by the relative uselative use of “magic of “magical” or “noal” or “nonmagical” nmagical” approachesapproaches...

Perhaps the most distinctive feature of the Israelite health care system 
depicted in the canonical texts is the division into legitimate and illegitimate 
consultative options for the patient. This division is partly related to monolatry, 
insofar as illness and healing rest ultimately upon Yahweh’s control (Exod. 15:26; 
Job 5:18), and insofar as non-Yahwistic options are prohibited. The meaning of 
“magic” is in great dispute in modern scholarship, and there is no agreement on 
whether distinctions between “legitimate” and “illegitimate” consultants can be 
classified by the relative use of “magical” or “nonmagical” approaches.

�Since it wSince it was accessias accessible and inble and inexpensive,expensive, prayer to prayer to Yahweh wa Yahweh was probablys probably the most  the m the most commomost common legitiman legitimate option te option for a patifor a patient. Petitent. Petitions and tions and thanksgivinhanksgiving prayers g prayers uttered frututtered fruttered from the vieom the viewpoint of wpoint of the patienthe patient are attet are attested in thsted in the Bible (ee Bible (e.g., Isa. .g., Isa. 38:10-20).38:10-38:10-20).38:10-20).

Since it was accessible and inexpensive, prayer to Yahweh was probably the 
most common legitimate option for a patient. Petitions and thanksgiving prayers 
uttered from the viewpoint of the patient are attested in the Bible (e.g., Isa. 
38:10-20).

�Many psalmMany psalms (e.g., Ps (e.g., Pss. 38, 39ss. 38, 39, 88, 102), 88, 102), in parti, in particular, maycular, may be intend be intended as prayed as prayers for useprayprayers foprayers for use by pr use by patients. Tatients. These psalmhese psalms also recs also record importord important Hebrewant Hebrew concepts  concepts concepts cconcepts concerning oncerning illness anillness and health cd health care. In Psare. In Ps. 38 the a. 38 the author attruthor attributes illibutes illness to Yaness tness to Yahweh’to Yahweh’s anger ans anger and “hand” (d “hand” (v. 2[MT 3]v. 2[MT 3]). This co). This concept is sncept is similar to imilar to the frequethe frequent Mesopotntfrequefrequent Mfrequent Mesopotamiaesopotamian use of “n use of “the hand” the hand” (Akk. (Akk. qaœtuqaœtu) of a dei) of a deity to descty to describe the dribe theribe the divinethe divine origin of origin of an illnes an illness. As in ms. As in many descriany descriptions of ptions of illness inillness in Mesopotam Mesopotamia, the paia, thia, the patienthe patient in Ps. 3t in Ps. 38:4(5) att8:4(5) attributes thributes the deity’s e deity’s anger to tanger to the patienthe patient’s own sin’s own sin. Confessi. Conf. ConfessionConfession is regard is regarded as parted as part of the th of the therapy (Ps.erapy (Ps. 38:18[19] 38:18[19]), and the), and the patient c patient complains aompccomplains complains about the about the social consocial consequences sequences of illnessof illness (vv. 11–1 (vv. 11–12[12–13]).2[12–13]).

Many psalms (e.g., Pss. 38, 39, 88, 102), in particular, may be intended as 
prayers for use by patients. These psalms also record important Hebrew 
concepts concerning illness and health care. In Ps. 38 the author attributes illness 
to Yahweh’s anger and “hand” (v. 2[MT 3]). This concept is similar to the 
frequent Mesopotamian use of “the hand” (Akk. qaœtu) of a deity to describe 
the divine origin of an illness. As in many descriptions of illness in Mesopotamia, 
the patient in Ps. 38:4(5) attributes the deity’s anger to the patient’s own sin. 
Confession is regarded as part of the therapy (Ps. 38:18[19]), and the patient 
complains about the social consequences of illness (vv. 11–12[12–13]).

�Tangible tTangible treatments reatments mentioned mentioned in the Bibin the Bible includele include “bandages “bandages” (Ezek. 3” (Ezek. 30:21), “ma0:21), 330:21), “m30:21), “mandrakes” andrakes” for infertfor infertility (Genility (Gen. 30:14), . 30:14), and “balsaand “balsam” from Gim” from Gilead, whiclead, which may haveh mh may have bmay have been an impeen an important souortant source of medrce of medicinal subicinal substances exstances exported to ported to Egypt (JerEgypt (JeEgypt (Jer. 46:1(Jer. 46:11). Incens1). Incense, oil, ane, oil, and combs fod combs found in varund in various sitesious sites in variou in various periods s periods (e.g., Lat(e.g., L(e.g., Late BronzLate Bronze Megiddo)e Megiddo) may have  may have been used been used to combat to combat lice and olice and other ecto-ther ecto-parasites parasitesecto-ecto-parasecto-parasites that ites that may have bmay have been signifeen significant vecticant vectors of disors of disease.ease.ease.

Tangible treatments mentioned in the Bible include “bandages” (Ezek. 
30:21), “mandrakes” for infertility (Gen. 30:14), and “balsam” from Gilead, which 
may have been an important source of medicinal substances exported to Egypt 
(Jer. 46:11). Incense, oil, and combs found in various sites in various periods (e.g., 
Late Bronze Megiddo) may have been used to combat lice and other 
ecto-parasites that may have been significant vectors of disease.

�IllegitimaIllegitimate optionste options, which we, which were probablre probably widely uy widely used by Isrsed by Israelites, iaelites, included concluded cncluded consultantconsultants designats designated in Hebred in Hebrew as ew as roœp�eï}iîroœp�eï}iîmm (2 Chr. 1 (2 Chr. 16:12; NRSV6:12; NRSV “physicia “physicia “physician“physicians”), non-Ys”), non-Yahwistic sahwistic shrines (2 hrines (2 Kgs. 1:2-4Kgs. 1:2-4), and pro), and probably a labably a large varietrge variety of “sorcy of y of “sorcerof “sorcerers” (Deuters” (Deut. 18:10-12. 18:10-12). Female ). Female figurines figurines found in mfound in most periodost periods in Israes in Israel, especial, el, especiallyespecially in domest in domestic contextic contexts, may havs, may have been inve been involved in folved in fertility rertility rituals. Thituals. The largest e large largest knlargest known dog ceown dog cemetery in metery in the ancienthe ancient world hat world has been uncs been uncovered at overed at Ashkelon, AshkelonAshkelon, Ashkelon, and may beand may be associate associated with a hd with a healing culealing cult of the Pt of the Persian perersian period.iod.iod.

Illegitimate options, which were probably widely used by Israelites, included 
consultants designated in Hebrew as roœp�eï}iîm  (2 Chr. 16:12; NRSV 
“physicians”), non-Yahwistic shrines (2 Kgs. 1:2-4), and probably a large variety 
of “sorcerers” (Deut. 18:10-12). Female figurines found in most periods in Israel, 



especially in domestic contexts, may have been involved in fertility rituals. The 
largest known dog cemetery in the ancient world has been uncovered at 
Ashkelon, and may be associated with a healing cult of the Persian period.

�Prophets aProphets are probablre probably the forey the foremost legitmost legitimate consimate consultants inultants in the canon the canonical textsical texical texts, andtexts, and they were they were often in  often in fierce comfierce competition wpetition with “illegith “illegitimate” citimate” consultantsonsultants. Deut. 18. De. Deut. 18:1Deut. 18:10-17 seems0-17 seems to advoca to advocate the monte the monopoly by topoly by the Yahwisthe Yahwistic prophetic prophet of all th of all th of all the consulthe consultation funtation functions, inctions, including prcluding probable oneobable ones for illns for illness, whichess, which had been  had been previouslyprevpreviouslypreviously distribut distributed in a wied in a wide varietyde variety of consul of consultants in Ctants in Canaan. Stoanaan. Stories of heries of healing miraaling hehealing mihealing miracles (e.racles (e.g., 2 Kgs.g., 2 Kgs. 4; 8) in  4; 8) in the Deuterthe Deuteronomistic onomistic history mahistory may reflect y reflect an effort an effan effort to effort to promote prpromote prophets as ophets as the sole lthe sole legitimate egitimate consultantconsultants. Their fs. Their function waunction was to provis ts to provideto provide prognoses prognoses (2 Kgs. 8 (2 Kgs. 8:8) and in:8) and intercede ontercede on behalf of behalf of the patie the patient (5:11).nt (5:11). Unlike so Un Unlike somUnlike some of the pe of the principal hrincipal healing conealing consultants isultants in other Nen other Near Easternar Eastern societies societies, the Isra, th, the Israelthe Israelite propheite prophets dependets depended for theid for their efficacyr efficacy more on t more on their relatheir relationship wiionship with God thath Gth God than oGod than on technican technical expertisl expertise.e.e.

Prophets are probably the foremost legitimate consultants in the canonical 
texts, and they were often in fierce competition with “illegitimate” consultants. 
Deut. 18:10-17 seems to advocate the monopoly by the Yahwistic prophet of all 
the consultation functions, including probable ones for illness, which had been 
previously distributed in a wide variety of consultants in Canaan. Stories of 
healing miracles (e.g., 2 Kgs. 4; 8) in the Deuteronomistic history may reflect an 
effort to promote prophets as the sole legitimate consultants. Their function was 
to provide prognoses (2 Kgs. 8:8) and intercede on behalf of the patient (5:11). 
Unlike some of the principal healing consultants in other Near Eastern societies, 
the Israelite prophets depended for their efficacy more on their relationship with 
God than on technical expertise.

�Shrines ofShrines of Yahweh we Yahweh were probablre probably another y another significansignificant legitimat legitimate option te option in the prein the pin the preexilic preexilic period. Inperiod. In 1 Sam. 1  1 Sam. 1 Hannah visHannah visited the tited the temple at Semple at Shiloh to hhiloh to help reverselp reverse her infee hee her inferther infertility. 2 Kility. 2 Kgs. 18:4 igs. 18:4 indicates tndicates that prior hat prior to Hezekiato Hezekiah the bronh the bronze serpentze serpent made by M made made by Momade by Moses as a tses as a therapeuticherapeutic device (N device (Num. 21:6-9um. 21:6-9) was invo) was involved in aclved in acceptable tceptable therapeutichttherapeutitherapeutic rituals c rituals in the temin the temple of Jerple of Jerusalem. Meusalem. Metal serpental serpents have bets have been found ien found in temples n ten temples (etemples (e.g., the A.g., the Asclepieionsclepieion at Pergam at Pergamum) known um) known to have beto have been used foen used for therapy r therapyr therapy dutherapy during the 1ring the 1st millennst millennium. Metalium. Metal serpents, serpents, such as t such as those foundhose found in or nea in or near Late Bror Lr Late BronzLate Bronze Age shrie Age shrines at Timnes at Timna, Tell Mna, Tell Mevorakh (1evorakh (1441.2156),441.2156), and Hazor and Hazor, may have, may hav, may have been have been involved iinvolved in therapeun therapeutic ritualtic rituals, but oths, but other functioer functions cannot ns cannot be excludebe excluded.d.d.

Shrines of Yahweh were probably another significant legitimate option in the 
preexilic period. In 1 Sam. 1 Hannah visited the temple at Shiloh to help reverse 
her infertility. 2 Kgs. 18:4 indicates that prior to Hezekiah the bronze serpent 
made by Moses as a therapeutic device (Num. 21:6-9) was involved in acceptable 
therapeutic rituals in the temple of Jerusalem. Metal serpents have been found in 
temples (e.g., the Asclepieion at Pergamum) known to have been used for 
therapy during the 1st millennium. Metal serpents, such as those found in or near 
Late Bronze Age shrines at Timna, Tell Mevorakh (1441.2156), and Hazor, may 
have been involved in therapeutic rituals, but other functions cannot be excluded.

�The centraThe centralization olization of the cultf the cult in Jerusa in Jerusalem and thlem and the reforms e reforms attributedattributed to Hezeki to Heze to Hezekiah (Hezekiah (715–687) a715–687) and Josiah nd Josiah (640–609) (640–609) may have wmay have wrought sigrought significant cnificant changes, whhanges, whanges, whether inwhether in theory or theory or in practi in practice, to thece, to the health ca health care system.re system. Shrines w Shrines which may hhich may have formeravhhave formehave formerly functirly functioned as thoned as therapeutic erapeutic centers (ecenters (e.g., Shilo.g., Shiloh) may havh) may have been dese been destroyed.trodesdestroyed.destroyed.

The centralization of the cult in Jerusalem and the reforms attributed to 
Hezekiah (715–687) and Josiah (640–609) may have wrought significant changes, 
whether in theory or in practice, to the health care system. Shrines which may 
have formerly functioned as therapeutic centers (e.g., Shiloh) may have been 
destroyed.

�The prayerThe prayer of Solomo of Solomon (1 Kgs. n (1 Kgs. 8) may be 8) may be seen, in pseen, in part, as anart, as an attempt t attempt to mitigateo mitigo mitigate tmitigate the loss ofhe loss of the thera the therapeutic rolpeutic roles of the es of the temple of temple of Jerusalem Jerusalem and outlyiand outlying shrinesng shng shrines. Tshrines. The prayer he prayer in effect in effect announces announces that it isthat it is not neces not necessary to cosary to come to the me to the temple fortemtemple fortemple for therapy,  therapy, as extendias extending the hanng the hands toward ds toward the templethe temple is suffic is sufficient to reient to receive healceirereceive hereceive healing (1 Kaling (1 Kgs. 8:38-3gs. 8:38-39). The st9). The story of Hezory of Hezekiah’s ilekiah’s illness in 2lness in 2 Kgs. 20:1 Kgs. 20:1-11 also s-11 al-11 also showsalso shows that comi that coming to the ng to the temple wastemple was not neces not necessary for hsary for healing; Heealing; Hezekiah, inzekiah, in fact, int f fact, intefact, intends to go nds to go to the temto the temple ple afterafter he is hea he is healed (v. 5)led (v. 5)..

The prayer of Solomon (1 Kgs. 8) may be seen, in part, as an attempt to 
mitigate the loss of the therapeutic roles of the temple of Jerusalem and outlying 
shrines. The prayer in effect announces that it is not necessary to come to the 
temple for therapy, as extending the hands toward the temple is sufficient to 
receive healing (1 Kgs. 8:38-39). The story of Hezekiah’s illness in 2 Kgs. 20:1-11 
also shows that coming to the temple was not necessary for healing; Hezekiah, in 
fact, intends to go to the temple after he is healed (v. 5).

PostexilicPostexilic Israel Israel

Postexilic Israel

By the posBy the postexilic petexilic period the Priod the Priestly coriestly code, which de, which may be viemay be viewed as an wed as an extensive extensive manual on mamanual on manual on public heapublic health that clth that centralizesentralizes in the pr in the priesthood tiesthood the power the power to define io define illness andllneiillness anillness and health fd health for an entior an entire state, re state, severely rseverely restricted estricted access to access to the templethe temple for the c for th for the chronithe chronically ill cally ill (e.g., “le(e.g., “lepers” in Lpers” in Lev. 13-14;ev. 13-14; cf. 2 Sam cf. 2 Sam. 5:8 on t. 5:8 on the blind ahe blind and the lamnd the land the lame) becalame) because of feause of fear of “impur of “impurity.” Lawrity.” Laws concernis concerning pure fong pure foods (e.g.,ods (e.g., Lev. 11)  Lev. 11) were assocwerwere assocwere associated withiated with the maint the maintenance of enance of excellent excellent health in health in some biblisome biblical passagcal passages (e.g., espassagpassages (passages (e.g., Dan.e.g., Dan. 1:15), bu 1:15), but the motit the motives for thves for the food lawe food laws may not s may not be always be always restrictedrestrestrictedrestricted to health to health practices practices...

By the postexilic period the Priestly code, which may be viewed as an extensive 
manual on public health that centralizes in the priesthood the power to define 



illness and health for an entire state, severely restricted access to the temple for 
the chronically ill (e.g., “lepers” in Lev. 13-14; cf. 2 Sam. 5:8 on the blind and the 
lame) because of fear of “impurity.” Laws concerning pure foods (e.g., Lev. 11) 
were associated with the maintenance of excellent health in some biblical 
passages (e.g., Dan. 1:15), but the motives for the food laws may not be always 
restricted to health practices.

�The theoloThe theology of impugy of impurity, as arity, as a system of system of social bo social boundaries, undaries, could servcould serve to remove to reme to remove socremove socioeconomicioeconomically burdeally burdensome popunsome populations, alations, and especiand especially the chlly the chronically ronicallychchronicallchronically ill, froy ill, from society.m society. “Leprosy” “Leprosy” alone pro alone probably encobably encompassed a mpassed a wide variewide variety of patityvarievariety ofvariety of patients. patients. In effect In effect, the Prie, the Priestly code stly code minimizes minimizes state respstate responsibilityonsibility for the c for the for the chronithe chronically ill,cally ill, leaving t leaving the eradicahe eradication of iltion of illness for lness for a future ua future utopia (Ezetopia (Ezek. 47:12; k. 47:12; k. 47:12; cf.47:12; cf. Isa. 35:5 Isa. 35:5-6).-6).-6).

The theology of impurity, as a system of social boundaries, could serve to 
remove socioeconomically burdensome populations, and especially the 
chronically ill, from society. “Leprosy” alone probably encompassed a wide 
variety of patients. In effect, the Priestly code minimizes state responsibility for 
the chronically ill, leaving the eradication of illness for a future utopia (Ezek. 
47:12; cf. Isa. 35:5-6).

�ThanksgiviThanksgiving or “welng or “well-being” ol-being” offerings (fferings (Lev. 7:11-Lev. 7:11-36) after 36) after an illnessan illness were prob were pro were probably aprobably always accelways acceptable andptable and economica economically advantlly advantageous forageous for the templ the temple. Offerine. Offerings after agOfferinOfferings Offerings after an iafter an illness alsllness also may haveo may have served as served as public no public notice of thtice of the readmisse readmission of preion oion of previouof previously ostracsly ostracized patieized patients to thents to the society ( society (Lev. 14:1-Lev. 14:1-32).32).32).

Thanksgiving or “well-being” offerings (Lev. 7:11-36) after an illness were 
probably always acceptable and economically advantageous for the temple. 
Offerings after an illness also may have served as public notice of the readmission 
of previously ostracized patients to the society (Lev. 14:1-32).

�Relative tRelative to the Prieo the Priestly code,stly code, the commu the community responity responsible fornsible for the  the Miqsat Ma{Miqsat Ma{Miqsat Ma{aseh ToMa{aseh Torahrah (“some pr (“some precepts of ecepts of the Torah,the Torah,” 4QMMT), ” 4QMMT), the Templethe Temple Scroll (1 Scroll (11QT), and 1(1(11QT), an(11QT), and other Qud other Qumran textsmran texts added to  added to the list othe list of illnessef illnesses excludeds excluded from the  from the normal comnnormal comnormal community andmunity and expanded  expanded the restrithe restrictions forctions for “leprosy, “leprosy,” the blin” the blind, and thed, and the lame. Soc thethe lame. the lame. SocioeconoSocioeconomic reasonmic reasons, as wells, as well as the fe as the fear of magiar of magical contamcal contamination, mination, may be respaymmay be resmay be responsible fponsible for such inor such increased recreased restrictionsstrictions...

Relative to the Priestly code, the community responsible for the Miqsat 
Ma{aseh Torah (“some precepts of the Torah,” 4QMMT), the Temple Scroll 
(11QT), and other Qumran texts added to the list of illnesses excluded from the 
normal community and expanded the restrictions for “leprosy,” the blind, and 
the lame. Socioeconomic reasons, as well as the fear of magical contamination, 
may be responsible for such increased restrictions.

�The demiseThe demise of the pr of the prophetic ofophetic office in thfice in the early See early Second Templcond Temple period pe period probably lerobabpprobably lprobably led to the ed to the wide legitwide legitimation ofimation of the  the roœp�eï}iîroœp�eï}iîmm (cf. Sir. (cf. Sir. 38), but  38), but various tyvariousvarious tyvarious types of folpes of folk healers k healers and midwivand midwives (Exod. es (Exod. 1:15-21) m1:15-21) may actuallay actually have beey have been the mostn beebeen the mbeen the most commonost common health ca health care consultre consultants.ants.

The demise of the prophetic office in the early Second Temple period 
probably led to the wide legitimation of the roœp�eï}iîm  (cf. Sir. 38), but 
various types of folk healers and midwives (Exod. 1:15-21) may actually have 
been the most common health care consultants.

Early ChriEarly Christianitystianity

Early Christianity

During theDuring the 1st centu 1st century ry C.E. C.E. a variety a variety of health of health care systecare systems were avms were available inailable in Palestine Palest Palestine.Palestine. These inc These included thosluded those associate associated with thed with the Egyptiane Egyptian goddess I goddess Isis and thsis and the Greek goe Ge Greek god Greek god Asclepius.Asclepius. In additi In addition, there on, there were seculwere secular Greco-Rar Greco-Roman tradioman traditions assotions assotions associatedassociated with Hipp with Hippocrates, Cocrates, Celsus, andelsus, and other phy other physicians.sicians.sicians.

During the 1st century C.E. a variety of health care systems were available in 
Palestine. These included those associated with the Egyptian goddess Isis and the 
Greek god Asclepius. In addition, there were secular Greco-Roman traditions 
associated with Hippocrates, Celsus, and other physicians.

�Early ChriEarly Christianity mstianity may be seenay be seen, in part,, in part, as a crit as a critique of thique of the leviticae levitical health cl health care systemare ccare systecare system. Matt. 1m. Matt. 10:8; Mark 0:8; Mark 14:3; and 14:3; and other passother passages indicages indicate that Jate that Jesus and hesus and his disciplis dis disciples disciples appear to appear to target chrtarget chronically ionically ill populatll populations (“lepions (“lepers,” bliners,” blind and the d and the lame) thatlame) tlame) that may hthat may have been mave been marginalizearginalized by the hd by the health careealth care policies  policies reflected reflected in Leviticin Leviticus.us.us.

Early Christianity may be seen, in part, as a critique of the levitical health 
care system. Matt. 10:8; Mark 14:3; and other passages indicate that Jesus and his 
disciples appear to target chronically ill populations (“lepers,” blind and the lame) 
that may have been marginalized by the health care policies reflected in Leviticus.

�In the earIn the early Christily Christian period an period illness maillness may be causey be caused by numerd by numerous demonious demonic entitiesc entic entities wentities who are notho are not always ac always acting at Yating at Yahweh’s comhweh’s command (Mattmand (Matt. 15:22; L. 15:22; Luke 11:14)uke 11:14)uke 11:14), an11:14), and not neced not necessarily byssarily by the viola the violation of cotion of covenant stivenant stipulations pulations (John 9:2)(John 9:2). Illnesse. Illne. Illnesses Illnesses mentioned mentioned include feinclude fevers (Markvers (Mark 1:30), he 1:30), hemorrhages morrhages (Matt. 9:2(Matt. 9:20), and wh0), and what has beeawhwhat has bwhat has been identieen identified by sofied by some scholarme scholars as epiles as epilepsy (Mark psy (Mark 9:14-29). 9:14-29). The cure fThe cure for illnessorffor illnesfor illness may be fs may be found in thound in this world, is world, and not siand not simply in somply in some utopianme utopian future. future. future.

In the early Christian period illness may be caused by numerous demonic 
entities who are not always acting at Yahweh’s command (Matt. 15:22; Luke 
11:14), and not necessarily by the violation of covenant stipulations (John 9:2). 



Illnesses mentioned include fevers (Mark 1:30), hemorrhages (Matt. 9:20), and 
what has been identified by some scholars as epilepsy (Mark 9:14-29). The cure 
for illness may be found in this world, and not simply in some utopian future.

�ChristianiChristianity also maty also may have atty have attracted patracted patients who ients who were too pwere too poor to affoor to afford fees cord feeord fees chargfees charged in manyed in many Greco-Rom Greco-Roman traditian traditions (cf. Mons (cf. Matt. 10:8)att. 10:8). Some Gre. Some Greco-Roman tco-RomanGreGreco-RomaGreco-Roman tradition traditions insistens insisted that trad that travel to a svel to a shrine was hrine was necessary necessary for healinfor healing, but Chrg, bg, but Christbut Christianity, wiianity, with its empth its emphasis on thasis on the value ohe value of faith alf faith alone, in efone, in effect annoufect announced that nced tnced that travethat travel to a shrl to a shrine was noine was not requiredt required (Matt. 8: (Matt. 8:8). Likewi8). Likewise, Christse, Christianity resianity resisted tempisted resresisted tresisted temporal reemporal restrictionsstrictions on when h on when healing couealing could be admild be administered (nistered (Mark 3:2-5Mark 3:2-5). Nonethe)3:2-53:2-5). No3:2-5). Nonetheless,netheless, early Chr early Christianity istianity preserved preserved many oldermany older Hebrew tr Hebrew traditions raditions regarding merregarding regarding miraculousmiraculous healings  healings (Acts 5:16(Acts 5:16; 9:34) an; 9:34) and collectid collective health ve health (Jas. 5:16(Jas. 5:16), althoug), alth), although salthough some scholaome scholars have alrs have also seen thso seen the influence influence of Hellee of Hellenistic heanistic healing tradiling traditions (e.gtiontraditraditionstraditions (e.g., th (e.g., the Asclepiue Asclepius traditios traditions).ns).

Christianity also may have attracted patients who were too poor to afford 
fees charged in many Greco-Roman traditions (cf. Matt. 10:8). Some 
Greco-Roman traditions insisted that travel to a shrine was necessary for healing, 
but Christianity, with its emphasis on the value of faith alone, in effect announced 
that travel to a shrine was not required (Matt. 8:8). Likewise, Christianity 
resisted temporal restrictions on when healing could be administered (Mark 
3:2-5). Nonetheless, early Christianity preserved many older Hebrew traditions 
regarding miraculous healings (Acts 5:16; 9:34) and collective health (Jas. 5:16), 
although some scholars have also seen the influence of Hellenistic healing 
traditions (e.g., the Asclepius traditions).

ConclusionConclusion

Conclusion

Most healtMost health care sysh care systems in bitems in biblical lanblical lands had a vds had a variety of ariety of options thoptions that were prat were probably arrobabprprobably aprobably arranged hirranged hierarchicalerarchically, dependly, depending in paring in part on the nt on the needs and meeds and means of theans of the patient.e ththe patienthe patient. Prayer t. Prayer was probabwas probably one of ly one of the first,the first, and most  and most economicaleconomical, options , options chosen by chochosen by chosen by patients ipatients in all systn all systems. A varems. A variety of heiety of healing specaling specialists exialists existed, butisted, but they were they w they were not awere not all regardell regarded as legitd as legitimate by bimate by biblical wriblical writers. Howiters. However, it iever, it is probables probable that most that that most that most patients apatients availed thevailed themselves ofmselves of whatever  whatever treatment treatment they foundthey found accessibl accessible and affoeaccessiblaccessibleaccessible and affor and affordable. In dable. In all biblicall biblical periodsal periods the famil the family was proby was probably the mably the main caretaain caain caretaker caretaker of the illof the ill (2 Sam. 1 (2 Sam. 13:5-6; Mat3:5-6; Matt. 8:14).t. 8:14).t. 8:14).

Most health care systems in biblical lands had a variety of options that were 
probably arranged hierarchically, depending in part on the needs and means of 
the patient. Prayer was probably one of the first, and most economical, options 
chosen by patients in all systems. A variety of healing specialists existed, but they 
were not all regarded as legitimate by biblical writers. However, it is probable 
that most patients availed themselves of whatever treatment they found 
accessible and affordable. In all biblical periods the family was probably the main 
caretaker of the ill (2 Sam. 13:5-6; Matt. 8:14).

�The best mThe best medical tecedical technology (ehnology (e.g., scalp.g., scalpels, forceels, forceps, dentalps, dental drills, a drills, and splintsnd splints) may have) m) may have hmay have helped onlyelped only simple pr simple problems (e.oblems (e.g., extracg., extraction of lotion of lodged weapodged weapons). In gens). In general, tranegegeneral, tgeneral, trauma (frorauma (from accidentm accidents, strife)s, strife), malnutri, malnutrition, and tion, and disease lidisease limited lifemited life expectanc expec expectancyexpectancy to under  to under 40 years d40 years during the uring the biblical pbiblical periods.eriods.eriods.

The best medical technology (e.g., scalpels, forceps, dental drills, and splints) 
may have helped only simple problems (e.g., extraction of lodged weapons). In 
general, trauma (from accidents, strife), malnutrition, and disease limited life 
expectancy to under 40 years during the biblical periods.

�The study The study of health of health care is ancare is an increasin increasingly promisgly promising avenueing avenue of resear of research in biblch in bibch in biblical sbiblical scholarshipcholarship, especial, especially as it bly as it becomes morecomes more apparente apparent that heal that health care isth care issues shapesues isissues shaissues shape and arepe and are shaped by shaped by religion. religion. Attention Attention is due th is due the role of e role of health carhealth care consultae coe consultantconsultants in ancies in ancient Israel nt Israel and the roand the role of healle of health care inth care in the rise  the rise of Christiof Christianity, as anity, aanity, as also thas also the integrate integration of medion of medical anthrical anthropology, sopology, sociology, ociology, and biblicand biblical studiesal studies...

The study of health care is an increasingly promising avenue of research in 
biblical scholarship, especially as it becomes more apparent that health care 
issues shape and are shaped by religion. Attention is due the role of health care 
consultants in ancient Israel and the role of health care in the rise of Christianity, 
as also the integration of medical anthropology, sociology, and biblical studies.
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ILLYRICUM (Gk. Illyrikoœn)

A large moA large mountainous untainous Roman provRoman province in thince in the northwese northwestern Balkatern Balkan Peninsuln Peninsula. Illyrica. Illyricum incorpouIllyricIllyricum Illyricum incorporatincorporates the teres the territory aloritory along the easng the eastern coasttern coast of the Ad of the Adriatic Seariatic Sea from Mace from from Macedfrom Macedonia to Itonia to Italy and wealy and west to the st to the Danube RivDanube River. The exer. The exact boundaact boundaries of thries of thries of the territthe territory fluctuory fluctuated over ated over time. Ancitime. Ancient Illyrient Illyrian tribes an tribes had the rehad the reputation oputation of being wif beinf being wildbeing wild, and they, and they often too often took up pirack up piracy. The Grey. The Greeks attempeks attempted unsuccted unsuccessfully tessfully to colonizeo tto colonizto colonize the coase the coast from thet from the 6th centu 6th century ry B.C.E.B.C.E., thwarted, thwarted by both g by both geography aeography and the natndaand the naand the native peopltive people. The name. The name of the re of the region comeegion comes from ones from one of the fi of the first tribesrst tribes encounter e encountereencountered by the Gd by the Greeks.reeks.reeks.

A large mountainous Roman province in the northwestern Balkan Peninsula. 
Illyricum incorporates the territory along the eastern coast of the Adriatic Sea 
from Macedonia to Italy and west to the Danube River. The exact boundaries of 
the territory fluctuated over time. Ancient Illyrian tribes had the reputation of 
being wild, and they often took up piracy. The Greeks attempted unsuccessfully 
to colonize the coast from the 6th century B.C.E., thwarted by both geography 
and the native people. The name of the region comes from one of the first tribes 
encountered by the Greeks.

�The IllyriThe Illyrians were dans were defeated buefeated but not subdt not subdued by Phiued by Philip II of lip II of Macedon. TMacedon. The Romans he Romhe Romans incRomans incorporated orporated the full athe full area into trea into the empire he empire in the 1stin the 1st century  century C.E.C.E. under Tib under Tib under Tiberius (Tiberius (14–37), bu14–37), but it had tt it had taken them aken them 250 years 250 years to subjugato subjugate the Illte the Illyrians, inyrians, including twcludininincluding including two wars (two wars (229–28 and229–28 and 219  219 B.C.E.B.C.E.). In 148–). In 148–47 the sou47 the southern distthern districts werericts were united fo werewere unitewere united for a tid for a time with Rome with Roman Macedoman Macedonia and wenia and were thus unre thus under Macedoder Macedonian jurisnian junian jurisdictijurisdiction. Auguston. Augustus made Ilus made Illyricum a lyricum a senatorialsenatorial province  province in 27 in 27 B.C.E.B.C.E. and an im and an imperial properimimperial pimperial province inrovince in 11  11 B.C.E.B.C.E. In the 1s In the 1st century t century C.E.C.E. it was di it was divided intovided into the provi the provinces of Pancproviprovinces provinces of Pannoniof Pannonia in the na in the north and Dorth and Dalmatia inalmatia in the south the south...

The Illyrians were defeated but not subdued by Philip II of Macedon. The 
Romans incorporated the full area into the empire in the 1st century C.E. under 
Tiberius (14–37), but it had taken them 250 years to subjugate the Illyrians, 
including two wars (229–28 and 219 B.C.E.). In 148–47 the southern districts 
were united for a time with Roman Macedonia and were thus under Macedonian 
jurisdiction. Augustus made Illyricum a senatorial province in 27 B.C.E. and an 
imperial province in 11 B.C.E. In the 1st century C.E. it was divided into the 
provinces of Pannonia in the north and Dalmatia in the south.

�Paul claimPaul claims to have s to have “fulfilled“fulfilled” the gosp” the gospel of Chriel of Christ in the st in the geographicgeographic circle fr circle from Jerusalomfrfrom Jerusfrom Jerusalem to Ilalem to Illyricum (Rlyricum (Rom. 15:19)om. 15:19), but it i, but it is unclear s unclear whether hewhether he preached  preached in the proin in the proin the province or wvince or whether it hether it was the eawas the eastern bounstern boundary of hidary of his missionas missionary activitry activity. Illyricy. Iy. Illyricum Illyricum is probablis probably again rey again referred to ferred to when Paul when Paul indicates indicates to Timothyto Timothy that Titu that Titus is workis is s is workingis working in Dalmat in Dalmatia (2 Tim.ia (2 Tim. 4:10). 4:10). 4:10).

Paul claims to have “fulfilled” the gospel of Christ in the geographic circle 
from Jerusalem to Illyricum (Rom. 15:19), but it is unclear whether he preached 
in the province or whether it was the eastern boundary of his missionary activity. 
Illyricum is probably again referred to when Paul indicates to Timothy that Titus 
is working in Dalmatia (2 Tim. 4:10).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. Casson,S. Casson,  Macedonia,Macedonia, Thrace an Thrace and Illyriad Illyria (1926, re (1926, repr. Westpopr. Westport, Conn.,rWestpoWestport, Westport, Conn., 197Conn., 1971), 287–321), 287–327; J. Knox7; J. Knox, “Romans , “Romans 15 15 14–3314–33 and Paul’ and Paul’s Conceptis Conception of His oConceptiConceptionConception of His Ap of His Apostolic Miostolic Mission,” ssion,” JBLJBL 83 (1964) 83 (1964): 1–11.: 1–11.: 1–11.
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�SeeSee  IDOL, IDOLIDOL, IDOLATRY.ATRY.

See IDOL, IDOLATRY.

IMAGE OF GIMAGE OF GODODOD

IMAGE OF GOD

A phrase eA phrase employed twmployed twice by theice by the Priestly  Priestly writer to writer to describe tdescribe the unique he unique relationshrelationship betweeniprelationshrelationshrelationship betweenip between humans an humans and God. In d God. In the openinthe opening account g account of creatioof creation, the Prin, the Priestly writePriPriestly wPriestly writer statriter states that hues that humankind, mmankind, male and feale and female, is cmale, is created in reated in the image the image of God (Geof Gof God (Gen. God (Gen. 1:27). Lat1:27). Later, in theer, in the aftermath aftermath of the Fl of the Flood, the Pood, the Priestly wrriestly writer notesiter notes that the  tha that the ethat the execution oxecution of divine jf divine justice is ustice is assigned tassigned to humans bo humans because theecause they are creay are created in thetedcreacreated increated in the image the image of God (G of God (Gen. 9:6). en. 9:6). However, tHowever, the biblicahe biblical text doel text does not expls not explicitly expiciexplexplicitlyexplicitly explain i explain in what wayn what ways humans as humans are createdre created in that i in that image, leadmage, leading to numing to numerous schoeronumnumerous snumerous scholarly icholarly interpretatnterpretations.ions.ions.

A phrase employed twice by the Priestly writer to describe the unique 
relationship between humans and God. In the opening account of creation, the 
Priestly writer states that humankind, male and female, is created in the image of 
God (Gen. 1:27). Later, in the aftermath of the Flood, the Priestly writer notes 
that the execution of divine justice is assigned to humans because they are 
created in the image of God (Gen. 9:6). However, the biblical text does not 
explicitly explain in what ways humans are created in that image, leading to 



numerous scholarly interpretations.

�The basic The basic thrust of thrust of the expresthe expression is thsion is that humans at humans are are likelike God. It i God. It is possibles possible that the  t that the Pthat the Priestly wrriestly writer inteniter intends to suggds to suggest that hest that humans are umans are like God ilike God in appearann appearance or formce appearanappearanceappearance or form.  or form. In Gen. 5:In Gen. 5:3 the Prie3 the Priestly writestly writer states tr states that Adam bhat Adam begat Seth egat Seth according acaccording according to his imato his image. This age. This appears to ppears to be Paul’s be Paul’s meaning ofmeaning of the expre the expression whenssion when applied t a applied toapplied to Jesus (2  Jesus (2 Cor. 4:4; Cor. 4:4; cf. Phil. cf. Phil. 2:6). It i2:6). It is also poss also possible thatsible that the Pries the Priestly writertly writer is delibe i is deliberis deliberately ambiately ambiguous in dguous in designatingesignating humans as humans as the image the image of God. I of God. In other won other words, the Prwowords, thewords, the Priestly  Priestly writer simwriter simply wantedply wanted to state  to state that humanthat humans are likes are like God witho God without specifyuwithowithout spwithout specifying iecifying in what wayn what ways. The cons. The context of Getext of Gen. 1:26-28n. 1:26-28 suggests  suggests that the ithat the image of Gomaiimage of Gimage of God is closod is closely connecely connected to humted to human dominioan dominion and rulen and rule over the  over the earth. Butearth. Butearth. But even sBut even so, the exao, the exact connectct connection betweeion between humans bn humans being in theing in the image ofe image of God and h God and God and havingand having dominion  dominion over the eover the earth is noarth is not specifiet specified. Humans d. Humans might be might be functionalfunctionallyly like God, li like God, like God, ruling on ruling on the earth the earth as God wouas God would rule, old rule, or humans mr humans might have ight have dominion dominion becausebbecausebecause they are  they are like God ilike God in some unsn some unstated way.tated way. Perhaps i Perhaps interpreternterpreters can be ns can be no more speo mo more specimore specific. The rfic. The result appeesult appears to be ars to be the same ithe same in either cn either case: Humanase: Humans are dists are distinct from incdistdistinct fdistinct from all otrom all other creatuher creatures in thares in that they aret they are like God  like God and have dand have dominion ovominion over the earer ovover the eover the earth.arth.arth.

The basic thrust of the expression is that humans are like God. It is possible 
that the Priestly writer intends to suggest that humans are like God in 
appearance or form. In Gen. 5:3 the Priestly writer states that Adam begat Seth 
according to his image. This appears to be Paul’s meaning of the expression when 
applied to Jesus (2 Cor. 4:4; cf. Phil. 2:6). It is also possible that the Priestly writer 
is deliberately ambiguous in designating humans as the image of God. In other 
words, the Priestly writer simply wanted to state that humans are like God 
without specifying in what ways. The context of Gen. 1:26-28 suggests that the 
image of God is closely connected to human dominion and rule over the earth. 
But even so, the exact connection between humans being in the image of God 
and having dominion over the earth is not specified. Humans might be functionally 
like God, ruling on the earth as God would rule, or humans might have dominion 
because they are like God in some unstated way. Perhaps interpreters can be no 
more specific. The result appears to be the same in either case: Humans are 
distinct from all other creatures in that they are like God and have dominion 
over the earth.

�The PriestThe Priestly writer’ly writer’s use of “s use of “image of Gimage of God” in theod” in the context o context of human crf human creation is eation crcreation icreation is comparabs comparable to the le to the Yahwist’s Yahwist’s use of “knuse of “knowledge ofowledge of good and  good and evil.” Accevil.” According to oAccAccording According to the Yahto the Yahwist, the wist, the human couphuman couple become le become like God wlike God when they ehen they eat the fruat the at the fruit the fruit of knowledof knowledge (Gen. 3ge (Gen. 3:5, 22). W:5, 22). With knowleith knowledge, the hdge, the human coupluman couple can likee can like God creat likelike God clike God create lifereate life and produ and produce agriculce agriculture (compture (compare Gen. 3are Gen. 3:16-19 wit:16-19 with 2:7–9). h 2:7–9). Similarly,SimSimilarly,Similarly, by connec by connecting the iting the image of Gomage of God with domd with dominion, theinion, the Priestly  Priestly writer empwriter emphasizes thhaempemphasizesemphasizes the human the human ability t ability to exerciseo exercise its will  its will over creatover creation. Humanion. Humans are not s are not simply objsimsimply objsimply objects of crects of creation, sueation, subjected tobjected to the fixed the fixed orders of orders of creation. creation. Like God, Like God, humans ha hum humans havhumans have some meae some measure of cosure of control overntrol over the creat the created world.ed world.ed world.

The Priestly writer’s use of “image of God” in the context of human 
creation is comparable to the Yahwist’s use of “knowledge of good and evil.” 
According to the Yahwist, the human couple become like God when they eat 
the fruit of knowledge (Gen. 3:5, 22). With knowledge, the human couple can 
like God create life and produce agriculture (compare Gen. 3:16-19 with 2:7–9). 
Similarly, by connecting the image of God with dominion, the Priestly writer 
emphasizes the human ability to exercise its will over creation. Humans are not 
simply objects of creation, subjected to the fixed orders of creation. Like God, 
humans have some measure of control over the created world.

�As the imaAs the image of God,ge of God, humans ar humans are distincte distinct from all  from all other creaother creatures. Yettures. Yet the Pries the Pr the Priestly wPriestly writer descriter describes onlyribes only humans as humans as male and  male and female. Thfemale. The Priestlye Priestly creation  creation myth is comymyth is comyth is concerned noncerned not only witt only with the ordeh the order of creatr of creation but alion but also with thso with the distribue distribution and ptiodistribudistributidistribution and peron and perpetuation petuation of the creof the created orderated orders (Gen. 1:s (Gen. 1:11, 22). T11, 22). The sexualihe sexuality of the ty sexualisexuality sexuality of the birof the birds, the fids, the fish, and thsh, and the animals e animals is assumedis assumed by the Pr by the Priestly wriiestly writer, but ster, buter, but such abut such an assumptin assumption cannot on cannot be made fobe made for humans br humans because theecause they are in ty are in the image ohe image he image of Gimage of God. For thod. For the Priestlye Priestly writer Go writer God had no fd had no form of sexorm of sexuality, nouality, no sexual di sexual differentiatffedidifferentidifferentiation. Theation. The Priestly  Priestly writer thuwriter thus states es states explicitly xplicitly that humanthat humans were cres were created male ated crecreated macreated male and femle and female (Gen. ale (Gen. 1:27). Thi1:27). This differens differentiation oftiation of humans in humans into male anto male and female dd fd female disfemale distinguishestinguishes them from them from God; “mal God; “male and femae and female” descrile” describes how hubes how humans are mans aremans are are notnot in the im in the image of Godage of God...

As the image of God, humans are distinct from all other creatures. Yet the 
Priestly writer describes only humans as male and female. The Priestly creation 
myth is concerned not only with the order of creation but also with the 
distribution and perpetuation of the created orders (Gen. 1:11, 22). The 
sexuality of the birds, the fish, and the animals is assumed by the Priestly writer, 
but such an assumption cannot be made for humans because they are in the 
image of God. For the Priestly writer God had no form of sexuality, no sexual 
differentiation. The Priestly writer thus states explicitly that humans were 
created male and female (Gen. 1:27). This differentiation of humans into male and 
female distinguishes them from God; “male and female” describes how humans 
are not in the image of God.

�Human domiHuman dominion has lnion has limits. Theimits. The first hum first humans’ abuseans’ abuse of domini of dominion resulteon resulted in God’sd in Gd in God’s cleaGod’s cleansing of tnsing of the earth bhe earth by flood. Ty flood. Thus in thehus in the aftermath aftermath of the Fl of the Flood, the Pood, the Priestly wrriesPPriestly wPriestly writer setsriter sets out the l out the limits of himits of human dominuman dominion. Bloodion. Blood, which is, which is life, bel life, belongs to Goongs belbelongs tobelongs to God. And  God. And although halthough humans may umans may kill animakill animals for fools for food, humans d, humans themselvesthemselvethemselvesthemselves may not b may not be killed. e killed. Whoever kiWhoever kills a humalls a human shall ben shall be killed by killed by a human,  a human, “for in th“fo“for in th“for in the image ofe image of God human God humans were mads were made” (Gen. 9e” (Gen. 9:6). The i:6). The interpretatnterpretation of theion of theion of the explanthe explanatory clauatory clause in thisse in this injunctio injunction is ambign is ambiguous. The uous. The clause couclause could ascribeld ascribe special s spe special saspecial sanctity to nctity to human lifehuman life: Human li: Human life is morefe is more precious  precious than all othan all other life ther life because hubecausbecause hubecause humans are imans are in the imagn the image of God. e of God. Such an inSuch an interpretatiterpretation, howeveon, however, does nor, does nor, does not adequanot adequately accoutely account for thent for the context o context of the Floof the Flood and the d and the central focentral focus of humcus of human dominioahumhuman domihuman dominion. Becanion. Because humansuse humans are made  are made in the imain the image of God,ge of God, they are  they are given domigiven dogiven dominion odominion over the eaver the earth. But hrth. But humans abusumans abused their ded their dominion anominion and corrupted corrupted the eartd the ead the earth, briearth, bringing abounging about the catat the catastrophic Fstrophic Flood (Gen.lood (Gen. 6:11-13). 6:11-13). So that c So that creation wireation will not agall nll not again not again be destroybe destroyed by humaed by human corruptin corruption, God reon, God regulates hugulates human dominiman dominion: Humanson: Humon: Humans mayHumans may not kill  not kill other humaother humans. But bens. But because humacause humans are madns are made in God’se in God’s image, hu image, image, humimage, humans ratherans rather than God  than God will imposwill impose the deate the death penalty.h penalty. Human exe Human execution of cution ocution of divine of divine justice wijustice will restorell restore the order the order of creati of creation.on.on.

Human dominion has limits. The first humans’ abuse of dominion resulted in 
God’s cleansing of the earth by flood. Thus in the aftermath of the Flood, the 
Priestly writer sets out the limits of human dominion. Blood, which is life, 



belongs to God. And although humans may kill animals for food, humans 
themselves may not be killed. Whoever kills a human shall be killed by a human, 
“for in the image of God humans were made” (Gen. 9:6). The interpretation of 
the explanatory clause in this injunction is ambiguous. The clause could ascribe 
special sanctity to human life: Human life is more precious than all other life 
because humans are in the image of God. Such an interpretation, however, does 
not adequately account for the context of the Flood and the central focus of 
human dominion. Because humans are made in the image of God, they are given 
dominion over the earth. But humans abused their dominion and corrupted the 
earth, bringing about the catastrophic Flood (Gen. 6:11-13). So that creation will 
not again be destroyed by human corruption, God regulates human dominion: 
Humans may not kill other humans. But because humans are made in God’s 
image, humans rather than God will impose the death penalty. Human execution 
of divine justice will restore the order of creation.

�BibliograpBibliography.hy. J. Barr,  J. Barr, “The Image“The Image of God in of God in the Book  the Book of Genesisof Genesis — A Study — A Study — A Study of TStudy of Terminologyerminology,” ,” BJRLBJRL 51 (1968/ 51 (1968/69): 11–2669): 11–26; P. Bird,; P. Bird, “Genesis  “Genesis I-III as aI-III as a Source fo Source Source forSource for a Contemp a Contemporary Theoorary Theology of Selogy of Sexuality,” xuality,” Ex AudituEx Auditu 3 (1987): 3 (1987): 31–44; J. 31–44; J. M. Miller M M. Miller,M. Miller, “In the ‘ “In the ‘Image’ andImage’ and ‘Likeness ‘Likeness’ of God,”’ of God,”  JBLJBL 91 (1972) 91 (1972): 289–304;: 289–304; J. H. Tig J. H. Tigay, “The IayTigTigay, “ThTigay, “The Image ofe Image of God and t God and the Flood,”he Flood,” in  in Studies inStudies in Jewish Ed Jewish Education anucation and Judaica d Judaica in Honor oiin Honor oin Honor of Louis Nef Louis Newman,wman, ed. A. M. ed. A. M. Shapiro a Shapiro and B. I. Cnd B. I. Cohen (New ohen (New York, 1984York, 1984), 169–82;), 169), 169–82; P.169–82; P. Trible,  Trible, God and thGod and the Rhetorice Rhetoric of Sexual of Sexuality.ity. OBT 2 (Ph OBT 2 (Philadelphiailadelphia, 1978), 1, 1978), 12–23.2–2112–23.12–23.12–23.
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“Image” (f“Image” (from Lat. rom Lat. imago,imago, “represen “representation,” “tation,” “likeness,”likeness,” or “imita or “imitation,” as tion,” as in “picturin “picturin “picture,”“picture,” “appariti “apparition,” “vision,” “vision,” “echoon,” “echo,” and “fi,” and “figure of spgure of speech”) deseech”) designates thignates the object oe obje object or object or mental picmental picture produture produced in artced in artificial reificial representatipresentation. “Imageon. “Imagery” commonry” commonly indicatlycommoncommonly icommonly indicates bndicates both the oboth the object produject produced in theced in the act of im act of image-makingage-making (the imag (the imag (the image or mimage or mental pictental picture itselfure itself represent represented), and ted), and the particuhe particular act oflar act of represent representation linkationrepresentrepresentarepresentation linketion linked to the pd to the production roduction of the imaof the image (e.g., ge (e.g., the art ofthe art of painting, painting, sculpture sculp sculpture,sculpture, or poetic or poetic expressio expression). Imagesn). Images are frequ are frequently idenently identified acctified according to ording to the sense the the sense the sense to which tto which they appealhey appeal — though  — though typically typically visual andvisual and auditory, auditory, and also  and also organized orgorganized organized according according to the socto the social, cultuial, cultural, and dral, and discursive iscursive formationsformations in which  in which they are etheythey are ethey are employed — mployed — artistic, artistic, literary, literary, religious,religious, psycholog psychological, poliical, political, andtical, and domestic, domes domestic, domestic, among otheamong others.rs.rs.

“Image” (from Lat. imago, “representation,” “likeness,” or “imitation,” as in 
“picture,” “apparition,” “vision,” “echo,” and “figure of speech”) designates the 
object or mental picture produced in artificial representation. “Imagery” 
commonly indicates both the object produced in the act of image-making (the 
image or mental picture itself represented), and the particular act of 
representation linked to the production of the image (e.g., the art of painting, 
sculpture, or poetic expression). Images are frequently identified according to 
the sense to which they appeal — though typically visual and auditory, and also 
organized according to the social, cultural, and discursive formations in which 
they are employed — artistic, literary, religious, psychological, political, and 
domestic, among others.

�Prior to tPrior to the 18th cehe 18th century, imantury, image and image and imagery were gery were not normalnot normally appliedly applied to litera to lit to literatureliterature, but to t, but to things thathings that were by d were by definition efinition pictorial pictorial — painting— paintings or sculps or sculptures. Onltures.sculpsculpturessculptures. Only in . Only in the 19th cthe 19th century, unentury, under the inder the influence offluence of Samuel Co Samuel Coleridge anleridge and his discd anand his diand his discussion oscussion of imaginatf imagination — thouion — though also ofgh also of course su course subsequentlybsequently in psycho in psychoanalytic dapsychopsychoanalpsychoanalytic discoytic discourse and iurse and in various n various philosophiphilosophies of langes of language — do uage — do we see a dwe see a direct assoirddirect assdirect association dociation develop betevelop between the wween the words imageords image and image and imagery and metry and metaphors andaphors aaphors and simileand similes. The esss. The essence of imence of imagination agination resides inresides in its abili its ability to creaty to create somethite something apparenng apng apparentlyapparently distinct  distinct by means oby means of associatf association and moion and modificationdification, thus len, thus lending itselding itself to the af to tf to the associthe associative poweative powers of metars of metaphor and sphor and simile. By imile. By the middlethe middle of the 19 of the 19th centuryth century, therefor, centurycentury, tcentury, therefore, herefore, the words the words image and image and imagery arimagery are regularle regularly used as y used as comprehenscomprehenscomprehenscomprehensive synonyive synonyms for simms for similes and miles and metaphors. etaphors. In literatIn literature and liure and literary criterary criticism espticcricriticism criticism especiallyespecially, imagery , imagery comes to rcomes to refer to alefer to all languagel language that demo that demonstrates gnstrates graphic repraphggraphic regraphic representatipresentation of a meon of a mental pictuntal picture, with are, with a general f general focus upon ocus upon pictorial pictorial expressionexprexpressionexpressions and the s and the figurativefigurative elements  elements of metaphoof metaphor and simir and simile used tole used to articulat articulate abstracte ae abstractioabstractions.ns.ns.

Prior to the 18th century, image and imagery were not normally applied to 
literature, but to things that were by definition pictorial — paintings or 
sculptures. Only in the 19th century, under the influence of Samuel Coleridge 
and his discussion of imagination — though also of course subsequently in 



psychoanalytic discourse and in various philosophies of language — do we see a 
direct association develop between the words image and imagery and metaphors 
and similes. The essence of imagination resides in its ability to create something 
apparently distinct by means of association and modification, thus lending itself to 
the associative powers of metaphor and simile. By the middle of the 19th 
century, therefore, the words image and imagery are regularly used as 
comprehensive synonyms for similes and metaphors. In literature and literary 
criticism especially, imagery comes to refer to all language that demonstrates 
graphic representation of a mental picture, with a general focus upon pictorial 
expressions and the figurative elements of metaphor and simile used to articulate 
abstractions.

�The criticThe critical study oal study of imagery f imagery generally generally seeks to dseeks to demonstrateemonstrate how patte how patterns of imarns of rns of images of images express a express a particularparticular concept o concept or abstractr abstraction. In psion. In psychoanalytychoanalytic examinaic examination, e.g.tioexaminaexaminatioexamination, e.g., tn, e.g., the analysthe analyst will seek will seek out a sin out a singular or cgular or continuous ontinuous motif amonmotif among various g vag various drvarious dream imageseam images in order  in order to uncoverto uncover the distu the disturbances burbances buried deep ried deep down in thdown in thdown in the unconsthe unconscious (Frecious (Freud) or colud) or collective unlective unconscious conscious (Jung). Si(Jung). Similarly, tmilarly, the literarhe literary critic wy crity critic wilcritic will engage al engage a series of series of images in images in order to  order to unveil theunveil the theme of  theme of a given lia given literary worteraryliliterary wliterary work, as weork, as well as descll as describe the iribe the imaginativemaginative world thr world through whichough which the text  the text is produceis pis produced. produced. For examplFor example, the dese, the desperate andperate and clashing  clashing images of images of a past anda past and present R present River ThameiRRiver ThamRiver Thames in T. Ses in T. S. Eliot’s . Eliot’s The Waste The Waste LandLand contribut contribute to the te to the thematic cohematic continuity ontinuity cocontinuitycontinuity of the te of the text wherebyxt whereby Eliot pai Eliot paints a pictnts a picture of theure of the waste and waste and decay of  decay of human morahumhuman morahuman morality betwelity between the twoen the two world war world wars.s.s.

The critical study of imagery generally seeks to demonstrate how patterns 
of images express a particular concept or abstraction. In psychoanalytic 
examination, e.g., the analyst will seek out a singular or continuous motif among 
various dream images in order to uncover the disturbances buried deep down in 
the unconscious (Freud) or collective unconscious (Jung). Similarly, the literary 
critic will engage a series of images in order to unveil the theme of a given 
literary work, as well as describe the imaginative world through which the text is 
produced. For example, the desperate and clashing images of a past and present 
River Thames in T. S. Eliot’s The Waste Land contribute to the thematic 
continuity of the text whereby Eliot paints a picture of the waste and decay of 
human morality between the two world wars.

�Images aboImages abound in theund in the biblical  biblical literatureliterature; and cert; and certainly the ainly the study of istudy of images, incmages, including theluincincluding including the close the close reading ofreading of metaphors metaphors and simil and similes, elicites, elicits a betters a better understan understanding of thding understanunderstandunderstanding of theing of the various t various themes and hemes and perceptionperceptions of the ws of the world contaorld contained in thined in the specificeththe specifthe specific writingic writings of the Hs of the Hebrew and ebrew and Christian Christian ScripturesScriptures. Understo. Understood accordiod according to the naccordiaccording according to the defto the definition ofinition of likeness  likeness or copy, ior copy, imagery manmagery manifests itsifests itself in theelf in the represent repre representarepresentation of thtion of the gods of e gods of the nationthe nations — the ids — the idol or gravol or graven image —en image — as well a as well as in the dsaas in the as in the descriptiodescription of humann of humanity createity created in the id in the image of thmage of the gods. Bue gods. But more impt more importantly, orimpimportantlimportantly, biblicay, biblical texts wil texts witness to atness to an abundancn abundance of imagee of images metaphors metaphorically empically employed to eloempemployed temployed to elucidato elucidate a partice a particular underular understanding ostanding or perceptir perception of the on of the divine anddivine and its relat it its relatiits relation to humaon to humanity. The nity. The messenger messenger of the Lorof the Lord appears d appears to Moses “to Moses “in a flamein a flame of fire o o of fire ouof fire out of a bust of a bush, . . . yh, . . . yet the buset the bush was not h was not consumed” consumed” (Exod. 3:2(Exod. 3:2); this im); this image or menage oage or mental or mental picture ofpicture of divine ma divine manifestationifestation clearly n clearly portrays tportrays the power ahe power and invioland inviolability of bilitinviolainviolabilinviolability of theity of the Hebrew Go Hebrew God. Ezekield. Ezekiel’s vision ’s vision of the Lorof the Lord likewised likewise employs i employs images thatmagiimages thaimages that communict communicate divineate divine splendor  splendor and majestand majesty: “Like ty: “Like the bow in he bow in a cloud ona cloud ona cloud on a rainyon a rainy day, such day, such was the a was the appearance ppearance of the splof the splendor all endor all around” (Earound” (Ezek. 1:28)zek. 1:28). In the C. In. In the ChrIn the Christian Scristian Scriptures aliptures also, such iso, such images as Mmages as Mark’s descark’s descending dovending dove or the Je or the Johannine “ohaJJohannine Johannine “bread fro“bread from heaven” m heaven” serve as mserve as metaphors tetaphors to illuminao illuminate the divte the divinely sancinely sanctioned apptsancsanctionedsanctioned appearanc appearance and minie and ministry of Jestry of Jesus. Studisus. Studies of images of imagery, especery, especially as oially as occur in thccurooccur in toccur in the literarhe literary-criticaly-critical approache approaches to the Bs to the Bible, haveible, have become an become an important important part of b pa part of bipart of biblical stublical studies.dies.dies.

Images abound in the biblical literature; and certainly the study of images, 
including the close reading of metaphors and similes, elicits a better 
understanding of the various themes and perceptions of the world contained in 
the specific writings of the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures. Understood 
according to the definition of likeness or copy, imagery manifests itself in the 
representation of the gods of the nations — the idol or graven image — as well 
as in the description of humanity created in the image of the gods. But more 
importantly, biblical texts witness to an abundance of images metaphorically 
employed to elucidate a particular understanding or perception of the divine and 
its relation to humanity. The messenger of the Lord appears to Moses “in a flame 
of fire out of a bush, . . . yet the bush was not consumed” (Exod. 3:2); this image 
or mental picture of divine manifestation clearly portrays the power and 
inviolability of the Hebrew God. Ezekiel’s vision of the Lord likewise employs 
images that communicate divine splendor and majesty: “Like the bow in a cloud 
on a rainy day, such was the appearance of the splendor all around” (Ezek. 1:28). 
In the Christian Scriptures also, such images as Mark’s descending dove or the 
Johannine “bread from heaven” serve as metaphors to illuminate the divinely 
sanctioned appearance and ministry of Jesus. Studies of imagery, especially as 



occur in the literary-critical approaches to the Bible, have become an important 
part of biblical studies.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. Freud, S. Freud, The InterpThe Interpretation oretation of Dreams,f Dreams, 8th rev.  8th rev. ed. (New Yed. (New York, 1965)orkYYork, 1965York, 1965); N. Frye); N. Frye, , Anatomy ofAnatomy of Criticism Criticism (Princeto (Princeton, 1957); n, 1957); P. N. FurbP. N. Furbank, ank, ReflectionReflectioReflectionReflections on the Ws on the Word “Imageord “Image”” (London,  (London, 1970); C. 1970); C. G. Jung, G. Jung, DreamsDreams (Princeto (Princeton, 1974); n, 197n, 1974); F. 1974); F. Kermode, Kermode, The RomantThe Romantic Imageic Image (New York (New York, 1964); K, 1964); Kermode andermode and R. Alter, R. Alter, R. Alter, edsAlter, eds., ., The LiteraThe Literary Guide try Guide to the Biblo the Biblee (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1987); e, 1987); M. S. SilkM. S. Silk, , InteractioInteraction in Poetin inn in Poetic in Poetic ImageryImagery (London,  (London, 1974).1974).1974).
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IMALKUEIMALKUE (Gk.  (Gk. ImalkoueImalkoue)))

IMALKUE (Gk. Imalkoue)

An Arab ruAn Arab ruler entrusler entrusted by Aleted by Alexander Balxander Balas with hias with his son Antis son Antiochus VI. ochus VI. Trypho perTrypho perTrypho persuaded persuaded Imalkue toImalkue to release A release Antiochus antiochus and to harbnd to harbor troops or troops against Deagainst Demetrius (1metrius (metrius (1 Macc. 1(1 Macc. 11:39).1:39).

An Arab ruler entrusted by Alexander Balas with his son Antiochus VI. Trypho 
persuaded Imalkue to release Antiochus and to harbor troops against Demetrius 
(1 Macc. 11:39).

IMITATIONIMITATIONIMITATION

IMITATION

The consciThe conscious or uncous or unconscious aonscious adoption ofdoption of the attit the attitudes, beliudes, beliefs, or beefs, or behavior of havior of others. Thothothers. Thothers. The biblicale biblical motif of  motif of imitation imitation finds exprfinds expression in ession in language slanguage such as “touch as “to imitate,” imita imitate,” imitate,” “to become“to become like,” “t like,” “to follow ao follow after,” andfter,” and is often  is often implicit iimplicit in terminoln terminology like “ogy likogy like “disclike “disciples,” “tiples,” “type,” and ype,” and “example.”“example.”

The conscious or unconscious adoption of the attitudes, beliefs, or behavior of 
others. The biblical motif of imitation finds expression in language such as “to 
imitate,” “to become like,” “to follow after,” and is often implicit in terminology 
like “disciples,” “type,” and “example.”

�The OT devThe OT develops thiselops this theme neg theme negatively. Aatively. Although exlthough exhorted nothorted not “to imita “to imitate the dette thte the detestthe detestable ways able ways of the natof the nations” (Deuions” (Deut. 18:9; ct. 18:9; cf. 6:14; Ef. 6:14; Exod. 23:24xod. 23:24; Lev. 18:; Lev. 18:3), Israel3), Is3), Israel aspIsrael aspires “to bires “to be like thee like the nations,  nations, the tribesthe tribes of the co of the countries” (untries” (Ezek. 20:3Ezek. 20:32; cf. Deu2; cf. D2; cf. Deut. 12:3Deut. 12:30; 1 Sam. 0; 1 Sam. 8:20), and8:20), and thus incu thus incurs God’s jrs God’s judgment (2udgment (2 Kgs. 17:1 Kgs. 17:15; Ezek. 25; Ezek. 25:8). This5:8225:8). Thi25:8). This negatives negative aspect is aspect is also pres also present in theent in the NT (Rom.  NT (Rom. 12:2).12:2).12:2).

The OT develops this theme negatively. Although exhorted not “to imitate 
the detestable ways of the nations” (Deut. 18:9; cf. 6:14; Exod. 23:24; Lev. 18:3), 
Israel aspires “to be like the nations, the tribes of the countries” (Ezek. 20:32; cf. 
Deut. 12:30; 1 Sam. 8:20), and thus incurs God’s judgment (2 Kgs. 17:15; Ezek. 
25:8). This negative aspect is also present in the NT (Rom. 12:2).

�In the NT In the NT imitation imitation is informeis informed by the Gd by the Greco-Romanreco-Roman context,  context, where studwhere students were entstudstudents wstudents were expectere expected to imited to imitate their ate their teachers iteachers in philosopn philosophy, moralihy, morality, and coty, and conduct (cf.ndcoconduct (cconduct (cf. Seneca f. Seneca Ep.Ep. 6.5–6; Qu 6.5–6; Quintilian intilian Inst. oratInst. orat.. 2.1–15; P 2.1–15; Philostratuhilostratus s Vit. Ap.Vit. Ap. 1.19), an 1.19) 1.19), and1.19), and also by t also by the heroic he heroic exemplars exemplars of the Macof the Maccabean litcabean literature, werature, who urged tho urged the devout hetthe devoutthe devout of Israel of Israel to imitat to imitate their exe their example of fample of faithfulnesaithfulness to the ps to the point of maoint of martyrdom (1rtyrdmamartyrdom martyrdom (1 Macc. 1(1 Macc. 13:1-9; 2 M3:1-9; 2 Macc. 6:27-acc. 6:27-28; 7:24-228; 7:24-29; 4 Macc.9; 4 Macc. 9:23). It 9:23). It is the pe is the person and mrsopeperson andperson and mission o mission of Jesus, hf Jesus, however, whowever, which providich provide the defie the definitive chanitive character of racter of imitation imimitation imitation for the wrfor the writers of titers of the NT.he NT.he NT.

In the NT imitation is informed by the Greco-Roman context, where 
students were expected to imitate their teachers in philosophy, morality, and 
conduct (cf. Seneca Ep. 6.5–6; Quintilian Inst. orat. 2.1–15; Philostratus Vit. Ap. 
1.19), and also by the heroic exemplars of the Maccabean literature, who urged 
the devout of Israel to imitate their example of faithfulness to the point of 
martyrdom (1 Macc. 13:1-9; 2 Macc. 6:27-28; 7:24-29; 4 Macc. 9:23). It is the 
person and mission of Jesus, however, which provide the definitive character of 
imitation for the writers of the NT.

�DiscipleshDiscipleship and imiip and imitation aretation are inseparab inseparable. The cale. The call of Jesull of Jesus to “folls to “follow me” (Maow me” (Mow me” (Matt. 4:1(Matt. 4:19; Mark 109; Mark 10:21; Luke :21; Luke 5:27; John5:27; John 1:43) dem 1:43) demanded a lianded a life-long defe-long determinatiotermination on the pn determinatiodeterminatdetermination on theion on the part of h part of his disciplis disciples to pattes to pattern their ern their values, bevalues, beliefs, andliefs, and behavior  behav behavior abehavior after theirfter their Master. F Master. For the Tweor the Twelve this ilve this involved convolved commitment tmmitment to service o service (Mark 10:4((Mark 10:4(Mark 10:41-45; Luke1-45; Luke 10:29-37) 10:29-37), hardship, hardship (Mark 8:3 (Mark 8:34-38), and4-38), and renunciat renunciation (Matt.ion (Matt. 19:27-29; (Matt.(Matt. 19:(Matt. 19:27-29; Joh27-29; John 12:26). n 12:26). For Paul tFor Paul too, imitatoo, imitation had a ion had a cruciform cruciform character character (1 Cor. 11(1 C(1 Cor. 11:1;Cor. 11:1; cf. Phil. cf. Phil. 2:5-8). 2:5-8). 2:5-8).

Discipleship and imitation are inseparable. The call of Jesus to “follow me” 
(Matt. 4:19; Mark 10:21; Luke 5:27; John 1:43) demanded a life-long 
determination on the part of his disciples to pattern their values, beliefs, and 
behavior after their Master. For the Twelve this involved commitment to service 
(Mark 10:41-45; Luke 10:29-37), hardship (Mark 8:34-38), and renunciation 
(Matt. 19:27-29; John 12:26). For Paul too, imitation had a cruciform character (1 
Cor. 11:1; cf. Phil. 2:5-8).



�As a bibliAs a biblical motif,cal motif, “the imit “the imitation of Cation of Christ” hashrist” has played an played an important important role in t role in the life ofhtthe life othe life of the Churf the Church, particch, particularly thrularly through the pough the popular woropular works of Thomks of Thomas à Kempias à Kempis sKempiKempis Kempis (The Imita(The Imitation of Chtion of Christ)rist) and Charl and Charles Sheldones Sheldon  (In His St(In His Steps).eps).eps).

As a biblical motif, “the imitation of Christ” has played an important role in 
the life of the Church, particularly through the popular works of Thomas à 
Kempis (The Imitation of Christ) and Charles Sheldon (In His Steps).
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IMLAHIMLAH (Heb.  (Heb. yimla®, yiyimla®, yimlaœ}mlaœ})))

IMLAH (Heb. yimla®, yimlaœ})

The fatherThe father of the pr of the prophet Micaophet Micaiah (1 Kgsiah (1 Kgs. 22:8-9 =. 22:8-9 = 2 Chr. 18 2 Chr. 18:7-8).:7-8).

The father of the prophet Micaiah (1 Kgs. 22:8-9 = 2 Chr. 18:7-8).

IMMANUELIMMANUEL (Heb.  (Heb. {immaœnu®}{immaœnu®}eäl;eäl; Gk.  Gk. EmmanoueäíEmmanoueäíll) (also EM) (also EMMANUEL)MANUELEMEMMANUEL)EMMANUEL)EMMANUEL)

IMMANUEL (Heb. {immaœnu®}eäl; Gk. Emmanoueäíl) (also 
EMMANUEL)

The name oThe name of a child f a child whose birtwhose birth symbolizh symbolizes the prees the presence of Gsence of God (“God [od (“God [is] with uis] with uis] with us”). The us”). The name firstname first appears i appears in Isaiah (n Isaiah (Isa. 7:14;Isa. 7:14; 8:8; cf.  8:8; cf. v. 10) andv. 10) and is used i is used in one of Mn one of n one of Matthewof Matthew’s OT fulf’s OT fulfillment quillment quotations (otations (Matt. 1:23Matt. 1:23, “Emmanue, “Emmanuel”).l”).l”).

The name of a child whose birth symbolizes the presence of God (“God [is] with 
us”). The name first appears in Isaiah (Isa. 7:14; 8:8; cf. v. 10) and is used in one 
of Matthew’s OT fulfillment quotations (Matt. 1:23, “Emmanuel”).

�The contexThe context in Isaiat in Isaiah is the Sh is the Syro-Ephraiyro-Ephraimitic crismitic crisis (735–73is (735–732 2 B.C.B.C.). Judah w). Judah was threateas tas threatenedthreatened by Syria  by Syria and Israeland Israel because i because it refused t refused to join a to join a revolt agarevolt against Assyrinst Assyria (cf. 2 ia (cfia (cf. 2 Kgs(cf. 2 Kgs. 16). Aha. 16). Ahaz is warnez is warned not to dd not to depend uponepend upon Assyria f Assyria for politicor political supportal support (Isa. 7:1 (Is (Isa. 7:1-(Isa. 7:1-9), and Is9), and Isaiah assuraiah assures him of es him of God’s protGod’s protection. Ahection. Ahaz refusesaz refuses to ask fo to ask for a sign (r a sir a sign (Isa.sign (Isa. 7:12), pe 7:12), perhaps becarhaps because he haduse he had already s already sought out ought out Assyria’s Assyria’s help (2 Kghelp (2 Kgs. 16:7-9)s. 16s. 16:7-9). N16:7-9). Neverthelesevertheless, God givs, God gives a doubles a double-edged sie-edged sign of bothgn of both salvation salvation and judgm and judgment (Isa. ejudgmjudgment (judgment (Isa. 7:13-Isa. 7:13-17): the y17): the young womanoung woman will conc will conceive (or peive (or perhaps alrerhaps already has ceady has conceived),occonceived)conceived), give bir, give birth to a soth to a son, and namn, and name him Immae him Immanuel. Befonuel. Before the chire the child is old ld is old enough forenoenough forenough for moral dis moral discriminatiocrimination, the twon, the two nations t nations that threathat threaten Judah wen Judah will be desill be destroyed. Thtrodesdestroyed.destroyed. This word This word of hope i of hope is counterbs counterbalanced, halanced, however, wiowever, with a word th a word of threat of threatof threat thathreat that Ahaz’s lt Ahaz’s lack of truack of trust in God st in God will resulwill result in a gret in a great disasteat disaster for Judar for Judah by Assyrh by Ash by Assyrian dAssyrian domination omination (Isa. 7:17(Isa. 7:17; 8:1-10).; 8:1-10).

The context in Isaiah is the Syro-Ephraimitic crisis (735–732 B.C.). Judah was 
threatened by Syria and Israel because it refused to join a revolt against Assyria 
(cf. 2 Kgs. 16). Ahaz is warned not to depend upon Assyria for political support 
(Isa. 7:1-9), and Isaiah assures him of God’s protection. Ahaz refuses to ask for a 
sign (Isa. 7:12), perhaps because he had already sought out Assyria’s help (2 Kgs. 
16:7-9). Nevertheless, God gives a double-edged sign of both salvation and 
judgment (Isa. 7:13-17): the young woman will conceive (or perhaps already has 
conceived), give birth to a son, and name him Immanuel. Before the child is old 
enough for moral discrimination, the two nations that threaten Judah will be 
destroyed. This word of hope is counterbalanced, however, with a word of 
threat that Ahaz’s lack of trust in God will result in a great disaster for Judah by 
Assyrian domination (Isa. 7:17; 8:1-10).

�Many aspecMany aspects of the ts of the exact inteexact interpretationrpretation of the si of the sign and thegn and the identity  identity of the chiof the chof the child and child and his motherhis mother are in di are in dispute. Somspute. Some understae understand the chind the child to be tld to be the king’s,he king’s, perhaps H pe perhaps Heperhaps Hezekiah. Otzekiah. Others suggehers suggest he is tst he is the prophethe prophet’s own son’s own son, or perha, or perhaps a futurps a future referencefuturfuture reffuture reference to erence to Jesus’ birJesus’ birth centurith centuries later. es later. The latterThe latter view, how view, however, overever, overlooks the lookoveroverlooks overlooks the contemthe contemporary sitporary situation of uation of Isaiah. ThIsaiah. The thrust oe thrust of the propf the prophecy in ithecy in its OT contes Os OT contextOT context is not th is not the virginite virginity of the cy of the child’s mothild’s mother (Heb. her (Heb. {alma®,{alma®, “young wo “young woman of marmawowoman of mwoman of marriageablarriageable age”). Ne age”). Normally, sormally, such a persuch a person would bon would be a virgine a virgin given pre given pre given prevailingprevailing social cu social customs, butstoms, but Heb.  Heb. beït�u®la®beït�u®la® is a more is a more common te common term for virrm for virgin. Moreogvirvirgin. Movirgin. Moreover, threover, the use of te use of the articlehe article suggests  suggests a specifica specific woman kno woman known to Isaiwn to Isaiah and Ahaah aah and Ahaz. and Ahaz. The child’The child’s birth ans birth and name thud name thus give syms give symbolic exprbolic expression to ession to the beliefthe belief that God  th that God wthat God was presentas present, caring f, caring for, and pror, and protecting hotecting his people,is people, and its s and its significancignificance is in the is ine is in the proin the providential vidential timing of timing of the sign.the sign.the sign.

Many aspects of the exact interpretation of the sign and the identity of the 
child and his mother are in dispute. Some understand the child to be the king’s, 
perhaps Hezekiah. Others suggest he is the prophet’s own son, or perhaps a 
future reference to Jesus’ birth centuries later. The latter view, however, 
overlooks the contemporary situation of Isaiah. The thrust of the prophecy in its 
OT context is not the virginity of the child’s mother (Heb. {alma®, “young 
woman of marriageable age”). Normally, such a person would be a virgin given 
prevailing social customs, but Heb. beït�u®la®  is a more common term for 
virgin. Moreover, the use of the article suggests a specific woman known to Isaiah 
and Ahaz. The child’s birth and name thus give symbolic expression to the belief 
that God was present, caring for, and protecting his people, and its significance is 
in the providential timing of the sign.

�Matthew’s Matthew’s citation ocitation of Isa. 7:1f Isa. 7:14 is intro4 is introduced withduced with a stereot a stereotypical fulypical fulfillment ffillment formula (Maorfformula (Mformula (Matt. 1:22)att. 1:22) and, with and, with some mino some minor exceptior exceptions, followns, follows the LXX,s the LXX, which ren which ren which renders renders {alma®{alma® by Gk.  by Gk. parthénos,parthénos, a word no a word normally usermally used to transd to translate late beït�u®la®beït�u®labeït�u®la®beït�u®la®.. Matthew u Matthew uses Isa. 7ses Isa. 7:14 in his:14 in his birth nar birth narrative becrative because it suause it supports hispports hispports his beliefhis belief in the Da in the Davidic and vidic and divine aspdivine aspects of Jeects of Jesus’ identsus’ identity. Firstity. First, Matthew’, Matthew’s genealogs geneals genealogy genealogy of Jesus sof Jesus seeks to eseeks to establish Jetablish Jesus’ Davidsus’ Davidic lineageic lineage (Matt. 1: (Matt. 1:1-17), and1-17), and Isaiah ha Isaiah Isaiah hadIsaiah had introduce introduced his signd his sign by addres by addressing Ahaz sing Ahaz as “the hoas “the house of Davuse of David” (Isa. id” (Isa. 7:13). Sec7:137:13). Sec7:13). Second, Matthond, Matthew cites Iew cites Isa. 7:14 asa. 7:14 after Josepfter Joseph has beenh has been told that told that Mary’s pr Mary’s pregnancy waegnprpregnancy pregnancy was by thewas by the Holy Spir Holy Spirit, and thit, and the reference reference to a “vie to a “virgin” helprgin” helps explain s explain how Jesus howhow Jesus how Jesus is God’s sis God’s son. Mattheon. Matthew’s interew’s interest is in tst is in the theologhe theological signiical significance officance of the name, the n the name, whicname, which he interh he interprets lestprets lest his reade his readers miss thrs miss the meaning e meaning of the Hebof the Hebrew (cf. Irew (cf. Isa. 8:10).sa.IIsa. 8:10)Isa. 8:10). This ful. This fulfillment qfillment quotation uuotation underscoresnderscores Matthew’s Matthew’s convictio conviction that in n that in Jesus God JesusJesus God Jesus God is presentis present with his  with his people. Thpeople. The promise e promise of presencof presence in Matt.e in Matt. 1:23 form 1:23 forms a frame sformforms a frforms a frame aroundame around the entir the entire Gospel we Gospel with 28:20,ith 28:20, where the where the resurrect resurrected Jesus ped Jesus ped Jesus promises, promises, “I am with“I am with you alway you always, to the s, to the end of theend of the age.” age.” age.”

Matthew’s citation of Isa. 7:14 is introduced with a stereotypical fulfillment 
formula (Matt. 1:22) and, with some minor exceptions, follows the LXX, which 
renders {alma® by Gk. parthénos, a word normally used to translate 



beït�u®la®.  Matthew uses Isa. 7:14 in his birth narrative because it supports 
his belief in the Davidic and divine aspects of Jesus’ identity. First, Matthew’s 
genealogy of Jesus seeks to establish Jesus’ Davidic lineage (Matt. 1:1-17), and 
Isaiah had introduced his sign by addressing Ahaz as “the house of David” (Isa. 
7:13). Second, Matthew cites Isa. 7:14 after Joseph has been told that Mary’s 
pregnancy was by the Holy Spirit, and the reference to a “virgin” helps explain 
how Jesus is God’s son. Matthew’s interest is in the theological significance of the 
name, which he interprets lest his readers miss the meaning of the Hebrew (cf. 
Isa. 8:10). This fulfillment quotation underscores Matthew’s conviction that in 
Jesus God is present with his people. The promise of presence in Matt. 1:23 
forms a frame around the entire Gospel with 28:20, where the resurrected Jesus 
promises, “I am with you always, to the end of the age.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. BrowR. E. Brown, n, The Birth The Birth of the Mesof the Messiah,siah, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New York, 1993); C. 199 1993); C. 1993); C. Seitz, Seitz, Isaiah 1-3Isaiah 1-39.9. Interpret Interpretation (Louation (Louisville, 1isville, 1993).993).993).

Bibliography. R. E. Brown, The Birth of the Messiah, rev. ed. (New York, 
1993); C. Seitz, Isaiah 1-39. Interpretation (Louisville, 1993).

David B. HDavid B. Howellowell

David B. Howell

IMMERIMMER (Heb.  (Heb. }immeär}immeär) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

IMMER (Heb. }immeär) (PERSON)

The leaderThe leader of a prie of a priestly divisstly division at theion at the time of D time of David (1 Chavid (1 Chr. 24:14).r. 24:14). Pashhur,  Pashhur, Jeremiah’sJeremJeremiah’sJeremiah’s opponent, opponent, was a mem was a member of thiber of this priestlys priestly family (J family (Jer. 20:1).er. 20:1). Descendan Descendants of thists DescendanDescendantDescendants of this s of this line returline returned with Zned with Zerubbabel erubbabel from captifrom captivity (1 Chvity (1 Chr. 9:12; Er. 9:12; Ezra 2:37 =zraEEzra 2:37 Ezra 2:37 = Neh. 7:4= Neh. 7:40; 11:13) 0; 11:13) and particand participated in ipated in the rebuilthe rebuilding of thding of the city wale city wall (3:29). l (3:2l (3:29). Tw(3:29). Two men of to men of this line hhis line had taken “ad taken “foreign woforeign women” as wimen” as wives (Ezra ves (Ezra 10:20).10:20).

The leader of a priestly division at the time of David (1 Chr. 24:14). Pashhur, 
Jeremiah’s opponent, was a member of this priestly family (Jer. 20:1). 
Descendants of this line returned with Zerubbabel from captivity (1 Chr. 9:12; 
Ezra 2:37 = Neh. 7:40; 11:13) and participated in the rebuilding of the city wall 
(3:29). Two men of this line had taken “foreign women” as wives (Ezra 10:20).

IMMERIMMER (Heb.  (Heb. }immeär}immeär) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

IMMER (Heb. }immeär) (PLACE)

A city in A city in Babylonia Babylonia from whichfrom which the Jewis the Jewish exiles rh exiles returned (Eeturned (Ezra 2:59; zra 2:59; Neh. 7:61)Neh. 7:61). The site. T. The site iThe site is unknown.s unknown.

A city in Babylonia from which the Jewish exiles returned (Ezra 2:59; Neh. 7:61). 
The site is unknown.

IMMORTALITIMMORTALITYYY

IMMORTALITY

�SeeSee  AFTERLIFE,AFTERLIFE, AFTERDEAT AFTERDEATH.H.

See AFTERLIFE, AFTERDEATH.

IMNAIMNA (Heb.  (Heb. yimnaœ{yimnaœ{)))

IMNA (Heb. yimnaœ{)

A son of HA son of Helem from elem from the tribe the tribe of Asher (of Asher (1 Chr. 7:31 Chr. 7:35).5).

A son of Helem from the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. 7:35).

IMNAHIMNAH (Heb.  (Heb. yimna®yimna®)))

IMNAH (Heb. yimna®)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Asher (GenAsher (Gen. 46:17; 1. 46:17; 1 Chr. 7:30 Chr. 7:30) whose de) whose descendants scendants are calledare called Imnites ( Imn Imnites (NImnites (Num. 26:44)um. 26:44)...

1. A son of Asher (Gen. 46:17; 1 Chr. 7:30) whose descendants are called 
Imnites (Num. 26:44).

�2.2. A Levite  A Levite and fatherand father of Kore ( of Kore (2 Chr. 31:2 Chr. 31:14).14).

2. A Levite and father of Kore (2 Chr. 31:14).

IMRAHIMRAH (Heb.  (Heb. yimra®yimra®)))

IMRAH (Heb. yimra®)



A son of ZA son of Zophah, froophah, from the tribm the tribe of Ashere of Asher (1 Chr. 7 (1 Chr. 7:36).:36).

A son of Zophah, from the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. 7:36).

IMRIIMRI (Heb.  (Heb. }imriî}imriî)))

IMRI (Heb. }imriî)

�1.1. An ancest An ancestor of Uthaor of Uthai, a Judahi, a Judahite who reite who returned froturned from exile (1m exile (1 Chr. 9:4) Chr. 9:4). He may b. He . He may be He may be the same athe same as Amariah s Amariah (of which (of which the name Ithe name Imri is a smri is a shortened fhortened form) in thorm) in torm) in the parallthe parallel accountel account at Neh. 1 at Neh. 11:4.1:4.1:4.

1. An ancestor of Uthai, a Judahite who returned from exile (1 Chr. 9:4). 
He may be the same as Amariah (of which the name Imri is a shortened form) in 
the parallel account at Neh. 11:4.

�2.2. The fathe The father of Zaccur of Zaccur (Neh. 3:r (Neh. 3:2).2).

2. The father of Zaccur (Neh. 3:2).

INCARNATIOINCARNATIONNN

INCARNATION

The ChristThe Christian beliefian belief that God  that God has disclohas disclosed the dised the divine self vine self in human rin human reality in eality in the personthe pthe person andperson and work of J work of Jesus of Naesus of Nazareth (Lazareth (Lat. t. incarnatioincarnatio,, lit., “ta lit., “take on fleske on flesh”).h”).h”).

The Christian belief that God has disclosed the divine self in human reality in the 
person and work of Jesus of Nazareth (Lat. incarnatio, lit., “take on flesh”).

�The JohannThe Johannine emphasine emphasis on “theis on “the word beca word became flesh” me flesh” (John 1:14(John 1:14) and that) and that of the Sy of t of the Synoptthe Synoptic writersic writers on the bi on the birth of a crth of a child to Mahild to Mary both sery both serve to prorve to protect the dtect the doctrine ofoctddoctrine odoctrine of incarnatf incarnation from aion from a docetic i docetic interpretatnterpretation or an ion or an adoptionisadoptionist Christolt Christology (cf. RogyChristolChristologChristology (cf. Romy (cf. Rom. 8:3; Col. 8:3; Col. 1:19; 1 . 1:19; 1 Tim. 3:16;Tim. 3:16; 1 John 4: 1 John 4:2; 2 John 2; 2 John 7). In the7). In the early cen early  early centearly centuries, theuries, the believing believing community community struggled struggled over how  over how to articulto articulate beliefate belief in the In in  in the Incin the Incarnation iarnation in responsen response to outrig to outright denialsht denials and heret and heretical revisical revisions (Doceions (Docetism, Adoptism(Doce(Docetism,(Docetism, Adoptioni Adoptionism, Arianism, Arianism, Apollism, Apollinarianism,narianism, Nestorian Nestorianism, Eutycism, Eutychianism, Mhianism, Mhianism, MonothelitMonothelitism). Thisism). This struggle  struggle is reflectis reflected in Nicaed in Nicaea’s affirea’s affirmation in mation in 325 325 C.E.C.E. and in th and in  and in the reain the reaffirmationffirmation of Chalce of Chalcedon in 451don in 451...

The Johannine emphasis on “the word became flesh” (John 1:14) and that of 
the Synoptic writers on the birth of a child to Mary both serve to protect the 
doctrine of incarnation from a docetic interpretation or an adoptionist 
Christology (cf. Rom. 8:3; Col. 1:19; 1 Tim. 3:16; 1 John 4:2; 2 John 7). In the 
early centuries, the believing community struggled over how to articulate belief 
in the Incarnation in response to outright denials and heretical revisions 
(Docetism, Adoptionism, Arianism, Apollinarianism, Nestorianism, Eutychianism, 
Monothelitism). This struggle is reflected in Nicaea’s affirmation in 325 C.E. and 
in the reaffirmation of Chalcedon in 451.

�TraditionaTraditionally, the dlly, the doctrine ofoctrine of incarnati incarnation has souon has sought to artght to articulate thiculate three centraree centraree central chcentral christologicristological truths:al truths: (1) Jesus (1) Jesus Christ wa Christ was a divines a divine person. ( person. (2) Jesus C2) Jesus Christ was hrist whrist was an autwas an authentic humhentic human being. an being. (3) The di(3) The divine naturvine nature and the e and the human natuhuman nature existedre existedre existed inexisted in hypostati hypostatic union inc union in the perso the person of Jesusn of Jesus Christ. I Christ. It could bet could be argued th argued that these tat that these threthese three truths ae truths are set forre set forth in the th in the affirmatioaffirmation of the pn of the prologue ofrologue of the Gospe the Gospel of John l ofl of John (Jof John (John 1:14).ohn 1:14). The affir The affirmation thamation that it is tht it is the divine Le divine Logos who iogos who is incarnats incarnate emphasize empe emphasizesemphasizes the preex the preexistence anistence and divine pd divine personhood ersonhood of the Oneof the One who is bo who is born of Maryrn of Mrn of Mary. Gk. Mary. Gk. saérxsaérx here refe here refers to the rs to the tangible, tangible, material, material, corporeal corporeal substance substance that comprthat cothat comprises comprises the human the human body. Whenbody. When this is s this is seen in releen in relation to tation to the anti-dohe anti-docetic afficetic affirmation ofrmaffiaffirmatioaffirmation of 1 John of 1 John 1:1, it n 1:1, it is clear tis clear that the Johat the Johannine wrhannine writer(s) uniter(s) understood Jderstood Jesus as a esus asesus as a fullyas a fully human per human person in theson in the same way  same way that all othat all others werethers were understoo understood to be hud to be human. Finalmhuhuman. Finhuman. Finally, Gk. ally, Gk. egénetoegéneto (“became” (“became”) focuses ) focuses upon the dupon the dynamic uniynamic union of divion of divine and humne ane and human and human natures innatures in one perso one person. The tern. The term suggestsm suggests the free  the free volitionalvolitional activity  activity of the preof of the preof the pre-existent -existent Logos who Logos who becomes flbecomes flesh withouesh without any dimit any diminution of nution of the divinethe divine person. F divinedivine perdivine person. Furthson. Further, it emper, it emphasizes thhasizes that this flat this flesh is theesh is the product o product of no divinf no divine subterfue subte subterfugesubterfuge but, rath but, rather, is coner, is consistent wisistent with the corth the corporeal natporeal nature of allure of all human fle human flesh.sh.sh.

Traditionally, the doctrine of incarnation has sought to articulate three 
central christological truths: (1) Jesus Christ was a divine person. (2) Jesus Christ 
was an authentic human being. (3) The divine nature and the human nature 
existed in hypostatic union in the person of Jesus Christ. It could be argued that 
these three truths are set forth in the affirmation of the prologue of the Gospel 
of John (John 1:14). The affirmation that it is the divine Logos who is incarnate 
emphasizes the preexistence and divine personhood of the One who is born of 
Mary. Gk. saérx here refers to the tangible, material, corporeal substance that 
comprises the human body. When this is seen in relation to the anti-docetic 
affirmation of 1 John 1:1, it is clear that the Johannine writer(s) understood Jesus 
as a fully human person in the same way that all others were understood to be 
human. Finally, Gk. egéneto (“became”) focuses upon the dynamic union of divine 
and human natures in one person. The term suggests the free volitional activity 
of the pre-existent Logos who becomes flesh without any diminution of the 
divine person. Further, it emphasizes that this flesh is the product of no divine 
subterfuge but, rather, is consistent with the corporeal nature of all human flesh.

�Since the Since the EnlightenmEnlightenment, the dent, the doctrine ofoctrine of incarnati incarnation has expon has experienced verienced various attarious vvarious atvarious attempts at tempts at modificatimodification, revision, revision, and ouon, and outright rejtright rejection. Reection. Rejection isjection is seen most seen seen most seen most clearly inclearly in the Unita the Unitarianism inrianism in some stra some strains of posins of post-Reformatt-Reformation thoughion thought and in ltthoughthought anthought and in laterd in later Deism. Re Deism. Revision is vision is seen in thseen in the philosope philosophical refohical reformulation rmulation of the docof tof the doctrithe doctrine found ine found in the thoun the thought of G. ght of G. W. F. HegeW. F. Hegel. Finallyl. Finally, 20th-cen, 20th-century thougtury thought has oftht thougthought hathought has often sos often sought to mought to modify the ddify the doctrine. Ooctrine. On the one n the one hand, somehand, some have seen have see have seen the Cseen the Christian dhristian doctrine ofoctrine of incarnati incarnation to be son to be simply one imply one of the varof the various mythiious mythic manifestc mc manifestatmanifestations of inions of incarnationacarnational thought l thought in genericin generic human rel human religious expigious experience. Oerience. On the othen OOn the othOn the other, the scer, the scandal of pandal of particulariarticularity within ty within the Christthe Christian undersian understanding oftanding of incarnati inc incarnatioincarnation has beenn has been seen as a seen as a barrier t barrier to dialogueo dialogue within a  within a pluralistipluralistic contempoc contemporary religrarcontempocontemporacontemporary religiory religious environus environment. Suchment. Such assertion assertions remind os remind one that thne that the Incarnate Incarnate IncarnatioIncarnation remains n remains at the corat the core of Chrise of Christian belietian belief.f.f.

Since the Enlightenment, the doctrine of incarnation has experienced 
various attempts at modification, revision, and outright rejection. Rejection is 
seen most clearly in the Unitarianism in some strains of post-Reformation 
thought and in later Deism. Revision is seen in the philosophical reformulation of 



the doctrine found in the thought of G. W. F. Hegel. Finally, 20th-century 
thought has often sought to modify the doctrine. On the one hand, some have 
seen the Christian doctrine of incarnation to be simply one of the various mythic 
manifestations of incarnational thought in generic human religious experience. 
On the other, the scandal of particularity within the Christian understanding of 
incarnation has been seen as a barrier to dialogue within a pluralistic 
contemporary religious environment. Such assertions remind one that the 
Incarnation remains at the core of Christian belief.

D. Larry GD. Larry Greggregg

D. Larry Gregg

INCENSEINCENSEINCENSE

INCENSE

Odiferous Odiferous plants of plants of various orvarious origins and igins and species grspecies growing in dowing in different pifferent parts of tharts of the ancient e ance ancient Miancient Middle East ddle East played impplayed important rolortant roles in the es in the economic, economic, political,political, and relig and religious life ious religreligious religious life of thlife of the region. e region. UndoubtedlUndoubtedly these ply these plants were ants were first usedfirst used in the Ne in the Neolithic peolithNeNeolithic Neolithic period butperiod but came to h came to have an incave an increasingly reasingly greater imgreater importance wportance with the adith the advent of fovadadvent of advent of formal staformal states in thetes in the 4th-3rd m 4th-3rd millennia illennia B.C.B.C. However,  However, we have viwe have virtually nortually nortually no etiologno etiological mythsical myths which exp which explain how tlain how these planthese plants came to s came to be used inbe used in such spec such special functiispecspecial fuspecial functions annctions and roles. Id roles. In terms ofn terms of the bibli the biblical world,cal world, by the ea by the early 1st mirly 1st millennium tllenniumimillenniummillennium these sub these substances castances came to playme to play an ever i an ever increasing ncreasing role. Highrole. High status an status and prestiged anand prestiand prestige for thege for the Mediterra Mediterranean worldnean world became as became associated wsociated with the acith the acquisition quisition and consumaand consumand consumption of eption of exotic, forxotic, foreign aromaeign aromata. The usta. The use of thesee of these rose to g rose to great heighreat heights during tsheighheights duheights during the lring the late Iron Aate Iron Age.ge.ge.

Odiferous plants of various origins and species growing in different parts of the 
ancient Middle East played important roles in the economic, political, and 
religious life of the region. Undoubtedly these plants were first used in the 
Neolithic period but came to have an increasingly greater importance with the 
advent of formal states in the 4th-3rd millennia B.C. However, we have virtually 
no etiological myths which explain how these plants came to be used in such 
special functions and roles. In terms of the biblical world, by the early 1st 
millennium these substances came to play an ever increasing role. High status 
and prestige for the Mediterranean world became associated with the acquisition 
and consumption of exotic, foreign aromata. The use of these rose to great 
heights during the late Iron Age.

�Various odVarious odiferous suiferous substances wbstances were used bere used by the anciy the ancient peopleent peoples of the Ms of the Middle Eastiddle MMiddle EasMiddle East in assoct in association witiation with funeralsh funerals, divine w, divine worship, maorship, magic ritualgic ritual, for cosm, for cosmetic purpoetic petic purposes, purposes, and in medand in medicinal appicinal applications.lications. Cuneiform Cuneiform sources i sources in Mesopotan Mesopotamia refer mia refer to incensetto incenseto incense as early  as early as the 4thas the 4th millenniu millennium, and in m, and in Egypt “incEgypt “incense” has ense” has been identbeen identified in Nifiedidentidentifiedidentified in Nagada in Nagada II period II period burials ( burials (ca. 2500),ca. 2500), although  although the term “the term “incense” iincense” is first ats firsts first attefirst attested in thsted in the 5th Dynae 5th Dynasty.sty.sty.

Various odiferous substances were used by the ancient peoples of the 
Middle East in association with funerals, divine worship, magic ritual, for cosmetic 
purposes, and in medicinal applications. Cuneiform sources in Mesopotamia refer 
to incense as early as the 4th millennium, and in Egypt “incense” has been 
identified in Nagada II period burials (ca. 2500), although the term “incense” is 
first attested in the 5th Dynasty.

�In the OT In the OT incense buincense burners and rners and “altars” s“altars” suggest freuggest frequent use quent use of incenseof incense (Heb.  (Heb.  (Heb. (Heb. qeït�oœretqeït�oœret��) in daily) in daily life. Spe life. Specific officific official rituacial rituals which ils which included inncluded incense are cense arcense are descriare described in a nbed in a number of Oumber of OT texts (eT texts (e.g., Exod..g., Exod. 30; Lev.  30; Lev. 2, 10, 16;2, 10, 16; Ps. 141). Ps. 141). Cosmetic  Cos Cosmetic aCosmetic and medicinnd medicinal uses aral uses are mentionee mentioned especiald especially in the ly in the Song of SoSong of Songs. In thngs. In the NT the me ththe NT thethe NT the mention o mention of incense f incense (Gk. (Gk. thymiíamathymiíama) use is r) use is rarer, and arer, and conforms tconforms to Jewish Oo Jeo Jewish OT Jewish OT tradition tradition (e.g., Mat(e.g., Matt. 2:11; Lt. 2:11; Luke 1:9-11uke 1:9-11; Rev. 5:8; Rev. 5:8; 18:13; M; 18:13; Mark 14:3-9ark 14:3-9).).).

In the OT incense burners and “altars” suggest frequent use of incense 
(Heb. qeït�oœret� ) in daily life. Specific official rituals which included incense 
are described in a number of OT texts (e.g., Exod. 30; Lev. 2, 10, 16; Ps. 141). 
Cosmetic and medicinal uses are mentioned especially in the Song of Songs. In 
the NT the mention of incense (Gk. thymiíama) use is rarer, and conforms to 
Jewish OT tradition (e.g., Matt. 2:11; Luke 1:9-11; Rev. 5:8; 18:13; Mark 14:3-9).

�The most vThe most vexing quesexing question in antion in any discussiy discussion of inceon of incense is whanse is what plants wt plants were used aere useere used and wused and what they what they were calledere called. For exam. For example, galbaple, galbanum prescrnum prescribed in thibed in the Exodus ae Exodus ae Exodus account maaccount may be one oy be one of 100 specf 100 species of theies of the  FerulaFerula genus. Re genus. Recently comcently compiled datapiled data suggest w sug suggest whsuggest what was useat was used and avaid and available in tlable in the 1st milhe 1st millennium. Slennium. Some of theome of the incense p incense products weropproducts wproducts were only aere only available available and derivednd derived from sout from southwest Arabhwest Arabia or nortia or northeast Afriheast Afriheast Africa. ThAfrica. These includese included frankined frankincense (cense (BoswelliaBoswellia sp.), myr sp.), myrrh (rh (commiphoracommiphora sp.), alo sp.), aloes (es (AloeA((Aloe(Aloe sp.), bde sp.), bdelliums (lliums (commiphoracommiphora sp.), and sp.), and balm ( balm (BalsamodenBalsamodendrondron sp. or  sp. or CommiphoraCommiphoraCommiphoraCommiphora sp.). Oth sp.). Other incenseer incenses were avas were available froilable from a largerm a larger area of t area of the Middle he Middle East, evenEaEast, evenEast, even into the  into the northern lnorthern latitudes oatitudes of Syria, Lf Syria, Lebanon, anebanon, and Asia Mind Asia Minor. These or. These included sinclincluded sincluded sweet-smellweet-smelling canes ing canes ((Acorus calAcorus calamusamus), sweet-s), sweet-smelling rumelling rushes (shes (CymbopogonCymbopogon((Cymbopogo(Cymbopogonn sp.), tra sp.), tragacanth (gacanth (AstragalusAstragalus sp.), lab sp.), labdanum (danum (CistusCistus sp.), sto sp.), storax (rax (StyraxStyrax sp. or  sp sp. or sp. or LiquidambaLiquidambarr sp.), mas sp.), mastic (tic (Pistacia lPistacia lentiscusentiscus), pine (), pine (Pinus brutPinus brutiaia), terebin), terebinth (th (Pistacia tPistac((Pistacia (Pistacia terebinthuterebinthus,s, identifie identified from a Ld from a Late Bronzeate Bronze Age Canaa Age Canaanite ship nite ship in the Medin the MediterraneaniteMedMediterranMediterranean; perhaean; perhaps Egyp. ps Egyp. sntrsntr), and oth), and other variouser various resins fr resins from specifiom specific trees (ec trees (e.g., .g(e(e.g., (e.g., ArtemisiaArtemisia sp. and  sp. and AcaciaAcacia sp.). Oth sp.). Other incenseer incense materials materials came from came from southeast southeast Asia and  As Asia and wAsia and were transsere transshipped to hipped to the Levantthe Levant via South via South Arabia. T Arabia. The most fahe most famous of thmous of thmous of these werethese were cinnamon  cinnamon and cassiaand cassia ( (CinnamoniuCinnamoniumm sp.) The  sp.) The incense trincense trade was coade was conducted bonductecoconducted conducted both by seboth by sea (cf. Hana (cf. Hanno no Periplus;Periplus; Pliny  Pliny Nat. hist.Nat. hist.) and by w) and by well-known ell-known land routeland land routeland routes up the ss up the spine of Arpine of Arabia. The abia. The origins foorigins for the Ironr the Iron Age trade Age trade lay well  lay well back in thbackback in thback in the Bronze Ae Bronze Age, from wge, from which actuahich actual ship reml ship remains have ains have been recovbeen recovered and hered and ered and historand historical recorical records attest ds attest to shipbuito shipbuilding.lding.lding.

The most vexing question in any discussion of incense is what plants were 
used and what they were called. For example, galbanum prescribed in the Exodus 
account may be one of 100 species of the Ferula genus. Recently compiled data 
suggest what was used and available in the 1st millennium. Some of the incense 
products were only available and derived from southwest Arabia or northeast 
Africa. These included frankincense (Boswellia sp.), myrrh (commiphora sp.), aloes 



(Aloe sp.), bdelliums (commiphora sp.), and balm (Balsamodendron sp. or 
Commiphora sp.). Other incenses were available from a larger area of the Middle 
East, even into the northern latitudes of Syria, Lebanon, and Asia Minor. These 
included sweet-smelling canes (Acorus calamus), sweet-smelling rushes 
(Cymbopogon sp.), tragacanth (Astragalus sp.), labdanum (Cistus sp.), storax (Styrax 
sp. or Liquidambar sp.), mastic (Pistacia lentiscus), pine (Pinus brutia), terebinth 
(Pistacia terebinthus, identified from a Late Bronze Age Canaanite ship in the 
Mediterranean; perhaps Egyp. sntr), and other various resins from specific trees 
(e.g., Artemisia sp. and Acacia sp.). Other incense materials came from southeast 
Asia and were transshipped to the Levant via South Arabia. The most famous of 
these were cinnamon and cassia (Cinnamonium sp.) The incense trade was 
conducted both by sea (cf. Hanno Periplus; Pliny Nat. hist.) and by well-known 
land routes up the spine of Arabia. The origins for the Iron Age trade lay well 
back in the Bronze Age, from which actual ship remains have been recovered 
and historical records attest to shipbuilding.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. Groom, N. Groom, FrankincenFrankincense and Myrse and Myrrhrh (London,  (London, 1981); H. 1981); H. H. HairfieH. HaiH. Hairfield,Hairfield, Jr., and  Jr., and E. M. HairE. M. Hairfield, “Idfield, “Identificatientification of a Laon of a Late Bronze te Bronze Age Resin,Age Resin,” ” AnalyticalAnalytAnalyticalAnalytical Chemistry Chemistry 62 (1990) 62 (1990): 41A-45A;: 41A-45A; A. Lucas, A. Lucas, “Cosmetic “Cosmetics, Perfumes, Perfumes, and Incs, and Incense in AnenIncIncense inIncense in Ancient E Ancient Egypt,” gypt,” JEAJEA 16 (1930) 16 (1930): 41–53; W: 41–53; W. Müller, . Müller, “Notes on “Notes on the Use ofthe Use of Frankince ofof Frankinof Frankincense in Scense in South Arabiouth Arabia,” a,” ProceedingProceedings of the Ss of the Seminar foreminar for Arabian S Arabian Studiestudies 6 (1976): 6 (19 6 (1976): 12(1976): 124–36; K. N4–36; K. Nielsen, ielsen, Incense inIncense in Ancient I Ancient Israel.srael. VTSup 38  VTSup 38 (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1986); J. Z986); J. Zarins, “MearZZarins, “MZarins, “Mesopotamiaesopotamia and Frank and Frankincense: Tincense: The Early Ehe Early Evidence,” vidence,” in in Profumi d’Profumi d’Arabia,Arabia, ed. A. Av e ed. A. Avaed. A. Avanzini (Romnzini (Rome, 1997), e, 1997), 251–72.251–72.251–72.
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INCESTINCESTINCEST

INCEST

ProhibitedProhibited sexual ac sexual activity bettivity between kin rween kin related by elated by blood or mblood or marriage. Tarriage. The Bible hhe Bible has no termas hhas no terhas no term correspom corresponding to tnding to the Englishhe English noun “inc noun “incest” and iest” and instead refnstead refers to incers to incestuous acesincincestuousincestuous activity  activity using verbusing verbal idioms al idioms associatedassociated either wi either with sexual th sexual activity iactivity in general n genen general orgeneral or with defi with defilement. Thlement. The Bible ale Bible also does noso does not calculatt calculate prohibite prohibited degreesed degrees of relati of of relatioof relationship but nship but cataloguescatalogues forbidden forbidden pairings  pairings (Deut. 22:(Deut. 22:30[MT 23:130[MT 23:1]; 27:20, ]; 27:20, 22–23; Lev22–22–23; Lev22–23; Lev. 18:6-18;. 18:6-18; 20:11-12, 20:11-12, 17, 19; c 17, 19; cf. Ezek. 2f. Ezek. 22:10-11). 2:10-11). As a resulAs a result, its tret, its treatment of atmenttretreatment treatment of incest of incest is less cois less comprehensivmprehensive than thae than that found int found in most West most Western law coern law coern law codes. Cercodes. Certain relattain relationships aionships are not spere not specified as cified as prohibitedprohibited, notably , notably father-daufather-daughter inceghtefather-daufather-daufather-daughter inceghter incest. These st. These gaps do nogaps do not mean that mean that Israel at Israel approved supproved such behavioch behavior since tarbehaviobehavior sbehavior since tabooince taboos against s against them may wthem may well have oell have operated otperated otherwise.herwise.herwise.

Prohibited sexual activity between kin related by blood or marriage. The Bible 
has no term corresponding to the English noun “incest” and instead refers to 
incestuous activity using verbal idioms associated either with sexual activity in 
general or with defilement. The Bible also does not calculate prohibited degrees 
of relationship but catalogues forbidden pairings (Deut. 22:30[MT 23:1]; 27:20, 
22–23; Lev. 18:6-18; 20:11-12, 17, 19; cf. Ezek. 22:10-11). As a result, its 
treatment of incest is less comprehensive than that found in most Western law 
codes. Certain relationships are not specified as prohibited, notably 
father-daughter incest. These gaps do not mean that Israel approved such 
behavior since taboos against them may well have operated otherwise.

�Variety inVariety in the lengt the length and focuh and focus of the bs of the biblical liiblical lists suggessts suggests developts development in Isment in Israel’s thiraIsIsrael’s tIsrael’s thinking abhinking about acceptout acceptable sexuaable sexual conduct.l conduct. Furthermo Furthermore, some ire, some incestuous ncestuous behaviors bbehaviors behaviors prohibitedprohibited in the la in the laws seem tows seem to be permit be permitted in certed in certain narratain narrative contetive contexts (cf. Gxtcontecontexts (contexts (cf. Gen. 2cf. Gen. 20:12; 38:10:12; 38:1-30; 2 Sam-30; 2 Sam. 13:13). . 13:13). The only pThe only possible NTossible NT reference reference to incest t to incest to incest is in 1 Cois in 1 Cor. 5:1-5, r. 5:1-5, where Paulwhere Paul condemns  condemns the Corintthe Corinthian churchian church for toleh for tolerating a mratoletoleratingtolerating a man liv a man living with hing with his father’is father’s wife; Pas wife; Paul commandul commands the churs the church to expech to expel such a ml sul such a mansuch a man from its  from its midst.midst.midst.

Variety in the length and focus of the biblical lists suggests development in 
Israel’s thinking about acceptable sexual conduct. Furthermore, some incestuous 
behaviors prohibited in the laws seem to be permitted in certain narrative 
contexts (cf. Gen. 20:12; 38:1-30; 2 Sam. 13:13). The only possible NT reference 



to incest is in 1 Cor. 5:1-5, where Paul condemns the Corinthian church for 
tolerating a man living with his father’s wife; Paul commands the church to expel 
such a man from its midst.

Frank D. WFrank D. Wulfulf
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INDIAINDIAINDIA

INDIA

In biblicaIn biblical usage, tl usage, the northwehe northwestern registern region of the on of the subcontinesubcontinent of soutnt of southern Asia hern Asia east of Areaseast of Areast of Arabia, markabia, marking the eaing the eastern bounstern boundary of Ahdary of Ahasuerus’ tasuerus’ territory (erritory (Esth. 1:1;Esth. 1:1; 8:9; cf.  8:9 8:9; cf. A8:9; cf. Ad. Esth. 1d. Esth. 13:1; 16:1)3:1; 16:1). The firs. The first important important civilizat civilization in Intion in India was aldia was along the Inong the Iong the Indus RiveIndus River and had r and had highly devhighly developed urbeloped urban settleman settlements; thesents; these people, e people, akin to thakin to the Sumeriane ththe Sumerithe Sumerians, had eans, had entered Indntered India betweenia between 4000 and  4000 and 2500 2500 B.C.B.C. Writing f Writing flourished lourished in this cuinin this cuin this culture, butlture, but only a fe only a few words ofw words of this Drav this Dravidian langidian language have uage have been transbeen translated by mlatetranstranslatedtranslated by modern by modern scholars. scholars. Communica Communication with tion with MesopotamiMesopotamia existed,a existed, but the I but the but the Indus the Indus River cultRiver culture was leure was less advancess advanced.d.d.

In biblical usage, the northwestern region of the subcontinent of southern Asia 
east of Arabia, marking the eastern boundary of Ahasuerus’ territory (Esth. 1:1; 
8:9; cf. Ad. Esth. 13:1; 16:1). The first important civilization in India was along the 
Indus River and had highly developed urban settlements; these people, akin to 
the Sumerians, had entered India between 4000 and 2500 B.C. Writing flourished 
in this culture, but only a few words of this Dravidian language have been 
translated by modern scholars. Communication with Mesopotamia existed, but 
the Indus River culture was less advanced.

�Invasions Invasions by Indo-euby Indo-european Aryropean Aryans, beginans, beginning in thning in the middle oe middle of the 2nd f the 2nd millenniummillennmillenniummillennium, introduc, introduced Vedic red Vedic religion, weligion, which was ahich was assimilatedssimilated into pre- into pre-Aryan elemAryan elements to foeelemelements telements to form Hino form Hinduism. Theduism. The pre-Aryan pre-Aryan people ma people mainly migrainly migrated into sted into south Indiaouth Indouth India, wheIndia, where Tamil, re Tamil, a Dravidiaa Dravidian languagen language, is now d, is now dominant.ominant.ominant.

Invasions by Indo-european Aryans, beginning in the middle of the 2nd 
millennium, introduced Vedic religion, which was assimilated into pre-Aryan 
elements to form Hinduism. The pre-Aryan people mainly migrated into south 
India, where Tamil, a Dravidian language, is now dominant.

�The two chThe two chief Hindu ief Hindu deities ardeities are Siva, foe Siva, found also iund also in the Indun the Indus River cus River culture, andlture, andlture, and Vishnuand Vishnu. Siva has. Siva has many func many functions, buttions, but especiall especially represeny represents creativts creative forces. e forces. His primarHis pHis primary syprimary symbol is a mbol is a stylized pstylized phallus, whhallus, which is conich is considered tosidered to have a di have a divine naturvine nature. Of Vishe. Oe. Of Vishnu’Of Vishnu’s many incs many incarnations,arnations, the beaut the beautiful youthiful youth Krishna i Krishna is the objes the object of muchct of much devotion. de devotion. devotion. Hinduism hHinduism has a stronas a strong focus ong focus on love, bot love, both physicalh physical and roman and romantic/emotiotic/emotional.nromantic/emotioromantic/eromantic/emotional.motional.motional.

The two chief Hindu deities are Siva, found also in the Indus River culture, 
and Vishnu. Siva has many functions, but especially represents creative forces. His 
primary symbol is a stylized phallus, which is considered to have a divine nature. 
Of Vishnu’s many incarnations, the beautiful youth Krishna is the object of much 
devotion. Hinduism has a strong focus on love, both physical and 
romantic/emotional.

�Ancient trAncient trade routesade routes connected connected India and India and western a western areas as eareas as early as therly as the Early Dyn Early  Early DynaEarly Dynastic III pstic III period in Meriod in Mesopotamiaesopotamia (ca. 2500 (ca. 2500). Archaeo). Archaeological anlogical and linguistd linguistic evidencic evic evidence sevidence suggests couggests comparisons mparisons between Pabetween Palestine anlestine and the landd the land of the Ta of the Tamils in thmils in the 12th ceneththe 12th cthe 12th century, inentury, including licluding linguistic snguistic similaritieimilarities between s between some Tamilsome Tamil/Dravidian/Dravidian and Hebre and and Hebrewand Hebrew names. Th names. The Seleucide Seleucids employeds employed elephants elephants and their and their “Indian d “Indian drivers” inrivers” inrivers” in warfarein warfare (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 6:37).6:37).6:37).

Ancient trade routes connected India and western areas as early as the 
Early Dynastic III period in Mesopotamia (ca. 2500). Archaeological and linguistic 
evidence suggests comparisons between Palestine and the land of the Tamils in 
the 12th century, including linguistic similarities between some Tamil/Dravidian 
and Hebrew names. The Seleucids employed elephants and their “Indian drivers” 
in warfare (1 Macc. 6:37).

�SignificanSignificant parallelt parallels may be ss may be seen betweeeen between the Songn the Song of Solomo of Solomon and the n and the earliest searliesearliest searliest surviving wurviving written litritten literature oferature of the Tamil the Tamils, writtens, written in the Ca in the Cankam Age, nkam Age, perhaps beperhperhaps beperhaps before the 7fore the 7th centuryth century. Cankam p. Cankam poetry consoetry consists of boists of both th Akam,Akam, dealing w dealing with the initwwith the iwith the interior, anterior, and nd Puram,Puram, focusing  focusing on the exton the external worlernal world. The d. The AkamAkam love poet love poetry involverpoetpoetry invpoetry involves a laolves a landscape, sndscape, such as foruch as forest, mountest, mountain, cultiain, cultivated landvated lands, desert,s, desert, or seasho or s or seashore; seashore; and the goand the gods worshipds worshipped there ped there and the faand the fauna and fluna and flora. Mostlora. Mostly secular y secular love poemslolove poemslove poems, they exh, they exhibit deep ibit deep insight ininsight into the psyto the psychology ofchology of love. Fiv love. Five phases oe phases of mutual lf mf mutual lovmutual love are desce are described, allribed, all involving involving a kind of a kind of separatio separation. Each lan. Each landscape windscape with its ownth itsth its own imits own images summoages summons its ownns its own specific  specific emotion anemotion and romanticd romantic situation situation. There is. There is. There is a profuis a profusion of nasion of nature imageture imagery. The stry. The structure ofructure of the poems the poems is drama, is drama, monologue monologue monologue,monologue, often wit often with a confidh a confidante as liante as listener.stener.stener.

Significant parallels may be seen between the Song of Solomon and the 
earliest surviving written literature of the Tamils, written in the Cankam Age, 
perhaps before the 7th century. Cankam poetry consists of both Akam, dealing 
with the interior, and Puram, focusing on the external world. The Akam love 
poetry involves a landscape, such as forest, mountain, cultivated lands, desert, or 
seashore; and the gods worshipped there and the fauna and flora. Mostly secular 
love poems, they exhibit deep insight into the psychology of love. Five phases of 
mutual love are described, all involving a kind of separation. Each landscape with 
its own images summons its own specific emotion and romantic situation. There 
is a profusion of nature imagery. The structure of the poems is drama, 



monologue, often with a confidante as listener.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. HikosakS. Hikosaka and G. Ja and G. John Samuelohn Samuel, eds., , eds., EncyclopaeEncyclopaedia of Tamdia of Tamil Literatil Lil LiteratureLiterature 1 (Madras 1 (Madras, 1990); A, 1990); A. Mariasel. Mariaselvam, vam, The Song oThe Song of Songs anf Songs and Ancient d Ancient Tamil LoveTamil LovTamil Love PoemsLove Poems.. AnBib 118 AnBib 118 (Rome, 19 (Rome, 1988).88).88).

Bibliography. S. Hikosaka and G. John Samuel, eds., Encyclopaedia of Tamil 
Literature 1 (Madras, 1990); A. Mariaselvam, The Song of Songs and Ancient Tamil 
Love Poems. AnBib 118 (Rome, 1988).
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INDIVIDUALINDIVIDUALISMISMISM

INDIVIDUALISM

�SeeSee  CORPORATE CORPORATE PERSONALITPERSONALITY.Y.

See CORPORATE PERSONALITY.

INGATHERININGATHERING, FEAST OG, FEAST OFFF

INGATHERING, FEAST OF

�SeeSee  TABERNACLETABERNACLES, FEAST OS, FEAST OF.F.

See TABERNACLES, FEAST OF.

INHERITANCINHERITANCEEE

INHERITANCE

Property tProperty that transfhat transfers to an ers to an heir upon heir upon the death the death of its ownof its owner.er.er.

Property that transfers to an heir upon the death of its owner.

�The inheriThe inheritance of wtance of wealth and ealth and personal ppersonal property isroperty is rarely me rarely mentioned inntioned in the OT. A the O the OT. Apart OT. Apart from a sinfrom a single law prgle law protecting totecting the rights he rights of a man’sof a man’s oldest so oldest son (Deut. 2n (Deut. 21:15-17), 1:1221:15-17),21:15-17), concerns  concerns about thisabout this aspect of aspect of inheritan inheritance are fouce are found only innd only in a few of  a few of the ancestthe the ancestthe ancestor narratior narratives (Gen. ves (Gen. 21:10; 25:21:10; 25:5-6; cf. 35-6; cf. 31:14–16) a1:14–16) and wisdom nd wisdom texts (Protexts (Prov. 13:22; v. (Pro(Prov. 13:(Prov. 13:22; 19:14;22; 19:14; cf. Job 4 cf. Job 42:15).2:15).2:15).

The inheritance of wealth and personal property is rarely mentioned in the 
OT. Apart from a single law protecting the rights of a man’s oldest son (Deut. 
21:15-17), concerns about this aspect of inheritance are found only in a few of 
the ancestor narratives (Gen. 21:10; 25:5-6; cf. 31:14–16) and wisdom texts 
(Prov. 13:22; 19:14; cf. Job 42:15).

�Most OT reMost OT references tferences to inheritao inheritance concernce concern land. Acn land. According tocording to one stran one strand of biblid of d of biblicaof biblical thinkingl thinking, which ma, which may have rooy have roots in the ts in the society ansociety and economy d economy of early tof early tribal Israribattribal Isrtribal Israel, land ael, land is not indis not individually ividually owned, andowned, and cannot be cannot be sold or g sold or given away iven away in perpetuin perin perpetuityperpetuity (Lev. 25: (Lev. 25:23). Parti23). Particular indicular individuals orviduals or families  families obtain usuobtain usufruct of tfruct of the land byhe landhe land by viland by virtue of thrtue of their membereir membership in a ship in a larger kinlarger kinship (or pship (or pseudo-kinsseudo-kinship) commuhip) community, suchncommucommunity,community, such as a such as a lineage,  lineage, clan, or tclan, or tribe.ribe.ribe.

Most OT references to inheritance concern land. According to one strand 
of biblical thinking, which may have roots in the society and economy of early 
tribal Israel, land is not individually owned, and cannot be sold or given away in 
perpetuity (Lev. 25:23). Particular individuals or families obtain usufruct of the 
land by virtue of their membership in a larger kinship (or pseudo-kinship) 
community, such as a lineage, clan, or tribe.

�This conceThis concept is exprpt is expressed theoessed theologically logically through ththrough the assertioe assertion that then that the land is u land is u land is ultimatelyultimately Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s inheritancinheritance (Jer. 16e (Jer. 16:18; cf. J:18; cf. Josh. 22:19osh. 22:19), and tha), and that the Israt the Israelites areelites aelites are merelyare merely tenants w tenants whose tenurhose tenure in the le in the land is conand is contingent uptingent upon loyaltyon loyalty and obedi and obedience to theobediobedience obedience to the deito the deity (cf. Lety (cf. Lev. 20:22-2v. 20:22-26; Deut. 36; Deut. 30:19-20). 0:19-20). The inheriThe inheritance thattance that is passed is p is passed fropassed from generatim generation to geneon to generation is ration is permissionpermission to live o to live on the landn the land and to ex and to exploit its ploexexploit itexploit its resources resources within ts within the paramethe parameters set byers set by the laws  the laws in the Penin the Pentateuch. Stateuch. Several of eveSSeveral ofSeveral of these law these laws aim at ps aim at preventing reventing the alienathe alienation of trtion of tribes and fibes and families framilies from their aom thom their ancetheir ancestral inhestral inheritances (ritances (cf. Lev. 2cf. Lev. 25:24-28; N5:24-28; Num. 36:6-9um. 36:6-9; Deut. 19; Deut. 19:14; 27:17:14; 27:17). Accordi). Ac). According According to Lev. 25to Lev. 25:8-17 agri:8-17 agricultural acultural and pastorand pastoral land mayl land may not be so not be sold in perpld in perpetuity; evetuperpperpetuityperpetuity; every 50; every 50 years dur years during the Juing the Jubilee, lanbilee, land which had which has been sols been sold is to bed is to be returned  retu returned treturned to the famio the family to whosly to whose ancestrae ancestral inherital inheritance it belnce it belongs. Num.ongs. Num. 27:8-11 r 27:8-11 rules that ulerrules thatrules that a man’s d a man’s daughters aaughters are to inhere to inherit his anrit his ancestral prcestral property in operty in the event the event that he dithat that he dithat he dies withoutes without sons. Thi sons. This law doess law does not grant not grant women a g women a general rigeneral right to inheht to inherit or ownriinheinherit orinherit or own land, own land, but seeks but seeks to preser to preserve a man’sve a man’s name by p name by protecting rotecting his lineaghis lineage from exte fe from extinfrom extinction and ction and by maintaiby maintaining its cning its connection onnection to his ancto his ancestral inhestral inheritance.eritance.eritance.

This concept is expressed theologically through the assertion that the land is 
ultimately Yahweh’s inheritance (Jer. 16:18; cf. Josh. 22:19), and that the Israelites 
are merely tenants whose tenure in the land is contingent upon loyalty and 
obedience to the deity (cf. Lev. 20:22-26; Deut. 30:19-20). The inheritance that is 
passed from generation to generation is permission to live on the land and to 
exploit its resources within the parameters set by the laws in the Pentateuch. 
Several of these laws aim at preventing the alienation of tribes and families from 
their ancestral inheritances (cf. Lev. 25:24-28; Num. 36:6-9; Deut. 19:14; 27:17). 
According to Lev. 25:8-17 agricultural and pastoral land may not be sold in 
perpetuity; every 50 years during the Jubilee, land which has been sold is to be 
returned to the family to whose ancestral inheritance it belongs. Num. 27:8-11 
rules that a man’s daughters are to inherit his ancestral property in the event 
that he dies without sons. This law does not grant women a general right to 
inherit or own land, but seeks to preserve a man’s name by protecting his lineage 
from extinction and by maintaining its connection to his ancestral inheritance.



�The rise oThe rise of a centraf a centralized monalized monarchy bringrchy brings notions s notions of privateof private ownership ownership in confli in con in conflict wconflict with the idith the ideals of treals of tribal socieibal society. The rety. The rebellions obellions of Sheba agf Sheba against Daviainst David (2 Sam. d (2 Sad (2 Sam. 20:1-Sam. 20:1-22) and of22) and of the north the northern tribesern tribes against R against Rehoboam (1ehoboam (1 Kgs. 12:1 Kgs. 12:1-20) are m-20) are m-20) are motivated motivated in part byin part by a percept a perception that tion that the instituhe institution of kition of kingship thrngship threatens praeatens practices of cticeprapractices practices of land teof land tenure basednure based on inheri on inheritance. Thetance. The story of  story of Naboth’s vNaboth’s vineyard (2ineyard (21:1–29) po1:1(2(21:1–29) (21:1–29) portrays tportrays the violenthe violent extremes  extremes to which sto which some proponome proponents of prents of private owneivate ownivate ownership ownership will go inwill go in their eff their efforts to ciorts to circumvent trcumvent traditionalraditional restricti restrictions placedons placed upon the  upon upon the supon the sale of ancale of ancestral inhestral inheritances.eritances. In a simi In a similar way, tlar way, the prophethe prophet Micah con Micah condemns Jerudemconcondemns Jcondemns Jerusalem’serusalem’s wealthy c wealthy classes forlasses for coveting  coveting and seizinand seizing the anceg the ancestral inhestral inheritances oritinheinheritancinheritances of the es of the common peocommon people (Mic. ple (Mic. 2:1-5).2:1-5).2:1-5).

The rise of a centralized monarchy brings notions of private ownership in 
conflict with the ideals of tribal society. The rebellions of Sheba against David (2 
Sam. 20:1-22) and of the northern tribes against Rehoboam (1 Kgs. 12:1-20) are 
motivated in part by a perception that the institution of kingship threatens 
practices of land tenure based on inheritance. The story of Naboth’s vineyard 
(21:1–29) portrays the violent extremes to which some proponents of private 
ownership will go in their efforts to circumvent traditional restrictions placed 
upon the sale of ancestral inheritances. In a similar way, the prophet Micah 
condemns Jerusalem’s wealthy classes for coveting and seizing the ancestral 
inheritances of the common people (Mic. 2:1-5).

�The OT empThe OT employs “inheloys “inheritance” iritance” in a varietn a variety of metapy of metaphorical wahorical ways. Descriys. Descriptions of ptionsDescriDescriptioDescriptions of Israns of Israel as God’el as God’s inheritas inheritance point nce point to the intto the intimacy thatimacy that appropria appropriately existtelyappropriaappropriatappropriately existsely exists between G between God and theod and the chosen pe chosen people (e.g.ople (e.g., Exod. 34, Exod. 34:9; Deut. :9; Deut. 4:20; 2 Sa44:20; 2 Sa4:20; 2 Sam. 21:3; Jm. 21:3; Jer. 10:16)er. 10:16). The prop. The prophets draw hets draw parallels parallels between Gobetween God’s rejectd’s rejection of sinionrejectrejection rejection of sinful of sinful Israel andIsrael and a landhol a landholder’s abander’s abandonment ofdonment of an inheri an inheritance thattance that has becom has has becomehas become defiled ( defiled (e.g., 2 Kge.g., 2 Kgs. 21:14; s. 21:14; Jer. 12:7-Jer. 12:7-9; cf. Isa9; cf. Isa. 47:6). A. 47:6). At the end t the end of the Exiof the Eof the Exile, GodExile, God promises  promises a heritagea heritage of milita of military securitry security to an oby to an obedient andedient and soon to b soon to be restorede re restored Zrestored Zion (Isa. ion (Isa. 54:17). Go54:17). God’s decreed’s decrees are descs are described as tribed as the heritaghe heritage of the re of the righteous (ightrrighteous righteous (Ps. 119:1(Ps. 119:111), where11), whereas destrucas destruction is thtion is the inheritae inheritance of oppnce of oppressors (Jressors (Job 27:13-2ob (J(Job 27:13(Job 27:13-23). Eccl-23). Eccl. 7:11 com. 7:11 compares wisdpares wisdom to a goom to a good inheritod inheritance.ance.ance.

The OT employs “inheritance” in a variety of metaphorical ways. 
Descriptions of Israel as God’s inheritance point to the intimacy that 
appropriately exists between God and the chosen people (e.g., Exod. 34:9; Deut. 
4:20; 2 Sam. 21:3; Jer. 10:16). The prophets draw parallels between God’s 
rejection of sinful Israel and a landholder’s abandonment of an inheritance that 
has become defiled (e.g., 2 Kgs. 21:14; Jer. 12:7-9; cf. Isa. 47:6). At the end of the 
Exile, God promises a heritage of military security to an obedient and soon to be 
restored Zion (Isa. 54:17). God’s decrees are described as the heritage of the 
righteous (Ps. 119:111), whereas destruction is the inheritance of oppressors 
(Job 27:13-23). Eccl. 7:11 compares wisdom to a good inheritance.

�The NT selThe NT seldom refersdom refers to the li to the literal inheteral inheritance ofritance of real, per real, personal, or sonal, or financial financial property (pproperty (property (cf. Mark 1cf. Mark 12:1-8 par.2:1-8 par.; Luke 12:; Luke 12:13-15; 15:13-15; 15:11-12). Mo11-12). More commonlre commonly, it emply, it employs ideas oemplemploys idemploys ideas of inheas of inheritance ieritance in a spiritn a spiritual sense.ual sense. Believers Believers are said  are said to inheritto inherit a variety a varie a variety ofvariety of spiritual spiritual benefits, benefits, including including glorifica glorification (Rom.tion (Rom. 8:17), re 8:17), redemption (demption (Eph. 1:14)Eph. 1:Eph. 1:14), sal1:14), salvation (Hevation (Heb. 1:14), b. 1:14), and life (and life (1 Pet. 3:71 Pet. 3:7; cf. Luke; cf. Luke 18:18). T 18:18). This inherihis inheritance is btance is btance is both eternboth eternal and immal and immutable (Heutable (Heb. 9:15; 1b. 9:15; 1 Pet. 1:4) Pet. 1:4). It is of. It is offered to afered to all who arell who are called th calle called thrcalled through the gough the grace of Gorace of God in Jesusd in Jesus Christ (A Christ (Acts 20:32)cts 20:32) and is se and is sealed by thaled by the Holy Spie He Holy SpiriHoly Spirit (Eph. 1:t (Eph. 1:11-14). Al11-14). Although Colthough Col. 3:24 des. 3:24 describes thicribes this inheritas inheritance as a rnce as a reward for ewarrreward forreward for faithful  faithful obedience,obedience, and Eph.  and Eph. 5:5 declar5:5 declares that sies that sinners cannnners cannot inheritot inherit the kingd the the kingdothe kingdom of God, m of God, other passother passages insisages insist that thet that the inheritan inheritance cannot ce cannot be receivebe received through d receivereceived treceived through obehrough obedience to dience to the law, bthe law, but only thut only through faitrough faith in God’sh in God’s promises  promises (Gal. 3:17(G(Gal. 3:17(Gal. 3:17-18; 4:21--18; 4:21-31; cf. He31; cf. Heb. 11:8-16b. 11:8-16). Those w). Those who receiveho receive this inhe this inheritance inritance include bothcludininclude boinclude both Gentileth Gentiles (Eph. 3:s (Eph. 3:6) and wom6) and women (1 Pet en (1 Pet 3:7).3:7).3:7).

The NT seldom refers to the literal inheritance of real, personal, or financial 
property (cf. Mark 12:1-8 par.; Luke 12:13-15; 15:11-12). More commonly, it 
employs ideas of inheritance in a spiritual sense. Believers are said to inherit a 
variety of spiritual benefits, including glorification (Rom. 8:17), redemption (Eph. 
1:14), salvation (Heb. 1:14), and life (1 Pet. 3:7; cf. Luke 18:18). This inheritance is 
both eternal and immutable (Heb. 9:15; 1 Pet. 1:4). It is offered to all who are 
called through the grace of God in Jesus Christ (Acts 20:32) and is sealed by the 
Holy Spirit (Eph. 1:11-14). Although Col. 3:24 describes this inheritance as a 
reward for faithful obedience, and Eph. 5:5 declares that sinners cannot inherit 
the kingdom of God, other passages insist that the inheritance cannot be 
received through obedience to the law, but only through faith in God’s promises 
(Gal. 3:17-18; 4:21-31; cf. Heb. 11:8-16). Those who receive this inheritance 
include both Gentiles (Eph. 3:6) and women (1 Pet 3:7).

Frank D. WFrank D. Wulfulf

Frank D. Wulf

INKINKINK

INK

A liquid lA liquid like water ike water or oil mador oil made of the se of the soot of buroot of burnt resin, nt resin, pitch, or pitch, or wood and mwood and mixed with ixemmixed withmixed with gum for u gum for use in writse in writing. Blacking. Black was the m was the most commonost common color of  color of ink in theink in theink in the biblicthe biblical world, al world, though oththough other known cer known colors wereolors were red (made red (made with red  with red ochre or iochre or ochre or iron oxor iron oxide), yellide), yellow (most low (most likely fromikely from iron or y iron or yellow ochrellow ochre), purplee), purple (from mur (from murex shells)exmurmurex shelmurex shells) and evls) and even silver en silver and gold. and gold. The ingredThe ingredients wereients were dried int dried into cakes ano cakes and then mixd td then mixedthen mixed with wate with water in ink wr in ink wells and aells and applied witpplied with a reed bh a reed brush. The rush. The “pens” and“pens” and inkwells  andand inkweland inkwells are desls are described as cribed as part of a part of a combinatiocombination of writin of writing tools kng tools kept in a cept in a case of wooase oase of wood, hof wood, horn, ivoryorn, ivory, or metal, or metal and worn  and worn at the scrat the scribes’ girdibes’ girdle (Ezek. le (Ezek. 9:2).9:2).9:2).

A liquid like water or oil made of the soot of burnt resin, pitch, or wood and 
mixed with gum for use in writing. Black was the most common color of ink in 
the biblical world, though other known colors were red (made with red ochre 
or iron oxide), yellow (most likely from iron or yellow ochre), purple (from 



murex shells) and even silver and gold. The ingredients were dried into cakes and 
then mixed with water in ink wells and applied with a reed brush. The “pens” 
and inkwells are described as part of a combination of writing tools kept in a case 
of wood, horn, ivory, or metal and worn at the scribes’ girdle (Ezek. 9:2).

�Because ofBecause of its peris its perishable natuhable nature, ink isre, ink is rarely fo rarely found in arcund in archaeologicahaeological contextsl contextsl contexts, contexts, and so theand so the textual e textual evidence ofvidence of these ear these early periodsly periods is biased is biased toward mo toward more permaneremomore permamore permanent remainent remains of inscns of inscribed stonribed stone or clay.e or clay. The only  The only specific bspecific biblical reiblical reference ciferrereference reference cites ink cites ink written onwritten on a scroll  a scroll (Jer. 36:1(Jer. 36:18), but in8), but in the few a the few archaeologirchaeological contexcal cocal contexts acontexts available, vailable, ink is alsink is also found ono found on the outer the outer sides of  sides of clay vesseclay vessels and on ls and on ostraca, oostracostraca, oostraca, on the walln the walls of tombss of tombs and caves and caves, on plast, on plaster-covereder-covered stone and stone and on papyru on papyrus. It is uspapyrupapyrus. Ipapyrus. It is used t is used in projectin projects of both s of both small and small and monumentalmonumental scales. scales. scales.

Because of its perishable nature, ink is rarely found in archaeological 
contexts, and so the textual evidence of these early periods is biased toward 
more permanent remains of inscribed stone or clay. The only specific biblical 
reference cites ink written on a scroll (Jer. 36:18), but in the few archaeological 
contexts available, ink is also found on the outer sides of clay vessels and on 
ostraca, on the walls of tombs and caves, on plaster-covered stone and on 
papyrus. It is used in projects of both small and monumental scales.

�A characteA characteristic of ristic of ink is itsink is its mutabilit mutability — it is y — it is blotted oublotted out (Exod. 3t (Exod. 32:33; Ps. 2:33; Ps. 69:28[MT 26969:28[MT 269:28[MT 29]) and wa9]) and washed off (shed off (Num. 5:23)Num. 5:23). Paul com. Paul compares ink-pares ink-written mewritten messages to ssages tossages to the perto the permanence ofmanence of the Holy  the Holy Spirit’s mSpirit’s message on essage on the human the human heart (2 Cheart (2 Cor. 3:3).or. 3:3).or. 3:3).

A characteristic of ink is its mutability — it is blotted out (Exod. 32:33; Ps. 
69:28[MT 29]) and washed off (Num. 5:23). Paul compares ink-written messages 
to the permanence of the Holy Spirit’s message on the human heart (2 Cor. 3:3).

Katharine Katharine A. MackayA. Mackay

Katharine A. Mackay

INNINNINN

INN

A place whA place where travelere travelers resteders rested for the n for the night (Heb.ight (Heb.  maœlo®n,maœlo®n, “lodging  “lodging place”). Tplace”). Tplace”). The term iThe term implies litmplies little more ttle more than a levehan a level stretch l stretch of ground of ground on which ton which to sleep (Go sleep (Gen. 42:27;en(G(Gen. 42:2(Gen. 42:27; Exod. 47; Exod. 4:24; Jer. :24; Jer. 9:2[MT 1];9:2[MT 1]; NJPSV “en NJPSV “encampment”)campment”)...

A place where travelers rested for the night (Heb. maœlo®n, “lodging place”). 
The term implies little more than a level stretch of ground on which to sleep 
(Gen. 42:27; Exod. 4:24; Jer. 9:2[MT 1]; NJPSV “encampment”).

�In the NT In the NT Gk. Gk. kataélymakataélyma (from  (from kataé,kataé, “down,” a “down,” and nd luíoœ,luíoœ, “to loose “to loose”) signifi”) sig”) signifies signifies a place wha place where travelere travelers could ers could loose theiloose their own burdr own burdens or thaens or that of theirt of their beasts an bea beasts andbeasts and rest. By  rest. By the 2nd cethe 2nd century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. the term  the term came to mecame to mean generalan generally a lodgily a lodging or dwelnlodgilodging orlodging or dwelling  dwelling place (so place (so Luke 2:7).Luke 2:7). However,  However, in Mark 14in Mark 14:14; Luke :14; Luke 22:11 it r22:11 it refers moreeferrefers morrefers more particule particularly to a arly to a guest or dguest or dining roomining room, designat, designating the seing the setting for tting for the Last Sthe Lthe Last SuppeLast Supper. Anotherr. Another term, Gk. term, Gk.  pandocheiípandocheiíon,on, means lit means literally a perally a place wherelace where all are r all a all are receivare received (in theed (in the NT only a NT only at Luke 10:t Luke 10:34, in the34, in the parable o parable of the Goodf the Good Samaritan Samaritan), includi),SamaritanSamaritan)Samaritan), includin, including cattle ag cattle and beasts nd beasts of burden;of burden; thus, the thus, the inn of th inn of the parable e parable was most lwas mwas most likelmost likely a place y a place where cattwhere cattle as wellle as well as humans as humans gathered. gathered.

In the NT Gk. kataélyma (from kataé, “down,” and luíoœ, “to loose”) 
signifies a place where travelers could loose their own burdens or that of their 
beasts and rest. By the 2nd century B.C.E. the term came to mean generally a 
lodging or dwelling place (so Luke 2:7). However, in Mark 14:14; Luke 22:11 it 
refers more particularly to a guest or dining room, designating the setting for the 
Last Supper. Another term, Gk. pandocheiíon, means literally a place where all 
are received (in the NT only at Luke 10:34, in the parable of the Good 
Samaritan), including cattle and beasts of burden; thus, the inn of the parable was 
most likely a place where cattle as well as humans gathered.

Dale EllenDale Ellenburgburg

Dale Ellenburg

INNER BEININNER BEINGGG

INNER BEING

An expressAn expression (Gk. ion (Gk. ho ésoœ aého ésoœ aénthroœposnthroœpos) used by ) used by Paul (Eph.Paul (Eph. 3:16) app 3:16) apparently toarentlappapparentlyapparently to descri to describe the spibe the spiritual selritual self, which ef, which experiencesxperiences constant  constant renewal unrenewal under the guderununder the under the guidance oguidance of God’s lof God’s love and merve and mercy, as oppcy, as opposed to thosed to the “outer me “outer man,” whichan,” whican,” which is swhich is subject to ubject to sin. Such sin. Such a conclusia conclusion can onlon can only be reachy be reached, howeveed, however, by readr, by reading the paingreadreading threading the passage e passage through ththrough the lens of e lens of 2 Cor. 4:12 Cor. 4:16 (“Though6 (“Though our outer our outer nature is nature is wasting a w wasting awwasting away, our inay, our inner naturener nature is being  is being renewed darenewed day by day”)y by day”)...

An expression (Gk. ho ésoœ aénthroœpos) used by Paul (Eph. 3:16) 
apparently to describe the spiritual self, which experiences constant renewal 
under the guidance of God’s love and mercy, as opposed to the “outer man,” 
which is subject to sin. Such a conclusion can only be reached, however, by 
reading the passage through the lens of 2 Cor. 4:16 (“Though our outer nature is 
wasting away, our inner nature is being renewed day by day”).

Henry L. CHenry L. Carrigan, Jarrigan, Jr.r.

Henry L. Carrigan, Jr.



INNOCENTS,INNOCENTS, MASSACRE  MASSACRE OF THEOF THEOF THE

INNOCENTS, MASSACRE OF THE

A brief epA brief episode of misode of male infantale infanticide at Bicide at Bethlehem rethlehem recorded inecorded in the Infan the Infancy narraticy narrative in Mattve ive in Matthewin Matthew (Matt. 2: (Matt. 2:16-18). Ki16-18). King Herod, ng Herod, duped by tduped by the astrolohe astrologers from gers from the East wthe East wthe East who are sewho are searching foarching for the newbr the newborn king oorn king of the Jewsf the Jews, goes int, goes into a rage ao a rage and kills and kills all male chll mll male childmale children two yeren two years old anars old and under ind under in Bethlehem Bethlehem and the s and the surroundingurrounding region. T region. T region. The 1st-ceThe 1st-century Jewintury Jewish historish historian Josephuan Josephus does nots does not mention t mention this specifhis specific incidenic incident, but doet, bt, but does rbut does recount simecount similar instailar instances of Hences of Herod’s violrod’s violence and pence and paranoia (aranoia (Ant.Ant. 16.11.7;  16.11.7; 17.2.4; 6.117.2.4; 6.17.2.4; 6.5–6). Alth5–6). Although thereough there are stron are strong OT antecg OT antecedents (e.edents (e.g., Pharaog., Pharaoh’s slaughh’s slaughter of theterslaughslaughter slaughter of the Hebof the Hebrew male irew male infants, Exnfants, Exod. 1:15-2od. 1:15-22; Rachel’2; Rachel’s traditios traditional burialnal burial ground in gro ground in ground in Bethlehem,Bethlehem, Gen. 35:1 Gen. 35:19; her str9; her strong matriaong matriarchal rolerchal role in Israel in Israelite historite history as refley asy as reflectas reflected in Matted in Matthew’s quothew’s quote from Jere from Jer. 31:15; a. 31:15; and Israel’nd Israel’s forced gs forced gathering pathering point and dointppoint and point and deportatiodeportation from Ramn from Ramah into exah into exile in Babile in Babylon, Jer.ylon, Jer. 31:15), n 31:15), no other Goo other Gospel writespGoGospel wriGospel writer includter includes this stes this story.ory.ory.

A brief episode of male infanticide at Bethlehem recorded in the Infancy narrative 
in Matthew (Matt. 2:16-18). King Herod, duped by the astrologers from the East 
who are searching for the newborn king of the Jews, goes into a rage and kills all 
male children two years old and under in Bethlehem and the surrounding region. 
The 1st-century Jewish historian Josephus does not mention this specific incident, 
but does recount similar instances of Herod’s violence and paranoia (Ant. 16.11.7; 
17.2.4; 6.5–6). Although there are strong OT antecedents (e.g., Pharaoh’s 
slaughter of the Hebrew male infants, Exod. 1:15-22; Rachel’s traditional burial 
ground in Bethlehem, Gen. 35:19; her strong matriarchal role in Israelite history 
as reflected in Matthew’s quote from Jer. 31:15; and Israel’s forced gathering 
point and deportation from Ramah into exile in Babylon, Jer. 31:15), no other 
Gospel writer includes this story.

�Various ChVarious Christian trristian traditions caditions claim that laim that from 14 thfrom 14 thousand to ousand to 144 thousa144 thousand childrend chilnd children wchildren were killedere killed. Historia. Historians suggestns suggest, however,, however, that beca that because of theuse of the probable  probable populationpopopulationpopulation of Bethle of Bethlehem at thehem at the time, the time, the resulting resulting annual bi annual birthrate, arthrate, and a high nd a high infant morinfaninfant morinfant mortality rattality rate, the tote, the total number al number could not could not have been have been more than more than 20 boys un20 boys under the agdununder the under the age of twoage of two. That fig. That figure makes ure makes the act nothe act no less hein less heinous. The Fous. The Feast of theast of the Holy Inne He Holy InnocHoly Innocents, celeents, celebrated on brated on 28 Decembe28 December, celebrar, celebrates the mates the massacred bassacred baby boys asby boys aby boys as Christias Christian martyrsan martyrs and saint and saints. The stos. The story has beery has been useful tn useful to scholarso scholars in settin in setting Jesus’ bg Jesg Jesus’ birJesus’ birth at 6 th at 6 B.C.E.B.C.E., two year, two years before Hs before Herod’s deaerod’s death. For Math. For Matthew’s putthew’s purpose, therpose, thrpose, the impendthe impending massacing massacre promptsre prompts Joseph’s  Joseph’s decision tdecision to flee to o flee to Egypt withEgypt with Mary and  Mary and  Mary and Jesus,and Jesus, thus sati thus satisfying a tsfying a theme of OTheme of OT prophecy, prophecy, i.e., “Ou i.e., “Out of Egyptt of Egypt I have ca I have called my solled mlled my son” (Mmy son” (Matt. 2:15;att. 2:15; Hos. 11:1 Hos. 11:1; Exod. 4:; Exod. 4:22).22).22).

Various Christian traditions claim that from 14 thousand to 144 thousand 
children were killed. Historians suggest, however, that because of the probable 
population of Bethlehem at the time, the resulting annual birthrate, and a high 
infant mortality rate, the total number could not have been more than 20 boys 
under the age of two. That figure makes the act no less heinous. The Feast of the 
Holy Innocents, celebrated on 28 December, celebrates the massacred baby boys 
as Christian martyrs and saints. The story has been useful to scholars in setting 
Jesus’ birth at 6 B.C.E., two years before Herod’s death. For Matthew’s purpose, 
the impending massacre prompts Joseph’s decision to flee to Egypt with Mary 
and Jesus, thus satisfying a theme of OT prophecy, i.e., “Out of Egypt I have called 
my son” (Matt. 2:15; Hos. 11:1; Exod. 4:22).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. BrowR. E. Brown, n, The Birth The Birth of the Mesof the Messiah,siah, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New York, 1993); U. 199 1993); U. 1993); U. Luz, Luz, Matthew 1-Matthew 1-77 (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1989)lis, 1989)...

Bibliography. R. E. Brown, The Birth of the Messiah, rev. ed. (New York, 
1993); U. Luz, Matthew 1-7 (Minneapolis, 1989).

Glenna S. Glenna S. JacksonJackson

Glenna S. Jackson

I.N.R.I.I.N.R.I.I.N.R.I.

I.N.R.I.

AbbreviatiAbbreviation of Lat.on of Lat.  Iesus NazaIesus Nazarenus rex renus rex Iudaeorum,Iudaeorum, “Jesus of “Jesus of Nazareth, Nazareth, King of t King of the Jews,” hetthe Jews,”the Jews,” the inscr the inscription Piliption Pilate affixeate affixed to Jesusd to Jesus’ cross (J’ cross (John 19:19-ohn 19:19-20).20).

Abbreviation of Lat. Iesus Nazarenus rex Iudaeorum, “Jesus of Nazareth, King of 
the Jews,” the inscription Pilate affixed to Jesus’ cross (John 19:19-20).

INSCRIPTIOINSCRIPTIONS, GREEKNS, GREEKNS, GREEK

INSCRIPTIONS, GREEK

Written maWritten materials prterials preserved upeserved upon durableon durable media suc media such as stoneh as stone and metal and metals. While ts. While s. While the While the cultures ocultures of the ancif the ancient Mediteent Mediterranean barranean basin producsin produced inscriped inscriptions in ntions in numerous laumnnumerous lnumerous languages, anguages, Greek inscGreek inscriptions ariptions are by far re by far the most ithe most important fmportant for the stuor the study of the dstustudy of tstudy of the NT.he NT.he NT.

Written materials preserved upon durable media such as stone and metals. 
While the cultures of the ancient Mediterranean basin produced inscriptions in 
numerous languages, Greek inscriptions are by far the most important for the 
study of the NT.

�The systemThe systematic efforatic efforts to corrts to correlate the elate the epigraphicepigraphical discoveal discoveries of thries of the classicae classical world wilclassicaclassical classical world withworld with the conte the content of the nt of the NT began iNT began in earnest n earnest in the latin the latter decadeter decades of the 1s os of the 19tof the 19th century h century and continand continue, with aue, with a major hia major hiatus in thetus in the decades f decades following Wollowing World War IoWWorld War World War I, until tI, until the presenthe present. Scholars. Scholars such as G such as G. Adolph D. Adolph Deissman, Weissman, William M. illiam M. illiam M. Ramsay,M. Ramsay, James H.  James H. Moulton, GMoulton, George Milleorge Milligan, Fredigan, Frederick W. Derick W. Danker, G. anker, G. H. R. HorsH. R. HoH. R. Horsley, aHorsley, and Ceslas nd Ceslas Spicq haveSpicq have been lode been lodestars in tstars in this academhis academic undertaic undertaking and hking and have made mavhhave made have made major contmajor contributions ributions through ththrough their publiceir publications.ations.ations.

The systematic efforts to correlate the epigraphical discoveries of the 
classical world with the content of the NT began in earnest in the latter decades 
of the 19th century and continue, with a major hiatus in the decades following 



World War I, until the present. Scholars such as G. Adolph Deissman, William 
M. Ramsay, James H. Moulton, George Milligan, Frederick W. Danker, G. H. R. 
Horsley, and Ceslas Spicq have been lodestars in this academic undertaking and 
have made major contributions through their publications.

�One of theOne of the initial a initial and endurinnd enduring results g results of the invof the investigationestigation of Greek  of Greek inscriptioinscriptioinscriptioinscriptions for NT ns for NT studies wastudies was to expels to expel older mis older misconceptionconceptions about ths about the uniquenee uniqueness of the suniqueneuniquenessuniqueness of the vo of the vocabulary ocabulary of the Greef the Greek NT. Manyk NT. Many terms whi terms which had beech had been hitherton hithern hitherto rhitherto regarded asegarded as “Christia “Christian words” wn words” were now seere now seen to be pen to be part of theart of the general G general G general Greek vocaGreek vocabulary.bulary.bulary.

One of the initial and enduring results of the investigation of Greek 
inscriptions for NT studies was to expel older misconceptions about the 
uniqueness of the vocabulary of the Greek NT. Many terms which had been 
hitherto regarded as “Christian words” were now seen to be part of the general 
Greek vocabulary.

�The hundreThe hundreds of extads of extant Greek Jnt Greek Jewish inscewish inscriptions hriptions have also save also shed signifhed significant lighicant ligicant light on flight on facets of Sacets of Second Tempecond Temple Judaismle Judaism. In light. In light of these  of these Greek inscGreek inscriptions Nriptions NT scholarsT sT scholarshischolarship clearly p clearly knows moreknows more about the about the date and  date and origin of origin of the synagothe synagogue buildigue building, the syngbuildibuilding, building, the synagothe synagogue’s malegue’s male and femal and female officerse officers, the Jewi, the Jewish communish community’s interty’s interaction witactinterinteractiointeraction with itsn with its pagan urb pagan urban environan environment, and ment, and life withilife within the largn the larger Jewish er Jewish fellowshipfellofellowshipfellowship of antiqu of antiquity.ity.ity.

The hundreds of extant Greek Jewish inscriptions have also shed significant 
light on facets of Second Temple Judaism. In light of these Greek inscriptions NT 
scholarship clearly knows more about the date and origin of the synagogue 
building, the synagogue’s male and female officers, the Jewish community’s 
interaction with its pagan urban environment, and life within the larger Jewish 
fellowship of antiquity.

�The signifThe significance of icance of the emperothe emperor cult andr cult and general p general political political piety in thiety in the early Roe early Roe early Roman EmpiRoman Empire is extrre is extremely impoemely important for rtant for a proper ua proper understandinderstanding of partng of parts of the Gs of the Gs of the Gospels, AGospels, Acts, the Gcts, the General Epieneral Epistles, andstles, and the Apoca the Apocalypse of Jlypse of John. Accorohn. Accordingly, thdingly, those Greek oseththose Greethose Greek inscriptk inscriptions whichions which bear test bear testimony to timony to the local dhe local devotion toevotion to the Roman the Roman the Roman empeRoman emperor, to diror, to divine epithvine epithets used oets used of the impef the imperial Romanrial Roman family, o family, or which hir which highlight thghihighlight highlight the divinethe divine benefits  benefits which stemwhich stem from the  from the emperor’s emperor’s reign provreign provide salienide salient insight t int insight ininsight into the ideto the ideology as wology as well as patell as patriotic devriotic devotion of totion of the Roman che Roman civilizatioivilization in whichn in wn in which Chriwhich Christianity sstianity spread.pread.pread.

The significance of the emperor cult and general political piety in the early 
Roman Empire is extremely important for a proper understanding of parts of the 
Gospels, Acts, the General Epistles, and the Apocalypse of John. Accordingly, 
those Greek inscriptions which bear testimony to the local devotion to the 
Roman emperor, to divine epithets used of the imperial Roman family, or which 
highlight the divine benefits which stem from the emperor’s reign provide salient 
insight into the ideology as well as patriotic devotion of the Roman civilization in 
which Christianity spread.

�There are There are a number oa number of politicaf political and statl and status-based ous-based officials mfficials mentioned ientioned in the NT. n the NTn the NT. Since NT. Since in some inin some instances thstances these officiese official positioal positions and insns and institutions titutions are only aare only adumbrated dumbaadumbratedadumbrated in ancien in ancient literatut literature, Greek re, Greek inscriptioinscriptions are verns are very helpful y helpful in establiin establishing greashingestabliestablishiestablishing greaterng greater clarity a clarity about theirbout their significa significance and chnce and characteristaracteristics. This ics. This would inclwould inwould include include asiaércheäasiaércheäss (Acts 19: (Acts 19:31), 31), politaérchpolitaércheäseäs (17:6, 8) (17:6, 8), the city, the city’s ’s grammateuígrammatgrammateuígrammateuíss (“town cl (“town clerk,” 19:3erk,” 19:35), the me5), the members of tmbers of the Areopaghe Areopagus court (us court (17:34), an17:34((17:34), a(17:34), and the nd the oikonoœmosoikonoœmos (“city tr (“city treasurer”) easurer”) of Corinthof Corinth (Rom. 16: (Rom. 16:23).23).23).

There are a number of political and status-based officials mentioned in the 
NT. Since in some instances these official positions and institutions are only 
adumbrated in ancient literature, Greek inscriptions are very helpful in 
establishing greater clarity about their significance and characteristics. This would 
include asiaércheäs (Acts 19:31), politaércheäs (17:6, 8), the city’s 
grammateuís (“town clerk,” 19:35), the members of the Areopagus court 
(17:34), and the oikonoœmos (“city treasurer”) of Corinth (Rom. 16:23).

�Since the Since the majority omajority of Christiaf Christians who werns who were contempoe contemporary with rary with the writinthe writing of the bg of tg of the books the books of the NT of the NT were of gewere of gentile herintile heritage, it itage, it is crucial s crucial to understto understand the coand the contours of ntococontours ocontours of pagan pif pagan piety at thaety at that time. Grt time. Greek inscrieek inscriptions notptions not only info only inform us abourm us about specifict st specific pspecific pagan religagan religions mentiions mentioned in thoned in the NT such e NT such as the Ephas the Ephesian Arteesian Artemis, but amis, but also about lsoaalso aboutalso about many wide many widespread facspread facets of pagets of pagan religioan religiosity. Pagasity. Pagan belief in belief in healing n healing miracles imiracmiracles imiracles is widely as widely attested inttested in temple te temple testimonial stimonial epigraphy epigraphy and in votand in votive inscriive inscriptions. Epptioninscriinscriptioinscriptions. Epigrans. Epigraphy attestphy attests the pagas the pagan assurancn assurance that vare that various deitiious deities communies communicated to tcatcommunicommunicatcommunicated to theied to their devoteesr devotees through d through divine dreaivine dreams, visionms, visions, voices,s, voices, prophecie prophecie propheciesprophecies, and writ, and written revelaten revelations. Thetions. There is a core is a collection ollection of “confessf “confession” inscrion” inscriptions foiptioinscrinscriptioinscriptions found pns found primarily irimarily in Roman Asn Roman Asia which bia which bears witneears witness to numess to numerous indivrous individuals whoiindivindividualindividuals who becas who became aware ome aware of their nef their need to repeed to repent and connt and confess violafess violation of a tion of a deity’s stdedeity’s stdeity’s statute or latute or law. One imaw. One impressive ipressive inscriptionnscription from the  from the city of Phcity of Philadelphiailadelphia in Roman  in R in Roman AsiaRoman Asia focuses o focuses on the highn the high moral sta moral standards of ndards of a cult of a cult of Zeus, violZeus, violation of wation of which standhiwwhich stanwhich standards wouldards would bring fod bring forth the wrrth the wrath of theath of the gods. In  gods. In particularparticular, the memb, the members of thiemembmembers ofmembers of this cult this cult, “men and, “men and women, sl women, slave and frave and free,” regaree,” regarded abortided abortion, pedophon, pedopon, pedophiliapedophilia, murder, , murder, and sexualand sexual infidelit infidelity as violay as violations of etions of expressed dxpressed divine reveivine revelation.lationreverevelationrevelation...

Since the majority of Christians who were contemporary with the writing of 
the books of the NT were of gentile heritage, it is crucial to understand the 
contours of pagan piety at that time. Greek inscriptions not only inform us about 
specific pagan religions mentioned in the NT such as the Ephesian Artemis, but 
also about many widespread facets of pagan religiosity. Pagan belief in healing 
miracles is widely attested in temple testimonial epigraphy and in votive 
inscriptions. Epigraphy attests the pagan assurance that various deities 
communicated to their devotees through divine dreams, visions, voices, 
prophecies, and written revelations. There is a collection of “confession” 
inscriptions found primarily in Roman Asia which bears witness to numerous 



individuals who became aware of their need to repent and confess violation of a 
deity’s statute or law. One impressive inscription from the city of Philadelphia in 
Roman Asia focuses on the high moral standards of a cult of Zeus, violation of 
which standards would bring forth the wrath of the gods. In particular, the 
members of this cult, “men and women, slave and free,” regarded abortion, 
pedophilia, murder, and sexual infidelity as violations of expressed divine 
revelation.

�The socialThe social organizat organization and chion and characteristaracteristics of theics of the early Chu early Church were nrch were not withoutot withot without pawithout parallel in rallel in the socialthe social and relig and religious guildious guilds and colls and collegia of thegia of the Greco-Roe Greco-Roman world.man wman world. Manworld. Many of thesey of these guilds ar guilds are uniquelye uniquely documente documented by inscrd by inscriptional eiptional evidence. Tvidence. The activithTThe activiThe activities, the ties, the specific ospecific office holdffice holders, the pers, the procedures rocedures for holdinfor holding regular g regular worship seworshworship seworship services andrvices and corporate corporate meals, an meals, and the placd the place of corpoe of corporate discirate discipline are pline are all mentioallall mentioall mentioned in onened in one extensive extensive Greek ins Greek inscription ocription of the f the Iobacchi,Iobacchi, a group o a group of worshippf worshif worshipperworshippers of Bacchs of Bacchus at Atheus at Athens.ns.ns.

The social organization and characteristics of the early Church were not 
without parallel in the social and religious guilds and collegia of the Greco-Roman 
world. Many of these guilds are uniquely documented by inscriptional evidence. 
The activities, the specific office holders, the procedures for holding regular 
worship services and corporate meals, and the place of corporate discipline are 
all mentioned in one extensive Greek inscription of the Iobacchi, a group of 
worshippers of Bacchus at Athens.

�Slavery waSlavery was a ubiquis a ubiquitous phenotous phenomenon in tmenon in the Roman whe Roman world. Sincorld. Since this ance this ancient phenoientancancient phancient phenomenon henomenon has often bas often been anachreen anachronisticallonistically viewed ty viewed through thehrough the experienc experien experienceexperience of Black  of Black slavery inslavery in modern Am modern American hiserican history, Greetory, Greek inscriptk inscriptions have ions have provided hpprovided hprovided helpful infelpful information aormation about the mbout the manumissionanumission of slaves of slaves in antiqu in antiquity, the iity, the interactionnteriinteractiointeraction between n between ancient reancient religions anligions and slaves, d slaves, the legal the legal obligationobligations of slaves of slaves to theirs to ts to their formtheir former owners,er owners, and the p and the participatiarticipation of slavon of slaves and frees and freedmen in Gedmen in Greco-Romanreco-RomaGGreco-RomaGreco-Roman society n society at large.at large.at large.

Slavery was a ubiquitous phenomenon in the Roman world. Since this 
ancient phenomenon has often been anachronistically viewed through the 
experience of Black slavery in modern American history, Greek inscriptions have 
provided helpful information about the manumission of slaves in antiquity, the 
interaction between ancient religions and slaves, the legal obligations of slaves to 
their former owners, and the participation of slaves and freedmen in 
Greco-Roman society at large.

�The last fThe last few decadesew decades have seen have seen a burgeon a burgeoning intereing interest in “womst in “women in antien in antiquity” stuquity”antiantiquity”antiquity” studies.  studies. As a direcAs a direct result ot result of informatf information preserion preserved in Greved in Greek inscripek inscriptions, we tioninscripinscriptioinscriptions, we arens, we are now bette now better able to r able to reconstrucreconstruct women’s t women’s life and clife and contributioontributions in the nscontributiocontributicontributions in theons in the Roman wor Roman world, particld, particularly in ularly in religious religious and civic and civic roles. Womroles. Women’s placeen’WomWomen’s plWomen’s place in famace in family and soily and society as wciety as well as whaell as what their sut their survivors, trvivors, typically hypically husbands anusbahhusbands ahusbands and childrend children, expressn, expressed about ted about them in sephem in sepulchral epulchral epigraphy haigraphy have been ilve been illumined byluilillumined illumined by numerouby numerous epigraphs epigraphical discoical discoveries. Atveries. At many junc many junctures, thetures, the new evide new evidence of Grenevideevidence oevidence of Greek epf Greek epigraphy haigraphy has toppled s toppled older sterolder stereotypical eotypical understandunderstandings aboutings aboutings about womeabout women in the wn in the world conteorld contemporary wimporary with nascentth nascent Christian Christianity.ity.ity.

The last few decades have seen a burgeoning interest in “women in 
antiquity” studies. As a direct result of information preserved in Greek 
inscriptions, we are now better able to reconstruct women’s life and 
contributions in the Roman world, particularly in religious and civic roles. 
Women’s place in family and society as well as what their survivors, typically 
husbands and children, expressed about them in sepulchral epigraphy have been 
illumined by numerous epigraphical discoveries. At many junctures, the new 
evidence of Greek epigraphy has toppled older stereotypical understandings 
about women in the world contemporary with nascent Christianity.

�There is nThere is no single co single corpus of Gorpus of Greek inscrreek inscriptions. Riptions. Rather, oneather, one must look must look to severa to sev to several coseveral corpora as wrpora as well as tecell as technical jouhnical journals to lrnals to locate Greeocate Greek inscriptk inscriptions germaions germane to the ne tne to the stuto the study of the dy of the NT. In addNT. In addition to tition to the fact thhe fact that there eat there exists no sxists no single workingle work which con whi which contwhich contains all tains all the relevanhe relevant evidencet evidence, most of , most of the major the major corpora docorpora do not conta not contain Englishincontacontain Encontain English tranglish translations. slations. AccordinglAccordingly, the typy, the typical scholical scholar — not tar — not to mention o mention student — studstudent — student — is unable is unable to pursue to pursue his or herhis or her own studi own studies. The bees. The best point ost point on entry inn entry into this imtoininto this into this important,important, but large but largely inaccesly inaccessible, aresible, area of studya of study is the wo is the works by schrks by scholars sucholars solars such as Desuch as Deissmann anissmann and Spicq asd Spicq as well as t well as the more rehe more recently discently discovered macovered materials asterials assembled, tsasassembled,assembled, translate translated, and intd, and interpreted berpreted by various y various scholars ischolars in the serin the series es New DocumeNew DocumNew Documents Documents IllustratiIllustrating Early Cng Early Christianithristianityy 1–5, ed.  1–5, ed. G. H. R. HG. H. R. Horsley (Maorsley (Marrickvillerrickville, New Sout, New , New South New South Wales and Wales and Grand RapiGrand Rapids, 1981–1ds, 1981–1989); 6—, 989); 6—, ed. S. R. ed. S. R. Llewelyn (Llewelyn (1992—).1992—((1992—).(1992—).(1992—).

There is no single corpus of Greek inscriptions. Rather, one must look to 
several corpora as well as technical journals to locate Greek inscriptions germane 
to the study of the NT. In addition to the fact that there exists no single work 
which contains all the relevant evidence, most of the major corpora do not 
contain English translations. Accordingly, the typical scholar — not to mention 
student — is unable to pursue his or her own studies. The best point on entry 
into this important, but largely inaccessible, area of study is the works by scholars 
such as Deissmann and Spicq as well as the more recently discovered materials 
assembled, translated, and interpreted by various scholars in the series New 
Documents Illustrating Early Christianity 1–5, ed. G. H. R. Horsley (Marrickville, 



New South Wales and Grand Rapids, 1981–1989); 6—, ed. S. R. Llewelyn 
(1992—).
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INSCRIPTIONS, SEMITIC

A variety A variety of ancientof ancient Semitic d Semitic documents socuments survives whurvives which helps ich helps to facilitto facilitate the state the study of theudy ststudy of tstudy of the Hebrew he Hebrew ScripturesScriptures. It is in. It is in tracing t tracing the develophe development of anment of and further d further elucidatioelucelucidatioelucidation of the vn of the various lanarious languages thaguages that the insct the inscriptions hriptions have the moave the most obviousst obvious importanc im importanceimportance and value and value. The area. The areas illuminas illuminated are phted are phonology, monology, morphology,orphology, syntax, p syntax, p syntax, poetics, apoetics, and lexicognd lexicography. Theraphy. The inscripti inscriptions also rons also reveal the eveal the orthographorthographic conventic conventions of thionconventconventionconventions of the vs of the various perarious periods for tiods for the respecthe respective languaive languages, data ges, data which helpwhich help in the da in in the datin the dating of bibing of biblical textlical texts, for exas, for example.mple.mple.

A variety of ancient Semitic documents survives which helps to facilitate the 
study of the Hebrew Scriptures. It is in tracing the development of and further 
elucidation of the various languages that the inscriptions have the most obvious 
importance and value. The areas illuminated are phonology, morphology, syntax, 
poetics, and lexicography. The inscriptions also reveal the orthographic 
conventions of the various periods for the respective languages, data which help 
in the dating of biblical texts, for example.

�In additioIn addition to theirn to their importanc importance for phile for philological iological insight, thnsight, the inscripte inscriptions also ions also shed lightsheshed lightshed light on histor on history and culty and cultures of thures of the respectie respective groups.ve groups. Though ve Though very few shery few shed direct ld sheshed direcshed direct light ont light on biblical  biblical events, thevents, the inscripte inscriptions help ions help fill in thfill in the blanks ie blanks in the bibln the biblical histoibiblbiblical hbiblical historical istorical record. Threcord. Through the rough the inscriptioinscriptions, the suns, the succession occession of kings off kings of certain s certa certain stcertain states is reates is reconstructeconstructed or the ed or the extent of rxtent of relationshielationships betweenps between different different states is sta states is states is revealed. revealed. The researThe researcher learncher learns the leves the level of literl of literacy in a cacy in a certain regertain region and peion andion and periodand period, and lega, and legal practicel practices are expls are explicated.icated.icated.

In addition to their importance for philological insight, the inscriptions also 
shed light on history and cultures of the respective groups. Though very few 
shed direct light on biblical events, the inscriptions help fill in the blanks in the 
biblical historical record. Through the inscriptions, the succession of kings of 
certain states is reconstructed or the extent of relationships between different 
states is revealed. The researcher learns the level of literacy in a certain region 
and period, and legal practices are explicated.

�InscriptioInscriptions are wrins are written on altten on all kinds ofl kinds of materials materials and by al and by all kinds ofl kinds of implement implement implementsimplements. Material. Materials include s include stone, potstone, pottery (eithtery (either whole ver whole vessels or essels or fragments fragments called potcacalled potcalled potsherds), asherds), animal skinnimal skins, papyruss, papyrus, metal, a, metal, and even wond even wood. The inod. The inscriptionsscriptions are chise ar are chiselare chiseled, inciseed, incised, writtend, written with pen  with pen and ink, aand ink, and stampednd stamped — using a — using a seal carv seal carved for thaed carvcarved forcarved for that purp that purpose — intoose — into wet clay  wet clay (either a (either a pottery vepottery vessel beforssel before it hardee it hardened or a cnehardehardened ohardened or a clump r a clump of clay) tof clay) to seal a do seal a document. Tocument. The most cohe most common are tmmon are the pen andhe pen ahe pen and ink teand ink texts writtexts written on potshn on potsherds (thenerds (then called os called ostraca) andtraca) and the stamp the stamp seal impr seal impressions inesimprimpressionimpressions in thoses in those clumps of clumps of clay (bul clay (bullæ).læ).

Inscriptions are written on all kinds of materials and by all kinds of 
implements. Materials include stone, pottery (either whole vessels or fragments 
called potsherds), animal skins, papyrus, metal, and even wood. The inscriptions 
are chiseled, incised, written with pen and ink, and stamped — using a seal 
carved for that purpose — into wet clay (either a pottery vessel before it 
hardened or a clump of clay) to seal a document. The most common are the pen 
and ink texts written on potsherds (then called ostraca) and the stamp seal 
impressions in those clumps of clay (bullæ).
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PomegranatPomegranate Scepter e Scepter HeadHeadHead

Pomegranate Scepter Head

The IsraelThe Israel Museum ow Museum owns a smallns a small pomegrana pomegranate-shaped te-shaped scepter hescepter head which bad which bears a latears a ears a late 8tha late 8th-century p-century paleo-Hebrealeo-Hebrew inscriptw inscription. Unforion. Unfortunately, tunately, the sceptethe scepter head is r head is broken, sobrobroken, sobroken, so the inscr the inscription is iption is not complenot complete. André te. André Lemaire reLemaire restored thestored the text as f text as follows: olffollows: follows: lby[t yhw]lby[t yhw]h qdsû khnh qdsû khnm,m, which may which may be transl be translated: “Belated: “Belonging to onging to the temp[lthe tethe temp[le oftemp[le of Yahw]eh,  Yahw]eh, the priestthe priests’ holy obs’ holy object.” Theject.” The dating an dating and understad understanding of tnding of the text hahetthe text hthe text have been tave been the subjecthe subject of some d of some debate.ebate.

The Israel Museum owns a small pomegranate-shaped scepter head which bears 
a late 8th-century paleo-Hebrew inscription. Unfortunately, the scepter head is 



broken, so the inscription is not complete. André Lemaire restored the text as 
follows: lby[t yhw]h qdsû khnm, which may be translated: “Belonging to the 
temp[le of Yahw]eh, the priests’ holy object.” The dating and understanding of 
the text have been the subject of some debate.

Kuntillet Kuntillet {Ajrud{Ajrud and Khirb and Khirbet el-Qo®met el-Qo®m

Kuntillet {Ajrud and Khirbet el-Qo®m

Kuntillet Kuntillet {Ajrud (H¸{Ajrud (H¸orvatorvat Teman), a Teman), an ancient n ancient religious religious center forcenter for travelers travelers, yielded , yielde, yielded seyielded several inscveral inscriptions wriptions which ascrihich ascribe to Yahwbe to Yahweh the godeh the goddess Asherdess Asherah as a coah as a consort. Forncoconsort. Fconsort. For exampleor example, Kuntille, Kuntillet t {Ajrud{Ajrud no. 1 is  no. 1 is translatedtranslated by Judith by Judith M. Hadley M. Hadley: “X says:: “X : “X says: s“X says: say to ay to Yehal[lel}Yehal[lel}el]el] and to  and to Yo{asahYo{asah and [to Z and [to Z]: I bless]: I bless you by Ya you by Yahweh of Sahweh ohweh of Samariaof Samaria and by hi and by his Asherah.s Asherah.” Interest” Interestingly, an ingly, an inscriptioinscription from Khin from Khirbet rbet el-Qo®mel-Qo®el-Qo®mel-Qo®m also give also gives Asherah s Asherah to Yahweh to Yahweh as his conas his consort. One sort. One is remindeis reminded of when d of whend of when King when King Manasseh pManasseh put an Asheut an Asherah pole irah pole in the Jerun the Jerusalem tempsalem temple (2 Kgs.le (2 Kgs. 21:7). 21:7).

Kuntillet {Ajrud (H¸orvat Teman), an ancient religious center for travelers, 
yielded several inscriptions which ascribe to Yahweh the goddess Asherah as a 
consort. For example, Kuntillet {Ajrud no. 1 is translated by Judith M. Hadley: 
“X says: say to Yehal[lel}el] and to Yo{asah and [to Z]: I bless you by Yahweh 
of Samaria and by his Asherah.” Interestingly, an inscription from Khirbet 
el-Qo®m also gives Asherah to Yahweh as his consort. One is reminded of 
when King Manasseh put an Asherah pole in the Jerusalem temple (2 Kgs. 21:7).

Jar ImpresJar Impressions, Weisions, Weights, Sealghts, Seals, and Buls, and Bullælælæ

Jar Impressions, Weights, Seals, and Bullæ

The most cThe most common typeommon types of inscrs of inscription in iption in Israel areIsrael are seals, bu seals, bullæ, weighllæ, weights, and jats, and jar inscriptr insr inscriptioinscriptions. Some wns. Some weights wereights were inscribee inscribed with howd with how much they much they weighed.  weighed. InterestinInterestinInterestinInterestingly, weighgly, weights with thts with the same tite same title do not le do not weigh the weigh the same (ca. same (ca. 100 inscri100 inscribed weightbed inscriinscribed inscribed weights haweights have been dive been discovered).scovered). This brin This brings to mindgs to mind such pass such passages as Amages as Amos 8:4-6; oAmAmos 8:4-6Amos 8:4-6; Prov. 20; Prov. 20:10, which:10, which refer to  refer to differing differing weights anweights and measuresd measures. Some 750. Some 750 seals and 750750 seals 750 seals and bullæ and bullæ have been have been discovereddiscovered. The most. The most famous se famous seal (actualal (actually a bullaly a bulla) reads: ) r) reads: reads: lbrkyhw | lbrkyhw | bnnryhw | bnnryhw | hspr,hspr, “To Berec “To Berechiah, the hiah, the son of Nerson of Neriah, the siah, the scribe.” Gicribe.” Given the paveGiGiven the Given the patronymicpatronymic (the fath (the father’s name)er’s name), the prof, the profession, anession, and the paled the paleographic dographic date, it isatddate, it idate, it is virtualls virtually certain y certain that this that this is the seais the seal of Barucl of Baruch, the scrh, the scribe of Jeribe of Jeremiah.emiah.

The most common types of inscription in Israel are seals, bullæ, weights, and jar 
inscriptions. Some weights were inscribed with how much they weighed. 
Interestingly, weights with the same title do not weigh the same (ca. 100 
inscribed weights have been discovered). This brings to mind such passages as 
Amos 8:4-6; Prov. 20:10, which refer to differing weights and measures. Some 
750 seals and bullæ have been discovered. The most famous seal (actually a bulla) 
reads: lbrkyhw | bnnryhw | hspr, “To Berechiah, the son of Neriah, the scribe.” 
Given the patronymic (the father’s name), the profession, and the paleographic 
date, it is virtually certain that this is the seal of Baruch, the scribe of Jeremiah.
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Mesha StelMesha Stelaaa

Mesha Stela

One of theOne of the most exci most exciting recenting recent finds ist finds is actually  actually a new reada new reading in theing in the Mesha ste Mesha stela. André la. stestela. Andstela. André Lemaireré Lemaire’s 1994 re’s 1994 restoration storation in l. 31 oin l. 31 of the firsf the first t dd in  in dt dwddt dwd has garne has garnered wide (redgarnegarnered wgarnered wide (thougide (though not univh not universal) supersal) support and pport and provides throvides the earlieste earliest reference reference to David  t to David oto David outside theutside the Bible. Th Bible. The mention e mention of Yahweh of Yahweh in l. 18 iin l. 18 is also thes also the earliest  earliest mention ofmenmention ofmention of this deit this deity outside y outside the biblicthe biblical text.al text.

One of the most exciting recent finds is actually a new reading in the Mesha 
stela. André Lemaire’s 1994 restoration in l. 31 of the first d in dt dwd has 
garnered wide (though not universal) support and provides the earliest reference 
to David outside the Bible. The mention of Yahweh in l. 18 is also the earliest 
mention of this deity outside the biblical text.

El-Kerak iEl-Kerak inscriptionnscription, written , written by Moabiteby Moabite king Mesh king Mesha or his fa or his father (9thather (9th century  century B.C.E.B.C.B.C.E.B.C.E.). Gray-bl). Gray-black basaltack basalt; probably; probably part of a part of a longer pi longer piece, perhaece, perhaps a statups a statue (Photogre (Photoge (Photograp(Photograph by Bruceh by Bruce and Kenne and Kenneth Zuckermth Zuckerman, West San, West Semitic Resemitic Research; couearch; courtesy Departesy coucourtesy Dcourtesy Department epartment of Antiquiof Antiquities, Jordties, Jordan)an)

El-Kerak inscription, written by Moabite king Mesha or his father (9th century 
B.C.E.). Gray-black basalt; probably part of a longer piece, perhaps a statue 
(Photograph by Bruce and Kenneth Zuckerman, West Semitic Research; 
courtesy Department of Antiquities, Jordan)
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Tell FakhaTell Fakhariyehriyehriyeh

Tell Fakhariyeh

The Tell FThe Tell Fakhariyeh akhariyeh inscriptioinscription, one of n, one of the longesthe longest Old Aramt Old Aramaic inscriaic inscriptions, isptions, is a bilingu a bi a bilingual bilingual text in botext in both Assyriath Assyrian and Aramn and Aramaic carvedaic carved on a stat on a statue of Had-ue of Had-yithi, govyithi, governor of terngovgovernor ogovernor of the ancif the ancient city oent city of Gozan. If Gozan. It is curret is currently datedntly dated to ca. th to ca. the mid-9th e mid-9th century oncentcentury oncentury on the basis the basis of the st of the style of theyle of the statue an statue and historicd historical circumsal circumstances as tances as related inrelaterelated inrelated in the inscr the inscription, thiption, though paleoough paleographicallgraphically it has by it has been dated een dated as early aas early as the 11ths the s the 11th cthe 11th century. Hoentury. However, thewever, the inscripti inscription also uson also uses vowel les vowel letters etters (matres le(matres lectionis),ctionis)lelectionis)lectionis),, usually c usually considered onsidered a later dea later development,velopment, which wou which would supportld support the later the later date. da date.date.

The Tell Fakhariyeh inscription, one of the longest Old Aramaic inscriptions, is a 
bilingual text in both Assyrian and Aramaic carved on a statue of Had-yithi, 
governor of the ancient city of Gozan. It is currently dated to ca. the mid-9th 
century on the basis of the style of the statue and historical circumstances as 
related in the inscription, though paleographically it has been dated as early as 
the 11th century. However, the inscription also uses vowel letters (matres 
lectionis), usually considered a later development, which would support the later 
date.

Tel DanTel DanTel Dan

Tel Dan

�In 1993 anIn 1993 and 1994 an d 1994 an Old AramaiOld Aramaic inscriptc inscription was union was unearthed atearthed at Tel Dan w Tel Dan which paleohichwwhich palewhich paleographicalographically and arcly and archaeologicahaeologically dates lly dates to somewheto somewhere in the re in the 9th or 8th9th or 8th century.  c century. Tcentury. The text cohe text commemoratesmmemorates the victo the victory of an Ary of an Aramaic kinramaic king (he attrg (he attributes hisibutes his kingship  hishis kingshhis kingship to the ip to the Aramaic deAramaic deity Hadad ity Hadad and the laand the language is nguage is Old AramaiOld Aramaic) over “tc) over “the king ofhe“t“the king “the king of Israel”of Israel” (l. 8) an (l. 8) and “[the kid “[the kin]g of then]g of the house of  house of David.” ThDavid.” This latter is latter phrase, [phrase,phrase, [phrase, [mlml]]k. bytdwd,k. bytdwd, has been  has been the sourcethe source of much c of much controversyontroversy, for it w, for it was the firas the first recognistfirfirst recofirst recognized extgnized extrabiblicalrabiblical reference reference to that f to that famous kingamous king of Israel of Israel. William . William M. SchniedM. SchM. SchniedewiSchniedewind publishnd published a provoed a provocative undcative understandingerstanding of the te of the text wherebyxt whereby he attrib he attrib he attributesattributes the stela the stela to Hazael to Hazael of Damasc of Damascus, connecus, connecting it toting it to the story the story of Jehu’s of Jehu’s revolt in rev revolt in revolt in 2 Kgs. 9-12 Kgs. 9-10. He tran0. He translates ll.slates ll. 6–9: “. . 6–9: “. . . and I s . and I slew seve[nlew seve[nty ki]ngs,ty ki]ngs, who harne who har who harnessed harnessed thou[sandsthou[sands of char]i of char]iots and thots and thousands ofousands of horsemen. horsemen. [And I ki [And I killed Jo]ralled Jo]ram, son of mJo]raJo]ram, soJo]ram, son of A[habn of A[hab,] king of,] king of Israel, a Israel, and [I] kilnd [I] killed [Ahaziled [Ahazi]yahu, son]yahu, son of [Joram of [Joram, kin]g of, kin]g, kin]g of tkin]g of the House ohe House of David. .f David. . .” If thi .” If this interpres interpretation is tation is correct, icorrect, it would put would put the datet the dat the date of thdate of the stela cae stela ca. 841.. 841.

In 1993 and 1994 an Old Aramaic inscription was unearthed at Tel Dan 
which paleographically and archaeologically dates to somewhere in the 9th or 8th 
century. The text commemorates the victory of an Aramaic king (he attributes 
his kingship to the Aramaic deity Hadad and the language is Old Aramaic) over 
“the king of Israel” (l. 8) and “[the kin]g of the house of David.” This latter 
phrase, [ml]k. bytdwd, has been the source of much controversy, for it was the 
first recognized extrabiblical reference to that famous king of Israel. William M. 
Schniedewind published a provocative understanding of the text whereby he 
attributes the stela to Hazael of Damascus, connecting it to the story of Jehu’s 
revolt in 2 Kgs. 9-10. He translates ll. 6–9: “. . . and I slew seve[nty ki]ngs, who 
harnessed thou[sands of char]iots and thousands of horsemen. [And I killed 
Jo]ram, son of A[hab,] king of Israel, and [I] killed [Ahazi]yahu, son of [Joram, 
kin]g of the House of David. . .” If this interpretation is correct, it would put the 
date of the stela ca. 841.
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Byblos (Ah�iram )

�A recent dA recent developmentevelopment in Phoeni in Phoenician has bcian has been the neeen the new reading w reading by Javier by Javier Teixidor oTeixidTeixidor oTeixidor of the lastf the last phrase of phrase of the  the Ah�iramAh�iram inscripti inscription which yon which yields the ields the reading: “reading: “reading: “may his i“may his inscriptionnscription be erased be erased before By before Byblos.” Theblos.” The sarcophag sarcophagus, with ius, with its inscripts inscription, was tioninscripinscriptioinscription, was orin, was originally daginally dated by itsted by its archaeolo archaeological contgical context to theext to the 13th cent 13th century, but tury, centcentury, bcentury, but that waut that was lowered s lowered to ca. 100to ca. 1000 because 0 because of some Irof some Iron Age poton Age pottery discotery discotery discovereddiscovered in the sh in the shaft of theaft of the tomb (tho tomb (though some pugh some prefer the refer the earlier daearlier date, considte, considering the erconsidconsiderinconsidering the Irong the Iron Age sherd Age sherds to be las to be later contamter contamination). ination). The inscriThe inscription itseption itself dates, lf dlf dates, on dates, on paleographpaleographic groundsic grounds, to the f, to the first half irst half of the 10tof the 10th century,h century, but there but there is a Pseu is a P is a Pseudo-hiePseudo-hieroglyphic roglyphic inscriptioinscription that pren that predates the dates the PhoenicianPhoenician one, the  one, the latter beglatter beginning aftinnbegbeginning beginning after and,after and, for the m for the most part, ost part, avoiding tavoiding the earlierhe earlier one. (Pse one. (Pseudo-hierogudo-hieroglyphic reflyph(Pseudo-hierog(Pseudo-hi(Pseudo-hieroglyphiceroglyphic refers to refers to an earlie an earlier Phoenicir Phoenician writingan writing system th system that remainsat remains undeciphe un undecipherundeciphered.) From ed.) From the archaethe archaeological, ological, art-historart-historical, and ical, and paleographpaleographic argumenic arguments, one catsargumenarguments,arguments, one can s one can surmise thaurmise that the sarct the sarcophagus waophagus was made in s made in the 13th cthe 13th century andentury anentury and inscriand inscribed with abed with a Pseudo-hi Pseudo-hieroglyphiceroglyphic inscripti inscription, and thon, and that later (at later (ca. 1000) ca. 1000) Ittobaal rIttobIttobaal rIttobaal reused the eused the sarcophagusarcophagus to bury s to bury his fatherhis father  Ah�iramAh�iram and had a and had a new inscr new inscription addipinscrinscriptioinscription added ton added to it. it.

A recent development in Phoenician has been the new reading by Javier 
Teixidor of the last phrase of the Ah�iram  inscription which yields the reading: 
“may his inscription be erased before Byblos.” The sarcophagus, with its 
inscription, was originally dated by its archaeological context to the 13th 
century, but that was lowered to ca. 1000 because of some Iron Age pottery 
discovered in the shaft of the tomb (though some prefer the earlier date, 



considering the Iron Age sherds to be later contamination). The inscription itself 
dates, on paleographic grounds, to the first half of the 10th century, but there is a 
Pseudo-hieroglyphic inscription that predates the Phoenician one, the latter 
beginning after and, for the most part, avoiding the earlier one. 
(Pseudo-hieroglyphic refers to an earlier Phoenician writing system that remains 
undeciphered.) From the archaeological, art-historical, and paleographic 
arguments, one can surmise that the sarcophagus was made in the 13th century 
and inscribed with a Pseudo-hieroglyphic inscription, and that later (ca. 1000) 
Ittobaal reused the sarcophagus to bury his father Ah�iram  and had a new 
inscription added to it.

ConclusionConclusion

Conclusion

Several coSeveral collections llections of Northweof Northwest Semiticst Semitic inscripti inscriptions shouldons should be consul be consulted. In adted. In addition to ditadaddition taddition to the multo the multivolume woivolume works by Herrks by Herbert Donnebert Donner and Wolfr and Wolfgang Rölligang Röllig (g (KanaanäiscKanaa((Kanaanäis(Kanaanäische und arche und aramäische Iamäische Inschriftennschriften,, 3rd ed. [ 3rd ed. [Wiesbaden,Wiesbaden, 1971–76]) 1971–76]) and J. C. and J. C. L. Gibson L L. Gibson L. Gibson ((Textbook oTextbook of Syrian Sf Syrian Semitic Insemitic Inscriptionscriptions [Oxford,  [Oxford, 1971–1982]1971–1982]), one sho), one should add G.uld shoshould addshould add G. I. Dav G. I. Davies, et alies, et al., ., Ancient HeAncient Hebrew Inscrbrew Inscriptionsiptions (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1991), e, 1991), and K. A. and K.and K. A. D. SK. A. D. Smelik, melik, Writings fWritings from Ancienrom Ancient Israelt Israel (Louisvil (Louisville, 1991).le, 1991). Many of t Many of these inscrhese inscriptions aripinscrinscriptioinscriptions are alsns are also translato translated in ed in ANET.ANET. Finally,  Finally, the seriesthe series “Literary “Literary Sources f Sources for the Hisor theor the Historthe History of Palesy of Palestine and Stine and Syria,” ediyria,” edited by Dented by Dennis Pardeenis Pardee, contains, contains useful an useful and convenied cod convenientconvenient surveys w surveys with biblioith bibliographies ographies of these tef these texts plus sxts plus some of theome of the archives  archives of the othof of the othof the other major aer major ancient Neancient Near Eastern r Eastern cultures (cultures (AUSSAUSS 17 [1979] 17 [1979]: 47–69; : 47–69; BABA 47 [1984] 47 [1 47 [1984]: 6–[1984]: 6–16, 88–99;16, 88–99; 48 [1985] 48 [1985]: 240–53; : 240–53; 49 [1986]:49 [1986]: 140–54, 2 140–54, 228–43; 51 28–43; 51 [1988]: 14[1988]: 14[1988]: 143–61, 17143–61, 172–89; 57 [2–89; 57 [1994]: 2–11994]: 2–19, 110–20)9, 110–20)...

Several collections of Northwest Semitic inscriptions should be consulted. In 
addition to the multivolume works by Herbert Donner and Wolfgang Röllig 
(Kanaanäische und aramäische Inschriften, 3rd ed. [Wiesbaden, 1971–76]) and J. C. 
L. Gibson (Textbook of Syrian Semitic Inscriptions [Oxford, 1971–1982]), one 
should add G. I. Davies, et al., Ancient Hebrew Inscriptions (Cambridge, 1991), and 
K. A. D. Smelik, Writings from Ancient Israel (Louisville, 1991). Many of these 
inscriptions are also translated in ANET. Finally, the series “Literary Sources for 
the History of Palestine and Syria,” edited by Dennis Pardee, contains useful and 
convenient surveys with bibliographies of these texts plus some of the archives 
of the other major ancient Near Eastern cultures (AUSS 17 [1979]: 47–69; BA 47 
[1984]: 6–16, 88–99; 48 [1985]: 240–53; 49 [1986]: 140–54, 228–43; 51 [1988]: 
143–61, 172–89; 57 [1994]: 2–19, 110–20).
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INSECTSINSECTSINSECTS

INSECTS

TechnicallTechnically, creatury, creatures whose bes whose bodies are odies are divided individed into three sto three segments anegments and which had which have three pvhahave threehave three pairs of  pairs of legs. Entolegs. Entomologists mologists estimate testimate that tens ohat tens of thousandf thousands of diffes of different specirentdiffedifferent different species inspecies inhabit Israhabit Israel. Two Heel. Two Hebrew termsbrew terms appear to appear to refer to  refer to insects ininsects in a generic a g a generic segeneric sense. Heb. nse. Heb. remesíremesí is transl is translated “creeated “creeping thingping things” in the s” in the RSV. Heb. RSV. Heb. sûeres�,sûeresûeres�,sûeres�, from a ro from a root meaningot meaning “to swarm “to swarm,” “teem,”,” “teem,” probably  probably refers to refers to winged inswinged inswinged insects, winsects, which are ihich are included amncluded among uncleaong unclean creaturen creatures (Deut. 1s (Deut. 14:19; Lev.4:19; Lev. 11:20-23) 11:20-23); the term; t; the term cthe term can also rean also refer to crefer to creatures thaatures that swarm int swarm in the seas  the seas (e.g., Gen(e.g., Gen. 1:20; Le. 1:20; Lev. 11:10).v. 11v. 11:10). At11:10). At least 31  least 31 more Hebremore Hebrew and fivew and five Greek ter Greek terms also rems also refer to insfer to insects or otects or other inverthotother inveother invertebrates.rtebrates.

Technically, creatures whose bodies are divided into three segments and which 
have three pairs of legs. Entomologists estimate that tens of thousands of 
different species inhabit Israel. Two Hebrew terms appear to refer to insects in a 
generic sense. Heb. remesí is translated “creeping things” in the RSV. Heb. 
sûeres�,  from a root meaning “to swarm,” “teem,” probably refers to winged 
insects, which are included among unclean creatures (Deut. 14:19; Lev. 11:20-23); 



the term can also refer to creatures that swarm in the seas (e.g., Gen. 1:20; Lev. 
11:10). At least 31 more Hebrew and five Greek terms also refer to insects or 
other invertebrates.
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INSPIRATIOINSPIRATIONNN

INSPIRATION

A term derA term derived from ived from Lat. Lat. inspirareinspirare (lit., “t (lit., “to breathe o breathe into”), reinto”), referring toferring to the claim the claim that oral tha that oral that oral or writtenor written discourse discourse is prompt is prompted by the ed by the Spirit. InSpirit. In both the  both the biblical abiblical and nonbiblnd nond nonbiblicanonbiblical worlds pl worlds prophetic orophetic or ecstaticr ecstatic utterance utterance was seen  was seen to be the to be the result of result of spirit actspirspirit actspirit activity. Forivity. For example,  example, Balaam, thBalaam, the Babylonie Babylonian divineran diviner, proclaim, proclaims his oracs his oracles after les afles after “theafter “the Spirit of Spirit of God came  God came upon him” upon him” (Num. 24:2(Num. 24:2-3). Philo-3). Philo frequentl frequently reflectsy reflects the Jewis th the Jewishthe Jewish claim tha claim that all the t all the prophets, prophets, and Moses and Moses most of almost of all, were inl, were inspired by spired by the Spiritthe the Spiritthe Spirit of God ( of God (Life of MoLife of Mosesses 1.281; 2. 1.281; 2.187–91). P187–91). Postexilic ostexilic Judaism beJudaism believed thalieved that prophetit pt prophetic prophetic inspiratioinspiration had ceasn had ceased (Zech. ed (Zech. 13:2-6), l13:2-6), later to beater to be replaced  replaced by the teaby the teaching authchinteateaching ateaching authority outhority of the rabbf the rabbis.is.is.

A term derived from Lat. inspirare (lit., “to breathe into”), referring to the claim 
that oral or written discourse is prompted by the Spirit. In both the biblical and 
nonbiblical worlds prophetic or ecstatic utterance was seen to be the result of 
spirit activity. For example, Balaam, the Babylonian diviner, proclaims his oracles 
after “the Spirit of God came upon him” (Num. 24:2-3). Philo frequently reflects 
the Jewish claim that all the prophets, and Moses most of all, were inspired by 
the Spirit of God (Life of Moses 1.281; 2.187–91). Postexilic Judaism believed that 
prophetic inspiration had ceased (Zech. 13:2-6), later to be replaced by the 
teaching authority of the rabbis.

�Early ChriEarly Christian tradstian tradition saw ition saw the outpouthe outpouring of thring of the Spirit ie Spirit in the wholn the whole communite commue community community as the fulas the fulfillment ofillment of the promf the promise for thise for the end timee end time (Joel 2:2 (Joel 2:28-29[MT 3:8-29[MT 3:1–2]; Acts1–3:3:1–2]; Ac3:1–2]; Acts 2:16-18ts 2:16-18). Moreove). Moreover, this spr, this spirit-inspiirit-inspired activired activity and spety and speech extendech extended to a whed ted to a wholeto a whole host of s host of spiritual apiritual and pastorand pastoral ministril ministries (1 Cor.es (1 Cor. 12:8-30). 12:8-30). Competing Competing “spirits, “sp “spirits,”“spirits,” however,  however, must be “tmust be “tested” to ested” to discern thdiscern their truth eir truth or falsehoor falsehood (1 Johnod (1 John 4:1-3). 4:1 4:1-3).4:1-3).4:1-3).

Early Christian tradition saw the outpouring of the Spirit in the whole 
community as the fulfillment of the promise for the end time (Joel 2:28-29[MT 
3:1–2]; Acts 2:16-18). Moreover, this spirit-inspired activity and speech extended 
to a whole host of spiritual and pastoral ministries (1 Cor. 12:8-30). Competing 
“spirits,” however, must be “tested” to discern their truth or falsehood (1 John 
4:1-3).

�Beginning Beginning with both with both Philo and Philo and Josephus wJosephus we find thee find the belief th belief that the Jewat the Jewish Scriptish Scripish ScripturesScriptures themselve themselves had beens had been inspired  inspired by God (Phby God (Philo ilo Life of MoLife of Mosesses 2.292; Jo 2.292; Josephus sephuJoJosephus Josephus Ant.Ant. 10.10.4). 10.10.4). Christian Christians accepteds accepted the belie the belief that thef that the Spirit sp Spirit spoke througoke through the Scrihthrougthrough ththrough the Scripture Scriptures, both ies, both in the propn the prophetic tradhetic tradition and ition and elsewhere elsewhere (2 Pet. 1:(2 Pet. 1:19-21; 2 T19-1:1:19-21; 21:19-21; 2 Tim. 3:16 Tim. 3:16-17).-17).-17).

Beginning with both Philo and Josephus we find the belief that the Jewish 
Scriptures themselves had been inspired by God (Philo Life of Moses 2.292; 
Josephus Ant. 10.10.4). Christians accepted the belief that the Spirit spoke 
through the Scriptures, both in the prophetic tradition and elsewhere (2 Pet. 
1:19-21; 2 Tim. 3:16-17).

�From the pFrom the patristic patristic period onwaeriod onward Christird Christians have sans have sought to dought to define precefine precisely how,isely hisely how, and ihow, and in what mann what manner, the iner, the inspirationnspiration of Script of Scripture occursure occurs. By the m. By the middle of tiddle of the 2nd cenhetthe 2nd cethe 2nd century, thentury, the Christian Christian Scripture Scriptures were cons were considered bysidered by Irenaeus, Irenaeus, Clement o Clement o Clement of Alexandof Alexandria, and Oria, and Origen to brigen to be equally e equally inspired ainspired along with long with the Jewishthe Jewish biblical  biblical texts. Vartextstexts. Vartexts. Various patriious patristic analostic analogies and mgies and metaphors wetaphors were employere employed to expled to explain the prain the process of ioprprocess ofprocess of inspirati inspiration, such aon, such as playing s playing a musical a musical instrumentinstrument or giving or giving dictation dictation. The huma. The . The human The human author wasauthor was seen as m seen as merely the erely the instrumentinstrument of the vo of the voice of Godice of God, which ha, which h, which had to be had to be modulated modulated and intoneand intoned in accord in accord with thed with the limits of limits of the instr the instrument.ument.ument.

From the patristic period onward Christians have sought to define precisely 
how, and in what manner, the inspiration of Scripture occurs. By the middle of 
the 2nd century, the Christian Scriptures were considered by Irenaeus, Clement 
of Alexandria, and Origen to be equally inspired along with the Jewish biblical 
texts. Various patristic analogies and metaphors were employed to explain the 
process of inspiration, such as playing a musical instrument or giving dictation. 
The human author was seen as merely the instrument of the voice of God, which 
had to be modulated and intoned in accord with the limits of the instrument.

�ScholasticScholastic claims co claims concerning tncerning the literalhe literal and verba and verbal inspiratl inspiration of Scrion of Scripture graipture gradually gavdgragradually gradually gave way tgave way to the belio the belief in “limef in “limited inspiited inspiration,” wration,” which was uhich was understood nderstood to mean dito mto mean divinmean divine assistane assistance to avoice to avoid errors. d errors. Yet theoriYet theories of bibles of biblical inerrical inerrancy remaiancy remain firm in n firn firm in mafirm in many fundameny fundamentalist anntalist and evangelid evangelical traditcal traditions. Contions. Contemporary hemporary hermeneuticermeneutichhermeneutihermeneutics, howevecs, however, wrestler, wrestles with socs with social and hiial and historical istorical issues of tssues of the communahe communal charactelcommunacommunal ccommunal character aharacter and formuland formulation of bition of biblical trablical traditions anditions and how to ad how to accommodateccommodaaaccommodataccommodate a theorye a theory of inspir of inspiration withation within such a in such a framework.framework. Literary  Literary critical tcritical theory, furhettheory, futheory, furthermore,rthermore, recognize recognizes that nots that not just the  just the writing ofwriting of the text  the text but also tbut also the readinghe rehe reading anreading and interpred interpretation of tation of the text athe text are performre performed within ed within the contexthe context of the st of the spirit-insppirsspirit-insspirit-inspired faitpired faith communith community. Such a y. Such a view requiview requires a broares a broader and moder and more nuancedre nuanced theory of nuancednuanced thnuanced theory of ineory of inspiration spiration than has bthan has been formuleen formulated in thated in the Church te Church to date.o date.o date.

Scholastic claims concerning the literal and verbal inspiration of Scripture 
gradually gave way to the belief in “limited inspiration,” which was understood to 
mean divine assistance to avoid errors. Yet theories of biblical inerrancy remain 
firm in many fundamentalist and evangelical traditions. Contemporary 
hermeneutics, however, wrestles with social and historical issues of the 
communal character and formulation of biblical traditions and how to 



accommodate a theory of inspiration within such a framework. Literary critical 
theory, furthermore, recognizes that not just the writing of the text but also the 
reading and interpretation of the text are performed within the context of the 
spirit-inspired faith community. Such a view requires a broader and more 
nuanced theory of inspiration than has been formulated in the Church to date.
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INTERESTINTERESTINTEREST

INTEREST

�SeeSee  DEBT, INTEDEBT, INTEREST, LOANREST, LOANS.S.

See DEBT, INTEREST, LOANS.
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INTERPRETATION, BIBLICAL

OT and JudOT and Judaismaism

OT and Judaism

InterpretaInterpretation of thtion of the Bible bee Bible began withingan within the Bible the Bible itself. L itself. Later textsater texts interpret interpreted and apped anded and appropand appropriated earriated earlier ones,lier ones, as the bo as the book of Jereok of Jeremiah illusmiah illustrates. Jetrates. Jer. 23:1-6 r. 23:1-6 includes aincludincludes aincludes an oracle cn oracle concerning oncerning the “brancthe “branch,” a legih,” a legitimate rultimate ruler in Davier in David’s line, d’s line, whose justwhosewhose justwhose just rule will rule will contrast  contrast with that with that of Judah’sof Judah’s current l current leaders, wheaders, whom Jeremiaom Jeremiah indicts h inh indicts anindicts and threatend threatens with sevs with severe punishere punishment. Jer.ment. Jer. 33:14-18  33:14-18 takes up atakes up and expandsnd expands this orac t this oraclthis oracle with refe with reference to erence to the permanthe permanence of Daence of David’s housvid’s house and the e and the levitical levitical priesthoodpripriesthoodpriesthood, even bey, even beyond exile.ond exile. Thus the  Thus the early readearly reading and ining and interpretatiterpretation of Jereon of Jeremiah contrmiJereJeremiah cJeremiah contributedontributed to the gr to the growth of thowth of the book. Zee book. Zechariah, ichariah, in the postn the postexilic perexilic period, then ioperperiod, thperiod, then interpren interprets Jeremiets Jeremiah’s “branah’s “branch” oraclech” oracles messianis messianically to acally to announce thnnounce the coming oe ththe comingthe coming of a roya of a royal figure (l figure (Zech. 3:8)Zech. 3:8) who will  who will share leadshare leadership witership with the highh the high priest (6 prie priest (6:priest (6:12–13). Le12–13). Lending urgending urgency to Zecncy to Zechariah’s ehariah’s expectationxpectations is an als is an allusion (Zelusion (Zech. 1:12; ch. (Ze(Zech. 1:1(Zech. 1:12; cf. 7:52; cf. 7:5) to Jerem) to Jeremiah’s propiah’s prophecy that hecy that Judah’s puJudah’s punishment wnishment would last ould last 70 years (70 70 years (70 years (Jer. 25:11Jer. 25:11-12; 29:10-12; 29:10), a formu), a formulaic numbelaic number that Zecr that Zechariah inthariah interprets querprets quite literaiteququite litequite literally. In rally. In thus interthus interpreting Jepreting Jeremiah’s premiah’s prophecy, Zrophecy, Zechariah uechariah understood nderstood his own vihis ohis own visionown visions and oracs and oracles (chs. les (chs. 1—6) as ma1—6) as marking the rking the end of Judend of Judah’s punisah’s punishment and hment and the beginntthe beginnthe beginning of itsing of its future. future. future.

Interpretation of the Bible began within the Bible itself. Later texts interpreted 
and appropriated earlier ones, as the book of Jeremiah illustrates. Jer. 23:1-6 
includes an oracle concerning the “branch,” a legitimate ruler in David’s line, 
whose just rule will contrast with that of Judah’s current leaders, whom Jeremiah 
indicts and threatens with severe punishment. Jer. 33:14-18 takes up and expands 
this oracle with reference to the permanence of David’s house and the levitical 
priesthood, even beyond exile. Thus the early reading and interpretation of 
Jeremiah contributed to the growth of the book. Zechariah, in the postexilic 
period, then interprets Jeremiah’s “branch” oracles messianically to announce 
the coming of a royal figure (Zech. 3:8) who will share leadership with the high 
priest (6:12–13). Lending urgency to Zechariah’s expectations is an allusion 
(Zech. 1:12; cf. 7:5) to Jeremiah’s prophecy that Judah’s punishment would last 
70 years (Jer. 25:11-12; 29:10), a formulaic number that Zechariah interprets 
quite literally. In thus interpreting Jeremiah’s prophecy, Zechariah understood his 
own visions and oracles (chs. 1—6) as marking the end of Judah’s punishment and 
the beginning of its future.

�Biblical iBiblical interpretatnterpretation ion withinwithin the Bible the Bible implicitl implicitly acknowley acknowledged, and dged, and also estabalso established, thliestabestablisheestablished, the autd, the authority of hority of the earliethe earlier materialr material it used i it used in quite van quite varied ways.ried ways. Zechariah Zecha Zechariah Zechariah alludes toalludes to Jeremiah  Jeremiah and to othand to other texts —er texts — especiall especially from Isay from Isaiah — in eiah — in elaboratinglaeelaboratinelaborating, and autg, and authorizing, horizing, his visionhis vision of the fu of the future. And ture. And Jeremiah (Jeremiah (Jer. 26:12Jer. 26:12-19) expre-19) e-19) expressly expressly cites an ecites an earlier proarlier prophet, Micaphet, Micah (Mic. 3:h (Mic. 3:12), as pr12), as precedent inecedent in a legal d a legal discussion.iscussddiscussiondiscussion. This pro. This process of incess of interpretatiterpretation contribon contributed not outed not only to thenly to the growth of growth of the OT, b th the OT, buthe OT, but also to t also to its eventuits eventual status al status as a definas a definitive collitive collection thaection that tended tt tended to resist fo resiso resist furresist further expanther expansion.sion.sion.

Biblical interpretation within the Bible implicitly acknowledged, and also 
established, the authority of the earlier material it used in quite varied ways. 
Zechariah alludes to Jeremiah and to other texts — especially from Isaiah — in 
elaborating, and authorizing, his vision of the future. And Jeremiah (Jer. 26:12-19) 
expressly cites an earlier prophet, Micah (Mic. 3:12), as precedent in a legal 
discussion. This process of interpretation contributed not only to the growth of 
the OT, but also to its eventual status as a definitive collection that tended to 
resist further expansion.

�By the 1stBy the 1st century  century B.C.E.B.C.E., whether , whether or not theor not the Hebrew ca Hebrew canon was innon was in some sens some sen some sense clossense closed, interped, interpretation oretation of the Biblf the Bible was takie was taking new forng new forms. Pseudoms. Pseudo-Philo’s -Philo’s Biblical ABibliBiblical ABiblical Antiquitiesntiquities retells t retells the biblicahe biblical story, al story, adding intedding interpretive drpretive detail. Traetail. Translation onslation offered anoffooffered anoffered another meanother means of inters of interpretation.pretation. The Jewis The Jewish communith community in Alexay in Alexandria had ndria had ndria had alreadhad already producedy produced a Greek v a Greek version, thersion, the LXX, whie LXX, which differsch differs in many p in many places fromlaces fromlaces from the Mfrom the MT. From a T. From a later datelater date, the seve, the several Targumral Targums represens represent another,t another, more para more par more paraphrastparaphrastic translaic translation into tion into Aramaic; aAramaic; according tccording to rabbinico rabbinic practice, practice, they supp they supplemented alemsuppsupplementsupplemented and inted and interpreted, erpreted, but did nobut did not replace,t replace, the Hebre the Hebrew text in w text in the weeklythe weeklythe weekly synweekly synagogue reaagogue readings.dings.dings.

By the 1st century B.C.E., whether or not the Hebrew canon was in some 
sense closed, interpretation of the Bible was taking new forms. Pseudo-Philo’s 



Biblical Antiquities retells the biblical story, adding interpretive detail. Translation 
offered another means of interpretation. The Jewish community in Alexandria 
had already produced a Greek version, the LXX, which differs in many places 
from the MT. From a later date, the several Targums represent another, more 
paraphrastic translation into Aramaic; according to rabbinic practice, they 
supplemented and interpreted, but did not replace, the Hebrew text in the 
weekly synagogue readings.

�EspeciallyEspecially after the after the destructi destruction of the on of the second temsecond temple (70 ple (70 C.E.C.E.), rabbini), rabbinic interprec interpc interpretiinterpretive practicve practices — the pes — the practice ofractice of commentar commentary — becamey — became dominant  dominant in Judaismin Judaisin Judaism. TJudaism. The term “mhe term “midrash” caidrash” can serve fon serve for the moder the mode of rabbin of rabbinic commentic commentary, whichary, whicary, which begiwhich begins from a ns from a biblical tbiblical text and ofext and offers legalfers legal (halakhic (halakhic) or illus) or illustrative (htrative (haggadic) iaggadic)(h(haggadic)(haggadic) interpret interpretation. Anyation. Any part of t part of the text — he text — a sentencea sentence, a word, , a word, a letter —a letter — may be th m may be themay be the subject o subject of interpref interpretation, intation, in conversat conversation with aion with a living tr living tradition ofadition of commentar comm commentarycommentary: an oral : an oral Torah alonTorah alongside the gside the written Towritten Torah. Rabbirah. Rabbinic interpnic interpretation iretation in early Juniin early Jin early Judaism wasudaism was not arbit not arbitrary. In trary. In time, it arime, it articulated ticulated exegeticalexegetical rules  rules (middo®t�)(middo®(middo®t�)(middo®t�) which had which had been esta been established byblished by use; best use; best known are known are the lists the lists of 13 and of 13 an of 13 and seven and seven ascribed tascribed to R. Ishmao R. Ishmael and R. el and R. Hillel, reHillel, respectivelyspectively. These ar. These are rules ofe rules of inference infer inference inference and analogand analogy, describy, describing legitiing legitimate meansmate means of treati of treating the intng the internal consernal consistency anistenconsconsistencconsistency and wholy and wholeness of teness of the Torah, he Torah, which contwhich contains all wains all wisdom and isdom and has its orhas its origin from igororigin froorigin from God.m God.m God.

Especially after the destruction of the second temple (70 C.E.), rabbinic 
interpretive practices — the practice of commentary — became dominant in 
Judaism. The term “midrash” can serve for the mode of rabbinic commentary, 
which begins from a biblical text and offers legal (halakhic) or illustrative 
(haggadic) interpretation. Any part of the text — a sentence, a word, a letter — 
may be the subject of interpretation, in conversation with a living tradition of 
commentary: an oral Torah alongside the written Torah. Rabbinic interpretation 
in early Judaism was not arbitrary. In time, it articulated exegetical rules 
(middo®t�)  which had been established by use; best known are the lists of 13 
and seven ascribed to R. Ishmael and R. Hillel, respectively. These are rules of 
inference and analogy, describing legitimate means of treating the internal 
consistency and wholeness of the Torah, which contains all wisdom and has its 
origin from God.

�Other formOther forms of inters of interpretation pretation developed developed within earwithin early Judaismly Judaism, in or sh, in or shortly befoortly beortly before thebefore the 1st centu 1st century. Departry. Departing, physiing, physically and cally and theologicatheologically, from lly, from the Pharisthe Pharisees and whees aees and what wand what would becomould become rabbinice rabbinic Judaism i Judaism in Jerusalen Jerusalem was the m was the group at Qgroup at Qumran. Theumran. Tumran. The TempleThe Temple Scroll (1 Scroll (11QT), a re1QT), a rewriting ofwriting of the Torah the Torah and the l and the longest of ongest of the Dead Sthe Dead Sthe Dead Sea ScrollSea Scrolls, reflects, reflects the grous the group’s pervasp’s pervasive concerive concern for mattn for matters of culers of cultic puritytic purity and ritua and r and ritual. Anritual. Another grouother group of scrolp of scrolls, the ls, the pesharim,pesharim, has simil has similarities toarities to rabbinic  rabbinic midrash. Hmidrash. Hmidrash. However, tHowever, the pesharihe pesharim quote anm quote an entire pa entire passage (somssage (sometimes onletimes only part of y part of a verse, fa verse, from a proprffrom a profrom a prophet or Psphet or Psalms), folalms), followed by “lowed by “the interpthe interpretation cretation concerns. .oncerns. . . .” The  . .” The pesharim apespesharim apesharim assume thatssume that the Qumra the Qumran communitn community lives iny lives in the last  the last days and cdays and can take coan take coan take comfort frcomfort from the proom the prophet’s worphet’s words, whose ds, whose message fomessage for the presr the present the peent the pesharim decsharim dsharim decode.decode.

Other forms of interpretation developed within early Judaism, in or shortly 
before the 1st century. Departing, physically and theologically, from the Pharisees 
and what would become rabbinic Judaism in Jerusalem was the group at Qumran. 
The Temple Scroll (11QT), a rewriting of the Torah and the longest of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls, reflects the group’s pervasive concern for matters of cultic purity and 
ritual. Another group of scrolls, the pesharim, has similarities to rabbinic midrash. 
However, the pesharim quote an entire passage (sometimes only part of a verse, 
from a prophet or Psalms), followed by “the interpretation concerns. . . .” The 
pesharim assume that the Qumran community lives in the last days and can take 
comfort from the prophet’s words, whose message for the present the pesharim 
decode.

Early ChurEarly Church and Medch and Medieval Inteieval Interpretationrpretation

Early Church and Medieval Interpretation

The QumranThe Qumran community community was not a was not alone amonglone among apocalypt apocalyptic Jewish ic Jewish groups whogroups who developed deve developed developed their own their own charactericharacteristic interstic interpretive prpretive practices. Factices. For the folor the followers of lowers of Jesus, theJesuJesus, theJesus, these centerese centered on Jesusd on Jesus himself,  himself, in the evein the events of whonts of whose life thse life they saw Screy saw Scripture as ipturScrScripture Scripture as being “as being “fulfilled”fulfilled” (John 19: (John 19:36). “Scri36). “Scripture,” inpture,” in the case  the case of the NT,of the NT, means pri mean means primmeans primarily the arily the Greek BiblGreek Bible (LXX), we (LXX), which in tihich in time could bme could be called te called the “old cohe “old covenant” orvcocovenant” covenant” or OT (cf.or OT (cf. 2 Cor. 3: 2 Cor. 3:14).14).14).

The Qumran community was not alone among apocalyptic Jewish groups who 
developed their own characteristic interpretive practices. For the followers of 
Jesus, these centered on Jesus himself, in the events of whose life they saw 
Scripture as being “fulfilled” (John 19:36). “Scripture,” in the case of the NT, 
means primarily the Greek Bible (LXX), which in time could be called the “old 
covenant” or OT (cf. 2 Cor. 3:14).



�The NT intThe NT interprets Scerprets Scripture inripture in quite var quite varied ways. ied ways. In places In places it resemblit resembles Qumran’es Qumes Qumran’s pQumran’s pesharim, aesharim, as when Jess when Jesus in Lukeus in Luke 4:16-19 q 4:16-19 quotes Isa.uotes Isa. 61:1-2 an 61:1-2 and a part od a part of 58:6, anfoof 58:6, aof 58:6, and announcnd announces that “tes that “today this oday this scripture scripture has been fhas been fulfilled iulfilled in your hean your hearing” (Lukring”heahearing” (hearing” (Luke 4:21)Luke 4:21). Matthew’. Matthew’s account s account of the magof the magi (Matt. 2i (Matt. 2:1-11) can:1-11) can be read a be read as a narrats aas a narraas a narrative realitive realization of zation of Isa. 60:1-Isa. 60:1-6. The Let6. The Letter to theter to the Hebrews i Hebrews interprets nterprets in a more in a min a more Platomore Platonic fashionic fashion, with Chn, with Christ bearirist bearing the “imng the “imprint” or print” or character character of God (Heof God (Heb. 1:3), ab(He(Heb. 1:3)(Heb. 1:3), and the , and the old covenaold covenant as a munt as a mundane copyndane copy of a heav of a heavenly archeenly archetype (8:5;type (8:5; cf. Exod. c cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 25:40). He25:40). Hebrews, whibrews, which is densch is dense with quoe with quotations oftations of Scripture Scripture, employs , employs rabbinic erarabbinic erabbinic exegetical xegetical techniquestechniques, but in o, but in order to shrder to show Christ’ow Christ’s and the s and the Church’s sChurch’s supersessioupessupersessisupersession of Judaon of Judaism and thism and the “first” e “first” covenant (covenant (Heb. 8:7).Heb. 8:7). Paul’s le Paul’s letters proctters proceed differeed procproceed diproceed differently,fferently, employing employing as well a as well as urging as urging a spiritual spiritual and “eccl and “ecclesiocentriesiocentric” readingc” rec” reading ofreading of Scripture Scripture shaped by shaped by the exper the experience of tience of the Spirit he Spirit in the Chrin the Christian comistian community (2 mucomcommunity community (2 Cor. 3:(2 Cor. 3:2-18). Pau2-18). Paul’s interpl’s interpretation, retation, and that oand that of the NT gf the NT generally, enerally, has often has has often has often been callebeen called typologid typological: estabcal: establishing a lishing a figural (cfigural (cor)relatioor)relation between n between two eventstwo etwo events or events or entities, entities, such as Adsuch as Adam and Chram and Christ (Rom. ist (Rom. 5:14) or I5:14) or Israel and srael and the Churchthe Church. This pro. ChurchChurch. ThChurch. This provokeis provokes the quess the question whethtion whether or to wer or to what extenthat extent Paul’s us Paul’s use of typole of typoe of typology mtypology may be distay be distinguished inguished from allegfrom allegory.ory.ory.

The NT interprets Scripture in quite varied ways. In places it resembles 
Qumran’s pesharim, as when Jesus in Luke 4:16-19 quotes Isa. 61:1-2 and a part 
of 58:6, and announces that “today this scripture has been fulfilled in your 
hearing” (Luke 4:21). Matthew’s account of the magi (Matt. 2:1-11) can be read 
as a narrative realization of Isa. 60:1-6. The Letter to the Hebrews interprets in a 
more Platonic fashion, with Christ bearing the “imprint” or character of God 
(Heb. 1:3), and the old covenant as a mundane copy of a heavenly archetype (8:5; 
cf. Exod. 25:40). Hebrews, which is dense with quotations of Scripture, employs 
rabbinic exegetical techniques, but in order to show Christ’s and the Church’s 
supersession of Judaism and the “first” covenant (Heb. 8:7). Paul’s letters 
proceed differently, employing as well as urging a spiritual and “ecclesiocentric” 
reading of Scripture shaped by the experience of the Spirit in the Christian 
community (2 Cor. 3:2-18). Paul’s interpretation, and that of the NT generally, 
has often been called typological: establishing a figural (cor)relation between two 
events or entities, such as Adam and Christ (Rom. 5:14) or Israel and the 
Church. This provokes the question whether or to what extent Paul’s use of 
typology may be distinguished from allegory.

�Paul uses Paul uses the term “the term “allegory” allegory” in Gal. 4:in Gal. 4:21-31 (v. 21-31 (v. 24), but p24), but proceeds diroceeds differently fferently from the affrom the afrom the allegoricalllegorical interpret interpretation thatation that Christian Christians practices practiced in subsed in subsequent centquent centuries. Whiuriecentcenturies.centuries. While Phi While Philo of Alexlo of Alexandria (30andria (30  B.C.E.—C.EB.C.E.—C.E.. 40) pract 40) practiced allegiced allegorical intorical interpretatioerpintinterpretainterpretation in thtion in the service e service of Judaismof Judaism, a later , a later AlexandriaAlexandrian, Origen n, Origen (185–253/4(185–253/4), was the), w), was the mowas the most able Chst able Christian alristian allegorist. legorist. Origen’s hOrigen’s hermeneuticermeneutics coheres s coheres with his twith his tripartite ripttripartitetripartite anthropol anthropology — bodyogy — body, soul, sp, soul, spirit. “Bodirit. “Body” correspy” corresponds to reonds to reading for ading for the literaththe literathe literal or fleshl or fleshly sense oly sense of the textf the text and “spir and “spirit” to a sit” to a spiritual rpiritual reading; ineading; in this way, this way, this way, hermeway, hermeneutics coneutics corresponds rresponds to the sotto the soteriologicaeriological ascent l ascent (anagoœgeä(anagoœgeäí)í) of the so of the of the soul othe soul or the mindr the mind to the di to the divine. Intevine. Interpretationrpretation of this k of this kind not onind not only brings ly brings but requirbut rbut requires srequires spiritual epiritual enlightenmenlightenment; hence,nt; hence, the spiri the spiritual sensetual sense is hidden is hidden within th within the literal,e litere literal, aliteral, and remainsnd remains hidden to hidden to those inc those incapable of apable of discerningdiscerning it. Some  it. Some texts havetexts have or make n or m or make no limake no literal sensteral sense, drivinge, driving the inter the interpreter to preter to search forsearch for their ine their inexhaustiblexhaustible spiritual spiri spiritual spiritual meaning.meaning.meaning.

Paul uses the term “allegory” in Gal. 4:21-31 (v. 24), but proceeds differently 
from the allegorical interpretation that Christians practiced in subsequent 
centuries. While Philo of Alexandria (30 B.C.E.—C.E. 40) practiced allegorical 
interpretation in the service of Judaism, a later Alexandrian, Origen (185–253/4), 
was the most able Christian allegorist. Origen’s hermeneutics coheres with his 
tripartite anthropology — body, soul, spirit. “Body” corresponds to reading for 
the literal or fleshly sense of the text and “spirit” to a spiritual reading; in this 
way, hermeneutics corresponds to the soteriological ascent (anagoœgeäí) of 
the soul or the mind to the divine. Interpretation of this kind not only brings but 
requires spiritual enlightenment; hence, the spiritual sense is hidden within the 
literal, and remains hidden to those incapable of discerning it. Some texts have or 
make no literal sense, driving the interpreter to search for their inexhaustible 
spiritual meaning.

�Origen’s cOrigen’s contemplationtemplative and mysve and mystical hermtical hermeneutics, eneutics, and the aland the allegorical legorical tradition traditiotradition tradition in Alexandin Alexandria, had tria, had their countheir counterpart anderpart and oppositio opposition in Antion in Antioch. There ch. There people likpeopeople likpeople like Diodore e Diodore of Tarsus of Tarsus and Theodoand Theodore of Mopsre of Mopsuestia, inuestia, in the 4th a the 4th and 5th cennd 5th cennd 5th centuries,centuries, stressed  stressed historicalhistorical and liter and literal exegesial exegesis. Jerome s. Jerome (347?-420)(347?-420), early un, early under the inder thder the influethe influence of Orince of Origen, was cgen, was compelled aompelled as a transls a translator (the ator (the Latin VulgLatin Vulgate) to state) to study the liudy ststudy the study the literal seliteral sense, whilense, while recognizi recognizing other mng other meanings aseanings as well. Aug well. Augustine (35ustine (354–430), es4–43(35(354–430),(354–430), especiall especially in y in On ChristiOn Christian Doctrinan Doctrine,e, attended  attended to the Bibto the Bible’s rhetole’s rhetoric, to thric, to thric, to the way Gothe way God communicd communicates throuates through Scriptugh Scripture, and thre, and the distincte distinction betweeion between words ann wordsn words and words and things as things as signs and signs and the spiritthe spiritual realitual realities ies (res)(res) to which  to which they referthey refer. In most . In mo. In most placemost places, the texs, the text’s literat’s literal sense isl sense is clear in  clear in its teachiits teaching of faitng of faith, love, ah, love, and hope; wnd hope; wnd hope; where it iwhere it is obscure,s obscure, a figurat a figurative readinive reading is requig is required (3.9–1red (3.9–10). The Bi0). The Bible’s edifble’s edifying purpoying puying purpose fopurpose forms a rulerms a rule for its i for its interpretatnterpretation. Afterion. After Augustine Augustine, the unde, the understanding rstanding of the Bibof tof the Bible the Bible as having as having a fourfolda fourfold sense (li sense (literal, allteral, allegorical, egorical, tropologictropological, anagogal, anagogical) brouical) broical) brought tobrought together thegether the main stre main streams of patams of patristic herristic hermeneutics.meneutics.

Origen’s contemplative and mystical hermeneutics, and the allegorical 
tradition in Alexandria, had their counterpart and opposition in Antioch. There 
people like Diodore of Tarsus and Theodore of Mopsuestia, in the 4th and 5th 
centuries, stressed historical and literal exegesis. Jerome (347?-420), early under 
the influence of Origen, was compelled as a translator (the Latin Vulgate) to 
study the literal sense, while recognizing other meanings as well. Augustine 
(354–430), especially in On Christian Doctrine, attended to the Bible’s rhetoric, to 
the way God communicates through Scripture, and the distinction between 
words and things as signs and the spiritual realities (res) to which they refer. In 
most places, the text’s literal sense is clear in its teaching of faith, love, and hope; 



where it is obscure, a figurative reading is required (3.9–10). The Bible’s edifying 
purpose forms a rule for its interpretation. After Augustine, the understanding of 
the Bible as having a fourfold sense (literal, allegorical, tropological, anagogical) 
brought together the main streams of patristic hermeneutics.

�Medieval hMedieval hermeneuticermeneutics can be ts can be thought of hought of as a lengtas a lengthy debate hy debate about the about the place and place place and place and definitiondefinition of Script of Scripture’s liteure’s literal sense.ral sense. Invigorat Invigorating this ding this debate was ebate was the confrothe conthe confrontatconfrontation with cion with classical llassical learning anearning and its new d its new disciplinedisciplines, and wits, and with it a cerh it a certain tensitain tetain tension betension between monatween monasteries ansteries and the cathd the cathedral schoedral schools. Classols. Classical textsical texts like thos like those of Ariste oe of Aristotof Aristotle were mele were mediated thrdiated through Arabiough Arabic scholarsc scholars, who affe, who affected Jewiscted Jewish interpreh interpretation as tinterpreinterpretainterpretation as wetion as well. In thell. In the later Mid later Middle Ages, dle Ages, Jewish intJewish interpreters erpreters expressed expressed a preferena prea preferencepreference for the l for the literal seniteral sense se (peshat)(peshat) over the  over the applied seapplied sense nse (derash),(derash), or sought or sought ways to c w ways to coways to coordinate tordinate the two. Inhe two. In the 11th  the 11th and 12th cand 12th centuries, enturies, Rashi, MosRashi, Moses Maimonies Maimones MaimonidesMaimonides, and Ibn , and Ibn Ezra exercEzra exercised a proised a profound inflfound influence on Juence on Jewish inteewish interpretationrpretation and, eith interpretationinterpretainterpretation and, tion and, either direither directly or iectly or indirectly,ndirectly, on Christ on Christian interpian interpreters as reters as well. Hughwell. Hwell. Hugh of StHugh of St. Victor, . Victor, Thomas AquThomas Aquinas, and inas, and Nicholas oNicholas of Lyra strf Lyra stressed the essed the literal seliteral sense as thensesesense as tsense as the basis ohe basis of all intef all interpretationrpretation, but they, but they defined “ defined “literal seliteral sense” in dinse” in different wafferent didifferent different ways. For ways. For Thomas, thThomas, the literal e literal sense was sense was what the awhat the author inteuthor intended, the nded, the ultimate aultultimate aultimate author of Suthor of Scripture bcripture being God. eing God. Nicholas iNicholas introduced ntroduced a double la double literal seniteral sense, so thase,sensense, so sense, so that the sthat the son promiseon promised to Davidd to David in 2 Sam. in 2 Sam. 7 is lite 7 is literally bothrally both Solomon a Solomon and, but mond,aand, but mand, but more properore properly, Jesus ly, Jesus Christ.Christ.

Medieval hermeneutics can be thought of as a lengthy debate about the 
place and definition of Scripture’s literal sense. Invigorating this debate was the 
confrontation with classical learning and its new disciplines, and with it a certain 
tension between monasteries and the cathedral schools. Classical texts like those 
of Aristotle were mediated through Arabic scholars, who affected Jewish 
interpretation as well. In the later Middle Ages, Jewish interpreters expressed a 
preference for the literal sense (peshat) over the applied sense (derash), or sought 
ways to coordinate the two. In the 11th and 12th centuries, Rashi, Moses 
Maimonides, and Ibn Ezra exercised a profound influence on Jewish 
interpretation and, either directly or indirectly, on Christian interpreters as well. 
Hugh of St. Victor, Thomas Aquinas, and Nicholas of Lyra stressed the literal 
sense as the basis of all interpretation, but they defined “literal sense” in 
different ways. For Thomas, the literal sense was what the author intended, the 
ultimate author of Scripture being God. Nicholas introduced a double literal 
sense, so that the son promised to David in 2 Sam. 7 is literally both Solomon 
and, but more properly, Jesus Christ.

The ReformThe Reformation and ation and Modern IntModern Interpretatioerpretationn

The Reformation and Modern Interpretation

Implicit, Implicit, and often and often explicit, explicit, in both pain both patristic antristic and medievald medieval interpret interpretation, is ation, is that the nthat thethat the normatthe normative sense ive sense of Scriptuof Scripture must bere must be determine determined in accord in accordance withdance with the rule  the rule  the rule of farule of faith or theith or the analogy o analogy of faith — f faith — with what with what ChristiansChristians believe a believe and the Chund the Church teacherchChuChurch teaChurch teaches. A laches. A late medievate medieval theologil theologian, Jean Gan, Jean Gerson (136erson (1363–1429), a3–1429), applied thipplied this to the dsthithis to ththis to the definitie definition of the on of the literal meliteral meaning of Saning of Scripture, cripture, whose wordwhose words s couldcould mean any  mean a mean any varietany variety of thingy of things. Its lits. Its literal meanieral meaning, he argng, he argued — thusued — thus its norma its normative meanitive meaning, its ng, ing, its its resres — is esta — is established “bblished “by the holyy the holy doctors a doctors and expositnd expositors of sacors of sacred Scriptred Scripture.” He aure.” Hure.” He argued He argued this againthis against John Hust John Hus, a disses, a dissenter from nter from the Catholthe Catholic Church ic Church who demandwho demanwho demanded tdemanded to be proveo be proved wrong byd wrong by the plain the plain meaning o meaning of Scripturf Scripture.e.e.

Implicit, and often explicit, in both patristic and medieval interpretation, is that 
the normative sense of Scripture must be determined in accordance with the 
rule of faith or the analogy of faith — with what Christians believe and the 
Church teaches. A late medieval theologian, Jean Gerson (1363–1429), applied 
this to the definition of the literal meaning of Scripture, whose words could mean 
any variety of things. Its literal meaning, he argued — thus its normative meaning, 
its res — is established “by the holy doctors and expositors of sacred Scripture.” 
He argued this against John Hus, a dissenter from the Catholic Church who 
demanded to be proved wrong by the plain meaning of Scripture.

�Martin LutMartin Luther, a cenher, a century latertury later, also dis, also dissented frosented from the Cathm the Catholic Churcolic Church, while ah, whileh, while agrewhile agreeing entireing entirely with Gely with Gerson’s sterson’s stress on thress on the literal e literal sense of Ssense of Scripture. cripture. Like otherLike Like otherLike other Reformers Reformers, such as , such as John CalviJohn Calvin and Ulrin and Ulrich Zwinglich Zwingli, Luther r, Luther reflected heflected humanism’s umhhumanism’shumanism’s motto,  motto, ad fontesad fontes (“to the  (“to the sources”).sources”). Their acc Their access to theess to the biblical  biblical sources wasourcesources wasources was greatly s greatly enhanced benhanced by the avaiy the availability olability of Greek anf Greek and Hebrew td Hebrew texts and texts and their abilihttheir abiltheir ability to reaity to read them. Ind them. In turning t turning to Scripturo Scripture, Luther e, Luther did not redid not reject Churcject Church traditioh trah tradition;tradition; he appeal he appealed to it ied to it in argumentn arguments against s against the Anabapthe Anabaptists, buttists, but he held S he held Scripture pcriptSScripture Scripture properly iproperly interpretednterpreted to be the to be the critical  critical norm of thnorm of the Church’se Church’s tradition tradition and its t an and its teand its teaching. Juaching. Justificatiostification by faithn by faith, the herm, the hermeneutical eneutical distinctiodistinction between n between law and golaw anlaw and gospeland gospel, and the , and the principle principle that Scripthat Scripture is itture is its own intes own interpreter lirpreter lie behind te behind the Lutherahe Luthe Lutheran mLutheran motto, otto, sola scripsola scripturatura (“Scriptu (“Scripture alone”)re alone”). Calvin, . Calvin, like Luthelike Luther, devotedr, devoted much of h muc much of himuch of his energy ts energy to biblicalo biblical interpret interpretation, butation, but Calvin al Calvin also wrote aso wrote a handbook  handbook to guide rto to guide rto guide readers of eaders of Scripture,Scripture, his  his InstitutesInstitutes of the Ch of the Christian Reristian Religion.ligion. One may r One may read this aead thead this as anthis as an effort to effort to articulat articulate the e the resres — the rea — the reality or melity or meaning to waning to which Scriphich Scripture bearsture bture bears witnbears witness.ess.ess.

Martin Luther, a century later, also dissented from the Catholic Church, 
while agreeing entirely with Gerson’s stress on the literal sense of Scripture. 
Like other Reformers, such as John Calvin and Ulrich Zwingli, Luther reflected 
humanism’s motto, ad fontes (“to the sources”). Their access to the biblical 
sources was greatly enhanced by the availability of Greek and Hebrew texts and 
their ability to read them. In turning to Scripture, Luther did not reject Church 
tradition; he appealed to it in arguments against the Anabaptists, but he held 
Scripture properly interpreted to be the critical norm of the Church’s tradition 



and its teaching. Justification by faith, the hermeneutical distinction between law 
and gospel, and the principle that Scripture is its own interpreter lie behind the 
Lutheran motto, sola scriptura (“Scripture alone”). Calvin, like Luther, devoted 
much of his energy to biblical interpretation, but Calvin also wrote a handbook 
to guide readers of Scripture, his Institutes of the Christian Religion. One may read 
this as an effort to articulate the res — the reality or meaning to which Scripture 
bears witness.

�ProtestantProtestant “Orthodox “Orthodox” or schol” or scholastic theoastic theologians oflogians of the post- the post-ReformatioReformation period sn pern period souperiod sought to defght to defend and adend and advance the vance the insights oinsights of the Refof the Reformers, aftrmers, after the Couer the Council of TrnCouCouncil ofCouncil of Trent (15 Trent (1545–1563) r45–1563) refined andefined and confirmed confirmed Catholic  Catholic teaching. teaching. One point One pointOne point of cpoint of contention ontention concerned concerned the Protesthe Protestant notiotant notion of Scripn of Scripture’s clature’s clarity: whilrity: while only thee one only the Honly the Holy Spiritoly Spirit could giv could give internale internal clarity,  clarity, Scripture Scripture is clear iis clear in what it n what it teaches abteaches teaches abteaches about salvatout salvation; henceion; hence, even a l, even a layperson —ayperson — even an u even an unbeliever nbeliever — could co— could co— could correct thcorrect the bishop fe bishop from Scriptrom Scripture. To Caure. To Catholics, ttholics, this amounthis amounted to prived to private interpate interpretation areinterpinterpretainterpretation and wtion and would resulould result in anarct in anarchy. Proteshy. Protestants conttants contended thatended that the Catho the Catholic view oliCathoCatholic vCatholic view of muliew of multiple senstiple senses entailees entailed that oned that one text coul text could signify d signify or refer tor refer to differeno diffo different different things, unthings, undermining dermining Scripture’Scripture’s authorits authority by placiy by placing it undeng it under the Churr the Church’s. The ch’s.ChurChurch’s. Church’s. The ReformThe Reformed Protested Protestants said ants said that interthat interpretation pretation must be gumust be guided by thided by the analogy eththe analogthe analogy of faithy of faith — in conf — in conformity witormity with the creeh the creeds, catechds, catechism, and cism, and confessionaonfessional articlesl al articles. articles. Formally, Formally, this diffethis differed littlered little from medi from medieval viewseval views...

Protestant “Orthodox” or scholastic theologians of the post-Reformation 
period sought to defend and advance the insights of the Reformers, after the 
Council of Trent (1545–1563) refined and confirmed Catholic teaching. One 
point of contention concerned the Protestant notion of Scripture’s clarity: while 
only the Holy Spirit could give internal clarity, Scripture is clear in what it 
teaches about salvation; hence, even a layperson — even an unbeliever — could 
correct the bishop from Scripture. To Catholics, this amounted to private 
interpretation and would result in anarchy. Protestants contended that the 
Catholic view of multiple senses entailed that one text could signify or refer to 
different things, undermining Scripture’s authority by placing it under the 
Church’s. The Reformed Protestants said that interpretation must be guided by 
the analogy of faith — in conformity with the creeds, catechism, and confessional 
articles. Formally, this differed little from medieval views.

�The arcaneThe arcane character character of Protes of Protestant scholtant scholasticism aasticism and its connd its confessionalifessionalism provokesm provsm provoked cprovoked contrastingontrasting responses responses in the 17 in the 17th centuryth century. In the N. In the Netherlandsetherlands, Benedict, Benedict Spinoza a BenedictBenedict SBenedict Spinoza andpinoza and Hugo Grot Hugo Grotius introdius introduced histouced historical and rical and rigorouslyrigorously  criticalcritical interpret inte interpretainterpretation of thtion of the Bible. Se Bible. Spinoza argpinoza argued that iued that it was immat was immaterial wheterial whether the bther the biblical stiblibbiblical sbiblical stories, ortories, or their mor their moral lessonsal lessons, or the d, or the doctrines doctrines derived froerived from them arem them are true, sin tru true, sinctrue, since only thee only their meaningir meaning matters — matters — the way t the way they contrihey contribute to pibute to piety and beety and behavior. Trhbebehavior. behavior. Truth is fTruth is for philosoor philosophy to detphy to determine. Inermine. In Germany,  Germany, Philip SpePhilip Spener and A.ner and A. H. Franck H H. FranckeH. Francke urged dir urged direct engageect engagement with ment with Scripture,Scripture, without t without the mediatihe mediating artificng artifice of dogmae artificartifice oartifice of dogmaticf dogmatic theology. theology. Whereas S Whereas Spinoza andpinoza and Grotius r Grotius required anequired an objective objective stance to objectiveobjective objective stance towstance toward the teard the text, Spenerxt, Spener and espec and especially Franially Francke said tcke said that the sphat the spiritual diiritspspiritual spiritual dispositiodisposition of the in of the interpreternterpreter must acco must accord with thrd with the Spirit we Spirit who inspireho inspired the textd thed the text. the text. While SpinWhile Spinoza and Groza and Grotius tendotius tended to idened to identify the ltify the literal or iteral or primary seprimary sense of thensesesense of tsense of the text wihe text with its histh its historical setorical sense, Francnse, Francke joined ke joined the literathe literal sense wil sense with the affth the th the affectthe affective sense ive sense (sensus pi(sensus pius),us), and said  and said that the tthat the text so intext so interpreted merpreted must be appust be applied to thliappapplied toapplied to the inter the interpreting supreting subject. Piebject. Pietists liketists like Francke a Francke and J. A. Bnd J. A. Bengel wereengel were anything  anyth anything banything but unsophiut unsophisticated; sticated; indeed, Beindeed, Bengel’s worngel’s work represenk represented the moted the most meticulst meticulous textuaometiculmeticulousmeticulous textual s textual scholarshipcholarship among Chr among Christians siistians since Origennce Origen...

The arcane character of Protestant scholasticism and its confessionalism 
provoked contrasting responses in the 17th century. In the Netherlands, 
Benedict Spinoza and Hugo Grotius introduced historical and rigorously critical 
interpretation of the Bible. Spinoza argued that it was immaterial whether the 
biblical stories, or their moral lessons, or the doctrines derived from them are 
true, since only their meaning matters — the way they contribute to piety and 
behavior. Truth is for philosophy to determine. In Germany, Philip Spener and A. 
H. Francke urged direct engagement with Scripture, without the mediating 
artifice of dogmatic theology. Whereas Spinoza and Grotius required an 
objective stance toward the text, Spener and especially Francke said that the 
spiritual disposition of the interpreter must accord with the Spirit who inspired 
the text. While Spinoza and Grotius tended to identify the literal or primary 
sense of the text with its historical sense, Francke joined the literal sense with 
the affective sense (sensus pius), and said that the text so interpreted must be 
applied to the interpreting subject. Pietists like Francke and J. A. Bengel were 
anything but unsophisticated; indeed, Bengel’s work represented the most 
meticulous textual scholarship among Christians since Origen.

�The rationThe rationalists andalists and pietists  pietists conspired conspired unwittinglunwittingly to introy to introduce the mduce the modern era odern eodern era of bibera of biblical intelical interpretationrpretation, which pu, which pursued textrsued textual and hiual and historical sstorical study with tudy with increasingincreincreasingincreasing detachmen detachment from Chut from Church doctrirch doctrine. In Frane. In France, Richance, Richard Simon’srd Simon’s critical  critical study of tststudy of tstudy of the OT (167he OT (1670) argued 0) argued that the Pthat the Pentateuch entateuch consisted consisted of traditiof traditions compilons compiled by postecompilcompiled bcompiled by postexily postexilic editorsic editors. Now “tra. Now “tradition” codition” could refer,uld refer, not to Ch not to Church tradiurch tradition, but tiotraditradition,tradition, but to ma but to material lyiterial lying behind ng behind the biblicthe biblical texts. al texts. A century A century later in Glater in Germany, JoermanyGGermany, JGermany, Johann S. Sohann S. Semler’s “Femler’s “Free Investree Investigation ofigation of the Canon the Canon” proposed” proposed that the  that the  that the canon the canon should be should be studied asstudied as a histori a historical phenomcal phenomenon, rathenon, rather than aser than as a norm, a a norm, and its boonaand its boand its books regardoks regarded as witned as witnesses to tesses to their own their own times. Robeimes. Robert Lowth’srt Lowth’s study of  study of Hebrew poeHHebrew poeHebrew poetry, in Entry, in England, andgland, and Johann G. Johann G. Herder’s  Herder’s work on thwork on the same sube same subject, in Gject, in Gject, in Germany, hGermany, helped to celped to combine bibombine biblical scholical scholarship’s larship’s historicalhistorical interests interests with roma with romanticism. Tntiromaromanticisromanticism. These wm. These were joinedere joined early in  early in the 19th cthe 19th century by entury by the philosthe philosophy of G.ophy of G. W. F. Heg G.G. W. F. HG. W. F. Hegel (amonegel (among others),g others), which inf which influenced thluenced the developme developmental theoental theories of Feries of Feries of Ferdinand Ferdinand C. Baur (NC. Baur (NT) and WilT) and Wilhelm Vatkehelm Vatke (OT), and (OT), and David F.  David F. Strauss’s Strauss’s mythic intmythic inmythic interpretainterpretation of thtion of the NT.e NT.e NT.

The rationalists and pietists conspired unwittingly to introduce the modern 
era of biblical interpretation, which pursued textual and historical study with 
increasing detachment from Church doctrine. In France, Richard Simon’s critical 



study of the OT (1670) argued that the Pentateuch consisted of traditions 
compiled by postexilic editors. Now “tradition” could refer, not to Church 
tradition, but to material lying behind the biblical texts. A century later in 
Germany, Johann S. Semler’s “Free Investigation of the Canon” proposed that 
the canon should be studied as a historical phenomenon, rather than as a norm, 
and its books regarded as witnesses to their own times. Robert Lowth’s study of 
Hebrew poetry, in England, and Johann G. Herder’s work on the same subject, in 
Germany, helped to combine biblical scholarship’s historical interests with 
romanticism. These were joined early in the 19th century by the philosophy of 
G. W. F. Hegel (among others), which influenced the developmental theories of 
Ferdinand C. Baur (NT) and Wilhelm Vatke (OT), and David F. Strauss’s mythic 
interpretation of the NT.

�Hegel’s coHegel’s colleague inlleague in Berlin, F Berlin, Friedrich Driedrich D. E. Schle. E. Schleiermacher,iermacher, lectured  lectured on hermeneon hermeon hermeneutihermeneutics, elevatcs, elevating that ting that topic to reopic to renewed theonewed theological imlogical importance. portance. He held thHe held that an inteaththat an inthat an interpreter terpreter must entermust enter into the  into the subjectivisubjectivity of the ty of the author, noauthor, not only thrt only through grammoughthrthrough grthrough grammatical ammatical study of tstudy of the text buhe text but through t through an act of an act of intuition intuition or divinator divination — in oion divinatdivinationdivination — in orde — in order to underr to understand the stand the biblical abiblical authors betuthors better than tter than they undershey understood themstoundersunderstoodunderstood themselve themselves. Here pis. Here pietism has etism has its echo.its echo.

Hegel’s colleague in Berlin, Friedrich D. E. Schleiermacher, lectured on 
hermeneutics, elevating that topic to renewed theological importance. He held 
that an interpreter must enter into the subjectivity of the author, not only 
through grammatical study of the text but through an act of intuition or 
divination — in order to understand the biblical authors better than they 
understood themselves. Here pietism has its echo.

ContemporaContemporary Approacry Approacheshes

Contemporary Approaches

SchleiermaSchleiermacher’s infcher’s influence on luence on biblical ibiblical interpretatnterpretation was meion was mediated by diated by Wilhelm DiWilhelm Dilthey, wholtDiDilthey, wDilthey, who viewed ho viewed texts as etexts as expressionsxpressions of life f of life fixed in wrixed in writing. Thiiting. This view wass view was joined wi join joined witjoined with Martin Hh Martin Heidegger’seidegger’s hermeneut hermeneutic phenomeic phenomenology in nology in Rudolf BulRudolf Bultmann’s prtmann’s BulBultmann’sBultmann’s program o program of “demythof “demythologizing” logizing” the NT. Buthe NT. Bultmann wanltmann wanted to undted to understand therstandundunderstandunderstand the mytho the mythological exlogical expressions pressions of the NT’of the NT’s theologys theology in order  in order again to hagain to hear the ehhear the hear the kerygmakerygma or procla or proclamation abomation about Jesus (ut Jesus (and decisiand decisively the cvely the cross) as tross) as the advent he advehe advent of advent of God’s reigGod’s reign, which cn, which calls for falls for faith — foraith — for a decisio a decision, yes or n, yes or no. Faith no. Faith is Bultmanis Bultis Bultmann’sBultmann’s analogue  analogue to Heideggto Heidegger’s “auther’s “authentic exisentic existence.” Motence.” More importare importantly for Bntly for Bultmann, huBBultmann, Bultmann, he considehe considered his rared his radical histdical historical criorical criticism andticism and demytholo demythologizing to gizing to be consistbe cbe consistentconsistent with Luth with Luther’s (and,er’s (and, he believ he believed, Paul’sed, Paul’s) doctrine) doctrine of justif of justification byication by faith alo faith a faith alone.alone.alone.

Schleiermacher’s influence on biblical interpretation was mediated by Wilhelm 
Dilthey, who viewed texts as expressions of life fixed in writing. This view was 
joined with Martin Heidegger’s hermeneutic phenomenology in Rudolf 
Bultmann’s program of “demythologizing” the NT. Bultmann wanted to 
understand the mythological expressions of the NT’s theology in order again to 
hear the kerygma or proclamation about Jesus (and decisively the cross) as the 
advent of God’s reign, which calls for faith — for a decision, yes or no. Faith is 
Bultmann’s analogue to Heidegger’s “authentic existence.” More importantly for 
Bultmann, he considered his radical historical criticism and demythologizing to be 
consistent with Luther’s (and, he believed, Paul’s) doctrine of justification by faith 
alone.

�Bultmann’sBultmann’s work, whi work, which took shch took shape betweeape between the two n the two world warsworld wars, began in, began in conversat co conversaticonversation with Kaon with Karl Barth, rl Barth, whose Romawhose Romans commentns commentary (1918)ary (1918) marked a  marked a radical deradicaradical deradical departure frparture from the preom the prevailing hivailing historical-cstorical-critical inritical interpretatiterpretation of the on of the Bible. BibBible. BBible. Biblical sBiblical scholarshipcholarship in the 19 in the 19th and earth and early 20th cely 20th centuries hanturies had been invd been invigorated bigorated by the avaiy thy the availathe availability of bility of materials materials from Palesfrom Palestine and ttine and the ancienthe ancient world gen world generally, anerally, and refinemed refind refinementrefinements in histos in historical and rical and literary aliterary analysis (fnalysis (form criticorm criticism, tradiism, tradition histotion history). Thesery). Thery). These helpThese helped to fueled to fuel interest  interest in the hisin the history of retory of religion, anligion, and especiald especially in the ly in the developmendevelopdevelopmendevelopment of the “t of the “Israelite”Israelite” and early and early Christian Christian religions religions, each in , each in their resptheir respective andectivresprespectiverespective and quite and quite different different contexts. contexts. In Barth’ In Barth’s judgments judgment, this his, this historicism atoricism and the libnd thnd the liberathe liberal theologyl theology it compor it comported with fted with failed to eailed to engage the ngage the subject, Gsubject, God, and suod, and subject mattbjesusubject masubject matter tter (Sache)(Sache) of the bi of the biblical texblical text. Bultmant. Bultmann accused n accused Barth of fBarth of failing criailing critically toticalcricriticallycritically to assess to assess the text  the text and its exand its expressions pressions in terms oin terms of its subjf its subject matterect matter...

Bultmann’s work, which took shape between the two world wars, began in 
conversation with Karl Barth, whose Romans commentary (1918) marked a 
radical departure from the prevailing historical-critical interpretation of the Bible. 
Biblical scholarship in the 19th and early 20th centuries had been invigorated by 
the availability of materials from Palestine and the ancient world generally, and 
refinements in historical and literary analysis (form criticism, tradition history). 
These helped to fuel interest in the history of religion, and especially in the 
development of the “Israelite” and early Christian religions, each in their 



respective and quite different contexts. In Barth’s judgment, this historicism and 
the liberal theology it comported with failed to engage the subject, God, and 
subject matter (Sache) of the biblical text. Bultmann accused Barth of failing 
critically to assess the text and its expressions in terms of its subject matter.

�In North AIn North America aftmerica after 1945, ter 1945, the Biblicahe Biblical Theologyl Theology movement  movement also respoalso responded to whndedresporesponded responded to what itto what its proponens proponents viewed ts viewed as stagnatas stagnation in bibion in biblical studlical studies and thies and theology. Ineoththeology. theology. InfluencedInfluenced by C. H.  by C. H. Dodd and HDodd and H. H. Rowle. H. Rowley in Englay in England, they snd, they stressed thtressed the unity ofeththe unity the unity of the OT of the OT and NT andand NT and the essen the essentially histially historical antorical and dynamic d dynamic character character of biblicaofof biblicaof biblical theologyl theology. This att. This attempt to joempt to join historiin historical-criticcal-critical studiesal studies with theo with theology encoulogy enclogy encountereencountered severe cd severe criticism, riticism, but just abut just as influents influential in itsial in its demise wa demise was the avais the availability olabilityavaiavailabiliavailability of morety of more compellin compelling alternatg alternatives, suchives, such as Gerhar as Gerhard von Rad’d von Rad’s traditios tradition-historicn-histraditiotradition-tradition-historicalhistorical approach  approach to the OT.to the OT. In the NT In the NT field, Bu field, Bultmann’s sltmann’s students, etudents, especially speceespeciallyespecially Ernst Fuc Ernst Fuchs and Gerhs and Gerhard Ebelihard Ebeling, develong, developed his viped his views furtheews further in the “r in the “new hermennew““new herme“new hermeneutic.”neutic.”neutic.”

In North America after 1945, the Biblical Theology movement also 
responded to what its proponents viewed as stagnation in biblical studies and 
theology. Influenced by C. H. Dodd and H. H. Rowley in England, they stressed 
the unity of the OT and NT and the essentially historical and dynamic character 
of biblical theology. This attempt to join historical-critical studies with theology 
encountered severe criticism, but just as influential in its demise was the 
availability of more compelling alternatives, such as Gerhard von Rad’s 
tradition-historical approach to the OT. In the NT field, Bultmann’s students, 
especially Ernst Fuchs and Gerhard Ebeling, developed his views further in the 
“new hermeneutic.”

�Another ofAnother of Bultmann’ Bultmann’s studentss students, Hans-Geo, Hans-Georg Gadamerrg Gadamer, returned, returned to the pr to the project of aojeprproject ofproject of a univers a universal hermeneal hermeneutics or tutics or theory of uheory of understandinderstanding that Scng that Schleiermachhleiermacher initiateSchleiermachSchleiermaSchleiermacher initicher initiated. Howeated. However, Gadamver, Gadamer moved, er moved, through Hethrough Heidegger, bidegger, beyond Schleyond Seyond SchleiermaSchleiermacher’s subcher’s subjectivism jectivism and considand considered underered understanding tstanding to be an evo be an event in whient in which the horcwhiwhich the which the horizon ofhorizon of the text  the text and that oand that of the intef the interpreter arrpreter are “fused.”e “fused.” This even This event thus occt tht thus occurthus occurs within as within a tradition tradition, as part , as part of the effof the effective hisective history of thtory of the text. Ape text. Appealing inpealingApAppealing Appealing in part toin part to theologic theological hermeneal hermeneutics, Gadutics, Gadamer rehabamer rehabilitated silitated such concepuch concepts as tradtconcepconcepts aconcepts as traditios tradition, authorin, authority, and prty, and prejudice (oejudice (or pre-judgr pre-judgment). Whiment). While Gadamerle Gadamer did not e GadamerGadamer diGadamer did not empld not employ these coy these concepts naoncepts naively, Jürively, Jürgen Habermgen Habermas criticias criticized him fozed him fozed him for attendfor attending insuffing insufficiently ticiently to the disto the distorting efforting effects of trects of tradition, wadition, which coverhich covers over vars over vs over varieties varieties of injustiof injustice; Habermce; Habermas proposeas proposed a counted a counterfactual irfactual ideal-speecdeal-speech situatioh situation as a crin asn as a critias a critical princical principle. Paul ple. Paul Ricoeur haRicoeur has drawn ons drawn on the Germa the German tradition tradition of philon of philosophical asopphilophilosophiphilosophical and thcal and theological eological hermeneutihermeneutics, but alcs, but also on Frenso on French work inch work in structura structuralism and slisstructurastructuralstructuralism and seism and semiotics. Hmiotics. His theory is theory of interprof interpretation inetation includes a ncludes a necessary secessary step of distep sstep of distep of distanciatiostanciation or explan or explanation in nation in moving fromoving from a first m a first to a seconto a second naiveté d naiveté — the appr— th— the appropthe appropriation ofriation of the world the world projected projected by the te by the text.xt.xt.

Another of Bultmann’s students, Hans-Georg Gadamer, returned to the 
project of a universal hermeneutics or theory of understanding that 
Schleiermacher initiated. However, Gadamer moved, through Heidegger, beyond 
Schleiermacher’s subjectivism and considered understanding to be an event in 
which the horizon of the text and that of the interpreter are “fused.” This event 
thus occurs within a tradition, as part of the effective history of the text. 
Appealing in part to theological hermeneutics, Gadamer rehabilitated such 
concepts as tradition, authority, and prejudice (or pre-judgment). While 
Gadamer did not employ these concepts naively, Jürgen Habermas criticized him 
for attending insufficiently to the distorting effects of tradition, which covers over 
varieties of injustice; Habermas proposed a counterfactual ideal-speech situation 
as a critical principle. Paul Ricoeur has drawn on the German tradition of 
philosophical and theological hermeneutics, but also on French work in 
structuralism and semiotics. His theory of interpretation includes a necessary 
step of distanciation or explanation in moving from a first to a second naiveté — 
the appropriation of the world projected by the text.

�These deveThese developments ilopments in hermeneun hermeneutics have tics have helped bibhelped biblical scholical scholars to colars to consider thensidercoconsider tconsider the role anhe role and characted character, and ther, and the aims, of  aims, of their histtheir historical-criorical-critical apprtical approaches, anoacheapprapproachesapproaches, and to p, and to pursue alteursue alternatives. rnatives. In recent In recent years, varyears, various kindsious kinds of narrat of narrative approaive aive approachesapproaches have appe have appeared, inflared, influenced botuenced both by the sh by the study of litudy of literature aterature and theory nd theory in fields inin fields in fields outside bioutside biblical stublical studies and bdies and by theologiy theological concercal concerns. Simultns. Simultaneously, aneously, archaeologarchaearchaeologarchaeological reseaical research and thrch and the availabie availability of nelity of new materialw materials — especis — especially the Ually the Ugaritic tegariUUgaritic tUgaritic texts, the exts, the Dead Sea SDead Sea Scrolls, thcrolls, the Nag Hamme Nag Hammadi texts adi texts — have aga— have again invigorin invigorated histoainvigorinvigorateinvigorated historicd historical studiesal studies. These no. These now routinelw routinely include y include theories atheories and methodsnd methods drawn fro d drawn fromdrawn from the human the human sciences, sciences, especiall especially anthropoy anthropology and slogy and sociology.ociology.ociology.

These developments in hermeneutics have helped biblical scholars to 
consider the role and character, and the aims, of their historical-critical 
approaches, and to pursue alternatives. In recent years, various kinds of narrative 
approaches have appeared, influenced both by the study of literature and theory 
in fields outside biblical studies and by theological concerns. Simultaneously, 
archaeological research and the availability of new materials — especially the 
Ugaritic texts, the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Nag Hammadi texts — have again 
invigorated historical studies. These now routinely include theories and methods 
drawn from the human sciences, especially anthropology and sociology.

�The most sThe most significantignificant recent de recent development velopment in biblicain biblical interprel interpretation hastation has been the  been th been the inclusthe inclusion of a bion of a broader ranroader range of voicge of voices and intes and interests. Foerests. Following Vallowing Vatican II, tican II, Roman CathRomaRoman CathRoman Catholics and olics and ProtestantProtestants have wors have worked togethked together. Neitheer. Neither has biblr has biblical interical interpretation pinterinterpretainterpretation remaition remained an excned an exclusively Clusively Christian ehristian enterprise.nterprise. While Jew While Jewish scholaish scholars, especirs,scholascholars, scholars, especiallyespecially in Israel in Israel and North and North America,  America, have advanhave advanced the hiced the historical sstorical study of thtudysstudy of tstudy of the Bible, he Bible, they have they have also helpealso helped to exposd to expose the antie the anti-Semitic b-Semitic biases of miases of much biblicuchmmuch biblimuch biblical scholacal scholarship. Morrship. Moreover, theeover, the Jewish ph Jewish philosophersilosophers/theologia/theologians Franz Rns Franz Rosenzweig oRRosenzweigRosenzweig and Emman and Emmanuel Levinauel Levinas contribus contribute an “othte an “other” voice er” voice to the subto the subject-centeject-centsubsubject-cesubject-centered herntered hermeneutics meneutics that has dthat has dominated fominated for two cenor two centuries. Lituries. Liberation aberation and feminisnaand feminiand feminist interprst interpreters haveeters have drawn att drawn attention to,ention to, or unmask or unmasked, the veed, the vested intersted interests conceesinterinterests interests concealed concealed in, and hein, and hence the ponce the political chlitical character ofaracter of, the inst, the institutions aitutions and practicnd prand practices practices of biblicaof biblical interprel interpretation. Thtation. These interpese interpreters drareters draw on experw on experience and ience and perspectivperperspectivperspectives not repes not represented iresented in past pran past practice. Thectice. The significa significance of socnce of social locatiial location, includon, inon, including including gender, ragender, race, class,ce, class, and socio and socio-historica-historical context,l context, is exhibi is exhibited in bibted in biblical intelical intlical interpretainterpretation from tion from around thearound the globe. Af globe. African, Asirican, Asian, and Laan, and Latina/Latintina/Latino interpreo interpreters have terinterpreinterpreteinterpreters have exrs have expanded thepanded the theoretic theoretical and moral and moral-political-political issues al issues that hermethat hermeneutics munehermehermeneutihermeneutics must encs must engage.gage.gage.

The most significant recent development in biblical interpretation has been 



the inclusion of a broader range of voices and interests. Following Vatican II, 
Roman Catholics and Protestants have worked together. Neither has biblical 
interpretation remained an exclusively Christian enterprise. While Jewish 
scholars, especially in Israel and North America, have advanced the historical 
study of the Bible, they have also helped to expose the anti-Semitic biases of 
much biblical scholarship. Moreover, the Jewish philosophers/theologians Franz 
Rosenzweig and Emmanuel Levinas contribute an “other” voice to the 
subject-centered hermeneutics that has dominated for two centuries. Liberation 
and feminist interpreters have drawn attention to, or unmasked, the vested 
interests concealed in, and hence the political character of, the institutions and 
practices of biblical interpretation. These interpreters draw on experience and 
perspectives not represented in past practice. The significance of social location, 
including gender, race, class, and socio-historical context, is exhibited in biblical 
interpretation from around the globe. African, Asian, and Latina/Latino 
interpreters have expanded the theoretical and moral-political issues that 
hermeneutics must engage.

�A criticalA critical hermeneut hermeneutics of susics of suspicion extpicion extends also ends also to the bibto the biblical textlical texts themselvs themselvs themselvesthemselves, or to th, or to their produceir production. The tion. The “new histo“new historicism” emricism” employs manyploys many of the me of the m of the methods ofmethods of historica historical criticisl criticism but invem but investigates tstigates the marginshe margins of texts, of texts, viewed as viewed as “sites of “site “sites of “sites of contestaticontestation” that ron” that reflect andeflect and participa participate in socite in social “power al “power relations.relations.” There is” Ther” There is aThere is at the samet the same time a ca time a call for a rll for a renewed theenewed theological iological interpretatnterpretation of Scrion of Scripture thaiptuScrScripture Scripture that valuethat values pre-modes pre-modern interprrn interpretation anetation and traditiod tradition, and hasn, and has as its co as its context the ntexcocontext thcontext the Church ae Church and its prand its practices.ctices.ctices.

A critical hermeneutics of suspicion extends also to the biblical texts 
themselves, or to their production. The “new historicism” employs many of the 
methods of historical criticism but investigates the margins of texts, viewed as 
“sites of contestation” that reflect and participate in social “power relations.” 
There is at the same time a call for a renewed theological interpretation of 
Scripture that values pre-modern interpretation and tradition, and has as its 
context the Church and its practices.

�Biblical iBiblical interpretatnterpretation now emion now embraces widbraces wide diversite diversity, and no y, and no one mode cone mode can claim tan claan claim to oclaim to occupy its ccupy its center.center.center.

Biblical interpretation now embraces wide diversity, and no one mode can 
claim to occupy its center.
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Ben C. Ollenburger

IOBIOB (Heb.  (Heb. yo®b�yo®b�)))

IOB (Heb. yo®b� )

A son of IA son of Issachar (Gssachar (Gen. 46:13)en. 46:13). The name. The name should pr should probably reaobably read “Jashub”d “Jashub” ( (11), as in t), as in ), as in the parin the parallel accoallel accounts (Num.unts (Num. 26:24; 1  26:24; 1 Chr. 7:1);Chr. 7:1); LXX Gk.  LXX Gk. IasoubIasoub suggests  suggests that the lthat thethat the letterthe letter  shinshin was omitt was omitted from thed from the Hebrew te Hebrew through scrhrough scribal erroribal error..

A son of Issachar (Gen. 46:13). The name should probably read “Jashub” (1), as 
in the parallel accounts (Num. 26:24; 1 Chr. 7:1); LXX Gk. Iasoub suggests that 
the letter shin was omitted from the Hebrew through scribal error.



IOTAIOTA (Gk.  (Gk. ioœétaioœéta)))

IOTA (Gk. ioœéta)

The ninth The ninth letter of letter of the Greek the Greek alphabet, alphabet, correspondcorresponding to Enging to Eng. . ii and Heb.  and Heb. yodh.yodh. At Matt.  At M At Matt. 5:18Matt. 5:18 it is not it is noted as the ed as the smallest lsmallest letter in tetter in the contemphe contemporary Hebrorary Hebrew and Araew and Aramaic scripmAraAramaic scAramaic script (KJV ript (KJV “jot”).“jot”).

The ninth letter of the Greek alphabet, corresponding to Eng. i and Heb. yodh. At 
Matt. 5:18 it is noted as the smallest letter in the contemporary Hebrew and 
Aramaic script (KJV “jot”).

IPHDEIAHIPHDEIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yip�deïya®yip�deïya®)))

IPHDEIAH (Heb. yip�deïya® )

The head oThe head of a Benjamf a Benjaminite housinite household; a sehold; a son of Shason of Shashak (1 Chrhak (1 Chr. 8:25).. 8:25).

The head of a Benjaminite household; a son of Shashak (1 Chr. 8:25).

IPHTAHIPHTAH (Heb.  (Heb. yip�tah�yip�tah�)))

IPHTAH (Heb. yip�tah� )

A town in A town in the tribalthe tribal allotment allotment of Judah, of Judah, one of ni one of nine cities ne cities belonging belonging to the Keito the Keilah distrilah dlah district idistrict in the soutn the southern Shephhern Shephelah (Joshelah (Josh. 15:43). . 15:43). Although tAlthough the ancienthe ancient site is u site is uncertain, ncertuuncertain,uncertain, it may be it may be identifie identified as Atar d as Atar Nehusha (1Nehusha (14474.114564474.11456), just NE), just NE of Beit J of Beit Jibrin/Bet ibriJJibrin/BetJibrin/Bet Guvrin. Guvrin. Guvrin.

A town in the tribal allotment of Judah, one of nine cities belonging to the Keilah 
district in the southern Shephelah (Josh. 15:43). Although the ancient site is 
uncertain, it may be identified as Atar Nehusha (14474.11456), just NE of Beit 
Jibrin/Bet Guvrin.

Steven M. Steven M. OrtizOrtiz

Steven M. Ortiz

IPHTAHELIPHTAHEL (Heb.  (Heb. yip�tah�-}yip�tah�-}eäleäl)))

IPHTAHEL (Heb. yip�tah�-}eäl )

A valley aA valley along the blong the border betworder between the treen the tribal terriibal territories of tories of Zebulun anZebulun and Asher (Jd Asher (Josh. 19:14os(J(Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:14, 27). I14, 27). It is most t is most likely Wadlikely Wadi i el-Malik/Nel-Malik/Nah�alah�al Sippori,  Sippori, NW of NazaNW of Nazareth.reNazaNazareth.Nazareth.

A valley along the border between the tribal territories of Zebulun and Asher 
(Josh. 19:14, 27). It is most likely Wadi el-Malik/Nah�al  Sippori, NW of 
Nazareth.

IRIR (Heb.  (Heb. {iîr{iîr)))

IR (Heb. {iîr)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, son oite, son of Bela (1 f Bela (1 Chr. 7:12)Chr. 7:12)..

A Benjaminite, son of Bela (1 Chr. 7:12).

IRAIRA (Heb.  (Heb. {iîraœ}{iîraœ})))

IRA (Heb. {iîraœ})

�1.1. A Manassi A Manassite of the te of the lineage oflineage of Jair (or  Jair (or from Jattifrom Jattir), calledr), called a priest  a priest (Heb. (Heb. koœheänkoœkoœheänkoœheän) of David) of David (2 Sam. 2 (2 Sam. 20:26). The0:26). The Hebrew te Hebrew term may desrm may designate herignate here a speciae a specie a special rospecial role of confle of confidence in idence in David’s coDavid’s court, apparurt, apparently as pently as private pririvate priest to theest to the king (cf. king  king (cf. king (cf. 2 Sam. 8:12 Sam. 8:18; cf. 1 C8; cf. 1 Chr. 18:17,hr. 18:17, “chief of “chief official”).ficial”).ficial”).

1. A Manassite of the lineage of Jair (or from Jattir), called a priest (Heb. 
koœheän) of David (2 Sam. 20:26). The Hebrew term may designate here a 
special role of confidence in David’s court, apparently as private priest to the 
king (cf. 2 Sam. 8:18; cf. 1 Chr. 18:17, “chief official”).

�2.2. The son o The son of Ikkesh ff Ikkesh from Tekoa;rom Tekoa; one of Da one of David’s Chamvid’s Champions (2 Spions (2 Sam. 23:26;am. 23:26; 1 Chr. 11 1 1 Chr. 11:1 Chr. 11:28) and ca28) and captain of tptain of the divisiohe division guardingn guarding the templ the temple in the se in the sixth monthixth month (27:9). (2 (27:9).(27:9).(27:9).

2. The son of Ikkesh from Tekoa; one of David’s Champions (2 Sam. 23:26; 
1 Chr. 11:28) and captain of the division guarding the temple in the sixth month 
(27:9).

�3.3. An Ithrit An Ithrite who was e who was one of Davone of David’s Champid’s Champions (2 Saions (2 Sam. 23:38; m. 23:38; 1 Chr. 11:1 Chr. 11:40). On th40)11:11:40). On11:40). On the basis the basis of some a of some ancient verncient versions, whisions, which call hich call him a Jattirm a Jattirite, he isite, he is sometimes some sometimes sometimes identifiedidentified with  with 1.1.

3. An Ithrite who was one of David’s Champions (2 Sam. 23:38; 1 Chr. 
11:40). On the basis of some ancient versions, which call him a Jattirite, he is 
sometimes identified with 1.

IRADIRAD (Heb.  (Heb. {iîraœd�{iîraœd�)))

IRAD (Heb. {iîraœd� )

The son ofThe son of Enoch and Enoch and grandson  grandson of Cain (Gof Cain (Gen. 4:18).en. 4:18). He is tho He is thought to beught to be the same  the same  the same as Jasame as Jared in thered in the genealogy genealogy at Gen. 5 at Gen. 5:15-20.:15-20.

The son of Enoch and grandson of Cain (Gen. 4:18). He is thought to be the 
same as Jared in the genealogy at Gen. 5:15-20.



IRAMIRAM (Heb.  (Heb. {iîraœm{iîraœm)))

IRAM (Heb. {iîraœm)

The eponymThe eponymous ancestous ancestor of an Eor of an Edomite cladomite clan (Gen. 36n (Gen. 36:43 = 1 Ch:43 = 1 Chr. 1:54).r. 1:54).

The eponymous ancestor of an Edomite clan (Gen. 36:43 = 1 Chr. 1:54).

IRIIRI (Heb.  (Heb. {iîriî{iîriî)))

IRI (Heb. {iîriî)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite (1 Chrite (1 Chr. 7:7); pe. 7:7); perhaps the rhaps the same as Irsame as Ir..

A Benjaminite (1 Chr. 7:7); perhaps the same as Ir.

IRIJAHIRIJAH (Heb.  (Heb. yir}iîya®yir}iîya®)))

IRIJAH (Heb. yir}iîya®)

A sentry aA sentry at the Benjt the Benjamin Gate amin Gate who apprehwho apprehended the ended the prophet Jeprophet Jeremiah as remiah as he sought he soughhe sought to sought to leave Jeruleave Jerusalem to csalem to claim his ilaim his inheritancenheritance at Anatho at Anathoth, chargith, charging him witng him with desertinh dh deserting deserting to the Chato the Chaldeans (Jeldeans (Jer. 37:13-1r. 37:13-14).4).

A sentry at the Benjamin Gate who apprehended the prophet Jeremiah as he 
sought to leave Jerusalem to claim his inheritance at Anathoth, charging him with 
deserting to the Chaldeans (Jer. 37:13-14).

IR-NAHASHIR-NAHASH (Heb.  (Heb. {iîr naœh�{iîr naœh�aœsûaœsû)))

IR-NAHASH (Heb. {iîr naœh�aœsû )

The son ofThe son of Tehinnah, Tehinnah, listed am listed among the deong the descendants scendants of Judah (of Judah (1 Chr. 4:11 Chr. 4:12). Howeve2). Howeve2). However, HHowever, Heb. eb. {iîr{iîr means “ci means “city” and a ty” and a cognate ofcognate of  naœh�aœsûnaœh�aœsû is the wo is the word for coprd for crd for copper, thcopper, thus possiblus possibly “Copper y “Copper City.” 1 CCity.” 1 Chr. 4:12 mhr. 4:12 may then inay then indicate thadicate that Tehinnaht Tehinnah founded I TehinnahTehinnah fTehinnah founded Ir-ounded Ir-nahash, junahash, just as v. 4st as v. 4 mentions  mentions Ephrathah Ephrathah as the fatas the father of Bether of Bethlehem. IfhleBetBethlehem.Bethlehem. If Ir-nah If Ir-nahash was a ash was a city, its city, its location ilocation is unknown.s unknown.

The son of Tehinnah, listed among the descendants of Judah (1 Chr. 4:12). 
However, Heb. {iîr means “city” and a cognate of naœh�aœsû  is the word for 
copper, thus possibly “Copper City.” 1 Chr. 4:12 may then indicate that 
Tehinnah founded Ir-nahash, just as v. 4 mentions Ephrathah as the father of 
Bethlehem. If Ir-nahash was a city, its location is unknown.

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

IRONIRONIRON

IRON

A malleablA malleable metal dee metal derived fromrived from common ox common oxide ores side ores such as hemuch as hematite and atite and limonite. limonitelimonite. limonite. It is the It is the primary inprimary ingredient igredient in wrought n wrought iron and siron and steel. The teel. The working anworking and use of id usd use of irouse of iron is eviden is evidenced artifnced artifactually iactually in the earln the early 3rd milly 3rd millennium ennium B.C.B.C. These ear These early artifacly arly artifacts artifacts are typicaare typically high illy high in nickel cn nickel content andontent and are appar are apparently madeently made of meteor of meteoric iron. Tic iric iron. The iron. The celestial celestial origins oforigins of early iro early iron is indicn is indicated in Olated in Old Kingdom d Kingdom Egyptian rEgyptian references efererreferencesreferences to it as  to it as the “metalthe “metal of heaven of heaven” and in t” and in the Sumeriahe Sumerian cuneiforn cuneiform signs fom signs for “sky” anr “r “sky” and “sky” and “fire” use“fire” used to desigd to designate the mnate the metal in Meetal in Mesopotamia.sopotamia. Artifacts Artifacts were made were made of terres mademade of temade of terrestrial rrestrial iron in Aniron in Anatolia by atolia by the middlethe middle of the 3r of the 3rd millennid millennium. Iron tum. Iron technology echnttechnologytechnology was great was greatly advancely advanced by the Hd by the Hittites inittites in the 2nd m the 2nd millennium.illennium. Currently Currently, the earl, t, the earliethe earliest physicast physical evidencel evidence of iron m of iron mining and ining and smelting ismelting in Canaan in Canaan is from thes from the end of th end end of theend of the 2nd mille 2nd millennium at Tnnium at Timnah. In imnah. In the 1st mithe 1st millennium illennium iron becameron became the chief the chief utilitari u utilitariautilitarian metal inn metal in the Levan the Levant, hence tt, hence the designahe designation of thtion of the period ae period as the Irons the Iron Age. Age. Age.Age.Age.

A malleable metal derived from common oxide ores such as hematite and 
limonite. It is the primary ingredient in wrought iron and steel. The working and 
use of iron is evidenced artifactually in the early 3rd millennium B.C. These early 
artifacts are typically high in nickel content and are apparently made of meteoric 
iron. The celestial origins of early iron is indicated in Old Kingdom Egyptian 
references to it as the “metal of heaven” and in the Sumerian cuneiform signs for 
“sky” and “fire” used to designate the metal in Mesopotamia. Artifacts were 
made of terrestrial iron in Anatolia by the middle of the 3rd millennium. Iron 
technology was greatly advanced by the Hittites in the 2nd millennium. Currently, 
the earliest physical evidence of iron mining and smelting in Canaan is from the 
end of the 2nd millennium at Timnah. In the 1st millennium iron became the chief 
utilitarian metal in the Levant, hence the designation of the period as the Iron 
Age.

�The utilizThe utilization of iation of iron supplaron supplanted bronznted bronze as a rese as a result of tecult of technologicalhnological advance,  advance, advance, tadvance, the properthe properties of theies of the metal, an metal, and economicd economic factors.  factors. The develoThe development of ipment of iron was inriiron was iiron was initially lnitially limited by imited by pyrotechnopyrotechnology. Ancilogy. Ancient furnacent furnaces which ces which could melt ould melt copper frocopcopper frocopper from cuprous m cuprous ores at 10ores at 1083°C were 83°C were not hot ennot hot enough to meough to melt iron frlt iron from ferrousom ferrom ferrous orferrous ores at 1538es at 1538°C (2800°F°C (2800°F). With a ). With a draft fromdraft from blowpipes blowpipes and bello and bellows, sufficws, sufficient heat iesufficsufficientsufficient heat coul heat could be generd be generated to meated to melt away imlt away impurities apurities and to creand to create spongelte spongelike “Iron ikespongelspongelikespongelike “Iron blo “Iron blooms” of caoms” of ca. 10 kg. (. 10 kg. (22 lb.) wh22 lb.) which had toich had to be reheat be reheated and hamed and hammered to kmhamhammered thammered to knock awo knock away impuritay impurities of slaies of slag and charg and charcoal, and coal, and to make wrto make wrought ironought iroought iron. The iron. The iron produiron product producect produced in this d in this manner wasmanner was not as to not as tough as harugh as hardened brondened brodened bronze andbronze and could not could not be cast i be cast in molds, sn molds, since it waince it was not liqus not liquified. Theified. The use of ch use of charcoal in arcochcharcoal icharcoal in shaft fun shaft furnaces whirnaces which createdch created a reducin a reducing atmospheg atmosphere of carbre of carbon monoxidon monoxion monoxide mmonoxide made it posade it possible to esible to efficientlyfficiently separate  separate iron from iron from its oxide its oxide and carbonand carbonate ores. atcarboncarbonate carbonate ores. The ores. The subsequentsubsequent steps whi steps which led to ch led to the wide ethe wide expansion oxpansion of iron worf iron wof iron working weworking were carburire carburization andzation and tempering tempering. The inco. The incorporation rporation of less thof less than 1 percean 1 percean 1 percent capercent carbon in thrbon in the wrought e wrought iron produiron produced steel.ced steel. This stee This steel, when hel, when heated whiteated white hot and r whitewhite hot white hot and rapidland rapidly cooled by cooled by quenchiny quenching, produceg, produced a temperd a tempered producted product that coul that cou that could attacould attain a hardnin a hardness of 6.5ess of 6.5 on the Mo on the Mohs’ scale,hs’ scale, surpassin surpassing the bestg the best bronze an bronze and having ad hd having a mhaving a much higheruch higher tensile s tensile strength antrength and shock red shock resistance. sistance. Ferrous meFerrous metals thus tals thus could provcocould provcould provide workinide working edges ong edges on tools and tools and weapons t weapons that could hat could withstand withstand intensive intensive intensive intensive wear.wear.wear.

The utilization of iron supplanted bronze as a result of technological 
advance, the properties of the metal, and economic factors. The development of 
iron was initially limited by pyrotechnology. Ancient furnaces which could melt 
copper from cuprous ores at 1083°C were not hot enough to melt iron from 
ferrous ores at 1538°C (2800°F). With a draft from blowpipes and bellows, 
sufficient heat could be generated to melt away impurities and to create 



spongelike “Iron blooms” of ca. 10 kg. (22 lb.) which had to be reheated and 
hammered to knock away impurities of slag and charcoal, and to make wrought 
iron. The iron product produced in this manner was not as tough as hardened 
bronze and could not be cast in molds, since it was not liquified. The use of 
charcoal in shaft furnaces which created a reducing atmosphere of carbon 
monoxide made it possible to efficiently separate iron from its oxide and 
carbonate ores. The subsequent steps which led to the wide expansion of iron 
working were carburization and tempering. The incorporation of less than 1 
percent carbon in the wrought iron produced steel. This steel, when heated 
white hot and rapidly cooled by quenching, produced a tempered product that 
could attain a hardness of 6.5 on the Mohs’ scale, surpassing the best bronze and 
having a much higher tensile strength and shock resistance. Ferrous metals thus 
could provide working edges on tools and weapons that could withstand 
intensive wear.

�By the begBy the beginning of inning of the 1st mithe 1st millennium, llennium, iron suppliron supplanted bronanted bronze as the ze as the standard ustandarstandard ustandard utilitariantilitarian metal for metal for most all  most all metal itemmetal items with thes with the exception exception of those  of those which werewhicwhich werewhich were cast with cast with intricate intricate details a details and those ind those in which aen which aesthetics rsthetics required a equired a material omatmaterial omaterial other than ther than iron. Econiron. Economic factoomic factors contribrs contributed to thuted to this transitis transition. Iron ion. Iron productionprodproductionproduction utilized  utilized locally avlocally available orailable ores and elies and eliminated thminated the need fore need for expensive expensive tin impor tin  tin importtin imports. A furths. A further advantaer advantage in ironge in iron productio production was thatn was that the proce the process requiress required only hald requirerequired orequired only half tnly half the amount he amount of fuel neof fuel needed for beded for bronze. Theronze. The only disa only disadvantage idvantage in ironworkn iin ironworin ironworking was tking was that it washat it was more labo more labor intensivr intensive, but thie, but this was no gs was no great obstareat obstacle since cleobstaobstacle sobstacle since laborince labor was cheap was cheap...

By the beginning of the 1st millennium, iron supplanted bronze as the 
standard utilitarian metal for most all metal items with the exception of those 
which were cast with intricate details and those in which aesthetics required a 
material other than iron. Economic factors contributed to this transition. Iron 
production utilized locally available ores and eliminated the need for expensive 
tin imports. A further advantage in iron production was that the process 
required only half the amount of fuel needed for bronze. The only disadvantage 
in ironworking was that it was more labor intensive, but this was no great 
obstacle since labor was cheap.

�In the BibIn the Bible the epole the eponymous “fanymous “father of mether of metallurgisttallurgists,” Tubal-s,” Tubal-cain, is rcain, is recognized ecognizedrrecognizedrecognized as the fo as the forebear of rebear of those who those who worked in worked in bronze andbronze and iron (Gen iron (Gen. 4:22). T. 4:22). T. 4:22). The antediThe antediluvian metluvian metalworking alworking of Tubal-cof Tubal-cain has beain has been variousen variously understly understood as anaood as anachronisticcanaanachronisanachronistic myth, tic myth, as evidencas evidence of very e of very early metaearly metallurgical llurgical prowess loprowess lost as a rest as a result of thsult reresult of result of the Flood,the Flood, or most l or most likely as tikely as the first uhe first use of the se of the process ofprocess of heating a heating and hammerind hamnd hammering hammering metals andmetals and their ore their ores, initiats, initiating a teching a technology whinology which developch developed over tied over time. Accordmtitime. Accotime. According to trding to the biblicahe biblical text irol text iron was welln was well known in  known in the time othe time of Moses. If Moses. In the contn thn the contexthe context of the Et of the Exodus, Canxodus, Canaan was reaan was recognized acognized as a place s a place where the where the IsraelitesIsraelites could exp c could explcould exploit local oit local iron ores iron ores (Deut. 8:9(Deut. 8:9) and wher) and where they woue they would possiblld possibly use irony use iron weapons ( w weapons (Nweapons (Num. 35:16)um. 35:16) and tools and tools (Deut. 27 (Deut. 27:5). Iron :5). Iron is not menis not mentioned as tioned as being emplbeing emplbeing employed iemployed in the manun the manufacture offacture of the taber the tabernacle, butnacle, but its manuf its manufacturing pacturing process wasrocess was known wel waswas known was known well enougwell enough to form h to form a figure oa figure of speech tf speech to describeo describe the cultu the cultural experiral experience of theexperiexperienceexperience of the Is of the Israelites iraelites in Egypt (Dn Egypt (Deut. 4:20)eut. 4:20). In the C. In the Conquest anonquest and until thd until the Davidic e Dae Davidic moDavidic monarchy, thnarchy, the Israelite Israelites appear es appear to have beto have been at a meen at a metallurgicatallurgical disadvanl disadvantage to thtagdisadvandisadvantadisadvantage to the ge to the CanaanitesCanaanites, whose “i, whose “iron charioron chariots” were ats” were a powerful  powerful deterrent deterrent deterrent deterrent to Israelito Israelite expansite expansion into thon into the plains (e plains (Josh. 17:1Josh. 17:16; Judg. 16; Judg. 1:19; 4:3).:19; 4:3). Subsequen Subseq SubsequentSubsequently, the Phly, the Philistines,ilistines, who used  who used iron weapoiron weapons like thns like those found ose found in 11th-cein 11th-century contnt11th-ce11th-centu11th-century contextry contexts at theirs at their cities of cities of Ekron and Ekron and Tell Qasi Tell Qasile, maintale, maintained a monined a monopoly on mopmonmonopoly omonopoly on metallurn metallurgy and irogy and iron in partin in particular, whicular, which helped ch helped them to dothem to dominate theminate theminate the Israelthe Israelites (1 Saites (1 Sam. 13:19-2m. 13:19-22). The me2). The metallurgicatallurgical monopolyl monopoly was broke was broken by King n by King David, whoDDavid, whoDavid, who infiltrat infiltrated the Phied the Philistines. listines. He stockpiHe stockpiled vast qled vast quantities uantities of iron inof iron in preparati prepar preparatiopreparation for the n for the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple contemple construction struction (1 Chr. 29(1 Chr. 29:2-7) and :2-7) and also forcealso forced subject d forceforced subforced subject Ammonject Ammonites to woites to work for himrk for him using iro using iron implemenn implements such asts such as saws, pic saws, pic saws, picks, andpicks, and axes (2 S axes (2 Sam. 12:31)am. 12:31). Iron cam. Iron came to be wie to be widely utilidely utilized in arczed in architecture hitecture (Jer. 1:18(Jer.(Jer. 1:18(Jer. 1:18), particu), particularly withlarly with iron bars iron bars and nails and nails strengthe strengthening doorsning doors (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 22:3; Isa. 2:3; Is2:3; Isa. 45:2)Isa. 45:2). Iron too. Iron tools were wils were widely used dely used by the Hebby the Hebrews (1 Chrews (1 Chr. 20:3) ar. 20:3) and were ofnd were of considera c considerabconsiderable value (le value (1 Chr. 29:1 Chr. 29:7). In tax7). In taxonomic lisonomic lists, iron its, iron is listed bs listed behind goldehind gold, silver, , silver, silver, ansilver, and bronze (d bronze (Josh. 6:19Josh. 6:19; 22:8; 2 ; 22:8; 2 Chr. 2:14;Chr. 2:14; Dan. 2:33 Dan. 2:33-35) but a-35) but ahead of lehead of lead (Ezek. ad (Ead (Ezek. 22:(Ezek. 22:20). Iron 20). Iron is symboliis symbolic of strenc of strength in botgth in both the OT ah the OT and NT (e.gnd NT (e.g., Job 40:., Job 40:18; Rev. 118; 40:40:18; Rev40:18; Rev. 12:5).. 12:5).. 12:5).

In the Bible the eponymous “father of metallurgists,” Tubal-cain, is 
recognized as the forebear of those who worked in bronze and iron (Gen. 4:22). 
The antediluvian metalworking of Tubal-cain has been variously understood as 
anachronistic myth, as evidence of very early metallurgical prowess lost as a 
result of the Flood, or most likely as the first use of the process of heating and 
hammering metals and their ores, initiating a technology which developed over 
time. According to the biblical text iron was well known in the time of Moses. In 
the context of the Exodus, Canaan was recognized as a place where the Israelites 
could exploit local iron ores (Deut. 8:9) and where they would possibly use iron 
weapons (Num. 35:16) and tools (Deut. 27:5). Iron is not mentioned as being 
employed in the manufacture of the tabernacle, but its manufacturing process 
was known well enough to form a figure of speech to describe the cultural 
experience of the Israelites in Egypt (Deut. 4:20). In the Conquest and until the 
Davidic monarchy, the Israelites appear to have been at a metallurgical 
disadvantage to the Canaanites, whose “iron chariots” were a powerful 
deterrent to Israelite expansion into the plains (Josh. 17:16; Judg. 1:19; 4:3). 
Subsequently, the Philistines, who used iron weapons like those found in 



11th-century contexts at their cities of Ekron and Tell Qasile, maintained a 
monopoly on metallurgy and iron in particular, which helped them to dominate 
the Israelites (1 Sam. 13:19-22). The metallurgical monopoly was broken by King 
David, who infiltrated the Philistines. He stockpiled vast quantities of iron in 
preparation for the Jerusalem temple construction (1 Chr. 29:2-7) and also 
forced subject Ammonites to work for him using iron implements such as saws, 
picks, and axes (2 Sam. 12:31). Iron came to be widely utilized in architecture 
(Jer. 1:18), particularly with iron bars and nails strengthening doors (1 Chr. 22:3; 
Isa. 45:2). Iron tools were widely used by the Hebrews (1 Chr. 20:3) and were of 
considerable value (1 Chr. 29:7). In taxonomic lists, iron is listed behind gold, 
silver, and bronze (Josh. 6:19; 22:8; 2 Chr. 2:14; Dan. 2:33-35) but ahead of lead 
(Ezek. 22:20). Iron is symbolic of strength in both the OT and NT (e.g., Job 
40:18; Rev. 12:5).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. V. C. PigoV. C. Pigott, “Near tt, “Near Eastern ArEastern Archaeometalchaeometallurgy,” inlurgy,” in  The Study The Study The Study of tStudy of the Ancienthe Ancient Near East Near East in the Tw in the Twenty-firstenty-first Century, Century, ed. J. S. ed. J. S. Cooper an Cooper and G. M. Scd G. M. Sd G. M. Schwartz (Schwartz (Winona LakWinona Lake, 1996), e, 1996), 139–76.139–76.139–76.
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IRPEELIRPEEL (Heb.  (Heb. yirpeï}eälyirpeï}eäl)))

IRPEEL (Heb. yirpeï}eäl)

A city in A city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Benjam of Benjamin (Josh. in (Josh. 18:27), pr18:27), probably locobably located in thated in the hill coue hill ce hill country N country N of Jerusalof Jerusalem. Some sem. Some scholars plcholars place it at ace it at Khirbet RaKhirbet Rafat (17014fat (170142), N of G2), N of Gibeon, ca.ibGGibeon, caGibeon, ca. 10.5 km.. 10.5 km. (6.5 mi.) (6.5 mi.) NW of Jer NW of Jerusalem.usalem.

A city in the tribal territory of Benjamin (Josh. 18:27), probably located in the hill 
country N of Jerusalem. Some scholars place it at Khirbet Rafat (170142), N of 
Gibeon, ca. 10.5 km. (6.5 mi.) NW of Jerusalem.

IRRIGATIONIRRIGATION

IRRIGATION

Unlike theUnlike the “hydrauli “hydraulic civilizac civilizations” of tions” of Egypt and Egypt and MesopotamiMesopotamia, which wa, which were fortunere fortunate to havatfortunfortunate fortunate to have mato have major riversjor rivers for agric for agriculture, Isulture, Israel was crael was compelled tompelled to rely upoo rely upon springs n spn springs ansprings and rainwated rainwater to irrigr to irrigate its crate its crops. The eops. The earliest searliest settlements ttlements in Israel,in Israel, such as J such a such as Jerichoas Jericho, practice, practiced fixed-pld fixed-plot agriculot agriculture in wature in water-retentter-retentive soil nive soil near springear springs. Where as. Whs. Where avaiWhere available, sprlable, springs contiings continued to benued to be exploited exploited in the Ir in the Iron Age. Inon Age. In Jerusalem Jerusalem, e.g., th, e, e.g., the e.g., the Siloam ChaSiloam Channel led tnnel led the waters he waters of the Gihof the Gihon Spring on Spring south alonsouth along the Kidrg the Kidron Valley onKidrKidron ValKidron Valley to resley to reservoirs atervoirs at the tip o the tip of the Cityf the City of David. of David. Openings  Openings at intervaat intervals on the ls onls on the eason the eastern wall tern wall of the chaof the channel, whicnnel, which faced thh faced the valley, e valley, allowed waallowed water to be ter to be diverted tdivediverted tdiverted to irrigateo irrigate agricultu agricultural plots ral plots in the valin the valley below.ley below.

Unlike the “hydraulic civilizations” of Egypt and Mesopotamia, which were 
fortunate to have major rivers for agriculture, Israel was compelled to rely upon 
springs and rainwater to irrigate its crops. The earliest settlements in Israel, such 
as Jericho, practiced fixed-plot agriculture in water-retentive soil near springs. 
Where available, springs continued to be exploited in the Iron Age. In Jerusalem, 
e.g., the Siloam Channel led the waters of the Gihon Spring south along the 
Kidron Valley to reservoirs at the tip of the City of David. Openings at intervals 
on the eastern wall of the channel, which faced the valley, allowed water to be 
diverted to irrigate agricultural plots in the valley below.

�PopulationPopulation increases increases necessita necessitated movemeted movement into arnt into areas withoueas without springs,t springs, where rai wher where rainwhere rain was the p was the primary sourimary source of watrce of water for agrer for agriculture. iculture. Since rainSince rainfall in Isfall in Israel varierael vrael varies dravaries drastically, stically, settlers hsettlers had to devead to develop systemlop systems of terras of terraces, dams,ces, dams, and condu and conduits to ensits tits to ensure to ensure that runofthat runoff reached f reached agriculturagricultural plots. al plots. Terraces wTerraces were formedere formed by constr by constructing dryucconstrconstructiconstructing dry-stong dry-stone retainine retaining walls ang walls along the clong the contours ofontours of steep hil steep hillsides. Thlsides. The result we rese result wasresult was a series  a series of steppedof stepped, level pl, level plots that iots that impeded thempeded the flow of w flow of water downhater downhill, allowill,downhdownhill, downhill, allowing iallowing it to infilt to infiltrate the trate the soil. Terrsoil. Terraces at Aiaces at Ai and Radda and Raddana date tona date to the Iron  the Ir the Iron I perIron I period.iod.iod.

Population increases necessitated movement into areas without springs, 
where rain was the primary source of water for agriculture. Since rainfall in Israel 
varies drastically, settlers had to develop systems of terraces, dams, and conduits 
to ensure that runoff reached agricultural plots. Terraces were formed by 
constructing dry-stone retaining walls along the contours of steep hillsides. The 
result was a series of stepped, level plots that impeded the flow of water 
downhill, allowing it to infiltrate the soil. Terraces at Ai and Raddana date to the 



Iron I period.

�The most iThe most impressive mpressive irrigationirrigation technique techniques were emps were employed in tloyed in the Negeb ahe Negeb and the desnd tnd the desertthe desert fringes o fringes of Transjorf Transjordan. Terradan. Terrace wall syce wall systems builstems built in the Ct in the Chalcolithihalcolithic period rc perc period retperiod retained enouained enough water tgh water to produce o produce wheat and wheat and barley at barley at Shiqmim, iShiqmim, in the n the Nah�alNahNah�alNah�al Beersheba Beersheba. Farther . Farther south, irrsouth, irrigation syigation systems floustems flourished at rished at Oboda Oboda ({Avdat({Avda({Avdat({Avdat), Sobata ), Sobata (Isbeita/S(Isbeita/Shivta), Nehivta), Nessana ssana ({Auja el-({Auja el-H¸afirH¸afir), and oth), and other sites der sites during the urdduring theduring the Israelite Israelite, Nabatean, Nabatean-Roman, an-Roman, and Byzantind Byzantine periods.e periods. These sys These systems inclutems included a seridincluincluded aincluded a series of series of walls acr walls across indivioss individual wadisdual wadis, terraced, terraced fields wi fields with farmsteth farmsteads known ads knads known as “known as “runoff farrunoff farms,” and ems,” and extensive dxtensive diversion siversion systems thaystems that channelet channeled floodwatd floodwatd floodwaterfloodwaters of main s of main wadis intowadis into broad ter broad terraced fielraced fields where sds where sluice gateluice gates allowed s allowed overflow fovoverflow foverflow from one terom one terrace to drrace to descend to escend to the next lthe next lower one. ower one. Iron Age rIron Age runoff farmunoff farmunoff farms havefarms have been foun been found in the d in the Buqei{aBuqei{a region in region in the north the northeastern paeastern part of the rt of the Judean desJudeaJudean desJudean desert. Irrigert. Irrigation systation systems have bems have been discoveen discovered at Miered at Middle Bronzddle Bronze Jawa, ine Jawa, in northeast n northeastenortheastern Jordan,rn Jordan, and Nabat and Nabatean Humaymean Humayma, in souta, in southern Jordahern Jordan.n.n.

The most impressive irrigation techniques were employed in the Negeb and 
the desert fringes of Transjordan. Terrace wall systems built in the Chalcolithic 
period retained enough water to produce wheat and barley at Shiqmim, in the 
Nah�al  Beersheba. Farther south, irrigation systems flourished at Oboda 
({Avdat), Sobata (Isbeita/Shivta), Nessana ({Auja el-H¸afir), and other sites 
during the Israelite, Nabatean-Roman, and Byzantine periods. These systems 
included a series of walls across individual wadis, terraced fields with farmsteads 
known as “runoff farms,” and extensive diversion systems that channeled 
floodwaters of main wadis into broad terraced fields where sluice gates allowed 
overflow from one terrace to descend to the next lower one. Iron Age runoff 
farms have been found in the Buqei{a region in the northeastern part of the 
Judean desert. Irrigation systems have been discovered at Middle Bronze Jawa, in 
northeastern Jordan, and Nabatean Humayma, in southern Jordan.

�ReferencesReferences to water  to water rights andrights and a date pa a date palm plantatlm plantation in theion in the Nessana P Nessana Papyri indiapyri inapyri indicate tindicate that irrigahat irrigation was etion was employed inmployed in arid regi arid regions of souons of southern Israthern Israel into thel into the 7th cente 7the 7th centur7th century y C.E.C.E. Desert fa Desert farming reacrming reached its pehed its peak in the ak in the Byzantine Byzantine and Ummayiand Ummayid periods d ped periods anperiods and ceased ad ceased at about tht about the time thae time that the Abast the Abassids movedsids moved the calip the caliphate to Bahate to Baghdad. RungBaBaghdad. RBaghdad. Runoff farmunoff farming in thiing in this area reqs area required the uired the incentive incentive programs oprograms of strong cf strong central govenccentral gocentral governments vernments and thriveand thrived in propod in proportion to trtion to their invesheir invested intereted interests in thests in the frontier. fr frontier.frontier.frontier.

References to water rights and a date palm plantation in the Nessana Papyri 
indicate that irrigation was employed in arid regions of southern Israel into the 
7th century C.E. Desert farming reached its peak in the Byzantine and Ummayid 
periods and ceased at about the time that the Abassids moved the caliphate to 
Baghdad. Runoff farming in this area required the incentive programs of strong 
central governments and thrived in proportion to their invested interests in the 
frontier.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. O. BorowskO. Borowski, i, AgriculturAgriculture in Iron e in Iron Age IsraelAge Israel (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1987)ake, 1987ake, 1987); R. 1987); R. J. Forbes,J. Forbes, “Irrigati “Irrigation and Draon and Drainage,” ininage,” in  Studies inStudies in Ancient T Ancient Technology,echnology, 3rd ed. ( 3rd ed 3rd ed. (Leideed. (Leiden, 1993), n, 1993), 2:1–79; Ø.2:1–79; Ø. S. LaBian S. LaBianca, ca, SedentarizSedentarization and ation and NomadizatiNomadization: Food Son: Food Son: Food System CycSystem Cycles at Hesles at Hesban and Viban and Vicinity in cinity in TransjordaTransjordann (Berrien  (Berrien Springs, 1Springs, 1990); T. E990); T. E. Levy, “H. Levy. Levy, “HowLevy, “How Ancient M Ancient Man First Uan First Utilized thtilized the Rivers ie Rivers in the Desen the Desert,” rt,” BARevBARev 16/6 (199 16/6 (1990): 20–31;0(199(1990): 20(1990): 20–31; J. P.–31; J. P. Oleson, “ Oleson, “The OriginThe Origins and Desis and Design of Nabagn of Nabataean Watetaean Water-Supply Sr-Supply Sr-Supply Systems,” Systems,” in in Studies inStudies in the Histo the History and Arcry and Archaeology ohaeology of Jordan Vf Jordan V,, ed. K.  ed. K. {Amr{Amr, F. Zayad, F. Zayad, F. Zayadine, Zayadine, and M. Zagand M. Zaghloul (Ammhloul (Amman, 1995),an, 1995), 707–19; L 707–19; L. E. Stage. E. Stager, “The Arr, “The Archaeology chaeologyArArchaeologArchaeology of the Fy of the Family in Aamily in Ancient Isrncient Israel,” ael,” BASORBASOR 260 (1985 260 (1985): 1–35; “): 1–35; “Farming inFarming in the Judea inin the Judin the Judean Desertean Desert during th during the Iron Agee Iron Age,” ,” BASORBASOR 221 (1976 221 (1976): 145–58.): 145–58.
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IR-SHEMESHIR-SHEMESH (Heb.  (Heb. {iîr-sûeme{iîr-sûemesûsû) ) (also BETH(also BETH-SHEMESH)-SHEMESH)-SHEMESH)

IR-SHEMESH (Heb. {iîr-sûemesû) 
(also BETH-SHEMESH)

A CanaanitA Canaanite city (“ce city (“city of theity of the sun”) all sun”) allocated to ocated to the tribe the tribe of Dan (Joof Dan (Josh. 19:41)sh. 19:41); probably; pro; probably tprobably the same ashe same as Har-heres Har-heres, which th, which the Danites e Danites were unablwere unable to conque to conquer (1:35).er (1:35)er (1:35). Ca(1:35). Called elsewlled elsewhere Beth-here Beth-shemesh (shemesh (11), the sit), the site has beene has been identifie identified as Tell d as Tell er-Rumeileer-Rer-Rumeileer-Rumeileh (1477.12h (1477.1286).86).

A Canaanite city (“city of the sun”) allocated to the tribe of Dan (Josh. 19:41); 
probably the same as Har-heres, which the Danites were unable to conquer 
(1:35). Called elsewhere Beth-shemesh (1), the site has been identified as Tell 
er-Rumeileh (1477.1286).



IRUIRU (Heb.  (Heb. {iîru®{iîru®)))

IRU (Heb. {iîru®)

A son of tA son of the Judahithe Judahite Caleb, fe Caleb, from the lirom the lineage of Jneage of Jephunneh (ephunneh (1 Chr. 4:11 Chr. 4:15).5).

A son of the Judahite Caleb, from the lineage of Jephunneh (1 Chr. 4:15).

ISAACISAAC (Heb.  (Heb. yis�h�aœqyis�h�aœq)))

ISAAC (Heb. yis�h�aœq )

The son ofThe son of Abraham a Abraham and Sarah. nd Sarah. The name mThe name means “he leans “he laughs,” reaughs,” reflecting Sflecting Sarah’s resarah’s resarah’s response wresponse when told shen told she would hhe would have a chilave a child (Gen. 18d (Gen. 18:12); she :12); she later celelater celebrates thebrates the birth of  b birth of Ibirth of Isaac with saac with laughter (laughter (21:6). Isa21:6). Isaac is the ac is the promised opromised offspring tffspring through whohrough whom God keepm Gm God keeps God keeps the covenathe covenant made wint made with Abrahamth Abraham in Gen. 1 in Gen. 12:1-3, alt2:1-3, although Abrahough Abraham attempham atham attempts tattempts to fulfill o fulfill the covenathe covenant with otnt with other “heirsher “heirs” (Lot, El” (Lot, Eleazar of Deazar of Damascus, Iamascus, Ishmael).shmaIIshmael).Ishmael).Ishmael).

The son of Abraham and Sarah. The name means “he laughs,” reflecting Sarah’s 
response when told she would have a child (Gen. 18:12); she later celebrates the 
birth of Isaac with laughter (21:6). Isaac is the promised offspring through whom 
God keeps the covenant made with Abraham in Gen. 12:1-3, although Abraham 
attempts to fulfill the covenant with other “heirs” (Lot, Eleazar of Damascus, 
Ishmael).

�Isaac, as Isaac, as the promisthe promised offspried offspring, is theng, is the first to  first to be circumcbe circumcised at thised at the prescribe prescribed age of edprescribprescribedprescribed age of ei age of eight days (ght days (Gen. 17:12Gen. 17:12; 21:4), a; 21:4), and Abrahamnd Abraham marks his marks his survival  survival to the endtoto the endto the end of weanin of weaning with a gg with a great feastreat feast (21:8). I (21:8). Isaac remaisaac remains the onlns the only child ofy child of Abraham a Abra Abraham anAbraham and Sarah, ad Sarah, and after tnd after the death ohe death of Sarah hef Sarah he marries R marries Rebekah, thebekah, the granddaue granddaue granddaughgranddaughter of Abrter of Abraham’s broaham’s brother. He bther. He becomes theecomes the father of father of Esau and  Esau and Jacob, theJacob, thJacob, thereby cothereby continuing tntinuing the line ofhe line of descendan descendants promisets promised to Abrahd to Abraham. Isaac am. Isaac settles insettles in the regio th the regionthe region of Beersh of Beersheba, whereeba, where God makes God makes a promise a promise to him (G to him (Gen. 26:3-5en. 26:3-5) similar ) similar) similar tosimilar to that give that given to Abrahn to Abraham. Isaac am. Isaac dies at thdies at the age of 1e age of 180 and is 80 and is placed by placed by Jacob and JacobJacob and Jacob and Esau in thEsau in the family te family tomb at Hebomb at Hebron (Gen. ron (Gen. 35:27-29).35:27-29).

Isaac, as the promised offspring, is the first to be circumcised at the 
prescribed age of eight days (Gen. 17:12; 21:4), and Abraham marks his survival 
to the end of weaning with a great feast (21:8). Isaac remains the only child of 
Abraham and Sarah, and after the death of Sarah he marries Rebekah, the 
granddaughter of Abraham’s brother. He becomes the father of Esau and Jacob, 
thereby continuing the line of descendants promised to Abraham. Isaac settles in 
the region of Beersheba, where God makes a promise to him (Gen. 26:3-5) 
similar to that given to Abraham. Isaac dies at the age of 180 and is placed by 
Jacob and Esau in the family tomb at Hebron (Gen. 35:27-29).

�The phraseThe phrase “Abraham, “Abraham, Isaac, an Isaac, and Jacob (od Jacob (or Israel)”r Israel)” occurs 23 occurs 23 times in  times in the OT andthe OTthe OT and 7 tOT and 7 times in thimes in the NT, but e NT, but Isaac is cIsaac is clearly leslearly less prominens prominent than thet than the other two other two in the re in in the remin the remembered trembered tradition ofadition of ancient I ancient Israel. Isasrael. Isaac is mentac is mentioned by nioned by name more tame more than 70 timhtthan 70 tithan 70 times in Genmes in Genesis, but esis, but only 33 tionly 33 times outsidmes outside of the be of the book.ook.ook.

The phrase “Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (or Israel)” occurs 23 times in the 
OT and 7 times in the NT, but Isaac is clearly less prominent than the other two 
in the remembered tradition of ancient Israel. Isaac is mentioned by name more 
than 70 times in Genesis, but only 33 times outside of the book.

�The storieThe stories about Iss about Isaac do notaac do not form a di form a discrete uniscrete unit within tt within the Genesishe Genesis narrative narrati narrative.narrative. Before hi Before his marriages marriage, Isaac’s , Isaac’s story is istory is intertwinedntertwined with that with that of his fa of his father and mther anther and motherand mother, and afte, and after his marrr his marriage his siage his story is patory is part of the rt of the story of hstory of his childreis children. Isaac’sn. Isaan. Isaac’s geIsaac’s genealogy (Gnealogy (Gen. 25:19)en. 25:19) follows d follows directly afirectly after the acter the account of Acount of Abraham’s dbraham’s death (vv. eatddeath (vv.death (vv. 7–11) and 7–11) and directly  directly before thebefore the birth of  birth of Jacob and Jacob and Esau (vv. Esau (vv. 21–26). Th21–26). The two majoe twe two major two major events in events in Isaac’s liIsaac’s life are tiefe are tied closely d closely to Abrahamto Abraham and Jacob and Jacob. In Gen. . In Gen. 22 Isaac i22 Is22 Isaac is mIsaac is more the obore the object of thject of than a partian a participant in cipant in Abraham’s Abraham’s test of fatest of faithfulnessithfulness to God, a to G to God, as inGod, as in ch. 27 he ch. 27 he is again  is again more the omore the object of tbject of than a parthan a participant inicipant in Jacob’s d Jacob’s deception. eceptddeception.deception. Only in G Only in Gen. 24:62-en. 24:62-67, when I67, when Isaac meetssaac meets Rebekah f Rebekah for the firor the first time, ast time, and in ch. ndaand in ch.and in ch. 26, when  26, when Isaac encoIsaac encounters Abiunters Abimelech, ismelech, is Isaac som Isaac something of ething of a central a central player in plaplayer in player in the narratthe narrative.ive.ive.

The stories about Isaac do not form a discrete unit within the Genesis 
narrative. Before his marriage, Isaac’s story is intertwined with that of his father 
and mother, and after his marriage his story is part of the story of his children. 
Isaac’s genealogy (Gen. 25:19) follows directly after the account of Abraham’s 
death (vv. 7–11) and directly before the birth of Jacob and Esau (vv. 21–26). The 
two major events in Isaac’s life are tied closely to Abraham and Jacob. In Gen. 22 
Isaac is more the object of than a participant in Abraham’s test of faithfulness to 
God, as in ch. 27 he is again more the object of than a participant in Jacob’s 
deception. Only in Gen. 24:62-67, when Isaac meets Rebekah for the first time, 
and in ch. 26, when Isaac encounters Abimelech, is Isaac something of a central 
player in the narrative.

�But Isaac But Isaac is linked is linked inextricabinextricably to the ly to the promises opromises of God to tf God to the ancestohe ancestors. He is rs. He isrs. He is Abrahamis Abraham’s only me’s only means of fulans of fulfilling Gofilling God’s promisd’s promise of descee of descendants in ndants in Gen. 12. HGen. 12. He is the me HHe is the He is the means by wmeans by which God thich God tests Abrahests Abraham’s (and am’s (and Isaac’s) fIsaac’s) fidelity toidelity to God’s pro God’s promises. Godmpropromises. promises. God passesGod passes on the pr on the promise to Iomise to Isaac in Gesaac in Gen. 25:11 an. 25:11 after the dfter the death of Abeath of Abraham, andrAbAbraham, aAbraham, and again ind again in 26:2–4. n 26:2–4. In Gen. 28In Gen. 28 Isaac app Isaac appears for tears for the last tihe last time before me before his own dehis his own dehis own death and blath and blesses Jacoesses Jacob before sb before sending himending him away to P away to Paddan-aramaddan-aram, the home, the hom, the home of Rehome of Rebekah’s brbekah’s brother, to other, to find a wiffind a wife. Isaac’se. Isaac’s words to  words to his son arhis son are clearly e clearly reminiscenremreminiscenreminiscent of God’st of God’s words of  words of promise topromise to Abraham i Abraham in Gen. 12 n Gen. 12 and to Isaand to Isaac in Gen.ac in Genac in Gen. 26.Gen. 26.Gen. 26.

But Isaac is linked inextricably to the promises of God to the ancestors. He 
is Abraham’s only means of fulfilling God’s promise of descendants in Gen. 12. 
He is the means by which God tests Abraham’s (and Isaac’s) fidelity to God’s 
promises. God passes on the promise to Isaac in Gen. 25:11 after the death of 
Abraham, and again in 26:2–4. In Gen. 28 Isaac appears for the last time before 
his own death and blesses Jacob before sending him away to Paddan-aram, the 



home of Rebekah’s brother, to find a wife. Isaac’s words to his son are clearly 
reminiscent of God’s words of promise to Abraham in Gen. 12 and to Isaac in 
Gen. 26.

�The narratThe narratives whichives which involve I involve Isaac have saac have been viewebeen viewed by tradid by traditional schtional scholarship aolarshipschscholarshischolarship as an amp as an amalgamationalgamation of the Ya of the Yahwist, Elohwist, Elohist, and hist, and Priestly sPriestly sources. Reources. Recent scholcenReRecent schRecent scholarship solarship suggests thuggests that the ancat the ancestral stoestral stories were ries were originallyoriginally discrete  discrete units thatunitsunits thatunits that originate originated in the vd in the various ancarious ancestral groestral groups of whiups of which the ancch the ancient Israeient Israelites werelites IsraeIsraelitesIsraelites were comp were composed. The osed. The stories ofstories of Abraham a Abraham and Isaac mnd Isaac most likelyost likely come from come from come from the sfrom the southern reouthern regions of Cgions of Canaan, sinanaan, since the narce the narrative starative states that ttes that they both shey both settled in ettssettled insettled in the regio the region of Beer-n of Beer-sheba; thesheba; the stories o stories of Jacob cof Jacob come from thme from the northerne northern regions,  r regions, sregions, since he seince he settled in Bttled in Bethel. Theethel. These units wse units were joinedere joined together  together to form a to form a single stosingsingle stosingle story of the ry of the successivesuccessive generatio generations of the ns of the family of family of Terah of UTerah of Ur, the fatr, the father of Abrher oher of Abrahamof Abraham. The brie. The briefer storiefer stories about Iss about Isaac were waac were woven into oven into more extenmore extensive and dsive and sive and detailand detailed narratied narratives about ves about Abraham anAbraham and Jacob. Id Jacob. Isaac thus saac thus appears asappears as a link be a link between two twbebetween twbetween two more proo more prominent figminent figures in thures in the ancestrae ancestral stories l stories of ancientof ancient Israel. Israel. Israel.

The narratives which involve Isaac have been viewed by traditional 
scholarship as an amalgamation of the Yahwist, Elohist, and Priestly sources. 
Recent scholarship suggests that the ancestral stories were originally discrete 
units that originated in the various ancestral groups of which the ancient 
Israelites were composed. The stories of Abraham and Isaac most likely come 
from the southern regions of Canaan, since the narrative states that they both 
settled in the region of Beer-sheba; the stories of Jacob come from the northern 
regions, since he settled in Bethel. These units were joined together to form a 
single story of the successive generations of the family of Terah of Ur, the father 
of Abraham. The briefer stories about Isaac were woven into more extensive 
and detailed narratives about Abraham and Jacob. Isaac thus appears as a link 
between two more prominent figures in the ancestral stories of ancient Israel.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. GoodnicB. Goodnick, “Rebekak, “Rebekah’s Deceith’s Deceit or Isaac’ or Isaac’s Great Tes Great Test,” st,” Jewish BibJewishJewish BibJewish Bible Quarterle Quarterlyly 23 (1995) 23 (1995): 221–28; : 221–28; N. K. GottN. K. Gottwald,wald, The Hebre The Hebrew Bible: Aw Bible: A Socio-Lit Socio-L Socio-LiteSocio-Literary Introrary Introductionduction (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1985phia, 1985), 149–78;), 149–78; H. Gunkel H. Gunkel, , The LegendThe Legends of Geness of Ges of GenesisGenesis (New York (New York, 1964); A, 1964); A. R. Milla. R. Millard and D. rd and D. J. WisemanJ. Wiseman, eds., , eds., Essays on Essays on the Patrarthe Patrathe PatrarchalPatrarchal Narrative Narrativess (1980, re (1980, repr. Winonapr. Winona Lake, 198 Lake, 1983).3).3).

Bibliography. B. Goodnick, “Rebekah’s Deceit or Isaac’s Great Test,” 
Jewish Bible Quarterly 23 (1995): 221–28; N. K. Gottwald, The Hebrew Bible: A 
Socio-Literary Introduction (Philadelphia, 1985), 149–78; H. Gunkel, The Legends of 
Genesis (New York, 1964); A. R. Millard and D. J. Wiseman, eds., Essays on the 
Patrarchal Narratives (1980, repr. Winona Lake, 1983).
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ISAAC, TESISAAC, TESTAMENT OFTAMENT OFTAMENT OF

ISAAC, TESTAMENT OF

A pseudonyA pseudonymous text mous text in which Iin which Isaac is insaac is informed by formed by the angel the angel Michael ofMichael of his impen his impending deathdimpenimpending impending death. Isadeath. Isaac acceptsac accepts God’s dec God’s decree, but hree, but his son Jacis son Jacob resistsob resists. Elements. Elements of the st of of the stoof the story includery include Isaac’s s Isaac’s short bedchhort bedchamber addramber address to Jacess to Jacob on the ob on the inevitabilinevitability of deaity inevitabilinevitabilinevitability of deaity of death; Isaac’th; Isaac’s lengthy s lengthy discourse discourse to the croto the crowds on thewds on the subjects  subjects of the priof theof the priestthe priesthood, ascehood, asceticism, anticism, and the morad the moral life; anl life; and his tourd his tour of hell a of hell and journeynd journey to heaven to h to heaven shoheaven shortly beforrtly before God takee God takes his souls his soul. Througho. Throughout, God’s ut, God’s compassioncompassion on repent on repe on repentant repentant sinners issinners is emphasize emphasized.d.d.

A pseudonymous text in which Isaac is informed by the angel Michael of his 
impending death. Isaac accepts God’s decree, but his son Jacob resists. Elements 
of the story include Isaac’s short bedchamber address to Jacob on the 
inevitability of death; Isaac’s lengthy discourse to the crowds on the subjects of 
the priesthood, asceticism, and the moral life; and his tour of hell and journey to 
heaven shortly before God takes his soul. Throughout, God’s compassion on 
repentant sinners is emphasized.

�The text iThe text is dependens dependent on the Tt on the Testament oestament of Abraham,f Abraham, and while and while not extan not extant in Greekt int in Greek, in Greek, was likelywas likely composed  composed in Greek iin Greek in Egypt son Egypt sometime aftmetime after 100 er 100 C.E.C.E. The origi The orig The original Joriginal Jewish textewish text contains  contains many Chrismany Christian addittian additions.ions.ions.

The text is dependent on the Testament of Abraham, and while not extant 
in Greek, was likely composed in Greek in Egypt sometime after 100 C.E. The 
original Jewish text contains many Christian additions.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. F. StinW. F. Stinespring, “espring, “Testament Testament of Isaac,”of Isaac,”  OTPOTP 1:903–11. 1:903–11.

Bibliography. W. F. Stinespring, “Testament of Isaac,” OTP 1:903–11.
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ISAIAH, ASCENSION OF

An apocrypAn apocryphal work whal work whose titlehose title is derive is derived from thed from the second pa second part of the rt of the book, chs.book, chs. 6—11. Chs chs.chs. 6—11.chs. 6—11. Chs. 1—5  Chs. 1—5 are known are known as the Maras the Martyrdom of tyrdom of Isaiah. ThIsaiah. The book hase book has a complex a com a complex cocomplex compositionampositional history l history dating frodating from the 2nd m the 2nd century century B.C.E.B.C.E. to the 4t to the 4th century h centurh century century C.E.C.E. The oldes The oldest part of t part of the text (the text (1:1—3:12 a1:1—3:12 and 5:1–16)nd 5:1–16) dates to  dates to the Maccabthe Maccathe Maccabean Maccabean period andperiod and tells the tells the story of  story of the death the death of the 8thof the 8th-century p-century prophet Isarophet Isaiah at theiahIsaIsaiah at Isaiah at the hand othe hand of Manassehf Manasseh. The Chri. The Christian intestian interpolation rpolation of the marof the martyrdom (3:tyrdom (3:13—4:22) t13(3:(3:13—4:22(3:13—4:22) tells of) tells of Isaiah’s  Isaiah’s vision of vision of the ultimathe ultimate victoryte victory of the Me of the Messiah and ssiah and his army ohis arhis army over army over the reign the reign of evil anof evil and the secod the second coming nd coming of the Lorof the Lord. This ind. This interpolatioterpolation served tn sn served to served to make the tmake the text even mext even more relevaore relevant to thosnt to those who diede who died as martyr as martyrs in the es in the es in the early Churearly Church.ch.ch.

An apocryphal work whose title is derived from the second part of the book, 
chs. 6—11. Chs. 1—5 are known as the Martyrdom of Isaiah. The book has a 
complex compositional history dating from the 2nd century B.C.E. to the 4th 



century C.E. The oldest part of the text (1:1—3:12 and 5:1–16) dates to the 
Maccabean period and tells the story of the death of the 8th-century prophet 
Isaiah at the hand of Manasseh. The Christian interpolation of the martyrdom 
(3:13—4:22) tells of Isaiah’s vision of the ultimate victory of the Messiah and his 
army over the reign of evil and the second coming of the Lord. This interpolation 
served to make the text even more relevant to those who died as martyrs in the 
early Church.

�The secondThe second half of t half of the text, che text, chs. 6—11, hs. 6—11, is the stois the story of the ry of the ascension ascension of Isaiah of Isaiah of Isaiah andIsaiah and is clearl is clearly a Christy a Christian work. ian work. During theDuring the 20th year 20th year of the re of the reign of Hezign of Hezekiah IsaiekiaHezHezekiah IHezekiah Isaiah recesaiah receives a visives a vision in whiion in which he jourch he journeys throuneys through the sevgh the seven heavensen heavens, seeing t, heavensheavens, sheavens, seeing the eeing the glory of tglory of the Lord prhe Lord praised in eaised in each succesach successive heavesive heaven. Upon ren. Upon reaching theacrereaching treaching the seventhhe seventh heaven, h heaven, he sees thee sees the Messiah,  Messiah, commissioncommissioned by God,ed by God, descend f descend  descend frdescend from the heaom the heavens to eavens to earth. Isaiarth. Isaiah then with then witnesses thenesses the miraculou miraculous birth ans birth and observesd anand observand observes the infes the infancy, lifeancy, life, crucifix, crucifixion, and rion, and resurrectioesurrection of the Mn of the Messiah, whessiah, who then asco theo then ascenthen ascends to the ds to the seventh heseventh heaven. The aven. The Ascension Ascension of Isaiah of Isaiah ends with ends with Manasseh bManasseh bManasseh becoming tbecoming the servanthe servant of Satan  of Satan and “destrand “destroyed”; thuoyed”; thus, ultimats, ultimate victory e victory is throughis through the Messi th the Messiathe Messiah.h.h.

The second half of the text, chs. 6—11, is the story of the ascension of 
Isaiah and is clearly a Christian work. During the 20th year of the reign of 
Hezekiah Isaiah receives a vision in which he journeys through the seven 
heavens, seeing the glory of the Lord praised in each successive heaven. Upon 
reaching the seventh heaven, he sees the Messiah, commissioned by God, 
descend from the heavens to earth. Isaiah then witnesses the miraculous birth 
and observes the infancy, life, crucifixion, and resurrection of the Messiah, who 
then ascends to the seventh heaven. The Ascension of Isaiah ends with Manasseh 
becoming the servant of Satan and “destroyed”; thus, ultimate victory is through 
the Messiah.

�The book eThe book expresses txpresses themes suchhemes such as faith  as faith during perduring persecution, secution, demonologydemonology, prophecy, pr, prophecy, prophecy, the corrupthe corruption of thtion of the Church, e Church, the trinitthe trinity, and they, and the Incarnati Incarnation. While on. While some have somsome have some have tried to ctried to connect thionnect this documents document to the Qu to the Qumran sect,mran sect, no copies no copies have been have be have been foundbeen found there. It there. It is clear  is clear from the pfrom the presence ofresence of both Jewi both Jewish and Chrsh and Christian texistian texts in the ts textexts in ttexts in the same cohe same composite thmposite that there wat there was a strugas a struggle betweegle between differinn differing groups. g groups. With an emWWith an emWith an emphasis on phasis on demonologydemonology and Satan and Satan as the ca as the cause of Manuse of Manasseh’s evasseh’s evil ways, til ways, il ways, the ways, the editors ofeditors of the final the final version m version make it cleake it clear that thar that they believeey believed that Satd that Satan was behan waan was behindwas behind the other the other group. group. group.

The book expresses themes such as faith during persecution, demonology, 
prophecy, the corruption of the Church, the trinity, and the Incarnation. While 
some have tried to connect this document to the Qumran sect, no copies have 
been found there. It is clear from the presence of both Jewish and Christian 
texts in the same composite that there was a struggle between differing groups. 
With an emphasis on demonology and Satan as the cause of Manasseh’s evil 
ways, the editors of the final version make it clear that they believed that Satan 
was behind the other group.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. A. KnibM. A. Knibb, “Martyrb, “Martyrdom and Asdom and Ascension ofcension of Isaiah,”  Isaiah,” OTPOTP 2:143–76. 2:143 2:143–76.2:143–76.2:143–76.

Bibliography. M. A. Knibb, “Martyrdom and Ascension of Isaiah,” OTP 
2:143–76.
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ISAIAHISAIAH (Heb. y (Heb. yeïsûa{yaœheïsûa{yaœhu®, yeïsûau®, yeïsûa{ya®{ya®), ),  BOOK OF BOOK OF BOOK OF

ISAIAH (Heb. yeïsûa{yaœhu®, yeïsûa{ya®),  BOOK OF

The first The first and longesand longest book of t book of the Hebrewthe Hebrew prophets. prophets. Essential Essentially a hopefly a hopeful book, Iul book, Isaiah addrsaiIIsaiah addIsaiah addresses queresses questions of stions of justice, rjustice, righteousneighteousness, and poss, and power — its wer — its use, abuseuse, abuse, and limi, an, and limitsand limits, as well , as well as courageas courage, patience, patience, and hope, and hope..

The first and longest book of the Hebrew prophets. Essentially a hopeful book, 
Isaiah addresses questions of justice, righteousness, and power — its use, abuse, 
and limits, as well as courage, patience, and hope.

The PropheThe Prophetic Scrolltic Scroll

The Prophetic Scroll

HistoricalHistorical Questions Questions

Historical Questions

Questions Questions about the about the unity of tunity of the Isaiah he Isaiah scroll havscroll have dominatee dominated scholarsd scholarship for thhip for the past cene pe past centupast century. With ory. With only a few nly a few modificatimodifications, the pons, the proposals sroposals set forth bet forth by Bernard y Bernard Duhm in 18DuDuhm in 18Duhm in 1892 have pr92 have prevailed inevailed into our ownto our own era. Buil era. Building on eading on earlier proprlier proposals of Josals of J. G. Eichh. G. G. EichhorG. Eichhorn (1783) an (1783) and J. C. Dnd J. C. Doderlein (oderlein (1789) as w1789) as well as theell as the 11th-cent 11th-century Jewishury Jewish scholar I s scholar Ibscholar Ibn Ezra, Dun Ezra, Duhm argued hm argued both on liboth on literary andterary and historica historical grounds l grounds that chs. that chs. 40–55 must4040–55 must40–55 must be viewed be viewed as the wo as the work of a lark of a later authorter author, Deutero-, Deutero-Isaiah (SeIsaiah (Second Isaiacond Isaiah), who wrhIsaiaIsaiah), wIsaiah), who wrote aho wrote after the ffter the fall of Jerall of Jerusalem in usalem in 587 587 B.C.E.B.C.E. He conten He contended that oded that only chs. 1nly cnly chs. 1–39 chs. 1–39 may be viemay be viewed as souwed as source materirce material for disal for discerning thcerning the work of e work of the prophethe prophethe prophet Isprophet Isaiah, who aiah, who lived and lived and worked in worked in Jerusalem Jerusalem in the latin the latter half oter half of the 8th f the 8th century (7centcentury (7century (750–700). D50–700). Duhm did nouhm did not suggest t suggest a Babylonia Babylonian settingan setting for chs.  for chs. 40–55; he 40–55; he contended ccontended contended only that only that Second IsaSecond Isaiah was wriah was written fromitten from a foreign a foreign land such land such as Lebano as Lebanon or PhoennLebanoLebanon orLebanon or Phoenicia Phoenicia. He also . He also saw Isa. 5saw Isa. 56-66 as th6-66 as the work of e work of a third aua third author, Tritthor, Trito-Isaiah (o-TritTrito-IsaiTrito-Isaiah (Third ah (Third Isaiah), wIsaiah), who wrote iho wrote in the 5th n the 5th century, wcentury, when exileshen exiles had retur had returned from cnedreturreturned freturned from captivrom captivity in Babity in Babylon.ylon.ylon.

Questions about the unity of the Isaiah scroll have dominated scholarship for the 
past century. With only a few modifications, the proposals set forth by Bernard 



Duhm in 1892 have prevailed into our own era. Building on earlier proposals of J. 
G. Eichhorn (1783) and J. C. Doderlein (1789) as well as the 11th-century Jewish 
scholar Ibn Ezra, Duhm argued both on literary and historical grounds that chs. 
40–55 must be viewed as the work of a later author, Deutero-Isaiah (Second 
Isaiah), who wrote after the fall of Jerusalem in 587 B.C.E. He contended that only 
chs. 1–39 may be viewed as source material for discerning the work of the 
prophet Isaiah, who lived and worked in Jerusalem in the latter half of the 8th 
century (750–700). Duhm did not suggest a Babylonian setting for chs. 40–55; he 
contended only that Second Isaiah was written from a foreign land such as 
Lebanon or Phoenicia. He also saw Isa. 56-66 as the work of a third author, 
Trito-Isaiah (Third Isaiah), who wrote in the 5th century, when exiles had 
returned from captivity in Babylon.

�This threeThis three-part divi-part division of Ission of Isaiah has raiah has received wieceived widespread sdespread support untupport until recent il recentil recent yearecent years. The onrs. The only major mly major modificatioodification has beenn has been that scho that scholars have lars have generally generally affirmed aaffaffirmed aaffirmed a Babylonia Babylonian setting n setting for chs. 4for chs. 40–55, late0–55, late in the ex in the exilic era wilic era when the fahen the fall of Babyll of Bll of Babylon seBabylon seemed imminemed imminent and whent and when the proen the promises of Cmises of Cyrus gave yrus gave rise to nerise to new hopes fow hopew hopes for hopes for a return ta return to Jerusaleo Jerusalem and Judam and Judah.h.h.

This three-part division of Isaiah has received widespread support until 
recent years. The only major modification has been that scholars have generally 
affirmed a Babylonian setting for chs. 40–55, late in the exilic era when the fall of 
Babylon seemed imminent and when the promises of Cyrus gave rise to new 
hopes for a return to Jerusalem and Judah.

�In 1927 ThIn 1927 Theodore H. eodore H. Robinson sRobinson summarized ummarized the develothe development of ppment of prophetic lrophetic literature itlliteratureliterature in terms  in terms of three sof three stages. Firtages. First, small st, small independenindependent oracles t oracles were collewere collected and pcted collecollected collected and preserand preserved by disved by disciples of ciples of a prophet.a prophet. Later, di Later, disciples gasciples gathered thethered the individua indi individualindividual oracles i oracles into collecnto collections, addtions, adding new maing new material andterial and arranging arranging the oracl the oracles into nees ines into new tinto new thematic arhematic arrangementsrangements. Still la. Still later, theseter, these collectio collections were rens were reorganized organized and expandandand expandand expanded into whed into what today iat today is the finas the final form of l form of the text. the text. This underThis understanding wstanding was developaswwas develowas developed from tped from the importahe important form-crnt form-critical woritical work of Hugo k of Hugo Gressmann Gressmann (1914) and(1914) (1914) and(1914) and the conce the concerns of Herrns of Hermann Gunkemann Gunkel (1928) fl (1928) for carefulor careful attention attention to genre  to genre  to genre analgenre analysis. Builysis. Building on thding on the researche research of Gressm of Gressmann and Guann and Gunkel, a genkel, a generation oneration of 20th-cenf oof 20th-ceof 20th-century schontury scholars focuslars focused on Robied on Robinson’s firnson’s first stage, st stage, attemptingattempting to redisc to rediscover the aoverediscrediscoverrediscover the actua the actual words ofl words of the origi the original prophenal prophetic authortic author, Isaiah b, Isaiah ben Amoz. Ien Amoz. Inevitably,neIInevitablyInevitably, this que, this quest involvest involved the distd the distinction beinction between whattween what is “authe is “authentic” in tntic” in the text anhe tehe text and wtext and what is “lahat is “later redactter redaction.”ion.”ion.”

In 1927 Theodore H. Robinson summarized the development of prophetic 
literature in terms of three stages. First, small independent oracles were 
collected and preserved by disciples of a prophet. Later, disciples gathered the 
individual oracles into collections, adding new material and arranging the oracles 
into new thematic arrangements. Still later, these collections were reorganized 
and expanded into what today is the final form of the text. This understanding 
was developed from the important form-critical work of Hugo Gressmann 
(1914) and the concerns of Hermann Gunkel (1928) for careful attention to 
genre analysis. Building on the research of Gressmann and Gunkel, a generation 
of 20th-century scholars focused on Robinson’s first stage, attempting to 
rediscover the actual words of the original prophetic author, Isaiah ben Amoz. 
Inevitably, this quest involved the distinction between what is “authentic” in the 
text and what is “later redaction.”

�More recenMore recently, the ftly, the focus of Isocus of Isaiah reseaaiah research has chrch has changed dramanged dramatically. atically. Emphasis hEmphasisEmphasis hEmphasis has moved fas moved from the qurom the quest to disest to discover the cover the original aoriginal author to quthor to questions auestions about the lbaabout the about the literary dliterary developmentevelopment and final and final shape of  shape of the scrollthe scroll (Robinson (Robinson’s second ’s second and third anand third and third stages). Nstages). New researcew research has focuh has focused on thesed on the work of t work of the redactohe redactors, who arrs, who arrs, who are undersare understood not jtood not just as colust as collectors orlectors or organizer organizers but as cs but as creative threative theologians eologians who expandwhowho expandwho expanded earliered earlier writing f writing for people or people of faith iof faith in later ern later eras. The reas. The redaction wodaction work is underk wowork is unwork is understood tderstood to be equalo be equally as “autly as “authentic” anhentic” and importand important as earlit as earlier layers er layers of the texof of the texof the text.t.

More recently, the focus of Isaiah research has changed dramatically. 
Emphasis has moved from the quest to discover the original author to questions 
about the literary development and final shape of the scroll (Robinson’s second 
and third stages). New research has focused on the work of the redactors, who 
are understood not just as collectors or organizers but as creative theologians 
who expanded earlier writing for people of faith in later eras. The redaction 
work is understood to be equally as “authentic” and important as earlier layers 
of the text.

Canonical Canonical CriticismCriticismCriticism

Canonical Criticism



To a largeTo a large degree, r degree, recent schoecent scholarship onlarship on Isaiah ha Isaiah has been infs been influenced byluenced by the work  the work of Brevardofof Brevardof Brevard S. Childs S. Childs ( (IntroductiIntroduction to the on to the Old TestamOld Testament as Scrent as Scripture,ipture, 1979) and 1979) and his conce his con his concern foconcern for canonicar canonical criticisl criticism. Childs m. Childs has raisedhas raised important important questions questions about the about the final lit fin final litefinal literary form rary form of the bibof the biblical textlical text as receiv as received and preed and preserved witserved within Jewishhin Jewish and Chris and C and Christian Christian communitiecommunities of faiths of faith. Childs c. Childs contends thontends that Isaiah at Isaiah is the clais the classic exampssic example of an ele ole of an exteof an extended redacnded redactional protional process, invocess, involving repelving repeated revisated revisions and aions and additions odditions over a longveroover a lonover a long period og period of time. Buf time. But he notest he notes that Isa. that Isa. 1-39 clea 1-39 clearly contairly contains some mans some material thatermamaterial tmaterial that is equhat is equally as laally as late as matete as material in chrial in chs. 56–66. s. 56–66. These postThese postexilic texexilic texts, conscits, conts, consciouslconsciously represeny represented as theted as the writing o writing of the 8th-f the 8th-century prcentury prophet, havophet, have been pure been purposely disppurpurposely purposely disconnectdisconnected or “dived or “divorced” froorced” from their orm their original hisiginal historical setorical settings prettings precisely so cisepreprecisely precisely so that thso that they may be ey may be held up anheld up and preserved preserved as the ld as the living wordiving word of the Lo of the Lord given trdLoLord givenLord given to the pr to the prophet Isaiophet Isaiah in his ah in his vision butvision but preserved preserved for a new for a new audience. audience. Rather th Ra Rather thaRather than simply tn simply testimony aestimony about past bout past events, thevents, this “sacredis “sacred Scripture Scripture” is a wor” is a word about jud ad about judgabout judgment and sment and salvation falvation for people or people in any agein any age. Equally . Equally committed committed to a canonto a canonical approiccanoncanonical canonical approach, approach, James A. SJames A. Sanders focanders focuses on thuses on the dynamic e dynamic realities realities of those sof those specific hipesspecific hspecific historical istorical communitiecommunities in whichs in which the text  the text was preserwas preserved, examived, examining the rning the relationshielarrelationshrelationships betweeips between the textn the text and its c and its context, beontext, between tradtween traditions anditions and their par their particular hiticuparparticularparticular historica historical situatiol situations.ns.ns.

To a large degree, recent scholarship on Isaiah has been influenced by the work 
of Brevard S. Childs (Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture, 1979) and his 
concern for canonical criticism. Childs has raised important questions about the 
final literary form of the biblical text as received and preserved within Jewish and 
Christian communities of faith. Childs contends that Isaiah is the classic example 
of an extended redactional process, involving repeated revisions and additions 
over a long period of time. But he notes that Isa. 1-39 clearly contains some 
material that is equally as late as material in chs. 56–66. These postexilic texts, 
consciously represented as the writing of the 8th-century prophet, have been 
purposely disconnected or “divorced” from their original historical settings 
precisely so that they may be held up and preserved as the living word of the 
Lord given to the prophet Isaiah in his vision but preserved for a new audience. 
Rather than simply testimony about past events, this “sacred Scripture” is a word 
about judgment and salvation for people in any age. Equally committed to a 
canonical approach, James A. Sanders focuses on the dynamic realities of those 
specific historical communities in which the text was preserved, examining the 
relationships between the text and its context, between traditions and their 
particular historical situations.

�Some scholSome scholars have fars have focused eveocused even more on n more on the synchrthe synchronic dimenonic dimensions of Isions of Isaiah, buisaiaIIsaiah, buIsaiah, building on ilding on their undetheir understandingsrstandings of the “i of the “implied reamplied reader” of thder” of the text.e text.e text.

Some scholars have focused even more on the synchronic dimensions of 
Isaiah, building on their understandings of the “implied reader” of the text.

�Rolf RendtRolf Rendtorff conteorff contends that tnds that the literarhe literary text of y text of Isa. 40-55Isa. 40-55 is the st is the starting poiarting point or basintpoipoint or bpoint or basis for uasis for understandinderstanding the grong the growth of thewth of the Isaiah sc Isaiah scroll. Chs.roll. Chs. 1–39 and  1–39 and 56–66 are 56–56–66 are 56–66 are both orienboth oriented to chsted to chs. 40–55. V. 40–55. Various thearious thematic and matic and theologicatheological conceptsl concepts such as t conceptsconcepts sconcepts such as theuch as the motifs of motifs of “Zion-Jer “Zion-Jerusalem,” “usalem,” “the Holy Othe Holy One of Israne of Israel,” and tel,” and the concepthetthe concepthe concepts of rights of righteousness teousness (s�dq/s�dq(s�dq/s�dqh)h) unite the unite the three par three parts and calts and call us to col us tol us to consideto consider the syncr the synchronic dimhronic dimensions ofensions of the scrol the scroll. Ronald l. Ronald E. ClementE. Clements, Christos, Christopher R. SephChristoChristopheChristopher R. Seitzr R. Seitz, and H. G, and H. G. M. Willi. M. Williamson haveamson have suggested suggested that an e that an earlier redarlier redaction of acredredaction redaction of Isaiah of Isaiah can be discan be discerned witcerned within chs. 1hin chs. 1–39, which–39, which was then  was then enlarged aenlarged and edited ndaand editedand edited during th during the exilic ae exilic and postexind postexilic eras. lic eras. Marvin A. Marvin A. Sweeney arSweeney argues for agues for a fourfold  fou fourfold rfourfold redactionaledactional history,  history, working baworking backwards frckwards from the comom the completed scrpleted scroll in theoll in the time of E t time of Eztime of Ezra and Nehra and Nehemiah, to emiah, to a 6th-centa 6th-century redactury redaction at theion at the end of th end of the Exile, te Exile, to a colleco ao a collectia collection dating on dating from the tfrom the time of Josime of Josiah, and tiah, and to a colleco a collection datintion dating from theg from the end of Is end  end of Isaend of Isaiah’s lifeiah’s lifetime. He ctime. He contends thontends that the finat the final form shal form should be unould be understood iderstood in two partn twn two parts,two parts, chs. 1–33 chs. 1–33 and chs.  and chs. 34–66, eac34–66, each focused h focused around a paround a peculiar vieculiar vision of Yasion of Yahweh’s plahwYaYahweh’s pYahweh’s plans for alans for a world-wid world-wide sovereige sovereignty at Zionty at Zion in a futn in a future time oure time of restoratf restoration after iorestoratrestoratiorestoration after thn after the pending e pending judgment. judgment. Chs. 1–33 Chs. 1–33 anticipateanticipate such even such events in a futs in a future time;turfufuture timfuture time; chs. 34e; chs. 34–66 sugges–66 suggest that thet that the process b process by which Yay which Yahweh’s sovhweh’s sovereignty wereignty will appeariwwill appeawill appear in the wr in the world has aorld has already beglready begun.un.

Rolf Rendtorff contends that the literary text of Isa. 40-55 is the starting 
point or basis for understanding the growth of the Isaiah scroll. Chs. 1–39 and 
56–66 are both oriented to chs. 40–55. Various thematic and theological 
concepts such as the motifs of “Zion-Jerusalem,” “the Holy One of Israel,” and 
the concepts of righteousness (s�dq/s�dqh)  unite the three parts and call us 
to consider the synchronic dimensions of the scroll. Ronald E. Clements, 
Christopher R. Seitz, and H. G. M. Williamson have suggested that an earlier 
redaction of Isaiah can be discerned within chs. 1–39, which was then enlarged 
and edited during the exilic and postexilic eras. Marvin A. Sweeney argues for a 
fourfold redactional history, working backwards from the completed scroll in the 
time of Ezra and Nehemiah, to a 6th-century redaction at the end of the Exile, to 
a collection dating from the time of Josiah, and to a collection dating from the 
end of Isaiah’s lifetime. He contends that the final form should be understood in 
two parts, chs. 1–33 and chs. 34–66, each focused around a peculiar vision of 
Yahweh’s plans for a world-wide sovereignty at Zion in a future time of 
restoration after the pending judgment. Chs. 1–33 anticipate such events in a 
future time; chs. 34–66 suggest that the process by which Yahweh’s sovereignty 
will appear in the world has already begun.

Primary HiPrimary Historical Sstorical Settingettingetting

Primary Historical Setting



There seemThere seems little ds little doubt that oubt that the final the final redaction redaction of Isaiah of Isaiah (chs. 1–66(chs. 1–66) should b) should be understoe unde understoodunderstood against t against the backgrohe background of theund of the postexili postexilic era, posc era, possibly in tsibly in the era of he era of Ezra and NEzraEzra and NEzra and Nehemiah (4ehemiah (450–400) as50–400) as presuppos presupposed by chs.ed by chs. 56–66. At 56–66. At the same  the same time, thertime, thtime, there is ethere is evidence thvidence that the preat the present text sent text of chs. 1–of chs. 1–55 dates f55 dates from the larom the last years ost years of the Exilf thef the Exile the Exile (550–539) (550–539) and that cand that chs. 56–66 hs. 56–66 should be should be recognizedrecognized as a post as a postexilic addexilic addition. It itiaddaddition. addition. It seems pIt seems probable throbable that there wat there were earlieere earlier redactior redactions of an Ins of an Isaiah scrosaiah scroll dating ll dall dating frodating from the era m the era of Josiah of Josiah (640–609) (640–609) or even fror even from the lifom the lifetime of tetime of the prophethe prophet (cf. 8:16 (c (cf. 8:16;(cf. 8:16; 30:8–11). 30:8–11). Certain t Certain texts withiexts within chs. 1–3n chs. 1–39 are set 9 are set against thagainst the backgroue background of the nd ond of the eraof the era of the pr of the prophet, Isaophet, Isaiah ben Amiah ben Amoz. But beoz. But because Isa.cause Isa. 1-39 has  1-39 has been so hebeen so heavily redaavheheavily reheavily redacted, thdacted, the quest foe quest for an earlir an earlier editioner edition is both p is both problematicroblematic and diffi and difficult. Whatcult. Wcult. What does What does seem certaseem certain is thatin is that those who those who collected collected and redac and redacted these ted these chapters bchapters bchapters believed dbelieved deeply thateeply that their add their additions weritions were consistee consistent with Isnt with Isaiah’s proaiah’s prophetic visphetic vision. It ision. visvision. Itvision. It is the vi is the vision that sion that is centralis central, not the , not the original aoriginal author.uthor.uthor.

There seems little doubt that the final redaction of Isaiah (chs. 1–66) should be 
understood against the background of the postexilic era, possibly in the era of 
Ezra and Nehemiah (450–400) as presupposed by chs. 56–66. At the same time, 
there is evidence that the present text of chs. 1–55 dates from the last years of 
the Exile (550–539) and that chs. 56–66 should be recognized as a postexilic 
addition. It seems probable that there were earlier redactions of an Isaiah scroll 
dating from the era of Josiah (640–609) or even from the lifetime of the prophet 
(cf. 8:16; 30:8–11). Certain texts within chs. 1–39 are set against the background 
of the era of the prophet, Isaiah ben Amoz. But because Isa. 1-39 has been so 
heavily redacted, the quest for an earlier edition is both problematic and difficult. 
What does seem certain is that those who collected and redacted these chapters 
believed deeply that their additions were consistent with Isaiah’s prophetic 
vision. It is the vision that is central, not the original author.

�Three factThree factors from tors from the late exhe late exilic era silic era seem to haveem to have influence influenced the fored the formation of mation omation of chs. 1–of chs. 1–55 in deci55 in decisive ways.sive ways. First, th First, these chapteese chapters offer ars offer a response  response and interpand interpretation oretatinterpinterpretainterpretation of thtion of the painful e painful memories omemories of the destf the destruction ofruction of Jerusalem Jerusalem in 598 an in 598 and 587. Thed 5d 587. There587. There may in fa may in fact have bect have been some wien some within the lthin the late exilicate exilic audience  audience who remembwho rememwho rememberedremembered the devas the devastation of tation of Judah, theJudah, the 18-month  18-month siege of Jsiege of Jerusalem, erusalem, the degradthe degradthe degrading degrading feelings ofeelings of humiliatf humiliation at theion at the capitulat capitulation of theion of the city, and city, and the force the forced emigratid emigd emigrationemigration to Babylo to Babylon (2 Kgs. n (2 Kgs. 24-25). Un24-25). Undoubtedly doubtedly there werethere were others in others in that orig that original audieiorigoriginal aoriginal audience foudience for whom quer whom questions abostions about faith iut faith in Yahweh sn Yahweh seemed remoeemed remote, preposte, prepte, preposteropreposterous, or irrus, or irrelevant. Ielevant. In a very pn a very profound warofound way, Isaiah y, Isaiah addresses addresses the crisisthe crisis of religi of r of religious religious faith in tfaith in the aftermahe aftermath of destth of destruction (cruction (cf. Lam. 1-f. Lam. 1-5). Amid t5). Amid the loss ofhe loss of family an family family andfamily and loved one loved ones, villages, villages, city, ts, city, temple, priemple, priesthood, aesthood, and king, tnd king, the vision he vision of Isaiah of Isaiaof Isaiah stiIsaiah still speaks ll speaks of faith iof faith in a lovingn a loving God and t God and the electiohe election of Israen of Israel to a parl to a particular caticular cticular calling.calling.calling.

Three factors from the late exilic era seem to have influenced the formation 
of chs. 1–55 in decisive ways. First, these chapters offer a response and 
interpretation of the painful memories of the destruction of Jerusalem in 598 and 
587. There may in fact have been some within the late exilic audience who 
remembered the devastation of Judah, the 18-month siege of Jerusalem, the 
degrading feelings of humiliation at the capitulation of the city, and the forced 
emigration to Babylon (2 Kgs. 24-25). Undoubtedly there were others in that 
original audience for whom questions about faith in Yahweh seemed remote, 
preposterous, or irrelevant. In a very profound way, Isaiah addresses the crisis of 
religious faith in the aftermath of destruction (cf. Lam. 1-5). Amid the loss of 
family and loved ones, villages, city, temple, priesthood, and king, the vision of 
Isaiah still speaks of faith in a loving God and the election of Israel to a particular 
calling.

�A second fA second factor was actor was the declinthe decline of Babyle of Babylonian poweonian power. After tr. After the death ohe death of Nebuchadf Nebf NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar in 56zzar in 562, no succ2, no successor emeressor emerged who coged who could hold tuld hold the empire he empire together. togethtogether. together. Without inWithout internal staternal stability, thbility, the throne pe throne passed to tassed to three diffehree different memberent members of the rsmembemembers ofmembers of the royal the royal family in family in just seve just seven years. An years. An old worln old world order wad order was crumblins crumbling. Amid thgcrumblincrumbling.crumbling. Amid the  Amid the turmoil, tturmoil, the redactohe redactor includedr included Isaiah’s  Isaiah’s words abouwords about empires t empires and his waaand his waand his warnings tharnings that the arrot the arrogant abusegant abuse of power  of power would evenwould eventually leatually lead to judgmd to judgment (10:5–ejudgmjudgment (judgment (10:5–19; 110:5–19; 13:1—14:32)3:1—14:32)...

A second factor was the decline of Babylonian power. After the death of 
Nebuchadnezzar in 562, no successor emerged who could hold the empire 
together. Without internal stability, the throne passed to three different 
members of the royal family in just seven years. An old world order was 
crumbling. Amid the turmoil, the redactor included Isaiah’s words about empires 
and his warnings that the arrogant abuse of power would eventually lead to 
judgment (10:5–19; 13:1—14:32).

�The third The third factor wasfactor was the rise  the rise of Cyrus oof Cyrus of Persia, f Persia, whose tolewhose tolerant policrant policies towardies towaies toward captoward captive peopltive peoples gave hoes gave hope to somepe to some within th within the communite community (44:24—4y (44:24—45:13). The5:13). (44:24—4(44:24—45:(44:24—45:13). The a13). The author of cuthor of chs. 1–55 chs. 1–55 clearly dislearly discerned in cerned in Cyrus a siCyrus a sign of a negn of a new era and wnenew era annew era and the basid the basis for hopes for hope of a retu of a return to Jerurn to Jerusalem.salem.salem.

The third factor was the rise of Cyrus of Persia, whose tolerant policies 
toward captive peoples gave hope to some within the community 
(44:24—45:13). The author of chs. 1–55 clearly discerned in Cyrus a sign of a 
new era and the basis for hope of a return to Jerusalem.

�The politiThe political realitcal realities of theies of the late exil late exilic era infic era inform and unorm and undergird thdergird the hopeful e hopeful poetry of popoetry of poetry of chs. 40–55chs. 40–55, particul, particularly the oarly the opening worpening words: “Comfods: “Comfort, O comfrt, O comfort my peoort my peort my people, sapeople, says your Goys your God” (40:1).d” (40:1). In a worl In a world dominated dominated by futild by futility and frity and frustration,ustration, a world w a w a world wherworld where nations e nations and empireand empires rise ands rise and fall, the fall, the prophetic prophetic word is s word is set forth: et forth: “The grass“Th“The grass“The grass withers,  withers, the flowerthe flower fades, bu fades, but the wordt the word of our Go of our God will stad will stand forevernd forever” (40:8).” foreverforever” (forever” (40:8).40:8).40:8).

The political realities of the late exilic era inform and undergird the hopeful 
poetry of chs. 40–55, particularly the opening words: “Comfort, O comfort my 
people, says your God” (40:1). In a world dominated by futility and frustration, a 



world where nations and empires rise and fall, the prophetic word is set forth: 
“The grass withers, the flower fades, but the word of our God will stand 
forever” (40:8).

�It is fromIt is from this hist this historical perorical perspective tspective that the thhat the theology of eology of chs. 1–55 chs. 1–55 comes intocomes intocomes into focusinto focus. Judah ha. Judah has come thrs come through a timough a time of judgme of judgment. She hent. She has experieas experienced and snced and survived a ussurvived asurvived a “day of Y “day of Yahweh,” a ahweh,” a decisive mdecisive moment of joment of judgment thudgment that is now at is now cited as ecited as evidence ofveevidence oevidence of the sovef the sovereignty ofreignty of God. This God. This is ground is grounded in the ed in the memory thamemory that Isaiah wt Isaiah warned befoawwarned befwarned beforehand oforehand of such an e such an event (2:6–vent (2:6–22). From 22). From the exilicthe exilic perspecti perspective, Isaiahve, Isaiah’s vision ’s IsaiahIsaiah’s vIsaiah’s vision abouision about judgmentt judgment for Judah for Judah and Jerus and Jerusalem has balem has been fulfileen fulfilled. But Iled. But Isaiah is rsaiah IIsaiah is Isaiah is rememberedremembered as one wh as one who also spoo also spoke words oke words of hope.f hope.

It is from this historical perspective that the theology of chs. 1–55 comes 
into focus. Judah has come through a time of judgment. She has experienced and 
survived a “day of Yahweh,” a decisive moment of judgment that is now cited as 
evidence of the sovereignty of God. This is grounded in the memory that Isaiah 
warned beforehand of such an event (2:6–22). From the exilic perspective, 
Isaiah’s vision about judgment for Judah and Jerusalem has been fulfilled. But 
Isaiah is remembered as one who also spoke words of hope.

MessageMessage

Message

Memories oMemories of Isaiah’sf Isaiah’s Vision (C Vision (Chs. 1–39)hs. 1–39)hs. 1–39)

Memories of Isaiah’s Vision (Chs. 1–39)

A People iA People in Revolt (n Revolt (Ch. 1). Ch. 1). Three supeThree superscriptionrscriptions in chs. s in chs. 1–35 shape1–35 shape the memor the me the memories pmemories preserved ireserved in the openn the opening chapteing chapters. In 1:1rs. In 1:1 the scrol the scroll is introl is introduced; parduced; parallel supealleparparallel sparallel superscriptuperscriptions in 2:ions in 2:1; 13:1 ma1; 13:1 mark the operk the opening of thning of the two majoe two major sectionsr sections of this p of of this poof this portion of trtion of the scroll.he scroll. Ch. 1 pre Ch. 1 presents a posents a portrait of rtrait of the peoplethe people of Israel of Israel lost in t lost in lost in their oin their own pursuitwn pursuits, a peopls, a people who havee who have forgotten forgotten their own their own identity  identity (1:3). The(1:3). The dominant  do dominant tdominant theme of thheme of this chapteris chapter is that Y is that Yahweh, theahweh, the Holy One  Holy One of Israel,of Israel, has been  has been forsaken bfoforsaken bforsaken by his peopy his people (1:4–9)le (1:4–9). Religiou. Religious rituals s rituals and sacrifand sacrifice are caice are carried out rried out without siwithouwithout siwithout sincerity whncerity while the poile the poor, oppresor, oppressed, orphased, orphan, and widn, and widow are negow are neglected (1:lected (1:10–17). In1(1:(1:10–17).(1:10–17). In place  In place of Yahweh,of Yahweh, people ha people have createdve created little go little gods shaped ds shaped from the efrom the earth or haareearth or hearth or have made tave made themselves hemselves into gods into gods by their aby their arrogance arrogance and self-cend self-centered conntered conntered conduct, tconduct, thus invitihus inviting certainng certain judgment  judgment upon themsupon themselves (1:1elves (1:18–31).8–31).8–31).

A People in Revolt (Ch. 1). Three superscriptions in chs. 1–35 shape the 
memories preserved in the opening chapters. In 1:1 the scroll is introduced; 
parallel superscriptions in 2:1; 13:1 mark the opening of the two major sections 
of this portion of the scroll. Ch. 1 presents a portrait of the people of Israel lost 
in their own pursuits, a people who have forgotten their own identity (1:3). The 
dominant theme of this chapter is that Yahweh, the Holy One of Israel, has been 
forsaken by his people (1:4–9). Religious rituals and sacrifice are carried out 
without sincerity while the poor, oppressed, orphan, and widow are neglected 
(1:10–17). In place of Yahweh, people have created little gods shaped from the 
earth or have made themselves into gods by their arrogance and self-centered 
conduct, thus inviting certain judgment upon themselves (1:18–31).

�But there But there is hope. His hope. Humans haveumans have the capac the capacity to chaity to change. The fnge. The fundamentalundamental message o mes message ofmessage of social ju social justice whicstice which is at thh is at the heart ofe heart of the Isaia the Isaiah scroll ih scroll is sounded s sounded in 1:16–17in 1:16in 1:16–17: “1:16–17: “Cease to dCease to do evil, leo evil, learn to do arn to do good; seekgood; seek justice,  justice, rescue therescue the oppressed oppressed, defend t, d, defend thedefend the orphan, p orphan, plead for tlead for the widow.”he widow.”

But there is hope. Humans have the capacity to change. The fundamental 
message of social justice which is at the heart of the Isaiah scroll is sounded in 
1:16–17: “Cease to do evil, learn to do good; seek justice, rescue the oppressed, 
defend the orphan, plead for the widow.”

Judgment fJudgment for Judah aor Judah and Jerusalnd Jerusalem (Chs. 2em (Chs. 2–12). –12). Faced withFaced with repeated  repeated human rebehumhuman rebehuman rebellion, whallion, what is Yahwet is Yahweh to do? Th to do? The questiohe question is posedn is posed in dramat in dramatic fashionic fashion in the “p fashionfashion infashion in the “para the “parable of theble of the vineyard” vineyard” (5:1–7):  (5:1–7): people arepeople are to be “fr to be “fruitful,” cuitful,” caring for aring faring for the eafor the earth and onrth and one another.e another. But how l But how long does oong does one wait tone wait to see “good see “good grapes,”  grapes,”  grapes,” agrapes,” and what dond what does a vinekes a vinekeeper finaeeper finally do witlly do with “bitter h “bitter grapes”?grapes”?grapes”?

Judgment for Judah and Jerusalem (Chs. 2–12). Faced with repeated 
human rebellion, what is Yahweh to do? The question is posed in dramatic 
fashion in the “parable of the vineyard” (5:1–7): people are to be “fruitful,” caring 
for the earth and one another. But how long does one wait to see “good 
grapes,” and what does a vinekeeper finally do with “bitter grapes”?

�According According to the “dato the “day of Yahwey of Yahweh” oracle h” oracle (2:6–22), (2:6–22), judgment ijudgment is coming fs coming for Judah aor Judor Judah and Judah and Jerusalem.Jerusalem. Neverthel Nevertheless, wordsess, words of promis of promise for the e for the faithful (faithful (2:1–5; 4:22:1–5; 4:2–6) frame –6)4:24:2–6) fra4:2–6) frame the opeme the opening judgmning judgment oracleent oracles (2:6–22;s (2:6–22; 3:1–12, 1 3:1–12, 13–15; 3:163–15; 3:16—4:1). A c—4:1). A c—4:1). A collectioncollection of memori of memories of Isaies of Isaiah (6:1—9:ah (6:1—9:7) is fram7) is framed by new ed by new judgment wjudgment words, withords, withords, with 5:8–2with 5:8–24, 25–30 s4, 25–30 structured tructured as a prefaas a preface and 9:8ce and 9:8—10:4; 10:—10:4; 10:5–19 as a 5–19 as a supplementsupplemensupplementsupplement. In 10:5–. In 10:5–19 the Ass19 the Assyrian Empiyrian Empire is remere is remembered as mbered as an “instruan “instrument” by wment” by ment” by which Yby which Yahweh willahweh will bring jud bring judgment; yetgment; yet because o because of her own f her own arrogance,arrogance, Assyria h Assyria h Assyria herself wiherself will be punill be punished. The shed. The judgment sjudgment speeches inpeeches in chs. 6–11 chs. 6–11 involve m involve memories ofemories of northern  ofof northerof northern Israel: n Israel: ch. 7 recach. 7 recalls eventslls events related t related to the revoo the revolt of Syrilt of Syria and norta and northern Israehern Ihern Israel agaIsrael against Assyrinst Assyria in 735–ia in 735–734. These734. These chapters  chapters cannot be cannot be read apartread apart from the  from the reality threreality threality that those kat those kingdoms weingdoms were destroyre destroyed and deped and deported by torted by the Assyriahe Assyrians in 721.ns in 721.

According to the “day of Yahweh” oracle (2:6–22), judgment is coming for 
Judah and Jerusalem. Nevertheless, words of promise for the faithful (2:1–5; 
4:2–6) frame the opening judgment oracles (2:6–22; 3:1–12, 13–15; 3:16—4:1). A 
collection of memories of Isaiah (6:1—9:7) is framed by new judgment words, 
with 5:8–24, 25–30 structured as a preface and 9:8—10:4; 10:5–19 as a 



supplement. In 10:5–19 the Assyrian Empire is remembered as an “instrument” 
by which Yahweh will bring judgment; yet because of her own arrogance, Assyria 
herself will be punished. The judgment speeches in chs. 6–11 involve memories 
of northern Israel: ch. 7 recalls events related to the revolt of Syria and northern 
Israel against Assyria in 735–734. These chapters cannot be read apart from the 
reality that those kingdoms were destroyed and deported by the Assyrians in 721.

�This sectiThis section offers on offers insight abinsight about the prout the prophet. Isaophet. Isaiah ben Amiah ben Amoz was maroz was married to a ried toried to a persoto a person known asn known as the “prop the “prophetess” (8hetess” (8:3), and h:3), and had at leasad at least two and t two and possibly tpossibly three sons hrtthree sonsthree sons with prop with prophetic namehetic names: Shear-js: Shear-jashub (“A ashub (“A remnant shremnant shall returnall return,” 7:3), M,” 7:3), Maher-shalaaMMaher-shalMaher-shalal-hash-baal-hash-baz (“The spz (“The spoil speedsoil speeds, the prey, the prey hastens,” hastens,” 8:1–4), a 8:1–4), and perhapsnd perhaps Immanuel  Im Immanuel (Immanuel (“God with “God with us,” 7:14)us,” 7:14); all thre; all three “sign-che “sign-children” leildren” lead to wordad to words of hope s of hope for Judah fofor Judah for Judah amid the tamid the turmoil andurmoil and threats o threats of war. Isaf war. Isaiah lived iah lived in Jerusalin Jerusalem and hadem and had personal  per personal dpersonal dealings wiealings with both Ahth both Ahaz (7:1–9,az (7:1–9, 10–17) an 10–17) and Hezekiahd Hezekiah (cf. 37:1 (cf. 37:1—39:8). Hi—39:8). His life as sHiHis life aHis life as a socials a social critic an critic and as a mand as a man of consci of conscience is coence is confirmed nonfirmed not just by t just by the words the wothe words attrwords attributed to ibuted to him but alhim but also by his so by his actions, iactions, including encluding encounters ncounters with Ahaz with Ahaz or walkingoror walkingor walking naked in  naked in Jerusalem Jerusalem as a warnias a warning of impeng of impending doomnding doom (20:1–6). (20:1–6).

This section offers insight about the prophet. Isaiah ben Amoz was married 
to a person known as the “prophetess” (8:3), and had at least two and possibly 
three sons with prophetic names: Shear-jashub (“A remnant shall return,” 7:3), 
Maher-shalal-hash-baz (“The spoil speeds, the prey hastens,” 8:1–4), and perhaps 
Immanuel (“God with us,” 7:14); all three “sign-children” lead to words of hope 
for Judah amid the turmoil and threats of war. Isaiah lived in Jerusalem and had 
personal dealings with both Ahaz (7:1–9, 10–17) and Hezekiah (cf. 37:1—39:8). 
His life as a social critic and as a man of conscience is confirmed not just by the 
words attributed to him but also by his actions, including encounters with Ahaz 
or walking naked in Jerusalem as a warning of impending doom (20:1–6).

�Also in chAlso in chs. 6–11 Iss. 6–11 Isaiah speakaiah speaks of an “is of an “ideal Daviddeal Davidic king,” ic king,” both in teboth in terms of hisrms of his disillusi hishis disillhis disillusionment usionment with Ahaz with Ahaz and in hisand in his lofty exp lofty expectations ectations for a futufor a future “anointre “anointed One” (Med Oed One” (MessOne” (Messiah) (9:2–iah) (9:2–7[MT 1–6];7[MT 1–6]; 11:1–9; c 11:1–9; cf. 32:1–8)f. 32:1–8) who will  who will provide wiprovide wise and jusse and just leadershtjusjust leadejust leadership. In rship. In a coming ea coming era, exilesra, exiles who survi who survive the judve the judgment willgment will be a “rem be a “remnant” commnan“rem“remnant” “remnant” community community and a witnand a witness to theess to the faith of  faith of Israel (10Israel (10:20–23).:20–23).:20–23).

Also in chs. 6–11 Isaiah speaks of an “ideal Davidic king,” both in terms of 
his disillusionment with Ahaz and in his lofty expectations for a future “anointed 
One” (Messiah) (9:2–7[MT 1–6]; 11:1–9; cf. 32:1–8) who will provide wise and 
just leadership. In a coming era, exiles who survive the judgment will be a 
“remnant” community and a witness to the faith of Israel (10:20–23).

�Isaiah’s “Isaiah’s “call visiocall vision” (6:1–13n” (6:1–13) comes in) comes into focus wto focus when remembhen remembered from ered from the vantagthe vathe vantage ofvantage of the later the later exilic er exilic era. Out of a. Out of a rebellioa rebellious people us people “laden wit“laden with iniquityh iniquity” (1:4), Y” (1:4)” (1:4), Yah(1:4), Yahweh summonweh summoned one whoed one whose life hese life he touched w touched with a visiith a vision of heavon of heaven and witen and wen and with live with live coals (6:7coals (6:7). Isaiah ). Isaiah was commiswas commissioned as sioned as a herald ta herald to speak foo speak for the livir the living God. Lang Gong God. LaterGod. Later generatio generations remembens remembered him asred him as a faithfu a faithful servant l servant who continwho continued to proued to prued to proclaim Yproclaim Yahweh’s woahweh’s word, even wrd, even when the pehen the people’s resople’s response had ponse had been only been only greater degreatergreater degreater deafness andafness and blindness blindness. Isaiah i. Isaiah is remembers remembered as one ed as one whose visiwhose vision remainson remains true, eve remainsremains trremains true, even aue, even amidst the midst the realities realities of the Babof the Babylonian caylonian captivity (6ptivity (6:9–13).:9–13).:9–13).

Isaiah’s “call vision” (6:1–13) comes into focus when remembered from the 
vantage of the later exilic era. Out of a rebellious people “laden with iniquity” 
(1:4), Yahweh summoned one whose life he touched with a vision of heaven and 
with live coals (6:7). Isaiah was commissioned as a herald to speak for the living 
God. Later generations remembered him as a faithful servant who continued to 
proclaim Yahweh’s word, even when the people’s response had been only 
greater deafness and blindness. Isaiah is remembered as one whose vision 
remains true, even amidst the realities of the Babylonian captivity (6:9–13).

�The catechThe catechetical chaetical character of racter of Isa. 2-12 Isa. 2-12 is reinforis reinforced by theced by the doxology  doxology in ch. 12.in ch. 12.in ch. 12. The au12. The audience, whdience, which is to ich is to understandunderstand itself as itself as a “remnan a “remnant communitt community of faithy of faith,” is to c,” faithfaith,” isfaith,” is to consid to consider the eveer the events of thents of the past with past with sober ref sober reflection bulection but also witt also with words ofh worh words of twords of thanksgivinhanksgiving and praig and praise. Seen ise. Seen in conjunctn conjunction with tion with the openinghe opening vision of vision of peace in  pe peace in 2peace in 2:1–5, ch. :1–5, ch. 12 provide12 provides the concs the concluding andluding and hopeful f hopeful framework (ramework (or inclusior inclusion) for thoninclusiinclusion)inclusion) for the p for the poetry presoetry preserved in 2erved in 2:6—11:16.:6—11:16.:6—11:16.

The catechetical character of Isa. 2-12 is reinforced by the doxology in ch. 
12. The audience, which is to understand itself as a “remnant community of 
faith,” is to consider the events of the past with sober reflection but also with 
words of thanksgiving and praise. Seen in conjunction with the opening vision of 
peace in 2:1–5, ch. 12 provides the concluding and hopeful framework (or 
inclusion) for the poetry preserved in 2:6—11:16.

Judgment fJudgment for Babylonor Babylon and the N and the Nations (Chations (Chs. 13–35).s. 13–35).  Isa. 13:1 Isa. 13:1 opens a seopens a opens a second ma second major sectiajor section, declaron, declaring judgmeing judgment for Babnt for Babylon and tylon and the nationshe nations. Drawing . Drawing on themes oon themes on themes set forth set forth in 10:5–19in 10:5–19, the scro, the scroll now bolll now boldly procladly proclaims that Yims that Yahweh is nahweh is not just thonnot just tnot just the “Holy Ohe “Holy One of Israne of Israel” but alel” but also the sovso the sovereign of ereign of all nationall nations. Judah hs. Judah has had heras haas had her “dhad her “day” of juday” of judgment, butgment, but similar “ similar “days” are days” are to come foto come for all arror all arrogant and bgant and boastful naoabboastful nboastful nations, inations, including Bacluding Babylon. “Dabylon. “Day of Yahwey of Yahweh” poetry h” poetry frames thiframes this section s section (chs. 13–1(ch(chs. 13–1(chs. 13–14, 34–35).4, 34–35). Many have Many have contended contended that its  that its center (chcenter (chs. 24–27),s. 24–27), the “litt the “little apocalyle ale apocalypseapocalypse,” comes f,” comes from a muchrom a much later era later era, but the , but the poetic thepoetic themes here hmes here have strikiave striking similarnstrikistriking sstriking similaritieimilarities with oths with other “day ofer “day of Yahweh” p Yahweh” poems and soems and should be vhould be viewed as piewed as prophetic rrpprophetic prophetic response tresponse to the horro the horrors of warors of war, not apoc, not apocalyptic lialyptic literature. terature. These chapThese chapters affirtechapchapters achapters affirm thatffirm that proud rul proud rulers of theers of the earth wil earth will be brougl be brought low (26ht low (26:5) while :5) while the faithfthe the faithfthe faithful who “waul who “wait for theit for the Lord” (26 Lord” (26:8) will f:8) will find securiind security and hopty and hope. In chs.e. In chs. 34–35 imp 34–3 34–35 impe34–35 impending judgnding judgment is anment is announced fonounced for Edom andr Edom and a new wor a new word of encoud of encouragement gragemencouencouragemencouragement given ent given to the comto the community of munity of faith (35:faith (35:10).10).10).

Judgment for Babylon and the Nations (Chs. 13–35). Isa. 13:1 opens 
a second major section, declaring judgment for Babylon and the nations. Drawing 
on themes set forth in 10:5–19, the scroll now boldly proclaims that Yahweh is 
not just the “Holy One of Israel” but also the sovereign of all nations. Judah has 
had her “day” of judgment, but similar “days” are to come for all arrogant and 



boastful nations, including Babylon. “Day of Yahweh” poetry frames this section 
(chs. 13–14, 34–35). Many have contended that its center (chs. 24–27), the “little 
apocalypse,” comes from a much later era, but the poetic themes here have 
striking similarities with other “day of Yahweh” poems and should be viewed as 
prophetic response to the horrors of war, not apocalyptic literature. These 
chapters affirm that proud rulers of the earth will be brought low (26:5) while 
the faithful who “wait for the Lord” (26:8) will find security and hope. In chs. 
34–35 impending judgment is announced for Edom and a new word of 
encouragement given to the community of faith (35:10).

Isaiah andIsaiah and Hezekiah  Hezekiah (Chs. 36–3(Chs. 36–39). 9). The historThe historical proseical prose narrative narrative in chs. 3 in chs. 36–39 recal6–336–39 reca36–39 recalls an eralls an era of milita of military crisis ry crisis from the lfrom the lifetime ofifetime of Isaiah be Isaiah ben Amoz. Dan Amoz. Dated “in thted “ted “in the fo“in the fourteenth yurteenth year of Kinear of King Hezekiahg Hezekiah” (701), t” (701), this was a his was a time when time when the Assyrithe Assyrian SennachanAssyriAssyrian SAssyrian Sennacheribennacherib captured  captured the fortifthe fortified citiesied cities of Judah  of Judah and laid sand laid siege to Jeiege to Jerusalem (3rusaleJeJerusalem Jerusalem (36:1). Th(36:1). These chapteese chapters preservrs preserve a positie a positive portraive portrait of King t of King Hezekiah aHezekiah as a man ofs as a man of fa man of faith (in caith (in contrast toontrast to Ahaz), an Ahaz), and described describe the sudde the sudden departurn departure of Sennae of Sennacherib as chSennaSennacheriSennacherib as a mirb as a miraculous deaculous deliverance liverance of the citof the city (37:36–3y (37:36–38). The de8). The deliverance liverance results frresresults frresults from Hezekiaom Hezekiah’s sincerh’s sincerity in repity in repentance anentance and prayer (d prayer (37:1–13, 137:1–13, 14–20), his4–20), his visit wit vis visit withvisit with Isaiah, a Isaiah, and his resnd his response of fponse of faith (38:9aith (38:9–20).–20).–20).

Isaiah and Hezekiah (Chs. 36–39). The historical prose narrative in chs. 
36–39 recalls an era of military crisis from the lifetime of Isaiah ben Amoz. Dated 
“in the fourteenth year of King Hezekiah” (701), this was a time when the 
Assyrian Sennacherib captured the fortified cities of Judah and laid siege to 
Jerusalem (36:1). These chapters preserve a positive portrait of King Hezekiah as 
a man of faith (in contrast to Ahaz), and describe the sudden departure of 
Sennacherib as a miraculous deliverance of the city (37:36–38). The deliverance 
results from Hezekiah’s sincerity in repentance and prayer (37:1–13, 14–20), his 
visit with Isaiah, and his response of faith (38:9–20).

�Scholars aScholars are dividedre divided about wha about what actuallyt actually happened  happened during thiduring this crisis. s crisis. In the parIn the paIn the parallel nparallel narrative iarrative in 2 Kgs. 1n 2 Kgs. 18:13-27, t8:13-27, three addithree additional versional verses (18:14–es (18:14–16) sugges16) suggest that Hezt that that Hezekthat Hezekiah surreniah surrendered uncodered unconditionallnditionally to the Ay to the Assyrians. ssyrians. This is suThis is supported bypported by the Assyr t the Assyrithe Assyrian “Prism an “Prism of Sennachof Sennacherib” and erib” and also Isa. also Isa. 22:1-14; 122:1-14; 1:4-9. Rega:4-9. Regardless of rdless of what actuawhawhat actuawhat actually happenlly happened, Jerusaed, Jerusalem is remlem is remembered asembered as surviving surviving a close c a close call with dall with destructionesddestructiodestruction at the tn at the time of Senime of Sennacherib’snacherib’s invasion  invasion in 701.in 701.in 701.

Scholars are divided about what actually happened during this crisis. In the 
parallel narrative in 2 Kgs. 18:13-27, three additional verses (18:14–16) suggest 
that Hezekiah surrendered unconditionally to the Assyrians. This is supported by 
the Assyrian “Prism of Sennacherib” and also Isa. 22:1-14; 1:4-9. Regardless of 
what actually happened, Jerusalem is remembered as surviving a close call with 
destruction at the time of Sennacherib’s invasion in 701.

�Recently, Recently, new attentnew attention has beion has been given ten given to chs. 36–o chs. 36–39, partic39, particularly in ularly in connectionconnectioconnectionconnection with the  with the referencesreferences to envoys to envoys from Baby from Babylon in 39:lon in 39:1–8 . Read1–8 . Read from the  from the from the perspethe perspective of tctive of the Exile, he Exile, this is anthis is another memoother memory confirmry confirming that Iing that Isaiah’s wosaiah’s words have crdswowords havewords have come to p come to pass. Hezekass. Hezekiah is remiah is remembered asembered as a good ki a good king; the crng; the crisis that isis that arose duriaarose duriarose during his erang his era was avert was averted, but Ised, but Isaiah proclaiah proclaims that aims that “days are “days are coming” whcoming” when the weaenwhwhen the wwhen the wealth of tealth of the palace he palace will be cawill be carried off rried off to Babylonto Babylon (39:5–8). (39:5–8). This chap This chapter providterchapchapter prchapter provides a bovides a bridge fromridge from the memor the memories of Isaies of Isaiah to theiah to the new era p new era presupposedresupposeppresupposepresupposed throughod throughout chs. 40ut chs. 40–55.–55.

Recently, new attention has been given to chs. 36–39, particularly in 
connection with the references to envoys from Babylon in 39:1–8 . Read from 
the perspective of the Exile, this is another memory confirming that Isaiah’s 
words have come to pass. Hezekiah is remembered as a good king; the crisis that 
arose during his era was averted, but Isaiah proclaims that “days are coming” 
when the wealth of the palace will be carried off to Babylon (39:5–8). This 
chapter provides a bridge from the memories of Isaiah to the new era 
presupposed throughout chs. 40–55.

The Basis The Basis for Hope (for Hope (Chs. 40–55Chs. 40–55)))

The Basis for Hope (Chs. 40–55)

The authorThe author of Isaiah of Isaiah now boldl now boldly summons y summons people to people to a life of a life of faith. In faith. In these centthese central chapteral centcentral chcentral chapters we apters we sense the sense the author’s cauthor’s confidence onfidence based bothbased both on the me on the memories of mories ofmories of earlierof earlier times and times and the polit the political eventical events of his os of his own time. Iwn time. In 46:1–4 sn 46:1–4 specific repecific references aferencrereferencesreferences are made  are made to Babylonto Babylonian gods, ian gods, Bel and NeBel and Nebo; only Ybo; only Yahweh, theahweh, the sovereign sovereig sovereign sovereign creator ancreator and redeemerd redeemer, can brin, can bring salvatiog salvation (v. 4). n (v. 4). The lengthThe lengthy debates y debates about the aboabout the about the folly of ifolly of idols (40:1dols (40:18–20; 41:68–20; 41:6–7; 44:9–2–7; 44:9–20), the vi0), the vision of a sion of a new exodusnew exodus and a hig and and a highand a highway leadinway leading back to g back to Jerusalem Jerusalem (40:3–7), (40:3–7), and the laand the lament and tment and taunt song aunt song over proudoover proudover proud “daughter “daughter Babylon”  Babylon” (47:1–15) (47:1–15) all compleall complement the sment the specific repecific references tferences to Cyrus (4otto Cyrus (to Cyrus (44:21–28; 44:21–28; 45:1–8), a45:1–8), and locate nd locate this poetrthis poetry in the ey in the era betweenra between 550–539. 550–539. 550–539.

The author of Isaiah now boldly summons people to a life of faith. In these 
central chapters we sense the author’s confidence based both on the memories 
of earlier times and the political events of his own time. In 46:1–4 specific 
references are made to Babylonian gods, Bel and Nebo; only Yahweh, the 
sovereign creator and redeemer, can bring salvation (v. 4). The lengthy debates 
about the folly of idols (40:18–20; 41:6–7; 44:9–20), the vision of a new exodus 



and a highway leading back to Jerusalem (40:3–7), and the lament and taunt song 
over proud “daughter Babylon” (47:1–15) all complement the specific references 
to Cyrus (44:21–28; 45:1–8), and locate this poetry in the era between 550–539.

�The exodusThe exodus from Baby from Babylon has nolon has not yet comet yet come. But Yahw. But Yahweh is aboueh is about to do sot to do something drmesosomething something dramaticaldramatically new. A ly new. A new world new world power willpower will bring dow bring down the mighn the might and arrot and art and arrogance arrogance of Babylonof Babylon. Isaiah’s. Isaiah’s words of  words of judgment njudgment now apply tow apply to the realo the realm of Nebucm of Nebucm of NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar, as wzzar, as well as to ell as to other empiother empires and thres and their leadereir leaders. The news. The new emperor,  emperor, emperor, Cemperor, Cyrus of Peyrus of Persia, has rsia, has declared tdeclared that in a chat in a coming era oming era captive pecaptive peoples may oples may return to rereturn to return to their hometheir homelands. Frolands. From these wom these world eventsrld events, the prop, the prophetic writhetic writer can speer can speak anew ofaspespeak anewspeak anew of a “day of a “day of Yahweh of Yahweh”; in the ”; in the same eventsame event, a proud , a proud power willpower will be brough be brough be brought lobrought low and realw and reality will bity will be restorede restored, vindicat, vindicating Yahwehing Yahweh’s power a’s power as sovereigs sovereign over alln sovereigsovereign sovereign over all nover all nations. Thations. The prophet’e prophet’s earlier s earlier announcemeannouncements of judnts of judgment now gment now gment now come tnow come to pass (42o pass (42:9; cf. 41:9; cf. 41:22; 43:9,:22; 43:9, 18; 46:9; 18; 46:9; 48:3), ev 48:3), evidence thaidence that the propt the prophetic wordhetipropprophetic prophetic word is reword is reliable. Evliable. Even the woren the world of natuld of nature vindicare vindicates Yahwehtes Yahweh (42:10).  (42:10). The renewaThThe renewaThe renewal of the wl of the world offerorld offers signs ths signs that Yahweh at Yahweh will also will also renew the renew the hopes of ahopes of a covenant  c covenant ccovenant community (ommunity (41:19; 55:41:19; 55:13).13).13).

The exodus from Babylon has not yet come. But Yahweh is about to do 
something dramatically new. A new world power will bring down the might and 
arrogance of Babylon. Isaiah’s words of judgment now apply to the realm of 
Nebuchadnezzar, as well as to other empires and their leaders. The new 
emperor, Cyrus of Persia, has declared that in a coming era captive peoples may 
return to their homelands. From these world events, the prophetic writer can 
speak anew of a “day of Yahweh”; in the same event, a proud power will be 
brought low and reality will be restored, vindicating Yahweh’s power as 
sovereign over all nations. The prophet’s earlier announcements of judgment 
now come to pass (42:9; cf. 41:22; 43:9, 18; 46:9; 48:3), evidence that the 
prophetic word is reliable. Even the world of nature vindicates Yahweh (42:10). 
The renewal of the world offers signs that Yahweh will also renew the hopes of a 
covenant community (41:19; 55:13).

�LeadershipLeadership for the c for the community iommunity is a critics a critical concernal concern throughou throughout Isaiah. t Isaiah. The primarThe primThe primary viprimary vision of lesion of leadership iadership is articulas articulated in theted in the vision of vision of an “ideal an “ideal messianic messianic king” (11 king”  king” (11:king” (11:1–9). That1–9). That portrait  portrait is shaped is shaped now by wornow by words about “ds about “servanthooservanthood” and an d” and an d” and an “ideal an “ideal servant” (servant” (41:8–10; 441:8–10; 42:1–4; 49:2:1–4; 49:1–6; 50:4–1–6; 50:4–11; 52:13—11; 52:13—53:12). Ev53:12). Even Cyrus, en Cyrus, a foreign aa foreign a foreign king, sharking, shares in thises in this vision; i vision; in 45:1 he n 45:1 he is referreis referred to specid to specifically asfically as “Yahweh’s “Yahweh “Yahweh’s “Yahweh’s anointed oanointed one,” who pne,” who performs Yaerforms Yahweh’s wilhweh’s will by bringl by bringing liberaing liberation to cation to cation to captive pecaptive people.ople.ople.

Leadership for the community is a critical concern throughout Isaiah. The 
primary vision of leadership is articulated in the vision of an “ideal messianic 
king” (11:1–9). That portrait is shaped now by words about “servanthood” and 
an “ideal servant” (41:8–10; 42:1–4; 49:1–6; 50:4–11; 52:13—53:12). Even Cyrus, 
a foreign king, shares in this vision; in 45:1 he is referred to specifically as 
“Yahweh’s anointed one,” who performs Yahweh’s will by bringing liberation to 
captive people.

�Themes in Themes in ch. 55 sugch. 55 suggest that gest that this hymn this hymn of triumphof triumph was at on was at one time a ce time a conclusion oncluscconclusionconclusion for an ex for an exilic redacilic redaction of thtion of the Isaiah se Isaiah scroll. Echcroll. Echoing the poing the plea of 2:5lea of 2:5, the auth, the a, the author of author of 55:6 charg55:6 charges: “Seek es: “Seek the Lord wthe Lord while he mahile he may be foundy be found, call upo, call upon him whiln him while he is neewhilwhile he iwhile he is near.”s near.”

Themes in ch. 55 suggest that this hymn of triumph was at one time a 
conclusion for an exilic redaction of the Isaiah scroll. Echoing the plea of 2:5, the 
author of 55:6 charges: “Seek the Lord while he may be found, call upon him 
while he is near.”

MaintaininMaintaining the Visig the Vision (Chs. 5on (Chs. 56–66)6–66)6–66)

Maintaining the Vision (Chs. 56–66)

A differenA different tone mart tone marks much ofks much of the concl the concluding 11 cuding 11 chapters. Chapters. Chs. 56–66 hs. 56–66 evidently evidently were writtwwere writtwere written and appen and appended to tended to the Isaiah he Isaiah scroll at scroll at a time afta time after 539 wheer 539 when people hn people had returneahhad returnhad returned to setted to settled life iled life in Judah ann Judah and Jerusaled Jerusalem. Work onm. Work on the city  the city walls had walls had begun and begbegun and begun and temple restemple restoration wtoration was under was under way (60:10–ay (60:10–14; 62:6–714; 62:6–7; 66:1). T; 66:1). These chapthese chaphese chapters schapters suggest thauggest that the commt the community expeunity experienced ovrienced overwhelmingerwhelming physical  physical hardships hardshipshardships hardships and economand economic challenic challenges when tges when they returnhey returned to Jerued to Jerusalem, ratsalem, rather than ther than ther than the gloriothe glorious journeyus journey envisione envisioned by earlid by earlier poetry.er poetry.

A different tone marks much of the concluding 11 chapters. Chs. 56–66 evidently 
were written and appended to the Isaiah scroll at a time after 539 when people 
had returned to settled life in Judah and Jerusalem. Work on the city walls had 
begun and temple restoration was under way (60:10–14; 62:6–7; 66:1). These 
chapters suggest that the community experienced overwhelming physical 
hardships and economic challenges when they returned to Jerusalem, rather than 
the glorious journey envisioned by earlier poetry.

�With consiWith considerable skderable skill, the will, the writer drawriter draws from ears from earlier tradilier traditions and tions and themes in themes ithemes in Isaiah in Isaiah to renew oto renew or maintainr maintain the visio the vision of God’sn of God’s sovereign sovereignty, seekinty, seeking to inspig to inspire a new gre are a new genea new generation of ration of people witpeople with a visionh a vision of how Ya of how Yahweh wantshweh wants the commu the community to benity to nity to be: freto be: free of “weepe of “weeping and diing and distress” (6stress” (65:19), a c5:19), a city withouity without violencet violence and terro and terror. As partr. Asr. As part ofAs part of the visio the vision, the autn, the author expreshor expresses propheses prophetic concertic concerns for somns for some very prae very practical andcprapractical practical and earthyand earthy matters:  matters: sabbath obsabbath observance (servance (56:2–6; 5856:2–6; 58:13–14), a:13–14), apostasy (5postasy (56:1–2, 4; 6:(5(56:1–2, 4(56:1–2, 4; 57:3–4, ; 57:3–4, 5, 7–8; 585, 7–8; 58:1–14; 59::1–14; 59:1–8), sync1–8), syncretism (57retism (57:3; 65:2),:3; 65:2), upright l upright leadership eaderlleadershipleadership (56:9–10, (56:9–10, 11–12). T 11–12). The author he author now speaksnow speaks of “serva of “servants of thents of the Lord,” su Lord,” suggesting tgsusuggestingsuggesting that the  that the postexilicpostexilic community community is called is called to be the to be the “servant” “servant” doing the doing the work envi wo work enviswork envisioned in eioned in earlier chaarlier chapters.pters.pters.

With considerable skill, the writer draws from earlier traditions and themes 
in Isaiah to renew or maintain the vision of God’s sovereignty, seeking to inspire 
a new generation of people with a vision of how Yahweh wants the community 
to be: free of “weeping and distress” (65:19), a city without violence and terror. 



As part of the vision, the author expresses prophetic concerns for some very 
practical and earthy matters: sabbath observance (56:2–6; 58:13–14), apostasy 
(56:1–2, 4; 57:3–4, 5, 7–8; 58:1–14; 59:1–8), syncretism (57:3; 65:2), upright 
leadership (56:9–10, 11–12). The author now speaks of “servants of the Lord,” 
suggesting that the postexilic community is called to be the “servant” doing the 
work envisioned in earlier chapters.

�Like earliLike earlier sectioner sections, these cs, these chapters cehapters center arounnter around the poetd the poetic motif oic motif of the “dayf the “daf the “day of Ya“day of Yahweh.” Newhweh.” New days of j days of judgment arudgment are announcee announced: in 61:1d: in 61:1–11 the pr–11 the prophet annoophet anophet announces announces a day of fa day of favor for Zavor for Zion; in 63ion; in 63:1–6 Yahwe:1–6 Yahweh is envish is envisioned retuioned returning fromrning from battle as fromfrom battlfrom battle as a hole as a holy warrior;y warrior; the wicke the wicked have beed have been defeatedn defeated, and the , and the cause of tcause of the righteohetthe rightethe righteous has beous has been vindicaen vindicated for alted for all to see (l to see (63:1).63:1).63:1).

Like earlier sections, these chapters center around the poetic motif of the 
“day of Yahweh.” New days of judgment are announced: in 61:1–11 the prophet 
announces a day of favor for Zion; in 63:1–6 Yahweh is envisioned returning 
from battle as a holy warrior; the wicked have been defeated, and the cause of 
the righteous has been vindicated for all to see (63:1).

�The fundamThe fundamental themental theme of the Ie of the Isaiah scrosaiah scroll is sounll is sounded once aded once again: God gain: God is sovereiis soveis sovereign sovereign over the cover the covenant coovenant community anmmunity and over alld over all nations o nations of the worlf the world, callingd, calling all peopl a all peopleall people to respon to responsible lifesible life. New “day. New “days” will cos” will continue to ntinue to come, brincome, bringing judgmging judgment for thentjudgmjudgment fjudgment for the rutor the ruthless and hless and the arrogathe arrogant; new “dnt; new “days” of joays” of joy will comy will come for those for those who truse thosthose who those who trust and trust and live by thlive by their faith eir faith in the visin the vision. In 65ion. In 65:17–25 the:17–25 the summons t summons to faith iso fao faith is rfaith is recast as aecast as a vision of vision of a “new he a “new heaven and aaven and a new earth new earth” which pe” which people can aople can anticipate nticaanticipateanticipate by their  by their actions inactions in the world the world. Througho. Throughout this fiut this final sectional section the wordn the words of 61:1–s ofs of 61:1–4 of 61:1–4 capture a capture a fundamentafundamental aspect ol aspect of the meanf the meaning of theing of the Isaiah sc Isaiah scroll: the roll: the people arepeopeople arepeople are to “provi to “provide for thode for those who mouse who mourn in Zionrn in Zion,” to give,” to give “a garlan “a garland instead d instead of ashes,”oof ashes,”of ashes,” “oil of g “oil of gladness inladness instead of mstead of mourning,” ourning,” to wear thto wear the “mantle e “mantle of praise of praise instead ofinsteinstead ofinstead of a faint s a faint spirit,” anpirit,” and to live d to live as “oaks oas “oaks of righteouf righteousness” in sness” in the world the world (v. 3). Th(v. 3). T(v. 3). This is clThis is clearly whatearly what it means  it means to “walk ito “walk in the lighn the light of the Lt of the Lord.”ord.”ord.”

The fundamental theme of the Isaiah scroll is sounded once again: God is 
sovereign over the covenant community and over all nations of the world, calling 
all people to responsible life. New “days” will continue to come, bringing 
judgment for the ruthless and the arrogant; new “days” of joy will come for 
those who trust and live by their faith in the vision. In 65:17–25 the summons to 
faith is recast as a vision of a “new heaven and a new earth” which people can 
anticipate by their actions in the world. Throughout this final section the words 
of 61:1–4 capture a fundamental aspect of the meaning of the Isaiah scroll: the 
people are to “provide for those who mourn in Zion,” to give “a garland instead 
of ashes,” “oil of gladness instead of mourning,” to wear the “mantle of praise 
instead of a faint spirit,” and to live as “oaks of righteousness” in the world (v. 3). 
This is clearly what it means to “walk in the light of the Lord.”
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A. Joseph A. Joseph EversonEverson

A. Joseph Everson

ISCAHISCAH (Heb.  (Heb. yiska®yiska®)))

ISCAH (Heb. yiska®)

A daughterA daughter of Haran  of Haran and sisterand sister of Milcah of Milcah ( (1; 1; Gen. 11:29Gen. 11:29).).

A daughter of Haran and sister of Milcah (1; Gen. 11:29).

ISH-BAALISH-BAAL (Heb.  (Heb. }iîsû-ba{a}iîsû-ba{all) (also ES) (also ESH-BAAL)H-BAAL)H-BAAL)

ISH-BAAL (Heb. }iîsû-ba{al) (also ESH-BAAL)

Probable oProbable original foriginal form of the rm of the name of Kiname of King Saul’s ng Saul’s son Ishbosson Ishbosheth (1 Chheth (1 Chr. 8:33; 9r. 8:33; 9:39). Most:3999:39). Mos9:39). Most English t English versions rversions render the ender the name as Esname as Esh-baal.h-baal.

Probable original form of the name of King Saul’s son Ishbosheth (1 Chr. 8:33; 
9:39). Most English versions render the name as Esh-baal.

ISHBAHISHBAH (Heb.  (Heb. yisûbaœh�yisûbaœh�)))

ISHBAH (Heb. yisûbaœh� )

A JudahiteA Judahite, son of M, son of Mered and tered and the Egyptiahe Egyptian princessn princess Bithiah ( Bithiah (1 Chr. 4:11 Chr. 4:17). He is 7). He is called thecallecalled thecalled the father of father of Eshtemoa, Eshtemoa, which may which may mean the  mean the founder offounder of that city that city..

A Judahite, son of Mered and the Egyptian princess Bithiah (1 Chr. 4:17). He is 



called the father of Eshtemoa, which may mean the founder of that city.

ISHBAKISHBAK (Heb.  (Heb. yisûbaœqyisûbaœq)))

ISHBAK (Heb. yisûbaœq)

A son of AA son of Abraham andbraham and his concu his concubine Keturbine Keturah (Gen. 2ah (Gen. 25:2; 1 Chr5:2; 1 Chr. 1:32); e. 1:32); eponymous aponymouseeponymous eponymous ancestor oancestor of an Arabif an Arabian people.an people.

A son of Abraham and his concubine Keturah (Gen. 25:2; 1 Chr. 1:32); 
eponymous ancestor of an Arabian people.

ISHBI-BENOISHBI-BENOBB (Heb.  (Heb. yisûbiî b�yisûbiî b�eïnoœb�eïnoœb�)))

ISHBI-BENOB (Heb. yisûbiî b�eïnoœb� )

A PhilistiA Philistine, a descne, a descendant (orendant (or devotee)  devotee) of the legof the legendary giaendary giants (Rephants (Rephaim). Ishbiim). Ishbi-benob sou-benIshbiIshbi-benoIshbi-benob sought tb sought to kill Davo kill David, but Abid, but Abishai cameishai came to David’ to David’s rescue as rescue and killed nd killed the Philisthethe Philisthe Philistine instetine instead (2 Sam.ad (2 Sam. 21:16-17) 21:16-17). The text. The text is diffic is difficult (cf. Gult (cf. Gob at 2 Saob at 2 Sam. 21:18),m. 21:18m. 21:18), an21:18), and various d various alternativalternatives have bees have been proposeen proposed.d.

A Philistine, a descendant (or devotee) of the legendary giants (Rephaim). 
Ishbi-benob sought to kill David, but Abishai came to David’s rescue and killed 
the Philistine instead (2 Sam. 21:16-17). The text is difficult (cf. Gob at 2 Sam. 
21:18), and various alternatives have been proposed.

ISHBOSHETHISHBOSHETH (Heb.  (Heb. }iîsû-boœs}iîsû-boœsûet�ûet�)))

ISHBOSHETH (Heb. }iîsû-boœsûet� )

The youngeThe youngest son of st son of Saul, kingSaul, king of Israel of Israel after Sau after Saul’s death.l’s death. According According to 2 Sam. to 2 Sam. 2:8-10 af 2:8- 2:8-10 aft2:8-10 after the “meer the “men of Judahn of Judah” anoint D” anoint David king avid king over the hover the house of Juouse of Judah at Hebdah at Hebron, AbnerrHebHebron, AbHebron, Abner, the cner, the commander oommander of Saul’s af Saul’s army, takesrmy, takes Ishboshet Ishbosheth to Mahanh to Mahanaim and maaim andaim and makes and makes him king ohim king over Israelver Israel. Ishboshe. Ishbosheth’s reignth’s reign as rival  as rival king lastsking lasts two years two years, during w, dur, during whiduring which time Abch time Abner, folloner, following a quawing a quarrel with rrel with IshboshethIshbosheth over Saul over Saul’s concubi’s concubine, switchneconcubiconcubine,concubine, switches  switches his loyalthis loyalty to Davidy to David (2 Sam. 3 (2 Sam. 3:6-11). Is:6-11). Ishbosheth ihbosheth is murdereds murdered by his ow by by his ownby his own men, Rech men, Rechab and Baaab and Baanach, whilnach, while resting e resting in his bedin his bedchamber (2chamber (2 Sam. 4:5- Sam. 4:5- Sam. 4:5-11).4:5-11).4:5-11).

The youngest son of Saul, king of Israel after Saul’s death. According to 2 Sam. 
2:8-10 after the “men of Judah” anoint David king over the house of Judah at 
Hebron, Abner, the commander of Saul’s army, takes Ishbosheth to Mahanaim 
and makes him king over Israel. Ishbosheth’s reign as rival king lasts two years, 
during which time Abner, following a quarrel with Ishbosheth over Saul’s 
concubine, switches his loyalty to David (2 Sam. 3:6-11). Ishbosheth is murdered 
by his own men, Rechab and Baanach, while resting in his bedchamber (2 Sam. 
4:5-11).

�The name IThe name Ishbosheth shbosheth has been thas been the object he object of disputeof dispute among mod among modern scholaern scholars. That frs.scholascholars. scholars. That form That form appears thappears throughout troughout the MT of She MT of Samuel. 1 Camuel. 1 Chronicles,hronicles, however,  however, however, uhowever, uses the nases the name Esh-baame Esh-baal (“man ofl (“man of Baal”; 1  Baal”; 1 Chr. 8:33;Chr. 8:33; 9:39). Th 9:39). The same phee same phee same phenomenonphenomenon is reflec is reflected in theted in the LXX, wher LXX, where Gk. e Gk. IebostheIebosthe occurs in occurs in Kingdoms, Kingdoms, but  but  but but AsabalAsabal in 1 Chr. in 1 Chr. 8:33 and  8:33 and IsbaalIsbaal in 9:39.  in 9:39. It is geneIt is generally accerally accepted amongpted among modern sc modern modern schmodern scholars thatolars that the theop the theophoric elemhoric element “bosheent “bosheth” or “shth” or “shame” is a ame” is a euphemistieuphemiseuphemistieuphemistic replacemc replacement for thent for the originale original element “ element “baal” or “baal” or “lord,” a rlord,” a reference teference to the Canao to the Canaanthe Canaanite deity ite deity Baal. PerhBaal. Perhaps the thaps the theophoric eeophoric element “balement “baal” was atal” was at one time  one time an acceptaaan acceptaan acceptable epitheble epithet for Yahwt for Yahweh but waseh but was later see later seen as offenn as offensive and tsive and therefore hherefore had to be eadhhad to be had to be eradicatederadicated. This shi. This shift of the ft of the theophorictheophoric element i element in personaln personal names is  names is not an isonotnot an isonot an isolated phenlated phenomenon in omenon in the OT.the OT.the OT.

The name Ishbosheth has been the object of dispute among modern 
scholars. That form appears throughout the MT of Samuel. 1 Chronicles, 
however, uses the name Esh-baal (“man of Baal”; 1 Chr. 8:33; 9:39). The same 
phenomenon is reflected in the LXX, where Gk. Iebosthe occurs in Kingdoms, 
but Asabal in 1 Chr. 8:33 and Isbaal in 9:39. It is generally accepted among 
modern scholars that the theophoric element “bosheth” or “shame” is a 
euphemistic replacement for the original element “baal” or “lord,” a reference to 
the Canaanite deity Baal. Perhaps the theophoric element “baal” was at one time 
an acceptable epithet for Yahweh but was later seen as offensive and therefore 
had to be eradicated. This shift of the theophoric element in personal names is 
not an isolated phenomenon in the OT.

�It has, hoIt has, however, beewever, been suggesten suggested, on the d, on the basis of Abasis of Akkadian onkkadian onomastic paomastic parallels, trallels,paparallels,parallels, that the  that the theophorictheophoric element “ element “bosheth” ibosheth” is genuine.s genuine. According Accordingly, that ely, that element reflemeelement reelement reflects an flects an honorific honorific divine-feadivine-feature epithture epithet meaninget meaning “dignity, “dignity, pride, vi pride, vigor” and cgor” vivigor” andvigor” and came to r came to represent aepresent a type of “ type of “protectiveprotective spirit.”  spirit.” On the dayOn the day of his co of his coronation, roncocoronationcoronation, the king, the king may have  may have been givenbeen given the name  the name IshboshethIshbosheth in place  in place of his oriof his original namegiorioriginal noriginal name.ame.ame.

It has, however, been suggested, on the basis of Akkadian onomastic 
parallels, that the theophoric element “bosheth” is genuine. Accordingly, that 
element reflects an honorific divine-feature epithet meaning “dignity, pride, 
vigor” and came to represent a type of “protective spirit.” On the day of his 
coronation, the king may have been given the name Ishbosheth in place of his 
original name.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. K. McCaP. K. McCarter, Jr.,rter, Jr.,  II Samuel.II Samuel. AB 9 (Gar AB 9 (Garden City, den City, 1986).1986).1986).

Bibliography. P. K. McCarter, Jr., II Samuel. AB 9 (Garden City, 1986).
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ISH-HAIISH-HAI (Heb.  (Heb. }iîsû-h�ay}iîsû-h�ay)))

ISH-HAI (Heb. }iîsû-h�ay )

The fatherThe father of Benaia of Benaiah (h (1; 1; 2 Sam. 23:2 Sam. 23:20 20 K; K; NRSV mg.).NRSV mg.). Most Engl Most English versioish versions render ns rendens render therender the Hebrew “a Hebrew “a valiant m valiant man” or a san” or a similar phrimilar phrase (Heb. ase (Heb. “son of a “son of a valiant mavaliant man”; n”maman”; man”; Q Q }iîsû-h�ah}iîsû-h�ah�;�;  cf. par. 1cf. par. 1 Chr. 11:2 Chr. 11:22).2).

The father of Benaiah (1; 2 Sam. 23:20 K; NRSV mg.). Most English versions 
render the Hebrew “a valiant man” or a similar phrase (Heb. “son of a valiant 
man”; Q }iîsû-h�ah�;  cf. par. 1 Chr. 11:22).

ISHHODISHHOD (Heb.  (Heb. }iîsûho®d�}iîsûho®d�)))

ISHHOD (Heb. }iîsûho®d� )

A ManassitA Manassite, son of e, son of HammolecheHammolecheth (1 Chr.th (1 Chr. 7:18). 7:18).

A Manassite, son of Hammolecheth (1 Chr. 7:18).

ISHIISHI (Heb.  (Heb. yisû}iîyisû}iî)))

ISHI (Heb. yisû}iî)

�1.1. The son o The son of Appaim, f Appaim, a Jerahmeea Jerahmeelite of thlite of the tribe ofe tribe of Judah (1  Judah (1 Chr. 2:31)Chr. 2:31)...

1. The son of Appaim, a Jerahmeelite of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 2:31).

�2.2. A Judahit A Judahite, the fate, the father of Zohher of Zoheth and Beeth and Ben-zoheth (n-zoheth (1 Chr. 4:21 Chr. 4:20).0).0).

2. A Judahite, the father of Zoheth and Ben-zoheth (1 Chr. 4:20).

�3.3. A Simeoni A Simeonite whose ste whose sons (or foons (or followers) dllowers) defeated thefeated the Amalekite Amalekites at Mt. es at Mt. Seir and tSeirSeir and tSeir and then occupihen occupied the areed the area (1 Chr. a (1 Chr. 4:42-43).4:42-43).4:42-43).

3. A Simeonite whose sons (or followers) defeated the Amalekites at Mt. 
Seir and then occupied the area (1 Chr. 4:42-43).

�4.4. The head  The head of a fatheof a father’s house r’s house in the Train the Transjordaniansjordanian half-trin half-tribe of Manabe of Manasseh (1 Chsseh (sseh (1 Chr. 5:(1 Chr. 5:24).24).

4. The head of a father’s house in the Transjordanian half-tribe of Manasseh 
(1 Chr. 5:24).

ISHMAISHMA (Heb.  (Heb. yisûmaœ}yisûmaœ})))

ISHMA (Heb. yisûmaœ})

A son of EA son of Etam (so NRtam (so NRSV, followSV, following LXX), ing LXX), from the tfrom the tribe of Juribe of Judah (1 Chrdah (1 Chr. 4:3; MT . 4:3; MT “father of““father of“father of Etam”). Etam”).

A son of Etam (so NRSV, following LXX), from the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 4:3; MT 
“father of Etam”).

ISHMAELISHMAEL (Heb.  (Heb. yisûmaœ{eäyisûmaœ{eä}l}l)))

ISHMAEL (Heb. yisûmaœ{eä}l)

�1.1. The offsp The offspring of Abring of Abraham and raham and Hagar, theHagar, the Egyptian  Egyptian maidservanmaidservant of Saraht of Sarah. In legal. In. In legal tIn legal terms, Saraerms, Sarah had two h had two first-bornfirst-born sons, tho sons, though she heugh she herself onlyrself only bore Isaa bore Isaac, the bioc, thc, the biologthe biological half-ical half-brother ofbrother of Ishmael.  Ishmael. Hagar was Hagar was a surrogata surrogate mother we mother whom Sarah hom Sarah was obligewwas obligewas obliged by law td by law to give to o give to Abraham toAbraham to provide a provide an heir.n heir.n heir.

1. The offspring of Abraham and Hagar, the Egyptian maidservant of Sarah. 
In legal terms, Sarah had two first-born sons, though she herself only bore Isaac, 
the biological half-brother of Ishmael. Hagar was a surrogate mother whom Sarah 
was obliged by law to give to Abraham to provide an heir.

�Though theThough the maternal  maternal relationshrelationship of the ip of the two brothetwo brothers broke drs broke down immediown immediately uponateimmediimmediatelimmediately upon Hagy upon Hagar’s concear’s conception (Genption (Gen. 16:2-4),. 16:2-4), the relat the relationship beionship between the tween the tween the two brthe two brothers remothers remained surpained surprisingly frisingly friendly. Sriendly. Subsequent ubsequent exegesis hexegesis has straineas strained to goad d strainestrained tstrained to goad theo goad the brothers  brothers into fiercinto fierce sibling e sibling rivalry alrivalry along the liong the lines of Caines of Cain and Abeln and An and Abel or JaAbel or Jacob and Escob and Esau, but thau, but this was notis was not the case. the case. The story The story of Ishmae of Ishmael laughingl laughing with (pla wi with (playwith (playing with?)ing with?) Isaac at  Isaac at his weaninhis weaning ceremonyg ceremony (Gen. 21: (Gen. 21:9) need no9) need not be seen t be seen negativelynenegativelynegatively, though s, though some translome translators remaators remain influenin influenced by Sarced by Sarah’s reactah’s reaction in traion in translating tnslatratranslatintranslating the phrag the phrase as “mocse as “mocking” Ishmking” Ishmael (NEB, ael (NEB, KJV; cf. GKJV; cf. Gal. 4:29-3al. 4:29-30). The bo0). The boys were frys boboys were boys were friends.friends.friends.

Though the maternal relationship of the two brothers broke down 
immediately upon Hagar’s conception (Gen. 16:2-4), the relationship between 
the two brothers remained surprisingly friendly. Subsequent exegesis has 
strained to goad the brothers into fierce sibling rivalry along the lines of Cain and 
Abel or Jacob and Esau, but this was not the case. The story of Ishmael laughing 
with (playing with?) Isaac at his weaning ceremony (Gen. 21:9) need not be seen 
negatively, though some translators remain influenced by Sarah’s reaction in 
translating the phrase as “mocking” Ishmael (NEB, KJV; cf. Gal. 4:29-30). The 
boys were friends.

�The biblicThe biblical treatmeal treatment of Ishmnt of Ishmael is remael is remarkably coarkably congenial anngenial and paralleld parallels the posis the poss the positive apositive assessment ssessment of Isaac. of Isaac. Though AbrThough Abraham clearaham clearly had othly had other sons ther sons through surrrough surrrough surrogacy,surrogacy, only Ishm only Ishmael and Isael and Isaac receivaac received the unied the unique designque designation “sonation “sons of Abrahs of Abraham.” In anamAbrahAbraham.” Abraham.” In an unusIn an unusual angeliual angelic annunciac annunciation, Hagation, Hagar is promir is promised that tsed that the descendhe descendants of Isadescenddescendantdescendants of Ishmas of Ishmael would bel would be without e without number (Genumber (Gen. 16:10).n. 16:10). Later, Ab Later, Abraham is praham israham is promiseis promised that Ishd that Ishmael wouldmael would become th become the father oe father of 12 princf 12 princes (tribeses (tribes) and the ) and the founder offofounder offounder of a great n a great nation (Genation (Gen. 17:20; 2. 17:20; 25:12-16), 5:12-16), reiteratedreiterated to Hagar  to Hagar in her secin her second banishondsecsecond bansecond banishment (2ishment (21:13). Ish1:13). Ishmael is demael is described asscribed as a “wild [ a “wild [i.e., undoi.e., undomesticatedmesticated] ass,” wh] a] ass,” whicass,” which in the ch in the context of ontext of survival ssurvival skills needkills needed for desed for desert life wert life was a high as a high complimentcomplicomplimentcompliment indeed (G indeed (Gen. 16:12)en. 16:12). Abraham . Abraham has a spechas a special kinshiial kinship with Ishp with Ishmael havinmael having been cirghavinhaving beehaving been circumcin circumcised togethsed together, fatherer, father and son,  and son, a sure siga sure sign of Ishman of Ishmael’s ongoiel’s ongoing attachmng ongoiongoing atongoing attachment ttachment to the clano the clan and God o and God of Abraham f Abraham (Gen. 17:2(Gen. 17:23-27). Eve3-27). Even before In beforen before Isabefore Isaac’s own rac’s own rescue by Gescue by God from thod from the sacrifice sacrificial knife ial knife (Gen. 22),(Gen. 22), Ishmael i Ishmael is rescued s res rescued byrescued by God at hi God at his own poins own point of starvt of starvation and ation and dehydratiodehydration in the dn in the desert (21:esert (21:19). The n19(21:(21:19). T(21:19). The narratohe narrator concluder concludes the rescs the rescue story eue story emphasizingmphasizing that “God that “God was with  was with  was with the bwith the boy” as he oy” as he grew up ingrew up in the wilde the wilderness wherrness where he became he became an expere an expert archer (t archer t archer (21archer (21:20). Fina:20). Finally, Ishmally, Ishmael’s desceel’s descendants woundants would share ald share a portion i portion in the inhen the inheritance ofritainheinheritancinheritance of the le of the land from “and from “the River the River of Egypt” of Egypt” to the Eupto the Euphrates (Gehrates (Gen. 25:18).n. 25:18).

The biblical treatment of Ishmael is remarkably congenial and parallels the 
positive assessment of Isaac. Though Abraham clearly had other sons through 
surrogacy, only Ishmael and Isaac received the unique designation “sons of 
Abraham.” In an unusual angelic annunciation, Hagar is promised that the 
descendants of Ishmael would be without number (Gen. 16:10). Later, Abraham 



is promised that Ishmael would become the father of 12 princes (tribes) and the 
founder of a great nation (Gen. 17:20; 25:12-16), reiterated to Hagar in her 
second banishment (21:13). Ishmael is described as a “wild [i.e., undomesticated] 
ass,” which in the context of survival skills needed for desert life was a high 
compliment indeed (Gen. 16:12). Abraham has a special kinship with Ishmael 
having been circumcised together, father and son, a sure sign of Ishmael’s 
ongoing attachment to the clan and God of Abraham (Gen. 17:23-27). Even 
before Isaac’s own rescue by God from the sacrificial knife (Gen. 22), Ishmael is 
rescued by God at his own point of starvation and dehydration in the desert 
(21:19). The narrator concludes the rescue story emphasizing that “God was 
with the boy” as he grew up in the wilderness where he became an expert 
archer (21:20). Finally, Ishmael’s descendants would share a portion in the 
inheritance of the land from “the River of Egypt” to the Euphrates (Gen. 25:18).

�At AbrahamAt Abraham’s death t’s death the two brohe two brothers, spethers, specifically cifically paired as paired as “sons of A“sons of Abraham” tobrahamAAbraham” tAbraham” to the exclo the exclusion of tusion of their half-heir half-brothers, brothers, reunite toreunite to bury thei bury their father (r father (Gen. 25:9)Gen((Gen. 25:9(Gen. 25:9). The lis). The list of Ishmat of Ishmael’s 12 soel’s 12 sons leads ins leads into the acnto the account of Icount of Isaac’s extsaac’s extended famiendedextextended fextended family, botamily, both closely h closely tied to Abtied to Abraham’s faraham’s family tree mily tree with the with the to®leïd�oœto®leïd�oœto®leïd�oœto®leïd�oœt�t� formula r formula reiteratingeiterating their son their sonship to Abship to Abraham (Genraham (Gen. 25:12-15. 25:12-15, 19-20). , 19, 19-20). Th19-20). The traditioe traditional link bnal link between Ishetween Ishmaelites amaelites and Bedouinnd Bedouin Arabs is  Arabs is based on tbased on this tribalhistthis tribathis tribal list.l list.l list.

At Abraham’s death the two brothers, specifically paired as “sons of 
Abraham” to the exclusion of their half-brothers, reunite to bury their father 
(Gen. 25:9). The list of Ishmael’s 12 sons leads into the account of Isaac’s 
extended family, both closely tied to Abraham’s family tree with the 
to®leïd�oœt�  formula reiterating their sonship to Abraham (Gen. 25:12-15, 
19-20). The traditional link between Ishmaelites and Bedouin Arabs is based on 
this tribal list.

�Ishmael’s Ishmael’s daughter Mdaughter Mahalath (Bahalath (Basemath) masemath) married Esaarried Esau (Gen. 28u (Gen. 28:9; 36:3).:9; 36:3). According Acco According According to Gen. 25to Gen. 25:17 Ishmae:17 Ishmael died at l died at the age ofthe age of 137 years 137 years...

Ishmael’s daughter Mahalath (Basemath) married Esau (Gen. 28:9; 36:3). 
According to Gen. 25:17 Ishmael died at the age of 137 years.

�Paul uses Paul uses Ishmael alIshmael allegoricalllegorically as a cipy as a cipher for thher for those Jews wose Jews who maintaiho maintain allegiann allegiann allegianceallegiance to the Mo to the Mosaic law, saic law, thus beingthus being Abraham’s Abraham’s descendan descendants “accordts “according to theing to the flesh” (G thethe flesh”the flesh” (Gal. 4:2 (Gal. 4:21-28). Unf1-28). Unfortunatelyortunately, Paul’s a, Paul’s allegories llegories have too ohave too often been ften been historicizhistorhistoricizhistoricized into aged into aggressive rgressive rivalry betivalry between childween children of Isaren of Isaac by flesac by flesh h andand spirit (J spirit (Jews and Chew(J(Jews and (Jews and ChristiansChristians) and the ) and the children ochildren of Ishmael f Ishmael (Muslims).(Muslims).

Paul uses Ishmael allegorically as a cipher for those Jews who maintain 
allegiance to the Mosaic law, thus being Abraham’s descendants “according to 
the flesh” (Gal. 4:21-28). Unfortunately, Paul’s allegories have too often been 
historicized into aggressive rivalry between children of Isaac by flesh and spirit 
(Jews and Christians) and the children of Ishmael (Muslims).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. I. I. Eph{alEph{al, “‘Ishmae, “‘Ishmael’ and ‘Arl’ and ‘Arabs’: A Trabs’: A Transformatiansformation of Ethnon of Ethnological ToloEthnEthnologicEthnological Terms,”al Terms,”  JNESJNES 35 (1976) 35 (1976): 225–35; : 225–35; L. R. ScudL. R. Scudder, Jr., der, Jr., “Ishmael a“Ishmael and Isaac and Isaacnd Isaac and Isaac and Muslim-ChrMuslim-Christian Diaistian Dialogue, logue, DialogDialog 29 (1990) 29 (1990): 29–32; E: 29–32; E. C. Want . C. Want and P. Tarand P. Taand P. Tarlo, “BaTarlo, “Bad Guys, Ted Guys, Textual Erroxtual Errors and Worrs and Word Plays ind Plays in Genesis 2 Genesis 21:9-10,” 1:9-10,” Journal ofJournal of Reform Ju Re Reform JudReform Judaismaism 37/4 (199 37/4 (1990): 21–29;0): 21–29; C. Wester C. Westermann, mann, Genesis 12Genesis 12-36-36 (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1985)lis, 19lis, 1985).1985).1985).

Bibliography. I. Eph{al, “‘Ishmael’ and ‘Arabs’: A Transformation of 
Ethnological Terms,” JNES 35 (1976): 225–35; L. R. Scudder, Jr., “Ishmael and 
Isaac and Muslim-Christian Dialogue, Dialog 29 (1990): 29–32; E. C. Want and P. 
Tarlo, “Bad Guys, Textual Errors and Word Plays in Genesis 21:9-10,” Journal of 
Reform Judaism 37/4 (1990): 21–29; C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36 (Minneapolis, 
1985).

�2.2. The third The third son of Az son of Azel of Benjel of Benjamin, a deamin, a descendant oscendant of Saul (1 f Saul (1 Chr. 8:38;Chr. 8:38; 9:44). 9:44). 9:44).9:44).9:44).

2. The third son of Azel of Benjamin, a descendant of Saul (1 Chr. 8:38; 
9:44).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Zebedr of Zebediah, goveriah, governor of Judnor of Judah during ah during JehoshaphaJehoshaphat’s reign t’s reign in the 9thin thein the 9th cethe 9th century (2 Cntury (2 Chr. 19:11)hr. 19:11)...

3. The father of Zebediah, governor of Judah during Jehoshaphat’s reign in 
the 9th century (2 Chr. 19:11).

�4.4. The son o The son of Johananaf Johananan; one of n; one of the five “the five “commanderscommanders of hundre of hundreds” involvds” involved in the edinvolvinvolved iinvolved in the revon the revolt againstlt against Queen Ath Queen Athaliah of Jaliah of Judah (2 Chudah (2 Chr. 23:1).r. 23:1).r. 23:1).

4. The son of Johananan; one of the five “commanders of hundreds” 
involved in the revolt against Queen Athaliah of Judah (2 Chr. 23:1).

�5.5. A son of  A son of Passhur naPasshur named among med among sons of prsons of priests who iests who divorced tdivorced their foreiheir foreign wives (gn foreiforeign wiforeign wives (Ezra ves (Ezra 10:22).10:22).10:22).

5. A son of Passhur named among sons of priests who divorced their 



foreign wives (Ezra 10:22).

�6.6. The son o The son of Nethaniaf Nethaniah, grandsoh, grandson of Elishn of Elishama, a memama, a member “of thber “of the royal fae royal family,” whomilyfafamily,” wfamily,” who became ho became a traitor a traitor to Judah (to Judah (Jer. 40:8-Jer. 40:8-41:18; cf.41:18; cf. 2 Kgs. 25 2 Kgs. 25:23-25). A:23-25). As one of ts ones one of theone of the captains  captains of the Jewof the Jewish forcesish forces, he plott, he plotted and cared and carried out tried out the assassihe assassination of natioassassiassassinatassassination of Gedion of Gedaliah, thealiah, the governor  governor of Judah, of Judah, and many oand many other faithther faithful supporful supporters. Aftetersupporsupporterssupporters. After ca. After capturing thpturing the inhabitae inhabitants of Miznts of Mizpah, inclupah, including the pding the prophet Jerrophet Jeremiah and emiJerJeremiah aJeremiah and the daund the daughters of ghters of the Jewishthe Jewish king, he  king, he was forcedwas forced to abando to abandon his plann his plans of depors os of deportiof deporting the capng the captives and tives and to flee unto flee under hot puder hot pursuit by trsuit by the loyal che loyal captains ofaptains of Gedaliah. Ged Gedaliah. Gedaliah. He managedHe managed to escape to escape to refuge to refuge among the among the Ammonites Ammonites...

6. The son of Nethaniah, grandson of Elishama, a member “of the royal 
family,” who became a traitor to Judah (Jer. 40:8-41:18; cf. 2 Kgs. 25:23-25). As 
one of the captains of the Jewish forces, he plotted and carried out the 
assassination of Gedaliah, the governor of Judah, and many other faithful 
supporters. After capturing the inhabitants of Mizpah, including the prophet 
Jeremiah and the daughters of the Jewish king, he was forced to abandon his plans 
of deporting the captives and to flee under hot pursuit by the loyal captains of 
Gedaliah. He managed to escape to refuge among the Ammonites.

James E. BJames E. Brennemanrenneman

James E. Brenneman

ISHMAELITEISHMAELITESS (Heb.  (Heb. yisûmeï{eäyisûmeï{eä}liîm}liîm)))

ISHMAELITES (Heb. yisûmeï{eä}liîm)

A people mA people most readilost readily identifiy identified with thed with their eponymeir eponymous ancestous ancestor Ishmaelor Ishmael, son of A, son of Abraham andbAAbraham anAbraham and Hagar (Gd Hagar (Gen. 16, 21en. 16, 21). They ar). They are named ase named as the 12 “s the 12 “sons of Ishons of Ishmael” (Genmael” (Gemael” (Gen. 25:1(Gen. 25:13-16 = 1 C3-16 = 1 Chr. 1:28-3hr. 1:28-31), settle1), settled primarild primarily in northy in northern Arabiaern Arabia ranging f ranging from the “Rromffrom the “from the “River of ERiver of Egypt” to tgypt” to the Euphrathe Euphrates. Tradites. Tradition links ion links them with them with Arab peoplArab peoples.epeoplpeoples.peoples.peoples.

A people most readily identified with their eponymous ancestor Ishmael, son of 
Abraham and Hagar (Gen. 16, 21). They are named as the 12 “sons of Ishmael” 
(Gen. 25:13-16 = 1 Chr. 1:28-31), settled primarily in northern Arabia ranging 
from the “River of Egypt” to the Euphrates. Tradition links them with Arab 
peoples.

�Though theThough they are listy are listed in Ps. ed in Ps. 83:6(MT 7)83:6(MT 7) among the among the hostile n hostile neighbors oeighbors of Israel (f Israelf Israel (EdIsrael (Edomites, Moomites, Moabites, Haabites, Hagarites, agarites, and Amalekind Amalekites) competes) competing for lting for land and grand and grazing righazgrgrazing rigrazing rights, suchghts, such striving  striving was not unwas not unknown evenknown even among tri among tribes withinbes within Israel. I Israel. IshmaelitesshmIIshmaeliteIshmaelites held higs held high office ih office in David’s n David’s army, inclarmy, including Amasuding Amasa who serva who served as commed as commander-in-cacommcommander-commander-in-chief (in-chief (2 Sam. 17:2 Sam. 17:25). Anoth25). Another Ishmaeler Ishmaelite, Obil,ite, Obil, served as served as superinte superintendent of Dnsuperintesuperintensuperintendent of Dadent of David’s camevid’s camels (1 Chr.ls (1 Chr. 27:30). 27:30). 27:30).

Though they are listed in Ps. 83:6(MT 7) among the hostile neighbors of 
Israel (Edomites, Moabites, Hagarites, and Amalekites) competing for land and 
grazing rights, such striving was not unknown even among tribes within Israel. 
Ishmaelites held high office in David’s army, including Amasa who served as 
commander-in-chief (2 Sam. 17:25). Another Ishmaelite, Obil, served as 
superintendent of David’s camels (1 Chr. 27:30).

�In the stoIn the story of Josery of Joseph, a caraph, a caravan of Ishvan of Ishmaelites (maelites (also callealso called Midianitd Midianites) rescuees) rescued Joseph fdrescuerescued Jorescued Joseph from seph from the dry wethe dry well, sellinll, selling him to Eg him to Egypt (Gen.gypt (Gen. 37:25-28; 37:25-28; 39:1). La 39:1). Later, the dterLaLater, theLater, the defeated  defeated IshmaeliteIshmaelites, again as, again associated ssociated with the kwith the kings of Miings of Midian, provdian, provided Gideoided provprovided Gprovided Gideon a boideon a booty of goloty of golden earrinden earrings to makegs to make an ephod  an ephod for the tofor the town square wn squarewn square of square of Ophrah (JuOphrah (Judg. 8:24-2dg. 8:24-26). Allusi6). Allusions to creons to crescents, pescents, pendants, pundants, purple garmerple garments and contgarmegarments agarments and collarsnd collars on the ne on the necks of thecks of the defeated  defeated king’s camking’s camels, suggeels, suggest a sterest a stereotypical dotysterestereotypistereotypical descrical description of nption of nomadic meromadic merchants frochants from Arabia.m Arabia.m Arabia.

In the story of Joseph, a caravan of Ishmaelites (also called Midianites) 
rescued Joseph from the dry well, selling him to Egypt (Gen. 37:25-28; 39:1). 
Later, the defeated Ishmaelites, again associated with the kings of Midian, 
provided Gideon a booty of golden earrings to make an ephod for the town 
square of Ophrah (Judg. 8:24-26). Allusions to crescents, pendants, purple 
garments and collars on the necks of the defeated king’s camels, suggest a 
stereotypical description of nomadic merchants from Arabia.

�The The Qur}anQur}an describes describes Mohammed  Mohammed as an Arabas an Arab prophet,  prophet, a descendaa descendant of the nt of the IshmaeliteIsIshmaeliteIshmaelites through s through a figure ka figure known as nown as {Adan{Adan. It was M. It was Mohammed’s ohammed’s intention intention to return to retto return Arareturn Arabs to the bs to the undefiled undefiled religion oreligion of their fof their forefather Arefather Abraham, unbraham, understandinderstanding Ishmael g Ig Ishmael asIshmael as the histo the historical conjrical conjunction beunction between Musltween Muslims and anims and ancient Semicient Semitic monothtic monothtic monotheismmonotheism. Muslims . Muslims since havesince have known the known their spirituir spiritual heritagal heritage to be Ise to be Ishmaelite.hmaelite.hmaelite.

The Qur}an describes Mohammed as an Arab prophet, a descendant of the 
Ishmaelites through a figure known as {Adan. It was Mohammed’s intention to 
return Arabs to the undefiled religion of their forefather Abraham, understanding 
Ishmael as the historical conjunction between Muslims and ancient Semitic 
monotheism. Muslims since have known their spiritual heritage to be Ishmaelite.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. I. I. Eph{alEph{al, “‘Ishmae, “‘Ishmael’ and ‘Arl’ and ‘Arabs’: A Trabs’: A Transformatiansformation of Ethnon of Ethnological ToloEthnEthnologicEthnological Terms,”al Terms,”  JNESJNES 35 (1976) 35 (1976): 225–35; : 225–35; L. R. ScudL. R. Scudder, Jr., der, Jr., “Ishmael a“Ishmael and Isaac and Isaacnd Isaac and Isaac and Muslim-ChrMuslim-Christian Diaistian Dialogue, logue, DialogDialog 29 (1990) 29 (1990): 29–32.: 29–32.: 29–32.

Bibliography. I. Eph{al, “‘Ishmael’ and ‘Arabs’: A Transformation of 
Ethnological Terms,” JNES 35 (1976): 225–35; L. R. Scudder, Jr., “Ishmael and 
Isaac and Muslim-Christian Dialogue, Dialog 29 (1990): 29–32.
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ISHMAIAHISHMAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yisûma{ya®yisûma{ya®)))

ISHMAIAH (Heb. yisûma{ya®)

�1.1. A Gibeoni A Gibeonite, a leadte, a leader of the er of the Thirty; onThirty; one of the we of the warriors wharriors who came to o came to David’s aiDaviDavid’s aiDavid’s aid at Ziklad at Ziklag (1 Chr. g (1 Chr. 12:4).12:4).12:4).

1. A Gibeonite, a leader of the Thirty; one of the warriors who came to 
David’s aid at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:4).

�2.2. The son o The son of Obadiah,f Obadiah, chief off chief officer of Zeicer of Zebulun at tbulun at the time ofhe time of David (1  David (1 Chr. 27:19Chr. 2Chr. 27:19).27:19).

2. The son of Obadiah, chief officer of Zebulun at the time of David (1 Chr. 
27:19).

ISHMERAIISHMERAI (Heb.  (Heb. yisûmeïrayyisûmeïray)))

ISHMERAI (Heb. yisûmeïray)

A son of EA son of Epaal; headpaal; head of a Benj of a Benjaminite faaminite father’s houther’s house (1 Chr.se (1 Chr. 8:18). 8:18).

A son of Epaal; head of a Benjaminite father’s house (1 Chr. 8:18).

ISHPAHISHPAH (Heb.  (Heb. yisûpa®yisûpa®)))

ISHPAH (Heb. yisûpa®)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, son oite, son of Beriah (f Beriah (1 Chr. 8:11 Chr. 8:16).6).

A Benjaminite, son of Beriah (1 Chr. 8:16).

ISHPANISHPAN (Heb.  (Heb. yisûpaœnyisûpaœn)))

ISHPAN (Heb. yisûpaœn)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, son oite, son of Shashak f Shashak (1 Chr. 8:(1 Chr. 8:22).22).

A Benjaminite, son of Shashak (1 Chr. 8:22).

ISHTARISHTAR (Akk.  (Akk. IsûtaruIsûtaru)))

ISHTAR (Akk. Isûtaru)

The chief The chief goddess ofgoddess of the Mesop the Mesopotamian paotamian pantheon. Inntheon. In Sumerian  Sumerian she is ideshe is identified asntified as the godde t the goddesthe goddess Inanna. s Inanna. Inanna/IshInanna/Ishtar possestar possesses a multses a multiplicity oiplicity of charactef characteristics, oristics, often vieweften vften viewed as viewed as irreconcilirreconcilable — sheable — she is the go is the goddess bothddess both of love a of love and of war nd of war and attriband attributed with utattribattributedattributed with aspe with aspects of fercts of fertility, setility, sexuality, pxuality, passion, anassion, and anger. Td anger. The dualityhe duality inherent  inhere inherent iinherent in the goddn the goddess illustess illustrates the rates the mythologicmythological and cycal and cyclic featurlic features of an aes of an agrarian sograriaaagrarian sagrarian society, whociety, where survivere survival dependeal depended upon thed upon the fertility fertility and fecun and fecundity of thdity of the land. Ase lane land. As aland. As an early Sun early Sumerian deimerian deity she is ty she is the consorthe consort of Dumuzt of Dumuzi (Tammaz)i (Tammaz) and an in and an integral partinintegral pintegral participantarticipant in the  in the hieros gamhieros gamos,os, a sacred  a sacred marriage rmarriage ritual perfitual performed by tormed by the king anhe khe king and aking and a priestess priestess of Inanna of Inanna/Ishtar to/Ishtar to insure su insure successful cccessful crops at throps at the beginnine beginning of the ag of tg of the agricuthe agricultural newltural new year. Lat year. Later among ter among the warlikehe warlike Assyrians Assyrians, Ishtar b, Ishtar became the ecame the patroness papatroness patroness of the milof the military. Cunitary. Cuneiform royeiform royal inscripal inscriptions boastions boast of her lt of her leading theeading the Assyrian  Ass Assyrian kAssyrian kings in baings in battle and vttle and victorious ictorious conquests.conquests. Associate Associated with thed with the planet Ve planet Venus, the mnusVeVenus, theVenus, the morning a morning and eveningnd evening star, Ish star, Ishtar is contar is considered onsidered one of the ae of the astral deitstral deities: the dies: deitdeities: tdeities: the daughtehe daughter of the mr of the moon-god oon-god Nanna/SiînNanna/Siîn, the sist, the sister of the er of the sun-god sun-god Utu/SÁamasUtuUtu/SÁamasUtu/SÁamasûû, and some, and sometimes the times the consort ofconsort of An, the g An, the god of the od of the heavens.heavens.heavens.

The chief goddess of the Mesopotamian pantheon. In Sumerian she is identified as 
the goddess Inanna. Inanna/Ishtar possesses a multiplicity of characteristics, often 
viewed as irreconcilable — she is the goddess both of love and of war and 
attributed with aspects of fertility, sexuality, passion, and anger. The duality 
inherent in the goddess illustrates the mythological and cyclic features of an 
agrarian society, where survival depended upon the fertility and fecundity of the 
land. As an early Sumerian deity she is the consort of Dumuzi (Tammaz) and an 
integral participant in the hieros gamos, a sacred marriage ritual performed by the 
king and a priestess of Inanna/Ishtar to insure successful crops at the beginning of 
the agricultural new year. Later among the warlike Assyrians, Ishtar became the 
patroness of the military. Cuneiform royal inscriptions boast of her leading the 
Assyrian kings in battle and victorious conquests. Associated with the planet 
Venus, the morning and evening star, Ishtar is considered one of the astral 
deities: the daughter of the moon-god Nanna/Siîn, the sister of the sun-god 
Utu/SÁamasû, and sometimes the consort of An, the god of the heavens.

�EtymologicEtymologically, her ally, her name was oname was originally riginally masculine masculine and relateand related to the Sd to the Semitic godemitic gemitic god god {At�tar{At�tar. In the 1. In the 1st millennst millennium ium B.C.E.B.C.E. she assim she assimilated chailated characteristiracteristics from otcs from other Assyriheotother Assyother Assyrian deitirian deities as welles as well as the co as the complete appmplete appropriationropriation of the Su of the Sumerian godmerian goddess Inanndegodgoddess Ingoddess Inanna. Ishtanna. Ishtar has alsar has also been asso been associated wiociated with the Canth the Canaanite deiaanite deities Astarties Astarte and Anate AstarAstarte anAstarte and Anat. Akd Anat. Akk. k. Isûtar(at)Isûtar(at)uu eventuall eventually became ty became the generiche generic word for  word for goddesses.goddegoddesses.goddesses.

Etymologically, her name was originally masculine and related to the Semitic 
god {At�tar . In the 1st millennium B.C.E. she assimilated characteristics from 
other Assyrian deities as well as the complete appropriation of the Sumerian 
goddess Inanna. Ishtar has also been associated with the Canaanite deities 
Astarte and Anat. Akk. Isûtar(at)u eventually became the generic word for 
goddesses.

�Ishtar wasIshtar was worshippe worshipped universad universally in manlly in many temples y temples throughoutthroughout Mesopotam Mesopotamia, includia, MesopotamMesopotamiMesopotamia, includia, including her majng her major cult ceor cult centers at Anters at Arbela, Ururbela, Uruk, Akkad, k, Akkad, Nineveh, aNineveh, and Babylonnaand Babyloand Babylon. Despiten. Despite Ishtar’s  Ishtar’s popularitypopularity, she held, she held no politi no political rank acal rank among the nmong the national goationnational gnational gods Assur ods Assur and Mardukand Marduk, reflecti, reflecting the patng the patriarchal briarchal bias of theias of the ancient M ancient MesopotamiaesoMMesopotamiMesopotamian societyan society...

Ishtar was worshipped universally in many temples throughout 
Mesopotamia, including her major cult centers at Arbela, Uruk, Akkad, Nineveh, 



and Babylon. Despite Ishtar’s popularity, she held no political rank among the 
national gods Assur and Marduk, reflecting the patriarchal bias of the ancient 
Mesopotamian society.

�The cuneifThe cuneiform literaorm literature contature contains numeroins numerous myths aus myths and hymns cnd hymns concerning oncerning Ishtar. InIshtIshtar. InIshtar. In one popul one popular myth, war myth, which has bhich has both a Sumeoth a Sumerian and Arian and Akkadian vekkadian version, Ishrsion, Ishtar descentaIshIshtar desIshtar descends intocends into the nethe the netherworld, whrworld, where she paere she passes throusses through seven ggh seven gates, is sates, is stripped oftrsstripped ostripped of her adorf her adornments, annments, and held prid held prisoner by tsoner by the queen ohe queen of the nethf the netherworld, herworld, her older sehher older her older sister sister EresûkigalEresûkigal. During I. During Ishtar’s cashtar’s captivity prptivity procreation ocreation and fertiland fertility of theity of thity of the land cthe land cease. She ease. She is eventuais eventually rescuelly rescued and reled and released in exased in exchange forchange for her lover her lover, Dumuzi, , D, Dumuzi, whDumuzi, who must reso must reside half oide half of the yearf the year in the ne in the netherworld.therworld. In the Gi In the Gilgamesh Eplgamesh Epic Ishtar iEpEpic IshtaEpic Ishtar is preser is presented as a nted as a seductressseductress and an an and an angry jiltedgry jilted lover. Gi lover. Gilgamesh, algamesh, aware of hewareaaware of haware of her ill-treer ill-treatment of atment of her loversher lovers, spurns h, spurns her advanceer advances. His rejs. His rejection fueection fuels her wrals hels her wrath,her wrath, and she c and she calls upon alls upon An to sendAn to send the Bull  the Bull of Heaven of Heaven to kill Gito kill Gilgamesh.lgamesh.lgamesh.

The cuneiform literature contains numerous myths and hymns concerning 
Ishtar. In one popular myth, which has both a Sumerian and Akkadian version, 
Ishtar descends into the netherworld, where she passes through seven gates, is 
stripped of her adornments, and held prisoner by the queen of the netherworld, 
her older sister Eresûkigal. During Ishtar’s captivity procreation and fertility of 
the land cease. She is eventually rescued and released in exchange for her lover, 
Dumuzi, who must reside half of the year in the netherworld. In the Gilgamesh 
Epic Ishtar is presented as a seductress and an angry jilted lover. Gilgamesh, 
aware of her ill-treatment of her lovers, spurns her advances. His rejection fuels 
her wrath, and she calls upon An to send the Bull of Heaven to kill Gilgamesh.

�Ishtar is Ishtar is not mentionot mentioned in thened in the Bible, bu Bible, but some scht some scholars haveolars have connected connected her with  her w her with the “with the “queen of hqueen of heaven” to eaven” to whom the wwhom the women are momen are making cakeaking cakes and pours and pouring libatiing libing libations libations (Jer. 7:18(Jer. 7:18; 44:17-19; 44:17-19, 25). Tho, 25). Though Ishtarugh Ishtar is called is called Akk.  Akk. malkat sûamalkat sûamami,mami,sûasûamami,sûamami, “queen of “queen of heaven,”  heaven,” this epiththis epithet is commet is common among ton among the Phoeniche Phoenician, Canaaian, Canian, Canaanite,Canaanite, and Egypt and Egyptian goddesian goddesses of theses of the ancient N ancient Near East. ear East. The biblicThe biblical mentional mention may more  m may more amay more accurately ccurately refer to orefer to one of the ne of the Canaanite Canaanite goddesses.goddesses.

Ishtar is not mentioned in the Bible, but some scholars have connected her 
with the “queen of heaven” to whom the women are making cakes and pouring 
libations (Jer. 7:18; 44:17-19, 25). Though Ishtar is called Akk. malkat 
sûamami, “queen of heaven,” this epithet is common among the Phoenician, 
Canaanite, and Egyptian goddesses of the ancient Near East. The biblical mention 
may more accurately refer to one of the Canaanite goddesses.

Julye M. BJulye M. Bidmeadidmead
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ISHVAHISHVAH (Heb.  (Heb. yisûwa®yisûwa®)))

ISHVAH (Heb. yisûwa®)

The secondThe second son of As son of Asher (Gen. her (Gen. 46:17; 1 C46:17; 1 Chr. 7:30).hr. 7:30). The name  The name is not menis not mentioned amotioned amtioned among the among the Asherite cAsherite clans at Nulans at Num. 26:44.m. 26:44.

The second son of Asher (Gen. 46:17; 1 Chr. 7:30). The name is not mentioned 
among the Asherite clans at Num. 26:44.

ISHVIISHVI (Heb.  (Heb. yisûwiîyisûwiî)))

ISHVI (Heb. yisûwiî)

�1.1. The third The third son of As son of Asher (Gen. her (Gen. 46:17; Num46:17; Num. 26:44; 1. 26:44; 1 Chr. 7:30 Chr. 7:30), whose d), whose descendantsesceddescendantdescendants are calls are called the Ished the Ishvites (Numvites (Num. 26:44).. 26:44).. 26:44).

1. The third son of Asher (Gen. 46:17; Num. 26:44; 1 Chr. 7:30), whose 
descendants are called the Ishvites (Num. 26:44).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Saul and ASaul and Ahinoam (1 hinoam (1 Sam. 14:49Sam. 14:49). Attempt). Attempts to idents to identify him wiify him with Ishboshth Isth IshboshethIshbosheth have been have been discredit discredited.ed.

2. A son of Saul and Ahinoam (1 Sam. 14:49). Attempts to identify him with 
Ishbosheth have been discredited.

ISISISIS (Egyp.  (Egyp. 33st; Gk. st; Gk. IsisIsis)))

ISIS (Egyp. 3st; Gk. Isis)

One of theOne of the most popu most popular divinilar divinities in thties in the Greco-Roe Greco-Roman world.man world. She origi She originally camenally camenally came from came from Egypt, wheEgypt, where she wasre she was the siste the sister and wifer and wife of the sl of the slain god-kiain god-king Osiris.ng Osiris. Possessed Po Possessed Possessed with greatwith great powers, I powers, Isis wandersis wandered in seared in search of the ch of the dead Osiridead Osiris, and eves, and eventually fonteveeventuallyeventually found and found and embalmed  embalmed him, thus him, thus enabling henabling his eventuais eventual resurrecl resurrection. The tion. The son of Isisson of Isison of Isis and Osirs and Osiris, Horus,is, Horus, succeeded succeeded his fathe his father as king.r as king. In Egypt  In Egypt there werethere were mysteries mys mysteries mysteries of Isis anof Isis and Osiris, d Osiris, which mythwhich mythologicallyologically enacted t enacted the death ohe death of one pharf one pharaoh and thaohpharpharaoh anpharaoh and the succd the succession of ession of another.another.another.

One of the most popular divinities in the Greco-Roman world. She originally 
came from Egypt, where she was the sister and wife of the slain god-king Osiris. 
Possessed with great powers, Isis wandered in search of the dead Osiris, and 
eventually found and embalmed him, thus enabling his eventual resurrection. The 
son of Isis and Osiris, Horus, succeeded his father as king. In Egypt there were 
mysteries of Isis and Osiris, which mythologically enacted the death of one 
pharaoh and the succession of another.

�When the wWhen the worship of orship of Isis and OIsis and Osiris was siris was imported timported to Greece ao Greece and Rome, ind Rome, it took on t tot took on matook on many Helleniny Hellenistic charastic characteristicscteristics. Although. Although the Egypt the Egyptian legendian legend remained  remained the same, ththe same, the same, Isis in paIsis in particular trticular took on theook on the features  features of other gof other goddesses. oddesses. She embodiShe embodied the ideedembodiembodied tembodied the ideal ohe ideal of femininif femininity, and waty, and was a model s a model sister andsister and wife and  wife and a great moa great mother. It ithmomother. Itmother. It is not su is not surprising trprising that when Chat when Christianithristianity became py became popular, shopular, shrines to Mrines to Mary often aryMMary oftenMary often emerged a emerged at ancient t ancient Isis worshIsis worship sites.ip sites.ip sites.

When the worship of Isis and Osiris was imported to Greece and Rome, it 



took on many Hellenistic characteristics. Although the Egyptian legend remained 
the same, Isis in particular took on the features of other goddesses. She 
embodied the ideal of femininity, and was a model sister and wife and a great 
mother. It is not surprising that when Christianity became popular, shrines to 
Mary often emerged at ancient Isis worship sites.

�Isis mysteIsis mystery cults ary cults also flourilso flourished amongshed among the Greek the Greeks and Romas and Romans. The 11ns. The 11th book ofth both book of Apbook of Apuleius’ uleius’ MetamorphoMetamorphosesses reveals m reveals much about uch about the initiathe initiation ritestion rites in this c in this cult.ultccult.cult.cult.

Isis mystery cults also flourished among the Greeks and Romans. The 11th 
book of Apuleius’ Metamorphoses reveals much about the initiation rites in this 
cult.

�When ChrisWhen Christianity trtianity triumphed, tiumphed, the worshiphe worship of Isis,  of Isis, like that like that of many otof many other “paganher “pagher “pagan” de“pagan” deities, disities, disappeared. appeared. With the cWith the current inturrent interest in gerest in goddess woroddess worship, howeship, however, Isis vhowehowever, Ihowever, Isis enjoyssis enjoys some rene some renewed populawed popularity.rity.rity.

When Christianity triumphed, the worship of Isis, like that of many other 
“pagan” deities, disappeared. With the current interest in goddess worship, 
however, Isis enjoys some renewed popularity.

Alicia BatAlicia Battenten

Alicia Batten

ISLAND, ISISLAND, ISLELELE

ISLAND, ISLE

The islandThe islands cited ins cited in the Bible the Bible are those are those of the Me of the Mediterraneaditerranean Sea; amon Sea; among those sng those specificallpesspecificalspecifically mentionly mentioned are Caped are Caphtor (probhtor (probably Creteably Crete), Cauda, ), Cauda, Cyprus, MaCyprus, Malta, and Plta, and Patmos. TheaPPatmos. ThPatmos. The KJV freqe KJV frequently trauently translates Henslates Heb. b. }iîy}iîy as “isle” as “isle” or “islan or “island” in passd” in passages whereages whages where the where the context shcontext shows its meows its meaning to baning to be “coast” e “coast” or “coastlor “coastland” (so Nand” (so NRSV), i.e.RSV), i.e., the east,i.e.i.e., the i.e., the eastern Meeastern Mediterraneaditerranean coastlann coastland includind including areas frg areas from Egypt tom Egypt to Phoenicio Phoenicia (e.g., Ga (ea (e.g., Gen(e.g., Gen. 10:5; Ps. 10:5; Ps. 97:1); t. 97:1); thus the eshus the essential mesential meaning of taning of the Hebrew he Hebrew is probablis probably “land ady “lay “land adja“land adjacent to thcent to the sea,” whe sea,” whether on iether on island or msland or mainland.ainland.

The islands cited in the Bible are those of the Mediterranean Sea; among those 
specifically mentioned are Caphtor (probably Crete), Cauda, Cyprus, Malta, and 
Patmos. The KJV frequently translates Heb. }iîy as “isle” or “island” in passages 
where the context shows its meaning to be “coast” or “coastland” (so NRSV), 
i.e., the eastern Mediterranean coastland including areas from Egypt to Phoenicia 
(e.g., Gen. 10:5; Ps. 97:1); thus the essential meaning of the Hebrew is probably 
“land adjacent to the sea,” whether on island or mainland.

ISMACHIAHISMACHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yismak�yaœyismak�yaœhu®hu®)))

ISMACHIAH (Heb. yismak�yaœhu® )

An overseeAn overseer of the tr of the temple tax emple tax at the timat the time of King e of King Hezekiah (Hezekiah (2 Chr. 31:2 Chr. 31:13).13).

An overseer of the temple tax at the time of King Hezekiah (2 Chr. 31:13).

ISRAELISRAEL (Heb.  (Heb. yisíraœ}eäyisíraœ}eäll))

ISRAEL (Heb. yisíraœ}eäl)

NameName

Name

The name “The name “Israel” ocIsrael” occurs firstcurs first in Gen. 3 in Gen. 32:28[MT 292:28[MT 29]. The pat]. The patriarch Jacriarch Jacob engagesob engages in a noct i in a noctuin a nocturnal wrestrnal wrestling matchling match with a my with a mysterious asterious adversary wdversary whom Jacob hom Jacob first takefirst takes to be a staketakes to btakes to be a man, be a man, but ultimatut ultimately declarely declares to havees to have been God  been God (Gen. 32:2(Gen. 32:24, 30[25, 4, 30[25, 31]). The 3131]). The 31]). The adversary adversary finally asfinally asks to be rks to be released freleased from Jacob’som Jacob’s hold, but hold, but Jacob wil Jacob will only coml onlyl only complonly comply if his oy if his opponent fipponent first blesserst blesses him. Thes him. The adversary adversary renames J renames Jacob and bacob and blesses himlebblesses hiblesses him, explainm, explaining that hing that he is now Ie is now Israel srael (yisíraœ}e(yisíraœ}eäl),äl), because h because he has strie has striven venstristriven striven (síaœriît�(síaœriît�aœ)aœ) with God  with God and with mand with men and hasen and has prevailed prevailed. Because . Because the verb the verthe verb verb síaœra®síaœra® appears o appears only here anly here and when thnd when this event iis event is recalleds recalled in Hos. 1 in Hos. 12:3-4(4–5)2:3-4(4–112:3-4(4–512:3-4(4–5), its mea), its meaning must ning must be derivedbe derived from the  from the context. Wcontext. While most hile most scholars rscholars render the errender therender the verb “str verb “strive,” “strive,” “struggle,” oruggle,” or “fight,”  “fight,” some beliesome believe the roove the root to be t to be sírr,sírr, “to have  “ “to have d“to have dominion,” ominion,” and transland translate “proveate “prove himself r himself ruler.” Oneuler.” One tradition tradition divides t divides the consonahe tthe consonthe consonants and vants and vocalizes ocalizes síaœr }at�síaœr }at�aœ,aœ, rendering rendering “you are  “you are a prince a prince (síar)(síar) [with God [ [with God][with God]” (” (Gen. Rab.Gen. Rab. 78:3). Wh 78:3). While Hebrewile Hebrew usage wou usage would dictateld dictate that “Isr that “Israel” meansael” meaael” means “Godmeans “God fights,”  fights,” the story the story in Gen. 32in Gen. 32 takes Jac takes Jacob as the ob as the subject, asubject, and understnd understands the manunderstunderstandunderstands the means the meaning to be ing to be “He who fi“He who fights with ghts with God.” JacoGod.” Jacob’s “fightb’s “fighting with ming with ming with men” beganmen” began with his  with his intrauteriintrauterine clashesne clashes with his  with his twin Esau twin Esau (Gen. 25:2(Gen. 25:22), and hi2), and his appropris aps appropriatappropriation of Esaion of Esau’s birthru’s birthright and bight and blessing, alessing, actions whictions which showed ch showed the aptnesthe aptness of his ns os of his namof his name Jacob (“e Jacob (“heel-grabbheel-grabber,” “supper,” “supplanter,” “lanter,” “deceiver”;deceiver”; 27:35–36; 27:35–36; cf. 25:26 cf. 25:26). When Ho). W). When HoseaWhen Hosea recalls t recalls the wrestlihe wrestling match lng match long after ong after Israel hasIsrael has become a  become a nation, itnation, it is to con is is to condis to condemn Jacob/emn Jacob/Israel’s hIsrael’s history of istory of disobediendisobedience and figce and fighting withhting with God (cf.  God (cf. Jer. 9:4-6Jer. Jer. 9:4-6Jer. 9:4-6[3–5]). Th[3–5]). This idea ofis idea of a God bes a God bestowing suctowing such a contenh a contentious nametious name on a nati on a nation is unpronnatination is nation is unprecedenunprecedented.ted.ted.

The name “Israel” occurs first in Gen. 32:28[MT 29]. The patriarch Jacob engages 
in a nocturnal wrestling match with a mysterious adversary whom Jacob first 
takes to be a man, but ultimately declares to have been God (Gen. 32:24, 30[25, 
31]). The adversary finally asks to be released from Jacob’s hold, but Jacob will 
only comply if his opponent first blesses him. The adversary renames Jacob and 
blesses him, explaining that he is now Israel (yisíraœ}eäl), because he has 
striven (síaœriît�aœ)  with God and with men and has prevailed. Because the 
verb síaœra® appears only here and when this event is recalled in Hos. 
12:3-4(4–5), its meaning must be derived from the context. While most scholars 
render the verb “strive,” “struggle,” or “fight,” some believe the root to be sírr, 
“to have dominion,” and translate “prove himself ruler.” One tradition divides 



the consonants and vocalizes síaœr }at�aœ,  rendering “you are a prince (síar) 
[with God]” (Gen. Rab. 78:3). While Hebrew usage would dictate that “Israel” 
means “God fights,” the story in Gen. 32 takes Jacob as the subject, and 
understands the meaning to be “He who fights with God.” Jacob’s “fighting with 
men” began with his intrauterine clashes with his twin Esau (Gen. 25:22), and his 
appropriation of Esau’s birthright and blessing, actions which showed the aptness 
of his name Jacob (“heel-grabber,” “supplanter,” “deceiver”; 27:35–36; cf. 25:26). 
When Hosea recalls the wrestling match long after Israel has become a nation, it 
is to condemn Jacob/Israel’s history of disobedience and fighting with God (cf. 
Jer. 9:4-6[3–5]). This idea of a God bestowing such a contentious name on a 
nation is unprecedented.

�While IsraWhile Israel is initel is initially a peially a personal namrsonal name, its fute, its future as theure as the name of a name of a people, a people, a nation, a n nation, annation, and a monarcd a monarchy is annohy is announced immeunced immediately afdiately after God reter God reiterates titerates the name chhe name chhe name change. Inchange. In Gen. 35:1 Gen. 35:11 God tell1 God tells Jacob ths Jacob that a natioat a nation, a compan, a company of natiny of nations (tribeons (tribes?), and ks?),(tribe(tribes?),(tribes?), and kings and kings will come will come from him, from him, recalling recalling his earli his earlier promiseer promises to Abrahs to Abraham and Saram aam and Sarah and Sarah when theirwhen their names wer names were changed e changed (17:5–6, 1(17:5–6, 16; cf. 12:6; cf. 12:2). In lat2). In later books Ier books Israel can srIIsrael canIsrael can denote th denote the people (e people (sometimes sometimes as “the chas “the children of ildren of Israel” orIsrael” or the “hous the “house of Israee oe of Israel”of Israel”), the nat), the nation under ion under the Unitedthe United Monarchy, Monarchy, the north the northern kingdoern kingdom of Israem of Israel during tl IsraeIsrael durIsrael during the Diing the Divided Monavided Monarchy, and,rchy, and, in the po in the postmonarchistmonarchic period, c period, the exilesthe exiles in Babylo in in Babylonin Babylon and the p and the purified courified community ofmmunity of Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s followers.followers. Israel ca Israel can also refn also refer to the errefrefer to trefer to the southerhe southern kingdom n kingdom of Judah bof Judah before the efore the fall of thfall of the northerne northern kingdom ( kingdom (e.g., Isa.e.((e.g., Isa(e.g., Isa. 1:3; Mic. 1:3; Mic. 1:14, 15. 1:14, 15), or even), or even to both k to both kingdoms (“ingdoms (“the two hothe two houses of Isuses of Israel”; Isarael”; IsIsrael”; IIsrael”; Isa. 8:14).sa. 8:14). Finally,  Finally, Israel is Israel is a territora territorial name, ial name, as in the as in the “land of I“land of Israel” (1 srael” (1 Sam. 13:19SamSam. 13:19Sam. 13:19) and the ) and the “soil of I“soil of Israel” (Ezsrael” (Ezek. 7:2).ek. 7:2).

While Israel is initially a personal name, its future as the name of a people, a 
nation, and a monarchy is announced immediately after God reiterates the name 
change. In Gen. 35:11 God tells Jacob that a nation, a company of nations 
(tribes?), and kings will come from him, recalling his earlier promises to Abraham 
and Sarah when their names were changed (17:5–6, 16; cf. 12:2). In later books 
Israel can denote the people (sometimes as “the children of Israel” or the “house 
of Israel”), the nation under the United Monarchy, the northern kingdom of 
Israel during the Divided Monarchy, and, in the postmonarchic period, the exiles 
in Babylon and the purified community of Yahweh’s followers. Israel can also 
refer to the southern kingdom of Judah before the fall of the northern kingdom 
(e.g., Isa. 1:3; Mic. 1:14, 15), or even to both kingdoms (“the two houses of 
Israel”; Isa. 8:14). Finally, Israel is a territorial name, as in the “land of Israel” (1 
Sam. 13:19) and the “soil of Israel” (Ezek. 7:2).

Biblical CBiblical Conceptoncept

Biblical Concept

IronicallyIronically, Israel i, Israel is first cas first called a peolled a people by theple by the pharaoh w pharaoh who is opprho is oppressing theessing them. The Egym. Them. The EgyptiThe Egyptian king doan king does so preces so precisely becaisely because the 70use the 70 descendan descendants of Jacots of Jacob/Israel hb/Israel have miracuavhhave mirachave miraculously grulously grown into aown into a people wh people who “are tooo “are too many and  many and too mightytoo mighty for us” ( for us” for us” (Exod.us” (Exod. 1:9; cf.  1:9; cf. vv. 5–6). vv. 5–6). God tells God tells Moses thatMoses that his task  his task is to brinis to bring “my peopg “my people, the Isle, thle, the Israelthe Israelites” out ites” out of Egypt (of Egypt (Exod. 3:10Exod. 3:10). From th). From the time Yahe time Yahweh deliveweh delivers his peors his people, he stplepeopeople, hepeople, he stresses  stresses that the ithat the identity andentity and role of d role of Israel wilIsrael will be uniqul be unique and diste and distinctive. Binctivedistdistinctivdistinctive. Becausee. Because of the oa of the oath he sworth he swore to the pe to the patriarchs atriarchs and his loand his love for theve for the people, G peo people, Gopeople, God has chosd has chosen Israel en Israel to be his to be his treasured treasured possessionpossession (Exod. 19 (Exod. 19:5; Deut. :5; Deut. 7:6-8) and7:7:6-8) and7:6-8) and his inher his inheritance (Exitance (Exod. 34:9; od. 34:9; Deut. 4:20Deut. 4:20; 1 Kgs. 8; 1 Kgs. 8:53). Isra:53). Israel is to bel is to become a “pecomebbecome a “become a “priestly kpriestly kingdom andingdom and a holy na a holy nation” (Exotion” (Exod. 19:6) ad. 19:6) and a peoplnd a people holy to e holy to the Lord (tthe Lord (the Lord (Deut. 7:6)Deut. 7:6). The inti. The intimacy of Gomacy of God’s relatid’s relationship witonship with Israel ih Israel is signaleds signaled by the fa by t by the fact tthe fact that Israelhat Israel is at tim is at times referrees referred to as God to as God’s firstbd’s firstborn son (Eorn son (Exod. 4:22)xod. 4:22), a baby w, a bab, a baby whom baby whom God nurturGod nurtured and raied and raised (Deut.sed (Deut. 32:8-14;  32:8-14; Ezek. 16:3Ezek. 16:3-7), and G-7), and God’s brideod’s bridod’s bride (Jerbride (Jer. 2:2; 31:. 2:2; 31:32; cf. Ho32; cf. Hos. 2:14-15s. 2:14-15[16–17]).[16–17]).[16–17]).

Ironically, Israel is first called a people by the pharaoh who is oppressing them. 
The Egyptian king does so precisely because the 70 descendants of Jacob/Israel 
have miraculously grown into a people who “are too many and too mighty for 
us” (Exod. 1:9; cf. vv. 5–6). God tells Moses that his task is to bring “my people, 
the Israelites” out of Egypt (Exod. 3:10). From the time Yahweh delivers his 
people, he stresses that the identity and role of Israel will be unique and 
distinctive. Because of the oath he swore to the patriarchs and his love for the 
people, God has chosen Israel to be his treasured possession (Exod. 19:5; Deut. 
7:6-8) and his inheritance (Exod. 34:9; Deut. 4:20; 1 Kgs. 8:53). Israel is to 
become a “priestly kingdom and a holy nation” (Exod. 19:6) and a people holy to 
the Lord (Deut. 7:6). The intimacy of God’s relationship with Israel is signaled by 
the fact that Israel is at times referred to as God’s firstborn son (Exod. 4:22), a 
baby whom God nurtured and raised (Deut. 32:8-14; Ezek. 16:3-7), and God’s 



bride (Jer. 2:2; 31:32; cf. Hos. 2:14-15[16–17]).

�With IsraeWith Israel’s special’s special status cl status comes the oomes the obligation bligation to obey thto obey the stipulate stipulations of thions of the covenanteththe covenathe covenant Yahweh nt Yahweh makes withmakes with Israel at Israel at Sinai (Ex Sinai (Exod. 19-23;od. 19-23; Deut. 5-2 Deut. 5-26). While 6). While no other gnno other gno other great natioreat nation has a gon has a god so near d so near to them, oto them, or a set ofr a set of laws as r laws as righteous aighteous as those whs ths those whicthose which God gaveh God gave to Israel to Israel, those la, those laws must bews must be obeyed if obeyed if Israel is Israel is not to pe not to perish from rishpeperish froperish from the landm the land and be sc and be scattered amattered among the peong the peoples (Deuoples (Deut. 4:7-9, t. 4:7-9, 23-40). Wh23-40). Wh23-40). When the IWhen the Israelites sraelites of the norof the northern kingthern kingdom disobedom disobey, the Lory, the Lord tells thd tells them that them that they are noteththey are nthey are not distincot distinctive or sptive or special. Theecial. They are likey are like the Ethio the Ethiopians to Gpians to God; moreovod; moreover, God haer,moreovmoreover, moreover, God has brGod has brought the ought the PhilistinePhilistines and Arams and Arameans up freans up from other lom other lands, justands, justands, just as hejust as he led Israe led Israel from Egyl from Egypt (Amos 9pt (Amos 9:7). When :7). When God is angGod is angry with hiry with his promiscus promiscuous “wife”opromiscupromiscuoupromiscuous “wife” Is “wife” Israel (Hossrael (Hos. 1:2; cf.. 1:2; cf. Ezek. 16) Ezek. 16), he tells, he tells Hosea to  Hosea to marry a prmarry a promiscuous omisprpromiscuoupromiscuous woman, as woman, and then innd then instructs histructs him to name m to name their thirtheir third child “Nd child “Not my peopot my peoot my people” (Hpeople” (Hos. 1:2, 8os. 1:2, 8-9). Never-9). Nevertheless, Htheless, Hosea immedosea immediately preiately predicts a tidicts a time when thme when the people weththe peoplethe people will no l will no longer be tonger be told “You aold “You are not my re not my people,” apeople,” and be toldnd be told instead “ instead “You are thYo““You are t“You are the childrehe children of the ln of the living God”iving God” (Hos. 1:1 (Hos. 1:10-11[2:1–20-11[2:1–2]).]).]).

With Israel’s special status comes the obligation to obey the stipulations of 
the covenant Yahweh makes with Israel at Sinai (Exod. 19-23; Deut. 5-26). While 
no other great nation has a god so near to them, or a set of laws as righteous as 
those which God gave to Israel, those laws must be obeyed if Israel is not to 
perish from the land and be scattered among the peoples (Deut. 4:7-9, 23-40). 
When the Israelites of the northern kingdom disobey, the Lord tells them that 
they are not distinctive or special. They are like the Ethiopians to God; 
moreover, God has brought the Philistines and Arameans up from other lands, 
just as he led Israel from Egypt (Amos 9:7). When God is angry with his 
promiscuous “wife” Israel (Hos. 1:2; cf. Ezek. 16), he tells Hosea to marry a 
promiscuous woman, and then instructs him to name their third child “Not my 
people” (Hos. 1:2, 8-9). Nevertheless, Hosea immediately predicts a time when 
the people will no longer be told “You are not my people,” and be told instead 
“You are the children of the living God” (Hos. 1:10-11[2:1–2]).

�After IsraAfter Israel and Judel and Judah cease tah cease to exist aso exist as monarchic monarchical states,al states, “Israel”  “Israel” has severahas severahas several diseveral different mefferent meanings. Whanings. When Ezekielen Ezekiel addresses addresses the “chil the “children of Isdren of Israel” (Ezerael” (Ezek. 2:3) ork. 2k. 2:3) or, m2:3) or, more often,ore often, “the hous “the house of Israee of Israel” (3:1), l” (3:1), he has in he has in mind the Jmind the Judean exiludean exiles in Babyes ines in Babylonin Babylon and the p and the people in Jeople in Jerusalem —erusalem — all the p all the people whoseople whose fathers e fathers were chosewere chosewere chosen by chosen by Yahweh andYahweh and brought o brought out of Egyput of Egypt (20:4–10t (20:4–10) — even t) — even though the hough the prophet’s propheprophet’s prophet’s immediate immediate audience iaudience is the exils the exiles in Babyes in Babylon. Whilelon. While Deutero-I Deutero-Isaiah alsosaiah also refers to r refers to refers to the peoplethe people’s past (e’s past (e.g., Isa. .g., Isa. 43:1, 21, 43:1, 21, 27), his a27), his audience isudience is primarily primarily the commu the com the community community in exile (in exile (e.g., 42:2e.g., 42:24; 43:28).4; 43:28). Deutero-I Deutero-Isaiah alsosaiah also points to points to a purifie a purified concept d cond concept ofconcept of Israel, a Israel, as when he s when he quotes Yahquotes Yahweh tellinweh telling the servg the servant that hant that he is beinge is being designate de designateddesignated the “Isra the “Israel in whomel in whom I will be I will be glorified glorified” (Isa. 49” (Isa. 49:3), the I:3), the Israel whicsrael which will be h will bh will be given abe given as “a lights “a light unto the  unto the nations” (nations” (v. 6).v. 6).v. 6).

After Israel and Judah cease to exist as monarchical states, “Israel” has 
several different meanings. When Ezekiel addresses the “children of Israel” (Ezek. 
2:3) or, more often, “the house of Israel” (3:1), he has in mind the Judean exiles 
in Babylon and the people in Jerusalem — all the people whose fathers were 
chosen by Yahweh and brought out of Egypt (20:4–10) — even though the 
prophet’s immediate audience is the exiles in Babylon. While Deutero-Isaiah also 
refers to the people’s past (e.g., Isa. 43:1, 21, 27), his audience is primarily the 
community in exile (e.g., 42:24; 43:28). Deutero-Isaiah also points to a purified 
concept of Israel, as when he quotes Yahweh telling the servant that he is being 
designated the “Israel in whom I will be glorified” (Isa. 49:3), the Israel which will 
be given as “a light unto the nations” (v. 6).

�Late histoLate historical bookrical books also shos also show that “Isw that “Israel” can rael” can be used inbe used in a more or a more or less incl less inc less inclusive inclusive sense. Whesense. When Chronicln Chronicles retellses retells the histo the history of the ry of the people, thpeople, the patriarce patriarch Jacob ish Jach Jacob is cJacob is consistentlonsistently called Iy called Israel (e.gsrael (e.g., 1 Chr. ., 1 Chr. 1:34). Whi1:34). While the memle the members of thbers of the northerne nore northern knorthern kingdom areingdom are portrayed portrayed as having as having forsaken  forsaken the Lord (the Lord (e.g., 2 Che.g., 2 Chr. 13:11),r. 13:11), they rema t they remaithey remain “children “children of Israen of Israel” and Yahl” and Yahweh is stiweh is still the Godll the God of their  of their fathers (vfathers (v. 12). The. 12).. 12). They 12). They need only need only to repent to repent and acceptand accept the Jerus the Jerusalem cult alem cult and the Daand the Davidic dynavidic dynasty, if thsdynadynasty, idynasty, if they wanf they want to be pat to be part of the rt of the faith commfaith community of Iunity of Israel (e.gsrael (e.g., 2 Chr. ., 2 Chr. 7:14). In 7:14). 7:14). In 7:14). In Ezra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah, howeviah, however, the foer, the focus is on cus is on that commuthat community whichnity which is deemed is deeme is deemed thedeemed the only legi only legitimate reptimate representativresentative of Yahwee of Yahweh’s Israelh’s Israel (Ezra 1:5 (Ezra 1:5; 9:1-2; 1; 9:1-2; 10:1-8). Th0:1110:1-8). T10:1-8). The distinche distinctiveness wtiveness which had bhich had been Israeleen Israel’s definin’s defining trait cog trait continues evntinues even into then inen into the Pinto the Persian setersian setting of thting of the book of e book of Esther, whEsther, when Haman’sen Haman’s hatred of hatred of his Benja his Benjaminite rivmiBenjaBenjaminitBenjaminite rival Moe rival Mordecai leardecai leads him to ds him to denounce tdenounce the Jews ashe Jews as that peop that people “whose le “whose le “whose law“whose laws are diffs are different fromerent from those of  those of every otheevery other people” r people” (Esth. 3:8(Esth. 3:8).).).

Late historical books also show that “Israel” can be used in a more or less 
inclusive sense. When Chronicles retells the history of the people, the patriarch 
Jacob is consistently called Israel (e.g., 1 Chr. 1:34). While the members of the 
northern kingdom are portrayed as having forsaken the Lord (e.g., 2 Chr. 13:11), 
they remain “children of Israel” and Yahweh is still the God of their fathers (v. 
12). They need only to repent and accept the Jerusalem cult and the Davidic 
dynasty, if they want to be part of the faith community of Israel (e.g., 2 Chr. 
7:14). In Ezra-Nehemiah, however, the focus is on that community which is 
deemed the only legitimate representative of Yahweh’s Israel (Ezra 1:5; 9:1-2; 
10:1-8). The distinctiveness which had been Israel’s defining trait continues even 
into the Persian setting of the book of Esther, when Haman’s hatred of his 
Benjaminite rival Mordecai leads him to denounce the Jews as that people 
“whose laws are different from those of every other people” (Esth. 3:8).

�After DeutAfter Deutero-Isaiahero-Isaiah and Ezra, and Ezra, many atte many attempts were mpts were made to demade to define the tfine the true Israelrue Irue Israel. PaIsrael. Paul speaks ul speaks of Christiof Christians as theans as the true “Isr true “Israel of Godael of God” (Gal. 6:” (Gal. 6:16). Accor16). According to 1 ding tding to 1 Pet. to 1 Pet. 2:9-10, Ch2:9-10, Christians aristians are now “Gore now “God’s own ped’s own people,” theople,” the chosen ra chosen race, royal ce, royal priesthoodprpriesthoodpriesthood, and holy, and holy nation (c nation (cf. Exod. 1f. Exod. 19:5-6). Th9:5-6). The process e process of identifof identifying Israeying Israel continuel conl continues continues in postbibin postbiblical timelical times, as whens, as when the Purit the Puritans saw thans saw themselves aemselves as latter-ds latter-day Israeliay Iay IsraelitesIsraelites fleeing P fleeing Pharaoh Geoharaoh George III ofrge III of England f England for “God’s or “God’s American IAmerican Israel.”srael.”

After Deutero-Isaiah and Ezra, many attempts were made to define the true 



Israel. Paul speaks of Christians as the true “Israel of God” (Gal. 6:16). According 
to 1 Pet. 2:9-10, Christians are now “God’s own people,” the chosen race, royal 
priesthood, and holy nation (cf. Exod. 19:5-6). The process of identifying Israel 
continues in postbiblical times, as when the Puritans saw themselves as latter-day 
Israelites fleeing Pharaoh George III of England for “God’s American Israel.”

Biblical ABiblical Account of ccount of HistoryHistory

Biblical Account of History

WildernessWilderness to United to United Monarchy Monarchy Monarchy

Wilderness to United Monarchy

After the After the people of people of Israel areIsrael are delivered delivered from slav from slavery in Egyery in Egypt and compt and commit themsemit themselves to Yalvthemsethemselvesthemselves to Yahweh to Yahweh’s covenan’s covenant and the t and the prospect oprospect of becomingf becoming a holy na a holy nation, theytion, thetion, they balk they balk at the proat the prospect of cspect of confrontingonfronting the gigan the gigantic Canaantic Canaanites, prefites, preferring to erring to return to retureturn to return to Egypt (NumEgypt (Num. 14:2-4).. 14:2-4). As punish As punishment for pment for putting theutting the Lord “to  Lord “to the test tthe test these ten thetthese ten these ten times” (14times” (14:22), they:22), they are sente are sentenced to wanced to wander in thnder in the wildernee wilderness for 40 ss for 40 years, untyeyears, untyears, until the firil the first generatst generation of ex-ion of ex-slaves is slaves is killed offkilled off. When mos. When most of the ot of the old generatld geneld generationgeneration has died  has died off, the Ioff, the Israelites sraelites are challeare challenged by Canged by Canaanite annaanite and Amorite d Amorite forces. Inforcforces. Inforces. In both case both cases, it is Is, it is Israel, notsrael, not Moses, wh Moses, who is said o is said to respondto respond to the cr to the crisis and tisis andisis and to defand to defeat the eneat the enemy (Num. emy (Num. 21:1-3, 2121:1-3, 21-31); in f-31); in fact, when act, when Israel is Israel is victoriousvictorious over the  ove over the Aover the Amorite Sihmorite Sihon, no acton, no action is saiion is said to be tad to be taken by eitken by either Moses her Moses or God (21or God (21:21, 24, 2:(21(21:21, 24(21:21, 24, 25)., 25)., 25).

After the people of Israel are delivered from slavery in Egypt and commit 
themselves to Yahweh’s covenant and the prospect of becoming a holy nation, 
they balk at the prospect of confronting the gigantic Canaanites, preferring to 
return to Egypt (Num. 14:2-4). As punishment for putting the Lord “to the test 
these ten times” (14:22), they are sentenced to wander in the wilderness for 40 
years, until the first generation of ex-slaves is killed off. When most of the old 
generation has died off, the Israelites are challenged by Canaanite and Amorite 
forces. In both cases, it is Israel, not Moses, who is said to respond to the crisis 
and to defeat the enemy (Num. 21:1-3, 21-31); in fact, when Israel is victorious 
over the Amorite Sihon, no action is said to be taken by either Moses or God 
(21:21, 24, 25).

�The IsraelThe Israelites finalites finally conquerly conquer Canaan un Canaan under Joshuader Joshua, after Mo, after Moses’ deathses’ death. Some of . Some . Some of thSome of the targetede targeted indigenou indigenous peoples s peoples are alloweare allowed to remaid to remain in ordern in order to punish to punish to punish thepunish the Israelite Israelites for breas for breaking the cking the covenant wiovenant with God (Juth God (Judg. 2:2-3;dg. 2:2-3; cf. vv. 2 cf. vv. 20–21) or t0–21)220–21) or 20–21) or to “test Ito “test Israel” (2:srael” (2:22–23; 3:122–23; 3:1–4). Repea–4). Repeatedly, a ntedly, a nation oppration oppresses Israesses Israel, and Goel, ael, and God reand God responds to sponds to the peoplethe people’s distres’s distress by sendis by sending them a ng them a “judge” as“judge” as a deliver a deliverer. Howeveerdeliverdeliverer.deliverer. However,  However, whenever awhenever a judge die judge died, the peod, the people would ple would go back togo back to worshippi worshipp worshippinworshipping other gog other gods and theds and the cycle wou cycle would begin ald begin again (Judggain (Judg. 2:15-19). 2:15-19). Only to . Only to avenge theavavenge theavenge the outrage c outrage committed aommitted against thegainst the Levite’s  Levite’s concubine concubine do all thedo all the tribes of tribes of Israel ac Isr Israel actIsrael act together  together “as one ma“as one man” (Judg. n” (Judg. 20:1, 8, 120:1, 8, 11). Ironic1). Ironically, theially, their united ar united action is nction isction is not agais not against a forinst a foreign natioeign nation, but then, but their brotherir brother tribe of  tribe of Benjamin, Benjamin, which is awhich is almost wipelmost aalmost wipalmost wiped out in ed out in the ensuinthe ensuing (and grog (and grotesque) citesque) civil war.vil war.vil war.

The Israelites finally conquer Canaan under Joshua, after Moses’ death. 
Some of the targeted indigenous peoples are allowed to remain in order to 
punish the Israelites for breaking the covenant with God (Judg. 2:2-3; cf. vv. 
20–21) or to “test Israel” (2:22–23; 3:1–4). Repeatedly, a nation oppresses Israel, 
and God responds to the people’s distress by sending them a “judge” as a 
deliverer. However, whenever a judge died, the people would go back to 
worshipping other gods and the cycle would begin again (Judg. 2:15-19). Only to 
avenge the outrage committed against the Levite’s concubine do all the tribes of 
Israel act together “as one man” (Judg. 20:1, 8, 11). Ironically, their united action 
is not against a foreign nation, but their brother tribe of Benjamin, which is 
almost wiped out in the ensuing (and grotesque) civil war.

�The periodThe period of the ju of the judges comesdges comes to an end to an end after Sau after Saul is appoil is appointed by thnted by the prophet/e prophe prophet/juprophet/judge Samueldge Samuel as the fi as the first king orst king of Israel af Israel and ruler ond ruler over Yahwehver Yahweh’s “inheri’s “inheritance” (1 tanc“inheri“inheritan“inheritance” (1 Samce” (1 Sam. 10:1; 13. 10:1; 13:13-15; cf:13-15; cf. 9:16–17). 9:16–17). In spite. In spite of his mi of his military viclitary victories ovetories otories over the oover the other natiother nations (1 Sam.ns (1 Sam. 14:47-48) 14:47-48), Saul is , Saul is quickly requickly rejected by jected by Samuel andSamuel and then by Y th then by Yathen by Yahweh. Nevehweh. Nevertheless, rtheless, he remainshe remains on the th on the throne even rone even after Daviafter David has beend has beed has been anoinbeen anointed as theted as the next king next king. After Sa. After Saul’s deathul’s death, David be, David becomes kingcomes king, initiall, initially reigningy reigy reigning oreigning over Judah,ver Judah, with his  with his capital incapital in Hebron. T Hebron. Then all thhen all the tribes oe tribes of Israel cf Israel come to Davome toome to David ato David and anoint nd anoint him king ohim king over Israelver Israel. From his. From his new capit new capital of Jerual of Jerusalem, Davsalem, David rules oid DavDavid ruleDavid rules over bots over both Israel ah Israel and Judah fnd Judah for 33 yearor 33 years (2 Sam. s (2 Sam. 5:1-5). Ne5:1-5). Neverthelessvertheless, the nort, th, the northethe northern and sourn and southern tribthern tribes are neves are never totallyer totally united, a united, a fact whic fact which becomes h becomes evident duevevident duevident during and aring and after the cfter the civil war bivil war between Davetween David and hisid and his son Absal son Absalom (2 Sam.om (2 Sam. 15:6-12;  Sam.Sam. 15:6-Sam. 15:6-12; 19:8-112; 19:8-15, 41-43; 5, 41-43; 20:1-22). 20:1-22). After muchAfter much court int court intrigue in Drigue in David’s lasavid’s last years, ht yet years, hisyears, his son Solom son Solomon emergeson emerges as his su as his successor (1ccessor (1 Kgs. 1-2) Kgs. 1-2). The narr. The narrative claiative claims that Soms claiclaims thaclaims that Solomon t Solomon not only rnot only rules over ules over “all Israe“all Israel” (1 Kgs.l” (1 Kgs. 4:1), but 4:1), but over “all over “all the kingd the k the kingdoms fkingdoms from the rirom the river [the Ever [the Euphrates] uphrates] to the lanto the land of the Pd of the Philistineshilistines and the b and the border of Eordbborder of border of Egypt” (4:Egypt” (4:21[5:1]; c21[5:1]; cf. 4:24[5:f. 4:24[5:4]; 8:65),4]; 8:65), the same  the same territory territory which God which God had promishad had promishad promised to Abraed to Abraham (Gen. ham (Gen. 15:18). Th15:18). The other kie other kingdoms enrngdoms enrich Solomoich Solomon’s empiren’s emn’s empire witempire with great gih great gifts and trfts and tribute. Altibute. Although Solohough Solomon is depmon is depicted as aicted as a typical a typical ancient Neancieaancient Neancient Near Easternar Eastern monarch,  monarch, blessed byblessed by his God w his God with incredith incredible wealtible wealth, prestigh, prestige, and vaseprestigprestige, prestige, and vast tand vast territory, erritory, there are there are also indicalso indications thaations that his regit his regime has oveme has overtaxed thertaxedoveovertaxed overtaxed the peoplethe people, depleted, depleted the treas the treasury, and mury, and made “all Iade “all Israel” parsrael” participate iticipate in forced ln forn forced labforced labor (1 Kgs.or (1 Kgs. 5:13-17[2 5:13-17[27—31]; cf.7—31]; cf. 9:10–14). 9:10–14). However,  However, Judah may Judah may enjoy a spenjoy a spenjoy a special stspecial status, for atus, for when “all when “all Israel” (1Israel” (1 Kgs. 4:7) Kgs. 4:7) is divide is divided into 12 d into 12 administraadministrative tax dtive taxtive tax distritax districts, Judahcts, Judah is not ex is not explicitly iplicitly included (cncluded (cf. v. 19 Mf. v. 19 MT).T).

The period of the judges comes to an end after Saul is appointed by the 
prophet/judge Samuel as the first king of Israel and ruler over Yahweh’s 
“inheritance” (1 Sam. 10:1; 13:13-15; cf. 9:16–17). In spite of his military victories 
over the other nations (1 Sam. 14:47-48), Saul is quickly rejected by Samuel and 
then by Yahweh. Nevertheless, he remains on the throne even after David has 
been anointed as the next king. After Saul’s death, David becomes king, initially 
reigning over Judah, with his capital in Hebron. Then all the tribes of Israel come 
to David and anoint him king over Israel. From his new capital of Jerusalem, 



David rules over both Israel and Judah for 33 years (2 Sam. 5:1-5). Nevertheless, 
the northern and southern tribes are never totally united, a fact which becomes 
evident during and after the civil war between David and his son Absalom (2 
Sam. 15:6-12; 19:8-15, 41-43; 20:1-22). After much court intrigue in David’s last 
years, his son Solomon emerges as his successor (1 Kgs. 1-2). The narrative 
claims that Solomon not only rules over “all Israel” (1 Kgs. 4:1), but over “all the 
kingdoms from the river [the Euphrates] to the land of the Philistines and the 
border of Egypt” (4:21[5:1]; cf. 4:24[5:4]; 8:65), the same territory which God 
had promised to Abraham (Gen. 15:18). The other kingdoms enrich Solomon’s 
empire with great gifts and tribute. Although Solomon is depicted as a typical 
ancient Near Eastern monarch, blessed by his God with incredible wealth, 
prestige, and vast territory, there are also indications that his regime has 
overtaxed the people, depleted the treasury, and made “all Israel” participate in 
forced labor (1 Kgs. 5:13-17[27—31]; cf. 9:10–14). However, Judah may enjoy a 
special status, for when “all Israel” (1 Kgs. 4:7) is divided into 12 administrative 
tax districts, Judah is not explicitly included (cf. v. 19 MT).

Detail of Detail of Merenptah Merenptah (“Israel”)(“Israel”) stela con stela containing thtaining the name Isre name Israel (ca. 1ael (ca. 1210–1207 210–1207 B.C.E.B.C.EB.C.E.B.C.E.) (Service) (Service de Musées de Musées, Cairo), Cairo)

Detail of Merenptah (“Israel”) stela containing the name Israel (ca. 1210–1207 
B.C.E.) (Service de Musées, Cairo)

Kingdom ofKingdom of Israel Israel Israel

Kingdom of Israel

�After SoloAfter Solomon’s deatmon’s death and the h and the ascension ascension of his sonof his son Rehoboam  Rehoboam to the thrto the throne, the none,thrthrone, ththrone, the northerne northern tribes re tribes rebel againsbel against excessivt excessive taxatione taxation and oppre and oppression, witssion, with the rallh th the rallyithe rallying cry “Tong cry “To your tent your tents, O Israes, O Israel” (1 Kgs.l” (1 Kgs. 12:16; cf 12:16; cf. 2 Sam. 2. 2 Sam. 20:1). It i0:1). It is at this s at thiss at this pointthis point that Yahw that Yahweh transfoeh transforms unitedrms united Israel in Israel into a dividto a divided monarched monarchy composedy composedy composed ocomposed of the nortf the northern kingdhern kingdom of Israom of Israel and theel and the southern  southern kingdom ofkingdom of Judah. He Judah. H Judah. He does soHe does so not becau not because of Solose of Solomon’s tyramon’s tyrannical polnnical policies, buticies, but because S because Solomon intolomon introduced thrintintroducedintroduced the worsh the worship of otheip of other gods intr gods into the kingo the kingdom througdom through his manyh his many marriages marriage marriages marriages with foreiwith foreign women (gn women (presumablypresumably as part o as part of internatf international treaional treaty-making;ty-making; 1 Kgs. 11 treaty-making;treaty-maktreaty-making; 1 Kgsing; 1 Kgs. 11:1-13). 11:1-13). God choo. God chooses Jeroboses Jeroboam to ruleam to rule over the  over the 10 norther10 northe10 northern tnorthern tribes, learibes, leaving Judahving Judah and parts and parts of Benjam of Benjamin in the in in the hands of thands of the Davidiche Davidic kings wit kin kings withkings with whom Yahw whom Yahweh had madeh had made a covenae a covenant (1 Kgs.nt (1 Kgs. 11:13, 23 11:13, 23-36; 12:21-36; 12:21-23; cf. 2-23; cf. -23; cf. 2 Sam.cf. 2 Sam. 7:12-16). 7:12-16). Jeroboam  Jeroboam is also this also the choice oe choice of the nortf the northern tribehern tribes. Howevers. However, because , b, because hebecause he fears tha fears that his peopt his people will swle will switch theiritch their allegianc allegiance to Rehobe to Rehoboam when toam when they go to hetthey go tothey go to offer sac offer sacrifices inrifices in the Jerus the Jerusalem templalem temple, and thee, and then return tn return to assassino assassinate him (1ate hate him (1 Kgshim (1 Kgs. 12:26-27. 12:26-27), Jeroboa), Jeroboam challengm challenges Jerusales Jerusalem’s claimem’s claim to be the to be the only plac only place where Yae we where Yahwwhere Yahweh can be eh can be legitimatelegitimately worshiply worshipped (Deut.ped (Deut. 12:13-27) 12:13-27). He fabri. He fabricates two cates twocates two goldentwo golden calf imag calf images with whes with which he inaich he inaugurates hugurates his new culis new cult centers t centers in Bethel in Bethel and Dan, eanand Dan, eand Dan, echoing thechoing the words of  words of the idolatthe idolatrous Israerous Israelites at Slites at Sinai (1 Kginai (1 Kgs. 12:28; s. 12:28; Exod. 32:4ExodExod. 32:4Exod. 32:4). For thi). For this, and fors, and for his other his other alteratio alterations in the ns in the cult, Jerocult, Jeroboam is coboam is condemned byndemncocondemned condemned by Yahweh by Yahweh and the prand the prophet Ahijophet Ahijah.ah.ah.

After Solomon’s death and the ascension of his son Rehoboam to the 
throne, the northern tribes rebel against excessive taxation and oppression, with 
the rallying cry “To your tents, O Israel” (1 Kgs. 12:16; cf. 2 Sam. 20:1). It is at 
this point that Yahweh transforms united Israel into a divided monarchy 
composed of the northern kingdom of Israel and the southern kingdom of Judah. 
He does so not because of Solomon’s tyrannical policies, but because Solomon 
introduced the worship of other gods into the kingdom through his many 
marriages with foreign women (presumably as part of international 
treaty-making; 1 Kgs. 11:1-13). God chooses Jeroboam to rule over the 10 
northern tribes, leaving Judah and parts of Benjamin in the hands of the Davidic 
kings with whom Yahweh had made a covenant (1 Kgs. 11:13, 23-36; 12:21-23; 
cf. 2 Sam. 7:12-16). Jeroboam is also the choice of the northern tribes. However, 
because he fears that his people will switch their allegiance to Rehoboam when 
they go to offer sacrifices in the Jerusalem temple, and then return to assassinate 
him (1 Kgs. 12:26-27), Jeroboam challenges Jerusalem’s claim to be the only place 
where Yahweh can be legitimately worshipped (Deut. 12:13-27). He fabricates 
two golden calf images with which he inaugurates his new cult centers in Bethel 
and Dan, echoing the words of the idolatrous Israelites at Sinai (1 Kgs. 12:28; 



Exod. 32:4). For this, and for his other alterations in the cult, Jeroboam is 
condemned by Yahweh and the prophet Ahijah.

�After the After the death of Jdeath of Jeroboam aneroboam and his sonsd his sons, the gove, the government of rnment of the kingdothe kingdom of Israem of m of Israel of Israel becomes hibecomes highly unstaghly unstable. Sevenble. Seven kings are kings are assassina assassinated. Neverted. Nevertheless, ttheless, the northerhe nhe northern knorthern kingdom is ingdom is superior tsuperior to Judah ino Judah in several r several respects: sespects: size, stratize, strategic locategic location along ion aion along intealong international rnational trade and trade and communicatcommunication routesion routes, and mili, and military strentary strength (cf. 1gth (cf. 1 Kgs. 22:4 Kg Kgs. 22:4;Kgs. 22:4; 2 Kgs. 14 2 Kgs. 14:12). The :12). The two kingdotwo kingdoms often ems often engaged in ngaged in hostilitiehostilities with ones with one another ( an another (1another (1 Kgs. 14:3 Kgs. 14:30; 15:16-20; 15:16-22; 2 Kgs. 2; 2 Kgs. 14:8-14; 114:8-14; 16:5-9), so6:5-9), sometimes fometimes forming allirming alliances withanceallialliances alliances with foreiwith foreign powers gn powers to gain thto gain the advantage advantage over thee over the other. other. other.

After the death of Jeroboam and his sons, the government of the kingdom 
of Israel becomes highly unstable. Seven kings are assassinated. Nevertheless, the 
northern kingdom is superior to Judah in several respects: size, strategic location 
along international trade and communication routes, and military strength (cf. 1 
Kgs. 22:4; 2 Kgs. 14:12). The two kingdoms often engaged in hostilities with one 
another (1 Kgs. 14:30; 15:16-22; 2 Kgs. 14:8-14; 16:5-9), sometimes forming 
alliances with foreign powers to gain the advantage over the other.

�Of all theOf all the kings of  kings of Israel, onIsrael, only two buily two built dynastilt dynasties of any es of any duration oduration or significr significance. The ancsignificsignificansignificance. The fice. The first is therst is the house of  house of Omri. The Omri. The Bible saysBible says relativel relatively little ay little about this bout thisbout this powerthis powerful king, ful king, who built who built Samaria asSamaria as his new c his new capital (“Sapital (“Samaria” isamaria” is also anot also another name fher nher name for tname for the northerhe northern kingdom;n kingdom; 1 Kgs. 13 1 Kgs. 13:32; 2 Kgs:32; 2 Kgs. 17:24). . 17:24). Much more Much more is said abis said abois said about Omriabout Omri’s son Aha’s son Ahab and his b and his Sidonian wSidonian wife Jezebeife Jezebel, who prol, who probably becabably became Ahab’s me Ahab’sme Ahab’s wifAhab’s wife as part e as part of a treatof a treaty. Hostiliy. Hostilities betweties between Israel en Israel and Judah and Judah temporariltemporarily cease why ceay cease whencease when the two k the two kingdoms aringdoms are linked be linked by the marry the marriage of Ahiage of Ahab’s daughab’s daughter (or siter (or siter (or sister) Atsister) Athaliah andhaliah and the Judea the Judean king Jehn king Jehoram (2 Kgoram (2 Kgs. 8:18, 2s. 8:18, 26). Omride6). Omride rule come rule comes to an ens ts to an end to an end after ca. after ca. 40 years (40 years (ca. 885–84ca. 885–843) when Go3) when God anoints d anoints Jehu as kiJehu as king and comng and commissions hmcomcommissioncommissions him to es him to eradicate tradicate the entire he entire “house of “house of Ahab” (2 KAhab” (2 Kgs. 9:6-10gs. 9:6-10). The fiv). The five kings ofe fivfive kingsfive kings of the Je of the Jehu dynastyhu dynasty rule for  rule for approximatapproximately a centely a century (ca. 8ury (ca. 843–745). W43–745). While God ahileWWhile God While God allows theallows the Arameans  Arameans to “cut ofto “cut off” Israelif” Israelite territote territory during ry during Jehu’s reiJehu’s reign (2 Kgs.gn reireign (2 Kreign (2 Kgs. 10:32)gs. 10:32), Jeroboam, Jeroboam II, Jehu’ II, Jehu’s most pows most powerful descerful descendant, reendant, restores thestores the territory te territory territory of Israel of Israel to the bouto the boundaries esndaries established tablished by Solomonby Solomon (14:25). (14:25). (14:25).

Of all the kings of Israel, only two built dynasties of any duration or 
significance. The first is the house of Omri. The Bible says relatively little about 
this powerful king, who built Samaria as his new capital (“Samaria” is also another 
name for the northern kingdom; 1 Kgs. 13:32; 2 Kgs. 17:24). Much more is said 
about Omri’s son Ahab and his Sidonian wife Jezebel, who probably became 
Ahab’s wife as part of a treaty. Hostilities between Israel and Judah temporarily 
cease when the two kingdoms are linked by the marriage of Ahab’s daughter (or 
sister) Athaliah and the Judean king Jehoram (2 Kgs. 8:18, 26). Omride rule comes 
to an end after ca. 40 years (ca. 885–843) when God anoints Jehu as king and 
commissions him to eradicate the entire “house of Ahab” (2 Kgs. 9:6-10). The 
five kings of the Jehu dynasty rule for approximately a century (ca. 843–745). 
While God allows the Arameans to “cut off” Israelite territory during Jehu’s 
reign (2 Kgs. 10:32), Jeroboam II, Jehu’s most powerful descendant, restores the 
territory of Israel to the boundaries established by Solomon (14:25).

�After JeroAfter Jeroboam’s sonboam’s son Zechariah Zechariah is assass is assassinated aftinated after only sier only six months ox months on the thron the tn the throne, ththrone, the Jehu dyne Jehu dynasty ends.asty ends. The kings The kingship again hip again becomes unbecomes unstable andstable and Israel go Israel goes into raesgogoes into goes into rapid declrapid decline. In adine. In addition, Isdition, Israel has trael has to cope wito cope with the poweh the powerful Aramerful Aramean king Rean ArameAramean kiAramean king Rezin, ng Rezin, and the grand the greater threeater threat posed bat posed by the Assyy the Assyrian king rian king Tiglath-piTiglath-pileser III.leTiglath-piTiglath-piTiglath-pileser III.leser III. To remain To remain on the th on the throne, Kingrone, King Menahem v Menahem voluntarilyoluntarily pays trib pays tribute to Tigutetribtribute totribute to Tiglath-p Tiglath-pileser (“Pileser (“Pul”; 2 Kgsul”; 2 Kgs. 15:19-20. 15:19-20). Later, ). Later, during Pekduring Pekah’s reignah’s reign, Tiglath-, Tigla, Tiglath-piTiglath-pileser captleser captures a numures a number of Isrber of Israelite citaelite cities, and dies, and deports theeports the people to people to Assyria ( Assy Assyria (2Assyria (2 Kgs. 15:2 Kgs. 15:29). Pekah 9). Pekah then joinsthen joins Rezin of  Rezin of Aram againAram against Assyriast Assyria, using mi, using military powlitarmimilitary pmilitary power to foower to force Judah rce Judah to join thto join their coaliteir coalition. The Jion. The Judean kingudean king Ahaz succ Ahaz successfully ressfsuccsuccessfulsuccessfully resistsly resists the attac the attack, with Tik, with Tiglath-pileglath-pileser’s helpser’s help (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 16:5-9). Ti6:5-9). Tiglath-pileglath-pilTiTiglath-piTiglath-pileser killleser kills Rezin, ws Rezin, while Pekahhile Pekah is assass is assassinated by inated by Hoshea, thHoshea, the last kine last king of the rg of thg of the rump sthe rump state of Istate of Israel (16:9rael (16:9; 15:30). ; 15:30). The new AsThe new Assyrian kinsyrian king Shalmaneg Shalmaneser V marcser V marches againshmarcmarches agmarches against Hoshainst Hoshea, who atea, who at first sub first submits and bmits and becomes an ecomes an Assyrian vAssyrian vassal, butassal, but later reb l later rebelater rebels and refls and refuses to pauses to pay, vainly y, vainly appealing appealing for help ffor help from Egypt rom Egypt (2 Kgs. 17(2 Kgs. 17:3-4). Sam:3-4)1717:3-4). S17:3-4). Samaria is amaria is then besiethen besieged for thged for three years,ree years, and falls and falls in 722, s in 722, shortly befhortly before (or afore (oore (or after)(or after) the death the death of Shalma of Shalmaneser and neser and the ascensthe ascension of Sarion of Sargon II (17gon II (17:5; 18:9–1:5; 18:9–10). “Israe0). 18:9–118:9–10). 18:9–10). “Israel” i“Israel” is deporteds deported to Assyri to Assyria (17:6) aa (17:6) and replacend replaced by peopld by people brought e brought to the newto to the newto the new Assyrian  Assyrian province oprovince of Samaria f Samaria from Babylfrom Babylon and othon and other locatioer locations (v. 24)ns (v. 24)...

After Jeroboam’s son Zechariah is assassinated after only six months on the 
throne, the Jehu dynasty ends. The kingship again becomes unstable and Israel 
goes into rapid decline. In addition, Israel has to cope with the powerful 
Aramean king Rezin, and the greater threat posed by the Assyrian king 
Tiglath-pileser III. To remain on the throne, King Menahem voluntarily pays 
tribute to Tiglath-pileser (“Pul”; 2 Kgs. 15:19-20). Later, during Pekah’s reign, 
Tiglath-pileser captures a number of Israelite cities, and deports the people to 
Assyria (2 Kgs. 15:29). Pekah then joins Rezin of Aram against Assyria, using 
military power to force Judah to join their coalition. The Judean king Ahaz 
successfully resists the attack, with Tiglath-pileser’s help (2 Kgs. 16:5-9). 
Tiglath-pileser kills Rezin, while Pekah is assassinated by Hoshea, the last king of 
the rump state of Israel (16:9; 15:30). The new Assyrian king Shalmaneser V 
marches against Hoshea, who at first submits and becomes an Assyrian vassal, but 
later rebels and refuses to pay, vainly appealing for help from Egypt (2 Kgs. 
17:3-4). Samaria is then besieged for three years, and falls in 722, shortly before 
(or after) the death of Shalmaneser and the ascension of Sargon II (17:5; 
18:9–10). “Israel” is deported to Assyria (17:6) and replaced by people brought 



to the new Assyrian province of Samaria from Babylon and other locations (v. 24).

�IronicallyIronically, while Is, while Israel had arael had always defilways defined itselfned itself in terms  in terms of its disof its distinctivenetinctiveness as a pess ass as a peoplas a people and natie and nation, the kion, the kingdom of Ingdom of Israel fallsrael falls to a pows to a power whose rer whose resettlemenesettlement policy it pt policy is policy is designed tdesigned to weaken to weaken the distinche distinctive ethnitive ethnic and polic and political identical identities of tities of conquered conqueconquered conquered nations. Wnations. While almoshile almost all the t all the northern knorthern kings had bings had been condemeen condemned for faned for fned for failing tofailing to turn from turn from the sins  the sins of Jeroboaof Jeroboam, the narm, the narrator of 2rator of 2 Kgs. 17:7 Kgs. 17:7-23 finds -23 finds the primarthe pthe primary caprimary cause of Isruse of Israel’s fallael’s fall to be the to be the sinfulnes sinfulness and idols and idolatry of thatry of the “childree “children of Israen of Isrn of Israel” (vIsrael” (v. 20), alt. 20), although Davihough Davidic kings dic kings remain on remain on the Judahithe Judahite throne te throne for anothefor another century r cer century ancentury and a half, d a half, when Judahwhen Judah falls to  falls to the Babylothe Babylonians (587nians (587/586)./586).

Ironically, while Israel had always defined itself in terms of its distinctiveness 
as a people and nation, the kingdom of Israel falls to a power whose resettlement 
policy is designed to weaken the distinctive ethnic and political identities of 
conquered nations. While almost all the northern kings had been condemned for 
failing to turn from the sins of Jeroboam, the narrator of 2 Kgs. 17:7-23 finds the 
primary cause of Israel’s fall to be the sinfulness and idolatry of the “children of 
Israel” (v. 20), although Davidic kings remain on the Judahite throne for another 
century and a half, when Judah falls to the Babylonians (587/586).

ExtrabibliExtrabiblical Evidencal Evidence and Thece and Theoriesories

Extrabiblical Evidence and Theories

The earlieThe earliest extant st extant reference reference to Israel to Israel outside thoutside the Bible ise Bible is in the st in the stela of Phaela of Pharaoh Merneraoh Mraoh Merneptah’Merneptah’s fifth yes fifth year, ca. 12ar, ca. 1210–1207. I10–1207. In l. 27 wen l. 27 we are told  are told that “Israthat “Israel is laidel is laid waste; hi waste; waste; hiswaste; his seed is n seed is not.” A sigot.” A sign identifin identifies “Israeles “Israel” as a peo” as a people, not aple, not a territory territory, and the , and the, and the contexthe context suggestst suggests that this that this people is people is located i located in Palestinn Palestine. Little e. Little more can bmore can be gleaned e gleae gleaned frgleaned from this taom this tantalizing ntalizing inscriptioinscription, which, n, which, at presentat present, is the o, is the only extrabnly extrabiblical reiblical extrabextrabibliextrabiblical referecal reference to Isrnce to Israel prior ael prior to the midto the mid-9th centu-9th century. Israelry. Israel’s demise ’s demise is also anis alsois also annoualso announced in onnced in one of the ee of the earliest 9tarliest 9th-century h-century texts, thetexts, the inscripti inscription of the on of the Moabite kiMoaMoabite kiMoabite king Mesha (ng Mesha (ca. 840), ca. 840), in which hin which he declarese declares that “Isr that “Israel has peael has perished forrished forever.” Meseveforforever.” forever.” Mesha concMesha concedes that edes that Moab had bMoab had been humbleeen humbled by “Omrid by “Omri, king of , king of Israel,” bIsrael,” Israel,” bIsrael,” but insistsut insists that he t that he triumphed driumphed during the uring the reign of Oreign of Omri’s son.mri’s son. Ahab “the Ahab “the Israelite Isra Israelite”Israelite” ([ ([matmat] ] Sir-}i-la-Sir-}i-la-aiai) is also ) is also mentioned mentioned in the Assin the Assyrian kingyrian king Shalmanes Shalmaneser III’s mer ShalmanesShalmaneseShalmaneser III’s mor III’s monolith insnolith inscription, cription, as a partias a participant in cipant in the battlethe battle of Qarqar of Qarqar (853). El (853) (853). Els(853). Elsewhere, Shewhere, Shalmaneser almaneser III refersIII refers to Jehu a to Jehu as “son of s “son of Omri,” eveOmri,” even though in though it was Jehut wt was Jehu wwas Jehu who put an ho put an end to theend to the Omride dy Omride dynasty, accnasty, according to ording to 2 Kgs. 9-12 Kgs. 9-10. Later, 0. Later, Adad-nirarAAdad-nirarAdad-nirari III usesi III uses “house of “house of Omri” ( Omri” (mat HÓ-um-mat HÓ-um-riri) to refer) to refer to Israel to Israel. From thi. From th. From this pointthis point on, extra on, extrabiblical rbiblical references eferences to the kinto the kings of Isrags of Israel and Judel and Judah become ah become more frequmoremore frequmore frequent and exent and extensive.tensive.tensive.

The earliest extant reference to Israel outside the Bible is in the stela of Pharaoh 
Merneptah’s fifth year, ca. 1210–1207. In l. 27 we are told that “Israel is laid 
waste; his seed is not.” A sign identifies “Israel” as a people, not a territory, and 
the context suggests that this people is located in Palestine. Little more can be 
gleaned from this tantalizing inscription, which, at present, is the only 
extrabiblical reference to Israel prior to the mid-9th century. Israel’s demise is 
also announced in one of the earliest 9th-century texts, the inscription of the 
Moabite king Mesha (ca. 840), in which he declares that “Israel has perished 
forever.” Mesha concedes that Moab had been humbled by “Omri, king of 
Israel,” but insists that he triumphed during the reign of Omri’s son. Ahab “the 
Israelite” ([mat] Sir-}i-la-ai) is also mentioned in the Assyrian king 
Shalmaneser III’s monolith inscription, as a participant in the battle of Qarqar 
(853). Elsewhere, Shalmaneser III refers to Jehu as “son of Omri,” even though it 
was Jehu who put an end to the Omride dynasty, according to 2 Kgs. 9-10. Later, 
Adad-nirari III uses “house of Omri” (mat HÓ-um-ri) to refer to Israel. From 
this point on, extrabiblical references to the kings of Israel and Judah become 
more frequent and extensive.

�ArchaeologArchaeologists have ists have not yet lonot yet located any cated any direct extdirect extrabiblicalrabiblical reference references to the ps to the s to the patriathe patriarchs, Moserchs, Moses, the Exos, the Exodus and Codus and Conquest, thnquest, the judges, e judges, or any kinor any king of Israeg of Israel prior tol pl prior to Oprior to Omri, with mri, with the possibthe possible exceptile exception of Davion of David. Some (bd. Some (but not allut not all) scholars) scholars read the  re read the nread the name David ame David in the Mesin the Mesha inscripha inscription (l. 1tion (l. 12 and/or a2 and/or a reconstru reconstructed l. 31cted l. 31), and “th), a), and “the hand “the house of Daouse of David” in a vid” in a fragmentarfragmentary Aramaic y Aramaic inscriptioinscription from Teln from Tel Dan (9th  Dan (9th or 8th cenoor 8th cenor 8th century).tury).tury).

Archaeologists have not yet located any direct extrabiblical references to 
the patriarchs, Moses, the Exodus and Conquest, the judges, or any king of Israel 
prior to Omri, with the possible exception of David. Some (but not all) scholars 
read the name David in the Mesha inscription (l. 12 and/or a reconstructed l. 31), 
and “the house of David” in a fragmentary Aramaic inscription from Tel Dan (9th 
or 8th century).

�While the While the Bible streBible stresses the dsses the distinctiveistinctiveness of thness of the Israelite Israelites, many aes, many archaeologirchaeologaarchaeologarchaeologists have ists have concluded concluded that nothithat nothing distincng distinctively “Istively “Israelite” hraelite” has so far as so far been foundbeen been foundbeen found in the ma in the material culterial culture of thture of the groups we groups who settledho settled in the hi in the highlands ofghlands of Palestine Pa Palestine Palestine during theduring the Iron I pe Iron I period (1200riod (1200–1000). Ma–1000). Many argue tny argue that archaehat archaeological eological evidence dovideevidence devidence does not suoes not support the pport the claim thatclaim that the Israe the Israelites entelites entered and ocred and occupied Cancupied Canaan by meaaCanCanaan by Canaan by means of mmeans of military coilitary conquest. Innquest. Instead, somstead, some historiae historians have suns have suggested thggested that the Israththat the Ithat the Israelite ssraelite settlement ettlement occurred toccurred through a phrough a process of rocess of peaceful ipeaceful infiltrationfiltration or an inn or n or an inteor an internal peasarnal peasant revolt.nt revolt. Others co Others contend thatntend that the exist the existing evidening evidence does noce does not support t st support thsupport these theoriese theories either.es either. A recent  A recent tendency htendency has been toas been to understan understand the colld the collapse of Laacollcollapse ocollapse of Late Brof Late Bronze Age urnze Age urban culturban culture in Palese in Palestine, and tine, and increased increased village sevillage settlement ittlemsesettlementsettlement in the hi in the hill countryll country during Ir during Iron I, as pon I, as part of a lart of a larger procarger process of uphess of upheaval throeaval teaval throughoutthroughout the Easte the Eastern Mediterrn Mediterranean durranean during the Laing the Late Bronze te Bronze Age (1550–Age (1550–1200/1150)1200/11(1550–(1550–1200(1550–1200/1150). Th/1150). This processis process, which ma, which may have beey have been triggeren triggered by envird by environmental, onmentalenvirenvironmenenvironmental, econotal, economic, and pmic, and political folitical factors (inactors (including drcluding drought and ought and famine), lfamine), led to socied ted to social to social and politiand political realigcal realignments andnments and a great i a great increase inncrease in migration migration throughou throughout the areat tht the area. the area. According According to this moto this model, the Idel, the Iron I popuron I population of lation of Canaan incCanaan included pastluded pastoral grouporpastpastoral gpastoral groups and roups and uprooted luprooted local groupocal groups, as wells, as well as recent as recent arrivals  arrivals to the regto the region. Propoion.regregion. Prregion. Proponents ooponents of this vief this view concludew conclude that one  that one cannot discannot distinguish etinguish ethnic affithnic affiliations aliatiaffiaffiliatioaffiliations and natns and national idenional identities in tities in Canaan untCanaan until the latil the late 11th cene 11th century, whentury, when Israel be Israel Israel becIsrael became a poliame a political entitical entity.ty.ty.

While the Bible stresses the distinctiveness of the Israelites, many 
archaeologists have concluded that nothing distinctively “Israelite” has so far 
been found in the material culture of the groups who settled in the highlands of 
Palestine during the Iron I period (1200–1000). Many argue that archaeological 
evidence does not support the claim that the Israelites entered and occupied 



Canaan by means of military conquest. Instead, some historians have suggested 
that the Israelite settlement occurred through a process of peaceful infiltration 
or an internal peasant revolt. Others contend that the existing evidence does not 
support these theories either. A recent tendency has been to understand the 
collapse of Late Bronze Age urban culture in Palestine, and increased village 
settlement in the hill country during Iron I, as part of a larger process of upheaval 
throughout the Eastern Mediterranean during the Late Bronze Age 
(1550–1200/1150). This process, which may have been triggered by 
environmental, economic, and political factors (including drought and famine), led 
to social and political realignments and a great increase in migration throughout 
the area. According to this model, the Iron I population of Canaan included 
pastoral groups and uprooted local groups, as well as recent arrivals to the 
region. Proponents of this view conclude that one cannot distinguish ethnic 
affiliations and national identities in Canaan until the late 11th century, when 
Israel became a political entity.
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ISSACHARISSACHAR (Heb.  (Heb. yisísíaœk�yisísíaœk�aœraœr)))

ISSACHAR (Heb. yisísíaœk�aœr )

�1.1. The fifth The fifth son of Le son of Leah and Jacah and Jacob, and epob, and eponymous anonymous ancestor forcestor for the Israe the Israelite tribelite tlite tribe of Itribe of Issachar. Tssachar. The meaninghe meaning of the na of the name is diffme is difficult to dicult to discern, buiscern, but the stort the story of Issacy of Isy of Issachar’sIssachar’s conceptio conception seems ton seems to shed some shed some light. Ge light. Gen. 30 relan. 30 relates a stortes a story of Leah’y of Leah’s son Reubs ss son Reubenson Reuben’s finding’s finding some mand some mandrakes (perrakes (perhaps an aphaps an aphrodisiac hrodisiac in the ancin the ancient worldient worldient world). Leworld). Leah trades ah trades her mandraher mandrakes to herkes to her sister Ra sister Rachel, in echel, in exchange foxchange for an extrar an extra night wit n night withnight with Jacob. As Jacob. As a result  a result of their tof their time togethime together, Leah cer, Leah conceives aonceives and bears Ind bears Issachar. TssachIIssachar. Issachar. The biblicThe biblical text sual text suggests twoggests two possible  possible etymologieetymologies for the s for the name, bothname, both revolving re revolving revolving around a waround a wordplay onordplay on the Hebre the Hebrew root w root síkr,síkr, “to hire, “to hire, pay wages pay wages, recompen, recom, recompenserecompense.” Leah is.” Leah is described described as having as having informed  informed Jacob thatJacob that he must s he must sleep with leep with her that nhher that nher that night becauight because she hadse she had “hired” h “hired” him. When Iim. When Issachar isssachar is born, Lea born, Leah states th states that this chatthat this that this child is hchild is her “compener “compensation” fosation” for having tr having to give hero give her maid Zilp maid Zilpah to Isaaah to Isaac earlier c earc earlier whearlier when she wasen she was experienc experiencing a timeing a time of barren of barrenness.ness.ness.

1. The fifth son of Leah and Jacob, and eponymous ancestor for the Israelite 
tribe of Issachar. The meaning of the name is difficult to discern, but the story of 
Issachar’s conception seems to shed some light. Gen. 30 relates a story of Leah’s 
son Reuben’s finding some mandrakes (perhaps an aphrodisiac in the ancient 
world). Leah trades her mandrakes to her sister Rachel, in exchange for an extra 
night with Jacob. As a result of their time together, Leah conceives and bears 
Issachar. The biblical text suggests two possible etymologies for the name, both 
revolving around a wordplay on the Hebrew root síkr, “to hire, pay wages, 
recompense.” Leah is described as having informed Jacob that he must sleep with 
her that night because she had “hired” him. When Issachar is born, Leah states 
that this child is her “compensation” for having to give her maid Zilpah to Isaac 
earlier when she was experiencing a time of barrenness.

�Gen. 46:13Gen. 46:13 describes describes Issachar  Issachar and his foand his four sons imur sons immigrating migrating with Jacobwith Jacob’s family ’s famil’s family to family to Egypt. TheEgypt. The blessing  blessing of Issachaof Issachar by Jacobr by Jacob (Gen. 49: (Gen. 49:14-15) des14-15) describes thecribes the tribe as  trib tribe as htribe as having to baving to bear the buear the burden of otrden of others and bhers and become “a secome “a slave.” Thelave.” The territory territory allotted  al allotted tallotted to the tribo the tribe of Issace of Issachar is idehar is identified inntified in Josh. 19: Josh. 19:17-23 as t17-23 as the land behe land between the tween ttween the easterthe eastern Jezreel n Jezreel Valley andValley and the Jorda the Jordan Valley. n Valley. In the SonIn the Song of Deborg of Deborah (Judg. ah (Judg. 5:15) Issa5:155:15) Issa5:15) Issachar is prchar is praised for aised for its particits participation anipation and efforts d efforts in helpingin helping to defeat to defeat the enemy the ene the enemy.enemy.enemy.

Gen. 46:13 describes Issachar and his four sons immigrating with Jacob’s 
family to Egypt. The blessing of Issachar by Jacob (Gen. 49:14-15) describes the 
tribe as having to bear the burden of others and become “a slave.” The territory 



allotted to the tribe of Issachar is identified in Josh. 19:17-23 as the land between 
the eastern Jezreel Valley and the Jordan Valley. In the Song of Deborah (Judg. 
5:15) Issachar is praised for its participation and efforts in helping to defeat the 
enemy.

�2.2. The seven The seventh son of th son of Obed-edom,Obed-edom, a descend a descendant of Levant of Levi through i through Korah; a gKorah; a gatekeeper atggatekeepergatekeeper during th during the reign ofe reign of David (1  David (1 Chr. 26:5)Chr. 26:5)...

2. The seventh son of Obed-edom, a descendant of Levi through Korah; a 
gatekeeper during the reign of David (1 Chr. 26:5).
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ISSHIAHISSHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yisûsûiîyayisûsûiîya®, yisûsûi®, yisûsûiîyaœhu®îyaœhu®)))

ISSHIAH (Heb. yisûsûiîya®, yisûsûiîyaœhu®)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Izrahiah, Izrahiah, descendantdescendant of Uzzi f of Uzzi from the trrom the tribe of Issibe of Issachar (1 Cachar (1 Chr. 7:3).hr. 7:3hr. 7:3).7:3).7:3).

1. A son of Izrahiah, descendant of Uzzi from the tribe of Issachar (1 Chr. 
7:3).

�2.2. One of th One of the warriorse warriors who joine who joined David’s d David’s forces at forces at Ziklag (1 Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:6[Chr. 12:6[MT 7]).MT 7MT 7]).7]).7]).

2. One of the warriors who joined David’s forces at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:6[MT 
7]).

�3.3. A Levite, A Levite, the secon the second son of Ud son of Uzziel (1 Czziel (1 Chr. 23:20;hr. 23:20; 24:25). 24:25). 24:25).

3. A Levite, the second son of Uzziel (1 Chr. 23:20; 24:25).

�4.4. A Levite  A Levite of the famof the family of Rehily of Rehabiah (1 Cabiah (1 Chr. 24:21)hr. 24:21)...

4. A Levite of the family of Rehabiah (1 Chr. 24:21).
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ISSHIJAHISSHIJAH (Heb.  (Heb. yisûsûiîyayisûsûiîya®®)))

ISSHIJAH (Heb. yisûsûiîya®)

A Levite oA Levite of the clanf the clan of Harim, of Harim, forced by forced by Ezra’s re Ezra’s reforms to rforms to relinquish elinquish his foreighis foreign-born wifn-boforeigforeign-boforeign-born wife (Ern wife (Ezra 10:31)zra 10:31)..

A Levite of the clan of Harim, forced by Ezra’s reforms to relinquish his 
foreign-born wife (Ezra 10:31).

ITALAITALAITALA

ITALA

The Old LaThe Old Latin (OL) ttin (OL) translationranslation of the Gr of the Greek NT, wheek NT, which existeich existed first ind first in North Afr North Africa aroundicAfrAfrica aroAfrica around Carthaund Carthage, where ge, where Greek was Greek was not well knot well known, in tnown, in the 3rd cenhe 3rd century tury C.E.C.E.C.E.C.E. There was There was no one of no one official verficial version: Bishsion: Bishop Nemesiaop Nemesianus of Tubnus of Tubanas, withanas, with Cyprian a Cypria Cyprian atCyprian at the Counc the Council of Cartil of Carthage in 25hage in 256, used a 6, used a Latin tranLatin translation dislation different frfferent from that usom tom that used that used by Cyprianby Cyprian. While on. While one translate translation might ion might have been have been the basis,the basis, the great the great variety o va variety ofvariety of readings  readings in the extin the extant manuscant manuscripts indiripts indicates thatcates that the Itala the Itala might hav might have involvede invoe involved sinvolved several indeveral independent tependent translationranslations.s.s.

The Old Latin (OL) translation of the Greek NT, which existed first in North 
Africa around Carthage, where Greek was not well known, in the 3rd century 
C.E. There was no one official version: Bishop Nemesianus of Tubanas, with 
Cyprian at the Council of Carthage in 256, used a Latin translation different from 
that used by Cyprian. While one translation might have been the basis, the great 
variety of readings in the extant manuscripts indicates that the Itala might have 
involved several independent translations.

�QuotationsQuotations in Africa in African church wn church writers tenriters tend to be cod to be colloquial alloquial and unsophind unsophisticated, sticateunsophiunsophistiunsophisticated, indcated, indicating thicating that the OL at the OL was primarwas primarily for coily for common peoplmmon people. The Itae. The Itala usuallylaItaItala usuaItala usually followlly follows the Grees the Greek rather lk rather literally, iterally, with Europwith European OL manean OL manuscripts nuscripts not divergiot dot diverging diverging from the Gfrom the Greek quitereek quite as much a as much as African s African manuscriptmanuscripts. The texs. The textual charatual character of thccharacharacter character of the Itaof the Itala is “Wesla is “Western.”tern.”tern.”

Quotations in African church writers tend to be colloquial and 
unsophisticated, indicating that the OL was primarily for common people. The 
Itala usually follows the Greek rather literally, with European OL manuscripts not 
diverging from the Greek quite as much as African manuscripts. The textual 
character of the Itala is “Western.”

�Old Latin Old Latin manuscriptmanuscripts passed ts passed through Itahrough Italy to Gaully to Gaul, Great Br, Great Britain, anditain, and Ireland,  Ireland Ireland, eIreland, each regionach region altering  altering the text ithe text in view of n view of its own spits own special inteecial interests, thurests, thus producins prods producing producing provincialprovincial OL texts. OL texts. While the While the Itala was Itala was officiall officially supersedy superseded by the ed by the Vulgate ofVulgVulgate ofVulgate of Jerome, i Jerome, it appears t appears to have beto have been copied en copied and used tand used to some exto some extent until ent until the 9th ceththe 9th cethe 9th century.ntury.ntury.

Old Latin manuscripts passed through Italy to Gaul, Great Britain, and 
Ireland, each region altering the text in view of its own special interests, thus 
producing provincial OL texts. While the Itala was officially superseded by the 
Vulgate of Jerome, it appears to have been copied and used to some extent until 
the 9th century.
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ITALYITALYITALY

ITALY

A southernA southern European  European country whcountry which forms ich forms a boot-shaa boot-shaped peninsped peninsula, boundula, bounded on the ed on ted on the west bthe west by the Tyrry the Tyrrhenian Seahenian Sea, on the e, on the east by theast by the Adriatic  Adriatic Sea, on thSea, on the south bye south by the Ionia th the Ionianthe Ionian Sea, and  Sea, and extending extending north to tnorth to the Alps. The Alps. The Apenninhe Apennine mountaine mountain range ext range ex range extends thextends the length oe length of the penif the peninsula and nsula and creates Itcreates Italy’s uniqaly’s unique geograpue geography, with dhy, with difficult iifficddifficult difficult inland terinland terrain and frain and fertile plaertile plains and vains and valleys, esplleys, especially inecially in the weste the western coastalrn coastarn coastal arcoastal areas.eas.eas.

A southern European country which forms a boot-shaped peninsula, bounded on 
the west by the Tyrrhenian Sea, on the east by the Adriatic Sea, on the south by 
the Ionian Sea, and extending north to the Alps. The Apennine mountain range 
extends the length of the peninsula and creates Italy’s unique geography, with 
difficult inland terrain and fertile plains and valleys, especially in the western 
coastal areas.

�The name mThe name may derive ay derive from Italufrom Italus, the 13ts, the 13th-century h-century B.C.E.B.C.E. chief of  chief of the Oenotrthe Oenotri or SiculiOenotrOenotri orOenotri or Siculi wh Siculi who occupiedo occupied the south the southwest part west part of the penof the peninsula (Thinsula (Thucydides ucydides HistHHistHist 6.2; Dion 6.2; Dionysius of Hysius of Halicarnassalicarnassus us Rom. Ant.Rom. Ant. 1.12.35). 1.12.35). Another p Another possible deossible derivation irivationdederivationderivation is from L is from Lat. at. vituli,vituli, “bull cal “bull calves,” in wves,” in which case hich case Italy meanItaly means “the lans “the land of the bd of thed of the bull cthe bull calves.” Thalves.” The name wase name was applied a applied at first ont first only to the ly to the southwestesouthwestern region rn region and was apandand was apand was applied to tplied to the entire he entire peninsula peninsula much latermuch later, probably, probably in Roman  in Roman times.times.times.

The name may derive from Italus, the 13th-century B.C.E. chief of the 
Oenotri or Siculi who occupied the southwest part of the peninsula (Thucydides 
Hist 6.2; Dionysius of Halicarnassus Rom. Ant. 1.12.35). Another possible 
derivation is from Lat. vituli, “bull calves,” in which case Italy means “the land of 
the bull calves.” The name was applied at first only to the southwestern region 
and was applied to the entire peninsula much later, probably in Roman times.

�SuccessiveSuccessive migration migrations of peopls of peoples from thes from the north ane north and the natud the natural terrairal terrain which ofn whichn which offewhich offered numerored numerous convenius convenient barrieent barriers betweenrs between communiti communities resultees resulted in the cd in thed in the coexisthe coexistence of mtence of many differany different tribesent tribes and races and races in the pe in the peninsula, wninsula, with their ith their unique lanuniquunique lanunique languages andguages and cultures: cultures: Latins, U Latins, Umbro-sabelmbro-sabellians, Osclians, Oscans, Illyrans, Illyrians, and ians, and Etruscans EtruEtruscans Etruscans from Asia from Asia Minor. BecMinor. Because of Itause of Italy’s goodaly’s good location  location on the Medon the Mediterraneaniterranean and its s MediterraneanMediterranMediterranean and itean and its seaportss seaports, a flouri, a flourishing commshing commerce fosteerce fostered a richred a rich cultural  cultural diversity.divdiversity.diversity. During th During the 8th to 6e 8th to 6th centurith centuries Greeks es Greeks colonized colonized southern Isouthern Italy and Staly and Sicily so ticilSSicily so Sicily so thoroughlythoroughly that the  that the area came area came to be knowto be known as Magnan as Magna Graecia.  Graecia. While RomeWhile RomWhile Rome was sRome was still in ittill in its primitivs primitive beginnine beginnings, Greeksgs, Greeks were crea were creating greatting great and impor and important citietanimporimportant important cities in cities in southern Isouthern Italy. Throtaly. Through constaugh constant wars wint wars with the Itath the Italic peoplelic peoples, Gallic s, Gs, Gallic triGallic tribes, and Cbes, and Celtic invaeltic invaders, Romeders, Rome conquered conquered and absor and absorbed the pebed the peoples of toples of the peninsuhtthe peninsthe peninsula, whileula, while at the sa at the same time beme time being influeing influenced by thnced by their languaeir languages, religges, religions, and ions, religreligions,religions, and custo and customs. Augustms. Augustus subdivius subdivided the thded the three localeree locales of Italys of Italy (Upper It (Upper Italy, Centraly, ItItaly, CenItaly, Central Italytral Italy, and Lowe, and Lower Italy orr Italy or Magna Gra Magna Graecia) intoecia) into 11 region 11 regions.s.s.

Successive migrations of peoples from the north and the natural terrain 
which offered numerous convenient barriers between communities resulted in 
the coexistence of many different tribes and races in the peninsula, with their 
unique languages and cultures: Latins, Umbro-sabellians, Oscans, Illyrians, and 
Etruscans from Asia Minor. Because of Italy’s good location on the 
Mediterranean and its seaports, a flourishing commerce fostered a rich cultural 
diversity. During the 8th to 6th centuries Greeks colonized southern Italy and 
Sicily so thoroughly that the area came to be known as Magna Graecia. While 
Rome was still in its primitive beginnings, Greeks were creating great and 
important cities in southern Italy. Through constant wars with the Italic peoples, 
Gallic tribes, and Celtic invaders, Rome conquered and absorbed the peoples of 
the peninsula, while at the same time being influenced by their languages, 
religions, and customs. Augustus subdivided the three locales of Italy (Upper 
Italy, Central Italy, and Lower Italy or Magna Graecia) into 11 regions.

�Italy is mItaly is mentioned sentioned several timeveral times in the es in the NT (sometiNT (sometimes “Rome”mes “Rome” is used f is used for all of or all or all of Itaall of Italy). Priscly). Priscilla and Ailla and Aquila, Jewquila, Jews from Itas from Italy, fled tly, fled to Corinth o Corinth in the wakin the wake of Claude of Claue of Claudius’ Claudius’ Edict of 4Edict of 49 9 C.E.C.E., expellin, expelling Jews frog Jews from Rome (Acm Rome (Acts 18:2). ts 18:2). Paul sailePaul sailed for Itald for Itad for Italy whenItaly when as a Roma as a Roman citizen n citizen he appealehe appealed his capid his capital case btal case before Caesefore Caesar (Acts 2ar (Acts 27:1, 6; cf7:1227:1, 6; c27:1, 6; cf. 28:11–1f. 28:11–16 on his r6 on his reception teception there). He here). He remained aremained a prisoner  prisoner in Rome foin Rome for two (perr fofor two (pfor two (perhaps hiserhaps his last) yea last) years (Acts 2rs (Acts 28:30). The8:30). The writer of writer of Hebrews c Hebrews closes his loses his treatise wtretreatise wtreatise with the woith the words “thoserds “those from Ital from Italy send youy send you greetings greetings” (Heb. 13” (Heb. 13:24), indi:24), indicating eitcatindiindicatingindicating either th either that he was at he was writing frwriting from Italy tom Italy to readers o readers outside thoutside the peninsule peninsula and was a anda and was adand was adding the gding the greetings oreetings of the locaf the local believerl believers, or thats, or that he was wr he was writing to Iiting to Italy from taly ftaly from elsewfrom elsewhere and shere and some fellowome fellow Christian Christians who hails who hailed from thed from the place toe place to which he  which he which he was senhe was sending the wding the work sent gork sent greetings treetings to their hoo their homeland.meland.meland.

Italy is mentioned several times in the NT (sometimes “Rome” is used for 
all of Italy). Priscilla and Aquila, Jews from Italy, fled to Corinth in the wake of 
Claudius’ Edict of 49 C.E., expelling Jews from Rome (Acts 18:2). Paul sailed for 
Italy when as a Roman citizen he appealed his capital case before Caesar (Acts 
27:1, 6; cf. 28:11–16 on his reception there). He remained a prisoner in Rome 
for two (perhaps his last) years (Acts 28:30). The writer of Hebrews closes his 
treatise with the words “those from Italy send you greetings” (Heb. 13:24), 
indicating either that he was writing from Italy to readers outside the peninsula 
and was adding the greetings of the local believers, or that he was writing to Italy 
from elsewhere and some fellow Christians who hailed from the place to which 
he was sending the work sent greetings to their homeland.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. C. HowaM. C. Howatson, ed.,tson, ed.,  The OxfordThe Oxford Companion Companion to Classi to Classical Literacal Literature,tLiteraLiteratureLiterature,, 2d ed. (O 2d ed. (Oxford, 199xford, 1990); R. J. 0); R. J. A. TalbertA. Talbert, ed., , ed., Atlas of CAtlas of Classical Hlassical Historyistory (New York (New (New York,(New York, 1985), 82 1985), 82–123.–123.–123.
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ITHAIITHAI (Heb.  (Heb. }iît�ay}iît�ay) (also IT) (also ITTAI)TAI)TAI)

ITHAI (Heb. }iît�ay ) (also ITTAI)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, the site, the son of Ribaon of Ribai of Gibeai of Gibeah; a Champh; a Champion of Davion of David’s army id’s army (1 Chr. 11(1 Chr. 11:31). In t:1111:31). In11:31). In the paral the parallel accounlel account (2 Sam. t (2 Sam. 23:29) he 23:29) he is called is called Ittai (Ittai (22).).

A Benjaminite, the son of Ribai of Gibeah; a Champion of David’s army (1 Chr. 
11:31). In the parallel account (2 Sam. 23:29) he is called Ittai (2).

ITHAMARITHAMAR (Heb.  (Heb. }iît�aœmaœ}iît�aœmaœrr)))

ITHAMAR (Heb. }iît�aœmaœr )

The fourthThe fourth son of Aa son of Aaron (Exod.ron (Exod. 6:23; 1 C 6:23; 1 Chr. 6:3[MThr. 6:3[MT 5:29]). I 5:29]). Ithamar wasthamar was commissio commissio commissioncommissioned for pried for priestly servestly service along ice along with his bwith his brothers (Erothers (Exod. 28:1)xod. 28:1). When the. When the two oldes t two oldesttwo oldest brothers  brothers Nadad and Nadad and Abihu sinnAbihu sinned by offeed by offering incenring incense with a se with a sacrifice sacrifice (Lev. 10:1(L(Lev. 10:1(Lev. 10:1-3), God t-3), God took their ook their lives, lealives, leaving Eleazving Eleazar and Ithar and Ithamar to seamar to serve (v. 12rve (v. 12). Ithamar). Ith). Ithamar haIthamar had oversighd oversight of the Gt of the Gershonitesershonites and the M and the Merarites, erarites, who assistwho assisted in movied in moving the tabnmovimoving themoving the tabernacl tabernacle about (Ne about (Num. 4:21-3um. 4:21-33) with th3) with the aid of oe aid of oxen (7:7–8xen (7:7–8). Less nu). Less numerous thamnunumerous tnumerous than the dehan the descendants scendants of Eleazarof Eleazar, who func, who functioned at tioned at the templethe temple from the  from the from the time othe time of Solomon f Solomon to its desto its destruction, truction, Ithamar’s Ithamar’s descendantdescendants served ts served there also here also (1 Chr. 24(1(1 Chr. 24(1 Chr. 24:1-6). The:1-6). The Chronicle Chronicler includesr includes Zadok amo Zadok among the desng the descendants ocendants of Eleazar f Eleazar f Eleazar anEleazar and Abiathard Abiathar of Shiloh of Shiloh among the among the descendan descendants of Ithats of Ithamar (1 Chrmar (1 Chr. 24:3, 6,. 24:3, 6, 31), but  3 31), but t31), but this seems his seems to be in eto be in error. In trror. In the postexihe postexilic periodlic period, Daniel, , Daniel, the son ofthe son of Ithamar,  Itham Ithamar, pIthamar, participatearticipated in the rd in the return undeeturn under Ezra (Ezr Ezra (Ezra 8:2).ra 8:2).ra 8:2).

The fourth son of Aaron (Exod. 6:23; 1 Chr. 6:3[MT 5:29]). Ithamar was 
commissioned for priestly service along with his brothers (Exod. 28:1). When the 
two oldest brothers Nadad and Abihu sinned by offering incense with a sacrifice 
(Lev. 10:1-3), God took their lives, leaving Eleazar and Ithamar to serve (v. 12). 
Ithamar had oversight of the Gershonites and the Merarites, who assisted in 
moving the tabernacle about (Num. 4:21-33) with the aid of oxen (7:7–8). Less 
numerous than the descendants of Eleazar, who functioned at the temple from 
the time of Solomon to its destruction, Ithamar’s descendants served there also 
(1 Chr. 24:1-6). The Chronicler includes Zadok among the descendants of 
Eleazar and Abiathar of Shiloh among the descendants of Ithamar (1 Chr. 24:3, 6, 
31), but this seems to be in error. In the postexilic period, Daniel, the son of 
Ithamar, participated in the return under Ezra (Ezra 8:2).

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

ITHIELITHIEL (Heb.  (Heb. }iît�iî}eä}iît�iî}eäll)))

ITHIEL (Heb. }iît�iî}eäl )

�1.1. A Benjami A Benjaminite in ponite in postexilic Jstexilic Jerusalem; erusalem; ancestor oancestor of Sallu (Nf Sallu (Neh. 11:7).eh. 11:7).

1. A Benjaminite in postexilic Jerusalem; ancestor of Sallu (Neh. 11:7).

�2.2. A person  A person addressed,addressed, with Ucal with Ucal, in the w, in the wisdom discisdom discourse of Aourse of Agur the sogur the son of Jakehn on of Jakeh (of Jakeh (Prov. 30:1Prov. 30:1). The ter). The terms are notms are not rendered  rendered as proper as proper names in tnames in the LXX or he LXX or he LXX or Vulg., or Vulg., and variouand various translats translations (“sigions (“signs of God,ns of God,” “with me” “with me is God”)  is God”) and emendaand emendations (e.gtiemendaemendationemendations (e.g., Hs (e.g., Heb. eb. laœ}iît�iîlaœ}iît�iî}eäl,}eäl, “I am wea “I am weary, O God”ry, O God”; ; waœ}eäk�elwaœ}eäk�el,, “I faint” “I f “I faint” or faint” or “pine away“pine away”) have be”) have been proposeen proposed.d.

2. A person addressed, with Ucal, in the wisdom discourse of Agur the son 
of Jakeh (Prov. 30:1). The terms are not rendered as proper names in the LXX 
or Vulg., and various translations (“signs of God,” “with me is God”) and 
emendations (e.g., Heb. laœ}iît�iî}eäl,  “I am weary, O God”; waœ}eäk�el,  “I 
faint” or “pine away”) have been proposed.

ITHLAHITHLAH (Heb.  (Heb. yit�la®yit�la®)))

ITHLAH (Heb. yit�la® )

A city in A city in the early the early tribal tertribal territory of ritory of Dan (Josh.Dan (Josh. 19:42). T 19:42). The locatiohe location is unknon is unknown, althouwn, alwn, although salthough some have some have suggested muggested modern Siltodern Siltah, 7 km. ah, 7 km. (4.3 mi.) (4.3 mi.) NW of BethNW of Beth-horon.-horon.

A city in the early tribal territory of Dan (Josh. 19:42). The location is unknown, 
although some have suggested modern Siltah, 7 km. (4.3 mi.) NW of Beth-horon.

ITHMAHITHMAH (Heb.  (Heb. yit�ma®yit�ma®)))

ITHMAH (Heb. yit�ma® )

A Moabite,A Moabite, one of Da one of David’s Chamvid’s Champions (1 Cpions (1 Chr. 11:46)hr. 11:46)..

A Moabite, one of David’s Champions (1 Chr. 11:46).

ITHNANITHNAN (Heb.  (Heb. yit�naœnyit�naœn)))

ITHNAN (Heb. yit�naœn )



A city appA city apportioned bortioned by Joshua ty Joshua to the tribo the tribe of Judahe of Judah following following the conqu the conquest of Canest of Canaan (Josh.aaCanCanaan (JoCanaan (Josh. 15:23)sh. 15:23), among th, among the southerne southernmost townsmost towns of the Ne of the Negeb. In thgeb. In the list of e list of allotted caallotted callotted cities, Ithities, Ithnan follownan follows Hazor. Ts Hazor. The LXX reahe LXX reading of Asding of Asorionain rorionain raises a noaises a noteworthy ptewnonoteworthynoteworthy problem.  problem. The Greek The Greek translatiotranslation may be cn may be considered onsidered corrupt, ocorrupt, or perhaps r perhapr perhaps twperhaps two sites (Ho sites (Hazor and Iazor and Ithnan) shothnan) should be reauld be read as one. d as one. In either In either case, Ithncase, Ithnan’s locatan’sIthnIthnan’s lIthnan’s location haocation has yet to bs yet to be determine determined.ed.ed.

A city apportioned by Joshua to the tribe of Judah following the conquest of 
Canaan (Josh. 15:23), among the southernmost towns of the Negeb. In the list of 
allotted cities, Ithnan follows Hazor. The LXX reading of Asorionain raises a 
noteworthy problem. The Greek translation may be considered corrupt, or 
perhaps two sites (Hazor and Ithnan) should be read as one. In either case, 
Ithnan’s location has yet to be determined.

Ryan ByrneRyan Byrne

Ryan Byrne

ITHRAITHRA (Heb.  (Heb. yit�raœ}yit�raœ}) (also JE) (also JETHER)THER)THER)

ITHRA (Heb. yit�raœ} ) (also JETHER)

The fatherThe father of Amasa  of Amasa and husbanand husband of Davidd of David’s sister ’s sister Abigail. AAbigail. At 2 Sam. 1t 2 Sam. 17:25 the M7:25 the MT calls hiTMMT calls hMT calls him an Israim an Israelite (so elite (so NRSV mg), NRSV mg), but the LXbut the LXX reading X reading “Ishmaelit“Ishmaelite” is conse” is considered coridconsconsideredconsidered correct ( correct (so 1 Chr. so 1 Chr. 2:17, “Jet2:17, “Jether the Isher the Ishmaelite”)hmaelite”)..

The father of Amasa and husband of David’s sister Abigail. At 2 Sam. 17:25 the 
MT calls him an Israelite (so NRSV mg), but the LXX reading “Ishmaelite” is 
considered correct (so 1 Chr. 2:17, “Jether the Ishmaelite”).

ITHRANITHRAN (Heb.  (Heb. yit�raœnyit�raœn)))

ITHRAN (Heb. yit�raœn )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Dishon andDishon and grandson  grandson of Seir thof Seir the Horite (e Horite (Gen. 36:26Gen. 36:26; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 1:41); epon:41)11:41); epo1:41); eponymous ancnymous ancestor of aestor of an Edomite n Edomite clan.clan.clan.

1. A son of Dishon and grandson of Seir the Horite (Gen. 36:26; 1 Chr. 
1:41); eponymous ancestor of an Edomite clan.

�2.2. A son of  A son of Zophah of Zophah of the tribe the tribe of Asher (of Asher (1 Chr. 7:31 Chr. 7:37); probab7); probably the samly the same as Jethee as e as Jether as Jether 5.5.

2. A son of Zophah of the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. 7:37); probably the same 
as Jether 5.

ITHREAMITHREAM (Heb.  (Heb. yit�reï{aœyit�reï{aœmm)))

ITHREAM (Heb. yit�reï{aœm )

The sixth The sixth son of Davson of David, born aid, born at Hebron tt Hebron to his wifeo his wife Eglah (2  Eglah (2 Sam. 3:5 =Sam. 3:5 = 1 Chr. 3: 1 Chr. 3:3).3).3:3:3).3:3).

The sixth son of David, born at Hebron to his wife Eglah (2 Sam. 3:5 = 1 Chr. 
3:3).

ITHRITESITHRITES (Heb.  (Heb. yit�riîyit�riî)))

ITHRITES (Heb. yit�riî )

A JudahiteA Judahite clan or s clan or similar uniimilar unit located t located at Kiriathat Kiriath-jearim (1-jearim (1 Chr. 2:53 Chr. 2:53). Ira and). Ira and Gareb, tw Gareb Gareb, twoGareb, two of David’ of David’s warriorss warriors, came fro, came from this grom this group (2 Sam.up (2 Sam. 23:38 = 1 23:38 = 1 Chr. 11:4 Chr. 11:4 Chr. 11:40). Th11:40). The Ithritese Ithrites may be re may be related to alated to a person na person named Jethermed Jether or a city or a city named Jat named Jattir or JettirJatJattir or Jattir or Jether.Jether.

A Judahite clan or similar unit located at Kiriath-jearim (1 Chr. 2:53). Ira and 
Gareb, two of David’s warriors, came from this group (2 Sam. 23:38 = 1 Chr. 
11:40). The Ithrites may be related to a person named Jether or a city named 
Jattir or Jether.

ITTAIITTAI (Heb.  (Heb. }ittay, }i}ittay, }it�ayt�ay) (also IT) (also ITHAI)HAI)HAI)

ITTAI (Heb. }ittay, }it�ay ) (also ITHAI)

�1.1. A man fro A man from Gath (“tm Gath (“the Gittitehe Gittite”), comman”), commander of 600der of 600 Philistin Philistines who remes who remained loyaairemremained lremained loyal to Daoyal to David duringvid during Absalom’s Absalom’s rebellion rebellion (2 Sam. 1 (2 Sam. 15:19-22). 5:19-22). David nameDavid nameDavid named him,named him, along wit along with Joab andh Joab and Abishai,  Abishai, to lead hito lead his forces is forces in battle an battle at the foret the forest of Ephrst ofst of Ephraimof Ephraim (2 Sam. 1 (2 Sam. 18:2, 5).8:2, 5).8:2, 5).

1. A man from Gath (“the Gittite”), commander of 600 Philistines who 
remained loyal to David during Absalom’s rebellion (2 Sam. 15:19-22). David 
named him, along with Joab and Abishai, to lead his forces in battle at the forest 
of Ephraim (2 Sam. 18:2, 5).

�2.2. A Benjami A Benjaminite, the nite, the son of Ribson of Ribai from Giai from Gibea; one obea; one of David’s f David’s Thirty (2 Thirty (2 Sam. 23:29Sam. 2Sam. 23:29). He23:29). He is called is called Ithai at  Ithai at 1 Chr. 11:1 Chr. 11:31.31.

2. A Benjaminite, the son of Ribai from Gibea; one of David’s Thirty (2 Sam. 
23:29). He is called Ithai at 1 Chr. 11:31.

ITURAEAITURAEA (Gk.  (Gk. ItouraiíaItouraiía)))

ITURAEA (Gk. Itouraiía)

An area ofAn area of the  the Beqa{Beqa{ Valley of Valley of southern  southern Lebanon whLebanon which came uich came under the jnder the jurisdictiourisdictiojjurisdictijurisdiction of the on of the Tetrarch PTetrarch Philip, sonhilip, son of Herod  of Herod the Great,the Great, after the after the latter’s  latter’s death in 4death death in 4death in 4  B.C.E.B.C.E. (Luke 3:1 (Luke 3:1). The nam). The name derives e derives from that from that of an Arabof an Arab tribe of  tribe of north Trannorth Tnorth TransjordaTransjordan that setn that settled in thtled in the e Beqa{Beqa{ Valley du Valley during the lring the latter partatter part of the 2n of the 2nd century.d centud century. Scentury. Several Safeveral Safaitic inscaitic inscriptions sriptions support thiupport this migratios migration, which hn, which has been lias been linked to thnked lilinked to linked to the periodthe period of the Ha of the Hasmonean rusmonean ruler Aristoler Aristobulus (104bulus (104) who forc) who forced the Itued the Ituraeans, thrItuIturaeans,Ituraeans, then loca then located in Trated in Transjordan ansjordan and Galileend Galilee, to conve, to convert to Judart to Judaism (Josepism (Josephus hus(Josep(Josephus (Josephus Ant.Ant. 13.3.318) 13.3.318). After mi. After migrating nograting north to escrth to escape Aristoape Aristobulus and bulus and his policihis policihis policies, policies, the Ituraethe Ituraeans were aans were able to maible to maintain contntain control over trol over the area ofhe area of Lake Hule Lake Huleh and Paneh ah and Paneasand Paneas (Caesarea (Caesarea Philippi) Philippi)...

An area of the Beqa{ Valley of southern Lebanon which came under the 



jurisdiction of the Tetrarch Philip, son of Herod the Great, after the latter’s 
death in 4 B.C.E. (Luke 3:1). The name derives from that of an Arab tribe of north 
Transjordan that settled in the Beqa{ Valley during the latter part of the 2nd 
century. Several Safaitic inscriptions support this migration, which has been 
linked to the period of the Hasmonean ruler Aristobulus (104) who forced the 
Ituraeans, then located in Transjordan and Galilee, to convert to Judaism 
(Josephus Ant. 13.3.318). After migrating north to escape Aristobulus and his 
policies, the Ituraeans were able to maintain control over the area of Lake Huleh 
and Paneas (Caesarea Philippi).

�After a reAfter a relatively blatively brief periorief period of indepd of independence asendence as a princip a principality undeality under the tribr the tribal leader atribtribal leatribal leader Ptolemder Ptolemaios (85–4aios (85–40 0 B.C.E.B.C.E.), the are), the area of Ituraa of Ituraea came unea came under Roman der Roman control whcontcontrol whcontrol when, in 64/en, in 64/63, Pompey63, Pompey conquered conquered the area  the area and imposeand imposed a tributd a tribute on Ptolee on Ptoe on PtolemaiosPtolemaios. Lysanias. Lysanias (40–36),  (40–36), son of Ptoson of Ptolemaios, alemaios, allied himsllied himself with telf with the Parthiahe Parthians in 40 ans inns in 40 aftein 40 after they occr they occupied Paleupied Palestine, butstine, but the area  the area soon reversoon reverted back tted back to Rome ando Rome and eventuall e eventuallyeventually became th became the possessie possession of Heroon of Herod the Gread the Great in 20 t in 20 B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

After a relatively brief period of independence as a principality under the 
tribal leader Ptolemaios (85–40 B.C.E.), the area of Ituraea came under Roman 
control when, in 64/63, Pompey conquered the area and imposed a tribute on 
Ptolemaios. Lysanias (40–36), son of Ptolemaios, allied himself with the Parthians 
in 40 after they occupied Palestine, but the area soon reverted back to Rome and 
eventually became the possession of Herod the Great in 20 B.C.E.

�The IturaeThe Ituraeans are lians are listed amongsted among the offsp the offspring of Isring of Ishmael in Ghmael in Gen. 25:15;en. 25:15; 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1 1 Chr. 1:31, wher1:31, where Jetur ise Jetur is identifie identified as theird as their eponymous eponymous ancestor. ancestor. 1 Chr. 5: 1 Chr. 5:18-22 reco18-22 recounts the eunrecorecounts trecounts the events he events of a battlof a battle in whiche in which Reuben, G Reuben, Gad and halad and half of Manasf of Manasseh attackseh attack and defea a and defeatand defeat the Hagar the Hagarites, Jetuites, Jetur, Japhishr, Japhish, and Noda, and Nodab.b.b.

The Ituraeans are listed among the offspring of Ishmael in Gen. 25:15; 1 Chr. 
1:31, where Jetur is identified as their eponymous ancestor. 1 Chr. 5:18-22 
recounts the events of a battle in which Reuben, Gad and half of Manasseh attack 
and defeat the Hagarites, Jetur, Japhish, and Nodab.

John KaltnJohn Kaltnerer

John Kaltner

IVORYIVORYIVORY

IVORY

A luxury gA luxury good used iood used in a varietn a variety of ways y of ways beginning beginning in the Chain the Chalcolithic lcolithic period andperiod and continuin co continuingcontinuing throughou throughout the biblt the biblical perioical period. The used. The use of ivory  of ivory in the Levin the Levant is espant is especially weecialespespeciallyespecially well atte well attested in thsted in the Late Broe Late Bronze II (13nze II (1350–1200 50–1200 B.C.B.C.) and Iron) and Iron II period II periods (9th-8ths (9s (9th-8th c(9th-8th century). Tentury). The Hebrew he Hebrew term term (sûeän)(sûeän) means “to means “tooth,” a reoth,” a reference toference to the major the m the major sourmajor sources for ivces for ivory — the ory — the tusk of thtusk of the African e African and Asian and Asian elephant. elephant. The AfricaThe African elephantnAfricaAfrican elAfrican elephant proephant produces a laduces a larger and hrger and harder tuskarder tusk preferred preferred by ancien by ancient craftsmet craftsmen. Herds oncraftsmecraftsmen.craftsmen. Herds of  Herds of Asian (somAsian (sometimes teretimes termed “Syriamed “Syrian”) elephan”) elephants were fnts were found in noound in nound in northwest northwest MesopotamiMesopotamia and Syria and Syria until tha until they were huey were hunted to exnted to extinction ctinction ca. 700. Tha. 700. Tha. 700. The lower The lower teeth of hteeth of hippopotamiippopotami were a ra were a rare source re source of ivory nof ivory noted for ioted for its high quts high quality and aququality anquality and brilliand brilliance.ce.ce.

A luxury good used in a variety of ways beginning in the Chalcolithic period and 
continuing throughout the biblical period. The use of ivory in the Levant is 
especially well attested in the Late Bronze II (1350–1200 B.C.) and Iron II periods 
(9th-8th century). The Hebrew term (sûeän) means “tooth,” a reference to the 
major sources for ivory — the tusk of the African and Asian elephant. The 
African elephant produces a larger and harder tusk preferred by ancient 
craftsmen. Herds of Asian (sometimes termed “Syrian”) elephants were found in 
northwest Mesopotamia and Syria until they were hunted to extinction ca. 700. 
The lower teeth of hippopotami were a rare source of ivory noted for its high 
quality and brilliance.

�Ivory was Ivory was used for fused for figurines, igurines, furniture,furniture, paneling, paneling, inlays, c inlays, cosmetic boosmetic boxes, spoonxes, spoonxes, spoons, gaspoons, gameboards ameboards and game pind game pieces, writeces, writing tableting tablets, combs, s, combs, and pins. and pins. The ivory The ivory craftsmen crcraftsmen craftsmen utilized autilized a variety o variety of tools tof tools to carve, in carve, incise, saw,cise, saw, drill, an drill, and polish td polish the raw mathe raw mhe raw material. material. A few workA few workshops haveshops have been repo been reported in exrted in excavations,cavations, but likel but likely ivory cry ivory craftsmen weafcrcraftsmen craftsmen were mobilwere mobile, moving e, moving to and froto and from various m various centers kncenters known for thown for the ivory tre ivory te ivory trade. Lartrade. Large caches ge caches of ivory hof ivory have been fave been found in Paound in Palestine (Mlestine (Megiddo, Saegiddo, Samaria), Symaria), Syria and noriaSySyria and Syria and northwestenorthwestern Mesopotrn Mesopotamia (Ugaramia (Ugarit, Arslanit, Arslan Tash, Tel Tash, Tell Tainat, l Tainat, and Zincirand Zincirli), and AliZincirZincirli),Zincirli), and Assyr and Assyria (Nimrudia (Nimrud, Khorsaba, Khorsabad, and Nind, and Nineveh).eveh).

Ivory was used for figurines, furniture, paneling, inlays, cosmetic boxes, 
spoons, gameboards and game pieces, writing tablets, combs, and pins. The ivory 
craftsmen utilized a variety of tools to carve, incise, saw, drill, and polish the raw 
material. A few workshops have been reported in excavations, but likely ivory 
craftsmen were mobile, moving to and from various centers known for the ivory 
trade. Large caches of ivory have been found in Palestine (Megiddo, Samaria), 
Syria and northwestern Mesopotamia (Ugarit, Arslan Tash, Tell Tainat, and 
Zincirli), and Assyria (Nimrud, Khorsabad, and Nineveh).



Ivory carvIvory carving of a sing of a sphinx in aphinx in a thicket,  thicket, showing Syshowing Syrian and Erian and Egyptian ingyptian influence; Sfluence; Samaria (IramarSSamaria (ISamaria (Iron Age) (ron Age) (Courtesy ICourtesy Israel Antisrael Antiquities Auquities Authority)thority)

Ivory carving of a sphinx in a thicket, showing Syrian and Egyptian influence; 
Samaria (Iron Age) (Courtesy Israel Antiquities Authority)

�In the LevIn the Levant, ivoryant, ivory carving c carving can be tracan be traced back toed back to the late  the late 4th millen4th millennium throunium thronium through a through a remarkableremarkable group of  group of ivory stativory statues recoveues recovered near Bred near Beer-sheba eer-sheba at Tell Abat Tell Abat Tell Abu Abu Matar/Be}eMatar/Be}err Abu Matar Abu Matar and Bir  and Bir es�-S�afades�-S�afadi/Be}er S�i/Be}er S�afadafad. However,. However, the evide t the evidenthe evidence is sparce is sparse for these for the use of iv use of ivory in theory in the 3rd mille 3rd millennium untinnium until the lastl the last third of  third third of tthird of the 2nd milhe 2nd millennium. Alennium. A hoard of  hoard of ca. 300 obca. 300 objects founjects found at Megidd at Megiddo, includdo, including panelsingincludincluding including panels carpanels carved in lowved in low relief de relief depicting scpicting scenes of baenes of banquets andnquets and military  military victories,victovictories,victories, suggests  suggests a blend ofa blend of Egyptian, Egyptian, Mycenaean Mycenaean, and Hitt, and Hittite elemenite elements combinets combined with Cand wd with Canaawith Canaanite tradinite traditions.tions.tions.

In the Levant, ivory carving can be traced back to the late 4th millennium 
through a remarkable group of ivory statues recovered near Beer-sheba at Tell 
Abu Matar/Be}er Abu Matar and Bir es�-S�afadi/Be}er S�afad . However, 
the evidence is sparse for the use of ivory in the 3rd millennium until the last 
third of the 2nd millennium. A hoard of ca. 300 objects found at Megiddo, 
including panels carved in low relief depicting scenes of banquets and military 
victories, suggests a blend of Egyptian, Mycenaean, and Hittite elements combined 
with Canaanite traditions.

�By the 9thBy the 9th and 8th c and 8th centuries tenturies two, possibwo, possibly three ily three ivory carvivory carving traditing traditions or schons or scons or schools emschools emerged, deferged, defined by thined by the prevalene prevalence of Egypce of Egyptianizing tianizing features, features, regional sregional stylistic ttylissstylistic stylistic traits, antraits, and techniqud techniques. The Phes. The Phoenician soenician school adapchool adapted a varited a variety of Egyety of Egyptian motiptianEgyEgyptian mEgyptian motifs (e.gotifs (e.g., a varie., a variety of Egypty of Egyptian deititian deities, sphinxes, sphinx figures)  figures) to Canaanito Canaanite-Phoenicte-PhoeCanaaniCanaanite-Canaanite-PhoenicianPhoenician themes. T themes. The style ihe style is elegant,s elegant, fluid, an fluid, and given tod given to Egyptian  Egyptian concepts oconcconcepts oconcepts of symmetryf symmetry and propo and proportion. Sevrtion. Several non-Eeral non-Egyptian mogyptian motifs, suchtifs, such as the “w as the “w as the “woman app“woman appearing in earing in the windowthe window,” also we,” also were widely re widely utilized. utilized. The North The North Syrian schSyrian schSyrian school, byschool, by contrast, contrast, employed  employed no Egyptiano Egyptian motifs an motifs and was chand was characterizedracterized by squatt by squatter figuresesquattsquatter fsquatter figures witigures with unusual h unusual facial feafacial features — latures — large eyes, rge eyes, receding freceding foreheads, oreheads, diminisheddimindiminisheddiminished chins — a chins — and scenes nd scenes charged wicharged with action.th action. It has ye It has yet to be prt to be proven that oven that a South Sya Sa South SyriSouth Syrian school an school centered ocentered on Damascusn Damascus can be di can be distinguishestinguished.d.d.

By the 9th and 8th centuries two, possibly three ivory carving traditions or 
schools emerged, defined by the prevalence of Egyptianizing features, regional 
stylistic traits, and techniques. The Phoenician school adapted a variety of 
Egyptian motifs (e.g., a variety of Egyptian deities, sphinx figures) to 
Canaanite-Phoenician themes. The style is elegant, fluid, and given to Egyptian 
concepts of symmetry and proportion. Several non-Egyptian motifs, such as the 
“woman appearing in the window,” also were widely utilized. The North Syrian 
school, by contrast, employed no Egyptian motifs and was characterized by 
squatter figures with unusual facial features — large eyes, receding foreheads, 
diminished chins — and scenes charged with action. It has yet to be proven that a 
South Syrian school centered on Damascus can be distinguished.

�The 500 ivThe 500 ivory fragmeory fragments found nts found at Samariaat Samaria dating fr dating from either om either the 9th orthe 9th or 8th centu 8th ce 8th centuries centuries reflect threflect the Phoenicie Phoenician school,an school, not surpr not surprising giveising given the contn the contact betweeact between Israel an In Israel andIsrael and Phoenicia Phoenicia beginning beginning at least  at least in Solomonin Solomon’s reign. ’s reign. Solomon imSolomon imported rawported raw ivory by  i ivory by mivory by means of a eans of a fleet operfleet operated jointated jointly with Hily with Hiram, king ram, king of Tyre (1of Tyre (1 Kgs. 10:2 Kgs. 10:22). Phoeni2). P2). PhoenicianPhoenician craftsmen craftsmen likely fa likely fashioned Soshioned Solomon’s ivlomon’s ivory and goory and gold throne ld throne (1 Kgs. 10(1 Kgs. 10:18). Ezek:11010:18). Ez10:18). Ezek. 27:6, ek. 27:6, 15 alludes15 alludes to Tyre’s to Tyre’s associati association with thon with the ivory tre ivory trade.ade.ade.

The 500 ivory fragments found at Samaria dating from either the 9th or 8th 
centuries reflect the Phoenician school, not surprising given the contact between 
Israel and Phoenicia beginning at least in Solomon’s reign. Solomon imported raw 
ivory by means of a fleet operated jointly with Hiram, king of Tyre (1 Kgs. 10:22). 
Phoenician craftsmen likely fashioned Solomon’s ivory and gold throne (1 Kgs. 
10:18). Ezek. 27:6, 15 alludes to Tyre’s association with the ivory trade.

�Ivory appeIvory appears frequears frequently in Asntly in Assyrian boosyrian booty and trity and tribute listsbute lists throughou throughout the 9th t the 9tt the 9th and 8t9th and 8th centurieh centuries. Menahems. Menahem included  included ivory as tivory as tribute to ribute to Tiglath-piTiglath-pileser III leser III while Sennwhilewhile Sennwhile Sennacherib reacherib received ivoceived ivory from Hery from Hezekiah in zekiah in 701. Assyr701. Assyrian kings ian kings utilized iutilized ivory in thvoriivory in tivory in their palacheir palaces, perhapes, perhaps as panels as paneling, but ming, but more often ore often as decoratas decorative inlaysive inlays for furni for f for furniture,furniture, a fact ri a fact richly confichly confirmed by thrmed by the wealth oe wealth of ivory caf ivory carvings recrvings recovered froovered from Nineveh,m Nm Nineveh, NNineveh, Nimrud, andimrud, and Khorsabad Khorsabad. Assyrian. Assyrian kings sto kings stockpiled ivckpiled ivory as a mory as a much prizeduch prizeduch prized meaprized measure of stsure of status and watus and wealth. Ahaealth. Ahab’s “ivoryb’s “ivory house” (1 house” (1 Kgs. 22:3 Kgs. 22:39) at Sama9) at Samaria symbolrSamaSamaria sySamaria symbolized tmbolized the corrupthe corrupt luxury of luxury of a pagan c a pagan court condeourt condemned by Ammned by Amos (Amos 3os (Amos (Amos 3:15(Amos 3:15). Amos’ c). Amos’ condemnatioondemnation of “thosn of “those who recle who recline on bedine on beds of ivorys of ivory” may be a” may be” may be a referbe a reference to a ence to a marzeäah�,marzeäah�, a pagan r a pagan ritual invoitual involving sacrlving sacred meals aed meals and drinkinnd drinkinnd drinking (drinking (Amos 6:4-7Amos 6:4-7; cf. Jer.; cf. Jer. 16:5-9);  16:5-9); Amos vieweAmos viewed them as d them as a symptom a symptom of the calof the callous disrelocalcallous dicallous disregard onsregard on the part  the part of Israel’of Israel’s privilegs privileged class fed class for the socor the social abuse ial abuse perpetrateperpetrperpetrateperpetrated upon thed upon the poor. poor. poor.

Ivory appears frequently in Assyrian booty and tribute lists throughout the 
9th and 8th centuries. Menahem included ivory as tribute to Tiglath-pileser III 
while Sennacherib received ivory from Hezekiah in 701. Assyrian kings utilized 
ivory in their palaces, perhaps as paneling, but more often as decorative inlays for 
furniture, a fact richly confirmed by the wealth of ivory carvings recovered from 
Nineveh, Nimrud, and Khorsabad. Assyrian kings stockpiled ivory as a much 
prized measure of status and wealth. Ahab’s “ivory house” (1 Kgs. 22:39) at 
Samaria symbolized the corrupt luxury of a pagan court condemned by Amos 
(Amos 3:15). Amos’ condemnation of “those who recline on beds of ivory” may 
be a reference to a marzeäah�,  a pagan ritual involving sacred meals and 
drinking (Amos 6:4-7; cf. Jer. 16:5-9); Amos viewed them as a symptom of the 



callous disregard on the part of Israel’s privileged class for the social abuse 
perpetrated upon the poor.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. D. BarnR. D. Barnett, ett, Ancient IvAncient Ivories in tories in the Middle he Middle East.East. Qedem 14  Qedem 14 (Jerusalem(Jer(Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1982); P, 1982); P. R. S. Mo. R. S. Moorey, orey, Ancient MeAncient Mesopotamiansopotamian Materials Materials and Indus and Industriestries (Oxford,  (O (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1994).994).994).

Bibliography. R. D. Barnett, Ancient Ivories in the Middle East. Qedem 14 
(Jerusalem, 1982); P. R. S. Moorey, Ancient Mesopotamian Materials and Industries 
(Oxford, 1994).
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IVVAHIVVAH (Heb.  (Heb. {iwwa®{iwwa®)))

IVVAH (Heb. {iwwa®)

A Syrian cA Syrian city-state ity-state among thosamong those capturede captured by the As by the Assyrians insyrians in the 8th c the 8th century entury B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 18:34; 19:18:34; 19:13; Isa. 373; Isa. 37:13). It m:13). It may be the ay be the same as Avsame as Avva (2 Kgs.va (2 Kgs. 17:24), r 17:24), residents oerresidents residents of which tof which the Assyriahe Assyrians uprootens uprooted and settd and settled in Samled in Samaria afteraria after the defea the defeat of the nt ot of the norof the northern kingthern kingdom.dom.

A Syrian city-state among those captured by the Assyrians in the 8th century 
B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 18:34; 19:13; Isa. 37:13). It may be the same as Avva (2 Kgs. 17:24), 
residents of which the Assyrians uprooted and settled in Samaria after the defeat 
of the northern kingdom.

IYE-ABARIMIYE-ABARIM (Heb.  (Heb. {iîyeî haœ{iîyeî haœ{a�b�aœriî{a�b�aœriîmm) (also IY) (also IYIM)IM)IM)

IYE-ABARIM (Heb. {iîyeî haœ{a�b�aœriîm ) (also IYIM)

A place inA place in the deser the desert (“ruins t (“ruins of Abarim”of Abarim”), E of Mo), E of Moab (Num. 2ab (Num. 21:11; 33:41:11; 33:44), where 4), where the Israelththe Israelthe Israelites campeites camped during td during the wildernhe wilderness wanderess wanderings. At Nings. At Num. 33:45 um. 33:45 it is callit is called Iyim. Ied callcalled Iyicalled Iyim. It is pm. It is probably inrobably in the vicin the vicinity of Muhity of Muhai, SE of ai, SE of the Dead Sthe Dead Sea near thea near the brook Zee brooe brook Zerebrook Zered.d.

A place in the desert (“ruins of Abarim”), E of Moab (Num. 21:11; 33:44), where 
the Israelites camped during the wilderness wanderings. At Num. 33:45 it is 
called Iyim. It is probably in the vicinity of Muhai, SE of the Dead Sea near the 
brook Zered.

IYIMIYIM (Heb.  (Heb. {iîyiîm{iîyiîm)))

IYIM (Heb. {iîyiîm)

A contractA contracted form ofed form of Iye-abari Iye-abarim (Num. 33m (Num. 33:45).:45).

A contracted form of Iye-abarim (Num. 33:45).

IYYARIYYAR (Heb.  (Heb. }iîyaœr}iîyaœr)))

IYYAR (Heb. }iîyaœr)

The secondThe second month of  month of the Hebrewthe Hebrew calendar  calendar (Apr./May)(Apr./May). This nam. This name, derivede, derived from Akka from A from Akkadian uAkkadian usage, supesage, superseded therseded the Canaanite Canaanite name Ziv. name Ziv.

The second month of the Hebrew calendar (Apr./May). This name, derived from 
Akkadian usage, superseded the Canaanite name Ziv.

IZHARIZHAR (Heb.  (Heb. yis�haœryis�haœr) (also AM) (also AMMINADAB)MINADAB)MINADAB)

IZHAR (Heb. yis�haœr ) (also AMMINADAB)

�1.1. A Levite, A Levite, a descend a descendant of Kohant of Kohath and faath and father of Kother of Korah (Exod.rah (Exod. 6:18, 21; 6:18, 21; Num. 16:1 Num Num. 16:1;Num. 16:1; 1 Chr. 6: 1 Chr. 6:18, 38[MT 18, 38[MT 3, 23]). H3, 23]). He is the ee is the eponymous aponymous ancestor ofncestor of the Izhar the Izharites (Num.iIzharIzharites Izharites (Num. 3:19(Num. 3:19, 27; 1 Ch, 27; 1 Chr. 26:23).r. 26:23). At 1 Chr. At 1 Chr. 6:22(7) h 6:22(7) he is callee is called Amminadad Amminadab (b (b ((22).).).

1. A Levite, a descendant of Kohath and father of Korah (Exod. 6:18, 21; 
Num. 16:1; 1 Chr. 6:18, 38[MT 3, 23]). He is the eponymous ancestor of the 
Izharites (Num. 3:19, 27; 1 Chr. 26:23). At 1 Chr. 6:22(7) he is called Amminadab 
(2).

�2.2. A Judahit A Judahite whose moe whose mother was Hther was Helah (1 Chelah (1 Chr. 4:7 r. 4:7 KK). Some sc). Some scholars vieholars view this namw thw this name this name as a variaas a variant of Zohant of Zohar (cf. r (cf. Q Q weïs�oœh�aweïs�oœh�ar,r,  “and Zohar“and Zohar”).”).

2. A Judahite whose mother was Helah (1 Chr. 4:7 K). Some scholars view 
this name as a variant of Zohar (cf. Q weïs�oœh�ar,  “and Zohar”).

IZLIAHIZLIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yizliî}a®yizliî}a®)))

IZLIAH (Heb. yizliî}a®)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, son oite, son of Elpaal (f Elpaal (1 Chr. 8:11 Chr. 8:18).8).

A Benjaminite, son of Elpaal (1 Chr. 8:18).

IZRAHIAHIZRAHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yizrah�ya®yizrah�ya®)))

IZRAHIAH (Heb. yizrah�ya® )

The son ofThe son of Uzzi and  Uzzi and descendantdescendant of Tola,  of Tola, from the tfrom the tribe of Isribe of Issachar (1 sachar (1 Chr. 7:3).Chr. 7:3). The Hebre Th The HebrewThe Hebrew name is t name is the same ashe same as Jezrahiah Jezrahiah, leader o, leader of the levif the levitical singtical singers at theers at the time of N tim time of Netime of Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 12:42).h. 12:42).

The son of Uzzi and descendant of Tola, from the tribe of Issachar (1 Chr. 7:3). 



The Hebrew name is the same as Jezrahiah, leader of the levitical singers at the 
time of Nehemiah (Neh. 12:42).

IZRAHITEIZRAHITE (Heb.  (Heb. yizraœh�yizraœh�)))

IZRAHITE (Heb. yizraœh� )

A gentilicA gentilic applied t applied to Shamhutho Shamhuth, commande, commander of the fr of the fifth divisifth division of Davion of David’s army id’s army (1 Chr. 27(1 (1 Chr. 27(1 Chr. 27:8). Altho:8). Although some sugh some scholars incholars interpret thterpret the name as e name as a derivatia derivative of Izrave of Izrahiah, it ihiaIzraIzrahiah, Izrahiah, it is probit is probably relatably related to the ed to the Zerahites Zerahites at 1 Chr. at 1 Chr. 27:11.27:11.

A gentilic applied to Shamhuth, commander of the fifth division of David’s army 
(1 Chr. 27:8). Although some scholars interpret the name as a derivative of 
Izrahiah, it is probably related to the Zerahites at 1 Chr. 27:11.

IZRIIZRI (Heb.  (Heb. yis�riîyis�riî)))

IZRI (Heb. yis�riî )

A leader oA leader of the fourf the fourth divisioth division of templn of temple musiciane musicians at the ts at the time of Davime of David (1 Chr.id (1 Chr. 25:11), p 25: 25:11), pe25:11), perhaps a “srhaps a “son” (guildon” (guild member) o member) of Jeduthunf Jeduthun. He may b. He may be identifie identified with Zeed with Zeri at 1 ChrZeZeri at 1 Zeri at 1 Chr. 25:3.Chr. 25:3.

A leader of the fourth division of temple musicians at the time of David (1 Chr. 
25:11), perhaps a “son” (guild member) of Jeduthun. He may be identified with 
Zeri at 1 Chr. 25:3.

IZZIAHIZZIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yizziîya®yizziîya®)))

IZZIAH (Heb. yizziîya®)

An IsraeliAn Israelite who hadte who had to send a to send away his foway his foreign wifereign wife; a son of; a son of Parosh (E Parosh (Ezra 10:25)zra 10:25)..

An Israelite who had to send away his foreign wife; a son of Parosh (Ezra 10:25).

JJ

J

JJJ

J

Symbol of Symbol of the Yahwisthe Yahwist (Ger. t (Ger. Jahvist,Jahvist, from Heb. from Heb.  YHWH,YHWH, “Yahweh”  “Yahweh” or “the Loor “the Lord”), the rd”), trd”), the earliethe earliest of the st of the primary soprimary sources whicurces which critics h critics ascribe toascribe to the Penta the Pentateuch.teuch.teuch.

Symbol of the Yahwist (Ger. Jahvist, from Heb. YHWH, “Yahweh” or “the Lord”), 
the earliest of the primary sources which critics ascribe to the Pentateuch.

�SeeSee  BIBLICAL CBIBLICAL CRITICISM; RITICISM; YAHWIST.YAHWIST.

See BIBLICAL CRITICISM; YAHWIST.

JAAKANJAAKAN (Heb.  (Heb. ya{a�qaœnya{a�qaœn) (also AK) (also AKAN)AN)AN)

JAAKAN (Heb. ya{a�qaœn ) (also AKAN)

A Horite, A Horite, son of Ezeson of Ezer and descr and descendant of endant of Seir (1 ChSeir (1 Chr. 1:42); r. 1:42); called Akacalled Akan at Gen. n at Gen. 36:27. The36:36:27. The36:27. The name occu name occurs also inrs also in Bene-jaak Bene-jaakan (Num. 3an (Num. 33:31-32) a3:31-32) and Beerothnd Beeroth Bene-jaak Bene-jaa Bene-jaakaBene-jaakan (Deut. 1n (Deut. 10:6), wher0:6), where the Israe the Israelites encelites encamped duriamped during the wilng the wilderness waderness wanderings.nwawanderingswanderings..

A Horite, son of Ezer and descendant of Seir (1 Chr. 1:42); called Akan at Gen. 
36:27. The name occurs also in Bene-jaakan (Num. 33:31-32) and Beeroth 
Bene-jaakan (Deut. 10:6), where the Israelites encamped during the wilderness 
wanderings.

JAAKOBAHJAAKOBAH (Heb.  (Heb. ya{a�qoœb�ya{a�qoœb�a®a®)))

JAAKOBAH (Heb. ya{a�qoœb�a® )

A leader oA leader of a Simeonf a Simeonite clan (ite clan (1 Chr. 4:31 Chr. 4:36).6).

A leader of a Simeonite clan (1 Chr. 4:36).



JAALAJAALA (Heb.  (Heb. ya{a�laœ}ya{a�laœ}), ), JAALAH (JAALAH (ya{a�la®ya{a�la®)))

JAALA (Heb. ya{a�laœ} ), JAALAH (ya{a�la® )

One of SolOne of Solomon’s seromon’s servants, whovants, whose descendse descendants (or gants (or guild) retuuild) returned with rned with ZerubbabelZerubbabZerubbabelZerubbabel from capt from captivity (Nehivity (Neh. 7:58). A. 7:58). At Ezra 2:5t Ezra 2:56 he is ca6 he is called Jaalalled Jaalah.h.

One of Solomon’s servants, whose descendants (or guild) returned with 
Zerubbabel from captivity (Neh. 7:58). At Ezra 2:56 he is called Jaalah.

JAARJAAR (Heb.  (Heb. ya{arya{ar)))

JAAR (Heb. ya{ar)

The place The place where the where the ark of theark of the covenant  covenant is said tois said to have been have been discovere discovered (Ps. 132d (Ps. 132:6). The n:6132132:6). Th132:6). The name maye name may be a form be a form of Kiriat of Kiriath-jearim, h-jearim, where the where the ark had beark had been lodged en lodgeden lodged forlodged for 27 years  27 years (1 Sam. 7:(1 Sam. 7:1-2; 2 Chr1-2; 2 Chr. 1:4).. 1:4).

The place where the ark of the covenant is said to have been discovered (Ps. 
132:6). The name may be a form of Kiriath-jearim, where the ark had been 
lodged for 27 years (1 Sam. 7:1-2; 2 Chr. 1:4).

JAARE-OREGJAARE-OREGIMIM (Heb.  (Heb. ya{a�reî }ya{a�reî }oœreïg�iîmoœreïg�iîm)))

JAARE-OREGIM (Heb. ya{a�reî }oœreïg�iîm )

A BethleheA Bethlehemite, the mite, the father of father of Elhanan (2Elhanan (2 Sam. 21:1 Sam. 21:19). He is 9). He is said to hasaid to have killed ve killed Goliath atGoliaGoliath atGoliath at Gob. In a Gob. In a doublet o doublet of the passf the passage at 1 Cage at 1 Chr. 20:5 Ehr. 20:5 Elhanan killhanan kills Lahmi, ls Lahmi, Goliath’s GoliaGoliath’s Goliath’s brother; hbrother; here Elhanaere Elhanan’s fathern’s father is Jair.  is Jair. Jaare-oregJaare-oregim is probim is probably an erably an error. Accorror. Aror. According According to 2 Sam. to 2 Sam. 21:19 Goli21:19 Goliath’s speaath’s spear is said r is said to be as lto be as large as a arge as a weavers’ bweavers’ beam. Oregieambbeam. Oregbeam. Oregim (“weaveim (“weavers”; e.g. rs”; e.g. Isa. 19:9)Isa. 19:9) seems to  seems to have been have been repeated erepeated erroneouslyrroneouslyeerroneouslerroneously and joiny and joined to the ed to the name Jair.name Jair.

A Bethlehemite, the father of Elhanan (2 Sam. 21:19). He is said to have killed 
Goliath at Gob. In a doublet of the passage at 1 Chr. 20:5 Elhanan kills Lahmi, 
Goliath’s brother; here Elhanan’s father is Jair. Jaare-oregim is probably an error. 
According to 2 Sam. 21:19 Goliath’s spear is said to be as large as a weavers’ 
beam. Oregim (“weavers”; e.g. Isa. 19:9) seems to have been repeated 
erroneously and joined to the name Jair.

Victoria AVictoria Andrewsndrews

Victoria Andrews

JAARESHIAHJAARESHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. ya{a�resûyya{a�resûya®a®)))

JAARESHIAH (Heb. ya{a�resûya® )

The head oThe head of a Benjamf a Benjaminite fathinite father’s houseer’s house in Jerusa in Jerusalem (1 Chrlem (1 Chr. 8:27).. 8:27).

The head of a Benjaminite father’s house in Jerusalem (1 Chr. 8:27).

JAASIELJAASIEL (Heb.  (Heb. ya{a�síiî}ya{a�síiî}eäleäl)))

JAASIEL (Heb. ya{a�síiî}eäl )

�1.1. A Mezobai A Mezobaite, one ofte, one of David’s m David’s mighty men ighty men (1 Chr. 11(1 Chr. 11:47).:47).:47).

1. A Mezobaite, one of David’s mighty men (1 Chr. 11:47).

�2.2. The son o The son of Abner; cf Abner; chief of thhief of the tribe ofe tribe of Benjamin  Benjamin at the timat the time of Davide of David (1 Chr. 2 (1 Ch (1 Chr. 27:21Chr. 27:21). He may ). He may be the sambe the same as e as 1 1 above.above.

2. The son of Abner; chief of the tribe of Benjamin at the time of David (1 
Chr. 27:21). He may be the same as 1 above.

JAASUJAASU (Heb.  (Heb. ya{a�síu®ya{a�síu®)))

JAASU (Heb. ya{a�síu® )

An IsraeliAn Israelite who waste who was required  required to send awto send away his foray his foreign wife eign wife (Ezra 10:3(Ezra 10:37; 7; QQ ya{a�síaœ ya{a� ya{a�síaœyya{a�síaœy).).

An Israelite who was required to send away his foreign wife (Ezra 10:37; Q 
ya{a�síaœy ).

JAAZANIAHJAAZANIAH (Heb.  (Heb. ya}a�zanyaya}a�zanya®, ya}a�za®, ya}a�zanyaœhu®nyaœhu®)))

JAAZANIAH (Heb. ya}a�zanya®, ya}a�zanyaœhu® )

A popular A popular name durinname during the 6th g the 6th century century B.C.E.B.C.E. The name  The name appears onappears on a seal fr a seal from Tell om Telom Tell Tell en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh (biblical (biblical Mizpah) a Mizpah) and on Ostrnd on Ostracon 1 froacon 1 from Lachish.m Lachish.

A popular name during the 6th century B.C.E. The name appears on a seal from 
Tell en-Nas�beh  (biblical Mizpah) and on Ostracon 1 from Lachish.

�1.1. A command A commander of the er of the troops of troops of Judah undeJudah under the gover the governor Gedalrnor Gedaliah (2 Kgsiah (2 Kgs. 25:23); . KgsKgs. 25:23Kgs. 25:23); called ); called Jezaniah aJezaniah at Jer. 40:t Jer. 40:8. He is d8. He is described aescribed as the “sons the “son of the Ma of the Maacathite,”acathMaMaacathiteMaacathite,” which s,” which suggests thuggests that he is fat he is from the Jurom the Judahite cladahite clan of Maacan of Maacah, the Galh, the Galilean townileaGalGalilean tGalilean town of Abeown of Abel-beth-maal-beth-maacah, or thcah, or the Aramean e Aramean kingdom ofkingdom of Maacah. Maacah. Maacah.

1. A commander of the troops of Judah under the governor Gedaliah (2 
Kgs. 25:23); called Jezaniah at Jer. 40:8. He is described as the “son of the 
Maacathite,” which suggests that he is from the Judahite clan of Maacah, the 
Galilean town of Abel-beth-maacah, or the Aramean kingdom of Maacah.

�2.2. The son o The son of Jeremiahf Jeremiah (not the  (not the prophet) aprophet) and the heand the head of the hd of the house of thouse of the Rechabite Ree RechabitesRechabites (Jer. 35: (Jer. 35:3). During3). During the time  the time of King Jeof King Jehoiakim thhoiakim the prophet e prophet Jeremiah tJeremiah tested Jaazestttested Jaatested Jaazaniah andzaniah and his house his house and prese and presented the Rnted the Rechabites echabites to the peoto the people of Judple of Judah as a moahJudJudah as aJudah as a model of  model of faithfulnefaithfulness and obess and obedience.dience.dience.

2. The son of Jeremiah (not the prophet) and the head of the house of the 



Rechabites (Jer. 35:3). During the time of King Jehoiakim the prophet Jeremiah 
tested Jaazaniah and his house and presented the Rechabites to the people of 
Judah as a model of faithfulness and obedience.

�3.3. The son o The son of Shaphan;f Shaphan; one of 70 one of 70 idolatrou idolatrous elders os elders of Israel sf Israel seen by Ezeeen by Ezekiel in a kiel inkiel in a visioin a vision (Ezek. 8n (Ezek. 8:11). Some:11). Some scholars  scholars suggest thsuggest that the refat the reference to erence to “Jaazaniah“Jaazaniah, son of S, son, son of Shason of Shaphan, stanphan, standing amongding among them” is  them” is a gloss.a gloss.a gloss.

3. The son of Shaphan; one of 70 idolatrous elders of Israel seen by Ezekiel 
in a vision (Ezek. 8:11). Some scholars suggest that the reference to “Jaazaniah, 
son of Shaphan, standing among them” is a gloss.

�4.4. The son o The son of Azzur; of Azzur; one of 25 mne of 25 men in the en in the temple gattemple gateway seen eway seen by Ezekielby Ezekiel in a visi in  in a visioin a vision (Ezek. 1n (Ezek. 11:10). He 1:10). He is describis described as an oed as an official offficial of the peopl the people.e.e.

4. The son of Azzur; one of 25 men in the temple gateway seen by Ezekiel 
in a vision (Ezek. 11:10). He is described as an official of the people.

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

JAAZIAHJAAZIAH (Heb.  (Heb. ya{a�ziîyaya{a�ziîyaœhu®œhu®)))

JAAZIAH (Heb. ya{a�ziîyaœhu® )

A son (of A son (of follower) follower) of the Levof the Levite Merariite Merari; father o; father of Beno, Shf Beno, Shoham, Zaccoham, Zaccur, and Ibur, and Ibri (1 Chr.ri IbIbri (1 ChIbri (1 Chr. 24:26-2r. 24:26-27). He and7). He and his desce his descendants arendants are not named not named among the among the sons of M sons of M sons of Merari at Merari at Exod. 6:19Exod. 6:19; 1 Chr. 2; 1 Chr. 23:21.3:21.

A son (of follower) of the Levite Merari; father of Beno, Shoham, Zaccur, and 
Ibri (1 Chr. 24:26-27). He and his descendants are not named among the sons of 
Merari at Exod. 6:19; 1 Chr. 23:21.

JAAZIELJAAZIEL (Heb.  (Heb. ya{a�ziî}eya{a�ziî}eäläl)))

JAAZIEL (Heb. ya{a�ziî}eäl )

A Levite oA Levite of the secof the second order, nd order, a gatekeepa gatekeeper and siner and singer at theger at the time of D time of David (1 Chavid (1 Chr. 15:18).rChChr. 15:18Chr. 15:18). He is p). He is probably throbably the same as e same as Aziel at 1Aziel at 1 Chr. 15:2 Chr. 15:20 and Jeie0 and Jeiel at 16:5.l at 16:5.

A Levite of the second order, a gatekeeper and singer at the time of David (1 
Chr. 15:18). He is probably the same as Aziel at 1 Chr. 15:20 and Jeiel at 16:5.

JABALJABAL (Heb.  (Heb. yaœb�aœlyaœb�aœl)))

JABAL (Heb. yaœb�aœl )

The first The first son of Lamson of Lamech and Adech and Adah; the anah; the ancestor of cestor of nomadic annomadic and transhumd transhumant shepheant shephant shepherds shepherds (Gen. 4:20(Gen. 4:20).).

The first son of Lamech and Adah; the ancestor of nomadic and transhumant 
shepherds (Gen. 4:20).

JABBOKJABBOK (Heb.  (Heb. yabboœqyabboœq)))

JABBOK (Heb. yabboœq)

Along withAlong with the Yarmu the Yarmuk k (SÁeriä{at(SÁeriä{at el-Menaœd el-Menaœdirehireh), Arnon (), Arnon (Wadi Wadi el-Mo®jibel-Mo®jibel-Mo®jibel-Mo®jib), and Zer), and Zered (Wadi ed (Wadi el-H¸esael-H¸esa), one of ), one of the four mthe four major riverajor rivers/wadi syss/wadi systs/wadi systems thsystems that drain tat drain the Transjohe Transjordanian hirdanian highlands. Tghlands. Today calleoday called Wadi Zerd Wadi Zerqa/Nahr esqa/Nahr esqa/Nahr es-Zerqa (es-Zerqa (“blue rive“blue river”), this r”), this perennial perennial stream risstream rises from spes from springs and rings and streams instreams in the drain the the drainathe drainage basin oge basin of Amman (af Amman (ancient Rabncient Rabbath-ammonbath-ammon/Philadelp/Philadelphia), “thehia), “the city of w city of w city of waters” (2waters” (2 Sam. 11:1 Sam. 11:16-17; 12:26-17; 12:27). The Ja7). The Jabbok flowsbbok flows ca. 60 km ca. 60 km. (37 mi.). (37 mi.) before it before it empties i em empties inempties into the Jorto the Jordan River,dan River, 24 km. (1 24 km. (15 mi.) N o5 mi.) N of the Deadf the Dead Sea; it i Sea; it is one of ts one of the two majhe the two major two major tributarietributaries of the Js of the Jordan, aloordan, along with thng with the Yarmuk.e Yarmuk.e Yarmuk.

Along with the Yarmuk (SÁeriä{at el-Menaœdireh), Arnon (Wadi 
el-Mo®jib), and Zered (Wadi el-H¸esa), one of the four major rivers/wadi 
systems that drain the Transjordanian highlands. Today called Wadi Zerqa/Nahr 
es-Zerqa (“blue river”), this perennial stream rises from springs and streams in 
the drainage basin of Amman (ancient Rabbath-ammon/Philadelphia), “the city of 
waters” (2 Sam. 11:16-17; 12:27). The Jabbok flows ca. 60 km. (37 mi.) before it 
empties into the Jordan River, 24 km. (15 mi.) N of the Dead Sea; it is one of the 
two major tributaries of the Jordan, along with the Yarmuk.

�The JabbokThe Jabbok is identi is identified as a fied as a boundary bboundary between Ammetween Ammon and Isron and Israel (e.g.,ael (e.g., Num. 21:2 Num. Num. 21:24Num. 21:24; Deut. 2:; Deut. 2:37), betwe37), between the trien the tribal territbal territories of Rories of Reuben and euben and Gad and TrGad and TransjordaniaTrTransjordaTransjordanian Manasnian Manasseh (e.g.,seh (e.g., Deut. 3:1 Deut. 3:16), and be6), and between the tween the kingdoms okingdoms of Sihon anf Sihon and Og (e.g.danand Og (e.and Og (e.g., Josh. g., Josh. 12:2). Thi12:2). This river als river also dividesso divides Gilead in Gilead into two halto two halves (cf. Dves (cf. Deut. 3:12,eut. 3:eut. 3:12, 16; 3:12, 16; Josh. 12:2Josh. 12:2-6), but i-6), but is most fams most famous as theous as the place whe place where Jacob wre Jacob wrestled wirestled with an angeth wiwith an anwith an angel at onegel at one of the st of the stream’s forream’s fords (Gen. 3ds (Gen. 32:22-32[MT2:22-32[MT 23–33]). 23–33]). 23–33]).

The Jabbok is identified as a boundary between Ammon and Israel (e.g., 
Num. 21:24; Deut. 2:37), between the tribal territories of Reuben and Gad and 
Transjordanian Manasseh (e.g., Deut. 3:16), and between the kingdoms of Sihon 
and Og (e.g., Josh. 12:2). This river also divides Gilead into two halves (cf. Deut. 
3:12, 16; Josh. 12:2-6), but is most famous as the place where Jacob wrestled 
with an angel at one of the stream’s fords (Gen. 32:22-32[MT 23–33]).

Gerald L. Gerald L. MattinglyMattingly

Gerald L. Mattingly



JABESHJABESH (Heb.  (Heb. yaœb�eäsûyaœb�eäsû)))

JABESH (Heb. yaœb�eäsû )

The fatherThe father of King S of King Shallum of hallum of Israel (2 Israel (2 Kgs. 15:10Kgs. 15:10, 13-14). , 13-14). Some scholSome scholars suggesars suggest that thet tht that the tthat the term is a perm is a place name lace name indicatingindicating Shallum’s Shallum’s provenien provenience.ce.

The father of King Shallum of Israel (2 Kgs. 15:10, 13-14). Some scholars suggest 
that the term is a place name indicating Shallum’s provenience.

JABESH-GILJABESH-GILEADEAD (Heb.  (Heb. yaœb�eîsû yaœb�eîsû gil{aœd�gil{aœd�) ) (also JABE(also JABESH)SH)SH)

JABESH-GILEAD (Heb. yaœb�eîsû gil{aœd� ) 
(also JABESH)

A city in A city in northwest northwest Gilead. ItGilead. It was proba was probably locatebly located along thd along the Wadi e Wadi Ya®bisYa®bis, although, althou, although nalthough no one siteo one site has yet b has yet been conclueen conclusively idesively identified asntified as Jabesh-gi Jabesh-gilead (“thelead (“the dry [plac dry  dry [placedry [place] of Gilea] of Gilead”).d”).d”).

A city in northwest Gilead. It was probably located along the Wadi Ya®bis, 
although no one site has yet been conclusively identified as Jabesh-gilead (“the 
dry [place] of Gilead”).

�The inhabiThe inhabitants of Jtants of Jabesh-gileabesh-gilead were imad were important heportant heroic, if sroic, if sometimes tometimes tragic, plaragic, plragic, players inplayers in three bib three biblical storlical stories placedies placed in the se in the setting of etting of early Israearly Israel. In Judgl. In Judg. 21 the m. 21 the m. 21 the male inhabmale inhabitants of itants of Jabesh-gilJabesh-gilead were mead were murdered sourdered so their vir their virgin girls gin girls could be gcould be given to thivenggiven to tgiven to the Benjamihe Benjaminites becanites because the otuse the other Israelher Israelite tribesite tribes had sworn had sworn, due to t, due to the Benjamihe tthe Benjamthe Benjaminites’ suinites’ support for pport for those who those who had commithad committed a hideted a hideous crime,ous crime, not to le not to le not to let the Belet the Benjaminitesnjaminites marry dau marry daughters froghters from their trm their tribes (Judgibes (Judg. 20:12, 1. 20:12, 13; 21:1). 3; 21:1). This eventThis This eventThis event was also  was also a judgmenta judgment against t against the Jabesh-he Jabesh-gileaditesgileadites for their for their absence a absence at the Israt tht the Israelthe Israelite battleite battles with thes with the Benjamini Benjaminites (Judg.tes (Judg. 20:1ff.). 20:1ff.). In this p In this passive wayassive way (i.e., by (i.e., by their dea byby their dby their death), theeath), the citizens  citizens of Jabesh-of Jabesh-gilead wergilead were said to e said to have savedhave saved the tribe the tribe of Benjam of Be of Benjamin fBenjamin from extincrom extinction (Judgtion (Judg. 21:17).. 21:17).. 21:17).

The inhabitants of Jabesh-gilead were important heroic, if sometimes tragic, 
players in three biblical stories placed in the setting of early Israel. In Judg. 21 the 
male inhabitants of Jabesh-gilead were murdered so their virgin girls could be 
given to the Benjaminites because the other Israelite tribes had sworn, due to 
the Benjaminites’ support for those who had committed a hideous crime, not to 
let the Benjaminites marry daughters from their tribes (Judg. 20:12, 13; 21:1). 
This event was also a judgment against the Jabesh-gileadites for their absence at 
the Israelite battles with the Benjaminites (Judg. 20:1ff.). In this passive way (i.e., 
by their death), the citizens of Jabesh-gilead were said to have saved the tribe of 
Benjamin from extinction (Judg. 21:17).

�In a similIn a similar manner ar manner Jabesh-gilJabesh-gilead was reead was responsible sponsible for Saul’sfor Saul’s being acc being accepted as kepted as epted as king. Nas king. Nahash, an ahash, an Ammonite kAmmonite king, besieing, besieged Jabeshged Jabesh-gilead (1-gilead (1 Sam. 11:1 Sam. 11:1-3). When -3). When Saul heardSSaul heardSaul heard of the ci of the city’s dilemty’s dilemma he rallma he rallied an Isried an Israelite armaelite army, which ry, which rescued Jabescued Jabesh-gileadesh-gJabJabesh-gilJabesh-gilead (1 Samead (1 Sam. 11:11); . 11:11); the victorthe victory was so iy was so inspiring tnspiring that the Ishat the Israelites iraelites immediatelymmediiimmediatelimmediately confirmey confirmed Saul as d Saul as king (vv. king (vv. 12–15). To12–15). To grasp the grasp the fullness  fullness of the stoof the story, the trry, try, the tragedthe tragedy of the By of the Benjaminiteenjaminites, recordes, recorded in Judg.d in Judg. 20, must  20, must be remembebe remembered. Therered. Therered. There JabeThere Jabesh-gilead sh-gilead saved the saved the BenjaminitBenjaminites; in thees; in the victory o victory over Nahashver Nahash, Saul, a , Saul, a BenjaminitBenBenjaminitBenjaminite, saved Je, saved Jabesh-gileabesh-gilead. As in ad. As in the earliethe earlier story, tr story, the Jabesh-he Jabesh-gileaditesgileadites now have  now h now have a pashave a passive part sive part in making in making Saul king,Saul king, when he h when he had previouad previously been rsly been rejected (1ejected (1 Sam. 10:2 Sa Sam. 10:27Sam. 10:27; 11:7).; 11:7).; 11:7).

In a similar manner Jabesh-gilead was responsible for Saul’s being accepted 
as king. Nahash, an Ammonite king, besieged Jabesh-gilead (1 Sam. 11:1-3). When 
Saul heard of the city’s dilemma he rallied an Israelite army, which rescued 
Jabesh-gilead (1 Sam. 11:11); the victory was so inspiring that the Israelites 
immediately confirmed Saul as king (vv. 12–15). To grasp the fullness of the story, 
the tragedy of the Benjaminites, recorded in Judg. 20, must be remembered. 
There Jabesh-gilead saved the Benjaminites; in the victory over Nahash, Saul, a 
Benjaminite, saved Jabesh-gilead. As in the earlier story, the Jabesh-gileadites now 
have a passive part in making Saul king, when he had previously been rejected (1 
Sam. 10:27; 11:7).

�Finally, JFinally, Jabesh-gileabesh-gilead played ad played a role in a role in rescuing trescuing the body ofhe body of Saul. Whe Saul. When the Philn the Philistines deiPhilPhilistinePhilistines defeateds defeated Saul and  Saul and his sons, his sons, they took they took their boditheir bodies and hunes and hung them frog them from the wallm tm the wall othe wall of the cityf the city of Beth-s of Beth-shan (1 Samhan (1 Sam. 31:10). . 31:10). The JabeshThe Jabesh-gileadite-gileadites retrieves retrieved Saul’s ad Saud Saul’s andSaul’s and his sons’ his sons’ bodies, b bodies, burned themurned them, and then, and then buried th buried their bones eir bones (1 Sam. 31(1 Sam. 31:13; 1 Chr:133131:13; 1 C31:13; 1 Chr. 10:11-hr. 10:11-12). Here 12). Here the tablesthe tables are turne are turned. The Jabd. The Jabesh-gileadesh-gileadites activites actively save Sely activactively sactively save Saul, ave Saul, while his while his death and death and their actitheir actions cause ons cause them to bethem to be blessed b blessed by the new y they the new kithe new king (2 Sam.ng (2 Sam. 2:5). 2:5). 2:5).

Finally, Jabesh-gilead played a role in rescuing the body of Saul. When the 
Philistines defeated Saul and his sons, they took their bodies and hung them from 
the wall of the city of Beth-shan (1 Sam. 31:10). The Jabesh-gileadites retrieved 
Saul’s and his sons’ bodies, burned them, and then buried their bones (1 Sam. 
31:13; 1 Chr. 10:11-12). Here the tables are turned. The Jabesh-gileadites 
actively save Saul, while his death and their actions cause them to be blessed by 
the new king (2 Sam. 2:5).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. Glueck,N. Glueck, “Jabesh-G “Jabesh-Gilead,” ilead,” BASORBASOR 89 (1943) 89 (1943): 2–6; L. : 2–6; L. G. Herr, “G. HerrG. Herr, “TheHerr, “The Amman Air Amman Airport Strucport Structure and tture and the Geopolihe Geopolitics of Antics of Ancient Trancient Transjordan,” sjordan,TranTransjordaTransjordan,” n,” BABA 46 (1983) 46 (1983): 223–29.: 223–29.: 223–29.

Bibliography. N. Glueck, “Jabesh-Gilead,” BASOR 89 (1943): 2–6; L. G. 
Herr, “The Amman Airport Structure and the Geopolitics of Ancient 
Transjordan,” BA 46 (1983): 223–29.
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JABEZJABEZ (Heb.  (Heb. ya{beäs�ya{beäs�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

JABEZ (Heb. ya{beäs� ) (PERSON)

The eponymThe eponymous ancestous ancestor of a Juor of a Judahite famdahite family (1 Chrily (1 Chr. 4:9). Th. 4:9). The popular e popular etymology etymology etymology etymology that his nthat his name deriveame derives from a ds from a difficult cifficult childbirth hildbirth (Heb. (Heb. {oœs�eb�,{oœs�eb�, “pain”) i “pai “pain”) is“pain”) is implicit  implicit in his prain his prayer for pryer for protection fotection from harm (rom harm ({os�biî,{os�biî, 1 Chr. 4: 1 Chr. 4:10).10).

The eponymous ancestor of a Judahite family (1 Chr. 4:9). The popular 
etymology that his name derives from a difficult childbirth (Heb. {oœs�eb�,  
“pain”) is implicit in his prayer for protection from harm ({os�biî,  1 Chr. 4:10).

JABEZJABEZ (Heb.  (Heb. ya{beäs�ya{beäs�) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

JABEZ (Heb. ya{beäs� ) (PLACE)

A town in A town in Judah, proJudah, probably nearbably near Bethlehem Bethlehem. It was t. It was the home ofhe home of several f several families ofamilies of Kenite sc K Kenite scrKenite scribes (1 Chibes (1 Chr. 2:55).r. 2:55).

A town in Judah, probably near Bethlehem. It was the home of several families of 
Kenite scribes (1 Chr. 2:55).

JABINJABIN (Heb.  (Heb. yaœb�iînyaœb�iîn)))

JABIN (Heb. yaœb�iîn )

�1.1. The Canaa The Canaanite king nite king of Hazor (of Hazor (Josh. 11:1Josh. 11:1), leader ), leader of a coaliof a coalition of kition of kings who opngs whongs who opposewho opposed Joshua id Joshua in his so-cn his so-called “noralled “northern campthern campaign” at taign” at the battle he battle of Merom. of Merom. of Merom. JosMerom. Joshua capturhua captured and desed and destroyed thetroyed the city of H city of Hazor and pazor and put its kinut its king (not namg (not namg (not named) to named) to death.death.death.

1. The Canaanite king of Hazor (Josh. 11:1), leader of a coalition of kings 
who opposed Joshua in his so-called “northern campaign” at the battle of 
Merom. Joshua captured and destroyed the city of Hazor and put its king (not 
named) to death.

�2.2. The king  The king of Hazor tof Hazor to whom Godo whom God delivered delivered his peopl his people in the te in the time of Debime of Deborah and BorDebDeborah anDeborah and Barak (Jd Barak (Judg. 4:2-2udg. 4:2-24). His ge4). His general was neral was Sisera. AlSisera. Although thethough the narrative narrative describes d describes describes conflict oconflict only with Snly with Sisera, Judisera, Judg. 4:24 meg. 4:24 mentions thantions that Israel dt Israel defeated Jaefeated Jabin as welbin as bin as well.as well.as well.

2. The king of Hazor to whom God delivered his people in the time of 
Deborah and Barak (Judg. 4:2-24). His general was Sisera. Although the narrative 
describes conflict only with Sisera, Judg. 4:24 mentions that Israel defeated Jabin 
as well.

�OstensiblyOstensibly, these ar, these are two diffe two different kingerent kings of Hazors of Hazor with the  with the same name.same name. The first The fi The first woulfirst would have ruld have ruled Hazor ded Hazor during the uring the time of Jotime of Joshua; the shua; the second wousecond would have ruld have ruled a centleruruled a ceruled a century or sntury or so later. Jo later. Jabin, howeabin, however, is eaver, is easily extrisily extricated fromcated from Judg. 4 a Judg. 4 and does nond dond does not adoes not appear in tppear in the poetic he poetic version ofversion of the battl the battle against e against Sisera in Sisera in ch. 5. Thech. 5. The tradition trad traditionatraditional nature ol nature of both accf both accounts makeounts makes absolutes absolute dating ou dating out of the qt of the question. Auestion. Also, the blsoAAlso, the Also, the battle recbattle recorded in Jorded in Judg. 4-5 mudg. 4-5 may have pray have predated thaedated that of Judg.t of Judg. 11, leadi 11, leading scholarng scng scholars tscholars to suggest o suggest that therethat there was reall was really only oney only one Jabin, ki Jabin, king of Hazong of Hazor.r.r.

Ostensibly, these are two different kings of Hazor with the same name. The 
first would have ruled Hazor during the time of Joshua; the second would have 
ruled a century or so later. Jabin, however, is easily extricated from Judg. 4 and 
does not appear in the poetic version of the battle against Sisera in ch. 5. The 
traditional nature of both accounts makes absolute dating out of the question. 
Also, the battle recorded in Judg. 4-5 may have predated that of Judg. 11, leading 
scholars to suggest that there was really only one Jabin, king of Hazor.

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

JABNEELJABNEEL (Heb.  (Heb. yab�neï}eäyab�neï}eäll) (also JA) (also JABNEH)BNEH)BNEH)

JABNEEL (Heb. yab�neï}eäl ) (also JABNEH)

�1.1. A town on A town on the south the southern borderern border of the tr of the tribe of Judibe of Judah (Josh. ah (Josh. 15:11). Ja15:11). Jabneel is ibneel JaJabneel isJabneel is identifie identified with eitd with either Yibna her Yibna (126141) S(126141) S of  of Nah�alNah�al Sorek or  Sorek or Yavneh-yamYavneh-yamYavneh-yamYavneh-yam (121147)  (121147) on the Medon the Mediterraneaniterranean coast. Co coast. Control overntrol over Jabneel o Jabneel oscillated scillatedooscillatedoscillated between J between Judah and Pudah and Philistia. hilistia. During UzzDuring Uzziah’s campiah’s campaign againaign against the Phist the Philistines hlistinPhiPhilistinePhilistines he recaps he recaptured Jabntured Jabneel (Jabneeel (Jabneh; 2 Chr. h; 2 Chr. 26:6). Dur26:6). During the Heing the Hellenistic llenistic period Jabperioperiod Jabperiod Jabneel was cneel was called Jamnalled Jamnia. Battleia. Battles at Jamnis at Jamnia played aa played an importann important role in t role in securing tsecusecuring tsecuring the exclusihe exclusive leadersve leadership of thehip of the Hasmonean Hasmoneans (1 Macc.s (1 Macc. 5:55-62;  5:55-62; 10:69-87).10:69-87). It was at I It was at It was at Jamnia thaJamnia that the Sanht the Sanhedrin was edrin was reconstitureconstituted followted following the deing the destruction struction of Jerusalof of Jerusalof Jerusalem in 70 em in 70 C.E.C.E., and ther, and there the Sanhe the Sanhedrin was edrin was largely relargely responsible sponsible for the cafor the canonizationncacanonizaticanonization of the on of the OT.OT.OT.

1. A town on the southern border of the tribe of Judah (Josh. 15:11). 
Jabneel is identified with either Yibna (126141) S of Nah�al  Sorek or 
Yavneh-yam (121147) on the Mediterranean coast. Control over Jabneel 
oscillated between Judah and Philistia. During Uzziah’s campaign against the 
Philistines he recaptured Jabneel (Jabneh; 2 Chr. 26:6). During the Hellenistic 
period Jabneel was called Jamnia. Battles at Jamnia played an important role in 
securing the exclusive leadership of the Hasmoneans (1 Macc. 5:55-62; 10:69-87). 
It was at Jamnia that the Sanhedrin was reconstituted following the destruction 
of Jerusalem in 70 C.E., and there the Sanhedrin was largely responsible for the 
canonization of the OT.

�2.2. A town on A town on the south the southeastern boeastern border of Narder of Naphtali, S phtali, S of the Seaof the Sea of Galile of Galilee (Josh. 1e (Joe (Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:33). Jabne33). Jabneel has beeel has been identifin identified with Khed with Khirbet irbet Yemmaœ/KfaYemmaœ/Kfarr Yamma (19 Yamma (1 Yamma (198233; (198233; j. Meg.j. Meg. 1.1, 70a) 1.1, 70a), but arch, but archaeologicalaeological evidence  evidence makes Tel makes Tel Yin{amYin{am (198235)  (198235 (198235) p(198235) preferable.referable.

2. A town on the southeastern border of Naphtali, S of the Sea of Galilee 



(Josh. 19:33). Jabneel has been identified with Khirbet Yemmaœ/Kfar Yamma 
(198233; j. Meg. 1.1, 70a), but archaeological evidence makes Tel Yin{am 
(198235) preferable.

Bradford SBradford Scott Hummecott Hummell

Bradford Scott Hummel

JABNEHJABNEH (Heb.  (Heb. yab�nehyab�neh)))

JABNEH (Heb. yab�neh )

An alternaAn alternate name fote name for Jabneel r Jabneel ((1; 1; 2 Chr. 26:2 Chr. 26:6).6).

An alternate name for Jabneel (1; 2 Chr. 26:6).

JACANJACAN (Heb.  (Heb. ya{kaœnya{kaœn)))

JACAN (Heb. ya{kaœn)

A man of GA man of Gad, livingad, living in Bashan in Bashan during th during the reigns oe reigns of King Jotf King Jotham of Judham of Judah and Kinah and King Jeroboamg Jg Jeroboam IJeroboam II of IsraeI of Israel (1 Chr. l (1 Chr. 5:13).5:13).

A man of Gad, living in Bashan during the reigns of King Jotham of Judah and King 
Jeroboam II of Israel (1 Chr. 5:13).

JACHINJACHIN (Heb.  (Heb. yaœk�iînyaœk�iîn) (also JA) (also JARIB)RIB)RIB)

JACHIN (Heb. yaœk�iîn ) (also JARIB)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Simeon andSimeon and grandson  grandson of Jacob aof Jacob and Leah (Gnd Leah (Gen. 46:10;en. 46:10; Exod. 6:1 Exod. 6:15), whose 5), 6:16:15), who6:15), whose descendse descendants constants constituted theituted the family of family of the Jachi the Jachinites (Numnites (Num. 26:12). . 26:12). At 1 Chr. At At 1 Chr. At 1 Chr. 4:24 he is4:24 he is called Ja called Jarib (rib (11).).).

1. A son of Simeon and grandson of Jacob and Leah (Gen. 46:10; Exod. 
6:15), whose descendants constituted the family of the Jachinites (Num. 26:12). 
At 1 Chr. 4:24 he is called Jarib (1).

�2.2. The leade The leader of the tr of the twenty-firswenty-first priestlyt priestly division  division at the timat the time of Davide of David (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. (1 Chr. 24:17Chr. 24:17). His fam). His family was amily was among those ong those enlisted tenlisted to repopulao repopulate postexite postexilic Jerusalic Jerusalem (1 ChrlemJerusaJerusalem Jerusalem (1 Chr. 9:(1 Chr. 9:10; Neh. 110; Neh. 11:10).1:10).

2. The leader of the twenty-first priestly division at the time of David (1 
Chr. 24:17). His family was among those enlisted to repopulate postexilic 
Jerusalem (1 Chr. 9:10; Neh. 11:10).

JACHINJACHIN (Heb.  (Heb. yaœk�iînyaœk�iîn) ) AND BOAZ AND BOAZ (boœ{(boœ{(boœ{

JACHIN (Heb. yaœk�iîn ) AND BOAZ (boœ{

The two piThe two pillars thatllars that flanked t flanked the entranche entrance of Solome of Solomon’s templon’s temple (1 Kgs. e (1 Kgs. 7:15-22, 47:15-22, 41-42; 2 Ch1-441-42; 2 C41-42; 2 Chr. 3:15-1hr. 3:15-17). Molded7). Molded of bronze of bronze by Hiram  by Hiram of Tyre (1of Tyre (1 Kgs. 7:13 Kgs. 7:13-14), the -14), the freestandifrfreestandifreestanding pillarsng pillars were ca.  were ca. 8 m. (26.58 m. (26.5 ft.) tall ft.) tall (18 cubit (18 cubits) and hads) and had a circumf a circumference of erence circumfcircumferecircumference of ca.nce of ca. 5.3 m. (1 5.3 m. (17.5 ft.; 17.5 ft.; 12 cubits).2 cubits). The pilla The pillars were hors were hollow, withllow, with walls ca. walls walls ca. walls ca. 7.6 cm. (37.6 cm. (3 in.) thic in.) thick (four fik (four fingers). Tongers). Topped with pped with a bowl-lika bowl-like capital e capital (Heb. (Heb. gulla®ggulla®gulla®) ca. 2.3 ) ca. 2.3 m. (7.5 ftm. (7.5 ft.) high (5.) high (5 cubits),  cubits), the pillarthe pillars had a tos had a total heighttal height of 10.3 m of 10.3 m. (34 ft.;. (. (34 ft.; 2(34 ft.; 23 cubits).3 cubits).

The two pillars that flanked the entrance of Solomon’s temple (1 Kgs. 7:15-22, 
41-42; 2 Chr. 3:15-17). Molded of bronze by Hiram of Tyre (1 Kgs. 7:13-14), the 
freestanding pillars were ca. 8 m. (26.5 ft.) tall (18 cubits) and had a 
circumference of ca. 5.3 m. (17.5 ft.; 12 cubits). The pillars were hollow, with 
walls ca. 7.6 cm. (3 in.) thick (four fingers). Topped with a bowl-like capital (Heb. 
gulla®) ca. 2.3 m. (7.5 ft.) high (5 cubits), the pillars had a total height of 10.3 m. 
(34 ft.; 23 cubits).

�The biblicThe biblical writer al writer gives specgives special attential attention to theion to the elaborate elaborate design an design and ornamentd ornamend ornamentatornamentation of theion of the capitals. capitals. They were They were designed  designed with “netswith “nets of checke of checker work,” “r work,” “wreaths ofw““wreaths o“wreaths of chain wof chain work,” “pomerk,” “pomegranates” granates” and “lily-and “lily-work,” thework,” the latter mo latter motif associtif associated especatassociassociatedassociated especiall especially with they with the Egyptian  Egyptian artwork.artwork.artwork.

The biblical writer gives special attention to the elaborate design and 
ornamentation of the capitals. They were designed with “nets of checker work,” 
“wreaths of chain work,” “pomegranates” and “lily-work,” the latter motif 
associated especially with the Egyptian artwork.

�While the While the Bible provBible provides an elides an elaborate deaborate description scription of the desof the design of Jacign of Jachin and Bohin and Bhin and Boaz, the Boaz, the biblical abiblical account proccount provides littvides little or no ile or no informationnformation concernin concerning the funcg the function of thtionfuncfunction ofunction of the two f the two pillars. Spillars. Since they ince they seem to beseem to be described described as freest as freestanding, thanding, the pillars e pile pillars wepillars were apparenre apparently designtly designed with a ed with a symbolic rsymbolic rather thanather than structura structural functionl function. Freestan. Fr. FreestandiFreestanding pillarsng pillars have been have been found at  found at several anseveral ancient Nearcient Near Eastern s Eastern sites incluites including Byblodingincluincluding including Byblos, ShByblos, Shechem, Khoechem, Khorsabad, Tarsabad, Taanach and anach and Tell TainaTell Tainat. The pilt. The pillars are olars are of special f sf special inspecial interest in terest in light of slight of small pillamall pillarlike offerlike offering standring stands or incens or incense altars se altars discovereddiscovereddiscovereddiscovered in excava in excavations at Mtions at Megiddo. Onegiddo. One such stae such stand was desnd was designed withigned with a bowl-li a bowl-li a bowl-like bowl-like capital decapital decorated wicorated with lotus lth lotus leaves and eaves and flowers, aflowers, a motif sim motif similar to thilar to the lily-wore lily-e lily-work lily-work ornamentatornamentation of Jacion of Jachin and Bohin and Boaz. With taz. With the similarhe similarities in dities in design and esign and motifs, anmomotifs, anmotifs, and since 1 d since 1 Kings descKings describes the ribes the capital wicapital with Heb. th Heb. gulla®gulla® (1 Kgs. 7 (1 Kgs. 7:41), it i:41), it is possiblesiis possiblis possible that thee that the two pilla two pillars that flrs that flanked the anked the entrance oentrance of Solomon’f Solomon’s temple ws temple were large erewwere largewere large incense a incense altars, perltars, perhaps symbohaps symbolic remindlic reminders of theers of the divine pr divine presence in esence in the wilderthethe wilderthe wilderness by meness by means of theans of the pillar of pillar of cloud by  cloud by day and thday and the pillar oe pillar of fire by f fire by night (Exonight night (Exonight (Exod. 14:24; d. 14:24; 33:9-10; D33:9-10; Deut. 31:15eut. 31:15).).).

While the Bible provides an elaborate description of the design of Jachin and 
Boaz, the biblical account provides little or no information concerning the 
function of the two pillars. Since they seem to be described as freestanding, the 
pillars were apparently designed with a symbolic rather than structural function. 
Freestanding pillars have been found at several ancient Near Eastern sites 
including Byblos, Shechem, Khorsabad, Taanach and Tell Tainat. The pillars are of 
special interest in light of small pillarlike offering stands or incense altars 



discovered in excavations at Megiddo. One such stand was designed with a 
bowl-like capital decorated with lotus leaves and flowers, a motif similar to the 
lily-work ornamentation of Jachin and Boaz. With the similarities in design and 
motifs, and since 1 Kings describes the capital with Heb. gulla® (1 Kgs. 7:41), it 
is possible that the two pillars that flanked the entrance of Solomon’s temple 
were large incense altars, perhaps symbolic reminders of the divine presence in 
the wilderness by means of the pillar of cloud by day and the pillar of fire by 
night (Exod. 14:24; 33:9-10; Deut. 31:15).

�But the twBut the two pillars o pillars also may halso may have had yeave had yet another t another symbolic fsymbolic function. Sunction. Since the Hince theince the Hebrewthe Hebrew form of t form of the name Jahe name Jachin (“he chin (“he will estabwill establish”) applish”) appears also ears also in 2 Sam. in 2 Sam. 7:12-16 (“7:17:12-16 (“7:12-16 (“he will eshe will establish Datablish David’s throvid’s throne foreverne forever”), and Bo”), and Boaz (“in thaz (“in the strengthe strength of”) appe of” of”) appeaof”) appears in Ps. rs in Ps. 21:1 (“in 21:1 (“in the strengthe strength of Yahwth of Yahweh shall teh shall the king rehe king rejoice”), ijoice”), it is possit is pot is possible tpossible that the pihat the pillars werellars were also symb also symbols of theols of the relations relationship betweehip between the kingn the king and Yahwe and and Yahwehand Yahweh. The pill. The pillars, locatars, located in froned in front of the rt of the royal chapeoyal chapel, may havl, may have functione functioned as symbed aed as symbolsas symbols of the au of the authority ofthority of the David the Davidic dynastyic dynasty...

But the two pillars also may have had yet another symbolic function. Since 
the Hebrew form of the name Jachin (“he will establish”) appears also in 2 Sam. 
7:12-16 (“he will establish David’s throne forever”), and Boaz (“in the strength 
of”) appears in Ps. 21:1 (“in the strength of Yahweh shall the king rejoice”), it is 
possible that the pillars were also symbols of the relationship between the king 
and Yahweh. The pillars, located in front of the royal chapel, may have functioned 
as symbols of the authority of the Davidic dynasty.

LaMoine F.LaMoine F. DeVries DeVries

LaMoine F. DeVries

JACINTHJACINTHJACINTH

JACINTH

A red, oraA red, orange, or yenge, or yellow stonellow stone. Some ver. Some versions transions translate “jacslate “jacinth” for inth” for Heb. Heb. lesûem,lesûemlesûem,lesûem, an engrav an engraved stone oed stone on the highn the high priest’s  priest’s breastpiecbreastpiece (Exod. 2e (Exod. 28:19; 39:18:19; 39:12). The LX2). T2). The LXX reThe LXX renders the nders the Hebrew terHebrew term m ligyérion,ligyérion, which, ex which, except in Jocept in Josephus’ desephus’ descriptionsscripdedescriptiodescriptions of the ns of the breastpiecbreastpiece (e (Ant.Ant. 3.7.5;  3.7.5; BJBJ 5.5.7), o 5.5.7), occurs nowhccurs nowhere else. ere else. At Rev. 21At Rev. 2At Rev. 21:20 the 21:20 the NAB, NIV, NAB, NIV, NKJV, and NKJV, and NRSV transNRSV translate “jacilate “jacinth” for Gnth” for Gk. k. hyaékinthohyaékinthos,s, a course  a a course ia course in the founn the foundation of dation of the city wthe city wall of theall of the New Jerus New Jerusalem. The alem. The NJB and NKNJB and NKJV read “hJNKNKJV read NKJV read “hyacinth “hyacinth blue” for blue” for the adjectthe adjective ive hyakiínthihyakiínthinos,nos, a color o a color of the ridef the riders’ breastrs’rideriders’ brriders’ breastplateseastplates (Rev. 9:1 (Rev. 9:17). Some t7). Some translationranslations render “s render “amber,” “camber,” “carnelian,”arnelian,” “feldspar “fe “feldspar,“feldspar,” “sapphir” “sapphire,” or “tue,” or “turquoise” frquoise” for these Hor these Hebrew and ebrew and Greek termGreek terms.s.s.

A red, orange, or yellow stone. Some versions translate “jacinth” for Heb. 
lesûem, an engraved stone on the high priest’s breastpiece (Exod. 28:19; 39:12). 
The LXX renders the Hebrew term ligyérion, which, except in Josephus’ 
descriptions of the breastpiece (Ant. 3.7.5; BJ 5.5.7), occurs nowhere else. At Rev. 
21:20 the NAB, NIV, NKJV, and NRSV translate “jacinth” for Gk. hyaékinthos, 
a course in the foundation of the city wall of the New Jerusalem. The NJB and 
NKJV read “hyacinth blue” for the adjective hyakiínthinos, a color of the 
riders’ breastplates (Rev. 9:17). Some translations render “amber,” “carnelian,” 
“feldspar,” “sapphire,” or “turquoise” for these Hebrew and Greek terms.

Joseph E. Joseph E. JensenJensen

Joseph E. Jensen

JACKALJACKALJACKAL

JACKAL

A member oA member of the dog f the dog family comfamily common to soumon to southwest Asithwest Asia and Norta and North Africa. h Africa. The orientThe oriThe oriental ooriental or golden jr golden jackal ackal (Canus aur(Canus aureus)eus) resembles resembles a large f a large fox in shapox in shape and manne and manner, with ser,mannmanner, wimanner, with sharp fth sharp face, shortace, short ears, and ears, and a bushy t a bushy tail. Its fail. Its fur is dirtur is dirty yellow iy yellow in color, mn colorn color, motcolor, mottled with tled with reds, browreds, browns, whitesns, whites, and gray, and grays. Unlike s. Unlike the fox, jthe fox, jackals areackals are social cr soc social cresocial creatures, maatures, mating for lting for life and foife and foraging in raging in small packsmall packs on the fs on the fringes of ringes of human habihuman human habihuman habitation. Thtation. They are shyey are shy, nocturna, nocturnal scavengel scavengers, feedinrs, feeding on carrig on carrion, refuseon, refuse, vegetati, v, vegetationvegetation, and unpr, and unprotected smotected small stock.all stock. Their eer Their eerie wail acie wail accounts forcounts for their Heb their Hebrew nicknareHebHebrew nicHebrew nickname, “thkname, “the howlers”e howlers”  (tanniîm, (tanniîm, tanniîn).tanniîn). In Egypti In Egyptian mytholoan mythology Anubis,gy Anugy Anubis, thAnubis, the jackal-he jackal-headed deiteaded deity, was a gy, was a guardian ofuardian of the dead. the dead.

A member of the dog family common to southwest Asia and North Africa. The 
oriental or golden jackal (Canus aureus) resembles a large fox in shape and 
manner, with sharp face, short ears, and a bushy tail. Its fur is dirty yellow in 
color, mottled with reds, browns, whites, and grays. Unlike the fox, jackals are 
social creatures, mating for life and foraging in small packs on the fringes of 
human habitation. They are shy, nocturnal scavengers, feeding on carrion, refuse, 
vegetation, and unprotected small stock. Their eerie wail accounts for their 
Hebrew nickname, “the howlers” (tanniîm, tanniîn). In Egyptian mythology 
Anubis, the jackal-headed deity, was a guardian of the dead.

�In the BibIn the Bible the jacle the jackal is prekal is presented as sented as a symbol oa symbol of isolatiof isolation, destrucn, destruction, and tion, and abandonmenaabandonmenabandonment (Job 30:t (Job 30:29; Ps. 4429; Ps. 44:19[MT 20]:19[MT 20]; Jer. 9:1; Jer. 9:11[10]). It1[10]). It is possib is possible that thle that the animals e ane animals caanimals caught by Saught by Samson and lmson and loosed withoosed with firebrand firebrands tied to s tied to their tailtheir tails were jacs were jackals (Judgkalsjacjackals (Jjackals (Judg. 15:4-udg. 15:4-5; NRSV “f5; NRSV “fox”), as wox”), as were the “were the “wall-breakiall-breaking” creatung” creatures of Tobres of Tobiah’s jestiahTobTobiah’s jTobiah’s jest (Neh. est (Neh. 4:3[3:25])4:3[3:25])...

In the Bible the jackal is presented as a symbol of isolation, destruction, and 



abandonment (Job 30:29; Ps. 44:19[MT 20]; Jer. 9:11[10]). It is possible that the 
animals caught by Samson and loosed with firebrands tied to their tails were 
jackals (Judg. 15:4-5; NRSV “fox”), as were the “wall-breaking” creatures of 
Tobiah’s jest (Neh. 4:3[3:25]).

�IdentifyinIdentifying jackals g jackals in the bibin the biblical tradlical tradition is dition is difficult difficult due to the ue to the number of number of Hebrew worHebHebrew worHebrew words and theds and their Greek tir Greek translationranslations. The LXXs. The LXX translate translates Hebrew s Hebrew tanniîmtanniîmtanniîmtanniîm as Gk.  as Gk. draékontesdraékontes,, “dragons, “dragons,” or ” or seireäínesseireäínes,, “sirens.” “sirens.” This prod This produced the tucedprodproduced tproduced the translahe translations “montions “monsters” or sters” or “sea monst“sea monsters” in thers” in the KJV. Anoe KJV. Another Hebrether Hebther Hebrew terHebrew term, m, sûu®{aœl,sûu®{aœl, is freque is frequently transntly translated “foxlated “foxes” (Gk. es” (Gk. aloœépeäxaloœépeäx) but may,) but) but may, ibut may, in places, n places, be better be better understoodunderstood as jackal as jackals (e.g., Js (e.g., Judg. 15:4;udg. 15:4; Ps. 63:10 Ps. 63:10[11]; Ezek[11]; E[11]; Ezek. 13:4Ezek. 13:4; Neh. 4:3; Neh. 4:3).).).

Identifying jackals in the biblical tradition is difficult due to the number of 
Hebrew words and their Greek translations. The LXX translates Hebrew 
tanniîm as Gk. draékontes, “dragons,” or seireäínes, “sirens.” This 
produced the translations “monsters” or “sea monsters” in the KJV. Another 
Hebrew term, sûu®{aœl, is frequently translated “foxes” (Gk. aloœépeäx) 
but may, in places, be better understood as jackals (e.g., Judg. 15:4; Ps. 63:10[11]; 
Ezek. 13:4; Neh. 4:3).

Mark ZieseMark Ziese

Mark Ziese

JACKAL’S WJACKAL’S WELLELLELL

JACKAL’S WELL

A well or A well or spring (Hespring (Heb. b. {eîn hatta{eîn hattanniîn;nniîn; perhaps a perhaps also “Dragolso “Dragon Gate”) in Gate”) in the Hinnn the Hinnn the Hinnom ValHinnom Valley, situaley, situated betweeted between the Valln the Valley Gate aney Gate and the Dungd the Dung Gate (Neh Gate (Neh. 2:13). S. 2:13). S. 2:13). Some scholSome scholars identiars identify the sitfy the site as En-roe as En-rogel.gel.

A well or spring (Heb. {eîn hattanniîn; perhaps also “Dragon Gate”) in the 
Hinnom Valley, situated between the Valley Gate and the Dung Gate (Neh. 2:13). 
Some scholars identify the site as En-rogel.

JACOBJACOB (Heb.  (Heb. ya{a�qoœb�ya{a�qoœb�)))

JACOB (Heb. ya{a�qoœb� )

The youngeThe younger son of Ir son of Isaac and Rsaac and Rebekah, soebekah, so named bec named because he waause he was born gras born grasping the sping thsping the heel (the heel (Heb. Heb. {aœqeäb�{aœqeäb�) of his o) of his older brothlder brother (Gen. 2er (Gen. 25:26). Thi5:26). This folk etys folk etymology (thmologyetyetymology etymology (the histo(the historical etymrical etymology is pology is probably “Mrobably “May [God] pay [God] protect”) irotect”) indicates Jndicates Jacob’s chaacJJacob’s chJacob’s character asaracter as one who s one who strives to trives to overcome oovercome others, parthers, particularly ticularly his brothehis brother Esau in r brothebrother Esbrother Esau in pursau in pursuit of theuit of the firstborn firstborn blessing. blessing. Later he  Later he gains a negains a new name, Isw name, Israel, whicrael, IsIsrael, whIsrael, which signalich signals that he s that he has “strivhas “striven with Goen with God and withd and with humans an humans and [has] prd [has] prevailed” (evaprprevailed”prevailed” (Gen. 32: (Gen. 32:28). Much 28). Much of the theof the thematic compmatic complexity of lexity of the Jacob the Jacob narrative narrative can be seecacan be seecan be seen in the mn in the movement frovement from Jacob tom Jacob to Israel, o Israel, from the hfrom the heel-grabbeeel-grabber of his yr of his youth to thoyyouth to tyouth to the successhe successful and prful and prolific patolific patriarch, thriarch, the namesakee namesake and embod and embodiment of Iiment of Israel.srIIsrael.Israel.Israel.

The younger son of Isaac and Rebekah, so named because he was born grasping 
the heel (Heb. {aœqeäb� ) of his older brother (Gen. 25:26). This folk 
etymology (the historical etymology is probably “May [God] protect”) indicates 
Jacob’s character as one who strives to overcome others, particularly his 
brother Esau in pursuit of the firstborn blessing. Later he gains a new name, 
Israel, which signals that he has “striven with God and with humans and [has] 
prevailed” (Gen. 32:28). Much of the thematic complexity of the Jacob narrative 
can be seen in the movement from Jacob to Israel, from the heel-grabber of his 
youth to the successful and prolific patriarch, the namesake and embodiment of 
Israel.

�While a laWhile a lad, beginnid, beginning even inng even in the womb, the womb, Jacob’s a Jacob’s adversary idversary is his brots his brother Esau. her Esauher Esau. The Esau. The eventual reventual resolution esolution to this coto this conflict is nflict is predicted predicted in Yahweh’in Yahweh’s oracle ts oracle to Rebekah,o Reo Rebekah, sRebekah, specifying pecifying that the tthat the two brotherwo brothers are two s are two peoples anpeoples and that “thd that “the elder she elder shall serve alshshall servshall serve the youne the younger” (Gen.ger” (Gen. 25:23). T 25:23). The siblinghe sibling rivalry,  rivalry, in which Jin which Jacob will acob will prevail, iprevaiprevail, iprevail, is defined s defined also as analso as an ethnic co ethnic conflict, innflict, in which Isr which Israel will pael will prevail overevail over Edom (= r Edom (r Edom (= Esau). (= Esau). The dual dThe dual dimension oimension of the conff the conflict, betwlict, between siblineen siblings and betgs and between peoplween peoples, informespeoplpeoples, ipeoples, informs mucnforms much of the ch of the characterisharacteristics of thtics of the two brote two brothers and thers and the symbolihe symbolic content csymbolisymbolic csymbolic content of ontent of their intetheir interactions. ractions. Jacob-IsraJacob-Israel is pictel is pictured as a ured as a man of culman of culture, who ture, culculture, wculture, who dwells ho dwells in tents (in tents (Gen. 25:27Gen. 25:27), cooks (), cooks (v. 29), env. 29), engages in tgages in trade (v. 3rade (v. 31), and is1), an1), and is genand is generally quierally quick-witted ck-witted and deviouand devious. He is as. He is a “smooth m “smooth man” (Gen. an” (Gen. 27:11), bo27:11), both smooth thboboth smootboth smooth of skin h of skin and of minand of mind. In contd. In contrast to alrast to all these trl these traits, Esauaits, Esau is uncivi is uncivilized, a “lized, unciviuncivilizeuncivilized, a “man d, a “man of the steof the steppe” who “ppe” who “knows the knows the hunt” (Genhunt” (Gen. 25:27), . 25:27), who does nwho does nwho does not undersnot understand the ftand the fine pointsine points of trade  of trade and negotiand negotiation and ation and is ruled bis ruled by his appey his appetite (v. 3titeappeappetite (appetite (v. 32). Esv. 32). Esau is a haau is a hairy man (Giry man (Gen. 25:25)en. 25:25), as is ap, as is appropriate propriate for a wildfor a wild man of na man o man of nature.of nature. The contr The contrast betweeast between the civin the civilized man lized man and the wiand the wild man notld man not only ensu only ensures that trensuensures thensures that the civat the civilized manilized man will win  will win (even if b(even if by deceptioy deception), but aln), but also definesso defines Israel as Israe Israel as Israel as a civilizea civilized nation, d nation, in contrasin contrast with itst with its culturall culturally disadvany disadvantaged neigtaged neighbors. Likhbors. Lihbors. Like the GLike the Greeks, thereeks, the Israelite Israelites defined s defined themselvesthemselves as civili as civilized and otzed and other peopleher peoples as quasis as s as quasi-bas quasi-barbarians.arbarians.

While a lad, beginning even in the womb, Jacob’s adversary is his brother 
Esau. The eventual resolution to this conflict is predicted in Yahweh’s oracle to 
Rebekah, specifying that the two brothers are two peoples and that “the elder 
shall serve the younger” (Gen. 25:23). The sibling rivalry, in which Jacob will 
prevail, is defined also as an ethnic conflict, in which Israel will prevail over Edom 
(= Esau). The dual dimension of the conflict, between siblings and between 
peoples, informs much of the characteristics of the two brothers and the 
symbolic content of their interactions. Jacob-Israel is pictured as a man of 
culture, who dwells in tents (Gen. 25:27), cooks (v. 29), engages in trade (v. 31), 
and is generally quick-witted and devious. He is a “smooth man” (Gen. 27:11), 
both smooth of skin and of mind. In contrast to all these traits, Esau is 



uncivilized, a “man of the steppe” who “knows the hunt” (Gen. 25:27), who does 
not understand the fine points of trade and negotiation and is ruled by his 
appetite (v. 32). Esau is a hairy man (Gen. 25:25), as is appropriate for a wild man 
of nature. The contrast between the civilized man and the wild man not only 
ensures that the civilized man will win (even if by deception), but also defines 
Israel as a civilized nation, in contrast with its culturally disadvantaged neighbors. 
Like the Greeks, the Israelites defined themselves as civilized and other peoples 
as quasi-barbarians.

�Jacob’s trJacob’s triumph overiumph over Esau, pre Esau, predicted in dicted in Yahweh’s oYahweh’s oracle, doeracle, does not comes not come without a with without a without a price. Notprice. Not only must only must he flee h he flee his home inis home in fear for  fear for his life (his life (Gen. 27:42Gen. 27:42-43), but -43)27:4227:42-43),27:42-43), but the d but the deceptive meceptive means by wheans by which he acqich he acquired the uired the birthrightbirthright and bless and blessing from Einblessblessing fblessing from Esau arom Esau and Isaac rnd Isaac respectivelespectively (25:29–3y (25:29–34; 27:1–294; 27:1–29) are turn) are turned againsted against him by hi hi him by hishim by his next adve next adversary, Labrsary, Laban. Laban’an. Laban’s deceptios deception of Jacobn of Jacob in Gen. 2 in Gen. 29:22-27 ne9:22-27 neatly mirroatneneatly mirneatly mirrors Jacobrors Jacob’s decepti’s deception of Isaaon of Isaac in 27:1–c in 27:1–29. Wherea29. Whereas Jacob des Jacob deceived hisceived his blind fat b blind fathblind father by subser by substituting ttituting the youngerhe younger son for t son for the elder, he elder, now the fanow the father Labanther Laban deceives  de deceives hdeceives his son-in-is son-in-law by sublaw by substituting stituting his elder his elder daughter fdaughter for the youor the younger. Likenger. Like Isaac, Ja Isaa Isaac, JacIsaac, Jacob is deceob is deceived becauived because he cannse he cannot see theot see the impostor  impostor (Gen. 29:2(Gen. 29:23). By thi3). By this ruse Labs rs ruse Labanruse Laban preserves preserves the right the right of the fi of the firstborn anrstborn and gains Jad gains Jacob’s labocob’s labor for anotr for another seven her anotanother seanother seven years.ven years. But Jacob But Jacob finally p finally prevails ovrevails over Laban ber Laban by acquiriny acquiring his wealg his wealth throughth tth through anthrough another deceother deception invoption involving his lving his ability toability to manipulat manipulate the floce the flock’s reprodk’s reproductive powuctireprodreproductireproductive powers ve powers (Gen. 30:2(Gen. 30:25-43).5-43).5-43).

Jacob’s triumph over Esau, predicted in Yahweh’s oracle, does not come 
without a price. Not only must he flee his home in fear for his life (Gen. 
27:42-43), but the deceptive means by which he acquired the birthright and 
blessing from Esau and Isaac respectively (25:29–34; 27:1–29) are turned against 
him by his next adversary, Laban. Laban’s deception of Jacob in Gen. 29:22-27 
neatly mirrors Jacob’s deception of Isaac in 27:1–29. Whereas Jacob deceived his 
blind father by substituting the younger son for the elder, now the father Laban 
deceives his son-in-law by substituting his elder daughter for the younger. Like 
Isaac, Jacob is deceived because he cannot see the impostor (Gen. 29:23). By this 
ruse Laban preserves the right of the firstborn and gains Jacob’s labor for 
another seven years. But Jacob finally prevails over Laban by acquiring his wealth 
through another deception involving his ability to manipulate the flock’s 
reproductive powers (Gen. 30:25-43).

�Jacob’s suJacob’s success in pccess in prevailing revailing over his hover his human adveruman adversaries andsaries and acquiring acquiring blessing, blessing blessing, blessing, family, anfamily, and wealth id wealth is intersecs intersected by twoted by two stories o stories of encountef encounters with Gors with God. While fd. Wd. While fleeWhile fleeing his hoing his home and Esame and Esau’s wrath u’s wrath he encounthe encounters God aters God at a place h a place he names Bee names Be names Bethel, “HBethel, “House of Goouse of God” (Gen. 2d” (Gen. 28:11-22). 8:11-22). Later, whiLater, while returnile returning home anng home and fleeing d fleeing Laban’s wrLLaban’s wrLaban’s wrath, he enath, he encounters Gcounters God at a plod at a place he namace he names Penuel,es Penuel, “Face/Pre “Face/Presence of Gsence of Gsence of God” (Gen.God” (Gen. 32:22-32[ 32:22-32[MT 23–33])MT 23–33]). At the f. At the first of thirst of these placesese places God grant God grants Jacob ths Jacob the patriarceththe patriathe patriarchal blesrchal blessing and dsing and divine protivine protection, anection, and at the sd at the second he gecond he grants him rants him a new namea nea new name anew name and identitnd identity as Israey as Israel, which il, which is also defs also defined as blined as blessing. Jaessing. Jacob’s retucob’s return to his rn to rn to his homto his home as Israee as Israel is accoml is accompanied by panied by stories ofstories of reconcili reconciliation withation with Laban (Ge Laban (Gen. 31:25-5n. 3n. 31:25-54) 31:25-54) and Esau (and Esau (33:1–16). 33:1–16). Jacob’s fiJacob’s final succesnal success is seales is sealed by makind by making peace wig peace with his forth hth his formerhis former adversari adversaries.es.es.

Jacob’s success in prevailing over his human adversaries and acquiring 
blessing, family, and wealth is intersected by two stories of encounters with God. 
While fleeing his home and Esau’s wrath he encounters God at a place he names 
Bethel, “House of God” (Gen. 28:11-22). Later, while returning home and fleeing 
Laban’s wrath, he encounters God at a place he names Penuel, “Face/Presence of 
God” (Gen. 32:22-32[MT 23–33]). At the first of these places God grants Jacob 
the patriarchal blessing and divine protection, and at the second he grants him a 
new name and identity as Israel, which is also defined as blessing. Jacob’s return 
to his home as Israel is accompanied by stories of reconciliation with Laban (Gen. 
31:25-54) and Esau (33:1–16). Jacob’s final success is sealed by making peace with 
his former adversaries.

�Many of thMany of the themes oe themes of the Jacof the Jacob narrativb narrative are echoe are echoed in the ed in the story of Jstory of Joseph and oseph aoseph and his brand his brothers. Inothers. In this stor this story Jacob-Isy Jacob-Israel is derael is deceived by ceived by his elder his elder sons (Gen.sons (Gen. 37:31-35) 37:31 37:31-35),37:31-35), but the y but the younger sonounger son, Joseph, , Joseph, again prevagain prevails. The ails. The older brotolder brothers finalhers finally show thly shly show theirshow their worth by  worth by treating ttreating the youngeshe youngest son, Bent son, Benjamin, witjamin, with compassih compassion, and reon, and reon, and reconciliareconciliation amongtion among the broth the brothers ensuesers ensues. In a fin. In a final turn onal turn on past dece past deceptions, Japtions, Jacob/Israelcob/JaJacob/IsraJacob/Israel deceiveel deceives his son s his son Joseph by Joseph by granting tgranting the blessinhe blessing of the fg of the firstborn tirstborn to Ephraim,o Epho Ephraim, tEphraim, the youngerhe younger son, over son, over Manasseh, Manasseh, the elder the elder son (Gen. son (Gen. 48:8-21). 48:8-21). In this s In this story Jacobtosstory Jacostory Jacob/Israel ib/Israel is old and s old and blind, likblind, like old Isaae old Isaac before, c before, but the blbut the blind fatherind father now is th now is  now is the decis the deceiver and eiver and grants thegrants the blessing  blessing to the youto the younger. At tnger. At this point,his point, near deat near death Jacob/Ish Jach Jacob/IsraJacob/Israel displayel displays oraculars oracular powers, e powers, echoing thechoing the oracle gi oracle given at hisven at his own birth own birth by predic by  by predictby predicting the asing the ascent of Epcent of Ephraim and hraim and the destinthe destiny of each y of each of his sonof his sons (Gen. 49s (Gen. 49:1-27). Th:1-4949:1-27). 49:1-27). The transfThe transformation formation from heel-grom heel-grabber to rabber to patriarch patriarch to seer isto seer is complete. complete.

Many of the themes of the Jacob narrative are echoed in the story of Joseph 
and his brothers. In this story Jacob-Israel is deceived by his elder sons (Gen. 
37:31-35), but the younger son, Joseph, again prevails. The older brothers finally 
show their worth by treating the youngest son, Benjamin, with compassion, and 
reconciliation among the brothers ensues. In a final turn on past deceptions, 
Jacob/Israel deceives his son Joseph by granting the blessing of the firstborn to 
Ephraim, the younger son, over Manasseh, the elder son (Gen. 48:8-21). In this 
story Jacob/Israel is old and blind, like old Isaac before, but the blind father now 



is the deceiver and grants the blessing to the younger. At this point, near death 
Jacob/Israel displays oracular powers, echoing the oracle given at his own birth 
by predicting the ascent of Ephraim and the destiny of each of his sons (Gen. 
49:1-27). The transformation from heel-grabber to patriarch to seer is complete.

�Outside ofOutside of the Penta the Pentateuch Hoseteuch Hosea refers ta refers to the Jacoo the Jacob narrativb narrative, presente, presenting a sliging a sing a slightly dslightly different vifferent version of ersion of Jacob’s enJacob’s encounter atcounter at Penuel wi Penuel with God, whth God, who is now ro is now representedeprrrepresenterepresented as an and as an angel (Hos. gel (Hos. 12:2-4[3–512:2-4[3–5]). Jeremi]). Jeremiah also maah also makes a dispkes a disparaging alaraging allusion to lusialallusion tallusion to Jacob’s o Jacob’s character character as a heel-as a heel-grabber (Jgrabber (Jer. 9:4[3]er. 9:4[3]). In late). In later literatur literature Jacob ire Jacobre Jacob is uJacob is uniformly dniformly depicted asepicted as a wise an a wise and pious mad pious man (e.g., Jn (e.g., Jub. 25:4–1ub. 25:4–10; Heb. 110; Heb. 11:21).:21)1111:21).11:21).11:21).

Outside of the Pentateuch Hosea refers to the Jacob narrative, presenting a 
slightly different version of Jacob’s encounter at Penuel with God, who is now 
represented as an angel (Hos. 12:2-4[3–5]). Jeremiah also makes a disparaging 
allusion to Jacob’s character as a heel-grabber (Jer. 9:4[3]). In later literature 
Jacob is uniformly depicted as a wise and pious man (e.g., Jub. 25:4–10; Heb. 
11:21).

Ronald S. Ronald S. HendelHendel

Ronald S. Hendel

JACOB’S WEJACOB’S WELLLLLL

JACOB’S WELL

The locatiThe location of Jesuon of Jesus’ encounts’ encounter with a er with a Samaritan Samaritan woman (Johwoman (John 4). The n 4). The only well only well explicitlyeexplicitlyexplicitly named in  named in the NT, itthe NT, it is associ is associated with ated with Bir Bir Ya{aqu®bYa{aqu®b (177179)  (177179) at the basat the baat the base of Mtbase of Mt. Gerizim . Gerizim near Tell near Tell Bala®t�ahBala®t�ah. The well. The well is ca. 30 is ca. 30 m. (100 f m. (100 ft.) deep at.) deep and appearsndaand appearand appears to be fes to be fed by an und by an underground derground stream.stream.stream.

The location of Jesus’ encounter with a Samaritan woman (John 4). The only well 
explicitly named in the NT, it is associated with Bir Ya{aqu®b (177179) at the 
base of Mt. Gerizim near Tell Bala®t�ah . The well is ca. 30 m. (100 ft.) deep 
and appears to be fed by an underground stream.

�Debate conDebate continues regtinues regarding thearding the NT associ NT association of tation of the well wihe well with the Samth the Samaritan towaritanSamSamaritan Samaritan town of Sytown of Sychar. Somechar. Some hold that hold that Sychar is Sychar is to be ass to be associated wiociated with the preth the present town seprepresent topresent town of Askawn of Askar N of ther N of the well. Oth well. Others associers associate Sycharate Sychar with Shec with Shechem. Howevhem. Howhem. However, rHowever, recent archecent archaeologicalaeological evidence  evidence indicates indicates that Shechthat Shechem no longem no longer existeder existeder existed inexisted in the 1st c the 1st century entury C.E.C.E. Whatever  Whatever the case, the case, the presenthe present well at t well at Bir Bir Ya{aqu®bYa{aqu®Ya{aqu®bYa{aqu®b accords w accords well with tell with the biblicahe biblical evidencel evidence and is at and is attested to tested to by Jewish,by Jewish, Samaritan Sam Samaritan,Samaritan, Christian Christian, and Musl, and Muslim sourcesim sources. Jerome r. Jerome reports thaeports that a churcht a church was locat was located on the elocatlocated onlocated on the site  the site by the endby the end of the 4t of the 4th century,h century, and the C and the Crusaders brusaders built a chuuilt a church there rchchuchurch thechurch there in the re in the 11th centu11th century.ry.ry.

Debate continues regarding the NT association of the well with the 
Samaritan town of Sychar. Some hold that Sychar is to be associated with the 
present town of Askar N of the well. Others associate Sychar with Shechem. 
However, recent archaeological evidence indicates that Shechem no longer 
existed in the 1st century C.E. Whatever the case, the present well at Bir 
Ya{aqu®b accords well with the biblical evidence and is attested to by Jewish, 
Samaritan, Christian, and Muslim sources. Jerome reports that a church was 
located on the site by the end of the 4th century, and the Crusaders built a 
church there in the 11th century.

D. Larry GD. Larry Greggregg

D. Larry Gregg

JADAJADA (Heb.  (Heb. yaœd�aœ{yaœd�aœ{)))

JADA (Heb. yaœd�aœ{ )

A JudahiteA Judahite, son of O, son of Onam and brnam and brother of Sother of Shammai; fahammai; father of Jether of Jether and Jther and Jonathan (1onathan (1 Chr. 2:28 (1(1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:28, 32).28, 32).

A Judahite, son of Onam and brother of Shammai; father of Jether and Jonathan 
(1 Chr. 2:28, 32).

JADDAIJADDAI (Heb.  (Heb. yaddayyadday) (also ID) (also IDDO)DO)DO)

JADDAI (Heb. yadday) (also IDDO)

An IsraeliAn Israelite who waste who was required  required to send awto send away his foray his foreign wife eign wife (Ezra 10:4(Ezra 10:43; 3; K K yaddo®yaddoyaddo®yaddo®). At 1 Es). At 1 Esdr. 9:35 hdr. 9:35 he is callee is called Iddo (d Iddo (66).).

An Israelite who was required to send away his foreign wife (Ezra 10:43; K 
yaddo®). At 1 Esdr. 9:35 he is called Iddo (6).

JADDUAJADDUA (Heb.  (Heb. yaddu®a{yaddu®a{)))

JADDUA (Heb. yaddu®a{)

�1.1. One of th One of the “leaderse “leaders of the pe of the people” who ople” who set his seset his seal to the al to the new covenanew covenant under Nnt unt under Neheunder Nehemiah (Neh.miah (Neh. 10:21[MT  10:21[MT 22]).22]).22]).

1. One of the “leaders of the people” who set his seal to the new covenant 
under Nehemiah (Neh. 10:21[MT 22]).



�2.2. The son o The son of Jonathanf Jonathan (or Johan (or Johanan), the lan), the last mentioast mentioned of thened of the high prie high priests (Neh. sts (Nsts (Neh. 12:1(Neh. 12:11). Accord1). According to Nehing to Neh. 12:22 he. 12:22 he was a pri was a priest about est about the time othe time of the Persf the Persian king DiaPersPersian kiPersian king Darius ng Darius III CodomaIII Codomannus (336–nnus (336–331 331 B.C.E.B.C.E.), who fel), who fell to Alexal to Alexander the Gnder the Great (cf. rGGreat (cf.Great (cf. Josephus  Josephus Ant.Ant. 11.8.4–5  11.8.4–5 [326–39]).[326–39]).

2. The son of Jonathan (or Johanan), the last mentioned of the high priests 
(Neh. 12:11). According to Neh. 12:22 he was a priest about the time of the 
Persian king Darius III Codomannus (336–331 B.C.E.), who fell to Alexander the 
Great (cf. Josephus Ant. 11.8.4–5 [326–39]).

JADDUSJADDUS (Gk.  (Gk. IoddouísIoddouís)))

JADDUS (Gk. Ioddouís)

A priest wA priest whose descehose descendants, bendants, because he hcause he had adoptedad adopted the name  the name of his fatof his father-in-lawher-in-lawfatfather-in-father-in-law Barzillaw Barzillai the Gilai the Gileadite, wleadite, were unableere unable to prove  to prove their levitheir levitical desctical descent upon tent upent upon theirupon their return fr return from exile (om exile (1 Esdr. 5:1 Esdr. 5:38).38).38).

A priest whose descendants, because he had adopted the name of his 
father-in-law Barzillai the Gileadite, were unable to prove their levitical descent 
upon their return from exile (1 Esdr. 5:38).

�SeeSee  BARZILLAIBARZILLAI  3.3.

See BARZILLAI 3.

JADONJADON (Heb.  (Heb. yaœd�o®nyaœd�o®n)))

JADON (Heb. yaœd�o®n )

A MeronothA Meronothite who heite who helped repailped repair the wallr the walls of Jeruss of Jerusalem (Neh.alem (Neh. 3:7). 3:7).

A Meronothite who helped repair the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:7).

JAELJAEL (Heb.  (Heb. yaœ{eälyaœ{eäl)))

JAEL (Heb. yaœ{eäl)

The KeniteThe Kenite woman, wi woman, wife of Hebefe of Heber, who cunr, who cunningly setningly set up Sisera up Sisera, the exha, the exhausted Canausted Canusted Canaanite Canaanite commander,commander, by cateri by catering to his ng to his needs afteneeds after his defer his defeat at the at at the hands of thands of the Israelihetthe Israelthe Israelites and wites and who then trho then treacherousleacherously killed hy killed him after him after he had comee had come to trust  to trust her (Judg.herher (Judg.her (Judg. 4:17-22;  4:17-22; 5:24-27). 5:24-27). The detailThe details of this s of this event diffevent differ in the er in the two accountwo accounts: in Judts: in ts: in Judg. 4in Judg. 4 she slays she slays the sleep the sleeping, exhauing, exhausted Sisersted Sisera by stakia by staking his heang his head to the gd to the ground, whiroundgground, whground, while in theile in the poetry of poetry of Judg. 5 s Judg. 5 she bashes he bashes in his skuin his skull while hll while he is drinke is drinking curds ing cuing curds fromcurds from a bowl. I a bowl. In both accn both accounts, howounts, however, it iever, it is quite cls quite clear that Jear that Jael is theael is the means use mean means usedmeans used by the wr by the writer to deiter to depict Siserpict Sisera’s total a’s total humiliatiohumiliation. For a wn. For a warrior to arrior to die at thedie adie at the hanat the hands of a wods of a woman was human was humiliation miliation enough, buenough, but for the t for the warrior alwarrior also to be dso to be drawn into rddrawn intodrawn into the woman the woman’s web of ’s web of deceit maddeceit made the humie the humiliation evliation even more enen more enjoyable tojoyable enenjoyable enjoyable to his eneto his enemies (cf. mies (cf. the story the story of Judith of Judith and Holofeand Holofernes).rnes).rnes).

The Kenite woman, wife of Heber, who cunningly set up Sisera, the exhausted 
Canaanite commander, by catering to his needs after his defeat at the hands of 
the Israelites and who then treacherously killed him after he had come to trust 
her (Judg. 4:17-22; 5:24-27). The details of this event differ in the two accounts: 
in Judg. 4 she slays the sleeping, exhausted Sisera by staking his head to the 
ground, while in the poetry of Judg. 5 she bashes in his skull while he is drinking 
curds from a bowl. In both accounts, however, it is quite clear that Jael is the 
means used by the writer to depict Sisera’s total humiliation. For a warrior to die 
at the hands of a woman was humiliation enough, but for the warrior also to be 
drawn into the woman’s web of deceit made the humiliation even more 
enjoyable to his enemies (cf. the story of Judith and Holofernes).

�Jael and DJael and Deborah areeborah are the clear the clear protagoni protagonists in thists in this story ofs story of Israelite Israelite victory,  victory, and they saand they sand they stand in shtand in sharp contraarp contrast to the st to the annihilateannihilated Sisera ad Sisera and the relnd the reluctant Isructant Israelite waraeliteIsrIsraelite Israelite warrior Bawarrior Barak. Judg.rak. Judg. 4:9 is cl 4:9 is clearly inteearly intended as a nded as a foreshadowforeshadowing of Jaeing of Jael’s ravagil’s ravl’s ravaging oravaging of Sisera, f Sisera, an act whian act which is denich is denied Barak. ed Barak. It is espeIt is especially notcially noteworthy theworthy that in Judgat in Jat in Judg. 5:24Judg. 5:24-26 we hav-26 we have the cathe the cathartic momeartic moment of the nt of the Song of DeSong of Deborah, in borah, in which eachwhich eachwhich each blow each blow rained dowrained down upon Sisn upon Sisera’s headera’s head by Jael a by Jael allows the llows the IsraelitesIsraelites to savor  to savor again the agaagain the again the crushing ocrushing of this hatf this hated Israelied Israelite enemy. te enemy. In short, In short, as Sisera as Sisera falls, so falls, so fall the Cfall the Cfall the CanaanitesCanaanites, and his , and his protractedprotracted demise em demise embodies thebodies their defeat.ir defeat.

Jael and Deborah are the clear protagonists in this story of Israelite victory, 
and they stand in sharp contrast to the annihilated Sisera and the reluctant 
Israelite warrior Barak. Judg. 4:9 is clearly intended as a foreshadowing of Jael’s 
ravaging of Sisera, an act which is denied Barak. It is especially noteworthy that in 
Judg. 5:24-26 we have the cathartic moment of the Song of Deborah, in which 
each blow rained down upon Sisera’s head by Jael allows the Israelites to savor 
again the crushing of this hated Israelite enemy. In short, as Sisera falls, so fall the 
Canaanites, and his protracted demise embodies their defeat.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. J. HausA. J. Hauser, “Judgeer, “Judges 5: Parats 5: Parataxis in Heaxis in Hebrew Poetrbrew Poetry,” y,” JBLJBL 99 (1980) 99 ( 99 (1980): 23(1980): 23–41.–41.–41.
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Alan J. HaAlan J. Hauseruser

Alan J. Hauser

JAGURJAGUR (Heb.  (Heb. yaœg�u®ryaœg�u®r)))

JAGUR (Heb. yaœg�u®r )

A city in A city in the southethe southern part ofrn part of Judah nea Judah near Edom (Jor Edom (Josh. 15:21)sh. 15:21), most lik, most likely Khirbeely Khirbet el-Gharrt et el-Gharrahel-Gharrah (148071), (148071), ca. 18 km ca. 18 km. (11 mi.). (11 mi.) E of Beer E of Beer-sheba.-sheba.

A city in the southern part of Judah near Edom (Josh. 15:21), most likely Khirbet 



el-Gharrah (148071), ca. 18 km. (11 mi.) E of Beer-sheba.

JAHATHJAHATH (Heb.  (Heb. yah�at�yah�at�)))

JAHATH (Heb. yah�at� )

�1.1. A Judahit A Judahite, the sone, the son of Reaiah of Reaiah; ancestor; ancestor of the Zo of the Zorahite famrahite families Ahumilies Ahumai and Lahai andai and Lahad and Lahad (1 Chr. 4:(1 Chr. 4:2).2).2).

1. A Judahite, the son of Reaiah; ancestor of the Zorahite families Ahumai 
and Lahad (1 Chr. 4:2).

�2.2. A Levite, A Levite, son of Li son of Libni and debni and descendant oscendant of Gershom f Gershom (1 Chr. 6:(1 Chr. 6:20, 43[MT 20, 43[MT 5, 28]).5, 25, 28]).28]).28]).

2. A Levite, son of Libni and descendant of Gershom (1 Chr. 6:20, 43[MT 5, 
28]).

�3.3. A Levite, A Levite, grandson  grandson of Gershomof Gershom; chief of; chief of the sons  the sons of Shimei of Shimei (1 Chr. 23(1 Chr. 23:10-11).:10-12323:10-11).23:10-11).

3. A Levite, grandson of Gershom; chief of the sons of Shimei (1 Chr. 
23:10-11).

�4.4. A Levite, A Levite, son of Sh son of Shelomoth anelomoth and descendad descendant of Izhant of Izhar (1 Chr. r (1 Chr. 24:22).24:22).24:22).

4. A Levite, son of Shelomoth and descendant of Izhar (1 Chr. 24:22).

�5.5. A Merarit A Merarite Levite, e Levite, overseer ooverseer of the workf the work force rep force repairing theairing the temple at temple at the time  the  the time othe time of King Josf King Josiah (1 Chriah (1 Chr. 34:12).. 34:12).

5. A Merarite Levite, overseer of the work force repairing the temple at 
the time of King Josiah (1 Chr. 34:12).

JAHAZJAHAZ (Heb.  (Heb. yahas�, yayahas�, yahs�a®hs�a®) (also JA) (also JAHZAH)HZAH)HZAH)

JAHAZ (Heb. yahas�, yahs�a® ) (also JAHZAH)

A city in A city in TransjordaTransjordan where thn where the Amorite e Amorite king Sihonking Sihon of Heshbo of Heshbon was killn was killed by the ed by the IsraelitesIIsraelitesIsraelites (Num. 21: (Num. 21:23; Deut. 23; Deut. 2:32-33; J2:32-33; Judg. 11:20udg. 11:20-21). Alth-21). Although the cough the city was wiity was within the tthinwiwithin thewithin the territory territory allocated allocated to the tr to the tribe of Reuibe of Reuben, the sben, the settlement ettlement proper wasproper was assigned  as assigned tassigned to the Merao the Merarite Levitrite Levites (Josh. es (Josh. 21:36; 1 C21:36; 1 Chr. 6:78[Mhr. 6:78[MT 63]). LaT 63]). Later the citer the city fell toty fety fell to thfell to the Moabitese Moabites during Ki during King Mesha’sng Mesha’s expansion expansion to the no to the north (Mesharth (Mesha inscripti inscription 18–20).oninscriptiinscriptioinscription 18–20). n 18–20). It apparenIt apparently remaintly remained in Moabed in Moabite hands ite hands for some tfor some time thereaime thereafter (Isa.ftthereathereafterthereafter (Isa. 15: (Isa. 15:4; Jer. 484; Jer. 48:21 [calle:21 [called Jahzah],d Jahzah], 34). 34). 34).

A city in Transjordan where the Amorite king Sihon of Heshbon was killed by the 
Israelites (Num. 21:23; Deut. 2:32-33; Judg. 11:20-21). Although the city was 
within the territory allocated to the tribe of Reuben, the settlement proper was 
assigned to the Merarite Levites (Josh. 21:36; 1 Chr. 6:78[MT 63]). Later the city 
fell to the Moabites during King Mesha’s expansion to the north (Mesha 
inscription 18–20). It apparently remained in Moabite hands for some time 
thereafter (Isa. 15:4; Jer. 48:21 [called Jahzah], 34).

�Several siSeveral sites have btes have been proposeen proposed as canded as candidates foridates for ancient J ancient Jahaz. Thesahaz. These include e include include Khinclude Khirbet Libbirbet Libb (222112;  (222112; ca. 11 km.ca. 11 km. [7 mi.] N [7 mi.] N of Dibon  of Dibon on the Kinon the King’s Highwag’s Highway), KhirbeyHighwaHighway), Highway), Khirbet IsKhirbet Iskander (22kander (223107; ca. 3107; ca. 6 km. [4 m6 km. [4 mi.] N of Di.] N of Dibon), Khiibon), Khirbet Remeirbet Remeirbet Remeil (22Remeil (228114; 5 km8114; 5 km. [3 mi.] . [3 mi.] NE of KhirNE of Khirbet Iskandbet Iskander), Khirber), Khirbet Qureiyeet Qureiyet t }Aleiyan}Aleiyan}Aleiyan}Aleiyan (233104;  (233104; ca. 8 km. ca. 8 km. [5 mi.] NE[5 mi.] NE of Dibon) of Dibon), and Tall, and Tall Jalul (23 Jalul (231125; 5 km1125; 5 km. [3 mi.] . [3 . [3 mi.] E [3 mi.] E of Madaba)of Madaba). The most. The most recent an recent and best prod best proposal at tposal at this time shis time seems to beeems to be Khirbet M K Khirbet MeKhirbet Medeiniyeh (deiniyeh (236110) on236110) on the Wadi  the Wadi Themed (caThemed (ca. 2.5 km. . 2.5 km. [1.5 mi.] [1.5 mi.] NE of KhirNE of KhNE of Khirbet ReKhirbet Remeil).meil).meil).

Several sites have been proposed as candidates for ancient Jahaz. These 
include Khirbet Libb (222112; ca. 11 km. [7 mi.] N of Dibon on the King’s 
Highway), Khirbet Iskander (223107; ca. 6 km. [4 mi.] N of Dibon), Khirbet 
Remeil (228114; 5 km. [3 mi.] NE of Khirbet Iskander), Khirbet Qureiyet 
}Aleiyan (233104; ca. 8 km. [5 mi.] NE of Dibon), and Tall Jalul (231125; 5 km. 
[3 mi.] E of Madaba). The most recent and best proposal at this time seems to be 
Khirbet Medeiniyeh (236110) on the Wadi Themed (ca. 2.5 km. [1.5 mi.] NE of 
Khirbet Remeil).

Randall W.Randall W. Younker Younker

Randall W. Younker

JAHAZIELJAHAZIEL (Heb.  (Heb. yah�a�ziî}yah�a�ziî}eäleäl)))

JAHAZIEL (Heb. yah�a�ziî}eäl )

�1.1. A Benjami A Benjaminite who cnite who came to Davame to David in Ziklid in Ziklag (1 Chr.ag (1 Chr. 12:4[MT 5 12:4[MT 5]).]).]).

1. A Benjaminite who came to David in Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:4[MT 5]).

�2.2. A priest  A priest at the timat the time of Davide of David, appointe, appointed to soundd to sound the trump the trumpet before et before the ark (1the athe ark (1 Chrark (1 Chr. 16:6).. 16:6).. 16:6).

2. A priest at the time of David, appointed to sound the trumpet before the 
ark (1 Chr. 16:6).

�3.3. A Kohathi A Kohathite Levite,te Levite, third of  third of the “sons”the “sons” of Hebron of Hebron ( (1; 1; 1 Chr. 23:1 Chr. 23:19; 24:23)19; 24:23)..24:23)24:23).24:23).24:23).

3. A Kohathite Levite, third of the “sons” of Hebron (1; 1 Chr. 23:19; 
24:23).

�4.4. The son o The son of Zechariaf Zechariah, “a Levih, “a Levite of the te of the sons of Assons of Asaph” (2 Chaph” (2 Chr. 20:14) r. 20:14) who prophewho pwho prophesiedprophesied to King J to King Jehoshaphatehoshaphat that Juda that Judah would beh would be victoriou victorious over thes over the Moabites  Moabites  Moabites aMoabites and Ammonitnd Ammonites (vv. 14es (vv. 14–17, 20–30–17, 20–30).).).

4. The son of Zechariah, “a Levite of the sons of Asaph” (2 Chr. 20:14) who 
prophesied to King Jehoshaphat that Judah would be victorious over the 
Moabites and Ammonites (vv. 14–17, 20–30).



�5.5. The fathe The father of Shecar of Shecaniah, who niah, who returned wreturned with Ezra fith Ezra from captivrom captivity in Babity in Babylon (Ezraylon BabBabylon (EBabylon (Ezra 8:5).zra 8:5).

5. The father of Shecaniah, who returned with Ezra from captivity in 
Babylon (Ezra 8:5).

JAHDAIJAHDAI (Heb.  (Heb. yaœhdaœyyaœhdaœy)))

JAHDAI (Heb. yaœhdaœy)

A CalebiteA Calebite, perhaps , perhaps a concubina concubine of Calebe of Caleb, from who, from whom are descm are descended six ended six offspring offspring offspring offspring (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:47).47).

A Calebite, perhaps a concubine of Caleb, from whom are descended six 
offspring (1 Chr. 2:47).

JAHDIELJAHDIEL (Heb.  (Heb. yah�diî}eäyah�diî}eäll)))

JAHDIEL (Heb. yah�diî}eäl )

The head oThe head of a fatherf a father’s house i’s house in the Trann the Transjordaniansjordanian half-trib half-tribe of Manase of Manasseh (1 Chrseh (1 Chr. 5:24).. 5. 5:24).5:24).

The head of a father’s house in the Transjordanian half-tribe of Manasseh (1 Chr. 
5:24).

JAHDOJAHDO (Heb.  (Heb. yah�do®yah�do®)))

JAHDO (Heb. yah�do® )

A Gadite, A Gadite, the son ofthe son of Buz (1 Ch Buz (1 Chr. 5:14).r. 5:14).

A Gadite, the son of Buz (1 Chr. 5:14).

JAHLEELJAHLEEL (Heb.  (Heb. yah�leï}eäyah�leï}eäll)))

JAHLEEL (Heb. yah�leï}eäl )

A son of ZA son of Zebulun (Geebulun (Gen. 46:14),n. 46:14), and epony and eponymous ancesmous ancestor of thetor of the Jahleelit Jahleelites (Heb. es (Heb. hayyah�leïhhayyah�leïhayyah�leï}eäliî;}eäliî; Num. 26:2 Num. 26:26).6).

A son of Zebulun (Gen. 46:14), and eponymous ancestor of the Jahleelites (Heb. 
hayyah�leï}eäliî;  Num. 26:26).

JAHMAIJAHMAI (Heb.  (Heb. yah�mayyah�may)))

JAHMAI (Heb. yah�may )

A warrior A warrior of the triof the tribe of Issabe of Issachar, headchar, head of a fath of a father’s houseer’s house among the among the descendan descendants of Tolatsdescendandescendantdescendants of Tola s of Tola (1 Chr. 7:(1 Chr. 7:2).2).

A warrior of the tribe of Issachar, head of a father’s house among the 
descendants of Tola (1 Chr. 7:2).

JAHZAHJAHZAH (Heb.  (Heb. yahs�a®yahs�a®)))

JAHZAH (Heb. yahs�a® )

Alternate Alternate name of Janame of Jahaz, a cithaz, a city in the ty in the tableland oableland of Moab (Jef Moab (Jer. 48:21).r. 48:21).

Alternate name of Jahaz, a city in the tableland of Moab (Jer. 48:21).

JAHZEELJAHZEEL (Heb.  (Heb. yah�s�eï}eyah�s�eï}eäläl), ), JAHZIEL JAHZIEL (yah�s�iî}(yah�s�iî}eäl).eäl).eäl).

JAHZEEL (Heb. yah�s�eï}eäl ), JAHZIEL (yah�s�iî}eäl).

A son of NA son of Naphtali (Gaphtali (Gen. 46:24)en. 46:24), ancestor, ancestor of the Ja of the Jahzeelites hzeelites (Heb. (Heb. hayyah�s�ehayyah�s�eï}eäliî;ï}ehayyah�s�ehayyah�s�ehayyah�s�eï}eäliî;ï}eäliî; Num. 26:4 Num. 26:48). At 1 C8). At 1 Chr. 7:13 hhr. 7:13 his name isis name is given as  given as Jahziel.Jahziel.

A son of Naphtali (Gen. 46:24), ancestor of the Jahzeelites (Heb. 
hayyah�s�eï}eäliî;  Num. 26:48). At 1 Chr. 7:13 his name is given as Jahziel.

JAHZEIAHJAHZEIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yah�zeïya®yah�zeïya®)))

JAHZEIAH (Heb. yah�zeïya® )

The son ofThe son of Tikvah; a Tikvah; an Israelitn Israelite who oppoe who opposed Ezra’ssed Ezra’s order to  order to divorce fodivorce foreign wivereign wives (Ezra 10s wivewives (Ezrwives (Ezra 10:25).a 10:25).

The son of Tikvah; an Israelite who opposed Ezra’s order to divorce foreign 
wives (Ezra 10:25).

JAHZERAHJAHZERAH (Heb.  (Heb. yah�zeära®yah�zeära®)))

JAHZERAH (Heb. yah�zeära® )

A priest aA priest and the sonnd the son of Meshul of Meshullam (1 Chrlam (1 Chr. 9:12). H. 9:12). He may be te may be the same ashe same as Ahzai at  Ahzai at Neh. 11:13NNeh. 11:13Neh. 11:13..

A priest and the son of Meshullam (1 Chr. 9:12). He may be the same as Ahzai at 
Neh. 11:13.

JAIRJAIR (Heb.  (Heb. yaœ}iîr, yyaœ}iîr, yaœ{iîraœ{iîr)))

JAIR (Heb. yaœ}iîr, yaœ{iîr)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Manasseh wManasseh who captureho captured some of d some of the villagthe villages of the es of the Amorites iAmorites in Bashan in Bn Bashan in Bashan in TransjordaTransjordan and namen and named them Havd them Havvoth-jair,voth-jair, “cities o “cities of Jair” (Nf Jair” (Num. 32:41;um. 32:41; Deut. 3:1 D Deut. 3:14Deut. 3:14).).).

1. A son of Manasseh who captured some of the villages of the Amorites in 



Bashan in Transjordan and named them Havvoth-jair, “cities of Jair” (Num. 32:41; 
Deut. 3:14).

�2.2. Jair the  Jair the Gileadite,Gileadite, a judge.  a judge. He is saidHe is said to have h to have had 30 sonsad 30 sons who rode  who rode on 30 donkon 30 don 30 donkeys andonkeys and had 30 td had 30 towns in Giowns in Gilead (Judglead (Judg. 10:3-5).. 10:3-5). A “minor” A “minor” judge, he judge, he is otherw is otherwise unknowisotherwotherwise otherwise unknown.unknown.unknown.

2. Jair the Gileadite, a judge. He is said to have had 30 sons who rode on 30 
donkeys and had 30 towns in Gilead (Judg. 10:3-5). A “minor” judge, he is 
otherwise unknown.

�3.3. The fathe The father of Elhanr of Elhanan, who isan, who is said to h said to have killedave killed Lahmi the Lahmi the brother o brother of Goliath f Goliaf Goliath (1Goliath (1 Chr. 20:5 Chr. 20:5; Heb. ; Heb. yaœ{iîryaœ{iîr). However). However, in 2 Sam, in 2 Sam. 21:19 Ja. 21:19 Jaare-oregimare-oregim is named  is nam is named as tnamed as the father he father of Elhananof Elhanan, who is i, who is in turn cren turn credited withdited with the slayi the slaying of Goling of Goliath. The lath. GoliGoliath. TGoliath. The longer he longer form in 2 form in 2 Samuel is Samuel is probably aprobably a scribal e scribal error due trror due to the inado the inadvertent coverinadinadverteninadvertent copying t copying of the finof the final word inal word in the verse the verse in MT. If in MT. If in fact J in fact Jaare-oregiaare-oregim is to bem is tom is to be idento be identified wittified with Jair, thh Jair, then his homen his home was Bethe was Bethlehem.lehem.lehem.

3. The father of Elhanan, who is said to have killed Lahmi the brother of 
Goliath (1 Chr. 20:5; Heb. yaœ{iîr). However, in 2 Sam. 21:19 Jaare-oregim is 
named as the father of Elhanan, who is in turn credited with the slaying of 
Goliath. The longer form in 2 Samuel is probably a scribal error due to the 
inadvertent copying of the final word in the verse in MT. If in fact Jaare-oregim is 
to be identified with Jair, then his home was Bethlehem.

�4.4. A Benjami A Benjaminite; fathnite; father of Morder of Mordecai, the ecai, the cousin andcousin and guardian  guardian of Esther of Esther (Esth. 2:5(Esth.(Esth. 2:5(Esth. 2:5).).).

4. A Benjaminite; father of Mordecai, the cousin and guardian of Esther 
(Esth. 2:5).

Michael L.Michael L. Ruffin Ruffin

Michael L. Ruffin

JAIRITEJAIRITE (Heb.  (Heb. yaœ}iriîyaœ}iriî)))

JAIRITE (Heb. yaœ}iriî)

A gentilicA gentilic attribute attributed to Ira, d to Ira, David’s prDavid’s priest (2 Saiest (2 Sam. 20:26).m. 20:26). Ira was a Ira was a descendan descendant of the Mt of tt of the Manassthe Manassite Jair (ite Jair (11). Followi). Following the LXXng the LXX and other and other versions  versions some scholsome scholars preferars preferars prefer to prefer to read “Jattread “Jattirite” (Heirite” (Heb. b. yattiriîyattiriî), i.e., a), i.e., a native of native of Jattir (c Jattir (cf. 2 Sam. f. 2 Sam. 23:38 = 1 23:38 = 1 23:38 = 1 Chr. 11:1 Chr. 11:40, “Ira t40, “Ira the Ithritehe Ithrite”).”).

A gentilic attributed to Ira, David’s priest (2 Sam. 20:26). Ira was a descendant of 
the Manassite Jair (1). Following the LXX and other versions some scholars 
prefer to read “Jattirite” (Heb. yattiriî), i.e., a native of Jattir (cf. 2 Sam. 23:38 = 
1 Chr. 11:40, “Ira the Ithrite”).

JAIRUSJAIRUS (Gk.  (Gk. IaéiÿrosIaéiÿros)))

JAIRUS (Gk. Iaéiÿros)

The synagoThe synagogue officigue official (“ruleral (“ruler”) who beg”) who begged Jesus ged Jesus to heal hito heal his terminals terminally ill 12-ly ill 12-year-old dyear-12-12-year-ol12-year-old daughterd daughter (Mark 5:2 (Mark 5:22; Luke 8:2; Luke 8:41). In Ma41). In Matthew’s vetthew’s version (Matrsion (Matt. 9:18) tt. 9:18) the ruler ihetthe ruler the ruler is anonymois anonymous, his daus, his daughter’s aughter’s age is not ge is not specified,specified, and the g and the girl is alrirl is already dead.eady deeady dead. All dead. All three Synothree Synoptic Gospeptic Gospels intercals intercalate the slate the story of Jetory of Jesus’ healisus’ healing of the ng of the woman withwomawoman withwoman with a hemorrh a hemorrhage betweeage between the timen the time of the fa of the father’s reqther’s request and Juest and Jesus’ actuesus’ actuesus’ actual resactual resuscitationuscitation of the gi of the girl (Matt. rl (Matt. 9:18-26; M9:18-26; Mark 5:21-4ark 5:21-43; Luke 8:3; Luke 8:40-56). Si40-56). Since some rnce sonce some reliasome reliable manuscble manuscripts of Mripts of Mark also oark also omit the namit the name Jairus,me Jairus, some scho some scholars speculars speculars speculate speculate that Luke that Luke added the added the name becauname because he thouse he thought it theght it the equivalen equivalent of Heb. t of Heb. yaœ{iîryyaœ{iîryaœ{iîr (“he will (“he will awaken”), awaken”), a view ac a view accepted by cepted by those who those who see this ssee this story as a tory as a resurrectiresurresurrectiresurrection legend.on legend. Several s Several scholars hacholars have noted tve noted the similarhe similarities betwities between the aceen the account of Jcoacaccount ofaccount of Jesus’ he Jesus’ healing of Jaling of Jairus’ dauairus’ daughter and ghter and Peter’s rePeter’s resuscitatiosuscitation of Tabitn of Tabitha (Dorcasha (Dha (Dorcas) i(Dorcas) in Acts 9:3n Acts 9:36-43.6-43.6-43.

The synagogue official (“ruler”) who begged Jesus to heal his terminally ill 
12-year-old daughter (Mark 5:22; Luke 8:41). In Matthew’s version (Matt. 9:18) 
the ruler is anonymous, his daughter’s age is not specified, and the girl is already 
dead. All three Synoptic Gospels intercalate the story of Jesus’ healing of the 
woman with a hemorrhage between the time of the father’s request and Jesus’ 
actual resuscitation of the girl (Matt. 9:18-26; Mark 5:21-43; Luke 8:40-56). Since 
some reliable manuscripts of Mark also omit the name Jairus, some scholars 
speculate that Luke added the name because he thought it the equivalent of Heb. 
yaœ{iîr (“he will awaken”), a view accepted by those who see this story as a 
resurrection legend. Several scholars have noted the similarities between the 
account of Jesus’ healing of Jairus’ daughter and Peter’s resuscitation of Tabitha 
(Dorcas) in Acts 9:36-43.

Jeffrey T.Jeffrey T. Tucker Tucker

Jeffrey T. Tucker

JAKEHJAKEH (Heb.  (Heb. yaœqehyaœqeh)))

JAKEH (Heb. yaœqeh)

The fatherThe father of Agur t of Agur the sage (Phe sage (Prov. 30:1)rov. 30:1). Some sch. Some scholars see olars see Jakeh as aJakeh as an acronym n acronym for Heb. fofor Heb. for Heb. YHWH, qaœdYHWH, qaœd�o®sû hu®}�o®sû hu®},, “Yahweh,  “Yahweh, blessed isblessed is he.” he.” he.”

The father of Agur the sage (Prov. 30:1). Some scholars see Jakeh as an acronym 
for Heb. YHWH, qaœd�o®sû hu®},  “Yahweh, blessed is he.”

�SeeSee  MASSAMASSA  2.2.

See MASSA 2.



JAKIMJAKIM (Heb.  (Heb. yaœqiîmyaœqiîm)))

JAKIM (Heb. yaœqiîm)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Shimei froShimei from the tribm the tribe of Benjae of Benjamin (1 Chrmin (1 Chr. 8:19).. 8:19).. 8:19).

1. A son of Shimei from the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:19).

�2.2. The leade The leader of the tr of the twelfth divwelfth division of pision of priests at riests at the time othe time of David (1f David (1 Chr. 24:1 Chr. 24 Chr. 24:12).24:12).

2. The leader of the twelfth division of priests at the time of David (1 Chr. 
24:12).

JALAMJALAM (Heb.  (Heb. ya{laœmya{laœm)))

JALAM (Heb. ya{laœm)

An EdomiteAn Edomite chief, th chief, the son of Ee son of Esau and Ohsau and Oholibamah (olibamah (Gen. 36:5,Gen. 36:5, 14, 18; 1 14, 18; 1 Chr. 1:35 Chr. 1:35).)1:351:35).1:35).

An Edomite chief, the son of Esau and Oholibamah (Gen. 36:5, 14, 18; 1 Chr. 
1:35).

JALONJALON (Heb.  (Heb. yaœlo®nyaœlo®n)))

JALON (Heb. yaœlo®n)

A son of EA son of Ezrah from zrah from the tribe the tribe of Judah (of Judah (1 Chr. 4:11 Chr. 4:17).7).

A son of Ezrah from the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 4:17).

JAMBRESJAMBRES (Gk.  (Gk. IambreäísIambreäís)))

JAMBRES (Gk. Iambreäís)

One of twoOne of two Egyptian  Egyptian sorcerers sorcerers who opposewho opposed Moses (2d Moses (2 Tim. 3:8; Tim. 3:8; cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 7:11, 22) 7:11, 22 7:11, 22). The n22). The name may beame may be a grecize a grecized form of d form of Heb. Heb. mambresmambres (cf.  (cf. mrh,mrh, “opponent “opponent” or “apos” or “a” or “apostate”“apostate”).).).

One of two Egyptian sorcerers who opposed Moses (2 Tim. 3:8; cf. Exod. 7:11, 
22). The name may be a grecized form of Heb. mambres (cf. mrh, “opponent” or 
“apostate”).

�SeeSee  JANNES.JANNES.

See JANNES.

JAMBRIJAMBRI (Gk.  (Gk. IaémbriIaémbri)))

JAMBRI (Gk. Iaémbri)

A band of A band of robbers (Grobbers (Gk. “the sok. “the sons of Jambns of Jambri”) from ri”) from Medeba in Medeba in TransjordaTransjordan, who toon, who ton, who took captitook captive and murve and murdered Johndered John, a brothe, a brother of the Hr of the Hasmonean Jasmonean Jonathan (1onathan (1 Macc. 9:3 Macc. 9 Macc. 9:36). Jon9:36). Jonathan avenathan avenged his brged his brother’s deother’s death duringath during a wedding a wedding feast (1  feast (1 Macc. 9:37Macc. 9:37-42). The -429:379:37-42). 9:37-42). The JambriThe Jambri were prob were probably Amoriably Amorites (Joseptes (Josephus hus Ant.Ant. 13.1.2 [1 13.1.2 [11], “sons 1], “sons of Amaraioof Aof Amaraios”;Amaraios”; cf. Num.  cf. Num. 21:30-31).21:30-31).

A band of robbers (Gk. “the sons of Jambri”) from Medeba in Transjordan, who 
took captive and murdered John, a brother of the Hasmonean Jonathan (1 Macc. 
9:36). Jonathan avenged his brother’s death during a wedding feast (1 Macc. 
9:37-42). The Jambri were probably Amorites (Josephus Ant. 13.1.2 [11], “sons of 
Amaraios”; cf. Num. 21:30-31).

JAMESJAMES (Gk.  (Gk. Iaékoœbos,Iaékoœbos, from Heb. from Heb.  ya{a�qoœb�ya{a�qoœb�,, “Jacob”) “Jacob”) “Jacob”)

JAMES (Gk. Iaékoœbos, from Heb. ya{a�qoœb�,  “Jacob”)

�1.1. James the James the son of Ze son of Zebedee. Amobedee. Among the firng the first whom Jest whom Jesus calledsus called as discip as disciples (Mark les (les (Mark 1:16(Mark 1:16-20 par.),-20 par.), James bel James belonged withonged with his (like his (likely youngerly younger) brother ) brother John and PJohn and Peter to thetPPeter to tPeter to the inner che inner circle of Jircle of Jesus’ discesus’ disciples. In iples. In the four lthe four lists of thists of the Twelve (e Twelve (Matt. 10:2Matt. 10Matt. 10:2-4; Ma10:2-4; Mark 3:16-19rk 3:16-19; Luke 6:1; Luke 6:14-16; Acts4-16; Acts 1:13), Ja 1:13), James the somes the son of Zebedn of Zebedee is alwaee is always among tysalwaalways amoalways among the firng the first three nst three names. Zebeames. Zebedee was a dee was a fisherman fisherman on the Seaon the Sea of Galile of Galilee, and hiseGalileGalilee, aGalilee, and his sonnd his sons were pars were partners withtners with Peter and Peter and Andrew (M Andrew (Matt. 4:21;att. 4:21; Luke 5:10 Luke 5:10). Matt. 2)5:105:10). Mat5:10). Matt. 27:56 mt. 27:56 may identifay identify Salome ay Salome as their mos their mother.ther.ther.

1. James the son of Zebedee. Among the first whom Jesus called as disciples 
(Mark 1:16-20 par.), James belonged with his (likely younger) brother John and 
Peter to the inner circle of Jesus’ disciples. In the four lists of the Twelve (Matt. 
10:2-4; Mark 3:16-19; Luke 6:14-16; Acts 1:13), James the son of Zebedee is 
always among the first three names. Zebedee was a fisherman on the Sea of 
Galilee, and his sons were partners with Peter and Andrew (Matt. 4:21; Luke 
5:10). Matt. 27:56 may identify Salome as their mother.

�Jesus nameJesus named both Jamd both James and Johes and John “sons ofn “sons of thunder”  thunder” (Mark 3:17(Mark 3:17), probabl), probably for theiy fory for their for their strong, brstrong, brash personash personalities. Halities. He rebuked e rebuked them for tthem for their murdeheir murderous angerrous anger toward th t toward thetoward the Samaritan Samaritan village t village that refusehat refused him entrd him entry (Luke 9:y (Luke 9:51-56) and51-56) and for their for their desire fo de desire fordesire for precedenc precedence among the among the 12 discie 12 disciples in thples in the kingdom e kingdom of God (Maof God (Mark 10:35-4rk 10:35-rk 10:35-45; 10:35-45; but comparbut compare Matt. 20e Matt. 20:20-28, wh:20-28, where their ere their mother madmother made the reque the request for thest for test for them). Jesthem). Jesus refusedus refused this requ this request, and pest, and predicted tredicted that they mhat they must “drinkust “drink the cup t the cup that I drinhattthat I drithat I drink,” the cnk,” the cup of deatup of death. James dh. James did drink iid drink it when exet when executed by Hcuted by Herod Agriperod Agrippa I in 44paAgripAgrippa I Agrippa I in 44 in 44 C.E.C.E. (Acts 12: (Acts 12:2). While 2). While postbiblicpostbiblical Christial Christian legend an legend claims thaclaims that all the t all tt all the Twelvethe Twelve except Jo except John were mahn were martyrs for rtyrs for the faith,the faith, this Jame this James is the os is the only one ofnly one of the Twelv th the Twelvethe Twelve whose mar whose martyrdom is tyrdom is substantiasubstantiated in theted in the biblical  biblical record.record.record.

Jesus named both James and John “sons of thunder” (Mark 3:17), probably 
for their strong, brash personalities. He rebuked them for their murderous anger 
toward the Samaritan village that refused him entry (Luke 9:51-56) and for their 
desire for precedence among the 12 disciples in the kingdom of God (Mark 
10:35-45; but compare Matt. 20:20-28, where their mother made the request for 



them). Jesus refused this request, and predicted that they must “drink the cup 
that I drink,” the cup of death. James did drink it when executed by Herod 
Agrippa I in 44 C.E. (Acts 12:2). While postbiblical Christian legend claims that all 
the Twelve except John were martyrs for the faith, this James is the only one of 
the Twelve whose martyrdom is substantiated in the biblical record.

�Christian Christian tradition tradition has calledhas called this Jame this James “the Gres “the Great/Major” at/Major” to distingto distinguish him fuish him uish him from Jhim from James the sames the son of Alphon of Alphaeus, “theaeus, “the Less/Mino Less/Minor.” Legendr.” Legend tells how tells how James pre James pre James preached ipreached in Spain ann Spain and was evend was eventually burtually buried there;ied there; his suppo his supposed tomb ised tomb in the churn the church of Santcchurchurch of church of Santiago [Santiago [St. James]St. James] de Compos de Compostela in notela in northwest Sprthwest Spain has beain has been a majoren a majoren a major pilgmajor pilgrimage sitrimage site since mee since medieval timdieval times.es.es.

Christian tradition has called this James “the Great/Major” to distinguish 
him from James the son of Alphaeus, “the Less/Minor.” Legend tells how James 
preached in Spain and was eventually buried there; his supposed tomb in the 
church of Santiago [St. James] de Compostela in northwest Spain has been a 
major pilgrimage site since medieval times.

�2.2. James the James the son of Al son of Alphaeus. Inphaeus. In the four  the four lists of tlists of the apostlehe apostles (Matt. 1s (Matt. 10:3; Mark 0:3; Mar0:3; Mark 3:18;Mark 3:18; Luke 6:15 Luke 6:15; Acts 1:1; Acts 1:13) a secon3) a second James isd James is listed, a listed, always calllways called explicied explicitly “the stly “ttly “the son o“the son of Alphaeusf Alphaeus” to disti” to distinguish himnguish him from the  from the more promimore prominent Jamesnent James. To judge. To judge. To judge fromjudge from his posit his position in theion in the last thir last third of the ld of the lists, thisists, this James was James was of compar of comparatively liativelycomparcomparativcomparatively littleely little importanc importance; indeed,e; indeed, he is not he is not mentioned mentioned in the Go in the Gospels beyospels beyond these lndbeyobeyond thebeyond these lists. se lists. This JamesThis James may possi may possibly be thebly be the same as J same as James the sames the son of Maryon of Mary ( ( ((3 3 below).below).below).

2. James the son of Alphaeus. In the four lists of the apostles (Matt. 10:3; 
Mark 3:18; Luke 6:15; Acts 1:13) a second James is listed, always called explicitly 
“the son of Alphaeus” to distinguish him from the more prominent James. To 
judge from his position in the last third of the lists, this James was of 
comparatively little importance; indeed, he is not mentioned in the Gospels 
beyond these lists. This James may possibly be the same as James the son of Mary 
(3 below).

�3.3. James the James the son of Ma son of Mary. Not onry. Not one of the Te of the Twelve, hiswelve, his parents l parents likely wereikely were Clopas an Clo Clopas andClopas and the Mary  the Mary who with twho with the other whe other women was aomen was a witness o witness of Jesus’ cf Jesus’ crucifixionrucifixionccrucifixiocrucifixion (Matt. 2n (Matt. 27:56; Mark7:56; Mark 15:40; 16 15:40; 16:1; Luke 2:1; Luke 24:10). Thi4:10). This James iss James is often ide often identified inntifieideidentifiedidentified in older  in older scholarshischolarship as Jamesp as James the son o the son of Alphaeusf Alphaeus, probably, probably because M because Mark was tharMMark was tMark was thought to hought to call him “call him “the young”the young” or “the s or “the small” in omall” in order to dirder to distinguish stinguish him from Jhimhim from Jhim from James the sames the son of Zebeon of Zebedee. Nothidee. Nothing else isng else is known of  known of him.him.him.

3. James the son of Mary. Not one of the Twelve, his parents likely were 
Clopas and the Mary who with the other women was a witness of Jesus’ 
crucifixion (Matt. 27:56; Mark 15:40; 16:1; Luke 24:10). This James is often 
identified in older scholarship as James the son of Alphaeus, probably because 
Mark was thought to call him “the young” or “the small” in order to distinguish 
him from James the son of Zebedee. Nothing else is known of him.

�4.4. James the James the father of father of Judas (no Judas (not Iscariott Iscariot). In the ). In the Lukan listLukan lists of the Ts of the Twelve (Lukwelve (Luwelve (Luke 6:16(Luke 6:16; Acts 1:1; Acts 1:13) the pat3) the patronymic “sronymic “son of Jameon of James” is likes” is likely added tly added to distinguo distinguish this Jish distingudistinguisdistinguish this Judh this Judas carefulas carefully from July from Judas Iscaridas Iscariot, whose ot, whose name immedname immediately foliately follows. Nothlowsfolfollows. Nfollows. Nothing elsothing else is knowne is known of him. of him. of him.

4. James the father of Judas (not Iscariot). In the Lukan lists of the Twelve 
(Luke 6:16; Acts 1:13) the patronymic “son of James” is likely added to 
distinguish this Judas carefully from Judas Iscariot, whose name immediately 
follows. Nothing else is known of him.

�5.5. James the James the brother o brother of Jesus. Tf Jesus. The exact rhe exact relationshielationship of Jamesp of James and “the  and “the brothers obrothbrothers obrothers of the Lordf the Lord” (1 Cor. ” (1 Cor. 9:5; cf. M9:5; cf. Mark 6:3 paark 6:3 par.) to Jesr.) to Jesus has beeus has been stronglyn strongly debated i deb debated indebated in the ancie the ancient Church nt Church and in modand in modern times.ern times. Three mai Three main positionn positions have emes have ems have emerged: (emerged: (1) James i1) James is the son s the son of Joseph of Joseph and Mary, and Mary, the literathe literal brother l brother (or half-b(or half-brother, girothhalf-bhalf-brothhalf-brother, given er, given Jesus’ virJesus’ virginal concginal conception) ofeption) of Jesus. Mo Jesus. Most Protestst Protestant and soant and some Roman Cme Rme Roman CathRoman Catholic schololic scholars hold tars hold this meaninhis meaning of “brotg of “brother.” (2) her.” (2) James is aJames is a son of Jo son of Joseph from sepJoJoseph froJoseph from a previom a previous marriagus marriage, and hene, and hence Jesus’ ce Jesus’ step-brothstep-brother. This per. This position deosition derives fromrivdederives frderives from the NT om the NT apocrypha,apocrypha, especiall especially the infly the influential Pruential Protevangeliotevangelium of Jameum of James. Easterns. JameJames. EasJames. Eastern Orthotern Orthodox churchdox churches favor tes favor this view, his view, but it is but it is not a serinot a serious optionous option in most c in in most coin most contemporaryntemporary historica historical scholarsl scholarship. (3) Jhip. (3) James is Jeames is Jesus’ cousisus’ cousin or othern or other near rela nea near relatnear relative. Suppoive. Supporters of trters of this positihis position argue fon argue from Heb./Arom Heb./Aram. ram. }aœh�,}aœh�, which mea which m which means bothmeans both “brother” “brother” and “kins and “kinsman.” It iman.” It is the trads the traditional Roitional Roman Catholman Catholic positioic position in both npositioposition iposition in both pien both piety and schty and scholarship.olarship.olarship.

5. James the brother of Jesus. The exact relationship of James and “the 
brothers of the Lord” (1 Cor. 9:5; cf. Mark 6:3 par.) to Jesus has been strongly 
debated in the ancient Church and in modern times. Three main positions have 
emerged: (1) James is the son of Joseph and Mary, the literal brother (or 
half-brother, given Jesus’ virginal conception) of Jesus. Most Protestant and some 
Roman Catholic scholars hold this meaning of “brother.” (2) James is a son of 
Joseph from a previous marriage, and hence Jesus’ step-brother. This position 
derives from the NT apocrypha, especially the influential Protevangelium of 
James. Eastern Orthodox churches favor this view, but it is not a serious option 
in most contemporary historical scholarship. (3) James is Jesus’ cousin or other 
near relative. Supporters of this position argue from Heb./Aram. }aœh�,  which 
means both “brother” and “kinsman.” It is the traditional Roman Catholic 
position in both piety and scholarship.



�While not While not a followera follower of Jesus  of Jesus during hisduring his ministry, ministry, James see James seems to havems to have been conv been c been converted converted shortly afshortly afterwards, terwards, perhaps whperhaps when the risen the risen Jesus aen Jesus appeared toppeared to him (1 Co him (1 Co him (1 Cor. 15:7;Cor. 15:7; cf. Acts  cf. Acts 1:14). Jam1:14). James graduales gradually took ovly took over the leaer the leadership ofdership of the Jerus the Jerusalem churcalemJerusJerusalem Jerusalem church frochurch from the leadm the leaders among ers among the Twelvethe Twelve, becoming, becoming one of th one of the most impe most ie most important important leaders inleaders in the 1st-c the 1st-century Chuentury Church. Paul rch. Paul witnesses witnesses to James’ to James’ leadershipleadership in Jerusa in in Jerusalin Jerusalem (Gal. 2em (Gal. 2), and in ), and in Acts 15 JaActs 15 James presidmes presides over thes over the Apostolie Apostolic Council c Council and issuesandand issuesand issues its decis its decision. As evion. As evidence of idence of his positihis position in the on in the Church, afChurch, after the deter the death of Jamath oath of James tof James the son of he son of Zebedee moZebedee most referenst references to himces to him call him  call him only Jamesonly James, although, although there wer althoughalthough talthough there were here were others by others by that name that name alive as walive as well. This ell. This James diedJames died for the f for the faith at thaithffaith at tfaith at the hands ohe hands of the highf the high priest An priest Ananus, shoranus, shortly beforetly before the Jewis the Jewish revolt (h revolt (Josephus Josep((Josephus (Josephus Ant.Ant. 20.9.1 [1 20.9.1 [197–203]; f97–203]; for a probaor a probably more lbly more legendary aegendary account, cfccount, cf. the witn. the wit. the witness ofwitness of Hegesippu Hegesippus cited bys cited by Eusebius  Eusebius HEHE 4.22.4). 4.22.4). 4.22.4).

While not a follower of Jesus during his ministry, James seems to have been 
converted shortly afterwards, perhaps when the risen Jesus appeared to him (1 
Cor. 15:7; cf. Acts 1:14). James gradually took over the leadership of the 
Jerusalem church from the leaders among the Twelve, becoming one of the most 
important leaders in the 1st-century Church. Paul witnesses to James’ leadership 
in Jerusalem (Gal. 2), and in Acts 15 James presides over the Apostolic Council 
and issues its decision. As evidence of his position in the Church, after the death 
of James the son of Zebedee most references to him call him only James, 
although there were others by that name alive as well. This James died for the 
faith at the hands of the high priest Ananus, shortly before the Jewish revolt 
(Josephus Ant. 20.9.1 [197–203]; for a probably more legendary account, cf. the 
witness of Hegesippus cited by Eusebius HE 4.22.4).

�James is tJames is the traditihe traditional authoonal author of the Nr of the NT letter iT letter in his namen his name. While mo. While most contempst contest contemporacontemporary scholarry scholars dispute s dispute the authenthe authenticity of ticity of the letterthe letter, some sto, some stoutly defenutly defend it. The d id it. The auit. The author of Juthor of Jude presumade presumably refersbly refers to this J to this James as hiames as his own brots own brother (Jas. her (Jas. 1:1). In p1:1).1:1). In p1:1). In post-NT timost-NT times, James es, James became thebecame the tradition traditional head ofal head of the Jewis the Jewish-Christiah-Christian wing of n wn wing of thwing of the Church, e Church, figuring ifiguring in Gnostic,n Gnostic, Jewish-Ch Jewish-Christian, aristian, and Great Cnd Great Church writhurch writings.ingwritwritings.writings.writings.

James is the traditional author of the NT letter in his name. While most 
contemporary scholars dispute the authenticity of the letter, some stoutly defend 
it. The author of Jude presumably refers to this James as his own brother (Jas. 
1:1). In post-NT times, James became the traditional head of the Jewish-Christian 
wing of the Church, figuring in Gnostic, Jewish-Christian, and Great Church 
writings.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. BauckhaR. Bauckham, m, Jude and tJude and the Relativhe Relatives of Jesues of Jesus in the Es in the Early Churcarly Churchh (Edinburg ChurchChurch (EdChurch (Edinburgh, 1inburgh, 1990), 5–44990), 5–44; F. F. Br; F. F. Bruce, uce, Peter, StePeter, Stephen, Jamephen, James, and Johs, and Johnn (Grand Ra (Grand (Grand Rap(Grand Rapids, 1980)ids, 1980); L. T. Jo; L. T. Johnson, hnson, The LetterThe Letter of James. of James. AB 37A (N AB 37A (New York, 1ew York, 1995), 89–199511995), 89–1995), 89–123.123.123.

Bibliography. R. Bauckham, Jude and the Relatives of Jesus in the Early 
Church (Edinburgh, 1990), 5–44; F. F. Bruce, Peter, Stephen, James, and John 
(Grand Rapids, 1980); L. T. Johnson, The Letter of James. AB 37A (New York, 
1995), 89–123.
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JAMES, APOJAMES, APOCRYPHON OFCRYPHON OF (I,2) (I,2) (I,2)

JAMES, APOCRYPHON OF (I,2)

The first The first tractate ftractate from Codex rom Codex I (Jung CoI (Jung Codex) of thdex) of the Nag Hamme Nag Hammadi discovadi discovery. The uery. The ery. The untitlThe untitled text ised text is a revelat a revelation dialogion dialogue cast inue cast in the form  the form of a letteof a letter from Jamr from James to an ues toes to an unknto an unknown recipiown recipient. The cent. The current titurrent title has beele has been assignedn assigned because o because of an interf an interior refereiointerinterior rinterior reference teference to itself ao itself as a “secres a “secret book” (At book” (Ap. Jas. 1.p. Jas. 1.10).10).10).

The first tractate from Codex I (Jung Codex) of the Nag Hammadi discovery. 
The untitled text is a revelation dialogue cast in the form of a letter from James 
to an unknown recipient. The current title has been assigned because of an 
interior reference to itself as a “secret book” (Ap. Jas. 1.10).

�The dialogThe dialogue begins ue begins with a scewith a scene set 550ne set 550 days afte days after the Resur the Resurrection irrection in which thn whichn which the which the Twelve areTwelve are gathered  gathered together rtogether recalling tecalling the words ohe words of Jesus anf Jesus and recordind recording these regrecordinrecording recording these remithese reminiscences niscences in books. in books. Jesus suddJesus suddenly appeaenly appears, takes rs, takes James and James and Peter asidPePeter asidPeter aside, and give, and gives them hies them his teachings teaching...

The dialogue begins with a scene set 550 days after the Resurrection in 
which the Twelve are gathered together recalling the words of Jesus and 
recording these reminiscences in books. Jesus suddenly appears, takes James and 
Peter aside, and gives them his teaching.

�Among the Among the distinctivdistinctive elementse elements of this w of this work is an ork is an exhortatioexhortation to martyn to martyrdom (4.24rdom martymartyrdom martyrdom (4.24—6.20(4.24—6.20). This se). This section has ction has many stylimany stylistic similstic similarities wiarities with other dth other discussionsiscddiscussiondiscussions of this s of this topic (cf.topic (cf. Origen  Origen Ex. Mart.;Ex. Mart.; Tertullia Tertullian n Ad Mart.Ad Mart.). What is). What is particula particula particularparticularly interesly interesting is thting is this text’s is text’s positive apositive assessment ssessment of and encof and encouragementouragement to volunt to v to voluntary voluntary martyrdom martyrdom (cf. Tertu(cf. Tertullian llian De fugaDe fuga 9; Clemen 9; Clement t Misc.Misc. 4.4). 4.4). 4.4).

Among the distinctive elements of this work is an exhortation to 
martyrdom (4.24—6.20). This section has many stylistic similarities with other 
discussions of this topic (cf. Origen Ex. Mart.; Tertullian Ad Mart.). What is 
particularly interesting is this text’s positive assessment of and encouragement to 
voluntary martyrdom (cf. Tertullian De fuga 9; Clement Misc. 4.4).

�CommentatoCommentators have surs have suggested thggested that the Apoat the Apocryphon ofcryphon of James sho James should be conuld be considered a siconconsideredconsidered a primary a primary source of source of the sayin the sayings of Jesugs of Jesus since its since it contains  contains kingdom ofkingdom of heaven si he heaven simheaven similes (7.22iles (7.22–35; 12.22–35; 12.22–30), a pr–30), a prophecy (9.ophecy (9.24—10.6), 24—10.6), and other and other sayings atsayings attributed ttatattributedattributed to Jesus  to Jesus that may rthat may reflect theeflect the most anci most ancient strataent strata of tradit of tradition.ion.ion.

Commentators have suggested that the Apocryphon of James should be 
considered a primary source of the sayings of Jesus since it contains kingdom of 



heaven similes (7.22–35; 12.22–30), a prophecy (9.24—10.6), and other sayings 
attributed to Jesus that may reflect the most ancient strata of tradition.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. CameronR. Cameron, , Sayings TrSayings Traditions iaditions in the Apocn the Apocryphon of ryphon of James.James. HTS 34 (P HTS HTS 34 (PhHTS 34 (Philadelphiailadelphia, 1984); F, 1984); F. E. Willi. E. Williams, “The ams, “The ApocryphonApocryphon of James: of James: Introduct Introduction,” in ioIntroductIntroductiIntroduction,” in on,” in Nag HammadNag Hammadi Codex I,i Codex I, ed. H. W. ed. H. W. Attridge. Attridge. NHS 22 (L NHS 22 (Leiden, 198eiden, 1985), 13–27.51981985), 13–1985), 13–27.27.27.

Bibliography. R. Cameron, Sayings Traditions in the Apocryphon of James. 
HTS 34 (Philadelphia, 1984); F. E. Williams, “The Apocryphon of James: 
Introduction,” in Nag Hammadi Codex I, ed. H. W. Attridge. NHS 22 (Leiden, 
1985), 13–27.
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JAMES, ASCJAMES, ASCENTS OFENTS OFENTS OF

JAMES, ASCENTS OF

A late-2ndA late-2nd-century J-century Jewish-Chriewish-Christian bookstian book described described by Epipha by Epiphanius (nius (Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 30.16.6–9 30.16 30.16.6–9)30.16.6–9) and no lo and no longer extannger extant in its ot in its original foriginal form. The borm. The book exalts ok exalts James the James the brother ofbrobrother ofbrother of Jesus as  Jesus as the leaderthe leader of the ea of the earliest Churliest Church and derch and denigrates Pnigrates Paul as “thaul as “the enemy” we ene enemy” whoenemy” who prevents  prevents the converthe conversion of thsion of the entire Je entire Jewish peopewish people. It advle. It advocates obsocates obsocates observanceobservance of Mosaic of Mosaic law and b law and baptism in aptism in the name othe name of Jesus tof Jesus to replace s replace sacrifices.acrifices. Originall O OriginallyOriginally written i written in Greek, in Greek, it probablyt probably stems fro stems from the Tranm the Transjordan ansjordan and may be td may be the main sohtthe main sthe main source of tource of the 4th-cenhe 4th-century Pseudtury Pseudo-Clementio-Clementine ne RecognitioRecognitionsns 1.33–71,  1.33–71, which retewhichwhich retewhich retells from alls from a Jewish-Ch Jewish-Christian peristian perspective rspective the story the story of Israel of Israel from Abrahfrom Abraham throughamAbrahAbraham thAbraham through Jesurough Jesus and the s and the early Jeruearly Jerusalem chursalem church and feach and features a prtures a prophet-likeophet-likeprprophet-liprophet-like-Moses, ke-Moses, preexistenpreexistence Christoce Christology.logy.logy.

A late-2nd-century Jewish-Christian book described by Epiphanius (Adv. haer. 
30.16.6–9) and no longer extant in its original form. The book exalts James the 
brother of Jesus as the leader of the earliest Church and denigrates Paul as “the 
enemy” who prevents the conversion of the entire Jewish people. It advocates 
observance of Mosaic law and baptism in the name of Jesus to replace sacrifices. 
Originally written in Greek, it probably stems from the Transjordan and may be 
the main source of the 4th-century Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 1.33–71, 
which retells from a Jewish-Christian perspective the story of Israel from 
Abraham through Jesus and the early Jerusalem church and features a 
prophet-like-Moses, preexistence Christology.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. S. JoneF. S. Jones, s, An AncientAn Ancient Jewish Ch Jewish Christian Soristian Source on thurce on the History e History of Christiof Cof ChristianiChristianity: Pseudoty: Pseudo-Clementin-Clementine Recognite Recognitions 1.27–ions 1.27–71.71. Texts and Texts and Translati Translations 37. Chons 37. Christian ApriChChristian Christian Apocrypha Apocrypha 2 (Atlanta2 (Atlanta, 1995); R, 1995); R. E. Van V. E. Van Voorst, oorst, The AscentThe Ascents of Jamess of James.. SBLDS 112 SBLD SBLDS 112 SBLDS 112 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1989).1989).1989).

Bibliography. F. S. Jones, An Ancient Jewish Christian Source on the History of 
Christianity: Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 1.27–71. Texts and Translations 37. 
Christian Apocrypha 2 (Atlanta, 1995); R. E. Van Voorst, The Ascents of James. 
SBLDS 112 (Atlanta, 1989).
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JAMES, LETJAMES, LETTER OFTER OFTER OF

JAMES, LETTER OF

A NT epistA NT epistle, often le, often ascribed tascribed to James, Jo James, Jesus’ younesus’ younger brotheger brother, leader r, leader of the chuof the church in Jerrchchuchurch in church in Jerusalem Jerusalem (Acts 12:1(Acts 12:17; 15:13-27; 15:13-21; 21:18; 1; 21:18; Gal. 1:19;Gal. 1:19; 2:9, 12). 2:9, 12). Other men Other men named Jam na named Jamenamed James in the Gs in the Gospels havospels have also beee also been proposedn proposed as the au as the author. Follthor. Following Jeroowing Jeroowing Jerome, thJerome, the Roman Cae Roman Catholic tratholic tradition idedition identifies thntifies the author ae author as James, ts James, the son of he son of Alphaeus (AlpAlphaeus (Alphaeus (Mark 3:18;Mark 3:18; Acts 1:13 Acts 1:13). Also, i). Also, it has beent has been suggested suggested that the  that the letter is letter is pseudonymopseudpseudonymopseudonymous. It is us. It is argued thaargued that James, tt James, the son of he son of a Galileana Galilean artisan w artisan whose nativhose native tongue we te tongue wastongue was Aramaic,  Aramaic, could not could not have writthave written this leen this letter with tter with its eleganits elegant Greek ant Greek and conscioud cd conscious conscious literary sliterary style modeltyle modeled on the ed on the LXX.LXX.LXX.

A NT epistle, often ascribed to James, Jesus’ younger brother, leader of the 
church in Jerusalem (Acts 12:17; 15:13-21; 21:18; Gal. 1:19; 2:9, 12). Other men 
named James in the Gospels have also been proposed as the author. Following 
Jerome, the Roman Catholic tradition identifies the author as James, the son of 
Alphaeus (Mark 3:18; Acts 1:13). Also, it has been suggested that the letter is 
pseudonymous. It is argued that James, the son of a Galilean artisan whose native 
tongue was Aramaic, could not have written this letter with its elegant Greek and 
conscious literary style modeled on the LXX.

�Evidence fEvidence for James tor James the Lord’s he Lord’s brother bebrother being the auing the author is stthor is strong, indirong, indicating thacating thcating that the lthat the letter is petter is probably norobably not a pseudot a pseudonymous wornymous work relying k relying on his auton his authority. Gahority. Galilee was lilGaGalilee waGalilee was not a lis not a literary bacterary backwater, ankwater, and the possd the possibility ofibility of Jesus’ di Jesus’ disciples besciples being literaing liteing literate aliterate and influennd influenced by Helced by Hellenistic ilenistic ideas is nodeas is now considerw considered more poed more possible. Jassible. James’ use omesJaJames’ useJames’ use of a prof of a professional sessional secretary iecretary in the prodn the production of uction of the letterthe letter may also  may also explain thexplexplain thexplain the Greek ste Greek style. Jamesyle. James ministere ministered to the cd to the circumcisedircumcised (Gal. 2:9 (Gal. 2:9), and the), and the letter se let letter seeletter seems to be ams to be addressed tddressed to a Jewisho a Jewish-Christian-Christian audience. audience. This is i This is indicated bndicated by frequenty fry frequent qfrequent quotation auotation and allusiond allusion to the On to the OT and JewiT and Jewish traditish tradition, the moon, the monotheisticnotheistic confessio c confessionconfession that “God that “God is one” ( is one” (Jas. 2:19)Jas. 2:19), and the , and the “assembly”“assembly” in 2:2 be in 2:2 being literaing literally “synaglly “sylly “synagogue“synagogue.” Also, t.” Also, there is lihere is little evidettle evidence of a dnce of a developed oeveloped or self-conr self-consciously Csciously Christian thristCChristian Christian theology. theology. These featThese features suggeures suggest an authst an author writingor writing at an ear at an early date inly date in a Jewish  a Je a Jewish conJewish context such text such as the Jeras the Jerusalem chuusalem church.rch.rch.

Evidence for James the Lord’s brother being the author is strong, indicating 
that the letter is probably not a pseudonymous work relying on his authority. 
Galilee was not a literary backwater, and the possibility of Jesus’ disciples being 
literate and influenced by Hellenistic ideas is now considered more possible. 
James’ use of a professional secretary in the production of the letter may also 
explain the Greek style. James ministered to the circumcised (Gal. 2:9), and the 



letter seems to be addressed to a Jewish-Christian audience. This is indicated by 
frequent quotation and allusion to the OT and Jewish tradition, the monotheistic 
confession that “God is one” (Jas. 2:19), and the “assembly” in 2:2 being literally 
“synagogue.” Also, there is little evidence of a developed or self-consciously 
Christian theology. These features suggest an author writing at an early date in a 
Jewish context such as the Jerusalem church.

�According According to Josephuto Josephus, James ws, James was stoned as stoned to death bto death by order ofy order of the Jewis the Jewish high prih highh high prieshigh priest Ananus It Ananus II in 62 I in 62 C.E.C.E. ( (Ant.Ant. 20.197–20 20.197–203), while 3), while according according to Eusebiuto Eusebius he was ks he ws he was killedwas killed just befo just before Vespasire Vespasian invadedan invaded Jerusalem Jerusalem in 67 ( in 67 (HEHE 2.23.18). 2.23.18). On the ba On the basis of thesisbabasis of tbasis of the conclushe conclusion that tion that the author he author is James tis James the brotherhe brother of Jesus, of Jesus, the lette the letter must be r musr must be damust be dated beforeted before these eve these events, perhants, perhaps in the ps in the 50s. The l50s. The letter’s coetter’s content reflntent reflects a disectreflreflects areflects a disintegr disintegration in tation in the social he social fabric of fabric of the regionthe region addressed addressed, reminisc, reminiscent of Jerent of ent of Jerusalof Jerusalem and Judem and Judea in the ea in the years precyears preceding the eding the war with Rwar with Rome (66–73ome (66–73). Violenc). Violenc). Violence, Violence, anger, andanger, and killing a killing are a key cre a key concern of oncern of the letterthe letter (1:19–21; (1:19–21; 3:13—4:3) 3:13—4:3). The only. Th. The only iThe only internal evnternal evidence foridence for place of  place of writing iswriting is the refer the reference to eaence to earlier and rlier and latter railatterlatter railatter rains (5:7), ns (5:7), which are which are charactericharacteristic of thstic of the weather e weather along the along the eastern coeastern coast of theast oast of the Medof the Mediterraneaniterranean Sea which Sea which affected  affected Jerusalem.Jerusalem.

According to Josephus, James was stoned to death by order of the Jewish 
high priest Ananus II in 62 C.E. (Ant. 20.197–203), while according to Eusebius he 
was killed just before Vespasian invaded Jerusalem in 67 (HE 2.23.18). On the 
basis of the conclusion that the author is James the brother of Jesus, the letter 
must be dated before these events, perhaps in the 50s. The letter’s content 
reflects a disintegration in the social fabric of the region addressed, reminiscent 
of Jerusalem and Judea in the years preceding the war with Rome (66–73). 
Violence, anger, and killing are a key concern of the letter (1:19–21; 3:13—4:3). 
The only internal evidence for place of writing is the reference to earlier and 
latter rains (5:7), which are characteristic of the weather along the eastern coast 
of the Mediterranean Sea which affected Jerusalem.

�The audienThe audience is poorce is poor and oppre and oppressed. Membssed. Members are drers are dragged intoagged into court by  court by the rich (the the rich (the rich (2:6) and t2:6) and taken advanaken advantage of bytage of by wealthy l wealthy landowners andowners (5:4–6). T(5:4–6). The audienche audience is addree audiencaudience iaudience is addresses addressed as “the d as “the twelve tritwelve tribes in thebes in the Dispersio Dispersion” (1:1), n” (1:1), a title wha title which designich dich designatesdesignates the churc the church as the rh as the regathered egathered and new Isand new Israel (cf. rael (cf. Matt. 19:2Matt. 19:28; Rev. 7:8; Rev. 7:4-8). In t4-8)7:7:4-8). In7:4-8). In the NT th the NT the Dispersie Dispersion is a meon is a metaphor fortaphor for Christian Christians living os living outside theutside their heavenlir heir heavenly hheavenly home, i.e.,ome, i.e., on earth  on earth (1 Pet. 1:(1 Pet. 1:1). Accord1). According to Luking to Luke, after te, after the death ohe death of Stephen f Stef Stephen inStephen in Jerusalem Jerusalem, the Jewi, the Jewish Christish Christians (Helleans (Hellenists) thenists) there were scre were scattered (attered (diaspeiírodias((diaspeiír(diaspeiíroœoœ) and trav) and traveled as faeled as far as Phoenr as Phoenicia, Cypricia, Cyprus, and Anus, and Antioch (Acttioch (Acts 11:19). s 11:19)s 11:19). Ja11:19). James may bemes may be addressin addressing these dig these dispersed mespersed members of hmbers of his church is church who once lwho oncewho once livedonce lived in Jerusa in Jerusalem.lem.lem.

The audience is poor and oppressed. Members are dragged into court by 
the rich (2:6) and taken advantage of by wealthy landowners (5:4–6). The 
audience is addressed as “the twelve tribes in the Dispersion” (1:1), a title which 
designates the church as the regathered and new Israel (cf. Matt. 19:28; Rev. 
7:4-8). In the NT the Dispersion is a metaphor for Christians living outside their 
heavenly home, i.e., on earth (1 Pet. 1:1). According to Luke, after the death of 
Stephen in Jerusalem, the Jewish Christians (Hellenists) there were scattered 
(diaspeiíroœ) and traveled as far as Phoenicia, Cyprus, and Antioch (Acts 
11:19). James may be addressing these dispersed members of his church who 
once lived in Jerusalem.

�Outwardly Outwardly the Epistlthe Epistle resemblee resembles a letters a letter, beginnin, beginning with theg with the standard  standard salutationsalutatiosalutationsalutation and greet and greeting (1:1).ing (1:1). However,  However, it lacks pit lacks personal reersonal reminiscenceminiscences, referens, reference to specce tce to specifito specific problemsc problems, and a cl, and a closing. It osing. It is not a pis not a personal leersonal letter like tter like those of Pthose of Paul, but aaul, butaul, but a morebut a more general o general or catholicr catholic letter me letter meant to addant to address more ress more than one cthan one church. Morhurch. Mohurch. More speciMore specifically Jafically James is promes is protreptic litreptic literature, terature, trying to trying to persuade apersuade an audiencen audience to live a to li to live a liflive a life of virtue of virtue. It has e. It has also been also been classifiedclassified as parene as parenesis (moralsis (moral instructi instruction) and dion) and dion) and diatribe (diatribe (dialogue adialogue and questiond question and answn and answer in purser in pursuit of truuit of truth). The cth). The central porentral portions of Jtionporportions oportions of James arf James are composede composed according according to the Gr to the Greco-Roman eco-Roman pattern ofpattern of elaborati elabor elaboratioelaboration for the n for the complete acomplete argument (2rgument (2:1–13, 14–:1–13, 14–26; 3:1–1226; 3:1–12). Parenet). Parenetic materiaic materials and dialmateriamaterials materials and diatriand diatribal featurbal features are inces are incorporated orporated into this into this pattern.pattern.pattern.

Outwardly the Epistle resembles a letter, beginning with the standard 
salutation and greeting (1:1). However, it lacks personal reminiscences, reference 
to specific problems, and a closing. It is not a personal letter like those of Paul, 
but a more general or catholic letter meant to address more than one church. 
More specifically James is protreptic literature, trying to persuade an audience to 
live a life of virtue. It has also been classified as parenesis (moral instruction) and 
diatribe (dialogue and question and answer in pursuit of truth). The central 
portions of James are composed according to the Greco-Roman pattern of 
elaboration for the complete argument (2:1–13, 14–26; 3:1–12). Parenetic 
materials and diatribal features are incorporated into this pattern.

�The letterThe letter relies he relies heavily uponavily upon the OT, t the OT, the wisdom he wisdom tradition,tradition, and the J and the Jesus tradiesus traesus tradition.tradition. James all James alludes to thudes to the OT (1:10e OT (1:10; 3:9; 5:4; 3:9; 5:4), quotes ), quotes it (2:8, 1it (2:8, 11, 23; 4:61, 23; 4:6), and use), and u), and uses it fouses it for examplesr examples (2:21, 25 (2:21, 25; 5:10–11,; 5:10–11, 17–18). W 17–18). Wisdom is aisdom is a religious religious stance an stance and worldvied wd worldview worldview charactericharacteristic of gostic of godly peopledly people looking f looking for understor understanding andanding and insight f insight for living,or ffor livingfor living, often re, often relying on plying on parenesis (arenesis (e.g., Prove.g., Proverbs, Job)erbs, Job). Although. Although James doe James does not quots not s not quote not quote Jesus, he Jesus, he does base does base many of himany of his teachings teachings on what s on what Jesus saidJesus said as transm as transmitted in titttransmtransmittetransmitted in the od in the oral traditral tradition (2:5; ion (2:5; cf. Matt. cf. Matt. 5:3, 5; 5:5:3, 5; 5:12; cf. Ma12; cf. Matt. 5:33-3tt. 5:33-37).7).

The letter relies heavily upon the OT, the wisdom tradition, and the Jesus 
tradition. James alludes to the OT (1:10; 3:9; 5:4), quotes it (2:8, 11, 23; 4:6), and 
uses it for examples (2:21, 25; 5:10–11, 17–18). Wisdom is a religious stance and 



worldview characteristic of godly people looking for understanding and insight 
for living, often relying on parenesis (e.g., Proverbs, Job). Although James does 
not quote Jesus, he does base many of his teachings on what Jesus said as 
transmitted in the oral tradition (2:5; cf. Matt. 5:3, 5; 5:12; cf. Matt. 5:33-37).

TheologicaTheological Emphasesl Emphases

Theological Emphases

WisdomWisdomWisdom

Wisdom

James idenJames identifies twotifies two types of  types of wisdom: hewisdom: heavenly andavenly and earthly.  earthly. Heavenly wHeavenly wisdom is nisdom is nonviolent,onnonviolentnonviolent, whereas , whereas earthly wiearthly wisdom is visdom is violent (3:1olent (3:13–18). Hea3–18). Heavenly wisdvenly wisdom is a giom is a gift of God ftgigift of Gogift of God (1:5; cfd (1:5; cf. v. 17). . v. 17). TemptationTemptation to evil i to evil is not froms not from God, but  God, but has its sohas its source in thurce inurce in the humin the human heart (an heart (1:12–16), 1:12–16), with Satanwith Satan having so having some role inme role in temptatio temptation as well n as well (4:7). Lif(4(4:7). Lif(4:7). Life is fraile is frail and conti and contingent (1:9ngent (1:9–11; 4:13––11; 4:13–16). The r16). The righteous sighteous suffer in tuffer in this world his worhis world throworld through socialugh social and econo and economic disadvmic disadvantage. Thantage. They are rejey are rejected and ected and despised bdespised bdespised by the worby the world, and opld, and oppressed bypressed by the ungod the ungodly who havly who have power. Te power. The righteohe righteous suffereus sufferus sufferers sufferers look to Golook to God for vindd for vindication anication and exaltatid exaltation (5:10–1on (5:10–11). The ri1). The rich are notch are not pious (1: pio pious (1:9pious (1:9–11; 2:1–7–11; 2:1–7; 5:1–6), ; 5:1–6), but ratherbut rather the poor  the poor (2:5), esp(2:5), especially thecially the widows ae widows and orphansnd ond orphans (1orphans (1:26–27) an:26–27) and landlessd landless laborers  laborers (5:1–6). T(5:1–6). They have Ghey have God’s ear (od’s ear (5:4), rece5:4), receive God’s iverecereceive Goreceive God’s grace d’s grace (4:6), and(4:6), and are heirs are heirs of the ki of the kingdom as pngdom as part of escart of eschatologicahatological reversall rel reversal (reversal (2:5; 5:10–2:5; 5:10–11). James11). James does not  does not espouse poespouse poverty for verty for its own saits own sake, but doke, but does say thaesdodoes say tdoes say that the wohat the world’s verdrld’s verdict that tict that the poor arhe poor are worthlese worthless is not Gs is not God’s verdiod’s verdict. The rict.verdiverdict. Tverdict. The rich arhe rich are to help e to help the needy the needy (1:22–27),(1:22–27), not just  not just spout piouspout pious platituds platitudes (2:14–1es (2es (2:14–17).(2:14–17).

James identifies two types of wisdom: heavenly and earthly. Heavenly wisdom is 
nonviolent, whereas earthly wisdom is violent (3:13–18). Heavenly wisdom is a 
gift of God (1:5; cf. v. 17). Temptation to evil is not from God, but has its source 
in the human heart (1:12–16), with Satan having some role in temptation as well 
(4:7). Life is frail and contingent (1:9–11; 4:13–16). The righteous suffer in this 
world through social and economic disadvantage. They are rejected and despised 
by the world, and oppressed by the ungodly who have power. The righteous 
sufferers look to God for vindication and exaltation (5:10–11). The rich are not 
pious (1:9–11; 2:1–7; 5:1–6), but rather the poor (2:5), especially the widows and 
orphans (1:26–27) and landless laborers (5:1–6). They have God’s ear (5:4), 
receive God’s grace (4:6), and are heirs of the kingdom as part of eschatological 
reversal (2:5; 5:10–11). James does not espouse poverty for its own sake, but 
does say that the world’s verdict that the poor are worthless is not God’s 
verdict. The rich are to help the needy (1:22–27), not just spout pious platitudes 
(2:14–17).

Law, FaithLaw, Faith, and Work, and Worksss

Law, Faith, and Works

James teacJames teaches that phes that profession rofession of faith iof faith is borne ous borne out in workst in works (1:19–26; (1:19–26; 2:1–13).  2:1–13). Both the “BotBoth the “Both the “perfect laperfect law, the laww, the law of libert of liberty” in 1:25y” in 1:25 and the “ and the “royal law”royal law” in 2:8 re in 2:8 refer to thefer tofer to the lawto the law to love o to love one’s neighne’s neighbor (Lev. bor (Lev. 19:18). Lo19:18). Love of otheve of others is the rs is the basis for basis for action (2:actionaction (2:action (2:12) and is12) and is especiall especially to be dey to be demonstratedmonstrated in meetin in meeting the needg the needs of the ps of the poor (1:27;ooppoor (1:27poor (1:27; 2:15–16); 2:15–16)..

James teaches that profession of faith is borne out in works (1:19–26; 2:1–13). 
Both the “perfect law, the law of liberty” in 1:25 and the “royal law” in 2:8 refer 
to the law to love one’s neighbor (Lev. 19:18). Love of others is the basis for 
action (2:12) and is especially to be demonstrated in meeting the needs of the 
poor (1:27; 2:15–16).

PerfectionPerfection

Perfection

PerfectionPerfection is not be is not being free fing free from defectrom defects. Rather,s. Rather, it comes  it comes from the Ofrom the OT understaT understanding of pnunderstaunderstandunderstanding of pering of perfection asfection as obedience obedience to the di to the divine commavine commands. Perfends. Perfection in tction in the faith ihtthe faith the faith is not meris not mere assent te assent to creeds (o creeds (2:19) or p2:19) or profession rofession of sentimeof sentiment (2:15–1nt (2:15–16). Rather6). (2:15–1(2:15–16).(2:15–16). Rather, f Rather, faith is peaith is perfected byrfected by works (2: works (2:22) and en22) and enduring sufduring suffering (1:fering (1:3–4). Keep3–4)(1:(1:3–4). K(1:3–4). Keeping theeeping the perfect l perfect law is doneaw is done with deed with deeds of kindns of kindness (1:25)ess (1:25) and lovin and loving one’s neg og one’s neigone’s neighbor (2:8–hbor (2:8–10). Bridl10). Bridling the toing the tongue is cengue is central to bntral to being a pereing a perfect persofect person (1:26; 3n (1n (1:26; 3:2(1:26; 3:2). The opp). The opposite of bosite of being perfeeing perfect is beinct is being double-mg double-minded, sininded, sinful, and dful, and disordered isordddisordereddisordered (1:8; 3:1 (1:8; 3:16; 4:8).6; 4:8).

Perfection is not being free from defects. Rather, it comes from the OT 
understanding of perfection as obedience to the divine commands. Perfection in 
the faith is not mere assent to creeds (2:19) or profession of sentiment 
(2:15–16). Rather, faith is perfected by works (2:22) and enduring suffering 
(1:3–4). Keeping the perfect law is done with deeds of kindness (1:25) and loving 
one’s neighbor (2:8–10). Bridling the tongue is central to being a perfect person 
(1:26; 3:2). The opposite of being perfect is being double-minded, sinful, and 



disordered (1:8; 3:16; 4:8).

EschatologEschatologyyy

Eschatology

James affiJames affirms the imrms the imminent comminent coming of Jesing of Jesus as Judgus as Judge (5:7–9).e (5:7–9). There wil There will be rewarl be reward to thosed rewarreward to reward to those who those who endure temendure temptation (1ptation (1:12), pers:12), persevere in tevere in the perfecthe perfect law (1:25 law (1:25), and use)(1:25(1:25), an(1:25), and use the d use the tongue protongue properly and perly and show mercyshow mercy to others to others (2:12–13) (2:12–13). There wi. There w. There will be juwill be judgment fordgment for those who those who do not us do not use the tonge the tongue properlue properly and do ny and do not do goodot do gooot do good worksgood works (2:12–13; (2:12–13; 4:11–12). 4:11–12). Judgment  Judgment also fallsalso falls upon teac upon teachers who mhers who misuse theiisuse theisuse their positheir position (3:1)tion (3:1), the rich, the rich who negle who neglect the neect the needs of the ds of the poor (5:1–poor (5:1–6), and th6), and those whose ose ththose whosthose whose word cane word cannot be trunot be trusted (5:12sted (5:12).).).

James affirms the imminent coming of Jesus as Judge (5:7–9). There will be 
reward to those who endure temptation (1:12), persevere in the perfect law 
(1:25), and use the tongue properly and show mercy to others (2:12–13). There 
will be judgment for those who do not use the tongue properly and do not do 
good works (2:12–13; 4:11–12). Judgment also falls upon teachers who misuse 
their position (3:1), the rich who neglect the needs of the poor (5:1–6), and 
those whose word cannot be trusted (5:12).

�As part ofAs part of the wisdo the wisdom traditiom tradition with itsn with its concern f concern for practicor practical living,al living, James con James co James contains mcontains much ethicauch ethical materiall material including including instructi instruction on conton on control of sperol of speech (1:26;ech (1:26; 3:1–12; 4 3:1 3:1–12; 4:3:1–12; 4:11–12; 5:911–12; 5:9); the rel); the relationship ationship between ribetween rich and pooch and poor (2:1–13;r (2:1–13; 5:1–6); t 5:1–6); the poor ashe phe poor as thpoor as the focus ofe focus of good deed good deeds (1:27; 2s (1:27; 2:15–16); a:15–16); and love, mnd love, mercy, and ercy, and humility ahumility as charactes cs charactericharacterizing relatzing relationships wionships with othersith others (2:8; 3:1 (2:8; 3:13–18).3–18).3–18).

As part of the wisdom tradition with its concern for practical living, James 
contains much ethical material including instruction on control of speech (1:26; 
3:1–12; 4:11–12; 5:9); the relationship between rich and poor (2:1–13; 5:1–6); the 
poor as the focus of good deeds (1:27; 2:15–16); and love, mercy, and humility as 
characterizing relationships with others (2:8; 3:13–18).
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JAMES, PROJAMES, PROTEVANGELIUTEVANGELIUM OFM OFM OF

JAMES, PROTEVANGELIUM OF

An accountAn account of the bi of the births of Marths of Mary and Jesry and Jesus, arguabus, arguably one of ly one of the most ithe most influentialnfluential of all th of  of all theof all the apocrypha apocryphal Gospels,l Gospels, having sp having spawned any awned any number of number of subsequentsubsequent birth nar birth narratives. Mrnarnarrativesnarratives. Mary is . Mary is portrayed portrayed as the dauas the daughter of aghter of a formerly  formerly childless childless couple, Jocouple, Joachim, a rachimJoJoachim, aJoachim, a rich man, rich man, and his w and his wife Anna. ife Anna. Her miracuHer miraculous concelous conception and ption and birth are birth are based primbabased primbased primarily on tarily on the story ohe story of Hannah (f Hannah (1 Sam. 1-21 Sam. 1-2). The you). The young Mary, ang Mary, a descendan descendan descendantdescendant of David, of David, is dedica is dedicated to theted to the service o service of God, andf God, and is left w is left with priestith priests in the Js in ts in the Jerusathe Jerusalem templelem temple at the ag at the age of threee of three. When she. When she reaches p reaches puberty, thuberty, the priests e priests arrange foararrange foarrange for her to mr her to marry the warry the widower Josidower Joseph, a muceph, a much older mah older man with chin with children fromldren froldren from an eafrom an earlier marrrlier marriage. Maryiage. Mary then conc then conceives whileives while still a e still a virgin, a virgin, a fact confifact confirmed to Jormed conficonfirmed confirmed to Joseph to Joseph by an angeby an angel and demol and demonstrated tnstrated to the prieo the priests by thests by the couple’s  couple’s drinking oddrinking odrinking of the “watf the “water of conver of conviction” (Niction” (Num. 5); shum. 5); she later gie later gives birth ves birth to Jesus ito Jesus in a cave nn a can a cave near cave near Bethlehem.Bethlehem. The midwi The midwife Salome fe Salome doubts Mardoubts Mary’s virginy’s virginal status.al status. When she  When she When she attempshe attempts to testts to test Mary’s vi Mary’s virginity phrginity physically, ysically, her hands her hands are severeare severely burned,ly burned, but she i but  but she isbut she is healed wh healed when she touen she touches the cches the child. The hild. The story concstory concludes withludes with the visit the visit of the Ma of of the Magof the Magi, the infi, the infanticide oanticide ordered by rdered by Herod, andHerod, and the marty the martyrdom of Jordom of John the Baphn the Baptist’s fattBapBaptist’s Baptist’s father, Zafather, Zacharias, icharias, in the Jerun the Jerusalem tempsalem temple.le.le.

An account of the births of Mary and Jesus, arguably one of the most influential 
of all the apocryphal Gospels, having spawned any number of subsequent birth 
narratives. Mary is portrayed as the daughter of a formerly childless couple, 
Joachim, a rich man, and his wife Anna. Her miraculous conception and birth are 
based primarily on the story of Hannah (1 Sam. 1-2). The young Mary, a 
descendant of David, is dedicated to the service of God, and is left with priests in 
the Jerusalem temple at the age of three. When she reaches puberty, the priests 
arrange for her to marry the widower Joseph, a much older man with children 
from an earlier marriage. Mary then conceives while still a virgin, a fact 
confirmed to Joseph by an angel and demonstrated to the priests by the couple’s 
drinking of the “water of conviction” (Num. 5); she later gives birth to Jesus in a 
cave near Bethlehem. The midwife Salome doubts Mary’s virginal status. When 
she attempts to test Mary’s virginity physically, her hands are severely burned, 
but she is healed when she touches the child. The story concludes with the visit 



of the Magi, the infanticide ordered by Herod, and the martyrdom of John the 
Baptist’s father, Zacharias, in the Jerusalem temple.

�The primarThe primary purposesy purposes of the bo of the book are cleok are clearly the garly the glorificatilorification of Maryon of Mary and defen and de and defense ofdefense of the virgi the virgin birth. Tn birth. The work alhe work also explainso explains that Jess that Jesus is indeus is indeed of Davied of Davidic descendic ddic descent thdescent through Maryrough Mary (not Jose (not Joseph as in tph as in the canoniche canonical birth nal birth narratives)arratives), and that, and that the sibli the the siblinthe siblings of Jesugs of Jesus mentiones mentioned in the Nd in the NT are his T are his half-brothhalf-brothers, childers, children from Jren from Joseph’s prosepJJoseph’s pJoseph’s previous marevious marriage.rriage.rriage.

The primary purposes of the book are clearly the glorification of Mary and 
defense of the virgin birth. The work also explains that Jesus is indeed of Davidic 
descent through Mary (not Joseph as in the canonical birth narratives), and that 
the siblings of Jesus mentioned in the NT are his half-brothers, children from 
Joseph’s previous marriage.

�The ProtevThe Protevangelium wangelium was writtenas written in Greek  in Greek in the latin the latter half oter half of the 2nd f the 2nd century, acenturycentury, acentury, and the prond the provenance isvenance is most like most likely Syria (ly Syria (although Ealthough Egypt is algypt is also a possiso a possibility givbilitypossipossibilitpossibility given thy given the attestate attestation by Cleion by Clement of Alment of Alexandria aexandria and Origen)nd Origen). Though b. Though banned in tanbbanned in banned in the West, the West, the book wthe book was very poas very popular in tpular in the East, ahe East, as witnesses witnessed by the nd by the numerous suunnumerous snumerous surviving Gurviving Greek manusreek manuscripts (socripts (some as earlme as early as the 3y as the 3rd centuryrd century) and the ) and the) and the translthe translations of ations of the documethe document into Synt into Syriac, Ethiriac, Ethiopic, Georopic, Georgian, Coptgian, Coptic, Armeniic, Armenian, and SlanArmeniArmenian, Armenian, and Slavonand Slavonic. Thoughic. Though the posts the postscript claicript claims that itms that it was writt was written by Jesuen by Jesus’ brothers’ bs’ brother Jabrother James, it ismes, it is unlikely  unlikely that the sthat the story was wtory was written by ritten by a Jew as ta Jew as there are nhere are numerous erumernnumerous enumerous errors regarrors regarding Jewirding Jewish customssh customs and Pales and Palestinian geotinian geography.graphy.graphy.

The Protevangelium was written in Greek in the latter half of the 2nd 
century, and the provenance is most likely Syria (although Egypt is also a 
possibility given the attestation by Clement of Alexandria and Origen). Though 
banned in the West, the book was very popular in the East, as witnessed by the 
numerous surviving Greek manuscripts (some as early as the 3rd century) and 
the translations of the document into Syriac, Ethiopic, Georgian, Coptic, 
Armenian, and Slavonic. Though the postscript claims that it was written by Jesus’ 
brother James, it is unlikely that the story was written by a Jew as there are 
numerous errors regarding Jewish customs and Palestinian geography.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. F. HockR. F. Hock, , The InfancThe Infancy Gospels y Gospels of James aof James and Thomasnd Thomas (Santa Ro (Santa Ro (Santa Rosa, 1995Rosa, 1995); J. K. E); J. K. Elliott, lliott, The ApocryThe Apocryphal New Tphal New Testament,estament, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1993), 48–6993), 48993), 48–67.48–67.48–67.

Bibliography. R. F. Hock, The Infancy Gospels of James and Thomas (Santa 
Rosa, 1995); J. K. Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, rev. ed. (Oxford, 1993), 
48–67.

James R. MJames R. Muellerueller

James R. Mueller

JAMES THE JAMES THE GREATER, AGREATER, ACTS OFCTS OFCTS OF

JAMES THE GREATER, ACTS OF

An apocrypAn apocryphal work fhal work found in Boound in Book IV of tok IV of the Pseudo-he Pseudo-Abdias’ ApAbdias’ Apostolic Hiostolic History (andstory (anstory (and appea(and appearing with ring with some variasome variation in Grtion in Greek, Coptieek, Coptic, and Ethc, and Ethiopic textiopic texts), thoughs), thought to have t tt to have evto have evolved betwolved between the 2neen the 2nd and 4th d and 4th centuries.centuries. The Acts  The Acts elaborate elaborate events in events in James’ misJJames’ misJames’ missionary casionary career and sreer and supplement upplement the brief the brief mention ofmention of his marty his martyrdom in Acrdom in Acrdom in Acts 1:13.Acts 1:13. The accou The account describnt describes James’ es James’ conversionconversion of the re of the reluctant Phluctant Philetus andiletus and Hermogene H HermogenesHermogenes by miracu by miraculous actiolous actions, his pens, his persuasion orsuasion of Jews thaf Jews that Jesus fut Jesus fulfilled OTlfilled OT prophecie p propheciesprophecies, and his , and his conversionconversion and bapti and baptism of a Jesm of a Jewish scribwish scribe. These fe. These final eventinal events correspos cos correspondcorrespond to a trad to a tradition knowition known to Clemen to Clement of Alexnt of Alexandria (Euandria (Eusebius sebius HEHE 2.9.2–3)  2.9.2–3) that a guatthat a guathat a guard was conrd was converted aftverted after James’ er James’ arrest, onarrest, only to be bly to be beheaded wieheaded with James. th James. Later tradLaLater tradLater tradition (6thition (6th-8th centu-8th century) claimsry) claims that Jame that James preacheds preached in Spain  in Spain and that hand that his body wais bis body was ebody was escorted byscorted by angels to angels to Santiago  Santiago de Compostde Compostela, the sela, the site of theite of the shrine to shrine to St. James S St. James,St. James, patron of patron of Spain. Spain. Spain.

An apocryphal work found in Book IV of the Pseudo-Abdias’ Apostolic History 
(and appearing with some variation in Greek, Coptic, and Ethiopic texts), thought 
to have evolved between the 2nd and 4th centuries. The Acts elaborate events in 
James’ missionary career and supplement the brief mention of his martyrdom in 
Acts 1:13. The account describes James’ conversion of the reluctant Philetus and 
Hermogenes by miraculous actions, his persuasion of Jews that Jesus fulfilled OT 
prophecies, and his conversion and baptism of a Jewish scribe. These final events 
correspond to a tradition known to Clement of Alexandria (Eusebius HE 2.9.2–3) 
that a guard was converted after James’ arrest, only to be beheaded with James. 
Later tradition (6th-8th century) claims that James preached in Spain and that his 
body was escorted by angels to Santiago de Compostela, the site of the shrine to 
St. James, patron of Spain.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. CharlesJ. Charlesworth, ed.worth, ed., , The New TeThe New Testament Apstament Apocrypha anocrypha and Pseudepid Pseuded PseudepigrPseudepigraphaapha (Metuchen (Metuchen, 1987), 2, 1987), 217–28.17–28.17–28.

Bibliography. J. Charlesworth, ed., The New Testament Apocrypha and 
Pseudepigrapha (Metuchen, 1987), 217–28.

Melissa M.Melissa M. Aubin Aubin

Melissa M. Aubin

JAMINJAMIN (Heb.  (Heb. yaœmiînyaœmiîn)))

JAMIN (Heb. yaœmiîn)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Simeon (GeSimeon (Gen. 46:10; n. 46:10; Exod. 6:15Exod. 6:15; 1 Chr. 4; 1 Chr. 4:24), epon:24), eponymous anceymous ancestor of thstoanceancestor oancestor of the Jamif the Jaminite clan nite clan (Heb. (Heb. hayyaœmiînhayyaœmiîniî,iî, Num. 26:1 Num. 26:12).2).2).

1. A son of Simeon (Gen. 46:10; Exod. 6:15; 1 Chr. 4:24), eponymous 



ancestor of the Jaminite clan (Heb. hayyaœmiîniî, Num. 26:12).

�2.2. A Judahit A Judahite, son of e, son of Ram and deRam and descendant oscendant of Jerahmeef Jerahmeel (1 Chr. l (1 Chr. 2:27).2:27).2:27).

2. A Judahite, son of Ram and descendant of Jerahmeel (1 Chr. 2:27).

�3.3. A Levite  A Levite who translwho translated into ated into Aramaic thAramaic the portionse portions of the La of the Law read by w read by Ezra so thEzraEzra so thEzra so the people ce people could underould understand (Nehstand (Neh. 8:7-8).. 8:7-8).

3. A Levite who translated into Aramaic the portions of the Law read by 
Ezra so the people could understand (Neh. 8:7-8).

JAMLECHJAMLECH (Heb.  (Heb. yamleäk�yamleäk�)))

JAMLECH (Heb. yamleäk� )

A leader oA leader of the tribf the tribe of Simeoe of Simeon (1 Chr. n (1 Chr. 4:34).4:34).

A leader of the tribe of Simeon (1 Chr. 4:34).

JAMNIAJAMNIA (Gk.  (Gk. IamneiíaIamneiía)))

JAMNIA (Gk. Iamneiía)

Hebrew YavHebrew Yavneh, a citneh, a city in the cy in the coastal plaoastal plain of anciin of ancient Palestent Palestine S of Jine S of Jaffa. It iaffa. It is mentiones mentios mentioned mentioned in 2 Chr. in 2 Chr. 26:6 (Jabn26:6 (Jabneh) and ineh) and in the late  the late HellenistiHellenistic age, in c age, in the Apocrythe Apocrypha (e.g.,phaApocryApocrypha Apocrypha (e.g., 2 M(e.g., 2 Macc. 12:8-acc. 12:8-9, 40), an9, 40), and in classd in classical sourcical sources. Jamniaes. Jamnia had its o had its own harbor wn hawn harbor durharbor during Phoeniing Phoenician, Hellcian, Hellenistic, aenistic, and Roman ond Roman occupation,ccupation, Jamnia Pa Jamnia Paralios or ralios or Yavneh-YamYaYavneh-YamYavneh-Yam, which wa, which was 8 km. (cs 8 km. (ca. 5 mi.) a. 5 mi.) away from away from the city othe city on the coasn the coast. Early it. Early in the 1st n tn the 1st cethe 1st century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. Alexander Alexander Janneus i Janneus incorporatencorporated the cityd the city into the  into the Hasmonean HasmoneanHasmonean Hasmonean kingdom (Jkingdom (Josephus osephus Ant.Ant. 13.395),  13.395), and its poand its population bpulation became largecame largely Jewishely Jewely Jewish. WhJewish. When Jerusalen Jerusalem was desem was destroyed in troyed in 70 70 C.E.C.E., Jamnia b, Jamnia became a ceecame a center for Jnter for Jewish sageewiJJewish sagJewish sages. In thees. In the 4th centu 4th century and latry and later it was er it was the seat othe seat of a Christf a Christian bishopian bishop...

Hebrew Yavneh, a city in the coastal plain of ancient Palestine S of Jaffa. It is 
mentioned in 2 Chr. 26:6 (Jabneh) and in the late Hellenistic age, in the 
Apocrypha (e.g., 2 Macc. 12:8-9, 40), and in classical sources. Jamnia had its own 
harbor during Phoenician, Hellenistic, and Roman occupation, Jamnia Paralios or 
Yavneh-Yam, which was 8 km. (ca. 5 mi.) away from the city on the coast. Early in 
the 1st century B.C.E. Alexander Janneus incorporated the city into the 
Hasmonean kingdom (Josephus Ant. 13.395), and its population became largely 
Jewish. When Jerusalem was destroyed in 70 C.E., Jamnia became a center for 
Jewish sages. In the 4th century and later it was the seat of a Christian bishop.

�Yavneh-yamYavneh-yam, 16 km. (, 16 km. (ca. 10 mi.ca. 10 mi.) S of Tel) S of Tel Aviv, was Aviv, was excavated excavated in 1967–6 in 1967–69 by Jacob9 by Ja9 by Jacob KaplJacob Kaplan, and laan, and later by othter by others doing ers doing rescue prorescue projects. Thejects. The main disc main discovery was overy was a large sqa a large sqa large square enclouare enclosure surrosure surrounded by aunded by a Middle Br Middle Bronze Age ronze Age rampart, whampart, which was thich was tich was threatenedthreatened by the en by the encroaching croaching sea. Kaplasea. Kaplan also excn also excavated thravated three superimee superimposed gateposed gateposed gates of mgates of mud brick.ud brick.ud brick.

Yavneh-yam, 16 km. (ca. 10 mi.) S of Tel Aviv, was excavated in 1967–69 by 
Jacob Kaplan, and later by others doing rescue projects. The main discovery was 
a large square enclosure surrounded by a Middle Bronze Age rampart, which was 
threatened by the encroaching sea. Kaplan also excavated three superimposed 
gates of mud brick.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. Isaac, B. Isaac, “A Seleuci“A Seleucid Inscriptd Inscription from Jion from Jamnia-on-tamnia-on-the-Sea: Anhe-Sea: Antiochus V tiAnAntiochus Antiochus V Eupator V Eupator and the Siand the Sidonians,” donians,” IEJIEJ 41 (1991) 41 (1991): 132–44; : 132–44; J. Kaplan,J. Kaplan, “Further  “Further “Further A“Further Aspects of spects of Middle BroMiddle Bronze Age IInze Age II Fortifica Fortifications in Ptions in Palestine,”alestine,”  ZDPVZDPV 91 (1975) 91 (197 91 (1975): 1–(1975): 1–17; E. Sch17; E. Schürer, ürer, The HistorThe History of the Jy of the Jewish Peopewish People in the le in the Age of JesAge of Jesus Christ us Christ (175(17(175(175  B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D.  135),135), rev. ed., rev. ed., 2 (Edinbu 2 (Edinburgh, 1979)rgh, 1979), 109–10., 109–10., 109–10.

Bibliography. B. Isaac, “A Seleucid Inscription from Jamnia-on-the-Sea: 
Antiochus V Eupator and the Sidonians,” IEJ 41 (1991): 132–44; J. Kaplan, 
“Further Aspects of Middle Bronze Age II Fortifications in Palestine,” ZDPV 91 
(1975): 1–17; E. Schürer, The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ 
(175 B.C.—A.D. 135), rev. ed., 2 (Edinburgh, 1979), 109–10.

Kenneth G.Kenneth G. Holum Holum

Kenneth G. Holum

JANAIJANAI (Heb.  (Heb. ya{nayya{nay)))

JANAI (Heb. ya{nay)

A descendaA descendant of Gad nt of Gad living in living in Bashan (1 Bashan (1 Chr. 5:12)Chr. 5:12)..

A descendant of Gad living in Bashan (1 Chr. 5:12).

JANIMJANIM (Heb.  (Heb. yaœniîmyaœniîm)))

JANIM (Heb. yaœniîm)

A place inA place in the mount the mountains of Juains of Judah, in thdah, in the vicinitye vicinity of Eshan  of Eshan and Beth-tand Beth-tappuah (Joappuah (Josh. 15:53)sh. 1sh. 15:53). Th15:53). The site hase site has not been  not been identifiedidentified, but a po, but a possibility ssibility is modern is modern Beni Beni Na{imNa{im, 6 km. (4, 6 , 6 km. (4 m6 km. (4 mi.) E of Hi.) E of Hebron.ebron.

A place in the mountains of Judah, in the vicinity of Eshan and Beth-tappuah (Josh. 
15:53). The site has not been identified, but a possibility is modern Beni Na{im, 
6 km. (4 mi.) E of Hebron.

JANNEUSJANNEUS (Gk.  (Gk. IannaiíosIannaiíos), ), ALEXANDERALEXANDERALEXANDER

JANNEUS (Gk. Iannaiíos), ALEXANDER



�SeeSee  ALEXANDER ALEXANDER 3.3.

See ALEXANDER 3.

JANNAIJANNAI (Gk.  (Gk. IannaiíIannaiíIannaií

JANNAI (Gk. Iannaií

The fatherThe father of Melchi of Melchi, a postex, a postexilic ancesilic ancestor of Jestor of Jesus (Luke 3us (Luke 3:24). The :24). The name does name does not occur notnot occur not occur in the OT.in the OT.

The father of Melchi, a postexilic ancestor of Jesus (Luke 3:24). The name does 
not occur in the OT.

JANNESJANNES (Gk.  (Gk. IaénneäsIaénneäs)))

JANNES (Gk. Iaénneäs)

An opponenAn opponent of Mosest of Moses along wit along with Jambres,h Jambres, and a mod and a model of thosel of those “of corre “of corrupt mind aupt mindupt mind and cmind and counterfeitounterfeit faith” wh faith” who “oppose o “oppose the truth”the truth” (2 Tim. 2 (2 Tim. 2:8; cf. Ex:8; cf. Exod. 7:11-1od. 7:11-12, 22). No2, 7:11-17:11-12, 27:11-12, 22). Not na2). Not named in Exomed in Exodus, they dus, they were identwere identified as Mified as Moses’ oppooses’ opponents in Snents in Second TempeSSecond TemSecond Temple and raple and rabbinic Jewbbinic Jewish writinish writings by the gs by the 1st centur1st century y B.C.E.B.C.E. (4QDamasc (4QDamascus Documenu(4QDamasc(4QDamascu(4QDamascus Documents Documentbb [4Q266] f [4Q266] fr. 3, 2:13r. 3, 2:13–15 = CD 5–15 = CD 5:17–19) an:17–19) and were knod were known by Chriwnknoknown by Cknown by Christian ahristian and pagan wnd pagan writers. Thriters. The pseudepie pseudepigraphic wographic work Jannes rk Jannes and Jambreand Jamband Jambres, pJambres, perhaps Chrerhaps Christian andistian and dated bet dated between the 1ween the 1st and 3rdst and 3rd centuries centuries but based but based but based on pbased on pre-Christire-Christian traditian traditions, survions, survives only ives only in fragmentn fragments.s.s.

An opponent of Moses along with Jambres, and a model of those “of corrupt 
mind and counterfeit faith” who “oppose the truth” (2 Tim. 2:8; cf. Exod. 
7:11-12, 22). Not named in Exodus, they were identified as Moses’ opponents in 
Second Temple and rabbinic Jewish writings by the 1st century B.C.E. 
(4QDamascus Documentb [4Q266] fr. 3, 2:13–15 = CD 5:17–19) and were 
known by Christian and pagan writers. The pseudepigraphic work Jannes and 
Jambres, perhaps Christian and dated between the 1st and 3rd centuries but 
based on pre-Christian traditions, survives only in fragments.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. PietersA. Pietersma and R. ma and R. T. Lutz, “T. Lutz, “Jannes andJannes and Jambres,” Jambres,”  OTPOTP 2:427–42. 2:427 2:427–42.2:427–42.2:427–42.

Bibliography. A. Pietersma and R. T. Lutz, “Jannes and Jambres,” OTP 
2:427–42.

Eric F. MaEric F. Masonson

Eric F. Mason

JANOAHJANOAH (Heb.  (Heb. yaœno®h�a®yaœno®h�a®, yaœno®ah, yaœno®ah��)))

JANOAH (Heb. yaœno®h�a®, yaœno®ah� )

�1.1. A town on A town on the easte the eastern border rn border of Ephraimof Ephraim (Josh. 16 (Josh. 16:6-7). Eus:6-7). Eusebius locaebius locates it 12 tes ittes it 12 mi. it 12 mi. E of Neas E of Neas Polis (Polis (Onom.Onom. 108.20–21 108.20–21). It has ). It has been identbeen identified withified with Khirbet  Khirbet Yaœnu®nYaYaœnu®nYaœnu®n (184173), (184173), 11 km. (7 11 km. (7 mi.) SE o mi.) SE of Shechem.f Shechem.

1. A town on the eastern border of Ephraim (Josh. 16:6-7). Eusebius locates 
it 12 mi. E of Neas Polis (Onom. 108.20–21). It has been identified with Khirbet 
Yaœnu®n (184173), 11 km. (7 mi.) SE of Shechem.

�2.2. A city in A city in the north the northern regionern region of Naphta of Naphtali (2 Kgs.li (2 Kgs. 15:29). I 15:29). It was conqt was conquered by tuered conqconquered conquered by the Assby the Assyrians undyrians under Tiglather Tiglath-pileser I-pileser III in 733/II in 733/2 2 B.C.B.C. Several s Several sites have ites haveites have been have been suggested,suggested, including including Tell  Tell en-Na®{imeen-Na®{imehh (205296), (205296), 8 km. (5  8 km. (5 mi.) NE ofmi.) NE of Kedesh, a ofof Kedesh,of Kedesh, and  and Giv{atGiv{at ha-Shoqet ha-Shoqet (203293), (203293), near Kibb near Kibbutz utz Gil{adiGil{adi...

2. A city in the northern region of Naphtali (2 Kgs. 15:29). It was 
conquered by the Assyrians under Tiglath-pileser III in 733/2 B.C. Several sites 
have been suggested, including Tell en-Na®{imeh (205296), 8 km. (5 mi.) NE 
of Kedesh, and Giv{at ha-Shoqet (203293), near Kibbutz Gil{adi.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. Kaplan,J. Kaplan, “The Iden “The Identificationtification of Abel-b of Abel-beth-maachaeth-maachah and Janoh and Janoah,” aJanoJanoah,” Janoah,” IEJIEJ 28 (1978) 28 (1978): 157–69.: 157–69.: 157–69.

Bibliography. J. Kaplan, “The Identification of Abel-beth-maachah and 
Janoah,” IEJ 28 (1978): 157–69.

John A. McJohn A. McLeanLean

John A. McLean

JAPHETHJAPHETH (Heb.  (Heb. yep�et�, yyep�et�, yaœp�et�;aœp�et�; Gk.  Gk. IaéphethIaépheth)))

JAPHETH (Heb. yep�et�, yaœp�et�;  Gk. Iaépheth)

�1.1. One of th One of the three soe three sons of Noahns of Noah, apparent, apparently the youly the youngest sincngest since he is use he is usually nameually ususually nausually named last (med last (although ialthough in the Tabln the Table of Natioe of Nations his linns his line of descee of descent is givent is given first; Gn firstn first; Genfirst; Gen. 10; 1 Ch. 10; 1 Chr. 1:1-17)r. 1:1-17). The deri. The derivation of vation of the name ithe name is uncertais uncertain, but Hebn, but Heb. . pth,pthpth,pth, “to be sp “to be spacious,” hacious,” has been suas been suggested (cggested (cf. Gen. 9:f. Gen. 9:27). After27). After the Flood the Flood, Japheth , Japheth and his braand his brand his brother Shemother Shem walk back walk backward into ward into the tent othe tent of their slf their sleeping fateeping father to covher to cover his nakercovcover his cover his nakedness,nakedness, which the which their elder bir elder brother Hamrother Ham had seen; had seen; for their for their discretio discretion they aren discretiodiscretiondiscretion they are  they are blessed byblessed by Noah (Gen Noah (Gen. 9:20-27). 9:20-27)...

1. One of the three sons of Noah, apparently the youngest since he is 
usually named last (although in the Table of Nations his line of descent is given 
first; Gen. 10; 1 Chr. 1:1-17). The derivation of the name is uncertain, but Heb. 
pth, “to be spacious,” has been suggested (cf. Gen. 9:27). After the Flood, Japheth 
and his brother Shem walk backward into the tent of their sleeping father to 
cover his nakedness, which their elder brother Ham had seen; for their 
discretion they are blessed by Noah (Gen. 9:20-27).



�In the TabIn the Table of Natile of Nations seven ons seven sons and ssons and seven grandeven grandsons of Jasons of Japheth are pheth are named, thonamednamed, thonamed, though they augh they are names ore names of peoples f peoples rather tharather than individun individuals. They als. They inhabit thinhabit the region ee ththe regionthe region extending extending along the along the northern  northern reaches ofreaches of the entir the entire Fertile e Fertile Crescent aCrescent and westwarndaand westwaand westward above trd above the Mediterhe Mediterranean Searanean Sea. Some are. Some are readily i readily identifiabldentifiable: Madai ie: Madai is the Medesiis the Medis the Medes in ancies in ancient Iran; ent Iran; Ashkenaz pAshkenaz probably rerobably refers to thfers to the Scythiane Scythians in the rs in the region of tegiorregion of region of the Caucasthe Caucasus Mountaius Mountains; Gomer ns; Gomer is the Cimis the Cimmerians, wmerians, who inhabitho inhabited northered northed northern Anorthern Anatolia; Tnatolia; Tiras has biras has been varioueen variously identisly identified with fied with Thrace or Thrace or with the Ewith the Etruscans; truEEtruscans;Etruscans; Tarshish  Tarshish may refer may refer to Tartessto Tartessus in Spaius in Spain (cf. John (cf. John 1:3); Kin 1:3); Kittim pointttim points to Cyprus to s to Cyprus to Cyprus or possiblor possibly Crete; ay Crete; and Rodanimnd Rodanim (a correc (a correction from tion from MT “DodaniMT “Dodanim,” based m,” basm,” based on tbased on the LXX, Sahe LXX, Samaritan Pemaritan Pentateuch, ntateuch, and Hebrewand Hebrew manuscrip manuscripts) appearts) appears to be Rhs to bes to be Rhodes.be Rhodes.

In the Table of Nations seven sons and seven grandsons of Japheth are 
named, though they are names of peoples rather than individuals. They inhabit 
the region extending along the northern reaches of the entire Fertile Crescent 
and westward above the Mediterranean Sea. Some are readily identifiable: Madai 
is the Medes in ancient Iran; Ashkenaz probably refers to the Scythians in the 
region of the Caucasus Mountains; Gomer is the Cimmerians, who inhabited 
northern Anatolia; Tiras has been variously identified with Thrace or with the 
Etruscans; Tarshish may refer to Tartessus in Spain (cf. John 1:3); Kittim points 
to Cyprus or possibly Crete; and Rodanim (a correction from MT “Dodanim,” 
based on the LXX, Samaritan Pentateuch, and Hebrew manuscripts) appears to 
be Rhodes.

�Recent stuRecent studies have dies have associatedassociated the names the names of Japhet of Japheth’s descenh’s descendants withdants with ethnic na ethni ethnic namethnic names known fes known from Anatolrom Anatolia and moria and more widely ie widely in Mediterrn Mediterranean regianean regions in theons in thons in the 7th anthe 7th and early 6td early 6th centurieh centuries s B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

Recent studies have associated the names of Japheth’s descendants with 
ethnic names known from Anatolia and more widely in Mediterranean regions in 
the 7th and early 6th centuries B.C.E.

Jeffrey S.Jeffrey S. Rogers Rogers Rogers

Jeffrey S. Rogers

�2.2. A region  A region N of ArabiN of Arabia, perhapsa, perhaps in Asia M in Asia Minor, wherinor, where Holoferne Holofernes surrounes surrounded and rodesurrounsurroundedsurrounded and route and routed the Midid the Midianites (Jdanites (Jdt. 2:25).t. 2:25).

2. A region N of Arabia, perhaps in Asia Minor, where Holofernes 
surrounded and routed the Midianites (Jdt. 2:25).

JAPHIAJAPHIA (Heb.  (Heb. yaœp�iîa{yaœp�iîa{) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

JAPHIA (Heb. yaœp�iîa{ ) (PERSON)

�1.1. King of L King of Lachish; onachish; one of five e of five Canaanite Canaanite kings, whokings, who at the in at the instigation stigation of Adonizeof Adonof AdonizedekAdonizedek, king of , king of Jerusalem,Jerusalem, joined th joined the fight age fight against the ainst the GibeonitesGibeonites (Josh. 10 (Josh. 10:3). Japhi:3). 1010:3). Jap10:3). Japhia and thhia and the coalitioe coalition were exen were executed by Jcuted by Joshua (Jososhua (Josh. 10:6-27h. 10:6-27).).).

1. King of Lachish; one of five Canaanite kings, who at the instigation of 
Adonizedek, king of Jerusalem, joined the fight against the Gibeonites (Josh. 
10:3). Japhia and the coalition were executed by Joshua (Josh. 10:6-27).

�2.2. A son of  A son of David bornDavid born in Jerusa in Jerusalem to an lem to an unnamed mounnamed mother (2 Sather (2 Sam. 5:15; 1m. 5:15; 1 Chr. 3:7; C Chr. 3:7; Chr. 3:7; 14:6).14:6).14:6).

2. A son of David born in Jerusalem to an unnamed mother (2 Sam. 5:15; 1 
Chr. 3:7; 14:6).

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson

JAPHIAJAPHIA (Heb.  (Heb. yaœp�iîa{yaœp�iîa{) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

JAPHIA (Heb. yaœp�iîa{ ) (PLACE)

A border tA border town locateown located on the sd on the southern edouthern edge of the ge of the territory territory of Zebulunof Zebulun (Josh. 19 (Josh. 19:12). It i:1919:12). It19:12). It is identi is identified with fied with Ya®faœYa®faœ (176232), (176232), located l located less than 3ess than 3 km. (2 mi km. (2 mi.) SW of N.) SW .) SW of NazaSW of Nazareth.reth.reth.

A border town located on the southern edge of the territory of Zebulun (Josh. 
19:12). It is identified with Ya®faœ (176232), located less than 3 km. (2 mi.) 
SW of Nazareth.

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson

JAPHLETJAPHLET (Heb.  (Heb. yap�leät�yap�leät�)))

JAPHLET (Heb. yap�leät� )

A son of HA son of Heber from eber from the tribe the tribe of Asher (of Asher (1 Chr. 7:31 Chr. 7:32-33). He 2-33). He may have bmay have been the aneen the aneen the ancestor oancestor of the Japhf the Japhletites (Hletites (Heb. eb. yap�leät�iyap�leät�iîî), a group), a group whose ter whose territory marritory marked the soked tked the southethe southern boundarrn boundary of the Jy of the Joseph triboseph tribes (Josh. es (Josh. 16:3).16:3).

A son of Heber from the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. 7:32-33). He may have been the 
ancestor of the Japhletites (Heb. yap�leät�iî ), a group whose territory marked 
the southern boundary of the Joseph tribes (Josh. 16:3).

JARAHJARAH (Heb.  (Heb. ya{ra®ya{ra®) (also JE) (also JEHOADDAH)HOADDAH)HOADDAH)

JARAH (Heb. ya{ra®) (also JEHOADDAH)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, the site, the son of Ahazon of Ahaz and fathe and father of Alemer of Alemeth, Azmaveth, Azmaveth, and Zith, and Zimri; a desmri; a descendant ofcdesdescendantdescendant of Saul ( of Saul (1 Chr. 9:41 Chr. 9:42). At 1 C2). At 1 Chr. 8:36 hhr. 8:36 he is callee is called Jehoaddad Jehoaddah.h.

A Benjaminite, the son of Ahaz and father of Alemeth, Azmaveth, and Zimri; a 
descendant of Saul (1 Chr. 9:42). At 1 Chr. 8:36 he is called Jehoaddah.



JAREBJAREB (Heb.  (Heb. yaœreäb�yaœreäb�)))

JAREB (Heb. yaœreäb� )

King of AsKing of Assyria to wsyria to whom Israelhom Israel (Ephraim) (Ephraim) sent trib sent tribute at varute at various timesious times during Ho during Hosea’s propseHoHosea’s prHosea’s prophetic caophetic career (Hos.reer (Hos. 5:13; 10: 5:13; 10:6), ca. 756), ca. 750–722 0–722 B.C.B.C. Because n Because no other evo other evidence supidevevidence sevidence supports thupports the existence existence of a Kine of a King Jareb, sg Jareb, some interpome interpreters reareters read “a king d “a king who will cwhwho will cwho will contend,” aontend,” a possible  possible Hebrew epiHebrew epithet for Tthet for Tiglath-piliglath-pileser III. eser III. The NRSV rThe NRSV represents eprrepresentsrepresents another c another common alteommon alternative, ernative, emending thmending the Hebrew te Hebrew text on theext on the basis of  basis o basis of the Assof the Assyrian honoyrian honorific titlrific title e malku rabumalku rabu,, “the grea “the great king.”t king.”t king.”

King of Assyria to whom Israel (Ephraim) sent tribute at various times during 
Hosea’s prophetic career (Hos. 5:13; 10:6), ca. 750–722 B.C. Because no other 
evidence supports the existence of a King Jareb, some interpreters read “a king 
who will contend,” a possible Hebrew epithet for Tiglath-pileser III. The NRSV 
represents another common alternative, emending the Hebrew text on the basis 
of the Assyrian honorific title malku rabu, “the great king.”

R. David MR. David Mosemanoseman

R. David Moseman

JAREDJARED (Heb.  (Heb. yered�, yayered�, yaœred�;œred�; Gk.  Gk. IaéretIaéret)))

JARED (Heb. yered�, yaœred�;  Gk. Iaéret)

A son of MA son of Mahalalel aahalalel and father nd father of Enoch, of Enoch, from the lfrom the lineage of ineage of Seth (Gen.Seth (Gen. 5:15-20;  5:15-20; 1 Chr. 1:21 C1 Chr. 1:2; Chr. 1:2; Luke 3:37)Luke 3:37). Accordin. According to Gen. g to Gen. 5:20, Jare5:20, Jared lived 96d lived 962 years.2 years.

A son of Mahalalel and father of Enoch, from the lineage of Seth (Gen. 5:15-20; 1 
Chr. 1:2; Luke 3:37). According to Gen. 5:20, Jared lived 962 years.

JARHAJARHA (Heb.  (Heb. yarh�aœ{yarh�aœ{)))

JARHA (Heb. yarh�aœ{ )

An EgyptiaAn Egyptian slave ben slave belonging tolonging to Sheshan t Sheshan the Jerahmehe Jerahmeelite (1 Celite (1 Chr. 2:34).hr. 2:34). Because S Because Sheshan hadheSSheshan haSheshan had no sons,d no sons, he gave h he gave his daughteis daughter as a wifr as a wife to Jarhae to Jarha in order  in order to produceto produce an heir ( a an heir (1an heir (1 Chr. 2:35 Chr. 2:35; cf. Exod; cf. Exod. 21:4).. 21:4).

An Egyptian slave belonging to Sheshan the Jerahmeelite (1 Chr. 2:34). Because 
Sheshan had no sons, he gave his daughter as a wife to Jarha in order to produce 
an heir (1 Chr. 2:35; cf. Exod. 21:4).

JARIBJARIB (Heb.  (Heb. yaœriîb�yaœriîb�)))

JARIB (Heb. yaœriîb� )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Simeon (1 Simeon (1 Chr. 4:24)Chr. 4:24). Because . Because he is callhe is called Jachin ed Jachin ((11) at Gen. ) at Gen. 46:10; Exo46:1046:10; Exo46:10; Exod. 6:15; Nd. 6:15; Num. 26:12,um. 26:12, many scho many scholars consilars consider the reder the reading hereading here to be a s to be a scribal errcsscribal erscribal error.ror.ror.

1. A son of Simeon (1 Chr. 4:24). Because he is called Jachin (1) at Gen. 
46:10; Exod. 6:15; Num. 26:12, many scholars consider the reading here to be a 
scribal error.

�2.2. One of th One of the leaders e leaders whom Ezra whom Ezra dispatcheddispatched to Casiph to Casiphia to obtaia to obtain ministein ministers for thers frs for the tefor the temple (Ezrample (Ezra 8:16; 1 E 8:16; 1 Esdr. 8:44)sdr. 8:44)...

2. One of the leaders whom Ezra dispatched to Casiphia to obtain ministers 
for the temple (Ezra 8:16; 1 Esdr. 8:44).

�3.3. A priest  A priest whom Ezra whom Ezra ordered toordered to give up h give up his foreignis foreign wife (Ezr wife (Ezra 10:18; 1a 10:18; 1 Esdr. 9:1 Esdr Esdr. 9:19Esdr. 9:19).).

3. A priest whom Ezra ordered to give up his foreign wife (Ezra 10:18; 1 
Esdr. 9:19).

JARMUTHJARMUTH (Heb.  (Heb. yarmu®t�yarmu®t�)))

JARMUTH (Heb. yarmu®t� )

�1.1. A city in A city in Judah (Kh Judah (Khirbet irbet el-Yarmu®kel-Yarmu®k/Tel/Tel Jarmuth;  Jarmuth; 147124), l147124), located ca.ocated ca. 5 km. (3  5 5 km. (3 m5 km. (3 mi.) S of Bi.) S of Beth-shemeseth-shemesh and 26 kh and 26 km. (16 mi.m. (16 mi.) SW of Je) SW of Jerusalem onrusalem on the E edg the E edg the E edge of thedge of the Shephelae Shephelah. Its kinh. Its king Piram jog Piram joined Amoriined Amorite kings ite kings in an attacn an attack on Gibeok on Gibeon (Josh. 1n (n (Josh. 10:(Josh. 10:1-27). Aft1-27). After being per being pursued souursued southward thrthward through the Sough the Shephelah, hephelah, the five kthe five kings hid iingkkings hid kings hid in the cavin the caves of Makkes of Makkedah S of edah S of Beth-shemeBeth-shemesh but wersh but were later cae later captured by ptured by Joshua’s aJJoshua’s aJoshua’s army and exrmy and executed.ecuted.ecuted.

1. A city in Judah (Khirbet el-Yarmu®k/Tel Jarmuth; 147124), located ca. 
5 km. (3 mi.) S of Beth-shemesh and 26 km. (16 mi.) SW of Jerusalem on the E 
edge of the Shephelah. Its king Piram joined Amorite kings in an attack on Gibeon 
(Josh. 10:1-27). After being pursued southward through the Shephelah, the five 
kings hid in the caves of Makkedah S of Beth-shemesh but were later captured by 
Joshua’s army and executed.

�ExcavationExcavations at Tel Js at Tel Jarmuth havarmuth have yielded e yielded massive Eamassive Early Bronzerly Bronze II-III fo II-III fortificatiortifications along wnfortificatiofortificatfortifications alongions along with publ with public, industic, industrial, and rial, and domestic bdomestic buildings ouildings of the Protf the Proto-Canaanito-CanProtProto-CanaProto-Canaanite era anite era and a broaand a broadroom-typedroom-type pillared  pillared sanctuary sanctuary measuring measuring 11.5 x 4.711.5 x 4.711.5 x 4.75 m. (34.75 m. (38 x 15.5 f8 x 15.5 ft.). Aftert.). After a period  a period of abandonof abandonment in thment in the Middle Be Middle Bronze Age,ronze Age, a smaller a a smaller a smaller city was fcity was founded in ounded in the Late Bthe Late Bronze Age,ronze Age, occupying occupying primarily primarily the acrop the acropolis to thoacropacropolis acropolis to the souto the south. The moth. The mound experiund experienced contenced continuous setinuous settlement untlement until the Bytil the Bytil the Byzantine Byzantine period, inperiod, including thcluding three Iron Iree Iron I strata. E strata. Eusebius (usebius (Onom.Onom. 106.24) m 106.24) mentioned tentionedmmentioned mentioned the city Ithe city Iermous in ermous in this vicinthis vicinity.ity.ity.

Excavations at Tel Jarmuth have yielded massive Early Bronze II-III 
fortifications along with public, industrial, and domestic buildings of the 
Proto-Canaanite era and a broadroom-type pillared sanctuary measuring 11.5 x 
4.75 m. (38 x 15.5 ft.). After a period of abandonment in the Middle Bronze Age, 
a smaller city was founded in the Late Bronze Age, occupying primarily the 



acropolis to the south. The mound experienced continuous settlement until the 
Byzantine period, including three Iron I strata. Eusebius (Onom. 106.24) 
mentioned the city Iermous in this vicinity.

�2.2. A city in A city in Issachar  Issachar (cf. Remet(cf. Remeth, Josh. 1h, Josh. 19:21; Ramo9:21; Ramoth, 1 Chr.th, 1 Chr. 6:73[MT 5 6:73[MT 58]). The c8]). T8]). The city wThe city was allocatas allocated to the ed to the Levites (JLevites (Josh. 21:29osh. 21:29) and has ) and has been tentabeen tentatively idetively identified wintifieideidentifiedidentified with  with Ko®kab el-Ko®kab el-Hawaœ/KokhHawaœ/Kokhavav ha-Yarden ha-Yarden (199222), (199222), ca. 10 km ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) . (6 . (6 mi.) N (6 mi.) N of Beth-shof Beth-shan.an.an.

2. A city in Issachar (cf. Remeth, Josh. 19:21; Ramoth, 1 Chr. 6:73[MT 58]). 
The city was allocated to the Levites (Josh. 21:29) and has been tentatively 
identified with Ko®kab el-Hawaœ/Kokhav ha-Yarden (199222), ca. 10 km. 
(6 mi.) N of Beth-shan.

R. Dennis R. Dennis ColeCole

R. Dennis Cole

JAROAHJAROAH (Heb.  (Heb. yaœro®ah�yaœro®ah�)))

JAROAH (Heb. yaœro®ah� )

A man of tA man of the tribe ohe tribe of Gad who f Gad who lived in Blived in Bashan; sonashan; son of Gilead of Gilead and grand and grandfather of father of Abihail (1AbAbihail (1Abihail (1 Chr. 5:14 Chr. 5:14).).

A man of the tribe of Gad who lived in Bashan; son of Gilead and grandfather of 
Abihail (1 Chr. 5:14).

JASHARJASHAR (Heb.  (Heb. yaœsûaœryaœsûaœr), ), BOOK OFBOOK OFBOOK OF

JASHAR (Heb. yaœsûaœr), BOOK OF

A Hebrew dA Hebrew document, mocument, most likelyost likely a collect a collection of sonion of songs or poetgs or poetry (Josh. ry (Josh. 10:13; 2 S10:13; 2 Sam. 1:18).amSSam. 1:18)Sam. 1:18). Jashar m. Jashar means “one eans “one who is uprwho is upright or hoight or honest,” andnest,” and thus this thus this collectio collection possiblyn pn possibly spossibly served to herved to honor the sonor the societal idocietal ideal of an eal of an upright peupright person. The rson. The writer(s) writer(s) of the booof tof the book othe book of Joshua rf Joshua refer to thefer to this source is source in tellingin telling how Joshu how Joshua commandea commanded the sun d the sun to stand stto stand sto stand still. The till. The Samuel refSamuel reference recerence recites a sonites a song of lameng of lament entitledt entitled “Behold a “Behold a Bow” and  Bo Bow” and aBow” and attributes ttributes it to Daviit to David in his sd in his sorrow overorrow over the death the death of Saul a of Saul and Jonathand Jonathan. Some LXn.JonathaJonathan. Jonathan. Some LXX mSome LXX manuscriptsanuscripts cite a “B cite a “Book of Sonook of Songs” for Sogs” for Solomon’s polomon’s poetic dedicetic dedetic dedicationdedication of the te of the temple (1 Kgmple (1 Kgs. 8:12-13s. 8:12-13). This ma). This may refer toy refer to the same  the same collectioncollection attested  at attested iattested in Joshua an Joshua and Samuel,nd Samuel, since the since the letters i letters in the Hebrn the Hebrew word foew word for “song” r “song” (sûyr)(sû(sûyr)(sûyr) transpose transpose two of th two of the letters e letters in “Jasharin “Jashar.”.”.”

A Hebrew document, most likely a collection of songs or poetry (Josh. 10:13; 2 
Sam. 1:18). Jashar means “one who is upright or honest,” and thus this collection 
possibly served to honor the societal ideal of an upright person. The writer(s) of 
the book of Joshua refer to this source in telling how Joshua commanded the sun 
to stand still. The Samuel reference recites a song of lament entitled “Behold a 
Bow” and attributes it to David in his sorrow over the death of Saul and 
Jonathan. Some LXX manuscripts cite a “Book of Songs” for Solomon’s poetic 
dedication of the temple (1 Kgs. 8:12-13). This may refer to the same collection 
attested in Joshua and Samuel, since the letters in the Hebrew word for “song” 
(sûyr) transpose two of the letters in “Jashar.”

�Some scholSome scholars speculars speculate that oate that other biblither biblical songs cal songs like the Slike the Song of Mosong of Moses (Deut. es (Deues (Deut. 32)(Deut. 32), Song of , Song of Miriam (ExMiriam (Exod. 15:21)od. 15:21), Song of , Song of the Sea (1the Sea (15:1–18), S5:1–18), Song of Debong of Deborah (JudgoDebDeborah (JDeborah (Judg. 5), audg. 5), and Song ofnd Song of Hannah (1 Hannah (1 Sam. 2:1- Sam. 2:1-10) might 10) might have been have been found in tfound in this collechtthis collethis collection, whiction, which, along ch, along with severwith several other sal other sources in ources in the OT (e.the OT (e.g., the Bog., the Book of the ok ook of the Warof the Wars of the Ls of the Lord and thord and the Book of e Book of the Chronithe Chronicles of thcles of the Kings ofe Kings of Israel/Ju Israel/Judah) is nodaIsrael/JuIsrael/JudIsrael/Judah) is no ah) is no longer extlonger extant. Otherant. Other scholars  scholars question wquestion whether thehether these sourcesse sources ever exis e ever existever existed in writed in written form.ten form.ten form.

Some scholars speculate that other biblical songs like the Song of Moses 
(Deut. 32), Song of Miriam (Exod. 15:21), Song of the Sea (15:1–18), Song of 
Deborah (Judg. 5), and Song of Hannah (1 Sam. 2:1-10) might have been found in 
this collection, which, along with several other sources in the OT (e.g., the Book 
of the Wars of the Lord and the Book of the Chronicles of the Kings of 
Israel/Judah) is no longer extant. Other scholars question whether these sources 
ever existed in written form.

Alice H. HAlice H. Hudiburgudiburg

Alice H. Hudiburg

JASHENJASHEN (Heb.  (Heb. yaœsûeänyaœsûeän) (also HA) (also HASHEM)SHEM)SHEM)

JASHEN (Heb. yaœsûeän) (also HASHEM)

One of DavOne of David’s Thirtid’s Thirty (2 Sam. y (2 Sam. 23:32). Th23:32). The MT readie MT reading “sons ong “sons of Jashen” f Jashen” (Heb. (Heb. beïneî yaœbeïnbeïneî yaœbeïneî yaœsûeänsûeän) derives ) derives from a ditfrom a dittography wtography with the prith the preceding naeceding name Shaalbome Shaalbon (perhapsnShaalboShaalbon (Shaalbon (perhaps a perhaps a gentilic, gentilic, ShaalbonitShaalbonite). At 1 Ce). At 1 Chr. 11:34 hr. 11:34 he is callhe is called Hashem ed Hashem the Gizonithethe Gizonithe Gizonite.te.

One of David’s Thirty (2 Sam. 23:32). The MT reading “sons of Jashen” (Heb. 
beïneî yaœsûeän) derives from a dittography with the preceding name 
Shaalbon (perhaps a gentilic, Shaalbonite). At 1 Chr. 11:34 he is called Hashem 
the Gizonite.

JASHOBEAMJASHOBEAM (Heb.  (Heb. yaœsûob�{ayaœsûob�{aœmœm)))



JASHOBEAM (Heb. yaœsûob�{aœm )

�1.1. A Hachmon A Hachmonite; one oite; one of David’s f David’s elite claselite class of warris of warriors and thors and the chief ofe chief of the Three the T the Three (1 CThree (1 Chr. 11:11)hr. 11:11). Jashobea. Jashobeam apparentm apparently killed ly killed 300 men wi300 men with his ownth his own sword in  sword in  sword in battle.in battle. Josheb-ba Josheb-basshebeth tsshebeth the Tahchemhe Tahchemonite (2 Sonite (2 Sam. 23:8),am. 23:8), who kille who killed 800 men d 800 men with his owwith his owith his own spear, wn spear, may be themay be the same pers same person. The LXon. The LXX renders X renders both as Isboth as Ishbosheth, hboshethIsIshboshethIshbosheth, suggesti, suggesting that Isng that Ishbaal (“mahbaal (“man of Baal”n of Baal”) may have) may have been the  been the original foriginal form of theormfform of thform of the name.e name.e name.

1. A Hachmonite; one of David’s elite class of warriors and the chief of the 
Three (1 Chr. 11:11). Jashobeam apparently killed 300 men with his own sword 
in battle. Josheb-basshebeth the Tahchemonite (2 Sam. 23:8), who killed 800 men 
with his own spear, may be the same person. The LXX renders both as 
Ishbosheth, suggesting that Ishbaal (“man of Baal”) may have been the original 
form of the name.

�2.2. One of Da One of David’s commvid’s commanders whoanders who was respo was responsible fornsible for 24 thousa 24 thousand men in nd men in nd men in the firin the first month ost month of rotatingf rotating leadershi leadership (1 Chr. p (1 Chr. 27:2-3); t27:2-3); the son of he son of Zabdiel anZabdiel and a descend a dd a descendantdescendant of Perez. of Perez. He could  He could be the sambe the same person ae person as s 1 1 above.above.above.

2. One of David’s commanders who was responsible for 24 thousand men 
in the first month of rotating leadership (1 Chr. 27:2-3); the son of Zabdiel and a 
descendant of Perez. He could be the same person as 1 above.

�3.3. A Korahit A Korahite who defee who defected from cted from Saul’s armSaul’s army to join y to join David at ZDavid at Ziklag (1 Ciklag (1 Chr. 12:7).hr. 1hr. 12:7). He 12:7). He was a greawas a great archer at archer and sling tnd sling thrower (1 hrower (1 Chr. 12:6)Chr. 12:6)...

3. A Korahite who defected from Saul’s army to join David at Ziklag (1 Chr. 
12:7). He was a great archer and sling thrower (1 Chr. 12:6).

Henry L. CHenry L. Carrigan, Jarrigan, Jr.r.

Henry L. Carrigan, Jr.

JASHUBJASHUB (Heb.  (Heb. yaœsûu®b�yaœsûu®b�) (also IO) (also IOB)B)B)

JASHUB (Heb. yaœsûu®b� ) (also IOB)

�1.1. The third The third son of Is son of Issachar (Nusachar (Num. 26:24; m. 26:24; 1 Chr. 7:11 Chr. 7:1  K K yaœsûiîb�yaœsûiîb�); eponymo); eponym); eponymous eponymous ancestor oancestor of the Jashf the Jashubites. Thubites. The name appe name appears as Ioears as Iobb (yoœb� (yoœb�) at Gen. ) at Gen) at Gen. 46:13Gen. 46:13...

1. The third son of Issachar (Num. 26:24; 1 Chr. 7:1 K yaœsûiîb� ); 
eponymous ancestor of the Jashubites. The name appears as Iob (yoœb� ) at 
Gen. 46:13.

�2.2. A returne A returned exile whd exile who divorcedo divorced his forei his foreign wife (Egn wife (Ezra 10:29)zra 10:29)..

2. A returned exile who divorced his foreign wife (Ezra 10:29).

JASHUBI-LEJASHUBI-LEHEMHEM (Heb.  (Heb. yaœsûub�iîyaœsûub�iî leh�em leh�em)))

JASHUBI-LEHEM (Heb. yaœsûub�iî leh�em )

TraditionaTraditionally interplly interpreted as areted as a place nam place name mentionee mentioned in relatd in relation to theion to the sons of S sons of Shelah (1 ChelSShelah (1 Shelah (1 Chr. 4:22)Chr. 4:22). The text. The text is probab is probably to be ely to be emended to mended to read “but read “but returned treturned to Lehem” (otto Lehem” to Lehem” (cf. Vulg.(cf. Vulg., LXX, Tg., LXX, Tg.).).).

Traditionally interpreted as a place name mentioned in relation to the sons of 
Shelah (1 Chr. 4:22). The text is probably to be emended to read “but returned 
to Lehem” (cf. Vulg., LXX, Tg.).

Christian Christian M. M. BradM. M. Bradyy

Christian M. M. Brady

JASONJASON (Gk.  (Gk. IaésoœnIaésoœn)))

JASON (Gk. Iaésoœn)

�1.1. Son of a  Son of a certain Elcertain Eleazar whomeazar whom Judas Mac Judas Maccabeus sencabeus sent with Eupt with Eupolemus in olemus in 161 16161 161 B.C.E.B.C.E. to seek a to seek a treaty wi treaty with Rome (1th Rome (1 Macc. 8:1 Macc. 8:17).7).7).

1. Son of a certain Eleazar whom Judas Maccabeus sent with Eupolemus in 
161 B.C.E. to seek a treaty with Rome (1 Macc. 8:17).

�2.2. The fathe The father of Antipr of Antipater, sentater, sent by Jonath by Jonathan as an aan as an ambassador mbassador to Rome into Rome in 144  144 144 144 B.C.E.B.C.E. (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 12:16).12:16).12:16).

2. The father of Antipater, sent by Jonathan as an ambassador to Rome in 
144 B.C.E. (1 Macc. 12:16).

�3.3. A Cyrenia A Cyrenian historian historian who compn who composed a fivosed a five-volume we-volume work on theork on the Maccabean Maccabean Maccabean Maccabean revolt whirevolt which forms tch forms the basis fhe basis for 2 Maccaor 2 Maccabees. Compbees. Completed someleted sometime aftertime aftime after 160 after 160 B.C.E.B.C.E., Jason’s , Jason’s work recorwork records battlesds battles against A against Antiochus Intiochus IV EpiphaneV Epiphanes and his s and his and his son Anhis son Antiochus V tiochus V Eupator asEupator as well as t well as the divine he divine interventiinterventions that eons that enabled thenabled the faithful  fa faithful Jfaithful Jews to oveews to overcome all rcome all odds (2 Maodds (2 Macc. 2:19-2cc. 2:19-23).3).3).

3. A Cyrenian historian who composed a five-volume work on the 
Maccabean revolt which forms the basis for 2 Maccabees. Completed sometime 
after 160 B.C.E., Jason’s work records battles against Antiochus IV Epiphanes and 
his son Antiochus V Eupator as well as the divine interventions that enabled the 
faithful Jews to overcome all odds (2 Macc. 2:19-23).

Benjamin CBenjamin C. Chapman. Chapman. Chapman

Benjamin C. Chapman

�4.4. High prie High priest from 17st from 174–171 4–171 B.C.E.B.C.E. who was r who was responsibleesponsible for estab for establishing celishing certain Hellrtaicecertain Hecertain Hellenistic llenistic “reforms” “reforms” in Jerusalin Jerusalem. Througem. Through bribery h bribery he got Anthe got Antiochus IV iochus IV Epiphanes EpEpiphanes Epiphanes to appointto appoint him high  him high priest shopriest shortly afterrtly after 175. He a 175. He also receivlso received permissed permission to estionpermisspermissionpermission to establ to establish a gymnish a gymnasium and asium and an educatian educational instional institution in tution in Jerusalem Jerusalem and to enrandand to enrand to enroll “the poll “the people of Jeople of Jerusalem aerusalem as citizenss citizens of Antioc of Antioch” (2 Macch” (2 Macc. 4:9). Th. 4:9). This led theis leis led the auled the author of 2 thor of 2 Maccabees Maccabees to blame Jto blame Jason for tason for the excessihe excessive hellenive hellenization of zation of Jerusalem JerJerusalem Jerusalem (2 Macc. 4(2 Macc. 4:11-17). J:11-17). Jason also ason also sent envoysent envoys to the Os to the Olympic gamlympic games at Tyrees at Tyre with mone TyreTyre with Tyre with money for money for sacrificessacrifices to Hercul to Hercules. In 171es. In 171 he lost t he lost the high prhe high priesthood tiesthood to Menelauso Mo Menelaus. Menelaus. Later, actLater, acting upon aing upon a rumor tha rumor that Antiochut Antiochus IV had ds IV had died, Jasonied, Jason invaded J invaded Jerusalem aerJJerusalem Jerusalem and attempand attempted to drited to drive Menelauve Menelaus out of ps out of power (2 Maower (2 Macc. 5:5-6)cc. 5:5-6). Menelaus. Menelau. Menelaus wMenelaus was rescuedas rescued by Antioc by Antiochus upon hhus upon his return is return from an unfrom an unsuccessfulsuccessful Egyptian  Egyptian Egyptian cEgyptian campaign. Jampaign. Jason becamason became an exilee an exile and died  and died in Egypt.in Egypt.in Egypt.

4. High priest from 174–171 B.C.E. who was responsible for establishing 
certain Hellenistic “reforms” in Jerusalem. Through bribery he got Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes to appoint him high priest shortly after 175. He also received 



permission to establish a gymnasium and an educational institution in Jerusalem 
and to enroll “the people of Jerusalem as citizens of Antioch” (2 Macc. 4:9). This 
led the author of 2 Maccabees to blame Jason for the excessive hellenization of 
Jerusalem (2 Macc. 4:11-17). Jason also sent envoys to the Olympic games at 
Tyre with money for sacrifices to Hercules. In 171 he lost the high priesthood to 
Menelaus. Later, acting upon a rumor that Antiochus IV had died, Jason invaded 
Jerusalem and attempted to drive Menelaus out of power (2 Macc. 5:5-6). 
Menelaus was rescued by Antiochus upon his return from an unsuccessful 
Egyptian campaign. Jason became an exile and died in Egypt.

John KampeJohn Kampennn

John Kampen

�5.5. A Jewish  A Jewish Christian Christian who entertwho entertained and ained and aided Paulaided Paul and Silas and Silas at Thessa at Thessalonica (AclonicThessaThessaloniThessalonica (Acts 1ca (Acts 17:5-9). He7:5-9). He was among was among those arr those arrested becaested because of theuse of their associair association with tassociaassociatioassociation with then with the missionar missionaries and laies and later releaster released.ed.ed.

5. A Jewish Christian who entertained and aided Paul and Silas at 
Thessalonica (Acts 17:5-9). He was among those arrested because of their 
association with the missionaries and later released.

�6.6. A compani A companion and “reon and “relative” oflative” of Paul who  Paul who sent greetsent greetings to things to the church ae church at Rome (Rot Rot Rome (Rom.Rome (Rom. 16:21). H 16:21). He may be te may be the same ashe same as  5 5 above.above.above.

6. A companion and “relative” of Paul who sent greetings to the church at 
Rome (Rom. 16:21). He may be the same as 5 above.

Benjamin CBenjamin C. Chapman. Chapman

Benjamin C. Chapman

JASPERJASPERJASPER

JASPER

A greenishA greenish, transluc, translucent varietent variety of quarty of quartz of the tz of the type calledype called chalcedon chalcedony (Heb. y (Heb. yaœsûp�eähyaœsyaœsûp�eähyaœsûp�eäh;; Gk.  Gk. iíaspisiíaspis). The sto). The stone is the ne is the third (andthird (and last) on  last) on the fourththe fourth row of th row o row of the higof the high priest’sh priest’s breastpla breastplate (the LXte (the LXX places iX places it third ant third and last on d last on the secondthe second row (Exod row row (Exod.row (Exod. 28:20; 39 28:20; 39:13). Jasp:13). Jasper is alsoer is also one of th one of the preciouse precious stones th stones that cover tat cover the anointehe ahe anointed canointed cherub in Eherub in Ezek. 28:13zek. 28:13...

A greenish, translucent variety of quartz of the type called chalcedony (Heb. 
yaœsûp�eäh;  Gk. iíaspis). The stone is the third (and last) on the fourth row 
of the high priest’s breastplate (the LXX places it third and last on the second 
row (Exod. 28:20; 39:13). Jasper is also one of the precious stones that cover the 
anointed cherub in Ezek. 28:13.

�In the NT In the NT God appearGod appears on the ts on the throne as ahrone as a light of  light of jasper andjasper and carnelian carnelian (Rev. 4:3 (Rev. 4 (Rev. 4:3); the 4:3); the radiance oradiance of the heavf the heavenly Jerusenly Jerusalem is lialem is like jasper ke jasper (21:11); a(21:11); and the walnd the walls of the ls of tls of the city athe city and its firnd its first foundatst foundation courseion course are made  are made of jasper of jasper (vv. 18–19(vv. 18–19).).).

In the NT God appears on the throne as a light of jasper and carnelian (Rev. 
4:3); the radiance of the heavenly Jerusalem is like jasper (21:11); and the walls of 
the city and its first foundation course are made of jasper (vv. 18–19).

Timothy P.Timothy P. Jenney Jenney

Timothy P. Jenney

JATHNIELJATHNIEL (Heb.  (Heb. yat�niî}eäyat�niî}eäll)))

JATHNIEL (Heb. yat�niî}eäl )

A KorahiteA Korahite gatekeepe gatekeeper of the sr of the sanctuary; anctuary; the fourththe fourth son of Me son of Meshelemiah shelemiah (1 Chr. 26(1 Chr. 26(1 Chr. 26:2).26:2).

A Korahite gatekeeper of the sanctuary; the fourth son of Meshelemiah (1 Chr. 
26:2).

JATTIRJATTIR (Heb.  (Heb. yattiîryattiîr)))

JATTIR (Heb. yattiîr)

A leviticaA levitical city of l city of Judah locaJudah located in theted in the hill coun hill country of Debtry of Debir (Josh. ir (Josh. 15:48; 21:15:48; 21:14; 1 Chr.14; 1 Ch14; 1 Chr. 6:57[Chr. 6:57[MT 42]). AMT 42]). After Davidfter David’s victory’s victory over the  over the AmalekitesAmalekites (1 Sam. 3 (1 Sam. 30:19), he 0:19), he shared somshshared somshared some of the se of the spoils withpoils with the peopl the people of Jattie of Jattir (v. 27).r (v. 27). The town  The town has been ihas been identified deniidentifiedidentified tradition traditionally with ally with Khirbet Khirbet {Attiîr{Attiîr (151084), (151084), ca. 21 km ca. 21 km. (13 mi.). (13 mi.) SW of Heb SW of He SW of Hebron.Hebron.Hebron.

A levitical city of Judah located in the hill country of Debir (Josh. 15:48; 21:14; 1 
Chr. 6:57[MT 42]). After David’s victory over the Amalekites (1 Sam. 30:19), he 
shared some of the spoils with the people of Jattir (v. 27). The town has been 
identified traditionally with Khirbet {Attiîr (151084), ca. 21 km. (13 mi.) SW of 
Hebron.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. F. AlbrW. F. Albright, “Theight, “The List of L List of Levitic Citevitic Cities,” in ies,” in Louis GinzLouis Ginzberg Jubilberg Juberg Jubilee VoJubilee Volumelume (New York (New York, 1945), 4, 1945), 49–73.9–73.9–73.

Bibliography. W. F. Albright, “The List of Levitic Cities,” in Louis Ginzberg 
Jubilee Volume (New York, 1945), 49–73.



C. Shaun LC. Shaun Longstreetongstreet

C. Shaun Longstreet

JAVANJAVAN (Heb.  (Heb. yaœwaœn;yaœwaœn; Gk.  Gk. IoœvaénIoœvaén)))

JAVAN (Heb. yaœwaœn; Gk. Ioœvaén)

The fourthThe fourth son of No son of Noah’s son Jah’s son Japheth andapheth and the fathe the father of Elishr of Elishah, Tarshiah, Tarshish, Kittimsh, Kittim, and Roda, an, and Rodaniand Rodanim accordinm according to the Tg to the Table of Naable of Nations (Gentions (Gen. 10:2-4) . 10:2-4) and its paand its parallel genrallel genealogy (1 eagengenealogy genealogy (1 Chr. 1:(1 Chr. 1:5-7). The 5-7). The land of Jaland of Javan is to van is to be identifbe identified originied originally with ally with Ionia, an Ionia, aIonia, an area ofan area of Greek set Greek settlement intlement in southwest southwest Asia Mino Asia Minor. Later tr. Later the name wahe name was expandeds expandes expanded texpanded to describeo describe the entir the entire Greek poe Greek population opulation on both sidn both sides of the es of the Aegean SeaAegean SeaAegean Sea.Sea.Sea.

The fourth son of Noah’s son Japheth and the father of Elishah, Tarshish, Kittim, 
and Rodanim according to the Table of Nations (Gen. 10:2-4) and its parallel 
genealogy (1 Chr. 1:5-7). The land of Javan is to be identified originally with Ionia, 
an area of Greek settlement in southwest Asia Minor. Later the name was 
expanded to describe the entire Greek population on both sides of the Aegean 
Sea.

�Isa. 66:19Isa. 66:19 highlight highlights Javan ass Javan as one of th one of the distant e distant nations thnations that would wat would witness a fitness a future maniuffuture manfuture manifestationifestation of Yahweh of Yahweh’s glory. ’s glory. In an oracIn an oracle againstle against Tyre (Eze Tyre (Ezek. 27:13) k. 27:13) Javan is mJavaJavan is mJavan is mentioned wentioned with refereith reference to itsnce to its involveme involvement in slavnt in slave traffic e traffic and other and other commercialcomcommercialcommercial activitie activities. The Javs. The Javanites areanites are referred  referred to in Joelto in Joel 3:6[MT 4: 3:6[MT 4:6) as slav6) as slave traders e trade traders whtraders who purchaseo purchased Jewish cd Jewish captives fraptives from the Phiom the Philistines alistines and Phoenicnd Phoenicians. Finaians. Finally, the ellyFinaFinally, tFinally, the empire he empire of Javan wof Javan was forecasas forecast to replat to replace that ofce that of Persia (D Persia (Dan. 8:21; an. 8:21; 10:20; 11:10:2010:20; 11:10:20; 11:2).2).2).

Isa. 66:19 highlights Javan as one of the distant nations that would witness a 
future manifestation of Yahweh’s glory. In an oracle against Tyre (Ezek. 27:13) 
Javan is mentioned with reference to its involvement in slave traffic and other 
commercial activities. The Javanites are referred to in Joel 3:6[MT 4:6) as slave 
traders who purchased Jewish captives from the Philistines and Phoenicians. 
Finally, the empire of Javan was forecast to replace that of Persia (Dan. 8:21; 
10:20; 11:2).

Edwin C. HEdwin C. Hostetterostetter

Edwin C. Hostetter

JAW, JAWBOJAW, JAWBONENENE

JAW, JAWBONE

The lower The lower bone strucbone structure of thture of the human ore human or animal mo animal mouth (Heb. uth (Heb. leïh�iîleïh�iî). Samson ). Samson defeated Pddefeated Pdefeated Philistine hilistine opponents opponents with a jawwith a jawbone of anbone of an ass and c ass and commemorateommemorated the evend the evd the event by nevent by naming the aming the place of splace of slaughter Rlaughter Ramath-lehiamath-lehi, “hill of, “hill of the jawbo the jawbone” (Judg.ne” (Judg. 15:15-19) 15: 15:15-19).15:15-19). Metaphori Metaphorically, placally, placing a hoocing a hook or bridlk or bridle in the je in the jaws indicaaws indicated subjugted subjugation (Jobationsubjugsubjugatiosubjugation (Job 41:n (Job 41:2[MT 40:262[MT 40:26]; Isa. 30]; Isa. 30:28; Ezek.:28; Ezek. 29:4; 38: 29:4; 38:4), while 4), while breaking tbreaking the jaws (ohe jawhe jaws (or tjaws (or teeth) symbeeth) symbolized delolized deliverance fiverance from an enerom an enemy (Job 29my (Job 29:17). In P:17). In Ps. 22:15[1s. 22:15[16] Heb. 6]22:15[122:15[16] 22:15[16] Heb. Heb. malqo®ah�imalqo®ah�iîmîm (NASB “ja (NASB “jaws”) referws”) refers specifics specifically to thally to the gums.e gums.e gums.

The lower bone structure of the human or animal mouth (Heb. leïh�iî ). Samson 
defeated Philistine opponents with a jawbone of an ass and commemorated the 
event by naming the place of slaughter Ramath-lehi, “hill of the jawbone” (Judg. 
15:15-19). Metaphorically, placing a hook or bridle in the jaws indicated 
subjugation (Job 41:2[MT 40:26]; Isa. 30:28; Ezek. 29:4; 38:4), while breaking the 
jaws (or teeth) symbolized deliverance from an enemy (Job 29:17). In Ps. 
22:15[16] Heb. malqo®ah�iîm  (NASB “jaws”) refers specifically to the gums.

J. A. VadnJ. A. Vadnaisais

J. A. Vadnais

JAZERJAZER (Heb.  (Heb. ya{a�zeîr,ya{a�zeîr, ya{a�zeär ya{a�zeär)))

JAZER (Heb. ya{a�zeîr, ya{a�zeär )

An AmoriteAn Amorite town in c town in central Traentral Transjordan cnsjordan conquered bonquered by the Isray the Israelites undelites under Moses (er Moseser Moses (NumMoses (Num. 21:32) a. 21:32) and then alnd then allotted to lotted to the tribe the tribe of Gad (Joof Gad (Josh. 13:25;sh. 13:25; Num. 32:3 Num. 32:34-35; 2 Sa432:332:34-35; 32:34-35; 2 Sam. 24:2 Sam. 24:5). The ci5). The city was thety was then assignedn assigned to the Me to the Merarite Levrarite Levites (Joshites (Josh. 21:39; 1. 21. 21:39; 1 C21:39; 1 Chr. 6:81).hr. 6:81). The terri The territory arountory around Jazer wad Jazer was noted ass noted as suitable  suitable for grazinfor grazing (Num. 32g (Ng (Num. 32:1(Num. 32:1, 3-4) and, 3-4) and wine prod wine production (Isuction (Isa. 16:8-9;a. 16:8-9; Jer. 48:3 Jer. 48:32). During2). During the 8th a the 8th and 7th cennd 7nd 7th centur7th centuries the toies the town apparenwn apparently fell utly fell under Moabinder Moabite jurisdite jurisdiction (Isaction (Isa. 16:8-9, . 16:8-9, 11).11).11).

An Amorite town in central Transjordan conquered by the Israelites under 
Moses (Num. 21:32) and then allotted to the tribe of Gad (Josh. 13:25; Num. 
32:34-35; 2 Sam. 24:5). The city was then assigned to the Merarite Levites (Josh. 
21:39; 1 Chr. 6:81). The territory around Jazer was noted as suitable for grazing 
(Num. 32:1, 3-4) and wine production (Isa. 16:8-9; Jer. 48:32). During the 8th and 
7th centuries the town apparently fell under Moabite jurisdiction (Isa. 16:8-9, 11).

�The modernThe modern identity  identity of Jazer iof Jazer is uncertais uncertain. Eusebiun. Eusebius (s (Onom.Onom. 12.1–4) l 12.1–4) locates Jazocates Jazocates Jazer at tJazer at the source he source of a largeof a large stream, 1 stream, 10 Roman mi0 Roman mi. (15 km. . (15 km. [9 mi.]) W[9 mi.]) W of Rabbat of Rabbath Ammon anhRabbatRabbath AmRabbath Ammon and 15mon and 15 Roman mi. Roman mi. (24 km. [ (24 km. [15 mi.]) f15 mi.]) from Esbus rom Esbus (Hesban). (Hesban). Five sitesFive sitFive sites in tsites in this generahis general vicinityl vicinity have been have been proposed  proposed as Jazer. as Jazer. Khirbet Khirbet es�-S�ares�-S�ar (228150), (2281 (228150), (228150), 9 km. (5.69 km. (5.6 mi.) W of mi.) W of Amman and Amman and 1.5 km. ( 1.5 km. (ca. 1 mi.)ca. 1 mi.) SE of  SE of {Ain es�-S{Ain es�-S�ir�es�-Ses�-S�ires�-S�ir, possesse, possesses extensivs extensive Iron Agee Iron Age sherds, b sherds, but there iut there is no others no other reason to reason to identify  i identify iidentify it with Jazt with Jazer. Yahuz er. Yahuz (237159), (237159), 10 km. (6 10 km. (6 mi.) N of mi.) N of Amman; KomAmman; Kom Yahuz (23 Yahuz (23 Yahuz (238160), (238160), near Yahuznear Yahuz; and Khir; and Khirbet bet es�-S�irehes�-S�ireh, ca. 12.5, ca. 12.5 km. (8 mi km. (8 mi.) W of Am.) W of Amman, have manAmAmman, havAmman, have no evidee no evidence of Ironce of Iron Age occun Age occupation. Khpation. Khirbet Jazzirbet Jazzir (219156ir (219156), whose n), whose), whose namewhose name reflects  reflects that of ththat of the ancient e ancient site, is nsite, is near the loear the location thacation that Eusebiust Eusebius gives for give gives for gives for Jazer Jazer (Azoœr(Azoœr; ; Onom.Onom. 12.1–4) a 12.1–4) and is probnd is probably the bably the best candidest candidate for idate for identificatientididentificaidentification with tion with the ancienthe ancient town.t town.t town.

The modern identity of Jazer is uncertain. Eusebius (Onom. 12.1–4) locates 
Jazer at the source of a large stream, 10 Roman mi. (15 km. [9 mi.]) W of 
Rabbath Ammon and 15 Roman mi. (24 km. [15 mi.]) from Esbus (Hesban). Five 
sites in this general vicinity have been proposed as Jazer. Khirbet es�-S�ar  
(228150), 9 km. (5.6 mi.) W of Amman and 1.5 km. (ca. 1 mi.) SE of {Ain 



es�-S�ir , possesses extensive Iron Age sherds, but there is no other reason to 
identify it with Jazer. Yahuz (237159), 10 km. (6 mi.) N of Amman; Kom Yahuz 
(238160), near Yahuz; and Khirbet es�-S�ireh , ca. 12.5 km. (8 mi.) W of 
Amman, have no evidence of Iron Age occupation. Khirbet Jazzir (219156), 
whose name reflects that of the ancient site, is near the location that Eusebius 
gives for Jazer (Azoœr; Onom. 12.1–4) and is probably the best candidate for 
identification with the ancient town.

Randall W.Randall W. Younker Younker

Randall W. Younker

JAZIZJAZIZ (Heb.  (Heb. yaœziîzyaœziîz)))

JAZIZ (Heb. yaœziîz)

A Hagrite A Hagrite overseer ooverseer of the cattf the cattle belongile belonging to Daving to David (1 Chr. d (1 Chr. 27:30[MT 327:30[MT 31]).1]).

A Hagrite overseer of the cattle belonging to David (1 Chr. 27:30[MT 31]).

JEALOUSYJEALOUSYJEALOUSY

JEALOUSY

Heb. Heb. qin}a®;qin}a®; Gk.  Gk. zeäílos, pzeäílos, phthoœnoshthoœnos describe  describe an intensean intense emotional emotional range for range fo range for which for which English haEnglish has no singls no single word — be word — both negatioth negative, “jealove, “jealousy,” and usy,” and positive, positive, “zeal,” “a“ze“zeal,” “a“zeal,” “anger,” andnger,” and “devotion “devotion.” In the .” In the OT the terOT the term denotes m denotes a passion a passion for justicfor justice in a pare ine in a partiin a particular situcular situation and ation and is associais associated more wted more with the coith the covenant Godvenant God than with than with people. G pe people. Gopeople. God is decrid is decribed as “jebed as “jealous” whealous” when the prohn the prohibition ofibition of the worsh the worship of otheip of other gods is rotheother godsother gods is not ob is not observed (Exserved (Exod. 20:5; od. 20:5; 34:14; Deu34:14; Deut. 4:24; 5t. 4:24; 5:9; 6:15).:9; 6:15). Jealousy  Jealousy is like a is likis like a firlike a fire (Ezek. 3e (Ezek. 36:5; Zeph.6:5; Zeph. 1:18) and 1:18) and typifies  typifies the warriothe warrior God in ar God in action (Isaction (Isa. 42:13). . 42:13. 42:13). It42:13). It is protec is protective of thtive of the people (e people (Isa. 26:11Isa. 26:11) and the ) and the land (Joelland (Joel 2:18) and 2:18) and even of G even o even of God (Nuof God (Num. 25:11).m. 25:11). Joshua’s  Joshua’s dedicationdedication to Moses  to Moses is describis described as jealed as jealous (Num. ous (Num. 11:29; cf.111:29; cf.11:29; cf. 1 Kgs. 19 1 Kgs. 19:10). The :10). The sons of Jasons of Jacob were jcob were jealous of ealous of Joseph (GeJoseph (Gen. 37:11),n. 37:11), as were t as w as were the Pwere the Philistineshilistines of Isaac  of Isaac (26:14). J(26:14). Jealousy keealousy kept the Isrpt the Israelite kinaelite kingdoms divigdoms divided (Isa. ded (Isded (Isa. 11:1(Isa. 11:13). It can3). It can destroy t destroy the one whohe one who possesses possesses it as wel it as well as its ol as its object (Jobbject (Job 5:2; Prov 5:2; P 5:2; Prov. 6:34Prov. 6:34; Cant. 8:; Cant. 8:6).6).6).

Heb. qin}a®; Gk. zeäílos, phthoœnos describe an intense emotional range 
for which English has no single word — both negative, “jealousy,” and positive, 
“zeal,” “anger,” and “devotion.” In the OT the term denotes a passion for justice 
in a particular situation and is associated more with the covenant God than with 
people. God is decribed as “jealous” when the prohibition of the worship of 
other gods is not observed (Exod. 20:5; 34:14; Deut. 4:24; 5:9; 6:15). Jealousy is 
like a fire (Ezek. 36:5; Zeph. 1:18) and typifies the warrior God in action (Isa. 
42:13). It is protective of the people (Isa. 26:11) and the land (Joel 2:18) and even 
of God (Num. 25:11). Joshua’s dedication to Moses is described as jealous (Num. 
11:29; cf. 1 Kgs. 19:10). The sons of Jacob were jealous of Joseph (Gen. 37:11), as 
were the Philistines of Isaac (26:14). Jealousy kept the Israelite kingdoms divided 
(Isa. 11:13). It can destroy the one who possesses it as well as its object (Job 5:2; 
Prov. 6:34; Cant. 8:6).

�In the NT In the NT jealousy ijealousy is rarely us rarely used of Godsed of God. It appli. It applies to humaes to humans in the ns in the positive spositive spositive sense of zsense of zeal (2 Coreal (2 Cor. 9:2; 11:. 9:2; 11:2; Rom. 102; Rom. 10:2), but a:2), but also negatilso negatively, as evely, as envy (Matt.nvy (Matt. 27:18; Ro 27:18 27:18; Rom27:18; Rom. 13:13; 1. 13:13; 1 Cor. 3:3; Cor. 3:3; 13:4; 2 C 13:4; 2 Cor. 12:20;or. 12:20; Gal. 5:20 Gal. 5:20; Jas. 3:1; Jas. 3:14; 1 Pet. 4; 1 Pet. 2:1). God 2:1). G2:1). God can beGod can be provoked  provoked to jealousto jealousy (1 Cor. y (1 Cor. 10:22). Je10:22). Jewish religwish religious leadeious leaders were jers were jealous of taljejealous ofjealous of the succe the success of the ss of the early Chriearly Christian preastian preaching (Actching (Acts 5:17; 17s 5:17; 17:5). But P:5). But Paul mentioaul maul mentions amentions a pious jea pious jealousy amonlousy among the Romag the Romans (Rom. 1ns (Rom. 10:2; 11:110:2; 11:11, 14). A C, 14). A Christian shristian shristian should havshould have zeal fore zeal for the Spiri the Spirit (1 Cor. t (1 Cor. 12:31; 14:12:31; 14:1), for wh1), for what is righat is right (1 Pet. t (1 Pet. 3:13), and3:13), a3:13), and for goand for good deeds (od deeds (Tit. 2:14)Tit. 2:14). While Go. While God has maded has made to dwell  to dwell in us a spin us a spirit tendiirit tending toward ng tenditending totending toward jealoward jealousy, he alusy, he also bestowsso bestows a greater a greater grace to  grace to the humblethe humble and resis and resists the protsresisresists thresists the proud (Je proud (Jas. 4:5-6)as. 4:5-6)...

In the NT jealousy is rarely used of God. It applies to humans in the positive 
sense of zeal (2 Cor. 9:2; 11:2; Rom. 10:2), but also negatively, as envy (Matt. 
27:18; Rom. 13:13; 1 Cor. 3:3; 13:4; 2 Cor. 12:20; Gal. 5:20; Jas. 3:14; 1 Pet. 2:1). 
God can be provoked to jealousy (1 Cor. 10:22). Jewish religious leaders were 
jealous of the success of the early Christian preaching (Acts 5:17; 17:5). But Paul 
mentions a pious jealousy among the Romans (Rom. 10:2; 11:11, 14). A Christian 
should have zeal for the Spirit (1 Cor. 12:31; 14:1), for what is right (1 Pet. 3:13), 
and for good deeds (Tit. 2:14). While God has made to dwell in us a spirit 
tending toward jealousy, he also bestows a greater grace to the humble and 
resists the proud (Jas. 4:5-6).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. A. FiscJ. A. Fischer, “Jealher, “Jealousy,” inousy,” in Collegevi Collegeville Pastorlle Pastoral Dictional Dictionary of Bibary of Biblical TheolBibBiblical TBiblical Theology,heology,  ed. C. Stued. C. Stuhlmueller hlmueller (Collegevi(Collegeville, 1996)lle, 1996), 472–73., 472–73., 472–73.
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JEARIMJEARIM (Heb.  (Heb. yeï{aœriîmyeï{aœriîm), ), MOUNTMOUNTMOUNT

JEARIM (Heb. yeï{aœriîm), MOUNT

A mountainA mountain on the no on the northern borrthern border of Judder of Judah (Josh. ah (Josh. 15:10; “mo15:10; “mountain of untain of forests”).forests”). On this r O On this riOn this ridge is locdge is located Chesaated Chesalon (Heb. lon (Heb. keïsaœlo®nkeïsaœlo®n,, “loins, b “loins, back”), modack”), modern Keslaœern Kesern Keslaœ (15Keslaœ (154132) ca. 4132) ca. 17 km. (1017 km. (10.5 mi.) W .5 mi.) W of Jerusalof Jerusalem. Some sem. Some scholars hacholars have identifve identified Mt. Jeiidentifidentifiedidentified Mt. Jeari Mt. Jearim with Mt.m with Mt. Seir to t Seir to the north ahe north across Wadicross Wadi Chesalon. Chesalon.

A mountain on the northern border of Judah (Josh. 15:10; “mountain of forests”). 
On this ridge is located Chesalon (Heb. keïsaœlo®n, “loins, back”), modern 
Keslaœ (154132) ca. 17 km. (10.5 mi.) W of Jerusalem. Some scholars have 
identified Mt. Jearim with Mt. Seir to the north across Wadi Chesalon.

JEATHERAIJEATHERAI (Heb.  (Heb. yeï}at�rayyeï}at�ray) (also ET) (also ETHNI)HNI)HNI)

JEATHERAI (Heb. yeï}at�ray ) (also ETHNI)

A Levite oA Levite of the Gersf the Gershonite linhonite line (1 Chr. e (1 Chr. 6:21; call6:21; called Ethni aed Ethni at v. 41; ot v. 41; one of thesne of these forms mae forme forms may forms may have resulhave resulted from sted from scribal errcribal error).or).

A Levite of the Gershonite line (1 Chr. 6:21; called Ethni at v. 41; one of these 
forms may have resulted from scribal error).

JEBERECHIAJEBERECHIAHH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïb�erek�yeïb�erek�yaœhu®yaœhu®)))

JEBERECHIAH (Heb. yeïb�erek�yaœhu® )

The fatherThe father of Zechar of Zechariah (iah (2828), who wit), who witnessed Isanessed Isaiah’s symbiah’s symbolic propholic prophecy to Kinecy to King Ahaz (Isg Ahg Ahaz (Isa.Ahaz (Isa. 8:2). Jeb 8:2). Jeberechiah merechiah may have beay have been the faten the father-in-lawher-in-law of Ahaz a of Ahaz and the grand the grandfather ondfgragrandfathegrandfather of Hezekr of Hezekiah (cf. 2iah (cf. 2 Kgs. 18:2 Kgs. 18:2 = 2 Chr.  = 2 Chr. 29:1).29:1).

The father of Zechariah (28), who witnessed Isaiah’s symbolic prophecy to King 
Ahaz (Isa. 8:2). Jeberechiah may have been the father-in-law of Ahaz and the 
grandfather of Hezekiah (cf. 2 Kgs. 18:2 = 2 Chr. 29:1).

JEBUSJEBUS (Heb.  (Heb. yeïb�u®syeïb�u®s)))

JEBUS (Heb. yeïb�u®s )

Pre-IsraelPre-Israelite Jerusaite Jerusalem, the clem, the city David ity David captured fcaptured from the Jerom the Jebusites (2busites (2 Sam. 5:6- Sam. 5:6-9). The na9). T9). The name, The name, found onlyfound only in Judg.  in Judg. 19:10-11; 19:10-11; 1 Chr. 11:1 Chr. 11:4-5, was p4-5, was perhaps dererhaps derived from ived from that of thththat of ththat of the clan thae clan that occupiedt occupied the site  the site prior to Iprior to Israelite osraelite occupation.ccupation. The Hebre The Hebrew term meaw tew term meansterm means “to tread “to tread down” or  down” or “to trampl“to trample,” derivee,” derived from a vd from a verb usuallerb usually used in y used in reference rreference reference to the judto the judgment or dgment or destructionestruction of a city of a city. In the B. In the Bible, the ible, the Jebusites Jebusites are identiare idare identifiedidentified as descen as descendants of Cdants of Canaan (Genanaan (Gen. 10:16), . 10:16), one of theone of the sons of H sons of Ham.am.am.

Pre-Israelite Jerusalem, the city David captured from the Jebusites (2 Sam. 5:6-9). 
The name, found only in Judg. 19:10-11; 1 Chr. 11:4-5, was perhaps derived from 
that of the clan that occupied the site prior to Israelite occupation. The Hebrew 
term means “to tread down” or “to trample,” derived from a verb usually used in 
reference to the judgment or destruction of a city. In the Bible, the Jebusites are 
identified as descendants of Canaan (Gen. 10:16), one of the sons of Ham.

�The name JThe name Jebus does ebus does not appearnot appear outside t outside the biblicahe biblical text. Tol text. To complicat complicate matters e matte matters evmatters even more, ten more, the name Jehe name Jerusalem rarusalem rather than ther than Jebus appeJebus appears in thears in the earliest  earliest extrabibliexextrabibliextrabiblical referecal references to thnces to the city, the city, the Egyptiane Egyptian Execratio Execration Texts (1n Texts (19th-18th c9th-18th centuries entuccenturies centuries B.C.E.B.C.E.) and the ) and the Amarna LetAmarna Letters (14thters (14th century). century). Consequen Consequently, some tly, some scholars pscholscholars pscholars propose tharopose that Jebus wat Jebus was a Canaans a Canaanite villagite village other the other than Jerusalan Jerusalem and ideem and identify it wntideidentify iidentify it with thet with the modern si modern site of te of Sha{fa®tSha{fa®t. It is po. It is possible thassible that the biblt the biblical writeical writers who wrors writewriters whwriters who wrote duo wrote during laterring later periods u periods used the tesed the term Jebus arm Jebus as the means the means to distis to distinguish thendistidistinguisdistinguish the pre-h the pre-Israelite Israelite city from city from Israelite Israelite Jerusalem,Jerusalem, or that t or that they had achey had access to ancess tocess to an earlto an earlier traditier tradition.ion.ion.

The name Jebus does not appear outside the biblical text. To complicate 
matters even more, the name Jerusalem rather than Jebus appears in the earliest 
extrabiblical references to the city, the Egyptian Execration Texts (19th-18th 
centuries B.C.E.) and the Amarna Letters (14th century). Consequently, some 
scholars propose that Jebus was a Canaanite village other than Jerusalem and 
identify it with the modern site of Sha{fa®t. It is possible that the biblical 
writers who wrote during later periods used the term Jebus as the means to 
distinguish the pre-Israelite city from Israelite Jerusalem, or that they had access 
to an earlier tradition.

�The identiThe identity of the ty of the Jebusites Jebusites is also suis also subject to dbject to debate. Somebate. Some propose e propose that they that thethat they were they were Hurrian orHurrian or Horite in Horite in backgroun background, while od, while others suggthers suggest a Hittest a Hittite backgrite background. Regaobackgrbackgroundbackground. Regardle. Regardless of origss of origin or ethnin or ethnic backgroic background, the Jund, the Jebusites webusites were one ofere one of the many  t the many Cthe many Canaanite ganaanite groups at troups at the time ofhe time of the Conqu the Conquest.est.est.

The identity of the Jebusites is also subject to debate. Some propose that 
they were Hurrian or Horite in background, while others suggest a Hittite 
background. Regardless of origin or ethnic background, the Jebusites were one of 
the many Canaanite groups at the time of the Conquest.

�While the While the debate abodebate about Jebus aut Jebus and the orind the origin of thegin of the Jebusites Jebusites continues continues, accordin, accor, according according to the OT to the OT the Jebusithe Jebusites were ates were a powerful  powerful people or people or clan that clan that occupied Joccupied Jebus, i.e.eJJebus, i.eJebus, i.e., Jerusal., Jerusalem, prior em, prior to David’sto David’s conquest  conquest of the citof the city. Their fy. Their firm grasp irm grasp on the siton the on the site athe site and its ternd its territory is ritory is reflected reflected by the facby the fact that thet that the Israelite Israelites did not s did not take the stake the take the site dthe site during the uring the Conquest (Conquest (Judg. 1:21Judg. 1:21). Apparen). Apparently the Jetly the Jebusites cobusites continued tontinued to occupy th oc occupy theoccupy the site unti site until the timel the time of David. of David.

While the debate about Jebus and the origin of the Jebusites continues, 
according to the OT the Jebusites were a powerful people or clan that occupied 
Jebus, i.e., Jerusalem, prior to David’s conquest of the city. Their firm grasp on 
the site and its territory is reflected by the fact that the Israelites did not take 
the site during the Conquest (Judg. 1:21). Apparently the Jebusites continued to 



occupy the site until the time of David.

�The conqueThe conquest of Jebust of Jebus by Davids by David reflects  reflects the geniusthe genius of the ne of the new king. Whw king. While Saul iile Sauile Saul is usSaul is usually consually considered theidered the first kin first king of the Ug of the United Kingnited Kingdom of Isrdom of Israel, it waael, it was David whs Davs David who David who organized organized and establand established the ished the monarchy. monarchy. Having beeHaving been anointedn anointed by Judah  by Judah by Judah and Judah and by Israel by Israel (i.e., the(i.e., the tribes of tribes of the north the north), David t), David then took then took the site ofhe site of Jebus (2  Jebus  Jebus (2 SJebus (2 Sam. 5:6-10am. 5:6-10; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 11:4-8), lo1:4-8), located in ncated in neutral tereutral territory betritory between the pween the people of teopppeople of people of the north the north and those and those of the souof the south, and math, and made it the de it the capital ofcapital of all the t all the tribes. In ribesttribes. Intribes. In addition  addition to its unito its unique locatique location to the on to the tribes of tribes of the north the north and the soand the south, the suth, thuth, the site othe site of Jesus waf Jesus was free of s free of any tribalany tribal tradition traditions or jealos or jealousies. Butusies. But the site  the site had other had othehad other uniqother unique featureue features. Locateds. Located on a ridg on a ridge, with the, with the Kidron Ve Kidron Valley to talley to the east anhe east and the Tyrod td the Tyropothe Tyropoeon or Cheeon or Cheesemakers esemakers Valley on Valley on the west, the west, Jebus was Jebus was an almost an almost impregnablimpregnimpregnablimpregnable site, ree site, reflected inflected in the Jebus the Jebusite statemite statement, “you ent, “you will not cwill not come in herome in here, even the, ee, even the beven the blind and tlind and the lame wihe lame will turn yoll turn you back” (2u back” (2 Sam. 5:6; Sam. 5:6; 1 Chr. 11 1 Chr. 11:5). With :5). With Gihon SpriGihGihon SpriGihon Spring locatedng located in the Ki in the Kidron Valledron Valley to the ey to the east, the sast, the site had a ite had a plentiful plentiful water suppwaterwater suppwater supply.ly.ly.

The conquest of Jebus by David reflects the genius of the new king. While 
Saul is usually considered the first king of the United Kingdom of Israel, it was 
David who organized and established the monarchy. Having been anointed by 
Judah and by Israel (i.e., the tribes of the north), David then took the site of 
Jebus (2 Sam. 5:6-10; 1 Chr. 11:4-8), located in neutral territory between the 
people of the north and those of the south, and made it the capital of all the 
tribes. In addition to its unique location to the tribes of the north and the south, 
the site of Jesus was free of any tribal traditions or jealousies. But the site had 
other unique features. Located on a ridge, with the Kidron Valley to the east and 
the Tyropoeon or Cheesemakers Valley on the west, Jebus was an almost 
impregnable site, reflected in the Jebusite statement, “you will not come in here, 
even the blind and the lame will turn you back” (2 Sam. 5:6; 1 Chr. 11:5). With 
Gihon Spring located in the Kidron Valley to the east, the site had a plentiful 
water supply.

�The site wThe site was perhapsas perhaps first set first settled durintled during the Middg the Middle Bronze le Bronze Age. ArchaAge. Archaeological eologicArchaArchaeologArchaeological evideical evidence indicance indicates the sites the site was forte was fortified wittified with a stone h a stone wall. The wall. The discovery discodiscovery discovery of a shaftof a shaft, commonly, commonly referred  referred to as Warrto as Warren’s shaften’s shaft, provides, provides evidence  evidence of the watoof the watof the water system er system developed developed and used band used by the Jebuy the Jebusites. Accsites. According to ording to the Deuterthe Deuterthe DeuteronomDeuteronomic and theic and the Chronisti Chronistic historiec histories, the cits, the city acquiredy acquired the title the title “City of  “City of David” (2 DavDavid” (2 David” (2 Sam. 5:9; Sam. 5:9; 1 Chr. 11:1 Chr. 11:7) followi7) following David’sng David’s conquest  conquest of the sitof the site.e.e.

The site was perhaps first settled during the Middle Bronze Age. 
Archaeological evidence indicates the site was fortified with a stone wall. The 
discovery of a shaft, commonly referred to as Warren’s shaft, provides evidence 
of the water system developed and used by the Jebusites. According to the 
Deuteronomic and the Chronistic histories, the city acquired the title “City of 
David” (2 Sam. 5:9; 1 Chr. 11:7) following David’s conquest of the site.

LaMoine F.LaMoine F. DeVries DeVries

LaMoine F. DeVries

JECOLIAHJECOLIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïk�olyaœyeïk�olyaœhu®, yeïk�hu®, yeïk�olya®olya®)))

JECOLIAH (Heb. yeïk�olyaœhu®, yeïk�olya® )

The wife oThe wife of King Amaf King Amaziah of Juziah of Judah and modah and mother of Azther of Azariah (ariah (3; 3; Uzziah; 2 Uzziah; 2 Kgs. 15:2 Kgs. 15:2 = 2 Chr. 2== 2 Chr. 2= 2 Chr. 26:3).6:3).

The wife of King Amaziah of Judah and mother of Azariah (3; Uzziah; 2 Kgs. 15:2 
= 2 Chr. 26:3).

JECONIAHJECONIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïk�onya®yeïk�onya®, yeïk�ony, yeïk�onyaœhu®aœhu®), ), JECHONIAH JECHONIAH (Gk. (Gk. IechoniasIIechoniasIechonias) (also CO) (also CONIAH)NIAH)NIAH)

JECONIAH (Heb. yeïk�onya®, yeïk�onyaœhu® ), JECHONIAH (Gk. 
Iechonias) (also CONIAH)

�1.1. Alternate Alternate name of K name of King Jehoiaing Jehoiachin of Juchin of Judah. In thdah. In the genealoge genealogy of Jesusy of Jesus at Matt.  at Ma at Matt. 1:11Matt. 1:11-12 he is -12 he is called Jeccalled Jechoniah (Gkhoniah (Gk. . IechoniíasIechoniías).).).

1. Alternate name of King Jehoiachin of Judah. In the genealogy of Jesus at 
Matt. 1:11-12 he is called Jechoniah (Gk. Iechoniías).

�2.2. A levitic A levitical chief dal chief during Kinguring King Josiah’s  Josiah’s reign (1 Ereign (1 Esdr. 1:9).sdr. 1:9). At 2 Chr. At 2 Chr. 35:9 he i 35:9 he is called Csiis called is called Conaniah (Conaniah (22).).).

2. A levitical chief during King Josiah’s reign (1 Esdr. 1:9). At 2 Chr. 35:9 he 
is called Conaniah (2).

�3.3. Alternate Alternate name of K name of King Jehoahing Jehoahaz of Judaaz of Judah (1 Esdr.h (1 Esdr. 1:34). 1:34).

3. Alternate name of King Jehoahaz of Judah (1 Esdr. 1:34).

JEDAIAHJEDAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïd�a{ya®yeïd�a{ya®, yeïd�aœy, yeïd�aœya®a®)))

JEDAIAH (Heb. yeïd�a{ya®, yeïd�aœya® )

�1.1. The son o The son of Shimri; f Shimri; a clan leaa clan leader in theder in the tribe of  tribe of Simeon (1 Simeon (1 Chr. 4:37)Chr. 4:37)

1. The son of Shimri; a clan leader in the tribe of Simeon (1 Chr. 4:37)

�2.2. Eponymous Eponymous ancestor  ancestor of a priesof a priestly house tly house (1 Chr. 9:(1 Chr. 9:10; 24:7).10; 24:7). His desce His descendants werndandescedescendantdescendants were mens were mentioned amotioned among the Jewng the Jews who retus who returned with rned with ZerubbabelZerubbabel to Jerusa to Je to Jerusalem Jerusalem from the Bfrom the Babylonian abylonian Captivity Captivity (Ezra 2:36(Ezra 2:36 = Neh. 7: = Neh. 7:39).39).39).

2. Eponymous ancestor of a priestly house (1 Chr. 9:10; 24:7). His 
descendants were mentioned among the Jews who returned with Zerubbabel to 
Jerusalem from the Babylonian Captivity (Ezra 2:36 = Neh. 7:39).



�3.3. One of th One of the people we people who built aho built a part of t part of the wall inhe wall in postexili postexilic Jerusalec Jerusalem (Neh. 3:m (Nehm (Neh. 3:10(Neh. 3:10).).).

3. One of the people who built a part of the wall in postexilic Jerusalem 
(Neh. 3:10).

�4.4. A priest  A priest who lived who lived in Jerusalin Jerusalem at the em at the time of Netime of Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 11:10).h. 11:10).

4. A priest who lived in Jerusalem at the time of Nehemiah (Neh. 11:10).

�5–6.5–6. Two levit Two levitical chiefical chiefs who cames who came up with Z up with Zerubbabel erubbabel and Joshuaand Joshua to Judah  to Judah in the reiiin the reiin the reign of Darign of Darius I (Neh.us I (Neh. 12:6-7).  12:6-7). The connecThe connection betwetion between the twoen the two is not cl is not clear.eaclclear.clear.clear.

5–6. Two levitical chiefs who came up with Zerubbabel and Joshua to Judah 
in the reign of Darius I (Neh. 12:6-7). The connection between the two is not 
clear.

�7–8.7–8. Two pries Two priests, each tts, each the head ofhe head of a family, a family, who retur who returned followned following the Exing the Exile (Neh. ileExExile (NehExile (Neh. 12:19, 2. 12:19, 21).1).1).

7–8. Two priests, each the head of a family, who returned following the 
Exile (Neh. 12:19, 21).

�9.9. A contemp A contemporary of torary of the prophethe prophet Zechariah Zechariah, who retu, who returned from rned from exile to Jexile to Judah. TogeudJJudah. TogJudah. Together withether with three oth three other personser persons, he suppl, he supplied silveried silver and gold  and gold to Zecharito Zechariah, who prahZechariZechariah,Zechariah, who prepa who prepared a crowred a crown for Joshn for Joshua the higua the high priest ah priest as a memoris a memorial, perhapal, perhapal, perhaps ofperhaps of past apos past apostasy (Zechtasy (Zech. 6:10, 14. 6:10, 14).).).

9. A contemporary of the prophet Zechariah, who returned from exile to 
Judah. Together with three other persons, he supplied silver and gold to 
Zechariah, who prepared a crown for Joshua the high priest as a memorial, 
perhaps of past apostasy (Zech. 6:10, 14).

Isaac KaliIsaac Kalimimi

Isaac Kalimi

JEDIAELJEDIAEL (Heb.  (Heb. yeïd�iî{a�yeïd�iî{a�}eäl}eäl)))

JEDIAEL (Heb. yeïd�iî{a�}eäl )

�1.1. A Benjami A Benjaminite, ancenite, ancestor of mistor of mighty warrighty warriors (1 Chrors (1 Chr. 7:6, 10-. 7:6, 10-11). The g11). The genealogy ienealggenealogy genealogy in which hin which he is namede is named may actua may actually be thally be that of Zebult of Zebulun, which un, which is not lisis not listed here atedlislisted herlisted here among the among the northerne northern tribes. tribes. tribes.

1. A Benjaminite, ancestor of mighty warriors (1 Chr. 7:6, 10-11). The 
genealogy in which he is named may actually be that of Zebulun, which is not 
listed here among the northern tribes.

�2.2. A son of  A son of Shimri; onShimri; one of Davide of David’s Champio’s Champions (1 Chr.ns (1 Chr. 11:45). 11:45). 11:45).

2. A son of Shimri; one of David’s Champions (1 Chr. 11:45).

�3.3. A militar A military chief fry chief from the triom the tribe of Manabe of Manasseh, who sseh, who deserted tdeserted to David ato David at Ziklag (1 Zikla Ziklag (1 Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:20Chr. 12:20[MT 21]).[MT 21]).[MT 21]).

3. A military chief from the tribe of Manasseh, who deserted to David at 
Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:20[MT 21]).

�4.4. The secon The second son of Md son of Meshelemiaheshelemiah; a Korahi; a Korahite gatekeete gatekeeper for thper for the ark at te ark at the time ofhe the time of Datime of David (1 Chrvid (1 Chr. 26:2).. 26:2).

4. The second son of Meshelemiah; a Korahite gatekeeper for the ark at the 
time of David (1 Chr. 26:2).

JEDIDAHJEDIDAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïd�iîd�ayeïd�iîd�a®®)))

JEDIDAH (Heb. yeïd�iîd�a® )

The motherThe mother of King J of King Josiah of Josiah of Judah; daugudah; daughter of Adhter of Adaiah of Boaiah of Bozkath (2 Kzkath (2 Kgs. 22:1).gs. 22:1).

The mother of King Josiah of Judah; daughter of Adaiah of Bozkath (2 Kgs. 22:1).

JEDIDIAHJEDIDIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïd�iîd�eyeïd�iîd�eïya®ïya®)))

JEDIDIAH (Heb. yeïd�iîd�eïya® )

A name whiA name which Yahweh ch Yahweh bestowed ubestowed upon the inpon the infant Solomfant Solomon throughon through the proph the prophet Nathan et Net Nathan (2 Nathan (2 Sam. 12:25Sam. 12:25). Some sc). Some scholars sugholars suggest that gest that this was tthis was the king’s he king’s given namegiven name and Solom a and Solomoand Solomon his thron his throne name.ne name.

A name which Yahweh bestowed upon the infant Solomon through the prophet 
Nathan (2 Sam. 12:25). Some scholars suggest that this was the king’s given name 
and Solomon his throne name.

JEDUTHUNJEDUTHUN (Heb.  (Heb. yeïd�u®t�uyeïd�u®t�u®n, yeïd�i®n, yeïd�iît�u®nît�u®n)))

JEDUTHUN (Heb. yeïd�u®t�u®n, yeïd�iît�u®n )

�1.1. The fathe The father of Obed-r of Obed-edom, who edom, who with his dwith his descendantsescendants were the  were the Korahite lKorahite levitical gevllevitical levitical gatekeepergatekeepers for the s for the temple (1 temple (1 Chr. 16:38Chr. 16:38, 42b; cf., 42b; cf. 1 Chr. 26 1 Chr. 26:1, 4, 8).:1, 4, 8).

1. The father of Obed-edom, who with his descendants were the Korahite 
levitical gatekeepers for the temple (1 Chr. 16:38, 42b; cf. 1 Chr. 26:1, 4, 8).

�2.2. A levitic A levitical musiciaal musician who servn who served in Davied in David’s tabernd’s tabernacle (1 Chacle (1 Chr. 16:41-4r. 16:41-42; 25:6) a2; 25:62; 25:6) and 25:6) and Solomon’s Solomon’s temple (2 temple (2 Chr. 5:12)Chr. 5:12). Jeduthun. Jeduthun is also d is also described aescribed as the “kins the “king’s seer” g’s “kin“king’s se“king’s seer” (2 Chrer” (2 Chr. 35:15), . 35:15), just as hijust as his descendas descendants were ants were appointed tppointed to prophesyo prophesy with musi w with musicwith musical instrumal instruments (1 Chents (1 Chr. 25:1, 3r. 25:1, 3; cf. 2 Ch; cf. 2 Chr. 29:14).r. 29:14). Frequent  Frequent descriptiodescriptions of Jeduns ons of Jeduthuof Jeduthun in assocn in association witiation with Asaph anh Asaph and Heman sud Heman suggest thatggest that the name  the name Ethan can Ethan can Ethan can be idecan be identified asntified as Jeduthun  Jeduthun (1 Chr. 15(1 Chr. 15:17, 19). :17, 19). The occurrThe occurrences of tences of the name Jehe name Jeduthun in duJeJeduthun iJeduthun in the supen the superscriptionrscriptions of Pss. s of Pss. 39, 62, 7739, 62, 77 may denot may denote his musie his musicianship icianship in the Davin thn the Davidithe Davidic era or ac era or a musical f musical form or litorm or liturgical seurgical setting assotting associated witciated with his nameh his name or guild  or g or guild (cf.guild (cf. Ps. 89, E Ps. 89, Ethan).than).than).

2. A levitical musician who served in David’s tabernacle (1 Chr. 16:41-42; 
25:6) and Solomon’s temple (2 Chr. 5:12). Jeduthun is also described as the 
“king’s seer” (2 Chr. 35:15), just as his descendants were appointed to prophesy 
with musical instruments (1 Chr. 25:1, 3; cf. 2 Chr. 29:14). Frequent descriptions 
of Jeduthun in association with Asaph and Heman suggest that the name Ethan 



can be identified as Jeduthun (1 Chr. 15:17, 19). The occurrences of the name 
Jeduthun in the superscriptions of Pss. 39, 62, 77 may denote his musicianship in 
the Davidic era or a musical form or liturgical setting associated with his name or 
guild (cf. Ps. 89, Ethan).

Hyun Chul Hyun Chul Paul KimPaul Kim

Hyun Chul Paul Kim

JEGAR-SAHAJEGAR-SAHADUTHADUTHA (Aram.  (Aram. yeïg�ar síyeïg�ar síaœha�d�u®taœha�d�u®t�aœ}�aœ})))

JEGAR-SAHADUTHA (Aram. yeïg�ar síaœha�d�u®t�aœ} )

The name (The name (“heap of w“heap of witness”) gitness”) given by thiven by the Aramean e Aramean Laban to tLaban to the mount ohe mount of stones ef stonesf stones erestones erected to cocted to commemorate mmemorate his covenahis covenant with Jant with Jacob (Gen. cob (Gen. 31:47). Ja31:47). Jacob named cob namecob named it, named it, in Hebrew,in Hebrew, Galeed. Galeed.

The name (“heap of witness”) given by the Aramean Laban to the mount of 
stones erected to commemorate his covenant with Jacob (Gen. 31:47). Jacob 
named it, in Hebrew, Galeed.

JEHALLELELJEHALLELEL (Heb.  (Heb. yeïhallel}yeïhallel}eäleäl)))

JEHALLELEL (Heb. yeïhallel}eäl)

�1.1. A descend A descendant of Judant of Judah, probabah, probably the epoly the eponymous ancnymous ancestor of aestor of a clan (1 C clan (1 Chr. 4:16).hr. CChr. 4:16)Chr. 4:16)...

1. A descendant of Judah, probably the eponymous ancestor of a clan (1 
Chr. 4:16).

�2.2. A Merarit A Merarite Levite; e Levite; the fatherthe father of Azaria of Azariah (h (18; 18; 2 Chr. 29:2 Chr. 29:12).12).

2. A Merarite Levite; the father of Azariah (18; 2 Chr. 29:12).

JEHDEIAHJEHDEIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeh�deïyaœyeh�deïyaœhu®hu®)))

JEHDEIAH (Heb. yeh�deïyaœhu® )

�1.1. A descend A descendant of Shuant of Shubael; a Lebael; a Levite at thvite at the time of e time of David (1 CDavid (1 Chr. 24:20)hr. 24:20)...

1. A descendant of Shubael; a Levite at the time of David (1 Chr. 24:20).

�2.2. A Meronot A Meronothite; overhite; overseer of thseer of the donkeys e donkeys of David (of David (1 Chr. 27:1 Chr. 27:30).30).

2. A Meronothite; overseer of the donkeys of David (1 Chr. 27:30).

JEHEZKELJEHEZKEL (Heb.  (Heb. yeïh�ezqeäyeïh�ezqeä}l}l)))

JEHEZKEL (Heb. yeïh�ezqeä}l )

The leaderThe leader of the tw of the twentieth dientieth division of vision of priests atpriests at the time  the time of David (of David (1 Chr. 24:1 Chr. 24:16).16).

The leader of the twentieth division of priests at the time of David (1 Chr. 24:16).

JEHIAHJEHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïh�iîya®yeïh�iîya®)))

JEHIAH (Heb. yeïh�iîya® )

A gatekeepA gatekeeper for theer for the ark appoi ark appointed by Danted by David (1 Chrvid (1 Chr. 15:24).. 15:24).

A gatekeeper for the ark appointed by David (1 Chr. 15:24).

JEHIELJEHIEL (Heb.  (Heb. yeïh�iî}eäyeïh�iî}eäll) (also JE) (also JEHIELI)HIELI)HIELI)

JEHIEL (Heb. yeïh�iî}eäl ) (also JEHIELI)

�1.1. A Levite  A Levite and musiciand musician in Jeruan in Jerusalem at tsalem at the time ofhe time of David (1  David (1 Chr. 15:18Chr. 15:18). He was ). He ). He was a hHe was a harpist apparpist appointed to ointed to the secondthe second rank of m rank of musicians wusicians who played ho played while the while the while the ark wathe ark was moved tos moved to Jerusalem Jerusalem (1 Chr. 1 (1 Chr. 15:20) and 5:20) and later servlater served before ed before the ark (1the ark (16:5).6(1(16:5).(16:5).(16:5).

1. A Levite and musician in Jerusalem at the time of David (1 Chr. 15:18). 
He was a harpist appointed to the second rank of musicians who played while 
the ark was moved to Jerusalem (1 Chr. 15:20) and later served before the ark 
(16:5).

�2.2. A Gershon A Gershonite Leviteite Levite, leader o, leader of the housf the house of Laadae of Laadan (1 Chr. n (1 Chr. 23:8). He 23:8). He was the fowas twas the foundethe founder of the lr of the levitical fevitical family of Jamily of Jehieli (a ehieli (a variant spvariant spelling of elling of his name; his name; 1 Chr. 26:1 Chr. 261 Chr. 26:21).26:21).26:21).

2. A Gershonite Levite, leader of the house of Laadan (1 Chr. 23:8). He was 
the founder of the levitical family of Jehieli (a variant spelling of his name; 1 Chr. 
26:21).

�3.3. A son of  A son of Hachmoni (Hachmoni (or a Hachmor a Hachmonite), emonite), employed by ployed by David, proDavid, probably as tbably as teacher or eatteacher orteacher or counselor counselor (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 27:32).7:32).7:32).

3. A son of Hachmoni (or a Hachmonite), employed by David, probably as 
teacher or counselor (1 Chr. 27:32).

�4.4. A Gershon A Gershonite who waite who was in chargs in charge of the te of the temple treaemple treasury (1 Chsury (1 Chr. 29:8); r. 29:8); probably tprobprobably tprobably the same ashe same as  2.2.2.

4. A Gershonite who was in charge of the temple treasury (1 Chr. 29:8); 
probably the same as 2.

�5.5. One of ki One of king Jehoshang Jehoshaphat’s sevphat’s seven sons (2en sons (2 Chr. 21:2 Chr. 21:2).).).

5. One of king Jehoshaphat’s seven sons (2 Chr. 21:2).



�6.6. A Levite, A Levite, one of th one of the overseere overseers in the ts in the temple appoemple appointed by Hinted by Hezekiah unezekiah under the suder ununder the under the supervisiosupervision of Conann of Conaniah (2 Chriah (2 Chr. 31:13).. 31:13).. 31:13).

6. A Levite, one of the overseers in the temple appointed by Hezekiah 
under the supervision of Conaniah (2 Chr. 31:13).

�7.7. A promine A prominent officiant official at the tl at the time of Kinime of King Josiah, g Josiah, together wtogether with Hilkiaith Hilkiah and Zechh and Zh and Zechariah Zechariah called “chcalled “chief officeief officers of the rs of the house of Ghouse of God” (2 Chrod” (2 Chr. 35:8). H. 35:8). He and othee and other leaders r lr leaders voleaders voluntarily luntarily provided Pprovided Passover ofassover offerings foferings for the prier the priests and Lests and Levites.vites.vites.

7. A prominent official at the time of King Josiah, together with Hilkiah and 
Zechariah called “chief officers of the house of God” (2 Chr. 35:8). He and other 
leaders voluntarily provided Passover offerings for the priests and Levites.

�8.8. The fathe The father of Obadir of Obadiah, of theah, of the family of family of Joab, hea Joab, head of one od of one of the famif the families that lies thalies that togetthat together with 2her with 218 men lef18 men left Babylon t Babylon (Ezra 8:9)(Ezra 8:9)...

8. The father of Obadiah, of the family of Joab, head of one of the families 
that together with 218 men left Babylon (Ezra 8:9).

�9.9. The fathe The father of Shechr of Shechaniah, of aniah, of the familythe family of Elam ( of Elam (Ezra 10:2)Ezra 10:2)...

9. The father of Shechaniah, of the family of Elam (Ezra 10:2).

�10.10. A priest  A priest of the famof the family of Harily of Harim, one ofim, one of those who those who married f married foreign womoreign women (Ezra 1enwomwomen (Ezrwomen (Ezra 10:21).a 10:21).a 10:21).

10. A priest of the family of Harim, one of those who married foreign 
women (Ezra 10:21).

�11.11. An Israel An Israelite of theite of the family of family of Elam who  Elam who had marriehad married a foreigd a foreign woman (En woman (Ezra 10:26)zra(E(Ezra 10:2(Ezra 10:26), perhap6), perhaps identicas identical with l with 99...

11. An Israelite of the family of Elam who had married a foreign woman 
(Ezra 10:26), perhaps identical with 9.

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik

Jesper Svartvik

JEHIELIJEHIELI (Heb.  (Heb. yeïh�iî}eäyeïh�iî}eäliîliî)))

JEHIELI (Heb. yeïh�iî}eäliî )

A leviticaA levitical family dl family descended fescended from Jehielrom Jehiel  22, responsi, responsible for thble for the temple te temple treasuries reasuries (1 Chr. 26(1 (1 Chr. 26(1 Chr. 26:21).:21).

A levitical family descended from Jehiel 2, responsible for the temple treasuries 
(1 Chr. 26:21).

JEHIZKIAHJEHIZKIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïh�izqiîyeïh�izqiîyaœhu®yaœhu®)))

JEHIZKIAH (Heb. yeïh�izqiîyaœhu® )

A son of SA son of Shallum; onhallum; one of the ce of the chiefs of thiefs of the tribe ohe tribe of Ephraim f Ephraim at the timat the time of King e of King Pekah (2 CPekaPekah (2 CPekah (2 Chr. 28:12)hr. 28:12)..

A son of Shallum; one of the chiefs of the tribe of Ephraim at the time of King 
Pekah (2 Chr. 28:12).

JEHOADDAHJEHOADDAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®{addyeïho®{adda®a®) (also JA) (also JARAH)RAH)RAH)

JEHOADDAH (Heb. yeïho®{adda®) (also JARAH)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite; the site; the son of Ahazon of Ahaz and fathe and father of Alemer of Alemeth, Azmaveth, Azmaveth, and Zith, and Zimri (1 Chrmri (1 Chmri (1 Chr. 8:36)Chr. 8:36). At 1 Chr. At 1 Chr. 9:42 he . 9:42 he is called is called Jarah.Jarah.

A Benjaminite; the son of Ahaz and father of Alemeth, Azmaveth, and Zimri (1 
Chr. 8:36). At 1 Chr. 9:42 he is called Jarah.

JEHOADDANJEHOADDAN (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®{addyeïho®{addaœnaœn) (also JE) (also JEHOADDIN)HOADDIN)HOADDIN)

JEHOADDAN (Heb. yeïho®{addaœn) (also JEHOADDIN)

The motherThe mother of King A of King Amaziah of maziah of Judah (2 CJudah (2 Chr. 25:1);hr. 25:1); called Je called Jehoaddin athoaddin at 2 Kgs. 14 2 Kgs. 14:2 (:21414:2 (14:2 (KK).).

The mother of King Amaziah of Judah (2 Chr. 25:1); called Jehoaddin at 2 Kgs. 
14:2 (K).

JEHOAHAZJEHOAHAZ (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®}aœhyeïho®}aœh�aœz�aœz) (also SH) (also SHALLUM)ALLUM)ALLUM)

JEHOAHAZ (Heb. yeïho®}aœh�aœz ) (also SHALLUM)

�1.1. King of J King of Judah, younudah, youngest son ogest son of Jehoram f Jehoram and Athaliand Athaliah (2 Kgs.ah (2 Kgs. 8:25-29;  8:25-29; 2 Chr. 22:2 Chr2 Chr. 22:1)Chr. 22:1). His name. His name is a vari is a variant of Ahaant of Ahaziah (2 Chziah (2 Chr. 21:17).r. 21:17). Jehoahaz  Jehoahaz was mortalwas mortally woundedly wly wounded bywounded by Jehu’s ar Jehu’s army and diemy and died at Megidd at Megiddo (2 Kgs.do (2 Kgs. 9:27-29). 9:27-29).

1. King of Judah, youngest son of Jehoram and Athaliah (2 Kgs. 8:25-29; 2 
Chr. 22:1). His name is a variant of Ahaziah (2 Chr. 21:17). Jehoahaz was mortally 
wounded by Jehu’s army and died at Megiddo (2 Kgs. 9:27-29).

�2.2. King of I King of Israel, thesrael, the son and s son and successor ouccessor of Jehu (2 f Jehu (2 Kgs. 13:1-Kgs. 13:1-9). Accord9). According to 2 King to 2ing to 2 Kgs. 13:2 Kgs. 13:1 he reign1 he reigned 17 yeared 17 years, but accs, but according to ording to v. 10 his v. 10 his reign lastreign lasted only 15ed only 15 years.Thr year years.Throyears.Throughout hisughout his reign he  reign he was under was under the subjugthe subjugation of Hation of Hazael and azael and Ben-hadad,Ben-hadadBen-hadad,Ben-hadad, kings of  kings of Damascus. Damascus. Despite JeDespite Jehoahaz’ pehoahaz’ perpetuationrpetuation of pagan  of pagan worship, Yworship, Yworship, Yahweh proYahweh promised him mised him an unnamedan unnamed “savior”  “savior” (2 Kgs. 13(2 Kgs. 13:5).:5).:5).

2. King of Israel, the son and successor of Jehu (2 Kgs. 13:1-9). According to 
2 Kgs. 13:1 he reigned 17 years, but according to v. 10 his reign lasted only 15 
years.Throughout his reign he was under the subjugation of Hazael and 
Ben-hadad, kings of Damascus. Despite Jehoahaz’ perpetuation of pagan worship, 
Yahweh promised him an unnamed “savior” (2 Kgs. 13:5).

�3.3. The 17th  The 17th king of Juking of Judah and ondah and one of the se of the sons of Josons of Josiah (2 Chriah (2 Chr. 3:15; cf. 3:15; cf. 2 Kgs. 2. 2 Kgs.. 2 Kgs. 23:31Kgs. 23:31, 36). He , 36). He is also cais also called Shalllled Shallum (Jer. 2um (Jer. 22:11; 2 Ch2:11; 2 Chr. 3:15). r. 3:15). That may hThat may have been have bave been his pbeen his personal naersonal name and Jehme and Jehoahaz an aoahaz an assumed thrssumed throne name.one name.one name.

3. The 17th king of Judah and one of the sons of Josiah (2 Chr. 3:15; cf. 2 



Kgs. 23:31, 36). He is also called Shallum (Jer. 22:11; 2 Chr. 3:15). That may have 
been his personal name and Jehoahaz an assumed throne name.

�Jehoahaz wJehoahaz was 23 whenas 23 when proclaime proclaimed king (2 d king (2 Kgs. 23:30Kgs. 23:30-31), asce-31), ascending the nding the throne aftthronthrone aftthrone after Josiah’er Josiah’s death ins death in battle ag battle against the ainst the Egyptians.Egyptians. After thr After three months ee months on the thron thon the thronethe throne, Jehoahaz, Jehoahaz was made  was made a prisonera prisoner and remov and removed from poed from power by Necwer by Neco II, kingo II, ko II, king of Egking of Egypt, and rypt, and replaced byeplaced by his older his older brother J brother Jehoiakim, ehoiakim, who favorewho favored Egypt. Jd Egypt. Jehoahaz waehoJJehoahaz wJehoahaz was taken fas taken first to Riirst to Riblah in Syblah in Syria and thria and then in chaien in chains to Egypns to Egypt, where ht, where he died. One die died. On tdied. On the occasiohe occasion of Jehoan of Jehoahaz’ deporhaz’ deportation, Jetation, Jeremiah comremiah composed a laposed a lament (Jer.ment (Jer. 22:10-12) (Jer.(Jer. 22:1(Jer. 22:10-12) decl0-12) declaring thataring that Jehoahaz  Jehoahaz would nevewould never see his r see his land againland again (cf. Ezek (cf. Ezek. 19:3-4).. 19:3. 19:3-4).19:3-4).19:3-4).

Jehoahaz was 23 when proclaimed king (2 Kgs. 23:30-31), ascending the 
throne after Josiah’s death in battle against the Egyptians. After three months on 
the throne, Jehoahaz was made a prisoner and removed from power by Neco II, 
king of Egypt, and replaced by his older brother Jehoiakim, who favored Egypt. 
Jehoahaz was taken first to Riblah in Syria and then in chains to Egypt, where he 
died. On the occasion of Jehoahaz’ deportation, Jeremiah composed a lament 
(Jer. 22:10-12) declaring that Jehoahaz would never see his land again (cf. Ezek. 
19:3-4).

Claude F. Claude F. MariottiniMariottini
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JEHOASHJEHOASH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®}aœsyeïho®}aœsûû) (also JO) (also JOASH)ASH)ASH)

JEHOASH (Heb. yeïho®}aœsû) (also JOASH)

Alternate Alternate name of Joname of Joash (ash (33), king of), king of Judah (2  Judah (2 Kgs. 11-12Kgs. 11-12; 2 Chr. 2; 2 Chr. 22:10-24:242:10-24:24), and Joa), and J), and Joash (Joash (44), king of), king of Israel (2 Israel (2 Kgs. 13:1 Kgs. 13:10-25; 14:80-25; 14:8-17).-17).

Alternate name of Joash (3), king of Judah (2 Kgs. 11-12; 2 Chr. 22:10-24:24), and 
Joash (4), king of Israel (2 Kgs. 13:10-25; 14:8-17).

JEHOHANANJEHOHANAN (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®h�aœyeïho®h�aœnaœnnaœn)))

JEHOHANAN (Heb. yeïho®h�aœnaœn )

�1.1. A Korahit A Korahite Levite ge Levite gatekeeper atekeeper of the temof the temple (1 Chrple (1 Chr. 26:3).. 26:3).. 26:3).

1. A Korahite Levite gatekeeper of the temple (1 Chr. 26:3).

�2.2. One of th One of three Judahiree Judahite “commante “commanders of thders of thousands” iousands” in King Jehn King Jehoshaphat’soshaphat’s army (2 C ar army (2 Charmy (2 Chr. 17:15).r. 17:15).

2. One of three Judahite “commanders of thousands” in King Jehoshaphat’s 
army (2 Chr. 17:15).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Ishmar of Ishmael, “commael, “commander of a nder of a hundred” whundred” who joined ho joined Jehoiada’sJehoiada’s coup agai co coup againcoup against Queen Ast Queen Athaliah (2thaliah (2 Chr. 23:1 Chr. 23:1).).).

3. The father of Ishmael, “commander of a hundred” who joined Jehoiada’s 
coup against Queen Athaliah (2 Chr. 23:1).

�4.4. The son ( The son (or descendor descendant?) of Eant?) of Eliashib toliashib to whose cha whose chamber Ezra mber Ezra retreated retreated for fastinfor for fastinfor fasting (Ezra 10g (Ezra 10:6; 1 Esdr:6; 1 Esdr. 9:1). If. 9:1). If this indi this individual canvidual can be identi be identified with fied with the Johanathe Johanathe Johanan ofJohanan of Neh. 12:2 Neh. 12:22-23 (appa2-23 (apparently therently the grandson  grandson of Eliashiof Eliashib, the higb, the high priest oh priest of Nehemiahf Nf Nehemiah’sNehemiah’s time; cf. time; cf. vv. 10–11 vv. 10–11; 3:1), hi; 3:1), his relations relationship with ship with Ezra is imEzra is important inportant in the Ezra- the E the Ezra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah chronoiah chronology.logy.logy.

4. The son (or descendant?) of Eliashib to whose chamber Ezra retreated 
for fasting (Ezra 10:6; 1 Esdr. 9:1). If this individual can be identified with the 
Johanan of Neh. 12:22-23 (apparently the grandson of Eliashib, the high priest of 
Nehemiah’s time; cf. vv. 10–11; 3:1), his relationship with Ezra is important in the 
Ezra-Nehemiah chronology.

�5.5. The son o The son of Bebai; of Bebai; one of the ne of the IsraelitesIsraelites who divor who divorced their ced their foreign wiforeign wives (Ezra ves (Eves (Ezra 10:2(Ezra 10:28; 1 Esdr.8; 1 Esdr. 9:29). 9:29). 9:29).

5. The son of Bebai; one of the Israelites who divorced their foreign wives 
(Ezra 10:28; 1 Esdr. 9:29).

�6.6. The son o The son of Tobiah tf Tobiah the Ammonithe Ammonite, who oppe, who opposed Nehemosed Nehemiah’s rebuiah’s rebuilding proilding proilding project (Nproject (Neh. 6:18).eh. 6:18). He also m He also married thearried the daughter  daughter of Meshullof Meshullam, who heam, who helped repailped repailped repair therepair the walls of  walls of Jerusalem Jerusalem under Neheunder Nehemiah (Neh.miah (Neh. 3:4, 30). 3:4, 30).

6. The son of Tobiah the Ammonite, who opposed Nehemiah’s rebuilding 
project (Neh. 6:18). He also married the daughter of Meshullam, who helped 
repair the walls of Jerusalem under Nehemiah (Neh. 3:4, 30).

�7.7. A head of A head of the pries the priestly house tly house of Amariahof Amariah during th during the time of e time of the high pthe high priest Joiariest Jriest Joiakim (NJoiakim (Neh. 12:13)eh. 12:13)...

7. A head of the priestly house of Amariah during the time of the high priest 
Joiakim (Neh. 12:13).

�8.8. One of th One of the priests e priests officiatinofficiating at the dg at the dedication edication ceremony oceremony of the wallf the walls that wers that ws that were rebuiwere rebuilt under Nlt under Nehemiah’s ehemiah’s administraadministration (Neh.tion (Neh. 12:42). 12:42). 12:42).

8. One of the priests officiating at the dedication ceremony of the walls that 
were rebuilt under Nehemiah’s administration (Neh. 12:42).

Harold R. Harold R. MosleyMosley
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JEHOIACHINJEHOIACHIN (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®yaœkyeïho®yaœk�iîn�iîn) ) (also JECO(also JECONIAH)NIAH)NIAH)

JEHOIACHIN (Heb. yeïho®yaœk�iîn ) 
(also JECONIAH)



The throneThe throne name (“Ya name (“Yahweh has ehweh has establishedstablished”) of Coni”) of Coniah, who suah, who succeeded hicceeded his father Js fathers father Jehfather Jehoiakim as oiakim as the king othe king of Judah. Hf Judah. He became ke became king at theing at the age of 18 age of 18 and reign and reigned for thred reignreigned foreigned for three mor three months durinnths during 598/597 g 598/597 B.C.E.B.C.E. His mothe His mother was Nehur was Nehushta, daugshta, daughter of Onhtedaugdaughter odaughter of Onathan,f Onathan, a high co a high court officiurt official (2 Kgs.al (2 Kgs. 24:8; 2 C 24:8; 2 Chr. 36:9).hr. 36:9). After Bab After Babylon’s decylon’BabBabylon’s Babylon’s decisive ddecisive defeat of Eefeat of Egypt at Cagypt at Carchemish (rchemish (605; 2 Kgs605; 2 Kgs. 24:7; Je. 24:7; Jer. 46:2), r. 46:2), Jehoiakim JehoiJehoiakim Jehoiakim (609–598) (609–598) changed hichanged his allegians allegiance from Egce from Egypt to Babypt to Babylon. Follylon. Following the owing the indecisiveinindecisiveindecisive battle be battle between Egyptween Egypt and Babyt and Babylon in 601lon in 601, Jehoiaki, Jehoiakim renouncem renounced his vassd his vassalage to tavassvassalage vassalage to the Babto the Babylonian kiylonian king Nebuchang Nebuchadnezzar (2dnezzar (2 Kgs. 24:1 Kgs. 24:1). In Dece). In December 598 tmber 598 tmber 598 the Babylothe Babylonian army nian army responded responded by marchinby marching to Judahg to Judah (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 24:2; cf. J4:2; cf. Jer. 35:11)er. 35:11). Jehoiaki. Je. Jehoiakim Jehoiakim died at thdied at this time, pis time, perhaps theerhaps the result of result of an assass an assassination, aination, and it was nd it was in this coin thisin this contethis context that Jext that Jehoiachin bhoiachin became kingecame king (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 24:8; cf. J4:8; cf. Jer. 22:18,er. 22:18, 19; 36:30 19; 36:30). Nebucha). Neb). NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar’s armzzar’s army arrived y arrived at Jerusalat Jerusalem and in em and in March 597 March 597 the city sthe city surrenderedurrenderessurrenderesurrendered; Jehoiacd; Jehoiachin, variohin, various relativus relatives, and thes, and the elite ane elite and skilled d skilled populationpopulation were take were were takenwere taken into capt into captivity in Bivity in Babylon aloabylon along with obng with objects of vjects of value and palue and prestige (2restige (2 Kgs. 24:1 Kgs Kgs. 24:12Kgs. 24:12-17; Jer. -17; Jer. 27:19-20; 27:19-20; cf. 2 Kgs.cf. 2 Kgs. 25:13-15) 25:13-15); the king; the king’s uncle, ’s uncle, Mattaniah Mattaniah (Zedekiah)(Zede(Zedekiah)(Zedekiah), succeede, succeeded him (2 Kd him (2 Kgs. 24:17)gs. 24:17). Cuneifor. Cuneiform sources m sources record somrecord some of the se of the e of the same dthe same details. Evetails. Even after hen after his exile, is exile, some consisome considered Jehodered Jehoiachin theiachin the legitimat legitimate ruler, ae rue ruler, andruler, and certain m certain members of embers of the exilicthe exilic community community even cont even continued to cinued to calculate talculate their calenhettheir caletheir calendar accorndar according to hiding to his reign, bs reign, but Jeremiaut Jeremiah seems toh seems to have disc have discouraged thouraged this (Ezek. is ththis (Ezekthis (Ezek. 1:2; Jer. 1:2; Jer. 22:24-30. 22:24-30). In the ). In the 37th year 37th year of Jehoiacof Jehoiachin’s exilhin’s exile, the Babe, the Babylonian kiylonian BabBabylonianBabylonian king Evil king Evil-merodach -merodach (562–560) (562–560) released hreleased him from prim from prison and gison and gave him a ave him aave him a regular a regular food allowfood allowance (2 Kgance (2 Kgs. 25:27-3s. 25:27-30; Jer. 520; Jer. 52:31-34); c:31-34); cuneiform duneiform documents focuments from the tiroffrom the tfrom the time of Nebime of Nebuchadnezzauchadnezzar also refr also refer to ratier to rations distrions distributed to Kbuted to King Jehoiaing Jehoiachin and hchJehoiaJehoiachinJehoiachin and his s and his sons (ons (ANET,ANET, 308; cf.  308; cf. 1 Chr. 3:11 Chr. 3:17). Jehoia7). Jehoiachin died chin died in exile.in exile.in exile.

The throne name (“Yahweh has established”) of Coniah, who succeeded his 
father Jehoiakim as the king of Judah. He became king at the age of 18 and 
reigned for three months during 598/597 B.C.E. His mother was Nehushta, 
daughter of Onathan, a high court official (2 Kgs. 24:8; 2 Chr. 36:9). After 
Babylon’s decisive defeat of Egypt at Carchemish (605; 2 Kgs. 24:7; Jer. 46:2), 
Jehoiakim (609–598) changed his allegiance from Egypt to Babylon. Following the 
indecisive battle between Egypt and Babylon in 601, Jehoiakim renounced his 
vassalage to the Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kgs. 24:1). In December 598 
the Babylonian army responded by marching to Judah (2 Kgs. 24:2; cf. Jer. 35:11). 
Jehoiakim died at this time, perhaps the result of an assassination, and it was in 
this context that Jehoiachin became king (2 Kgs. 24:8; cf. Jer. 22:18, 19; 36:30). 
Nebuchadnezzar’s army arrived at Jerusalem and in March 597 the city 
surrendered; Jehoiachin, various relatives, and the elite and skilled population 
were taken into captivity in Babylon along with objects of value and prestige (2 
Kgs. 24:12-17; Jer. 27:19-20; cf. 2 Kgs. 25:13-15); the king’s uncle, Mattaniah 
(Zedekiah), succeeded him (2 Kgs. 24:17). Cuneiform sources record some of 
the same details. Even after his exile, some considered Jehoiachin the legitimate 
ruler, and certain members of the exilic community even continued to calculate 
their calendar according to his reign, but Jeremiah seems to have discouraged 
this (Ezek. 1:2; Jer. 22:24-30). In the 37th year of Jehoiachin’s exile, the 
Babylonian king Evil-merodach (562–560) released him from prison and gave him 
a regular food allowance (2 Kgs. 25:27-30; Jer. 52:31-34); cuneiform documents 
from the time of Nebuchadnezzar also refer to rations distributed to King 
Jehoiachin and his sons (ANET, 308; cf. 1 Chr. 3:17). Jehoiachin died in exile.

�Stamped stStamped storage jar orage jar handles rehandles reading “Eliading “Eliakim, stewakim, steward of Yauard of Yaukin” were kin” were once thougonce tonce thought tothought to imply tha imply that Jehoiacht Jehoiachin continuin continued to “admed to “administer” tinister” the crown phe crown property throperty through Eliarththrough Elthrough Eliakim, butiakim, but the paleo the paleographic angraphic and archaeold archaeological datogical data of thesea of these epigraphs epigraphs suggest t su suggest thsuggest that the jarat the jar handles r handles refer to anefer to an earlier,  earlier, nonroyal Jnonroyal Jehoiachin.ehoiachin.

Stamped storage jar handles reading “Eliakim, steward of Yaukin” were once 
thought to imply that Jehoiachin continued to “administer” the crown property 
through Eliakim, but the paleographic and archaeological data of these epigraphs 
suggest that the jar handles refer to an earlier, nonroyal Jehoiachin.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. J. GranJ. J. Granowski, “Jeowski, “Jehoiachin ahoiachin at the Kingt the King’s Table: ’s Table: A Reading A Reading of the Endof of the Endof the Ending of theing of the Second Bo Second Book of Kingok of Kings,” in s,” in Reading BeReading Between Texttween Texts: Intertes: Intertextuality axtualityInterteIntertextuIntertextuality and ality and the Hebrewthe Hebrew Bible, Bible, ed. D. N. ed. D. N. Fewell (L Fewell (Louisville,ouisville, 1992), 17 1992), 173–88; A. K3–88; A. K3–88; A. K. GraysonK. Grayson, , Assyrian aAssyrian and Babylonnd Babylonian Chroniian Chronicles.cles. Texts fro Texts from Cuneiform Cuneiform Sources m Sources 5 (Locust 5 (Lo5 (Locust Va(Locust Valley, N.Y.lley, N.Y., 1975); H, 1975); H. G. May, . G. May, “Three Heb“Three Hebrew Seals rew Seals and the Stand the Status of Exatus of Exiled JehoiilExExiled JehExiled Jehoiachin,” oiachin,” AJSLAJSL 61 (1939) 61 (1939): 146–48.: 146–48.: 146–48.

Bibliography. J. J. Granowski, “Jehoiachin at the King’s Table: A Reading 
of the Ending of the Second Book of Kings,” in Reading Between Texts: 
Intertextuality and the Hebrew Bible, ed. D. N. Fewell (Louisville, 1992), 173–88; A. 
K. Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian Chronicles. Texts from Cuneiform Sources 5 
(Locust Valley, N.Y., 1975); H. G. May, “Three Hebrew Seals and the Status of 
Exiled Jehoiachin,” AJSL 61 (1939): 146–48.

Chris A. RChris A. Rollstonollston
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JEHOIADAJEHOIADA (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®yaœdyeïho®yaœd�aœ{�aœ{) (also JO) (also JOIADA)IADA)IADA)

JEHOIADA (Heb. yeïho®yaœd�aœ{ ) (also JOIADA)

�1.1. A priest  A priest from Kabzefrom Kabzeel, in souel, in southern Judathern Judah. He was h. He was the fatherthe father of Benaia of Benaiah, chief oh, chih, chief of Dchief of David’s bodavid’s bodyguard (2 yguard (2 Sam. 8:18;Sam. 8:18; 23:20, 22 23:20, 22 = 1 Chr.  = 1 Chr. 11:22, 24;11:22, 24; 27:5). 27:5). 27:5).

1. A priest from Kabzeel, in southern Judah. He was the father of Benaiah, 
chief of David’s bodyguard (2 Sam. 8:18; 23:20, 22 = 1 Chr. 11:22, 24; 27:5).

�2.2. A late-9t A late-9th-century h-century priest in priest in Jerusalem Jerusalem (2 Kgs. 11(2 Kgs. 11-12; 2 Chr-12; 2 Chr. 23:1-24:. 23:1-24:16). Jehoi16). Je16). Jehoiada lJehoiada led the coued the coup that ousp that ousted Athalited Athaliah (ca. 84ah (ca. 843-ca. 837 3-ca. 837 B.C.E.B.C.E.) and inst) and installed Joasalled Joasalled Joash (ca.Joash (ca. 837–800?) 837–800?) on the Da on the Davidic throvidic throne. The 2 ne. The 2 Kings narrKings narrative depiative depicts his lects his leadership, adeleleadershipleadership, military, military control,  control, and manipuand manipulation of lation of dynastic adynastic and covenannd covenantal symboltal symbols. 2 Chrons. 2s. 2 Chronicl2 Chronicles emphasies emphasizes his lezes his leadership iadership in the renen the renewal of thewal of the sanctity  sanctity of the temof the temple.pletemtemple.temple.temple.

2. A late-9th-century priest in Jerusalem (2 Kgs. 11-12; 2 Chr. 23:1-24:16). 



Jehoiada led the coup that ousted Athaliah (ca. 843-ca. 837 B.C.E.) and installed 
Joash (ca. 837–800?) on the Davidic throne. The 2 Kings narrative depicts his 
leadership, military control, and manipulation of dynastic and covenantal symbols. 
2 Chronicles emphasizes his leadership in the renewal of the sanctity of the 
temple.

�2 Kings cr2 Kings credits Joasedits Joash’s correch’s correct behaviort behavior to Jehoia to Jehoiada’s instrda’s instruction. 2 uction. 2 ChroniclesChronicleChroniclesChronicles, however,, however, limits th limits the king’s ae king’s acceptable cceptable behavior tbehavior to Jehoiadao Jehoiada’s lifetim’s lifetime in an efe in e in an effoin an effort to explrt to explain theoloain theologically cegically certain negartain negative eventtive events later ins later in Joash’s r Joash’s reign. In teign. In eign. In the accIn the account on thount on the temple re temple restorationestoration, 2 Kings , 2 Kings reports fireports first Jehoiarst Jehoiada’s inactda’s inaction, then ion, inactinaction, inaction, then his cthen his cooperationooperation with the  with the king’s iniking’s initiative totiative to fund temp fund temple repairsle repairs. 2 Chroni. 2 Ch. 2 ChroniclesChronicles reduces J reduces Jehoiada’s ehoiada’s direct roldirect role while cre while crediting hiediting his tenure ws tenure with the prith the proper restoopeprproper resproper restoration otoration of the tempf the temple and itsle and its ritual. R ritual. Rivalry betivalry between royalween royal and relig and religious hieraiousreligreligious religious hierarchiehierarchies, typicals, typical of agrari of agrarian states,an states, underlies underlies both narr both narratives.atives.atives.

2 Kings credits Joash’s correct behavior to Jehoiada’s instruction. 2 
Chronicles, however, limits the king’s acceptable behavior to Jehoiada’s lifetime 
in an effort to explain theologically certain negative events later in Joash’s reign. 
In the account on the temple restoration, 2 Kings reports first Jehoiada’s 
inaction, then his cooperation with the king’s initiative to fund temple repairs. 2 
Chronicles reduces Jehoiada’s direct role while crediting his tenure with the 
proper restoration of the temple and its ritual. Rivalry between royal and 
religious hierarchies, typical of agrarian states, underlies both narratives.

�ChroniclesChronicles adds deta adds details: Jehoiils: Jehoiada’s wifeada’s wife was Jehos was Jehosheba, he sheba, he selected wielected wives for Joves for ves for Joash,for Joash, and he wa and he was buried ws buried with the kiith the kings in thengs in the city of D city of David. Thesavid. These details e details may have amay may have amay have annalistic nnalistic veracity bveracity but also reut also reveal a rheveal a rhetorical intorical interest in terest in the priestthe priest’s role.’s role’s role.role.role.

Chronicles adds details: Jehoiada’s wife was Jehosheba, he selected wives 
for Joash, and he was buried with the kings in the city of David. These details 
may have annalistic veracity but also reveal a rhetorical interest in the priest’s 
role.

�3.3. A son of  A son of Benaiah, sBenaiah, successor tuccessor to Ahithopho Ahithophel as kingel as king’s counsel’s counselor (1 Chr.or (1 Chr. 27:34). 27:3 27:34).27:34).27:34).

3. A son of Benaiah, successor to Ahithophel as king’s counselor (1 Chr. 
27:34).

�4.4. A priest  A priest of the Secof the Second Templeond Temple period, s period, son of the on of the high prieshigh priest Eliashibt Eliashib ( (7; 7; Neh. 13:28NNeh. 13:28Neh. 13:28). His son). His son’s marriag’s marriage into thee into the foreign S foreign Sanballat fanballat family was amily was condemned condemned by Nehemiabyby Nehemiaby Nehemiah. Elsewheh. Elsewhere the namre the name appears e appears as Joiada.as Joiada.

4. A priest of the Second Temple period, son of the high priest Eliashib (7; 
Neh. 13:28). His son’s marriage into the foreign Sanballat family was condemned 
by Nehemiah. Elsewhere the name appears as Joiada.

�5. 5. A priest wA priest who was repho was replaced by Zlaced by Zephaniah, ephaniah, probably aprobably as part of s part of factional factional infightinginfighinfightinginfighting in late F in late First Templirst Temple Judah (Je Judah (Jer. 29:26)er. 29:26)...

5. A priest who was replaced by Zephaniah, probably as part of factional 
infighting in late First Temple Judah (Jer. 29:26).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. DutcherP. Dutcher-Walls, -Walls, Narrative Narrative Art, PolitArt, Political Rhetoical Rhetoric: The Cric: The Case of Athase of Aase of Athaliah aAthaliah and Joash.nd Joash. JSOTSup 2 JSOTSup 209 (Sheffi09 (Sheffield, 1996)eld, 1996)...

Bibliography. P. Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, Political Rhetoric: The Case of 
Athaliah and Joash. JSOTSup 209 (Sheffield, 1996).

Patricia DPatricia Dutcher-Walutcher-Wallsls

Patricia Dutcher-Walls

JEHOIAKIMJEHOIAKIM (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®yaœqyeïho®yaœqiîmiîm)))

JEHOIAKIM (Heb. yeïho®yaœqiîm)

�1.1. King of J King of Judah (609–udah (609–598 598 B.C.E.B.C.E.), whose g), whose given name iven name was Eliakiwas Eliakim (2 Kgs. m (2 Kgs. 23:34; 2 C23:3423:34; 2 C23:34; 2 Chr. 36:4).hr. 36:4). His mothe His mother was Zebir was Zebidah, daughdah, daughter of Pedter of Pedaiah of Ruaiah of Rumah (2 Kgsmah (2 Kgsmah (2 Kgs. 23:36Kgs. 23:36b). Jehoiab). Jehoiakim was thkim was the second-be second-born son oforn son of Josiah (1 Josiah (1 Chr. 3:15 Chr. 3:15) and was ) and was enthroned enenthroned enthroned by Pharaohby Pharaoh Neco of E Neco of Egypt in 60gypt in 609 to repla9 to replace Jehoahace Jehoahaz (Shallumz (Shallum), whom th), whom ), whom the “whom the “people of people of the land” the land” had chosenhad chosen to succee to succeed his fathd his father Josiah er Josiah (2 Kgs. 23(2 Kgs. 23:30; 2 Chr:32323:30; 2 C23:30; 2 Chr. 36:1).hr. 36:1). Jehoiakim Jehoiakim was 25 ye was 25 years old whars old when he acceen he acceded the thded the throne, and rone, and he reignedhhe reignedhe reigned 11 years  11 years in Jerusalin Jerusalem (2 Kgs.em (2 Kgs. 23:36). H 23:36). He was succe was succeeded in 5eeded in 598 by his 98 by his son Jehoiasoson Jehoiason Jehoiachin.chin.chin.

1. King of Judah (609–598 B.C.E.), whose given name was Eliakim (2 Kgs. 
23:34; 2 Chr. 36:4). His mother was Zebidah, daughter of Pedaiah of Rumah (2 
Kgs. 23:36b). Jehoiakim was the second-born son of Josiah (1 Chr. 3:15) and was 
enthroned by Pharaoh Neco of Egypt in 609 to replace Jehoahaz (Shallum), 
whom the “people of the land” had chosen to succeed his father Josiah (2 Kgs. 
23:30; 2 Chr. 36:1). Jehoiakim was 25 years old when he acceded the throne, and 
he reigned 11 years in Jerusalem (2 Kgs. 23:36). He was succeeded in 598 by his 
son Jehoiachin.

�The death The death of Jehoiakof Jehoiakim is shroim is shrouded in myuded in mystery. 2 Kstery. 2 Kings seemsings seems to indica to indicate that Jete thatte that Jehoithat Jehoiakim died akim died peacefullypeacefully in Jerusa in Jerusalem and “slem and “slept with lept with his ancesthis ancestors” (2 Kgors” (2 Kgs. 24:6). s. 24s. 24:6). 2 C24:6). 2 Chronicles,hronicles, however,  however, suggests tsuggests that he washat he was taken pri taken prisoner by Nsoner by NebuchadnezebuchadnezNNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar to Bazzar to Babylon wherbylon where he evente he eventually diedually died (2 Chr. 3 (2 Chr. 36:5-8; 1 E6:5-8; 1 Esdr. 1:39-sdr. 1:39-sdr. 1:39-42). 1:39-42). In somewhaIn somewhat conventit conventional languonal language, Jeremage, Jeremiah prediciah predicts the humts the humiliating diliating death of Jeeaddeath of Jdeath of Jehoiakim (ehoiakim (Jer. 22:18Jer. 22:18-19; 36:30-19; 36:30; cf. Jose; cf. Josephus phus Ant.Ant. 10.6.3),  10.6.3), without rewithout reference toferencrereference reference to a specito a specific locatific location. The Deon. The Deuteronomisuteronomist presentst presents Jehoiakim Jehoiakim as a (com as a (compliant) vap(com(compliant(compliant) vassal o) vassal of Egypt whf Egypt who levied ao levied an oppressin oppressive tax upove tax upon the peopn the people in ordele in order to “meetr ordeorder to “order to “meet Pharameet Pharaoh’s demanoh’s demand for moned for money” (2 Kgs.y” (2 Kgs. 23:35). A 23:35). After an unfter an unspecified specified ununspecifieunspecified period (d period (Kings makeKings makes no refers no reference here ence here to Egypt’sto Egypt’s defeat by defeat by the Babyl the Babylonians at oBabylBabylonianBabylonians at Carchs at Carchemish in 6emish in 605 [Jer. 405 [Jer. 46:2]), Jeh6:2]), Jehoiakim becoiakim became a servame a servant of Kinant of King Nebuchadg Ng NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar of Bazzar of Babylon (2 Kbylon (2 Kgs 24:1). gs 24:1). However, JHowever, Jehoiakim wehoiakim was not a was not a willing vasilling vasilling vassal; afvassal; after three ter three years of Byears of Babylonian abylonian subjugatiosubjugation, he revon, he revolted, onlylted, only to be def to be defeated by beateddefdefeated bdefeated by bands ofy bands of Arameans  Arameans (2 Kgs. 24(2 Kgs. 24:2; cf. Je:2; cf. Jer. 35:11).r. 35:11). The write The writer concluder concludes that Juds ths that Judahthat Judah’s defeat ’s defeat was the diwas the direct conserect consequence of quence of an entire an entire history ofhistory of idolatry  idolatry and bloodsand and bloodsand bloodshed. Jehoihed. Jehoiakim is thakim is thus viewed us viewed by the Deuby the Deuteronomistteronomist as simply as simply another J another J another Judean kinJudean king who “didg who “did evil in t evil in the sight ohe sight of Yahweh” f Yahweh” (2 Kgs. 23(2 Kgs. 23:37).:37).:37).

The death of Jehoiakim is shrouded in mystery. 2 Kings seems to indicate 
that Jehoiakim died peacefully in Jerusalem and “slept with his ancestors” (2 Kgs. 
24:6). 2 Chronicles, however, suggests that he was taken prisoner by 



Nebuchadnezzar to Babylon where he eventually died (2 Chr. 36:5-8; 1 Esdr. 
1:39-42). In somewhat conventional language, Jeremiah predicts the humiliating 
death of Jehoiakim (Jer. 22:18-19; 36:30; cf. Josephus Ant. 10.6.3), without 
reference to a specific location. The Deuteronomist presents Jehoiakim as a 
(compliant) vassal of Egypt who levied an oppressive tax upon the people in 
order to “meet Pharaoh’s demand for money” (2 Kgs. 23:35). After an 
unspecified period (Kings makes no reference here to Egypt’s defeat by the 
Babylonians at Carchemish in 605 [Jer. 46:2]), Jehoiakim became a servant of King 
Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon (2 Kgs 24:1). However, Jehoiakim was not a willing 
vassal; after three years of Babylonian subjugation, he revolted, only to be 
defeated by bands of Arameans (2 Kgs. 24:2; cf. Jer. 35:11). The writer concludes 
that Judah’s defeat was the direct consequence of an entire history of idolatry 
and bloodshed. Jehoiakim is thus viewed by the Deuteronomist as simply another 
Judean king who “did evil in the sight of Yahweh” (2 Kgs. 23:37).

�Although tAlthough the accounthe account of his re of his reign is truign is truncated in ncated in 2 Chronicl2 Chronicles (cf. 36es (cf. 36:4–8), the:4–8), the:4–8), the writerthe writer adds that adds that Jehoiakim Jehoiakim was “boun was “bound in fetted in fetters” by Nebrs” by Nebuchadnezzauchadnezzar and threr and threr and threatenedthreatened with depo with deportation. Wrtation. Whether thehether the Babylonia Babylonian king actn king actually depoually deported Jehoirted Jehorted Jehoiakim Jehoiakim or simply or simply frightenedfrightened him into  him into submissionsubmission is imposs is impossible to deible to determine frtermine from the texomfrfrom the tfrom the text. Accorext. According to thding to the Chronicle Chronicler, Jehoiaer, Jehoiakim was mekim was merely an “erely an “evil king” vil king” who commitwhwho commitwho committed “abomited “abominations” anations” against Yahgainst Yahweh (2 Chrweh (2 Chr. 36:5b, 8. 36:5b, 8; cf. 1 Es; cf. 1 Esdr. 1:37-3dr. 1:37-3dr. 1:37-39, 41:37-39, 42).2).2).

Although the account of his reign is truncated in 2 Chronicles (cf. 36:4–8), 
the writer adds that Jehoiakim was “bound in fetters” by Nebuchadnezzar and 
threatened with deportation. Whether the Babylonian king actually deported 
Jehoiakim or simply frightened him into submission is impossible to determine 
from the text. According to the Chronicler, Jehoiakim was merely an “evil king” 
who committed “abominations” against Yahweh (2 Chr. 36:5b, 8; cf. 1 Esdr. 
1:37-39, 42).

�The writerThe writer of Daniel of Daniel dates to  dates to the “thirdthe “third year of t year of the reign ohe reign of King Jehf King Jehoiakim” (Doiakim” (oiakim” (Dan. 1:1-(Dan. 1:1-2) a siege2) a siege of Jerusa of Jerusalem by Neblem by Nebuchadnezzauchadnezzar (606), ar (606), a reference reference for which for which there is  t there is nthere is no historico historical supportal support. In Jerem. In Jeremiah the “fiah the “fourth yearourth year of King J of King Jehoiakim” ehoiakim” (Jer. 25:1(Jer.(Jer. 25:1(Jer. 25:1; 36:1; 45; 36:1; 45:1; 46:2) :1; 46:2) functions functions literally literally and as a “and as a “code word”code word” for dange for danger, judgmenr, judgr, judgment, judgment, and destruand destruction. Thiction. This date is s date is fraught wifraught with danger th danger because itbecause it is the ac is the accession yecessacaccession accession year of Neyear of Nebuchadnezzbuchadnezzar (605), ar (605), in which hin which he overtooke overtook the Egypt the Egyptian armiesian armieian armies at armies at CarchemishCarchemish before ad before advancing sovancing southward. Tuthward. Thus, the “hus, the “fourth yeafourth year of Jehoir of Jehor of Jehoiakim”Jehoiakim” signals a signals an approachn approaching “enemying “enemy from the  from the north” andnorth” and the immin the imminent end ofent end oent end of Judah.of Judah.of Judah.

The writer of Daniel dates to the “third year of the reign of King Jehoiakim” 
(Dan. 1:1-2) a siege of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar (606), a reference for which 
there is no historical support. In Jeremiah the “fourth year of King Jehoiakim” 
(Jer. 25:1; 36:1; 45:1; 46:2) functions literally and as a “code word” for danger, 
judgment, and destruction. This date is fraught with danger because it is the 
accession year of Nebuchadnezzar (605), in which he overtook the Egyptian 
armies at Carchemish before advancing southward. Thus, the “fourth year of 
Jehoiakim” signals an approaching “enemy from the north” and the imminent end 
of Judah.

�Jeremiah oJeremiah often contrften contrasts the masts the much admireuch admired Josiah ad Josiah and the desnd the despised Jehopised Jehoiakim. TheiakimJehoJehoiakim.Jehoiakim. The abusi The abusive reign ave reign and opulentnd opulent lifestyle lifestyle of Jehoia of Jehoiakim are cokim are compared to mpared to the just rthethe just rthe just rule of hisule of his father (J father (Jer. 22:10-er. 22:10-30). The t30). The text commenext commends Josiah ds Josiah for defendfor defending “the cing “ing “the cause“the cause of the po of the poor and neeor and needy” (Jer. dy” (Jer. 22:16), bu22:16), but condemnst condemns Jehoiakim Jehoiakim for greed for greed and explo greedgreed and greed and exploitatiexploitation, as welon, as well as for “l as for “shedding ishedding innocent blnnocent blood and prood and practicing oacticing oppression pprooppressionoppression and viole and violence” (v. 1nce” (v. 17). In Jer7). In Jer. 36 Jehoi. 36 Jehoiakim is prakim is presented asesented as one who l one who loathes theoatlloathes thloathes the prophetie prophetic word of c word of God. When God. When the king dthe king destroys thestroys the scroll oe scroll of Jeremiahf Jeremiahf Jeremiah, Jeremiah, one can dione can discern in tscern in this text ahis text a deliberat deliberate contraste contrast between J between Josiah’s peosiah’s penitential nitepepenitentiapenitential responsel response to the bo to the book of the ok of the Law (2 KgsLaw (2 Kgs. 22:11) a. 22:11) and Jehoiaknd Jehoiakim’s conteim’s contemptible remcontecontemptibcontemptible reactiole reaction to the rn to the reading of eading of Jeremiah’sJeremiah’s scroll. B scroll. Both “hear”oth “hear” (Heb.  (Heb. qr}qr}) the word) t) the words the words of the booof the book/scroll (k/scroll (2 Kgs. 22:2 Kgs. 22:11; Jer. 311; Jer. 36:24), and6:24), and thus are  thus are afforded aafforded an opportunn opn opportunitopportunity to protey to protect the comct the community fromunity from imminentm imminent disaster. disaster. However,  However, whereas Jowhereaswhereas Jowhereas Josiah “rendsiah “rends” (Heb. s” (Heb. qr{qr{) his clot) his clothes as a shes as a sign of mouign of mourning and rning and repentancerepentancrepentancerepentance, Jehoiaki, Jehoiakim instead m instead “rends” th“rends” the scroll. e scroll. ConsequentConsequently, Josiahly, Josiah saves the saves the nation fr na nation fronation from destructm destruction, at leion, at least temporast temporarily, whiarily, while Jehoiakle Jehoiakim seals tim seals the dreadfuhe dreadful fate of l fatl fate of thfate of the Judean pe Judean people. It eople. It is no wondis no wonder that Jeer that Jehoiakim ishoiakim is portrayed portrayed in the Ha in the Haggadah as ggaHaHaggadah aHaggadah as the perss the personificatioonification of arrogn of arrogance and eance and evil.vil.vil.

Jeremiah often contrasts the much admired Josiah and the despised 
Jehoiakim. The abusive reign and opulent lifestyle of Jehoiakim are compared to 
the just rule of his father (Jer. 22:10-30). The text commends Josiah for defending 
“the cause of the poor and needy” (Jer. 22:16), but condemns Jehoiakim for 
greed and exploitation, as well as for “shedding innocent blood and practicing 
oppression and violence” (v. 17). In Jer. 36 Jehoiakim is presented as one who 
loathes the prophetic word of God. When the king destroys the scroll of 
Jeremiah, one can discern in this text a deliberate contrast between Josiah’s 
penitential response to the book of the Law (2 Kgs. 22:11) and Jehoiakim’s 
contemptible reaction to the reading of Jeremiah’s scroll. Both “hear” (Heb. qr}) 



the words of the book/scroll (2 Kgs. 22:11; Jer. 36:24), and thus are afforded an 
opportunity to protect the community from imminent disaster. However, 
whereas Josiah “rends” (Heb. qr{) his clothes as a sign of mourning and 
repentance, Jehoiakim instead “rends” the scroll. Consequently, Josiah saves the 
nation from destruction, at least temporarily, while Jehoiakim seals the dreadful 
fate of the Judean people. It is no wonder that Jehoiakim is portrayed in the 
Haggadah as the personification of arrogance and evil.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. A. DearJ. A. Dearman, “My Sman, “My Servants thervants the Scribes:e Scribes: Compositi Composition and Conon and Con and Context inContext in Jeremiah  Jeremiah 36,” 36,” JBLJBL 109 (1990 109 (1990): 403–21;): 403–21; J. M. Mye J. M. Myers, rs, 2 Chronicl2 Chronicles.es. AB 13 (Ga AB 13 ( AB 13 (Garden Ci(Garden City, 1965);ty, 1965); E. W. Nic E. W. Nicholson, holson, Preaching Preaching to the Exito the Exiles: A Stules: A Study of the dy of the Prose TradProse TraProse Tradition Tradition in the Booin the Book of Jeremk of Jeremiahiah (New York (New York, 1971); M, 1971); M. A. Taylo. A. Taylor, “Jeremir, “Jeremiah 45: Theah 45: Theah 45: The ProbleThe Problem of Placem of Placement,” ment,” JSOTJSOT 37 (1987) 37 (1987): 79–98.: 79–98.: 79–98.
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�2.2. A high pr A high priest, son iest, son of Hilkiahof Hilkiah and desce and descendant of Sndant of Shallum, tohallum, to whom the  whom the exiles senexileexiles senexiles sent an offert an offering (Bar. ing (Bar. 1:7).1:7).

2. A high priest, son of Hilkiah and descendant of Shallum, to whom the 
exiles sent an offering (Bar. 1:7).

JEHOIARIBJEHOIARIB (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®yaœryeïho®yaœriîb�iîb�) (also JO) (also JOIARIB)IARIB)IARIB)

JEHOIARIB (Heb. yeïho®yaœriîb� ) (also JOIARIB)

A priest dA priest during the uring the reign of Dreign of David (1 Chavid (1 Chr. 24:7); r. 24:7); eponymous eponymous ancestor oancestor of a priestf a priestly house aly priestpriestly hpriestly house amongouse among the retur the returned exilesned exiles (9:10). A (9:10). At Neh. 11:t Neh. 11:10 he is c10 he is called Joiaalled Joiarib.rib.

A priest during the reign of David (1 Chr. 24:7); eponymous ancestor of a 
priestly house among the returned exiles (9:10). At Neh. 11:10 he is called Joiarib.

JEHONADABJEHONADAB (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®naœdyeïho®naœd�aœb��aœb�) ) (also JONA(also JONADAB)DAB)DAB)

JEHONADAB (Heb. yeïho®naœd�aœb� ) 
(also JONADAB)

Alternate Alternate form of Joform of Jonadab (nadab (22).).

Alternate form of Jonadab (2).

JEHONATHANJEHONATHAN (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®naœtyeïho®naœt�aœn�aœn)))

JEHONATHAN (Heb. yeïho®naœt�aœn )

English veEnglish versions oftrsions often render en render the Hebrewthe Hebrew name by t name by the shortenhe shortened form Joed form Jonathan.nathan.nathan.

English versions often render the Hebrew name by the shortened form Jonathan.

�1.1. A Levite  A Levite who travelwho traveled among ted among the cities he cities of Judah tof Judah teaching theaching the Torah due Torah during the rring duduring theduring the reign of  reign of JehoshaphaJehoshaphat (2 Chr. t (2 Chr. 17:8).17:8).17:8).

1. A Levite who traveled among the cities of Judah teaching the Torah 
during the reign of Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 17:8).

�2.2. A postexi A postexilic priestlic priest, head of , head of the fatherthe father’s house o’s house of Shemaiahf Shemaiah (Neh. 12: (Neh. 12:18).18).18).

2. A postexilic priest, head of the father’s house of Shemaiah (Neh. 12:18).

�SeeSee  JONATHAN.JONATHAN.

See JONATHAN.

JEHORAMJEHORAM (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®raœmyeïho®raœm) (also JO) (also JORAM)RAM)RAM)

JEHORAM (Heb. yeïho®raœm) (also JORAM)

�1.1. The son o The son of Ahab whof Ahab who succeeded succeeded his broth his brother Ahaziaher Ahaziah as king o as king of the nortf the northern kingdhenortnorthern knorthern kingdom of ingdom of Israel andIsrael and reigned f reigned from 849 torom 849 to 842  842 B.C.E.B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 1:17; 3:1).:17; 3:1). Jehoram i Je Jehoram isJehoram is criticize criticized for his d for his religious religious practices,practices, but is cr but is credited witedited with removingh removing a pillar  a pilla a pillar of pillar of Baal (2 KgBaal (2 Kgs. 3:2). Ps. 3:2). Portions ofortions of the Elish the Elisha cycle maa cycle may have invy have involved Jehoolved Jehoram (2 Kgsram (2ram (2 Kgs. 6:(2 Kgs. 6:8-7:20).8-7:20).8-7:20).

1. The son of Ahab who succeeded his brother Ahaziah as king of the 
northern kingdom of Israel and reigned from 849 to 842 B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 1:17; 3:1). 
Jehoram is criticized for his religious practices, but is credited with removing a 
pillar of Baal (2 Kgs. 3:2). Portions of the Elisha cycle may have involved Jehoram 
(2 Kgs. 6:8-7:20).

�During JehDuring Jehoram’s reioram’s reign King Megn King Mesha of Moasha of Moab withheldb withheld tribute,  tribute, so Jehoramso Jehoram created a cre created a created a coalition coalition force withforce with Jehoshaph Jehoshaphat of Judaat of Judah and march and marched againshed against Moab. Tht Moab. The kings sueThThe kings The kings succeeded succeeded in routingin routing the Moabi the Moabites and drtes and driving themiving them into the  into the fortified fortified city of Kicitycity of Kicity of Kir-haresethr-hareseth, but the , but the coalition coalition forces witforces withdrew whenhdrew when the Moabi the Moabite king sate king sacrificed hcrsasacrificedsacrificed his eldes his eldest son on tt son on the city wahe city wall (2 Kgs.ll (2 Kgs. 3:4-27).  3:4-27). The MoabitThe Moabite Stone, ce Stone, commissioneommccommissioncommissioned by Meshed by Mesha, is a rea, is a record of Mecord of Mesha’s succsha’s successful reeessful reestablishmestablishment of indent of independence.pindeindependenindependence.ce.ce.

During Jehoram’s reign King Mesha of Moab withheld tribute, so Jehoram 
created a coalition force with Jehoshaphat of Judah and marched against Moab. 
The kings succeeded in routing the Moabites and driving them into the fortified 



city of Kir-hareseth, but the coalition forces withdrew when the Moabite king 
sacrificed his eldest son on the city wall (2 Kgs. 3:4-27). The Moabite Stone, 
commissioned by Mesha, is a record of Mesha’s successful reestablishment of 
independence.

�There is nThere is no mention o mention of Jehoramof Jehoram’s partici’s participation in pation in the anti-Athe anti-Assyrian cossyrian coalition whalition walition which resiwhich resisted Shalmsted Shalmaneser IIIaneser III, but it i, but it is clear ths clear that in 842 at in 842 Jehoram ofJehoram of Israel an Israel and Ahaziah d Ahazd Ahaziah ofAhaziah of Judah for Judah formed a coalmed a coalition agaiition against the Synst the Syrian usurprian usurper Hazael.er Hazael. Their for Their forces engagecesforforces engforces engaged Hazaeaged Hazael’s at Raml’s at Ramoth-gileadoth-gilead and Jehor and Jehoram was wouam was wounded (2 Kgnded (2 Kgs. 8:28-29s. 8:28-2s. 8:28-29; 28:28-29; 2 Chr. 22:5 Chr. 22:5-6a). Whil-6a). While he was re he was recovering ecovering in Jezreelin Jezreel, Ahaziah , Ahaziah visited hivisited him. Jehu thm. Jm. Jehu then Jehu then came to Jecame to Jezreel and zreel and killed botkilled both Jehoram h Jehoram and Ahaziaand Ahaziah (2 Kgs. h (2 Kgs. 9:1-28; cf9:1-28; cf. 2 Chr. 2. 2. 2 Chr. 22:2 Chr. 22:6-9).6-9).6-9).

There is no mention of Jehoram’s participation in the anti-Assyrian coalition 
which resisted Shalmaneser III, but it is clear that in 842 Jehoram of Israel and 
Ahaziah of Judah formed a coalition against the Syrian usurper Hazael. Their 
forces engaged Hazael’s at Ramoth-gilead and Jehoram was wounded (2 Kgs. 
8:28-29; 2 Chr. 22:5-6a). While he was recovering in Jezreel, Ahaziah visited him. 
Jehu then came to Jezreel and killed both Jehoram and Ahaziah (2 Kgs. 9:1-28; cf. 
2 Chr. 22:6-9).

�ExcavationExcavations at Tel Ds at Tel Dan in 1993an in 1993 and 1994  and 1994 uncovered uncovered fragments fragments of an Aramof an Aramaic stela,aic AramAramaic stAramaic stela, apparela, apparently commently commissioned bissioned by Hazael, y Hazael, in which hin which he claims te claims to have kilo have killed [Jeho]lekilkilled [Jekilled [Jeho]ram kinho]ram king of Israeg of Israel and [Ahal and [Ahaz]iah kingz]iah king of Judah. of Judah. The bibli The biblical and epcal and epigraphic digraphepepigraphicepigraphic data seem data seem to be in  to be in conflict, conflict, but there but there is biblicais biblical evidencel evidence of some s of some sort of allort oort of alliancof alliance between e between Hazael andHazael and Jehu (1 K Jehu (1 Kgs. 19:17)gs. 19:17). Jehu ext. Jehu exterminated erminated the remainthe remaining Omrideinremainremaining remaining Omrides anOmrides and succeeded succeeded Jehoram d Jehoram as king ofas king of Israel (2 Israel (2 Kgs. 9:30 Kgs. 9:30-10:11).-10:11).-10:11).

Excavations at Tel Dan in 1993 and 1994 uncovered fragments of an 
Aramaic stela, apparently commissioned by Hazael, in which he claims to have 
killed [Jeho]ram king of Israel and [Ahaz]iah king of Judah. The biblical and 
epigraphic data seem to be in conflict, but there is biblical evidence of some sort 
of alliance between Hazael and Jehu (1 Kgs. 19:17). Jehu exterminated the 
remaining Omrides and succeeded Jehoram as king of Israel (2 Kgs. 9:30-10:11).

�2.2. Jehoshaph Jehoshaphat’s son aat’s son and successnd successor as kingor as king of Judah. of Judah. He became He became king at t king at the age of he aghe age of 32,age of 32, perhaps i perhaps initially anitially as a co-regs a co-regent with hent with his father,is father, and reign and reigned from 84ed from 849 to 842 (9 to 89 to 842 (1 Kgs842 (1 Kgs. 22:42, 5. 22:42, 50; cf. 2 K0; cf. 2 Kgs. 8:16, gs. 8:16, 17; 3:1). 17; 3:1). His wife wHis wife was Athaliaas Athaliah, the dauh, the daughter (Syrghter daudaughter (daughter (Syr. “sistSyr. “sister”) of Aher”) of Ahab (2 Kgs.ab (2 Kgs. 8:18, 26) 8:18, 26). This mar. This marriage was riage was probably aprobably arranged asrranaarranged aarranged as part of s part of an alliancan alliance between e between Ahab and JAhab and Jehoshaphatehoshaphat (1 Kgs. 2 (1 Kgs. 22:2, 44). 2:2, 44). The DeuterThThe DeuterThe Deuteronomistic onomistic editor of editor of Kings consKings considered Jehidered Jehoram an aporam an apostate andostate and attribute attribut attributedattributed his apost his apostasy to hisasy to his marriage  marriage (2 Kgs. 8:(2 Kgs. 8:18; cf. 2 18; cf. 2 Chr. 21:6)Chr. 21:6). Accordin. According to the Cg to tg to the Chronithe Chronicler Jehorcler Jehoram killed am killed his brothehis brothers and madrs and made “high ple “high places” (2 Caces” (2 Chr. 21:11-hr. 21:11-13).121:11-21:11-13).21:11-13).

2. Jehoshaphat’s son and successor as king of Judah. He became king at the 
age of 32, perhaps initially as a co-regent with his father, and reigned from 849 to 
842 (1 Kgs. 22:42, 50; cf. 2 Kgs. 8:16, 17; 3:1). His wife was Athaliah, the 
daughter (Syr. “sister”) of Ahab (2 Kgs. 8:18, 26). This marriage was probably 
arranged as part of an alliance between Ahab and Jehoshaphat (1 Kgs. 22:2, 44). 
The Deuteronomistic editor of Kings considered Jehoram an apostate and 
attributed his apostasy to his marriage (2 Kgs. 8:18; cf. 2 Chr. 21:6). According to 
the Chronicler Jehoram killed his brothers and made “high places” (2 Chr. 
21:11-13).

�During JehDuring Jehoram’s reioram’s reign, the Edgn, the Edomites revomites revolted. Jeholted. Jehoram attemoram attempted to repted to reestablish estabrereestablisreestablish hegemonyh hegemony over Edom over Edom, but was , but was unsuccessfunsuccessful; Libnahul; Libnah also revo also revolted durinlted durinlted during hisduring his reign (2  reign (2 Kgs. 8:20-Kgs. 8:20-22; 2 Chr.22; 2 Chr. 21:8-10). 21:8-10). The Chron The Chronicler alsoicler also indicates indicates that beca that that becauthat because of Jehose of Jehoram’s sinsram’s sins Judah suf Judah suffered a plfered a plague and wague and was attackeas attacked by the Pd by the PhilistineshilPPhilistinePhilistines and the s and the Arabs, theArabs, the latter re latter resulting insulting in the loss  the loss of Jehoramof Jehoram’s wives a’s wives and sons, wnd sonnd sons, withsons, with the excep the exception of Ahtion of Ahaziah (2 Caziah (2 Chr. 21:16-hr. 21:16-17 LXX). T17 LXX). The Chroniche Chronicler adds tler adds tler adds that Yahwethat Yahweh punishedh punished Jehoram w Jehoram with a boweith a bowel disease l disease causing hicausing his prematurs premature death (2e death (e death (2 Chr. 21(2 Chr. 21:15, 18-19:15, 18-19). He was ). He was buried in buried in Jerusalem Jerusalem and succeeand succeeded by hisded by his son Ahazi son Ahaziah, but acaAhaziAhaziah, bAhaziah, but accordiut according to the ng to the ChroniclerChronicler he was no he was not buried it buried in a royal n a royal tomb (2 Chtomb (2 Chr. 21:20; rChChr. 21:20Chr. 21:20; cf. 2 Kg; cf. 2 Kgs. 8:24).s. 8:24).s. 8:24).

During Jehoram’s reign, the Edomites revolted. Jehoram attempted to 
reestablish hegemony over Edom, but was unsuccessful; Libnah also revolted 
during his reign (2 Kgs. 8:20-22; 2 Chr. 21:8-10). The Chronicler also indicates 
that because of Jehoram’s sins Judah suffered a plague and was attacked by the 
Philistines and the Arabs, the latter resulting in the loss of Jehoram’s wives and 
sons, with the exception of Ahaziah (2 Chr. 21:16-17 LXX). The Chronicler adds 
that Yahweh punished Jehoram with a bowel disease causing his premature death 
(2 Chr. 21:15, 18-19). He was buried in Jerusalem and succeeded by his son 
Ahaziah, but according to the Chronicler he was not buried in a royal tomb (2 
Chr. 21:20; cf. 2 Kgs. 8:24).

�3.3. A priest  A priest of Judah dof Judah during the uring the 9th centur9th century during ty during the time ofhe time of Jehoshaph Jehoshaphat, commisat, coat, commissioncommissioned to teaced to teach the law h the law (2 Chr. 17(2 Chr. 17:8-9).:8-9).:8-9).

3. A priest of Judah during the 9th century during the time of Jehoshaphat, 
commissioned to teach the law (2 Chr. 17:8-9).
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JEHOSHABEAJEHOSHABEATHTH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®sûabyeïho®sûab�{at��{at�) ) (also JEHO(also JEHOSHEBA)SHEBA)SHEBA)

JEHOSHABEATH (Heb. yeïho®sûab�{at� ) 
(also JEHOSHEBA)

The daughtThe daughter of Kinger of King Jehoram o Jehoram of Judah. Sf Judah. She spared he spared Ahaziah’s Ahaziah’s son Jehoiason Jehoiada from thda from thda from the queen the queen mother Athmother Athaliah (2 Caliah (2 Chr. 22:11)hr. 22:11). At 2 Kgs. At 2 Kgs. 11:2 she. 11:2 she is called is called Jehosheba Jehosheba..

The daughter of King Jehoram of Judah. She spared Ahaziah’s son Jehoiada from 
the queen mother Athaliah (2 Chr. 22:11). At 2 Kgs. 11:2 she is called Jehosheba.

JEHOSHAPHAJEHOSHAPHATT (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®sûaœyeïho®sûaœp�aœt�p�aœt�)))

JEHOSHAPHAT (Heb. yeïho®sûaœp�aœt� )

�1.1. The son o The son of Ahilud, f Ahilud, who servedwho served as  as mazkiîrmazkiîr under Dav under David (2 Sam.id (2 Sam. 8:16; 20: 8:16; 20:24; 1 Chr.220:20:24; 1 C20:24; 1 Chr. 18:15)hr. 18:15) and Solom and Solomon (1 Kgs.on (1 Kgs. 4:3). The 4:3). The function  function of the of the mazkiîrmazkiîr remains u remai remains unremains unknown, witknown, with suggestih suggestions ranginons ranging from recg from recorder or aorder or archivist (rchivist (cf. LXX, ecf. LXX, esp. 2 Sam.seesp. 2 Samesp. 2 Sam. 8:16) to. 8:16) to herald an herald and secretard secretary of statey of state. Comparis. Comparisons with tons with the office he office of the Egyof tof the Egyptithe Egyptian “speakean “speaker” r” (whmw)(whmw) have led  have led some to unsome to understand Jderstand Jehoshaphatehoshaphat’s role to’s role to be that o toto be thatto be that of report of reporting to theing to the king and  king and making themaking the king’s de king’s decrees knowcrees known to othern to others.s.otherothers.others.others.

1. The son of Ahilud, who served as mazkiîr under David (2 Sam. 8:16; 
20:24; 1 Chr. 18:15) and Solomon (1 Kgs. 4:3). The function of the mazkiîr 
remains unknown, with suggestions ranging from recorder or archivist (cf. LXX, 
esp. 2 Sam. 8:16) to herald and secretary of state. Comparisons with the office of 
the Egyptian “speaker” (whmw) have led some to understand Jehoshaphat’s role 
to be that of reporting to the king and making the king’s decrees known to 
others.

�2.2. The son o The son of Paruah, f Paruah, who servedwho served as one of as one of the 12 of the 12 officials ovficials over Israel er Israel to furnishto furnto furnish prfurnish provisions fovisions for Solomonor Solomon’s househo’s household, includld, including feed fing feed for his horor his horses (1 Kgsses (1 Kgs. 4:27-28[. 4:. 4:27-28[MT4:27-28[MT 5:7–8]).  5:7–8]). Each officEach officer was reser was responsible fponsible for one monor one month of the th of the year, and year, and JehoshaphaJeJehoshaphaJehoshaphat served it served in this capn this capacity overacity over the land  the land of Issachaof Issachar (1 Kgs. r (1 Kgs. 4:17).4:17).4:17).

2. The son of Paruah, who served as one of the 12 officials over Israel to 
furnish provisions for Solomon’s household, including feed for his horses (1 Kgs. 
4:27-28[MT 5:7–8]). Each officer was responsible for one month of the year, and 
Jehoshaphat served in this capacity over the land of Issachar (1 Kgs. 4:17).

�3.3. King of J King of Judah, son udah, son of Asa andof Asa and Azubah da Azubah daughter of ughter of Shilhi. HeShilhi. He came to t came to the throne he thhe throne at throne at age 35, reage 35, reigned for igned for 25 years (25 years (ca. 874–85ca. 874–850 0 B.C.E.B.C.E.), and was), and was succeeded succeeded by his so by h by his son Jehis son Jehoram. 1 Khoram. 1 Kgs. 22 indgs. 22 indicates thaicates that (1) Jehot (1) Jehoshaphat coshaphat continued thntinued the religioue religious policiess pos policies opolicies of Asa and f Asa and so was faiso was faithful to Ythful to Yahweh, butahweh, but he did no he did not take thet take the “high pla “high places” away;ces”plaplaces” awplaces” away; (2) heay; (2) he made peac made peace with thee with the rulers of rulers of Israel (v Israel (v. 44[MT 45. 44[MT 45]); and (3]); and (3) he had “) he) he had “shhe had “ships of Tarips of Tarshish” conshish” constructed fstructed for gold tror gold trade with Oade with Ophir, but phir, but the vesselthe vessels were wres ws were wreckwere wrecked at Ezioed at Ezion-geber (vn-geber (vv. 48–49[4v. 48–49[49–50]). 2 9–50]). 2 Chr. 20:37Chr. 20:37 construes construes this last this last matter di m matter difmatter differently, ferently, condemningcondemning Jehoshaph Jehoshaphat for colat for collaboratinglaborating with Ahaz with Ahaziah in theiah in the venture a ve venture anventure and noting td noting that the shhat the ships were bips were built in Ezuilt in Ezion-geber ion-geber and destroand destroyed after yed after the prophethethe prophethe prophet Eliezer t Eliezer rebuked Jerebuked Jehoshaphat hoshaphat for enterifor entering into anng into an agreement agreement with the  with the Israelite IIsraelite Israelite king.king.king.

3. King of Judah, son of Asa and Azubah daughter of Shilhi. He came to the 
throne at age 35, reigned for 25 years (ca. 874–850 B.C.E.), and was succeeded by 
his son Jehoram. 1 Kgs. 22 indicates that (1) Jehoshaphat continued the religious 
policies of Asa and so was faithful to Yahweh, but he did not take the “high 
places” away; (2) he made peace with the rulers of Israel (v. 44[MT 45]); and (3) 
he had “ships of Tarshish” constructed for gold trade with Ophir, but the vessels 
were wrecked at Ezion-geber (vv. 48–49[49–50]). 2 Chr. 20:37 construes this last 
matter differently, condemning Jehoshaphat for collaborating with Ahaziah in the 
venture and noting that the ships were built in Ezion-geber and destroyed after 
the prophet Eliezer rebuked Jehoshaphat for entering into an agreement with the 
Israelite king.

�The reportThe reports about Jes about Jehoshaphat’hoshaphat’s militarys military alliances alliances with Ahab with Ahab against t against the Syrianshe Syrianhe Syrians (1Syrians (1 Kgs. 22:1 Kgs. 22:1-36) and w-36) and with Jehoraith Jehoram against m against Moab (2 KgMoab (2 Kgs. 3:4-27)s. 3:4-27) depict th depict the king of e ke king of Juking of Judah as a gdah as a godly man, odly man, who insistwho insisted on heared on hearing the woing the word of Yahwrd of Yahweh’s propheh’s propheh’s prophet beprophet before goingfore going into batt into battle. Both ale. Both accounts arccounts are problemae problematic, howevtic, however, since er, since in each ininin each inin each instance it stance it seems likeseems likely that anly that another Judeother Judean king woan king would have buld have been involveen involved. In theed.involvinvolved. involved. In the epiIn the episode involsode involving Moab,ving Moab, Jehoshaph Jehoshaphat had dieat had died before Jd before Jehoram assehoram assumed the tuassassumed thassumed the throne oe throne of Israel, f Israel, and therefand therefore the twore the two could noo could not have engt have engaged in a aged in a joint milijojoint milijoint military expedtary expedition. In ition. In the case othe case of the battf the battle againstle against the Syria the Syrians at Ramons at Ramoth-gilead,th-gileRamoRamoth-gilRamoth-gilead, J. Maead, J. Maxwell Millxwell Miller has mader has made a convine a convincing case cing case for placinfor placing the eveng the event in the lt int in the latin the later part ofer part of Jehu’s dy Jehu’s dynasty, sugnasty, suggesting thgesting that originaat originally the relly the report did nport did not refer tot refeot refer to Jrefer to Jehoshaphatehoshaphat and Ahab  and Ahab but more vbut more vaguely to aguely to the king othe king of Judah anf Judah and the kingd the king of Israel o of Israel.of Israel.

The reports about Jehoshaphat’s military alliances with Ahab against the 
Syrians (1 Kgs. 22:1-36) and with Jehoram against Moab (2 Kgs. 3:4-27) depict the 
king of Judah as a godly man, who insisted on hearing the word of Yahweh’s 
prophet before going into battle. Both accounts are problematic, however, since 
in each instance it seems likely that another Judean king would have been 
involved. In the episode involving Moab, Jehoshaphat had died before Jehoram 
assumed the throne of Israel, and therefore the two could not have engaged in a 



joint military expedition. In the case of the battle against the Syrians at 
Ramoth-gilead, J. Maxwell Miller has made a convincing case for placing the event 
in the later part of Jehu’s dynasty, suggesting that originally the report did not 
refer to Jehoshaphat and Ahab but more vaguely to the king of Judah and the king 
of Israel.

�ChroniclesChronicles enlarges  enlarges the Kings the Kings account ofaccount of Jehosheph Jehoshephat dramatiat dramatically and cally and depicts thdepictdepicts thdepicts the king more king more favorable favorably, reportiy, reporting that heng that he fortified fortified, provisio, provisioned, and gned, and garrisoned arrisggarrisonedgarrisoned his terri his territories agatories against Israeinst Israel and othel and other foreign r foreign powers andpowers and that God  that God blessed hiblesblessed hiblessed him with peam with peace (2 Chr.ce (2 Chr. 17:2, 10- 17:2, 10-19). After19). After reproduci reproducing with feng with few changes w changes the Kings ththe Kings the Kings report aboreport about battle ut battle with Syriawith Syria at Ramoth at Ramoth-gilead (2-gilead (2 Chr. 18:1 Chr. 18:1-34), Chro-34), Chronicles notniChroChroniclesChronicles notes tha notes that the seert the seer Jehu, son Jehu, son of Hanani of Hanani, rebuked , rebuked JehoshaphaJehoshaphat for his t for his alliance wallalliance walliance with Israelith Israel (19:1–3). (19:1–3). In additi In addition, 2 Chr.on, 2 Chr. 20:1-30 d 20:1-30 describes Jescribes Jehoshaphatehoshaphat’s success’s suc’s successfulsuccessful defense o defense of his terrf his territory agaiitory against an allnst an alliance of Miance of Moabites, Aoabites, Ammonites, mmonites, and Meunitand and Meunitand Meunites (or “ines (or “inhabitants habitants of Mt. Seiof Mt. Seir”; comparr”; compare vv. 1, 2e vv. 1, 23), a stor3), a story with supy with superficial perfisupsuperficiasuperficial parallell parallels to 2 Kgss to 2 Kgs. 3:4-27. . 3:4-27. JehoshaphaJehoshaphat proclaimt proclaimed a fast,ed a fast, appealed  appealed to God forto Goto God for heGod for help, and unlp, and under the guder the guidance of idance of the Levitethe Levite Jahaziel  Jahaziel led his peled his people out fople out for battle,or bor battle, whbattle, where they fere they found that ound that their enemtheir enemies had deies had destroyed onstroyed one another.e another. Finally,  Finally, JehoshaphaJehJehoshaphaJehoshaphat is portrt is portrayed as a ayed as a diligent rdiligent ruler conceuler concerned with rned with the religithe religious observous observance of hiancobservobservanceobservance of his pe of his people and tople and the adminishe administration oftration of justice i justice in the landn the land. He sent . He sent princes, Lprinprinces, Lprinces, Levites, anevites, and priests d priests into the cinto the cities of Jities of Judah to teudah to teach the boach the book of the ok of the law of Godlaw oflaw of God (2 of God (2 Chr. 17:7-Chr. 17:7-9) and app9) and appointed judointed judges througges throughout his khout his kingdom, esingdom, establishingtablishing in Jerusa i in Jerusalin Jerusalem Levitesem Levites, priests,, priests, and heads and heads of famili of families to judges to judge disputese disputes brought t brought to them (19o theo them (19:4them (19:4–11). The –11). The extent to extent to which Chrowhich Chronicles’ pinicles’ picture of Jcture of Jehoshaphatehoshaphat’s reign i’s reign is related s rs related torelated to actual hi actual historical estorical events is uvents is unclear.nclear.nclear.

Chronicles enlarges the Kings account of Jehoshephat dramatically and 
depicts the king more favorably, reporting that he fortified, provisioned, and 
garrisoned his territories against Israel and other foreign powers and that God 
blessed him with peace (2 Chr. 17:2, 10-19). After reproducing with few changes 
the Kings report about battle with Syria at Ramoth-gilead (2 Chr. 18:1-34), 
Chronicles notes that the seer Jehu, son of Hanani, rebuked Jehoshaphat for his 
alliance with Israel (19:1–3). In addition, 2 Chr. 20:1-30 describes Jehoshaphat’s 
successful defense of his territory against an alliance of Moabites, Ammonites, 
and Meunites (or “inhabitants of Mt. Seir”; compare vv. 1, 23), a story with 
superficial parallels to 2 Kgs. 3:4-27. Jehoshaphat proclaimed a fast, appealed to 
God for help, and under the guidance of the Levite Jahaziel led his people out for 
battle, where they found that their enemies had destroyed one another. Finally, 
Jehoshaphat is portrayed as a diligent ruler concerned with the religious 
observance of his people and the administration of justice in the land. He sent 
princes, Levites, and priests into the cities of Judah to teach the book of the law 
of God (2 Chr. 17:7-9) and appointed judges throughout his kingdom, establishing 
in Jerusalem Levites, priests, and heads of families to judge disputes brought to 
them (19:4–11). The extent to which Chronicles’ picture of Jehoshaphat’s reign is 
related to actual historical events is unclear.

�4.4. The son o The son of Nimshi af Nimshi and father nd father of Jehu, kof Jehu, king of Isring of Israel (2 Kgsael (2 Kgs. 9:2, 14). 9:2, 14)...

4. The son of Nimshi and father of Jehu, king of Israel (2 Kgs. 9:2, 14).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. F. AlbrW. F. Albright, “Theight, “The Judicial  Judicial Reform of Reform of JehoshaphaJehoshaphat,” in t,” in Alexander AlexaAlexander Alexander Marx JubilMarx Jubilee Volume,ee Volume, ed. S. Li ed. S. Lieberman (Neberman (New York, 1ew York, 1950), 61–8950), 61–82; G. N. K2; G. N. Knoppers, “nKKnoppers, Knoppers, “Reform an“Reform and Regressid Regression: The Chon: The Chronicler’sronicler’s Presentat Presentation of Jehion of Jehoshaphat,”oshaphatJehJehoshaphaJehoshaphat,” t,” BiblBibl 72 (1991) 72 (1991): 500–24; : 500–24; J. M. MillJ. M. Miller, “The Eer, “The Elisha Cycllisha Cycle and the e and the Accounts oAccouAccounts oAccounts of the Omrif the Omride Wars,” de Wars,” JBLJBL 85 (1966) 85 (1966): 441–54; : 441–54; Miller andMiller and J. H. Hay J. H. Hayes, es, A History A HA History ofHistory of Ancient I Ancient Israel and srael and JudahJudah (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1986phia, 1986).).).

Bibliography. W. F. Albright, “The Judicial Reform of Jehoshaphat,” in 
Alexander Marx Jubilee Volume, ed. S. Lieberman (New York, 1950), 61–82; G. N. 
Knoppers, “Reform and Regression: The Chronicler’s Presentation of 
Jehoshaphat,” Bibl 72 (1991): 500–24; J. M. Miller, “The Elisha Cycle and the 
Accounts of the Omride Wars,” JBL 85 (1966): 441–54; Miller and J. H. Hayes, A 
History of Ancient Israel and Judah (Philadelphia, 1986).
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JEHOSHAPHAJEHOSHAPHATT (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®sûaœyeïho®sûaœp�aœt�p�aœt�), VALLEY ), VALLEY OFOFOF

JEHOSHAPHAT (Heb. yeïho®sûaœp�aœt� ), VALLEY OF

Lit., “theLit., “the valley (w valley (where) Yahwhere) Yahweh judges”eh judges” (Joel 3:2 (Joel 3:2, 12[MT 4:, 12[MT 4:2, 12]). I2, 12]). Identified dentified as the Hinas theas the Hinnomthe Hinnom Valley, t Valley, the Kidron he Kidron Valley, anValley, and the Kingd the King’s Valley ’s Valley (2 Sam. 18(2 Sam. 18:18), it i:18), it is popularls pops popularly popularly thought tothought to be on the be on the eastern s eastern side of Jeride of Jerusalem, beusalem, between the tween the city and tcity and the Mount ohetthe Mount the Mount of Olives.of Olives. The valle The valley is assocy is associated withiated with God’s fin God’s final judgmenal judgment on evil t on evil nations annatinations annations and his restd his restoration oforation of Jerusalem Jerusalem in the me in the messianic agssianic age (Joel 3:e (Joel 3:14[4:14] r14[4:14] refers to ieferrrefers to refers to it as the it as the “valley of“valley of decision” decision”), and may), and may be a figu be a figurative ratrative rather than aher than a geographi geogra geographicgeographical term.al term.al term.

Lit., “the valley (where) Yahweh judges” (Joel 3:2, 12[MT 4:2, 12]). Identified as 
the Hinnom Valley, the Kidron Valley, and the King’s Valley (2 Sam. 18:18), it is 
popularly thought to be on the eastern side of Jerusalem, between the city and 
the Mount of Olives. The valley is associated with God’s final judgment on evil 
nations and his restoration of Jerusalem in the messianic age (Joel 3:14[4:14] 
refers to it as the “valley of decision”), and may be a figurative rather than a 



geographical term.

Richard A.Richard A. Spencer Spencer

Richard A. Spencer

JEHOSHEBAJEHOSHEBA (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®sûebyeïho®sûeb�a{�a{) ) (also JEHO(also JEHOSHABEATH)SHABEATH)SHABEATH)

JEHOSHEBA (Heb. yeïho®sûeb�a{ ) 
(also JEHOSHABEATH)

The daughtThe daughter of Kinger of King Joram and Joram and half-sist half-sister of Kinger of King Ahaziah o Ahaziah of Judah (2f Judah (2 Kgs. 11:2 Kgs. 11:2-3); also -3)11:211:2-3); a11:2-3); also calledlso called Jehoshabe Jehoshabeath, wife ath, wife of Jehoiadof Jehoiada the priea the priest (2 Chr.st (2 Chr. 22:11-12) 22:11-12). The stor. The. The story The story of her savof her saving the kiing the king’s infanng’s infant son Joast son Joash from Athh from Athaliah’s maaliah’s massacre andssacre and then hidi the then hidinthen hiding him in tg him in the temple he temple is one of is one of the few plthe few places in Heaces in Hebrew Scripbrew Scriptures whertures where women alewherwhere womewhere women alone can alone carry the narry the narrative acrrative action. Jehotion. Jehosheba’s rosheba’s role also rele also reflects theflects the close ass c close assoclose association ofciation of, and poli, and political rivatical rivalries betwlries between, the peen, the palace and alace and temple in temple in ancient moancienancient moancient monarchies.narchies.narchies.

The daughter of King Joram and half-sister of King Ahaziah of Judah (2 Kgs. 
11:2-3); also called Jehoshabeath, wife of Jehoiada the priest (2 Chr. 22:11-12). 
The story of her saving the king’s infant son Joash from Athaliah’s massacre and 
then hiding him in the temple is one of the few places in Hebrew Scriptures 
where women alone carry the narrative action. Jehosheba’s role also reflects the 
close association of, and political rivalries between, the palace and temple in 
ancient monarchies.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. DutcherP. Dutcher-Walls, -Walls, Narrative Narrative Art, PolitArt, Political Rhetoical Rhetoric: The Cric: The Case of Athase of Aase of Athaliah aAthaliah and Joash.nd Joash. JSOTSup 2 JSOTSup 209 (Sheffi09 (Sheffield, 1996)eld, 1996); S. Japhe; S. Japhet, t, I and II CI and II Chronicles.hronicles. OTL (Loui OTL  OTL (LouisOTL (Louisville, 199ville, 1993).3).3).

Bibliography. P. Dutcher-Walls, Narrative Art, Political Rhetoric: The Case of 
Athaliah and Joash. JSOTSup 209 (Sheffield, 1996); S. Japhet, I and II Chronicles. 
OTL (Louisville, 1993).
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Patricia Dutcher-Walls

JEHOVAHJEHOVAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïhoœwaœhyeïhoœwaœh)))

JEHOVAH (Heb. yeïhoœwaœh)

A name of A name of God, devisGod, devised ca. theed ca. the 16th cent 16th century ury C.E.C.E. by artifi by artificially comcially combining thebining the consonant cons consonantsconsonants of the na of the name Yahweh me Yahweh ((YHWH;YHWH; held by t held by the Jews tohe Jews to be unutte be unutterable) andrable) and the vowel andand the voand the vowels of thwels of the substitue substitute name Adte name Adonai (“theonai (“the Lord”). Lord”). Lord”).

A name of God, devised ca. the 16th century C.E. by artificially combining the 
consonants of the name Yahweh (YHWH; held by the Jews to be unutterable) 
and the vowels of the substitute name Adonai (“the Lord”).

�SeeSee  YAHWEH.YAHWEH.

See YAHWEH.

JEHOVAH-JIJEHOVAH-JIREHREH (Heb.  (Heb. YHWH yir}eYHWH yir}ehh)))

JEHOVAH-JIREH (Heb. YHWH yir}eh)

The name gThe name given by Abiven by Abraham to traham to the place whe place where God phere God provided hirovided him a ram tom a ram to be offere be off be offered inoffered in place of  place of Isaac (GenIsaac (Gen. 22:14; N. 22:14; NRSV “the LRSV “the Lord will pord will provide”). rovide”). The locatiThe location remainson locatilocation rlocation remains uncemains uncertain, alertain, although trathough tradition favdition favors the siors the site of the te of the Solomonic Solomonic temple; antemtemple; antemple; an alternate alternate suggestio suggestion is the sn is the sanctuary oanctuary of the oak f the oak of Moreh aof Moreh at Shechem.t Shechem.

The name given by Abraham to the place where God provided him a ram to be 
offered in place of Isaac (Gen. 22:14; NRSV “the Lord will provide”). The 
location remains uncertain, although tradition favors the site of the Solomonic 
temple; an alternate suggestion is the sanctuary of the oak of Moreh at Shechem.

JEHOVAH-NIJEHOVAH-NISSISSI (Heb.  (Heb. YHWH nissiYHWH nissiîî)))

JEHOVAH-NISSI (Heb. YHWH nissiî)

Moses’ namMoses’ name for the e for the altar commaltar commemorating emorating the Israelthe Israelite victorite victory over they over the Amalekite Amalekite AmalekitesAmalekites at Rephid at Rephidim (Exod. im (Exod. 17:15; NRS17:15; NRSV “The LorV “The Lord is my bad is my banner”).nner”).

Moses’ name for the altar commemorating the Israelite victory over the 
Amalekites at Rephidim (Exod. 17:15; NRSV “The Lord is my banner”).

JEHOVAH-SHJEHOVAH-SHALOMALOM (Heb.  (Heb. YHWH sûaœlYHWH sûaœlo®mo®m)))

JEHOVAH-SHALOM (Heb. YHWH sûaœlo®m)

The name wThe name which Gideohich Gideon gave to n gave to the altar the altar he construhe constructed at Opcted at Ophrah (Judghrah (Judg. 6:23; NR. 6:23; N. 6:23; NRSV “The NRSV “The Lord is peLord is peace”).ace”).

The name which Gideon gave to the altar he constructed at Ophrah (Judg. 6:23; 
NRSV “The Lord is peace”).

JEHOZABADJEHOZABAD (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®zaœbyeïho®zaœb�aœd��aœd�)))

JEHOZABAD (Heb. yeïho®zaœb�aœd� )

�1.1. A servant A servant of Joash  of Joash of Judah wof Judah who particiho participated in tpated in the king’s he king’s assassinatassassination. Accorion. Accion. According According to 2 Kgs. to 2 Kgs. 12:21(MT 212:21(MT 22) he was 2) he was the son ofthe son of Shomer, b Shomer, but 2 Chr. ut 2 Chr. 24:26 call24:26 call24:26 calls him calls him the son ofthe son of Shimrith  Shimrith (a variant(a variant of Shomer of Shomer), a Moabi), a Moabite woman. te woman. He in turnHe in turn was assas w was assasswas assassinated by inated by Joash’s soJoash’s son and succn and successor, Amaessor, Amaziah (ziah (4; 4; cf. 2 Kgs.cf. 2 Kgs. 14:5). 14:5). 14:5).

1. A servant of Joash of Judah who participated in the king’s assassination. 



According to 2 Kgs. 12:21(MT 22) he was the son of Shomer, but 2 Chr. 24:26 
calls him the son of Shimrith (a variant of Shomer), a Moabite woman. He in turn 
was assassinated by Joash’s son and successor, Amaziah (4; cf. 2 Kgs. 14:5).

�2.2. The secon The second son of Od son of Obed-edom; bed-edom; a Korahitea Korahite Levite an Levite and gatekeepd gatekeeper for theer for the temple (1 t temple (1 temple (1 Chr. 26:4)Chr. 26:4)...

2. The second son of Obed-edom; a Korahite Levite and gatekeeper for the 
temple (1 Chr. 26:4).

�3.3. A Benjami A Benjaminite commanite commander of thnder of thousands duousands during the rring the reign of Jeeign of Jehoshaphat hoshaphat (2 Chr. 17(2(2 Chr. 17(2 Chr. 17:18).:18).:18).

3. A Benjaminite commander of thousands during the reign of Jehoshaphat 
(2 Chr. 17:18).

Timothy P.Timothy P. Jenney Jenney

Timothy P. Jenney

JEHOZADAKJEHOZADAK (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®s�aœyeïho®s�aœd�aœqd�aœq) ) (also JOZA(also JOZADAK)DAK)DAK)

JEHOZADAK (Heb. yeïho®s�aœd�aœq ) 
(also JOZADAK)

The son ofThe son of the chief the chief priest Se priest Seraiah who raiah who was exiledwas exiled to Babylo to Babylon by Nebucn by Nebuchadnezzar hadnezzarNebucNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar (1 Chzzar (1 Chr. 6:14-15r. 6:14-15[MT 5:40–4[MT 5:40–41]); fathe1]); father of the pr of the postexilic ostexilic high prieshigh priest Joshua, tpriespriest Jospriest Joshua, who hhua, who helped to relped to rebuild theebuild the temple (H temple (Hag. 1:1, 1ag. 1:1, 12, 14; 2:22, 14; 2:2, 4; Zech., 4; Zech. 6:11). In 6:11 6:11). In 6:11). In Ezra and NEzra and Nehemiah thehemiah the name appe name appears as Joears as Jozadak.zadak.zadak.

The son of the chief priest Seraiah who was exiled to Babylon by 
Nebuchadnezzar (1 Chr. 6:14-15[MT 5:40–41]); father of the postexilic high 
priest Joshua, who helped to rebuild the temple (Hag. 1:1, 12, 14; 2:2, 4; Zech. 
6:11). In Ezra and Nehemiah the name appears as Jozadak.

Timothy P.Timothy P. Jenney Jenney

Timothy P. Jenney

JEHUJEHU (Heb.  (Heb. yeähu®}yeähu®})))

JEHU (Heb. yeähu®})

�1.1. A prophet A prophetic figure ic figure in the erain the era of King B of King Baasha of Iaasha of Israel, idesrael, identified asntified as the son o the son o the son of Hanani of Hanani (1 Kgs. 16(1 Kgs. 16:1-4). He :1-4). He received areceived a divine or divine oracle to deacle to deliver a juliver a judgment prodgment pronouncing tnoupropronouncinpronouncing the deatg the death of Baashh of Baasha and the a and the demise of demise of the royal the royal house. Lathouse. Later he confer he confronted Kinrconfconfrontedconfronted King Jeho King Jehoshaphat ofshaphat of Judah and Judah and reprimand reprimanded him fored him for his allia his alliance with Knce with King Ahab oiKKing Ahab King Ahab of Israel of Israel (2 Chr. 19(2 Chr. 19:2-3).:2-3).:2-3).

1. A prophetic figure in the era of King Baasha of Israel, identified as the son 
of Hanani (1 Kgs. 16:1-4). He received a divine oracle to deliver a judgment 
pronouncing the death of Baasha and the demise of the royal house. Later he 
confronted King Jehoshaphat of Judah and reprimanded him for his alliance with 
King Ahab of Israel (2 Chr. 19:2-3).

�2.2. King of I King of Israel for srael for 28 years (28 years (ca. 843–81ca. 843–816 6 B.C.E.B.C.E.). Jehu us). Jehu usurped the urped the throne frothrone frothrone from Joramfrom Joram/Jehoram a/Jehoram and establind established a dynshed a dynasty that asty that lasted almlasted almost a centost a century.ury.ury.

2. King of Israel for 28 years (ca. 843–816 B.C.E.). Jehu usurped the throne 
from Joram/Jehoram and established a dynasty that lasted almost a century.

�Jehu’s patJehu’s patronymic inronymic information formation is given ais given as both “sos both “son of Nimshn of Nimshi” (1 Kgs.i” (1 Kgs. 19:16; 2  19:16;  19:16; 2 K19:16; 2 Kgs. 9:20; gs. 9:20; 2 Chr. 22:2 Chr. 22:7) and “so7) and “son of Jehosn of Jehoshaphat, sohaphat, son of Nimshn of Nimshi” (2 Kgs.i” (2 Kgs. 9:2, 14). 9:2 9:2, 14). 9:2, 14). Most scholMost scholars regardars regard Jehoshaph Jehoshaphat as the at as the name of hiname of his father as father and Nimshi nd Nimshi that of hiththat of hithat of his grandfats grandfather. The dher. The designationesignation “son of N “son of Nimshi” is,imshi” is, therefore therefore, better u, better understood nderuunderstoodunderstood as descen as descendant of Nidant of Nimshi. It hmshi. It has also beas also been suggesten suggested that Nied that Nimshi is thmshi is the name of e ththe name othe name of the clanf the clan to which  to which Jehu belonJehu belonged. Finalged. Finally, the dely, the designation signation “son of Je“son of Jehoshaphat”hoshJeJehoshaphaJehoshaphat” may be t” may be a later ada later addition to dition to the text, the text, Jehu’s fatJehu’s father then bher then being Nimsheing Nimshi.i.i.

Jehu’s patronymic information is given as both “son of Nimshi” (1 Kgs. 
19:16; 2 Kgs. 9:20; 2 Chr. 22:7) and “son of Jehoshaphat, son of Nimshi” (2 Kgs. 
9:2, 14). Most scholars regard Jehoshaphat as the name of his father and Nimshi 
that of his grandfather. The designation “son of Nimshi” is, therefore, better 
understood as descendant of Nimshi. It has also been suggested that Nimshi is 
the name of the clan to which Jehu belonged. Finally, the designation “son of 
Jehoshaphat” may be a later addition to the text, Jehu’s father then being Nimshi.

�In the AssIn the Assyrian inscyrian inscriptions oriptions of Shalmanef Shalmaneser III (ser III (ANET,ANET, 280–81) J 280–81) Jehu is ideehu is identified asntifieideidentifiedidentified as  as iauía maœriauía maœr humriî humriî (lit., “J (lit., “Jehu son ofehu son of Omri”). S Omri”). Such a desiuch a designation cognation cognation contradictcontradicts the infos the information prrmation provided by ovided by the OT andthe OT and has confo has confounded schounded scholars for alars for alars for almost a calmost a century. Seentury. Several propveral proposals haveosals have been offe been offered: (1) Ared: (1) Akk. kk. iauíaiauía may merel may merely represeny merelmerely repmerely represent theresent the divine na divine name Yaw, anme Yaw, and thus be d thus be taken as ataken as a hypocoris hypocoristicon for ticon for Joram or JJJoram or JJoram or Jehu; sinceehu; since Joram is  Joram is a descendaa descendant of Omrint of Omri, , iauíaiauía is more l is more likely Joraikely Joram. This prm. Thm. This propoThis proposal has nosal has not won mucht won much support.  support. (2) Akk. (2) Akk. maœrmaœr ——— is us ——— is used to denoed to denoed to denote a cdenote a citizen or itizen or native of native of a city or a city or a country,a country, and thus  and thus is a synonis a synonym for a gym for a gentilic. Tentiliggentilic. gentilic. The AssyriThe Assyrians continans continued to refued to refer to Israer to Israel either el either as as maœt humrimaœt humriîî (“the lan (“the  (“the land(“the land of Omri”) of Omri”) or  or maœt biät-maœt biät-humriîhumriî (“the lan (“the land of Beth-d of Beth-omri”) untomri”) until the falil the fail the fall of thfall of the northerne northern kingdom.  kingdom. Thus, Thus, iauía maœriauía maœr humriî humriî is to be  is to be understoodunderstood as “Jehu  as “ as “Jehu the “Jehu the (Biät)-Hum(Biät)-Humrite.” (3)rite.” (3) Jehu was  Jehu was a descendaa descendant of a dint of a different brfferent branch of thanch of the Omri clae Oe Omri clan Omri clan than Ahab.than Ahab. This is o This is one reason ne reason why the biwhy the biblical texblical texts always ts always refer to trefer to the event ohe tthe event the event of Jehu’s of Jehu’s coup as thcoup as the destructe destruction of theion of the house of  house of Ahab (2 KgAhab (2 Kgs. 9:7-9; s. 9:7-9; 10:10-11) 10:110:10-11) 10:10-11) and not thand not the destructe destruction of theion of the house of  house of Omri.Omri.Omri.

In the Assyrian inscriptions of Shalmaneser III (ANET, 280–81) Jehu is 
identified as iauía maœr humriî (lit., “Jehu son of Omri”). Such a designation 
contradicts the information provided by the OT and has confounded scholars for 
almost a century. Several proposals have been offered: (1) Akk. iauía may 
merely represent the divine name Yaw, and thus be taken as a hypocoristicon for 
Joram or Jehu; since Joram is a descendant of Omri, iauía is more likely Joram. 
This proposal has not won much support. (2) Akk. maœr ——— is used to 
denote a citizen or native of a city or a country, and thus is a synonym for a 



gentilic. The Assyrians continued to refer to Israel either as maœt humriî 
(“the land of Omri”) or maœt biät-humriî (“the land of Beth-omri”) until the 
fall of the northern kingdom. Thus, iauía maœr humriî is to be understood as 
“Jehu the (Biät)-Humrite.” (3) Jehu was a descendant of a different branch of the 
Omri clan than Ahab. This is one reason why the biblical texts always refer to 
the event of Jehu’s coup as the destruction of the house of Ahab (2 Kgs. 9:7-9; 
10:10-11) and not the destruction of the house of Omri.

�According According to 2 Kgs. to 2 Kgs. 9-10 Jehu 9-10 Jehu was one ofwas one of the comma the commanders of tnders of the army (he army (síaœreî hasíaœ((síaœreî h(síaœreî hah�ayilah�ayil), perhaps), perhaps even the  even the chief commchief commander (theander (the messenger messenger addresses addresse addresses addresses him as him as hasísíaœr,hasísíaœr, “the comm “the commander”; 9:ander”; 9:5). The na5). The narrator setrrator set the ascen the ascendancy of Jdascenascendancyascendancy of Jehu t of Jehu to the Israo the Israelite throelite throne in the ne in the context ofcontext of a border  a border conflict bconflict between Isretwebbetween Isbetween Israel and Arael and Aram-Damascram-Damascus (now ruus (now ruled by Hazled by Hazael) at Raael) at Ramoth-gileamoth-gilead. This cod. This d. This conflThis conflict arose ict arose following following the usurpathe usurpation of thtion of the Damascene Damascene throne be throne by Hazael, y Hazael, which led wwhich led which led to the colto the collapse of tlapse of the allianche alliance of Syro-e of Syro-PalestiniaPalestinian states ln states led by Hadaed by Hadadezer of DdezerHadaHadadezer Hadadezer of Damascuof Damascus and Irh˙s and Irh˙uleni of Huleni of Hamath. Isramath. Israel under ael under Ahab was aAhab was a major par major p major participanparticipant (t (ANET,ANET, 278–79) i 278–79) in this coan this coalition, whlition, which had beich had been successen successful in cheful in checking the cking chechecking tchecking the advancehe advance of Shalma of Shalmaneser III neser III into Syriainto Syria-Palestine-Palestine. King Jor. King Joram was wouam was wounded by thndwouwounded bywounded by the Arame the Arameans in batans in battle and hatle and had to returd to return to Jezren to Jezreel to recuel to recuperate (2 perate (2 Kgs. 8:28-KKgs. 8:28-Kgs. 8:28-29). With 29). With the king gthe king gone from tone from the battlefhe battlefield, the ield, the stage was stage was set for Jeset for Jehu’s coup.hu’s JeJehu’s couJehu’s coup. The narp. The narrator of 2rator of 2 Kgs. 9-10 Kgs. 9-10 attribute attributes the motis the motivation forvation for the coup  the coup to divine to to divine to divine initiativeinitiative (cf. 1 Kg (cf. 1 Kgs. 19:15-1s. 19:15-17, where E7, where Elijah was lijah was commanded commanded by Yahweh by Yahweh to anoint toto anoint to anoint Jehu as kiJehu as king). The png). The prophet Elirophet Elisha summonsha summons a discips a disciple to go ale to go anoint Jehunoint Jehu as king o as as king ovas king over Israel.er Israel. As the di As the disciple anosciple anoints Jehu,ints Jehu, he delive he delivers to him rs to him also a divalso a divine oracleine oraine oracle, thoracle, that he willat he will “strike d “strike down the hoown the house of youuse of your master, r master, Ahab,” as Ahab,” as vengeance vengeance on Jezebelonon Jezebelon Jezebel (2 Kgs. 9 (2 Kgs. 9:6-8). Whe:6-8). When the othen the other officersr officers learn wha learn what has trant has transpired, thspired, they quicklyey qey quickly prquickly proclaim Jehoclaim Jehu king. Whu king. While the diile the divine initivine initiative is mative is meant to gieant to give legitimve legitimation to tation legitimlegitimatilegitimation to the on to the revolt, itrevolt, it is noneth is nonetheless moreeless more appropria appropriately viewetely viewed as a mild as a military coupitarymilmilitary cmilitary coup. Takinoup. Taking advantagg advantage of Jorame of Joram’s incapac’s incapacitation, Jitation, Jehu leads ehu leads a conspiraa conspiracy and goecy acy and goes aand goes after the ifter the incapacitatncapacitated monarched monarch. King Aha. King Ahaziah of Juziah of Judah has aldah has also gone toso gone to Jezreel t J Jezreel toJezreel to visit Jor visit Joram. Unsuspam. Unsuspecting, boecting, both Joram ath Joram and Ahaziahnd Ahaziah go out to go out to meet Jehu meet Jehu, and Jora, a, and Joram and Joram is killed is killed (2 Kgs. 9:(2 Kgs. 9:14-26). Wi14-26). With Joram dth Joram dead, Jehu ead, Jehu continues continues with the kwith the killing of illinkkilling ofkilling of Ahaziah o Ahaziah of Judah (2f Judah (2 Kgs. 9:27 Kgs. 9:27-28) and J-28) and Jezebel (vvezebel (vv. 30–37) a. 30–37) and mastermnd masterminds the mindsmastermmastermindmasterminds the masss the massacre of thacre of the house ofe house of Ahab (10: Ahab (10:1–17). The1–17). The final act final act of Jehu,  of Jehu, according acaccording according to the narto the narrator, is rator, is the destruthe destruction of tction of the Baal cuhe Baal cult — its wlt — its worshippersorshippers, its pill, its, its pillarits pillar, and its , and its temple (2 temple (2 Kgs. 10:18Kgs. 10:18-27). The -27). The theologicatheological reason fl reason for the posor the positive asseitive aitive assessmentassessment of the co of the coup in the up in the 2 Kings ac2 Kings account is qcount is quite evideuite evident, namelynt, namely, that Jeh, that Jehu is crediu is u is crediteis credited for the d for the dismantlindismantling of Baal g of Baal worship inworship in Israel in Israel in the 9th c the 9th century. Whentury. While the prile thile the prophethe prophetic partictic participation inipation in the coup  the coup may not bemay not be historica historically accurally accurate, it serte, it serves as a dves aves as a divinas a divine sanctione sanction for the r for the revolt.evolt.

According to 2 Kgs. 9-10 Jehu was one of the commanders of the army 
(síaœreî hah�ayil ), perhaps even the chief commander (the messenger 
addresses him as hasísíaœr, “the commander”; 9:5). The narrator set the 
ascendancy of Jehu to the Israelite throne in the context of a border conflict 
between Israel and Aram-Damascus (now ruled by Hazael) at Ramoth-gilead. 
This conflict arose following the usurpation of the Damascene throne by Hazael, 
which led to the collapse of the alliance of Syro-Palestinian states led by 
Hadadezer of Damascus and Irh˙uleni of Hamath. Israel under Ahab was a major 
participant (ANET, 278–79) in this coalition, which had been successful in 
checking the advance of Shalmaneser III into Syria-Palestine. King Joram was 
wounded by the Arameans in battle and had to return to Jezreel to recuperate (2 
Kgs. 8:28-29). With the king gone from the battlefield, the stage was set for 
Jehu’s coup. The narrator of 2 Kgs. 9-10 attributes the motivation for the coup 
to divine initiative (cf. 1 Kgs. 19:15-17, where Elijah was commanded by Yahweh 
to anoint Jehu as king). The prophet Elisha summons a disciple to go anoint Jehu 
as king over Israel. As the disciple anoints Jehu, he delivers to him also a divine 
oracle, that he will “strike down the house of your master, Ahab,” as vengeance 
on Jezebel (2 Kgs. 9:6-8). When the other officers learn what has transpired, they 
quickly proclaim Jehu king. While the divine initiative is meant to give 
legitimation to the revolt, it is nonetheless more appropriately viewed as a 
military coup. Taking advantage of Joram’s incapacitation, Jehu leads a conspiracy 
and goes after the incapacitated monarch. King Ahaziah of Judah has also gone to 
Jezreel to visit Joram. Unsuspecting, both Joram and Ahaziah go out to meet Jehu, 
and Joram is killed (2 Kgs. 9:14-26). With Joram dead, Jehu continues with the 
killing of Ahaziah of Judah (2 Kgs. 9:27-28) and Jezebel (vv. 30–37) and 
masterminds the massacre of the house of Ahab (10:1–17). The final act of Jehu, 
according to the narrator, is the destruction of the Baal cult — its worshippers, 
its pillar, and its temple (2 Kgs. 10:18-27). The theological reason for the positive 
assessment of the coup in the 2 Kings account is quite evident, namely, that Jehu 
is credited for the dismantling of Baal worship in Israel in the 9th century. While 
the prophetic participation in the coup may not be historically accurate, it serves 
as a divine sanction for the revolt.



King Jehu King Jehu of Israel of Israel bowing in bowing in submissionsubmission before th before the Assyriane Assyrian Shamanese Shamaneser III; Blar III; Black Obeliskck BlaBlack ObelBlack Obelisk, Nimruisk, Nimrud (841 d (841 B.C.E.B.C.E.) (Copyrig) (Copyright Britishht British Museum) Museum)

King Jehu of Israel bowing in submission before the Assyrian Shamaneser III; 
Black Obelisk, Nimrud (841 B.C.E.) (Copyright British Museum)

�The propheThe prophet Hosea oft Hosea offers an enfers an entirely diftirely different assferent assessment ofessment of Jehu’s co Jehu’s coup. Accordup. Accup. According According to Hosea, to Hosea, because ofbecause of the blood the bloodbath that bath that took placetook place in Jezree in Jezreel, Yahweh l, Yahweh will puniswwill puniswill punish the Jehuh the Jehu dynasty a dynasty and put an nd put an end to theend to the northern  northern kingdom (Hkingdom (Hos. 1:4-5)os. 1:4-5)...

The prophet Hosea offers an entirely different assessment of Jehu’s coup. 
According to Hosea, because of the bloodbath that took place in Jezreel, Yahweh 
will punish the Jehu dynasty and put an end to the northern kingdom (Hos. 1:4-5).

�ShalmaneseShalmaneser III (858r III (858–824) ment–824) mentions in hiions in his annals ts annals that he mouhat he mounted a camnted a campaign agaipaign camcampaign acampaign against Hazgainst Hazael of Araael of Aram-Damascusm-Damascus in his 18 in his 18th year (8th year (841–840). F41–840). Following aollowing aollowing a devastata devastating defeating defeat of Hazael of Hazael, the Assy, the Assyrian king rian king claims thaclaims that he receit he received tributved tribute from thee froe from the Tfrom the Tyrians, Siyrians, Sidonians, adonians, and Jehu thnd Jehu the e (Biät(Biät)-Humrite )-Humrite (or “son o(or “son of Omri”). f Omri”). Also, in aAlsoAlso, in aAlso, in a panel of  panel of the Black the Black Obelisk reObelisk relief of Shlief of Shalmaneser almaneser III Jehu iIII Jehu is depicteds depicted as bowing as bo as bowing befbowing before the Asore the Assyrian kinsyrian king and presg and presenting trienting tribute (bute (ANEP,ANEP, 351;  351; ANET,ANET, 281). The 281). Th 281). These AssyThese Assyrian textsrian texts are perha are perhaps suggestps suggestive of a pive of a political rolitical realignmentealignment of Israel of Israel’s foreign’s for’s foreign poforeign policy. In elicy. In earlier camarlier campaigns of paigns of ShalmaneseShalmaneser in Syriar in Syria-Palestine-Palestine (in 853 [ (in 853 [the famousthe fathe famous Batfamous Battle of Qartle of Qarqar], 849,qar], 849, 848, and  848, and 845), the 845), the Assyrian kAssyrian king confroing confronted a strnted a strong coalitonstrstrong coastrong coalition, lelition, led by Hadadd by Hadadezer of Arezer of Aram-Damascuam-Damascus and Irhus and Irhuleni of Haleni of Hamath, and math, andmath, and was foand was forced to turced to turn back earn back each time atch time at the Oront the Orontes River. es River. Israel, unIsrael, under Ahab, der Ahab, was a majowwas a majowas a major participr participant in theant in the coalition coalition. The camp. The campaign in thaign in the 18th yeae 18th year is marker is markedly differdlymarkemarkedly dmarkedly different fifferent from the earom the earlier camprlier campaigns. Theaigns. The usurpatio usurpation of Hazaen of Hazael of the Dl of the Damascene taDDamascene Damascene throne prothrone probably led bably led to the disto the disintegratiointegration of the an of the anti-Assyrinti-Assyrian coalitian coalition. Withouoncoaliticoalition.coalition. Without a Without a strong co strong coalition toalition to thwart th thwart the advance e advance of the Assof the Assyrians, Jeyrians, Jehu may havhu mhu may have fmay have found it exound it expedient topedient to alter Isr alter Israel’s foreael’s foreign policyign policy and submi and submit to Shalmt to Shalmaneser. SianeShalmShalmaneseShalmaneser. Since tr. Since the Israelihe Israelites were ates were already conlready contending witending with an Aramth an Aramean offensean offensive (2 Kgsioffensoffensive offensive (2 Kgs. 8:(2 Kgs. 8:28-29), Je28-29), Jehu’s submihu’s submission to Assion to Assyria wasssyria was a tactica a tactical move to l move to avoid furtavoidavoid furtavoid further assaulher assault.t.t.

Shalmaneser III (858–824) mentions in his annals that he mounted a 
campaign against Hazael of Aram-Damascus in his 18th year (841–840). Following 
a devastating defeat of Hazael, the Assyrian king claims that he received tribute 
from the Tyrians, Sidonians, and Jehu the (Biät)-Humrite (or “son of Omri”). 
Also, in a panel of the Black Obelisk relief of Shalmaneser III Jehu is depicted as 
bowing before the Assyrian king and presenting tribute (ANEP, 351; ANET, 281). 
These Assyrian texts are perhaps suggestive of a political realignment of Israel’s 
foreign policy. In earlier campaigns of Shalmaneser in Syria-Palestine (in 853 [the 
famous Battle of Qarqar], 849, 848, and 845), the Assyrian king confronted a 
strong coalition, led by Hadadezer of Aram-Damascus and Irhuleni of Hamath, 
and was forced to turn back each time at the Orontes River. Israel, under Ahab, 
was a major participant in the coalition. The campaign in the 18th year is 
markedly different from the earlier campaigns. The usurpation of Hazael of the 
Damascene throne probably led to the disintegration of the anti-Assyrian 
coalition. Without a strong coalition to thwart the advance of the Assyrians, Jehu 
may have found it expedient to alter Israel’s foreign policy and submit to 
Shalmaneser. Since the Israelites were already contending with an Aramean 
offensive (2 Kgs. 8:28-29), Jehu’s submission to Assyria was a tactical move to 
avoid further assault.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Elat, “M. Elat, “The CampaiThe Campaigns of Shagns of Shalmaneser Ilmaneser III againstII against Aram and  Aram and Aram and Israeland Israel,” ,” IEJIEJ 25 (1975) 25 (1975): 25–35; P: 25–35; P. K. McCar. K. McCarter, “‘Yawter, “‘Yaw, Son of , Son of {Omri’{Omri’: A Philol: A Philological NotogPhilolPhilologicPhilological Note onal Note on Israelite Israelite Chronolog Chronology,” y,” BASORBASOR 216 (1974 216 (1974): 5–7; T.): 5–7; T. J. Schnei J. Schneider, “RethderSchneiSchneider,Schneider, “Rethinki “Rethinking Jehu,” ng Jehu,” BiblBibl 77 (1996) 77 (1996): 100–7.: 100–7.: 100–7.

Bibliography. M. Elat, “The Campaigns of Shalmaneser III against Aram 
and Israel,” IEJ 25 (1975): 25–35; P. K. McCarter, “‘Yaw, Son of {Omri’: A 
Philological Note on Israelite Chronology,” BASOR 216 (1974): 5–7; T. J. 
Schneider, “Rethinking Jehu,” Bibl 77 (1996): 100–7.

�3.3. The son o The son of Obed andf Obed and father of father of Azariah i Azariah in the Judan the Judahite geneahite genealogy (1 Chlogy (1 Chr. 2:38).r. 2:r. 2:38).2:38).2:38).

3. The son of Obed and father of Azariah in the Judahite genealogy (1 Chr. 
2:38).

�4.4. The son o The son of Joshibiaf Joshibiah, a Simeoh, a Simeonite (1 Chnite (1 Chr. 4:35).r. 4:35).r. 4:35).

4. The son of Joshibiah, a Simeonite (1 Chr. 4:35).

�5.5. A Benjami A Benjamite from Ante from Anathoth whoathoth who served Da served David at Zikvid at Ziklag as a wlag as a warrior (1 arrior (1 Chr. 12:3)ChChr. 12:3)Chr. 12:3)...

5. A Benjamite from Anathoth who served David at Ziklag as a warrior (1 
Chr. 12:3).

Jeffrey K.Jeffrey K. Kuan Kuan

Jeffrey K. Kuan

JEHUBBAHJEHUBBAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïh�ubba®yeïh�ubba®)))

JEHUBBAH (Heb. yeïh�ubba® )

An AsheritAn Asherite, son of e, son of Shemer andShemer and descendan descendant of Beriat of Beriah (h (K K 1 Chr. 7:31 Chr. 7:34; 4; Q Q “and Hubba“and Hub“and Hubbah”).Hubbah”).

An Asherite, son of Shemer and descendant of Beriah (K 1 Chr. 7:34; Q “and 
Hubbah”).



JEHUCALJEHUCAL (Heb.  (Heb. yeïhu®k�alyeïhu®k�al) (also JU) (also JUCAL)CAL)CAL)

JEHUCAL (Heb. yeïhu®k�al ) (also JUCAL)

The son ofThe son of Shelemiah Shelemiah, sent by , sent by King ZedekKing Zedekiah to soliah to solicit the picit the prayers of rayers of the prophethe prophet Jeremiaht Jt Jeremiah (Jeremiah (Jer. 37:3)Jer. 37:3). At Jer. . At Jer. 38:1 he is38:1 he is called Ju called Jucal.cal.

The son of Shelemiah, sent by King Zedekiah to solicit the prayers of the prophet 
Jeremiah (Jer. 37:3). At Jer. 38:1 he is called Jucal.

JEHUDJEHUD (Heb.  (Heb. yeïhu®d�yeïhu®d�)))

JEHUD (Heb. yeïhu®d� )

A city in A city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Dan (J of Dan (Josh. 19:45osh. 19:45), probabl), probably located y located at modern at modern el-Yehuœdiel-Yel-Yehuœdiel-Yehuœdiîyeh/Yehudîyeh/Yehud (139159), (139159), 13 km. (8 13 km. (8 mi.) SE o mi.) SE of Joppa.f Joppa.

A city in the tribal territory of Dan (Josh. 19:45), probably located at modern 
el-Yehuœdiîyeh/Yehud (139159), 13 km. (8 mi.) SE of Joppa.

JEHUDIJEHUDI (Heb.  (Heb. yeïhu®d�iîyeïhu®d�iî)))

JEHUDI (Heb. yeïhu®d�iî )

A court ofA court officer sentficer sent by the of by the officials toficials to summon Ba summon Baruch to brruch to bring Jeremiing Jeremiah’s prophah’s prophecies befoecprophpropheciesprophecies before Ki before King Jehoiakng Jehoiakim (Jer. 3im (Jer. 36:14). Lat6:14). Later Jehudi er Jehudi himself brhimself brought the ought the scroll andscrscroll andscroll and read it t read it to the kingo the king, who cut , who cut off portiooff portions and burns and burned them (ned them (Jer. 36:21Jer. 36:21, 23). The, 23, 23). The g23). The gentilic foentilic form of the rm of the name suggename suggests that Jsts that Jehudi (“Juehudi (“Judahite”) wdahite”) was of foreas of foreign originign foreforeign orforeign origin.igin.

A court officer sent by the officials to summon Baruch to bring Jeremiah’s 
prophecies before King Jehoiakim (Jer. 36:14). Later Jehudi himself brought the 
scroll and read it to the king, who cut off portions and burned them (Jer. 36:21, 
23). The gentilic form of the name suggests that Jehudi (“Judahite”) was of 
foreign origin.

JEHUELJEHUEL (Heb.  (Heb. yeïh�u®}eäyeïh�u®}eäll)))

JEHUEL (Heb. yeïh�u®}eäl )

A Levite oA Levite of the sonsf the sons of Heman  of Heman who assistwho assisted with Heed with Hezekiah’s rzekiah’s reforms (eforms (K K 2 Chr. 29:2 Chr. 292 Chr. 29:14; so 29:14; so NRSV); proNRSV); probably the bably the same as Jesame as Jehielhiel 6  6 ((Q Q yeïh�iî}eäyeïh�iî}eäll).).).

A Levite of the sons of Heman who assisted with Hezekiah’s reforms (K 2 Chr. 
29:14; so NRSV); probably the same as Jehiel 6 (Q yeïh�iî}eäl ).

David PaulDavid Paul Latoundji Latoundji

David Paul Latoundji

JEIELJEIEL (Heb.  (Heb. yeï{eî}eälyeï{eî}eäl) (also JE) (also JEHIEL, JEUEHIEL, JEUEL)L)L)

JEIEL (Heb. yeï{eî}eäl) (also JEHIEL, JEUEL)

A common lA common levitical nevitical name from tame from the time ofhe time of David to  David to that of Ezthat of Ezra and Nehra and Nehemiah. Theemiah. Themiah. The variatThe variation in theion in the spelling  spelling of this naof this name (Jehielme (Jehiel, Jeuel) i, Jeuel) is simply ds simply due to Hebrue to Hebrew orthogrew ortew orthographorthography.y.y.

A common levitical name from the time of David to that of Ezra and Nehemiah. 
The variation in the spelling of this name (Jehiel, Jeuel) is simply due to Hebrew 
orthography.

�1.1. A chief o A chief of a Reubenf a Reubenite clan (ite clan (1 Chr. 5:71 Chr. 5:7).).).

1. A chief of a Reubenite clan (1 Chr. 5:7).

�2.2. The fathe The father of Gibeor of Gibeon and a Len and a Levite in thvite in the genealoge genealogy of Saul y of Saul (1 Chr. 9:(1 Chr. 9:35; cf. NR35; cf. 35; cf. NRSV 8cf. NRSV 8:29). The :29). The Hebrew texHebrew text is writtt is written Jehuel,en Jehuel, but is to but is to be read J be read Jeiel (cf. eiel (cf. NIV).NIV).NIV).NIV).NIV).

2. The father of Gibeon and a Levite in the genealogy of Saul (1 Chr. 9:35; 
cf. NRSV 8:29). The Hebrew text is written Jehuel, but is to be read Jeiel (cf. 
NIV).

�3.3. One of th One of the two sonse two sons of Hotham of Hotham the Aroer the Aroerite; one oite; one of David’s f David’s warriors (warriors (1 Chr. 11:1 C1 Chr. 11:44Chr. 11:44; ; K K Jeuel).Jeuel).Jeuel).

3. One of the two sons of Hotham the Aroerite; one of David’s warriors (1 
Chr. 11:44; K Jeuel).

�4.4. A Levite  A Levite harpist apharpist appointed topointed to the secon the second rank of d rank of musicians musicians who playedwho played while the wh while the while the ark was moark was moved from tved from the house ohe house of Obed-edof Obed-edom to Jerusm to Jerusalem (1 Chalem (1 Chr. 15:18; r. 15:1r. 15:18; 21)15:18; 21). This app. This appointment bointment became permecame permanent afteanent after the ark r the ark was placedwas placed in the te in the tent David bntetent Davidtent David built for built for it (1 Chr it (1 Chr. 16:5).. 16:5).. 16:5).

4. A Levite harpist appointed to the second rank of musicians who played 
while the ark was moved from the house of Obed-edom to Jerusalem (1 Chr. 
15:18; 21). This appointment became permanent after the ark was placed in the 
tent David built for it (1 Chr. 16:5).

�5.5. An Asaphi An Asaphite Levite,te Levite, ancestor  ancestor of the proof the prophet Jahazphet Jahaziel (2 Chriel (2 Chr. 20:14).. 20:14).. 20:14).

5. An Asaphite Levite, ancestor of the prophet Jahaziel (2 Chr. 20:14).

�6.6. A secreta A secretary who helry who helped preparped prepare a militae a military roster ry roster for King Ufor King Uzziah (2 Czziah (2 Chr. 26:11)hr. 2hr. 26:11).26:11).26:11).

6. A secretary who helped prepare a military roster for King Uzziah (2 Chr. 
26:11).

�7.7. A chief o A chief of the Levif the Levites who cotes who contributed ntributed to the Pasto the Passover offesover offering for tring for the Leviteshe Levhe Levites atLevites at the time  the time of Josiah of Josiah (2 Chr. 35(2 Chr. 35:9).:9).:9).

7. A chief of the Levites who contributed to the Passover offering for the 
Levites at the time of Josiah (2 Chr. 35:9).



�8.8. A priest  A priest and a descand a descendant of endant of Nebo, listNebo, listed among ted among the priestshe priests guilty of guilty of intermarr interm intermarriintermarriage with fage with foreign womoreign women (Ezra 1en (Ezra 10:43).0:43).0:43).

8. A priest and a descendant of Nebo, listed among the priests guilty of 
intermarriage with foreign women (Ezra 10:43).

David PaulDavid Paul Latoundji Latoundji/Timothy P/Timothy P. Jenney. Jenney
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JEKABZEELJEKABZEEL (Heb.  (Heb. yeïqab�s�eyeïqab�s�eï}eälï}eäl)))

JEKABZEEL (Heb. yeïqab�s�eï}eäl )

A city of A city of Judah nearJudah near the Edomi the Edomite border te border (Neh. 11:2(Neh. 11:25). Prior 5). Prior to the Exito the Exile it was le it was called Kabcallcalled Kabcalled Kabzeel.zeel.

A city of Judah near the Edomite border (Neh. 11:25). Prior to the Exile it was 
called Kabzeel.

JEKAMEAMJEKAMEAM (Heb.  (Heb. yeïqam{aœmyeïqam{aœm)))

JEKAMEAM (Heb. yeïqam{aœm)

The fourthThe fourth son of He son of Hebron (1 Chbron (1 Chr. 23:19);r. 23:19); head of a head of a levitical levitical father’s  father’s house (24:house (24:23).23).(24:(24:23).(24:23).

The fourth son of Hebron (1 Chr. 23:19); head of a levitical father’s house 
(24:23).

JEKAMIAHJEKAMIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïqamya®yeïqamya®)))

JEKAMIAH (Heb. yeïqamya®)

�1.1. A Judahit A Judahite, son of e, son of Shallum anShallum and descendad descendant of Jerant of Jerahmeel (1 Chmeel (1 Chr. 2:41).hr. 2:41).

1. A Judahite, son of Shallum and descendant of Jerahmeel (1 Chr. 2:41).

�2.2. A son or  A son or descendantdescendant of King J of King Jeconiah (Jeconiah (Jehoiachin)ehoiachin) of Judah  of Judah (1 Chr. 3:(1 Chr. 3:18).18).

2. A son or descendant of King Jeconiah (Jehoiachin) of Judah (1 Chr. 3:18).

JEKUTHIELJEKUTHIEL (Heb.  (Heb. yeïqu®t�iîyeïqu®t�iî}eäl}eäl)))

JEKUTHIEL (Heb. yeïqu®t�iî}eäl )

A JudahiteA Judahite, descenda, descendant of Merent of Mered and fathd and father of Zanoer of Zanoah (1 Chr.ah (1 Chr. 4:18). 4:18).

A Judahite, descendant of Mered and father of Zanoah (1 Chr. 4:18).

JEMIMAHJEMIMAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïmiîma®yeïmiîma®)))

JEMIMAH (Heb. yeïmiîma®)

The first The first of Job’s tof Job’s three daughhree daughters, bornters, born to him af to him after his foter his fortunes werrtunes were restorede restored (Job 42:1 (Jo (Job 42:14(Job 42:14).).

The first of Job’s three daughters, born to him after his fortunes were restored 
(Job 42:14).

JEMUELJEMUEL (Heb.  (Heb. yeïmu®}eälyeïmu®}eäl) (also NE) (also NEMUEL)MUEL)MUEL)

JEMUEL (Heb. yeïmu®}eäl) (also NEMUEL)

A son of SA son of Simeon (Genimeon (Gen. 46:10; E. 46:10; Exod. 6:15)xod. 6:15). At Num. . At Num. 26:12; 1 C26:12; 1 Chr. 4:24 hhr. 4:24 he is callee is called Nemuel.d callecalled Nemcalled Nemuel.uel.

A son of Simeon (Gen. 46:10; Exod. 6:15). At Num. 26:12; 1 Chr. 4:24 he is 
called Nemuel.

JEPHTHAHJEPHTHAH (Heb.  (Heb. yip�tah�yip�tah�)))

JEPHTHAH (Heb. yip�tah� )

A militaryA military leader wh leader who successfo successfully direcully directed Gileadted Gilead’s resista’s resistance of Ammnce of Ammonite occuonite occupation andpoccuoccupationoccupation and subse and subsequently sequently served as jurved as judge (Judg.dge (Judg. 10:6-12:7 10:6-12:7). Jephtha). Jephthah’s victorh’s victory is tempey isy is tempereis tempered by its td by its tragic and ragic and morally ammorally ambiguous cobiguous consequencesnsequences: his vow,: his vow, resulting resulting in his da in in his dauin his daughter’s deghter’s death, and hath, and his battle is battle against Epagainst Ephraimite khraimite kinsmen.insmen.insmen.

A military leader who successfully directed Gilead’s resistance of Ammonite 
occupation and subsequently served as judge (Judg. 10:6-12:7). Jephthah’s victory 
is tempered by its tragic and morally ambiguous consequences: his vow, resulting 
in his daughter’s death, and his battle against Ephraimite kinsmen.

�The main bThe main body of theody of the Jephthah  Jephthah cycle, a ccycle, a collection ollection of older tof older traditions raditions and later and laterand later intelater interpolationsrpolations, begins i, begins inauspiciounauspiciously with Jsly with Jephthah, sephthah, son of a haon of a harlot and “rlot and “Gilead” (pGilead““Gilead” (“Gilead” (probably tprobably the personihe personification ofication of the terrf the territory) expitory) expelled fromelled from his home  his home by his halby by his halby his half-brothersf-brothers. Like Abi. Like Abimelech (Jumelech (Judg. 9:4) adg. 9:4) and David (nd David (1 Sam. 22:1 Sam. 22:1-2), Jeph1-2), Jephthah becomthahJephJephthah bJephthah becomes a becomes a brigand chirigand chief. Later,ef. Later, the Gilea the Gileadite elderdite elders appeal ts appeal to Jephthaho Jephthah to use hi to to use histo use his fighting  fighting skills agaskills against theirinst their Ammonite  Ammonite oppressorsoppressors. After ne. After negotiating gotiating to become to beto become notbecome not only Gile only Gilead’s tempoad’s temporary militrary military commanary commander but alder but also permaneso permanent chief, nt chient chief, Jepchief, Jephthah conshthah consents.ents.ents.

The main body of the Jephthah cycle, a collection of older traditions and 
later interpolations, begins inauspiciously with Jephthah, son of a harlot and 
“Gilead” (probably the personification of the territory) expelled from his home 
by his half-brothers. Like Abimelech (Judg. 9:4) and David (1 Sam. 22:1-2), 
Jephthah becomes a brigand chief. Later, the Gileadite elders appeal to Jephthah 
to use his fighting skills against their Ammonite oppressors. After negotiating to 
become not only Gilead’s temporary military commander but also permanent 



chief, Jephthah consents.

�Jephthah aJephthah attempts tottempts to press Isr press Israel’s claiael’s claims to the ms to the disputed Tdisputed Transjordanransjordanian territian terrian territory territory diplomaticdiplomatically. Jephally. Jephthah’s dipthah’s diplomacy (Julomacy (Judg. 11:12-dg. 11:12-28) presen28) presents historits historical-criticcal-crhistorihistoricalhistorical-critical -critical problems, problems, in that hein that he addresses addresses an Ammoni an Ammonite king wite king with argumenth arguments pertaintsargumenarguments arguments pertainingpertaining to Moab.  to Moab. The passagThe passage may havee may have been conf been conflated withlated with an accoun an accou an account ofaccount of conflict  conflict with Moab.with Moab. Alternati Alternatively, by tvely, by the time thhe time the passage e passage was writtewas written Ammon, hn An Ammon, havAmmon, having taken ing taken over Moabiover Moabite territote territory, may hary, may have assumedve assumed Moabite c Moabite claims to tlaims tolaims to the lanto the land. In any d. In any case, the case, the attempted attempted diplomacy diplomacy fails; batfails; battle is joitle is joined.ned.ned.

Jephthah attempts to press Israel’s claims to the disputed Transjordanian 
territory diplomatically. Jephthah’s diplomacy (Judg. 11:12-28) presents 
historical-critical problems, in that he addresses an Ammonite king with 
arguments pertaining to Moab. The passage may have been conflated with an 
account of conflict with Moab. Alternatively, by the time the passage was written 
Ammon, having taken over Moabite territory, may have assumed Moabite claims 
to the land. In any case, the attempted diplomacy fails; battle is joined.

�The reportThe report of Jephth of Jephthah’s victoah’s victory (Judg. ry (Judg. 11:32-33) 11:32-33) is subordiis subordinated to tnated to the story ohe story he story of hstory of his vow andis vow and its execu its execution. Whettion. Whether propelher propelled by Yahled by Yahweh’s Spirweh’s Spirit or despit or despite it (Juitdespdespite itdespite it (Judg. 11 (Judg. 11:29), Jeph:29), Jephthah vows thah vows that if Gothat if God gives hid gives him victory,m victory, he will o he will offer as a ffer asffer as a burntas a burnt offering  offering whoever (owhoever (or whateverr whatever) first co) first comes to gremes to greet him wheet him when he return he returns home. Jnreturreturns horeturns home. Jephthme. Jephthah does trah does triumph; theiumph; the first to  first to greet him greet him is his dauis his daughter, an ghter, an only childonlyonly childonly child. Jephthah. Jephthah mourns bu mourns but persistst persists. The daug. The daughter submihter submits and, afts and, after a two ter a two month delamomonth delamonth delay in whichy in which to lament to lament her maide her maidenhood, is nhood, is sacrificedsacrificed. The stor. The story is editoy is editorially conriaeditoeditorialleditorially connectey connected to an and to an annual rituanual ritual of lamenl of lament, possiblt, possibly a rite oy a rite of passage.f passage.

The report of Jephthah’s victory (Judg. 11:32-33) is subordinated to the 
story of his vow and its execution. Whether propelled by Yahweh’s Spirit or 
despite it (Judg. 11:29), Jephthah vows that if God gives him victory, he will offer 
as a burnt offering whoever (or whatever) first comes to greet him when he 
returns home. Jephthah does triumph; the first to greet him is his daughter, an 
only child. Jephthah mourns but persists. The daughter submits and, after a two 
month delay in which to lament her maidenhood, is sacrificed. The story is 
editorially connected to an annual ritual of lament, possibly a rite of passage.

�The final The final story of tstory of the cycle ihe cycle is also ambs also ambiguous. Iniguous. In a scene r a scene reminiscenteminiscent of their  of their conflict wcconflict wconflict with Gideonith Gideon (Judg. 8: (Judg. 8:1-3), the 1-3), the EphraimiteEphraimites confronts confront Jephthah  Jephthah over his fover his failure to ailurffailure tofailure to enlist th enlist their aid. Weir aid. While Gideohile Gideon diplomatn diplomatically aveically averts intertrts intertribal warfribal warfare, here are, heare, here conflhere conflict leads ict leads to battle.to battle. Jephthah  Jephthah routs the routs the EphraimiteEphraimites. The eths. The ethnicity of nicity of EphraimiteEphraEphraimiteEphraimite survivors survivors is disclo is disclosed by thesed by their inabiliir inability to pronty to pronounce the ounce the “sh” sound“sh” sound in “Shibb in  in “Shibboin “Shibboleth” (“stleth” (“stream”) andream”) and they are  they are slaughtereslaughtered. The cycd. The cycle ends wile ends with the notth the notice that Jicnotnotice thanotice that Jephthaht Jephthah judged Is judged Israel six yrael six years, diedears, died, and was , and was buried in buried in Gilead.Gilead.Gilead.

The final story of the cycle is also ambiguous. In a scene reminiscent of their 
conflict with Gideon (Judg. 8:1-3), the Ephraimites confront Jephthah over his 
failure to enlist their aid. While Gideon diplomatically averts intertribal warfare, 
here conflict leads to battle. Jephthah routs the Ephraimites. The ethnicity of 
Ephraimite survivors is disclosed by their inability to pronounce the “sh” sound 
in “Shibboleth” (“stream”) and they are slaughtered. The cycle ends with the 
notice that Jephthah judged Israel six years, died, and was buried in Gilead.

�The traditThe tradition’s evalion’s evaluation of uation of Jephthah iJephthah is mixed. Bs mixed. Both OT andoth OT and NT acclai NT acclaim Jephthahm Jephm Jephthah’sJephthah’s faithfuln faithfulness (1 Samess (1 Sam. 12:11; H. 12:11; Heb. 11:32)eb. 11:32). Such pos. Such positive asseitive assessment is ssment is reflected reflereflected reflected in modern in modern scholars wscholars who deem Jeho deem Jephthah an phthah an “exemplary“exemplary judge.” O judge.” Other tradither trather traditionstraditions condemn J condemn Jephthah’s ephthah’s cruelty; tcruelty; the Haggadahe Haggadah recountsh recounts that Jeph that Jephthah’s prithah’s prideful, igndepriprideful, prideful, ignorant iignorant immolation mmolation of his dauof his daughter was ghter was punished bpunished by dismembey dismemberment (rment (Gen. Rab.Ge((Gen. Rab.(Gen. Rab. 60:3). Mo 60:3). Modern scholdern scholars have cars have criticized riticized the patriathe patriarchal valurchal values of unques of unquestioning estiounquunquestionunquestioning submising submission and fsion and female selfemale self-sacrifice-sacrifice encoded i encoded in the textn the text. Others i. Others interpret tnteiinterpret interpret the storiethe stories of Jephts of Jephthah and Sahah and Samson as a mson as a portrayal portrayal of social of social disintegradisintegration in prtion disintegradisintegradisintegration in prtion in premonarchicemonarchical Israel.al Israel.

The tradition’s evaluation of Jephthah is mixed. Both OT and NT acclaim 
Jephthah’s faithfulness (1 Sam. 12:11; Heb. 11:32). Such positive assessment is 
reflected in modern scholars who deem Jephthah an “exemplary judge.” Other 
traditions condemn Jephthah’s cruelty; the Haggadah recounts that Jephthah’s 
prideful, ignorant immolation of his daughter was punished by dismemberment 
(Gen. Rab. 60:3). Modern scholars have criticized the patriarchal values of 
unquestioning submission and female self-sacrifice encoded in the text. Others 
interpret the stories of Jephthah and Samson as a portrayal of social 
disintegration in premonarchical Israel.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. C. BoliR. C. Boling, ng, Judges.Judges. AB 6A (Ga AB 6A (Garden City,rden City, 1975); P. 1975); P. L. Day, “ L. Day, “From the CF““From the “From the Child Is BChild Is Born the Woorn the Woman: The Sman: The Story of Jetory of Jephthah’s Dphthah’s Daughter,” aughter,” in in Gender andGendeGender andGender and Differenc Difference in Anciee in Ancient Israelnt Israel (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1989)lis, 1989), 58–74; J, 58–74; J. C. Exum,. C. Exum,  FragmentedFragmFragmentedFragmented Women: Fe Women: Feminist (Suminist (Sub)Versionsb)Versions of Biblic of Biblical Narratial Narrativesves (Valley F (Valley Forge, 1993orge, 1993); D. Marc); 19931993); D. 1993); D. Marcus, “TMarcus, “The Bargainhe Bargaining betweeing between Jephthahn Jephthah and the E and the Elders (Judlders (Judg. 11:4-11g. 11:4-11),” )11:4-1111:4-11),”11:4-11),”  JANESJANES 19 (1989) 19 (1989): 95–100; : 95–100; A. D. H. MA. D. H. Mayes, ayes, Judges.Judges. OTG 8 (Sh OTG 8 (Sheffield, 1effield, 1985).98511985).1985).1985).

Bibliography. R. C. Boling, Judges. AB 6A (Garden City, 1975); P. L. Day, 
“From the Child Is Born the Woman: The Story of Jephthah’s Daughter,” in 
Gender and Difference in Ancient Israel (Minneapolis, 1989), 58–74; J. C. Exum, 
Fragmented Women: Feminist (Sub)Versions of Biblical Narratives (Valley Forge, 
1993); D. Marcus, “The Bargaining between Jephthah and the Elders (Judg. 
11:4-11),” JANES 19 (1989): 95–100; A. D. H. Mayes, Judges. OTG 8 (Sheffield, 
1985).
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JEPHTHAH’SJEPHTHAH’S DAUGHTER DAUGHTER DAUGHTER

JEPHTHAH’S DAUGHTER

A young giA young girl sacrifirl sacrificed as a bced as a burnt offerurnt offering in fuling in fulfillment ofillment of her fathf her father’s vow (er’s vow (Judg. 11:3Judg. 11Judg. 11:34-40).11:34-40). While lea While leading Gileading Gileadite resisdite resistance agaitance against Ammoninst Ammonite oppresste oppression, Jephtion, Jephthah soughthJephtJephthah sJephthah sought to sought to secure victecure victory by vowory by vowing to offing to offer up to Yer up to Yahweh whatahweh whatever was tever was ever was the fiwas the first to comrst to come out of he out of his house uis house upon his repon his return. (Wheturn. (Whether Jephtther Jephthah intendhah intended human seintendintended hintended human sacriuman sacrifice is unfice is unclear.) Jeclear.) Jephthah doephthah does defeat ts defeat the Ammonithe Ammonites, but hies, but his triumph s hihis triumphis triumph turns toh turns to tragedy w tragedy when he is hen he is greeted bygreeted by his daugh his daughter, an onter, an only child. ly child. Jephthah mJephJephthah mJephthah mourns but ourns but persists. persists. The daughtThe daughter acceptser accepts her fate  her fate without prwithout protest, askotest, asking only finaskasking onlasking only for two y for two months in months in which to “which to “lament herlament her maidenhoo maidenhood” with hed” with her female cr female r female comfemale companions. Apanions. At the end t the end of that tiof that time, she isme, she is slaughter slaughtered.ed.ed.

A young girl sacrificed as a burnt offering in fulfillment of her father’s vow (Judg. 
11:34-40). While leading Gileadite resistance against Ammonite oppression, 
Jephthah sought to secure victory by vowing to offer up to Yahweh whatever 
was the first to come out of his house upon his return. (Whether Jephthah 
intended human sacrifice is unclear.) Jephthah does defeat the Ammonites, but 
his triumph turns to tragedy when he is greeted by his daughter, an only child. 
Jephthah mourns but persists. The daughter accepts her fate without protest, 
asking only for two months in which to “lament her maidenhood” with her 
female companions. At the end of that time, she is slaughtered.

�Judg. 11:3Judg. 11:39-40 links9-40 links the story the story to an ann to an annual ritualual ritual in which  in which young womeyoung women go into n go intn go into the hinto the hills for fills for four days oour days of lamentatf lamentation. The lion. The lack of corack of correspondencrespondence between e between twotwtwotwo months an months and d fourfour days of t days of the ritual he ritual suggests tsuggests that the lihat the link is seconk is secondary. Thendary. The ritual ma ritua ritual mayritual may have been have been a rite of a rite of passage i passage in which adn which adolescent golescent girls mournirls mourn the passi the passing of a ling ong of a life of a life stage.stage.stage.

Judg. 11:39-40 links the story to an annual ritual in which young women go 
into the hills for four days of lamentation. The lack of correspondence between 
two months and four days of the ritual suggests that the link is secondary. The 
ritual may have been a rite of passage in which adolescent girls mourn the passing 
of a life stage.

�The story The story of Jephthaof Jephthah’s daughth’s daughter is one er is one of severalof several biblical  biblical passages hpassages having to daving to daving to do with hudo with human sacrifman sacrifice. Prophice. Prophetic and letic and legal textsegal texts refer to  refer to the practithe practice of immoce of immolating chilatiimmoimmolatingimmolating children  children in a despein a desperate attemrate attempt to obtapt to obtain Yahweh’in Yahweh’s favor (2s favor (2 Kgs. 16:3 Kgs. 16:3; 17:17; E; 1; 17:17; Eze17:17; Ezek. 20:25-2k. 20:25-26; Ps. 1066; Ps. 106:37-38). G:37-38). Gen. 22 recen. 22 recounts Abraounts Abraham’s nearham’s near-sacrifice-sacrifice of Isaac  o of Isaac aof Isaac at God’s cot God’s command. 1 Smmand. 1 Sam. 14:24-am. 14:24-45 narrate45 narrates Saul’s vs Saul’s vow that whow that whoever had oever hadoever had brokenhad broken his comma his command to fastnd to fast should be should be put to de put to death and hiath and his discovers discovery that they that they that the culprithe culprit was his t was his heir, Jonaheir, Jonathan. But than. But the prophethe prophetic and letic and legal texts gal texts consistentconsistently condemnly conly condemn hucondemn human sacrifman sacrifice; God pice; God prevents Abrevents Abraham fromraham from killing I killing Isaac, and saac, and the peoplethe peoplethe people intpeople intervene to ervene to rescue Jonrescue Jonathan. Onlathan. Only Jephthahy Jephthah’s daughte’s daughter is sacrir is sacrificed withficed without intervouwithwithout inwithout interventiontervention or condem or condemnation.nation.nation.

The story of Jephthah’s daughter is one of several biblical passages having to 
do with human sacrifice. Prophetic and legal texts refer to the practice of 
immolating children in a desperate attempt to obtain Yahweh’s favor (2 Kgs. 16:3; 
17:17; Ezek. 20:25-26; Ps. 106:37-38). Gen. 22 recounts Abraham’s near-sacrifice 
of Isaac at God’s command. 1 Sam. 14:24-45 narrates Saul’s vow that whoever 
had broken his command to fast should be put to death and his discovery that 
the culprit was his heir, Jonathan. But the prophetic and legal texts consistently 
condemn human sacrifice; God prevents Abraham from killing Isaac, and the 
people intervene to rescue Jonathan. Only Jephthah’s daughter is sacrificed 
without intervention or condemnation.

�TraditionaTraditional appraisal appraisal of Jephtl of Jephthah’s deedhah’s deed has been  has been ambivalentambivalent. The OT a. The OT and NT praind NTnd NT praise NT praise Jephthah’sJephthah’s faithfuln faithfulness (1 Samess (1 Sam. 12:11; H. 12:11; Heb. 11:32)eb. 11:32). The Hagg. The Haggadah condeadah condemns his immcondecondemns hcondemns his immolatis immolation of hision of his daughter  daughter as ignoranas ignorant and sinft and sinful. Some mul. Some modern inteodern inteodern interpreteinterpreters describrs describe Jephthahe Jephthah as “exemp as “exemplary”; othlary”; others condemers condemn the sacrn the sacrifice of tifice of the girl ashetthe girl athe girl as inhuman.s inhuman. Others cr Others critically aitically assess the ssess the patriarchapatriarchal values ol values of blind obf blind obedience anediencobobedience obedience and femaleand female sacrifice sacrifice encoded i encoded in the storn the story, or wresy, or wrest its focut its focus away fros away from Jephthahm frofrom Jephtfrom Jephthah to mouhah to mourn his daurn his daughter’s faghter’s fate.te.te.

Traditional appraisal of Jephthah’s deed has been ambivalent. The OT and 
NT praise Jephthah’s faithfulness (1 Sam. 12:11; Heb. 11:32). The Haggadah 
condemns his immolation of his daughter as ignorant and sinful. Some modern 
interpreters describe Jephthah as “exemplary”; others condemn the sacrifice of 
the girl as inhuman. Others critically assess the patriarchal values of blind 
obedience and female sacrifice encoded in the story, or wrest its focus away 
from Jephthah to mourn his daughter’s fate.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. L. Day,P. L. Day, “From the “From the Child Is  Child Is Born the WBorn the Woman: The oman: The Story of JStory ofStory of Jephthaof Jephthah’s Daughth’s Daughter,” in er,” in Gender andGender and Differenc Difference in Anciee in Ancient Israelnt Israel (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1989)lis, 1989lis, 1989), 58–1989), 58–74; D. N. 74; D. N. Fewell, “JFewell, “Judges,” inudges,” in  The Women’The Women’s Bible Cos Bible Commentary,mmentary, ed. C. A. ed. C. A. Newsom an N Newsom andNewsom and S. H. Rin S. H. Ringe (Louisvge (Louisville, 1992ille, 1992), 67–77; ), 67–77; E. Fuchs, E. Fuchs, “Marginali“Marginalization, Amzation, Ambiguity, SbAmAmbiguity,Ambiguity, Silencing Silencing: The Stor: The Story of Jephty of Jephthah’s Daughah’s Daughter,” hter,” JFSRJFSR 5 (1989): 5 (1989): 35–45; P. 35–45; P. Trible,  T Trible, Trible, Texts of TTexts of Terror.error. OBT 13 (P OBT 13 (Philadelphihiladelphia, 1984).a, 1984).a, 1984).

Bibliography. P. L. Day, “From the Child Is Born the Woman: The Story 
of Jephthah’s Daughter,” in Gender and Difference in Ancient Israel (Minneapolis, 
1989), 58–74; D. N. Fewell, “Judges,” in The Women’s Bible Commentary, ed. C. A. 
Newsom and S. H. Ringe (Louisville, 1992), 67–77; E. Fuchs, “Marginalization, 
Ambiguity, Silencing: The Story of Jephthah’s Daughter,” JFSR 5 (1989): 35–45; P. 
Trible, Texts of Terror. OBT 13 (Philadelphia, 1984).
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JEPHUNNEHJEPHUNNEH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïp�unnehyeïp�unneh)))

JEPHUNNEH (Heb. yeïp�unneh )

�1.1. A Judahit A Judahite, the fate, the father of theher of the spy Caleb spy Caleb (e.g., Nu (e.g., Num. 13:6; Jm. 13:6; Josh. 14:13osh. 14:13). He is c). He is ). He is called is called a Kenizzita Kenizzite at Num. e at Num. 32:12; Jos32:12; Josh. 14:6, 1h. 14:6, 14; cf. 1 C4; cf. 1 Chr. 4:15).hr. 4:15).

1. A Judahite, the father of the spy Caleb (e.g., Num. 13:6; Josh. 14:13). He 
is called a Kenizzite at Num. 32:12; Josh. 14:6, 14; cf. 1 Chr. 4:15).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Jether, frJether, from the triom the tribe of Ashebe of Asher (1 Chr. r (1 Chr. 7:38).7:38).

2. A son of Jether, from the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. 7:38).

JERAHJERAH (Heb.  (Heb. yerah�yerah�)))

JERAH (Heb. yerah� )

A son of JA son of Joktan and oktan and descendantdescendant of Shem ( of Shem (Gen. 10:26Gen. 10:26 = 1 Chr.  = 1 Chr. 1:20); epo1:20); eponymous ancnymous annymous ancestor oancestor of a place f a place or social or social unit in Sounit in South Arabiauth Arabia..

A son of Joktan and descendant of Shem (Gen. 10:26 = 1 Chr. 1:20); eponymous 
ancestor of a place or social unit in South Arabia.

JERAHMEELJERAHMEEL (Heb.  (Heb. yeïrah�meïyeïrah�meï}eäl}eäl)))

JERAHMEEL (Heb. yeïrah�meï}eäl )

�1.1. The broth The brother of Ram er of Ram and Caleb;and Caleb; son of He son of Hezron and dzron and descendant escendant of Judah tof Judah through Tamhrtthrough Tathrough Tamar (1 Chrmar (1 Chr. 2:4, 9).. 2:4, 9). He was th He was the eponymoue eponymous ancestors ancestor of the Je of the JerahmeeliterahmeelitJeJerahmeeliJerahmeelites) (1 Chtes) (1 Chr. 25-27, r. 25-27, 33, 42), a33, 42), a Judahite  Judahite clan livinclan living on the sg on the southern frouthern frontier of ontierfrfrontier ofrontier of Judah (“f Judah (“the Negeb the Negeb of the Jerof the Jerahmeelitesahmeelites,” 1 Sam. ,” 1 Sam. 27:10), pr27:10), probably in obably in an area S an aan area S of area S of Beersheba,Beersheba, in the da in the days before ys before David becaDavid became king ofme king of Israel. D Israel. David firstavid first came in c cam came in cocame in contact withntact with them when them when he fled f he fled from Saul arom Saul and establind established residshed residence at Zience at Ziklag (1 SakZiZiklag (1 Ziklag (1 Sam. 27:10Sam. 27:10; 30:29). ; 30:29). It is possIt is possible that ible that the Jerahmthe Jerahmeelites weeelites were assimilre assimilated into ated iated into the tinto the tribe of Juribe of Judah after dah after David becaDavid became king.me king.me king.

1. The brother of Ram and Caleb; son of Hezron and descendant of Judah 
through Tamar (1 Chr. 2:4, 9). He was the eponymous ancestor of the 
Jerahmeelites) (1 Chr. 25-27, 33, 42), a Judahite clan living on the southern 
frontier of Judah (“the Negeb of the Jerahmeelites,” 1 Sam. 27:10), probably in an 
area S of Beersheba, in the days before David became king of Israel. David first 
came in contact with them when he fled from Saul and established residence at 
Ziklag (1 Sam. 27:10; 30:29). It is possible that the Jerahmeelites were assimilated 
into the tribe of Judah after David became king.

�2.2. A Levite, A Levite, a son of  a son of Kish, fromKish, from the clan  the clan of Merari of Merari (1 Chr. 24(1 Chr. 24:29).:29).:29).

2. A Levite, a son of Kish, from the clan of Merari (1 Chr. 24:29).

�3.3. A Judean  A Judean officer whofficer who served uo served under Jehoinder Jehoiakim, kingakim, king of Judah. of Judah. He is cal He is called “son oled “soled “son of th“son of the king” (Je king” (Jer. 36:26)er. 36:26), either a, either an honoraryn honorary title of  title of an officeran officer or design or designation of sation oation of someoneof someone related t related to the royao the royal family —l family — not a son not a son of the 30 of the 30-year-old -year-old Jehoiakim.Jehoiakim. Jerahmeel J Jerahmeel Jerahmeel was sent bwas sent by Jehoiakiy Jehoiakim to seizem to seize Jeremiah  Jeremiah and Baruchand Baruch after the after the scroll co scroll containing Jntcocontainingcontaining Jeremiah’ Jeremiah’s prophecis prophecies was bures was burned.ned.ned.

3. A Judean officer who served under Jehoiakim, king of Judah. He is called 
“son of the king” (Jer. 36:26), either an honorary title of an officer or designation 
of someone related to the royal family — not a son of the 30-year-old Jehoiakim. 
Jerahmeel was sent by Jehoiakim to seize Jeremiah and Baruch after the scroll 
containing Jeremiah’s prophecies was burned.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. Avigad,N. Avigad, “Baruch t “Baruch the Scribe he Scribe and Jerahmand Jerahmeel the Kieel the King’s Son,”ng’s Son,”ng’s Son,” Son,” IEJIEJ 28 (1978) 28 (1978): 52–56; r: 52–56; repr. epr. BABA 42 (1979) 42 (1979): 114–18.: 114–18.: 114–18.

Bibliography. N. Avigad, “Baruch the Scribe and Jerahmeel the King’s 
Son,” IEJ 28 (1978): 52–56; repr. BA 42 (1979): 114–18.
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JEREDJERED (Heb.  (Heb. yered�yered�)))

JERED (Heb. yered� )

A son of MA son of Mered by hiered by his Jewish ws Jewish wife; the fife; the father of Gather of Gedor (1 Chedor (1 Chr. 4:18).r. 4:18).

A son of Mered by his Jewish wife; the father of Gedor (1 Chr. 4:18).

JEREMAIJEREMAI (Heb.  (Heb. yeïreämayyeïreämay)))

JEREMAI (Heb. yeïreämay)

A son of HA son of Hashum; an ashum; an Israelite Israelite who had towho had to divorce h divorce his foreignis foreign wife (Ezr wife (Ezra 10:33).a 10:33).

A son of Hashum; an Israelite who had to divorce his foreign wife (Ezra 10:33).

JEREMIAHJEREMIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yirmeïya®,yirmeïya®, yirmeïyaœ yirmeïyaœhu®hu®)))

JEREMIAH (Heb. yirmeïya®, yirmeïyaœhu®)

�1.1. A man fro A man from Libnah, m Libnah, the grandfthe grandfather of Jather of Jehoahaz anehoahaz and Zedekiahd Zedekiah, kings of, kings of Judah (2  Jud Judah (2 KJudah (2 Kgs. 23:31;gs. 23:31; 24:18). J 24:18). Jeremiah’s eremiah’s daughter Hdaughter Hamutal wasamutal was the wife  the wife of King Joof King Josiah.siaJoJosiah.Josiah.Josiah.

1. A man from Libnah, the grandfather of Jehoahaz and Zedekiah, kings of 
Judah (2 Kgs. 23:31; 24:18). Jeremiah’s daughter Hamutal was the wife of King 
Josiah.



�2.2. The head  The head of a clan of a clan of the halof the half-tribe off-tribe of Manasseh  Manasseh (1 Chr. 5:(1 Chr. 5:24). He is24). He is described describ described described as a warrias a warrior and a for and a famous man.amous man.

2. The head of a clan of the half-tribe of Manasseh (1 Chr. 5:24). He is 
described as a warrior and a famous man.

�3.3. One of th One of the mighty Be mighty Benjaminiteenjaminite warriors  warriors who joinedwho joined David at  David at Ziklag (1 Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:4[ChrChr. 12:4[Chr. 12:4[MT 5]). HeMT 5]). He could sho could shoot arrows ot arrows and sling and sling stones witstones with either hh either hand.and.and.

3. One of the mighty Benjaminite warriors who joined David at Ziklag (1 
Chr. 12:4[MT 5]). He could shoot arrows and sling stones with either hand.

�4–5.4–5. Two might Two mighty, experiey, experienced Gaditnced Gadite warriorse warriors who joine who joined David atd David at Ziklag (1 Ziklag (1 Ziklag (1 Chr. 12(1 Chr. 12:10, 13[11:10, 13[11, 14]). Bo, 14]). Both were exth were experts withperts with shield an shield and sword and sword and are descd are described in lrdescdescribed described in languagin language stereotye stereotypical of mpical of military heilitary heroes.roes.roes.

4–5. Two mighty, experienced Gadite warriors who joined David at Ziklag 
(1 Chr. 12:10, 13[11, 14]). Both were experts with shield and sword and are 
described in language stereotypical of military heroes.

�6.6. A priest  A priest who signedwho signed the coven the covenant along ant along with Nehemwith Nehemiah the goiah the governor (Nevernor (Neh. 10:2[3]h(Ne(Neh. 10:2(Neh. 10:2[3]).[3]).[3]).

6. A priest who signed the covenant along with Nehemiah the governor 
(Neh. 10:2[3]).

�7. A pries7. A priest who retut who returned from rned from Babylon wiBabylon with Zerubbath Zerubbabel (Neh. bel (Neh. 12:1), evi12:1), evidently idedentlevievidently evidently identifiedidentified with the  with the priestly hpriestly house namedouse named in v. 12. in v. 12.

7. A priest who returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Neh. 12:1), 
evidently identified with the priestly house named in v. 12.

�8.8. One of th One of the administe administrative offrative officials of icials of Judah who Judah who comprised comprised the two grthe two great choirseat ceat choirs at choirs at the dedicathe dedication of thtion of the Jerusalee Jerusalem wall undm wall under Nehemiaer Nehemiah (Neh. 12h (Neh. 12:34).:34).:34).

8. One of the administrative officials of Judah who comprised the two great 
choirs at the dedication of the Jerusalem wall under Nehemiah (Neh. 12:34).

�9.9. A prophet A prophet from Anat from Anathoth, whoshoth, whose ministrye ministry is record is recorded in the ed in the book of Jebook of Jeremiah; soremJeJeremiah; Jeremiah; son of Hilson of Hilkiah (Jer.kiah (Jer. 1:1). 1:1). 1:1).

9. A prophet from Anathoth, whose ministry is recorded in the book of 
Jeremiah; son of Hilkiah (Jer. 1:1).

�10.10. The fathe The father of Jaazar of Jaazaniah, a Reniah, a Rechabite lichabite living in Jeving in Jerusalem atrusalem at the time  the time of the proof the of the prophethe prophet Jeremiaht Jeremiah (Jer. 35: (Jer. 35:3).3).3).

10. The father of Jaazaniah, a Rechabite living in Jerusalem at the time of 
the prophet Jeremiah (Jer. 35:3).

Gary W. LiGary W. Lightght
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JEREMIAH, JEREMIAH, BOOK OFBOOK OFBOOK OF

JEREMIAH, BOOK OF

The secondThe second book of t book of the Latter he Latter Prophets fProphets following Iollowing Isaiah and saiah and preceding preceding Ezekiel inEzekiel in the Jewis t the Jewishthe Jewish canon of  canon of the Hebrewthe Hebrew Bible, al Bible, although somthough some authorite authorities place ies place it as the it as the first bookfirfirst bookfirst book ( (b. B. Bat.b. B. Bat. 14b). In  14b). In the Christthe Christian OT it ian OT it appears afappears after Isaiahter Isaiah as the se as the second book cond sesecond boosecond book of the Pk of the Prophets torophets together witgether with Lamentath Lamentations. In sions. In some manuscome manuscripts the ripts theripts the apocrythe apocryphal book phal book of Baruch of Baruch and the Epand the Epistle of Jistle of Jeremiah foeremiah follow. The llow. The book presebook presents the canpresepresents tpresents the career he career and sayingand sayings of the ps of the prophet Jerrophet Jeremiah ben emiah ben Hilkiah. AHilkiah. According tccording to the supeo tto the supto the superscriptioerscription in 1:1–3n in 1:1–3, Jeremiah, Jeremiah was a pri was a priest from test from the villagehe village of Anatho of Anathoth, who wath, AnathoAnathoth, Anathoth, who was acwho was active from tive from the 13th ythe 13th year of theear of the reign of  reign of King JosiaKing Josiah of Judahh of Judah (ca. 626  ( (ca. 626 (ca. 626 B.C.E.B.C.E.) until th) until the captivite captivity of Jerusy of Jerusalem in 58alem in 587. The boo7. The book focuses k focuses especiallyespecially on the re o on the reion the reigns of Jehgns of Jehoiakim (60oiakim (609–598), Ze9–598), Zedekiah (59dekiah (597–587), an7–587), and the earld the early years ofy years of the Babyl t the Babylothe Babylonian Exilenian Exile until the until the aftermath aftermath of the as of the assassinatiosassination in 582 on in 582 of Gedaliahf Gedaliah, the Baby, the, the Babylothe Babylonian-appoinian-appointed governted governor of Judnor of Judah. Accordah. According to rabing to rabbinic tradbinic tradition, Jerition, Jeremiah was emJerJeremiah wJeremiah was the autas the author of hishor of his own book  own book as well asas well as 1–2 Kings 1–2 Kings and Lamen and Lamentations (tations (b. B. Bat.b((b. B. Bat(b. B. Bat.. 15a). 15a). 15a).

The second book of the Latter Prophets following Isaiah and preceding Ezekiel in 
the Jewish canon of the Hebrew Bible, although some authorities place it as the 
first book (b. B. Bat. 14b). In the Christian OT it appears after Isaiah as the 
second book of the Prophets together with Lamentations. In some manuscripts 
the apocryphal book of Baruch and the Epistle of Jeremiah follow. The book 
presents the career and sayings of the prophet Jeremiah ben Hilkiah. According 
to the superscription in 1:1–3, Jeremiah was a priest from the village of 
Anathoth, who was active from the 13th year of the reign of King Josiah of Judah 
(ca. 626 B.C.E.) until the captivity of Jerusalem in 587. The book focuses especially 
on the reigns of Jehoiakim (609–598), Zedekiah (597–587), and the early years of 
the Babylonian Exile until the aftermath of the assassination in 582 of Gedaliah, 
the Babylonian-appointed governor of Judah. According to rabbinic tradition, 
Jeremiah was the author of his own book as well as 1–2 Kings and Lamentations 
(b. B. Bat. 15a).

�The book oThe book of Jeremiahf Jeremiah appears i appears in two distn two distinct but rinct but related forelated forms: the Grms: the Greek versioeek veeek version ofversion of the LXX a the LXX and the Hebnd the Hebrew versiorew version that is n that is extant in extant in the MT. Ththe MT. The Greek vee Greek ve Greek version isversion is approxima approximately one etely one eighth shorighth shorter than tter than the Hebrew,he Hebrew, and after and after 25:13a th 25:13a the two verseththe two vethe two versions difrsions differ substafer substantially inntially in their ord their order. The pler. The placement ofacement of the oracl the oracles againstes ages against thagainst the nations e nations constituteconstitutes a key dis a key difference bfference between theetween the two versi two versions: in thons: in the MT they e Me MT they apMT they appear as chpear as chs. 46–51 ws. 46–51 whereas thehereas the LXX place LXX places them rous them roughly in thghly in the center oe centere center of center of the book wthe book where they here they appear as appear as 25:14—31:425:14—31:44. The rem4. The remaining mataining material in Merial in erial in MT chs.in MT chs. 25–45 app 25–45 appears for tears for the most pahe most part as LXX rt as LXX chs. 32–51chs. 32–51. Both ver. Both versions concsions concsions conclude wconclude with the hiith the historical nstorical narrative carrative concerning oncerning the Babylothe Babylonian Exilenian Exile in ch. 52 in ch. 52. Most sch. Mo. Most scholMost scholars maintaars maintain that thin that the LXX verse LXX version is a tion is a translationranslation completed completed at some t at some time betweeimttime betwetime between 250 anden 250 and 150 of an 150 of an earlier H earlier Hebrew versebrew version that wion that was originaas originally composlly compolly composed icomposed in Egypt. Tn Egypt. The Hebrew he Hebrew version onversion on which the which the MT is bas MT is based is geneed is generally belirally belrally believed tbelieved to have orio have originated inginated in Babylonia Babylonia. In gener. In general, the MTal, the MT appears t appears to be an exo be an expanded andpanexexpanded aexpanded and rearrannd rearranged versioged version of the Hn of the Hebrew undeebrew underlying therlying the LXX, but  LXX, but there are there arthere are sufficare sufficient excepient exceptions thattions that point to  point to independenindependent transmist transmission histosion histories for bries for both versiooth bboth versiboth versions.ons.ons.

The book of Jeremiah appears in two distinct but related forms: the Greek 
version of the LXX and the Hebrew version that is extant in the MT. The Greek 
version is approximately one eighth shorter than the Hebrew, and after 25:13a 
the two versions differ substantially in their order. The placement of the oracles 
against the nations constitutes a key difference between the two versions: in the 
MT they appear as chs. 46–51 whereas the LXX places them roughly in the 



center of the book where they appear as 25:14—31:44. The remaining material 
in MT chs. 25–45 appears for the most part as LXX chs. 32–51. Both versions 
conclude with the historical narrative concerning the Babylonian Exile in ch. 52. 
Most scholars maintain that the LXX version is a translation completed at some 
time between 250 and 150 of an earlier Hebrew version that was originally 
composed in Egypt. The Hebrew version on which the MT is based is generally 
believed to have originated in Babylonia. In general, the MT appears to be an 
expanded and rearranged version of the Hebrew underlying the LXX, but there 
are sufficient exceptions that point to independent transmission histories for 
both versions.

�A particulA particularly notewarly noteworthy aspeorthy aspect of the ct of the textual hitextual history of tstory of the book ishe book is the disco the disc the discovery discovery of at leasof at least four Jert four Jeremiah manuemiah manuscripts amscripts among the scong the scrolls fromrolls from Qumran Ca Qumran C Qumran Caves 2 anCaves 2 and 4. The md 4. The manuscript anuscript from Cave from Cave 2 (2QJer) 2 (2QJer) contains fcontains fragments fragments from Jer. 4rom Jer. rom Jer. 42-44Jer. 42-44 and 46-49 and 46-49 that date that date to ca. th to ca. the 1st cente 1st century ury C.E.C.E. Overall,  Overall, these fragthese fragments corrments cments correspondcorrespond closely,  closely, although nalthough not entirelot entirely, to the y, to the MT and plaMT and place the orace the oracles againcles against the natst tst the nationthe nations at the es at the end of the nd of the book. Amonbook. Among the threg the three Cave 4 me Cave 4 manuscriptsanuscripts, 4QJer, 4QJeraa is the ol i is the oldis the oldest, datinest, dating to ca. 2g to ca. 200 00 B.C.E.B.C.E. The scrol The scroll containsl contains fragments fragments of Jer. 7 of Jer. 7-15; 17-20-15; 17--15; 17-20; 22;17-20; 22; 26, with  26, with many corremany corrections thactions that apparentt apparently corresply correspond to theond to the MT. 4QJer MT. 4QJer MT. 4QJer4QJerbb dates to  dates to the mid-2nthe mid-2nd century d century B.C.E.B.C.E. and conta and contains fragmeins fragments of Jernts of Jer. 9-10; 43. 9-10; 43; 50. Some;4343; 50. So43; 50. Some see theme see these fragmense fragments as threts as three separatee separate manuscrip manuscripts. They ats. They are especiare especially importlespeciaespeciallyespecially important important in that t in that the first the first two reflectwo reflect the LXX t the LXX text and veext and verse order,rse order, and there and and therefand therefore testifore testify to the Hy to the Hebrew textebrew text underlyin underlying the LXX.g the LXX. 4QJer 4QJercc dates to  dates to the Herodithe the Herodithe Herodian period,an period, ca. 30–1  ca. 30–1 B.C.E.B.C.E., and cont, and contains fragmains fragments from ents from a proto-Maa proto-Masoretic vesoretproto-Maproto-Masoproto-Masoretic versretic version of Jerion of Jer. 4; 8-10;. 4; 8-10; 19-22; 25 19-22; 25-27; 30-31-27; 30-31; 33.; 33.; 33.

A particularly noteworthy aspect of the textual history of the book is the 
discovery of at least four Jeremiah manuscripts among the scrolls from Qumran 
Caves 2 and 4. The manuscript from Cave 2 (2QJer) contains fragments from 
Jer. 42-44 and 46-49 that date to ca. the 1st century C.E. Overall, these fragments 
correspond closely, although not entirely, to the MT and place the oracles against 
the nations at the end of the book. Among the three Cave 4 manuscripts, 4QJera 
is the oldest, dating to ca. 200 B.C.E. The scroll contains fragments of Jer. 7-15; 
17-20; 22; 26, with many corrections that apparently correspond to the MT. 
4QJerb dates to the mid-2nd century B.C.E. and contains fragments of Jer. 9-10; 
43; 50. Some see these fragments as three separate manuscripts. They are 
especially important in that the first two reflect the LXX text and verse order, 
and therefore testify to the Hebrew text underlying the LXX. 4QJerc dates to 
the Herodian period, ca. 30–1 B.C.E., and contains fragments from a 
proto-Masoretic version of Jer. 4; 8-10; 19-22; 25-27; 30-31; 33.

�The structThe structure of theure of the two forms two forms of Jeremi of Jeremiah is not ah is not well underwell understood. Manstood. Many maintainy mainy maintain tmaintain that the arhat the arrangement rangement of the LXXof the LXX version f version follows a tollows a tripartite ripartite pattern thpattern that was empat ththat was ethat was employed gemployed generally innerally in the arran the arrangement of gement of prophetic prophetic books (e.gbooks (e.g., Isaiah,., Isaiah, Ezekiel,  Ez Ezekiel, ZEzekiel, Zephaniah):ephaniah): oracles o oracles of judgmentf judgment against I against Israel (chssrael (chs. 1—25); o. 1—25); oracles of racles of judgment ajudgmjudgment ajudgment against thegainst the nations ( nations (LXX 26—31;LXX 26—31; cf. MT 46 cf. MT 46—51); and —51); and oracles oforacles of restorati restora restoratiorestoration (LXX 32—n (LXX 32—52; cf. MT52; cf. MT 25—52). U 25—52). Unfortunatenfortunately, this dly, this does not acoes not account for count focount for the pofor the portrayal ofrtrayal of judgment  judgment against Jeagainst Jerusalem anrusalem and Judah evd Judah evident in tident in the third mhe third major sectiajommajor sectmajor section of LXXion of LXX Jeremiah, Jeremiah, nor is th nor is the pattern e pattern so unambigso unambiguously appuously apparent throarent throarent throughoutthroughout the other the other prophetic prophetic books. In books. Instead, it stead, it may point may point to a princto a principle of ariple of arrangement ranararrangemenarrangement in whicht in which the oracl the oracles of the es of the prophet coprophet concerning Jncerning Jerusalem/Jerusalem/Judah and tudah and tudah and the nationthe nations are firss are first presentet presented and thend and then followed  followed by an accoby an account of theunt of the prophet’s prophet’s activitie ac activitiesactivities through t through the Babylonhe Babylonian Exile ian Exile that relatthat relates the proes the process by whcess by which the orich the oracles are acleororacles aroracles are to be ree to be realized. Thalized. The order ofe order of MT Jeremi MT Jeremiah includeah includes a presens a presentation of tation of various vivarvarious vivarious visions, orasions, oracles, and cles, and laments oflaments of Jeremiah  Jeremiah concerningconcerning Jerusalem Jerusalem and Judah and Judah in chs. 1 in in chs. 1—in chs. 1—24; a narr24; a narrative accoative account of varunt of various speecious speeches and evhes and events in thents in the life of e life of Jeremiah fJereJeremiah fJeremiah from the rerom the reign of Jehign of Jehoiakim throiakim through the aough the aftermath oftermath of the Babyf the Babylonian deslonian destruction otdesdestructiodestruction of Jerusn of Jerusalem in chalem in chs. 25—45; s. 25—45; the oraclethe oracles against s against the nationthe nations in chs. s in chs. 46—51; and46—46—51; and46—51; and the narra the narrative accoutive account of the nt of the BabylonianBabylonian destructi destruction of Jeruon of Jerusalem and salem and deportatioddeportatiodeportation of captin of captives in ch.ves in ch. 52, drawn 52, drawn from 2 Kg from 2 Kgs. 24:18-2s. 24:18-25:30. The 5:30. The identificaidentification of thtionidentificaidentificaidentification of thtion of this arrangeis arrangement is bament is based largelsed largely on themay on thematic and getic and generic grouneric grounds that mnds grougrounds thgrounds that may welat may well reflect l reflect the literathe literary historyry history of the bo of the book. A chrook. A chronological nological principle prinprinciple principle appears toappears to stand beh stand behind this aind this arrangementrrangement, although, although repetitio repetitions, such ans, such as the duals ths the dual athe dual accounts peccounts pertaining trtaining to Jeremiaho Jeremiah’s temple ’s temple sermon in sermon in chs. 7 andchs. 7 and 26, and o 26, and other chronthoother chroother chronological nological inconsisteinconsistencies disrncies disrupt the paupt the pattern. Ovettern. Overall, the rall, the book beginbook begins with thes ws with the pwith the prophet’s crophet’s call or vocall or vocation accoation account in ch.unt in ch. 1, which  1, which identifiesidentifies him as a  him as a prophet toprophprophet toprophet to the natio the nations, and cons, and continues thntinues through ch. rough ch. 45 with a 45 with a presentatipresentation of his on of his life that lifelife that life that concludes concludes with Jeremwith Jeremiah’s lastiah’s last years in  years in Egypt. TheEgypt. The following following oracles a oracles against thegainst aagainst thagainst the nations e nations in chs. 46in chs. 46–51 are to–51 are to be realiz be realized at someed at some point in  point in the futurethe future, and the , and, and the coand the concluding hncluding historical istorical narrative narrative in ch. 52 in ch. 52 summarizessummarizes the situa the situation of Jution of Judah and Jedah adah and Jerusaand Jerusalem at thelem at the conclusio conclusion of Jeremn of Jeremiah’s lifeiah’s life...

The structure of the two forms of Jeremiah is not well understood. Many 
maintain that the arrangement of the LXX version follows a tripartite pattern 
that was employed generally in the arrangement of prophetic books (e.g., Isaiah, 
Ezekiel, Zephaniah): oracles of judgment against Israel (chs. 1—25); oracles of 
judgment against the nations (LXX 26—31; cf. MT 46—51); and oracles of 
restoration (LXX 32—52; cf. MT 25—52). Unfortunately, this does not account 
for the portrayal of judgment against Jerusalem and Judah evident in the third 
major section of LXX Jeremiah, nor is the pattern so unambiguously apparent 
throughout the other prophetic books. Instead, it may point to a principle of 
arrangement in which the oracles of the prophet concerning Jerusalem/Judah and 
the nations are first presented and then followed by an account of the prophet’s 
activities through the Babylonian Exile that relates the process by which the 
oracles are to be realized. The order of MT Jeremiah includes a presentation of 
various visions, oracles, and laments of Jeremiah concerning Jerusalem and Judah 
in chs. 1—24; a narrative account of various speeches and events in the life of 
Jeremiah from the reign of Jehoiakim through the aftermath of the Babylonian 



destruction of Jerusalem in chs. 25—45; the oracles against the nations in chs. 
46—51; and the narrative account of the Babylonian destruction of Jerusalem and 
deportation of captives in ch. 52, drawn from 2 Kgs. 24:18-25:30. The 
identification of this arrangement is based largely on thematic and generic 
grounds that may well reflect the literary history of the book. A chronological 
principle appears to stand behind this arrangement, although repetitions, such as 
the dual accounts pertaining to Jeremiah’s temple sermon in chs. 7 and 26, and 
other chronological inconsistencies disrupt the pattern. Overall, the book begins 
with the prophet’s call or vocation account in ch. 1, which identifies him as a 
prophet to the nations, and continues through ch. 45 with a presentation of his 
life that concludes with Jeremiah’s last years in Egypt. The following oracles 
against the nations in chs. 46–51 are to be realized at some point in the future, 
and the concluding historical narrative in ch. 52 summarizes the situation of Judah 
and Jerusalem at the conclusion of Jeremiah’s life.

�It is cleaIt is clear that ther that the present f present forms of thorms of the book, boe book, both LXX andth LXX and MT, are h MT, are heavily edieavily eeavily edited comedited compositions positions that reflethat reflect the viect the viewpoints anwpoints and concernsd concerns of the wr of the writers and iters and editors whededitors wheditors who producedo produced them. The them. There is a core is a concerted efncerted effort, e.g.fort, e.g., to prese, to present Jeremiant Jeremiah as a proh JeremiaJeremiah aJeremiah as a prophes a prophet like Most like Moses, in thaes, in that he was at he was active for ctive for a period oa period of 40 yearsf 40 years (1:1–3),  (1:1 (1:1–3), c(1:1–3), called for alled for adherence adherence to the insto the instructions tructions or Torah oor Torah of Yahweh af Yahweh as the basis the basis for the s fos for the refor the relationshiplationship between t between the people he people and Yahwehand Yahweh, suffered, suffered abuse and abuse and rejection rejection from both rejectionrejection rejection from both from both Yahweh andYahweh and the peopl the people in a mane in a manner analogner analogous to Mosous to Moses’ experies’ expees’ experienceexperience in the wi in the wilderness, lderness, and died oand died outside theutside the land of I land of Israel. Ovesrael. Overall, the rall, the presentatipresepresentatipresentation of Jereon of Jeremiah in thmiah in the book emee book emerges as a rges as a sort of a sort of a theodicy, theodicy, attemptingattempting to justif t to justifyto justify Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s decision tdecision to destroy o destroy Jerusalem Jerusalem as the resas the result of wroult of wrongdoing byngdoing by the peopl th the peoplethe people of Israel of Israel and Judah and Judah. Scholars. Scholars have long have long pointed t pointed to various o various features ofeatures of the bookf thf the book tthe book that suggeshat suggest a complet a complex editoriax editorial history:l history: the narra the narrative in chtive in ch. 36 that . 36 that identifiesidentidentifiesidentifies Baruch be Baruch ben Neriah an Neriah as the scris the scribe responsbe responsible for wible for writing dowriting down Jeremiahn Jeremiah’s oracles’s JeremiahJeremiah’sJeremiah’s oracles;  oracles; the presenthe presence of bothce of both poetic or poetic oracular comacular compositions,positions, which may which may well cons maymay well cmay well constitute onstitute the words the words of the proof the prophet, and phet, and prose accoprose accounts of thunts of the prophet’e prophet’s words ansprophet’prophet’s prophet’s words and words and activitiesactivities that clea that clearly must srly must stem from atem from a writer or writer or writers o writers other than theoother thanother than the proph the prophet; and thet; and the narrative narrative prose ste prose style that cyle that correspondsorresponds closely t closely to that of o to that of ththat of the Deuterone Deuteronomistic hiomistic history, espstory, especially thecially the books ofe books of 1–2 Kings 1–2 Kings...

It is clear that the present forms of the book, both LXX and MT, are heavily 
edited compositions that reflect the viewpoints and concerns of the writers and 
editors who produced them. There is a concerted effort, e.g., to present 
Jeremiah as a prophet like Moses, in that he was active for a period of 40 years 
(1:1–3), called for adherence to the instructions or Torah of Yahweh as the basis 
for the relationship between the people and Yahweh, suffered abuse and 
rejection from both Yahweh and the people in a manner analogous to Moses’ 
experience in the wilderness, and died outside the land of Israel. Overall, the 
presentation of Jeremiah in the book emerges as a sort of a theodicy, attempting 
to justify Yahweh’s decision to destroy Jerusalem as the result of wrongdoing by 
the people of Israel and Judah. Scholars have long pointed to various features of 
the book that suggest a complex editorial history: the narrative in ch. 36 that 
identifies Baruch ben Neriah as the scribe responsible for writing down 
Jeremiah’s oracles; the presence of both poetic oracular compositions, which 
may well constitute the words of the prophet, and prose accounts of the 
prophet’s words and activities that clearly must stem from a writer or writers 
other than the prophet; and the narrative prose style that corresponds closely to 
that of the Deuteronomistic history, especially the books of 1–2 Kings.

�An extensiAn extensive debate ve debate on this quon this question hasestion has taken pla taken place throughce throughout much oout much of the 20thf thef the 20th cthe 20th century thaentury that highlight highlights the difts the difficulties ficulties in reconstin reconstructing a ructing a picture ofpicture of the histo the his the historicalhistorical prophet f prophet from the lirom the literary preterary presentation sentation in the booin the book of Jeremk of Jeremiah. An eaiah. An early influerlyeaearly inflearly influential stuential study in Gerudy in German by Sigman by Sigmund Mowinmund Mowinckel identckel identifies fourifies four major sou major sources withircsousources wisources within the bthin the book. Sourcook. Source A is thee A is the poetic ma poetic material in terial in chs. 1—25 chs. 1—25 that reprethat represents the sereprerepresentsrepresents the words the words of the pr of the prophet. Souophet. Source B is trce B is the biographe biographical proshical prose materiale material in 19:1—2 in in 19:1—20in 19:1—20:6; 26; 28:6; 26; 28—29; 36—44—29; 36—44, written , written by an admiby an admirer of therer of the prophet.  prophet. Mowinckel MowinckMowinckel Mowinckel and othersand others later ide later identify thisntify this writer as writer as Baruch be Baruch ben Neriah. n Neriah. Source C iSource C is the serms ts the sermonthe sermonic prose mic prose material inaterial in 7:1—8:3;  7:1—8:3; 11:1–17; 111:1–17; 18:1–12; 218:1–12; 21:1–10; 25::1–10; 25:1–11a; 32:1–11a; 32:1–2, 6–16,132:32:1–2, 6–32:1–2, 6–16, 24–44;16, 24–44; 34:1—35:1 34:1—35:19; 44:1–149; 44:1–14, analogou, analogous to sermos to sermonic materinic material in Deutal in Deual in DeuteronomDeuteronomy and the y and the DeuteronomDeuteronomistic hististic history. Also ory. Also included aincluded are superscre superscriptions triptions superscsuperscripsuperscriptions throtions throughout theughout the book and  book and material fmaterial from 3:6–13rom 3:6–13; 29:1a, 3; 29:1a, 3–9, 21–23;–9, 21–23;–9, 21–23; 45.21–23; 45. Source D  Source D constituteconstitutes postexils postexilic oraclesic oracles of consol of consolation in cation in chs. 30—31.hs. 30—31. Together  T Together wTogether with chs. 4ith chs. 46—51 and 56—51 and 52, the who2, the whole was edile was edited and coted and combined togmbined together in tether iether in the posin the postexilic petexilic period.riod.riod.

An extensive debate on this question has taken place throughout much of 
the 20th century that highlights the difficulties in reconstructing a picture of the 
historical prophet from the literary presentation in the book of Jeremiah. An 
early influential study in German by Sigmund Mowinckel identifies four major 
sources within the book. Source A is the poetic material in chs. 1—25 that 
represents the words of the prophet. Source B is the biographical prose material 
in 19:1—20:6; 26; 28—29; 36—44, written by an admirer of the prophet. 
Mowinckel and others later identify this writer as Baruch ben Neriah. Source C is 



the sermonic prose material in 7:1—8:3; 11:1–17; 18:1–12; 21:1–10; 25:1–11a; 
32:1–2, 6–16, 24–44; 34:1—35:19; 44:1–14, analogous to sermonic material in 
Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic history. Also included are 
superscriptions throughout the book and material from 3:6–13; 29:1a, 3–9, 
21–23; 45. Source D constitutes postexilic oracles of consolation in chs. 30—31. 
Together with chs. 46—51 and 52, the whole was edited and combined together 
in the postexilic period.

�SubsequentSubsequent discussio discussion has tendn has tended to blured to blur these dis these distinctions,tinctions, however,  however, as scholaras schoas scholars hscholars have noted ave noted a great dea great deal of affial of affinity betwenity between Mowincken Mowinckel’s firstel’s first three sou three sources. Johnrcesousources. Jsources. John Brightohn Bright maintains maintains that ther that there is no die is no distinction stinction between thbetween the B and C e B and C sources, asousources, asources, and argues nd argues that they that they represent represent a single sa single stream by wtream by which the which the words of Jeords of Jeremiah arereJeJeremiah aJeremiah are handed re handed down. E. Wdown. E. W. Nicholso. Nicholson argues tn argues that the B hat the B and C sourand C sources are boces are bces are both Deuteboth Deuteronomic, pronomic, produced byroduced by Babylonia Babylonian circles n circles who employwho employed the figed the figure of Jerure of Jure of Jeremiah iJeremiah in sermonicn sermonic discourse discourse as a mean as a means to conves to convey Deuterony Deuteronomic teachomic teachings in things in things in the postexthe postexilic Jewisilic Jewish communith community. A Germay. A German study byn study by Manfred W Manfred Weippert areippert argues that gues thagues that the Dthat the Deuteronomieuteronomic prose mac prose material is terial is rooted in rooted in the poeticthe poetic oracles o oracles of Mowinckef Mowinckef Mowinckel’Mowinckel’s Source As Source A, and ther, and therefore stemefore stems from Jers from Jeremiah and emiah and his disciphis disciples. Williles. William L. HollamWilliWilliam L.William L. Holladay  Holladay likewise nlikewise notes affinotes affinities betwities between the poeen the poetic oracletic oracles and proes and prose materiase mse materials,materials, and argue and argues that thes that the prose ser prose sermons constmons constitute Jereitute Jeremiah’s coumiah’s counter-proclnter-proclamations tamcounter-proclcounter-prcounter-proclamationoclamations to the ps to the public readublic readings of things of the book of e book of DeuteronomDeuteronomy. Robert y. Robery. Robert P. Robert P. Carroll maCarroll maintains thintains that Deuteroat Deuteronomic inflnomic influence is suence is so pervasivo pervasive throughoe throughout the boouthroughothroughoutthroughout the book  the book that it isthat it is impossibl impossible to recone to reconstruct an struct an accurate paccurate picture of icture of the prophethethe prophethe prophet, his wort, his words, or hisds, or his ideas. Ac ideas. According tocording to Carroll,  Carroll, Baruch is Baruch is the literathe literary creatiory crry creation ocreation of the Deutf the Deuteronomistieronomistic writers c writers of Jeremiaof Jeremiah, and theh, and the figure of figure of Jeremiah  Jeremiah as presentas as presentas presented in the ed in the book shoulbook should thereford therefore be treate be treated as a woed as a work of fictrk of fiction. Williion. William McKane amWilliWilliam McWilliam McKane argueKane argues that chss that chs. 1–20 con. 1–20 contain oracltain oracles from Jees from Jeremiah, buremiah, but that thet that the book must thethe book mthe book must be ideust be identified asntified as a “rollin a “rolling corpus,”g corpus,” the produ the product of sustct of sustained, pieained, piecemeal acccempiepiecemeal piecemeal accretion accretion as later was later writers addriters added their eed their exegetical xegetical and editorand editorial commenial comments to the tscommencomments tcomments to the origo the original Jereminal Jeremianic “kerianic “kernels.”nels.”nels.”

Subsequent discussion has tended to blur these distinctions, however, as 
scholars have noted a great deal of affinity between Mowinckel’s first three 
sources. John Bright maintains that there is no distinction between the B and C 
sources, and argues that they represent a single stream by which the words of 
Jeremiah are handed down. E. W. Nicholson argues that the B and C sources are 
both Deuteronomic, produced by Babylonian circles who employed the figure of 
Jeremiah in sermonic discourse as a means to convey Deuteronomic teachings in 
the postexilic Jewish community. A German study by Manfred Weippert argues 
that the Deuteronomic prose material is rooted in the poetic oracles of 
Mowinckel’s Source A, and therefore stems from Jeremiah and his disciples. 
William L. Holladay likewise notes affinities between the poetic oracles and prose 
materials, and argues that the prose sermons constitute Jeremiah’s 
counter-proclamations to the public readings of the book of Deuteronomy. 
Robert P. Carroll maintains that Deuteronomic influence is so pervasive 
throughout the book that it is impossible to reconstruct an accurate picture of 
the prophet, his words, or his ideas. According to Carroll, Baruch is the literary 
creation of the Deuteronomistic writers of Jeremiah, and the figure of Jeremiah 
as presented in the book should therefore be treated as a work of fiction. 
William McKane argues that chs. 1–20 contain oracles from Jeremiah, but that 
the book must be identified as a “rolling corpus,” the product of sustained, 
piecemeal accretion as later writers added their exegetical and editorial 
comments to the original Jeremianic “kernels.”

�Clearly, sClearly, scholarly dcholarly discussion iscussion of Jeremiaof Jeremiah points th points to a great o a great deal of dideal of difficulty ifficulty in reconstrn rn reconstrucreconstructing the hting the historical istorical figure andfigure and message o message of the propf the prophet from thet from the presenthe present literary  li literary fliterary forms of thorms of the book. Nee book. Neverthelessvertheless, certain , certain features ofeatures of the propf the prophet and hihet and his thinkings ths thinking, thinking, such as hisuch as his priestlys priestly identity  identity and his prand his pro-Babylonio-Babylonian politican political stance,al stance, do emerge do em do emerge. Jeemerge. Jeremiah is remiah is a priest oa priest of the Elidf the Elide line thae line that once sert once served in theved in the sanctuary sanctuary at Shiloh at S at Shiloh durShiloh during the pring the premonarchicemonarchic period (1 period (1 Sam. 1-3) Sam. 1-3), but was , but was later banilater banished to Anshed to Anathoth wheaAnAnathoth wAnathoth when Solomohen Solomon replacedn replaced Abiathar  Abiathar with Zadokwith Zadok as high p as high priest in Jriest in Jerusalem (erusalem JJerusalem Jerusalem (1 Kgs. 2:(1 Kgs. 2:26-27). Je26-27). Jeremiah’s rremiah’s references eferences in the temin the temple sermonple sermon (7:1—8:3) (7:1—8:3) to the de (7:1—8:3)(7:1—8:3) (7:1—8:3) to the desto the destruction otruction of Shiloh tf Shiloh testifies testifies to this baco this background askground as do his re do his references tfererereferencesreferences to Samuel to Samuel and Moses and Moses as interc as intercessory figessory figures (15:1ures (15:1). Likewis). Likewise, his vise, his visions of anionsvisvisions ofvisions of an almond an almond rod (1:11 rod (1:11–12), a bo–12), a boiling pot iling pot (1:13), an(1:13), and the baskd the baskets of gooets of good and bad d and and bad fiand bad figs (24:1–1gs (24:1–10) all ind0) all indicate his icate his priestly rpriestly role; the bole; the blossoming lossoming almond rodalmond rod is the sy is th is the symbolthe symbol of the pr of the priesthood (iesthood (Num. 17:1-Num. 17:1-11), pries11), priestly dutiestly duties included  included boiling saboiling sacrificial crifsasacrificiasacrificial meat in l meat in pots (cf. pots (cf. 1 Sam. 2:11 Sam. 2:11-17; Ezek1-17; Ezek. 24:1-14). 24:1-14), and the , and the reception reception of fruit oof fruiof fruit offefruit offerings was rings was part of thpart of the tithe due tithe due to the Le to the Levites (Nuevites (Num. 18:1-32m. 18:1-32; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:22-29; 18:22-1414:22-29; 14:22-29; 18:1-5). A18:1-5). Although solthough some have arme have argued that gued that the “lamenthe “laments” or “cots” or “confessions”nfessions”“co“confessio“confessions” of Jerns” of Jeremiah (11:emiah (11:18—12:6; 118—12:6; 15:10–21; 15:10–21; 17:14–18; 17:14–18; 18:18–23; 28:18–23; 20:7–18) ca0:7–18) ca0:7–18) cannot be cannot be authentic authentic to the proto the prophet becauphet because they emse they employ the sploy the stereotypictereotypical languagal language of the lelanguaglanguage olanguage of the lituf the liturgical lamrgical laments of thents of the temple, e temple, the use ofthe use of such lang such language by a uage by a priest to priestpriest to priest to address hiaddress his own probs own problems can blems can be expectede expected. Overall,. Overall, Jeremiah  Jeremiah expresses expresses his frustrhhis frustrhis frustration at bation at both Yahwehoth Yahweh and his e and his enemies, innemies, including mecluding men from Anan from Anathoth, forthoth, for the diffi forfor the difor the difficultiesfficulties he faced  he faced in carryinin carrying out his g out his prophetic prophetic calling ancalling and articulad articulating a mesting a meting a message thmessage that was notat was not likely to likely to win popul win popular supportar support. Jeremiah. Jeremiah’s appeara’s appearance in Jernce in Jerusalem cerusJerJerusalem Jerusalem certainly certainly would not would not win him alwin him allies amonglies among his breth his brethren who diren who did not comed not comed not come to Jecome to Jerusalem afrusalem after Josiahter Josiah destroyed destroyed outlying  outlying sanctuariesanctuaries (cf. 2 Ks (cf. 2 Kgs. 23:8-9gs. 23:8-9). His con). H). His continHis continued call fued call for submissor submission to Babion to Babylon (chs.ylon (chs. 27—28), e 27—28), even after ven after the Babylothe Babylonians had niBabyloBabylonianBabylonians had depos had deported Jehoirted Jehoiachin in 5achin in 597 (ch. 2997 (ch. 29), reflect), reflects the polis the political stantical stance of Josice ofce of Josiah,of Josiah, who died  who died at Megiddoat Megiddo in 609 in in 609 in an attemp an attempt to stop t to stop the Egyptithe Egyptians from sans from supporting upssupportingsupporting Assyria a Assyria against Babgainst Babylon (2 Kgylon (2 Kgs. 23:28-3s. 23:28-30; 2 Chr. 0; 2 Chr. 35:20-27).35:20-27). Such a ca Such a call would mll wll would makewould make him a nat him a natural enemyural enemy of Jehoia of Jehoiakim, who wkim, who was placed as placed on the thron the throne by Phaone by Pone by Pharaoh NePharaoh Neco as an Eco as an Egyptian vagyptian vassal, and ssal, and Zedekiah wZedekiah whose revolhose revolt against t against Babylon leBabylon led to the ddleled to theled to the destructi destruction of Jeruon of Jerusalem. Jersalem. Jeremiah’s clemiah’s close associose association withation with the famil the family of Ahikay of y of Ahikam of Ahikam ben Shaphaben Shaphan (cf. 26:n (cf. 26:14; 29:3; 14; 29:3; 36:10–12; 36:10–12; 39:14; 40:39:14; 40:5), an off5), an official in Jicial in Josiah’s coosiah’sJJosiah’s cJosiah’s court and tourt and the son of he son of Josiah’s sJosiah’s secretary wecretary who reporteho reported the discd the discovery of tovery of the book ofhe tthe book othe book of Torah thf Torah that served at served as the basas the basis for Josis for Josiah’s refoiah’s reforms, testirms, testifies to hifies to his associats assos associatioassociation with then with the Josianic  Josianic “pro-Babyl“pro-Babylonian” paronian” party in Judaty in Judah. Finallyh. Finally, his call, his call for obser for ob for observanceobservance of Yahweh of Yahweh’s Torah a’s Torah as the basis the basis for the s for the covenant rcovenant relationshielationship between p between p between Yabetween Yahweh and thweh and the people,he people, expressed expressed in the te in the temple sermomple sermon as a conn as a condensed verdensed concondensed condensed version ofversion of the Ten C the Ten Commandmentommandments (7:9; cfs (7:9; cf. 11:1–17). 11:1–17), indicate, indicates his adhes his adhes his adherence adherence to the relto the religious norigious norms of Deutms of Deuteronomy.eronomy.eronomy.

Clearly, scholarly discussion of Jeremiah points to a great deal of difficulty in 
reconstructing the historical figure and message of the prophet from the present 
literary forms of the book. Nevertheless, certain features of the prophet and his 
thinking, such as his priestly identity and his pro-Babylonian political stance, do 
emerge. Jeremiah is a priest of the Elide line that once served in the sanctuary at 
Shiloh during the premonarchic period (1 Sam. 1-3), but was later banished to 
Anathoth when Solomon replaced Abiathar with Zadok as high priest in 
Jerusalem (1 Kgs. 2:26-27). Jeremiah’s references in the temple sermon 
(7:1—8:3) to the destruction of Shiloh testifies to this background as do his 
references to Samuel and Moses as intercessory figures (15:1). Likewise, his 
visions of an almond rod (1:11–12), a boiling pot (1:13), and the baskets of good 



and bad figs (24:1–10) all indicate his priestly role; the blossoming almond rod is 
the symbol of the priesthood (Num. 17:1-11), priestly duties included boiling 
sacrificial meat in pots (cf. 1 Sam. 2:11-17; Ezek. 24:1-14), and the reception of 
fruit offerings was part of the tithe due to the Levites (Num. 18:1-32; Deut. 
14:22-29; 18:1-5). Although some have argued that the “laments” or 
“confessions” of Jeremiah (11:18—12:6; 15:10–21; 17:14–18; 18:18–23; 20:7–18) 
cannot be authentic to the prophet because they employ the stereotypical 
language of the liturgical laments of the temple, the use of such language by a 
priest to address his own problems can be expected. Overall, Jeremiah expresses 
his frustration at both Yahweh and his enemies, including men from Anathoth, 
for the difficulties he faced in carrying out his prophetic calling and articulating a 
message that was not likely to win popular support. Jeremiah’s appearance in 
Jerusalem certainly would not win him allies among his brethren who did not 
come to Jerusalem after Josiah destroyed outlying sanctuaries (cf. 2 Kgs. 23:8-9). 
His continued call for submission to Babylon (chs. 27—28), even after the 
Babylonians had deported Jehoiachin in 597 (ch. 29), reflects the political stance 
of Josiah, who died at Megiddo in 609 in an attempt to stop the Egyptians from 
supporting Assyria against Babylon (2 Kgs. 23:28-30; 2 Chr. 35:20-27). Such a call 
would make him a natural enemy of Jehoiakim, who was placed on the throne by 
Pharaoh Neco as an Egyptian vassal, and Zedekiah whose revolt against Babylon 
led to the destruction of Jerusalem. Jeremiah’s close association with the family 
of Ahikam ben Shaphan (cf. 26:14; 29:3; 36:10–12; 39:14; 40:5), an official in 
Josiah’s court and the son of Josiah’s secretary who reported the discovery of 
the book of Torah that served as the basis for Josiah’s reforms, testifies to his 
association with the Josianic “pro-Babylonian” party in Judah. Finally, his call for 
observance of Yahweh’s Torah as the basis for the covenant relationship 
between Yahweh and the people, expressed in the temple sermon as a 
condensed version of the Ten Commandments (7:9; cf. 11:1–17), indicates his 
adherence to the religious norms of Deuteronomy.

�Jeremiah cJeremiah clearly seelearly sees the humas the human world ofn world of social an social and politicad political events al events as the reals the reas the realm of Yrealm of Yahweh’s acahweh’s activity. Altivity. Although Jerthough Jeremiah takeemiah takes a partiss a partisan stance an stance in the Judin the Judean politieanJudJudean polJudean political woritical world of his ld of his day, he doday, he does so out es so out of sense oof sense of obligatif obligation, both ton, both to Yahweh ao Yaho Yahweh andYahweh and his peopl his people, to see e, to see that justithat justice and rigce and righteousnesshteousness prevail.  prevail. Chs. 2—6 aChs. 2—6 and 30—31 indaand 30—31 and 30—31 indicate tindicate that Jeremihat Jeremiah initialah initially supportly supported Josiah’ed Josiah’s bid to rs bid to return the eturn the people of peopeople of people of northern Inorthern Israel to Dsrael to Davidic rulavidic rule, but he e, but he concluded concluded that Josiathat Josiah’s untimeh’s untimely death sly dly death signdeath signaled Yahwealed Yahweh’s intenth’s intention to punion to punish Judah ish Judah for abandofor abandoning Yahwening Yahweh in a manh in a manh in a manner anamanner analogous to logous to that of nothat of northern Isrrthern Israel. He caael. He calls for julls for just treatmest treatment of the nt of the underpriviundunderpriviunderprivileged in Jleged in Judean sociudean society, and sety, and severely creverely criticizes Jiticizes Jehoiakim fehoiakim for neglector neglecting the weing thing the welfarthe welfare of his pe of his people whileople while buildinge building a sumptuo a sumptuous palace us palace for himselfor himself (ch. 22)f (ch. 22). He is eq. He. He is equaHe is equally capabllly capable of chaste of chastising Yahwising Yahweh for abaeh for abandoning hindoning him to enemim to enemies after pes after proclaimingropproclaiminproclaiming Yahweh’sg Yahweh’s word, and word, and curses th curses the day of he day of his birth fis birth for his inaor his inability to bility to resist hisresisresist hisresist his prophetic prophetic calling ( calling (20:7–18). 20:7–18). He condemnHe condemns Hananiahs Hananiah as a fals as a false prophet,e prophet, even when ev even when even when Hananiah’sHananiah’s message o message of salvatiof salvation for Jerun for Jerusalem corrsalem corresponds toesponds to that of I that of Isaiah a cesIIsaiah a cIsaiah a century befentury before (ch. 2ore (ch. 28). He con8). He condemns Zededemns Zedekiah for rkiah for reneging oneneging on the relea the release of slavsrelearelease ofrelease of slaves wh slaves when the Baben the Babylonians tylonians temporarilyemporarily lifted th lifted their siege eir siege of Jerusalof Jerusalem (ch. 34em (em (ch. 34). (ch. 34). When the BWhen the Babyloniansabylonians offered t offered to take Jero take Jeremiah backemiah back to Babylo to Babylon for his n for his own protecowown protecown protection in thtion in the aftermate aftermath of Jerush of Jerusalem’s falalem’s fall in 587, l in 587, Jeremiah cJeremiah chose to rehose to remain amongmaireremain amoremain among his peong his people. His rple. His redemption edemption of family of family property iproperty in Anathothn Anathoth during a  during a  during a lull in a lull in the Babylothe Babylonian siegenian siege indicates indicates his ident his identification ification with his pwith his people and eople and his confidhis confhis confidenceconfidence in the re in the restoration storation of the natof the nation followion following the puing the punishment. nishment. The presenThe present form of t presenpresent fopresent form of the rm of the oracles oforacles of restorati restoration in chs.on in chs. 30–31 loo 30–31 looks forwardks forward to the re to the restoration storerestoratiorestoration and a nen and a new covenantw covenant between Y between Yahweh and ahweh and the peoplethe people...

Jeremiah clearly sees the human world of social and political events as the 
realm of Yahweh’s activity. Although Jeremiah takes a partisan stance in the 
Judean political world of his day, he does so out of sense of obligation, both to 
Yahweh and his people, to see that justice and righteousness prevail. Chs. 2—6 
and 30—31 indicate that Jeremiah initially supported Josiah’s bid to return the 
people of northern Israel to Davidic rule, but he concluded that Josiah’s untimely 
death signaled Yahweh’s intention to punish Judah for abandoning Yahweh in a 
manner analogous to that of northern Israel. He calls for just treatment of the 
underprivileged in Judean society, and severely criticizes Jehoiakim for neglecting 
the welfare of his people while building a sumptuous palace for himself (ch. 22). 
He is equally capable of chastising Yahweh for abandoning him to enemies after 



proclaiming Yahweh’s word, and curses the day of his birth for his inability to 
resist his prophetic calling (20:7–18). He condemns Hananiah as a false prophet, 
even when Hananiah’s message of salvation for Jerusalem corresponds to that of 
Isaiah a century before (ch. 28). He condemns Zedekiah for reneging on the 
release of slaves when the Babylonians temporarily lifted their siege of Jerusalem 
(ch. 34). When the Babylonians offered to take Jeremiah back to Babylon for his 
own protection in the aftermath of Jerusalem’s fall in 587, Jeremiah chose to 
remain among his people. His redemption of family property in Anathoth during 
a lull in the Babylonian siege indicates his identification with his people and his 
confidence in the restoration of the nation following the punishment. The 
present form of the oracles of restoration in chs. 30–31 looks forward to the 
restoration and a new covenant between Yahweh and the people.

�In sum, thIn sum, the book of e book of Jeremiah pJeremiah presents Jeresents Jeremiah as remiah as a priest aa priest and prophetnd prophet who was h who w who was heavilwas heavily involvedy involved in the pu in the public affaiblic affairs of his rs of his own societown society at a timy at a time of deep e of deep national cnationnational cnational crisis. As risis. As such, he rsuch, he represents epresents a model ofa model of unswervin unswerving commitmeg commitment to Yahwnt to Yahwnt to Yahweh, toYahweh, to his own p his own people, andeople, and to the pr to the principles oinciples of righteouf righteousness and sness and justice thjustice that stood aat ththat stoodthat stood at the fo at the foundation oundation of Yahweh’sf Yahweh’s relations relationship with thip with the people he people of Israel of Israel and Judah.andand Judah.and Judah.

In sum, the book of Jeremiah presents Jeremiah as a priest and prophet who 
was heavily involved in the public affairs of his own society at a time of deep 
national crisis. As such, he represents a model of unswerving commitment to 
Yahweh, to his own people, and to the principles of righteousness and justice 
that stood at the foundation of Yahweh’s relationship with the people of Israel 
and Judah.
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JEREMIAH, JEREMIAH, LAMENTATIOLAMENTATIONS OFNS OFNS OF

JEREMIAH, LAMENTATIONS OF

Title ascrTitle ascribed to thibed to the book of e book of LamentatioLamentations in sevens in several early ral early versions. versions. Although sAlthough some ancienomssome anciesome ancient traditint traditions associons associated the pated the prophet Jerrophet Jeremiah withemiah with the book  the book and some cand some cand some canonical canonical lists recklists reckon Jeremiaon Jeremiah and Lameh and Lamentations tntations together (cogether (cf. LXX Prof. LXX Prologue; Joslogue; Josephus eJosJosephus Josephus Ag. Ap.Ag. Ap. 1.8 [38]) 1.8 [38]), Jeremian, Jeremianic authorsic authorship is nowhip is now discounte discounted.d.d.

Title ascribed to the book of Lamentations in several early versions. Although 
some ancient traditions associated the prophet Jeremiah with the book and some 
canonical lists reckon Jeremiah and Lamentations together (cf. LXX Prologue; 
Josephus Ag. Ap. 1.8 [38]), Jeremianic authorship is now discounted.

�SeeSee  LAMENTATIOLAMENTATIONS, BOOK ONS, BOOK OF.F.

See LAMENTATIONS, BOOK OF.

JEREMIAH, JEREMIAH, LETTER OFLETTER OFLETTER OF

JEREMIAH, LETTER OF

According According to its supto its superscriptioerscription, a copy n, a copy of a letteof a letter sent by r sent by the prophethe prophet Jeremiaht Jeremiah to Judean to to Judean to Judean prisoners prisoners who were awho were about to bebout to be shipped t shipped to Babylon.o Babylon. The Lette The Letter survivesr survivesr survives isurvives in Greek ann Greek and other and other ancient verscient versions such ions such as Syriac as Syriac and Latin.and Latin. Translati Translation errors on eon errors anderrors and linguisti linguistic usages ic usages indicate thndicate that it was at it was translatedtranslated into Gree into Greek from a lk from a lost Hebrewost Host Hebrew oriHebrew original. In ginal. In some Greeksome Greek manuscrip manuscripts the Letts the Letter is septer is separated froarated from Baruch bm Baruch bm Baruch by Lamentaby Lamentations, buttions, but in others in others it follow it follows Baruch. s Baruch. In the VulIn the Vulgate, KJV,gate, KJV, and Catho and Catholic Bibleslic CathoCatholic BCatholic Bibles it iibles it is includeds included as ch. 6  as ch. 6 of Baruch.of Baruch. The Lette The Letter of Jeremr of Jeremiah is reciah is recognized asognizerecrecognizedrecognized as canoni as canonical by Romcal by Roman Catholian Catholics and thecs and the Orthodox  Orthodox communitiecommunities, but clas, but cs, but classifiedclassified among the among the Apocrypha Apocrypha by the Je by the Jewish and Pwish and Protestant rotestant communitiecommunities because s becauses because itbecause it is not pa is not part of the rt of the Hebrew BibHebrew Bible.le.le.

According to its superscription, a copy of a letter sent by the prophet Jeremiah 
to Judean prisoners who were about to be shipped to Babylon. The Letter 
survives in Greek and other ancient versions such as Syriac and Latin. Translation 
errors and linguistic usages indicate that it was translated into Greek from a lost 
Hebrew original. In some Greek manuscripts the Letter is separated from Baruch 
by Lamentations, but in others it follows Baruch. In the Vulgate, KJV, and 
Catholic Bibles it is included as ch. 6 of Baruch. The Letter of Jeremiah is 



recognized as canonical by Roman Catholics and the Orthodox communities, but 
classified among the Apocrypha by the Jewish and Protestant communities 
because it is not part of the Hebrew Bible.

�The book’sThe book’s introduct introduction is simion is similar in coilar in content and ntent and purpose topurpose to the lette the letter to the er to ther to the exilesthe exiles already i already in Babylon n Babylon found in Jfound in Jer. 29. Ther. 29. The contentse contents consist o consist of satiricaf satirical parodiesl parol parodies aparodies and polemicnd polemics against s against idols and idols and prophetic prophetic admonitionadmonitions and warns and warnings, all ings, all of which hof of which hof which have literaave literary links wry links with the Heith the Hebrew Biblebrew Bible, especial, especially Jeremialy Jeremiah. Whetherh. Whether this work th this work this work is regardeis regarded as an and as an ancient lettcient letter or a trer or a tract againsact against idolatryt idolatry depends o depends on how flexn hon how flexibhow flexibly the letly the letter genre ter genre is understis understood.ood.ood.

The book’s introduction is similar in content and purpose to the letter to 
the exiles already in Babylon found in Jer. 29. The contents consist of satirical 
parodies and polemics against idols and prophetic admonitions and warnings, all 
of which have literary links with the Hebrew Bible, especially Jeremiah. Whether 
this work is regarded as an ancient letter or a tract against idolatry depends on 
how flexibly the letter genre is understood.

�After the After the introductiintroduction (vv. 1–on (vv. 1–7, followi7, following NRSV) tng NRSV) the polemiche polemics, instrucs, instructions, andtions, antions, and exhortand exhortations mayations may be divide be divided into 10 d into 10 sections (sections (vv. 8–16; vv. 8–16; 17–23; 24–17–23; 24–29; 30–40a29; 30–40a; 40b-44; ;30–40a30–40a; 4030–40a; 40b-44; 45–5b-44; 45–52; 53–56; 2; 53–56; 57–65; 66–57–65; 66–69; 70–73)69; 70–73), each of , each of which is cwhich is concluded boncluded boncluded by a refraby a refrain which ain which argues thatrgues that the statu the statues of the es of the gods are ngods are not really ot really gods and/ogods and/or should nr shr should notshould not be feared be feared (vv. 16,  (vv. 16, 23, 29, 6523, 29, 65, 69; cf. , 69; cf. vv. 40, 44vv. 40, 44, 51, 56, , 51, 56, 72). These72). These refrains  refrain refrains krefrains keep beforeeep before the reade the reader the mainr the main themes of themes of the Lette the Letter: admonitr: admonitions to esions to eschew foreicheseschew foreschew foreign religeign religious practious practices and tices and to worship o worship only the Lonly the Lord. The Lord. The Letter addretter addresses the esaddraddresses addresses the dangerthe danger of idolat of idolatry in exilry in exile (Deut. 4e (Deut. 4:27-28) by:27-28) by drawing u drawing upon the prpon the prophetic anopprprophetic prophetic and culticand cultic polemics  polemics against idagainst idols found ols found in Jer. 10in Jer. 10:1-16 and :1-16 and elsewhere elsewhere (e.g., Isa(e.g(e.g., Isa(e.g., Isa. 44:9-20;. 44:9-20; Hab. 2:18 Hab. 2:18-19; Ps. 1-19; Ps. 115:3-8). T15:3-8). The extensihe extensive attacksve attacks on the fo on the foreign godsreign greign gods are lgods are long, detaiong, detailed, and rled, and repetitiousepetitious, and the , and the virulence virulence of the autof the author’s attahor’s attack testifick tesck testifies testifies to the attto the attraction ofraction of the domin the dominant polythant polytheistic culeistic culture of thture of the ancient e ancient Near East.Near Near East.Near East.

After the introduction (vv. 1–7, following NRSV) the polemics, instructions, 
and exhortations may be divided into 10 sections (vv. 8–16; 17–23; 24–29; 
30–40a; 40b-44; 45–52; 53–56; 57–65; 66–69; 70–73), each of which is concluded 
by a refrain which argues that the statues of the gods are not really gods and/or 
should not be feared (vv. 16, 23, 29, 65, 69; cf. vv. 40, 44, 51, 56, 72). These 
refrains keep before the reader the main themes of the Letter: admonitions to 
eschew foreign religious practices and to worship only the Lord. The Letter 
addresses the danger of idolatry in exile (Deut. 4:27-28) by drawing upon the 
prophetic and cultic polemics against idols found in Jer. 10:1-16 and elsewhere 
(e.g., Isa. 44:9-20; Hab. 2:18-19; Ps. 115:3-8). The extensive attacks on the foreign 
gods are long, detailed, and repetitious, and the virulence of the author’s attack 
testifies to the attraction of the dominant polytheistic culture of the ancient 
Near East.

�The LetterThe Letter has been  has been most frequmost frequently placently placed in the ed in the HellenistiHellenistic period (c period (332–63 332–63 ((332–63 (332–63 B.C.E.B.C.E.), a date ), a date supported supported by a Qumraby a Qumran Greek man Greek manuscript fnuscript fragment ofragment of vv. 43–44 vv. 4 vv. 43–44 dati43–44 dating to ca. ng to ca. 100 100 B.C.E.B.C.E. A possibl A possible reference reference to the Le to the Letter in 2etter in 2 Macc. 2:2 Macc. 2:2 comes fro com comes fromcomes from the 2nd c the 2nd century. Alentury. Although thethough the polemics  polemics suggest thsuggest the types ofe types of statues,  statues, processionpprocessionprocessions, dressins, dressing, feedingg, feeding, and care, and care of the go of the gods charactds characteristic oferistic of Babylonia Babylonian religionn ren religion, religion, the locus the locus of these aof these activities ctivities might alsomight also be the Ba be the Babylonian obylonian or Judean Jr Judean Jewish commewish JJewish comJewish community, anmunity, and the contd the content and puent and purpose of trpose of the Letter he Letter are so genare so general that eral that they may ptthey may pthey may pertain to ertain to any time iany time in the Persn the Persian and Grian and Greek periodeek periods.s.s.

The Letter has been most frequently placed in the Hellenistic period 
(332–63 B.C.E.), a date supported by a Qumran Greek manuscript fragment of vv. 
43–44 dating to ca. 100 B.C.E. A possible reference to the Letter in 2 Macc. 2:2 
comes from the 2nd century. Although the polemics suggest the types of statues, 
processions, dressing, feeding, and care of the gods characteristic of Babylonian 
religion, the locus of these activities might also be the Babylonian or Judean 
Jewish community, and the content and purpose of the Letter are so general that 
they may pertain to any time in the Persian and Greek periods.

Anthony J.Anthony J. Saldarini Saldarini

Anthony J. Saldarini

JEREMIELJEREMIEL (Lat.  (Lat. HieremihelHieremihel)))

JEREMIEL (Lat. Hieremihel)

The archanThe archangel who regel who responded tosponded to the quest the questions of thions of the righteoue righteous dead cons dead concerning recerning rcerning resurrectiresurrection (2 Esdron (2 Esdr. 4:36). H. 4:36). He is presue is presumed to be med to be the same athe same as Ramiel os Ramiel or Ramael (r Ramael (so Syr; cfs((so Syr; c(so Syr; cf. 2 Bar. f. 2 Bar. 55:3) or R55:3) or Remiel (1 Eemiel (1 En. 20:8 mgn. 20:8 mg).).

The archangel who responded to the questions of the righteous dead concerning 
resurrection (2 Esdr. 4:36). He is presumed to be the same as Ramiel or Ramael 
(so Syr; cf. 2 Bar. 55:3) or Remiel (1 En. 20:8 mg).

JEREMOTHJEREMOTH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïreämo®tyeïreämo®t��) (also JE) (also JERIMOTH)RIMOTH)RIMOTH)

JEREMOTH (Heb. yeïreämo®t� ) (also JERIMOTH)

The slightThe slight variation variation in the sp in the spelling of elling of this name this name (also Jeri(also Jerimoth) origmoth) originally devinally developed foreloped devdeveloped developed for euphonfor euphonic reasonsic reasons which fac which facilitated pilitated pronunciatironunciation in Hebron in Hebrew.ew.ew.

The slight variation in the spelling of this name (also Jerimoth) originally 
developed for euphonic reasons which facilitated pronunciation in Hebrew.



�1.1. A Benjami A Benjamite, one ofte, one of the nine  the nine sons of Besons of Becher who scher who served as aerved as a family he family head during ad dad during theduring the reign of  reign of David (1 CDavid (1 Chr. 7:8).hr. 7:8).hr. 7:8).

1. A Benjamite, one of the nine sons of Becher who served as a family head 
during the reign of David (1 Chr. 7:8).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Beriah, heBeriah, head of a Bead of a Benjamite fanjamite family who lmily who lived in Jeived in Jerusalem (1rusalem (1 Chr. 8:14 Chr.  Chr. 8:14,Chr. 8:14, 28). 28). 28).

2. A son of Beriah, head of a Benjamite family who lived in Jerusalem (1 
Chr. 8:14, 28).

�3.3. A Merarit A Merarite Levite, e Levite, one of theone of the three son three sons of Mushis of Mushi, who was , who was appointed appointed to temple to tto temple sertemple service by Davice by David (1 Chrvid (1 Chr. 23:23; c. 23:23; called Jerialled Jerimoth at 24moth at 24:30).:30).:30).

3. A Merarite Levite, one of the three sons of Mushi, who was appointed to 
temple service by David (1 Chr. 23:23; called Jerimoth at 24:30).

�4.4. The son o The son of Heman whf Heman whom David aom David and the comnd the commanders ofmanders of the army  the army appointed appointeappointed appointed for the mifor the ministry of nistry of prophesyinprophesying in the tg in the temple withemple with instrumen instrumental accomptal accompaniment (1aaccompaccompanimaccompaniment (1 Chrent (1 Chr. 25:22; J. 25:22; Jerimoth aterimoth at v. 4). v. 4). v. 4).

4. The son of Heman whom David and the commanders of the army 
appointed for the ministry of prophesying in the temple with instrumental 
accompaniment (1 Chr. 25:22; Jerimoth at v. 4).

�5.5. A descend A descendant of Elaant of Elam among thm among those who haose who had returnedd returned from the  from the Exile withExile with Zerubbabe withwith Zerubwith Zerubbabel and babel and were guiltwere guilty of intery of intermarriage wmarriage with foreigith foreign women (En women (Ezra 10:26)zra 10:26zra 10:26).10:26).10:26).

5. A descendant of Elam among those who had returned from the Exile 
with Zerubbabel and were guilty of intermarriage with foreign women (Ezra 
10:26).

�6.6. A descend A descendant of Zatant of Zattu who divtu who divorced his orced his foreign wiforeign wife (Ezra 1fe (Ezra 10:27).0:27).0:27).

6. A descendant of Zattu who divorced his foreign wife (Ezra 10:27).

�7.7. A descend A descendant of Banant of Bani who senti who sent away his  away his foreign wiforeign wife and chife and children (Ezrldren (Ezra 10:29)a 10:a 10:29)10:29)10:29)

7. A descendant of Bani who sent away his foreign wife and children (Ezra 
10:29)
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JERIAHJERIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïriîyaœhyeïriîyaœhu®u®),),),

JERIAH (Heb. yeïriîyaœhu®),

�  JERIJAH JERIJAH (yeïriîya®(yeïriîya®)))

 JERIJAH (yeïriîya®)

A KohathitA Kohathite Levite; e Levite; head of thhead of the Hebronite Hebronite house ate house at the time  the time of King Daof King David (1 Chrvid (1 Chrvid (1 Chr. 23:19Chr. 23:19; 24:23). ; 24:23). At 1 Chr. At 1 Chr. 26:31 he i26:31 he is called Js called Jerijah.erijah.

A Kohathite Levite; head of the Hebronite house at the time of King David (1 
Chr. 23:19; 24:23). At 1 Chr. 26:31 he is called Jerijah.

JERIBAIJERIBAI (Heb.  (Heb. yeïriîb�ayyeïriîb�ay)))

JERIBAI (Heb. yeïriîb�ay )

A son of EA son of Elnaam; onelnaam; one of David’ of David’s Mighty Ms Mighty Men (1 Chr.en (1 Chr. 11:46). 11:46).

A son of Elnaam; one of David’s Mighty Men (1 Chr. 11:46).

JERICHOJERICHO (Heb.  (Heb. yeïriîh�o®yeïriîh�o®)))

JERICHO (Heb. yeïriîh�o® )

A town ca.A town ca. 16 km. (1 16 km. (10 mi.) N o0 mi.) N of the Deadf the Dead Sea near  Sea near a crossinga crossing of the Jo of the Jordan Riverrdan River. Israelit. RiverRiver. IsrRiver. Israelite Jeraelite Jericho has bicho has been associeen associated with ated with Tell Tell es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn (192142)  (192142) and Roman and and Roman and Roman Jericho wiJericho with th Tulu®l AbuTulu®l Abuœ el-{Alayœ el-{Alayiqiq (191139). (191139). Archaeolo Archaeological evidgical evigical evidence hevidence has recordeas recorded occupatid occupation near thon near the spring e spring ({Ain es-S({Ain es-Sult�a®nult�a®n) and at T) and at Tell eTTell Tell es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn and  and Abuœ el-{AAbuœ el-{Alayiqlayiq from as e from as early as tharly as the Mesolithe Mesolithic period ic periodic period (caperiod (ca. 9000 . 9000 B.C.E.B.C.E.), with oc), with occasional gcasional gaps, throuaps, through the modgh the modern era.ern era.

A town ca. 16 km. (10 mi.) N of the Dead Sea near a crossing of the Jordan 
River. Israelite Jericho has been associated with Tell es-Sult�a®n  (192142) 
and Roman Jericho with Tulu®l Abuœ el-{Alayiq (191139). Archaeological 
evidence has recorded occupation near the spring ({Ain es-Sult�a®n ) and at 
Tell es-Sult�a®n  and Abuœ el-{Alayiq from as early as the Mesolithic 
period (ca. 9000 B.C.E.), with occasional gaps, through the modern era.

Pre-potterPre-pottery Neolithiy Neolithic fortificc fortifications at ations at Jericho (TJericho (Tell ell es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn) (Jericho) (Jericho Excavatio Excava ExcavationExcavation Fund, pho Fund, photo Kathleeto Kathleen M. Kenyon M. Kenyon)n)

Pre-pottery Neolithic fortifications at Jericho (Tell es-Sult�a®n ) (Jericho 
Excavation Fund, photo Kathleen M. Kenyon)

Old TestamOld Testament and Apent and Apocryphaocrypha

Old Testament and Apocrypha

�The name JThe name Jericho appericho appears in Heears in Hebrew Scripbrew Scripture frequture frequently in gently in geographicaeographical referencl refel referencesreferences (e.g., Nu (e.g., Num. 22:1; 2m. 22:1; 26:3, 63; D6:3, 63; Deut. 34:1,eut. 34:1, 3; also 1 3; also 1 Chr. 6:78 Chr. 6:78[MT 63]) f[MT 63]) from beyondromffrom beyonfrom beyond the Jordd the Jordan. Jerichan. Jericho figures o figures prominentlprominently only in y only in the book othe book of Joshua, f Joshua, which repowhwhich repowhich reports its mirts its miraculous craculous conquest (Jonquest (Josh. 5:13-osh. 5:13-6:23); in 6:23); in Judges it Judges it appears asappears as an outpos an o an outpost ofoutpost of Eglon of  Eglon of Moab (JudgMoab (Judg. 3:13). D. 3:13). David’s abuavid’s abused emissased emissaries recupries recuperated at erated at Jericho (2JeJericho (2Jericho (2 Sam. 10:5 Sam. 10:51 = 1 Chr.1 = 1 Chr. 19:5). Ac 19:5). According tocording to 1 Kgs. 16 1 Kgs. 16:34 Hiel o:34 Hiel of Bethel “f Bethel “built Jeribui““built Jer“built Jericho,” at icho,” at the cost othe cost of two sonsf two sons in corres in correspondence tpondence to the curso the curse in Josh.e in Josh. 6. In 2 K 6. I 6. In 2 Kgs. In 2 Kgs. 2:4-18 Jer2:4-18 Jericho is noicho is noted as seated as seat of a scht of a school of proool of prophets. Judphets. Judahite captahite captives of waives oives of war werof war were repatriae repatriated there ted there (2 Chr. 28(2 Chr. 28:15). 2 Kg:15). 2 Kgs. 25:5 = s. 25:5 = Jer. 39:5 Jer. 39:5 = 52:8 rec= 52:8 records the cordrecrecords threcords the capture e capture of the fleof the fleeing king eing king Zedekiah nZedekiah near Jerichear Jericho. Ezra 2:o. Ezra 2:34 = Neh. 34 = Neh. 7:36 refer7:37:36 refer7:36 refers to a poss to a postexilic setexilic settlement (ttlement (populationpopulation 345) at J 345) at Jericho.ericho.ericho.

The name Jericho appears in Hebrew Scripture frequently in geographical 



references (e.g., Num. 22:1; 26:3, 63; Deut. 34:1, 3; also 1 Chr. 6:78[MT 63]) 
from beyond the Jordan. Jericho figures prominently only in the book of Joshua, 
which reports its miraculous conquest (Josh. 5:13-6:23); in Judges it appears as an 
outpost of Eglon of Moab (Judg. 3:13). David’s abused emissaries recuperated at 
Jericho (2 Sam. 10:51 = 1 Chr. 19:5). According to 1 Kgs. 16:34 Hiel of Bethel 
“built Jericho,” at the cost of two sons in correspondence to the curse in Josh. 6. 
In 2 Kgs. 2:4-18 Jericho is noted as seat of a school of prophets. Judahite captives 
of war were repatriated there (2 Chr. 28:15). 2 Kgs. 25:5 = Jer. 39:5 = 52:8 
records the capture of the fleeing king Zedekiah near Jericho. Ezra 2:34 = Neh. 
7:36 refers to a postexilic settlement (population 345) at Jericho.

�Jericho reJericho regained impgained importance inortance in Hellenist Hellenistic times. ic times. The town wThe town was fortifias fortified by Bacced by Baed by Bacchides Bacchides (1 Macc. 9(1 Macc. 9:50) and w:50) and was later tas later the scene ohe scene of the deatf the death of Simonh of Simon (16:14–16 (16:14–16). Sir. 24)(16:14–16(16:14–16)(16:14–16). Sir. 24:. Sir. 24:14 mention14 mentions Jericho s Jericho in a metapin a metaphor for wihor for wisdom.sdom.

Jericho regained importance in Hellenistic times. The town was fortified by 
Bacchides (1 Macc. 9:50) and was later the scene of the death of Simon 
(16:14–16). Sir. 24:14 mentions Jericho in a metaphor for wisdom.

New TestamNew Testamentent

New Testament

Jericho apJericho appears in tpears in the accounthe account of Jesus’ of Jesus’ ministry  ministry only in thonly in the Synoptice Synoptic Gospels.  Gospels. It is the It is It is the setis the setting for tting for the story ohe story of Zacchaeuf Zacchaeus, apparens, apparently chief tly chief tax collectax collector for thtor for the town (Lue towe town (Luketown (Luke 19:1-10), 19:1-10), and figur and figures in the es in the parable ofparable of the Good  the Good Samaritan Samaritan (10:30). I(10:30). In Matt. 20n Mn Matt. 20:2Matt. 20:29; Mark 109; Mark 10:46; Luke :46; Luke 18:35 Jeri18:35 Jericho is thecho is the setting f setting for the heaor the healing of a ling of a blind beggblind blind beggblind beggar(s).ar(s).

Jericho appears in the account of Jesus’ ministry only in the Synoptic Gospels. It 
is the setting for the story of Zacchaeus, apparently chief tax collector for the 
town (Luke 19:1-10), and figures in the parable of the Good Samaritan (10:30). In 
Matt. 20:29; Mark 10:46; Luke 18:35 Jericho is the setting for the healing of a 
blind beggar(s).

Tell es-SuTell es-Sult�a®nlt�a®n

Tell es-Sult�a®n

Tell Tell es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn, first ex, first excavated bycavated by Ernst Sel Ernst Sellin and Calin and Carl Watzingrl Watzinger (1907–0er (1907–09), later 9),(1907–0(1907–09),(1907–09), later by  later by John GarstJohn Garstang (1930–ang (1930–36) and by36) and by Kathleen  Kathleen M. Kenyon M. Kenyon (1952–58),(1952–58(1952–58),(1952–58), has yield has yielded some ofed some of the most  the most important important informatioinformation concernin concerning the begng the beng the beginningsbeginnings of urbani of urbanization. Mezation. Mesolithic rsolithic remains (caemains (ca. 9000), s. 9000), similar to imilar to Natufian aNatufian artifacts, rtifacaartifacts,artifacts, were foun were found in a deed in a deep soundingp sounding. This nar. This narrow exposurow exposure detectere detected a rectand a rectangular “plagrectanrectangularectangular “platforr “platform” of claym” of clay purposely purposely preserved preserved on bedroc on bedrock, interprk, interpreted by Keeted by Kenyon as a nKeKenyon as Kenyon as a shrine; a shrine; however, ohowever, objects tenbjects tentatively utatively understood nderstood as socketsas sockets for totem for totems have sinstotemtotems havtotems have since bee since been identifen identified as stoied as stone mortarsne mortars...

Tell es-Sult�a®n , first excavated by Ernst Sellin and Carl Watzinger 
(1907–09), later by John Garstang (1930–36) and by Kathleen M. Kenyon 
(1952–58), has yielded some of the most important information concerning the 
beginnings of urbanization. Mesolithic remains (ca. 9000), similar to Natufian 
artifacts, were found in a deep sounding. This narrow exposure detected a 
rectangular “platform” of clay purposely preserved on bedrock, interpreted by 
Kenyon as a shrine; however, objects tentatively understood as sockets for 
totems have since been identified as stone mortars.

�In the sucIn the succeeding foceeding four Neolithur Neolithic levels ic levels (ca. 8500–(ca. 8500–4000) Tell4000) Tell  es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn became a  b became a lbecame a large (4 haarge (4 ha. [10 a.]). [10 a.]) town. The town. The Pre-potte Pre-pottery Neolithry Neolithic A settlic A settlement, sucement, successor to cesucsuccessor successor to “Proto-to “Proto-Neolithic”Neolithic” villages, villages, expanded  expanded and organiand organized to thezed to the point tha point that occupantt ot occupants occupants constructeconstructed a large d a large stone wallstone wall around th around the town. The town. The perimetee perimeter/defense r/defenseperimeteperimeter/perimeter/defense wadefense wall includell included in all td in all three phasehree phases at leasts at least one tower one tower, round in, round in plan (8.5 pla plan (8.5 plan (8.5 m. [28 ft.m. [28 ft.] wide, su] wide, surviving 7.rviving 7.7 m. [25 f7 m. [25 ft.] high) t.] high) with an inwith an interior staterior staircase. Inircase. Inircase. In the perIn the perimeter walimeter wall’s secondl’s second phase a d phase a ditch 9.5 mitch 9.5 m. (31 ft.). (31 ft.) wide x 2. wide x 2.25 m. (7.425 m. (7.4 ft.) deep ft.)  ft.) deep ft.) deep was cut inwas cut into bedrockto bedrock along the along the outer fac outer face, a featue, a feature which pre which provided derovided deeper proteepdedeeper prodeeper protection. Ptection. Pre-potteryre-pottery Neolithic Neolithic B Tell  B Tell es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn, also a w, also a walled townalled towalled town, is mtown, is most notablost notably represeny represented by theted by the discovery discovery of human  of human skulls whiskulls which had beech had beech had been retribeen retrieved from eved from primary buprimary burial and orial and onto which nto which facial feafacial features had tures had been moldebeen molded. The skudmoldemolded. Thmolded. The skulls, e skulls, examples oexamples of which haf which have been dive been discovered ascovered at other Net other Neolithic siolithic sites, were tsisites, wersites, were kept wite kept within houseshin houses; a group ; a group of nine weof nine were found ire found in collapsen collapsed debris od debris of one housf of one house.one house. Kenyon su Kenyon suggested thggested that these sat these skulls poinkulls point to an ant to an ancestor culcestor cult. In the t. In the uppermost uppuppermost uppermost PPN B levePPN B levels humanlils humanlike clay fike clay figurines, sgurines, similar to imilar to those founthose found at d at {Ain{Ain Ghazal, w Gh Ghazal, weGhazal, were discovere discovered; thesered; these Kenyon ch Kenyon characterizearacterized as a cond as a continuation tinuation of the ancof the ancestor culteancancestor cancestor cult, an imult, an imitation ofitation of the decor the decorated humanated human skulls. O skulls. Others, howthers, however, undeever, understand thersundeunderstandunderstand the figur the figurines to reines to represent depresent deities.ities.ities.

In the succeeding four Neolithic levels (ca. 8500–4000) Tell es-Sult�a®n  
became a large (4 ha. [10 a.]) town. The Pre-pottery Neolithic A settlement, 
successor to “Proto-Neolithic” villages, expanded and organized to the point that 
occupants constructed a large stone wall around the town. The 
perimeter/defense wall included in all three phases at least one tower, round in 
plan (8.5 m. [28 ft.] wide, surviving 7.7 m. [25 ft.] high) with an interior staircase. 
In the perimeter wall’s second phase a ditch 9.5 m. (31 ft.) wide x 2.25 m. (7.4 
ft.) deep was cut into bedrock along the outer face, a feature which provided 



deeper protection. Pre-pottery Neolithic B Tell es-Sult�a®n , also a walled 
town, is most notably represented by the discovery of human skulls which had 
been retrieved from primary burial and onto which facial features had been 
molded. The skulls, examples of which have been discovered at other Neolithic 
sites, were kept within houses; a group of nine were found in collapsed debris of 
one house. Kenyon suggested that these skulls point to an ancestor cult. In the 
uppermost PPN B levels humanlike clay figurines, similar to those found at {Ain 
Ghazal, were discovered; these Kenyon characterized as a continuation of the 
ancestor cult, an imitation of the decorated human skulls. Others, however, 
understand the figurines to represent deities.

�The destruThe destruction of Pction of PPN B Tell PN B Tell es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn was follo was followed by a gwed by a gap in occuap in occupation andpoccuoccupationoccupation and event and eventually by aually by another Neonother Neolithic setlithic settlement oftlement of the Potte the Pottery Neolithry Neolithic cultureicNeolithNeolithic Neolithic culture. Pculture. PN A consisN A consisted largelted largely of pit-dy of pit-dwellings. wellings. PN B dwellPN B dwellings were ings were initially initinitially initially built in tbuilt in the ruins ohe ruins of the PN Af the PN A pits, but pits, but later ten later tended to be ded to be constructeconstructed above grd abovd above grouabove ground and frend and freestanding.estanding. PN B Tell PN B Tell  es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn was appar was apparently alsoently also surrounde surr surroundedsurrounded by a town by a town wall. Mat wall. Material remaerial remains supporins support the viewt the view that occu that occupants werepants werpants were herdewere herders and hunrs and hunters.ters.ters.

The destruction of PPN B Tell es-Sult�a®n  was followed by a gap in 
occupation and eventually by another Neolithic settlement of the Pottery 
Neolithic culture. PN A consisted largely of pit-dwellings. PN B dwellings were 
initially built in the ruins of the PN A pits, but later tended to be constructed 
above ground and freestanding. PN B Tell es-Sult�a®n  was apparently also 
surrounded by a town wall. Material remains support the view that occupants 
were herders and hunters.

�After anotAfter another gap ofher gap of several c several centuries, enturies, in the Chain the Chalcolithic/lcolithic/Early BronEarly Bronze I era (ze I era (Kenyon’s “K((Kenyon’s (Kenyon’s “Proto-Urb“Proto-Urban”), humaan”), humans again cns again centered acentered activities otivities on Tell n Tell es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nnes-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn, a conclu, a conclusion basedsion based on the di on the discovery ofscovery of a group o a group of shaft tof shaft tombs, all cmbs, all mbs, all contaiall containing multining multiple burialple burials. Archites. Architecture reapcture reappeared on peared on the mound the mound in EB IA ain EB IA and IB in tndaand IB in and IB in the form othe form of apsidal-f apsidal-ended housended houses, along es, along with suggewith suggestions of stions of a fortifica fortification wallationfortificfortificatfortification wall aion wall and a semi-nd a semi-circular tcircular tower. A brower. A broad-room boad-room building, nuilding, named a sanamed a sanctuary by ctusansanctuary sanctuary by Garstanby Garstang and to wg and to which he athich he attributed stributed several stoeveral stone cultic ne cultic artifacts,artifacts, is includ is in is included iincluded in EB I. Ken EB I. Kenyon attrinyon attributed bothbuted both tombs and tombs and settlemen settlement to nomadt to nomadic or semiic or semic or semi-nomadsemi-nomadic groups ic groups newly arrinewly arrived at theved at the site. site. site.

After another gap of several centuries, in the Chalcolithic/Early Bronze I era 
(Kenyon’s “Proto-Urban”), humans again centered activities on Tell 
es-Sult�a®n , a conclusion based on the discovery of a group of shaft tombs, 
all containing multiple burials. Architecture reappeared on the mound in EB IA 
and IB in the form of apsidal-ended houses, along with suggestions of a 
fortification wall and a semi-circular tower. A broad-room building, named a 
sanctuary by Garstang and to which he attributed several stone cultic artifacts, is 
included in EB I. Kenyon attributed both tombs and settlement to nomadic or 
semi-nomadic groups newly arrived at the site.

�In Early BIn Early Bronze II-Ironze II-III, the agII, the age of majore of major urbanizat urbanization of Palion of Palestine, Teestine, Tell ll es-Sult�a®es-Sult�es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn was again was again fortified fortified, in this , in this instance winstance with the laith the large brick rge brick Walls B (EWalls B (EB II) and B(E(EB II) an(EB II) and C (EB IId C (EB III) that unI) that underwent asderwent as many as 1 many as 17 phases o7 phases of construcf construction. Sevetion. Several hundreralSeveSeveral huSeveral hundred EB Indred EB II-III tombI-III tombs and houss and houses were exes were excavated bycavated by Garstang  Garstang and Kenyonand Kenyoand Kenyon; arKenyon; artifact evitifact evidence depidence depicts prospects prosperity and trity and trade contarade contacts with Ects with Egypt, Anatgypt, Anatolia, and olAnatAnatolia, Anatolia, and Syria.and Syria. The destr The destruction by uction by fire of thfire of the final EBe final EB III town, III town, preceded  preceded by a graduby a gby a gradual degradual decline in tcline in the economyhe economy and the c and the culture of ulture of EB III, onEB III, once again lce again left Tell eft Tell es-Sult�a®es-Sues-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn largely a largely abandoned fbandoned for severalor several centuries centuries. Some 350. Some 350 shaft tom shaft tombs for indbs forbs for indivifor individual buriadual burials around ls around Tell Tell es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn, plus rem, plus remains of a ains of a few housesfew houses on the mo on  on the mouon the mound, reflecnd, reflect the onlyt the only human act human activity in Eivity in EB IV. MostB IV. Most of the bu of the burials contrials contained disaainecontcontained contained disarticuldisarticulated skeleated skeletal remaintal remains, an indis, an indication of cation of secondary secondary burial praburial practices. Kecticeprapractices.practices. Kenyon in Kenyon interpreted terpreted the burialthe burials as refles as reflecting a trcting a tribal organibal organization coization consisting onsisticoconsistingconsisting of seven  of seven affiliatedaffiliated groups, a groups, all of whicll of which viewed th viewed the region he region as a tradias a traditional loctional traditraditionatraditional locale fl locale for burial.or burial.

In Early Bronze II-III, the age of major urbanization of Palestine, Tell 
es-Sult�a®n  was again fortified, in this instance with the large brick Walls B 
(EB II) and C (EB III) that underwent as many as 17 phases of construction. 
Several hundred EB II-III tombs and houses were excavated by Garstang and 
Kenyon; artifact evidence depicts prosperity and trade contacts with Egypt, 
Anatolia, and Syria. The destruction by fire of the final EB III town, preceded by a 
gradual decline in the economy and the culture of EB III, once again left Tell 
es-Sult�a®n  largely abandoned for several centuries. Some 350 shaft tombs 
for individual burials around Tell es-Sult�a®n , plus remains of a few houses 
on the mound, reflect the only human activity in EB IV. Most of the burials 
contained disarticulated skeletal remains, an indication of secondary burial 
practices. Kenyon interpreted the burials as reflecting a tribal organization 
consisting of seven affiliated groups, all of which viewed the region as a 
traditional locale for burial.



�The MiddleThe Middle Bronze (C Bronze (Canaanite) anaanite) occupationoccupation at Tell  at Tell es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn was again was again a well-fo a a well-fora well-fortified towtified town, completn, complete with thre with three successee successive plasteive plastered ramparred ramparts. Housests. Houses and shops a and shops and shops were set owere set out in a tout in a town plan newn plan near the citar the city gate. Hoy gate. However, thewever, the fullest e fullest evidence ofvideevidence oevidence of MB II lif MB II life (and idfe (and ideas of afteas of afterlife) deerlife) derived fromrived from tombs on  tombs on the nearbythe nearby necropoli nec necropolisnecropolis, whose pr, whose preserved reeserved remains inclmains included woodeuded wooden furniturn furniture, textilee, textiles, basketss, baskets, mats, sc, basketsbaskets, mbaskets, mats, scaraats, scarabs, decorabs, decorative ivorytive ivory carvings, carvings, and even  and even food. MB Ifood. MB II Tell I Tell es-Sult�a®es-Sules-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn ended in  ended in destructiodestruction, probabln, probably at the hy at the hands of Egands of Egyptian foryptian forces.ces.ces.

The Middle Bronze (Canaanite) occupation at Tell es-Sult�a®n  was again 
a well-fortified town, complete with three successive plastered ramparts. Houses 
and shops were set out in a town plan near the city gate. However, the fullest 
evidence of MB II life (and ideas of afterlife) derived from tombs on the nearby 
necropolis, whose preserved remains included wooden furniture, textiles, 
baskets, mats, scarabs, decorative ivory carvings, and even food. MB II Tell 
es-Sult�a®n  ended in destruction, probably at the hands of Egyptian forces.

�The Late BThe Late Bronze settronze settlement at lement at Tell Tell es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn has recei has received much aved much attention bttentiaattention attention by biblicaby biblical scholarsl scholars, largely , largely because ofbecause of the accou the account of the nt of the conquest oconquest of Jericho f Jerif Jericho inJericho in Joshua. H Joshua. However, LBowever, LB occupatio occupation appears n appears to have beto have been restricen restricted to a nted to a nonfortifieonnonfortifinonfortified villageed village in the 15 in the 15–14th cent–14th centuries. Kenuries. Kenyon’s discyon’s discoveries ofoveries of fragmenta fragmentary domestiry dry domestic adomestic architecturrchitecture, plus lie, plus limited LB rmited LB remains recemains recovered by overed by Garstang (Garstang (who had miwho had mwho had mistakenlymistakenly identifie identified an EB IId an EB III fortificI fortification wallation wall as the on as the one in Josh.e in Josh. 6), fail  6), fail to correspto correspto correspondcorrespond to the st to the story of sieory of siege and desge and destruction otruction of a walledf a walled Jericho.  Jericho. Attempts tAttempts to identifyo io identify aidentify archaeologirchaeological remaincal remains at Tell s at Tell es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn with Jeri with Jericho depictcho depicted in Joshed in Joshed in Josh. 6 flJosh. 6 flounder on ounder on the absencthe absence of archae of archaeological eological data.data.data.

The Late Bronze settlement at Tell es-Sult�a®n  has received much 
attention by biblical scholars, largely because of the account of the conquest of 
Jericho in Joshua. However, LB occupation appears to have been restricted to a 
nonfortified village in the 15–14th centuries. Kenyon’s discoveries of fragmentary 
domestic architecture, plus limited LB remains recovered by Garstang (who had 
mistakenly identified an EB III fortification wall as the one in Josh. 6), fail to 
correspond to the story of siege and destruction of a walled Jericho. Attempts to 
identify archaeological remains at Tell es-Sult�a®n  with Jericho depicted in 
Josh. 6 flounder on the absence of archaeological data.

�Only with Only with the first the first Iron Age sIron Age stratum maytratum may the name  the name Jericho beJericho be applied s applied successfulluccessfssuccessfulsuccessfully to Tellly to Tell  es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn. From the. From the end of th end of the 15th to e 15th to the 10th-9the 10th-9th centurith centth centuries centuries Tell Tell es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn lay unocc lay unoccupied, at upied, at which timewhich time it was re it was rebuilt, prebuilt, presumably bysumaprepresumablypresumably by Hiel o by Hiel of Bethel (f Bethel (1 Kgs. 16:1 Kgs. 16:34), thoug34), though artifacth artifacts from ones from one of five k of five known LB tonowkknown LB tknown LB tombs date ombs date as late asas late as the openi the opening of the ng of the 14th centu14th century. By thery. By the 7th centu 7th century Jerichorcentucentury Jecentury Jericho had richo had become an become an extensive extensive settlementsettlement, which wa, which was destroyes destroyed in the 6d in the 6d in the 6th-centur6th-century Babyloniy Babylonian conquesan conquest of Judaht of Judah. This lat. This late Iron II e Iron II settlementsettlement was the l was the last on theast llast on thlast on the mound ofe mound of Tell  Tell es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn, and occu, and occupation durpation during the Peing the Persian throrsian through Hellenuthrothrough Hethrough Hellenistic llenistic historicalhistorical periods i periods is little as little attested inttested in the regio the region.n.

Only with the first Iron Age stratum may the name Jericho be applied 
successfully to Tell es-Sult�a®n . From the end of the 15th to the 10th-9th 
centuries Tell es-Sult�a®n  lay unoccupied, at which time it was rebuilt, 
presumably by Hiel of Bethel (1 Kgs. 16:34), though artifacts from one of five 
known LB tombs date as late as the opening of the 14th century. By the 7th 
century Jericho had become an extensive settlement, which was destroyed in the 
6th-century Babylonian conquest of Judah. This late Iron II settlement was the 
last on the mound of Tell es-Sult�a®n , and occupation during the Persian 
through Hellenistic historical periods is little attested in the region.

Tulu®l Tulu®l AbuœAbuœ el-{Alayi el-{Alayiqq

Tulu®l Abuœ el-{Alayiq

During theDuring the Hasmonean Hasmonean-Roman per-Roman period occupaiod occupation at thtion at the oasis moe oasis moved to ved to Tulu®l AbuTulu®l ATulu®l Abuœ el-{AAbuœ el-{Alayiqlayiq, a group , a group of low mouof low mounds both nnds both north and sorth and south of Waouth of Wadi Qelt. Edi Qelt. Edi Qelt. ExcavationExcavation at these  at these sites was sites was done by Chdone by Charles Warrarles Warren (1869),en (1869), Sellin an Sellin and Watzinged Watzinged Watzinger Watzinger (1913), Ja(1913), James L. Kelmes L. Kelso and Dimso and Dimitri C. Baitri C. Baramki (195ramki (1950), James 0), James B. PritchaB. Pritchard (1951),rPritchaPritchard Pritchard (1951), an(1951), and Ehud Netd Ehud Netzer (1973–zer (1973–1987). The1987). These extensise extensive excavatve excavations exposions expoions exposed a exposed a two-story two-story palace buipalace built by Hyrclt by Hyrcanus I on anus I on the north the north bank of Wabank of Wadi Qelt, adi Qelt, and a largenaand a largand a large complex e complex of buildinof buildings, complegs, complete with swte with swimming pooimming pools, constrls, constructed by Hucted by Hucted by Herod the Herod the Great as aGreat as a winter pa winter palace with lace with wings connwings connected by aected by a bridge on bridge on both side both side both sides of Wsides of Wadi Qelt. adi Qelt. Netzer’s eNetzer’s excavationsxcavations also foun also found remains d remains of a theatof a theater, a racier, a racing course,ng cng course, ancourse, and a possibd a possible gymnasile gymnasium built bum built by Herod aty Herod at Tell es-S Tell es-Samarat (19amarat (1917.1413) S17.1413) S of Tell  SS of Tell S of Tell es-Sult�a®es-Sult�a®nn. Little o. Little of the townf the town associate associated with NT d with NT Jericho haJericho has been diss been ds been discovereddiscovered...

During the Hasmonean-Roman period occupation at the oasis moved to Tulu®l 
Abuœ el-{Alayiq, a group of low mounds both north and south of Wadi Qelt. 
Excavation at these sites was done by Charles Warren (1869), Sellin and 
Watzinger (1913), James L. Kelso and Dimitri C. Baramki (1950), James B. 
Pritchard (1951), and Ehud Netzer (1973–1987). These extensive excavations 
exposed a two-story palace built by Hyrcanus I on the north bank of Wadi Qelt, 
and a large complex of buildings, complete with swimming pools, constructed by 
Herod the Great as a winter palace with wings connected by a bridge on both 
sides of Wadi Qelt. Netzer’s excavations also found remains of a theater, a racing 
course, and a possible gymnasium built by Herod at Tell es-Samarat (1917.1413) 
S of Tell es-Sult�a®n . Little of the town associated with NT Jericho has been 



discovered.
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Paul F. Jacobs

JERIELJERIEL (Heb.  (Heb. yeïriî}eälyeïriî}eäl)))

JERIEL (Heb. yeïriî}eäl)

A son (or A son (or descendantdescendant) of Tola;) of Tola; head of a head of a father’s  father’s house in thouse in the tribe ohe tribe of Issacharf Issachar (1 Chr. 7 (1 C (1 Chr. 7:2).Chr. 7:2).

A son (or descendant) of Tola; head of a father’s house in the tribe of Issachar (1 
Chr. 7:2).

JERIMOTHJERIMOTH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïriîmo®tyeïriîmo®t��) (also JE) (also JEREMOTH)REMOTH)REMOTH)

JERIMOTH (Heb. yeïriîmo®t� ) (also JEREMOTH)

Personal nPersonal name, alterame, alternately spenately spelled Jeremlled Jeremoth. Englioth. English texts ash texts are not conre not consistent insistent in following foll following following the Hebrewthe Hebrew spelling. spelling.

Personal name, alternately spelled Jeremoth. English texts are not consistent in 
following the Hebrew spelling.

�1.1. One of th One of the five sone five sons of Bela s of Bela who servedwho served as head o as head of an ancesf an ancestral familtral family during ty duriy during theduring the reign of  reign of David (1 CDavid (1 Chr. 7:7).hr. 7:7).hr. 7:7).

1. One of the five sons of Bela who served as head of an ancestral family 
during the reign of David (1 Chr. 7:7).

�2.2. A Benjami A Benjaminite warrinite warrior relatedor related to King S to King Saul who joaul who joined Davidined David at Ziklag at Ziklag after he  afte after he fafter he fled from Sled from Saul (1 Chraul (1 Chr. 12:5[MT . 12:5[MT 6]). As wi6]). As with the othth the others who aters who attached thetached themselves tomthethemselvesthemselves to the fu to the future king,ture king, Jerimoth  Jerimoth was an ablwas an able warrior e warrior who could who could shoot bothshoot bothshoot both the bboth the bow and sliow and sling with eing with either hand.ther hand.

2. A Benjaminite warrior related to King Saul who joined David at Ziklag 
after he fled from Saul (1 Chr. 12:5[MT 6]). As with the others who attached 
themselves to the future king, Jerimoth was an able warrior who could shoot 
both the bow and sling with either hand.

�3.3. A family  A family head from head from the tribe the tribe of Levi amof Levi among the deong the descendants scendants of Mushi aof Mushi assigned tessignaassigned tassigned temple dutyemple duty or admini or administrative rstrative roles durinoles during the Davig the Davidic kingdodic kingdom (1 Chr. m (1 Chr. 24:30; cal224:30; cal24:30; called Jeremoled Jeremoth at 23:2th at 23:23).3).3).

3. A family head from the tribe of Levi among the descendants of Mushi 
assigned temple duty or administrative roles during the Davidic kingdom (1 Chr. 
24:30; called Jeremoth at 23:23).

�4.4. A temple  A temple musician amusician and seer dund seer during Davidring David’s reign (’s reign (1 Chr. 25:1 Chr. 25:4; called 4; called Jeremoth aJeremoJeremoth aJeremoth at v. 22).t v. 22).t v. 22).

4. A temple musician and seer during David’s reign (1 Chr. 25:4; called 
Jeremoth at v. 22).

�5.5. The milit The military commanary commander of theder of the tribal fo tribal forces from rces from Naphtali dNaphtali during Daviuring David’s reign d’s rd’s reign (1 Creign (1 Chr. 27:19)hr. 27:19)...

5. The military commander of the tribal forces from Naphtali during David’s 
reign (1 Chr. 27:19).

�6.6. A son of  A son of King DavidKing David whose dau whose daughter Mahaghter Mahalath marrilath married King Reed King Rehoboam of hoboam ofhoboam of Judah (of Judah (2 Chr. 11:2 Chr. 11:18).18).18).

6. A son of King David whose daughter Mahalath married King Rehoboam 
of Judah (2 Chr. 11:18).

�7.7. An overse An overseer of the er of the royal temproyal temple storerole storerooms duringoms during the reign the reign of Hezeki of Hezekiah (2 Chr.ah (ah (2 Chr. 31(2 Chr. 31:13).:13).:13).

7. An overseer of the royal temple storerooms during the reign of Hezekiah 
(2 Chr. 31:13).

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

JERIOTHJERIOTH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïriî{o®tyeïriî{o®t��)))

JERIOTH (Heb. yeïriî{o®t� )

ApparentlyApparently a wife of a wife of Caleb the Caleb the son of He son of Hezron (1 Chzron (1 Chr. 2:18). r. 2:18). The MT is The MT is not clear.not clear. Other pos O Other possOther possibilities ibilities are that Jare that Jerioth is erioth is an alternaan alternate name fote name for Azubah or Azubah or that Azur that Azubah was prbahAzuAzubah wasAzubah was previousl previously married y married to a man nto a man named Jerioamed Jerioth.th.

Apparently a wife of Caleb the son of Hezron (1 Chr. 2:18). The MT is not clear. 
Other possibilities are that Jerioth is an alternate name for Azubah or that 



Azubah was previously married to a man named Jerioth.

JEROBOAMJEROBOAM (Heb.  (Heb. yaœrob�{aœyaœrob�{aœmm)))

JEROBOAM (Heb. yaœrob�{aœm )

�1.1. The first The first king of t king of the northerhe northern state ofn state of Israel (c Israel (ca. 924–903a. 924–903  B.C.E.B.C.E.); an Ephr); an Ephraimite froaimEphrEphraimiteEphraimite from Zere from Zeredah, the sdah, the son of Nebaon of Nebat and the t and the widow Zeruwidow Zeruah. Solomoah. Solomon set him n set hn set him over “him over “all the foall the forced laborrced labor of the ho of the house of Josuse of Joseph” (1 Kgeph” (1 Kgs. 11:28),s. 11:28), but after but after becoming  bec becoming ibecoming involved innvolved in rebellion rebellion (v. 27) a (v. 27) and being dnd being designated esignated by the proby the prophet Ahijaphet Ahijah the Shilh AhijaAhijah theAhijah the Shilonite Shilonite as the on as the one who woule who would receive,d receive, after Sol after Solomon’s deaomon’s death, rule oth, rule over 10 triveoover 10 trover 10 tribes of Isibes of Israel (vv. rael (vv. 29–39), Je29–39), Jeroboam wasroboam was forced to forced to flee to E flee to Egypt, whergypt, where he remaie he he remainehe remained under Phd under Pharaoh Shisaraoh Shishak’s prothak’s protection untection until Solomonil Solomon’s death (’s death (v. 40). Whv. 40). Whv. 40). When the aWhen the assembly ofssembly of Israel ga Israel gathered at thered at Shechem toShechem to make Reho make Rehoboam theirboam their king, Jer king, J king, Jeroboam jJeroboam joined themoined them, and afte, and after Rehoboamr Rehoboam rejected  rejected their requtheir request for a est for a more leniemore lenimore lenient rulenient rule, the nole, the northern trirthern tribes rejectbes rejected him as ed him as king and cking and chose Jerobhose Jeroboam insteaoam instead (1 Kgs. d (d (1 Kgs. 12(1 Kgs. 12:1-20). (T:1-20). (The LXX givhe LXX gives a substes a substantially dantially different aifferent account of ccount of Jeroboam’sJeroboam’s rise to p ris rise to porise to power and lawer and later rule, ter rule, but its vabut its value for hilue for historical rstorical reconstructeconstruction is uncion is unclear.)lear.)lear.)

1. The first king of the northern state of Israel (ca. 924–903 B.C.E.); an 
Ephraimite from Zeredah, the son of Nebat and the widow Zeruah. Solomon set 
him over “all the forced labor of the house of Joseph” (1 Kgs. 11:28), but after 
becoming involved in rebellion (v. 27) and being designated by the prophet 
Ahijah the Shilonite as the one who would receive, after Solomon’s death, rule 
over 10 tribes of Israel (vv. 29–39), Jeroboam was forced to flee to Egypt, where 
he remained under Pharaoh Shishak’s protection until Solomon’s death (v. 40). 
When the assembly of Israel gathered at Shechem to make Rehoboam their king, 
Jeroboam joined them, and after Rehoboam rejected their request for a more 
lenient rule, the northern tribes rejected him as king and chose Jeroboam instead 
(1 Kgs. 12:1-20). (The LXX gives a substantially different account of Jeroboam’s 
rise to power and later rule, but its value for historical reconstruction is unclear.)

�Jeroboam sJeroboam strengthenetrengthened his powed his power over Isrr over Israel by buiael by building proglding programs and crams and cultic refoultic ccultic refcultic reforms. He borms. He built Shechuilt Shechem and theem and then Penuel, n Penuel, presumablypresumably as his ca as his capital citipital cities, and laes, citicities, ancities, and later apd later apparently mparently moved his coved his capital to apital to Tirzah (1 Tirzah (1 Kgs. 12:25Kgs. 12:25; 14:17; 1; 14:17; 15:33). In 5:33).115:33). In15:33). In addition, addition, he erecte he erected golden cd golden calves at salves at sanctuariesanctuaries in Dan an in Dan and Bethel, d Bethel, establisheestabestablisheestablished other ced other centers for nters for worship atworship at high plac high places in the es in the land, instland, installed nonlalled nonlevitical peviticnonlnonleviticnonlevitical priestsal priests as cultic as cultic officials officials, and inst, and instituted chaituted changes in thnges in the cultic ce cultic calendar (1alendar (1alendar (1 Kgs. 12(1 Kgs. 12:26-32; cf:26-32; cf. 2 Chr. 1. 2 Chr. 11:13-16; 11:13-16; 13:8-9). Th3:8-9). These religiese religious innovaous innovations weretions were probably  pro probably uprobably understood nderstood in the norin the north as an ath as an attempt to ttempt to return to return to the more tthe more traditionalraditional Israelite traditionaltraditionatraditional Israelitl Israelite cultic pe cultic practices, ractices, which allowhich allowed for wowed for worship at nrship at numerous shumerous shrines, didrineshshrines, dshrines, did not obsid not observe the serve the same limitsame limits on the pr on the priesthood aiesthood as were obss were observed at Jerved at Jerusalem, erJJerusalem,Jerusalem, and regar and regarded the goded the gold calf (bld calf (bull?) as iull?) as instituted nstituted by Aaron (by Aaron (cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 32:1-6) as32:1-632:1-6) as32:1-6) as a divine  a divine pedestal, pedestal, the same fthe same function asunction as the ark o the ark of the covef the covenant at thnant at the Jerusalee Jere Jerusalem Jerusalem temple. Thtemple. The Deuterone Deuteronomistic hiomistic historian, hstorian, however, reowever, regarded Jergarded Jeroboam’s cuoboam’s coboam’s cultic polcultic policies as picies as politicallyolitically motivated motivated attempts  attempts to dissuadto dissuade Israelite Israelites from woes from worshipping rshippwoworshippinworshipping at Jerusg at Jerusalem, essealem, essentially idntially idolatrous, olatrous, and ultimaand ultimately respotely responsible fornsible for the destr the  the destruthe destruction of tction of the northerhe northern kingdom n kingdom (1 Kgs. 12(1 Kgs. 12:26-32; 2 :26-32; 2 Kgs. 17:21Kgs. 17:21-23). To t-23). To this end, thtthis end, this end, the Deuterthe Deuteronomistic onomistic historian historian reports threports that the Betat the Bethel cult whel cult was denouncas denounced by an ueddenouncdenounced denounced by an unnaby an unnamed prophemed prophet who travt who traveled from eled from Judah to BJudah to Bethel to cethel to confront Jeonfroncconfront Jconfront Jeroboam (1eroboam (1 Kgs. 13:1 Kgs. 13:1-10), and -10), and that Ahijathat Ahijah, who inih, who initially hadtially had named Jer named Jeroboam as kobJerJeroboam aJeroboam as king, las king, later condemter condemned his bened his behavior andhavior and predicted predicted the death the death of the ro of the royal son Abyroroyal son royal son Abijah to Abijah to Jeroboam’sJeroboam’s wife, who wife, who had visit had visited the proed the prophet to rephet to request healquest healing (1 Kgsinhealhealing (1healing (1 Kgs. 14:1 Kgs. 14:1-6). Subse-6). Subsequent refequent references to rences to Jeroboam iJeroboam in 1–2 Kingn 1–2 Kings typicalls typically reflect y ry reflect threflect this view ofis view of him as an him as an idolater  idolater who led Iswho led Israel to rurael to ruin (e.g., in (e.g., 1 Kgs. 16:1 Kgs. 16:2, 31; 2 K2, 31; 2 2, 31; 2 Kgs. 3:32 Kgs. 3:3; cf. Sir.; cf. Sir. 47:23). 47:23). 47:23).

Jeroboam strengthened his power over Israel by building programs and 
cultic reforms. He built Shechem and then Penuel, presumably as his capital 
cities, and later apparently moved his capital to Tirzah (1 Kgs. 12:25; 14:17; 
15:33). In addition, he erected golden calves at sanctuaries in Dan and Bethel, 
established other centers for worship at high places in the land, installed 
nonlevitical priests as cultic officials, and instituted changes in the cultic calendar 
(1 Kgs. 12:26-32; cf. 2 Chr. 11:13-16; 13:8-9). These religious innovations were 
probably understood in the north as an attempt to return to the more 
traditional Israelite cultic practices, which allowed for worship at numerous 
shrines, did not observe the same limits on the priesthood as were observed at 
Jerusalem, and regarded the gold calf (bull?) as instituted by Aaron (cf. Exod. 
32:1-6) as a divine pedestal, the same function as the ark of the covenant at the 
Jerusalem temple. The Deuteronomistic historian, however, regarded Jeroboam’s 
cultic policies as politically motivated attempts to dissuade Israelites from 
worshipping at Jerusalem, essentially idolatrous, and ultimately responsible for 
the destruction of the northern kingdom (1 Kgs. 12:26-32; 2 Kgs. 17:21-23). To 
this end, the Deuteronomistic historian reports that the Bethel cult was 
denounced by an unnamed prophet who traveled from Judah to Bethel to 
confront Jeroboam (1 Kgs. 13:1-10), and that Ahijah, who initially had named 
Jeroboam as king, later condemned his behavior and predicted the death of the 
royal son Abijah to Jeroboam’s wife, who had visited the prophet to request 
healing (1 Kgs. 14:1-6). Subsequent references to Jeroboam in 1–2 Kings typically 
reflect this view of him as an idolater who led Israel to ruin (e.g., 1 Kgs. 16:2, 31; 
2 Kgs. 3:3; cf. Sir. 47:23).

�Jeroboam’sJeroboam’s reign was reign was troubled  troubled by his ongby his ongoing confloing conflict with Jict with Judah (1 Kgudah (1 Kgs. 14:30; s. 14:30s. 14:30; cf.14:30; cf. 2 Chr. 13 2 Chr. 13:2-20, whi:2-20, which describch describes Abijah/es Abijah/Abijam’s mAbijam’s miraculous iraculous victory ovvictory over Jeroboaer ovover Jerobover Jeroboam) and boam) and by the incuy the incursion of Prsion of Pharaoh Shiharaoh Shishak’s forshak’s forces into Ices into Israel (1 Ksrael (1 Kgs. 14:25-gs.KKgs. 14:25Kgs. 14:25-26 mentio-26 mentions the latns the latter only tter only to note itso note its effects o effects on Judah, bn Judah, but the priut the principal objncipapriprincipal principal object of object of the attackthe attack was appar was apparently Israently Israel). Finalel). Finally, the rely, the reader is toader is told that Jeld that ld that Jerobthat Jeroboam’s deatoam’s death (smittenh (smitten by God, a by God, according tccording to 2 Chr. 1o 2 Chr. 13:20) was 3:20) was followed bfollowed bfollowed by the sucby the succession ofcession of his son N his son Nadab (1 Kgadab (1 Kgs. 14:20).s. 14:20).

Jeroboam’s reign was troubled by his ongoing conflict with Judah (1 Kgs. 



14:30; cf. 2 Chr. 13:2-20, which describes Abijah/Abijam’s miraculous victory 
over Jeroboam) and by the incursion of Pharaoh Shishak’s forces into Israel (1 
Kgs. 14:25-26 mentions the latter only to note its effects on Judah, but the 
principal object of the attack was apparently Israel). Finally, the reader is told 
that Jeroboam’s death (smitten by God, according to 2 Chr. 13:20) was followed 
by the succession of his son Nadab (1 Kgs. 14:20).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. D. EvanC. D. Evans, “Naram-s, “Naram-Sin and JeSin and Jeroboam: Throboam: The Archetype Archetypal al UnheilsherUnheUnheilsherUnheilsherrscherrscher in Mesopo in Mesopotamian andtamian and Biblical  Biblical HistoriogrHistoriography,” in aphy,” in Scripture Scripture in Contextin Contexin Context IIContext II,, ed. W. W. ed. W. W. Hallo, J. Hallo, J. C. Moyer, C. Moyer, and L. G. and L. G. Perdue (W Perdue (Winona Lakeinona Lake, 1983), 9, 1983), 97–125; B. 7997–125; B.97–125; B. Mazar, “T Mazar, “The Campaighe Campaign of Pharan of Pharaoh Shishakoh Shishak to Palest to Palestine,” ine,” VTSupVTSup 4 (Leiden 4 (Leide 4 (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1957), 57–6957), 57–66; W. I. T6; W. I. Toews,oews, Monarchy  Monarchy and Religiand Religious Institous Institution in Iution in Israel undesrael under Jeroboamr undeunder Jerounder Jeroboam I.boam I. SBLMS 47  SBLMS 47 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1993).1993).1993).

Bibliography. C. D. Evans, “Naram-Sin and Jeroboam: The Archetypal 
Unheilsherrscher in Mesopotamian and Biblical Historiography,” in Scripture in 
Context II, ed. W. W. Hallo, J. C. Moyer, and L. G. Perdue (Winona Lake, 1983), 
97–125; B. Mazar, “The Campaign of Pharaoh Shishak to Palestine,” VTSup 4 
(Leiden, 1957), 57–66; W. I. Toews, Monarchy and Religious Institution in Israel 
under Jeroboam I. SBLMS 47 (Atlanta, 1993).

�2.2. King of I King of Israel (ca.srael (ca. 785–745), 785–745), son of Jo son of Joash and grash and grandson of andson of Jehu (2 KgJehu (2 Kgs. 14:23).s. 14:2s. 14:23). Je14:23). Jeroboam II’roboam II’s reign ovs reign over Israel er Israel was apparewas apparently charantly characterized bcterized by militaryy military success a succ success ansuccess and economicd economic prosperit prosperity. 2 Kgs. y. 2 Kgs. 14:25-27 r14:25-27 reports thaeports that the natit the nation’s bordeon’s borders were exrbordeborders weborders were extendere extended northward northward to the ed to the entrance ofntrance of Hamath (i Hamath (i.e., proba.e., probably to thebly to thbly to the southethe southern end of rn end of the the Beqa{Beqa{ Valley) a Valley) and southwand southward to the rd to the Dead Sea, Dead Sea, thus recovthus recovthus recoveringrecovering the ideal the idealized extenized extent of the lt of the land of Isrand of Israel (cf. Aael (cf. Amos 6:13-1mos 6:13-14). This e4). This expansion txpaneexpansion expansion took placetook place to fulfil to fulfill the (othl the (otherwise unrerwise unrecorded) pecorded) prophecy ofrophecy of Jonah “so Jonah “son of Amittn “so“son of Am“son of Amittai, theittai, the prophet,  prophet, who was frwho was from Gath-heom Gath-hepher” (i.epher” (i.e., the pro., the prophet for wphet for whom the bohwwhom the bwhom the book of Jonook of Jonah is nameah is named) and so d) and so satisfy Gosatisfy God’s desired’s desire to rescue to rescue Israel fr Israel from her affofrfrom her afrom her affliction ffliction (2 Kgs. 14(2 Kgs. 14:25-26). I:25-26). In additionn addition, 2 Kgs. 1, 2 Kgs. 14:28 claim4:28 claims that Jers that Jeroboam II “oboamJerJeroboam IJeroboam II “returneI “returned Damascusd Damascus and Hamat and Hamath to Judahh to Judah in Israel in Israel,” a state,” a statement that ment that ment that is prthat is problematic oblematic on two couon two counts: (1) mnts: (1) most historost historians are rians are reluctant teluctant to accept to accept this claim his tthis claimthis claim that Jero that Jeroboam II coboam II conquered thnquered the two citie two cities, and (2es, and (2) it is un) it is unclear whatclear what role Juda role role Judahrole Judah is presum is presumed to haveed to have played in played in the conqu the conquest. Varioest. Various emendatus emendations of thions of the text haveththe text hthe text have been pave been proposed toroposed to resolve t resolve these diffihese difficulties, bculties, but no consut no consensus has ensus has been achiebeebeen achiebeen achieved. The eved. The economic prconomic prosperity oosperity of the landf the land at this t at this time is surime is surmised frommised from the proph t the prophethe prophecies of Amcies of Amos and Hosos and Hosea, both oea, both of whom prof whom prophesied duphesied during Jerobring Jeroboam II’s roam II’oam II’s reignII’s reign (Amos 1:1 (Amos 1:1; Hos. 1:1; Hos. 1:1) and cond) and condemned the emned the extravaganextravagance of the ce of the nation’s unation’s urban eliterbuurban eliturban elite (Amos 4:e (Amos 4:1; 5:11-121; 5:11-12; 6:4-6; H; 6:4-6; Hos. 10:1; os. 10:1; 12:8). The12:8). The peculiar  peculiar reference reference in 1 Chr. in 1 in 1 Chr. 5:11 Chr. 5:17 to a cen7 to a census of Gadsus of Gadites durinites during the reigg the reigns of Jerons of Jeroboam II anboam II and Jotham od Jotham of Judah, wf Jf Judah, whoJudah, whose reigns se reigns may have bmay have barely overarely overlapped, malapped, may point toy point to some coll some collaboration aboration collcollaboratcollaboration betweeion between Israel an Israel and Judah ind Judah in the rulen the rule of the Tr of the Transjordan ansjordan but is itsbut is itself uncleaelf uelf unclear.unclear.unclear.

2. King of Israel (ca. 785–745), son of Joash and grandson of Jehu (2 Kgs. 
14:23). Jeroboam II’s reign over Israel was apparently characterized by military 
success and economic prosperity. 2 Kgs. 14:25-27 reports that the nation’s 
borders were extended northward to the entrance of Hamath (i.e., probably to 
the southern end of the Beqa{ Valley) and southward to the Dead Sea, thus 
recovering the idealized extent of the land of Israel (cf. Amos 6:13-14). This 
expansion took place to fulfill the (otherwise unrecorded) prophecy of Jonah 
“son of Amittai, the prophet, who was from Gath-hepher” (i.e., the prophet for 
whom the book of Jonah is named) and so satisfy God’s desire to rescue Israel 
from her affliction (2 Kgs. 14:25-26). In addition, 2 Kgs. 14:28 claims that 
Jeroboam II “returned Damascus and Hamath to Judah in Israel,” a statement 
that is problematic on two counts: (1) most historians are reluctant to accept 
this claim that Jeroboam II conquered the two cities, and (2) it is unclear what 
role Judah is presumed to have played in the conquest. Various emendations of 
the text have been proposed to resolve these difficulties, but no consensus has 
been achieved. The economic prosperity of the land at this time is surmised from 
the prophecies of Amos and Hosea, both of whom prophesied during Jeroboam 
II’s reign (Amos 1:1; Hos. 1:1) and condemned the extravagance of the nation’s 
urban elite (Amos 4:1; 5:11-12; 6:4-6; Hos. 10:1; 12:8). The peculiar reference in 
1 Chr. 5:17 to a census of Gadites during the reigns of Jeroboam II and Jotham of 
Judah, whose reigns may have barely overlapped, may point to some 
collaboration between Israel and Judah in the rule of the Transjordan but is itself 
unclear.

�Little is Little is known of Jknown of Jeroboam IIeroboam II’s religio’s religious policieus policies, since 2s, since 2 Kgs. 14:2 Kgs. 14:24 issues o4 issues only a genenloonly a genonly a general condeeral condemnation ofmnation of the king  the king for continfor continuing the puing the practice ofractice of Jeroboam  Jeroboam I, and AmoI, I, and AmoI, and Amos 7:10-17 s 7:10-17 describes describes a conflicta conflict between t between the prophethe prophet Amos and  Amos and the priestthe priestthe priest Amapriest Amaziah at thziah at the royal sae royal sanctuary atnctuary at Bethel. T Bethel. The books ohe books of Amos andf Amos and Hosea ind Hosea ind Hosea indicate, indicate, though, ththough, that there wat there was a generas a general prophetal prophetic critiquic critique of Jerobe of Jeroboam II’s roam II’s reign, addreign,rreign, addreign, addressing poressing political aflitical affairs, socfairs, social injustial injustice, and rice, and religious ieligious infidelity.nfidelity. In fact,  In fact, the priestthe the priestthe priest Amaziah q Amaziah quotes Amosuotes Amos as predic as predicting that ting that Jeroboam IJeroboam II would “dI would “die by the ie by the sword” andssword” andsword” and that Isra that Israel would gel would go into exio into exile (Amos 7le (Amos 7:11). Neve:11). Nevertheless, rtheless, 2 Kgs. 14:2 Kgs. 14:29 indicat2914:14:29 indi14:29 indicates thatcates that the king  the king died peacedied peacefully and fully and was succeewas succeeded by hisded by his son Zecha son Zechariah.riaZechaZechariah.Zechariah.

Little is known of Jeroboam II’s religious policies, since 2 Kgs. 14:24 issues 
only a general condemnation of the king for continuing the practice of Jeroboam 
I, and Amos 7:10-17 describes a conflict between the prophet Amos and the 
priest Amaziah at the royal sanctuary at Bethel. The books of Amos and Hosea 
indicate, though, that there was a general prophetic critique of Jeroboam II’s 



reign, addressing political affairs, social injustice, and religious infidelity. In fact, 
the priest Amaziah quotes Amos as predicting that Jeroboam II would “die by the 
sword” and that Israel would go into exile (Amos 7:11). Nevertheless, 2 Kgs. 
14:29 indicates that the king died peacefully and was succeeded by his son 
Zechariah.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Haran, M. Haran, “The Rise “The Rise and Declinand Decline of the Ee of the Empire of Jmpire of Jeroboam beeroboam JJeroboam bJeroboam ben Joash,”en Joash,”  VTVT 17 (1967) 17 (1967): 266–97.: 266–97.: 266–97.

Bibliography. M. Haran, “The Rise and Decline of the Empire of 
Jeroboam ben Joash,” VT 17 (1967): 266–97.

M. PatrickM. Patrick Graham Graham

M. Patrick Graham

JEROHAMJEROHAM (Heb.  (Heb. yeïroœh�aœyeïroœh�aœmm)))

JEROHAM (Heb. yeïroœh�aœm )

�1.1. An Ephrai An Ephraimite, the mite, the father of father of Elkanah anElkanah and grandfatd grandfather of Samher of Samuel (1 Samuel (1 Sam. 1:1; cf.. 1:1;. 1:1; cf. 11:1; cf. 1 Chr. 6:27 Chr. 6:27, 34[MT 12, 34[MT 12, 19], whe, 19], where he is cre he is called a Lealled a Levite of thvite of the line of e line of Korah).Korah)Korah).Korah).Korah).

1. An Ephraimite, the father of Elkanah and grandfather of Samuel (1 Sam. 
1:1; cf. 1 Chr. 6:27, 34[MT 12, 19], where he is called a Levite of the line of 
Korah).

�2.2. A Benjami A Benjaminite (1 Chnite (1 Chr. 8:27), r. 8:27), possibly tpossibly the same ashe same as Jeremoth  Jeremoth in v. 14.in v. 14.in v. 14.

2. A Benjaminite (1 Chr. 8:27), possibly the same as Jeremoth in v. 14.

�3.3. The fathe The father or ancesr or ancestor of Ibntor of Ibneiah, a Beeiah, a Benjaminite njaminite who returnwho returned from exed from exile (1 Chrile (ile (1 Chr. 9:(1 Chr. 9:8). He may8). He may be the sa be the same as me as 2 2 above.above.above.

3. The father or ancestor of Ibneiah, a Benjaminite who returned from exile 
(1 Chr. 9:8). He may be the same as 2 above.

�4.4. The fathe The father or ancesr or ancestor of Adator of Adaiah, a priiah, a priest in posest in postexilic Jetexilic Jerusalem (1rusalem (1 Chr. 9:12 Chr. 9: Chr. 9:12; Neh.9:12; Neh. 11:12). 11:12). 11:12).

4. The father or ancestor of Adaiah, a priest in postexilic Jerusalem (1 Chr. 
9:12; Neh. 11:12).

�5.5. A man fro A man from Gedor anm Gedor and the fathd the father or anceer or ancestor of Jostor of Joelah and Zelah and Zebadiah, tebadiah, two men whowottwo men whtwo men who joined Do joined David at Ziavid at Ziklag (1 Chklag (1 Chr. 12:7[8]r. 12:7[8]).).).

5. A man from Gedor and the father or ancestor of Joelah and Zebadiah, 
two men who joined David at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:7[8]).

�6.6. The fathe The father or ancesr or ancestor of Azator of Azarel, Davidrel, David’s chief o’s chief officer ovefficer over the tribr the tribe of Dan (e of Dae of Dan (1 ChrDan (1 Chr. 27:22).. 27:22).. 27:22).

6. The father or ancestor of Azarel, David’s chief officer over the tribe of 
Dan (1 Chr. 27:22).

�7.7. The fathe The father or ancesr or ancestor of Azator of Azariah, a “criah, a “commander oommander of a hundref a hundred” who supd” who supported Jehpsupsupported supported Jehoiada’sJehoiada’s coup agai coup against Queen nst Queen Athaliah (Athaliah (2 Chr. 23:2 Chr. 23:1).1).1).

7. The father or ancestor of Azariah, a “commander of a hundred” who 
supported Jehoiada’s coup against Queen Athaliah (2 Chr. 23:1).

Harold R. Harold R. MosleyMosley

Harold R. Mosley

JEROMEJEROMEJEROME

JEROME

TranslatorTranslator of the Vu of the Vulgate, a Llgate, a Latin transatin translation of lation of the Bible the Bible based on Hbased on Hebrew textebrew texts of the Os os of the OT of the OT and the oland the oldest Greekdest Greek texts of  texts of the NT avathe NT available at ilable at the time. the time. It was theIt was the standard  st standard Bstandard Bible for Wible for Western Chrestern Christendom. istendom. CommissionCommissioned by Popeed by Pope Damasus I Damasus I, Jerome l, Jero, Jerome labJerome labored upon ored upon this, his this, his most impormost important transtant translation prolation project, fromject, from 391–406  391–406 C.E.CC.E.C.E.C.E.

Translator of the Vulgate, a Latin translation of the Bible based on Hebrew texts 
of the OT and the oldest Greek texts of the NT available at the time. It was the 
standard Bible for Western Christendom. Commissioned by Pope Damasus I, 
Jerome labored upon this, his most important translation project, from 391–406 
C.E.

�Born EusebBorn Eusebius Hieronius Hieronymus (ca. ymus (ca. 347/48) in347/48) into a wealtto a wealthy Christihy Christian family,an family, Jerome re Jerom Jerome recJerome received a cleived a classical edassical education atucation at Rome and  Rome and was baptizwas baptized at age ed at age 19 or 20. 19 or 20. He embraceHHe embraceHe embraced the monad the monastic life stic life until his until his death on 3death on 30 Septembe0 September 419/420,r 419/420, but he wa but he wa but he was activewas active in the th in the theological eological debates ofdebates of his day.  his day. He defendeHe defended the perpd the perpetual virgetual virginity of Minityvirgvirginity virginity of Mary anof Mary and monasticd monastic celibacy, celibacy, attacked  attacked PelagianisPelagianism and Origm and Origenism, andenism, and translate tr translatedtranslated the homil the homilies of Oriies of Origen and wogen and works of Eusrks of Eusebius. He ebius. He also publialso published commeshed commeshed commentaricommentaries on the es on the OT prophetOT prophets and Eccls and Ecclesiastes aesiastes and a biogrnd a biography of Paaphy of Paul the Herul the Heul the Hermit.Hermit.Hermit.

Born Eusebius Hieronymus (ca. 347/48) into a wealthy Christian family, 
Jerome received a classical education at Rome and was baptized at age 19 or 20. 
He embraced the monastic life until his death on 30 September 419/420, but he 
was active in the theological debates of his day. He defended the perpetual 
virginity of Mary and monastic celibacy, attacked Pelagianism and Origenism, and 
translated the homilies of Origen and works of Eusebius. He also published 
commentaries on the OT prophets and Ecclesiastes and a biography of Paul the 
Hermit.
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JERUBBAALJERUBBAAL (Heb.  (Heb. yeïrubba{ayeïrubba{all) (also JE) (also JERUBBESHETHRUBBESHETH)))

JERUBBAAL (Heb. yeïrubba{al) (also JERUBBESHETH)

The name (The name (“let Baal “let Baal [or ‘the m[or ‘the master’] coaster’] contend” or ntend” or “multiply”“multiply”) given to) given to Gideon to Gideon to commemora c commemoratcommemorate his deste his destruction ofruction of his fathe his father’s altar r’s altar to Baal atto Baal at Ophrah (J Ophrah (Judg. 6:32)udg. 6:32). At times. A. At times tAt times this name ihis name is identifis identified as an aed as an alternate alternate appellativeppellative (Judg. 7: (Judg. 7:1; 8:35), 1; 8:35), but at othbut at obut at others it others it is clearlyis clearly a substit a substitute for Giute for Gideon (e.g.deon (e.g., ch. 9; 1, ch. 9; 1 Sam. 2:11 Sam. 2:11); some sc); some scholars vieholars scscholars vscholars view this aiew this as evidences evidence of differ of different sourceent sources. The eups. The euphemistic fhemistic form Jerubborm Jerubbesheth occesJerubbJerubbesheJerubbesheth occurs th occurs at 2 Sam. at 2 Sam. 11:21.11:21.

The name (“let Baal [or ‘the master’] contend” or “multiply”) given to Gideon to 
commemorate his destruction of his father’s altar to Baal at Ophrah (Judg. 6:32). 
At times this name is identified as an alternate appellative (Judg. 7:1; 8:35), but at 
others it is clearly a substitute for Gideon (e.g., ch. 9; 1 Sam. 2:11); some 
scholars view this as evidence of different sources. The euphemistic form 
Jerubbesheth occurs at 2 Sam. 11:21.

JERUBBESHEJERUBBESHETHTH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïrubbesûyeïrubbesûet�et�)))

JERUBBESHETH (Heb. yeïrubbesûet� )

A substituA substitute form ofte form of the name  the name Jerubbaal Jerubbaal (2 Sam. 11(2 Sam. 11:21; “let :21; “let shame contshame contend” or “mend” or “mend” or “multiply”“multiply”), devised), devised to avoid  to avoid pronunciatpronunciation of theion of the Baal elem Baal element.ent.

A substitute form of the name Jerubbaal (2 Sam. 11:21; “let shame contend” or 
“multiply”), devised to avoid pronunciation of the Baal element.

JERUELJERUEL (Heb.  (Heb. yeïru®}eälyeïru®}eäl)))

JERUEL (Heb. yeïru®}eäl)

An area ofAn area of the Judea the Judean wildernen wilderness betweenss between En-gedi a En-gedi and Tekoa, nd Tekoa, situated asituated at the ascet the ascent of Ziz nasceascent of ascent of Ziz (2 ChrZiz (2 Chr. 20:16). . 20:16). Here King Here King JehoshaphaJehoshaphat defeatedt defeated a coaliti a coalition of Ammoon of Ammonites and nAmmoAmmonites Ammonites and Moabitand Moabites.es.

An area of the Judean wilderness between En-gedi and Tekoa, situated at the 
ascent of Ziz (2 Chr. 20:16). Here King Jehoshaphat defeated a coalition of 
Ammonites and Moabites.

JERUSALEMJERUSALEM (Heb.  (Heb. yeïru®sûaœyeïru®sûaœlayimlayim)))

JERUSALEM (Heb. yeïru®sûaœlayim)

The primarThe primary city of y city of ancient Isancient Israel, capirael, capital of Judtal of Judah and theah and the United Mo United Monarchy.narchy.

The primary city of ancient Israel, capital of Judah and the United Monarchy.

NameName

Name

The name iThe name is based ons based on the Hebre the Hebrew root w root yrhyrh and the n and the name of a Came of a Canaanite ganaanite god od SÁalemSÁalSÁalemSÁalem. The verb. The verb  yrhyrh usually m usually means “to teans “to throw” or “hrow” or “to shoot,”to shoot,” but clear but clearly has thely has thely has the sense the sense of “to layof “to lay a foundat a foundation” (Job ion” (Job 38:6). 38:6). SÁalemSÁalem is best k is best known from nown from the Ugaritthe Ugathe Ugaritic tUgaritic texts whereexts where he usuall he usually is assocy is associated withiated with  SÁaharSÁahar, both des, both descended frocended from El. Thusm Em El. Thus tEl. Thus the name Jehe name Jerusalem marusalem may have meay have meant somethint something like “fng like “founded by ounded by SÁalemSÁalemSÁalemSÁalem.”.”.”

The name is based on the Hebrew root yrh and the name of a Canaanite god 
SÁalem. The verb yrh usually means “to throw” or “to shoot,” but clearly has 
the sense of “to lay a foundation” (Job 38:6). SÁalem is best known from the 
Ugaritic texts where he usually is associated with SÁahar, both descended from 
El. Thus the name Jerusalem may have meant something like “founded by 
SÁalem.”

�The MasoreThe Masoretic pointitic pointing of the ng of the name as a name as a dual form dual form seems to rseems to reflect a leflect a late develoate devate developmendevelopment. Also, tt. Also, the notion he notion that Jerusthat Jerusalem origialem originally was nally was called Jebcalled Jebus dependsus depends heavily o h heavily onheavily on the Chron the Chronicler’s inicler’s interpolatioterpolation of 2 Samn of 2 Sam. 5:6. Whe. 5:6. Where 2 Samuere 2 Samuel reports l reports that Davidththat Davidthat David and his m and his men “went ten “went to Jerusaleo Jerusalem against m against the Jebusithe Jebusites, the ites, the inhabitantsnhabitants of the la of of the lanof the land . . . ,”d . . . ,” the Chron the Chronicler readicler reads “. . . ws “. . . went to Jerent to Jerusalem, thusalem, that is Jebuat is Jebus, where ts, wheres, where the where the Jebusites Jebusites were, the were, the inhabitantinhabitants of the ls of the land” (1 Chand” (1 Chr. 11:4). r. 11:4). Other biblOther biblical passaical biblbiblical pbiblical passages reassages refer to a pfer to a place callelace called “the Jebd “the Jebusite” andusite” and add “that add “that is, Jerus is, Jerusalem” (Josalem” (alem” (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:8; 18:28; 8; 18:28; Judg. 19:1Judg. 19:10). Close 0). Close examinatioexamination of the gn of the geographicaeographical details l details of these pof theof these passthese passages suggeages suggests that “sts that “the Jebusithe Jebusite” was a te” was a landmark slandmark somewhere iomewhere in the immen the immen the immediate immediate vicinity ovicinity of Jerusalef Jerusalem, probablm, probably just nory just north of the th of the modern “Olmodern “Old City,” rd City,” rather thanathrrather tharather than another n another name for Jname for Jerusalem perusalem per se.er se.

The Masoretic pointing of the name as a dual form seems to reflect a late 
development. Also, the notion that Jerusalem originally was called Jebus depends 
heavily on the Chronicler’s interpolation of 2 Sam. 5:6. Where 2 Samuel reports 
that David and his men “went to Jerusalem against the Jebusites, the inhabitants 
of the land . . . ,” the Chronicler reads “. . . went to Jerusalem, that is Jebus, 
where the Jebusites were, the inhabitants of the land” (1 Chr. 11:4). Other 
biblical passages refer to a place called “the Jebusite” and add “that is, Jerusalem” 
(Josh. 15:8; 18:28; Judg. 19:10). Close examination of the geographical details of 
these passages suggests that “the Jebusite” was a landmark somewhere in the 



immediate vicinity of Jerusalem, probably just north of the modern “Old City,” 
rather than another name for Jerusalem per se.

SettingSetting

Setting

Jerusalem Jerusalem is situateis situated at ca. 7d at ca. 750 m. (24650 m. (2460 ft.) ele0 ft.) elevation in vation in the centrathe central Palestinl Palestinian hill cian hill ian hill counthill country. It wasry. It was one of th one of three main cree main cities in tities in the hill cohe hill country duriuntry during ancientng ancient times, co times, times, contimes, connected witnected with Shechem h Shechem and Hebronand Hebron by a natu by a natural land rral land route alongoute along the north the nort the north-soutnorth-south spine ofh spine of the hill  the hill country. Tcountry. The earlieshe earliest part of t part of Jerusalem Jerusalem to be settto be settled and foled aled and fortifand fortified was thied was the knoll ime knoll immediately mediately south of tsouth of the presenthe present-day Haram-day Haram esh-Shari esh-Sharif or templf esh-Shariesh-Sharifesh-Sharif or temple or temple mount. Th mount. The biblicale biblical name for  name for this knollthis knoll, or part , or part of it, wasof it, was Ophel (2  Oph Ophel (2 COphel (2 Chr. 27:3; hr. 27:3; 33:14; Neh33:14; Neh. 3:26-27;. 3:26-27; 11:21). O 11:21). Ophel slopephel slopes to the ss to the south from outh from the templetthe templethe temple mount and mount and is flanke is flanked on the ed on the east by theast by the Kidron Va Kidron Valley (2 Salley (2 Sam. 15:23; m. 15:23; John 18:1)JoJohn 18:1)John 18:1) and on th and on the west by e west by the Tyropothe Tyropoeon Valleyeon Valley (this nam (this name suppliede supplied by Joseph by Joseph by Josephus).Josephus). The templ The temple mount woe mount would have buld have been a moreeen a more naturally naturally shaped hi shaped hill in ancill in ancient times eanciancient tiancient times than imes than it appears t appears now (subsenow (subsequent to Hquent to Herod the Gerod the Great’s buireat’s building proglding program). Alsorprogprogram). program). Also the TAlso the Tyropoeon, yropoeon, which joinwhich joins the Kidrs the Kidron at the on at the southern esouthern end of Ophend of Ophnd of Ophel, hasOphel, has been larg been largely filledely filled with debr with debris over tiis over time. Situatme. Situated near thed near the base of e base of the slope the sthe slope on Oslope on Ophel’s easphel’s eastern side tern side was a spriwas a spring, the bing, the biblical Gihblical Gihon (2 Chr.on (2 Chr. 33:14), w 33:14), which servehichwwhich servwhich served as Jerued as Jerusalem’s chsalem’s chief water ief water supply dursupply during the ciing the city’s earlyty’s early history.  history. This waterThis wThis water sourwater source was supce was supplemented plemented by cisternby cisterns and, durs and, during the Roing the Roman periodman period, aqueduct, aquedu, aqueducts aqueducts from otherfrom other springs S springs S of Bethle of Bethlehem.hem.

Jerusalem is situated at ca. 750 m. (2460 ft.) elevation in the central Palestinian 
hill country. It was one of three main cities in the hill country during ancient 
times, connected with Shechem and Hebron by a natural land route along the 
north-south spine of the hill country. The earliest part of Jerusalem to be settled 
and fortified was the knoll immediately south of the present-day Haram 
esh-Sharif or temple mount. The biblical name for this knoll, or part of it, was 
Ophel (2 Chr. 27:3; 33:14; Neh. 3:26-27; 11:21). Ophel slopes to the south from 
the temple mount and is flanked on the east by the Kidron Valley (2 Sam. 15:23; 
John 18:1) and on the west by the Tyropoeon Valley (this name supplied by 
Josephus). The temple mount would have been a more naturally shaped hill in 
ancient times than it appears now (subsequent to Herod the Great’s building 
program). Also the Tyropoeon, which joins the Kidron at the southern end of 
Ophel, has been largely filled with debris over time. Situated near the base of the 
slope on Ophel’s eastern side was a spring, the biblical Gihon (2 Chr. 33:14), 
which served as Jerusalem’s chief water supply during the city’s early history. This 
water source was supplemented by cisterns and, during the Roman period, 
aqueducts from other springs S of Bethlehem.

Aerial vieAerial view of Jerusw of Jerusalem from alem from the southethe southeast. Templast. Temple mount ine mount in foregroun foreground (Phoenixd (Phoenid (Phoenix D(Phoenix Data Systemata Systems, Neal ans, Neal and Joel Bied Joel Bierling)rling)

Aerial view of Jerusalem from the southeast. Temple mount in foreground 
(Phoenix Data Systems, Neal and Joel Bierling)

�Opposite OOpposite Ophel on thphel on the east, ace east, across the Kross the Kidron, is idron, is the Mount the Mount of Olives.of Olives. Opposite  Oppo Opposite OOpposite Ophel on thphel on the west, ace west, across the Tross the Tyropoeon, yropoeon, is the so-is the so-called Wescalled Western Hill,tern Hill,tern Hill, whicHill, which is broadh is broader and proer and provides morevides more gradually gradually sloping s sloping space for bpace for buildings tuildings than Ophel.han tthan Ophelthan Ophel. During I. During Iron II (caron II (ca. the time. the time of Hezeki of Hezekiah) and agah) and again duringain during Hellenist Hellenistic-Roman tic-RHellenistHellenistiHellenistic-Roman tic-Roman times (the Mmes (the Maccabean paccabean period and eriod and later) thelater) the city expa city expanded to thnded to this westerniththis westethis western hill. Jrn hill. Josephus reosephus referred to ferred to it as the it as the Upper CityUpper City. It seems. It seems reasonabl reasonable to assume to e to assume to assume that “the that “the strongholdstronghold of Zion”  of Zion” from whichfrom which the Jebus the Jebusites defenites defended againsded against David watagainsagainst Daagainst David was onvid was on Ophel, an Ophel, and that thed that the settlemen settlement on Ophelt on Ophel came to b came to be known afe known e known afteknown after David’s r David’s conquest aconquest as “the cits “the city of Davidy of David” (cf. 2 S” (cf. 2 Sam. 5:6-10am. 5:6-10). Later, ). Later, however, ahowhowever, ahowever, after the bfter the building ofuilding of the templ the temple, Zion cae, Zion came to refeme to refer to the tr to the temple mounemple mountain, or ttmounmountain, mountain, or to the or to the now expandnow expanded city ased city as a whole.  a whole. EventuallyEventually, apparent, apparently during ly during the Byzantththe Byzantthe Byzantine periodine period when the  when the temple moutemple mount was in nt was in ruins and ruins and a major cha major church, the urch, theurch, the basilithe basilica of Holyca of Holy Zion, sto Zion, stood on the od on the Western HiWestern Hill, the nall, the name Zion beme Zion became attaccame attached to thehattacattached tattached to the Westo the Western Hill.ern Hill.ern Hill.

Opposite Ophel on the east, across the Kidron, is the Mount of Olives. 
Opposite Ophel on the west, across the Tyropoeon, is the so-called Western 
Hill, which is broader and provides more gradually sloping space for buildings 
than Ophel. During Iron II (ca. the time of Hezekiah) and again during 
Hellenistic-Roman times (the Maccabean period and later) the city expanded to 
this western hill. Josephus referred to it as the Upper City. It seems reasonable 
to assume that “the stronghold of Zion” from which the Jebusites defended 
against David was on Ophel, and that the settlement on Ophel came to be 
known after David’s conquest as “the city of David” (cf. 2 Sam. 5:6-10). Later, 
however, after the building of the temple, Zion came to refer to the temple 
mountain, or to the now expanded city as a whole. Eventually, apparently during 
the Byzantine period when the temple mount was in ruins and a major church, 
the basilica of Holy Zion, stood on the Western Hill, the name Zion became 
attached to the Western Hill.



�Curving arCurving around the wound the western andestern and southern  southern sides of tsides of the Westernhe Western Hill, and Hill, and then cont then then contithen continuing eastnuing eastward to joward to join the Kidin the Kidron just Sron just S of the so of the southern tiputhern tip of Ophel  of Ophel and the Tyanand the Tyand the Tyropoeon-Kiropoeon-Kidron junctdron juncture, is anure, is another promother prominent vallinent valley, Wadi eey, Wadi er-Rababa. r-Rababaeer-Rababa.er-Rababa. If “the J If “the Jebusite” iebusite” is to be eqs to be equated not uated not only with only with Jerusalem Jerusalem but more sbut more specificallpesspecificalspecifically with Oply with Ophel, on thhel, on the grounds e grounds that Ophelthat Ophel is the ol is the oldest part dest part of Jerusalof Jerusalem, then Wem, tem, then Wadi then Wadi er-Rababa er-Rababa emerges asemerges as the best  the best candidate candidate for the vafor the valley of Hilley of Hinnom and Bnnom and Bnnom and Bir Ayyub,Bir Ayyub, in the Ki in the Kidron Valledron Valley just souy just south of wherth of where it is joe it is joined by thined by the Tyropoeoe Tyropoeon and Raban an and Rababaand Rababa, as En-ro, as En-rogel (Josh.gel (Josh. 15:7-11;  15:7-11; 18:15-19, 18:15-19, 21-28). Wa21-28). Wadi er-Rabadi er-Rababa has beeba has been renamed nbeebeen renambeen renamed Hinnom ed Hinnom on some moon some modern maps.dern maps.

Curving around the western and southern sides of the Western Hill, and 
then continuing eastward to join the Kidron just S of the southern tip of Ophel 
and the Tyropoeon-Kidron juncture, is another prominent valley, Wadi 
er-Rababa. If “the Jebusite” is to be equated not only with Jerusalem but more 
specifically with Ophel, on the grounds that Ophel is the oldest part of Jerusalem, 
then Wadi er-Rababa emerges as the best candidate for the valley of Hinnom and 
Bir Ayyub, in the Kidron Valley just south of where it is joined by the Tyropoeon 
and Rababa, as En-rogel (Josh. 15:7-11; 18:15-19, 21-28). Wadi er-Rababa has 
been renamed Hinnom on some modern maps.

Ancient SoAncient Sourcesurces

Ancient Sources

�While JeruWhile Jerusalem, Shesalem, Shechem, and chem, and Hebron werHebron were the maine the main urban cen urban centers of thters of the central e ce central Pacentral Palestinian lestinian hill counthill country, they wry, they were of relere of relatively moatively modest size dest size as ancientas ancient cities go cities cities go,cities go, even comp even compared to soared to some cities me cities of the Palof the Palestinian lestinian lowlands. Jowlands. Jerusalem eerusalem especially,speeespeciallyespecially, while en, while enjoying a pjoying a pleasant seleasant setting, wastting, was neither o neither overly blesverly blessed with ased with agriculturagriculaagriculturagricultural resourcal resources nor sites nor situated partuated particularly nicularly near a majoear a major trade ror trade route. It shute. It should not bould shshould notshould not be surpri be surprising, thersing, therefore, thaefore, that Jerusalet Jerusalem turns upm turns up only rare only rarely in ancily in ancient writteent went written sowritten sources otheurces other than ther than the OT. The n OT. The nonbiblicalonbiblical epigraphi epigraphical referecal references to Jences to Jerusalem prruJeJerusalem Jerusalem prior to Hprior to Hellenisticellenistic-Roman tim-Roman times are as es are as follows. (follows. (1) A place1) A place called  called rwsûrwsûrwsûrwsû33mmmm (usually  (usually translitertransliterated ated Rosh-lamemRosh-lamem,, but possi but possibly bly Rosh-ramemRosh-ramem) appears ) appears in both thinin both thin both the Berlin ae Berlin and Brusselnd Brussels groups os groups of Execratif Execration Texts. on Texts. If this isIf this is Jerusalem Jerusalem, as most , as m, as most scholmost scholars are inars are inclined to clined to believe, tbelieve, then the Eghen the Egyptian phayptian pharaohs wereraohs were aware of  aware of Jerusalem’JeJerusalem’Jerusalem’s existencs existence ca. 1800e ca. 1800 and liste and listed it amongd it among their Asi their Asiatic enemiatic enemies. (2) Twes. (2) Two of the Ao oo of the Amaof the Amarna Letterrna Letters from thes from the mid-14th  mid-14th century wecentury were sent tore sent to the Egypt the Egyptian court ian courtian court by Scourt by Shuwardata,huwardata, the vassa the vassal king of l king of Gath, who Gath, who accused ofaccused of disloyalt disloyalty y {Abdu-h�eb{Abdu-h�{Abdu-h�eb{Abdu-h�ebaa, the vass, the vassal king ofal king of Jerusalem Jerusalem. Five of . Five of the letterthe letters are froms are from  {Abdu-h�eb{Abdu-{Abdu-h�eb{Abdu-h�ebaa himself,  himself, whose namewhose name seems to  seems to be of Hurrbe of Hurrian originian origin. . {Abdu-h�eb{Abdu-h�e{Abdu-h�eb{Abdu-h�ebaa insists t insists that it is hat it is others whoothers who are dislo are disloyal to Egyyal to Egypt rather pt rather than he, athan he, and urges tnaand urges and urges the pharaothe pharaoh to send h to send military smilitary support. (3upport. (3) An Arama) An Aramaic inscripic inscription fragmtion fragment discovenfragmfragment dfragment discovered iscovered at Tell Daat Tell Dan and daten and dated by the ed by the excavator txcavator to the 9th o the 9th century secentury seems to refeseseems to rseems to refer to “tefer to “the house ohe house of David.” f David.” PresumablyPresumably this is a this is a reference reference to the ru to the ruling dynaslingruruling dynruling dynasty in Jeasty in Jerusalem whrusalem which, accorich, according to thding to the OT, woule OT, would have beed have been founded n founded n founded byfounded by David app David approximatelyroximately a century a century and a hal and a half earlier.f earlier. (4) It wa (4) It was during ts during the 9th cenhe 9he 9th centur9th century also thay also that the Neo-t the Neo-Assyrian rAssyrian rulers begaulers began conductin conducting militarng military campaigny campaigns into Syrscampaigncampaigns campaigns into Syriainto Syria-Palestine-Palestine and, acco and, accordingly, mrdingly, mention locention local rulers al rulers of that reof that region in thgion reregion in region in their royatheir royal inscriptl inscriptions. Tiglions. Tiglath-pileseath-pileser III (744r III (744–727) prov–727) provides the eides the earliest mearliest eearliest mearliest mention of ention of a Jerusalea Jerusalemite king;mite king; namely, h namely, he includede included Jehoahaz  Jehoahaz in a list in a list of local Pof locof local Palelocal Palestinian rustinian rulers who plers who paid him traid him tribune. Esaibune. Esarhaddon (6rhaddon (680–669) an80–669) and Assurband Assurbanipal (668–iAssurbanAssurbanipAssurbanipal (668–62al (668–627) report 7) report tribute frtribute from Judah, om Judah, which of cwhich of course implourse implies Jerusaies Jerusalem. SurelleJerusaJerusalem.Jerusalem. Surely th Surely the most inte most intriguing ofriguing of the royal the royal Assyrian  Assyrian inscriptioinscriptions, howevens, however, are twor, ar, are two anare two annalistic pnalistic prisms whicrisms which provide h provide almost dupalmost duplicate acclicate accounts of Sounts of Sennacheribennacherib’s invasio’sSennacheribSennacheriSennacherib’s invasib’s invasion of Paleon of Palestine and stine and siege of Jsiege of Jerusalem ierusalem in 701. (5)n 701. (5) One of th One of the Babylonie Bae BabylonianBabylonian Chronicle Chronicles reports s reports NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar’s conzzar’s conquest of Jquest of Jerusalem ierusalem in March 59n March 5n March 597.597.

While Jerusalem, Shechem, and Hebron were the main urban centers of the 
central Palestinian hill country, they were of relatively modest size as ancient 
cities go, even compared to some cities of the Palestinian lowlands. Jerusalem 
especially, while enjoying a pleasant setting, was neither overly blessed with 
agricultural resources nor situated particularly near a major trade route. It 
should not be surprising, therefore, that Jerusalem turns up only rarely in ancient 
written sources other than the OT. The nonbiblical epigraphical references to 
Jerusalem prior to Hellenistic-Roman times are as follows. (1) A place called 
rwsû3mm (usually transliterated Rosh-lamem, but possibly Rosh-ramem) appears 
in both the Berlin and Brussels groups of Execration Texts. If this is Jerusalem, as 
most scholars are inclined to believe, then the Egyptian pharaohs were aware of 
Jerusalem’s existence ca. 1800 and listed it among their Asiatic enemies. (2) Two 
of the Amarna Letters from the mid-14th century were sent to the Egyptian 
court by Shuwardata, the vassal king of Gath, who accused of disloyalty 
{Abdu-h�eba , the vassal king of Jerusalem. Five of the letters are from 
{Abdu-h�eba  himself, whose name seems to be of Hurrian origin. 
{Abdu-h�eba  insists that it is others who are disloyal to Egypt rather than he, 
and urges the pharaoh to send military support. (3) An Aramaic inscription 
fragment discovered at Tell Dan and dated by the excavator to the 9th century 
seems to refer to “the house of David.” Presumably this is a reference to the 
ruling dynasty in Jerusalem which, according to the OT, would have been 
founded by David approximately a century and a half earlier. (4) It was during the 
9th century also that the Neo-Assyrian rulers began conducting military 
campaigns into Syria-Palestine and, accordingly, mention local rulers of that 
region in their royal inscriptions. Tiglath-pileser III (744–727) provides the 
earliest mention of a Jerusalemite king; namely, he included Jehoahaz in a list of 
local Palestinian rulers who paid him tribune. Esarhaddon (680–669) and 
Assurbanipal (668–627) report tribute from Judah, which of course implies 



Jerusalem. Surely the most intriguing of the royal Assyrian inscriptions, however, 
are two annalistic prisms which provide almost duplicate accounts of 
Sennacherib’s invasion of Palestine and siege of Jerusalem in 701. (5) One of the 
Babylonian Chronicles reports Nebuchadnezzar’s conquest of Jerusalem in March 
597.

ArchaeologArchaeological Evideical Evidencence

Archaeological Evidence

Jerusalem’Jerusalem’s pre-Romas pre-Roman archaeoln archaeological remogical remains are rains are rather meagather meager, again er, again not surprinot surprising becaussurprisurprisingsurprising because i because it was not t was not a major cia major city in ancity in ancient times.ent times. Also, the Also, the present o present occupation ccupooccupationoccupation of the ci of the city, not toty, not to mention r mention religious seligious sensitivitiensitivities and poles and political facitical factors, limitors, limtors, limit wherlimit where archaeole archaeologists canogists can excavate. excavate. Neverthel Nevertheless, Jerusess, Jerusalem’s arcalem’s archaeologicahaeological profile l pl profile foprofile for the Bronr the Bronze and Iroze and Iron Ages is n Ages is fairly typfairly typical of Paical of Palestinian lestinian sites. Thisites. This profile s profiles profile maprofile may be summay be summarized as frized as follows.ollows.ollows.

Jerusalem’s pre-Roman archaeological remains are rather meager, again not 
surprising because it was not a major city in ancient times. Also, the present 
occupation of the city, not to mention religious sensitivities and political factors, 
limit where archaeologists can excavate. Nevertheless, Jerusalem’s archaeological 
profile for the Bronze and Iron Ages is fairly typical of Palestinian sites. This 
profile may be summarized as follows.

1.1.�Ceramic evCeramic evidence indidence indicates somicates some occupatie occupation of Opheon of Ophel as earlyl as early as the Ch as the ChalcolithicalcChChalcolithChalcolithic period.ic period.

1. Ceramic evidence indicates some occupation of Ophel as early as the 
Chalcolithic period.

2.2.�Remains ofRemains of a buildin a building witness g witness to a permato a permanent settlnent settlement on Oement on Ophel durinphel during the earlg tg the early the early centuries centuries (ca. 3000–(ca. 3000–2800 2800 B.C.E.B.C.E.) of the E) of the Early Bronzarly Bronze Age.e Age.e Age.

2. Remains of a building witness to a permanent settlement on Ophel during 
the early centuries (ca. 3000–2800 B.C.E.) of the Early Bronze Age.

3.3.�Segments oSegments of a wall mf a wall more than 3ore than 3 m. (10 ft m. (10 ft.) thick i.) thick in places in places indicate thndicate that Ophel wat Opheat Ophel was Ophel was fortified fortified during theduring the Middle Br Middle Bronze Age.onze Age.onze Age.

3. Segments of a wall more than 3 m. (10 ft.) thick in places indicate that 
Ophel was fortified during the Middle Bronze Age.

4.4.�Less impreLess impressive archssive architectural itectural remains whremains which are moich are more difficure difficult to intelt to interpret and rpret inteinterpret interpret and date (and date (e.g., the e.g., the “stepped s“stepped structure” tructure” discussed discussed below) sugbelow) suggest contigest sugsuggest cosuggest continued ocntinued occupation tcupation through Lathrough Late Bronze ae Bronze and Iron I.nd Iron I.

4. Less impressive architectural remains which are more difficult to 
interpret and date (e.g., the “stepped structure” discussed below) 
suggest continued occupation through Late Bronze and Iron I.

5.5.�ConstructiConstruction of a tuon of a tunnel to trnnel to transport waansport water from tter from the Gihon she Gihon spring on Opring on Ophel’s easphOOphel’s eaOphel’s eastern sidestern side to a rese to a reservoir at trvoir at the foot ofhe foot of Ophel’s s Ophel’s southwesterouthwestern slope, pn slon slope, pluslope, plus fortifics fortifications on ations on the Westerthe Western Hill, ven Hill, verify that rify that Jerusalem Jerusalem experienceexperieexperienceexperienced a periodd a period of expans of expansion duringion during Iron II.  Iron II. An inscripAn inscription discotion discovered insiverediscodiscovereddiscovered inside th inside the water tue water tunnel commennel commemorated thmorated the completie completion of thison of thison of this projethis project, generact, generally attriblly attributed to Heuted to Hezekiah (cfzekiah (cf. 2 Chr. 3. 2 Chr. 32:30). The2:30). The reservoir reser reservoir,reservoir, which rec which receives the eives the water fromwater from the tunne the tunnel still tol still today, is thday, is the pool of e poole pool of Sipool of Siloam (Johnloam (John 9:1-12). 9:1-12). 9:1-12).

5. Construction of a tunnel to transport water from the Gihon spring on 
Ophel’s eastern side to a reservoir at the foot of Ophel’s southwestern 
slope, plus fortifications on the Western Hill, verify that Jerusalem 
experienced a period of expansion during Iron II. An inscription 
discovered inside the water tunnel commemorated the completion of 
this project, generally attributed to Hezekiah (cf. 2 Chr. 32:30). The 
reservoir, which receives the water from the tunnel still today, is the 
pool of Siloam (John 9:1-12).

6.6.�There are There are evidences evidences that this that this expanded Iexpanded Iron II citron II city met withy met with destructi destruction.on.on.

6. There are evidences that this expanded Iron II city met with destruction.

7.7.�SettlementSettlement seems to  seems to have been have been limited tolimited to Ophel dur Ophel during the cling the closing centosing centuries of turiecentcenturies centuries of the Iroof the Iron Age.n Age.

7. Settlement seems to have been limited to Ophel during the closing 
centuries of the Iron Age.

HistoryHistory

History

In view ofIn view of the limit the limited epigraped epigraphical and hical and archaeologarchaeological evideical evidence, histonce, historians deperians depend heavilynd hnd heavily onheavily on the OT fo the OT for informatr information about ion about ancient Jeancient Jerusalem. Hrusalem. However, thowever, there has beere has beere has been a moobeen a mood of cautid of caution during on during recent yearecent years. Besiders. Besides the facts the fact that the  that the biblical wbiblical writers livritewwriters liwriters lived long aved long after some fter some of the eveof the events they dnts they describe, sescribe, some of whaome of what they rept they report about orrepreport aboreport about Jerusalut Jerusalem is diffem is difficult to iicult to interpret.nterpret.nterpret.

In view of the limited epigraphical and archaeological evidence, historians depend 
heavily on the OT for information about ancient Jerusalem. However, there has 
been a mood of caution during recent years. Besides the fact that the biblical 



writers lived long after some of the events they describe, some of what they 
report about Jerusalem is difficult to interpret.

�Josh. 10 rJosh. 10 recounts Joecounts Joshua’s defshua’s defeat of a ceat of a coalition ooalition of five Amof five Amorite kingsrite kings led by Ad led by Ad led by Adoni-zedeAdoni-zedek king of k king of Jerusalem.Jerusalem. Josh. 12: Josh. 12:10 include10 includes Jerusales Jerusalem in a summ in a summary of Ismary of Israel’s conraIsIsrael’s cIsrael’s conquests uonquests under Joshunder Joshua. Yet Josa. Yet Josh. 15:63 sh. 15:63 states thattates that “the peop “the people of Judale of Judah [cf. Judh [ch [cf. Judg.[cf. Judg. 1:21, ‘Be 1:21, ‘Benjaminitesnjaminites’] could n’] could not drive oot drive out the Jebut the Jebusites, thusites, the inhabitae inhabitants of Jernts of Jnts of Jerusalem;Jerusalem; so the Je so the Jebusites dwbusites dwell with tell with the people he people of Judah iof Judah in Jerusalen Jerusalem to this m to this day.” 2 Saday.”day.” 2 Saday.” 2 Sam. 5:6-10 m. 5:6-10 = 1 Chr. 1= 1 Chr. 11:4-9 repo1:4-9 report that Dart that David conquevid conquered Jerusared Jerusalem from tlem from the Jebusithtthe Jebusithe Jebusites with ntes with no mention o mention of either of either Judahite oJudahite or Benjaminr Benjaminite presenite presence. Finallce. Finally, accusiny, ay, accusing taccusing the inhabithe inhabitants of Jeants of Jerusalem ofrusalem of abominati abominations, Ezek.ons, Ezek. 16:45 sta 16:45 states: “Yourtes: “Your mother wa mo mother wasmother was a Hittite a Hittite and your  and your father an father an Amorite.” Amorite.” It seems cIt seems certain, whertain, whether (or ether (or to whatevetoto whateveto whatever degree) r degree) there was there was any Israelany Israelite conqueite conquest of Jerust of Jerusalem befosalem before David, re David, that the ctthat the cthat the city had a ity had a pluralistipluralistic populatic population.on.on.

Josh. 10 recounts Joshua’s defeat of a coalition of five Amorite kings led by 
Adoni-zedek king of Jerusalem. Josh. 12:10 includes Jerusalem in a summary of 
Israel’s conquests under Joshua. Yet Josh. 15:63 states that “the people of Judah 
[cf. Judg. 1:21, ‘Benjaminites’] could not drive out the Jebusites, the inhabitants of 
Jerusalem; so the Jebusites dwell with the people of Judah in Jerusalem to this 
day.” 2 Sam. 5:6-10 = 1 Chr. 11:4-9 report that David conquered Jerusalem from 
the Jebusites with no mention of either Judahite or Benjaminite presence. Finally, 
accusing the inhabitants of Jerusalem of abominations, Ezek. 16:45 states: “Your 
mother was a Hittite and your father an Amorite.” It seems certain, whether (or 
to whatever degree) there was any Israelite conquest of Jerusalem before David, 
that the city had a pluralistic population.

�2 Sam. 5:82 Sam. 5:8 quotes Da quotes David as sayvid as saying, “Whoeing, “Whoever would ver would strike dowstrike down the Jebun the Jebusites, letsitesJebuJebusites,Jebusites, let him g let him get up the et up the water shafwater shaft t (s�inno®r)(s�inno®r) . . .” . . .” (NRSV). I (NRSV). In 2 Sam. 5n 2 Sam. 5:9 he is s:9 h:9 he is saidhe is said to have “ to have “dwelt in tdwelt in the stronghhe stronghold . . . old . . . and built and built the city athe city all around ll around from the from thfrom the the millo®}millo®} inward.”  inward.” It is tempIt is tempting to suting to suppose thatppose that David was David was calling f calling for a volunor a volunteer to cltevolunvolunteer volunteer to climb uto climb up a particp a particular waterular water shaft whi shaft which archaeoch archaeologists halogists have discoveve discovered in thereddiscovediscovereddiscovered in the ea in the eastern slopstern slope of Ophele of Ophel above the above the Gihon spr Gihon spring (i.e.,ing (i.e., Warren’s  Warren’s Shaft). AlShShaft). AlShaft). Also it has so it has been propobeen proposed that ased that a stepped s stepped stone structone structure uncovture uncovered at thered at the top of te ththe top ofthe top of the slope the slope and a sho and a short distancrt distance north ofe north of Warren’s  Warren’s Shaft is aShaft is a surviving surviving remnant o rem remnant ofremnant of David’s r David’s rebuild. Hoebuild. However, thewever, the meaning o meaning of f s�inno®rs�inno®r is not en is not entirely cletirely cletirely clear, andclear, and archaeolo archaeologists debagists debate the datte the dating of boting of both Warren’sh Warren’s Shaft and Shaft and the stepp the stepped structuedsteppstepped ststepped structure. Aructure. An alternatn alternate view rege view regarding thearding the stepped s stepped structure itructure is that it s that it belongs tobelobelongs tobelongs to a pre-Dav a pre-Davidic phaseidic phase of the ci of the city.ty.ty.

2 Sam. 5:8 quotes David as saying, “Whoever would strike down the 
Jebusites, let him get up the water shaft (s�inno®r) . . .”  (NRSV). In 2 Sam. 5:9 
he is said to have “dwelt in the stronghold . . . and built the city all around from 
the millo®} inward.” It is tempting to suppose that David was calling for a 
volunteer to climb up a particular water shaft which archaeologists have 
discovered in the eastern slope of Ophel above the Gihon spring (i.e., Warren’s 
Shaft). Also it has been proposed that a stepped stone structure uncovered at 
the top of the slope and a short distance north of Warren’s Shaft is a surviving 
remnant of David’s rebuild. However, the meaning of s�inno®r  is not entirely 
clear, and archaeologists debate the dating of both Warren’s Shaft and the 
stepped structure. An alternate view regarding the stepped structure is that it 
belongs to a pre-Davidic phase of the city.

�The OT (asThe OT (as well as l well as later tradiater tradition refletion reflected in bocted in both the NT th the NT and the and the Qur}anQur}an) depicts ) d) depicts Sodepicts Solomon’s relomon’s reign as oneign as one of unsurp of unsurpassed spleassed splendor. Actundor. Actually the eally the epigraphicapigraphical and archl al and archaeand archaeological eological evidence (ovidence (or relativer relative lack of s lack of same) suggeame) suggests that tsts that the 10th cehe 10th century, whenturcecentury, wcentury, when Solomohen Solomon would han would have lived, ve lived, was somewhwas somewhat of a “dat of a “dark age” tark age” throughout hroughotthroughoutthroughout the Middl the Middle East ince East including Palluding Palestine. Clestine. Clearly thisearly this is the im is the impression fpression from the merom ffrom the mfrom the meager Ironeager Iron I archaeo I archaeological relogical remains at Jmains at Jerusalem. erusalem. True, the True, the temple moutemple moutemple mount whermount where Solomon’e Solomon’s temple as temple and palace nd palace would havewould have stood is  stood is not accessnot accessible to arible to aible to archaeologarchaeologists, and ists, and probably wprobably was clearedas cleared by Herod  by Herod the Great’the Great’s builderss builders anyhow. N anyhow. N anyhow. NevertheleNevertheless, in viess, in view of the bw of the biblical cliblical claims regaraims regarding Solomding Solomon’s exceeon’s exceeding wealtding wealth and exteh ah and extensand extensive buildiive building activitng activities, one wies, one would expecould expect more tant more tangible and gible and impressiveimpressive archaeolo ar archaeologarchaeological remaiical remains from thns from that brief mat brief moment of Joment of Jerusalem’serusalem’s history w history when, accorhen, according to thdaccoraccording according to the OT,to the OT, it was th it was the center oe center of a world-f a world-class empiclass empire.re.re.

The OT (as well as later tradition reflected in both the NT and the Qur}an) 
depicts Solomon’s reign as one of unsurpassed splendor. Actually the epigraphical 
and archaeological evidence (or relative lack of same) suggests that the 10th 
century, when Solomon would have lived, was somewhat of a “dark age” 
throughout the Middle East including Palestine. Clearly this is the impression 
from the meager Iron I archaeological remains at Jerusalem. True, the temple 
mount where Solomon’s temple and palace would have stood is not accessible to 
archaeologists, and probably was cleared by Herod the Great’s builders anyhow. 
Nevertheless, in view of the biblical claims regarding Solomon’s exceeding wealth 
and extensive building activities, one would expect more tangible and impressive 
archaeological remains from that brief moment of Jerusalem’s history when, 
according to the OT, it was the center of a world-class empire.

�For the laFor the later centurter centuries of theies of the Iron Age, Iron Age, it become it becomes much eass much easier to cooier to coordinate thrdinatecoocoordinatecoordinate the bibli the biblical materical materials regardals regarding Jerusaing Jerusalem with alem with archaeologirchaeological and epcal and epigraphicaligraepepigraphicepigraphical sourcesal sources. It seems. It seems reasonabl reasonable to attrie to attribute the Ibute the Iron II watron II water tunnel er tunnel to Hezekiato Hto Hezekiah, Hezekiah, and probaband probably the forly the fortificationtification of the We of the Western Hillstern Hill as well.  as well. JerusalemiJerusalemite burial te bte burial praburial practices of ctices of this periothis period are knowd are known from sevn from several cemeteral cemeteries (oneeries (one immediate immediately N of thlimmediateimmediatelimmediately N of they N of the present-d present-day “Old Ciay “Old City,” anothty,” another across er across the Kidronthe Kidron from Ophe from Op from Ophel on tOphel on the westernhe western slopes of slopes of Silwan, a Silwan, and the so-nd the so-called Ketcalled Ketef Hinnom ef Hinnom cemetery Scemetery cemetery Scemetery SW of the WW of the Western Hilestern Hill). Among l). Among the discovthe discoveries at teries at the latter he latter cemetery wcemetery cemetery wcemetery were two smere two small, rolleall, rolled silver pd silver plaques witlaques with the beneh the benediction frdiction from Num. 6:om Num. 6:34-36. Bur36:6:34-36. B6:34-36. Burned builurned building remaiding remains excavatns excavated on the ed on the eastern sleastern slopes of Opopes of Ophel (builthel (built against t a against thagainst the “steppede “stepped structure structure”) probabl”) probably witness y witness to the Babto the Babylonian deylonian destruction struction of the citofof the citof the city. One of y. One of the rooms the rooms apparentlyapparently contained contained an archiv an archive of docume of documents whichents whichents which periwhich perished at thshed at the time. One time. Only the claly the clay bullae wy bullae which sealehich sealed the docud the documents survments survive — moreivsurvsurvive — survive — more than more than 50 of them50 of them, having b, having been fired een fired in the conin the conflagrationflagration...

For the later centuries of the Iron Age, it becomes much easier to 
coordinate the biblical materials regarding Jerusalem with archaeological and 
epigraphical sources. It seems reasonable to attribute the Iron II water tunnel to 



Hezekiah, and probably the fortification of the Western Hill as well. Jerusalemite 
burial practices of this period are known from several cemeteries (one 
immediately N of the present-day “Old City,” another across the Kidron from 
Ophel on the western slopes of Silwan, and the so-called Ketef Hinnom 
cemetery SW of the Western Hill). Among the discoveries at the latter 
cemetery were two small, rolled silver plaques with the benediction from Num. 
6:34-36. Burned building remains excavated on the eastern slopes of Ophel (built 
against the “stepped structure”) probably witness to the Babylonian destruction 
of the city. One of the rooms apparently contained an archive of documents 
which perished at the time. Only the clay bullae which sealed the documents 
survive — more than 50 of them, having been fired in the conflagration.

�1–2 Maccab1–2 Maccabees and Joees and Josephus aresephus are important important written s written sources forources for informati information about Jon aon about Jeruabout Jerusalem durisalem during the Helng the Hellenistic plenistic period, anderiod, and Josephus  Josephus also for talso for the early Rhe early Roman perioomRRoman periRoman period. The Maod. The Maccabean reccabean rebellion wabellion was a major s a major turning poturning point, with int, with Jerusalem JerusalemJerusalem Jerusalem enjoying aenjoying a period of period of economic  economic revival anrevival and relatived relatively far-realy far-reaching poliching political inflticalpolipolitical political influence influence under the under the Hasmonean Hasmonean rulers, esrulers, especially Jpecially John Hyrcanohn Hyrcanus (135/13us (135/134–104) and4(135/13(135/134–1(135/134–104) and Al04) and Alexander Jaexander Janneus (103nneus (103–76). Once–76). Once again the again the city expa city expanded to thnded to tnded to the Westerthe Western Hill. Thn Hill. The city cone city continued to tinued to flourish aflourish after Pompefter Pompey secured y secured Roman contRoman conRoman control ofcontrol of the whole the whole region an region and of Jerusd of Jerusalem in paalem in particular. rticular. Indeed, HeIndeed, Herod the Grrod the Great almosteaGrGreat almoGreat almost completst completely changeely changed the faced the face of Jerusa of Jerusalem, beginlem, beginning with ning with the templethe temple mount on  templetemple moutemple mount on whicnt on which he essenh he essentially rebtially rebuilt the muilt the modest “Secodest “Second Templeond Temple,” which i,” which ,” which itsewhich itself had beelf had been construcn constructed by theted by the postexili postexilic Jewish cc Jewish community dommunity during the uring the Persian pePPersian pePersian period. Whilriod. While the cente the central shrineral shrine of Herod’ of Herod’s rebuildis rebuilding no doubng no doubt preservet preserved the basid preservepreserved preserved the basic the basic plan of thplan of the Second Te Second Temple, theemple, the overall l overall layout was ayout was of typicalof typically Hellenily Hly HellenistiHellenistic-Roman dec-Roman design — i.esign — i.e., the cen., the central shrintral shrine e (cella)(cella) was surro was surrounded by aunded by a large ope larg large openlarge open court  court (temenos),(temenos), which its which itself was enelf was enclosed by closed by a colonnada colonnaded porticoed portico. At the n. At . At the norAt the northwestern thwestern corner of corner of the templethe temple compound, compound, both to p both to protect androtect and command i comma command itcommand it, and poss, and possibly at thibly at the site of e site of the Hellenthe Hellenistic Akraistic Akra (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 1:29-36; 1:29-36; AntAnt. 12.5.4 [. 1. 12.5.4 [2512.5.4 [252]), he bu2]), he built a fortilt a fort named the named the Antonia ( Antonia (after Markafter Mark Antony).  Antony). Other HeroOther Herodian featudHeroHerodian fHerodian features ineatures included a pcluded a palace on talace on the Westernhe Western Hill and  Hill and three towethree towers which crs which crs which commanded commanded the westerthe western defensesn defenses of the ci of the city. Contemty. Contemporary witporary with Herod anh Herod and active id activd active in active in the city wthe city were two leere two learned and arned and influentiainfluential rabbinicl rabbinical teacheral teachers, Shammais, Shammai and Hille and and Hilleland Hillel (ca. 30  (ca. 30 B.C.E.B.C.E.—10 —10 C.E.C.E.). Herod’s). Herod’s Jerusalem Jerusalem also is t also is the city thhe city that Jesus aat Jesus and Paul wond Pnd Paul wouldPaul would have know have known, althougn, although their ach their activities ativities are to be are to be associated ssociated with the gwith the generation eneggenerationgeneration following following Herod him Herod himself. Theiself. Their younger r younger contemporacontemporary, Josephry, Josephus, was inus, was inus, was involved iinvolved in the Firsn the First Jewish Rt Jewish Revolt and evolt and witnessed witnessed the resultthe resulting conqueing conquest and desst and destruction otrudesdestructiodestruction of the cn of the city by Titity by Titus in 70 us in 70 C.E.C.E.

1–2 Maccabees and Josephus are important written sources for information 
about Jerusalem during the Hellenistic period, and Josephus also for the early 
Roman period. The Maccabean rebellion was a major turning point, with 
Jerusalem enjoying a period of economic revival and relatively far-reaching 
political influence under the Hasmonean rulers, especially John Hyrcanus 
(135/134–104) and Alexander Janneus (103–76). Once again the city expanded to 
the Western Hill. The city continued to flourish after Pompey secured Roman 
control of the whole region and of Jerusalem in particular. Indeed, Herod the 
Great almost completely changed the face of Jerusalem, beginning with the 
temple mount on which he essentially rebuilt the modest “Second Temple,” 
which itself had been constructed by the postexilic Jewish community during the 
Persian period. While the central shrine of Herod’s rebuilding no doubt 
preserved the basic plan of the Second Temple, the overall layout was of typically 
Hellenistic-Roman design — i.e., the central shrine (cella) was surrounded by a 
large open court (temenos), which itself was enclosed by a colonnaded portico. 
At the northwestern corner of the temple compound, both to protect and 
command it, and possibly at the site of the Hellenistic Akra (1 Macc. 1:29-36; Ant. 
12.5.4 [252]), he built a fort named the Antonia (after Mark Antony). Other 
Herodian features included a palace on the Western Hill and three towers which 
commanded the western defenses of the city. Contemporary with Herod and 
active in the city were two learned and influential rabbinical teachers, Shammai 
and Hillel (ca. 30 B.C.E.—10 C.E.). Herod’s Jerusalem also is the city that Jesus and 
Paul would have known, although their activities are to be associated with the 
generation following Herod himself. Their younger contemporary, Josephus, was 
involved in the First Jewish Revolt and witnessed the resulting conquest and 
destruction of the city by Titus in 70 C.E.

TraditionTradition

Tradition



Some landmSome landmarks in anarks in and around Jd around Jerusalem werusalem which figurhich figure in the Ne in the NT can be iT can be identified dentified confidentlcconfidentlconfidently — e.g., y — e.g., the Mount the Mount of Olives,of Olives, the Pool  the Pool of Siloam,of Siloam, and the t and the temple mounemple mount. Others tmounmount. Othmount. Others are leers are less certainss certain, although, although often loc often located by ecated by ecclesiasticclesiastical traditial traditions which ons wons which datewhich date back to t back to the Byzantihe Byzantine period.ne period. The follo The following are rwing are representatepresentative examplive examples.eexamplexamples.examples.examples.

Some landmarks in and around Jerusalem which figure in the NT can be identified 
confidently — e.g., the Mount of Olives, the Pool of Siloam, and the temple 
mount. Others are less certain, although often located by ecclesiastical traditions 
which date back to the Byzantine period. The following are representative 
examples.

�John 5:2-9John 5:2-9 reports J reports Jesus’ healesus’ healing of a ming of a man at the an at the pool of Bepool of Beth-zatha (th-zatha (Bethesda, Bethesda((Bethesda,(Bethesda, Bethsaida Bethsaida), which w), which was said toas said to be near t be near the Sheep Ghe Sheep Gate and haate and had five pord five porticoes. Eatporporticoes.porticoes. Early Chr Early Christian pilistian pilgrims to Jgrims to Jerusalem serusalem spoke of thpoke of the “twin poe “twin pools” of Beols” of Bethsaida, athsaBeBethsaida,Bethsaida, and in 18 and in 1888 workers88 workers clearing  clearing some ruinssome ruins on the gr on the grounds of tounds of the St. Annhe St. Anne Church deAnnAnne ChurcAnne Church discoverh discovered an old ed an old fresco whifresco which seems tch seems to represeno represent the healt the healing of theing of thing of the man atthe man at the pool. the pool. Excavatio Excavations uncoverns uncovered the foued the foundations ondations of a Byzantf a Byzantine churchine churchine church buichurch built over whlt over what could bat could be interpree interpreted as theted as the layout of layout of twin pool twin pools with pors with porticoes. Alticporporticoes.porticoes. Also, a f Also, a fragment ofragment of a relief  a relief from the Rfrom the Roman periooman period discoverd discovered nearby ed nearby may connecmmay connecmay connect the plact the place with Asce with Asclepius, thlepius, the Roman goe Roman god of healid of healing.ng.ng.

John 5:2-9 reports Jesus’ healing of a man at the pool of Beth-zatha 
(Bethesda, Bethsaida), which was said to be near the Sheep Gate and had five 
porticoes. Early Christian pilgrims to Jerusalem spoke of the “twin pools” of 
Bethsaida, and in 1888 workers clearing some ruins on the grounds of the St. 
Anne Church discovered an old fresco which seems to represent the healing of 
the man at the pool. Excavations uncovered the foundations of a Byzantine 
church built over what could be interpreted as the layout of twin pools with 
porticoes. Also, a fragment of a relief from the Roman period discovered nearby 
may connect the place with Asclepius, the Roman god of healing.

�Matt. 26:3Matt. 26:36 = Mark 16 = Mark 14:32 relat4:32 relate that Jese that Jesus’ betrayus’ betrayal by Judaal by Judas on the es on the eve of the ve of theve of the Crucifthe Crucifixion occuixion occurred at a rred at a place callplace called Gethsemed Gethsemane (probaane (probably meaninbly meaning “oil vatg “oil vat”). The ot”)vatvat”). Thevat”). The other two other two Gospels d Gospels do not actuo not actually call ally call the place the place by name: Lby name: Luke 22:39-uke 22:39-40 informs4022:39-22:39-40 i22:39-40 informs us nforms us only that only that the incidethe incident took plnt took place on theace on the Mount of  Mount of Olives; JoOlives; John 18:1-11hnJoJohn 18:1-John 18:1-11 notes t11 notes that it occhat it occurred “acrurred “across the Kioss the Kidron Valledron Valley . . whery . . where there wae there was a gardens as a garden.”a garden.” Apparentl Apparently Gethsemay Gethsemane (whethene (whether a gardenr a garden, oil vat,, oil vat, or whatev or whatever) was loer) was loer) was located onlocated on the Mount the Mount of Olives of Olives side of t side of the Kidron.he Kidron. The beaut The beautiful gardeiful garden pointed n pointed out today ouout today out today is as likeis as likely a spot ly a spot as any. Hoas any. However, thewever, the claim tha claim that the roott the roots of olives of olive trees in  trees trees in ttrees in this gardenhis garden are very  are very old has noold has no bearing o bearing on the quesn the question of whtion of whether it iether it is in fact s in s in fact thin fact the authentie authentic Gethsemac Gethsemane.ne.ne.

Matt. 26:36 = Mark 14:32 relate that Jesus’ betrayal by Judas on the eve of 
the Crucifixion occurred at a place called Gethsemane (probably meaning “oil 
vat”). The other two Gospels do not actually call the place by name: Luke 
22:39-40 informs us only that the incident took place on the Mount of Olives; 
John 18:1-11 notes that it occurred “across the Kidron Valley . . where there was 
a garden.” Apparently Gethsemane (whether a garden, oil vat, or whatever) was 
located on the Mount of Olives side of the Kidron. The beautiful garden pointed 
out today is as likely a spot as any. However, the claim that the roots of olive 
trees in this garden are very old has no bearing on the question of whether it is 
in fact the authentic Gethsemane.

�Early ChriEarly Christian tradstian tradition locaition located the sited the site of the te of the Upper RoomUpper Room (Mark 14: (Mark 14:15; Luke 215; Luk15; Luke 22:12Luke 22:12) on the W) on the Western Hilestern Hill. It was l. It was believed tbelieved that the aphat the apostles celostles celebrated thebrated the first Pee fe first Pentfirst Pentecost in tecost in this same rhis same room (Acts oom (Acts 1:13) and 1:13) and that Caiapthat Caiaphas’ househas’ house was locat was located nearby edlocatlocated nelocated nearby (Mattarby (Matt. 26:57; M. 26:57; Mark 14:53;ark 14:53; Luke 22:5 Luke 22:54). Thus a4). Thus a major chu major church, the Brch, the Basilica ofaBBasilica oBasilica of Mt. Zionf Mt. Zion, was erec, was erected on theted on the Western H Western Hill duringill during the Byzan the Byzantine periotine period and is dd perioperiod andperiod and is depict is depicted in the ed in the Madeba mosMadeba mosaic map. Taic map. The complexhe complex of old bu of old buildings loildings located on tclolocated onlocated on the spot  the spot today datetoday date from medi from medieval timeseval times and later and later...

Early Christian tradition located the site of the Upper Room (Mark 14:15; 
Luke 22:12) on the Western Hill. It was believed that the apostles celebrated the 
first Pentecost in this same room (Acts 1:13) and that Caiaphas’ house was 
located nearby (Matt. 26:57; Mark 14:53; Luke 22:54). Thus a major church, the 
Basilica of Mt. Zion, was erected on the Western Hill during the Byzantine 
period and is depicted in the Madeba mosaic map. The complex of old buildings 
located on the spot today date from medieval times and later.

�ConstantinConstantine commissie commissioned the boned the building ofuilding of a church  a church over what over what was believwas believed at the ed ated at the timat the time (326 e (326 C.E.C.E.) to be th) to be the place ofe place of Jesus’ bu Jesus’ burial. Accorial. According to Erding to Eusebius, busebius, bishop of Cishopbbishop of bishop of Caesarea wCaesarea who served ho served as consultas consultant to Conant to Constantine, stantine, the locatithe location of the on of the tomb had btotomb had btomb had been remembeen remembered even ered even though prethough previous Romavious Roman authoritn authorities had coies had covered it overedcocovered itcovered it over with over with soil and  soil and erected a erected a temple to temple to Venus on tVenus on the spot (he spot (Vita ConstVita Const.. 3.25–28). 3. 3.25–28). 3.25–28). Somewhat lSomewhat later thereater there arose a t arose a tradition tradition that Helenahat Helena, Constant, Constantine’s mothine’s mother, found emothmother, fomother, found the “tund the “true cross”rue cross” in a cist in a cistern nearbyern nearby. Original. Originally two adjly two adjacent churacent churches markechechurchurches mchurches marked the arked the traditionatraditional locationl locations of Jesuss of Jesus’ crucifix’ crucifixion (Golgoion (Golgotha) and btha) and burial (Josuriabburial (Joburial (Joseph of Arseph of Arimathea’s imathea’s tomb), buttomb), but since the since the Crusader  Crusader period theperiod these have bese have been combineebebeen combibeen combined one roned one roof, the Chof, the Church of thurch of the Holy Sepe Holy Sepulchre. Soulchre. Some scholarme scholars have objs have os have objected tobjected that the sphat the spot marked ot marked by the Chuby the Church of therch of the Holy Sepu Holy Sepulchre woullchre would have beed have bed have been insidbeen inside the citye the city during Je during Jesus’ day, sus’ day, and thus aand thus an unlikelyn unlikely spot for  spot for crucifixiocrucifixions. An altns. An ns. An alternaAn alternate candidate candidate (the sote (the so-called Ga-called Garden tomb)rden tomb) is very p is very popular amoopular among Protestng Protestng ProtestantProtestant tourists. tourists.

Constantine commissioned the building of a church over what was believed 
at the time (326 C.E.) to be the place of Jesus’ burial. According to Eusebius, 
bishop of Caesarea who served as consultant to Constantine, the location of the 
tomb had been remembered even though previous Roman authorities had 
covered it over with soil and erected a temple to Venus on the spot (Vita Const. 
3.25–28). Somewhat later there arose a tradition that Helena, Constantine’s 
mother, found the “true cross” in a cistern nearby. Originally two adjacent 
churches marked the traditional locations of Jesus’ crucifixion (Golgotha) and 
burial (Joseph of Arimathea’s tomb), but since the Crusader period these have 



been combined one roof, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Some scholars have 
objected that the spot marked by the Church of the Holy Sepulchre would have 
been inside the city during Jesus’ day, and thus an unlikely spot for crucifixions. 
An alternate candidate (the so-called Garden tomb) is very popular among 
Protestant tourists.

�Jerusalem Jerusalem (Arab. (Arab. el-Quds,el-Quds, “the holy “the holy”) is a ho”) is a holy city foly city for Muslims r Muslims also, if falso, if for no otheor no oor no other reasother reason than thon than that Islam iat Islam incorporatencorporated many bibd many biblical tradlical traditions. Soitions. Solomon has lomon has an importaanan importaan important place int place in the n the Qur}anQur}an, and Moha, and Mohammed himsemmed himself prayed lf prayed facing Jerfacing Jerusalem durusalemJerJerusalem Jerusalem during hisduring his early car early career. Howeveer. However, Muslimer, Muslim reverence reverence for Jerus for Jerusalem focusalem focuses primariefocusfocuses prfocuses primarily onimarily on the openi the opening verse ong verse of f Qur}anQur}an  SuraSura 17, which 17, which alludes t alludes to an occaso an occo an occasion woccasion when God trhen God transported ansported Mohammed fMohammed from one horom one holy shrine ly shrine to anotherto another distant o dista distant ondistant one and showe and showed him mired him miraculous siaculous signs. Latergns. Later Muslim in Muslim interpretersterpreters, connecti, connecting this venconnecticonnectingconnecting this vers this verse with othe with other passageer passages in the s in the Qur}anQur}an, took it , took it to mean thto mean that God traat Godat God transpGod transported Mohaorted Mohammed from mmed from Mecca to JMecca to Jerusalem ierusalem in a dream n a dream and that fand that from Jerusarom Jrom Jerusalem Jerusalem Mohammed wMohammed was raised as raised to heaven to heaven where he swhere he saw wonderfaw wonderful things ul things and communand coand communicatcommunicated with eaed with earlier proprlier prophets. Jeruhets. Jerusalem, in salem, in other wordother words, came tos, came to be identi be identified as thfidentiidentifiedidentified as the “d as the “distant shristant shrine” (ine” (al-masjid al-masjid al-Aqsaal-Aqsa), and Moh), and Mohammed’s elammed’s elevation toevation to heaven is h heaven is heaven is commemoratcommemorated by the ed by the Dome of thDome of the Rock mone Rock monument and ument and the nearbythe nearby al-Aqsa m al- al-Aqsa moal-Aqsa mosque.sque.sque.

Jerusalem (Arab. el-Quds, “the holy”) is a holy city for Muslims also, if for no 
other reason than that Islam incorporated many biblical traditions. Solomon has 
an important place in the Qur}an, and Mohammed himself prayed facing 
Jerusalem during his early career. However, Muslim reverence for Jerusalem 
focuses primarily on the opening verse of Qur}an Sura 17, which alludes to an 
occasion when God transported Mohammed from one holy shrine to another 
distant one and showed him miraculous signs. Later Muslim interpreters, 
connecting this verse with other passages in the Qur}an, took it to mean that 
God transported Mohammed from Mecca to Jerusalem in a dream and that from 
Jerusalem Mohammed was raised to heaven where he saw wonderful things and 
communicated with earlier prophets. Jerusalem, in other words, came to be 
identified as the “distant shrine” (al-masjid al-Aqsa), and Mohammed’s elevation to 
heaven is commemorated by the Dome of the Rock monument and the nearby 
al-Aqsa mosque.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. Bahat, D. Bahat, The IllustThe Illustrated Atlarated Atlas of Jeruss of Jerusalemalem (New York (New York, 1990); H, 1990); H, 1990); H. Geva, eH. Geva, ed., d., Ancient JeAncient Jerusalem Rerusalem Revealedvealed (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1994); m, 1994); W. H. MareW. H. Mare, , The ArchaeThe Archaeology of toArchaeArchaeologArchaeology of the Jy of the Jerusalem Aerusalem Arearea (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1987pids, 1987); B. Maza); B. Mazar, et al.,r, et al., “Jerusale “Jerusalem,” m,”“Jerusale“Jerusalem“Jerusalem,” ,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 2:698–804 2:698–804; F. E. Pe; F. E. Peters, ters, Jerusalem:Jerusalem: The Holy  The Holy City in thCity in the Eyes of e Eyes of e Eyes of Chronicof Chroniclers, Visilers, Visitors, Pilgtors, Pilgrims, and rims, and ProphetsProphets (Princeto (Princeton, 1985); n, 1985); J. D. PurvJ. D. Purvis, is, Jerusalem,Jerusalem,Jerusalem,Jerusalem, the Holy  the Holy City: BiblCity: Bibliographyiography (Metuchen (Metuchen, N.J., 19, N.J., 1991).91).91).
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JERUSALEM, GATES

The constrThe construction, deuction, destruction,struction, rebuildin rebuilding and expag and expansion of wnsion of walls arounalls around Jerusaled Jerusalem during bm JerusaleJerusalem Jerusalem during bibduring biblical timelical times provideds provided for numer for numerous gates.ous gates. Archaeolo Archaeological workgical work has helpe workwork has hwork has helped deteelped determine the rmine the placement placement of many ofof many of these anc these ancient wallsient walls and gates and gates and gates; howgates; however, manyever, many questions questions still lin still linger. Undouger. Undoubtedly, sobtedly, some of the me of the gates weregates were known by  k known by mknown by more than oore than one name, wne name, which adds hich adds to the conto the confusion.fusion.fusion.

The construction, destruction, rebuilding and expansion of walls around 
Jerusalem during biblical times provided for numerous gates. Archaeological 
work has helped determine the placement of many of these ancient walls and 
gates; however, many questions still linger. Undoubtedly, some of the gates were 
known by more than one name, which adds to the confusion.

�The constrThe construction of uction of city wallscity walls with gate with gates was undes was undertaken by rtaken by David (1 CDavid (1 Chr. 11:7-8hr. 11hr. 11:7-8), S11:7-8), Solomon (1 olomon (1 Kgs. 3:1),Kgs. 3:1), perhaps U perhaps Uzziah (2 Czziah (2 Chr. 26:9),hr. 26:9), Hezekiah  Hezekiah (32:5), Ma(32:5), Manasseh (33naMaManasseh (Manasseh (33:14), Ne33:14), Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 3:1-4:1h. 3:1-4:1), the Has), the Hasmoneans, amoneans, and Herod.nd Herod.

The construction of city walls with gates was undertaken by David (1 Chr. 
11:7-8), Solomon (1 Kgs. 3:1), perhaps Uzziah (2 Chr. 26:9), Hezekiah (32:5), 
Manasseh (33:14), Nehemiah (Neh. 3:1-4:1), the Hasmoneans, and Herod.

Preexilic Preexilic PeriodPeriod

Preexilic Period



Temple GatTemple Gateseses

Temple Gates

Evidently Evidently a gate cona gate connected thenected the palace to palace to the templ the temple (2 Kgs. e (2 Kgs. 11:19; 16:11:19; 16:18). This 18). This entrance wententrance wentrance would have ould have been to thbeen to the south ofe south of the templ the temple. Referene. References to theces to the “gate beh “gate beh “gate behind thebehind the guards” a guards” and the Gatnd the Gate of the Fe of the Foundation oundation (2 Chr. 23(2 Chr. 23:4-5; cf. :4-5; cf. the “gate the “gate of Shallecof of Shallecof Shallecheth,” 1 Cheth,” 1 Chr. 26:16)hr. 26:16) may indic may indicate additiate additional gatesonal gates connectin connecting the palag the palace and thece ace and the teand the temple area,mple area, as implie as implied in “the d in “the third gatethird gate” of Jer. ” of Jer. 38:14. Mys38:14. Mysteriously,teriously, 1 Chr. 9: 1 Ch 1 Chr. 9:18 Chr. 9:18 mentions amentions a “king’s g “king’s gate on theate on the east.” Ez east.” Ezekiel mentekiel mentions a temions a temple gate fple gate facing the acinffacing thefacing the north (Ez north (Ezek. 8:14; ek. 8:14; 9:2), whic9:2), which may be th may be the same ashe same as Jeremiah’ Jeremiah’s temple gs temple gate designateggate desiggate designated the nated the upper Benjupper Benjamin Gate amin Gate (Jer. 20:2(Jer. 20:2; 2 Kgs. 1; 2 Kgs. 15:35) or t5:35) or the New Gathe New Gate of Jer. eGatGate of JeGate of Jer. 26:10; r. 26:10; 36:10. The36:10. The Horse Gat Horse Gate, which fe, which faced the eaced the east (Jer. ast (Jer. 31:40), se31:40), seems to be emsseseems to bseems to be located e located in the souin the southeast sectheast sector of thetor of the temple ar temple area near thea near the palace (e palace (2 Kgs. 11:2 K2 Kgs. 11:16Kgs. 11:16). The Ben). The Benjamin Gatejamin Gate and Horse and Horse Gate woul Gate would have beed have been city gatn city gates as welles as weles as well as tewell as temple gatesmple gates..

Evidently a gate connected the palace to the temple (2 Kgs. 11:19; 16:18). This 
entrance would have been to the south of the temple. References to the “gate 
behind the guards” and the Gate of the Foundation (2 Chr. 23:4-5; cf. the “gate 
of Shallecheth,” 1 Chr. 26:16) may indicate additional gates connecting the palace 
and the temple area, as implied in “the third gate” of Jer. 38:14. Mysteriously, 1 
Chr. 9:18 mentions a “king’s gate on the east.” Ezekiel mentions a temple gate 
facing the north (Ezek. 8:14; 9:2), which may be the same as Jeremiah’s temple 
gate designated the upper Benjamin Gate (Jer. 20:2; 2 Kgs. 15:35) or the New 
Gate of Jer. 26:10; 36:10. The Horse Gate, which faced the east (Jer. 31:40), 
seems to be located in the southeast sector of the temple area near the palace (2 
Kgs. 11:16). The Benjamin Gate and Horse Gate would have been city gates as 
well as temple gates.

City GatesCity Gates

City Gates

Nehemiah’sNehemiah’s inspectio inspection of the dn of the destroyed cestroyed city indicaity indicates that ttes that there was ahere was a Fountain  Fountain Gate on thGaGate on thGate on the lower eae lower eastern wallstern wall (Neh. 2:1 (Neh. 2:14). In the4). In the southeast southeast corner of corner of the city, the city, opening t op opening toopening to the valle the valley of Hinnoy of Hinnom, was them, was the Potsherd  Potsherd Gate (Jer.Gate (Jer. 19:2), la 19:2), later referrter referred to as ted ted to as the to as the Dung Gate Dung Gate (Neh. 2:13(Neh. 2:13; 3:13-14;; 3:13-14; 12:31). T 12:31). The gate’s he gate’s name may hname may have been dave been dave been derived frderived from a refusom a refuse heap loce heap located outsiated outside the gatde the gate in the He in the Hinnom Vallinnom Valley. Also oey. Also opening to peoopening toopening to the Hinno the Hinnom was the m was the Valley GatValley Gate, which ie, which is generalls generally located y located in the souin the southwest corthsousouthwest southwest corner of corner of the city wthe city walls. 2 Challs. 2 Chr. 26:9 nor. 26:9 notes that Utes that Uzziah builzziah built a fortift a fortified tower ied toied tower at ttower at this gate. his gate. Further toFurther to the north the north at the no at the northwest corthwest corner of thrner of the west wale west wall, Uzziah l, Ul, Uzziah buiUzziah built anotherlt another fortified fortified tower at  tower at the Cornerthe Corner Gate. Acc Gate. According to ording to 2 Chr. 25:2 Chr. 25:23 Joash b2325:25:23 Joas25:23 Joash broke doh broke down the walwn the walls of Jeruls of Jerusalem fromsalem from the Corne the Corner Gate to r Gate to the Ephraithe Ephrathe Ephraim GaEphraim Gate for a dte for a distance ofistance of 400 cubit 400 cubits (200 m.[s (200 m.[626 ft.]).626 ft.]). Thus, the Thus, the Ephraim G Ephraim Gate was pratGGate was pGate was probably inrobably in the north the northern wall, ern wall, not far frnot far from the Corom the Corner Gate. ner Gate. This gate This gate likely ledlilikely ledlikely led to Ephrai to Ephraim and is pm and is probably torobably to be identi be identified with fied with the “middlthe “middle gate” ofe gate” of Jer. 39:3 Jer.  Jer. 39:3.Jer. 39:3. The Fish  The Fish Gate is diGate is difficult tofficult to place (2  place (2 Chr. 33:14Chr. 33:14); most sc); most scholars favholars favor a locator a loor a location alocation along the nlong the northern waorthern wall betweenll between the templ the temple mount ane mount and the Ephrd the Ephraim Gate. aim Gateaim Gate. ThisGate. This was likel was likely a place y a place where fishwhere fish were sold were sold or delive or delivered.red.

Nehemiah’s inspection of the destroyed city indicates that there was a Fountain 
Gate on the lower eastern wall (Neh. 2:14). In the southeast corner of the city, 
opening to the valley of Hinnom, was the Potsherd Gate (Jer. 19:2), later referred 
to as the Dung Gate (Neh. 2:13; 3:13-14; 12:31). The gate’s name may have been 
derived from a refuse heap located outside the gate in the Hinnom Valley. Also 
opening to the Hinnom was the Valley Gate, which is generally located in the 
southwest corner of the city walls. 2 Chr. 26:9 notes that Uzziah built a fortified 
tower at this gate. Further to the north at the northwest corner of the west wall, 
Uzziah built another fortified tower at the Corner Gate. According to 2 Chr. 
25:23 Joash broke down the walls of Jerusalem from the Corner Gate to the 
Ephraim Gate for a distance of 400 cubits (200 m.[626 ft.]). Thus, the Ephraim 
Gate was probably in the northern wall, not far from the Corner Gate. This gate 
likely led to Ephraim and is probably to be identified with the “middle gate” of 
Jer. 39:3. The Fish Gate is difficult to place (2 Chr. 33:14); most scholars favor a 
location along the northern wall between the temple mount and the Ephraim 
Gate. This was likely a place where fish were sold or delivered.

RestoratioRestoration Periodn Period

Restoration Period

Not all ofNot all of the walls the walls of Jerusa of Jerusalem were blem were broken downroken down during th during the Exile. Ee Exile. Excavationsxcavations indicate  in indicate tindicate that destruhat destruction was ction was heaviest iheaviest in the arean the area of the te of the temple and ample and along the elong the eastern walasteeeastern waeastern wall. Conseqll. Consequently, Neuently, Nehemiah’s rhemiah’s rebuilding ebuilding maintainedmaintained many of t many of the gates ohe gates of the old foof the oldof the old city. How city. However, alonever, along the eastg the east, excavati, excavations revealons reveal that Nehe that Nehemiah builtmiah built higher al hig higher alohigher along the ridng the ridge parallege paralleling the Kling the Kidron Vallidron Valley. In theey. In the process,  process, it seems tit seems that additihat adhat additionaladditional gates wer gates were added toe added to the east. the east.

Not all of the walls of Jerusalem were broken down during the Exile. Excavations 
indicate that destruction was heaviest in the area of the temple and along the 
eastern wall. Consequently, Nehemiah’s rebuilding maintained many of the gates 
of the old city. However, along the east, excavations reveal that Nehemiah built 
higher along the ridge paralleling the Kidron Valley. In the process, it seems that 
additional gates were added to the east.



�Along the Along the eastern waeastern wall at the ll at the north, in north, in the templethe temple area, lay area, lay the Muste the Muster Gate (Ner Gate (r Gate (Neh. 3:31(Neh. 3:31). Further). Further to the so to the south, but suth, but still in thtill in the temple ae temple area, were rea, were the Horse the Horse Gate (Neh.GatGate (Neh.Gate (Neh. 3:28) and 3:28) and the Gate  the Gate of the Guaof the Guard (12:39)rd (12:39), perhaps , perhaps an interioan interior gate lear gate leading to thdilealeading toleading to the templ the temple area. Fue area. Further downrther down the ravin the ravine, Nehemiae, Nehemiah mentionsh mentions the Water the Wat the Water GateWater Gate on the ea on the east (Neh. 3st (Neh. 3:26; 12:37:26; 12:37), which m), which may be equaay be equated with tted with the East Gahe East Ghe East Gate (3:29Gate (3:29). The las). The last of the et of the east wall gast wall gates, the ates, the Fountain GFountain Gate, evideate, evidently was rntly was rebuilt higebuilrrebuilt hirebuilt higher up thgher up the ridge (Ne ridge (Neh. 3:15).eh. 3:15).

Along the eastern wall at the north, in the temple area, lay the Muster Gate 
(Neh. 3:31). Further to the south, but still in the temple area, were the Horse 
Gate (Neh. 3:28) and the Gate of the Guard (12:39), perhaps an interior gate 
leading to the temple area. Further down the ravine, Nehemiah mentions the 
Water Gate on the east (Neh. 3:26; 12:37), which may be equated with the East 
Gate (3:29). The last of the east wall gates, the Fountain Gate, evidently was 
rebuilt higher up the ridge (Neh. 3:15).

�Nehemiah mNehemiah mentions noentions nothing of tthing of the Benjamihe Benjamin Gate, fon Gate, formerly locrmerly located in thated in the temple ae teme temple aretemple area. Howevera. However, he notes, he notes that prie that priests constrsts constructed a Shucted a Sheep Gate (eep Gate (Neh. 3:1),Neh. 3:1), which was 3:1),3:1), whic3:1), which was likeh was likely facing ly facing the north the north in the temin the temple area aple area and was prond was probably a plbably a place for seace plplace for place for selling shselling sheep which eep which were used were used for sacriffor sacrifice. It caice. It cannot be dennot be determined wtermined whether or hetwwhether orwhether or not the S not the Sheep Gate heep Gate is the foris the former Benjammer Benjamin Gate.in Gate.in Gate.

Nehemiah mentions nothing of the Benjamin Gate, formerly located in the 
temple area. However, he notes that priests constructed a Sheep Gate (Neh. 
3:1), which was likely facing the north in the temple area and was probably a 
place for selling sheep which were used for sacrifice. It cannot be determined 
whether or not the Sheep Gate is the former Benjamin Gate.

�Elsewhere Elsewhere around thearound the city, pre city, preexilic gatexilic gates seem toes seem to have been have been restored  restored at their oat theiat their origtheir original sitesinal sites during th during this period.is period. Thus, Neh Thus, Nehemiah recoemiah records the rerds the rebuilding obuilding of the Dungf thef the Dung Gthe Dung Gate and thate and the Valley Ge Valley Gate, whichate, which were loca were located 1000 cted 1000 cubits (500ubits (500 m.[1640 f m.[1640 m.[1640 ftm.[1640 ft.]) from o.]) from one anotherne another (Neh. 3:1 (Neh. 3:13-14). Als3-14). Also restoredo restored was the F was the Fish Gate (ish Gate (Neh. 3:3).N((Neh. 3:3)(Neh. 3:3). Nehemiah. Nehemiah, however,, however, does not  does not record therecord the repair of repair of the Ephra the Ephraim Gate orim Gate oim Gate or the Coror the Corner Gate, ner Gate, though it though it appears thappears that both weat both were recognire recognized at thized at this time (cfs time (cf. Neh. 8:1. (cf(cf. Neh. (cf. Neh. 8:16; 12:38:16; 12:39; Zech. 19; Zech. 14:10). Ano4:10). Another gate ther gate repaired irepaired in the daysn the days of Nehemi of Nehemiah, the OlahNehemiNehemiah, Nehemiah, the Old Gathe Old Gate, is curte, is curiously unmiously unmentioned eentioned elsewhere ilsewhere in Scripturn Scripture. This gae. This gate should tgagate shoulgate should be transd be translated the lated the Gate of thGate of the Old (aree Old (area), or pera), or perhaps the Jhaps the Jeshanah Gaeshanah Gate. PrevaiteGaGate. PrevGate. Prevailing opiailing opinion is thnion is that the gatat the gate was an ie was an interior ganterior gate locatedte located in the no in the northern arerthernonorthern anorthern area of therea of the city near city near the Ephra the Ephraim Gate.im Gate.

Elsewhere around the city, preexilic gates seem to have been restored at 
their original sites during this period. Thus, Nehemiah records the rebuilding of 
the Dung Gate and the Valley Gate, which were located 1000 cubits (500 
m.[1640 ft.]) from one another (Neh. 3:13-14). Also restored was the Fish Gate 
(Neh. 3:3). Nehemiah, however, does not record the repair of the Ephraim Gate 
or the Corner Gate, though it appears that both were recognized at this time 
(cf. Neh. 8:16; 12:39; Zech. 14:10). Another gate repaired in the days of 
Nehemiah, the Old Gate, is curiously unmentioned elsewhere in Scripture. This 
gate should be translated the Gate of the Old (area), or perhaps the Jeshanah 
Gate. Prevailing opinion is that the gate was an interior gate located in the 
northern area of the city near the Ephraim Gate.

New TestamNew Testament Periodent Period

New Testament Period

According According to Josephuto Josephus there wes there were three wre three walls surroalls surrounding Herunding Herodian Jeruodian Jerusalem, thosalem, thsalem, though on though on the sides the sides facing thefacing the valleys o valleys only one wanly one wall encompall encompassed the cssed the city (ity (BJBJ 5.4.1). J 5.4.1) 5.4.1). Jo5.4.1). Josephus mensephus mentions few tions few gates, thogates, though undoubugh undoubtedly manytedly many more exis more existed. The eted. The ted. The easterThe eastern, southern, southern, and wesn, and western sectitern sections of theons of the first wal first wall were prol were probably in tbably in the same arhe tthe same athe same area as therea as the walls in  walls in Nehemiah’sNehemiah’s day. The  day. The northern snorthern section of ection of this firstthis first wall exte wa wall extenwall extended from tded from the tower ohe tower of Hippicusf Hippicus (near the (near the former Co former Corner Gate)rner Gate) to the Xy to the X to the Xystus (thXystus (the present-e present-day Wilsonday Wilson’s Arch). ’s Arch). The only gThe only gate mentioate mentioned by Josned by Josephus in tephus in tephus in this firstthis first wall, the wall, the Gate of t Gate of the Esseneshe Essenes ( (BJBJ 5.4.2), w 5.4.2), was probablas probably close toy close to Nehemiah’ Nehemiah’s Valley GsNehemiah’Nehemiah’sNehemiah’s Valley Ga Valley Gate.te.te.

According to Josephus there were three walls surrounding Herodian Jerusalem, 
though on the sides facing the valleys only one wall encompassed the city (BJ 
5.4.1). Josephus mentions few gates, though undoubtedly many more existed. 
The eastern, southern, and western sections of the first wall were probably in 
the same area as the walls in Nehemiah’s day. The northern section of this first 
wall extended from the tower of Hippicus (near the former Corner Gate) to the 
Xystus (the present-day Wilson’s Arch). The only gate mentioned by Josephus in 
this first wall, the Gate of the Essenes (BJ 5.4.2), was probably close to 
Nehemiah’s Valley Gate.

�There is lThere is little agreittle agreement regaement regarding the rding the location olocation of the secof the second and thind and third walls. rd walls.rd walls. Thowalls. Though generaugh generally known,lly known, the exact the exact course of course of the secon the second wall cand wall can only be a only be approximatepaapproximatapproximated. Josephed. Josephus states us states that it bethat it began at thegan at the Gennath G Gennath Gate (E of ate (E of the Hippicthe Hippicus Tower auHippicHippicus THippicus Tower and power and perhaps ideerhaps identified wintified with the Oldth the Older Ephraimer Ephraim Gate) and Gate) and circled i circled i circled in a northin a northeastern dieastern direction, frection, finally coninally connecting winecting with the Antth the Antonia.onia.onia.

There is little agreement regarding the location of the second and third 
walls. Though generally known, the exact course of the second wall can only be 
approximated. Josephus states that it began at the Gennath Gate (E of the 
Hippicus Tower and perhaps identified with the Older Ephraim Gate) and circled 
in a northeastern direction, finally connecting with the Antonia.



�The third The third wall was bwall was built by Heuilt by Herod Agripprod Agrippa (a (BJBJ 5.4.2). I 5.4.2). In Josephusn Josephus’ account,’ account, the third the the third the third wall beganwall began at the to at the tower of Hipwer of Hippicus and picus and went northwent north to the to to the tower of Psewer of Psephinus. ThpPsePsephinus.Psephinus. The wall  The wall then turnethen turned east pasd east past the monut the monuments of Hments of Helena, theelena, the caverns o caverns o caverns of the kinof the kings, the Cogs, the Corner Towerrner Tower, the Full, the Fuller’s Monumer’s Monument, and cent, and connected tonnected to the oldeo the oldeo the older wallolder wall at the Ki at the Kidron Valledron Valley. Some scy. Some scholars belholars believe that ieve that the northethe northern wall warn wall was in geners is in generalin general alignment alignment with the  with the north wallnorth wall of the pr of the present Old esent Old City. OtheCity. Others, howevers, however, believerhowevehowever, bhowever, believe thaelieve that the thirt the third wall layd wall lay further n further north and iorth and is to be ids to be identified wentified with a wallith a ith a wall disa wall discovered bycovered by E. L. Suk E. L. Sukenik and Lenik and L. A. Mayer. A. Mayer in 1925–2 in 1925–27.7.7.

The third wall was built by Herod Agrippa (BJ 5.4.2). In Josephus’ account, 
the third wall began at the tower of Hippicus and went north to the tower of 
Psephinus. The wall then turned east past the monuments of Helena, the caverns 
of the kings, the Corner Tower, the Fuller’s Monument, and connected to the 
older wall at the Kidron Valley. Some scholars believe that the northern wall was 
in general alignment with the north wall of the present Old City. Others, 
however, believe that the third wall lay further north and is to be identified with 
a wall discovered by E. L. Sukenik and L. A. Mayer in 1925–27.

�In the areIn the area of the ta of the temple mounemple mount, Josephut, Josephus mentionss mentions several g several gates: one ates: one on the noron theon the north,the north, four on t four on the west, ahe west, and unspecind unspecified “gatefied “gates” to the s” to the south. He south. He is silent is silent about gateabouabout gateabout gates on the es on the east. On thast. On the north wae north was the Todis the Todi Gate. On  Gate. On the west, the west, the southethe southethe southernmosouthernmost gate, ist gate, identified dentified at the sitat the site of Robine of Robinson’s Archson’s Arch, led to t, led to the lower che lower city. Robinity. ccity. Robicity. Robinson’s Arcnson’s Arch was one h was one of severalof several immense a immense arches supprches supporting a lorting a long staircong staircase which asstaircstaircase staircase which descwhich descended to tended to the valley.he valley. North of  North of this gate,this gate, three add three additional weitional western gatestewewestern gawestern gates have btes have been identieen identified as Cofied as Coponius Gatponius Gate (populare (popularly known aly known as Barclay’s Barclay’s Gate), WsBarclay’Barclay’s Barclay’s Gate), WilGate), Wilson’s Archson’s Arch, and Warr, and Warren’s Gate.en’s Gate. These thr These three gates lee gates led to the ed to the western sewwestern sewestern sections of ctions of the city. the city. Wilson’s AWilson’s Arch supporrch supported a massted a massive causewive causeway that bray that bridged the ibrbridged thbridged the Central e Central Valley, liValley, linking the nking the temple aretemple area to the ua to the upper city.pper city.

In the area of the temple mount, Josephus mentions several gates: one on 
the north, four on the west, and unspecified “gates” to the south. He is silent 
about gates on the east. On the north was the Todi Gate. On the west, the 
southernmost gate, identified at the site of Robinson’s Arch, led to the lower 
city. Robinson’s Arch was one of several immense arches supporting a long 
staircase which descended to the valley. North of this gate, three additional 
western gates have been identified as Coponius Gate (popularly known as 
Barclay’s Gate), Wilson’s Arch, and Warren’s Gate. These three gates led to the 
western sections of the city. Wilson’s Arch supported a massive causeway that 
bridged the Central Valley, linking the temple area to the upper city.

�On the souOn the south side ofth side of the templ the temple complex e complex two large two large gates weregates were located i located in the middn then the middlethe middle of the wa of the wall. The fill. The first of therst of these, the wese, the western Huldstern Huldah Gate (tah Gate (the Double he Double Gate), hadGaGate), hadGate), had two porta two portals and a bls and a broad (64 mroad (64 m.[210 ft.].[210 ft.]) stairway) stairway leading d leading down to theown to the lower cit lo lower citylower city. The seco. The second gate, tnd gate, the easternhe eastern Huldah Ga Huldah Gate (the Trte (the Triple Gate)iple Gate), had thre, had three portals.ethrethree portthree portals. Both als. Both of these sof these southern gaouthern gates are notes are now walled uw walled up.p.p.

On the south side of the temple complex two large gates were located in 
the middle of the wall. The first of these, the western Huldah Gate (the Double 
Gate), had two portals and a broad (64 m.[210 ft.]) stairway leading down to the 
lower city. The second gate, the eastern Huldah Gate (the Triple Gate), had 
three portals. Both of these southern gates are now walled up.

�Josephus rJosephus recounts 10ecounts 10 gates whi gates which servicech serviced the tempd the temple itself.le itself. Four were Four were located a locate located allocated along the noong the north, anothrth, another four aler four along the soong the south, and tuth, and two toward wo toward the east (the east (BJBJ((BJ(BJ 5.5.2). T 5.5.2). The two eashe two eastern gatestern gates, one insi, one inside (or wesde (or west) of the t) of the other, surother, surrounded throunded throunded the Women’the Women’s Court ons Court on the east  the east and west. and west. The interiThe interior gate, lor gate, leading to eading to the Court the Courtthe Court of ICourt of Israel, wassrael, was probably  probably known as tknown as the Nicanorhe Nicanor Gate, whi Gate, while the easle the easternmost gternmost gternmost gate, sepagate, separating therating the Gentiles’ Gentiles’ Court fro Court from the Womem the Women’s Court,n’s Court, may have  may have been the Bbeen the been the Beautithe Beautiful Gate mful Gate mentioned ientioned in Acts 3:2n Acts 3:2. These id. These identificatientifications are noons are not certain,t certain, and it is and and it is and it is possible tpossible that the Behat the Beautiful Gaautiful Gate was thete was the interior  interior Nicanor GaNicanor Gate. Anothete. Another option ir or option is option is that the Bthat the Beautiful Geautiful Gate, if Chate, if Christian trristian tradition isadition is to be fol to be followed, maylowed, may have been have b have been a gatbeen a gate on the ee on the eastern citastern city wall leay wall leading to thding to the temple ae temple area. Existrea. Existing today ing today on the eason thon the easterthe eastern wall is n wall is the Goldenthe Golden Gate, whi Gate, which dates fch dates from the Byrom the Byzantine pezantine period at thriod at the earlieste ththe earliethe earliest. A recest. A recent discovent discovery revealery revealed another d another gate buriegate buried ca. 2–2.d ca. 2–2.5 m.(7–8 f5 m.(7–8 ft.) directt.) fft.) direcft.) directly beneattly beneath the Goldh the Golden Gate. Ten Gate. This newly his newly discovereddiscovered gate appe gate appears to datars to date from pree datdate from date from pre-Herodipre-Herodian days anan days and could bed could be the Beaut the Beautiful Gate.iful Gate.

Josephus recounts 10 gates which serviced the temple itself. Four were 
located along the north, another four along the south, and two toward the east 
(BJ 5.5.2). The two eastern gates, one inside (or west) of the other, surrounded 
the Women’s Court on the east and west. The interior gate, leading to the 
Court of Israel, was probably known as the Nicanor Gate, while the easternmost 
gate, separating the Gentiles’ Court from the Women’s Court, may have been 
the Beautiful Gate mentioned in Acts 3:2. These identifications are not certain, 
and it is possible that the Beautiful Gate was the interior Nicanor Gate. Another 
option is that the Beautiful Gate, if Christian tradition is to be followed, may have 
been a gate on the eastern city wall leading to the temple area. Existing today on 
the eastern wall is the Golden Gate, which dates from the Byzantine period at 
the earliest. A recent discovery revealed another gate buried ca. 2–2.5 m.(7–8 
ft.) directly beneath the Golden Gate. This newly discovered gate appears to 
date from pre-Herodian days and could be the Beautiful Gate.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. H. MareW. H. Mare, , The ArchaeThe Archaeology of tology of the Jerusalhe Jerusalem Areaem Area (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1987pRaRapids, 19Rapids, 1987); G. J.87); G. J. Wightman, Wightman,  The Walls The Walls of Jerusalof Jerusalem: From tem: From the Canaanihe Canaanites to thetes to the Mamluks Ma MamluksMamluks (Sydney,  (Sydney, 1993).1993).1993).
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JERUSALEM JERUSALEM COUNCILCOUNCILCOUNCIL

JERUSALEM COUNCIL

�SeeSee  APOSTOLIC APOSTOLIC COUNCIL.COUNCIL.

See APOSTOLIC COUNCIL.

JERUSHAJERUSHA (Heb.  (Heb. yeïru®sûaœyeïru®sûaœ}}),),),

JERUSHA (Heb. yeïru®sûaœ}),

�  JERUSHAH JERUSHAH (yeïru®sûa(yeïru®sûa®)®)®)

 
JERUSHAH (yeïru®sûa®)

The daughtThe daughter of Zadoer of Zadok and mothk and mother of Kinger of King Jotham of Jotham of Judah (2  Judah (2 Kgs. 15:33Kgs. 15:33). At 2 Ch). At 2 C). At 2 Chr. 27:1 Chr. 27:1 the form Jthe form Jerushah ocerushah occurs.curs.

The daughter of Zadok and mother of King Jotham of Judah (2 Kgs. 15:33). At 2 
Chr. 27:1 the form Jerushah occurs.

JESHAIAHJESHAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïsûa{ya®yeïsûa{ya®, yeïsûa{y, yeïsûa{yaœhu®aœhu®)))

JESHAIAH (Heb. yeïsûa{ya®, yeïsûa{yaœhu®)

�1.1. A grandso A grandson of Zerubn of Zerubbabel and babel and son of Hanson of Hananiah, lisaniah, listed among ted among the descenthe descendants of Sdadescendescendantdescendants of Soloms of Solomon (1 Chr.on (1 Chr. 3:21). 3:21). 3:21).

1. A grandson of Zerubbabel and son of Hananiah, listed among the 
descendants of Solomon (1 Chr. 3:21).

�2.2. A son of  A son of the Levitethe Levite Jeduthun  Jeduthun chosen by chosen by David to bDavid to be a templee a temple musician  musician (1 Chr. 25(1 C(1 Chr. 25:3,Chr. 25:3, 15). 15). 15).

2. A son of the Levite Jeduthun chosen by David to be a temple musician (1 
Chr. 25:3, 15).

�3.3. A Levite  A Levite whose famiwhose family was in ly was in charge of charge of gifts dedigifts dedicated to tcated to the temple he temple treasury; treasutreasury; treasury; son of Rehson of Rehabiah (1 Cabiah (1 Chr. 26:25)hr. 26:25)...

3. A Levite whose family was in charge of gifts dedicated to the temple 
treasury; son of Rehabiah (1 Chr. 26:25).

�4.4. The son o The son of Athaliahf Athaliah and head  and head of a familof a family of 70 may of 70 males that rles that returned toeturned to Jerusalem Jerus Jerusalem Jerusalem with Ezra with Ezra (Ezra 8:7)(Ezra 8:7)...

4. The son of Athaliah and head of a family of 70 males that returned to 
Jerusalem with Ezra (Ezra 8:7).

�5.5. A Merarit A Merarite Levite we Levite who along who along with 20 kinith 20 kinsmen was asmen was among thosemong those recruited recruited to accomp t to accompato accompany Ezra inny Ezra in returning returning to Jerusa to Jerusalem (Ezra lem (Ezra 8:19).8:19).8:19).

5. A Merarite Levite who along with 20 kinsmen was among those recruited 
to accompany Ezra in returning to Jerusalem (Ezra 8:19).

�6.6. A seventh A seventh-generatio-generation forebearn forebear of the Be of the Benjaminite njaminite Sallu, whoSallu, who was among was among those con th those consthose conscripted tocripted to move into move into Jerusalem Jerusalem at the ti at the time of Neheme of Nehemiah (Neh.miah (Neh. 11:7). 11:7). 11:7).

6. A seventh-generation forebear of the Benjaminite Sallu, who was among 
those conscripted to move into Jerusalem at the time of Nehemiah (Neh. 11:7).

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

JESHANAHJESHANAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïsûaœna®yeïsûaœna®)))

JESHANAH (Heb. yeïsûaœna®)

A city on A city on the borderthe border of Israel of Israel and Judah and Judah taken by  taken by Abijah durAbijah during his waing his war with Jerr with Jeroboam I (2oboJerJeroboam IJeroboam I (2 Chr. 1 (2 Chr. 13:19). It 3:19). It is probablis probably also meny also mentioned at tioned at 1 Sam. 7:11 Sam. 7:12 (so NRSV2 (so NRSV, followin, NRSVNRSV, follNRSV, following LXX owing LXX and Tg.; Mand Tg.; MT Heb. T Heb. sûeänsûeän). Later t). Later the headquahe headquarters of Arters of Antigonus’ ntigoAAntigonus’Antigonus’ general P general Pappus, theappus, the city was  city was captured bcaptured by Herod thy Herod the Great (Re Great (Roman Isanaoman Isanoman Isanas; JoIsanas; Josephus sephus Ant.Ant. 14.15.12  14.15.12 [458]). Th[458]). The site hase site has been iden been identified as tified as modern Burmodern Burj j el-Isa®neheel-Isa®nehel-Isa®neh (174156), (174156), 5 km. (3  5 km. (3 mi.) N of mi.) N of Jefneh andJefneh and 10.5 km.  10.5 km. (17 mi.) N(17 mi.) N of Jerusa of Jerusa of Jerusalem.Jerusalem.

A city on the border of Israel and Judah taken by Abijah during his war with 
Jeroboam I (2 Chr. 13:19). It is probably also mentioned at 1 Sam. 7:12 (so 
NRSV, following LXX and Tg.; MT Heb. sûeän). Later the headquarters of 
Antigonus’ general Pappus, the city was captured by Herod the Great (Roman 
Isanas; Josephus Ant. 14.15.12 [458]). The site has been identified as modern Burj 
el-Isa®neh (174156), 5 km. (3 mi.) N of Jefneh and 10.5 km. (17 mi.) N of 
Jerusalem.

JESHARELAHJESHARELAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïsíar}eäyeïsíar}eäla®la®) (also AS) (also ASHARELAH)HARELAH)HARELAH)

JESHARELAH (Heb. yeïsíar}eäla®) (also ASHARELAH)

A son of AA son of Asaph; leadsaph; leader of the er of the seventh diseventh division of vision of levitical levitical singers atsingers at the time  the time of David (of Daof David (1 CDavid (1 Chr. 25:14)hr. 25:14). He is ca. He is called Asharlled Asharelah at 1 elah at 1 Chr. 25:2.Chr. 25:2.

A son of Asaph; leader of the seventh division of levitical singers at the time of 
David (1 Chr. 25:14). He is called Asharelah at 1 Chr. 25:2.



JESHEBEABJESHEBEAB (Heb.  (Heb. yesûeb�}aœyesûeb�}aœb�b�)))

JESHEBEAB (Heb. yesûeb�}aœb� )

The leaderThe leader of the fo of the fourteenth durteenth division ofivision of priests a priests at the timet the time of David  of David (1 Chr. 24(1 Chr. 24:13).:13)2424:13).24:13).

The leader of the fourteenth division of priests at the time of David (1 Chr. 
24:13).

JESHERJESHER (Heb.  (Heb. yeäsûer, yyeäsûer, yesûeresûer)))

JESHER (Heb. yeäsûer, yesûer)

A JudahiteA Judahite, son of C, son of Caleb and Aaleb and Azubah and zubah and grandson ograndson of Hezron (f Hezron (1 Chr. 2:11 Chr. 2:18).8).

A Judahite, son of Caleb and Azubah and grandson of Hezron (1 Chr. 2:18).

JESHIMONJESHIMON (Heb.  (Heb. yeïsûiîmo®yeïsûiîmo®nn)))

JESHIMON (Heb. yeïsûiîmo®n)

A desert rA desert region charegion characterized acterized by lack ofby lack of rainfall  rainfall and vegetaand vegetation; a wation; a wasteland. Jsteland. Jeshimon iseshimJJeshimon iJeshimon is used to s used to refer to drefer to desert regiesert regions in genons in general (Deuteral (Deut. 32:10; I. 32:10; Isa. 43:19;sa. 43:19; Ps. 68:7[ Ps. 6 Ps. 68:7[MT 8]68:7[MT 8]; 78:40; 1; 78:40; 106:14; 10706:14; 107:4) and to:4) and to two speci two specific desertfic desert locations locations...

A desert region characterized by lack of rainfall and vegetation; a wasteland. 
Jeshimon is used to refer to desert regions in general (Deut. 32:10; Isa. 43:19; Ps. 
68:7[MT 8]; 78:40; 106:14; 107:4) and to two specific desert locations.

�1.1. A desert  A desert region E oregion E of the Judef the Judean mountaian mountains and W ons and W of the Deadf the Dead Sea. It i Sea. It is near thes neas near the rnear the region of Zegion of Ziph, N of iph, N of the hill othe hill of Hachilahf Hachilah (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sam. 23:19; 26:13:19; 26:1, 3) and t, 3) and the desert he dehe desert of desert of Maon in thMaon in the Arabah (e Arabah (1 Sam. 23:1 Sam. 23:24). It is24). It is the regio the region to whichn to which David fle David fled to escapd tod to escape to escape the pursuithe pursuit of Saul.t of Saul. Jeshimon  Jeshimon refers to refers to the regionthe region commonly  commonly known as tknown as the Judean htthe Judeanthe Judean wildernes wilderness.s.s.

1. A desert region E of the Judean mountains and W of the Dead Sea. It is 
near the region of Ziph, N of the hill of Hachilah (1 Sam. 23:19; 26:1, 3) and the 
desert of Maon in the Arabah (1 Sam. 23:24). It is the region to which David fled 
to escape the pursuit of Saul. Jeshimon refers to the region commonly known as 
the Judean wilderness.

�2.2. A desert  A desert region at region at the northethe northeastern endastern end of the De of the Dead Sea, boad Sea, bordering thrdering the land of e lane land of Moland of Moab. It is ab. It is overlookedoverlooked by Mt. Pi by Mt. Pisgah (Num.sgah (Num. 21:20) an 21:20) and Mt. Peord Mt. Peor (23:28).  (23:28). Beth-jeshiBeBeth-jeshiBeth-jeshimoth (Joshmoth (Josh. 12:3) is. 12:3) is probably  probably located wilocated within this thin this region.region.region.

2. A desert region at the northeastern end of the Dead Sea, bordering the 
land of Moab. It is overlooked by Mt. Pisgah (Num. 21:20) and Mt. Peor (23:28). 
Beth-jeshimoth (Josh. 12:3) is probably located within this region.

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

JESHISHAIJESHISHAI (Heb.  (Heb. yeïsûiîsûayeïsûiîsûayy)))

JESHISHAI (Heb. yeïsûiîsûay)

A Gadite; A Gadite; son of Jahson of Jahdo and fatdo and father of Micher of Michael (1 Chhael (1 Chr. 5:14).r. 5:14).

A Gadite; son of Jahdo and father of Michael (1 Chr. 5:14).

JESHOHAIAHJESHOHAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïsûo®h�ayeïsûo®h�aœya®œya®)))

JESHOHAIAH (Heb. yeïsûo®h�aœya® )

Leader of Leader of a Simeonita Simeonite father’se father’s house (1  house (1 Chr. 4:36)Chr. 4:36)..

Leader of a Simeonite father’s house (1 Chr. 4:36).

JESHUAJESHUA (Heb.  (Heb. yeäsûu®a{yeäsûu®a{) ) (PERSON) (PERSON) (also JOSH(also JOSHUA)UA)UA)

JESHUA (Heb. yeäsûu®a{) (PERSON) 
(also JOSHUA)

Aramaic foAramaic form of the rm of the name Joshuname Joshua (cf. Neha (cf. Neh. 8:17), “. 8:17), “Yahweh is Yahweh is my savior,my savior,” a common” a commo” a common namcommon name of the Se of the Second Tempecond Temple period.le period.

Aramaic form of the name Joshua (cf. Neh. 8:17), “Yahweh is my savior,” a 
common name of the Second Temple period.

�1.1. The head  The head of the ninof the ninth divisioth division of levitn of levitical priesical priests in the ts in the Solomonic Solomonic temple (1 temple (temple (1 Chr. 24(1 Chr. 24:11).:11).:11).

1. The head of the ninth division of levitical priests in the Solomonic temple 
(1 Chr. 24:11).

�2.2. A priest  A priest from the tfrom the time of Hezime of Hezekiah who ekiah who aided in taided in the distribhe distribution of tution of the Leviteshe Levhe Levites’ pLevites’ portion of ortion of the offerithe offerings (2 Chrngs (2 Chr. 31:15).. 31:15).. 31:15).

2. A priest from the time of Hezekiah who aided in the distribution of the 
Levites’ portion of the offerings (2 Chr. 31:15).

�3.3. The son o The son of Jehozadaf Jehozadak, a priesk, a priest who retut who returned to Jerned to Jerusalem wirusalem with Zerubbath Zerubbabel (Ezra beZerubbaZerubbabelZerubbabel (Ezra 2:2 (Ezra 2:2; Neh. 7:7; Neh. 7:7; 12:1) to; 12:1) to rebuild t rebuild the temple he temple (Ezra 3:2,(Ezra 3:2, 8, 9; 4:3 8, 9; 4:3; 5:2). He; 5:2); 5:2). He i5:2). He is called Js called Joshua (oshua (44), the hig), the high priest, h priest, in Hag. 1:in Hag. 1:1, 12; 2:21, 12; 2:2, 4; Zech., 4; Zech. 3:1, 8; 6 3:1, 8; 6:11. Durin:166:11. Duri6:11. During the temng the temple restorple restoration Jeshation Jeshua was oveua was overshadowed rshadowed by Zerubbaby Zerubbabel, thougbel, thobel, though he though he is mentionis mentioned ahead oed ahead of Zerubbabf Zerubbabel in connel in connection witection with the resth the restoration oforation oforation of the altof the altar. With tar. With the reestabhe reestablishment olishment of the tempf the temple and thele and the priesthoo priesthood and in td and in the absencehetthe absencthe absence of a kine of a king, Jeshua g, Jeshua rose to prrose to prominence. ominence. Zech. 3 deZech. 3 describes thscribes the prophet’e prophet’s vision os prophet’prophet’s prophet’s vision of vision of the cleansthe cleansing and oring and ordination odination of Jeshua (f Jeshua (cf. 6:10–1cf. 6:10–15), and ma5), and many interprny inny interpreteinterpreters (perhaprs (perhaps incorrecs incorrectly) thinktly) think 4:14 allu 4:14 alludes to Jesdes to Jeshua and Zehua and Zerubbabel.rubbabel.rubbabel.

3. The son of Jehozadak, a priest who returned to Jerusalem with 
Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:2; Neh. 7:7; 12:1) to rebuild the temple (Ezra 3:2, 8, 9; 4:3; 
5:2). He is called Joshua (4), the high priest, in Hag. 1:1, 12; 2:2, 4; Zech. 3:1, 8; 
6:11. During the temple restoration Jeshua was overshadowed by Zerubbabel, 



though he is mentioned ahead of Zerubbabel in connection with the restoration 
of the altar. With the reestablishment of the temple and the priesthood and in 
the absence of a king, Jeshua rose to prominence. Zech. 3 describes the 
prophet’s vision of the cleansing and ordination of Jeshua (cf. 6:10–15), and many 
interpreters (perhaps incorrectly) think 4:14 alludes to Jeshua and Zerubbabel.

�4.4. The name  The name of a nonprof a nonpriestly claiestly clan of Pahatn of Pahath-moab couh-moab counted amongnted among those ret those returning frourretreturning returning from the Efrom the Exile (Ezraxile (Ezra 2:6 = Neh 2:6 = Neh. 7:11).. 7:11).. 7:11).

4. The name of a nonpriestly clan of Pahath-moab counted among those 
returning from the Exile (Ezra 2:6 = Neh. 7:11).

�5. A levit5. A levitical houseical house or clan a or clan among the rmong the returnees (eturnees (Ezra 2:40 Ezra 2:40 = Neh. 7:4= Neh. 7:43; 12:8, 23; 12:8, 3; 12:8, 24).12:8, 24).

5. A levitical house or clan among the returnees (Ezra 2:40 = Neh. 7:43; 
12:8, 24).

�6. Alterna6. Alternate form ofte form of Joshua so Joshua son of Nun (n of Nun (Ezra 8:17)Ezra 8:17)...

6. Alternate form of Joshua son of Nun (Ezra 8:17).

�7.7. Father of Father of the Levit the Levite Jozabad,e Jozabad, who helpe who helped weigh thd weigh the treasuree treasures returneds returned to the Je to t to the Jerusathe Jerusalem templelem temple (Ezra 8:3 (Ezra 8:33).3).3).

7. Father of the Levite Jozabad, who helped weigh the treasures returned to 
the Jerusalem temple (Ezra 8:33).

�8.8. A man fro A man from Mizpah, m Mizpah, whose son whose son Ezer rebuiEzer rebuilt a sectilt a section of the on of the wall (Neh.wall (Neh. 3:19). 3:1 3:19).3:19).3:19).

8. A man from Mizpah, whose son Ezer rebuilt a section of the wall (Neh. 
3:19).

�9.9. A levitic A levitical singer al singer (Neh. 12:8(Neh. 12:8, 10) who , 10) who signed thesigned the covenant  covenant to disassoto disassociate himsciate hciate himself frhimself from foreignom foreigners (9:4–5ers (9:4–5; 10:9[MT ; 10:9[MT 10]) and w10]) and who translaho translated the lated the law into Araw into Aramaic for EmAraAramaic foAramaic for Ezra (Ner Ezra (Neh. 8:7).h. 8:7).h. 8:7).

9. A levitical singer (Neh. 12:8, 10) who signed the covenant to disassociate 
himself from foreigners (9:4–5; 10:9[MT 10]) and who translated the law into 
Aramaic for Ezra (Neh. 8:7).

�10.10. The son o The son of Kadmiel,f Kadmiel, a leader  a leader of the Levof the Levites at thites at the time of e time of the priestthe priest Joiakim ( Joiak Joiakim (NJoiakim (Neh. 12:24)eh. 12:24)...

10. The son of Kadmiel, a leader of the Levites at the time of the priest 
Joiakim (Neh. 12:24).

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

JESHUAJESHUA (Heb.  (Heb. yeäsûu®a{yeäsûu®a{)))

JESHUA (Heb. yeäsûu®a{)

�  (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

 (PLACE)

A town in A town in southern Jsouthern Judah reoccudah reoccupied afteupied after the retur the return from carn from captivity (Nptivity (Neh. 11:26)eh. 11:26), modern T, 11:26)11:26), mo11:26), modern Tell dern Tell es-Sa{weh/es-Sa{weh/Tel Jeshu{Tel Jeshu{aa (149076), (149076), 19 km. (1 19 km. (12 mi.) ENE2 mi.) ENE of Beer-s of B of Beer-shebaBeer-sheba. It may b. It may be the samee the same as Shema  as Shema (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:26).26).

A town in southern Judah reoccupied after the return from captivity (Neh. 
11:26), modern Tell es-Sa{weh/Tel Jeshu{a (149076), 19 km. (12 mi.) ENE of 
Beer-sheba. It may be the same as Shema (Josh. 15:26).

JESHURUNJESHURUN (Heb.  (Heb. yeïsûuru®nyeïsûuru®n)))

JESHURUN (Heb. yeïsûuru®n)

Another naAnother name for Isrme for Israel, whichael, which occurs on occurs only in poetly in poetry. Jeshurry. Jeshurun is consun is considered to idered to be a hypocbebe a hypocbe a hypocoristicon oristicon (diminutiv(diminutive, or terme, or term of endear of endearment) thatment) that may empha may emphasize its rsize its root meaninorroot meaniroot meaning of “uprng of “upright.” Theight.” The term occu term occurs in two rs in two ancient poancient poems: the Sems: the Song of Mosong of Moong of Moses (DeuMoses (Deut. 32:15; t. 32:15; 10th centu10th century ry B.C.E.B.C.E.) and the ) and the Blessing oBlessing of Moses (3f Moses (33:5, 26; 13:5, 26; 11th centur1th 111th centu11th century). It isry). It is found als found also in Isa. o in Isa. 44:2, conc44:2, concerning theerning the redemptio redemption and restn and restoration oforatrestrestoratiorestoration of Israen of Israel.l.l.

Another name for Israel, which occurs only in poetry. Jeshurun is considered to 
be a hypocoristicon (diminutive, or term of endearment) that may emphasize its 
root meaning of “upright.” The term occurs in two ancient poems: the Song of 
Moses (Deut. 32:15; 10th century B.C.E.) and the Blessing of Moses (33:5, 26; 
11th century). It is found also in Isa. 44:2, concerning the redemption and 
restoration of Israel.

Robert E. Robert E. Stone, IIStone, II

Robert E. Stone, II

JESIMIELJESIMIEL (Heb.  (Heb. yeïsíiîmi}yeïsíiîmi}eäleäl)))

JESIMIEL (Heb. yeïsíiîmi}eäl)

A SimeonitA Simeonite chief coe chief contemporaryntemporary with King with King Hezekiah  Hezekiah (1 Chr. 4:(1 Chr. 4:36).36).

A Simeonite chief contemporary with King Hezekiah (1 Chr. 4:36).

JESSEJESSE (Heb.  (Heb. yisûay, }iyisûay, }iîsûayîsûay)))

JESSE (Heb. yisûay, }iîsûay)



The fatherThe father of King D of King David, son avid, son of Obed anof Obed and grandsond grandson of Boaz a of Boaz and Ruth thnd Ruth the Moabite.e Moabitee Moabite. IMoabite. In additionn addition to David, to David, Jesse is  Jesse is traditionatraditionally creditlly credited with seed with seven other ven other sons (1 Sasons sons (1 Sasons (1 Sam. 16:10; m. 16:10; 17:12) and17:12) and two daugh two daughters (1 Chters (1 Chr. 2:16). r. 2:16). However, 1However, 1 Chr. 2:13 Chr. 2:13-15 lists -2:132:13-15 li2:13-15 lists only ssts only seven sons,even sons, and 2 Sam and 2 Sam. 17:25 ca. 17:25 calls Abiga(lls Abiga(i)l (and pi)l (and presumably resumably Zeruiah) tZeruZeruiah) tZeruiah) the daughtehe daughter of Nahasr of Nahash. If thish. If this Nahash is Nahash is the king  the king of Ammon (of Ammon (1 Sam. 11:1 Sam. 11:1), then J111:11:1), the11:1), then Jesse’s n Jesse’s family woufamily would have bold have both Moabiteth Moabite and Ammon and Ammonite affiliite affiliations (asations (associationsso(as(associati(associations certaions certainly not emnly not emphasized iphasized in the Deutn the Deuteronomistieronomistic history)c history). Jesse pl. Jesse plays no rolaysplplays no rplays no role in theole in the biblical  biblical narrative narrative apart fromapart from David: Da David: David is anovid is anointed in Jinted in Jesse’s famesse’s JJesse’s faJesse’s family home;mily home; Jesse sen Jesse sends David tds David to play theo play the harp for  harp for Saul; JessSaul; Jesse sends Dae sends David to thevid DaDavid to tDavid to the Israelihe Israelite camp wite camp with food foth food for his brotr his brothers; and hers; and Jesse sojoJesse sojourns in Mourns in Moab during ab MoMoab durinMoab during the timeg the time of David’ of David’s trouble s trouble with Saul.with Saul. Jesse’s n Jesse’s name appearame appears in Isa. s in Isa. 11:1, 10 (11:111:1, 10 (11:1, 10 (the “stumpthe “stump of Jesse, of Jesse,” the “roo” the “root of Jesset of Jesse”) as a sy”) as a symbol of thmbol of the messianie messianic king (Roc kinc king (Rom.king (Rom. 15:12). 15:12). 15:12).

The father of King David, son of Obed and grandson of Boaz and Ruth the 
Moabite. In addition to David, Jesse is traditionally credited with seven other 
sons (1 Sam. 16:10; 17:12) and two daughters (1 Chr. 2:16). However, 1 Chr. 
2:13-15 lists only seven sons, and 2 Sam. 17:25 calls Abiga(i)l (and presumably 
Zeruiah) the daughter of Nahash. If this Nahash is the king of Ammon (1 Sam. 
11:1), then Jesse’s family would have both Moabite and Ammonite affiliations 
(associations certainly not emphasized in the Deuteronomistic history). Jesse 
plays no role in the biblical narrative apart from David: David is anointed in 
Jesse’s family home; Jesse sends David to play the harp for Saul; Jesse sends 
David to the Israelite camp with food for his brothers; and Jesse sojourns in 
Moab during the time of David’s trouble with Saul. Jesse’s name appears in Isa. 
11:1, 10 (the “stump of Jesse,” the “root of Jesse”) as a symbol of the messianic 
king (Rom. 15:12).

James R. AJames R. Adair, Jr.dair, Jr.

James R. Adair, Jr.

JESUSJESUS (Gk.  (Gk. IeäsouísIeäsouís)))

JESUS (Gk. Ieäsouís)

Greek formGreek form of the na of the name Joshua me Joshua (Heb. (Heb. yeïho®sûu®yeïho®sûu®a{,a{, “Yahweh w “Yahweh will save”)ill save”); cf. Luke; cf. L; cf. Luke 3:29;Luke 3:29; Acts 7:45 Acts 7:45; Heb. 4:8; Heb. 4:8...

Greek form of the name Joshua (Heb. yeïho®sûu®a{, “Yahweh will save”); cf. 
Luke 3:29; Acts 7:45; Heb. 4:8.

�1.1. The fathe The father of Siracr of Sirach and granh and grandfather ofdfather of the autho the author of the br of the book of Sirook of Sirach (Eccleach (Each (Ecclesias(Ecclesiasticus; Sirticus; Sir. Prologue. Prologue).).).

1. The father of Sirach and grandfather of the author of the book of Sirach 
(Ecclesiasticus; Sir. Prologue).

�2.2. Joshua be Joshua ben Sira (“Jn Sira (“Jesus son oesus son of Sirach”)f Sirach”), author o, author of Sirach/Ef Sirach/Ecclesiasticclesiasticus.cus.cus.

2. Joshua ben Sira (“Jesus son of Sirach”), author of Sirach/Ecclesiasticus.

�3.3. Surname o Surname of Justus, f Justus, Paul’s co-Paul’s co-worker (Coworker (Col. 4:11).l. 4:11).l. 4:11).

3. Surname of Justus, Paul’s co-worker (Col. 4:11).

�SeeSee  JESUS CHRIJESUS CHRIST; BARABBST; BARABBAS.AS.AS.

See JESUS CHRIST; BARABBAS.

Benjamin CBenjamin C. Chapman. Chapman

Benjamin C. Chapman

JESUS CHRIJESUS CHRISTSTST

JESUS CHRIST

The foundeThe founder of what r of what became thebecame the Christian Christian movement. movement. For great For greater specifier specificity, in hcity, in his lifetimihhis lifetihis lifetime he was me he was called “Jecalled “Jesus son ofsus son of Joseph” ( Joseph” (Luke 4:22;Luke 4:22; John 1:45 John 1:45; 6:42), “; 6:42), “Jesus of NJesus ““Jesus of “Jesus of Nazareth” Nazareth” (Acts 10:3(Acts 10:38), or “Je8), or “Jesus the Nasus the Nazarene” (Mzarene” (Mark 1:24; ark 1:24; Luke 24:19Luke 24:19 [some tra 24:1924:19 [som24:19 [some translate translations do noions do not distingut distinguish “the Nish “the Nazarene” fazarene” from “of Narom “of Nazareth”]).zareth”]). “Christ”  Nazareth”]).Nazareth”]Nazareth”]). “Christ). “Christ” is a tit” is a title, the Enle, the English formglish form of Gk.  of Gk. christoœs,christoœs, “anointed “anointed” (which t” (wh” (which tra(which translates Henslates Heb. b. maœsûiîah�maœsûiîah�,, “messiah” “messiah”). Acts 2:). Acts 2:36 and oth36 and other passageer passages show knos shs show knowlshow knowledge that edge that “the Chris“the Christ” was prot” was properly a tiperly a title, but itle, but in many NT n many NT books, incbooks, incbooks, including including Paul’s letPaul’s letters, the ters, the name and tname and title are uitle are used togethsed together as Jesuer as Jesus’ name: “s’ name: “Jesus ChriJesus ““Jesus Chr“Jesus Christ” or “Cist” or “Christ Jesuhrist Jesus” (e.g., s” (e.g., Rom. 1:1; Rom. 1:1; 3:24). Pau3:24). Paul sometimel sometimes simply us simply used “Chrissed uused “Chriused “Christ” as Jesst” as Jesus’ name (us’ name (e.g., Rom.e.g., Rom. 5:6). 5:6).

The founder of what became the Christian movement. For greater specificity, in 
his lifetime he was called “Jesus son of Joseph” (Luke 4:22; John 1:45; 6:42), 
“Jesus of Nazareth” (Acts 10:38), or “Jesus the Nazarene” (Mark 1:24; Luke 
24:19 [some translations do not distinguish “the Nazarene” from “of 
Nazareth”]). “Christ” is a title, the English form of Gk. christoœs, “anointed” 
(which translates Heb. maœsûiîah�,  “messiah”). Acts 2:36 and other passages 
show knowledge that “the Christ” was properly a title, but in many NT books, 
including Paul’s letters, the name and title are used together as Jesus’ name: 
“Jesus Christ” or “Christ Jesus” (e.g., Rom. 1:1; 3:24). Paul sometimes simply 
used “Christ” as Jesus’ name (e.g., Rom. 5:6).

LifeLife

Life

Jesus was Jesus was a Galileana Galilean, whose ho, whose home was Nazme was Nazareth, a vareth, a village neaillage near Sepphorir Sepphoris, one of s, one of the two maththe two mathe two major citiesjor cities of Galile of Galilee. He was e. He was born shortborn shortly before ly before the death the death of Herod tof Herod the Great (hetthe Great the Great (Matt. 2; (Matt. 2; Luke 1:5),Luke 1:5), which was which was in 4  in 4 B.C.E.B.C.E. The year  The year of Jesus’ of Jesus’ death is udeath is uncertain, nceuuncertain,uncertain, probably  probably sometime bsometime between 29 etween 29 and 33.and 33.and 33.

Jesus was a Galilean, whose home was Nazareth, a village near Sepphoris, one of 



the two major cities of Galilee. He was born shortly before the death of Herod 
the Great (Matt. 2; Luke 1:5), which was in 4 B.C.E. The year of Jesus’ death is 
uncertain, probably sometime between 29 and 33.

�Jesus’ parJesus’ parents were ents were Joseph andJoseph and Mary, but Mary, but according according to Matthe to Matthew and Lukew and Luke, Joseph w, Jos, Joseph wasJoseph was only his  only his legal fathlegal father. They rer. They report thateport that Mary was  Mary was a virgin wa virgin when Jesus hen Jesus was conceiwawas conceiwas conceived (Matt.ved (Matt. 1:18; cf. 1:18; cf. Luke 1:35 Luke 1:35). Joseph ). Joseph is said tois said to have been have been a “carpen a “carpenter,” a crter,“carpen“carpenter“carpenter,” a craft,” a craftsman who wsman who worked withorked with his hands his hands (Matt. 13 (Matt. 13:55); acco:55); according to Mrding to Mrding to Mark 6:3, Mark 6:3, Jesus alsoJesus also was a car was a carpenter.penter.penter.

Jesus’ parents were Joseph and Mary, but according to Matthew and Luke, 
Joseph was only his legal father. They report that Mary was a virgin when Jesus 
was conceived (Matt. 1:18; cf. Luke 1:35). Joseph is said to have been a 
“carpenter,” a craftsman who worked with his hands (Matt. 13:55); according to 
Mark 6:3, Jesus also was a carpenter.

�Luke reporLuke reports that asts that as a child J a child Jesus had pesus had precocious recocious learning (learning (Luke 2:41-Luke 2:41-52), but t52), but 52), but there but there is no otheis no other evidencer evidence about his about his childhood childhood or early  or early developmendevelopment. As a yot. As a young adult,uyoyoung adulyoung adult, he wentt, he went to be bap to be baptized by atized by a prophet,  prophet, John the BJohn the Baptist, anaptist, and shortly d shortly thereafterthethereafterthereafter began a c began a career as aareer as an itinerann itinerant preachert preacher and heale and healer (Mark 1:r (Mark 1:2-15). Dur2-15). During this singDurDuring thiDuring this short cas short career of lereer of less than onss than one year he e year he attracted attracted considerabconsiderable attentile attention. When hon. attentiattention.attention. When he w When he went to Jerent to Jerusalem to usalem to observe Paobserve Passover ca.ssover ca. 30  30 C.E.C.E. (between  (between 29 and 33)2929 and 33)29 and 33), he was a, he was arrested, trrested, tried, and ried, and executed. executed. Convinced Convinced that he stthat he still lived ill lived and had apand hand had appearhad appeared to themed to them, his disc, his disciples begaiples began to conven to convert others rt others to belief to belief in him; thin him; these effortese ththese effothese efforts eventurts eventually led tally led to a new reo a new religion, Chligion, Christianityristianity..

Luke reports that as a child Jesus had precocious learning (Luke 2:41-52), 
but there is no other evidence about his childhood or early development. As a 
young adult, he went to be baptized by a prophet, John the Baptist, and shortly 
thereafter began a career as an itinerant preacher and healer (Mark 1:2-15). 
During this short career of less than one year he attracted considerable 
attention. When he went to Jerusalem to observe Passover ca. 30 C.E. (between 
29 and 33), he was arrested, tried, and executed. Convinced that he still lived and 
had appeared to them, his disciples began to convert others to belief in him; 
these efforts eventually led to a new religion, Christianity.

SourcesSources

Sources

The only sThe only substantialubstantial sources f sources for the lifor the life and messe and message of Jesage of Jesus are theus are the NT Gospel NT Gospels, Matthews, GospelGospels, MGospels, Matthew, Maatthew, Mark, Luke, rk, Luke, and John. and John. Reliable (Reliable (but meagrebut meagre) evidence) evidence is found  is found in the letinin the letin the letters of Paters of Paul. There ul. There are many sare many sayings attayings attributed toributed to Jesus and Jesus and stories t stories told about old abold about him about him in noncanoin noncanonical litenical literature, esrature, especially tpecially the apocryphe apocryphal Gospelhal Gospels, and occs, and occasionally asioccoccasionaloccasionally a reinvly a reinvestigationestigation of this m of this material leaterial leads to theads to the proposal  proposal that some that some of it is “of it of it is “autit is “authentic.” Ahentic.” Although polthough possible in ssible in principle,principle, and altho and although a few ugh a few authentic authentic traditionstradittraditionstraditions probably  probably have been have been preserved preserved outside thoutside the Christiae Christian canon, in canon, it is unlikt is unlikely that nely unlikunlikely tunlikely that noncanhat noncanonical souonical sources can crces can contribute ontribute substantiasubstantially to undlly to understandingerstanding the histo th the historthe historical Jesusical Jesus. The trad. The traditions areitions are frequentl frequently completey completely unlike ly unlike the evidenthe evidence of the ce oce of the canof the canonical Gosonical Gospels, and pels, and are for thare for the most pare most part embeddedt embedded in docume in documents that ants that ants that are unreliare unreliable on thable on the whole. Ae whole. A few refer few references to Jences to Jesus occuresus occur in Roman  in Roman sources, bsources, but these aubbut these but these are dependare dependent on earent on early Christily Christianity and anity and do not prodo not provide indepvide independent eviendent evidence. A rdevievidence. evidence. A referencA reference to Jesuse to Jesus in Joseph in Josephus (us (Ant.Ant. 18.3.3 [6 18.3.3 [63–4]) has 3–4]) has been heavibeen heavily revisedly revly revised byrevised by Christian Christian scribes,  scribes, and the orand the original staiginal statement cantement cannot be recnot be recovered.overed.overed.

The only substantial sources for the life and message of Jesus are the NT 
Gospels, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Reliable (but meagre) evidence is found 
in the letters of Paul. There are many sayings attributed to Jesus and stories told 
about him in noncanonical literature, especially the apocryphal Gospels, and 
occasionally a reinvestigation of this material leads to the proposal that some of 
it is “authentic.” Although possible in principle, and although a few authentic 
traditions probably have been preserved outside the Christian canon, it is 
unlikely that noncanonical sources can contribute substantially to understanding 
the historical Jesus. The traditions are frequently completely unlike the evidence 
of the canonical Gospels, and are for the most part embedded in documents that 
are unreliable on the whole. A few references to Jesus occur in Roman sources, 
but these are dependent on early Christianity and do not provide independent 
evidence. A reference to Jesus in Josephus (Ant. 18.3.3 [63–4]) has been heavily 
revised by Christian scribes, and the original statement cannot be recovered.

�The GospelThe Gospels attributs attributed to Matted to Matthew, Mark,hew, Mark, and Luke  and Luke agree so cagree so closely thalosely that it is pot it ist it is possiblis possible to studye to study them toge them together in a ther in a synopsis (synopsis (arranged iarranged in paralleln parallel columns). columns). John is r Joh John is reJohn is remarkably dmarkably different, ifferent, and can beand can be reconcile reconciled with thed with the Synoptics Synoptics only in v only in very generaery vvery genervery general ways. Oal ways. One may, hone may, however, diswever, distinguish Jtinguish John’s discohn’s discourse mateourse material from rial from the narrattthe narratthe narrative outlinive outline and evale and evaluate them uate them separatelyseparately. In the S. In the Synoptic Goynoptic Gospels (Matspels (Matthew, Markthe(Mat(Matthew, (Matthew, Mark, LukeMark, Luke), Jesus t), Jesus teaches in eaches in short aphoshort aphorisms and risms and parables, parables, using simiusing similes and silessimisimiles ansimiles and similar d similar figures offigures of speech, m speech, many drawn any drawn from agricfrom agricultural anultural and village d village life. The life. Tlife. The princiThe principal subjecpal subject is the kt is the kingdom of ingdom of God; he seGod; he seldom referldom refers to himses to himself. When alf. When asked for asaasked for asked for a “sign” ta “sign” to prove hio prove his authorits authority, he refuy, he refuses (Mark ses (Mark 8:11-12). 8:11-12). In John, hIn John, however, Jeowevhhowever, Jhowever, Jesus teachesus teaches in longes in long metaphori metaphorical discoucal discourses, in wrses, in which he hihich he himself is tmself is the main suhe tthe main sthe main subject. Hiubject. His miracless miracles are descr are described as “sibed as “signs” thatigns” that support t support the self-dehe self-descriptionsscripself-deself-descrself-descriptions iniptions in the disco the discourses and urses and prove who prove who he is. Fache is. Faced with thed with the choice be choice between Johetwbbetween Jobetween John and thehn and the Synoptics Synoptics, scholars, scholars have almo have almost unanimost unanimously choseusly chosen the Synon the Synn the Synoptic GSynoptic Gospels as ospels as giving thegiving the substance substance and manne and manner of Jesusr of Jesus’ teaching’ teaching...

The Gospels attributed to Matthew, Mark, and Luke agree so closely that it 
is possible to study them together in a synopsis (arranged in parallel columns). 
John is remarkably different, and can be reconciled with the Synoptics only in 
very general ways. One may, however, distinguish John’s discourse material from 
the narrative outline and evaluate them separately. In the Synoptic Gospels 
(Matthew, Mark, Luke), Jesus teaches in short aphorisms and parables, using 



similes and similar figures of speech, many drawn from agricultural and village life. 
The principal subject is the kingdom of God; he seldom refers to himself. When 
asked for a “sign” to prove his authority, he refuses (Mark 8:11-12). In John, 
however, Jesus teaches in long metaphorical discourses, in which he himself is 
the main subject. His miracles are described as “signs” that support the 
self-descriptions in the discourses and prove who he is. Faced with the choice 
between John and the Synoptics, scholars have almost unanimously chosen the 
Synoptic Gospels as giving the substance and manner of Jesus’ teaching.

�John’s narJohn’s narrative outrative outline is alline is also differeso different from thnt from the Synoptice Synoptics, but hers, but here the choie the choice is lesscchoichoice is choice is less clearless clear. In the S. In the Synoptics, ynoptics, it appearsit appears that Jesu that Jesus’ ministrs’ ministry lasted ly lasted less than oess than ess than one ythan one year, sinceear, since they ment they mention Passovion Passover only oner only once during ce during Jesus’ aduJesus’ adulthood, thlthood, the occasione ththe occasithe occasion of his on of his last, fatalast, fatal trip to l trip to Jerusalem.Jerusalem. John, how John, however, citeever, cites three Pas three Passovers, assoverPaPassovers,Passovers, and thus  and thus a ministrya ministry of more t of more than two yehan two years. John ars. John narrates snarrates several trieveral trips to Jerups tps to Jerusalto Jerusalem during em during Jesus’ minJesus’ ministry. Eitistry. Either narrather narrative outlinive outline is possie is possible. A minble. A ministry of mistry oistry of more thof more than two yeaan two years, howevers, however, leaves r, leaves more questmore questions unansions unanswered thanwered than does a mi does a  does a ministrya ministry of a few  of a few months. Jemonths. Jesus and hisus and his disciples disciples were itis were itinerant; thnerant; they travelley travelled around ed aroed around Galaround Galilee and iilee and its immediats immediate environte environs, and Jess, and Jesus taught us taught and healedand healed in variou in various towns ans ts towns and towns and villages, villages, as well asas well as in the co in the countryside untryside and by theand by the shore of  shore of the Sea ofthe Sea of Galilee.  Gali Galilee. NGalilee. None of theone of the Gospels e Gospels explains hoxplains how they livw they lived (thoughed (though Luke 8:1- Luke 8:1-3 mentions3 mentions3 mentions smentions some femaleome female supporter supporters), but ths), but the omissione omission is more g is more glaring in laring in John.John.John.

John’s narrative outline is also different from the Synoptics, but here the 
choice is less clear. In the Synoptics, it appears that Jesus’ ministry lasted less 
than one year, since they mention Passover only once during Jesus’ adulthood, 
the occasion of his last, fatal trip to Jerusalem. John, however, cites three 
Passovers, and thus a ministry of more than two years. John narrates several trips 
to Jerusalem during Jesus’ ministry. Either narrative outline is possible. A ministry 
of more than two years, however, leaves more questions unanswered than does 
a ministry of a few months. Jesus and his disciples were itinerant; they travelled 
around Galilee and its immediate environs, and Jesus taught and healed in various 
towns and villages, as well as in the countryside and by the shore of the Sea of 
Galilee. None of the Gospels explains how they lived (though Luke 8:1-3 
mentions some female supporters), but the omission is more glaring in John.

�This discuThis discussion makession makes clear hos clear how little ww little we really ke really know about now about the life othe life of Jesus. Tf Jesus. Tf Jesus. The GospelThe Gospels provide s provide the informthe information thatation that the autho the authors regarders regarded as necesd as necessary in thsary in the Christiaeththe Christthe Christian communian communities in wities in which they hich they worked. Thworked. The details e details of Jesus’ of Jesus’ life — whelife — where he sleprewhewhere he swhere he slept, how lept, how he ate, whhe ate, where he tooere he took refuge ik refuge in bad weatn bad weather — are her — are barely menbarely mbarely mentioned.mentioned. From the  From the perspectivperspective of a mode of a modern historern historian, the sian, the sources areources are deficient deficient in other  deficientdeficient deficient in other win other ways as welays as well. The chal. The characters onracters on the whole the whole are “flat are “flat”: emotion”: emotions, motivess, ms, motives, pmotives, personalitiersonalities are seles are seldom mentiodom mentioned. Jesusned. Jesus is someti is sometimes angry mes angry and sometiand sometimes compasmsometisometimes sometimes compassioncompassionate (Mark ate (Mark 3:5; 6:34)3:5; 6:34), but one , but one can say lican say little more.ttle more. Because o Because of his lettfoof his letof his letters, we kters, we know more anow more about Paul bout Paul the man ththe man than about Jan about Jesus the mesus the man.an.an.

This discussion makes clear how little we really know about the life of Jesus. 
The Gospels provide the information that the authors regarded as necessary in 
the Christian communities in which they worked. The details of Jesus’ life — 
where he slept, how he ate, where he took refuge in bad weather — are barely 
mentioned. From the perspective of a modern historian, the sources are 
deficient in other ways as well. The characters on the whole are “flat”: emotions, 
motives, personalities are seldom mentioned. Jesus is sometimes angry and 
sometimes compassionate (Mark 3:5; 6:34), but one can say little more. Because 
of his letters, we know more about Paul the man than about Jesus the man.

�This is unThis is understandabderstandable when onle when one considere considers the hists the history of theory of the material  material in the Synin the Sin the Synoptic GSynoptic Gospels. Thospels. They consistey consist of brief, of brief, self-cont self-contained passained passages calleages called “pericopd “pericopes,” whiches,”“pericop“pericopes“pericopes,” which t,” which the Synoptihe Synoptic authors c authors arranged iarranged in differenn different contextst contexts as they s as they saw fit, frawssaw fit, fsaw fit, frequently requently according according to similarto similarity of subity of subject matteject matter. The hear. The heart of eachrt of each passage h passa passage hapassage has been strs been stripped of tipped of the elementhe elements that surs that surrounded itrounded it in real l in real life, and tife, and the centralhe cehe central uncentral unit appliedit applied to variou to various situatios situations by diffns by different usererent users, includis, including the autng the authors of thhors ohors of the Gosof the Gospels.pels.pels.

This is understandable when one considers the history of the material in the 
Synoptic Gospels. They consist of brief, self-contained passages called 
“pericopes,” which the Synoptic authors arranged in different contexts as they 
saw fit, frequently according to similarity of subject matter. The heart of each 
passage has been stripped of the elements that surrounded it in real life, and the 
central unit applied to various situations by different users, including the authors 
of the Gospels.

�Moreover, Moreover, not all thnot all the sayings e sayings and deeds and deeds in the Gosin the Gospels are rpels are reports of eports of things thathings tthings that Jesusthat Jesus actually  actually said and dsaid and did. The eaid. The early Christrly Christians belieians believed that Jved that Jesus stillesus still lived in  lived in lived in heaven,in heaven, and they  and they spoke to hspoke to him in prayim in prayer. He somer. He sometimes ansetimes answered (2 Cwered (2 Cor. 12:7-1or. 12:7-or. 12:7-10; c12:7-10; cf. 1 Cor. f. 1 Cor. 2:13). The2:13). The early Chr early Christians diistians did not distd not distinguish beinguish between “thetween “the historica hist historicalhistorical Jesus” an Jesus” and “the head “the heavenly Lordvenly Lord” as firml” as firmly as most y as most modern peomodern people do, anple do, and some sayd anand some sand some sayings heaayings heard in prayrd in prayer almost er almost certainly certainly came into came into the Gospelthe Gospels as sayins as sayings utteredgssayinsayings utsayings uttered by Jtered by Jesus in hiesus in his lifetimes lifetime...

Moreover, not all the sayings and deeds in the Gospels are reports of things 
that Jesus actually said and did. The early Christians believed that Jesus still lived 
in heaven, and they spoke to him in prayer. He sometimes answered (2 Cor. 
12:7-10; cf. 1 Cor. 2:13). The early Christians did not distinguish between “the 



historical Jesus” and “the heavenly Lord” as firmly as most modern people do, 
and some sayings heard in prayer almost certainly came into the Gospels as 
sayings uttered by Jesus in his lifetime.

�This meansThis means that we n that we no longer ho longer have the orave the original immiginal immediate conediate context of Jetext of Jesus’ sayinsus’ sasus’ sayings ansayings and deeds, ad deeds, and we are nd we are somewhat usomewhat uncertain ancertain as to whichs to which passages  passages in the Gosin the Goin the Gospels goGospels go back to t back to the historihe historical Jesus.cal Jesus. Without c Without context, weontext, we cannot re cannot reconstruct construct the origintthe originthe original meaningal meaning of the in of the individual pdividual passages wiassages with certainth certainty. Jesus ty. Jesus said, “Lovsaid, “Love your enee youe your enemiyour enemies” (Matt.es” (Matt. 5:44). We 5:44). We do not kn do not know the oriow the original circginal circumstances umstances in which hin which hin which he said thhe said this, and sois, and so we do not we do not know whom know whom he had in he had in mind. Thi mind. This robs us s robs us of precisiof precision in inteoprecisiprecision precision in interprin interpreting indieting individual pasvidual passages.sages.

This means that we no longer have the original immediate context of Jesus’ 
sayings and deeds, and we are somewhat uncertain as to which passages in the 
Gospels go back to the historical Jesus. Without context, we cannot reconstruct 
the original meaning of the individual passages with certainty. Jesus said, “Love 
your enemies” (Matt. 5:44). We do not know the original circumstances in which 
he said this, and so we do not know whom he had in mind. This robs us of 
precision in interpreting individual passages.

Public CarPublic Careereer

Public Career

We can, hoWe can, however, finwever, find the overd the overall contexall context and the t and the general higeneral history of Jstory of Jesus’ miniesus’ ministry, and strminiministry, ministry, and this pand this provides cerovides certainty ofrtainty of the thrus the thrust of his tt of his teaching aseaching as a whole.  a whole. Jesus’ pubJesus’ Jesus’ pubJesus’ public careerlic career began whe began when he was bn he was baptized byaptized by John the  John the Baptist, aBaptist, an eschatoln eschatological proogeschatoleschatologeschatological prophical prophet who proet who proclaimed thclaimed that the dayat the day of judgme of judgment was at nt was at hand. Jesuhand. Jesus seems tosJesuJesus seemJesus seems to have s to have accepted taccepted this. Subsehis. Subsequently Jequently Jesus gathersus gathered 12 disced 12 disciples, repiples, representing resreprepresentirepresenting the 12 ng the 12 tribes of tribes of Israel, prIsrael, proclaimed toclaimed the arrivalhe arrival of the ki of the kingdom of Gngdom of God, predicod, GGod, prediGod, predicted the dcted the destructionestruction of the te of the temple and imple and its rebuildts rebuilding “withoing “without hands,”ut hands,” and share a and sharedand shared a final m a final meal with heal with his disciplis disciples in whices in which he said h he said that he wothat he would drink uld drink wine againwinewine againwine again with them with them in the ki in the kingdom of Gngdom of God. After od. After Jesus’ deaJesus’ death, his dith, his disciples fosciples formed a smarmefoformed a sformed a small commumall community whichnity which expected  expected him to rethim to return and brurn and bring in theing in the kingdom.  kingdom kingdom. Tkingdom. This group his group spread, anspread, and its membd its members continers continued to expued to expect Jesus ect Jesus to return to returnto return in return in the near fthe near future, inauture, inaugurating ugurating a kingdom a kingdom in which tin which the world whe world would be trould be transformed.antrtransformetransformed.d.d.

We can, however, find the overall context and the general history of Jesus’ 
ministry, and this provides certainty of the thrust of his teaching as a whole. 
Jesus’ public career began when he was baptized by John the Baptist, an 
eschatological prophet who proclaimed that the day of judgment was at hand. 
Jesus seems to have accepted this. Subsequently Jesus gathered 12 disciples, 
representing the 12 tribes of Israel, proclaimed the arrival of the kingdom of 
God, predicted the destruction of the temple and its rebuilding “without hands,” 
and shared a final meal with his disciples in which he said that he would drink 
wine again with them in the kingdom of God. After Jesus’ death, his disciples 
formed a small community which expected him to return and bring in the 
kingdom. This group spread, and its members continued to expect Jesus to 
return in the near future, inaugurating a kingdom in which the world would be 
transformed.

�This outliThis outline of Jesune of Jesus’ career s’ career shows thatshows that he was an he was an eschatolo eschatological propgical prophet, much het, muhet, much like much like John the BJohn the Baptist andaptist and a few oth a few other 1st-cener 1st-century Jewistury Jewish prophetsh prophets such as T such as Theudas. LihTTheudas. LTheudas. Like John, ike John, Jesus beliJesus believed in theved in the coming je coming judgment, budgment, but the thrut the thrust of hisust of his mission w mi mission wamission was more tows more toward inclusard inclusion than cion than condemnatioondemnation.n.

This outline of Jesus’ career shows that he was an eschatological prophet, 
much like John the Baptist and a few other 1st-century Jewish prophets such as 
Theudas. Like John, Jesus believed in the coming judgment, but the thrust of his 
mission was more toward inclusion than condemnation.

The CallinThe Calling of the Ag of the Apostles Pepostles Peter and Anter and Andrew,drew, Duccio di Duccio di Buoninseg Buoninsegna (1308/1na (1308/1311) (Nati311) (Na311) (National (National Gallery ofGallery of Art, Wash Art, Washington; Saington; Samuel H. Krmuel H. Kress Collecess Collection)tion)

The Calling of the Apostles Peter and Andrew, Duccio di Buoninsegna (1308/1311) 
(National Gallery of Art, Washington; Samuel H. Kress Collection)

TeachingTeaching

Teaching

The NatureThe Nature of the Ki of the Kingdomngdomngdom

The Nature of the Kingdom

Jesus procJesus proclaimed thelaimed the eschatolo eschatological kinggical kingdom of Goddom of God. “Eschato. “Eschatology” in tlogy” in this sense his sense means “dismmeans “dismeans “discussion orcussion or teaching  teaching of last thof last things,” ratings,” rather than “her than “of the endof the end of the wo of the world.” Ancirld.woworld.” Anworld.” Ancient Jewicient Jewish eschatosh eschatologists aclogists actually thotually thought of Gought of God’s definid’s definitive intertive intervention inventinterinterventiintervention in the on in the world, whiworld, which would tch would transform transform the world ahe world and its inhnd its inhabitants, abitants, not destrononot destronot destroy them. Jey them. Jews believews believed that Godd that God had previ had previously inteously intervened in rvened in history (thistory (the Exodus he(t(the Exodu(the Exodus from Egys from Egypt, the Copt, the Conquest of nquest of Canaan), aCanaan), and hoped tnd hoped that he wouhat he would do so ald do sold do so again, so again, but in an but in an even more even more decisive mdecisive manner. Theanner. There would bre would be peace ane peace and tranquild tranquillity in soltranquiltranquillitranquillity in socity in society and naety and nature (cf. ture (cf. Isa. 2:2-4Isa. 2:2-4), and the), and the world wou world would be goveld be governed in acrned irned in accordain accordance with tnce with the will ofhe will of God. God. God.

Jesus proclaimed the eschatological kingdom of God. “Eschatology” in this sense 
means “discussion or teaching of last things,” rather than “of the end of the 



world.” Ancient Jewish eschatologists actually thought of God’s definitive 
intervention in the world, which would transform the world and its inhabitants, 
not destroy them. Jews believed that God had previously intervened in history 
(the Exodus from Egypt, the Conquest of Canaan), and hoped that he would do 
so again, but in an even more decisive manner. There would be peace and 
tranquillity in society and nature (cf. Isa. 2:2-4), and the world would be governed 
in accordance with the will of God.

�Jesus sharJesus shared this oved this overall viewerall view. In parti. In particular, he cular, he thought ththought that the oriat the original 12 tginal 12 tribes of Irittribes of tribes of Israel wouIsrael would be reasld be reassembled (Msembled (Matt. 19:28att. 19:28; cf. the ; cf. the call of 12call of 12 disciples disciples), that th), that ), that the othat the order of sorder of society woulciety would be reverd be reversed, so thsed, so that the meeat the meek and lowlk and lowly would hay would have plenty vhahave plenthave plenty (Matt. 5y (Matt. 5:5), that :5), that sinners ansinners and reprobatd reprobates would ses would somehow be omehow be included (included (Mark 2:17;M((Mark 2:17(Mark 2:17; Matt. 11; Matt. 11:19), and :19), and that he anthat he and his discd his disciples wouliples would hold thed hold the chief pos chief positions (Maitionpospositions positions (Mark 10:2(Mark 10:29-31, 35-49-31, 35-40; Matt. 10; Matt. 19:28-29).9:28-29).

Jesus shared this overall view. In particular, he thought that the original 12 
tribes of Israel would be reassembled (Matt. 19:28; cf. the call of 12 disciples), 
that the order of society would be reversed, so that the meek and lowly would 
have plenty (Matt. 5:5), that sinners and reprobates would somehow be included 
(Mark 2:17; Matt. 11:19), and that he and his disciples would hold the chief 
positions (Mark 10:29-31, 35-40; Matt. 19:28-29).

Its Time aIts Time and Placend Placend Place

Its Time and Place

In Jesus’ In Jesus’ view, the view, the kingdom ofkingdom of God exist God existed in heaved in heaven, and inen, and individuals dividuals would entewould enter it on der ir it on deatit on death (e.g., Mh (e.g., Mark 9:47).ark 9:47). God’s pow God’s power was in er was in some respesome respects omniprcts omnipresent, andesent, and Jesus may andand Jesus and Jesus may have smay have seen “the keen “the kingdom” iningdom” in the sense the sense of God’s  of God’s presence apresence as especials especially evidentlespecialespeciallyespecially evident i evident in his own n his own words and words and deeds. Butdeeds. But Jesus was Jesus was an eschat an eschatologist: iologist: in the futun thn the futurethe future, the king, the kingdom would dom would come to eacome to earthrth in its fu in its full power all power and glory, nd glory, at which tat which time God’s imttime God’stime God’s will woul will would be done d be done “on earth “on earth as it is ias it is in heaven” n heaven” (Matt. 6:1(Matt. 6:10). Jesus 0). Jesus died befordieddied befordied before this expe this expectation wectation was fulfillas fulfilled, and thed, and this, coupleis, coupled with thed with the resurrect resurrection appearion apion appearanceappearances, led hiss, led his followers followers to expect to expect his retur his return in the nn in the near futureear future, bringing, bringing in the ki in th in the kingdothe kingdom and rulim and ruling in God’ng in God’s stead (1s stead (1 Thess. 4: Thess. 4:13-18; vv.13-18; vv. 15–17 mod 15–17 modify a sayiify a saying of the ngsayisaying of saying of the historthe historical Jesusical Jesus about the about the coming So coming Son of Man fn of Man found in Maound in Matt. 24:27-tt. 24:27-28; 16:27-2824:27-24:27-28; 24:27-28; 16:27-28; 16:27-28; cf. 1 Cor.cf. 1 Cor. 15:23-28) 15:23-28). The fact. The fact that the  that the early Chriearly Christian movestian movement expecmenmovemovement emovement expected thxpected the kingdom e kingdom to arrive to arrive in the verin the very near futy near future is oneure is one of the st of the strongest inrststrongest strongest indicationindications that this that this had beens had been Jesus’ ow Jesus’ own expectatn expectation duringion during his lifet his lifetime. Earlyime. lifetlifetime. lifetime. Early in hEarly in his career,is career, Paul thou Paul thought that hght that he and moste and most other Chr other Christians woistians would be aliuld wowould be awould be alive when live when the kingdothe kingdom arrived m arrived (1 Thess. (1 Thess. 4), but la4), but later he entter he entertained tertained the possibihetthe possibthe possibility of hility of his own priis own prior death (or death (Phil. 1:20Phil. 1:20-26). One -26). One can see thcan see the diminishe diminishing expecting eing expectatioexpectation in the Gn in the Gospels (coospels (compare Markmpare Mark 9:1 and J 9:1 and John 21:21-ohn 21:21-23), an ex23), an expectation pectation exexpectatioexpectation that Jesn that Jesus’ followus’ followers had toers had to modify as modify as the decad the decades passed.es passed.

In Jesus’ view, the kingdom of God existed in heaven, and individuals would enter 
it on death (e.g., Mark 9:47). God’s power was in some respects omnipresent, 
and Jesus may have seen “the kingdom” in the sense of God’s presence as 
especially evident in his own words and deeds. But Jesus was an eschatologist: in 
the future, the kingdom would come to earth in its full power and glory, at which 
time God’s will would be done “on earth as it is in heaven” (Matt. 6:10). Jesus 
died before this expectation was fulfilled, and this, coupled with the resurrection 
appearances, led his followers to expect his return in the near future, bringing in 
the kingdom and ruling in God’s stead (1 Thess. 4:13-18; vv. 15–17 modify a 
saying of the historical Jesus about the coming Son of Man found in Matt. 
24:27-28; 16:27-28; cf. 1 Cor. 15:23-28). The fact that the early Christian 
movement expected the kingdom to arrive in the very near future is one of the 
strongest indications that this had been Jesus’ own expectation during his 
lifetime. Early in his career, Paul thought that he and most other Christians 
would be alive when the kingdom arrived (1 Thess. 4), but later he entertained 
the possibility of his own prior death (Phil. 1:20-26). One can see the diminishing 
expectation in the Gospels (compare Mark 9:1 and John 21:21-23), an 
expectation that Jesus’ followers had to modify as the decades passed.

PreparatioPreparation and Discn and Discipleshipipleshipipleship

Preparation and Discipleship

Jesus callJesus called some peed some people to foople to follow him allow him and to givend to give up everyt up everything in orhing in order to do der to do so (Mark 1soso (Mark 1so (Mark 1:16-20). H:16-20). He expectede expected others to others to give thei give their possessir possessions to theons to the poor, eve poor, even though tneveeven thougeven though they didh they did not join  not join his itinerhis itinerant ministant ministry (Mark 1ry (Mark 10:17-31). 0:17-31). He counselHe counselled all toledcounselcounselledcounselled all to fi all to fix their atx their attention ontention on the kingd the kingdom, not onom, not on material  material possessionpossessions (Matt. 6s (Ms (Matt. 6:1(Matt. 6:19-21, 25-39-21, 25-34; Luke 124; Luke 12:13-21). T:13-21). Their rewarheir reward would bed would be great in  great in the kingdothe kingdom.mkingdokingdom.kingdom.

Jesus called some people to follow him and to give up everything in order to do 
so (Mark 1:16-20). He expected others to give their possessions to the poor, 
even though they did not join his itinerant ministry (Mark 10:17-31). He 
counselled all to fix their attention on the kingdom, not on material possessions 
(Matt. 6:19-21, 25-34; Luke 12:13-21). Their reward would be great in the 



kingdom.

The Poor aThe Poor and Sinnersnd Sinners

The Poor and Sinners

The themesThe themes of revers of reversal and incal and inclusion reqlusion require fulleuire fuller presentar presentation. The tion. The poor, the poor, the meek, the memeek, the meek, the lowly, andlowly, and sinners l sinners loom large oom large in the Synin the Synoptic Gospoptic Gospels. Jesusels. Jesus came espe came especially to ciespeespeciallyespecially to  to callcall them, but them, but he seems  he seems also to haalso to have ve favoredfavored them. In  them. In the comingthe coming kingdom,  kingd kingdom, tkingdom, the last wohe last would be firuld be first (Mark 1st (Mark 10:31). Tho0:31). Those who helse who held the chied the chief positionf positions in the ps is in the prein the present worldsent world would be  would be demoted (Ldemoted (Luke 14:7-1uke 14:7-11). Those 1). Those who gave uwho gave up everythip everytp everythingeverything and follo and followed him wowed him would receivuld receive “a hundre “a hundredfold” (Medfold” (Mark 10:30)ark 10:30). Sinners,. Sinners, typified  Sinners,Sinners, tSinners, typified byypified by the tax c the tax collectors,ollectors, would be  would be included iincluded in the kingn the kingdom (Matt.dom (Matt. 21:31). T 21: 21:31). Th21:31). This probablis probably rests iny rests in part on J part on Jesus’ sympesus’ sympathy for tathy for those who whose who were in hisere in his own socia ow own socialown social and econo and economic class mic class and below and below it. Jesus it. Jesus and his diand his disciples wesciples were not there not themselves frmsthethemselvesthemselves from the  from the very bottovery bottom of sociem of society; his faty; his father workether worked with hisd with his hands, bu hands, but he was ntbubut he wasbut he was not desti not destitute. Sometute. Some of Jesus’ of Jesus’ disciples disciples were from were from families  families who owned who owned their own ttheir own their own fishing bofishing boats and haats and had houses (d houses (Mark 1:19,Mark 1:19, 29). They 29). They were not  were not rich, but rich, but they also ththey also they also were not dwere not day laboreray laborers, beggarss, beggars, or homel, or homeless. Jesusess. Jesus’ sympathy’ sympathy, however,, however, went out  w went out twent out to those ino those in the latte the latter categorir categories. His mees. His message had ssage had a social da social dimension iimension in two respn twn two respectwo respects: he thots: he thought that ught that in the kinin the kingdom theregdom there would sti would still be socill be social relatioal relationships, annshirelatiorelationshrelationships, and hips, and he thought e thought that the dthat the disadvantagisadvantaged in the ed in the present wopresent world would rld would be in somebebe in somebe in some sense adv sense advantaged inantaged in the new a the new age (Matt. ge (Matt. 5:3-11; Lu5:3-11; Luke 6:20-23ke 6:20-23). The pro). The promise of hompropromise ofpromise of houses an houses and lands ind lands in Matt. 19: Matt. 19:29-30; Mar29-30; Mark 10:29-30k 10:29-30 may be me may be metaphoricaltaphoricamemetaphoricmetaphorical, but Jeal, but Jesus also msus also may have enay have envisaged a visaged a future socfuture society in whiety in which properich property would styproperproperty wproperty would stillould still count, th count, though it woough it would be reduld be redistributedistributed...

The themes of reversal and inclusion require fuller presentation. The poor, the 
meek, the lowly, and sinners loom large in the Synoptic Gospels. Jesus came 
especially to call them, but he seems also to have favored them. In the coming 
kingdom, the last would be first (Mark 10:31). Those who held the chief positions 
in the present world would be demoted (Luke 14:7-11). Those who gave up 
everything and followed him would receive “a hundredfold” (Mark 10:30). 
Sinners, typified by the tax collectors, would be included in the kingdom (Matt. 
21:31). This probably rests in part on Jesus’ sympathy for those who were in his 
own social and economic class and below it. Jesus and his disciples were not 
themselves from the very bottom of society; his father worked with his hands, 
but he was not destitute. Some of Jesus’ disciples were from families who owned 
their own fishing boats and had houses (Mark 1:19, 29). They were not rich, but 
they also were not day laborers, beggars, or homeless. Jesus’ sympathy, however, 
went out to those in the latter categories. His message had a social dimension in 
two respects: he thought that in the kingdom there would still be social 
relationships, and he thought that the disadvantaged in the present world would 
be in some sense advantaged in the new age (Matt. 5:3-11; Luke 6:20-23). The 
promise of houses and lands in Matt. 19:29-30; Mark 10:29-30 may be 
metaphorical, but Jesus also may have envisaged a future society in which 
property would still count, though it would be redistributed.

�Jesus’ calJesus’ call of sinnel of sinners, accordrs, according to Luking to Luke, meant te, meant that he calhat he called them tled them to repentano repentao repentancerepentance (Luke 5:3 (Luke 5:32; but cf.2; but cf. Matt. 9:1 Matt. 9:13; Mark 2:3; Mark 2:17). It is17). It is probable  probable that Jesusthat Jesus’ message ’ mes’ message wamessage was more rads more radical than ical than merely thamerely that trangrest trangressors shoulsors should repent. d repent. He called He called them, rathtthem, raththem, rather, to accer, to accept him anept him and his messd his message, and page, and promised inromised inclusion inclusion in the kingd the kingdom if theyomkingdkingdom ifkingdom if they did  they did so. This dso. This doubtless ioubtless included moncluded moral reformral reformation — foation — followers ofllowers of Jesus wou ofof Jesus wof Jesus would not could not continue toontinue to cheat and cheat and defraud — defraud — but he pr but he probably meaobably meant that thnt that thnt that they did nthey did not have toot have to conform p conform precisely trecisely to the stano the standards of rdards of righteous Jighteous Jewish sociewish society, whichetysocisociety, wsociety, which wouldhich would require r require repayment oepayment of money orf money or goods, an goods, an additiona additional fine, anl fine, and presentadanand presenand presentation of tation of a guilt-ofa guilt-offering (Lefering (Lev. 6:1-7).v. 6:1-7). Accepting Accepting him and b him and being like eing like him and hihim anhim and his diand his disciples wasciples was what Gods what God required. required.

Jesus’ call of sinners, according to Luke, meant that he called them to 
repentance (Luke 5:32; but cf. Matt. 9:13; Mark 2:17). It is probable that Jesus’ 
message was more radical than merely that trangressors should repent. He called 
them, rather, to accept him and his message, and promised inclusion in the 
kingdom if they did so. This doubtless included moral reformation — followers 
of Jesus would not continue to cheat and defraud — but he probably meant that 
they did not have to conform precisely to the standards of righteous Jewish 
society, which would require repayment of money or goods, an additional fine, 
and presentation of a guilt-offering (Lev. 6:1-7). Accepting him and being like him 
and his disciples was what God required.

Self-ConceSelf-Conceptionptionption

Self-Conception

Jesus attaJesus attached enormched enormous weightous weight to his ow to his own mission n mission and personand person. Christia. Christian preoccupn preoccun preoccupatpreoccupation with tion with titles (diditles (did he think  he think that he wathat he was Messiah,s Messiah, Son of Go Son of God, Son of d, Son of Man, son oMaMan, son oMan, son of David, kf David, king, etc.?ing, etc.?) obscures) obscures the issue the issue. He somet. He sometimes calleimes called himself d himself “Son of Ma“So“Son of Ma“Son of Man,” and inn,” and indirectly adirectly accepted “Mccepted “Messiah” (oessiah” (or “Christ”r “Christ”) and “Son) and “Son of God” ( of God” (Matt. 16:1M((Matt. 16:(Matt. 16:16; Mark 116; Mark 14:61-62; b4:61-62; but cf. theut cf. the par. Mark par. Mark 8:29 = Lu 8:29 = Luke 9:20; Mke 9:20; Matt. 26:63att. 26:63-64 = Luke-6426:6326:63-64 =26:63-64 = Luke 22:6 Luke 22:67-70), but7-70), but he did no he did not make an t make an issue of tissue of titles. He itles. He called peocalled people to folplepeopeople to people to follow himfollow him, not to g, not to give him soive him some appellame appellation. Jesution. Jesus thought s thought that he wathat he was God’s las Gs God’s lastGod’s last emissary, emissary, that he a that he and his disnd his disciples wouciples would rule inld rule in the comin the coming kingdom,g kingdom, and that  an and that pand that people who eople who accepted haccepted him would bim would be includede included in it. in it.

Jesus attached enormous weight to his own mission and person. Christian 
preoccupation with titles (did he think that he was Messiah, Son of God, Son of 
Man, son of David, king, etc.?) obscures the issue. He sometimes called himself 
“Son of Man,” and indirectly accepted “Messiah” (or “Christ”) and “Son of God” 
(Matt. 16:16; Mark 14:61-62; but cf. the par. Mark 8:29 = Luke 9:20; Matt. 



26:63-64 = Luke 22:67-70), but he did not make an issue of titles. He called 
people to follow him, not to give him some appellation. Jesus thought that he was 
God’s last emissary, that he and his disciples would rule in the coming kingdom, 
and that people who accepted him would be included in it.

Jewish LawJewish Law

Jewish Law

Numerous pNumerous passages inassages in the Gospe the Gospels concernls concern the Jewis the Jewish law. Acch law. According to ording to one set, eone set, one set, especset, especially promially prominent in tinent in the Sermon he Sermon on the Mouon the Mount (Matt. nt (Matt. 5-7), Jesu5-7), Jesus admonishs admonished his foleadmonishadmonishedadmonished his follo his followers to exwers to extremely sttremely strict obserrict observance of tvance of the law (5:he law (5:17–48). Ac17–48). According tocAcAccording According to the secto the second set, hond set, he was defie was deficient in scient in strict obsetrict observance andrvance and transgres transgressed currensedtransgrestransgresstransgressed currented current opinions  opinions about someabout some aspects o aspects of the law,f the law, especiall especially the sabby the sabbath (e.g.,atsabbsabbath (esabbath (e.g., Mark .g., Mark 3:1-3). It3:1-3). It is at lea is at least conceivst conceivable that able that both positboth positions were ions were true, thattrue, ttrue, that he wathat he was strict as strict about marribout marriage and diage and divorce (Matvorce (Matt. 5:31-32t. 5:31-32; Mark 10:; Mark 10:2-12) but 2-12) but lax about laxlax about lax about the sabbatthe sabbath. The stuh. The study of “Jesdy of “Jesus and theus and the law” is h law” is highly techighly technical. In nical. In general, tgenergeneral, tgeneral, the legal dhe legal disputes inisputes in the Gospe the Gospels fall wels fall well within ll within the paramethe parameters of leters of legal disputgal disgal disputes idisputes in 1st-centn 1st-century Judaisury Judaism. Some pem. Some people opposople opposed minor ced minor cures on thures on the sabbath,e sabbathe sabbath, bsabbath, but others ut others permitted permitted them. The them. The Sadducees Sadducees regarded tregarded the Pharisehe Pharisees as too es as too es as too lax intoo lax in observanc observance of the se of the sabbath. Soabbath. Some Jews wame Jews washed theirshed their hands bef hands before eatingore eating (Mark 7:5 eatingeating (Maeating (Mark 7:5), brk 7:5), but others ut others did not. Tdid not. There were here were many disagmany disagreements areements about puritbout puritbout purity, anpurity, and the two d the two main partimain parties within es within PharisaismPharisaism (the Sham (the Shammaites andmaites and Hillelite Hillelites) disagres) HilleliteHillelitesHillelites) disagree) disagreed over mend over menstrual impstrual impurity, a murity, a much more such more serious materious matter than hter than hand washinanhhand washihand washing.ng.ng.

Numerous passages in the Gospels concern the Jewish law. According to one 
set, especially prominent in the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5-7), Jesus 
admonished his followers to extremely strict observance of the law (5:17–48). 
According to the second set, he was deficient in strict observance and 
transgressed current opinions about some aspects of the law, especially the 
sabbath (e.g., Mark 3:1-3). It is at least conceivable that both positions were true, 
that he was strict about marriage and divorce (Matt. 5:31-32; Mark 10:2-12) but 
lax about the sabbath. The study of “Jesus and the law” is highly technical. In 
general, the legal disputes in the Gospels fall well within the parameters of legal 
disputes in 1st-century Judaism. Some people opposed minor cures on the 
sabbath, but others permitted them. The Sadducees regarded the Pharisees as 
too lax in observance of the sabbath. Some Jews washed their hands before 
eating (Mark 7:5), but others did not. There were many disagreements about 
purity, and the two main parties within Pharisaism (the Shammaites and 
Hillelites) disagreed over menstrual impurity, a much more serious matter than 
hand washing.

�One statemOne statement in parent in particular doticular does oppose es oppose Jewish lawJewish law as univer as universally undesally understood. Alrstoodundeunderstoodunderstood. All Jews. All Jews agreed on agreed on a long li a long list of prohst of prohibited fooibited foods, includds, including pork aing pork and shellfind snd shellfish shellfish (cf. Lev. (cf. Lev. 11; Deut. 11; Deut. 14), which14), which set them  set them apart fromapart from other peo other people. Accorple. According to MadinAccorAccording According to Mark 7:to Mark 7:19 Jesus “19 Jesus “declared adeclared all foods cll foods clean,” whilean,” which directlch directly opposed y opposed the law ofththe law ofthe law of God as gi God as given to Mosven to Moses. Howevees. However, this isr, this is not in th not in the parallele parallel passage i passage in Matt. 15n Mn Matt. 15, Matt. 15, and Peter and Peter seems to hseems to have learneave learned it firstd it first after Jes after Jesus’ death,us’ death, by means  by means of a heaveof a of a heavenlya heavenly revelatio revelation (Acts 10n (Acts 10:9-16). Je:9-16). Jesus did nosus did not, then, dt, then, directly opirectly oppose any apose any aspect of tspecaaspect of aspect of the sacredthe sacred law. law. law.

One statement in particular does oppose Jewish law as universally 
understood. All Jews agreed on a long list of prohibited foods, including pork and 
shellfish (cf. Lev. 11; Deut. 14), which set them apart from other people. 
According to Mark 7:19 Jesus “declared all foods clean,” which directly opposed 
the law of God as given to Moses. However, this is not in the parallel passage in 
Matt. 15, and Peter seems to have learned it first after Jesus’ death, by means of 
a heavenly revelation (Acts 10:9-16). Jesus did not, then, directly oppose any 
aspect of the sacred law.

�He probablHe probably did, howy did, however, haveever, have legal dis legal disputes, in putes, in which he dwhich he defended hiefended himself by qmself bmself by quotingby quoting scriptura scriptural precedenl precedent, which wt, which would mean ould mean that he hathat he had not set d not set himself aghimself against the aagagainst thagainst the law (e.ge law (e.g., Mark 2:., Mark 2:23-28). Ho23-28). However, Jeswever, Jesus was us was autonomousautonomous;; he made h he made his own rulis ois own rules own rules with regarwith regard to how td to how to observe o observe the law, athe law, and he decind he decided how toded how to defend hi defend h defend himself whhimself when criticien criticized. Ordinzed. Ordinarily legaarily legal debates l debates were betwewere between competien competing camps ong camps ong camps or schoolsor schools. Jesus wa. Jesus was by no mes by no means the onans the only person ly person in ancientin ancient Judaism w Judaism who struck ho struck out on hisoout on hisout on his own, acti own, acting in accong in accord with hird with his own percs own perception of eption of God’s willGod’s will, and so h, and so he was not e we was not unwas not uniquely troiquely troubling in ubling in this respethis respect, but suct, but such behavioch behavior might ner might neverthelessvertheless be suspic be be suspicibe suspicious.ous.

He probably did, however, have legal disputes, in which he defended himself 
by quoting scriptural precedent, which would mean that he had not set himself 
against the law (e.g., Mark 2:23-28). However, Jesus was autonomous; he made his 
own rules with regard to how to observe the law, and he decided how to defend 
himself when criticized. Ordinarily legal debates were between competing camps 
or schools. Jesus was by no means the only person in ancient Judaism who struck 
out on his own, acting in accord with his own perception of God’s will, and so he 
was not uniquely troubling in this respect, but such behavior might nevertheless 
be suspicious.



EthicsEthicsEthics

Ethics

Jesus demaJesus demanded complnded complete devotiete devotion to God,on to God, putting i putting it far aheat far ahead of devotd of devotion to selion to self and evenfselself and eself and even to famven to family (Mark ily (Mark 3:31-35; M3:31-35; Matt. 10:35att. 10:35-37). Peop-37). People should le should be willingbe willing to give u to  to give upto give up everythin everything in orderg in order to obtain to obtain what was  what was most precimost precious (Matt.ous (Matt. 13:44-46) 13:44-46). Observan. 13:44-46)13:44-46).13:44-46). Observanc Observance of the le of the law should aw should be not onlbe not only externaly external but inter but internal: hatrenal: hatred and lustd ad and lust, and lust, as well asas well as murder an murder and adulteryd adultery, are wron, are wrong (Matt. 5g (Matt. 5:21-26, 27:21-26, 27-30).-30).

Jesus demanded complete devotion to God, putting it far ahead of devotion to 
self and even to family (Mark 3:31-35; Matt. 10:35-37). People should be willing 
to give up everything in order to obtain what was most precious (Matt. 
13:44-46). Observance of the law should be not only external but internal: hatred 
and lust, as well as murder and adultery, are wrong (Matt. 5:21-26, 27-30).

MiraclesMiracles

Miracles

Besides beBesides being a proping a prophet and tehet and teacher, Jesacher, Jesus was alsus was also a healero a healer and mirac and miracle worker.le worker. In the 1s In In the 1stIn the 1st century,  century, healers anhealers and miracle d miracle workers weworkers were fairly re fairly well knownwell known, and were, and were not consi n not considnot considered superered superhuman beinhuman beings. Jesus gs. Jesus granted thgranted that others at others could alsocould also perform m perform m perform miracles, miracles, such as exsuch as exorcisms, eorcisms, even if theven if they did not y did not follow himfollow him (Matt. 12 (Matt. 12:27; Mark :27; Mark 9:38-41; 69:39:38-41; 69:38-41; 6:7). Thus :7). Thus the signifthe significance of icance of this very this very important important aspect of aspect of his life ihis life is frequents freques frequentlyfrequently misunders misunderstood. In Jtood. In Jesus’ own esus’ own context, icontext, it was grant was granted that vted that various peoarious people could plpeopeople coupeople could heal anld heal and perform d perform nature mirnature miracles, sucacles, such as causih as causing rain. Tng rain. The questiohe question was, by n questioquestion wquestion was, by whaas, by what power, ot power, or spirit, r spirit, they did sthey did so. Some ofo. Some of Jesus’ op Jesus’ opponents acponents accused him cuacaccused hiaccused him of castim of casting out demng out demons by theons by the prince of prince of demons (M demons (Mark 3:19-2ark 3:19-22; Matt. 12; Matt. 12; Matt. 12:24; Luk12:24; Luke 11:18); e 11:18); he repliedhe replied that he d that he did so by tid so by the spirit he spirit of God (Maof God (Matt. 12:28;tt. 12:28; Luke 11:2 Luk Luke 11:20Luke 11:20).).

Besides being a prophet and teacher, Jesus was also a healer and miracle worker. 
In the 1st century, healers and miracle workers were fairly well known, and were 
not considered superhuman beings. Jesus granted that others could also perform 
miracles, such as exorcisms, even if they did not follow him (Matt. 12:27; Mark 
9:38-41; 6:7). Thus the significance of this very important aspect of his life is 
frequently misunderstood. In Jesus’ own context, it was granted that various 
people could heal and perform nature miracles, such as causing rain. The 
question was, by what power, or spirit, they did so. Some of Jesus’ opponents 
accused him of casting out demons by the prince of demons (Mark 3:19-22; Matt. 
12:24; Luke 11:18); he replied that he did so by the spirit of God (Matt. 12:28; 
Luke 11:20).

ControversControversy and Dangy and Dangerer

Controversy and Danger

Crowds andCrowds and Autonomy Autonomy Autonomy

Crowds and Autonomy

Jesus’ repJesus’ reputation asutation as healer ha healer had one veryd one very important important historica historical consequel consequence: he atnce: he attracted crtraatattracted attracted crowds. Thcrowds. This is the is is the main thememain theme of the ea of the early chapterly chapters of Markrs of Mark (e.g., 1: (e.g., 1:28, 45; 2:28, 428, 45; 2:2). 45; 2:2). Crowds meaCrowds meant that mont that more people re people would hearwould hear his messa his message, which ge, which was an advwas an adwas an advantage,advantage, but there but there were disa were disadvantages.dvantages. People wh People who came hopo came hoping for cuing for cures often res oftenres often had often had only a selonly a selfish interfish interest. Moreoest. Moreover, crowdver, crowds were pols were politically ditically dangerous. angerous. One reasonOneOne reasonOne reason Herod Ant Herod Antipas execuipas executed John tted John the Baptisthe Baptist was that  was that he attracthe attracted such laed such laed such large crowlarge crowds that Ands that Antipas feartipas feared an upried an uprising (Josesing (Josephus phus Ant.Ant. 18.5.2 [1 18.5.2 [116–19]).16–19]).16–19]).

Jesus’ reputation as healer had one very important historical consequence: he 
attracted crowds. This is the main theme of the early chapters of Mark (e.g., 1:28, 
45; 2:2). Crowds meant that more people would hear his message, which was an 
advantage, but there were disadvantages. People who came hoping for cures 
often had only a selfish interest. Moreover, crowds were politically dangerous. 
One reason Herod Antipas executed John the Baptist was that he attracted such 
large crowds that Antipas feared an uprising (Josephus Ant. 18.5.2 [116–19]).

�Jesus’ mesJesus’ message was nsage was not necessaot necessarily sociarily socially dangerlly dangerous. The pous. The promise of romise of future revfuture future revfuture reversal mighersal might make somt make some people ue people uneasy, sinneasy, since it coulce it could be prelid be preliminary to minary to social revsosocial revsocial revolution, aolution, and Jesus’ nd Jesus’ promise topromise to sinners m sinners might irritight irritate the scate the scrupulous, rupulous, but withoubut wbut without crwithout crowds theseowds these aspects o aspects of his messf his message would age would not matternot matter much. He  much. He did not stdid not did not strikenot strike at the he at the heart of theart of the Jewish re Jewish religion as ligion as such: he dsuch: he did not denid not deny the elecy the election of Abtion otion of Abrahamof Abraham and the r and the requirementequirement of circum of circumcision; hecision; he did not d did not denounce Moenounce Moses and thses and ses and the laand the law. Neverthw. Nevertheless, beceless, because Jesusause Jesus was auton was autonomous and omous and therefore therefore unpredictaunpredicunpredictaunpredictable, some ble, some people regpeople regarded him arded him with hostiwith hostility and slity and suspicion.uspicion.

Jesus’ message was not necessarily socially dangerous. The promise of 
future reversal might make some people uneasy, since it could be preliminary to 
social revolution, and Jesus’ promise to sinners might irritate the scrupulous, but 
without crowds these aspects of his message would not matter much. He did 
not strike at the heart of the Jewish religion as such: he did not deny the election 
of Abraham and the requirement of circumcision; he did not denounce Moses 
and the law. Nevertheless, because Jesus was autonomous and therefore 
unpredictable, some people regarded him with hostility and suspicion.



Scribes anScribes and Phariseed Phariseesss

Scribes and Pharisees

These wereThese were two large two largely distincly distinct groups, t groups, though prethough presumably sosumably some scribesme scribes were Phar were Pha were Pharisees.Pharisees. A scribe  A scribe was someonwas someone who had e who had legal knowlegal knowledge and ledge and who drew uwho drew up legal dop legal p legal doculegal documents; evements; every villagery village had at le had at least one scast one scribe. Pharribe. Pharisees wereisees were members o members of a party f oof a partyof a party who belie who believed in resved in resurrection urrection and in foland in following leglowing legal traditial traditions that wons that were ascribere aere ascribed nascribed not to the ot to the Bible but Bible but to the fatto the fathers or elhers or elders of thders of their own paeir own party. They rty. They were also werwere also were also well-knownwell-known legal exp legal experts, thuserts, thus the parti the partial overlapal overlap of scribe of scribes and Phars and Pharisees. It iseePharPharisees.Pharisees. It appear It appears from subs from subsequent rasequent rabbinic trabbinic traditions, hditions, however, thowever, that most Phat most Pharisees wearPhPharisees Pharisees were smallwere small landowner landowners and trads and tradesmen, notesmen, not professio professional scribenal scribes.s.s.

These were two largely distinct groups, though presumably some scribes were 
Pharisees. A scribe was someone who had legal knowledge and who drew up 
legal documents; every village had at least one scribe. Pharisees were members 
of a party who believed in resurrection and in following legal traditions that were 
ascribed not to the Bible but to the fathers or elders of their own party. They 
were also well-known legal experts, thus the partial overlap of scribes and 
Pharisees. It appears from subsequent rabbinic traditions, however, that most 
Pharisees were small landowners and tradesmen, not professional scribes.

�In Mark’s In Mark’s view, Jesuview, Jesus’ main dis’ main disputants isputants in Galilee n Galilee were scribwere scribes; accordes; according to Mating to Maing to Matthew thMatthew they were Phey were Pharisees. Oarisees. One may accne may accept this aept this apparently pparently conflictinconflicting evidenceg evidenceg evidence aevidence as at leasts at least generally generally accurate: accurate: people kn people knowledgeablowledgeable about Jee about Jewish law awish law and traditindaand traditand tradition would ion would have scruthave scrutinized Jesinized Jesus carefulus carefully, and thly, and they doubtleey doubtless sometimss sometimes challenessometimsometimes sometimes challengedchallenged his behav his behavior and teior and teaching (e.aching (e.g., Mark 2g., Mark 2:6, 16; 3::6, 16; 3:22; Matt. 22; Matt. 9:11; 12:29:119:11; 12:29:11; 12:2). Accordi). According to Mattng to Matt. 12:14; M. 12:14; Mark 3:6 thark 3:6 the Phariseee Pharisees (Mark ads (Mark adds “with tds “with the Herodiahetthe Herodithe Herodians”) planans”) planned to desned to destroy Jesustroy Jesus. If this . If this plot was aplot was actually hactually hatched, howtched, however, it sevehowhowever, ihowever, it seems tht seems that nothingat nothing came of i came of it, since tt, since the Pharisehe Pharisees did notes did not play a si play a significant gnificsisignificansignificant role in t role in the eventsthe events that led  that led to Jesus’ to Jesus’ death. Onldeath. Only one passy one passage in Matage in Matthew, nonethew,MatMatthew, nMatthew, none in Marone in Mark and Lukek and Luke, gives th, gives them any rolem any role at all (e at all (Matt. 27:6Matt. 27:62).2).2).

In Mark’s view, Jesus’ main disputants in Galilee were scribes; according to 
Matthew they were Pharisees. One may accept this apparently conflicting 
evidence as at least generally accurate: people knowledgeable about Jewish law 
and tradition would have scrutinized Jesus carefully, and they doubtless 
sometimes challenged his behavior and teaching (e.g., Mark 2:6, 16; 3:22; Matt. 
9:11; 12:2). According to Matt. 12:14; Mark 3:6 the Pharisees (Mark adds “with 
the Herodians”) planned to destroy Jesus. If this plot was actually hatched, 
however, it seems that nothing came of it, since the Pharisees did not play a 
significant role in the events that led to Jesus’ death. Only one passage in 
Matthew, none in Mark and Luke, gives them any role at all (Matt. 27:62).

�Put anothePut another way, somr way, some people ie people in Galilee n Galilee may have dmay have distrusted istrusted Jesus, butJesus, but he was ne he wa he was never was never charged focharged formally witrmally with disregarh disregard of the ld of the law, and opaw, and opposition iposition in Galilee n Galilee did not lediddid not ledid not lead to his ad to his death.death.

Put another way, some people in Galilee may have distrusted Jesus, but he 
was never charged formally with disregard of the law, and opposition in Galilee 
did not lead to his death.

Jesus’ LasJesus’ Last Weekt Week

Jesus’ Last Week

In ca. theIn ca. the year 30 J year 30 Jesus and hesus and his disciplis disciples went toes went to Jerusalem Jerusalem from Gali from Galilee to obslee to observe Passoerveobsobserve Paobserve Passover. Hessover. He presumabl presumably went a wy went a week early,eek early, as did pe as did perhaps as mrhaps as many as 200any as 20any as 200 or 300200 or 300 thousand  thousand other Jewsother Jews, in order, in order to be pur to be purified of cified of corpse-impuorpse-impurity (Num.rity (Num.rity (Num. 9:10(Num. 9:10-12; 19:1--12; 19:1-22). The G22). The Gospels do ospels do not mentionot mention purifican purification, but tion, but they do plthey do place Jesus aplplace Jesuplace Jesus in the vs in the vicinity oficinity of the templ the temple in the de in the days precedays preceding Passoving Passover. Jesus er. Jesus entered Jeenterentered Jeentered Jerusalem onrusalem on a donkey, a donkey, perhaps h perhaps himself intimself intending to ending to recall Zecrecall Zech. 9:9 (Mah. 9:9 (Matt. 21:4-5tt(Ma(Matt. 21:(Matt. 21:4-5). This4-5). This touched o touched off a demonff a demonstration bstration by his folly his followers, whoowers, who hailed hi hailed him as eithem am as either as either “Son of Da“Son of David” (Mattvid” (Matt. 21:9) or. 21:9) or “the one  “the one who comes who comes in the namin the name of the Le of the Lord” (MarkoLLord” (MarLord” (Mark 11:9). Jk 11:9). Jerusalem aerusalem at Passovert Passover was dange was dangerous; it wrous; it was well knas well known to botown to botown to both the hboth the high priestigh priest (Caiaphas (Caiaphas), who gov), who governed the erned the city, and city, and the Roman the Roman prefect (Pprefect (Pilate), toil(P(Pilate), (Pilate), to whom thto whom the high prie high priest was reest was responsible sponsible and who woand who would intervuld intervene in casene in case of troubecascase of trcase of trouble, thaouble, that the festt the festivals wereivals were likely ti likely times of uprmes of uprisings. Thisings. The prefect,e prefect, who ordin who o who ordinarilyordinarily lived in  lived in Caesarea, Caesarea, came to Jecame to Jerusalem durusalem during the fring the festivals westivals with his trith his troops, who oops,trtroops, whtroops, who patrolleo patrolled the roofd the roofs of the ts of the temple portemple porticoes. A licoes. A large demonarge demonstration wstration would probaowwould probwould probably have ably have led to Jesled to Jesus’ immedius’ immediate arrestate arrest. From the. From the fact that fact that he lived  he lived for severaforfor severafor several more dayl more days, we may s, we may infer thatinfer that the crowd the crowd was relat was relatively smalively small.l.l.

In ca. the year 30 Jesus and his disciples went to Jerusalem from Galilee to 
observe Passover. He presumably went a week early, as did perhaps as many as 
200 or 300 thousand other Jews, in order to be purified of corpse-impurity 
(Num. 9:10-12; 19:1-22). The Gospels do not mention purification, but they do 
place Jesus in the vicinity of the temple in the days preceding Passover. Jesus 
entered Jerusalem on a donkey, perhaps himself intending to recall Zech. 9:9 
(Matt. 21:4-5). This touched off a demonstration by his followers, who hailed him 
as either “Son of David” (Matt. 21:9) or “the one who comes in the name of the 
Lord” (Mark 11:9). Jerusalem at Passover was dangerous; it was well known to 
both the high priest (Caiaphas), who governed the city, and the Roman prefect 
(Pilate), to whom the high priest was responsible and who would intervene in 
case of trouble, that the festivals were likely times of uprisings. The prefect, who 
ordinarily lived in Caesarea, came to Jerusalem during the festivals with his 
troops, who patrolled the roofs of the temple porticoes. A large demonstration 



would probably have led to Jesus’ immediate arrest. From the fact that he lived 
for several more days, we may infer that the crowd was relatively small.

�Jesus spenJesus spent some timt some time teachinge teaching and debat and debating (Mark ing (Mark 12), and t12), and told his diold his disciples thsciples tsciples that the tthat the temple woulemple would be destrd be destroyed (13:1oyed (13:1–2). On on–2). On one of thesee of these days of p days of purificatiourification prior tonpurificatiopurificatipurification prior ton prior to the Passo the Passover sacriover sacrifice and mfice and meal, he peeal, he performed hirformed his most dras most dramatic symbmadradramatic sdramatic symbolic acymbolic action. He etion. He entered thentered the part of t part of the temple he temple precincts precincts where worswhere worwhere worshipperworshippers exchanges exchanged their cod their coins to payins to pay the annua the annual temple tl temple tax of two ax of two drachmas adrachmas adrachmas and also band also bought pigeought pigeons to sacons to sacrifice. Jerifice. Jesus turnedsus turned over some over some of the ta of the tables (Markbles (Mark 11:15-19) 11 11:15-19),11:15-19), an action an action that led  that led “the chief“the chief priests a priests and the scrnd the scribes” (Lukibes” (Luke adds “ane adds “and the prind thed the princithe principal men ofpal men of the peopl the people”) to plae”) to plan to have n to have him executhim executed (Mark 1ed (Mark 11:18; Luke1:18; Luke 19:47; cf LukeLuke 19:47Luke 19:47; cf. Mark; cf. Mark 14:1-2 pa 14:1-2 par.).r.).r.).

Jesus spent some time teaching and debating (Mark 12), and told his disciples 
that the temple would be destroyed (13:1–2). On one of these days of 
purification prior to the Passover sacrifice and meal, he performed his most 
dramatic symbolic action. He entered the part of the temple precincts where 
worshippers exchanged their coins to pay the annual temple tax of two drachmas 
and also bought pigeons to sacrifice. Jesus turned over some of the tables (Mark 
11:15-19), an action that led “the chief priests and the scribes” (Luke adds “and 
the principal men of the people”) to plan to have him executed (Mark 11:18; 
Luke 19:47; cf. Mark 14:1-2 par.).

�The discipThe disciples found les found a room fora room for the Passo the Passover meal, ver meal, and one ofand one of them boug them bought an animht anht an animal an animal and sacrifand sacrificed it iniced it in the templ the temple (Mark 14e (Mark 14:12-16). A:12-16). At the mealt the meal, Jesus bl, Jesus blessed the essedblblessed thblessed the bread ane bread and wine, ded wine, designating signating the bread the bread “my body” “my body” and the wiand the wine “the blne “the blood of theoblblood of tblood of the covenanhe covenant” or “thet” or “the new coven new covenant in my ant in my blood” (Mablood” (Mark 14:22-2rk 14:22-25; the var5; the va5; the variant isvariant is in Luke 2 in Luke 22:20; 1 Co2:20; 1 Cor. 11:25).r. 11:25).

The disciples found a room for the Passover meal, and one of them bought 
an animal and sacrificed it in the temple (Mark 14:12-16). At the meal, Jesus 
blessed the bread and wine, designating the bread “my body” and the wine “the 
blood of the covenant” or “the new covenant in my blood” (Mark 14:22-25; the 
variant is in Luke 22:20; 1 Cor. 11:25).

�After suppAfter supper, Jesus er, Jesus took his dtook his disciples tisciples to the Mouno the Mount of Olivet of Olives to pray.s to pray. While the While th While there, Judthere, Judas led armas led armed men, seed men, sent by the nt by the chief priechief priests, who asts, who arrested hirrested him (Mark 14m (Mark 14:43-52). J:41414:43-52).14:43-52). Jesus was Jesus was taken to  taken to the high pthe high priest, whoriest, who had gathe had gathered some ored some of his counf his councillors (ccicouncouncillorcouncillors (called s (called collectivecollectively “the Saly “the Sanhedrin”).nhedrin”). He was fi He was first accuserst accused of thread of threatening to teninthreathreateninthreatening to destrg to destroy the temoy the temple, but tple, but this chargehis charge was not u was not upheld. Thepheld. The high prie high priest asked hst priepriest askpriest asked him if ed him if he were “the were “the Christ,he Christ, the Son o the Son of God.” Acf God.” According tocording to Mark he s Mark he said “yes” assaid “yes”said “yes” and then  and then predicted predicted the arrivathe arrival of the Sl of the Son of Man.on of Man. According According to Matthe to Matthew, he saidwMattheMatthew, hMatthew, he said, “Ye said, “You say so,ou say so,  butbut I tell yo I tell you that youu that you will see  will see the Son ofthe Son of Man,” app Man,” app Man,” apparentlyapparently implying  implying a negativea negative answer to answer to the quest the question. Accorion. According to Luding to Luke he was ke he was more ambigmmore ambigmore ambiguous: “If uous: “If I tell youI tell you, you will, you will not belie not believe” and “Yve” and “You say thaou say that I am” (Mt I am” (Mark 14:61-ark(M(Mark 14:6(Mark 14:61-62; Matt1-62; Matt. 26:63-64. 26:63-64; Luke 22:; Luke 22:67-70).67-70).67-70).

After supper, Jesus took his disciples to the Mount of Olives to pray. While 
there, Judas led armed men, sent by the chief priests, who arrested him (Mark 
14:43-52). Jesus was taken to the high priest, who had gathered some of his 
councillors (called collectively “the Sanhedrin”). He was first accused of 
threatening to destroy the temple, but this charge was not upheld. The high 
priest asked him if he were “the Christ, the Son of God.” According to Mark he 
said “yes” and then predicted the arrival of the Son of Man. According to 
Matthew, he said, “You say so, but I tell you that you will see the Son of Man,” 
apparently implying a negative answer to the question. According to Luke he was 
more ambiguous: “If I tell you, you will not believe” and “You say that I am” 
(Mark 14:61-62; Matt. 26:63-64; Luke 22:67-70).

�Whatever tWhatever the charge,he charge, the high  the high priest hadpriest had evidently evidently already d already decided thaecided that Jesus hat Jesus t Jesus had Jesus had to die, anto die, and he criedd he cried “blasphem “blasphemy” and reny” and rent his garmt his garments, a drents, a dramatic sigamatic sign of mournn on of mourninof mourning that theg that the Bible pro Bible prohibits thehibits the high prie high priest from mast from making (Lev.king (Lev. 21:10). T 21:10). The councilhe che councillorcouncillors agreed ts agreed that Jesus hat Jesus should be should be sent to Pisent to Pilate with late with the recommthe recommendation tendation to execute o tto executeto execute him. him. him.

Whatever the charge, the high priest had evidently already decided that 
Jesus had to die, and he cried “blasphemy” and rent his garments, a dramatic sign 
of mourning that the Bible prohibits the high priest from making (Lev. 21:10). The 
councillors agreed that Jesus should be sent to Pilate with the recommendation 
to execute him.

�It is doubIt is doubtful that tful that titles wertitles were actuallye actually the issue the issue. As Mark . As Mark (followed (followed by Matthewby Matthewby Matthew anMatthew and generalld generally by Luke)y by Luke) presents  presents the scene,the scene, the first the first attempt w attempt was to haveas to have Jesus exe J Jesus execJesus executed for tuted for threateninghreatening the templ the temple. That die. That did not workd not work, and so C, and so Caiaphas emaiaphas emaiaphas employed aemployed a ruse and  ruse and simply decsimply declared whatlared whatever Jesusever Jesus said (abo said (about which wut which we must reme must ree must remain uncremain uncertain) toertain) to be blasph be blasphemy.emy.emy.

It is doubtful that titles were actually the issue. As Mark (followed by 
Matthew and generally by Luke) presents the scene, the first attempt was to have 
Jesus executed for threatening the temple. That did not work, and so Caiaphas 
employed a ruse and simply declared whatever Jesus said (about which we must 
remain uncertain) to be blasphemy.

�Pilate didPilate did not care  not care about the about the fine pointfine points of Jewiss of Jewish law. To h law. To him, Jesushim, Jesus was a pot was a po was a potential potential trouble-matrouble-maker, and hker, and he ordered e ordered his executhis execution. Matthion. Matthew, Luke, ew, Luke, and John gand John gand John give Pilatgive Pilate a rathere a rather good char good character and acter and show him ashow him as troubleds troubled over the  over the decision, decision, but yieldibubut yieldibut yielding to Jewing to Jewish insistesh insistence (Matt.nce (Matt. 27:11-26; 27:11-26; Luke 23:1 Luke 23:1-25; John -25; John 18:28-40).18:28-40). This refl Thi This refleThis reflects the facts the fact that thct that the early Che early Church had turch had to make itso make its way in th way in the Roman Eme Roman Empire, and pEmEmpire, anEmpire, and did not d did not wish its lwish its leader to beader to be thought e thought of as trulof as truly guilty iy guilty in Roman eyn Roman eyes. Pilatees. eyeyes. Pilaeyes. Pilate is knowte is known from othn from other evidencer evidence to have e to have been callobeen callous, cruel,us, cruel, and given and given to wanton to to wanton to wanton executionsexecutions (Philo  (Philo Leg.Leg. 38.302).  38.302). He was finHe was finally dismially dismissed from ssed from office foroffice for executing e executing executing a group ofa group of Samaritan Samaritans (Josephus (Josephus s Ant.Ant. 18.4.1–2  18.4.1–2 [85–89]). [85–89]). Probably hProbably he sent Jese sente sent Jesussent Jesus to his de to his death withouath without anguishit anguishing over thng over the decisione decision very much very much...

Pilate did not care about the fine points of Jewish law. To him, Jesus was a 
potential trouble-maker, and he ordered his execution. Matthew, Luke, and John 
give Pilate a rather good character and show him as troubled over the decision, 



but yielding to Jewish insistence (Matt. 27:11-26; Luke 23:1-25; John 18:28-40). 
This reflects the fact that the early Church had to make its way in the Roman 
Empire, and did not wish its leader to be thought of as truly guilty in Roman 
eyes. Pilate is known from other evidence to have been callous, cruel, and given 
to wanton executions (Philo Leg. 38.302). He was finally dismissed from office for 
executing a group of Samaritans (Josephus Ant. 18.4.1–2 [85–89]). Probably he 
sent Jesus to his death without anguishing over the decision very much.

�Jesus was Jesus was crucified crucified as would-bas would-be “king ofe “king of the Jews” the Jews” (Mark 15: (Mark 15:26 par.). 26 par.). On the croOn the cOn the cross, he cross, he was tauntewas taunted as the od as the one who woune who would destroyld destroy the templ the temple (Mark 15e (Mark 15:29). Thes:29). The:29). These two These two charges excharges explain the plain the decision tdecision to execute o execute him. His ohim. His own thinkinwn thinking was almog was almog was almost ceralmost certainly thatainly that God woult God would destroy d destroy the templethe temple as part o as part of the new f the new kingdom, pkingdom, pkingdom, perhaps reperhaps rebuilding ibuilding it himself t himself (Mark 14:5(Mark 14:58; cf. 11Q8; cf. 11QT 29.8–10)T 29.8–10). Caiaphas. Caiaphas and his a and his advisors prdviaadvisors padvisors probably unrobably understood Jderstood Jesus well esus well enough: thenough: they knew they knew that he was at he was a prophet a propheta prophet anprophet and that hisd that his small ban small band could nod could not damage tt damage the temple he temple seriously.seriously. But Jesus But Jesus had made  h had made ahad made a minor ass minor assault on thault on the temple, e temple, and predicand predicted its deted its destruction.struction. These wer These were inflammaewerwere inflawere inflammatory acmmatory acts in a cits in a city that, aty that, at festivalt festival time, was time, was prone to  prone to uprisings.uprisings. The high  The h The high prieshigh priest, under Rt, under Roman rule,oman rule, had the r had the responsibilesponsibility to keeity to keep the peacp the peace, and he e, and he and his adandand his adand his advisors actvisors acted accordied accordingly (cf. ngly (cf. John 11:50John 11:50).).).

Jesus was crucified as would-be “king of the Jews” (Mark 15:26 par.). On the 
cross, he was taunted as the one who would destroy the temple (Mark 15:29). 
These two charges explain the decision to execute him. His own thinking was 
almost certainly that God would destroy the temple as part of the new kingdom, 
perhaps rebuilding it himself (Mark 14:58; cf. 11QT 29.8–10). Caiaphas and his 
advisors probably understood Jesus well enough: they knew that he was a 
prophet and that his small band could not damage the temple seriously. But Jesus 
had made a minor assault on the temple, and predicted its destruction. These 
were inflammatory acts in a city that, at festival time, was prone to uprisings. The 
high priest, under Roman rule, had the responsibility to keep the peace, and he 
and his advisors acted accordingly (cf. John 11:50).

�Jesus’ preJesus’ preaching of aching of “the kingd“the kingdom of God”om of God” was also  was also potentiallpotentially inflammay inflammatory. The tory. Ttory. The phraseThe phrase could hav could have various e various meanings, meanings, but it cerbut it certainly didtainly did not mean  not mean that Rome that Rome would contwwould contwould continue to goinue to govern Judeavern Judea. Many peo. Many people resentple resented Roman red Roman rule, and Rule, and Rome was quome waome was quick was quick to dispatcto dispatch people wh people who became ho became too vocal.too vocal. Pilate di Pilate did not thind not think that Jesk that Jesus and hisusJesJesus and Jesus and his followhis followers constiers constituted a mituted a military thrlitary threat. Had heat. Had he thought e thought so, he wouso, he would have hald wouwould havewould have had the d had the disciples eisciples executed, executed, either at tither at the time orhe time or later, wh later, when they reen they returned to turrereturned treturned to Jerusaleo Jerusalem to take m to take up their nup their new missionew mission...

Jesus’ preaching of “the kingdom of God” was also potentially inflammatory. 
The phrase could have various meanings, but it certainly did not mean that Rome 
would continue to govern Judea. Many people resented Roman rule, and Rome 
was quick to dispatch people who became too vocal. Pilate did not think that 
Jesus and his followers constituted a military threat. Had he thought so, he 
would have had the disciples executed, either at the time or later, when they 
returned to Jerusalem to take up their new mission.

�Thus no onThus no one thought e thought that Jesusthat Jesus could act could actually destually destroy the teroy the temple, nor mple, nor that he cothat hethat he could che could create a sereate a serious revorious revolt in favolt in favor of a newr of a new kingdom.  kingdom. NevertheleNevertheless, inflamss, inflammatory spemainflaminflammatoinflammatory speech ry speech was dangerwas dangerous, Jesusous, Jesus had a fol had a following, thlowing, the city wase city was packed wi packed with pilgrimtwiwith pilgrwith pilgrims, who wims, who were celebrere celebrating the ating the Exodus froExodus from Egypt anm Egypt and Israel’sd Israel’s liberatio liberation from forn fn from foreifrom foreign bondagegn bondage, and Jesu, and Jesus had comms had committed a smitted a small act ofall act of violence  violence in the sacin the sacred precinresacsacred presacred precincts. Hecincts. He was execu was executed for beted for being what hing what he was: an e was: an eschatologeschatological prophical prophet.eprophprophet.prophet.prophet.

Thus no one thought that Jesus could actually destroy the temple, nor that 
he could create a serious revolt in favor of a new kingdom. Nevertheless, 
inflammatory speech was dangerous, Jesus had a following, the city was packed 
with pilgrims, who were celebrating the Exodus from Egypt and Israel’s liberation 
from foreign bondage, and Jesus had committed a small act of violence in the 
sacred precincts. He was executed for being what he was: an eschatological 
prophet.

�Jesus thouJesus thought the kight the kingdom was ngdom was at hand anat hand and that he d that he and his diand his disciples wosciples would soon fuld sould soon feastsoon feast in it. It in it. It is possib is possible that evle that even to the en to the end he expend he expected diviected divine intervene intervention (cf.ntion interveinterventiintervention (cf. Maon (cf. Mark 15:34).rk 15:34).

Jesus thought the kingdom was at hand and that he and his disciples would 
soon feast in it. It is possible that even to the end he expected divine 
intervention (cf. Mark 15:34).

The ResurrThe Resurrectionection

The Resurrection

What happeWhat happened next cned next changed hishanged history in a tory in a way quite way quite different different from what from what Jesus seemJesus seemJesus seems to hseems to have anticiave anticipated. He pated. He appeared tappeared to some of o some of his followhis followers after ers after his death.his death. The detai T The detailThe details are unces are uncertain, sinrtain, since our souce our sources disagrces disagree on theree on the people wh people who saw him o saw him and the plaand the pland the places of hiaces of his appearans appearances (cf. tces (cf. the final she final sections ofections of Matthew,  Matthew, Luke, and Luke, and John; the John;John; the John; the beginning beginning of Acts; aof Acts; and Paul’s nd Paul’s list of aplist of appearances pearances in 1 Cor. in 1 Cor. 15:3-9). A15:3-9). According tccordAAccording According to Matthewto Matthew, an angel, an angel showed Ma showed Mary Magdalery Magdalene and “thne and “the other Mae other Mary” the emry” thery” the empty the empty tomb, and tomb, and told them told them to tell thto tell the disciplee disciples to go tos to go to Galilee.  Galilee. While stilWhile still in Jerusl in Jl in Jerusalem,Jerusalem, they saw  they saw Jesus, whoJesus, who told them told them the same  the same thing. Jesthing. Jesus appeareus appeared just oncd just once more, toeonconce more,once more, to the di to the disciples insciples in Galilee.  Galilee. Matthew’s Matthew’s account isaccount is basically basically implied i implied in Mark (Man Man Mark (MarkMark (Mark 14:28; 16 14:28; 16:7), thoug:7), though Mark lach Mark lacks a Resurks a Resurrection strection story, endinory, ending with theg with the empty tom thethe empty the empty tomb. Accotomb. According to Lrding to Luke, howevuke, however, the dier, the disciples nesciples never left Jver left Jerusalem aerusalem and environnaand enviroand environs. The wons. The women (Mary men (Mary Magdalene,Magdalene, Joanna, M Joanna, Mary the moary the mother of Jather of James, and “mes, andmes, and “the oand “the other womenther women”) found t”) found the empty the empty tomb. “Two omb. “Two men in dazmen in dazzling clotzling clothes” told hes” tohes” told them told them that Jesusthat Jesus had been  had been raised. Laraised. Later, Jesuster, Jesus appeared  appeared to two folto two followers on lowers on the road tththe road tthe road to Emmaus, o Emmaus, then to Pethen to Peter, then ter, then the discipthe disciples. John les. John (including(including ch. 21, u ch. 21, usually thosualluusually thusually thought to bought to be an “appee an “appendix”) comndix”) combines appebines appearances inarances in Galilee a Galilee and Jerusalnd Jerusalem. Acts, eJerusalJerusalem.Jerusalem. Acts, tho Acts, though writteugh written by the sn by the same authorame author, has a mo, has a more extendere extended series od series od series of appearaof appearances than nces than Luke, but Luke, but like Luke like Luke places allplaces all the appea the appearances in rances in or near Jeor near Jerusalem. PrusaJeJerusalem.Jerusalem. Paul’s lo Paul’s long list ofng list of people to people to whom Jesu whom Jesus appeareds appeared does not  does not agree veryagree very closely w c closely wiclosely with the othth the other accounter accounts.s.s.

What happened next changed history in a way quite different from what Jesus 
seems to have anticipated. He appeared to some of his followers after his death. 



The details are uncertain, since our sources disagree on the people who saw him 
and the places of his appearances (cf. the final sections of Matthew, Luke, and 
John; the beginning of Acts; and Paul’s list of appearances in 1 Cor. 15:3-9). 
According to Matthew, an angel showed Mary Magdalene and “the other Mary” 
the empty tomb, and told them to tell the disciples to go to Galilee. While still in 
Jerusalem, they saw Jesus, who told them the same thing. Jesus appeared just 
once more, to the disciples in Galilee. Matthew’s account is basically implied in 
Mark (Mark 14:28; 16:7), though Mark lacks a Resurrection story, ending with 
the empty tomb. According to Luke, however, the disciples never left Jerusalem 
and environs. The women (Mary Magdalene, Joanna, Mary the mother of James, 
and “the other women”) found the empty tomb. “Two men in dazzling clothes” 
told them that Jesus had been raised. Later, Jesus appeared to two followers on 
the road to Emmaus, then to Peter, then the disciples. John (including ch. 21, 
usually thought to be an “appendix”) combines appearances in Galilee and 
Jerusalem. Acts, though written by the same author, has a more extended series 
of appearances than Luke, but like Luke places all the appearances in or near 
Jerusalem. Paul’s long list of people to whom Jesus appeared does not agree very 
closely with the other accounts.

�Faced withFaced with such evid such evidence, we cence, we can hardly an hardly say “what say “what really hapreally happened.” Twpened.” Two points ao poio points arepoints are important important: (1) The : (1) The sources wisources wish to descsh to describe the rribe the resurrectedesurrected Jesus as  Jesus as neither a neneither a neither a resuscitatresuscitated corpse,ed corpse, a badly w a badly wounded manounded man staggerin staggering around, g around, nor as a gnor as a ghost. Accohgghost. Accghost. According to ording to Luke, the Luke, the first two first two disciples disciples to see Jesto see Jesus walked us walked with him fwith him for severalor sor several hoseveral hours withouurs without recognizt recognizing him (Ling him (Luke 24:13-uke 24:13-32). He co32). He could also duld also disappear aisappear and reappeanaand reappeand reappear at willar at will (Luke 24: (Luke 24:31, 36). A31, 36). According tccording to Paul, tho Paul, the bodies oe bodies of Christiaf Christian believern ben believers believers will be trwill be transformed ansformed to be liketo be like the Lord’ the Lord’s, and thes, and the resurrect resurrection body wion body will not beill nill not be “flnot be “flesh and blesh and blood” (1 Coood” (1 Cor. 15:42-5r. 15:42-53). Althou3). Although substangh substantially tratially transformed, nsformed, Jesus was JesJesus was Jesus was not a ghosnot a ghost. Luke sat. Luke says this exys this explicitly (plicitly (Luke 24:37Luke 24:37-39), and -39), and Paul insisPaul insists on “bodts on ts on “body,”on “body,” choosing  choosing the term “the term “spiritual spiritual body” rathbody” rather than “ser than “spirit” or pirit” or “ghost” (b“ghost” (both Gk. oth(b(both Gk. (both Gk. pneuímapneuíma). The aut). The authors, in ohors, in other wordsther words, were try, were trying to exping to explain sometlain something for whsometsomething something for which for which they did nthey did not have a ot have a precise voprecise vocabulary.cabulary.cabulary.

Faced with such evidence, we can hardly say “what really happened.” Two 
points are important: (1) The sources wish to describe the resurrected Jesus as 
neither a resuscitated corpse, a badly wounded man staggering around, nor as a 
ghost. According to Luke, the first two disciples to see Jesus walked with him for 
several hours without recognizing him (Luke 24:13-32). He could also disappear 
and reappear at will (Luke 24:31, 36). According to Paul, the bodies of Christian 
believers will be transformed to be like the Lord’s, and the resurrection body will 
not be “flesh and blood” (1 Cor. 15:42-53). Although substantially transformed, 
Jesus was not a ghost. Luke says this explicitly (Luke 24:37-39), and Paul insists 
on “body,” choosing the term “spiritual body” rather than “spirit” or “ghost” 
(both Gk. pneuíma). The authors, in other words, were trying to explain 
something for which they did not have a precise vocabulary.

�(2) It is (2) It is difficult difficult to accuse to accuse our sourceour sources, or the s, or the first belifirst believers, of evers, of deliberatedeliberate fraud. A  frau fraud. A pfraud. A plot to foslot to foster beliefter belief in the Re in the Resurrectionsurrection would pro would probably havebably have resulted  resulted in a more in ain a more cona more consistent stsistent story. (We sory. (We seem, insteeem, instead, to havad, to have competite competition: “I saion: “I saw him,” “sw him,” “so did I,” o “s“so did I,“so did I,” “the wom” “the woman saw himan saw him first,” “ first,” “no, I did;no, I did; they didn they didn’t see him’t see him at all”). at all”). Some of t Some Some of thSome of the witnessee witnesses of the Rs of the Resurrectioesurrection would gin would give their lve their lives for tives for their belieheir belief, which mf, wf, which makewhich makes fraud uns fraud unlikely.likely.likely.

(2) It is difficult to accuse our sources, or the first believers, of deliberate 
fraud. A plot to foster belief in the Resurrection would probably have resulted in 
a more consistent story. (We seem, instead, to have competition: “I saw him,” 
“so did I,” “the woman saw him first,” “no, I did; they didn’t see him at all”). 
Some of the witnesses of the Resurrection would give their lives for their belief, 
which makes fraud unlikely.

�The uncertThe uncertainties arainties are substante substantial, but, ial, but, given the given the accounts iaccounts in our sourn our sources, certaces, certaces, certainty certainty is unobtaiis unobtainable. We nable. We may say ofmay say of the disci the disciples’ expeples’ experiences ofriences of the Resur the Resurrection aprecResurResurrectiResurrection approxion approximately whamately what the sourt the sources allow ces allow us to say us to say of the lifof the life and messe and message of Jesagmessmessage ofmessage of Jesus: we Jesus: we have fair have fairly good gely good general knowneral knowledge, tholedge, though many dugh many details areetails are uncertain areare uncertare uncertain or opeain or open to questn to question.ion.ion.

The uncertainties are substantial, but, given the accounts in our sources, 
certainty is unobtainable. We may say of the disciples’ experiences of the 
Resurrection approximately what the sources allow us to say of the life and 
message of Jesus: we have fairly good general knowledge, though many details 



are uncertain or open to question.

�SeeSee  CHRIST.CHRIST.CHRIST.

See CHRIST.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Borg, M. Borg, Jesus: A NJesus: A New Visionew Vision (San Fran (San Francisco, 198cisco, 1987); G. Bor7); G. Bornkamm, nkamBorBornkamm, Bornkamm, Jesus of NJesus of Nazarethazareth (1960, re (1960, repr. Minneapr. Minneapolis, 199polis, 1995); J. D. 5); J. D. Crossan, Crossan, The HistorThe HThe HistoricalHistorical Jesus: Th Jesus: The Life of e Life of a Mediterra Mediterranean Jewianean Jewish Peasantsh Peasant (San Fran (San Francisco, 199cisco, 1991); J. P. 1); J. P. 1); J. P. Meier, P. Meier, A MarginalA Marginal Jew, Jew, 3 vols. ( 3 vols. (New York, New York, 1991-); E.1991-); E. P. Sander P. Sanders, s, The HistorThe Historical Figurical Figical Figure of Figure of JesusJesus (London,  (London, 1993); 1993); Jesus and Jesus and JudaismJudaism (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1985phia, 1985); ); Jewish LawJewish Law from Jesu from from Jesusfrom Jesus to the Mi to the Mishnahshnah (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1990phia, 1990); A. Schw); A. Schweitzer, eitzer, The Quest The Quest of the Hisof the Historical JetorHisHistoricalHistorical Jesus Jesus (1910, re (1910, repr. New Yopr. New York, 1968);rk, 1968); G. Vermes G. Vermes, , Jesus the Jesus the JewJew (1973, re (1973, repr. Philadpr.rerepr. Philrepr. Philadelphia, adelphia, 1981); 1981); The ReligiThe Religion of Jesuon of Jesus the Jews the Jew (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1993)lis, 1993); N. T. Wr; N. T. Wr; N. T. Wright, Wright, Christian Christian Origins anOrigins and the Quesd the Question of Gotion of God,d, 2:  2: Jesus and Jesus and the Victorthe Victory of Gody of God (Minneapo (Minn (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1996).is, 1996).
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Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth (1960, repr. Minneapolis, 1995); J. D. Crossan, The 
Historical Jesus: The Life of a Mediterranean Jewish Peasant (San Francisco, 1991); J. 
P. Meier, A Marginal Jew, 3 vols. (New York, 1991-); E. P. Sanders, The Historical 
Figure of Jesus (London, 1993); Jesus and Judaism (Philadelphia, 1985); Jewish Law 
from Jesus to the Mishnah (Philadelphia, 1990); A. Schweitzer, The Quest of the 
Historical Jesus (1910, repr. New York, 1968); G. Vermes, Jesus the Jew (1973, 
repr. Philadelphia, 1981); The Religion of Jesus the Jew (Minneapolis, 1993); N. T. 
Wright, Christian Origins and the Question of God, 2: Jesus and the Victory of God 
(Minneapolis, 1996).
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JESUS CHRIJESUS CHRIST, WISDOMST, WISDOM OF OF (III, 4;  (III, 4; BG, 3)BG, 3)BG, 3)

JESUS CHRIST, WISDOM OF (III, 4; BG, 3)

A Nag HammA Nag Hammadi tractaadi tractate commonlte commonly known asy known as the Sophi the Sophia of Jesusa of Jesus Christ. I Christ. It containst containt contains acontains a revelatio revelation dialoguen dialogue between J between Jesus and hesus and his disciplis disciples (the Twes (the Twelve and selve and seven womenevesseven womeseven women) set on n) set on a Galileana Galilean mountain  mountain after the after the ResurrectiResurrection. Togethon. Together with Euer with Eer with Eugnostos Eugnostos the Blessethe Blessed, a non-Cd, a non-Christian rhristian revelation evelation dialogue cdialogue cast in theast in the form of a form of a letter (a let letter (anletter (and the majod the major source or source of this traf this tractate), itctate), it provides  provides a dramatica dramatic example o example of how ancif hof how ancienhow ancient texts wet texts were revisedre revised for new p for new purposes. Turposes. The Wisdom he Wisdom of Jesus Cof Jesus Christ was hrist wahrist was probabwas probably writtenly written to non-Ch to non-Christian Gnristian Gnostics to ostics to encourage encourage them to acthem to accept Chriscept Chrcept Christ as Christ as the ultimathe ultimate Revealete Revealer of Gnosir of Gnosis. While as. While an Egyptiann Egyptian provenanc provenance has genee has general acceptrgenegeneral acgeneral acceptance, ceptance, the text hthe text has been wias been widely dateddely dated from the  from the late 1st tlate 1st to the earlo the early 4th centy 4y 4th centur4th century y C.E.C.E.C.E.

A Nag Hammadi tractate commonly known as the Sophia of Jesus Christ. It 
contains a revelation dialogue between Jesus and his disciples (the Twelve and 
seven women) set on a Galilean mountain after the Resurrection. Together with 
Eugnostos the Blessed, a non-Christian revelation dialogue cast in the form of a 
letter (and the major source of this tractate), it provides a dramatic example of 
how ancient texts were revised for new purposes. The Wisdom of Jesus Christ 
was probably written to non-Christian Gnostics to encourage them to accept 
Christ as the ultimate Revealer of Gnosis. While an Egyptian provenance has 
general acceptance, the text has been widely dated from the late 1st to the early 
4th century C.E.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. M. ParrD. M. Parrott, ed., ott, ed., Nag HammadNag Hammadi Codices i Codices III,3–4 anIII,3–4 and V,1.d V,1. NHS 27 (L NHS NHS 27 (LeNHS 27 (Leiden, 1991iden, 1991).).).

Bibliography. D. M. Parrott, ed., Nag Hammadi Codices III,3–4 and V,1. 
NHS 27 (Leiden, 1991).
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JETHERJETHER (Heb.  (Heb. yet�eryet�er) (also IT) (also ITHRA)HRA)HRA)

JETHER (Heb. yet�er ) (also ITHRA)

�1.1. The first The firstborn son oborn son of Gideon (f Gideon (Judg. 8:20Judg. 8:20). His fat). His father ordereher ordered him to kd him to kill the Miill theill the Midianthe Midianites Zebahites Zebah and Zalmu and Zalmunna as vennna as vengeance, bugeance, but the youtt the youthful Jethehful Jether was afrar was afraid to compiafraafraid to afraid to comply.comply.comply.

1. The firstborn son of Gideon (Judg. 8:20). His father ordered him to kill 
the Midianites Zebah and Zalmunna as vengeance, but the youthful Jether was 
afraid to comply.

�2.2. The fathe The father of Absalr of Absalom’s commaom’s commander Amasander Amasa (1 Kgs. 2 (1 Kgs. 2:5, 32), a:5, 32), an Ishmaelin Ishmaelite (1 Chr.te (te (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:17). At 2 17). At 2 Sam. 17:25Sam. 17:25 he is cal he is called Ithra led Ithra “the Ishma“the Ishmaelite” (MTelite” (MT “Israelit “Israelite”; so NRSe”; soe”; so NRSV mgso NRSV mg).).).

2. The father of Absalom’s commander Amasa (1 Kgs. 2:5, 32), an Ishmaelite 
(1 Chr. 2:17). At 2 Sam. 17:25 he is called Ithra “the Ishmaelite” (MT “Israelite”; 
so NRSV mg).

�3.3. A son of  A son of Jada and dJada and descendant escendant of Jerahmeof Jerahmeel (1 Chr.el (1 Chr. 2:32). He 2:32). He died chil died childless.dless.chilchildless.childless.

3. A son of Jada and descendant of Jerahmeel (1 Chr. 2:32). He died 
childless.

�4.4. A son of  A son of Ezrah, froEzrah, from the tribm the tribe of Judahe of Judah (1 Chr. 4 (1 Chr. 4:17).:17).:17).

4. A son of Ezrah, from the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 4:17).

�5.5. An Asheri An Asherite (1 Chr.te (1 Chr. 7:38), ap 7:38), apparently iparently identical tdentical to Ithran to Ithran the son of he son of Zophah in ZophahZophah in Zophah in v. 37.v. 37.

5. An Asherite (1 Chr. 7:38), apparently identical to Ithran the son of 



Zophah in v. 37.

JETHETHJETHETH (Heb.  (Heb. yeït�eät�yeït�eät�)))

JETHETH (Heb. yeït�eät� )

A descendaA descendant of Esaunt of Esau; a chief ; a chief and eponymand eponymous ancestous ancestor of an Eor of an Edomite cladomite clan (Gen. 36n (Gen. 36n (Gen. 36:40; 1 C36:40; 1 Chr. 1:51).hr. 1:51). Jether or Jether or Ithran ma Ithran may be the iy be the intended fontended form.rm.

A descendant of Esau; a chief and eponymous ancestor of an Edomite clan (Gen. 
36:40; 1 Chr. 1:51). Jether or Ithran may be the intended form.

JETHROJETHRO (Heb.  (Heb. yit�ro®yit�ro®)))

JETHRO (Heb. yit�ro® )

A priest iA priest in Midian an Midian and father-nd father-in-law of in-law of Moses (ExoMoses (Exod. 3:1; 4:d. 3:1; 4:18). Durin18). During his fligg his flight from Eght froht from Egyptfrom Egypt Moses too Moses took refuge wk refuge with Jethroith Jethro in Midian in Midian. Upon hea. Upon hearing that ring that Moses had Moses hadMoses had defendhad defended his daued his daughter Zippghter Zipporah at thorah at the well, Jee well, Jethro invitthro invited Moses ied Moses into his honto his household anushohousehold household and gave hand gave him his dauim his daughter as aghter as a wife (Exo wife (Exod. 2:15-21d. 2:15-21).).).

A priest in Midian and father-in-law of Moses (Exod. 3:1; 4:18). During his flight 
from Egypt Moses took refuge with Jethro in Midian. Upon hearing that Moses 
had defended his daughter Zipporah at the well, Jethro invited Moses into his 
household and gave him his daughter as a wife (Exod. 2:15-21).

�Jethro is Jethro is also knownalso known in the OT in the OT by the re by the related formlated form Jether (E Jether (Exod. 4:18 xod. 4:18 MT), and aMT), anMT), and as Reuand as Reuel (2:18) el (2:18) and Hobab and Hobab (Judg. 4:1(Judg. 4:11). The co1). The connection wnnection with the naith the names Reuel mes Reuel mes Reuel and Reuel and Hobab is uHobab is unclear (cfnclear (cf. Num. 10:. Num. 10:29). Schol29). Scholars are diars are divided as tvided as to whether o whether Hobab was HHobab was Hobab was the son ofthe son of Moses’ fa Moses’ father-in-lather-in-law, or if Rw, or if Reuel was teuel was the father he father of Moses’ of Moses’ father-in-fatfather-in-father-in-law. Sourclaw. Source theory ae theory attributes ttributes Jethro to Jethro to E and ReueE and Reuel/Hobab tol/Hobab to J. Other  J. Other scholars ascscholars ascholars attempt to ttempt to distinguisdistinguish three dih three different pefferent people, try ople, try to establito establish differesh different tribal nt tribnt tribal namtribal names or titles or titles for eaces for each individuh individual, or intal, or interpret Reuerpret Reuel as a clel as a clan name foan name for both Reur bothr both Reuelboth Reuel and Hobab and Hobab...

Jethro is also known in the OT by the related form Jether (Exod. 4:18 MT), 
and as Reuel (2:18) and Hobab (Judg. 4:11). The connection with the names 
Reuel and Hobab is unclear (cf. Num. 10:29). Scholars are divided as to whether 
Hobab was the son of Moses’ father-in-law, or if Reuel was the father of Moses’ 
father-in-law. Source theory attributes Jethro to E and Reuel/Hobab to J. Other 
scholars attempt to distinguish three different people, try to establish different 
tribal names or titles for each individual, or interpret Reuel as a clan name for 
both Reuel and Hobab.

�It is unclIt is unclear which ear which god Jethrogod Jethro served at served at Midian. S Midian. Some scholaome scholars contendrs contend that Yahw that Y that Yahweh wasYahweh was unknown t unknown to Israel po Israel prior to Morior to Moses’ encouses’ encounter with nter with the burninthe burning bush on g bush og bush on the mouon the mountain of Gntain of God in Midiod in Midian (cf. Exan (cf. Exod. 6:3) aod. 6:3) and that Jend that Jethro thus thro thus introducedintroduced the worsh th the worshithe worship of Yahwep of Yahweh to Israeh to Israel; Exod. 1l; Exod. 18 is inter8 is interpreted as preted as the initiathe initiation of Aation of Aaron and thron AaAaron and Aaron and the eldersthe elders into the  into the cult. It icult. It is further s further postulatedpostulated that, giv that, given the laten the later antagoner antaer antagonismantagonism between M between Midian and idian and Israel, thIsrael, the text wase text was revised t revised to disassoco disassociate Yahweiate Yahweiate Yahweh froYahweh from Midian. m Midian. However, tHowever, the majorithe majority of Jewisy of Jewish and Chrih and Christian tradstian tradition and ition and ition and scholaand scholarship seesrship sees Jethro as Jethro as a convert a convert to Yahwis to Yahwism (cf. Exom (cf. Exod. 18:11),d. 18:11), although  although the naturethethe naturethe nature of his co of his conversion inversion is debated.s debated.

It is unclear which god Jethro served at Midian. Some scholars contend that 
Yahweh was unknown to Israel prior to Moses’ encounter with the burning bush 
on the mountain of God in Midian (cf. Exod. 6:3) and that Jethro thus introduced 
the worship of Yahweh to Israel; Exod. 18 is interpreted as the initiation of 
Aaron and the elders into the cult. It is further postulated that, given the later 
antagonism between Midian and Israel, the text was revised to disassociate 
Yahweh from Midian. However, the majority of Jewish and Christian tradition 
and scholarship sees Jethro as a convert to Yahwism (cf. Exod. 18:11), although 
the nature of his conversion is debated.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. F. AlbrW. F. Albright, “Jetight, “Jethro, Hobabhro, Hobab and Reuel and Reuel in Early  in Early Hebrew TraHebrew TrHebrew Tradition,Tradition,” ” CBQCBQ 25 (1963) 25 (1963): 1–11; B.: 1–11; B. Mazar, “T Mazar, “The Sanctuahe Sanctuary of Aradry of Arad and the F and the Family of HamilyFFamily of Family of Hobab the Hobab the Kenite,” Kenite,” JNESJNES 24 (1965) 24 (1965): 297–303.: 297–303.

Bibliography. W. F. Albright, “Jethro, Hobab and Reuel in Early Hebrew 
Tradition,” CBQ 25 (1963): 1–11; B. Mazar, “The Sanctuary of Arad and the 
Family of Hobab the Kenite,” JNES 24 (1965): 297–303.
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JETURJETUR (Heb.  (Heb. yeït�u®ryeït�u®r)))

JETUR (Heb. yeït�u®r )

A son of IA son of Ishmael (Geshmael (Gen. 25:15 =n. 25:15 = 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:31). He wa31). He was eponymous eponymous ancestors ancestor of the It of the It of the Ituraeans,Ituraeans, one of th one of the peoples e peoples against whagainst whom the Traom the Transjordaniansjordanian tribes on tribes of Israel mf Israel made war (1admmade war (made war (1 Chr. 5:11 Chr. 5:19; cf. LXX9; cf. LXX).).

A son of Ishmael (Gen. 25:15 = 1 Chr. 1:31). He was eponymous ancestor of the 
Ituraeans, one of the peoples against whom the Transjordanian tribes of Israel 
made war (1 Chr. 5:19; cf. LXX).

JEUELJEUEL (Heb.  (Heb. yeï{u®}eälyeï{u®}eäl)))

JEUEL (Heb. yeï{u®}eäl)

�1.1. The head  The head of a fatheof a father’s house r’s house of Zerah oof Zerah of the tribf the tribe of Judahe of Judah; a clan l; a clan listed amonisted amisted among the among the returning returning exiles whoexiles who settled i settled in Jerusalen Jerusalem (1 Chr. m (1 Chr. 9:6).9:6).9:6).

1. The head of a father’s house of Zerah of the tribe of Judah; a clan listed 



among the returning exiles who settled in Jerusalem (1 Chr. 9:6).

�2.2. A Levite  A Levite of the sonof the sons of Elizas of Elizaphan; one phan; one of 14 who of 14 who cleansed tcleansed the temple he temple during Hezdurinduring Hezduring Hezekiah’s reekiah’s renewal (2 Cnewal (2 Chr. 29:13;hr. 29:13; probably  probably to be readto be read Jeiel, fo Jeiel, following llowing QQ).).).

2. A Levite of the sons of Elizaphan; one of 14 who cleansed the temple 
during Hezekiah’s renewal (2 Chr. 29:13; probably to be read Jeiel, following Q).

�3.3. A son of  A son of Adonikam, Adonikam, named amonnamed among those acg those accompanyingcompanying Ezra to J Ezra to Jerusalem (erusalem (erusalem (Ezra 8:13(Ezra 8:13; 1 Esdr. ; 1 Esdr. 8:39). The8:39). The name shou name should probablld probably be read y be read Jeiel, folJeiel, following LXXlowing LXX and most  an and most Mand most MSS.SS.

3. A son of Adonikam, named among those accompanying Ezra to Jerusalem 
(Ezra 8:13; 1 Esdr. 8:39). The name should probably be read Jeiel, following LXX 
and most MSS.

JEUSHJEUSH (Heb.  (Heb. yeï{u®sûyeï{u®sû)))

JEUSH (Heb. yeï{u®sû)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Esau and OEsau and Oholibamah;holibamah; an Edomit an Edomite chief (Ge chief (Gen. 36:5, en. 36:5, 14 [14 [K K yeï{iîsûyeï{iîsyeï{iîsûyeï{iîsû], 18; 1 C], 18; 1 Chr. 1:35).hr. 1:35).

1. A son of Esau and Oholibamah; an Edomite chief (Gen. 36:5, 14 [K 
yeï{iîsû], 18; 1 Chr. 1:35).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Bilhan, a Bilhan, a “mighty wa“mighty warrior” frorrior” from the tribm the tribe of Benjae of Benjamin (1 Chrmin (1 Chr. 7:10; . 7:10. 7:10; 7:10; K K yeï{iîsûyeï{iîsû).).).

2. A son of Bilhan, a “mighty warrior” from the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr. 
7:10; K yeï{iîsû).

�3.3. A Benjami A Benjaminite, the nite, the second sonsecond son of Eshek  of Eshek and descenand descendant of Sadant of Saul (1 Chr.ul (1 Chr. 8:39). 8:3 8:39).8:39).8:39).

3. A Benjaminite, the second son of Eshek and descendant of Saul (1 Chr. 
8:39).

�4.4. A Gershon A Gershonite Leviteite Levite, the son , the son of Shimei of Shimei (1 Chr. 23(1 Chr. 23:10). Beca:10). Because he haduse he had only a fe only only a fewonly a few sons, his sons, his family wa family was reckoneds reckoned with that with that of Beriah of Beriah as one fa as one father’s houther’s house (1 Chr.se (se (1 Chr. 23(1 Chr. 23:11).:11).:11).

4. A Gershonite Levite, the son of Shimei (1 Chr. 23:10). Because he had 
only a few sons, his family was reckoned with that of Beriah as one father’s house 
(1 Chr. 23:11).

�5.5. A son of  A son of Rehoboam aRehoboam and Mahalatnd Mahalath (2 Chr. h (2 Chr. 11:19).11:19).

5. A son of Rehoboam and Mahalath (2 Chr. 11:19).

JEUZJEUZ (Heb.  (Heb. yeï{u®s�yeï{u®s�)))

JEUZ (Heb. yeï{u®s� )

A son of SA son of Shaharaim; haharaim; head of a head of a BenjaminitBenjaminite father’se father’s house (1  house (1 Chr. 8:10)Chr. 8:10)..

A son of Shaharaim; head of a Benjaminite father’s house (1 Chr. 8:10).

JEWELRYJEWELRYJEWELRY

JEWELRY

In the BibIn the Bible, adornmle, adornments are ments are more often ore often described described as individas individual piecesual pieces than refe than referred to correrefereferred treferred to collectio collectively. Isa.vely. Isa. 3:18-23 i 3:18-23 is a catalos a catalogue of jewgue of jewelry incluelry including ankleding anklets, headbats, headts, headbands,headbands, crescents crescents, pendants, pendants, bracelet, bracelets, armletss, armlets, amulets,, amulets, signet ri signet rings and nongs and nose rings, se rse rings, as rings, as well as otwell as other items her items broadly clbroadly classed as oassed as ornamentatirnamentation. Addition. Additional pieceonal pieces include s incs include neinclude necklaces (Ccklaces (Cant. 4:9),ant. 4:9), rings (Ho rings (Hos. 2:13[MTs. 2:13[MT 15]), ear 15]), earrings (Judrings (Judg. 8:25), g. 8:25), chains (Ezchainschains (Ezchains (Ezek. 16:11)ek. 16:11), and bead, and beads (Num. 31s (Num. 31:50). Most:50). Most of these  of these have been have been found in tfound in the archaeohetthe archaethe archaeological rological record, thoecord, though the beugh the beads and peads and pendants thandants that compriset comprised necklaced necklaced necklaces necklaces and braceland bracelets are moets are most common.st common. In biblic In biblical citatioal citations, jewelrns, jewelry was usuay was usually made ollyusuausually mausually made of goldde of gold, silver, , silver, and bronzeand bronze. In the a. In the archaeologirchaeological recordcal record, however,, however, materials ma materials materials are much mare much more diversore diverse. Copper e. Copper and bronzeand bronze are more  are more common thacommon than either gn eithn either goleither gold or silved or silver, and glar, and glass, faiencss, faience, precioue, precious and semis and semi-precious -precious stones, shstones, shell, seedsell, seell, seeds, bonseeds, bone, and ivoe, and ivory were alry were also fashionso fashioned into jeed into jewelry. Morwelry. More finely we finely worked and orked and rarer materrarer materarer materials are rials are associatedassociated with the  with the elites, whelites, while the leile the less wealthyss wealthy apparentl apparently used they usey used the cused the cheaper medheaper mediums as suiums as substitutes bstitutes for the mofor the more expensire expensive originave originals — e.g.,ls — e.g., blue glas b blue glassblue glass to imitat to imitate lapis lae lapis lazuli.zuli.zuli.

In the Bible, adornments are more often described as individual pieces than 
referred to collectively. Isa. 3:18-23 is a catalogue of jewelry including anklets, 
headbands, crescents, pendants, bracelets, armlets, amulets, signet rings and nose 
rings, as well as other items broadly classed as ornamentation. Additional pieces 
include necklaces (Cant. 4:9), rings (Hos. 2:13[MT 15]), earrings (Judg. 8:25), 
chains (Ezek. 16:11), and beads (Num. 31:50). Most of these have been found in 
the archaeological record, though the beads and pendants that comprised 
necklaces and bracelets are most common. In biblical citations, jewelry was 
usually made of gold, silver, and bronze. In the archaeological record, however, 
materials are much more diverse. Copper and bronze are more common than 
either gold or silver, and glass, faience, precious and semi-precious stones, shell, 
seeds, bone, and ivory were also fashioned into jewelry. More finely worked and 
rarer materials are associated with the elites, while the less wealthy apparently 
used the cheaper mediums as substitutes for the more expensive originals — e.g., 
blue glass to imitate lapis lazuli.

�Evidence fEvidence for the proor the production ofduction of jewelry c jewelry comes from omes from figurativefigurative remains,  remains, tools, andtools, atools, and the piand the pieces of jeeces of jewelry themwelry themselves. Exselves. Exod. 35:30-od. 35:30-33 states 33 states that God gthat God gave memberave membeave members ofmembers of the tribe the tribe of Judah  of Judah the skillsthe skills of gold-, of gold-, silver-,  silver-, and bronzeand bronze-working a-working and of stonnd ond of stone-sof stone-setting, anetting, and scholarsd scholars have some have sometimes attrtimes attributed theibuted the arrival o arrival of iron-worf iron-working to thkiniron-woriron-workiiron-working to the ng to the IsraelitesIsraelites. However,. However, these tec these technologies hnologies are also care also common in oommon in other regiotoother regiother regions and peons and periods. Theriods. The retrieval retrieval and worki and working of raw ng of raw materials materials and the fiand the finished pronisfifinished pfinished products arroducts are displayee displayed in the Od in the Old Kingdomld Kingdom mastaba o mastaba of Mererukaf Mereruka at  at Saqqa®raSaqqSaqqa®raSaqqa®ra in Egypt, in Egypt, and an 18 and an 18th-centuryth-century  B.C.E.B.C.E. sealed ja sealed jar at Larsar at Larsa in Mesopo in Mesopotamia heldtamiaMesopoMesopotamiMesopotamia held thea held the tools, sc tools, scrap, and mrap, and metals of aetals of a jeweler.  jeweler. In additioIn addition, traces n, traces of flax fiof flof flax fiberflax fibers used to s used to hang beadshang beads and penda and pendants have bnts have been found een found within thewithin their stringiir stringing holes. ng stringistringing stringing holes. Ancholes. Ancient metalient metal-workers w-workers were familiere familiar with maar with manipulatingnipulating pure ores pure ores and with  a and with aand with alloying dilloying different elfferent elements to ements to produce thproduce the desired e desired outcome. Toutcome. The resultshe results are heter a are heteroare heterogeneous ingeneous in form; hun form; hundreds of bdreds of beads had aeads had already beelready been classifin classified in the ed in the 1920s. Mol191920s. Mol1920s. Molds for mands for many of thesey of these shapes ha shapes have been fove been found in Palund in Palestine.estine.estine.

Evidence for the production of jewelry comes from figurative remains, tools, 
and the pieces of jewelry themselves. Exod. 35:30-33 states that God gave 



members of the tribe of Judah the skills of gold-, silver-, and bronze-working and 
of stone-setting, and scholars have sometimes attributed the arrival of 
iron-working to the Israelites. However, these technologies are also common in 
other regions and periods. The retrieval and working of raw materials and the 
finished products are displayed in the Old Kingdom mastaba of Mereruka at 
Saqqa®ra in Egypt, and an 18th-century B.C.E. sealed jar at Larsa in 
Mesopotamia held the tools, scrap, and metals of a jeweler. In addition, traces of 
flax fibers used to hang beads and pendants have been found within their 
stringing holes. Ancient metal-workers were familiar with manipulating pure ores 
and with alloying different elements to produce the desired outcome. The results 
are heterogeneous in form; hundreds of beads had already been classified in the 
1920s. Molds for many of these shapes have been found in Palestine.

�In biblicaIn biblical referencl references, jewelres, jewelry is consiy is considered valudered valuable. Precable. Precious stoneious stones and piecs and piecs and pieces of pieces of jewelry arjewelry are given toe given to brides by brides by the groom the groom and his r and his representatepresentatives (Gen.ives (Gen. 24:22), b 2 24:22), br24:22), brought as gought as gifts to shifts to shrines (Numrines (Num. 31:50) a. 31:50) and kings (nd kings (1 Kgs. 10:1 Kgs. 10:10), and a10), and are part ofre pare part of anpart of an inheritan inheritance (2 Chr.ce (2 Chr. 21:3). Je 21:3). Jewels are swels are stored in ttored in the royal the royal treasury (2reasury (2 Chr. 32:2 Chr Chr. 32:27Chr. 32:27), “precio), “precious things”us things” are taken are taken as spoils as spoils of war (2 of war (20:25), and0:25), and jewelry m jewelry may even haay eay even have even have been givenbeen given as tribut as tribute (cf. rele (cf. reliefs in Asiefs in Assurbanipalsurbanipal’s palace)’s palace). Archaeol. Archaeological eviogicalArchaeolArchaeologArchaeological evideical evidence corrobnce corroborates jeworates jewelry’s worelry’s worth since ith since it is oftent is often found bur found buried in hoaieburburied in buried in hoards undhoards under floors.er floors. This valu This value is connee is connected both cted both with the wwith the workmanshiporkmanshipwworkmanshiworkmanship involvedp involved in produc in producing intricing intricate jewelrate jewelry and withy and with the cost  the cost of the matof the materials useematmaterials materials used. Manyused. Many are obtai are obtained from lned from long distanong distances and thces and therefore jeerefore jewelry can welry can illuminateillilluminateilluminate networks  networks of communiof communication andcation and trade (cf trade (cf. Ezek. 27. Ezek. 27:22): Medi:22): Mediterranean terranean shells aresshells areshells are found far found far inland, w inland, while the lhile the lapis lazulapis lazuli of Afghai of Afghanistan andnistan and the gold  the gold of sub-Sahof sub-Sof sub-Saharasub-Saharan Africa wn Africa were prizedere prized in Mesopo in Mesopotamia, thetamia, the Levant, a Levant, and Egypt. nd Egypt. Designs thDesigns that originaaththat origithat originated in onated in one area wene area were also wire also widespread edespread especially specially in the Latin the Late Bronze Ae Bronze Age when ingeAAge when iAge when internationnternationalism causalism caused similared similar styles th styles throughout troughout the easternhe eastern Mediterra Mediterranean.nMediterraMediterranMediterranean.ean.ean.

In biblical references, jewelry is considered valuable. Precious stones and 
pieces of jewelry are given to brides by the groom and his representatives (Gen. 
24:22), brought as gifts to shrines (Num. 31:50) and kings (1 Kgs. 10:10), and are 
part of an inheritance (2 Chr. 21:3). Jewels are stored in the royal treasury (2 
Chr. 32:27), “precious things” are taken as spoils of war (20:25), and jewelry may 
even have been given as tribute (cf. reliefs in Assurbanipal’s palace). 
Archaeological evidence corroborates jewelry’s worth since it is often found 
buried in hoards under floors. This value is connected both with the 
workmanship involved in producing intricate jewelry and with the cost of the 
materials used. Many are obtained from long distances and therefore jewelry can 
illuminate networks of communication and trade (cf. Ezek. 27:22): Mediterranean 
shells are found far inland, while the lapis lazuli of Afghanistan and the gold of 
sub-Saharan Africa were prized in Mesopotamia, the Levant, and Egypt. Designs 
that originated in one area were also widespread especially in the Late Bronze 
Age when internationalism caused similar styles throughout the eastern 
Mediterranean.

�Though difThough different typferent types of jewees of jewelry were ulry were utilized bytilized by different different social cl social classes, bibasses, biblical refelbibbiblical rbiblical references eferences to jewelryto jewelry of precio of precious metals us metals and stonesand stones are assoc are associated withiated with the nobil the the nobilithe nobility and royty and royalty, whilalty, while specifice specific items wer items were indicatie indicative of rankve of rank: e.g., fo: e.g., for royalty,r royaltr royalty, troyalty, the armlet he armlet (2 Sam. 1:(2 Sam. 1:10); for p10); for priesthood,riesthood, the ephod the ephod and breas and breastplate (Extplate (Exod. 28:6-3od.(Ex(Exod. 28:(Exod. 28:6-30); for6-30); for official  official power, thepower, the signet ri signet ring (Gen. 4ng (Gen. 41:41-42). 1:41-42). The connecThe connection betwetionconnecconnectionconnection between j between jewelry andewelry and social st social status and patus and power is reower is reflected inflected in the locat the locations of diiolocatlocations locations of differeof different types int types in the archn the archaeologicalaeological record. A record. An analysisn analysis of LB pen of LB pendants, e.gdantspenpendants, pendants, e.g., has e.g., has shown thatshown that differing differing classes a classes are found are found according tccording to temple, o temple, burial, anburiaburial, anburial, and residentd residential contexial contexts at sitets at sites such as s such as Megiddo anMegiddo and Tel Kitad Tel Kitan (2043.22n (2043.2270). Of pa70).(2043.22(2043.2270(2043.2270). Of part). Of particular noticular note in termse in terms of religi of religious influeous influence are thnce are the amulets e amulets and Astartand and Astartand Astarte pendantse pendants worn arou worn around the necnd the neck and waisk and waist and thout and thought to havght to have fertilite fertility powers, yfertilitfertility fertility powers, anpowers, and the assod the association ofciation of crescents crescents, stars, a, stars, and other snd other solar imageolar images with Bros withs with Bronzwith Bronze and Irone and Iron Age culti Age cultic practicec practices.s.s.

Though different types of jewelry were utilized by different social classes, 
biblical references to jewelry of precious metals and stones are associated with 
the nobility and royalty, while specific items were indicative of rank: e.g., for 
royalty, the armlet (2 Sam. 1:10); for priesthood, the ephod and breastplate 
(Exod. 28:6-30); for official power, the signet ring (Gen. 41:41-42). The 
connection between jewelry and social status and power is reflected in the 
locations of different types in the archaeological record. An analysis of LB 
pendants, e.g., has shown that differing classes are found according to temple, 
burial, and residential contexts at sites such as Megiddo and Tel Kitan 
(2043.2270). Of particular note in terms of religious influence are the amulets 
and Astarte pendants worn around the neck and waist and thought to have 
fertility powers, and the association of crescents, stars, and other solar images 



with Bronze and Iron Age cultic practices.

�Jewelry isJewelry is also used also used metaphori metaphorically to dcally to describe thescribe things of vaings of value and imlue and importance. portanceimimportanceimportance. Israel’s. Israel’s people ar people are describee described as “sacrd as “sacred stones ed stones . . . wort. . . worth their weh their weight in fiightweweight in weight in fine gold”fine gold” (Lam. 4:1 (Lam. 4:1-2) at the-2) at the time of t time of the final she final siege of Jeiege of Jerusalem. Srusalem. Similarly, imilarlySSimilarly,Similarly, the 12 st the 12 stones of thones of the priest’se priest’s ephod — a ephod — all of whicll of which were saih were said to have d to have been in Edbeenbeen in Edbeen in Eden (Ezek. en (Ezek. 28:13) — r28:13) — representedepresented the tribe the tribes of Israes of Israel (Exod. 2l (Exod. 28:17-21). 8:17-21). Articles oArArticles oArticles of jewelry f jewelry are given are given by God to by God to Israel, coIsrael, compared to mpared to an adulteran adulterous wife (ous wife (Ezek. 16:1Eze((Ezek. 16:(Ezek. 16:11-12). Je11-12). Jewels are awels are also metaphlso metaphors for beors for beauty (Cantauty (Cant. 5:14; 7:. 5:14; 7:1). The va1). The value of jewlue vavalue of jvalue of jewels is newels is not limitleot limitless, howevess, however: though r: though knowledge knowledge is like a is like a jewel (Projewel (Prov. 20:15),v. 20v. 20:15), re20:15), real wisdom al wisdom is consideis considered to be red to be even more even more precious (precious (3:13–15; 83:13–15; 8:11).:11).:11).

Jewelry is also used metaphorically to describe things of value and 
importance. Israel’s people are described as “sacred stones . . . worth their 
weight in fine gold” (Lam. 4:1-2) at the time of the final siege of Jerusalem. 
Similarly, the 12 stones of the priest’s ephod — all of which were said to have 
been in Eden (Ezek. 28:13) — represented the tribes of Israel (Exod. 28:17-21). 
Articles of jewelry are given by God to Israel, compared to an adulterous wife 
(Ezek. 16:11-12). Jewels are also metaphors for beauty (Cant. 5:14; 7:1). The 
value of jewels is not limitless, however: though knowledge is like a jewel (Prov. 
20:15), real wisdom is considered to be even more precious (3:13–15; 8:11).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. C. BeckH. C. Beck, “Classif, “Classification anication and Nomenclad Nomenclature of Beture of Beads and Peads and Peads and Pendants,”Pendants,”  ArchaeologArchaeologiaia 77 (1927) 77 (1927); P. E. Mc; P. E. McGovern, Govern, Late BronzLate Bronze Palestine Palestinian Pendanian Pendants.ts.PendanPendants.Pendants. JSOT/ASOR JSOT/ASORMS 1 (ShefMS 1 (Sheffield, 198field, 1986); K. R. 6); K. R. Maxwell-HyMaxwell-Hyslop, slop, Western AsWestern Asiatic Jeweiatic AsAsiatic JeAsiatic Jewellery c.wellery c. 3000–612 3000–612  B.C.B.C. (London,  (London, 1971); J. 1971); J. Ogden, Ogden, Ancient JeAncient Jewellerywellery (Berkeley (Berkel (Berkeley,(Berkeley, 1992); E. 1992); E. E. Platt, E. Platt, “Jewelry  “Jewelry of Bible Tof Bible Times and times and the Cataloghe Catalog of Isa 3: of Isa 3:18-23,” 18-233:3:18-23,” 3:18-23,” AUSSAUSS 17 (1979) 17 (1979): 71–84, 1: 71–84, 189–201.89–201.89–201.
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JEWISH CHRISTIANS

The originThe original core ofal core of a reform  a reform movement wmovement within Judaithin Judaism that lism that later emergater emerged as a seed as a separate relpseseparate rseparate religion kneligion known as Chrown as Christianity.istianity. Owing to  Owing to the dynamithe dynamics and chacs and changes withinges within this pronwithiwithin thiwithin this process,s process, scholarsh scholarship has strip has struggled to uggled to find a hisfind a historically torically acceptableacceptable definitio definit definitiondefinition of Jewish of Jewish Christian Christianity. At onity. At one extreme,e extreme, some have some have focused o focused on all sortn all sorts of earlys os of early Cof early Christian thristian thought exphought expressed in ressed in forms borrforms borrowed from owed from Judaism (JJudaism (Jean Daniélean Daniéean Daniélou).Daniélou). At the ot At the other extremher extreme, some hae, some have preferrve preferred to use ed to use “Jewish Ch“Jewish Christian” oristian” oristian” only for tonly for the movemenhe movement’s radicat’s radical wing thal wing that refused t refused to accept to accept Gentile ChGentile Christians (ristians (Hans JoachHa((Hans Joac(Hans Joachim Schoephim Schoeps). The fos). The following dellowing definition afinition allows roomllows room for diver for diversity and dsity and developmentevddevelopmendevelopment.t.t.

The original core of a reform movement within Judaism that later emerged as a 
separate religion known as Christianity. Owing to the dynamics and changes 
within this process, scholarship has struggled to find a historically acceptable 
definition of Jewish Christianity. At one extreme, some have focused on all sorts 
of early Christian thought expressed in forms borrowed from Judaism (Jean 
Daniélou). At the other extreme, some have preferred to use “Jewish Christian” 
only for the movement’s radical wing that refused to accept Gentile Christians 
(Hans Joachim Schoeps). The following definition allows room for diversity and 
development.

�“Earliest “Earliest Jewish ChrJewish Christianity”istianity” is equiva is equivalent to thlent to the body of e body of Jews who sJews who soon confesoon confoon confessed confessed Jesus as aJesus as a venerable venerable person or person or as the me as the messiah and ssiah and thus to althus to all of earlil of earliest Christest Cest ChristianiChristianity. Earliety. Earliest Christist Christianity contanity contained variained various underdous underdeveloped peveloped points of voints of view on theiew vview on thview on the precise e precise nature of nature of ChristianiChristianity.ty.ty.

“Earliest Jewish Christianity” is equivalent to the body of Jews who soon 
confessed Jesus as a venerable person or as the messiah and thus to all of earliest 
Christianity. Earliest Christianity contained various underdeveloped points of 
view on the precise nature of Christianity.

�“Early Jew“Early Jewish Christish Christianity” stianity” stands for bands for but one devut one development oelopment out of earlut of earliest Chrisiest Chriest ChristianiChristianity. Its chty. Its characteristaracteristics are: (ics are: (1) confess1) confession of Chrion of Christ; (2) Jist; (2) Jewish obseewish observance (whrvance obseobservanceobservance (when rel (when relevant, to evant, to a degree ta degree that separahat separated it froted it from the evolm the evolving Greatving Great Church, p C Church, paChurch, particularlyrticularly including including one or mo one or more of the re of the following following elements: elements: observanceobservance of the sa o of the sabof the sabbath, obsebath, observance of rvance of the Jewishthe Jewish calendar, calendar, observanc observance of the ce of the commands reommands reommands regarding regarding sexual pursexual purity, obserity, observance of cvance of circumcisioircumcision, and attn, and attendance atendance at a synagog a synagogue); and (uesynagogsynagogue)synagogue); and (3) ; and (3) some sort some sort of direct of direct genetic regenetic relationshiplationship to earlie to earliest Jewish st Jewish ChristianiChriChristianiChristianity.ty.ty.

“Early Jewish Christianity” stands for but one development out of earliest 
Christianity. Its characteristics are: (1) confession of Christ; (2) Jewish 
observance (when relevant, to a degree that separated it from the evolving Great 
Church, particularly including one or more of the following elements: observance 
of the sabbath, observance of the Jewish calendar, observance of the commands 



regarding sexual purity, observance of circumcision, and attendance at a 
synagogue); and (3) some sort of direct genetic relationship to earliest Jewish 
Christianity.

�Part of thPart of the problem e problem in defininin defining early Jeg early Jewish Chriswish Christianity istianity is that, as  that, as is evidentis evident from Paul fr from Paul’from Paul’s letters,s letters, the early the early Christian Christians did not s did not universalluniversally adopt a y adopt a single namsingle name for theme fore for themsefor themselves. One lves. One of the morof the more widespree widespread names wad names was Nazoreaas Nazoreans (“obserns (“observers”). Thvers”).(“obser(“observer(“observers”). This s”). This designatiodesignation was presn was preserved amonerved among the Jewig the Jewish Christish Christians, and ians, and indeed amonndiindeed amoindeed among all Arang all Aramaic Chrismaic Christians, fortians, for a long pe a long period. Otheriod. Other self-desr self-designations ignations for the Jeforfor the Jefor the Jewish Chriswish Christians weretians were Ebionites Ebionites (“the poo (“the poor”) and Sar”) and Sampsaeans (mpsaeans (“servants “servants [of God]”)[[of God]”)[of God]”)..

Part of the problem in defining early Jewish Christianity is that, as is evident 
from Paul’s letters, the early Christians did not universally adopt a single name 
for themselves. One of the more widespread names was Nazoreans 
(“observers”). This designation was preserved among the Jewish Christians, and 
indeed among all Aramaic Christians, for a long period. Other self-designations 
for the Jewish Christians were Ebionites (“the poor”) and Sampsaeans (“servants 
[of God]”).

SourcesSources

Sources

Paul’s letPaul’s letters are tters are the most imhe most important soportant source for turce for the earlieshe earliest history t history of Jewish of Jewish ChristianiChriChristianiChristianity. No Jewty. No Jewish Christish Christian writinian writing has beeng has been preserved preserved intact. W intact. While thus hile thus none of thnonone of thnone of the writingse writings of the NT of the NT are Jewis are Jewish Christiah Christian in theirn in their present f present form, Jewisorm, Jewish Christiah Ch Christian Christian sources wesources were used inre used in Matthew,  Matthew, and a stagand a stage of Q muse of Q must be seen t be seen as Jewish as Jewish as Jewish ChrJewish Christian. Maistian. Mark also hark also has used tras used traditions ulditions ultimately dtimately deriving freriving from Jewish om Jewish ChristianiChrChristianiChristianity. Acts, ty. Acts, however, showever, should be uhould be used with msed with much greateuch greater caution r caution than has bthan has been usual ebbeen usualbeen usual in NT and in NT and early Chr early Christian stuistian studies.dies.dies.

Paul’s letters are the most important source for the earliest history of Jewish 
Christianity. No Jewish Christian writing has been preserved intact. While thus 
none of the writings of the NT are Jewish Christian in their present form, Jewish 
Christian sources were used in Matthew, and a stage of Q must be seen as 
Jewish Christian. Mark also has used traditions ultimately deriving from Jewish 
Christianity. Acts, however, should be used with much greater caution than has 
been usual in NT and early Christian studies.

�Outside thOutside the NT, Jewie NT, Jewish Christish Christian writingan writings have surs have survived in fvived in fragments. ragments. The bulk oThe bulThe bulk of thbulk of this informais information is fotion is found in theund in the patristic patristic writers,  writers, particularparticularly in Justly in Justin Martyr,in Martyin Martyr, HeMartyr, Hegesippus, gesippus, the Didascthe Didascalia, and alia, and the heresithe heresiologists. ologists. There are There are remnants oremnants of three gof tf three gospthree gospels, a Jewels, a Jewish Christish Christian “acts ian “acts of the apoof the apostles” foustles” found in Pseund in Pseudo-Clementdo-Clementine inePseudo-ClementPseudo-ClePseudo-Clementine mentine RecognitioRecognitionsns 1.27–71,  1.27–71, other portother portions of thions of the Pseudo-Ce Pseudo-ClementineslementinePseudo-CPseudo-ClePseudo-Clementines, mentines, the anti-Pthe anti-Pauline Ascauline Ascents of Jaents of James, and tmes, and the Book ofhe Book of Elchasai. Elchasai. Jewish Ch J Jewish ChrJewish Christian traistian traditions haditions have perhapsve perhaps also been also been preserved preserved in a laye in a layer of the Gr of the Gospel of TospGGospel of Gospel of Thomas. WhThomas. While the reile the recently reccently recovered Greovered Greek biograpek biography of Manihy of Mani adds some adds so adds some furthsome further informaer information and ction and confirms thonfirms that Mani grat Mani grew up as aew up as a Jewish Ch Jewish Christian, iristian, it is doubtt iit is doubit is doubtful whethtful whether Arabic er Arabic writers hawriters have preservve preserved any othed any other genuineer genuine tradition traditions.s.

Outside the NT, Jewish Christian writings have survived in fragments. The 
bulk of this information is found in the patristic writers, particularly in Justin 
Martyr, Hegesippus, the Didascalia, and the heresiologists. There are remnants of 
three gospels, a Jewish Christian “acts of the apostles” found in 
Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 1.27–71, other portions of the 
Pseudo-Clementines, the anti-Pauline Ascents of James, and the Book of Elchasai. 
Jewish Christian traditions have perhaps also been preserved in a layer of the 
Gospel of Thomas. While the recently recovered Greek biography of Mani adds 
some further information and confirms that Mani grew up as a Jewish Christian, 
it is doubtful whether Arabic writers have preserved any other genuine traditions.

HistoryHistory

History

The historThe history of Jewisy of Jewish Christiah Christianity beginnity begins with thes with the disciples disciples of Jesus, of Jesus, who doubt who doubtless spokeless doubtdoubtless doubtless spoke Aramspoke Aramaic. Afteraic. After Jesus’ de Jesus’ death, his math, his message wasessage was continued continued by his di by his disciples inscdidisciples disciples in Galileein Galilee and Judea and Judea, and the , and the memory of memory of Jesus was Jesus was venerated.venerated. Wandering Wandering charismat WanderingWandering Wandering charismaticharismatics travelecs traveled north, ed north, east, west ast, west (Corinth),(Corinth), and perha and perhaps also sops also south (Egyptusosouth (Egysouth (Egypt). Jeruspt). Jerusalem soon alem soon asserted iasserted itself as ttself as the center he center of the movof the movement undeement under the leadr undeunder the under the leadershipleadership of “the p of “the pillars”: tillars”: the apostlehe apostles John, Pes John, Peter, and pter, and particularlarticularly James “ty Jamey James “theJames “the Just,” a  Just,” a brother ofbrother of Jesus. An Jesus. An attempt w attempt was made toas made to integrate integrate the risin the rising Gentile g Gg Gentile ChGentile Christianityristianity (the “col (the “collection,” lection,” and a missand a mission to corion to correct Paulirect Pauline congregne congregations). Iatiocongregcongregaticongregations). In 6ons). In 62 2 C.E.C.E. the Sanhe the Sanhedrin, undedrin, under the leadr the leadership of ership of the high pthe high priest Annariest Anriest Annas, exeAnnas, executed Jamecuted James for trans for transgression sgression of the lawof the law. Simeon, . Simeon, a son of Ja son of Jesus’ unclesus’ uncle Clopas, e Ce Clopas, thClopas, then headed en headed up the scaup the scattered Jerttered Jerusalem comusalem community, whmunity, while grandsile grandsons of Judons of Juons of Jude also Jude also came to became to be acknowled acknowledged as autged as authorities.horities.horities.

The history of Jewish Christianity begins with the disciples of Jesus, who 
doubtless spoke Aramaic. After Jesus’ death, his message was continued by his 
disciples in Galilee and Judea, and the memory of Jesus was venerated. 
Wandering charismatics traveled north, east, west (Corinth), and perhaps also 
south (Egypt). Jerusalem soon asserted itself as the center of the movement 
under the leadership of “the pillars”: the apostles John, Peter, and particularly 
James “the Just,” a brother of Jesus. An attempt was made to integrate the rising 



Gentile Christianity (the “collection,” and a mission to correct Pauline 
congregations). In 62 C.E. the Sanhedrin, under the leadership of the high priest 
Annas, executed James for transgression of the law. Simeon, a son of Jesus’ uncle 
Clopas, then headed up the scattered Jerusalem community, while grandsons of 
Jude also came to be acknowledged as authorities.

�Jewish ChrJewish Christians coistians continued grntinued gradually spadually spreading amreading among the Arong the Aramaic-speaamaic-speaking East.king Aramaic-speaAramaic-spAramaic-speaking Easeaking East. The dest. The destruction atruction associated ssociated with the Fwith the First Jewisirst Jewish Revolt ah Revolt against Romgaaagainst Roagainst Rome contribme contributed furthuted further to the er to the disarray adisarray among the Pmong the Palestinianalestinian Jewish Ch Jewish Christians arChChristiansChristians and to th and to the dissolute dissolution of bonion of bonds with thds with the evolvinge evolving Gentile C Gentile Christianithristianity. Rabbiniy. Ry. Rabbinic JRabbinic Judaism insudaism institutionaltitutionalized its rized its rejection oejection of the Jewif the Jewish Christish Christians by addans by adding a cursing a ing a curse ofa curse of the “Nazo the “Nazoreans” to reans” to a synagogaa synagogal prayer. l prayer. In JerusalIn Jerusalem, Jewishem, Jewish Christian Christian dominance do dominance dominance of the chuof the church ended rch ended with the fwith the foundation oundation of Aelia Cof Aelia Capitolina apitolina after the after the Second JewSeSecond JewSecond Jewish Revoltish Revolt. Elsewher. Elsewhere in Palese in Palestine, Syritine, Syria, the Traa, the Transjordan, nsjordan, and upper and upper MesopotamiMeMesopotamiMesopotamia, Jewish a, Jewish ChristiansChristians survived  survived in pocketsin pockets through t through the end of he end of the 4th cethe 4th century. Thencecentury. Tcentury. The diversihe diversity among tty among the Jewish he Jewish ChristiansChristians, at all p, at all periods, sheriods, should not bould not be undereste une underestimunderestimated.ated.ated.

Jewish Christians continued gradually spreading among the 
Aramaic-speaking East. The destruction associated with the First Jewish Revolt 
against Rome contributed further to the disarray among the Palestinian Jewish 
Christians and to the dissolution of bonds with the evolving Gentile Christianity. 
Rabbinic Judaism institutionalized its rejection of the Jewish Christians by adding 
a curse of the “Nazoreans” to a synagogal prayer. In Jerusalem, Jewish Christian 
dominance of the church ended with the foundation of Aelia Capitolina after the 
Second Jewish Revolt. Elsewhere in Palestine, Syria, the Transjordan, and upper 
Mesopotamia, Jewish Christians survived in pockets through the end of the 4th 
century. The diversity among the Jewish Christians, at all periods, should not be 
underestimated.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. DaniéloJ. Daniélou, u, A History A History of Early Cof Early Christian Dhristian Doctrine beoctrine before the Cfore the Council of ounCCouncil ofCouncil of Nicaea, Nicaea, 1 (Philad 1 (Philadelphia, 19elphia, 1964); F. S.64); F. S. Jones,  Jones, An AncientAn Ancient Jewish Ch Jewish Christian Soristian Source on thurceSoSource on Source on the Historthe History of Chrisy of Christianity.tianity. Texts and Texts and Translati Translations 37. Chons 37. Christian Apristian Apocrypha 2 ocrypha ApApocrypha Apocrypha 2 (Atlanta2 (Atlanta, 1995); A, 1995); A. F. J. Kl. F. J. Klijn and G.ijn and G. J. Reinin J. Reinink, k, Patristic Patristic Evidence fEvidence for Jewish-or Jewor Jewish-ChrJewish-Christian Secistian Sects.ts. NovTSup 3 NovTSup 36 (Leiden,6 (Leiden, 1973); H. 1973); H. J. Schoep J. Schoeps, s, Jewish ChrJewish Christianity:istianity: Factional F Factional Factional Disputes iDisputes in the Earln the Early Churchy Church (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1969phia, 1969); M. Simo); M. Simon, n, Verus IsraVerus Israel: A Studel: A Stel: A Study of tStudy of the Relatiohe Relations betweenns between Christian Christians and Jewss and Jews in the Ro in the Roman Empireman Empire (135–425) (135–425) (Oxford,  (O (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1986).986).986).
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JEWISH REVOLTS

ThroughoutThroughout history t history those peoplhose people under the under the subjugate subjugation of othion of others will ners will normally reormally revolt to thvrerevolt to revolt to throw off throw off their opprtheir oppressors wheessors when possiblen possible. The Jewi. The Jewish people sh people were underwere underwere under the under the dominationdomination of one of of one of the great the great Near East Near Eastern powersern powers through m through much of theuch of tuch of their histtheir history, even ory, even during theduring the period of period of the Israe the Israelite monarlite monarchy. Firstchy. First, the Assy, the Assyrians exterians AssyAssyrians Assyrians extended textended their empirheir empire into thee into the Palestini Palestinian area evan area even as earlen as early as the my as the mid-9th cenid-mmid-9th cemid-9th century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E., and the , and the kingdom ofkingdom of Judah was Judah was under Ass under Assyrian contyrian control from crol fromrol from ca. 7from ca. 735. In the35. In the late 6th  late 6th century, Acentury, Assyrian ovssyrian overlordshiperlordship was repla was replaced by Neoced by Neo-Babylonia-BNeoNeo-BabyloNeo-Babylonian. It wnian. It was Zedekiaas Zedekiah’s revolth’s revolt against t against this rule whis rule which led thich led to the desto the destruction ofrucdestdestructiodestruction of Jerusn of Jerusalem and talem and the Jewish he Jewish state. Undstate. Under Persianer Persian rule Juda rule Judah became ah became a province  p province iprovince in the Persn the Persian Empireian Empire with some with some sort of J sort of Jewish locaewish local autonomyl autonomy. We know . We know. We know of noknow of no revolts u revolts under the Pnder the Persians, tersians, though it hhough it has been suas been suggested thggested that a hypotat a hypothesized wihhypothypothesizhypothesized widespred widespread revoltead revolt ca. 350 ( ca. 350 (the so-calthe so-called Tennesled Tennes rebellion rebellion) also inc) also included the ludincincluded tincluded the Jews.he Jews.he Jews.

Throughout history those people under the subjugation of others will normally 
revolt to throw off their oppressors when possible. The Jewish people were 
under the domination of one of the great Near Eastern powers through much of 
their history, even during the period of the Israelite monarchy. First, the 
Assyrians extended their empire into the Palestinian area even as early as the 
mid-9th century B.C.E., and the kingdom of Judah was under Assyrian control 
from ca. 735. In the late 6th century, Assyrian overlordship was replaced by 
Neo-Babylonian. It was Zedekiah’s revolt against this rule which led to the 
destruction of Jerusalem and the Jewish state. Under Persian rule Judah became a 
province in the Persian Empire with some sort of Jewish local autonomy. We 
know of no revolts under the Persians, though it has been suggested that a 
hypothesized widespread revolt ca. 350 (the so-called Tennes rebellion) also 
included the Jews.



�Greek ruleGreek rule replaced  replaced that of ththat of the Persianse Persians in 333. T in 333. The next 50he next 500 years sa0 years saw three maw threew three majothree major revolts r revolts of the Jewof the Jews against s against their overtheir overlords. Durlords. During the 3ring the 3rd century d century Judah was JudJudah was Judah was under Ptolunder Ptolemaic ruleemaic rule, and to t, and to the best ofhe best of our knowl our knowledge the Jedge the Jews were pews were pews were peaceful. peaceful. Things chaThings changed undernged under Seleucid  Seleucid rule when rule when the Maccabthe Maccabean Revoltean Revolt became po became  became posbecame possibly the sibly the first Jewifirst Jewish revolt sh revolt since the since the time of thtime of the Monarchye Monarchy. This is . This is described descdescribed described in the booin the books of 1–2 ks of 1–2 Maccabees,Maccabees, from whic from which comes moh comes most of our st of our informatioinformainformatioinformation on the sn on the subject. Thubject. The causes oe causes of the Maccf the Maccabean upriabean uprising have sing have been much been muchbeen much debatmuch debated withouted without a clear c a clear consensus; onsensus; what does what does seem clearseem clear, however,, however, is that i is that it was a retiit was a rit was a reaction toeaction to suppressi suppression of Jewion of Jewish worshipsh worship. In other. In other words, ac words, according tocording to all the i al all the inall the information formation currently currently available,available, the Jews  the Jews were forcewere forced into revd into revolt to proolt to protect theirtectproprotect thprotect their religieir religion. A struon. A struggle over ggle over the high pthe high priesthood riesthood in Jerusalin Jerusalem was parem was partially to tiallparpartially partially to blame, to blame, however.however.however.

Greek rule replaced that of the Persians in 333. The next 500 years saw 
three major revolts of the Jews against their overlords. During the 3rd century 
Judah was under Ptolemaic rule, and to the best of our knowledge the Jews were 
peaceful. Things changed under Seleucid rule when the Maccabean Revolt 
became possibly the first Jewish revolt since the time of the Monarchy. This is 
described in the books of 1–2 Maccabees, from which comes most of our 
information on the subject. The causes of the Maccabean uprising have been 
much debated without a clear consensus; what does seem clear, however, is that 
it was a reaction to suppression of Jewish worship. In other words, according to 
all the information currently available, the Jews were forced into revolt to 
protect their religion. A struggle over the high priesthood in Jerusalem was 
partially to blame, however.

�When AntioWhen Antiochus IV wachus IV was driven bs driven back from hack from his invasiois invasion of Egyptn of Egypt in the su in the summer of 16mmersusummer of summer of 168, the f168, the former highormer high priest Ja priest Jason attempson attempted to wreted to wrest back thst back the office fe office from the curoffrom the cfrom the current holurrent holder Menelader Menelaus (2 Maccus (2 Macc. 5). Anti. 5). Antiochus thouochus thought a revoght a revolt had brolt had brolt had broken outbroken out and sent  and sent an army toan army to put it do put it down. A subswn. A subsequent serequent series of eveies of events, as yents, as yet unclariftyeyet unclaryet unclarified and ified and unexplaineunexplained, led to d, led to the haltinthe halting of the Jg of the Jewish cultewish cult and the d and the desecrationesecrddesecratiodesecration of the tn of the temple in Demple in December 16ecember 168 (some pu8 (some put it a yeat it a year later). r later). The JewishThe Jewish reaction  JewishJewish reaJewish reaction was ction was a heroic ra heroic resistance esistance and struggand struggle to regale to regain the temin the temple and reple and reinstate thinsrereinstate reinstate the daily the daily sacrificessacrifices. The Jews. The Jews succeeded succeeded in Decemb in December 165 wheer 165 when the tempn the tempn the temple wastemple was once agai once again in Jewisn in Jewish hands anh hands and a purifid a purified cult reed cult renewed (1 Mnewed (1 Macc. 4:36-acc. 4:36-59). Antio54:36-4:36-59). 4:36-59). Antiochus Antiochus accepted taccepted the de facthe de facto situatioo situation and offin and officially witcially withdrew the hdrew the decree fordecdecree fordecree forbidding Jubidding Judaism (2 Mdaism (2 Macc. 11:27acc. 11:27-33).-33).-33).

When Antiochus IV was driven back from his invasion of Egypt in the 
summer of 168, the former high priest Jason attempted to wrest back the office 
from the current holder Menelaus (2 Macc. 5). Antiochus thought a revolt had 
broken out and sent an army to put it down. A subsequent series of events, as 
yet unclarified and unexplained, led to the halting of the Jewish cult and the 
desecration of the temple in December 168 (some put it a year later). The 
Jewish reaction was a heroic resistance and struggle to regain the temple and 
reinstate the daily sacrifices. The Jews succeeded in December 165 when the 
temple was once again in Jewish hands and a purified cult renewed (1 Macc. 
4:36-59). Antiochus accepted the de facto situation and officially withdrew the 
decree forbidding Judaism (2 Macc. 11:27-33).

�Most of thMost of the Jews seee Jews seem to have m to have accepted taccepted the reinstahe reinstatement of tement of their relitheir religious righgious rgious rights as rights as sufficientsufficient to resume to resume their pea their peaceable exiceable existence as stence as a subject a subject people undpeople under Seleucier Ser Seleucid rSeleucid rule, but nule, but not the Macot the Maccabees, whcabees, who continueo continued their red their resistance. sistance. For the neFor the next decade,xtnenext decadnext decade, especiae, especially after lly after the death the death of Judas cof Judas ca. 161, tha. 161, they seem toey seem to have had  have had little baclittllittle baclittle backing and lking and lived much ived much as outlawsas outlaws, but grad, but gradually theyually they began to  began to gain suppogain support. Their rt. Trt. Their realTheir real opportuni opportunity came whty came when a rivalen a rival Seleucid  Seleucid dynasty ardynasty arose to chaose to challenge thellenge the “official “ “official”“official” one. Jona one. Jonathan Maccathan Maccabeus beganbeus began to play o to play one side agne side against anotainst another to gaiher to gain advantagn adn advantagesadvantages for himse for himself and thelf and the Jewish pe Jewish people. It wople. It was a dangeas a dangerous game rous game in which hin which he eventualehhe eventuahe eventually lost hlly lost his life, bis life, but by thisut by this time he h time he had obtainead obtained some impd some important conortant concessions fcessconconcessionconcessions from thes from the Seleucids Seleucids. His brot. His brother Simon her Simon continued continued this exercthis exercise, and Jise, and Judah was oudJJudah was Judah was officiallyofficially declared  declared independenindependent in 140. t in 140. The SeleucThe Seleucids did noids did not give up t give up their claitheirtheir claitheir claims immediams immediately, of ctely, of course, butourse, but for almos for almost a centurt a century Judah way Judah was, uniquels, uniquely in greaty iny in greaterin greater Syria, a  Syria, a more or lemore or less indepenss independent statedent state...

Most of the Jews seem to have accepted the reinstatement of their religious 
rights as sufficient to resume their peaceable existence as a subject people under 
Seleucid rule, but not the Maccabees, who continued their resistance. For the 
next decade, especially after the death of Judas ca. 161, they seem to have had 
little backing and lived much as outlaws, but gradually they began to gain support. 
Their real opportunity came when a rival Seleucid dynasty arose to challenge the 
“official” one. Jonathan Maccabeus began to play one side against another to gain 
advantages for himself and the Jewish people. It was a dangerous game in which 
he eventually lost his life, but by this time he had obtained some important 
concessions from the Seleucids. His brother Simon continued this exercise, and 
Judah was officially declared independent in 140. The Seleucids did not give up 
their claims immediately, of course, but for almost a century Judah was, uniquely 
in greater Syria, a more or less independent state.

�Hasmonean Hasmonean rule endedrule ended in 63  in 63 B.C.E.B.C.E. when Juda when Judah came undh came under Roman cer Roman control. Arontrol. Aontrol. AristobuluAristobulus II or his II or his sons atts sons attempted sevempted several revoleral revolts to regats to regain the Hasin the Hasmonean thrmonean throne. Howevonthrthrone. Hothrone. However, Herwever, Herod became od became king in 40king in 40  B.C.E.B.C.E. and conso and consolidated hilidated his rule by s rule by taking Jertaktaking Jertaking Jerusalem in usalem in 37. After 37. After this, Judethis, Judea continuea continued as a “cld as a “client kingdient kingdom” under om” under Herod and HerHerod and Herod and some of hisome of his descendas descendants, or asnts, or as a Roman p a Roman province, urovince, until 66 ntil 66 C.E.C.E. It was a  It was a It was a foolish a foolish conceit thconceit that they coat they could succeeuld succeed, but thed, but the Jews put  Jews put up a couraup a courageous, if geous, if poorly orgpoopoorly orgpoorly organized, deanized, defense agaifense against the minst the might of theght of the Roman Emp Roman Empire. The cire. The causes of rauses of revolt in 6errevolt in revolt in 66 66 C.E.C.E. were many were many: Jewish m: Jewish memory of temory of their previheir previous indepeous independence, a ndence, a series of serseries of series of poor Romanpoor Roman governors governors, and — ap, and — apparently —parently — a strong  a strong set of aposet of apocalyptic ecalyptic apoapocalyptiapocalyptic expectatc expectations on thions on the part of e part of some.some.some.

Hasmonean rule ended in 63 B.C.E. when Judah came under Roman control. 
Aristobulus II or his sons attempted several revolts to regain the Hasmonean 
throne. However, Herod became king in 40 B.C.E. and consolidated his rule by 
taking Jerusalem in 37. After this, Judea continued as a “client kingdom” under 



Herod and some of his descendants, or as a Roman province, until 66 C.E. It was 
a foolish conceit that they could succeed, but the Jews put up a courageous, if 
poorly organized, defense against the might of the Roman Empire. The causes of 
revolt in 66 C.E. were many: Jewish memory of their previous independence, a 
series of poor Roman governors, and — apparently — a strong set of 
apocalyptic expectations on the part of some.

�No one eveNo one event set offnt set off this revo this revolt, but ralt, but rather a serther a series of eveies of events in Jernts in Jerusalem, Causalem, Causalem, Caesarea, Caesarea, and elsewhand elsewhere. One oere. One of the mainf the main symbolic  symbolic events wasevents was the withd the withdrawal of srawal of rawal of sacrifiof sacrifice for thece for the Roman emp Roman emperor on theror on the order ofe order of the templ the temple officer e officer in Jerusalin Jerusalem. A legiemJerusalJerusalem.Jerusalem. A legion  A legion sent to pusent to put down thet down the unrest in unrest in Jerusalem Jerusalem was drive was driven off, andn off, and the Roman th the Roman the Roman garrison tgarrison there was shere was slaughteredlaughtered. Now the . Now the Romans hadRomans had to defend to defend their aut their a their authority:authority: there cou there could be no cld be no compromise ompromise when an eawhen an eagle (the sgle (the symbolic “fymbolic “flag” or emlag” or emlag” or emblem of emblem of a legion) a legion) had been thad been taken — theaken — there could ore could only be revnly be revenge. The enge. The Jews had sJews had Jews had some thad some time to preime to prepare theirpare their defense,  defense, and they sand they set up a seet up a series of reries of regional govgional governors. Onergovgovernors.governors. One of th One of those in Galose in Galilee was Jilee was Josephus. Hosephus. His personais personal account l account of the warof the war (his  warwar (his war (his Jewish WarJewish War,, esp. book esp. books 3–6) is s 3–6) is extremely extremely valuable, valuable, if partisaif partisan and apoln and apologetic.ogetapolapologeticapologetic...

No one event set off this revolt, but rather a series of events in Jerusalem, 
Caesarea, and elsewhere. One of the main symbolic events was the withdrawal 
of sacrifice for the Roman emperor on the order of the temple officer in 
Jerusalem. A legion sent to put down the unrest in Jerusalem was driven off, and 
the Roman garrison there was slaughtered. Now the Romans had to defend their 
authority: there could be no compromise when an eagle (the symbolic “flag” or 
emblem of a legion) had been taken — there could only be revenge. The Jews 
had some time to prepare their defense, and they set up a series of regional 
governors. One of those in Galilee was Josephus. His personal account of the 
war (his Jewish War, esp. books 3–6) is extremely valuable, if partisan and 
apologetic.

�Josephus’ Josephus’ story exemstory exemplifies onplifies one of the me of the main probleain problems with thms with the revolt, e revolt, that of rithat of that of rivalryof rivalry between v between various Jewarious Jewish leaderish leaders and grous and groups. Much ops. Much of the enerf the energy of the gy of the fighters wfigfighters wfighters was expendeas expended in confld in conflicts with icts with fellow Jewfellow Jews. Josephus. Josephus spent a s spent a good deal good deal of the yeaof of the yeaof the year in Galilr in Galilee strugglee struggling politiing politically and cally and militarilymilitarily with othe with other Jewish lr Jewish leaders, eseaders, eeaders, especiallyespecially John of G John of Gischala. Sischala. Similarly, imilarly, a variety a variety of Jewish of Jewish factions (factions (the Zealotthe Zealots and othes and os and others) inothers) in Jerusalem Jerusalem fought wi fought with and slath and slaughtered oughtered one anotherne another, instead , instead of prepariof preparing a concengpreparipreparing preparing a concertea concerted plan of d plan of resistanceresistance, until th, until the Romans le Romans laid siege aid siege to the citto the city. At thisy. Aty. At this poAt this point, they int, they fought likfought like lions, be lions, but it was ut it was far too lafar too late and Jerte and Jerusalem felusalem fell in the sl in the l in the summerthe summer of 70  of 70 C.E.C.E., marking , marking the officithe official end of al end of the war. Hthe war. However, a owever, a few fortrefew fortress outpostssfortrefortress ofortress outposts suutposts such as Machch as Machaeus and Maeus and Masada heldasada held out, and  out, and it took anit took another threother three years toethrethree yearthree years to defeas to defeat them.t them.t them.

Josephus’ story exemplifies one of the main problems with the revolt, that 
of rivalry between various Jewish leaders and groups. Much of the energy of the 
fighters was expended in conflicts with fellow Jews. Josephus spent a good deal 
of the year in Galilee struggling politically and militarily with other Jewish leaders, 
especially John of Gischala. Similarly, a variety of Jewish factions (the Zealots and 
others) in Jerusalem fought with and slaughtered one another, instead of 
preparing a concerted plan of resistance, until the Romans laid siege to the city. 
At this point, they fought like lions, but it was far too late and Jerusalem fell in 
the summer of 70 C.E., marking the official end of the war. However, a few 
fortress outposts such as Machaeus and Masada held out, and it took another 
three years to defeat them.

�One might One might have thoughave thought that suht that such a majorch a major defeat wo defeat would have euld have ended Jewisnded Jewish resistanh reh resistanceresistance to Roman  to Roman rule, but rule, but it did notit did not. It is no. It is not clear hot clear how damaged w damaged by the warby the war the count th the countrthe country as a whoy as a whole had beele had been, though n, though estimates estimates differ. Apdiffer. Apart from Jart from Jerusalem, erusalem, the rest oththe rest othe rest of the counf the country may hatry may have recoverve recovered fairly ed fairly quickly. Dquickly. During thisuring this time ther time there was relie we was religiwas religious reconsous reconstruction itruction in an acaden an academy set up my set up at Yavneh.at Yavneh. But the c But the continued aontinued absence of baabsence ofabsence of the templ the temple cult ande cult and the ruine the ruined temple wd temple were a consere a considerable tiderable theologicalheological problem t p problem toproblem to many, as  many, as evidenced evidenced by 4 Ezra by 4 Ezra (2 Esdras)(2 Esdras) and 2 Bar and 2 Baruch which uch which (like the (like the NT book ofNNT book ofNT book of Revelatio Revelation) expecten) expected the immid the imminent end onent end of the Romaf the Roman Empire. n Empire. In the perIn the pIn the period 115period 115–117 Jewis–117 Jewish revolts h revolts broke out broke out in severalin several places: E places: Egypt, Cyregypt, Cyrenaica, Mesnaica, Mesopotamia, oMesMesopotamiMesopotamia, Cyprus.a, Cyprus. We know l We know little abouittle about these ext these except that cept that they seem they seem to have beto have to have been have been very bloodvery bloody, initialy, initially pittingly pitting the Jews  the Jews against thagainst the Gentilese Gentiles; but then; but then the Genti the G the Gentiles gGentiles gained the ained the upper handupper hand and slaug and slaughtered thehtered the Jewish co Jewish communities mmunities in Alexandin Alexandin AlexandriaAlexandria and elsew and elsewhere. The here. The Jews in PaJews in Palestine selestine seem not to em not to have been have been affected, affected, though somtthough somthough some speculate speculate that evee that even they wern they were in some e in some way involvway involved.ed.ed.

One might have thought that such a major defeat would have ended Jewish 
resistance to Roman rule, but it did not. It is not clear how damaged by the war 
the country as a whole had been, though estimates differ. Apart from Jerusalem, 
the rest of the country may have recovered fairly quickly. During this time there 
was religious reconstruction in an academy set up at Yavneh. But the continued 
absence of the temple cult and the ruined temple were a considerable theological 
problem to many, as evidenced by 4 Ezra (2 Esdras) and 2 Baruch which (like the 
NT book of Revelation) expected the imminent end of the Roman Empire. In the 
period 115–117 Jewish revolts broke out in several places: Egypt, Cyrenaica, 
Mesopotamia, Cyprus. We know little about these except that they seem to 
have been very bloody, initially pitting the Jews against the Gentiles; but then the 
Gentiles gained the upper hand and slaughtered the Jewish communities in 



Alexandria and elsewhere. The Jews in Palestine seem not to have been affected, 
though some speculate that even they were in some way involved.

�The final The final Jewish effJewish effort to breort to break the Romak the Roman yoke caan yoke came in the me in the Bar KokhbaBar Kokhba Revolt of Revo Revolt of Revolt of 132–135. T132–135. The exact che exact causes are auses are debated, tdebated, though therhough there is evidee is evidence that Hnce that Hadrian intaHHadrian inHadrian intended to tended to restore Jerestore Jerusalem, prusalem, perhaps as erhaps as a pagan cia pagan city. Since ty. Since Josephus rJosephus recorded noecrrecorded nrecorded no details o details of the revof the revolt, the oolt, the outline of utline of what happewhat happened has haned has had to be pid to be pieced togetecpipieced togpieced together fromether from fragmente fragmented sources d sources of varyingof varying quality.  quality. The revoltThe revolt was led b was led by y bby by Shim{onShim{on ben Kosib ben Kosiba, who wena, who went by the nt by the name of Barame of Bar Kokhba (A Kokhba (Aram. “son ram. “son of the staof theof the star”)the star”), though a, though a priest by priest by the name  the name of Eleazarof Eleazar (possibly (possibly his uncle his uncle) occurs o) occurs on some coin somn some coin some coin legends. Tlegends. There is nohere is no clear evi clear evidence thatdence that Jersualem Jersualem was taken was taken by the re by the rebels, thoubrerebels, threbels, though some ough some think it wthink it was. Most oas. Most of the landf the land held seem held seems to have s to have been SE ofbeen SE of Jerusalem J Jerusalem Jerusalem in the regin the region centerion centering on En-ing on En-gedi and Wgedi and W of the De of the Dead Sea. Raad Sea. Rabbinic andbbinic and Christian andand Christand Christian sourceian sources say Bar s say Bar Kokhba claKokhba claimed or waimed or was declareds declared to be the to be the Messiah,  Messiah,  Messiah, bMessiah, but originaut original letters l letters show no evshow no evidence of idence of this. Cointhis. Coin symbols a symbols are ambiguore ambiguous. The cousambiguoambiguous.ambiguous. The count The country and itsry and its Jewish po Jewish population spulation suffered teuffered terribly, thrribly, though so diough so did the Romad td the Roman the Roman army accorarmy according to thding to the Roman hie Roman historian Distorian Dio Cassius.o Cassius. This ende This ended all hoped all hopd all hope of Jehope of Jewish indepwish independence foendence for almost tr almost two millennwo millennia.ia.ia.

The final Jewish effort to break the Roman yoke came in the Bar Kokhba 
Revolt of 132–135. The exact causes are debated, though there is evidence that 
Hadrian intended to restore Jerusalem, perhaps as a pagan city. Since Josephus 
recorded no details of the revolt, the outline of what happened has had to be 
pieced together from fragmented sources of varying quality. The revolt was led 
by Shim{on ben Kosiba, who went by the name of Bar Kokhba (Aram. “son of 
the star”), though a priest by the name of Eleazar (possibly his uncle) occurs on 
some coin legends. There is no clear evidence that Jersualem was taken by the 
rebels, though some think it was. Most of the land held seems to have been SE of 
Jerusalem in the region centering on En-gedi and W of the Dead Sea. Rabbinic 
and Christian sources say Bar Kokhba claimed or was declared to be the 
Messiah, but original letters show no evidence of this. Coin symbols are 
ambiguous. The country and its Jewish population suffered terribly, though so did 
the Roman army according to the Roman historian Dio Cassius. This ended all 
hope of Jewish independence for almost two millennia.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. L. GrabL. L. Grabbe, be, Judaism frJudaism from Cyrus tom Cyrus to Hadrian,o Hadrian, 1:  1: Persian anPersian and Greek Ped Gred Greek PeriGreek Periods;ods; 2:  2: Roman PeriRoman Periodod (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1992)lis, 1992)...
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The roughlThe roughly 600-yeary 600-year Second Te Second Temple periomple period is framed is framed by the dd by the destructionestruction of the Fi of the F of the First TempFirst Temple (to be le (to be rebuilt carebuilt ca. 520–515 . 520–515 B.C.E.B.C.E.) and the ) and the BabylonianBabylonian Exile of  Exile of 586, on th586, on 586, on the oneon the one side, and side, and the destr the destruction of uction of the Secondthe Second Temple in Temple in the cours the course of a Jewe of a Jewish revoltisJewJewish revJewish revolt againsolt against Rome in t Rome in 66–73 66–73 C.E.C.E., on the o, on the other. Thisther. This period wi period witnesses thtnesses the appearane ae appearanceappearance of divers of diverse Judaismse Judaisms — worldvi — worldviews and waews and ways of lifeys of life believed  believed to represeto represeto represent represent God’s willGod’s will for the J for the Jewish peopewish people and comle and competing witpeting with each othh each other for inder for individual Jeivindindividualindividual Jews’ loy Jews’ loyalty. Accoalty. Accordingly, trdingly, the designahe designation “Secotion “Second Temple nd Temple Judaism” iJudaism” is misleadis ms misleadingmisleading, there be, there being no sining no single form ogle form of Judaism f Judaism practiced practiced by all Jewby all Jews in this s in this period. Stperiodperiod. Stperiod. Still, Jewisill, Jewish history h history in this pein this period is unriod is unified by tified by the advent he advent of broad sof broad social, relocial, reocial, religious,religious, and polit and political charaical characteristicscteristics distinct  distinct from thosefrom those of prior  of prior periods anperiods and also quid also d also quitealso quite different different from the  from the modes of Jmodes of Jewish idenewish identity and ptity and practice thractice that emergedat emerged after the af after the after the destructiodestruction of the Sn of the Second Tempecond Temple. While le. While not defininot defining a singlng a single, unitarye, unitary Judaism,  Jud Judaism, tJudaism, the Second he Second Temple perTemple period accordiod accordingly warringly warrants treatants treatment as a ment as a distinctivdistinctive era, a cedistinctivdistinctivdistinctive era, a ce era, a consequentionsequential stage ial stage in the evoln the evolution of Jution of Jewish civiewish civilization.lization.lization.

The roughly 600-year Second Temple period is framed by the destruction of the 
First Temple (to be rebuilt ca. 520–515 B.C.E.) and the Babylonian Exile of 586, 
on the one side, and the destruction of the Second Temple in the course of a 
Jewish revolt against Rome in 66–73 C.E., on the other. This period witnesses the 
appearance of diverse Judaisms — worldviews and ways of life believed to 
represent God’s will for the Jewish people and competing with each other for 
individual Jews’ loyalty. Accordingly, the designation “Second Temple Judaism” is 
misleading, there being no single form of Judaism practiced by all Jews in this 
period. Still, Jewish history in this period is unified by the advent of broad social, 
religious, and political characteristics distinct from those of prior periods and 
also quite different from the modes of Jewish identity and practice that emerged 
after the destruction of the Second Temple. While not defining a single, unitary 
Judaism, the Second Temple period accordingly warrants treatment as a 
distinctive era, a consequential stage in the evolution of Jewish civilization.

�The centraThe central feature l feature of this peof this period was triod was the creatiohe creation, as a ren, as a result of thsult of the Babylonie Babylonie BabylonianBabylonian Exile, of Exile, of a polarit a polarity between y between Judaism’s Judaism’s center, whcenter, which, as inich, as in biblical  biblical times, remtimes,times, remtimes, remained Jeruained Jerusalem, andsalem, and the ever  the ever increasingincreasing plurality plurality of areas  of areas of Jewish of Jewish life in thlife ilife in the Diain the Diaspora. Whispora. While Jews cole Jews continued tontinued to turn to J turn to Jerusalem aerusalem as a spirits a spiritual centerual center represent re representirepresenting Jewish ng Jewish unity, mosunity, most now chost now chose to live e to live and worshiand worship far fromp far from the bibli the biblical Promiscalbiblibiblical Pbiblical Promised Laromised Land. Thus, nd. Thus, even as theven as the temple ae temple and its culnd its cult continuet continued to constd to constitute the itutconstconstituteconstitute the preem the preeminent focuinent focus of Jewiss of Jewish religiosh religiosity, for mity, for most Jews tost Jews the temple he temple was no morwaswas no morwas no more than a de than a distant ideistant ideal, a metaal, a metaphor for Jphor for Jewish peopewish peoplehood as lehood as they develthey developed distiodeveldeveloped developed distinctivdistinctive culturese cultures in divers in diverse areas fae areas far from ther from the Holy Land Holy Land...

The central feature of this period was the creation, as a result of the 
Babylonian Exile, of a polarity between Judaism’s center, which, as in biblical 
times, remained Jerusalem, and the ever increasing plurality of areas of Jewish life 
in the Diaspora. While Jews continued to turn to Jerusalem as a spiritual center 



representing Jewish unity, most now chose to live and worship far from the 
biblical Promised Land. Thus, even as the temple and its cult continued to 
constitute the preeminent focus of Jewish religiosity, for most Jews the temple 
was no more than a distant ideal, a metaphor for Jewish peoplehood as they 
developed distinctive cultures in diverse areas far from the Holy Land.

�Alongside Alongside the creatithe creation of the on of the Diaspora, Diaspora, a second pa second pivotal feaivotal feature of thture of the Second Te Seconde Second TemSecond Temple periodple period was that, was that, with the  with the exception exception of a briefof a brief period of period of Hasmonean Hasmonea Hasmonean Hasmonean rule, evenrule, even Jews who  Jews who lived in tlived in the land ofhe land of Israel wo Israel would now beuld now be governed  governed governed bgoverned by foreigney foreigners. To be rs. To be sure, a gesure, a gentile rulentile ruler might apr might appoint a Jepoint a Jewish adminwish administrator tistadminadministraadministrator to govtor to govern the Jeern the Jews under Jws under Jewish law.ewish law. According Accordingly, it apply, it appears to beears to be in this p in in this pein this period that riod that just such just such a law — tha law — the written e written Torah firsTorah first evident t evident in the timin the time of Ezra e of e of Ezra — of Ezra — was producwas produced. But eved. But even such hoen such home rule come rule could not hiuld not hide the reade the reality of folity of foreign domirfoforeign doforeign domination omination or the factr the fact that Jewi that Jewish life wash life was now to bs now to be shaped ne shaped not by a diot by a distinctive stindidistinctivdistinctive Israelite Israelite culture e culture but by thebut by the dominant  dominant culture ofculture of Hellenism Hellenism, within w, within which Jews hich wwhich Jewswhich Jews in the la in the land, just lnd, just like those ike those in the Diain the Diaspora, madspora, made their lie their lives. Even ves. Even as temple as temas temple wortemple worship and lship and limited govimited governance unernance under Jewishder Jewish law conti law continued, lifenued, life for Jews  for Jews even in theveven in theven in the Holy Lane Holy Land was not d was not what it hawhat it had been befd been before the Exore the Exile. Jews ile. Jews themselvesthemselves began to  themselvesthemselvesthemselves began to  began to recognize recognize that biblithat biblical Judaiscal Judaism and the m and the sacred hissacred history of thtory of the chosen pe ce chosen peochosen people in theple in the Promised  Promised Land had cLand had come to an ome to an end. This end. This is expliciis explicit, e.g., it, e.g., in the bookn thn the book othe book of Sirach, f Sirach, composed icomposed in Jerusalen Jerusalem ca. 190 m ca. 190 B.C.E.B.C.E., which li, which lists the Pests the Persian Jewirsian Jewrsian Jewish govJewish governor Neheernor Nehemiah (538–miah (538–532) as th532) as the last of e last of the historthe historical heroeical heroes of Judais of Judaism.smJudaiJudaism.Judaism.Judaism.

Alongside the creation of the Diaspora, a second pivotal feature of the 
Second Temple period was that, with the exception of a brief period of 
Hasmonean rule, even Jews who lived in the land of Israel would now be 
governed by foreigners. To be sure, a gentile ruler might appoint a Jewish 
administrator to govern the Jews under Jewish law. Accordingly, it appears to be 
in this period that just such a law — the written Torah first evident in the time 
of Ezra — was produced. But even such home rule could not hide the reality of 
foreign domination or the fact that Jewish life was now to be shaped not by a 
distinctive Israelite culture but by the dominant culture of Hellenism, within 
which Jews in the land, just like those in the Diaspora, made their lives. Even as 
temple worship and limited governance under Jewish law continued, life for Jews 
even in the Holy Land was not what it had been before the Exile. Jews 
themselves began to recognize that biblical Judaism and the sacred history of the 
chosen people in the Promised Land had come to an end. This is explicit, e.g., in 
the book of Sirach, composed in Jerusalem ca. 190 B.C.E., which lists the Persian 
Jewish governor Nehemiah (538–532) as the last of the historical heroes of 
Judaism.

�The SecondThe Second Temple pe Temple period’s endriod’s end point, th point, the destructe destruction of theion of the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple in temp temple in temple in 70 70 C.E.C.E. and the B and the Bar Kokhba ar Kokhba Revolt of Revolt of 133–135, m133–135, made clear ade clear that the pthat the period’s ceeriopperiod’s cperiod’s central feaentral features — ditures — diaspora, loaspora, loss of sovess of sovereignty, treignty, the growinghe growing irrelevan irrelevance of the ce oce of the temof the temple-cult —ple-cult — would bec would become permanome permanent aspectent aspects of the Js of the Jewish condewish condition. Theition. Tition. The beginnThe beginning of thiing of this period hs period had taught ad taught Jews to liJews to live as Jewsve as Jews far from  far from their natitheir national homelonal natinational hnational homeland. Tomeland. The end of he end of the periodthe period made firm made firm the messa the message to whicge to which many hadh many hah many had begun had begun to respondto respond even whil even while the tempe the temple stood: le stood: Jews wouldJews would need now  need now to worshipto worto worship Goworship God and pracd and practice Judaitice Judaism withoutsm without the pries the priestly servictly service and withe and with no expect no expect no expectatioexpectation of an imn of an immediate remediate return of Isturn of Israelite soraelite sovereignty vereignty over the lover the land. Theseand. These facts, no fa facts, notfacts, not surprisin surprisingly, standgly, stand at the fo at the foundation oundation of the rabbf the rabbinic Judaiinic Judaism that arsm that arises at thises atises at the endat the end of the Se of the Second Templcond Temple period ae period and that, ind that, in the subsn the subsequent 500equent 500 years, be years, becomes the cbebecomes thbecomes the dominante dominant mode of J mode of Judaism praudaism practiced by cticed by all Jews.all Jews.all Jews.

The Second Temple period’s end point, the destruction of the Jerusalem 
temple in 70 C.E. and the Bar Kokhba Revolt of 133–135, made clear that the 
period’s central features — diaspora, loss of sovereignty, the growing irrelevance 
of the temple-cult — would become permanent aspects of the Jewish condition. 
The beginning of this period had taught Jews to live as Jews far from their 
national homeland. The end of the period made firm the message to which many 
had begun to respond even while the temple stood: Jews would need now to 
worship God and practice Judaism without the priestly service and with no 
expectation of an immediate return of Israelite sovereignty over the land. These 
facts, not surprisingly, stand at the foundation of the rabbinic Judaism that arises 
at the end of the Second Temple period and that, in the subsequent 500 years, 
becomes the dominant mode of Judaism practiced by all Jews.

�Little is Little is known of tknown of the religiohe religious practicus practices and beles and beliefs of thiefs of the Jews at e Jews at the beginnthe beginning of Secinbeginnbeginning beginning of Second of Second Temple timTemple times, in thees, in the 5th throu 5th through 3rd cengh 3rd centuries. Buturies. But that thit that this period ys ps period yieperiod yielded conselded consequential dquential developmentevelopments from thes from the Judaism o Judaism of the latef the late First Tem First Temple periodpTemTemple perTemple period is eviiod is evident from dent from the more nthe more numerous Jeumerous Jewish sourcwish sources of the es of the 2nd centur2nd cent2nd century. Tcentury. These depichese depict previoust previously unknownly unknown political political instituti institutions and leons and leaders: theaders: the council o co council ofcouncil of elders  elders (gerousia)(gerousia),, the Sanhe the Sanhedrin, and drin, and the sage, the sage, later calllater called rabbi. ed rabbi. They reveaThey revThey reveal thereveal the existence existence of an imp of an important newortant new religious religious, social, , social, and culturand cultural institual institution, the tion, ttion, the synagothe synagogue, and dgue, and depict innoepict innovative relvative religious praigious practices, inctices, including thcluding the use of te use of the ritual he rithe ritual batritual bath h (mikveh),(mikveh), new buria new burial customs,l customs, and the i and the institutionnstitution of conver of conversion. A vasion. A variety of nrietvavariety ofvariety of new secta new sectarian religrian religious and pious and political golitical groups alsoroups also appear: H appear: Hasidim, Zeasidim, Zealots, SicalotsZeZealots, SZealots, Sicarii, Phicarii, Pharisees, Sarisees, Sadducees, adducees, Essenes, aEssenes, among othermong others. With ths. With these groupsese groups innovativ in innovativeinnovative religious religious ideas eme ideas emerge, inclurge, including, amonding, among Phariseeg Pharisees and Esses and Essenes, the cnes, the concept of onccconcept ofconcept of resurrect resurrection. Here ion. Here we also fiwe also first find trst find the concepthe concept of canon  of canon paramount paramount in later Jinin later Jin later Judaism, whudaism, which defineich defines a three-s a three-part Writtpart Written Torah (en Torah (PentateuchPentateuch, Prophets, Prophets, and Hagi, a, and Hagiogand Hagiographa) andrapha) and holds tha holds that at Sinait at Sinai God also  God also transmittetransmitted to Mosesd to Moses an oral l an oral law that exawllaw that elaw that expanded anxpanded and explicatd explicated the wried the written law ftten law found in thound in the Pentateue Pentateuch.ch.ch.

Little is known of the religious practices and beliefs of the Jews at the 
beginning of Second Temple times, in the 5th through 3rd centuries. But that this 
period yielded consequential developments from the Judaism of the late First 
Temple period is evident from the more numerous Jewish sources of the 2nd 
century. These depict previously unknown political institutions and leaders: the 
council of elders (gerousia), the Sanhedrin, and the sage, later called rabbi. They 



reveal the existence of an important new religious, social, and cultural institution, 
the synagogue, and depict innovative religious practices, including the use of the 
ritual bath (mikveh), new burial customs, and the institution of conversion. A 
variety of new sectarian religious and political groups also appear: Hasidim, 
Zealots, Sicarii, Pharisees, Sadducees, Essenes, among others. With these groups 
innovative religious ideas emerge, including, among Pharisees and Essenes, the 
concept of resurrection. Here we also first find the concept of canon paramount 
in later Judaism, which defines a three-part Written Torah (Pentateuch, Prophets, 
and Hagiographa) and holds that at Sinai God also transmitted to Moses an oral 
law that expanded and explicated the written law found in the Pentateuch.

�EspeciallyEspecially in the af in the aftermath oftermath of the Bar K the Bar Kokhba Revookhba Revolt, the polt, the political anlitical and religioud religioud religious religious realities realities created bycreated by the Secon the Second Temple pd Temple period led eriod led Jews to evJews to evaluate afraluate afresh who theshafrafresh whoafresh who they were they were, what the, what they believedy believed, and how , and how they wouldthey would face an i face an increasinglncreasingly inhospityincreasinglincreasingincreasingly inhospily inhospitable worltable world. At the d. At the heart of theart of the dominanhe dominant responset response to these  to these questions ququestions questions was the rewas the recognition cognition prompted bprompted by the ruiny the ruinous Bar Koous Bar Kokhba Revolkhba Revolt, the endt, the ent, the end point end point of five ceof five centuries ofnturies of struggles struggles to regain to regain control o control of the Holyf the Holy Land, tha Land, that the Jewit thet the Jewishthe Jewish people we people were not welre not well served bl served by followiny following ambitioug ambitious politicas political leaders l leaders who insistwhowho insistwho insisted upon mied upon military mealitary means to fulfns to fulfill the biill the biblical problical promise of a mise of a sovereign sovereign Jewish natJewishJewish natJewish nation worshiion worshipping in apping in a Jerusalem Jerusalem temple. T temple. The precedihe preceding centuring centuries of naties of nationalistic onnatinationalisnationalistic revolttic revolts had endes had ended in the ad in the almost complmost complete destrlete destruction of uction of Jewish lifJewish life in the Pe in e in the Proin the Promised Landmised Land. Jews wer. Jews were better oe better off now accff now accepting Romepting Roman politican political dominatal dominatal dominationdomination and devel and developing modeoping modes of pietys of piety independe independent of prient of priestly and nstly and nationalistationalistic aspiraticnationalistnationalisnationalistic aspiratic aspirations.tions.tions.

Especially in the aftermath of the Bar Kokhba Revolt, the political and 
religious realities created by the Second Temple period led Jews to evaluate 
afresh who they were, what they believed, and how they would face an 
increasingly inhospitable world. At the heart of the dominant response to these 
questions was the recognition prompted by the ruinous Bar Kokhba Revolt, the 
end point of five centuries of struggles to regain control of the Holy Land, that 
the Jewish people were not well served by following ambitious political leaders 
who insisted upon military means to fulfill the biblical promise of a sovereign 
Jewish nation worshipping in a Jerusalem temple. The preceding centuries of 
nationalistic revolts had ended in the almost complete destruction of Jewish life 
in the Promised Land. Jews were better off now accepting Roman political 
domination and developing modes of piety independent of priestly and 
nationalistic aspirations.

�The rabbinThe rabbinic Judaismic Judaism that emer that emerged in theged in these centurise centuries thus gres thus grew out of ew out of conflictinconflicconflictinconflicting interestg interests. On the s. On the one hand, one hand, the idea othe idea of Promisedf Promised Land and  Land and the model the model of the temoof the temof the temple-cult, ple-cult, central incentral in Scripture Scripture, would re, would remain primamain primary. As a rry. As a result, undesult, under rabbinier rer rabbinic lrabbinic leadership,eadership, Jews pray Jews prayed for theed for the end of th end of the Exile, te Exile, the rebuildhe rebuilding of theing of the temple, a temp temple, antemple, and the re-ed the re-establishmestablishment of animnt of animal sacrifial sacrifice. At thece. At the same time same time, these go, these goals no lonals gogoals no lgoals no longer woulonger would be concrd be concrete politiete political and mical and military asplitary aspirations. irations. Instead thInstead they came toey caey came to evcame to evince the aince the advent of tdvent of the messianhe messianic age, toic age, to be brough be brought about dit about directly by rectly by God at somGoGod at somGod at some undiscloe undisclosed futuresed future time. The time. The rabbis th rabbis thus refocusus refocused Jewish ed Jewish concern frconcern frconcern from the efrom the events of pvents of political holitical history, faistory, far beyond tr beyond the people’he people’s control,s control, to events to events within th with within thewithin the power of  power of each persoeach person and famin and family. What cly. What came to matame to matter were tter were the everydahe everyhe everyday deveryday details of etails of life, the life, the recurring recurring actions thactions that, day inat, day in and day o and day out, defineut, defined life undd life ud life under God’under God’s law. Hows law. How did each  did each individualindividual relate to relate to family an family and communitd community? By whaty? By whaty? By what ethicwhat ethic did peopl did people carry oue carry out their but their business deasiness dealings? Howlings? How did they  did they acknowledgacknowledge the debteacknowledgacknowledgacknowledge the debte the debt to God fo to God for food andr food and for the w for the wonders of onders of the univerthe universe evidencse evidense evidenced evidenced in the daiin the daily rising ly rising and settinand setting of the sg of the sun?un?un?

The rabbinic Judaism that emerged in these centuries thus grew out of 
conflicting interests. On the one hand, the idea of Promised Land and the model 
of the temple-cult, central in Scripture, would remain primary. As a result, under 
rabbinic leadership, Jews prayed for the end of the Exile, the rebuilding of the 
temple, and the re-establishment of animal sacrifice. At the same time, these 
goals no longer would be concrete political and military aspirations. Instead they 
came to evince the advent of the messianic age, to be brought about directly by 
God at some undisclosed future time. The rabbis thus refocused Jewish concern 
from the events of political history, far beyond the people’s control, to events 
within the power of each person and family. What came to matter were the 
everyday details of life, the recurring actions that, day in and day out, defined life 
under God’s law. How did each individual relate to family and community? By 
what ethic did people carry out their business dealings? How did they 
acknowledge the debt to God for food and for the wonders of the universe 
evidenced in the daily rising and setting of the sun?

�By making By making such aspecsuch aspects of lifets of life the centr the central focus oal focus of Judaism f Judaism and by devand by developing exeloping eeloping explicit aexplicit applicationpplications of priess of priestly laws ftly laws for every Jor every Jewish homeewish home and table and table, the rabb, the rabbis assuredis assis assured thassured that what that what the temple ae temple and life asnd life as a soverei a sovereign nation gn nation in the lanin the land of Israed of Israel had reprl hadl had represhad represented — anented — an economy o economy of the sacrf the sacred — woulded — would be actual be actualized in thized in the life of e life ofe life of every Jof every Jewish famiewish family and villy and village. Wherlage. Wherever they ever they were, the were, the people woupeople would live asld live as a nation  a  a nation oa nation of priests,f priests, eating th eating their commoneir common food as t food as though it whough it were a sacrere a sacrifice on tifice on the temple’he the temple’s atemple’s altar, seeiltar, seeing in theing in their personalr personal daily pra daily prayers and iyers and in their shn their shared deedsared deeds of loving of lo of loving-kinloving-kindness a redness a replacement placement for the safor the sacrifices ncrifices no longer oo longer offered. Inffered. In place of  place of armed miliarmearmed miliarmed military actiotary action, this obn, this observance oservance of the detaf the detailed systeiled system of rituam of ritual and comml and communal law wuncommcommunal lcommunal law was nowaw was now seen as t seen as the proper he proper way to affway to affect God, tect God, to lead Godo lead God to act on to act  to act on theact on the people’s  people’s behalf, tobehalf, to bring abo bring about the perut the perfection offection of history t history that would hat would cause God,causcause God,cause God, finally,  finally, to bring tto bring the messiahhe messiah and redee and redeem the natim the nation.on.on.

By making such aspects of life the central focus of Judaism and by developing 
explicit applications of priestly laws for every Jewish home and table, the rabbis 



assured that what the temple and life as a sovereign nation in the land of Israel 
had represented — an economy of the sacred — would be actualized in the life 
of every Jewish family and village. Wherever they were, the people would live as 
a nation of priests, eating their common food as though it were a sacrifice on the 
temple’s altar, seeing in their personal daily prayers and in their shared deeds of 
loving-kindness a replacement for the sacrifices no longer offered. In place of 
armed military action, this observance of the detailed system of ritual and 
communal law was now seen as the proper way to affect God, to lead God to 
act on the people’s behalf, to bring about the perfection of history that would 
cause God, finally, to bring the messiah and redeem the nation.

�Rabbinic JRabbinic Judaism thuudaism thus made thes made the powerful  powerful point thatpoint that despite t despite the loss ofhe loss of temple an temple temple andtemple and land, God land, God still exi still exists, stillsts, still rules ove rules over the peopr the people of Israle of Israel. Only fel. Only for this reor this ror this reason didreason did the Torah the Torah still mat still matter at allter at all, still ne, still need to be eed to be explicated xplicated and followand followed. But thed. Bued. But the GoBut the God who onced who once was direc was directly activetly active in the sp in the sphere of wohere of world historrld history now was y now was y now was underswas understood to retood to respond quiespond quietly to thetly to the acts of c acts of common Jewsommon Jews who studi who studied divine ed divineed divine revdivine revelation, welation, who led theho led their lives iir lives in accordann accordance with dice with divine precevine precepts, who apts, who ate their fte tte their foodtheir food as though as though their hom their home table wee table were the temre the temple altar,ple altar, and who l and who lived theirived their lives as  li lives as alives as a kingdom o kingdom of priests.f priests. In this w In this way, rabbinay, rabbinic Judaismic Judaism put each  put each individualindividual at the ce at the at the centerthe center of creati of creation — whereon — where the templ the temple and Jerue and Jerusalem had salem had always beealways been conceiven conceivn conceived conceived to stand —to stand — and ascri and ascribed to himbed to him or her th or her the power toe power to impart to impart to the world the wor the world ordeworld order and meanr and meaning.ing.ing.

Rabbinic Judaism thus made the powerful point that despite the loss of 
temple and land, God still exists, still rules over the people of Israel. Only for this 
reason did the Torah still matter at all, still need to be explicated and followed. 
But the God who once was directly active in the sphere of world history now 
was understood to respond quietly to the acts of common Jews who studied 
divine revelation, who led their lives in accordance with divine precepts, who ate 
their food as though their home table were the temple altar, and who lived their 
lives as a kingdom of priests. In this way, rabbinic Judaism put each individual at 
the center of creation — where the temple and Jerusalem had always been 
conceived to stand — and ascribed to him or her the power to impart to the 
world order and meaning.

�This ideolThis ideology was poogy was poignant. Wiignant. With the temth the temple destrople destroyed and thyed and the land defe land defiled, the iled, tiled, the conducthe conduct of commot of common Jews wasn Jews was all that  all that remained tremained to deny theo deny the events of events of history a history a history and to affand to affirm God’s irm God’s lordship. lordship. Facing theFacing the devastati devastating events ng events of historyof history that had  that had brought tobroubrought tobrought to an end bo an end both the Firth the First and Secst and Second Templeond Temple periods,  periods, rabbinic Jrabbinic Judaism insudaism insisted thatisinsinsisted tinsisted that commonhat common Jews had  Jews had the power the power and obligaand obligation to crtion to create a neweate a new and bette and bett and better worbetter world, a worlld, a world of holind of holiness and saess and sanctificatinctification, a worlon, a world as they d as they knew it shknew it should be, wouldshshould be,should be, wished it wished it to be, an to be, and, if theyd, if they only work only worked hard ened hard enough, coulough, could assure td assure that it somhattthat it sothat it someday woulmeday would be.d be.d be.

This ideology was poignant. With the temple destroyed and the land defiled, 
the conduct of common Jews was all that remained to deny the events of history 
and to affirm God’s lordship. Facing the devastating events of history that had 
brought to an end both the First and Second Temple periods, rabbinic Judaism 
insisted that common Jews had the power and obligation to create a new and 
better world, a world of holiness and sanctification, a world as they knew it 
should be, wished it to be, and, if they only worked hard enough, could assure 
that it someday would be.
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JEZANIAHJEZANIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïzanyaœhyeïzanyaœhu®u®) ) (also JAAZ(also JAAZANIAH)ANIAH)ANIAH)

JEZANIAH (Heb. yeïzanyaœhu®) 
(also JAAZANIAH)

�1.1. A captain A captain of Judah’ of Judah’s army whos army who joined th joined the Babylonie Babylonian governoan governor Gedaliahr Gedaliah at Mizpah at  at Mizpah at Mizpah following following the fall othe fall of Jerusalef Jerusalem (Jer. 40m (Jer. 40:8). At 2 :8). At 2 Kgs. 25:23Kgs. 25:23 his name  his name occurs as occuroccurs as occurs as Jaazaniah Jaazaniah ((11).).).

1. A captain of Judah’s army who joined the Babylonian governor Gedaliah 
at Mizpah following the fall of Jerusalem (Jer. 40:8). At 2 Kgs. 25:23 his name 



occurs as Jaazaniah (1).

�2.2. A militar A military commandey commander; the sonr; the son of Hoshai of Hoshaiah (Jer. 4ah (Jer. 42:2 MT; NR2:2 MT; NRSV “AzariaSV “Azariah”). He ish”“Azaria“Azariah”)“Azariah”). He is pr. He is probably theobably the same as A same as Azariah (zariah (2525) at Jer. ) at Jer. 43:2, one 43:2, one of the “inof the “insolent mensole“in“insolent “insolent men” who dmen” who disagreed wisagreed with Jeremiith Jeremiah’s advicah’s advice against e against fleeing tofleeing to Egypt. Egypt.

2. A military commander; the son of Hoshaiah (Jer. 42:2 MT; NRSV 
“Azariah”). He is probably the same as Azariah (25) at Jer. 43:2, one of the 
“insolent men” who disagreed with Jeremiah’s advice against fleeing to Egypt.

JEZEBELJEZEBEL (Heb.  (Heb. }iîzeb�el}iîzeb�el)))

JEZEBEL (Heb. }iîzeb�el )

Queen of IQueen of Israel, thesrael, the wife of A wife of Ahab and dahab and daughter of ughter of the Sidonithe Sidonian (Phoenian (Phoenician) kingcian) king Ethbaal.  Et Ethbaal. AEthbaal. As vocalizes vocalized in the Md in the MT the nameT the name can be re can be read as eithad as either “islander “islands of dung”s of dung” or “no du o or “no dunor “no dung,” generag,” generally recognlly recognized as paized as parodies of rodies of the consonthe consonantal formantal form meaning “ meaning “no nobilitn““no nobili“no nobility” or “Whty” or “Where is theere is the prince?”  prince?” The latterThe latter, most lik, most likely the woely the word’s origird’s original meaninnal origioriginal moriginal meaning, iseaning, is known fro known from the litum the liturgy of thergy of the Baal cult Baal cult...

Queen of Israel, the wife of Ahab and daughter of the Sidonian (Phoenician) king 
Ethbaal. As vocalized in the MT the name can be read as either “islands of dung” 
or “no dung,” generally recognized as parodies of the consonantal form meaning 
“no nobility” or “Where is the prince?” The latter, most likely the word’s 
original meaning, is known from the liturgy of the Baal cult.

�Conflict oConflict over the mever the meaning of taning of the name ishe name is replicate replicated in a cond in a conflict overflict over the evalu the eval the evaluationevaluation of the ch of the character. Iaracter. Is Jezebel s Jezebel an archetyan archetypal wickedpal wicked woman? (H woman? (Her name iser name is used symb u used symboused symbolically inlically in Rev. 2:20 Rev. 2:20-23 to ref-23 to refer to a prer to a prophetess wophetess who is “begho is “beguiling” thuiling” the congregae coe congregaticongregation at Thyaon at Thyatira “to ptira “to practice foractice fornication rnication and to eatand to eat food sacr food sacrificed to ificed to idols.”) Oidolsidols.”) Oidols.”) Or is such r is such a charactea characterization arization a way of de way of deflecting aflecting attention attention away from tway from the quite che qhe quite consquite considerable piderable power she wower she wields? Eveields? Even her firsn her first introduct introduction into tion into the text, the text, as wife ofas was wife of Ahwife of Ahab and dauab and daughter of Eghter of Ethbaal, sithbaal, signals confgnals conflict (1 Kglict (1 Kgs. 16:31).s. 16:31). Indeed, t Indeed, these two rhese these two relatitwo relational identonal identificationsifications, insofar , insofar as they alas they also signal so signal expectatioexpectation of loyaln of loyalty to two ty to twty to two differtwo different culturent cultures, help ces, help contextualiontextualize the sevze the several narraeral narrative episotive episodes in whides in which she plach shch she plays she plays a role.a role.a role.

Conflict over the meaning of the name is replicated in a conflict over the 
evaluation of the character. Is Jezebel an archetypal wicked woman? (Her name is 
used symbolically in Rev. 2:20-23 to refer to a prophetess who is “beguiling” the 
congregation at Thyatira “to practice fornication and to eat food sacrificed to 
idols.”) Or is such a characterization a way of deflecting attention away from the 
quite considerable power she wields? Even her first introduction into the text, as 
wife of Ahab and daughter of Ethbaal, signals conflict (1 Kgs. 16:31). Indeed, these 
two relational identifications, insofar as they also signal expectation of loyalty to 
two different cultures, help contextualize the several narrative episodes in which 
she plays a role.

�Early on, Early on, it is her it is her relationshrelationship to propip to prophets that hets that is highligis highlighted — whehted — whether thesether thesther these be pthese be prophets ofrophets of Yahweh, B Yahweh, Baal, or Asaal, or Asherah. 1 Kherah. 1 Kgs. 18:3-4gs. 18:3-4 (cf. vv.  (cf. vv. 13–14) com13–14) comments thatmcomcomments tcomments that Jezebehat Jezebel has beenl has been killing o killing off the proff the prophets of Yphets of Yahweh; refahweh; refugees of tugees of this violenhistthis violethis violence have rnce have resorted toesorted to hiding in hiding in caves whe caves where they sure they subsist on bbsist on bread and wread and water. Evenatwwater. Evewater. Even the highn the highly-vauntedly-vaunted Elijah, f Elijah, fresh off hresh off his victoryis victory over the  over the Baal prophBaal prophets at Mt.ets aets at Mt. Carat Mt. Carmel, fleesmel, flees the count the country upon hery upon hearing — fraring — from a messeom a messenger sent nger sent by Jezebelby Jezebeby Jezebel — Jezebel — that she mthat she means to kieans to kill him. Thll him. This venom ois venom on Jezebel’n Jezebel’s part tows part toward Yahwehard Yahwehard Yahweh proYahweh prophets is iphets is in contrastn contrast to her su to her support of tpport of the prophethe prophets of Baal s of Baal and Asheraand Asherah. 1 Kgs. hAsheraAsherah. 1Asherah. 1 Kgs. 18:1 Kgs. 18:19 reports 9 reports that she ithat she is bestowins bestowing the hospg the hospitality ofitality of her royal her royal table, no tab table, no table, no doubt lavidoubt lavishingly prshingly provendered,ovendered, to no few to no fewer than 45er than 450 prophets0 prophets of Baal a of Baal and 400 prondaand 400 prand 400 prophets of ophets of Asherah (nAsherah (no mention o mention here of Ahhere of Ahab).ab).ab).

Early on, it is her relationship to prophets that is highlighted — whether 
these be prophets of Yahweh, Baal, or Asherah. 1 Kgs. 18:3-4 (cf. vv. 13–14) 
comments that Jezebel has been killing off the prophets of Yahweh; refugees of 
this violence have resorted to hiding in caves where they subsist on bread and 
water. Even the highly-vaunted Elijah, fresh off his victory over the Baal prophets 
at Mt. Carmel, flees the country upon hearing — from a messenger sent by 
Jezebel — that she means to kill him. This venom on Jezebel’s part toward 
Yahweh prophets is in contrast to her support of the prophets of Baal and 
Asherah. 1 Kgs. 18:19 reports that she is bestowing the hospitality of her royal 
table, no doubt lavishingly provendered, to no fewer than 450 prophets of Baal 
and 400 prophets of Asherah (no mention here of Ahab).

�Another epAnother episode thatisode that provokes  provokes conflict iconflict is the Nabos the Naboth incidenth incident (1 Kgs. t (1 Kgs. 21:1-19). 21:1-1921:1-19). 21:1-19). In supportIn support of her hu of her husband’s desband’s desire to posire to possess the ssess the vineyard ovineyard of Naboth, f Naboth, Jezebel stJezJezebel stJezebel strategicallrategically arrangesy arranges for the l for the latter’s deatter’s death and thath and the subsequee subsequent acquirint acquiring of his ng of ng of his proof his property for perty for Ahab. In dAhab. In doing so, soing so, she might whe might well be actell be acting in accing in accord with tord with the royal phe rhe royal prerroyal prerogatives togatives to which heo which her father’sr father’s upbringin upbringing had accug had accustomed herstomed her; however,; however, such an a however,however, showever, such an actuch an action is strion is strongly counongly counter to Isrter to Israelite traaelite tradition, whdition, which demandich demands that lans ts that landethat landed propertyd property be consid be considered the pered the perpetual ierpetual inheritancenheritance of the fa of the family. Intemily. Interestingly,resInteInterestinInterestingly, thouggly, though, Jezebelh, Jezebel’s means f’s means for carryinor carrying out the g out the death sentdeath sentence are aence are actually wectuaaactually wactually well calibrell calibrated to thated to the Israelite Israelite legal sye legal system: two stem: two witnesses witnesses (cf. Deut.(cf. Deut. 17:6) acc 17:6)  17:6) accu17:6) accuse Naboth se Naboth of cursingof cursing God and t God and the king (che king (cf. Exod. 2f. Exod. 24:15), for4:15), for which he  which he is punisheis is punisheis punished with dead with death by stonth by stoning (cf. Ling (cf. Lev. 24:16)ev. 24:16)...

Another episode that provokes conflict is the Naboth incident (1 Kgs. 
21:1-19). In support of her husband’s desire to possess the vineyard of Naboth, 
Jezebel strategically arranges for the latter’s death and the subsequent acquiring 
of his property for Ahab. In doing so, she might well be acting in accord with the 
royal prerogatives to which her father’s upbringing had accustomed her; 
however, such an action is strongly counter to Israelite tradition, which demands 
that landed property be considered the perpetual inheritance of the family. 
Interestingly, though, Jezebel’s means for carrying out the death sentence are 



actually well calibrated to the Israelite legal system: two witnesses (cf. Deut. 
17:6) accuse Naboth of cursing God and the king (cf. Exod. 24:15), for which he 
is punished with death by stoning (cf. Lev. 24:16).

�The violenThe violence evidentce evident in Jezebe in Jezebel’s life fl’s life finds a lasinds a last echo in t echo in the mannerthe manner of her de of her death: cast adedeath: casdeath: cast out of at out of a window by window by her own a her own attendants,ttendants, her body  her body is trampleis trampled to deathd to death by horses deathdeath by hdeath by horses (2 Korses (2 Kgs. 9:30-3gs. 9:30-37). Israel7). Israel thereby r thereby rids itselfids itself of the da of the dangerous inngerous influences ofluencininfluencesinfluences of this f of this foreign womoreign woman. Or doean. Or does it? No fs it? No fewer than ewer than three of hthree of her childreer children also comn childrechildren achildren also come tlso come to the throo the throne of Israne of Israelite terrelite territories: Aitories: Ahaziah andhaziah and Joram are Joram are, successi, su, successivesuccessively, kings ly, kings in the norin the north; Athalith; Athaliah reigns ah reigns as queen ias queen in the soutn the south.h.h.

The violence evident in Jezebel’s life finds a last echo in the manner of her 
death: cast out of a window by her own attendants, her body is trampled to 
death by horses (2 Kgs. 9:30-37). Israel thereby rids itself of the dangerous 
influences of this foreign woman. Or does it? No fewer than three of her 
children also come to the throne of Israelite territories: Ahaziah and Joram are, 
successively, kings in the north; Athaliah reigns as queen in the south.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. Camp, “C. Camp, “1 and 2 Ki1 and 2 Kings,” in ngs,” in The Women’The Women’s Bible Cos Bible Commentary,mmentary, ed. C. A. Commentary,CommentaryCommentary, ed. C. A, ed. C. A. Newsom a. Newsom and S. H. Rnd S. H. Ringe (Louiinge (Louisville, 19sville, 1992), 96–1092), 96–109; P. Trib9; P. Trib9; P. Trible, “ETrible, “Exegesis foxegesis for Storytelr Storytellers and Olers and Other Stranther Strangers,” gers,” JBLJBL 114 (1995 114 (1995): 3–19.): 3–19.): 3–19.

Bibliography. C. Camp, “1 and 2 Kings,” in The Women’s Bible 
Commentary, ed. C. A. Newsom and S. H. Ringe (Louisville, 1992), 96–109; P. 
Trible, “Exegesis for Storytellers and Other Strangers,” JBL 114 (1995): 3–19.
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JEZERJEZER (Heb.  (Heb. yeäs�eryeäs�er)))

JEZER (Heb. yeäs�er )

The third The third son of Napson of Naphtali (Genhtali (Gen. 46:24; 1. 46:24; 1 Chr. 7:13 Chr. 7:13); eponymo); eponymous ancestous ancestor of the Jr of the Jezerites (ezJJezerites Jezerites (Heb. (Heb. hayyis�riîhayyis�riî;; Num. 26:4 Num. 26:49).9).

The third son of Naphtali (Gen. 46:24; 1 Chr. 7:13); eponymous ancestor of the 
Jezerites (Heb. hayyis�riî;  Num. 26:49).

JEZIELJEZIEL (Heb.  (Heb. K K yeïzu®}eäyeïzu®}eä Q yeïziî} Q yeïziî}eäl)eäl)eäl)

JEZIEL (Heb. K yeïzu®}eä Q yeïziî}eäl)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, son oite, son of Azmavethf Azmaveth; an ambid; an ambidextrous waextrous warrior who rrior who came to Dacame to David at Zikvid at Zvid at Ziklag (1 Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:3)Chr. 12:3)..

A Benjaminite, son of Azmaveth; an ambidextrous warrior who came to David at 
Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:3).

JEZRAHIAHJEZRAHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yizrah�ya®yizrah�ya®)))

JEZRAHIAH (Heb. yizrah�ya® )

The leaderThe leader of the le of the levitical sivitical singers at tngers at the time ofhe time of Nehemiah  Nehemiah (Neh. 12:4(Neh. 12:42). The na2). The name is the menaname is thname is the same as e same as Izrahiah oIzrahiah of Issacharf Issachar at 1 Chr. at 1 Chr. 7:3. 7:3.

The leader of the levitical singers at the time of Nehemiah (Neh. 12:42). The 
name is the same as Izrahiah of Issachar at 1 Chr. 7:3.

JEZREELJEZREEL (Heb.  (Heb. yizreï{e}lyizreï{e}l) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

JEZREEL (Heb. yizreï{e}l) (PERSON)

�1.1. A Judahit A Judahite descent e descent group (1 Cgroup (1 Chr. 4:3), hr. 4:3), probably aprobably a unit of t unit of the Huriteshe Hurites associate associ associatedassociated with the  with the locality Jlocality Jezreel in ezreel in Josh. 15:5Josh. 15:56.6.6.

1. A Judahite descent group (1 Chr. 4:3), probably a unit of the Hurites 
associated with the locality Jezreel in Josh. 15:56.

�2.2. The doubl The double-edged, se-edged, symbolic naymbolic name of Hoseme of Hosea’s first a’s first son. Hos. son. Hos. 1:4 uses t1:4 uses the name ashe nahe name as a name as a threat, sithreat, since the lonce the locale Jezrecale Jezreel connoteel connotes Jehu’s bs Jehu’s bloody destloody destruction ofruction of the Omrid the the Omridethe Omrides (2 Kgs. s (2 Kgs. 10:11). Ho10:11). Hos. 1:5 goes. 1:5 goes further,s further, locating  locating the threatthe threat in the “v in the “valley of Jalley“v“valley of“valley of Jezreel.” Jezreel.” Hos. 2:22 Hos. 2:22(MT 24), b(MT 24), by contrasty contrast, has the , has the name “God name “God sows” promsows” promise futureiprompromise fupromise future bountture bounty (also Hoy (also Hos. 1:11[2:s. 1:11[2:2]; cf. Ps2]; cf. Ps. 81:10, 1. 81:10, 16[11, 17])6[11, 17]). The subs. The subsequent verequesubssubsequentsubsequent verse rep verse repeats the neats the name’s rootame’s root, “sow,” i, “sow,” in a metaphn a metaphor promisior promising Israel’ng Israel’s post-punsIsrael’Israel’s pIsrael’s post-punishost-punishment resetment resettlement (ctlement (cf. Ps. 80:f. Ps. 80:8-9[9–10])8-9[9–10])...

2. The double-edged, symbolic name of Hosea’s first son. Hos. 1:4 uses the 
name as a threat, since the locale Jezreel connotes Jehu’s bloody destruction of 
the Omrides (2 Kgs. 10:11). Hos. 1:5 goes further, locating the threat in the 
“valley of Jezreel.” Hos. 2:22(MT 24), by contrast, has the name “God sows” 
promise future bounty (also Hos. 1:11[2:2]; cf. Ps. 81:10, 16[11, 17]). The 
subsequent verse repeats the name’s root, “sow,” in a metaphor promising 
Israel’s post-punishment resettlement (cf. Ps. 80:8-9[9–10]).

Stephen L.Stephen L. Cook Cook

Stephen L. Cook

JEZREELJEZREEL (Heb.  (Heb. yizreï{e}lyizreï{e}l) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

JEZREEL (Heb. yizreï{e}l) (PLACE)

�1.1. A town in A town in the hills the hills of Judah, of Judah, in the vi in the vicinity of cinity of Ziph and JZiph and Juttah (Josuttah (Josh. 15:56).h. 15:56). Its ident 15:56).15:56). It15:56). Its identifis identification is cation is unknown, bunknown, but some suut some suggest Khirggest Khirbet bet Tarra®maœTarra®maœ (153098), (153 (153098), (153098), 9 km. (6 m9 km. (6 mi.) SW of i.) SW of Hebron. ThHebron. This Jezreelis Jezreel was the h was the hometown ofometown of one of Da one of D one of David’s wiDavid’s wives, Ahinoves, Ahinoam (1 Sam.am (1 Sam. 25:43; 2  25:43; 2 Sam. 2:2).Sam. 2:2).

1. A town in the hills of Judah, in the vicinity of Ziph and Juttah (Josh. 



15:56). Its identification is unknown, but some suggest Khirbet Tarra®maœ 
(153098), 9 km. (6 mi.) SW of Hebron. This Jezreel was the hometown of one of 
David’s wives, Ahinoam (1 Sam. 25:43; 2 Sam. 2:2).

�2.2. The valle The valley of Jezrey of Jezreel, the eael, the eastern sectstern section of theion of the broad val broad valley separaley separating Galilting Galiting Galilee frGalilee from Samariaom Samaria. From the. From the pass betw pass between the hieen the hill of Morell of Moreh and Mt. h and Mt. Gilboa, whGilboa, whGilboa, where the where the town of Jetown of Jezreel was zreel was located, tlocated, the valley he valley descends edescends eastward toastward to the Jorda the Jordan, with BenJordaJordan, wiJordan, with Beth-shth Beth-shan commandan commanding its eaing its eastern entrstern entrance. The ance. The broader plbroader plain to theain to theain to the west ithe west is known ass known as Esdraelon Esdraelon — though  — though sometimes sometimes Jezreel anJezreel and Esdraelod Esdraelon are usedn are usn are used interused interchangeablychangeably...

2. The valley of Jezreel, the eastern section of the broad valley separating 
Galilee from Samaria. From the pass between the hill of Moreh and Mt. Gilboa, 
where the town of Jezreel was located, the valley descends eastward to the 
Jordan, with Beth-shan commanding its eastern entrance. The broader plain to 
the west is known as Esdraelon — though sometimes Jezreel and Esdraelon are 
used interchangeably.

�The valleyThe valley of Jezree of Jezreel comprisel comprised a rich ad a rich and fertilend fertile growing a growing area as welrea as well as one ol as one ol as one of the fewof the few routes to routes to the Jorda the Jordan Valley an Valley and the easnd the east. The famt. The famous Carmelous Carmel Pass was  Pass was used by truused by trused by traders and aders and armies aliarmies alike from Egke from Egypt, the eypt, the east, and tast, and the Palestihe Palestinian coastnian coast...

The valley of Jezreel comprised a rich and fertile growing area as well as one 
of the few routes to the Jordan Valley and the east. The famous Carmel Pass was 
used by traders and armies alike from Egypt, the east, and the Palestinian coast.

�The CanaanThe Canaanites contrites controlled the olled the valley witvalley with chariotsh chariots of iron w of iron when the Ishen the Israelites eraelitesIsIsraelitesIsraelites entered t entered the land (Jhe land (Josh. 17:16osh. 17:16), and her), and here Gideon me Gideon met the Midet the Midianites anianites and Amalekitd Ad AmalekitesAmalekites in battle in battle (Judg. 6: (Judg. 6:33-7:23). 33-7:23). According According to Hosea (to Hosea (Hos. 1:5) Hos. 1:5) this vallethis valley was whery way was where was where the battlethe battle would tak would take place the place that would bat would bring an enring an end to the kd to the kingdom of ingdom of Israel.IIsrael.Israel.Israel.

The Canaanites controlled the valley with chariots of iron when the 
Israelites entered the land (Josh. 17:16), and here Gideon met the Midianites and 
Amalekites in battle (Judg. 6:33-7:23). According to Hosea (Hos. 1:5) this valley 
was where the battle would take place that would bring an end to the kingdom of 
Israel.

�3.3. A town on A town on the south the southern borderern border of Issach of Issachar (Josh. ar (Josh. 19:18), of19:18), often identiten identified with fied wfied with moderwith modern n Zer{iîn/TeZer{iîn/Tel Yisre{ell Yisre{el (181218), (181218), ca. 80 km ca. 80 km. (50 mi.). (50 mi.) N of Jeru N of Jerusalem nearsalem nsalem near the fnear the foot of Mt.oot of Mt. Gilboa. J Gilboa. Jezreel wasezreel was associate associated with a fd with a fountain (Jountain (Josh. 29:1)osh. 29:1); a founta; a fo; a fountain, fountain, {Ain{Ain Jalud, is Jalud, is located n located near ear Zer{iînZer{iîn...

3. A town on the southern border of Issachar (Josh. 19:18), often identified 
with modern Zer{iîn/Tel Yisre{el (181218), ca. 80 km. (50 mi.) N of Jerusalem 
near the foot of Mt. Gilboa. Jezreel was associated with a fountain (Josh. 29:1); a 
fountain, {Ain Jalud, is located near Zer{iîn.

�Jezreel fiJezreel figured promgured prominently ininently in Israel’s  Israel’s history. Thistory. The Israelihe Israelites encamptes encamped there bed there bed there before thebefore their battle ir battle with the Pwith the Philistineshilistines (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sam. 29). Ishbos9). Ishbosheth, son heth, son of Saul, bof Saul, briefly reiriefly rriefly reigned ovreigned over Jezreeler Jezreel (2 Sam. 2 (2 Sam. 2:9), here :9), here possibly dpossibly designatingesignating more than more than simply th simply the city. Jee cie city. Jezrcity. Jezreel was a eel was a city of Socity of Solomon’s filomon’s fifth adminifth administrative dstrative district (1istrict (1 Kgs. 4:12 Kgs. 4:12). Ahab ha). Ahab ). Ahab had aAhab had a royal res royal residence theidence there (1 Kgs.re (1 Kgs. 18:45-46) 18:45-46). The city. The city was the s was the site of Nabite of Naboth’s vineotNabNaboth’s vNaboth’s vineyard (1ineyard (1 Kgs. 21;  Kgs. 21; 2 Kgs. 9:22 Kgs. 9:24-26), and4-26), and there Jez there Jezebel and tebel and the rest ofhe rest of Ahab’s ho Ah Ahab’s houAhab’s household diesehold died as prophd as prophesied (2 Kesied (2 Kgs. 9:30-1gs. 9:30-10:11).0:11).0:11).

Jezreel figured prominently in Israel’s history. The Israelites encamped there 
before their battle with the Philistines (1 Sam. 29). Ishbosheth, son of Saul, briefly 
reigned over Jezreel (2 Sam. 2:9), here possibly designating more than simply the 
city. Jezreel was a city of Solomon’s fifth administrative district (1 Kgs. 4:12). 
Ahab had a royal residence there (1 Kgs. 18:45-46). The city was the site of 
Naboth’s vineyard (1 Kgs. 21; 2 Kgs. 9:24-26), and there Jezebel and the rest of 
Ahab’s household died as prophesied (2 Kgs. 9:30-10:11).

Watson E. Watson E. MillsMills
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JIDLAPHJIDLAPH (Heb.  (Heb. yid�lap�yid�lap�)))

JIDLAPH (Heb. yid�lap� )

A son of NA son of Nahor and Mahor and Milcah (Genilcah (Gen. 22:22).. 22:22).

A son of Nahor and Milcah (Gen. 22:22).

JOABJOAB (Heb.  (Heb. yo®}aœb�yo®}aœb�)))

JOAB (Heb. yo®}aœb� )

The son ofThe son of David’s s David’s sister Zeruister Zeruiah; commaiah; commander-in-chnder-in-chief of Davief of David’s army id’s army from the tfrom the time David ittime Davidtime David took Jeru took Jerusalem (1 Csalem (1 Chr. 11:4-9hr. 11:4-9), and the), and the dominant  dominant figure in figure in David’s reDavid’s regime, to wgimreregime, toregime, to whom more whom more than any  than any other Daviother David owed thed owed the success o success of his reigf his reign. Althougn. Althoun. Although aAlthough an earlier n earlier line of thline of thought ascrought ascribed to Joibed to Joab commandab command of the le of the levies only,vies only, he always he he always he always appears inappears in command o command of David’s f David’s professionprofessional troops al troops (cf. 2 Sam(cf. 2 Sam. 10:9-14). 10:9-14). Joab and. 10:9-14)10:9-14). 10:9-14). Joab and ZJoab and Zeruiah’s oeruiah’s other sons,ther sons, Abishai a Abishai and Asahel,nd Asahel, collectiv collectively termedely termed “the sons “th “the sons “the sons of Zeruiahof Zeruiah,” provide,” provide a foil of a foil of arrogant  arrogant and violenand violent ruthlesst ruthlessness for Dness for David’s humavidDDavid’s huDavid’s humility andmility and self-cens self-censure (2 Samure (2 Sam. 16:9-14). 16:9-14). This is . This is portrayed portrayed in two vigin two vignettes, whnettvigvignettes,vignettes, when Joab when Joab slays Abn slays Abner for theer for the death of  death of Asahel, anAsahel, and when he d when he slays Amasslays Amasa, with whaAmasAmasa, witAmasa, with whom Davh whom David has repid has replaced Joablaced Joab...

The son of David’s sister Zeruiah; commander-in-chief of David’s army from the 
time David took Jerusalem (1 Chr. 11:4-9), and the dominant figure in David’s 
regime, to whom more than any other David owed the success of his reign. 
Although an earlier line of thought ascribed to Joab command of the levies only, 
he always appears in command of David’s professional troops (cf. 2 Sam. 
10:9-14). Joab and Zeruiah’s other sons, Abishai and Asahel, collectively termed 



“the sons of Zeruiah,” provide a foil of arrogant and violent ruthlessness for 
David’s humility and self-censure (2 Sam. 16:9-14). This is portrayed in two 
vignettes, when Joab slays Abner for the death of Asahel, and when he slays 
Amasa, with whom David has replaced Joab.

�When DavidWhen David was press was pressured by hiured by his men to rs men to relinquish elinquish his field his field command ducommand during the Pringduduring theduring the Philistin Philistine wars (2 e wars (2 Sam. 21:15Sam. 21:15-17), a dr-17), a dramatic powamatic power shift ier shift in the monan the monarchy took rchmonamonarchy tmonarchy took place.ook place. Since muc Since much of an anh of an ancient Nearcient Near Eastern k Eastern king’s effeing’s effective powective powective power restpower rested on his ed on his military smilitary stature, Datature, David’s absevid’s absence from cnce from command ledommand led to a corr to a corr to a correspondcorresponding increaing increase in Joabse in Joab’s power a’s power and prestignd prestige. Joab’s e. Joab’s warning towarning to David, th David, that he had at ththat he hathat he had better cd better come up to ome up to the final the final assault onassault on Rabbat-am Rabbat-ammon lest Jmon lest Joab’s nameoab’s name and not D namename and nname and not David’sot David’s “be calle “be called over it”d over it” (2 Sam. 1 (2 Sam. 12:26-28), 2:26-28), is a tacitis a tacit admission admission that such tha that such that such a shift waa shift was taking ps taking place. Urialace. Uriah the Hitth the Hittite, one oite, one of David’s f David’s personal rpersonal retainers, etainerretainers,retainers, actually  actually calls Joabcalls Joab “my lord” “my lord” in the pr in the presence of esence of his king, his king, David (2 SDavid (2 Sam. 11:11)am. 11am. 11:11). Jo11:11). Joab’s increab’s increasing statasing stature is shoure is shown by the wn by the fact that fact that he went frhe went from a singlom a single armor-bee arme armor-beararmor-bearer, Naharaer, Naharai of Beeroi of Beeroth, one ofth, one of David’s  David’s sûeïloœsûisûeïloœsûiîm,îm, to ten (2 to ten (2 Sam. 18:1 Sam.  Sam. 18:15Sam. 18:15).).).

When David was pressured by his men to relinquish his field command 
during the Philistine wars (2 Sam. 21:15-17), a dramatic power shift in the 
monarchy took place. Since much of an ancient Near Eastern king’s effective 
power rested on his military stature, David’s absence from command led to a 
corresponding increase in Joab’s power and prestige. Joab’s warning to David, 
that he had better come up to the final assault on Rabbat-ammon lest Joab’s 
name and not David’s “be called over it” (2 Sam. 12:26-28), is a tacit admission 
that such a shift was taking place. Uriah the Hittite, one of David’s personal 
retainers, actually calls Joab “my lord” in the presence of his king, David (2 Sam. 
11:11). Joab’s increasing stature is shown by the fact that he went from a single 
armor-bearer, Naharai of Beeroth, one of David’s sûeïloœsûiîm, to ten (2 
Sam. 18:15).

�David’s atDavid’s attempts to tempts to replace Joreplace Joab with fiab with field commaneld commanders of leders of lesser statusser stature, startire, starre, starting wstarting with Abner,ith Abner, indicate  indicate that Davidthat David from an e from an early date arly date was concerwas concerned with cned with curtailing uccurtailingcurtailing Joab’s po Joab’s power. Yet hwer. Yet he was unsue was unsuccessful, ccessful, since Joabsince Joab appears t appears to have beeo have been the fieln tn the field the field commander commander par excellpar excellence, and ence, and was willinwas willing to do whg to do whatever necatever necessary to essary to preserve hppreserve hpreserve his own posis own position.ition.ition.

David’s attempts to replace Joab with field commanders of lesser stature, 
starting with Abner, indicate that David from an early date was concerned with 
curtailing Joab’s power. Yet he was unsuccessful, since Joab appears to have been 
the field commander par excellence, and was willing to do whatever necessary to 
preserve his own position.

�Indeed, JoIndeed, Joab, thoughab, though loyal to  loyal to David’s thDavid’s throne, apperone, appears to havars to have been pole been politically sitically sitically shrewder ashrewder and more fond more forceful tharceful than David, an David, and he turnnd he turned his posed his position as cition as commander-iommanderccommander-commander-in-chief iin-chief into an indnto an independent pependent power base ower base within thewithin the kingdom,  kingdom, from whichfrom whfrom which he cwhich he could defy ould defy royal poliroyal policy. No acccy. No account conveount conveys this moys this more clearlyre clearly than that than that of Absalo o of Absalomof Absalom’s revolt,’s revolt, where Joa where Joab not onlyb not only takes res takes responsibilitponsibility for killy for killing David’ing David’s rebellios rebs rebelliousrebellious son himse son himself — againlf — against direct st direct royal orderoyal orders (2 Sam.rs (2 Sam. 18:9-15), 18:9-15), but where but where he also t he he also thhe also threatens threatens the grievinge grieving David wit David with the deseh the desertion of trtion of the entire he entire army if hearmy if he does not  doe does not cdoes not come out anome out and acknowled acknowledge their dge their victory (1victory (19:1–8).9:1–8).9:1–8).

Indeed, Joab, though loyal to David’s throne, appears to have been politically 
shrewder and more forceful than David, and he turned his position as 
commander-in-chief into an independent power base within the kingdom, from 
which he could defy royal policy. No account conveys this more clearly than that 
of Absalom’s revolt, where Joab not only takes responsibility for killing David’s 
rebellious son himself — against direct royal orders (2 Sam. 18:9-15), but where 
he also threatens the grieving David with the desertion of the entire army if he 
does not come out and acknowledge their victory (19:1–8).

�Joab’s slaJoab’s slaying of Abying of Absalom seemsalom seems to have s to have created a created a permanent permanent rift betwerift between David aen Daen David and David and his nephewhis nephew. Thus Dav. Thus David, only pid, only partly to rartly to reconcile teconcile the defeatehe defeated Israelitd Israelites after Aes IsraelitIsraelitesIsraelites after Abs after Absalom’s revalom’s revolt, replaolt, replaced Joab wced Joab with Amasa,ith Amasa, Absalom’s Absalom’s field com field commander, whmacomcommander,commander, who was a who was also kin tolso kin to David (2  David (2 Sam. 19:13Sam. 19:13). But Ama). But Amasa failed sa failed in his firin his first assignmstfirfirst assifirst assignment — cgnment — calling outalling out the levie the levies to face s to face the revoltthe revolt of Sheba, of Sheba, so Joab s so Joab slew him anlew hilew him and rehim and regained hisgained his command.  command. This apparThis apparently endeently ended David’s d David’s efforts toefforts to replace J replace Joab, but DoJJoab, but Joab, but David madeDavid made further a further attempts tottempts to circumscr circumscribe Joab’sibe Joab’s power bas power base. By assie. By assigning commgassiassigning assigning command ofcommand of the bodyg the bodyguard to Beuard to Benaiah (2 Snaiah (2 Sam. 23:23)am. 23:23) David put David put at least  at least one militaoone militaone military unit bery unit beyond Joab’yond Joab’s control.s control. Joab’s po Joab’s position maysition may also have also have been weak been weakened by thenweakweakened bweakened by the unrey the unrecorded deacorded death of his th of his brother Abbrother Abishai, of ishai, of whom we hewhom we hear nothingar nothar nothing afnothing after the reter the revolt of Shvolt of Sheba.eba.eba.

Joab’s slaying of Absalom seems to have created a permanent rift between 
David and his nephew. Thus David, only partly to reconcile the defeated 
Israelites after Absalom’s revolt, replaced Joab with Amasa, Absalom’s field 
commander, who was also kin to David (2 Sam. 19:13). But Amasa failed in his 
first assignment — calling out the levies to face the revolt of Sheba, so Joab slew 
him and regained his command. This apparently ended David’s efforts to replace 
Joab, but David made further attempts to circumscribe Joab’s power base. By 
assigning command of the bodyguard to Benaiah (2 Sam. 23:23) David put at least 
one military unit beyond Joab’s control. Joab’s position may also have been 
weakened by the unrecorded death of his brother Abishai, of whom we hear 
nothing after the revolt of Sheba.



�David’s peDavid’s personal bitrsonal bitterness toterness towards Joabwards Joab culminate culminates when Davs when David instrucid instructs Solomonts Solts Solomon toSolomon to use his w use his wisdom (i.eisdom (i.e., cunning., cunning, treacher, treachery) to briny) to bring about Jog about Joab’s deathab’s death (1 Kgs. 2 (1 (1 Kgs. 2:(1 Kgs. 2:5-9). Solo5-9). Solomon finds mon finds his opporthis opportunity whenunity when Joab supp Joab supports the borts the bid of his id of his older brotoldolder brotolder brother Adonijher Adonijah for theah for the throne. T throne. Taking refuaking refuge at the ge at the altar, Joaaltar, Joab forces hb forces his enemiesis enis enemies toenemies to come in a come in and slay hind slay him where hem where he is, refus is, refusing to leting to let them kill them kill him witho him without desecraut withowithout dewithout desecrating secrating the sanctuthe sanctuary. His eary. His executionerxecutioner is Benaia is Benaiah, who rech, who receives Joabeives Joab’s command’sJoabJoab’s comJoab’s command as a mand as a reward forreward for killing h killing him (1 Kgs.im (1 Kgs. 2:35). 2:35). 2:35).

David’s personal bitterness towards Joab culminates when David instructs 
Solomon to use his wisdom (i.e., cunning, treachery) to bring about Joab’s death 
(1 Kgs. 2:5-9). Solomon finds his opportunity when Joab supports the bid of his 
older brother Adonijah for the throne. Taking refuge at the altar, Joab forces his 
enemies to come in and slay him where he is, refusing to let them kill him 
without desecrating the sanctuary. His executioner is Benaiah, who receives 
Joab’s command as a reward for killing him (1 Kgs. 2:35).

�Despite hiDespite his inglorios inglorious end, Jous end, Joab represeab represents the stnts the strength andrength and virtue of virtue of David’s o David’s  David’s olDavid’s old loyalistd loyalists: while ls: while loyal to thoyal to their king, eir king, they were they were not slavisnot slavishly obediehly obedient as too nt as tont as too often too often expected oexpected of other anf other ancient Nearcient Near Eastern c Eastern courts, andourts, and as enjoin as enjoined in the ed in the Wisdom traWWisdom traWisdom tradition (cfdition (cf. Prov. 16. Prov. 16:10, 12-15:10, 12-15). Joab al). Joab also sets a so sets a model of imodel of integrity sntegrity second to feconssecond to second to few in thefew in the OT. He ta OT. He takes responkes responsibility fsibility for killingor killing Absalom h Absalom himself (2 imself (2 Sam. 18:14SamSam. 18:14Sam. 18:14) and upbr) and upbraids Davidaids David for not t for not thanking hihanking his men for s men for their victtheir victory (18:33ory (18:33—19:8[MT 1—(18:33(18:33—19:(18:33—19:8[MT 19:1–8[MT 19:1–9].9].9].

Despite his inglorious end, Joab represents the strength and virtue of 
David’s old loyalists: while loyal to their king, they were not slavishly obedient as 
too often expected of other ancient Near Eastern courts, and as enjoined in the 
Wisdom tradition (cf. Prov. 16:10, 12-15). Joab also sets a model of integrity 
second to few in the OT. He takes responsibility for killing Absalom himself (2 
Sam. 18:14) and upbraids David for not thanking his men for their victory 
(18:33—19:8[MT 19:1–9].

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. G. SchlD. G. Schley, “Joab ey, “Joab and David:and David: Ties of B Ties of Blood and Plood and Power,” in ower,” in History anHHistory anHistory and Interpred Interpretation,tation, ed. M. P. ed. M. P. Graham, W Graham, W. P. Brown. P. Brown, and J. K, and J. K. Kuan (Sh. Kuan (Sheffield, 1effield,(Sh(Sheffield(Sheffield, 1993), 9, 1993), 90–105.0–105.0–105.
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JOAHJOAH (Heb.  (Heb. yo®}aœh�yo®}aœh�)))

JOAH (Heb. yo®}aœh� )

�1.1. The son o The son of Asaph; af Asaph; a recorder  recorder in the couin the court of Kingrt of King Hezekiah. Hezekiah. He was on He was one of the te oe of the throf the three officiaee officials sent byls sent by the king  the king to the Assto the Assyrian repryrian representativeesentatives at the ss at the siege of Jeiege oiege of Jerusalof Jerusalem ca. 701em ca. 701  B.C.E.B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 18:18, 26, 8:18, 26, 37 = Isa. 37 = Isa. 36:3, 11, 36:3, 11, 22).22).22).

1. The son of Asaph; a recorder in the court of King Hezekiah. He was one 
of the three officials sent by the king to the Assyrian representatives at the siege 
of Jerusalem ca. 701 B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 18:18, 26, 37 = Isa. 36:3, 11, 22).

�2.2. A Levite  A Levite and son ofand son of Zimmah fr Zimmah from the famom the family of Gerily of Gershom (1 Chshom (1 Chr. 6:21[MTr. 6:21[MT 6]). 6:21[MT6:21[MT 6]6:21[MT 6]).).).

2. A Levite and son of Zimmah from the family of Gershom (1 Chr. 
6:21[MT 6]).

�3.3. The son o The son of Obed-edof Obed-edom; a Levitm; a Levite appointee appointed to be a d to be a gatekeepergatekeeper in the te in the temple (1 Chmptetemple (1 temple (1 Chr. 26:4)Chr. 26:4)...

3. The son of Obed-edom; a Levite appointed to be a gatekeeper in the 
temple (1 Chr. 26:4).

�4.4. A Gershon A Gershonite Leviteite Levite who, with who, with his son E his son Eden, partiden, participated incipated in the templ the temple reforms e refe reforms bereforms begun under gun under King HezekKing Hezekiah (2 Chriah (2 Chr. 29:12). . 29:12). He is to bHe is to be distingue distinguished fromished fromished from from 2 2 above.above.above.

4. A Gershonite Levite who, with his son Eden, participated in the temple 
reforms begun under King Hezekiah (2 Chr. 29:12). He is to be distinguished 
from 2 above.

�5.5. The son o The son of Joahaz; f Joahaz; an officiaan official of King l of King Josiah comJosiah commissioned missioned to repair to repair the templethe temthe temple (2 temple (2 Chr. 34:8)Chr. 34:8)..

5. The son of Joahaz; an official of King Josiah commissioned to repair the 
temple (2 Chr. 34:8).

JOAHAZJOAHAZ (Heb.  (Heb. yo®}aœh�aœyo®}aœh�aœzz)))

JOAHAZ (Heb. yo®}aœh�aœz )

The fatherThe father of Joah  of Joah 5 5 (2 Chr. 34(2 Chr. 34:8).:8).

The father of Joah 5 (2 Chr. 34:8).

JOANANJOANAN (Gk.  (Gk. IoœanaénIoœanaén)))

JOANAN (Gk. Ioœanaén)

The grandsThe grandson of Zeruon of Zerubbabel, anbbabel, and an ancesd an ancestor of Jestor of Jesus (Luke 3us (Luke 3:27), perh:27), perhaps to be aps to be identifiedididentifiedidentified with Hana with Hananiah (1 Chniah (1 Chr. 3:19).r. 3:19).

The grandson of Zerubbabel, and an ancestor of Jesus (Luke 3:27), perhaps to be 
identified with Hananiah (1 Chr. 3:19).



JOANNAJOANNA (Gk.  (Gk. IoœaénnaIoœaénna)))

JOANNA (Gk. Ioœaénna)

One of theOne of the women fro women from Galilee m Galilee that follothat followed and prwed and provided assovided assistance toistance to Jesus. Sh Jesus. Sh Jesus. She is menShe is mentioned wittioned with Mary Magh Mary Magdalene, Sudalene, Susanna, andsanna, and others as others as having be having been “cured en “cureden “cured of “cured of evil spirievil spirits and infts and infirmities” irmities” (Luke 8:2-(Luke 8:2-3). Joanna3). Joanna was wife  was wife of Chuza tof Chuza the stewardhe stehe steward ofsteward of Herod Ant Herod Antipas.ipas.ipas.

One of the women from Galilee that followed and provided assistance to Jesus. 
She is mentioned with Mary Magdalene, Susanna, and others as having been 
“cured of evil spirits and infirmities” (Luke 8:2-3). Joanna was wife of Chuza the 
steward of Herod Antipas.

�Joanna wasJoanna was among the among the women who women who brought s brought spices to apices to anoint Jesunoint Jesus’ body ans’ body and found thd fd found the found the empty tombempty tomb. Along wi. Along with Mary Math Mary Magdalene angdalene and Mary thed Mary the mother of mother of James she James James she James she delivered delivered the news othe news of the Resuf the Resurrection trrection to the 11 ao the 11 apostles (Lpostles (Luke 24:10)uke 24:10). Luke als. 24:10)24:10). Lu24:10). Luke also noke also notes that ttes that the women fhe women from Galilerom Galilee beheld te beheld the Crucifihe Crucifixion (Lukexion (Luke 23:49) an (Luke(Luke 23:4(Luke 23:49) and the9) and the placement placement of Jesus’ of Jesus’ body in t body in the sepulchhe sepulchre (v. 55)re (v. 55)...

Joanna was among the women who brought spices to anoint Jesus’ body and 
found the empty tomb. Along with Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother of 
James she delivered the news of the Resurrection to the 11 apostles (Luke 
24:10). Luke also notes that the women from Galilee beheld the Crucifixion 
(Luke 23:49) and the placement of Jesus’ body in the sepulchre (v. 55).

Jo Ann H. Jo Ann H. SeelySeely

Jo Ann H. Seely

JOARIBJOARIB (Gk.  (Gk. IoœaribIoœarib) (also JE) (also JEHOIARIB)HOIARIB)HOIARIB)

JOARIB (Gk. Ioœarib) (also JEHOIARIB)

The head oThe head of the prief the priestly familstly family from whiy from which was desch was descended Matcended Mattathias, wtathias, who with hiho with his sons inishihis sons ihis sons initiated tnitiated the Maccabehe Maccabean Revolt an Revolt (1 Macc. 2(1 Macc. 2:1; 14:29):1; 14:29). At 1 Chr. At 1 Chr. 24:7 he . 24:7 he is called is cis called Jehcalled Jehoiarib.oiarib.

The head of the priestly family from which was descended Mattathias, who with 
his sons initiated the Maccabean Revolt (1 Macc. 2:1; 14:29). At 1 Chr. 24:7 he is 
called Jehoiarib.

JOASHJOASH (Heb.  (Heb. yo®}aœsû, yo®}aœsû, yeïho®}aœsyeïho®}aœsûû) (also JE) (also JEHOASH)HOASH)HOASH)

JOASH (Heb. yo®}aœsû, yeïho®}aœsû) (also JEHOASH)

�1.1. The fathe The father of Gideor of Gideon (Judg. 6n (Judg. 6:11, 29-31:11, 29-31). A membe). A member of the Ar of the Abiezrite cbiezrite clan of thelan olan of the triof the tribe of Manabe of Manasseh. He wsseh. He was owner oas owner of “the oakf “the oak at Ophrah at Ophrah,” probabl,” probably a local y a local shrine asssshrine assshrine associated wiociated with Baal anth Baal and Asherah.d Asherah. The accou The account emphasint emphasizes Yahwiszes Yahwistic hegemotic hegemtic hegemony ihegemony in Joash’s n Joash’s refusal torefusal to contend f contend for Baal afor Baal after Gideonter Gideon destroys  destroys the cult sthe cult site.itessite.site.site.

1. The father of Gideon (Judg. 6:11, 29-31). A member of the Abiezrite clan 
of the tribe of Manasseh. He was owner of “the oak at Ophrah,” probably a local 
shrine associated with Baal and Asherah. The account emphasizes Yahwistic 
hegemony in Joash’s refusal to contend for Baal after Gideon destroys the cult 
site.

�2.2. The son o The son of King Ahaf King Ahab of Israeb of Israel; one of l; one of the officithe officials ordereals ordered to take d to take custody ofcustodycustody ofcustody of the proph the prophet Micaiahet Micaiah (1 Kgs. 2 (1 Kgs. 22:26 = 2 C2:26 = 2 Chr. 18:25)hr. 18:25)...

2. The son of King Ahab of Israel; one of the officials ordered to take 
custody of the prophet Micaiah (1 Kgs. 22:26 = 2 Chr. 18:25).

�3.3. King of J King of Judah (ca. udah (ca. 837–800 837–800 B.C.E.B.C.E.; 2 Kgs. 1; 2 Kgs. 11-12; 2 Ch1-12; 2 Chr. 22:10-2r. 22:10-24:27). Joa4:27). Joash (thronesh (sh (throne na(throne name Jehoashme Jehoash) was made) was made king of J king of Judah as a udah as a child by achild by a coup d’ét coup d’état led by at led by the priestththe priestthe priest Jehoiada  Jehoiada against Atagainst Athaliah, whhaliah, who had seizo had seized the thred the throne and muone and murdered allrdered all rivals se r rivals sevrivals seven years een years earlier. Naarlier. Narrative inrrative interest in terest in the Kings the Kings account ofaccount of the coup  the coup centers oncentecenters oncenters on the legit the legitimacy of Jimacy of Joash as Ahoash as Ahaziah’s soaziah’s son and the n and the only survionly survivor of Athvor of Athaliah’s pualiaAthAthaliah’sAthaliah’s purge, an purge, and on the nd on the necessary aecessary and authorind authoritative restative restoration otoration of the Davif the Davidic dynastdicDaviDavidic dyDavidic dynasty. Thenasty. The Chronicle Chronicles account s account emphasizesemphasizes the roles the roles of the pr of the priest and tiest and the Leviteshetthe Levitethe Levites in leadis in leading a populng a popular uprisinar uprising. While tg. While the identithe identity of Joashy of Joash as the ki as the king’s son ing’s song’s son is susson is suspect, thespect, these events ae events are comprehre comprehensible asensible as typical p typical political solitical struggles itruggles in monarchin monn monarchic monarchic states andstates and as fallou as fallout from Jeht from Jehu’s revoltu’s revolt that ende that ended the Omrid the Omride dynastyde dynasty in the no i in the norin the north.th.th.

3. King of Judah (ca. 837–800 B.C.E.; 2 Kgs. 11-12; 2 Chr. 22:10-24:27). Joash 
(throne name Jehoash) was made king of Judah as a child by a coup d’état led by 
the priest Jehoiada against Athaliah, who had seized the throne and murdered all 
rivals seven years earlier. Narrative interest in the Kings account of the coup 
centers on the legitimacy of Joash as Ahaziah’s son and the only survivor of 
Athaliah’s purge, and on the necessary and authoritative restoration of the 
Davidic dynasty. The Chronicles account emphasizes the roles of the priest and 
the Levites in leading a popular uprising. While the identity of Joash as the king’s 
son is suspect, these events are comprehensible as typical political struggles in 
monarchic states and as fallout from Jehu’s revolt that ended the Omride dynasty 
in the north.

�The chronoThe chronology of thlogy of the period ie period is uncertais uncertain, but then, but the attribute attributed 40-year d 40-year reign for reign foreign for Joash for Joash (2 Kgs. 12(2 Kgs. 12:1[MT 2]) :1[MT 2]) seems moreseems more evocative evocative of the re of the reigns of Daigns of David and Sovid and Solomon thanlSoSolomon thSolomon than realistan realistic. Joash ic. Joash is charactis characterized in erized in the Deuterthe Deuteronomistic-onomistic-type regnatype regnal summary l sl summary assummary as a good ki a good king except ng except for not refor not removing themoving the high plac high places; Chronies; Chronicles limitcles limits his righslimitlimits hislimits his right rul right rule to Jehoie to Jehoiada’s inflada’s influence. Thiuence. This king is s king is rememberedremembered for his r for his regularizinegularirregulariziregularizing of a fing of a financial prnancial program for ogram for the care othe care of the tempf the temple. A powele. A power struggler struggle with the  wit with the pwith the priests forriests for control o control of the finaf the finances may unces may underlie thnderlie the narrative narrative. The Kine. The Kings accountgs acgs account deaccount demonstratesmonstrates Joash’s l Joash’s leadership eadership in establiin establishing an eshing an enduring arnduring arrangement rangement (2 Kgs. 22(2(2 Kgs. 22(2 Kgs. 22:3-7, 9). :3-7, 9). In contrasIn contrast, Chronict, Chronicles highliles highlights Joashghts Joash’s abandon’s abandonment of thment of the priestlye prie priestly ipriestly ideals of Ydeals of Yahwistic lahwistic loyalty aftoyalty after Jehoiader Jehoiada dies.a dies.a dies.

The chronology of the period is uncertain, but the attributed 40-year reign 
for Joash (2 Kgs. 12:1[MT 2]) seems more evocative of the reigns of David and 
Solomon than realistic. Joash is characterized in the Deuteronomistic-type regnal 
summary as a good king except for not removing the high places; Chronicles 



limits his right rule to Jehoiada’s influence. This king is remembered for his 
regularizing of a financial program for the care of the temple. A power struggle 
with the priests for control of the finances may underlie the narrative. The Kings 
account demonstrates Joash’s leadership in establishing an enduring arrangement 
(2 Kgs. 22:3-7, 9). In contrast, Chronicles highlights Joash’s abandonment of the 
priestly ideals of Yahwistic loyalty after Jehoiada dies.

�Hazael’s dHazael’s defeat of tefeat of the city ofhe city of Gath and  Gath and tribute frtribute from Joash rom Joash reflect theeflect the dominance dominan dominance dominance of Aram-Daof Aram-Damascus in mascus in Syria-PaleSyria-Palestine in tstine in the late 9the late 9th century.h century. Joash’s a Joash’s assassinatissaassassinatassassination by twoion by two of his of of his officials, cficials, characterisharacteristic of roytic of royal power pal power politics, iolitics, is unexplais unexplas unexplaineunexplained in Kingsd in Kings. In Chron. In Chronicles bothicles both Hazael’s  Hazael’s victory anvictory and the assad the assassination ssination are retribareare retribare retribution for ution for Joash’s trJoash’s transgressioansgressions. Joash ns. Joash was succeewas succeeded by hisded by his son Amazi son Amaziah.ahAmaziAmaziah.Amaziah.Amaziah.

Hazael’s defeat of the city of Gath and tribute from Joash reflect the 
dominance of Aram-Damascus in Syria-Palestine in the late 9th century. Joash’s 
assassination by two of his officials, characteristic of royal power politics, is 
unexplained in Kings. In Chronicles both Hazael’s victory and the assassination 
are retribution for Joash’s transgressions. Joash was succeeded by his son 
Amaziah.

�4.4. King of I King of Israel (ca.srael (ca. 800-ca. 7 800-ca. 785). Joash85). Joash succeeded succeeded his fathe his father Jehoahazr Jehoahaz and ruled and rul and ruled for ruled for 16 years e16 years early in tharly in the 8th cente 8th century (2 Kgsury (2 Kgs. 13:10-25. 13:10-25; 14:8-16;; 14:8-16; 2 Chr. 25 2 Chr. 25:17-24). T:17-2525:17-24).25:17-24). The regna The regnal summary,l summary, like othe like other Deuteronr Deuteronomistic juomistic judgments ofdgments of northern  northern northern knorthern kings, descings, describes him ribes him as an evilas an evil king who  king who followed ifollowed in Jeroboamn Jeroboam’s sins. H’s sins. However, thowHHowever, tHowever, the narratihe narrative strategve strategy of 2 Kgsy of 2 Kgs. 13:14-25. 13:14-25 portrays  portrays him accordhim according to theing to the usually p thethe usuallthe usually positivey positive Deuterono Deuteronomistic crimistic criterion of terion of a king whoa king who seeks the seeks the prophetic prophetic word. The w word. The word. The narrative narrative focuses onfocuses on Joash’s r Joash’s responses tesponses to Elisha’so Elisha’s commands  commands to act outto act out Israel’s  outout Israelout Israel’s limited’s limited success i success in its contn its continuing strinuing struggle agaiuggle against Aram. nst Aram. The narratThe narrative confirive coive confirmaticonfirmation of the on of the prophetic prophetic word comesword comes in 2 Kgs. in 2 Kgs. 13:25, wh 13:25, where Joash ere Joash defeats Bedefeats Bedefeats Ben-hadad Ben-hadad three timethree times.s.s.

4. King of Israel (ca. 800-ca. 785). Joash succeeded his father Jehoahaz and 
ruled for 16 years early in the 8th century (2 Kgs. 13:10-25; 14:8-16; 2 Chr. 
25:17-24). The regnal summary, like other Deuteronomistic judgments of 
northern kings, describes him as an evil king who followed in Jeroboam’s sins. 
However, the narrative strategy of 2 Kgs. 13:14-25 portrays him according to 
the usually positive Deuteronomistic criterion of a king who seeks the prophetic 
word. The narrative focuses on Joash’s responses to Elisha’s commands to act 
out Israel’s limited success in its continuing struggle against Aram. The narrative 
confirmation of the prophetic word comes in 2 Kgs. 13:25, where Joash defeats 
Ben-hadad three times.

�HistoricalHistorically, this aly, this account refccount reflects the lects the changing bchanging balance of alance of power betwpower between Aram aeen Arameen Aram and AAram and Assyria ca.ssyria ca. 800. Assy 800. Assyria under ria under AdadnirariAdadnirari III in it III in its western s western campaigns campaigns between 80bebetween 80between 805 and 796 5 and 796 controlledcontrolled and then  and then ended Aramended Aram’s four de’s four decades of dcades of domination ominatioddominationdomination of Syria- of Syria-Palestine.Palestine. An Assyri An Assyrian inscripan inscription, the tion, the Rimah stelRimah stela, marks Aa, marks Adad-niraridadAAdad-nirarAdad-nirari’s succesi’s success and his s and his receipt ofreceipt of tribute f tribute from Tyre, rom Tyre, Sidon, andSidon, and Joash of  Joash of Samaria. ASamaSamaria. ASamaria. Aram’s weakram’s weakness left ness left Joash freeJoash free to regain to regain the citie the cities (in Galis (in Galilee or Tralee or Transjordan?)nsjorTraTransjordaTransjordan?) his fan?) his father had lther had lost.ost.ost.

Historically, this account reflects the changing balance of power between 
Aram and Assyria ca. 800. Assyria under Adadnirari III in its western campaigns 
between 805 and 796 controlled and then ended Aram’s four decades of 
domination of Syria-Palestine. An Assyrian inscription, the Rimah stela, marks 
Adad-nirari’s success and his receipt of tribute from Tyre, Sidon, and Joash of 
Samaria. Aram’s weakness left Joash free to regain the cities (in Galilee or 
Transjordan?) his father had lost.

�Joash figuJoash figures in theres in the report ab report about Amaziaout Amaziah which deh which describes a scribes a battle betbattle between Israeween Isween Israel andIsrael and Judah (2  Judah (2 Kgs. 14:8-Kgs. 14:8-16 = 2 Chr16 = 2 Chr. 25:17-24. 25:17-24). Narrati). Narrative emphasive emphasis is on Jos is on Joash’s rebuashJoJoash’s reJoash’s rebuff of Ambuff of Amaziah, Israziah, Israel’s defeael’s defeat of Judaat of Judah on its oh on its own territown territory, and thry, and the sacking e sacke sacking ofsacking of Jerusalem Jerusalem. Other th. Other than alludinan alluding to Amazig to Amaziah’s arrogah’s arrogance afterance after defeating defeating Edom, the Ed Edom, the Edom, the report doereport does not gives not give reasons f reasons for the bator the battle. Whiletle. While specifics specifics cannot be cannot be known, th k known, theknown, the battle is battle is comprehen comprehensible as tsible as typical jocypical jockeying forkeying for power or  power or territory territory between smbetbetween smbetween smaller stataller states after aes after a dominatin dominating state (hg state (here, Aram)ere, Aram) has been  has been removed. Jremoved. Joash was soJJoash was Joash was succeeded succeeded by his sonby his son Jeroboam  Jeroboam II.II.II.

Joash figures in the report about Amaziah which describes a battle between 
Israel and Judah (2 Kgs. 14:8-16 = 2 Chr. 25:17-24). Narrative emphasis is on 
Joash’s rebuff of Amaziah, Israel’s defeat of Judah on its own territory, and the 
sacking of Jerusalem. Other than alluding to Amaziah’s arrogance after defeating 
Edom, the report does not give reasons for the battle. While specifics cannot be 
known, the battle is comprehensible as typical jockeying for power or territory 
between smaller states after a dominating state (here, Aram) has been removed. 
Joash was succeeded by his son Jeroboam II.

�5.5. A member  A member of the Judof the Judahite geneahite genealogy in talogy in the Shelanihe Shelanite branch te branch (1 Chr. 4:(1 Chr. 4:22).22).22).

5. A member of the Judahite genealogy in the Shelanite branch (1 Chr. 4:22).

�6.6. A Benjami A Benjaminite from nite from the clan othe clan of Becher (f Becher (1 Chr. 7:81 Chr. 7:8).).).

6. A Benjaminite from the clan of Becher (1 Chr. 7:8).

�7.7. An archer An archer listed am listed among the Beong the Benjaminite njaminite warriors wwarriors who joined ho joined David at ZDavid at Ziklag (1 CiklaZZiklag (1 Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:3)Chr. 12:3)...

7. An archer listed among the Benjaminite warriors who joined David at 



Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:3).

�8.8. The overs The overseer of Daveer of David’s storeid’s stores of oil (s of oil (1 Chr. 27:1 Chr. 27:28).28).28).

8. The overseer of David’s stores of oil (1 Chr. 27:28).
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JOB, BOOK JOB, BOOK OFOFOF

JOB, BOOK OF

An extensiAn extensive work ofve work of prose and prose and poetry fo poetry found in theund in the Writings  Writings of the OT.of the OT. The book  The book The book recoubook recounts the monts the moving storyving story of a righ of a righteous inditeous individual whovidual who incurs ho incurs horrendous srrendous srrendous suffering,suffering, is castig is castigated by hiated by his friends,s friends, challenge challenges God, ands God, and is finall is finally vindicaty vindicated and resed and reed and restored. restored. Although tAlthough the book ishe book is commonly  commonly associatedassociated with the  with the wisdom boowisdom books, Job hoks, Job ks, Job holds Job holds a unique pa unique place withilace within the bibln the biblical literical literature, forature, for it broach it broaches matterses matters of the hu of th of the human the human condition condition and theoloand theology that argy that are nowhere e nowhere else conveelse conveyed with syed with such pathosuch pathouch pathos.pathos.

An extensive work of prose and poetry found in the Writings of the OT. The 
book recounts the moving story of a righteous individual who incurs horrendous 
suffering, is castigated by his friends, challenges God, and is finally vindicated and 
restored. Although the book is commonly associated with the wisdom books, 
Job holds a unique place within the biblical literature, for it broaches matters of 
the human condition and theology that are nowhere else conveyed with such 
pathos.

CompositioComposition and Strun and Structurecture

Composition and Structure

Dates for Dates for the composthe composition of Jition of Job have raob have ranged from nged from the 10th tthe 10th to the 2nd o the 2nd century century B.C.E.B.CB.C.E.B.C.E., although, although most scho most scholars contelars contend that itnd that it was writt was written during en during the exilicthe exilic or early  or early or early postearly postexilic perexilic period (6h oriod (6h or 5th centu 5th century). In Ezry). In Ezek. 14:14,ek. 14:14, 20 the pr 20 the protagonist otagonist is consideis cois consideredconsidered an exempl an exemplary figureary figure of righte of righteousness alousness alongside Noongside Noah and Danah and Daniel. The biel. The biel. The bulk of thbulk of the book is e book is composed ocomposed of poetry (f poetry (3:2—42:6, 3:2—42:6, with the ewith the exception oxception of 32:1–5) f 32:1–5) f 32:1–5) an32:1–5) and is brackd is bracketed by preted by prose (1:1—2ose (1:1—2:13; 42:7–:13; 42:7–17). The r17). The relationshielationship between p between p between thbetween the prose ane prose and poetry id poetry is still des still debated, altbated, although the hough the traditionatraditional theory hl theory holds that oldhholds thatholds that the prose the prose sections  sections once repreonce represented an sented an independenindependent, early ft, early folktale abolktale about the chouababout the about the character character of Job. Thof Job. The poetic ce poetic center, thuenter, thus, is the s, is the result of result of later addilater additions. It tions. addiadditions.additions. It may al It may also be the so be the case that case that the poetrythe poetry once stoo once stood independd independent of theent of the prose, re p prose, resprose, resembling thembling the much eare much earlier Babyllier Babylonian Theoonian Theodicy (ca. dicy (ca. 1100; 1100; ANET,ANET, 601–4), w 601–4), w 601–4), which contwhich contains only ains only an exchangan exchange of dialoe of dialogue betweegue between a suffern a sufferer and hiser and his friend. O friend. Other MesopthOOther MesoOther Mesopotamian ppotamian parallels iarallels include A Mnclude A Man and Hisan and His God ( God (ANET,ANET, 589–91) a 589–91) and I Will nd I Wnd I Will PraisWill Praise the Lorde the Lord of Wisdom of Wisdom ( (ANET,ANET, 434–37).  434–37). RegardlessRegardless of the co of the compositionampositional developml dl developmendevelopment of the bt of the book, the pook, the poetry stanoetry stands out as ds out as central tocentral to the book  the book on the reaon the readerly levedreareaderly lreaderly level.evel.evel.

Dates for the composition of Job have ranged from the 10th to the 2nd century 
B.C.E., although most scholars contend that it was written during the exilic or 
early postexilic period (6h or 5th century). In Ezek. 14:14, 20 the protagonist is 
considered an exemplary figure of righteousness alongside Noah and Daniel. The 
bulk of the book is composed of poetry (3:2—42:6, with the exception of 
32:1–5) and is bracketed by prose (1:1—2:13; 42:7–17). The relationship 
between the prose and poetry is still debated, although the traditional theory 
holds that the prose sections once represented an independent, early folktale 
about the character of Job. The poetic center, thus, is the result of later 
additions. It may also be the case that the poetry once stood independent of the 
prose, resembling the much earlier Babylonian Theodicy (ca. 1100; ANET, 601–4), 
which contains only an exchange of dialogue between a sufferer and his friend. 
Other Mesopotamian parallels include A Man and His God (ANET, 589–91) and I 
Will Praise the Lord of Wisdom (ANET, 434–37). Regardless of the compositional 
development of the book, the poetry stands out as central to the book on the 
readerly level.

�The structThe structure of theure of the book can  book can be illustrbe illustrated as foated as follows:llows:llows:

The structure of the book can be illustrated as follows:

�I.I.�Prose ProlProse Prologue: Job’ogue: Job’s desolatis desolation (1:1—2:on (1:1—2:13)13)13)

I. Prose Prologue: Job’s desolation (1:1—2:13)

�II.II.�Poetic DisPoetic Discourse (3:course (3:1—42:6)1—42:6)1—42:6)

II. Poetic Discourse (3:1—42:6)

�A.A.�Job’s birtJob’s birthday cursehday curse (3:1–26) (3:1–26) (3:1–26)

A. Job’s birthday curse (3:1–26)



�B.B.�Dialogues Dialogues with frienwith friends (4:1—27ds (4:1—27:23):23)(4:1—27(4:1—27:23(4:1—27:23)))

B. Dialogues with friends 
(4:1—27:23)

�1.1.�First cyclFirst cycle of dialoe of dialogues (4:1—guedialodialogues dialogues (4:1—14:22(4:1—14:22)))

1. First cycle of 
dialogues (4:1—14:22)

�2.2.�Second cycSecond cycle of dialle of dialogues odialdialogues dialogues (15:1—21:3(15:1—21:34)4)4)

2. Second cycle of 
dialogues 

(15:1—21:34)

�3.3.�Third cyclThird cycle of dialoe of dialogues gudialodialogues dialogues (22:1—27:2(22:1—27:23)3)3)

3. Third cycle of 
dialogues 

(22:1—27:23)

�C.C.�MeditationMeditation on wisdom on wisdom’s elusive’s elusiveness (28:1nesselusiveelusiveneselusiveness (28:1–28s (28:1–28)))

C. Meditation on wisdom’s 
elusiveness (28:1–28)

�D.D.�Job’s finaJob’s final defense l defense (29:1—31:4(29:1—31:40)0)0)

D. Job’s final defense (29:1—31:40)

�1.1.�God’s pastGod’s past favor (29 favor (29:1–25):(29(29:1–25)(29:1–25)(29:1–25)

1. God’s past favor 
(29:1–25)

�2.2.�Job’s presJob’s present miseryent misery (30:1–31) miserymisery (30misery (30:1–31):1–31):1–31)

2. Job’s present 
misery (30:1–31)

�3.3.�Job’s oathJob’s oaths (31:1–40s (31:1–40))(31:1–40(31:1–40)(31:1–40)(31:1–40)

3. Job’s oaths 
(31:1–40)

�E.E.�Elihu’s diElihu’s discourse (3scourse (32:1—37:24)2:1—37:24)

E. Elihu’s discourse (32:1—37:24)

�F.F.�Dialogues Dialogues with God (with God (38:1—42:6)38:1—42:6)

F. Dialogues with God (38:1—42:6)

�III.III.�Prose EpilProse Epilogue: Job’ogue: Job’s restorats restoration (42:7–ion (42:7–17)17)

III. Prose Epilogue: Job’s restoration (42:7–17)

Content anContent and Movementd Movement

Content and Movement

The prose The prose prologue sprologue sets the stets the stage for thage for the poetic de poetic discourse tiscourse that followhat follows. Job, a s. Job, a non-Israelnonnon-Israelnon-Israelite, is deite, is described asscribed as one who f one who fears God, ears God, avoids eviavoids evil, and is l, and is blameless blameless and uprighand uand upright (1upright (1:1). The s:1). The stage is setage is set for thist for this folk hero folk hero to demons to demonstrate his trate his integrity integrity in the facin the in the face othe face of tremendof tremendous odds. Aus odds. As the narrs the narrative progative progresses thrresses through alterough alternating scenating scenes of earnscescenes of scenes of earth and earth and heaven, Yaheaven, Yahweh allowhweh allows the s the síaœt�aœn,síaœt�aœn, a member  a member of the divof the divof the divine coudivine council who sncil who specializedpecialized in the ar in the art of proset of prosecution (1:cution (1:6–8), to t6–8), to test Job. Test Job. The issue ahe isshe issue at sissue at stake is whtake is whether Job’ether Job’s piety iss piety is truly dis truly disinterestedinterested (1:9), i. (1:9), i.e., devoide., devoid of ulteri of ulteri of ulterior multerior motives or otives or self-interself-interest. The est. The síaœt�aœnsíaœt�aœn has his d has his doubts, whioubts, while Yahweh le Yahweh is fully ciis fully cis fully confident. onfident. ConsequentConsequently, the ly, the síaœt�aœn’síaœt�aœn’ss proposal, proposal, which God which God wholehear wholehe wholeheartwholeheartedly accepedly accepts, is as ts, is as much a chamuch a challenge to llenge to God’s credGod’s credibility asibility as it is to  it is to Job’s. In Job’s. Job’s. In Job’s. In two succestwo successive wavessive waves of calami of calamity, Job isty, Job is rendered  rendered without prwithout progeny and ogeny and possessionpopossessionpossessions. His wifs. His wife urges hie urges him to cursem to curse God and d God and die. Thoughie. Though often dis often disparaged inparaged in both anci inin both anin both ancient and cient and modern intmodern interpretatioerpretations, the quns, the question posestion posed by Job’ed by Job’s wife is s wife is vitally imvitvitally imvitally important: Dportant: Does persisoes persisting in inting in integrity prtegrity prompt one tompt one to keep silo keep silent or to ent or to curse God cursecurse God curse God in the facin the face of seemie of seemingly unjusngly unjust sufferint suffering (2:9)? Ig (2:9)? It is this t is this question aquestion around whicround aaround whiaround which the resch the rest of the bt of the book revolvook revolves. Whethees. Whether rightly r rightly or wronglyor wrongly, Job quic, Job quickly rejectkquicquickly requickly rejects his jects his wife’s exhwife’s exhortation aortation and remainsnd remains a man of  a man of few words,few words, ever defe ever deferential anredefedeferentiadeferential and stoil and stoic in accepc in accepting his fting his fate at Godate at God’s hand. I’s hand. In the wordn the words of the ns of the narrator, “arratnnarrator, narrator, “Job did n“Job did not sin or ot sin or charge Godcharge God with wron with wrong-doing” (g-doing” (1:22).1:22).1:22).

The prose prologue sets the stage for the poetic discourse that follows. Job, a 
non-Israelite, is described as one who fears God, avoids evil, and is blameless and 
upright (1:1). The stage is set for this folk hero to demonstrate his integrity in 
the face of tremendous odds. As the narrative progresses through alternating 
scenes of earth and heaven, Yahweh allows the síaœt�aœn,  a member of the 
divine council who specialized in the art of prosecution (1:6–8), to test Job. The 
issue at stake is whether Job’s piety is truly disinterested (1:9), i.e., devoid of 
ulterior motives or self-interest. The síaœt�aœn  has his doubts, while Yahweh 
is fully confident. Consequently, the síaœt�aœn’s  proposal, which God 
wholeheartedly accepts, is as much a challenge to God’s credibility as it is to 
Job’s. In two successive waves of calamity, Job is rendered without progeny and 
possessions. His wife urges him to curse God and die. Though often disparaged 
in both ancient and modern interpretations, the question posed by Job’s wife is 
vitally important: Does persisting in integrity prompt one to keep silent or to 
curse God in the face of seemingly unjust suffering (2:9)? It is this question 



around which the rest of the book revolves. Whether rightly or wrongly, Job 
quickly rejects his wife’s exhortation and remains a man of few words, ever 
deferential and stoic in accepting his fate at God’s hand. In the words of the 
narrator, “Job did not sin or charge God with wrong-doing” (1:22).

�In the poeIn the poetic materitic material that foal that follows a dillows a different Jofferent Job speaks, b speaks, one who isone who is quick to  quick to  quick to judge bto judge both his froth his friends and iends and God. Jas. God. Jas. 5:11 speak5:11 speaks of the es of the enduring panduring patience of tience of Job, but tJob,Job, but tJob, but the biblicahe biblical Job is al Job is anything bunything but patient t patient in the disin the discourses! Ccourses! Chs. 3–27 chs. 3–27 contain throntainccontain thcontain three cyclesree cycles of conver of conversation in sation in which Job’which Job’s three frs three friends, Eliiends, Eliphaz, Bildphaz, Bildad, and Zoad, anad, and Zopharand Zophar (who does (who does not appea not appear in the lr in the last cycle)ast cycle), offer a , offer a range of rrange of responses, esponses, from consofrofrom consofrom consolation to lation to condemnaticondemnation, over Jon, over Job’s plighob’s plight. Indeed,t. Indeed, they end  they end up pinningup pinning all measu a all measurall measure of turpie of turpitude upon tude upon him in ordhim in order to makeer to make sense of  sense of his sufferhis suffering (e.g.,ing (e.g., 15:7–13;  15:7 15:7–13; 215:7–13; 22:5–9). Re2:5–9). Relying almolying almost exclusist exclusively upon vely upon the veracithe veracity of his ty of his experienceexperience, Job resp, Jo, Job responJob responds in kindds in kind to each o to each of his thref his three friends,e friends, employing employing an impres an impressive arsensive arsenal of rhetal oal of rhetoriof rhetorical weaponcal weapons (e.g., is (e.g., instructionnstruction, argument, argument, irony, s, irony, sarcasm, rearcasm, rebuke), whibuke), which turns hch tch turns his turns his friends’ sfriends’ self-righteelf-righteous proverous proverbs to “ashbs to “ashes” and exes” and exposes theiposes their argumentr arguments as “defes as as “defensas “defenses of clayes of clay” (13:12).” (13:12). Job’s dis Job’s discourse is course is charged wicharged with pathos th pathos and protesand protest. Throught. Tht. Through itThrough it all, Job  all, Job is adamantis adamant in mainta in maintaining his ining his integrity integrity (27:5–6). (27:5–6). Moreover, Moreover, in order tin ordin order to sorder to seek redreseek redress from Gods from God and human and humans alike, Js alike, Job appealsob appeals to a “med to a “mediator” or iator” oriator” or “witnesor “witness” in heavs” in heaven, a “reden, a “redeemer” whoeemer” who can judge can judge between G between God, who haod, who has defamed s defams defamed andefamed and victimizd victimized him, aned him, and himself d himself (9:33; 16:(9:33; 16:19; 19:25–19; 19:25–27). Job, 27). Job, in short, in short, comes to ecomcomes to ecomes to expect vindxpect vindication frication from a heaveom a heavenly advocanly advocate. (Christe. (Christian intertian interpreters hapreters have frequenvhahave frequhave frequently viewently viewed Job’s “ed Job’s “redeemer” redeemer” [19:25] as[19:25] as Christ; h Christ; however, foowever, for Job thisr Job this redeemer  r redeemer iredeemer is a heavens a heavenly being wly being who has theho has the power to  power to call God tcall God to account o account for what hfor what for what he cowhat he considers a nsiders a flagrant tflagrant travesty ofravesty of justice.) justice.)

In the poetic material that follows a different Job speaks, one who is quick 
to judge both his friends and God. Jas. 5:11 speaks of the enduring patience of 
Job, but the biblical Job is anything but patient in the discourses! Chs. 3–27 
contain three cycles of conversation in which Job’s three friends, Eliphaz, Bildad, 
and Zophar (who does not appear in the last cycle), offer a range of responses, 
from consolation to condemnation, over Job’s plight. Indeed, they end up pinning 
all measure of turpitude upon him in order to make sense of his suffering (e.g., 
15:7–13; 22:5–9). Relying almost exclusively upon the veracity of his experience, 
Job responds in kind to each of his three friends, employing an impressive arsenal 
of rhetorical weapons (e.g., instruction, argument, irony, sarcasm, rebuke), which 
turns his friends’ self-righteous proverbs to “ashes” and exposes their arguments 
as “defenses of clay” (13:12). Job’s discourse is charged with pathos and protest. 
Through it all, Job is adamant in maintaining his integrity (27:5–6). Moreover, in 
order to seek redress from God and humans alike, Job appeals to a “mediator” 
or “witness” in heaven, a “redeemer” who can judge between God, who has 
defamed and victimized him, and himself (9:33; 16:19; 19:25–27). Job, in short, 
comes to expect vindication from a heavenly advocate. (Christian interpreters 
have frequently viewed Job’s “redeemer” [19:25] as Christ; however, for Job this 
redeemer is a heavenly being who has the power to call God to account for 
what he considers a flagrant travesty of justice.)

�Job wraps Job wraps up his defup his defense with ense with a wrenchina wrenching resume og resume of his presf his present miseryent misery (30:1–31) (30:1 (30:1–31),(30:1–31), which fol which follows upon lows upon the heels the heels of an effuof an effusive descrsive description of iption of the glory the glory days in whdaysdays in whdays in which he enjich he enjoyed God’soyed God’s preeminen preeminent favor ant favor and his commd his community’s esunity’s esteem (29:1teem (29teem (29:1–25).(29:1–25). Job concl Job concludes with udes with a series oa series of powerfulf powerful oaths by  oaths by which he cwhich he challenges hallenges God to eitGoGod to eitGod to either judge her judge him or redhim or redress his cress his complaint (omplaint (31:1–40). 31:1–40). In the endIn the end his frien his friends are rends ads are renderare rendered speechled speechless (32:1)ess (32:1), after wh, after which a new ich a new character character appears wiappears without forethout forewarning. Hwforeforewarninforewarning. His namg. His name is Elihue is Elihu (“He is m (“He is my God”), ay God”), and he reprnd he represents a nesents a new generatew generatew generationgeneration of sapien of sapiential pedagtial pedagogy, one togy, one that does nhat does not rely upot rely upon the accon the accumulated wumulated wisdom of piswwisdom of wisdom of past sagespast sages, to which, to which Job’s fri Job’s friends frequends frequently refeently refer (e.g., 8r (e.g., 8:8; 15:17–:8; 15:17–19), but u19), b19), but upon dbut upon direct inspirect inspiration friration from God (33om God (33:14–15, 33:14–15, 33; 36:2). Y; 36:2). Yet like Joet like Job’s friendb’s friends, Elihu fs, Els, Elihu findElihu finds Job guils Job guilty. As wouty. As would a youthld a youth, Elihu re, Elihu revels in stvels in stepping on epping on the toes othe toes of his eldef his ef his elders (32elders (32:6–9), and:6–9), and his speec his speech is to anh is to an extent th extent theologicalleologically suspect,y suspect, owing to  owing to his bombashis bhis bombastic bombastic delivery (delivery (32:15—33:532:15—33:5) and accu) and accusatory tonsatory tone. Yet Elie. Yet Elihu’s speechu’s speech masterfuh masterfuh masterfullmasterfully sets they sets the stage for stage for the Almig the Almighty’s appehty’s appearance befarance before Job (3ore Job (37:14–24).7:14–24).7:14–24).

Job wraps up his defense with a wrenching resume of his present misery 
(30:1–31), which follows upon the heels of an effusive description of the glory 
days in which he enjoyed God’s preeminent favor and his community’s esteem 
(29:1–25). Job concludes with a series of powerful oaths by which he challenges 
God to either judge him or redress his complaint (31:1–40). In the end his friends 
are rendered speechless (32:1), after which a new character appears without 
forewarning. His name is Elihu (“He is my God”), and he represents a new 
generation of sapiential pedagogy, one that does not rely upon the accumulated 
wisdom of past sages, to which Job’s friends frequently refer (e.g., 8:8; 15:17–19), 
but upon direct inspiration from God (33:14–15, 33; 36:2). Yet like Job’s friends, 
Elihu finds Job guilty. As would a youth, Elihu revels in stepping on the toes of his 
elders (32:6–9), and his speech is to an extent theologically suspect, owing to his 
bombastic delivery (32:15—33:5) and accusatory tone. Yet Elihu’s speech 
masterfully sets the stage for the Almighty’s appearance before Job (37:14–24).

�Yahweh’s aYahweh’s answer to Jnswer to Job (chs. 3ob (chs. 38—41) repr8—41) represents theesents the high poin high point of the bt of the book’s deveook’sbbook’s devbook’s development. elopment. Yet many mYet many modern readodern readers find ters find the speechehe speeches ultimates ultimately disappoly disapply disappointdisappointing, sinceing, since they neit they neither addresher address Job’s ins Job’s insufferablesufferable condition condition nor solve nor solve the probl the  the problethe problem of theodm of theodicy. Some icy. Some in fact acin fact accuse the acuse the author of tuthor of these speechese speeches of badhes of bad theology. t theology. theology. In any casIn any case, the dive, the divine discouine discourses do serses do serve to resrve to resolve Job’solve Job’s case agai case against Yahwehnst Ynst Yahweh (cfYahweh (cf. 42:6). T. 42:6). These speechese speeches from ohes from on high aren high are filled wi filled with referenth references to creces to creation, embaticrecreation, creation, embracing embracing in order tin order the realms he realms of cosmoloof cosmology, meteorgy, meteorology, andology, and zoology,  zoology,  zoology, tzoology, the latter he latter being mostbeing most pronounce pronounced (38:39—3d (38:39—39:30; 40:19:30; 40:15—41:34[MT5—41:34[MT 41:26]).  41:26 41:26]). I41:26]). Indeed, it ndeed, it is throughis through Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s litany of litany of the animalthe animal kingdom t kingdom that Job’s hat Job’s world is mworlworld is mworld is most profouost profoundly and rndly and radically radically reoriented.eoriented.

Yahweh’s answer to Job (chs. 38—41) represents the high point of the 
book’s development. Yet many modern readers find the speeches ultimately 



disappointing, since they neither address Job’s insufferable condition nor solve 
the problem of theodicy. Some in fact accuse the author of these speeches of bad 
theology. In any case, the divine discourses do serve to resolve Job’s case against 
Yahweh (cf. 42:6). These speeches from on high are filled with references to 
creation, embracing in order the realms of cosmology, meteorology, and 
zoology, the latter being most pronounced (38:39—39:30; 40:15—41:34[MT 
41:26]). Indeed, it is through Yahweh’s litany of the animal kingdom that Job’s 
world is most profoundly and radically reoriented.

�The animalThe animals describes described in this d in this section arsection are not domee not domestic but wstic but wild — lionild — lion, mountain, moun, mountain gmountain goat, deer,oat, deer, onager, w onager, wild ox, osild ox, ostrich, hawtrich, hawk, and eagk, and eagle. Even tle. Even the war horhe war horse (39:19–sehorhorse (39:horse (39:19–25) is 19–25) is described described as untamabas untamable and feale and fearsome. Yahrsome. Yahweh revelsweh revels in their  in their wildness awwildness awildness and freedomnd freedom from huma from human control.n control. Images of Images of vitality  vitality and vigor and vigor abound, inabound, including socinincluding including some measusome measure of violre of violence (e.g.ence (e.g., 38:39; 3, 38:39; 39:26–30). 9:26–30). The majestThe majestic world wic world which Job ihwwhich Job which Job is shown iis shown is infinites infinitely larger ly larger than his othan his own accustown accustomed world,med world, wherein h wherein he saw himse hhe saw himhe saw himself as a self as a patriarch patriarch of royal pof royal proportionsroportions (29:25).  (29:25). At one poiAt one point, Job lant, Job laments thatmenlalaments thlaments that he has at he has become a “become a “brother ofbrother of jackals a jackals and a compand a companion of osnion of ostriches” (triches” (30:29). Th3((30:29). T(30:29). The irony rhe irony runs deep wuns deep when Yahwehhen Yahweh points ou points out that Jobt that Job is in goo is in good company d companyd company wicompany with these dth these denizens ofenizens of the margi the margin, of a “nn, of a “no-man’s-lao-man’s-land.” Job’snd.” Job’s provincia provincial and selfl al and self-cand self-centered woentered world is radrld is radically reoically reoriented inriented in Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s descriptiodescription of the an of the awe-inspiriwe-aawe-inspirawe-inspiring creatuing creatures Behemores Behemoth and Levth and Leviathan, whiathan, which togethich together mark ther mark the apex of e apex ofe apex of Yahweh’of Yahweh’s litany os litany of creationf creation (chs. 40– (chs. 40–41; cf. Ge41; cf. Gen. 1:26-27n. 1:26-27). Missing). Missing is any me is any mention of hntionmemention ofmention of humanity  humanity in this pain this parade of crrade of creatures, eeatures, except for xcept for the slightthe slight reference reference to Job’s  to  to Job’s cto Job’s creation inreation in 40:15. Jo 40:15. Job is no lob is no longer the pnger the pinnacle ofinnacle of the commu the community; Levinity; Leviathan, ratathaLeviLeviathan,Leviathan, rather, i rather, is a creatus a creature unsurpare unsurpassed in stssed in strength andrength and royal sta royal stature (41:3ture (41:34[26]), in4[26(41:3(41:34[26](41:34[26]), in some), in somewhat the swhat the same way Joame way Job saw himsb saw himself (29:25elf (29:25). These m). These mythical beythical beythical beasts of beasts of chaos takechaos take center st center stage as magage as magnificent anificent and proud cnd proud creatures. reatures. Rather thaRather than viewed an thathan viewethan viewed as hostid as hostile beings le beings before Godbefore God, they are, they are praised b praised by Yahweh ay Yahweh as integrals integral parts of  p parts of tparts of this cosmichis cosmic pageant. pageant.

The animals described in this section are not domestic but wild — lion, 
mountain goat, deer, onager, wild ox, ostrich, hawk, and eagle. Even the war 
horse (39:19–25) is described as untamable and fearsome. Yahweh revels in their 
wildness and freedom from human control. Images of vitality and vigor abound, 
including some measure of violence (e.g., 38:39; 39:26–30). The majestic world 
which Job is shown is infinitely larger than his own accustomed world, wherein 
he saw himself as a patriarch of royal proportions (29:25). At one point, Job 
laments that he has become a “brother of jackals and a companion of ostriches” 
(30:29). The irony runs deep when Yahweh points out that Job is in good 
company with these denizens of the margin, of a “no-man’s-land.” Job’s provincial 
and self-centered world is radically reoriented in Yahweh’s description of the 
awe-inspiring creatures Behemoth and Leviathan, which together mark the apex 
of Yahweh’s litany of creation (chs. 40–41; cf. Gen. 1:26-27). Missing is any 
mention of humanity in this parade of creatures, except for the slight reference 
to Job’s creation in 40:15. Job is no longer the pinnacle of the community; 
Leviathan, rather, is a creature unsurpassed in strength and royal stature 
(41:34[26]), in somewhat the same way Job saw himself (29:25). These mythical 
beasts of chaos take center stage as magnificent and proud creatures. Rather 
than viewed as hostile beings before God, they are praised by Yahweh as integral 
parts of this cosmic pageant.

Job begs fJob begs for pity fror pity from his friom his friends as heends as he sits in a sits in a dunghill  dunghill before hisbefore his ruined ho ruined house. Limbouse. Liuse. Limbourg BLimbourg Brothers, rothers, Trés richeTrés riches heures ds heures du Duc de Bu Duc de Berry,erry, fol. 82r  fol. 82r (15th cent(15th century); Accaury); Accaury); Accademia,Accademia, Florence  Florence (Giraudon/(Giraudon/Art ResourArt Resource, N.Y.)ce, N.Y.)

Job begs for pity from his friends as he sits in a dunghill before his ruined house. 
Limbourg Brothers, Trés riches heures du Duc de Berry, fol. 82r (15th century); 
Accademia, Florence (Giraudon/Art Resource, N.Y.)

�For Job thFor Job the world ise world is reconstru reconstructed by a cted by a fiercely lfiercely loving God,oving God, the same  the same world thatworld tworld that Job hthat Job had cursed ad cursed to chaos ito chaos in ch. 3. In ch. 3. It is a wort is a world in whicld in which moral reh moral retribution tribution has lost ihas lohas lost its flost its force. Neveorce. Nevertheless, rtheless, a moral sea moral sense of natnse of nature pervadure pervades these des these divine speeivine speeches. Creachespeespeeches. speeches. Creation iCreation is charactes characterized as arized as an arena ofn arena of freedom a freedom and indepennd independence, estdence, established baestestablisheestablished by Yahwed by Yahweh, who grah, who gratuitously tuitously balances abalances and sustainnd sustains the needs the needs of all cs of all creatures areaccreatures creatures and delighand delights in the ts in the dignity andignity and beauty od beauty of each thif each thing irrespeng irrespective of uctive of utility andtility uutility anutility and without d without direct anddirect and dramatic  dramatic interventiintervention. The chon. The chaotic sea aotic sea is given bis given birth and nirth bbirth and birth and nurtured, nurtured, albeit witalbeit with imposed h imposed limitationlimitations (38:8–11s (38:8–11). Yahweh ). Yahweh even causeeven causes the rainscausecauses thecauses the rain to s rain to shower uponhower upon the deser the desert, “to satt, “to satisfy the wisfy the waste and daste and desolate laesolate land” (38:26nd”laland” (38:land” (38:26–27). Jo26–27). Job’s responb’s response to suchse to such a radical a radical reorienta reorientation is ention is enigmatic, bigmatic, but certainut ceut certainly certainly marks bothmarks both a resolut a resolution of hision of his case agai case against Yahwehnst Yahweh and an em and an embrace of abrace of a new moral n new moral new moral vision (42vision (42:1–6). Job:1–6). Job has emerg has emerged a diffeed a different sort rent sort of patriarof patriarch operatich operating with a ng operatioperating operating with a difwith a different setferent set of princi of principles. No lples. No longer obseonger obsessed with ssed with the idealsthe ideals of honor  of h of honor and honor and authority,authority, he prays  he prays to Yahweh to Yahweh on behalf on behalf of his friof his friends who hends who had unjustlad unjustly condemney unjustlunjustly cunjustly condemned hondemned him. Restorim. Restored with thed with the same nume same number of chiber of children, Jobldren, Job shares hi shares h shares his inherihis inheritance equatance equally with hlly with his daughteis daughters (cf. Nurs (cf. Num. 27:1-11m. 27:1-11). So read). So read, the book, the book of Job is of  of Job is of Job is about the about the transformatransformation of hution of human integrman integrity, testeity, tested and refad and refashioned, ashioned, and of morand aand of morand of moral vision,al vision, reshaped  reshaped and broadeand broadened.ned.ned.

For Job the world is reconstructed by a fiercely loving God, the same world 
that Job had cursed to chaos in ch. 3. It is a world in which moral retribution has 
lost its force. Nevertheless, a moral sense of nature pervades these divine 
speeches. Creation is characterized as an arena of freedom and independence, 
established by Yahweh, who gratuitously balances and sustains the needs of all 
creatures and delights in the dignity and beauty of each thing irrespective of 
utility and without direct and dramatic intervention. The chaotic sea is given 



birth and nurtured, albeit with imposed limitations (38:8–11). Yahweh even 
causes the rain to shower upon the desert, “to satisfy the waste and desolate 
land” (38:26–27). Job’s response to such a radical reorientation is enigmatic, but 
certainly marks both a resolution of his case against Yahweh and an embrace of a 
new moral vision (42:1–6). Job has emerged a different sort of patriarch 
operating with a different set of principles. No longer obsessed with the ideals of 
honor and authority, he prays to Yahweh on behalf of his friends who had 
unjustly condemned him. Restored with the same number of children, Job shares 
his inheritance equally with his daughters (cf. Num. 27:1-11). So read, the book 
of Job is about the transformation of human integrity, tested and refashioned, 
and of moral vision, reshaped and broadened.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. J. A. CD. J. A. Clines, lines, Job 1-20.Job 1-20. WBC 17 (W WBC 17 (Waco, 1989)aco, 1989); N. C. Ha; N. C. Habel, bel,HaHabel, Habel, The Book oThe Book of Job.f Job. OTL (Phil OTL (Philadelphia, adelphia, 1985); C. 1985); C. A. Newsom,A. Newsom, “The Mora “The Moral Sense ofl Sensel Sense of NSense of Nature: Ethature: Ethics in theics in the Light of  Light of God’s SpeeGod’s Speech to Job,ch to Job,” ” Princeton Princeton Seminary BSeminary BulletinulBBulletinBulletin  N.S.N.S. 15 (1994) 15 (1994): 9–27; L.: 9–27; L. G. Perdue G. Perdue, , Wisdom in Wisdom in Revolt: MeRevolt: Metaphoricaltaphorical Theology  Theology in the Booinin the Booin the Book of Job.k of Job. BLS 29. J BLS 29. JSOTSup 112SOTSup 112 (Sheffiel (Sheffield, 1991); d, 1991); M. Tsevat,M. Tsevat, “The Mean “The Meaning of theing MeanMeaning ofMeaning of the Book  the Book of Job,” of Job,” HUCAHUCA 37 (1966) 37 (1966): 73–106; : 73–106; repr. in repr. in The MeaninThe Meaning of the Bg of theg of the Book othe Book of Job and f Job and Other BiblOther Biblical Studiical Studieses (New York (New York, 1980), 1, 1980), 1–38.–38.–38.
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JOB, TESTAJOB, TESTAMENT OFMENT OFMENT OF

JOB, TESTAMENT OF

A pseudepiA pseudepigraphal bographal book which uok which uses the geses the genre of tesnre of testament to tament to provide a provide a novelisticnovelistic retelling novelisticnovelisticnovelistic retelling retelling of the bi of the biblical booblical book of Job. k of Job. Job gatherJob gathers his chils his children aroundren around his deatd his ded his deathbed adeathbed and reviewsnd reviews events of events of his life  his life in order tin order to exhort ho exhort his childreis children to the vn to the virtue of eirtuevvirtue of virtue of endurance endurance or patiencor patience (Gk. e (Gk. hypomoneäíhypomoneäí).).).

A pseudepigraphal book which uses the genre of testament to provide a 
novelistic retelling of the biblical book of Job. Job gathers his children around his 
deathbed and reviews events of his life in order to exhort his children to the 
virtue of endurance or patience (Gk. hypomoneäí).

�The recastThe recasting of theing of the biblical  biblical story is qstory is quite expanuite expansive and fsive and fanciful. Fanciful. For exampleor example, the firs,exampleexample, texample, the first hhe first half (chs. alf (chs. 1–27) rete1–27) retells the fills the first two chrst two chapters of apters of the canonithe canonical book. cal boocal book. Majobook. Major roles arr roles are given toe given to a reveali a revealing angel, ng angel, to a Satanto a Satan of many d of many disguises, isguises, and to Joband tand to Job’s ito Job’s impoverishempoverished wife Sitd wife Sitis. Unlikeis. Unlike the bibli the biblical Job, tcal Job, this Job knhis Job knows from tows from the start whe stahe start whatstart what will happ will happen to him en to him and why, aand why, and he has nd he has assurance assurance of his ultof his ultimate victimate victory.oryvictvictory.victory.victory.

The recasting of the biblical story is quite expansive and fanciful. For 
example, the first half (chs. 1–27) retells the first two chapters of the canonical 
book. Major roles are given to a revealing angel, to a Satan of many disguises, and 
to Job’s impoverished wife Sitis. Unlike the biblical Job, this Job knows from the 
start what will happen to him and why, and he has assurance of his ultimate 
victory.

�In the secIn the second half oond half of the testf the testament (chsament (chs. 28–53) J. 28–53) Job offendsob offends his four  his four royal frieroyal frieroyal friends wifriends with his talth his talk of an etk of an eternal kingernal kingdom in headom in heaven which ven which is far supis far superior to eerior to earthly kinarthleearthly kiearthly kingdoms. Afngdoms. After God reter God restores hisstores his fortunes, fortunes, Job gives Job gives his three his three daughters daughters an inheri an an inheritan inheritance in thance in this earthlyis earthly kingdom.  kingdom. He provideHe provides each of s each of them with them with a magical a magical sash whichsassash whichsash which guarantee guarantees health as health and protectnd protection from tion from the enemy, he enemy, inspires minspires mystical woystical woystical worship, aworship, and leads tnd leads to the betto the better world ier world in heaven. n heaven. When Job dWhen Job dies, his dies, his daughters waughters witness hisitwwitness hiwitness his soul’s as soul’s ascent to hscent to heaven.eaven.eaven.

In the second half of the testament (chs. 28–53) Job offends his four royal 
friends with his talk of an eternal kingdom in heaven which is far superior to 
earthly kingdoms. After God restores his fortunes, Job gives his three daughters 
an inheritance in this earthly kingdom. He provides each of them with a magical 
sash which guarantees health and protection from the enemy, inspires mystical 
worship, and leads to the better world in heaven. When Job dies, his daughters 
witness his soul’s ascent to heaven.

�The text iThe text is extant is extant in Greek, wn Greek, which was mhich was most likelyost likely the langu the language of oriage of original compginal comginal compositiocomposition. It was n. It was written inwritten in Egypt (Jo Egypt (Job is calleb is called “the kind “the king of all Eg of all Egypt” in 2gypt” in 28:7) by a 8:7) by8:7) by a Jewisby a Jewish author sh author sometime duometime during the 1ring the 1st centuryst century  C.E.C.E.C.E.

The text is extant in Greek, which was most likely the language of original 
composition. It was written in Egypt (Job is called “the king of all Egypt” in 28:7) 



by a Jewish author sometime during the 1st century C.E.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. T. SpitR. T. Spittler, “Testler, “Testament of tament of Job,” Job,” OTPOTP 1 (Garden 1 (Garden City, 198 City, 1983): 829–683)1981983): 8291983): 829–68.–68.–68.

Bibliography. R. T. Spittler, “Testament of Job,” OTP 1 (Garden City, 
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JOBABJOBAB (Heb.  (Heb. yo®b�aœb�yo®b�aœb�)))

JOBAB (Heb. yo®b�aœb� )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Joktan; anJoktan; ancestor of cestor of an Arabianan Arabian people (G people (Gen. 10:29;en. 10:29; 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:23).23).23).

1. A son of Joktan; ancestor of an Arabian people (Gen. 10:29; 1 Chr. 1:23).

�2.2. An Edomit An Edomite king; the king; the son of Ze son of Zerah from erah from Bozrah (GeBozrah (Gen. 36:33-3n. 36:33-34 = 1 Chr.4 = 1 Chr. 1:44-45). 1 1:44-45).1:44-45).1:44-45).

2. An Edomite king; the son of Zerah from Bozrah (Gen. 36:33-34 = 1 Chr. 
1:44-45).

�3.3. The king  The king of Madon, of Madon, an ally ofan ally of Jabin of  Jabin of Hazor (JosHazor (Josh. 11:1); h. 11:1); one of theone of the kings def kings d kings defeated bdefeated by Joshua (y Joshua (12:19).12:19).12:19).

3. The king of Madon, an ally of Jabin of Hazor (Josh. 11:1); one of the kings 
defeated by Joshua (12:19).

�4.4. A Benjami A Benjaminite, son nite, son of Shaharaof Shaharaim (1 Chr.im (1 Chr. 8:9). 8:9). 8:9).

4. A Benjaminite, son of Shaharaim (1 Chr. 8:9).

�5.5. A Benjami A Benjaminite, the nite, the son of Elpson of Elpaal (1 Chraal (1 Chr. 8:18).. 8:18).

5. A Benjaminite, the son of Elpaal (1 Chr. 8:18).

JOCHEBEDJOCHEBED (Heb.  (Heb. yo®k�eb�edyo®k�eb�ed��)))

JOCHEBED (Heb. yo®k�eb�ed� )

The wife oThe wife of Amram anf Amram and mother od mother of Aaron, Mf Aaron, Moses, and oses, and Miriam (NuMiriam (Num. 26:59).m. 26:59). She was a She w She was also Awas also Amran’s aunmran’s aunt (Exod. 6t (Exod. 6:20).:20).

The wife of Amram and mother of Aaron, Moses, and Miriam (Num. 26:59). She 
was also Amran’s aunt (Exod. 6:20).

JODAJODA (Gk.  (Gk. IoœdaéIoœdaé)))

JODA (Gk. Ioœdaé)

The son ofThe son of Joanan an Joanan and ancestord ancestor of Jesus, of Jesus, according according to Luke’s to Luke’s genealogy genealogy (Luke 3:2 (Luke 3:26).6)3:23:26).3:26).

The son of Joanan and ancestor of Jesus, according to Luke’s genealogy (Luke 
3:26).

JOEDJOED (Heb.  (Heb. yo®{eäd�yo®{eäd�)))

JOED (Heb. yo®{eäd� )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, the gite, the grandfatherrandfather of Sallu  of Sallu (Neh. 11:7(Neh. 11:7).).

A Benjaminite, the grandfather of Sallu (Neh. 11:7).

JOELJOEL (Heb.  (Heb. yo®}eälyo®}eäl)))

JOEL (Heb. yo®}eäl)

A common nA common name in theame in the OT (Heb.  OT (Heb. “Yah[weh] “Yah[weh] is God”).is God”).is God”).

A common name in the OT (Heb. “Yah[weh] is God”).

�1.1. The elder The elder son of th son of the prophet e prophet Samuel. HeSamuel. He and his b and his brother Abirother Abijah were ajah were appointed bppoaappointed appointed by their fby their father to bather to be judges ie judges in Beer-shen Beer-sheba, but thba, but they pervertey perverted justiceed justice and accep and and acceptand accepted bribes ed bribes (1 Sam. 8:(1 Sam. 8:1-3). Acco1-3). According to 1rding to 1 Chr. 6:33 Chr. 6:33(MT 18); 1(MT 18); 15:17 he wa5:17 he was a Kohathswawas a Kohawas a Kohathite Levithite Levite and thete and the father of father of the singe the singer Heman (cr Heman (cf. 6:28[13f. 6:28[13] MT).] MT).] MT).

1. The elder son of the prophet Samuel. He and his brother Abijah were 
appointed by their father to be judges in Beer-sheba, but they perverted justice 
and accepted bribes (1 Sam. 8:1-3). According to 1 Chr. 6:33(MT 18); 15:17 he 
was a Kohathite Levite and the father of the singer Heman (cf. 6:28[13] MT).

�2.2. A prince  A prince of the triof the tribe of Simebe of Simeon at the on at the time of Hetime of Hezekiah (1 zekiah (1 Chr. 4:35)Chr. 4:35)...

2. A prince of the tribe of Simeon at the time of Hezekiah (1 Chr. 4:35).

�3.3. A Reubeni A Reubenite, the fate, the father of Shther of Shemaiah (1 emaiah (1 Chr. 5:4; Chr. 5:4; cf. v. 8, cf. v. 8, “Shema”).“Shema”).“Shema”).

3. A Reubenite, the father of Shemaiah (1 Chr. 5:4; cf. v. 8, “Shema”).

�4.4. A chief o A chief of the tribf the tribe of Gad we of Gad who dwelledho dwelled in Bashan in Bashan (1 Chr. 5 (1 Chr. 5:12).:12).:12).

4. A chief of the tribe of Gad who dwelled in Bashan (1 Chr. 5:12).

�5.5. A Kohathi A Kohathite Levite;te Levite; a son of  a son of Azariah, fAzariah, father of Eather of Elkanah, anlkanah, and ancestord ancestor of Samuel of Sam of Samuel (1 Samuel (1 Chr. 6:36[Chr. 6:36[21]; cf. 121]; cf. 1 Sam. 1:1) Sam. 1:1). The name. The name Shaul app Shaul appears in thears in the parallele parallel genealogy gen genealogy genealogy at 1 Chr. at 1 Chr. 6:24(9).6:24(9).6:24(9).

5. A Kohathite Levite; a son of Azariah, father of Elkanah, and ancestor of 
Samuel (1 Chr. 6:36[21]; cf. 1 Sam. 1:1). The name Shaul appears in the parallel 
genealogy at 1 Chr. 6:24(9).

�6.6. A son of  A son of Izrahiah oIzrahiah of the tribf the tribe of Issace of Issachar; an ofhar; an officer contficer contemporary wemporary with David ith Davith David (1 CDavid (1 Chr. 7:3). hr. 7:3). He may be He may be the same athe same as s 5 5 above.above.above.

6. A son of Izrahiah of the tribe of Issachar; an officer contemporary with 
David (1 Chr. 7:3). He may be the same as 5 above.

�7.7. One of Da One of David’s Chamvid’s Champions and pions and the brothethe brother of Nathar of Nathan (1 Chr. n (1 Chr. 11:38). At11:38). At 2 Sam. 23 2 2 Sam. 23:2 Sam. 23:36 the tex36 the text has Igalt has Igal the son o the son of Nathan.f Nathan.f Nathan.

7. One of David’s Champions and the brother of Nathan (1 Chr. 11:38). At 



2 Sam. 23:36 the text has Igal the son of Nathan.

�8. A chief8. A chief of the Ge of the Gershomite Lrshomite Levites whoevites who assisted  assisted David in bDavid in bringing thringing the ark to Je ark toe ark to Jerusalto Jerusalem (1 Chr.em (1 Chr. 15:7, 11) 15:7, 11)...

8. A chief of the Gershomite Levites who assisted David in bringing the ark 
to Jerusalem (1 Chr. 15:7, 11).

�9.9. The son o The son of Ladan (1f Ladan (1 Chr. 23:8 Chr. 23:8) who, wit) who, with his broth his brother Zethamher Zetham, had char, had charge of the ge charcharge of charge of the templethe temple treasurie treasuries (26:21–2s (26:21–22; here th2; here the son of Je son of Jehieli). Hehieli). He may be te may be the same ashe tthe same athe same as s 8 8 above.above.above.

9. The son of Ladan (1 Chr. 23:8) who, with his brother Zetham, had 
charge of the temple treasuries (26:21–22; here the son of Jehieli). He may be 
the same as 8 above.

�10.10. The son o The son of Pedaiah;f Pedaiah; chief off chief officer of thicer of the half-trie half-tribe of Manabe of Manasseh at thsseh at the time of e timee time of Datime of David (1 Chrvid (1 Chr. 27:20).. 27:20).. 27:20).

10. The son of Pedaiah; chief officer of the half-tribe of Manasseh at the 
time of David (1 Chr. 27:20).

�11.11. A Kohathi A Kohathite Levite,te Levite, the son o the son of Azariah.f Azariah. He assist He assisted in cleaed in cleansing the nsing the temple at temptemple at temple at the time othe time of Hezekiahf Hezekiah (2 Chr. 2 (2 Chr. 29:12).9:12).9:12).

11. A Kohathite Levite, the son of Azariah. He assisted in cleansing the 
temple at the time of Hezekiah (2 Chr. 29:12).

�12.12. One of th One of the seven soe seven sons of Nebons of Nebo; a postex; a postexilic Israeilic Israelite who wlite who was requireas required to divord tod to divorceto divorce his forei his foreign wife (Egn wife (Ezra 10:43;zra 10:43; 1 Esdr. 9 1 Esdr. 9:35).:35).:35).

12. One of the seven sons of Nebo; a postexilic Israelite who was required 
to divorce his foreign wife (Ezra 10:43; 1 Esdr. 9:35).

�13.13. The son o The son of Zichri; f Zichri; overseer ooverseer of the Benjf the Benjaminites iaminites in postexiln postexilic Jerusalic Jerusalem (Neh. 1em (Nem (Neh. 11:9(Neh. 11:9).).).

13. The son of Zichri; overseer of the Benjaminites in postexilic Jerusalem 
(Neh. 11:9).

�14.14. The proph The prophet Joel, tet Joel, the son of he son of Pethuel (JPethuel (Joel 1:1; Loel 1:1; LXX “BethueXX “Bethuel”). His ul”). His utterances tterauutterancesutterances comprise  comprise the book othe book of Joel.f Joel.f Joel.

14. The prophet Joel, the son of Pethuel (Joel 1:1; LXX “Bethuel”). His 
utterances comprise the book of Joel.

�15.15. The archa The archangel Joel;ngel Joel; also call also called Jaoel, ed Jaoel, Jahoel, orJahoel, or Jehoel (e Jehoel (e.g., Apoc..g., Apoc. Mos. 29:4 Mos. 29 Mos. 29:4; 43:529:4; 43:5; Apoc. Ab; Apoc. Abr. 10:3; 1r. 10:3; 17:13).7:13).7:13).

15. The archangel Joel; also called Jaoel, Jahoel, or Jehoel (e.g., Apoc. Mos. 
29:4; 43:5; Apoc. Abr. 10:3; 17:13).

Miles V. VMiles V. Van Peltan Pelt

Miles V. Van Pelt

JOELJOEL (Heb.  (Heb. yo®}eälyo®}eäl), BOOK OF), BOOK OF

JOEL (Heb. yo®}eäl), BOOK OF

The secondThe second of the Mi of the Minor Prophenor Prophets. The bots. The book opens wok opens with a callith a call for the e for the elders and lders and the peopletthe peoplethe people of the la of the land to lamend to lament the unpnt the unprecedentedrecedented devastati devastation caused on caused by a locusby a locust plague. tlocuslocust plalocust plague. Joel gue. Joel links thislinks this plague to plague to the comin the coming day of Yg day of Yahweh, comahweh, compares it tpares it to an enemyo ano an enemy aan enemy assault on ssault on Jerusalem,Jerusalem, and summo and summons the peons the people to retple to return to Yahurn to Yahweh. In reweh. In rweh. In response tresponse to the peopo the people’s rituale’s ritual acts of l acts of mourning, mourning, Joel holdsJoel holds out the h out the hope that Yope that Yahweh, at ahwYYahweh, atYahweh, at whose com whose command the lmand the locust armyocust army advanced, advanced, will brin will bring redemptig redemption. Indeedon. Indeon. Indeed, YaIndeed, Yahweh will hweh will restore threstore the land ande land and the agric the agriculture ravulture ravaged by thaged by the locusts.e locusts. Yahweh wi Ya Yahweh wilYahweh will also dell also deliver the piver the people fromeople from their opp their oppressive neressive neighbors. Yighbors. Yahweh willahweh will gather al g gather allgather all foreign p foreign peoples to eoples to the valleythe valley of Jehosh of Jehoshaphat (a saphat (a symbolic plymbolic place meaninace meaning “Yahweh g “Yg “Yahweh ju“Yahweh judges”) to dges”) to defeat thedefeat them in battlm in battle and there and thereby restoreby restore Jerusalee Jerusalem as a holm as a holy city.yholholy city.holy city.

The second of the Minor Prophets. The book opens with a call for the elders and 
the people of the land to lament the unprecedented devastation caused by a 
locust plague. Joel links this plague to the coming day of Yahweh, compares it to 
an enemy assault on Jerusalem, and summons the people to return to Yahweh. In 
response to the people’s ritual acts of mourning, Joel holds out the hope that 
Yahweh, at whose command the locust army advanced, will bring redemption. 
Indeed, Yahweh will restore the land and the agriculture ravaged by the locusts. 
Yahweh will also deliver the people from their oppressive neighbors. Yahweh will 
gather all foreign peoples to the valley of Jehoshaphat (a symbolic place meaning 
“Yahweh judges”) to defeat them in battle and thereby restore Jerusalem as a 
holy city.

�Previous iPrevious interpretatnterpretations of Joions of Joel have foel have focused on scused on several liteveral literary and erary and historicalhistoricalhistoricalhistorical problems. problems. These inc These include the clude the compositionomposition and struc and structure of thture of the book, ite book, its date ands ds date and hdate and historical istorical setting, asetting, and its appnd its appropriationropriation and inter and interpretation pretation of earlierof earlier tradition tradit traditionstraditions...

Previous interpretations of Joel have focused on several literary and 
historical problems. These include the composition and structure of the book, its 
date and historical setting, and its appropriation and interpretation of earlier 
traditions.

�To even thTo even the most case most casual readerual reader the book  the book appears toappears to consist o consist of two distf two distinct partsinct pinct parts: 1:1parts: 1:1—2:27 and —2:27 and 2:28—3:21(2:28—3:21(MT 3:1—4:2MT 3:1—4:21). The fi1). The first part frst part focuses on ocuses on a natural a naturala natural canatural catastrophe tastrophe that is prthat is presently deesently devastating vastating Judah, wheJudah, whereas the sreas the second dealecond deals with Yahs ws with Yahwewith Yahweh’s futureh’s future judgment  judgment on the foron the foreign peopleign peoples who haves who have oppressee oppressed the peopd the ped the people of people of Judah. TheJudah. The first par first part is descrt is descriptive andiptive and prophetic prophetic, but the , but the second is second is often charoftenoften charoften characterized acterized as apocalyas apocalyptic or esptic or eschatologicchatological. Howeveal. However, both par, both parts of therts of the book disp bo book displbook display severalay several similarit similarities. The dies. The day of Yahway of Yahweh plays aeh plays a prominent prominent role in e role in each part, acheeach part,each part, and simil and similar phrasesar phrases and liter and literary style ary style can be detcan be detected acroected across both pass both parts.rts.rts.

To even the most casual reader the book appears to consist of two distinct 
parts: 1:1—2:27 and 2:28—3:21(MT 3:1—4:21). The first part focuses on a 
natural catastrophe that is presently devastating Judah, whereas the second deals 
with Yahweh’s future judgment on the foreign peoples who have oppressed the 



people of Judah. The first part is descriptive and prophetic, but the second is 
often characterized as apocalyptic or eschatological. However, both parts of the 
book display several similarities. The day of Yahweh plays a prominent role in 
each part, and similar phrases and literary style can be detected across both parts.

�Most earliMost earlier scholarer scholars and somes and some contempor contemporary scholaary scholars have arrs have argued that gued that the two pathe tthe two parts two parts were writtwere written by two en by two distinct adistinct authors: thuthors: the prophet e prophet Joel, who Joel, who experienceexperienceexperienceexperienced the effed the effects of an cts of an actual locactual locust plagueust plague, and a la, and a later eschatter eschatological aological author who uthoraauthor whoauthor who edited (b edited (by insertiny inserting referencg references to the es to the day of Yahday of Yahweh) and sweh) and supplementeupplementssupplementsupplemented the proed the prophet’s oriphet’s original messginal message, givinage, giving it a morg it a more transcene transcendent meanident meaning. Most cnmeanimeaning. Mmeaning. Most contemost contemporary schporary scholars, howolars, however, arguever, argue that Joee that Joel is the al is the author of buthor of both parts obboth partsboth parts of the bo of the book, thoughok, though they ofte they often differ on differ on the relan the relationship otionship of the two f the two parts. Somparparts. Somparts. Some scholarse scholars assert th assert that the secat the second part iond part is simply as simply a later esc later eschatologicahatological expansiol expl expansion expansion of the firof the first, whereast, whereas others as others argue that rgue that both partsboth parts form an o form an organic unirganic unity. These ty.uniunity. Theunity. These latter se latter scholars hscholars have been eave been especially specially effective effective in demonstin demonstrating tharating that the divit thet the divisithe division of the on of the book into book into two distintwo distinct parts —ct parts — 1:1—2:27  1:1—2:27 and 2:28—3and 2:28—3:21(4:21) :21(4:21) 2:28—32:28—3:21(2:28—3:21(4:21) — ig4:21) — ignores bothnores both the conte the content and thent and the structure structure of the bo of the book. The daok. The dok. The day of Yahday of Yahweh is an weh is an integral tintegral theme to boheme to both parts oth parts of the bookf the book, and brin, and brings unity tgs unity to the wholo to the whole.the whole. Moreover, Moreover, the struc the structural midptural midpoint of thoint of the book come book comes at the es at the juncture bjuncture bjuncture between 2:between 2:17 and 2:117 and 2:18, not at 8, not at the divisithe division betweenon between 2:27 and  2:27 and 2:28(3:1).2:28(3:1).

Most earlier scholars and some contemporary scholars have argued that the 
two parts were written by two distinct authors: the prophet Joel, who 
experienced the effects of an actual locust plague, and a later eschatological 
author who edited (by inserting references to the day of Yahweh) and 
supplemented the prophet’s original message, giving it a more transcendent 
meaning. Most contemporary scholars, however, argue that Joel is the author of 
both parts of the book, though they often differ on the relationship of the two 
parts. Some scholars assert that the second part is simply a later eschatological 
expansion of the first, whereas others argue that both parts form an organic 
unity. These latter scholars have been especially effective in demonstrating that 
the division of the book into two distinct parts — 1:1—2:27 and 
2:28—3:21(4:21) — ignores both the content and the structure of the book. The 
day of Yahweh is an integral theme to both parts of the book, and brings unity to 
the whole. Moreover, the structural midpoint of the book comes at the juncture 
between 2:17 and 2:18, not at the division between 2:27 and 2:28(3:1).

�The structThe structure of theure of the book is i book is illustratedllustrated by an out by an outline of itline of its contentss contents:::

The structure of the book is illustrated by an outline of its contents:

�I.I.�A natural A natural catastrophcatastrophe heralds e heralds the day ofthe day of Yahweh (1 Yahweh ( Yahweh (1:1—2:17)(1:1—2:17)

I. A natural catastrophe heralds the day of Yahweh 
(1:1—2:17)

�A.A.�Lament oveLament over a naturar a natural catastrol catastrophe (1:1–20)(1:1–20)(1:1–20)

A. Lament over a natural catastrophe 
(1:1–20)

�1.1.�An unpreceAn unprecedented locdented lodented locust plalocust plague (1:1–4gue (1:1–4)))

1. An unprecedented 
locust plague (1:1–4)

�2.2.�A call to A call to lament thelament the agricultu a agriculturagricultural devastaal devastation (1:5–tion (1:5–14)14)14)

2. A call to lament the 
agricultural devastation (1:5–14)

�3.3.�LamentatioLamentation in the wn in the wn in the wake of thwake of the plague (e plague (1:15–20)1:15–20)1:15–20)

3. Lamentation in the 
wake of the plague (1:15–20)

�B.B.�A new locuA new locust plague st plague as Yahweh’as Yahweh’s s invading ainvading army (2:1–1rmy (2:1–11)1)1)

B. A new locust plague as Yahweh’s 
invading army (2:1–11)

�C.C.�A prophetiA prophetic summons c summons for the pefor the people to reoppepeople to people to return to return to Yahweh (2:Yahweh (2:12–17)12–17)12–17)

C. A prophetic summons for the 
people to return to Yahweh (2:12–17)

�II.II.�Judgment aJudgment and redemptnd redemption on theion on the day of Ya day of Yahweh (2:18hweh (hweh (2:18—3:21(2:18—3:21[4:21])[4:21])[4:21])

II. Judgment and redemption on the day of Yahweh 
(2:18—3:21[4:21])

�A.A.�Judgment oJudgment on the locun the locust plague st plague (2:18–32[3(2:18–32[3:5]):5]):5])

A. Judgment on the locust plague 
(2:18–32[3:5])

�1.1.�DestructioDestruction of the ln of the locusts andollocusts anlocusts and d restoratiorestoration of the ln of the land (2:18–and (2:18–27)27)27)

1. Destruction of the 
locusts and 



restoration of the land (2:18–27)

�2.2.�RedemptionRedemption of the pe of the p of the people on people on the day ofthe day of Yahweh (2 Yahweh (2:28–32[3:1:28–32[3:1–5])–5])–5])

2. Redemption of the 
people on the day of Yahweh (2:28–32[3:1–5])

�B.B.�Judgment oJudgment on foreign n foreign peoples peoples (3:1–21[4:(3:1–21[4:1–21])1–21])1–21])

B. Judgment on foreign peoples 
(3:1–21[4:1–21])

�1.1.�Crimes agaCrimes against the pinst the people of Jeppeople of people of Judah (3:1Judah (3:1–8[4:1–8])–8[4:1–8])

1. Crimes against the 
people of Judah (3:1–8[4:1–8])

�2.2.�Yahweh sumYahweh summons the fmons thmons the foreigthe foreign n peoples anpeoples and redeems d redeems the peoplethe people of Judah  of Judah (3:15–21[4(3:15–21[4:15–21]):15–21]):15–21])

2. Yahweh summons 
the foreign 

peoples and redeems the people of Judah (3:15–21[4:15–21])

�The book oThe book of Joel offf Joel offers few clers few clues to itsues to its historica historical setting.l setting. Consequen Consequently, scholtly, scholars have dascholscholars hscholars have dated ave dated the book fthe book from as earrom as early as the ly as the 9th centur9th century y B.C.E.B.C.E. during th during the reign ofe reige reign of Kreign of King Joash ing Joash of Judah tof Judah to as late o as late as the 3rdas the 3rd century.  century. The growinThe growing consensug consensus among scs ams among schoamong scholars is thlars is that the booat the book probablyk probably dates fro dates from the Persm the Persian periodian period after the after the rebuildin r rebuildingrebuilding of the te of the temple (515)mple (515), and poss, and possibly afteribly after Nehemiah  Nehemiah rebuilt Jerebuilt Jerusalem’s rusalem’s walls (445walwalls (445walls (445; cf. 2:9); cf. 2:9), yet befo, yet before the desre the destruction otruction of Sidon duf Sidon during the Tring the Tennes rebeennes rebellion (345llionreberebellion rebellion (345; cf. (345; cf. 3:4–8[4:4–3:4–8[4:4–8]).8]).8]).

The book of Joel offers few clues to its historical setting. Consequently, 
scholars have dated the book from as early as the 9th century B.C.E. during the 
reign of King Joash of Judah to as late as the 3rd century. The growing consensus 
among scholars is that the book probably dates from the Persian period after the 
rebuilding of the temple (515), and possibly after Nehemiah rebuilt Jerusalem’s 
walls (445; cf. 2:9), yet before the destruction of Sidon during the Tennes 
rebellion (345; cf. 3:4–8[4:4–8]).

�The text iThe text is more exps more explicit on tlicit on the occasiohe occasion for whicn for which the bookh the book was writt was written. A locuen. A len. A locust plalocust plague had cogue had consumed Judnsumed Judah’s agricah’s agriculture (1:ulture (1:4), bringi4), bringing even thng even the people’se people’s participa pa participatparticipation in theion in the temple cu temple cult to an elt to an end (v. 13)nd (v. 13). The effe. The effects of thects of the annual su annual summer drougmmersusummer drosummer drought furthught further intensier intensified the dfied the devastationevastation (1:19–20) (1:19–20). Moreover. Moreover, a new lo, a new lo, a new locust inflocust infestation —estation — described described metaphori metaphorically as acally as an invadingn invading army — wa army — was assaultis assaulting the lanngassaultiassaultingassaulting the land  the land (2:3–9), s(2:3–9), suggesting uggesting that the lthat the locust plagocust plague extendeue extended over twod over two agricultu agr agriculturagricultural seasonsal seasons. The book. The book also comp also complains thatlains that the peopl the peoples of Tyrees of Tyre, Sidon, a, Sidon, and Philistnd aand Philisand Philistia had pltia had plundered thundered the land of e land of Judah and Judah and sold its psold its people to teople to the Greeks he Greeks (3:4–8[4:4(3:4(3:4–8[4:4(3:4–8[4:4–8]). Howe–8]). However, this ver, this complaint complaint appears toappears to be more i be more indicative ndicative of Judah’sof Judah’s weak stat w weak statuweak status under ths under the Persian e Persian Empire, inEmpire, intensifyingtensifying the peopl the people’s shame e’s shame (2:17, 27)(2:17, 27), rather t, r, rather tharather than the specn the specific occasific occasion of theion of the book. book. book.

The text is more explicit on the occasion for which the book was written. A 
locust plague had consumed Judah’s agriculture (1:4), bringing even the people’s 
participation in the temple cult to an end (v. 13). The effects of the annual 
summer drought further intensified the devastation (1:19–20). Moreover, a new 
locust infestation — described metaphorically as an invading army — was 
assaulting the land (2:3–9), suggesting that the locust plague extended over two 
agricultural seasons. The book also complains that the peoples of Tyre, Sidon, 
and Philistia had plundered the land of Judah and sold its people to the Greeks 
(3:4–8[4:4–8]). However, this complaint appears to be more indicative of Judah’s 
weak status under the Persian Empire, intensifying the people’s shame (2:17, 27), 
rather than the specific occasion of the book.

�The book oThe book of Joel is f Joel is charactericharacterized by numzed by numerous verberous verbal paralleal parallels with eals with earlier proprlier prrlier prophetic prophetic books. Altbooks. Although manyhough many of these  of these parallels parallels are verbatare verbatim, Joel’sim, Joel’s literary  literary dependencydepedependencydependency on these  on these books cannbooks cannot be assuot be assumed. The hmed. The highly formighly formulaic natuulaic nature of thesre of thre of these parathese parallels suggllels suggests that ests that Joel was sJoel was simply drawimply drawing upon cing upon common sayiommon sayings and thngs and themes in theththemes in themes in the prophethe prophetic tradittic tradition. Two mion. Two motifs thatotifs that play a pr play a prominent roominent role in the le in the book of Jobobook of Jobook of Joel are theel are the day of Ya day of Yahweh and thweh and the enemy fhe enemy from the norom the north.rth.rth.

The book of Joel is characterized by numerous verbal parallels with earlier 
prophetic books. Although many of these parallels are verbatim, Joel’s literary 
dependency on these books cannot be assumed. The highly formulaic nature of 
these parallels suggests that Joel was simply drawing upon common sayings and 
themes in the prophetic tradition. Two motifs that play a prominent role in the 
book of Joel are the day of Yahweh and the enemy from the north.

�Employing Employing stereotypistereotypical languacal language, Joel ige, Joel identifies dentifies the locustthe locust plague wi plague with the comth the comth the coming daycoming day of Yahweh of Yahweh. Whereas . Whereas the prophethe prophetic tradittic tradition identiion identified this fied this day with Yday with Yahweh’s juaYYahweh’s jYahweh’s judgment onudgment on his enemi his enemies — his oes — his own people wn people or foreignor foreigners — Joelers — Joel transform transfo transformstransforms the day o the day of Yahweh if Yahweh into a compnto a complex event lex event that incluthat includes an assdes an assault againault against the lanstagainagainst thagainst the land of e land of Judah fromJudah from which Yah which Yahweh will dweh will deliver hiseliver his people an people and Yahweh’sd Yahweh’s judgment  Yahweh’sYahweh’s jYahweh’s judgment onudgment on foreign p foreign peoples. Joeoples. Joel makes tel makes this transfhis transformation bormation by linking y linking the day ofththe day ofthe day of Yahweh wi Yahweh with the eneth the enemy from thmy from the north tre north tradition. Jadition. Joel specifoel specifically ideically identifies thntifideidentifiesidentifies the locus the locust army witt army with the “norh the “northerner” (therner” (2:20; locu2:20; locust plaguesst plagues typically typically enter Isr ente enter Israenter Israel from thel from the south). e south). In the traIn the tradition of dition of Ezek. 38-3Ezek. 38-39, Joel co9, Joel compares thempares the locusts w loc locusts wilocusts with the eneth the enemy army thmy army that Yahweh at Yahweh will bringwill bring against t against the land ofhe land of Judah for Judah for the sole  th the sole pthe sole purpose of urpose of destroyingdestroying it and di it and displaying Ysplaying Yahweh’s grahweh’s greatness (3eatness (3:1–21[4:1–:1–21[4:1–21]).21(3:1–21[4:1–(3:1–21[4:(3:1–21[4:1–21]).1–21]).1–21]).

Employing stereotypical language, Joel identifies the locust plague with the 
coming day of Yahweh. Whereas the prophetic tradition identified this day with 
Yahweh’s judgment on his enemies — his own people or foreigners — Joel 
transforms the day of Yahweh into a complex event that includes an assault 
against the land of Judah from which Yahweh will deliver his people and 
Yahweh’s judgment on foreign peoples. Joel makes this transformation by linking 



the day of Yahweh with the enemy from the north tradition. Joel specifically 
identifies the locust army with the “northerner” (2:20; locust plagues typically 
enter Israel from the south). In the tradition of Ezek. 38-39, Joel compares the 
locusts with the enemy army that Yahweh will bring against the land of Judah for 
the sole purpose of destroying it and displaying Yahweh’s greatness 
(3:1–21[4:1–21]).

�The book oThe book of Joel is f Joel is a responsea response to a seve to a severe locust re locust plague whiplague which was devch was devastating tastatindevdevastatindevastating the agrig the agriculture ofculture of Judah. In Judah. In contrast  contrast to the peoto the people who fople who found the deund the devastation vasdedevastatiodevastation to be a n to be a source of source of shame, Joeshame, Joel recognizl recognized in the ed in the locust plalocust plague the regue the realization alizrerealizatiorealization of the dn of the day of Yahway of Yahweh and theeh and the fulfillme fulfillment of earlnt of earlier propheier prophetic expecttic expectations. Joatioexpectexpectatioexpectations. Joel tns. Joel thus drew uhus drew upon prophepon prophetic tradittic traditions to prions to proclaim to oclaim to the peoplethe people Yahweh’s  Y Yahweh’s pYahweh’s purposes. Yurposes. Yahweh willahweh will restore t restore the land anhe land and redeem td redeem the people.he people. Just as Y Just as Y Just as Yahweh broYahweh brought the lught the locust armyocust army against t against the land ofhe land of Judah onl Judah only to destry to destroy it, so oy it, so also Yahwealsoalso Yahwealso Yahweh will gath will gather all thher all the foreign e foreign peoples topeoples to Jerusalem Jerusalem to destro to destroy them andy them and thereby r t thereby rethereby redeem his odeem his own people wn people in Zion.in Zion.in Zion.

The book of Joel is a response to a severe locust plague which was 
devastating the agriculture of Judah. In contrast to the people who found the 
devastation to be a source of shame, Joel recognized in the locust plague the 
realization of the day of Yahweh and the fulfillment of earlier prophetic 
expectations. Joel thus drew upon prophetic traditions to proclaim to the people 
Yahweh’s purposes. Yahweh will restore the land and redeem the people. Just as 
Yahweh brought the locust army against the land of Judah only to destroy it, so 
also Yahweh will gather all the foreign peoples to Jerusalem to destroy them and 
thereby redeem his own people in Zion.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. W. AhlsG. W. Ahlström, tröm, Joel and tJoel and the Temple he Temple Cult of JeCult of Jerusalem.rusalem. VTSup 21  VTSup  VTSup 21 (VTSup 21 (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1971); J. L.71); J. L. Crenshaw, Crenshaw,  Joel.Joel. AB 24C (N AB 24C (New York, 1ew York, 1995); A. S995); A. S. Kapelrud. Kap. Kapelrud, Kapelrud, Joel StudiJoel Studies.es. UUÅ 48/4  UUÅ 48/4 (Uppsala, (Uppsala, 1948); R. 1948); R. A. SimkinsA. Simkins, , Yahweh’s AYahweh’s Activity inctivity in History a inin Historyin History and Natur and Nature in the Be in the Book of Joeook of Joell (Lewiston (Lewiston, 1991); H, 1991); H. W. Wolff. W. Wolff,, Joel and  Joel and Amos.AmoAmos.Amos. Herm (Phi Herm (Philadelphia,ladelphia, 1977). 1977). 1977).

Bibliography. G. W. Ahlström, Joel and the Temple Cult of Jerusalem. 
VTSup 21 (Leiden, 1971); J. L. Crenshaw, Joel. AB 24C (New York, 1995); A. S. 
Kapelrud, Joel Studies. UUÅ 48/4 (Uppsala, 1948); R. A. Simkins, Yahweh’s Activity 
in History and Nature in the Book of Joel (Lewiston, 1991); H. W. Wolff, Joel and 
Amos. Herm (Philadelphia, 1977).
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JOELAHJOELAH (Heb.  (Heb. yo®{eä}la®yo®{eä}la®)))

JOELAH (Heb. yo®{eä}la®)

A warrior A warrior who came twho came to David’s o David’s assistanceassistance at Ziklag at Ziklag; son of J; son of Jeroham of eroham of Gedor (1 CGedor (1 CGedor (1 Chr. 12:7[Chr. 12:7[MT 8]).MT 8]).

A warrior who came to David’s assistance at Ziklag; son of Jeroham of Gedor (1 
Chr. 12:7[MT 8]).

JOEZERJOEZER (Heb.  (Heb. yo®{ezeryo®{ezer)))

JOEZER (Heb. yo®{ezer)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite warrioite warrior who camer who came to David  to David at Ziklag at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12(1 Chr. 12:6[MT 7]).:6[MT 7]). He is fur He is further identtfurfurther idfurther identified aentified as a Korahis a Korahite.te.

A Benjaminite warrior who came to David at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:6[MT 7]). He is 
further identified as a Korahite.

JOGBEHAHJOGBEHAH (Heb.  (Heb. yog�beïha®yog�beïha®)))

JOGBEHAH (Heb. yog�beïha® )

A TransjorA Transjordanian towdanian town in the kn in the kingdom of ingdom of Sihon whicSihon which Moses gah Moses gave to Gad ve to Gad (Num. 32:3(Num. 3(Num. 32:35). It32:35). It was locat was located near a ed near a caravan rocaravan route along ute along which Gidewhich Gideon pursuedon pursued the Midia the Midianites (JudnMidiaMidianitesMidianites (Judg. 8: (Judg. 8:11). Some 11). Some scholars lscholars locate Jogbocate Jogbehah at ehah at }al-Gubeäh}al-Gubeäh�ah�ah (231159), (23115 (231159), (231159), where an Awhere an Ammonite mimmonite military towlitary tower has beeer has been found. On found. Others equathers equate it withte it wite it with Tell with Tell S�afuœtS�afuœt, since , since Gubeäh�ahGubeäh�ah is outsid is outside Ammonitee Ammonite territory territory...

A Transjordanian town in the kingdom of Sihon which Moses gave to Gad (Num. 
32:35). It was located near a caravan route along which Gideon pursued the 
Midianites (Judg. 8:11). Some scholars locate Jogbehah at }al-Gubeäh�ah  
(231159), where an Ammonite military tower has been found. Others equate it 
with Tell S�afuœt , since Gubeäh�ah  is outside Ammonite territory.

Philip R. Philip R. DreyDrey

Philip R. Drey

JOGLIJOGLI (Heb.  (Heb. yog�liîyog�liî)))

JOGLI (Heb. yog�liî )

The fatherThe father of the Da of the Danite leadenite leader Bukki (Nr Bukki (Num. 34:22)um. 34:22)..

The father of the Danite leader Bukki (Num. 34:22).



JOHAJOHA (Heb.  (Heb. yo®h�aœ}yo®h�aœ})))

JOHA (Heb. yo®h�aœ} )

�1.1. A Benjami A Benjaminite, son nite, son of Beriah of Beriah (1 Chr. 8:(1 Chr. 8:16); a res16); a resident of pident of postexilic ostexilic Jerusalem.JerusaleJerusalem.Jerusalem.

1. A Benjaminite, son of Beriah (1 Chr. 8:16); a resident of postexilic 
Jerusalem.

�2.2. A son of  A son of Shimri; onShimri; one of Davide of David’s Mighty ’s Mighty Men (1 ChrMen (1 Chr. 11:45). . 11:45). He is giveHe is given the gentn then the gentilthe gentilic “Tiziteic “Tizite.”.”

2. A son of Shimri; one of David’s Mighty Men (1 Chr. 11:45). He is given 
the gentilic “Tizite.”

JOHANANJOHANAN (Heb.  (Heb. yo®h�aœnaœyo®h�aœnaœnn)))

JOHANAN (Heb. yo®h�aœnaœn )

�1.1. The son o The son of Kareah; f Kareah; one of theone of the Judean co Judean commanders wmmanders who had eluho had eluded Nebuchded Nebucded NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar’s armzzar’s army before fy before finally subinally submitting tomitting to the pro-B the pro-Babylonian abylonian governor Ggovernor Ggovernor Gedaliah aGedaliah at Mizpah (t Mizpah (2 Kgs. 25:2 Kgs. 25:23-24; Jer23-24; Jer. 40:8). J. 40:8). Johanan repohanan reported to Gorted to Gedaliah thedaliah that Ishmaelat Iat Ishmael plIshmael planned to aanned to assassinatessassinate him, but  him, but Gedaliah dGedaliah did not belid not believe the rieve the report (Jereport (Jer. 40:13-16. 40. 40:13-16).40:13-16). After Ish After Ishmael succemael succeeded in kieded in killing Gedalling Gedaliah (2 Kgliah (2 Kgs. 25:25),s. 25:25), Johanan a Johanan and his fornd hnd his forceshis forces fought wi fought with Ishmaelth Ishmael and rescu and rescued the hosed the hostages thattages that Ishmael h Ishmael had taken fad taken from Mizpahroffrom Mizpafrom Mizpah (Jer. 41h (Jer. 41:11-15). J:11-15). Johanan andohanan and the “remn the “remnant of Judant of Judah” then fah” then fled to Egyled to Egypt to eludptEgyEgypt to eEgypt to elude Babyllude Babylonian repronian reprisals, takisals, taking Jeremiing Jeremiah and Barah and Baruch with tuch with them (Jer. hem (Jer. 41:16-43:741:41:16-43:741:16-43:7; cf. 2 Kg; cf. 2 Kgs. 25:26).s. 25:26).

1. The son of Kareah; one of the Judean commanders who had eluded 
Nebuchadnezzar’s army before finally submitting to the pro-Babylonian governor 
Gedaliah at Mizpah (2 Kgs. 25:23-24; Jer. 40:8). Johanan reported to Gedaliah that 
Ishmael planned to assassinate him, but Gedaliah did not believe the report (Jer. 
40:13-16). After Ishmael succeeded in killing Gedaliah (2 Kgs. 25:25), Johanan and 
his forces fought with Ishmael and rescued the hostages that Ishmael had taken 
from Mizpah (Jer. 41:11-15). Johanan and the “remnant of Judah” then fled to 
Egypt to elude Babylonian reprisals, taking Jeremiah and Baruch with them (Jer. 
41:16-43:7; cf. 2 Kgs. 25:26).

�2.2. The first The firstborn son oborn son of King Josf King Josiah (1 Chriah (1 Chr. 3:15). B. 3:15). Because no ecause no mention ofmention of him is ma him i him is made elis made elsewhere, hsewhere, he probablye probably died at a died at an early agn early age.e.e.

2. The firstborn son of King Josiah (1 Chr. 3:15). Because no mention of him 
is made elsewhere, he probably died at an early age.

�3.3. One of se One of seven sons oven sons of Elioenaif Elioenai, and the , and the last generlast generation of Dation of David’s desavid’s descendants rcendandesdescendantdescendants recordeds recorded by the Ch by the Chronicler (ronicler (1 Chr. 3:21 Chr. 3:24).4).4).

3. One of seven sons of Elioenai, and the last generation of David’s 
descendants recorded by the Chronicler (1 Chr. 3:24).

�4.4. The son o The son of Azariah;f Azariah; a priest  a priest of the linof the line of Aarone of Aaron and Zadok and Zadok who serve who served during td dud during theduring the reign of  reign of Solomon (1Solomon (1 Chr. 6:9- Chr. 6:9-10[MT 5:3510[MT 5:35–36]). The–36]). The Chronicle Chronicler confusedr confuser confused Jconfused Johanan’s fohanan’s father withather with his son,  his son, also namedalso named Azariah,  Azariah, to whom heto whom he attribute attributes service sattributeattributesattributes service i service in Solomon’n Solomon’s temple.s temple.s temple.

4. The son of Azariah; a priest of the line of Aaron and Zadok who served 
during the reign of Solomon (1 Chr. 6:9-10[MT 5:35–36]). The Chronicler 
confused Johanan’s father with his son, also named Azariah, to whom he 
attributes service in Solomon’s temple.

�5.5. A Benjami A Benjaminite warrinite warrior who joior who joined David’ned David’s forces as forces at Ziklag (t Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:1 Chr. 12:4[5]).4[5])12:12:4[5]).12:4[5]).12:4[5]).

5. A Benjaminite warrior who joined David’s forces at Ziklag (1 Chr. 
12:4[5]).

�6.6. A Gadite  A Gadite officer whofficer who also joio also joined David’ned David’s forces as forces at Ziklag (t Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:1 Chr. 12:12[13]).12[13]12:12:12[13])12:12[13])...

6. A Gadite officer who also joined David’s forces at Ziklag (1 Chr. 
12:12[13]).

�7.7. An Ephrai An Ephraimite chiefmite chief, the son , the son of Azariahof Azariah, who refu, who refused to allsed to allow Pekah aow Pekah and his armnd hind his army this army to bring Juo bring Judean captidean captives back tves back to Samaria o Samaria (2 Chr. 28(2 Chr. 28:12; NJB, :12; NJB, NIV “JehohNIV “Jehohanan,” folan“Jehoh“Jehohanan“Jehohanan,” followi,” following MT).ng MT).ng MT).

7. An Ephraimite chief, the son of Azariah, who refused to allow Pekah and 
his army to bring Judean captives back to Samaria (2 Chr. 28:12; NJB, NIV 
“Jehohanan,” following MT).

�8.8. A descend A descendant of Azgant of Azgad who retad who returned fromurned from Babylon w Babylon with Ezra (ith Ezra (Ezra 8:12;Ezra 8:12; 1 Esdr. 8 1 1 Esdr. 8:1 Esdr. 8:38).38).38).

8. A descendant of Azgad who returned from Babylon with Ezra (Ezra 8:12; 
1 Esdr. 8:38).

�9.9. A high pr A high priest in poiest in postexilic Jstexilic Judah, the udah, the “son” (pos“son” (possibly gransibly grandson) of Edson) of Eliashib (Nliashib (Nliashib (Neh. 12:2(Neh. 12:22-23). Thi2-23). This Johanan s Johanan has been ihas been identified dentified with the Jwith the Jehohanan oehohanan of the Elepf the Elephantine pahaElepElephantinElephantine papyri (e papyri (Cowley 30:Cowley 30:18) and, p18) and, probably inrobably incorrectly,correctly, with the  with the Johanan whJohanan who killed howhwho killedwho killed his broth his brother Jeshua er Jeshua (Josephus (Josephus Ant.Ant. 10.297–30 10.297–301).1).1).

9. A high priest in postexilic Judah, the “son” (possibly grandson) of Eliashib 
(Neh. 12:22-23). This Johanan has been identified with the Jehohanan of the 
Elephantine papyri (Cowley 30:18) and, probably incorrectly, with the Johanan 
who killed his brother Jeshua (Josephus Ant. 10.297–301).

�It is alsoIt is also tempting  tempting to identifto identify this Johy this Johanan with anan with Jehohanan,Jehohanan, son of El son of Eliashib, iniashib, in whose cha w whose chamwhose chambers Ezra bers Ezra spent the spent the night (Ezrnight (Ezra 10:6 KJVa 10:6 KJV), but thi), but this identifis identification is cation is unlikely (unlikunlikely (unlikely (cf. Neh. 1cf. Neh. 13:4).3:4).3:4).

It is also tempting to identify this Johanan with Jehohanan, son of Eliashib, in 
whose chambers Ezra spent the night (Ezra 10:6 KJV), but this identification is 



unlikely (cf. Neh. 13:4).

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins
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JOHNJOHN (Gk.  (Gk. IoœaénneäsIoœaénneäs)))

JOHN (Gk. Ioœaénneäs)

�1.1. The fathe The father of Matthr of Matthias and grias and grandfather andfather of Judas Mof Judas Maccabeus; accabeus; son of theson of the priest Si pries priest Simpriest Simeon (1 Maceon (1 Macc. 2:1).c. 2:1).c. 2:1).

1. The father of Matthias and grandfather of Judas Maccabeus; son of the 
priest Simeon (1 Macc. 2:1).

�2.2. The oldes The oldest son of Mt son of Matthias, satthias, surnamed Gaurnamed Gaddi (2 Macddi (2 Macc. 2:2). Sc. 2:2). Sent to theent to the Nabateans Nab Nabateans Nabateans by his broby his brother Jonatther Jonathan to stohan to store the Macre the Maccabeans’ bcabeans’ belongings,elongings, he was am he was am he was ambushed aambushed and killed nd killed by “the faby “the family of Jamily of Jambri” frommbri” from Medeba (9 Medeba (9:35–36; cf:35–36; cf. vv. 37–4. vv. 37–42).237–437–42).37–42).37–42).

2. The oldest son of Matthias, surnamed Gaddi (2 Macc. 2:2). Sent to the 
Nabateans by his brother Jonathan to store the Maccabeans’ belongings, he was 
ambushed and killed by “the family of Jambri” from Medeba (9:35–36; cf. vv. 
37–42).

�3. The fat3. The father of Eupher of Eupolemus andolemus and son of Ac son of Accos (1 Maccos (1 Macc. 8:17), c. 8:17), accorded raccorded royal conceoyal coyal concessionconcessions by Antios by Antiochus III (chus III (2 Macc. 4:2 Macc. 4:11).11).11).

3. The father of Eupolemus and son of Accos (1 Macc. 8:17), accorded royal 
concessions by Antiochus III (2 Macc. 4:11).

�4.4. John Hyrc John Hyrcanus I; soanus I; son of Simonn of Simon and nephe and nephew of Judasw of Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus; commande; commande; commander commander of Simon’sof Simon’s forces (1 forces (1 Macc. 13: Macc. 13:53; 16:1) 53; 16:1) and subseqand subsequently higuently high priest.h priest.h priest.

4. John Hyrcanus I; son of Simon and nephew of Judas Maccabeus; 
commander of Simon’s forces (1 Macc. 13:53; 16:1) and subsequently high priest.

�SeeSee  HYRCANUSHYRCANUS  2.2.2.

See HYRCANUS 2.

�5. John Hy5. John Hyrcanus II;rcanus II; Hasmonean Hasmonean high prie high priest and ethst and ethnarch of Jnarch of Judea.udea.udea.

5. John Hyrcanus II; Hasmonean high priest and ethnarch of Judea.

�SeeSee  HYRCANUSHYRCANUS  3.3.3.

See HYRCANUS 3.

�6. An envo6. An envoy sent by y sent by the Jews tthe Jews to Lysias, o Lysias, a general a general of Antiochof Antiochus IV (2 Mus IV (2 Macc. 11:17acc. 11:1acc. 11:17).11:17).11:17).

6. An envoy sent by the Jews to Lysias, a general of Antiochus IV (2 Macc. 
11:17).

Timothy P.Timothy P. Jenney Jenney Jenney

Timothy P. Jenney

�7. John th7. John the Baptizere Baptizer, Jesus’ r, Jesus’ relative (Lelative (Luke 1:36) uke 1:36) and the foand the forerunner orerunner of his minif his ministry (Marksminiministry (ministry (Mark 1:1-8Mark 1:1-8). The son). The son of a prie of a priest named Zst named Zechariah (echariah (Luke 1:5),Luke 1:5), John had  John had disciples didisciples disciples (John 3:25(John 3:25) and prea) and preached repenched repentance and tance and the comingthe coming of one wh of one who would bao would bo would baptize wibaptize with the Holth the Holy Spirit ry Spirit rather thanather than water (Ma water (Mark 1:8). Hrk 1:8). He was impre was imprisoned andisoned and beheaded  b beheaded bbeheaded by Herod thy Herod the tetrarche tetrarch (Mark 6:1 (Mark 6:14-29). Jes4-29). Jesus identifus identified John wied John with the anith the anticipated tiananticipateanticipated Elijah (d Elijah (Mal. 4:5[MMal. 4:5[MT 3:23]), T 3:23]), the prophethe prophet who was t who was to come beto come before the dfore the day of the adday of theday of the Lord (Mat Lord (Matt. 17:10-1t. 17:10-13).3).3).

7. John the Baptizer, Jesus’ relative (Luke 1:36) and the forerunner of his 
ministry (Mark 1:1-8). The son of a priest named Zechariah (Luke 1:5), John had 
disciples (John 3:25) and preached repentance and the coming of one who would 
baptize with the Holy Spirit rather than water (Mark 1:8). He was imprisoned and 
beheaded by Herod the tetrarch (Mark 6:14-29). Jesus identified John with the 
anticipated Elijah (Mal. 4:5[MT 3:23]), the prophet who was to come before the 
day of the Lord (Matt. 17:10-13).

�SeeSee  JOHN THE BJOHN THE BAPTIST.APTIST.APTIST.

See JOHN THE BAPTIST.

�8. One of 8. One of the inner the inner circle of circle of the 12 apothe 12 apostles, thestles, the son of Ze son of Zebedee and bedee and the brothethe brothe brother ofbrother of James the James the apostle,  apostle, and a fishand a fishing partneing partner with Petr with Peter (Luke 5er (Luke 5:10). Paul:10). Paul notes tha not notes thatnotes that John was  John was reputed toreputed to be a pill be a pillar of the ar of the Church (GaChurch (Gal. 2:9). Ol. 2:9). One traditine traditional view onatradititraditionatraditional view idel view identifies thntifies this John asis John as “the belo “the beloved discipved disciple” (cf. Jle” (cf. John 13:23)ohn 13:23) and the a and th and the authorthe author of John’s of John’s Gospel (c Gospel (cf. 21:20–2f. 21:20–24). Anothe4). Another view ider view identifies hintifies him as the am as the author of Ruthaauthor of author of RevelationRevelation (cf. Rev. (cf. Rev. 1:1; 22:8 1:1; 22:8). The evi). The evidence for dence for both viewsboth views is inconc is inconclusive.lusivinconcinconclusiinconclusive.ve.ve.

8. One of the inner circle of the 12 apostles, the son of Zebedee and the 
brother of James the apostle, and a fishing partner with Peter (Luke 5:10). Paul 
notes that John was reputed to be a pillar of the Church (Gal. 2:9). One 
traditional view identifies this John as “the beloved disciple” (cf. John 13:23) and 
the author of John’s Gospel (cf. 21:20–24). Another view identifies him as the 
author of Revelation (cf. Rev. 1:1; 22:8). The evidence for both views is 
inconclusive.

�SeeSee  JOHN THE AJOHN THE APOSTLE.POSTLE.POSTLE.

See JOHN THE APOSTLE.

�9.9. The fathe The father of the Ar of the Apostle Petpostle Peter. He is er. He is mentioned mentioned only briefonly briefly (John 1ly (John 1:42; 21:15:42; 21:42; 21:15-17).21:15-17).

9. The father of the Apostle Peter. He is mentioned only briefly (John 1:42; 
21:15-17).

�10.10. A friend  A friend of Annas, of Annas, the high pthe high priest (Actriest (Acts 4:6; thes 4:6; the Western t Western text has “Jext has “Jonathan” ionath“J“Jonathan”“Jonathan” instead,  instead, perhaps reperhaps referring toferring to the son o the son of Annas). f Annas). John may hJohn may have been oave been of priestlyfoof priestlof priestly descent,y descent, but we ha but we have no furtve no further knowleher knowledge of himdge of him...

10. A friend of Annas, the high priest (Acts 4:6; the Western text has 
“Jonathan” instead, perhaps referring to the son of Annas). John may have been 



of priestly descent, but we have no further knowledge of him.

�11.11. John Mark John Mark, the son , the son of Mary (Aof Mary (Acts 12:12)cts 12:12). He occas. He occasionally acionally accompanied companied Barnabas aBaBarnabas aBarnabas and Saul onnd Saul on their mis their missionary wosionary work (12:25)rk (12:25), but he l, but he left them teft them to return to return to Jerusaleo tto Jerusalto Jerusalem (13:13)em (13:13). As a res. As a result, Barnault, Barnabas and Pabas and Paul later wul later were divideere divided over whed over whether to tathwhewhether towhether to take John take John Mark with Mark with them. Bar them. Barnabas tooknabas took John Mark John Mark and separ and separated from ated froated from Paul from Paul (15:37–39)(15:37–39). This may. This may be the Ma be the Mark identifrk identified as Baried as Barnabas’ counabas’ cousin (Col. sin (Col. 4:10) and 4:14:10) and 4:10) and the one methe one mentioned inntioned in 2 Tim. 4: 2 Tim. 4:11. One tr11. One tradition readition regards him gards him as author as author of the Gosoof the Gosof the Gospel of Marpel of Mark.k.k.

11. John Mark, the son of Mary (Acts 12:12). He occasionally accompanied 
Barnabas and Saul on their missionary work (12:25), but he left them to return 
to Jerusalem (13:13). As a result, Barnabas and Paul later were divided over 
whether to take John Mark with them. Barnabas took John Mark and separated 
from Paul (15:37–39). This may be the Mark identified as Barnabas’ cousin (Col. 
4:10) and the one mentioned in 2 Tim. 4:11. One tradition regards him as author 
of the Gospel of Mark.

�SeeSee  MARK, JOHNMARK, JOHN...

See MARK, JOHN.

�12.12. A prophet A prophet and autho and author of the br of the book of Revook of Revelation (Relation (Rev. 1:1, 4ev. 1:1, 4, 9; 22:8), 9; 22:8). We have . We. We have noWe have no evidence  evidence of his bacof his background.kground.kground.

12. A prophet and author of the book of Revelation (Rev. 1:1, 4, 9; 22:8). 
We have no evidence of his background.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. BrowR. E. Brown, n, The CommunThe Community of theity of the Beloved D Beloved Discipleisciple (New York (New York (New York, 1979York, 1979); C. H. D); C. H. Dodd, odd, HistoricalHistorical Tradition Tradition in the Fo in the Fourth Gospeurth Gospell (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1963).e, 1963)e, 1963).1963).1963).

Bibliography. R. E. Brown, The Community of the Beloved Disciple (New 
York, 1979); C. H. Dodd, Historical Tradition in the Fourth Gospel (Cambridge, 
1963).
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JOHN, ACTSJOHN, ACTS OF OF OF

JOHN, ACTS OF

One of sevOne of several apocreral apocryphal workyphal works purportes purportedly writtedly written by Leucin by Leucius Charinuus Charinus. It was s. It was s. It was probabwas probably writtenly written in Greek  in Greek in the latin the late 2nd or ee 2nd or early 3rd carly 3rd century entury C.E.C.E. Its prove Its provenance is unaproveprovenanceprovenance is unknow is unknown.n.n.

One of several apocryphal works purportedly written by Leucius Charinus. It 
was probably written in Greek in the late 2nd or early 3rd century C.E. Its 
provenance is unknown.

�The Acts oThe Acts of John relf John relates the mates the mission, miission, miraculous draculous deeds, and eeds, and peaceful dpeaceful death of theath ofeath of the apoof the apostle in Asstle in Asia Minor. ia Minor. John healsJohn heals the sick, the sick, raises th raises the dead, dee dead, destroys thestroys the temple of temp temple of temple of Artemis inArtemis in Ephesus,  Ephesus, and converand converts many pats many pagan worshigan worshippers. In ppers. In one highlyone highlyone highly enthighly entertaining ertaining episode, Jepisode, John even cohn even commands beommands bedbugs to gdbugs to gather in oather in one spot onne spot onne spot on the bedon the bed so as not so as not to distur to disturb his sleeb his sleep. Unlike p. Unlike many othermany other apocrypha apocryphal acts, Jol acts, John does nohn JoJohn does John does not die a not die a martyr’s dmartyr’s death but ieath but instead offnstead offers a finaers a final prayer cl prayer commending ommending the ascetiththe ascetithe ascetic ideal ofc ideal of sexual pu sexual purity and arity and abstinence,bstinence, and then  and then lies down lies down in a previin a previously prepouslyprevipreviouslypreviously prepared  prepared grave and grave and dies.dies.dies.

The Acts of John relates the mission, miraculous deeds, and peaceful death 
of the apostle in Asia Minor. John heals the sick, raises the dead, destroys the 
temple of Artemis in Ephesus, and converts many pagan worshippers. In one 
highly entertaining episode, John even commands bedbugs to gather in one spot 
on the bed so as not to disturb his sleep. Unlike many other apocryphal acts, 
John does not die a martyr’s death but instead offers a final prayer commending 
the ascetic ideal of sexual purity and abstinence, and then lies down in a 
previously prepared grave and dies.

�Although mAlthough much in theuch in the Acts of J Acts of John is notohn is not heterodox heterodox, the work, the work was conde was condemned as hemnecondecondemned condemned as hereticas heretical by the al by the Second CouSecond Council of Nincil of Nicaea (787 caea (787 C.E.C.E.) because ) because of its docof its dof its docetic andocetic and modalistd modalist tendencie tendencies. No comps. No complete manuslete manuscript of tcript of the work ishe work is extant, a extant, and the ca.naand the caand the ca. 70 perce. 70 percent of the nt of the text that text that does survidoes survive must beve must be reconstru reconstructed from cted from manuscriptmmanuscriptmanuscripts and secos and secondary sourndary sources. One sces. One such sourceuch source, the Acts, the Acts of John b of John by Prochoruy Prochoy Prochorus,Prochorus, a 5th-cen a 5th-century Greektury Greek collectio collection, preservn, preserves severales several episodes  episodes from the efrom the earlier Actaeearlier Acearlier Acts of Johnts of John but also  but also rewords anrewords and embellisd embellishes its prhes its predecessor.edecessor. The Acts  The Acts were also wewere also were also used by Psused by Pseudo-Abdiaeudo-Abdias and the s and the ManichaeanManichaean Psalm-Boo Psalm-Book, and knok, and known to Auguwn to wn to Augustito Augustine, Eusebine, Eusebius, and Epus, and Epiphanius.iphanius.iphanius.

Although much in the Acts of John is not heterodox, the work was 
condemned as heretical by the Second Council of Nicaea (787 C.E.) because of its 
docetic and modalist tendencies. No complete manuscript of the work is extant, 
and the ca. 70 percent of the text that does survive must be reconstructed from 
manuscripts and secondary sources. One such source, the Acts of John by 
Prochorus, a 5th-century Greek collection, preserves several episodes from the 
earlier Acts of John but also rewords and embellishes its predecessor. The Acts 
were also used by Pseudo-Abdias and the Manichaean Psalm-Book, and known 
to Augustine, Eusebius, and Epiphanius.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. K. ElliJ. K. Elliott, ed., ott, ed., The ApocryThe Apocryphal New Tphal New Testament,estament, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Oxford, 1(Oxfo(Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1993), 303–993), 303–49; E. Jun49; E. Junod and J.-od and J.-D. KaestliD. Kaestli, , Acta IohanActa Iohannis,nis, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (Turnhout, Turnhout((Turnhout,(Turnhout, 1983). 1983). 1983).

Bibliography. J. K. Elliott, ed., The Apocryphal New Testament, rev. ed. 
(Oxford, 1993), 303–49; E. Junod and J.-D. Kaestli, Acta Iohannis, 2 vols. 
(Turnhout, 1983).
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An early gAn early gnostic texnostic text, likely t, likely of the Setof the Sethian variehian variety, concerty, concerning a visning a vision of theion of the Apostle J Apost Apostle JoApostle John. The trhn. The tractate proactate provides an evides an elaborate vlaborate version of ersion of a gnostic a gnostic mythical smythical system. Theystessystem. Thsystem. The first pae first part emphasirt emphasizes the orzes the origination igination of the divof the divine and thine and the spirituae spiritual beings, l beinl beings, bobeings, both in refeth in reference to trence to the higher he higher realm and realm and the lower the lower cosmic reacosmic realm. Here alm. Here attention itaattention attention is drawn tis drawn to the fallo the fall of Wisdom of Wisdom (the sote (the soteriologicalriological crisis),  crisis), the creatithe creation of the on of on of the creof the creator-god Yator-god Yaldabaoth aldabaoth (vividly p(vividly presented iresented in monstroun monstrous images as images and equatednd equatednd equated wiequated with the OT th the OT God). The God). The second parsecond part turns tot turns to the creat the creation of humion of humankind (“Aankind (“ankind (“Adam”), (“Adam”), with an imwith an important emportant emphasis on phasis on salvation.salvation. Included  Included are a discare a discussion on ussion on the differththe differthe different types ent types of souls, of souls, the creatothe creator-god’s atr-god’s attempt to dtempt to destroy thoestroy those of the se of the “immovable“imm“immovable“immovable race” (i. race” (i.e., those e., those destined fdestined for salvatior salvation on accoon on account of theunt of their relatioir relation with then witn with the hwith the higher spirigher spiritual realitual realm), and thm), and the descent-e descent-ascent of ascent of Pronoia (“Pronoia (“foreknowleforeknowledge”) by wdg(“foreknowle(“foreknow(“foreknowledge”) byledge”) by which sal which salvation is vation is obtained.obtained.obtained.

An early gnostic text, likely of the Sethian variety, concerning a vision of the 
Apostle John. The tractate provides an elaborate version of a gnostic mythical 
system. The first part emphasizes the origination of the divine and the spiritual 
beings, both in reference to the higher realm and the lower cosmic realm. Here 
attention is drawn to the fall of Wisdom (the soteriological crisis), the creation 
of the creator-god Yaldabaoth (vividly presented in monstrous images and 
equated with the OT God). The second part turns to the creation of humankind 
(“Adam”), with an important emphasis on salvation. Included are a discussion on 
the different types of souls, the creator-god’s attempt to destroy those of the 
“immovable race” (i.e., those destined for salvation on account of their relation 
with the higher spiritual realm), and the descent-ascent of Pronoia 
(“foreknowledge”) by which salvation is obtained.

�The book hThe book has surviveas survived in four d in four Coptic texCoptic texts: two ofts: two of a shorter a shorter version,  version, and two ofand twoand two of a ltwo of a longer versonger version. Theseion. These seem to b seem to be independe independent translent translations froations from a Greek m a Greek m a Greek origGreek original, whicinal, which is no loh is no longer extannger extant. Irenaeut. Irenaeus (s (Adv. haer.Adv. haer.,, ca. 180  ca. 180 C.E.C.E.) seems to) seems t) seems to have beto have been familiaen familiar with ther with the Apocrypho Apocryphon or at len or at least an earast an earlier sourclier source. The cloe. The closing of thsincloclosing ofclosing of the longe the longer version r version — the Prov— the Providence Monidence Monologue — pologue — probably warobably was an indeps an inds an independenindependent source lt source later incorater incorporated. Pporated. Precise datrecise dating is difing is difficult, alficult, although a mthough a manuscript anuscmmanuscriptmanuscript tradition tradition can be tr can be traced from aced from the 2nd tothe 2nd to 4th centu 4th centuries.ries.ries.

The book has survived in four Coptic texts: two of a shorter version, and 
two of a longer version. These seem to be independent translations from a 
Greek original, which is no longer extant. Irenaeus (Adv. haer., ca. 180 C.E.) seems 
to have been familiar with the Apocryphon or at least an earlier source. The 
closing of the longer version — the Providence Monologue — probably was an 
independent source later incorporated. Precise dating is difficult, although a 
manuscript tradition can be traced from the 2nd to 4th centuries.

�This text This text is importais important for stunt for students of ldents of late antiquate antiquity. Debatity. Debate continuee continues as to whs as to ws as to whether thwhether the Apocryphe Apocryphon of Johnon of John is primar is primarily emergeily emergent from Jent from Jewish or Chwish or Christian ciristian ciristian circles. Scircles. Scholarly ccholarly consensus nonsensus now favors ow favors a strong Ja strong Jewish connewish connection (e.ection (e.g., with Gg., with Genesis, 1 eneGGenesis, 1Genesis, 1 Enoch, an Enoch, and the Wisdd the Wisdom of Soloom of Solomon), withmon), with Christian Christian elements  elements being addebeing addbeing added lateadded later. Determir. Determining miliening milieu is furthu is further complicer complicated by thated by the various e various versions oversions of the textf thf the text. the text. The ApocryThe Apocryphon has aphon has also been slso been studied in tudied in relation trelation to Middle Po Middle Platonism. latonism. Thus, thisTThus, thisThus, this text shed text sheds light ons light on the cultu the cultural interrral interrelations belations between varetween various religious religious and pious aious and philosand philosophical grophical groups in anoups in antiquity. Ttiquity. The intertehe intertextual relaxtual relation betwetion between the Apoen the Apocryphon ancryApoApocryphonApocryphon and bibli and biblical texts cal texts is also a is also a significansignificant issue (et issue (esp. Genesisp. Genesis and, in s and, in connectionconnecconnectionconnection with the  with the ProvidenceProvidence Monologue Monologue, John 1:1, John 1:1-18). The -18). The descent ofdescent of Wisdom, f Wisdom Wisdom, fuWisdom, furthermore,rthermore, can be se can be seen as a gnen as a gnostic examostic example of theple of the “descent  “descent into hell”into hell” tradition hell”hell” tradhell” tradition (traition (traced back tced back to 1 Peter o 1 Peter and fully and fully developed developed in the Actin the Acts of Pilats of Pilate and the e and e and the Apand the Apostles’ Crostles’ Creed). Mosteed). Most important important for stude for students, howevnts, however, is theer, is the elaborate elaborate gnostic s g gnostic sygnostic system presestem presented (yet nted (yet it would bit would be pushing e pushing too far totoo far to say that  say that the Apocrythe Apocryphon of JophApocryApocryphonApocryphon of John i of John is an exemps an exemplar of lar of thethe gnostic s gnostic system).ystem).ystem).

This text is important for students of late antiquity. Debate continues as to 
whether the Apocryphon of John is primarily emergent from Jewish or Christian 
circles. Scholarly consensus now favors a strong Jewish connection (e.g., with 
Genesis, 1 Enoch, and the Wisdom of Solomon), with Christian elements being 
added later. Determining milieu is further complicated by the various versions of 
the text. The Apocryphon has also been studied in relation to Middle Platonism. 
Thus, this text sheds light on the cultural interrelations between various religious 
and philosophical groups in antiquity. The intertextual relation between the 
Apocryphon and biblical texts is also a significant issue (esp. Genesis and, in 
connection with the Providence Monologue, John 1:1-18). The descent of 
Wisdom, furthermore, can be seen as a gnostic example of the “descent into 
hell” tradition (traced back to 1 Peter and fully developed in the Acts of Pilate 
and the Apostles’ Creed). Most important for students, however, is the elaborate 
gnostic system presented (yet it would be pushing too far to say that the 
Apocryphon of John is an exemplar of the gnostic system).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. GiverseS. Giversen, n, ApocryphonApocryphon Johannis. Johannis. Acta Theo Acta Theologica Danlogica Danica 5 (Copica 5 (Cica 5 (Copenhage(Copenhagen, 1963); n, 1963); K. RudolphK. Rudolph, , GnosisGnosis (San Fran (San Francisco, 198cisco, 1984); J. D. 4); J. D. Turner, “STurner, “Sethian Gnoethi“S“Sethian G“Sethian Gnosticism:nosticism: A Literar A Literary History,y History,” in” in Nag Hamma Nag Hammadi, Gnostidi, Gnosticism and Ecism and Early Chrisarly Chrarly ChristianiChristianity,ty, ed. C. W. ed. C. W. Hedrick a Hedrick and R. Hodgnd R. Hodgson, Jr. (son, Jr. (Peabody, 1Peabody, 1986), 55–8986), 55–86; M. Wald6; M. Wal6; M. Waldstein Waldstein and F. Wisand F. Wisse, eds., se, eds., The ApocryThe Apocryphon of Jophon of John.hn. NHMS 33 ( NHMS 33 (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1995); M. A.95); M. 95); M. A. WillM. A. Williams, iams, The ImmovaThe Immovable Race: ble Race: A Gnostic A Gnostic DesignatioDesignation and the n and the Theme of STheme of Stability itability SStability Stability in Late Anin Late Antiquity.tiquity. NHS 29 (L NHS 29 (Leiden, 198eiden, 1985); F. Wis5); F. Wisse, “The Ase, “The Apocryphon pocryphon of John (Iof Johof John (II,John (II,1,1, III, III,1,1, IV, IV,1,1, and BG 25 and BG 2502,02,22),” in ),” in Nag HammadNag Hammadi Library i Library in Englishin English,, ed. J. M. ed. J. M. Robinson, Ro Robinson, Robinson, 3rd ed. (S3rd ed. (San Francisan Francisco, 1988),co, 1988), 104–23. 104–23. 104–23.
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The fourthThe fourth book in t book in the NT. It he NT. It tells how tells how the Word othe Word of God becaf God became flesh ime flesh in Jesus ofn Jesus of Nazareth, ofof Nazaretof Nazareth, who revh, who revealed God’ealed God’s glory ans glory and love thrd love through his wough his words and aords and actions. Hections. Hections. He was cruHe was crucified forcified for the sin o the sin of the worlf the world and raisd and raised that peed that people mightople might receive e receive everlastingvereeverlastineverlasting life thrg life through faithough faith in him. in him.

The fourth book in the NT. It tells how the Word of God became flesh in Jesus 
of Nazareth, who revealed God’s glory and love through his words and actions. 
He was crucified for the sin of the world and raised that people might receive 
everlasting life through faith in him.
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The GospelThe Gospel presents  presents the story the story of Jesus iof Jesus in two partn two parts: Jesus’ s: Jesus’ public minpublic ministry (chsistry (chs. 1–12) an. 1–1. 1–12) and 1–12) and his Passiohis Passion and Resun and Resurrection (rrection (chs. 13–21chs. 13–21). Part 1 ). Part 1 opens withopens with a poetic  a poetic prologue tprprologue tprologue that relatehat relates how the s how the Word enterWord entered the wored the world and wasld and was rejected  rejected by many buby many by many but wmany but welcomed byelcomed by others wh others who became Go became God’s childod’s children (1:1–1ren (1:1–18). In the8). In the narrative narrati narrative,narrative, John the  John the Baptist diBaptist directs peoprects people to Jesule to Jesus, the Lams, the Lamb of God, b of God, who gatherwho gathers a circles as a circle oa circle of disciplef disciples. Jesus’ s. Jesus’ teachings teachings and healinand healings evoke fgs evoke favorable ravorable responses fesponses from Samarirom Srom Samaritan Samaritan villages, villages, a royal ofa royal official, a ficial, a man born bman born blind, Martlind, Martha and Marha and Mary. Others y. Others misunderstmisunmisunderstmisunderstand or becand or become hostilome hostile when Jese when Jesus heals ous heals on the sabbn the sabbath (ch. 5ath (ch. 5), feeds 5), feeds 5000 at Pas055000 at Pa5000 at Passover (chssover (ch. 6), anno. 6), announces at tunces at the Festivahe Festival of Boothl of Booths that he s that he is the souis the source of livrce sousource of source of living watliving water and theer and the light of  light of the world the world (7:1—10:20(7:1—10:20), and dec), and declares thatlares that “I and th “I  “I and the“I and the Father ar Father are one” dure one” during the Feing the Feast of Dedast of Dedication (1ication (10:22–39). 0:22–39). Crowds wavCrowds wavCrowds wave palm wave palm branches wbranches when Jesus hen Jesus enters Jerenters Jerusalem forusalem for the last  the last time, but time, but they fail they fail to understto to understto understand his aland his allusions tolusions to his comin his coming death, ag death, and Jesus cnd Jesus concludes honcludes his public is public ministry bminiministry bministry by hiding fy hiding from them (rom them (12:36).12:36).12:36).

The Gospel presents the story of Jesus in two parts: Jesus’ public ministry (chs. 
1–12) and his Passion and Resurrection (chs. 13–21). Part 1 opens with a poetic 
prologue that relates how the Word entered the world and was rejected by 
many but welcomed by others who became God’s children (1:1–18). In the 
narrative, John the Baptist directs people to Jesus, the Lamb of God, who gathers 
a circle of disciples. Jesus’ teachings and healings evoke favorable responses from 
Samaritan villages, a royal official, a man born blind, Martha and Mary. Others 
misunderstand or become hostile when Jesus heals on the sabbath (ch. 5), feeds 
5000 at Passover (ch. 6), announces at the Festival of Booths that he is the 
source of living water and the light of the world (7:1—10:20), and declares that 
“I and the Father are one” during the Feast of Dedication (10:22–39). Crowds 
wave palm branches when Jesus enters Jerusalem for the last time, but they fail 
to understand his allusions to his coming death, and Jesus concludes his public 
ministry by hiding from them (12:36).

�Part 2 begPart 2 begins with tins with the Last Suhe Last Supper when pper when Jesus assuJesus assumes the pomes the posture of asture of a slave and slave  slave and slave and washes hiswashes his disciples disciples’ feet. Th’ feet. This act disis act displays his plays his love for tlove for them and mohem and models the kdels tdels the kind othe kind of service f service envisionedenvisioned by the ne by the new commandmw commandment, to “lent, to “love one anove one another as Iother asother as I have as I have loved you”loved you” (13:34).  (13:34). In a lengtIn a lengthy farewelhy farewell discoursl discourse, Jesus pe, Jesus promises toromises to send the  send send the Ssend the Spirit or “pirit or “Advocate” Advocate” (Gk. (Gk. paraékleätparaékleätosos). The Spi). The Spirit will brit will be Jesus’ ae Jesus’ abiding prebidinaabiding prabiding presence witesence with people ah people after his rfter his return to teturn to the Father,he Father, disclosin disclosing the meang the meaning of Jesingmeanmeaning ofmeaning of Jesus’ mi Jesus’ ministry to nistry to later genelater generations (1rations (14:16, 26).4:16, 26). Through d Through dramatic irramatic irony, the aonyirirony, theirony, the account o account of Jesus’ af Jesus’ arrest and rrest and interrogatinterrogation manifeion manifests Jesus’sts Jesus’ innocence innocence and the c and and the cuand the culpability lpability of his accof his accusers. On users. On the day ofthe day of Preparati Preparation for Pason for Passover, Jessover, Jesus is crucus is us is crucifiis crucified as the ed as the Lamb of GoLamb of God, and hisd, and his final wor final words “it is ds “it is accomplishaccomplished” affirmed” affirm that his  that that his dthat his death carrieath carries out Godes out God’s saving ’s saving work. On Ework. On Easter, theaster, the risen Jes risen Jesus appearsus appears to the di to to the disto the disciples andciples and gives the gives them the Spirm the Spirit as he pit as he promised. Oromised. One week lane week later Thomaster Thomas’ confessi’ ThomasThomas’ coThomas’ confession tnfession that Jesus hat Jesus is Lord anis Lord and God brind God brings the stogs the story to a clry to a climax. The imax. The great catcgrgreat catcgreat catch of fish h of fish in ch. 21 in ch. 21 anticipateanticipates the spres the spread of Chriad of Christian missstian mission.ion.

Part 2 begins with the Last Supper when Jesus assumes the posture of a 
slave and washes his disciples’ feet. This act displays his love for them and models 
the kind of service envisioned by the new commandment, to “love one another 
as I have loved you” (13:34). In a lengthy farewell discourse, Jesus promises to 
send the Spirit or “Advocate” (Gk. paraékleätos). The Spirit will be Jesus’ 
abiding presence with people after his return to the Father, disclosing the 
meaning of Jesus’ ministry to later generations (14:16, 26). Through dramatic 
irony, the account of Jesus’ arrest and interrogation manifests Jesus’ innocence 
and the culpability of his accusers. On the day of Preparation for Passover, Jesus 
is crucified as the Lamb of God, and his final words “it is accomplished” affirm 



that his death carries out God’s saving work. On Easter, the risen Jesus appears 
to the disciples and gives them the Spirit as he promised. One week later 
Thomas’ confession that Jesus is Lord and God brings the story to a climax. The 
great catch of fish in ch. 21 anticipates the spread of Christian mission.
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The FourthThe Fourth Gospel do Gospel does not dises not disclose the close the name of itname of its author. s author. According According to 21:24 tto 21:24 the book prhtthe book pthe book preserves treserves the testimohe testimony of “theny of “the disciple  disciple whom Jesuswhom Jesus loved.” B loved.” By the latey the late 2nd centu 2 2nd centur2nd century this disy this disciple was ciple was identifiedidentified with John with John the son o the son of Zebedee,f Zebedee, since he  since he sometimes somsometimes sometimes accompanieaccompanies Peter ass Peter as John does John does in the ot in the other Gospelher Gospels. Modern s. Modern scholars, scholarsscholars, scholars, however, fhowever, find it unlind it unlikely thatikely that the ident the identity of a wity of a well-known ell-known figure likfigure like John woue Johne John wouldJohn would have been have been kept hidd kept hidden. Moreoven. Moreover, accorder, according to theing to the other Gos other Gospels John pels Johpels John folloJohn followed Jesus wed Jesus throughoutthroughout his minis his ministry, but itry, but in the Fourn the Fourth Gospel th Gospel the Belovethe Beloved Discipled BeloveBeloved DiBeloved Disciple is sciple is explicitlyexplicitly mentioned mentioned for the f for the first time irst time only at thonly at the Last Supe Last Supper (13:23per (per (13:23). S(13:23). Some have some have suggested tuggested that the Behat the Beloved Discloved Disciple is thiple is the unnamed e unnamed figure whofigure who encounter whowho encounwho encountered Jesutered Jesus near thes near the Jordan (1 Jordan (1:35–40) an:35–40) and was knowd was known in the hn in the high priestigh priesigh priest’s hpriest’s household (ousehold (18:15–16),18:15–16), but these but these connectio connections might sns might suggest thauggest that the Belot the Beloved DiscipveBeloBeloved DiBeloved Disciple wassciple was actually  actually a Judean ra Judean rather thanather than a Galilea a Galilean like John like John. Others n. Others propose thpropropose thpropose that he was at he was Lazarus, wLazarus, whom Jesus hom Jesus loved (11:loved (11:3, 5). Man3, 5). Many rightly y rightly acknowledgacknowledgacknowledgacknowledge that thee that the Beloved D Beloved Disciple’s isciple’s identity ridentity remains unkemains unknown.nown.nown.

The Fourth Gospel does not disclose the name of its author. According to 21:24 
the book preserves the testimony of “the disciple whom Jesus loved.” By the late 
2nd century this disciple was identified with John the son of Zebedee, since he 
sometimes accompanies Peter as John does in the other Gospels. Modern 
scholars, however, find it unlikely that the identity of a well-known figure like 
John would have been kept hidden. Moreover, according to the other Gospels 
John followed Jesus throughout his ministry, but in the Fourth Gospel the 
Beloved Disciple is explicitly mentioned for the first time only at the Last Supper 
(13:23). Some have suggested that the Beloved Disciple is the unnamed figure 
who encountered Jesus near the Jordan (1:35–40) and was known in the high 
priest’s household (18:15–16), but these connections might suggest that the 
Beloved Disciple was actually a Judean rather than a Galilean like John. Others 
propose that he was Lazarus, whom Jesus loved (11:3, 5). Many rightly 
acknowledge that the Beloved Disciple’s identity remains unknown.

�The GospelThe Gospel was proba was probably composbly composed over a ed over a period of period of time in twtime in two or more o or more editions. ededitions. editions. An early vAn early version proersion probably endebably ended with 20:d with 20:30–31, whi30–31, which says thch says that “Jesus at “Jesus did many odiddid many odid many other signsther signs . . . whi . . . which are notch are not written i written in this boon this book.” The fik.” The final chaptenal chapter, which hr, whr, which has which has a similar a similar ending (21ending (21:25), was :25), was apparentlyapparently added in  added in a later, ea later, expanded edxpanded edition. In itioededition. Iedition. In an earlyn an early version,  version, Jesus’ comJesus’ command “Risemand “Rise, let us b, let us be on our we on our way” (14:31ay” (14:31) probably) pr) probably sprobably signaled thignaled the end of te end of the Last Suhe Last Supper and Jpper and Jesus’ moveesus’ movement to thment to the garden we garden we garden where he wwhere he was arresteas arrested (18:1). d (18:1). The materiThe material in chs.al in chs. 15–17 was 15–17 was probably  probably included lincluded later. The atllater. Thelater. The entire Go entire Gospel is wrspel is written withitten with the same  the same style and style and outlook, aoutlook, and the samnd the same person me samsame persosame person may haven may have produced  produced both the eboth the earlier andarlier and later ver later versions. Thesions. The comment t comment comment thcomment that “at “wewe know” tha know” that the Belot the Beloved Discipved Disciple’s testile’s testimony is trmony is true (21:24)ue (21:24), however,, ho, however, showever, suggests thuggests that others at others may have pmay have put the texut the text in finalt in final form. form.

The Gospel was probably composed over a period of time in two or more 
editions. An early version probably ended with 20:30–31, which says that “Jesus 
did many other signs . . . which are not written in this book.” The final chapter, 
which has a similar ending (21:25), was apparently added in a later, expanded 
edition. In an early version, Jesus’ command “Rise, let us be on our way” (14:31) 
probably signaled the end of the Last Supper and Jesus’ movement to the garden 
where he was arrested (18:1). The material in chs. 15–17 was probably included 
later. The entire Gospel is written with the same style and outlook, and the 
same person may have produced both the earlier and later versions. The 
comment that “we know” that the Beloved Disciple’s testimony is true (21:24), 
however, suggests that others may have put the text in final form.
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The GospelThe Gospel was proba was probably complebly completed by ca.ted by ca.  A.D.A.D. 90. A dat 90. A date before te before the end of he end of the 1st cethe 1the 1st centur1st century is likely is likely since thy since the discovere discovery of a fray of a fragment of tgment of text (ext (��5252) shows th) shows that the Gosat that the Gospelthe Gospel was being was being copied in copied in Egypt by  Egypt by 125–150. A125–150. A date afte date after the tempr the ter the temple’s dtemple’s destructionestruction in 70 is  in 70 is also likelalso likely. Earliery. Earlier there wer there were various e various Jewish groJewJewish groJewish groups in Palups in Palestine — Pestine — Pharisees, harisees, Sadducees,Sadducees, Essenes,  Essenes, Zealots, HZealots,Zealots, HZealots, Herodians —erodians — but after but after 70 the Ph 70 the Pharisees bearisees became domincame dominant and otant anant and other and other groups fadgroups faded. The waed. The way the Evany the Evangelist altgelist alternately rernately refers to “efers to “efers to “the Phari“the Pharisees” and sees” and “the Jews”“the Jews” suggests  suggests that he wrthat he wrote when oote when other groupther grother groups wergroups were no longee no longer a factorr a factor. Referenc. References to formes to formal procedual procedures for pures for res for puttinfor putting Christiag Christians out of ns out of the synagothe synagogue (9:22)gue (9:22) and the c and the contrasts bontrasts bontrasts between Jebetween Jesus’ follosus’ followers and twers and the Jews (ehe Jews (e.g., v. 28.g., v. 28) are made) are made in ways t in ways t in ways that suggethat suggest that Chst that Christians wristians were no lonere no longer considger considered a Jewered a Jewish sect bish sect ish sect but wsect but were a distere a distinct groupinct group, which wa, which was true lats true later in the er in the century. Tcentury. The author’hTThe authorThe author’s knowled’s knowledge of the ge of the deaths of deaths of Peter and Peter and the Belovethe Beloved Discipled Discipd Disciple (Disciple (21:19, 23)21:19, 23) also poin also points to compts to composition inosition in the final the final decades o decades o decades of the cenof the century.tury.

The Gospel was probably completed by ca. A.D. 90. A date before the end of the 
1st century is likely since the discovery of a fragment of text ( � 52) shows that 
the Gospel was being copied in Egypt by 125–150. A date after the 
temple’s destruction in 70 is also likely. Earlier there were various 
Jewish groups in Palestine — Pharisees, Sadducees, Essenes, 



Zealots, Herodians — but after 70 the Pharisees became dominant 
and other groups faded. The way the Evangelist alternately refers to 
“the Pharisees” and “the Jews” suggests that he wrote when other 
groups were no longer a factor. References to formal procedures 
for putting Christians out of the synagogue (9:22) and the contrasts 
between Jesus’ followers and the Jews (e.g., v. 28) are made in ways 
that suggest that Christians were no longer considered a Jewish 
sect but were a distinct group, which was true later in the century. 
The author’s knowledge of the deaths of Peter and the Beloved 
Disciple (21:19, 23) also points to composition in the final decades 
of the century.

ReadersReaders

Readers

John’s GosJohn’s Gospel was copel was composed in mposed in and for anand for an early Chr early Christian comistian community. Thmunity. The many sube many se many subtle allsubtle allusions, wousions, wordplays, ardplays, and difficund difficult passagelt passages have leds have led some to c some to conclude thonclude that the earat that the earliethe earliest readersst readers belonged  belonged to an intrto an introverted seoverted sectarian grctarian group that uoup that used languased language virtualge langualanguage vlanguage virtually uirtually unintelliginintelligible to outble to outsiders. Otsiders. Others find hers find that portrthat portraying Jesuaying Jesus as the ls as thes as the light the light of the worof the world, the sold, the source of liurce of living waterving water, and the , and the good shephgood shepherd, and eerd, and explaining xplaeexplainingexplaining the meani the meaning of wordng of words like “mes like “messiah” andssiah” and “rabbi” ( “rabbi” (1:38–41) m1:38–41) make the stake the story accessoststory accestory accessible to ssible to a wide rana wide range of readge of readers. Togeters. Together, theseher, these perceptio perceptions indicatns indicate that thee the that the Gthat the Gospel was ospel was completed completed with a spewith a spectrum of rctrum of readers in eaders in view, perhview, perhaps becausaps becauaps because ofbecause of developme developments withinnts within Johannine Johannine Christian Christianity itselfity itself. The earl. The earliest membeiest members of the rsmembemembers ofmembers of the commu the community were nity were almost ceralmost certainly Jewtainly Jewish Christish Christians, but ians, but the Gospelthe Gospthe Gospel sugGospel suggests thatgests that the circl the circle later ine later included Samcluded Samaritans (4aritans (4:39–42) an:39–42) and Greeks (d Greeks (12:20), an12((12:20), a(12:20), and the Chrnd the Christians meistians mentioned inntioned in the Johan the Johannine Epistnine Epistles bore Gles bore Greek namesreek names and lived namesnames and names and lived in vlived in various comarious communities. munities. The GospelThe Gospel is access is accessible at a ible at a basic levebasic level to less-l tol to less-into less-informed reaformed readers yet sders yet sophisticatophisticated enough ed enough to engage to engage better-infbetter-informed readormed readers.ereadreaders.readers.

John’s Gospel was composed in and for an early Christian community. The many 
subtle allusions, wordplays, and difficult passages have led some to conclude that 
the earliest readers belonged to an introverted sectarian group that used 
language virtually unintelligible to outsiders. Others find that portraying Jesus as 
the light of the world, the source of living water, and the good shepherd, and 
explaining the meaning of words like “messiah” and “rabbi” (1:38–41) make the 
story accessible to a wide range of readers. Together, these perceptions indicate 
that the Gospel was completed with a spectrum of readers in view, perhaps 
because of developments within Johannine Christianity itself. The earliest 
members of the community were almost certainly Jewish Christians, but the 
Gospel suggests that the circle later included Samaritans (4:39–42) and Greeks 
(12:20), and the Christians mentioned in the Johannine Epistles bore Greek 
names and lived in various communities. The Gospel is accessible at a basic level 
to less-informed readers yet sophisticated enough to engage better-informed 
readers.

RelationshRelationship to Otheip to Other NT Booksr NT Books

Relationship to Other NT Books

Synoptic GSynoptic Gospelsospelsospels

Synoptic Gospels

In all fouIn all four Gospels r Gospels Jesus’ pubJesus’ public ministlic ministry begins ry begins with John with John the Baptisthe Baptist and inclt and includes the gudes tudes the gatherthe gathering of dising of disciples, peciples, performing mrforming miracles, eiracles, expelling mxpelling merchants ferchants from the terom the temple, and mptetemple, antemple, and teachingd teaching publicly. publicly. All relat All relate that afte that after a meal er a meal with his dwith his disciples, isciples, Jesus was Jesus waJesus was arrestwas arrested and tried and tried before ed before the Jewishthe Jewish authoriti authorities and Piles and Pilate, that ate, that he died byhe died by crucifixi cru crucifixiocrucifixion and rosen and rose on the th on the third day. Jird day. John is difohn is different in ferent in that he rethat he recounts mancounts many actions y acty actions (eactions (e.g., turni.g., turning water ing water into wine, nto wine, healing athealing at Bethesda  Bethesda and Siloamand Siloam, raising , raising Lazarus, wLazaruLazarus, wLazarus, washing feeashing feet) and enct) and encounters (eounters (e.g., Nicod.g., Nicodemus, Samaemus, Samaritan womaritan woman, Thomas)n, Thoman, Thomas) thThomas) that are notat are not mentioned mentioned in the ot in the other Gospelher Gospels. Insteads. Instead of parabl of parables about tes about the kingdomhtthe kingdothe kingdom, John inm, John includes loncludes long discoursg discourses punctuaes punctuated by sayted by sayings like ings like “I am the “I am the bread of lbrebread of lbread of life” and “ife” and “I am the lI am the light of thight of the world.” e world.” In John’s In John’s Gospel JesGospel Jesus makes sus makes several trieverasseveral trseveral trips to Jerips to Jerusalem durusalem during his miing his ministry ratnistry rather than jher than just one, aust one, and the timnd the timing of keying oing of key eveof key events is disnts is distinctive: tinctive: the templethe temple cleansing cleansing occurs at occurs at the begin the beginning of Jening of Jesus’ minissus’ msus’ ministry rministry rather thanather than the end,  the end, and the Crand the Crucifixion ucifixion takes plactakes place on the ae on the afternoon bfternoon before rathefobbefore ratbefore rather than oher than on the day n the day after the after the Passover mPassover meal. Intereal. Interpreters lopreters long thoughtng thought that the  th that the Fthat the Fourth Evanourth Evangelist wasgelist was familiar  familiar with the Swith the Synoptics aynoptics and wrote hnd wrote his Gospel is Gospel to supplemto to supplemto supplement the otent the others. Manyhers. Many scholars  scholars now argue now argue that John that John did not kndid not know any of ow any ofow any of the othof the other Gospelser Gospels. It seems. It seems clear tha clear that the Fourt the Fourth Evangelth Evangelist wrote ist wrote largely inlargely independentldepinindependenindependently of thetly of the others, b others, but whetherut whether he knew o he knew one or morene or more of the Sy of the Synoptics renoptics rnoptics remains diremains disputed.sputed.

In all four Gospels Jesus’ public ministry begins with John the Baptist and includes 
the gathering of disciples, performing miracles, expelling merchants from the 
temple, and teaching publicly. All relate that after a meal with his disciples, Jesus 
was arrested and tried before the Jewish authorities and Pilate, that he died by 
crucifixion and rose on the third day. John is different in that he recounts many 



actions (e.g., turning water into wine, healing at Bethesda and Siloam, raising 
Lazarus, washing feet) and encounters (e.g., Nicodemus, Samaritan woman, 
Thomas) that are not mentioned in the other Gospels. Instead of parables about 
the kingdom, John includes long discourses punctuated by sayings like “I am the 
bread of life” and “I am the light of the world.” In John’s Gospel Jesus makes 
several trips to Jerusalem during his ministry rather than just one, and the timing 
of key events is distinctive: the temple cleansing occurs at the beginning of Jesus’ 
ministry rather than the end, and the Crucifixion takes place on the afternoon 
before rather than on the day after the Passover meal. Interpreters long thought 
that the Fourth Evangelist was familiar with the Synoptics and wrote his Gospel 
to supplement the others. Many scholars now argue that John did not know any 
of the other Gospels. It seems clear that the Fourth Evangelist wrote largely 
independently of the others, but whether he knew one or more of the Synoptics 
remains disputed.

Johannine Johannine EpistlesEpistlesEpistles

Johannine Epistles

The GospelThe Gospel and Lette and Letters of Johnrs of John are relat are related like lied like links in a cnks in a chain. The hain. The Gospel andGospel and 1 John op 1 J 1 John open John open with referwith references to “ences to “the beginnthe beginning,” use ing,” use imagery ofimagery of light and light and darkness, darkness, and refer an and refer and refer to the “neto the “new commandmw commandment” to loent” to love one anove one another. 1–2 ther. 1–2 John insisJohn insist that trut that trt that true belietrue believers confevers confess that Jess that Jesus came isus came in the flesn the flesh. 2–3 Johh. 2–3 John were wrin were written by antten by an “elder” w “el “elder” wh“elder” who dealt wio dealt with issues th issues of whom toof whom to welcome i welcome into the conto the communities.mmunities. Many scho Many sc Many scholars tscholars think that hink that the Letterthe Letters were wris were written latertten later than the  than the Gospel, siGospel, since the bance the basic conflisic babasic confbasic conflict in thlict in the Gospel ie Gospel is between s between ChristiansChristians and non-C and non-Christians hristians while the while the Letters deLetLetters deLetters deal with coal with conflicts thnflicts that arose wat arose within the ithin the Christian Christian community community itself, seitself, seemingly ateminseseemingly seemingly at a laterat a later period. S period. Some proposome propose that Johe that John’s Gospeln’s Gospel was put i was put into final nto final form by thforform by thform by the author oe author of 1 John, f 1 John, but othersbut others suggest t suggest that these hat these writings cwritings came from aame from a circle of c circle of circle of ChristiansChristians who share who shared a commond a common outlook. outlook.

The Gospel and Letters of John are related like links in a chain. The Gospel and 1 
John open with references to “the beginning,” use imagery of light and darkness, 
and refer to the “new commandment” to love one another. 1–2 John insist that 
true believers confess that Jesus came in the flesh. 2–3 John were written by an 
“elder” who dealt with issues of whom to welcome into the communities. Many 
scholars think that the Letters were written later than the Gospel, since the 
basic conflict in the Gospel is between Christians and non-Christians while the 
Letters deal with conflicts that arose within the Christian community itself, 
seemingly at a later period. Some propose that John’s Gospel was put into final 
form by the author of 1 John, but others suggest that these writings came from a 
circle of Christians who shared a common outlook.

RevelationRevelation

Revelation

An early CAn early Church tradhurch tradition saidition said that the  that the Fourth GosFourth Gospel and Repel and Revelation wvelation were composere compoere composed bcomposed by the aposy the apostle John. tle John. This assumThis assumed that thed that the Beloved e Beloved Disciple (Disciple (John 21:24John 21:24John 21:24) and21:24) and John of P John of Patmos (Revatmos (Rev. 1:9) wer. 1:9) were the samee the same person. B person. Both the Gooth the Gospel and Rspel and spel and Revelaand Revelation refertion refer to Jesus  to Jesus as the Woras the Word and the d and the Lamb, and Lamb, and utilize soutilize some similarme similar symbolic  s symbolic lsymbolic language, banguage, but Revelatut Revelation is wriion is written in antten in an idiosyncr idiosyncratic Greekatic Greek that diff that differs markeders mers markedly fmarkedly from the strom the style of theyle of the Gospel. R Gospel. Revelation evelation gives the gives the author’s nauthor’s name but doame but does not sugedodoes not sdoes not suggest thauggest that he was at he was an apostle n apostle or had seeor had seen the eartn the earthly Jesus,hly Jesus, while the while the Gospel co Go Gospel conGospel conceals the ceals the author’s nauthor’s name but iname but insists thatsists that he was an he was an eyewitnes eyewitness. Revelats. Revelation emphasioRevelatRevelationRevelation emphasize emphasizes the futus the future consummre consummation of Gation of God’s savinod’s saving work whig work while the Gosle the Gle the Gospel strGospel stresses the esses the present dipresent dimension ofmension of salvation salvation. These an. These and other did other differences fferences indicate tinindicate tindicate that the twhat the two books hao books had differend different authors.t authors.

An early Church tradition said that the Fourth Gospel and Revelation were 
composed by the apostle John. This assumed that the Beloved Disciple (John 
21:24) and John of Patmos (Rev. 1:9) were the same person. Both the Gospel 
and Revelation refer to Jesus as the Word and the Lamb, and utilize some similar 
symbolic language, but Revelation is written in an idiosyncratic Greek that differs 
markedly from the style of the Gospel. Revelation gives the author’s name but 
does not suggest that he was an apostle or had seen the earthly Jesus, while the 
Gospel conceals the author’s name but insists that he was an eyewitness. 
Revelation emphasizes the future consummation of God’s saving work while the 
Gospel stresses the present dimension of salvation. These and other differences 
indicate that the two books had different authors.



TheologicaTheological Emphasisl Emphasis

Theological Emphasis

UnderstandUnderstanding the Going the Gospel’s thespel’s theological eological emphases remphases requires attquires attention to ention to what is aswhat is assumed and suasassumed anassumed and what is d what is argued. Jeargued. Jesus’ humansus’ humanity is assity is assumed throuumed throughout the ghout the Gospel; frGospel; frGospel; friends anfriends and foes alid foes alike recognike recognize that heze that he is a huma is a human being. Dn being. Disputes ceisputes center on whnter on whether Jesuethwhwhether Jewhether Jesus is thesus is the Messiah a Messiah and Son of nd Son of God (5:18;God (5:18; 7:40–42;  7:40–42; 10:33), so10:33), so that the  that the EvangelistEvEvangelistEvangelist must argu must argue for the e for the messianic messianic and divineand divine aspects o aspects of Jesus’ if Jesus’ identity. Edentity. Encounters ncounEEncountersEncounters with Jesu with Jesus discloses disclose three pri three principal dimncipal dimensions ofensions of his chara his character. Firscter. First, those wt, tht, those who those who meet Jesusmeet Jesus rightly i rightly identify hidentify him in humanm in human terms as  terms as a man, a ta man, a teacher, aneacher, and a Jew (1d anand a Jew and a Jew (1:38; 4:9(1:38; 4:9; 9:11). S; 9:11). Second, theecond, they speak ofy speak of him as pr him as prophet and ophet and Messiah (1Messiah (1:41; 4:19,:41(1(1:41; 4:1(1:41; 4:19, 29; 9:19, 29; 9:17, 22). Th7, 22). Third, thereird, there are indic are indications of ations of his divinehis divine or cosmic or cosmic significa signific significansignificance (1:51; ce (1:51; 4:42; 9:384:42; 9:38). Symboli). Symbolic languagec language helps to  helps to convey thaconvey that Jesus ist Jesus is at once h at on at once humanonce human, messiani, messianic, and divc, and divine, sinceine, since images li images like light (ke light (8:12) and 8:12) and a good shea good shepherd (10:phersheshepherd (shepherd (10:11) wer10:11) were suitablee suitable for human for human leaders,  leaders, the Messiathe Messiah, and Godh, and God. Later, s. Later, some affirmossome affirsome affirmed Jesus’med Jesus’ divinity  divinity while denywhile denying his huing his humanity (1 manity (1 John 4:2-3John 4:2-3; 2 John 7; 2 John 7), and thi), an), and this vand this view eventuiew eventually becamally became common ae common among Gnostmong Gnostics. The Fics. The Fourth Gospourth Gospel, howeveel, hoel, however, ihowever, insists thansists that Jesus’ it Jesus’ identity endentity encompasses compasses all three all three dimensionsdimensions (20:30–31 (20:30–31).).).

Understanding the Gospel’s theological emphases requires attention to what is 
assumed and what is argued. Jesus’ humanity is assumed throughout the Gospel; 
friends and foes alike recognize that he is a human being. Disputes center on 
whether Jesus is the Messiah and Son of God (5:18; 7:40–42; 10:33), so that the 
Evangelist must argue for the messianic and divine aspects of Jesus’ identity. 
Encounters with Jesus disclose three principal dimensions of his character. First, 
those who meet Jesus rightly identify him in human terms as a man, a teacher, 
and a Jew (1:38; 4:9; 9:11). Second, they speak of him as prophet and Messiah 
(1:41; 4:19, 29; 9:17, 22). Third, there are indications of his divine or cosmic 
significance (1:51; 4:42; 9:38). Symbolic language helps to convey that Jesus is at 
once human, messianic, and divine, since images like light (8:12) and a good 
shepherd (10:11) were suitable for human leaders, the Messiah, and God. Later, 
some affirmed Jesus’ divinity while denying his humanity (1 John 4:2-3; 2 John 7), 
and this view eventually became common among Gnostics. The Fourth Gospel, 
however, insists that Jesus’ identity encompasses all three dimensions (20:30–31).

�Human beinHuman beings, accordgs, according to Johing to John’s Gospeln’s Gospel, belong t, belong to a world o a world that was cthat was created by reateccreated bycreated by God but h God but has become as become hostile tohostile toward its Cward its Creator. Sireator. Sin is a bron is a broken relatiken relationship witorelatirelationshrelationship with Goip with God — unbelid — unbelief — and tef — and the actionshe actions that proc that proceed from ieed from it. By givit. By giving up his ngivigiving up giving up his Son tohis Son to be crucif be crucified, God sied, God shows his lhows his love for thove for the world the world that has rebat has rebelled agaiellerebrebelled arebelled against himgainst him (3:16). C (3:16). Christ’s dehrist’s death is theath is the sacrifice sacrifice that take that takes away thes away the sin of th sin of sin of the worof the world (1:29) ld (1:29) because thbecause through it Grough it God overcomod overcomes sin by es sin by evoking faevoking faith. Faithith. Faith brings pe b brings peobrings people into lple into life in relife in relationship ationship with God twith God that beginshat begins in the pr in the present and esent and continues conticontinues continues beyond phybeyond physical deatsical death into eteh into eternity. Thernity. The Gospel af Gospel affirms thatfirms that there wil there will be a futl bl be a futurbe a future resurrece resurrection (5:28tion (5:28–29; 6:40;–29; 6:40; 11:25) wh 11:25) while insistile insisting that eing that eternal lifternal life is also e is alsoe is also a prealso a present realisent reality, becausty, because through e through faith in Cfaith in Christ peophrist people enter ile enter into relatinto relationship witonshiprelatirelationshrelationship with thip with the eternal e eternal God (5:24;God (5:24; 11:26; 12 11:26; 12:44–45). T:44–45). Those who rhose who receive theeceive the love that l love that love that God manifeGod manifested in Chsted in Christ are trist are to love oneo love one another i another in the samen the same way (13:3 way (13:34). The de4(13:3(13:34). T(13:34). The death ohe death of Christ ef Christ establishesstablishes the sourc the source and patte and pattern for Chern for Christian liristian life.fe.fe.

Human beings, according to John’s Gospel, belong to a world that was 
created by God but has become hostile toward its Creator. Sin is a broken 
relationship with God — unbelief — and the actions that proceed from it. By 
giving up his Son to be crucified, God shows his love for the world that has 
rebelled against him (3:16). Christ’s death is the sacrifice that takes away the sin 
of the world (1:29) because through it God overcomes sin by evoking faith. Faith 
brings people into life in relationship with God that begins in the present and 
continues beyond physical death into eternity. The Gospel affirms that there will 
be a future resurrection (5:28–29; 6:40; 11:25) while insisting that eternal life is 
also a present reality, because through faith in Christ people enter into 
relationship with the eternal God (5:24; 11:26; 12:44–45). Those who receive the 
love that God manifested in Christ are to love one another in the same way 
(13:34). The death of Christ establishes the source and pattern for Christian life.
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Three NT lThree NT letters traetters traditionallyditionally bearing t bearing the name ofhe name of John. Alt John. Although theyhough they are inclu are included among deincluincluded aincluded among the “mong the “Catholic” Catholic” or “Generaor “General” Epistlel” Epistles, all thrs, all three seem toee seem to be addres be addressed to speseaddresaddressed addressed to specifito specific situatioc situations. While ns. While the first the first letter is letter is anonymous,anonymous, the two s the two smaller letmallessmaller lesmaller letters givetters give their aut their author as “thhor as “the Elder.” e Elder.” It is doubIt is doubtful that tful that this term this term could be acould bcould be a titlebe a title for the A for the Apostle Johpostle John; and thon; and though 1 Johnugh 1 John is closel is closely related y related to the Fouto the Fourth Gospelrth Grth Gospel, itGospel, it is not ce is not certain thatrtain that it has th it has the same aute same author (whethhor (whether or not er or not the Gospelthe Gospel itself wa its itself wasitself was written b written by the aposy the apostle). The tle). The situation situation and authorand authorship of eaship of each of thesch of these letters e lete letters thletters thus need tous need to be discus be discussed.sed.

Three NT letters traditionally bearing the name of John. Although they are 
included among the “Catholic” or “General” Epistles, all three seem to be 
addressed to specific situations. While the first letter is anonymous, the two 
smaller letters give their author as “the Elder.” It is doubtful that this term could 
be a title for the Apostle John; and though 1 John is closely related to the Fourth 
Gospel, it is not certain that it has the same author (whether or not the Gospel 
itself was written by the apostle). The situation and authorship of each of these 
letters thus need to be discussed.

1 John1 John

1 John

The similaThe similarity in lirity in literary styterary style and thele and theology thatology that sets the  sets the Gospel andGospel and Letters o Letters of John apaf Johnf John apartJohn apart from all  from all other NT wother NT writings isritings is a strong  a strong argument targument that they what they were writteere written by the sn writtewritten bywritten by the same  the same person, anperson, and this is d this is especiallyespecially true for  true for 1 John and1 John and the Gospe the Gospel. Yet thel. Yl. Yet there Yet there are differare differences betwences between these een these two as weltwo as well, in small, in small details l details of linguisof linguistic habit;tic hatic habit; in habit; in literary qliterary quality (thuality (the Gospel ue Gospel uses irony ses irony and multipand multiple meaningle meanings, while 1s, while 1 John is o John John is ofJohn is often simplyten simply unclear); unclear); and in th and in theology (1 eology (1 John lays John lays more stresmore stress on Jesuss on Jesus’ atoning ’ ato’ atoning deatoning death and leath and less on his ss on his mediation mediation between Gobetween God and the d and the believer).believer). Scholars  Scholars are divideaare divideare divided over whed over whether thesether these differenc differences are nates are natural in woural in works writterks written by the sn by the same authoramssame authosame author at differ at different timesrent times, or are s, or are serious enoerious enough to sugugh to suggest two dgest two different aifferent authors. Thuthaauthors. Tauthors. The increashe increasingly commingly common idea ofon idea of a Johanni a Johannine “schoolne “school” implies ” implies a group ofa group of tradition ofof traditiof tradition-bearerson-bearers and teach and teachers ratherers rather than sing than single authorile authority behind ty behind all the Joall the Johannine wrhanniJoJohannine Johannine writings. writings. The authorThe author of 1 John of 1 John is probab is probably also thly also the “Elder” e “Elder” responsiblresponsible for 2 ane foe for 2 and for 2 and 3 John; at3 John; at any rate, any rate, the latte the latter are too r are too brief to fbrief to furnish enournish enough evidenugh evidence to estace toce to establito establish a diffesh a difference in arence in authorship.uthorship.

The similarity in literary style and theology that sets the Gospel and Letters of 
John apart from all other NT writings is a strong argument that they were 
written by the same person, and this is especially true for 1 John and the Gospel. 
Yet there are differences between these two as well, in small details of linguistic 
habit; in literary quality (the Gospel uses irony and multiple meanings, while 1 
John is often simply unclear); and in theology (1 John lays more stress on Jesus’ 
atoning death and less on his mediation between God and the believer). Scholars 
are divided over whether these differences are natural in works written by the 
same author at different times, or are serious enough to suggest two different 
authors. The increasingly common idea of a Johannine “school” implies a group 
of tradition-bearers and teachers rather than single authority behind all the 
Johannine writings. The author of 1 John is probably also the “Elder” responsible 
for 2 and 3 John; at any rate, the latter are too brief to furnish enough evidence 
to establish a difference in authorship.

�1 John lac1 John lacks the typks the typical charaical characteristicscteristics that mark that marked a letteed a letter in the ar in the ancient worncient worncient world, andworld, and it is now it is now usually c usually classified lassified as an essaas an essay or sermoy or sermon or the ln or the like. It haike. It has many chas manys many charamany characteristicscteristics of the rh of the rhetoric of etoric of persuasionpersuasion or exhort or exhortation, e.gation, e.g., repetit., repetition and thion aion and the usand the use of fixede of fixed formulati formulations and exons and examples to amples to be imitatebe imitated. No defid. No definite liternite literary structaryliterliterary sliterary structure htructure has been esas been established tablished for 1 Johnfor 1 John, nor is t, nor is there any ohere any obvious devbvious development oelopdevdevelopmendevelopment of thougt of thought in its ht in its repetitionrepetition of import of important themesant themes. Some hav. Some have suggestee suggestee suggested suggested that 1 Johthat 1 John results n results from the efrom the editing of diting of a source, a source, but this ibut this is unlikelys unlikely...

1 John lacks the typical characteristics that marked a letter in the ancient 
world, and it is now usually classified as an essay or sermon or the like. It has 
many characteristics of the rhetoric of persuasion or exhortation, e.g., repetition 
and the use of fixed formulations and examples to be imitated. No definite 
literary structure has been established for 1 John, nor is there any obvious 
development of thought in its repetition of important themes. Some have 
suggested that 1 John results from the editing of a source, but this is unlikely.

�1 John is 1 John is evidently evidently a responsea response to a cris to a crisis in the is in the Johannine Johannine Christian Christian community.communitcommunity.community. The autho The author speaks or speaks of certain f certain people whopeople who “went out “went out” from the” from the community commu community,community, whom he c whom he calls anticalls antichrists, dehrists, deceivers, aceivers, and false pnd false prophets, wrophets, who failed ho failed to confessto to confessto confess that Jesu that Jesus is the Cs is the Christ and hrist and the Son ofthe Son of God, or t God, or to confess o confess “Jesus Chr“Jesus Christ havingist ChrChrist havChrist having come iing come in flesh” (n flesh” (2:18–27; 42:18–27; 4:1–6). The:1–6). These opponense opponents may alsts may also be in vio be in view when thewviview when view when the authorthe author speaks ab speaks about peopleout people who claim who claim to have n to have no sin, or o sin, or to be chilto be children of Godchilchildren ochildren of God evenf God even though th though they do sin ey do sin (1:5—2:2; (1:5—2:2; 2:28—3:10;2:28—3:10; cf. 5:16– cf. 5:16–18); who l18); who l18); who lack mutualack mutual love (2:l love (2:3–11; 3:103–11; 3:10–18; cf. 4–18; cf. 4:7–20); an:7–20); and who lay d who lay claim to tclaim to the Spirit he Spirit (4:1–6; cf(4:1–(4:1–6; cf(4:1–6; cf. 5:6–8). . 5:6–8). The opponeThe opponents are usnts are usually consually considered to idered to represent represent an early fan early form of Docormfform of Doform of Docetism, ancetism, and/or to bed/or to be related t related to the earlo the early gnostic y gnostic teacher Ceteacher Cerinthus.rinthus.rinthus.

1 John is evidently a response to a crisis in the Johannine Christian 
community. The author speaks of certain people who “went out” from the 
community, whom he calls antichrists, deceivers, and false prophets, who failed 
to confess that Jesus is the Christ and the Son of God, or to confess “Jesus 
Christ having come in flesh” (2:18–27; 4:1–6). These opponents may also be in 
view when the author speaks about people who claim to have no sin, or to be 
children of God even though they do sin (1:5—2:2; 2:28—3:10; cf. 5:16–18); who 
lack mutual love (2:3–11; 3:10–18; cf. 4:7–20); and who lay claim to the Spirit 



(4:1–6; cf. 5:6–8). The opponents are usually considered to represent an early 
form of Docetism, and/or to be related to the early gnostic teacher Cerinthus.

�Such identSuch identificationsifications may be to may be too precise o precise to be sustto be sustained by tained by the hints ohe hints of 1 John, f 1 John,f 1 John, but John, but the opponethe opponents do seents do seem to have m to have devalued tdevalued the physicahe physical, human rl, human reality of eality of Jesus ChriJeJesus ChriJesus Christ in somest in some way. They way. They may have  may have distinguisdistinguished the huhed the human natureman nature of Jesus  of Jesus from the dffrom the dfrom the divine Chriivine Christ, stressst, stressing the reing the revelation ovelation of the Chrif the Christ as morest as more meaningfu meaningful for salvl fol for salvatfor salvation than tion than the crucifihe crucifixion of thxion of the man Jesue man Jesus. They mas. They may have bely have believed thatieved that faith in  fait faith in tfaith in the heavenlhe heavenly Christ ay Christ and possessnd possession of theion of the Spirit ga Spirit gave them nove them not only etet only eternal life rnaleteeternal lieternal life and an fe and an intimate rintimate relationshielationship with Godp with God, but a di, but a divine naturvine nature incapable incapable of sin. e of e of sin. Feof sin. Feeling no neling no need for theed for the human Jee human Jesus, eithesus, either as an atr as an atoning sacroning sacrifice or aifice or as a model s a mos a model for model for sacrificiasacrificial love, thl love, they correspey correspondingly sondingly saw no spiraw no spiritual valuitual value in concre in concrete acts oete aete acts of huacts of human care oman care on their own their own part. Thn part. They may havey may have convincee convinced many in d many in the Johannthe Johanthe Johannine Johannine Christian Christian community community to follow to follow them into them into a separatea separate fellowshi fellowship.p.p.

Such identifications may be too precise to be sustained by the hints of 1 
John, but the opponents do seem to have devalued the physical, human reality of 
Jesus Christ in some way. They may have distinguished the human nature of Jesus 
from the divine Christ, stressing the revelation of the Christ as more meaningful 
for salvation than the crucifixion of the man Jesus. They may have believed that 
faith in the heavenly Christ and possession of the Spirit gave them not only 
eternal life and an intimate relationship with God, but a divine nature incapable 
of sin. Feeling no need for the human Jesus, either as an atoning sacrifice or as a 
model for sacrificial love, they correspondingly saw no spiritual value in concrete 
acts of human care on their own part. They may have convinced many in the 
Johannine Christian community to follow them into a separate fellowship.

�This reintThis reinterpretatioerpretation of Johann of Johannine tradinine tradition probation probably rose sbly rose some time aome time after the Ffter thfter the Fourththe Fourth Gospel wa Gospel was substants substantially compially completed, wheleted, when new circn new circumstances umstances had transphad transhad transplanttransplanted the Gosed the Gospel’s exalpel’s exalted claimsted claims about Jes about Jesus into thus into the context e context of a more of a more radical duraradical duradical dualism. In alism. In this situathis situation, the tion, the author of author of 1 John on 1 John on the one hathe one hand reachednd reached back into bac back into back into the traditthe tradition. He stion. He stresses adhresses adherence to erence to what has bwhat has been essenteen essential “from ial “from the beginnththe beginnthe beginning”: the ing”: the confessionconfession of Jesus  of Jesus as Christ as Christ “in the fl“in the flesh,” i.e.esh,” i.e., in all h, in all his humanitis humaniis humanity; humanity; and the coand the commandment mmandment to love onto love one another e another within thewithin the community community that make that m that makes thismakes this confessio confession (1:1–3; n (1:1–3; 2:7–11, 222:7–11, 22–24; 3:11––24; 3:11–24; 4:1–1624; 4:1–16; 4:19—5:5; 4:19—5:5). On the ). On the other handoother handother hand, the auth, the author reachedor reached out to ot out to other forms her forms of developof developing Christing Christianity. Heianity. He emphasize HeHe emphasiHe emphasizes more szes more strongly thtrongly than the Gosan the Gospel of Johpel of John themes cn themes common elseommon elsewhere in twhereelseelsewhere elsewhere in the NT:in the NT: the atoni the atoning death ong death of Jesus, tf Jesus, the problemhe problem of sin fo of sin for believerr believers, and Jess, as, and Jesus’and Jesus’ future re future return (1:5—turn (1:5—2:2; 2:28—2:2; 2:28—3:10; 4:103:10; 4:10, 17–18; 5, 17–18; 5:16–18).:16–18).:16–18).

This reinterpretation of Johannine tradition probably rose some time after 
the Fourth Gospel was substantially completed, when new circumstances had 
transplanted the Gospel’s exalted claims about Jesus into the context of a more 
radical dualism. In this situation, the author of 1 John on the one hand reached 
back into the tradition. He stresses adherence to what has been essential “from 
the beginning”: the confession of Jesus as Christ “in the flesh,” i.e., in all his 
humanity; and the commandment to love one another within the community that 
makes this confession (1:1–3; 2:7–11, 22–24; 3:11–24; 4:1–16; 4:19—5:5). On the 
other hand, the author reached out to other forms of developing Christianity. 
He emphasizes more strongly than the Gospel of John themes common 
elsewhere in the NT: the atoning death of Jesus, the problem of sin for believers, 
and Jesus’ future return (1:5—2:2; 2:28—3:10; 4:10, 17–18; 5:16–18).

�The essentThe essential messagial message of 1 Johe of 1 John is that n is that relationshrelationship with Goip with God requiresd requires both beli both be both belief in belief in incarnatioincarnational christnal christology and ology and mutual lovmutual love; and thae; and that these twt these two are inseo are inseparably unparainseinseparablinseparably united. y united. No new revNo new revelation caelation can supersedn supersede the incae the incarnation, irnation, in which thn which the God who eththe God whthe God who is love o is love was made kwas made known in thnown in the humanitye humanity of Jesus  of Jesus Christ. ChChrist. Christian loristian loristian love can alove can arise only rise only from faithfrom faith in this r in this revelation;evelation; but faith but faith is faith  is faith in Jesus Cin Jesus Christ onlyhrist onlyhrist only as beonly as believers aclievers act out theit out their love forr love for one anoth one another.er.

The essential message of 1 John is that relationship with God requires both 
belief in incarnational christology and mutual love; and that these two are 
inseparably united. No new revelation can supersede the incarnation, in which 
the God who is love was made known in the humanity of Jesus Christ. Christian 
love can arise only from faith in this revelation; but faith is faith in Jesus Christ 
only as believers act out their love for one another.

2 John2 John

2 John

2 John see2 John seems to derims to derive from thve from the same gene same general situaeral situation as 1 tion as 1 John (esp.John (esp. vv. 5–9). vv. 5–9). However,  Ho However, 2However, 2 John 10-1 John 10-11 proposes1 proposes a more dr a more drastic soluastic solution to thtion to the problem e problem of the oppof the opof the opponents:opponents: refusal o refusal of hospitalf hospitality to traity to traveling teaveling teachers who chers who do not adhdo not adhere to theere to the tradition tra traditionatraditional Johanninl Johannine Christole Christology. It isogy. It is possible  possible that 2 Johthat 2 John was addrn was addressed to aessed to a community com community community to which tto which the opponenhe opponents’ teachits’ teaching had notng had not yet come, yet come, and was m and was meant to preant toeant to preventto prevent its takin its taking root theg root there.re.re.

2 John seems to derive from the same general situation as 1 John (esp. vv. 5–9). 
However, 2 John 10-11 proposes a more drastic solution to the problem of the 
opponents: refusal of hospitality to traveling teachers who do not adhere to the 
traditional Johannine Christology. It is possible that 2 John was addressed to a 
community to which the opponents’ teaching had not yet come, and was meant 
to prevent its taking root there.



�Unlike 1 JUnlike 1 John, 2 Johohn, 2 John does havn does have the forme the form of an ord of an ordinary lettinary letter. Howeveer. However, this for, thisr, this form this form has been ahas been adapted to dapted to give 2 Johgive 2 John a kind on a kind of officialf official authority authority, as in th, as in the Pauline e Paulie Pauline LePauline Letters. Nottters. Note, e.g., te, e.g., the theologhe theologically expically expanded greeanded greeting in vvting in vv. 1–3. The. 1–3. The “elect la “ele “elect lad“elect lady” mentiony” mentioned there ied there is probablys probably a Christi a Christian congregan congregation, a “ation, a “sister” cosister” congregationngrcocongregaticongregation to the on to the author’s oauthor’s own (vv. 1,wn (vv. 1, 13). The  13). The unusual deunusual designation signation of the senof the sender of thedesensender of sender of the letterthe letter as “the E as “the Elder” alsolder” also suggests  suggests someone insomeone in a positio a position of respen of respect and autct act and authorand authority in theity in the Johannine Johannine community community, an impre, an impression confssion confirmed by tirmed by the tone ofhe tone ohe tone of all throf all three lettersee letters. Yet this. Yet this designati designation, withouon, without a propert a proper name and  name and not as parnot as part of a t of t of a of a bodybody of elders of elders, has no p, has no parallel inarallel in early Chr early Christian litistian literature. Nerature. No further o further facts are facts arefacts are known are known about thisabout this “Elder.” “Elder.”

Unlike 1 John, 2 John does have the form of an ordinary letter. However, 
this form has been adapted to give 2 John a kind of official authority, as in the 
Pauline Letters. Note, e.g., the theologically expanded greeting in vv. 1–3. The 
“elect lady” mentioned there is probably a Christian congregation, a “sister” 
congregation to the author’s own (vv. 1, 13). The unusual designation of the 
sender of the letter as “the Elder” also suggests someone in a position of respect 
and authority in the Johannine community, an impression confirmed by the tone 
of all three letters. Yet this designation, without a proper name and not as part 
of a body of elders, has no parallel in early Christian literature. No further facts 
are known about this “Elder.”

3 John3 John

3 John

The same “The same “Elder” appElder” appears as thears as the sender oe sender of 3 John, f 3 John, which, altwhich, although closhough closely similaely similar to 2 Johr tr to 2 John to 2 John at the begat the beginning andinning and end, foll end, follows the coows the conventions nventions of ancientof ancient letter fo letter format more rmafoformat morformat more closely e closely than 2 Johthan 2 John or any on or any other NT lether NT letter. In ptter. In part, 3 Johart, 3 John is a letn is a letter of recter letletter of letter of recommendarecommendation for ation for a Christian Christian named Dem named Demetrius, anetrius, and in part d in part it is an eit is an exhortationxheexhortatioexhortation to its rn to its recipient, ecipient, Gaius, to Gaius, to follow goofollow good examplesd examples and avoid and avoid bad ones. bad ones. However,  H However, iHowever, it also tret also treats a specats a specific conflific conflict.ict.ict.

The same “Elder” appears as the sender of 3 John, which, although closely similar 
to 2 John at the beginning and end, follows the conventions of ancient letter 
format more closely than 2 John or any other NT letter. In part, 3 John is a 
letter of recommendation for a Christian named Demetrius, and in part it is an 
exhortation to its recipient, Gaius, to follow good examples and avoid bad ones. 
However, it also treats a specific conflict.

�3 John sho3 John shows that, wws that, whoever “thhoever “the Elder” me Elder” may have beay have been, his auen, his authority wathority was not unchs nots not unchalnot unchallenged. Solenged. Someone namemeone named Diotrephd Diotrephes has refes has refused to reused to receive a leceive a letter from tter fromtter from the Efrom the Elder, and lder, and has refusehas refused hospitald hospitality to itsity to its bearers;  bearers; moreover, moreover, he is expehe is expelling thosllingexpeexpelling expelling those who those who do show hodo show hospitality spitality from the cfrom the congregatioongregation. Though n. Though it seems nit seems nit seems natural tonatural to assume th assume that this coat this controversy ntroversy is relatedis related to the on to the one in 1 ande in 1 and 2 John, 3 2 John, 3 John make Joh John makesJohn makes no refere no reference to thence to the themes of themes of those let those letters. Rathters. Rather, the coer, the conflict ovenflict over hospitalr hr hospitalithospitality may be ry may be related to elated to developingdeveloping structure structures of offics of office and authe and authority in tority in the Church,he Che Church, orChurch, or to issues to issues of person of personal power aal power and honor. nd honor. The Elder’The Elder’s solutions solution to the pr to the problem is toprproblem isproblem is to threat to threaten a confren a confrontation wontation with Diotreith Diotrephes in pephes in person, and rson, and to seek frto seek from Gaius tofrfrom Gaiusfrom Gaius the hospi the hospitality andtality and support f support for travelior traveling missionng missionaries thataries that Diotrephe Diotrephes had refus hs had refusehad refused.d.

3 John shows that, whoever “the Elder” may have been, his authority was 
not unchallenged. Someone named Diotrephes has refused to receive a letter 
from the Elder, and has refused hospitality to its bearers; moreover, he is 
expelling those who do show hospitality from the congregation. Though it seems 
natural to assume that this controversy is related to the one in 1 and 2 John, 3 
John makes no reference to the themes of those letters. Rather, the conflict over 
hospitality may be related to developing structures of office and authority in the 
Church, or to issues of personal power and honor. The Elder’s solution to the 
problem is to threaten a confrontation with Diotrephes in person, and to seek 
from Gaius the hospitality and support for traveling missionaries that Diotrephes 
had refused.

Dates and Dates and LocationLocation

Dates and Location

1 and 2 Jo1 and 2 John must hahn must have been wrve been written abouitten about the samet the same time; 3 J time; 3 John could ohn could be a few ybe a few ybe a few years earlyears earlier or latier or later. Beyonder. Beyond this, dat this, dates can be es can be proposed oproposed only in relnly in relation to tation to the Fourth he Fohe Fourth GosFourth Gospel, whichpel, which 1 John ev 1 John evidently pridently presupposes.esupposes. The date  The date of the Gosof the Gospel itselfpel itself is uncert i is uncertais uncertain, howevein, however, and ther, and the length of length of time betw time between the tween the two is unknoo is unknown. Perhapwn. Perhapwn. Perhaps noPerhaps no more than more than 10 to 20  10 to 20 years needyears need be allowe be allowed. The trad. The tradition of dition of the Churchthe Churcthe Church hasChurch has always pl always placed the Jaced the Johannine wohannine writings inritings in Ephesus.  Ephesus. Nothing inNothing in the lette the letters themselrsletteletters thletters themselves pemselves positively ositively confirms oconfirms or contradir contradicts this; cts this; one may noone may note that Chte that Christian wrrisChChristian Christian writers inwriters in Asia Mino Asia Minor are the r are the first to sfirst to show knowlehow knowledge of thedge of them.m.m.

1 and 2 John must have been written about the same time; 3 John could be a few 
years earlier or later. Beyond this, dates can be proposed only in relation to the 
Fourth Gospel, which 1 John evidently presupposes. The date of the Gospel itself 
is uncertain, however, and the length of time between the two is unknown. 
Perhaps no more than 10 to 20 years need be allowed. The tradition of the 
Church has always placed the Johannine writings in Ephesus. Nothing in the 
letters themselves positively confirms or contradicts this; one may note that 



Christian writers in Asia Minor are the first to show knowledge of them.
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JOHN MARKJOHN MARKJOHN MARK

JOHN MARK

�SeeSee  MARK, JOHNMARK, JOHN..

See MARK, JOHN.

JOHNJOHN (Gk.  (Gk. IoœaénneäsIoœaénneäs) THE APOS) THE APOSTLETLETLE

JOHN (Gk. Ioœaénneäs) THE APOSTLE

The son ofThe son of Zebedee a Zebedee and brothernd brother of James. of James. He was a  He was a fisherman fisherman who grew uwho grew up on the np on thp on the northethe northern shore orn shore of the Sea f the Sea of Galileeof Galilee (Mark 1:1 (Mark 1:19-20). Bec9-20). Because of thause of their fiery eir fiery tempers, Jtemtempers, Jtempers, John and hiohn and his brother s brother were nicknwere nicknamed Boaneamed Boanerges, “sonrges, “sons of thunds of thunder” (Mark er” (Marer” (Mark 3:17(Mark 3:17).).).

The son of Zebedee and brother of James. He was a fisherman who grew up on 
the northern shore of the Sea of Galilee (Mark 1:19-20). Because of their fiery 
tempers, John and his brother were nicknamed Boanerges, “sons of thunder” 
(Mark 3:17).

�The earlieThe earliest textualst textual evidence  evidence for John ifor John is in Paul’s in Paul’s letter ts letter to the Galao the Galatians (ca.tians (ca. 52  52 52 52 C.E.C.E.), in whic), in which he mentih he mentions John (ons John (along withalong with James the James the brother o brother of Jesus anf Jesus and Cephas/Pd Cepd Cephas/PetCephas/Peter) as an er) as an “acknowled“acknowledged pillarged pillar” in the J” in the Jerusalem cerusalem church (Galhurch (Gal. 2:9). Ma. 2:9). Mark’s GosperkMaMark’s GosMark’s Gospel, used pel, used by Matthewby Matthew and Luke, and Luke, is the pr is the primary NT simary NT source of bource of biographicaiographicbbiographicbiographical informaal information abouttion about John. Joh John. John and Jesun and Jesus’ other 1s’ other 11 disciple1 disciples play a ss play a significantignifissignificansignificant role in t role in Mark’s GosMark’s Gospel, althopel, although primarugh primarily as negily as negative roleative role models. S models. Scholars sucholaSScholars sScholars suggest thauggest that, like Pat, like Paul before ul before him, Mark him, Mark portrays tportrays the disciplhe disciples negatives negatively in ordely inely in order tin order to challengo challenge their aue their authoritativthoritative positione position in the Je in the Jerusalem chrusalem church. If surch. If so, then Joo, theo, then John’then John’s special s special position aposition as one of ts one of the inner che inner circle of Jircle of Jesus’ threesus’ three disciplee disciples (Mark 5:s (Marks (Mark 5:37(Mark 5:37; 9:2; 14:; 9:2; 14:33; cf. Ac33; cf. Acts 3:1; 4:ts 3:1; 4:1) may be 1) may be largely a largely a retrojectiretrojection of Markon of Mark’s peculia’s pec’s peculiar cpeculiar concern in oncern in 70 70 C.E.C.E. back into back into the minis the ministry of Jestry of Jesus. Howeveus. However, other br, other biographicaiograpbbiographicbiographical detailsal details about Joh about John seem lesn seem less likely ts likely to have beeo have been inventedn invented by the ea by the early Churchrly eaearly Churearly Church.ch.ch.

The earliest textual evidence for John is in Paul’s letter to the Galatians (ca. 
52 C.E.), in which he mentions John (along with James the brother of Jesus and 
Cephas/Peter) as an “acknowledged pillar” in the Jerusalem church (Gal. 2:9). 
Mark’s Gospel, used by Matthew and Luke, is the primary NT source of 
biographical information about John. John and Jesus’ other 11 disciples play a 
significant role in Mark’s Gospel, although primarily as negative role models. 
Scholars suggest that, like Paul before him, Mark portrays the disciples negatively 
in order to challenge their authoritative position in the Jerusalem church. If so, 
then John’s special position as one of the inner circle of Jesus’ three disciples 
(Mark 5:37; 9:2; 14:33; cf. Acts 3:1; 4:1) may be largely a retrojection of Mark’s 
peculiar concern in 70 C.E. back into the ministry of Jesus. However, other 
biographical details about John seem less likely to have been invented by the 
early Church.

�Five NT doFive NT documents becuments bear the namar the name John: the John: the Gospel oe Gospel of John, thf John, the three epe three epistles of istleepepistles oepistles of John, anf John, and Revelatid Revelation. Howeveon. However, these tr, these titles wereitles were not origi not originally partnally part of the do of t of the documethe documents, and tnts, and the name Johe name John occurs hn occurs only in thonly in the book of e book of RevelationRevelation. Justin M. Justin M. Justin Martyr (caMartyr (ca. 160) was. 160) was the first the first to connec to connect John, tht John, the visionare visionary of the by of the book of Revook of Revelation, welatRevRevelationRevelation, with “Jo, with “John, an apohn, an apostle of Chstle of Christ.” Therist.” The Muratoria Muratorian Canon (dn Canon (dated varioated variously from uvariovariously variously from 190 tfrom 190 to 350) is o 350) is probably tprobably the earlieshe earliest extant et extant evidence thvidence that attribuat attributes all fites ates all five dall five documents tocuments to the Aposo the Apostle John. tle John. But with tBut with the rise ofhe rise of historica historical criticisl criticism in the lm in thm in the late 1the late 18th centur8th century, scholary, scholars began tos began to question  question whether anwhether any of the fy of the five canoniive canonical documecalcanonicanonical canonical documents documents could legicould legitimately btimately be traced be traced back to Johack to John the Aposn the Apostle. Diffetle. Differences in reDiffeDifferenceDifferences in liters in literary stylesary styles and a gro and a growing apprewing appreciation fociation for the polir the politics of autics of authorship ithorshauauthorshipauthorship in the ea in the early Churchrly Church led schol led scholars to proars to propose two opose two other shadother shadowy figureswy figureswy figures asfigures as possible  possible authors ofauthors of these tex these texts. John “ts. John “the elder”the elder” (2 John 1 (2 John 1, 3 John 1, 3 John 1, Papias) , Papi, Papias) — Papias) — presumed bpresumed by many to y many to be totallybe totally different different from the  from the apostle — apostle — might be tmight be tmight be the actualthe actual author of author of at least  at least two of thetwo of the epistles  epistles and the Foand the Fourth Gospeurth Gospel. Anotherl. Another possibili po possibilitpossibility is the “y is the “beloved dibeloved disciple” whsciple” who appears o appears as a witneas a witness to Jesuss to Jesus’ passions’ passion and valid and  and validaand validates the Fotes the Fourth Gospeurth Gospel (John 13l (John 13:23; 19:26:23; 19:26; 20:2; 21; 20:2; 21:7, 20). S:7, 20). Some scholaome scholars suggestrs srs suggest thsuggest that the earat the early Church ly Church may have mmay have melded theselded these two indie two individuals, aviduals, along with long with the visionththe visionthe visionary of Revary of Revelation, ielation, into a singnto a single figure le figure named Johnnamed John, the disc, the disciple of Jeiple of Jesus.sus.sus.

Five NT documents bear the name John: the Gospel of John, the three 
epistles of John, and Revelation. However, these titles were not originally part of 
the documents, and the name John occurs only in the book of Revelation. Justin 
Martyr (ca. 160) was the first to connect John, the visionary of the book of 
Revelation, with “John, an apostle of Christ.” The Muratorian Canon (dated 
variously from 190 to 350) is probably the earliest extant evidence that attributes 
all five documents to the Apostle John. But with the rise of historical criticism in 
the late 18th century, scholars began to question whether any of the five 
canonical documents could legitimately be traced back to John the Apostle. 
Differences in literary styles and a growing appreciation for the politics of 



authorship in the early Church led scholars to propose two other shadowy 
figures as possible authors of these texts. John “the elder” (2 John 1, 3 John 1, 
Papias) — presumed by many to be totally different from the apostle — might be 
the actual author of at least two of the epistles and the Fourth Gospel. Another 
possibility is the “beloved disciple” who appears as a witness to Jesus’ passion 
and validates the Fourth Gospel (John 13:23; 19:26; 20:2; 21:7, 20). Some scholars 
suggest that the early Church may have melded these two individuals, along with 
the visionary of Revelation, into a single figure named John, the disciple of Jesus.

�Between thBetween the 2nd and e 2nd and 5th centur5th centuries, textsies, texts purportin purporting to be wrg to be written by titten by the Apostlehe Apohe Apostle JoApostle John and leghn and legends aboutends about him conti him continued to apnued to appear. Thespear. These traditioe traditions help sons help solidify andlsosolidify asolidify and legitimnd legitimate the peate the peculiaritieculiarities of Johans of Johannine theolnine theology withinogy within the canon the canon and withi and  and withinand within the Churc the Church’s develoh’s developing chrisping christological tological debates. Idebates. It is durint is during this perg this period that Siod tiod that Salomthat Salome was idene was identified as tified as the motherthe mother of John ( of John (Mark 15:40Mark 15:40-41; John -41; John 19:25), th19:25), thus making usththus makinthus making John Jesg John Jesus’ cousinus’ cousin and his y and his youngest dioungest disciple. Itsciple. It is also d is also during thisuring this time that time t time that churcthat church traditioh tradition identifin identified John ased John as the belov the beloved discipled disciple of the Fe of the Fourth Gospourth Gospel and theel ael and the auand the author of ththor of the book of e book of RevelationRevelation. Accordin. According to some g to some traditionstraditions, John too, John took Mary thektootook Mary took Mary the motherthe mother of Jesus  of Jesus to Ephesusto Ephesus (Justin M (Justin Martyr artyr Dial.Dial. 81.4), fr 81.4), from which hom which he was exilehhe was exihe was exiled to theled to the island of island of Patmos. H Patmos. He was evene was eventually reltually released, andeased, and returned  returned to Ephesustoto Ephesusto Ephesus to teach, to teach, where the where the young Chr young Christian, Paistian, Papias, met pias, met him and cahim and came to knowme to knowme to know him aknow him as “John, ts “John, the elder.”he elder.” John the  John the elder, theelder, the apostle,  apostle, and beloveand beloved cousin od cousin of Jesus, tf Jef Jesus, theJesus, then died at n died at an advancean advanced age ca. d age ca. 100, the l100, the last of theast of the living ap living apostles.ostles.ostles.

Between the 2nd and 5th centuries, texts purporting to be written by the 
Apostle John and legends about him continued to appear. These traditions help 
solidify and legitimate the peculiarities of Johannine theology within the canon 
and within the Church’s developing christological debates. It is during this period 
that Salome was identified as the mother of John (Mark 15:40-41; John 19:25), 
thus making John Jesus’ cousin and his youngest disciple. It is also during this time 
that church tradition identified John as the beloved disciple of the Fourth Gospel 
and the author of the book of Revelation. According to some traditions, John 
took Mary the mother of Jesus to Ephesus (Justin Martyr Dial. 81.4), from which 
he was exiled to the island of Patmos. He was eventually released, and returned 
to Ephesus to teach, where the young Christian, Papias, met him and came to 
know him as “John, the elder.” John the elder, the apostle, and beloved cousin of 
Jesus, then died at an advanced age ca. 100, the last of the living apostles.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. BrowR. E. Brown, n, The CommunThe Community of theity of the Beloved D Beloved Discipleisciple (New York (New York (New York, 1979York, 1979); J. Char); J. Charlesworth, lesworth, The BeloveThe Beloved Discipled Disciple (Valley F (Valley Forge, 1995orge, 1995); R. A. C); R. A. Culpepper, ulpeCCulpepper,Culpepper,  John, the John, the Son of ZebSon of Zebedeeedee (Columbia (Columbia, S.C., 19, S.C., 1994); W. H.94); W. H. Wuellner, Wuellner,  The MeaninThe MThe Meaning ofMeaning of “Fishers  “Fishers of Men”of Men” (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1967phia, 1967).).).
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Meaning of “Fishers of Men” (Philadelphia, 1967).
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JOHN THE BAPTIST

Jewish relJewish religious figigious figure at theure at the time of J time of Jesus, execesus, executed by Heuted by Herod Antiparod Antipas (4 s (4 B.C.E.B.C.E.—39 —3b.c.e.b.c.e.—39 b.c.e.—39 C.E.C.E.).).

Jewish religious figure at the time of Jesus, executed by Herod Antipas (4 
B.C.E.—39 C.E.).

SourcesSources

Sources

The basic The basic sources onsources on John the  John the Baptist arBaptist are Q, Mark,e Q, Mark, and Josep and Josephus hus Ant.Ant. 18.116–19 18.116–19. Informat. In. InformatioInformation pertinenn pertinent to the ft to the followers oollowers of John is f John is found in tfound in the Gospel he Gospel of John anof John and the sourd td the sourcethe source of Pseudo of Pseudo-Clementin-Clementine e RecognitioRecognitionsns 1.27–71.  1.27–71. The value The value of the infof the information iormatioinfinformatioinformation in Acts,n in Acts, the speci the special Lukan mal Lukan material, taterial, the Gospel he Gospel of Thomas,of Thomas, and the M and the Mandean wrianMMandean wrMandean writings is itings is disputed. disputed. The presenThe presence of a noce of a non-Christian-Christian report (n report (Josephus) Josephus) to complemtoto complemto complement the Chent the Christian acristian accounts meacounts means that thns that the availabie availability of solity of sources is curces is comparativeomccomparativcomparatively good.ely good.

The basic sources on John the Baptist are Q, Mark, and Josephus Ant. 18.116–19. 
Information pertinent to the followers of John is found in the Gospel of John and 
the source of Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 1.27–71. The value of the 
information in Acts, the special Lukan material, the Gospel of Thomas, and the 
Mandean writings is disputed. The presence of a non-Christian report (Josephus) 
to complement the Christian accounts means that the availability of sources is 
comparatively good.



NameName

Name

John (presJohn (presumably Araumably Aram./Heb. m./Heb. yo®h�aœnaœyo®h�aœnaœn,n, “God has  “God has shown favoshown favor”), a namr”), a name found inenamname foundname found in the OT in the OT, is accom, is accompanied in panied in Josephus aJosephus and Mark bynd Mark by the sobri the sobriquet “baptquet “bapquet “baptist” “baptist” (Aram. per(Aram. perhaps haps to®b�eeäl,to®b�eeäl, s�o®b�eä{ s�o®b�eä{,, or  or mas�ba{mas�ba{), which a), which apparently pparaapparentlyapparently points to points to the disti the distinctive aspnctive aspect of Johect of John’s activin’s activity.ty.

John (presumably Aram./Heb. yo®h�aœnaœn,  “God has shown favor”), a 
name found in the OT, is accompanied in Josephus and Mark by the sobriquet 
“baptist” (Aram. perhaps to®b�eeäl, s�o®b�eä{,  or mas�ba{ ), which 
apparently points to the distinctive aspect of John’s activity.

Activity aActivity and Locationd Locationn

Activity and Location

The most cThe most certain aspertain aspect of Johect of John’s activin’s activity is thusty is thus that he g that he gave instruave instructions aboctions about proper ut prut proper ablproper ablution. In ution. In this regarthis regard, John fid, John fits his Jewts his Jewish enviroish environment as inment as it is becomt is becoming increaing ining increasingincreasingly known tly known through thehrough the Dead Sea  Dead Sea Scrolls (eScrolls (e.g., 1QS 3.g., 1QS 3:8–9) and :8–9) and archaeologarchaeology (yarchaeologarchaeologarchaeology (y (miqwaœ}o®tmiqwaœ}o®t�,�, ritual ba ritual baths). It iths). It is uncertais uncertain whether n whether John prescJohn prescribed reperibeprescprescribedprescribed repeated  repeated ablutions ablutions or distingor distinguished himuished himself by prself by promoting a omoting a one-time bone-time baptism (Joabbaptism (Jbaptism (Josephus reosephus remarkably umarkably uses the sises the singular).ngular).ngular).

The most certain aspect of John’s activity is thus that he gave instructions about 
proper ablution. In this regard, John fits his Jewish environment as it is becoming 
increasingly known through the Dead Sea Scrolls (e.g., 1QS 3:8–9) and 
archaeology (miqwaœ}o®t�,  ritual baths). It is uncertain whether John 
prescribed repeated ablutions or distinguished himself by promoting a one-time 
baptism (Josephus remarkably uses the singular).

�The placemThe placement of Johent of John’s activin’s activity in the ty in the wildernesswilderness and at th and at the Jordan Re Jordan River (Markiver (Maiver (Mark) sta(Mark) stands roughlnds roughly in accory in accord with thed with the site of h site of his executiis execution accordion according to Joseng to Josephus (the phuJoseJosephus (Josephus (the fortrethe fortress Machaerss Machaerus) and wius) and with informath information in thtion in the Gospel oe Gospel of John (Bef John (Bethany acrot(Be(Bethany a(Bethany across the cross the Jordan andJordan and Aenon nea Aenon near Salim). r Salim). This locatThis location is genion is generally accerally accepted and epaccaccepted aaccepted and would and would allow movemllow movement acrossent across political political borders ( borders (Judea-SamaJudea-Samaria, Perearia, Pereria, Perea, DecPerea, Decapolis) anapolis) and access td access to natural o natural water (“liwater (“living waterving water”).”).”).

The placement of John’s activity in the wilderness and at the Jordan River 
(Mark) stands roughly in accord with the site of his execution according to 
Josephus (the fortress Machaerus) and with information in the Gospel of John 
(Bethany across the Jordan and Aenon near Salim). This location is generally 
accepted and would allow movement across political borders (Judea-Samaria, 
Perea, Decapolis) and access to natural water (“living water”).

�Josephus aJosephus and Mark 1:nd Mark 1:5; 11:32 a5; 11:32 agree that gree that John was eJohn was enormously normously popular. Tpopular. There is nohereTThere is nThere is no compellio compelling reason ng reason to questioto question the Gospn the Gospels’ tradiels’ tradition that tion that John was aJohn was active genectaactive genactive generally prierally prior to Jesuor to Jesus’ ministrs’ ministry, though y, though the exact the exact chronologichronological relatical relationship of onshiprelatirelationshrelationship of the ip of the two cannottwo cannot be specif be specified. Josepied. Josephus relatehus relates that soms that some Jews thoe Jews thought that ughthothought ththought that Antipasat Antipas’ executio’ execution of John n of John had been ahad been avenged by venged by God througGod through the defeh the defh the defeat of defeat of his army bhis army by Aretas Iy Aretas IV, probablV, probably in 36 y in 36 C.E.C.E. John’s de John’s death accordath accordingly precingly preceded this edprecpreceded tpreceded this date ahis date and probablnd probably belongs y belongs in the latin the latter half oter half of Antipas’f Antipas’ reign. reign. reign.

Josephus and Mark 1:5; 11:32 agree that John was enormously popular. 
There is no compelling reason to question the Gospels’ tradition that John was 
active generally prior to Jesus’ ministry, though the exact chronological 
relationship of the two cannot be specified. Josephus relates that some Jews 
thought that Antipas’ execution of John had been avenged by God through the 
defeat of his army by Aretas IV, probably in 36 C.E. John’s death accordingly 
preceded this date and probably belongs in the latter half of Antipas’ reign.

�ParticularParticularly in viewly in view of John’s of John’s popularit popularity, the Chry, the Christian traistian tradition thadition that Jesus wat Jesus was baptizeds wawas baptizwas baptized by Johned by John (and that (and that John was  John was soon arressoon arrested thereated thereafter) is ofter) is open to hispen to historical qutohishistoricalhistorical question. question. It is not It is not clear tha clear that Q descrit Q described Jesus’bed Jesus’ baptism b baptism by John. Jey John. Jesus himselsus himsus himself muhimself must neverthst nevertheless haveeless have at least  at least heard abouheard about John andt John and doubtless doubtless approved  approved of him, peoof him, peof him, perhaps evenrhaps even imitating imitating him in so him in some respectme respects.s.

Particularly in view of John’s popularity, the Christian tradition that Jesus 
was baptized by John (and that John was soon arrested thereafter) is open to 
historical question. It is not clear that Q described Jesus’ baptism by John. Jesus 
himself must nevertheless have at least heard about John and doubtless approved 
of him, perhaps even imitating him in some respects.

Religious Religious MessageMessage

Religious Message

The exact The exact contents acontents and scope ond scope of John’s mf John’s message areessage are difficult difficult to determ to determine. Josepine. Josephus presenhuJosepJosephus pJosephus presents Joresents John as somehn as someone who exone who exhorts to vhorts to virtue, rigirtue, righteousnesshteousness among fel among f among fellow Jewfellow Jews, and revs, and reverence towerence toward God. Gard God. Given the given the general poleneral political anditical and religious religious climate,  cl climate, tclimate, there are lhere are likely to hikely to have been pave been political oolitical overtones pvertones pertaining ertaining to the futto the future of theure oure of the Jewof the Jewish peopleish people. Whether . Whether John used John used apocalyptiapocalyptic imagery c imagery (cf. Q) is(cf. Q) is uncertain uncertain. In any e. I. In any eveIn any event, Christnt, Christian traditian tradition has moion has moved John ived John into a muchnto a much more defi more definite role nite role as precursas as precursas precursor of the or of the Messiah anMessiah and as Elijad as Elijah.h.h.

The exact contents and scope of John’s message are difficult to determine. 
Josephus presents John as someone who exhorts to virtue, righteousness among 
fellow Jews, and reverence toward God. Given the general political and religious 



climate, there are likely to have been political overtones pertaining to the future 
of the Jewish people. Whether John used apocalyptic imagery (cf. Q) is uncertain. 
In any event, Christian tradition has moved John into a much more definite role 
as precursor of the Messiah and as Elijah.

�John’s teaJohn’s teaching regaching regarding baptrding baptism doubtlism doubtless involvess involved some died some discussion oscussion of repentanf repenf repentancerepentance, purity, , purity, and forgivand forgiveness. Joseness. Josephus is aephus is at pains tot pains to deny that deny that the bapti the baptism was forsm wsm was for fowas for forgiveness rgiveness of sins, wof sins, while Mark hile Mark affirms thaffirms this. Both pis. Both positions sositions seem to be eem to be evolved frevolevolved frevolved from an origom an original conneinal connection of rction of repentance,epentance, baptism,  baptism, purity, anpurity, and forgivend forgiveness, witneesforgivenforgivenesforgiveness, witnesss, witnessed also ined also in the writi the writings from Qngs from Qumran. Theumran. The controlli controlling idea thng idea that forgiveatththat forgithat forgiveness comveness comes from Goes from God will notd will not have been have been displaced displaced...

John’s teaching regarding baptism doubtless involved some discussion of 
repentance, purity, and forgiveness. Josephus is at pains to deny that the baptism 
was for forgiveness of sins, while Mark affirms this. Both positions seem to be 
evolved from an original connection of repentance, baptism, purity, and 
forgiveness, witnessed also in the writings from Qumran. The controlling idea 
that forgiveness comes from God will not have been displaced.

�The locatiThe location of Johnon of John’s activit’s activity outside y outside Jerusalem,Jerusalem, combined  combined with baptiwith baptism involvism involsm involving involving forgivenesforgiveness, raises s, raises the questithe question of to won of to what degreehat degree John cons John consciously chciously challenged tallechchallengedchallenged the Jerus the Jerusalem priesalem priesthood. Incthood. Increasing evreasing evidence foridence for the preva the prevalence of Jlence of Jewish rituewJJewish ritJewish ritual ablutiual ablutions renderons renders less liks less likely the thely the thesis that esis that a baptist a baptist movement mmovement must necessust nust necessarilnecessarily have stoy have stood in oppood in opposition to sition to the templethe temple cult. cult.

The location of John’s activity outside Jerusalem, combined with baptism 
involving forgiveness, raises the question of to what degree John consciously 
challenged the Jerusalem priesthood. Increasing evidence for the prevalence of 
Jewish ritual ablutions renders less likely the thesis that a baptist movement must 
necessarily have stood in opposition to the temple cult.

FollowersFollowers

Followers

Mark, Q, aMark, Q, and John agnd John agree in speree in speaking of aaking of a special g special group of “droup of “disciples oisciples of John.” Rf John.” Remarkably,emaRRemarkablyRemarkably, these wr, these writings wititings witness to thness to the continuee continued existencd existence of this e of this distinct gdistinct group throurouggroup throgroup throughout Jesughout Jesus’ ministus’ ministry. The kery. The kernel of thrnel of this group uis group undoubtedlyndoubtedly goes back goes back to the li backback to thback to the lifetimee lifetime of John.  of John. A group ofA group of John’s ad John’s adherents seherents seems to havems to have continuee continued on to rid continuecontinued continued on to rivaon to rival followerl followers of Jesuss of Jesus even afte even after John’s dr John’s death. Out eath. Out of the diaof the dialogue, Johloguediadialogue, dialogue, Johannine Johannine elements selements such as fasuch as fasting and bting and baptism migaptism might have beht have been introduen introduced into tcintroduintroducedintroduced into the  into the nascent Chnascent Christian faristian faith.ith.ith.

Mark, Q, and John agree in speaking of a special group of “disciples of John.” 
Remarkably, these writings witness to the continued existence of this distinct 
group throughout Jesus’ ministry. The kernel of this group undoubtedly goes 
back to the lifetime of John. A group of John’s adherents seems to have 
continued on to rival followers of Jesus even after John’s death. Out of the 
dialogue, Johannine elements such as fasting and baptism might have been 
introduced into the nascent Christian faith.

�John’s disJohn’s disciples eviciples evidently beldently believed Johnieved John to be the to be the Messiah ( Messiah (RecognitioRecognitionsns 1.54.8; 1 1.54.8;  1.54.8; 1.1.54.8; 1.60.1–2; Jo60.1–2; John 1). Afthn 1). After his exeer his execution, thcution, they seem toey seem to have thou have thought John wght John was hidden as wwas hiddenwas hidden away by G away by God to retuod to return soon (Mrn soon (Mark 6:14, ark 6:14, 16; 8:28; 16; 8:28; RecognitioRecognitionsns 1.54.8).  1.54.8).  1.54.8). I1.54.8). In all thesn all these aspects e aspects John’s movJohn’s movement appeement appears to havars to have establise established a patthed a pattern for thernpattpattern fopattern for the earlr the early followery followers of Jesuss of Jesus...

John’s disciples evidently believed John to be the Messiah (Recognitions 
1.54.8; 1.60.1–2; John 1). After his execution, they seem to have thought John 
was hidden away by God to return soon (Mark 6:14, 16; 8:28; Recognitions 
1.54.8). In all these aspects John’s movement appears to have established a 
pattern for the early followers of Jesus.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. H. KraeC. H. Kraeling, ling, John the BJohn the Baptistaptist (New York (New York, 1951); E, 1951); E. F. Lupie. F. Lupieri, “John rLupieLupieri, “Lupieri, “John the BJohn the Baptist in aptist in New TestamNew Testament Traditent Traditions and Hions and History,” iistory,” in n ANRWANRW II.26,1 ( II.2 II.26,1 (BII.26,1 (Berlin, 199erlin, 1993), 430–613), 430–61; C. H. H.; C. H. H. Scobie,  Scobie, John the BJohn the Baptistaptist (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1964phia, 1964); R. L. W); 19641964); R. 1964); R. L. Webb, L. Webb, John the BJohn the Baptizer anaptizer and Prophet.d Prophet. JSNTSup 6 JSNTSup 62 (Sheffie2 (Sheffield, 1991);ld, 1991); W. Wink,  W.  W. Wink, W. Wink, John the BJohn the Baptist in aptist in the Gospelthe Gospel Tradition Tradition.. SNTSMS 7  SNTSMS 7 (London, 1(London, 1968).968).968).
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JOHN THE DJOHN THE DIVINE, DISIVINE, DISCOURSE OFCOURSE OFCOURSE OF

JOHN THE DIVINE, DISCOURSE OF

An apocrypAn apocryphal Greek hal Greek narrative narrative told by Jotold by John concernhn concerning the deing the death and boath and bodily assumdily assumdily assumptionassumption (or dormi (or dormition) of ttion) of the “all-hohe “all-holy gloriouly glorious mother os mother of God and f God and ever-virgiever-virgin Mary.” In ever-virgiever-virgiever-virgin Mary.” In Mary.” It is the st is the standard Grtandard Greek versioeek version of the an of the apocryphal pocryphal AssumptionAssumption of the Vi o of the Virof the Virgin. The mgin. The many assumpany assumption accoution accounts of Marnts of Mary originaty originated around ed around the 4th cethe 4th cethe 4th century century C.E.C.E. and have  and have made a promade a profound impafound impact on bothct on both the Easte the Eastern and Wesrn and Western formstern ftern forms of Cforms of Christianithristianity. The “Asy. The “Assumption osumption of the Virgf the Virgin” was afin” was affirmed as firmed as an officiaan official doctrinel dol doctrine bdoctrine by the Romay the Roman Catholicn Catholic Church in Church in 1950. 1950. 1950.

An apocryphal Greek narrative told by John concerning the death and bodily 
assumption (or dormition) of the “all-holy glorious mother of God and 



ever-virgin Mary.” It is the standard Greek version of the apocryphal Assumption 
of the Virgin. The many assumption accounts of Mary originated around the 4th 
century C.E. and have made a profound impact on both the Eastern and Western 
forms of Christianity. The “Assumption of the Virgin” was affirmed as an official 
doctrine by the Roman Catholic Church in 1950.

�In this naIn this narrative Garrative Gabriel annobriel announces to Munces to Mary that hary that her requester request for depar for departure from ture froture from the wfrom the world will orld will be answerebe answered. The apod. The apostles, botstles, both living ah living and dead, and dead, are summonere summonere summoned tsummoned to visit Mao visit Mary, offer ry, offer this assisthis assistance and tance and receive hereceive her blessingr blessing. Jesus co. Jesus comes to takmescocomes to tcomes to take her spake her spirit to pairit to paradise, heradise, her body is r body is placed in placed in a new tomba new tomb in Gethse in Gethsemane, and mGethseGethsemaneGethsemane, and thre, and three days late days later her boder her body is takeny is taken to heaven to heaven. Mary is . Mary is presented presented as an impoaas an impoas an important linkrtant link between t between the Trinityhe Trinity and human and humanity.ity.ity.

In this narrative Gabriel announces to Mary that her request for departure 
from the world will be answered. The apostles, both living and dead, are 
summoned to visit Mary, offer this assistance and receive her blessing. Jesus 
comes to take her spirit to paradise, her body is placed in a new tomb in 
Gethsemane, and three days later her body is taken to heaven. Mary is presented 
as an important link between the Trinity and humanity.
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JOIADAJOIADA (Heb.  (Heb. yo®yaœd�aœyo®yaœd�aœ{{) (also JE) (also JEHOIADA)HOIADA)HOIADA)

JOIADA (Heb. yo®yaœd�aœ{ ) (also JEHOIADA)

�1.1. The son o The son of Paseah wf Paseah who restoreho restored the Old d the Old Gate in JeGate in Jerusalem unrusalem under Nehemider Nehemider Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 3:6).Neh. 3:6).

1. The son of Paseah who restored the Old Gate in Jerusalem under 
Nehemiah (Neh. 3:6).

�2.2. A priest  A priest during theduring the reign of  reign of Darius andDarius and the son o the son of the highf the high priest El priest Eliashib (iashib (7; 7((7; (7; Neh. 12:10Neh. 12:10-11, 22). -11, 22). At Neh. 13At Neh. 13:28 the na:28 the name appearsme appears as Jehoia as Jehoiada.da.

2. A priest during the reign of Darius and the son of the high priest Eliashib 
(7; Neh. 12:10-11, 22). At Neh. 13:28 the name appears as Jehoiada.

JOIAKIMJOIAKIM (Heb.  (Heb. yo®yaœqiîmyo®yaœqiîm)))

JOIAKIM (Heb. yo®yaœqiîm)

A postexilA postexilic high pric high priest; the iest; the son of Jesson of Jeshua (hua (99) and the ) and the father of father of Eliashib (Eliashib (8; 8; Neh. 12:10Neh. 12Neh. 12:10, 12,12:10, 12, 26). 26).

A postexilic high priest; the son of Jeshua (9) and the father of Eliashib (8; Neh. 
12:10, 12, 26).

JOIARIBJOIARIB (Heb.  (Heb. yo®yaœriîbyo®yaœriîb��) (also JE) (also JEHOIARIB)HOIARIB)HOIARIB)

JOIARIB (Heb. yo®yaœriîb� ) (also JEHOIARIB)

�1.1. A “man of A “man of insight”  insight” sent by Ezsent by Ezra to Iddora to Iddo in Casiph in Casiphia, requesia, requesting levitting levitical priesical prieical priests fopriests for the tempr the temple (Ezra 8le (Ezra 8:16).:16).:16).

1. A “man of insight” sent by Ezra to Iddo in Casiphia, requesting levitical 
priests for the temple (Ezra 8:16).

�2.2. A Judahit A Judahite; son of e; son of Zechariah Zechariah ((2525), father ), father of Adaiah,of Adaiah, and ances and ancestor of Maator of Maaseiah (NehseiMaaMaaseiah (Maaseiah (Neh. 11:5)Neh. 11:5)...

2. A Judahite; son of Zechariah (25), father of Adaiah, and ancestor of 
Maaseiah (Neh. 11:5).

�3.3. A priest  A priest who returnwho returned with Zeed with Zerubbabel frubbabel from captivrom captivity in Babity in Babylon (Neh.ylon (Neh. 11:10; 12 11 11:10; 12:11:10; 12:6), head o6), head of a priestf a priestly house (ly house (v. 19). Atv. 19). At 1 Chr. 9: 1 Chr. 9:10 he is c10 he is called Jehoalled Jehoiarib.iarib.

3. A priest who returned with Zerubbabel from captivity in Babylon (Neh. 
11:10; 12:6), head of a priestly house (v. 19). At 1 Chr. 9:10 he is called Jehoiarib.

JOKDEAMJOKDEAM (Heb.  (Heb. yoqdeï{aœmyoqdeï{aœm)))

JOKDEAM (Heb. yoqdeï{aœm)

A city in A city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Judah  of Judah (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:56). The L56). The LXX reads JXX reads Jorkeam (cforkeam (cf. 1 Chr. 2. 1 C. 1 Chr. 2:44)Chr. 2:44). The site. The site may be mo may be modern Khirbdern Khirbet et er-Raqa{er-Raqa{ (160096)  (160096) between Jubetween Juttah and Zttah attah and Ziph, and Ziph, 7 km. (4 m7 km. (4 mi.) S of Hi.) S of Hebron.ebron.

A city in the tribal territory of Judah (Josh. 15:56). The LXX reads Jorkeam (cf. 1 
Chr. 2:44). The site may be modern Khirbet er-Raqa{ (160096) between Juttah 
and Ziph, 7 km. (4 mi.) S of Hebron.

JOKIMJOKIM (Heb.  (Heb. yo®qiîmyo®qiîm)))

JOKIM (Heb. yo®qiîm)

A son of SA son of Shelah, frohelah, from the tribm the tribe of Judahe of Judah (1 Chr. 4 (1 Chr. 4:22).:22).

A son of Shelah, from the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 4:22).

JOKMEAMJOKMEAM (Heb.  (Heb. yoqmeï{aœmyoqmeï{aœm)))



JOKMEAM (Heb. yoqmeï{aœm)

A leviticaA levitical city alll city allotted to totted to the clan ofhe clan of Kohath (1 Kohath (1 Chr. 6:68 Chr. 6:68[MT 53]). [MT 53]). In 1 Chr. In 1 Chr. 23:19; 24:23:1923:19; 24:23:19; 24:23 a Hebro23 a Hebronite levitnite levitical familical family bears thy bears the similar e similar name Jekamname Jekameam. Listeeam. Listed as one od asd as one of as one of the citiesthe cities in Solomo in Solomon’s fifth n’s fifth district (district (1 Kgs. 4:11 Kgs. 4:12), Jokmea2), Jokmeam should bm should be identifie idene identifiedidentified with eith with either the Iroer the Iron I-II sitn I-II sites of Telles of Tell  el-Maza®rel-Maza®r (195171)  (195171) or Waqf esor Waqf es-Samadi (1-Saeses-Samadi es-Samadi (195172) i(195172) in the Wadin the Wadi  Far{ahFar{ah. Many mod. Many modern maps aern maps and authorsnd authors have conf have con have confused mconfused matters, hoatters, however, by wever, by labeling blabeling both of theoth of these sites Tse sites Tell es-Simell es-Simadi.adi.adi.

A levitical city allotted to the clan of Kohath (1 Chr. 6:68[MT 53]). In 1 Chr. 
23:19; 24:23 a Hebronite levitical family bears the similar name Jekameam. Listed 
as one of the cities in Solomon’s fifth district (1 Kgs. 4:12), Jokmeam should be 
identified with either the Iron I-II sites of Tell el-Maza®r (195171) or Waqf 
es-Samadi (195172) in the Wadi Far{ah. Many modern maps and authors have 
confused matters, however, by labeling both of these sites Tell es-Simadi.

Robert D. Robert D. Miller, IIMiller, II

Robert D. Miller, II

JOKNEAMJOKNEAM (Heb.  (Heb. yoqneï{aœmyoqneï{aœm)))

JOKNEAM (Heb. yoqneï{aœm)

A town allA town allotted to totted to the Leviteshe Levites of the cl of the clan of Meraan of Merari on the ri on the western bowestern boundary of undary of Zebulun (JZZebulun (JZebulun (Josh. 19:11osh. 19:11; 12:22). ; 12:22). The king oThe king of Jokneam f Jokneam is said tois said to have been have been killed by killed by Joshua an Jos Joshua andJoshua and the Israe the Israelites (Joslites (Josh. 12:22).h. 12:22).

A town allotted to the Levites of the clan of Merari on the western boundary of 
Zebulun (Josh. 19:11; 12:22). The king of Jokneam is said to have been killed by 
Joshua and the Israelites (Josh. 12:22).

�As a royalAs a royal Canaanite Canaanite city, Jok city, Jokneam appeaneam appears in a tors in a topographicapographical list of l list of Thutmose IThutmoseThutmose IThutmose III. EusebiII. Eusebius was unaus was unaware of thware of the locatione location of the si of the site, althoute, although he knowgh he knows of a Kams knowknows of aknows of a Kammona c Kammona correspondiorresponding to the ng to the locale (locale (Onom.Onom. 116:21),  116:21), probably tprobably the same ashe samhe same as thsame as the Cyamon ie Cyamon in Jdt. 7:3n Jdt. 7:3...

As a royal Canaanite city, Jokneam appears in a topographical list of 
Thutmose III. Eusebius was unaware of the location of the site, although he 
knows of a Kammona corresponding to the locale (Onom. 116:21), probably the 
same as the Cyamon in Jdt. 7:3.

�Jokneam isJokneam is identifie identified with Teld with Tel  Yoqne{am/TYoqne{am/Tell Qeimu®ell Qeimu®nn (1604.228 (1604.2289), situat9), situ9), situated asituated at a point t a point along the along the border of border of the Carmelthe Carmel range and range and the Jezre the Jezreel Valley,el Valley, 20 km. (1 20  20 km. (1220 km. (12.5 mi.) SE.5 mi.) SE of modern of modern Haifa and Haifa and 11 km. (7 11 km. (7 mi.) NW o mi.) NW of Megiddo.f Megiddo. In Iron I In Iron I successiv II successiI successive Canaanive Canaanite, Phoenite, Phoenician, and cian, and PhilistinePhilistine phases oc phases occupied thecupied the 4 ha. (10 4 ha. (10 a.) site, a.)  a.) site, a.) site, but Israelbut Israelite occupaite occupation is notion is not evident t evident until Ironuntil Iron II, where II, where a large f a large fortified cortified city is preiccity is prcity is preserved. Teserved. The site wahe site was occupieds occupied through t through the Persianhe Persian, Hellenis, Hellenistic, Romantic, Roman, and late, an, and later and later periods asperiods as well. well. well.

Jokneam is identified with Tel Yoqne{am/Tell Qeimu®n (1604.2289), 
situated at a point along the border of the Carmel range and the Jezreel Valley, 
20 km. (12.5 mi.) SE of modern Haifa and 11 km. (7 mi.) NW of Megiddo. In Iron 
I successive Canaanite, Phoenician, and Philistine phases occupied the 4 ha. (10 
a.) site, but Israelite occupation is not evident until Iron II, where a large fortified 
city is preserved. The site was occupied through the Persian, Hellenistic, Roman, 
and later periods as well.

Robert D. Robert D. Miller, IIMiller, II

Robert D. Miller, II

JOKSHANJOKSHAN (Heb.  (Heb. yoqsûaœnyoqsûaœn)))

JOKSHAN (Heb. yoqsûaœn)

A son of AA son of Abraham andbraham and Keturah;  Keturah; eponymous eponymous ancestor oancestor of various f various Arabian peArabian peoples (Genoples (Goples (Gen. 25:2(Gen. 25:2-3; 1 Chr.-3; 1 Chr. 1:32). 1:32).

A son of Abraham and Keturah; eponymous ancestor of various Arabian peoples 
(Gen. 25:2-3; 1 Chr. 1:32).

JOKTANJOKTAN (Heb.  (Heb. yoqt�aœnyoqt�aœn)))

JOKTAN (Heb. yoqt�aœn )

A son of EA son of Eber and deber and descendant oscendant of Shem; epf Shem; eponymous anonymous ancestor of cestor of various Arvarious Arabian peopabian peabian peoples (Gpeoples (Gen. 10:25-en. 10:25-29 = 1 Chr29 = 1 Chr. 1:19-23). 1:19-23)..

A son of Eber and descendant of Shem; eponymous ancestor of various Arabian 
peoples (Gen. 10:25-29 = 1 Chr. 1:19-23).

JOKTHEELJOKTHEEL (Heb.  (Heb. yoqt�eï}eîyoqt�eï}eîll)))

JOKTHEEL (Heb. yoqt�eï}eîl )

�1.1. A town in A town in the Sheph the Shephelah, or lelah, or lowland, ofowland, of Judah (Jo Judah (Josh. 15:38)sh. 15:38). It may b. It may be linked we linkee linked wihlinked wih Jekuthiel Jekuthiel, depicted, depicted as one of as one of the desce the descendants of ndants of Caleb, theCaleb, the “father o “father of Zanoah” f Zaf Zanoah” anZanoah” and the uncld the uncle of Socohe of Socoh (1 Chr. 4 (1 Chr. 4:18). Both:18). Both Zanoah an Zanoah and Socoh ard Socoh are sites ine sites ine sites in the Shein the Shephelah, anphelah, and Joktheeld Joktheel may be lo may be located nearcated nearby.by.by.

1. A town in the Shephelah, or lowland, of Judah (Josh. 15:38). It may be 
linked wih Jekuthiel, depicted as one of the descendants of Caleb, the “father of 
Zanoah” and the uncle of Socoh (1 Chr. 4:18). Both Zanoah and Socoh are sites 
in the Shephelah, and Joktheel may be located nearby.



�2.2. The capit The capital of Edomal of Edomite territite territory. Amaziory. Amaziah king ofah king of Judah ren Judah renamed the Eamed the Edomite sitdomEEdomite siEdomite site of Selate of Sela (modern P (modern Petra) Joktetra) Joktheel afterheel after conquerin conquering it (2 Kgg it (2 Kgs. 14:7).s. 14:7).s. 14:7).

2. The capital of Edomite territory. Amaziah king of Judah renamed the 
Edomite site of Sela (modern Petra) Joktheel after conquering it (2 Kgs. 14:7).

Jennifer LJennifer L. Groves. Groves

Jennifer L. Groves

JONADABJONADAB (Heb.  (Heb. yo®naœd�aœyo®naœd�aœb�b�) (also JE) (also JEHONADAB)HONADAB)HONADAB)

JONADAB (Heb. yo®naœd�aœb� ) (also JEHONADAB)

�1.1. The son o The son of David’s f David’s brother Shbrother Shimeah (2 Simeah (2 Sam. 13:3; am. 13:3; yeïho®naœdyeïho®naœd�aœb��aœb�yeïho®naœdyeïho®naœdyeïho®naœd�aœb��aœb� in v. 5). in v. 5). David’s s David’s son Amnon won Amnon was infatuaas infatuated with hted with his half-siis half-sister Tamarshalf-sihalf-sistehalf-sister Tamar, ar Tamar, and Jonadabnd Jonadab, who is d, who is described aescribed as a “very s a “very crafty mancrafty man,” counsel,” counseled him to ed counselcounseled counseled him to feihim to feign sicknesgn sickness and requs and request of hisest of his father th father that Tamar pat Tamar prepare a mrepare a meal in froeammeal in frmeal in front of himont of him. Amnon he. Amnon heeded Jonadeded Jonadab’s advicab’s advice, and whee, and when Tamar drn Tamar drew near Amew near ew near Amnonnear Amnon seized an seized and raped hed raped her. The schr. The scheme may haeme may have been inve been intended to tended to establish establisestablish establish Amnon’s clAmnon’s claim to theaim to the throne. A throne. After Absalfter Absalom had hisom had his brother A brother Amnon slainmnon slainmnon slain for slain for raping hisraping his sister, D sister, David heardavid heard a rumor t a rumor that all ofhat all of his sons  his sons were slainwere slain. Jonadab,. Jonad. Jonadab, hJonadab, however, asowever, assured him sured him that only that only Amnon had Amnon had been killebeen killed and thatd and that Absalom h Absalom  Absalom haAbsalom had been plad been planning thisnning this since the since the rape of T rape of Tamar (2 Saamar (2 Sam. 13:32, m. 13:32, 35).35).35).

1. The son of David’s brother Shimeah (2 Sam. 13:3; 
yeïho®naœd�aœb�  in v. 5). David’s son Amnon was infatuated with his 
half-sister Tamar, and Jonadab, who is described as a “very crafty man,” 
counseled him to feign sickness and request of his father that Tamar prepare a 
meal in front of him. Amnon heeded Jonadab’s advice, and when Tamar drew 
near Amnon seized and raped her. The scheme may have been intended to 
establish Amnon’s claim to the throne. After Absalom had his brother Amnon 
slain for raping his sister, David heard a rumor that all of his sons were slain. 
Jonadab, however, assured him that only Amnon had been killed and that 
Absalom had been planning this since the rape of Tamar (2 Sam. 13:32, 35).

�2.2. The son o The son of Rechab (f Rechab (2 Kgs. 10:2 Kgs. 10:15), the e15), the eponymous aponymous ancestor ofncestor of the Recha the Rechabite clan.bitRechaRechabite Rechabite clan. Accoclan. According to 2rding to 2 Kgs. 10:1 Kgs. 10:15-24, wher5-24, where he is ree he is referred to ferred to as Jehonadas Jehonadab abJehonadJehonadab Jehonadab (yeïho®naœ(yeïho®naœd�aœb�),d�aœb�), he accomp he accompanied Jehuanied Jehu in the sl in the slaughter ofaughter of the survi the  the survivthe survivors of theors of the house of  house of Ahab (vv. Ahab (vv. 15–17) as 15–17) as well as thwell as the priests e priests of Baal (vof Baal (vv. 18–24).v. 18v. 18–24). Jo18–24). Jonadab’s zenadab’s zeal for theal for the Lord is a Lord is also evidenlso evidenced in Jerced in Jer. 35, wher. 35, where the Reche the Rechabites areabitRechRechabitesRechabites are descr are described as abibed as abstaining fstaining from wine, rom wine, building hbuilding houses, sowouses, sowing seeds,ing seeds, and plant an and plantiand planting vineyarng vineyards, as theds, as their ancestoir ancestor Jonadab r Jonadab had enjoinhad enjoined them, ted them, that they mhat they might live ighmmight livemight live long upon long upon the land  the land (vv. 6–7).(vv. 6–7). Jer. 35 c Jer. 35 concludes toncludes that if Judhat if Judah had folah had followed the lowedfolfollowed tfollowed the Lord’s he Lord’s commands icommands it would hat would have prosperve prospered even ased even as the Recha the Rechabites prosbites prbites prospered prospered for their for their faithfulnefaithfulness to Jonass to Jonadab’s commdab’s command (vv. 1and (vv. 12–19).2–19).2–19).

2. The son of Rechab (2 Kgs. 10:15), the eponymous ancestor of the 
Rechabite clan. According to 2 Kgs. 10:15-24, where he is referred to as 
Jehonadab (yeïho®naœd�aœb�),  he accompanied Jehu in the slaughter of 
the survivors of the house of Ahab (vv. 15–17) as well as the priests of Baal (vv. 
18–24). Jonadab’s zeal for the Lord is also evidenced in Jer. 35, where the 
Rechabites are described as abstaining from wine, building houses, sowing seeds, 
and planting vineyards, as their ancestor Jonadab had enjoined them, that they 
might live long upon the land (vv. 6–7). Jer. 35 concludes that if Judah had 
followed the Lord’s commands it would have prospered even as the Rechabites 
prospered for their faithfulness to Jonadab’s command (vv. 12–19).

John E. HaJohn E. Harveyrvey

John E. Harvey

JONAHJONAH (Heb.  (Heb. yo®na®yo®na®), BOOK OF), BOOK OF

JONAH (Heb. yo®na®), BOOK OF

The fifth The fifth book of thbook of the Minor Pre Minor Prophets colophets collection, nlection, named for iamed for its chief cts chief character. haracter. This placeThisThis placeThis placement may fment may function tounction to provide a provide a positive  positive word aboutword about the natio the nations after Ons after Ons after Obadiah. TObadiah. The referenhe reference to Jonace to Jonah, son of h, son of Amittai (JAmittai (Jonah 1:1),onah 1:1), relates t relates the book tohe book to an 8th-ce an an 8th-cenan 8th-century prophtury prophet who spoet who spoke in suppke in support of Jerort of Jeroboam II, oboam II, king of Isking of Israel (786–rael (786–746 7(786–(786–746 (786–746 B.C.E.B.C.E.; 2 Kgs. 1; 2 Kgs. 14:25).4:25).4:25).

The fifth book of the Minor Prophets collection, named for its chief character. 
This placement may function to provide a positive word about the nations after 
Obadiah. The reference to Jonah, son of Amittai (Jonah 1:1), relates the book to 
an 8th-century prophet who spoke in support of Jeroboam II, king of Israel 
(786–746 B.C.E.; 2 Kgs. 14:25).

�The reasonThe reason for this  for this historicalhistorical connectio connection is not cn is not clear, espelear, especially in cially in view of thview of the nonhistoeththe nonhisthe nonhistorical natorical nature of thture of the book. Ite book. It may be th may be that Ninevehat Nineveh (the capi (the capital of Asstal of Assyria), resyriaAssAssyria), Assyria), responsiblresponsible for deste for destroying theroying the northern  northern kingdom inkingdom in 721, serv 721, serves as a tyes as a type for wicpe tytype for wtype for wicked natiicked nations opposeons opposed to God’sd to God’s purposes  purposes (cf. Nah. (cf. Nah. 3:1). The 3:1). The question pquestion posed is thopposed is tposed is this: Is Gohis: Is God’s salvatd’s salvation availaion available even tble even to such peoo such people? For Gple? For God to be sod to be so concerneo coo concerned concerned about the about the positive fpositive future of nuture of nations sucations such as Assyrh as Assyria was intia was intolerable tolerable to some: Hoo so some: How some: How could God could God think of sthink of saving a naaving a nation that tion that had so devhad so devastated Goastated God’s own ped’s own pd’s own people? Jopeople? Jonah himselnah himself is a typf is a type represene representing certating certain pious Iin pious Israelites sraelites who posed who posed such a quesuchsuch a quesuch a question regastion regarding the rding the extension extension of God’s mof God’s mercy to thercy to the wicked. e wicked. This perspThis perspective coneperspperspectivperspective constitue constituted a chalted a challenge to tlenge to the confesshe confession of faiion of faith that Yath that Yahweh is “mhweh is “merciful anerc“m“merciful “merciful and gracioand gracious, slow tus, slow to anger, ao anger, and aboundind abounding in steang in steadfast lovedfast love” (Exod. 3” (Exod. 34:6-7, dis4:6334:6-7, di34:6-7, disputed by sputed by Jonah in 4Jonah in 4:2). The b:2). The book arguesook argues that this that this ancient c ancient confession onfession — with the— w— with the awith the addition abddition about divineout divine repentanc repentance (cf. Joee (cf. Joel 2:13) — l 2:13) — is still dis still decisive inecisive in thinking  thinki thinking athinking about God about God and God’s rnd God’s relationshielationship to the lp to the larger worlarger world of natiod of nations. God’s ns. God’s way with twway with tway with the world, he world, not simplynot simply with Isra with Israel, is theel, is the way of me way of mercy in thercy in the face of d face of deserved jueserddeserved jdeserved judgment. Sudgment. Such a theouch a theological dilogical dispute may spute may have surfahave surfaced in theced in the postexili postexilic period, c pc period, whperiod, when Israel’en Israel’s ongoing s ongoing subjugatiosubjugation to a pron to a prospering fospering foreign natireign nation (Persiaon (Persia), related), r), related harelated hardships, ardships, and the seend the seeming failuming failure of exilre of exilic promiseic promises raised qs raised questions auestions about the fboutaabout the about the fairness ofairness of God’s trf God’s treatment ofeatment of Israel (c Israel (cf. Mal. 2:f. Mal. 2:17; 3:14-117; 3:14-15).5).5).

The reason for this historical connection is not clear, especially in view of 
the nonhistorical nature of the book. It may be that Nineveh (the capital of 
Assyria), responsible for destroying the northern kingdom in 721, serves as a 
type for wicked nations opposed to God’s purposes (cf. Nah. 3:1). The question 
posed is this: Is God’s salvation available even to such people? For God to be so 
concerned about the positive future of nations such as Assyria was intolerable to 
some: How could God think of saving a nation that had so devastated God’s own 



people? Jonah himself is a type representing certain pious Israelites who posed 
such a question regarding the extension of God’s mercy to the wicked. This 
perspective constituted a challenge to the confession of faith that Yahweh is 
“merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and abounding in steadfast love” (Exod. 
34:6-7, disputed by Jonah in 4:2). The book argues that this ancient confession — 
with the addition about divine repentance (cf. Joel 2:13) — is still decisive in 
thinking about God and God’s relationship to the larger world of nations. God’s 
way with the world, not simply with Israel, is the way of mercy in the face of 
deserved judgment. Such a theological dispute may have surfaced in the postexilic 
period, when Israel’s ongoing subjugation to a prospering foreign nation (Persia), 
related hardships, and the seeming failure of exilic promises raised questions 
about the fairness of God’s treatment of Israel (cf. Mal. 2:17; 3:14-15).

�The book dThe book differs froiffers from other prm other prophets in ophets in its absencits absence of oracle of oracles (exceptes (except 3:4) and  3:4) an 3:4) and its foand its form as a strm as a story about ory about a prophet.a prophet. Unlike ot Unlike other propheher prophetic oracletic oracles against s against the nationthethe nationthe nations, Jonah is, Jonah is called ts called to deliver o deliver a word of a word of judgment ajudgment against Ningainst Nineveh in peeveh in person. Yet,rsopeperson. Yeperson. Yet, the boot, the book is prophk is prophetic in thetic in that it speaat it speaks a word ks a word of judgmenof judgment and gract and grace to a spee te to a specito a specific fic IsraeliteIsraelite audience, audience, seeking t seeking to elicit ao elicit amendment imendment in their thn their thought and ought and life.lifelife.life.life.

The book differs from other prophets in its absence of oracles (except 3:4) 
and its form as a story about a prophet. Unlike other prophetic oracles against 
the nations, Jonah is called to deliver a word of judgment against Nineveh in 
person. Yet, the book is prophetic in that it speaks a word of judgment and grace 
to a specific Israelite audience, seeking to elicit amendment in their thought and 
life.

�The book iThe book is a literas a literary unity; ry unity; the four cthe four chapters cohapters constitute anstitute a carefully carefully structure structured creationdstructurestructuredstructured creation  creation wherein Jowherein Jonah and thnah and the heathen e heathen (sailors a(sailors and Ninevitnd Ninevites) are coes) are compared. Tomcocompared. compared. To this enTo this end, the bood, the book makes usk makes use of earlie of earlier motifs er motifs and traditand traditions (Gen.ions (Gen. 18; 1 Kgs 1 18; 1 Kgs.18; 1 Kgs. 10; Jer.  10; Jer. 18, 36; Jo18, 36; Joel 2). Theel 2). The psalm ori psalm originally fuginally functioned anctioned as an indeps an independent sonendentindepindependenindependent song of t song of thanksgivithanksgiving, here ang, here adapted to dapted to accommodataccommodate Jonah’s e Jonah’s gratitude gratitudegratitude gratitude for being for being saved fromsaved from drowning. drowning. The book  The book is to be iis to be identified dentified as a satiras a satire, with ire, we, with ironywith irony widely us widely used in depied in depicting Jonacting Jonah and his h and his perspectivperspective on the ne on the nations. Thations. The concludie ce concludingconcluding question  question is designeis designed to move d to move readers toreaders to a new the a new theological sological stance.tance.tance.

The book is a literary unity; the four chapters constitute a carefully 
structured creation wherein Jonah and the heathen (sailors and Ninevites) are 
compared. To this end, the book makes use of earlier motifs and traditions (Gen. 
18; 1 Kgs. 10; Jer. 18, 36; Joel 2). The psalm originally functioned as an 
independent song of thanksgiving, here adapted to accommodate Jonah’s 
gratitude for being saved from drowning. The book is to be identified as a satire, 
with irony widely used in depicting Jonah and his perspective on the nations. The 
concluding question is designed to move readers to a new theological stance.

�The plot oThe plot of Jonah maf Jonah may be outliy be outlined as folned as follows:lows:

The plot of Jonah may be outlined as follows:

Jonah CallJonah Called (1:1–3)ed (1:1–3)

Jonah Called (1:1–3)

God’s callGod’s call to preach to preach to Nineve to Nineveh is rejech is rejected by Jonted by Jonah. The reah. The reason becomason becomes clear oes clear only at 4:2noonly at 4:only at 4:2. This ca2. This call createsll creates the possi the possibility thability that Israel’st Israel’s destroyer destroyers might res might repent and Gpent andpent and God woand God would extenduld extend them merc them mercy rather ty rather than judgmehan judgment. Jonah’nt. Jonah’s sense ofs sense of justice i justice  justice isjustice is violated. violated. Hence, to Hence, to escape to escape to a place w a place where God’shere God’s call is l call is less compeless compelling, he bling, compelcompellingcompelling, he buys , he buys the most ethe most expensive txpensive ticket on aicket on a ship head ship headed in the ed in the opposite dopposite direction —irddirection direction — to Tarsh— to Tarshish in Spaish in Spain.in.

God’s call to preach to Nineveh is rejected by Jonah. The reason becomes clear 
only at 4:2. This call creates the possibility that Israel’s destroyers might repent 
and God would extend them mercy rather than judgment. Jonah’s sense of 
justice is violated. Hence, to escape to a place where God’s call is less 
compelling, he buys the most expensive ticket on a ship headed in the opposite 
direction — to Tarshish in Spain.

Jonah PursJonah Pursued (1:4–1ued (1:4–16)6)

Jonah Pursued (1:4–16)

Because JoBecause Jonah’s flignah’s flight subvertht subverts God’s ins God’s intentions ftentions for Ninevehor Nineveh, God purs, God pursues the prues the prophet throoprprophet thprophet through a strough a storm at seaorm at sea, not to v, not to visit him wisit him with wrath ith wrath but to turbut to turn him aroun him around. Jonah narouaround. Joaround. Jonah responnah responds to the ds to the storm withstorm with nonchalan nonchalance, and thce, and the captain e captain — who sees— who se— who sees that sees that prayer doeprayer does not comps not compel God (cfel God (cf. 3:9) — i. 3:9) — ironically ronically reminds hireminds him of his rm of his religious relirreligious religious responsibiresponsibilities. Whlities. When the loten the lots pinpoints pinpoint Jonah as  Jonah as the culprithe culprit, he conft, he confesses his esses confconfesses confesses his faith.his faith. This conf This confession in ession in time movestime moves the sailo the sailors (parallrs (parallel to the el to the Ninevites NineviNinevites Ninevites in ch. 3) in ch. 3) to worshipto worship the god o the god of Jonah. Bf Jonah. But the conut the confession dofession does not stoes not stop the storp tp the storm;the storm; in fact,  in fact, the weathethe weather gets worr gets worse. What ise. What is at stakes at stake for God i for God is not Jonas not Jonah’s confesh’s JonaJonah’s coJonah’s confession (nfession (Jonah is aJonah is a man of fa man of faith), but ith), but his theolohis theologically ingically informed staformed stance regardnce rence regarding regarding the nationthe nations. Jonah cs. Jonah confesses honfesses his guilt ais guilt and, given nd, given his sense his sense of justiceof justice, offers t, offer, offers to offers to be thrown be thrown overboard overboard to receiveto receive his deser his deserved judgmeved judgment. The sant. The sailors finailors finally grant llyfinafinally grfinally grant Jonah’ant Jonah’s request s request after makiafter making sure thng sure they are notey are not blamed if blamed if Jonah is  Jonah is innocent. innocinnocent. innocent. The storm The storm stops; thestops; the sailors r sailors respond to espond to God like gGod like good Israelood Israelites.ites.

Because Jonah’s flight subverts God’s intentions for Nineveh, God pursues the 



prophet through a storm at sea, not to visit him with wrath but to turn him 
around. Jonah responds to the storm with nonchalance, and the captain — who 
sees that prayer does not compel God (cf. 3:9) — ironically reminds him of his 
religious responsibilities. When the lots pinpoint Jonah as the culprit, he 
confesses his faith. This confession in time moves the sailors (parallel to the 
Ninevites in ch. 3) to worship the god of Jonah. But the confession does not stop 
the storm; in fact, the weather gets worse. What is at stake for God is not 
Jonah’s confession (Jonah is a man of faith), but his theologically informed stance 
regarding the nations. Jonah confesses his guilt and, given his sense of justice, 
offers to be thrown overboard to receive his deserved judgment. The sailors 
finally grant Jonah’s request after making sure they are not blamed if Jonah is 
innocent. The storm stops; the sailors respond to God like good Israelites.

Jonah’s ReJonah’s Response to sponse to God’s DeliGod’s Deliverance verance (1:17—2:10(1:17—2:10[MT 2:1–11[MT 2:1–11])])

Jonah’s Response to God’s Deliverance 
(1:17—2:10[MT 2:1–11])

God sends God sends a fish to a fish to save Jonahsave Jonah from drow from drowning and rning and return him eturn him home. Ironhome. Ironically, guically, guilty Jonahiguguilty Jonguilty Jonah is the ah is the recipient recipient of divine of divine mercy. Godmercy. God’s use of ’s use of the fish bthe fish brackets Jorackets Jonah’s praynah’s pnah’s prayer of prayer of thanksgivithanksgiving. Metaphng. Metaphors typicaors typically used illy used in stating n stating or recallior recalling distresng distress (cf. Psss (cf. Ps (cf. Pss. 30, 4Pss. 30, 42) are use2) are used literalld literally by Jonahy by Jonah to depict to depict his desce his descent to the nt to the doors of ddoors of death. Jonaeath. ddeath. Jondeath. Jonah voices ah voices the key ththe key theme of deleme of deliverance —iverance — ironicall ironically, for he y, for he no more deno more deserves salsededeserves sdeserves salvation talvation than Ninevehan Nineveh and woulh and would limit God limit God’s exercid’s exercise of the se of the mercy thatmercy that had saved thatthat had sthat had saved him. aved him. The prayerThe prayer reveals n reveals no repentano repentant Jonah, bt Jonah, but God andut God and the fish  the fish mercifullymmercifullymercifully bring him bring him home. home.

God sends a fish to save Jonah from drowning and return him home. Ironically, 
guilty Jonah is the recipient of divine mercy. God’s use of the fish brackets Jonah’s 
prayer of thanksgiving. Metaphors typically used in stating or recalling distress (cf. 
Pss. 30, 42) are used literally by Jonah to depict his descent to the doors of 
death. Jonah voices the key theme of deliverance — ironically, for he no more 
deserves salvation than Nineveh and would limit God’s exercise of the mercy 
that had saved him. The prayer reveals no repentant Jonah, but God and the fish 
mercifully bring him home.

Nineveh anNineveh and God Reped God Repent (3:1–10nt (3:1–10))

Nineveh and God Repent (3:1–10)

Still in nStill in need of Joneed of Jonah, God reah, God repeats the peats the call. Ninecall. Nineveh is desveh is described in cribed in larger-thalarger-than-life tern-life larger-thalarger-thalarger-than-life tern-life terms; the enms; the entire evil tire evil city repencity repents (even tts (even the animalshe animals!) at Jona!) at Jonah’s minimah’s minh’s minimal efminimal efforts, exeforts, executed undecuted under duress. r duress. Such delibSuch deliberately overately overdrawn deerdrawn details hightails highlight the lighighhighlight highlight the irony the irony of his unpof his unparalleled aralleled success. Jsuccess. Jonah’s graonah’s graceless worceless word in the wd in the wake of hisake oake of his ownof his own experienc experience of gracee of grace — an unpr — an unprecedented ecedented countdown countdown to doom — to doom — speaks Jonspeakspeaks Jonspeaks Jonah’s own mah’s own mind regardind regarding a justing a just future fo future for the cityr the city. Led by t. Led by their king,heir king, the Ninev the  the Ninevithe Ninevites engagetes engage in words  in words and acts oand acts of repentanf repentance. Israelce. Israel’s God, af’s God, affected by fected by such actiosucsuch actiosuch actions, responns, responds by reveds by reversing the rsing the announced announced judgment. judgment. This patteThis pattern of thrern of threat followeathrethreat folthreat followed by hlowed by human and duman and divine repeivine repentance, contance, common in Ismmon in Israel’s exprael’s experience, ierience, is made avasiis made avis made available toailable to all (Jer. all (Jer. 18:7-11). 18:7-11).

Still in need of Jonah, God repeats the call. Nineveh is described in 
larger-than-life terms; the entire evil city repents (even the animals!) at Jonah’s 
minimal efforts, executed under duress. Such deliberately overdrawn details 
highlight the irony of his unparalleled success. Jonah’s graceless word in the wake 
of his own experience of grace — an unprecedented countdown to doom — 
speaks Jonah’s own mind regarding a just future for the city. Led by their king, 
the Ninevites engage in words and acts of repentance. Israel’s God, affected by 
such actions, responds by reversing the announced judgment. This pattern of 
threat followed by human and divine repentance, common in Israel’s experience, 
is made available to all (Jer. 18:7-11).

A TheologiA Theological Debatecal Debate (4:1–11) (4:1–11)

A Theological Debate (4:1–11)



Jonah respJonah responds with onds with profound aprofound anger at thnger at the deliverae deliverance and prnce and presents hisesents his case for  case for originallyooriginallyoriginally refusing  refusing to go — a to go — a fear that fear that God would God would be mercifube merciful when judl when judgment was gment was gment was calledwas called for. God  for. God has not cohas not conformed tonformed to basic sta basic standards of ndards of justice, ajustice, and Jonah cnd Jonah calls for hallsccalls for calls for his own dehis own death for paath for participatinrticipating in this g in this act of injact of injustice — Justice — Jonah will onah will be just (cbe just (be just (cf. 1:12)(cf. 1:12). God refu. God refuses the chses the challenge anallenge and questiond questions Jonah’s s Jonah’s response tresponse to Nineveh’o Nineveh’s salvatios ss salvation.salvation. But Jonah But Jonah remains f remains firm and deirm and decides to scides to sit and waiit and wait God out t God out (4:5). God(4:5). God refuses t re refuses torefuses to back off  back off and sends and sends a plant toa plant to reinforce reinforce Jonah’s s Jonah’s shade, ironhade, ironically delically delivering thiverindeldeliveringdelivering the one w the one who is angrho is angry at God fy at God for deliveror delivering othersing others. Jonah re. Jonah rejoices in joices in his own sahis ohis own salvatown salvation and soion and so God pursu God pursues the isses the issue with a ue with a worm and wworm and wind, givinind, giving him a tag him a tag him a taste of ttaste of the destruche destruction he wition he wished upon shed upon others. Inothers. In view of s view of such give-auch give-and-take cand-take capriciousnepricacapriciouscapriciousness, Jonaness, Jonah prefers h prefers death. Goddeath. God persists  persists and questiand questions Jonah’ons Jonah’s anger ats anger at the plant th the plant’the plant’s destructs destruction. Eitheion. Either answer tr answer to this cleo this clever questiver question impaleson impales Jonah. If Jonah. If negative  nega negative (negative (as it shouas it should have beld have been), then en), then Jonah recoJonah recognizes Godgnizes God’s right t’s right to make judo make judgments reggmjudjudgments judgments regarding regarding God’s own God’s own creatures.creatures. If positi If positive (as it ve (as it was), thenwas), then he tacitl he tacitly acknowley acky acknowledgacknowledges God’s res God’s right to reight to respond to Nspond to Nineveh as ineveh as God pleaseGod pleases. Jonah hs. Jonah has receiveas receiveas received areceived a gift from gift from God apart God apart from ques from questions of jtions of justice, anustice, and so Jonahd so Jonah should no should not begrudget bt begrudge Gbegrudge God’s generod’s generosity whenosity when God exten God extends that meds that mercy to othrcy to others.ers.ers.

Jonah responds with profound anger at the deliverance and presents his case for 
originally refusing to go — a fear that God would be merciful when judgment 
was called for. God has not conformed to basic standards of justice, and Jonah 
calls for his own death for participating in this act of injustice — Jonah will be just 
(cf. 1:12). God refuses the challenge and questions Jonah’s response to Nineveh’s 
salvation. But Jonah remains firm and decides to sit and wait God out (4:5). God 
refuses to back off and sends a plant to reinforce Jonah’s shade, ironically 
delivering the one who is angry at God for delivering others. Jonah rejoices in his 
own salvation and so God pursues the issue with a worm and wind, giving him a 
taste of the destruction he wished upon others. In view of such give-and-take 
capriciousness, Jonah prefers death. God persists and questions Jonah’s anger at 
the plant’s destruction. Either answer to this clever question impales Jonah. If 
negative (as it should have been), then Jonah recognizes God’s right to make 
judgments regarding God’s own creatures. If positive (as it was), then he tacitly 
acknowledges God’s right to respond to Nineveh as God pleases. Jonah has 
received a gift from God apart from questions of justice, and so Jonah should not 
begrudge God’s generosity when God extends that mercy to others.
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JONAMJONAM (Gk.  (Gk. IoœnaémIoœnaém)))

JONAM (Gk. Ioœnaém)

An ancestoAn ancestor of Jesusr of Jesus; the son ; the son of Eliakimof Eliakim and fathe and father of a Josr of a Joseph in Lukeph in Luke’s geneale’s genealogy (Luke ogy genealgenealogy genealogy (Luke 3:30(Luke 3:30).).

An ancestor of Jesus; the son of Eliakim and father of a Joseph in Luke’s 
genealogy (Luke 3:30).

JONATHANJONATHAN (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®naœtyeïho®naœt�aœn, yo®n�aœn, yo®naœt�aœaœt�aœ  Gk. Gk. IoœnathaésIoœnathaés) (also JE) (also JEHONATHAN)HONATHAN)HONATHAN)

JONATHAN (Heb. yeïho®naœt�aœn, yo®naœt�aœ  
Gk. Ioœnathaés) (also JEHONATHAN)

�1.1. The son o The son of Gershom;f Gershom; descendan descendant of Mosest of Moses (Judg. 18 (Judg. 18:30; MT “M:30; MT “Manasseh”).anasseh”). Jonathan  J Jonathan wJonathan was a Levitas a Levite from Bete from Bethlehem hirhlehem hired by Micaed by Micah to serveh to serve at Micah’ at Micah’s personals personals personal spersonal shrine (Judhrine (Judg. 17-18).g. 17-18). He later  He later founded thfounded the priesthoe priesthood at Laisod at Laish (Dan) thh (Dan) that continuat ththat contithat continued untilnued until the 8th-c the 8th-century entury B.C.E.B.C.E. Assyrian  Assyrian invasions invasions (Judg. 18:(Judg. 18:30).30).30).

1. The son of Gershom; descendant of Moses (Judg. 18:30; MT “Manasseh”). 
Jonathan was a Levite from Bethlehem hired by Micah to serve at Micah’s 
personal shrine (Judg. 17-18). He later founded the priesthood at Laish (Dan) 
that continued until the 8th-century B.C.E. Assyrian invasions (Judg. 18:30).

�2. The fir2. The firstborn sonstborn son of King S of King Saul and Ahaul and Ahinoam (1 Sinoam (1 Sam. 14:49;am. 14:49; 1 Chr. 8: 1 Chr. 8:33; 9:39);33; 9:3933; 9:39); fat9:39); father of Merher of Meribbaal/Mepibbaal/Mephibosheth hibosheth (2 Sam. 9;(2 Sam. 9; 1 Chr. 8: 1 Chr. 8:34) and fr34) and friend of Daiend of David.vidDaDavid.David.David.

2. The firstborn son of King Saul and Ahinoam (1 Sam. 14:49; 1 Chr. 8:33; 
9:39); father of Meribbaal/Mephibosheth (2 Sam. 9; 1 Chr. 8:34) and friend of 
David.

�The chief The chief lieutenantlieutenant of Saul’s of Saul’s army, Jon army, Jonathan defeathan defeated the Pated the Philistineshilistines at Geba ( at Geba ( at Geba (1 Sam. 13(1 Sam. 13:3). He de:3). He demonstratedmonstrated particula particular prowess r prowess in battle in battle at Michmasat Michmash. Aided oh. Aided oh. Aided only by hionly by his armor-bes armor-bearer, he earer, he entered thentered the Philistin Philistine camp, see camp, sending it inding it into a paninto a panic (1 Sam. c (1 c (1 Sam. 14(1 Sam. 14:6-15) and:6-15) and setting t setting the stage fhe stage for a rout or a rout by Saul’s by Saul’s forces.forces.forces.

The chief lieutenant of Saul’s army, Jonathan defeated the Philistines at Geba 
(1 Sam. 13:3). He demonstrated particular prowess in battle at Michmash. Aided 



only by his armor-bearer, he entered the Philistine camp, sending it into a panic 
(1 Sam. 14:6-15) and setting the stage for a rout by Saul’s forces.

�Jonathan’sJonathan’s devotion  devotion to David ito David is legendars legendary. Togethey. Together they madr they made a covenae a covenant of frient of nt of friendsof friendship (1 Samhip (1 Sam. 18:1-4).. 18:1-4). When Saul When Saul plotted t plotted to kill Davo kill David, Jonathid, Jonathan intervean intervened (1 Samned interveintervenedintervened (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 19:1-7; 20:9:1-7; 20:1-34, 41-41-34, 41-42). Later 2). Later at Ziph, tat Ziph, the two renhe two renewed theirewed their covenant; co covenant; covenant; Jonathan rJonathan renounced henounced his claim ais claim as Saul’s hs Saul’s heir appareeir apparent, declarnt, declaring that Ding that David shoulavidDDavid shouDavid should be the ld be the next king next king and Jonathand Jonathan his firan his first ministest minister (1 Sam. r (1 Sam. 23:16-18).23:16-18). Neverthel Ne NevertheleNevertheless, Jonathss, Jonathan remainean remained devoted d devoted to his fatto his father, and dher, and died with Sied with Saul in theaul in the battle of b battle of battle of Mt. GilboaMt. Gilboah (1 Sam. h (1 Sam. 31:1-2).31:1-2).31:1-2).

Jonathan’s devotion to David is legendary. Together they made a covenant 
of friendship (1 Sam. 18:1-4). When Saul plotted to kill David, Jonathan 
intervened (1 Sam. 19:1-7; 20:1-34, 41-42). Later at Ziph, the two renewed their 
covenant; Jonathan renounced his claim as Saul’s heir apparent, declaring that 
David should be the next king and Jonathan his first minister (1 Sam. 23:16-18). 
Nevertheless, Jonathan remained devoted to his father, and died with Saul in the 
battle of Mt. Gilboah (1 Sam. 31:1-2).

�3.3. The son o The son of Abiatharf Abiathar, a priest, a priest (2 Sam. 1 (2 Sam. 15:27; 17:15:27; 17:17, 20). Of7, 20). Often mentioten mentioned with Zned wned with Zadokwith Zadok’s son, Ah’s son, Ahimaaz, Jonimaaz, Jonathan servathan served as coured as courier to Davier to David during id during Absalom’s Absalom’s Absalom’s Absalom’s rebellion.rebellion. Later, he Later, he brought t brought the news ofhe news of Solomon’s Solomon’s appointme appointment as kingnt as kingnt as king to Adking to Adonijah (1 onijah (1 Kgs. 1:42-Kgs. 1:42-43).43).43).

3. The son of Abiathar, a priest (2 Sam. 15:27; 17:17, 20). Often mentioned 
with Zadok’s son, Ahimaaz, Jonathan served as courier to David during 
Absalom’s rebellion. Later, he brought the news of Solomon’s appointment as 
king to Adonijah (1 Kgs. 1:42-43).

�4.4. Son of Sh Son of Shammah the ammah the Hararite (Hararite (2 Sam. 23:2 Sam. 23:32; called32; called “Shagee”  “Shagee” in 1 Chr. in 1 Chr. 11:34). Hi11:311:34). Hi11:34). His name apps name appears in thears in the list of e list of David’s waDavid’s warriors (2 rriors (2 Sam. 23:8-Sam. 23:8-39 = 1 Chr39 = 1 Chr. 11:10-47. 1. 11:10-47).11:10-47).

4. Son of Shammah the Hararite (2 Sam. 23:32; called “Shagee” in 1 Chr. 
11:34). His name appears in the list of David’s warriors (2 Sam. 23:8-39 = 1 Chr. 
11:10-47).

�5.5. The son o The son of Jada; faf Jada; father of Pether of Peleth and Zleth and Zaza; a Jeraza; a Jerahmeelite ahmeelite (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:32-33). Me32-33).2:2:32-33). 2:32-33). Mentioned Mentioned in the genin the genealogy of ealogy of “Jerahmeel“Jerahmeel, the firs, the firstborn of Htborn of Hezron” (2:ezron” (2:25–41), he25(2:(2:25–41),(2:25–41), he is par he is part of the lt of the line tracedine traced through J through Jerahmeel’serahmeel’s “other wi “other wife,” Atarafe,” Atarah. Since Jh. Sih. Since JonaSince Jonathan’s brothan’s brother Jethether Jether died chir died childless, thldless, the line sure line survived throvived through Jonathugh Jonathan’s sons.an’s JonathJonathan’sJonathan’s sons. sons. sons.

5. The son of Jada; father of Peleth and Zaza; a Jerahmeelite (1 Chr. 
2:32-33). Mentioned in the genealogy of “Jerahmeel, the firstborn of Hezron” 
(2:25–41), he is part of the line traced through Jerahmeel’s “other wife,” Atarah. 
Since Jonathan’s brother Jether died childless, the line survived through 
Jonathan’s sons.

�6.6. The son o The son of Shimei (f Shimei (called “Shcalled “Shimea” in 1imea” in 1 Chr. 20:7 Chr. 20:7), David’s), David’s brother ( brother (2 Sam. 21:2 Sam.2 Sam. 21:21Sam. 21:21; 1 Chr. 2; 1 Chr. 20:7). He k0:7). He killed a 12illed a 12-fingered,-fingered, 12-toed P 12-toed Philistine hilistine giant who giant who taunted Istaunttaunted Istaunted Israel. The rael. The death was death was either foueither fourth (2 Samrth (2 Sam. 21:20-21. 21:20-21) or third) or third (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 20:6-7) in 0:6220:6-7) in20:6-7) in a series  a series of giant kof giant killings doillings done by “thene by “the hands of  hands of David and David and his servanhis servants” (2 Samts” (2ts” (2 Sam. 21(2 Sam. 21:15-22; 1 :15-22; 1 Chr. 20:4-Chr. 20:4-8). In som8). In some LXX manue LXX manuscripts hescripts he is called is called Jonadab ( Jonadab (2 Sam. 13:2((2 Sam. 13(2 Sam. 13:3). He is:3). He is sometimes sometimes identifie identified with Jond with Jonathan, Davathan, David’s officid’s official (1 Chrial (1 Chr. 27:32; . 27:3. 27:32; 27:32; 8 8 below).below).below).

6. The son of Shimei (called “Shimea” in 1 Chr. 20:7), David’s brother (2 
Sam. 21:21; 1 Chr. 20:7). He killed a 12-fingered, 12-toed Philistine giant who 
taunted Israel. The death was either fourth (2 Sam. 21:20-21) or third (1 Chr. 
20:6-7) in a series of giant killings done by “the hands of David and his servants” 
(2 Sam. 21:15-22; 1 Chr. 20:4-8). In some LXX manuscripts he is called Jonadab 
(2 Sam. 13:3). He is sometimes identified with Jonathan, David’s official (1 Chr. 
27:32; 8 below).

�7.7. The son o The son of Uzziah (f Uzziah (1 Chr. 27:1 Chr. 27:25). One o25). One of the offif the officials respcials responsible foonsible for David’s r Davidr David’s prDavid’s property, heoperty, he oversaw t oversaw the treasurhe treasuries in theies in the country,  country, cities, vicities, villages andllages and towns (bu town towns (buttowns (but not the “ not the “king’s treking’s treasuries,” asuries,” a duty asca duty ascribed to Aribed to Azmaveth).zmaveth).zmaveth).

7. The son of Uzziah (1 Chr. 27:25). One of the officials responsible for 
David’s property, he oversaw the treasuries in the country, cities, villages and 
towns (but not the “king’s treasuries,” a duty ascribed to Azmaveth).

�8.8. The uncle The uncle of King D of King David (1 Chavid (1 Chr. 27:32; r. 27:32; NEB “nepheNEB “nephew”; cf. 20w”; cf. 20:7). His n:7). His name appearamenname appeaname appears in a lirs in a list of Davist of David’s officid’s officials (1 Chrals (1 Chr. 27:25-34. 27:25-34) where he) where he is descri is described as “a bed abed as “a counas “a counselor, beiselor, being a man ong a man of understaf understanding and nding and a scribe” a scribe” (NRSV). He(NRSV). He is someti is sometimes identimsometisometimes sometimes identifiedidentified with Jeth with Jethiel as tutiel as tutor to Davior to David’s sons (d’s sons (1 Chr. 27:1 Chr. 27:32b) or wi32b) or with the “soth tth the “son othe “son of Shimei” f Shimei” (2 Sam. 21(2 Sam. 21:20-21 = 1:20-21 = 1 Chr. 20:6 Chr. 20:6-7; -7; 6 6 above).above).above).

8. The uncle of King David (1 Chr. 27:32; NEB “nephew”; cf. 20:7). His 
name appears in a list of David’s officials (1 Chr. 27:25-34) where he is described 
as “a counselor, being a man of understanding and a scribe” (NRSV). He is 
sometimes identified with Jethiel as tutor to David’s sons (1 Chr. 27:32b) or with 
the “son of Shimei” (2 Sam. 21:20-21 = 1 Chr. 20:6-7; 6 above).

�9. The fat9. The father of Ebeher of Ebed; descendd; descendant of Adiant of Adin (Ezra 8:n (Ezra 8:6; 1 Esdr.6; 1 Esdr. 8:32). Hi 8:32). His son is ls son is listed amonillisted amolisted among family ng family heads who heads who returned freturned from the Exrom the Exile with Eile with Ezra, bringzra, bringing with hing with him either imhhim eitherhim either 50 (Ezra  50 (Ezra 8:6) or 258:6) or 250 (1 Esdr.0 (1 Esdr. 8:32) men 8:32) men...

9. The father of Ebed; descendant of Adin (Ezra 8:6; 1 Esdr. 8:32). His son is 
listed among family heads who returned from the Exile with Ezra, bringing with 
him either 50 (Ezra 8:6) or 250 (1 Esdr. 8:32) men.

�10.10. The son o The son of Asahel (f Asahel (Ezra 10:15Ezra 10:15; 1 Esdr. ; 1 Esdr. 9:14). He,9:14). He, along wit along with Jehzeiahh Jehzeiah, opposed , opp, opposed eiopposed either the ither the implementatmplementation of Ezrion of Ezra’s maritaa’s marital reforms,l reforms, or the co or the commission smmission set up for esset up forset up for the task. the task. He was su He was supported inpported in this acti this action by two on by two Levites, MLevites, Meshullam aeshullam and Shabbetndaand Shabbeand Shabbethai. Whilthai. While the MT re the MT records Jonecords Jonathan’s opathan’s opposition, position, the LXX rethe LXX reads that Jads that Jads that Jonathan aJonathan agreed withgreed with Ezra. Ezra. Ezra.

10. The son of Asahel (Ezra 10:15; 1 Esdr. 9:14). He, along with Jehzeiah, 



opposed either the implementation of Ezra’s marital reforms, or the commission 
set up for the task. He was supported in this action by two Levites, Meshullam 
and Shabbethai. While the MT records Jonathan’s opposition, the LXX reads that 
Jonathan agreed with Ezra.

�11.11. The son o The son of Joiada af Joiada and father nd father of Jaddua;of Jaddua; a high pr a high priest duriniest during the postg the postexilic perexilic postpostexilicpostexilic period (N period (Neh. 12:11)eh. 12:11), and one , and one of the Levof the Levites who aites who accompaniedccompanied Zerubbabe Zerubbab ZerubbabelZerubbabel to Jerusa to Jerusalem. He islem. He is sometimes sometimes identifie identified with Elid with Eliashib’s deashib’s descendant (scendant (son, Neh. so((son, Neh.(son, Neh. 12:23; or 12:23; or grandson, grandson, v. 10), i v. 10), in whose hon whose house Ezra suse Ezra stayed (Ezrtayed (Ezra 10:6; 1 a 10:6; 1 Esdr. 9:1;EsdEsdr. 9:1;Esdr. 9:1; NRSV “Jeh NRSV “Jehohanan”).ohanan”).ohanan”).

11. The son of Joiada and father of Jaddua; a high priest during the 
postexilic period (Neh. 12:11), and one of the Levites who accompanied 
Zerubbabel to Jerusalem. He is sometimes identified with Eliashib’s descendant 
(son, Neh. 12:23; or grandson, v. 10), in whose house Ezra stayed (Ezra 10:6; 1 
Esdr. 9:1; NRSV “Jehohanan”).

�12.12. A priest  A priest and ancestand ancestral head oral head of the housf the house of Mallue of Malluchi duringchi during Joiakim’s Joiakim’s high prie high high prieshigh priesthood (Nehthood (Neh. 12:14).. 12:14).. 12:14).

12. A priest and ancestral head of the house of Malluchi during Joiakim’s 
high priesthood (Neh. 12:14).

�13.13. The son o The son of Shemaiahf Shemaiah, father o, father of Zechariaf Zechariah (a Levith (a Levite), and a e), and a descendantdescendant of Asaph  of  of Asaph (of Asaph (Neh. 12:35Neh. 12:35). His son). His son, a priest, a priestly musicialy musician, took pan, took part in the rt in the dedicationdedication of Jerusa of J of Jerusalem’Jerusalem’s walls.s walls.s walls.

13. The son of Shemaiah, father of Zechariah (a Levite), and a descendant 
of Asaph (Neh. 12:35). His son, a priestly musician, took part in the dedication of 
Jerusalem’s walls.

�14.14. The secre The secretary whosetary whose house ser house served as a tved as a temporary pemporary prison for rison for Jeremiah (Jeremiah (Jer. 37:15Je((Jer. 37:1(Jer. 37:15, 20; 38:5, 20; 38:26). Some 26). Some translatiotranslations read “Jns read “Jehonathan.ehonathan.”””

14. The secretary whose house served as a temporary prison for Jeremiah 
(Jer. 37:15, 20; 38:26). Some translations read “Jehonathan.”

�15.15. The son o The son of Kareah (f Kareah (Jer. 40:8fJer. 40:8ff.; MT reaf.; MT reads “Johanads “Johanan and Jonan and Jonathan sons than sons of Kareah”of Kof Kareah” buKareah” but this shot this should be unduld be understood aserstood as a dittogr a dittography of “Japhy of “Johanan,” sohanan,” since it isince it is omitted i om omitted inomitted in the LXX a the LXX and in the nd in the parallel pparallel passage in assage in 2 Kgs. 25:2 Kgs. 25:23). Again23). Against Jeremiast Jeremiah’s adviceh’s ah’s advice (Jeadvice (Jer. 42:1-22r. 42:1-22), he and ), he and the other the other commanderscommanders led the p led the people to Eeople to Egypt, takigypt, taking Jeremiangtakitaking Jertaking Jeremiah withemiah with them (43: them (43:1–7).1–7).1–7).

15. The son of Kareah (Jer. 40:8ff.; MT reads “Johanan and Jonathan sons of 
Kareah” but this should be understood as a dittography of “Johanan,” since it is 
omitted in the LXX and in the parallel passage in 2 Kgs. 25:23). Against Jeremiah’s 
advice (Jer. 42:1-22), he and the other commanders led the people to Egypt, 
taking Jeremiah with them (43:1–7).

Linda S. SLinda S. Schearingchearingchearing

Linda S. Schearing

�16.16. The son o The son of Mattathif Mattathias who assas who assumed the lumed the leadership eadership of the Jewof the Jewish resistish resistance forceancresistresistanceresistance forces in forces in the wake  the wake of the revof the reversals theersals they sufferedy suffered after the after the death of  death of Judas MaccJudasJudas MaccJudas Maccabeus in 1abeus in 160 60 B.C.E.B.C.E. (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 9:23-31). 9:23-31). In 1 Macc.In 1 Macc. 2:5 he is 2:5 he is the last  the last of the fivof theof the five sthe five sons listedons listed. With the. With the assistanc assistance of his be of his brother Simrother Simon, Jonathon, Jonathan launchean launched a seriesd a d a series oa series of guerillaf guerilla attacks o attacks on the fortn the fortresses of resses of Seleucid tSeleucid troops. Rivroops. Rival claimanal claimants to the ts to tts to the Seleucthe Seleucid throne id throne then attemthen attempted to enpted to enlist his slist his support in upport in their strutheir struggles for ggles for ascendancyascenascendancyascendancy. He was d. He was designated esignated a “friend”a “friend” of the ki of the king and theng and the first Has first Hasmonean to monean to be appointbbe appointbe appointed high pred high priest as weiest as well as genell as general and goral and governor of vernor of the provinthe province by bothce by both Alexander A Alexander Alexander Balas and Balas and Demetrius Demetrius II NicatorII Nicator (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 10:65-66; 10:65-66; 11:26-28).11:26-28). He also w He also was the firawwas the fiwas the first Hasmonrst Hasmonean authorean authorized to reized to recruit and cruit and equip an aequip an army.rmy.rmy.

16. The son of Mattathias who assumed the leadership of the Jewish 
resistance forces in the wake of the reversals they suffered after the death of 
Judas Maccabeus in 160 B.C.E. (1 Macc. 9:23-31). In 1 Macc. 2:5 he is the last of 
the five sons listed. With the assistance of his brother Simon, Jonathan launched 
a series of guerilla attacks on the fortresses of Seleucid troops. Rival claimants to 
the Seleucid throne then attempted to enlist his support in their struggles for 
ascendancy. He was designated a “friend” of the king and the first Hasmonean to 
be appointed high priest as well as general and governor of the province by both 
Alexander Balas and Demetrius II Nicator (1 Macc. 10:65-66; 11:26-28). He also 
was the first Hasmonean authorized to recruit and equip an army.

�Jonathan dJonathan did besiegeid besiege the citad the citadel, the foel, the fortificatiortification which prn which provided houovided housing for asing for asing for a Seleucida Seleucid garrison  garrison in Jerusalin Jerusalem and somem and sometimes alsetimes also sheltereo sheltered Jewish od Jewish opponents opponents of the Hasmfoof the Hasof the Hasmoneans. Tmoneans. Through strhrough strategic shiategic shifts in allfts in allegiance Joegiance Jonathan’s pnathan’s power and power and prestige werepprestige wprestige were enhancere enhanced and theed and the territory territory controlle controlled by him ad by him and Simon hnd Simon his brotheris brotheris brother exbrother extended, latended, largely by frgely by force. Emplorce. Employing deceoying deceit, Tryphoit, Trypho captured  captured Jonathan iJonathan in Ptolemainiin Ptolemain Ptolemais and theis and then killed hn killed him, appareim, apparently in thntly in the winter oe winter of 143/142 f 143/142 (1 Macc. 1(1 Macc. 12:24-13:242:2112:24-13:212:24-13:24). His bo4). His bones were bnes were buried in Muried in Modein, theodein, the ancestral ancestral home of t home of the Hasmonehe Hasmonhe HasmoneansHasmoneans. It was J. It was Jonathan whonathan who laid theo laid the groundwor groundwork to estabk to establish this lish this dynastic fdynastic family as aaffamily as family as a significa significant force ant force in the wanin the waning decadeing decades of the Ss of the Seleucid Emeleucid Empire.pire.pire.

Jonathan did besiege the citadel, the fortification which provided housing for 
a Seleucid garrison in Jerusalem and sometimes also sheltered Jewish opponents 
of the Hasmoneans. Through strategic shifts in allegiance Jonathan’s power and 
prestige were enhanced and the territory controlled by him and Simon his 
brother extended, largely by force. Employing deceit, Trypho captured Jonathan 
in Ptolemais and then killed him, apparently in the winter of 143/142 (1 Macc. 
12:24-13:24). His bones were buried in Modein, the ancestral home of the 
Hasmoneans. It was Jonathan who laid the groundwork to establish this dynastic 



family as a significant force in the waning decades of the Seleucid Empire.

�Josephus iJosephus includes hincludes his first res first reference toference to the Phari the Pharisees, the sees, the Sadducees,Sadducees, and the E and the  and the Essenethe Essenes in the ms in the middle of tiddle of the accounthe account concernin concerning Jonathang Jonathan ( (Ant.Ant. 13.171–73 13.171–73). This fr). Thi). This frequThis frequently has ently has been citedbeen cited as eviden as evidence of theice of their origins r origins by the timby the time of or due of or during Jonatringduduring Jonduring Jonathan’s reathan’s reign. Some ign. Some scholars hscholars have considave considered Jonatered Jonathan to be han to be the Wickedthe Wickedthe Wicked PriWicked Priest mentioest mentioned in Pesned in Pesher Habakkher Habakkuk and Pesuk and Pesher Ps. 37her Ps. 37. While th. While this evidencis evidenis evidence sevidence suggests thuggests the importane importance of the ce of the Hasmonean Hasmonean period forperiod for the growt the growth of Jewish of Jewh of Jewish secJewish sectarianism,tarianism, it is mor it is more difficule difficult to relatt to relate the matee the material specirial specifically tofically to Jonathan. Jonatha Jonathan.Jonathan.Jonathan.

Josephus includes his first reference to the Pharisees, the Sadducees, and 
the Essenes in the middle of the account concerning Jonathan (Ant. 13.171–73). 
This frequently has been cited as evidence of their origins by the time of or 
during Jonathan’s reign. Some scholars have considered Jonathan to be the 
Wicked Priest mentioned in Pesher Habakkuk and Pesher Ps. 37. While this 
evidence suggests the importance of the Hasmonean period for the growth of 
Jewish sectarianism, it is more difficult to relate the material specifically to 
Jonathan.

John KampeJohn Kampennn

John Kampen

�17.17. The son o The son of Absalom f Absalom (1 Macc. 1(1 Macc. 13:11), sen3:11), sent to Joppat to Joppa by Simon  by Simon Maccabeus Maccabeus to defend tto defend to defend and hold tand hold the city.he city.he city.

17. The son of Absalom (1 Macc. 13:11), sent to Joppa by Simon Maccabeus 
to defend and hold the city.

�18.18. A priest  A priest during Nehduring Nehemiah’s tiemiah’s time, who leme, who led the prayd the prayer over ther over the sacrifice sacrifice (2 Macc.e (2e (2 Macc. 1(2 Macc. 1:23).:23).:23).

18. A priest during Nehemiah’s time, who led the prayer over the sacrifice 
(2 Macc. 1:23).

Linda S. SLinda S. Schearingchearing

Linda S. Schearing

JOPPAJOPPA (Heb.  (Heb. yaœp�o®yaœp�o®)))

JOPPA (Heb. yaœp�o® )

A city (alA city (also Jaffa, so Jaffa, Heb. Yafo;Heb. Yafo; 126162) a 126162) adjoining Tdjoining Tel Aviv anel Aviv and built ond built on a promont a promontory juttinory promontpromontorypromontory jutting i jutting into the Mento the Mediterraneaditerranean, with a n, with a natural hanatural harbor belowrbor below protected protected protected protected by severalby several rocky out rocky outcrops. Jopcrops. Joppa is firspa is first mentionet mentioned in a 15td in a 15th-century h-century B.C.E.B.CB.C.E.B.C.E. inscripti inscription of Thuton of Thutmose III (mose III (cf. also tcf. also the Harris he Harris papyrus, cpapyrus, ca. 1300). a. 1300). After the After the Conquest iCConquest iConquest it was allot was allotted to thtted to the tribe ofe tribe of Dan (Josh Dan (Josh. 19:46) a. 19:46) and became nd became an importaan important seaportnimportaimportant important seaport (2seaport (2 Chr. 2:16 Chr. 2:16[MT 15]; E[MT 15]; Ezra 3:7). zra 3:7). In the 5thIn the 5th century t century the Persianhe Persian king gran ki king grantking granted Joppa ted Joppa to the Phoeo the Phoenician kinnician king of Sidong of Sidon. After Al. After Alexander thexander the Great ite Great it was popul w was populawas populated by Greted by Greeks and Greks and Greek-speakieek-speaking Syriansng Syrians. Under th. Under the Hasmoneae Hasmoneans, who sens, whns, who seizedwho seized and Judai and Judaized it ca.zed it ca. 140 (1 Ma 140 (1 Macc. 13:11)cc. 13:11), and into, and into the Roman the Roman period it period it remained  re remained aremained a port of J port of Judea. In tudea. In the early Che early Christian phristian period Jopperiod Joppa was the a was the seat of a seat of a bishop.bishbishop.bishop.bishop.

A city (also Jaffa, Heb. Yafo; 126162) adjoining Tel Aviv and built on a 
promontory jutting into the Mediterranean, with a natural harbor below 
protected by several rocky outcrops. Joppa is first mentioned in a 15th-century 
B.C.E. inscription of Thutmose III (cf. also the Harris papyrus, ca. 1300). After the 
Conquest it was allotted to the tribe of Dan (Josh. 19:46) and became an 
important seaport (2 Chr. 2:16[MT 15]; Ezra 3:7). In the 5th century the Persian 
king granted Joppa to the Phoenician king of Sidon. After Alexander the Great it 
was populated by Greeks and Greek-speaking Syrians. Under the Hasmoneans, 
who seized and Judaized it ca. 140 (1 Macc. 13:11), and into the Roman period it 
remained a port of Judea. In the early Christian period Joppa was the seat of a 
bishop.

�The site wThe site was excavatas excavated in 1945ed in 1945–1950 by t–1950 by the Israel he Israel DepartmentDepartment of Antiqu of Antiquities and itiesAntiquAntiquitieAntiquities and Muses and Museums and inums and in 1954–1974 1954–1974 by Jacob  by Jacob Kaplan on Kaplan on behalf of behalf of the Tel Avthe Tel Athe Tel Aviv—JaffaAviv—Jaffa Museum of Museum of Antiquiti Antiquities. The sies. The site was forte was fortified as tified as early as tearly as the Hyksos he Hyksos period (18perperiod (18period (18th centuryth century). Signifi). Significant findscant finds include a include a Late Bron Late Bronze Age citze Age citadel gate adel gate that had jthat that had jthat had jambs inscrambs inscribed with ibed with the titlesthe titles of Ramese of Rameses II, an Is II, an Iron Age teron Age temple with mple with a small pia sma small pillsmall pillared hall ared hall where a liwhere a lion’s skullon’s skull was found was found, and Pers, and Persian periodian period walls of  walls of typical Phtypicaltypical Phtypical Phoenician coenician constructioonstruction (ashlar n (ashlar pillars wipillars with fieldstth fieldstone fill bone fill between theetween them). A largm). A m). A large asA large ashlar buildhlar building that ming that may have beay have been part ofen part of the Helle the Hellenistic agonistic agora and prira and private housevatepriprivate hoprivate houses of thuses of the 1st and e 1st and 2nd centur2nd centuries ies C.E.C.E. were also were also found. found. found.

The site was excavated in 1945–1950 by the Israel Department of 
Antiquities and Museums and in 1954–1974 by Jacob Kaplan on behalf of the Tel 
Aviv—Jaffa Museum of Antiquities. The site was fortified as early as the Hyksos 
period (18th century). Significant finds include a Late Bronze Age citadel gate 
that had jambs inscribed with the titles of Rameses II, an Iron Age temple with a 
small pillared hall where a lion’s skull was found, and Persian period walls of 
typical Phoenician construction (ashlar pillars with fieldstone fill between them). 
A large ashlar building that may have been part of the Hellenistic agora and 
private houses of the 1st and 2nd centuries C.E. were also found.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. P. DresJ. P. Dressel, “Jaffsel, “Jaffa,” a,” OEANEOEANE 3:206–7;  3:206–7; J. Kaplan,J. Kaplan, “The Arch “The Archaeology anaeoArchArchaeologArchaeology and Histy and History of Telory of Tel Aviv-Jaff Aviv-Jaffa,” a,” BABA 35 (1972) 35 (1972): 66–95; K: 66–95; Kaplan and aplan and H. Ritter-H. RitH. Ritter-KapRitter-Kaplan, “Jafflan, “Jaffa,” a,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 2:655–59. 2:655–59.
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Ritter-Kaplan, “Jaffa,” NEAEHL 2:655–59.
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JORAHJORAH (Heb.  (Heb. yo®ra®yo®ra®) (also HA) (also HARIPH)RIPH)RIPH)

JORAH (Heb. yo®ra®) (also HARIPH)

An IsraeliAn Israelite whose dte whose descendantsescendants returned  returned with Zerubwith Zerubbabel frombabel from captivity captivity (Ezra 2:1 (Ezra 2:18). At Neh82:12:18). At 2:18). At Neh. 7:24 Neh. 7:24 his name ihis name is given ass given as Hariph. Hariph.

An Israelite whose descendants returned with Zerubbabel from captivity (Ezra 
2:18). At Neh. 7:24 his name is given as Hariph.

JORAIJORAI (Heb.  (Heb. yo®rayyo®ray)))

JORAI (Heb. yo®ray)

The head oThe head of a Gaditef a Gadite father’s  father’s house in Bhouse in Bashan; a sashan; a son of Abihon of Abihail (1 Chrail (1 Chr. 5:13).. 5:13).

The head of a Gadite father’s house in Bashan; a son of Abihail (1 Chr. 5:13).

JORAMJORAM (Heb.  (Heb. yo®raœmyo®raœm) (also HA) (also HADORAM)DORAM)DORAM)

JORAM (Heb. yo®raœm) (also HADORAM)

�1.1. The son o The son of King Toif King Toi of Hamath of Hamath, sent by , sent by his fatherhis father to congra to congratulate Davtulate David on his id onid on his vicon his victory over tory over Hadadezer Hadadezer (2 Sam. 8:(2 Sam. 8:10). In th10). In the parallele parallel account h account he is callee is called Hadoram,d Had Hadoram, sHadoram, son of Tou on of Tou (1 Chr. 18(1 Chr. 18:10).:10).:10).

1. The son of King Toi of Hamath, sent by his father to congratulate David 
on his victory over Hadadezer (2 Sam. 8:10). In the parallel account he is called 
Hadoram, son of Tou (1 Chr. 18:10).

�2.2. A contrac A contracted form oted form of the namef the name Jehoram ( Jehoram (1, 2; 1, 2; Heb. Heb. yeïho®raœmyeïho®raœm).).).

2. A contracted form of the name Jehoram (1, 2; Heb. yeïho®raœm).

�3.3. A Levite  A Levite descended descended from Eliezfrom Eliezer the soner the son of Moses  of Moses (1 Chr. 26(1 Chr. 26:25).:25).

3. A Levite descended from Eliezer the son of Moses (1 Chr. 26:25).

JORDANJORDAN (Heb.  (Heb. yardeän;yardeän; Gk.  Gk. IordaéneäsIordaéneäs) RIVER) RIVER) RIVER

JORDAN (Heb. yardeän; Gk. Iordaéneäs) RIVER

The largesThe largest and mostt and most important important river in  river in Palestine,Palestine, mentioned mentioned more than more than any other any other any other riveother river in the Br in the Bible. Its ible. Its waters oriwaters originate in ginate in four riverfour rivers that aris that arise from thse from the watershee watee watershedswatersheds of Mt. He of Mt. Hermon some rmon some 65 km. (4065 km. (40 mi.) NE o mi.) NE of the Sea f the Sea of Galileeof Galilee. Once the. Once th. Once these rivethese rivers merge, rs merge, the coursethe course of the Jo of the Jordan flowsrdan flows into and  into and out of theout of the now dried now dried depressio d depressiondepression once call once called Lake Hued Lake Huleh. Some leh. Some 16 km. (1016 km. (10 mi.) beyo mi.) beyond, it feend, it feeds into thds into the Sea of Geththe Sea ofthe Sea of Galilee.  Galilee. On emptyinOn emptying from theg from the southern  southern end of theend of the Sea of Ga Sea of Galilee, thelilee, the Jordan be Jo Jordan begJordan begins a 320-ins a 320-km. (200-mkm. (200-mi.) circuii.) circuitous journtous journey, tripliey, tripling a 105-kng a 105-km. (65-mi.m. (65-mi.) direct p) dir) direct patdirect path to its fh to its final destiinal destination, thnation, the Dead Seae Dead Sea...

The largest and most important river in Palestine, mentioned more than any 
other river in the Bible. Its waters originate in four rivers that arise from the 
watersheds of Mt. Hermon some 65 km. (40 mi.) NE of the Sea of Galilee. Once 
these rivers merge, the course of the Jordan flows into and out of the now dried 
depression once called Lake Huleh. Some 16 km. (10 mi.) beyond, it feeds into 
the Sea of Galilee. On emptying from the southern end of the Sea of Galilee, the 
Jordan begins a 320-km. (200-mi.) circuitous journey, tripling a 105-km. (65-mi.) 
direct path to its final destination, the Dead Sea.

�After flowAfter flowing from ting from the Sea of he Sea of Galilee, tGalilee, the Jordan’he Jordan’s volume is volume is increases increased by a numd by a nud by a number of number of tributarietributaries. Most nos. Most notable is ttable is the Transjohe Transjordanian Yardanian Yarmuk, a rirmuk, a river not mever not mentioned innmementioned mentioned in the Bibin the Bible but onele but one which alm which almost doubleost doubles the volus the volume of Jordme of Jordan’s wateran’s wateran’s water. Amowater. Among the tring the tributaries tbutaries that are mehat are mentioned inntioned in the Bible the Bible are the J are the Jabbok (Nahabbok (Nahr r(Nah(Nahr (Nahr ez-Zerqa®ez-Zerqa®; Gen. 32:; Gen. 32:22), and t22), and the “watershe “waters of Nimrin of Nimrin” (possibl” (possibly Wadi en-y Wadi en-Numeirah; Nen-en-Numeiraen-Numeirah; Isa. 15h; Isa. 15:6). Since:6). Since less rain less rain per annum per annum falls on  falls on the westerthe western mountainn mountains than on s ts than on ththan on the eastern e eastern ones, the ones, the tributarietributaries are biggs are bigger and morer and more numerouse numerous in Transj in Transjordan.oTransjTransjordaTransjordan.n.n.

After flowing from the Sea of Galilee, the Jordan’s volume is increased by a 
number of tributaries. Most notable is the Transjordanian Yarmuk, a river not 
mentioned in the Bible but one which almost doubles the volume of Jordan’s 
water. Among the tributaries that are mentioned in the Bible are the Jabbok 
(Nahr ez-Zerqa®; Gen. 32:22), and the “waters of Nimrin” (possibly Wadi 
en-Numeirah; Isa. 15:6). Since less rain per annum falls on the western mountains 
than on the eastern ones, the tributaries are bigger and more numerous in 
Transjordan.

�Due to theDue to the winter ra winter rains the trins the tributaries ibutaries are at fulare at full force dul force during the sring the spring. Thipring. This makes thsThiThis makesThis makes the numer the numerous shalloous shallows (the “fws (the “fords”; e.gords”; e.g., Judg. 3., Judg. 3:28; 12:5):28; 12:5) that much that much more impo m more impormore important for ctant for crossing, erossing, especially specially since we ksince we know of no now of no permanent permanent bridge befbridge befbridge before Rombefore Roman times. an times. Since a 19Since a 19th-Dynastyth-Dynasty Egyptian  Egyptian inquired, inquired, “The strea“The stream of Jordam of Jordam of Jordan, hoJordan, how is it crw is it crossed?” (ossed?” (ANET,ANET, 477), the 477), the crossing  crossing of the Jorof the Jordan must hdan must have been aave beenave been a combeen a common, even mon, even internatiointernational, concenal, concern.rn.

Due to the winter rains the tributaries are at full force during the spring. 
This makes the numerous shallows (the “fords”; e.g., Judg. 3:28; 12:5) that much 
more important for crossing, especially since we know of no permanent bridge 
before Roman times. Since a 19th-Dynasty Egyptian inquired, “The stream of 
Jordan, how is it crossed?” (ANET, 477), the crossing of the Jordan must have 
been a common, even international, concern.



Nahr Nahr Ba®niya®sBa®niya®s, easternm, easternmost sourceost source of the Jo of the Jordan Riverrdan River at the ba at the base of Mt. se of Mt. Hermon. ThHerHermon. ThHermon. The cave froe cave from which itm which it originate originates was regas was regarded by thrded by the Greeks ae Greeks as home of s home os home of the godof the god Pan (Phoe Pan (Phoenix Data Snix Data Systems, Neystems, Neal and Joeal and Joel Bierlingl Bierling))

Nahr Ba®niya®s, easternmost source of the Jordan River at the base of Mt. 
Hermon. The cave from which it originates was regarded by the Greeks as home 
of the god Pan (Phoenix Data Systems, Neal and Joel Bierling)

�The appearThe appearance of thance of the Jordan ie Jordan is not whats not what some hymn some hymns might sus might suggest (e.gggest (e.g., “On Jor., “O., “On Jordan“On Jordan’s Stormy ’s Stormy Banks”). SBanks”). South of thouth of the Sea of Ge Sea of Galilee, Rialilee, River Jordanver Jordan ranges fr ranges from 0.6—3 momfrfrom 0.6—3from 0.6—3 m. (2–10  m. (2–10 ft.) deep ft.) deep and averagand averages ca. 30 es ca. 30 m. (100 ftm. (100 ft.) wide. T.) wide. The climatehe climate tends to  t tends to btends to be hot and e hot and dry, with dry, with an averagean average annual ra annual rainfall at infall at Jericho ofJericho of less than less than 10 cm. (4 10 cm 10 cm. (4 in.cm. (4 in.) and temp) and temperatures oeratures over 38°C. ver 38°C. (100°F.) n(100°F.) not unusualot unusual. While it. While its appearans appearance is mildceappearanappearanceappearance is mild,  is mild, the watersthe waters of the Jo of the Jordan are srdan are swift due twift due to its dropo its drop in elevat in elevation averagion aion averaging averaging 1.7 m. per1.7 m. per 1 km. (9  1 km. (9 ft. per mift. per mi.) from th.) from the Sea of Ge Sea of Galilee to alilee to the Dead Sthe Dead Sea.ea.ea.

The appearance of the Jordan is not what some hymns might suggest (e.g., 
“On Jordan’s Stormy Banks”). South of the Sea of Galilee, River Jordan ranges 
from 0.6—3 m. (2–10 ft.) deep and averages ca. 30 m. (100 ft.) wide. The climate 
tends to be hot and dry, with an average annual rainfall at Jericho of less than 10 
cm. (4 in.) and temperatures over 38°C. (100°F.) not unusual. While its 
appearance is mild, the waters of the Jordan are swift due to its drop in elevation 
averaging 1.7 m. per 1 km. (9 ft. per mi.) from the Sea of Galilee to the Dead Sea.

�The JordanThe Jordan Valley is Valley is the resul the result of a tect of a tectonic faultonic fault which prt which produced theoduced the Great Rif Great R Great Rift valleRift valley, stretchy, stretching from Ting from Turkey to Eurkey to East Africaast Africa. The Jord. The Jordan Valley an Valley S of the SS of the Sea of Galiea ofea of Galileeof Galilee is made u is made up of severp of several levels.al levels. The river The river rests in  rests in the the ZoœrZoœr (NRSV “th (NRSV “thickets of icket“th“thickets “thickets of the Jorof the Jordan”; Jer.dan”; Jer. 12:5; 49: 12:5; 49:19), while19), while above it  above it ca. 46 m. ca. 46 m. (150 ft.) (150 ft.) is the is the GhoœrGGhoœrGhoœr. Literall. Literally, the y, the ZoœrZoœr was the “ was the “pride” or pride” or “majesty” “majesty” (Heb. (Heb. gaœ}oœngaœ}oœn) of the J) of th) of the Jordanthe Jordan, a colorf, a colorful descripul description of thtion of the naturalle naturally tangled y tangled greenery agreenery along its blong its banks.anks.anks.

The Jordan Valley is the result of a tectonic fault which produced the Great 
Rift valley, stretching from Turkey to East Africa. The Jordan Valley S of the Sea 
of Galilee is made up of several levels. The river rests in the Zoœr (NRSV 
“thickets of the Jordan”; Jer. 12:5; 49:19), while above it ca. 46 m. (150 ft.) is the 
Ghoœr. Literally, the Zoœr was the “pride” or “majesty” (Heb. gaœ}oœn) of 
the Jordan, a colorful description of the naturally tangled greenery along its banks.

�The etymolThe etymology of theogy of the name Jord name Jordan is dispan is disputed. Manyuted. Many have held have held that it i that it is of Semits of Ses of Semitic orSemitic origin with igin with the root mthe root meaning “toeaning “to go down”  go down” (from Heb.(from Heb.  yaœrad�yaœrad�). Since a). Since a). Since all riversall rivers, by natur, by nature, “go dowe, “go down,” why thn,” why the Jordan Re Jordan River wouldiver would have been have been singled o singled out as the utoout as theout as the “one goin “one going down,” ig down,” is not cleas not clear. If the r. If the name is ofname is of Semitic o Semitic origin, perrigin, perhaps the ehaps perperhaps thperhaps the extreme e extreme and narrowand narrow valley in valley in which the which the Jordan re Jordan rests, and fsts, and from which rom which rom which settwhich settlers on bolers on both of its th of its sides had sides had a vigorousa vigorous journey t journey to “go downo “go down” to its w” to its waters, mayatewwaters, mawaters, may have cony have contributed ttributed to the choio the choice of its ce of its name. Howename. However, the over, the overwhelminverwhelmooverwhelmioverwhelming number ng number of biblicaof biblical referencl references refer tes refer to the Jordo the Jordan with than with the definitee definite article  ar article article (hayyardeä(hayyardeän),n), suggestin suggesting that theg that the word orig word originally mayinally may have been have been a common, a commo a common, nocommon, not proper, t proper, noun. Thusnoun. Thus, “Jordan”, “Jordan” may have  may have been an eabeen an early, widelrly, widely used geny used gey used generic wogeneric word for rivrd for river, thus “er, thus “The River.The River.” In suppo” In support of thisrt of this latter et latter etymology, tymology, the biblicahe bhe biblical wbiblical writers nevriters never refer ter refer to the “Joro the “Jordan River,dan River,” but alwa” but always “the Joys “the Jordan” or “rdan” or “Jordan.” IJord““Jordan.” “Jordan.” In only a In only a few passagfew passages is watees is water even assr even associated wiociated with the Jorth the Jordan (e.g.,dan (e.g., Josh. 3:8 Josh Josh. 3:8;Josh. 3:8; 4:18, 23; 4:18, 23; 5:1), and 5:1), and the chara the character of thcter of the Jordan ie Jordan is seldom ds seldom described (escribed (cf. Deut. cf. Decf. Deut. 4:49Deut. 4:49; Ps. 114:; Ps. 114:3-5).3-5).3-5).

The etymology of the name Jordan is disputed. Many have held that it is of 
Semitic origin with the root meaning “to go down” (from Heb. yaœrad� ). Since 
all rivers, by nature, “go down,” why the Jordan River would have been singled 
out as the “one going down,” is not clear. If the name is of Semitic origin, 
perhaps the extreme and narrow valley in which the Jordan rests, and from 
which settlers on both of its sides had a vigorous journey to “go down” to its 
waters, may have contributed to the choice of its name. However, the 
overwhelming number of biblical references refer to the Jordan with the definite 
article (hayyardeän), suggesting that the word originally may have been a 
common, not proper, noun. Thus, “Jordan” may have been an early, widely used 
generic word for river, thus “The River.” In support of this latter etymology, the 
biblical writers never refer to the “Jordan River,” but always “the Jordan” or 
“Jordan.” In only a few passages is water even associated with the Jordan (e.g., 
Josh. 3:8; 4:18, 23; 5:1), and the character of the Jordan is seldom described (cf. 
Deut. 4:49; Ps. 114:3-5).

�In most caIn most cases the Joses the Jordan Riverrdan River plays the plays the role of b role of boundary maoundary marker. Beforker. Before the Isrre there the Israelthe Israelites posseites possessed the lssed the land, “acroand, “across the Jorss the Jordan” was wdan” was where the Chere the Canaanites anaanites lived (e.glivlived (e.glived (e.g., Deut. 1., Deut. 11:30). Onc1:30). Once Canaan be Canaan became the ecame the homeland ohomeland of the Israf the Israelites, thelites, the Jordan se Je Jordan serJordan served as a bved as a boundary ofoundary of Israel (2 Israel (2 Sam. 17:2 Sam. 17:22; 2 Kgs. 2; 2 Kgs. 10:33). “B10:33). “Beyond” or eyond” or “east” or “ea“east” or “east” or “west” or “west” or “on the ot“on the other side” her side” of the Jorof the Jordan (e.g.,dan (e.g., Gen. 50:1 Gen. 50:10, 11; Num0, 11; Num. 32:19; D. 3. 32:19; Deu32:19; Deut. 1:5; Jot. 1:5; Josh. 12:1; sh. 12:1; 13:8; Judg13:8; Judg. 5:17; 1 . 5:17; 1 Chr. 6:78[Chr. 6:78[MT 63]) isMT 63]) is the most  the most common usecommcommon usecommon use of the Jo of the Jordan Riverrdan River in the OT in the OT (i.e., as (i.e., as a point o a point of referencf reference for the e for the juxtaposedjuxjuxtaposedjuxtaposed positions positions of Cisjor of Cisjordan and Trdan and Transjordan)ansjordan). The Jord. The Jordan serves an serves this same this same purpose inppurpose inpurpose in the NT (e the NT (e.g., Mark .g., Mark 10:1; John10:1; John 1:28; 3:2 1:28; 3:26; 10:40).6; 10:40).

In most cases the Jordan River plays the role of boundary marker. Before 
the Israelites possessed the land, “across the Jordan” was where the Canaanites 
lived (e.g., Deut. 11:30). Once Canaan became the homeland of the Israelites, the 
Jordan served as a boundary of Israel (2 Sam. 17:22; 2 Kgs. 10:33). “Beyond” or 
“east” or “west” or “on the other side” of the Jordan (e.g., Gen. 50:10, 11; Num. 
32:19; Deut. 1:5; Josh. 12:1; 13:8; Judg. 5:17; 1 Chr. 6:78[MT 63]) is the most 
common use of the Jordan River in the OT (i.e., as a point of reference for the 
juxtaposed positions of Cisjordan and Transjordan). The Jordan serves this same 



purpose in the NT (e.g., Mark 10:1; John 1:28; 3:26; 10:40).

�In the bibIn the biblical storlical stories severaies several miraclesl miracles occur in  occur in or near thor near the Jordan. e Jordan. Like the RLike the Red Sea, aseRRed Sea, aRed Sea, as the Isras the Israelites camelites came to claime to claim their lan their land, the watd, the waters of theers of the Jordan dr Jordan dried up (Joied uied up (Josh. up (Josh. 3:15-16). 3:15-16). It was alsIt was also near theo near the Jordan an Jordan and the holyd the holy place of  place of Gilgal thaGilgal that Elijah wt Elijat Elijah wasElijah was taken to  taken to heaven (2 heaven (2 Kgs. 2:6).Kgs. 2:6). By dippin By dipping in the rg in the river seveniver seven times, fo times, following thllowinfofollowing following the instruthe instructions of ctions of Elisha, thElisha, the doubtinge doubting Syrian ge Syrian general Naamneral Naaman was clean was cleansed of lansclecleansed ocleansed of leprosy f leprosy (2 Kgs. 5:(2 Kgs. 5:14). Elish14). Elisha also thra also threw a woodeew a wooden stick onn stick on the Jorda the Jordan, which mn, wn, which madewhich made a lost me a lost metal ax heatal ax head float ond float on its water its waters (2 Kgs. s (2 Kgs. 6:4-6).6:4-6).6:4-6).

In the biblical stories several miracles occur in or near the Jordan. Like the 
Red Sea, as the Israelites came to claim their land, the waters of the Jordan dried 
up (Josh. 3:15-16). It was also near the Jordan and the holy place of Gilgal that 
Elijah was taken to heaven (2 Kgs. 2:6). By dipping in the river seven times, 
following the instructions of Elisha, the doubting Syrian general Naaman was 
cleansed of leprosy (2 Kgs. 5:14). Elisha also threw a wooden stick on the Jordan, 
which made a lost metal ax head float on its waters (2 Kgs. 6:4-6).

�In the NT In the NT the Jordanthe Jordan River is  River is where Johnwhere John, Jesus’ c, Jesus’ cousin, wasousin, was baptizing baptizing (Matt. 3: (Matt. 3 (Matt. 3:5-6; Mar3:5-6; Mark 1:5) andk 1:5) and where Joh where John baptizedn baptized Jesus (Ma Jesus (Matt. 3:13; tt. 3:13; Mark 1:9).Mark 1:9). At what l At what location alocallocation alocation along the Jlong the Jordan thesordan these events oe events occurred isccurred is not known not known, although, although it seems  it seems likely Johliklikely Johlikely John would han would have selecteve selected a shallod a shallow pool neaw pool near a large r a large populationpopulation. One of t. One of the fords nhe tthe fords the fords near Jericnear Jericho, the laho, the largest cityrgest city on the lo on the lower Jordanwer Jordan, would ha, would have provideve provided a large d ad a large poa large population, pulation, the nearesthe nearest locationt location to the pe to the people of Jeople of Jerusalem, arusalem, and would hnd would have made havehhave made have made his preachhis preaching that ming that much more euch more evident to vident to Herod, whoHerod, who had a pal had a palace in Jerace in Jeace in Jericho (MJericho (Mark 6:14-2ark 6:14-29). Althou9). Although John thgh John the Baptist e Baptist was executwas executed at Mached at Machaerus (Josaerus (Josephus e(Jos(Josephus (Josephus Ant.Ant. 18.5.2),  18.5.2), Herod may Herod may well have well have first hearfirst heard of John’d of John’s preachins preaching about “sg about “g about “sin” in h“sin” in his own Jeris own Jericho palacicho palace.e.e.

In the NT the Jordan River is where John, Jesus’ cousin, was baptizing (Matt. 
3:5-6; Mark 1:5) and where John baptized Jesus (Matt. 3:13; Mark 1:9). At what 
location along the Jordan these events occurred is not known, although it seems 
likely John would have selected a shallow pool near a large population. One of 
the fords near Jericho, the largest city on the lower Jordan, would have provided 
a large population, the nearest location to the people of Jerusalem, and would 
have made his preaching that much more evident to Herod, who had a palace in 
Jericho (Mark 6:14-29). Although John the Baptist was executed at Machaerus 
(Josephus Ant. 18.5.2), Herod may well have first heard of John’s preaching about 
“sin” in his own Jericho palace.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. Glueck,N. Glueck,  The River The River Jordan,Jordan, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New York, 1968); J. 1968); J. W. Rogers W.  W. RogersoW. Rogerson, n, Atlas of tAtlas of the Biblehe Bible (New York (New York, 1985)., 1985)., 1985).

Bibliography. N. Glueck, The River Jordan, rev. ed. (New York, 1968); J. 
W. Rogerson, Atlas of the Bible (New York, 1985).

David MerlDavid Merlinging

David Merling

JORIMJORIM (Gk.  (Gk. IoœriímIoœriím)))

JORIM (Gk. Ioœriím)

An ancestoAn ancestor of Jesusr of Jesus; father o; father of Eliezer f Eliezer and son ofand son of Matthat ( Matthat (Luke 3:29)Luke 3:29)..

An ancestor of Jesus; father of Eliezer and son of Matthat (Luke 3:29).

JORKEAMJORKEAM (Heb.  (Heb. yorqeï{aœmyorqeï{aœm)))

JORKEAM (Heb. yorqeï{aœm)

A settlemeA settlement in Judant in Judah mentioneh mentioned in the ld in the list of vilist of villages settlages settled by theled by the house of  house of Caleb (1 CCalebCaleb (1 CCaleb (1 Chr. 2:44).hr. 2:44). Though th Though the context e context of this chof this chapter is aapter is a genealogy genealogy, most com, most commentators mcomcommentatocommentators associars associate the namte the names with a es with a list of tolist of towns in Joswns in Josh. 15. Theh. 15. The LXX reads LXX reads LXX reads Jokdreads Jokdeam and theam and thus ties fuus ties further the rther the ChroniclerChronicler’s passage’s passage to Josh.  to Josh. 15:56. Jor15:56. Jorkeam was mkeaJorJorkeam waJorkeam was most liks most likely locateely located S of Jerd S of Jerusalem, prusalem, probably in obably in the hill cthe hill country aroountry around Hebronundaroaround Hebaround Hebron.ron.ron.

A settlement in Judah mentioned in the list of villages settled by the house of 
Caleb (1 Chr. 2:44). Though the context of this chapter is a genealogy, most 
commentators associate the names with a list of towns in Josh. 15. The LXX 
reads Jokdeam and thus ties further the Chronicler’s passage to Josh. 15:56. 
Jorkeam was most likely located S of Jerusalem, probably in the hill country 
around Hebron.

John S. VaJohn S. Vassarssar

John S. Vassar

JOSECHJOSECH (Gk.  (Gk. IoœseäíchIoœseäích)))

JOSECH (Gk. Ioœseäích)

An ancestoAn ancestor of Jesusr of Jesus listed in listed in Luke’s ge Luke’s genealogy (Lnealogy (Luke 3:26).uke 3:26).

An ancestor of Jesus listed in Luke’s genealogy (Luke 3:26).

JOSEPHJOSEPH (Heb.  (Heb. yo®seäp�, yo®seäp�, yeïho®seäpyeïho®seäp�;�; Gk.  Gk. Ioœseäíph,Ioœseäíph, Ioseäís Ioseäís) (also JO) (also J) (also JOSES)JOSES)JOSES)

JOSEPH (Heb. yo®seäp�, yeïho®seäp�;  Gk. Ioœseäíph, Ioseäís) (also 
JOSES)

�1.1. The 11th  The 11th son of Jacson of Jacob and theob and the older son older son of Rachel of Rachel. Rachel, . Rachel, the wife wthe wife whom Jacob hom wwhom Jacobwhom Jacob loved, wa loved, was barren fs barren for a long or a long time befortime before giving be giving birth to Joirth to Joseph (Gen.seph (Gen. 29:31-30: (Gen.(Gen. 29:3(Gen. 29:31-30:21). 1-30:21). Her words Her words upon givinupon giving birth tog birth to Joseph re Joseph reflect the flect the two possibtwo possible derivatlepossibpossible dpossible derivationserivations of Joseph of Joseph’s name: “’s name: “God has God has taken awaytaken away (from Heb (from Heb. . }sp}sp) my repro) my re) my reproach” reproach” (Gen. 30:2(Gen. 30:23) and “Ma3) and “May the Lordy the Lord  addadd (from  (from yspysp) to me an) to me another son!other son!” (v. 24).” (v. ” (v. 24).(v. 24).(v. 24).

1. The 11th son of Jacob and the older son of Rachel. Rachel, the wife 



whom Jacob loved, was barren for a long time before giving birth to Joseph 
(Gen. 29:31-30:21). Her words upon giving birth to Joseph reflect the two 
possible derivations of Joseph’s name: “God has taken away (from Heb. }sp) my 
reproach” (Gen. 30:23) and “May the Lord add (from ysp) to me another son!” 
(v. 24).

�As the firAs the firstborn of stborn of Rachel andRachel and a “son of a “son of his fathe his father’s old agr’s old age,” Josephe,” Joseph was his f was his father’s faaffather’s ffather’s favorite, aavorite, a fact made fact made clear in  clear in Gen. 37:3:Gen. 37:3: “Now Isra “Now Israel loved Jel loved Joseph moreoseph more than any  tha than any othan any other of hither of his childrens children. . . and . . . and he made hihe made him a long rm a long robe with sobe with sleeves.” Tleeves.” This robe his rhis robe robe (keït�oœne(keït�oœnet� passiîmt� passiîm)) is the tr is the traditional aditional “coat of m“coat of many colorsany colors,” althoug,” although the Hebrh althougalthough talthough the Hebrew he Hebrew actually ractually refers simpefers simply to a slly to a sleeved tunieeved tunic or robe c or robe reaching treaching to the wriso to the wriststhe wrists and ankle and ankles (in 2 Sas (in 2 Sam. 13:18 im. 13:18 it is the ct is the clothing oflothing of a princes a princess). The sis). The significancegnificansisignificansignificance of the ce of the special rospecial robe is thatbe is that it set Jo it set Joseph apartseph apart from his  from his brothers abrothers and triggernd trignd triggered triggered hatred andhatred and jealousy  jealousy in them (Gin them (Gen. 37:4).en. 37:4). To make m To make matters woratters worse, Josephse, Josephse, Joseph broJoseph brought back ught back to his fatto his father a bad her a bad report of report of his brothehis brothers (Gen. 3rs (Gen. 37:2), then7:2), then related t re related twrelated two dreams io dreams in which hin which his brotherss brothers, as well , as well as his paras his parents, boweents, bowed down to d down to him (vv. 5hhim (vv. 5him (vv. 5–7, 9).–7, 9).–7, 9).

As the firstborn of Rachel and a “son of his father’s old age,” Joseph was his 
father’s favorite, a fact made clear in Gen. 37:3: “Now Israel loved Joseph more 
than any other of his children. . . and he made him a long robe with sleeves.” This 
robe (keït�oœnet� passiîm)  is the traditional “coat of many colors,” 
although the Hebrew actually refers simply to a sleeved tunic or robe reaching to 
the wrists and ankles (in 2 Sam. 13:18 it is the clothing of a princess). The 
significance of the special robe is that it set Joseph apart from his brothers and 
triggered hatred and jealousy in them (Gen. 37:4). To make matters worse, 
Joseph brought back to his father a bad report of his brothers (Gen. 37:2), then 
related two dreams in which his brothers, as well as his parents, bowed down to 
him (vv. 5–7, 9).

�Joseph’s bJoseph’s brothers firothers first conspirst conspired to kilred to kill him, thel him, then to sell n to sell him into shim into slavery. Thlavery. The latter se ThThe latterThe latter suggestio suggestion was maden was made by Reuben by Reuben who hoped who hoped to rescue to rescue Joseph an Joseph and bring hid bringd bring him bring him back to hiback to his father (s father (Gen. 37:22Gen. 37:22). Joseph’). Joseph’s coat wass coat was stripped  stripped from him, from him, and used aandand used aand used as evidences evidence of his de of his death (Gen. ath (Gen. 37:23, 31-37:23, 31-33). Josep33). Joseph himself h himself was sold twas sold to slave tro so slave tradslave traders (Gen. ers (Gen. 37: 25-28)37: 25-28), either I, either Ishmaelitesshmaelites or Midian or Midianites (therites (there are probe are probably two tablyprobprobably tprobably two traditiwo traditions preserons preserved here) ved here) who took hwho took him off to im off to Egypt and Egypt and sold him tsold him tsold him to Potiphato Potiphar, an offir, an officer of thecer of the pharaoh. pharaoh. pharaoh.

Joseph’s brothers first conspired to kill him, then to sell him into slavery. 
The latter suggestion was made by Reuben who hoped to rescue Joseph and 
bring him back to his father (Gen. 37:22). Joseph’s coat was stripped from him, 
and used as evidence of his death (Gen. 37:23, 31-33). Joseph himself was sold to 
slave traders (Gen. 37: 25-28), either Ishmaelites or Midianites (there are 
probably two traditions preserved here) who took him off to Egypt and sold him 
to Potiphar, an officer of the pharaoh.

�Although JAlthough Joseph was oseph was now a slavnow a slave in a stre in a strange land,ange land, the narra the narrative makestive makes it clear  it clea it clear throclear throughout thaughout that “the Lort “the Lord was withd was with Joseph,”  Joseph,” and therefand therefore everytore everything Josephing Joseph did was hJosepJoseph didJoseph did was succe was successful, desssful, despite many pite many setbacks tsetbacks that resulthat resulted from thed from the actions e actions of those iofof those iof those in power. Jn power. Joseph prososeph prospered in Ppered in Potiphar’s otiphar’s service, aservice, and soon wand soon was overseers overseer of everyt overseeroverseer ooverseer of everythif everything that beng that belonged to longed to Potiphar (Potiphar (Gen. 39:4)Gen. 39:4). But Jose. But Joseph’s fortuph’s fortunes soon fnefortufortunes sfortunes soon fell aoon fell again. Potigain. Potiphar’s wifphar’s wife desired e desired Joseph. JoJoseph. Joseph refusseph refused her adved her advances, butanceadvadvances, advances, but left bbut left behind a gaehind a garment thatrment that was later was later used as e used as evidence agvidence against him ainst him (Gen. 39:1(Ge(Gen. 39:1(Gen. 39:12-16). Onc2-16). Once again, Je again, Joseph was oseph was cast out, cast out, this time this time into prisointo prison, into a n, into a state lowestatestate lowestate lower still thr still than slaveryan slavery. Once aga. Once again, howevein, however, God wasr, God was with Jose with Joseph (Gen. 3ph (Gen. 39:22-23).9:339:22-23).39:22-23).

Although Joseph was now a slave in a strange land, the narrative makes it 
clear throughout that “the Lord was with Joseph,” and therefore everything 
Joseph did was successful, despite many setbacks that resulted from the actions 
of those in power. Joseph prospered in Potiphar’s service, and soon was 
overseer of everything that belonged to Potiphar (Gen. 39:4). But Joseph’s 
fortunes soon fell again. Potiphar’s wife desired Joseph. Joseph refused her 
advances, but left behind a garment that was later used as evidence against him 
(Gen. 39:12-16). Once again, Joseph was cast out, this time into prison, into a 
state lower still than slavery. Once again, however, God was with Joseph (Gen. 
39:22-23).

�An opportuAn opportunity for rnity for release camelease came when Jose when Joseph was abeph was able to intele to interpret the rpret the dreams of dreamdreams of dreams of two of Phatwo of Pharaoh’s offraoh’s officers, theicers, the chief bak chief baker and theer and the chief cup chief cupbearer (Gebearer (Gen. 40), bun.(Ge(Gen. 40),(Gen. 40), but Josep but Joseph languishh languished for twoed for two more year more years (41:1).s (41:1).s (41:1).

An opportunity for release came when Joseph was able to interpret the 
dreams of two of Pharaoh’s officers, the chief baker and the chief cupbearer 
(Gen. 40), but Joseph languished for two more years (41:1).

�Joseph’s rJoseph’s release finelease finally came ally came when his awhen his ability to bility to interpret interpret dreams wasdreams was brought t brought brought tobrought to the atten the attention of thtion of the pharaoh,e pharaoh, whose own whose own magicians magicians and wise  and wise men had famen had fmen had failed in failed in that regarthat regard. Joseph d. Joseph not only fnot only foretold seoretold seven plentiven plentiful years ful years to be follto be followed by seowed bowed by seven yby seven years of faears of famine, but mine, but also advisalso advised Pharaohed Pharaoh to prepar to prepare for the e for the coming leacoming leanness by gnnlealeanness bleanness by gatheriny gathering the surpg the surplus of thelus of the good year good years (Gen. 41s (Gen. 41:14-36). A:14-36). As a rewards a reward, Pharaoh , P, Pharaoh sePharaoh set Joseph “t Joseph “over all tover all the land ofhe land of Egypt,” r Egypt,” responsibleesponsible for organ for organizing the izing the collectioncollecollectioncollection and stora and storage of graige of grain against n against the comingthe coming famine (G famine (Gen. 41:37-en. 41:37-44). Phara44). Pharaoh bestoweohPharaPharaoh bePharaoh bestowed on stowed on Joseph theJoseph the name Zeph name Zephenathpaneaenathpaneah (“God sph (“God speaks and heaks and he lives”),e livee lives”), alives”), and gave hind gave him Asenath,m Asenath, the daugh the daughter of Potter of Potiphera priiphera priest of On,est of On, as a wife as a wife (Gen. 41: (Ge (Gen. 41:4(Gen. 41:45). Two so5). Two sons, Manassns, Manasseh and Epheh and Ephraim, wereraim, were born to t born to them beforehem before the famin the fam the famine (Gefamine (Gen. 41:50-5n. 41:50-52).2).2).

Joseph’s release finally came when his ability to interpret dreams was 
brought to the attention of the pharaoh, whose own magicians and wise men had 
failed in that regard. Joseph not only foretold seven plentiful years to be followed 
by seven years of famine, but also advised Pharaoh to prepare for the coming 



leanness by gathering the surplus of the good years (Gen. 41:14-36). As a reward, 
Pharaoh set Joseph “over all the land of Egypt,” responsible for organizing the 
collection and storage of grain against the coming famine (Gen. 41:37-44). 
Pharaoh bestowed on Joseph the name Zephenathpaneah (“God speaks and he 
lives”), and gave him Asenath, the daughter of Potiphera priest of On, as a wife 
(Gen. 41:45). Two sons, Manasseh and Ephraim, were born to them before the 
famine (Gen. 41:50-52).

�The famineThe famine provided  provided the occasithe occasion for theon for the reunion o reunion of Joseph wf Joseph with the brith the brothers whootherbrbrothers wbrothers who had solho had sold him intod him into slavery.  slavery. Jacob, havJacob, having heard ing heard that therethat there was grain was grain in Egypt, in in Egypt, in Egypt, sent his 1sent his 10 older so0 older sons. It is ns. It is Joseph theJoseph they had to ay had to approach topproach to buy the g buy the grain, bowirain,ggrain, bowgrain, bowing beforeing before him in fu him in fulfillment lfillment of Joseph’of Joseph’s dream (Gs dream (Gen. 42:6-9en. 42:6-9). Althoug). Although he recogh hh he recognihe recognized his brzed his brothers, Joothers, Joseph did nseph did not reveal ot reveal himself imhimself immediately,mediately, but inste but instead accusedad aad accused hiaccused his brotherss brothers of being  of being spies (Genspies (Gen. 42:9). H. 42:9). He demandede demanded that they that they bring the bring their youngesirthetheir yountheir youngest brothgest brother as evider as evidence of thence of their innoceeir innocence, and rnce, and required thequired that they leat they leave Simeonaveleleave Simeleave Simeon as hoston as hostage (Gen. age (Gen. 42:20, 24)42:20, 24). Jacob at. Jacob at first ref first refused to leused to let Benjamint Benjamin go along, go  go along, go along, but finallbut finally agreed wy agreed when the nehen the need for mored for more grain bee grain became acutecame acute. When the. When the. When the brothethe brothers returners returned with Bend with Benjamin, Josjamin, Joseph questieph questioned them oned them concerningconcerning their wel their we their welfare anwelfare and that of d that of their faththeir father (Gen. 4er (Gen. 42:16-34). 2:16-34). At their dAt their departure Jeparture Joseph ordeoseph ordered their redordeordered thordered their sacks eir sacks filled witfilled with food andh food and the money the money they had  they had paid for tpaid for the grain (he grain (Gen. 44:1)Ge((Gen. 44:1(Gen. 44:1). In addi). In addition, he otion, he ordered hisrdered his own silve own silver cup to br cup to be placed ie placed in the sackn the sack of the yo of t of the youngethe youngest, Benjamst, Benjamin (Gen. 4in (Gen. 44:2), and 4:2), and used that used that as a preteas a pretext for brixt for bringing the nging the brothers bbrobrothers bbrothers back to Egyack to Egypt, declarpt, declaring that wing that whoever hadhoever had the cup w the cup would be hiould be his slave (vs slave (v. 10). Jud. 1. 10). Judah10). Judah, out of c, out of compassion ompassion for his fafor his father Jacobther Jacob, offered , offered himself inhimself in place of  place of Benjamin (BenjamBenjamin (Benjamin (Gen. 44:33Gen. 44:33-34), at w-34), at which pointhich point Joseph fi Joseph finally revenally revealed himsealed himself and reclf and reconciled hionrecreconciledreconciled himself t himself to his broto his brothers. Jacohers. Jacob and his b and his entire houentire household wersehold were then give then given a home en givgiven a hogiven a home in the me in the land of Goland of Goshen (Gen.shen (Gen. 46:28), a 46:28), and Jacob and Jacob and Joseph nd Joseph were at lawere at last reunitestlalast reunilast reunited (46:29ted (46:29–30).–30).–30).

The famine provided the occasion for the reunion of Joseph with the 
brothers who had sold him into slavery. Jacob, having heard that there was grain 
in Egypt, sent his 10 older sons. It is Joseph they had to approach to buy the 
grain, bowing before him in fulfillment of Joseph’s dream (Gen. 42:6-9). Although 
he recognized his brothers, Joseph did not reveal himself immediately, but instead 
accused his brothers of being spies (Gen. 42:9). He demanded that they bring 
their youngest brother as evidence of their innocence, and required that they 
leave Simeon as hostage (Gen. 42:20, 24). Jacob at first refused to let Benjamin 
go along, but finally agreed when the need for more grain became acute. When 
the brothers returned with Benjamin, Joseph questioned them concerning their 
welfare and that of their father (Gen. 42:16-34). At their departure Joseph 
ordered their sacks filled with food and the money they had paid for the grain 
(Gen. 44:1). In addition, he ordered his own silver cup to be placed in the sack of 
the youngest, Benjamin (Gen. 44:2), and used that as a pretext for bringing the 
brothers back to Egypt, declaring that whoever had the cup would be his slave (v. 
10). Judah, out of compassion for his father Jacob, offered himself in place of 
Benjamin (Gen. 44:33-34), at which point Joseph finally revealed himself and 
reconciled himself to his brothers. Jacob and his entire household were then 
given a home in the land of Goshen (Gen. 46:28), and Jacob and Joseph were at 
last reunited (46:29–30).

�Upon JacobUpon Jacob’s (Israel’s (Israel’s) death,’s) death, Joseph ma Joseph made one morde one more journey e journey to Canaan to Canaan to bury hito buto bury his fbury his father. Josather. Joseph again eph again forgave hiforgave his brotherss brothers and promi and promised to prosed to provide for tvide for them. He lihemtthem. He lthem. He lived the rived the rest of hisest of his life in E life in Egypt. Befogypt. Before he diedre he died at age 11 at age 110, he requ0, he requested thatestedrequrequested requested that his bthat his bones be taones be taken back tken back to Canaan wo Canaan when the tihen the time came fome came for God to tr God tor God to take thto take the Israelite Israelites up fromes up from the land  the land of Egypt.of Egypt.of Egypt.

Upon Jacob’s (Israel’s) death, Joseph made one more journey to Canaan to 
bury his father. Joseph again forgave his brothers and promised to provide for 
them. He lived the rest of his life in Egypt. Before he died at age 110, he 
requested that his bones be taken back to Canaan when the time came for God 
to take the Israelites up from the land of Egypt.

�Joseph’s dJoseph’s descendantsescendants, the trib, the tribes of Ephres of Ephraim and Maaim and Manasseh, wenasseh, were among tre among those who whosetthose who those who went out owent out of Egypt inf Egypt in the Exodu the Exodus as part s as part of the peoof the people of Isrple of Israel. Afterael. After the Conqu th the Conquethe Conquest Ephraimst Ephraim was assig was assigned an arened an area west of a west of the Jordanthe Jordan, between , between Manasseh oManassehManasseh oManasseh on the nortn the north and Benjh and Benjamin on thamin on the south. He south. Half of thealf of the tribe of  tribe of Manasseh sManasseh sManasseh settled onsettled on the east  the east side of thside of the Jordan ie Jordan in the arean the area of Gilead of Gilead, while th, while the other hae other half was asslf waslf was assignwas assigned land weed land west of the st of the Jordan norJordan north of Ephrth of Ephraim and soaim and south of theuth of the Sea of Ch Sea of Chinnereth (iChChinnerethChinnereth (Galilee) (Galilee)...

Joseph’s descendants, the tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh, were among 
those who went out of Egypt in the Exodus as part of the people of Israel. After 
the Conquest Ephraim was assigned an area west of the Jordan, between 
Manasseh on the north and Benjamin on the south. Half of the tribe of Manasseh 
settled on the east side of the Jordan in the area of Gilead, while the other half 
was assigned land west of the Jordan north of Ephraim and south of the Sea of 
Chinnereth (Galilee).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. von RadG. von Rad, , Genesis,Genesis, rev. ed.  rev. ed. OTL (PhilaOTL (Philadelphia, 1delphia, 1972); N. M972); N. M. Sarna, . MM. Sarna, M. Sarna, Genesis.Genesis. JPS Torah JPS Torah Commentar Commentary (Philadey (Philadelphia, 198lphia, 1989); R. de 9); R. de Vaux, Vaux, Ancient IsAncient Ancient IsAncient Israelrael (1961, re (1961, repr. Grand pr. Grand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1997); G. We97); G. Wenham, nham, Genesis 16Genesis 16-50.-50. WBC 2 (Da WBC 2 WBC 2 (Dallas,2 (Dallas, 1994); C. 1994); C. Westerman Westermann, n, Genesis 12Genesis 12-36-36 (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1985)lis, 1985)...

Bibliography. G. von Rad, Genesis, rev. ed. OTL (Philadelphia, 1972); N. 



M. Sarna, Genesis. JPS Torah Commentary (Philadelphia, 1989); R. de Vaux, 
Ancient Israel (1961, repr. Grand Rapids, 1997); G. Wenham, Genesis 16-50. WBC 
2 (Dallas, 1994); C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36 (Minneapolis, 1985).

Marilyn J.Marilyn J. Lundberg Lundberg Lundberg

Marilyn J. Lundberg

�2.2. The fathe The father of Igal r of Igal of the triof the tribe of Issabe of Issachar, one char, one of the 12 of the 12 whom Moseswhom Moses selected  selec selected tselected to spy out o spy out the land othe land of Canaan (f Canaan (Num. 13:7)Num. 13:7)...

2. The father of Igal of the tribe of Issachar, one of the 12 whom Moses 
selected to spy out the land of Canaan (Num. 13:7).

�3.3. A member  A member of the levof the levitical guiitical guild of Asapld of Asaph (“the soh (“the sons of Asapns of Asaph”) who prh”) who prophesied aopheprprophesiedprophesied accompani accompanied by musied by music under thc under the directioe direction of Asaphn of Asaph and the k and the king (1 Chring (1 Ching (1 Chr. 25:2,Chr. 25:2, 9). 9). 9).

3. A member of the levitical guild of Asaph (“the sons of Asaph”) who 
prophesied accompanied by music under the direction of Asaph and the king (1 
Chr. 25:2, 9).

�4.4. A descend A descendant of Binant of Binnui who wanui who was forced ts forced to divorce o divorce his non-Ishis non-Israelite wiraelite wife as a refe asfe as a resulas a result of the rt of the religious religious reforms of eforms of Ezra (EzraEzra (Ezra 10:42; cf 10:42; cf. 1 Esdr. . 1 Esdr. 9:34).9:34).9:34).

4. A descendant of Binnui who was forced to divorce his non-Israelite wife 
as a result of the religious reforms of Ezra (Ezra 10:42; cf. 1 Esdr. 9:34).

�5.5. A head of A head of the pries the priestly house tly house descended descended from Shebafrom Shebaniah who wniah who was a conteas a contemporary ofmcontecontemporacontemporary of Joiary of Joiakim the hikim the high priest gh priest (Neh. 12:1(Neh. 12:14).4).4).

5. A head of the priestly house descended from Shebaniah who was a 
contemporary of Joiakim the high priest (Neh. 12:14).

�6.6. The son o The son of Oziel, af Oziel, an ancestorn ancestor of Judith of Judith (Jdt. 8:1 (Jdt. 8:1).).).

6. The son of Oziel, an ancestor of Judith (Jdt. 8:1).

�7.7. A son of  A son of Zechariah Zechariah who with Awho with Azariah helzariah held militaryd military command i command in Judah unn Judah under Judas deununder Judaunder Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus. Throughs. Through an act of an act of insubordi insubordination andnation and in an eff in an effort to gaiort to gain renown an gaigain renowgain renown and persn and personal gloryonal glory, both com, both commanders atmanders attacked Jamtacked Jamnia (ca. 1nia (ca. 163 63 B.C.B.C.) but thei) b) but their but their forces werforces were routed (e routed (1 Macc. 5:1 Macc. 5:18, 55-62)18, 55-62)...

7. A son of Zechariah who with Azariah held military command in Judah 
under Judas Maccabeus. Through an act of insubordination and in an effort to 
gain renown and personal glory, both commanders attacked Jamnia (ca. 163 B.C.) 
but their forces were routed (1 Macc. 5:18, 55-62).

�8.8. According According to 2 Macc to 2 Macc. 8:22 one. 8:22 one of the br of the brothers of others of Judas MaccJudas Maccabeus (cf.abeus (cf. 10:19). J 10:1 10:19). Jo10:19). Joseph is noseph is not named amt named among the soong the sons of Mattns of Mattathias at athias at 1 Macc. 2:1 Macc. 2:1-5. It ma1-5. It may be that y by be that Jobe that Joseph is siseph is simply a varmply a variant for tiant for the expectehe expected John in d John in these textthese texts (cf. 1 Ms (cf. 1 Macc. 9:36)acc. 9acc. 9:36).9:36).9:36).

8. According to 2 Macc. 8:22 one of the brothers of Judas Maccabeus (cf. 
10:19). Joseph is not named among the sons of Mattathias at 1 Macc. 2:1-5. It may 
be that Joseph is simply a variant for the expected John in these texts (cf. 1 Macc. 
9:36).

John D. FoJohn D. Fortnerrtnerrtner

John D. Fortner

�9.9. The husba The husband of Marynd of Mary, the moth, the mother of Jesuer of Jesus. The Infs. The Infancy narraancy narratives in Mtives in Matt. 1-2; att. 1att. 1-2; Luke 1-2; Luke 1-2 provid1-2 provide most of e most of the informthe information abouation about this Jost this Joseph. In theph. In the Mattheane Matthean version,  v version, Jversion, Joseph is aoseph is an importann important charactet character who leadr who leads the stors the story developmy development. Beingent. Being “righteou BeingBeing “rigBeing “righteous,” hhteous,” he plans toe plans to dismiss h dismiss his fiancéeis fiancée Mary quie Mary quietly, when tly, when she has beshe has been found pen fen found pregfound pregnant (Mattnant (Matt. 1:18-19). 1:18-19). However,. However, following following the guida the guidance of thence of the angels, J angels, Joseph acceoseJJoseph accJoseph accepts Mary,epts Mary, who he ha who he has learned s learned is pregnanis pregnant through t through the Holy Sthe Holy Spirit, andpirit, and protects  p protects tprotects the baby frhe baby from Herod’som Herod’s evil plot evil plot by fleein by fleeing with Marg with Mary and Jesuy and Jesus from Bets from Bethlehem to hlBetBethlehem Bethlehem to Egypt, to Egypt, later settlater settling in Naling in Nazareth aftzareth after Herod’ser Herod’s death. Ma death. Matthew provtthew provides Jesusidprovprovides Jprovides Jesus’ geneesus’ genealogy in talogy in the line ofhe line of Joseph, i Joseph, in which thn which the name of e name of Joseph’s fJoseph’s father is matherffather is father is mentioned mentioned as a certaas a certain Jacob, in Jacob, descendantdescendant of King D of King David (Mattavid (Matt. 1:1-17).. 1:1-17).

9. The husband of Mary, the mother of Jesus. The Infancy narratives in Matt. 
1-2; Luke 1-2 provide most of the information about this Joseph. In the Matthean 
version, Joseph is an important character who leads the story development. 
Being “righteous,” he plans to dismiss his fiancée Mary quietly, when she has been 
found pregnant (Matt. 1:18-19). However, following the guidance of the angels, 
Joseph accepts Mary, who he has learned is pregnant through the Holy Spirit, and 
protects the baby from Herod’s evil plot by fleeing with Mary and Jesus from 
Bethlehem to Egypt, later settling in Nazareth after Herod’s death. Matthew 
provides Jesus’ genealogy in the line of Joseph, in which the name of Joseph’s 
father is mentioned as a certain Jacob, descendant of King David (Matt. 1:1-17).

�In the LucIn the Lucan versionan version of the In of the Infancy narrfancy narrative, in ative, in which Marywhich Mary leads the leads the story dev story de story developmendevelopment, the port, the portrayal of trayal of Joseph is Joseph is somewhat dsomewhat different. ifferent. Except forExcept for a brief d a brief designationesiddesignatiodesignation as Mary’n as Mary’s fiancé (s fiancé (Luke 1:27)Luke 1:27), Joseph d, Joseph does not apoes not appear on thpear on the scene une scene until the titilununtil the until the time of Jetime of Jesus’ birthsus’ birth. It is no. It is not Joseph, t Joseph, therefore,therefore, but Mary  but Mary who receivwho receives the anges thees the angel’the angel’s announces announcement concement concerning the rning the baby’s conbaby’s conception thception through the rough the Holy SpiriHoly SpirHoly Spirit (LuSpirit (Luke 1:26-38ke 1:26-38). In Luke). In Luke, Joseph’s, Joseph’s home is n home is not Bethlehot Bethlehem but Nazem but Nazareth. Josareth. Joseph and MaepJosJoseph andJoseph and Mary only Mary only visit Bet visit Bethlehem frohlehem from Nazarethm Nazareth in order  in order to be regito be registered, anstered, and Mary givdanand Mary gand Mary gives birthives birth to Jesus  to Jesus during theduring the visit (Lu visit (Luke 2:4-7).ke 2:4-7). Luke port Luke portrays Joseprays Joseph mainly ah mah mainly as mainly as a faithfula faithful observer  observer of the torof the torah. He cirah. He circumcises tcumcises the baby afhe baby after eight ter eight days (Lukedays days (Lukedays (Luke 2:21), de 2:21), dedicates thdicates the baby ande baby and offers a  offers a sacrifice sacrifice for Mary’sfor Mary’s purificat purification (vv. 2ion (vion (vv. 21–24(vv. 21–24), and mak), and makes annual es annual pilgrimagepilgrimages to Jeruss to Jerusalem for talem for the Passovehe Passover (v. 41).r (v. 41). With rega W With regarWith regard to the gd to the genealogy oenealogy of Jesus (Lf Jesus (Luke 3:23-3uke 3:23-38), althou8), although as in Mgh as in Matthew Josatthew Joseph is a deJosJoseph is Joseph is a descendaa descendant of Kingnt of King David, Lu David, Luke presentke presents him as ss him as son of Helion of Heli (v. 23),  (v. 23), not Jacob notnot Jacob not Jacob (Matt. 1:1(Matt. 1:16).6).6).

In the Lucan version of the Infancy narrative, in which Mary leads the story 
development, the portrayal of Joseph is somewhat different. Except for a brief 
designation as Mary’s fiancé (Luke 1:27), Joseph does not appear on the scene 
until the time of Jesus’ birth. It is not Joseph, therefore, but Mary who receives 
the angel’s announcement concerning the baby’s conception through the Holy 
Spirit (Luke 1:26-38). In Luke, Joseph’s home is not Bethlehem but Nazareth. 
Joseph and Mary only visit Bethlehem from Nazareth in order to be registered, 



and Mary gives birth to Jesus during the visit (Luke 2:4-7). Luke portrays Joseph 
mainly as a faithful observer of the torah. He circumcises the baby after eight 
days (Luke 2:21), dedicates the baby and offers a sacrifice for Mary’s purification 
(vv. 21–24), and makes annual pilgrimages to Jerusalem for the Passover (v. 41). 
With regard to the genealogy of Jesus (Luke 3:23-38), although as in Matthew 
Joseph is a descendant of King David, Luke presents him as son of Heli (v. 23), 
not Jacob (Matt. 1:16).

�Except forExcept for some mino some minor referencr references, this Jes, this Joseph composeph completely disletely disappears frappears from the resom thom the rest othe rest of the NT af the NT account. Jeccount. Jesus is dessus is designated byignated by Jesus’ co Jesus’ compatriots mpatriots three timethree times explicits es explicitlyexplicitly as the “s as the “son of Joseon of Joseph” (Luke ph” (Luke 4:22; John4:22; John 1:45; 6:4 1:45; 6:42) and onc2) and once implicite implicitly (“the cly (“tly (“the carp(“the carpenter’s soenter’s son” in Mattn” in Matt. 13:55). . 13:55). Mark neverMark never mentions  mentions the fatherthe father of Jesus; of Jesus; instead,  ins instead, Jinstead, Jesus is caesus is called “the lled “the carpenter,carpenter, the son o the son of Mary” (Mf Mary” (Mark 6:3). ark 6:3). These consThese considerationsiderconsconsideratconsiderations have ions have contributecontributed at leastd at least partly to partly to the later the later Christian Christian tradition tradition that Jose that that Josepthat Joseph had diedh had died sometime  sometime after Jesuafter Jesus became 1s became 12 years ol2 years old (Luke 2:d (Luke 2:41-50) but41-50) but41-50) but beforebut before Jesus beg Jesus began his puban his public ministlic ministry. In facry. In fact, the Prot, the Protevangeliutevangelium of Jamesm of James, an apocr, an a, an apocryphalapocryphal gospel wr gospel written probitten probably in thably in the 2nd cente 2nd century, preseury, presents Josephnts Joseph as alread as already an old my alreadalready analready an old man w old man with childrith children from a en from a previous mprevious marriage wharriage when he tooken he took Mary as w Mary as w Mary as wife.wife.wife.

Except for some minor references, this Joseph completely disappears from 
the rest of the NT account. Jesus is designated by Jesus’ compatriots three times 
explicitly as the “son of Joseph” (Luke 4:22; John 1:45; 6:42) and once implicitly 
(“the carpenter’s son” in Matt. 13:55). Mark never mentions the father of Jesus; 
instead, Jesus is called “the carpenter, the son of Mary” (Mark 6:3). These 
considerations have contributed at least partly to the later Christian tradition 
that Joseph had died sometime after Jesus became 12 years old (Luke 2:41-50) 
but before Jesus began his public ministry. In fact, the Protevangelium of James, an 
apocryphal gospel written probably in the 2nd century, presents Joseph as 
already an old man with children from a previous marriage when he took Mary as 
wife.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. BrowR. E. Brown, n, The Birth The Birth of the Mesof the Messiah,siah, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New York, 1993). 199 1993).1993).1993).

Bibliography. R. E. Brown, The Birth of the Messiah, rev. ed. (New York, 
1993).

Seung Ai YSeung Ai Yangangang

Seung Ai Yang

�10.10. A brother A brother of Jesus  of Jesus along withalong with James, Si James, Simon, and Jmon, and Judas (Mattudas (Matt. 13:55; c. 13:55; called Josealledccalled Joscalled Joses at Markes at Mark 6:3). 6:3). 6:3).

10. A brother of Jesus along with James, Simon, and Judas (Matt. 13:55; 
called Joses at Mark 6:3).

�11.11. A brother A brother of James  of James (“the youn(“the younger”) and ger”) and son of Marson of Mary, a womany, a woman who witne who witn who witnessed witnessed the crucifthe crucifixion and ixion and burial of burial of Jesus (MatJesus (Matt. 27:56; t. 27:56; called Joscalled Joses at Markes at Mark 15:40, 47 15:4 15:40, 47)15:40, 47)...

11. A brother of James (“the younger”) and son of Mary, a woman who 
witnessed the crucifixion and burial of Jesus (Matt. 27:56; called Joses at Mark 
15:40, 47).

�12.12. A man fro A man from Arimathem Arimathea, a smalla, a small village i village in the Juden the Judean hill coan hill country, whountry, who asked Pil aske asked Pilaasked Pilate for andte for and received  received the body othe body of Jesus fof Jesus for burial. r burial. He is descHe is described as aribed as a member of mem member of member of the councithe council (Mark 15l (Mark 15:43), prob:43), probably the Sably the Sanhedrin. anhedrin. Clearly a Clearly a person of person of high statuhhigh statuhigh status and probs and probably rich ably rich (Matt. 27:(Matt. 27:57), he wr57), he wrapped the apped the body of Jebody of Jesus in linsus in linen cloth aen cen cloth and cloth and buried it buried it in his unuin his unused, rock-sed, rock-hewn tomb hewn tomb in Jerusalin Jerusalem.em.em.

12. A man from Arimathea, a small village in the Judean hill country, who 
asked Pilate for and received the body of Jesus for burial. He is described as a 
member of the council (Mark 15:43), probably the Sanhedrin. Clearly a person of 
high status and probably rich (Matt. 27:57), he wrapped the body of Jesus in linen 
cloth and buried it in his unused, rock-hewn tomb in Jerusalem.

�It is possIt is possible that ible that Joseph wasJoseph was motivated motivated to bury J to bury Jesus to fuesus to fulfill the lfill the Jewish lawJewish law that requ t that requithat required the bured the burial of exrial of executed criecuted criminals on minals on the day ofthe day of their dea their death (Deut. th (Deut. 21:23). As21:221:23). As21:23). As a good an a good and righteoud righteous man who s man who was unsympwas unsympathetic toathetic to his Jewis his Jewish colleaguh colleaguh colleaguescolleagues’ actions ’ actions against Jeagainst Jesus (Luke sus (Luke 23:50-51),23:50-51), he may ha he may have interveve intervened simplyned simply to assure to to assure to assure that the lthat the law was obeaw was obeyed (Mark yed (Mark 15:42).15:42).15:42).

It is possible that Joseph was motivated to bury Jesus to fulfill the Jewish law 
that required the burial of executed criminals on the day of their death (Deut. 
21:23). As a good and righteous man who was unsympathetic to his Jewish 
colleagues’ actions against Jesus (Luke 23:50-51), he may have intervened simply 
to assure that the law was obeyed (Mark 15:42).

�It is alsoIt is also possible  possible that Josepthat Joseph was a dih was a disciple of sciple of Jesus (MatJesus (Matt. 27:57; t. 27:57; cf. John 1cf. John 19:38) and 9:3119:38) and19:38) and that he w that he wanted to banted to bury Jesus ury Jesus out of lovout of love and respe and respect for hiect for him and his m and his followers.folfollowers.followers. In this w In this way he is lay he is like Nicodeike Nicodemus (John mus (John 3), whom J3), whom John links ohn links with Josepwith Joseph in the bh ih in the burin the burial of Jesial of Jesus (19:39–us (19:39–42).42).42).

It is also possible that Joseph was a disciple of Jesus (Matt. 27:57; cf. John 
19:38) and that he wanted to bury Jesus out of love and respect for him and his 
followers. In this way he is like Nicodemus (John 3), whom John links with Joseph 
in the burial of Jesus (19:39–42).



�13.13. The fathe The father of Jannar of Jannai and son i and son of Mattathof Mattathias in Lukias in Luke’s geneale’s genealogy of Jesogy of Jesus (Luke 3us (Luus (Luke 3:24(Luke 3:24).).).

13. The father of Jannai and son of Mattathias in Luke’s genealogy of Jesus 
(Luke 3:24).

�14.14. The fathe The father of Judahr of Judah and son o and son of Jonam inf Jonam in the genea the genealogy of Jelogy of Jesus (Luke sus (Luke 3:30).3:303:30).3:30).3:30).

14. The father of Judah and son of Jonam in the genealogy of Jesus (Luke 
3:30).

�15.15. A discipl A disciple of Jesuse of Jesus called Ba called Barsabbas, srsabbas, surnamed Juurnamed Justus, who stus, who along withalong with Matthias  Mat Matthias wMatthias was a candias a candidate to redate to replace Judaplace Judas Iscariots Iscariot in the Tw in the Twelve but welve but was not selas not selected whenectselselected wselected when lots when lots were cast (ere cast (Acts 1:23-Acts 1:23-26).26).26).

15. A disciple of Jesus called Barsabbas, surnamed Justus, who along with 
Matthias was a candidate to replace Judas Iscariot in the Twelve but was not 
selected when lots were cast (Acts 1:23-26).

�16.16. A Christi A Christian Levite an Levite from Cyprufrom Cyprus, whom ths, whom the apostlese apostles named Bar named Barnabas (Actnabas (Actnabas (Acts 4:36(Acts 4:36) and who ) and who became a cbecame a colleague oolleague of Paul (12f Paul (12:25).:25).:25).

16. A Christian Levite from Cyprus, whom the apostles named Barnabas 
(Acts 4:36) and who became a colleague of Paul (12:25).

Warren C. Warren C. TrenchardTrenchard

Warren C. Trenchard

JOSEPH, PRJOSEPH, PRAYER OFAYER OFAYER OF

JOSEPH, PRAYER OF

A Jewish wA Jewish work, apparork, apparently datiently dating from thng from the early Che early Christian erristian era. About ta. About the same lehe same length as thnglelength as length as the Wisdomthe Wisdom of Solomo of Solomon, it survn, it survives only ives only in fragmenin fragments preservts preserved within ed within the writinththe writinthe writings of the gs of the 3rd-centur3rd-century church fy church father Origather Origen. The feen. The few sentencew sentences which sus which survive quotrsusurvive qusurvive quote Jacob,ote Jacob, who purpo who purports to havrts to have pre-exise pre-existed as an ted as an angelic fiangelic figure namedgure named Israel, o I Israel, onIsrael, one of the me of the most powerfost powerful of the ul of the creations creations of God. Jaof God. Jacob revealcob reveals, apparens, apparently to Jostlyapparenapparentlyapparently to Joseph to Joseph, that his, that his famous st famous struggle at ruggle at Penuel (GePenuel (Gen. 32) wasn. 32) was actually  actually against anagaiagainst anagainst another angeother angelic figurelic figure named Uri named Uriel, whom hel, whom he vanquishe vanquished by called by calling upon aing upon a very spec v very specivery special, but unal, but unspecified,specified, name of G name of God. The Prod. The Prayer of Joayer of Joseph apparseph apparently had ently had little implitlittle implittle impact on latact on later Jewish er Jewish literatureliterature...

A Jewish work, apparently dating from the early Christian era. About the same 
length as the Wisdom of Solomon, it survives only in fragments preserved within 
the writings of the 3rd-century church father Origen. The few sentences which 
survive quote Jacob, who purports to have pre-existed as an angelic figure named 
Israel, one of the most powerful of the creations of God. Jacob reveals, 
apparently to Joseph, that his famous struggle at Penuel (Gen. 32) was actually 
against another angelic figure named Uriel, whom he vanquished by calling upon a 
very special, but unspecified, name of God. The Prayer of Joseph apparently had 
little impact on later Jewish literature.

Ira BirdwhIra Birdwhistellistell

Ira Birdwhistell

JOSEPH ANDJOSEPH AND ASENETH ASENETH ASENETH

JOSEPH AND ASENETH

An apocrypAn apocryphal romanchal romance now oftee now often includedn included in the OT in the OT Pseudepig Pseudepigrapha. Therapha. The work narr work  work narrawork narrates the cotes the conversion onversion of the gentf the gentile Asenetile Aseneth to the Gh to the God of Israod of Israel, her mael, her marriage to rmamarriage tmarriage to the patro the patriarch Joseiarch Joseph, and thph, and the social ae social and religiond religious conflicus conflicts surrounts surrounding that ding surrounsurroundinsurrounding that cong that conversion anversion and marriaged marriage. Genesis . Genesis provides tprovides the point ohe point of departurf departure for thisedeparturdeparture departure for this ffor this fictional tictional tale with iale with its brief rts brief references eferences to Joseph’to Joseph’s marriages marriage to Asenat to Ase to Asenath (LAsenath (LXX AsenethXX Aseneth), daughte), daughter of a pagr of a pagan priest an priest (Gen. 41:4(Gen. 41:45, 50-52; 5, 50-52; 46:20). Jo46:20). Joseph and AseJoJoseph andJoseph and Aseneth w Aseneth was composeas composed in Greekd in Greek and is ex and is extant in 16tant in 16 Greek man Greek manuscripts auscriptmanmanuscriptmanuscripts and numes and numerous versirous versional witneonal witnesses. Thersses. There is a stre is a strong, thougong, though not unanh not unanh not unanimous,unanimous, consensus consensus that it d that it dates betweates between ca. 100en ca. 100  B.C.E.B.C.E. and 115  and 115 C.E.C.E., that it , that it is Jewish is Jeis Jewish ratJewish rather than Cher than Christian, hristian, and that iand that it was writt was written in Egyten in Egypt. Opiniopt. Opinion varies on varies on the purpn thn the purposthe purpose of the we of the work. Some ork. Some see it as see it as missionarymissionary propagand propaganda designeda designed to win Ge to win G to win Gentiles tGentiles to Judaism,o Judaism, while oth while others maintaers maintain that itin that it was writt was written for Jewen for Jewish readerish readers and desis ans and designand designed to addred to address such iess such intramural ntramural issues as issues as the statusthe status of gentil of gentile convertse converts within th wit within thewithin the Jewish co Jewish community anmmunity and the propd the propriety of mriety of marriage bearriage between a Jetween a Jew by birthw by birthw by birth and birth and a gentile a gentile convert toconvert to Judaism.  Judaism. Although lAlthough long neglecong neglected by bibted by biblical scholical scholars becaulars schoscholars bscholars because cerecause certain influtain influential earential early interprly interpreters decleters declared it toared it to be a late be a late Christian Christ Christian Christian compositiocomposition, Joseph n, Joseph and Asenetand Aseneth has becoh has become the subme the subject of coject of considerablensiderablecoconsiderabconsiderable scholarle scholarly researcly research. Concepth. Conceptions of siions of sin, salvatin, salvation, and coon, and conversion, nversion, a positivea poa positive ipositive image of womage of women, possimen, possible ritualble ritual practices practices behind th behind the languagee language about the about the “bread of “b “bread of “bread of life,” “culife,” “cup of immorp of immortality,” atality,” and “ointmend “ointment of incont of incorruption,”rruption,” and the p and the potential ooteppotential potential of the praof the prayers in thyers in the narrative narrative to illume to illuminate the inate the history ofhistory of liturgy a liturgy are among tre amore among the among the elements oelements of this worf this work which ilk which illustrate ilustrate its importats importance for thnce for the study ofe study of both earl b both earlyboth early Judaism a Judaism and early Cnd early Christianithristianity.y.y.

An apocryphal romance now often included in the OT Pseudepigrapha. The 
work narrates the conversion of the gentile Aseneth to the God of Israel, her 
marriage to the patriarch Joseph, and the social and religious conflicts 
surrounding that conversion and marriage. Genesis provides the point of 
departure for this fictional tale with its brief references to Joseph’s marriage to 
Asenath (LXX Aseneth), daughter of a pagan priest (Gen. 41:45, 50-52; 46:20). 
Joseph and Aseneth was composed in Greek and is extant in 16 Greek 
manuscripts and numerous versional witnesses. There is a strong, though not 
unanimous, consensus that it dates between ca. 100 B.C.E. and 115 C.E., that it is 
Jewish rather than Christian, and that it was written in Egypt. Opinion varies on 
the purpose of the work. Some see it as missionary propaganda designed to win 
Gentiles to Judaism, while others maintain that it was written for Jewish readers 
and designed to address such intramural issues as the status of gentile converts 
within the Jewish community and the propriety of marriage between a Jew by 
birth and a gentile convert to Judaism. Although long neglected by biblical 
scholars because certain influential early interpreters declared it to be a late 



Christian composition, Joseph and Aseneth has become the subject of 
considerable scholarly research. Conceptions of sin, salvation, and conversion, a 
positive image of women, possible ritual practices behind the language about the 
“bread of life,” “cup of immortality,” and “ointment of incorruption,” and the 
potential of the prayers in the narrative to illuminate the history of liturgy are 
among the elements of this work which illustrate its importance for the study of 
both early Judaism and early Christianity.

Randall D.Randall D. Chesnutt Chesnutt

Randall D. Chesnutt

JOSEPH THEJOSEPH THE CARPENTER CARPENTER, HISTORY , HISTORY OFOFOF

JOSEPH THE CARPENTER, HISTORY OF

A Coptic aA Coptic apocryphal pocryphal work, in wwork, in which Jesushich Jesus tells his tells his disciples disciples, gathered, gathered on the Mo on the Mount of OliunMoMount of OMount of Olives, thelives, the story of  story of the life athe life and death ond death of his eartf his earthly fatherhly father Joseph. I Joseph. It was compt was t was composwas composed to promed to promote the feote the feast day ofast day of St. Josep St. Joseph, as is eh, as is evident frovident from the sevem the several blessiraseveseveral blseveral blessings Jeessings Jesus promissus promises those kes those keeping theeeping the day. The  day. The History deHistory depends on tpends on the earlierhetthe earliethe earlier apocryphr apocryphal Protevaal Protevangelium ofngelium of James and James and Gospel of Gospel of Pseudo-Ma Pseudo-Matthew, wittthew, witthew, with whichwith which it shares it shares, e.g., th, e.g., the story ofe story of Mary’s re Mary’s rearing in taring in the temple he temple and subseqand subsequent placeuentsubseqsubsequentsubsequent placement placement under the under the care of t care of the aged wihe aged widower Josedower Joseph. On theph. On the basis of  basis of basis of these aof these and other cnd other considerationsiderations, scholons, scholars date tars date the work nohe work no earlier t earlier than the 4than the 4th century.h ch century. Tcentury. The complethe complete text is e text is extant in extant in Bohairic (Bohairic (Lower EgypLower Egypt) and Arat) and Arabic, and fbic, and fragments araffragments fragments are extantare extant in Sahidi in Sahidic (Upper Ec (Upper Egypt).gypt).gypt).

A Coptic apocryphal work, in which Jesus tells his disciples, gathered on the 
Mount of Olives, the story of the life and death of his earthly father Joseph. It 
was composed to promote the feast day of St. Joseph, as is evident from the 
several blessings Jesus promises those keeping the day. The History depends on 
the earlier apocryphal Protevangelium of James and Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew, 
with which it shares, e.g., the story of Mary’s rearing in the temple and 
subsequent placement under the care of the aged widower Joseph. On the basis 
of these and other considerations, scholars date the work no earlier than the 4th 
century. The complete text is extant in Bohairic (Lower Egypt) and Arabic, and 
fragments are extant in Sahidic (Upper Egypt).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. K. ElliJ. K. Elliott, ott, The ApocryThe Apocryphal New Tphal New Testament,estament, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1993), 1111993), 111–17.–17.–17.

Bibliography. J. K. Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, rev. ed. (Oxford, 
1993), 111–17.

Ronald V. Ronald V. HugginsHuggins

Ronald V. Huggins

JOSEPHUSJOSEPHUSJOSEPHUS

JOSEPHUS

Flavius JoFlavius Josephus, bosephus, born Yoseph rn Yoseph bar Mattatbar Mattatyahu in 37yahu in 37  C.E.C.E., when Gai, when Gaius Caligulus Caligula became ea becama became empbecame emperor of Roeror of Rome. The yeme. The year of his ar of his death is udeath is uncertain. ncertain. He is signHe is significant foificant for the Biblr fofor the Bifor the Bible readerble reader because h because his four suis four surviving worviving works, in 30rks, in 30 volumes,  volumes, provide ouprovide our main aver mr main avenumain avenue for infoe for information abrmation about the enout the environment vironment in which Cin which Christianithristianity was borny was borny was born. He iborn. He is the onlys the only contempor contemporary authorary author outside t outside the NT to whe NT to write in anrite in any detail ay detail about the Jbaabout the about the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple andtemple and priesthoo priesthood, the Romd, the Roman governoan governors (includrs (including Pontiuing Pontiing Pontius PiPontius Pilate), thelate), the countrysi countryside of Judede of Judea and Galia and Galilee, the vlee, the various groarious groups and faups and factions in ctionfafactions ifactions in Jewish sn Jewish society, anociety, and even sucd even such figures h figures as John thas John the Baptist e Baptist and Jesus’and Jesus’ brother J broth brother Jabrother James. Josepmes. Josephus also hhus also has a passaas a passage on Jesuge on Jesus, but thes, but the version t version that survivhat survives is inaues ies is inautheis inauthentic. His ntic. His extensive extensive biblical pbiblical paraphrase araphrase ((Ant.Ant. 1–11) is  1–11) is an extremean extremely valuablly valuable example evaluablvaluable evaluable example of xample of Jewish bibJewish biblical intelical interpretationrpretation at the ti at the time of the me of the NT.NT.NT.

Flavius Josephus, born Yoseph bar Mattatyahu in 37 C.E., when Gaius Caligula 
became emperor of Rome. The year of his death is uncertain. He is significant 
for the Bible reader because his four surviving works, in 30 volumes, provide our 
main avenue for information about the environment in which Christianity was 
born. He is the only contemporary author outside the NT to write in any detail 
about the Jerusalem temple and priesthood, the Roman governors (including 
Pontius Pilate), the countryside of Judea and Galilee, the various groups and 
factions in Jewish society, and even such figures as John the Baptist and Jesus’ 
brother James. Josephus also has a passage on Jesus, but the version that survives 
is inauthentic. His extensive biblical paraphrase (Ant. 1–11) is an extremely 
valuable example of Jewish biblical interpretation at the time of the NT.

�Although JAlthough Josephus prosephus provides conovides considerable siderable detail abodetail about his lifut his life, his acce, his accounts are ounts areounts are highlyare highly rhetorica rhetorical and cannl and cannot be takeot be taken at face n at face value. In value. In particularparticular, the stor, the stories that ries thaies that readethat readers often urs often use to impuse to impugn his chagn his character areracter are told in o told in order to marder to make him looke him look good, ack loolook good,look good, according according to the “w to the “wily tricksily trickster” modelter” model popular i popular in Greek lin Greek literature sterature since Homerincssince Homesince Homer’s r’s Odysseus.Odysseus. Neverthel Nevertheless, it seess, it seems clear ems clear that he wathat he was a priests a priest who fough who fou who fought brifought briefly againefly against the Romst the Romans in theans in the Judean re Judean revolt (66–7volt (66–74 4 C.E.C.E.), defendi), defending part ofng part ng part of Gapart of Galilee. He lilee. He surrenderesurrendered at Jotapd at Jotapata in theata in the spring of spring of 67. After 67. After a period  a period in chains,in chin chains, anchains, and providind providing intelligg intelligence to thence to the Romans, e Romans, he was relhe was released and eased and given a prgiven a prominent roomprprominent prominent role in throle in the Flavian e Flavian family’s cfamily’s circle of circle of clients. Helients. He accompani accompanied the viced the victorious Titoriovicvictoriousvictorious Titus to  Titus to AlexandriaAlexandria and then  and then back to Roback to Rome for theme for the triumph.  triumph. Once settlOnce settled in Romeesettlsettled insettled in Rome with Rome with an imperi an imperial pensional pension and many  and many privilegesprivileges, he began, he began to write  to write his four vhihis four vhis four volumes on olumes on Jewish hisJewish history and ctory and culture.ulture.ulture.

Although Josephus provides considerable detail about his life, his accounts 
are highly rhetorical and cannot be taken at face value. In particular, the stories 
that readers often use to impugn his character are told in order to make him 
look good, according to the “wily trickster” model popular in Greek literature 



since Homer’s Odysseus. Nevertheless, it seems clear that he was a priest who 
fought briefly against the Romans in the Judean revolt (66–74 C.E.), defending 
part of Galilee. He surrendered at Jotapata in the spring of 67. After a period in 
chains, and providing intelligence to the Romans, he was released and given a 
prominent role in the Flavian family’s circle of clients. He accompanied the 
victorious Titus to Alexandria and then back to Rome for the triumph. Once 
settled in Rome with an imperial pension and many privileges, he began to write 
his four volumes on Jewish history and culture.

�Open questOpen questions surroions surrounding Josunding Josephus’ lifephus’ life include e include his precishis precise ancestrye ancestry and relat and re and relation trelation to the ancio the ancient Hasmonent Hasmoneans, the eans, the way in whiway in which he camech he came to promin to prominence in thence in thence in the Galilethe Galilean revolt,an revolt, the degre the degree of office of official Jerusaial Jerusalem supporlem support for him,t for him, his early his early beliefs a belief beliefs abbeliefs about the adout the advisabilityvisability of the re of the revolt, the volt, the circumstancircumstances of hisces of his surrender surrender to the Ro to th to the Romansthe Romans, the natu, the nature of the re of the services hservices he providede provided for the c for the conquerors,onquerors, and his r and his relation toerrelation trelation to the Jewio the Jewish communish community in Romety in Rome after his after his arrival t arrival there.here.here.

Open questions surrounding Josephus’ life include his precise ancestry and 
relation to the ancient Hasmoneans, the way in which he came to prominence in 
the Galilean revolt, the degree of official Jerusalem support for him, his early 
beliefs about the advisability of the revolt, the circumstances of his surrender to 
the Romans, the nature of the services he provided for the conquerors, and his 
relation to the Jewish community in Rome after his arrival there.

�His first His first known workknown work, largely , largely completed completed before thebefore the death of  death of Emperor VeEmperor Vespasian inspasiVeVespasian Vespasian in 79 in 79 C.E.C.E., is an ac, is an account of tcount of the he Jewish WarJewish War in seven  in seven volumes. Ivolumes. Its main pots main point is to inpopoint is tpoint is to show thao show that most Judt most Judeans did neans did not supportot support the revol the revolt. Even tht. Even though localough local Roman gov R Roman goveRoman government wasrnment was atrocious atrocious, Jewish t, Jewish tradition rradition recognized ecognized that God cthat God chooses varhooses vhooses various povarious powers to ruwers to rule from tile from time to timeme to time. The revo. The revolt was foilt was foisted upon sted upon the populathe populace by somecpopulapopulace bpopulace by some youy some youthful and thful and intemperatintemperate men who e men who saw opportsaw opportunities founities for various r variour various kivarious kinds of gainds of gain. Josephun. Josephus also emps also emphasizes thhasizes that the defat the defeat of theeat of the Jews was  Jews was not the denotnot the denot the defeat of thfeat of their God, weir God, who simply ho simply used the Rused the Romans to pomans to punish the unish the impious reimpious reimpious rebels.rebels.rebels.

His first known work, largely completed before the death of Emperor 
Vespasian in 79 C.E., is an account of the Jewish War in seven volumes. Its main 
point is to show that most Judeans did not support the revolt. Even though local 
Roman government was atrocious, Jewish tradition recognized that God chooses 
various powers to rule from time to time. The revolt was foisted upon the 
populace by some youthful and intemperate men who saw opportunities for 
various kinds of gain. Josephus also emphasizes that the defeat of the Jews was 
not the defeat of their God, who simply used the Romans to punish the impious 
rebels.

�In 93/94 JIn 93/94 Josephus coosephus completed himpleted his 20-volums 20-volume e Jewish AntJewish Antiquitiesiquities and the a and the appendix onppendixaappendix oappendix on his n his Life.Life. The longe The longer work is r work is essentiallessentially a primery a primer in Jewish in Jewish history a history and culturend cnd culture. Rculture. Roughly theoughly the first hal first half is a parf is a paraphrase ofaphrase of the Bible the Bible from crea from creation to thtion to the return fe retue return froreturn from exile (m exile (Ant.Ant. 1–11). Th 1–11). The rest cove rest covers the Peers the Persian and rsian and Greek periGreek periods, the Hods, the ods, the Hasmonthe Hasmonean revoltean revolt and dynas and dynasty, the arty, the arrival of trival of the Romans he Romans in Judea, in Judea, Herod the Herod the Great and GGreat and Great and his familyhis family, and loca, and local Roman adl Roman administratiministration to the on to the eve of theeve of the great rev great revolt. The poltrevrevolt. Threvolt. The precise e precise purpose anpurpose and audienced audience of this,  of this, Josephus’ Josephus’ magnum opumagnum opus, are nots, are not clear in  notnot clear not clear in the schin the scholarship. olarship. He wrote fHe wrote for Gentileor Gentiles, but whos, but who would hav would have had the e had the motivationmmotivationmotivation to sit th to sit through exterough extensive readnsive readings of suings of such materiach material? Perhapsl? Perhaps Josephus  Josephus wrote for wrwrote for wrote for those Gentthose Gentiles interiles interested in Jested in Jewish cultewish culture, abouture, about whom we h whom we hear in Romear in Romear in Roman authRoman authors (e.g.,ors (e.g., Tacitus  Tacitus Hist.Hist. 5.1–13).  5.1–13). The short The short appendix, appendix, Life,Life, is calcul is calculated to reated toated to rebut cto rebut charges madharges made by Justue by Justus of Tibers of Tiberias in an ias in an account ofaccount of the war t the war that apparehat apparently portrntappareapparentlyapparently portrayed portrayed Josephus  Josephus as a recklas a reckless warloress warlord.d.d.

In 93/94 Josephus completed his 20-volume Jewish Antiquities and the 
appendix on his Life. The longer work is essentially a primer in Jewish history and 
culture. Roughly the first half is a paraphrase of the Bible from creation to the 
return from exile (Ant. 1–11). The rest covers the Persian and Greek periods, 
the Hasmonean revolt and dynasty, the arrival of the Romans in Judea, Herod the 
Great and his family, and local Roman administration to the eve of the great 
revolt. The precise purpose and audience of this, Josephus’ magnum opus, are 
not clear in the scholarship. He wrote for Gentiles, but who would have had the 
motivation to sit through extensive readings of such material? Perhaps Josephus 
wrote for those Gentiles interested in Jewish culture, about whom we hear in 
Roman authors (e.g., Tacitus Hist. 5.1–13). The short appendix, Life, is calculated 
to rebut charges made by Justus of Tiberias in an account of the war that 
apparently portrayed Josephus as a reckless warlord.

�Josephus’ Josephus’ advocacy aadvocacy and defensend defense of Jewish of Jewish culture r culture reaches itseaches its apogee in apogee in the two-v the tw the two-volumetwo-volume  Against ApAgainst Apion.ion. This work This work defends J defends Judaism agaudaism against its ninst its numerous liumerous literary detteraryliliterary dliterary detractors etractors from the pfrom the preceding treceding three centuhree centuries, arguries, arguing for iting for its great ans great antiquity antiquitanantiquity antiquity and supremand supreme nobilitye nobility. The fina. The final quarter l quarter of the worof the work is a rouk is a rousing celebsing celebration of ratiocelebcelebratiocelebration of Judain of Judaism’s contrsm’s contributions tibutions to the worlo the world. This bod. This book served ok served as a modelas a model for Chris f for Christfor Christian apologian apologists.ists.ists.

Josephus’ advocacy and defense of Jewish culture reaches its apogee in the 
two-volume Against Apion. This work defends Judaism against its numerous 
literary detractors from the preceding three centuries, arguing for its great 
antiquity and supreme nobility. The final quarter of the work is a rousing 



celebration of Judaism’s contributions to the world. This book served as a model 
for Christian apologists.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. Bilde, P. Bilde, Flavius JoFlavius Josephus Betsephus Between Jerusween Jerusalem and Ralem and Rome.ome. JSPSup 2  JSPSup 2 JSPSup 2 (Sheffie2 (Sheffield, 1988);ld, 1988); S. Mason, S. Mason,  Josephus aJosephus and the Newnd the New Testament Testament (Peabody, (Peabody, 1992). 1992). 1992).

Bibliography. P. Bilde, Flavius Josephus Between Jerusalem and Rome. JSPSup 
2 (Sheffield, 1988); S. Mason, Josephus and the New Testament (Peabody, 1992).
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JOSESJOSES (Gk.  (Gk. IoœseäísIoœseäís) (also JO) (also JOSEPH)SEPH)SEPH)

JOSES (Gk. Ioœseäís) (also JOSEPH)

�1.1. One of th One of the brotherse brothers of Jesus  of Jesus (Mark 6:3)(Mark 6:3). At Matt.. At Matt. 13:55 he  13:55 he is called is called Joseph (Joseph Joseph (Joseph (1010).).).

1. One of the brothers of Jesus (Mark 6:3). At Matt. 13:55 he is called 
Joseph (10).

�2.2. A brother A brother of James  of James the youngethe younger (Mark 15r (Mark 15:40, 47). :40, 47). At Matt. 2At Matt. 27:56 he is7:56 he is called Jo calle called Joscalled Joseph (eph (1111).).

2. A brother of James the younger (Mark 15:40, 47). At Matt. 27:56 he is 
called Joseph (11).

JOSHAHJOSHAH (Heb.  (Heb. yo®sûa®yo®sûa®)))

JOSHAH (Heb. yo®sûa®)

The son ofThe son of Amaziah ( Amaziah (11); a leade); a leader of the tr of the tribe of Siribe of Simeon at thmeon at the time of e time of Hezekiah (Hezekiah (1 Chr. 4:31 ((1 Chr. 4:(1 Chr. 4:34).34).

The son of Amaziah (1); a leader of the tribe of Simeon at the time of Hezekiah 
(1 Chr. 4:34).

JOSHAPHATJOSHAPHAT (Heb.  (Heb. yo®sûaœp�ayo®sûaœp�aœt�œt�)))

JOSHAPHAT (Heb. yo®sûaœp�aœt� )

�1.1. A Mithnit A Mithnite, one of e, one of David’s ThDavid’s Thirty (1 Chirty (1 Chr. 11:43).r. 11:43).

1. A Mithnite, one of David’s Thirty (1 Chr. 11:43).

�2.2. A priest  A priest responsiblresponsible for blowe for blowing the tring the trumpet befoumpet before the arkre the ark of the co of the covenant as venancocovenant acovenant as it was bs it was brought to rought to Jerusalem Jerusalem (1 Chr. 15(1 Chr. 15:24).:24).

2. A priest responsible for blowing the trumpet before the ark of the 
covenant as it was brought to Jerusalem (1 Chr. 15:24).

JOSHAVIAHJOSHAVIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yo®sûawya®yo®sûawya®)))

JOSHAVIAH (Heb. yo®sûawya®)

A son of EA son of Elnaam; onelnaam; one of David’ of David’s Mighty Ms Mighty Men (1 Chr.en (1 Chr. 11:46). 11:46).

A son of Elnaam; one of David’s Mighty Men (1 Chr. 11:46).

JOSHBEKASHJOSHBEKASHAHAH (Heb.  (Heb. yosûbeïqaœyosûbeïqaœsûa®sûa®)))

JOSHBEKASHAH (Heb. yosûbeïqaœsûa®)

The leaderThe leader of the se of the seventeenth venteenth division odivision of singers f singers at the timat the time of Davide of David; a son of; a son of Heman (1  Hem Heman (1 CHeman (1 Chr. 25:4, hr. 25:4, 24).24).

The leader of the seventeenth division of singers at the time of David; a son of 
Heman (1 Chr. 25:4, 24).

JOSHEB-BASJOSHEB-BASSHEBETHSHEBETH (Heb.  (Heb. yoœsûeb� byoœsûeb� basûsûeb�etasûsûeb�et��) (also JA) (also JASHOBEAM)SHOJAJASHOBEAM)JASHOBEAM)

JOSHEB-BASSHEBETH (Heb. yoœsûeb� basûsûeb�et� ) (also 
JASHOBEAM)

A TachemonA Tachemonite, chiefite, chief of David’ of David’s Three (2s Three (2 Sam. 23:8 Sam. 23:8). In the ). In the parallel aparallel account at ccount at 1 Chr. 11:1 C1 Chr. 11:11Chr. 11:11 the name  the name appears asappears as Jashobeam Jashobeam ( (11).).

A Tachemonite, chief of David’s Three (2 Sam. 23:8). In the parallel account at 1 
Chr. 11:11 the name appears as Jashobeam (1).

JOSHIBIAHJOSHIBIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yo®sûib�yayo®sûib�ya®®)))

JOSHIBIAH (Heb. yo®sûib�ya® )

The fatherThe father of Jehu a of Jehu and son of nd son of Seraiah; lSeraiah; leader of aeader of a Simeonite Simeonite family at family at the time  the time of Hezekiaof Hof Hezekiah (Hezekiah (1 Chr. 4:31 Chr. 4:35).5).

The father of Jehu and son of Seraiah; leader of a Simeonite family at the time of 
Hezekiah (1 Chr. 4:35).

JOSHUAJOSHUA (Heb.  (Heb. yeïho®sûuayeïho®sûua{{) (also JE) (also JESHUA)SHUA)SHUA)

JOSHUA (Heb. yeïho®sûua{) (also JESHUA)

�1.1. The son o The son of Nun; “yof Nun; “young apprenung apprentice” and tice” and successor successor to Moses. to Moses. In the booIn the book of Joshuk ok of Joshua,of Joshua, he functi he functions as milons as military commitary commander in tander in the “conquehe “conquest” of Canst” of Canaan and asaan and as administr asas adminisas administrator of trator of the allotmthe allotment of thaent of that land to t land to the tribesthe tribes. Accordin. According to Num. g to Num. 13:16 Mose13:13:16 Mose13:16 Moses renamed s renamed Hoshea (HeHoshea (Heb. b. ho®sûeäa{,ho®sûeäa{, “salvatio “salvation”) Joshuan”) Joshua (“Yahweh  (“Yahweh saves”). Hsasaves”). Hsaves”). He is descre is described as a ibed as a meïsûaœreämeïsûaœreät�,t�, “assistan “assistant” (Exod. t” (Exod. 24:13; Jos24:13; Josh. 1:1), ah. 1:1),h. 1:1), and 1:1), and as a as a na{ar,na{ar, “youth” ( “youth” (Exod. 33:1Exod. 33:11); in a s1); in a sense, the ense, the two terms two terms overlap inoverlap in their emp th their emphtheir emphasis on Joasis on Joshua’s legshua’s legally indepally independent yetendent yet subordina subordinate status te status in servicein service of Moses  of  of Moses —of Moses — and ultim and ultimately God.ately God.

1. The son of Nun; “young apprentice” and successor to Moses. In the book 



of Joshua, he functions as military commander in the “conquest” of Canaan and 
as administrator of the allotment of that land to the tribes. According to Num. 
13:16 Moses renamed Hoshea (Heb. ho®sûeäa{, “salvation”) Joshua (“Yahweh 
saves”). He is described as a meïsûaœreät�,  “assistant” (Exod. 24:13; Josh. 
1:1), and as a na{ar, “youth” (Exod. 33:11); in a sense, the two terms overlap in 
their emphasis on Joshua’s legally independent yet subordinate status in service 
of Moses — and ultimately God.

�ApparentlyApparently, Joshua h, Joshua had an impoad an important tribrtant tribal leadersal leadership role ahip role apart from part from his speciahis spechis special respecial relationshiplationship with Mose with Moses. His sels. His selection as ection as Ephraim’s Ephraim’s representarepresentative amongtive among the 12 sp th the 12 spithe 12 spies sent ines sent into the lanto the land of Canaad of Canaan (Num. 13n (Num. 13:8) seems :8) seems to supportto support this. Amo this. Amo this. Among the Among the spies, onlspies, only Joshua ay Joshua and Caleb bnd Caleb believed thelieved that Israel at Israel could conqcould conquer the lauer the land, and onndlaland, and land, and only theseonly these two would two would later ent later enter Canaan.er Canaan.

Apparently, Joshua had an important tribal leadership role apart from his 
special relationship with Moses. His selection as Ephraim’s representative among 
the 12 spies sent into the land of Canaan (Num. 13:8) seems to support this. 
Among the spies, only Joshua and Caleb believed that Israel could conquer the 
land, and only these two would later enter Canaan.

�Joshua is Joshua is first intrfirst introduced as oduced as a warrior a warrior leading thleading the Israelite Israelites to victes to victory over tory over the Amalekihetthe Amalekthe Amalekites in thites in their first eir first military emilitary encounter ancounter after the Efter the Exodus (Exoxodus (Exod. 17:8-13d. 17:8-13). The nar). T). The narratThe narration appearion appears to stress to stress his simis his similarity to larity to Moses, sinMoses, since both arce both are initialle initially presentey presy presented presented in Exodus in Exodus without rewithout reference toference to their fat their fathers. Thishers. This typologic typological paralleal paralleling contilingparalleparallelinparalleling continueg continues throughos throughout the Penut the Pentateuch antateuch and is especd is especially domiially dominant in thnant in the book of e be book of Jobook of Joshua. As Mshua. As Moses led toses led the Israelihe Israelites tes out ofout of Egypt, so Egypt, so Joshua wi Joshua will lead thll lead them em intoinintointo Canaan. C Canaan. Canonicallyanonically Joshua is Joshua is deliberat deliberately depictely depicted as paraed as parallel to Mollel to Moses, yet sses, yet still unequtisstill uneqstill unequal.ual.ual.

Joshua is first introduced as a warrior leading the Israelites to victory over 
the Amalekites in their first military encounter after the Exodus (Exod. 17:8-13). 
The narration appears to stress his similarity to Moses, since both are initially 
presented in Exodus without reference to their fathers. This typological 
paralleling continues throughout the Pentateuch and is especially dominant in the 
book of Joshua. As Moses led the Israelites out of Egypt, so Joshua will lead them 
into Canaan. Canonically Joshua is deliberately depicted as parallel to Moses, yet 
still unequal.

�God assureGod assures Joshua ts Joshua that he wilhat he will be with l be with him as he him as he was with Mwas with Moses (Joshoses (Josh. 1:5; 3:7. 1:5; 3. 1:5; 3:7; cf. 43:7; cf. 4:14). Josh:14). Joshua sends oua sends out spies aut spies as Moses dis Moses did (Josh. 2d (Josh. 2). The cro). The crossing of tssing of the Jordan he Jorhe Jordan is Jordan is clearly piclearly pictured in ctured in terms simiterms similar to thelar to the crossing  crossing of the Redof the Red Sea (Josh Sea (Josh. 4:23). J. 4:23. 4:23). Jos4:23). Joshua leads hua leads the peoplethe people in ritual in rituals (circumcs (circumcision and ision and Passover) Passover) as did Mosas did Moses (Josh. es (es (Josh. 5:1(Josh. 5:1-12). The -12). The theophany theophany of the comof the commander of mander of the Lord’sthe Lord’s army (Jos army (Josh. 5:13-6:h. 5:13-6:5) coincid55:13-6:5:13-6:5) 5:13-6:5) coincides coincides with the twith the theophany aheophany at the burnt the burning bush. ing bush. Joshua defJoshua defeats the Ceats the Canaanite eanCCanaanite Canaanite enemies ofenemies of Israel th Israel through the rough the Lord’s mirLord’s miracles (Josacles (Josh. 10-11),h. 10-11), just as M just as Moses defeaoseMMoses defeMoses defeated the Eated the Egyptian engyptian enemies of Iemies of Israel throsrael through the Lough the Lord’s miracrd’s miracle at the le at the Red Sea. JReRed Sea. JRed Sea. Josh. 12 juosh. 12 juxtaposes axtaposes a summary o summary of Moses’ Tf Moses’ Transjordanransjordanian militaian military victoriry victories with Joesvictorivictories victories with Joshuwith Joshua’s Cisjora’s Cisjordanian vicdanian victories. Jotories. Joshua’s assshua’s assignment ofignment of the inher the inheritances foitanceinherinheritancinheritances for thees for the nine and  nine and one-half tone-half tribes westribes west of the Jo of the Jordan is pardan is paralleled tralleled to the simio the o the similathe similar work by r work by Moses for Moses for the two anthe two and one-halfd one-half Transjord Transjordanian tribanian tribes (Josh. es (Josh. 14:1-19:511414:1-19:5114:1-19:51; 13:8-33); 13:8-33). As Moses. As Moses made prov made provisions forisions for cities of cities of refuge (N refuge (Num. 35:6-3um. 35:6-34) and lev4)35:6-335:6-34) a35:6-34) and leviticnd levitical towns (al towns (vv. 1–5), vv. 1–5), so did Josso did Joshua (Josh.hua (Josh. 20-21). J 20-21). Joshua funcoshua functions as ations funcfunctions functions as a covenas a covenant mediatant mediator at Shecor at Shechem (Josh.hem (Josh. 8:30-35;  8:30-35; 24:1-28) j24:1-28) just as Mosust as Moses did at esMosMoses did Moses did at Sinai (at Sinai (Exod. 20-2Exod. 20-24).4).4).

God assures Joshua that he will be with him as he was with Moses (Josh. 1:5; 
3:7; cf. 4:14). Joshua sends out spies as Moses did (Josh. 2). The crossing of the 
Jordan is clearly pictured in terms similar to the crossing of the Red Sea (Josh. 
4:23). Joshua leads the people in rituals (circumcision and Passover) as did Moses 
(Josh. 5:1-12). The theophany of the commander of the Lord’s army (Josh. 
5:13-6:5) coincides with the theophany at the burning bush. Joshua defeats the 
Canaanite enemies of Israel through the Lord’s miracles (Josh. 10-11), just as 
Moses defeated the Egyptian enemies of Israel through the Lord’s miracle at the 
Red Sea. Josh. 12 juxtaposes a summary of Moses’ Transjordanian military 
victories with Joshua’s Cisjordanian victories. Joshua’s assignment of the 
inheritances for the nine and one-half tribes west of the Jordan is paralleled to 
the similar work by Moses for the two and one-half Transjordanian tribes (Josh. 
14:1-19:51; 13:8-33). As Moses made provisions for cities of refuge (Num. 
35:6-34) and levitical towns (vv. 1–5), so did Joshua (Josh. 20-21). Joshua 
functions as a covenant mediator at Shechem (Josh. 8:30-35; 24:1-28) just as 
Moses did at Sinai (Exod. 20-24).

�Joshua, hoJoshua, however, is wever, is not equal not equal to Moses. to Moses. The characThe characterizationterization of Joshua of Joshua in Num. 1 in Num in Num. 11:26Num. 11:26-29 is qui-29 is quite negativte negative, as may e, as may also be thalso be the case in e case in Joshua’s aJoshua’s attempted ittempted intercessionteiintercessiintercession for Isron for Israel in theael in the Achan inc Achan incident (Josident (Josh. 7:6-15)h. 7:6-15). Moses pe. Moses performed marformed many more “snymamany more many more “signs and“signs and wonders”  wonders” than Joshuthan Joshua, althouga, although Joshua’sh Joshua’s miracle c miracle concerning oncerningcconcerningconcerning the sun a the sun and moon wand moon was without s without comparisoncomparison (Josh. 10 (Josh. 10:12-14). M:12-14). Moses interoses inteoses intercededinterceded for Israe for Israel far morel far more often tha often than Joshua, n Joshua, and he wasand he was the lawgi the lawgiver, wherever, whereas the Lawaswherewhereas thwhereas the Law was e Law was normative normative for both Jfor both Joshua and oshua and Israel. WhIsrael. While there ile there is a transis a transferal of afetranstransferaltransferal of author of authority to Josity to Joshua (Num. hua (Num. 27:18-23),27:18-23), the full  the full authority authority of Moses, of Moses, received drecereceived dreceived directly frirectly from God, waom God, was unique as unique and could nnd could not be compot be completely traletely transferred (nsferred (cf. Deut. c((cf. Deut.(cf. Deut. 34:10). J 34:10). Joshua is moshua is mentioned oentioned only three nly three times in ttimes in the NT, comhe NT, compared to apared to almost 80 flmaalmost 80 almost 80 for Moses.for Moses.

Joshua, however, is not equal to Moses. The characterization of Joshua in 
Num. 11:26-29 is quite negative, as may also be the case in Joshua’s attempted 
intercession for Israel in the Achan incident (Josh. 7:6-15). Moses performed 
many more “signs and wonders” than Joshua, although Joshua’s miracle 



concerning the sun and moon was without comparison (Josh. 10:12-14). Moses 
interceded for Israel far more often than Joshua, and he was the lawgiver, 
whereas the Law was normative for both Joshua and Israel. While there is a 
transferal of authority to Joshua (Num. 27:18-23), the full authority of Moses, 
received directly from God, was unique and could not be completely transferred 
(cf. Deut. 34:10). Joshua is mentioned only three times in the NT, compared to 
almost 80 for Moses.

�The canoniThe canonical presencal presentation of tation of Joshua incJoshua includes certludes certain monarcain monarchic elemenhic elements which sts whts which servwhich serve as a mode as a model for allel for all of Israel of Israel’s future ’s future kings (espkings (esp. Solomon . Solomon and Josiahand Josiah). The acc). Th). The accounThe accounts of his ts of his commissioncommissioning and ining and installationstallation (Num. 27: (Num. 27:15-23; Jos15-23; Josh. 1:2-9) h. 1:2-9) contain lacocontain lacontain language assnguage associated wiociated with the accth the accession of ession of monarchs. monarchs. As a leadeAs a leader possessir possessing Yahweh’ngpossessipossessingpossessing Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s spirit andspirit and having pr having prophetic saophetic sanction, henction, he is an eff is an effective milective military and itarymilmilitary amilitary and spiritund spiritual leader al leader — a standa— a standard for latrd for later kings ter kings to emulate.o emulate.

The canonical presentation of Joshua includes certain monarchic elements 
which serve as a model for all of Israel’s future kings (esp. Solomon and Josiah). 
The accounts of his commissioning and installation (Num. 27:15-23; Josh. 1:2-9) 
contain language associated with the accession of monarchs. As a leader 
possessing Yahweh’s spirit and having prophetic sanction, he is an effective 
military and spiritual leader — a standard for later kings to emulate.

�Later tradLater tradition descition describes Joshribes Joshua as Moseua as Moses’ successs’ successor “in theor “in the prophetic prophetic office” a office” office” anoffice” and Israel’sd Israel’s “great sa “great savior,” a “vior,” a “devoted fodevoted follower” ofllower” of God who i God who is an examps an example for allle exampexample foexample for all (Sirr all (Sir. 46:1-12). 46:1-12). He is al. He is also called so called a judge (1a judge (1 Macc. 2:5 Macc. 2:55) and is 5) and is included iincludedincluded iincluded in a list on a list of significf significant intercant intercessors (2 essors (2 Esdr. 7:10Esdr. 7:107) and in 7) and in a list of a list of those who those whothose who passedwho passed on the To on the Torah (rah (m. }Abotm. }Abot 1:1). 1:1). 1:1).

Later tradition describes Joshua as Moses’ successor “in the prophetic 
office” and Israel’s “great savior,” a “devoted follower” of God who is an 
example for all (Sir. 46:1-12). He is also called a judge (1 Macc. 2:55) and is 
included in a list of significant intercessors (2 Esdr. 7:107) and in a list of those 
who passed on the Torah (m. }Abot 1:1).

�2.2. A man of  A man of Beth-shemeBeth-shemesh, in whosh, in whose field tse field the ark stohe ark stopped when pped when the Philisthe Philistines retutinePhilisPhilistinePhilistines returneds returned it to the it to the Israelite Israelites (1 Sam. s (1 Sam. 6:14).6:14).6:14).

2. A man of Beth-shemesh, in whose field the ark stopped when the 
Philistines returned it to the Israelites (1 Sam. 6:14).

�3.3. A governo A governor of Jerusr of Jerusalem durinalem during Josiah’sg Josiah’s reign (2  reign (2 Kgs. 23:8)Kgs. 23:8)...

3. A governor of Jerusalem during Josiah’s reign (2 Kgs. 23:8).

�4.4. A high pr A high priest in poiest in postexilic Jstexilic Jerusalem (erusalem (Hag. 1:1, Hag. 1:1, 12-14; Zec12-14; Zech. 3:1-8; h. 3:1-8; also callealso callealso called Jescalled Jeshua [hua [33]).]).]).

4. A high priest in postexilic Jerusalem (Hag. 1:1, 12-14; Zech. 3:1-8; also 
called Jeshua [3]).

�5.5. An indivi An individual (Gk. dual (Gk. IeäsouísIeäsouís ) in Luke ) in Luke’s genealo’s genealogy of Jesugy of Jesus (Luke 3:s (Luke 3:29).29).29).

5. An individual (Gk. Ieäsouís ) in Luke’s genealogy of Jesus (Luke 3:29).
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JOSHUA, BOJOSHUA, BOOK OFOK OFOK OF

JOSHUA, BOOK OF

The sixth The sixth book of thbook of the Bible, te Bible, the first ohe first of the Formf the Former Propheter Prophets, the secs, the second of theond of the Deuterono De DeuteronomDeuteronomistic hististic history. The Mory. The MT is pedanT is pedantic and retic and redundant, adundant, and the LXXnd the LXX, equally , equally, equally leequally learned but arned but slightly sslightly shorter andhorter and sometimes sometimes different differently arrangely arranged, lacks sd, lacks some of itsomessome of itsome of its wordiness wordiness and edits and editorial expaorial expansions.nsions.

The sixth book of the Bible, the first of the Former Prophets, the second of the 
Deuteronomistic history. The MT is pedantic and redundant, and the LXX, 
equally learned but slightly shorter and sometimes differently arranged, lacks 
some of its wordiness and editorial expansions.

Literary CLiterary Characterisharacteristicstics

Literary Characteristics



The book iThe book is attacheds attached to the pr to the preceding aneceding and followind following books ing books in the Deute the DeuteronomisticronomisticDeuteDeuteronomDeuteronomistic hististic history by repory by repetitive lietitive links, startnks, starting (1:1–9ing (1:1–9) with a q) with a quotation fuotation from the enrom ffrom the efrom the end of Deutnd of Deuteronomy (Deronomy (Deut. 31:6-eut. 31:6-8; 34:5) a8; 34:5) and ending nd ending with a texwith a text (24:29–3t (24:29–t (24:29–31)(24:29–31) which is  which is quoted at quoted at the beginnthe beginning of Juding of Judges (Judg.ges (Judg. 2:7-9; LX 2:7-9; LXX 24:33 adX 24:33 adds allusiodsadadds allusadds allusions to Juions to Judg. 2:6, 1dg. 2:6, 12; 3:12, 12; 3:12, 14). The bo4). The book is orgaok is organized intonized into four part four parts, marked s, mars, marked offmarked off from each from each other by  other by repetitionrepetition, and defi, and defined by topned by topic and intic and internal arraernal arrangement. Tngearraarrangemenarrangement. The firt. The first part (cst part (chs. 1–8) phs. 1–8) portrays Joortrays Joshua as thshua as the successoe successor of Mosesr of Moses in the Pr in in the Proin the Promised Landmised Land; it begin; it begins and endss and ends with him  with him as guardiaas guardian of the ln of the law of Moseaw of Moses (1:7–9; s MoseMoses (1:7Moses (1:7–9; 8:30–3–9; 8:30–35 [MT]). I5 [MT]). Its chapterts chapters are pairs are paired: two eaed: two each on prepch on preparations farations for crossinoffor crossifor crossing the Jorng the Jordan, the cdan, the crossing, trossing, the ritualshe rituals leading u leading up to the cp to the capture of apture of Jericho, aJerichJericho, aJericho, and the batnd the battle of Ai.tle of Ai. In the se In the second part cond part (chs. 9–11(chs. 9–11) each cha) each chapter beginpter begins with news wits with news with news of the preof the preceding eveceding event, and wint, and with the reath the reaction of action of all the kinll the kings (9:1) ogs (9:1) or of the kr ofr of the kinof the kings of specgs of specific citieific cities (10:1; 1s (10:1; 11:1). The 1:1). The part ends part ends with a sumwith a summary of Jomary of Joshua’s expshua’sJoJoshua’s eJoshua’s exploits (1xploits (11:23) whic1:23) which alludes h alludes to the begto the beginning of inning of the book (the book (1:1–6) and1:1–6) and concludes co concludes concludes the conquethe conquest of the st of the land. The land. The third partthird part (chs. 12– (chs. 12–21) redefi21) redefines Israelnes Israel’s occupat’s o’s occupationoccupation of the la of the land as an and as an allotment tllotment to the indio the individual trividual tribes. It bebes. It begins with gins with an overviean ovean overview ooverview of the victf the victories recoories recounted in tunted in the first the first two parts awo parts and, as in nd, as in the first the first part, all part, apart, all its chall its chapters areapters are paired. C paired. Ch. 12 limih. 12 limits the occts the occupation toupation to 31 kingdo 31 kingdoms; ch. 13ms; ch. 13 lists the lists  lists the lists the kingdoms tkingdoms to be conquo be conquered, and ered, and both deal both deal with distrwith distribution ofibution of land to t land to the Transjohe The TransjordaTransjordanian tribenian tribes. Chs. 14s. Chs. 14–15 concer–15 concern Judah, an Judah, and are relnd are related to eaated to each other bch other by recountiybby recountby recounting succesing successive episosive episodes in thedes in the life of C life of Caleb (14:6aleb (14:6–15; 15:13–15; 15:13–19). Ther–19). There are two e ae are two chare two chapters eacapters each on distrh on distributions tibutions to the houso the house of Josepe of Joseph (chs. 16h (chs. 16–17), allo–17), allotments of tmalloallotmentsallotments of land t of land to the otheo the other tribes ar tribes at Shiloh (t Shiloh (chs. 18–19chs. 18–19), and cit), and cities of refies of refuge and thuge anuge and the diand the distributionstribution of these  of these and other and other cities to cities to the Levitethe Levites (chs. 20s (chs. 20–21). This–21). This part, lik part, part, likepart, like the secon the second, ends wid, ends with a summath a summary which ary which alludes to lludes to the complethe completion of thtion of the task ande ththe task athe task and to the nd to the fulfillmenfulfillment of the pt of the promises meromises mentioned atntioned at the begin the beginning of thning of the book (21e be book (21:4book (21:43–45). In 3–45). In the fourththe fourth part (chs part (chs. 22–24) t. 22–24) the chapterhe chapters begin wis begin with loose cth loose chronologichrcchronologichronological links cal links to the thito the third part (2rd part (22:1; 23:1;2:1; 23:1; 24:1) and 24:1) and address t address the major ihe major issues leftssues iissues lefissues left unresolvt unresolved in the ed in the book. Ch. book. Ch. 22 deals w22 deals with the Trith the Transjordaniansjordanian tribes an tribes who had nowhowho had nowho had not receivedt received allotment allotments in the Ps in the Promised Laromised Land. Ch. 23nd. Ch. 23 confronts confronts the probl the prob the problem poproblem posed by a lsed by a limited occimited occupation ofupation of the land  the land and beginsand begins like the  like the earlier teearlier text which ixt wxt which intrwhich introduced theoduced the topic (cf topic (cf. 13:1). I. 13:1). In ch. 24 tn ch. 24 the issue ihe issue is the books the book of the la of the law, confidew, conw, confided tconfided to Joshua ao Joshua and read tond read to the peopl the people in the fe in the first part,irst part, which inc which includes, accludes, according to ordinaccaccording according to the histo the historical sutorical summary in Jmmary in Joshua’s sposhua’s speech (24:2eech (24:2–13), the –13), the books frombooks from Genesis t fromfrom Genesfrom Genesis to Deutis to Deuteronomy, ceronomy, called the alled the law of Moslaw of Moses (1:7; 8es (1:7; 8:32) or th:32) or the law of Ge law of Ge law of God (24:26God (24:26).).).

The book is attached to the preceding and following books in the 
Deuteronomistic history by repetitive links, starting (1:1–9) with a quotation 
from the end of Deuteronomy (Deut. 31:6-8; 34:5) and ending with a text 
(24:29–31) which is quoted at the beginning of Judges (Judg. 2:7-9; LXX 24:33 
adds allusions to Judg. 2:6, 12; 3:12, 14). The book is organized into four parts, 
marked off from each other by repetition, and defined by topic and internal 
arrangement. The first part (chs. 1–8) portrays Joshua as the successor of Moses 
in the Promised Land; it begins and ends with him as guardian of the law of 
Moses (1:7–9; 8:30–35 [MT]). Its chapters are paired: two each on preparations 
for crossing the Jordan, the crossing, the rituals leading up to the capture of 
Jericho, and the battle of Ai. In the second part (chs. 9–11) each chapter begins 
with news of the preceding event, and with the reaction of all the kings (9:1) or 
of the kings of specific cities (10:1; 11:1). The part ends with a summary of 
Joshua’s exploits (11:23) which alludes to the beginning of the book (1:1–6) and 
concludes the conquest of the land. The third part (chs. 12–21) redefines Israel’s 
occupation of the land as an allotment to the individual tribes. It begins with an 
overview of the victories recounted in the first two parts and, as in the first part, 
all its chapters are paired. Ch. 12 limits the occupation to 31 kingdoms; ch. 13 
lists the kingdoms to be conquered, and both deal with distribution of land to the 
Transjordanian tribes. Chs. 14–15 concern Judah, and are related to each other 
by recounting successive episodes in the life of Caleb (14:6–15; 15:13–19). There 
are two chapters each on distributions to the house of Joseph (chs. 16–17), 
allotments of land to the other tribes at Shiloh (chs. 18–19), and cities of refuge 
and the distribution of these and other cities to the Levites (chs. 20–21). This 
part, like the second, ends with a summary which alludes to the completion of 
the task and to the fulfillment of the promises mentioned at the beginning of the 
book (21:43–45). In the fourth part (chs. 22–24) the chapters begin with loose 
chronological links to the third part (22:1; 23:1; 24:1) and address the major 
issues left unresolved in the book. Ch. 22 deals with the Transjordanian tribes 
who had not received allotments in the Promised Land. Ch. 23 confronts the 
problem posed by a limited occupation of the land and begins like the earlier text 
which introduced the topic (cf. 13:1). In ch. 24 the issue is the book of the law, 
confided to Joshua and read to the people in the first part, which includes, 
according to the historical summary in Joshua’s speech (24:2–13), the books 
from Genesis to Deuteronomy, called the law of Moses (1:7; 8:32) or the law of 
God (24:26).

�The book dThe book does not usoes not use pentateue pentateuchal sourcchal sources, but ites, but it regularly regularly builds on builds on texts and texts a texts and develoand develops themes ps themes from the Pfrom the Pentateuch.entateuch. Crossing  Crossing the Jordanthe Jordan re-enacts re-enacts the Exodu the Exod the Exodus, enExodus, ends the wilds the wilderness erderness era which ita which it inaugurat inaugurated, and coed, and concludes, ancludes, as the Exods the Exodus began, uExodExodus begExodus began, with tan, with the rite ofhe rite of circumcis circumcision, the cion, the celebrationelebration of Passov of Passover, and aner, and an apparitio ap apparitionapparition (chs. 3–5 (chs. 3–5; Exod. 3:; Exod. 3:5; 4:24-265; 4:24-26; 12:6; 16; 12:6; 16:35). The :35). The spies, unlspies, unlike those ike those of the Exoof theof the Exodusthe Exodus generatio generation, return n, return with an enwith an encouraging couraging report (chreport (ch. 2; Num. . 2; Num. 13-14; Deu13-14; Deu13-14; Deut. 1), Deut. 1), the Transjthe Transjordanians ordanians are in theare in the vanguard  vanguard as they pras they promised Mosomised Moses (1:12–1es (1:12–1es (1:12–18; (1:12–18; Num. 32:20Num. 32:20-27), Josh-27), Joshua proclaiua proclaims the lawms the law as the la as the law requiredw required (8:30–35; (8:30–35; Deut. 27: (8:30–35;(8:30–35; (8:30–35; Deut. 27:1Deut. 27:1-8), and w-8), and wars followars follow the rules the rules establish established by Moseed by Moses (chs. 10s (chs. 10–11; Deut.–11010–11; Deu10–11; Deut. 20:10-1t. 20:10-18; 21:22-28; 21:22-23). The de3). The description scription of tribal of tribal boundariesboundaries and the a and the allotment olloaallotment allotment of tribal of tribal territorieterritories, levitics, levitical cities,al cities, and citie and cities of refugs of refuge completee complete the work  the wor the work that work that was begun was begun by Moses aby Moses and correspnd correspond to insond to instructions tructions he gave inhe gave in Numbers a Number Numbers anNumbers and Deuterond Deuteronomy (12:1–omy (12:1–6; 13:8–336; 13:8–33; 14:1–15;; 14:1–15; 20:2; 21: 20:2; 21:2). In the2). In the end, the  end, the end, the Transjthe Transjordanian tordanian tribes are ribes are praised fopraised for keeping r keeping their wordtheir word to Moses  to Moses (22:1–4; N(22:1–4; Num. 32:20-uNNum. 32:20Num. 32:20-22), and -22), and Joshua, afJoshua, after reviewter reviewing the coing the conditions snditions set out on et out on Sinai and Sinai and at Horeb fat at Horeb fat Horeb for the graor the gradual dispodual dispossession ossession of the natif the nations (ch. 2ons (ch. 23; Exod. 23; Exod. 23:23, 30; 3:23, 30; 34:15-16; 34:134:15-16; 34:15-16; Deut. 11:1Deut. 11:17), recall7), recalls Israel’ss Israel’s gradual d gradual dispossessiispossession of the on of the nations onnations on its journ its jo its journey tojourney to the Promi the Promised Land (sed Land (24:2–13).24:2–13).24:2–13).

The book does not use pentateuchal sources, but it regularly builds on texts 
and develops themes from the Pentateuch. Crossing the Jordan re-enacts the 
Exodus, ends the wilderness era which it inaugurated, and concludes, as the 



Exodus began, with the rite of circumcision, the celebration of Passover, and an 
apparition (chs. 3–5; Exod. 3:5; 4:24-26; 12:6; 16:35). The spies, unlike those of 
the Exodus generation, return with an encouraging report (ch. 2; Num. 13-14; 
Deut. 1), the Transjordanians are in the vanguard as they promised Moses 
(1:12–18; Num. 32:20-27), Joshua proclaims the law as the law required 
(8:30–35; Deut. 27:1-8), and wars follow the rules established by Moses (chs. 
10–11; Deut. 20:10-18; 21:22-23). The description of tribal boundaries and the 
allotment of tribal territories, levitical cities, and cities of refuge complete the 
work that was begun by Moses and correspond to instructions he gave in 
Numbers and Deuteronomy (12:1–6; 13:8–33; 14:1–15; 20:2; 21:2). In the end, 
the Transjordanian tribes are praised for keeping their word to Moses (22:1–4; 
Num. 32:20-22), and Joshua, after reviewing the conditions set out on Sinai and 
at Horeb for the gradual dispossession of the nations (ch. 23; Exod. 23:23, 30; 
34:15-16; Deut. 11:17), recalls Israel’s gradual dispossession of the nations on its 
journey to the Promised Land (24:2–13).

�The book cThe book contains naontains narratives arratives and lists, nd lists, sometimes sometimes mixes themmixes them, and typi, and typically intecally incally interruptsinterrupts one or th one or the other wie other with some reth some related or slated or subordinateubordinate interest. interest. The cross The crossing of theincrosscrossing ocrossing of the Jordf the Jordan is annoan is announced (1:1unced (1:1–6) and ev–6) and eventually tentually takes placeakes place (chs. 3–4 (chs. 3–4), but it ), b), but it is but it is delayed bydelayed by subplots  subplots that interthat interrupt each rupt each other and other and gradually gradually are resolvare resolved: the cred: ted: the crossithe crossing takes png takes place underlace under the aegis the aegis of the la of the law (1:7–9),w (1:7–9), which is  which is carried incarried in the ark a the a the ark and laark and later becometer becomes the focus the focus of cerems of ceremonies at Eonies at Ebal and Gebal and Gerizim (8:3rizim (8:30–35) and 0–35) and at Shechemaat Shechemat Shechem (ch. 24); (ch. 24); marshals  marshals are introdare introduced (1:10uced (1:10–11) and r–11) and reappear afeappear after a threter a three-day delae-threthree-day three-day delay (3:2delay (3:2); in the ); in the interval tinterval there are nhere are negotiationegotiations with thes with the Transjord Transjordanians (1:anianTransjordTransjordaTransjordanians (1:1nians (1:12–18) and 2–18) and with Rahabwith Rahab (ch. 2),  (ch. 2), and while and while the Transjthe Transjordanians ordanians are mentioarare mentioare mentioned in thened in the crossing  crossing (4:12–13),(4:12–13), Rahab’s s Rahab’s story is letory is left unfinisft unfinished until hed until later (ch.later later (ch.later (ch. 6). The c 6). The crossing isrossing is recounted recounted, but it i, but it is constants constantly interruly interrupted by repted by references tferencrereferencesreferences to priest to priests and tribs and tribal represeal representatives. ntatives. The generaThe general reactionl reaction to the cr to the crossing is ossicrcrossing icrossing is noted (5s noted (5:1), but t:1), but the reactiohe reaction in Jericn in Jericho (6:1) who (6:1) waits on thaits on the ceremonie ceremonies at Gilges ates at Gilgal.at Gilgal. The kings The kings hear the  hear the news aboutnews about Jericho a Jericho and Ai (9:1nd Ai (9:1–2) but th–2) but they do nothey do nothing until ingnothnothing unnothing until mattertil matters are setts are settled at Gibled at Gibeon. The seon. The story of thtory of the battle oe battle of Gibeon if Gibeon is separates ses separated separated from the sfrom the story of thtory of the victory e victory over Hazorover Hazor by a list by a list of cities of cities and kings and kings conquered con conquered conquered at the samat the same time (10e time (10:16–43). T:16–43). The distribhe distribution of lution of land to theand to the tribes in tribes in Canaan is C Canaan is Canaan is announced announced (13:7) but(13:7) but delayed b delayed by allotmeny allotments in Trants in Transjordan (1sjordan (13:8–33), r3:8–33), reintroduceerreintroducreintroduced (14:1–2ed (14:1–2) but inte) but interrupted byrrupted by the levit the levitical allotical allotments whicments which are menth are mentioned (14:iomentmentioned mentioned (14:3) in (14:3) in anticipatianticipation of theion of their actual or actual occurrence ccurrence (ch. 21), (ch. 21), delayed agdelayed again by refain bain by referenby reference to Ephrce to Ephraim and Maaim and Manasseh (14nasseh (14:4) before:4) before it is the it is their turn (cir turn (chs. 16–17)hs. 16–17), and agai, a, and again and again by the stoby the story of Calery of Caleb (14:6–15b (14:6–15). Lists o). Lists of boundaryf boundary points ar points are separatee separated from lisd frd from listsfrom lists of towns  of towns by narratiby narrative episodeve episodes (15:13–1s (15:13–19; 17:3–6,9; 17:3–6, 14–18), a 14–18), and the occnd the occasion of Jasioccoccasion ooccasion of Joshua’sf Joshua’s farewell  farewell address isaddress is introduce introduced (13:1), d (13:1), but he doebut he does not speas not speak until thk uk until the until the land has bland has been distrieen distributed (23:buted (23:1). This j1). This jagged stylagged style reflectse reflects the subst the substance of thance oance of the booof the book, which tk, which tells interells interlocking velocking versions of rsions of the same sthe same story and rtory and reflects oneflects on their sig the their signtheir significance.ificance.

The book contains narratives and lists, sometimes mixes them, and typically 
interrupts one or the other with some related or subordinate interest. The 
crossing of the Jordan is announced (1:1–6) and eventually takes place (chs. 3–4), 
but it is delayed by subplots that interrupt each other and gradually are resolved: 
the crossing takes place under the aegis of the law (1:7–9), which is carried in the 
ark and later becomes the focus of ceremonies at Ebal and Gerizim (8:30–35) and 
at Shechem (ch. 24); marshals are introduced (1:10–11) and reappear after a 
three-day delay (3:2); in the interval there are negotiations with the 
Transjordanians (1:12–18) and with Rahab (ch. 2), and while the Transjordanians 
are mentioned in the crossing (4:12–13), Rahab’s story is left unfinished until 
later (ch. 6). The crossing is recounted, but it is constantly interrupted by 
references to priests and tribal representatives. The general reaction to the 
crossing is noted (5:1), but the reaction in Jericho (6:1) waits on the ceremonies 
at Gilgal. The kings hear the news about Jericho and Ai (9:1–2) but they do 
nothing until matters are settled at Gibeon. The story of the battle of Gibeon is 
separated from the story of the victory over Hazor by a list of cities and kings 
conquered at the same time (10:16–43). The distribution of land to the tribes in 
Canaan is announced (13:7) but delayed by allotments in Transjordan (13:8–33), 
reintroduced (14:1–2) but interrupted by the levitical allotments which are 
mentioned (14:3) in anticipation of their actual occurrence (ch. 21), delayed again 
by reference to Ephraim and Manasseh (14:4) before it is their turn (chs. 16–17), 
and again by the story of Caleb (14:6–15). Lists of boundary points are separated 
from lists of towns by narrative episodes (15:13–19; 17:3–6, 14–18), and the 
occasion of Joshua’s farewell address is introduced (13:1), but he does not speak 
until the land has been distributed (23:1). This jagged style reflects the substance 



of the book, which tells interlocking versions of the same story and reflects on 
their significance.

HistoricalHistorical Features Features

Historical Features

The book mThe book manifests canifests characterisharacteristics of thtics of the Deuterone Deuteronomistic hiomistic historical wstorical work. Thereork. There are previ ThereThere are There are previews (previews (1:1–6, 10–1:1–6, 10–11, 12–18;11, 12–18; 7:1–2; 9: 7:1–2; 9:1–2; 14:1–1–2; 14:1–5) and sum5) and summaries (5:maries (5:1; 11:23; 1(5:(5:1; 11:2(5:1; 11:23; 12:1–243; 12:1–24; 13:32–33; 13:32–33; 19:51; 2; 19:51; 21:43–45) o1:43–45) of the courf the course of narrse of narrated eventated events, and spes, as, and speechand speeches explaines explaining their ing their significansignificance (2:8–11ce (2:8–11; 3:9–10; ; 3:9–10; 4:7, 21–244:7, 21–24; 13:1–6; ; 13:1–6; 22:1–6; ch22:1–22:1–6; ch22:1–6; chs. 23, 24)s. 23, 24). There is. There is an incipi an incipient chronoent chronology calculogy calculated fromlated from the Exodu the Exodus (5:6, 12s (5s (5:6, 12; (5:6, 12; cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 16:35) and16:35) and, more pre, more precisely, frcisely, from the firom the first unsuccest unsuccessful attessful attempt to takmpt tompt to take thto take the land (14e land (14:7, 10; cf:7, 10; cf. Deut. 2:. Deut. 2:14). Histo14). History is basery is based on law, d on law, events corevents correspond torespocorcorrespondcorrespond to precep to precepts (e.g., ts (e.g., the timingthe timing of the cr of the crossing [4:ossing [4:19; 5:10] 19; 5:10] follows thfollows the rules ofe rule rules of Prules of Passover [Eassover [Exod. 12:3,xod. 12:3, 6]), sin  6]), sin frustratesfrustrates Israel’s  Israel’s relations relations with Yahwewith Yahweh, and theh, andh, and the baand the basic commansic commandment is tdment is to love ando love and worship G worship God (22:5; od (22:5; 24:16–24).24:16–24). The book  The boo The book of Jobook of Joshua is thshua is the work of e work of the Deuterthe Deuteronomistic onomistic historian,historian, who took  who took material omaterial of diverse foof diverseof diverse kinds and kinds and origins a origins and arrangend arranged it in a d it in a carefully carefully planned, splanned, skillfully killfully written hiwritten written hiwritten history of Istory of Israel.srael.srael.

The book manifests characteristics of the Deuteronomistic historical work. 
There are previews (1:1–6, 10–11, 12–18; 7:1–2; 9:1–2; 14:1–5) and summaries 
(5:1; 11:23; 12:1–24; 13:32–33; 19:51; 21:43–45) of the course of narrated events, 
and speeches explaining their significance (2:8–11; 3:9–10; 4:7, 21–24; 13:1–6; 
22:1–6; chs. 23, 24). There is an incipient chronology calculated from the Exodus 
(5:6, 12; cf. Exod. 16:35) and, more precisely, from the first unsuccessful attempt 
to take the land (14:7, 10; cf. Deut. 2:14). History is based on law, events 
correspond to precepts (e.g., the timing of the crossing [4:19; 5:10] follows the 
rules of Passover [Exod. 12:3, 6]), sin frustrates Israel’s relations with Yahweh, 
and the basic commandment is to love and worship God (22:5; 24:16–24). The 
book of Joshua is the work of the Deuteronomistic historian, who took material 
of diverse kinds and origins and arranged it in a carefully planned, skillfully 
written history of Israel.

�The main rThe main resources aesources available tvailable to the Deuto the Deuteronomist eronomist were a narwere a narrative of rative of the Conquethe Cthe Conquest aConquest and a geogrnd a geography of thaphy of the 12 tribee 12 tribes. The geos. The geography wasgraphy was not a lit not a literary sourerary source, but a csoursource, busource, but a map oft a map of the count the country, listinry, listing towns, dg towns, delineatingelineating routes, a routes, and describnd describing the toing ting the topogrthe topography, withaphy, with more deta more detail on someil on some areas (no areas (notably Judatably Judah and Benjh and Benjamin) thanamin) thanamin) than on otthan on others. The hers. The map was ovmap was overlaid witerlaid with a tribalh a tribal grid (cf. grid (cf. 18:1–10), 18:1–10), the kingd the kingdoms were iomskingdkingdoms wkingdoms were identiere identified by thfied by their tribaleir tribal names Jud names Judah and Josah and Joseph, and teph, and the center he center of governmofof governmof government was loent was located at tcated at the tribal he tribal sanctuariesanctuaries in Shilos in Shiloh and Gilgh and Gilgal. The geal. The geography acogrgegeography geography acquired aacquired a sort of h sort of historicityistoricity through t through the inclusihe inclusion of storon of stories and diies and dialogue andalogudidialogue adialogue and throughnd through an implic an implicit chronolit chronology, markeogy, marked by retrod by retrospectives spectives to the timto the time of Mosesetimtime of Motime of Moses and alses and allusions tolusions to the prese the present (16:10)nt (16:10) and the f and the future (13:uture (13:6), and by6), and by dividing  div dividing tdividing the allotmehe allotment of tribnt of tribal lands ial lands into two dinto two distinct phastinct phases (18:1–ses (18:1–3). The na3). The narrative ofrrativnanarrative narrative of the Conof the Conquest, by quest, by contrast, contrast, was a compwas a complete literlete literary sourceary source which the which the Deuterono D DeuteronomDeuteronomist copiedist copied and adapt and adapted to the ed to the purposes opurposes of the histf the history. It reory. It related how lated how lated how Israelhow Israel, under th, under the leadershe leadership of Joship of Joshua, invadeua, invaded and conqd and conquered the uered the land. The land. The Conquest wCConquest wConquest was exemplaas exemplary, markedry, marked by the co by the conspicuous nspicuous ruins at Jruins at Jericho andericho and Ai, and i Ai, and i Ai, and illustrateillustrated the mirad the miraculous fulculous fulfillment ofillment of the Sinaf the Sinai covenanti covenant (3:5, 10; (3:5, 10; cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 34:10-11) 34:10-1 34:10-11),34:10-11), which the which the treaty wi treaty with the Gibth the Gibeonites uneonites unwittingly wittingly violated (violated (Exod. 34:1Exod. 34:12). The ba2).34:134:12). Th34:12). The battle fe battle for Jerusalor Jerusalem and theem and the southern  southern cities andcities and the war w the war with Hazor ith Hazor and the kianand the kiand the kings of Canngs of Canaan gave Iaan gave Israel instsrael instant and coant and complete posmplete possession ofsession of the land, the land, as Yahweh as  as Yahweh as Yahweh swore to Mswore to Moses and toses and their fatheheir fathers at Sinars at Sinai (1:6; 11i (1:6; 11:23). This:23). This simple na simple narrative warrananarrative narrative was adaptewas adapted by the hd by the history to istory to suit its isuit its interpretatnterpretation, in whion, in which the laich the land was notnd wand was not cowas not conquered bynquered by Joshua bu Joshua but allottedt allotted by him to by him to the tribe the tribes, by chans, by changing all tging all the people he phe people intpeople into types, ao types, and all thend all the narrated  narrated events intevents into illustrao illustrations of otions of obedience tbedience to the law o theo the law ofthe law of Moses. Moses. Moses.

The main resources available to the Deuteronomist were a narrative of the 
Conquest and a geography of the 12 tribes. The geography was not a literary 
source, but a map of the country, listing towns, delineating routes, and describing 
the topography, with more detail on some areas (notably Judah and Benjamin) 
than on others. The map was overlaid with a tribal grid (cf. 18:1–10), the 
kingdoms were identified by their tribal names Judah and Joseph, and the center 
of government was located at the tribal sanctuaries in Shiloh and Gilgal. The 
geography acquired a sort of historicity through the inclusion of stories and 
dialogue and through an implicit chronology, marked by retrospectives to the 
time of Moses and allusions to the present (16:10) and the future (13:6), and by 
dividing the allotment of tribal lands into two distinct phases (18:1–3). The 
narrative of the Conquest, by contrast, was a complete literary source which the 
Deuteronomist copied and adapted to the purposes of the history. It related 
how Israel, under the leadership of Joshua, invaded and conquered the land. The 
Conquest was exemplary, marked by the conspicuous ruins at Jericho and Ai, and 
illustrated the miraculous fulfillment of the Sinai covenant (3:5, 10; cf. Exod. 
34:10-11), which the treaty with the Gibeonites unwittingly violated (Exod. 
34:12). The battle for Jerusalem and the southern cities and the war with Hazor 
and the kings of Canaan gave Israel instant and complete possession of the land, 
as Yahweh swore to Moses and their fathers at Sinai (1:6; 11:23). This simple 
narrative was adapted by the history to suit its interpretation, in which the land 
was not conquered by Joshua but allotted by him to the tribes, by changing all the 



people into types, and all the narrated events into illustrations of obedience to 
the law of Moses.

�In the narIn the narrative Josrative Joshua is thehua is the successor successor of Moses  of Moses (1:2), but(1:2), but in the ad in the adaptation haptation haptation he is recahe is recast in the st in the image of Mimage of Moses and roses and relives epielives episodes fromsodes from his life. his life. In the na In the narrative Jorrativnanarrative narrative Joshua leaJoshua leads the peods the people Israelple Israel, but in t, but in the historyhe history he leads  he leads the “sons the “sons of Israel”of Isrof Israel” (1Israel” (1:2: :2: beïneî yisbeïneî yisíraœ}eäl,íraœ}eäl, the 12 tr the 12 tribes). In ibes). In the sourcethe source, the peop, the people cross tle cross the Jordan htthe Jordanthe Jordan at Jerich at Jericho (3:16), o (3:16), but in thebut in the history t history the crossinhe crossing becomes g becomes a ritual ma ritual memorializiemommemorializmemorializing the Exing the Exodus and todus and the wildernhe wilderness wanderess wanderings. In tings. In the narratihe narrative God speve God speve God speaks reaspeaks reassuringly ssuringly to Joshua,to Joshua, Joshua ac Joshua acts boldly,ts boldly, and aston and astonishing thiishing things are dengs are described inscribdedescribed described in realistin realistic detail.ic detail. In the hi In the history theystory they receive a receive a surreal t surreal touch: the ouch: the amazing faamazingamazing faamazing fall of Jerill of Jericho becomecho becomes a liturgs a liturgical eventical event; God’s in; God’s interventiontervention in the ba in the battle of Gittle ottle of Gibeon of Gibeon is matchedis matched by meteor by meteorological aological and cosmolond cosmological wondgical wonders; everyers; everything happthing hapthing happens prhappens predictably edictably in the patin the pattern of cotern of command and mmand and execution.execution. The compl The complete Conqueete Conete Conquest tConquest took a few ook a few days and edays and exhausts thxhausts the story ofe story of Joshua, b Joshua, but in the ut in the history ithistory it took many to took many took many days (11:1days (11:18) and was8) and was partial a partial and occupiend occupied a small d a small part of Jopart of Joshua’s carshua’s career. The neecarcareer. Thcareer. The narrative narrative was orige was original, but inal, but in the hisin the history everytory everything is mthing is modeled on odeled on past eventpastpast eventpast events (2:10; 9s (2:10; 9:9–10), or:9–10), or conforms  conforms to the lawto the law, or happe, or happens in fulfns in fulfillment ofillment of prescript pre prescriptiprescriptions in Numons in Numbers and Dbers and Deuteronomyeuteronomy...

In the narrative Joshua is the successor of Moses (1:2), but in the adaptation 
he is recast in the image of Moses and relives episodes from his life. In the 
narrative Joshua leads the people Israel, but in the history he leads the “sons of 
Israel” (1:2: beïneî yisíraœ}eäl, the 12 tribes). In the source, the people cross 
the Jordan at Jericho (3:16), but in the history the crossing becomes a ritual 
memorializing the Exodus and the wilderness wanderings. In the narrative God 
speaks reassuringly to Joshua, Joshua acts boldly, and astonishing things are 
described in realistic detail. In the history they receive a surreal touch: the 
amazing fall of Jericho becomes a liturgical event; God’s intervention in the battle 
of Gibeon is matched by meteorological and cosmological wonders; everything 
happens predictably in the pattern of command and execution. The complete 
Conquest took a few days and exhausts the story of Joshua, but in the history it 
took many days (11:18) and was partial and occupied a small part of Joshua’s 
career. The narrative was original, but in the history everything is modeled on 
past events (2:10; 9:9–10), or conforms to the law, or happens in fulfillment of 
prescriptions in Numbers and Deuteronomy.

�These adapThese adaptations wetations were made inre made in the inter the interest of hisest of historical extorical exactitude. actitude. Even in thEven in tEven in the originthe original the batal the battle of Jertle of Jericho was micho was meant to ileant to illustrate tlustrate the belief,he belief, expressed expressed by Rahab, by Ra by Rahab, thaRahab, that it was Yt it was Yahweh who ahweh who gave the lgave the land to Isrand to Israel, and tael, and the Deuterohe Deuteronomist empnomist emnomist emphasizedemphasized this rhet this rhetorical purorical purpose and ipose and its historits historical inaccucal inaccuracy by turacy by turning it irning it into a litunto anto a liturgy a liturgy and a lessand a lesson in the on in the law. The blaw. The battle of Aattle of Ai was narri was narrated with ated with realistic realistic detail, budetail, detail, budetail, but the histt the history cast dory cast doubt on itoubt on its reliabils reliability by preity by prefacing anofacing another versither version which mon whicon which madewhich made it a less it a lesson in obedon in obedience, by ience, by inserting inserting a contradia contradictory accoctory account of theunt of the ambush (8 am ambush (8:ambush (8:11b-13) an11b-13) and by append by appending anothding another lesson er lesson on observaon observance of thence of the law (vv.  law (vv.  law (vv. 24–29(vv. 24–29). The tre). The treaty with Gaty with Gibeon is aibeon is acknowledgecknowledged, but thed, but there are addre are additional neitional negotiationsgonenegotiationegotiations (9:16–2ns (9:16–27) which r7) which relate the elate the story to pstory to provision irovision in Deuteronn Deuteronomy (Deut.omy (Deutomy (Deut. 29:(Deut. 29:11 [MT 10]11 [MT 10]) and, by ) and, by insisting insisting that the Gthat the Gibeonites ibeonites were sparewere spared (9:18–21d (9:18–21, 26), pre, (9:18–21(9:18–21, (9:18–21, 26), prepa26), prepare for itsre for its sequel in sequel in the time  the time of Saul (2of Saul (2 Sam. 21). Sam. 21). The battl The battle against e agaie against Jeagainst Jerusalem anrusalem and its allid its allies is overes is overwhelmed wiwhelmed with wondersth wonders and corre and corrected by ancted by an account o a account ofaccount of victories victories over a di over a different grfferent group of citoup of cities and kiies and kings, becaungs, because it was se it was wrong (Debwronwrong (Debwrong (Debir was their was the name of a name of a king in t king in the source,he source, but is th but is the name of e name of a place ina place in the histo th the historthe history [10:3, 3y [10:3, 38–39]), an8–39]), and because d because the historthe historian had a ian had a different different version ofversion of the captu the the capturthe capture of Jeruse of Jerusalem (Judgalem (Judg. 1:8, 21;. 1:8, 21; 2 Sam. 5: 2 Sam. 5:6-9). The 6-9). The war with twar with the kings ohe kings of Canaan if Caf Canaan is Canaan is cross-refecross-referenced, byrenced, by including including their hor their horses and chses and chariots (11ariots (11:4, 6, 9) :4, 6, 9) and a variand aand a variant a variant account ofaccount of the battl the battle of Hazore of Hazor (11:10–15 (11:10–15), to subs), to subsequent andequent and quite dif quite different accferdifdifferent different accounts oaccounts of the warsf the wars in the no in the north (Judg.rth (Judg. 4-5). The 4-5). The summary o summary of the warsf the wars includes  in includes bincludes battles froattles from the timem the time of Moses  of Moses (12:14; Nu(12:14; Num. 21:1-3)m. 21:1-3) and does  and does not corresnot correspond to thpcorrescorrespondcorrespond to the or to the original nariginal narrative. Inrative. In the land  the land that remaithat remains are incns are included placluded places which tes wes which the which the narrative narrative source supsource supposed wereposed were under Isr under Israelite conaelite control (13:6trol (13:6; cf. 11:8; cf. 11:8). Joshua ). J). Joshua is Joshua is the hero othe hero of the narrf the narrative sourative source, but ince, but in the Deute the Deuteronomisticronomistic history,  history, in agreemein ain agreement agreement with the Pwith the Priestly soriestly source (Num.urce (Num. 27:15-23) 27:15-23), he is as, he is associated wsociated with Eleazaith Eleazar the prier EleazaEleazar thEleazar the priest (e priest (14:1; 17:414:1; 17:4; 19:51; 2; 19:51; 21:1; 24:331:1; 24:33). As the ). As the tribal bortribal borders, listders, lists of cities of cities of cities, ancities, and Ephraimid Ephraimite affiliate affiliation of Jotion of Joshua show,shua show, the purpo the purported conqurted conquest of theest of the land by a land land by a land by a united Isrunited Israel in leaael in league with Ggue with God was an od was an amalgamatiamalgamation and simon and simplificatioplification of tradin on of traditiof traditions from vons from various timarious times and reges and regions narraions narrated from ated from a Judean pe Judean perspective.rspective. The narra T The narratThe narrative was deive was designed to signed to persuade ipersuade its readersts readers that God’ that God’s promisess promises to their  to their fathers hafafathers hafathers had been fuld been fulfilled, anfilled, and made thed made the point in  point in charming acharming and memorabnd memorable storiesle stories appropria a appropriatappropriated from coed from common tradimmon traditions of Itions of Israel’s pasrael’s past. The hist. The historian restorian recognized tcognized the traditihetthe traditthe traditions, but ions, but thought ththought that they haat they had been misd been misrememberedremembered and wrong and wrongly attribuly attribuly attributedattributed to Joshua to Joshua. Joshua’s. Joshua’s role was  role was redefined,redefined, the Judea the Judean bias wasn bias was dropped,  dropped, and as theandand as theand as the history p history progressed rogressed from book from book to book, tto book, the gradualhe gradual conquest  conquest of the lanof the land was attrdlanland was aland was attributed ttributed to a serieto a series of heroes of heroes and kings and kings, and cams, and came to an ene to an end only whed only when the peopn whewhen the pwhen the people wereeople were united un united under David.der David.

These adaptations were made in the interest of historical exactitude. Even in 
the original the battle of Jericho was meant to illustrate the belief, expressed by 
Rahab, that it was Yahweh who gave the land to Israel, and the Deuteronomist 
emphasized this rhetorical purpose and its historical inaccuracy by turning it into 
a liturgy and a lesson in the law. The battle of Ai was narrated with realistic 
detail, but the history cast doubt on its reliability by prefacing another version 
which made it a lesson in obedience, by inserting a contradictory account of the 
ambush (8:11b-13) and by appending another lesson on observance of the law 
(vv. 24–29). The treaty with Gibeon is acknowledged, but there are additional 
negotiations (9:16–27) which relate the story to provision in Deuteronomy 
(Deut. 29:11 [MT 10]) and, by insisting that the Gibeonites were spared 
(9:18–21, 26), prepare for its sequel in the time of Saul (2 Sam. 21). The battle 
against Jerusalem and its allies is overwhelmed with wonders and corrected by an 
account of victories over a different group of cities and kings, because it was 
wrong (Debir was the name of a king in the source, but is the name of a place in 
the history [10:3, 38–39]), and because the historian had a different version of 
the capture of Jerusalem (Judg. 1:8, 21; 2 Sam. 5:6-9). The war with the kings of 
Canaan is cross-referenced, by including their horses and chariots (11:4, 6, 9) and 
a variant account of the battle of Hazor (11:10–15), to subsequent and quite 
different accounts of the wars in the north (Judg. 4-5). The summary of the wars 
includes battles from the time of Moses (12:14; Num. 21:1-3) and does not 
correspond to the original narrative. In the land that remains are included places 



which the narrative source supposed were under Israelite control (13:6; cf. 11:8). 
Joshua is the hero of the narrative source, but in the Deuteronomistic history, in 
agreement with the Priestly source (Num. 27:15-23), he is associated with 
Eleazar the priest (14:1; 17:4; 19:51; 21:1; 24:33). As the tribal borders, lists of 
cities, and Ephraimite affiliation of Joshua show, the purported conquest of the 
land by a united Israel in league with God was an amalgamation and simplification 
of traditions from various times and regions narrated from a Judean perspective. 
The narrative was designed to persuade its readers that God’s promises to their 
fathers had been fulfilled, and made the point in charming and memorable stories 
appropriated from common traditions of Israel’s past. The historian recognized 
the traditions, but thought that they had been misremembered and wrongly 
attributed to Joshua. Joshua’s role was redefined, the Judean bias was dropped, 
and as the history progressed from book to book, the gradual conquest of the 
land was attributed to a series of heroes and kings, and came to an end only 
when the people were united under David.
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JOSIAHJOSIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yoœ}sûiîyayoœ}sûiîyaœhu®)œhu®)œhu®)

JOSIAH (Heb. yoœ}sûiîyaœhu®)

�1.1. The son o The son of King Amof King Amon of Judahn of Judah and Jedid and Jedidah, daughtah, daughter of Adaier of Adaiah of Bozkah of Bozkath. JosiaathBozkBozkath. JBozkath. Josiah (ca.osiah (ca. 648- 609  648- 609 B.C.E.B.C.E.) was plac) was placed on the ed on the throne of throne of Judah at tJudah at the age of he age ohe age of eight aof eight after the after the assassinatissassination of his on of his father (cafather (ca. 640). Jo. 640). Josiah marrisiah married Hamutaled Hamutal, daughter, daug, daughter odaughter of Jeremiahf Jeremiah of Libnah of Libnah, and Zebu, and Zebudah, daughdah, daughter of Pedter of Pediah of Rumiah of Rumah. One soah. One sah. One son from eson from each wife rach wife reigned afteigned after him: Jeer him: Jehoahaz suchoahaz succeeded to ceeded to the thronethe throne upon Josi upon Josiah’s havinaJosiJosiah’s hJosiah’s having beinaving being killed bg killed by Neco II y Neco II of Egypt, of Egypt, but he wasbut he was removed f removed from the throm the throne by Neroththrone by throne by Neco in faNeco in favor of hisvor of his older hal older half-brother f-brother Jehoiakim Jehoiakim after onlyafter only three mon three months.thmonmonths.months.months.

1. The son of King Amon of Judah and Jedidah, daughter of Adaiah of 
Bozkath. Josiah (ca. 648- 609 B.C.E.) was placed on the throne of Judah at the age 
of eight after the assassination of his father (ca. 640). Josiah married Hamutal, 
daughter of Jeremiah of Libnah, and Zebudah, daughter of Pediah of Rumah. One 
son from each wife reigned after him: Jehoahaz succeeded to the throne upon 
Josiah’s having being killed by Neco II of Egypt, but he was removed from the 
throne by Neco in favor of his older half-brother Jehoiakim after only three 
months.

�Josiah camJosiah came to the te to the throne in ahrone in a period of period of both inte both internal and ernal and external tuxternal turmoil for rmoil formoil for Judah.for Judah. The assas The assassination osination of Amon sugf Amon suggests widegests wider unrest tr unrest than mere uhan mere unpopularitnpopularituunpopulariunpopularity with thty with this particuis particular ruler,lar ruler, and the b and the bloody refoloody reform measurerm measures engaged s engaged in by Josiinin by Josiin by Josiah seem toah seem to confirm s confirm such disconuch discontent. The tent. The collapse ocollapse of the Assyf the Assyrian Empirrian Empire, to whice,EmpirEmpire, toEmpire, to which Jud which Judah had beeah had been a vassaln a vassal, left the, left the small nat small nation with aion with an uncertain uncertain place inn plan place in iplace in internationnternational relatioal relations, a tenuns, a tenuous positious position perhapson perhaps reflected reflected in archae in archaeological rologiarchaearchaeologarchaeological remaiical remains by royans by royal Judean sl Judean stamped imptamped impressions bressions both of scaoth of scarabs (Egyprabs (Egyptian iconst(Egyp(Egyptian (Egyptian icons) andicons) and rosettes  rosettes (Babylonia(Babylonian icons).n icons).n icons).

Josiah came to the throne in a period of both internal and external turmoil 
for Judah. The assassination of Amon suggests wider unrest than mere 
unpopularity with this particular ruler, and the bloody reform measures engaged 
in by Josiah seem to confirm such discontent. The collapse of the Assyrian 
Empire, to which Judah had been a vassal, left the small nation with an uncertain 
place in international relations, a tenuous position perhaps reflected in 
archaeological remains by royal Judean stamped impressions both of scarabs 
(Egyptian icons) and rosettes (Babylonian icons).



�The main eThe main event recorvent recorded of Josded of Josiah’s reigiah’s reign is the cn is the cult reformult reform of Judah  of Judah in which tin whichin which the which the Yahweh temYahweh temple of Jerple of Jerusalem becusalem became the oname the only acceptely accepted Judean wd Judean worship sitorship sorship site whilesite while the vener the veneration of aation of all other dll other deities waseities was treated a treated as a capitas a capital offense;l offense; indeed, 1 indeed indeed, 1 indeed, 1 Kgs. 13:2 Kgs. 13:2 has a prophas a prophet predichet predict Josiah’st Josiah’s reign for reign for just this just this purpose.  purpose. The polythThe pThe polytheistpolytheistic religioic religious world ous world of King Manf King Manasseh, as asseh, as presented presented in Kings, in Kings, had been mhad been maintained ainmmaintainedmaintained during th during the two-yeare two-year reign of  reign of Josiah’s fJosiah’s father and ather and the first the first several yeseveral years of Josars oars of Josiah’of Josiah’s reign, as reign, as is well s is well documenteddocumented in archae in archaeological dological deposits. Ieposits. In additionn addition, the prop, the p, the propheciesprophecies of Zephan of Zephaniah and Jeiah and Jeremiah refremiah reflect a Judlect a Judean religiean religious world ous world of pervasiof pervasive polythevepervasipervasive pervasive polytheismpolytheism...

The main event recorded of Josiah’s reign is the cult reform of Judah in 
which the Yahweh temple of Jerusalem became the only accepted Judean worship 
site while the veneration of all other deities was treated as a capital offense; 
indeed, 1 Kgs. 13:2 has a prophet predict Josiah’s reign for just this purpose. The 
polytheistic religious world of King Manasseh, as presented in Kings, had been 
maintained during the two-year reign of Josiah’s father and the first several years 
of Josiah’s reign, as is well documented in archaeological deposits. In addition, the 
prophecies of Zephaniah and Jeremiah reflect a Judean religious world of 
pervasive polytheism.

�In the couIn the course of renrse of renovating thovating the temple oe temple of Yahweh, f Yahweh, during theduring the 18th year 18th year of his re of his of his reign,his reign, Josiah’s  Josiah’s workers caworkers came upon a me upon a scroll whiscroll which was delch was delivered to ivered to the king (the king (2 Kgs. 23)2 K2 Kgs. 23). Kgs. 23). Since PatrSince Patristic timeistic times Christias Christians have inns have insisted thasisted that the scrot the scroll found wll found was the booas theas the book othe book of Deuteronf Deuteronomy or somomy or some variant e variant of it. Jewof it. Jewish traditish tradition has inion has insisted, wisisted, with the Hebth wiwith the Hwith the Hebrew textebrew text, that it , that it was the Towas the Torah (Pentarah (Pentateuch). Itteuch). It was unlik was unlikely to havely to have been eite be been eithebeen either in any fr in any form now knorm now known. Althoown. Although no oneugh no one else who  else who saw the dosaw the document wascumentdodocument wdocument was perturbas perturbed by it, ed by it, Josiah insJosiah instantly rectantly recognized itognized it as condem as condemning the rning the religious pelrreligious religious practices practices of the Judof the Judeans and feans and foretellingoretelling doom for  doom for the nationthe nation...

In the course of renovating the temple of Yahweh, during the 18th year of 
his reign, Josiah’s workers came upon a scroll which was delivered to the king (2 
Kgs. 23). Since Patristic times Christians have insisted that the scroll found was 
the book of Deuteronomy or some variant of it. Jewish tradition has insisted, 
with the Hebrew text, that it was the Torah (Pentateuch). It was unlikely to have 
been either in any form now known. Although no one else who saw the 
document was perturbed by it, Josiah instantly recognized it as condemning the 
religious practices of the Judeans and foretelling doom for the nation.

�Josiah folJosiah followed ancilowed ancient Near Eent Near Eastern traastern traditions byditions by having th having the veracitye veracity of the sc of the s of the scroll verscroll verified by cified by consulting onsulting with the dwith the divine worlivine world. The prod. The prophetess Huphetess Huldah confildah confirmed that rmconficonfirmed confirmed that the nthat the nation woulation would end in dd end in destructionestruction, but the , but the king wouldking would die in pe die in peace (2 Kgsacpepeace (2 Kpeace (2 Kgs. 22:20)gs. 22:20). What exa. What exactly was mctly was meant by “peant by “peace” conteace” continues to binues to be debated,e debatede debated, sdebated, since Josiaince Josiah would beh would be killed by killed by Neco II.  Neco II. Josiah’s aJosiah’s actions to ctions to deflect thdeflect the promise e prome promise ofpromise of doom for  doom for Judah inclJudah included the wuded the wholesale dholesale destructionestruction of all pl of all places of woaces of worship excerwoworship exworship except the Ycept the Yahweh tempahweh temple in Jerule in Jerusalem, thesalem, the disestabl disestablishment ofishment of levitical levitical posts awa p posts awayposts away from Jeru from Jerusalem, andsalem, and the execu the execution of petion of personnel inrsonnel involved witvolved with cults ofh cults of deities o d deities otdeities other than Yher than Yahweh, mosahweh, most notably t notably at Bethel,at Bethel, the natio the national templenal temple of Israel of Israel. 2 Chr. 3. 2 . 2 Chr. 35 2 Chr. 35 concentratconcentrates on a Paes on a Passover whissover which Josiah ch Josiah called forcalled for all of Ju all of Judah and Isdah and Israel, haviraeIsIsrael, haIsrael, having givenving given only a cu only a cursory notirsory notice (34:33)ce (34:33) to the re to the reform so ceform so central to 2ntral to 2 Kings, pe King Kings, perKings, perhaps becauhaps because the Chrse the Chronicler haonicler had already d already assigned tassigned that reformhat reform to Hezeki to Hezekiah (2 Chr.aHezekiHezekiah (Hezekiah (2 Chr. 31)2 Chr. 31) and Manas and Manasseh (2 Chrseh (2 Chr. 33:15-16. 33:15-16).).).

Josiah followed ancient Near Eastern traditions by having the veracity of the 
scroll verified by consulting with the divine world. The prophetess Huldah 
confirmed that the nation would end in destruction, but the king would die in 
peace (2 Kgs. 22:20). What exactly was meant by “peace” continues to be 
debated, since Josiah would be killed by Neco II. Josiah’s actions to deflect the 
promise of doom for Judah included the wholesale destruction of all places of 
worship except the Yahweh temple in Jerusalem, the disestablishment of levitical 
posts away from Jerusalem, and the execution of personnel involved with cults of 
deities other than Yahweh, most notably at Bethel, the national temple of Israel. 
2 Chr. 35 concentrates on a Passover which Josiah called for all of Judah and 
Israel, having given only a cursory notice (34:33) to the reform so central to 2 
Kings, perhaps because the Chronicler had already assigned that reform to 
Hezekiah (2 Chr. 31) and Manasseh (2 Chr. 33:15-16).

�Both in 2 Both in 2 ChroniclesChronicles (2 Chr. 3 (2 Chr. 34:2) and S4:2) and Sirach (Sirirach (Sir. 49:4) it. 49:4) it is stress is stressed that Joed that Josiah was dsiJoJosiah wasJosiah was devoted t devoted to Yahweh fo Yahweh from his yorom his youth and thuth and that he atteat he attempted to rmpted to reform the eform theform the religithe religious world ous world of Judah eof Judah even beforeven before the “disc the “discovery” of overy” of the scrollthe scroll in the te in the temple. Jewimpletetemple. Jetemple. Jewish tradiwish tradition has ation has ascribed toscribed to Josiah th Josiah the act of he act of hiding the iding the ark of theark of the covenant  cove covenant fcovenant from the Barom the Babylonians bylonians and attriband attributed his duted his death to theath to the disregare disregard of Jeremd of Jeremiah’s admoiaJeremJeremiah’sJeremiah’s admonitio admonitions. Matthens. Matthew noted Jow noted Josiah’s ancsiah’s ancestry to Jestry to Jesus (Mattesus (Matt. 1:10-11). 1:10-11), an item , a, an item laan item lacking in Lcking in Luke.uke.uke.

Both in 2 Chronicles (2 Chr. 34:2) and Sirach (Sir. 49:4) it is stressed that 
Josiah was devoted to Yahweh from his youth and that he attempted to reform 
the religious world of Judah even before the “discovery” of the scroll in the 
temple. Jewish tradition has ascribed to Josiah the act of hiding the ark of the 
covenant from the Babylonians and attributed his death to the disregard of 
Jeremiah’s admonitions. Matthew noted Josiah’s ancestry to Jesus (Matt. 1:10-11), 
an item lacking in Luke.

�It is geneIt is generally agrerally agreed that Joed that Josiah took siah took a contingea contingent of soldnt of soldiers to Meiers to Megiddo in ogiddo in ogiddo in order to border to block the alock the advance of dvance of Pharaoh NePharaoh Neco II and co II and his army whis army who were atho were attempting ttemptingatattemptingattempting to delive to deliver the remnr the remnant of theant of the Assyrians Assyrians from anni from annihilation ahilation at the handt the hands of the Bs os of the Babof the Babylonians iylonians in 609. Josn 609. Josiah was sliah was slain on sigain on sight by the ht by the pharaoh acpharaoh according tocording to 2 Kgs. 23 2 K 2 Kgs. 23:29Kgs. 23:29, or in ba, or in battle accorttle according to 2 ding to 2 Chr. 35:22Chr. 35:22-23. His b-23. His body was reody was returned to turned to Jerusalem JerJerusalem Jerusalem for burialfor burial. Jeremiah. Jeremiah (Jer. 22: (Jer. 22:15-16) rem15-16) remembered Joembered Josiah as a siah as a righteous righteous ruler who rulruler who ruler who cared for cared for the poor.the poor.the poor.

It is generally agreed that Josiah took a contingent of soldiers to Megiddo in 
order to block the advance of Pharaoh Neco II and his army who were 
attempting to deliver the remnant of the Assyrians from annihilation at the hands 



of the Babylonians in 609. Josiah was slain on sight by the pharaoh according to 2 
Kgs. 23:29, or in battle according to 2 Chr. 35:22-23. His body was returned to 
Jerusalem for burial. Jeremiah (Jer. 22:15-16) remembered Josiah as a righteous 
ruler who cared for the poor.

�2.2. Son of a  Son of a certain Zecertain Zephaniah, wphaniah, whose househose house is to be  is to be the place the place for receivfor receiving gifts ing gifing gifts fromgifts from the Judea the Judean exiles an exiles as decreed s decreed by the proby the prophet Zechaphet Zechariah (Zechriah (Zech. 6:10, 14. 6:10, 14).).).

2. Son of a certain Zephaniah, whose house is to be the place for receiving 
gifts from the Judean exiles as decreed by the prophet Zechariah (Zech. 6:10, 14).
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Bibliography. W. G. Dever, “The Silence of the Text: An Archaeological 
Commentary on 2 Kings 23,” in Scripture and Other Artifacts, ed. M. D. Coogan, J. 
C. Exum, and L. E. Stager (Louisville, 1994), 143–68; L. K. Handy, “Historical 
Probability and the Narrative of Josiah’s Reform in 2 Kings,” in The Pitcher Is 
Broken, ed. S. W. Holloway and L. K. Handy, JSOTSup 190 (Sheffield, 1995), 
252–75; A. Laato, Josiah and David Redivivus: The Historical Josiah and the Messianic 
Expectations of Exilic and Postexilic Times. ConBOT 33 (Stockholm, 1992); N. 
Na}man, “The Kingdom of Judah under Josiah,” Tel Aviv 18 (1991): 3–71; Z. 
Talshir, “The Three Deaths of Josiah and the Strata of Biblical Historiography,” 
VT 46 (1996): 213–36.

Lowell K. Lowell K. HandyHandy

Lowell K. Handy

JOSIPHIAHJOSIPHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. yo®sip�ya®yo®sip�ya®)))

JOSIPHIAH (Heb. yo®sip�ya® )

An IsraeliAn Israelite whose ste whose son Shelomion Shelomith returneth returned with Ezrd with Ezra from capa from captivity in tivity in Babylon (EBabylon (Ezra 8:10).zr(E(Ezra 8:10(Ezra 8:10).).

An Israelite whose son Shelomith returned with Ezra from captivity in Babylon 
(Ezra 8:10).

JOTJOTJOT

JOT

�SeeSee  IOTAIOTA..

See IOTA.

JOTBAHJOTBAH (Heb.  (Heb. yot�b�a®yot�b�a®)))

JOTBAH (Heb. yot�b�a® )

The birthpThe birthplace of Halace of Haruth, whosruth, whose daughtere daughter Meshullem Meshullemeth marrieeth married Manassehd Manasseh, king of , king o, king of Judah, of Judah, and birthpand birthplace of thlace of their son Ameir son Amon, who ruon, who ruled two yeled two years in Jerars in Jerusalem (2 usalem (2 Kgs. 21:19KKgs. 21:19Kgs. 21:19). Some sc). Some scholars assholars associate Jotociate Jotbah with Jbah with Jotapata, Jotapata, Josephus’ fosephus’ fortress whortress where he waserewhwhere he wwhere he was besiegeas besieged by Vespad by Vespasian (sian (BJBJ 3.141–334 3.141–334). The sit). The site is idente is identified as Kified as Khirbet hirbKKhirbet Khirbet Shifa�tShifa�t (176248), (176248), in the va in the valley of Zelley of Zebulun, N obulun, N of the Bethf the Beth Netofa va Netofa valley W of lley Wlley W of Lake W of Lake GennesaretGennesaret. Archaeol. Archaeological finogical finds and itsds and its situation situation correspon correspond to Josepd to Josephus’ vividhJosepJosephus’ Josephus’ vivid descvivid description ofription of the regio the region. Howevern. However, accordin, according to receng to recent surveys,t surveys, no Iron A no no Iron Agno Iron Age finds hae finds have been fove been found at theund at the site. site. site.

The birthplace of Haruth, whose daughter Meshullemeth married Manasseh, king 
of Judah, and birthplace of their son Amon, who ruled two years in Jerusalem (2 
Kgs. 21:19). Some scholars associate Jotbah with Jotapata, Josephus’ fortress 
where he was besieged by Vespasian (BJ 3.141–334). The site is identified as 
Khirbet Shifa�t  (176248), in the valley of Zebulun, N of the Beth Netofa valley 
W of Lake Gennesaret. Archaeological finds and its situation correspond to 
Josephus’ vivid description of the region. However, according to recent surveys, 
no Iron Age finds have been found at the site.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. M. MeyeE. M. Meyers, J. F. rs, J. F. Strange, aStrange, and D. E. Gnd D. E. Groh, “The roh, “The Merion ExcMerion Excavation PraExcExcavationExcavation Project,” Project,”  BASORBASOR 230 (1978 230 (1978): 1–24.): 1–24.): 1–24.

Bibliography. E. M. Meyers, J. F. Strange, and D. E. Groh, “The Merion 
Excavation Project,” BASOR 230 (1978): 1–24.

Sujey AdarSujey Adarve-Valdesve-Valdes

Sujey Adarve-Valdes

JOTBATHAHJOTBATHAH (Heb.  (Heb. yot�b�aœt�yot�b�aœt�a®a®)))

JOTBATHAH (Heb. yot�b�aœt�a® )

A campsiteA campsite during th during the Israelite Israelite exodus fe exodus from Egypt rom Egypt (Num. 33:3(Num. 33:33-34), loc3-34), located betweated betweated between Hobetween Hor-haggidgar-haggidgad and Abrod and Abronah. Greatnah. Great difficult difficulty accompany accompanies the idies the identificatientification of all oidentificatiidentificaidentification of altion of all these sil these sites, althotes, although a locaugh a location in thtion in the vicinitye vicinity of Wadi G of Wadi GhadhaghedhhadhaghGGhadhaghedGhadhaghedh is possih is possible.ble.ble.

A campsite during the Israelite exodus from Egypt (Num. 33:33-34), located 



between Hor-haggidgad and Abronah. Great difficulty accompanies the 
identification of all these sites, although a location in the vicinity of Wadi 
Ghadhaghedh is possible.

Ryan ByrneRyan Byrne

Ryan Byrne

JOTHAMJOTHAM (Heb.  (Heb. yo®t�aœmyo®t�aœm)))

JOTHAM (Heb. yo®t�aœm )

�1.1. The young The youngest of theest of the 70 sons o 70 sons of Gideon (f Gideon (Jerub-baalJerub-baal). After G). After Gideon’s deideon’s death, Jothaath, dedeath, Jotdeath, Jotham’s brotham’s brother Abimelher Abimelech (born ech (born of Gideon’of Gideon’s concubins concubine; Judg. 8e; Judg. 8:31) convi:31) convinced the tnconviconvinced convinced the townsfthe townsfolk of Sheolk of Shechem (the chem (the family homfamily home of Gideoe of Gideon) to suppn) to support his leort his leort his leadershipleadership over them over them (9:1–4).  (9:1–4). He then muHe then murdered allrdered all his 70 br his 70 brothers savothers save Jotham, e Jotham, who escapewwho escapewho escaped by hidind by hiding.g.g.

1. The youngest of the 70 sons of Gideon (Jerub-baal). After Gideon’s 
death, Jotham’s brother Abimelech (born of Gideon’s concubine; Judg. 8:31) 
convinced the townsfolk of Shechem (the family home of Gideon) to support his 
leadership over them (9:1–4). He then murdered all his 70 brothers save Jotham, 
who escaped by hiding.

�As the peoAs the people of Sheple of Shechem procechem proceeded to deeded to declare Abimclare Abimelech theielech their king, Jor king, Jotham arrivthamJoJotham arrJotham arrived at thived at the top of Me top of Mt. Gerizimt. Gerizim and sough and sought to dissut to dissuade them tade them through hishrough his parable o hishis parablhis parable of the te of the trees and trees and thorn bush horn bush (Judg. 9:7(Judg. 9:7-15). Joth-15). Jotham’s curseam’s curse (Judg. 9: (Judg. 9:19-20) was19-209:9:19-20) w9:19-20) was fulfillas fulfilled when Abed when Abimelech waimelech was killed is killed in his attan his attack on Shecck on Shechem (vv. 5hem (vv. 56–57).6–556–57).56–57).56–57).

As the people of Shechem proceeded to declare Abimelech their king, 
Jotham arrived at the top of Mt. Gerizim and sought to dissuade them through 
his parable of the trees and thorn bush (Judg. 9:7-15). Jotham’s curse (Judg. 
9:19-20) was fulfilled when Abimelech was killed in his attack on Shechem (vv. 
56–57).

�2.2. King of J King of Judah earlyudah early in the se in the second half cond half of the 8thof the 8th century  century B.C.E.B.C.E., son of A, son of Azariah (UzzariAAzariah (UAzariah (Uzziah) andzziah) and father of father of Ahaz. The Ahaz. The precise c precise chronology hronology of the kinof the kings from Jogs from Jotham throuthJoJotham thrJotham through Hezekough Hezekiah, son oiah, son of Ahaz, inf Ahaz, including thcluding the correlate correlation with tion with the kings ohe kings of Israel af oof Israel of Israel at this tiat this time, is oneme, is one of the mo of the most difficust difficult in the lt in the entire monentire monarchic perarchic period. With iod. Wiod. With a proWith a probable corebable coregency withgency with his fathe his father, the appr, the approximate droximate dates of Joates of Jotham’s rultham’s rule are 750 erulrule are 7rule are 750 to the 50 to the early 730searly 730s...

2. King of Judah early in the second half of the 8th century B.C.E., son of 
Azariah (Uzziah) and father of Ahaz. The precise chronology of the kings from 
Jotham through Hezekiah, son of Ahaz, including the correlation with the kings 
of Israel at this time, is one of the most difficult in the entire monarchic period. 
With a probable coregency with his father, the approximate dates of Jotham’s 
rule are 750 to the early 730s.

�Jotham inhJotham inherited a serited a secure and ecure and expanded kexpanded kingdom folingdom following thelowing the long and  long and peaceful rpeacpeaceful rpeaceful reign of Uzeign of Uzziah throuziah throughout the ghout the first halffirst half of the 8t of the 8th century,h century, parallele paralleled by simild by sd by similar prsimilar prosperity iosperity in the nortn the north under Jeh under Jeroboam II.roboam II. Jotham ad Jotham added to theded to the defenses  defenses of Jerusalofof Jerusalof Jerusalem to the em to the north (2 Knorth (2 Kgs. 15:35)gs. 15:35) and to th and to the south (2e south (2 Chr. 27:4 Chr. 27:4), and app), and apparently maareappapparentlyapparently maintaine maintained control d control of the seaof the seaport Elathport Elath, which Uz, which Uzziah had rziah had restored frestored from Edom (2omfrfrom Edom from Edom (2 Kgs. 14(2 Kgs. 14:22). A si:22). A signet ring gnet ring with the iwith the inscriptionnscription “belongin “belonging to Jothag to Jotham” m”JothaJotham” Jotham” (lytm),(lytm), found in  found in that regiothat region, may attn, may attest to Judest to Judean controean control at this l at this time.time.time.

Jotham inherited a secure and expanded kingdom following the long and 
peaceful reign of Uzziah throughout the first half of the 8th century, paralleled by 
similar prosperity in the north under Jeroboam II. Jotham added to the defenses 
of Jerusalem to the north (2 Kgs. 15:35) and to the south (2 Chr. 27:4), and 
apparently maintained control of the seaport Elath, which Uzziah had restored 
from Edom (2 Kgs. 14:22). A signet ring with the inscription “belonging to 
Jotham” (lytm), found in that region, may attest to Judean control at this time.

�However, JHowever, Jotham’s reotham’s reign also sign also saw the risaw the rise of the Ne of the Neo-Assyriaeo-Assyrian power unn power under Tiglatder ununder Tiglunder Tiglath-pileseath-pileser III and r III and the rapid the rapid decline ofdecline of stability stability and secur and security. The Sity. The Syro-Ephraiyro-EpSSyro-EphraSyro-Ephraimite coalimite coalition (betition (between Pekahween Pekah of Israel of Israel and Rezin and Rezin of Aram)  of Aram) was formedwas formedwas formed as formed as an alliancan alliance against e against Assyria duAssyria during his rring his reign, and eign, and by the timby the time of Ahaz e of Ahaz Jerusalem JeruJerusalem Jerusalem would be iwould be invaded undnvaded under pressurer pressure to join.e to join. Thus the  Thus the years of Jyears of Jotham’s ruotham’s rule marked lrurule markerule marked a time od a time of transitif transition from pron from prosperity tosperity to crisis. o crisis. According According to 2 Chr. to 2 Chr. 27 Jotham 27 27 Jotham 27 Jotham was a thorwas a thoroughly viroughly virtuous kingtuous king, in contr, in contrast to hisast to his father. T father. The accounthe account in 2 King in in 2 Kingsin 2 Kings, however,, however, evaluates evaluates him posit him positively onlyively only in the fo in the formulaic surmulaic summary, “Hemmary, “He did what  d did what wdid what was right ias right in the sighn the sight of the Lt of the Lord” (2 Kgord” (2 Kgs. 15:34).s. 15:34). It also n It also notes that otes that he “failedhe “fahe “failed to“failed to remove th remove the high plae high places” notedces” noted for apost for apostate worshiate worship, as othep, as others before rs before him had alhimhim had alhim had also not donso not done (2 Kgs. e (2 Kgs. 14:4; 15:414:4; 15:4).).).

However, Jotham’s reign also saw the rise of the Neo-Assyrian power 
under Tiglath-pileser III and the rapid decline of stability and security. The 
Syro-Ephraimite coalition (between Pekah of Israel and Rezin of Aram) was 
formed as an alliance against Assyria during his reign, and by the time of Ahaz 
Jerusalem would be invaded under pressure to join. Thus the years of Jotham’s 
rule marked a time of transition from prosperity to crisis. According to 2 Chr. 
27 Jotham was a thoroughly virtuous king, in contrast to his father. The account 
in 2 Kings, however, evaluates him positively only in the formulaic summary, “He 
did what was right in the sight of the Lord” (2 Kgs. 15:34). It also notes that he 
“failed to remove the high places” noted for apostate worship, as others before 
him had also not done (2 Kgs. 14:4; 15:4).



�3.3. One of si One of six sons of x sons of Jahdai lisJahdai listed in 1 Cted in 1 Chr. 2:47 ahr. 2:47 as one of ts one of the familiehe families descendes descends descended descended from Calebfrom Caleb...

3. One of six sons of Jahdai listed in 1 Chr. 2:47 as one of the families 
descended from Caleb.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. H. HayeJ. H. Hayes and P. Ks and P. K. Hooker, . Hooker, A New ChroA New Chronology fornology for the Kings the Kings of Israel o of Israel of Israel and Judahand Judah (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1988); P. 1988); P. J. King,  J. King, “The Eight“The Eighth, the Greh, the Greatest of Catest of Centuries?”enturieCCenturies?Centuries?” ” JBLJBL 108 (1989 108 (1989): 3–15; E): 3–15; E. R. Thiel. R. Thiele, e, The MysterThe Mysterious Numbeious Numbers of the rs of the Hebrew KinHebreHebrew KinHebrew Kings,gs, 3rd ed. ( 3rd ed. (Grand RapiGrand Rapids, 1983).ds, 1983).

Bibliography. J. H. Hayes and P. K. Hooker, A New Chronology for the Kings 
of Israel and Judah (Atlanta, 1988); P. J. King, “The Eighth, the Greatest of 
Centuries?” JBL 108 (1989): 3–15; E. R. Thiele, The Mysterious Numbers of the 
Hebrew Kings, 3rd ed. (Grand Rapids, 1983).

Andrew H. Andrew H. BarteltBartelt

Andrew H. Bartelt

JOZABADJOZABAD (Heb.  (Heb. yo®zaœb�aœyo®zaœb�aœd�d�)))

JOZABAD (Heb. yo®zaœb�aœd� )

�1.1. A Benjami A Benjaminite from nite from Gederah whGederah who joined Do joined David at Ziavid at Ziklag (1 Chklag (1 Chr. 12:4[MTr. 12:4[MT 5]). 5 5]).5]).5]).

1. A Benjaminite from Gederah who joined David at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:4[MT 
5]).

�2.-3.2.-3. Two men o Two men of Manassehf Manasseh, chiefs o, chiefs of thousandf thousands, who jois, who joined David ned David at Ziklag at Ziklag at Ziklag (1 Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:20Chr. 12:20[21]).[21]).[21]).

2.-3. Two men of Manasseh, chiefs of thousands, who joined David at 
Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:20[21]).

�4.4. One of th One of the overseere overseers of the ts of the temple offeemple offerings apporings appointed by Hinted by Hezekiah duezekiah during his tringduduring hisduring his temple re temple reform (2 Chform (2 Chr. 31:13).r. 31:13). The name  The name here may rhere may represent tepresent the Chroniche Chronhe ChroniclerChronicler’s anachro’s anachronistic attnistic attempt to liempt to link Hezekiank Hezekiah’s reformh’s reform with that with that of Ezra a of Ezra and Nehemiandaand Nehemiand Nehemiah (cf. Ezah (cf. Ezra 8:33).ra 8:33).ra 8:33).

4. One of the overseers of the temple offerings appointed by Hezekiah 
during his temple reform (2 Chr. 31:13). The name here may represent the 
Chronicler’s anachronistic attempt to link Hezekiah’s reform with that of Ezra 
and Nehemiah (cf. Ezra 8:33).

�5.5. A Levite  A Levite who contriwho contributed animbuted animals to Josals to Josiah’s greaiah’s great Passovert Passover (2 Chr. 3 (2 Chr. 35:7; cf. 25:7; c5:7; cf. 2 Kgs.cf. 2 Kgs. 23:21-23) 23:21-23)...

5. A Levite who contributed animals to Josiah’s great Passover (2 Chr. 35:7; 
cf. 2 Kgs. 23:21-23).

�6.6. A son of  A son of the priestthe priestly family ly family of Passhurof Passhur who lived who lived in Judea  in Judea and who diand who divorced hisvorceddidivorced hdivorced his foreignis foreign wife acco wife according to Erding to Ezra’s refozra’s reform (Ezra 1rm (Ezra 10:22; name0:22; named Gedaliahd Gedaliah in 1 Esdr in in 1 Esdr.in 1 Esdr. 9:22). 9:22). 9:22).

6. A son of the priestly family of Passhur who lived in Judea and who 
divorced his foreign wife according to Ezra’s reform (Ezra 10:22; named Gedaliah 
in 1 Esdr. 9:22).

�The followThe following entrieing entries may refes may refer to the sr to the same personame person or to as  or to as many as fomany as four differeur diffur different different people.people.people.

The following entries may refer to the same person or to as many as four 
different people.

�7.7. A son of  A son of Jeshua theJeshua the Levite; a Levite; an overseern overseer of the te of the temple treasmple treasury (Ezra ury (Ezra 8:33 = 1 E8:33 =8:33 = 1 Esdr. = 1 Esdr. 8:69).8:69).8:69).

7. A son of Jeshua the Levite; an overseer of the temple treasury (Ezra 8:33 
= 1 Esdr. 8:69).

�8.8. A Levite  A Levite who divorcwho divorced his fored his foreign wife eign wife according according to Ezra’s to Ezra’s reform (Ezreform (Ezra 10:23 =ra 10ra 10:23 = 1 10:23 = 1 Esdr. 9:23Esdr. 9:23).).).

8. A Levite who divorced his foreign wife according to Ezra’s reform (Ezra 
10:23 = 1 Esdr. 9:23).

�9.9. One of th One of the 13 Levite 13 Levites who “gaes who “gave the senve the sense” of Ezrse” of Ezra’s readina’s reading of the lg of the law (Neh. 8aw (Naw (Neh. 8:7-(Neh. 8:7-8). If thi8). If this person ss person served as aerved as an overseern overseer of the “w of the “work outsidork outside the house the house of God” e oe of God” (Nof God” (Neh. 11:16)eh. 11:16), then he , then he served undserved under both Ezer both Ezra and Nehra and Nehemiah (cf.emiah (cf. 1 Esdr. 9 1 Esdr. 9 1 Esdr. 9:48).9:48).9:48).

9. One of the 13 Levites who “gave the sense” of Ezra’s reading of the law 
(Neh. 8:7-8). If this person served as an overseer of the “work outside the house 
of God” (Neh. 11:16), then he served under both Ezra and Nehemiah (cf. 1 Esdr. 
9:48).

C. Mack RoC. Mack Roarkark

C. Mack Roark

JOZACARJOZACAR (Heb.  (Heb. yo®zaœk�aœyo®zaœk�aœrr) (also ZA) (also ZABAD)BAD)BAD)

JOZACAR (Heb. yo®zaœk�aœr ) (also ZABAD)

A servant A servant of King Joof King Joash of Judash of Judah who, wiah who, with Jehozabth Jehozabad, murderad, murdered the kined the king (2 Kgs. g (2 Kgs. 12:21[MT 2112:21[MT 212:21[MT 22]; some M2]; some MSS read “JSS read “Jozabad”). ozabad”). In the parIn the parallel accoallel account he is unt he is called Zabcalled Zabad (adZabZabad (Zabad (4; 4; 2 Chr. 24:2 Chr. 24:26).26).

A servant of King Joash of Judah who, with Jehozabad, murdered the king (2 Kgs. 
12:21[MT 22]; some MSS read “Jozabad”). In the parallel account he is called 
Zabad (4; 2 Chr. 24:26).

JOZADAKJOZADAK (Heb.  (Heb. yo®s�aœd�ayo®s�aœd�aœqœq) (also JE) (also JEHOZADAK)HOZADAK)HOZADAK)

JOZADAK (Heb. yo®s�aœd�aœq ) (also JEHOZADAK)



Alternate Alternate form of Jeform of Jehozadak, thozadak, the father he father of the higof the high priest Jh priest Jeshua/Josheshua/Joshua (Ezra 3ua (Ezra 3:2, 8; 5:2:2, 8:2, 8; 5:2; 108; 5:2; 10:18; Neh. :18; Neh. 12:26).12:26).

Alternate form of Jehozadak, the father of the high priest Jeshua/Joshua (Ezra 3:2, 
8; 5:2; 10:18; Neh. 12:26).

JUBALJUBAL (Heb.  (Heb. yu®b�aœlyu®b�aœl)))

JUBAL (Heb. yu®b�aœl )

A son of LA son of Lamech and amech and Adah, and Adah, and the youngethe younger brother r brother of Jabal. of Jabal. He was theHe was the “father”  “father”  “father” (“father” (or “inventor “inventor”) of muor”) of musical instsical instruments (Gruments (Gen. 4:21).en. 4:21).

A son of Lamech and Adah, and the younger brother of Jabal. He was the 
“father” (or “inventor”) of musical instruments (Gen. 4:21).

JUBILEE, YJUBILEE, YEAR OFEAR OFEAR OF

JUBILEE, YEAR OF

The 50th yThe 50th year in a sear in a series of series of seven Sabbaeven Sabbatical Yeartical Years. The Yeas. The Year of Jubilr of Jubilee (from Hee (from Heb. eb.HHeb. Heb. yo®b�eäl,yo®b�eäl, “ram’s ho “ram’s horn”) is thrn”) is the last laye last layer in the er in the extension extension of the sabof the sabbath princbath prbath principle principle that beginthat begins with thes with the day of re day of rest every sst every seventh dayeventh day, extended, extended in the Sa in the Sabbatical YbbatSaSabbaticalSabbatical Year fall Year fallow every sow every seventh yeaeventh year, to the r, to the Jubilee. IJubilee. It begins it begins in the middn the middle of the le of le of the sevof the seventh sabbaenth sabbatical yeartical year (every 49 (every 49th year) oth year) on the tentn the tenth day of th day of the seventhhe seventh month (th m month (themonth (the Day of At Day of Atonement), onement), and extendand extends, presumas, presumably, into bly, into the seventthe seventh month ofh monthh month of tmonth of the 50th yehe 50th year, thus oar, thus overlappingverlapping by just o by just over half aver half a year with year with the regul the regular Sabbatiar Sar SabbaticalSabbatical Year. A r Year. A ram’s horn am’s horn was to be was to be sounded thsounded throughout troughout the land anhe land and the Jubid the Jubilee proclalJubiJubilee prJubilee proclaimed, oclaimed, during whiduring which land wach land was to be res to be restored to stored to its originits original inherital inherited line ofed lined line of owline of ownership, anership, and Israelind Israelite debt-slte debt-slaves freedaves freed to return to return to their  to their own land. own land. The JubileThe The JubileThe Jubilee Year, lie Year, like the Sabke the Sabbatical Yebatical Year, was alar, was also to be aso to be a year of “ year of “rest” for rest” for the land, the lathe land, in wland, in which sowinhich sowing, reapingg, reaping, and harv, and harvesting weresting were prohibite prohibited. The reed. The redemption pdemption price of larpprice of lprice of land or slaand or slave was to ve was to be pro-ratbe pro-rated accordied according to the ng to the number of number of years leftyears left until the un until the until the next Jubilnext Jubilee. These ee. These Jubilee laJubilee laws are detws are detailed exclailed exclusively inusively in Lev. 25,  Lev. 25, not being not beinot being mentbeing mentioned in tioned in the parallehe parallel legislatl legislation of Deuion of Deut. 15:1-15t. 15:1-15 or the Co or the Covenant Codvenant Code in Exod.e CodCode in ExCode in Exod. 21:2-4od. 21:2-4; 23:10-12; 23:10-12. Converse. Conversely, no menly, no mention is mation is made in Lev.de in Lev. 25 of the 25 of the cancellat c cancellaticancellation of debton of debts mandateds mandated in Deut.  in Deut. 15 (perhap15 (perhaps because s because this cancethis cancellation wallation was predicats wawas predicwas predicated upon ated upon the chargithe charging of inteng of interest, wherrest, whereas intereeas interest is prohst is prohibited outibited outright in Lrigoutoutright ioutright in Lev. 25:n Lev. 25:35-38), th35-38), though laterough later tradition tradition consisten consistently connectly connects these pts these provisions.rovipprovisionsprovisions. Nor does. Nor does Lev. 25 m Lev. 25 mention theention the seventh-y seventh-year releasear release of debt-e of debt-slaves (thslaves (though the mo(th(though th(though the method pe method prescribed rescribed in vv. 47–in vv. 47–53 for the53 for the calculati calculation of redeon of redemption primption price necessacpriprice neceprice necessarily asssarily assumes it —sumes it — the calcu the calculation onllation only working y working when the Jwhen the Jubilee shoubilee should happenulshoshould hapshould happen to intpen to intervene witervene within the nohin the normal six-yrmal six-year periodear period of servit of servitude), perhude), perhaps secondapperhperhaps seperhaps secondarily condarily edited outedited out to emphas to emphasize a poliize a political pointical point about ret about release fromlease from Babylonia B BabylonianBabylonian Exile aft Exile after 50 yearer 50 years of captis of captivity.vity.vity.

The 50th year in a series of seven Sabbatical Years. The Year of Jubilee (from 
Heb. yo®b�eäl,  “ram’s horn”) is the last layer in the extension of the sabbath 
principle that begins with the day of rest every seventh day, extended in the 
Sabbatical Year fallow every seventh year, to the Jubilee. It begins in the middle 
of the seventh sabbatical year (every 49th year) on the tenth day of the seventh 
month (the Day of Atonement), and extends, presumably, into the seventh 
month of the 50th year, thus overlapping by just over half a year with the regular 
Sabbatical Year. A ram’s horn was to be sounded throughout the land and the 
Jubilee proclaimed, during which land was to be restored to its original inherited 
line of ownership, and Israelite debt-slaves freed to return to their own land. 
The Jubilee Year, like the Sabbatical Year, was also to be a year of “rest” for the 
land, in which sowing, reaping, and harvesting were prohibited. The redemption 
price of land or slave was to be pro-rated according to the number of years left 
until the next Jubilee. These Jubilee laws are detailed exclusively in Lev. 25, not 
being mentioned in the parallel legislation of Deut. 15:1-15 or the Covenant 
Code in Exod. 21:2-4; 23:10-12. Conversely, no mention is made in Lev. 25 of the 
cancellation of debts mandated in Deut. 15 (perhaps because this cancellation 
was predicated upon the charging of interest, whereas interest is prohibited 
outright in Lev. 25:35-38), though later tradition consistently connects these 
provisions. Nor does Lev. 25 mention the seventh-year release of debt-slaves 
(though the method prescribed in vv. 47–53 for the calculation of redemption 
price necessarily assumes it — the calculation only working when the Jubilee 
should happen to intervene within the normal six-year period of servitude), 
perhaps secondarily edited out to emphasize a political point about release from 
Babylonian Exile after 50 years of captivity.

�The JubileThe Jubilee legislate legislation in Levion in Lev. 25 deals. 25 deals primarily primarily with issu with issues of socies of social welfareal welfare — exhorta — — exhortat— exhortations regarions regarding helpiding helping the poong the poor: providir: providing food inng food in the Sabba the Sabbatical Yeartical Years, loanings,YearYears, loaYears, loaning moneyning money without i without interest, tnterest, taking themaking them in as hir in as hired workersed workers, redeemin, redeeming them andgredeeminredeeming redeeming them and tthem and their land.heir land. The Jubil The Jubilee itself ee itself is styled is styled as only a as only a last resorlast resort when allt whet when all owhen all other help ther help had failedhad failed. The issu. The issues at handes at hand were debt were debt and debt  and debt slavery, islavery, inheritancenheriinheritancinheritance and lande and land tenure, k tenure, kinship resinship responsibilitponsibilities and reies and redemption, demption, and equitaand equitable distrible equitaequitable equitable distributidistribution of farmon of farmland (i.e.land (i.e., the prin, the principal meancipal means of produs of production in action in agrarian sograriaaagrarian sagrarian societies; ocieties; houses withouses within walledhin walled cities we cities were exempt;re exempt; Lev. 25:2 Lev. 25:29-30). The9-30). The theologic th theologicatheological underpinl underpinning of suning of such legislach legislation is fotion is found in theund in the concept t concept that God owhat God owns all of ns owowns all oowns all of the landf the land and the p and the people as weople as well, havinell, having redeemedg redeemed them from them from slavery i slavery in Egypt. Tn iin Egypt. in Egypt. Thus the pThus the people couleople could not be pd not be permanentlyermanently enslaved  enslaved to others to others nor the lanor the land sold penlaland sold land sold permanentlpermanently. It couly. It could only be d only be leased temleased temporarily —porarily — the use o the use of it sold f it sold for a limifor for a limifor a limited periodted period of time u of time until the nntil the next Jubileext Jubilee when it e when it would be rwould be restored toestored to the inher the the inherithe inherited line. ted line. This wouldThis would prevent a prevent a few wealt few wealthy landownhy landowners from aers from accumulatinccumulatinaaccumulatiaccumulating all of ng all of the land athe land and enslavind enslaving the genng the general populeral population.ation.ation.

The Jubilee legislation in Lev. 25 deals primarily with issues of social welfare 
— exhortations regarding helping the poor: providing food in the Sabbatical 
Years, loaning money without interest, taking them in as hired workers, 
redeeming them and their land. The Jubilee itself is styled as only a last resort 
when all other help had failed. The issues at hand were debt and debt slavery, 
inheritance and land tenure, kinship responsibilities and redemption, and 
equitable distribution of farmland (i.e., the principal means of production in 



agrarian societies; houses within walled cities were exempt; Lev. 25:29-30). The 
theological underpinning of such legislation is found in the concept that God 
owns all of the land and the people as well, having redeemed them from slavery 
in Egypt. Thus the people could not be permanently enslaved to others nor the 
land sold permanently. It could only be leased temporarily — the use of it sold 
for a limited period of time until the next Jubilee when it would be restored to 
the inherited line. This would prevent a few wealthy landowners from 
accumulating all of the land and enslaving the general population.

�Aside fromAside from a few oth a few other incidener incidental referetal references (Lev.nces (Lev. 27:16-25; 27:16-25; Num. 36:4 Num. 36:4; Ezek. 46; Ezek.; Ezek. 46:1Ezek. 46:16-18) plus6-18) plus Josephus  Josephus Ant.Ant. 3.12.3, n 3.12.3, no specifico specific mention o mention of the Jubif the Jubilee is madlee is made outside emadmade outsimade outside of Lev.de of Lev. 25, thoug 25, though the desch the descriptions iriptions in Isa. 37:n Isa. 37:30 (= 2 Kg30 (= 2 Kgs. 19:29);s. 19:29); 49:8–9; 6 49:8 49:8–9; 6149:8–9; 61:1–2; Jer.:1–2; Jer. 34:8-22;  34:8-22; Neh. 5:1-1Neh. 5:1-13 may well3 may well also refl also reflect a Jubiect a Jubilee traditlee tradition. Thereion. Tion. There is nThere is no evidenceo evidence that the  that the Jubilee asJubilee as legislate legislated here wasd here was ever prac ever practiced, asiticed, aside from fade frde from fallofrom fallow provisiow provisions (which ns (which were also were also part of thpart of the Sabbatice Sabbatical Year laal Year laws) duringws) during the Secon th the Secondthe Second Temple pe Temple period (1 Mariod (1 Macc. 6:48-5cc. 6:48-54). Some s4). Some scholars wocholars would see thuld see the entire Je entire e entire Jubentire Jubilee tradiilee tradition as metion as merely utopirely utopian construan construct or an ict or an invention onvention of the restf the restoration peoratrestrestoratiorestoration period, n period, used to juused to justify the stify the usurpationusurpation of land b of land by the retuy the returnees. Yetrnees. Yet one wonde one one wonderone wonders how effes how effective suchctive such an appeal an appeal to “law”  to “law” could be ucould be unless it anless it already hellready held some famd helheld some held some familiaritfamiliarity and respy and respect among ect among the peoplethe people. Later tr. Later tradition diadition did, howeverd, however, connect , howeverhowever, chowever, connect theonnect the Jubilee r Jubilee release of elease of debt-slavedebt-slaves and rests and restoration oforation of property  property with releawiwith releawith release from thse from the Babylonie Babylonian captivian captivity and subty and subsequent resequent restoration storation of Israel of Israel from exilefrofrom exilefrom exile (cf. Isa. (cf. Isa. 61:1-2),  61:1-2), still latestill later eschatolr eschatologized in ogized in the Dead Sthe Dead Sea Scrollsea Scrolls (11QMelch (11QM (11QMelch (11QMelch 2:1–9) and2:1–9) and the NT (L the NT (Luke 4:16-2uke 4:16-21). The bo1). The book of Jubiok of Jubilees uses lees uses the 50-yeathe 50-yethe 50-year Ju50-year Jubilee cyclbilee cycle as a nore as a normative orgmative organizing pranizing principle foinciple for history.r history.

Aside from a few other incidental references (Lev. 27:16-25; Num. 36:4; 
Ezek. 46:16-18) plus Josephus Ant. 3.12.3, no specific mention of the Jubilee is 
made outside of Lev. 25, though the descriptions in Isa. 37:30 (= 2 Kgs. 19:29); 
49:8–9; 61:1–2; Jer. 34:8-22; Neh. 5:1-13 may well also reflect a Jubilee tradition. 
There is no evidence that the Jubilee as legislated here was ever practiced, aside 
from fallow provisions (which were also part of the Sabbatical Year laws) during 
the Second Temple period (1 Macc. 6:48-54). Some scholars would see the 
entire Jubilee tradition as merely utopian construct or an invention of the 
restoration period, used to justify the usurpation of land by the returnees. Yet 
one wonders how effective such an appeal to “law” could be unless it already 
held some familiarity and respect among the people. Later tradition did, 
however, connect the Jubilee release of debt-slaves and restoration of property 
with release from the Babylonian captivity and subsequent restoration of Israel 
from exile (cf. Isa. 61:1-2), still later eschatologized in the Dead Sea Scrolls 
(11QMelch 2:1–9) and the NT (Luke 4:16-21). The book of Jubilees uses the 
50-year Jubilee cycle as a normative organizing principle for history.

�SeeSee  SABBATICALSABBATICAL YEAR. YEAR. YEAR.

See SABBATICAL YEAR.

Robin J. DRobin J. DeWitt KnaueWitt Knauthth
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JUBILEES, JUBILEES, BOOK OFBOOK OFBOOK OF

JUBILEES, BOOK OF

An importaAn important postbibnt postbiblical Jewilical Jewish writingsh writing telling t telling the story ohe story of Israel’sf Israel’s origins a origins and parallend parand parallelinparalleling the narrg the narrative flowative flow in Genesi in Genesis and Exods and Exodus. Havingus. Having been give been given a revelan a revelation at Sitionrevelarevelationrevelation at Sinai, at Sinai, Moses is  Moses is instructedinstructed to “write to “write it in a b it in a book,” the ook,” the same task same task assigned lassigneassigned lassigned later to thater to the angel ofe angel of presence; presence; in each c in each case its rease its revelatory vvelatory value is asalue is assured. Jubsured. asassured. Jassured. Jubilees’ rubilees’ relation toelation to the first the first two books two books of the To of the Torah is so rah is so close thatclose that it has be it has it has been dhas been designated esignated as a text as a text of “rewritof “rewritten Bible,ten Bible,” a litera” a literary work whry work which presenich presents and adats presenpresents apresents and adapts nd adapts a biblicala biblical narrative narrative tradition tradition to addres to address issues as issues and problemnd problems importans ims important important to the writo the writer’s commter’s community. Genunity. Generally, therally, the author oe author offers a neffers a new renditiow rendition, adding nrenditiorendition,rendition, adding to adding to the text, the text, omitting  omitting aspects, oaspects, or transforr transforming its mming its meaning by eaning by reorderingreorreorderingreordering the event the events of the ts of the tradition oradition or refashior refashioning the sning the story. The tory. The author wriauthor writes an adateswriwrites an writes an adapted veadapted version of trsion of the storieshe stories of creati of creation, the paon, the patriarchs (triarchs (and matriaand matriarchs, esperchsmatriamatriarchsmatriarchs, especial, especially Rebekahly Rebekah, who are , who are more promimore prominent here nent here than in Gethan in Genesis), annesis), annesis), and Moses’and Moses’ activity  activity in Egypt, in Egypt, including including his leaderhis leadership in a ship in a covenant wcovenant with God anith God and revelatid red revelationrevelation of the To of the Torah. Jubilrah. Jubilees expandees expands the bibls the biblical narraical narrative in setive in several waysveral ways, often in, ofte, often incloften including ratiuding rationales foronales for Israel’s  Israel’s festivals festivals and laws iand laws in the earln the early days priy days prior to theior to theor to their offitheir official origicial origin or the rn or the revelation evelation at Sinai. at Sinai. This tendsThis tends to collap to collapse Israel’se Israel’s religious religious history sreligioureligious religious history inhistory into a singlto a single and synce and synchronic pichronic picture, thusture, thus avoiding  avoiding a notion oa notion of gradual f gradf gradual degradual development velopment of religioof religion among Jun among Judaism’s fodaism’s forerunners.rerunners. The rheto The rhetorical imparical imparical impact of impact of this revelthis revelatory textatory text strongly  strongly urges Jewiurges Jewish listenesh listeners to atters to attend carefulnd carefully to the ly to ly to the livto the living exampling examples of theies of their ancestorr ancestors (noting s (noting how their how their actions leactions led either td either to blessingo bleo blessing oblessing or disasterr disaster). It also). It also places th places the laws of e laws of Judaism inJudaism into a more to a more revered porevered position becsitionpoposition bposition because theecause they are so ay are so ancient, evncient, even pre-Mosen pre-Mosaic; and iaic; and it presentst presents a challen a challenging positgingchallenchallenginchallenging positiong position, since ca, since careful adhereful adherence to trence to the laws ishe laws is absolutel absolutely crucial y crucial to life toto lifeto life togetlife together as a cher as a community. ommunity. This work This work offers excoffers excellent witellent witness to onness to one method oe method of early bifoof early bof early biblical iniblical interpretatiterpretation, especion, especially throually through its “cogh its “contemporizintemporizing” exegesng” exegesis, similais, simis, similar tosimilar to a preache a preacher exhortinr exhorting a congreg a congregation.gation.gation.

An important postbiblical Jewish writing telling the story of Israel’s origins and 
paralleling the narrative flow in Genesis and Exodus. Having been given a 
revelation at Sinai, Moses is instructed to “write it in a book,” the same task 
assigned later to the angel of presence; in each case its revelatory value is 
assured. Jubilees’ relation to the first two books of the Torah is so close that it 
has been designated as a text of “rewritten Bible,” a literary work which 
presents and adapts a biblical narrative tradition to address issues and problems 
important to the writer’s community. Generally, the author offers a new 
rendition, adding to the text, omitting aspects, or transforming its meaning by 
reordering the events of the tradition or refashioning the story. The author 
writes an adapted version of the stories of creation, the patriarchs (and 
matriarchs, especially Rebekah, who are more prominent here than in Genesis), 



and Moses’ activity in Egypt, including his leadership in a covenant with God and 
revelation of the Torah. Jubilees expands the biblical narrative in several ways, 
often including rationales for Israel’s festivals and laws in the early days prior to 
their official origin or the revelation at Sinai. This tends to collapse Israel’s 
religious history into a single and synchronic picture, thus avoiding a notion of 
gradual development of religion among Judaism’s forerunners. The rhetorical 
impact of this revelatory text strongly urges Jewish listeners to attend carefully 
to the living examples of their ancestors (noting how their actions led either to 
blessing or disaster). It also places the laws of Judaism into a more revered 
position because they are so ancient, even pre-Mosaic; and it presents a 
challenging position, since careful adherence to the laws is absolutely crucial to 
life together as a community. This work offers excellent witness to one method 
of early biblical interpretation, especially through its “contemporizing” exegesis, 
similar to a preacher exhorting a congregation.

�Apart fromApart from citations citations in a Gree in a Greek translatk translation, Jubilion, Jubilees first ees first became widbecame widely known ely knowely known in 1known in 1861 throug861 through an incomh an incomplete Latiplete Latin translatn translation of theion of the Greek. La Greek. Later an Ethter an Ethiopic traniEthEthiopic tEthiopic translationranslation was disco was discovered. Manvered. Many scholarsy scholars had hypot had hypothesized a hesized a Hebrew oriHebrew orHebrew original, original, a positiona position strongly  strongly bolstered bolstered by the disby the discovery of covery of 14 or 15 H14 or 15 Hebrew manuebrew manuscripts frscmanumanuscriptmanuscripts from Qums from Qumran, repreran, representing sesenting several textveral texts of Jubils of Jubilees.ees.ees.

Apart from citations in a Greek translation, Jubilees first became widely 
known in 1861 through an incomplete Latin translation of the Greek. Later an 
Ethiopic translation was discovered. Many scholars had hypothesized a Hebrew 
original, a position strongly bolstered by the discovery of 14 or 15 Hebrew 
manuscripts from Qumran, representing several texts of Jubilees.

�Dates fromDates from the 3rd t the 3rd to mid-1st o mid-1st centuries centuries B.C.E.B.C.E. have been have been argued, b argued, but most liut most likely the bklilikely thelikely the book was  book was written bewritten between 170 tween 170 and 140 inand 140 in Palestine Palestine. This dat. This dating inviteing invites a searchs as a search fa search for evidencor evidence of a Mace of a Maccabean or cabean or a Hasmoneaa Hasmonean provenann provenance, and thce, and the results e resultse results arresults are impressie impressive, clearlve, clearly suggestiy suggesting an authng an author and comor and community whimunity which rejectech rejected assimilad rejecterejected arejected assimilatiossimilation to Hellen to Hellenistic culnistic cultural moretural mores and valus and values (partices (particularly regularly regarding intardingregregarding regarding intermarriintermarriage with Gage with Gentiles amentiles among priestong priestly groups,ly groups, which the which the book stro book strongly condenstrostrongly cstrongly condemns). ondemns). The authorThe author’s exegesi’s exegesis of the rs of the rape of Dinape of Dinah (Gen. 3ah (Gen. 34; Jub. 304; Jub. 30) implies ) 3030) implie30) implies that thes that the massacre  massacre of the Sheof the Shechemite mechemite men was justn was justified becaified because of theuse of the rape of a r rape of a rape of a young Jewiyoung Jewish woman. sh woman. This work This work offers hopoffers hope for the e for the vigilant, vigilant, since it isince it is a periods a ps a periodizedperiodized history ( history (jubilees ojubilees of seven wef seven weeks of yeaeks of years [= 49 yrs [= 49 years]) whiears]) which moves ich moves inexorably neiinexorablyinexorably toward a  toward a revealed erevealed endpoint. Tndpoint. The years ahe years are calculare calculated accordted according to a 3ing to a 364-day sol643364-day so364-day solar calendlar calendar, a favoar, a favorite of cerite of certain priertain priestly groupstly groups and alsos and also strongly  strongly evident inevidenevident inevident in several Q several Qumran docuumran documents. Thuments. Thus we may cs we may consider Juonsider Jubilees as bilees as part of thpart of thpart of the immedithe immediate literaate literary prehistry prehistory of theory of the Qumran gr Qumran groupoupoup

Dates from the 3rd to mid-1st centuries B.C.E. have been argued, but most 
likely the book was written between 170 and 140 in Palestine. This dating invites 
a search for evidence of a Maccabean or a Hasmonean provenance, and the 
results are impressive, clearly suggesting an author and community which 
rejected assimilation to Hellenistic cultural mores and values (particularly 
regarding intermarriage with Gentiles among priestly groups, which the book 
strongly condemns). The author’s exegesis of the rape of Dinah (Gen. 34; Jub. 
30) implies that the massacre of the Shechemite men was justified because of the 
rape of a young Jewish woman. This work offers hope for the vigilant, since it is a 
periodized history (jubilees of seven weeks of years [= 49 years]) which moves 
inexorably toward a revealed endpoint. The years are calculated according to a 
364-day solar calendar, a favorite of certain priestly groups and also strongly 
evident in several Qumran documents. Thus we may consider Jubilees as part of 
the immediate literary prehistory of the Qumran group

�The authorThe author apparentl apparently attemptey attempted to readjd to readjust the Enust the Enoch traditoch tradition’s viewion’s view of evil a of ev of evil amongevil among humans —  humans — due to thedue to the evil acti evil actions of theons of the disobedie disobedient divine nt divine beings whobeings who descended whowho descenwho descended from tded from the heavenshe heavens for sexua for sexual relationl relations with ears with earthly womenthly women (Gen. 6;  (Gen. 6 (Gen. 6; Jub. 5)6; Jub. 5) — by incl — by including alsouding also the story the story of Adam a of Adam and Eve, thnd Eve, their shame eir shame in the garin the garden, and edengargarden, angarden, and expulsiod expulsion from Eden from Eden. Human on. Human obedience tbedience to God’s lao God’s law is also w is also a part of a part of the systemtthe systemthe system of covena of covenants in Jubnts in Jubilees, allilees, all of which  of which are basicaare basically the sally the same and setme and set out presc out  out prescrout prescriptions foiptions for Jewish lr Jewish life from tife from the earlieshe earliest human pet human periods. Thiriods. This book focs book focuses attenusefocfocuses atfocuses attention ontention on Abraham,  Abraham, less on Isless on Isaac, but eaac, but especially specially on Rebekahon Rebekah and her c and her central rolenccentral rocentral role in the le in the era of Jacera of Jacob and hisob and his family. S family. She not onlhe not only schemes y schemes for Jacob’for Jacob’s trickerys trics trickery, trickery, but she albut she also gives hso gives him a formaim a formal blessingl blessing as he pre as he prepares for pares for action (chaction (ch. 25). Lat. 25).. 25). Later25). Later as her de as her death approaath approaches she sches she strongly urtrongly urges her soges her sons toward ns toward fraternal fraternal love in a lolove in a love in a speech resspeech resembling a embling a testament.testament. Levi rece Levi receives high ives high praise; fopraise; for his zealr his zeal at Sheche at Sh at Shechem heShechem he receives  receives appointmenappointment as priest as priest (ch. 30)t (ch. 30), and when, and when Jacob tak Jacob takes him to es him to visit Isaavvisit Isaavisit Isaac and Rebec and Rebekah he reckah he receives an ieives an important bmportant blessing frlessing from his graom his grandfather (ndfather (ch. 31). Wch. ((ch. 31). (ch. 31). When JacobWhen Jacob dies he h dies he hands on alands on all his writl his written documeten documents so Levnts so Levi might pri might preserve andeprpreserve apreserve and renew tnd renew them for alhem for all his descl his descendants (4endants (45:15).5:15).5:15).

The author apparently attempted to readjust the Enoch tradition’s view of 
evil among humans — due to the evil actions of the disobedient divine beings 
who descended from the heavens for sexual relations with earthly women (Gen. 
6; Jub. 5) — by including also the story of Adam and Eve, their shame in the 
garden, and expulsion from Eden. Human obedience to God’s law is also a part of 
the system of covenants in Jubilees, all of which are basically the same and set 
out prescriptions for Jewish life from the earliest human periods. This book 



focuses attention on Abraham, less on Isaac, but especially on Rebekah and her 
central role in the era of Jacob and his family. She not only schemes for Jacob’s 
trickery, but she also gives him a formal blessing as he prepares for action (ch. 
25). Later as her death approaches she strongly urges her sons toward fraternal 
love in a speech resembling a testament. Levi receives high praise; for his zeal at 
Shechem he receives appointment as priest (ch. 30), and when Jacob takes him to 
visit Isaac and Rebekah he receives an important blessing from his grandfather 
(ch. 31). When Jacob dies he hands on all his written documents so Levi might 
preserve and renew them for all his descendants (45:15).
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JUCALJUCAL (Heb.  (Heb. yu®k�aœlyu®k�aœl) (also JE) (also JEHUCAL)HUCAL)HUCAL)

JUCAL (Heb. yu®k�aœl ) (also JEHUCAL)

The son ofThe son of Shelemiah Shelemiah; an oppon; an opponent of Jerent of Jeremiah who emiah who sought to sought to kill the pkill the prophet by rophet by rophet by castingby casting him into  him into a cistern a cistern (Jer. 38:1(Jer. 38:1-6). At Je-6). At Jer. 37:3 her. 37:3 he is called is called Jehucal. Jehucal.

The son of Shelemiah; an opponent of Jeremiah who sought to kill the prophet 
by casting him into a cistern (Jer. 38:1-6). At Jer. 37:3 he is called Jehucal.

JUDAHJUDAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïhu®d�a®yeïhu®d�a®)))

JUDAH (Heb. yeïhu®d�a® )

�1.1. The fourt The fourth son of Jh son of Jacob and Lacob and Leah (Gen. eah (Gen. 29:35), wh29:35), who was the o was the eponymous eponymous ancestor oanancestor oancestor of the tribf the tribe and natie and nation (i.e., on (i.e., he was reghe was regarded as barded as both their oth their origin andorigin and their rep thei their reprtheir representativeesentative). Hence J). Hence Jacob’s bleacob’s blessing of Jssing of Judah (Gen.udah (Gen. 49:8-12)  49:8-12) mentions hmentions him holdingimhhim holdinhim holding the scepg the scepter and ruter and ruler’s stafler’s staff because f because David cameDavid came from Juda from Judah. The proh. The prominent rolmproprominent prominent role of Jurole of Judah among dah among the brothethe brothers in the rs in the Joseph stoJoseph story (Gen. 3ry (Gen. 37:26-27; 47:26-27; 43:1-10; 443443:1-10; 443:1-10; 44:14-34) a4:14-34) also refleclso reflects David’sts David’s elevation elevation of Judah  of Judah to a dominto a dominant positiant position over thon oon over the tover the tribes of Iribes of Israel. Thesrael. The story of  story of Judah and Judah and Tamar in GTamar in Gen. 38 is en. 38 is striking fstriking for its negor itsor its negatiits negative portrayve portrayal of the al of the patriarch.patriarch. It aligns It aligns the clans the clans of Perez  of Perez and Zerah and Zerah genealogicgenealogenealogicgenealogically with ally with Judah and Judah and hints at thints at their Canaaheir Canaanite rootsnite roots...

1. The fourth son of Jacob and Leah (Gen. 29:35), who was the eponymous 
ancestor of the tribe and nation (i.e., he was regarded as both their origin and 
their representative). Hence Jacob’s blessing of Judah (Gen. 49:8-12) mentions 
him holding the scepter and ruler’s staff because David came from Judah. The 
prominent role of Judah among the brothers in the Joseph story (Gen. 37:26-27; 
43:1-10; 44:14-34) also reflects David’s elevation of Judah to a dominant position 
over the tribes of Israel. The story of Judah and Tamar in Gen. 38 is striking for 
its negative portrayal of the patriarch. It aligns the clans of Perez and Zerah 
genealogically with Judah and hints at their Canaanite roots.

�2.2. The tribe The tribe of Judah, of Judah, which lik which like the patre the patriarch in tiarch in the Bible, he Bible, is really is really a reflectia reflection of the onreflectireflectionreflection of the na of the nation’s imption’s importance. Tortance. The tribe’she tribe’s territory territory lay in th lay in the central e central hill counthill couhill country becountry between, buttween, but not inclu not including, Jeruding, Jerusalem and salem and Hebron. ThHebron. The only dese only description ocription ocription of it (Josof it (Josh. 14-15) h. 14-15) actually sactually sketches thketches the later boe later boundaries oundaries of the natif the nation of Judaon of Judah. Judah’sh. Judah. Judah’s inJudah’s independencedependence from the  from the Israelite Israelite tribes is tribes is suggested suggested by its absby its absence from ence from the early thethe early the early list in thlist in the Song of e Song of Deborah (JDeborah (Judg. 5) anudg. 5) and by the fd by the fact that Bact that Benjamin, ienjamin, immediatelymmediimmediatelimmediately to the ny to the north of Juorth of Judah, was rdah, was regarded asegarded as the south the southernmost (ternmost (the basic mhe basic mhe basic meaning ofmeaning of the name  the name “Benjamin”“Benjamin”) tribe of) tribe of Israel. S Israel. Saul’s contaul’s control over Jrol over Judah was sudah was sporadic anpossporadic asporadic and tenuousnd tenuous at best,  at best, to judge fto judge from the lorom the location of cation of the storiethe stories about his about his reign ins res reign in 1reign in 1 Samuel. Samuel. Samuel.

2. The tribe of Judah, which like the patriarch in the Bible, is really a 
reflection of the nation’s importance. The tribe’s territory lay in the central hill 
country between, but not including, Jerusalem and Hebron. The only description 
of it (Josh. 14-15) actually sketches the later boundaries of the nation of Judah. 
Judah’s independence from the Israelite tribes is suggested by its absence from 
the early list in the Song of Deborah (Judg. 5) and by the fact that Benjamin, 
immediately to the north of Judah, was regarded as the southernmost (the basic 
meaning of the name “Benjamin”) tribe of Israel. Saul’s control over Judah was 
sporadic and tenuous at best, to judge from the location of the stories about his 
reign in 1 Samuel.

Steven L. Steven L. McKenzieMcKenzieMcKenzie
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�3.3. A Levite, A Levite, ancestor  ancestor of a familof a family that supy that supervised woervised work on the rk on the postexilicpostexilic temple (E templ temple (Eztemple (Ezra 3:9 MT)ra 3:9 MT). He may b. He may be the samee the same as Hodavi as Hodaviah (ah (44; so NRSV); so NRSV)...

3. A Levite, ancestor of a family that supervised work on the postexilic 
temple (Ezra 3:9 MT). He may be the same as Hodaviah (4; so NRSV).

�4.4. A Levite  A Levite who had mawho had married a forried a foreign womareign woman (Ezra 10n (Ezra 10:23).:23).:23).

4. A Levite who had married a foreign woman (Ezra 10:23).

�5.5. The son o The son of Hassenuaf Hassenuah; second h; second in commandin command of postex of postexilic Jerusilic Jerusalem (Neh.alem (Neh. 11:9). 1 11:9).11:9).11:9).

5. The son of Hassenuah; second in command of postexilic Jerusalem (Neh. 
11:9).

�6.6. A Levite  A Levite who returnwho returned from exed from exile with Zile with Zerubbabel erubbabel (Neh. 12:8(Neh. 12:8).).).

6. A Levite who returned from exile with Zerubbabel (Neh. 12:8).

�7.7. A leader  A leader of Judah wof Judah who particiho participated in tpated in the dedicathe dedication of Jerion of Jerusalem’s rusalem’s rebuilt walebuilt rrebuilt warebuilt walls (Neh. lls (Neh. 12:34).12:34).12:34).

7. A leader of Judah who participated in the dedication of Jerusalem’s 
rebuilt walls (Neh. 12:34).

�8.8. A priest  A priest and musiciand musician presentan present at the de at the dedication odication of the wallf the wall (Neh. 12: (Neh. 12:36).36).36).

8. A priest and musician present at the dedication of the wall (Neh. 12:36).

�9.9. An ancest An ancestor of Jesuor of Jesus, the fats, the father of Simher of Simeon and soeon and son of a Josn of a Joseph (Luke eph (Luke 3:30).3:30).3:30).3:30).

9. An ancestor of Jesus, the father of Simeon and son of a Joseph (Luke 
3:30).

JUDAHJUDAH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïhu®d�a®yeïhu®d�a®), KINGDOM), KINGDOM

JUDAH (Heb. yeïhu®d�a® ), KINGDOM

The southeThe southern kingdomrn kingdom, which be, which began under gan under David ca. David ca. 1000 1000 B.C.E.B.C.E. and laste and lasted until thd until thd until the Babylothe Babylonian Exilenian Exile of 586. of 586.

The southern kingdom, which began under David ca. 1000 B.C.E. and lasted until 
the Babylonian Exile of 586.

HistoryHistory

History

SourcesSourcesSources

Sources

The main sThe main source for ource for Judah’s hiJudah’s history is tstory is the Bible, he Bible, in particuin particular 1–2 Salar 1–2 Samuel, 1–2 muel, 1–2 Kings, 1–2KingKings, 1–2Kings, 1–2 Chronicle Chronicles, as wells, as well as portio as portions of the ns of the prophetic prophetic books. Allbooks. All of these  of these books are boobooks are books are primarily primarily religious religious in orientain orientation and mtion and must be useust be used with caud with caution for htion for historical istohhistoricalhistorical reconstru reconstruction. Thiction. This is especs is especially trueially true of 1–2 Ch of 1–2 Chronicles, ronicles, which is awhich is a late theo late t late theologicatheological recastinl recasting of Judahg of Judah’s history’s history as record as recorded in 1–2 ed in 1–2 Samuel andSamuel and 1–2 Kings 1–2 Kings, though t, th, though thethough the Chronicle Chronicler seems tor seems to have used have used a few oth a few other genuineer genuine sources.  sources. Much of 1–Much of 1Much of 1–2 Kings 1–2 Kings consists oconsists of stories f stories about nortabout northern prophhern prophets, so thets, so the informate information about ion about some kingssosome kingssome kings of Judah  of Judah is very spis very sparse. Archarse. Archaeology praeology provides a covides a corrective orrective to certainto certain details o de details ofdetails of the bibli the biblical accouncal account and alsot and also fills in  fills in some of thsome of the gaps in e gaps in our knowleour knowledge, such dge, sudge, such as thsuch as the daily lie daily life of commfe of common folk anon folk and social cd social changes ovehanges over time. Ocr time. Occasional icasional inscriptionnscriinscriptioinscriptions and recns and records from ords from other counother countries menttries mention personion persons and evens and events from thts from thts from the Bible,the Bible, sometimes sometimes placing t placing them in a shem in a strikingly trikingly different different light.light.

The main source for Judah’s history is the Bible, in particular 1–2 Samuel, 1–2 
Kings, 1–2 Chronicles, as well as portions of the prophetic books. All of these 
books are primarily religious in orientation and must be used with caution for 
historical reconstruction. This is especially true of 1–2 Chronicles, which is a late 
theological recasting of Judah’s history as recorded in 1–2 Samuel and 1–2 Kings, 
though the Chronicler seems to have used a few other genuine sources. Much of 
1–2 Kings consists of stories about northern prophets, so the information about 
some kings of Judah is very sparse. Archaeology provides a corrective to certain 
details of the biblical account and also fills in some of the gaps in our knowledge, 
such as the daily life of common folk and social changes over time. Occasional 
inscriptions and records from other countries mention persons and events from 
the Bible, sometimes placing them in a strikingly different light.

David and David and SolomonSolomonSolomon

David and Solomon

David cameDavid came from Beth from Bethlehem in tlehem in the heart ohe heart of the tribf the tribe of Judahe of Judah. His mete. His meteoric rise oric rise in Saul’s inin Saul’s in Saul’s army made army made him a threhim a threat to Saulat to Saul, who forc, who forced him to ed him to flee back flee back south, whesouth, where he becarwhewhere he bwhere he became the ecame the leader of leader of an “outlawan “outlaw” band (1 ” band (1 Sam. 22:1-Sam. 22:1-2) operati2) operating in the ng in the wildernesswwildernesswilderness of Judah. of Judah. David’s u David’s usurpation surpation of Nabal, of Nabal, a chieftaia chieftain of the Cn of the Calebites (alebites (1 Sam. 25)1 Sam1 Sam. 25), Sam. 25), was an impwas an important steortant step in his ap in his ascension tscension to the throo the throne of Judane of Judah. He was h. He was crowned incrcrowned incrowned in Hebron, t Hebron, the Calebithe Calebite capital,e capital, with Abig with Abigail, Nabalail, Nabal’s widow, ’s widow, at his sidat his side (2 Sam. e (2e (2 Sam. 2:(2 Sam. 2:1-4). This1-4). This coronatio coronation may haven may have preceded  preceded Saul’s demSaul’s demise. In 1 ise. In 1 Sam. 21:11Sam. 21:11(MT 12) th(M21:1121:11(MT 121:11(MT 12) the Phi2) the Philistines alistines already callready call him “thel him “the king of t king of the land,” he land,” and Ishbaaand Ishbaal’s reign l’s rel’s reign accoreign accounts for ounts for only two ofnly two of David’s s David’s seven and oeven and one-half yene-half years as kinars as king of Judahg of Judah (2 Sam. 2 (2 (2 Sam. 2:(2 Sam. 2:11). David11). David forged th forged the kingdom e kingdom of Judah bof Judah by uniting y uniting the local the local clans — thclans — the Jerahmeee Je JerahmeeliJerahmeelites and Ketes and Kenites (1 Snites (1 Sam. 27:10,am. 27:10, perhaps r perhaps read “Kenizead “Kenizites”), thites”), the Calebitee Calebites and Kenis as and Keniziand Kenizites (Josh.tes (Josh. 14:6-15;  14:6-15; 15:13-14; 15:13-14; Judg. 1:20Judg. 1:20; 1 Chr. 2; 1 Chr. 2:42-50) — :42-50) — and gaininand gaining control g cog control ofcontrol of the highl the highlands and wands and wilderness ilderness of Judah Sof Judah S of Jerusa of Jerusalem. He allem. He allied himselied himself with thlf wlf with the Pwith the Philistineshilistines, who effe, who effected Saul’cted Saul’s downfalls downfall (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sam. 27-31). Dav7-31). David’s subseid’s subsequent defequensubsesubsequentsubsequent defeat of defeat of Abner and Abner and Ishbaal ( Ishbaal (2 Sam. 2-42 Sam. 2-4) left the) left the elders of elders of Israel no Israel no real opti rea real optioreal option but to mn but to make him thake him their king aeir king as well.s well.s well.

David came from Bethlehem in the heart of the tribe of Judah. His meteoric rise 
in Saul’s army made him a threat to Saul, who forced him to flee back south, 
where he became the leader of an “outlaw” band (1 Sam. 22:1-2) operating in the 
wilderness of Judah. David’s usurpation of Nabal, a chieftain of the Calebites (1 
Sam. 25), was an important step in his ascension to the throne of Judah. He was 
crowned in Hebron, the Calebite capital, with Abigail, Nabal’s widow, at his side 



(2 Sam. 2:1-4). This coronation may have preceded Saul’s demise. In 1 Sam. 
21:11(MT 12) the Philistines already call him “the king of the land,” and Ishbaal’s 
reign accounts for only two of David’s seven and one-half years as king of Judah 
(2 Sam. 2:11). David forged the kingdom of Judah by uniting the local clans — the 
Jerahmeelites and Kenites (1 Sam. 27:10, perhaps read “Kenizites”), the Calebites 
and Kenizites (Josh. 14:6-15; 15:13-14; Judg. 1:20; 1 Chr. 2:42-50) — and gaining 
control of the highlands and wilderness of Judah S of Jerusalem. He allied himself 
with the Philistines, who effected Saul’s downfall (1 Sam. 27-31). David’s 
subsequent defeat of Abner and Ishbaal (2 Sam. 2-4) left the elders of Israel no 
real option but to make him their king as well.

�With his aWith his accession tccession to the throo the throne of Israne of Israel, David el, David annexed Saannexed Saul’s kingdul’s kingdom in Benjom in Bom in Benjamin aBenjamin and Ephraimnd Ephraim and event and eventually addeually added the othed the other Israelitr Israelite tribes ie tribes in the nortn the north. He subjh. nortnorth. He north. He subjugatedsubjugated the Phili the Philistines (2 stines (2 Sam. 5:17-Sam. 5:17-25; 8:1) a25; 8:1) and conquernd conquered the enced the enclaves of ilavencenclaves oenclaves of indigenof indigenous peoplesus peoples, such as , such as Jerusalem,Jerusalem, which he  which he transformetransformed into hisd into his capital ( c capital (2capital (2 Sam. 5:6- Sam. 5:6-9). He the9). He then went on n went on to build ato build a small emp small empire in Syrire in Syria-Palestiia-Palestine by conqne byne by conquerby conquering Moab, ing Moab, Edom, and Edom, and the Arameathe Aramean city-stan city-states under tes under Hadadezar Hadadezar (2 Sam. 8)(2 Sam.(2 Sam. 8). SSam. 8). Solomon, wholomon, whose succesose succession of Dasion of David was onvid was on the order the order of a pala of a palace coup (1ce coup (1ce coup (1 Kgs. 1-(1 Kgs. 1-2), establ2), established a neished a network of atwork of administratdministrative provinive provinces with Jces with Jerusalem aerusalem as the polis ths the politithe political and recal and religious celigious center (1 Kgnter (1 Kgs. 4:7-19)s. 4:7-19). Both kin. Both kings subordigs subordinated Isranated Israel to Judael to el to Judah bto Judah by exemptiny exempting their trg their tribesmen fribesmen from the conom the conscription scription and taxatiand taxation they imon they imposed on tpimimposed onimposed on the Israe the Israelites (cf.lites (cf. 2 Sam. 20 2 Sam. 20:24; 24:1-:24; 24:1-9; 1 Kgs. 9; 1 Kgs. 4-5). Rese4-5). Resentment of ntment of this unequthis this unequthis unequal treatmeal treatment may havnt may have been onee been one of the fa of the factors behictors behind Absalomnd Absalom’s revolt ’s revolt (2 Sam. 13((2 Sam. 13(2 Sam. 13-19). Sect-19). Sectional rivaional rivalry was cllry was clearly at iearly at issue in Shssue in Sheba’s uprieba’s uprising (2 Sasing (2 Sam. 20:1-22m. 20:1m. 20:1-22) a20:1-22) and in the nd in the Israelite Israelite rebellion rebellion against thagainst the Davididee Davidides after Sos after Solomon’s delomon’s death (1 Kgsath (ath (1 Kgs. 12(1 Kgs. 12). With Re). With Rehoboam’s ahoboam’s accession cccession ca. 922, Jua. 922, Judah returndah returned to the ed to the same basicsame basic status an basicbasic statbasic status and dimus and dimensions itensions it had when  had when David ruleDavid ruled over it d over it alone, as alone, as indicated indicated by the lisby tby the list othe list of Rehoboamf Rehoboam’s cities ’s cities of defenseof defense in 2 Chr. in 2 Chr. 11:5-12. 11:5-12.

With his accession to the throne of Israel, David annexed Saul’s kingdom in 
Benjamin and Ephraim and eventually added the other Israelite tribes in the 
north. He subjugated the Philistines (2 Sam. 5:17-25; 8:1) and conquered the 
enclaves of indigenous peoples, such as Jerusalem, which he transformed into his 
capital (2 Sam. 5:6-9). He then went on to build a small empire in Syria-Palestine 
by conquering Moab, Edom, and the Aramean city-states under Hadadezar (2 
Sam. 8). Solomon, whose succession of David was on the order of a palace coup 
(1 Kgs. 1-2), established a network of administrative provinces with Jerusalem as 
the political and religious center (1 Kgs. 4:7-19). Both kings subordinated Israel 
to Judah by exempting their tribesmen from the conscription and taxation they 
imposed on the Israelites (cf. 2 Sam. 20:24; 24:1-9; 1 Kgs. 4-5). Resentment of 
this unequal treatment may have been one of the factors behind Absalom’s revolt 
(2 Sam. 13-19). Sectional rivalry was clearly at issue in Sheba’s uprising (2 Sam. 
20:1-22) and in the Israelite rebellion against the Davidides after Solomon’s death 
(1 Kgs. 12). With Rehoboam’s accession ca. 922, Judah returned to the same 
basic status and dimensions it had when David ruled over it alone, as indicated by 
the list of Rehoboam’s cities of defense in 2 Chr. 11:5-12.

Divided KiDivided Kingdomngdomngdom

Divided Kingdom

The reignsThe reigns of the in of the initial kingitial kings of Judahs of Judah were mark were marked by consed by constant confltant conflict with Iict with Israel (RehsraelIIsrael (ReIsrael (Rehoboam, 1 hoboam, 1 Kgs. 14:30Kgs. 14:30; Abijah, ; Abijah, 15:7; Asa,15:7; Asa, 15:16). T 15:16). This must hhis must have been aave been a significa sig significansignificant drain ont drain on the small the small country’s country’s resources resources. To make . To make matters womatters worse, thererse, there were fore w were foreiwere foreign powers gn powers to contendto contend with. 1 K with. 1 Kgs. 14:25-gs. 14:25-26 reports26 reports that Reho that Rehoboam used boam useboam used the rused the royal and toyal and temple treaemple treasuries to suries to save Judahsave Judah from the  from the Egyptian kEgyptian king Shishaing Shishak (Shoshenk (k (Shoshenq)(Shoshenq). 1 Kgs. 1. 1 Kgs. 15:18-22 de5:18-22 describes hoscribes how Asa usedw Asa used what was  what was left in thleft in those treasuose treasuries to martreasutreasuriestreasuries to make a to make an alliancen alliance with Ben- with Ben-hadad of Dhadad of Damscus agaamscus against Baashinst Baasha of Israea of Israel. A greatl. IsraeIsrael. A Israel. A great dealgreat deal of the ro of the royal resouryal resources were sces were spent fortipent fortifying the fying the frontier bfrontier between Isretwebbetween Isbetween Israel and Jrael and Judah. Whenudah. When Baasha wi Baasha withdrew frothdrew from his builm his building activding activity in Ramity in Ramity in Ramah to dRamah to deal with Beal with Ben-hadad, en-hadad, Asa and thAsa and the people oe people of Judah mof Judah moved Baashaved Baasha’s own mat’s own m’s own materials materials a few kiloa few kilometers normeters north and useth and used them to d them to construct construct the borderthe border fortresse fortresse fortressesfortresses of Mizpah of Mizpah and Geba. and Geba. The old t The old tribal terrribal territory of Bitory of Benjamin, wenjamin, which had bhich had been the heeebbeen the hbeen the heart of Saeart of Saul’s kingdul’s kingdom, was noom, was now divided,w divided, part of i part of it going tot going to Judah. Judah.

The reigns of the initial kings of Judah were marked by constant conflict with 
Israel (Rehoboam, 1 Kgs. 14:30; Abijah, 15:7; Asa, 15:16). This must have been a 
significant drain on the small country’s resources. To make matters worse, there 
were foreign powers to contend with. 1 Kgs. 14:25-26 reports that Rehoboam 
used the royal and temple treasuries to save Judah from the Egyptian king Shishak 
(Shoshenq). 1 Kgs. 15:18-22 describes how Asa used what was left in those 
treasuries to make an alliance with Ben-hadad of Damscus against Baasha of 
Israel. A great deal of the royal resources were spent fortifying the frontier 
between Israel and Judah. When Baasha withdrew from his building activity in 
Ramah to deal with Ben-hadad, Asa and the people of Judah moved Baasha’s own 
materials a few kilometers north and used them to construct the border 



fortresses of Mizpah and Geba. The old tribal territory of Benjamin, which had 
been the heart of Saul’s kingdom, was now divided, part of it going to Judah.

Omride DynOmride Dynastyastyasty

Omride Dynasty

While JudaWhile Judah’s monarch’s monarchy consisthy consisted of a sied of a single dynasngle dynasty in the ty in the line of Daline of David, Israevid, Israel experienl expl experienceexperienced a seriesd a series of royal  of royal houses. Thhouses. The most impe most important of ortant of these was these was the Omridethe Omridthe Omride dynOmride dynasty, whicasty, which began cah began ca. 885. Omr. 885. Omri’s son Ahi’s son Ahab initiatab initiated a new, ed a new, peaceful rpeaceful relationshierrelationshrelationship with Juip with Judah by makdah by making a treaing a treaty with Jety with Jehoshaphat hoshaphat of Judah, of Judah, which was which was sealed witsesealed witsealed with the marrh the marriage of Ahiage of Ahab’s daughab’s daughter Athaliter Athaliah to Jehoah to Jehoshaphat’s shaphat’s son Jehorason Jehoram (2 Kgs. mJehoraJehoram (2Jehoram (2 Kgs. 8:18 Kgs. 8:18). Israel ). Israel was clearlwas clearly the supey the superior powerrior power, and Juda, and Judah may wellh may well have been h have been have been a vassal, a vassal, but it nevbut it nevertheless ertheless prospered prospered in the wakin the wake of the Oe of the Omrides’ stmrides’ strength. Threststrength. strength. The reign The reign of Jehoramof Jehoram of Judah  of Judah coincided coincided in part wiin part with the reith the reign of J[ehgn of J[eh]oram of I]oraJ[ehJ[eh]oram J[eh]oram of Israel,of Israel, and it is and it is possible  possible that the tthat the two kings wwo kings were the saere the same man so me man so that Israethatthat Israethat Israel and Judal and Judah were brih were briefly reuniefly reunited. In anted. In any case, thy case, the Omride de Omride dynasty in ynasty in Israel wanIsraeIsrael wanIsrael waned under Jed under Joram and toram and then ended hen ended abruptly wabruptly with the puith the putsch of Jetsch of Jehu ca. 842hu ca. 842, in which,842842, in wh842, in which the neich the new king of w king of Judah, AhaJudah, Ahaziah, was ziah, was also assasalso assassinated.sinated.sinated.

While Judah’s monarchy consisted of a single dynasty in the line of David, Israel 
experienced a series of royal houses. The most important of these was the 
Omride dynasty, which began ca. 885. Omri’s son Ahab initiated a new, peaceful 
relationship with Judah by making a treaty with Jehoshaphat of Judah, which was 
sealed with the marriage of Ahab’s daughter Athaliah to Jehoshaphat’s son 
Jehoram (2 Kgs. 8:18). Israel was clearly the superior power, and Judah may well 
have been a vassal, but it nevertheless prospered in the wake of the Omrides’ 
strength. The reign of Jehoram of Judah coincided in part with the reign of 
J[eh]oram of Israel, and it is possible that the two kings were the same man so 
that Israel and Judah were briefly reunited. In any case, the Omride dynasty in 
Israel waned under Joram and then ended abruptly with the putsch of Jehu ca. 
842, in which the new king of Judah, Ahaziah, was also assassinated.

�The one reThe one remaining Ommaining Omride, Atharide, Athaliah, was liah, was queen mothqueen mother in Judaer in Judah. With thh. With the death ofe dee death of hdeath of her son sheer son she assumed p assumed power, killower, killing all oting all other potenther potential claimaial claimants exceptnts except the infan the the infantthe infant Joash, wh Joash, who was hiddo was hidden in the en in the temple (2 temple (2 Kgs. 11:1-Kgs. 11:1-3 = 2 Chr.3 = 2 Chr. 22:10-12) 22:10-12). It seems. I. It seems sIt seems strange thatrange that Athaliaht Athaliah would hav would have overlooke overlooked one of ed one of her own grher own grandsons, aandsons, aandsons, and Joash and Joash may not acmay not actually havtually have been a me been a member of tember of the royal fhe royal family. It amily. It was the prwas the priests, lediesprpriests, lpriests, led by Jehoed by Jehoiada, who iada, who orchestratorchestrated Athaliaed Athaliah’s overthh’s overthrow six yerow six years later ars later (2 Kgs. 11(2 K(2 Kgs. 11 = Kgs. 11 = 2 Chr. 23)2 Chr. 23). As a non. As a non-Davidide -Davidide and a womaand a woman, they man, they may have cony have considered hesidered hsidered her an illher an illegitimate egitimate ruler. Tharuler. That seems tot seems to be the pe be the perspective rspective of the wriof the writer in 2 Kter in 2 Kings, whicings,KKings, whiKings, which does noch does not include t include the same rthe same regnal formegnal formulas for Aulas for Athaliah asthaliah as for the o for the other monarthoother monaother monarchs of Jurchs of Judah.dah.

The one remaining Omride, Athaliah, was queen mother in Judah. With the 
death of her son she assumed power, killing all other potential claimants except 
the infant Joash, who was hidden in the temple (2 Kgs. 11:1-3 = 2 Chr. 22:10-12). 
It seems strange that Athaliah would have overlooked one of her own grandsons, 
and Joash may not actually have been a member of the royal family. It was the 
priests, led by Jehoiada, who orchestrated Athaliah’s overthrow six years later (2 
Kgs. 11 = 2 Chr. 23). As a non-Davidide and a woman, they may have considered 
her an illegitimate ruler. That seems to be the perspective of the writer in 2 
Kings, which does not include the same regnal formulas for Athaliah as for the 
other monarchs of Judah.

Aramean DoAramean Dominationminationmination

Aramean Domination

During theDuring the second ha second half of the lf of the 9th centur9th century, all of y, all of Palestine Palestine was dominawas dominated by theted by the Aramean k Ar Aramean kiAramean king Hazael.ng Hazael. While Jud While Judah appearsah appears to have s to have suffered leuffered less than Isss than Israel (cf. rael (cf. 2 Kgs. 10:2 K2 Kgs. 10:32Kgs. 10:32-33; 13:3)-33; 13:3), Joash em, Joash emptied the ptied the treasuriestreasuries to save J to save Jerusalem ferusalem from Hazaelrom Hazael’s attack ’s HazaelHazael’s aHazael’s attack (2 Kttack (2 Kgs. 12:17-gs. 12:17-18). The a18). The assassinatissassinations not onons not only of Athaly of Athaliah but aliah but also of Joalso olso of Joash aof Joash and his sucnd his successor, Amcessor, Amaziah, indaziah, indicate the icate the political political instabilitinstability of the py of the period. Amaeriod. Aeriod. Amaziah brAmaziah brought someought some of his tr of his troubles upooubles upon himself n himself by challenby challenging Jehoaging Jehoash of Isrash of Israel to war eIsraIsrael to Israel to war (2 Kgswar (2 Kgs. 14:8-14 . 14:8-14 = 2 Chr. 2= 2 Chr. 25:17-24). 5:17-24). This took This took place afteplace after Hazael’sr Hazael’s death whe dea death whendeath when the Arame the Aramean threat an threat was dissipwas dissipating (2 Kating (2 Kgs. 13:24-gs. 13:24-25) and th25) and the other kie other kings in thenkikings in tkings in the region he region had begun had begun vying withvying with each othe each other for suprr for supremacy. Jehemacy. Jehoash’s resoash’s response — diporesresponse —response — dismantli dismantling part ofng part of Jerusalem Jerusalem’s city wa’s city wall, plundell, plundering its tring its treasuries,reasuries, and takin and  and takingand taking hostages  hostages — made a p— made a point of deoint of demonstratinmonstrating Israel’sg Israel’s continued continued military  military superioritsusuperioritsuperiority. Judah my. Judah may once agay once again have bain have become Israecome Israel’s vassael’s vassal.l.l.

During the second half of the 9th century, all of Palestine was dominated by the 
Aramean king Hazael. While Judah appears to have suffered less than Israel (cf. 2 
Kgs. 10:32-33; 13:3), Joash emptied the treasuries to save Jerusalem from 
Hazael’s attack (2 Kgs. 12:17-18). The assassinations not only of Athaliah but also 
of Joash and his successor, Amaziah, indicate the political instability of the period. 
Amaziah brought some of his troubles upon himself by challenging Jehoash of 
Israel to war (2 Kgs. 14:8-14 = 2 Chr. 25:17-24). This took place after Hazael’s 
death when the Aramean threat was dissipating (2 Kgs. 13:24-25) and the other 
kings in the region had begun vying with each other for supremacy. Jehoash’s 
response — dismantling part of Jerusalem’s city wall, plundering its treasuries, 
and taking hostages — made a point of demonstrating Israel’s continued military 
superiority. Judah may once again have become Israel’s vassal.



�This relatThis relationship coionship continued unntinued under the neder the next two kinxt two kings, Uzziahgs, Uzziah (also kno (also known as Azarwn as Awn as Azariah) aAzariah) and Jotham.nd Jotham. Their rei Their reigns were ogns were overshadowevershadowed by that d by that of Jeroboaof Jeroboam II in Ism II in Israel, but rIsIsrael, buIsrael, but since tht since this was a pis was a prosperous rosperous time for Itime for Israel, Judsrael, Judah also flah also flourished. ourished. Although tAlthouAlthough tAlthough the accounthe account in 2 Chr. in 2 Chr. 26:6-8 is 26:6-8 is exaggerat exaggerated, Uzziahed, Uzziah may well  may well have extenhave extended Judah’dextenextended Jextended Judah’s domudah’s domain at theain at the expense o expense of some of f some of the neighbthe neighboring peoporing peoples. He evles. He eles. He evidently evidently reopened Jreopened Judah’s comudah’s commercial romercial route to theute to the Red Sea b Red Sea by reclaimiy reclaiming Elath (ng Elath (2 Kgs. 14:2((2 Kgs. 14(2 Kgs. 14:22 = 2 Ch:22 = 2 Chr. 26:2). r. 26:2). The skin dThe skin disease (“lisease (“leprosy”) heprosy”) he contracte contracted during ed during his reign his his reign his reign forced a cforced a coregency woregency with his soith his son and succn and successor, Jotessor, Jotham. It isham. It is the only  the only documenteddocudocumenteddocumented case of c case of coregency aoregency among the kmong the kings of Isings of Israel and Jrael and Judah and oudah and one of the ne of thene of the sourcethe sources of the cs of the chronologichronological problemal problems for thiss for this period. T period. The Chroniche Chronicler also cler also credits Jotreccredits Jocredits Jotham with tham with similar visimilar victories ovctories over local fer local foes and wioes and with extensith extensive buildinve building projectsg prog projects tprojects to consolido consolidate his neate his new acquisitw acquisitions (2 Chions (2 Chr. 27).r. 27).

This relationship continued under the next two kings, Uzziah (also known as 
Azariah) and Jotham. Their reigns were overshadowed by that of Jeroboam II in 
Israel, but since this was a prosperous time for Israel, Judah also flourished. 
Although the account in 2 Chr. 26:6-8 is exaggerated, Uzziah may well have 
extended Judah’s domain at the expense of some of the neighboring peoples. He 
evidently reopened Judah’s commercial route to the Red Sea by reclaiming Elath 
(2 Kgs. 14:22 = 2 Chr. 26:2). The skin disease (“leprosy”) he contracted during 
his reign forced a coregency with his son and successor, Jotham. It is the only 
documented case of coregency among the kings of Israel and Judah and one of 
the sources of the chronological problems for this period. The Chronicler also 
credits Jotham with similar victories over local foes and with extensive building 
projects to consolidate his new acquisitions (2 Chr. 27).

Assyrian DAssyrian Dominationominationomination

Assyrian Domination

In the reiIn the reign of Ahazgn of Ahaz, Jotham’s, Jotham’s successor successor, Judah ca, Judah came under tme under the controlhe control of the ri of the rising Assyrsingrirising Assrising Assyrian Empiyrian Empire. Its fare. Its fate was seate was sealed in theled in the “Syro-Eph “Syro-Ephraimitic craimitic crisis” of risis” of 734, which734, w734, which is wwhich is well known ell known because ofbecause of the Imman the Immanuel oracleuel oracle in Isa. 7 in Isa. 7. Rezin ki. Rezin king of Aramng of Aram (Syria) a ( (Syria) an(Syria) and Pekah kid Pekah king of Israng of Israel, who weel, who were alreadyre already paying tr paying tribute to Aibute to Assyria, hessyria, headed a coaadedheheaded a cheaded a coalition ooalition of Syro-Palf Syro-Palestinian restinian rulers inteulers intent on resint on resisting Empesting Emperor Tiglatror Tiglath-pileser h-pilTiglatTiglath-piTiglath-pileser III leser III (ca. 745–7(ca. 745–727). Only 27). Only Ahaz refusAhaz refused to joined to join the allia the alliance. Pekahnce. Pekah and Rezin and R and Rezin respRezin responded by bonded by besieging Jesieging Jerusalem, erusalem, planning tplanning to replace o replace Ahaz with Ahaz with their own their own puppet rulppuppet rulpuppet ruler. 2 Kgs.er. 2 Kgs. 16:7-9 re 16:7-9 reports thatports that Ahaz acte Ahaz acted against d against Isaiah’s aIsaiah’s advice thatdvice that he remain he r he remain indremain independent (ependent (Isa. 7:3-1Isa. 7:3-16) and sen6) and sent to Tiglat to Tiglath-pileserth-pileser III for h III for help. By hielp. By his payment s payms payment ofpayment of tribute,  tribute, Ahaz estabAhaz established Judlished Judah’s statuah’s status for the s for the remainder remainder of its exiof its existence as stenexiexistence existence as the subas the subject of a ject of a MesopotamiMesopotamian power.an power.an power.

In the reign of Ahaz, Jotham’s successor, Judah came under the control of the 
rising Assyrian Empire. Its fate was sealed in the “Syro-Ephraimitic crisis” of 734, 
which is well known because of the Immanuel oracle in Isa. 7. Rezin king of Aram 
(Syria) and Pekah king of Israel, who were already paying tribute to Assyria, 
headed a coalition of Syro-Palestinian rulers intent on resisting Emperor 
Tiglath-pileser III (ca. 745–727). Only Ahaz refused to join the alliance. Pekah and 
Rezin responded by besieging Jerusalem, planning to replace Ahaz with their own 
puppet ruler. 2 Kgs. 16:7-9 reports that Ahaz acted against Isaiah’s advice that he 
remain independent (Isa. 7:3-16) and sent to Tiglath-pileser III for help. By his 
payment of tribute, Ahaz established Judah’s status for the remainder of its 
existence as the subject of a Mesopotamian power.

�The last qThe last quarter of uarter of the 8th cethe 8th century was ntury was a momentoua momentous time fors time for Judah. In Judah. In 722 the A 722 t 722 the Assyrithe Assyrians destroans destroyed Samariyed Samaria and broua and brought an endght an end to the ki to the kingdom of Ingdom of Israel. Mansrael. Mansrael. Many of itMany of its former cs former citizens flitizens fled south, ed south, and the poand the population opulation of Judah, ef Judah, especially specially of its capof its of its capitaits capital, Jerusall, Jerusalem, swelleem, swelled. King Hed. King Hezekiah, whzekiah, who is one oo is one of the herof the heroes of bothes of both 2 Kings a 2 K 2 Kings and Kings and 2 Chronicl2 Chronicles, made ces, made careful preareful preparations parations for rebellfor rebelling againsing against the Assyt the Assyrian overlriaAssyAssyrian oAssyrian overlord. Hverlord. He fortifiee fortified cities ad cities and institund instituted a sophted a sophisticated isticated supply syssupply system. Jerustem. Jtem. Jerusalem Jerusalem was at thewas at the heart of  heart of both initiboth initiatives (cfatives (cf. 2 Chr. 3. 2 Chr. 32:1-8). He2:1-8). Hezekiah’s czekiah’s centralizatentralccentralizacentralization of thtion of the cult in e cult in Jerusalem Jerusalem was part owas part of his natif his nationalistic onalistic reform. Inreform. In a symboli a symb a symbolic rsymbolic restorationestoration of the Da of the Davidic kingvidic kingdom, he endom, he enlisted thelisted the support o support of the remnf the remnant of Israremnremnant ofremnant of Israel, w Israel, which had bhich had been divideeen divided into Assd into Assyrian provyrian provinces (2 Cinces (2 Chr. 30:1-1hr. 30:1-12). He als2)30:1-130:1-12). 30:1-12). He also maHe also made alliancde alliances, some fes, some forcibly, worcibly, with other ith other rulers in rulers in Palestine Palestine and Phoeniand Pand Phoenicia.Phoenicia. Then, jus Then, just before tt before the turn ofhe turn of the centu the century, he witry, he withheld his hheld his annual payannual payment of trmenpaypayment ofpayment of tribute t tribute to Assyria o Assyria and bracedand braced for the r for the repercussioepercussion. It was n. It was not long inot long in coming. n con coming. Incoming. In 701 the e 701 the emperor Senmperor Sennacherib mnacherib marched wesarched west. He decit. He decimated the mated the countrysidcountrycountrysidcountryside of Judahe of Judah, destroyi, destroying the heang the heavily fortivily fortified city fied city of Lachishof Lachish with a ma with a massive onslssive mamassive onmassive onslaught. Bslaught. But he neveut he never reached r reached Jersualem.Jersualem. This may  This may have been have been due to thedue to thedue to the appearthe appearance of thance of the Egyptiane Egyptians (2 Kgs. s (2 Kgs. 19:8-9) or19:8-9) or to a plag to a plague in his ue in his army (v. 3army (v. 35). Hezeki5). H5). Hezekiah pHezekiah paid a largaid a large indemnite indemnity (2 Kgs. y (2 Kgs. 18:14-16) 18:14-16) and was leand was left on the ft on the throne, althrone, albeit over beialalbeit ovealbeit over a diminsr a diminshed realm.hed realm. Neverthel Nevertheless, his ress, his reputation eputation as a rightas a righteous king eous king was bolstewaswas bolstewas bolstered by whared by what was intet was interpreted asrpreted as a miracul a miraculous deliveous deliverance.rance.rance.

The last quarter of the 8th century was a momentous time for Judah. In 722 
the Assyrians destroyed Samaria and brought an end to the kingdom of Israel. 
Many of its former citizens fled south, and the population of Judah, especially of 
its capital, Jerusalem, swelled. King Hezekiah, who is one of the heroes of both 2 
Kings and 2 Chronicles, made careful preparations for rebelling against the 
Assyrian overlord. He fortified cities and instituted a sophisticated supply system. 
Jerusalem was at the heart of both initiatives (cf. 2 Chr. 32:1-8). Hezekiah’s 
centralization of the cult in Jerusalem was part of his nationalistic reform. In a 
symbolic restoration of the Davidic kingdom, he enlisted the support of the 
remnant of Israel, which had been divided into Assyrian provinces (2 Chr. 
30:1-12). He also made alliances, some forcibly, with other rulers in Palestine and 
Phoenicia. Then, just before the turn of the century, he withheld his annual 
payment of tribute to Assyria and braced for the repercussion. It was not long in 
coming. In 701 the emperor Sennacherib marched west. He decimated the 
countryside of Judah, destroying the heavily fortified city of Lachish with a 



massive onslaught. But he never reached Jersualem. This may have been due to 
the appearance of the Egyptians (2 Kgs. 19:8-9) or to a plague in his army (v. 35). 
Hezekiah paid a large indemnity (2 Kgs. 18:14-16) and was left on the throne, 
albeit over a diminshed realm. Nevertheless, his reputation as a righteous king 
was bolstered by what was interpreted as a miraculous deliverance.

�Hezekiah’sHezekiah’s son Manas son Manasseh inheriseh inherited a rumpted a rump state, co state, consisting onsisting of little mf little more than Jore thanore than Jerusthan Jerusalem and ialem and its environts environs, that was, that was on the vs on the verge of ecerge of economic colonomic collapse. Judlapse. Judah was occahJudJudah was Judah was occupied aoccupied and closelynd closely watched b watched by the Assyy the Assyrians. Manrians. Manasseh’s suasseh’s submission tbmission tbmission to Assyriato Assyrian policy bn policy both politioth politically and cally and religiouslreligiously led to hy led to his harsh jis harsh judgment byudgment by the bibli the b the biblical wbiblical writers. 2 riters. 2 Kgs. 21:1-Kgs. 21:1-18 credits18 credits him with  him with the longesthe longest (55 yeart (55 years) and moss) and most wicked rt wit wicked reiwicked reign of all gn of all the kings the kings of Judah; of Judah; indeed, itindeed, it blames th blames the Exile one Exile on him (21:1 him (21:10–15; 23:20–15;(21:1(21:10–15;(21:10–15; 23:26; 24 23:26; 24:3–4). The:3–4). The very diff very different accoerent account in 2 Cunt in 2 Chr. 33:10-hr. 33:10-19, accord19, according to whiingaccordaccording according to which Mto which Manasseh reanasseh reformed aftformed after being der being deported toeported to Babylon,  Babylon, is a foresis a foresis a foreshadowforeshadowing of theing of the Babylonia Babylonian Captivitn Captivity. The Chry. The Chronicler inonicler invented thevented the story to  story to explain Maeexplain Maexplain Manasseh’s lnasseh’s lengthy reiengthy reign. Manassgn. Manasseh’s son aeh’s son and successnd successor, Amon, or, Amon, continued continued continued continued his fatherhis father’s submiss’s submission to Assion to Assyria, to jyria, to judge from udge from the brief the brief account ofaccount of his reign his  his reign his reign in 2 Kgs. in 2 Kgs. 21:19-26 =21:19-26 = 2 Chr. 33 2 Chr. 33:21-25. He:21-25. He was assas was assassinated afsinated after only tter only two years, wo ttwo years,two years, perhaps b perhaps by members y members of an antiof an anti-Assyrian -Assyrian party. Theparty. The speed wit speed with which thh which thh which the “peoplthe “people of the le of the land” execuand” executed the asted the assassins susassins suggests theggests their anxietyir anxiety to appeas to appease their ove te their overtheir overlords in vlords in view of theiew of the possibili possibility of retrty of retribution.ibution.

Hezekiah’s son Manasseh inherited a rump state, consisting of little more 
than Jerusalem and its environs, that was on the verge of economic collapse. 
Judah was occupied and closely watched by the Assyrians. Manasseh’s submission 
to Assyrian policy both politically and religiously led to his harsh judgment by the 
biblical writers. 2 Kgs. 21:1-18 credits him with the longest (55 years) and most 
wicked reign of all the kings of Judah; indeed, it blames the Exile on him 
(21:10–15; 23:26; 24:3–4). The very different account in 2 Chr. 33:10-19, 
according to which Manasseh reformed after being deported to Babylon, is a 
foreshadowing of the Babylonian Captivity. The Chronicler invented the story to 
explain Manasseh’s lengthy reign. Manasseh’s son and successor, Amon, 
continued his father’s submission to Assyria, to judge from the brief account of 
his reign in 2 Kgs. 21:19-26 = 2 Chr. 33:21-25. He was assassinated after only 
two years, perhaps by members of an anti-Assyrian party. The speed with which 
the “people of the land” executed the assassins suggests their anxiety to appease 
their overlords in view of the possibility of retribution.

Egyptian aEgyptian and Babylonnd Babylonian Dominaian Dominationtiontion

Egyptian and Babylonian Domination

During theDuring the reign of  reign of Josiah (64Josiah (640–609), wh0–609), who followedo followed Amon, Ass Amon, Assyria’s empyria’s empire faded.ire faded.ire faded. Egyfaded. Egypt seems tpt seems to have repo have replaced Assylaced Assyria as Judria as Judah’s foreiah’s foreign overlorgn overlord, but itsd, but its control w con control wacontrol was looser, s looser, allowing Jallowing Josiah to mosiah to mount a natount a nationalisticionalistic reform af reform after the pater the pattern of Htterpapattern ofpattern of Hezekiah. Hezekiah. Even more Even more than Heze than Hezekiah, Josikiah, Josiah laid clah laid claim to theaim to the former la former land of Israndlaland of Island of Israel, if 2rael, if 2 Kgs. 23:1 Kgs. 23:15-20 is ac5-20 is accurate. Itcurate. It is imposs is impossible to knible to know whetherow whether the detai the d the details ofdetails of his refor his reforms as recoms as recounted in 2unted in 2 Kings and Kings and 2 Chronic 2 Chronicles are hiles are historical, storical, although malthoalthough malthough most of theost of the cultic it cultic items they dems they describe arescribe are identifie identifiable in thable in the archaeole archaeology of theogy oogy of the perof the period. The biod. The biblical wriblical writers, of iters, of course, recourse, regard Josiagard Josiah, like Heh, like Hezekiah, aszekiah, as a religio a relig a religious religious hero and chero and credit his redit his purge of tpurge of the temple he temple with the rwith the rediscoveryediscovery of the “b of the “book of theook“b“book of t“book of the law” prhe law” presumably lesumably lost under ost under Manasseh (Manasseh (2 Kgs. 22:2 Kgs. 22:8; 2 Chr. 8; 2 Chr. 34:14). Jo34:14). Josiah’s sudsiJoJosiah’s sJosiah’s sudden deatudden death at the hh at the hands of Phands of Pharaoh Necoaraoh Neco II, there II, therefore, mustfore, must have come have come as a part comecome as a come as a particularparticular shock to  shock to those who those who had placedhad placed their hop their hopes for reses for restoration otoration of the Davif oof the Davof the Davidic kingdidic kingdom in him.om in him. Neco was  Neco was on his wayon his way to join t to join the Assyriahe Assyrians in oppons in opposing the Bsoppoopposing topposing the Babylonhe Babylonians, who ians, who had becomehad become the new i the new imperial pomperial power. Howevwer. However, the exer, theer, the exact the exact circumstancircumstances of Josces of Josiah’s deatiah’s death remain uh remain unknown.nknown.nknown.

During the reign of Josiah (640–609), who followed Amon, Assyria’s empire 
faded. Egypt seems to have replaced Assyria as Judah’s foreign overlord, but its 
control was looser, allowing Josiah to mount a nationalistic reform after the 
pattern of Hezekiah. Even more than Hezekiah, Josiah laid claim to the former 
land of Israel, if 2 Kgs. 23:15-20 is accurate. It is impossible to know whether the 
details of his reforms as recounted in 2 Kings and 2 Chronicles are historical, 
although most of the cultic items they describe are identifiable in the archaeology 
of the period. The biblical writers, of course, regard Josiah, like Hezekiah, as a 
religious hero and credit his purge of the temple with the rediscovery of the 
“book of the law” presumably lost under Manasseh (2 Kgs. 22:8; 2 Chr. 34:14). 
Josiah’s sudden death at the hands of Pharaoh Neco II, therefore, must have 
come as a particular shock to those who had placed their hopes for restoration 
of the Davidic kingdom in him. Neco was on his way to join the Assyrians in 
opposing the Babylonians, who had become the new imperial power. However, 
the exact circumstances of Josiah’s death remain unknown.

�The “peoplThe “people of the le of the land” replaand” replaced Josiahced Josiah with his  with his son Jehoahson Jehoahaz. But thaz. But the choice we choicee choice waschoice was unaccepta unacceptable to Necble to Neco, who remo, who removed him toved him three monthhree months later ans later and made hisd maded made his omade his older brothlder brother Eliakimer Eliakim king inst king instead, changead, changing his naing his name to Jehome to Jehoiakim. Jehiakim. Jehoiakim remoiaJehJehoiakim Jehoiakim remained lremained loyal to Egoyal to Egypt until ypt until 605, when 605, when the Babylothe Babylonians undenians under Nebuchadr Nebuchar NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar defeazzar defeated the Egted the Egyptians atyptians at Carchemis Carchemish. Even ash. Even as a Babylon a Babylonian vassalian vassaian vassal, Jevassal, Jehoiakim’s hoiakim’s sympathiessympathies lay with  lay with Egypt. Ca.Egypt. Ca. 600 he re 600 he rebelled agabelled against Babylinst Babylon, hopingon, BabylBabylon, hBabylon, hoping for oping for Egyptian sEgyptian support. Hiupport. His confidens confidence was misce was misplaced (2 placed (2 Kgs. 24:7)Kgs. 24:7). Fortunat. F. FortunatelFortunately for Juday for Judah and Jeruh and Jerusalem, Jehsalem, Jehoiakim dieoiakim died before Nd before Nebuchadnezebuchadnezzar arrivezar arrivezar arrived. Harrived. He was succe was succeeded by heeded by his son, Jeis son, Jehoiachin, hoiachin, also knownalso known as Jeconi as Jeconiah or Coniah or Coniah; he alsaConiConiah; heConiah; he also reig also reigned only tned only three monthhree months. In 597 s. In 597 NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar laid zzar laid siege to Jsiege to Jerusalem. eJJerusalem.Jerusalem. Jehoiachi Jehoiachin surrenden surrendered and wared and was taken cas taken captive to Bptive to Babylon, alabylon, along with oong with other leaditoother leadother leading citizeing citizens and thens and the temple an temple and royal trd royal treasuries. easuries. The BabyloThe Babylonian king nian king placed Jehplacplaced Jehplaced Jehoiachin’s oiachin’s uncle, Matuncle, Mattaniah, ontaniah, on Judah’s t Judah’s throne, chahrone, changing his nging his name to Zename to Zedekiah. ThdekZeZedekiah. Zedekiah. The new naThe new name, meaninme, meaning “Yahweh’g “Yahweh’s justice,s justice,” may have” may have been inte been intended as a nded as nded as a warnias a warning of diving of divine judgmenne judgment awaitingt awaiting Zedekiah  Zedekiah should he should he rebel agairebel against Babylonst Babylon to whom n BabyloBabylon toBabylon to whom he h whom he had sworn lad sworn loyalty in oyalty in the name othe name of Yahweh. f Yahweh. The warninThe warning worked fg workg worked forworked for a while.  a while. But after But after nine yearsnine years, perhaps , perhaps compelled compelled by anti-Baby anti-Babylonian sbylonian sentiment ienssentiment sentiment in his couin his court, Zedekirt, Zedekiah rebelleah rebelled. Nebuchad. Nebuchadnezzar agdnezzar again besiegain besieged Jerusaled Jerusalem. This teJerusalJerusalem.Jerusalem. This time This time the city  the city held out fheld out for a year or a year and a halfand a half before it before it finally f finally fell in 586ell in 58ell in 586. The B586. The Babyloniansabylonians tore down tore down the city  the city wall and bwall and burned the urned the large buillarge buildings. Zeddings. Zedekiah, capekZedZedekiah, Zedekiah, captured acaptured after an esfter an escape attemcape attempt, was fopt, was forced to warced to watch his sotch his son’s executn’s executions and tioexecutexecutionsexecutions and then  and then blinded anblinded and led awayd led away in chains in chains. The area. The area north of  north of Jerusalem Jerusalem in traditiinin traditiin traditional Benjaonal Benjamin escapemin escaped heavy ded heavy destruction,struction, but most  but most of the couof the country was dntry was decimated. eddecimated.decimated. The major The major cities we cities were destroyre destroyed and a sed and a significantignificant portion o portion of the popuf the population waslapopupopulationpopulation was depor was deported to Babted to Babylon with ylon with Zedekiah (Zedekiah (2 Kgs. 25)2 Kgs. 25)...

The “people of the land” replaced Josiah with his son Jehoahaz. But the 
choice was unacceptable to Neco, who removed him three months later and 
made his older brother Eliakim king instead, changing his name to Jehoiakim. 



Jehoiakim remained loyal to Egypt until 605, when the Babylonians under 
Nebuchadnezzar defeated the Egyptians at Carchemish. Even as a Babylonian 
vassal, Jehoiakim’s sympathies lay with Egypt. Ca. 600 he rebelled against 
Babylon, hoping for Egyptian support. His confidence was misplaced (2 Kgs. 24:7). 
Fortunately for Judah and Jerusalem, Jehoiakim died before Nebuchadnezzar 
arrived. He was succeeded by his son, Jehoiachin, also known as Jeconiah or 
Coniah; he also reigned only three months. In 597 Nebuchadnezzar laid siege to 
Jerusalem. Jehoiachin surrendered and was taken captive to Babylon, along with 
other leading citizens and the temple and royal treasuries. The Babylonian king 
placed Jehoiachin’s uncle, Mattaniah, on Judah’s throne, changing his name to 
Zedekiah. The new name, meaning “Yahweh’s justice,” may have been intended 
as a warning of divine judgment awaiting Zedekiah should he rebel against 
Babylon to whom he had sworn loyalty in the name of Yahweh. The warning 
worked for a while. But after nine years, perhaps compelled by anti-Babylonian 
sentiment in his court, Zedekiah rebelled. Nebuchadnezzar again besieged 
Jerusalem. This time the city held out for a year and a half before it finally fell in 
586. The Babylonians tore down the city wall and burned the large buildings. 
Zedekiah, captured after an escape attempt, was forced to watch his son’s 
executions and then blinded and led away in chains. The area north of Jerusalem 
in traditional Benjamin escaped heavy destruction, but most of the country was 
decimated. The major cities were destroyed and a significant portion of the 
population was deported to Babylon with Zedekiah (2 Kgs. 25).

�While the While the destructiodestruction of 586 en of 586 effectivelyffectively marked th marked the end of te end of the kingdomhe kingdom of Judah, of Ju of Judah, eveJudah, events immedints immediately follately following it wowing it were closelere closely connectey connected and desed and deserve mentiorve mention. Nebuchanmentiomention. Nmention. Nebuchadnezebuchadnezzar appoinzar appointed Gedalited Gedaliah as ruleah as ruler over Judr over Judah and movah and moved the caped the ced the capital tocapital to Mizpah (2 Mizpah (2 Kgs. 25:2 Kgs. 25:22-24; cf. 2-24; cf. Jer. 40-41Jer. 40-41). While t). While the exact the exact title and nitle and nature of Gature nnature of nature of Gedaliah’sGedaliah’s position  position are unknoware unknown, the facn, the fact that he t that he was murderwas murdered by a meed by a meed by a member of member of the royal the royal family (2 family (2 Kgs. 25:25Kgs. 25:25) suggests) suggests that he w that he was consideas considered illegired illegitimate as timillegiillegitimaillegitimate as a rute as a ruler becausler because he was ne he was not a Davidot a Davidide. The aide. The assassinatissassination may havon may have been thee be been the obeen the occasion foccasion for a third r a third incursion incursion of the Babof the Babylonians iylonians in 582 whicn 582 which resultedh resulted in the ca in in the capin the captivity of tivity of an additioan additional 745 penal 745 persons (Jerrsons (Jer. 52:30).. 52:30).. 52:30).

While the destruction of 586 effectively marked the end of the kingdom of 
Judah, events immediately following it were closely connected and deserve 
mention. Nebuchadnezzar appointed Gedaliah as ruler over Judah and moved the 
capital to Mizpah (2 Kgs. 25:22-24; cf. Jer. 40-41). While the exact title and 
nature of Gedaliah’s position are unknown, the fact that he was murdered by a 
member of the royal family (2 Kgs. 25:25) suggests that he was considered 
illegitimate as a ruler because he was not a Davidide. The assassination may have 
been the occasion for a third incursion of the Babylonians in 582 which resulted 
in the captivity of an additional 745 persons (Jer. 52:30).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. W. AhlsG. W. Ahlström, tröm, The HistorThe History of Anciey of Ancient Palestint Palestinene (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1993)lis,(Minneapo(Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1993);is, 1993); W. G. Dev W. G. Dever, er, Recent ArcRecent Archaeologicahaeological Discoverl Discoveries and Biies and Biblical Resblical ResearcheResResearchResearch (Seattle, (Seattle, 1990); A. 1990); A. Mazar,  Mazar, ArchaeologArchaeology of the Ly of the Land of theand of the Bible, 10 Bible, 10,000–586,000–586  B.C.E.BB.C.E.B.C.E. (New York (New York, 1990); J, 1990); J. M. Mille. M. Miller and J. Hr and J. Hayes, ayes, A History A History of Ancientof Ancient Israel an Israel and Judahd Judad JudahJudah (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1986phia, 1986); J. A. S); J. A. Soggin, oggin, An IntroduAn Introduction to tction to the Historyhe History of Israel of Israel and Judah and Jud and Judah,Judah, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Valley ForValley Forge, 1993).ge, 1993).

Bibliography. G. W. Ahlström, The History of Ancient Palestine 
(Minneapolis, 1993); W. G. Dever, Recent Archaeological Discoveries and Biblical 
Research (Seattle, 1990); A. Mazar, Archaeology of the Land of the Bible, 10,000–586 
B.C.E. (New York, 1990); J. M. Miller and J. Hayes, A History of Ancient Israel and 
Judah (Philadelphia, 1986); J. A. Soggin, An Introduction to the History of Israel and 
Judah, 2nd ed. (Valley Forge, 1993).
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JUDAISMJUDAISMJUDAISM

JUDAISM



�SeeSee  JEWS, JUDAJEWS, JUDAISM.ISM.

See JEWS, JUDAISM.

JUDAIZINGJUDAIZINGJUDAIZING

JUDAIZING

Voluntary Voluntary actions byactions by Gentiles  Gentiles who adopt who adopt Jewish cusJewish customs and ptoms and practices, ractices, usually shusually short of fuloshshort of fshort of full converull conversion (Gk. sion (Gk. IoudaiÿIoudaiÿ “to live  “to live as a Jew”;as a Jew”; Heb.  Heb. yaœhad�yaœhad� hithpael; hithpael; used in b u used in boused in both Jewish th Jewish and Christand Christian ancienian ancient sources)t sources). Secondar. Secondarily the teily the term refers rm refers to the acttoto the actto the actions of thions of those who urose who urge Judaismge Judaism upon Gent upon Gentiles.iles.iles.

Voluntary actions by Gentiles who adopt Jewish customs and practices, usually 
short of full conversion (Gk. Ioudaiÿ “to live as a Jew”; Heb. yaœhad�  hithpael; 
used in both Jewish and Christian ancient sources). Secondarily the term refers 
to the actions of those who urge Judaism upon Gentiles.

�Jewish andJewish and Greco-Rom Greco-Roman usage oan usage of this verf this verb illustrab illustrates these tes these two meanintwo meanings. When tgs. Wgs. When the rWhen the royal edictoyal edict against t against the Jews inhe Jews inspired by spired by Haman failHaman failed and a ned and a new edict aew edict allowed Jewlloaallowed Jeallowed Jews to destws to destroy their roy their enemies, menemies, many Gentilany Gentiles “profeses “professed to be sed to be Jews” out Jews” out Jews” out of feaout of fear (Esth. 8r (Esth. 8:17); the :17); the LXX adds tLXX adds that they what they were circumere circumcised. Joscised. Josephus (ephus (BJBJ 2.17.10 [ 2.1 2.17.10 [42.17.10 [454]) says 54]) says that the cthat the captured Roaptured Roman generaman general Metiliusl Metilius escaped d escaped death by preath by promising tooprpromising promising to Judaizeto Judaize. Josephus. Josephus also rela also relates how thtes how the Syrians e Syrians thought ththought they had eliey had eliminated Juminelieliminatedeliminated Judaism i Judaism in their ten their territories,rritories, “but each “but each city had  city had its Judaizits Judaizers, who aers, who aroused susrousedaaroused suaroused suspicion” (spicion” (BJBJ 2.18.2 [4 2.18.2 [463]). Plut63]). Plutarch somewarch somewhat disdaihat disdainfully relnfully relates that ates that Caecilius,CaCaecilius,Caecilius, a freed s a freed slave, adoplave, adopted Jewishted Jewish practices practices ( (Cic.Cic. 7.6). 7.6). 7.6).

Jewish and Greco-Roman usage of this verb illustrates these two meanings. 
When the royal edict against the Jews inspired by Haman failed and a new edict 
allowed Jews to destroy their enemies, many Gentiles “professed to be Jews” 
out of fear (Esth. 8:17); the LXX adds that they were circumcised. Josephus (BJ 
2.17.10 [454]) says that the captured Roman general Metilius escaped death by 
promising to Judaize. Josephus also relates how the Syrians thought they had 
eliminated Judaism in their territories, “but each city had its Judaizers, who 
aroused suspicion” (BJ 2.18.2 [463]). Plutarch somewhat disdainfully relates that 
Caecilius, a freed slave, adopted Jewish practices (Cic. 7.6).

�In Gal. 2:In Gal. 2:14, the on14, the only use of ly use of the term ithe term in the NT, n the NT, Paul defenPaul defends his lawds his law-free gosp-free gos-free gospel, regospel, relating hislating his rebuke of rebuke of Peter for Peter for withdrawi withdrawing, under ng, under pressure fpressure from strictrom strict Jewish Ch Jew Jewish ChrJewish Christians, fistians, from table rom table fellowshipfellowship with Gent with Gentile Christile Christians in Anians in Antioch. Pautioch. Paul implies l iml implies thimplies that to requat to require Gentilire Gentile Christiae Christians “to livns “to live like Jewe like Jews” (NRSV) s” (NRSV) contradictcontradicts the gosps thes the gospelthe gospel. To judge. To judge from Gala from Galatians, thitians, this Judaizins Judaizing meant cig meant circumcisionrcumcision and keepi and keeping at leasng keepikeeping atkeeping at least a m least a minimum of inimum of Jewish lawJewish laws, e.g., ks, e.g., keeping koseeping kosher well eher well enough to enough to enable strinaeenable strenable strict Jewishict Jewish Christian Christians to eat ws to eat with the Gaith the Galatians. Platians. Paul’s arguaul’s argument againment against Judaizist Judst Judaizing Judaizing is one eleis one element of himent of his overall s overall argument iargument in Galatiann Galatians that to s that to force or pforce or persuade Geersuppersuade Gpersuade Gentile Chrentile Christians toistians to adopt Jew adopt Jewish customish customs is a bets is a betrayal of trayal of the meaninghe meaning of Jesus’ o of Jesus’ of Jesus’ salvific wsalvific work on theork on the cross. He cross. He bitterly  bitterly opposes thopposes those who urose who urge adoptioge adoption of Jewisn on of Jewish of Jewish laws and claws and customs, anustoms, and argues wd argues with his fuith his full rhetorill rhetorical skillscal skills to keep t to keep the Galatiahe Gahe Galatians Galatians true to hitrue to his law-frees law-free gospel. gospel. gospel.

In Gal. 2:14, the only use of the term in the NT, Paul defends his law-free 
gospel, relating his rebuke of Peter for withdrawing, under pressure from strict 
Jewish Christians, from table fellowship with Gentile Christians in Antioch. Paul 
implies that to require Gentile Christians “to live like Jews” (NRSV) contradicts 
the gospel. To judge from Galatians, this Judaizing meant circumcision and 
keeping at least a minimum of Jewish laws, e.g., keeping kosher well enough to 
enable strict Jewish Christians to eat with the Galatians. Paul’s argument against 
Judaizing is one element of his overall argument in Galatians that to force or 
persuade Gentile Christians to adopt Jewish customs is a betrayal of the meaning 
of Jesus’ salvific work on the cross. He bitterly opposes those who urge adoption 
of Jewish laws and customs, and argues with his full rhetorical skills to keep the 
Galatians true to his law-free gospel.

�Christian Christian tradition tradition and NT schand NT scholarship holarship have generaave generally used tlly used the term “Jhe term “Judaizers,”udaizer“J“Judaizers“Judaizers,” but Pau,” but Paul does notl does not use this  use this word, and word, and thus it shthus it should not bould not be attribute attributed to him.ed ted to him. Moto him. Moreover, inreover, in Galatians Galatians Paul does Paul does not attac not attack Judaism k Judaism as such, bas such, but those Jut those Jewish ChriewJJewish ChrJewish Christians whistians who undertako undertake missionse missions to the Ge to the Gentiles to ntiles to urge them urge them to live asto live as Jews. The J Jews. TheiJews. Their argumentr argument is not th is not that Gentileat Gentiles must becs must become Jews ome Jews beforebefore becoming  becoming ChristiansChriChristiansChristians; rather, ; rather, they want they want all Christall Christians to beians to be  JewishJewish Christian Christians, to “livs, to “live as Jews”e as Jews”e as Jews” whilJews” while followine following Christ. g Christ. They do soThey do so no doubt  no doubt out of a cout of a concern foroncern for the essen the essence of Chricessenessence ofessence of Christian Christianity and thity and the unity ofe unity of the Churc the Church, but Pauh, but Paul rejects l rejects this basisthis basis of faith  of fa of faith and faith and unity.unity.unity.

Christian tradition and NT scholarship have generally used the term 
“Judaizers,” but Paul does not use this word, and thus it should not be attributed 
to him. Moreover, in Galatians Paul does not attack Judaism as such, but those 
Jewish Christians who undertake missions to the Gentiles to urge them to live as 
Jews. Their argument is not that Gentiles must become Jews before becoming 
Christians; rather, they want all Christians to be Jewish Christians, to “live as 
Jews” while following Christ. They do so no doubt out of a concern for the 
essence of Christianity and the unity of the Church, but Paul rejects this basis of 
faith and unity.

�Second-cenSecond-century Christury Christian usagetian usage of the wo of the word largelyrd largely mirrors P mirrors Paul’s antiaul’s antipathy to Jpathy topathy to Judaizito Judaizing. Ignating. Ignatius of Antius of Antioch vigorooch vigorously opposusly opposes those wes those who are Chrho are Christians anistians and yet (vold yd yet (volunyet (voluntarily) litarily) live accordive according to Judang to Judaism (ism (Magn.Magn. 8.1); “it 8.1); “it is monstr is monstrous” to beous” to be a Christi a Ch a Christian Christian and Judaizand Judaize (10.3). e (10.3). Ignatius cIgnatius cites only ites only the observthe observance of Saance of Saturday ratturday rather than Sher ratrather tharather than Sunday, n Sunday, but other but other customs arcustoms are doubtlese doubtless involveds involved. A probab. A probable exceptile exception to thisoexceptiexception exception to this neto this negative viegative view is the aw is the apocryphal pocryphal Acts of PiActs of Pilate, whiclate, which approvinh approvingly says tgly approvinapprovinglapprovingly says thay says that Pilate’st Pilate’s wife reve wife revered the trred the true God andue God and “favored  “favored the customthe customs of the Js customcustoms ofcustoms of the Jews” the Jews” (Acts Pil (Acts Pil. 2:1). Th. 2:1). The Church’se Church’s mainly ne mainly negative attgative attitude to Jitude to Judaizing iudaiJJudaizing Judaizing is suggestis suggested by the ed by the 4th-centur4th-century Council y Council of Laodiceof Laodicea, which ca, which condemned tondemned those who Jhtthose who those who Judaize. TJudaize. To this dayo this day, Christia, Christians who adons who adopt Jewish pt Jewish customs nocustoms not historict historically practahistorichistoricalhistorically practicly practiced by the ed by the mainstreammainstream Church (e Church (e.g., Satur.g., Saturday observday observance, circance, circumcision aumcirccircumcisicircumcision as a reon as a religious duligious duty, avoidaty, avoidance of pornce of pork) are usuk) are usually consially considered outsdered outside the Chide outsoutside thoutside the Christiae Christian mainstren mainstream by reasam by reason of theion of their “Judaizir “Judaizing.”ng.”ng.”

Second-century Christian usage of the word largely mirrors Paul’s antipathy 
to Judaizing. Ignatius of Antioch vigorously opposes those who are Christians and 
yet (voluntarily) live according to Judaism (Magn. 8.1); “it is monstrous” to be a 



Christian and Judaize (10.3). Ignatius cites only the observance of Saturday 
rather than Sunday, but other customs are doubtless involved. A probable 
exception to this negative view is the apocryphal Acts of Pilate, which 
approvingly says that Pilate’s wife revered the true God and “favored the 
customs of the Jews” (Acts Pil. 2:1). The Church’s mainly negative attitude to 
Judaizing is suggested by the 4th-century Council of Laodicea, which condemned 
those who Judaize. To this day, Christians who adopt Jewish customs not 
historically practiced by the mainstream Church (e.g., Saturday observance, 
circumcision as a religious duty, avoidance of pork) are usually considered 
outside the Christian mainstream by reason of their “Judaizing.”

�These usesThese uses of “Judai of “Judaizing” showzing” show that Jewi that Jewish religiosh religious practicus practices had a ses had a strong, controng, cotrong, continuingcontinuing appeal to appeal to many anci many ancient Christent Christians. To jians. To judge from udge from these passthese passages, the ages, the initiativeininitiativeinitiative for this  for this appeal camappeal came mostly fe mostly from the Chrom the Christian siristian side, and node, and not as a rest as a result of Jewult ofult of Jewish of Jewish pressure opressure or persecutr persecution. In thion. In the dynamic,e dynamic, sometimes sometimes difficult difficult relations relationship betweehip relationsrelationshrelationship betweenip between Jewish Ch Jewish Christianityristianity and Genti and Gentile Christile Christianity, sevanity, several Gentieral Gentile Christile Cle Christian Christian authors haauthors had to defend to defend what thed what they considery considered the essed the essential truential truth and unith and uniqueness ofquuniuniquenessuniqueness of Christ of Christianity by ianity by warning Chwarning Christians aristians against “Jugainst “Judaizing.”daizing.”daizing.”

These uses of “Judaizing” show that Jewish religious practices had a strong, 
continuing appeal to many ancient Christians. To judge from these passages, the 
initiative for this appeal came mostly from the Christian side, and not as a result 
of Jewish pressure or persecution. In the dynamic, sometimes difficult 
relationship between Jewish Christianity and Gentile Christianity, several Gentile 
Christian authors had to defend what they considered the essential truth and 
uniqueness of Christianity by warning Christians against “Judaizing.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. Gaston,L. Gaston, “Judaism  “Judaism of the Uncof the Uncircumcisedircumcised in Ignati in Ignatius and Relus and Related WriteaRelRelated WrRelated Writers,” initers,” in  Anti-JudaiAnti-Judaism in Earlsm in Early Christiay Christianity,nity, ed. P. Ri ed. P. Richardson (chardson (Waterloo, Waterloo, 1986), 2:311986), 2:31986), 2:33–44.3–44.3–44.

Bibliography. L. Gaston, “Judaism of the Uncircumcised in Ignatius and 
Related Writers,” in Anti-Judaism in Early Christianity, ed. P. Richardson (Waterloo, 
1986), 2:33–44.
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JUDASJUDAS (Gk.  (Gk. IouídasIouídas)))

JUDAS (Gk. Iouídas)

�1.1. The son o The son of Chalphi;f Chalphi; a command a commander in the er in the army of Joarmy of Jonathan whonathan who with Matt with Mattathias rematMattMattathiasMattathias remained  remained with Jonatwith Jonathan while han while all othersall others fled in t fled in the ambush he ambush at Hazor (at Hazor (1 Macc. 111 ((1 Macc. 1(1 Macc. 11:70).1:70).1:70).

1. The son of Chalphi; a commander in the army of Jonathan who with 
Mattathias remained with Jonathan while all others fled in the ambush at Hazor 
(1 Macc. 11:70).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Simon MaccSimon Maccabeus and abeus and brother ofbrother of John Hyrc John Hyrcanus. Togeanus. Together Judasther Judas and John  a and John dand John defeated thefeated the Seleucide Seleucid Cendebeus Cendebeus (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 16:2-10).16:2-10).16:2-10).

2. A son of Simon Maccabeus and brother of John Hyrcanus. Together Judas 
and John defeated the Seleucid Cendebeus (1 Macc. 16:2-10).

�3.3. One who w One who wrote to Arrote to Aristobulus istobulus and the Jeand the Jews in Egypws in Egypt; apparent; apparently a perstly a person of highon persperson of person of high standhigh standing in Jering in Jerusalem (2 usalem (2 Macc. 1:10Macc. 1:10). Some ha). Some have identifve identified him wiied him with Judas Mth wiwith Judaswith Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus...

3. One who wrote to Aristobulus and the Jews in Egypt; apparently a 
person of high standing in Jerusalem (2 Macc. 1:10). Some have identified him 
with Judas Maccabeus.

�4.4. A brother A brother of Jesus  of Jesus (Matt. 13:(Matt. 13:55; Mark 655; Mark 6:3). Tradi:3). Tradition identtion identifies him ifies him as the autas the aas the author of author of the book othe book of Jude.f Jude.f Jude.

4. A brother of Jesus (Matt. 13:55; Mark 6:3). Tradition identifies him as the 
author of the book of Jude.

�5.5. One of th One of the originale original 12 discip 12 disciples; a sonles; a son (or broth (or brother) of Jamer) of James (Luke 6es (Luke 6:16; Acts :16; Ac:16; Acts 1:13)Acts 1:13). This is . This is probably tprobably the “Judas,he “Judas, not Iscar not Iscariot” of Joiot” of John 14:22. hn 14:22. He is ofteHe is often identifin idenn identifiedidentified with Thad with Thaddeus (Mattdeus (Matt. 10:3; Ma. 10:3; Mark 3:18).rk 3:18).rk 3:18).

5. One of the original 12 disciples; a son (or brother) of James (Luke 6:16; 
Acts 1:13). This is probably the “Judas, not Iscariot” of John 14:22. He is often 
identified with Thaddeus (Matt. 10:3; Mark 3:18).

�6.6. Judas of  Judas of Galilee (AGalilee (Acts 5:37),cts 5:37), a Zealot  a Zealot and leaderand leader of a revo of a revolt at the lt at the time of thtime of ttime of the censusthe census of Quirin of Quirinius in 6–7ius in 6–7  C.E.C.E. (perhaps  (perhaps claiming tclaiming to be the Mo be the Messiah).essiah).essiah).

6. Judas of Galilee (Acts 5:37), a Zealot and leader of a revolt at the time of 
the census of Quirinius in 6–7 C.E. (perhaps claiming to be the Messiah).

�7.7. One in wh One in whose house ose house Saul of TaSaul of Tarsus stayersus stayed after hid after his experiens experience on the ce on the road to Daroadroad to Daroad to Damascus (Acmascus (Acts 9:11).ts 9:11).ts 9:11).

7. One in whose house Saul of Tarsus stayed after his experience on the 
road to Damascus (Acts 9:11).



�8.8. Judas Bar Judas Barsabbas (“ssabbas (“son of the on of the sabbath”),sabbath”), a leader  a leader of the Jerof the Jerusalem chuusalem church chosenrch chrch chosen to chosen to accompany accompany Paul and BPaul and Barnabas toarnabas to Antioch t Antioch to convey to convey the decisiohe decision of the Jn of the n of the Jerusathe Jerusalem churchlem church concernin concerning placing g placing the requirthe requirements of ements of Jewish lawJewish law on gentil on gentile convertse gentilgentile cogentile converts (Acnverts (Acts 15:22-3ts 15:22-33).3).3).

8. Judas Barsabbas (“son of the sabbath”), a leader of the Jerusalem church 
chosen to accompany Paul and Barnabas to Antioch to convey the decision of 
the Jerusalem church concerning placing the requirements of Jewish law on 
gentile converts (Acts 15:22-33).

�SeeSee  JUDAS ISCAJUDAS ISCARIOT; JUDARIOT; JUDAS MACCABEUS MACCABEUS.S.S.

See JUDAS ISCARIOT; JUDAS MACCABEUS.
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JUDAS, GOSJUDAS, GOSPEL OFPEL OFPEL OF

JUDAS, GOSPEL OF

A lost (CaA lost (Cainite?) apinite?) apocryphon oocryphon of the mid-f the mid-2nd centur2nd century attestedy attested by Irenae by Irenaeus and Epius and Epiphanius. IpEpiEpiphaniusEpiphanius. Irenaeus. Irenaeus ( (Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 1.31.1) d 1.31.1) describes tescribes the work ashe work as transmitt transmitted by certed by certain gnostiaicertcertain gncertain gnostic grouostic groups who valps who valued its seued its secret teachcret teaching as coming as coming from ting from the singulahe singular witness r wr witness ofwitness of “the betr “the betrayer Judasayer Judas,” who “al,” who “alone recognone recognized the tized the truth and cruth and completed tompleted the mysteryhtthe mysterthe mystery of the by of the betrayal.”etrayal.”etrayal.”

A lost (Cainite?) apocryphon of the mid-2nd century attested by Irenaeus and 
Epiphanius. Irenaeus (Adv. haer. 1.31.1) describes the work as transmitted by 
certain gnostic groups who valued its secret teaching as coming from the singular 
witness of “the betrayer Judas,” who “alone recognized the truth and completed 
the mystery of the betrayal.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. Layton,B. Layton,  The GnostiThe Gnostic Scripturc Scriptureses (Garden C (Garden City, 1987)ity, 1987), 181; R. , 181; R. , 181; R. McL. WiR. McL. Wilson, “Thelson, “The Gospel of Gospel of Judas,” i Judas,” in n New TestamNew Testament Apocryent Apocrypha,pha, ed. W. Sc ed. W. SchneemelchehneeScSchneemelcSchneemelcher and Wiher and Wilson, rev.lson, rev. ed. 1 (Lo ed. 1 (Louisville, uisville, 1991), 3861991), 386–87.–87.–87.

Bibliography. B. Layton, The Gnostic Scriptures (Garden City, 1987), 181; 
R. McL. Wilson, “The Gospel of Judas,” in New Testament Apocrypha, ed. W. 
Schneemelcher and Wilson, rev. ed. 1 (Louisville, 1991), 386–87.
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JUDAS ISCAJUDAS ISCARIOTRIOT (Gk.  (Gk. Iouídas hoIouídas ho Iskarioœé Iskarioœéteästeäs)))

JUDAS ISCARIOT (Gk. Iouídas ho Iskarioœéteäs)

Judas IscaJudas Iscariot, one riot, one of the Tweof the Twelve and thlve and the betrayere betrayer of Jesus. of Jesus. His surna His surname was prome was probably givebaproprobably gprobably given to diiven to distinguish stinguish him from ohim from others namethers named Judas ind Judas in Jewish an Jewish and Christiad Christian history.n ChristiaChristian Christian history. Vhistory. Various intarious interpretatioerpretations of the ns of the name have name have been suggebeen suggested: “thested: “the assassin” as assassin” assassin” (from the (from the band of Juband of Judean Zealodean Zealots who carts who carried daggeried daggers and terrs and terrorized throrized the Romans aeththe Romansthe Romans and their and their sympathiz sympathizers in ancers in ancient Palesient Palestine; Lat.tine; Lat.  sicariussicarius), “man fr), “man from Sychar,om Syom Sychar,” “Sychar,” “man of Issman of Issachar,” “machar,” “man from Jean from Jericho,” “cricho,” “carrier of arrier of the leathethe leather bag,” orr bag,” or “false on “fa “false one“false one, liar, hy, liar, hypocrite.” pocrite.” The most pThe most popular sugopular suggestion hagestion has been “mas been “man of Kerion of Kerioth”; howevthKerioKerioth”; Kerioth”; however, thowever, the locatiohe location of Kerion of Kerioth is unceth is uncertain.rtain.rtain.

Judas Iscariot, one of the Twelve and the betrayer of Jesus. His surname was 
probably given to distinguish him from others named Judas in Jewish and 
Christian history. Various interpretations of the name have been suggested: “the 
assassin” (from the band of Judean Zealots who carried daggers and terrorized 
the Romans and their sympathizers in ancient Palestine; Lat. sicarius), “man from 
Sychar,” “man of Issachar,” “man from Jericho,” “carrier of the leather bag,” or 
“false one, liar, hypocrite.” The most popular suggestion has been “man of 
Kerioth”; however, the location of Kerioth is uncertain.

�The GospelThe Gospels clearly s clearly charactericharacterize Judas aze Judas as the betrs the betrayer of Jeayer of Jesus. Each sus. Each EvangelistEvangelisEvangelistEvangelist introduce introduces Judas ins Judas in a list of a list of the Twelv the Twelve with some with some variatioe variation on the sn on the statement ttatesstatement statement that Judasthat Judas would bet would betray Jesus ray Jesus (Matt. 10:(Matt. 10:4; Mark 3:4; Mark 3:19; Luke 619; Luke 6:16; John :16; John 6:71). Lit6:76:71). Lit6:71). Little which tle which follows cofollows convinces thnvinces the reader te reader that Judas hat Judas will overcwill overcome this iome this initial chanitialiinitial chinitial characterizaaracterization. As ttion. As the story ohe story of Jesus anf Jesus and his confd his conflict with lict with the Jewishthe Jewish authoriti author authoritieauthorities unfolds,s unfolds, Judas wai Judas waits to fulfts to fulfill this rill this role. Furthole. Further informaer information in thtion in the Gospels e Gospee Gospels abGospels about Judas out Judas is consistis consistently negaently negative. He ctive. He complains aomplains about the ebout the extravagancxtravagance of the aeextravagancextravaganextravagance of the ce of the anointing anointing because hebecause he was steal was stealing from ting from the disciplhe disciples’ treasues’ treasury in his ry iry in his carin his care (John 12e (John 12:6). Judas:6). Judas plots wit plots with the chieh the chief priests f priests to betray to betray Jesus for Jesus for “30 pieces“30 pie“30 pieces of pieces of silver” (Msilver” (Matt. 26:14att. 26:14-16). Sata-16). Satan enters Jn enters Judas, causudas, causing him toing him to join the  join the plot of thplot oplot of the priof the priests to kiests to kill Jesus (ll Jesus (Luke 22:3-Luke 22:3-6). None o6). None of this inff this information sormation suggests thuggests that Judas wat Judat Judas willJudas will do anythi do anything but betng but betray Jesus.ray Jesus.

The Gospels clearly characterize Judas as the betrayer of Jesus. Each 
Evangelist introduces Judas in a list of the Twelve with some variation on the 
statement that Judas would betray Jesus (Matt. 10:4; Mark 3:19; Luke 6:16; John 
6:71). Little which follows convinces the reader that Judas will overcome this 
initial characterization. As the story of Jesus and his conflict with the Jewish 
authorities unfolds, Judas waits to fulfill this role. Further information in the 
Gospels about Judas is consistently negative. He complains about the 
extravagance of the anointing because he was stealing from the disciples’ treasury 
in his care (John 12:6). Judas plots with the chief priests to betray Jesus for “30 
pieces of silver” (Matt. 26:14-16). Satan enters Judas, causing him to join the plot 
of the priests to kill Jesus (Luke 22:3-6). None of this information suggests that 
Judas will do anything but betray Jesus.

�This clearThis clear portrait  portrait raises othraises other questioer questions, howevens, however. Just asr. Just as one canno one cannot escape tt escapet escape theescape the idea of J idea of Judas as beudas as betrayer, ontrayer, one cannot ee cannot escape the scape the fact that fact that Judas was Judas was an integraan ian integral pintegral part of theart of the Twelve. A Twelve. As treasures treasurer, Judas wr, Judas was probablas probably a membery a member of Jesus’ of Jesus’ inner cir in inner circinner circle. The cole. The combination mbination is a troubis a troubling one; ling one; Judas woulJudas would be easied be easier to accepr to accept as an out ast as an outsas an outsider. His ider. His membershipmembership in the Tw in the Twelve, preselve, presence at thence at the Last Supe Last Supper, and iper, and intimate grntiintimate gintimate greeting inreeting in the garde the garden mark himn mark him as friend as friend rather th rather than enemy. an enemy. If so, whaIf so, what motivatet mt motivated motivated him to bethim to betray Jesus?ray Jesus? John and  John and Luke seem Luke seem content tocontent to see the b see the betrayal asetrayal as a result  asas a resulas a result of Judast of Judas’ avarice.’ avarice. Matthew a Matthew also mentiolso mentions money, ns money, but picturbut pictures Judas ies Judas in great agn grn great agongreat agony after Jey after Jesus’ crucisus’ crucifixion, cofixion, committing smmitting suicide aftuicide after returnier returning the “blng the “blood money”ood mood money” to money” to the authorthe authorities. Somities. Some have suge have suggested thagested that Judas wat Judas wanted Jesusnted Jesus to confro to confro to confront tconfront the Roman ahe Roman authoritiesuthorities as a poli as a political messtical messiah, and tiah, and that his behat his betrayal wastrayal was misguided mis misguided misguided zeal. Othezeal. Others have surs have suggested thggested that Judas bat Judas became diseecame disenchanted wnchanted with Jesus’ith Jesus’ unwilling Jesus’Jesus’ unwJesus’ unwillingnessillingness to make t to make the right “he right “messianic”messianic” moves, an moves, and was atted was attempting to mpting to keep Jesuskekeep Jesuskeep Jesus from dest from destroying theroying the entire me entire messianic mossianic movement witvement with his inefh his ineffectual mefectual messiahship.smemessiahshimessiahship. More rep. More recent suggecent suggestions havstions have interpree interpreted Judas’ted Judas’ actions l actions less as betess as betrayal and raybetbetrayal abetrayal and more asnd more as an attemp an attempt to forcet to force Jesus and Jesus and the Jewis the Jewish authorith authorities into dies into dialogue, tialoddialogue, dialogue, to “hand oto “hand over” Jesusver” Jesus so that h so that he might dee might defend and pfend and proclaim hiroclaim his identitys identity as the Me as  as the Mesas the Messiah.siah.siah.

This clear portrait raises other questions, however. Just as one cannot 



escape the idea of Judas as betrayer, one cannot escape the fact that Judas was an 
integral part of the Twelve. As treasurer, Judas was probably a member of Jesus’ 
inner circle. The combination is a troubling one; Judas would be easier to accept 
as an outsider. His membership in the Twelve, presence at the Last Supper, and 
intimate greeting in the garden mark him as friend rather than enemy. If so, what 
motivated him to betray Jesus? John and Luke seem content to see the betrayal 
as a result of Judas’ avarice. Matthew also mentions money, but pictures Judas in 
great agony after Jesus’ crucifixion, committing suicide after returning the “blood 
money” to the authorities. Some have suggested that Judas wanted Jesus to 
confront the Roman authorities as a political messiah, and that his betrayal was 
misguided zeal. Others have suggested that Judas became disenchanted with 
Jesus’ unwillingness to make the right “messianic” moves, and was attempting to 
keep Jesus from destroying the entire messianic movement with his ineffectual 
messiahship. More recent suggestions have interpreted Judas’ actions less as 
betrayal and more as an attempt to force Jesus and the Jewish authorities into 
dialogue, to “hand over” Jesus so that he might defend and proclaim his identity 
as the Messiah.

�Also troubAlso troublesome is lesome is the mannerthe manner of Judas’ of Judas’ death. He death. Here there ire there is some gens some general agreeeral aeral agreement;agreement; Judas die Judas died a gruesod a gruesome death. me death. Matthew noMatthew notes that Jtes that Judas, fulludas, full of remors of remorse, returneeremorsremorse, rremorse, returned theturned the 30 piecee 30 pieces of silves of silver and hangr and hanged himselfed himself (Matt. 27 (Matt. 27:5). This :5). This “blood mon“blo“blood mon“blood money” purchaey” purchased a fielsed a field in whichd in which to bury t to bury the poor. Lhe poor. Luke interruke interrupts Peterupts Peter’s speech ’PeterPeter’s spPeter’s speech in Aceech in Acts 1:18-19ts 1:18-19 to report to report that an u that an unrepentantnrepentant Judas bou Judas bought a fielght a field with “thd wd with “the with “the reward of reward of his wickedhis wickedness” and,ness” and, falling d falling down, burstown, burst open in t open in the middle he middle and bled tanand bled tand bled to death. To death. The field bhe field became wellecame well-known in -known in Jerusalem Jerusalem as the “Fias the “Field of Bloeld of Blood.”odBloBlood.”Blood.”Blood.”

Also troublesome is the manner of Judas’ death. Here there is some general 
agreement; Judas died a gruesome death. Matthew notes that Judas, full of 
remorse, returned the 30 pieces of silver and hanged himself (Matt. 27:5). This 
“blood money” purchased a field in which to bury the poor. Luke interrupts 
Peter’s speech in Acts 1:18-19 to report that an unrepentant Judas bought a field 
with “the reward of his wickedness” and, falling down, burst open in the middle 
and bled to death. The field became well-known in Jerusalem as the “Field of 
Blood.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. KlassenW. Klassen, , Judas: BetJudas: Betrayer or Frayer or Friend of Jriend of Jesus?esus? (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1996)lis, 199lis, 1996).1996).1996).

Bibliography. W. Klassen, Judas: Betrayer or Friend of Jesus? (Minneapolis, 
1996).
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JUDAS MACCJUDAS MACCABEUSABEUS (Gk.  (Gk. Iouídas MaIouídas Makkabaiíoskkabaiíos)))

JUDAS MACCABEUS (Gk. Iouídas Makkabaiíos)

The militaThe military and polry and political leaitical leader creditder credited with thed with the success e success of the Jewof the Jewish revoltish revolt against S agai against Seagainst Seleucid rulleucid rule during te during the reign ohe reign of Antiochuf Antiochus IV Epiphs IV Epiphanes. He ianes. He is listed is listed in 1 Macc. n 1 Mn 1 Macc. 2:4 Macc. 2:4 as the thias the third of fiverd of five sons of M sons of Mattathias,attathias, a priest  a priest of the ordof the order of Jehoer of Jehoiarib; Josiarib; Jiarib; Josephus mJosephus makes the lakes the less likelyess likely claim tha claim that he is tht he is the eldest se eldest son (on (BJBJ 1.37). Wh 1.37). While ile MakkabaiosMakkMakkabaiosMakkabaios appears t appears to be a nico be a nickname in 1kname in 1 Macc. 2:4 Macc. 2:4 and elsew and elsewhere, he ihere, he is referreds referred to as  referredreferred treferred to as o as Ioudas MakIoudas Makkabaioskabaios (“Judas M (“Judas Maccabeus”)accabeus”) in 2:66;  in 2:66; 5:24. In 15:24. In 1 Macc. 5:3 Macc. 5:34 and thro45:35:34 and t5:34 and throughout hroughout much of 2 much of 2 Maccabees Maccabees he is simphe is simply called ly called Maccabeus.Maccabeus. Most scho Most sch Most scholars fscholars find the orind the origin of thigin of the name in e name in Aram. Aram. maqqab�a}maqqab�a} or Heb.  or Heb. maqqeb�et�maqqeb�etmaqqeb�et�maqqeb�et�,, “hammer.” “hammer.” There is  There is considerabconsiderable speculale speculation as totion as to whether t whether this refershis rhis refers to refers to a physicala physical character characteristic suchistic such as the sh as the shape of hisape of his head. By  head. By extension extension the term “the tthe term “Maccterm “Maccabee” is sabee” is sometimes uometimes used to refsed to refer to Judaer to Judas and his s and his brothers, brothers, even thougeven thougeven though thethough the resultant resultant family dy family dynasty is rnasty is referred toeferred to as Hasmon as Hasmonean in rabean in rabbinic litebinic literature, Joratuliteliteratureliterature, Josephus, Josephus, and else, and elsewhere.where.where.

The military and political leader credited with the success of the Jewish revolt 
against Seleucid rule during the reign of Antiochus IV Epiphanes. He is listed in 1 
Macc. 2:4 as the third of five sons of Mattathias, a priest of the order of Jehoiarib; 
Josephus makes the less likely claim that he is the eldest son (BJ 1.37). While 
Makkabaios appears to be a nickname in 1 Macc. 2:4 and elsewhere, he is 
referred to as Ioudas Makkabaios (“Judas Maccabeus”) in 2:66; 5:24. In 1 Macc. 
5:34 and throughout much of 2 Maccabees he is simply called Maccabeus. Most 
scholars find the origin of the name in Aram. maqqab�a}  or Heb. 
maqqeb�et�,  “hammer.” There is considerable speculation as to whether this 
refers to a physical characteristic such as the shape of his head. By extension the 



term “Maccabee” is sometimes used to refer to Judas and his brothers, even 
though the resultant family dynasty is referred to as Hasmonean in rabbinic 
literature, Josephus, and elsewhere.

�Modein NW Modein NW of Jerusalof Jerusalem was mosem was most likely ht likely his ancestris ancestral home (1al home (1 Macc. 2:7 Macc. 2:70; 9:19). 0; 90; 9:19). Whi9:19). While 1 Maccale 1 Maccabees, the bees, the “official”“official” Hasmonean Hasmonean dynastic  dynastic history, ahistory, and Josephund Josephus credit Ms JosephuJosephus cJosephus credit Mattredit Mattathias witathias with the origh the origin of the in of the revolt, 2 revolt, 2 Maccabees Maccabees glorifies glorifies the role othe rthe role of Jurole of Judas Maccabdas Maccabeus as theeus as the hero of t hero of these eventhese events and makes and makes no mentis no mention of his on of his father. Thffather. Thfather. This has ledis has led some hist some historians to orians to question tquestion the signifihe significance of Mcance of Mattathias’attathias’ role in t role role in throle in these develoese developments. Thpments. The two accoe two accounts do shunts do share a simiare a similar outlinlar outline of the ce of the course of touccourse of course of the battlethe battles which les which led to the ed to the expulsion oxpulsion of the Greef the Greek forces fk forces from the Jerom the Jerusalem terusJeJerusalem Jerusalem temple in temple in 164 164 B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

Modein NW of Jerusalem was most likely his ancestral home (1 Macc. 2:70; 
9:19). While 1 Maccabees, the “official” Hasmonean dynastic history, and 
Josephus credit Mattathias with the origin of the revolt, 2 Maccabees glorifies the 
role of Judas Maccabeus as the hero of these events and makes no mention of his 
father. This has led some historians to question the significance of Mattathias’ 
role in these developments. The two accounts do share a similar outline of the 
course of the battles which led to the expulsion of the Greek forces from the 
Jerusalem temple in 164 B.C.E.

�In the accIn the account of 1 ount of 1 Maccabees Maccabees Judas takeJudas takes control s control of the fleof the fledgling grodgling group of revoup of reup of revolutionrevolutionaries thataries that had been  had been drawn togedrawn together by hither by his father, s father, including including his four bhis four brothers whrothbbrothers wbrothers who accept ho accept his leaderhis leadership (1 Maship (1 Macc. 2:65-6cc. 2:65-68; 3:1-2).8; 3:1-2). According According to 2 Macc to 2 Macc. 8:1 Juda. MaccMacc. 8:1 Macc. 8:1 Judas secrJudas secretly recruetly recruited a forited a force of 6000ce of 6000 from the  from the villages ovillages of the hillf the hill country N coun country NWcountry NW of Jerusa of Jerusalem to reslem to resist the opist the oppression apression and persecund persecution expertion experienced by ienced byienced by the Jewby the Jews under Ans under Antiochus IVtiochus IV. In 1 Mac. In 1 Macc. 3 this c. 3 this resistanceresistance begins wi begins with the defth the defeat of Apoeatdefdefeat of defeat of ApolloniusApollonius and Seron and Seron, commande, commanders of the rs of the Greek forcGreek forces. Vigoroes. Vigorous Seleucius Seleucus Seleucid rSeleucid response isesponse is led by Go led by Gorgias and rgias and Nicanor. UNicanor. Utilizing atilizing a surprise  surprise attack at attack at Emmaus, JuEmmEmmaus, JuEmmaus, Judas routs das routs these forcthese forces and thees and the survivors survivors flee, pro flee, probably in tbably in the spring he spring of 165. Thof 1of 165. The s165. The sources agrources agree that Juee that Judas led a das led a growing argrowing army (1 Maccmy (1 Macc. 4:29) wh. 4:29) which by thaich by that fall hadtthathat fall that fall had securehad secured the tempd the temple area anle area and other pad other parts of Jerrts of Jerusalem. Sausalem. Sacrifices wcrifices were offereere wwere offerwere offered on the ed on the new altar new altar of the cleof the cleansed tempansed temple on 25 Cle on 25 Chislev, 14hislev, 148 of the S8 of the Seleucid EreSSeleucid ESeleucid Era (ca. 14ra (ca. 14 December  December 164). This164). This event is  event is commemoratcommemorated annualled annually in the Jy in the Jy in the Jewish fesJewish festival of Htival of Hanukkah.anukkah.anukkah.

In the account of 1 Maccabees Judas takes control of the fledgling group of 
revolutionaries that had been drawn together by his father, including his four 
brothers who accept his leadership (1 Macc. 2:65-68; 3:1-2). According to 2 
Macc. 8:1 Judas secretly recruited a force of 6000 from the villages of the hill 
country NW of Jerusalem to resist the oppression and persecution experienced 
by the Jews under Antiochus IV. In 1 Macc. 3 this resistance begins with the 
defeat of Apollonius and Seron, commanders of the Greek forces. Vigorous 
Seleucid response is led by Gorgias and Nicanor. Utilizing a surprise attack at 
Emmaus, Judas routs these forces and the survivors flee, probably in the spring of 
165. The sources agree that Judas led a growing army (1 Macc. 4:29) which by 
that fall had secured the temple area and other parts of Jerusalem. Sacrifices 
were offered on the new altar of the cleansed temple on 25 Chislev, 148 of the 
Seleucid Era (ca. 14 December 164). This event is commemorated annually in the 
Jewish festival of Hanukkah.

�The texts The texts suggest gesuggest gentile resintile resistance to stance to this Jewisthis Jewish resurgenh resurgence of powece of power. Judas ar. Judasr. Judas and Judas and his brothehis brothers defenders defended besiegedd besieged Jews in I Jews in Idumea to tdumea to the south, he south, across theacross the Jordan in J Jordan in Jordan in Gilead, anGilead, and in Galild in Galilee. In theee. In the spring of spring of 163 Judas 163 Judas unsuccess unsuccessfully attafully attacked the Acked tcked the Akra, the Akra, the fortrethe fortress of the ss of the Seleucid gSeleucid garrison anarrison and refuge od refuge of anti-Hasf anti-Hasmonean formonean forces in Jerceforforces in forces in Jerusalem.Jerusalem. After a s After a series of beries of battles Judattles Judas Maccabeas Maccabeus was kilus was killed at Elaled at Elasa in 160.sa in 1sa in 160. In th160. In the midst ofe midst of the descr the description of iption of Judas’ milJudas’ military campitary campaigns, 1 Maigns, 1 Macc. 8 recacc. 8 records a sucordsrecrecords a records a successfulsuccessful delegatio delegation he sent n he sent to Rome foto Rome for the purpr the purpose of forose of forming an alming an alliance agaliaalalliance aalliance against thegainst the Seleucids Seleucids...

The texts suggest gentile resistance to this Jewish resurgence of power. 
Judas and his brothers defended besieged Jews in Idumea to the south, across the 
Jordan in Gilead, and in Galilee. In the spring of 163 Judas unsuccessfully attacked 
the Akra, the fortress of the Seleucid garrison and refuge of anti-Hasmonean 
forces in Jerusalem. After a series of battles Judas Maccabeus was killed at Elasa in 
160. In the midst of the description of Judas’ military campaigns, 1 Macc. 8 
records a successful delegation he sent to Rome for the purpose of forming an 
alliance against the Seleucids.

�Judas’ polJudas’ political anditical and military  military successes successes are largelare largely responsiy responsible for inble for initiating titiating the period he phe period of period of Hasmonean Hasmonean rule whichrule which began wit began with Jonathanh Jonathan his broth his brother a few yer a few years laterears laterears later and later and continued continued until the until the Roman conqRoman conquest in 63uest in 63  B.C.E.B.C.E. But this  But this Judean famJudean family could ily coily could onlycould only come to p come to power afterower after it had re it had recovered frcovered from the defom the defeats whicheats which resulted  resulted  resulted iresulted in Judas’ dn Judas’ death. The eath. The temple, hotemple, however, remwever, remained in tained in the hands ohe hands of the Jewif the Jewish priesthshJewiJewish priJewish priesthood fresthood from the timom the time of its re of its rededicatioededication.n.n.

Judas’ political and military successes are largely responsible for initiating the 
period of Hasmonean rule which began with Jonathan his brother a few years 
later and continued until the Roman conquest in 63 B.C.E. But this Judean family 
could only come to power after it had recovered from the defeats which 
resulted in Judas’ death. The temple, however, remained in the hands of the 
Jewish priesthood from the time of its rededication.
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JUDEJUDE (Gk.  (Gk. IouídasIouídas), ), LETTER OFLETTER OFLETTER OF

JUDE (Gk. Iouídas), LETTER OF

One of theOne of the “Catholic “Catholic” or “Gene” or “General” Epistral” Epistles, writtles, written to encoen to encourage faiturage faithfulness ihfulness in the midsn thn the midst the midst of aberranof aberrance; the 26ce; the 26th book inth book in the NT ca the NT canon.non.

One of the “Catholic” or “General” Epistles, written to encourage faithfulness in 
the midst of aberrance; the 26th book in the NT canon.

Literary SLiterary Structuretructure

Literary Structure

There are There are three discthree discernible tyernible types of matpes of material in Jerial in Jude: the aude: the admonition dmonition (vv. 1–4, (vv. 1–4, 20–25), th20–220–25), th20–25), the descripte description of theion of the opponents opponents, and warn, and warning exhorting exhortations (thations (the latter te latter two types iwottwo types two types interminglintermingled in vv. ed in vv. 5–19). Muc5–19). Much of the ch of the confusion ionfusion in the histn the history of theory of the interpret int interpretainterpretation of thtion of the epistle e epistle is due to is due to failure tofailure to distingui distinguish betweensh between forthrigh forthright descriptt desct descriptiodescriptions of the ns of the “ungodly i“ungodly intruders” ntruders” (v. 4) and(v. 4) and the apoca the apocalyptical wlyptical warning exharning exhortations ortexhexhortatioexhortations in vv. ns in vv. 5–19. Only5–19. Only by carefu by careful attentiol attention to Jude’n to Jude’s literarys literary structure structure can one d can  can one dican one distinguish stinguish accuratelyaccurately these lit these literary warnerary warnings from ings from the actualthe actual crisis of crisis of Jude’s co Jude Jude’s conJude’s concern.cern.cern.

There are three discernible types of material in Jude: the admonition (vv. 1–4, 
20–25), the description of the opponents, and warning exhortations (the latter 
two types intermingled in vv. 5–19). Much of the confusion in the history of the 
interpretation of the epistle is due to failure to distinguish between forthright 
descriptions of the “ungodly intruders” (v. 4) and the apocalyptical warning 
exhortations in vv. 5–19. Only by careful attention to Jude’s literary structure 
can one distinguish accurately these literary warnings from the actual crisis of 
Jude’s concern.

�Clearly JuClearly Jude is a lede is a letter in whtter in which midrasich midrashic materihic material supportal supports an appeas an appeal to faithl to faithfulness. Iffaithfaithfulnefaithfulness. In thess. In the prologue  prologue of vv. 1–4of vv. 1–4 the salut the salutation appeation appears in conars in conventional ventional epistolaryepistoepistolaryepistolary form as a form as a greeting. greeting. The norma The normal greetingl greeting of Hellen of Hellenistic corristic correspondenceespondence is here s is is here suis here supplanted bpplanted by the wholy the whole of v. 2.e of v. 2. The shift The shift from the  from the greeting tgreeting to the exhoo the exhortation (vrtaexhoexhortatioexhortation (vv. 3–4n (vv. 3–4) is accom) is accomplished byplished by “beloved, “beloved,” which he” which here, as in re, as in vv. 17 andvv. 17 and 20, funct 20 20, functi20, functions as a dons as a discourse miscourse marker to harker to highlight tighlight transition ransition to differeto different materiant material. The litl. Thel. The literaThe literary thrust ry thrust of the letof the letter is expter is expressed in ressed in vv. 3–4 asvv. 3–4 as a literar a literary petitiony petition. This vig. This vi. This vigorous pvigorous petition fietition finds precisnds precise expressie expression in vv. on in vv. 20–23, whe20–23, where the actre the actual exhortual exhortation occuatioexhortexhortatioexhortation occurs in occurs in several n several imperativaimperatival terms. Cl terms. Clearly vv.learly vv. 3–4 and 2 3–4 and 20–23 const0–23 constitute the ituconstconstituteconstitute the liter the literary thrustary thrust of the do of the document. Twcument. Two subordino subordinate invitaate invitations in vtions in vv. 5–16 anv. 5v. 5–16 and 15–16 and 17–19 to re7–19 to reflect uponflect upon pertinent pertinent warnings  warnings were carefwere carefully constully constructed to ructed to focus atteffocus attefocus attention uponntion upon the exhor the exhortation in tation in vv. 20–23.vv. 20–23.

Clearly Jude is a letter in which midrashic material supports an appeal to 
faithfulness. In the prologue of vv. 1–4 the salutation appears in conventional 
epistolary form as a greeting. The normal greeting of Hellenistic correspondence 
is here supplanted by the whole of v. 2. The shift from the greeting to the 
exhortation (vv. 3–4) is accomplished by “beloved,” which here, as in vv. 17 and 
20, functions as a discourse marker to highlight transition to different material. 
The literary thrust of the letter is expressed in vv. 3–4 as a literary petition. This 
vigorous petition finds precise expression in vv. 20–23, where the actual 
exhortation occurs in several imperatival terms. Clearly vv. 3–4 and 20–23 
constitute the literary thrust of the document. Two subordinate invitations in vv. 
5–16 and 17–19 to reflect upon pertinent warnings were carefully constructed to 
focus attention upon the exhortation in vv. 20–23.

�In the firIn the first of thesst of these remindere reminders, Jude drs, Jude draws from taws from the OT and he OT and contemporacontemporary Jewish ry Jery Jewish litJewish literature a erature a few items few items which statwhich state in unmise in unmistakable tetakable terms the dirms the dire consequre consequences of penconsequconsequencconsequences of purses of pursuing the cuing the course of tourse of the opponenhe opponents. Vv. 5–ts. Vv. 5–16 is a mi16 is a midrashic-tydrashic-type commentpmidrashic-tymidrashic-midrashic-type commetype commentary on tntary on the infamouhe infamous incidents incident in which  in which the wanderthe wandering Jews iing Jewsing Jews in thJews in the desert we desert were destroere destroyed for thyed for their unbelieir unbelief. Woven ef. Woven into this into this midrashic midrashic material amamaterial amaterial are severalre several attempts  attempts to link thto link the rebellioe rebelliousness andusness and fate of t fate of the traditihe traditional enemional eonal enemies ofenemies of God with  God with the rebellthe rebelliousness aiousness and fate ofnd fate of these tro these troublesome iublesome intruders antruders and those wnaand those and those who might who might opt to defopt to defect to theect to their number.ir number. These mid These midrashic elarashic elaborations borations elaelaboratioelaborations clearlyns clearly state the state the terrible  terrible fate destifate destined for alned for all who pervl who pervert the orert the order intendder inder intended bintended by God, spey God, specifically cifically those who those who reject thereject the Christ, a Christ, and warn thnd warn the readers e readers to take setoto take seto take seriously thriously the admonitie admonitions in vv.ons in vv. 20–23. 20–23. 20–23.

In the first of these reminders, Jude draws from the OT and contemporary 
Jewish literature a few items which state in unmistakable terms the dire 
consequences of pursuing the course of the opponents. Vv. 5–16 is a 
midrashic-type commentary on the infamous incident in which the wandering 
Jews in the desert were destroyed for their unbelief. Woven into this midrashic 
material are several attempts to link the rebelliousness and fate of the traditional 
enemies of God with the rebelliousness and fate of these troublesome intruders 



and those who might opt to defect to their number. These midrashic 
elaborations clearly state the terrible fate destined for all who pervert the order 
intended by God, specifically those who reject the Christ, and warn the readers 
to take seriously the admonitions in vv. 20–23.

�In the secIn the second remindond reminder (vv. 17er (vv. 17–19), Jude–19), Jude appeals t appeals to earlier o earlier apostolic apostolic warnings twarningswarnings twarnings that such ahat such a situation situation as this w as this was imminenas imminent. He attet. He attempts to idmpts to identify theentify these “ungodlse “se “ungodly i“ungodly intruders” ntruders” with thosewith those whom the  whom the apostles aapostles anticipatednticipated and to di and to dissuade anyssuade anyossuade anyone incanyone inclined to flined to follow themollow them..

In the second reminder (vv. 17–19), Jude appeals to earlier apostolic 
warnings that such a situation as this was imminent. He attempts to identify these 
“ungodly intruders” with those whom the apostles anticipated and to dissuade 
anyone inclined to follow them.

SourcesSources

Sources

Jude evideJude evidently placently placed value nod value not only on t only on Jewish texJewish texts now viets now viewed as canwed as canonical, buonical, but also on t bubut also obut also on apocryphn apocryphal texts. al texts. While thisWhile this may refle may reflect Jude’s ct Jude’s own undersown understanding, ttanding, there is rehertthere is rthere is reason to beason to believe thaelieve that the choit the choice of textce of texts also refs also reflects an alects an attempt to ttempt to use texts use teuse texts the texts the readers woreaders would find culd find convincing.onvincing. In his pr In his preparationseparations for a tre for a treatise on “atise on “salvation”salva““salvation“salvation” (v. 3), ” (v. 3), certainly certainly Jude wouldJude would have enco have encountered suuntered such texts. ch texts. ParticularParticularly abundanly ably abundant aabundant are similarre similarities to 1ities to 1 Enoch, as Enoch, as well as p well as passages inassages in T. Naptha T. Napthali, Jubileli, Jubilees, and 3 es, andes, and 3 Maccand 3 Macc. The tria. The triad of referd of references in vences in vv. 5–7 to v. 5–7 to rebellion rebellion and fate mand fate may have beay have been suggesten bebeen suggebeen suggested by Sisted by Sir. 16:6-14r. 16:6-14. Jude’s r. Jude’s references eferences to the arcto the archangel Michangel Michael (v. 9hael (v. 9) may be t) ma) may be to may be to a Jewish la Jewish legend in tegend in the Assumpthe Assumption of Mosion of Moses.es.es.

Jude evidently placed value not only on Jewish texts now viewed as canonical, 
but also on apocryphal texts. While this may reflect Jude’s own understanding, 
there is reason to believe that the choice of texts also reflects an attempt to use 
texts the readers would find convincing. In his preparations for a treatise on 
“salvation” (v. 3), certainly Jude would have encountered such texts. Particularly 
abundant are similarities to 1 Enoch, as well as passages in T. Napthali, Jubilees, 
and 3 Macc. The triad of references in vv. 5–7 to rebellion and fate may have 
been suggested by Sir. 16:6-14. Jude’s references to the archangel Michael (v. 9) 
may be to a Jewish legend in the Assumption of Moses.

�That portiThat portions of Judons of Jude and 2 Pee and 2 Peter are siter are similar is omilar is obvious. Whbvious. While it wasile it was once thou once th once thought ththought that Jude waat Jude was dependens dependent upon 2 Pt upon 2 Peter, it ieter, it is now mores now more common to common to view 2 Pe view 2 view 2 Peter as2 Peter as dependent dependent upon Jude upon Jude. The mate. The material Jude rial Jude has in comhas in common with 2mon with 2 Peter occ Peter oc Peter occurs in occurs in a differena different context t context and lacks and lacks the verbalthe verbal precision precision one encou one encounters in tnters in the Synoptihe She Synoptic GSynoptic Gospels. Thospels. The materiale material common to common to Jude and  Jude and 2 Peter co2 Peter could well duld well derive fromerive fromerive from a comfrom a common sourcemon source such as S such as Sir. 16:6-1ir. 16:6-14.4.

That portions of Jude and 2 Peter are similar is obvious. While it was once 
thought that Jude was dependent upon 2 Peter, it is now more common to view 
2 Peter as dependent upon Jude. The material Jude has in common with 2 Peter 
occurs in a different context and lacks the verbal precision one encounters in the 
Synoptic Gospels. The material common to Jude and 2 Peter could well derive 
from a common source such as Sir. 16:6-14.

The OpponeThe Opponentsnts

The Opponents

In deducinIn deducing the charg the characteristicacteristics of Jude’s of Jude’s opponents opponents, it is is, it is important tmportant to refrain o refrain from infusfrom from infusfrom infusing into ting into the picturehe picture elements  elements from 2 Petfrom 2 Peter or otheer or other sources r sources and to disand to distinguish btindisdistinguisdistinguish between h between literary aliterary apocalypticpocalyptical warningal warnings and hists and historical assorical assertions ofertions of their cha thei their chartheir character in Jacter in Jude. The “ude. The “ungodly inungodly intruders” ctruders” can then bean then be seen as u seen as ungodly; lingodly; licentious; cenlilicentiouslicentious; rejectin; rejecting Christ; g Christ; in delusioin delusion, sexualln, sexually impropery improper, rejectin, rejecting lordshipg lordship, and mock, and m, and mocking thmocking the spirituae spiritual domain; l domain; insidiouslinsidiously attendiny attending the loveg the love feasts wh feasts where they iere they influence tnflueiinfluence influence the faithfthe faithful; carousul; carousing togething together unashamer unashamedly; takiedly; taking care onng care only of themly of themselves; diselvthemthemselvesthemselves; disencha; disenchanted; obdunted; obdurate; verbrate; verbally harshally harsh; flatteri; flattering others ng others for selfisfor selfish advantagh advh advantage;advantage; divisive; divisive; and unspi and unspiritual. Thritual. Thus these ius these intruders hntruders have every ave every appearanceappearance of histor of of historiof historicity, and city, and there is nthere is no reason wo reason why the Epihy the Epistle of Justle of Jude should de should not be taknot be taken as a geen asen as a genuias a genuine attemptne attempt to counte to counter their sir their sinister infnister influence.luence.

In deducing the characteristics of Jude’s opponents, it is important to refrain 
from infusing into the picture elements from 2 Peter or other sources and to 
distinguish between literary apocalyptical warnings and historical assertions of 
their character in Jude. The “ungodly intruders” can then be seen as ungodly; 
licentious; rejecting Christ; in delusion, sexually improper, rejecting lordship, and 
mocking the spiritual domain; insidiously attending the love feasts where they 
influence the faithful; carousing together unashamedly; taking care only of 
themselves; disenchanted; obdurate; verbally harsh; flattering others for selfish 
advantage; divisive; and unspiritual. Thus these intruders have every appearance 
of historicity, and there is no reason why the Epistle of Jude should not be taken 
as a genuine attempt to counter their sinister influence.



DateDate

Date

The date oThe date of the episf the epistle has betle has been variousen variously estimatly estimated, from ted, from the 50s to he 50s to the 2nd cethe 2nd century. Mosntucecentury. Mcentury. Most considost consider a late-er a late-1st-centur1st-century date to y date to be probablbe probable, classife, classifying Jude ying Jude as an “earas anas an “early an “early Catholic” Catholic” work, preswork, presupposing aupposing a certain G certain Gnosticism,nosticism, and deduc and deducing that iing that in v. 17 thn iin v. 17 tin v. 17 the writer he writer is lookingis looking back upon back upon an earlie an earlier period nr period now past. How past. However, thowever, this referenis ththis referthis reference is toence is to earlier a earlier apostolic wpostolic warnings, sarnings, suggesting uggesting an earlieran earlier rather th rather than later dan latean later datelater date. Moreover. Moreover, the char, the character of Jacter of Jude’s oppoude’s opponents is nnents is not a develot a developed Gnostoped Gnosticism, so iGnostGnosticismGnosticism, so no la, so no late date iste date is necessary necessary...

The date of the epistle has been variously estimated, from the 50s to the 2nd 
century. Most consider a late-1st-century date to be probable, classifying Jude as 
an “early Catholic” work, presupposing a certain Gnosticism, and deducing that 
in v. 17 the writer is looking back upon an earlier period now past. However, 
this reference is to earlier apostolic warnings, suggesting an earlier rather than 
later date. Moreover, the character of Jude’s opponents is not a developed 
Gnosticism, so no late date is necessary.

�The EpistlThe Epistle of Jude e of Jude evidences evidences certain prcertain primitive feimitive features andatures and contains  contains nothing thnothing tnothing that warrathat warrants a latents a late date. It  date. It evidently evidently belongs tobelongs to an early  an early PalestiniaPalestinian apocalypn apocalyptic-type Jtic-typapocalypapocalyptiapocalyptic-type Jewc-type Jewish Christish Christianity. Thianity. The letter ce letter could very ould very well be dawell be dated in theted in the 50s, and  50s 50s, and v50s, and very possibery possibly could ely could even be oneven be one of the ea of the earliest NT rliest NT documents.documents.

The Epistle of Jude evidences certain primitive features and contains nothing 
that warrants a late date. It evidently belongs to an early Palestinian 
apocalyptic-type Jewish Christianity. The letter could very well be dated in the 
50s, and very possibly could even be one of the earliest NT documents.

AuthorshipAuthorship

Authorship

As the epiAs the epistle is atstle is attributed ttributed to “Judas, o “Judas, a servant a servant of Jesus Cof Jesus Christ and hrist and brother ofbrother of James,” t Jame James,” thJames,” the author he author has been idas been identified tentified traditionalraditionally as Judaly as Judas, the bros, the brother of Jether of Jesus (Matt.sus (Msus (Matt. 13:(Matt. 13:55; Mark 655; Mark 6:3; Eusebi:3; Eusebius us HEHE 3.19.1—20 3.19.1—20.6). Since.6). Since reference reference to one’s  to one’s identificaidentifiidentificaidentification is ustion is usually to oually to one’s fathene’s father, this rer, this reference toference to a brother a brother implies t implies that this Jhat thishat this Jamesthis James must have must have been quit been quite well knoe well known. In thewn. In the early Chu early Church, only rch, only James the James the Lord’s broLLord’s broLord’s brother couldther could have been have been called si called simply Jamesmply James without a without ambiguity.mbiguity.mbiguity.

As the epistle is attributed to “Judas, a servant of Jesus Christ and brother of 
James,” the author has been identified traditionally as Judas, the brother of Jesus 
(Matt. 13:55; Mark 6:3; Eusebius HE 3.19.1—20.6). Since reference to one’s 
identification is usually to one’s father, this reference to a brother implies that 
this James must have been quite well known. In the early Church, only James the 
Lord’s brother could have been called simply James without ambiguity.

�Some suggeSome suggest that thst that the letter ie letter is pseudepis pseudepigraphical graphical and attriband attributed to Juuted to Jude by a lade by a lde by a later writlater writer. Otherser. Others counter t counter that Jude what Jude was too obsas too obscure to hacure to have served ve served as an authas an authoritative oauthauthoritatauthoritative pseudoive pseudonym. The anym. The appeal to appeal to a blood-rel blood-relationship ationship to Jesus wto Jesus would have ould have been takenbbeen takenbeen taken by reader by readers as an aps as an appeal to aupeal to authority, bthority, but the apput the appeal to a beal to a blood-relatlood-relationship toionblood-relatblood-relablood-relationship ttionship to James, wo James, while it wohile it would have culd have carried weiarried weight, is seght, is secondary tocondary to the appea the the appealthe appeal to being  to being “a servant“a servant of Jesus  of Jesus Christ.”Christ.”Christ.”

Some suggest that the letter is pseudepigraphical and attributed to Jude by a 
later writer. Others counter that Jude was too obscure to have served as an 
authoritative pseudonym. The appeal to a blood-relationship to Jesus would have 
been taken by readers as an appeal to authority, but the appeal to a 
blood-relationship to James, while it would have carried weight, is secondary to 
the appeal to being “a servant of Jesus Christ.”

�Little is Little is known of Jknown of Judas, the udas, the brother ofbrother of Jesus. Pr Jesus. Presumably hesumably he was not e was not a followera followa follower ofollower of Jesus duf Jesus during his mring his ministry (Ministry (Mark 3:21, ark 3:21, 31), but b31), but became a beecame a believer aftliever after the Reser ther the Resurrthe Resurrection (Acection (Acts 1:14). ts 1:14). If Jude waIf Jude was a younges a younger brother r brother of Jesus, of Jesus, born ca. born ca. A.D.A.D. 10, he co 1 10, he cou10, he could have hald have had grandsond grandsons about ags about age 30 in e 30 in A.D.A.D. 90, when  90, when he was abohe was about 80. Thaut 80. Tut 80. That Jude That Jude could havecould have written t written this letterhis letter during th during the mid-1st e mid-1st century iscentury is entirely  entirely possible.posspossible.possible.possible.

Little is known of Judas, the brother of Jesus. Presumably he was not a 
follower of Jesus during his ministry (Mark 3:21, 31), but became a believer after 
the Resurrection (Acts 1:14). If Jude was a younger brother of Jesus, born ca. A.D. 
10, he could have had grandsons about age 30 in A.D. 90, when he was about 80. 
That Jude could have written this letter during the mid-1st century is entirely 
possible.

�However, lHowever, linguisticainguistically the Grlly the Greek of theeek of the letter is letter is thought t thought to be much o be much too good ttoo gootoo good to begood to be attributa attributable to a Gble to a Galilean Jealilean Jew of peasaw of peasant backgront background. The aund. The author is cuthor is certainly aerccertainly certainly a Semitic a Semitic speaker whspeaker who used theo used the Hebrew OT Hebrew OT and read  and read the book othe book of Enoch inf Enochf Enoch in AEnoch in Aramaic, buramaic, but his facit his facility with lity with Greek is vGreek is very good, ery good, especiallyespecially his vocab his vocabulary. Cerularyvocabvocabularyvocabulary. Certainl. Certainly this levy this level of Greeel of Greek usage wak usage was not at as not at all uncommoll uncommon in Palesn in Palestine durintinPalesPalestine Palestine during theduring the 1st centu 1st century. If Judry. If Jude’s missioe’s missionary work nary work took him atook him among Greekmong Greek-speaking -GreekGreek-speaGreek-speaking Jews,king Jews, even in P even in Palestine, alestine, there is nthere is no convincio convincing reason ng reason why he couwhy he could not havldcoucould not could not have acquihave acquired such cred such competence ompetence in Greek.in Greek.in Greek.

However, linguistically the Greek of the letter is thought to be much too 
good to be attributable to a Galilean Jew of peasant background. The author is 
certainly a Semitic speaker who used the Hebrew OT and read the book of 
Enoch in Aramaic, but his facility with Greek is very good, especially his 
vocabulary. Certainly this level of Greek usage was not at all uncommon in 



Palestine during the 1st century. If Jude’s missionary work took him among 
Greek-speaking Jews, even in Palestine, there is no convincing reason why he 
could not have acquired such competence in Greek.

�Certainly Certainly the exegetthe exegetical proceical procedure used,dure used, significa significant use of nt use of Jewish pseJewish pseudepigraphudepigrapsepseudepigrpseudepigraphical liaphical literature, terature, and the Jeand the Jewish apocawish apocalyptical plyptical perspectiveerspective are entir are entirely consisely cely consistentconsistent with auth with authorship by orship by a Palestina Palestinian Jewishian Jewish-Christian-Christian of the fi of the first generarst generation of Chtion generagenerationgeneration of Christ of Christians, as wians, as was Judas tas Judas the brotherhe brother of Jesus. of Jesus.

Certainly the exegetical procedure used, significant use of Jewish 
pseudepigraphical literature, and the Jewish apocalyptical perspective are entirely 
consistent with authorship by a Palestinian Jewish-Christian of the first 
generation of Christians, as was Judas the brother of Jesus.

DestinatioDestinationn

Destination

Nothing caNothing can be deducn be deduced for cered for certain regartain regarding the dding the destinationestination of the ep of the epistle. Theistle. The formal op fo formal opeformal opening (vv. ning (vv. 1–2) indic1–2) indicates that ates that it is inteit is intended as a nded as a genuine legenuine letter, and tter, and both its both iboth its its raison d’eraison d’etretre (v. 4) an (v. 4) and the partd the particular chaicular characteristiracteristics of the cs of the opponents opponents indicate tindicate that it is htthat it isthat it is not a gen not a general letteeral letter to all Cr to all Christians,hristians, but an oc but an occasional dcasional document wrocument written to aitten wrwritten towritten to a specifi a specific church oc church or group ofr group of churches  churches regarding regarding an actual an actual problem.problem.problem.

Nothing can be deduced for certain regarding the destination of the epistle. The 
formal opening (vv. 1–2) indicates that it is intended as a genuine letter, and both 
its raison d’etre (v. 4) and the particular characteristics of the opponents indicate 
that it is not a general letter to all Christians, but an occasional document 
written to a specific church or group of churches regarding an actual problem.

�Both the iBoth the identity ofdentity of the autho the author and the r and the significansignificant use of Jt use of Jewish apocewish apocalyptic toalyptic toalyptic to illustrto illustrate his poate his points indicints indicate that tate that the recipiehe recipients are prnts are probably Jewobably Jewish Christish Christians. Sincians. Siians. Since it iSince it is written s written in good Grin good Greek with neek with no elementso elements of transl of translation, it ation, it is not at is not at all improball impall improbableimprobable that the  that the audience iaudience is a predoms a predominantly Jeinantly Jewish-Chriswish-Christian commutian community in thnity in the Greco-Roeththe Greco-the Greco-Roman worlRoman world.d.

Both the identity of the author and the significant use of Jewish apocalyptic 
to illustrate his points indicate that the recipients are probably Jewish Christians. 
Since it is written in good Greek with no elements of translation, it is not at all 
improbable that the audience is a predominantly Jewish-Christian community in 
the Greco-Roman world.

MessageMessage

Message

As stated As stated in the intin the introduction roduction (vv. 3–4),(vv. 3–4), the purpo the purpose of the se of the epistle isepistle is to exhort to exhort the reade the  the readerthe readers to remais to remain faithfuln faithful. Specific. Specifically, in vally, in view of chriew of christologicaistological aberrancl aberrance and licee and lie and licentiouslicentiousness, theyness, they are to “c are to “contend forontend for the faith the faith” (vv. 20–” (vv. 20–23). Havin23). Having been warg been warned that tnedwarwarned thawarned that they must they must not becot not become like thme like the long-stae long-standing enemnding enemies of Godies of God in Jewish in Jewish in Jewish litJewish literature anerature and traditiod tradition, the rean, the readers are tders are told what told what they can dohey can do to solidi to solidify their ofy thefy their own their own position (position (vv. 20–21)vv. 20–21) and what  and what they can dthey can do to assiso to assist those oft those of their num their number inclinbenumnumber incnumber inclined to dlined to defect to tefect to the aberrathe aberration in thoion in thought and lught and life-style ife-style charactericharacteristic of thstic charactericharactericharacteristic of thstic of the “ungodlye “ungodly intruders intruders” (vv. 22–” (vv. 22–23). While23). While the oppon the opponents are dents are denounced denddenounced denounced decisivelydecisively, Christia, Christian love andn love and patience  patience should be should be exercised exercised with thosewith those Christian C ChristiansChristians who waver who waver between t between the faithfuhe faithful and the l and the intruders,intruders, all the w all the while mainthile maintaining vigainmaintmaintaininmaintaining vigilancg vigilance so as noe so as not to be cot to be contaminatedntaminated by ungodl by ungodly influency influences. The maes. The masterful dostmamasterful masterful doxology (doxology (vv. 24–25)vv. 24–25), long lif, long lifted from tted from this contexhis context for litut for liturgical reargical reasons, actusons, reareasons, areasons, actually isctually is a prayer  a prayer that God wthat God will preserill preserve the reave the readers from ders from disaster idisaster in this lifn thin this life this life and enableand enable them to r them to realize theealize their eschatoir eschatological hological hopes.pes.pes.

As stated in the introduction (vv. 3–4), the purpose of the epistle is to exhort 
the readers to remain faithful. Specifically, in view of christological aberrance and 
licentiousness, they are to “contend for the faith” (vv. 20–23). Having been 
warned that they must not become like the long-standing enemies of God in 
Jewish literature and tradition, the readers are told what they can do to solidify 
their own position (vv. 20–21) and what they can do to assist those of their 
number inclined to defect to the aberration in thought and life-style 
characteristic of the “ungodly intruders” (vv. 22–23). While the opponents are 
denounced decisively, Christian love and patience should be exercised with those 
Christians who waver between the faithful and the intruders, all the while 
maintaining vigilance so as not to be contaminated by ungodly influences. The 
masterful doxology (vv. 24–25), long lifted from this context for liturgical 
reasons, actually is a prayer that God will preserve the readers from disaster in 
this life and enable them to realize their eschatological hopes.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. J. BaucR. J. Bauckham, kham, Jude, 2 PeJude, 2 Peter.ter. WBC 50 (W WBC 50 (Waco, 1983)aco, 1983); “The Let; “The Le; “The Letter of Letter of Jude: An AJude: An Account of ccount of Research,”Research,” in  in ANRWANRW II.25.5 ( II.25.5 (Berlin, 19Berlin, 1986), 3791–86), 3791–826; C. D.8263791–3791–826; 3791–826; C. D. OsbuC. D. Osburn, “Discorn, “Discourse Analyurse Analysis and Jesis and Jewish Apocawish Apocalyptic in lyptic in the Epistlthe Epistle of Jude,eEpistlEpistle ofEpistle of Jude,” in Jude,” in  LinguisticLinguistics and New s and New Testament Testament InterpretaInterpretation,tion, ed. D. A. ed. D. A. Black (Na Black (Nashville, 1s(Na(Nashville(Nashville, 1992), 2, 1992), 287–319; D.87–319; D. Watson,  Watson, Invention,Invention, Arrangeme Arrangement, and Stnt, and Style: Rhetoyle: Rhetorical Critrical RhetoRhetoricalRhetorical Criticism Criticism of Jude a of Jude and 2 Peternd 2 Peter.. SBLDS 104 SBLDS 104 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1988). 1988). 1988).
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JUDEAJUDEA (Gk.  (Gk. IoudaiíaIoudaiía)))

JUDEA (Gk. Ioudaiía)

The postexThe postexilic Greekilic Greek term for  term for Judah. UseJudah. Used in the Ld in the LXX, Philo,XX, Philo, Josephus, Josephus, NT, and i NT, and inscriptionniinscriptioinscriptions, the tens, the term originarm originally designlly designated the aated the area of sourea of southern Palethern Palestine surrstine surrounding Jeoundsurrsurroundinsurrounding Jerusaleg Jerusalem previousm previously establily established as a shed as a province bprovince by the Babyy the Babylonian Neblonian NebuchadnezzauNebNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar and rzzar and retained byetained by subsequen subsequent Persian t Persian and Hellenand Hellenistic ruleistic rulers. Judea rs. Judea extended feextended fextended from Bethelrom Bethel in the no in the north to Betrth to Beth-zur in th-zur in the south (he south (40 km.[25 40 km.[25 mi.]), andmi.]), and from Emma f from Emmaufrom Emmaus in the ws in the west to theest to the Jordan Ri Jordan River in thever in the east (50  east (50 km.[32 mi.km.[32 mi.]; 2000 sq]; 2000 sq. km.[800 . sqsq. km.[80sq. km.[800 sq. mi.]0 sq. mi.]). In Pers). In Persian times ian times it was divit was divided into ided into six distrisix districts and wacts and was populates popus populated populated by Jews. Jby Jews. Judea was audea was a semi-inde semi-independent hypendent hyparchy undparchy under the Ptoer the Ptolemies; anlemies; anlemies; and the Seand the Seleucids, wleucids, who foundedho founded the Greek the Greek city Anti city Antioch in Syroch in Syria, includia, included Judea ied Judea in the eparn tn the eparchthe eparchy of Samary of Samaria along wia along with the hyith the hyparchies oparchies of Samaria,f Samaria, Perea, an Perea, and Galilee.d Galilee. The Hasmo Th The HasmonThe Hasmoneans brougeans brought Galileeht Galilee, Samaria,, Samaria, Perea, Id Perea, Idumea, and umea, and most of thmost of the Mediterre Meditee MediterranMediterranean coast ean coast under the under the sway of thsway of the kingdom e kingdom of Judea, of Judea, and Herod and Herod the Great the Greathe Great ruleGreat ruled these ted these territories rritories plus numerplus numerous areas ous areas east of Gaeast of Galilee. Arclilee. Archelaus washelaus was named eth na named ethnnamed ethnarch and iarch and inherited Jnherited Judea (in tudea (in the more rehe more restricted sstricted sense), Iduense), Idumea, and Smea, and Samaria, buaSSamaria, bSamaria, but he was ut he was deposed indeposed in 6  6 C.E.C.E. and his t and his territory werritory was transfeas transferred to Rorred to Roman prefecman pman prefects oprefects of equestrif equestrian rank. Ian rank. Idumea offidumea officially beccially became part oame part of Judea, af Judea, and in 41 Cnd in 41 Claudius trlaudCClaudius tClaudius transferredransferred Judea and Judea and Samaria f Samaria from directrom direct Roman rul Roman rule to the ke to the kingdom of ingdom of ingdom of Agrippaof Agrippa (which wi (which with the excth the exception of eption of three citithree cities equaledes equaled that of H that of Herod the Gerod the Great) untireGGreat) untGreat) until the latil the latter’s deatter’s death in 44. Rh in 44. Rule of allule of all Palestine Palestine was trans was transferred to ferred to Roman procRomanRoman procRoman procurators, aurators, and a seriend a series of mostls of mostly inept goy inept governors ruvernors ruled until led until 66, the ou66, the outbreak of tbououtbreak ooutbreak of the Jewif the Jewish War.sh War.sh War.

The postexilic Greek term for Judah. Used in the LXX, Philo, Josephus, NT, and 
inscriptions, the term originally designated the area of southern Palestine 
surrounding Jerusalem previously established as a province by the Babylonian 
Nebuchadnezzar and retained by subsequent Persian and Hellenistic rulers. Judea 
extended from Bethel in the north to Beth-zur in the south (40 km.[25 mi.]), and 
from Emmaus in the west to the Jordan River in the east (50 km.[32 mi.]; 2000 
sq. km.[800 sq. mi.]). In Persian times it was divided into six districts and was 
populated by Jews. Judea was a semi-independent hyparchy under the Ptolemies; 
and the Seleucids, who founded the Greek city Antioch in Syria, included Judea in 
the eparchy of Samaria along with the hyparchies of Samaria, Perea, and Galilee. 
The Hasmoneans brought Galilee, Samaria, Perea, Idumea, and most of the 
Mediterranean coast under the sway of the kingdom of Judea, and Herod the 
Great ruled these territories plus numerous areas east of Galilee. Archelaus was 
named ethnarch and inherited Judea (in the more restricted sense), Idumea, and 
Samaria, but he was deposed in 6 C.E. and his territory was transferred to Roman 
prefects of equestrian rank. Idumea officially became part of Judea, and in 41 
Claudius transferred Judea and Samaria from direct Roman rule to the kingdom 
of Agrippa (which with the exception of three cities equaled that of Herod the 
Great) until the latter’s death in 44. Rule of all Palestine was transferred to 
Roman procurators, and a series of mostly inept governors ruled until 66, the 
outbreak of the Jewish War.

�In the NT In the NT “Judea” oc“Judea” occurs usualcurs usually in refely in reference to Jrence to Judea propeudea proper (as oppor (as opposed to Samsed tosed to Samariato Samaria, Galilee,, Galilee, Perea, an Perea, and Idumea) d Idumea) but also tbut also to the entio the entire Jewish re Jewish nation, spnation, specificallyecifispspecificalspecifically includily including Galileeng Galilee (Acts 10: (Acts 10:37) and th37) and the Transjore Transjordan territdan territories (Matories (Matt. 19:1).t. 19:t. 19:1).19:1).19:1).

In the NT “Judea” occurs usually in reference to Judea proper (as opposed 
to Samaria, Galilee, Perea, and Idumea) but also to the entire Jewish nation, 
specifically including Galilee (Acts 10:37) and the Transjordan territories (Matt. 
19:1).
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JUDGEJUDGEJUDGE

JUDGE

The commonThe common Hebrew te Hebrew term for “jurm for “judge” dge” (sûoœp�eät(sûoœp�eät�)�) is a part is a participle foriciple form of the vm of them of the verb “the verb “decide,” “decide,” “rule,” “gorule,” “govern,” “vivern,” “vindicate,” ndicate,” “deliver,”“deliver,” and “judg and “judge.” The coe.” The conventionalnvencoconventionconventional translaal translation “judgtion “judge” in all e” in all contexts ccontexts conceals noonceals nonforensic nforensic meanings wmeanings which reflehiwwhich reflwhich reflect other ect other functions functions of the of the sûoœp�eät�sûoœp�eät�

The common Hebrew term for “judge” (sûoœp�eät�)  is a participle form of 
the verb “decide,” “rule,” “govern,” “vindicate,” “deliver,” and “judge.” The 
conventional translation “judge” in all contexts conceals nonforensic meanings 



which reflect other functions of the sûoœp�eät�

�The judgesThe judges’ duty was’ duty was to save t to save the Israelihe Israelites from ttes from their enemiheir enemies and prees and preserve domeserve dserve domestic adomestic accord. Theccord. They were to y were to dispense adispense absolute, ibsolute, impartial jmpartial justice ustice (misûpaœt�(misûpaœt�))(misûpaœt�(misûpaœt�(misûpaœt�)) and not t and not take bribesake bribes (Deut. 16 (Deut. 16:19); they:19); they were to p were to protect therotect the widow, or widow widow, orpwidow, orphan, and shan, and stranger (Dtranger (Deut. 24:17eut. 24:17) and not ) and not let themselet themselves be unlves be unduly influduly influenced by peinfluinfluencedinfluenced by popula by popular opinion r opinion or by the or by the plight of plight of the poor (the poor (Exod. 23:2Exod. 23:2-3).-3).-3).

The judges’ duty was to save the Israelites from their enemies and preserve 
domestic accord. They were to dispense absolute, impartial justice 
(misûpaœt�)  and not take bribes (Deut. 16:19); they were to protect the 
widow, orphan, and stranger (Deut. 24:17) and not let themselves be unduly 
influenced by popular opinion or by the plight of the poor (Exod. 23:2-3).

�In the patIn the patriarchal priarchal period famieriod family and trily and tribal leaderbal leaders acted ass acted as judges (c judges (cf. Gen. 38f. Gen. 38:24). In t:23838:24). In38:24). In the wilde the wilderness perirness period Moses aod Moses alone was tlone was the judge uhe judge until Jethrntil Jethro suggesteo suggested he appoid hd he appointhe appoint judges fo judges for “every sr “every small mattemall matter,” and rer,” and reserve for serve for himself onhimself only “a grealy “a great matter” t mt matter” (Ematter” (Exod. 18:22xod. 18:22).).).

In the patriarchal period family and tribal leaders acted as judges (cf. Gen. 
38:24). In the wilderness period Moses alone was the judge until Jethro suggested 
he appoint judges for “every small matter,” and reserve for himself only “a great 
matter” (Exod. 18:22).

�The JethroThe Jethro system wa system was not opers not operative afteative after the settr the settlement in lement in Canaan wheCanaan when there wan then there was there was no tribal no tribal union. In union. In premonarchpremonarchical Israeical Israel the Lordl the Lord, “Judge o, “Judge of all the f all the earth” (Geearthearth” (Geearth” (Gen. 18:25),n. 18:25), appointed appointed judges by judges by causing t causing the spirit he spirit of God to of God to descend updescend upon them (Jonupupon them upon them (Judg. 3:9(Judg. 3:9) to lead ) to lead armies andarmies and deliver t deliver the Israelihe Israelites from ttes from their oppreheir oppressors (2:1ssoroppreoppressorsoppressors (2:16; 3: (2:16; 3:10). In th10). In this contextis context the term  the term sûp�t�sûp�t� denotes “ denotes “deliveringdelivering” or “savi” or ” or “savingor “saving” ” (ysû{).(ysû{). The judge The judges were nots were not part of r part of regular triegular tribal governbal government but ament but arose to meroaarose to marose to meet a criseet a crisis and judis and judged only dged only during it auring it and shortlynd shortly thereafte thereafter. They jur. They judged one odgedjujudged onejudged one or severa or several tribes, l tribes, but never but never all. Theirall. Their military  military heroism orheroism or personal  personal presence eprespresence epresence enabled thenabled them to assumm to assume the jurie the juridical roledical role also. also. also.

The Jethro system was not operative after the settlement in Canaan when 
there was no tribal union. In premonarchical Israel the Lord, “Judge of all the 
earth” (Gen. 18:25), appointed judges by causing the spirit of God to descend 
upon them (Judg. 3:9) to lead armies and deliver the Israelites from their 
oppressors (2:16; 3:10). In this context the term sûp�t�  denotes “delivering” 
or “saving” (ysû{). The judges were not part of regular tribal government but 
arose to meet a crisis and judged only during it and shortly thereafter. They 
judged one or several tribes, but never all. Their military heroism or personal 
presence enabled them to assume the juridical role also.

�With the mWith the monarchy thonarchy the king bece king became supremame supreme judge (2e judge (2 Sam. 2-3) Sam. 2-3), but ther, but there were alse we were also were also appointed appointed local judglocal judges (Deut. es (Deut. 16:18). Pr16:18). Priests, tooiests, too, served a, served as judges (s judges (Deut. 17:1Deut((Deut. 17:(Deut. 17:12; 2 Chr.12; 2 Chr. 19:4-11). 19:4-11). The elder The elders of a cits of a city acted asy acted as judges at judges at the gate  the gate (Judg. 8:1(Judg(Judg. 8:1(Judg. 8:16; Ruth 4:6; Ruth 4:2; Job 29:2; Job 29:7-8), and 7-8), and judges alsjudges also exerciseo exercised their aud their authority gothority going from ting fring from town from town to town into town in annual ci annual circuits as rcuits as did Samueldid Samuel (1 Sam. 7 (1 Sam. 7:15-16). J:15-16). Judges had udges had authority auauthority authority parallel tparallel to that of o that of kings (Ps.kings (Ps. 2:10). In 2:10). In Babylonia Babylonia the king  the king of Persia of Persia instructedinstructinstructedinstructed Ezra to a Ezra to appoint judppoint judges and mages and magistrates gistrates (Aram. (Aram. sûaœp�t�iîsûaœp�t�iîn, dayyaœnn, dayyaœn, dayyaœniîndayyaœniîn), “all wh), “all who know theo know the laws of y laws of your God,” our God,” to judge ato judge all the peoll the people “beyonple “beyople “beyond th“beyond the river” (e river” (Ezra 7:25)Ezra 7:25). In Helle. In Hellenistic timnistic times the higes the high priest rh priest replaced theplaced the king as e kine king as thking as the principae principal judge (2l judge (2 Chr. 19:8 Chr. 19:8). In NT t). In NT the Sanhedrhe Sanhedrin was thein was the supreme c supreme court for touccourt for court for the Jews. the Jews. Jesus asseJesus asserted that rted that God alone God alone should be should be judge (Lukjudge (Luke 6:37; Jae 6:37; Jas. 4:12).s. 4s. 4:12).4:12).4:12).

With the monarchy the king became supreme judge (2 Sam. 2-3), but there 
were also appointed local judges (Deut. 16:18). Priests, too, served as judges 
(Deut. 17:12; 2 Chr. 19:4-11). The elders of a city acted as judges at the gate 
(Judg. 8:16; Ruth 4:2; Job 29:7-8), and judges also exercised their authority going 
from town to town in annual circuits as did Samuel (1 Sam. 7:15-16). Judges had 
authority parallel to that of kings (Ps. 2:10). In Babylonia the king of Persia 
instructed Ezra to appoint judges and magistrates (Aram. sûaœp�t�iîn, 
dayyaœniîn), “all who know the laws of your God,” to judge all the people 
“beyond the river” (Ezra 7:25). In Hellenistic times the high priest replaced the 
king as the principal judge (2 Chr. 19:8). In NT the Sanhedrin was the supreme 
court for the Jews. Jesus asserted that God alone should be judge (Luke 6:37; Jas. 
4:12).
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JUDGES, BOOK OF

Part of thPart of the larger ne larger narrative farrative from Genesirom Genesis to Kingss to Kings. Chronolo. Chronologically itgically it is set in is set in the perio the p the period betperiod between the Cween the Conquest (Jonquest (Joshua) andoshua) and the estab the establishment olishment of the monaf the monarchy (1 Sarchy (1 Srchy (1 Samuel).Samuel).

Part of the larger narrative from Genesis to Kings. Chronologically it is set in the 
period between the Conquest (Joshua) and the establishment of the monarchy (1 
Samuel).
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It is geneIt is generally agrerally agreed that thed that the book of e book of Judges is Judges is composed ocomposed of stories f stories that origithat originally circnally origioriginallyoriginally circulate circulated independd independent of theent of their presentir present context.  context. These storThese stories centeries center on the ex on on the expon the exploits of lloits of local heroeocal heroes (Ehud, Ds (Ehud, Deborah andeborah and Barak, Gi Barak, Gideon and Adeon and Abimelech) bimelech)AAbimelech)Abimelech) who by th who by their clevereir cleverness or miness or military prolitary prowess were wess were able to leable to lead the peoad the peoad the people to people to victory ovvictory over their eer their enemies. Thnemies. The stories e stories were then were then collected collected together atogether as stories s aas storiesas stories of the de of the deliverance liverance of Israel of Israel by Yahweh by Yahweh in holy wain holy war. At a lar. At a later stage ter stage of developof deof developmendevelopment the stort the stories were pies were put into a ut into a framework framework of sin—punof sin—punishment—crishment—cry for helpy for y for help—dfor help—deliveranceeliverance. The orig. The original colleinal collection of sction of stories wastories was supplemen supplemented by theted by the stories o s stories ofstories of Jephthah  Jephthah and Samsonand Samson, and the , and the addition oaddition of brief nof brief notices aboutices about the “mint the “minor judges”or“min“minor jud“minor judges” (3:31ges” (3:31; 10:1–5; ; 10:1–5; 12:8–15). 12:8–15). The framewThe framework and suork and supplementalpplemental material  material material amaterial are probablre probably the worky the work of the De of the Deuteronomisuteronomistic histortic historian or at ian or at the very lthe very least the wealleast the least the work of a work of a DeuteronomDeuteronomic editor.ic editor. At a fina At a final stage ofl stage of developme development, the prnt, the prologue (1:olprprologue (prologue (1:1—2:5) a1:1—2:5) and epilogund epilogue (17:1—21e (17:1—21:25) were :25) were added. Thaadded. That these set these sections werctions wctions were addedwere added at a late at a later stage isr stage is clear fro clear from the factm the fact that the  that the prologue aprologue and the epind the epilogue intrloguepiepilogue iepilogue intrude intntrude into a story o a story line that line that runs contiruns continuous fromnuous from Joshua to Joshua to Judges an Judges and Judges td Jud Judges to Judges to Samuel. MoSamuel. Moreover, inreover, in the rest  the rest of Judges of Judges the tribesthe tribes are prese are presented as unnted as united underiteununited undunited under a judgeer a judge, but in t, but in the prologuhe prologue and epile and epilogue the togue the tribes act ribes act independenindependently. Finaltlyindependenindependenindependently. Finaltly. Finally, both sly, both sections foections focus on intcus on internal issuernal issues among tes among the tribes,he tribes, not the t not not the trnot the tribes uniteibes united against d against a common ea common enemy.nemy.

It is generally agreed that the book of Judges is composed of stories that 
originally circulated independent of their present context. These stories center 
on the exploits of local heroes (Ehud, Deborah and Barak, Gideon and 
Abimelech) who by their cleverness or military prowess were able to lead the 
people to victory over their enemies. The stories were then collected together 
as stories of the deliverance of Israel by Yahweh in holy war. At a later stage of 
development the stories were put into a framework of sin—punishment—cry 
for help—deliverance. The original collection of stories was supplemented by the 
stories of Jephthah and Samson, and the addition of brief notices about the 
“minor judges” (3:31; 10:1–5; 12:8–15). The framework and supplemental 
material are probably the work of the Deuteronomistic historian or at the very 
least the work of a Deuteronomic editor. At a final stage of development, the 
prologue (1:1—2:5) and epilogue (17:1—21:25) were added. That these sections 
were added at a later stage is clear from the fact that the prologue and the 
epilogue intrude into a story line that runs continuous from Joshua to Judges and 
Judges to Samuel. Moreover, in the rest of Judges the tribes are presented as 
united under a judge, but in the prologue and epilogue the tribes act 
independently. Finally, both sections focus on internal issues among the tribes, 
not the tribes united against a common enemy.

The JudgesThe Judges

The Judges

The term “The term “judge” hasjudge” has a broader a broader meaning i meaning in Hebrew tn Hebrew than in Enghan in English. It clish. It can refer tan refer to someone o tto someoneto someone who has a who has a judicial  judicial function, function, but it canbut it can also be a also be applied morpplied more broadly e broadly to anyone to to anyone to anyone who exerciwho exercises rule. ses rule. For the DeFor the Deuteronomisuteronomistic writertic writers the terms the term applies t applies t applies to militarto military leaders y leaders who were rwho were raised up baised up by God to dy God to deliver theeliver the Israelite Israelites from thes from their enemiesir eir enemies. Senemies. Six judges ix judges (Othniel, (Othniel, Ehud, DeboEhud, Deborah, Gideorah, Gideon, Jephthan, Jephthah, Samson)h, Samson) function  function as militaraas militaras military leaders y leaders and traditand traditionally haionally have been cave been called the “lled the “major judgmajor judges.” Sometes.” Sometimes they imesSometSometimes Sometimes they are cthey are called “chaalled “charismatic lrismatic leaders” beeaders” because it icause it is the spirs the spirit of Yahwit of Yahweh that deeh YahwYahweh thaYahweh that designatt designates them ases them as leaders;  leaders; they are nthey are not appointot appointed, nor doed, nor do they inhe they inherit the ofrinheinherit thinherit the office. e office. Shamgar, TShamgar, Tola, Jair,ola, Jair, Ibzan, El Ibzan, Elon, Abdon,on, Abdon, tradition traditionally calleally called the “mind the “md the “minor jud“minor judges,” are ges,” are said to hasaid to have deliverve delivered or judged or judged Israel,ed Israel, but so li but so little is rettle is recorded of cordedrerecorded orecorded of them thaf them that it is not it is not possiblet possible to determ to determine their ine their rule. It hrule. It has been spas been speculated teculaspspeculatedspeculated that they that they were judg were judges in the es in the sense of hsense of having a juaving a judicial fundicial function, or ction, or possibly lpossibpossibly lpossibly local officocal officials or elials or elders of thders of their tribeseir tribes, or simpl, or simply promineny prominent individut individuals.als.

The term “judge” has a broader meaning in Hebrew than in English. It can refer 
to someone who has a judicial function, but it can also be applied more broadly 
to anyone who exercises rule. For the Deuteronomistic writers the term applies 
to military leaders who were raised up by God to deliver the Israelites from their 
enemies. Six judges (Othniel, Ehud, Deborah, Gideon, Jephthah, Samson) function 
as military leaders and traditionally have been called the “major judges.” 
Sometimes they are called “charismatic leaders” because it is the spirit of 
Yahweh that designates them as leaders; they are not appointed, nor do they 
inherit the office. Shamgar, Tola, Jair, Ibzan, Elon, Abdon, traditionally called the 
“minor judges,” are said to have delivered or judged Israel, but so little is 
recorded of them that it is not possible to determine their rule. It has been 
speculated that they were judges in the sense of having a judicial function, or 
possibly local officials or elders of their tribes, or simply prominent individuals.
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There are There are three majothree major divisionr divisions in the bs in the book of Judook of Judges: 1:1—2ges: 1:1—2:5, an alt:5, an alternate preernate presentation seprepresentatipresentation of the on of the Conquest; Conquest; 2:6—16:31,2:6—16:31, the explo the exploits of theits of the judges; 1 judges; 17:1—21:25,7:1—21:25, appendice 17:1—21:25,17:1—21:2517:1—21:25, appendic, appendices.es.

There are three major divisions in the book of Judges: 1:1—2:5, an alternate 
presentation of the Conquest; 2:6—16:31, the exploits of the judges; 



17:1—21:25, appendices.

The ConqueThe Conquest (1:1—2:st (1:1—2:5)5)5)

The Conquest (1:1—2:5)

This sectiThis section is compon is composed of anosed of ancient fragcient fragments concments concerning theerning the Israelite Israelite takeover  takeover of the lanofof the lanof the land of Canaad of Canaan. It shown. It shows the tribs the tribes acting es acting independenindependently of onetly of one another,  another, in contrasin cin contrast tcontrast to the booko the book of Joshua of Joshua where the where the Conquest  Conquest is presentis presented as undeed as undertaken by rtaken byrtaken by all theby all the tribes un tribes under the leder the leadership oadership of Joshua. f Joshua. In Judges In Judges the conquethe conquest of the st of the south is asouthsouth is asouth is attributed ttributed to the trito the tribes of Judbes of Judah and Simah and Simeon (1:2–2eon (1:2–21) and the1) and the conquest  conquest of Bethel of of Bethel of Bethel to the trito the tribe of Josebe of Joseph (1:22–2ph (1:22–26). The ot6). The other tribesher tribes fail to d fail to drive out trive out the inhabithe inhhe inhabitantinhabitants of theirs of their respectiv respective territore territories (1:27–ies (1:27–36). The r36). The reason for eason for this failuthis failure is thatre is thre is that the pthat the people disoeople disobeyed Yahwbeyed Yahweh’s commaeh’s command (2:1–5)nd (2:1–5), and cons, and consequently tequently the inhabithe inhabhe inhabitantinhabitants of the ls of the land were aand were a snare to  snare to Israel.Israel.

This section is composed of ancient fragments concerning the Israelite takeover 
of the land of Canaan. It shows the tribes acting independently of one another, in 
contrast to the book of Joshua where the Conquest is presented as undertaken 
by all the tribes under the leadership of Joshua. In Judges the conquest of the 
south is attributed to the tribes of Judah and Simeon (1:2–21) and the conquest 
of Bethel to the tribe of Joseph (1:22–26). The other tribes fail to drive out the 
inhabitants of their respective territories (1:27–36). The reason for this failure is 
that the people disobeyed Yahweh’s command (2:1–5), and consequently the 
inhabitants of the land were a snare to Israel.

Exploits oExploits of the Judgf the Judges (2:6—16es (2:6—16:31):31):31)

Exploits of the Judges (2:6—16:31)

The exploiThe exploits of the ts of the judges arejudges are introduce introduced by two pd by two passages whassages which give tich give the theologhe theological interictheologtheologicatheological interprel interpretation of tation of the periodthe period of the ju of the judges. In Jdges. In Judg. 2:11-udg. 2:11-23, a pass23, a passage dominaage doage dominated dominated by Deuteroby Deuteronomic langnomic language and tuage and theology, theology, the cyclic he cyclic pattern sipattern sin—punishmen—punishsisin—punishsin—punishment—cry fment—cry for help—deor help—deliverance liverance is delineais delineated. Israeted. Israel’s failurl’s failure to worshe to worshe to worship Yaworship Yahweh and Yhweh and Yahweh alonahweh alone sets in e sets in motion a smotion a sequence ofequence of events th events that is repeat is repat is repeated arepeated again and again and again. The gain. The sin of aposin of apostasy leadstasy leads to puniss to punishment in thment in the form ofhe form of military  m military cmilitary conquest, aonquest, and only bynd only by returning returning to Yahweh to Yahweh will Isra will Israel be assuel be assured of delred of deliverance fiverdeldeliverancdeliverance from itse from its enemies;  enemies; Israel doeIsrael does not remas not remain faithfuin faithful after itl after its deliveras deliverance and thnce annce and the cyand the cycle beginscle begins again. Th again. The second pe second passage (3:assage (3:1–5) expla1–5) explains Israelins Israel’s failure’s failure to conque to co to conquer thconquer the land tote land totally as a ally as a way to tesway to test Israel’st Israel’s faithfuln faithfulness to Yahess to Yahweh. It reweh. It reiterates 2iteraterereiteratesreiterates 2:1–5. 2:1–5. 2:1–5.

The exploits of the judges are introduced by two passages which give the 
theological interpretation of the period of the judges. In Judg. 2:11-23, a passage 
dominated by Deuteronomic language and theology, the cyclic pattern 
sin—punishment—cry for help—deliverance is delineated. Israel’s failure to 
worship Yahweh and Yahweh alone sets in motion a sequence of events that is 
repeated again and again. The sin of apostasy leads to punishment in the form of 
military conquest, and only by returning to Yahweh will Israel be assured of 
deliverance from its enemies; Israel does not remain faithful after its deliverance 
and the cycle begins again. The second passage (3:1–5) explains Israel’s failure to 
conquer the land totally as a way to test Israel’s faithfulness to Yahweh. It 
reiterates 2:1–5.

�The storieThe stories of the ss of the six “major ix “major judges” vajudges” vary considery considerably. Othrably. Othniel is liniel is little more ttle morettle more than more than a name seta name set in the De in the Deuteronomisuteronomistic framewtic framework of sinork of sin—punishmen—punishment—cry for t—crysin—punishmensin—punishsin—punishment—cry fment—cry for help—deor help—deliverance.liverance. The story The story of Ehud,  of Ehud, in a crudein a crudely humorouly humoly humorous mhumorous manner, telanner, tells how Ehuls how Ehud uses “hid uses “his handicaps handicap” (left-ha” (left-handedness) ndedness) to his advto his advto his advantage advantage in dispatcin dispatching the khing the king of Egling of Eglon. In theon. In the account o account of Deborah f Deborah and Barak and Barak Israel is IsrIsrael is Israel is able to gaable to gain victoryin victory over a su over a superior milperior military forcitary force because e because Yahweh figYahweh fights on Isrhts ohts on Israel’on Israel’s behalf. s behalf. The role oThe role of women (Df women (Deborah andeborah and Jael) in  Jael) in this storythis story is notewo is noteworthy. The rthnotewonoteworthynoteworthy. The poem. The poem in ch. 5  in ch. 5 is a victois a victory hymn inry hymn in which Yah which Yahweh is praweh is praised as thised as the Warrior eththe Warriothe Warrior God who r God who fights on fights on behalf of behalf of Israel. ThIsrael. The story ofe story of Gideon is Gideon is complex,  complex, probably cpprobably cprobably composed ofomposed of various s various separate treparate traditions taditions that have bhat have been brougheen brought togethert togethet together. together. Victory foVictory for Israel ir Israel is assured s assured because Yabecause Yahweh is wihweh is with Gideon th Gideon as confirmas confirmed in the edconfirmconfirmed confirmed in the accin the account of thount of the fleece. e fleece. Issues of Issues of Israel actIsrael acting as a uing as a unity (8:1–nity (8:1–21), kings21), kin21), kingship (kingship (8:22–23; 98:22–23; 9:1–57), an:1–57), and the dangd the dangers of idoers of idolatry (8:2latry (8:24–27) are 4–27) are woven intowoven into the Gideo th the Gideonthe Gideon narrative narrative. The acco. The account of Jepunt of Jephthah is dhthah is difficult, ifficult, for it invfor it involves humaolves human sacrificn sacn sacrifice sacrifice to Yahweh to Yahweh and as sucand as such leaves mh leaves many unanswany unanswered questered questions. It mions. It may well haay well have been orvhahave been have been originallyoriginally an etiolo an etiological storgical story explainiy explaining the cusng the custom of rittom of ritualized yeualized yearly mournarly marly mourning, mourning, but in Judbut in Judges it becges it becomes anothomes another exampleer example of victor of victory achievedy achieved by a judg by a judge. The Samejudgjudge. Thejudge. The Samson st Samson story, thougory, though set in th set in the Deuterohe Deuteronomistic fnomistic framework, ramework, focuses nofocuses nfocuses not on thenot on the relations relationship betweehip between Yahweh an Yahweh and Israel,nd Israel, but on th but on the exploitse exploits of Samson of Samson. The vari.SamsonSamson. ThSamson. The various e various episodes aepisodes are united re united by a commoby a common theme: Sn theme: Samson’s peamson’s personal venrsonal pepersonal vpersonal vendetta agendetta against the ainst the PhilistinePhilistines after hes after he is repeat is repeatedly betraedly betrayed by womyed by women. Into ten.womwomen. Intwomen. Into the explo the exploits of thoits of the Judges ae Judges are set there set the notices o notices of the minof the minor judges.r judges.

The stories of the six “major judges” vary considerably. Othniel is little 
more than a name set in the Deuteronomistic framework of 
sin—punishment—cry for help—deliverance. The story of Ehud, in a crudely 
humorous manner, tells how Ehud uses “his handicap” (left-handedness) to his 
advantage in dispatching the king of Eglon. In the account of Deborah and Barak 
Israel is able to gain victory over a superior military force because Yahweh fights 
on Israel’s behalf. The role of women (Deborah and Jael) in this story is 
noteworthy. The poem in ch. 5 is a victory hymn in which Yahweh is praised as 
the Warrior God who fights on behalf of Israel. The story of Gideon is complex, 
probably composed of various separate traditions that have been brought 
together. Victory for Israel is assured because Yahweh is with Gideon as 
confirmed in the account of the fleece. Issues of Israel acting as a unity (8:1–21), 
kingship (8:22–23; 9:1–57), and the dangers of idolatry (8:24–27) are woven into 
the Gideon narrative. The account of Jephthah is difficult, for it involves human 
sacrifice to Yahweh and as such leaves many unanswered questions. It may well 



have been originally an etiological story explaining the custom of ritualized yearly 
mourning, but in Judges it becomes another example of victory achieved by a 
judge. The Samson story, though set in the Deuteronomistic framework, focuses 
not on the relationship between Yahweh and Israel, but on the exploits of 
Samson. The various episodes are united by a common theme: Samson’s 
personal vendetta against the Philistines after he is repeatedly betrayed by 
women. Into the exploits of the Judges are set the notices of the minor judges.

AppendicesAppendices (17:1—21: (17:1—21:25)25)25)

Appendices (17:1—21:25)

The last fThe last five chapteive chapters of the rs of the book of Jubook of Judges are cdges are concerned woncerned with incideith incidents in whints in which Levitesch whiwhich Leviwhich Levites figuretes figure prominent prominently. The fily. The first appendrst appendix (chs. 1ix (chs. 17—18) rela7—18) relates the setes the sequence of qusesequence osequence of events tf events that led uphat led up to the es to the establishmentablishment of a cult of a cultic centertic center at Dan; t at Dan; the second he she second appsecond appendix (chsendix (chs. 19—21) c. 19—21) centers on enters on the rape othe rape of the Levif the Levite’s concute’s concubine and tbine and tbine and the civil the civil war that rwar that results froesults from this outm this outrage. Thisrage. This section i section is unified,s unified, not simpl not simply because y becauy because bobecause both appendith appendixes deal wxes deal with Leviteith Levites, but alss, but also by the ro by the recurring pecurring pro-monarchro-monarchical phrasipro-monarchpro-monarcpro-monarchical phrahical phrase, “In thse, “In those days tose days there was nhere was no king in o king in Israel; alIsrael; all the peopl the people did whale dle did what wdid what was right ias right in their own their own eyes” (1n eyes” (17:6; 21:257:6; 21:25; incomple; incomplete in 18:1te in 18:1a; 19:1a).a; 19:1a). The pro-m The The pro-moThe pro-monarchical narchical stance of stance of the appendthe appendices standices stands in markes in marked contrastd contrast to the an to the an to the anti-monaranti-monarchical senchical sentiments extiments expressed inpressed in the centr the central portional portion of the bo of the book in Gideok in Gideon’s refusoGideGideon’s rGideon’s refusal to efusal to accept kinaccept kingship (8:2gship (8:22–23) and 2–23) and Abimelech’Abimelech’s attempt s attempt to establito establish himselfshestabliestablish establish himself ashimself as king of S king of Shechem (9:hechem (9:1–57).1–57).

The last five chapters of the book of Judges are concerned with incidents in 
which Levites figure prominently. The first appendix (chs. 17—18) relates the 
sequence of events that led up to the establishment of a cultic center at Dan; the 
second appendix (chs. 19—21) centers on the rape of the Levite’s concubine and 
the civil war that results from this outrage. This section is unified, not simply 
because both appendixes deal with Levites, but also by the recurring 
pro-monarchical phrase, “In those days there was no king in Israel; all the people 
did what was right in their own eyes” (17:6; 21:25; incomplete in 18:1a; 19:1a). 
The pro-monarchical stance of the appendices stands in marked contrast to the 
anti-monarchical sentiments expressed in the central portion of the book in 
Gideon’s refusal to accept kingship (8:22–23) and Abimelech’s attempt to 
establish himself as king of Shechem (9:1–57).

ThemesThemes

Themes

The DeuterThe Deuteronomistic onomistic theologicatheological perspectl perspective dominaive dominates themattes thematically in ically in the book othe book othe book of Judges.of Judges. Its under Its underlying theolying theological prlogical principle isinciple is that obed that obedience to tience to the covenanhe covenant Lord, pat Lort Lord, partLord, particularly eicularly expressed ixpressed in the worsn the worship of Yahhip of Yahweh and Yaweh and Yahweh alonehweh alone, leads to, leads to, leads to peace ato peace and prospernd prosperity; disobity; disobedience, iedience, i.e., the w.e., the worship of orship of other godsother gods, leads to, leads to war and d war war and dowar and dominance byminance by one’s ene one’s enemies. Thismies. This is clearl is clearly presentey presented in 2:11–d in 2:11–23 and is 23 and is repeated trerepeated trepeated throughout hroughout the book ithe book in the framn the framework intoework into which the which the stories o stories of the judgf the judgf the judges arejudges are inserted. inserted. Another t Another theme whichheme which pervades  pervades the book sthe book surrounds turrounds the issue ohe issue ohe issue of leadersof leadership. When hip. When under a juunder a judge Israeldge Israel is able t is able to adhere to adhere to the commo the command to worand to worand to worship Yaworship Yahweh and Yhweh and Yahweh alonahweh alone; with the; with the death ofe death of a judge I a judge Israel fallsrael falls again ins again into apostasto ininto apostinto apostasy, suggeasy, suggesting thatsting that a more pe a more permanent formanent form of leadrm of leadership is ership is needed. Thneeded. This becomesisThThis becomThis becomes explicies explicit in the et in the epilogue wipilogue with its repth its repeated insieated insistence thastence that without t without a king thea kia king the pking the people purseople pursue their oue their own intereswn interests. The ists. The issue of leasue of leadership isdership is not resol not resolved until vedresolresolved uresolved until kingsntil kingship is esthip is established iablished in the bookn the book of Samuel of Samuel, but the , but the tension betension between pro-tweebebetween prbetween pro- and anto- and anti-monarchii-monarchical sentimcal sentiment remainent remains throughos throughout the Deuut the DeuteronomistteronomDeuDeuteronomDeuteronomistic hististic history.ory.

The Deuteronomistic theological perspective dominates thematically in the book 
of Judges. Its underlying theological principle is that obedience to the covenant 
Lord, particularly expressed in the worship of Yahweh and Yahweh alone, leads 
to peace and prosperity; disobedience, i.e., the worship of other gods, leads to 
war and dominance by one’s enemies. This is clearly presented in 2:11–23 and is 
repeated throughout the book in the framework into which the stories of the 
judges are inserted. Another theme which pervades the book surrounds the issue 
of leadership. When under a judge Israel is able to adhere to the command to 
worship Yahweh and Yahweh alone; with the death of a judge Israel falls again 
into apostasy, suggesting that a more permanent form of leadership is needed. 
This becomes explicit in the epilogue with its repeated insistence that without a 
king the people pursue their own interests. The issue of leadership is not 
resolved until kingship is established in the book of Samuel, but the tension 
between pro- and anti-monarchical sentiment remains throughout the 
Deuteronomistic history.



New DirectNew Directionsions

New Directions

More recenMore recent work on t work on the book othe book of Judges if Judges is concernes concerned with read with reading the bding the book from aook fromook from a litfrom a literary criterary critical perspical perspective focective focusing on tusing on the rhetorihe rhetorical featurcal features and unies and unity of the ty of ty of the booof the book. The prek. The presence of ssence of several womeveral women characten characters (Deborers (Deborah, Jael, ah, Jael, Jephthah’sJephthah’sJephthah’sJephthah’s daughter, daughter, the Levit the Levite’s concube’s concubine) has dine) has drawn the arawn the attention ottention of feministf feminist scholars, sc scholars, scholars, and severaand several studies l studies have appeahave appeared from tred from this interphis interpretive staretive stance.nce.nce.

More recent work on the book of Judges is concerned with reading the book 
from a literary critical perspective focusing on the rhetorical features and unity 
of the book. The presence of several women characters (Deborah, Jael, 
Jephthah’s daughter, the Levite’s concubine) has drawn the attention of feminist 
scholars, and several studies have appeared from this interpretive stance.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Bal, M. Bal, Death and Death and DissymmetrDissymmetry: The Poly: The Politics of Citics of Coherence ioherence in the Bookn the n the Book othe Book of Judgesf Judges (Chicago, (Chicago, 1988); J. 1988); J. Gray,  Gray, Joshua, JuJoshua, Judges, Ruthdges, Ruth.. NCBC (Gra NCBC (Grand Rapids,nd Rapind Rapids, 19Rapids, 1986); L. R.86); L. R. Klein,  Klein, The TriumpThe Triumph of Ironyh of Irony in the Bo in the Book of Judgok of Judges.es. JSOTSup 6 JSOTSup 68 (Sheffie8 (Sh8 (Sheffield(Sheffield, 1988); A, 1988); A. D. H. Ma. D. H. Mayes, yes, Judges.Judges. Old Testa Old Testament Guidement Guides 8 (Sheffs 8 (Sheffield, 1985ield, 1985); R. H. O);19851985); R. 1985); R. H. O’ConneH. O’Connell, ll, The RhetorThe Rhetoric of the ic of the Book of JuBook of Judges.dges. VTSup 63  VTSup 63 (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1996); B. G996);11996); B. 1996); B. G. Webb, G. Webb, The Book oThe Book of Judges.f Judges. JSOTSup 4 JSOTSup 46 (Sheffie6 (Sheffield, 1987);ld, 1987); G. A. Yee G. A. Yee, ed., , ed, ed., ed., Judges andJudges and Method Method (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1995)lis, 1995)...
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JUDGMENTJUDGMENTJUDGMENT

JUDGMENT

In the OT In the OT “judgment”“judgment” (Heb.  (Heb. misûpaœt�misûpaœt�) carries ) carries both legalboth legal and theol and theological meaogical meanings, whinmeameanings, meanings, which reflwhich reflects the eects the embeddednesmbeddedness of the cs of the concept in oncept in the covenathe covenant traditint traditions of Isrotradititraditionstraditions of Israel of Israel (Deut. 1: (Deut. 1:9-18, esp.9-18, esp. v. 17). G v. 17). God, who isod, who is “Judge of “Judge of all the e all the earth” (Genarth” (Garth” (Gen. 18:2(Gen. 18:25), is not5), is not merely a  merely a distant madistant magistrate bgistrate but one whout one whose judgmense judgments expressts express the conti expressexpress thexpress the continuae continual unfoldinl unfolding of the cg of the covenant reovenant relationshiplationship (Exod. 21 (Exod. 21:1; 24:3a;:1; 24:3a; NRSV “ord NR NRSV “ordiNRSV “ordinances”). nances”). Judgments,Judgments, like comm like commandments (andments (mis�wo®t�mis�wo®t�) as expre) as expressions of ssioexpreexpressionexpressions of the cs of the covenantal ovenantal relationshrelationship, are alip, are also to be kso to be kept by theept by the people (E people (Exod. 24:3bxod(E(Exod. 24:(Exod. 24:3b; Lev. 13b; Lev. 18:4; Deut.8:4; Deut. 11:1; 26: 11:1; 26:17). In bo17). In both human ath human and divine nd divine manifestatmanifestations, judgionmanifestatmanifestatmanifestations, judgions, judgment is clment is closely assoosely associated witciated with another h another term beariterm bearing both leng both legal and thgallelegal and legal and theologicatheological meaningsl meanings, , s�ed�eqs�ed�eq or  or s�eïd�aœqas�eïd�aœqa®,®, usually t usually translated ranslated “justice” ““justice” “justice” or “righteor “righteousness.” ousness.” As God’s jAs God’s judgment goudgment goes hand ines hand in hand with hand with God’s jus God’s justice (Gen.tjusjustice (Gjustice (Gen. 18:25;en. 18:25; Jer. 9:24 Jer. 9:24; cf. Deut; cf. Deut. 10:18), . 10:18), so does coso does covenant-faivenant-faithful humathful human judgmentn judn judgment ljudgment lead to jusead to justice on eatice on earth (Lev. rth (Lev. 19:15; 2 S19:15; 2 Sam. 8:15; am. 8:15; Jer. 23:5;Jer. 23:5; Amos 5:11 Amos 5:11-15).-15)5:115:11-15).5:11-15).5:11-15).

In the OT “judgment” (Heb. misûpaœt� ) carries both legal and theological 
meanings, which reflects the embeddedness of the concept in the covenant 
traditions of Israel (Deut. 1:9-18, esp. v. 17). God, who is “Judge of all the earth” 
(Gen. 18:25), is not merely a distant magistrate but one whose judgments 
express the continual unfolding of the covenant relationship (Exod. 21:1; 24:3a; 
NRSV “ordinances”). Judgments, like commandments (mis�wo®t� ) as 
expressions of the covenantal relationship, are also to be kept by the people 
(Exod. 24:3b; Lev. 18:4; Deut. 11:1; 26:17). In both human and divine 
manifestations, judgment is closely associated with another term bearing both 
legal and theological meanings, s�ed�eq  or s�eïd�aœqa®,  usually translated 
“justice” or “righteousness.” As God’s judgment goes hand in hand with God’s 
justice (Gen. 18:25; Jer. 9:24; cf. Deut. 10:18), so does covenant-faithful human 
judgment lead to justice on earth (Lev. 19:15; 2 Sam. 8:15; Jer. 23:5; Amos 
5:11-15).

�For the DeFor the Deuteronomisuteronomist, the eart, the early prophetly prophets, and thes, and the early wis early wisdom writerdom writers, the wors, thes, the workinthe workings of divigs of divine judgmenne judgment are predt are predictable: tictable: the wicked he wicked are punishare punished and theed and the righteous r righteous righteous rewarded (rewarded (Deut. 8:11Deut. 8:11; Prov. 29; Prov. 29:25-27). S:25-27). Some writerome writers, howevers, however, motivate, motivate, motivated motivated by times oby times of extreme f extreme national cnational crisis, begrisis, begin to losein to lose confidenc confidence in the ae in the accustomed ccusaaccustomedaccustomed order of  order of divine juddivine judgment and gment and justice. Tjustice. The later phe later prophets, Jrophets, Job, Ecclesob, Ecclesiastes, aniasEcclesEcclesiastEcclesiastes, and thes, and the postexile postexilic psalmisic psalmist witness t witness the profouthe profound shift wnd shift worked in borked in biblical coiblicbbiblical cbiblical consciousneonsciousness by the ss by the persistencpersistence of suffee of suffering amongring among the right the righteous. One eous. One response, resresponse, response, charactericharacteristic of thstic of the prophetse prophets, is to pu, is to push judgmensh judgment forward t forward in time. Nin time. Not only thotNNot only tNot only the nationshe nations but Israe but Israel herself l herself awaits theawaits the coming “D coming “Day of the ay of the Lord” (IsaLord” (Isa. 10:20; H. 10. 10:20; Hos10:20; Hos. 1:5), to. 1:5), to be follow be followed by a need by a new age of bw age of blessings alessings and a restond a restoration of ration of the divinethe the divinethe divine order (Is order (Isa. 65:17-2a. 65:17-25; Zech. 15; Zech. 14:9-11).4:9-11).4:9-11).

For the Deuteronomist, the early prophets, and the early wisdom writers, 
the workings of divine judgment are predictable: the wicked are punished and the 
righteous rewarded (Deut. 8:11; Prov. 29:25-27). Some writers, however, 
motivated by times of extreme national crisis, begin to lose confidence in the 
accustomed order of divine judgment and justice. The later prophets, Job, 
Ecclesiastes, and the postexilic psalmist witness the profound shift worked in 
biblical consciousness by the persistence of suffering among the righteous. One 
response, characteristic of the prophets, is to push judgment forward in time. 
Not only the nations but Israel herself awaits the coming “Day of the Lord” (Isa. 



10:20; Hos. 1:5), to be followed by a new age of blessings and a restoration of 
the divine order (Isa. 65:17-25; Zech. 14:9-11).

�Another reAnother response is sponse is found in Jfound in Job, where ob, where the longedthe longed-for judgm-for judgment and juent and justice of Gstice jujustice ofjustice of God is pu God is pushed beyonshed beyond earthly d earthly life to thlife to the resurrece resurrection (Job tion (Job 19:25-27; 19:25-27; cf. Isa. 2cf. Iscf. Isa. 26:19Isa. 26:19; Wis. 2-5; Wis. 2-5). The the). The theme of resume of resurrection jrrection judgment beudgment becomes stancomes standard in thdard in the late Seceththe late Sthe late Second Tempecond Temple period,le period, the time  the time of Israel’of Israel’s oppressis oppression under ton under the Syrianshe Syrians and the R an and the Roand the Romans (Dan.mans (Dan. 12:1-2; 2 12:1-2; 2 Macc. 12: Macc. 12:41-45). In41-45). In the apoca the apocalyptic tholyptic thought of thught of this period,is ththis periothis period, the hopd, the hope for a ree for a restoration storation of justiceof justice on earth  on earth is gone anis gone and a cosmicd a cosmic last judg last last judgmlast judgment is in ent is in view. At tview. At the cataclyhe cataclysmic end osmic end of the old f the old order, Godorder, God or God’s  or God’s agent (“onageagent (“onagent (“one like a Se like a Son of Man,on of Man,” “Messiah” “Messiah,” “Righte,” “Righteous One”) ous One”) will come will come to judge tto judge the living htthe livingthe living and the ( and the (resurrecteresurrected) dead. Id) dead. In some texn some texts, those ts, those who die bewho die before the lfore the last judgmeast llast judgmlast judgment are reent are resurrected surrected and judgedand judged immediate immediately upon dely upon death; in otath; in others, the hers, the dead rest ddead rest dead rest in Sheol (in Sheol (in agony oin agony or peace, dr peace, depending oepending on their stn their status as wiatus as wicked or ricked or righteous) ughteririghteous)righteous) until the until the judgment  judgment at the lasat the last day (2 Bt day (2 Bar. 36:11;ar. 36:11; 4 Ezra 7: 4 Ezra 7:95).95).95).

Another response is found in Job, where the longed-for judgment and 
justice of God is pushed beyond earthly life to the resurrection (Job 19:25-27; cf. 
Isa. 26:19; Wis. 2-5). The theme of resurrection judgment becomes standard in 
the late Second Temple period, the time of Israel’s oppression under the Syrians 
and the Romans (Dan. 12:1-2; 2 Macc. 12:41-45). In the apocalyptic thought of 
this period, the hope for a restoration of justice on earth is gone and a cosmic 
last judgment is in view. At the cataclysmic end of the old order, God or God’s 
agent (“one like a Son of Man,” “Messiah,” “Righteous One”) will come to judge 
the living and the (resurrected) dead. In some texts, those who die before the 
last judgment are resurrected and judged immediately upon death; in others, the 
dead rest in Sheol (in agony or peace, depending on their status as wicked or 
righteous) until the judgment at the last day (2 Bar. 36:11; 4 Ezra 7:95).

�The NT shaThe NT shares in andres in and adapts Je adapts Jewish eschawish eschatological tological and apocaland apocalyptic notiyptic notions of judons of ons of judgmenof judgment. The Engt. The English meanilish meaning of “judng of “judging” or “ging” or “judgment” judgment” is carriedis carried in Greek  in Greek by the verbyby the verby the verb b kriínoœkriínoœ and the n and the nouns ouns kriísiskriísis and  and kriíma,kriíma, but texts but texts that impl that imply the lasty the ly the last judgmlast judgment often ent often do not empdo not employ these loy these Greek termGreek terms. Other rs. Other relevant voelevant vocabulary icabulary vovocabularyvocabulary includes  includes “the day,”“the day,” “those da “those days,” and tys,” and terms descrerms describing the ibing the coming of coming of the Messiaththe Messiathe Messiah or the Sh or the Son of Man on of Man at the endat the end time. Whi time. While there ile there is considers considerable disagable disagreement abredisagdisagreemedisagreement about Jnt about Jesus’ own esus’ own expectatioexpectations and thons and those of his se of his earliest fearliest followers collowers concerning oncconcerningconcerning the end t the end time, the Nime, the NT authors T authors generally generally look forwalook forward to a furd to a future eschature eschatological teschaeschatologeschatological judgmical judgment.ent.ent.

The NT shares in and adapts Jewish eschatological and apocalyptic notions 
of judgment. The English meaning of “judging” or “judgment” is carried in Greek 
by the verb kriínoœ and the nouns kriísis and kriíma, but texts that imply the 
last judgment often do not employ these Greek terms. Other relevant 
vocabulary includes “the day,” “those days,” and terms describing the coming of 
the Messiah or the Son of Man at the end time. While there is considerable 
disagreement about Jesus’ own expectations and those of his earliest followers 
concerning the end time, the NT authors generally look forward to a future 
eschatological judgment.

�In the SynIn the Synoptic Gospoptic Gospels, Jesusels, Jesus is the di is the divine agentvine agent, often “S, often “Son of Man,on of Man,” who anno” who an” who announces announces and/or effand/or effects the aects the advent of Gdvent of God’s rule.od’s rule. His secon His second coming wd coming will bring ill bring the consumththe consumthe consummation of mation of God’s kingGod’s kingdom, includom, including the fding the final judgminal judgment of theent of the wicked an wicked an wicked and the riand the righteous. Tghteous. This judgmehis judgment is varint is variously depiously depicted as imcted as imminent (Maminent (Mark, Mattherk, Matthew) or delawMattheMatthew) oMatthew) or delayed r delayed (Luke), bu(Luke), but in the St in the Synoptics iynoptics it has cleat has clear future rr future reference. eference. The classiTheThe classiThe classic depictioc depiction of this n of this future judfuture judgment is Mgment is Matt. 25:31att. 25:31-46, where-46, where the enthr the enthroned Jesusoneenthrenthroned enthroned Jesus sepaJesus separates the rates the sheep fromsheep from the goats the goats (cf. 19:2 (cf. 19:28, where t8, where the disciplhe disciples are gives discipldisciples disciples are given are given authority authority to judge tto judge the 12 tribhe 12 tribes of Israes of Israel). As inel). As in Jewish ap Jewish apocalyptic ocalyptapapocalyptiapocalyptic texts, tc texts, the coming he coming judgment ijudgment is presageds presaged by afflic by affliction, perstion, persecution, aecution, and cosmic nd cond cosmic catcosmic catastrophe (astrophe (Mark 13:3-Mark 13:3-37 par.). 37 par.). John’s GosJohn’s Gospel displapel displays a heighys a heightened use tened use of the vocofof the vocof the vocabulary ofabulary of judgment, judgment, but now t but now the judgmenhe judgment is a dect is a decidedly preidedly present and nsent and not merely onnot merelynot merely future re future reality. Theality. The moment of moment of judgment  judgment may coincimay coincide with thde with the act of be act of belief or uebbelief or belief or unbelief (unbelief (John 3:19;John 3:19; 5:22-24,  5:22-24, 27), and y27), and yet the escet the eschatologicahatological referencl reference has not e has e has not dihas not disappeared:sappeared: “on the l “on the last day, tast day, the word he word (loœgos)(loœgos) . . . wil . . . will serve asl serve as judge” (1 judge”  judge” (12judge” (12:48; cf. 5:48; cf. 5:28–29).:28–29).:28–29).

In the Synoptic Gospels, Jesus is the divine agent, often “Son of Man,” who 
announces and/or effects the advent of God’s rule. His second coming will bring 
the consummation of God’s kingdom, including the final judgment of the wicked 
and the righteous. This judgment is variously depicted as imminent (Mark, 
Matthew) or delayed (Luke), but in the Synoptics it has clear future reference. 
The classic depiction of this future judgment is Matt. 25:31-46, where the 
enthroned Jesus separates the sheep from the goats (cf. 19:28, where the 
disciples are given authority to judge the 12 tribes of Israel). As in Jewish 
apocalyptic texts, the coming judgment is presaged by affliction, persecution, and 
cosmic catastrophe (Mark 13:3-37 par.). John’s Gospel displays a heightened use 
of the vocabulary of judgment, but now the judgment is a decidedly present and 
not merely future reality. The moment of judgment may coincide with the act of 
belief or unbelief (John 3:19; 5:22-24, 27), and yet the eschatological reference 
has not disappeared: “on the last day, the word (loœgos) . . . will serve as 
judge” (12:48; cf. 5:28–29).

�Paul also Paul also expects anexpects an imminent  imminent judgment, judgment, the “day othe “day of the Lordf the Lord” (1 Thess” (1 Thess. 5:2; 1 C. 5:2; 1. 5:2; 1 Cor. 5:51 Cor. 5:5; 2 Cor. 1; 2 Cor. 1:14; Phil.:14; Phil. 1:6, 10). 1:6, 10). On that d On that day, believay, believers will bers will be saved fre saved from the wraom theom the wrath the wrath of God andof God and given ete given eternal life rnal life (Rom. 2:7)(Rom. 2:7) while tho while those who “obse who “obey wickedney wickedney wickednesswickedness” will suf” will suffer wrath fer wrath and fury (and fury (v. 8). Godv. 8). God is the ul is the ultimate judtimate judge who knoge who knows and judwsknoknows and knows and judges thejudges the secrets o secrets of human bef human beings (Rom.ings (Rom. 2:16). Go 2:16). God has appod has appointed Chriinted Chinted Christ to Christ to the judgmethe judgment seat (2nt seat (2 Cor. 5:10 Cor. 5:10; cf. Rom.; cf. Rom. 14:10) an 14:10) and the saind the saints to judgts to judge the worle the the world the world (1 Cor. 6:(1 Cor. 6:2; cf. Mat2; cf. Matt. 19:28).t. 19:28). Although  Although God has maGod has made certainde certain criteria  criteria of judgmenof jof judgment kjudgment known, God’nown, God’s judgments judgments are finas are finally “unseally “unsearchable” (rchable” (Rom. 11:33Rom. 11:33). For Pau). For Pa). For Paul, diviPaul, divine judgmenne judgment may funct may function as a tion as a correctivecorrective (1 Cor. 1 (1 Cor. 11:32): eve1:32): even the excon the excommunicatiommexcoexcommunicexcommunication of aation of an immoral n immoral person froperson from the Churm the Church may brich may bring the salng the salvation of vation ovation of his spiof his spirit in therit in the day of th day of the Lord (1 e Lord (1 Cor. 5:5; Cor. 5:5; cf. 3:15).cf. 3:15). There is  There is also a senalso a sense in whicse in whse in which for which for Paul the jPaul the judgment ofudgment of God, like God, like the end t the end time and thime and the new creae new creation, has tion, has already coalalready coalready come upon thme upon the world. Be world. Believers aelievers and unbeliend unbelievers are avers are already beilready being saved ong saved or destroyeroor destroyor destroyed insofared insofar as they p as they perceive orerceive or do not pe do not perceive Godrceive God’s saving ’s saving action in action in the Christthethe Christthe Christ event (1  event (1 Cor. 1:18;Cor. 1:18; 10:11). 10:11). 10:11).

Paul also expects an imminent judgment, the “day of the Lord” (1 Thess. 5:2; 
1 Cor. 5:5; 2 Cor. 1:14; Phil. 1:6, 10). On that day, believers will be saved from 



the wrath of God and given eternal life (Rom. 2:7) while those who “obey 
wickedness” will suffer wrath and fury (v. 8). God is the ultimate judge who 
knows and judges the secrets of human beings (Rom. 2:16). God has appointed 
Christ to the judgment seat (2 Cor. 5:10; cf. Rom. 14:10) and the saints to judge 
the world (1 Cor. 6:2; cf. Matt. 19:28). Although God has made certain criteria of 
judgment known, God’s judgments are finally “unsearchable” (Rom. 11:33). For 
Paul, divine judgment may function as a corrective (1 Cor. 11:32): even the 
excommunication of an immoral person from the Church may bring the salvation 
of his spirit in the day of the Lord (1 Cor. 5:5; cf. 3:15). There is also a sense in 
which for Paul the judgment of God, like the end time and the new creation, has 
already come upon the world. Believers and unbelievers are already being saved 
or destroyed insofar as they perceive or do not perceive God’s saving action in 
the Christ event (1 Cor. 1:18; 10:11).

�Judgment iJudgment in the Reven the Revelation of lation of John is hiJohn is highly reminghly reminiscent of iscent of Jewish apoJewish apocalyptic jcalyptic apoapocalyptiapocalyptic judgmentc judgment. In the p. In the present eviresent evil age of Rl age of Roman dominoman domination, divation, divine justicine justice is inscre ise is inscrutis inscrutable; the able; the people crypeople cry out for G out for God’s avengod’s avenging judgmeing judgment on theint on their enemies r enemies (Rev. 6:10(R(Rev. 6:10(Rev. 6:10) and are ) and are shown visishown visions, reveaons, revealed from hled from heaven, of eaven, of the comingthe coming “hour of  “hour of judgment” jujudgment” judgment” (14:7; 18:(14:7; 18:10; cf. 1110; cf. 11:18). In t:18). In the cataclyhe cataclysmic end tsmic end time, the “ime, the “true and rtrue and righteous jighterrighteous righteous judgments judgments of God” (1of God” (16:7; 19:2,6:7; 19:2, 11) will  11) will restore jurestore justice. Thestice. The Word (Log Word (Logos) of Godo(Log(Logos) of(Logos) of God perso God personified, monified, mounted on aunted on a white hor white horse, will jse, will judge and mudge and make war (Rake war (Rake war (Rev. 19:1(Rev. 19:11). The de1). The dead will bead will be resurrect resurrected for juded for judgment (Revgment (Rev. 20:4-5),. 20:4-5), and the s and the saints willainssaints wilsaints will be rewarl be rewarded in theded in the splendor  splendor of the newof the new heaven an heaven and new eartd new earth (21:1–4)h (21:1–4)..(21:1–4)(21:1–4).(21:1–4).(21:1–4).

Judgment in the Revelation of John is highly reminiscent of Jewish 
apocalyptic judgment. In the present evil age of Roman domination, divine justice 
is inscrutable; the people cry out for God’s avenging judgment on their enemies 
(Rev. 6:10) and are shown visions, revealed from heaven, of the coming “hour of 
judgment” (14:7; 18:10; cf. 11:18). In the cataclysmic end time, the “true and 
righteous judgments of God” (16:7; 19:2, 11) will restore justice. The Word 
(Logos) of God personified, mounted on a white horse, will judge and make war 
(Rev. 19:11). The dead will be resurrected for judgment (Rev. 20:4-5), and the 
saints will be rewarded in the splendor of the new heaven and new earth 
(21:1–4).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. G. G. BS. G. G. Brandon, randon, The JudgmeThe Judgment of the nt of the DeadDead (New York (New York, 1969); P, 1969, 1969); P. 1969); P. D. Hanson,D. Hanson,  The Dawn oThe Dawn of Apocalypf Apocalyptic,tic, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1979)hia, 1979); V. Hernt; V. Hern; V. Herntrich,Herntrich,  “kriínoœ“kriínoœ: The OT T: The OT Term mishpaerm mishpat,” t,” TDNTTDNT 3:923–33; 3:923–33; G. von Ra G. von Rad, d, Old TestamOld TeOld Testament Testament TheologyTheology 2 (New Yo 2 (New York, 1965):rk, 1965): 119–25; D 119–25; D. S. Russe. S. Russell, ll, The MethodThe Method and Messa and Me and Message ofMessage of Jewish Ap Jewish Apocalyptic.ocalyptic. OTL (Phil OTL (Philadelphia, adelphia, 1964).1964).1964).
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JUDGMENT SJUDGMENT SEATEATEAT

JUDGMENT SEAT

A raised pA raised platform (Glatform (Gk. k. beäímabeäíma) for a pu) for a public speakblic speaker (Neh. 8er (Neh. 8:4 LXX; Ac:4 LXX; Acts 12:21) ts 12:21) or a judgeoor a judgeor a judge, and by e, and by extension axtension a tribunal  tribunal or court (or court (cf. cf. kriteäíriokriteäírionn). Lysias ). Lysias spoke fromspoke frospoke from a from a beäímabeäíma (2 Macc.  (2 Macc. 13:26), an13:26), and Pilate sd Pilate sat on a juat on a judgment seadgment seat mounted t mounted on a raiseon a raon a raised plaraised platform whentform when he asked  he asked the Jews wthe Jews what shouldhat should be done w be done with Jesus ith Jesus (Matt. 27:(Matt. 27:(Matt. 27:19; Joh27:19; John 19:13). n 19:13). Paul appeaPaul appeared beforered before the judgm the judgment seat oent seat of Gallio if Gallio in Corinth n Corinth (Acts 18:1(A(Acts 18:1(Acts 18:12-17), and2-17), and before th before that of Festat of Festus in Caesus in Caesarea (25:6area (25:6, 10, 17)., 10, 17).

A raised platform (Gk. beäíma) for a public speaker (Neh. 8:4 LXX; Acts 12:21) 
or a judge, and by extension a tribunal or court (cf. kriteäírion). Lysias spoke 
from a beäíma (2 Macc. 13:26), and Pilate sat on a judgment seat mounted on a 
raised platform when he asked the Jews what should be done with Jesus (Matt. 
27:19; John 19:13). Paul appeared before the judgment seat of Gallio in Corinth 
(Acts 18:12-17), and before that of Festus in Caesarea (25:6, 10, 17).

�Paul twicePaul twice mentions  mentions the the beäímabeäíma of divine of divine judgment. judgment. He argues He argues that God  that God (Rom. 14:1(Ro(Rom. 14:1(Rom. 14:10) and Chr0) and Christ (2 Corist (2 Cor. 5:10) oc. 5:10) occupy a judcupy a judgment seatgment seat, and all , and all will have will have to appear to to appear to appear before it before it and give aand give account of ccount of their livetheir lives (cf. Revs (cf. Rev. 20:11-15. 20:11-15). It is d). It is doubtful thoubtfulddoubtful tdoubtful that Paul hhat Paul has two sepas two separate judgarate judgments in mments in mind, and aind, and all three pll three passages prassages probably desobprprobably dprobably describe thescribe the same esce same eschatologicahatological event.l event.l event.

Paul twice mentions the beäíma of divine judgment. He argues that God 
(Rom. 14:10) and Christ (2 Cor. 5:10) occupy a judgment seat, and all will have 
to appear before it and give account of their lives (cf. Rev. 20:11-15). It is 



doubtful that Paul has two separate judgments in mind, and all three passages 
probably describe the same eschatological event.

�In other rIn other references,eferences, divine ju divine judgment comdgment comes when Goes when God or Chrisd or Christ takes hit takes his “throne”s “ths “throne” (“throne” (Ps. 9:7[MTPs. 9:7[MT 8]; Dan.  8]; Dan. 7:9; Matt.7:9; Matt. 25:31; Re 25:31; Rev. 20:11).v. 20:11). Since in  Since in antiquity antiquity a judge mia judga judge mighjudge might sit on at sit on a throne pl throne placed on a aced on a raised plaraised platform, “thtform, “throne” and rone” and “judgment “judgment seat” coulseseat” coulseat” could be identd be identical depenical depending on thding on the context.e context.

In other references, divine judgment comes when God or Christ takes his 
“throne” (Ps. 9:7[MT 8]; Dan. 7:9; Matt. 25:31; Rev. 20:11). Since in antiquity a 
judge might sit on a throne placed on a raised platform, “throne” and “judgment 
seat” could be identical depending on the context.

Gary S. ShGary S. Shogrenogren

Gary S. Shogren

JUDITHJUDITH (Heb.  (Heb. yeïhu®d�iîyeïhu®d�iît�;t�; Gk.  Gk. IoudiíthIoudiíth)))

JUDITH (Heb. yeïhu®d�iît�;  Gk. Ioudiíth)

�1.1. A wife of A wife of Esau and  Esau and daughter odaughter of the Hittf the Hittite Beeri ite Beeri (Gen. 26:3(Gen. 26:34).4).4).

1. A wife of Esau and daughter of the Hittite Beeri (Gen. 26:34).

�2.2. The princ The principal charaipal character of thcter of the book of e book of Judith; a Judith; a descendantdescendant of Merari of Merari and widow and w and widow of Mwidow of Manasseh. Canasseh. Characterizharacterized as beaued as beautiful, weatiful, wealthy, and lthy, and pious, shepious, she demonstra demonstra demonstratdemonstrates great ces great courage in ourage in deliveringdelivering Jerusalem Jerusalem from Nebu from Nebuchadnezzarchadnezzar’s army an’s army a’s army and killinand killing the geneg the general Holoferal Holofernes.rnes.

2. The principal character of the book of Judith; a descendant of Merari and 
widow of Manasseh. Characterized as beautiful, wealthy, and pious, she 
demonstrates great courage in delivering Jerusalem from Nebuchadnezzar’s army 
and killing the general Holofernes.

Judith witJudith with the Headh the Head of Holofe of Holofernes,rnes, Hendrik G Hendrik Goltzius (coltzius (ca. 1588) (a. 1588) (RijksmuseuRijksmuseum Amsterdam Amstem Amsterdam)Amsterdam)

Judith with the Head of Holofernes, Hendrik Goltzius (ca. 1588) (Rijksmuseum 
Amsterdam)

JUDITH, BOJUDITH, BOOK OFOK OFOK OF

JUDITH, BOOK OF

A book relA book relating the ating the heroic deeheroic deeds of Judids of Judith of Bethth of Bethulia. Consulia. Considered canidered canonical by onical by Roman CathRoRoman CathRoman Catholics (amoolics (among the Deung the Deuterocanoniterocanonicals formacals formally declarlly declared sacred ed sacred writings iwritings writings iwritings in 1546 at n 1546 at the Councithe Council of Trentl of Trent) and apoc) and apocryphal by ryphal by ProtestantProtestants, the boos, the book was listk boobook was lbook was listed in 3isted in 397 97 C.E.C.E. among the among the works dee works deemed authormed authoritative foitative for use by tr use by the bishopshe bhe bishops gabishops gathered at thered at the North the North African CoAfrican Council in Cuncil in Carthage. Jarthage. Jewish tradewish tradition has ition has always enjalwalways enjalways enjoyed Juditoyed Judith, but outh, but outside of thside of the communite community in classy in classical Alexaical Alexandrian Egyndrian Egypt, Judaispt,EgyEgypt, JudEgypt, Judaism has aaism has always regalways regarded the srded the story as entory as entertainmentertainment and not t and not Scripture.Scripture.

A book relating the heroic deeds of Judith of Bethulia. Considered canonical by 
Roman Catholics (among the Deuterocanonicals formally declared sacred 
writings in 1546 at the Council of Trent) and apocryphal by Protestants, the 
book was listed in 397 C.E. among the works deemed authoritative for use by the 
bishops gathered at the North African Council in Carthage. Jewish tradition has 
always enjoyed Judith, but outside of the community in classical Alexandrian 
Egypt, Judaism has always regarded the story as entertainment and not Scripture.

�The book wThe book was writtenas written in the af in the aftermath oftermath of the perse the persecutions ofcutions of the Jews  the Jews by Antiochby Antby Antiochus Antiochus IV EpiphanIV Epiphanes and thees and the subsequen subsequent revolt bt revolt by the Hasmy the Hasmoneans thaoneans that resultedt resultet resulted iresulted in an indepn an independent Jewendent Jewish state ish state centered ocentered on Jerusalen Jerusalem during tm during the latter he latter half of thhalhalf of thhalf of the 2nd cente 2nd century ury B.C.E.B.C.E. The tende The tendency, afterncy, after Alexander Alexander the Great the Great, for Gree, for Greek rulers tk rk rulers to rulers to take on ditake on divine attrivine attributes cleabutes clearly dates rly dates this work,this work, with its  with its “king of t“king of the Assyriahe Assyhe Assyrians”Assyrians” ordered t ordered to be the so be the sole diviniole divinity, as a cty, as a compositionomposition of the He of the Hellenistic llenistic age in Palage iage in Palestiin Palestine. The aune. The author of Juthor of Judith appeadith appears to havers to have been a Ph been a Pharisee wriarisee writing ca. 1ting ca. 100 00 B.C.E.BB.C.E.B.C.E. within th within the Hasmoneae Hasmonean kingdom.n kingdom. While the While the earliest  earliest extant relextant reliable versiable versions of Juions oions of Judith of Judith are in Greare in Greek and Latek and Latin, it is in, it is generally generally agreed thaagreed that the workt the work was compo was composed in Hebsedcompocomposed icomposed in Hebrew.n Hebrew.n Hebrew.

The book was written in the aftermath of the persecutions of the Jews by 
Antiochus IV Epiphanes and the subsequent revolt by the Hasmoneans that 
resulted in an independent Jewish state centered on Jerusalem during the latter 
half of the 2nd century B.C.E. The tendency, after Alexander the Great, for Greek 
rulers to take on divine attributes clearly dates this work, with its “king of the 
Assyrians” ordered to be the sole divinity, as a composition of the Hellenistic age 
in Palestine. The author of Judith appears to have been a Pharisee writing ca. 100 
B.C.E. within the Hasmonean kingdom. While the earliest extant reliable versions 
of Judith are in Greek and Latin, it is generally agreed that the work was 
composed in Hebrew.

�The numeroThe numerous historius historical referecal references in thnces in the text lede text led the Churc the Church to treath to treat the narra the na the narrative narrative as historias historical until cal until modern timmodern times. Howevees. However, the facr, the fact that thet that the historica historical referencl refel referencesreferences tend to b tend to be retelline retellings of biblgs of biblical materical material with iial with imaginativemaginative recasting recasting of geogra of ge of geography geography and nationand nationality, by ality, by an author an author who knew Twho knew Torah and Porah and Prophets, srophets, suggests thuggests thuggests that the ithat the intention wntention was to compas to compose a fictose a fictitious shoitious short story trt story that wove ehat wove elements oflements of the tradi th the traditthe traditions of Isions of Israel with rael with historicalhistorical events of events of more rece more recent times int times into an edunto an educational ncatioedueducationaeducational narrativl narrative.e.e.

The numerous historical references in the text led the Church to treat the 
narrative as historical until modern times. However, the fact that the historical 
references tend to be retellings of biblical material with imaginative recasting of 
geography and nationality, by an author who knew Torah and Prophets, suggests 



that the intention was to compose a fictitious short story that wove elements of 
the traditions of Israel with historical events of more recent times into an 
educational narrative.

�The structThe structure of theure of the book is f book is fairly simpairly simple. A double. A double chiastile chiastic structurc structure brings te brings te brings the readerthe reader into the  into the presence opresence of Holofernf Holofernes and outes and out again twi again twice. The fice. The first half orst half of the bookf thf the book (the book (Jdt. 1-7) Jdt. 1-7) describes describes the rise athe rise and approacnd approach of the ih of the invincible nvincible multi-natimulti-national army,onal multi-natimulti-natimulti-national army,onal army, led by th led by the general e general HolofernesHolofernes, who hims, who himself worshielf worships his kinps his king (Nebuchag (g (Nebuchadn(Nebuchadnezzar the ezzar the Assyrian) Assyrian) as if he was if he were his goere his god. This had. This half of the lf of the book stresbook stresses the absesstresstresses tstresses the absoluthe absolute might ane might and power ofd power of the human the human ruler and ruler and his unbel his unbelievably laievably large army. rglalarge armylarge army. The seco. The second half ofnd half of the book  the book (chs. 8—16(chs. 8—16) concerns) concerns the recep the reception of thtion of the army by eththe army bthe army by the symby the symbolic town olic town of Bethuliof Bethulia. The maia. The main figure hn figure here is Judere is Judith, a weaith, a wealthy, pioulthweawealthy, pwealthy, pious, bravious, brave, and deve, and devout widow,out widow, who knows who knows, more tha, more than do the en do the elders of tlders of lders of the citof the city, that ify, that if one has f one has faith in Goaith in God one mustd one must act on it act on it. In the f. In the face of whaace of what appears t appet appears toappears to be inesca be inescapable destpable destruction, Jruction, Judith leadudith leads her slavs her slave woman oue woman out into thet into the camp of H c camp of Hocamp of Holofernes, lofernes, and the twand the two women deo women decapitate tcapitate the generalhe general through s through some cleverome cleome clever douclever double entendble entendre and there and the overconfi overconfidence of mdence of machismo onachismo on the part  the part of the genof the geof the general. Hgeneral. His army this army then flees. en flees. The two haThe two halves of thlves of the book aree book are bridged b bridged by Achior, y Achior, an Ammonitanan Ammonitan Ammonite, who tele, who tells Holoferls Holofernes about nes about the God ofthe God of Israel an Israel and is sent d is sent by the genby the general to Beegengeneral togeneral to Bethulia  Bethulia to be partto be part of the pr of the presumedly fesumedly forthcomingorthcoming slaughter slaughter; however,; however, in Bethul i in Bethuliin Bethulia Achior ba Achior becomes Jewecomes Jewish, apparish, apparently knowently knowing more aing more about the pbout the power of Goower of ower of God thaof God than do the en do the elders of tlders of the city. Ihe city. In the firsn the first half of t half of the book Athe book Achior speachior speaks about Gks abks about God about God clearly toclearly to Holoferne Holofernes, who does, who does not belis not believe what Aeve what Achior sayschior says though he though h though he understhe understands it; pands it; parallel toarallel to this in t this in the second he second half of thhalf of the book, Jue book, Judith speakdith speaks about Gos abous about God about God misleadingmisleadingly to Hololy to Holofernes, whfernes, who in turn o in turn believes hbelieves her though er though he misundehe misundehe misunderstmisunderstands what ands what she says bshe says by thinkingy thinking she speak she speaks about his about him.m.m.

The structure of the book is fairly simple. A double chiastic structure brings 
the reader into the presence of Holofernes and out again twice. The first half of 
the book (Jdt. 1-7) describes the rise and approach of the invincible 
multi-national army, led by the general Holofernes, who himself worships his king 
(Nebuchadnezzar the Assyrian) as if he were his god. This half of the book 
stresses the absolute might and power of the human ruler and his unbelievably 
large army. The second half of the book (chs. 8—16) concerns the reception of 
the army by the symbolic town of Bethulia. The main figure here is Judith, a 
wealthy, pious, brave, and devout widow, who knows, more than do the elders 
of the city, that if one has faith in God one must act on it. In the face of what 
appears to be inescapable destruction, Judith leads her slave woman out into the 
camp of Holofernes, and the two women decapitate the general through some 
clever double entendre and the overconfidence of machismo on the part of the 
general. His army then flees. The two halves of the book are bridged by Achior, 
an Ammonite, who tells Holofernes about the God of Israel and is sent by the 
general to Bethulia to be part of the presumedly forthcoming slaughter; however, 
in Bethulia Achior becomes Jewish, apparently knowing more about the power 
of God than do the elders of the city. In the first half of the book Achior speaks 
about God clearly to Holofernes, who does not believe what Achior says though 
he understands it; parallel to this in the second half of the book, Judith speaks 
about God misleadingly to Holofernes, who in turn believes her though he 
misunderstands what she says by thinking she speaks about him.

�The theoloThe theology of the gy of the book contrbook contrasts the rasts the real, very eal, very apparent, apparent, human mighhuman might of the At of tht of the Assyrithe Assyrian king wian king with the morth the more real, bue real, but very unst very unseen, divineen, divine might ofe might of God. Each God. Each divine fi d divine figdivine figure has iture has its devotee:s devotee: Holoferne Holofernes for Nebus for Nebuchadnezzarchadnezzar the Assyr the Assyrian, and Jian, and Judith for udJJudith forJudith for God. In m God. In many ways tany ways the two devhe two devotees are otees are much alikemuch alike, both tru, both trusting in tsting in the sole pohetthe sole pthe sole power of thower of their divinieir divinity and actty and acting on diring on directives neectives never quite ver quite stated in stated in the narratthe nthe narrative.narrative. Each devo Each devotee has a tee has a correspondcorresponding helpering helper: Holofern: Holofernes has at es has at his commanhis commanhis command ancommand an invincibl invincible, powerfue, powerful, male arl, male army that limy that literally coterally covers the lvers the land, whileand, while Judith ha Jud Judith hasJudith has a powerle a powerless slave wss slave woman who coman who carries a sarries a sack. This ack. This is the conis the contrast: Godtrast: God (who does ( (who does (who does not appearnot appear) is the t) is the true might rue might of the worof the world and neeld and needs only a ds only a single devsingle devotee to ouodevdevotee todevotee to oust all  oust all the might the might that the wthat the worldly humorldly human king (wan king (who does apho does appear) can pear) can muster; thmmuster; thmuster; this is a cois is a confrontationfrontation that clen that clearly owes arly owes a great dea great deal to the al to the Gog and MaGog and Magog visiongogMaMagog visiMagog visions of Ezeons of Ezek. 38-39. k. 38-39. The speechThe speeches by Achies by Achior and Judor and Judith make iith make it clear tht clear that the Godatththat the Gthat the God of Israod of Israel protectel protects Israel as Israel as long as s long as it is righit is righteous and teous and keeps torakeeps torah.h.h.

The theology of the book contrasts the real, very apparent, human might of 
the Assyrian king with the more real, but very unseen, divine might of God. Each 
divine figure has its devotee: Holofernes for Nebuchadnezzar the Assyrian, and 
Judith for God. In many ways the two devotees are much alike, both trusting in 
the sole power of their divinity and acting on directives never quite stated in the 
narrative. Each devotee has a corresponding helper: Holofernes has at his 
command an invincible, powerful, male army that literally covers the land, while 
Judith has a powerless slave woman who carries a sack. This is the contrast: God 
(who does not appear) is the true might of the world and needs only a single 
devotee to oust all the might that the worldly human king (who does appear) can 
muster; this is a confrontation that clearly owes a great deal to the Gog and 
Magog visions of Ezek. 38-39. The speeches by Achior and Judith make it clear 
that the God of Israel protects Israel as long as it is righteous and keeps torah.

�That the sThat the story was itory was intended asntended as edificati edification can be on can be seen even seen even in the namin the names of the es of thes of the characthe characters. For ters. For example, Jexample, Judith can udith can mean “femamean “female Judean”le Judean” or generi or generically the cally the Jewish peoJeJewish peoJewish people. Nebucple. Nebuchadnezzar,hadnezzar, king of t king of the Assyriahe Assyrians, clearlns, clearly combinesy combines a Babylon a Babylonian royal iaBabylonBabylonianBabylonian royal nam royal name with thee with the country o country of Assyria;f Assyria; anyone fa anyone familiar witmiliar with the biblh the biblical histoicabiblbiblical hbiblical histories (istories (or ancientor ancient Near East Near Eastern historern history) knows ty) knows this was nohis was not a histort a historical king;ical kical king; but,king; but, like Dari like Darius the Medus the Mede in Daniee in Daniel, this “Gl, this “Great Rulerreat Ruler of the Wo of the World” figurrld” figure, by havie, be, by having by having an obviousan obviously inventely invented name, cad name, can and doesn and does stand for stand for all earth all earthly rulers ly rulers who trust whowho trust who trust in their oin their own power. wn power. Achior meaAchior means “my brons “my brother is lither is light,” and ght,” and this Ammonthis Ammothis Ammonite (Ammonite (relative orelative of the Israf the Israelites by elites by way of Abrway of Abraham’s nepaham’s nephew Lot) ihew Lot) is the one s the one who explaiwwho explaiwho explains God’s tns God’s truth to boruth to both Holoferth Holofernes and thnes and the elders oe elders of Bethuliaf Bethulia (a town t (a town the name ofhtthe name othe name of which, tf which, though varihough variously spelously spelled in Greled in Greek, in Hebek, in Hebrew means rew means roughly “Hroughly “Hroughly “House of “House of God, YahweGod, Yahweh,” itselfh,” itself symbolic) symbolic). The name. The name of the ge of the general appeneral appears to derars to derars to derive froderive from a historm a historical Persiical Persian militaran military officer.y officer.

That the story was intended as edification can be seen even in the names of 
the characters. For example, Judith can mean “female Judean” or generically the 



Jewish people. Nebuchadnezzar, king of the Assyrians, clearly combines a 
Babylonian royal name with the country of Assyria; anyone familiar with the 
biblical histories (or ancient Near Eastern history) knows this was not a historical 
king; but, like Darius the Mede in Daniel, this “Great Ruler of the World” figure, 
by having an obviously invented name, can and does stand for all earthly rulers 
who trust in their own power. Achior means “my brother is light,” and this 
Ammonite (relative of the Israelites by way of Abraham’s nephew Lot) is the one 
who explains God’s truth to both Holofernes and the elders of Bethulia (a town 
the name of which, though variously spelled in Greek, in Hebrew means roughly 
“House of God, Yahweh,” itself symbolic). The name of the general appears to 
derive from a historical Persian military officer.

�Medieval CMedieval Christian ihristian interpretatnterpretation of theion of the book of J book of Judith madeudith made it a cent it a central text iral text ral text in thtext in the formatioe formation of Marion of Mariology. The logy. The entire stoentire story was reary was read both as d both as an allegoran allegory and as ay ay and as a tand as a typology foypology for the lifer the life and statu and status of Mary,s of Mary, mother of mother of Jesus. On Jesus. On this acco this account many lunt accoaccount maaccount many lines ony lines of the textf the text have pass have passed into lied into liturgical rturgical readings useadings used by the ed by the Catholic CCathCatholic CCatholic Church in hhurch in honor of Maonor of Mary.ry.ry.

Medieval Christian interpretation of the book of Judith made it a central 
text in the formation of Mariology. The entire story was read both as an allegory 
and as a typology for the life and status of Mary, mother of Jesus. On this 
account many lines of the text have passed into liturgical readings used by the 
Catholic Church in honor of Mary.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. P. CarrM. P. Carroll, “Mytholl, “Myth, Methodol, Methodology and Trogy and Transformatiansformation in the on in theon in the Old Tethe Old Testament: Tstament: The Storieshe Stories of Esther of Esther, Judith, , Judith, and Susannand Susanna,” a,” SRSR 12 (1983) 12 (1983): 301–12; : 301–: 301–12; T.301–12; T. Craven,  Craven, Artistry aArtistry and Faith ind Faith in the Bookn the Book of Judith of Judith.. SBLDS 70  SBLDS 70 (Chico, 19(Chico, 1983); C. A.83); C83); C. A. MoorC. A. Moore, e, Judith.Judith. AB 40 (Ga AB 40 (Garden City,rden City, 1985); I. 1985); I. Nowell, “ Nowell, “Judith: A Judith: A Question oQuestion of Power,” f Pf Power,” Power,” TBTTBT 24 (1986) 24 (1986): 12–17; J: 12–17; J. C. Vande. C. VanderKam, ed.,rKam, ed.,  “No One Sp“No One Spoke Ill ofoke Ill of Her”: Ess Her”: Ess Her”: Essays on Essays on JudithJudith (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1992). 1992). 1992).

Bibliography. M. P. Carroll, “Myth, Methodology and Transformation in 
the Old Testament: The Stories of Esther, Judith, and Susanna,” SR 12 (1983): 
301–12; T. Craven, Artistry and Faith in the Book of Judith. SBLDS 70 (Chico, 1983); 
C. A. Moore, Judith. AB 40 (Garden City, 1985); I. Nowell, “Judith: A Question of 
Power,” TBT 24 (1986): 12–17; J. C. VanderKam, ed., “No One Spoke Ill of Her”: 
Essays on Judith (Atlanta, 1992).
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JULIAJULIA (Gk.  (Gk. IouliíaIouliía)))

JULIA (Gk. Iouliía)

A ChristiaA Christian woman inn woman in Rome (Rom Rome (Rom. 16:15), . 16:15), perhaps thperhaps the wife or e wife or sister of sister of PhilologusPhilologusPhilologusPhilologus..

A Christian woman in Rome (Rom. 16:15), perhaps the wife or sister of 
Philologus.

JULIUSJULIUS (Gk.  (Gk. IouíliosIouílios)))

JULIUS (Gk. Iouílios)

The Roman The Roman centurion centurion into whoseinto whose custody P custody Paul was plaul was placed for haced for his journeyis journey from Caes from Ca from Caesarea tCaesarea to Rome as o Rome as a prisonera prisoner of Caesar of Caesar (Acts 27: (Acts 27:1). Luke m1). Luke makes speciakes special notice al notice of Julius’oof Julius’of Julius’ kindness  kindness to Paul (Ato Paul (Acts 27:3, cts 27:3, 43). Juliu43). Julius is idents is identified as pified as part of theart of the Augustan  Augustan Augustan (Augustan (Imperial) Imperial) division, division, an honoraran honorary title giy title given to varven to various cohorious cohorts of auxits of auxiliary trooliaryauxiauxiliary auxiliary troops.troops.troops.

The Roman centurion into whose custody Paul was placed for his journey from 
Caesarea to Rome as a prisoner of Caesar (Acts 27:1). Luke makes special notice 
of Julius’ kindness to Paul (Acts 27:3, 43). Julius is identified as part of the 
Augustan (Imperial) division, an honorary title given to various cohorts of 
auxiliary troops.

�The historThe historicity of Jicity of Julius’ rolulius’ role is somete is sometimes questimes questioned sincioned since it is une it is unlikely thalikely that a centurt at a centurioa centurion of an aun of an auxiliary coxiliary cohort wouldhort would have been have been given cha given charge over srge over such an impuch an important prioimpimportant important prisoner oprisoner or would har would have had sucve had such authorith authority over they over the ship. How ship. However, Juliever, Julius could huJuliJulius couJulius could have hald have had special d special imperial pimperial police or eolice or envoy statunvoy status.s.s.

The historicity of Julius’ role is sometimes questioned since it is unlikely that 
a centurion of an auxiliary cohort would have been given charge over such an 
important prisoner or would have had such authority over the ship. However, 
Julius could have had special imperial police or envoy status.
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JUNIAJUNIA (Gk.  (Gk. IouviíaIouviía)))

JUNIA (Gk. Iouviía)

Probably tProbably the wife ofhe wife of Andronicu Andronicus; member s; member of a husbaof a husband-wife tend-wife team who, liam who, like Paul, wke Paul, wke Paul, were Jews,were Jews, Christian Christians before hs before him, imprisim, imprisoned with oned with him, and “him, and “prominent prominent among the among theamong the apostlthe apostles” (Rom. es” (Rom. 16:7). All16:7). All early sou early sources attesrces attest Junia ast Junia as female (e female (esp. Jeromesp. Jerome and John  and  and John Cand John Chrysostom)hrysostom). Although. Although the name  the name often appeoften appears in masars in masculine forculine forms in Englms in Engms in English trEnglish translationsanslations, they are, they are unatteste unattested in ancied in ancient times. nt times. The only wThe only woman calleoman called “apostled “ad “apostle” “apostle” in the NT,in the NT, Junia may Junia may have acco have accompanied Jempanied Jesus’ minissus’ ministry, had atry, had a vision of vision of the risen th the risen the risen Lord, a chLord, a charge of soarge of some sort, ame sort, and been amnd been among the reong the restricted lstricted leadership eadership of the Chuofof the Chuof the Church. Paul rch. Paul approved oapproved of her rolef her role, calling , calling her “outsther “outstanding” amanding” among apostlong apostles.esapostlapostles.apostles.apostles.

Probably the wife of Andronicus; member of a husband-wife team who, like Paul, 
were Jews, Christians before him, imprisoned with him, and “prominent among 
the apostles” (Rom. 16:7). All early sources attest Junia as female (esp. Jerome 
and John Chrysostom). Although the name often appears in masculine forms in 
English translations, they are unattested in ancient times. The only woman called 
“apostle” in the NT, Junia may have accompanied Jesus’ ministry, had a vision of 
the risen Lord, a charge of some sort, and been among the restricted leadership 
of the Church. Paul approved of her role, calling her “outstanding” among 
apostles.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. BrootenB. Brooten, “‘Junia , “‘Junia . . . Outs. . . Outstanding amtanding among the Apong the Apostles’ (Rostles’ (Romans 16:7om(R(Romans 16(Romans 16:7),” in :7),” in Women PrieWomen Priests,sts, ed. L. Sw ed. L. Swidler and idler and A. SwidlerA. Swidler (New York (New York, 1977), 1, 1977),, 1977), 1411977), 141–44.–44.–44.

Bibliography. B. Brooten, “‘Junia . . . Outstanding among the Apostles’ 
(Romans 16:7),” in Women Priests, ed. L. Swidler and A. Swidler (New York, 
1977), 141–44.
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JUSHAB-HESJUSHAB-HESEDED (Heb.  (Heb. yu®sûab� hyu®sûab� h�esed��esed�)))

JUSHAB-HESED (Heb. yu®sûab� h�esed� )

A son of ZA son of Zerubbabel erubbabel (1 Chr. 3:(1 Chr. 3:20).20).

A son of Zerubbabel (1 Chr. 3:20).

JUST, JUSTJUST, JUSTICEICEICE

JUST, JUSTICE

In a philoIn a philosophical ssophical sense, justense, justice is undice is understood aserstood as fairness, fairness, correct t correct treatment, reatment, or equitabor eqor equitable equitable distributidistribution of resoon of resources, buturces, but biblical  biblical justice isjustice is more than more than a mathema a mathematical disttical mathemamathematicmathematical distribal distribution of gution of goods. The oods. The Bible speaBible speaks of justks of justice as a cice as a chief attrihief attribute of Gobute obute of God, wiof God, with biblicath biblical justice l justice inextricabinextricably tied toly tied to God’s mer God’s mercy and grocy and grounded in tunded in the relatiohe rhe relationshrelationship betweenip between God and h God and humankind. umankind. From the tFrom the time of theime of the wildernes wilderness wanderins wandes wanderingswanderings when the  when the Hebrew peoHebrew people were gple were given ethiciven ethical instrucal instructions aboutions about their trt their tt their treatment treatment of widows,of widows, orphans,  orphans, and strangand strangers, the pers, the practice ofractice of justice h justice has been unas been understood adeununderstoodunderstood as the mi as the mission of tssion of those who fhose who follow Yahwollow Yahweh.eh.eh.

In a philosophical sense, justice is understood as fairness, correct treatment, or 
equitable distribution of resources, but biblical justice is more than a 
mathematical distribution of goods. The Bible speaks of justice as a chief attribute 
of God, with biblical justice inextricably tied to God’s mercy and grounded in the 
relationship between God and humankind. From the time of the wilderness 
wanderings when the Hebrew people were given ethical instructions about their 
treatment of widows, orphans, and strangers, the practice of justice has been 
understood as the mission of those who follow Yahweh.

�The biblicThe biblical traditial tradition is alivon is alive with exae with examples of mmples of men and women and women who broen who brought justiught jught justice tojustice to situation situations of oppres of oppression and ssion and injustice.injustice. From Debo From Deborah, the prah, the prophet androphet and judge who ju judge who judge who administeradministered justiceed justice, to the 8, to the 8th-centuryth-century prophets  prophets who calledwho called Israel an Israel and Judah tod anand Judah and Judah to act justo act justly towardtly toward the poor  the poor and oppresand oppressed, to Jesed, to Jesus who desus who demonstratedmonstratededemonstratdemonstrated the cened the centrality oftrality of justice t justice through hishrough his words and words and actions,  actions, biblical ibiblical images of jmageiimages of images of justice ofjustice offer a windfer a window to God’ow to God’s responses response to injust to injustice.ice.ice.

The biblical tradition is alive with examples of men and women who brought 
justice to situations of oppression and injustice. From Deborah, the prophet and 
judge who administered justice, to the 8th-century prophets who called Israel 
and Judah to act justly toward the poor and oppressed, to Jesus who 
demonstrated the centrality of justice through his words and actions, biblical 
images of justice offer a window to God’s response to injustice.

�Both Both s�eïd�aœqas�eïd�aœqa®® and  and misûpaœt�,misûpaœt�, Hebrew wo Hebrew words for “rrds for “righteousneighteousness” and “jss”“righteousne“righteous“righteousness” and ness” and “justice,”“justice,” can be un can be understood iderstood in legalistn legalistic terms. ic terms. Heb. Heb. s�eïd�aœqas�eïd�s�eïd�aœqas�eïd�aœqa®® can refer can refer to ethica to ethical and moral and moral standardl standards or equals or equality of allity of all people be people people befpeople before the laore the law. Likewisw. Likewise, e, misûpaœt�misûpaœt� can refer can refer to law, t to law, the processhe process of decidi of dec of deciding adeciding a case in c case in civil or reivil or religious goligious government, vernment, execution execution of a judgmof a judgment, or rient, or rights of anghts rirights of rights of an individan individual under ual under civil or rcivil or religious leligious law.aw.aw.

Both s�eïd�aœqa®  and misûpaœt�,  Hebrew words for 
“righteousness” and “justice,” can be understood in legalistic terms. Heb. 
s�eïd�aœqa®  can refer to ethical and moral standards or equality of all 
people before the law. Likewise, misûpaœt�  can refer to law, the process of 
deciding a case in civil or religious government, execution of a judgment, or 
rights of an individual under civil or religious law.

�Heb. Heb. s�eïd�aœqas�eïd�aœqa®® and  and misûpaœt�,misûpaœt�, as also G as also Gk. k. diíkeädiíkeä and  and dikaiosyéndikaiosyédikaiosyéndikaiosyéneä,eä, often are often are translate translated as “judgd as “judgment” and ment” and “righteous“righteousness,” worness,” words not nords nods not normalnot normally associaly associated today ted today with justiwith justice. Howevece. However, with rer, with reference toference to a situati a situation of oppronsituatisituation situation of oppressof oppression or injion or injustice, thustice, their importeir importance to thance to the OT and Ne OT and NT concept T concept of justiceoof justiceof justice is clear. is clear.

Heb. s�eïd�aœqa®  and misûpaœt�,  as also Gk. diíkeä and 



dikaiosyéneä, often are translated as “judgment” and “righteousness,” words 
not normally associated today with justice. However, with reference to a 
situation of oppression or injustice, their importance to the OT and NT concept 
of justice is clear.

�Justice isJustice is rooted in rooted in God’s cha God’s character (Isracter (Isa. 5:16; Da. 5:16; Deut. 32:4)eut. 32:4), and just, and justice is whaice is what God demat whawhat God dwhat God demands of emands of followers followers (16:20). A(16:20). A central c central concept is oncept is that the jthat the justice of ustice of a communita ca community community is measureis measured by theird by their treatment treatment of the po of the poor and oppor and oppressed (Isressed (Isa. 1:16-17a. 1:16-17a. 1:16-17; 31:16-17; 3:15). Alth:15). Although the mough the message of essage of justice isjustice is woven thr woven throughout thoughout the Bible, te Bible, the prophethetthe prophethe prophets especiats especially issuedlly issued a strong  a strong call for tcall for the covenanhe covenant communitt community to recogy to recognize God anirecogrecognize recognize God as theGod as the God of ju God of justice and stice and to repent to repent of their iof their injustice. njustice. Their primTheir primary messagaryprimprimary meprimary message can ssage can be summaribe summarized in thezed in the words of  words of Mic. 6:8: Mic. 6:8: “What does“What does the Lord  the Lor the Lord requiLord require of you re of you but to do but to do justice, ajustice, and to lovend to love kindness, kindness, and to wa and to walk humbly lk humbly with your wiwith your with your God?”God?”God?”

Justice is rooted in God’s character (Isa. 5:16; Deut. 32:4), and justice is 
what God demands of followers (16:20). A central concept is that the justice of a 
community is measured by their treatment of the poor and oppressed (Isa. 
1:16-17; 3:15). Although the message of justice is woven throughout the Bible, 
the prophets especially issued a strong call for the covenant community to 
recognize God as the God of justice and to repent of their injustice. Their 
primary message can be summarized in the words of Mic. 6:8: “What does the 
Lord require of you but to do justice, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly 
with your God?”

�The JubileThe Jubilee traditioe tradition in Lev. n in Lev. 25 reflect25 reflects Israel’ss Israel’s understan understanding of Goding of God’s demandd’s demandd’s demands fodemands for justice r justice in the midin the midst of an ust of an unjust socinjust society. Intenety. Intended to be ded to be observed eobserved every 50 yevereevery 50 yevery 50 years, the ears, the Jubilee inJubilee incorporatedcorporated Sabbath Y Sabbath Year practiear practices of theces of the Covenant  Covenant code and tcocode and tcode and the Deuterohe Deuteronomic codenomic code, providin, providing for landg for land to lie fa to lie fallow and illow and indentured ndentured servants tsservants tservants to be set fo be set free every ree every seven yearseven years. During s. During the Jubilethe Jubilee Year, dee Year, debts would bts would be forgivebe be forgivebe forgiven and landn and lands sold becs sold because of inause of indebtednessdebtedness would be  would be returned treturned to the origo the original ownerinorigoriginal ooriginal owners. Forwners. For agrarian  agrarian societies societies like Israelike Israel, return l, return of land anof land and forgivend forgiveness of debess of ess of debts aof debts amounted tomounted to economic  economic restructurrestructuring of socing of society. Undeiety. Undergirding trgirding the Jubileehe Jubilee Year is t Y Year is thYear is the biblicale biblical principle principle of redres of redress that cors that corrects pastrects past wrongs to wrongs to approxima approximate equalitte ete equality aequality and restorend restores the humas the human communitn community to wholey to wholeness.ness.ness.

The Jubilee tradition in Lev. 25 reflects Israel’s understanding of God’s 
demands for justice in the midst of an unjust society. Intended to be observed 
every 50 years, the Jubilee incorporated Sabbath Year practices of the Covenant 
code and the Deuteronomic code, providing for land to lie fallow and indentured 
servants to be set free every seven years. During the Jubilee Year, debts would 
be forgiven and lands sold because of indebtedness would be returned to the 
original owners. For agrarian societies like Israel, return of land and forgiveness 
of debts amounted to economic restructuring of society. Undergirding the Jubilee 
Year is the biblical principle of redress that corrects past wrongs to approximate 
equality and restores the human community to wholeness.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. C. BircB. C. Birch, h, Let JusticLet Justice Roll Dowe Roll Downn (Louisvil (Louisville, 1991);le, 1991); S. C. Mot S. C. Mott, t,MotMott, Mott, Biblical EBiblical Ethics and thics and Social ChaSocial Changenge (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1982).1982).1982).

Bibliography. B. C. Birch, Let Justice Roll Down (Louisville, 1991); S. C. 
Mott, Biblical Ethics and Social Change (Oxford, 1982).
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JUSTIFICATJUSTIFICATIONIONION

JUSTIFICATION

English BiEnglish Bibles rendebles render Heb. r Heb. s�dqs�dq and Gk.  and Gk. dikaiouíndikaiouín as both “ as both “just, justjust, justice, justiice, justify” and “rfy” justijustify” ajustify” and “right,nd “right, righteous righteous(ness), ri(ness), rightwise.” ghtwise.” RighteousnRighteousness/justifess/justification laication language occnguage lalanguage olanguage occurs moreccurs more than 800  than 800 times in ttimes in the OT and he OT and NT.NT.NT.

English Bibles render Heb. s�dq  and Gk. dikaiouín as both “just, justice, 
justify” and “right, righteous(ness), rightwise.” Righteousness/justification 
language occurs more than 800 times in the OT and NT.

�Both the HBoth the Hebrew and ebrew and Greek can Greek can denote seldenote self-justificf-justification, seeation, seeking to puking to put oneself t onest oneself “ioneself “in the righn the right.” Job “jt.” Job “justified hustified himself ratimself rather than Gher than God” (Job 3od” (Job 32:2; cf. 32:2; cf. 33:32; 9:2)3:32; 9:3:32; 9:2). The 9:2). The setting ofsetting of such atte such attempts may bmpts may be a lawsuie a lawsuit, involvit, involving God andng God and the natio the nations (Isa. 4ns nationations (Inations (Isa. 43:9) sa. 43:9) or Israel or Israel (43:26); t(43:26); then it wilhen it will be shownl be shown that God  that God is righteois righteous (45:21,us (45us (45:21, 24(45:21, 24). The law). The lawyer in Lukyer in Luke 10:29 wae 10:29 wanted “to jnted “to justify himustify himself” by aself” by asking Jesusking Jesus, “Who iss, “s, “Who is my“Who is my neighbor? neighbor?” Money-lo” Money-loving Phariving Pharisees are ssees are said to tryaid to try to justif to justify themselvy themselves in the ethemselvthemselvesthemselves in the si in the sight of othght of other people er people (Luke 16:1(Luke 16:15).5).5).

Both the Hebrew and Greek can denote self-justification, seeking to put 
oneself “in the right.” Job “justified himself rather than God” (Job 32:2; cf. 33:32; 
9:2). The setting of such attempts may be a lawsuit, involving God and the 
nations (Isa. 43:9) or Israel (43:26); then it will be shown that God is righteous 
(45:21, 24). The lawyer in Luke 10:29 wanted “to justify himself” by asking Jesus, 
“Who is my neighbor?” Money-loving Pharisees are said to try to justify 
themselves in the sight of other people (Luke 16:15).

�A further A further applicatioapplication is the jn is the justificatiustification of God.on of God. In the Lo In the Lord’s speecrd’s speech to Job fh to Job from the whrffrom the wfrom the whirlwind thirlwind the issue ihe issue is theodicys theodicy or defens or defense of God’se of God’s ways to m ways to mortals (Joortals (Job 40:8; cfb (Jo(Job 40:8;(Job 40:8; cf. Gen.  cf. Gen. 18:25; Ps.18:25; Ps. 37:5-6, 2 37:5-6, 28-34; Jer.8-34; Jer. 12:1; Eze 12:1; Ezek. 18, espk. 18, esp. vv. 25–2. vv. 25–29). In the9). In th9). In the NT wisthe NT wisdom is jusdom is justified by tified by her deeds her deeds (Matt. 11:(Matt. 11:19) or chi19) or children (Lukldren (Luke 7:35; Ree 7:35; Rev. 15:3-4;v. ReRev. 15:3-Rev. 15:3-4; 16:5-7;4; 16:5-7; 19:2). Pa 19:2). Paul frequenul frequently defendtly defends God’s jus God’s judgments (2dgments (2 Thess. 1: Thess. 1:5; cf. Rom5; c5; cf. Rom. 2cf. Rom. 2:5-11; 9:1:5-11; 9:19-24) and 9-24) and ways of saways of salvation (Rlvation (Rom. 3:4-6)om. 3:4-6). Indeed, . Indeed, Romans conRomans contains a vitconcontains acontains a vindicati vindication of how,on of how, given God given God’s plan wi’s plan with Israel,th Israel, salvation salvation has come  has come to the Gento tto the Gentilthe Gentiles (3:28–3es (3:28–30; 9:24, 30; 9:24, 30; 15:8–120; 15:8–12) and a re) and a rebuke againbuke against Gentilest Gentile Christian Christian presumptu pr presumptuopresumptuousness whiusness which counts ch counts Israel outIsrael out (11:11–24 (11:11–24).).).

A further application is the justification of God. In the Lord’s speech to Job 
from the whirlwind the issue is theodicy or defense of God’s ways to mortals 



(Job 40:8; cf. Gen. 18:25; Ps. 37:5-6, 28-34; Jer. 12:1; Ezek. 18, esp. vv. 25–29). In 
the NT wisdom is justified by her deeds (Matt. 11:19) or children (Luke 7:35; 
Rev. 15:3-4; 16:5-7; 19:2). Paul frequently defends God’s judgments (2 Thess. 1:5; 
cf. Rom. 2:5-11; 9:19-24) and ways of salvation (Rom. 3:4-6). Indeed, Romans 
contains a vindication of how, given God’s plan with Israel, salvation has come to 
the Gentiles (3:28–30; 9:24, 30; 15:8–12) and a rebuke against Gentile Christian 
presumptuousness which counts Israel out (11:11–24).

�Paul’s jusPaul’s justificationtification of God is of God is inseparab inseparably relatedly related to his ma to his major theme,jor theme, especiall especially in Romanyespeciallespeciallyespecially in Romans in Romans, of the j, of the justificatiustification of the on of the ungodly, tungodly, to whom faio whom faith is reckth is reckoned as rionedreckreckoned areckoned as righteous righteousness (Romsness (Rom. 4:5).. 4:5).. 4:5).

Paul’s justification of God is inseparably related to his major theme, 
especially in Romans, of the justification of the ungodly, to whom faith is 
reckoned as righteousness (Rom. 4:5).

�Specific rSpecific references eferences to justifito justification refcation reflect pre-Plect pre-Pauline conauline confessional fessional slogans abslogans about Jesus’ouababout Jesuabout Jesus’ death as’ death and resurrend resurrection resuction resulting in “lting in “our justifour justification” (ication” (Rom. 4:25)Rom. 4:25), brought , bro, brought hobrought home to belime to believers as severs as sanctificatanctification-justifion-justification viication via baptism,a baptism, into Chri into Christ, with tst, wist, with the Swith the Spirit (1 Cpirit (1 Cor. 6:11).or. 6:11). Paul’s wa Paul’s was an aposts an apostolic “miniolic “ministry of justry of justificatiostification” (2 Cor.n” (2 Cn” (2 Cor. 3:9),Cor. 3:9), for Jew a for Jew and Gentilend Gentile both, i.e both, i.e., all the., all the world (Ro world (Rom. 1:16; 2m. 1:16; 2:9-10; 9:2:9-10; 9:24; 10:12; 4; 10:14; 10:12; 1 C10:12; 1 Cor. 12:13)or. 12:13). From his. From his own exper own experience and ience and study of Sstudy of Scripture (cripture (esp. Gen. esp. Gen. 15:6; Ps. 115:6; Ps. 15:6; Ps. 143:2; Hab143:2; Hab. 2:4), th. 2:4), the principle principle emerged e emerged that “no othat “no one is justne is justified befoified before God by re Gore God by theGod by the law” but  law” but rather by rather by faith (Galfaith (Gal. 3:6-14; . 3:6-14; cf. Rom. 3cf. Rom. 3:20, 28) a:20, 28) and that Gond that God’s blessid’s GoGod’s blesGod’s blessing, spoksing, spoken to Abraen to Abraham, comesham, comes to Gentil to Gentiles withoutes without their bei their being circumcng circumcng circumcisecircumcised or perfod or performing otherming other “works or “works of the law”f the law” (Rom. 4)  (Rom. 4) that were that were part of Ispart of Israel’s iderIsIsrael’s iIsrael’s identity madentity markers for rkers for remaining remaining in the Sinin the Sinai covenanai covenant. Paul’s t. Paul’s oppositionopposition to such “ to su to such “covesuch “covenantal nomnantal nomism” or foism” or focus on thecus on the Law broug Law brought him intht him into conflicto conflict with Ceph with Cep with Cephas andCephas and “people f “people from James”rom James” in Antioc in Antioch and thenh and then into a st into a struggle witruggle with such vieh such views in Galawvieviews in Gviews in Galatia (Gaalatia (Gal. 2:15-21l. 2:15-21; cf. 5:4–; cf. 5:4–5).5).5).

Specific references to justification reflect pre-Pauline confessional slogans 
about Jesus’ death and resurrection resulting in “our justification” (Rom. 4:25), 
brought home to believers as sanctification-justification via baptism, into Christ, 
with the Spirit (1 Cor. 6:11). Paul’s was an apostolic “ministry of justification” (2 
Cor. 3:9), for Jew and Gentile both, i.e., all the world (Rom. 1:16; 2:9-10; 9:24; 
10:12; 1 Cor. 12:13). From his own experience and study of Scripture (esp. Gen. 
15:6; Ps. 143:2; Hab. 2:4), the principle emerged that “no one is justified before 
God by the law” but rather by faith (Gal. 3:6-14; cf. Rom. 3:20, 28) and that 
God’s blessing, spoken to Abraham, comes to Gentiles without their being 
circumcised or performing other “works of the law” (Rom. 4) that were part of 
Israel’s identity markers for remaining in the Sinai covenant. Paul’s opposition to 
such “covenantal nomism” or focus on the Law brought him into conflict with 
Cephas and “people from James” in Antioch and then into a struggle with such 
views in Galatia (Gal. 2:15-21; cf. 5:4–5).

�In Romans In Romans Paul unfolPaul unfolded the goded the gospel for aspel for a community community he had no he had not founded,t founded, precisely pre precisely precisely in terms oin terms of this bibf this biblical mastlical master theme, er theme, the rightethe righteousness ousness (dikaiosyé(dikaiosyéneä)neä(dikaiosyé(dikaiosyé(dikaiosyéneä)neä) of God (R of God (Rom. 1:16-1om. 1:16-17). Only a7). Only after presefter presenting Gentnting Gentiles and Jiles and Jews alike ews aews alike undealike under God’s jur God’s judgment (Rodgment (Rom. 1:18-3:m. 1:18-3:20) and a 20) and a reference reference to “the juto “the justice of Gstice of God” (3:5, oGGod” (3:5,God” (3:5, God as Ju God as Judge), doesdge), does Paul in 3 Paul in 3:22, 24–26:22, 24–26 set forth set forth our being our being justified justified by God’s  by G by God’s gracGod’s grace through e through faith in Jfaith in Jesus. The esus. The sacrificiasacrificial death ofl death of Christ ex Christ explains howplains how God remai God God remainGod remains just whis just while expiatile expiating sins. Jng sins. Justificatiustification is not on is not merely an merely an initial stinitial step toward ep towaep toward saltoward salvation, invation, in the belie the believer’s pastver’s past, but also, but also involves  involves future vinfuture vindication adication and living nd livinnd living outliving out the exper the experience in tience in the presenthe present (Rom. 5:1 (Rom. 5:1; cf. 2:13; cf. 2:13; 3:20, 24; 3:20, 24). Justifi). Justification is cation iscation is the fouis the foundation fondation for carryingr carrying out God’s out God’s will in d will in daily life aily life by serviceby service to others to others, in churc, in chu, in church andchurch and world (Ro world (Rom. 12:1-2)m. 12:1-2), includin, including “whateveg “whatever is just”r is just” (Phil. 4: (Phil. 4:8).8).8).

In Romans Paul unfolded the gospel for a community he had not founded, 
precisely in terms of this biblical master theme, the righteousness 
(dikaiosyéneä) of God (Rom. 1:16-17). Only after presenting Gentiles and Jews 
alike under God’s judgment (Rom. 1:18-3:20) and a reference to “the justice of 
God” (3:5, God as Judge), does Paul in 3:22, 24–26 set forth our being justified by 
God’s grace through faith in Jesus. The sacrificial death of Christ explains how 
God remains just while expiating sins. Justification is not merely an initial step 
toward salvation, in the believer’s past, but also involves future vindication and 
living out the experience in the present (Rom. 5:1; cf. 2:13; 3:20, 24). Justification 
is the foundation for carrying out God’s will in daily life by service to others, in 
church and world (Rom. 12:1-2), including “whatever is just” (Phil. 4:8).

�For Paul, For Paul, justificatjustification is theion is the prime eff prime effect of theect of the Christ ev Christ event, a metent, a metaphor of saphor of salvation aassalvation salvation along withalong with “particip “participation ‘in ation ‘in Christ’” aChrist’” and the gifnd the gift of the St of the Spirit. Thipirit. This theme mus theme s theme musttheme must be consid be considered alongered along with the  with the related worelated word fields rd fields of “grace”of “grace” and “fait and “faith” as wellh”“fait“faith” as“faith” as well as,  well as, in Englishin English, “righteo, “righteousness.” Jusness.” Jas. 2:14-2as. 2:14-26 suggests6 suggests how promi how prominent justinent jnent justificatjustification was inion was in the NT pe the NT period and hriod and how Paul’s ow Paul’s view couldview could be misund be misunderstood, eerstood, even by hisveeven by hieven by his followers followers. James fs. James follows conollows contemporary temporary Jewish exeJewish exegesis of Ggesis of Gen. 15:6 ben. 15:6 by combininybby combiniby combining it withng it with Gen. 22 ( Gen. 22 (the sacrifthe sacrifice of Isaice of Isaac), an efac), an effort by a fort by a later (Jewlater (Jewish) Chrisish) Chish) Christian Christian to correctto correct a view of a view of justifica justification that tion that lacks the lacks the obedience obedience of faith (of faith (Rom. 1:5) Rom. 1Rom. 1:5) expre1:5) expressed in hessed in help for othlp for others (as Paers (as Paul insisteul insisted in Gal. d in Gal. 5:6; Rom. 5:6; Rom. 13:8-10).13:8-10).13:8-10).

For Paul, justification is the prime effect of the Christ event, a metaphor of 
salvation along with “participation ‘in Christ’” and the gift of the Spirit. This 
theme must be considered along with the related word fields of “grace” and 
“faith” as well as, in English, “righteousness.” Jas. 2:14-26 suggests how prominent 
justification was in the NT period and how Paul’s view could be misunderstood, 



even by his followers. James follows contemporary Jewish exegesis of Gen. 15:6 
by combining it with Gen. 22 (the sacrifice of Isaac), an effort by a later (Jewish) 
Christian to correct a view of justification that lacks the obedience of faith (Rom. 
1:5) expressed in help for others (as Paul insisted in Gal. 5:6; Rom. 13:8-10).

�OT and NT OT and NT understandunderstandings of juings of justificatiostification stand ofn stand often in cloten in close connectse connection with “ion wition with “judgwith “judgment.” Indment.” Indeed, “righeed, “righteousness”teousness” ( (s�eïd�aœqas�eïd�aœqa®®) and “jus) and “justice” (tice” (misûpaœt�misûp((misûpaœt�(misûpaœt�) can be u) can be used in synsed in synonymous paonymous parallelism rallelism (Amos 5:24(Amos 5:24; Isa. 11:; Isa. 11:4). The co4). The4). The connecThe connection betwetion between justifien justification andcation and justice h justice has been maas been made in libede in liberation theration theology.olothetheology.theology.theology.

OT and NT understandings of justification stand often in close connection 
with “judgment.” Indeed, “righteousness” (s�eïd�aœqa® ) and “justice” 
(misûpaœt� ) can be used in synonymous parallelism (Amos 5:24; Isa. 11:4). 
The connection between justification and justice has been made in liberation 
theology.

�SeeSee  RIGHTEOUSNRIGHTEOUSNESS.ESS.ESS.

See RIGHTEOUSNESS.
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JUSTUSJUSTUS (Gk.  (Gk. IouístosIouístos)))

JUSTUS (Gk. Iouístos)

�1.1. Surname o Surname of Joseph Bf Joseph Barsabbas, arsabbas, unsuccessfunsuccessful candidaul candidate for apote for apostleship (stleship (Acts 1:23)Acts ((Acts 1:23(Acts 1:23).).).

1. Surname of Joseph Barsabbas, unsuccessful candidate for apostleship 
(Acts 1:23).

�2.2. Titius (o Titius (or Titus) Jr Titus) Justus, a “ustus, a “worshipperworshipper of God” i of God” in Corinth n Corinth whose homewhose home was next  wa was next twas next to the synao the synagogue and gogue and open to Chopen to Christians, ristians, and with wand with whom Paul lhom Paul lodged (Actodged (Acodged (Acts 18:7(Acts 18:7).).).

2. Titius (or Titus) Justus, a “worshipper of God” in Corinth whose home 
was next to the synagogue and open to Christians, and with whom Paul lodged 
(Acts 18:7).

�3.3. Jesus Jus Jesus Justus, one “tus, one “of the cirof the circumcision”cumcision” (a fellow (a fellow Jew or me Jew or member of thmber of the circumcie circe circumcisicircumcision party) on party) and “felloand “fellow worker” w worker” with Paul with Paul who sent gwho sent greetings treetings to Colossaeo Colossae (Col. 4:1 ColossaeColossae (Colossae (Col. 4:11)Col. 4:11). His is t. His is the only nahe only name in the me in the paragraph paragraph that does that does not appearnot appear in Philem in in Philemoin Philemon. With Man. With Mark he has rk he has been a combeen a comfort (Gk. fort (Gk. pareägoriípareägoriíaa) to Paul,) to Paul, a strong  a stron a strong terstrong term found inm found in medical c medical contexts inontexts in the sense the sense of “assua of “assuaging” or “ging” or “alleviatinalleviating” and on g” ag” and on tomand on tombstones anbstones and in condod in condolence lettlence letters.ers.ers.

3. Jesus Justus, one “of the circumcision” (a fellow Jew or member of the 
circumcision party) and “fellow worker” with Paul who sent greetings to 
Colossae (Col. 4:11). His is the only name in the paragraph that does not appear 
in Philemon. With Mark he has been a comfort (Gk. pareägoriía) to Paul, a 
strong term found in medical contexts in the sense of “assuaging” or “alleviating” 
and on tombstones and in condolence letters.

Bonnie ThuBonnie Thurstonrston

Bonnie Thurston

JUTTAHJUTTAH (Heb.  (Heb. yut�t�a®yut�t�a®)))

JUTTAH (Heb. yut�t�a® )

A village A village in tribal in tribal Judah (JosJudah (Josh. 15:55),h. 15:55), designate designated a levitid a levitical city (cal city (21:16). Lo21:16). Located in tcated in tcated in the hill cthe hill country S oountry S of Hebron, f Hebron, Juttah mayJuttah may have been have been the “city the “city of Judah” of Judah” to which  to which Mary traveMaMary traveMary traveled (Luke led (Luke 1:39). The1:39). The site is i site is identified dentified with moderwith modern n Yat�t�aœYat�t�aœ (158095), (158095 (158095), (158095), 9 km. (5.69 km. (5.6 mi.) S of mi.) S of Hebron. Hebron. Hebron.

A village in tribal Judah (Josh. 15:55), designated a levitical city (21:16). Located in 
the hill country S of Hebron, Juttah may have been the “city of Judah” to which 
Mary traveled (Luke 1:39). The site is identified with modern Yat�t�aœ  
(158095), 9 km. (5.6 mi.) S of Hebron.
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KABKAB (Heb.  (Heb. qab�qab�)))

KAB (Heb. qab� )

A unit of A unit of measuremenmeasurement for dry t for dry wares and wares and liquids (2liquids (2 Kgs. 6:5; Kgs. 6:5; from Egyp from Egyp. . kbkb[?]). The [?]). The[?]). The MishnaThe Mishnah recognizh recognizes the kabes the kab as one si as one sixth of a sxth of a seah, an eieah, an eighteenth oghteenth of an ephahf an ephah, or ca. 1, o, or ca. 1.2or ca. 1.2 l. (1.3 l l. (1.3 liquid qt.)iquid qt.). Accordin. According to Josepg to Josephus (hus (Ant.Ant. 9.4.4), a 9.4.4), a kab would kab would equal ca. equal ca equal ca. 1.91 lca. 1.91 l. (2 qt.).. (2 qt.).

A unit of measurement for dry wares and liquids (2 Kgs. 6:5; from Egyp. kb[?]). 
The Mishnah recognizes the kab as one sixth of a seah, an eighteenth of an ephah, 
or ca. 1.2 l. (1.3 liquid qt.). According to Josephus (Ant. 9.4.4), a kab would equal 
ca. 1.91 l. (2 qt.).

KABZEELKABZEEL (Heb.  (Heb. qab�s�eï}eqab�s�eï}eäläl)))

KABZEEL (Heb. qab�s�eï}eäl )

A city in A city in southern Jsouthern Judah, nearudah, near the borde the border of Edom r of Edom (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:21), the h21), the home of Benome of Benaiah, one aBenBenaiah, oBenaiah, one of Davine of David’s warriod’s warriors (2 Sam.rs (2 Sam. 23:20 = 1 23:20 = 1 Chr. 11:2 Chr. 11:22). Follow2). Following the Exing the Exile it wasileExExile it wExile it was resettlas resettled under ted under the name Jehe name Jekabzeel (Nkabzeel (Neh. 11:25)eh. 11:25). The site. The site may be id may be identified wenididentifiedidentified with mode with modern Khirbetrn Khirbet Gharreh/T Gharreh/Tell ell {Ira{Ira (148071), (148071), near Wadi near Wadi Mishash c Mishash ca. 21 km. a.cca. 21 km.ca. 21 km. (13 mi.)  (13 mi.) NE of BeerNE of Beer-sheba.-sheba.

A city in southern Judah, near the border of Edom (Josh. 15:21), the home of 
Benaiah, one of David’s warriors (2 Sam. 23:20 = 1 Chr. 11:22). Following the 
Exile it was resettled under the name Jekabzeel (Neh. 11:25). The site may be 
identified with modern Khirbet Gharreh/Tell {Ira (148071), near Wadi Mishash 
ca. 21 km. (13 mi.) NE of Beer-sheba.

KADESHKADESH (Heb.  (Heb. qaœd�eäsûqaœd�eäsû), ), KADESH-BARKADESH-BARNEA (NEA (qaœd�eäsû qaœd�eäsû barneäa{barnebarneäa{barneäa{)))

KADESH (Heb. qaœd�eäsû ), KADESH-BARNEA (qaœd�eäsû 
barneäa{)

�1.1. Kadesh-ba Kadesh-barnea, a sirnea, a site in the te in the northern Snorthern Sinai (the inai (the wildernesswilderness of Zin; N of Zin; Num. 20:1; um. 20um. 20:1; 33:320:1; 33:36) where I6) where Israel encasrael encamped at lemped at least twice ast twice in their win their wanderings.anderings. In the na In the narrative ofrrananarrative narrative of Chedorlof Chedorlaomer’s caaomer’s campaign intmpaign into southerno southern Canaan, K Canaan, Kadesh is cadesh is called En-malled En-malled En-misphatEn-misphat, “spring , “spring of judgmenof judgment” (Gen. 1t” (Gen. 14:7). It w4:7). It was near Kaas near Kadesh that desh that Hagar receHagar received God’sivrecereceived Greceived God’s promiod’s promise of Ishmse of Ishmael’s birtael’s birth (Gen. 16h (Gen. 16:11-14). M:11-14). Moses sent oses sent the spies the spies from Kadesfrfrom Kadesfrom Kadesh to reconh to reconnoiter Cannoiter Canaan, but taan, but their reporheir report destroyet destroyed Israel’sd Israel’s resolve t resolve to take theotto take thto take the land (Nue land (Num. 13-14; m. 13-14; Deut. 1:19Deut. 1:19). For the). For their lack ofir lack of faith, Go faith, God sentenced sentenced Israel td Isd Israel to Israel to 40 years o40 years of wanderinf wandering, which eg, which eventually ventually found Israfound Israel back atel back at Kadesh-ba Kadesh-barnea. It wrneKadesh-baKadesh-barKadesh-barnea. It wanea. It was also at s also at Kadesh thaKadesh that Moses’ st Moses’ sister Miriister Miriam died anam died and was burid was buried (Num. 2eburiburied (Nuburied (Num. 20:1) am. 20:1) and there Ind there Israel compsrael complained agalained again about tin about their lack heir lack of water (of water (vv. 2–10).vv.((vv. 2–10)(vv. 2–10). At Kades. At Kadesh, Moses dh, Moses disobeyed Gisobeyed God by striod by striking the rking the rock with hock with his staff tis staff to bring foo bo bring fortbring forth water rah water rather than ther than speaking tspeaking to it as Goo it as God had commd had commanded; thianded; this insubords insubordination chiinsubordinsubordininsubordination checation checked Moses’ked Moses’ entry int entry into Canaan (o Canaan (Num. 20:2-Num. 20:2-13). The s13). The site eventuite eventite eventuallyeventually served as served as a landmar a landmark for the k for the southern bsouthern border of Jorder of Judah (Joshudah (Josh. 15:1-3; . 15:1-3; cf. v. 23,cf. cf. v. 23,cf. v. 23, “Kedesh”) “Kedesh”)...

1. Kadesh-barnea, a site in the northern Sinai (the wilderness of Zin; Num. 
20:1; 33:36) where Israel encamped at least twice in their wanderings. In the 
narrative of Chedorlaomer’s campaign into southern Canaan, Kadesh is called 
En-misphat, “spring of judgment” (Gen. 14:7). It was near Kadesh that Hagar 
received God’s promise of Ishmael’s birth (Gen. 16:11-14). Moses sent the spies 
from Kadesh to reconnoiter Canaan, but their report destroyed Israel’s resolve 
to take the land (Num. 13-14; Deut. 1:19). For their lack of faith, God sentenced 
Israel to 40 years of wandering, which eventually found Israel back at 
Kadesh-barnea. It was also at Kadesh that Moses’ sister Miriam died and was 
buried (Num. 20:1) and there Israel complained again about their lack of water 
(vv. 2–10). At Kadesh, Moses disobeyed God by striking the rock with his staff to 
bring forth water rather than speaking to it as God had commanded; this 



insubordination checked Moses’ entry into Canaan (Num. 20:2-13). The site 
eventually served as a landmark for the southern border of Judah (Josh. 15:1-3; 
cf. v. 23, “Kedesh”).

�{Ain{Ain el-Qudeir el-Qudeirat (096006at (096006), the sit), the site identifie identified as Kadeed as Kadesh-barnea,sh-barnea, does not  does not always mesalwalways mesalways mesh with theh with the biblical  biblical texts. Wortexts. Working in paking in part upon thrt upon the identifie identification by cation by Nathaniel NatNathaniel Nathaniel Schmidt, CSchmidt, C. Leonard . Leonard Woolley anWoolley and T. E. Lad T. E. Lawrence (19wrence (1914–1915) c14–1915) confirmed Sonfirmecconfirmed confirmed Schmidt’s Schmidt’s conclusionconclusions. Moshe Ds. Moshe Dothan reexothan reexcavated thcavated the site in e site in 1956, and 1956, and 1956, and Rudolpand Rudolph Cohen inh Cohen in 1972–1982 1972–1982...

{Ain el-Qudeirat (096006), the site identified as Kadesh-barnea, does not 
always mesh with the biblical texts. Working in part upon the identification by 
Nathaniel Schmidt, C. Leonard Woolley and T. E. Lawrence (1914–1915) 
confirmed Schmidt’s conclusions. Moshe Dothan reexcavated the site in 1956, 
and Rudolph Cohen in 1972–1982.

�ExcavationExcavations reveal ts reveal three superhree superimposed foimposed fortresses drtresses dating fromating from the 10th  the 10th to the 7thto theto the 7th-6tthe 7th-6th century h century B.C.B.C., followed, followed by some P by some Persian occersian occupation. Tupation. The 10th-cehe 10th-century fortntury fntury fortress wfortress was a largeas a large oval (ca. oval (ca. 27 m. [88 27 m. [88 ft.] in d ft.] in diameter) wiameter) with casemaith casemate walls. te walls. The ceramiThe ceThe ceramic coceramic collection allection and layout nd layout of the sitof the site suggest e suggest that it wathat it was construcs constructed duringted during Solomon’s Solo Solomon’s Solomon’s reign, proreign, probably as pbably as part of a dart of a defensive lefensive line along ine along Judah’s soJudah’s southern boruthern border. It waderborborder. Itborder. It was likel was likely destroyey destroyed during Sd during Shishak’s chishak’s campaigns iampaigns into Israelnto Israel and Judah and Judah...

Excavations reveal three superimposed fortresses dating from the 10th to 
the 7th-6th century B.C., followed by some Persian occupation. The 10th-century 
fortress was a large oval (ca. 27 m. [88 ft.] in diameter) with casemate walls. The 
ceramic collection and layout of the site suggest that it was constructed during 
Solomon’s reign, probably as part of a defensive line along Judah’s southern 
border. It was likely destroyed during Shishak’s campaigns into Israel and Judah.

�The fortreThe fortress was rebss was rebuilt ca. tuilt ca. two centuriwo centuries later. es later. The new foThe new fortress wasrtress was rectangul rectan rectangularectangular (ca. 60 r (ca. 60 x 40 m.[19x 40 m.[196 x 131 ft6 x 131 ft.]) with s.]) with solid wallsolid walls (ca. 4 m. (ca. 4 m. [13 ft.]  [13 ft.] thick) andthick) athick) and eight and eight projectingprojecting towers al towers along its waong its walls. An ealls. An earth glacisrth glacis and moat  and moat protected protected the fortifthethe fortifthe fortification waication walls. Uzzialls. Uzziah may haveh may have directed  directed the constrthe construction of uction of this fortrthis fortress (2 Chress (2ess (2 Chr. 26(2 Chr. 26:10). It w:10). It was probablas probably destroyey destroyed at the ed at the end of Manand of Manasseh’s reisseh’s reign in the gn in the middle of midmiddle of middle of the 7th cethe 7th century.ntury.ntury.

The fortress was rebuilt ca. two centuries later. The new fortress was 
rectangular (ca. 60 x 40 m.[196 x 131 ft.]) with solid walls (ca. 4 m. [13 ft.] thick) 
and eight projecting towers along its walls. An earth glacis and moat protected 
the fortification walls. Uzziah may have directed the construction of this fortress 
(2 Chr. 26:10). It was probably destroyed at the end of Manasseh’s reign in the 
middle of the 7th century.

�The latestThe latest fortress  fortress was built was built with casemwith casemate walls ate walls and followand followed basicaled basically the samly the saly the same rectasame rectangular plangular plan as the mn as the middle fortiddle fortress. The ress. The glacis andglacis and moat cont moat continued in uinued in use. In these.uuse. In thuse. In the northwese northwestern cornetern corner of the fr of the fortress waortress was a large s a large circular mcircular mudbrick studbrick structure (crucststructure structure (ca. 1.9 m(ca. 1.9 m.[6.3 ft.].[6.3 ft.] in diamet in diameter). This er). This structure structure was filledwas filled with a th with a thick layer ick layeick layer of alayer of ashes and nshes and next to it ext to it were ceramwere ceramic vesselsic vessels, a small , a small incense buincense burner, and rner, and animal bonanimanimal bonanimal bones. This aes. This area may harea may have been a ve been a shrine forshrine for the perso the personnel of thnnel of the site or e site or for the reforfor the refor the region. Cohegion. Cohen suggestsn suggests that this that this fortress  fortress was built was built during theduring the time of J time of Josiah and osiahJJosiah andJosiah and destroyed destroyed during Ne during Nebuchadnezzbuchadnezzar’s campaar’s campaign when hign when he also dese also destroyed Jertroyed Jtroyed Jerusalem.Jerusalem.

The latest fortress was built with casemate walls and followed basically the 
same rectangular plan as the middle fortress. The glacis and moat continued in 
use. In the northwestern corner of the fortress was a large circular mudbrick 
structure (ca. 1.9 m.[6.3 ft.] in diameter). This structure was filled with a thick 
layer of ashes and next to it were ceramic vessels, a small incense burner, and 
animal bones. This area may have been a shrine for the personnel of the site or 
for the region. Cohen suggests that this fortress was built during the time of 
Josiah and destroyed during Nebuchadnezzar’s campaign when he also destroyed 
Jerusalem.

�The excavaThe excavations havetions have produced  produced no evidencno evidence to indice to indicate the prate the presence of esence of a large nua larga large numblarge number of peoper of people at the le at the site durinsite during any perig any period when thod when the Exodus ie Exodus is thought s thought to have octoto have octo have occurred. Sccurred. Scholars havholars have interpree interpreted this pted this problem difroblem differently. ferently. ConservatiConservatives may asveConservatiConservatiConservatives may asves may assert that sert that the identithe identification ification is an errors an error and that  and that Kadesh-barKadesh-barnea shouldneaKadesh-barKadesh-barKadesh-barnea shouldnea should be identi be identified with fied with another, yanother, yet undiscoet undiscovered sitevered site. Others s. Others suggest thaussuggest thsuggest that the bibat the biblical storlical story is an ety is an etiological iological account. Aaccount. A growing n growing number of sumber of scholars sucholasscholars sscholars suggest thauggest that there wat there was no body s no body of people of people who came owho came out of Egyput of Egypt to camp t to campt to camp at Kacamp at Kadesh-barnedesh-barnea and henca and hence no remaie no remains should ns should be expectebe expected.d.d.

The excavations have produced no evidence to indicate the presence of a 
large number of people at the site during any period when the Exodus is thought 
to have occurred. Scholars have interpreted this problem differently. 
Conservatives may assert that the identification is an error and that 
Kadesh-barnea should be identified with another, yet undiscovered site. Others 
suggest that the biblical story is an etiological account. A growing number of 
scholars suggest that there was no body of people who came out of Egypt to 
camp at Kadesh-barnea and hence no remains should be expected.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. Cohen, R. Cohen, “Excavatio“Excavations at Kadens at Kadesh-Barnea,sh-Barnea, 1976–1978 1976–1978,” ,” BABA 44 (1981) 44 44 (1981):44 (1981): 93–107; “ 93–107; “The Iron AThe Iron Age Fortresge Fortresses in theses in the Central N Central Negev,” egev,” BASORBASOR 236 (1979 236 (1 236 (1979): 61(1979): 61–79; –79; Kadesh-barKadesh-barneanea (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1983); m, 1983); M. Dothan,M. Dothan, “The Fort “The Fortress at Karess at Kadesh-BarnedeKaKadesh-BarKadesh-Barnea,” nea,” IEJIEJ 15 (1965) 15 (1965): 134–51.: 134–51.: 134–51.

Bibliography. R. Cohen, “Excavations at Kadesh-Barnea, 1976–1978,” BA 
44 (1981): 93–107; “The Iron Age Fortresses in the Central Negev,” BASOR 236 
(1979): 61–79; Kadesh-barnea (Jerusalem, 1983); M. Dothan, “The Fortress at 



Kadesh-Barnea,” IEJ 15 (1965): 134–51.

�2.2. Kadesh on Kadesh on the Oront the Orontes, modernes, modern Tell  Tell NebiîNebiî Mind (291 Mind (291444) in Sy444) in Syria. Althoria. Although EgyptiuAlthoAlthough EAlthough Egyptian angyptian annals mentinals mention earlieron earlier battles a battles at the sitet the site (e.g., Th (e.g., Thutmose IIIutmose III, Seti I),, Seti, Seti I), tSeti I), the more nohe more notable conftable conflict occurlict occurred ca. 12red ca. 1285 when Ra85 when Rameses II ameses II and the Hitnd the Hittites undetitHitHittites uHittites under Muwatnder Muwatallis fougallis fought near Kaht near Kadesh for cdesh for control of ontrol of Syria. BotSyria. Both sides suh sides suffered badffersusuffered bsuffered badly in thadly in the conflicte conflict and ended and ended it with a it with a treaty wh treaty which has beich has been preserven preserved from boed fed from both from both parties (parties (ANET,ANET, 199–203); 199–203); the Hitti the Hittite versionte version probably  probably preserves preserves the terms the terthe terms moreterms more accuratel accurately. Ramesesy. Rameses portrayed portrayed the battl the battle on severe on several temple al temple carvings icarvings in Egypt.niin Egypt.in Egypt.in Egypt.

2. Kadesh on the Orontes, modern Tell Nebiî Mind (291444) in Syria. 
Although Egyptian annals mention earlier battles at the site (e.g., Thutmose III, 
Seti I), the more notable conflict occurred ca. 1285 when Rameses II and the 
Hittites under Muwatallis fought near Kadesh for control of Syria. Both sides 
suffered badly in the conflict and ended it with a treaty which has been preserved 
from both parties (ANET, 199–203); the Hittite version probably preserves the 
terms more accurately. Rameses portrayed the battle on several temple carvings 
in Egypt.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. H. BreaJ. H. Breasted, ed.,sted, ed.,  Ancient ReAncient Records of Ecords of Egypt,gypt, 5 vols. ( 5 vols. (Chicago, 1Chicago, 1Chicago, 1906–7).1906–7).1906–7).

Bibliography. J. H. Breasted, ed., Ancient Records of Egypt, 5 vols. (Chicago, 
1906–7).

Dale W. MaDale W. Manornor

Dale W. Manor

KADMIELKADMIEL (Heb.  (Heb. qad�miî}eäqad�miî}eäll)))

KADMIEL (Heb. qad�miî}eäl )

The head oThe head of a levitif a levitical familycal family who with  who with his descenhis descendants retudants returned underrned under Zerubbabe Zerubbabel from caplZerubbabeZerubbabelZerubbabel from capt from captivity in Bivity in Babylon (Ezabylon (Ezra 2:40; Nra 2:40; Neh. 7:43; eh. 7:43; 12:8, 24).12:8, 24). He and hi He and his sons sups sos sons supersons supervised thosvised those rebuildie rebuilding the temng the temple (Ezra ple (Ezra 3:9), took3:9), took part in t part in the public he public confessionconfconfessionconfession of sin (N of sin (Neh. 9:4-5)eh. 9:4-5), and sign, and signed the rened the renewed covenewed covenant (10:9[ant (10:9[MT 10]).MT 10]).

The head of a levitical family who with his descendants returned under 
Zerubbabel from captivity in Babylon (Ezra 2:40; Neh. 7:43; 12:8, 24). He and his 
sons supervised those rebuilding the temple (Ezra 3:9), took part in the public 
confession of sin (Neh. 9:4-5), and signed the renewed covenant (10:9[MT 10]).

KADMONITESKADMONITES (Heb.  (Heb. qad�moœniîqad�moœniî)))

KADMONITES (Heb. qad�moœniî )

A people lA people listed amonisted among the pre-g the pre-Israelite Israelite inhabitantinhabitants of Canaas of Canaan (Gen. 15n (Gen. 15:19). The :19). The name (“Easnamname (“Easname (“Easterners”) terners”) probably rprobably represents epresents the same pthe same people as teople as those callehose called the “sond the “sond the “sons of Q“sons of Qedem” (NRSedem” (NRSV “people V “people of the easof the east”; e.g., t”; e.g., Gen. 29:1;Gen. 29:1; Judg. 6:3 Judg. 6:3, 33; Job , 33; Job 1:3).1:31:3).1:3).

A people listed among the pre-Israelite inhabitants of Canaan (Gen. 15:19). The 
name (“Easterners”) probably represents the same people as those called the 
“sons of Qedem” (NRSV “people of the east”; e.g., Gen. 29:1; Judg. 6:3, 33; Job 
1:3).

KAINKAIN (Heb.  (Heb. qayinqayin) ) (PEOPLE)(PEOPLE)(PEOPLE)

KAIN (Heb. qayin) (PEOPLE)

A collectiA collective term sive term singular in ngular in form, desiform, designating thgnating the Kenites e Kenites (Num. 24:2(Num. 24:22; cf. Jud2; cf. Judg. 4:11).g. 4:1g. 4:11).4:11).

A collective term singular in form, designating the Kenites (Num. 24:22; cf. Judg. 
4:11).

KAINKAIN (Heb.  (Heb. qayinqayin) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

KAIN (Heb. qayin) (PLACE)

A settlemeA settlement includent included in the ld in the list of towist of towns in the ns in the tribal alltribal allotment of otment of Judah (JosJudah (Josh. 15:57).h. 15:h. 15:57). It15:57). It has most  has most often beenoften been identifie identified with en-d with en-Nebi YaqinNebi Yaqin (164100), (164100), a small s a small site ca. 10ite ssite ca. 1site ca. 10 km. (6 m0 km. (6 mi.) SE of i.) SE of Hebron. UnHebron. Unfortunatelfortunately, the sity, the site has not e has not been systebeen systematically matsystesystematicsystematically examially examined by arcned by archaeologisthaeologists. Howevers. However, the simi, the similarity in larity in name and tname and the site’s hetthe site’sthe site’s location  location in close pin close proximity troximity to other weo other well-known sll-known settlementsettlements with whic with which Kain is h Kh Kain is grKain is grouped in touped in the Josh. 1he Josh. 15 list (e.5 list (e.g., Maon, g., Maon, Carmel, ZiCarmel, Ziph, and Juph, and Juttah) provttah) provide strongide stide strong cirstrong circumstantiacumstantial support l support for this ifor this identificatdentification.ion.ion.

A settlement included in the list of towns in the tribal allotment of Judah (Josh. 
15:57). It has most often been identified with en-Nebi Yaqin (164100), a small 
site ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) SE of Hebron. Unfortunately, the site has not been 
systematically examined by archaeologists. However, the similarity in name and 
the site’s location in close proximity to other well-known settlements with which 
Kain is grouped in the Josh. 15 list (e.g., Maon, Carmel, Ziph, and Juttah) provide 
strong circumstantial support for this identification.

�The LXX omThe LXX omits Kain iits Kain in Josh. 15n Josh. 15:57, sugge:57, suggesting to ssting to some that Kome that Kain might ain might be a glossbe a glbe a gloss addegloss added to the Md to the MT in orderT in order to modify to modify Zanoah (“ Zanoah (“Zanoah of Zanoah of Kain,” or Kain,” or “Zanoah of“Zanoah o“Zanoah of the Kenof the Kenites”) in ites”) in order to dorder to distinguishistinguish it from a it from a different different Zanoah li Zanoah listed in v.sted in v. 34. 34. 34.

The LXX omits Kain in Josh. 15:57, suggesting to some that Kain might be a 
gloss added to the MT in order to modify Zanoah (“Zanoah of Kain,” or “Zanoah 
of the Kenites”) in order to distinguish it from a different Zanoah listed in v. 34.



Wade R. KoWade R. Kottertter

Wade R. Kotter

KAIWANKAIWAN (Heb.  (Heb. kiyyu®n;kiyyu®n; Akk.  Akk. kayyama®nukayyama®nu)))

KAIWAN (Heb. kiyyu®n; Akk. kayyama®nu)

The BabyloThe Babylonian name nian name for the plfor the planet Saturanet Saturn, which An, which Amos calls mos calls a star-goda star-god (Amos. 5: (Amos. 5:26). Amos 25:5:26). Amo5:26). Amos prophesis prophesied that sied that since the Isnce the Israelites wraelites worshipped orshipped a Babylonia Babylonian deity Gan deity God would soGGod would God would send them send them to Babylonto Babylon (presumab (presumably so theyly so they could be  could be nearer thenearer the pagan god pagan g pagan god they wgod they wanted to wanted to worship). Sorship). Stephen’s qtephen’s quotation ouotation of this pasf this passage at Acsage at Acts 7:43 fots 7:43 follows the llofofollows thfollows the LXX, whie LXX, which reads “ch reads “Rephan,” aRephan,” apparently pparently an error ian error in translitn transliteration.eration.

The Babylonian name for the planet Saturn, which Amos calls a star-god (Amos. 
5:26). Amos prophesied that since the Israelites worshipped a Babylonian deity 
God would send them to Babylon (presumably so they could be nearer the pagan 
god they wanted to worship). Stephen’s quotation of this passage at Acts 7:43 
follows the LXX, which reads “Rephan,” apparently an error in transliteration.

KALLAIKALLAI (Heb.  (Heb. qallayqallay)))

KALLAI (Heb. qallay)

The head oThe head of the prief the priestly familstly family of Sallay of Sallai at the ti at the time of theime of the high prie high priest Joiakimst Joiakim (Neh. 12: (Neh.  (Neh. 12:2(Neh. 12:20).0).

The head of the priestly family of Sallai at the time of the high priest Joiakim 
(Neh. 12:20).

KAMONKAMON (Heb.  (Heb. qaœmo®nqaœmo®n)))

KAMON (Heb. qaœmo®n)

The burialThe burial place of  place of Jair the GJair the Gileadite, ileadite, a minor jua minor judge of Isrdge of Israel (Judg.ael (Judg. 10:5). Po 10:5). Polybius (lybius (lybius ((Hist.Hist. 5.70.12)  5.70.12) refers to refers to Kamoun whiKamoun which Antiochch Antiochus conquerus conquered after Ped after Pella, Abilella, Abila, Gadara,a, Gada, Gadara, anGadara, and other pld other places in Giaces in Gilead whilelead while battling  battling Ptolemy PhPtolemy Philopator. ilopator. Kamon has Kamon has been assocbbeen assocbeen associated withiated with Hanzir (2 Hanzir (207206), N 07206), N of the Jabof the Jabbok and 8 bok and 8 km. (5 mi.km. (5 mi.) E of Pel) E of Pella, where la,PelPella, whePella, where Iron I re Iron I and Hellenand Hellenistic sheristic sherds have beds have been found. en found. Krak-CanatKrak-Canatha, betweeha, between Derala anbetweebetween Debetween Derala and Srala and Souweida, aouweida, and Qamm (2nd Qamm (218221), 2018221), 20 km. (13 m km. (13 mi.) SE of i.) SE of the Sea ofthe Seathe Sea of GalSea of Galilee, haveilee, have also been also been suggested suggested...

The burial place of Jair the Gileadite, a minor judge of Israel (Judg. 10:5). Polybius 
(Hist. 5.70.12) refers to Kamoun which Antiochus conquered after Pella, Abila, 
Gadara, and other places in Gilead while battling Ptolemy Philopator. Kamon has 
been associated with Hanzir (207206), N of the Jabbok and 8 km. (5 mi.) E of 
Pella, where Iron I and Hellenistic sherds have been found. Krak-Canatha, 
between Derala and Souweida, and Qamm (218221), 20 km. (13 mi.) SE of the 
Sea of Galilee, have also been suggested.

Philip R. Philip R. DreyDrey

Philip R. Drey

KANAHKANAH (Heb.  (Heb. qaœna®qaœna®)))

KANAH (Heb. qaœna®)

�1.1. A stream  A stream that definthat defined the boued the boundary betwndary between the teeen the territories rritories of Ephraimof Ephraim and Manas and and Manassand Manasseh (Josh. eh (Josh. 16:8; 17:916:8; 17:9). In the ). In the biblical dbiblical descriptionescription, Kanah fl, Kanah flows west fows west from the Mirom ffrom the Mfrom the Micmethath icmethath Valley acrValley across the Shoss the Sharon Plainaron Plain to the Me to the Mediterraneaditerranean Sea. Kann Sea. Kann Sea. Kanah has Kanah has been identbeen identified withified with Wadi Qana Wadi Qanah, which nh, which now emptiesow empties into the  into the Yarkon RivYarkon RYarkon River befoRiver before reachinre reaching the Medig the Mediterranean.terranean.

1. A stream that defined the boundary between the territories of Ephraim 
and Manasseh (Josh. 16:8; 17:9). In the biblical description, Kanah flows west 
from the Micmethath Valley across the Sharon Plain to the Mediterranean Sea. 
Kanah has been identified with Wadi Qanah, which now empties into the Yarkon 
River before reaching the Mediterranean.

�2.2. A town in A town included in cluded in the territthe territory allocaory allocated to Ashted to Asher (Josh. er (Josh. 19:28). Ma19:28). Many identifny idenny identify Kidentify Kanah with anah with modern modern Qa®naœQa®naœ (178290), (178290), ca. 10 km ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) . (6 mi.) SE of TyreSE of Tyre. The town. The. The town mThe town marks part arks part of the norof the northern bordthern border of Asheer of Asherite terririte territory. The tory. The town is notown is notown is not to be not to be confused wconfused with the Caith the Cana in Galina in Galilee (Khirblee (Khirbet et Qa®naœ/H¸oQa®naœ/H¸orvatrvat Qana) men Qana)  Qana) mentQana) mentioned in tioned in the NT.he NT.he NT.

2. A town included in the territory allocated to Asher (Josh. 19:28). Many 
identify Kanah with modern Qa®naœ (178290), ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) SE of Tyre. 
The town marks part of the northern border of Asherite territory. The town is 
not to be confused with the Cana in Galilee (Khirbet Qa®naœ/H¸orvat 
Qana) mentioned in the NT.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. DaneliuE. Danelius, “The Bos, “The Boundary of undary of Ephraim anEphraim and Manassehd Manasseh in the We in the W in the Western PlWestern Plain,” ain,” PEQPEQ 90 (1958) 90 (1958): 32–43.: 32–43.: 32–43.

Bibliography. E. Danelius, “The Boundary of Ephraim and Manasseh in the 
Western Plain,” PEQ 90 (1958): 32–43.

C. Shaun LC. Shaun Longstreetongstreet

C. Shaun Longstreet

KAREAHKAREAH (Heb.  (Heb. qaœreäah�qaœreäah�)))

KAREAH (Heb. qaœreäah� )



The fatherThe father of Johana of Johanan (n (11), a milit), a military leaderary leader in Judah  in Judah who escapewho escaped deportatd deportation after ion afterion after the after the BabylonianBabylonian conquest  conquest of Jerusalof Jerusalem (2 Kgs.em (2 Kgs. 25:23; Je 25:23; Jer. 40:8; 4r. 40:8; 41:11; 42:11:11; 42:1, 8; 43:2), 8; 4, 8; 43:2).43:2).

The father of Johanan (1), a military leader in Judah who escaped deportation 
after the Babylonian conquest of Jerusalem (2 Kgs. 25:23; Jer. 40:8; 41:11; 42:1, 8; 
43:2).

KARKAKARKA (Heb.  (Heb. haqqarqa{haqqarqa{)))

KARKA (Heb. haqqarqa{)

A city on A city on the southethe southern border rn border of the triof the tribal territbal territory of Judory of Judah, locateah, located between d between Addar and AdAddar and Addar and Azmon NW oAzmon NW of Kadesh-bf Kadesh-barnea (Josarnea (Josh. 15:3). h. 15:3). The site iThe site is perhaps s perhaps to be idento be ideto be identifiedidentified with mode with modern rn {Ain el-Qe{Ain el-Qes�eimehs�eimeh (089007)  (089007) at the conat the confluence offluence of the Wadi  the W the Wadi Wadi el-{Ainel-{Ain and Umm H and Umm Has.as.

A city on the southern border of the tribal territory of Judah, located between 
Addar and Azmon NW of Kadesh-barnea (Josh. 15:3). The site is perhaps to be 
identified with modern {Ain el-Qes�eimeh  (089007) at the confluence of the 
Wadi el-{Ain and Umm Has.

KARKORKARKOR (Heb.  (Heb. qarqoœrqarqoœr)))

KARKOR (Heb. qarqoœr)

The place The place where Gidewhere Gideon captureon captured two kingd two kings of Midias of Midian (Judg. 8n (Judg. 8:10). From:10). From the Judge the Judge the Judges accJudges account the sount the site can beite can be assumed t assumed to be in noo be in northern Trarthern Transjordan, nsjordan, but it is but it is otherwise othotherwise otherwise unknown. Sunknown. Some suggesome suggest modern Qt modern Qarqar on tarqar on the Wadi he Wadi Sirh�a®nSirh�a®n or the ca or th or the castlethe castle of Carcar of Carcaria.ia.ia.

The place where Gideon captured two kings of Midian (Judg. 8:10). From the 
Judges account the site can be assumed to be in northern Transjordan, but it is 
otherwise unknown. Some suggest modern Qarqar on the Wadi Sirh�a®n  or 
the castle of Carcaria.

Philip R. Philip R. DreyDrey

Philip R. Drey

KARNAIMKARNAIM (Heb.  (Heb. qarnaœyiímqarnaœyiím;; Gk.  Gk. KarnaimKarnaim)))

KARNAIM (Heb. qarnaœyiím; Gk. Karnaim)

A fortressA fortress-city in G-city in Gilead. Locilead. Located at moated at modern Tell dern Tell Sheikh Sheikh S�a{d/Tel S�a{d/Tel S�a{dS�a{d (247249), (2472 (247249), (247249), on a northon a northern tributern tributary of theary of the middle Ya middle Yarmuk Riverrmuk River ca. 32 km ca. 32 km. (20 mi.). (20 mi.) E of the  E E of the SE of the Sea of Galiea of Galilee and 5 lee and 5 km. (3 mi.km. (3 mi.) N of Ash) N of Ashtaroth, ittaroth, it is perhap is perhaps identicas identical with posl withl with postewith postexilic Carnxilic Carnaim (1 Macaim (1 Macc. 5:26, 4c. 5:26, 43-44) and 3-44) and near Ashtenear Ashteroth-karnaroth-karnaim (Gen. 1im (Gen. 1im (Gen. 14:5). At 14:5). At Amos 6:13 Amos 6:13 the prophethe prophet puns upot puns upon the namen the names Karnaim s Karnaim (the “horn(the “horns” of a bus” of a s” of a bull, tha bull, thus “strengus “strength”; cf. 1th”; cf. 1 Kgs. 22:1 Kgs. 22:11) and Lo-1) and Lo-debar (“Nodebar (“Nothing”), athing”), apparently pparently cities capcitiescities capcities captured by Ktured by King Jeroboing Jeroboam II of Iam II of Israel (2 Ksrael (2 Kgs. 14:28)gs. 14:28)..

A fortress-city in Gilead. Located at modern Tell Sheikh S�a{d/Tel S�a{d  
(247249), on a northern tributary of the middle Yarmuk River ca. 32 km. (20 mi.) 
E of the Sea of Galilee and 5 km. (3 mi.) N of Ashtaroth, it is perhaps identical 
with postexilic Carnaim (1 Macc. 5:26, 43-44) and near Ashteroth-karnaim (Gen. 
14:5). At Amos 6:13 the prophet puns upon the names Karnaim (the “horns” of 
a bull, thus “strength”; cf. 1 Kgs. 22:11) and Lo-debar (“Nothing”), apparently 
cities captured by King Jeroboam II of Israel (2 Kgs. 14:28).

KARTAHKARTAH (Heb.  (Heb. qarta®qarta®)))

KARTAH (Heb. qarta®)

A leviticaA levitical city in l city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Zebulu of Zebulun, allocatn, allocated to the ed to the GershoniteGershonite family (J family family (Jofamily (Josh. 21:34)sh. 21:34). The site. The site has not b has not been identieen identified. Becafied. Because the nause the name is missme is missing from ting fring from the sfrom the similar accimilar account at 1 ount at 1 Chr. 6, soChr. 6, some scholarme scholars suggest s suggest the name hthe name here may beere may beere may be a scribbe a scribal error sal error stemming frtemming from Kartan om Kartan at Josh. 2at Josh. 21:32.1:32.

A levitical city in the tribal territory of Zebulun, allocated to the Gershonite 
family (Josh. 21:34). The site has not been identified. Because the name is missing 
from the similar account at 1 Chr. 6, some scholars suggest the name here may 
be a scribal error stemming from Kartan at Josh. 21:32.

KARTANKARTAN (Heb.  (Heb. qaœrta®nqaœrta®n) (also KI) (also KIRIATHAIM)RIATHAIM)RIATHAIM)

KARTAN (Heb. qaœrta®n) (also KIRIATHAIM)

A GershoniA Gershonite leviticte levitical city inal city in the terri the territory of Natory of Naphtali (Jophtali (Josh. 21:32)sh. 21:32); called K; called Kiriathaim iriathaiKKiriathaimKiriathaim in 1 Chr. in 1 Chr. 6:76(MT 6 6:76(MT 61). No con1). No consensus exisensus exists as to sts as to the exact the exact location olocation of this plaf oof this plof this place, but tace, but two sites awo sites are possiblre possible: Khirbete: Khirbet el-Quneit el-Quneitereh/Tell ereh/Tell Raqqat (19Raqqat (199245), 1 k9245(19(199245), (199245), 1 km. (.6 1 km. (.6 mi.) N of mi.) N of modern Tibmodern Tiberias on terias on the W side he W side of the Seaof the Sea of Galile of Galilee; and Khie; GalileGalilee; aGalilee; and Khirbetnd Khirbet el-Qureiy el-Qureiyeh, near teh, near the modern he modern Lebanese vLebanese village of illage of Aytarun (1Aytarun (194280) in 9(1(194280) i(194280) in the mounn the mountains of ntains of northern Gaorthern Galilee.lilee.lilee.

A Gershonite levitical city in the territory of Naphtali (Josh. 21:32); called 
Kiriathaim in 1 Chr. 6:76(MT 61). No consensus exists as to the exact location 
of this place, but two sites are possible: Khirbet el-Quneitereh/Tell Raqqat 
(199245), 1 km. (.6 mi.) N of modern Tiberias on the W side of the Sea of 
Galilee; and Khirbet el-Qureiyeh, near the modern Lebanese village of Aytarun 
(194280) in the mountains of northern Galilee.



�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. L. PeteJ. L. Peterson, rson, A TopograpA Topographical Surfhical Surface Surveyace Survey of the Le of the Levitical “Cvitical “Cities” of i“C“Cities” o“Cities” of Joshua 2f Joshua 21 and 1 Ch1 and 1 Chronicles 6ronicles 6 (diss., S (diss., Seabury-Weseabury-Western, 1977tern, 1977).).).

Bibliography. J. L. Peterson, A Topographical Surface Survey of the Levitical 
“Cities” of Joshua 21 and 1 Chronicles 6 (diss., Seabury-Western, 1977).

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

KATTATHKATTATH (Heb.  (Heb. qat�t�aœt�qat�t�aœt�)))

KATTATH (Heb. qat�t�aœt� )

A city on A city on the borderthe border of Zebulu of Zebulun (Josh. 1n (Josh. 19:15), pro9:15), probably the bably the same as thsame as the Kitron fe Kitron from which roffrom whichfrom which the Canaa the Canaanites coulnites could not be dd not be driven (Judriven (Judg. 1:30). g. 1:30). The site hThe site has not beeas not been identifin beebeen identbeen identified, altified, although Khirhough Khirbet bet Qut�t�enehQut�t�eneh (153226), (153226), 8 km. (5  8 km. (5 mi.) SW ofmi.) SW of Tell  Tel Tell Tell Qeimu®nQeimu®n (biblical (biblical Jokneam), Jokneam), is a poss is a possibility.ibility.

A city on the border of Zebulun (Josh. 19:15), probably the same as the Kitron 
from which the Canaanites could not be driven (Judg. 1:30). The site has not 
been identified, although Khirbet Qut�t�eneh  (153226), 8 km. (5 mi.) SW of 
Tell Qeimu®n (biblical Jokneam), is a possibility.

KEDARKEDAR (Heb.  (Heb. qeäd�aœrqeäd�aœr)))

KEDAR (Heb. qeäd�aœr )

The secondThe second son of Is son of Ishmael (Genhmael (Gen. 25:13 = . 25:13 = 1 Chr. 1:21 Chr. 1:29). Elsewh9). Elsewhere in theere in the OT this t OT this term refersetterm referterm refers to his ds to his descendantsescendants (the Keda (the Kedarites), eirites), either specither specifically tofically to the most  the most prominent promprominent prominent of the norof the north Arabianth Arabian “sons of  “sons of Ishmael” oIshmael” or generallr generally and colly and collectively tectively to Arabic no Ao Arabic nomArabic nomads or Bedads or Bedouin. In Pouin. In Ps. 120:5 ts. 120:5 the “tents he “tents of Kedar” of Kedar” are equateare equated with pead with peace-hating cpeapeace-hatipeace-hating Meshechng Meshech, which is, which is probably  probably not a reginot a region of Asiaon of Asia Minor (as Minor (as in Gen. 1 in Gen. 10:2) but a0:110:2) but 10:2) but a Kedaritea Kedarite subgroup. subgroup. Cant. 1:5 Cant. 1:5 pictures  pictures them as dathem as dark skinnedrk skinned (cf.  (cf. qaœd�ar,qaœd�qaœd�ar,qaœd�ar, “to be bl “to be black”), andack”), and some repo some repoint MT “Soint MT “Solomon” herlomon” here to “Shale to “Shalmah,” a trmah,” a mah,” a tribe tha tribe that lived sat lived south of thouth of the Nabateane Nabateans in the 3s in the 3rd centuryrd century  B.C.B.C. Isaiah de Isaiah describes thscribes thscribes them as (1them as (1) warriors) warriors and arche and archers whose grs whose glory will lory will end (Isa. end (Isa. 21:16-17; 21:16-17; some see asome see a reference r reference reference to Nabonidto Nabonidus’ 552 caus’ 552 campaign; bumpaign; but not Jer.t not Jer. 49:28-29, 49:28-29, concerned concerned with Nebu with Neb with NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar’s attzzar’s attack on Araack on Arabs [“Kedarbs [“Kedar and the k and the kingdoms ofingdoms of Hazor”] S Hazor”] S of Damasc of Dam of Damascus iDamascus in 599/98);n 599/98); (2) inhab (2) inhabitants of itants of desert vildesert villages (Isalages (Isa. 42:11; p. 42:11; probably terobably temporary, fmportetemporary,temporary, fortified fortified enclosure enclosures); and (3s); and (3) poetical) poetically paired ly paired with sheepwith sheep-breeders -breeders of Nebaiotof Nof Nebaioth (Nebaioth (60:7; perh60:7; perhaps a refeaps a reference to trence to the Nabateahe Nabateans of nortns of north Arabia; h Arabia; cf. Gen. 2cf. Gen. 25:13; also5225:13; als25:13; also Ezek. 27o Ezek. 27:21, where:21, where the “prin the “princes of Kedces of Kedar” are paar” are paired with ired with the Arabiathe Arabians as sheensArabiaArabians aArabians as sheep/gos sheep/goat-tradersat-traders with the  with the PhoenicianPhoenicians). Assyris). Assyrian inscripan inscriptions as wtions as well name tell wwell name well name them alongthem along with the  with the Arabs and Arabs and Nebaioth. Nebaioth. Finally, tFinally, the poetry he poetry of Jer. 2:of Jer. 2:10 uses a 102:2:10 uses 2:10 uses a merism ta merism to antitheto antithetically parically parallel Kedaallel Kedar with ther with the Kittim (“ Kittim (“Cypriots/GCypriots/Greeks”) asree(“Cypriots/G(“Cypriots(“Cypriots/Greeks”) /Greeks”) as represeas representatives, ntatives, respectiverespectively, of thely, of the East and  East and West.West.West.

The second son of Ishmael (Gen. 25:13 = 1 Chr. 1:29). Elsewhere in the OT this 
term refers to his descendants (the Kedarites), either specifically to the most 
prominent of the north Arabian “sons of Ishmael” or generally and collectively to 
Arabic nomads or Bedouin. In Ps. 120:5 the “tents of Kedar” are equated with 
peace-hating Meshech, which is probably not a region of Asia Minor (as in Gen. 
10:2) but a Kedarite subgroup. Cant. 1:5 pictures them as dark skinned (cf. 
qaœd�ar,  “to be black”), and some repoint MT “Solomon” here to “Shalmah,” 
a tribe that lived south of the Nabateans in the 3rd century B.C. Isaiah describes 
them as (1) warriors and archers whose glory will end (Isa. 21:16-17; some see a 
reference to Nabonidus’ 552 campaign; but not Jer. 49:28-29, concerned with 
Nebuchadnezzar’s attack on Arabs [“Kedar and the kingdoms of Hazor”] S of 
Damascus in 599/98); (2) inhabitants of desert villages (Isa. 42:11; probably 
temporary, fortified enclosures); and (3) poetically paired with sheep-breeders of 
Nebaioth (60:7; perhaps a reference to the Nabateans of north Arabia; cf. Gen. 
25:13; also Ezek. 27:21, where the “princes of Kedar” are paired with the 
Arabians as sheep/goat-traders with the Phoenicians). Assyrian inscriptions as 
well name them along with the Arabs and Nebaioth. Finally, the poetry of Jer. 
2:10 uses a merism to antithetically parallel Kedar with the Kittim 
(“Cypriots/Greeks”) as representatives, respectively, of the East and West.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. I. I. Eph{alEph{al, , The AncienThe Ancient Arabst Arabs (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1982).1982).1982).

Bibliography. I. Eph{al, The Ancient Arabs (Leiden, 1982).

W. CreightW. Creighton Marloweon Marlowe

W. Creighton Marlowe

KEDEMAHKEDEMAH (Heb.  (Heb. qeäd�eïma®qeäd�eïma®)))

KEDEMAH (Heb. qeäd�eïma® )

A son of IA son of Ishmael (“eshmael (“easterner”)asterner”) whose des whose descendants ccendants constitutedonstituted an Arabia an Arabian tribe, pn tribe, possibly tooppossibly tpossibly to be reckoo be reckoned among ned among the Kadmonthe Kadmonites (Gen.ites (Gen. 25:15 = 1 25:15 = 1 Chr. 1:31 Chr. 1:31).).

A son of Ishmael (“easterner”) whose descendants constituted an Arabian tribe, 
possibly to be reckoned among the Kadmonites (Gen. 25:15 = 1 Chr. 1:31).

KEDEMOTHKEDEMOTH (Heb.  (Heb. qeïd�eämo®qeïd�eämo®t�t�)))

KEDEMOTH (Heb. qeïd�eämo®t� )

A wilderneA wilderness area prss area probably NE obably NE of the Arnof the Arnon (Wadi on (Wadi Mo®jibMo®jib) from whi) from which Moses cch Moses cch Moses contacted contacted the king othe king of Heshbon f Heshbon (Deut. 2:2(Deut. 2:26). An out6). An outpost or topost or town in thiswn in this area of t area of the same nahetthe same nthe same name was fiame was first assignrst assigned to the ed to the territory territory of Reuben of Reuben (Josh. 13:(Josh. 13:18) and la18) and later given terlalater givelater given to the Ln to the Levites (21evites (21:37; 1 Chr:37; 1 Chr. 6:79[MT . 6:79[MT 64]). It i64]). It is mentiones mentioned elsewherd elsewhere only in e oe only in Euonly in Eusebius (sebius (Onom.Onom. 114.5–6). 114.5–6). Kedemoth  Kedemoth has been ihas been identified dentified variously variously with Umm ewith Umwith Umm er-RasUmm er-Rasas, Khirbeas, Khirbet er-Remeit er-Remeil, Qasr l, Qasr ez-Za{feraez-Za{ferann, and , and {Aleiya®n{Aleiya®n. Modern e. Modern e. Modern es-Saliyehes-Saliyeh is curren is currently the betly the best candidast candidate in thatte in that it border it borders on the ds on the desert and esert and has produchas phas produced sproduced sherds fromherds from the Late  the Late Bronze andBronze and Early Iro Early Iron Ages.n Ages.n Ages.

A wilderness area probably NE of the Arnon (Wadi Mo®jib) from which Moses 



contacted the king of Heshbon (Deut. 2:26). An outpost or town in this area of 
the same name was first assigned to the territory of Reuben (Josh. 13:18) and 
later given to the Levites (21:37; 1 Chr. 6:79[MT 64]). It is mentioned elsewhere 
only in Eusebius (Onom. 114.5–6). Kedemoth has been identified variously with 
Umm er-Rasas, Khirbet er-Remeil, Qasr ez-Za{feran, and {Aleiya®n. Modern 
es-Saliyeh is currently the best candidate in that it borders on the desert and has 
produced sherds from the Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages.

Paul J. RaPaul J. Ray, Jr.y, Jr.

Paul J. Ray, Jr.

KEDESHKEDESH (Heb.  (Heb. qed�esûqed�esû) (also KA) (also KADESH-BARNEDESH-BARNEA, KISHIONA, KISHION)))

KEDESH (Heb. qed�esû ) (also KADESH-BARNEA, KISHION)

�1.1. A city in A city in Upper Gal Upper Galilee, 10 kilee, 10 km. (6 mi.)m. (6 mi.) NW of Haz NW of Hazor, in theor, in the hills nea hills near Lake Hulr Laker Lake HulehLake Huleh. Tel Kede. Tel Kedesh/Tell Qash/Tell Qades (19927des (199279) is the 9) is the largest telargest tell in Uppell in Upper Galilee,r Galilee, and preli an and prelimand preliminary excainary excavations havations have identifve identified extensied extensive occupaive occupation in thtion in the Early Bre Early Bronze Age aonzBrBronze AgeBronze Age and conti and continuing thronuing through the Muugh the Muslim perioslim period. Kedesh d. Kedesh is mentionis mentioned in the ed in theed in the list othe list of Canaanitf Canaanite kings dee kings defeated by feated by Joshua (JoJoshua (Josh. 12:22)sh. 12:22). It is on. It is one of the fe of the fortified cortifiedffortified fortified cities allcities allotted to Notted to Naphtali (Japhtali (Josh. 19:37osh. 19:37), the nor), the northernmost thernmost city of recity of refuge (20:7fuge (2fuge (20:7), an(20:7), and a levitid a levitical city acal city assigned tossigned to the Gersh the Gershonites (21onites (21:32 = 1 Ch:32 = 1 Chr. 6:76[MTr. 6:76[MT 61]). Tig 61] 61]). Tigl61]). Tiglath-pileseath-pileser conquerer conquered the cityd the city during th during the time of e time of King PekahKing Pekah of Israel of Israel, and depo, and, and deportand deported its cited its citizens to Aizens to Assyria (2 ssyria (2 Kgs. 15:29Kgs. 15:29).).).

1. A city in Upper Galilee, 10 km. (6 mi.) NW of Hazor, in the hills near 
Lake Huleh. Tel Kedesh/Tell Qades (199279) is the largest tell in Upper Galilee, 
and preliminary excavations have identified extensive occupation in the Early 
Bronze Age and continuing through the Muslim period. Kedesh is mentioned in 
the list of Canaanite kings defeated by Joshua (Josh. 12:22). It is one of the 
fortified cities allotted to Naphtali (Josh. 19:37), the northernmost city of refuge 
(20:7), and a levitical city assigned to the Gershonites (21:32 = 1 Chr. 6:76[MT 
61]). Tiglath-pileser conquered the city during the time of King Pekah of Israel, 
and deported its citizens to Assyria (2 Kgs. 15:29).

�2.2. A town on A town on the south the southern borderern border of Judah, of Judah, usually r usually referred toeferred to as Kadesh as Kadesh-barnea (J-barKadeshKadesh-barKadesh-barnea (Josh.nea (Josh. 15:23). 15:23). 15:23).

2. A town on the southern border of Judah, usually referred to as 
Kadesh-barnea (Josh. 15:23).

�3.3. A levitic A levitical city ofal city of Issachar  Issachar assigned tassigned to the Gerso the Gershonites (1honites (1 Chr. 6:72 Chr. 6:72[57]). In [57]). In[57]). In the parIn the parallel passallel passage in Josage in Joshua the cihua the city is callty is called Kishioned Kishion (Josh. 21 (Josh. 21:28), whic:28), which is probah is proh is probably tprobably the correcthe correct name. Ked name. Kedesh may beesh may be a textual a textual corruptio corruption influencn influenced by the ed by the Kedesh of KKedesh of Kedesh of Naphtali aNaphtali a few verse few verses later.s later.s later.

3. A levitical city of Issachar assigned to the Gershonites (1 Chr. 6:72[57]). 
In the parallel passage in Joshua the city is called Kishion (Josh. 21:28), which is 
probably the correct name. Kedesh may be a textual corruption influenced by the 
Kedesh of Naphtali a few verses later.

�4.4. A town in A town in southern  southern Naphtali iNaphtali in which Ban which Barak lived rak lived (Judg. 4:6(Judg. 4:6), and nea), and near where Her wher where Hebewhere Heber the Kenir the Kenite dwelt (te dwelt (4:11). Ked4:11). Kedesh is locesh is located near ated near Zaanannim Zaanannim between Mtbetweenbetween Mtbetween Mt. Tabor an. Tabor and the Jordd the Jordan River (an River (Josh. 19:3Josh. 19:33). Barak’3). Barak’s birthplas birthplace is usuace is usually identilly usuausually idusually identified wentified with Kedeshith Kedesh in Upper  in Upper Galilee, bGalilee, but this idut this identificatientification is impoon is impossible becssibleimpoimpossibleimpossible because K because Kedesh was edesh was a major Caa major Canaanite cinaanite city and Judty and Judg. 4 assumg. 4 assumes that Baes that Baes that Barak’s hoBarak’s home is the me is the same Kedessame Kedesh near Hebh near Heber’s dweller’s dwelling in Zaaing in Zaanannim. Thnannim. This Kedesh is Kedeshis Kedesh mayKedesh may be identi be identified with fied with H¸orvatH¸orvat Qedesh/Kh Qedesh/Khirbet irbet QediîshQediîsh (202237), (202237), a large s a larg a large sitelarge site with Iron with Iron Age remai Age remains locatedns located on the so on the southwesternuthwestern slopes th slopes that lead doat lead down into thwdodown into down into the Sea ofthe Sea of Galilee.  Galilee. Some suggeSome suggest identifst identifying Kedesying Kedesh with Telh with Tel Kedesh/Te Kedesh/Te Kedesh/TelKedesh/Tell Abu Qudel Abu Qudeis (1706.2is (1706.2183), loca183), located midwayted midway between M between Megiddo andegiddo and Taanach,  Taan Taanach, bTaanach, because Judecause Judg. 5:19 clg. 5:19 claims that aims that battle wasbattle was “at Taana “at Taanach, by thech, by the waters of waters of Megiddo.” Me Megiddo.” Megiddo.” However, JHowever, Judg. 5 doeudg. 5 does not ments not mention Kedeshion Kedesh, nor does, nor does Judg. 4 l Judg. 4 locate the ocate theocate the battlethe battle near Taan near Taanach. Theseach. These two texts two texts might rep might represent difresent different undferent understandingerstandings of the lsunderstandingunderstandunderstandings of things of the locatione location of the ba of the battle.ttle.ttle.

4. A town in southern Naphtali in which Barak lived (Judg. 4:6), and near 
where Heber the Kenite dwelt (4:11). Kedesh is located near Zaanannim 
between Mt. Tabor and the Jordan River (Josh. 19:33). Barak’s birthplace is 
usually identified with Kedesh in Upper Galilee, but this identification is 
impossible because Kedesh was a major Canaanite city and Judg. 4 assumes that 
Barak’s home is the same Kedesh near Heber’s dwelling in Zaanannim. This 
Kedesh may be identified with H¸orvat Qedesh/Khirbet Qediîsh (202237), a 
large site with Iron Age remains located on the southwestern slopes that lead 
down into the Sea of Galilee. Some suggest identifying Kedesh with Tel 
Kedesh/Tell Abu Qudeis (1706.2183), located midway between Megiddo and 
Taanach, because Judg. 5:19 claims that battle was “at Taanach, by the waters of 
Megiddo.” However, Judg. 5 does not mention Kedesh, nor does Judg. 4 locate 
the battle near Taanach. These two texts might represent different 
understandings of the location of the battle.

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins



KEEPERKEEPERKEEPER

KEEPER

Someone grSomeone granted a ceanted a certain areartain area of respon of responsibility. sibility. The range The range of meaningof meaning for Heb.  for Heb. sûomeär, nsûsûomeär, nsûomeär, nos�eäros�eär is one wh is one who “keeps, o “keeps, guards, waguards, watches, pretches, preserves, observes, obeys.”eys.”eys.”

Someone granted a certain area of responsibility. The range of meaning for Heb. 
sûomeär, nos�eär  is one who “keeps, guards, watches, preserves, obeys.”

�In a generIn a general sense, al sense, one can obone can obey God’s cey God’s commandmentommandments (Deut. 5s (Deut. 5:10) and t:10) and the way of he whe way of theway of the Lord (Jud Lord (Judg. 2:22), g. 2:22), protect a protect a stranger (stranger (Ps. 146:9)Ps. 146:9) or city ( or city (2 Kgs. 9:12 Kgs. 9:14), and gu4), and4), and guard and guard one’s moutone’s mouth. More sph. More specificallyecifically, a stewar, a steward, e.g., id, e.g., is endowed s endowed with the owith the oversight oveooversight oversight of a houseof a house and its a and its affairs (Ecffairs (Eccl. 12:3).cl. 12:3). Similar t Similar types of ovypes of oversight inersight include baggclude baclude baggage kebaggage keeper (1 Saeper (1 Sam. 17:22) m. 17:22) and keeperand keeper of the wa of the wardrobe (2 rdrobe (2 Kgs. 22:14Kgs. 22:14). Yahweh ). Yahweh). Yahweh is Yahweh is praised aspraised as the Keepe the Keeper of Israer of Israel, the prol, the protector of tector of his peoplehis people (Ps. 121: (Ps. 121:3, 5).3, 53, 5).5).5).

In a general sense, one can obey God’s commandments (Deut. 5:10) and the 
way of the Lord (Judg. 2:22), protect a stranger (Ps. 146:9) or city (2 Kgs. 9:14), 
and guard one’s mouth. More specifically, a steward, e.g., is endowed with the 
oversight of a house and its affairs (Eccl. 12:3). Similar types of oversight include 
baggage keeper (1 Sam. 17:22) and keeper of the wardrobe (2 Kgs. 22:14). 
Yahweh is praised as the Keeper of Israel, the protector of his people (Ps. 121:3, 
5).

�In the OT In the OT various spvarious special areaecial areas of juriss of jurisdiction ardiction are the respe the responsibilityonsibility of design of designated officadesigndesignateddesignated officers. officers. The templ The temple officiale official  (sûoœmreä (sûoœmreä misûmeret�misûmeret� haqqoœd�e haqqoœd�e haqqoœd�eshaqqoœd�esû)û) was a lev was a levitical positical position desiition designated by gnated by Yahweh forYahweh for the servi the service, maintece, mce, maintenancmaintenance, and proe, and protection oftection of the taber the tabernacle or tnacle or temple (Numemple (Num. 3:28-38;. 3:28-38; Ezek. 44: Ezek. 44:14). The “144:44:14). Th44:14). The “keeperse “keepers of the th of the threshold” reshold” (sûoœmreî (sûoœmreî hassap�)hassap�) were in c were in charge of tharge ofharge of temple of temple income andincome and disbursem disbursements (2 Kgents (2 Kgs. 12:9; 2s. 12:9; 22:4).2:4).2:4).

In the OT various special areas of jurisdiction are the responsibility of 
designated officers. The temple official (sûoœmreä misûmeret� 
haqqoœd�esû)  was a levitical position designated by Yahweh for the service, 
maintenance, and protection of the tabernacle or temple (Num. 3:28-38; Ezek. 
44:14). The “keepers of the threshold” (sûoœmreî hassap�)  were in charge 
of temple income and disbursements (2 Kgs. 12:9; 22:4).

�The city gThe city guard (Ps. uard (Ps. 127:1; 130127:1; 130:6; Isa. 2:6; Isa. 21:11; 62:61:11; 62:6; Jer. 51:; Jer. 51:12), likel12), likely a militay a military officerry ory officer, mofficer, made nightlade nightly rounds ty rounds to ensure to ensure the safety he safety and orderland orderliness of tiness of the city (Che city (Cant. 3:3; ant. (C(Cant. 3:3(Cant. 3:3; 5:7). He; 5:7). He provided  provided oversight oversight of the citof the city walls any walls and gates and gates and their cod their correspondinrrespcocorrespondcorresponding storehing storehouses (Nehouses (Neh. 11:19; 1. 11:19; 12:25).2:25).2:25).

The city guard (Ps. 127:1; 130:6; Isa. 21:11; 62:6; Jer. 51:12), likely a military 
officer, made nightly rounds to ensure the safety and orderliness of the city 
(Cant. 3:3; 5:7). He provided oversight of the city walls and gates and their 
corresponding storehouses (Neh. 11:19; 12:25).

�The palaceThe palace official  official was responwas responsible for sible for the king, the king, his palacehis palace, and his , and his general adgeneral administratimadadministraadministration. His tion. His most commomost common task wasn task was that of d that of doorkeeper oorkeeper or generalor general palace gu palace g palace guard (1 Kguard (1 Kgs. 14:27;gs. 14:27; 2 Kgs. 11 2 Kgs. 11:5; Esth. :5; Esth. 2:2; 2 Chr2:2; 2 Chr. 12:10). . 12:10). Other palaOther palace officiace officials includels incluls included tincluded the eunuch he eunuch who kept twho kept the king’s he king’s wives (Estwives (Esth. 2:3), th. 2:3), the king’s he king’s bodyguard bodyguard (1 Sam. 28(1 (1 Sam. 28(1 Sam. 28:2), the c:2), the chamberlainhamberlain responsib responsible for thele for the king’s ro king’s robes (2 Kgsbes (2 Kgs. 22:14 = . 22:14 = 2 Chr. 34:2 C2 Chr. 34:22Chr. 34:22), and the), and the keeper of keeper of the king’ the king’s forest (s forest (Neh. 2:8).Neh. 2:8).

The palace official was responsible for the king, his palace, and his general 
administration. His most common task was that of doorkeeper or general palace 
guard (1 Kgs. 14:27; 2 Kgs. 11:5; Esth. 2:2; 2 Chr. 12:10). Other palace officials 
included the eunuch who kept the king’s wives (Esth. 2:3), the king’s bodyguard 
(1 Sam. 28:2), the chamberlain responsible for the king’s robes (2 Kgs. 22:14 = 2 
Chr. 34:22), and the keeper of the king’s forest (Neh. 2:8).

�Finally, tFinally, the agriculhe agricultural watctural watchman was ehman was entrusted wntrusted with the caith the care and prore and protection oftectionproprotectionprotection of fields of fields (Jer. 4:1 (Jer. 4:17), flocks7), flocks (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 17:20), and7:20), and orchards  orchards or vineyaror vineyards (Prov. ds (Prds (Prov. 27:(Prov. 27:18). Yahwe18). Yahweh was metah was metaphoricallyphorically referred  referred to as the to as the watcher ofwatcher of his viney his vineyard, Israearvineyvineyard, vineyard, Israel (PsIsrael (Ps. 121:5; I. 121:5; Isa. 27:2-6sa. 27:2-6; cf. 5:1–; cf. 5:1–30).30).30).

Finally, the agricultural watchman was entrusted with the care and 
protection of fields (Jer. 4:17), flocks (1 Sam. 17:20), and orchards or vineyards 
(Prov. 27:18). Yahweh was metaphorically referred to as the watcher of his 
vineyard, Israel (Ps. 121:5; Isa. 27:2-6; cf. 5:1–30).

Miles V. VMiles V. Van Peltan Pelt

Miles V. Van Pelt

KEHELATHAHKEHELATHAH (Heb.  (Heb. qeïheälaœtqeïheälaœt�a®�a®)))

KEHELATHAH (Heb. qeïheälaœt�a® )

The seventThe seventh camp of h camp of the Israelthe Israelites afterites after they left they left the wilde the wilderness of Srness of Sinai, locainai, located betweeted beted between Ribetween Rissah and Mssah and Mt. Shephert. Shepher (Num. 33: (Num. 33:22-23). Th22-23). The place nae place name derivesme derives from the  from th from the root the root qhl,qhl, “to convo “to convoke an asseke an assembly.” Kunmbly.” Kuntillet tillet {Ajrud{Ajrud (094956), (094956), 50 km. (3 50 km. (31 mi.) S o1 mi.1 mi.) S of mi.) S of Kadesh-barKadesh-barnea, is a nea, is a possible lpossible location. Mocation. Many hold tany hold that Kehelahat Kehelathah (Num.thah (Num. 33:22-23) 3 33:22-23) 33:22-23) and Makheland Makheloth (vv. 2oth (vv. 25–26) are 5–26) are the same.the same.the same.

The seventh camp of the Israelites after they left the wilderness of Sinai, located 
between Rissah and Mt. Shepher (Num. 33:22-23). The place name derives from 
the root qhl, “to convoke an assembly.” Kuntillet {Ajrud (094956), 50 km. (31 
mi.) S of Kadesh-barnea, is a possible location. Many hold that Kehelathah (Num. 
33:22-23) and Makheloth (vv. 25–26) are the same.

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks



KEILAHKEILAH (Heb.  (Heb. qeï{iîla®qeï{iîla®) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

KEILAH (Heb. qeï{iîla®) (PERSON)

“The Garmi“The Garmite,” grandte,” grandson of Hodson of Hodiah in theiah in the list of t list of the descendhe descendants of Juants of Judah (1 Chrdah (1 Chr. 4:19).. ChrChr. 4:19)Chr. 4:19)..

“The Garmite,” grandson of Hodiah in the list of the descendants of Judah (1 
Chr. 4:19).

KEILAHKEILAH (Heb.  (Heb. qeï{iîla®qeï{iîla®) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

KEILAH (Heb. qeï{iîla®) (PLACE)

A city in A city in the Shephethe Shephelah regionlah region of Judah  of Judah (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:44) which 44) which David defeDavid defended againnded against the Phist againagainst thagainst the Philistie Philistines beforenes before Saul forc Saul forced him to ed him to flee into flee into the wilderthe wilderness of Ziness of Ziph (1 Sam.ph (1 ph (1 Sam. 23(1 Sam. 23:1-13). Af:1-13). After the Exter the Exile the ciile the city was resty was resettled andettled and divided i divided into two hanto two half-districlf-dihahalf-distrhalf-districts (Neh.icts (Neh. 3:17-18). 3:17-18). The city, The city, called Qi called Qilti in thelti in the Amarna Le Amarna Letters, wastters, was disputed  disput disputed tdisputed territory derritory during the uring the reign of treign of the Egyptiahe Egyptian Akhenaten Akhenaten just as n just as it was in it was in the Philisthe Pthe PhilistinePhilistine period. I period. It can be it can be identified dentified as modern as modern Khirbet Khirbet QiîlaœQiîlaœ (150113), (150113), ca. 25 km ca. 25 k ca. 25 km. (15.5 km. (15.5 mi.) SW ofmi.) SW of Jerusalem Jerusalem and 13.6  and 13.6 km. (8.5 mkm. (8.5 mi.) NW of i.) NW of Hebron.Hebron.

A city in the Shephelah region of Judah (Josh. 15:44) which David defended 
against the Philistines before Saul forced him to flee into the wilderness of Ziph 
(1 Sam. 23:1-13). After the Exile the city was resettled and divided into two 
half-districts (Neh. 3:17-18). The city, called Qilti in the Amarna Letters, was 
disputed territory during the reign of the Egyptian Akhenaten just as it was in the 
Philistine period. It can be identified as modern Khirbet Qiîlaœ (150113), ca. 25 
km. (15.5 mi.) SW of Jerusalem and 13.6 km. (8.5 mi.) NW of Hebron.

KELAIAHKELAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. qeälaœya®qeälaœya®), ), KELITA (KELITA (qeïliît�aœqeïliît�aœ}})))

KELAIAH (Heb. qeälaœya®), KELITA (qeïliît�aœ} )

A Levite wA Levite who was forho was forced by Ezrced by Ezra to give a to give up his forup his foreign wife eign wife (Ezra 10:2(Ezra 10:23). Also k3). Also known as Kenokknown as Kknown as Kelita, he elita, he helped inthelped interpret as erpret as Ezra read Ezra read the Law (Nthe Law (Neh. 8:7) aeh. 8:7) and signed nd signed the covenaththe covenathe covenant under Nnt under Nehemiah (1ehemiah (10:10[MT 110:10[MT 11]).]).

A Levite who was forced by Ezra to give up his foreign wife (Ezra 10:23). Also 
known as Kelita, he helped interpret as Ezra read the Law (Neh. 8:7) and signed 
the covenant under Nehemiah (10:10[MT 11]).

KEMUELKEMUEL (Heb.  (Heb. qeïmu®}eälqeïmu®}eäl)))

KEMUEL (Heb. qeïmu®}eäl)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Nahor and Nahor and Milcah; thMilcah; the father oe father of Aram andf Aram and eponymous eponymous ancestor  ancestor of the Araoof the Araof the Aramean peoplmean peoples (Gen. 2es (Gen. 22:21).2:21).2:21).

1. A son of Nahor and Milcah; the father of Aram and eponymous ancestor 
of the Aramean peoples (Gen. 22:21).

�2.2. The son o The son of Shiphtanf Shiphtan; a chief ; a chief of the Ephof the Ephraimites araimites and one of nd one of those respthose responsible foonsiblrespresponsiblresponsible for divie for dividing the lding the land of Canand of Canaan (Num. aan (Num. 34:24).34:24).34:24).

2. The son of Shiphtan; a chief of the Ephraimites and one of those 
responsible for dividing the land of Canaan (Num. 34:24).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Hashar of Hashabiah, who biah, who was chief was chief officer ofofficer of the Levit the Levites at the es at the time of Datime otime of David (of David (1 Chr. 27:1 Chr. 27:17).17).

3. The father of Hashabiah, who was chief officer of the Levites at the time 
of David (1 Chr. 27:17).

KENANKENAN (Heb.  (Heb. qeînaœnqeînaœn)))

KENAN (Heb. qeînaœn)

A son of EA son of Enosh and fnosh and father of Mather of Mahalalel (ahalalel (Gen. 5:9-1Gen. 5:9-14; 1 Chr. 4; 1 Chr. 1:2).1:2).

A son of Enosh and father of Mahalalel (Gen. 5:9-14; 1 Chr. 1:2).

KENATHKENATH (Heb.  (Heb. qeïnaœt�qeïnaœt�)))

KENATH (Heb. qeïnaœt� )

A city in A city in eastern Gieastern Gilead, captlead, captured durinured during the Conqg the Conquest by thuest by the Manassehe Manassehite chieftite chieftain Nobah,ainchieftchieftain chieftain Nobah, whoNobah, who renamed i renamed it after hit after himself (Nummself (Num. 32:42). . 32:42). ApparentlyApparently the origi the original name pnorigioriginal noriginal name persisame persisted when tted when the city lahe city later fell iter fell into Syriannto Syrian hands (1  hands (1 Chr. 2:23)Chr. 2:23). Known as. Kno. Known as KKnown as Kanatha in anatha in the Greco-the Greco-Roman periRoman period, it wasod, it was the easte the easternmost citrnmost city of the Dy of the y of the Decapothe Decapolis.lis.lis.

A city in eastern Gilead, captured during the Conquest by the Manassehite 
chieftain Nobah, who renamed it after himself (Num. 32:42). Apparently the 
original name persisted when the city later fell into Syrian hands (1 Chr. 2:23). 
Known as Kanatha in the Greco-Roman period, it was the easternmost city of 
the Decapolis.

�The site iThe site is identifis identified as modeed as modern rn Qanawa®tQanawa®t (302241), (302241), ca. 80 km ca. 80 km. (50 mi.). (50 mi.) SSE of Ra SSE SSE of RabSSE of Rabbath-ammonbath-ammon on the ou on the outskirts oftskirts of ancient A ancient Auranitis.uranitis.

The site is identified as modern Qanawa®t (302241), ca. 80 km. (50 mi.) 
SSE of Rabbath-ammon on the outskirts of ancient Auranitis.



KENAZKENAZ (Heb.  (Heb. qeïnaœzqeïnaœz), ), KENIZZITE KENIZZITE ((qeïnizziîqeïnizziî)))

KENAZ (Heb. qeïnaœz), KENIZZITE (qeïnizziî)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Eliphaz, tEliphaz, the firstbohe firstborn son of rn son of Esau and AEsau and Adah (Gen. dah (Gen. 36:11 = 1 36:11 = 1 Chr. 1:36)Chr. Chr. 1:36)Chr. 1:36). This Ken. This Kenaz, ordinaaz, ordinarily underrily understood to bstood to be the epone the eponymous anceymous ancestor of thstor of thstor of the Kenizzthe Kenizzites, funcites, functioned as tioned as an Edomitean Edomite clan chie clan chief (Gen. 36f (Gen. 36:15, 42 = :15, 42 = 1 Chr. 1:51 Chr. 1:51, 53).1, 51, 53).53).53).

1. A son of Eliphaz, the firstborn son of Esau and Adah (Gen. 36:11 = 1 
Chr. 1:36). This Kenaz, ordinarily understood to be the eponymous ancestor of 
the Kenizzites, functioned as an Edomite clan chief (Gen. 36:15, 42 = 1 Chr. 1:51, 
53).

�The KenizzThe Kenizzites were ites were one of theone of the 10 people 10 peoples whose tes whose territory Yarritory Yahweh in a hweh in a theophany theotheophany theophany promised tpromised to deliver o deliver to the proto the progeny of Abgeny of Abram (Gen. ram (Gen. 15:19). At15:19). At some poin some po some point the point the KenizzitesKenizzites had evide had evidently livedntly lived in or aro in or around Edom. und Edom. However, sHowever, some or allome or all of that e allall of thaall of that ethnic gt ethnic group must roup must have migrahave migrated into tted into the Negeb ahe Negeb area of Canrea of Canaan — perhaan — perhaan — perhaps asperhaps as early as  early as the Late Bthe Late Bronze Age.ronze Age. In due co In due course theseurse these Kenizzite Kenizzites became ps became politicallyoppoliticallpolitically associaty associated with aned with and then thod then thoroughly abroughly absorbed by sorbed by the more dthe more dominant trominant tribe of Judibtrtribe of Jtribe of Judah.udah.udah.

The Kenizzites were one of the 10 peoples whose territory Yahweh in a 
theophany promised to deliver to the progeny of Abram (Gen. 15:19). At some 
point the Kenizzites had evidently lived in or around Edom. However, some or 
all of that ethnic group must have migrated into the Negeb area of Canaan — 
perhaps as early as the Late Bronze Age. In due course these Kenizzites became 
politically associated with and then thoroughly absorbed by the more dominant 
tribe of Judah.

�2.2. Caleb’s y Caleb’s younger broounger brother (Judgther (Judg. 3:9), fa. 3:9), father of Otther of Othniel and hniel and Seraiah (1Seraiah (1 Chr. 4:13 Chr. 4 Chr. 4:13).4:13).4:13).

2. Caleb’s younger brother (Judg. 3:9), father of Othniel and Seraiah (1 Chr. 
4:13).

�3.3. The son o The son of Elah andf Elah and grandson  grandson of Caleb (of Caleb (1 Chr. 4:11 Chr. 4:15).5).5).

3. The son of Elah and grandson of Caleb (1 Chr. 4:15).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. C. HostE. C. Hostetter, etter, Nations MiNations Mightier andghtier and More Nume More Numerous: The rous: The Biblical VBiblBiblical VBiblical View of Paliew of Palestine’s Pestine’s Pre-Israelire-Israelite Peopleste Peoples.. BIBALDS 3 BIBALDS 3 (North Ri (North Richland Hilchland Hills, 1995),ls, 1995ls, 1995), 95–1995), 95–96.96.96.

Bibliography. E. C. Hostetter, Nations Mightier and More Numerous: The 
Biblical View of Palestine’s Pre-Israelite Peoples. BIBALDS 3 (North Richland Hills, 
1995), 95–96.

Edwin C. HEdwin C. Hostetterostetter

Edwin C. Hostetter

KENITESKENITES (Heb.  (Heb. qeîniîqeîniî)))

KENITES (Heb. qeîniî)

A nomadic A nomadic group who group who lived in tlived in the southerhe southern desert rn desert region of Cegion of Canaan. Theanaan. They were owny were oy were owners of owners of the land gthe land given to Abiven to Abram as a rram as a result of tesult of the covenanhe covenant ceremonyt ceremony (Gen. 15: (Gen. 15: (Gen. 15:19). Th15:19). The name “Kee name “Kenite” may nite” may have origihave originated fromnated from associati association with Caon with Cain, “smithin, “smithin, “smith” (G“smith” (Gen. 4), when. 4), who built cio built cities and eties and establishedstablished metal fur metal furnaces. Thenaces. The southern  southern location oloclocation olocation of the Kenif the Kenites and thtes and the presencee presence of copper of copper mining an mining and smeltingd smelting in that r in that region lendegrregion lenregion lends credencds credence to this e to this assertion.assertion. The Kenit The Kenites play a es play a continuingcontinuing role in t role in the Bible ahe Bhe Bible as sBible as southern alouthern allies of Islies of Israel beginrael beginning in thning in the Mosaic pe Mosaic period and eriod and extending extending through ththrothrough ththrough the time of e time of the judgesthe judges into the  into the Monarchy.Monarchy.Monarchy.

A nomadic group who lived in the southern desert region of Canaan. They were 
owners of the land given to Abram as a result of the covenant ceremony (Gen. 
15:19). The name “Kenite” may have originated from association with Cain, 
“smith” (Gen. 4), who built cities and established metal furnaces. The southern 
location of the Kenites and the presence of copper mining and smelting in that 
region lends credence to this assertion. The Kenites play a continuing role in the 
Bible as southern allies of Israel beginning in the Mosaic period and extending 
through the time of the judges into the Monarchy.

�Moses’ fatMoses’ father-in-lawher-in-law (Hobab, J (Hobab, Judg. 4:11;udg. 4:11; Jethro, E Jethro, Exod. 3:1; xod. 3:1; Reuel, ExoReuel, Exod. 2:18; Nd. 2:18; Nd. 2:18; Num. 10:29Num. 10:29) was a Ke) was a Kenite, and nite, and scholars hscholars have proposave proposed that Moed that Moses may hases may have learnedve learnve learned Yalearned Yahwistic wohwistic worship fromrship from him (cf.  him (cf. Exod. 18).Exod. 18). In additi In addition, Jael, on, Jael, the wife othe wife of Heber, af Hebf Heber, a dHeber, a descendant escendant of Moses’ of Moses’ father-in-father-in-law, is prlaw, is praised for aised for killing Sikilling Sisera (Judgsera (Judg. 5:24, So. 5:24. 5:24, Song5:24, Song of Debora of Deborah).h).h).

Moses’ father-in-law (Hobab, Judg. 4:11; Jethro, Exod. 3:1; Reuel, Exod. 2:18; 
Num. 10:29) was a Kenite, and scholars have proposed that Moses may have 
learned Yahwistic worship from him (cf. Exod. 18). In addition, Jael, the wife of 
Heber, a descendant of Moses’ father-in-law, is praised for killing Sisera (Judg. 
5:24, Song of Deborah).

�The KeniteThe Kenites settled s settled in the souin the south of Judath of Judah in Arad h in Arad of the Negof the Negeb (Judg. eb (Judg. 1:16) and 1:16) an1:16) and continand continued their ued their good relatgood relations with ions with Israel. DuIsrael. During the rring the reign of Saeign of Saul, in theul, in the Amalakite Ama Amalakite Amalakite wars, the wars, the Kenites weKenites were asked tre asked to leave Amo leave Amalakite cialakite cities to avties to avoid harm (oid harm (1 Sam. 15:1((1 Sam. 15(1 Sam. 15:6). Later:6). Later, David ca, David carried to Arried to Arad the sprad the spoils of hioils of his raids frs raids from his camom his camp at Ziklap at p at Ziklag at Ziklag (1 Sam. 27(1 Sam. 27:10; 30:29:10; 30:29). In post). In postexilic timexilic times, in thees, in the genealogy genealogy of Judah  of Judah the Chronithe Chthe ChroniclerChronicler lists the lists the Rechabite Rechabites, Yahwists, Yahwistic nomads ic nomads cited as acited as allies of Jllies of Jeremiah (Jeremiah (Jer. 35), aer. 3er. 35), as Ke35), as Kenites.nites.nites.

The Kenites settled in the south of Judah in Arad of the Negeb (Judg. 1:16) 
and continued their good relations with Israel. During the reign of Saul, in the 
Amalakite wars, the Kenites were asked to leave Amalakite cities to avoid harm 
(1 Sam. 15:6). Later, David carried to Arad the spoils of his raids from his camp 
at Ziklag (1 Sam. 27:10; 30:29). In postexilic times, in the genealogy of Judah the 
Chronicler lists the Rechabites, Yahwistic nomads cited as allies of Jeremiah (Jer. 



35), as Kenites.

Jeff H. McJeff H. McCrory, Jr.Crory, Jr.

Jeff H. McCrory, Jr.

KENIZZITEKENIZZITEKENIZZITE

KENIZZITE

�SeeSee  KENAZ, KENKENAZ, KENIZZITE.IZZITE.

See KENAZ, KENIZZITE.

KENOSISKENOSISKENOSIS

KENOSIS

The importThe importance of ance of kenosiskenosis (“emptyin (“emptying”) arisesg”) arises from its  from its use in an use in an ancient hyancient hymnlike texmnlike tmnlike text foundtext found in Phil.  in Phil. 2:5-11. Ac2:5-11. According tocording to Phil. 2:7 Phil. 2:7 Christ Je Christ Jesus “emptisus “emptied himselfed himself,” an acti,” an ,” an action an action which contwhich contrasted to rasted to equality wequality with God. Dith God. During the uring the 19th centu19th century W. F. Gry W. F. Gry W. F. Gess and GGess and Gottfried Tottfried Thomasius thomasius taught thataught that this empt this emptying meantying meant Jesus sur Jesus surrendered crendered sursurrenderesurrendered certain d certain or all divor all divine attribine attributes durinutes during the Incag the Incarnation. Brnation. British theritish theologians Cologiathetheologiantheologians Charles s Charles Gore and PGore and P. T. Forsy. T. Forsyth varied th varied this idea this idea by assertiby asserting that song that some of Chrimesosome of Chsome of Christ’s divrist’s divine attribine attributes becamutes became only pote only potential ratential rather than aher than actual durictual during the Incng tng the Incarnthe Incarnation.ation.ation.

The importance of kenosis (“emptying”) arises from its use in an ancient hymnlike 
text found in Phil. 2:5-11. According to Phil. 2:7 Christ Jesus “emptied himself,” 
an action which contrasted to equality with God. During the 19th century W. F. 
Gess and Gottfried Thomasius taught that this emptying meant Jesus 
surrendered certain or all divine attributes during the Incarnation. British 
theologians Charles Gore and P. T. Forsyth varied this idea by asserting that 
some of Christ’s divine attributes became only potential rather than actual during 
the Incarnation.

�Three partThree participles, wiciples, which depenhich depend on the vd on the verb erb ekénoœsen,ekénoœsen, define th define the verb’s me verb’s e verb’s meaverb’s meaning in thning in this contextis context. Christ e. Christ emptied himmptied himself by “tself by “taking” theaking” the form of a form of a servant,  ser servant, “servant, “becoming” becoming” in the likin the likeness of aeness of a human, an human, and “being fd “being found” in tound” in the form ofhe form of a human.  a  a human. Ta human. The parallehe parallel phrase “l phrase “he humbledhe humbled himself”  himself” in Phil. 2in Phil. 2:8 further:8 further helps to  helps to clarify thclariclarify thclarify the meaning e meaning of of kenosiskenosis as Jesus’ as Jesus’ self-empt self-emptying, by bying, by becoming huecoming human, in orman, in order to dieder ororder to dorder to die on the ie on the cross in ocross in obedience tbedience to the Fatho the Father. Speculer. Speculation abouation about lost or t lost or negated atnenegated atnegated attributes htributes has no textas no textual supporual support.t.t.

Three participles, which depend on the verb ekénoœsen, define the 
verb’s meaning in this context. Christ emptied himself by “taking” the form of a 
servant, “becoming” in the likeness of a human, and “being found” in the form of 
a human. The parallel phrase “he humbled himself” in Phil. 2:8 further helps to 
clarify the meaning of kenosis as Jesus’ self-emptying, by becoming human, in 
order to die on the cross in obedience to the Father. Speculation about lost or 
negated attributes has no textual support.

Linda OaksLinda Oaks Garrett Garrett

Linda Oaks Garrett

KERAKKERAK (Arab.  (Arab. KarakKarak) (also KA) (also KARAK)RAK)RAK)

KERAK (Arab. Karak) (also KARAK)

A major ciA major city in the ty in the western pawestern part of centrt of central Jordanral Jordan; capital ; capital of a moderof a modern Jordanian Jordanian administn adn administraadministrative distrtive district (todayict (today usually K usually Karak; 2170arak; 217066). The s66). The site is ca.ite is ca. halfway b halfway between Wadetweebbetween Wabetween Wadi di Mo®jibMo®jib (biblical (biblical Arnon) an Arnon) and Wadi d Wadi el-H¸esael-H¸esa (Zered),  (Zered), along the along the route tradrroute tradroute traditionally itionally known as tknown as the “King’she “King’s Highway.” Highway.” The main  The main part of thpart of the modern ce modern ce modern city occupcity occupies a ridgies a ridge that is e that is surroundedsurrounded by deep c by deep canyons; thanyons; the main vale main valley that dley that drains the rainddrains thedrains the plateau a plateau at this poit this point is knownt is known as Wadi n as Wadi el-Kerak. el-Kerak. Kerak is lKerak is located 18 ocated 18 km. (11 mikm.km. (11 mikm. (11 mi.) E of th.) E of the Dead Seae Dead Sea, whose gl, whose glistening sistening surface canurface can be seen f be seen from the torom the town’s hilltwtotown’s hiltown’s hilltop positltop position. The cion. The city’s nameity’s name is derive is derived from an d from an Aramaic woAramaic word meaningrd meaning “walled t meaningmeaning “wmeaning “walled townalled town,” and the,” and the place nam place name e KarakmoœbaKarakmoœbaœœ is well a is well attested inttested in the Helle th the Hellenthe Hellenistic, Romistic, Roman, and Byan, and Byzantine pezantine periods. Apariods. Apart from arrt from artifacts thtifacts that have tuat have turned up inrnetuturned up turned up in small-sin small-scale excavcale excavations or ations or during conduring construction,struction, little is little is known abo known about Kerak’sut Kut Kerak’s anKerak’s ancient lifecient life and cultu and culture. Literare. Literary and arcry and architecturalhitectural evidence  evidence from the Mfrom the Middle and iddlMMiddle andMiddle and Late Isla Late Islamic periodmic periods is bettes is better represenr represented, espected, especially becaially because of Keruse of Kerak’s role ak’KerKerak’s roKerak’s role in the le in the Crusades. Crusades. Its castleIts castle is one of is one of the best- the best-preserved preserved Crusader sCrusader strongholdstrosstrongholdstrongholds in the Ls in the Levant. Mucevant. Much of the fh of the fortress thortress that stands at stands today was today was built by Fbuilt by French CrusrenFFrench CruFrench Crusaders earsaders early in the ly in the 12th centu12th century, but mary, but major additijor additions were mons were made in latade in later Islamicelatlater Islalater Islamic histormic history, after ty, after the castle he castle fell to Safell to Saladin’s foladin’s forces in 11rces in 1188.88.88.

A major city in the western part of central Jordan; capital of a modern Jordanian 
administrative district (today usually Karak; 217066). The site is ca. halfway 
between Wadi Mo®jib (biblical Arnon) and Wadi el-H¸esa (Zered), along the 
route traditionally known as the “King’s Highway.” The main part of the modern 
city occupies a ridge that is surrounded by deep canyons; the main valley that 
drains the plateau at this point is known as Wadi el-Kerak. Kerak is located 18 
km. (11 mi.) E of the Dead Sea, whose glistening surface can be seen from the 
town’s hilltop position. The city’s name is derived from an Aramaic word 
meaning “walled town,” and the place name Karakmoœbaœ is well attested in 
the Hellenistic, Roman, and Byzantine periods. Apart from artifacts that have 
turned up in small-scale excavations or during construction, little is known about 
Kerak’s ancient life and culture. Literary and architectural evidence from the 
Middle and Late Islamic periods is better represented, especially because of 
Kerak’s role in the Crusades. Its castle is one of the best-preserved Crusader 
strongholds in the Levant. Much of the fortress that stands today was built by 



French Crusaders early in the 12th century, but major additions were made in 
later Islamic history, after the castle fell to Saladin’s forces in 1188.

�Though theThough the identific identification is fation is far from cear from certain, Kerrtain, Kerak is ofteak is often linked wn linked with the biith the biblical plabbibiblical pbiblical place nameslace names Kir (Isa. Kir (Isa. 15:1), Ki 15:1), Kir-heres (Jr-heres (Jer. 48:31,er. 48:31, 36; Isa.  36; Isa. 16:11), an16:11), and Kir-hared Kir-hard Kir-hareseKir-hareseth (16:7; th (16:7; 2 Kgs. 3:22 Kgs. 3:25). In Isa5). In Isa. 15:1 Kir. 15:1 Kir is associ is associated with ated with Ar, anotheAr, another Moabite r Moar Moabite naMoabite name, whose me, whose identificaidentification is altion is also uncertaso uncertain (cf. “Cin (cf. “City of Moaity of Moab”). In thb”). In the other OTe ote other OT pother OT passages Kiassages Kir-heres/Kir-heres/Kir-haresethr-hareseth refers to refers to an import an important Moabitant Moabite town whie town we town which was which was involved iinvolved in Mesha’s n Mesha’s war with Iwar with Israel (cf.srael (cf. 2 Kgs. 3) 2 Kgs. 3), but it i, but it is possibles possible that this that t that this site this site was situatwas situated N of Waed N of Wadi di Mo®jibMo®jib. The disc. The discovery of aovery of a fragmenta fragmentary Moabitery Moabitery Moabite inMoabite inscription scription in Kerak, in Kerak, probably fprobably from the tirom the time of Meshme of Mesha, indicata, indicates that thes that the city wase ce city was, city was, in fact, iin fact, important important in the 9th n the 9th century century B.C.B.C. Its Arama Its Aramaic name, wic name, which may hhich may have originavhhave origihave originated in tnated in the Persianhe Persian period, c period, confirms thonfirms that Kerak wat Kerak was one of as one of Moab’s leaMoab’s leading townsdilealeading toleading towns.wns.

Though the identification is far from certain, Kerak is often linked with the 
biblical place names Kir (Isa. 15:1), Kir-heres (Jer. 48:31, 36; Isa. 16:11), and 
Kir-hareseth (16:7; 2 Kgs. 3:25). In Isa. 15:1 Kir is associated with Ar, another 
Moabite name, whose identification is also uncertain (cf. “City of Moab”). In the 
other OT passages Kir-heres/Kir-hareseth refers to an important Moabite town 
which was involved in Mesha’s war with Israel (cf. 2 Kgs. 3), but it is possible that 
this site was situated N of Wadi Mo®jib. The discovery of a fragmentary 
Moabite inscription in Kerak, probably from the time of Mesha, indicates that the 
city was, in fact, important in the 9th century B.C. Its Aramaic name, which may 
have originated in the Persian period, confirms that Kerak was one of Moab’s 
leading towns.

Ruins of tRuins of the Frankishe Frankish period Ch period Crusader carusader castle (earlstle (early 12th ceny 12th century tury C.E.C.E.) at Kerak) at Kerak (modern K (mo (modern Ka(modern Karak) (J. Mrak) (J. Maxwell Milaxwell Miller)ler)

Ruins of the Frankish period Crusader castle (early 12th century C.E.) at Kerak 
(modern Karak) (J. Maxwell Miller)

�The famousThe famous Early Bro Early Bronze III stnze III style of potyle of pottery (“Khitery (“Khirbet Kerakrbet Kerak ware”) is ware”) is associate associa associatedassociated with anot with another site, her site, Khirbet KeKhirbet Kerak (Beth-rak (Beth-yerah; 204yerah; 204235), on t235), on the southwehe southwestern shorssouthwesouthwestesouthwestern shore orn shore of the Sea f the Sea of Galileeof Galilee...

The famous Early Bronze III style of pottery (“Khirbet Kerak ware”) is 
associated with another site, Khirbet Kerak (Beth-yerah; 204235), on the 
southwestern shore of the Sea of Galilee.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. C. JoneB. C. Jones, s, Howling ovHowling over Moab: Ier Moab: Irony and Rrony and Rhetoric inhetoric in Isaiah 15 Isaiah 15-16.-11515-16.15-16. SBLDS 157 SBLDS 157 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1996); “I 1996); “In Search on Search of Kir-Haref Kir-Hareseth: A Caseth: A Case Study ise Study in Site Iden Siten Site IdentSite Identification,ification,” ” JSOTJSOT 52 (1991) 52 (1991): 3–24; J.: 3–24; J. M. Miller M. Miller, ed., , ed., ArchaeologArchaeological Surveical Survey of the Ky of thy of the Kerak the Kerak Plateau.Plateau. ASOR Arch ASOR Archaeologicalaeological Reports 1 Reports 1 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1991); W. 1991); W. L. Reed a L. Reed and F. V. Wndaand F. V. and F. V. Winnett, “Winnett, “A FragmentA Fragment of an Ear of an Early Moabitely Moabite Inscripti Inscription from Keon from Kerak,” rak,” BASORBASOBASORBASOR 172 (1963 172 (1963): 1–9.): 1–9.): 1–9.

Bibliography. B. C. Jones, Howling over Moab: Irony and Rhetoric in Isaiah 
15-16. SBLDS 157 (Atlanta, 1996); “In Search of Kir-Hareseth: A Case Study in 
Site Identification,” JSOT 52 (1991): 3–24; J. M. Miller, ed., Archaeological Survey of 
the Kerak Plateau. ASOR Archaeological Reports 1 (Atlanta, 1991); W. L. Reed 
and F. V. Winnett, “A Fragment of an Early Moabite Inscription from Kerak,” 
BASOR 172 (1963): 1–9.

Gerald L. Gerald L. MattinglyMattingly

Gerald L. Mattingly

KEREN-HAPPKEREN-HAPPUCHUCH (Heb.  (Heb. qeren happqeren happu®k�u®k�)))

KEREN-HAPPUCH (Heb. qeren happu®k� )

The youngeThe youngest of threst of three daughtere daughters born to s born to Job after Job after his trialshis trials had ended had ended (Job 42:1 (Job 42:14).4).42:142:14).42:14).

The youngest of three daughters born to Job after his trials had ended (Job 
42:14).

KERIOTHKERIOTH (Heb.  (Heb. qeïriîyo®tqeïriîyo®t��)))

KERIOTH (Heb. qeïriîyo®t� )

A fortifieA fortified city in d city in Moab (Jer.Moab (Jer. 48:24; Am 48:24; Amos 2:2; cfos 2:2; cf. Jer. 48:. Jer. 48:41; NRSV “41; NRSV “the towns,the towns,” followin” fol” following following LXX). AccoLXX). According to trding to the Moabitehe Moabite Stone, th Stone, the city cone city contained a stained a sacred shriacred shrine for Cheneshrishrine forshrine for Chemosh.  Chemosh. The site rThe site remains uncemains uncertain.ertain.

A fortified city in Moab (Jer. 48:24; Amos 2:2; cf. Jer. 48:41; NRSV “the towns,” 
following LXX). According to the Moabite Stone, the city contained a sacred 
shrine for Chemosh. The site remains uncertain.

KERIOTH-HEKERIOTH-HEZRONZRON (Heb.  (Heb. qeïriîyo®tqeïriîyo®t� h�es�ro®� h�es�ro®nn)))

KERIOTH-HEZRON (Heb. qeïriîyo®t� h�es�ro®n )

A place naA place name designame designating one, ting one, possibly tpossibly two, locatiwo, locations in souons in southern Judathern Judah (Josh. 1h (Josh. 15:25). Som5:2115:25). So15:25). Some scholarme scholars separates separate Kerioth a Kerioth and Hezron,nd Hezron, regarding regarding them as t them as two cities.wo cities. Even if t cities.cities. Evcities. Even if the en if the text refertext refers to two ps to two places, Kerlaces, Kerioth shoulioth should not be cd not be confused wionfused with Keriothth Kth Kerioth ofKerioth of Moab. As  Moab. As a separatea separate village,  village, Hezron mayHezron may refer to  refer to the borderthe border settlemen settlement near Kadtsettlemensettlementsettlement near Kade near Kadesh-barnea sh-barnea (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:3). If the3). If the two names two names designate designate one local one locale, it is pe,locallocale, itlocale, it is possib is possibly the modly the modern remainern remains called Ks called Khirbet el-hirbet el-Qaryatein/Qaryatein/Tel QeriyoTel Qeriyot (161083)t (1t (161083), (161083), 7 km. (4.57 km. (4.5 mi.) S of mi.) S of Maon. Maon. Maon.

A place name designating one, possibly two, locations in southern Judah (Josh. 
15:25). Some scholars separate Kerioth and Hezron, regarding them as two 



cities. Even if the text refers to two places, Kerioth should not be confused with 
Kerioth of Moab. As a separate village, Hezron may refer to the border 
settlement near Kadesh-barnea (Josh. 15:3). If the two names designate one 
locale, it is possibly the modern remains called Khirbet el-Qaryatein/Tel Qeriyot 
(161083), 7 km. (4.5 mi.) S of Maon.

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

KEROSKEROS (Heb.  (Heb. qeäroœs, qqeäroœs, qeîroœseîroœs)))

KEROS (Heb. qeäroœs, qeîroœs)

The head oThe head of a familyf a family of temple of temple servants  servants who returnwho returned with Zeed with Zerubbabel frubbabel from the Exrom the Erom the Exile (EzrExile (Ezra 2:44 = Na 2:44 = Neh. 7:47).eh. 7:47).

The head of a family of temple servants who returned with Zerubbabel from the 
Exile (Ezra 2:44 = Neh. 7:47).

KERYGMAKERYGMA (Gk.  (Gk. keäírygmakeäírygma)))

KERYGMA (Gk. keäírygma)

The proclaThe proclamation (Gkmation (Gk. “preachi. “preaching”) of thng”) of the good newe good news in the Ns in the NT and lateT and later. The worr. The wor. The word has bword has become a quecome a quasitechnicasitechnical term foal term for the contr the content of earent of early Christily Christian polemican polemic, the “gos,polemicpolemic, tpolemic, the “gospelhe “gospel” par exce” par excellence.llence.

The proclamation (Gk. “preaching”) of the good news in the NT and later. The 
word has become a quasitechnical term for the content of early Christian 
polemic, the “gospel” par excellence.

KETHIBKETHIB (Heb.  (Heb. keït�iîb�keït�iîb�) ) AND QERE (AND QERE (qeïreîqeïreî)))

KETHIB (Heb. keït�iîb� ) AND QERE (qeïreî)

Masoretic Masoretic notations notations meaning “wmeaning “what is wrihat is written” (Kettten” (Kethib) and “hib) and “what is rewhat is read” (Qere)ad” (Qere)ad” (Qere). Th(Qere). The 1300 inse 1300 instances of tances of Kethib-QerKethib-Qere in the Me in the MT reflect T reflect a stage ina stage in the devel the development of odeveldevelopmendevelopment of the Ht of the Hebrew textebrew text when the  when the consonantaconsonantal text wasl text was considere considered fixed and fixed d fixed and fixed and unalterablunalterable (“what ie (“what is written”s written”; ; KK), but it ), but it was possibwas possible to suggle to suggest emendaest emendaest emendationemendations in the ms in the margin (“whargin (“what is readat is read”; ”; QQ). The con). The consonants ofsonants of the Qere  the Qere were usualwere were usualwere usually writtenly written in the ma in the margin, and rgin, and the vowelsthe vowels of the Qe of the Qere, with tre, with the consonahe consonants of thenconsonaconsonantsconsonants of the Ke of the Kethib, in tthib, in the text. The text. The note wohe note would lead auld lead a person re person reading the ading the text to prtetext to prtext to pronounce thonounce the Qere rate Qere rather than ther than the Kethib.he Kethib. Qere read Qere readings were ings were intended eintendedintended eintended either to cither to correct theorrect the Kethib or Kethib or to preser to preserve variantve variant manuscrip manuscript traditiot traditions.ns.traditiotraditionstraditions...

Masoretic notations meaning “what is written” (Kethib) and “what is read” 
(Qere). The 1300 instances of Kethib-Qere in the MT reflect a stage in the 
development of the Hebrew text when the consonantal text was considered 
fixed and unalterable (“what is written”; K), but it was possible to suggest 
emendations in the margin (“what is read”; Q). The consonants of the Qere 
were usually written in the margin, and the vowels of the Qere, with the 
consonants of the Kethib, in the text. The note would lead a person reading the 
text to pronounce the Qere rather than the Kethib. Qere readings were 
intended either to correct the Kethib or to preserve variant manuscript 
traditions.

�The KethibThe Kethib-Qere fall-Qere fall into thre into three categorie categories. The es. The Qeïreî perQeïreî perpetuum,petuum, not marke not ma not marked by marked by a marginala marginal note, is  note, is the writinthe writing of the cg of the consonants onsonants for for YHWHYHWH with the  with the vowels forvovowels forvowels for  }a�d�oœnaœ}a�d�oœnaœy.y. This guar This guarded againsded against speakingt speaking the divin the divine name. The name. The e Tiqqu®neî TTiqqu®neî Tiqqu®neî soœp�eïriîsoœp�eïriîmm or “emend or “emendations of ations of the scribethe scribes” are soms” are some 18 instae 18 instances in whnceinstainstances instances in which tin which the Masorethe Masoretes preserves preserved in a noed in a note the “orte the “original” foiginal” form of a term of a text that waxt tetext that text that was earliewas earlier changed r changed by scribesby scribes to remove to remove objection objectionable referable references to Gences to God. The oGGod. The God. The {It�t�u®re{It�t�u®reî soœp�eïrî soœp�eïriîmiîm or “omiss or “omissions of thions of the scribes”e scribes” are place are places where a s ws where a lewhere a letter was otter was omitted, ormitted, or where som where something eitething either is reaher is read but not d but not written orwritten or is writte oror is writor is written but noten but not read.t read.t read.

The Kethib-Qere fall into three categories. The Qeïreî perpetuum, not 
marked by a marginal note, is the writing of the consonants for YHWH with the 
vowels for }a�d�oœnaœy.  This guarded against speaking the divine name. The 
Tiqqu®neî soœp�eïriîm  or “emendations of the scribes” are some 18 
instances in which the Masoretes preserved in a note the “original” form of a 
text that was earlier changed by scribes to remove objectionable references to 
God. The {It�t�u®reî soœp�eïriîm  or “omissions of the scribes” are places 
where a letter was omitted, or where something either is read but not written 
or is written but not read.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. Tov, E. Tov, The TextuaThe Textual Criticisl Criticism of the Hm of the Hebrew Biblebrew Biblee (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1992)lis, (Minneapo(Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1992);is, 1992); E. Würthw E. Würthwein, ein, The Text oThe Text of the Old f the Old Testament,Testament, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Grand RapiGrand RGrand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1995).95).95).

Bibliography. E. Tov, The Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible 
(Minneapolis, 1992); E. Würthwein, The Text of the Old Testament, 2nd ed. (Grand 
Rapids, 1995).

Michael L.Michael L. Ruffin Ruffin

Michael L. Ruffin



KETURAHKETURAH (Heb.  (Heb. qeït�u®ra®qeït�u®ra®)))

KETURAH (Heb. qeït�u®ra® )

The often The often forgotten forgotten third wifethird wife/concubine/concubine of Abraha of Abraham, first am, first attested afttested after the deter the death of Sarathdedeath of Sdeath of Sarah (Gen.arah (Gen. 25:1-6).  25:1-6). She is theShe is the mother of mother of six sons  six sons by Abrahamby Abraham: Zimran, : Zimran, Jokshan, MJoJokshan, MJokshan, Medan, Midiedan, Midian, Ishbakan, Ishbak, and Shua, and Shuah (also lih (also listed in 1 sted in 1 Chr. 1:32-Chr. 1:32-33). They 33). They settled tosettsettled tosettled to the east  the east and the soand the south of theuth of the Israelite Israelites, along ws, along what was cohat was commonly knommonly known as the wknoknown as tknown as the “incenshe “incense route” te route” through weshrough west Arabia. t Arabia. Her childrHer children are usuen are usually identally identified withifidentidentifiedidentified with impo with important Aramrtant Aramean or Araean or Arabian tribebian tribes and citis and cities. These es. These descendantdescendants of Abrahsdescendantdescendantdescendants of Abrahs of Abraham and Ketam and Keturah helpeurah helped to broadd to broaden the exten the extent of Abrent of Abraham’s proaham’s AbrAbraham’s Abraham’s progeny.progeny.progeny.

The often forgotten third wife/concubine of Abraham, first attested after the 
death of Sarah (Gen. 25:1-6). She is the mother of six sons by Abraham: Zimran, 
Jokshan, Medan, Midian, Ishbak, and Shuah (also listed in 1 Chr. 1:32-33). They 
settled to the east and the south of the Israelites, along what was commonly 
known as the “incense route” through west Arabia. Her children are usually 
identified with important Aramean or Arabian tribes and cities. These 
descendants of Abraham and Keturah helped to broaden the extent of 
Abraham’s progeny.

�There is nThere is no other kno other known occurrown occurrence of Keence of Keturah as aturah as a personal  personal name. Somename. Some scholars  sc scholars sscholars suggest thauggest that she is at she is a personifi personification of cation of the incensthe incense trade (e trade (qeït�oœretqeït�oœret�,�,(qeït�oœret(qeït�oœre(qeït�oœret�,t�, “incense” “incense”; ; qeït�o®ra®qeït�o®ra®,,“incense o“incense offering”),ffering”), but there but there is no str is no strong evidenostrstrong evistrong evidence to pdence to prove this rove this theory.theory.theory.

There is no other known occurrence of Keturah as a personal name. Some 
scholars suggest that she is a personification of the incense trade 
(qeït�oœret�,  “incense”; qeït�o®ra®, “incense offering”), but there is no 
strong evidence to prove this theory.

Lisa W. DaLisa W. Davisonvison

Lisa W. Davison

KEZIAHKEZIAH (Heb.  (Heb. qeïs�iî{a®qeïs�iî{a®)))

KEZIAH (Heb. qeïs�iî{a® )

The secondThe second daughter  daughter born to Joborn to Job after hib after his fortuness fortunes were rest were restored (Job ored (Job 42:14).42:14).

The second daughter born to Job after his fortunes were restored (Job 42:14).

KIBROTH-HAKIBROTH-HATTAAVAHTTAAVAH  (Heb. (Heb. qib�ro®t� qib�ro®t� hatta}a�wahatta}a�wa®®)))

KIBROTH-HATTAAVAH 
(Heb. qib�ro®t� hatta}a�wa® )

The first The first encampmentencampment of the Is of the Israelites, raelites, between Mtbetween Mt. Sinai an. Sinai and Hazerothd Hazeroth, after th, after they left they ththey left they left the wilderthe wilderness of Siness of Sinai (Num. nai (Num. 33:16-17).33:16-17). Here the  Here the Lord sent Lord sent quail for quail for the Israelthe the Israelthe Israelites to eaites to eat (Num. 11t (Num. 11:31-35). T:31-35). The subsequhe subsequent greedient greediness of soness of some in gathme in gathering and ergathgathering gathering and eatingand eating the quail the quail prompted  prompted the Lord tthe Lord to plague to plague them (cf. Dhem (cf. Deut. 9:22)eut. 9:22). Those wh. T. Those who Those who died were died were buried at buried at this site,this site, whose nam whose name means “ge means “graves of craves of craving” orraving” oraving” or “gravesor “graves of greedi of greediness.” Theness.” The location  location may be modmay be modern Rueis ern Rueis el-Ebeirijel-Ebeirij (076797), (076797), ca. 50 km c ca. 50 km.ca. 50 km. (31 mi.)  (31 mi.) NE of Mt. NE of Mt. Sinai (JebSinai (Jebel el Mu®saœMu®saœ).).).

The first encampment of the Israelites, between Mt. Sinai and Hazeroth, after 
they left the wilderness of Sinai (Num. 33:16-17). Here the Lord sent quail for 
the Israelites to eat (Num. 11:31-35). The subsequent greediness of some in 
gathering and eating the quail prompted the Lord to plague them (cf. Deut. 9:22). 
Those who died were buried at this site, whose name means “graves of craving” 
or “graves of greediness.” The location may be modern Rueis el-Ebeirij (076797), 
ca. 50 km. (31 mi.) NE of Mt. Sinai (Jebel Mu®saœ).

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

KIBZAIMKIBZAIM (Heb.  (Heb. qib�s�ayimqib�s�ayim)))

KIBZAIM (Heb. qib�s�ayim )

A city in A city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Ephrai of Ephraim allocatem allocated to the Kd to the Kohathite fohathite family of Lamily of Levites (JoevitesLLevites (JLevites (Josh. 21:22osh. 21:22). Some sc). Some scholars takholars take it to bee it to be the same  the same as Jokmeamas Jokmeam in the pa in the parallel accralpaparallel aparallel account at ccount at 1 Chr. 6:61 Chr. 6:68(MT 53), 8(MT 53), but the nabut the names seem tmes seem to represeno represent two distt two distinct sitesindistdistinct sdistinct sites. The ites. The location ilocation is uncertais uncertain.n.

A city in the tribal territory of Ephraim allocated to the Kohathite family of 
Levites (Josh. 21:22). Some scholars take it to be the same as Jokmeam in the 
parallel account at 1 Chr. 6:68(MT 53), but the names seem to represent two 
distinct sites. The location is uncertain.

KIDKIDKID

KID

A young goA young goat (Heb. at (Heb. geïd�iîgeïd�iî). The mea). The meat of a kidt of a kid was consi was considered savodered savory (e.g., ry (e.g., Gen. 27:9;Gen.Gen. 27:9;Gen. 27:9; cf. Luke  cf. Luke 15:29) and15:29) and perhaps f perhaps for this reor this reason was aason was associated ssociated with rituawith ritual meals (Jl ml meals (Judmeals (Judg. 6:19) ag. 6:19) and sacrifind sacrifices (Num. ces (Num. 15:11; 2 C15:11; 2 Chr. 35:7).hr. 35:7). The bibli The biblical injunccal injunction againtion ation against boagainst boiling a kiiling a kid in its md in its mother’s miother’s milk (Exod. lk (Exod. 23:19; 34:23:19; 34:26; Deut. 26; Deut. 14:21) may14:21) may be a proh be a be a prohibita prohibition of a Cion of a Canaanite ranaanite religious peligious practice (cractice (cf. f. UTUT 52:14); i 52:14); it constitut constitutes the bates the basis of thesibabasis of tbasis of the kosher he kosher law againslaw against eating mt eating milk and otilk and other dairy her dairy products iproducts in the samen the same meal. me meal.meal.

A young goat (Heb. geïd�iî ). The meat of a kid was considered savory (e.g., 
Gen. 27:9; cf. Luke 15:29) and perhaps for this reason was associated with ritual 



meals (Judg. 6:19) and sacrifices (Num. 15:11; 2 Chr. 35:7). The biblical injunction 
against boiling a kid in its mother’s milk (Exod. 23:19; 34:26; Deut. 14:21) may be 
a prohibition of a Canaanite religious practice (cf. UT 52:14); it constitutes the 
basis of the kosher law against eating milk and other dairy products in the same 
meal.

KIDNEYSKIDNEYSKIDNEYS

KIDNEYS

The kidneyThe kidneys of sacris of sacrificed animficed animals, alongals, along with thei with their fat, parr fat, part of the lt of the liver, the iver, the broad tailbroad tabroad tail, and tail, and the fat ththe fat that covers at covers the entraithe entrails, were tls, were to be burneo be burned completed completely by the ly by the priests (Epriespriests (Epriests (Exod. 29:13xod. 29:13, 22; Lev., 22; Lev. 3:4, 10,  3:4, 10, 15). At ti15). At times kidneymes kidneys (Heb. s (Heb. keïlaœyyo®keïlaœyyo®t�;t�keïlaœyyo®keïlaœyyo®keïlaœyyo®t�;t�; Gk.  Gk. nephroiínephroií) represen) represent the orgat the organs in genens in general, e.g.,ral, e.g., as they w as they were being erwwere beingwere being formed in formed in the womb  the womb (Ps. 139:1(Ps. 139:13; NRSV “i3; NRSV “inward partnward parts”) or beis”) or being piercedng pierceng pierced bypierced by archers ( archers (Job 16:13;Job 16:13; Lam. 3:13 Lam. 3:13, NRSV “vi, NRSV “vitals”). Motals”). More often, re often, however, khowever, kidneys refidkkidneys rekidneys refer to thefer to the seat of e seat of emotions anmotions and decisiond decision making. T making. Thus, one chus, one can be callan be called “uprighedcallcalled “upcalled “upright in kright in kidneys” (Pidneys” (Ps. 7:10[MTs. 7:10[MT 11]). One 11]). One’s kidneys’s kidneys may faint may faint (Job 19:2 (Job 19:27) or rejo7) o7) or rejoiceor rejoice (Prov. 23 (Prov. 23:16). Alon:16). Along with theg with the heart the heart they are knowy are known and searn and searched by Goched by Goched by God (Jer. God (Jer. 11:20; Ps.11:20; Ps. 73:21; cf 73:21; cf. Rev. 2:2. Rev. 2:23). Those 3). Those who speak who speak well but swell but say nothingay nothing are said  are are said tare said to have Godo have God “in their “in their mouths, b mouths, but far frout far from their kim their kidneys” (Jedneys” (Jer. 12:2).r. 12:2).r. 12:2).

The kidneys of sacrificed animals, along with their fat, part of the liver, the broad 
tail, and the fat that covers the entrails, were to be burned completely by the 
priests (Exod. 29:13, 22; Lev. 3:4, 10, 15). At times kidneys (Heb. 
keïlaœyyo®t�;  Gk. nephroií) represent the organs in general, e.g., as they 
were being formed in the womb (Ps. 139:13; NRSV “inward parts”) or being 
pierced by archers (Job 16:13; Lam. 3:13, NRSV “vitals”). More often, however, 
kidneys refer to the seat of emotions and decision making. Thus, one can be 
called “upright in kidneys” (Ps. 7:10[MT 11]). One’s kidneys may faint (Job 19:27) 
or rejoice (Prov. 23:16). Along with the heart they are known and searched by 
God (Jer. 11:20; Ps. 73:21; cf. Rev. 2:23). Those who speak well but say nothing 
are said to have God “in their mouths, but far from their kidneys” (Jer. 12:2).

Gregory A.Gregory A. Wolfe Wolfe

Gregory A. Wolfe

KIDRONKIDRON (Heb.  (Heb. qid�ro®n;qid�ro®n; Gk.  Gk. KedroœénKedroœén)))

KIDRON (Heb. qid�ro®n;  Gk. Kedroœén)

The valleyThe valley (and the  (and the brook runnbrook running througing through it durinh it during times ofg times of heavy rai heavy rain) that lin) that lies E of Jees Ees E of JerusE of Jerusalem. The alem. The old walledold walled city of J city of Jerusalem ierusalem is on its ws on its west and thest and the Mount ofe Mount of Olives on Ol Olives on Olives on its east. its east. It is suggIt is suggested thatested that the name  the name means “darmeans “dark,” “not ck,” “not clear,” or lear,” or “turbid,” “turb“turbid,” “turbid,” because thbecause the stream ie stream is thick ans thick and opaque wd opaque with sedimeith sediment. On thent. On the western s western slope of thlsslope of tslope of the valley he valley is the Gihis the Gihon Spring,on Spring, ancient J ancient Jerusalem’serusalem’s primary w primary water supplater supply. This spy. Ty. This sprinThis spring flowed ig flowed into the vanto the valley, but lley, but with the bwith the building ofuilding of Hezekiah’ Hezekiah’s tunnel (s tunnel (2 Kgs. 20:2 Kgs2 Kgs. 20:20Kgs. 20:20) its wate) its waters were dirs were diverted to verted to the Pool othe Pool of Siloam if Siloam inside the nside the city. On tcity. On the easternhe ehe eastern sleastern slope of theope of the valley ar valley are many ance many ancient tombsient tombs where cer where certain royaltain royal officials officials, possibly, po, possibly spossibly some of Judome of Judah’s kingsah’s kings, may have, may have been buri been buried. From ted. From the vicinithe vicinity of Jerusy of Jerusalem the KalemJerusJerusalem Jerusalem the Kidronthe Kidron Valley fo Valley follows a sollows a southeasternutheastern course, e course, extending txtending through thehrough the Wildernes thethe Wilderthe Wilderness of Juness of Judah, meetidah, meeting the Deang the Dead Sea ca. d Sea ca. 16 km. (1016 km. (10 mi.) belo mi.) below the moutw the mouw the mouth of tmouth of the Jordan he Jordan River.River.River.

The valley (and the brook running through it during times of heavy rain) that lies 
E of Jerusalem. The old walled city of Jerusalem is on its west and the Mount of 
Olives on its east. It is suggested that the name means “dark,” “not clear,” or 
“turbid,” because the stream is thick and opaque with sediment. On the western 
slope of the valley is the Gihon Spring, ancient Jerusalem’s primary water supply. 
This spring flowed into the valley, but with the building of Hezekiah’s tunnel (2 
Kgs. 20:20) its waters were diverted to the Pool of Siloam inside the city. On the 
eastern slope of the valley are many ancient tombs where certain royal officials, 
possibly some of Judah’s kings, may have been buried. From the vicinity of 
Jerusalem the Kidron Valley follows a southeastern course, extending through 
the Wilderness of Judah, meeting the Dead Sea ca. 16 km. (10 mi.) below the 
mouth of the Jordan River.

�This valleThis valley is firsty is first mentioned mentioned in the Bi in the Bible as theble as the place Dav place David crossedid crossed (i.e., th (i.e., the eastern e ee eastern boeastern boundary of undary of the city) the city) as he fledas he fled Jerusalem Jerusalem because o because of the rebef the rebellion of hllion of his son Absis sois son Absaloson Absalom (2 Sam. m (2 Sam. 15:23). Du15:23). During the Mring the Monarchy itonarchy it was proba was probably to be bly to be identifiedidentified as the pl identifiedidentifiedidentified as the pl as the place of theace of the King’s Ga King’s Garden (2 Kgrden (2 Kgs. 25:4; Ns. 25:4; Neh. 3:15).eh. 3:15).

This valley is first mentioned in the Bible as the place David crossed (i.e., the 
eastern boundary of the city) as he fled Jerusalem because of the rebellion of his 
son Absalom (2 Sam. 15:23). During the Monarchy it was probably to be 
identified as the place of the King’s Garden (2 Kgs. 25:4; Neh. 3:15).

�Adjacent tAdjacent to the tempo the temple mount, le mount, the Kidronthe Kidron (valley/b (valley/brook/fieldrook/field) served a) served as a convens a cons a convenientconvenient place whe place where images re images and altarsand altars of idols  of idols were takenwere taken to be des to be destroyed by troyed by reformer krreformer kreformer kings: Asa ings: Asa (1 Kgs. 15(1 Kgs. 15:13), Heze:13), Hezekiah (2 Chkiah (2 Chr. 29:16; r. 29:16; 30:14), an30:14), and Josiah (d Josiah (2 Kgs. 23:2 K2 Kgs. 23:4-Kgs. 23:4-6; cf. v. 6; cf. v. 12).12).12).

Adjacent to the temple mount, the Kidron (valley/brook/field) served as a 
convenient place where images and altars of idols were taken to be destroyed by 
reformer kings: Asa (1 Kgs. 15:13), Hezekiah (2 Chr. 29:16; 30:14), and Josiah (2 



Kgs. 23:4-6; cf. v. 12).

�The KidronThe Kidron is mentio is mentioned only oned only once in thence in the NT. After NT. After the farew the farewell discouell discourse, Jesusrse, Jerse, Jesus alonJesus along with hisg with his disciples disciples went “acr went “across the Kioss the Kidron valledron valley to a play to a place where tce where there was aheretthere was there was a garden [a garden [named Gethnamed Gethsemane in semane in Matt. 26:3Matt. 26:36], which 6], which he and hishe and his disciples disciples  disciples disciples entered” (entered” (John 18:1)John 18:1). Traditio. Tradition identifin identifies the Kides the Kidron Valleyron Valley as the va as the valley of Jelley olley of Jehoshaof Jehoshaphat (“Yahphat (“Yahweh judgesweh judges”), where ”), where God will gGod will gather all ather all the nationthe nations and sit s and sit in judgmenin in judgmenin judgment upon thet upon them (Joel 3:m (Joel 3:2, 12[MT 42, 12[MT 4:2, 12]).:2, 12]).:2, 12]).

The Kidron is mentioned only once in the NT. After the farewell discourse, 
Jesus along with his disciples went “across the Kidron valley to a place where 
there was a garden [named Gethsemane in Matt. 26:36], which he and his 
disciples entered” (John 18:1). Tradition identifies the Kidron Valley as the valley 
of Jehoshaphat (“Yahweh judges”), where God will gather all the nations and sit 
in judgment upon them (Joel 3:2, 12[MT 4:2, 12]).

John L. GiJohn L. Gillmanllman

John L. Gillman

KILNKILNKILN

KILN

Primarily Primarily an enclosuan enclosure for firre for firing pottering pottery or burniy or burning lime (Hng lime (Heb. eb. kib�sûaœn,kib�sûaœn, in contra in co in contrast wcontrast with ith ku®r,ku®r, a smeltin a smelting furnace g furnace for metalsfor metals). Burnt l). Burnt lime was slime was slaked and uaked and used for prseuused for pused for preparing mreparing mortar, plaortar, plaster, and ster, and whitewash.whitewash. Isa. 33:1 Isa. 33:12 refers m2 refers metaphoricaetaphorically to thellymetaphoricametaphoricmetaphorically to thally to the process e process of burningof burning lime. Thi lime. Thistles and stles and thorns werthorns were used to e used to fuel lime fufuel lime fuel lime kilns.kilns.kilns.

Primarily an enclosure for firing pottery or burning lime (Heb. kib�sûaœn,  in 
contrast with ku®r, a smelting furnace for metals). Burnt lime was slaked and 
used for preparing mortar, plaster, and whitewash. Isa. 33:12 refers 
metaphorically to the process of burning lime. Thistles and thorns were used to 
fuel lime kilns.

�Pottery kiPottery kilns in anclns in ancient Palesient Palestine were tine were of two typof two types: a vertes: a vertical or upical or up-draft kil-draft kiln and a hon kilkiln and akiln and a horizonta horizontal or down-l or down-draft kilndraft kiln ( (ANEP,ANEP, 44, 344). 44, 344). By far th By far the more free more frequently usquentlyfrefrequentlyfrequently used type used type, the vert, the vertical kiln ical kiln dates backdates back to the Ea to the Early Bronzerly Bronze Age and h Age and has remaineas ras remained eremained essentiallyssentially unchanged unchanged to the pr to the present timeesent time...

Pottery kilns in ancient Palestine were of two types: a vertical or up-draft 
kiln and a horizontal or down-draft kiln (ANEP, 44, 344). By far the more 
frequently used type, the vertical kiln dates back to the Early Bronze Age and has 
remained essentially unchanged to the present time.

�The HebrewThe Hebrew term is u term is used metaphsed metaphorically iorically in referencn reference to the be to the billowing sillowing smoke from mokessmoke fromsmoke from the burni the burning of Sodong of Sodom and Gomom and Gomorrah (Gen.rrah (Gen. 19:28; NR 19:28; NRSV “furnacSV “furnace”) and fre”) ae”) and from Gand from God’s preseod’s presence on Mt.nce on Mt. Sinai (Ex Sinai (Exod. 19:18)od. 19:18). The smok. The smoke is said e is said to have rito have risen like sseririsen likerisen like smoke fro smoke from a kiln. m a kiln. Ashes fromAshes from a kiln sp a kiln sprinkled inrinkled into the airto the air by Moses  by Moses and Aaron and and Aaron and Aaron inaugurateinaugurate the sixth the sixth plague of plague of boils (Ex boils (Exod. 9:8, 1od. 9:8, 10).0).0).

The Hebrew term is used metaphorically in reference to the billowing 
smoke from the burning of Sodom and Gomorrah (Gen. 19:28; NRSV “furnace”) 
and from God’s presence on Mt. Sinai (Exod. 19:18). The smoke is said to have 
risen like smoke from a kiln. Ashes from a kiln sprinkled into the air by Moses 
and Aaron inaugurate the sixth plague of boils (Exod. 9:8, 10).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. Gibson,S. Gibson, “Lime Kil “Lime Kilns in Nortns in North-East Jerh-East Jerusalem,” usalem,” PEQPEQ 116 (1984 116 (19 116 (1984): 94(1984): 94–102.–102.–102.

Bibliography. S. Gibson, “Lime Kilns in North-East Jerusalem,” PEQ 116 
(1984): 94–102.
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KINAHKINAH (Heb.  (Heb. qiîna®qiîna®)))

KINAH (Heb. qiîna®)

A city in A city in the southethe southern portionrn portion of the te of the territory alrritory allotted to lotted to Judah (JosJudah (Josh. 15:22),h. 15:22), probably  prob probably aprobably associated ssociated with the Kwith the Kenites (Heenites (Heb. “smith[b. “smith[ville]”). ville]”). The site iThe site is probablys probably located a loca located allocated along the Waong the Wadi el-Qeindi el-Qeini near Arai near Arad.d.

A city in the southern portion of the territory allotted to Judah (Josh. 15:22), 
probably associated with the Kenites (Heb. “smith[ville]”). The site is probably 
located along the Wadi el-Qeini near Arad.

KING, KINGKING, KINGSHIPSHIPSHIP

KING, KINGSHIP

In the OT,In the OT, king and  king and kingship (kingship (derived frderived from Heb. om Heb. mlkmlk) signify ) signify both an adboth an administratiministrative office veadministratiadministraadministrative offictive office and a lee and a leadership radership role for goole for governing peverning peoples and oples and territorieterritories. The cons. Ths. The concepThe concept implies t implies at least sat least some religiome religious, politous, political, sociical, social, and ecal, and economic cenonomic centralizatiotralicencentralizacentralization, but tion, but it is not it is not clear whetclear whether full-bher full-blown natiolown nation-statehoon-statehood is necesd is necessarily envsarilynecesnecessarilnecessarily envisagey envisaged. As in od. As in other Near ther Near Eastern soEastern societies, kcieties, kings are sings are suzerains (uzerains (overlords)over((overlords(overlords) whose va) whose vassals compssals comprise theirrise their own peopl own peoples, otherses, others whom they whom they conquer o conquer conquer orconquer or who willf who willfully join ully join allegianceallegiance, and at t, and at times lesseimes lesser kings anr kings and kingdomsd kingdoms. Kings ar. Kin. Kings are Kings are responsiblresponsible for maine for maintaining sotaining socio-politicio-political order cal order through lathrough laws, battlews, battles, ritualss, rits, rituals, arituals, and the exend the exercise of wrcise of wise judgmeise judgment and effnt and effective perective persuasion (2suasion (2 Sam. 5-8) Sam. 5-8). These ar. Th. These are These are meant to gmeant to guarantee tuarantee their vassaheir vassals’ generals’ general well-beil well-being and secng and security. Unlurity. Unlike kingshike UnlUnlike kinUnlike kingship amongship among their neg their neighbors, Yighbors, Yahwist kinahwist kingship is ngship is not createdot created by the de by the deity, Yahwiitydedeity, Yahdeity, Yahwist kingswist kings do not en do not enjoy divinejoy divine filiation filiation, and thei, and their edicts ar edicts are not etere not eternal.rnal.rnal.

In the OT, king and kingship (derived from Heb. mlk) signify both an 
administrative office and a leadership role for governing peoples and territories. 
The concept implies at least some religious, political, social, and economic 
centralization, but it is not clear whether full-blown nation-statehood is 
necessarily envisaged. As in other Near Eastern societies, kings are suzerains 
(overlords) whose vassals comprise their own peoples, others whom they 



conquer or who willfully join allegiance, and at times lesser kings and kingdoms. 
Kings are responsible for maintaining socio-political order through laws, battles, 
rituals, and the exercise of wise judgment and effective persuasion (2 Sam. 5-8). 
These are meant to guarantee their vassals’ general well-being and security. 
Unlike kingship among their neighbors, Yahwist kingship is not created by the 
deity, Yahwist kings do not enjoy divine filiation, and their edicts are not eternal.

�The Bible The Bible depicts amdepicts ambiguous atbiguous attitudes totitudes toward the iward the institutionnstitution. Enthusia. Enthusiasm, resistsm, resism, resistanceresistance, and relu, and reluctant accectant acceptance areptance are all prese all present. The amnt. The ambivalence bivalence begins witbegins with the founh th the foundithe founding of kingng of kingship. Samuship. Samuel, the chel, the chief proponief proponent and prent and prophetic imophetic impulse for pulse for monarchy, mmonarchy, monarchy, wavers (cowavers (compare 1 Sampare 1 Sam. 9:1-10:m. 9:1-10:16; 11 and16; 11 and 1 Sam. 8; 1 Sam. 8; 10:17-27) 10:17-27). Differen. Differen. DifferenceDifferences between s between Yahwist anYahwist and neighbord neighboring modelsing models are desir are desired but maied but maintained onntained ontained only with only with difficultydifficulty, and slid, and sliding towarding toward totalitar totalitarian practiian practices is feaces is feared (1 Samred (1 Sam. 8:11-18;. 8:11-1. 8:11-18; A8:11-18; Amos 7:10-1mos 7:10-16). Rules 6). Rules of successof succession and inion and inheritance heritance seem to faseem to favor primogvor primogeniture, beprimogprimogenitprimogeniture, but ture, but the rules ahe rules at times set times seem to be uem to be unclear, lanclear, lacking, or cking, or ignored (eignored (e.g., 1 Kgs.g., 1.g., 1 Kgs. 1:21 Kgs. 1:28-37; 11-18-37; 11-12). As a r2). As a result, divesult, divisiveness isiveness and intrigand intrigue lead toue lead to schism, m schism, mayhem, andayhemmmayhem, anmayhem, and even dead even death. Divineth. Divine sanction  sanction and officiand official investial investiture do noture do not guarantet guarantee competene ce competencecompetence, morality, morality, or effec, or effectiveness. tiveness. But the moBut the monarchic prnarchic principle suinciple survives forrvives for several c se several ceseveral centuries (cnturies (ca. 1150–58a. 1150–587 7 B.C.E.B.C.E.), kingshi), kingship can be tp can be the basis fhe basis for renewalor renewal (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs (2 Kgs. 23), Kgs. 23), and after and after its passinits passing the instg the institution isitution is remembere remembered favorabld favorably in the hy in the hymns and pymnshhymns and hymns and prayers ofprayers of the Psalt the Psalter.er.er.

The Bible depicts ambiguous attitudes toward the institution. Enthusiasm, 
resistance, and reluctant acceptance are all present. The ambivalence begins with 
the founding of kingship. Samuel, the chief proponent and prophetic impulse for 
monarchy, wavers (compare 1 Sam. 9:1-10:16; 11 and 1 Sam. 8; 10:17-27). 
Differences between Yahwist and neighboring models are desired but maintained 
only with difficulty, and sliding toward totalitarian practices is feared (1 Sam. 
8:11-18; Amos 7:10-16). Rules of succession and inheritance seem to favor 
primogeniture, but the rules at times seem to be unclear, lacking, or ignored (e.g., 
1 Kgs. 1:28-37; 11-12). As a result, divisiveness and intrigue lead to schism, 
mayhem, and even death. Divine sanction and official investiture do not guarantee 
competence, morality, or effectiveness. But the monarchic principle survives for 
several centuries (ca. 1150–587 B.C.E.), kingship can be the basis for renewal (2 
Kgs. 23), and after its passing the institution is remembered favorably in the 
hymns and prayers of the Psalter.

�The exact The exact time and ctime and causes of bauses of biblical kiiblical kingship’s bngship’s beginning aeginning are debatedre debated. The bibl. The bib. The biblical pbiblical portrayal oortrayal of Saul as f Saul as a divinelya divinely chosen su chosen suzerain anozerain anointed by Sinted by Samuel immeamuel immediately afdiatimmeimmediatelimmediately after thy after the tribal pe tribal period in teriod in the 11th cehe 11th century is ontury is oversimplifversimplified. Facedied. Faced with Phil with with Philiwith Philistine domistine domination, thnation, the Yahwistse Yahwists turn to S turn to Samuel to camuel to choose a cehoose a centralized ntralized leader wholealeader wholeader who is first  is first Saul and tSaul and then David hen David (1 Sam. 8-(1 Sam. 8-16). Event16). Eventually, Davually, David is madeid is made king of J kin king of Juking of Judah (2 Samdah (2 Sam. 2:1-7) a. 2:1-7) and then Isnd then Israel (5:1–rael (5:1–5) before 5) before moving hismoving his administr administrative centativadministradministraadministrative centetive center for bothr for both units to  units to Jerusalem Jerusalem (5:6–10).(5:6–10).(5:6–10).

The exact time and causes of biblical kingship’s beginning are debated. The 
biblical portrayal of Saul as a divinely chosen suzerain anointed by Samuel 
immediately after the tribal period in the 11th century is oversimplified. Faced 
with Philistine domination, the Yahwists turn to Samuel to choose a centralized 
leader who is first Saul and then David (1 Sam. 8-16). Eventually, David is made 
king of Judah (2 Sam. 2:1-7) and then Israel (5:1–5) before moving his 
administrative center for both units to Jerusalem (5:6–10).

�In this viIn this view, centraew, centralized leadlized leadership is ership is commonly tcommonly thought to hought to date from date from the 10th othe 10tthe 10th or 9t10th or 9th century,h century, when nort when northern (Israhern (Israel) and soel) and southern (Juuthern (Judah) Yahwidah) Yahwists share sts share single leasisingle leasingle leadership undership under David der David and Solomoand Solomon. The unin. The unity appearsty appears to have b to have been the peeen the peeen the personal ppersonal prerogativererogative of the so of the so-called Un-called United Monarited Monarchies, ratchies, rather than aher than a political political unity of  uni unity of tunity of the regionshe regions. The post. The post-Solomonic-Solomonic division, division, the Divid the Divided Monarched Monarchy, may be y, may be a sheddingaa sheddinga shedding of a shar of a shared leader ed leader rather tharather than a disintn a disintegration oegration of a politif a political and recal and religious alligiousrereligious religious alliance. alliance. Whatever tWhatever the exact nhe exact nature and ature and cause of tcause of the turn ofhe turn of events th events that lead toat lat lead to thlead to the schism se schism separating eparating northern anorthern and southernd southern kingdomsn kingdoms, Israel s, Israel survives a urvives a successionsusuccessionsuccession of kings  of kings until it funtil it falls to thalls to the Assyriane Assyrians in 721 (s in 721 (2 Kgs. 17)2 Kgs. 17), and Juda, and Judah prevailsh prevah prevails uprevails until beingntil being overrun b overrun by the Babyy the Babylonians lelonians led by Nebucd by Nebuchadnezzar hadnezzar in 597 (2 in 597 (2 Kgs. 24-25KgKgs. 24-25Kgs. 24-25).).).

In this view, centralized leadership is commonly thought to date from the 
10th or 9th century, when northern (Israel) and southern (Judah) Yahwists share 
single leadership under David and Solomon. The unity appears to have been the 
personal prerogative of the so-called United Monarchies, rather than a political 
unity of the regions. The post-Solomonic division, the Divided Monarchy, may be 
a shedding of a shared leader rather than a disintegration of a political and 
religious alliance. Whatever the exact nature and cause of the turn of events that 
lead to the schism separating northern and southern kingdoms, Israel survives a 
succession of kings until it falls to the Assyrians in 721 (2 Kgs. 17), and Judah 
prevails until being overrun by the Babylonians led by Nebuchadnezzar in 597 (2 
Kgs. 24-25).

�ArchaeologArchaeology and compy and comparative soarative sociology suciology suggest a moggest a more gradualre gradual, prolonge, prolonged, and comd, and, and compleand complex process x process leading toleading toward estabward establishing kilishing kingship. Acngship. Accordingly,cordingly, full stat full statehood withehostatstatehood statehood with natiowith national kingshnal kingship followsip follows developme developments and prnts and pressures boessures both within th within and outsidaand outsidand outside the Yahwe the Yahwist communist community. Over ity. Over time — sugtime — suggestions rgestions range from ange from a few decaa few dea few decades todecades to several c several centuries —enturies — Yahwist t Yahwist tribal unitribal units coalesces coalesce to form m to form moieties leoieties led by paramd bd by paramouby paramount chiefs nt chiefs before furbefore further develther developments propments propel the fopel the federationsederations to stateh to stateh to statehood.statehood. The trans The transitions areitions are accompani accompanied, if noted, if not caused, b caused, by changes y changes in economiin economic base andceconomieconomic beconomic base and rease and residential sidential strategy astrategy as much as s much as by threatsby threats from fore from foreign enemieign enemies. Developsenemieenemies. Denemies. Developing eveloping agriculturagriculture technoloe technologies, divegies, diversificatiorsification in craftn in crafts, specials, specializations iizationspecialspecializaspecializations in mtions in modes of prodes of production, oduction, and introdand introduction of uction of iron-makiniron-making all fostg all foster sedentaer ser sedentarinsedentariness and beess and begin to supgin to supplement anplement and shift red shift reliance awaliance away from pasy from pastoralism atoralism and nomadisnaand nomadiand nomadism. The lasm. The latter are rtter are retained inetained in some area some areas and are s and are integratedintegrated into the  into the new economnenew economnew economy in othery in others. And thes. And they are valuy are valued nostalged nostalgically as ically as socio-relisocio-religious ideagious ideals imbued ls ideaideals imbideals imbued with mued with mythic poweythic power from ther from the past. But past. But the gener the general trend ial trend is toward ss toward sedentary aessedentary sedentary agrarianisagrarianism and urbam and urbanism with nism with an accompaan accompanying neednying need for stabl for stable permanene permane permanent permanent administraadministrative offictive office such as e such as kingship.kingship.kingship.

Archaeology and comparative sociology suggest a more gradual, prolonged, 
and complex process leading toward establishing kingship. Accordingly, full 



statehood with national kingship follows developments and pressures both within 
and outside the Yahwist community. Over time — suggestions range from a few 
decades to several centuries — Yahwist tribal units coalesce to form moieties led 
by paramount chiefs before further developments propel the federations to 
statehood. The transitions are accompanied, if not caused, by changes in 
economic base and residential strategy as much as by threats from foreign 
enemies. Developing agriculture technologies, diversification in crafts, 
specializations in modes of production, and introduction of iron-making all foster 
sedentariness and begin to supplement and shift reliance away from pastoralism 
and nomadism. The latter are retained in some areas and are integrated into the 
new economy in others. And they are valued nostalgically as socio-religious 
ideals imbued with mythic power from the past. But the general trend is toward 
sedentary agrarianism and urbanism with an accompanying need for stable 
permanent administrative office such as kingship.

�The develoThe developments leapments leading towarding toward and suppd and supporting kinorting kingship paragship parallel transllel transformationsformatranstransformatransformations in ttions in the Yahwisthe Yahwist literary  literary tradition.tradition. The palac The palace becomes e becomes the reposithe repository and otoreposirepositoryrepository and origi and origin of tradin of tradition. Thertion. There traditioe tradition is intern is interpreted andpreted and reinterpr reinterpreted in lieted reinterprreinterprereinterpreted in ligted in light of currht of current needs,ent needs, attitudes attitudes, and circ, and circumstances.umstances. Texts pro Texts produced by cduceproproduced bproduced by court scy court scribes bearribes bear the disti the distinctive vienctive views of theiws of their patrons.r patrons. Changes i Changes in patrons n pn patrons orpatrons or patrons’  patrons’ views guidviews guide modern be modern biblical criblical critics in titics in their attemheir attempts to unrpts to unravel the savelunrunravel thunravel the stages oe stages of developmf development withinent within the bibli the biblical traditcal tradition. Idention. Identifying theifying the stages de stage stages demstages demonstrates onstrates that as anthat as an ancient t ancient technology echnology writing cowriting contributes ntributes directly tdirectly to the propo to the propagthe propaganda and panda and power of thower of the centralie centralized king. zed king. The abilitThe ability to contry to control the pasol the past by shapit bt by shapingby shaping its telli its telling is an eng is an effective affective administratdministrative tool. ive tool. The unity The unity and disuniand disunity, the agty, the aty, the agreementsagreements and disag and disagreements treements that constihat constitute the rtute the richness anichness and variety d variety of the bibof the biblical storlicbibbiblical sbiblical story resultory result from thet from the king’s te king’s telling and lling and retelling retelling the past.the past.the past.

The developments leading toward and supporting kingship parallel 
transformations in the Yahwist literary tradition. The palace becomes the 
repository and origin of tradition. There tradition is interpreted and 
reinterpreted in light of current needs, attitudes, and circumstances. Texts 
produced by court scribes bear the distinctive views of their patrons. Changes in 
patrons or patrons’ views guide modern biblical critics in their attempts to 
unravel the stages of development within the biblical tradition. Identifying the 
stages demonstrates that as an ancient technology writing contributes directly to 
the propaganda and power of the centralized king. The ability to control the past 
by shaping its telling is an effective administrative tool. The unity and disunity, the 
agreements and disagreements that constitute the richness and variety of the 
biblical story result from the king’s telling and retelling the past.

�A king’s pA king’s personal trersonal traits are iaits are important. mportant. Good looksGood looks, physical, physical strength, strength, height, q height, q height, quick-wittquick-wittedness, anedness, an even temp even temper, and aber, and ability withility with weapons a weapons are valued re valued (1 Sam. 9:(1 Sam. 9:1-2; 17; 11-9:9:1-2; 17;9:1-2; 17; 1 Kgs. 4: 1 Kgs. 4:29-34). As29-34). As with othe with other biblicalr biblical figures,  figures, long yearslong years of life a of life and ruling nd rulingnd ruling areruling are signs of  signs of wisdom.wisdom.wisdom.

A king’s personal traits are important. Good looks, physical strength, height, 
quick-wittedness, an even temper, and ability with weapons are valued (1 Sam. 
9:1-2; 17; 1 Kgs. 4:29-34). As with other biblical figures, long years of life and 
ruling are signs of wisdom.

�ThroughoutThroughout kingship’ kingship’s history s history the extentthe extent of Yahwis of Yahwist influenct influence changes e changes many timesmany tmany times as ttimes as the leadershe leaders’ fate var’ fate varies. Conseies. Consequently, tquently, the territohe territorial limitrial limits of kingss of kings’ authorit’ autho’ authority authority are often are often indistinctindistinct. Modern a. Modern attempts tottempts to reconstru reconstruct them rect them rely on censly on census lists, ucenscensus liscensus lists, battlets, battle stories,  stories, tales of jtales of journeys, aourneys, and other and other accounts thccounts that containat contain place nam place  place nameplace names and topos and topographical graphical features. features. However, tHowever, these may bhese may be less impe less important forortant forortant for markinfor marking boundarig boundaries than ises than is the alleg the allegiance of iiance of individualsndividuals and group and groups that guas that guarantee a krantguaguarantee guarantee a king’s pa king’s power. A kiower. A king’s contrng’s control over peol over people and, ople and, in turn, tin turn, their identheir identification ificatidentidentificaidentification with tion with place defiplace define the sphne the sphere of infere of influence morluence more than a be than a boundary lioundary line or bordne one or border or border such as mosuch as moderns woulderns would indicated indicate on a map. on a map.

Throughout kingship’s history the extent of Yahwist influence changes many 
times as the leaders’ fate varies. Consequently, the territorial limits of kings’ 
authority are often indistinct. Modern attempts to reconstruct them rely on 
census lists, battle stories, tales of journeys, and other accounts that contain 
place names and topographical features. However, these may be less important 
for marking boundaries than is the allegiance of individuals and groups that 
guarantee a king’s power. A king’s control over people and, in turn, their 
identification with place define the sphere of influence more than a boundary line 
or border such as moderns would indicate on a map.

�Yahwist kiYahwist kingship enjngship enjoys only loys only limited appimited approval fromroval from Hebrew pr Hebrew prophets, whophets, whose dire wose whwhose direwhose dire warnings  warnings eventuallyeventually prove to  prove to be correctbe correct. Royal po. Royal policy and blicy and behavior elehavior elicit threaicelelicit threlicit threatening ceatening criticism ariticism and stern rnd stern rebukes. Viebukes. Violations oolations of covenantf covenant values br values bring promising ping promises opromises of the mostf the most dire cons dire consequences, equences, including including personal ppersonal punishmentsunishments and loss  and loss of autonomoof autonomof autonomy for the y for the nation.nation.nation.

Yahwist kingship enjoys only limited approval from Hebrew prophets, 



whose dire warnings eventually prove to be correct. Royal policy and behavior 
elicit threatening criticism and stern rebukes. Violations of covenant values bring 
promises of the most dire consequences, including personal punishments and loss 
of autonomy for the nation.

�With the dWith the demise of iemise of independentndependent political political kingship  kingship among the among the Yahwists, Yahwists, priesthoodpriestpriesthoodpriesthood emerges a emerges as the inhes the inheritor of mritor of many of theany of the promises  promises and expectand expectations thaations that Royal Thtthathat Royalthat Royal Theology  Theology previouslypreviously invests i invests in kings. Pn kings. Priesthood riesthood and priestand priestly environly environments becomeenvironenvironmenenvironments become ts become the locus the locus of monarchof monarchic hopes. ic hopes. MessianismMessianism arises fr arises from this miom this mom this milieu.milieu.milieu.

With the demise of independent political kingship among the Yahwists, 
priesthood emerges as the inheritor of many of the promises and expectations 
that Royal Theology previously invests in kings. Priesthood and priestly 
environments become the locus of monarchic hopes. Messianism arises from this 
milieu.
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KINGDOM OFKINGDOM OF GOD,  GOD, KINGDOM OFKINGDOM OF HEAVEN HEAVEN HEAVEN

KINGDOM OF GOD, 
KINGDOM OF HEAVEN

The sovereThe sovereignty or rignty or realm ruledealm ruled by God. T by God. The image ohe image of the kingf the kingdom of Goddom of God/heaven is/heaven GodGod/heavenGod/heaven is an imp is an important oneortant one for under for understanding tstanding the messagehe message and minis and ministry of Jestry of Jestry of Jesus, parJesus, particularly ticularly as he is pas he is portrayed iortrayed in the Synon the Synoptic Gospeptic Gospels. This ils. This image buildmage builds on the is on ts on the imagesthe images of kingly of kingly rule foun rule found in the Od in the OT, and it T, and it gives risegives rise to NT dis to NT discussions ocussions of the end f thef the end tithe end times (or esmes (or eschaton).chaton).

The sovereignty or realm ruled by God. The image of the kingdom of 
God/heaven is an important one for understanding the message and ministry of 
Jesus, particularly as he is portrayed in the Synoptic Gospels. This image builds on 
the images of kingly rule found in the OT, and it gives rise to NT discussions of 
the end times (or eschaton).

Old TestamOld Testamentent

Old Testament

A focus onA focus on the monot the monotheism of theism of the Hebrew he Hebrew people oftpeople often obscureen obscures the polys the polytheistic rtheisticpolypolytheistpolytheistic realityic reality of the an of the ancient Nearcient Near East. For East. For Israel’s  Israel’s neighbors,neighbors, the power the power of their  of th of their kingtheir king rested in rested in the power the power of the go of the god(s) whichd(s) which they wors they worshipped. Thhipped. The gods rule gods ruled as a reerulruled as aruled as a result of result of having ov having overthrown oerthrown other evil ther evil gods in thgods in the process e process of creatinof creating the landg thg the land; the land; they contithey continued to crnued to create each eate each year, brinyear, bringing fertiging fertility to thlity to the land ande land and its inhab its in its inhabitantinhabitants. This crs. This creative poweative power linked er linked them forevthem forever with ther with the land itse land itself, and telf, and the rule/rehe ruhe rule/reignrule/reign of any pa of any particular grticular god extendeod extended only as d only as far as thefar as the political political boundarie boundaries of the cs of ts of the countrthe country which woy which worshipped trshipped that god. Ihat god. In this conn this context, armitext, armies fought es fought not just fnot just for politicor ffor politifor political gain, cal gain, but for thbut for the honor ane honor and power ofd power of their god their god as well. as well. as well.

A focus on the monotheism of the Hebrew people often obscures the 
polytheistic reality of the ancient Near East. For Israel’s neighbors, the power of 
their king rested in the power of the god(s) which they worshipped. The gods 
ruled as a result of having overthrown other evil gods in the process of creating 
the land; they continued to create each year, bringing fertility to the land and its 
inhabitants. This creative power linked them forever with the land itself, and the 
rule/reign of any particular god extended only as far as the political boundaries of 
the country which worshipped that god. In this context, armies fought not just 
for political gain, but for the honor and power of their god as well.

�While the While the Hebrew conHebrew concept of thcept of the kingdom e kingdom or reign oor reign of Yahweh mf Yahweh may have beay have been influenebebeen influbeen influenced by tenced by this politihis political and recal and religious coligious context, thentext, the land whic land which the Hebrh the Hebrew people ew pew people recpeople received as aeived as a result of result of Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s “promise” “promise” came as a came as a manifestatmanifestation of Godion of Godion of God’s poweGod’s power over othr over other gods raer gods rather than ther than as a resulas a result merely ot merely of God’s crf God’s creative abieative abilities. Afliabiabilities.abilities. After all After all, accordin, according to the Og to the OT, Yahweh T, Yahweh created thcreated the entire ee entire earth and iarth and its inhabitts inhts inhabitantinhabitants; the pros; the promise of a mise of a particularparticular land was  land was linked to linked to Abraham’s Abraham’s righteous righteous response oresresponse oresponse of obediencf obedience. In addie. In addition, the tion, the Hebrew ideHebrew idea of God’sa of God’s reign see reign seems also toms also to have been toto have beto have been influenen influenced by theced by their recogniir recognition that tion that Yahweh’s pYahweh’s power extenower extended far beded far beded far beyond thebeyond the boundarie boundaries of Canaas of Canaan. Yahweh n. Yahweh was able twas able to reach doo reach down into Egwn into Egypt, delivypt, delypt, deliver thdeliver them from Phem from Pharaoh’s slaraoh’s slavery, andavery, and provide f provide for them inor them in the deser the desert of Sinait of Sinai...

While the Hebrew concept of the kingdom or reign of Yahweh may have 
been influenced by this political and religious context, the land which the Hebrew 
people received as a result of Yahweh’s “promise” came as a manifestation of 
God’s power over other gods rather than as a result merely of God’s creative 
abilities. After all, according to the OT, Yahweh created the entire earth and its 
inhabitants; the promise of a particular land was linked to Abraham’s righteous 
response of obedience. In addition, the Hebrew idea of God’s reign seems also 



to have been influenced by their recognition that Yahweh’s power extended far 
beyond the boundaries of Canaan. Yahweh was able to reach down into Egypt, 
deliver them from Pharaoh’s slavery, and provide for them in the desert of Sinai.

�The OT alsThe OT also records o records some conflsome conflict concerict concerning the kning the kingdom of ingdom of God. With God. With the establthethe establthe establishment ofishment of a royal l a royal line, firstine, first Saul and  Saul and then Davidthen David and his h and his heirs, cameeirs, came a strong  a stro a strong chastrong challenge to llenge to the idea tthe idea that Yahwehhat Yahweh was to be was to be king over king over Israel. T Israel. The books ohe books of the Formf oof the Forof the Former Prophemer Prophets record ts record the nationthe nation’s fitful ’s fitful progress fprogress from judge rom judge to king, ato king, and suggestnd aand suggesand suggest that Godt that God was not a was not altogether ltogether pleased wipleased with the natth the national outcional outcry for a hry for a human king.umhhuman kinghuman king. The glor. The glory days of y days of the Davidithe Davidic line werc line were short, be short, but God’s rut God’s revision anevision and renewal d anand renewaand renewal of the cl of the covenant wiovenant with both Dath both David (2 Samvid (2 Sam. 7) and S. 7) and Solomon (1 olomon (1 Kgs. 9) laKgs. 9) laid the fouilalaid the flaid the foundation oundation for a retufor a return to the rn to the idea of Goidea of God’s kingdod’s kingdom and reigm and reign.n.

The OT also records some conflict concerning the kingdom of God. With 
the establishment of a royal line, first Saul and then David and his heirs, came a 
strong challenge to the idea that Yahweh was to be king over Israel. The books 
of the Former Prophets record the nation’s fitful progress from judge to king, 
and suggest that God was not altogether pleased with the national outcry for a 
human king. The glory days of the Davidic line were short, but God’s revision 
and renewal of the covenant with both David (2 Sam. 7) and Solomon (1 Kgs. 9) 
laid the foundation for a return to the idea of God’s kingdom and reign.

ApocalyptiApocalyptic and Intec and Intertestamentrtestamental Literatal Literatureure

Apocalyptic and Intertestamental Literature

The declinThe decline of Israee of Israel and her l and her kings, whikings, which resultech resulted in Babyld in Babylonian captonian captivity, preivity, presented a ssenteprepresented presented a serious a serious theologicatheological problem.l problem. Yahweh ha Yahweh had promisedd promised David and David and Solomon t Solomo Solomon thSolomon that the royat the royal line woal line would continuld continue and thaue and that the kingt the kingdom of Isrdom of Israel/Judah ael/Judah would be awwould be awould be a sign of G sign of God’s preseod’s presence and runce and rule. The fole. The fortunes of rtunes of Judah, howJudah, however, seemever, seemever, seemed to seemed to be moving be moving in anotherin another direction direction. The Latt. The Latter Propheter Prophets began tos began to suggest t suggest t suggest that God’sthat God’s rule was  rule was not dependnot dependent on theent on the presence  presence of an eartof an earthly king, hly king, or even a or even a nation. Thnanation. Thnation. The success e success of the natof the nation and ition and its king, ras king, rather, depether, depended on thnded on their obedieeir obedience to Yahnceobedieobedience obedience to Yahweh.to Yahweh. The histo The history of Judary of Judah between h between her returnher return from Baby from Babylonian caplonian clonian captivity captivity and the evand the events of thents of the NT is ree NT is relatively dlatively devoid of kevoid of kings who rings who reigned witeigned with securityh seh security asecurity and continund continuity. In thity. In the absence e absence of this seof this sense of secnse of security, apourity, apocalyptic icalyptic ideas begandeas bedeas began to ebegan to emerge; manmerge; many of thesey of these ideas and ideas and images we images were linked re linked both to thboth to the reign ofe reign of God and t ofof God andof God and the hope  the hope of an eartof an earthly king whly king who would rho would reestablisheestablish both the  both the rule of Gorule of God on earthdGoGod on earGod on earth and theth and the line of D line of David in Juavid in Judah. That dah. That hope lay ihope lay in the comin the coming of God’ng of God’s “anointes God’God’s “anoGod’s “anointed one”inted one” or “messi or “messiah” who woah” who would bring uld bring about the about the kingdom ofkingdom of God in th God in God in the lasin the last days. Tht days. This kingdomis kingdom would com would come with proe with prosperity fosperity for the faitr the faithful and jhful and judgment foudgjjudgment fjudgment for the eneor the enemies of Gomies of God (who, cod (who, coincidentalincidentally, happenly, happened also toed also to be the en be the en be the enemies ofenemies of Judah/Jud Judah/Judea). God’sea). God’s kingdom w kingdom would againould again be restor be restored in Canaed in Canaan, and than, and than, and those who those who occupied toccupied the land anhe land and oppressed oppressed God’s ped God’s people wouldople would be driven be driven off and d off and off and destroand destroyed in theyed in the terrible  terrible judgment tjudgment to come.o come.

The decline of Israel and her kings, which resulted in Babylonian captivity, 
presented a serious theological problem. Yahweh had promised David and 
Solomon that the royal line would continue and that the kingdom of Israel/Judah 
would be a sign of God’s presence and rule. The fortunes of Judah, however, 
seemed to be moving in another direction. The Latter Prophets began to suggest 
that God’s rule was not dependent on the presence of an earthly king, or even a 
nation. The success of the nation and its king, rather, depended on their 
obedience to Yahweh. The history of Judah between her return from Babylonian 
captivity and the events of the NT is relatively devoid of kings who reigned with 
security and continuity. In the absence of this sense of security, apocalyptic ideas 
began to emerge; many of these ideas and images were linked both to the reign 
of God and the hope of an earthly king who would reestablish both the rule of 
God on earth and the line of David in Judah. That hope lay in the coming of 
God’s “anointed one” or “messiah” who would bring about the kingdom of God 
in the last days. This kingdom would come with prosperity for the faithful and 
judgment for the enemies of God (who, coincidentally, happened also to be the 
enemies of Judah/Judea). God’s kingdom would again be restored in Canaan, and 
those who occupied the land and oppressed God’s people would be driven off 
and destroyed in the terrible judgment to come.

New TestamNew Testamentent

New Testament

The brief The brief taste of ftaste of freedom forreedom for the Hebre the Hebrew people dw people during the uring the time of thtime of the Maccabeee Maccabeee Maccabees Maccabees made the Rmade the Roman occupoman occupation of Pation of Palestine ealestine even more gven more galling. Byalling. By the time  the time the time Jesustime Jesus began his began his ministry, ministry, the apoca the apocalyptic hoplyptic hope in the ce in the coming of Goming of God’s kingdod’s kingdom had becomkingdkingdom hakingdom had become ad become a well-esta well-established idblished idea. Only tea. Only the establihe establishment of shment of God’s ruleGod’s ruleGod’s rule wouldrule would remove th remove the onerous e onerous Roman ruleRoman rule. In fact,. In fact, the Roman the Roman Empire, a Empire, and the reind the rend the reign of Creign of Caesar, offaesar, offered a serered a serious challious challenge to thenge to the idea thae idea that God reigt God reigned supremned supreme. Caesar e. supremsupreme. Csupreme. Caesar not aesar not only held only held political political sway over sway over most of thmost of the Mediterre Mediterranean worlanean woranean world; he world; he had begun had begun to assume to assume a divine ia divine identity asdentity as well. well. well.

The brief taste of freedom for the Hebrew people during the time of the 
Maccabees made the Roman occupation of Palestine even more galling. By the 
time Jesus began his ministry, the apocalyptic hope in the coming of God’s 
kingdom had become a well-established idea. Only the establishment of God’s 



rule would remove the onerous Roman rule. In fact, the Roman Empire, and the 
reign of Caesar, offered a serious challenge to the idea that God reigned 
supreme. Caesar not only held political sway over most of the Mediterranean 
world; he had begun to assume a divine identity as well.

�Into this Into this context Jocontext John the Baphn the Baptizer cametizer came, proclaim, proclaiming the coing the coming of Goming of God’s kingdod’s kind’s kingdom ankingdom and messiah d messiah and callinand calling the natig the nation to repeon to repent. Shortlnt. Shortly thereafty thereafter, Jesus er, Jesus appeared, appappeared, appeared, announcingannouncing that the  that the kingdom ofkingdom of God had c God had come/was neome/was near. In facar. In fact, the kint, the kint, the kingdom ofkingdom of God seems God seems to have b to have been the ceeen the central themntral theme of Jesuse of Jesus’ proclama’ proclamation, parttion, partion, particularparticularly during ly during his Galilehis Galilean ministran ministry. (Matthey. (Matthew uses thew uses the circumloc circumlocution “kinution “kingdom of hegdo“kin“kingdom o“kingdom of heaven” f heaven” sometimes sometimes found in tfound in the OT, prehe OT, presumably ousumably out of defert of deference to hience toence to his prito his primarily Hebmarily Hebrew audienrew audience who wouce who would have bald have balked at thlked at the possiblee possible idolatry  idolatry in the useinin the usein the use of the di of the divine name.vine name.) Scholars) Scholars agree tha agree that Jesus ust Jesus used this imed this image to refage to refer to God’er toer to God’s hto God’s heavenly aneavenly and eternal d eternal rule, God’rule, God’s rule on s rule on earth in tearth in the obedienhe obedience of the ce of the faithful, faifaithful, faithful, and God’s and God’s future rulfuture rule in the ee in the eschaton. Hschaton. Here the scere the scholarly agholarly agreement cereement ceases, thouasececeases, thceases, though, as dough, as debate rageebate rages over whis over which of thesch of these ideas bee ideas best charactst characterizes theerizes the nature of na nature of nature of the kingdothe kingdom. An addim. An additional quetional question has stion has been raisebeen raised concernid concerning the preng the present rule sprepresent rupresent rule of God:le of God: is it mer is it merely a spirely a spiritual ruleitual rule in the he in the hearts and marts and minds of obinds of obedient faiedienobobedient fobedient faithful, oaithful, or did Jesur did Jesus intend ts intend to establiso establish the reigh the reign of God in of God in a more pn a more political ooliticappolitical political or social or social way?way?way?

Into this context John the Baptizer came, proclaiming the coming of God’s 
kingdom and messiah and calling the nation to repent. Shortly thereafter, Jesus 
appeared, announcing that the kingdom of God had come/was near. In fact, the 
kingdom of God seems to have been the central theme of Jesus’ proclamation, 
particularly during his Galilean ministry. (Matthew uses the circumlocution 
“kingdom of heaven” sometimes found in the OT, presumably out of deference 
to his primarily Hebrew audience who would have balked at the possible idolatry 
in the use of the divine name.) Scholars agree that Jesus used this image to refer 
to God’s heavenly and eternal rule, God’s rule on earth in the obedience of the 
faithful, and God’s future rule in the eschaton. Here the scholarly agreement 
ceases, though, as debate rages over which of these ideas best characterizes the 
nature of the kingdom. An additional question has been raised concerning the 
present rule of God: is it merely a spiritual rule in the hearts and minds of 
obedient faithful, or did Jesus intend to establish the reign of God in a more 
political or social way?

�What is clWhat is clear is theear is the importanc importance of the ke of the kingdom of ingdom of God to theGod to the message a message and ministrnd mnd ministry oministry of Jesus inf Jesus in the Synop the Synoptic Gospeltic Gospels. Many ofs. Many of his parab his parables are toles are told in ordeld in order to help r tor to help hito help his hearers s hearers grasp his grasp his concept ofconcept of God’s rul God’s rule. They rae. They range in sconge in scope from stpe from stories whicoriststories whstories which have tich have their origiheir origin in peasan in peasant customsnt customs to storie to stories of kingss of kings and lando and landowners. Thewnelandolandownerslandowners. They pre. They present the ksent the kingdom as ingdom as a treasurea treasure beyond pr beyond price, a magice, a magnificent bnificent bnificent banquet, obanquet, or a weddinr a wedding feast. Eg feast. Even the paven the parables of rables of Jesus whicJesus which do not sh do not seem to haveem to have a surfacehavhave a surhave a surface conneface connection to tction to the kingdomhe kingdom address t address the need fohe need for proper br proper behavior anehavior anehavior and relatiand relationships inonships in the light the light of the co of the coming of Goming of God’s kingdod’s kingdom.m.m.

What is clear is the importance of the kingdom of God to the message and 
ministry of Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels. Many of his parables are told in order 
to help his hearers grasp his concept of God’s rule. They range in scope from 
stories which have their origin in peasant customs to stories of kings and 
landowners. They present the kingdom as a treasure beyond price, a magnificent 
banquet, or a wedding feast. Even the parables of Jesus which do not seem to 
have a surface connection to the kingdom address the need for proper behavior 
and relationships in the light of the coming of God’s kingdom.

�Outside ofOutside of the Synop the Synoptic Gospeltic Gospels, interess, interest in the kt in the kingdom of ingdom of God seems God seems to shift bto shito shift backshift back toward th toward the apocalype apocalyptic and/ortic and/or eschatolo eschatological focugical focus of the is of the intertestamntertestamental perientintertestamintertestaintertestamental permental period. In Joiod. In John’s Gospehn’s Gospel Jesus del Jesus denies havinnies having an earthg an earthly kingdomly kingdom to Pilate to to Pilate,to Pilate, placing t placing the emphasihe emphasis more on s more on the eternathe eternal and heavl and heavenly rule enly rule of God. Paof God. Paul’s focusul’PaPaul’s focPaul’s focus is alsous is also apocalypt apocalyptic/eschatoic/eschatological, plogical, perhaps in erhaps in a responsea response of urgenc of urgency to Jesusy to y to Jesus’ to Jesus’ message ofmessage of a kingdom a kingdom now prese now present and soont and soon to be con to be completed. Umpleted. Unlike Paulnlike Paunlike Paul, thosPaul, those NT writee NT writers writingrs writing toward th toward the end of te end of the 1st cenhe 1st century are dtury are dealing witealing with the probh th the problethe problem of Jesusm of Jesus’ delayed ’ delayed return. Threturn. They must fiey must find some wand some way to emphay to emphasize the esize the esize the eternal poeternal power of Godwer of God in a worl in a world which grd which grows more rows more repressive epressive of Christiof Christians. They ans. Theyans. They must They must find new wfind new words of hoords of hope, which pe, which the writerthe writer of Revela of Revelation offertion offers in the fs in the form of hisofform of hiform of his apocalyps apocalyptic visiontic vision of the fu of the future cominture coming of the kg of the kingdom in ingdom in triumph. Ttriumph. This final hisTThis finalThis final vision is vision is the one w the one which seemshich seems to have c to have captured thaptured the imaginate imagination of cenion of centuries of turcencenturies centuries of Christiof Christians, and mans, and most of theost of the discussio discussion of the kn of the kingdom of ingdom of God througGod throughout the hhthrougthroughoutthroughout the histo the history of Chriry of Christianity hstianity has centereas centered around ad around a conceptio conception of the kn of the kingdom of inkkingdom ofkingdom of God as a  God as a time of jutime of judgment fordgment for the evil  the evil and deliveand deliverance for rance for the faithfthe faithful somewheul sul somewhere somewhere in the futin the future.ure.

Outside of the Synoptic Gospels, interest in the kingdom of God seems to 
shift back toward the apocalyptic and/or eschatological focus of the 
intertestamental period. In John’s Gospel Jesus denies having an earthly kingdom 
to Pilate, placing the emphasis more on the eternal and heavenly rule of God. 
Paul’s focus is also apocalyptic/eschatological, perhaps in a response of urgency 
to Jesus’ message of a kingdom now present and soon to be completed. Unlike 
Paul, those NT writers writing toward the end of the 1st century are dealing with 
the problem of Jesus’ delayed return. They must find some way to emphasize the 
eternal power of God in a world which grows more repressive of Christians. 
They must find new words of hope, which the writer of Revelation offers in the 
form of his apocalyptic vision of the future coming of the kingdom in triumph. 
This final vision is the one which seems to have captured the imagination of 
centuries of Christians, and most of the discussion of the kingdom of God 



throughout the history of Christianity has centered around a conception of the 
kingdom of God as a time of judgment for the evil and deliverance for the faithful 
somewhere in the future.

ConclusionConclusion

Conclusion

Biblical sBiblical scholars cocholars continue to ntinue to debate thedebate the nature of nature of the kingd the kingdom of God/om of God/heaven. Moheaven. Moheaven. More recenMore recently, the dtly, the discussion iscussion has focusehas focused on the pd on the presence ofresence of the kingd the kingdom in the om in the ministry omministry oministry of Jesus. If Jesus. In fact, son fact, some have sume have suggested thggested that the kinat the kingdom came gdom came in its fulin its full power inl powl power in tpower in the earthlyhe earthly ministry  ministry of Jesus, of Jesus, and our atand our attention mutention must now turst now turn to the sn to the salvation oalvssalvation salvation of individof individuals. Otheuals. Others have cors have countered wiuntered with attemptth attempts to see ts to see the kingdomhe kingdom of God in o of God in of God in the teachithe teachings of Jesngs of Jesus as encous as encompassing ampassing all of the ll of the work of Chwork of Christ, fromrist, from his earth his his earthlhis earthly ministryy ministry, through , through an interiman interim time, and time, and culminati culminating in a trng in a triumphal reiumphal return (paroturnrereturn (pareturn (parousia) torousia) to rule and  rule and judge. Godjudge. God reigns al reigns already . . ready . . . and not . and not yet, in thyet, in the tension e tense tension oftension of Jesus’ pr Jesus’ proclamationoclamation...

Biblical scholars continue to debate the nature of the kingdom of God/heaven. 
More recently, the discussion has focused on the presence of the kingdom in the 
ministry of Jesus. In fact, some have suggested that the kingdom came in its full 
power in the earthly ministry of Jesus, and our attention must now turn to the 
salvation of individuals. Others have countered with attempts to see the kingdom 
of God in the teachings of Jesus as encompassing all of the work of Christ, from 
his earthly ministry, through an interim time, and culminating in a triumphal 
return (parousia) to rule and judge. God reigns already . . . and not yet, in the 
tension of Jesus’ proclamation.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. R. BeasG. R. Beasley-Murrayley-Murray, , Jesus and Jesus and the Kingdothe Kingdom of Godm of God (Grand Ra (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1986); J. Mo86); J. Moltmann, ltmann, Theology oTheology of Hopef Hope (1967, re (1967, repr. Minneapr. Minneapolis, 199polis, 1993); N. Per3); N. Pe3); N. Perrin, Perrin, The KingdoThe Kingdom of God im of God in the Teacn the Teaching of Jehing of Jesussus (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1963phia, 1963); C. S. S); C. S. Song, ong, Jesus and JJesus and Jesus and the Reign the Reign of Godof God (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1993)lis, 1993)...

Bibliography. G. R. Beasley-Murray, Jesus and the Kingdom of God (Grand 
Rapids, 1986); J. Moltmann, Theology of Hope (1967, repr. Minneapolis, 1993); N. 
Perrin, The Kingdom of God in the Teaching of Jesus (Philadelphia, 1963); C. S. Song, 
Jesus and the Reign of God (Minneapolis, 1993).
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KING’S GARKING’S GARDENDENDEN

KING’S GARDEN

Part of thPart of the Judean re Judean royal estatoyal estate which woe which would have auld have also includlso included lands, ed lands, vineyards,vineyards, olive gro oli olive grovolive groves, and vees, and vegetable plgetable plots in vilots in villages aroulages around Jerusalnd Jerusalem. The loem. The location of cation of this gardethis gthis garden (Hegarden (Heb. b. gan hammelgan hammelek�ek�) is fairl) is fairly certain:y certain: near the  near the wall of thwall of the pool of e pool of Shelah (SiShelShelah (SiShelah (Siloam) in tloam) in the Kidron he Kidron Valley (NeValley (Neh. 3:15), h. 3:15), near “the near “the gate betwegate between the twoen the two walls” (J w walls” (Jewalls” (Jer. 39:4; 5r. 39:4; 52:7). Exca2:7). Excavations havations have revealeve revealed that thid that this wall wass wall was part of t part of the city wahe cityhe city wall city wall which protwhich protected publected public access ic access to the pooto the pool. Therefol. Therefore the garre the garden would den would have been hhave been have been outside thoutside this wall, pis wall, probably corobably covering thevering the undergrou underground cisternnd cistern that fed  that fed the pool athethe pool athe pool and extendind extending just song just south and eauth and east of the st of the City of DaCity of David acrossvid across the mouth the mouth of the Ty o of the Tyrof the Tyropoeon Valopoeon Valley (Isa. ley (Isa. 8:6). Terr8:6). Terraced strucaced structures in ttures in this lower his lower area of tharea of the city have cite city have city have been discobeen discovered, andvered, and even toda even today this arey this area holds sua holds sufficient dfficient depth of soepth of soil to be uil toil to be usedto be used for agric for agriculture, beulture, being fed bying fed by surface r surface run-off froun-off from the westm the western side oern side of the Kidrf thf the Kidronthe Kidron. Water fr. Water from the welom the well at the El at the En-rogel spn-rogel spring, at tring, at the junctiohe junction of the Kn of the Kidron and idrKKidron andKidron and Hinnom Va Hinnom Valleys and lleys and dating in dating in its lower its lower parts to tparts to the 10th tohe 10th to 8th centu 8th centuries ricentucenturies centuries B.C.E.B.C.E., must als, must also have beeo have been used to n used to water the water the King’s GarKing’s Garden. The gden. The garden playardenggarden plagarden played a roleyed a role in the la in the last days ofst days of the kingd the kingdom of Judaom of Judah, servingh, serving as part o as part of an escapf an f an escape an escape route for route for King ZedekKing Zedekiah and hiiah and his army fles army fleeing the Being the Babylonian abylonian siege (2 Ksiege (2 Kgs. 25:4 =gsKKgs. 25:4 Kgs. 25:4 = Jer. 39:= Jer. 39:4).4).4).

Part of the Judean royal estate which would have also included lands, vineyards, 
olive groves, and vegetable plots in villages around Jerusalem. The location of this 
garden (Heb. gan hammelek� ) is fairly certain: near the wall of the pool of 
Shelah (Siloam) in the Kidron Valley (Neh. 3:15), near “the gate between the two 
walls” (Jer. 39:4; 52:7). Excavations have revealed that this wall was part of the 
city wall which protected public access to the pool. Therefore the garden would 
have been outside this wall, probably covering the underground cistern that fed 
the pool and extending just south and east of the City of David across the mouth 
of the Tyropoeon Valley (Isa. 8:6). Terraced structures in this lower area of the 
city have been discovered, and even today this area holds sufficient depth of soil 
to be used for agriculture, being fed by surface run-off from the western side of 
the Kidron. Water from the well at the En-rogel spring, at the junction of the 
Kidron and Hinnom Valleys and dating in its lower parts to the 10th to 8th 
centuries B.C.E., must also have been used to water the King’s Garden. The 
garden played a role in the last days of the kingdom of Judah, serving as part of 
an escape route for King Zedekiah and his army fleeing the Babylonian siege (2 
Kgs. 25:4 = Jer. 39:4).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. H. MareW. H. Mare, , The ArchaeThe Archaeology of tology of the Jerusalhe Jerusalem Areaem Area (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1987pRaRapids, 19Rapids, 1987); K. M.87); K. M. Kenyon,  Kenyon, The Bible The Bible and Recentand Recent Archaeolo Archaeologygy (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1978). 1978). 1978).

Bibliography. W. H. Mare, The Archaeology of the Jerusalem Area (Grand 



Rapids, 1987); K. M. Kenyon, The Bible and Recent Archaeology (Atlanta, 1978).
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KING’S HIGKING’S HIGHWAYHWAYHWAY

KING’S HIGHWAY

A major roA major route (Heb. ute (Heb. derek� hamderek� hammelek�,melek�, “King’s H “King’s Highway” orighway” or “royal wa “royal way”), the “y”), thy”), the “main the “main road” by wroad” by which Moseshich Moses sought to sought to lead the  lead the Hebrews thHebrews through Edomrough Edom and Moab  and M and Moab (Num.Moab (Num. 20:17; 21 20:17; 21:22; cf. D:22; cf. Deut. 2:27)eut. 2:27). Many sch. Many scholars undeolars understand therstand the Hebrew te Hebrew t Hebrew term as a term as a proper namproper name for the e for the internatiointernational route nal route that connethat connected Damascted Damascus with Acus with Acus with Aqabah (onAqabah (on the Red S the Red Sea) and asea) and associate itsociate it with the  with the itinerary itinerary mentioned mentioned in Gen. 14in Gen. 14:5-6. A ro:51414:5-6. A 14:5-6. A route mustroute must have trav have traversed Tranersed Transjordan frsjordan from north tom north to south, bo south, but it simput it simply followelsimpsimply folsimply followed the lowed the passable cpassable contours anontours and was not d was not necessarilnecessarily a well-my a well-made and ofade and officially mfofofficiallyofficially maintaine maintained highway.d highway. In the 9t In the 9th-century h-century B.C.B.C. Moabite S Moabite Stone, Kingtone, King Mesha cla Mesha cla Mesha claims thaclaims that he repait he repaired the hired the highway thatghway that crossed t crossed the Arnon (he Arnon (Wadi Mo®jiWadi Mo®jib). Early b). Early in the 2ndiin the 2ndin the 2nd century  century B.C.B.C., the Roma, the Romans establins established a roashed a road through d through this same this same region, anregion, aregion, and sectioand sections of its ns of its pavement apavement and a few mnd a few milestones ilestones survive tosurvive to this day. this day. Indeed, o Indeed, one of modene oone of modone of modern Jordanern Jordan’s north-s’s north-south highwouth highways servesays serves the same  the same purpose, tpurpose, though the hough thhough the topogrthe topography that aphy that automobileautomobiles and trucs and trucks can negks can negotiate oftotiate often varies en varies from what from what pedestrianppedestrianpedestrians, horses,s, horses, and/or be and/or beasts of buasts of burden mightrden might require.  require. Like the aLike the ancient rouncient route, the mote,rouroute, theroute, the modern “K modern “King’s Highing’s Highway” conneway” connects the cicts the cities of Amties of Amman, Madabman, Madaba, Dhiban,a, Dhibaa, Dhiban, KaDhiban, Karak, Buseirak, Buseirah, and Arah, and Aqabah.qabah.qabah.

A major route (Heb. derek� hammelek�,  “King’s Highway” or “royal way”), 
the “main road” by which Moses sought to lead the Hebrews through Edom and 
Moab (Num. 20:17; 21:22; cf. Deut. 2:27). Many scholars understand the Hebrew 
term as a proper name for the international route that connected Damascus with 
Aqabah (on the Red Sea) and associate it with the itinerary mentioned in Gen. 
14:5-6. A route must have traversed Transjordan from north to south, but it 
simply followed the passable contours and was not necessarily a well-made and 
officially maintained highway. In the 9th-century B.C. Moabite Stone, King Mesha 
claims that he repaired the highway that crossed the Arnon (Wadi Mo®jib). Early 
in the 2nd century B.C., the Romans established a road through this same region, 
and sections of its pavement and a few milestones survive to this day. Indeed, 
one of modern Jordan’s north-south highways serves the same purpose, though 
the topography that automobiles and trucks can negotiate often varies from what 
pedestrians, horses, and/or beasts of burden might require. Like the ancient 
route, the modern “King’s Highway” connects the cities of Amman, Madaba, 
Dhiban, Karak, Buseirah, and Aqabah.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. A. DorsD. A. Dorsey, ey, The Roads The Roads and Highwaand Highways of Anciys of Ancient Israelent Israel (Baltimor (Baltim (Baltimore(Baltimore, 1991)., 1991)., 1991).

Bibliography. D. A. Dorsey, The Roads and Highways of Ancient Israel 
(Baltimore, 1991).
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KING’S POOKING’S POOLLL

KING’S POOL

A pool (HeA pool (Heb. b. beïreäk�atbeïreäk�at� hammelek� hammelek��) mentione) mentioned in relatd in relation to theion to the Fountain  Fountain Fountain GFountain Gate, probaate, probably to be bly to be identifiedidentified with the  with the spring En-spring En-rogel (Birrogel (Bir Ayub) at  Ayub) at the junctithe the junctithe junction of the on of the Kidron andKidron and Hinnom va Hinnom valleys (Nehlleys (Neh. 2:14). E. 2:14). Excavationsxcavations by Kathle by Kathleen M. KenyeKathleKathleen MKathleen M. Kenyon s. Kenyon suggest thauggest that this poot this pool is to bel is to be identifie identified either wd either with the stith the still extantill exill extant Pooextant Pool of Siloal of Siloam or the Om or the Old Pool (mld Pool (modern Birkodern Birket el-Hamret el-Hamra), which a), which was the tewas the tewas the terminatiotermination point ofn point of one of tw one of two canals to canals that flowedhat flowed from the  from the Gihon SpriGihon Spring down thng down thng down the Kidronthe Kidron Valley to Valley to the south the south. This poo. This pool must havl must have been usee been used to waterd to water the garde the gardens in the ngardegardens ingardens in the valle the valley such as y such as the King’sthe King’s Garden. Garden. Garden.

A pool (Heb. beïreäk�at� hammelek� ) mentioned in relation to the 
Fountain Gate, probably to be identified with the spring En-rogel (Bir Ayub) at 
the junction of the Kidron and Hinnom valleys (Neh. 2:14). Excavations by 
Kathleen M. Kenyon suggest that this pool is to be identified either with the still 
extant Pool of Siloam or the Old Pool (modern Birket el-Hamra), which was the 
termination point of one of two canals that flowed from the Gihon Spring down 
the Kidron Valley to the south. This pool must have been used to water the 
gardens in the valley such as the King’s Garden.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. K. M. KenyK. M. Kenyon, on, Jerusalem:Jerusalem: Excavatin Excavating 3000 Yeag 3000 Years of Histrs of Historyory (New York (Ne (New York,(New York, 1967); W. 1967); W. H. Mare,  H. Mare, The ArchaeThe Archaeology of tology of the Jerusalhe Jerusalem Areaem Area (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1987pidRaRapids, 19Rapids, 1987).87).87).

Bibliography. K. M. Kenyon, Jerusalem: Excavating 3000 Years of History 
(New York, 1967); W. H. Mare, The Archaeology of the Jerusalem Area (Grand 
Rapids, 1987).
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KING’S VALLEY

The place The place where Abrawhere Abram met withm met with the kings the kings of Sodom  of Sodom and Salem and Salem (Gen. 14:1(Gen. 14:17), origin7), orig7), originallyoriginally called th called the “Valley e “Valley of Shaveh”of Shaveh” (Heb.  (Heb. {eämeq sûa{eämeq sûaœweähœweäh). If the ). If the Hebrew rooHebrewHebrew rooHebrew root t sûaœwa®sûaœwa® has the c has the cognate Ugaognate Ugaritic connritic connotation ofotation of “ruler,”  “ruler,” there may there mthere may be a smay be a semantic baemantic basis for thsis for this explanais explanation (Heb.tion (Heb.  {eämeq ham{eämeq hammelek�melek�), althoug), althou), although talthough the originahe original designatl designation itselfion itself may have  may have come from come from a royal asa royal association,sociation, either be eit either beceither because of imause of imperial ownperial ownership or ership or the presenthe presence of royace of royal tombs. Il tombs. In 2 Sam. 1n 2 Sam. 18:18 Absal8118:18 Absa18:18 Absalom erectelom erected a memorid a memorial stela ial stela in this plan this place. Accordce. According to soming to some extrabibe extrabibe extrabibliextrabiblical sourcecal sources the mosts the most likely lo likely location is cation is a plain ata plain at the confl the confluence of tuence of the Kidron,he Kidhe Kidron, TyKidron, Tyropoeon, aropoeon, and Hinnom nd Hinnom valleys S valleys S of the Citof the City of Davidy of David (cf. 2 Sa (cf. 2 Sam. 15:23).m. 15:23).

The place where Abram met with the kings of Sodom and Salem (Gen. 14:17), 



originally called the “Valley of Shaveh” (Heb. {eämeq sûaœweäh). If the 
Hebrew root sûaœwa® has the cognate Ugaritic connotation of “ruler,” there 
may be a semantic basis for this explanation (Heb. {eämeq hammelek� ), 
although the original designation itself may have come from a royal association, 
either because of imperial ownership or the presence of royal tombs. In 2 Sam. 
18:18 Absalom erected a memorial stela in this place. According to some 
extrabiblical sources the most likely location is a plain at the confluence of the 
Kidron, Tyropoeon, and Hinnom valleys S of the City of David (cf. 2 Sam. 15:23).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. AlleJ. M. Allegro, gro, The TreasuThe Treasure of the re of the Copper ScrCopper Scroll,oll, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Garden CitGarde((Garden Ci(Garden City, 1964);ty, 1964); A. A. Wie A. A. Wieder, “Ugarder, “Ugaritic-Hebreitic-Hebrew Lexicogrw Lexicographical Noaphical Notes,” tes,” JBLJBL 84 (1965) JBLJBL 84 (19JBL 84 (1965): 160–665): 160–62.2.2.

Bibliography. J. M. Allegro, The Treasure of the Copper Scroll, 2nd ed. 
(Garden City, 1964); A. A. Wieder, “Ugaritic-Hebrew Lexicographical Notes,” 
JBL 84 (1965): 160–62.
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KINGS, BOOKS OF

The final The final books of tbooks of the Deuterohe Deuteronomistic hnomistic history andistory and the last  the last of the Forof the Former Prophemer Prophets. The titPropheProphets. Prophets. The title The title reflects treflects the contenthe contents and cores and core organizin organizing principlg principle of thesee of these books. Ki boo books. Kinbooks. Kings structugs structures the hires the history of Jstory of Judah and Iudah and Israel accosrael according to irding to individual ndividual reigns andreignreigns andreigns and evaluates evaluates the loyal the loyalty of the ty of the whole natiwhole nation on the on on the basis of rbasis of royal behavoyal behavior. The kior. behavbehavior. behavior. The kings The kings are the foare the focal characcal characters, and ters, and the nationthe nations’ fate his’ fate hinges on thnges on their fidelieir fieir fidelity ofidelity or infidelir infidelity. The Hety. The Hebrew canonbrew canonical tradiical tradition consition considers 1–2 Kders 1–2 Kings to beings to be a single  a si a single boosingle book, and thek, and the practice  practice of partitiof partitioning the oning the book in twbook in two did not o did not surface unsurface until the 15til ttil the 15th cthe 15th century entury C.E. C.E. The divisiThe division point bon point between 1 aetween 1 and 2 Kingsnd 2 Kings is awkwar is awkward in that d in thatd in that it spthat it splits the rlits the reign of Aheign of Ahaziah and aziah and the careerthe career of Elijah of Elijah. This div. This division is aision is associated ssociatedaassociatedassociated with the  with the formula offormula of 2 Kgs. 1: 2 Kgs. 1:1 (“after 1 (“after the death the death of”; cf. Jof”; cf. Josh. 1:1; osh. 1:1; Judg. 1:1;Judg. 1:Judg. 1:1; 2 Sam1:1; 2 Sam. 1:1). Pl. 1:1). Placement wiacement within the Hthin the Hebrew canoebrew canonical divinical division of sion of Nebi}imNebi}im or Prophe or Pr or Prophets rProphets reflects theflects the major pae major part played rt played by prophetby prophets in the bs in the book. The Look. The LXX preservXX preservXX preserves preserves an alternaan alternate traditite tradition that hoon that holds Samuellds Samuel and Kings and Kings together  together as an overas an overall unity alloveroverall unoverall unity divideity divided into foud into four books ofr books of “Kingdoms “Kingdoms” or “Reig” or “Reigns.” In plns.” In places the Gaces the Greek textureGGreek textGreek textual traditual tradition in Kinion in Kings is distgs is distinctive ininctive in both cont both content and seent and sequence.quence.

The final books of the Deuteronomistic history and the last of the Former 
Prophets. The title reflects the contents and core organizing principle of these 
books. Kings structures the history of Judah and Israel according to individual 
reigns and evaluates the loyalty of the whole nation on the basis of royal 
behavior. The kings are the focal characters, and the nations’ fate hinges on their 
fidelity or infidelity. The Hebrew canonical tradition considers 1–2 Kings to be a 
single book, and the practice of partitioning the book in two did not surface until 
the 15th century C.E. The division point between 1 and 2 Kings is awkward in 
that it splits the reign of Ahaziah and the career of Elijah. This division is 
associated with the formula of 2 Kgs. 1:1 (“after the death of”; cf. Josh. 1:1; Judg. 
1:1; 2 Sam. 1:1). Placement within the Hebrew canonical division of Nebi}im or 
Prophets reflects the major part played by prophets in the book. The LXX 
preserves an alternate tradition that holds Samuel and Kings together as an 
overall unity divided into four books of “Kingdoms” or “Reigns.” In places the 
Greek textual tradition in Kings is distinctive in both content and sequence.

OrganizatiOrganizationon

Organization

The most oThe most obvious orgbvious organizing stanizing structure isructure is the syste the system of openim of opening and clong and closing formusing formulas for inlformuformulas fformulas for individor individual kings.ual kings. Opening f Opening formulas syormulas synchronize nchronize each king’each king’s year of s year of accession accaccession accession with the rwith the regnal yearegnal year of the ru of the ruler of theler of the other kin other kingdom, and gdom, and then give then give the total thethe total the total length of length of his reign.his reign. The autho The author narratesr narrates the entir the entire reign ofe reign of a particu a particular monarclar molar monarch, tmonarch, then backtrhen backtracks to reacks to report on thport on the king or e king or kings of tkings of the other khe other kingdom whoingdom whingdom who came twho came to the throo the throne during ne during the first the first king’s rulking’s rule. Thus afe. Thus after finishter finishing a descing a description ofriptiodescdescriptiodescription of the 4n of the 41-year rei1-year reign of Asa gn of Asa king of Juking of Judah (1 Kgsdah (1 Kgs. 15:24), . 15:24), the presenthe presentation turtatiopresenpresentatipresentation turns bon turns back ca. 40ack ca. 40 years to  years to deal with deal with Nadab, BaaNadab, Baasha, Zimrisha, Zimri, Omri, an, Omri, and Ahab, ald anand Ahab, and Ahab, all of whoall of whom had succm had succeeded to teeded to the kingshihe kingship of Israep of Israel during Al during Asa’s reignsa’s reign. This syn. T. This synchThis synchronizing mronizing movement coovement conveys the nveys the notion thanotion that the stort the story of a siny of a single peoplegle people is being  peoplepeople is people is being toldbeing told...

The most obvious organizing structure is the system of opening and closing 
formulas for individual kings. Opening formulas synchronize each king’s year of 
accession with the regnal year of the ruler of the other kingdom, and then give 
the total length of his reign. The author narrates the entire reign of a particular 
monarch, then backtracks to report on the king or kings of the other kingdom 
who came to the throne during the first king’s rule. Thus after finishing a 
description of the 41-year reign of Asa king of Judah (1 Kgs. 15:24), the 
presentation turns back ca. 40 years to deal with Nadab, Baasha, Zimri, Omri, 



and Ahab, all of whom had succeeded to the kingship of Israel during Asa’s reign. 
This synchronizing movement conveys the notion that the story of a single 
people is being told.

�The openinThe opening formulasg formulas consisten consistently evaluatly evaluate the kinte the kings of Isrags of Israel as haviel as having done “eng done ng done “evildone “evil in the si in the sight of theght of the Lord” for Lord” for sacrifici sacrificing outsideng outside of Jerusa of Jerusalem at Betlem at Bethel. Some hel. Sohel. Some kingsSome kings of Judah  of Judah are also care also condemned, ondemned, while othewhile others receivers receive only qual only qualified apprified approval. Totaoapprapproval. approval. Total apprTotal approval is reoval is reserved forserved for Hezekiah  Hezekiah and Josiahand Josiah, who cent, who centralized saralized sacrificial crisasacrificiasacrificial worship l worship at the Jerat the Jerusalem temusalem temple. The cple. The closing forlosing formulas refemulas refer to otherr to other sources a sou sources ansources and report od report on the kingn the king’s death a’s death and his sucnd his successor. Adcessor. Additional iditional informationnformation is provid is is provideis provided for the d for the kings of Jkings of Judah: age udah: age at accessiat accession, motheron, mother’s name, a’s name, and notice nd notice of burial.of bof burial. Thburial. These framinese framing notices g notices are fragmeare fragmentary untintary until Rehoboaml Rehoboam receives  receives the full fthe full form (1 Kgsormfform (1 Kgform (1 Kgs. 14:21-2s. 14:21-22, 29-31).2, 29-31). Concludin Concluding statemeng statements are mists are missing for csing for certain kinertain kings, such ags,kinkings, suckings, such as the vh as the victims of ictims of Jehu’s purJehu’s purge, while ge, while Jehu lacksJehu lacks an introd an introductory foructory formula becaumula forformula beformula because of tcause of the circumshe circumstances of tances of his accesshis accession. Jehoaion. Jehoash of Isrash of Israel is inexel is inexplicably pplicainexinexplicabinexplicably providely provided with twod with two closing f closing formulas (2ormulas (2 Kgs. 13:1 Kgs. 13:12-13; 14:12-13; 14:15-16). The5-16). These formulaseTheThese formThese formulas vary ulas vary in wordingin wording, but beco, but become more fime more fixed for thxed for the last rule last rulers of eacers of each kingdom.h eaceach kingdeach kingdom. The trom. The transfer of ansfer of prophetic prophetic authority authority from Elijafrom Elijah to Elishh to Elisha (2 Kgs. a (2 Kgs. 2) and the2) a2) and the stand the story of Queory of Queen Athaliaen Athaliah (2 Kgs. h (2 Kgs. 11) both t11) both take place ake place outside thoutside the framewore framework structurkframeworframework framework structure.structure.

The opening formulas consistently evaluate the kings of Israel as having 
done “evil in the sight of the Lord” for sacrificing outside of Jerusalem at Bethel. 
Some kings of Judah are also condemned, while others receive only qualified 
approval. Total approval is reserved for Hezekiah and Josiah, who centralized 
sacrificial worship at the Jerusalem temple. The closing formulas refer to other 
sources and report on the king’s death and his successor. Additional information 
is provided for the kings of Judah: age at accession, mother’s name, and notice of 
burial. These framing notices are fragmentary until Rehoboam receives the full 
form (1 Kgs. 14:21-22, 29-31). Concluding statements are missing for certain 
kings, such as the victims of Jehu’s purge, while Jehu lacks an introductory 
formula because of the circumstances of his accession. Jehoash of Israel is 
inexplicably provided with two closing formulas (2 Kgs. 13:12-13; 14:15-16). 
These formulas vary in wording, but become more fixed for the last rulers of 
each kingdom. The transfer of prophetic authority from Elijah to Elisha (2 Kgs. 2) 
and the story of Queen Athaliah (2 Kgs. 11) both take place outside the 
framework structure.

�Further unFurther unity is proity is provided by avided by a pattern o pattern of prophetif prophetic promise c promise and fulfiland fulfillment. Thelment. Thlment. The propheThe prophets are Yahts are Yahweh’s servweh’s servants, annoants, announcing divuncing divine will aine will and judgmennd judgment (2 Kgs. t (2 Kgs. 17:13, 23;117:13, 23;17:13, 23; 21:10; 24 21:10; 24:2). The m:2). The most strikiost striking exampleng example is the un is the unerringly perringly precise prerecise prediction ofdictiprepredictionprediction of Josiah of Josiah’s reform ’s reform (1 Kgs. 13(1 Kgs. 13:1-10; 2 K:1-10; 2 Kgs. 23:15-gs. 23:15-18). Other18). Other structura structurally importlly illy important important examples aexamples are the divre the division of tision of the united he united kingdom (1kingdom (1 Kgs. 11:2 Kgs. 11:29-39; 12:19-39; 12:15), the fa512:112:15), th12:15), the fall of e fall of Israel (1 Israel (1 Kgs. 14:15Kgs. 14:15-16; 2 Kgs-16; 2 Kgs. 17:23), . 17:23), the fate othe fate of Omri’s df Omri’s dynasty (1 ynasty (ynasty (1 Kgs. 21(1 Kgs. 21:21-24; 2 :21-24; 2 Kgs. 9:7-1Kgs. 9:7-10; 10:17),0; 10:17), and the d and the destructionestruction of Judah  of Judah (2 Kgs. 21(2 Kgs. 21:10-15; 22:10-2121:10-15; 21:10-15; 22:15-17; 22:15-17; 24:2). Uni24:2). Unity is alsoty is also promoted  promoted by analogiby analogies betweenes between paired na paired narratives. rrnanarrativesnarratives. Examples. Examples are “two  are “two mothers anmothers and their sod their sons” (1 Kgsns” (1 Kgs. 3:16-28;. 3:16-28; 2 Kgs. 6: 2 Kgs. 6:26-31), “d266:6:26-31), 6:26-31), “death of “death of the wickedthe wicked queen” (2 queen” (2 Kgs. 9:30 Kgs. 9:30-37; 11:13-37; 11:13-16), and -16), and “wisdom an“wisdom and folly widanand folly and folly with visitwith visitors” (1 Kgors” (1 Kgs. 10:1-13s. 10:1-13; 2 Kgs. 2; 2 Kgs. 20:12-19).0:12-19).

Further unity is provided by a pattern of prophetic promise and fulfillment. 
The prophets are Yahweh’s servants, announcing divine will and judgment (2 Kgs. 
17:13, 23; 21:10; 24:2). The most striking example is the unerringly precise 
prediction of Josiah’s reform (1 Kgs. 13:1-10; 2 Kgs. 23:15-18). Other structurally 
important examples are the division of the united kingdom (1 Kgs. 11:29-39; 
12:15), the fall of Israel (1 Kgs. 14:15-16; 2 Kgs. 17:23), the fate of Omri’s dynasty 
(1 Kgs. 21:21-24; 2 Kgs. 9:7-10; 10:17), and the destruction of Judah (2 Kgs. 
21:10-15; 22:15-17; 24:2). Unity is also promoted by analogies between paired 
narratives. Examples are “two mothers and their sons” (1 Kgs. 3:16-28; 2 Kgs. 
6:26-31), “death of the wicked queen” (2 Kgs. 9:30-37; 11:13-16), and “wisdom 
and folly with visitors” (1 Kgs. 10:1-13; 2 Kgs. 20:12-19).
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Kings fallKings falls into thrs into three parts. ee parts. 1 Kgs. 1-11 Kgs. 1-11 deals wi1 deals with Solomonth Solomon and concl and concludes with udes with his closinhis his closinhis closing formula g formula in 11:41–4in 11:41–43. 1 Kgs. 3. 1 Kgs. 12—2 Kgs. 12—2 Kgs. 17 tells t17 tells the story ohe story of the two f the two independenindeindependenindependent kingdomst kingdoms and ends  and ends with a lonwith a long evaluatig evaluative discourve discourse. 2 Kgs.se. 2 Kgs. 18-25 rec 18-25 recounts the orecrecounts trecounts the furtherhe further history o history of Judah dof Judah down to its wn to its destructiodestruction. After tn. After the segmenthe segment dealing w d dealing widealing with Solomonth Solomon, most kin, most kings are tregs are treated briefated briefly, with oly, with only a few nly a few sentences sentences supplementsupsupplementsupplementing the baing the bare formulare formulaic framewoic framework. A smalrk. A smaller group ler group of kings iof kings is treated s treated more extenmmore extenmore extensively, thsively, the space bee space between the tween the opening anopening and closing d closing formulas bformulas being filleeing filled with nard wd with narrawith narratives in wtives in which prophhich prophets are tyets are typically inpically involved. Thvolved. These highliese highlighted kingghted kings and props ands and propheand prophets (Jerobots (Jeroboam and Ahiam and Ahijah, Ahab jah, Ahab and Elijahand Elijah, Jehoram , Jehoram of Israel of Israel and Elishaand Elisha, Jehu, He, J, Jehu, HezeJehu, Hezekiah and Ikiah and Isaiah, Jossaiah, Josiah and Huiah and Huldah) reprldah) represent turnesent turning pointsing points in histor in history.y.y.

Kings falls into three parts. 1 Kgs. 1-11 deals with Solomon and concludes with 
his closing formula in 11:41–43. 1 Kgs. 12—2 Kgs. 17 tells the story of the two 
independent kingdoms and ends with a long evaluative discourse. 2 Kgs. 18-25 
recounts the further history of Judah down to its destruction. After the segment 
dealing with Solomon, most kings are treated briefly, with only a few sentences 
supplementing the bare formulaic framework. A smaller group of kings is treated 
more extensively, the space between the opening and closing formulas being filled 



with narratives in which prophets are typically involved. These highlighted kings 
and prophets (Jeroboam and Ahijah, Ahab and Elijah, Jehoram of Israel and Elisha, 
Jehu, Hezekiah and Isaiah, Josiah and Huldah) represent turning points in history.

�After an aAfter an account of ccount of his accesshis accession (1 Kgsion (1 Kgs. 1-2), th. 1-2), the career oe career of Solomon f Solomon is reporteis reporis reported preported positively ositively (chs. 3—10(chs. 3—10) under th) under the themes oe themes of wisdom, f wisdom, royal poweroyal power, buildinr, buildinr, building pbuilding programs, arograms, and piety. nd piety. The portraThe portrayal turns yal turns negative inegative in ch. 11. n ch. 11. Solomon isSolomon is enticed b en enticed byenticed by foreign w foreign wives into ives into the worshithe worship of alienp of alien gods and  gods and threatenedthreatened by advers by adversaries, incaradversadversarieadversaries, includis, including a domesng a domestic rebelltic rebellion by Jerion by Jeroboam. Hosoboam. Hostility bettility between the iween the independentndeiindependenindependent kingdomst kingdoms of Israel of Israel and Judah and Judah is initia is initiated in chsted in chs. 12—14 an. 12—14 and traced dd traced down to theowddown to thdown to the accessioe accession of Ahab n of Ahab by chs. 15by chs. 15—16. 1 Kgs—16. 1 Kgs. 17—2 Kgs. 17—2 Kgs. 10 focus. 10 focuses on Elijes on Eles on Elijah andElijah and Elisha, e Elisha, exploring txploring their conflheir conflict with tict with the apostathe apostate kings ofe kings of Omri’s dy Omri’s dynasty. Thinasty. dydynasty. Tdynasty. This culminhis culminates in thates in the prophetie prophetically inspcally inspired revolired revolution of Jution of Jehu. Briefehu. Briefer reportser reer reports foreports follow untilllow until 2 Kgs. 17 2 Kgs. 17, a diatri, a diatribe on the be on the reasons foreasons for the fallr the fall of Israel of Israel. The rema. The re. The remaining remaining history ofhistory of Judah fal Judah falls into a ls into a pattern ofpattern of alternati alternating righteong righteous and wicus and wicked kings ked kked kings (Hezkings (Hezekiah, Manekiah, Manasseh, Josasseh, Josiah, Josiaiah, Josiah’s succesh’s successors). Thesors). The reform of reform of Josiah (c Josiah (chs. 22—23)hs. 2hs. 22—23) cli22—23) climaxes the maxes the entire booentire book and appak and apparently resrently resolves the olves the ongoing thongoing theme of apoeme of apeme of apostasy aapostasy and reform.nd reform. Briefer r Briefer reports skeeports sketch the witch the wickedness ackedness and rebellind rebellions of Josons of Josiah’s fouriahJosJosiah’s fJosiah’s four succesour successors. Kingsors. Kings ends wits ends with an enigmh an enigmatic reporatic report about Jet about Jehoiachin ahoiachin as an honors ans an honoredan honored captive i captive in Babylon n Babylon (25:27–30)(25:27–30). This has. This has been inte been interpreted borpreted both positivth positively as a sepositivpositivelypositively as a sign as a sign of a pote of a potential futuntial future for there for the Davidic d Davidic dynasty andynasty and negativel negatively as the dy as thy as the decisithe decisive last acve last act in the nt in the national trational tragedy.agedy.

After an account of his accession (1 Kgs. 1-2), the career of Solomon is 
reported positively (chs. 3—10) under the themes of wisdom, royal power, 
building programs, and piety. The portrayal turns negative in ch. 11. Solomon is 
enticed by foreign wives into the worship of alien gods and threatened by 
adversaries, including a domestic rebellion by Jeroboam. Hostility between the 
independent kingdoms of Israel and Judah is initiated in chs. 12—14 and traced 
down to the accession of Ahab by chs. 15—16. 1 Kgs. 17—2 Kgs. 10 focuses on 
Elijah and Elisha, exploring their conflict with the apostate kings of Omri’s 
dynasty. This culminates in the prophetically inspired revolution of Jehu. Briefer 
reports follow until 2 Kgs. 17, a diatribe on the reasons for the fall of Israel. The 
remaining history of Judah falls into a pattern of alternating righteous and wicked 
kings (Hezekiah, Manasseh, Josiah, Josiah’s successors). The reform of Josiah (chs. 
22—23) climaxes the entire book and apparently resolves the ongoing theme of 
apostasy and reform. Briefer reports sketch the wickedness and rebellions of 
Josiah’s four successors. Kings ends with an enigmatic report about Jehoiachin as 
an honored captive in Babylon (25:27–30). This has been interpreted both 
positively as a sign of a potential future for the Davidic dynasty and negatively as 
the decisive last act in the national tragedy.

History ofHistory of Compositi Compositionon

History of Composition

Kings is tKings is the last pahe last part of the rt of the DeuteronomDeuteronomistic hististic history, a litory, a literary wholerary whole that bege that begins with tins wins with the iwith the introductiontroduction to Deuten to Deuteronomy andronomy and chronicle chronicles Israel’ss Israel’s life of o life of obedience abedience and disobedndaand disobeand disobedience in dience in the land othe land of promise.f promise. The theol The theology of Deuogy of Deuteronomy pteronomy pervades anervades aervades and inspirand inspires its prees its presentation sentation of historyof history. Evaluati. Evaluative discourve discourses appearses appear at import at important turninant tant turning poturning points, usuaints, usually in thelly in the form of s form of speeches bypeeches by main char main characters. Thacters. These reviewese review the past  th the past athe past and point fnd point forward to orward to the challethe challenges of thnges of the future. e future. Solomon’s Solomon’s temple dedtemple dedication inicdeddedicationdedication in 1 Kgs. in 1 Kgs. 8 and the 8 and the disapprov disapproving observing observations of ations of 2 Kgs. 17 2 Kgs. 17 are two ofare two of these “en th these “endthese “end of era” s of era” summaries.ummaries.ummaries.

Kings is the last part of the Deuteronomistic history, a literary whole that begins 
with the introduction to Deuteronomy and chronicles Israel’s life of obedience 
and disobedience in the land of promise. The theology of Deuteronomy pervades 
and inspires its presentation of history. Evaluative discourses appear at important 
turning points, usually in the form of speeches by main characters. These review 
the past and point forward to the challenges of the future. Solomon’s temple 
dedication in 1 Kgs. 8 and the disapproving observations of 2 Kgs. 17 are two of 
these “end of era” summaries.

�The DeuterThe Deuteronomistic onomistic historian historian used varioused various sourcesus sources to constr to construct Kings.uct Kings. Three of  Thre Three of tThree of these sourchese sources are cites are cited by nameed by name. The “Boo. The “Book of the Ak of the Acts of Solcts of Solomon,” chaomon,” chaomon,” charactericharacterized as repzed as reporting on orting on Solomon’s Solomon’s deeds and deeds and his “wisdohis “wisdom” (1 Kgs.m” (1 Kgs. 11:41), p 11:41), provided lirpprovided lprovided lists of anists of an administr administrative natuative nature and othre and other historier historical notes,cal notes, along wit along with folklorih folkh folkloristfolkloristic narratiic narratives illustves illustrating hisrating his glory and glory and wisdom. I wisdom. Informationnformation about lat about later kings wer kinger kings was kings was gleaned frgleaned from two souom two sources citedrces cited as the “B as the “Book of theook of the Annals of Annals of the Kings the Kings of Israel KingsKings of IKings of Israel” andsrael” and “of Judah “of Judah” (e.g., 1” (e.g., 1 Kgs. 14:1 Kgs. 14:19, 29). Th9, 29). These two woese two works providrks provided informaed ied informatioinformation on wars,n on wars, conspirac conspiracies, and bies, and building pruilding projects (1 ojects (1 Kgs. 14:19Kgs. 14:19, 30; 15:2, 30; 15:23, 32; 16:3, 33, 32; 16:20;32; 16:20; 22:39, 45 22:39, 45[MT 46]; 2[MT 46]; 2 Kgs. 20:2 Kgs. 20:20). That t0). That they were ahey were accessible ccessible to readersto readers suggests  su suggests tsuggests that they what they were not acere not actual royaltual royal annals, b annals, but publishut published literared literary works, by works, based perhaasedbbased perhbased perhaps on insaps on inscriptions criptions and other and other official sofficial sources. Foources. For 1 Kgs. 1r 1 Kgs. 1-2, the hi-2, the historian emstorihihistorian historian employed temployed the conclushe conclusion of theion of the Throne Su Throne Succession nccession narrative tarrative to describeo describe the acces describedescribe tdescribe the accessihe accession of Soloon of Solomon (the emon (the earlier pararlier part is foundt is found in 2 Sam. in 2 Sam. 9-20). Pr 9-20). Prophetic maophPrProphetic Prophetic materials materials of variousof various sorts wer sorts were also utie also utilized. Prelized. Previously coviously collected stllected stories abouoriesststories abstories about Elijahout Elijah and Elish and Elisha make up a make up most of 1 most of 1 Kgs. 17:1—Kgs. 17:1—2 Kgs. 8:12 Kgs. 8:15. Held to5. Held together by getotogether btogether by the trany the transfer of Elsfer of Elijah’s manijah’s mantle (2 Kgstle (2 Kgs. 2:13-14). 2:13-14) and the c and the completion ompletion of his misof hof his missiohis mission (1 Kgs. n (1 Kgs. 19:15-17),19:15-17), they were they were probably  probably taken up ataken up as a unifies a unified whole byd whole by the histo th the historthe historian. The aian. The appearance ppearance of narratiof narratives about ves about other propother prophets (Ahijhets (Ahijah, 1 Kgs.ah, 1 Kgs. 11:29-39; 11 11:29-39; 11:29-39; 14:1-18; S14:1-18; Shemaiah, 1hemaiah, 12:21–24; M2:21–24; Micaiah, 22icaiah, 22:1–28) sug:1–28) suggests thatgests that other pro other prophetic matphproprophetic prophetic materials materials were used,were used, but littl but little can be ae can be ascertainedscertained about the about the character character of these  of of these sof these sources. Ofources. Of these, th these, the materiale material about Isa about Isaiah is theiah is the most exte most extensive and nsive and independenindeindependenindependent (2 Kgs. t (2 Kgs. 18:13-20:118:13-20:19).9).

The Deuteronomistic historian used various sources to construct Kings. 
Three of these sources are cited by name. The “Book of the Acts of Solomon,” 
characterized as reporting on Solomon’s deeds and his “wisdom” (1 Kgs. 11:41), 
provided lists of an administrative nature and other historical notes, along with 
folkloristic narratives illustrating his glory and wisdom. Information about later 
kings was gleaned from two sources cited as the “Book of the Annals of the 
Kings of Israel” and “of Judah” (e.g., 1 Kgs. 14:19, 29). These two works provided 
information on wars, conspiracies, and building projects (1 Kgs. 14:19, 30; 15:23, 



32; 16:20; 22:39, 45[MT 46]; 2 Kgs. 20:20). That they were accessible to readers 
suggests that they were not actual royal annals, but published literary works, 
based perhaps on inscriptions and other official sources. For 1 Kgs. 1-2, the 
historian employed the conclusion of the Throne Succession narrative to 
describe the accession of Solomon (the earlier part is found in 2 Sam. 9-20). 
Prophetic materials of various sorts were also utilized. Previously collected 
stories about Elijah and Elisha make up most of 1 Kgs. 17:1—2 Kgs. 8:15. Held 
together by the transfer of Elijah’s mantle (2 Kgs. 2:13-14) and the completion of 
his mission (1 Kgs. 19:15-17), they were probably taken up as a unified whole by 
the historian. The appearance of narratives about other prophets (Ahijah, 1 Kgs. 
11:29-39; 14:1-18; Shemaiah, 12:21–24; Micaiah, 22:1–28) suggests that other 
prophetic materials were used, but little can be ascertained about the character 
of these sources. Of these, the material about Isaiah is the most extensive and 
independent (2 Kgs. 18:13-20:19).

IdeologyIdeology

Ideology

Based on tBased on the tenets he tenets of Deuteroof Deuteronomy, Kingnomy, Kings keeps ups keeps up a steady  a steady critique ocritique of the natif the nation’s failuonatination’s fnation’s failure to ailure to preserve tpreserve the purity he purity and unity and unity of the culof the cult. For exat. For example, the mple, the charges lechargcharges lecharges leveled agaiveled against Rehobonst Rehoboam and Ahaam and Ahaz (1 Kgs. z (1 Kgs. 14:22-24; 14:22-24; 2 Kgs. 16:2 Kgs. 16:3-4) close3-4) closely reflectlcloseclosely reclosely reflect whatflect what is forbid is forbidden by Deuden by Deut. 12:2-3,t. 12:2-3, 29-31. On 29-31. One focus ofe focus of this crit this criticism is ticismcritcriticism criticism is the woris the worship of foship of foreign godsreign gods, a practi, a practice said toce said to have star have started with Sted with Solomon andolomoSSolomon anSolomon and continued continued by certad by certain kings oin kings of both Isrf both Israel and Juael and Judah. This dah. This is sometimis sometimes called essometimsometimes sometimes called thecalled the “way of t “way of the kings ohe kings of Israel” f Israel” (2 Kgs. 8:(2 Kgs. 8:18; 16:3) 18; 16:3) or “of theor “of the house of  hou house of Ahouse of Ahab” (8:27hab” (8:27). Special). Special contempt  contempt attaches tattaches to the worso the worship of Baahip of Baal, sponsorl, sponsored by Ahabesponsorsponsored sponsored by Ahab anby Ahab and Jezebel d Jezebel (1 Kgs. 16(1 Kgs. 16:31-32), p:31-32), purged by Jurged by Jehu (2 Kgsehu (2 Kgs. 10:18-28. 10:18-28), but the)10:18-2810:18-28),10:18-28), but then  but then revived agrevived again by Manain by Manasseh (2 Kasseh (2 Kgs. 21:3).gs. 21:3). The secon The second focus ofd focus of criticism c criticism criticism is noncentis noncentral sacrifral sacrifice, forbiice, forbidden by Dedden by Deut. 12. Byut. 12. By sacrifici sacrificing at Bethng at Bethel, the noel, theel, the northethe northern kings urn kings universallyniversally warranted warranted condemnat condemnation for paion for participatinrticipating in the “g in the “way” or “swa““way” or ““way” or “sins of Jesins of Jeroboam” (eroboam” (e.g., 1 Kgs.g., 1 Kgs. 15:34; 1. 15:34; 16:2, 19, 26:2, 19, 26, 31). In6, 31). In Judah non Judah noncentral sacentrnonnoncentralnoncentral sacrifice sacrifice took plac took place at locale at local “high pla “high places.” Evences.” Even otherwise otherwise faithful  faithful kings of Jkings kings of Jkings of Judah receiudah received only qved only qualified aualified approval bepproval because “thecause “the high plac high places were noes were not taken awt tt taken awaytaken away” (e.g., 1” (e.g., 1 Kgs. 15:1 Kgs. 15:14; 22:43).4; 22:43). Only Heze Only Hezekiah and Jkiah and Josiah, whoosiah, who shut down shut down the high  t the high pthe high places, reclaces, receive unconeive unconditional pditional praise. Theraise. These two strse two strands of evands of evaluation aaluation are broughtre bre brought tobrought together in gether in the reformthe reform of Josiah of Josiah, who remo, who removed both aved both alien cultslien cults (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 23:4-5, 10-3:223:4-5, 1023:4-5, 10-14) and l-14) and local high ocal high places (vvplaces (vv. 8–9), ev. 8–9), even desecraen desecrating the sting the shrine of Bhrine of Bethel and ethelBBethel andBethel and the high  the high places of places of Israel (vvIsrael (vv. 15–20). . 15–20). The infideThe infidelity of thlity of the northerne northern kingdom r kingd kingdom rekingdom resulted in sulted in its destruits destruction by tction by the Assyriahe Assyrians (2 Kgs.ns (2 Kgs. 17:7-18,  17:7-18, 21-23). Ju21-23). Judah eventudah JuJudah evenJudah eventually feltually fell to Babyll to Babylon as a reon as a result of sisult of similar offemilar offenses (2 Kgnses (2 Kgs. 17:19-2s. 17:19-20), especi0), esp0), especiallyespecially those spo those sponsored by nsored by Manasseh (Manasseh (21:10–15; 21:10–15; 24:3–4).24:3–4).24:3–4).

Based on the tenets of Deuteronomy, Kings keeps up a steady critique of the 
nation’s failure to preserve the purity and unity of the cult. For example, the 
charges leveled against Rehoboam and Ahaz (1 Kgs. 14:22-24; 2 Kgs. 16:3-4) 
closely reflect what is forbidden by Deut. 12:2-3, 29-31. One focus of this 
criticism is the worship of foreign gods, a practice said to have started with 
Solomon and continued by certain kings of both Israel and Judah. This is 
sometimes called the “way of the kings of Israel” (2 Kgs. 8:18; 16:3) or “of the 
house of Ahab” (8:27). Special contempt attaches to the worship of Baal, 
sponsored by Ahab and Jezebel (1 Kgs. 16:31-32), purged by Jehu (2 Kgs. 
10:18-28), but then revived again by Manasseh (2 Kgs. 21:3). The second focus of 
criticism is noncentral sacrifice, forbidden by Deut. 12. By sacrificing at Bethel, 
the northern kings universally warranted condemnation for participating in the 
“way” or “sins of Jeroboam” (e.g., 1 Kgs. 15:34; 16:2, 19, 26, 31). In Judah 
noncentral sacrifice took place at local “high places.” Even otherwise faithful 
kings of Judah received only qualified approval because “the high places were not 
taken away” (e.g., 1 Kgs. 15:14; 22:43). Only Hezekiah and Josiah, who shut down 
the high places, receive unconditional praise. These two strands of evaluation are 
brought together in the reform of Josiah, who removed both alien cults (2 Kgs. 
23:4-5, 10-14) and local high places (vv. 8–9), even desecrating the shrine of 
Bethel and the high places of Israel (vv. 15–20). The infidelity of the northern 
kingdom resulted in its destruction by the Assyrians (2 Kgs. 17:7-18, 21-23). 
Judah eventually fell to Babylon as a result of similar offenses (2 Kgs. 17:19-20), 
especially those sponsored by Manasseh (21:10–15; 24:3–4).



�Another imAnother important thportant theme is Godeme is God’s special’s special favor to  favor to David (1 KDavid (1 Kgs. 11:12-gs. 11:12-13) and th13) an13) and the prand the promise of aomise of an abiding n abiding Davidic dyDavidic dynasty in Jnasty in Jerusalem (erusalem (11:36; 15:11:36; 15:4–5; 2 Kgs4–5; 2 Kgs. 8:19). D. 8. 8:19). Dav8:19). David’s devotid’s devotion servesion serves as a mode as a model for measl for measuring royauring royal fidelityl fidelity (e.g., 1  (e.g., 1 Kgs. 3:3; Kgs. 3Kgs. 3:3; 11:4,3:3; 11:4, 6, 38; 15 6, 38; 15:3, 11). Y:3, 11). Yahweh’s spahweh’s special favoecial favor to Davidr to David is given  is given as the reaas the reason for thson foson for the sefor the security of curity of Jerusalem Jerusalem in Hezekiain Hezekiah’s reign h’s reign (2 Kgs. 19(2 Kgs. 19:34; 20:5-:34; 20:5-6).6).6).

Another important theme is God’s special favor to David (1 Kgs. 11:12-13) 
and the promise of an abiding Davidic dynasty in Jerusalem (11:36; 15:4–5; 2 Kgs. 
8:19). David’s devotion serves as a model for measuring royal fidelity (e.g., 1 Kgs. 
3:3; 11:4, 6, 38; 15:3, 11). Yahweh’s special favor to David is given as the reason 
for the security of Jerusalem in Hezekiah’s reign (2 Kgs. 19:34; 20:5-6).

�Kings someKings sometimes casttimes casts women ass women as villains  villains (Solomon’s(Solomon’s wives, 1  wives, 1 Kgs. 11:1-Kgs. 11:1-8; Jezebel8; Jeze8; Jezebel, 1Jezebel, 18:19; Atha8:19; Athaliah, 2 Kgliah, 2 Kgs. 11). Bas. 11). Bathsheba, hthsheba, however, heowever, helps plot Slps plot Solomon’s aolomon’s accession (cceaaccession accession (1 Kgs. 1)(1 Kgs. 1). Two pros. Two prostitutes antitutes and the queed the queen of Sheban of Sheba enhance S enhance Solomon’s rolomon’s rolomon’s reputationreputation for wisdo for wisdom (1 Kgs. m (1 Kgs. 3:16-28; 13:16-28; 10:1-10). W0:1-10). Women also omen also play rolesplay roles in some p in some p in some prophetic prophetic narrativesnarratives (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 14:1-18; 174:1-18; 17:8-24; 2 K:8-24; 2 Kgs. 4:1-37gs. 4:1-37; 8:1-6), ; 8:1-6), and Huldahand Huldah’s prophet’s pr’s prophetic prophetic oracle intoracle interprets therprets the significe significance of Joance of Josiah’s polsiah’s policies (2 Kicies (2 Kgs. 22:14-gs. 22:14-20).20).

Kings sometimes casts women as villains (Solomon’s wives, 1 Kgs. 11:1-8; 
Jezebel, 18:19; Athaliah, 2 Kgs. 11). Bathsheba, however, helps plot Solomon’s 
accession (1 Kgs. 1). Two prostitutes and the queen of Sheba enhance Solomon’s 
reputation for wisdom (1 Kgs. 3:16-28; 10:1-10). Women also play roles in some 
prophetic narratives (1 Kgs. 14:1-18; 17:8-24; 2 Kgs. 4:1-37; 8:1-6), and Huldah’s 
prophetic oracle interprets the significance of Josiah’s policies (2 Kgs. 22:14-20).

Issues in Issues in Recent StuRecent Studydy

Issues in Recent Study

The chronoThe chronology of Kilogy of Kings remainngs remains in dispus in dispute. The yete. The years of reiars of reign given fgn given for the kinor the kings of Isrags ogs of Israel of Israel do not coodo not coordinate wirdinate with those fth those for the kinor the kings of Judags of Judah, and theh, and the system of system of sychronis syc sychronismsychronisms does nots does not match the match the system of system of reign len reign lengths. Thergths. There are alsoe are also discrepan discrepancies with cdiscrepandiscrepancdiscrepancies with eies with establishedstablished dates fro dates from Mesopotam Mesopotamia. In trmia. In trying to unying to untangle thetangle these problemsethethese probthese problems, scholems, scholars postulars postulate errorlate error in textua in textual transmisl transmission, diffsion, different caleerent calendrical condriccalecalendricacalendrical conventil conventions for thons for the two kinge two kingdoms at vadoms at various timerious times, and cors, and coregencies iegencies in which a n iin which ain which a king and  king and his designhis designated succeated successor reignssor reign concurren concurrently (cf. 2tly (cf. 2 Kgs. 15:5 Kgs. 15:5).).).

The chronology of Kings remains in dispute. The years of reign given for the kings 
of Israel do not coordinate with those for the kings of Judah, and the system of 
sychronisms does not match the system of reign lengths. There are also 
discrepancies with established dates from Mesopotamia. In trying to untangle 
these problems, scholars postulate error in textual transmission, different 
calendrical conventions for the two kingdoms at various times, and coregencies 
in which a king and his designated successor reign concurrently (cf. 2 Kgs. 15:5).

�The generaThe general reliabill reliability of Kinity of Kings as a higs as a historical sstorical source is aource is also debatelso debated. Its used. Its use of source of of sourcesof sources indicates indicates considera considerable historble historical valueical value in places in places, but the , but the theory of theory of historicalhistorhistoricalhistorical causation causation in Kings  in Kings is theologis theological ratheical rather than polr than political or itical or economic. economic. The short The shThe short shrishort shrift given tft given to the impoo the important nortrtant northern king hern king Omri (1 KgOmri (1 Kgs. 16:23-2s. 16:23-28) evidenc8) evidences a histoesevidencevidences evidences a historica historical perspecal perspective altogtive altogether diffether different fromerent from that of m that of modern histodern historians. Maoriahisthistorianshistorians. Many of . Many of the narratthe narratives, espeives, especially thecially the prophet l prophet legends andegends and folk tale folk tales, cannot s, cans, cannot be cannot be used as trused as trustworthy ustworthy historicalhistorical sources.  sources. It has beeIt has been suggesten suggested that thed that the narrative na narrativesnarratives about the about the Syrian wa Syrian wars (1 Kgs.rs (1 Kgs. 20, 22; 2 20, 22; 2 Kgs. 6:8- Kgs. 6:8-7:20; 8:7-7:20; 8:7-15) have b15) have been incorreen bbeen incorbeen incorrectly assrectly assigned to tigned to the reigns he reigns of Ahab anof Ahab and his son d his son Jehoram. SJehoram. Some scholaome scholars have corscholascholars hscholars have concluave concluded that tded that the narratihe narrative of Josive of Josiah’s reforah’s reform (2 Kgs. m (2 Kgs. 22-23) is 22-23) is so highly so hso highly tenhighly tendentious tdentious that it mushat it must be a litt be a literary creaerary creation and dtion and does not reoes not rest on any st on any trustworthtrustrustworthtrustworthy source.y source.y source.

The general reliability of Kings as a historical source is also debated. Its use 
of sources indicates considerable historical value in places, but the theory of 
historical causation in Kings is theological rather than political or economic. The 
short shrift given to the important northern king Omri (1 Kgs. 16:23-28) 
evidences a historical perspective altogether different from that of modern 
historians. Many of the narratives, especially the prophet legends and folk tales, 
cannot be used as trustworthy historical sources. It has been suggested that the 
narratives about the Syrian wars (1 Kgs. 20, 22; 2 Kgs. 6:8-7:20; 8:7-15) have 
been incorrectly assigned to the reigns of Ahab and his son Jehoram. Some 
scholars have concluded that the narrative of Josiah’s reform (2 Kgs. 22-23) is so 
highly tendentious that it must be a literary creation and does not rest on any 
trustworthy source.

�The composThe compositional hiitional history of tstory of the Deuterohe Deuteronomistic hnomistic history is istory is hotly debahotly debated. Some ted. Soted. Some suggeSome suggest that a st that a single exisingle exilic writerlic writer working a working after the dfter the death of Jeeath of Jehoiachin (hoiachin (2 Kgs. 25:2 Kg2 Kgs. 25:27Kgs. 25:27-30) autho-30) authored the enred the entire histotire history as an ery as an explanationxplanation for the f for the fall of theall of the nation. M natio nation. Manation. Material thaterial that sounds pt sounds preexilic wreexilic was preservas preserved becauseed because of this a of this author’s reuthor’s respect for spererespect forespect for inheriter inherited sources.d sources. Others po Others postulate anstulate an optimisti optimistic preexilic preexilic historiac historian writing n wrn writing bewriting before (contfore (contrast 2 Kgsrast 2 Kgs. 22:20 wi. 22:20 with 23:29) th 23:29) or just afor just after (22:1)ter (22:1) Josiah’s  Josiah’s death, to death,death, to death, to support hisupport his reformins reforming policiesg policies. In the E. In the Exile this xile this was revisewas revised in a mord in a more pessimise pese pessimistipessimistic directioc direction as a hisn as a history of ditory of disobediencesobedience, blaming , blaming the nationthe nation’s fall on’s fall on the sins  the s the sins of Masins of Manasseh (2 nasseh (2 Kgs. 21:10Kgs. 21:10-15; 23:26-15; 23:26; 24:3-4).; 24:3-4). Still oth Still others proposers propose an exilie an exilic work subc worc work subsework subsequently ovquently overlaid by erlaid by two redacttwo redactions orienions oriented towardted toward prophecy  prophecy and law, rand law, and law, respelaw, respectively. Octively. Other propother proposals suggesals suggest that thst that the history e history originallyoriginally ended wit ended with the reigh thh the reign the reign of Hezekiaof Hezekiah (cf. 2 Kh (cf. 2 Kgs. 18:5) gs. 18:5) or that a or that a preexilic preexilic prophetic prophetic history sehistory served as thrved arved as the orias the original basiginal basis for the s for the work.work.work.

The compositional history of the Deuteronomistic history is hotly debated. 
Some suggest that a single exilic writer working after the death of Jehoiachin (2 
Kgs. 25:27-30) authored the entire history as an explanation for the fall of the 
nation. Material that sounds preexilic was preserved because of this author’s 
respect for inherited sources. Others postulate an optimistic preexilic historian 
writing before (contrast 2 Kgs. 22:20 with 23:29) or just after (22:1) Josiah’s 
death, to support his reforming policies. In the Exile this was revised in a more 



pessimistic direction as a history of disobedience, blaming the nation’s fall on the 
sins of Manasseh (2 Kgs. 21:10-15; 23:26; 24:3-4). Still others propose an exilic 
work subsequently overlaid by two redactions oriented toward prophecy and 
law, respectively. Other proposals suggest that the history originally ended with 
the reign of Hezekiah (cf. 2 Kgs. 18:5) or that a preexilic prophetic history served 
as the original basis for the work.
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KINSHIPKINSHIPKINSHIP

KINSHIP

The heart The heart of developof developing socialing social relations relationships is kihips is kinship, defnship, defined in thined in the broadeste broadest sense to  sens sense to isense to include botnclude both blood anh blood and social td social ties. Peoplies. People see “whoe see “who they are” they are” based on  based on the kinshiththe kinshithe kinship network,p network, in terms  in terms of descentof descent patterns, patterns, marriage  marriage ties, and ties, and friendshipfriendships. Claims s. Cs. Claims andClaims and obligatio obligations, loyaltns, loyalties and seies and sentiments pntiments pivot on thivot on these relatiese relationships. Bonships. Basic relatasic BBasic relaBasic relationships tionships (whether k(whether kin or non-in or non-kin) may akin) may also hinge lso hinge on the degon the degree of “toree of “tolerance” (ler“to“tolerance“tolerance” (perhaps” (perhaps to be equ to be equated with ated with “morality”“morality”) of actio) of actions in bothns in both the long  the long and the shandand the shand the short term aort term and upon rend upon recognition cognition of the impof the implicit righlicit rights of recits of reciprocity. Iprocity. In additionn addn addition, addition, a person ia person is judged bs judged by the repuy the reputation of tation of his kinshihis kinship group, ap group, and his ownnd his own actions w act actions wiactions will have a ll have a direct infdirect influence on luence on that groupthat group’s reputat’s reputation.ion.ion.

The heart of developing social relationships is kinship, defined in the broadest 
sense to include both blood and social ties. People see “who they are” based on 
the kinship network, in terms of descent patterns, marriage ties, and friendships. 
Claims and obligations, loyalties and sentiments pivot on these relationships. 
Basic relationships (whether kin or non-kin) may also hinge on the degree of 
“tolerance” (perhaps to be equated with “morality”) of actions in both the long 
and the short term and upon recognition of the implicit rights of reciprocity. In 
addition, a person is judged by the reputation of his kinship group, and his own 
actions will have a direct influence on that group’s reputation.

�Kinship teKinship terms (e.g.,rms (e.g., father, m father, mother, broother, brother, sistther, sister, uncle,er, uncle, nephew) a nephew) appear throppear thrppear throughoutthroughout the ances the ancestral storitral stories and in es and in other sectother sections of thions of the OT as wee OT as well. In thell. In the Bible, ki Bib Bible, kinBible, kinship is a ship is a portfolio portfolio describingdescribing personal  personal identity aidentity and social nd social standing.standing.standing.

Kinship terms (e.g., father, mother, brother, sister, uncle, nephew) appear 
throughout the ancestral stories and in other sections of the OT as well. In the 
Bible, kinship is a portfolio describing personal identity and social standing.

�Biblical gBiblical genealogiesenealogies, outlinin, outlining kinship g kinship ties, functies, function as hition as historical tstorical ties to theies to the past as w past past as wepast as well as detell as determinants orminants of social pf social place or lelace or level. By usvel. By using genealing genealogies to dogies to describe thescribddescribe tdescribe their charaheir characters’ kincters’ kinship, storship, storytellers tytellers tell their ell their social stasocial status, finantus, financial worthcial wortcial worth, andworth, and how much  how much authority authority they couldthey could exercise  exercise in the comin the community as munity as a whole. Ta whole. a whole. Thewhole. They draw they draw their materiair material for the l for the genealogiegenealogies from a vs from a variety of ariety of sources insources including orcluinincluding including oral tradioral tradition, privtion, private familyate family archives, archives, and admin and administrative istrative records.records.records.

Biblical genealogies, outlining kinship ties, function as historical ties to the 
past as well as determinants of social place or level. By using genealogies to 
describe their characters’ kinship, storytellers tell their social status, financial 
worth, and how much authority they could exercise in the community as a 
whole. They draw their material for the genealogies from a variety of sources 
including oral tradition, private family archives, and administrative records.

�In what maIn what may be an ary be an artful geneatful genealogical crlogical creation, eaeation, each member ch member of a tribeof a tribe belongs t belong belongs tobelongs to a lineage a lineage, and all , and all of the linof the lineages are eages are believed tbelieved to be relato be related by commed by common descenton don descent todescent to an eponym an eponymous ancestous ancestor (i.e., or (i.e., Abraham). Abraham). Thus, kinsThus, kinship is thehip is the basis for basis for tribal un tr tribal unitribal unity as wellty as well as tribal as tribal identity. identity. A tribal  A tribal society masociety may include y include thousands thousands of people,of peopof people, eapeople, each of whomch of whom belongs t belongs to several o several kinds of dkinds of descent groescent groups. In anups. In ancient Isracient Israel there eel IsraIsrael theIsrael there existedre existed a patrili a patrilineal, segmneal, segmentary linentary lineage systeeage system in whichm in which each of i each of its househots hots householdshouseholds  (beît� }aœ(beît� }aœb�o®t�)b�o®t�) belonged  belonged to a lineato a lineage ge (misûpaœh�(misûpaœh�a®).a®). These lin The These lineThese lineages, in wages, in which membehich membership and rship and inheritancinheritance were base were based on the ed on the father, mafather, mfather, made up a made up a clan. The clan. The clans formclans formed severaled several phratries phratries, and the , and the phratries phratries comprised comprised the tribe.ththe tribe.the tribe. Its linea Its lineages were ages were also (once lso (once the Israelthe Israelites enterites entered Canaan)ed Canaan) described described as locali as lo as localized,localized, having th having their own deeir own designated tsignated territorieserritories (Josh. 13 (Josh. 13-19). Thes-19). These social ge social groupings aroupggroupings groupings are not neare not necessarily cessarily evolutionaevolutionary. They ary. They all continull continued to exised to exist, even wht, even when the monen whwhen the mwhen the monarchy waonarchy was establiss established, and thed, and there was nhere was no linear po linear progressionrogression which req which re which required erequired each to exiach to exist in turnst in turn for the m for the monarchy toonarchy to be establ be established.ished.ished.

In what may be an artful genealogical creation, each member of a tribe 
belongs to a lineage, and all of the lineages are believed to be related by common 
descent to an eponymous ancestor (i.e., Abraham). Thus, kinship is the basis for 
tribal unity as well as tribal identity. A tribal society may include thousands of 
people, each of whom belongs to several kinds of descent groups. In ancient 
Israel there existed a patrilineal, segmentary lineage system in which each of its 
households (beît� }aœb�o®t�)  belonged to a lineage (misûpaœh�a®).  
These lineages, in which membership and inheritance were based on the father, 



made up a clan. The clans formed several phratries, and the phratries comprised 
the tribe. Its lineages were also (once the Israelites entered Canaan) described as 
localized, having their own designated territories (Josh. 13-19). These social 
groupings are not necessarily evolutionary. They all continued to exist, even 
when the monarchy was established, and there was no linear progression which 
required each to exist in turn for the monarchy to be established.

�The socialThe social and polit and political unitsical units of ancien of ancient Israel, t Israel, as portrayas portrayed in the ed in the biblical tbiblical text, can text,ttext, can text, can thus be outhus be outlined as tlined as follows:follows:follows:

The social and political units of ancient Israel, as portrayed in the biblical 
text, can thus be outlined as follows:

1.1.�IndividualIndividual nuclear f nuclear families coamilies combined intmbined into an exteno an extended familyded family  (beît� }aœ(beît� }aœb�),b�}aœ}aœb�),}aœb�), dependent dependent on a  on a paterfamilpaterfamiliasias (head of  (head of household)household)

1. Individual nuclear families combined into an extended family (beît� 
}aœb�),  dependent on a paterfamilias (head of household)

2.2.�Lineages Lineages (misûpaœh�(misûpaœh�a®)a®) comprisin comprising persons g persons who trace who trace their origtheir origin to a pain to in to a partito a particular ancecular ancestor — incstor — including claluding clans, like tns, like the Leviteshe Levites, which we, which were nonlocare nore nonlocaliznonlocalized, pan-tred, pan-tribal lineaibal lineagesgesges

2. Lineages (misûpaœh�a®)  comprising persons who trace their origin 
to a particular ancestor — including clans, like the Levites, which were 
nonlocalized, pan-tribal lineages

3.3.�Sibs, whicSibs, which demonstrh demonstrate a branate a branching of aching of a lineage,  lineage, such as thsuch as that in the at in the Aaronic liAaroniAaronic liAaronic line betweenne between Zadokites Zadokites and the l and the levitical levitical line of Abiine of Abiatharatharathar

3. Sibs, which demonstrate a branching of a lineage, such as that in the 
Aaronic line between Zadokites and the levitical line of Abiathar

4.4.�Phratries Phratries (sûeäb�et�(sûeäb�et�),), a major d a major division ofivision of a tribe ( a tribe (i.e., Judai.e., Judah of the th of the tribe of Isribe ttribe of Itribe of Israel), hasrael), having theirving their own desig own designated terrnated territoriesitoriesitories

4. Phratries (sûeäb�et�),  a major division of a tribe (i.e., Judah of the 
tribe of Israel), having their own designated territories

5.5.�Tribe, a tTribe, a term used herm used here in theere in the collectiv collective sense ofe sense of all of th all of the people oe people of “Israel,f “Israef “Israel,” “Israel,” united by united by kinship, rkinship, religion, aeligion, and endogamnd endogamy.y.y.

5. Tribe, a term used here in the collective sense of all of the people of 
“Israel,” united by kinship, religion, and endogamy.

�It would bIt would be inapprope inappropriate to driate to differentiaifferentiate betweente between the socia the social forms anl forms and stratifid stratifd stratificastratification of Hetion of Hebrew and Cbrew and Canaanite tanaanite tribal peopribal peoples. Despiles. Despite the attte the attempts in tempts in the biblicahe tthe biblicthe biblical text toal text to draw a re draw a religious deligious demarcation marcation between thbetween them, their em, their everyday eeveryday existence —xiseexistence existence — based as— based as it was on it was on the same  the same environmenenvironmental and ectal and economic cononomic concerns — wocerns —cerns — would ha— would have been vive been virtually thrtually the same. Are same. Archaeologicchaeological and texal and textual evidetual evidence, whilence, while somewhat  whilewhile somewhile somewhat mixedwhat mixed on this s on this subject, inubject, indicate thadicate that each hout each household consehold consisted of sisted of an extendeaan extendean extended family od family of ca. 10–1f ca. 10–15 adults. 5 adults. It was govIt was governed by terned by the head ofhe head of the house the household.hohousehousehold.household.

It would be inappropriate to differentiate between the social forms and 
stratification of Hebrew and Canaanite tribal peoples. Despite the attempts in 
the biblical text to draw a religious demarcation between them, their everyday 
existence — based as it was on the same environmental and economic concerns 
— would have been virtually the same. Archaeological and textual evidence, 
while somewhat mixed on this subject, indicate that each household consisted of 
an extended family of ca. 10–15 adults. It was governed by the head of the 
household.

�The respecThe respect due to tt due to this socialhis social system ma system may be seen y be seen in the autin the authority of hority of the head othe heathe head of hohead of household anusehold and in the cd in the commandmentommandment to “Honor to “Honor your fath your father and youer and your mother” r motr mother” (Emother” (Exod. 20:12xod. 20:12). This le). This legal pronougal pronouncement dencement demands loyamands loyalty more tlty more than obediehan obedhan obedience obedience to the heato the head of the hd of the house. It rouse. It represents epresents a basic vaa basic value of Isrlue of Israelite socaelite society, whiciety, socsociety, wsociety, which has dhich has determined etermined that this that this relationshrelationship is a keip is a key componeny component of theirt of their covenanta co covenantalcovenantal community community and there and therefore must fore must be protectbe protected.ed.ed.

The respect due to this social system may be seen in the authority of the 
head of household and in the commandment to “Honor your father and your 
mother” (Exod. 20:12). This legal pronouncement demands loyalty more than 
obedience to the head of the house. It represents a basic value of Israelite 
society, which has determined that this relationship is a key component of their 
covenantal community and therefore must be protected.

�The transfThe transference of erence of this positthis position as heaion as head of the hd of the household wousehold was generatas generational. Inhional. Iional. InheritancInheritance patternse patterns are estab are established whilished which attemptch attempt to provid to provide an ordere an orderly transitly transition withouiontransittransitiontransition without s without significantignificantly affectily affecting the inhng the inheritance seritance system itseystem itself. Primoglf. Primogeniture, feniturePrimogPrimogenitPrimogeniture, for iure, for instance, instance, is exhibites exhibited in Isaacd in Isaac’s naming ’s naming of Esau, hof Esau, his older sis older son, as hison, as on, as his heias his heir (Gen. 27r (Gen. 27:1-4). The:1-4). The younger s younger son, Jacob,on, Jacob, if this a if this arrangementrrangement had actua had actually been clly blly been carribeen carried out, woed out, would have ruld have received a eceived a lesser porlesser portion (see tion (see Esau’s actEsau’s actual inheriual inheritance as ttancinheriinheritancinheritance as the le as the lesser heiresser heir in Gen. 2 in Gen. 27:33-40) a7:33-40) and would hnd would have had thave had the option oe option of working f wf working foworking for his brotr his brother or sepher or separating hiarating himself frommself from the house the household and ehold and establishinstablishing his own.g establishinestablishiestablishing his ownng his own...

The transference of this position as head of the household was generational. 
Inheritance patterns are established which attempt to provide an orderly 
transition without significantly affecting the inheritance system itself. 
Primogeniture, for instance, is exhibited in Isaac’s naming of Esau, his older son, 
as his heir (Gen. 27:1-4). The younger son, Jacob, if this arrangement had actually 
been carried out, would have received a lesser portion (see Esau’s actual 
inheritance as the lesser heir in Gen. 27:33-40) and would have had the option of 



working for his brother or separating himself from the household and 
establishing his own.

�The fragmeThe fragmenting of tnting of the extendehe extended family hd family household iousehold into new unnto new units (stillits (still within th within  within thewithin the same line same lineage, howevage, however) is a rer) is a reflection eflection of inheritof inheritance patteance patterns, envirrns, environmental nonmeenvirenvironmenenvironmental necesstal necessity, and pity, and population opulation growth. Itgrowth. It is the ad is the adaptabilityaptability of the in of the institution stitutininstitutioinstitution which man which makes this fkes this fragmentatiragmentation fairly on fairly smooth whismooth while at the le at the same time same time initiatinginitinitiatinginitiating changes w changes which will hich will in both thin both the long ande long and short ter short term affect tm affect the societyhe society. For inst. For. For instanFor instance, in Gence, in Gen. 12:1 Yah. 12:1 Yahweh calls weh calls Abram to lAbram to leave his “eave his “father’s hfather’s house” and ouse” and to found htoto found hto found his own. Buis own. Burying his rying his father is father is a rite of a rite of passage, wpassage, which conduhich conducts Abram cts Abram across theacracross theacross the threshold threshold of transf of transformation. ormation. To bury hiTo bury his father is father is an exercs an exercise in sevise in severance or eransevseverance severance or departuor departure from thre from the world ofe world of his fathe his father. It demar. It demands that Ands that Abram changbram changbram change thechange the basic pat basic pattern of hitern of his life ands life and establish establish a new one a new one...

The fragmenting of the extended family household into new units (still 
within the same lineage, however) is a reflection of inheritance patterns, 
environmental necessity, and population growth. It is the adaptability of the 
institution which makes this fragmentation fairly smooth while at the same time 
initiating changes which will in both the long and short term affect the society. 
For instance, in Gen. 12:1 Yahweh calls Abram to leave his “father’s house” and 
to found his own. Burying his father is a rite of passage, which conducts Abram 
across the threshold of transformation. To bury his father is an exercise in 
severance or departure from the world of his father. It demands that Abram 
change the basic pattern of his life and establish a new one.

�Group fissGroup fission and soion and social fluidcial fluidity are baity are basic survivsic survival componeal components in a fnts in a fragile or ragile or unstable euunstable eunstable environmentnvironment. War, eco. War, economic exignomic exigency, enviency, environmental ronmental catastrophcatastrophe, inherite, inherie, inheritancinheritance patternse patterns, and adve, and adventurism alnturism all contribul contribute to the te to the creation ocreation of new housf new houses and theeshoushouses andhouses and the openi the opening up of nng up of new areas tew areas to exploitao exploitation.tion.tion.

Group fission and social fluidity are basic survival components in a fragile or 
unstable environment. War, economic exigency, environmental catastrophe, 
inheritance patterns, and adventurism all contribute to the creation of new 
houses and the opening up of new areas to exploitation.

�HouseholdsHouseholds were the  were the communitiecommunities within ws within which the Ihich the Israelites sraelites crossed thcrossed three importree iree important important thresholdsthresholds: birth, m: birth, marriage, aarriage, and death. nd death. It was theIt was the way in wh way in which each iich each individual ndiviindividualindividual dealt wit dealt with these rih these rites of pastes of passage and tsage and the ways inhe ways in which the which they were couy were counseled, prnsecoucounseled,counseled, programme programmed, or restd, or restricted by ricted by the communthe community that mity that made them sade them so crucial.o cruciao crucial.crucial.crucial.

Households were the communities within which the Israelites crossed three 
important thresholds: birth, marriage, and death. It was the way in which each 
individual dealt with these rites of passage and the ways in which they were 
counseled, programmed, or restricted by the community that made them so 
crucial.

�Although cAlthough couples spoouples spontaneouslyntaneously conceived conceived and gave  and gave birth to sbirth to several chieveral children throldren chichildren tchildren throughout hroughout the coursethe course of their  of their marriage, marriage, the concepthe conception and btion and birth of thirth of the male heie ththe male hthe male heir was aleir was always anticways anticipated. Thipated. This is grapis is graphically dehically demonstratedmonstrated by the “s by the “search for ear“s“search fo“search for the heirr the heir” motif wh” motif which runs tich runs throughout hroughout the ancestthe ancestral narratral narratives of Geives of Genesis. TheneGeGenesis. TGenesis. The desire he desire for a malefor a male heir was  heir was complicatecomplicated if a daud if a daughter was ghter was born firstborn first. Although. A. Although nAlthough not stated ot stated in the narin the narrative, itrative, it is likely is likely that this that this female ch female child would ild would be weaned be weabe weaned sooweaned sooner than aner than a male in o male in order for trder for the mother he mother to resume to resume ovulating.ovulating.

Although couples spontaneously conceived and gave birth to several 
children throughout the course of their marriage, the conception and birth of 
the male heir was always anticipated. This is graphically demonstrated by the 
“search for the heir” motif which runs throughout the ancestral narratives of 
Genesis. The desire for a male heir was complicated if a daughter was born first. 
Although not stated in the narrative, it is likely that this female child would be 
weaned sooner than a male in order for the mother to resume ovulating.

�Another taAnother task of kinssk of kinship systemhip systems within ts within the househohe household is the ld is the determinatdetermination of whiion ofion of which aof which adults are dults are eligible teligible to marry, wo marry, who actuallho actually chooses y chooses marriage pmarriage partners, wartners, which childhicwwhich chilwhich children live dren live in their pin their parents’ hoarents’ household, ausehold, and which bnd which become heirecome heirs. Patrilis. Patrilineal familnealPatriliPatrilineaPatrilineal familiesl families choose he choose heirs only firs only from the farom the father’s sidther’s side, matrilie, matrilineal familneal families only fies onlyies only from only from the motherthe mother’s side, a’s side, and cognatend cognate families  families from eithefrom either side. Her side. Heirs inheriirs inherit the paret tht the parentthe parent’s social ’s social status, fistatus, financial wonancial worth, and arth, and authority iuthority in the commn the community as aunity as a whole. In who whole. In whole. In this way, this way, the socialthe social order of  order of the communthe community and thity and the principle principles of powees of power and authr powepower and power and authority authority are perpetare perpetuated.uated.uated.

Another task of kinship systems within the household is the determination 
of which adults are eligible to marry, who actually chooses marriage partners, 
which children live in their parents’ household, and which become heirs. 
Patrilineal families choose heirs only from the father’s side, matrilineal families 
only from the mother’s side, and cognate families from either side. Heirs inherit 
the parent’s social status, financial worth, and authority in the community as a 
whole. In this way, the social order of the community and the principles of 
power and authority are perpetuated.

�One examplOne example of the pe of the potential iotential influence onfluence of preferenf preferential marritial marriage practiage practices is seeces is seces is seen in Naseen in Nahor’s croshor’s cross-cousin ms-cousin marriage (Garriage (Gen. 11:29)en. 11:29). It fulfi. It fulfills the rells the requirementsquirements of both e of b of both endogboth endogamy to maramy to marry within ry within one’s own one’s own family andfamily and exogamy t exogamy to marry ouo marry outside one’tside otside one’s own one’s own family. Lifamily. Like Jacob wke Jacob who marriedho married both Leah both Leah and Rache and Rachel — his col — his cousins who usins whousins who were swho were sisters — Nisters — Nahor marriahor marries a cousies a cousin who has n who has a sister. a sister. Nahor’s maNahor’s marriage alsrriage alrriage also estabalso established a blished a bond betweeond between him and n him and his uncle.his uncle. The avunc The avuncular relatular relationship beionship between a matwbebetween a between a man and himan and his uncle has uncle has been sees been seen to be asn to be as important important as the re as the relationshiplationship between a relationshiprelationshrelationship betweenip between a man and a man and his fathe his father in the ar in the ancient Neancient Near East.r East.r East.

One example of the potential influence of preferential marriage practices is 
seen in Nahor’s cross-cousin marriage (Gen. 11:29). It fulfills the requirements of 
both endogamy to marry within one’s own family and exogamy to marry outside 
one’s own family. Like Jacob who married both Leah and Rachel — his cousins 



who were sisters — Nahor marries a cousin who has a sister. Nahor’s marriage 
also established a bond between him and his uncle. The avuncular relationship 
between a man and his uncle has been seen to be as important as the 
relationship between a man and his father in the ancient Near East.

�Marriage wMarriage was a matteas a matter of businr of business, desigess, designed to brined to bring togetheng together two housr two households wileholdhoushouseholdshouseholds willing t willing to exchangeo exchange substanti substantial goods aal goods and servicend services over a ss over a significantignificant period of per period of period of time. Whentime. When the marri the marriage was coage was concluded, ancluded, an exchangen exchange of proper of property took plty took ty took placetook place in the fo in the form of bridrm of bridewealth anewealth and dowry. Td dowry. This markedhis marked the trans the transference ofference of the right ofof the rigof the rights of thehts of the bride fro bride from her fathm her father’s houseer’s household to thhold to that of her at of her husband’s.husband’s. An elabor An  An elaboraAn elaborate legal fte legal framework wramework was developas developed to admied to administer thenister these items tse items to provide o provideo provide “aprovide “a circulati circulating pool ofng pool of resources resources” used to ” used to arrange fuarrange future familture family marriagey marriages, and in s, as, and in theand in the event of  event of the husbanthe husband’s death,d’s death, to provid to provide for the e for the financial financial support ofsupport of the widow the the widow.the widow.

Marriage was a matter of business, designed to bring together two 
households willing to exchange substantial goods and services over a significant 
period of time. When the marriage was concluded, an exchange of property 
took place in the form of bridewealth and dowry. This marked the transference 
of the rights of the bride from her father’s household to that of her husband’s. 
An elaborate legal framework was developed to administer these items to 
provide “a circulating pool of resources” used to arrange future family marriages, 
and in the event of the husband’s death, to provide for the financial support of 
the widow.

�The final The final obligationobligation of a kins of a kinship group hip group was exerciwas exercised by moused by mourners who rners who supervisedsupervsupervisedsupervised the trans the transfer of a mfer of a member fromember from his or he his or her place amr place among the liong the living to thving to the approprie ththe appropthe appropriate placriate place among the among the dead. Ine dead. In the earli the earlier periodser periods of Israel of Israelite historite history, death dy, dey, death did death did not separanot separate a membete a member from ther from the household household. The tomb. The tomb of a hous of a household reflehold reehold reflected reflected much the smuch the same style ame style and many oand many of the samef the same amenities amenities as its ho as its house, althouse, although in somugalthoalthough ialthough in some casn some cases a more es a more conservaticonservative dwellinve dwelling architecg architecture was fture was followed inollowed in the famil inin the famin the family tomb. ily tomb. For examplFor example, it was e, it was common enocommon enough to conugh to continue to btinue to bury villagury villagers in cavevillagvillagers villagers in cave toin cave tombs long ambs long after the vfter the village itsillage itself was coelf was constructingnstructing free-stan free-standing houseding hoding houses.houses.houses.

The final obligation of a kinship group was exercised by mourners who 
supervised the transfer of a member from his or her place among the living to 
the appropriate place among the dead. In the earlier periods of Israelite history, 
death did not separate a member from the household. The tomb of a household 
reflected much the same style and many of the same amenities as its house, 
although in some cases a more conservative dwelling architecture was followed 
in the family tomb. For example, it was common enough to continue to bury 
villagers in cave tombs long after the village itself was constructing free-standing 
houses.

�The ritualThe rituals by whichs by which a body wa a body was transfers transferred from tred from the realm ohe realm of the livif the living to the ng to thng to the realm the realm of the deaof the dead are virtd are virtually idenually identical to ttical to those used hose used by midwiveby midwives to transs to transfer a newbfer transtransfer atransfer a newborn i newborn into the honto the household. Iusehold. In both casn both cases the bodes the body is washey is washed, anointed, anointed, dresseddanointeanointed, anointed, dressed andressed and carefulld carefully placed fy placed for adoptioor adoption. The newn. The newborn is plborn is placed on thaced on the lap, or e ththe lap, othe lap, or “womb,” r “womb,” of its parof its parent, and tent, and the body ofhe body of the dead  the dead in the tomin the tomb, the “wob, the “womb” of Motm“wo“womb” of “womb” of Mother EarMother Earth, who isth, who is every hum every human’s adoptan’s adoptive parentive parent...

The rituals by which a body was transferred from the realm of the living to 
the realm of the dead are virtually identical to those used by midwives to 
transfer a newborn into the household. In both cases the body is washed, 
anointed, dressed and carefully placed for adoption. The newborn is placed on 
the lap, or “womb,” of its parent, and the body of the dead in the tomb, the 
“womb” of Mother Earth, who is every human’s adoptive parent.

�After deatAfter death, the memh, the memory of theory of the deceased  deceased was preserwas preserved througved through rituals h rituals which suggwhichwhich suggwhich suggest a cultest a cult of venera of veneration of thtion of the dead. Ane dead. Ancestor worcestor worship formeship formed a privatd a private ritual we privatprivate riprivate ritual wheretual whereby the famby the family group,ily group, without t without the intervehe intervention or intion or interferencnterference of any le oe of any larof any larger politiger political or ethcal or ethnic unit, nic unit, remained iremained in contact n contact and providand provided sustenaed sustenance for thnce sustenasustenancesustenance for the d for the deceased. Teceased. The privatehe private, apolitic, apolitical nature al nature of this riof this ritual may btual may be one rease onee one reasonone reason why Saul  why Saul outlawed moutlawed mediums andediums and other pra other practitionersctitioners of commun of communication wiicationcommuncommunicatcommunication with tion with the dead, bhe dead, but then usut then used one wheed one when personaln personal need outw need outweighed poleighedoutwoutweighedoutweighed political political concerns  concerns (1 Sam. 28(1 Sam. 28:3-25).:3-25).:3-25).

After death, the memory of the deceased was preserved through rituals 
which suggest a cult of veneration of the dead. Ancestor worship formed a 
private ritual whereby the family group, without the intervention or interference 
of any larger political or ethnic unit, remained in contact and provided 
sustenance for the deceased. The private, apolitical nature of this ritual may be 
one reason why Saul outlawed mediums and other practitioners of 
communication with the dead, but then used one when personal need 
outweighed political concerns (1 Sam. 28:3-25).

�In the 8thIn the 8th century  century B.C.E.B.C.E. the emerg the emergent monarcent monarchy and prihy and priestly hierestly hierarchy outlarchy outlawed ancesawoutloutlawed aoutlawed ancestor woncestor worship. Thirship. This was to es was to emphasize fmphasize further solurther sole adherence adherence to Yahwee to Yahwe to Yahweh worYahweh worship and tship and to curtail o curtail magical prmagical practices whactices which were cich were conceived aonceived as dangerous dangeros dangerous dangerous because bybecause by definitio definition they wern they were “privatee “private, secret, , secret, and mysterand mysterious.” Theious.” Therefore therTheTherefore Therefore these privthese private ceremoate ceremonies becamnies became a targete a target for the g for the government,overnment, which pla which pl which planned toplanned to control a control all aspectsll aspects of worshi of worship and polip and political exprtical expression.ession.ession.

In the 8th century B.C.E. the emergent monarchy and priestly hierarchy 
outlawed ancestor worship. This was to emphasize further sole adherence to 
Yahweh worship and to curtail magical practices which were conceived as 
dangerous because by definition they were “private, secret, and mysterious.” 



Therefore these private ceremonies became a target for the government, which 
planned to control all aspects of worship and political expression.

�ThroughoutThroughout the bibli the biblical periodcal period, the hous, the household and ehold and the force the force of kinshipof kinship ties domi ties do ties dominated dominated relationshrelationships, proviips, provided opportded opportunities founities for advancemr advancement, and dent, and determined eterminedddetermineddetermined inheritan inheritance patternce patterns. It wouls. It would be imposd be impossible to usible to understand nderstand ancient Isancient Israel withoraIsIsrael witIsrael without referhout reference to kience to kinship tiesnship ties...

Throughout the biblical period, the household and the force of kinship ties 
dominated relationships, provided opportunities for advancement, and 
determined inheritance patterns. It would be impossible to understand ancient 
Israel without reference to kinship ties.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. Holy, L. Holy, Kinship, HKinship, Honour and onour and SolidaritySolidarity (Manchest (Manchester, 1989);er, 1989); V. H. Mat V. H V. H. MatthewH. Matthews and D. Cs and D. C. Benjamin. Benjamin, , Social WorSocial World of Ancild of Ancient Israelent Israel, 1250–587, 1250–587  B.C.E.B.C.E. (Peabody, (Pea (Peabody, (Peabody, 1993); R. 1993); R. A. Oden, JA. Oden, Jr., “Jacobr., “Jacob as Father as Father, Husband,, Husband, and Nephe and Nephew: Kinshipw: Kinship Studies a KinshipKinship StKinship Studies and udies and the Patriathe Patriarchal Narrrchal Narratives,” atives,” JBLJBL 102 (1983 102 (1983): 189–205): 189–205; J. Pitt-; J. Pitt-Rivers, “TRivPitt-Pitt-RiverPitt-Rivers, “The Kis, “The Kith and theth and the Kin,” in  Kin,” in The CharacThe Character of Kinter of Kinship,ship, ed. J. Go ed. J. Goody (Cambrody (Cambody (Cambridge(Cambridge, 1973), 8, 1973), 89–105; D. 9–105; D. Steinmetz,Steinmetz,  From FatheFrom Father to Son: r to Son: Kinship, CKinship, Conflict, aonflict, and Continund Cnd ContinuityContinuity in Genesi in Genesiss (Louisvil (Louisville, 1991);le, 1991); R. R. Wil R. R. Wilson, son, Genealogy Genealogy and Historand History in the By in the Biblical WoibBBiblical WBiblical Worldorld (New Have (New Haven, 1977).n, 1977).n, 1977).
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KIRKIR (Heb.  (Heb. qiîrqiîr)))

KIR (Heb. qiîr)

�1.1. The place The place to which  to which the Assyrithe Assyrian king Tian king Tiglath-pileglath-pileser III deser III deported Syrported Syrian (Arameian (Arian (Aramean) (Aramean) peoples afpeoples after destroter destroying Damasying Damascus in 732cus in 732  B.C.E.B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 16:9 MT; cf6:9 MT; cf. Amos 1:5. Am. Amos 1:5).Amos 1:5). According According to Amos,  to Amos, Kir was thKir was the originale original home of t home of the Arameanhe Arameans (Amos 9:s (Amoss (Amos 9:7)(Amos 9:7). Most LXX. Most LXX manuscrip manuscripts do not ts do not refer to Krefer to Kir in 2 Kgir in 2 Kgs. 16:9, ps. 16:9, perhaps sugerhaps suggesting thgsugsuggestingsuggesting that this that this is a scri is a scribal gloss bal gloss based on tbased on the referenhe reference in Amosce in Amos...

1. The place to which the Assyrian king Tiglath-pileser III deported Syrian 
(Aramean) peoples after destroying Damascus in 732 B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 16:9 MT; cf. 
Amos 1:5). According to Amos, Kir was the original home of the Arameans 
(Amos 9:7). Most LXX manuscripts do not refer to Kir in 2 Kgs. 16:9, perhaps 
suggesting that this is a scribal gloss based on the reference in Amos.

�The precisThe precise locatione location of Kir is of Kir is not certa not certain, but anin, but an Akkadian  Akkadian tablet frotablet from the Latem the Latm the Late BronzLate Bronze Age Syrie Age Syrian city ofan city of Emar refe Emar refers to a cers to a certain Pilsrtain Pilsu-Dagan, nu-Dagan, not only asot only as the “king the the “king the “king of the citof the city of Emar,y of Emar,” but also” but also as the “k as the “king of theing of the people of people of the land  the land of Qi-ri.”of Qi-of Qi-ri.” ThQi-ri.” This may sugis may suggest that gest that Kir was neKir was near Emar, aar Emar, an importann important city on t city on the Euphrathe Euphrates River.teEuphraEuphrates Euphrates River.River.River.

The precise location of Kir is not certain, but an Akkadian tablet from the 
Late Bronze Age Syrian city of Emar refers to a certain Pilsu-Dagan, not only as 
the “king of the city of Emar,” but also as the “king of the people of the land of 
Qi-ri.” This may suggest that Kir was near Emar, an important city on the 
Euphrates River.

�2.2. A city in A city in Moab (Isa Moab (Isa. 15:1). I. 15:1). It is probat is probably the sably the same as Kir-me as Kir-hareseth (hareseth (modern Kermodern ((modern Ke(modern Kerak).rak).rak).

2. A city in Moab (Isa. 15:1). It is probably the same as Kir-hareseth 
(modern Kerak).

�3.3. Apparentl Apparently a city iy a city in southernn southern Mesopotam Mesopotamia. In Isaia. In Isa. 22:6 Kir. 22:6 Kir is mentio is mentioned in conned inned in conjuncin conjunction with tion with the southethe southern Mesopotrn Mesopotamian cityamian city of Elam a of Elam as a sources a source of milita of military supportrmilitamilitary smilitary support forupport for the Assyr the Assyrian army.ian army.ian army.

3. Apparently a city in southern Mesopotamia. In Isa. 22:6 Kir is mentioned 
in conjunction with the southern Mesopotamian city of Elam as a source of 
military support for the Assyrian army.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Cogan aM. Cogan and H. Tadmnd H. Tadmor or II Kings.II Kings. AB 11 (Ga AB 11 (Garden City,rden City, 1988); W. 1988) 1988); W. 1988); W. T. Pitard,T. Pitard,  Ancient DaAncient Damascusmascus (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1987)ake, 1987); R. Zadok; R. Zadok, “Element, “Elements of Arames os of Arameanof Aramean Pre-Histo Pre-History,” in ry,” in Ah, AssyriAh, Assyria,a, ed. M. Co ed. M. Cogan and I.gan and I.  Eph{alEph{al. ScrHier . ScrHier 33 (Jerusa33 (Je33 (Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1991): 1, 1991): 104–17.04–17.04–17.
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(Jerusalem, 1991): 104–17.
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KIR-HARESEKIR-HARESETHTH (Heb.  (Heb. qiîr h�a�rqiîr h�a�resíet�esíet�), ), KIR-HERES KIR-HERES ((qiîr h�ereqiîr h�eresísí)))

KIR-HARESETH (Heb. qiîr h�a�resíet� ), 
KIR-HERES (qiîr h�eresí )



One of theOne of the major cit major cities of Moaies of Moab, probablb, probably the capiy the capital, and ltal, and likely the ikely the same as Kisame as Kir Moab (Isr Mr Moab (Isa.Moab (Isa. 15:1). It 15:1). It is mentio is mentioned in Isaned in Isaiah’s propiah’s prophecy (Isa.hecy (Isa. 16:7, 11) 16:7, 11) and in Je and in Jeremiah’s mremiahJeJeremiah’sJeremiah’s message c message concerning oncerning Moab (Jer.Moab (Jer. 48:31, 36 48:31, 36). The alt). The alternate forernate form Kir-herem Kir-heres appears sKir-hereKir-heres Kir-heres appears inappears in Isa. 16:1 Isa. 16:11; Jer. 481; Jer. 48...

One of the major cities of Moab, probably the capital, and likely the same as Kir 
Moab (Isa. 15:1). It is mentioned in Isaiah’s prophecy (Isa. 16:7, 11) and in 
Jeremiah’s message concerning Moab (Jer. 48:31, 36). The alternate form 
Kir-heres appears in Isa. 16:11; Jer. 48.

�Kir-hareseKir-hareseth has genth has generally beeerally been identifin identified with moed with modern Kerakdern Kerak (217066), (217066), situated  situat situated osituated on a straten a strategic plateagic plateau surroundu surrounded by steeed by steep valleys p valleys and overloand overlooking Wadioking Wadi Kerak, wh K Kerak, whiKerak, which flows ich flows into the Dento the Dead Sea. Thad Sea. The city is e city is located atlocated at an inters an intersection of ection of the King’sthe the King’sthe King’s Highway a Highway and a road nd a road that crossthat crosses the plaes the plateau from teau from east to weeast to west. Kerak st. Kerak is mentionisis mentionis mentioned on the ed on the 6th-centur6th-century y C.E.C.E. Madeba mo Madeba mosaic map (saic map ([Kar]ach M[Kar]ach Moba). Receoba). Recently, Kir-ntReceRecently, Recently, Kir-hareseKir-hareseth has beeth has been dissocian dissociated from Kted from Kerak and ierak and identified dentified with Qarhowith Qarhoh, Moab’s hQarhoQarhoh, MoQarhoh, Moab’s capitab’s capital near Dial near Dibon.bon.bon.

Kir-hareseth has generally been identified with modern Kerak (217066), 
situated on a strategic plateau surrounded by steep valleys and overlooking Wadi 
Kerak, which flows into the Dead Sea. The city is located at an intersection of 
the King’s Highway and a road that crosses the plateau from east to west. Kerak 
is mentioned on the 6th-century C.E. Madeba mosaic map ([Kar]ach Moba). 
Recently, Kir-hareseth has been dissociated from Kerak and identified with 
Qarhoh, Moab’s capital near Dibon.

�ArchaeologArchaeological remaiical remains from thns from the biblicale biblical periods a periods are scarce.re scarce. The only  The only considerabconsiderconsiderabconsiderable find isle find is a fragmen a fragmentary dedictary dedication inscation inscription frription from the 9thom the 9th century  century B.C.E.B.C.EB.C.E.B.C.E. Unfortuna Unfortunately, the tely, the whole sitewhole site is covere is covered by moderd by modern buildingn buildings. The outs. The outstanding mstandinoutoutstandinoutstanding monumentg monument of the ci of the city is the ty is the remains ofremains of a 12th-ce a 12th-century Crusntury Crusader castlader castle, which aecastlcastle, whcastle, which also hich also houses the ouses the archaeologarchaeological museuical museum.m.m.

Archaeological remains from the biblical periods are scarce. The only 
considerable find is a fragmentary dedication inscription from the 9th century 
B.C.E. Unfortunately, the whole site is covered by modern buildings. The 
outstanding monument of the city is the remains of a 12th-century Crusader 
castle, which also houses the archaeological museum.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. K. A. D. SK. A. D. Smelik, melik, ConvertingConverting the Past: the Past: Studies i Studies in Ancient n Ancient Israelite Israelite and Moabitaand Moabitand Moabite Historioe Historiography.graphy. OTS 28 (L OTS 28 (Leiden, 199eiden, 1992).2).2).
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KIRIATHKIRIATH (Heb.  (Heb. qiryat�qiryat�)))

KIRIATH (Heb. qiryat� )

A city in A city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Benjam of Benjamin (Josh. in (Josh. 18:28; cf.18:28; cf. NRSV mg), NRSV mg), identifie identified with Kird with d with Kiriawith Kiriath-jearim th-jearim (so NRSV).(so NRSV).

A city in the tribal territory of Benjamin (Josh. 18:28; cf. NRSV mg), identified 
with Kiriath-jearim (so NRSV).

KIRIATHAIMKIRIATHAIM (Heb.  (Heb. qiryaœt�ayqiryaœt�ayimim)))

KIRIATHAIM (Heb. qiryaœt�ayim )

�1.1. A town E  A town E of the Jorof the Jordan assigndan assigned to the ed to the ReubenitesReubenites, who rebu, who rebuilt it (Nuilt it (Num. 32:27; m. 32m. 32:27; Jos32:27; Josh. 13:19).h. 13:19). This regi This region was polon was politically uitically unstable, anstable, and by the nd by the time of Motime of Moab’s rebelab’s rab’s rebellion rebellion (2 Kgs. 1:(2 Kgs. 1:1) Mesha k1) Mesha king of Moaing of Moab controllb controlled Kiriathed Kiriathaim; accoraim; according to thding to the Mesha Ine Me Mesha InscMesha Inscription (lription (l. 10) he r. 10) he rebuilt theebuilt the city. Kir city. Kiriathaim reiathaim remained in mained in Moab’s posMoab’s possession unsesspospossessionpossession until the until the time of J time of Jeremiah (Jeremiah (Jer. 48:1, er. 48:1, 23) and Ez23) and Ezekiel (Ezeekiel (Ezek. 25:9). k. 25:9). Possible lPossibPossible lPossible locations iocations include el-nclude el-Qereiyat (Qereiyat (215105), 8215105), 8 km. (5 mi km. (5 mi.) NW of D.) NW of Dibon, and ibon, and Qaryat el-QQaryat el-Qaryat el-Mekhaiyet Mekhaiyet (220128), (220128), 5 km. (3 m5 km. (3 mi.) NW of i.) NW of Medeba. ShMedeba. Shaveh-kiriaaveh-kiriathaim, “ththaim, “tthaim, “the plain“the plain of Kiriat of Kiriathaim” (Genhaim” (Gen. 14:5), w. 14:5), was probablas probably associaty associated with thed with this city.is city.is city.

1. A town E of the Jordan assigned to the Reubenites, who rebuilt it (Num. 
32:27; Josh. 13:19). This region was politically unstable, and by the time of Moab’s 
rebellion (2 Kgs. 1:1) Mesha king of Moab controlled Kiriathaim; according to the 
Mesha Inscription (l. 10) he rebuilt the city. Kiriathaim remained in Moab’s 
possession until the time of Jeremiah (Jer. 48:1, 23) and Ezekiel (Ezek. 25:9). 
Possible locations include el-Qereiyat (215105), 8 km. (5 mi.) NW of Dibon, and 
Qaryat el-Mekhaiyet (220128), 5 km. (3 mi.) NW of Medeba. Shaveh-kiriathaim, 
“the plain of Kiriathaim” (Gen. 14:5), was probably associated with this city.

�2.2. A city in A city in in the te in the territory ofrritory of Naphtali  Naphtali assigned, assigned, with its pwith its pastures, tastures, to the Gerso the Gerso the GershoniteGershonite Levites ( Levites (1 Chr. 6:71 Chr. 6:76[MT 61]).6[MT 61]). It is pro It is probably the bably the same as Kasame as Kartan (Joshrtan (Josh. 21:32) a. 2. 21:32) and21:32) and to be ide to be identified wintified with modern th modern Khirbet elKhirbet el-Qureiyeh,-Qureiyeh, 10 km. (6 10 km. (6 mi.) W of mi.) W of Medeba. ofof Medeba.of Medeba.

2. A city in in the territory of Naphtali assigned, with its pastures, to the 
Gershonite Levites (1 Chr. 6:76[MT 61]). It is probably the same as Kartan (Josh. 
21:32) and to be identified with modern Khirbet el-Qureiyeh, 10 km. (6 mi.) W 
of Medeba.
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KIRIATH-ARKIRIATH-ARBABA (Heb.  (Heb. qiryat� }aqiryat� }arba{rba{)))

KIRIATH-ARBA (Heb. qiryat� }arba{ )



The ancienThe ancient name (“ct name (“city of fouity of four”) of Hebr”) of Hebron (Josh.ron (Josh. 15:54). T 15:54). The name cohe name could mean “uld mean “uld mean “city of f“city of four distriour districts” (a tects” (a tetrapolis) trapolis) or “city oor “city of four famf four famous personous persons,” as Jers,” as Jerome assumeome assome assumed byassumed by citing Ad citing Adam, Abrahaam, Abraham, Isaac, m, Isaac, and Jacob.and Jacob. Josh. 14: Josh. 14:15 traces 15 traces the etymolthe etymology to Arboetymoletymology etymology to Arba, ato Arba, a great her great hero among tho among the Anakim (e Anakim (cf. 15:13;cf. 15:13; 21:11). 21:11).

The ancient name (“city of four”) of Hebron (Josh. 15:54). The name could mean 
“city of four districts” (a tetrapolis) or “city of four famous persons,” as Jerome 
assumed by citing Adam, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Josh. 14:15 traces the 
etymology to Arba, a great hero among the Anakim (cf. 15:13; 21:11).

KIRIATHARIKIRIATHARIMM (Heb.  (Heb. qiryat� {aqiryat� {aœrimœrim) ) (also KIRI(also KIRIATH-JEARIMATH-JEARIM)))

KIRIATHARIM (Heb. qiryat� {aœrim ) 
(also KIRIATH-JEARIM)

A city namA city named in the ed in the list of thlist of those returnose returning from eing from exile (Ezraxile (Ezra 2:25). Th 2:25). The usual foe usual form of the rm orm of the namof the name, Kiriathe, Kiriath-jearim, o-jearim, occurs in tccurs in the parallehe parallel account l account at Neh. 7:at Neh. 7:29.29.

A city named in the list of those returning from exile (Ezra 2:25). The usual form 
of the name, Kiriath-jearim, occurs in the parallel account at Neh. 7:29.

KIRIATH-BAKIRIATH-BAALAL (Heb.  (Heb. qiryat� baqiryat� ba{al{al)))

KIRIATH-BAAL (Heb. qiryat� ba{al )

An alternaAn alternate name ofte name of Kiriath-j Kiriath-jearim (“ciearim (“city of Baalty of Baal”; Josh. 1”; Josh. 15:60; 18:15:60; 18:14; cf. 15:4; cf. 15:9, “Baalah9, “Baa9, “Baalah”).“Baalah”).

An alternate name of Kiriath-jearim (“city of Baal”; Josh. 15:60; 18:14; cf. 15:9, 
“Baalah”).

KIRIATH-HUKIRIATH-HUZOTHZOTH (Heb.  (Heb. qiryat� h�qiryat� h�us�o®t�us�o®t�)))

KIRIATH-HUZOTH (Heb. qiryat� h�us�o®t� )

A Moabite A Moabite city to whcity to which Balaamich Balaam accompani accompanied Balak (ed Balak (Num. 22:39Num. 22:39). There B). There Balak sacrialak sacalak sacrificedsacrificed to Baal i to Baal in an efforn an effort to coerct to coerce the deite the deity to cursey to curse the Israe the Israelites (Numlites (Num. 22:40). . 22:4. 22:40). Th22:40). The site is e site is probably Nprobably N of the Ar of the Arnon River.non River.

A Moabite city to which Balaam accompanied Balak (Num. 22:39). There Balak 
sacrificed to Baal in an effort to coerce the deity to curse the Israelites (Num. 
22:40). The site is probably N of the Arnon River.

KIRIATH-JEKIRIATH-JEARIMARIM (Heb.  (Heb. qiryat� yeqiryat� yeï{aœriîmï{aœriîm) ) (also KIRI(also KIRIATHARIM)ATHARIM)ATHARIM)

KIRIATH-JEARIM (Heb. qiryat� yeï{aœriîm ) 
(also KIRIATHARIM)

A city of A city of Judah alonJudah along its nortg its northern bordehern border with Benr with Benjamin, ca.jamin, ca. 14.5 km.  14.5 km. (9 mi.) W (9 mi.) W of Jerusalof of Jerusalof Jerusalem in the em in the central hicentral hill countryll country near mode near modern Abu Ghorn Abu Ghosh. Kiriatsh. Kiriath-jearim (h-jearim (“city of f“c((“city of (“city of forests”) forests”) was also kwas also known as Banown as Baalah (Joshalah (Josh. 15:9), B. 15:9), Baale-Judahaale-Judah (2 Sam. 6 (2 Sam. 6:2), or Ki:2), o:2), or Kiriathor Kiriath-baal (Jos-baal (Josh. 15:60; h. 15:60; 18:14), ex18:14), examples of amples of the demyththe demythologizing ologizing practice opractice of the propf thf the prophethe prophetic schooltic school, whereby , whereby names derinames derived from nved from natural eleatural elements werements were substitut substitu substitutesubstituted for the d for the original Coriginal Canaanite danaanite deific nameeific names (Baal, Bs (Baal, Baalah). Thaalah). The ancient e ancient site is idsite isite is identifis identified with Tied with Tell el-Achell el-Achar (Deir ar (Deir al-{A‰zaral-{A‰zar)/Tel Qiry)/Tel Qiryat at Ye{arimYe{arim (159135). (159135).

A city of Judah along its northern border with Benjamin, ca. 14.5 km. (9 mi.) W 
of Jerusalem in the central hill country near modern Abu Ghosh. Kiriath-jearim 
(“city of forests”) was also known as Baalah (Josh. 15:9), Baale-Judah (2 Sam. 6:2), 
or Kiriath-baal (Josh. 15:60; 18:14), examples of the demythologizing practice of 
the prophetic school, whereby names derived from natural elements were 
substituted for the original Canaanite deific names (Baal, Baalah). The ancient site 
is identified with Tell el-Achar (Deir al-{A‰zar)/Tel Qiryat Ye{arim (159135).

�Kiriath-jeKiriath-jearim was aarim was among the cmong the cities of tities of the Gibeonihe Gibeonites, whosetes, whose treaty wi treaty with Joshua th Joshth Joshua (JoJoshua (Josh. 9:17) sh. 9:17) granted thgranted them protectem protection from Iion from Israelite asraelite attack. Thettack. The Israelite Israelites hence cas hes hence camehence came to the ai to the aid of the Gd of the Gibeonites ibeonites when they when they were attacwere attacked by theked by the coalition coalition of Amorit coalitioncoalition coalition of Amoriteof Amorite kings led kings led by Adoni- by Adoni-zedek of Jzedek of Jerusalem.erusalem.erusalem.

Kiriath-jearim was among the cities of the Gibeonites, whose treaty with 
Joshua (Josh. 9:17) granted them protection from Israelite attack. The Israelites 
hence came to the aid of the Gibeonites when they were attacked by the 
coalition of Amorite kings led by Adoni-zedek of Jerusalem.

�In the accIn the account of thount of the journey e journey of the arkof the ark of the co of the covenant aftvenant after its caper its capture by thture by tture by the Philisthe Philistines, thetines, the people of people of Kiriath-j Kiriath-jearim brouearim brought the arght the ark to the hk to the house of Abouse of Abinadab. ThinadAbAbinadab. Abinadab. There his There his son Eleazason Eleazar was consr was consecrated asecrated as its custo its custodian (1 Sadian (1 Sam. 6:21-7:m. 6:21-7:2), and it2)6:21-7:6:21-7:2),6:21-7:2), and it re and it remained in mained in the city fthe city for 20 yearor 20 years until Das until David soughtvid sought to bring  to bring it to Jeruit to Jit to Jerusalem.Jerusalem. A new car A new cart was prept was prepared, but ared, but when Uzzahwhen Uzzah died from died from handling  handling the ark, ithe ark, ithe ark, it was lefit was left in the ht in the house of Obouse of Obed-edom thed-edom the Gittite e Gittite for three for three months, anmonths, and then wasd then was transport waswas transpwas transported to torted to the City ofhe City of David and David and housed in housed in a special a special tent erec tent erected for woted for worship of trwoworship ofworship of the Lord  the Lord (cf. 1 Chr(cf. 1 Chr. 13:1-14;. 13:1-14; 15:1—16:3 15:1—16:3).).).

In the account of the journey of the ark of the covenant after its capture by 
the Philistines, the people of Kiriath-jearim brought the ark to the house of 
Abinadab. There his son Eleazar was consecrated as its custodian (1 Sam. 
6:21-7:2), and it remained in the city for 20 years until David sought to bring it to 
Jerusalem. A new cart was prepared, but when Uzzah died from handling the ark, 
it was left in the house of Obed-edom the Gittite for three months, and then 
was transported to the City of David and housed in a special tent erected for 
worship of the Lord (cf. 1 Chr. 13:1-14; 15:1—16:3).



�The faithfThe faithful prophetul prophet Uriah ben Uriah ben Shemaiah, Shemaiah, a contemp a contemporary of Jorary of Jeremiah, weremiah, was from Kias froas from Kiriafrom Kiriath-jearim th-jearim (Jer. 26:2(Jer. 26:20). Two me0). Two men from Kirn from Kiriath-jeariiath-jearim, Kephiram, Kephirah and Beerh and Beeroth, were oBeerBeeroth, wBeeroth, were among ere among the exilesthe exiles of Judah  of Judah who returnwho returned to Jerued to Jerusalem undesalem under the leadr the lear the leadershipleadership of Zerubb of Zerubbabel (Neh.abel (Neh. 7:29[MT 2 7:29[MT 28]). A var8]). A variant form iant form of the namof the name of the ce of the city, Kiriaiccity, Kiricity, Kiriatharim, iatharim, is cited ins cited in the paral the parallel text (lel text (Ezra 2:25)Ezra 2:25)...

The faithful prophet Uriah ben Shemaiah, a contemporary of Jeremiah, was 
from Kiriath-jearim (Jer. 26:20). Two men from Kiriath-jearim, Kephirah and 
Beeroth, were among the exiles of Judah who returned to Jerusalem under the 
leadership of Zerubbabel (Neh. 7:29[MT 28]). A variant form of the name of the 
city, Kiriatharim, is cited in the parallel text (Ezra 2:25).

�Later the Later the Romans buiRomans built an outplt an outpost on theost on the site alon site along the roadg the road from Jeru from Jerusalem to Asalem JeruJerusalem Jerusalem to Antipatto Antipatris, whereris, where the Tenth the Tenth Legion wa Legion was garrisons garrisoned. An insed. An inscribed colcribed column cylinducolcolumn cylcolumn cylinder bearinder bearing this ring this reference weference was found aas found at the sitet the site...

Later the Romans built an outpost on the site along the road from 
Jerusalem to Antipatris, where the Tenth Legion was garrisoned. An inscribed 
column cylinder bearing this reference was found at the site.

R. Dennis R. Dennis ColeCole

R. Dennis Cole

KIRIATH-SAKIRIATH-SANNAHNNAH (Heb.  (Heb. qiryat�-saqiryat�-sanna®nna®)))

KIRIATH-SANNAH (Heb. qiryat�-sanna® )

Either an Either an alternate alternate name or scname or scribal erroribal error for Kirir for Kiriath-sepherath-sepher, identifi, identified with Deed with Debir (Josh.bir (bir (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:49). This 49). This form, whicform, which occurs oh occurs only in thenly in the MT, may b MT, may be the resue the result of dittlt of dittography wiogradittdittographdittography with they with the preceding preceding site, Dan site, Dannah.nah.

Either an alternate name or scribal error for Kiriath-sepher, identified with Debir 
(Josh. 15:49). This form, which occurs only in the MT, may be the result of 
dittography with the preceding site, Dannah.

KIRIATH-SEKIRIATH-SEPHERPHER (Heb.  (Heb. qiryat�-seqiryat�-seäp�eräp�er)))

KIRIATH-SEPHER (Heb. qiryat�-seäp�er )

The ancienThe ancient name of t name of Debir (Debir (1; 1; Josh. 15:1Josh. 15:15-16 = Jud5-16 = Judg. 1:11-12g. 1:11-12; cf. Josh; cf. Josh. 15:49).. 15:49).

The ancient name of Debir (1; Josh. 15:15-16 = Judg. 1:11-12; cf. Josh. 15:49).

KISHKISH (Heb.  (Heb. qiîsûqiîsû) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

KISH (Heb. qiîsû) (PERSON)

�1.1. A Benjami A Benjaminite from nite from Gibeah, thGibeah, the son of Ae son of Abiel and fbiel and father of Sather of Saul (1 Samaul (1 Sam. 9:1). A . 9:1). 9:1). A we9:1). A wealthy man althy man (cf. 1 Sam(cf. 1 Sam. 9:3), Ki. 9:3), Kish is descsh is described as aribed as a  gibbo®r h�gibbo®r h�ayiîl,ayiîl, a “man of a “m a “man of st“man of standing” (Nanding” (NJPSV) or “JPSV) or “substance”substance” (NIV), ap (NIV), apparently aparently a person of person of privilege privileged militaryd privilegeprivilegedprivileged military  military or materiaor material status. l status. Saul’s claSaul’s claim that heim that he comes fro comes from the “leam the “least” of thest” ofst” of the claof the clans of Benjns of Benjamin (1 Saamin (1 Sam. 9:21) rm. 9:21) refers to sefers to status or status or size of theize of the clan. Kis clan. Kish was burih was h was buriedwas buried at Zela i at Zela in Benjaminn Benjamin, where Sa, where Saul and Jonul and Jonathan wereathan were also buri also buried after ted after their bodiehettheir boditheir bodies were rees were recovered frcovered from the Phiom the Philistines (listines (2 Sam. 21:2 Sam. 21:14).14).14).

1. A Benjaminite from Gibeah, the son of Abiel and father of Saul (1 Sam. 
9:1). A wealthy man (cf. 1 Sam. 9:3), Kish is described as a gibbo®r h�ayiîl,  a 
“man of standing” (NJPSV) or “substance” (NIV), apparently a person of 
privileged military or material status. Saul’s claim that he comes from the “least” 
of the clans of Benjamin (1 Sam. 9:21) refers to status or size of the clan. Kish 
was buried at Zela in Benjamin, where Saul and Jonathan were also buried after 
their bodies were recovered from the Philistines (2 Sam. 21:14).

�2.2. A son (or A son (or descendan descendant) of Jeiet) of Jeiel and Maacl and Maacah (1 Chr.ah (1 Chr. 8:30; 9:3 8:30; 9:36). Some s6). Some scholars eqcholasscholars escholars equate thisquate this Kish with Kish with  1 1 above by iabove by identifyingdentifying Jeiel (“Y Jeiel (“Yah[weh] isah[weh] is God”) wit God”) with Abiel (“hwitwith Abielwith Abiel (“My Fath (“My Father is God”er is God”), but thi), but this does nots does not resolve t resolve the difficuhe difficulties raislties raised by the ed byed by the disby the disparate genparate genealogies (ealogies (1 Sam. 9:11 Sam. 9:1; 1 Chr. 8; 1 Chr. 8:29-33; 9::29-33; 9:35-39). Ye35-39). Yet because t because the Chronithe the Chronithe Chronicler elsewcler elsewhere correhere correctly desigctly designates the nates the father of father of Saul (1 ChSaul (1 Chr. 26:28),r. 26:28), the linea the the lineagthe lineage given ine given in 1 Chr. 8- 1 Chr. 8-9 could be9 could be a variant a variant, corrupte, corrupted genealogd genealogy of Kish y of Kish 1 1 or refer toror refer tor refer to a differo a different Kish aent Kish altogether,ltogether, perhaps t perhaps the uncle ohe uncle of f 1 1 above (cf.above (cf. 1 Chr. 9: 1 Chr. 9:36).39:9:36).9:36).9:36).

2. A son (or descendant) of Jeiel and Maacah (1 Chr. 8:30; 9:36). Some 
scholars equate this Kish with 1 above by identifying Jeiel (“Yah[weh] is God”) 
with Abiel (“My Father is God”), but this does not resolve the difficulties raised 
by the disparate genealogies (1 Sam. 9:1; 1 Chr. 8:29-33; 9:35-39). Yet because 
the Chronicler elsewhere correctly designates the father of Saul (1 Chr. 26:28), 
the lineage given in 1 Chr. 8-9 could be a variant, corrupted genealogy of Kish 1 
or refer to a different Kish altogether, perhaps the uncle of 1 above (cf. 1 Chr. 
9:36).

�3.3. A Levite  A Levite of the Merof the Merarite clanarite clan, the son , the son of Mahli aof Mahli and father nd father of Jerahmeof Jerahmeel, whose el, whoel, whose namewhose name became th became the designate designation for onion for one of the le of the levitical cevitical courses (1 ourses (1 Chr. 23:21Chr. 23:21-22; 24:29-23:2123:21-22; 23:21-22; 24:29). Hi24:29). His sons mars sons married theirried their cousins,  cousins, the daughtthe daughters of Kisers of Kish’s brotheh’s brother Eliazar r Er Eliazar (1Eliazar (1 Chr. 23:2 Chr. 23:22).2).2).

3. A Levite of the Merarite clan, the son of Mahli and father of Jerahmeel, 
whose name became the designation for one of the levitical courses (1 Chr. 
23:21-22; 24:29). His sons married their cousins, the daughters of Kish’s brother 
Eliazar (1 Chr. 23:22).

�4.4. A son of  A son of Abdi, alsoAbdi, also a Levite  a Levite of the Merof the Merarite clanarite clan, who was , who was involved iinvolved in the clean the cn the cleansing cleansing of the temof the temple duringple during Hezekiah’ Hezekiah’s reforms s reforms (2 Chr. 29(2 Chr. 29:12).:12).:12).

4. A son of Abdi, also a Levite of the Merarite clan, who was involved in the 
cleansing of the temple during Hezekiah’s reforms (2 Chr. 29:12).



�5.5. A Benjami A Benjaminite ancesnite ancestor of Mortor of Mordecai (Estdecai (Esth. 2:5). Sh. 2:5). Some scholaome scholars read thrs read the Hebrew te Hee Hebrew texHebrew text to mean t to mean that he rathat he rather than ther than Mordecai hMordecai had been dead been deported durported during the tiing the ing the time othe time of King Jehf King Jehoiachin (Eoiachin (Esth. 2:6).sth. 2:6). Others ar Others argue that tgue that the genealohe genealogical listgical list of 2:5 ha of 2:5 of 2:5 has be2:5 has been condensen condensed to linked to link Mordecai  Mordecai to to 1 1 above, makabove, making Mordecing Mordecai a desceai a descendant of tndadescedescendantdescendant of the fi of the first royal rst royal family of family of Israel.Israel.Israel.

5. A Benjaminite ancestor of Mordecai (Esth. 2:5). Some scholars read the 
Hebrew text to mean that he rather than Mordecai had been deported during 
the time of King Jehoiachin (Esth. 2:6). Others argue that the genealogical list of 
2:5 has been condensed to link Mordecai to 1 above, making Mordecai a 
descendant of the first royal family of Israel.

Jeffrey C.Jeffrey C. Geoghegan Geoghegan

Jeffrey C. Geoghegan

KISHKISH (Sum.  (Sum. KisûKisû) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

KISH (Sum. Kisû) (PLACE)

The capitaThe capital of an anl of an ancient citycient city-state sit-state situated on auated on a now dead  now dead branch of branch of the Euphrathe Euphrates. The ptesEuphraEuphrates.Euphrates. The prese The present site (int site (in Iraq, NEn Iraq, NE of modern of modern Hilla) co Hilla) consists of nsists of a series oa series of tells caf telf tells ca. tells ca. 14.5 km. (14.5 km. (9 mi.) SE 9 mi.) SE of ancientof ancient Babylon. Babylon. Babylon.

The capital of an ancient city-state situated on a now dead branch of the 
Euphrates. The present site (in Iraq, NE of modern Hilla) consists of a series of 
tells ca. 14.5 km. (9 mi.) SE of ancient Babylon.

�According According to the Sumto the Sumerian Kingerian King List, Kis List, Kish represenh represented the fited the first dynastrst dynasty after thy after y after the after the Flood; it Flood; it was here twas here that kingshhat kingship descendip descended from heed from heaven and waven and was given tas given to humankinotto humankito humankind. The tind. The title “king tle “king of Kish” wof Kish” was of majoas of major importanr importance in the ce in the early histearly historic perioorihisthistoric phistoric periods, aneriods, and it was fd it was from Kish trom Kish that Sargonhat Sargon set out t set out to create to create the kingdomhe kingdom of Akkad. of of Akkad. of Akkad. Kish flourKish flourished as aished as an Early Dyn Early Dynastic citnastic city that wasy that was a rival o a rival of Erech; if Erech; it was linkt was lt was linked witlinked with the legeh the legendary kingndary king Etana, an Etana, and Early Dyd Early Dynastic II nastic II king Agga king Agga opposed Giopposed Gilgamesh. KlgaGiGilgamesh.Gilgamesh. Kish was  Kish was continuouscontinuously occupiely occupied from thed from the time of A time of Akkad throukkad through the Oldgh the Ogh the Old BabyloOld Babylonian and Knian and Kassite perassite periods.iods.iods.

According to the Sumerian King List, Kish represented the first dynasty 
after the Flood; it was here that kingship descended from heaven and was given 
to humankind. The title “king of Kish” was of major importance in the early 
historic periods, and it was from Kish that Sargon set out to create the kingdom 
of Akkad. Kish flourished as an Early Dynastic city that was a rival of Erech; it was 
linked with the legendary king Etana, and Early Dynastic II king Agga opposed 
Gilgamesh. Kish was continuously occupied from the time of Akkad through the 
Old Babylonian and Kassite periods.

�The site wThe site was excavatas excavated by the ed by the French (beFrench (beginning inginning in 1912), by 1912), by a joint O a joint Oxford (Ashxford (xford (Ashmolean(Ashmolean Museum) a Museum) and Chicagond Chicago (Field Mu (Field Museum) expeseum) expedition (19dition (1923–1933), 23–1933), and by a Jand byand by a Japanby a Japanese expediese expedition led btion led by Hideo Fuy Hideo Fuji (1989);ji (1989); only one  only one season of season of the Japanethe Japanese expeditse JapaneJapanese eJapanese expedition xpedition was complewas completed beforeted before the 1991  the 1991 Persian GuPersian Gulf War. Thlf War. The excavatie excavae excavationexcavations have yies have yielded a flolded a flood-depositod-deposit level (ca level (ca. 3300 . 3300 B.C.B.C.), many cu), many cuneiform taneiform tablets frombletatablets frtablets from the earom the earlier occuplier occupation and ation and the 2nd mithe 2nd millennium, llennium, graves, pograves, pottery, palttery, palaces, tempacepalpalaces, tpalaces, temples, ziemples, ziggurats, aggurats, and canals,nd canals, and a var and a variety of otiety of other objecther objects. Becauses. Because of the la of th of the large the large complex ofcomplex of tells in  tells in the generathe general area, mul area, much more dech more detailed exctailed excavation anavation and researchd rd research aresearch are needed re needed to clarifyto clarify the occup the occupations.ations.ations.

The site was excavated by the French (beginning in 1912), by a joint Oxford 
(Ashmolean Museum) and Chicago (Field Museum) expedition (1923–1933), and 
by a Japanese expedition led by Hideo Fuji (1989); only one season of the 
Japanese expedition was completed before the 1991 Persian Gulf War. The 
excavations have yielded a flood-deposit level (ca. 3300 B.C.), many cuneiform 
tablets from the earlier occupation and the 2nd millennium, graves, pottery, 
palaces, temples, ziggurats, and canals, and a variety of other objects. Because of 
the large complex of tells in the general area, much more detailed excavation and 
research are needed to clarify the occupations.

Larry L. WLarry L. Walkeralker

Larry L. Walker

KISHIKISHI (Heb.  (Heb. qiîsûiîqiîsûiî)))

KISHI (Heb. qiîsûiî)

An alternaAn alternate form ofte form of the name  the name Kushaiah (Kushaiah (1 Chr. 6:41 Chr. 6:44[MT 29]).4[MT 29]).

An alternate form of the name Kushaiah (1 Chr. 6:44[MT 29]).

KISHIONKISHION (Heb.  (Heb. qisûyo®nqisûyo®n)))

KISHION (Heb. qisûyo®n)

A city in A city in the territthe territory of Issory of Issachar (Josachar (Josh. 19:20) h. 19:20) allotted tallotted to the Gerso the Gershonite Levhonite Levites (21:2ites (ites (21:28), p(21:28), perhaps theerhaps the  QsûnQsûn mentioned mentioned in Thutmo in Thutmose III’s lse III’s list of conist of conquered citquered cities. In thies. In ies. In the parIn the parallel listallel list of leviti of levitical citiescal cities at 1 Chr. at 1 Chr. 6:72(MT 5 6:72(MT 57), its pl7), its place is takace is taken by Kedeen by Kedeen by Kedesh. ThKedesh. Though locatough located SW of ted SW of the Sea of he Sea of ChinnerethChinnereth and W of  and W of the Jordanthe Jordan River, Ki River,  River, KisRiver, Kishion’s prehion’s precise identcise identification ification is debatedis debated. Prominen. Prominent suggestit suggestions includons include Khirbet e Khe Khirbet QaKhirbet Qasyu®n (187syu®n (187229) S of 229) S of Mt. Tabor,Mt. Tabor, Tell el-M Tell el-Muqarqash (uqarqash (194228), a194228), and Tell elnd Tell elnd Tell el-{Ajju®lel-{Ajju®l (185225). (185225).

A city in the territory of Issachar (Josh. 19:20) allotted to the Gershonite Levites 
(21:28), perhaps the Qsûn mentioned in Thutmose III’s list of conquered cities. 
In the parallel list of levitical cities at 1 Chr. 6:72(MT 57), its place is taken by 
Kedesh. Though located SW of the Sea of Chinnereth and W of the Jordan 
River, Kishion’s precise identification is debated. Prominent suggestions include 
Khirbet Qasyu®n (187229) S of Mt. Tabor, Tell el-Muqarqash (194228), and Tell 



el-{Ajju®l (185225).

Eric F. MaEric F. Masonson

Eric F. Mason

KISHONKISHON (Heb.  (Heb. qiîsûo®nqiîsûo®n)))

KISHON (Heb. qiîsûo®n)

A wadi (WaA wadi (Wadi di el-Muqat�tel-Muqat�t�a{�a{) that dra) that drains the weins the western Jezrstern Jezreel Valleyeel Valley, Esdraelo, Esdraelon Plain, an EsdraeloEsdraelon Esdraelon Plain, andPlain, and the plain the plain of Acco.  of Acco. Several waSeveral wadis meet 6dis meet 6.5 km. (4 .5 km. (4 mi.) NE ofmi.) NE of Megiddo a Me Megiddo anMegiddo and feed intd feed into the Kisho the Kishon: Wadi eon: Wadi en-Nusf/Wadn-Nusf/Wadi Shemmah,i Shemmah, S of Mt.  S of Mt. Gilboa; WaGilboa;Gilboa; WaGilboa; Wadi Muweilidi Muweili, from the, from the west of M west of Mt. Tabor; t. Tabor; Wadi el-MuWadi el-Mujahiyeh, wjahiyeh, with originith originith origins inorigins in Galilee;  Galilee; springs insprings in the vicin the vicinity of Megity of Megiddo; and iddo; and wadis fromwadis from the Carme the Carmel range. Tl ranl range. Therange. The Kishon is Kishon is ca. 35 km ca. 35 km. (23 mi.). (23 mi.) long. Dur long. During the wiing the winter monthnter months it preses it presented a forntepresepresented presented a formidaba formidable barrierle barrier in the mi in the midst of thedst of the Great Pla Great Plain.in.in.

A wadi (Wadi el-Muqat�t�a{ ) that drains the western Jezreel Valley, 
Esdraelon Plain, and the plain of Acco. Several wadis meet 6.5 km. (4 mi.) NE of 
Megiddo and feed into the Kishon: Wadi en-Nusf/Wadi Shemmah, S of Mt. 
Gilboa; Wadi Muweili, from the west of Mt. Tabor; Wadi el-Mujahiyeh, with 
origins in Galilee; springs in the vicinity of Megiddo; and wadis from the Carmel 
range. The Kishon is ca. 35 km. (23 mi.) long. During the winter months it 
presented a formidable barrier in the midst of the Great Plain.

�The KishonThe Kishon was the s was the scene of thcene of the defeat oe defeat of Sisera bf Sisera by the armiy the armies of Deboes of Deborah and Barah anrah and Barak and Barak (Judg. 4:7(Judg. 4:7, 13). The, 13). The exact pla exact place of the ce of the decisive bdecisive battle is uattle is unknown. Thnknown. The vicinitye vice vicinity ovicinity of “Taanachf “Taanach, by the w, by the waters of Maters of Megiddo” (Jegiddo” (Judg. 5:19)udg. 5:19) may refer may refer to the co to the confluence onflucoconfluenceconfluence of the va of the various wadirious wadis feeding s feeding the Kishonthe Kishon. Deborah . Deborah and Barak and Barak engaged Siengaged Siengaged Sisera aftSisera after a rain er a rain when the Kwhen the Kishon was ishon was in flood, in flood, reducing treducing the advantahe advantage of Sisege of Sisera’s charira’s SiseSisera’s cSisera’s chariots anhariots and bogging d bogging down his adown his army (Judg.rmy (Judg. 5:21). Th 5:21). The Israelite Israelite victory e victory was remembwas was remembwas remembered in laered in later times ter times as evidencas evidence of God’se of God’s protectio protection (Ps. 83:n (Ps. 83:9[MT 10]).9[MT 10]).9[MT 10]).10]).10]).

The Kishon was the scene of the defeat of Sisera by the armies of Deborah 
and Barak (Judg. 4:7, 13). The exact place of the decisive battle is unknown. The 
vicinity of “Taanach, by the waters of Megiddo” (Judg. 5:19) may refer to the 
confluence of the various wadis feeding the Kishon. Deborah and Barak engaged 
Sisera after a rain when the Kishon was in flood, reducing the advantage of 
Sisera’s chariots and bogging down his army (Judg. 5:21). The Israelite victory 
was remembered in later times as evidence of God’s protection (Ps. 83:9[MT 
10]).

�The KishonThe Kishon was the s was the scene of Elcene of Elijah’s exeijah’s execution of cution of the prophethe prophets of Baalts of Baal following follow following following the contesthe contest on Mt. Ct on Mt. Carmel (1 Karmel (1 Kgs. 18:40)gs. 18:40)...

The Kishon was the scene of Elijah’s execution of the prophets of Baal 
following the contest on Mt. Carmel (1 Kgs. 18:40).
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KISSKISSKISS

KISS

Heb. Heb. naœsûaqnaœsûaq seems to  seems to be onomatobe onomatopoetic, repoetic, reflecting aflecting an inspiratn inspiratory bilabiory bilabial sound; al sounal sound; Gk.sound; Gk.  philéoœ, kphiléoœ, kataphiléoœataphiléoœ (“to love (“to love”) point t”) point to kissing o kissing as generalas generally a physily a phyly a physical ephysical expression xpression of heartfeof heartfelt affectilt affection.on.on.

Heb. naœsûaq seems to be onomatopoetic, reflecting an inspiratory bilabial 
sound; Gk. philéoœ, kataphiléoœ (“to love”) point to kissing as generally a 
physical expression of heartfelt affection.

�In the OT In the OT kissing sekissing serves as anrves as an expressio expression of greetn of greeting (Gen. ing (Gen. 29:11, 13;29:11, 13; 33:4; 45: 33:4; 45 33:4; 45:15; 48:45:15; 48:10; Exod. 10; Exod. 4:27) usua4:27) usually involvlly involving familying family members,  members, of friendsof friendship (1 Samhip (1 Sam. 20:41; 2. 20. 20:41; 2 S20:41; 2 Sam. 15:5; am. 15:5; 19:39), an19:39), and of erotid of erotic love (Prc love (Prov. 7:13; ov. 7:13; Cant. 1:2;Cant. 1:2; 8:1). It  8:1). It appears toappearsappears toappears to refer to  refer to kissing thkissing the lips or e lips or some othersome other area of t area of the face, ahe face, although thlthough the direct oe dire direct objdirect object “lips”ect “lips” appears o appears only once (nly once (Prov. 24:2Prov. 24:26; cf. Can6; cf. Cant. 1:2, “ot. 1:2, “of the moutf the mouth”).h”).h”).

In the OT kissing serves as an expression of greeting (Gen. 29:11, 13; 33:4; 
45:15; 48:10; Exod. 4:27) usually involving family members, of friendship (1 Sam. 
20:41; 2 Sam. 15:5; 19:39), and of erotic love (Prov. 7:13; Cant. 1:2; 8:1). It 
appears to refer to kissing the lips or some other area of the face, although the 
direct object “lips” appears only once (Prov. 24:26; cf. Cant. 1:2, “of the mouth”).

�In the bibIn the biblical worllical world kissing d kissing the feet ithe feet is an expres an expression of ossion of obeisance. beisance. Such a kisSuch a kiss is descrs kiskiss is dekiss is described asscribed as “licking  “licking the dust” the dust” (Ps. 72:9-(Ps. 72:9-11; Isa. 411; Isa. 49:23; Mic.9:23; Mic. 7:16-17); 7:16-17); in the la in the la in the latter paslatter passage the ksage the kiss of obeiss of obeisance is isance is called alscalled also “eating o “eating the dust,”the dust,” an expres an expression that sion thsion that appeathat appears in the rs in the humiliatiohumiliation of the pn of the primordial rimordial serpent (Gserpent (Gen. 3:14).en. 3:14). The humil The humiliated natiiatehumilhumiliatedhumiliated nation of nation of Judah is  Judah is asked to “asked to “put his moput his mouth in theuth in the dust” (La dust” (Lam. 3:29-30m. 3:29-30).).).

In the biblical world kissing the feet is an expression of obeisance. Such a 
kiss is described as “licking the dust” (Ps. 72:9-11; Isa. 49:23; Mic. 7:16-17); in the 
latter passage the kiss of obeisance is called also “eating the dust,” an expression 
that appears in the humiliation of the primordial serpent (Gen. 3:14). The 
humiliated nation of Judah is asked to “put his mouth in the dust” (Lam. 3:29-30).

�The remainThe remaining OT insing OT instances of tances of kissing inkissing involve an avolve an apostate prpostate prayer gestuayer gesture (1 Kgs.re (1 Kre (1 Kgs. 19:18Kgs. 19:18; Job 31:2; Job 31:27; Hos. 137; Hos. 13:2), greet:2), greeting the kiing the king upon enng upon enthronementthronement (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 10:1), and 0:110:1), and10:1), and metaphors metaphors and simil and similes based ues based upon the kipon the kiss of greess of greeting (Ps. ting (Ps. 85:10[MT 185:10[MT 11]; Prov. 1111]; Prov.11]; Prov. 27:6). 27:6). 27:6).

The remaining OT instances of kissing involve an apostate prayer gesture (1 
Kgs. 19:18; Job 31:27; Hos. 13:2), greeting the king upon enthronement (1 Sam. 
10:1), and metaphors and similes based upon the kiss of greeting (Ps. 85:10[MT 



11]; Prov. 27:6).

�In the NT In the NT the holy kthe holy kiss was a iss was a symbol of symbol of the fellowthe fellowship of alship of all Christial Christians (Rom. 1ns (Rom. ns (Rom. 16:1(Rom. 16:16; 1 Cor. 6; 1 Cor. 16:20; 2 C16:20; 2 Cor. 13:12;or. 13:12; 1 Thess.  1 Thess. 5:26; 1 Pe5:26; 1 Pet. 5:14), t. 5:14), and Jesus and Jesus rebukes Sireburebukes Sirebukes Simon for nomon for not greetingt greeting him with  him with a kiss (Lua kiss (Luke 7:45; cke 7:45; cf. vv. 36–f. vv. 36–50). Preci50). Precisely becauselyPreciPrecisely Precisely because itbecause it was taken was taken for grant for granted that peed that persons closrsons close to each e to each other woulother would kiss upod woulwould kisswould kiss upon meet upon meeting, Judasing, Judas was able  was able to employ to employ his kiss ohis kiss of Jesus tof Jesus to identify  identify Jesus to tJesuJesus to tJesus to the chief phe chief priests. Juriests. Judas’ deceidas’ deceitful kiss tful kiss (Matt. 26:(Matt. 26:49; Mark 149; Mark 14:45; Luke4:45; Luke 22:47) be 22:47) 22:47) bec22:47) became therebame thereby “the kisy “the kiss of deaths of death.”.”.”

In the NT the holy kiss was a symbol of the fellowship of all Christians 
(Rom. 16:16; 1 Cor. 16:20; 2 Cor. 13:12; 1 Thess. 5:26; 1 Pet. 5:14), and Jesus 
rebukes Simon for not greeting him with a kiss (Luke 7:45; cf. vv. 36–50). 
Precisely because it was taken for granted that persons close to each other 
would kiss upon meeting, Judas was able to employ his kiss of Jesus to identify 
Jesus to the chief priests. Judas’ deceitful kiss (Matt. 26:49; Mark 14:45; Luke 
22:47) became thereby “the kiss of death.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. I. GrubM. I. Gruber, er, Aspects ofAspects of Nonverbal Nonverbal Communica Communication in thtion in the Ancient e Anciene Ancient NeAncient Near East,ar East, 2 vols. S 2 vols. Studia Pohltudia Pohl 12 (Rome, 12 (Rome, 1980); W. 1980); W. Klassen,  Klassen, “Musonius “Musonius Rufus, JesRufuRufus, JesRufus, Jesus and Pauus and Paul: Three Fl: Three First-Centuirst-Century Feminisry Feminists,” in ts,” in From JesusFrom Jesus to Paul, to Paul, ed. P. Ri ed. P. R ed. P. RichardsonRichardson and J. C. and J. C. Hurd (Wat Hurd (Waterloo, Onterloo, Ont., 1984), ., 1984), 185–206; C185–206; C. Nyrop, . Nyrop, The Kiss aThe Kiss and Its Hisnaand Its Hiand Its Historystory (1901, re (1901, repr. Detroipr. Detroit, 1968).t, 1968).t, 1968).

Bibliography. M. I. Gruber, Aspects of Nonverbal Communication in the 
Ancient Near East, 2 vols. Studia Pohl 12 (Rome, 1980); W. Klassen, “Musonius 
Rufus, Jesus and Paul: Three First-Century Feminists,” in From Jesus to Paul, ed. P. 
Richardson and J. C. Hurd (Waterloo, Ont., 1984), 185–206; C. Nyrop, The Kiss 
and Its History (1901, repr. Detroit, 1968).
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KITEKITEKITE

KITE

A predatorA predatory bird of y bird of the hawk fthe hawk family (Accamily (Accipitridae)ipitridae), of the g, of the genus enus Milvus.Milvus. The commo The commo The common kitcommon kite e (Milvus mi(Milvus milvus)lvus) is red, a is red, almost browlmost brownish, ca. nish, ca. 60 cm. (2 60 cm. (2 ft.) long.ft.) long. It is mos It is mo It is most prevamost prevalent in thlent in the winter, e winter, when flockwhen flocks are founs are found along thd along the Mediterre Mediterranean coasanean coasanean coast, in coast, in southern Jsouthern Judah, W ofudah, W of the Dead  the Dead Sea, and iSea, and in the wildn the wilderness of erness of Beer-shebaBeer-sheba. The blac. Beer-shebaBeer-shebaBeer-sheba. The blac. The black kite k kite (Milvus mi(Milvus migrans)grans) is blacki is blackish-brown wsh-brown with a notcith a notched tail. hed tail. It arrivesItIt arrivesIt arrives in March  in March and settleand settles for the s for the summer neasummer near villagesr villages, where it, where it feeds on  feeds on refuse (cfrefurefuse (cfrefuse (cf. Isa. 34:. Isa. 34:15; NRSV “15; NRSV “buzzard”).buzzard”). As elsewh As elsewhere in bibere in biblical usaglical usage, the tere, the terms designams dems designatindesignating these spg these species (Hebecies (Heb. . daœ}a®, dadaœ}a®, dayya®yya®) are appl) are applied imprecied imprecisely by misely by modern stanommodern stamodern standards. Thndards. The KJV trane KJV translates “vuslates “vultures” inltures” in each of t each of the passagehe passages cited. Ls cited. Lev. 11:14;evLLev. 11:14Lev. 11:14; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:13 explic:13 explicitly stateitly state that thes that these birds “oe birds “of every kif every kind” shall nd” shall not be eatnot benot be eaten, be eaten, implying aimplying a multitude multitude of specie of species.s.s.

A predatory bird of the hawk family (Accipitridae), of the genus Milvus. The 
common kite (Milvus milvus) is red, almost brownish, ca. 60 cm. (2 ft.) long. It is 
most prevalent in the winter, when flocks are found along the Mediterranean 
coast, in southern Judah, W of the Dead Sea, and in the wilderness of 
Beer-sheba. The black kite (Milvus migrans) is blackish-brown with a notched tail. 
It arrives in March and settles for the summer near villages, where it feeds on 
refuse (cf. Isa. 34:15; NRSV “buzzard”). As elsewhere in biblical usage, the terms 
designating these species (Heb. daœ}a®, dayya®) are applied imprecisely by 
modern standards. The KJV translates “vultures” in each of the passages cited. 
Lev. 11:14; Deut. 14:13 explicitly state that these birds “of every kind” shall not 
be eaten, implying a multitude of species.
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KITRONKITRON (Heb.  (Heb. qit�ro®nqit�ro®n)))

KITRON (Heb. qit�ro®n )

A CanaanitA Canaanite city in e city in the territthe territory allottory allotted to Zebued to Zebulun which lun which the Israelthe Israelites were ites were not able tnot not able tnot able to capture o capture initially initially (Judg. 1:3(Judg. 1:30). It is 0). It is probably tprobably the same ashe same as Kattath.  Kattath. The locatiThe locThe location hlocation has not yetas not yet been iden been identified; sutified; suggestions ggestions include Khinclude Khirbet irbet Qut�t�enehQut�t�eneh (153226), (15 (153226), (153226), 8 km. (5 m8 km. (5 mi.) SW of i.) SW of Tell Tell Qeimu®nQeimu®n (biblical (biblical Jokneam), Jokneam), and Tell  and Tell el-Far (16el-Far (el-Far (160242).(160242).

A Canaanite city in the territory allotted to Zebulun which the Israelites were 
not able to capture initially (Judg. 1:30). It is probably the same as Kattath. The 
location has not yet been identified; suggestions include Khirbet Qut�t�eneh  
(153226), 8 km. (5 mi.) SW of Tell Qeimu®n (biblical Jokneam), and Tell el-Far 
(160242).

KITTIMKITTIM (Heb.  (Heb. kittiîm, kkittiîm, kittiîyiîmittiîyiîm)))

KITTIM (Heb. kittiîm, kittiîyiîm)

According According to the Tabto the Table of Natile of Nations (Gen. ons (Gen. 10:1-32), 10:1-32), a people da people descended fescended from Japhetrom Japherom Japheth thJapheth through Javarough Javan, thus thn, thus the Ionians e Ionians or Greeks or Greeks (v. 4; cf.(v. 4; cf. 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:7). The na7). The name probablme pme probably dprobably derived froerived from the citym the city the Phoen the Phoenicians calicians called Kitti led Kitti (kty)(kty) and the G and the Greeks Kitireeks Kitreeks Kition, loKition, located nearcated near modern La modern Larnaka on trnaka on the south-che south-central coaentral coast of Cyprst of Cyprus. Elsewhus. Elsewhus. Elsewhere Elsewhere in the OT in the OT Kittim desKittim designated anignated an ever-wide ever-widening geogrning geographic areaaphic area...

According to the Table of Nations (Gen. 10:1-32), a people descended from 
Japheth through Javan, thus the Ionians or Greeks (v. 4; cf. 1 Chr. 1:7). The name 
probably derived from the city the Phoenicians called Kitti (kty) and the Greeks 



Kition, located near modern Larnaka on the south-central coast of Cyprus. 
Elsewhere in the OT Kittim designated an ever-widening geographic area.

�In Num. 24In Num. 24:24 the or:24 the oracles of Bacles of Balaam concalaam conclude with lude with a referenca reference to shipse to ships from Kitt from  from Kittifrom Kittim (presumam (presumably Cyprusbly Cyprus), which w), which will afflicill afflict both Asst both Asshur (Assyrhur (Assyria) and Ebia) and Eber (HebrewerEbEber (HebrEber (Hebrews), befoews), before coming re coming to an end to an end themselvesthemselves. In Isa. . In Isa. 23:1, 12 t23:1, 12 the term rehe term refers to Cyfererefers to refers to Cyprus as Cyprus as a trading a trading partner ofpartner of Tyre (cf. Tyre (cf. Ezek. 27: Ezek. 27:6), and in6), and in Jer. 2:10 Jer. 2:10 its inhab its inh its inhabitantinhabitants are saids are said to have b to have been more feen more faithful toaithful to their fal their false gods thse gods than Israel an Israel has been thas behas been to Yabeen to Yahweh. 1 Mahweh. 1 Macc. 1:1; 8cc. 1:1; 8:5 report :5 report that Alexathat Alexander the Gnder the Great came reat came from Kittifrom Kittfrom Kittim, thKittim, thus identifus identifying Greecying Greece — or at e — or at least Maceleast Macedonia — widonia — with the plath the place name Kice name Kice name Kittim. DaKittim. Dan. 11:30 an. 11:30 alludes to lludes to the ships the ships from Kittifrom Kittim in Num. m in Num. 24:24, but24:24, but applies t applies the phrase he phe phrase to phrase to Roman inteRoman intervention arvention against Antgainst Antiochus Epiiochus Epiphanes durphanes during his ining his invasion of vasion of Egypt in 1EEgypt in 1Egypt in 168 68 B.C.E.B.C.E. Thus Kitt Thus Kittim came toim came to refer to  refer to Rome too. Rome too. The verse The verse implies thimplies the further e fe further idfurther identificatientification of the on of the Seleucids Seleucids with Asshuwith Asshur and Eberr and Eber with the  with the Hebrews.Hebrews.Hebrews.

In Num. 24:24 the oracles of Balaam conclude with a reference to ships 
from Kittim (presumably Cyprus), which will afflict both Asshur (Assyria) and 
Eber (Hebrews), before coming to an end themselves. In Isa. 23:1, 12 the term 
refers to Cyprus as a trading partner of Tyre (cf. Ezek. 27:6), and in Jer. 2:10 its 
inhabitants are said to have been more faithful to their false gods than Israel has 
been to Yahweh. 1 Macc. 1:1; 8:5 report that Alexander the Great came from 
Kittim, thus identifying Greece — or at least Macedonia — with the place name 
Kittim. Dan. 11:30 alludes to the ships from Kittim in Num. 24:24, but applies the 
phrase to Roman intervention against Antiochus Epiphanes during his invasion of 
Egypt in 168 B.C.E. Thus Kittim came to refer to Rome too. The verse implies the 
further identification of the Seleucids with Asshur and Eber with the Hebrews.

�In the DeaIn the Dead Sea Scrod Sea Scrolls the Kills the Kittim are tttim are the eschatohe eschatological fological foe (cf. 1Qpe (cf. 1QpHab). DescHab). DeHab). DescriptioDescriptions of themns of them often app often apply to eithly to either Syria oer Syria or to Rome,r to Rome, but the c but the commentary ommentaryccommentarycommentary on Nahum  on Nahum (4QpNah) a(4QpNah) and the Warnd the War Scroll (1 Scroll (1QM) refer QM) refer unmistakabunmistakably to Romely tly to Rome.to Rome.to Rome.

In the Dead Sea Scrolls the Kittim are the eschatological foe (cf. 1QpHab). 
Descriptions of them often apply to either Syria or to Rome, but the 
commentary on Nahum (4QpNah) and the War Scroll (1QM) refer unmistakably 
to Rome.
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KNEADING BKNEADING BOWLOWLOWL

KNEADING BOWL

A householA household utensil d utensil for the prfor the production ooduction of bread anf bread and other bad other baked goods ked goods and thus aand thus aand thus an image oan image of hospitalf hospitality. Sarahity. Sarah probably  probably uses a kneuses a kneading bowlading bowl (Heb.  (Heb. misû}eret�misû}eret�) when she) w) when she pwhen she prepares carepares cakes for Abkes for Abraham’s thraham’s three visitoree visitors (Gen. 1rs (Gen. 18:6). The 8:6). The medium at medium atmedium at Endor kat Endor kneads and neads and bakes breabakes bread for Sauld for Saul (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sam. 28:24), and8:24), and Tamar kne Tamar kneads bread ads bread ads bread for bread for Amnon (2 SAmnon (2 Sam. 13:8).am. 13:8). Jer. 7:18 Jer. 7:18 cites wom cites women kneadinen kneading cakes fog cakes for the queer the queer the queen of hqueen of heaven as aeaven as an example n example of Israel’of Israel’s wickednes wickedness.ss.ss.

A household utensil for the production of bread and other baked goods and thus 
an image of hospitality. Sarah probably uses a kneading bowl (Heb. misû}eret� ) 
when she prepares cakes for Abraham’s three visitors (Gen. 18:6). The medium 
at Endor kneads and bakes bread for Saul (1 Sam. 28:24), and Tamar kneads 
bread for Amnon (2 Sam. 13:8). Jer. 7:18 cites women kneading cakes for the 
queen of heaven as an example of Israel’s wickedness.

�The kneadiThe kneading bowl isng bowl is also an i also an image of limage of life and deafe and death. Duringth. During the secon the second plague, d plagud plague, frplague, frogs were sogs were so numerouso numerous they even they even got into  got into the Egyptithe Egyptian’s kneadan’s kneading bowls ing bowls (Exod. 8:3((Exod. 8:3(Exod. 8:3[MT 7:28])[MT 7:28]). When the. When the Israelite Israelites left Egys left Egypt, they cpt, they carried thearried their bowls, ir bowls, still fillstill fstill filled witfilled with dough anh dough and bound upd bound up with thei with their clothes,r clothes, on their  on their shoulders shoulders (Exod. 12:(Exod. 12:34). Deut.34)12:12:34). De12:34). Deut. 28 menut. 28 mentions kneations kneading bowlsding bowls among the among the blessings blessings (v. 5) an (v. 5) and curses (d curses (v. 17).v((v. 17).(v. 17).(v. 17).

The kneading bowl is also an image of life and death. During the second 
plague, frogs were so numerous they even got into the Egyptian’s kneading bowls 
(Exod. 8:3[MT 7:28]). When the Israelites left Egypt, they carried their bowls, still 
filled with dough and bound up with their clothes, on their shoulders (Exod. 
12:34). Deut. 28 mentions kneading bowls among the blessings (v. 5) and curses 
(v. 17).
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KNEELINGKNEELINGKNEELING

KNEELING

A positionA position of humili of humility, surrenty, surrender, respeder, respect, and adct, and adoration. Boration. Bowing the owing the knee was aknee was an expressin aan expressan expression of honion of honor and subor and submission tomission to royalty a royalty and variousnd various governmen governmental and retal and retal and religious religious authoritieauthorities (Gen. 41s (Gen. 41:43). Knee:43). Kneeling was aling was also a postlso a posture of givure of giving birth ing birth (1 Sam. 4:(1 Sam(1 Sam. 4:19)Sam. 4:19), and it s, and it symbolized ymbolized the legal the legal acceptanceacceptance of a chil of a child (Gen. 30d (Gen. 30:3).:3).:3).

A position of humility, surrender, respect, and adoration. Bowing the knee was 
an expression of honor and submission to royalty and various governmental and 
religious authorities (Gen. 41:43). Kneeling was also a posture of giving birth (1 
Sam. 4:19), and it symbolized the legal acceptance of a child (Gen. 30:3).

�Most imporMost importantly, kntantly, kneeling waseeling was an act, a an act, along with long with bowing (Psbowing (Ps. 95:6), t. 95:6), that signifhat signifhat signified signified a reverenta reverential attituial attitude during de during prayer andprayer and worship,  worship, including including the worshithe worship of Baal p of p of Baal asof Baal as well as G well as God (1 Kgs.od (1 Kgs. 19:18; Ro 19:18; Rom. 11:4). m. 11:4). Both JesusBoth Jesus and his f and his followers kollowers knelt whileneltkknelt whilknelt while they prae they prayed (Luke yed (Luke 22:41; Act22:41; Acts 9:40; 20s 9:40; 20:36). When:36). When Stephen w Stephen was martyreas martyreas martyred, martyred, he knelt ahe knelt and prayed nd prayed for those for those who stonedwho stoned him (Acts him (Acts 7:60). Fi 7:60). Finally, at nally, at the secondthethe secondthe second coming of coming of Christ hi Christ his lordships lordship will be r will be recognized ecognized when at thwhen at the name of e name of Jesus everJeJesus everJesus every knee wily knee will bow (Phil bow (Phil. 2:10).l. 2:10).l. 2:10).

Most importantly, kneeling was an act, along with bowing (Ps. 95:6), that 



signified a reverential attitude during prayer and worship, including the worship 
of Baal as well as God (1 Kgs. 19:18; Rom. 11:4). Both Jesus and his followers 
knelt while they prayed (Luke 22:41; Acts 9:40; 20:36). When Stephen was 
martyred, he knelt and prayed for those who stoned him (Acts 7:60). Finally, at 
the second coming of Christ his lordship will be recognized when at the name of 
Jesus every knee will bow (Phil. 2:10).

J. GregoryJ. Gregory Lawson Lawson

J. Gregory Lawson

KNIFEKNIFEKNIFE

KNIFE

A cutting A cutting utensil, rutensil, rendered byendered by several H several Hebrew wordebrew words. Heb. s. Heb. maœ}a�k�elmaœ}a�k�elet�et� (from  (fr (from (from }kl,}kl, “to eat”) “to eat”) is a uten is a utensil that wsil that was used toas used to slay an a slay an animal and nimal and prepare itprepare it for food  for fo for food (Gen.food (Gen. 22:6, 10; 22:6, 10; Judg. 19: Judg. 19:29). This 29). This cutting decutting device was lvice was large enougarge enough to cut th to cut through humhroutthrough huthrough human flesh man flesh and dismemand dismember the huber the human body. man body. It was thuIt was thus probablys probably the equiv the equ the equivalentequivalent of a mode of a modern butcherrn butcher knife (cf knife (cf. Prov. 30. Prov. 30:14, par. :14, par. h�ereb�,h�ereb�, “sword”). “sword”).

A cutting utensil, rendered by several Hebrew words. Heb. maœ}a�k�elet�  
(from }kl, “to eat”) is a utensil that was used to slay an animal and prepare it for 
food (Gen. 22:6, 10; Judg. 19:29). This cutting device was large enough to cut 
through human flesh and dismember the human body. It was thus probably the 
equivalent of a modern butcher knife (cf. Prov. 30:14, par. h�ereb�,  “sword”).

�Heb. Heb. síakkiînsíakkiîn (Prov. 23 (Prov. 23:2), thoug:2), thought to be aht to be an Aramaic n Aramaic loanword, loanword, was a commwas a commwas a common worcommon word for a sld for a slaughteringaughtering knife in  knife in rabbinic lrabbinic literature.iterature. Biblical  Biblical usage and usage and archaeologarcharchaeologarchaeological findsical finds do provid do provide the prece the precise distinise distinction betwction between a een a maœ}a�k�elmaœ}a�k�elet�etmaœ}a�k�elmaœ}a�k�elmaœ}a�k�elet�et� and a  and a síakkiîn.síakkiîn. Heb.  Heb. h�ereb�,h�ereb�, “sword,”  “sword,” is often tis often translated ranslated ttranslatedtranslated “knife” w “knife” when the tohen the tool was useol was used for circd for circumcising aumcising and shavingnd shaving (Josh. 5: (Josh. 5:2; Ezek. 52; E2; Ezek. 5:1-Ezek. 5:1-2); cf. th2); cf. the LXX, whee LXX, where Gk. re Gk. maéchairamaéchaira translate translates both s both maœ}a�k�elmaœ}a�k�elet�emaœ}a�k�elmaœ}a�k�elmaœ}a�k�elet�et� and  and h�ereb�.h�ereb�. Heb.  Heb. ta{arta{ar refers to refers to a shaving a shaving implement implement (Num. 6:5 (Nu (Num. 6:5;(Num. 6:5; 8:7; Isa. 8:7; Isa. 7:20; Eze 7:20; Ezek. 5:1) ask. 5:1) as well as a well as a penknife  penknife (Jer. 36:2(Jer. 36:23). The wo3). The word does nord doerd does not odoes not occur in thccur in the NT.e NT.e NT.

Heb. síakkiîn (Prov. 23:2), thought to be an Aramaic loanword, was a 
common word for a slaughtering knife in rabbinic literature. Biblical usage and 
archaeological finds do provide the precise distinction between a 
maœ}a�k�elet�  and a síakkiîn. Heb. h�ereb�,  “sword,” is often 
translated “knife” when the tool was used for circumcising and shaving (Josh. 5:2; 
Ezek. 5:1-2); cf. the LXX, where Gk. maéchaira translates both 
maœ}a�k�elet�  and h�ereb�.  Heb. ta{ar refers to a shaving implement 
(Num. 6:5; 8:7; Isa. 7:20; Ezek. 5:1) as well as a penknife (Jer. 36:23). The word 
does not occur in the NT.

�Knives havKnives have been dise been discovered atcovered at almost ev almost every archaeery archaeological dological dig in Israig in Israel. They wel. Theyel. They were They were made from made from flint, metflint, metal, copperal, copper, and iron, and iron...

Knives have been discovered at almost every archaeological dig in Israel. 
They were made from flint, metal, copper, and iron.

Mark F. RoMark F. Rookeroker
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KNOW, KNOWKNOW, KNOWLEDGELEDGELEDGE

KNOW, KNOWLEDGE

The words The words for “knowlfor “knowledge” and edge” and “knowing” “knowing” in the Bibin the Bible (Heb. le (Heb. yaœd�a{;yaœd�a{; Gk.  Gk. ginoœéskoœginoginoœéskoœginoœéskoœ) represen) represent significt significant biblicant biblical conceptal concepts that ares that are difficult difficult to captur to capture with a se capturcapture wicapture with a simplth a simple definitie definition; they hon; they have a broaave a broad range ofd range of meaning.  meaning. NevertheleNevertheless, some dssNevertheleNevertheleNevertheless, some dss, some degree of gegree of generalizateneralization is useion is useful in an ful in an attempt toattempt to character characterize what iizecharactercharactericharacterize what isze what is distincti distinctive about tve about the use of he use of “knowledge“knowledge” in the O” in the OT and NT.T and NT.T and NT.

The words for “knowledge” and “knowing” in the Bible (Heb. yaœd�a{;  Gk. 
ginoœéskoœ) represent significant biblical concepts that are difficult to 
capture with a simple definition; they have a broad range of meaning. 
Nevertheless, some degree of generalization is useful in an attempt to 
characterize what is distinctive about the use of “knowledge” in the OT and NT.

�In the OT In the OT knowledge knowledge is experieis experiential and ntial and relationalrelational. The “man. The “man of sorrow of sorrows” in Isa.s” in Is” in Isa. 53:3 Isa. 53:3 “is acquai“is acquainted with”nted with” (Heb. “kn (Heb. “knows”) grieows”) grief; i.e., hf; i.e., he has expee has experienced grrienced grief. When ief. Wief. When the pWhen the prophet Hosrophet Hosea announcea announces that thes that there is “noere is “no knowledge knowledge of God in of God in the land” the lan the land” (Hosland” (Hos. 4:1), he. 4:1), he is equati is equating knowledng knowledge with loge with loyalty and yalty and faithfulnefaithfulness. To knoss. To know God is tw Gw God is to God is to be in relabe in relationship ttionship to God (Hoso God (Hos. 6:6). Kn. 6:6). Knowledge ofowledge of God invol God involves revereves reverent obediennreverereverent oreverent obedience tbedience to him (Proo him (Prov. 1:7).v. 1:7).v. 1:7).

In the OT knowledge is experiential and relational. The “man of sorrows” in 
Isa. 53:3 “is acquainted with” (Heb. “knows”) grief; i.e., he has experienced grief. 
When the prophet Hosea announces that there is “no knowledge of God in the 
land” (Hos. 4:1), he is equating knowledge with loyalty and faithfulness. To know 
God is to be in relationship to God (Hos. 6:6). Knowledge of God involves 
reverent obedience to him (Prov. 1:7).



�The same iThe same is true on s true on the human the human plane: to plane: to know anothknow another is to her is to have a relaave a relationship wtionshrelarelationshrelationship with thip with that person.at person. For insta For instance, near nce, near the beginnthe beginning of Exoing of Exodus it is dus it is reported treporeported treported that “a newhat “a new king aros king arose over Egye over Egypt, who dipt, who did not knowd not know Joseph” ( Joseph” (Exod. 1:8)Exod. 1:8Exod. 1:8); i.e.1:8); i.e., this new, this new pharaoh d pharaoh did not ackid not acknowledge anowledge any relationy relationship withnship with or obliga or obligations towationobligaobligationobligations toward ts toward the descendhe descendants of Joants of Joseph. The seph. The experientiexperiential and relal and relational elational element in temelelement inelement in the OT us the OT use of knowle of knowledge is peedge is perhaps bestrhaps best seen in t seen in the numerouhe numerous passagess passages passages ipassages in which itn which it refers to refers to sexual in sexual intercourse tercourse (e.g., Gen(e.g., Gen. 4:1; 1 K. 4:1; 1 Kgs. 1:4). gs. 1:4). At the samAt the At the same tthe same time, knowlime, knowledge can hedge can have the abave the abstract senstract senses of reases of realization (lization (Judg. 13:2Judg. 13:21), ration1),13:213:21), ra13:21), rational distional discourse (Jocourse (Job 15:2), ab 15:2), and insightnd insight into the  into the nature of nature of reality (Jreality (Job 12:3; Eob 12:3;ob 12:3; Eccl12:3; Eccl. 1:16).. 1:16).. 1:16).

The same is true on the human plane: to know another is to have a 
relationship with that person. For instance, near the beginning of Exodus it is 
reported that “a new king arose over Egypt, who did not know Joseph” (Exod. 
1:8); i.e., this new pharaoh did not acknowledge any relationship with or 
obligations toward the descendants of Joseph. The experiential and relational 
element in the OT use of knowledge is perhaps best seen in the numerous 
passages in which it refers to sexual intercourse (e.g., Gen. 4:1; 1 Kgs. 1:4). At 
the same time, knowledge can have the abstract senses of realization (Judg. 
13:21), rational discourse (Job 15:2), and insight into the nature of reality (Job 
12:3; Eccl. 1:16).

�In the NT In the NT knowledge knowledge can also bcan also be experiene experiential and rtial and relational,elational, as in the as in the OT (e.g., OT (e.g OT (e.g., “th(e.g., “the Lord knoe Lord knows those wws those who are hisho are his”; 2 Tim. ”; 2 Tim. 2:19). In 2:19). In general, hgeneral, however, thowever, the NT uses e Ne NT uses knNT uses knowledge inowledge in a more th a more theoretical eoretical sense, consense, consistent wisistent with its ranth its range of meange of meaning in Greimeanmeaning inmeaning in Greek. Fo Greek. For instancer instance, knowledg, knowledge of Jesuse of Jesus is insigh is insight into a rt into a revealed trevealed truth, nameluth,trtruth, namtruth, namely, that ely, that Jesus, agaJesus, against appeainst appearances, isrances, is actually  actually the eternathe eternal Word of l Word of God (John God God (John God (John 1:10). Bec1:10). Because knowlause knowledge, bothedge, both in Greek  in Greek philosophyphilosophy and in He and in Hellenistic llenistic religion, rreligion, religion, can have acan have an abstractn abstract, even mys, even mystical, quatical, quality, Paullity, Paul could be  could be critical ocritical of knowledgf knowlf knowledge,knowledge, casting i casting it as infert as inferior to theior to the supreme v supreme virtue, lovirtue, love (1 Cor. e (1 Cor. 8:1-3). Th8:1-3). The Apostle e Ape Apostle PaApostle Paul’s wordsul’s words in 1 Cor. in 1 Cor. 13:8 (“Lo 13:8 (“Love never eve never ends. But .nds. But . . . as fo . . as for knowledgr knowledge, it wille, ie, it will coit will come to an eme to an end”) wouldnd”) would not make  not make sense to asense to an OT prophn OT prophet for whoet for whom, in Hebrm, in Hem, in Hebrew terHebrew terms, knowlems, knowledge of Goddge of God is equiva is equivalent to lolent to love for Godve for God (Ps. 91:1 (Ps. 91:14).4).4).

In the NT knowledge can also be experiential and relational, as in the OT 
(e.g., “the Lord knows those who are his”; 2 Tim. 2:19). In general, however, the 
NT uses knowledge in a more theoretical sense, consistent with its range of 
meaning in Greek. For instance, knowledge of Jesus is insight into a revealed 
truth, namely, that Jesus, against appearances, is actually the eternal Word of 
God (John 1:10). Because knowledge, both in Greek philosophy and in Hellenistic 
religion, can have an abstract, even mystical, quality, Paul could be critical of 
knowledge, casting it as inferior to the supreme virtue, love (1 Cor. 8:1-3). The 
Apostle Paul’s words in 1 Cor. 13:8 (“Love never ends. But . . . as for knowledge, 
it will come to an end”) would not make sense to an OT prophet for whom, in 
Hebrew terms, knowledge of God is equivalent to love for God (Ps. 91:14).

Gregory MoGregory Mobleybley
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KOAKOA (Heb.  (Heb. qo®a{qo®a{)))

KOA (Heb. qo®a{)

A people wA people who probablho probably lived E y lived E of the Tigof the Tigris River ris River and N of tand N of the territohe territory occupiery occupied by Pekodd occupieoccupied boccupied by Pekod (Ey Pekod (Ezek. 23:23zek. 23:23). They ar). They are generalle generally thought y thought to be idento be identical withtical with the Guti  th the Guti fthe Guti familiar framiliar from cuneifoom cuneiform sourcesrm sources..

A people who probably lived E of the Tigris River and N of the territory 
occupied by Pekod (Ezek. 23:23). They are generally thought to be identical with 
the Guti familiar from cuneiform sources.

KOHATHKOHATH (Heb.  (Heb. qeïhaœt�qeïhaœt�)))

KOHATH (Heb. qeïhaœt� )

The secondThe second son of Le son of Levi (Gen. 4vi (Gen. 46:11) and 6:11) and the fatherthe father of Amram, of Amram, Izhar (ca Izhar (called Amminlled Amminlled Amminadab Amminadab in 1 Chr. in 1 Chr. 6:22), Heb6:22), Hebron, and Uron, and Uzziel (Exozziel (Exod. 6:16, 1d. 6:16, 18). Among 8). Among his descenhis descenhis descendantdescendants were Aars were Aaron, Moses,on, Moses, and Miria and Miriam.m.m.

The second son of Levi (Gen. 46:11) and the father of Amram, Izhar (called 
Amminadab in 1 Chr. 6:22), Hebron, and Uzziel (Exod. 6:16, 18). Among his 
descendants were Aaron, Moses, and Miriam.

�During theDuring the wildernes wilderness wanderins wanderings the Kohgs the Kohathites caathites camped on thmped on the south ore south or left side lef left side left side of the tenof the tent of meetit of meeting and guang and guarded the srded the sanctuary canctuary complex froomplex from the soutm the south. Their dhsoutsouth. Thesouth. Their duties ir duties show them show them to be the to be the most impormost important of thtant of the leviticae levitical familiesl families. They wer. Th. They were They were responsiblresponsible for carre for carrying the aying the ark, table,rk, table, lampstand lampstand, altars, , altars, sanctuary sanctuary vessels, avessvessels, avessels, and screen,nd screen, everythin everything requiredg required for the s for the service — bervice — but only afut only after Aaron ter Aaron and his soanand his soand his sons had wrans had wrapped them pped them in cloth ain cloth and placed nd placed them in lethem in leather bagsather bags. They wer. They wer. They were not pwere not permitted termitted to touch tho touch the objects e objects themselvesthemselves (Num. 3:2 (Num. 3:27-31; 4:1-7-31; 4:1-20; 7:9).20; 7:9).20; 7:9).

During the wilderness wanderings the Kohathites camped on the south or 
left side of the tent of meeting and guarded the sanctuary complex from the 
south. Their duties show them to be the most important of the levitical families. 
They were responsible for carrying the ark, table, lampstand, altars, sanctuary 
vessels, and screen, everything required for the service — but only after Aaron 
and his sons had wrapped them in cloth and placed them in leather bags. They 
were not permitted to touch the objects themselves (Num. 3:27-31; 4:1-20; 7:9).

�Like the rLike the rest of theest of the Levites,  Levites, the Kohaththe Kohathites were ites were assigned tassigned towns and powns and pasturelandasturelappasturelanpasturelands in Canads in Canaan. In thean. In the area of E area of Ephraim thephraim these includese included the townd the towns of Shechs of Shechem (a cityeShechShechem (aShechem (a city of r city of refuge), Geefuge), Gezer, Kibzazer, Kibzaim, Jokmeaim, Jokmeam, and Betm, and Beth-horon. Fh-horon. From the arrom the arom the area of Daarea of Dan they incn they included Elteluded Elteke, Gebbetke, Gebbethon, Aijalhon, Aijalon, and Gaon, and Gath-rimmon.th-rimmon. Out of th Out of th Out of the half-tthe half-tribe of Maribe of Manasseh thenasseh they were Taay were Taanach and Bnach and Bileam (Josileam (Josh. 21:20-2h. 21:20-26; 1 Chr. 6; 1 Chr. 6:66-70[MT6:6:66-70[MT6:66-70[MT 51–55]). 51–55]). 51–55]).

Like the rest of the Levites, the Kohathites were assigned towns and 



pasturelands in Canaan. In the area of Ephraim these included the towns of 
Shechem (a city of refuge), Gezer, Kibzaim, Jokmeam, and Beth-horon. From the 
area of Dan they included Elteke, Gebbethon, Aijalon, and Gath-rimmon. Out of 
the half-tribe of Manasseh they were Taanach and Bileam (Josh. 21:20-26; 1 Chr. 
6:66-70[MT 51–55]).

�During theDuring the Second Te Second Temple periomple period a branchd a branch of the Ko of the Kohathites, hathites, the Korahithe Korahites, were tes, KorahiKorahites,Korahites, were the  were the gatekeepergatekeepers, guardias, guardians of the ns of the thresholdsthresholds and of th and of the treasurie treasuries, in chaestreasuritreasuriestreasuries, in charg, in charge of the ge of the guarding, iuarding, inventory, nventory, and upkeepand upkeep of the ut of the utensils, fuensils, furniture, arniturfufurniture,furniture, and foods and foodstuffs of ttuffs of the servicehe service (1 Chr. 9 (1 Chr. 9:17-33). T:17-33). The Kohathihe Kohathites were ates were also seculalso aalso seculalso secular officerar officers and judgs and judges throughes throughout the laout the land, and prnd, and probably in obably in charge of charge of legal decilegalegal decilegal decision-makinsion-making, conscrig, conscription, corption, corvée labor,vée labor, and taxes and taxes for the s for the secular andecular and cultic af cult cultic affcultic affairs of thairs of the temple (e temple (1 Chr. 26:1 Chr. 26:22-30). Du22-30). During the tring the time of theime of the Chronicle Chronicler the tempr ther the templethe temple singers c singers claimed deslaimed descent from cent from Levi, withLevi, with the singe the singer Heman clr Heman claiming desaiming descent throucdesdescent thdescent through the rough the line of Koline of Kohath (1 Chhath (1 Chr. 6:33-38r. 6:33-38[18–23]). [18–23]). At this tiAt this time the Kohme the Kohathites weaKohKohathitesKohathites were know were known for thein for their fervor ir fervor in singing n singing and praisiand praising God (2 ng God (2 Chr. 20:19Chr. 20:19) and for ) 20:1920:19) and20:19) and for being for being devoted t devoted to the careo the care, upkeep, , upkeep, and sanctiand sanctification ofication of the tempf the temple (29:12fle temptemple (29temple (29:12ff.; 34:12ff.; 34:12).:12).:12).

During the Second Temple period a branch of the Kohathites, the 
Korahites, were the gatekeepers, guardians of the thresholds and of the 
treasuries, in charge of the guarding, inventory, and upkeep of the utensils, 
furniture, and foodstuffs of the service (1 Chr. 9:17-33). The Kohathites were 
also secular officers and judges throughout the land, and probably in charge of 
legal decision-making, conscription, corvée labor, and taxes for the secular and 
cultic affairs of the temple (1 Chr. 26:22-30). During the time of the Chronicler 
the temple singers claimed descent from Levi, with the singer Heman claiming 
descent through the line of Kohath (1 Chr. 6:33-38[18–23]). At this time the 
Kohathites were known for their fervor in singing and praising God (2 Chr. 
20:19) and for being devoted to the care, upkeep, and sanctification of the 
temple (29:12ff.; 34:12).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. G. BoliR. G. Boling and G. ng and G. E. Wright,E. Wright,  Joshua.Joshua. AB 6 (Gar AB 6 (Garden City, den City, 1982); S. 1981982); S. 1982); S. Japhet, Japhet, I and II CI and II Chronicles.hronicles. OTL (Loui OTL (Louisville, 19sville, 1993); B. A.93); B. A. Levine,  Levine, Numbers 1-Numbers 1-20.21-1-20.1-20. AB 4 (New AB 4 (New York, 199 York, 1993).3).3).

Bibliography. R. G. Boling and G. E. Wright, Joshua. AB 6 (Garden City, 
1982); S. Japhet, I and II Chronicles. OTL (Louisville, 1993); B. A. Levine, Numbers 
1-20. AB 4 (New York, 1993).
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KOHELETHKOHELETHKOHELETH

KOHELETH

�SeeSee  QOHELETH.QOHELETH.

See QOHELETH.

KOINEKOINEKOINE

KOINE

�SeeSee  GREEK.GREEK.

See GREEK.

KOLAIAHKOLAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. qo®laœya®qo®laœya®)))

KOLAIAH (Heb. qo®laœya®)

�1.1. A Benjami A Benjaminite; an anite; an ancestor ofncestor of Sallu (Ne Sallu (Neh. 11:7).h. 11:7).h. 11:7).

1. A Benjaminite; an ancestor of Sallu (Neh. 11:7).

�2.2. The fathe The father of the fr of the false prophalse prophet Ahab, aet Ahab, an opponentn opponent of Jeremi of Jeremiah (Jer. 2ah (Jer. 29:21).9:21).229:21).29:21).

2. The father of the false prophet Ahab, an opponent of Jeremiah (Jer. 
29:21).

KORAHKORAH (Heb.  (Heb. qoœrah�qoœrah�)))

KORAH (Heb. qoœrah� )

�1.1. A member  A member of an Edomof an Edomite clan, ite clan, either a seither a son (Gen. 3on (Gen. 36:14) or g6:14) or grandson (vrandson (v. 16) of E. 16. 16) of Esa16) of Esau, listed u, listed as one of as one of the chiefsthe chiefs of Teman. of Teman.

1. A member of an Edomite clan, either a son (Gen. 36:14) or grandson (v. 
16) of Esau, listed as one of the chiefs of Teman.

�2.2. The eldes The eldest son of It son of Izhar (Exodzhar (Exod. 6:21-24;. 6:21-24; 1 Chr. 6: 1 Chr. 6:38[MT 23])38[MT 23]), a descen, a descendant of Ledant descendescendantdescendant of Levi,  of Levi, of the Kohof the Kohath divisiath division of levion of levitical prietical priests (1 Chrsts (1 Chr. 6:22[7] . 6:22[7] calls him calls hicalls him the sohim the son of Amminn of Amminadab). In adab). In the desertthe desert period th period the Korahitee Korahites were gats were gatekeepers oekeepers gatgatekeepergatekeepers of the ts of the tent of meeent of meeting (1 Chting (1 Chr. 9:19), r. 9:19), which dutiwhich duties they rees they resumed in tsumed in the postexihetthe postexthe postexilic perioilic period. They wed. They were also a re also a leading guleading guild of temild of temple singerple singers (2 Chr. s (2 Chr. 20:19).20:1920:19).20:19).20:19).

2. The eldest son of Izhar (Exod. 6:21-24; 1 Chr. 6:38[MT 23]), a 
descendant of Levi, of the Kohath division of levitical priests (1 Chr. 6:22[7] calls 
him the son of Amminadab). In the desert period the Korahites were 
gatekeepers of the tent of meeting (1 Chr. 9:19), which duties they resumed in 



the postexilic period. They were also a leading guild of temple singers (2 Chr. 
20:19).

�The book oThe book of Numbers f Numbers portrays Kportrays Korah and horah and his associais associates as a ptes as a paradigm ofaradigm of rebellion reb rebellion rebellion against Moagainst Moses and thses and the Aaronic e Aaronic priesthoodpriesthood during th during the desert je desert journey (Nuourney (Nuourney (Num. 16; (Num. 16; 26:9-11). 26:9-11). Korah, DatKorah, Dathan, and Ahan, and Abiram, sonbiram, sons of Eliabs of Eliab, and On s, and On son of Reubon of Reubon of Reuben gatReuben gather 250 leher 250 leaders fromaders from the congr the congregation toegation to protest t protest the Aaroniche Aaronic privilege privilege of altar  privilegeprivilege privilege of altar sof altar sacrifice. acrifice. They appeaThey appear before Mr before Moses and Aoses and Aaron to afaron to affirm that firm that the entirethe the entirethe entire congregat congregation, not jion, not just the Aaust the Aaronic prieronic priests, is hosts, is holy. Thus, ly. Thus, their objetheir objection is nction objeobjection objection is not onlis not only against y against the divisithe division betweenon between levitical levitical groups an groups and the Aarod the Aaronic priestnic pnic priesthoodpriesthood, but also, but also against a against any divisiony division with regn with regard to holard to holiness betwiness between the coeen the congregationngrcocongregaticongregation and theon and the priesthoo priesthood. Korah’sd. Korah’s rebellion rebellion represent represents thus thes thus the first lay first lay-clergy co-clelaylay-clergylay-clergy conflict  conflict in Israel.in Israel. To remedy To remedy the situa the situation, Mosetion, Moses suggestss suggests that Yahw that Yahweh bring reh beh bring resobring resolution to lution to the conflithe conflict on the ct on the next day. next day. Korah and Korah and his rebelshis rebels are to ap are to appear with pearapappear witappear with incense h incense in their cin their censers befensers before the teore the tent of meetnt of meeting, whereing, where Yahweh wi Yahweh wi Yahweh will show will show whose incewhose incense will bnse will be acceptede accepted, thus set, thus settling the tling the holiness choliness controversyontroversy. The next. T. The next dThe next day Korah aay Korah and his grond his group arrive up arrive with censewith censers in handrs in hand. Yahweh r. Yahweh responds, cesponds, cesponds, causing thcausing the ground te ground to open up o open up and swalloand swallow Korah, Dw Korah, Dathan, Abiathan, Abiram and thram and their familieir famileir families, families, and then sand then sending firending fire to consue to consume the remme the remaining 250aining 250 associate associates. In the s. In the aftermath afteaftermath aftermath Yahweh comYahweh commands thatmands that the burne the burned bronze cd bronze censers of ensers of the rebellthe rebellion be fasion be fion be fashioned fashioned into a covinto a covering for ering for the altar the altar as a warnias a warning to all ng to all future chafuture challenges tollenges to the Aaron the A the Aaronic heAaronic hegemony. Whgemony. When the conen the congregation gregation sees what sees what Yahweh hasYahweh has done, the done, they begin toy begy begin to mbegin to murmur, whiurmur, which causes ch causes further prfurther problems. Anoblems. Angered, Yahgered, Yahweh sends weh sends a plague aa plaguea plague amoplague among them, kng them, killing 14,illing 14,700. Final700. Finally, Moses ly, Moses intervenesintervenes, summonin, summoning Aaron tog Aaron to make aton toto make atto make atonement foonement for the congr the congregation, regation, which brinwhich brings to an egs to an end a grislnd a grisly episode.y episode. Some have S Some have Some have suggested suggested that the sthat the story of thtory of the Korah ree Korah rebellion isbellion is a retroje a retrojection of lction of later priesatellater prielater priestly contrstly controversies boversies back into tack into the Moses phe Moses period. Wheeriod. Whether or nother or not this is t this is true, the trutrue, the true, the episode waepisode warns againsrns against any chalt any challenge to tlenge to the Aaroniche Aaronic priesthoo priesthood.d.d.

The book of Numbers portrays Korah and his associates as a paradigm of 
rebellion against Moses and the Aaronic priesthood during the desert journey 
(Num. 16; 26:9-11). Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, sons of Eliab, and On son of 
Reuben gather 250 leaders from the congregation to protest the Aaronic 
privilege of altar sacrifice. They appear before Moses and Aaron to affirm that 
the entire congregation, not just the Aaronic priests, is holy. Thus, their 
objection is not only against the division between levitical groups and the Aaronic 
priesthood, but also against any division with regard to holiness between the 
congregation and the priesthood. Korah’s rebellion represents thus the first 
lay-clergy conflict in Israel. To remedy the situation, Moses suggests that Yahweh 
bring resolution to the conflict on the next day. Korah and his rebels are to 
appear with incense in their censers before the tent of meeting, where Yahweh 
will show whose incense will be accepted, thus settling the holiness controversy. 
The next day Korah and his group arrive with censers in hand. Yahweh responds, 
causing the ground to open up and swallow Korah, Dathan, Abiram and their 
families, and then sending fire to consume the remaining 250 associates. In the 
aftermath Yahweh commands that the burned bronze censers of the rebellion be 
fashioned into a covering for the altar as a warning to all future challenges to the 
Aaronic hegemony. When the congregation sees what Yahweh has done, they 
begin to murmur, which causes further problems. Angered, Yahweh sends a 
plague among them, killing 14,700. Finally, Moses intervenes, summoning Aaron 
to make atonement for the congregation, which brings to an end a grisly episode. 
Some have suggested that the story of the Korah rebellion is a retrojection of 
later priestly controversies back into the Moses period. Whether or not this is 
true, the episode warns against any challenge to the Aaronic priesthood.

�3.3. A son of  A son of Hebron unrHebron unrelated to elated to either theeither the levitical levitical or Edomit or Edomite Korah, le Korah, listed amonisted llisted amolisted among the desng the descendants ocendants of Judah (1f Judah (1 Chr. 2:43 Chr. 2:43).).).

3. A son of Hebron unrelated to either the levitical or Edomite Korah, 
listed among the descendants of Judah (1 Chr. 2:43).

�4.4. Descendan Descendants of the ts of the levitical levitical Korah. TheKorah. The Korahites Korahites carried o carried on the workn the work of gateke of g of gatekeepergatekeepers at the ts at the tent of meeent of meeting (1 Chting (1 Chr. 26:19),r. 26:19), bakers (9 bakers (9:31), and :31), and songwritersongwriters beginnins bs beginning beginning with Davidwith David and conti and continuing in tnuing in temple servemple service duringice during the poste the postexilic perixilic period (6:31; odperiperiod (6:period (6:31; 9:19).31; 9:19). It is the It is these Korahitse Korahite singers e singers who appearwho appear in the su in the superscriptiperscriptions of Pssons oons of Pss. 42of Pss. 42, 44—49, 8, 44—49, 84—85, 87–84—85, 87–88.8.8.

4. Descendants of the levitical Korah. The Korahites carried on the work of 
gatekeepers at the tent of meeting (1 Chr. 26:19), bakers (9:31), and songwriters 
beginning with David and continuing in temple service during the postexilic 
period (6:31; 9:19). It is these Korahite singers who appear in the superscriptions 
of Pss. 42, 44—49, 84—85, 87–88.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. W. CoatG. W. Coats, s, Rebellion Rebellion in the Wilin the Wildernessderness (Nashvill (Nashville, 1968); e, 1968); A. Cody, A. CA. Cody, Cody, A History A History of Old Tesof Old Testament Pritament Priesthood.esthood. AnBib 35  AnBib 35 (Rome, 196(Rome, 1969).9).9).

Bibliography. G. W. Coats, Rebellion in the Wilderness (Nashville, 1968); A. 
Cody, A History of Old Testament Priesthood. AnBib 35 (Rome, 1969).
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KOREKORE (Heb.  (Heb. qoœreä}, qqoœreä}, qo®reä}o®reä})))

KORE (Heb. qoœreä}, qo®reä})

�1.1. A Levite  A Levite of the linof the line of Korahe of Korah; ancestor; ancestor of the te of the temple gatekmple gatekeepers Shaeepers Shallum (1 Chllum (llum (1 Chr. 9:(1 Chr. 9:19) and Me19) and Meshelemiah shelemiah (26:1).(26:1).(26:1).

1. A Levite of the line of Korah; ancestor of the temple gatekeepers Shallum 



(1 Chr. 9:19) and Meshelemiah (26:1).

�2.2. A Levite; A Levite; the son o the son of Imnah (2f Imnah (2 Chr. 31:1 Chr. 31:14). He was4). He was appointed appointed by Hezeki by Hezekiah as keepah aah as keeper as keeper of the easof the east gate of t gate of the templethe temple (the king (the king’s gate) a’s gate) and was in nd was in charge of charge of apportioniappoapportioniapportioning the freng the freewill offeewill offerings.rings.

2. A Levite; the son of Imnah (2 Chr. 31:14). He was appointed by Hezekiah 
as keeper of the east gate of the temple (the king’s gate) and was in charge of 
apportioning the freewill offerings.

KOZKOZ (Heb.  (Heb. qo®s�qo®s�)))

KOZ (Heb. qo®s� )

A JudahiteA Judahite; the fath; the father of Anuber of Anub and Zobeb and Zobebah (1 Chr.ah (1 Chr. 4:8). 4:8).

A Judahite; the father of Anub and Zobebah (1 Chr. 4:8).

KUEKUE (Heb.  (Heb. qoœweh, qoqoœweh, qoœweä}œweä})))

KUE (Heb. qoœweh, qoœweä})

A neo-HittA neo-Hittite kingdoite kingdom in southm in southeastern Tueastern Turkey durinrkey during the firsg the first half of t half of the 1st mithe 1st millennium llenmimillenniummillennium  B.C.B.C., bordered, bordered by the Ta by the Taurus Mounturus Mountains on thains on the north, te north, the Amanus he Amanus Mountains MouMountains Mountains in the easin the east, and thet, and the Mediterra Mediterranean on thnean on the south. Te south. The area wahe area was inhabites inhabited by Luwiadinhabiteinhabited inhabited by Luwiansby Luwians and Hurri and Hurrians. Solomans. Solomon procureon procured horses fd horses from Kue (1rom Kue (1 Kgs. 10:2 Kgs. 10 Kgs. 10:28 = 2 10:28 = 2 Chr. 1:16)Chr. 1:16). It was k. It was known as Kinown as Kizzuwatna izzuwatna in the Hittn the Hittite periodite period (1650–120 (1650–1200) and Cil0(1650–120(1650–1200(1650–1200) and Cili) and Cilicia in thecia in the Greco-Rom Greco-Roman period.an period.

A neo-Hittite kingdom in southeastern Turkey during the first half of the 1st 
millennium B.C., bordered by the Taurus Mountains on the north, the Amanus 
Mountains in the east, and the Mediterranean on the south. The area was 
inhabited by Luwians and Hurrians. Solomon procured horses from Kue (1 Kgs. 
10:28 = 2 Chr. 1:16). It was known as Kizzuwatna in the Hittite period 
(1650–1200) and Cilicia in the Greco-Roman period.

H. Wayne HH. Wayne Houseouse

H. Wayne House

KUSHAIAHKUSHAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. qu®sûaœyaœqu®sûaœyaœhu®hu®) (also KI) (also KISHI)SHI)SHI)

KUSHAIAH (Heb. qu®sûaœyaœhu®) (also KISHI)

A Levite; A Levite; a descendaa descendant of Merant of Merari who minri who ministered inistered in song befo song before the tabre the tabernacle aternacle at the time  t the time othe time of King Davf King David (1 Chr.id (1 Chr. 15:17). H 15:17). He was the e was the father of father of Ethan. At Ethan. At 1 Chr. 6:41 Chr. 6:44(MT 29) h4(M6:46:44(MT 296:44(MT 29) he is ca) he is called Kishilled Kishi..

A Levite; a descendant of Merari who ministered in song before the tabernacle at 
the time of King David (1 Chr. 15:17). He was the father of Ethan. At 1 Chr. 
6:44(MT 29) he is called Kishi.

KYRIE ELEIKYRIE ELEISONSON (Gk.  (Gk. Kyérie eléKyérie eléeäsoneäson)))

KYRIE ELEISON (Gk. Kyérie eléeäson)

A prayer fA prayer for divine or divine mercy (Gk.mercy (Gk. “Lord hav “Lord have mercy”),e mercy”), often spo often spoken or sunken or sung responsig responsg responsiveresponsively, attestly, attested from eaed from earliest timrliest times in the es in the liturgy ofliturgy of the Churc the Church (e.g., Ah (e.g., Apost. Conspost. AApost. ConApost. Const. 8.6). st. 8.6). It is remiIt is reminiscent ofniscent of the plea  the plea uttered byuttered by the Canaa the Canaanite womannite woman in Matt.  in in Matt. 1in Matt. 15:22 and t5:22 and the blind mhe blind men in 20:3en in 20:30–33 (cf. 0–33 (cf. Dan. 9:19)Dan. 9:19)..

A prayer for divine mercy (Gk. “Lord have mercy”), often spoken or sung 
responsively, attested from earliest times in the liturgy of the Church (e.g., 
Apost. Const. 8.6). It is reminiscent of the plea uttered by the Canaanite woman 
in Matt. 15:22 and the blind men in 20:30–33 (cf. Dan. 9:19).
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�1.1. A designa A designation for mtion for material foaterial found only iund only in the Gospn the Gospel of Lukeel of Luke that cann that cannot be accoot beot be accountbe accounted for by ed for by Luke’s proLuke’s probable depebable dependence on ndence on Mark or onMark or on Q, the no Q, the non-Markan cn-Markanonon-Markannon-Markan common so common source of Maurce of Matthew and tthew and Luke.Luke.Luke.

1. A designation for material found only in the Gospel of Luke that cannot 
be accounted for by Luke’s probable dependence on Mark or on Q, the 
non-Markan common source of Matthew and Luke.

�2.2. The symbo The symbol designatl designating Codex ing Codex LeningradeLeningradensis B nsis B 19a�19a�, which pr, which provides theovides theovides the basic the basic text for mtext for modern editodern editions of thions of the Hebrew Oe Hebrew OT. The L mT. The L manuscript anuscript was complewas compwas completed completed at Cairo iat Cairo in 1008 n 1008 C.E.C.E. and was s and was supposedly upposedly copied frocopied from exemplarm exemplars of Aarons of Aars of Aaron ben Aaron ben Moses ben Moses ben Asher.Asher.

2. The symbol designating Codex Leningradensis B 19a� , which provides 
the basic text for modern editions of the Hebrew OT. The L manuscript was 
completed at Cairo in 1008 C.E. and was supposedly copied from exemplars of 
Aaron ben Moses ben Asher.

LAADAHLAADAH (Heb.  (Heb. la{da®la{da®)))

LAADAH (Heb. la{da®)

A JudahiteA Judahite of the li of the lineage of Sneage of Shelah, prohelah, progenitor ofgenitor of the inhab the inhabitants of itants of Mereshah (Mereshah (1 Chr. 4:21 Ch1 Chr. 4:21;Chr. 4:21; cf. Josh. cf. Josh. 15:44). 15:44).

A Judahite of the lineage of Shelah, progenitor of the inhabitants of Mereshah (1 
Chr. 4:21; cf. Josh. 15:44).

LABANLABAN (Heb.  (Heb. laœb�aœnlaœb�aœn) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

LABAN (Heb. laœb�aœn ) (PERSON)

An inhabitAn inhabitant of theant of the city of N city of Nahor, in tahor, in the area ofhe area of Haran. Ha Haran. Haran and thran and the surrounde surrounding regioninsurroundsurroundinsurrounding region bg region belonged toelonged to the distr the district calledict called Paddan-ar Paddan-aram; thus, am; thus, Laban is cLaban is called “thealleccalled “thcalled “the Aramean”e Aramean” (Gen. 25: (Gen. 25:20; 28:5; 20; 28:5; 31:20, 24)31:20, 24). First in. First introduced atroduced as the brots the brother of Rebherbrotbrother ofbrother of Rebekah ( Rebekah (Gen. 24:29Gen. 24:29), Laban w), Laban was also thas also the grandsone grandson of Nahor  of Nahor (son of Be(son of B(son of Bethuel anBethuel and nephew od nephew of Abraham)f Abraham) and fathe and father of Leah r of Leah and Racheland Rachel...

An inhabitant of the city of Nahor, in the area of Haran. Haran and the 
surrounding region belonged to the district called Paddan-aram; thus, Laban is 
called “the Aramean” (Gen. 25:20; 28:5; 31:20, 24). First introduced as the 
brother of Rebekah (Gen. 24:29), Laban was also the grandson of Nahor (son of 
Bethuel and nephew of Abraham) and father of Leah and Rachel.

�Laban playLaban plays a promins a prominent role ient role in the Gen.n the Gen. 24 accoun 24 account. It is ht. It is he who offee who offers hospitars hospirs hospitalithospitality to Abrahy to Abraham’s servaam’s servant; howevent; however, the texr, the text implies t implies that Labanthat Laban’s actions’s actions were moti we were motivwere motivated by seated by self-intereslf-interest and greet and greed. It is ad. It is also Laban lso Laban who decidewho decides to allows to allow Rebekah t Re Rebekah toRebekah to depart to depart to Canaan to Canaan to be Isaac’ be Isaac’s wife. Nus wife. Numerous ancmerous ancient Near ient Near Eastern teEastern tEastern texts illutexts illustrate thastrate that in a patt in a patriarchal sriarchal society theociety the brother h brother had importaad important duties nt duties and powersand poand powers regpowers regarding hisarding his sisters. sisters. sisters.

Laban plays a prominent role in the Gen. 24 account. It is he who offers 
hospitality to Abraham’s servant; however, the text implies that Laban’s actions 
were motivated by self-interest and greed. It is also Laban who decides to allow 
Rebekah to depart to Canaan to be Isaac’s wife. Numerous ancient Near Eastern 
texts illustrate that in a patriarchal society the brother had important duties and 
powers regarding his sisters.

�Laban agaiLaban again appears n appears in associain association with tion with Jacob. FleJacob. Fleeing from eing from Esau, JacoEsau, Jacob goes to b goes tob goes to his uncto his uncle Laban’sle Laban’s house in  house in Haran. AftHaran. After receivier receiving Jacob ing Jacob into the fanto the family, Labamily, Laban agrees tn agrn agrees to agrees to give his dgive his daughter Raaughter Rachel to Jachel to Jacob in retcob in return for seurn for seven years ven years of serviceof service. When the. W. When the tWhen the time comes ime comes for Jacob for Jacob to receiveto receive his bride his bride, Laban de, Laban deceitfully ceitfully gives Leahgives Leah in place  in in place oin place of Rachel. f Rachel. Only afterOnly after Jacob has Jacob has agreed to agreed to an additi an additional sevenonal seven years of  years of service isserviservice isservice is Rachel gi Rachel given to himven to him to be his to be his wife (Gen wife (Gen. 29:28-30. 29:28-30).).).

Laban again appears in association with Jacob. Fleeing from Esau, Jacob goes 
to his uncle Laban’s house in Haran. After receiving Jacob into the family, Laban 
agrees to give his daughter Rachel to Jacob in return for seven years of service. 
When the time comes for Jacob to receive his bride, Laban deceitfully gives Leah 
in place of Rachel. Only after Jacob has agreed to an additional seven years of 
service is Rachel given to him to be his wife (Gen. 29:28-30).

�After JacoAfter Jacob and his b and his family havfamily have quietly e quietly left Haranleft Haran, Laban pu, Laban pursues themrsues them, catching, catchin, catching ucatching up with thep with them in the hm in the hill countrill country of Gileay of Gilead (Gen. 31d (Gen. 31). After m). After mutual protutual protestations estprotprotestatiprotestations and inons and incriminatiocriminations, Laban ns, Laban and Jacob and Jacob enter intoenter into a covenan a covenant and erect and erect a stone t erecerect a sterect a stone structone structure, a kinure, a kind of dividd of dividing line. ing line. Laban giveLaban gives the heaps the heap an Aramai an Aramaic name c namc name name (Yeïg�ar-s(Yeïg�ar-síaha�d�u®tíaha�d�u®t�aœ}),�aœ}), while Jac while Jacob calls iob calls it by its Ht by its Hebrew equiebrew equivalent, valequiequivalentequivalent, , Gal{eäd�Gal{eäd� (Gen. 31: (Gen. 31:47), both 47), both meaning “hmeaning “heap of witeap of witness.” Thiness.” This covenants covenans covenant pcovenant probably rerobably represents apresents at its earlt its earliest leveliest level an agreem an agreement betweeent between the Isran the Israelites andeliIsraIsraelitesIsraelites and the A and the Arameans corameans concerning tncerning the borderlhe borderland separaand separating them.ting them.

After Jacob and his family have quietly left Haran, Laban pursues them, 
catching up with them in the hill country of Gilead (Gen. 31). After mutual 
protestations and incriminations, Laban and Jacob enter into a covenant and 
erect a stone structure, a kind of dividing line. Laban gives the heap an Aramaic 
name (Yeïg�ar-síaha�d�u®t�aœ}),  while Jacob calls it by its Hebrew 
equivalent, Gal{eäd�  (Gen. 31:47), both meaning “heap of witness.” This 
covenant probably represents at its earliest level an agreement between the 
Israelites and the Arameans concerning the borderland separating them.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. Mabee, C. Mabee, “Jacob and“Jacob and Laban: Th Laban: The Structure Structure of Judice of Judicial Proceeial Proceeial ProceedingProceedings (Gen. 31s (Gen. 31:25-42),” :25-42),” VTVT 30 (1980) 30 (1980): 192–207.: 192–207.

Bibliography. C. Mabee, “Jacob and Laban: The Structure of Judicial 
Proceedings (Gen. 31:25-42),” VT 30 (1980): 192–207.
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LABANLABAN (Heb.  (Heb. laœb�aœnlaœb�aœn) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

LABAN (Heb. laœb�aœn ) (PLACE)

A place asA place associated wsociated with the Exith the Exodus wandeodus wanderings (Deurings (Deut. 1:1). At. 1:1). Although lilthough listed with sted with other siteotother siteother sites which ars which are most like most likely locateely located in the Sd in the Sinai, its inai, its precise loprecise location is cation is unknown. Sunknowunknown. Sunknown. Some scholaome scholars identifrs identify it with y it with Libnah, whLibnah, which appearich appears in Num. s in Num. 33:20-21 w33:20-21 w33:20-21 with some with some of the plaof the places cited ces cited in Deut. 1in Deut. 1:1 as well:1 as well as others as others probably  probably in Sinai.in Sinai.in Sinai.

A place associated with the Exodus wanderings (Deut. 1:1). Although listed with 
other sites which are most likely located in the Sinai, its precise location is 
unknown. Some scholars identify it with Libnah, which appears in Num. 33:20-21 
with some of the places cited in Deut. 1:1 as well as others probably in Sinai.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. I. Beit-ArI. Beit-Arieh, “The ieh, “The Route ThroRoute Through Sinai ugh Sinai — Why the — Why the IsraelitesIsraeliteIsraelitesIsraelites Fleeing E Fleeing Egypt Went gypt Went South,” South,” BARevBARev 14/3 (198 14/3 (1988): 28–37;8): 28–37; J. H. Tig J. H. Tigay, “Excuray, “Excuray, “Excursus “Excursus 1: The His1: The Historical Getorical Geography ofography of Deuterono Deuteronomy,” in my,” in DeuteronomDeuteronomy.y. JPS Torah JPS Tor JPS Torah CommTorah Commentary (Phentary (Philadelphiailadelphia, 1996), 4, 1996), 417–22.17–22.17–22.

Bibliography. I. Beit-Arieh, “The Route Through Sinai — Why the 
Israelites Fleeing Egypt Went South,” BARev 14/3 (1988): 28–37; J. H. Tigay, 
“Excursus 1: The Historical Geography of Deuteronomy,” in Deuteronomy. JPS 
Torah Commentary (Philadelphia, 1996), 417–22.
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LABOR, WORLABOR, WORK, TOILK, TOILK, TOIL

LABOR, WORK, TOIL

Human actiHuman activity in thvity in the form of e form of work, toilwork, toil, and labo, and labor is exprer is expressed in a ssed in a variety ofvariety of ways in S way ways in Scways in Scripture reripture reflecting iflecting its economits economic, moral, c, moral, and spiritand spiritual signifual significance.icance.icance.

Human activity in the form of work, toil, and labor is expressed in a variety of 
ways in Scripture reflecting its economic, moral, and spiritual significance.

�The term “The term “work” covework” covers a wide rs a wide range of mrange of meaning whieaning which includech includes both cons both constructive strconconstructiconstructive activitve activity and thaty and that which is  which is made. Thismade. This is reflec is reflected (e.g.,ted (e.g., Ps. 145)  Ps. 145) in the natin the nin the nature of nature of God, whoseGod, whose work is s work is sound both ound both in its crein its creative poweative power (vv. 4, r (vv. 4, 17) and in17) and in its outco it its outcomits outcome (v. 10).e (v. 10). The Creat The Creation storieion stories in Gen. s in Gen. 1-2:3; 2:41-2:3; 2:4-25 reflec-25 reflect two difft two different aspeerendiffdifferent different aspects ofaspects of the divin the divine work. Ine work. In Gen. 1-2: Gen. 1-2:3 the sove3 the sovereign granreign grandeur of Godeur of God is celebd id is celebrais celebrated, whoseted, whose voice com voice commands and mands and all is ordall is ordered by thered by the wisdom oe wisdom of his measf his measf his measured rmeasured rule. In Geule. In Gen. 2:4-25 n. 2:4-25 the work othe work of creationf creation is more o is more of an experf an experiment, at iment, at times proatitimes proatimes proactive (v. ctive (v. 7) and at 7) and at times reactimes reactive (v. 1tive (v. 18). In thi8). In this story ths story the verb “toe verb “to form” (Ge form” form” (Genform” (Gen. 2:7-8, 1. 2:7-8, 19) echoes 9) echoes the craftsthe craftsmanship ofmanship of the potte the potter (cf. Jerr (cf. Jer. 18:1-11;. 18:1-11; Isa. 64:8 Isa.  Isa. 64:8)Isa. 64:8). Indeed, . Indeed, a wide rana wide range of tradge of trades and craes and crafts continfts continues to shaues to shape the imape the imagery of Gogeryimaimagery ofimagery of God’s wor God’s work in Scripk in Scripture — e.gture — e.g., refinin., refining, threshig, threshing, building, building, forestng, forestry, irrigary, irrry, irrigationirrigation, and blea, and bleaching.ching.ching.

The term “work” covers a wide range of meaning which includes both 
constructive activity and that which is made. This is reflected (e.g., Ps. 145) in the 
nature of God, whose work is sound both in its creative power (vv. 4, 17) and in 
its outcome (v. 10). The Creation stories in Gen. 1-2:3; 2:4-25 reflect two 
different aspects of the divine work. In Gen. 1-2:3 the sovereign grandeur of God 
is celebrated, whose voice commands and all is ordered by the wisdom of his 
measured rule. In Gen. 2:4-25 the work of creation is more of an experiment, at 
times proactive (v. 7) and at times reactive (v. 18). In this story the verb “to 
form” (Gen. 2:7-8, 19) echoes the craftsmanship of the potter (cf. Jer. 18:1-11; 
Isa. 64:8). Indeed, a wide range of trades and crafts continues to shape the 
imagery of God’s work in Scripture — e.g., refining, threshing, building, forestry, 
irrigation, and bleaching.

�In the stoIn the story of the ry of the Fall (Gen.Fall (Gen. 3:1-24) i 3:1-24) it is signit is significant thaficant that mankind’t mankind’s punishmes punishment is descntpunishmepunishmentpunishment is descri is described not asbed not as work but  work but as toil (vas toil (v. 17). Wor. 17). Work can alsok can also lead to a lead to a temptatio te temptationtemptation to pride  to pride (Gen. 11:1(Gen. 11:1-9; contra-9; contrast Ps. 127st Ps. 127:1); conse:1); consequently a quently a customary customary prayer forprprayer forprayer for blessing  blessing accompanieaccompanied work (Psd work (Ps. 129:8; R. 129:8; Ruth 2:4; cuth 2:4; cf. Judg. 6f. Judg. 6:12). The :12). The creative pcreacreative pcreative purpose of urpose of work is cowork is commended inmmended in the Wisdo the Wisdom Literatum Literature (Prov. re (Prov. 10:4; 18:910:4; 18:10:4; 18:9) for 18:9) for both men aboth men and women (nd women (31:10–31),31:10–31), and besto and bestows freedomws freedom (12:24; 2 (12:24; 22:29). How2:29). H2:29). However, aHowever, a more pess more pessimistic noimistic note can be te can be sounded absounded about the enout the enduring natduring nature of humure of hure of human endehuman endeavor (Ecclavor (Eccl. 2:18-20;. 2:18-20; 5:13-20;  5:13-20; cf. 2:24).cf. 2:24). This led  This led eventuallyeventually to the va to the valuing of tluingvavaluing ofvaluing of the study the study of Torah  of Torah as an actias an activity whichvity which was prefe was preferable to mrable to manual laboanual labor (Sir. 38r (Sr (Sir. 38:2(Sir. 38:24-34; cf. 4-34; cf. Acts 6:2-4Acts 6:2-4; the form; the former passageer passage presents  presents a fine pora fine portrait of ctrait of commercial ommeccommercialcommercial activity  activity in the ancin the ancient worldient world; cf. Rev.; cf. Rev. 18:11-19) 18:11-19)...

In the story of the Fall (Gen. 3:1-24) it is significant that mankind’s 
punishment is described not as work but as toil (v. 17). Work can also lead to a 
temptation to pride (Gen. 11:1-9; contrast Ps. 127:1); consequently a customary 
prayer for blessing accompanied work (Ps. 129:8; Ruth 2:4; cf. Judg. 6:12). The 
creative purpose of work is commended in the Wisdom Literature (Prov. 10:4; 
18:9) for both men and women (31:10–31), and bestows freedom (12:24; 22:29). 
However, a more pessimistic note can be sounded about the enduring nature of 
human endeavor (Eccl. 2:18-20; 5:13-20; cf. 2:24). This led eventually to the 
valuing of the study of Torah as an activity which was preferable to manual labor 
(Sir. 38:24-34; cf. Acts 6:2-4; the former passage presents a fine portrait of 
commercial activity in the ancient world; cf. Rev. 18:11-19).

�Although JAlthough Jesus and tesus and the disciplhe disciples left thes left their employeir employment for tment for the missionhe mission of the ki of the k of the kingdom, Jkingdom, Jesus drawsesus draws upon imag upon imagery of worery of work in his tk in his teaching (Leaching (Luke 9:62).uke 9:62). In the pa In the parables therapaparables tparables the way of he way of God may ecGod may echo patronaho patronage in workge in working life (ing life (Mark 12:1-Mark 12:1-9; Luke 179; Luke 179; Luke 17:7-10) o17:7-10) or it may cr it may cut across ut across conventionconventions (Matt. 2s (Matt. 20:1-15). P0:1-15). Paul, howevaul, however, chose er, chose to work “wtoto work “wto work “with his owith his own hands” (n hands” (1 Cor. 4:11 Cor. 4:12; cf Acts2; cf Acts 18:3; 20: 18:3; 20:34), even 34), even though he though he could claicocould claicould claim support m support (1 Cor. 9:(1 Cor. 9:4, 14) and4, 14) and received  received it (2 Cor.it (2 Cor. 11:8). Su 11:8). Such a practch a practice enableice eice enabled hienabled him to avoidm to avoid burdening burdening others (1 others (1 Cor. 9:18 Cor. 9:18; 2 Cor. 1; 2 Cor. 11:9; 12:131:9; 12:13). It also). It also served as ser served as served as an exhortaan exhortation to setion to self-relianclf-reliance (1 Thesse (1 Thess. 2:9-12; . 2:9-12; 2 Thess. 32 Thess. 3:7-13), no:7-13), not only fort ont only for tonly for the good ofhe good of the congr the congregation buegation but as a witt as a witness to winess to wider societder society (1 Thessy (1 Thess. 4:12).. 4. 4:12).4:12).4:12).

Although Jesus and the disciples left their employment for the mission of the 



kingdom, Jesus draws upon imagery of work in his teaching (Luke 9:62). In the 
parables the way of God may echo patronage in working life (Mark 12:1-9; Luke 
17:7-10) or it may cut across conventions (Matt. 20:1-15). Paul, however, chose 
to work “with his own hands” (1 Cor. 4:12; cf Acts 18:3; 20:34), even though he 
could claim support (1 Cor. 9:4, 14) and received it (2 Cor. 11:8). Such a practice 
enabled him to avoid burdening others (1 Cor. 9:18; 2 Cor. 11:9; 12:13). It also 
served as an exhortation to self-reliance (1 Thess. 2:9-12; 2 Thess. 3:7-13), not 
only for the good of the congregation but as a witness to wider society (1 Thess. 
4:12).

�A positiveA positive view of w view of work is refork is reflected esplected especially inecially in the Lette the Letter of Jamesr of James, which va, which va, which values faivalues faith both asth both as practical practical action (J action (Jas. 2:18-2as. 2:18-26) and as 6) and as a safeguara safeguard against d against acquisitivacquisitacquisitivacquisitiveness (4:1eness (4:13—5:6; cf.3—5:6; cf. Matt. 6:2 Matt. 6:25-33). Gen5-33). Generally speerally speaking, manaking, mankind cannokind cannot rely on t rt rely on worely on work to be jrk to be justified bustified before God efore God (Rom. 3:20(Rom. 3:20), but wor), but work is the ek is the expression xpression of faith aoof faith aof faith and a meansnd a means of servic of service (1 John e (1 John 3:17-18; M3:17-18; Matt. 25:31att. 25:31-46; Rev. -46; Rev. 14:13; cf.14:13; cf. 20:12). I 20:12 20:12). In20:12). In the Fourt the Fourth Gospel eh Gospel especially,specially, work expr work expresses the esses the unique actunique activity of Givity of God throughodGGod througGod through Jesus (Jh Jesus (John 5:17).ohn 5:17). Jesus’ mi Jesus’ miracles areracles are his works his works (John 10: (John 10:25; 14:11)25; 14:11). The work. T. The work oThe work of God in Jf God in Jesus repreesus represents suprsents supremely the emely the expressionexpression of the di of the divine gloryvine gloryvine glory reflglory reflected in oected in our human nur human nature (Genature (Gen. 1:26). T. 1:26). Thereby forhereby for John, as  John, as indeed forindeed for Scripture Sc Scripture Scripture as a wholeas a whole, the crea, the creative and rtive and redemptive edemptive understandunderstandings of woings of work are insrk are inseparable, einsinseparablinseparable, as are e, as are the economthe economic and spiic and spiritual aspritual aspects of alects of all human acl human activity.tivity.tivity.

A positive view of work is reflected especially in the Letter of James, which 
values faith both as practical action (Jas. 2:18-26) and as a safeguard against 
acquisitiveness (4:13—5:6; cf. Matt. 6:25-33). Generally speaking, mankind cannot 
rely on work to be justified before God (Rom. 3:20), but work is the expression 
of faith and a means of service (1 John 3:17-18; Matt. 25:31-46; Rev. 14:13; cf. 
20:12). In the Fourth Gospel especially, work expresses the unique activity of 
God through Jesus (John 5:17). Jesus’ miracles are his works (John 10:25; 14:11). 
The work of God in Jesus represents supremely the expression of the divine 
glory reflected in our human nature (Gen. 1:26). Thereby for John, as indeed for 
Scripture as a whole, the creative and redemptive understandings of work are 
inseparable, as are the economic and spiritual aspects of all human activity.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. Agrell,G. Agrell,  Work, ToilWork, Toil, and Sust, and Sustenanceenance (Stockhol (Stockholm, 1976); m, 1976); R. J. BankR. J. BR. J. Banks, Banks, God the WoGod the Workerrker (Valley F (Valley Forge, 1994orge, 1994).).).

Bibliography. G. Agrell, Work, Toil, and Sustenance (Stockholm, 1976); R. J. 
Banks, God the Worker (Valley Forge, 1994).

James FranJames Franciscis

James Francis

LACEDAEMONLACEDAEMONIANSIANS (Gk.  (Gk. LakedaimonLakedaimonioiioi)))

LACEDAEMONIANS (Gk. Lakedaimonioi)

InhabitantInhabitants of Laceds of Lacedaemon (lataemon (later called er called Sparta), tSparta), the capitalhe capital of Laconi of Laconia, among wa, among whom the hihomwwhom the hwhom the high priestigh priest Jason sou Jason sought refugeght refuge (2 Macc.  (2 Macc. 5:9).5:9).

Inhabitants of Lacedaemon (later called Sparta), the capital of Laconia, among 
whom the high priest Jason sought refuge (2 Macc. 5:9).

LACHISHLACHISH (Heb.  (Heb. laœk�iîsûlaœk�iîsû)))

LACHISH (Heb. laœk�iîsû )

An ancientAn ancient Canaanite Canaanite and bibli and biblical city lcal city located on ocated on the the Nah�alNah�al Lachish/W Lachish/Wadi Ghafr adi Ghafr adi Ghafr 24 kGhafr 24 km. (15 mi.m. (15 mi.) W of Heb) W of Hebron. Tel Lron. Tel Lachish/Telachish/Tell ed-Duweil ed-Duweir (1357.10r (1357.1083), ident83), iden83), identifiedidentified as ancien as ancient Lachish,t Lachish, is a larg is a large mound ofe mound of some 12.5 some 12.5 ha. (31 a ha. (31 a.) overloo.) overlooking a roaking overloooverlookinoverlooking a road fg a road from the corom the coastal plaiastal plain into then into the Hebron hi Hebron hills.lls.

An ancient Canaanite and biblical city located on the Nah�al  Lachish/Wadi 
Ghafr 24 km. (15 mi.) W of Hebron. Tel Lachish/Tell ed-Duweir (1357.1083), 
identified as ancient Lachish, is a large mound of some 12.5 ha. (31 a.) 
overlooking a road from the coastal plain into the Hebron hills.

Old TestamOld Testamentent

Old Testament

Lachish asLachish as Canaanite Canaanite and Judah and Judahite city aite city appears 22 ppears 22 times in ttimes in the Bible. he Bible. In antiquiIn antiquity Lachishty Laty Lachish waLachish was in the vs in the vicinity oficinity of Libnah, G Libnah, Gezer, and ezer, and Eglon (JosEglon (Josh. 10:31, h. 10:31, 34). Its C34). Its Canaanite kanaanCCanaanite Canaanite king Japhiking Japhia entered a entered into a milinto a military alliitary alliance with ance with the kings the kings of four otof four other citiesher ciher cities — Acities — Adoni-zedekdoni-zedek of Jerusa of Jerusalem, Hohamlem, Hoham of Hebron of Hebron, Piram of, Piram of Jarmuth,  Jarmuth, and Debir and Debiand Debir of EDebir of Eglon (Joshglon (Josh. 10:3, 5). 10:3, 5) — against — against the Joshu the Joshua-led forca-led forces of Israes of Israel. In an el. In an attempt toattemattempt toattempt to force the force the inhabitan inhabitants into thts into that militarat military alliancey alliance, the comb, the combined forceined forces lay siegs lays lay siege lay siege to the towto the town of Gibeon of Gibeon. Joshua n. Joshua routed therouted the sieging a sieging army in resrmy in response to tponse to the covenanhetthe covenathe covenant with Gint with Gibeon. The beon. The five kingsfive kings (includin (including Japhia) g Japhia) escaped, bescaped, but were laut were later capturterlalater captlater captured in a ured in a cave at Macave at Makkedah, ankkedah, and subsequed subsequently execuntly executed (Josh.ted (Josh. 10:22-27) 10:22-27). The two-. 10:22-27)10:22-27).10:22-27). The two-d The two-day siege oay siege of Lachish,f Lachish, one of th one of the “fortifie “fortified” towns ed” towns of the coaof the coalition (Jolitiocoacoalition coalition (Josh. 10:(Josh. 10:20), by Is20), by Israelite foraelite forces is sprces is specificallyecifically mentioned mentioned (v. 32).  (v. 32). Gezer sentGezer seGezer sent soldisent soldiers to relers to relieve Lachiieve Lachish, but tosh, but to no avail, no avail, as Joshua as Joshua went on t went on to take sevo take several siteseral seral sites in tsites in the south ohe south of Canaan (f Canaan (Josh. 10:3Josh. 10:33-39; 12:13-39; 12:11). Lachis1). Lachish appears h appears again in tagain in the list ofhe lishe list of thlist of the inheritae inheritance of thence of the tribe of  tribe of Judah (JosJudah (Josh. 15:39).h. 15:39).

Lachish as Canaanite and Judahite city appears 22 times in the Bible. In antiquity 
Lachish was in the vicinity of Libnah, Gezer, and Eglon (Josh. 10:31, 34). Its 
Canaanite king Japhia entered into a military alliance with the kings of four other 
cities — Adoni-zedek of Jerusalem, Hoham of Hebron, Piram of Jarmuth, and 



Debir of Eglon (Josh. 10:3, 5) — against the Joshua-led forces of Israel. In an 
attempt to force the inhabitants into that military alliance, the combined forces 
lay siege to the town of Gibeon. Joshua routed the sieging army in response to 
the covenant with Gibeon. The five kings (including Japhia) escaped, but were 
later captured in a cave at Makkedah, and subsequently executed (Josh. 
10:22-27). The two-day siege of Lachish, one of the “fortified” towns of the 
coalition (Josh. 10:20), by Israelite forces is specifically mentioned (v. 32). Gezer 
sent soldiers to relieve Lachish, but to no avail, as Joshua went on to take several 
sites in the south of Canaan (Josh. 10:33-39; 12:11). Lachish appears again in the 
list of the inheritance of the tribe of Judah (Josh. 15:39).

�2 Chr. 11:2 Chr. 11:9 includes9 includes Lachish i Lachish in the listn the list of cities of cities fortified fortified by Rehobo by Rehoboam of Judaam of Judah, the sithJudaJudah, theJudah, the site to w site to which King hich King Amaziah laAmaziah later fled, ter fled, presumablypresumably because o because of its strof its strong defenseng dng defenses, defenses, and was asand was assassinatedsassinated (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 14:19 = 2 C4:19 = 2 Chr. 25:27)hr. 25:27). The Assy. The Assyrian army rian army sieged Lacsisieged Lacsieged Lachish in thhish in the reign ofe reign of Hezekiah  Hezekiah (2 Kgs. 18(2 Kgs. 18:14, 17 = :14, 17 = 2 Chr. 32:2 Chr. 32:9; cf. 2 K9; cf. 2 Kgs. 19:8),gs. 1gs. 19:8), eve19:8), eventually tantually taking and dking and destroying estroying it (Isa. 3it (Isa. 36:2; 37:8;6:2; 37:8; cf. Mic.  cf. Mic. 1:13). Lac1:13). Lachish’s imphish’s imphish’s impending impending destructiodestruction in the rn in the reign of Zeeign of Zedekiah wasdekiah was reported  reported by the proby the prophet Jeremphet Jeremphet Jeremiah (Jeremiah (Jer. 34:7)Jer. 34:7). Finally,. Finally, Lachish w Lachish was listed as listed as a villaas a village reoccupge reoccupied in posied in postexilic titexilic ttexilic times (Nehtimes (Neh. 11:30).. 11:30).

2 Chr. 11:9 includes Lachish in the list of cities fortified by Rehoboam of 
Judah, the site to which King Amaziah later fled, presumably because of its strong 
defenses, and was assassinated (2 Kgs. 14:19 = 2 Chr. 25:27). The Assyrian army 
sieged Lachish in the reign of Hezekiah (2 Kgs. 18:14, 17 = 2 Chr. 32:9; cf. 2 Kgs. 
19:8), eventually taking and destroying it (Isa. 36:2; 37:8; cf. Mic. 1:13). Lachish’s 
impending destruction in the reign of Zedekiah was reported by the prophet 
Jeremiah (Jer. 34:7). Finally, Lachish was listed as a village reoccupied in postexilic 
times (Neh. 11:30).

Other SourOther Sourcesces

Other Sources

Lachish isLachish is named in  named in extrabibliextrabiblical sourcecal sources as earlys as early as the 15 as the 15th-centuryth-century  B.C.E.B.C.E. Papyrus H Papyrus Papyrus HePapyrus Hermitage 11rmitage 1116A, which16A, which names it  names it among the among the Canaanite Canaanite cities in cities in which Egypwhich Egywhich Egyptian eEgyptian emissaries missaries resided; Lresided; Lachish likachish likewise appeewise appears in thears in the Amarna Le Amarna Letters, as tters, as well as inwelwell as inwell as in a letter  a letter of the samof the same period fe period found at Teound at Tell ll el-H¸esiel-H¸esi. Nebuchad. Nebuchadnezzar comnezzar comnezzar commemoratcommemorated the coned the conquest of Lquest of Lachish, naachish, naming and dming and depicting tepicting the town onhe town on a stone r a ston a stone relistone relief. Eusebief. Eusebius refers us refers to Lachishto Lachish as locate as located 11 km. (d 11 km. (7 mi.) fro7 mi.) from Eleutherm Eleutheropolis (BeopoEleutherEleutheropEleutheropolis (Betholis (Beth Guvrin). Guvrin).

Lachish is named in extrabiblical sources as early as the 15th-century B.C.E. 
Papyrus Hermitage 1116A, which names it among the Canaanite cities in which 
Egyptian emissaries resided; Lachish likewise appears in the Amarna Letters, as 
well as in a letter of the same period found at Tell el-H¸esi. Nebuchadnezzar 
commemorated the conquest of Lachish, naming and depicting the town on a 
stone relief. Eusebius refers to Lachish as located 11 km. (7 mi.) from 
Eleutheropolis (Beth Guvrin).

Tel LachisTel Lachish/Tell ed-h/Tell ed-DuweirDuweir

Tel Lachish/Tell ed-Duweir

ExcavationExcavation of Tel La of Tel Lachish/Tellchish/Tell ed-Duweir ed-Duweir began in  began in 1932–38 by1932–38 by John L. S John L. Starkey andtarkey and was follo andand was foand was followed by llowed by Yohanan AhYohanan Aharoni (196aroni (1966, 1968) a6, 1968) and David Und David Ussishkin (ssishkin (1972–1992)1972–19((1972–1992(1972–1992). Human o). Human occupation ccupation at the sitat the site probablye probably began as  began as early as tearly as the Neolithhe Neolithhe Neolithic Neolithic period andperiod and continued continued in the Ch in the Chalcolithicalcolithic and Early and Early Bronze Ag Bronze Ages; howevees; howevees; however, ehowever, evidence abvidence about these out these settlementsettlements is sparss is sparse, though e, though it appearsit appears likely th likely that the entat ththat the ethat the entire mounntire mound had beend had been occupied  occupied during Earduring Early Bronze ly Bronze II. From tII. From the EB IV phe EB IV period a ceepperiod a cperiod a cemetery ofemetery of 120 rock- 120 rock-cut tombs cut tombs and a smaland a small village l village were excavwere excavated on a ated on a low hill wllow hill wlow hill west of theest of the main moun main mound.d.

Excavation of Tel Lachish/Tell ed-Duweir began in 1932–38 by John L. Starkey 
and was followed by Yohanan Aharoni (1966, 1968) and David Ussishkin 
(1972–1992). Human occupation at the site probably began as early as the 
Neolithic period and continued in the Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Ages; 
however, evidence about these settlements is sparse, though it appears likely 
that the entire mound had been occupied during Early Bronze II. From the EB IV 
period a cemetery of 120 rock-cut tombs and a small village were excavated on a 
low hill west of the main mound.



Assyrian sAssyrian soldiers caoldiers carrying boorrying booty and escty and escorting priorting prisoners frosoners from the captm the captured city ured city of Lachishof of Lachishof Lachish. Detail o. Detail of relief ff relief from southwrom southwest palaceest palace of Sennac of Sennacherib at Nherib at Nineveh (70ineveh (704–681 4–(70(704–681 (704–681 B.C.E.B.C.E.); British); British Museum (E Museum (Erich Lessirich Lessing/Art Resng/Art Resource, N.Yource, N.Y.).)

Assyrian soldiers carrying booty and escorting prisoners from the captured city 
of Lachish. Detail of relief from southwest palace of Sennacherib at Nineveh 
(704–681 B.C.E.); British Museum (Erich Lessing/Art Resource, N.Y.)

�Lachish beLachish became an imcame an important ciportant city-state ity-state in Middle Bn Middle Bronze II aronze II and was fornd was fortified in tified itified in depth; in depth; though no though no trace of ttrace of the perimethe perimeter wall haer wall has been unes been unearthed, itarthed, its existencs existence is attese ie is attesteis attested by the pd by the presence ofresence of a plaster a plastered ramp ored ramp or glacis an glacis and a deep dd a deep ditch or foitch or fosse at thesse asse at the basat the base of the me of the mound. A weound. A well-built “ll-built “palace” inpalace” in the cente the center of the sr of the site, as weite, as well as richll as rll as richly apprichly appointed rocointed rock-cut tombk-cut tombs outside s outside the city athe city attest to tttest to the prominehe prominence of Lacnce of Lachish in thhiLacLachish inLachish in the regio the region. The finn. The final level oal level of the MB sf the MB settlement ettlement was destrowas destroyed in a fyed in a fire.ire.ire.

Lachish became an important city-state in Middle Bronze II and was fortified 
in depth; though no trace of the perimeter wall has been unearthed, its existence 
is attested by the presence of a plastered ramp or glacis and a deep ditch or fosse 
at the base of the mound. A well-built “palace” in the center of the site, as well as 
richly appointed rock-cut tombs outside the city attest to the prominence of 
Lachish in the region. The final level of the MB settlement was destroyed in a fire.

�Not until Not until Late BronzLate Bronze II, desie II, designated Levgnated Level VII, diel VII, did Lachish d Lachish regain theregain the prominenc prominen prominenceprominence as a city as a city-state it -state it had enjoyehad enjoyed in MB IId in MB II. Strong t. Strong ties with Eies with Egypt attesgypt attest to this t to t to this prto this prominence. ominence. However, lHowever, like most Like most LB CanaanitB Canaanite towns, Le towns, Lachish wasachish was apparentl apparen apparentlyapparently nonfortif nonfortified; indeeied; indeed, the fosd, the fosse belongise belonging to the ng to the MB defenseMB defense was now t was now the site ofhtthe site othe site of a templef a temple which had which had at least  at least three majothree major phases or phases of use.f use.f use.

Not until Late Bronze II, designated Level VII, did Lachish regain the 
prominence as a city-state it had enjoyed in MB II. Strong ties with Egypt attest 
to this prominence. However, like most LB Canaanite towns, Lachish was 
apparently nonfortified; indeed, the fosse belonging to the MB defense was now 
the site of a temple which had at least three major phases of use.

�Level VI, Level VI, the final the final LB town onLB town on the tell, the tell, was built was built along dif along different arcferent architecturalhitectural lines, th li lines, tholines, though it shough it showed clear wed clear cultural acultural affinities ffinities with Levelwith Level VII. A la VII. A large publicrge public building  building building tbuilding took the plook the place of Levace of Level VII domel VII domestic unitestic units, and a ts, and a temple was emple was built on tbuilt on the summit he she summit of summit of the mound the mound in place oin place of the Levef the Level VII fossl VII fosse temple. e temple. Along withAlong with a group o a group of artifactf oof artifacof artifacts of Egypts of Egyptian origitian origin (a carton (a cartouche of Rauche of Rameses III meses III on a bronzon a bronze object ae object and fragmennd frnd fragments fragments of bowls wof bowls with hieratith hieratic script ic script recording recording taxes paidtaxes paid to an Egy to an Egyptian reliptian religious instgiourelireligious religious institutioinstitution), the pln), the plan of thisan of this new templ new temple, which ie, which imitates Egmitates Egyptian temyptian temples at Amples aples at Amarna at Amarna and Deir eand Deir el-Medeinehl-Medeineh, suggests, suggests strong ti strong ties with thes with the governmee government of Rament of Ramnt of Rameses IIRameses III.I.I.

Level VI, the final LB town on the tell, was built along different architectural 
lines, though it showed clear cultural affinities with Level VII. A large public 
building took the place of Level VII domestic units, and a temple was built on the 
summit of the mound in place of the Level VII fosse temple. Along with a group 
of artifacts of Egyptian origin (a cartouche of Rameses III on a bronze object and 
fragments of bowls with hieratic script recording taxes paid to an Egyptian 
religious institution), the plan of this new temple, which imitates Egyptian temples 
at Amarna and Deir el-Medeineh, suggests strong ties with the government of 
Rameses III.

�Level VI LLevel VI LB Lachish B Lachish was complewas completely destrtely destroyed and soyed and subsequentlubsequently abandoney abandoned until thd ud until the until the 10th centu10th century. Thoughry. Though the destr the destruction of uction of this last this last Canaanite Canaanite town wouldtown would appear to a appear to appear to fit the defit the description scription of the conof the conquest of Lquest of Lachish in achish in Josh. 10:2Josh. 10:20, the ide0, the identity of tntity ontity of the conof the conqueror canqueror cannot be easnot be easily resolvily resolved, becaused, because of proble of problems in corems in correspondencrespondenccorcorrespondcorrespondence of thence of the date of e date of the fall othe fall of Lachish f Lachish with the twith the time of Josime of Joshua. It ishua. It is equally l equa equally liequally likely that kely that Lachish LeLachish Level VI metvel VI met its end a its end at the handt the hands of the Ss of the Sea Peoplesea Peoples. In eithe. In e. In either caseither case, the fale, the fall of Lachil of Lachish exposessh exposes Egypt’s l Egypt’s loss of conoss of control of Catrol of Canaan.naan.naan.

Level VI LB Lachish was completely destroyed and subsequently abandoned 
until the 10th century. Though the destruction of this last Canaanite town would 
appear to fit the description of the conquest of Lachish in Josh. 10:20, the identity 
of the conqueror cannot be easily resolved, because of problems in 
correspondence of the date of the fall of Lachish with the time of Joshua. It is 
equally likely that Lachish Level VI met its end at the hands of the Sea Peoples. In 
either case, the fall of Lachish exposes Egypt’s loss of control of Canaan.

�The earlieThe earliest Israelist Israelite settlemte settlement on Telent on Tel Lachish/T Lachish/Tell ed-Duwell ed-Duweir is Leveir is Level V, a noel V, a noel V, a nonfortifinonfortified town used town usually assiually assigned to thgned to the period oe period of the Unitf the United Monarched Monarchy. Besidesy. Besides small dom s small domesmall domestic buildstic buildings at vaings at various poinrious points on the ts on the tell, Ahartell, Aharoni uncoveoni uncovered a builred a building dedicdingbuilbuilding dbuilding dedicated tedicated to cultic ao cultic activity inctivity in the vicin the vicinity of theity of the so-called so-called solar shr solar shrine of Levine of Leine of Level I. RLevel I. Recovered fecovered from this crom this cult room wult room were ceramiere ceramic incense c incense stands, chstands, chalices, analices, and a stone d anand a stonand a stone altar. Te altar. The destruche destruction of Letion of Level V may vel V may have been have been by the Egyby the Egyptian Shesptian Sheshonq ca. 9hoShesSheshonq cSheshonq ca. 925.a. 925.a. 925.

The earliest Israelite settlement on Tel Lachish/Tell ed-Duweir is Level V, a 
nonfortified town usually assigned to the period of the United Monarchy. Besides 
small domestic buildings at various points on the tell, Aharoni uncovered a 
building dedicated to cultic activity in the vicinity of the so-called solar shrine of 
Level I. Recovered from this cult room were ceramic incense stands, chalices, 
and a stone altar. The destruction of Level V may have been by the Egyptian 
Sheshonq ca. 925.

�Level IV LLevel IV Lachish, a achish, a large royalarge royal town, wal town, was heavily s heavily fortified,fortified, probably  probably in responsin response to changeresponsresponse tresponse to changed o changed military amilitary and politicnd political conditial conditions. 2 Chrons. 2 Chr. 11:9 att. 11:9 attributes thributes the fortifice fore fortificatfortification of Lacion of Lachish to Rehish to Rehoboam, thhoboam, though archaough archaeological eological evidence sevidence suggests a uggests a slightly lsligslightly lslightly later date ater date for the fofor the founding of unding of Level IV (Level IV (Ussishkin Ussishkin suggests esuggests either Asa ither Asa or Jehoshaor Jehor JehoshaphaJehoshaphat). The mat). The massive fortssive fortification ification was formedwas formed with a si with a six-chamber x-chamber gateway, agateway, an outer ganaan outer gan outer gate which ate which projected projected beyond thebeyond the city wall city wall at the cr at the crest of theest of the tell, a s tell, a second lineecondssecond linsecond line of defene of defense partwayse partway down the  down the slope of tslope of the tell, ahe tell, and a glacind a glacis that exts that extended betwendeextextended bextended between theetween the two city  two city walls; thewalls; the new town  new town now includnow included a resided a residency for tency for ency for the Jufor the Judahite govdahite governor, a lernor, a large palacarge palace-fort buie-fort built atop a lt atop a raised plaraised platform or ptform or podium, othodiumppodium, otpodium, other governher government buildment buildings, and ings, and a deep wela deep well. Few doml. Few domestic struestic structures havctures havctures have been have been uncovered uncovered within thewithin the walls of  walls of the Level the Level IV fortresIV fortress.s.s.

Level IV Lachish, a large royal town, was heavily fortified, probably in 
response to changed military and political conditions. 2 Chr. 11:9 attributes the 



fortification of Lachish to Rehoboam, though archaeological evidence suggests a 
slightly later date for the founding of Level IV (Ussishkin suggests either Asa or 
Jehoshaphat). The massive fortification was formed with a six-chamber gateway, 
an outer gate which projected beyond the city wall at the crest of the tell, a 
second line of defense partway down the slope of the tell, and a glacis that 
extended between the two city walls; the new town now included a residency 
for the Judahite governor, a large palace-fort built atop a raised platform or 
podium, other government buildings, and a deep well. Few domestic structures 
have been uncovered within the walls of the Level IV fortress.

�Parts of tParts of the Level Ihe Level IV town werV town were destroyee destroyed, possibld, possibly by an eay by an earthquake, rthquake, requiring requirirequiring requiring major recomajor reconstructionnstruction of the ci of the city gate, pty gate, part of theart of the palace-fo palace-fort (designrt (designated Palacated (design(designate(designated Palace Bd Palace B by the ex by the excavators, cavators, here enlarhere enlarged also iged also in Level IIn Level III), a “resI), a “residency” anidency“res“residency“residency” and the ” and the “enclosure“enclosure wall,” th wall,” though not tough not the city pehe city perimeter warimeter wall itself.ll itself. This rebu This This rebuiThis rebuilt fortreslt fortress also incs also increased in reased in populationpopulation, as shown, as shown by the ad by the additional nditional number of dumbnnumber of number of domestic sdomestic structures.tructures. In spite  In spite of its deeof its deep defensivp defensive system, e system, however, ahowever, an Assyriann aan Assyriaan Assyrian army attn army attacked and acked and destroyed destroyed Lachish inLachish in 701. The  701. The siege of tsiege of the town inhe town involved thevininvolved tinvolved the construhe construction of action of a massive r massive ramp of bouamp of boulders and lders and soil whichsoil which reached f reached from the varoffrom the vfrom the valley flooalley floor to the tr to the top of the op of the southwest southwest corner of corner of the town wthe town wall, in orall, in order to perderororder to porder to permit siegermit siege weapons e weapons to breach to breach defenses. defenses. The defendThe defenders responers responded with aded withded with a “cowith a “counter rampunter ramp” inside t” inside the perimethe perimeter wall toer wall to raise the raise the level of  level of defense hidefense higher than ghehihigher thahigher than the siegn the siege. A secone. A second siege rad siege ramp atop thmp atop the first see first sealed the faled the fate of theate of the defenders defe defenders,defenders, who were  who were killed or killed or deported. deported. Both siegeBoth siege ramp and  ramp and “counter r“counter ramp” have amp” havamp” have been have been identifiedidentified by the ex by the excavations cavations of Ussishkof Ussishkin. The Asin. The Assyrian batsyrian battle for Latle for Lachish was chisLaLachish waLachish was later cos later commemoratedmmemorated in relief in relief on stone  on stone panels in panels in the Assyrithe Assyrian palace an palace in Ninevehinin Ninevehin Nineveh...

Parts of the Level IV town were destroyed, possibly by an earthquake, 
requiring major reconstruction of the city gate, part of the palace-fort 
(designated Palace B by the excavators, here enlarged also in Level III), a 
“residency” and the “enclosure wall,” though not the city perimeter wall itself. 
This rebuilt fortress also increased in population, as shown by the additional 
number of domestic structures. In spite of its deep defensive system, however, 
an Assyrian army attacked and destroyed Lachish in 701. The siege of the town 
involved the construction of a massive ramp of boulders and soil which reached 
from the valley floor to the top of the southwest corner of the town wall, in 
order to permit siege weapons to breach defenses. The defenders responded 
with a “counter ramp” inside the perimeter wall to raise the level of defense 
higher than the siege. A second siege ramp atop the first sealed the fate of the 
defenders, who were killed or deported. Both siege ramp and “counter ramp” 
have been identified by the excavations of Ussishkin. The Assyrian battle for 
Lachish was later commemorated in relief on stone panels in the Assyrian palace 
in Nineveh.

�Lachish waLachish was rebuilt s rebuilt (Level II)(Level II) as a fort as a fortified townified town in the 7t in the 7th century,h century, probably  probably during thedduring theduring the reign of  reign of Josiah. ThJosiah. This town wais town was smaller s smaller and less wand less well defendell defended than thed than the Level IIe Le Level III Level III city. It tcity. It too suffereoo suffered total ded total destruction,struction, in 587/58 in 587/586, by the 6, by the forces of forces of NebuchadneNebuchNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar of Bazzar of Babylon. Corbylon. Correspondencrespondence by milite by military personary personnel was fonel was found in theund in tund in the ruins the ruins of Level Iof Level II; these “I; these “Lachish LeLachish Letters” wertters” were probablye probably sent to t sent to the commandhe commander of Lachercommandcommander commander of Lachishof Lachish by a subo by a subordinate whrdinate whose nearbyose nearby location  location required rrequired regular repegular reegular reports.reports.reports.

Lachish was rebuilt (Level II) as a fortified town in the 7th century, probably 
during the reign of Josiah. This town was smaller and less well defended than the 
Level III city. It too suffered total destruction, in 587/586, by the forces of 
Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon. Correspondence by military personnel was found in 
the ruins of Level II; these “Lachish Letters” were probably sent to the 
commander of Lachish by a subordinate whose nearby location required regular 
reports.

�Following Following a period oa period of abandonmf abandonment Lachisent Lachish again sah again saw occupatiw occupation at the on at the beginning beginbeginning beginning of the Perof the Persian periosian period as an add as an administratiministrative center.ve center. Construct Construction on theion on the mound inc m mound inclmound included restouded restoration of ration of the fortifthe fortifications, ications, a small rea small residency orsidency or palace, a palace, and a templnd a nd a temple (a temple (called thecalled the solar shr solar shrine becausine because of its ee of its entrance fantrance facing the rcing the rising sun)ising sun). Level I . Leve. Level I laLevel I lasted into sted into the Hellenthe Hellenistic periistic period, by whiod, by which time thch time the residence residency had beeny had been given ove give given overgiven over to “squat to “squatters.” Theters.” The temple, h temple, however, coowever, continued inntinued in use. The  use. The discovery discovery of a cacheoof a cacheof a cache of some 2 of some 200 small l00 small limestone iimestone incense altncense altars, thougars, though found ouh found outside the tside the mound, prommound, promound, probably relabably relates to rittes to rituals practuals practiced in thiced in the solar she solar shrine. In trine. In the Hellenihe Hellenistic periostic pstic period Lacperiod Lachish was fhish was finally abainally abandoned as ndoned as a town or a town or village sivillage site.te.te.

Following a period of abandonment Lachish again saw occupation at the 
beginning of the Persian period as an administrative center. Construction on the 
mound included restoration of the fortifications, a small residency or palace, and 
a temple (called the solar shrine because of its entrance facing the rising sun). 
Level I lasted into the Hellenistic period, by which time the residency had been 
given over to “squatters.” The temple, however, continued in use. The discovery 
of a cache of some 200 small limestone incense altars, though found outside the 
mound, probably relates to rituals practiced in the solar shrine. In the Hellenistic 



period Lachish was finally abandoned as a town or village site.
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LADANLADAN (Heb.  (Heb. la{daœnla{daœn)))

LADAN (Heb. la{daœn)

�1.1. An Ephrai An Ephraimite, and mite, and ancestor oancestor of Joshua (f Joshua (1 Chr. 7:21 Chr. 7:26).6).6).

1. An Ephraimite, and ancestor of Joshua (1 Chr. 7:26).

�2.2. A Levite  A Levite of the linof the lineage of Geeage of Gershon (1 Crshon (1 Chr. 23:7-8hr. 23:7-8; 26:21). ; 26:21). He is appaHe is apparently therently appaapparentlyapparently the same  the same as Libni (as Libni (11) at Exod.) at Exod. 6:17; Num 6:17; Num. 3:18.. 3:18.

2. A Levite of the lineage of Gershon (1 Chr. 23:7-8; 26:21). He is 
apparently the same as Libni (1) at Exod. 6:17; Num. 3:18.

LADDERLADDERLADDER

LADDER

A graded sA graded series of series of stages or ltages or levels. It evels. It may be a smay be a structure mtructure made of wooade of wood, metal, d, metal, or rope wior or rope wior rope with two sidth two side pieces ae pieces and a seriend a series of rungss of rungs. The ladd. The ladder symbolier symbolically reprcally represents upwesereprrepresentsrepresents upward mo upward movement or vement or improvemenimprovement and was t and was consideredconsidered a place w a place where humanherewwhere humawhere humanity and dnity and divinity inivinity interact, a teract, a means of lmeans of linking heainking heaven and eaven and earth (Gen. rth (Gen. 28:12). He2828:12). He28:12). Heb. b. sullaœm,sullaœm, often tra often translated “lnslated “ladder,” isadder,” is better re better rendered “stndered “stairway” beairway” beairway” because thbecause the imagery e imagery comes fromcomes from the Babyl the Babylonian ziggonian ziggurat, a teurat, a temple towermple tower that had  that had  that had brick had brick steps leadsteps leading to a sing to a small templmall temple on top. e on top. This is thThis is the place whe place where angelsere angels ascend an asc ascend andascend and descend ( descend (cf. John 1cf. John 1:51).:51).:51).

A graded series of stages or levels. It may be a structure made of wood, metal, 
or rope with two side pieces and a series of rungs. The ladder symbolically 
represents upward movement or improvement and was considered a place 
where humanity and divinity interact, a means of linking heaven and earth (Gen. 
28:12). Heb. sullaœm, often translated “ladder,” is better rendered “stairway” 
because the imagery comes from the Babylonian ziggurat, a temple tower that 
had brick steps leading to a small temple on top. This is the place where angels 
ascend and descend (cf. John 1:51).

C. GilbertC. Gilbert Romero Romero

C. Gilbert Romero

LADDER OF LADDER OF TYRETYRETYRE

LADDER OF TYRE

A land feaA land feature on thture on the Palestine Palestinian coastlian coastline near Tine near Tyre (Gk. yre (Gk. kliímax Tykliímax Tyérouérou), perhaps), perh), perhaps thperhaps the ridge the ridge that extendsat extends the coast the coastline out tline out to a point o a point ca. halfwaca. halfway between y between Ptolemais PtoPtolemais Ptolemais (Acre) and(Acre) and Tyre. Ant Tyre. Antiochus VI,iochus VI, one of th one of the contestae contestants for thnts for the Seleucide Seleucid throne, a th throne, apthrone, appointed Sipointed Simon Maccabmon Maccabeus governeus governor “from tor “from the Ladder he Ladder of Tyre toof Tyre to the borde the bo the borders ofborders of Egypt” (1 Egypt” (1 Macc. 11: Macc. 11:59; ca. 1459; ca. 145 5 B.C.E.B.C.E.), i.e., o), i.e., of the coasf the coast of Palest of Palestine.tine.

A land feature on the Palestinian coastline near Tyre (Gk. kliímax Tyérou), 
perhaps the ridge that extends the coastline out to a point ca. halfway between 
Ptolemais (Acre) and Tyre. Antiochus VI, one of the contestants for the Seleucid 
throne, appointed Simon Maccabeus governor “from the Ladder of Tyre to the 
borders of Egypt” (1 Macc. 11:59; ca. 145 B.C.E.), i.e., of the coast of Palestine.

LAELLAEL (Heb.  (Heb. laœ}eällaœ}eäl)))

LAEL (Heb. laœ}eäl)

A GershoniA Gershonite Levite,te Levite, father of father of Eliasaph  Eliasaph (Num. 3:24(Num. 3:24).).

A Gershonite Levite, father of Eliasaph (Num. 3:24).

LAHADLAHAD (Heb.  (Heb. lahad�lahad�)))

LAHAD (Heb. lahad� )



A JudahiteA Judahite, son of J, son of Jahath (1 Cahath (1 Chr. 4:2). hr. 4:2). His clan wHis clan was reckoneas reckoned among thd among the familiese families of the Zo of of the Zorof the Zorathites.athites.

A Judahite, son of Jahath (1 Chr. 4:2). His clan was reckoned among the families 
of the Zorathites.

LAHMAMLAHMAM (Heb.  (Heb. lah�maœmlah�maœm)))

LAHMAM (Heb. lah�maœm )

A town in A town in the Shephethe Shephelah, or lolah, or lowland, of wland, of Judah and Judah and part of thpart of that tribe’sat tribe’s inheritan inheritance (Josh. ce (ce (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:40). The M40). The MT reads HeT reads Heb. b. lah�maœs,lah�maœs, but most  but most other manuother manuscripts rescripts read ad lahmaœm,lalahmaœm,lahmaœm, suggestin suggesting scribal g scribal error resuerror resulting fromlting from the very  the very similar Hesimilar Hebrew lettebrew letters rletteletters letters memmem and  and samek.samek. While the While the location  location of the sitof the site is uncere is uncertain, it itain, it is in the ss in the same distriamessame distrsame district as Lacict as Lachish. Khirhish. Khirbet bet el-Lah�mel-Lah�m (140108), (140108), 4.5 km. ( 4.5 km. (3 mi.) S o3 mi.) S of Beit f Beit Jibriîn/BeJibJibriîn/BeJibriîn/Bethth Guvrin (1 Guvrin (140113), is40113), is a possibl a possible candidate candidate.e.e.

A town in the Shephelah, or lowland, of Judah and part of that tribe’s inheritance 
(Josh. 15:40). The MT reads Heb. lah�maœs,  but most other manuscripts read 
lahmaœm, suggesting scribal error resulting from the very similar Hebrew 
letters mem and samek. While the location of the site is uncertain, it is in the 
same district as Lachish. Khirbet el-Lah�m  (140108), 4.5 km. (3 mi.) S of Beit 
Jibriîn/Beth Guvrin (140113), is a possible candidate.

Jennifer LJennifer L. Groves. Groves

Jennifer L. Groves

LAHMILAHMI (Heb.  (Heb. lah�miîlah�miî)))

LAHMI (Heb. lah�miî )

The brotheThe brother of the gr of the giant Goliaiant Goliath the Gitth the Gittite, killtite, killed by Elhaed by Elhanan (nan (1; 1; 1 Chr. 20:1 Chr. 20:5). Accord5). Acc5). According According to 2 Sam. to 2 Sam. 21:19 Elha21:19 Elhanan’s victnan’s victim was Golim was Goliath himseiath himself. Some slf. Some scholars recholars regard the agreregard theregard the account i account in 1 Chronin 1 Chronicles as ancles as an editorial editorial attempt t attempt to reconcilo reconcile 2 Sam. 2e 2 Sam. 21:19 and 11:1221:19 and 21:19 and 1 Sam. 17:1 Sam. 17:4. An alte4. An alternate suggrnate suggestion is estion is that “Lahmthat “Lahmi the broti the brother of Golher of Goliath” may iatGolGoliath” mGoliath” may reflectay reflect a scribal a scribal error (“L error (“Lahmi” withahmi” with the sign  the sign of the dirof the direct objectect object, as at 1 , as a, as at 1 Chr. at 1 Chr. 20:5, is 20:5, is }et�-lah�m}et�-lah�miî;iî; cf.  cf. beît� hallbeît� hallah�miî,ah�miî, “the Beth “the Bethlehemite” lehemite” at 2 Sam. at 2at 2 Sam. 21:2 Sam. 21:19).19).

The brother of the giant Goliath the Gittite, killed by Elhanan (1; 1 Chr. 20:5). 
According to 2 Sam. 21:19 Elhanan’s victim was Goliath himself. Some scholars 
regard the account in 1 Chronicles as an editorial attempt to reconcile 2 Sam. 
21:19 and 1 Sam. 17:4. An alternate suggestion is that “Lahmi the brother of 
Goliath” may reflect a scribal error (“Lahmi” with the sign of the direct object, as 
at 1 Chr. 20:5, is }et�-lah�miî;  cf. beît� hallah�miî,  “the Bethlehemite” at 
2 Sam. 21:19).

LAISHLAISH (Heb.  (Heb. layisûlayisû) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

LAISH (Heb. layisû) (PERSON)

The fatherThe father of Palti  of Palti (1 Sam. 25(1 Sam. 25:44)/Palti:44)/Paltiel (2 Sam.el (2 Sam. 3:15). 3:15).

The father of Palti (1 Sam. 25:44)/Paltiel (2 Sam. 3:15).

LAISHLAISH (Heb.  (Heb. layisûlayisû) ) (PLACE) (PLACE) (also LESH(also LESHEM)EM)EM)

LAISH (Heb. layisû) (PLACE) (also LESHEM)

A CanaanitA Canaanite city in e city in northern Pnorthern Palestine, alestine, captured bcaptured by the Daniy the Danites and retes and renamed Dan named Dan named Dan (Judg.Dan (Judg. 18:7, 27, 18:7, 27, 29). At J 29). At Josh. 19:47osh. 19:47 it is cal it is called Leshemled Leshem. The site. The site has been  has been identifiedidentiidentifiedidentified as Tel Da as Tel Dan/Tell n/Tell el-Qa®d�iel-Qa®d�i (2112.294 (2112.2949), 17 km.9), 17 km. (10.5 mi. (10.5 mi.) N of the) N of the ancient L anc ancient Laancient Lake Huleh ake Huleh at the sourt the source of Nahrce of Nahr el-Leddan el-Leddan..

A Canaanite city in northern Palestine, captured by the Danites and renamed 
Dan (Judg. 18:7, 27, 29). At Josh. 19:47 it is called Leshem. The site has been 
identified as Tel Dan/Tell el-Qa®d�i  (2112.2949), 17 km. (10.5 mi.) N of the 
ancient Lake Huleh at the source of Nahr el-Leddan.

LAISHAHLAISHAH (Heb.  (Heb. laysûa®laysûa®)))

LAISHAH (Heb. laysûa®)

A village A village likely in likely in the territthe territory of theory of the tribe of  tribe of Benjamin (Benjamin (Isa. 10:30Isa. 10:30). It is l). It is listed withisted with other Ben withwith otherwith other Benjamini Benjaminite cities te cities N of JerusN of Jerusalem in a alem in a vision of vision of the prophethe prophet Isaiah (t Isaiah (Isa. 10:28Isa. 1Isa. 10:28-32).10:28-32). This visi This vision refers on refers to the desto the destruction otruction of cities bf cities by an invasy an invasion from tion from the north (he nohe north (pronorth (probably the bably the Assyrians Assyrians under Sargunder Sargon II or Son II or Sennacheribennacherib, at the e, at the end of the nd of the 8th centur8th8th centur8th century y B.C.E.B.C.E.). Laishah). Laishah is possib is possibly to be ily to be identified dentified with moderwith modern n el-{Isaœwiel-{Isaœwiyehyeel-{Isaœwiel-{Isaœwiel-{Isaœwiyehyeh (174134)  (174134) or with or with Raœs et-TaRaœs et-Tawiälwiäl (173138), (173138), located N located NE of JerusE of JerE of Jerusalem.Jerusalem.

A village likely in the territory of the tribe of Benjamin (Isa. 10:30). It is listed 
with other Benjaminite cities N of Jerusalem in a vision of the prophet Isaiah (Isa. 
10:28-32). This vision refers to the destruction of cities by an invasion from the 
north (probably the Assyrians under Sargon II or Sennacherib, at the end of the 
8th century B.C.E.). Laishah is possibly to be identified with modern 
el-{Isaœwiyeh (174134) or with Raœs et-Tawiäl (173138), located NE of 
Jerusalem.

John R. SpJohn R. Spencerencer
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LAKKUMLAKKUM (Heb.  (Heb. laqqu®mlaqqu®m)))

LAKKUM (Heb. laqqu®m)

A border cA border city in theity in the tribal te tribal territory ofrritory of Naphtali  Naphtali (Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:33). The s33). The site is genite is generally ideerally iderally identifiedidentified as modern as modern Khirbet  Khirbet el-Mans�u®el-Mans�u®rahrah (202233), (202233), SW of the SW of the point whe point where the Jorrewhewhere the where the Jordan RivJordan River flows oer flows out of the ut of the Sea of GalSea of Galilee.ilee.

A border city in the tribal territory of Naphtali (Josh. 19:33). The site is generally 
identified as modern Khirbet el-Mans�u®rah  (202233), SW of the point 
where the Jordan River flows out of the Sea of Galilee.

LAMBLAMBLAMB

LAMB

A sheep leA sheep less than onss than one year olde year old (Lev. 17: (Lev. 17:3-4; 1 Sam3-4; 1 Sam. 17:34; I. 17:34; Isa. 11:6; sa. 11:6; 65:25). In65:25). In the OT la the O the OT lambs (OT lambs (Heb. Heb. keb�esíkeb�esí) are usua) are usually mentiolly mentioned in relned in relation to tation to the sacrifihe sacrificial systecial systecial system. Onsystem. One lamb wase lamb was to be off to be offered in thered in the morning e morning and one inand one in the eveni the evening, continng, continng, continuallcontinually (Exod. 2y (Exod. 29:38-42; N9:38-42; Num. 28:4).um. 28:4). A lamb mi A lamb might also bght also be offered e offered as a freewas a freewill offeriillfreewfreewill ofreewill offering (Lffering (Lev. 22:23)ev. 22:23), a burnt , a burnt offering (offering (Gen. 22:7-Gen. 22:7-8), a peac8), a peace offeringe offering (Lev. 3:1 (Lev. 3 (Lev. 3:1-7), an3:1-7), an atonement atonement for sin ( for sin (Lev. 5:6; Lev. 5:6; Num. 6:12,Num. 6:12, 14), and  14), and annually aannually at Passovert Passover to commem to  to commemoto commemorate the drate the deliveranceeliverance from Egyp from Egyptian slavetian slavery (Exod. ry (Exod. 12:3, 5, 212:3, 5, 21). At tim1). At times, howeveetimtimes, howtimes, however, the ever, the distinctiodistinction between n between burnt, peaburnt, peace, and sice, and sin offeringn offerings seems tos seems to be blurre b be blurredbe blurred (Ezek. 45 (Ezek. 45:15). Sacr:15). Sacrificing a ificing a lamb was alamb was also a partlso a part of the cl of the cleansing rieansing ritual for atual fotual for a lepefor a leper who had r who had been healebeen healed (Lev. 14d (Lev. 14:1-10, 24-:1-10, 24-25), and a25), and a firstborn firstborn donkey co donkey could be redulcocould be rcould be redeemed byedeemed by a lamb (E a lamb (Exod. 13:13xod. 13:13).).).

A sheep less than one year old (Lev. 17:3-4; 1 Sam. 17:34; Isa. 11:6; 65:25). In the 
OT lambs (Heb. keb�esí ) are usually mentioned in relation to the sacrificial 
system. One lamb was to be offered in the morning and one in the evening, 
continually (Exod. 29:38-42; Num. 28:4). A lamb might also be offered as a 
freewill offering (Lev. 22:23), a burnt offering (Gen. 22:7-8), a peace offering (Lev. 
3:1-7), an atonement for sin (Lev. 5:6; Num. 6:12, 14), and annually at Passover 
to commemorate the deliverance from Egyptian slavery (Exod. 12:3, 5, 21). At 
times, however, the distinction between burnt, peace, and sin offerings seems to 
be blurred (Ezek. 45:15). Sacrificing a lamb was also a part of the cleansing ritual 
for a leper who had been healed (Lev. 14:1-10, 24-25), and a firstborn donkey 
could be redeemed by a lamb (Exod. 13:13).

�The sacrifThe sacrifice of a lice of a lamb was a amb was a common enocommon enough event ugh event to be usedto be used metaphori metaphorically for callmetaphorimetaphoricmetaphorically for tally for the sufferihe suffering or deatng or death of an inh of an innocent on nocent on behalf of behalf of others (2 others (2 Sam. 12:1-SamSam. 12:1-Sam. 12:1-6; the “su6; the “suffering seffering servant,” Isrvant,” Isa. 53:7). a. 53:7). Jeremiah sJeremiah spoke of hipoke of himself as amself as a lamb brou lamb  lamb brouglamb brought to the ht to the slaughter slaughter (Jer. 11:1(Jer. 11:10), and Ho0), and Hosea spoke sea spoke of Yahweh of Yahweh as feedingas feeding backslidi b backslidinbacksliding Israel lg Israel like a lambike a lamb (Hos. 4:1 (Hos. 4:16).6).6).

The sacrifice of a lamb was a common enough event to be used 
metaphorically for the suffering or death of an innocent on behalf of others (2 
Sam. 12:1-6; the “suffering servant,” Isa. 53:7). Jeremiah spoke of himself as a 
lamb brought to the slaughter (Jer. 11:10), and Hosea spoke of Yahweh as feeding 
backsliding Israel like a lamb (Hos. 4:16).

�In the NT In the NT the word athe word appears in ppears in only two ponly two passages ouassages outside the tside the book of Rebook of Revelation. velatReRevelationRevelation. Acts 8:3. Acts 8:32-33 quote2-33 quotes the “sufs the “suffering serfering servant” passvant” passage, and 1age, and 1 Pet. 1:19 Pet. 1:19 uses a la use uses a lamuses a lamb as a metb as a metaphor for aphor for Christ’s sChrist’s sacrifice. acrifice. John’s usaJohn’s usage in Revege in Revelation is lation is similar. Hsimilasimilar. Hsimilar. Here the laere the lamb (Gk. mb (Gk. arniíonarniíon) is the c) is the crucified, rucified, resurrecteresurrected, exaltedd, exalted, victorio, victorio, victoriousvictorious Christ (e Christ (e.g., Rev. .g., Rev. 5:6, 8, 125:6, 8, 12-13; 6:1, -13; 6:1, 16).16).16).

In the NT the word appears in only two passages outside the book of 
Revelation. Acts 8:32-33 quotes the “suffering servant” passage, and 1 Pet. 1:19 
uses a lamb as a metaphor for Christ’s sacrifice. John’s usage in Revelation is 
similar. Here the lamb (Gk. arniíon) is the crucified, resurrected, exalted, 
victorious Christ (e.g., Rev. 5:6, 8, 12-13; 6:1, 16).

Joe E. LunJoe E. Luncefordceford

Joe E. Lunceford

LAMECHLAMECH (Heb.  (Heb. lemek�;lemek�; Gk.  Gk. LaémechLaémech)))

LAMECH (Heb. lemek�;  Gk. Laémech)

A name occA name occurring in urring in two genealtwo genealogies in Gogies in Genesis. Inenesis. In the Yahwi the Yahwist or J gest or J genealogy ofnealogy of the line  t the line othe line of Cain (Gef Cain (Gen. 4:17-24n. 4:17-24), Lamech ), Lamech is the sonis the son of Methus of Methushael and chael and claims the laims the pride of pprpride of ppride of place assoclace associated withiated with the seven the seventh generatth generation from Aion from Adam. The sdam. The significancignificance of this e significancsignificansignificance of thisce of this position  position is underscis underscored by thored by the fact thae fact that a lineart a linear genealogy genealogy (a single (a sing (a single linsingle line of namede of named descendan descendants, Gen. 4ts, Gen. 4:17-18) be:17-18) becomes “segcomes “segmented” whmented” when it nameen it namen it names Lamenames Lamech’s threech’s three sons and  sons and his daughthis daughter (vv. 20er (vv. 20–22; cf. 5–22; cf. 5:32; 11:26:32; 11:26). As the ). As the father of fatfather of father of the first the first breeders obreeders of livestocf livestock (Jabal),k (Jabal), the first the first musicians musicians (Jubal),  (Jubal), and the fiand the first metalwrfifirst metafirst metalworkers (lworkers (Tubal-cainTubal-cain), Lamech ), Lamech is presentis presented as a pred as a progenitor oogenitor of culturalf cultural developme de developmendevelopment and divet and diversificatiorsification. Thus, tn. Thus, this list hhis list has been coas been compared to mpared to the Mesopothe Mesopotamian tratMesopoMesopotamiMesopotamian traditian tradition of seveon of seven prefloodn preflood “sages” w “sages” who originaho originated arts ated arts and skills nd skills of cultureofof cultureof culture. Of parti. Of particular intecular interest is threst is the “song ofe “song of Lamech” ( Lamech” (Gen. 4:23-Gen. 4:23-24), addre24), addressed to hissedaddreaddressed addressed to his twoto his two wives, Ad wives, Adah and Zilah and Zillah. It gllah. It glorifies exorifies excessive vecessive vengeance: fngeance: for a woundor a or a wound, La wound, Lamech woulamech would kill; and kill; and he thread he threatens 77-fotens 77-fold vengeanld vengeance (contrace (contrast the lexst the lex talionis  lexlex talionlex talionis [Lev. 2is [Lev. 24:19-20] a4:19-20] and the injnd the injunction ofunction of Jesus [Ma Jesus [Matt. 18:22]tt. 18:22]).).).

A name occurring in two genealogies in Genesis. In the Yahwist or J genealogy of 
the line of Cain (Gen. 4:17-24), Lamech is the son of Methushael and claims the 
pride of place associated with the seventh generation from Adam. The 
significance of this position is underscored by the fact that a linear genealogy (a 
single line of named descendants, Gen. 4:17-18) becomes “segmented” when it 
names Lamech’s three sons and his daughter (vv. 20–22; cf. 5:32; 11:26). As the 
father of the first breeders of livestock (Jabal), the first musicians (Jubal), and the 
first metalworkers (Tubal-cain), Lamech is presented as a progenitor of cultural 
development and diversification. Thus, this list has been compared to the 



Mesopotamian tradition of seven preflood “sages” who originated arts and skills 
of culture. Of particular interest is the “song of Lamech” (Gen. 4:23-24), 
addressed to his two wives, Adah and Zillah. It glorifies excessive vengeance: for 
a wound, Lamech would kill; and he threatens 77-fold vengeance (contrast the 
lex talionis [Lev. 24:19-20] and the injunction of Jesus [Matt. 18:22]).

�In the P gIn the P genealogy oenealogy of the linef the line of Seth ( of Seth (Gen. 5:3-3Gen. 5:3-31), Lamech1), Lamech is the so is the son of Methun of Metn of MethuselahMethuselah and the f and the father of Nather of Noah. As inoah. As in the line  the line of Cain, Lof Cain, Lamech agaiamech again is the on is the only indivinlyoonly indivonly individual to sidual to speak; but peak; but this time this time instead ofinstead of words of  words of wrath, he wrath, he speaks of speaks of hoped-for hopehoped-for hoped-for “relief” t“relief” through Noahrough Noah. Here Lah. Here Lamech is nimech is ninth in a lnth in a list of 10 ist of 10 that conclthat concludes with udeconclconcludes concludes with Noah.with Noah. A similar A similar pattern o pattern of 10 generf 10 generations endations ending with ting with the hero ofhe hero of the Flood t the Flood the Flood is attesteis attested in some d in some editions oeditions of the Sumef the Sumerian King rian King List.List.List.

In the P genealogy of the line of Seth (Gen. 5:3-31), Lamech is the son of 
Methuselah and the father of Noah. As in the line of Cain, Lamech again is the 
only individual to speak; but this time instead of words of wrath, he speaks of 
hoped-for “relief” through Noah. Here Lamech is ninth in a list of 10 that 
concludes with Noah. A similar pattern of 10 generations ending with the hero of 
the Flood is attested in some editions of the Sumerian King List.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. SassJ. M. Sasson, “A Genon, “A Genealogical ealogical ‘Conventio‘Convention’ in Bibln’ in Biblical Chronical Chronology?” oChronChronologyChronology?” ?” ZAWZAW 90 (1978) 90 (1978): 171–85; : 171–85; R. R. WilsR. R. Wilson, on, Genealogy Genealogy and Historand History in the By in the By in the Biblical WBiblical Worldorld (New Have (New Haven, 1977).n, 1977).n, 1977).

Bibliography. J. M. Sasson, “A Genealogical ‘Convention’ in Biblical 
Chronology?” ZAW 90 (1978): 171–85; R. R. Wilson, Genealogy and History in the 
Biblical World (New Haven, 1977).
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LAMENESS, LAMENESS, LIMPLIMPLIMP

LAMENESS, LIMP

In ancientIn ancient Israel, w Israel, which treashich treasured notioured notions of a cons of a complete andmplete and ordered w ordered world, and orld, and which valuwhwhich valuwhich valued wholeneed wholeness, physicss, physical defectsal defects were rega were regarded as shrded as shameful (Leameful (Lev. 21:18; v. 21:18; Deut. 15:2DDeut. 15:2Deut. 15:21; Mal. 1:1; Mal. 1:8; cf. 2 S8; cf. 2 Sam. 5:6-8)am. 5:6-8). Lame (He. Lame (Heb. b. pisseäah�pisseäah�) or limpi) or limping people ng peopleng people werpeople were regardede regarded as helple as helpless and usess and useless (Provless (Prov. 26:7). T. 26:7). They were fhey were forbidden eorbidden entry into neentry intoentry into holy spac holy spaces (Lev. 2es (Lev. 21:18), and1:18), and in both t in both the OT and he OT and NT were obNT were objects of pjects of pity and chitppity and cpity and charity (2 harity (2 Sam. 4:4; Sam. 4:4; 19:26[MT 219:26[MT 27]; Job 297]; Job 29:15; Acts :15; Acts 3:2; 8:7; 3:2; 8:7; 14:8).14:8).14:8).

In ancient Israel, which treasured notions of a complete and ordered world, and 
which valued wholeness, physical defects were regarded as shameful (Lev. 21:18; 
Deut. 15:21; Mal. 1:8; cf. 2 Sam. 5:6-8). Lame (Heb. pisseäah� ) or limping 
people were regarded as helpless and useless (Prov. 26:7). They were forbidden 
entry into holy spaces (Lev. 21:18), and in both the OT and NT were objects of 
pity and charity (2 Sam. 4:4; 19:26[MT 27]; Job 29:15; Acts 3:2; 8:7; 14:8).

�In this liIn this light, Jesusght, Jesus’ comment ’ comment to his disto his disciples thaciples that they shot they should be preuld be prepared to epared to epared to enter the enter the kingdom lakingdom lame, ratherme, rather than whol than whole, was a re, was a radical staadical statement (Lutement (Luke 14:13, ke 14:13, 21). By de221). By de21). By declaring thclaring the lame fite lame fit for the k for the kingdom of ingdom of heaven, heheaven, he reverses  reverses current atcurrent attitudes ontituatattitudes attitudes on wholeneon wholeness and salss and salvation.vation.vation.

In this light, Jesus’ comment to his disciples that they should be prepared to 
enter the kingdom lame, rather than whole, was a radical statement (Luke 14:13, 
21). By declaring the lame fit for the kingdom of heaven, he reverses current 
attitudes on wholeness and salvation.

�In an unusIn an unusual story,ual story, the proph the prophets of Baaets of Baal “limp l “limp (paœsah�)(paœsah�) about [up about [upon?] the aon?] thon?] the altar the altar that they that they had made” had made” (1 Kgs. 18(1 Kgs. 18:26). This:26). This may be a  may be a reference reference to a cultito a cultic dance, bc dac dance, butdance, but it also m it also may be a rhay be a rhetorical detorical device to ievice to indicate thndicate the ineffecte ineffectiveness ofiveness of the proph the p the prophets’ prophets’ activitiesactivities...

In an unusual story, the prophets of Baal “limp (paœsah�)  about [upon?] 
the altar that they had made” (1 Kgs. 18:26). This may be a reference to a cultic 
dance, but it also may be a rhetorical device to indicate the ineffectiveness of the 
prophets’ activities.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. H. NeyrJ. H. Neyrey, “Wholeey, “Wholeness,” in ness,” in Biblical SBiblical Social Valuocial Values and Thees and Their Meaningir Mir Meaning,Meaning, ed. J. J. ed. J. J. Pilch and Pilch and B. J. Mal B. J. Malina (Peaboina (Peabody, 1993),dy, 1993), 180–84; P 180–84; Pilch, “Bibilch, “Biblical Leprlical Leprlical Leprosy anLeprosy and Body Symd Body Symbolism,” bolism,” BTBBTB 11 (1981) 11 (1981): 108–13.: 108–13.: 108–13.

Bibliography. J. H. Neyrey, “Wholeness,” in Biblical Social Values and Their 
Meaning, ed. J. J. Pilch and B. J. Malina (Peabody, 1993), 180–84; Pilch, “Biblical 
Leprosy and Body Symbolism,” BTB 11 (1981): 108–13.
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LAMENTLAMENTLAMENT

LAMENT

One of theOne of the oldest an oldest and best-attd best-attested liteested literary genrerary genres in the as in the ancient Neancient Near East. Thr East. The OT contae Oe OT containOT contains at leasts at least four diff four different kinderent kinds or subges or subgenres of thnres of the lament: e lament: funeral difuneral dirge, city rge, didirge, citdirge, city lament, y lament, individualindividual lament, a lament, and communand communal lament.l lament.l lament.

One of the oldest and best-attested literary genres in the ancient Near East. The 
OT contains at least four different kinds or subgenres of the lament: funeral 
dirge, city lament, individual lament, and communal lament.



�The funeraThe funeral dirge, cl dirge, common in mommon in many traditany traditional sociional societies likeeties like those of  those of the ancienthe anciethe ancient Neancient Near East, war East, was sung byas sung by surviving surviving family me family members or cmbers or close frienlose friends as partds as part of the ce o of the cerof the ceremony for emony for the deceasthe deceased. These ed. These dirges aredirges are typically typically character characterized by shized by short ejaculorshshort ejacshort ejaculatory phulatory phrases of trases of the kind, “he kind, “Oh, my sonOh, my son!” narrati!” narrative passageve passages which cos which contrast thentcocontrast tcontrast the gloriouhe gloriously depictsly depicted past ofed past of the decea the deceased with tsed with the mournfuhe mournful present,l present, and, when an and, when and, when relevant, relevant, imprecatioimprecations directens directed at thosed at those responsib responsible for thele for the death of  death of the deceasthethe deceasthe deceased. The OTed. The OT contains  contains only two gonly two genuine funenuine funeral dirgeeral dirges, 2 Sam. s, 2 Sam. 3:33-34; J3:33-34; Jer. 38:22.eJJer. 38:22Jer. 38:22. However,. However, there are there are several l several literary triterary transformatiansformations of theons of the funeral d funeral dirge (e.g.irgeddirge (e.gdirge (e.g., 2 Sam. ., 2 Sam. 1:19-27), 1:19-27), and severaand several of the dl of the dirge’s morirge’s more common me common motifs haveotifs have been take be been takenbeen taken up in the up in the city lame city lament.nt.nt.

The funeral dirge, common in many traditional societies like those of the 
ancient Near East, was sung by surviving family members or close friends as part 
of the ceremony for the deceased. These dirges are typically characterized by 
short ejaculatory phrases of the kind, “Oh, my son!” narrative passages which 
contrast the gloriously depicted past of the deceased with the mournful present, 
and, when relevant, imprecations directed at those responsible for the death of 
the deceased. The OT contains only two genuine funeral dirges, 2 Sam. 3:33-34; 
Jer. 38:22. However, there are several literary transformations of the funeral 
dirge (e.g., 2 Sam. 1:19-27), and several of the dirge’s more common motifs have 
been taken up in the city lament.

�The city lThe city lament owesament owes its origi its original inspirnal inspiration to tation to the funeralhe funeral dirge, as dirge, as it mourns it mourns the destr mournsmourns themourns the destructi destruction of a cion of a city as if tty as if the city wehe city were a deceare a deceased personsed person. Knowledg. Knowledge of city eKnowledgKnowledge Knowledge of city laof city laments datements dates back to s back to the end ofthe end of the 3rd m the 3rd millennium illennium B.C.E.B.C.E. in ancien in anc in ancient Meancient Mesopotamia.sopotamia. These lam These laments descrents describe the deibe the destruction struction of particuof particular citieslar cities and their a and their and their important important shrines. Tshrines. The cause ohe cause of the destf the destruction isruction is attribute attributed to the cd to the capricious apriccapriciouscapricious decision  decision of the divof the divine assembine assembly headed ly headed by its chiby its chief god Enlef god Enlil. The lail. The laments typimentlalaments tylaments typically napically narrate the rrate the abandonmenabandonment of the ct of the cities and ities and shrines byshrines by their chi their chief gods anef gef gods and ggods and goddesses aoddesses and the onsnd the onslaught of laught of Enlil’s stEnlil’s storm — a meorm — a metaphor fortaphor for the milit the military attackamilitmilitary amilitary attack of tttack of the enemy. he enemy. The weepinThe weeping goddess,g goddess, portrayed portrayed lamenting lamenting the destr the destruction of udestrdestructiodestruction of her cn of her city, figurity, figures prominees prominently in thntly in these poems ese poems as well. Tas well. The book ofhe book of Lamentati La LamentatioLamentations shares ns shares a large nua large number of gember of genre featurnre features with thes with these Mesopoese Mesopotamian lamtamian latamian laments, slaments, suggesting uggesting that the pthat the poet knew ooet knew of this genf this genre and drere and drew heavily w heavily upon it foupon it for the compr tr the composthe composition of hition of his own Isris own Israelite citaelite city lament. y lament. The city lThe city lament as aament as a modulatin modulating form likg fog form likelform likely occurs ey occurs elsewhere ilsewhere in the OT an the OT as well (e.s well (e.g., Ps. 13g., Ps. 137; Isa. 157; Isa. 15:1-16:14; :1-16:14; 47:1-15; J47:1-147:1-15; J47:1-15; Jer. 48:1-4er. 48:1-47; Amos 5:7; Amos 5:1-3, 16-201-3, 16-20; Mic. 1:2; Mic. 1:2-16).-16).-16).

The city lament owes its original inspiration to the funeral dirge, as it 
mourns the destruction of a city as if the city were a deceased person. 
Knowledge of city laments dates back to the end of the 3rd millennium B.C.E. in 
ancient Mesopotamia. These laments describe the destruction of particular cities 
and their important shrines. The cause of the destruction is attributed to the 
capricious decision of the divine assembly headed by its chief god Enlil. The 
laments typically narrate the abandonment of the cities and shrines by their chief 
gods and goddesses and the onslaught of Enlil’s storm — a metaphor for the 
military attack of the enemy. The weeping goddess, portrayed lamenting the 
destruction of her city, figures prominently in these poems as well. The book of 
Lamentations shares a large number of genre features with these Mesopotamian 
laments, suggesting that the poet knew of this genre and drew heavily upon it for 
the composition of his own Israelite city lament. The city lament as a modulating 
form likely occurs elsewhere in the OT as well (e.g., Ps. 137; Isa. 15:1-16:14; 
47:1-15; Jer. 48:1-47; Amos 5:1-3, 16-20; Mic. 1:2-16).

�The indiviThe individual lamendual lament so well t so well known fromknown from the Hebre the Hebrew Psalter w Psalter has precurhas precursors in sisorsprecurprecursorsprecursors in simila in similar compositr compositions from ions from MesopotamiMesopotamia, such asa, such as the Sumer the Sumerian letterian letterian letter praletter prayers and tyers and the he sûu-illasûu-illa prayers.  prayers. The followThe following elemening elements are frets are frequently foquently found in theufofound in tfound in the individhe individual lamentual laments in the Ps in the Psalms (e.gsalms (e.g., Pss. 3,., Pss. 3, 6, 13, 22 6, 13, 22, 28, 31, , 28, 31, 51, 88, 1051, 88, 151, 88, 102): addr102): address to Yahess to Yahweh, complweh, complaint descraint describing the ibing the situation situation (often emp(often employing theloying the language  la language olanguage of sicknessf sickness metaphori metaphorically), recally), request for quest for help, affihelp, affirmation ofrmation of confidenc confidence, assertie, asse, assertion assertion of innocenof innocence or confce or confession of ession of sin, and hsin, and hymnic elemymnic elements.ents.ents.

The individual lament so well known from the Hebrew Psalter has 
precursors in similar compositions from Mesopotamia, such as the Sumerian 
letter prayers and the sûu-illa prayers. The following elements are frequently 
found in the individual laments in the Psalms (e.g., Pss. 3, 6, 13, 22, 28, 31, 51, 88, 
102): address to Yahweh, complaint describing the situation (often employing the 
language of sickness metaphorically), request for help, affirmation of confidence, 
assertion of innocence or confession of sin, and hymnic elements.

�Topically,Topically, the commu the communal lamentnal laments may be ds may be divided intivided into two grouo two groups: those ps: those which lamewhichwhich lamewhich lament the desnt the destruction otruction of the cityf the city and templ and temple (e.g., Pe (e.g., Pss. 44, 60ss. 44, 60, 74, 79, , 74, 79, 80, 137) a80, 1380, 137) and t137) and those whosehose whose focus is  focus is on other kon other kinds of coinds of community crmmunity crises (e.g.ises (e.g., 42–43, 5, 42–43, 58, 83, 1068558, 83, 1058, 83, 106, 125). T6, 125). These lamenhese laments appear ts appear to have beto have been used onen used on fast days fast days or in tim or in times of gravestimtimes of gtimes of grave dangerave danger. The mair. The main featuresn features of the co of the communal lammmunal lament closelent closely resembley resembley resemble tresemble those of thhose of the individue individual lament:al lament: address t address to Yahweh, o Yahweh, hymnic prahymnic praise, descrise, description of ipdescrdescriptiodescription of devasn of devastation, cotation, complaint, amplaint, and plea fond plea for help.r help.r help.

Topically, the communal laments may be divided into two groups: those 
which lament the destruction of the city and temple (e.g., Pss. 44, 60, 74, 79, 80, 
137) and those whose focus is on other kinds of community crises (e.g., 42–43, 
58, 83, 106, 125). These laments appear to have been used on fast days or in 
times of grave danger. The main features of the communal lament closely 
resemble those of the individual lament: address to Yahweh, hymnic praise, 
description of devastation, complaint, and plea for help.

F. W. DobbF. W. Dobbs-Allsopps-Allsopp
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LAMENTATIOLAMENTATIONS, BOOK ONS, BOOK OFFF

LAMENTATIONS, BOOK OF

A sequenceA sequence of five p of five poems compooems composed some tsed some time after ime after the destruthe destruction of Jction of Jerusalem ierusalemJJerusalem Jerusalem in 587/586in 587/586  B.C.E.B.C.E., perhaps , perhaps for ceremofor ceremonies commenies commemorating tmorating this event.his event. In all li In  In all likIn all likelihood thelihood the poems wee poems were composere composed in Palesd in Palestine, and tine, and while the while the author or author or authors arauauthors arauthors are unknown,e unknown, there is  there is no strong no strong reason to reason to suppose thsuppose that more that more than one peran one pean one person wasperson was responsib responsible for thele for these poems.se poems.

A sequence of five poems composed some time after the destruction of 
Jerusalem in 587/586 B.C.E., perhaps for ceremonies commemorating this event. 
In all likelihood the poems were composed in Palestine, and while the author or 
authors are unknown, there is no strong reason to suppose that more than one 
person was responsible for these poems.

GenreGenre

Genre

The sequenThe sequence as a whce as a whole exhibiole exhibits a stronts a strong dependeng dependence on the ce on the city lamencity lament, a litert, a literary genre arliterliterary gliterary genre best enre best known fromknown from ancient M ancient Mesopotamiaesopotamia. City lam. City laments were ents were originallyoriginallyoriginallyoriginally composed  composed for culticfor cultic ceremonie ceremonies during ts during the razing he razing of old sanof old sanctuaries jctuaries just prior ust jjust priorjust prior to their  to their restoratiorestoration. These ln. These laments desaments describe the cribe the destructiodestruction of the cn of the city in queity iity in questioin question and its n and its chief shrichief shrines, featunes, featuring depicring depictions of ttions of the gods’ ahe gods’ abandonmentbandonment of and ev of  of and eveof and eventual retuntual return to the rn to the city, the city, the onslaught onslaught of the eneof the enemy attack,my attack, and the l and the laments uttamellaments utlaments uttered by ttered by the city’s he city’s chief goddchief goddess. Lameness. Lamentations shtations shares with ares with the variouthe various Mesopotas Ms MesopotamiMesopotamian city laan city laments a coments a common subjemmon subject matter,ct matter, certain s certain structural tructural affinitiesaffinities, principa, p, principal principal character character roles, theroles, themes, motifmes, motifs, and eves, and even occasionn occasional phrasalal phrasal parallels parallels. That Lam. Tha. That LamenThat Lamentations istations is drawing o drawing on the samen the same literary  literary genre as tgenre as these Mesophese Mesopotamian cootamian cootamian compositiocompositions seems uns seems undeniable.ndeniable. Yet it is Yet it is equally c equally clear that lear that LamentatioLamentations is no mns is no mere crib oermmere crib mere crib of any oneof any one particula particular Mesopotar Mesopotamian city mian city lament. Thlament. The languagee language, imagery,, imagery, poetic fo imagery,imagery, pimagery, poetic formoetic forms and techs and techniques, thniques, theology, aneology, and general d general worldview worldview are thorouare thorouare thoroughlythoroughly Israelite Israelite in nature in nature. Moreover. Moreover, city lam, city lament imagerent imagery can be fy can be found throuound throughout the ghthrouthroughoutthroughout the proph the prophetic literetic literature, datature, dating back aing back at least tot least to the 8th c the 8th century, suentury, suggesting tggessusuggestingsuggesting that the  that the city lamencity lament genre wat genre was in fact s in fact known in Iknown in Israel for srael for at least 2at least 200 years. 00 yea00 years. Theyears. The poet has  poet has taken thistaken this genre and genre and manipulat manipulated it to sed it to serve his oerve his own purposewn purposes. The moss.purposepurposes. purposes. The most oThe most obvious difbvious difference beference between Lametween Lamentations antations and the Mesnd the Mesopotamian opotamMesMesopotamiMesopotamian lamentsan laments lies in L lies in Lamentationamentations’ tragic s’ tragic trajectorytrajectory. Unlike t. Unlike the Mesopothe Mesopotamian cityaMesopotMesopotamiMesopotamian city laan city laments, whiments, which are ultch are ultimately coimately comic in orimic in orientation (entation (i.e., the i.e., the gods do regodgods do regods do return, the turn, the temple is temple is rebuilt, arebuilt, and everydand everyday routinesy routines are resum are resumed), Lamened), Lamentations istaLamenLamentatioLamentations is basins is basically tragcally tragic in orieic in orientation. Yntation. Yahweh is nahweh is never heardever heard from, and from, and at the se at  at the seqat the sequence’s enuence’s end the readd the reader is not er is not led to belled to believe that ieve that Yahweh’s rYahweh’s return or teturn or the rebuildhetthe rebuilthe rebuilding of thding of the temple we temple will happenill happen any time  any time in the neain the near future. r future. Rather, thRather, the sequencee see sequence csequence closes withloses with bitter st bitter statements uatements underscorinnderscoring Yahweh’sg Yahweh’s continued continued abandonme abandon abandonmenabandonment.t.

The sequence as a whole exhibits a strong dependence on the city lament, a 
literary genre best known from ancient Mesopotamia. City laments were 
originally composed for cultic ceremonies during the razing of old sanctuaries 
just prior to their restoration. These laments describe the destruction of the city 
in question and its chief shrines, featuring depictions of the gods’ abandonment 
of and eventual return to the city, the onslaught of the enemy attack, and the 
laments uttered by the city’s chief goddess. Lamentations shares with the various 
Mesopotamian city laments a common subject matter, certain structural affinities, 
principal character roles, themes, motifs, and even occasional phrasal parallels. 
That Lamentations is drawing on the same literary genre as these Mesopotamian 
compositions seems undeniable. Yet it is equally clear that Lamentations is no 
mere crib of any one particular Mesopotamian city lament. The language, 
imagery, poetic forms and techniques, theology, and general worldview are 
thoroughly Israelite in nature. Moreover, city lament imagery can be found 
throughout the prophetic literature, dating back at least to the 8th century, 
suggesting that the city lament genre was in fact known in Israel for at least 200 
years. The poet has taken this genre and manipulated it to serve his own 
purposes. The most obvious difference between Lamentations and the 
Mesopotamian laments lies in Lamentations’ tragic trajectory. Unlike the 
Mesopotamian city laments, which are ultimately comic in orientation (i.e., the 
gods do return, the temple is rebuilt, and everyday routines are resumed), 
Lamentations is basically tragic in orientation. Yahweh is never heard from, and 
at the sequence’s end the reader is not led to believe that Yahweh’s return or 
the rebuilding of the temple will happen any time in the near future. Rather, the 
sequence closes with bitter statements underscoring Yahweh’s continued 
abandonment.

Lyric and Lyric and Lyric StruLyric Structurecture

Lyric and Lyric Structure

Like the PLike the Psalms and salms and the Song othe Song of Songs, Lf Songs, Lamentationamentations is made s is made up of lyriup of lyrical discoucal discourse, and arsdiscoudiscourse,discourse, and as su and as such it showch it shows no inters no interest in repest in reporting or orting or narrating narrating the eventsthe events of 587/58 of  of 587/586of 587/586 which for which form its subjm its subject matterect matter. Rather, . Rather, it seeks tit seeks to explore o explore the complethe complex cluster x complecomplex clcomplex cluster of euster of emotions — motions — sorrow, ansorrow, anger, guiltger, guilt, hope, de, hope, despair, feaspair, fear, self-lor, self-loathing, reathiself-loself-loathself-loathing, revening, revenge, compasge, compassion, forgsion, forgiveness, uiveness, uncertaintyncertainty, disorien, disorientation — wtation — which thesehicwwhich theswhich these events he events have evokedave evoked in the po in the poet and to et and to subject thsubject them to scruem to scrutiny, delitiny, deliberation, bedelideliberatideliberation, and aron, and argumentatiogumentation. Lamentan. Lamentations as ltions as lyrical disyrical discourse doecourse does not fores not foreground stogroforeforegroundforeground story, pl story, plot, characot, character develoter development, or pment, or attention attention to settingto setting. Instead . Instead it dependsit deit depends aldepends almost solelmost solely on languy on language and thage and the manipulae manipulation of lation of language as nguage as its mediumits medium of discou mediummedium of medium of discourse.discourse. Image, pe Image, perspective,rspective, and forma and formal patternil patterning are parng are paramount. Paamount. Parataxis isrPaParataxis Parataxis is the noris the norm. Images m. Images are piled are piled upon and supon and superimposeuperimposed over othd over other images er images er images in images in a way not a way not dissimilardissimilar to a film to a film montage.  montage. The poetryThe poetry moves fro moves from one emotm one emom one emotional emotional high pointhigh point to the ne to the next. Conflixt. Conflicting emotcting emotions can bions can be held sime held simultaneouslultaneously and alloy simultaneouslsimultaneosimultaneously and ausly and allowed to llowed to color eachcolor each other. Fo other. For example,r example, in 1:18 Z in 1:18 Zion’s confion’s confession (“Yesconfconfessionconfession (“Yahweh  (“Yahweh is in the is in the right, forright, for I have re I have rebelled agabelled against his winst his word”) is iord”) is immediatelymmediimmediatelimmediately juxtaposy juxtaposed to a caed to a call for thell for the peoples t peoples to inspect o inspect Zion’s wouZion’s wounds, namelnds, namely that hery namelnamely thanamely that her yount her young men and g men and women havewomen have been forc been forced into caed into captivity. Tptivity. These imagehese imahese images evoimages evoke conflicke conflicting respoting responses whichnses which then perm then permeate and meate and modulate onodulate one another.e anothee another. Zanother. Zion’s confion’s confession is ession is softened isoftened in light ofn light of the resul the resulting suffeting suffering and ering and exile, and xile, anxile, and this eand this exile is juxile is justified (astified (at least tot least to a point)  a point) by Zion’s by Zion’s rebellion.rebellion. This is t This is the essencehe essencehe essence ofessence of lyric. It lyric. It does not  does not so much seso much seek to resoek to resolve a problve a problem or comlem or come cleanly e cleanly to one fintoto one finto one final conclusal conclusion as to ion as to achieve thachieve the keenest,e keenest, most genu most genuine realizine realization of iation of its subjectts suts subject masubject matter. Lametter. Lamentations antations as a whole s a whole surveys, asurveys, articulatesrticulates, and prob, and probes the vares the variegated taiegvarvariegatedvariegated tapestry  tapestry of emotionof emotions provokeds provoked by the de by the destruction struction of Jerusalof Jerusalem.em.em.

Like the Psalms and the Song of Songs, Lamentations is made up of lyrical 



discourse, and as such it shows no interest in reporting or narrating the events 
of 587/586 which form its subject matter. Rather, it seeks to explore the 
complex cluster of emotions — sorrow, anger, guilt, hope, despair, fear, 
self-loathing, revenge, compassion, forgiveness, uncertainty, disorientation — 
which these events have evoked in the poet and to subject them to scrutiny, 
deliberation, and argumentation. Lamentations as lyrical discourse does not 
foreground story, plot, character development, or attention to setting. Instead it 
depends almost solely on language and the manipulation of language as its 
medium of discourse. Image, perspective, and formal patterning are paramount. 
Parataxis is the norm. Images are piled upon and superimposed over other 
images in a way not dissimilar to a film montage. The poetry moves from one 
emotional high point to the next. Conflicting emotions can be held 
simultaneously and allowed to color each other. For example, in 1:18 Zion’s 
confession (“Yahweh is in the right, for I have rebelled against his word”) is 
immediately juxtaposed to a call for the peoples to inspect Zion’s wounds, 
namely that her young men and women have been forced into captivity. These 
images evoke conflicting responses which then permeate and modulate one 
another. Zion’s confession is softened in light of the resulting suffering and exile, 
and this exile is justified (at least to a point) by Zion’s rebellion. This is the 
essence of lyric. It does not so much seek to resolve a problem or come cleanly 
to one final conclusion as to achieve the keenest, most genuine realization of its 
subject matter. Lamentations as a whole surveys, articulates, and probes the 
variegated tapestry of emotions provoked by the destruction of Jerusalem.

�Each of thEach of the poems ine poems in Lamentati Lamentations manifeons manifests its owsts its own unique ln unique lyric integyric integrity. At trity. Atrity. At the samAt the same time, the time, they interacey interact as a whot as a whole, modulale, modulating each ting each other in wother in ways analogays analogous to theouanaloganalogous analogous to the plato the play of indivy of individual themidual themes or images or images in a sies in a single lyricngle lyric. Common t. Common themes, mothemtthemes, mothemes, motifs, vocatifs, vocabulary, vobulary, voices, and ices, and imagery arimagery are typicalle typically shared ay shared among varyimong varying subgroungvaryivarying suvarying subgroups ofbgroups of two or th two or three poems.ree poems. But cohes But cohesion is buiion is built into thlt into the sequencee sequence primarily sequencesequence psequence primarily trimarily through forhrough formal pattermal patterns of repens of repetition, thtition, the most note most notable of whable of which involvicwhwhich invowhich involve the allve the alphabetic aphabetic acrostic, qcrostic, qinah meterinah meter, and enja, and enjambed nonpambed nonparallelistirallelistic lines. Ec linc lines. Eaclines. Each of theseh of these dominates dominates in variou in various ways thes ways the first fou first four poems inr poems in Lamentati Lamentations. In thonsLamentatiLamentatioLamentations. In thens. In the concludin concluding poem theg poem these dominanse dominant patternst patterns are radic are radically reducally reduced. The alereducreduced. Treduced. The alphabehe alphabetic acrosttic acrostic is no lic is no longer usedonger used to struct to structure the poure the poem (exceptem (except perhaps i p perhaps inperhaps in the numbe the number of linesr of lines, 22), and, 22), and most of t most of the individhe individual coupleual couplets are prets are predominantlydomprepredominanpredominantly balanctly balanced and pared and parallelisticallelistic. This dra. This dramatic chanmatic change effectige effectively provively provides the sedes proviprovides tprovides the sequenche sequence with a se with a strong senstrong sense of closue of closure. This fre. This formal closormal closure contraure contrasts dramatstcontracontrasts contrasts dramaticaldramatically with thly with the thematice thematic openness  openness that is otthat is otherwise exherwise experienced perienced at the seqatat the seqat the sequence’s enuence’s end.d.

Each of the poems in Lamentations manifests its own unique lyric integrity. 
At the same time, they interact as a whole, modulating each other in ways 
analogous to the play of individual themes or images in a single lyric. Common 
themes, motifs, vocabulary, voices, and imagery are typically shared among 
varying subgroups of two or three poems. But cohesion is built into the 
sequence primarily through formal patterns of repetition, the most notable of 
which involve the alphabetic acrostic, qinah meter, and enjambed nonparallelistic 
lines. Each of these dominates in various ways the first four poems in 
Lamentations. In the concluding poem these dominant patterns are radically 
reduced. The alphabetic acrostic is no longer used to structure the poem (except 
perhaps in the number of lines, 22), and most of the individual couplets are 
predominantly balanced and parallelistic. This dramatic change effectively 
provides the sequence with a strong sense of closure. This formal closure 
contrasts dramatically with the thematic openness that is otherwise experienced 
at the sequence’s end.
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The first The first two poems two poems are dominaare dominated by theted by the personifi personification of cation of the city-tthe city-temple compemple compemple complex, pcomplex, personifiedersonified Zion. Lam Zion. Lam. 1 opens . 1 opens with a serwith a series of 3rdies of 3rd person vi person vignettes degnettes depicting Zipidedepicting depicting Zion afterZion after the city’ the city’s destructs destruction (1:1–1ion (1:1–11). Anthro1). Anthropomorphismpomorphisms predomins predomins predominatpredominate. Zion ise. Zion is depicted  depicted as widow, as widow, princess, princess, and slave and slave (1:1, 3), (1:1, 3), rejected frejected friend or lriendffriend or friend or lover (v. lover (v. 2), possib2), possible rape vile rape victim (v. 1ctim (v. 10), and mo0), and mother (v. 5ther (v. 5). She wee). She weeps (v. 2),ps (v. ps (v. 2), re(v. 2), remembers (vmembers (v. 7), sins. 7), sins, and groa, and groans (v. 8).ns (v. 8). In the se In the second half cond half of the poeof the poem (1:12–22m (1:1m (1:12–22) (1:12–22) the perspethe perspective shifctive shifts to thatts to that of Zion h of Zion herself. Muerself. Much of the ch of the same grounsame ground gone oved gd gone over gone over in the firin the first part ofst part of the poem  the poem is retraceis retraced once agad once again, but thin, but this time fris time from Zion’s om Zom Zion’s ownZion’s own perspecti perspective. This fve. This first poem irst poem views the views the destructiodestruction of Jerusn of Jerusalem throualem through the pergthrouthrough ththrough the person oe person of Zion. Thf Zion. The reader se reader sees her owees her own personaln personal loss and  loss and ill treatmill treatment at theetreatmtreatment treatment at the hanat the hands of the ds of the enemy and enemy and even Yahweeven Yahweh. The fulh. The full range ofl range of emotions  emotions emotions aemotions are explorere explored in this d in this initial poinitial poem, but spem, but special atteecial attention is pntion is paid to thraid to three themes ee thee themes in themes in particularparticular: Zion’s o: Zion’s own responswn responsibility foibility for the destr the destruction anruction and her resud her resultant guilltanresuresultant resultant guilt, theguilt, the absence o absence of a comforf a comforter, and hter, and her desire er desire for vengeafor vengeance.nce.nce.

The first two poems are dominated by the personification of the city-temple 
complex, personified Zion. Lam. 1 opens with a series of 3rd person vignettes 
depicting Zion after the city’s destruction (1:1–11). Anthropomorphisms 
predominate. Zion is depicted as widow, princess, and slave (1:1, 3), rejected 
friend or lover (v. 2), possible rape victim (v. 10), and mother (v. 5). She weeps 
(v. 2), remembers (v. 7), sins, and groans (v. 8). In the second half of the poem 
(1:12–22) the perspective shifts to that of Zion herself. Much of the same ground 
gone over in the first part of the poem is retraced once again, but this time from 
Zion’s own perspective. This first poem views the destruction of Jerusalem 
through the person of Zion. The reader sees her own personal loss and ill 
treatment at the hands of the enemy and even Yahweh. The full range of 
emotions are explored in this initial poem, but special attention is paid to three 
themes in particular: Zion’s own responsibility for the destruction and her 
resultant guilt, the absence of a comforter, and her desire for vengeance.

�Lam. 2 alsLam. 2 also opens wio opens with a serieth a series of 3rd ps of 3rd person vignerson vignettes (2:1ettes (2:1–8). Howev–8). However, the peer, theer, the perspethe perspective has ctive has shifted. Zshifted. Zion is stiion is still presentll present, but the , but the anthropomoanthropomorphisms asrphisms associated wsocasassociatedassociated with her  with her in the firin the first poem hast poem have here reve here receded intoceded into the backg the background. Zioround. Zion as the anZioZion as thZion as the actual ce actual city is verity is very much in y much in the foregrthe foreground. Moreound. Moreover, Zionover, Zion is no lon is no longer the togelonlonger thelonger the topical o topical or grammatir grammatical subjeccal subject of the at of the action. Insction. Instead, Yahwtead, Yahweh as divieh as divine warriorne wne warrior tawarrior takes centerkes center stage. He stage. Here the poere the poet makes ust makes use of two te of two traditionalraditional literary  literary and mythopandand mythopand mythopoetic motioetic motifs: the dafs: the day of Yahwey of Yahweh and the h and the portrayal portrayal of Yahweh of Yahweh as the divas the divas the divine wardivine warrior. Tradrior. Traditionally,itionally, Yahweh as Yahweh as the divin the divine warrior e warrior would go iwould go into battlento battle on his da on on his dayon his day on behalf on behalf of Israel of Israel. Victory . Victory of course of course was assurewas assured. Here, fd. Here, following iollowing in a long pn a lon a long prophlong prophetic tradietic tradition begintion beginning at lening at least with Aast with Amos, the pmos, the poet turns oet turns these two these two traditionstratraditionstraditions on their  on their heads. Yahheads. Yahweh is indweh is indeed portraeed portrayed as theyed as the divine wa divine warrior and rrior and he does gohehe does gohe does go into batt into battle on the le on the day of hisday of his anger, bu anger, but this timt this time his actie his actions are foons are focused at Jcusedfofocused atfocused at Judah ins Judah instead of putead of pursued in Jrsued in Judah’s behudah’s behalf. Yahwealf. Yahweh not onlyh not only allows th allows the enemy toe ee enemy to aenemy to attack Jeruttack Jerusalem, butsalem, but he leads  he leads the chargethe charge and plays and plays the centr the central role inal role in the destr the the destruthe destruction. Indction. Indeed, Yahweeed, Yahweh is even h is even depicted adepicted as the enems the enemy. This dey. This depiction ofpiction of Yahweh is Y Yahweh is Yahweh is exploited exploited in at leasin at least two wayst two ways: it allow: it allows the poets the poet to salvag to salvage Yahweh’se Yahweh’s prestige  pr prestige —prestige — Yahweh wa Yahweh was not defes not defeated by suated by superior Mesperior Mesopotamian opotamian deities, bdeities, but was himut was hut was himself thhimself the author oe author of the defef the defeat. At theat. At the same time same time, there ca, there can be no qun be no question thaestion that Yahweh it Yt Yahweh is Yahweh is personallypersonally responsib responsible for thele for the resultant resultant suffering suffering...

Lam. 2 also opens with a series of 3rd person vignettes (2:1–8). However, 
the perspective has shifted. Zion is still present, but the anthropomorphisms 
associated with her in the first poem have here receded into the background. 
Zion as the actual city is very much in the foreground. Moreover, Zion is no 
longer the topical or grammatical subject of the action. Instead, Yahweh as divine 
warrior takes center stage. Here the poet makes use of two traditional literary 
and mythopoetic motifs: the day of Yahweh and the portrayal of Yahweh as the 
divine warrior. Traditionally, Yahweh as the divine warrior would go into battle 
on his day on behalf of Israel. Victory of course was assured. Here, following in a 
long prophetic tradition beginning at least with Amos, the poet turns these two 
traditions on their heads. Yahweh is indeed portrayed as the divine warrior and 
he does go into battle on the day of his anger, but this time his actions are 
focused at Judah instead of pursued in Judah’s behalf. Yahweh not only allows the 
enemy to attack Jerusalem, but he leads the charge and plays the central role in 
the destruction. Indeed, Yahweh is even depicted as the enemy. This depiction of 
Yahweh is exploited in at least two ways: it allows the poet to salvage Yahweh’s 
prestige — Yahweh was not defeated by superior Mesopotamian deities, but was 
himself the author of the defeat. At the same time, there can be no question that 
Yahweh is personally responsible for the resultant suffering.

�Like Lam. Like Lam. 1, there i1, there is a shift s a shift in perspecin perspective in thtive in the second he second half of thealf of the poem. A d poem. A d poem. A dialogue bdialogue between theetween the narrator  narrator and Zion tand Zion takes up muakes up much of thisch of this part of t part of the poem — he poem —he poem — signific— significantly, we antly, we do not heado not hear from Yahr from Yahweh here oweh here or anywherer anywhere else in L else in LamentationamentatioLLamentatioLamentations. The pons. The poet cannot et cannot find wordsfind words to descri to describe the catbe the catastrophe aastrophe and urges Znd urges Znd urges Zion herseZion herself to petilf to petition Yahwetion Yahweh on behalh on behalf of her cf of her community. ommunity. But insteaBut instead, Zion chd, Zion challenges tachchallengeschallenges the right the rightness of Yaness of Yahweh’s acthweh’s actions. She ions. She opens her opens her speech in speech in 2:20 with 2:20 with a stinginga sa stinging rstinging rhetorical hetorical question: question: “Should wo“Should women have tmen have to eat theio eat their own chilr own children in ordren in order to surdeororder to sorder to survive?” Turvive?” The answer he answer is, of couis, of course, a resrse, a resounding noounding no. The impl. The implication isication is that no m th that no mathat no matter Judahtter Judah’s guilt, ’s guilt, nothing canothing can justify n justify the kind othe kind of lifestylf lifestyles the sures the survivors havvivors hvivors have been have been forced intforced into as a reso as a result of Yahult of Yahweh’s actiweh’s actions.ons.ons.

Like Lam. 1, there is a shift in perspective in the second half of the poem. A 
dialogue between the narrator and Zion takes up much of this part of the poem 
— significantly, we do not hear from Yahweh here or anywhere else in 
Lamentations. The poet cannot find words to describe the catastrophe and urges 
Zion herself to petition Yahweh on behalf of her community. But instead, Zion 
challenges the rightness of Yahweh’s actions. She opens her speech in 2:20 with a 



stinging rhetorical question: “Should women have to eat their own children in 
order to survive?” The answer is, of course, a resounding no. The implication is 
that no matter Judah’s guilt, nothing can justify the kind of lifestyles the survivors 
have been forced into as a result of Yahweh’s actions.

�Lam. 3 shiLam. 3 shifts perspefts perspectives oncctives once again. Te again. This time this time the voice ihe voice is that of s that of a male repa male repa male representarepresentative of thtive of the communite community who survy who surveys the caeys the canvas of sunvas of suffering inffering in the vocab the vocabulary of tuvocabvocabularyvocabulary of the in of the individual adividual and communand communal laments l laments known fromknown from the Psalm the Psalms. By v. 1s. By v. 1s. By v. 18 the spe18 the speaker has haker has hit rock boit rock bottom. But ttom. But at this poat this point the spint the speaker begieaker begins to reflns to reflect on theect reflreflect onreflect on the wisdo the wisdom traditiom tradition which tan which taught, amonught, among other thg other things, thatings, that if one en if one endured one’duenendured onendured one’s suffere’s suffering Yahwehing Yahweh would eve would eventually rentually redress the dress the wrongs thawrongs that were enct were ent were encountereencountered (vv. 25–d (vv. 25–39). It is39). It is this sect this section of Lamion of Lam. 3 where . 3 where many scholmany scholars have fars have found the oouffound the found the only glimmonly glimmer of hopeer of hope in the se in the sequence. Whquence. While the poile the possibility ssibility of hope isof hope is surely pr su surely presurely presented by sented by the poet, the poet, it ultimatit ultimately fails ely fails to speak tto speak to the speao the speaker’s expeker’s experience. Hiriencexpeexperienceexperience. His refl. His reflection on ection on hope comeshope comes to a clim to a climax in vv. ax in vv. 40–41 wher40–41 where he invite he invites his feleinvitinvites hiinvites his fellow cs fellow citizens toitizens to confess a confess and repent.nd repent. But then  But then in v. 42 tin v. 42 the tenor the tenor turns sharpurns surns sharply tosharply to despair,  despair, as if the as if the weight of weight of the persisthe persistent suffetent suffering suddering suddenly comes nly comes crashing icrashcrashing icrashing in again onn again on the speak the speaker. He coner. He confesses, “Wfesses, “We have trae have transgressed nsgressed and rebelland rebelled, and yoerebellrebelled, rebelled, and you haand you have not forve not forgiven.” Thgiven.” The rebuke oe rebuke of the secof the second line usnd line ushers realihers reality back inty realireality bareality back in agaick in again. The remn. The remainder of ainder of the poem ithe poem is plunged s plunged into despainto despair. Whatevir. Whatever hope waerWhatevWhatever hWhatever hope was teope was temporarily mporarily embraced bembraced by the poety the poet is clearl is clearly swallowey swallowed up by sud up by d up by sufferiby suffering.ng.ng.

Lam. 3 shifts perspectives once again. This time the voice is that of a male 
representative of the community who surveys the canvas of suffering in the 
vocabulary of the individual and communal laments known from the Psalms. By v. 
18 the speaker has hit rock bottom. But at this point the speaker begins to 
reflect on the wisdom tradition which taught, among other things, that if one 
endured one’s suffering Yahweh would eventually redress the wrongs that were 
encountered (vv. 25–39). It is this section of Lam. 3 where many scholars have 
found the only glimmer of hope in the sequence. While the possibility of hope is 
surely presented by the poet, it ultimately fails to speak to the speaker’s 
experience. His reflection on hope comes to a climax in vv. 40–41 where he 
invites his fellow citizens to confess and repent. But then in v. 42 the tenor turns 
sharply to despair, as if the weight of the persistent suffering suddenly comes 
crashing in again on the speaker. He confesses, “We have transgressed and 
rebelled, and you have not forgiven.” The rebuke of the second line ushers 
reality back in again. The remainder of the poem is plunged into despair. 
Whatever hope was temporarily embraced by the poet is clearly swallowed up 
by suffering.

�Lam. 4, liLam. 4, like the firke the first two poest two poems in the ms in the sequence, sequence, opens withopens with 3rd perso 3rd person narrativn narrn narrative narrative vignettes.vignettes. This time This time the vigne the vignettes depicttes depict the pligt the plight of specht of specific groupific groups represens reprs representirepresenting the comng the community as munity as a whole: ca whole: children (vhildren (vv. 1–4), tv. 1–4), the rich anhe rich and privilegd privileged (vv. 5,ed privilegprivilegedprivileged (vv. 5, 7 (vv. 5, 7–8), mothe–8), mothers (v. 10)rs (v. 10), prophets, prophets and pries and priests (vv. 13ts (vv. 13, 16), eld, 16), elders (v. 16ers (v. ers (v. 16), a(v. 16), and even thnd even the king (v.e king (v. 20). The  20). The poem closepoem closes with imps with imprecations recations addressed addressed to Edom (vtoto Edom (vto Edom (vv. 21–22).v. 21–22).

Lam. 4, like the first two poems in the sequence, opens with 3rd person 
narrative vignettes. This time the vignettes depict the plight of specific groups 
representing the community as a whole: children (vv. 1–4), the rich and 
privileged (vv. 5, 7–8), mothers (v. 10), prophets and priests (vv. 13, 16), elders 
(v. 16), and even the king (v. 20). The poem closes with imprecations addressed 
to Edom (vv. 21–22).

�Lam. 5 is Lam. 5 is the only pthe only poem which oem which is not conis not constrained bstrained by the alphy the alphabetic acrabetic acrostic or tostic orostic or the qinor the qinah meter. ah meter. In this stIn this stark changeark change in the fo in the formal pattermal patterns of reprns of repetition whetition which otherwich oich otherwise otherwise dominate tdominate the sequenche sequence, the poee, the poet effectivt effectively announely announces the seces the sequence’s cquence’s cquence’s close. Theclose. The poem draw poem draws heavily s heavily on the comon the communal lamemunal lament traditint tradition known fon known from the Psrom therom the Psalmsthe Psalms. It is si. It is significant gnificant that sin athat sin and guilt and guilt are again are again acknowledgecknowledged in this d in this communal vcommuncommunal vcommunal voice, but oice, but neverthelenevertheless the comss the community conmunity continues to tinues to question tquestion the rightnehe rightnhe rightness rightness of Yahweh’of Yahweh’s actions:s actions: “Why have “Why have you aband you abandoned us fooned us for so long?r so long?” “Surely ” “Surely ” “Surely yo“Surely you have reju have rejected us/yected us/your anger our anger has burnedhas burned against u against us excessivs excessively!”ely!”ely!”

Lam. 5 is the only poem which is not constrained by the alphabetic acrostic 
or the qinah meter. In this stark change in the formal patterns of repetition which 
otherwise dominate the sequence, the poet effectively announces the sequence’s 
close. The poem draws heavily on the communal lament tradition known from 
the Psalms. It is significant that sin and guilt are again acknowledged in this 
communal voice, but nevertheless the community continues to question the 
rightness of Yahweh’s actions: “Why have you abandoned us for so long?” 
“Surely you have rejected us/your anger has burned against us excessively!”

F. W. DobbF. W. Dobbs-Allsopps-Allsopp

F. W. Dobbs-Allsopp

LAMPLAMPLAMP

LAMP

Fairly smaFairly small vesselsll vessels, much lik, much like a small e a small bowl, holdbowl, holding oil ining oil into which ato which a wick was  wick was placed.placeplaced.placed.placed.

Fairly small vessels, much like a small bowl, holding oil into which a wick was 
placed.



�Oil lamps Oil lamps are known are known well beforwell before the 4th e the 4th millenniummillennium  B.C.E.B.C.E. when ston when stone bowls coe bowls e bowls contbowls containing oilaining oil were burn were burned. By theed. By the 3rd mille 3rd millennium a ronnium a round saucerund saucer or shallo or shallow bowl evowshalloshallow boshallow bowl evolvedwl evolved into a la into a lamp, typicamp, typically with flly with four slightour slight depressio depressions on its ns on its rim (lampsrim (rim (lamps wit(lamps with as many h as many as seven “as seven “lips” havelips” have been foun been found); these d); these in turn dein turn developed inveloped into four optoininto four into four open spoutopen spouts, and in s, and in the 2nd mithe 2nd millennium lllennium lamps had oamps had only one spnly one spout. This out. This simple whesisimple whesimple wheel-made boel-made bowl with onwl with one spout ise spout is what Isra what Israel borroweel borrowed from herd from her Canaanite Canaan Canaanite Canaanite neighbors neighbors and used tand used throughout hroughout the OT perthe OT period.iod.iod.

Oil lamps are known well before the 4th millennium B.C.E. when stone 
bowls containing oil were burned. By the 3rd millennium a round saucer or 
shallow bowl evolved into a lamp, typically with four slight depressions on its rim 
(lamps with as many as seven “lips” have been found); these in turn developed 
into four open spouts, and in the 2nd millennium lamps had only one spout. This 
simple wheel-made bowl with one spout is what Israel borrowed from her 
Canaanite neighbors and used throughout the OT period.

�Lamps (HebLamps (Heb. . neärneär) were nor) were normally mademally made of fired  of fired clay or raclay or rarely of merely of metal, whiletal, whiletal, while the while the wick was mwick was made of an ade of an absorbent absorbent cord, mostcord, most often fro often from flax. Thm flax. The wick wase wick wae wick was usuallwas usually allowed y allowed to projectto project slightly  slightly beyond thebeyond the edge of t edge of the spout. he spout. The earlieThe earliest fuel wast fust fuel was afuel was animal fat,nimal fat, but by OT but by OT times oli times olive oil wasve oil was used wide used widely and casly and castor oil ortor oil or sesame oi sesa sesame oilsesame oil rarely. T rarely. The first ehe first extraction xtraction of oil obtof oil obtained by cained by crushing thrushing the olives ie olives in a press n a pren a press prodpress produced a liguced a light, fat-frht, fat-free oil whiee oil which was edich was edible and moble and most desirabst desirable. The bele. The best oil wasst ost oil was aloil was also used foso used for religiour religious purposess purposes (Exod. 27 (Exod. 27:20). Seco:20). Second and evend and even third exn third extractions traexextractionextractions produceds produced oil of in oil of increasinglycreasingly fatty con fatty content. Thistent. This lower gra lower grade oil wasde oil was widely us wid widely usewidely used in lampsd in lamps and was n and was nearly smokearly smokeless and eless and odorless. odorless. Large lampLarge lamps could hos could hos could hold enoughold enough oil to bh oil to burn througurn throughout the nhout the night, but ight, but the wick wthe wick would eventould eventually burnually burn down and  burnburn down burn down and requirand require adjustmee adjustment. Since nt. Since there werethere were no matche no matches, some fis, some fire or pilore or pilore or pilot lighpilot light had to bt had to be kept bure kept burning in thning in the househole household. Smallerd. Smaller lamps wer lamps were in dangee in danger of goingr or of going oof going out during ut during the night the night (Prov. 31:(Prov. 31:18), and s18), and someone wouomeone would need told need to get up du get up during the nrduduring theduring the night to  night to attend to attend to the lamp. the lamp. In additioIn addition to some n to some storage costorage container tontainer to hold the  ho hold the ohold the oil, a sharil, a sharp pointed p pointed instrumentinstrument such as a such as a knife or  knife or a sliver oa sliver of wood wasf wood was used to t use used to trused to trim the wicim the wick as it buk as it burned. Somerned. Something simithing similar to a tlar to a tweezers waweezers was probablys probably used to e u used to exused to extinguish ttinguish the flame.he flame.he flame.

Lamps (Heb. neär) were normally made of fired clay or rarely of metal, 
while the wick was made of an absorbent cord, most often from flax. The wick 
was usually allowed to project slightly beyond the edge of the spout. The earliest 
fuel was animal fat, but by OT times olive oil was used widely and castor oil or 
sesame oil rarely. The first extraction of oil obtained by crushing the olives in a 
press produced a light, fat-free oil which was edible and most desirable. The best 
oil was also used for religious purposes (Exod. 27:20). Second and even third 
extractions produced oil of increasingly fatty content. This lower grade oil was 
widely used in lamps and was nearly smokeless and odorless. Large lamps could 
hold enough oil to burn throughout the night, but the wick would eventually 
burn down and require adjustment. Since there were no matches, some fire or 
pilot light had to be kept burning in the household. Smaller lamps were in danger 
of going out during the night (Prov. 31:18), and someone would need to get up 
during the night to attend to the lamp. In addition to some storage container to 
hold the oil, a sharp pointed instrument such as a knife or a sliver of wood was 
used to trim the wick as it burned. Something similar to a tweezers was probably 
used to extinguish the flame.

�Lamps wereLamps were most ofte most often placed in placed in concave n concave niches in niches in the walls the walls of houses,of houses, on a tabl on a  on a table, oa table, or in laterr in later times hun times hung from theg from the ceiling.  ceiling. If placed If placed on a tableon a table there was there was probably  proba probably aprobably a bowl unde bowl underneath forrneath for stability stability and for c and for catching anatching any oil thaty oil that slowly ex slowly exuded throuudedexexuded threxuded through the cough the clay lamp. lay lamp. To preventTo prevent this loss this loss of oil th of oil through the rough the clay, the clay, the lamp couldlamplamp couldlamp could be soaked be soaked in water  in water and then aand then a small lay small layer of wateer of water placed ar placed at the bottt the bottom of the ombottbottom of bottom of the lamp othe lamp on which thn which the oil floae oil floated. Lampsted. Lamps also had  also had a religioua religious use. Up s use. Up to one haltoto one halto one half of all vf of all vessels buressels buried with tied with the dead wehe dead were oil lamre oil lamps. The syps. The symbolism hembolism here is thatre hehere is thhere is that lamp/liat lamp/light equalsght equals life and  life and darkness edarkness equals deatquals death (2 Sam. h (2 Sam. 21:17). La21:17). Lamps were amps wmps were also were also used in buused in building dedilding dedications. ications. These lampThese lamps were news were new with only with only slight tr slight traces of buactrtraces of traces of burning. Pburning. Perhaps theerhaps they were lity were lit only at t only at the dedicathe dedication for a ion for a short timeshort time...

Lamps were most often placed in concave niches in the walls of houses, on 
a table, or in later times hung from the ceiling. If placed on a table there was 
probably a bowl underneath for stability and for catching any oil that slowly 
exuded through the clay lamp. To prevent this loss of oil through the clay, the 
lamp could be soaked in water and then a small layer of water placed at the 
bottom of the lamp on which the oil floated. Lamps also had a religious use. Up 
to one half of all vessels buried with the dead were oil lamps. The symbolism 
here is that lamp/light equals life and darkness equals death (2 Sam. 21:17). Lamps 
were also used in building dedications. These lamps were new with only slight 
traces of burning. Perhaps they were lit only at the dedication for a short time.

�The lamp aThe lamp as a sources a source of light  of light is used inis used in a number  a number of metaphoof metaphorical waysrical ways. It light. It ligh. It lights thelights the way (Ps.  way (Ps. 119:105), 119:105), representsrepresents wise or d wise or divine precivine precepts (Provepts (Prov. 6:20, 23. 6:20, 23), and is ), an), and is a land is a life spiritife spirit burning w burning within (20:ithin (20:27). Yahwe27). Yahweh is the lh is the lamp of theamp of the psalmist  psalmist (Ps. 18:29(Ps. 18(Ps. 18:29[MT 318:29[MT 30]), and D0]), and David is thavid is the lamp of e lamp of Israel (2 Israel (2 Sam. 21:17Sam. 21:17). Negativ). Negatively, the lely, the lamp of theamp llamp of thlamp of the wicked we wicked will be putill be put out (Prov out (Prov. 13:9; Jo. 13:9; Job 18:5-6),b 18:5-6), and haugh and haughty eyes anty eyes and a proud d a d a proud hea proud heart — the art — the lamp of thlamp of the wicked —e wicked — are sin ( are sin (Prov. 21:4Prov. 21:4). The san). The sanctuary lamctuary lamctuary lamp in thlamp in the tabernace tabernacle is callle is called ed maœ}o®rmaœ}o®r (Exod. 25 (Exod. 25:6; 27:20;:6; 27:20; 35:28), t 35:28), the same tehe same term used forteterm used term used for the sufor the sun and moonn and moon in Gen. 1 in Gen. 1:14-16.:14-16.:14-16.

The lamp as a source of light is used in a number of metaphorical ways. It 
lights the way (Ps. 119:105), represents wise or divine precepts (Prov. 6:20, 23), 
and is a life spirit burning within (20:27). Yahweh is the lamp of the psalmist (Ps. 
18:29[MT 30]), and David is the lamp of Israel (2 Sam. 21:17). Negatively, the 
lamp of the wicked will be put out (Prov. 13:9; Job 18:5-6), and haughty eyes and 
a proud heart — the lamp of the wicked — are sin (Prov. 21:4). The sanctuary 



lamp in the tabernacle is called maœ}o®r (Exod. 25:6; 27:20; 35:28), the same 
term used for the sun and moon in Gen. 1:14-16.

�In NT timeIn NT times lamps wes lamps were generalre generally smallerly smaller, often cl, often closed vesseosed vessels, and fels, and featured geoatured gatured geometric geometric decorationdecorations. They prs. They probably burobably burned for onned for only four toly four to five hour five hours if lights if lighted at dusked lightlighted atlighted at dusk and  dusk and so would gso would go out arouo out around midnighnd midnight (Matt. 2t (Matt. 25:1-12). B5:1-12). Both John toth John the Baptisthetthe Baptisthe Baptist (John 5:t (John 5:35) and Je35) and Jesus (Rev. sus (Rev. 21:23) wer21:23) were equated e equated to lamps. to lamps. Sound teacSound teaching was chiteacteaching wteaching was compareas compared to a burd to a burning lamp ning lamp (2 Pet. 1:(2 Pet. 1:19). To ke19). To keep the lamep the lamps burningps burningps burning imburning implies beinplies being ready fog ready for service r service (Luke 12:3(Luke 12:35).5).5).

In NT times lamps were generally smaller, often closed vessels, and featured 
geometric decorations. They probably burned for only four to five hours if 
lighted at dusk and so would go out around midnight (Matt. 25:1-12). Both John 
the Baptist (John 5:35) and Jesus (Rev. 21:23) were equated to lamps. Sound 
teaching was compared to a burning lamp (2 Pet. 1:19). To keep the lamps 
burning implies being ready for service (Luke 12:35).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. H. SmitR. H. Smith, “The Hoh, “The Household Lausehold Lamps of Palmps of Palestine in estine in Old TestamOld TestaOld Testament Testament Times,” Times,” BABA 27 (1964) 27 (1964): 2–31; “T: 2–31; “The Househohe Household Lamps old Lamps of Palestinf Palestine in Intere in Intee in IntertestaIntertestamental Timmental Times,” es,” BABA 27 (1964) 27 (1964): 101–24; : 101–24; “The House“The Household Lampshold Lamps of Palest of Palestine in NewinPalestPalestine Palestine in New Tesin New Testament Timtament Times,” es,” BABA 29 (1966) 29 (1966): 2–27.: 2–27.: 2–27.

Bibliography. R. H. Smith, “The Household Lamps of Palestine in Old 
Testament Times,” BA 27 (1964): 2–31; “The Household Lamps of Palestine in 
Intertestamental Times,” BA 27 (1964): 101–24; “The Household Lamps of 
Palestine in New Testament Times,” BA 29 (1966): 2–27.

James C. MJames C. Moyer/Michaoyer/Michael D. Guinel D. Guinan, O.F.M.an, O.F.M.

James C. Moyer/Michael D. Guinan, O.F.M.

LAMPSTANDLAMPSTANDLAMPSTAND

LAMPSTAND

A pedestalA pedestal for oil-f for oil-filled wickilled wick lamps, or lamps, or a stand i a stand incorporatincorporating one or ng one or more such more such lamps intolamlamps intolamps into its struc its structure.ture.ture.

A pedestal for oil-filled wick lamps, or a stand incorporating one or more such 
lamps into its structure.

�Although lAlthough lamps mightamps might be put on be put on a shelf o a shelf or niche, tr niche, they were fhey were frequently requently set on a sset on set on a separon a separate lampstate lampstand (Heb. and (Heb. meïno®ra®;meïno®ra®; 2 Kgs. 4: 2 Kgs. 4:10; Gk. 10; Gk. lychniía;lychniía; Matt. 5:1 Matt. 5:15). Some l55:15:15). Som5:15). Some lampstane lampstands were sids were single-stemmngle-stemmed and heled and held only oned only one lamp, whi lamp, while others le otherle others feaothers featured sevetured several branchral branches on the es on the pedestal.pedestal.pedestal.

Although lamps might be put on a shelf or niche, they were frequently set 
on a separate lampstand (Heb. meïno®ra®; 2 Kgs. 4:10; Gk. lychniía; Matt. 
5:15). Some lampstands were single-stemmed and held only one lamp, while 
others featured several branches on the pedestal.

�As with thAs with the lamp, moe lamp, most biblicast biblical referencl references are to es are to lampstandslampstands intended  intended for culticfor cultfor cultic usacultic usage: a goldge: a golden, seven-en, seven-branched lbranched lampstand, ampstand, cylindricacylindrical in form,l in form, used in t used in the wildernhe whe wildernesswilderness tabernacl tabernacle (Exod. 2e (Exod. 25:31-40; 35:31-40; 37:17-24); 7:17-24); 10 golden 10 golden lampstandslampstands in Solomo in Solomon’s templenSolomoSolomon’s Solomon’s temple (1 temple (1 Kgs. 7:49)Kgs. 7:49); the gold; the golden lampstaen lampstand (perhapnd (perhaps two?) ofs two?) of the poste the postexilic secoxpostepostexilicpostexilic second te second temple, featmple, featuring a bouring a bowl with sewl with seven seven-ven seven-lipped lamlipped lamps (cf. Zeps (cf. Zech. 4:1-6,ch.ZeZech. 4:1-Zech. 4:1-6, 11-14).6, 11-14). The apoca The apocalyptic vislyptic visions of Reions of Rev. 1:12-13v. 1:12-13, 20; 2:1 , 20; 2:1 depict sevdepict seven single en sien single lamsingle lampstands.pstands.pstands.

As with the lamp, most biblical references are to lampstands intended for 
cultic usage: a golden, seven-branched lampstand, cylindrical in form, used in the 
wilderness tabernacle (Exod. 25:31-40; 37:17-24); 10 golden lampstands in 
Solomon’s temple (1 Kgs. 7:49); the golden lampstand (perhaps two?) of the 
postexilic second temple, featuring a bowl with seven seven-lipped lamps (cf. 
Zech. 4:1-6, 11-14). The apocalyptic visions of Rev. 1:12-13, 20; 2:1 depict seven 
single lampstands.

�The seven-The seven-branched tbranched temple lampemple lampstand fromstand from the Roman the Roman period ap period appears in tpears in the earlieshetthe earliethe earliest artistist artistic depictioc depictions (cf. thns (cf. the arch of e arch of Titus in RTitus in Rome) and fome) and forms the borms the basis, in tasis, inasis, in the Jewin the Jewish traditish tradition, for iion, for its later rts later renderings.enderings.

The seven-branched temple lampstand from the Roman period appears in 
the earliest artistic depictions (cf. the arch of Titus in Rome) and forms the basis, 
in the Jewish tradition, for its later renderings.

Michael D.Michael D. Guinan, O Guinan, O.F.M..F.M.

Michael D. Guinan, O.F.M.

LANDLANDLAND

LAND

The prominThe prominence of laence of land in biblnd in biblical thougical thought has beeht has been underestn underestimated in imated in much 20th-much 20th-much 20th-centu20th-century scholarry scholarship becauship because of its se of its strong empstrong emphasis on thasis on the historihe historical characcal character of bibtercharaccharacter character of biblicaof biblical religionl religion. Accordin. According to this g to this emphasis, emphasis, biblical rbiblical religion iseligion is about hum about h about human redehuman redemption, anmption, and its God d its God is revealeis revealed and recod and recognized in gnized in mighty actmighty acts within ts within the historihtthe historthe historical experical experiences of iences of God’s peopGod’s people. The nale. The natural worltural world and the d and the biblical lbiblical landscape aandsllandscape landscape are conseqare consequently reduently reduced to thuced to the stage upe stage upon which ton which this divinehis divine-human dra-human dra-human drama takedrama takes place, os place, or they arer they are identifie identified as the ad as the arena in whrena in which the paich the pagan deitiegan deities of Israes of s of Israel’of Israel’s neighbors neighbors are actis are active. Thus lve. Thus land, togetand, together with ther with the sphere he sphere of nature of nature of which iof wof which it iwhich it is a part, s a part, has been chas been considered onsidered at best a at best a marginal dmarginal domain in bomain in biblical thiblical thought and oughtththought anthought and at worstd at worst a pagan r a pagan realm from ealm from which Israwhich Israel’s histoel’s historical relirical religion dissogion dissociated itsciatedissodissociatedissociated itself.d itself.d itself.

The prominence of land in biblical thought has been underestimated in much 
20th-century scholarship because of its strong emphasis on the historical 
character of biblical religion. According to this emphasis, biblical religion is about 
human redemption, and its God is revealed and recognized in mighty acts within 
the historical experiences of God’s people. The natural world and the biblical 
landscape are consequently reduced to the stage upon which this divine-human 



drama takes place, or they are identified as the arena in which the pagan deities 
of Israel’s neighbors are active. Thus land, together with the sphere of nature of 
which it is a part, has been considered at best a marginal domain in biblical 
thought and at worst a pagan realm from which Israel’s historical religion 
dissociated itself.

�Such an unSuch an understandinderstanding of biblig of biblical religical religion has beeon has been challengn challenged from seed from several quarveral quaveral quarters, quarters, including including those who those who consider tconsider the historihe historical lens ical lens in and of in and of itself too tself too narrow fornarronarrow fornarrow for viewing t viewing the richneshe richness of biblis of biblical experical experience. Modeence. Modern developrn developments havements havements have also have also contributecontributed to a newd to a new interest  interest in the bibin the biblical landlical landscape. Amoscape. Among these ang these are the crere aare the crare the creation of eation of the modernthe modern State of  State of Israel andIsrael and the tensi the tensions betweeons between Israelisn Israelis and Pales an and Palestand Palestinians coninians concerning hicerning historical astorical and religiond religious claims us claims to the lanto the lands of the ds of the Bible; newBible; Bible; newBible; new struggles struggles worldwide worldwide over clai over claims and rigms and rights to lanhts to land between d between indigenousindigenous peoples a indigenousindigenousindigenous peoples a peoples and immigrand immigrants, oftennts, often Christian Christian colonists colonists; and a ne; and a new concern w concern for the nafofor the nafor the natural worltural world and the d and the human relahuman relationship ttionship to it arisio it arising from thng from the environme environmental crisenenvironmenvironmenenvironmental crisistal crisis. Partly b. Partly because of ecause of such curresuch current developnt developments, andments, and partly be partly because of tcabebecause ofbecause of the inade the inadequacy of tquacy of the historihe historical readincal reading of the Bg of the Bible itselible itself, land haf, land has been reds beens been redisbeen rediscovered ascovered as a crucial a crucial and indis and indispensable ppensable player in tlayer in the biblicahe biblical drama. Tl drama. The signifihe she significansignificance of landce of land in the Bi in the Bible may beble may be summarize summarized under thd under three of itsree of its key roles key roles..

Such an understanding of biblical religion has been challenged from several 
quarters, including those who consider the historical lens in and of itself too 
narrow for viewing the richness of biblical experience. Modern developments 
have also contributed to a new interest in the biblical landscape. Among these 
are the creation of the modern State of Israel and the tensions between Israelis 
and Palestinians concerning historical and religious claims to the lands of the 
Bible; new struggles worldwide over claims and rights to land between 
indigenous peoples and immigrants, often Christian colonists; and a new concern 
for the natural world and the human relationship to it arising from the 
environmental crisis. Partly because of such current developments, and partly 
because of the inadequacy of the historical reading of the Bible itself, land has 
been rediscovered as a crucial and indispensable player in the biblical drama. The 
significance of land in the Bible may be summarized under three of its key roles.

AgriculturAgriculturee

Agriculture

Arable lanArable land lay at td lay at the heart ohe heart of the biblf the biblical landsical landscape. It wcape. It was the basas the basis of Israis of Israel’s physiel’s phyel’s physical sphysical survival asurvival as a people  a people and of itsand of its agrarian  agrarian way of lifway of life. Israel’e. Israel’s economy s economy throughoutthrougthroughoutthroughout the bibli the biblical periodcal period was agric was agricultural, cultural, combining tombining the cultivahe cultivation of grtion of grains and fains aains and fruitsand fruits with the  with the herding ofherding of sheep and sheep and goats on  goats on small famismall family farms. ly farms. So centralSo central was this  was was this awas this agriculturagricultural way of ll way of life to Isrife to Israel’s selfael’s self-understan-understanding that ding that according according to one of to one to one of itsone of its creation  creation accounts, accounts, the Eden nthe Eden narrative iarrative in Gen. 2:4n Gen. 2:4-3:24, the-3:24, the first hum first human was madan wan was made fwas made from arablerom arable soil (Heb soil (Heb. . }a�d�aœma®}a�d�aœma®,, 2:7) and  2:7) and given the given the task of cutask of cultivating ltivacucultivatincultivating it (2:15g it (2:15; 3:23). T; 3:23). Thus workinhus working the landg the land, the very, the very occupatio occupation in whichn in which most Isra mos most Israemost Israelites werelites were engaged,  engaged, was viewedwas viewed as the ar as the archetypal vchetypal vocation foocation for which hur which humanity wasmhuhumanity whumanity was createdas created...

Arable land lay at the heart of the biblical landscape. It was the basis of Israel’s 
physical survival as a people and of its agrarian way of life. Israel’s economy 
throughout the biblical period was agricultural, combining the cultivation of grains 
and fruits with the herding of sheep and goats on small family farms. So central 
was this agricultural way of life to Israel’s self-understanding that according to 
one of its creation accounts, the Eden narrative in Gen. 2:4-3:24, the first human 
was made from arable soil (Heb. }a�d�aœma®,  2:7) and given the task of 
cultivating it (2:15; 3:23). Thus working the land, the very occupation in which 
most Israelites were engaged, was viewed as the archetypal vocation for which 
humanity was created.

�AgriculturAgricultural land waal land was customars customarily owned ily owned and farmedand farmed by multip by multiple family le family householdshousehhouseholdshouseholds, which th, which themselves wemselves were socialere social adaptatio adaptations to the ns to the land and lland and labor demanabor demanabor demands ofdemands of hill-coun hill-country farmintry farming. Land wag. Land was regardeds regarded as an anc as an ancestral inhestral inheritance (eritance (nah�a�la®,na((nah�a�la®(nah�a�la®,, 1 Kgs. 21 1 Kgs. 21:3) remain:3) remaining permaning permanently in tently in the family.he family. Should sa Should sale be necele be nele be necessary,necessary, the neare the nearest relativst relative had the e had the first optifirst option to buy on to buy (Jer. 32:6(Jer. 32:6-15). The -15). The strength ostrengstrength ostrength of the connf the connection betection between a famween a family and itily and its ancestras ancestral lands isl lands is illustrat illustrated by Naboed byed by Naboth’by Naboth’s refusal s refusal under greaunder great pressuret pressure to sell h to sell his ancestris ancestral vineyaral vineyard to King d to King Ahab (1 KgAhabAhab (1 KgAhab (1 Kgs. 21:1-16s. 21:1-16). Also il). Also illustrated lustrated in this epin this episode is tisode is the acquisihe acquisition of lation of land, not alnd, notnd, not alwaysnot always legally,  legally, by Israel’by Israel’s powerfuls powerful and elite and elite, a practi, a practice criticice criticized harshlzed harshly by the py by they by the prophethe prophets (1 Kgs.ts (1 Kgs. 21:17-19; 21:17-19; Isa. 5:8- Isa. 5:8-10; Mic. 210; Mic. 2:1-2). Acc:1-2). According to ording to one theoloone theological persgicatheolotheologicatheological perspectl perspective, Israeive, Israel’s agricul’s agricultural lanltural land was actud was actually God’sally God’s land, on  land, on which Israwhich which Israwhich Israelite famielite families were lies were properly rproperly regarded asegarded as resident  resident aliens andaliens and servants  servants (Lev. 25:2(Lev(Lev. 25:2(Lev. 25:23).3).3).

Agricultural land was customarily owned and farmed by multiple family 
households, which themselves were social adaptations to the land and labor 
demands of hill-country farming. Land was regarded as an ancestral inheritance 
(nah�a�la®,  1 Kgs. 21:3) remaining permanently in the family. Should sale be 
necessary, the nearest relative had the first option to buy (Jer. 32:6-15). The 
strength of the connection between a family and its ancestral lands is illustrated 
by Naboth’s refusal under great pressure to sell his ancestral vineyard to King 
Ahab (1 Kgs. 21:1-16). Also illustrated in this episode is the acquisition of land, 
not always legally, by Israel’s powerful and elite, a practice criticized harshly by 



the prophets (1 Kgs. 21:17-19; Isa. 5:8-10; Mic. 2:1-2). According to one 
theological perspective, Israel’s agricultural land was actually God’s land, on 
which Israelite families were properly regarded as resident aliens and servants 
(Lev. 25:23).

�Just as huJust as human identiman identity was groty was grounded in tunded in the arable he arable land, its land, its cultivatiocultivation, and itsn, and its agricultu a agriculturagricultural produceal produce, so too I, so too Israel’s visrael’s view of God ew of God was closelwas closely associaty associated with thed with this landscais lais landscape.landscape. The ferti The fertility of arlity of arable soil able soil was regardwas regarded ultimated ultimately as Godely as God’s work. G’s work. God, for whod, GGod, for wGod, for whom the thhom the thunderstormunderstorm was a com was a common mediummon medium of revela of revelation (Exodtion (Exod. 19:9, 16. 19:. 19:9, 16; 19:9, 16; Ps. 18:7-1Ps. 18:7-15[MT 8–16]5[MT 8–16]), brought), brought the rain  the rain upon whichupon which Israel’s  Israel’s dry-land fdry-land farming deparmffarming defarming depended (Gepended (Gen. 2:5; Den. 2:5; Deut. 11:10-ut. 11:10-12). God m12). God made the soade the soil fertileil fertile (Gen. 8:2 (Gen. 8:22; 27:27-22;8:28:22; 27:28:22; 27:27-28) and 7-28) and could rendcould render it sterer it sterile (Gen. ile (Gen. 3:17-18; 43:17-18; 4:11-12). I:11-12). In recognitn recognition of Godion oion of God’s cof God’s control oveontrol over the landr the land’s product’s production, Israeion, Israel celebratl celebrated its pried its primary religmary religious festiious religreligious religious festivals festivals at the thrat the three harvestee harvests of its as of its agriculturagricultural year, thl year, the harvestse harvests of barley of barle of barley andbarley and wheat in  wheat in the springthe spring and the h and the harvest of arvest of fruit in tfruit in the fall (Ehe fall (Exod. 34:18xod. 34:18-26; Lev. -26; L-26; Lev. 23:9-Lev. 23:9-22; Deut. 22; Deut. 16:1-10). 16:1-10). At each IsAt each Israel offerrael offered to God ed to God the firstfthe firstfruits of truits of the harvesthe harhe harvest. Tharvest. Thus Israelhus Israel’s worship’s worship and litur and liturgical calegical calendar were ndar were shaped by shaped by its agricuits agricultural lanlturaagricuagriculturagricultural landscaal landscape.pe.

Just as human identity was grounded in the arable land, its cultivation, and its 
agricultural produce, so too Israel’s view of God was closely associated with this 
landscape. The fertility of arable soil was regarded ultimately as God’s work. 
God, for whom the thunderstorm was a common medium of revelation (Exod. 
19:9, 16; Ps. 18:7-15[MT 8–16]), brought the rain upon which Israel’s dry-land 
farming depended (Gen. 2:5; Deut. 11:10-12). God made the soil fertile (Gen. 
8:22; 27:27-28) and could render it sterile (Gen. 3:17-18; 4:11-12). In recognition 
of God’s control over the land’s production, Israel celebrated its primary 
religious festivals at the three harvests of its agricultural year, the harvests of 
barley and wheat in the spring and the harvest of fruit in the fall (Exod. 34:18-26; 
Lev. 23:9-22; Deut. 16:1-10). At each Israel offered to God the firstfruits of the 
harvest. Thus Israel’s worship and liturgical calendar were shaped by its 
agricultural landscape.

NationhoodNationhood

Nationhood

Just as laJust as land was thend was the basis of  basis of Israel’s aIsrael’s agriculturagricultural society,l society, so it was so it was the basis the basis of Israel of Israe of Israel’s eIsrael’s existence axistence as an ancies an ancient Near Eant Near Eastern kingstern kingdom. Especdom. Especially promially prominent in Iinent in Israel’s unsraeIIsrael’s uIsrael’s understandinderstanding of its ng of its land as itland as its nationals national territory territory are two b are two beliefs. Oneliefs. One is that e is thae is that Israethat Israel itself wl itself was not indas not indigenous toigenous to its land. its land. Its ances Its ancestral origitral origins lay elsns lay elsewhere. Abewhere. Aewhere. Abraham’s Abraham’s family migfamily migrated to Crated to Canaan fromanaan from Mesopotam Mesopotamia via Syria via Syria (Gen. 1ia (Gen. 11:27-12:9)1:27-12:9111:27-12:911:27-12:9), and Abr), and Abraham’s desaham’s descendents lcendents later movedater moved to Canaan to Canaan from the  from the Nile DeltaNile DelNile Delta of EDelta of Egypt (Exodgypt (Exod. 1-15; Jo. 1-15; Josh. 1-12).sh. 1-12). The other The other belief is belief is that Isra that Israel’s God gel’s God gave the laave thave the land tthe land to Israel, o Israel, as expressas expressed in the ed in the narrative narrative of Abrahamof Abraham’s initial’s initial migration migration (Gen. 12: (Gen (Gen. 12:1(Gen. 12:1-9) and in-9) and in the accou the account of the nt of the subsequentsubsequent entrance  entrance of Abrahamof Abraham’s descend’s descend’s descendantdescendants into Cans into Canaan from Eaan from Egypt (Deutgypt (Deut. 1:6-8).. 1:6-8).. 1:6-8).

Just as land was the basis of Israel’s agricultural society, so it was the basis of 
Israel’s existence as an ancient Near Eastern kingdom. Especially prominent in 
Israel’s understanding of its land as its national territory are two beliefs. One is 
that Israel itself was not indigenous to its land. Its ancestral origins lay elsewhere. 
Abraham’s family migrated to Canaan from Mesopotamia via Syria (Gen. 
11:27-12:9), and Abraham’s descendents later moved to Canaan from the Nile 
Delta of Egypt (Exod. 1-15; Josh. 1-12). The other belief is that Israel’s God gave 
the land to Israel, as expressed in the narrative of Abraham’s initial migration 
(Gen. 12:1-9) and in the account of the subsequent entrance of Abraham’s 
descendants into Canaan from Egypt (Deut. 1:6-8).

�The permanThe permanence of thence of the link bete link between bibliween biblical Israelcal Israel and its l and its land is vieand is viewed in varwed in vawed in various wavarious ways. In somys. In some texts, te texts, the relatiohe relationship is dnship is described aescribed as eternal s eternal (Gen. 17:8(Gen. 17:8; Deut. 4:; De; Deut. 4:40Deut. 4:40; 2 Sam. 7; 2 Sam. 7:10, 16; A:10, 16; Amos 9:15).mos 9:15). Other tex Other texts regard ts regard Israel’s wIsrael’s well-being ell-being in the lanin tin the land athe land and its vernd its very claims ty claims to it as deo it as dependent uppendent upon its loyon its loyalty to italty to its covenants covenant with God  with with God awith God and its obend its obedience to dience to God’s commGod’s commands (Deutands (Deut. 4:25-27;. 4:25-27; 11:13-17; 11:13-17; Jer. 7:1- Jer. 7:1 Jer. 7:1-15; Am7:1-15; Amos 6:1-8).os 6:1-8). According According to this l to this latter viewatter view, the Exil, the Exile and the e and the experienceexperience of landle of  of landlesof landlessness aftesness after the fallr the fall of Samari of Samaria and Jerua and Jerusalem weresalem were understoo understood as the ud as the ultimate pultimuultimate pultimate punishment unishment for Israelfor Israel’s covenan’s covenant faithlest faithlessness (2 Ksness (2 Kgs. 17:7-2gs. 17:7-23; 21:1-163; 21:1-16). Exilic ). Ex). Exilic proExilic prophets predphets predicted God’icted God’s new act s new act of salvatiof salvation primarion primarily in termly in terms of the rs of the restorationestorrestoratiorestoration to the In to the Israelite esraelite exiles of txiles of their preexheir preexilic landsilic lands (Isa. 40: (Isa. 40:1-11; 49:11-11; 49:19-20; 51:19-20; 519-20; 51:1-3; Ez51:1-3; Ezek. 20:40-ek. 20:40-44).44).

The permanence of the link between biblical Israel and its land is viewed in 
various ways. In some texts, the relationship is described as eternal (Gen. 17:8; 
Deut. 4:40; 2 Sam. 7:10, 16; Amos 9:15). Other texts regard Israel’s well-being in 
the land and its very claims to it as dependent upon its loyalty to its covenant 
with God and its obedience to God’s commands (Deut. 4:25-27; 11:13-17; Jer. 
7:1-15; Amos 6:1-8). According to this latter view, the Exile and the experience 
of landlessness after the fall of Samaria and Jerusalem were understood as the 
ultimate punishment for Israel’s covenant faithlessness (2 Kgs. 17:7-23; 21:1-16). 
Exilic prophets predicted God’s new act of salvation primarily in terms of the 
restoration to the Israelite exiles of their preexilic lands (Isa. 40:1-11; 49:19-20; 



51:1-3; Ezek. 20:40-44).

WorshipWorship

Worship

As noted, As noted, Israel’s lIsrael’s liturgical iturgical calendar, calendar, designatindesignating the timeg the times and ritus and rituals of itsals of its worship,  worship worship, wworship, was primarias primarily shaped ly shaped by the thrby the three harvestee harvest festivals festivals celebrati celebrating the prong the productivity ducproproductiviproductivity of its ty of its agriculturagricultural lands. al lands. Just as thJust as the landscape landscape influence influenced the timed the times and rites and es and ritualand rituals of Israes of Israel’s worshil’s worship, so it ap, so it also influelso influenced the snced the setting of etting of Israelite Israelite worship. Tworship. worship. Tworship. Though God hough God could be pcould be present in resent in any place,any place, the prima the primary site ofry site of God’s rev God’s rev God’s revelationrevelation in biblic in biblical Israel al Israel was the mowas the mountain topuntain top, Mt. Sina, Mt. Sinai on whichi on which the law w the law was given aas gias given and given and Mt. Zion oMt. Zion on which thn which the temple we temple was built. as built. Both mountBoth mountains were ains were consideredconsidereconsideredconsidered sacred sp sacred space (Exod.ace (Exod. 3:5; 19:1 3:5; 19:12, 23; Ps.2, 23; Ps. 48:1-3[2– 48:1-3[2–4]; 87:1–34]; 87:1–3). Thus a ). Thus a particularparparticularparticular feature o feature of the landf the landscape was scape was viewed as viewed as the speciathe special locus ofl locus of divine-hu divine-human communmandivine-hudivine-humdivine-human communian communication. Incation. In its notio its notion of sacren of sacred space, Id space, Israel sharsrael shared with oted with other culturheotother cultother cultures the nures the notion thatotion that the lands the landscape itselcape itself could bef could be a medium  a medium of divine of divine revelationrevrevelationrevelation...

As noted, Israel’s liturgical calendar, designating the times and rituals of its 
worship, was primarily shaped by the three harvest festivals celebrating the 
productivity of its agricultural lands. Just as the landscape influenced the times 
and rituals of Israel’s worship, so it also influenced the setting of Israelite 
worship. Though God could be present in any place, the primary site of God’s 
revelation in biblical Israel was the mountain top, Mt. Sinai on which the law was 
given and Mt. Zion on which the temple was built. Both mountains were 
considered sacred space (Exod. 3:5; 19:12, 23; Ps. 48:1-3[2–4]; 87:1–3). Thus a 
particular feature of the landscape was viewed as the special locus of 
divine-human communication. In its notion of sacred space, Israel shared with 
other cultures the notion that the landscape itself could be a medium of divine 
revelation.

�The JewishThe Jewish community community in Roman  in Roman Palestine,Palestine, from whic from which the firsh the first Christiat Christians came, wns camns came, was came, was heir to a heir to a sense of tsense of the land thhe land that includeat included the varid the various roles ous roles it played it played in the relin thin the religithe religion of Israon of Israel. Thus tel. Thus the early Che early Christian whristian writings inritings in the NT, e the NT, especially specially the Gospelthe Gothe Gospel narGospel narratives abratives about Jesus,out Jesus, reflect t reflect these same hese same understandunderstandings. In tings. In the first phe first place, the lace,pplace, theplace, the agricultu agricultural landscral landscape of bibape of biblical Isralical Israel plays ael plays a prominent prominent role in t role in the Gospelshe Gosphe Gospels. TGospels. The small ahe small agrarian vigrarian villages of llages of Roman PaleRoman Palestine provstine provide the coide the context for ntext for the life athethe life athe life and ministrnd ministry of Jesusy of Jesus and his f and his first folloirst followers, and wers, and it is withit is with the image the imagery of thisry of thry of this worldthis world — sowing  — sowing and harvesand harvesting grainting grain (Mark 4:1 (Mark 4:1-20, 26-29-20, 26-29), tending), tending vineyards vineyards (12:1–12) ( (12:1–12),(12:1–12), herding s herding sheep (Mattheep (Matt. 18:10-14. 18:10-14) — that J) — that Jesus descresus describes the cibes the character oharacter of the kingf oof the kinof the kingdom of Gogdom of God.d.d.

The Jewish community in Roman Palestine, from which the first Christians 
came, was heir to a sense of the land that included the various roles it played in 
the religion of Israel. Thus the early Christian writings in the NT, especially the 
Gospel narratives about Jesus, reflect these same understandings. In the first 
place, the agricultural landscape of biblical Israel plays a prominent role in the 
Gospels. The small agrarian villages of Roman Palestine provide the context for 
the life and ministry of Jesus and his first followers, and it is with the imagery of 
this world — sowing and harvesting grain (Mark 4:1-20, 26-29), tending vineyards 
(12:1–12), herding sheep (Matt. 18:10-14) — that Jesus describes the character 
of the kingdom of God.

�FurthermorFurthermore, the pole, the political lanitical landscape of dscape of biblical Ibiblical Israel is rsrael is reflected ieflected in a numbern a number of NT tex o of NT textof NT texts, where ts, where the relatiohe relationship betwnship between nationeen nationhood and lhood and land is assand is assumed. The umed. Theumed. The gift oThe gift of land to f land to Abraham’s Abraham’s descendantdescendants is recals is recalled (Acts led (Acts 7:2-7; Heb7:2-7; Heb. 11:8-9),. 11:8-9), Palestine Pal Palestine Palestine is referreis referred to as thd to as the land of e land of Israel (MaIsrael (Matt. 2:20-2tt. 2:20-21), and th1), and the politicae political restoratl restorl restoratiorestoration of Israen of Israel as an inl as an independent dependent kingdom frkingdom free of Romaee of Roman control n control is mentionis mentioned by Jesuementionmentioned mentioned by Jesus’ by Jesus’ disciples disciples (Acts 1:6)(Acts 1:6). Finally,. Finally, the sacre the sacred landscapd landscape of Israee of Israel is reflel is rel is reflected reflected in the Gosin the Gospel narratpel narratives. The ives. The mountain fmountain figures proigures prominently iminently in Matthew’n Matthew’s Gospel is Matthew’Matthew’s Matthew’s Gospel in Gospel in which it iwhich it is the locas the location of Jetion of Jesus’ greatsus’ great sermon (M sermon (Matt. 5:1-7att. 5:1-7:29) recal:29)5:1-75:1-7:29) 5:1-7:29) recalling recalling the revelathe revelation to Motion to Moses on Mt.ses on Mt. Sinai, of Sinai, of Jesus’ tr Jesus’ transfiguratansfiguration (17:1–ion (17ion (17:1–13),(17:1–13), and of Je and of Jesus’ greatsus’ great commissio commission (28:16–2n (28:16–20). Mt. Zi0). Mt. Zion and theon and the temple, a temple, as the cents ts the centerthe center of Jewish of Jewish worship,  worship, provide thprovide the context e context of the Pasof the Passion narrasion narratives in atives in all of the ll oll of the Gosof the Gospels, and pels, and in Luke-Acin Luke-Acts it is hts it is here in Jerere in Jerusalem thausalem that Jesus met Jesus meets his foets his followers afllowefofollowers followers after the after the ResurrectiResurrection (Luke 2on (Luke 24:33-53) a4:33-53) and that thnd that the Church be Church begins at Pegins at Pentecost (ePPentecost Pentecost (Acts 1-2)(Acts 1-2)...

Furthermore, the political landscape of biblical Israel is reflected in a number 
of NT texts, where the relationship between nationhood and land is assumed. 
The gift of land to Abraham’s descendants is recalled (Acts 7:2-7; Heb. 11:8-9), 
Palestine is referred to as the land of Israel (Matt. 2:20-21), and the political 
restoration of Israel as an independent kingdom free of Roman control is 
mentioned by Jesus’ disciples (Acts 1:6). Finally, the sacred landscape of Israel is 
reflected in the Gospel narratives. The mountain figures prominently in 
Matthew’s Gospel in which it is the location of Jesus’ great sermon (Matt. 
5:1-7:29) recalling the revelation to Moses on Mt. Sinai, of Jesus’ transfiguration 
(17:1–13), and of Jesus’ great commission (28:16–20). Mt. Zion and the temple, as 
the center of Jewish worship, provide the context of the Passion narratives in all 
of the Gospels, and in Luke-Acts it is here in Jerusalem that Jesus meets his 
followers after the Resurrection (Luke 24:33-53) and that the Church begins at 
Pentecost (Acts 1-2).



�In spite oIn spite of these lif these lines of connes of continuity betinuity between Judatween Judaism and eaism and early Christrly Christianity, seianity, several devevseseveral deseveral developmentsvelopments with the  with the Christian Christian community community contributecontributed to a disd to a distinctive vtinctive view of lanievview of laview of land in the nd in the emerging Cemerging Church. Onehurch. One of these  of these developmendevelopments was thets was the rapid urb rapid ur rapid urbanizatiurbanization of Chrion of Christianity. stianity. Within a dWithin a decade of tecade of the Crucifihe Crucifixion of Jexion of Jesus, the psus, the primary conrimarpprimary coprimary context of Cntext of Christianithristianity had shify had shifted from tted from the rural vhe rural villages ofillages of Palestine Palestine to the ci to th to the citiesthe cities of the Ro of the Roman Empireman Empire. With thi. With this shift, ts shift, the world ohe world of agricultf agriculture, whichure, which had had s had had had suhad had such a profoch a profound influeund influence on thence on the definitio definition of humann of humanity and onity and on the under the understanding osunderunderstandunderstanding of diving of divine activiine activity in Israty in Israel, was leel, was left behind ft behind and replacand replaced with aned with an urban per urban urban persurban perspective. Wpective. While the Ghile the Gospel narrospel narratives aboatives about Jesus rut Jesus recall thisecall this agricultu agricultural persperal pral perspectivperspective, Paul’s e, Paul’s letters thletters that take upat take up directly  directly the actualthe actual urban cir urban circumstancescumstances of his au of hi of his audienhis audience show once show only faint tly faint traces of iraces of it (1 Thesst (1 Thess. 2:1-12; . 2:1-12; Rom. 11:17Rom. 11:17-24).-24).-24).

In spite of these lines of continuity between Judaism and early Christianity, 
several developments with the Christian community contributed to a distinctive 
view of land in the emerging Church. One of these developments was the rapid 
urbanization of Christianity. Within a decade of the Crucifixion of Jesus, the 
primary context of Christianity had shifted from the rural villages of Palestine to 
the cities of the Roman Empire. With this shift, the world of agriculture, which 
had had such a profound influence on the definition of humanity and on the 
understanding of divine activity in Israel, was left behind and replaced with an 
urban perspective. While the Gospel narratives about Jesus recall this agricultural 
perspective, Paul’s letters that take up directly the actual urban circumstances of 
his audience show only faint traces of it (1 Thess. 2:1-12; Rom. 11:17-24).

�A second dA second developmentevelopment affecting affecting the Chris the Christian view tian view of land waof land was the convs the conversion to ersionconvconversionconversion to Christ to Christianity of ianity of large numblarge numbers of Geners of Gentiles, whotiles, who did not s did not share the chare the close politlocclose policlose political bondtical bonds Jews fels Jews felt with thet with the territori territories of Judees of Judea and Samaa and Samaria, once ria, once parts of tpartsparts of tparts of the kingdomhe kingdom of Israel of Israel. Thus amo. Thus among most neng most new Christiaw Christians the linns the link between k between land and nlland and nland and nationhood ationhood was undermwas undermined, or ained, or at least alt least altered, andtered, and the self- the self-understandunderstanding of theinself-understandself-underself-understanding ostanding of the earlf the early Christiay Christians as God’ns as God’s people ns people no longer io longer included a ncluded a particularparparticularparticular land as a land as an essentian essential element.l element. It is not It is noteworthy theworthy that Paul, wat Paul, who makes sho makes so much of o mo much of Abmuch of Abraham’s roraham’s role in salvle in salvation histation history, does ory, does not discusnot discuss God’s prs God’s promise to homise to him of landimhhim of lanhim of land (Gal. 3:d (Gal. 3:6-18; Rom.6-18; Rom. 4:1-25). 4:1-25). 4:1-25).

A second development affecting the Christian view of land was the 
conversion to Christianity of large numbers of Gentiles, who did not share the 
close political bonds Jews felt with the territories of Judea and Samaria, once 
parts of the kingdom of Israel. Thus among most new Christians the link between 
land and nationhood was undermined, or at least altered, and the 
self-understanding of the early Christians as God’s people no longer included a 
particular land as an essential element. It is noteworthy that Paul, who makes so 
much of Abraham’s role in salvation history, does not discuss God’s promise to 
him of land (Gal. 3:6-18; Rom. 4:1-25).

�Finally, tFinally, the strong he strong apocalyptiapocalyptic charactec character of earlyr of early Christian Christianity shifteity shifted its persd its perspective onpepersperspectivperspective on land.e on land. By stress By stressing a futuing a future existenre existence in a hece in a heavenly reaavenly realm, unenculm, unencumbered by mbunencuunencumberunencumbered by the ed by the realities realities of earthy of earthy existence existence — whether — whether agriculturagricultural or polial or political survtipolipolitical political survival —survival — Christian Christianity diminiity diminished the rshed the role of lanole of land in its rd in its religious celigious consciousneonscioucconsciousnconsciousness (John ess (John 14:1-7; 1 14:1-7; 1 Cor. 15:1-Cor. 15:1-58; 1 Thes58; 1 Thess. 4:13-18s. 4:13-18). Still, ). Still, its imagesits images of the ne of th of the new agthe new age never die never divorce it evorce it entirely frntirely from the earom the earthly landsthly landscape: the cape: the kingdom ofkingdom of God does  G God does nGod does not escape ot escape earth’s boearth’s bounds but iunds but is establiss established in a thed in a transformedransformed world (Re world (Re world (Rev. 21:1(Rev. 21:1, 2; 22:1-, 2; 22:1-5). Thus e5). Thus even Christven Christianity’s aianity’s apocalypticpocalyptic vision co vision consists in nsists in the naturathe natthe natural renatural realities — alities — rivers, frrivers, fruit trees,uit trees, cities —  cities — that were that were a part of a part of the biblicthe biblical landscaal landscal landscape.landscape.

Finally, the strong apocalyptic character of early Christianity shifted its 
perspective on land. By stressing a future existence in a heavenly realm, 
unencumbered by the realities of earthy existence — whether agricultural or 
political survival — Christianity diminished the role of land in its religious 
consciousness (John 14:1-7; 1 Cor. 15:1-58; 1 Thess. 4:13-18). Still, its images of 
the new age never divorce it entirely from the earthly landscape: the kingdom of 
God does not escape earth’s bounds but is established in a transformed world 
(Rev. 21:1, 2; 22:1-5). Thus even Christianity’s apocalyptic vision consists in the 
natural realities — rivers, fruit trees, cities — that were a part of the biblical 
landscape.
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LAODICEALAODICEA (Gk.  (Gk. LaodiíkeiaLaodiíkeia)))

LAODICEA (Gk. Laodiíkeia)

A city in A city in Asia MinorAsia Minor, one of t, one of the seven che seven churches adhurches addressed indressed in Rev. 1-3. Rev. 1-3. Laodicea  Laodicea ad Lycum wadad Lycum wad Lycum was foundedas founded ca. 250  ca. 250 B.C.B.C. by the Sy by the Syrian king rian king Antiochus Antiochus II, who naII, who named it aftmed it amed it after his after his wife Laodiwife Laodice. It stoce. It stood on an eod on an elevated pllevated plateau in tateau in the Lychus he Lychus River vallRiver valley and wasey aney and was loand was located ca. cated ca. 10 km. (6 10 km. (6 mi.) S of mi.) S of HierapolisHierapolis, 18 km. (, 18 km. (11 mi.) W 11 mi.) W of Colossaof Colossae, and 161e, ColossaColossae, Colossae, and 161 kmand 161 km. (100 mi.. (100 mi.) E of Eph) E of Ephesus. Majoesus. Major roads mar roads made Laodicede Laodicea a thoroua a thoroa a thoroughfathoroughfare.re.re.

A city in Asia Minor, one of the seven churches addressed in Rev. 1-3. Laodicea 
ad Lycum was founded ca. 250 B.C. by the Syrian king Antiochus II, who named it 
after his wife Laodice. It stood on an elevated plateau in the Lychus River valley 



and was located ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) S of Hierapolis, 18 km. (11 mi.) W of 
Colossae, and 161 km. (100 mi.) E of Ephesus. Major roads made Laodicea a 
thoroughfare.

�In the 1stIn the 1st century  century B.C.B.C. Laodicea  Laodicea became a bbecame a banking andanking and finance a finance and textilend textile center, a cent center, ascenter, as well as a well as a famous si famous site for glate for gladiatorial diatorial games. In games. In A.D.A.D. 60 it was 60 it was devastate devastated by an ead bd by an eartby an earthquake, buhquake, but the wealt the wealthy inhabithy inhabitants refutants refused imperised imperial financial financial assistaal assistance for rence fnce for rebuilfor rebuilding (Taciding (Tacitus tus Ann.Ann. 14.27). E 14.27). Excavationsxcavations have unco have uncovered a stvered a stadium, gymadium, gymnasium, twnasiugymgymnasium,gymnasium, two theat two theaters, severers, several churcheal churches, and a ws, and a water systeater system. Today tm. Today the site ishe site is uninhabit u uninhabiteuninhabited.d.d.

In the 1st century B.C. Laodicea became a banking and finance and textile 
center, as well as a famous site for gladiatorial games. In A.D. 60 it was devastated 
by an earthquake, but the wealthy inhabitants refused imperial financial assistance 
for rebuilding (Tacitus Ann. 14.27). Excavations have uncovered a stadium, 
gymnasium, two theaters, several churches, and a water system. Today the site is 
uninhabited.

�The churchThe church at Laodic at Laodicea, led byea, led by a woman n a woman named Nymphamed Nympha (Col. 4:a (Col. 4:15), proba15), probably began blyprobaprobably bprobably began durinegan during Paul’s lg Paul’s lengthy Ephengthy Ephesian miniesian ministry (Actsstry (Acts 19:10) wh 19:10) when his colen his colleague, Epleacolcolleague,colleague, Epaphras, Epaphras, evangeliz evangelized the cited the city (Col. 4:y (Col. 4:13). Paul 13). Paul encouragesencourages the churc the churches at Laohes churcchurches achurches at Laodiceat Laodicea and Colos and Colossae to excsae to exchange the hange the letters heletters he had writt had written them (Cen them (Cen them (Col. 4:16(Col. 4:16); the “le); the “letter to thtter to the Laodiceae Laodiceans” is no ns” is no longer extlonger extant.ant.ant.

The church at Laodicea, led by a woman named Nympha (Col. 4:15), 
probably began during Paul’s lengthy Ephesian ministry (Acts 19:10) when his 
colleague, Epaphras, evangelized the city (Col. 4:13). Paul encourages the 
churches at Laodicea and Colossae to exchange the letters he had written them 
(Col. 4:16); the “letter to the Laodiceans” is no longer extant.

�John’s letJohn’s letter to theter to the Laodicean Laodiceans (Rev. 3:s (Rev. 3:14-22) ref14-22) refers to theers to the city’s te city’s textile induxtile industry (“whistinduindustry (industry (“white gar“white garments,” v.ments,” v. 18), its  18), its tepid watetepid water supply (r supply (vv. 15–16)vv. 15–16), and its , and its eye salve eye saeye salve (v. salve (v. 18), which18), which was known was known as “Phryg as “Phrygian powderian powder.” Apparen.” Apparently the Latly the Laodiceans todiceans todiceans took John’took John’s warning s warning to heart: to heart: the churchthe church continued continued to prospe to prosper and becar and became the homme the home the home of fahome of famous bishomous bishops (e.g., ps (e.g., Sagaris), Sagaris), debates (tdebates (the proper he proper date of Eadate of Easter), andster), and church co ch church couchurch councils (lisncils (listing the Nting the NT canon, 3T canon, 367).67).67).

John’s letter to the Laodiceans (Rev. 3:14-22) refers to the city’s textile 
industry (“white garments,” v. 18), its tepid water supply (vv. 15–16), and its eye 
salve (v. 18), which was known as “Phrygian powder.” Apparently the Laodiceans 
took John’s warning to heart: the church continued to prosper and became the 
home of famous bishops (e.g., Sagaris), debates (the proper date of Easter), and 
church councils (listing the NT canon, 367).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. M. BlaiE. M. Blaiklock, klock, Cities of Cities of the New Tethe New Testamentstament (London,  (London, 1965); C. 1965); C1965); C. J. HemeC. J. Hemer, r, The LetterThe Letters to the Ss to the Seven Churceven Churches of Asihes of Asia in Theira in Their Local Set Local Settingting (1986, re (1986, repr. Grand prerepr. Granrepr. Grand Rapids, d Rapids, 2000); J. 2000); J. McRay, McRay, ArchaeologArchaeology and the y and the New TestamNew Testamentent (Grand Ra (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1991).91).91).

Bibliography. E. M. Blaiklock, Cities of the New Testament (London, 1965); 
C. J. Hemer, The Letters to the Seven Churches of Asia in Their Local Setting (1986, 
repr. Grand Rapids, 2000); J. McRay, Archaeology and the New Testament (Grand 
Rapids, 1991).
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LAODICEANSLAODICEANS, LETTER T, LETTER TO THEO THEO THE

LAODICEANS, LETTER TO THE

The now loThe now lost letter st letter that Paul that Paul exhorts thexhorts the church oe church of Colossaef Colossae to obtain to obtain from Laod from Laodicea (Col.iLaodLaodicea (Laodicea (Col. 4:16)Col. 4:16). “The Let. “The Letter to theter to the Laodicean Laodiceans” also res” also refers to a fers to a short, pseshort, pseudonymous,udopsepseudonymopseudonymous, apocryus, apocryphal lettephal letter which isr which is attribute attributed to Paul d to Paul and which and which purports tpurports to be the lotto be the to be the letter of letter of Col. 4:16.Col. 4:16. The pseud The pseudonymous leonymous letter is a tter is a collectioncollection of phrase of phrases and sents ans and sentenand sentences from tces from the canoniche canonical Paulineal Pauline letters,  letters, particularparticularly Philipply Philippians (Laodians (Laod. 8, cf. P. 8, c. 8, cf. Phil. cf. Phil. 1:21; Laod1:21; Laod. 9, cf. P. 9, cf. Phil. 2:2).hil. 2:2). There is  There is no apparenno apparent motivatit motivation for proon for producing thiducing tducing this lettethis letter other thr other than to suppan to supply the misly the missing lettesing letter of the Pr of the Pauline corauline corpus. The ppus. The pseudonymouseudppseudonymopseudonymous letter us letter was writtewas written by the 4n by the 4th centuryth century and was k and was known by Thnown by Theodore of eodoreThTheodore oTheodore of Mopsuestf Mopsuestia and Jeria and Jerome. It isome. It is not found not found in Greek  in Greek manuscriptmanuscripts of the Ns of the Ns of the NT, but byNT, but by the 6th c the 6th century it entury it was found was found in a largein a large number of number of medieval  medieval Latin manuLatin manuscripts; nsmanumanuscriptmanuscripts; nothings; nothing in its co in its contents sugntents suggests thatgests that it was th it was the Letter te Letter to the Laodo the Laodiceans meniceaLaodLaodiceansLaodiceans mentioned mentioned in the Mu in the Muratorian Cratorian Canon (2nd anon (2nd century) pcentury) purported turported to have beeo have bo have been writtbeen written to suppen to support the Maort the Marcion herercion heresy. The lesy. The letter was ctter was considered onsidered fraudulentfraudulentfraudulentfraudulent by the Ea by the Eastern Churstern Church as earlch as early as the 4y as the 4th centuryth century, but the , but the Western ChWestern ChWestern Church conChurch considered itsidered it authentic authentic until the until the Second Co Second Council of Nuncil of Nicaea (787icaea (787).).).

The now lost letter that Paul exhorts the church of Colossae to obtain from 
Laodicea (Col. 4:16). “The Letter to the Laodiceans” also refers to a short, 
pseudonymous, apocryphal letter which is attributed to Paul and which purports 
to be the letter of Col. 4:16. The pseudonymous letter is a collection of phrases 
and sentences from the canonical Pauline letters, particularly Philippians (Laod. 8, 
cf. Phil. 1:21; Laod. 9, cf. Phil. 2:2). There is no apparent motivation for producing 
this letter other than to supply the missing letter of the Pauline corpus. The 
pseudonymous letter was written by the 4th century and was known by 
Theodore of Mopsuestia and Jerome. It is not found in Greek manuscripts of the 
NT, but by the 6th century it was found in a large number of medieval Latin 
manuscripts; nothing in its contents suggests that it was the Letter to the 
Laodiceans mentioned in the Muratorian Canon (2nd century) purported to have 
been written to support the Marcion heresy. The letter was considered 



fraudulent by the Eastern Church as early as the 4th century, but the Western 
Church considered it authentic until the Second Council of Nicaea (787).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. SchneemW. Schneemelcher, “Telcher, “The Epistlehe Epistle to the La to the Laodiceans,”odiceans,” in  in New TestamNew TNew Testament Testament Apocrypha,Apocrypha, ed. W. Sc ed. W. Schneemelchehneemelcher and R. Mr and R. McL. WilsoncL. Wilson, rev. ed., rev. ed., 2 (Louis, 2 (Louisville, 199v(Louis(Louisvill(Louisville, 1992), e, 1992), 42–46.42–46.42–46.

Bibliography. W. Schneemelcher, “The Epistle to the Laodiceans,” in New 
Testament Apocrypha, ed. W. Schneemelcher and R. McL. Wilson, rev. ed., 2 
(Louisville, 1992), 42–46.
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LAPIS LAZULAPIS LAZULILILI

LAPIS LAZULI

A deep bluA deep blue stone (He stone (Heb. eb. sappiîrsappiîr) marked w) marked with tracesith traces of iron p of iron pyrite (“foyrite (“fool’s gold”ol’s gold”), well-kn)gold”gold”), wegold”), well-known all-known and widely nd widely used in jeused in jewelry and welry and small decosmall decorations inrations in the ancie the ancient Near Eantancieancient Neancient Near East (car East (cf. NRSV mgf. NRSV mg; e.g., Jo; e.g., Job 28:6, 16b 28:6, 16; Cant. 5:; Cant. 5:14; Isa. 514; Isa. 54:11; Ezek4:11; Ezek. 28:13; N. 28:1. 28:13; NRS28:13; NRSV “sapphirV “sapphire”). Becaue”). Because of the se of the nature of nature of ancient meancient methods of cthods of classificatlassification, the pionclassificatclassificaclassification, the tion, the precise typrecise type of stonpe of stone intendede intended cannot no cannot now be deterw be determined withmined with certainty c certainty.certainty.

A deep blue stone (Heb. sappiîr) marked with traces of iron pyrite (“fool’s 
gold”), well-known and widely used in jewelry and small decorations in the 
ancient Near East (cf. NRSV mg; e.g., Job 28:6, 16; Cant. 5:14; Isa. 54:11; Ezek. 
28:13; NRSV “sapphire”). Because of the nature of ancient methods of 
classification, the precise type of stone intended cannot now be determined with 
certainty.

LAPPIDOTHLAPPIDOTH (Heb.  (Heb. lappiîd�o®lappiîd�o®t�t�)))

LAPPIDOTH (Heb. lappiîd�o®t� )

The husbanThe husband of the pd of the prophet androphet and judge Deb judge Deborah (Judgorah (Judg. 4:4). So. 4:4). Some scholarme scholars suggest s suggest s suggest thsuggest that the namat the name is a hype is a hypocoristicoocoristicon of the gn of the general Bareneral Barak, since ak, since both namesboth names mean “lig m mean “lighmean “lightning.”tning.”

The husband of the prophet and judge Deborah (Judg. 4:4). Some scholars 
suggest that the name is a hypocoristicon of the general Barak, since both names 
mean “lightning.”

LASEALASEA (Gk.  (Gk. LasaiíaLasaiía)))

LASEA (Gk. Lasaiía)

A city on A city on the southethe southern coast orn coast of Crete (Af Crete (Acts 27:8),cts 27:8), near Fair near Fair Havens/Ka Havens/Kaloi Limeneloi Limenes. It is nsLimeneLimenes. ILimenes. It is not mt is not mentioned eentioned elsewhere ilsewhere in ancient n ancient literatureliterature..

A city on the southern coast of Crete (Acts 27:8), near Fair Havens/Kaloi 
Limenes. It is not mentioned elsewhere in ancient literature.

LASHLASHLASH

LASH

A whip useA whip used in punisd in punishment. In hment. In the OT andthe OT and NT the wo NT the word is usedrd is used both lite both literally and rally and metaphoricmmetaphoricmetaphorically. Whipally. Whipping with ping with a lash up a lash up to 40 stroto 40 strokes was prkes was prescribed bescribed by Israelity Israelite law (Deue le law (Deut.law (Deut. 25:1-3);  25:1-3); the punishthe punishment was lment was later reducater reduced to 39 led to 39 lashes to pashes to prevent excrevent exceeding theeexcexceeding exceeding the law (2the law (2 Cor. 11:2 Cor. 11:25). Lashin5). Lashing or scourg or scourging with ging with a leather a leather whip splitwhip split into seve int into severinto several thongs al thongs was practiwas practiced in theced in the synagogue synagogues and the s and the Sanhedrin Sanhedrin for unaccefor unacceptable behpunacceunacceptabunacceptable behaviole behavior or for br or for breaking rereaking religious riligious rituals or ttuals or the rules ohe rules of the rabbf the rabbis. Jesus is. Jeis. Jesus warnJesus warned his foled his followers thalowers that they wout they would be flogld be flogged in theged in the synagogue synagogues (Matt. 1s (Matt. 10:17; 23:30:1110:17; 23:10:17; 23:34).34).34).

A whip used in punishment. In the OT and NT the word is used both literally and 
metaphorically. Whipping with a lash up to 40 strokes was prescribed by Israelite 
law (Deut. 25:1-3); the punishment was later reduced to 39 lashes to prevent 
exceeding the law (2 Cor. 11:25). Lashing or scourging with a leather whip split 
into several thongs was practiced in the synagogues and the Sanhedrin for 
unacceptable behavior or for breaking religious rituals or the rules of the rabbis. 
Jesus warned his followers that they would be flogged in the synagogues (Matt. 
10:17; 23:34).

�The RomansThe Romans used a st used a stick, the rick, the rod, and thod, and the scourge e scourge or lash ofor lash of leather s leather strips withtrips witrips with sharpwith sharp pieces of pieces of bone and  bone and metal attametal attached. Flogched. Flogging with ging with the lash wthe lash was part ofas part of capital p ca capital pucapital punishment anishment and usuallynd usually came befo came before crucifire crucifixion (Mattxion (Matt. 20:19; M. 20:19; Mark 10:34;ark 10:34; Luke 18:3 Lu Luke 18:33Luke 18:33; John 19:; John 19:1). The re1). The results weresults were horrendou horrendous. Beatings. Beating with the  with the lash was alash was also done tlsaalso done also done to coerce to coerce a confessia confession or as pon or as part of intart of interrogationerrogation (Acts 22: (Acts 22:23-29).23-29).23-29).

The Romans used a stick, the rod, and the scourge or lash of leather strips 
with sharp pieces of bone and metal attached. Flogging with the lash was part of 
capital punishment and usually came before crucifixion (Matt. 20:19; Mark 10:34; 
Luke 18:33; John 19:1). The results were horrendous. Beating with the lash was 
also done to coerce a confession or as part of interrogation (Acts 22:23-29).

�The word (The word (and the reand the related termlated term “scourgin “scourging”) is useg”) is used metaphord metaphorically to ically to indicate tindicatindicate tindicate torment, ilorment, illness, trolness, trouble, or suble, or suffering (uffering (cf. Job 5:cf. Job 5:21; Isa. 121; Isa. 10:26). Jes0:26). Jesus healed us healed us healed thehealed the woman wit woman with the issuh the issue of bloode of blood from her  from her “disease” “disease” (Gk. (Gk. maéstix;maéstix; lit., “sc lit., “ lit., “scourging“scourging”; cf. Mar”; cf. Mark 3:10; Luk 3:10; Luke 7:21). ke 7:21). The image The image of scourgiof scourging also reng also represents tpresents the correcthe tthe correcthe correction and ption and punishment unishment of those wof those whom Jesus hom Jesus accepts (Haccepts (Heb. 12:6),eb. 12:6), and that  and that  and that imagethat image is borrow is borrowed from thed from the OT (Prove OT (Prov. 3:12 LXX. 3:12 LXX; 1 Kgs. 1; 1 Kgs. 12:11, 14; 2:11, 14; 2 Chr. 10:2 Chr. 10:2 Chr. 10:11, 14)10:11, 14)...

The word (and the related term “scourging”) is used metaphorically to 
indicate torment, illness, trouble, or suffering (cf. Job 5:21; Isa. 10:26). Jesus 



healed the woman with the issue of blood from her “disease” (Gk. maéstix; lit., 
“scourging”; cf. Mark 3:10; Luke 7:21). The image of scourging also represents 
the correction and punishment of those whom Jesus accepts (Heb. 12:6), and 
that image is borrowed from the OT (Prov. 3:12 LXX; 1 Kgs. 12:11, 14; 2 Chr. 
10:11, 14).

Richard A.Richard A. Spencer Spencer

Richard A. Spencer

LASHALASHA (Heb.  (Heb. lesûa{lesûa{)))

LASHA (Heb. lesûa{)

A place alA place along the anong the ancient bordcient border of Canaer of Canaan (Gen. 1an (Gen. 10:19). The0:19). The name like name likely means “ly means “ly means “fissure” “fissure” or “chasm,or “chasm,” probably” probably stemming  stemming from the gfrom the geographicaeographical nature ol nature of the regif the region. While oregiregion. Whregion. While the exile the exact locatiact location of Lashon of Lasha is uncera is uncertain, it itain, it is traditios traditionally idennally identified wittified wtified with Calliwith Callirhoe (moderhoe (modern Wadi rn Wadi Zerqaœ MaœZerqaœ Maœ{in{in), E of th), E of the Dead Seae Dead Sea. The exac. The exact borders t bot borders deborders described inscribed in the text  the text are uncertare uncertain, leadiain, leading some tong some to identify  identify the site wthe site with Laash ith Lith Laash or Laash or Nuh˙asheNuh˙ashe in Syria. in Syria.

A place along the ancient border of Canaan (Gen. 10:19). The name likely means 
“fissure” or “chasm,” probably stemming from the geographical nature of the 
region. While the exact location of Lasha is uncertain, it is traditionally identified 
with Callirhoe (modern Wadi Zerqaœ Maœ{in), E of the Dead Sea. The exact 
borders described in the text are uncertain, leading some to identify the site with 
Laash or Nuh˙ashe in Syria.

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger
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LASHARONLASHARON (Heb.  (Heb. lasûsûaœrolasûsûaœro®n®n)))

LASHARON (Heb. lasûsûaœro®n)

A place coA place conquered bynquered by Joshua (J Joshua (Josh. 12:18osh. 12:18). Followi). Following the LXXng the LXX, the text, the text should be should be read “(be bebe read “(be read “(belonging)belonging) to Sharon to Sharon,” the coa,” the coastal plainstal plain between C between Carmel and armel and Aphek.Aphek.

A place conquered by Joshua (Josh. 12:18). Following the LXX, the text should 
be read “(belonging) to Sharon,” the coastal plain between Carmel and Aphek.

LAST DAY(SLAST DAY(S), LATTER ), LATTER DAYSDAYSDAYS

LAST DAY(S), LATTER DAYS

A phrase (A phrase (Heb. Heb. hayyo®m hahayyo®m haœ}ah�a�ro®œ}ah�a�ro®n, }ah�a�rn, }ah�a�riît� hayyaiît� hayyaœmiîmœmiîm) that con) th) that connothat connotes a fututes a future time thre time that will prat will precede, coiecede, coincide withncide with, or follo, or follow a decisiw a decisive divine ve dive divine recdivine reckoning. Askoning. Associated tsociated terms are “erms are “day of theday of the Lord,” “d Lord,” “day of judgay of judgment,” or ment,” or simply “thsimsimply “thsimply “the/that daye/that day.” The ear.” The earliest usesliest uses of the te of the term in Hebrrm in Hebrew refer tew refer to militaryo military victories vic victories victories and defeatand defeats. Used ins. Used in this sens this sense, the tere, the term refers tm refers to the judgo the judgment of Goment of God’s enemied’s GoGod’s enemGod’s enemies in baties in battle (Num. tle (Num. 24:14; “da24:14; “days to comeys to come”). The la”). The latter days tter days can be a tcan be a time of triimttime of trtime of tribulation ibulation and exile and exile for Israelfor Israel (Deut. 4: (Deut. 4:30; 31:29)30; 31:29) or, simil or, similarly, a tiarly, a time when Isme whenme when Israewhen Israel will undl will understand therstand the wrath ofe wrath of the Lord  the Lord (Jer. 23:2(Jer. 23:20; 30:24; 0; 30:24; cf. Ezek. cf. Ezek. 38:16). Th38:1638:16). Th38:16). The latter de latter days may alays may also be a tiso be a time of the me of the restoratiorestoration of nation of nations that wens that were previoure pre previouslypreviously punished  punished (Jer. 48:4(Jer. 48:47; 49:39);7; 49:39); of Israel of Israel, who will, who will return to return to seek the  seek the Lord (Hos.Lord Lord (Hos.Lord (Hos. 3:5); of  3:5); of Jerusalem Jerusalem (Isa. 2:2 (Isa. 2:2 = Mic. 4:1= Mic. 4:1); and of ); and of justice, wjustice, when the Rehen the Redeemer shadeemReRedeemer sRedeemer shall standhall stand on the ea on the earth (Job 1rth (Job 19:25-27).9:25-27).9:25-27).

A phrase (Heb. hayyo®m haœ}ah�a�ro®n, }ah�a�riît� hayyaœmiîm ) 
that connotes a future time that will precede, coincide with, or follow a decisive 
divine reckoning. Associated terms are “day of the Lord,” “day of judgment,” or 
simply “the/that day.” The earliest uses of the term in Hebrew refer to military 
victories and defeats. Used in this sense, the term refers to the judgment of 
God’s enemies in battle (Num. 24:14; “days to come”). The latter days can be a 
time of tribulation and exile for Israel (Deut. 4:30; 31:29) or, similarly, a time 
when Israel will understand the wrath of the Lord (Jer. 23:20; 30:24; cf. Ezek. 
38:16). The latter days may also be a time of the restoration of nations that were 
previously punished (Jer. 48:47; 49:39); of Israel, who will return to seek the 
Lord (Hos. 3:5); of Jerusalem (Isa. 2:2 = Mic. 4:1); and of justice, when the 
Redeemer shall stand on the earth (Job 19:25-27).

�Jewish apoJewish apocalyptic acalyptic and Christind Christian writersan writers typically typically associate associate the latte the latter days (orr days (or “last tim (or(or “last (or “last times”; Gktimes”; Gk. . éschatos téschatos toœén heämeoœén heämeroœénroœén) with cos) with cosmic eventsmic events: the comi: the c: the coming tricoming tribulation, bulation, last judgmlast judgment, and sent, and salvation (alvation (4 Ezra 10:4 Ezra 10:59; 6:34; 59; 6:34; cf. 1 QM 1cf. 1 QM 1, 11; 2 Ap, 11; , 11; 2 Apoc11; 2 Apoc. Bar. 24:. Bar. 24:1; 51:1). 1; 51:1). In Daniel In Daniel the eventsthe events of the la of the latter days tter days are mysterare mysteries to be ies toies to be reveto be revealed from aled from heaven (Daheaven (Dan. 2:28; 1n. 2:28; 10:14). In 0:14). In the NT thethe NT the phrase is phrase is associate associated with thed wd with the rwith the resurrectioesurrection (by Jesun (by Jesus) at the s) at the last judgmlast judgment (John ent (John 6:39-40; 16:39-40; 11:24), the1:24), the Christian Chr Christian Christian era that bera that began with egan with the outpouthe outpouring of thring of the Holy Spie Holy Spirit (Acts rit (Acts 2:17; cf. 2:17; cf. Joel 2:28-Joel 2Joel 2:28-32[MT2:28-32[MT 3:1–5]),  3:1–5]), the tribulthe tribulation and ation and disbelief disbelief before thebefore the last judg last judgment (2 Timent (2 Tim. 3:1; 2 m. 3m. 3:1; 2 Pet3:1; 2 Pet. 3:3; Jas. 3:3; Jas. 5:3), th. 5:3), the time whee time when salvation salvation will be n will be revealed (revealed (1 Pet. 1:51 Pet. 1:5), and the), and th), and the presenthe present time chat time characterizedracterized by God’s  by God’s revelationrevelation through C through Christ (Hebhrist (Heb. 1:2).. 1:2).. 1:2).

Jewish apocalyptic and Christian writers typically associate the latter days 
(or “last times”; Gk. éschatos toœén heämeroœén) with cosmic events: the 
coming tribulation, last judgment, and salvation (4 Ezra 10:59; 6:34; cf. 1 QM 1, 
11; 2 Apoc. Bar. 24:1; 51:1). In Daniel the events of the latter days are mysteries 
to be revealed from heaven (Dan. 2:28; 10:14). In the NT the phrase is associated 
with the resurrection (by Jesus) at the last judgment (John 6:39-40; 11:24), the 
Christian era that began with the outpouring of the Holy Spirit (Acts 2:17; cf. Joel 



2:28-32[MT 3:1–5]), the tribulation and disbelief before the last judgment (2 Tim. 
3:1; 2 Pet. 3:3; Jas. 5:3), the time when salvation will be revealed (1 Pet. 1:5), and 
the present time characterized by God’s revelation through Christ (Heb. 1:2).

Alexandra Alexandra R. BrownR. Brown

Alexandra R. Brown

LAST SUPPELAST SUPPERRR

LAST SUPPER

The term “The term “Last SuppeLast Supper” (ratherr” (rather than “Lor than “Lord’s Supperd’s Supper”) broaden”) broadens the focus the focus from juss from juss from just the ejust the eucharisticucharistic words and words and actions t actions to the entio the entire meal, wre meal, which John hich John and Luke pand Luke portray as orpportray asportray as also the  also the context focontext for Jesus’ fr Jesus’ farewell adarewell address. Thedress. The Last Supp Last Supper, Jesus’er, Jesus’ final mea final final mealfinal meal with his  with his disciples disciples before hisbefore his death (1  death (1 Cor. 11:23Cor. 11:23-25; Mark -25; Mark 14:17-26; 14:17-26; Matt. 26:2MattMatt. 26:2Matt. 26:20-30; Luke0-30; Luke 22:14-38; 22:14-38; John 13-1 John 13-17; cf. Joh7; cf. John 6:51-58)n 6:51-58), is so mo, is so momentous a mentous a moment in mmoment in moment in Jesus’ lifJesus’ life, and so e, and so pivotal topivotal to beliefs a beliefs and practicnd practices of mostes of most Christian Christian denominat deno denominatidenominations, that ons, that its variouits various biblicals biblical accounts  accounts have generhave generated frequated frequent and soent and sometime heamesosometime hsometime heated schoeated scholarly exchlarly exchanges, notanges, not a few alo a few along denominng denominational liational lines.nes.nes.

The term “Last Supper” (rather than “Lord’s Supper”) broadens the focus from 
just the eucharistic words and actions to the entire meal, which John and Luke 
portray as also the context for Jesus’ farewell address. The Last Supper, Jesus’ 
final meal with his disciples before his death (1 Cor. 11:23-25; Mark 14:17-26; 
Matt. 26:20-30; Luke 22:14-38; John 13-17; cf. John 6:51-58), is so momentous a 
moment in Jesus’ life, and so pivotal to beliefs and practices of most Christian 
denominations, that its various biblical accounts have generated frequent and 
sometime heated scholarly exchanges, not a few along denominational lines.

�Questions Questions regarding regarding the Last Sthe Last Supper rangupper range widely. e widely. Some are nSome are narrowly tearrowly textual and xtualtetextual antextual and exegeticd exegetical mattersal matters, such as , such as how the dihow the differing veffering versions of rsions of the Supperthe Supper are relat are are relateare related, or whetd, or whether the loher the long or the ng or the short manushort manuscript reascript reading of thding of the Lukan ace Lukan account of tcoacaccount ofaccount of the insti the institution of tution of the eucharthe eucharist is oriist is original. Othginal. Others are hiers are historical qstorical questions, uestionqquestions,questions, e.g., whe e.g., whether or nother or not the Lastt the Last Supper wa Supper was a Passovs a Passover meal, oer meal, or how muchr how muchr how much of thmuch of the account e account goes back goes back to the histo the historical Jetorical Jesus. Othersus. Others are mores are more theologic theological, interpatheologictheologicatheological, interprl, interpretive, andetive, and sacrament sacramental questioal questions: the rens: the relationshiplationship between t between the Last Suhe Lhe Last SuppeLast Supper and the r and the sacrifice sacrifice of the Croof the Cross; its ress; its relationshiplationship to the eu to the eucharist; tcharist; the meaninghe mehe meaning ofmeaning of the words the words,“This is ,“This is my body,” my body,” “This is m“This is my blood” (y blood” (or variantor variants).s).s).

Questions regarding the Last Supper range widely. Some are narrowly 
textual and exegetical matters, such as how the differing versions of the Supper 
are related, or whether the long or the short manuscript reading of the Lukan 
account of the institution of the eucharist is original. Others are historical 
questions, e.g., whether or not the Last Supper was a Passover meal, or how 
much of the account goes back to the historical Jesus. Others are more 
theological, interpretive, and sacramental questions: the relationship between the 
Last Supper and the sacrifice of the Cross; its relationship to the eucharist; the 
meaning of the words,“This is my body,” “This is my blood” (or variants).

�One hotly One hotly debated qudebated question hasestion has been whet been whether the Laher the Last Supper st Supper was a Passwas a Passover meal ovePassPassover mPassover meal (as imeal (as implied in splied in some of theome of the Synoptic  Synoptic accounts) accounts) or held onor held on the day o the day of preparatf oof preparaof preparation befortion before the Passe the Passover (as cover (as claimed in laimed in the Gospelthe Gospel of John). of John). Proposed  Proposed solutions sosolutions solutions such as thsuch as the use of ae use of an alternatn alternate sectariae sectarian calendarn calendar have not  have not prevailed.prevailed. There is  The There is aThere is a consensus consensus that the  that the Supper wasSupper was Thursday  Thursday evening onevening on the night the night that Jesu that Jesus was betrsJesuJesus was Jesus was betrayed, betrayed, that he dithat he died on Frided on Friday before ay before the sabbatthe sabbath, and thah, and that the accot the account of theunaccoaccount ofaccount of the disco the discovery of thvery of the empty toe empty tomb dated tmb dated that event hat event to Sunday to Sunday morning afmorning amorning after the after the sabbath assabbath as the new C the new Christian “hristian “Lord’s DayLord’s Day.” There i.” There is also a gs also a growing agrrowing agreement noteeagragreement agreement not to focnot to focus on the us on the discrepancdiscrepancy of whethy of whether the Laser the Last Supper ht Supper historicallistorically was or wyhistoricallhistoricalhistorically was or ly was or was not a was not a Passover mPassover meal, sinceeal, since in any ca in any case all accse all accounts treaounts treat the mealt thet the meal ithe meal in the contn the context of theext of the Passover  Passover season witseason with Passoverh Passover allusions allusions and refer and references. Theenreferreferencesreferences. These Pa. These Passover resssover resonances coonances contribute tntribute to the NT po the NT picture of icture of Jesus as tJesus as the Lamb ofhtthe Lamb othe Lamb of God who f God who was slain was slain for human for human sins (Johnsins (John and Revel and Revelation), anation), and of Jesusd of Jesus as the br JesusJesus as tJesus as the bread ohe bread of life. Thf life. They contribey contribute to theute to the Last Supp Last Supper as refler as reflecting thiecting this context s conts context ofcontext of a new cov a new covenant for enant for salvation salvation through Jethrough Jesus’ sacrisus’ sacrifice and bfice and by eating hy eating his flesh ais fleis flesh and flesh and drinking hdrinking his blood (is blood (John 6:53-John 6:53-58; 1 Cor.58; 1 Cor. 11:26-27) 11:26-27)...

One hotly debated question has been whether the Last Supper was a 
Passover meal (as implied in some of the Synoptic accounts) or held on the day 
of preparation before the Passover (as claimed in the Gospel of John). Proposed 
solutions such as the use of an alternate sectarian calendar have not prevailed. 
There is a consensus that the Supper was Thursday evening on the night that 
Jesus was betrayed, that he died on Friday before the sabbath, and that the 
account of the discovery of the empty tomb dated that event to Sunday morning 
after the sabbath as the new Christian “Lord’s Day.” There is also a growing 
agreement not to focus on the discrepancy of whether the Last Supper 
historically was or was not a Passover meal, since in any case all accounts treat 
the meal in the context of the Passover season with Passover allusions and 
references. These Passover resonances contribute to the NT picture of Jesus as 
the Lamb of God who was slain for human sins (John and Revelation), and of 
Jesus as the bread of life. They contribute to the Last Supper as reflecting this 
context of a new covenant for salvation through Jesus’ sacrifice and by eating his 
flesh and drinking his blood (John 6:53-58; 1 Cor. 11:26-27).

�Also widelAlso widely discussey discussed are the d are the relationshrelationships of theips of the Last Supp Last Supper to the er to the sacrifice sacrifice sacrifice sacrifice of the Croof the Cross, the euss, the eucharist, Jcharist, Jesus’ histesus’ historical praorical practice of ectice of eating withating with sinners,  sinners sinners, asinners, and early Cnd early Christian hristian agaépeäagaépeä meals. Al meals. Although relthough related to Jeated to Jesus’ mealssus’ meals shared wi shar shared witshared with sinners h sinners and to Chrand to Christian istian agaépeäagaépeä meals, th meals, the Last Supe Last Supper has a per has a distinctivdistincdistinctivdistinctive significe significance beyonance beyond them as d them as a final aca final action and gtion and gift of Jesift of Jesus to his us to his disciples disciplesdisciples disciples with partiwith particular refecular reference to hrence to his death fis death for them anor them and to the ed to the eucharist.ucharist.

Also widely discussed are the relationships of the Last Supper to the 



sacrifice of the Cross, the eucharist, Jesus’ historical practice of eating with 
sinners, and early Christian agaépeä meals. Although related to Jesus’ meals 
shared with sinners and to Christian agaépeä meals, the Last Supper has a 
distinctive significance beyond them as a final action and gift of Jesus to his 
disciples with particular reference to his death for them and to the eucharist.

Form of thForm of the Accountse Accounts

Form of the Accounts

The eucharThe eucharistic instistic institution naitution narratives hrratives have survivave survived in two ed in two basic formbasic forms: one reps: one represented iresereprepresenterepresented in Mark d in Mark and Mattheand Matthew, and thew, and the other in  other in Paul’s 1 CPaul’s 1 Corinthiansorinthians and Luke, and Luke, with impo Luke,Luke, withLuke, with important important allusions allusions in John 6 in John 6:51-58. Th:51-58. There is no ere is no consensus consensus on which oon which of the two f oof the twoof the two main form main forms is priors is prior, or wheth, or whether only ther only the Pauline e Pauline form, or aform, or also the Malso the Markan, is lrkMaMarkan, isMarkan, is liturgica liturgically shapedlly shaped. The most. The most plausible plausible solution  solution is to arguis to argue that hise that historical retoricalhishistoricalhistorical remembran remembrances of Jesces of Jesus’ words us’ words and actionand actions are needs are needed to expled to explain the orain the origin of thiororigin of origin of the variouthe various NT accous NT accounts of thents of the Last Supp Last Supper and treer and treatments ofatments of eucharist eucharist, but thes, b, but these but these NT accountNT accounts have gens have generally comerally come down to e down to us in langus in language that uage that has, to vahas, to vahas, to varying exvarying extents, beetents, been influencn influenced by and ed by and correspondcorresponds to liturs to liturgical euchgical eucharistic foaristic formulationsrmufoformulatioformulations.ns.ns.

The eucharistic institution narratives have survived in two basic forms: one 
represented in Mark and Matthew, and the other in Paul’s 1 Corinthians and 
Luke, with important allusions in John 6:51-58. There is no consensus on which 
of the two main forms is prior, or whether only the Pauline form, or also the 
Markan, is liturgically shaped. The most plausible solution is to argue that 
historical remembrances of Jesus’ words and actions are needed to explain the 
origin of the various NT accounts of the Last Supper and treatments of eucharist, 
but these NT accounts have generally come down to us in language that has, to 
varying extents, been influenced by and corresponds to liturgical eucharistic 
formulations.

�Frequent sFrequent special quepecial questions abostions about the Lukut the Lukan versionan version are the a are the anomalous cnomalous cup-bread-cup-brccup-bread-cup-bread-cup sequencup sequence of the ce of the longer manlonger manuscript fouscript form (Luke 2rm (Luke 22:17-20), 2:17-20), as well asas well asas well as the autas the authenticity henticity of vv. 19bof vv. 19b-20. With -20. With the growinthe growing awarenesg awareness that Luks that Luke uses a fe uses a farewell adareffarewell afarewell address strddress structure, thucture, this sequencis sequence finds a e finds a natural exnatural explanation.planation. The first The first cup belon cup  cup belongcup belongs to the fs to the farewell’s arewell’s notice of notice of impending impending death: “I death: “I will not dwill not drink of thrink of the fruit ofe frue fruit of tfruit of the vine unhe vine until the kitil the kingdom of Gngdom of God comes.”od comes.” The bread The bread and (seco and (second) cup send) cup sequence is qsesequence isequence is properlys properly eucharist eucharistic: “This ic: “This is my bodyis my body, which is, which is given for given for you; do t you; do this in memhis inhis in memory in memory of me”; “Tof me”; “This cup thhis cup that is pourat is poured out fored out for you is th you is the new covee new covenant in mynant in mynant in my blood” my blood” (Luke 22:1(Luke 22:17-20).7-20).7-20).

Frequent special questions about the Lukan version are the anomalous 
cup-bread-cup sequence of the longer manuscript form (Luke 22:17-20), as well 
as the authenticity of vv. 19b-20. With the growing awareness that Luke uses a 
farewell address structure, this sequence finds a natural explanation. The first 
cup belongs to the farewell’s notice of impending death: “I will not drink of the 
fruit of the vine until the kingdom of God comes.” The bread and (second) cup 
sequence is properly eucharistic: “This is my body, which is given for you; do this 
in memory of me”; “This cup that is poured out for you is the new covenant in 
my blood” (Luke 22:17-20).

�Regarding Regarding John 13-17John 13-17, much dis, much discussion cecussion centers on tnters on the relatiohe relationship of tnship of the footwashe foothe footwashinfootwashing sign to g sign to the absencthe absence of an ine of an institution stitution narrative narrative in that Lain that Last Supper st Supper account. Naccouaccount. Naccount. Neverthelesevertheless, while ds, while debating hoebating how much of w much of the Bread the Bread of Life diof Life discourse inscourse in John 6 is inin John 6 in John 6 is euchariis eucharistic, moststic, most scholars  scholars agree thatagree that John 6:51 John 6:51-58 deals -58 deals with the ewith the eucharist auchaeeucharist eucharist and has reand has resonances wsonances with the “with the “words of inords of institution”stitution” present i present in the Synon the Synoptic and PptSynoSynoptic aSynoptic and Paulinend Pauline Last Supp Last Supper accounter accounts.s.

Regarding John 13-17, much discussion centers on the relationship of the 
footwashing sign to the absence of an institution narrative in that Last Supper 
account. Nevertheless, while debating how much of the Bread of Life discourse 
in John 6 is eucharistic, most scholars agree that John 6:51-58 deals with the 
eucharist and has resonances with the “words of institution” present in the 
Synoptic and Pauline Last Supper accounts.

MeaningMeaning

Meaning

From the pFrom the perspectiveerspective of the Ch of the Christian christian churches, thurches, the most crie most critical questical questions aboutions about NT treatt Nt NT treatmeNT treatments of thents of the Last Supp Last Supper concerner concern its meani its meaning and itsng and its relations relationship to thehip to the atoning s a atoning saatoning sacrifice ofcrifice of Jesus on  Jesus on the Cross the Cross and to latand to later sacrameer sacramental euchantal eucharistic praristic practices. Decticeprapractices.practices. Debates a Debates about the mbout the meaning of eaning of “This is m“This is my body,” “y body,” “This is myThis is my blood,” h blood,” have tendedavhhave tendehave tended to follod to follow denominaw denominational lintional lines: Catholes: Catholics, Orthoics, Orthodox, and sdox, and some othersome otherome others reaothers read them in d them in conjunctioconjunction with John with John 6:51-58;n 6:51-58; 1 Cor. 11 1 Cor. 11:23-29 as :23-29 as expressingexpressing the real  expressingexpressingexpressing the real  the real presence opresence of Jesus inf Jesus in the eucha the eucharist. Belirist. Believers are evers are to eat histo eat his flesh and flesh  flesh and flesh and drink his drink his blood sacrblood sacramentally amentally and worthiand worthily. Othersly. Others stress th stress the lack in e lack in Jesus’ oriJesuJesus’ oriJesus’ original Aramginal Aramaic of theaic of the linking v linking verb “is.” erb “is.” They emphaThey emphasize parabsize parabolic or syolic or symbolic dimmbosysymbolic dsymbolic dimensions imensions of these wof these words, and ords, and their relatheir relationship ttionship to prophetio prophetic acted sic acted signs (such gnsisigns (sucsigns (such as when h as when Ezekiel buEzekiel burnt one thrnt one third of hisird of his hair, cut hair, cut one third one third in pieces in pieces, and scat, and , and scatteand scattered one thred one third, and tird, and then declarhen declared, “This ed, “This is Jerusalis Jerusalem” [Ezek.em” [Ezek. 5:1-5]). 5:1-5]). 5:1-5]).

From the perspective of the Christian churches, the most critical questions about 
NT treatments of the Last Supper concern its meaning and its relationship to the 
atoning sacrifice of Jesus on the Cross and to later sacramental eucharistic 
practices. Debates about the meaning of “This is my body,” “This is my blood,” 



have tended to follow denominational lines: Catholics, Orthodox, and some 
others read them in conjunction with John 6:51-58; 1 Cor. 11:23-29 as 
expressing the real presence of Jesus in the eucharist. Believers are to eat his 
flesh and drink his blood sacramentally and worthily. Others stress the lack in 
Jesus’ original Aramaic of the linking verb “is.” They emphasize parabolic or 
symbolic dimensions of these words, and their relationship to prophetic acted 
signs (such as when Ezekiel burnt one third of his hair, cut one third in pieces, 
and scattered one third, and then declared, “This is Jerusalem” [Ezek. 5:1-5]).

�To the funTo the fundamental wdamental words aboutords about the bread the bread and wine  and wine or cup, boor cup, both the Marth the Markan and PakanMarMarkan andMarkan and Pauline v Pauline versions atersions attach mentitach mention of at lon of at least one beast one being “for eing “for you.” Expryou.” Expressions liesExprExpressionExpressions like “nes like “new covenantw covenant in my blo in my blood” and “pod” and “poured out oured out for you” cfor you” connote atoonnote aonnote atoning siatoning significancegnificance and allud and allude to a sace to a sacrifice (onrifice (on the Cross the Cross) that sav) that saves or libees or liberates sinnrates srates sinners, nsinners, not from anot from an earthly “ earthly “Egypt” butEgypt” but from Sata from Satan, “the run, “the ruler of thiler of this world” (s world” (John 14:30John((John 14:3(John 14:30). Beside0). Besides discussis discussions on howons on how the Last  the Last Supper is Supper is related torelated to the once- the once-for-all atforonce-once-for-aonce-for-all atoningll atoning sacrifice sacrifice of Jesus  of Jesus on the Croon the Cross, closelss, closely related y related questions questions concern thconceconcern thconcern the Last Supe Last Supper’s relaper’s relationship ttionship to the new o the new covenant, covenant, to the insto the institution otitution of the euchf thf the eucharthe eucharist, and tist, and to priestlyo priestly ordinatio ordination (especian (especially in “Dolly in “Do this in m this in memory of memory of me”), and te”),mme”), and me”), and to the escto the eschatologicahatological expectatl expectation in “Yoion in “You proclaimu proclaim the Lord’ the Lord’s death uns death until he comtiununtil he cuntil he comes” (1 Comes” (1 Cor. 11:26)or. 11:26)...

To the fundamental words about the bread and wine or cup, both the 
Markan and Pauline versions attach mention of at least one being “for you.” 
Expressions like “new covenant in my blood” and “poured out for you” connote 
atoning significance and allude to a sacrifice (on the Cross) that saves or liberates 
sinners, not from an earthly “Egypt” but from Satan, “the ruler of this world” 
(John 14:30). Besides discussions on how the Last Supper is related to the 
once-for-all atoning sacrifice of Jesus on the Cross, closely related questions 
concern the Last Supper’s relationship to the new covenant, to the institution of 
the eucharist, and to priestly ordination (especially in “Do this in memory of 
me”), and to the eschatological expectation in “You proclaim the Lord’s death 
until he comes” (1 Cor. 11:26).

�On the oneOn the one hand, the hand, the several v several versions ofersions of the Last  the Last Supper proSupper provide multivide multiple attestple attple attestatioattestation of its bn of its basis in thasis in the life of e life of the earthlthe earthly Jesus. Oy Jesus. On the othen the other, their vr, their variety attariety attariety attests foattests for salvatior salvation (in relan (in relation to thtion to the Cross) ae Cross) and for on-nd for on-going churgoing church life (ich life (in the euchn the en the eucharist)eucharist). Many con. Many controversiestroversies remain ov remain over specifier specifics of the cs of the various NTvarious NT texts and texts and their his t their histtheir historical andorical and theologic theological signifial significance. Butcance. But a canonic a canonical approacal approach to them h to them in light oin lighin light of tlight of the Passovehe Passover and of tr and of the Servanthe Servant giving hi giving his life fors life for “many” (I “many” (Isa. 53:11-sa. 53:11-12), in re12), in 12), in relatioin relation to the mn to the many NT intany NT interpretatioerpretations, and tons, and to other ear other early Christily Christian documenan documents and thetdocumendocuments documents and the atand the attested euctested eucharistic pharistic practices, ractices, reflectionreflections, and bels, and beliefs of thiefs of the churchese chue churches, churches, can unpackcan unpack the richn the richness and ceess and centrality ontrality of the NT tf the NT treatments reatments of the Lasof the Last Supper ft LasLast SuppeLast Supper for Chrir for Christians of stians of all times.all times.

On the one hand, the several versions of the Last Supper provide multiple 
attestation of its basis in the life of the earthly Jesus. On the other, their variety 
attests for salvation (in relation to the Cross) and for on-going church life (in the 
eucharist). Many controversies remain over specifics of the various NT texts and 
their historical and theological significance. But a canonical approach to them in 
light of the Passover and of the Servant giving his life for “many” (Isa. 53:11-12), 
in relation to the many NT interpretations, and to other early Christian 
documents and the attested eucharistic practices, reflections, and beliefs of the 
churches, can unpack the richness and centrality of the NT treatments of the 
Last Supper for Christians of all times.
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A Cretan wA Cretan who furnishho furnished Demetried Demetrius II withus II with mercenari mercenaries in his es in his struggle wstruggle with Alexanith Alexanith Alexander Alexander Balas for Balas for the Seleucthe Seleucid throne id throne (Josephus (Josephus Ant.Ant. 13.4.3 [8 13.4.3 [86)]. In re6)]. In return, Demeturn, Demturn, Demetrius Demetrius gave Lasthgave Lasthenes a proenes a prominent posminent position in tition in the kingdomhe kingdom, perhaps , perhaps the governthe goverthe governorshgovernorship of Coelip of Coele-syria ore-syria or chief min chief minister. Refister. References toerences to a letter  a letter from Demetfrom Demetrius to LariDemetDemetrius Demetrius to Lasthento Lasthenes (1 Macces (1 Macc. 11:30-37. 11:30-37; ; Ant.Ant. 13.4.3 [1 13.4.3 [126–29]) te26–29]) testify to hstify to his importais impois importanceimportance in the Se in the Seleucid govleucid government. Iernment. In the lettn the letter, Demetrer, Demetrius informius informs him of ps him of policy chanoppolicy chapolicy changes betwenges between the Selen the Seleucids andeucids and Jonathan, Jonathan, the Hasmo the Hasmonean high nean high priest.priest.priest.

A Cretan who furnished Demetrius II with mercenaries in his struggle with 
Alexander Balas for the Seleucid throne (Josephus Ant. 13.4.3 [86)]. In return, 
Demetrius gave Lasthenes a prominent position in the kingdom, perhaps the 
governorship of Coele-syria or chief minister. References to a letter from 
Demetrius to Lasthenes (1 Macc. 11:30-37; Ant. 13.4.3 [126–29]) testify to his 
importance in the Seleucid government. In the letter, Demetrius informs him of 
policy changes between the Seleucids and Jonathan, the Hasmonean high priest.
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LATINLATINLATIN

LATIN

The languaThe language of the ge of the Romans in Romans in biblical tbiblical times (Johnimes (John 19:20). L 19:20). Latin is siatin is significant gnificant for biblicfor bibfor biblical sbiblical studies in tudies in several waseveral ways: Early ys: Early Latin tranLatin translations pslations provide texrovide textual witnetual witnesses for ssses fosses for sectiofor sections of somens of some apocrypha apocryphal works; tl works; textual criextual critics use Ltics use Latin transatin translations inlations in their stu thei their studtheir study of the Gy of the Greek OT anreek OT and NT and od NT and of the Hebrf the Hebrew OT; Latew OT; Latin is alsoin is also the langu the langu the language olanguage of biblicalf biblical commentar commentary in the Ly in the Latin West atin West up to and up to and including including ReformatioReformation times.nReformatioReformatioReformation times.n times.n times.

The language of the Romans in biblical times (John 19:20). Latin is significant for 
biblical studies in several ways: Early Latin translations provide textual witnesses 
for sections of some apocryphal works; textual critics use Latin translations in 
their study of the Greek OT and NT and of the Hebrew OT; Latin is also the 
language of biblical commentary in the Latin West up to and including 
Reformation times.

�Some of thSome of the very eare very earliest tranliest translations oslations of the Biblf the Bible were done were done into Late into Latin. These in. Thesein. These versThese versions in Olions in Old Latin (Vd Latin (Vetus Latinetus Latina) are vala) are valued as eviued as evidence for dence for the existethe existence of Grenceexisteexistence existence of Greek mof Greek manuscript anuscript readings nreadings now lost. Low lost. Likewise, tikewise, the subsequhe subsequent revisient revising work ofnrevisirevising wrevising work of Jerork of Jerome to proome to produce the Lduce the Latin Vulgaatin Vulgate can be te can be used to prused to provide infoovide information onrinfoinformatioinformation on versin on versions of theons of the Hebrew te Hebrew text which nxt which no longer so longer survive. Thurvive. The renewed e renewede renewed inrenewed interest in terest in the historthe history of exegey of exegesis gives sis gives new prominnew prominence to thence to the commentae commente commentarycommentary tradition tradition in Latin. in Latin. Some Gree Some Greek commentak commentaries have ries have survived osurvived only in Latnly in Lanly in Latin tranLatin translation (eslation (e.g., some .g., some of Origen’of Origen’s work).s work).s work).

Some of the very earliest translations of the Bible were done into Latin. 
These versions in Old Latin (Vetus Latina) are valued as evidence for the 
existence of Greek manuscript readings now lost. Likewise, the subsequent 
revising work of Jerome to produce the Latin Vulgate can be used to provide 
information on versions of the Hebrew text which no longer survive. The 
renewed interest in the history of exegesis gives new prominence to the 
commentary tradition in Latin. Some Greek commentaries have survived only in 
Latin translation (e.g., some of Origen’s work).

�At presentAt present, work con, work continues on tinues on editing thediting the mostly fe mostly fragmentaryragmentary texts of  texts of the Old Lathe Olthe Old Latin Old Latin Bible. TheBible. The convenien convenient two-volut two-volume Stuttgame Stuttgart rt Biblia SacBiblia Sacrara (ed. Robe (ed. Robert Weber, rt Webrt Weber, 3rdWeber, 3rd ed., 1985 ed., 1985) represen) represents an abrits an abridgement (wdgement (with minor ith minor revisions)revisions) of the fu of the full editionlfufull editifull editions of theons of the Vulgate O Vulgate OT and NT. T and NT. The The Nova VulgaNova Vulgatata (Rome, 19 (Rome, 1979), which79), which is used i is u is used in thused in the Nestle-Ae Nestle-Aland land Novum TestNovum Testamentum Gramentum Graece et Laaece et Latinetine (Stuttgar (Stuttgart, 1984), t, 1984), is to be dis tis to be distto be distinguished inguished from Jeromfrom Jerome’s Vulgate’s Vulgate; it is de; it is designed toesigned to provide a provide a standard  standard modern Latmodmodern Latmodern Latin translain translation for etion for ecclesiasticclesiastical use.cal use.cal use.

At present, work continues on editing the mostly fragmentary texts of the 
Old Latin Bible. The convenient two-volume Stuttgart Biblia Sacra (ed. Robert 
Weber, 3rd ed., 1985) represents an abridgement (with minor revisions) of the 
full editions of the Vulgate OT and NT. The Nova Vulgata (Rome, 1979), which is 
used in the Nestle-Aland Novum Testamentum Graece et Latine (Stuttgart, 1984), is 
to be distinguished from Jerome’s Vulgate; it is designed to provide a standard 
modern Latin translation for ecclesiastical use.

Michael CaMichael Cahillhill

Michael Cahill

LATRINELATRINELATRINE

LATRINE

A toilet oA toilet or privy, pr privy, probably forobably for public ur public use. Using se. Using the demolithe demolished Baal shed Baal temple as temple as a latrine a lata latrine (olatrine (or possiblyr possibly a cesspoo a cesspool) was an l) was an obvious siobvious sign of triugn of triumph and comph and contempt, anntempt, and an illusd ad an illustran illustration of tation of the severithe severity of Jehu’y of Jehu’s prophet-s prophet-backed rebbacked rebellion agaellion against the hinst the house of Omouse oouse of Omri anof Omri and its worsd its worship of forhip of foreign gods eign gods (2 Kgs. 10(2 Kgs. 10:27).:27).

A toilet or privy, probably for public use. Using the demolished Baal temple as a 
latrine (or possibly a cesspool) was an obvious sign of triumph and contempt, and 
an illustration of the severity of Jehu’s prophet-backed rebellion against the house 
of Omri and its worship of foreign gods (2 Kgs. 10:27).

LATTER PROLATTER PROPHETSPHETSPHETS

LATTER PROPHETS



In the HebIn the Hebrew canon,rew canon, those boo those books represeks representing the nting the major or “major or “classical”classical” prophets  prophets  prophets Iprophets Isaiah, Jersaiah, Jeremiah, Ezeemiah, Ezekiel, and kiel, and the 12 Minthe 12 Minor Prophetor Prophets.s.

In the Hebrew canon, those books representing the major or “classical” 
prophets Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the 12 Minor Prophets.

LAVERLAVERLAVER

LAVER

A bowl or A bowl or basin (so basin (so NRSV) usedNRSV) used for cerem for ceremonial washonial washing associing associated with ated with both the wboth the both the wilderthe wilderness taberness tabernacle (Exonacle (Exod. 30:17-2d. 30:17-21) and the1) and the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple (1 temple (1 Kgs. 7:38 Kgs. 7:38-39; 2 Chr-37:387:38-39; 27:38-39; 2 Chr. 4:6) Chr. 4:6). In one i. In one instance Henstance Heb. b. kiyyo®rkiyyo®r refers to refers to a bronze  a bronze platform uplatform upon which puupon whichupon which Solomon s Solomon stood in sotood in solemn assemlemn assembly to offbly to offer his praer his prayer when dyer when dedicating edicatingddedicatingdedicating the templ the temple (2 Chr. e (2 Chr. 6:13). The6:13). The term can  term can also have also have more profamore profane associane associations, reftassociaassociatioassociations, referrns, referring to a cing to a caldron or aldron or pot of firpot of fire (1 Sam. e (1 Sam. 2:14; Zech2:14; Zech. 12:6).. 12:6).. 12:6).

A bowl or basin (so NRSV) used for ceremonial washing associated with both 
the wilderness tabernacle (Exod. 30:17-21) and the Jerusalem temple (1 Kgs. 
7:38-39; 2 Chr. 4:6). In one instance Heb. kiyyo®r refers to a bronze platform 
upon which Solomon stood in solemn assembly to offer his prayer when 
dedicating the temple (2 Chr. 6:13). The term can also have more profane 
associations, referring to a caldron or pot of fire (1 Sam. 2:14; Zech. 12:6).

�The ceremoThe ceremonial basinnial basin associate associated with thed with the wildernes wilderness tabernacs tabernacle was to le was to be made ofbe mabe made of brmade of bronze and ponze and placed betwlaced between the teeen the tent of meetnt of meeting and thing and the altar soe altar so that Mose that Mose that Moses, AarMoses, Aaron, and hion, and his sons cous sons could wash thld wash their hands eir hands and feet wand feet whenever thhenever they approacey approaey approachedapproached the altar the altar or entere or entered the tentd the tent of meetin of meeting (Exod. 3g (Exod. 30:18-21; 40:18-21; 40:30-32). 0:30-32). The sacredThThe sacredThe sacred character character of the ba of the basin is indsin is indicated by icated by the divinethe divinely-inspirely-inspired skill red skill required to quiredrerequired trequired to construco construct it (Exodt it (Exod. 31:1-11). 31:1-11) and the c and the command to ommand to anoint it anoint it along withalong with other tab o other tabeother tabernacle furrnacle furnishings (nishings (30:22–29; 30:22–29; 40:9–11).40:9–11).40:9–11).

The ceremonial basin associated with the wilderness tabernacle was to be 
made of bronze and placed between the tent of meeting and the altar so that 
Moses, Aaron, and his sons could wash their hands and feet whenever they 
approached the altar or entered the tent of meeting (Exod. 30:18-21; 40:30-32). 
The sacred character of the basin is indicated by the divinely-inspired skill 
required to construct it (Exod. 31:1-11) and the command to anoint it along with 
other tabernacle furnishings (30:22–29; 40:9–11).

�Solomon’s Solomon’s temple hadtemple had 10 ceremo 10 ceremonial basinnial basins used pris used primarily formarily for rinsing t rinsing the items ahe itemhe items assoitems associated witciated with the burnh the burnt offeringt offerings (2 Chr. s (2 Chr. 4:6). Here4:6). Here, the focu, the focus is on ths is on the splendore sple splendor osplendor of the lavef the lavers rather rs rather than theirthan their sacred ch sacred character, aaracter, as in the ts in the tabernacle.abernacle. The 10 br The  The 10 broThe 10 bronze basinsnze basins each held each held 40 baths  40 baths (one bath (one bath was ca. 23was ca. 23 l. [6 gal l. [6 gal.]), and e.]), and each stood ach eeach stoodeach stood on its ow on its own bronze, n bronze, wheeled stwheeled stand (1 Kgsand (1 Kgs. 7:27-37). 7:27-37). These el. These elaborate staborate stands were aststands werstands were pillagede pillaged by Ahaz s by Ahaz several ceneveral centuries latturies later in his er in his attempt toattempt to bribe the bribe the king of A king king of Asking of Assyria (2 Ksyria (2 Kgs. 16:17)gs. 16:17)...

Solomon’s temple had 10 ceremonial basins used primarily for rinsing the 
items associated with the burnt offerings (2 Chr. 4:6). Here, the focus is on the 
splendor of the lavers rather than their sacred character, as in the tabernacle. 
The 10 bronze basins each held 40 baths (one bath was ca. 23 l. [6 gal.]), and 
each stood on its own bronze, wheeled stand (1 Kgs. 7:27-37). These elaborate 
stands were pillaged by Ahaz several centuries later in his attempt to bribe the 
king of Assyria (2 Kgs. 16:17).

Kevin D. HKevin D. Hallall

Kevin D. Hall

LAWLAWLAW

LAW

Law is a rLaw is a reflection eflection of the wayof the way in which  in which society bosociety both views ath views and adminisnd administers itselters itself through f thrf through cothrough common agreemmon agreement and fment and forms of reorms of restraint. Lstraint. Legal pronoegal pronouncement muncement may be recoay beay be recognibe recognized in relzed in relation to tation to those acts hose acts which “mobwhich “mobilize” a silize” a society to ociety to react at nreact at need to proeednneed to prneed to protect indiotect individuals orviduals or the state the state. The more. The more serious t serious the offensehe offense, the more, the more likely so li likely soclikely society will iety will create a bcreate a body to enfody to enforce “corrorce “correct” behavect” behavior and coior and codify a setdify a set of specif of s of specific lspecific legal restregal restraints to daints to deal with feal with future occuuture occurrences.rrences.rrences.

Law is a reflection of the way in which society both views and administers itself 
through common agreement and forms of restraint. Legal pronouncement may 
be recognized in relation to those acts which “mobilize” a society to react at 
need to protect individuals or the state. The more serious the offense, the more 
likely society will create a body to enforce “correct” behavior and codify a set of 
specific legal restraints to deal with future occurrences.

�Lawgivers Lawgivers in Westernin Western cultures  cultures like Greeclike Greece and Romee and Rome began by  began by identifyinidentifying legal prg legag legal prinlegal principles whiciples which people ch people took for gtook for granted. Thranted. Then they dren they drafted specafted specific laws ific laws to apply tto ato apply thesapply these principle principles to reales to real-life situ-life situations. Buations. But there ist there is still lit still little evidentle evidence that thce that the lawgivereththe lawgivthe lawgivers in Easers in Eastern cultutern cultures like ares like ancient Isrncient Israel used aael used a system of system of general l general legal princegal pegal principlesprinciples which the which they consistey consistently applintly applied to speced to specific situaific situations in ttions in the great che great codes from odes frodes from the bfrom the books of Exooks of Exodus, Leviodus, Leviticus, Numticus, Numbers, and bers, and DeuteronomDeuteronomy. Laws iny. Laws in the world the wo the world of tworld of the Bible she Bible seldom desceldom described typiribed typical or avecal or average or evrage or even ideal ben ideal behavior inehavior in Israel. I Isr Israel. InIsrael. In fact, ave fact, average behavrage behavior may ofior may often have bten have been at vareen at variance withiance with these cod these codes.es.es.

Lawgivers in Western cultures like Greece and Rome began by identifying 
legal principles which people took for granted. Then they drafted specific laws to 
apply these principles to real-life situations. But there is still little evidence that 
the lawgivers in Eastern cultures like ancient Israel used a system of general legal 
principles which they consistently applied to specific situations in the great codes 
from the books of Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy. Laws in the 
world of the Bible seldom described typical or average or even ideal behavior in 



Israel. In fact, average behavior may often have been at variance with these codes.

�In the worIn the world of the ld of the Bible, theBible, the basis of  basis of law was nolaw was not philosopt philosophy, but crhy, but crisis. Lawgisis. Lawgisis. Lawgivers Lawgivers developed developed specific lspecific laws to deaaws to deal with houl with households whseholds which weakenich weakened or threed or thred or threatenedthreatened the well- the well-being of tbeing of the state. he state. HouseholdsHouseholds did this  did this when they when they failed to failed to work theirwowork theirwork their own land, own land, feed thei feed their own chilr own children, and dren, and contributecontribute to the co to the cooperative operative efforts ofefefforts ofefforts of the state the state to collec to collect taxes ant taxes and raise and raise an army. One army. One example o example of such a cf such a crisis is frisisccrisis is crisis is found in tfound in the story ohe story of Zelophehf Zelophehad’s daughad’s daughters, who ters, who claim theiclaim their father’sr father’s inheritan inhe inheritancinheritance when no e when no male heir male heir is presentis present (Num. 27: (Num. 27:1-11). The1-11). Their appeal ir appeal required lrequired legal reasoegllegal reaslegal reasoning and oning and deliberatideliberation which eon which expanded prxpanded previous traevious tradition regdition regarding levarding levirate marriralevlevirate mlevirate marriage (Darriage (Deut. 25:5-eut. 25:5-10) in fav10) in favor of a coor of a common sensemmon sense solution  solution benefitingbenefiting a househo a  a househola household and the d and the community community at large.at large.at large.

In the world of the Bible, the basis of law was not philosophy, but crisis. 
Lawgivers developed specific laws to deal with households which weakened or 
threatened the well-being of the state. Households did this when they failed to 
work their own land, feed their own children, and contribute to the cooperative 
efforts of the state to collect taxes and raise an army. One example of such a 
crisis is found in the story of Zelophehad’s daughters, who claim their father’s 
inheritance when no male heir is present (Num. 27:1-11). Their appeal required 
legal reasoning and deliberation which expanded previous tradition regarding 
levirate marriage (Deut. 25:5-10) in favor of a common sense solution benefiting 
a household and the community at large.

�Lawgivers Lawgivers in the Bibin the Bible do not le do not teach us ateach us as much abos much about how Isrut how Israel thoughael thought, as theyt, as tt, as they do abthey do about how Isout how Israel as a rael as a community community worked. Foworked. For example,r example, laws in t laws in the Bible she Bible she Bible show how Ishow how Israel reacsrael reacted to a pted to a particular articular situation situation or crisis or crisis (e.g., the(e.g., the case of t case of the unknownhe unkhe unknown hounknown homicide in micide in Deut. 21:1Deut. 21:1-9). They -9). They also reveaalso reveal Israel’sl Israel’s basic ass basic assumptions aumptions about humanboaabout humaabout human nature, n nature, how Israelhow Israel went abou went about collectit collecting evidencng evidence and usine and using it to mag it to make legal dkmamake legalmake legal decisions decisions (cf. the  (cf. the use of theuse of the bridal sh bridal sheets in Deeets in Deut. 22:13-ut. 22:13-19). Final19). Finally, laws oly, lawly, laws outlilaws outline how Isrne how Israel as a sael as a state distrtate distributed powibuted power (e.g., er (e.g., the admonithe admonition to jution to judges in Exdgesjujudges in judges in Exod. 23:6Exod. 23:6-8; cf. De-8; cf. Deut. 16:18-ut. 16:18-20; 2 Sam.20; 2 Sam. 15:1-4). 15:1-4).

Lawgivers in the Bible do not teach us as much about how Israel thought, as 
they do about how Israel as a community worked. For example, laws in the Bible 
show how Israel reacted to a particular situation or crisis (e.g., the case of the 
unknown homicide in Deut. 21:1-9). They also reveal Israel’s basic assumptions 
about human nature, how Israel went about collecting evidence and using it to 
make legal decisions (cf. the use of the bridal sheets in Deut. 22:13-19). Finally, 
laws outline how Israel as a state distributed power (e.g., the admonition to 
judges in Exod. 23:6-8; cf. Deut. 16:18-20; 2 Sam. 15:1-4).

Law CodesLaw Codes

Law Codes

The scene The scene in which Min which Moses receioses receives the laves the law at Mt. Sw at Mt. Sinai centeinai centers on a rers on a renewal of tnewal of the covenanhetthe covenathe covenant Yahweh nt Yahweh originallyoriginally made with made with Abraham a Abraham and then annd then an extension extension of that a of that of that agreethat agreement to inment to include a moclude a more formal re formal “treaty” w“treaty” with the Isith the Israelites kraelites known as thnown as the Decalogue ththe Decalothe Decalogue or Tengue or Ten Commandme Commandments. As pants. As part of thesrt of these events, e events, the rule othe rule of Moses asf Mosesf Moses as tMoses as the supremehe supreme leader of leader of the peopl the people is highle is highlighted andighted and enhanced. enhanced. He alone  He alone speaks dirsspeaks dirspeaks directly withectly with God, and  God, and even his beven his brother Aarrother Aaron, who laon, who later servester serves as chief  as chief priest forprpriest forpriest for the peopl the people, is porte, is portrayed as arayed as a weakling  weakling when Moseswhen Moses is absent is absent (Exod. 32 (Exod. 32).).).

The scene in which Moses receives the law at Mt. Sinai centers on a renewal of 
the covenant Yahweh originally made with Abraham and then an extension of 
that agreement to include a more formal “treaty” with the Israelites known as 
the Decalogue or Ten Commandments. As part of these events, the rule of 
Moses as the supreme leader of the people is highlighted and enhanced. He alone 
speaks directly with God, and even his brother Aaron, who later serves as chief 
priest for the people, is portrayed as a weakling when Moses is absent (Exod. 32).

�In Exod. 2In Exod. 20:1-17 (an0:1-17 (and Deut. 5:d Deut. 5:6-21) the 6-21) the Decalogue Decalogue is set foris set forth in apodth in apodictic stylictic styictic style. Thestyle. These are “cose are “command” lawmmand” laws, which ds, which do not requo not require much eire much explanationxplanation and do no and do  and do not condo not contain the “tain the “If — Then”If — Then” sequence  sequence more commomore common in “casen in “case” law. The” law. They can be dy can by can be dividedbe divided into two  into two segments:segments:segments:

In Exod. 20:1-17 (and Deut. 5:6-21) the Decalogue is set forth in apodictic 
style. These are “command” laws, which do not require much explanation and 
do not contain the “If — Then” sequence more common in “case” law. They can 
be divided into two segments:

1.1.�communal scommunal statutes, atatutes, applying topplying to the condu the conduct of the ct of the entire natentire nation, andion, andion, and

1. communal statutes, applying to the conduct of the entire nation, and

2.2.�personal spersonal statutes, statutes, setting theetting the code of c code of conduct foronduct for each pers each person.on.on.

2. personal statutes, setting the code of conduct for each person.

These lawsThese laws were comm were common in otheon in other culturesr cultures and were  and were designed tdesigned to maintaino maintain order and order  order and order and protect thprotect the rights oe rights of propertyf property owners. owners. owners.

These laws were common in other cultures and were designed to maintain 
order and protect the rights of property owners.

�The remainThe remainder of theder of the laws in E laws in Exodus, andxodus, and those fou those found in Numbnd in Numbers, Leviters, Leviticus, and icus, LevitLeviticus,Leviticus, and Deute and Deuteronomy, arronomy, are primarile primarily “case” ly “case” laws. In neaws. In nearly everyarly every instance, instance, they are  the they are ethey are extensions xtensions of the legof the legal formulaal formulas presentes presented in the Td in the Ten Commanden Commandments and ments anments and are thand are the result oe result of judges of judges or individur individuals askingals asking the quest the question “But wion “But what if?” ahat if?” about a parbout aabout a paabout a particular lrticular legal phrasegal phrase.e.e.

The remainder of the laws in Exodus, and those found in Numbers, 
Leviticus, and Deuteronomy, are primarily “case” laws. In nearly every instance, 
they are extensions of the legal formulas presented in the Ten Commandments 



and are the result of judges or individuals asking the question “But what if?” 
about a particular legal phrase.

�Since theySince they were desi were designed to regned to regulate thegulate the life of t life of the people,he people, it was ne it was necessary focessary focessary for the lafor the laws to chanws to change as the ge as the social sitsocial situation of uation of the peoplethe people changed.  changed. Thus the CThus the Covenant cooveCCovenant cCovenant code of Exoode of Exod. 20:23-2d. 20:23-23:19 and t3:19 and the Deuterohe Deuteronomic codenomic code of Deut.  of Deut. 12-26 demo12-26 d12-26 demonstratdemonstrate that thee that the people co people could not beuld not be governed  governed by laws meby laws meant only fant only for nomadicor nomador nomadic henomadic herders whenrders when they had  they had become farbecome farmers and umers and urban dwellrban dwellers. For eers. For example, thxampleeexample, texample, the group ohe group of laws whif laws which relate ch relate to caring to caring for the “pfor the “poor” (incloor” (including widouding widows, orphanwwidowidows, orwidows, orphans, andphans, and resident  resident aliens) caaliens) can be tracen be traced back to d back to the commanthe commandments to dments todments to honor pto honor parents, tharents, the prohibite prohibition againsion against theft, at theft, and the injnd the injunction agunction against coveainst coveting. Howeting. covecoveting. coveting. However, tHowever, these case hese case laws each laws each speak to aspeak to a particula particular legal sir legal situation whtuation which requirichwhwhich requwhich required an exired an expansion ofpansion of the law s the law so that it o that it dealt moredealt more directly  directly with the cwith the current conurrccurrent cocurrent concerns (cfncerns (cf. Lev. 19:. Lev. 19:9-10; 25:39-10; 25:35-37; Deut5-37; Deut. 15:1-2; . 15:1-2; 16:19). At16:19). At the heart the heart of this e of  of this exof this expansion ispansion is the exhor the exhortation to tation to remember “remember “where theywhere they came from came from.” The per.” The pe.” The period of period of slavery inslavery in Egypt is  Egypt is continuallcontinually referency referenced as the ed as the basis for basis for legal restlegal restraint or lraint oraint or legal gor legal guarantees uarantees (Deut. 5:1(Deut. 5:15; 15:15; 5; 15:15; 16:12; 24:16:12; 24:18).18).18).

Since they were designed to regulate the life of the people, it was necessary 
for the laws to change as the social situation of the people changed. Thus the 
Covenant code of Exod. 20:23-23:19 and the Deuteronomic code of Deut. 12-26 
demonstrate that the people could not be governed by laws meant only for 
nomadic herders when they had become farmers and urban dwellers. For 
example, the group of laws which relate to caring for the “poor” (including 
widows, orphans, and resident aliens) can be traced back to the commandments 
to honor parents, the prohibition against theft, and the injunction against 
coveting. However, these case laws each speak to a particular legal situation 
which required an expansion of the law so that it dealt more directly with the 
current concerns (cf. Lev. 19:9-10; 25:35-37; Deut. 15:1-2; 16:19). At the heart 
of this expansion is the exhortation to remember “where they came from.” The 
period of slavery in Egypt is continually referenced as the basis for legal restraint 
or legal guarantees (Deut. 5:15; 15:15; 16:12; 24:18).

�Once the mOnce the monarchy haonarchy had ceased td ceased to exist ano exist and the pried the priestly commustly community becamnity became the guare te the guardithe guardians of theans of the people’s  people’s commitmentcommitment to Yahweh to Yahweh, the Holi, the Holiness code ness code of Lev. 17of Lev. 17of Lev. 17-26 was 17-26 was formulatedformulated. It is ch. It is characterizearacterized by the sd by the statement, tatement, “You shall“You shall be holy;  be holy; for I, Yahfor for I, Yahfor I, Yahweh your Gweh your God, am holod, am holy” (Lev. 1y” (Lev. 19:2). This9:2). This group of  group of laws, couplaws, coupled with oled with other priesthoother prieother priestly legisstly legislation (Exlation (Exod. 25-31;od. 25-31; 35—40; Le 35—40; Lev. 1-16, 2v. 1-16, 27; Num. 1-7; Num. 1-10), place10), places additions ads additionaladditional stress on stress on maintaini maintaining holinesng holiness or rituas or ritual purity tl purity through obehrough obedience to dience to the law. Athe the law. Athe law. Among theirmong their major con major concerns are cerns are the provisthe provision for thion for the prescribe prescribing of sacing of sacred space resacsacred spasacred space (templece (temple precincts precincts), as well), as well as the ma as the major festivjor festival occasioal occasions and culns and cultic procedtic ptic proceduresprocedures...

Once the monarchy had ceased to exist and the priestly community became 
the guardians of the people’s commitment to Yahweh, the Holiness code of Lev. 
17-26 was formulated. It is characterized by the statement, “You shall be holy; 
for I, Yahweh your God, am holy” (Lev. 19:2). This group of laws, coupled with 
other priestly legislation (Exod. 25-31; 35—40; Lev. 1-16, 27; Num. 1-10), places 
additional stress on maintaining holiness or ritual purity through obedience to 
the law. Among their major concerns are the provision for the prescribing of 
sacred space (temple precincts), as well as the major festival occasions and cultic 
procedures.

�There are There are many similmany similarities bearities between the tween the biblical lbiblical law codes aaw codes and those fnd those found elsewound elound elsewhere elsewhere in the ancin the ancient Near ient Near East. The East. The Code of HaCode of Hammurabi (1mmurabi (18th centur8th century y B.C.E.B.C.E.) and the )b.c.e.b.c.e.) anb.c.e.) and the Assyd the Assyrian law crian law code (8th-7ode (8th-7th centurith centuries) contaies) contain many lawn many laws which ars which are similar e arare similaare similar to thoser to those in the Bi in the Bible. It seble. It seems likelyems likely that lega that legal formulasl formulas were tran were transmitted besmittetrantransmittetransmitted between d between cultures acultures along with long with other ideaother ideas, customss, customs, technolo, technologies, and gies, and styles. Foststyles. Fostyles. For instancer instance, both Ham, both Hammurabi’s cmurabi’s code and biode and biblical lawblical law contain t contain the principhe principle of le ole of of lex talionlex talionis,is, “an eye f “an eye for an eye.or an eye.” This is ” This is based on tbased on the idea ofhe idea of complete  complete reciprocitreciprocity for lossyreciprocitreciprocitreciprocity for lossy for loss or injury or injury. However,. However, the legal the legal codes of  codes of the Israelthe Israelites demanites demanded full eded demandemanded fdemanded full equaliull equality for allty for all of the pe of the people, withople, with no except no exceptions even ions even for the kifor the king. In ancng. Ing. In ancientIn ancient Babylon,  Babylon, there was there was a multitiea multitiered socialred social system in system in which cit which citizens did izens did not receivnot not receivnot receive the samee the same punishmen punishment as slavet as slaves for simis for similar injurilar injuries. Anothees. Another differenr difference is founce ice is found iis found in the appan the apparent harshrent harshness of Isness of Israelite laraelite law. There aw. There are many crre many crimes in thimes in the various e vae various levarious legal codes gal codes for which for which capital pucapital punishment inishment is prescribs prescribed (Exod. ed (Exod. 21:12, 17;21:12, 17; Lev. 20:9 Le Lev. 20:9;Lev. 20:9; Deut. 13: Deut. 13:5[MT 6]). 5[MT 6]). However, IHowever, Israelite lsraelite law does noaw does not provide t provide for any “lfor any “loophole” woo“l“loophole”“loophole” which wou which would allow tld allow the convicthe convicted partiesed parties to be rel to be released or teased or to pay a fio pay a fine, as is nefifine, as ifine, as is the cases the case in the la in the laws from Mews from Mesopotamia.sopotamia. This is d This is due to the ue to the concept ofconcept of “purity”  “pu “purity” w“purity” which is inhich is inherent to herent to biblical lbiblical law (cf. esaw (cf. esp. the Holp. the Holiness codeiness code in Leviti in Leviticus). If tcus). If cus). If the socIf the society wisheiety wished to remaid to remain pure, itn pure, it could not could not take half take half measure i measure in dealing n dealing with crimiwith with crimiwith criminal behavinal behavior which wor which would eventould eventually contually contaminate thaminate the entire ne entire nation. Thuation. Thus a prodigsThuThus a proThus a prodigal son digal son is to be sis to be stoned to dtoned to death (Deuteath (Deut. 21:18-21. 21:18-21) in order) in order to “purge to “purge the evil  t the evil fthe evil from your mrom your midst,” andidst,” and the leper the leper must be e must be excluded frxcluded from societyom society until cer until certified by tifcercertified certified by a priesby a priest as “cleat as “clean” (Lev. 1n” (Lev. 13).3).

There are many similarities between the biblical law codes and those found 
elsewhere in the ancient Near East. The Code of Hammurabi (18th century 
B.C.E.) and the Assyrian law code (8th-7th centuries) contain many laws which 
are similar to those in the Bible. It seems likely that legal formulas were 
transmitted between cultures along with other ideas, customs, technologies, and 
styles. For instance, both Hammurabi’s code and biblical law contain the principle 
of lex talionis, “an eye for an eye.” This is based on the idea of complete 
reciprocity for loss or injury. However, the legal codes of the Israelites 
demanded full equality for all of the people, with no exceptions even for the king. 
In ancient Babylon, there was a multitiered social system in which citizens did 
not receive the same punishment as slaves for similar injuries. Another difference 
is found in the apparent harshness of Israelite law. There are many crimes in the 
various legal codes for which capital punishment is prescribed (Exod. 21:12, 17; 
Lev. 20:9; Deut. 13:5[MT 6]). However, Israelite law does not provide for any 
“loophole” which would allow the convicted parties to be released or to pay a 



fine, as is the case in the laws from Mesopotamia. This is due to the concept of 
“purity” which is inherent to biblical law (cf. esp. the Holiness code in Leviticus). 
If the society wished to remain pure, it could not take half measure in dealing 
with criminal behavior which would eventually contaminate the entire nation. 
Thus a prodigal son is to be stoned to death (Deut. 21:18-21) in order to “purge 
the evil from your midst,” and the leper must be excluded from society until 
certified by a priest as “clean” (Lev. 13).

Judicial SJudicial Systemystem

Judicial System

In order tIn order to maintaino maintain order and order and administe administer the lawsr the laws, there wa, there was more thas more than one judin one judicial systecjudijudicial sjudicial system in aystem in ancient Isrncient Israel. The jael. The judiciary iudiciary included sancluded sanctuary conctuary courts, coururts, courts martialts mats martial, gmartial, gate courtsate courts, and the , and the divine assdivine assembly. Eacembly. Each is a seph is a separate judiarate judicial systecial system, and altm, andm, and althouand although they fugh they functioned cnctioned contemporanontemporaneously, oneously, one did not e did not review or review or appeal to appeal toappeal to the othto the other except er except in extremein extreme cases (De cases (Deut. 17:8-1ut. 17:8-13).3).3).

In order to maintain order and administer the laws, there was more than one 
judicial system in ancient Israel. The judiciary included sanctuary courts, courts 
martial, gate courts, and the divine assembly. Each is a separate judicial system, 
and although they functioned contemporaneously, one did not review or appeal 
to the other except in extreme cases (Deut. 17:8-13).

�Priests adPriests administeredministered sanctuary sanctuary courts ac courts according tocording to a judicia a judicial system wl system which involhich invhich involved dinvolved divination,ivination, oracles,  oracles, and the trand the trial by ordial by ordeal (cf. Neal (cf. Num. 5:11-3um. 5:11-31). The pl1). The plaintiff caaintiffplplaintiff plaintiff came beforcame before the priee the priest with a st with a question tquestion to which tho which the answer “e answer “Yes” or “NYes” or “No” could bo”“N“No” could“No” could be given. be given. The pries The priest divined t divined the answerthe answer or torah  or torah using techusing techniques sucniques such as the Uhsucsuch as thsuch as the Urim ande Urim and Thummim ( Thummim (Exod. 28:3Exod. 28:30; Num. 270; Num. 27:21; 1 Sam:21; 1 Sam. 14:41; 2. 14:41; 28:6; Ezra 8:6; Ezra8:6; Ezra 2:63)Ezra 2:63)...

Priests administered sanctuary courts according to a judicial system which 
involved divination, oracles, and the trial by ordeal (cf. Num. 5:11-31). The 
plaintiff came before the priest with a question to which the answer “Yes” or 
“No” could be given. The priest divined the answer or torah using techniques 
such as the Urim and Thummim (Exod. 28:30; Num. 27:21; 1 Sam. 14:41; 28:6; 
Ezra 2:63).

�Sanctuary Sanctuary reform plareform plays a promiys a prominent role nent role in the booin the book of Deutek of Deuteronomy, whronomy, which is regich whwhich is rwhich is regularly aegularly associated ssociated with the pwith the prophets. Brophets. But Deuterout Deuteronomy is monomy is more a royalre a royal than a pr royalroyal thanroyal than a prophet a prophetic reform.ic reform. It is an  It is an effort on effort on the part othe part of Judah’s f Judah’s kings to ckings to centralize entraliccentralizecentralize the tax a the tax and draft snd draft system in aystem in anticipationticipation of imminn of imminent war. Dent war. Deuteronomyeuteronomy focuses o DeuteronomyDeuteronomDeuteronomy focuses y focuses on centralon centralizing the izing the economic ieconomic institutionnstitutions, and it s, and it also centralso centralizes thealcentrcentralizecentralizes the cours the court martial t martial system (Desystem (Deut. 12-13)ut. 12-13). Deuteron. Deuteronomy does nomy does not try to ot try to ot try to remedy to remedy injustice injustice by imposinby imposing a standag a standardized sysrdized system of justem of justice throutice throughout Judaghout Judah and prevh JudaJudah and Judah and preventingpreventing local dis local distinctions.tinctions. Judah’s g Judah’s gate court ate court institutioinstitution remains n remains decentralidecendecentralidecentralized, and ized, and in fact Deun fact Deuteronomy ateronomy argues thatrgues that the legac the legacy of Judahy of Judah’s cities ’s cities is primariis pris primarily primarily the legal the legal tradition tradition of the gatof the gate court, we court, while the lhile the legacy of Jegacy of Jerusalem ierusalem is liturgics liturgs liturgicalliturgical...

Sanctuary reform plays a prominent role in the book of Deuteronomy, 
which is regularly associated with the prophets. But Deuteronomy is more a 
royal than a prophetic reform. It is an effort on the part of Judah’s kings to 
centralize the tax and draft system in anticipation of imminent war. 
Deuteronomy focuses on centralizing the economic institutions, and it also 
centralizes the court martial system (Deut. 12-13). Deuteronomy does not try 
to remedy injustice by imposing a standardized system of justice throughout 
Judah and preventing local distinctions. Judah’s gate court institution remains 
decentralized, and in fact Deuteronomy argues that the legacy of Judah’s cities is 
primarily the legal tradition of the gate court, while the legacy of Jerusalem is 
liturgical.

�The city gThe city gate antedaate antedated the moted the monarchy andnarchy and, in a cer, in a certain sensetain sense, served a, served as a rival s a rivals a rival centrival center of poweer of power. Gates ar. Gates also had stlso had strong connerong connections witctions with feeding h feeding and protecand protecting. Proptiprotecprotectingprotecting. Prophets. Prophets associate associated themselvd themselves with thes with the gate to e gate to emphasize emphasize their functheir function in batiofuncfunction ifunction in balancinn balancing the poweg the power of the mr of the monarchs, aonarchs, and used thnd used the gate to e gate to direct attdirect attention to enattattention attention to the twoto the two standard  standard issues by issues by which the which the performancperformance of a mone of a monarch was earch was earch was evaluated,evaluated, food and  food and protectionprotection. This hel. This helps explainps explain Jeremiah’ Jeremiah’s execratis execration ritual on ritual at the Potat that the Potshethe Potsherd Gate (Jrd Gate (Jer. 19:1-1er. 19:1-13) and the3) and the quick rep quick reprisal of trisal of the priest he priest Pashur, plPashur, placing Jereacingplplacing Jeplacing Jeremiah in remiah in the stocksthe stocks “in the u “in the upper Benjapper Benjamin Gate” min Gate” (20:2). Ea(20:2). Each was usich was using a symbong usiusing a syusing a symbol of aumbol of authority tothority to heighten  heighten his own puhis own public postublic posture.re.re.

The city gate antedated the monarchy and, in a certain sense, served as a 
rival center of power. Gates also had strong connections with feeding and 
protecting. Prophets associated themselves with the gate to emphasize their 
function in balancing the power of the monarchs, and used the gate to direct 
attention to the two standard issues by which the performance of a monarch was 
evaluated, food and protection. This helps explain Jeremiah’s execration ritual at 
the Potsherd Gate (Jer. 19:1-13) and the quick reprisal of the priest Pashur, 
placing Jeremiah in the stocks “in the upper Benjamin Gate” (20:2). Each was 



using a symbol of authority to heighten his own public posture.

�In the BibIn the Bible, prophele, prophets like ants like any other ciy other citizen oftetizen often stand atn stand at a gate to a gate to initiate  initiate their courthetheir courtheir course of actise of action (Jer. 7on (Jer. 7:1-2). But:1-2). But the venue the venue of the tr of the trial is regial is regularly traularly transferred tnsferredtratransferretransferred to the dd to the divine asseivine assembly, as imbly, as in 1 Kgs. 2n 1 Kgs. 22:1-40 whe2:1-40 where monarchre monarchs and props and prophets meet hpropprophets mprophets meet on theeet on the threshing threshing floor at  floor at the city gthe city gate to disate to discern whethcern whether or not er or not the divineththe divinethe divine assembly  assembly has authorhas authorized Israeized Israel and Judal and Judah to go toh to go to war again war against Aram.st Aram.st Aram.

In the Bible, prophets like any other citizen often stand at a gate to initiate 
their course of action (Jer. 7:1-2). But the venue of the trial is regularly 
transferred to the divine assembly, as in 1 Kgs. 22:1-40 where monarchs and 
prophets meet on the threshing floor at the city gate to discern whether or not 
the divine assembly has authorized Israel and Judah to go to war against Aram.

�The divineThe divine assembly  assembly appears inappears in the liter the literatures of atures of Egypt, MesEgypt, Mesopotamia, opotamia, and Syria-and Syrand Syria-PaleSyria-Palestine. In stine. In the Bible the Bible it is analit is analogous to togous to the gate cohe gate court. Both urt. Both are judiciare judicial bodies al bodieal bodies madbodies made up of cie up of citizens whotizens who meet at a meet at a threshold threshold to resolv to resolve a crisise a crisis. The gate. The gate court con co court convcourt convenes at thenes at the gate of e gate of a city, wha city, which marks ich marks the boundathe boundary betweenry between the sanct the sanctuary withiusanctsanctuary sanctuary within itswithin its walls and walls and the outsi the outside world (de world (cf. Ruth 4cf. Ruth 4:1-6). The:1-6). The divine as divine assembly meesembasassembly massembly meets on theets on the mountaine mountain, which ma, which marks the borks the boundary betundary between the dween the divine and ivine aivine and human and human planes. Boplanes. Both the gatth the gate court ane court and the divid the divine assemblne assembly help resy help resolve dispuolve disputes involvtdispudisputes idisputes involving lnvolving land and chand and children. Reildren. Residents ofsidents of a single  a single city appeacity appear before tr before the gate cohe gathe gate courtgate court, nations , nations before thebefore the divine as divine assembly whesembly when they conn they conclude treaclude treaties.ties.

The divine assembly appears in the literatures of Egypt, Mesopotamia, and 
Syria-Palestine. In the Bible it is analogous to the gate court. Both are judicial 
bodies made up of citizens who meet at a threshold to resolve a crisis. The gate 
court convenes at the gate of a city, which marks the boundary between the 
sanctuary within its walls and the outside world (cf. Ruth 4:1-6). The divine 
assembly meets on the mountain, which marks the boundary between the divine 
and human planes. Both the gate court and the divine assembly help resolve 
disputes involving land and children. Residents of a single city appear before the 
gate court, nations before the divine assembly when they conclude treaties.

Police PowPolice Powerer

Police Power

The applicThe application of lation of law in the aw in the state diffstate differed from ered from the applicthe application of lation of law in the aw in the villages, villagevillages, villages, even thougeven though both funh both functioned alctioned alongside onongside one another.e another. The admin The administration istration of law in ofof law in of law in the villagthe village was decee was decentralized.ntralized. In villag In villages, the faes, the fathers of tthers of the househohe household served ld servld served as served as its eldersits elders or lawgiv or lawgivers (Ruth ers (Ruth 4:2; Prov.4:2; Prov. 31:23). T 31:23). They derivehey derived their aud their authority frthorauauthority authority from theirfrom their own house own households, andholds, and served as served as an assemb an assembly to safely to safeguard the guard the rights of rrights of rights of villagers villagers to food anto food and protectid protection. Assembon. Assemblies enforlies enforced their ced their verdicts tverdicts through conhroutthrough cothrough consensus ornsensus or collectiv collective agreemene agreement. Cooperat. Cooperation betwetion between the houen the households inseholdshouhouseholdshouseholds in a vill in a village did noage did not result ft result from fear orom fear of retributf retribution, but fion, but from a sharrom a shared understed uned understandunderstanding of whaing of what each hout each household neesehold needed to do ded to do in order fin order for the entor the entire villagire village to survievillagvillage tovillage to survive.  survive. A binding A binding consensus consensus was possibwas possible only whle only when every hen every household iousehold in the villn iin the vilin the village underlage understood who stood who initiated initiated the complathe complaint, what int, what the specifthe specific indictmic indictment involvent indictmindictmentindictment involved, involved, and how t and how the defendahe defendant respondnt responded. Conseqed. Consequently, eluently, elders talkeders talkeders talked wittalked with plaintifh plaintiffs and deffs and defendants unendants until they atil they all reachedll reached an agreem an agreement on howent on how the matte th the matterthe matter should be should be resolved  resolved (Deut. 16:(Deut. 16:18-20; 19:18-20; 19:16-20; 22:16-20; 22:13-21).13-21).13-21).

The application of law in the state differed from the application of law in the 
villages, even though both functioned alongside one another. The administration 
of law in the village was decentralized. In villages, the fathers of the household 
served as its elders or lawgivers (Ruth 4:2; Prov. 31:23). They derived their 
authority from their own households, and served as an assembly to safeguard the 
rights of villagers to food and protection. Assemblies enforced their verdicts 
through consensus or collective agreement. Cooperation between the 
households in a village did not result from fear of retribution, but from a shared 
understanding of what each household needed to do in order for the entire 
village to survive. A binding consensus was possible only when every household 
in the village understood who initiated the complaint, what the specific 
indictment involved, and how the defendant responded. Consequently, elders 
talked with plaintiffs and defendants until they all reached an agreement on how 
the matter should be resolved (Deut. 16:18-20; 19:16-20; 22:13-21).

�In the staIn the state, the adte, the administratiministration of law on of law was centrawas centralized. Thelized. The monarch w monarch was the lawas the las the lawgiver wlawgiver who appointho appointed judges ed judges to hear cato hear cases througses throughout the shout the state (cf. tate (cf. JehoshaphaJehoshaphat’s adminit’JehoshaphaJehoshaphaJehoshaphat’s adminit’s administration istration in 2 Chr. 1n 2 Chr. 19:4-11). T9:4-11). The focus ohe focus of village f village law was onlaw was on the respo the the responthe responsibility osibility of the housf the households to eholds to feed theirfeed their members,  members, whereas stwhereas state law deate law dealt primaraldedealt primdealt primarily witharily with its respo its responsibility nsibility to protectto protect the peopl the people. Laws dee. Laws dealing withaling with incest, r inces incest, reincest, regulating mgulating marriage, aarriage, and controlnd controlling inherling inheritance, onitance, on the one h the one hand, develand, developed in viopeddeveldeveloped developed in villagein villages. Laws des. Laws dealing withaling with taxes and taxes and military  military or public or public service, oservice, on the othen then the other,the other, developed developed in the st in the state. In thate. In the beginnine beginning state cog state courts only urts only heard compheard complaints frolaincompcomplaintscomplaints from hous from households regeholds regarding thearding their assessmir assessments and tents and their obligheir obligation to cation to conscript socconscript conscript soldiers fsoldiers for the armor the army (2 Sam. y (2 Sam. 15:2-4). G15:2-4). Gradually, radually, however, thowever, they heard hey heard cases invocacases invocases involving all lving all areas of pareas of public lifeublic life (2 Sam. 2 (2 Sam. 21:2-9; 1 K1:2-9; 1 Kgs. 3:16-2gs. 3:16-28).8).8).

In the state, the administration of law was centralized. The monarch was the 
lawgiver who appointed judges to hear cases throughout the state (cf. 
Jehoshaphat’s administration in 2 Chr. 19:4-11). The focus of village law was on 
the responsibility of the households to feed their members, whereas state law 
dealt primarily with its responsibility to protect the people. Laws dealing with 
incest, regulating marriage, and controlling inheritance, on the one hand, 
developed in villages. Laws dealing with taxes and military or public service, on 
the other, developed in the state. In the beginning state courts only heard 



complaints from households regarding their assessments and their obligation to 
conscript soldiers for the army (2 Sam. 15:2-4). Gradually, however, they heard 
cases involving all areas of public life (2 Sam. 21:2-9; 1 Kgs. 3:16-28).

�State courState courts used pots used police powerlice power, rather t, rather than consenhan consensus, to gusus, to guarantee coarantee cooperation.operacocooperatiocooperation. A lawgin. A lawgiver heard ver heard the plaintthe plaintiffs and tiffs and then renderhen rendered a decised a decision on theion on the case. Sin ca case. Sinccase. Since the decie the decision was bsion was based on thased on the judgmente judgment of a sing of a single lawgivele lawgiver, there wr, there was a greatas wwas a greawas a greater degreeter degree of judici of judicial discretal discretion which ion which was not newas not necessarily cessarily attuned toattuned to a broad c a b a broad consbroad consensus of oensus of opinion witpinion within the sthin the state as a wate as a whole (cf. hole (cf. David’s juDavid’s judgments indgments in 2 Sam. 12 2  2 Sam. 12:2 Sam. 12:1-6; 14:2-1-6; 14:2-11). While11). While the decis the decision might ion might be based obe based on precedenn precedent, the latt, the latitude of iitulatlatitude olatitude of interpref interpretation of tation of the precedthe precedent is morent is more open to e open to variation.variation.

State courts used police power, rather than consensus, to guarantee 
cooperation. A lawgiver heard the plaintiffs and then rendered a decision on the 
case. Since the decision was based on the judgment of a single lawgiver, there 
was a greater degree of judicial discretion which was not necessarily attuned to a 
broad consensus of opinion within the state as a whole (cf. David’s judgments in 
2 Sam. 12:1-6; 14:2-11). While the decision might be based on precedent, the 
latitude of interpretation of the precedent is more open to variation.

�The centerThe centerpiece in tpiece in the anthrophe anthropology of sology of state law itate law is its chars its characterizatiacterization of the on of theon of the monarcthe monarch as a lawh as a lawgiver. Artgiver. Art and liter and literature whicature which portray h portray monarchs amonarchs as lawgivers lawgivers promulgaslawgiverlawgivers lawgivers promulgatipromulgating a code ng a code of law durof law during their ing their coronationcoronations have bees have been recoveren recoveren recovered recovered by archaeoby archaeologists fologists for more thar more than one ancin one ancient Near Eent Near Eastern culastern culture. For ture. For example, seexample, sexample, some of theome of the most exqu most exquisite charisite characterizatiacterizations of botons of both Lipit-ish Lipit-ishtar and Hhtar and Hammurabi oamHHammurabi Hammurabi of Babylonof Babylon portray t portray them as lawhem as lawgivers.givers.givers.

The centerpiece in the anthropology of state law is its characterization of 
the monarch as a lawgiver. Art and literature which portray monarchs as 
lawgivers promulgating a code of law during their coronations have been 
recovered by archaeologists for more than one ancient Near Eastern culture. For 
example, some of the most exquisite characterizations of both Lipit-ishtar and 
Hammurabi of Babylon portray them as lawgivers.

�Although cAlthough certainly eertainly each new moach new monarch madenarch made some chan some changes in stages in state laws, ite laws, it is unlikt is ut is unlikely tunlikely that every hat every monarch aumonarch authorized athorized a major res major restructuringtructuring of standi of standing codes ong codes of law. Monf oof law. Moof law. Monarchs pronarchs promulgated amulgated a code more code more to ratify to ratify their aut their authority thahority than to inaugn to inaugurate a swuinauginaugurateinaugurate a sweepin a sweeping judicialg judicial reform (c reform (cf. Josiah’f. Josiah’s actions s actions in 2 Kgs. in 2 Kgs. 22:3-23:2722:3-23:27). By doin). By d). By doing so, doing so, monarchs imonarchs imitated thmitated the actions e actions of the divof the divine assembine assembly by endoly by endowing the pwing the people witheppeople witpeople with a covenah a covenant or codent or code of law by of law by which lif which life in the me in the monarchy woonarchy would be susuld be sustained. Thtsussustained.sustained. The ritua The ritual confirmel confirmed a monarcd a monarch’s responh’s responsibility tsibility to maintaino maintain order in  order in the state.the the state.the state. Just as t Just as the Anunnakhe Anunnaki gods coni gods confirm Mardufirm Marduk as the dk as the divine lawgivine lawgiver in thiver in the Enuma Ele Ee Enuma ElisEnuma Elish, the divh, the divine assembine assembly recognily recognized monarczed monarchs as lawghs as lawgivers duriivers during their cng their coronation occoronationcoronation (Pss. 72, (Pss. 72, 101). 101). 101).

Although certainly each new monarch made some changes in state laws, it is 
unlikely that every monarch authorized a major restructuring of standing codes 
of law. Monarchs promulgated a code more to ratify their authority than to 
inaugurate a sweeping judicial reform (cf. Josiah’s actions in 2 Kgs. 22:3-23:27). By 
doing so, monarchs imitated the actions of the divine assembly by endowing the 
people with a covenant or code of law by which life in the monarchy would be 
sustained. The ritual confirmed a monarch’s responsibility to maintain order in 
the state. Just as the Anunnaki gods confirm Marduk as the divine lawgiver in the 
Enuma Elish, the divine assembly recognized monarchs as lawgivers during their 
coronation (Pss. 72, 101).

�Law in ancLaw in ancient Israeient Israel functionl functioned as a meed as a means of ideans of identifying tntifying the people he people with the cwith the with the covenathe covenant, of maint, of maintaining sntaining social ordeocial order, and insr, and insuring thaturing that the autho the authority of thrity of the palace ae pale palace andpalace and temple wa temple was recognizs recognized and obeed and obeyed. Althoyed. Although its orugh its original foriginal formulation amulation and adminisnaand adminiand administration hstration had more toad more to do with s do with survival inurvival in a harsh a a harsh and dangerond dangerous environus environment, law,menvironenvironmenenvironment, law, lit, law, like Israelike Israelite societyte society, eventual, eventually became ly became quite compquite complex. As a lex. As a result, leresuresult, leresult, legal formulgal formula became ma became more ritualore ritualistic (as istic (as in the Holin the Holiness codeiness code) and lega) and legal pronouncl prol pronouncempronouncements took ents took on a rigidon a rigid character character which may which may have had  have had more to domore to do with the  with t with the maintethe maintenance of snance of social struocial structures thactures than the admin the administrationnistration of justic of justice.e.e.

Law in ancient Israel functioned as a means of identifying the people with 
the covenant, of maintaining social order, and insuring that the authority of the 
palace and temple was recognized and obeyed. Although its original formulation 
and administration had more to do with survival in a harsh and dangerous 
environment, law, like Israelite society, eventually became quite complex. As a 
result, legal formula became more ritualistic (as in the Holiness code) and legal 
pronouncements took on a rigid character which may have had more to do with 
the maintenance of social structures than the administration of justice.
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�SeeSee  ANTICHRISTANTICHRIST..

See ANTICHRIST.

LAWSUITLAWSUITLAWSUIT

LAWSUIT

HistoriansHistorians of ancien of ancient law warnt law warn that the  that the modern conmodern concept of “lcept of “lawsuit” maawsuit” may not exacy not exacy not exactly coexactly correspond trrespond to any of to any of the availabhe available judiciale judicial or extral or extrajudicial mjudicial means ancieeans ancients had fonts hnts had for sehad for settling thettling their disputeir disputes. Still, s. Still, one is ablone is able to find e to find biblical ebiblical examples whxamples where two diere twoere two disputtwo disputing partieing parties bring ths bring their claim eir claim before a tbefore a third for rhird for resolution,esolution, whether t whether that be a jhat bhat be a judgebe a judge, a priest, a priest, elders, , elders, or the kinor the king (Deut. 1g (Deut. 17:8-12; Jo7:8-12; Josh. 20:4; sh. 20:4; 2 Sam. 15:2 Sam. 15:2-6; 1 Kgs2-6; 1 K2-6; 1 Kgs. 3:16-Kgs. 3:16-27; 2 Kgs.27; 2 Kgs. 6:26-31). 6:26-31). Israel’s  Israel’s various lavarious law codes prw codes provided forovided for the settl the settling of sucing ofing of such diof such disputes thrsputes throughout thoughout the centuriee centuries over whis over which the OT ch the OT was composwas composed (Exod. ed (Exoed (Exod. 18:(Exod. 18:15-16; 23:15-16; 23:3, 6; Deut3, 6; Deut. 19:15-19. 19:15-19; 21:5; 2 ; 21:5; 2 Chr. 19:5-Chr. 19:5-11).11).11).

Historians of ancient law warn that the modern concept of “lawsuit” may not 
exactly correspond to any of the available judicial or extrajudicial means ancients 
had for settling their disputes. Still, one is able to find biblical examples where 
two disputing parties bring their claim before a third for resolution, whether that 
be a judge, a priest, elders, or the king (Deut. 17:8-12; Josh. 20:4; 2 Sam. 15:2-6; 1 
Kgs. 3:16-27; 2 Kgs. 6:26-31). Israel’s various law codes provided for the settling 
of such disputes throughout the centuries over which the OT was composed 
(Exod. 18:15-16; 23:3, 6; Deut. 19:15-19; 21:5; 2 Chr. 19:5-11).

�In the pasIn the past much hast much has been writ been written on theten on the metaphori metaphorical underscal understanding oftanding of a “covena a “co a “covenant “covenant lawsuit” ilawsuit” in certain n certain prophetic prophetic texts, whetexts, where Yahweh re Yahweh pressed a pressed a complaint complaint against Isaagainst Isagainst Israel (e.g.rael (e.g., Isa. 1:2, Isa. 1:2-3; Jer. 2-3; Jer. 2:4-13; Mic:4-13; Mic. 6:1-8). . 6:1-8). More recenMore recent scholarst scholarship, howevhip, howhip, however, hhowever, has called as called into questinto question whetheion whether one can r one can actually iactually identify sudentify such a form ch a form or genre ioror genre ior genre in these prn these prophetic boophetic books.oks.oks.

In the past much has been written on the metaphorical understanding of a 
“covenant lawsuit” in certain prophetic texts, where Yahweh pressed a complaint 
against Israel (e.g., Isa. 1:2-3; Jer. 2:4-13; Mic. 6:1-8). More recent scholarship, 
however, has called into question whether one can actually identify such a form 
or genre in these prophetic books.

�The NT hasThe NT has only a fe only a few referencw references to settes to settling dispuling disputes in a ftes in a formal legaormal legal setting.l settingl setting. Msetting. Matt. 5:25-att. 5:25-26; Luke 126; Luke 12:57-59 en2:57-59 encourage pecourage people to seople to settle theirttle their suits out suits out of court. of  of court. of court. Matthew quMatthew qualifies whalifies what may be at may be Q materialQ material at 5:40 ( at 5:40 (cf. Luke 6cf. Luke 6:29) by re:29) by rendering thndrerendering rendering the confisthe confiscation of cation of the coat athe coat as a guarans a guarantee in a ltee in a lawsuit. Thawsuit. The most exte most extensive refensextextensive extensive reference reference is found iis found in 1 Cor. 6n 1 Cor. 6:1-11, whe:1-11, where Paul core Paul corrects upprrects upper-status er-status ChristiansChChristiansChristians in Corint in Corinth for takih for taking lower-sng lower-status Chritatus Christians befstians before provinore provincial magiscial magistrates to tratmagismagistratemagistrates to settls to settle matters e matters of minor iof minor import. Paumport. Paul reminds l reminds the Corintthe Corinthians thathians that settling  se settling tsettling their dispuheir disputes this wtes this way betraysay betrays their Chr their Christian ideistian identity. As ntity. As an alternaan alternative, Paultive, Pative, Paul propoPaul proposes privatses private arbitrate arbitration as theion as the preferred preferred means of  means of settling ssettling such cases.uch cases. Under arb Un Under arbiUnder arbitration, atration, an impartian impartial communitl community member, y member, acting as acting as an arbiteran arbiter, could de, could decide the mcdedecide thedecide the matters o matters on a more in a more informal annformal and equitabld equitable basis. Te basis. The proposehe proposed solutiond solution offers re solutionsolution osolution offers reliffers relief to loweef to lower-status Cr-status Christians,hristians, who were  who were at a disadat a disadvantage invantage in the Roman the  the Roman the Roman legal systlegal system, and stem, and strengthens rengthens the Christthe Christian communian community in Cority in Corinth.inth.inth.

The NT has only a few references to settling disputes in a formal legal 
setting. Matt. 5:25-26; Luke 12:57-59 encourage people to settle their suits out 
of court. Matthew qualifies what may be Q material at 5:40 (cf. Luke 6:29) by 
rendering the confiscation of the coat as a guarantee in a lawsuit. The most 
extensive reference is found in 1 Cor. 6:1-11, where Paul corrects upper-status 
Christians in Corinth for taking lower-status Christians before provincial 
magistrates to settle matters of minor import. Paul reminds the Corinthians that 
settling their disputes this way betrays their Christian identity. As an alternative, 
Paul proposes private arbitration as the preferred means of settling such cases. 
Under arbitration, an impartial community member, acting as an arbiter, could 
decide the matters on a more informal and equitable basis. The proposed 
solution offers relief to lower-status Christians, who were at a disadvantage in 
the Roman legal system, and strengthens the Christian community in Corinth.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H.-J. BoecH.-J. Boecker, ker, Law and thLaw and the Administe Administration of ration of Justice inJustice in the Old T the Old Testament aeTTestament Testament and Ancienand Ancient Near East Near Eastt (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1980)lis, 1980); D. R. Da; D. R. Daniels, “Isniels, “Is There a ‘ There a ‘Prophetic Pro‘‘Prophetic‘Prophetic Lawsuit’  Lawsuit’ Genre?” Genre?” ZAWZAW 99 (1987) 99 (1987): 339–60; : 339–60; D. J. HarrD. J. Harrington, ington, The GospelThe Gospel of Matthe o of Matthewof Matthew.. Sacra Pag Sacra Pagina 1 (Colina 1 (Collegeville,legeville, 1991), 89 1991), 89; A. C. Mi; A. C. Mitchell, “Rtchell, “Rich and Poich and Poor in the or ior in the Couin the Courts of Corrts of Corinth,” inth,” NTSNTS 39 (1993) 39 (1993): 562–86.: 562–86.: 562–86.

Bibliography. H.-J. Boecker, Law and the Administration of Justice in the Old 
Testament and Ancient Near East (Minneapolis, 1980); D. R. Daniels, “Is There a 
‘Prophetic Lawsuit’ Genre?” ZAW 99 (1987): 339–60; D. J. Harrington, The Gospel 
of Matthew. Sacra Pagina 1 (Collegeville, 1991), 89; A. C. Mitchell, “Rich and Poor 
in the Courts of Corinth,” NTS 39 (1993): 562–86.
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LAWYERLAWYERLAWYER

LAWYER

A technicaA technical term (Gkl term (Gk. . nomikoœsnomikoœs) used in ) used in the NT forthe NT for a learned a learned expert in expert in law. Whil law. W law. While the While the Gospels haGospels have in mindve in mind experts i experts in Jewish ln Jewish law (e.g., aw (e.g., Luke 11:45Luke 11:45-46), it a-46), it appears thappeaappears thappears that Zenas tat Zenas the lawyer he lawyer (Tit. 3:13(Tit. 3:13) is profi) is proficient in Rcient in Roman law. oman law. Lawyers arLawyers are mentionee me mentioned mentioned with the Pwith the Pharisees iharisees in several n several places in places in Luke (LukeLuke (Luke 7:30; 14: 7:30; 14:3; cf. 11:3; cf. 11:53, “scrib53, “53, “scribes”)“scribes”) and are t and are typically iypically in oppositin opposition to Jesuon to Jesus in the Gs in the Gospels (cfospels (cf. Matt. 22. Matt. 22:35 = Luke:35 = :35 = Luke 10:= Luke 10:25).25).25).

A technical term (Gk. nomikoœs) used in the NT for a learned expert in law. 



While the Gospels have in mind experts in Jewish law (e.g., Luke 11:45-46), it 
appears that Zenas the lawyer (Tit. 3:13) is proficient in Roman law. Lawyers are 
mentioned with the Pharisees in several places in Luke (Luke 7:30; 14:3; cf. 11:53, 
“scribes”) and are typically in opposition to Jesus in the Gospels (cf. Matt. 22:35 
= Luke 10:25).

Robert A. Robert A. DerrenbackDerrenbacker, Jr.er, Jr.
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LAYING ON OF HANDS

A ceremoniA ceremonial act of al act of consecraticonsecration or idenon or identificationtification (Heb.  (Heb. saœmak� yasaœmak� yad� {al;d� {al; Gk.  G Gk. Gk. epitiítheäepitiítheämi taés chmi taés cheiíras, epeiíras, epiíthesis tiíthesis toœén cheiroœén cheiroœénoœén). In the ). In the OT this riOT tOT this rituathis ritual employedl employed either on either one or two he or two hands. The ands. The two-handedtwo-handed ritual oc ritual occurred whecurred whecurred when the pwhen the priest placriest placed his haned his hands on the ds on the scapegoat’scapegoat’s head (Les head (Lev. 16:21),v. 16:21), when witn when witnesses grasewitnwitnesses witnesses grasped thgrasped the head of e head of a blasphema blasphemer about ter about to be stoneo be stoned (24:14; d (24:14; cf. Deut. cf. Deut. 13:9[MT 101313:9[MT 1013:9[MT 10]), and wh]), and when Moses oen Moses ordained Jordained Joshua (Num.shua (Num. 27:18, 23 27:18, 23; Deut. 34; Deut. 34:9). In ea:9). In e:9). In each case,each case, the gestu the gesture identifre identified the foied the focus of thecus of the ritual. T ritual. The one-hanhe one-handed ritualded ritual, meanwhil, mea, meanwhile,meanwhile, applied t applied to sacrifico sacrifice where the where the offerer e offerer placed a hplaced a hand on theand on the animal ju animal just prior tst pst prior to sprior to slaughterinlaughtering it (Lev.g it (Lev. 1:4; 3:2, 1:4; 3:2, 8, 13). T 8, 13). The purposehe purpose, as Hitti, as Hittite parallete parallels confirmls confirls confirm anconfirm and the specd the specifics of tifics of the cases dhe cases demonstrateemonstrate, was not , was not to transfeto transfer guilt tor guilt to the anima the the animalthe animal but to id but to identify it entify it as belongias belonging to, andng to, and thus as r thus as reconsecrateconsecrating, the oing, the offerer.ffereroofferer.offerer.offerer.

A ceremonial act of consecration or identification (Heb. saœmak� yad� {al;  
Gk. epitiítheämi taés cheiíras, epiíthesis toœén cheiroœén). In the OT 
this ritual employed either one or two hands. The two-handed ritual occurred 
when the priest placed his hands on the scapegoat’s head (Lev. 16:21), when 
witnesses grasped the head of a blasphemer about to be stoned (24:14; cf. Deut. 
13:9[MT 10]), and when Moses ordained Joshua (Num. 27:18, 23; Deut. 34:9). In 
each case, the gesture identified the focus of the ritual. The one-handed ritual, 
meanwhile, applied to sacrifice where the offerer placed a hand on the animal just 
prior to slaughtering it (Lev. 1:4; 3:2, 8, 13). The purpose, as Hittite parallels 
confirm and the specifics of the cases demonstrate, was not to transfer guilt to 
the animal but to identify it as belonging to, and thus as reconsecrating, the 
offerer.

�In the NT In the NT laying on laying on of hands oof hands occurred inccurred in four sett four settings: blesings: blessing, whicsing, which reflecteh reflecteh reflected reflected the rabbinthe rabbinic belief ic belief in the powin the powers of a sers of a saint’s hanaint’s hands (Matt. ds (Matt. 19:13-15);19:13-15); healing,  healin healing, whealing, where the rhere the ritual was itual was optional boptional but often sut often served to ierved to identify bodentify both the sicth the sickness and knessicsickness asickness and the heand the healer and toler and to dramatize dramatize the trans the transfer of powfer of power (9:18; er (9:18; Mark 5:23;Mark 5:23; Acts 9:12 A Acts 9:12;Acts 9:12; 28:8); th 28:8); the impartate impartation of spiion of spiritual gifritual gifts, which ts, which served to served to distinguisdistinguish charismah charish charismaticharismatic Christiac Christians from otns from other sects her sects (Acts 8:19(Acts 8:19; 19:6); a; 19:6); and ordinatnd ordination (6:6, ion (6:6, 8; 13:3; 18; 138; 13:3; 1 Ti13:3; 1 Tim. 4:14; 5m. 4:14; 5:22; 2 Tim:22; 2 Tim. 1:6). Fi. 1:6). Finally, in nally, in all its usall its uses (exceptes (except perhaps i perhaps in blessingn blessingn blessing),blessing), laying on laying on of hands  of hands had pneumahad pneumatic, miractic, miraculous overulous overtones befitones befitting its tting its place in aplaceplace in aplace in a community community emphasizi emphasizing the preng the presence of tsence of the Holy Sphe Holy Spirit.irit.irit.

In the NT laying on of hands occurred in four settings: blessing, which 
reflected the rabbinic belief in the powers of a saint’s hands (Matt. 19:13-15); 
healing, where the ritual was optional but often served to identify both the 
sickness and the healer and to dramatize the transfer of power (9:18; Mark 5:23; 
Acts 9:12; 28:8); the impartation of spiritual gifts, which served to distinguish 
charismatic Christians from other sects (Acts 8:19; 19:6); and ordination (6:6, 8; 
13:3; 1 Tim. 4:14; 5:22; 2 Tim. 1:6). Finally, in all its uses (except perhaps in 
blessing), laying on of hands had pneumatic, miraculous overtones befitting its 
place in a community emphasizing the presence of the Holy Spirit.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. Daube, D. Daube, The New TeThe New Testament anstament and Rabbinicd Rabbinic Judaism Judaism (1956, re (1956, repr. New Yoprerepr. New repr. New York, 1973York, 1973); D. P. W); D. P. Wright, “Thright, “The Gesture e Gesture of Hand Plof Hand Placement inacement in the Hebre the Heb the Hebrew BibHebrew Bible and in le and in Hittite LiHittite Literature,”terature,”  JAOSJAOS 106 (1986 106 (1986): 433–46.): 433–46.

Bibliography. D. Daube, The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism (1956, 
repr. New York, 1973); D. P. Wright, “The Gesture of Hand Placement in the 
Hebrew Bible and in Hittite Literature,” JAOS 106 (1986): 433–46.
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LAZARUS (Gk. Laézaros)

A common JA common Jewish nameewish name (Heb.  (Heb. }el-{aœzaœ}el-{aœzaœr,r, “God help “God helps”). Luke s”). Luke 16:19-31 r16:19-31 reports a peporrreports a reports a parable byparable by Jesus reg Jesus regarding thearding the contrasti contrasting eternalng eternal fates of  fates of a poor Laza poor Lazarus (the arusLazLazarus (tLazarus (the only nahe only named characmed character in Jester in Jesus’ parablus’ parables) and a es) and a rich man. rich man. A pivotal A pivotal section ofsectsection ofsection of the Gospe the Gospel of John l of John (John 11:1(John 11:1-12:11) pr-12:11) presents Jesesents Jesus’ raisinus’ raising Lazarus g Lazarus from the dfromfrom the dfrom the dead as theead as the act that  act that fixed the fixed the determinatdetermination of Jesion of Jesus’ opponeus’ opponents to putnts to put him to de hi him to deahim to death. Interpth. Interpreters havreters have often mue often mused about sed about whether thwhether these two stese two stories are ories are ories are relateare related. Some had. Some have suggestve suggested that Joed that John’s accouhn’s account arose fnt arose from Luke’srom Luke’s parable a parable as a demonssaas a demonas a demonstration tstration that indeedhat indeed Lazarus’  Lazarus’ return froreturn from death (am death (and ultimatnd ultimately Jesus’ely Jesus’ own) woul ow own) wouldown) would not chang not change people’se people’s actions ( actions (cf. Luke 1cf. Luke 16:30-31). 6:30-31). Others havOthers have suggestee suggested that it dsuggestesuggested suggested that it wathat it was John’s ms John’s miracle stoiracle story that evry that eventually ientually imposed a nmposed a name upon tame upon the characthetthe characthe character in Lukter in Luke’s parable’s parable. The cone. The consensus, tosensus, to the exten the extent that thet that there is one,re is one, remains t rem remains thremains that the twoat the two figures a figures are unrelatre unrelated.ed.ed.

A common Jewish name (Heb. }el-{aœzaœr, “God helps”). Luke 16:19-31 
reports a parable by Jesus regarding the contrasting eternal fates of a poor 
Lazarus (the only named character in Jesus’ parables) and a rich man. A pivotal 
section of the Gospel of John (John 11:1-12:11) presents Jesus’ raising Lazarus 
from the dead as the act that fixed the determination of Jesus’ opponents to put 



him to death. Interpreters have often mused about whether these two stories 
are related. Some have suggested that John’s account arose from Luke’s parable 
as a demonstration that indeed Lazarus’ return from death (and ultimately Jesus’ 
own) would not change people’s actions (cf. Luke 16:30-31). Others have 
suggested that it was John’s miracle story that eventually imposed a name upon 
the character in Luke’s parable. The consensus, to the extent that there is one, 
remains that the two figures are unrelated.

�Much of thMuch of the study ofe study of the parab the parable of Lazale of Lazarus and Dirus and Dives (Lat. ves (Lat. “rich man”“rich man”) in the 2) in the) in the 20th cthe 20th century hasentury has focused o focused on possiblen possible literary  literary antecedentantecedents. Hugo Grs. Hugo Gressmann aressmann aressmann argued theargued the story is  story is taken fromtaken from the Egypt the Egyptian folktaian folktale about tle about the tour ofhe tour of the under the underworld by Swounderunderworldunderworld by Si-Osi by Si-Osiris and Seris and Setme that ctme that concluded woncluded with the moith the moral that tral that those who hhose who hose who had dowho had done good inne good in life woul life would be reward be rewarded in deaded in death, while th, while those who those who had done ehad donehad done evil done evil would be pwould be punished. Ounished. Others havethers have recently  recently argued forargued for closer pa closer parallels inrallels in Cynic sto C Cynic storCynic stories about ies about trips to Htrips to Hades (Luciades (Lucian an CataplusCataplus or Menipp or Menippus us NekyiaNekyia). At a mi). At a minimum, thenimiminimum, tminimum, the parablehe parable of Lazaru of Lazarus underscos underscores Luke’sres Luke’s theologic theological theme tal theme that “God hhat “God hat “God helps“God helps” the poor” the poor...

Much of the study of the parable of Lazarus and Dives (Lat. “rich man”) in 
the 20th century has focused on possible literary antecedents. Hugo Gressmann 
argued the story is taken from the Egyptian folktale about the tour of the 
underworld by Si-Osiris and Setme that concluded with the moral that those 
who had done good in life would be rewarded in death, while those who had 
done evil would be punished. Others have recently argued for closer parallels in 
Cynic stories about trips to Hades (Lucian Cataplus or Menippus Nekyia). At a 
minimum, the parable of Lazarus underscores Luke’s theological theme that 
“God helps” the poor.

�The LazaruThe Lazarus of John’s of John’s Gospel rs Gospel reportedly eportedly lived in Blived in Bethany witethany with his sisth his sisters Mary aers Maryers Mary and MMary and Martha. Oneartha. One point tha point that is emphat is emphasized throsized throughout theughout the story is  story is Jesus’ speJesus’ special love cspespecial lospecial love for andve for and relations relationship with Lhip with Lazarus (Joazarus (John 11:3, 5hn 11:3, 5, 11, 35-3, 11, 35-36). This e6). This emphasis hamphaseemphasis hemphasis has led somas led some to propoe to propose that Lase that Lazarus may zarus may have been have been the “Belovthe “Beloved Discipled Disciped Disciple” Disciple” (e.g., Joh(e.g., John 13:23; 2n 13:23; 21:7, 20) w1:7, 20) whose deathhose death seems to  seems to have been have been so troubliso troubling to the ng troublitroubling troubling to the Johto the Johannine comannine community (21munity (21:23). Ther:23). There remains,e remains, however,  however, no scholarno scholarno scholarly scholarly consensus consensus on the ideon the identity of tntity of the Belovedhe Beloved Disciple. Disciple.

The Lazarus of John’s Gospel reportedly lived in Bethany with his sisters 
Mary and Martha. One point that is emphasized throughout the story is Jesus’ 
special love for and relationship with Lazarus (John 11:3, 5, 11, 35-36). This 
emphasis has led some to propose that Lazarus may have been the “Beloved 
Disciple” (e.g., John 13:23; 21:7, 20) whose death seems to have been so 
troubling to the Johannine community (21:23). There remains, however, no 
scholarly consensus on the identity of the Beloved Disciple.
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LEAD

A chemicalA chemical element w element which is thhich is the heavieste heaviest and softe and softest of the st of the common metcommon metals. It isals. It is sometimes so sometimes sometimes found as lfound as lead sulfidead sulfide or galene or galena, and nota, and not in its pu in its pure form. Lre form. Lead has a ead has a bright metbrigbright metbright metallic lustallic luster betweener between silvery-b silvery-bluish-whitluish-white to bluise to bluish-gray. Ith-gray. It is very m is very malleable aalleablemmalleable malleable and quite and quite ductile. Iductile. It has beent has been used for  used for many purpomany purposes such ases such as an offics an official seal oial sial seal or asseal or as a sealant a sealant for food  for food containerscontainers when it i when it is mixed wis mixed with linseedth linseed oil. Lead oil. Lead is also u is als is also used also used in ceramicin ceramics as a glas as a glaze. Lead wze. Lead was commonlas commonly used by y used by the Hebrewthe Hebrews, as it is, as it is found ins fs found in Efound in Egypt, Sinagypt, Sinai, and Pali, and Palestine (cfestine (cf. Sir. 47:. Sir. 47:18). Lead 18). Lead was used iwas used in metalworn metalwork as an ink as ak as an inlay (an inlay (cf. Job 19cf. Job 19:24) and o:24) and often smeltften smelted with oted with other metalsher metals (Ezek. 22 (Ezek. 22:18). Earl:18). Early glass way glasy glass was glass was probably mprobably made with lade with lead as oneead as one of the in of the ingredients.gredients. Other use Other uses includeds included lead cyan le lead cyanilead cyanide as a pode as a poison, as aison, as a base for  base for paints, anpaints, and in an ald in an alloy such aloy such as leaded bs leaded bronze. It ronzebbronze. Itbronze. It is now co is now considered cnsidered carcinogeniarcinogenic if ingesc if ingested with wted with water or otater or other liquidher liquid. Quite li. Q. Quite likeQuite likely many pely many people suffeople suffered palsy red palsy or paralysor paralysis from leis from lead poisoniad poisoning, but ding, but did not knowd nod not know inot know its cause.ts cause.ts cause.

A chemical element which is the heaviest and softest of the common metals. It is 
sometimes found as lead sulfide or galena, and not in its pure form. Lead has a 
bright metallic luster between silvery-bluish-white to bluish-gray. It is very 
malleable and quite ductile. It has been used for many purposes such as an official 
seal or as a sealant for food containers when it is mixed with linseed oil. Lead is 
also used in ceramics as a glaze. Lead was commonly used by the Hebrews, as it is 
found in Egypt, Sinai, and Palestine (cf. Sir. 47:18). Lead was used in metalwork as 
an inlay (cf. Job 19:24) and often smelted with other metals (Ezek. 22:18). Early 
glass was probably made with lead as one of the ingredients. Other uses included 
lead cyanide as a poison, as a base for paints, and in an alloy such as leaded 
bronze. It is now considered carcinogenic if ingested with water or other liquid. 
Quite likely many people suffered palsy or paralysis from lead poisoning, but did 
not know its cause.
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LEAHLEAH (Heb.  (Heb. leä}a®leä}a®)))

LEAH (Heb. leä}a®)

The elder The elder daughter odaughter of Laban, sf Laban, sister of Rister of Rachel, andachel, and first wif first wife of Jacobe of Jacob. She is t. She is the mother he mohe mother of mother of six sons asix sons and one daund one daughter. Herghter. Her name is t name is thought to hought to mean “cow”mean “cow” in Hebrew in Hebr in Hebrew.Hebrew.Hebrew.

The elder daughter of Laban, sister of Rachel, and first wife of Jacob. She is the 
mother of six sons and one daughter. Her name is thought to mean “cow” in 
Hebrew.

�Through thThrough the trickerye trickery of her fa of her father, Leahther, Leah is wed to is wed to an unknow an unknowing Jacob,ing Jacob, who had i who h who had intendhad intended to marred to marry Rachel (y Rachel (Gen. 29:16Gen. 29:16-26). The -26). The text does text does not indicanot indicate what pate what pate what part Leah part Leah played in played in the ruse Lthe ruse Laban pullsaban pulls. As a res. As a result, howevult, however, she ener, she ends up marrds up married to a miedmarrmarried tomarried to a man who a man who does not  does not love her alove her and sharingnd sharing that husb that husband with hand with her sister.er sister. Due to th sister.sister. Dusister. Due to the le to the lack of attack of attention shoention shown to her wn to her by Jacob, by Jacob, God blesseGod blesses her withs her with great fer gr great fertgreat fertility, whiility, while Rachel le Rachel is barren.is barren. Leah give Leah gives birth tos birth to Reuben, S Reuben, Simeon, Levimeon, Levi, Judah, i, Judai, Judah, IssJudah, Issachar, andachar, and Zebulun ( Zebulun (Gen. 29:31Gen. 29:31-35; 30:14-35; 30:14-20). She -20). She also arranalso arranges for heges for her maid Zilr mr maid Zilpamaid Zilpah to bear h to bear two sons btwo sons by Jacob, Gy Jacob, Gad and Ashad and Asher, who arer, who are also atte also attributed toributed to Leah. In  toto Leah. Ito Leah. In additionn addition she has a she has a daughter, daughter, Dinah (Ge Dinah (Gen. 30:21).n. 30:21).

Through the trickery of her father, Leah is wed to an unknowing Jacob, who 
had intended to marry Rachel (Gen. 29:16-26). The text does not indicate what 
part Leah played in the ruse Laban pulls. As a result, however, she ends up 
married to a man who does not love her and sharing that husband with her 
sister. Due to the lack of attention shown to her by Jacob, God blesses her with 
great fertility, while Rachel is barren. Leah gives birth to Reuben, Simeon, Levi, 
Judah, Issachar, and Zebulun (Gen. 29:31-35; 30:14-20). She also arranges for her 
maid Zilpah to bear two sons by Jacob, Gad and Asher, who are also attributed 
to Leah. In addition she has a daughter, Dinah (Gen. 30:21).

�Leah is ofLeah is often descriten described as unabed as unattractive,ttractive, in contra in contrast to her st to her beautiful beautiful sister. Thsister. This descripisThThis descrThis description reviption revolves arouolves around the intnd the interpretatioerpretation of Heb. n of Heb. rakko®t�rakko®t� used to d used to describe Leeddescribe Ldescribe Leah’s eyeseah’s eyes (Gen. 29: (Gen. 29:17). Most 17). Most translatiotranslations render ns render the word ithe word in English n English as “weak,”as as “weak,”as “weak,” but anoth but another possibler possible translate translation could ion could be “tenderbe “tender” or “soft” or “soft.”.”.”

Leah is often described as unattractive, in contrast to her beautiful sister. 
This description revolves around the interpretation of Heb. rakko®t�  used to 
describe Leah’s eyes (Gen. 29:17). Most translations render the word in English 
as “weak,” but another possible translation could be “tender” or “soft.”

�A key evenA key event in the st in the stories invtories involving Leaolving Leah and her h and her sister andsister and their sha their sharing of a ring of a husband ochhusband ochusband occurs when curs when one of Leaone of Leah’s sons, h’s sons, Reuben, fiReuben, finds some mnds some mandrakes, andrakes, which may which mwhich may have bmay have been an anceen an ancient aphroient aphrodisiac. Ledisiac. Leah trades ah trades her mandraher mandrakes to Rackes to Rachel (who hhel (who hel (who hopes(who hopes to use th to use them to concem to conceive) for eive) for an extra nan extra night with ight with Jacob in hJacob in her bed. Leer bed. Leah conceivaLeLeah conceLeah conceives from ives from that unionthat union (Gen. 30: (Gen. 30:14-20). Th14-20). Through her rough her actions anactions and desires,d desires, Leah beco desires,desires, Ldesires, Leah becomeeah becomes one of ts one of the “motherhe “mothers of Israes of Israel.”l.”l.”

A key event in the stories involving Leah and her sister and their sharing of a 
husband occurs when one of Leah’s sons, Reuben, finds some mandrakes, which 
may have been an ancient aphrodisiac. Leah trades her mandrakes to Rachel 
(who hopes to use them to conceive) for an extra night with Jacob in her bed. 
Leah conceives from that union (Gen. 30:14-20). Through her actions and 
desires, Leah becomes one of the “mothers of Israel.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. P. JeanS. P. Jeansonne, sonne, The Women The Women of Genesisof Genesis (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1990)lis, 1990)...

Bibliography. S. P. Jeansonne, The Women of Genesis (Minneapolis, 1990).

Lisa W. DaLisa W. Davisonvison

Lisa W. Davison

LEATHERLEATHERLEATHER

LEATHER

The raw maThe raw material forterial for many comm many commonly used only used products iproducts in ancient n ancient times, inctimes, including belluding belluding belts, shobelts, shoes, boots,es, boots, and sanda and sandals (Ezek. ls (Ezek. 16:10). Jo16:10). John the Baphn the Baptist wore tist wore a leather a leather belt (Mattbelt belt (Mattbelt (Matt. 3:4; Mar. 3:4; Mark 1:6), ask 1:6), as did Elija did Elijah (2 Kgs. h (2 Kgs. 1:8). Hide1:8). Hides of animas of animals with thls with the holes see holese holes sewnholes sewn up held m up held milk, waterilk, water, and wine, and wine (Judg. 4: (Judg. 4:19; Gen. 219; Gen. 21:14; Mark1:14; Mark 2:22), an 2:22), and other led od other leatother leather contaiher containers storeners stored oil for d oil for cooking, tcooking, toiletry itoiletry items, medicems, medicine, and fine, and fuel for lauel fouel for lamps.for lamps. Frequentl Frequently beds andy beds and chairs we chairs were made ofre made of leather,  leather, and the waand the wall hangingll hangings of the ts hanginghangings ohangings of the tabef the tabernacle werrnacle were leather e leather (Exod. 25:(Exod. 25:5; Num 4:85; Num 4:8). Militar). Military equipmeny equipment includedt equipmenequipment equipment included lincluded leather heleather helmets, shiemets, shields, slinglds, slings, and quis, and quivers, and vers, and the care othe care of these prf thef these prodthese products incluucts included rubbinded rubbing oil on tg oil on the leatherhe leather surface ( surface (2 Sam. 1:22 Sam. 1:21; Isa. 211; Isa. 21:5).:5).:5).

The raw material for many commonly used products in ancient times, including 
belts, shoes, boots, and sandals (Ezek. 16:10). John the Baptist wore a leather 
belt (Matt. 3:4; Mark 1:6), as did Elijah (2 Kgs. 1:8). Hides of animals with the 
holes sewn up held milk, water, and wine (Judg. 4:19; Gen. 21:14; Mark 2:22), and 
other leather containers stored oil for cooking, toiletry items, medicine, and fuel 
for lamps. Frequently beds and chairs were made of leather, and the wall 
hangings of the tabernacle were leather (Exod. 25:5; Num 4:8). Military 
equipment included leather helmets, shields, slings, and quivers, and the care of 
these products included rubbing oil on the leather surface (2 Sam. 1:21; Isa. 21:5).

�Leather prLeather production ioduction is implied s implied in the Bibin the Bible (Exod. le (Exod. 25:5; Lev.25:5; Lev. 13:48). H 13:48). Hair and flair and flesh were seflflesh wereflesh were scraped f scraped from the anrom the animal skin,imal skin, which was which was then trea then treated for flted for flexibility exibility and water-and and water-and water-proofing. proofing. The quicklThe quickly degeneray degenerating leathting leather has lefer has left few archt few archaeologicalaeological artifacts ar artifacts.artifacts. One excep One exception is thtion is the Dead Seae Dead Sea Scrolls.  Scrolls. The scrollThe scroll of Isaiah of Isaiah consists  consists of 17 sheeof 17 of 17 sheets 17 sheets of leatherof leather sewn toge sewn together to fother to form a piecerm a piece measuring measuring almost 7  almost 7 m. (23 ft.m. (23 ft.). Paul’s ). ft.ft.). Paulft.). Paul’s parchme’s parchments (2 Timnts (2 Tim. 4:13) we. 4:13) were probablre probably vellum oy vellum on which wan which was written s written OT ScriptuOOT ScriptuOT Scriptures.res.res.

Leather production is implied in the Bible (Exod. 25:5; Lev. 13:48). Hair and 
flesh were scraped from the animal skin, which was then treated for flexibility 
and water-proofing. The quickly degenerating leather has left few archaeological 



artifacts. One exception is the Dead Sea Scrolls. The scroll of Isaiah consists of 
17 sheets of leather sewn together to form a piece measuring almost 7 m. (23 
ft.). Paul’s parchments (2 Tim. 4:13) were probably vellum on which was written 
OT Scriptures.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. J. ForbR. J. Forbes, “Leathes, “Leather in Antier in Antiquity,” inquity,” in  Studies inStudies in Ancient T Ancient Technology,echnTTechnologyTechnology,, 3rd ed.,  3rd ed., 5 (Leiden,5 (Leiden, 1993), 1– 1993), 1–79.79.79.

Bibliography. R. J. Forbes, “Leather in Antiquity,” in Studies in Ancient 
Technology, 3rd ed., 5 (Leiden, 1993), 1–79.

Dennis GaeDennis Gaertnerrtner

Dennis Gaertner

LEAVENLEAVENLEAVEN

LEAVEN

A fermentaA fermentation agenttion agent, in the B, in the Bible alwayible always leftovers leftover dough (so dough (sourdough) murdough) mixed with ixed with new dough nnew dough new dough to facilitto facilitate risingate rising. Yeast ha. Yeast has replaceds replaced sourdough sourdough today, so today, so some tran some translations rslatrantranslatiotranslations replacens replace “leaven”  “leaven” with “yeaswith “yeast” yet rett” yet retain “unleaain “unleavened (brevened (bread).”ad).”ad).”

A fermentation agent, in the Bible always leftover dough (sourdough) mixed with 
new dough to facilitate rising. Yeast has replaced sourdough today, so some 
translations replace “leaven” with “yeast” yet retain “unleavened (bread).”

�UnleavenedUnleavened bread is  bread is associatedassociated especiall especially with they with the Feast of  Feast of Passover/UPassover/Unleavened nleavenPassover/UPassover/UPassover/Unleavened nleavened Bread. TheBread. The Hebrews’  Hebrews’ haste in lhaste in leaving Egyeaving Egypt left nopt left no time for  time for bread to rbbread to rbread to rise (Exod.ise (Exod. 12:34, 39 12:34, 39), and thu), and thus Passovers Passover is rememb is remembered (12:1ered (12:1–27; Mark –27; Mark 14:1, 12) 114:1, 12) 14:1, 12) with unleawith unleavened breavened bread, even tod, even today. Leaveday. Leavened bread ned bread could be acould be a thank off thank offering (Leveoffoffering (offering (Lev. 7:11-Lev. 7:11-14) but ne14) but never a burnver a burnt offeringt offering (cf. Exod (cf. Exod. 23:18; L. 23:18; Lev. 2:11).ev. 2:11).

Unleavened bread is associated especially with the Feast of 
Passover/Unleavened Bread. The Hebrews’ haste in leaving Egypt left no time for 
bread to rise (Exod. 12:34, 39), and thus Passover is remembered (12:1–27; Mark 
14:1, 12) with unleavened bread, even today. Leavened bread could be a thank 
offering (Lev. 7:11-14) but never a burnt offering (cf. Exod. 23:18; Lev. 2:11).

�Leaven wasLeaven was a common  a common figure of figure of speech. Inspeech. In Jesus’ Pa Jesus’ Parable of trable of the Leaven,he Leaven, as leaven as leav as leaven traleaven transforms donsforms dough, so Gough, so God’s rule td’s rule transforms ransforms life (Mattlife (Matt. 13:33; L. 13:33; Luke 13:20-uke 13:20-21). Jesus2113:20-13:20-21).13:20-21). Jesus als Jesus also warned ao warned against thegainst the “leaven”  “leaven” of the Phaof the Pharisees andrisees and Sadducees Sadducees, whose te, w, whose teacwhose teachings corrhings corrupt (Mark upt (Mark 8:14-21 pa8:14-21 par.; Luke 1r.; Luke 12:1). Paul2:1). Paul admonishe admonished the Corid the Cord the CorinthianCorinthians to removs to remove the “olde the “old leaven” ( leaven” (cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 12:15, 19)12:15, 19), i.e., si, i.e., sin that coun that could corruptld corld corrupt thcorrupt the whole Che whole Church, and urch, and begin anewbegin anew with the  with the “unleavene“unleavened bread ofd bread of sincerity sincerity sincerity sincerity and truth”and truth” (1 Cor. 5 (1 Cor. 5:6-8). He :6-8). He also warnsalso warns against l against legalism, wegalism, which, likehich, like leaven, w leave leaven, wileaven, will transfoll transform the “whrm the “whole batch”ole batch” (Gal. 5:9 (Gal. 5:9).).).

Leaven was a common figure of speech. In Jesus’ Parable of the Leaven, as 
leaven transforms dough, so God’s rule transforms life (Matt. 13:33; Luke 
13:20-21). Jesus also warned against the “leaven” of the Pharisees and Sadducees, 
whose teachings corrupt (Mark 8:14-21 par.; Luke 12:1). Paul admonished the 
Corinthians to remove the “old leaven” (cf. Exod. 12:15, 19), i.e., sin that could 
corrupt the whole Church, and begin anew with the “unleavened bread of 
sincerity and truth” (1 Cor. 5:6-8). He also warns against legalism, which, like 
leaven, will transform the “whole batch” (Gal. 5:9).

Edmon L. REdmon L. Rowell, Jr.owell, Jr.

Edmon L. Rowell, Jr.

LEBANA, LELEBANA, LEBANAHBANAH (Heb.  (Heb. leïb�aœna®leïb�aœna®)))

LEBANA, LEBANAH (Heb. leïb�aœna® )

The head oThe head of a familyf a family of temple of temple servants  servants whose descwhose descendants reendants returned witturned with Zerubbabh Zerubbah ZerubbabelZerubbabel from capt from captivity in Bivity in Babylon (Ezabylon (Ezra 2:45; 1ra 2:45; 1 Esdr. 5:2 Esdr. 5:29, “Lebana9, “Lebanah”; Neh. 7h”; Neh. 7:48, “Leba:4877:48, “Leb7:48, “Lebana”).ana”).

The head of a family of temple servants whose descendants returned with 
Zerubbabel from captivity in Babylon (Ezra 2:45; 1 Esdr. 5:29, “Lebanah”; Neh. 
7:48, “Lebana”).

LEBANONLEBANON (Heb.  (Heb. leïb�aœno®leïb�aœno®nn)))

LEBANON (Heb. leïb�aœno®n )

A mountainA mountain region no region north of Isrrth of Israel noted ael noted for its cefor its cedar forestdar forest. The name. The name Lebanon d Lebanon derives froedderives frderives from the Semom the Semitic root itic root lbnlbn meaning “ meaning “white,” apwhite,” apparently aparently a reference reference to the sn to the s to the snow-cappesnow-capped mountaind mountains typical s typical of the regof the region (cf. Jion (cf. Jer. 18:14)er. 18:14). Although. Although the limit the limits of the as ofs of the areof the area are impra are imprecise, Lebecise, Lebanon referanon referred to twored to two parallel  parallel mountain cmountain chains lyinhains lying immediatg ig immediatelimmediately E of they E of the Phoenicia Phoenician coast den coast defined on tfined on the north bhe north by the Eleuy the Eleutherus Rivtherus River (Nahr eeRivRiver (NahRiver (Nahr el-Kebirr el-Kebir) and the ) and the Leontes RiLeontes River (Litanver (Litani) to the i) to the south, an south, an area 160 karea 160 km. (100 mim. kkm. (100 mkm. (100 mi.) long.i.) long.i.) long.

A mountain region north of Israel noted for its cedar forest. The name Lebanon 
derives from the Semitic root lbn meaning “white,” apparently a reference to the 
snow-capped mountains typical of the region (cf. Jer. 18:14). Although the limits 
of the area are imprecise, Lebanon referred to two parallel mountain chains lying 
immediately E of the Phoenician coast defined on the north by the Eleutherus 
River (Nahr el-Kebir) and the Leontes River (Litani) to the south, an area 160 
km. (100 mi.) long.



�Lebanon coLebanon comprises thmprises three distinree distinct zones. ct zones. The mountaThe mountains of Lebins of Lebanon emerganon emerge dramatice de dramaticaldramatically very clly very close to theose to the sea and r sea and reach altiteach altitudes in exudes in excess of 30cess of 3048 m. (10,48 m. (10,000 ft.); 000 (10,(10,000 ft(10,000 ft.); the hi.); the highest elevghest elevation is 3ation is 3360 m. (11360 m. (11,024 ft.).,024 ft.). The weste The western slopes rn slopes of these mof theof these mounthese mountains recetains receive nearlyive nearly 152 cm. ( 152 cm. (60 in.) of60 in.) of annual ra annual rainfall, muinfall, much of it fch of it falling as alling ffalling asfalling as snow in t snow in the higher he higher elevationselevations. To the e. To the east of theast of these mountaise mountains lies thns lies the e Beqa{BeqBeqa{Beqa{, a fertil, a fertile valley ne valley nestled betestled between the tween the two mountaiwo mountain chains (n chains (cf. Josh. cf. Josh. 11:17). Al11:17). A11:17). Although pAlthough part of theart of the same geol same geological rifogical rift that fort that forms the Jorms the Jordan Valleydan Valley further s further south, the outhssouth, thesouth, the  Beqa{Beqa{ averages  averages an elevatian elevation over 91on over 915 m. (30005 m. (3000 ft.) abov ft.) above sea levee sea level. The Litl. Thel. The LitaniThe Litani River ris River rises from thes from the watershee watershed near Baad near Baalbek and flbek and flows southlows south and then  and then west beforwwest beforwest before it joinse it joins the Medit the Mediterranean Serranean Sea N of Tyea N of Tyre. The Orre. The Orontes Riveontes River emerges r emergesr emerges ouemerges out of lakest of lakes and marsh and marshes lying bes lying behind basaehind basalt intrusilt intrusions at theons at the northern  northern end of theenend of theend of the valley. A valley. Although thlthough the e Beqa{Beqa{ would see would seem to be a m to be a natural conatural corridor forrridor for north-sou nor north-soutnorth-south traffic,h traffic, in fact t in fact the basalt he basalt intrusionsintrusions in the no in the north and prrth and precipitouslecipitously descendiy descey descendingdescending ridges to ridges to the south the south made trav made travel difficuel difficult, especilt, especially for lally for large armiearge armies.s.s.

Lebanon comprises three distinct zones. The mountains of Lebanon emerge 
dramatically very close to the sea and reach altitudes in excess of 3048 m. 
(10,000 ft.); the highest elevation is 3360 m. (11,024 ft.). The western slopes of 
these mountains receive nearly 152 cm. (60 in.) of annual rainfall, much of it 
falling as snow in the higher elevations. To the east of these mountains lies the 
Beqa{, a fertile valley nestled between the two mountain chains (cf. Josh. 11:17). 
Although part of the same geological rift that forms the Jordan Valley further 
south, the Beqa{ averages an elevation over 915 m. (3000 ft.) above sea level. 
The Litani River rises from the watershed near Baalbek and flows south and then 
west before it joins the Mediterranean Sea N of Tyre. The Orontes River 
emerges out of lakes and marshes lying behind basalt intrusions at the northern 
end of the valley. Although the Beqa{ would seem to be a natural corridor for 
north-south traffic, in fact the basalt intrusions in the north and precipitously 
descending ridges to the south made travel difficult, especially for large armies.

�The Anti-LThe Anti-Lebanon Mouebanon Mountains thrntains thrust upwardust upward E of the  E of the Beqa{Beqa{. Slightly. Slightly lower and lower an lower and drier and drier than theirthan their western n western neighbors, eighbors, the Anti-Lthe Anti-Lebanons reebanons received enoceived enough rainfaugh rainfall to prodlrainfarainfall trainfall to produce o produce abundant sabundant springs aloprings along the easng the eastern foot tern foot of the ranof the range. These ge. These springs fesprsprings fesprings fed the Phard the Pharphar and Aphar and Abana Riverbana Rivers that suss that sustained thetained the oasis cit oasis city Damascusy Damascus. Mt. Herm. DamascusDamascus. Damascus. Mt. HermonMt. Hermon (2813 m.  (2813 m. [9230 ft.][9230 ft.], also kno, also known as Seniwn as Senir or Sirior or Sirion [Deut. 3n [Deut. 3n [Deut. 3:9; Cant.3:9; Cant. 4:8]) anc 4:8]) anchors the shors the southern enouthern end of this d of this chain. Copchain. Copious sprinious springs emerge gs emerge at the fooat at the fooat the foot of Mt. Ht of Mt. Hermon, forermon, forming the hming the headwaters eadwaters of the Jorof the Jordan River dan River (cf. Cant.(cf. Cant. 4:15). 4 4:15).4:15).4:15).

The Anti-Lebanon Mountains thrust upward E of the Beqa{. Slightly lower 
and drier than their western neighbors, the Anti-Lebanons received enough 
rainfall to produce abundant springs along the eastern foot of the range. These 
springs fed the Pharphar and Abana Rivers that sustained the oasis city 
Damascus. Mt. Hermon (2813 m. [9230 ft.], also known as Senir or Sirion [Deut. 
3:9; Cant. 4:8]) anchors the southern end of this chain. Copious springs emerge 
at the foot of Mt. Hermon, forming the headwaters of the Jordan River (cf. Cant. 
4:15).

�Lebanon waLebanon was renowneds renowned for its g for its great conifreat coniferous foreerous forests (cedarsts (cedar, cypress,, cypress, fir, and  fir, an fir, and pine) and pine) that grew that grew in abundanin abundance upon thce upon the mountaine mountain slopes. T slopes. The cedars he cedars of Lebanonof Lebanoof Lebanon ofLebanon often mentioten mentioned in thened in the OT were e OT were especially specially prized as prized as a buildinga building material  material because ofbebecause ofbecause of their str their strength and ength and size. The size. The Egyptians Egyptians imported cimported cedar for uedar for use in pyrase in pyramids and smipyrapyramids apyramids and sacred nd sacred barques frbarques from the earom the early 3rd milly 3rd millennium. Slennium. Solomon secolomon secured cedarured cedured cedar woodcedar wood from King from King Hiram of  Hiram of Tyre to buTyre to build the teild the temple and hmple and his palace,is palace, the “Hous the “Hou the “House of “House of the forestthe forest of Lebano of Lebanon” (1 Kgs.n” (1 Kgs. 5:6-14; 7 5:6-14; 7:2-8; 10:1:2-8; 10:17-21). Ced7-21). Cedar from Lear from Lebanon alsobLeLebanon alLebanon also was useso was used in constd in construction ofruction of the Secon the Second Temple (d Temple (Ezra 3:7).Ezra 3:7). The bibli The biblical writercbiblibiblical wbiblical writers freriters frequently usquently used the ceded the cedars of Lebars of Lebanon as a anon as a symbol of symbol of beauty, enbeauty, enduring strdurenenduring senduring strength, ntrength, nobility, aobility, and divine nd divine bounty (Psbounty (Ps. 104:16; . 104:16; 29:5-6; 7229:5-6; 72:16; 92:12:16; 92:12; Cant. 7:; Can; Cant. 7:4;Cant. 7:4; Hos. 14:5 Hos. 14:5-7; cf. 2 -7; cf. 2 Kgs. 14:9)Kgs. 14:9). Lebanon . Lebanon was known was known also for ialso for its wine (Hts wine (Hos. 14:7).os. (H(Hos. 14:7(Hos. 14:7).).).

Lebanon was renowned for its great coniferous forests (cedar, cypress, fir, 
and pine) that grew in abundance upon the mountain slopes. The cedars of 
Lebanon often mentioned in the OT were especially prized as a building material 
because of their strength and size. The Egyptians imported cedar for use in 
pyramids and sacred barques from the early 3rd millennium. Solomon secured 
cedar wood from King Hiram of Tyre to build the temple and his palace, the 
“House of the forest of Lebanon” (1 Kgs. 5:6-14; 7:2-8; 10:17-21). Cedar from 
Lebanon also was used in construction of the Second Temple (Ezra 3:7). The 
biblical writers frequently used the cedars of Lebanon as a symbol of beauty, 
enduring strength, nobility, and divine bounty (Ps. 104:16; 29:5-6; 72:16; 92:12; 
Cant. 7:4; Hos. 14:5-7; cf. 2 Kgs. 14:9). Lebanon was known also for its wine 
(Hos. 14:7).

Thomas V. Thomas V. BriscoBrisco

Thomas V. Brisco

LEBAOTHLEBAOTH (Heb.  (Heb. leïb�aœ}o®leïb�aœ}o®t�t�) ) (also BETH(also BETH-LEBAOTH)-LEBAOTH)-LEBAOTH)

LEBAOTH (Heb. leïb�aœ}o®t� ) 
(also BETH-LEBAOTH)

A city in A city in the extremthe extreme south ofe south of Judah (Jo Judah (Josh. 15:32)sh. 15:32). At Josh.. At Josh. 19:6 it i 19:6 it is called Bs called Beth-lebaoteth-lebBBeth-lebaoBeth-lebaoth and assth and assigned to Signed to Simeon. It imeon. It is probablis probably the samey the same as Beth-b as Beth-biri (1 Chriri (1 Chr. 4:31).. 4. 4:31).4:31).

A city in the extreme south of Judah (Josh. 15:32). At Josh. 19:6 it is called 
Beth-lebaoth and assigned to Simeon. It is probably the same as Beth-biri (1 Chr. 



4:31).

LEBBAEUSLEBBAEUS (Gk.  (Gk. LebbaiíosLebbaiíos)))

LEBBAEUS (Gk. Lebbaiíos)

An alternaAn alternative readitive reading for Thang for Thaddaeus in ddaeus in some manussome manuscripts of cripts of Matt. 10:3Matt. 10:3. Options . Options include “Tininclude “Tinclude “Thaddaeus,”haddaeus,” “Lebbaeus “Lebbaeus,” “Thadda,” “Thaddaeus who waeus who was called Ls called Lebbaeus,” ebbaeus,” and “Lebbaand “Leband “Lebbaeus “Lebbaeus who was cawho was called Thaddlled Thaddaeus.” Of aeus.” Of these onlythese only the first the first two are v two are viable. Theiable. The name also TheThe name aThe name also occurslso occurs in Mark 3 in Mark 3:18 with m:18 with much less much less manuscript anuscript support. Psupport. Possible meossible mossible meanings imeanings include “benclude “beloved chilloved child” or “coud” or “courageous onrageous one.” It is e.” It is frequentlyfrequently identifie identified as a desd asd as a descras a descriptive desiptive designation fignation for “Judas or “Judas of James” of James” in Luke 6:in Luke 6:16; Acts 116; Acts 1:13, where:13, where neither t nei neither thneither the name Thae name Thaddaeus or ddaeus or Lebbaeus oLebbaeus occurs.ccurs.ccurs.

An alternative reading for Thaddaeus in some manuscripts of Matt. 10:3. Options 
include “Thaddaeus,” “Lebbaeus,” “Thaddaeus who was called Lebbaeus,” and 
“Lebbaeus who was called Thaddaeus.” Of these only the first two are viable. 
The name also occurs in Mark 3:18 with much less manuscript support. Possible 
meanings include “beloved child” or “courageous one.” It is frequently identified 
as a descriptive designation for “Judas of James” in Luke 6:16; Acts 1:13, where 
neither the name Thaddaeus or Lebbaeus occurs.

David R. BDavid R. Beckeck

David R. Beck

LEBONAHLEBONAH (Heb.  (Heb. leïb�o®na®leïb�o®na®)))

LEBONAH (Heb. leïb�o®na® )

A town in A town in the hill cthe hill country of ountry of Ephraim, cEphraim, ca. 5 km. (a. 5 km. (3 mi.) NW 3 mi.) NW of Shiloh,of Shiloh, on the ro on the road to Shecad roroad to Shroad to Shechem (Judechem (Judg. 21:19).g. 21:19). The site  The site has been ihas been identified dentified as the modas the modern villagern village el-Lubbae ee el-Lubban el-Lubban (173164).(173164).

A town in the hill country of Ephraim, ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) NW of Shiloh, on the 
road to Shechem (Judg. 21:19). The site has been identified as the modern village 
el-Lubban (173164).

LEB-QAMAILEB-QAMAI (Heb.  (Heb. leäb� qaœmleäb� qaœmaœyaœy)))

LEB-QAMAI (Heb. leäb� qaœmaœy )

A cipher fA cipher for Chaldeaor Chaldea (Jer. 51: (Jer. 51:1; NRSV mg1; NRSV mg “Kasdim”) “Kasdim”)...

A cipher for Chaldea (Jer. 51:1; NRSV mg “Kasdim”).

�SeeSee  ATHBASHATHBASH..

See ATHBASH.

LECAHLECAH (Heb.  (Heb. leäk�a®leäk�a®)))

LECAH (Heb. leäk�a® )

A JudahiteA Judahite, son of E, son of Er and descr and descendant of endant of Shelah (1 Shelah (1 Chr. 4:21)Chr. 4:21). The cont. The context, howevext, however, suggesehowevhowever, showever, suggests thuggests that Lecah wat Lecah was a placeas a place in the tr in the tribal terriibal territory of Jutory of Judah, founddah, founded by Er. ed bed by Er. Becby Er. Because Maresause Mareshah, mentihah, mentioned in thoned in the same texe same text, is locat, is located NW of ted NW of Hebron, LeHebron, LHebron, Lecah woulLecah would have beed have been in the sn in the same regioname region, though i, though it cannot bt cannot be identifie identified more pred more precisely.eprprecisely.precisely.

A Judahite, son of Er and descendant of Shelah (1 Chr. 4:21). The context, 
however, suggests that Lecah was a place in the tribal territory of Judah, founded 
by Er. Because Mareshah, mentioned in the same text, is located NW of Hebron, 
Lecah would have been in the same region, though it cannot be identified more 
precisely.

LEECHLEECHLEECH

LEECH

A bloodsucA bloodsucking worm king worm of the claof the class Hirudinss Hirudinea (Prov. ea (Prov. 30:15; Heb30:15; Heb. . {a�lu®qa®{a�lu®qa®). Various). Var). Various tyVarious types of leepes of leech have bech have been attesteen attested since and since ancient timecient times in the ss in the stagnant ortagnant or slow movi slo slow movinslow moving waters og waters of Palestinf Palestine. The Tale. The Talmud warns mud warns against dragainst drinking watinking water directler directly from a rydirectldirectly fdirectly from a riverom a river or pond r or pond with the mwith the mouth or haouth or hands out ofnds out of the fear  the fear of ingestiof ingesting a leechng ingestiingesting ingesting a leech (a leech ({Abod. Zar{Abod. Zar.. 12b). 12b).

A bloodsucking worm of the class Hirudinea (Prov. 30:15; Heb. {a�lu®qa® ). 
Various types of leech have been attested since ancient times in the stagnant or 
slow moving waters of Palestine. The Talmud warns against drinking water 
directly from a river or pond with the mouth or hands out of the fear of 
ingesting a leech ({Abod. Zar. 12b).

LEEKLEEKLEEK

LEEK

An herb (An herb (Allium porAllium porrumrum) believed) believed to have o to have originated riginated in Centralin Central Asia. Unl Asia. Unlike the onike the onion, its biononion, itsonion, its base does base does not form  not form a bulb anda bulb and is more a is more aromatic. Nromatic. Num. 11:5 num. 11:5 notes that otes that leeks wereleleeks wereleeks were craved by craved by the Israe the Israelites of tlites of the Exodus.he Exodus. Heb.  Heb. h�aœs�iîr,h�aœs�iîr, which can which can mean herb m mean herbsmean herbs or grass, or grass, has cause has caused some to d some to believe thbelieve that fenugreat fenugreek (ek (TrigonellaTrigonella foenum-gr foenum- foenum-grafoenum-graecumecum) was inte) was intended; bothnded; both are found are found in Egypt  in Egypt today. Leetoday. Leeks were coks were commonly conmmoncocommonly ccommonly considered onsidered food for tfood for the poor, whe poor, which causehich caused them to d them to be understbe understood as a sood as ood as a symboas a symbol of humill of humility. Howevity. However, the Roer, the Roman emperoman emperor Nero wasr Nero was said to h said to have enjoyeave enjoave enjoyed leenjoyed leeks as weleks as well; after hl; after his death his death he was refee was referred to byrred to by some as P some as Porrophagusorrophagus, the “lee, t, the “leek the “leek eater.”eater.”eater.”

An herb (Allium porrum) believed to have originated in Central Asia. Unlike the 
onion, its base does not form a bulb and is more aromatic. Num. 11:5 notes that 
leeks were craved by the Israelites of the Exodus. Heb. h�aœs�iîr,  which can 



mean herbs or grass, has caused some to believe that fenugreek (Trigonella 
foenum-graecum) was intended; both are found in Egypt today. Leeks were 
commonly considered food for the poor, which caused them to be understood 
as a symbol of humility. However, the Roman emperor Nero was said to have 
enjoyed leeks as well; after his death he was referred to by some as Porrophagus, 
the “leek eater.”

James V. SJames V. Smithmith

James V. Smith

LEGENDLEGENDLEGEND

LEGEND

A genre ofA genre of narrative narrative whose con whose content and stent and structure ttructure typically eypically emphasize tmphasize the virtue he virtue of the proofof the proof the protagonist. tagonist. The goal oThe goal of the legef the legend is to end is to edify its adify its audience. “udience. “Legend” stLegend” stems from ems fems from from legenda,legenda, the Latin the Latin term for  term for “things to“things to be read,” be read,” used for  used for the medievthe medieval Christial Christian storiesaChristiChristian Christian stories abstories about the liout the lives of saives of saints. Althonts. Although in popugh in popular usageular usage today the today the term has  ter term has cterm has come to meaome to mean an “untrn an “untrue or exague or exaggerated stgerated story” aboutory” about historica historical events ol events ol events or personsor persons, the esta, the established usblished use of the te of the term in scherm in scholarship dolarship does not proes not presume eithesume either historiereitheither hiseither historical actorical accuracy or curacy or inaccuracyinaccuracy...

A genre of narrative whose content and structure typically emphasize the virtue 
of the protagonist. The goal of the legend is to edify its audience. “Legend” stems 
from legenda, the Latin term for “things to be read,” used for the medieval 
Christian stories about the lives of saints. Although in popular usage today the 
term has come to mean an “untrue or exaggerated story” about historical events 
or persons, the established use of the term in scholarship does not presume 
either historical accuracy or inaccuracy.

�The legendThe legend takes pla takes place in a rece in a real human tal human time frame,ime frame, the recen the recent past, ant past, and is belied is belid is believed tbelieved to be histoo be historical by trical by those who those who transmit itransmit it. Legend u. Legend uses staticses static narration narration, i.e., th, i.e.,, i.e., the i.e., the plot does plot does not exhibinot exhibit an ever t an ever increasingincreasing tension c tension culminatingulminating in a reso in a resolution poilutionresoresolutionresolution point. Ra point. Rather, the ther, the plot exploplot explores the vires the virtue of thrtue of the righteoue righteous hero fros hero from all anglm am all anglesall angles in order  in order to presentto present various e various examples foxamples for emulatior emulation. The hern. The hero remains o remains one-dimensonone-dimensone-dimensional and ional and undevelopeundeveloped, addressd, addressed only ined only in terms of  terms of the virtuethe virtue possessed possessed possessed.possessed. In additi In addition, the ouon, the outcome of ttcome of the plot ishe plot is never in  never in doubt; Goddoubt; God will inva will invariably ensriabinvainvariablyinvariably ensure a  ensure a good end fgood end for the viror the virtuous herotuous hero. For exam. For example, in Daple, in Dan. 1-6 Dann. 1-6 Daniel and hiieDanDaniel andDaniel and his pious his pious friends p friends predictablyredictably emerge vi emerge victorious ictorious in every con every conflict or nflict or contest incontcontest incontest in the court the courts of foreis of foreign kings. gn kings. Their faitTheir faith is the ch is the central focentral focus of the us of the narrativesnarrativnarrativesnarratives and is to and is to be emulat be emulated.ed.ed.

The legend takes place in a real human time frame, the recent past, and is 
believed to be historical by those who transmit it. Legend uses static narration, 
i.e., the plot does not exhibit an ever increasing tension culminating in a 
resolution point. Rather, the plot explores the virtue of the righteous hero from 
all angles in order to present various examples for emulation. The hero remains 
one-dimensional and undeveloped, addressed only in terms of the virtue 
possessed. In addition, the outcome of the plot is never in doubt; God will 
invariably ensure a good end for the virtuous hero. For example, in Dan. 1-6 
Daniel and his pious friends predictably emerge victorious in every conflict or 
contest in the courts of foreign kings. Their faith is the central focus of the 
narratives and is to be emulated.

�Legends inLegends in the OT ma the OT may also be y also be about a hoabout a holy place; ly place; these tendthese tend to be con to be concerned witcerneconconcerned concerned with an exwith an explanation planation of the oriof the origin and higin and history of tstory of the sacrednhe sacredness of a pess of a place and tlacpplace and place and the customthe customs observeds observed there. Su there. Such legendsch legends are terme are termed “cult led “cult legend” or “gend” or “gend” or “cultic ae“cultic aetiology” (tiology” (e.g., the e.g., the story of Jstory of Jacob at Beacob at Bethel, Gen.thel, Gen. 28:10-22) 28:10-22)...

Legends in the OT may also be about a holy place; these tend to be 
concerned with an explanation of the origin and history of the sacredness of a 
place and the customs observed there. Such legends are termed “cult legend” or 
“cultic aetiology” (e.g., the story of Jacob at Bethel, Gen. 28:10-22).

�Legend musLegend must be distit be distinguished fnguished from other rom other genres witgenres with which ith which it often ove often overlaps. It rlaps. oveoverlaps. overlaps. It is diffIt is different fromerent from myth in t myth in that it takhat it takes place ies place in real timn real time and not e and not in the lonin the lin the long distalong distant past atnt past at the begin the beginning of tining of time. It difme. It differs from fers from tale and ftale and from the Gerom the German rmanGeGerman German Märchen,Märchen, “fairy-ta “fairy-tale,” in thle,” in that it is nat it is not presumeot presumed to have d to have taken plactaken place in an une in an ue in an unreal worunreal world beyond ld beyond human expehuman experience. Firience. Finally, legnally, legend can beend can be seen as a seen as a sub-genre sub-genre sub-genre sub-genre of of Sage,Sage, the Germa the German term forn term for “folk-” o “folk-” or “popularr “popular-story,” b-story,” but it emphut it emphasizes theasizemphemphasizesemphasizes the virtu the virtue of a gree of a great hero abat hero above any otove any other elemenher element.t.t.

Legend must be distinguished from other genres with which it often 
overlaps. It is different from myth in that it takes place in real time and not in the 
long distant past at the beginning of time. It differs from tale and from the 
German Märchen, “fairy-tale,” in that it is not presumed to have taken place in an 
unreal world beyond human experience. Finally, legend can be seen as a 
sub-genre of Sage, the German term for “folk-” or “popular-story,” but it 
emphasizes the virtue of a great hero above any other element.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. M. HalsR. M. Hals, “Legend,, “Legend,” ” CBQCBQ 34 (1972) 34 (1972): 166–76; : 166–76; repr. in repr. in Saga, LegeSaga, LSaga, Legend, TaLegend, Tale, Novellle, Novella, Fable,a, Fable, ed. G. W. ed. G. W. Coats, JS Coats, JSOTSup 35 (OTSup 35 (Sheffield,Sheffield, 1985), 45 1985), 45–55; J. J.–55; J–55; J. J. SculJ. J. Scullion, “lion, “Märchen, SMärchen, Sage, Legenage, Legende:de: Towards a Towards a Clarifica Clarification of Sotion of Some Literarme Literary Terms Usy Tery Terms UsedTerms Used by Old Te by Old Testament Scstament Scholars,” holars,” VTVT 34 (1984) 34 (1984): 321–36.: 321–36.: 321–36.

Bibliography. R. M. Hals, “Legend,” CBQ 34 (1972): 166–76; repr. in Saga, 
Legend, Tale, Novella, Fable, ed. G. W. Coats, JSOTSup 35 (Sheffield, 1985), 45–55; 



J. J. Scullion, “Märchen, Sage, Legende: Towards a Clarification of Some Literary 
Terms Used by Old Testament Scholars,” VT 34 (1984): 321–36.

Tawny L. HTawny L. Holmolm

Tawny L. Holm

LEGIONLEGIONLEGION

LEGION

The princiThe principal divisipal division in the on in the Roman armyRoman army (Gk.  (Gk. legioœén,legioœén, from Lat. from Lat.  legere,legere, “to gathe “to gat “to gather”). gather”). Following Following the defeatthe defeat of Antony of Antony at the Ba at the Battle of Acttle of Actium (31 tium (31 B.C.B.C.), Octavia), Octavian made mannOctaviaOctavian mOctavian made many made many military reilitary reforms. He forms. He reduced threduced the number oe number of legions f legions from 60 orfrom 60 from 60 or 70 t60 or 70 to 28 (150 o 28 (150 thousand mthousand men, plus aen, plus an equal nun equal number of aumber of auxiliaries)xiliaries) and chang and changed the armechangchanged thchanged the army froe army from a militim a militia to a proa to a professional fessional military (military (cf. Tacitucf. Tacitus s Ann.Ann. 1.17). Mo 1.17). Mo 1.17). Most rulerMost rulers of this s of this period kepperiod kept a small t a small standing fstanding force of elorce of elite troopsite troops supported supported by civili by  by civiliaby civilian levies, n levies, which werewhich were no match  no match for the prfor the professionalofessional legionnai legionnaires (cf. Jres (cf. Josephus osephJJosephus Josephus BJBJ 3.70–109) 3.70–109)...

The principal division in the Roman army (Gk. legioœén, from Lat. legere, “to 
gather”). Following the defeat of Antony at the Battle of Actium (31 B.C.), 
Octavian made many military reforms. He reduced the number of legions from 
60 or 70 to 28 (150 thousand men, plus an equal number of auxiliaries) and 
changed the army from a militia to a professional military (cf. Tacitus Ann. 1.17). 
Most rulers of this period kept a small standing force of elite troops supported 
by civilian levies, which were no match for the professional legionnaires (cf. 
Josephus BJ 3.70–109).

�The legionThe legion (ca. 6000 (ca. 6000 men), und men), under the auter the authority of hority of the provinthe provincial govercial governor or a pnor or nor or a prefeor a prefect (e.g., ct (e.g., Egypt), waEgypt), was often dis often directly comrectly commanded by manded by an imperiaan imperial legate al legate assisted byssistaassisted bassisted by tribunesy tribunes and centu and centurions. It rions. It contained contained 10 cohorts10 cohorts: a double: a double-strength -strength first cohofirstfirst cohofirst cohort of 960 rt of 960 men and nimen and nine other cne other cohorts of ohorts of 480 foot-s480 foot-soldiers anoldiers and 120 cavad 120 cavalry (scoutlrcavacavalry (scavalry (scouts and couts and dispatch rdispatch riders). Coiders). Cohorts werehorts were further s further subdivided ubdivided into six cinto six centuries oentccenturies centuries of 80 men,of 80 men, each comm each commanded by aanded by a centurion centurion...

The legion (ca. 6000 men), under the authority of the provincial governor 
or a prefect (e.g., Egypt), was often directly commanded by an imperial legate 
assisted by tribunes and centurions. It contained 10 cohorts: a double-strength 
first cohort of 960 men and nine other cohorts of 480 foot-soldiers and 120 
cavalry (scouts and dispatch riders). Cohorts were further subdivided into six 
centuries of 80 men, each commanded by a centurion.

�A legionnaA legionnaire was eqire was equipped wituipped with a large h a large rectangularectangular shield, r shield, helmet withelmet with neck guah neck h neck guardneck guard and cheek and cheek pieces, b pieces, body armor ody armor (leather, (leather, mail, or smail, or segmented segmented steel), a steel), a short swordhosshort sworshort sword, dagger,d, dagger, and both  and both heavy speaheavy spears and ligrs and light javelinht javelins.s.s.

A legionnaire was equipped with a large rectangular shield, helmet with 
neck guard and cheek pieces, body armor (leather, mail, or segmented steel), a 
short sword, dagger, and both heavy spears and light javelins.

�At Matt. 2At Matt. 26:53; Mark6:53; Mark 5:9, 15;  5:9, 15; Luke 8:30 Luke 8:30 the term ithe term is figuratis figurative for a lve for a large numbearge numbarge number.number.number.

At Matt. 26:53; Mark 5:9, 15; Luke 8:30 the term is figurative for a large 
number.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. CampbelB. Campbell, l, The Roman The Roman Army, 31Army, 31  B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D.  337337 (London,  (London, 1994); G. 1991994); G. 1994); G. Webster, Webster, The Roman The Roman Imperial AImperial Army of thermy of the First and First and Second Ce Second Centuriesnturies  A.D.,A.D., 3rd ed. ( 3 3rd ed. (N3rd ed. (Norman, Oklorman, Okla., 1998).a., 1998).

Bibliography. B. Campbell, The Roman Army, 31 B.C.—A.D. 337 (London, 
1994); G. Webster, The Roman Imperial Army of the First and Second Centuries A.D., 
3rd ed. (Norman, Okla., 1998).
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LEHABIMLEHABIM (Heb.  (Heb. leïhaœb�iîleïhaœb�iîmm)))

LEHABIM (Heb. leïhaœb�iîm )

A people aA people among the smong the sons of Hamons of Ham, named as, named as offspring offspring of Egypt  of Egypt (Gen. 10:1(Gen. 10:13; 1 Chr. 3; 1 Chr.3; 1 Chr. 1:11)Chr. 1:11). They are. They are generally generally identifie identified with thed with the Libyans ( Libyans (perhaps anperhaps an alternati alternative spellinve spve spelling ospelling of Heb. f Heb. lu®b�iîmlu®b�iîm).).

A people among the sons of Ham, named as offspring of Egypt (Gen. 10:13; 1 
Chr. 1:11). They are generally identified with the Libyans (perhaps an alternative 
spelling of Heb. lu®b�iîm ).

LEHEMLEHEM (Heb.  (Heb. leh�emleh�em)))

LEHEM (Heb. leh�em )

An obscureAn obscure Hebrew fo Hebrew form found irm found in 1 Chr. 4n 1 Chr. 4:22, possi:22, possibly an unkbly an unknown placenown place (so NRSV) (so NR (so NRSV) ruleNRSV) ruled by Joashd by Joash and Sarap and Saraph. Some veh. Some versions regrsions regard Lehem ard Lehem as a shortas a shortened form ened forened form of Beform of Bethlehem (ethlehem (e.g., NJB, .g., NJB, REB) or reREB) or read MT “Jasad MT “Jashubi-lahemhubi-lahem” as a per” as a personal namesonal namesonal name (cf. name (cf. NRSV mg). NRSV mg). Another poAnother possibility ssibility is to tranis to translate “andslate “and returned, returned,” rather t” rather than a namehantthan a namthan a name (cf. sime (cf. similar idiomilar idiomatic formsatic forms at Deut.  at Deut. 5:30; 1 Sa5:30; 1 Sam. 26:12).m. 26:12).

An obscure Hebrew form found in 1 Chr. 4:22, possibly an unknown place (so 
NRSV) ruled by Joash and Saraph. Some versions regard Lehem as a shortened 
form of Bethlehem (e.g., NJB, REB) or read MT “Jashubi-lahem” as a personal 
name (cf. NRSV mg). Another possibility is to translate “and returned,” rather 
than a name (cf. similar idiomatic forms at Deut. 5:30; 1 Sam. 26:12).



Robin GallRobin Gallaher Brancaher Branchh

Robin Gallaher Branch

LEHILEHI (Heb.  (Heb. leh�iîleh�iî)))

LEHI (Heb. leh�iî )

A PhilistiA Philistine camp whne camp where the imere the imprisoned Sprisoned Samson brokamson broke free ande free and killed 10 killed 1000 Philist00 Philistines with iPhilistPhilistinePhilistines with a “s with a “fresh jawbfresh jawbone (Heb. one (Heb. leh�iîleh�iî) of a don) of a donkey” (Judgkey” (Judg. 15:9, 14. 15:9, 14, 19). It , 19). It, 19). It was subIt was subsequently sequently called Ramcalled Ramath-lehi, ath-lehi, “the high “the high place of Lplace of Lehi” (Judgehi” (Judg. 15:17). . 15:17). The PhilisThe PThe PhilistinePhilistines later des later deployed troployed troops here aops here against Davgainst David (2 Sam.id (2 Sam. 23:11). G 23:11). Generally tenerally the Hebrew he Hhe Hebrew terHebrew term refers tm refers to the jawbo the jawbone of a hone of a human or anuman or animal, but imal, but it may alsit may also indicateo indicate a geograp indicateindicate aindicate a geographi geographical featurcal feature. The site. The site was probe was probably locatably located in the ed in the lowlands olowlands of Judah.f Juf Judah.Judah.Judah.

A Philistine camp where the imprisoned Samson broke free and killed 1000 
Philistines with a “fresh jawbone (Heb. leh�iî ) of a donkey” (Judg. 15:9, 14, 19). 
It was subsequently called Ramath-lehi, “the high place of Lehi” (Judg. 15:17). The 
Philistines later deployed troops here against David (2 Sam. 23:11). Generally the 
Hebrew term refers to the jawbone of a human or animal, but it may also 
indicate a geographical feature. The site was probably located in the lowlands of 
Judah.

Aaron M. GAaron M. Galeale

Aaron M. Gale

LEMUELLEMUEL (Heb.  (Heb. leïmu®}eälleïmu®}eäl)))

LEMUEL (Heb. leïmu®}eäl)

A king (“bA king (“belonging/delonging/dedicated tedicated to God”) meo God”) mentioned inntioned in Prov. 31: Prov. 31:1, 4, othe1, 4, otherwise unknrwise unknown. Some ounknunknown. Sunknown. Some conjecome conjecture that ture that he was thehe was the king of t king of the territohe territory or tribry or tribe Massa, ye Massa, yet others eyyet othersyet others assert th assert that Lemuel at Lemuel refers to refers to Solomon. TSolomon. The punctuahe punctuation and ation and accentuatioccentuatioaaccentuatiaccentuation in the on in the Leningrad Leningrad Codex (BCodex (B1919) indicate) indicate that Heb. that Heb.  masísíaœ}masísíaœ} refers to refers to refers to what thto what the king hase king has been taug been taught by his ht by his mother (NRmother (NRSV “oracleSV “oracle”), not a ”), not a place.place.place.

A king (“belonging/dedicated to God”) mentioned in Prov. 31:1, 4, otherwise 
unknown. Some conjecture that he was the king of the territory or tribe Massa, 
yet others assert that Lemuel refers to Solomon. The punctuation and 
accentuation in the Leningrad Codex (B19) indicate that Heb. masísíaœ} refers 
to what the king has been taught by his mother (NRSV “oracle”), not a place.

David CleaDavid Cleaver-Barthover-Bartholomewlomew

David Cleaver-Bartholomew

LENINGRAD LENINGRAD CODEXCODEXCODEX

LENINGRAD CODEX

Codex LeniCodex Leningradensisngradensis (L), the  (L), the oldest comoldest complete manuplete manuscript of script of the Hebrewthe Hebrew Bible ext Bible ex Bible extant. Itextant. It was copie was copied ca. 1008d ca. 1008/1009 /1009 C.E.C.E. by the sc by the scribe ribe Shemu}elShemu}el ben  ben Ya{aqobYa{aqob in Cairo, in  in Cairo, in Cairo, following following the authorthe authoritative maitative manuscripts nuscripts of Aharon of Aharon ben-Moshe ben-Moshe ben-Asher ben-Asher ben-Asher ben-Asher of Tiberiaof Tiberias. The ears. The earliest compliest complete Hebrelete Hebrew Bible cow Bible containing vntaining vowel pointowel pointowel points andpoints and accents,  accents, the codex the codex is particuis particularly valularly valued for itsed for its extensive extensive masorah,  masorah, marginal nmargmarginal nmarginal notations cotations concerning oncerning textual matextual matters suchtters such as occurr as occurrences and ences and spellings.spellings. It is the It It is the It is the base text base text for the thfor the third ird (BHK)(BHK) and fourt and fourth h (BHS)(BHS) editions  editions of the of the Biblia HebBiblia Hebraica;raiHebHebraica;Hebraica; all Masor all Masoretic notesetic notes from the  from the Leningrad Leningrad Codex willCodex will be incorp be incorporated intorated into the fifto to the fifth the fifth edition edition (BHQ).(BHQ).

Codex Leningradensis (L), the oldest complete manuscript of the Hebrew Bible 
extant. It was copied ca. 1008/1009 C.E. by the scribe Shemu}el ben Ya{aqob 
in Cairo, following the authoritative manuscripts of Aharon ben-Moshe 
ben-Asher of Tiberias. The earliest complete Hebrew Bible containing vowel 
points and accents, the codex is particularly valued for its extensive masorah, 
marginal notations concerning textual matters such as occurrences and spellings. 
It is the base text for the third (BHK) and fourth (BHS) editions of the Biblia 
Hebraica; all Masoretic notes from the Leningrad Codex will be incorporated into 
the fifth edition (BHQ).

Folio 422VFolio 422V (Ruth 3:1 (Ruth 3:13-4:13a) o3-4:13a) of the Lenif the Leningrad Codengrad Codex (Photogrx (Photograph by Bruaph by Bruce and Kence and Kce and Kenneth ZuKenneth Zuckerman, Wckerman, West Semitiest Semitic Researchc Research))

Folio 422V (Ruth 3:13-4:13a) of the Leningrad Codex (Photograph by Bruce and 
Kenneth Zuckerman, West Semitic Research)

�The codex The codex comprises comprises 491 folios491 folios written o written on thick whn thick white parchmite parchment. Each ent. Each page consipagepage consipage consists of thrsts of three columnsee columns, except f, except for Psalms,or Psalms, Proverbs, Proverbs, and Job,  and Job, which havewhich have two colum t two columntwo columns with poes with poetry inserttry inserted into thed into the text. Foe text. Following thllowing the Minor Pre Minor Prophets, thophets, the Writingseththe Writinthe Writings appear gs appear in “chronoin “chronological” ological” order: Chrorder: Chronicles, Psnicles, Psalms, Job,alms, Job, Proverbs, Proverbs, Ruth, Son Ru Ruth, SongRuth, Song of Songs, of Songs, Ecclesias Ecclesiastes, Lamentes, Lamentations, Etations, Esther, Dansther, Daniel, Ezra-iel, Ezra-Nehemiah. Nehemiah. An openingAnAn openingAn opening colophon  colophon indicates indicates the date athe date and place ond place of copying;f copying; two other two other colophons colophon colophons colophons provide thprovide the name of e name of the scribethe scribe. The manu. The manuscript alsscript also featureso features 16 illumi 16 illuminated “carnillumiilluminateilluminated “carpet d “carpet pages” as pages” as well as Mawell as Masoretic lisoretic lists and posts and poems by ems by ben-Ya{aqoben-Ya{aqobb and Moshe ben-Ya{aqobben-Ya{aqoben-Ya{aqob and Moshb and Moshe ben-Ashee ben-Asher.r.r.

The codex comprises 491 folios written on thick white parchment. Each 
page consists of three columns, except for Psalms, Proverbs, and Job, which have 
two columns with poetry inserted into the text. Following the Minor Prophets, 
the Writings appear in “chronological” order: Chronicles, Psalms, Job, Proverbs, 
Ruth, Song of Songs, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations, Esther, Daniel, Ezra-Nehemiah. 
An opening colophon indicates the date and place of copying; two other 



colophons provide the name of the scribe. The manuscript also features 16 
illuminated “carpet pages” as well as Masoretic lists and poems by 
ben-Ya{aqob and Moshe ben-Asher.

�Housed in Housed in the Russiathe Russian Nationaln National Library i Library in St. Peten St. Petersburg, thrsburg, the codex ise codex is also iden also ide also identifiedidentified as Firkov as Firkovich B 19 Aich B 19 A, obtained, obtained from the  from the collectioncollection of Abraha of Abraham Firkovicm Firkovich in 1862.h ih in 1862.in 1862.in 1862.

Housed in the Russian National Library in St. Petersburg, the codex is also 
identified as Firkovich B 19 A, obtained from the collection of Abraham Firkovich 
in 1862.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. N. FreeD. N. Freedman, ed.,dman, ed.,  The LeningThe Leningrad Codex:rad Codex: A Facsimi A Facsimile Editionle Edition (Grand Ra ( (Grand Rap(Grand Rapids, 1998)ids, 1998)...

Bibliography. D. N. Freedman, ed., The Leningrad Codex: A Facsimile Edition 
(Grand Rapids, 1998).

Allen C. MAllen C. Myersyers

Allen C. Myers

LENTLENTLENT

LENT

The periodThe period of prepar of preparation prioation prior to Easter to Easter, 40 weekr, 40 weekdays (six days (six weeks, notweeks, not counting  counting Sundays; cSSundays; cSundays; cf. Mark 1:f. Mark 1:13). Origi13). Originally a tinally a time of fastme of fasting for baing for baptismal captismal candidates, ndidates, it became it becait became a tbecame a time of genime of general penaneral penance and absce and abstinence, wtinence, with increaith increased emphassed emphasis on reflis on reflection andereflreflectionreflection and spiri and spiritual renewtual renewal.al.

The period of preparation prior to Easter, 40 weekdays (six weeks, not counting 
Sundays; cf. Mark 1:13). Originally a time of fasting for baptismal candidates, it 
became a time of general penance and abstinence, with increased emphasis on 
reflection and spiritual renewal.

LENTILSLENTILSLENTILS

LENTILS

The fruit The fruit of a plantof a plant in the le in the legume familgume family (y (Lens esculLens esculentaenta Moench) c Moench) cultivated ultivated since verysince vesince very ancievery ancient times int times in the Nearn the Near East. Len East. Lentils grew tils grew in fields in fields (2 Sam. 23(2 Sam. 23:11), ofte:11), often as tall n as tan as tall as 45tall as 45 cm. (18 i cm. (18 in.). The pn.). The plant put flant put forth a whiorth a white flower te flower followed bfollowed by flat pody flat pods containis conts containingcontaining one or tw one or two seeds. Jo seeds. Judging by udging by the “red sthe “red stuff,” “potuff,” “pottage,” orttage,” or “lentil s “lentil stew” Esau tew” sstew” Esaustew” Esau craved fr craved from Jacob, om Jacob, lentils welentils were reddishre reddish in color  in color (Gen. 25:3(Gen. 25:30-34); Esa0-34); Esau was, in u wu was, in fawas, in fact, thereact, thereafter callefter called Edom, thd Edom, the Hebrew we Hebrew word for reord for red (Gen. 25d (Gen. 25:30).:30).:30).

The fruit of a plant in the legume family (Lens esculenta Moench) cultivated since 
very ancient times in the Near East. Lentils grew in fields (2 Sam. 23:11), often as 
tall as 45 cm. (18 in.). The plant put forth a white flower followed by flat pods 
containing one or two seeds. Judging by the “red stuff,” “pottage,” or “lentil 
stew” Esau craved from Jacob, lentils were reddish in color (Gen. 25:30-34); Esau 
was, in fact, thereafter called Edom, the Hebrew word for red (Gen. 25:30).

�Lentils weLentils were used tore used to make brea make bread (Ezek. 4d (Ezek. 4:9) and ev:9) and even medicinen medicine, as the e, as the seeds helpseeds hseeds helped eashelped ease constipae constipation. Lenttion. Lentils were ails were among the fmong the foods givenoods given to David  to David and his trand his troops (2 Saotrtroops (2 troops (2 Sam. 17:28Sam. 17:28). Chiefly). Chiefly used as f used as food for thood for the poor in e poor in biblical tbiblical times, lentimes, lentil bread ril breil bread remabread remains a partins a part of the di of the diet of the et of the poor in thpoor in the Middle Ee Middle East today.ast today.

Lentils were used to make bread (Ezek. 4:9) and even medicine, as the seeds 
helped ease constipation. Lentils were among the foods given to David and his 
troops (2 Sam. 17:28). Chiefly used as food for the poor in biblical times, lentil 
bread remains a part of the diet of the poor in the Middle East today.

J. RandallJ. Randall O’Brien O’Brien

J. Randall O’Brien

LEOPARDLEOPARDLEOPARD

LEOPARD

A large spA large spotted carnotted carnivore of tivore of the lion fahe lion family. An amily. An adult leopadult leopard is ca. rd is ca. 1.5 m. (5 1.5 m. (5 ft.) long,ft.) lonft.) long, has long, has a tail ca.a tail ca. 0.6–0.9 m 0.6–0.9 m. (2–3 ft.. (2–3 ft.) long, an) long, and has a yed has a yellowish collowish coat with daat with dark spots (rk spotrk spots (Jerspots (Jer. 13:23). . 13:23). It roamed It roamed widely in widely in Africa, PaAfrica, Palestine, alestine, and other pnd other parts of Asarts of Asia and fedia andia and fed onand fed on antelope, antelope, ibex, dee ibex, deer, goat, sr, goat, sheep, and heep, and small animsmall animals. Thereals. There have been have been few sight fe few sightifew sightings of leongs of leopards in Ppards in Palestine salestine since 1960.ince 1960.

A large spotted carnivore of the lion family. An adult leopard is ca. 1.5 m. (5 ft.) 
long, has a tail ca. 0.6–0.9 m. (2–3 ft.) long, and has a yellowish coat with dark 
spots (Jer. 13:23). It roamed widely in Africa, Palestine, and other parts of Asia 
and fed on antelope, ibex, deer, goat, sheep, and small animals. There have been 
few sightings of leopards in Palestine since 1960.

�The leoparThe leopard was an ad was an animal fearnimal feared in ancied in ancient times ent times (Cant. 4:8(Cant. 4:8; Jer. 5:6; Jer. 5:6; Hos. 13:; Hos. 13; Hos. 13:7). It 13:7). It was also awas also admired fordmired for its swift its swiftness (Hab.ness (Hab. 1:8). The 1:8). The leopard i leopard is used in s used in apocalyptiapocaapocalyptiapocalyptic imagery c imagery to represeto represent nationsnt nations that quic that quickly conquekly conquer major rer major regions (Dangions (Dan. 7:6; Rev.(Dan(Dan. 7:6;(Dan. 7:6; Rev. 13:2 Rev. 13:2). In Isai). In Isaiah’s prophah’s prophetic visioetic vision of the mn of the messianic aessianic age, peace ge, peace is exempliis exemis exemplifieexemplified by the id by the image of a mage of a leopard lyleopard lying down wing down with a goatith a goat (Isa. 11: (Isa. 11:6).6).6).

The leopard was an animal feared in ancient times (Cant. 4:8; Jer. 5:6; Hos. 
13:7). It was also admired for its swiftness (Hab. 1:8). The leopard is used in 
apocalyptic imagery to represent nations that quickly conquer major regions 
(Dan. 7:6; Rev. 13:2). In Isaiah’s prophetic vision of the messianic age, peace is 
exemplified by the image of a leopard lying down with a goat (Isa. 11:6).
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LEPROSYLEPROSYLEPROSY

LEPROSY

A chronic,A chronic, though no though not highly ct highly contagious,ontagious, disease t disease that primarhat primarily affectily affects the skins the skin, mucous m, mu, mucous memmucous membranes, anbranes, and nerves, d nerves, known alsoknown also as Hansen as Hansen’s disease’s disease. The caus. The cause is an ore is an oe is an organism, organism, MycobacterMycobacterium lapraeium laprae, identifi, identified by the ed by the Norwegian Norwegian physician physician G. A. H. HG. A. H. HG. A. H. Hansen (18Hansen (1841–1912).41–1912).41–1912).

A chronic, though not highly contagious, disease that primarily affects the skin, 
mucous membranes, and nerves, known also as Hansen’s disease. The cause is an 
organism, Mycobacterium laprae, identified by the Norwegian physician G. A. H. 
Hansen (1841–1912).

�Most scholMost scholars agree ars agree that Heb. that Heb. s�ara{at�,s�ara{at�, translate translated “leprosyd “leprosy” by most ” by most English veEnglEnglish veEnglish versions (Lersions (Lev. 13-14),v. 13-14), should no should not be equatt be equated with Haed with Hansen’s disnsen’s disease. Thisease. This term enco te term encomterm encompassed a vpassed a variety of ariety of conditionsconditions character characterized by chized by chronic discronic discoloration oloration of surfaceoof surfaceof surfaces, includis, including human sng human skin and thkin and the walls ofe walls of houses (L houses (Lev. 14:34-ev. 14:34-57). Perso57). Persons afflictns ans afflicted afflicted with with s�ara{at�s�ara{at� were rega were regarded as imrded as impure, and pure, and Lev. 13:44Lev. 13:44-46 prescr-46 prescribes exileibes eibes exile fromexile from the commu the community for tnity for them. Some hem. Some texts fromtexts from Qumran ap Qumran apply even mply even more compreore coore comprehenscomprehensive restriive restrictions forctions for “lepers.” “lepers.”

Most scholars agree that Heb. s�ara{at�,  translated “leprosy” by most 
English versions (Lev. 13-14), should not be equated with Hansen’s disease. This 
term encompassed a variety of conditions characterized by chronic discoloration 
of surfaces, including human skin and the walls of houses (Lev. 14:34-57). Persons 
afflicted with s�ara{at�  were regarded as impure, and Lev. 13:44-46 prescribes 
exile from the community for them. Some texts from Qumran apply even more 
comprehensive restrictions for “lepers.”

�The sociolThe sociological impogical implications lications of leviticof levitical policieal policies, if impls, if implemented, wemented, were probabere probabere probably sprobably significantignificant. Bands of. Bands of persons a persons affected wiffected with th s�ara{at�s�ara{at� roam outs roam outside of citide of ciide of cities (2 cities (2 Kgs. 7:3).Kgs. 7:3). The cases The cases of Namaan of Namaan (2 Kgs. 5 (2 Kgs. 5) and Uzzi) and Uzziah (2 Chr.ah (2 Chr. 26:16-21) 26:16-21) show that sh show that show that even officeven officials and kials and kings with ings with s�ara{at�s�ara{at� were not  were not exempt froexempt from negativem negativem negative snegative social consocial consequences. equences. Early ChriEarly Christianity astianity apparently pparently disagreed disagreed with levitwith levitical policical levitlevitical levitical policies. policies. Jesus toucJesus touches a “lephes a “leper” (Mark er” (Mark 1:41) and 1:41) and commands hcommands his disciplis disciples to minies toes to ministeto minister to them r to them (Matt. 10:(Matt. 10:8).8).8).

The sociological implications of levitical policies, if implemented, were 
probably significant. Bands of persons affected with s�ara{at�  roam outside of 
cities (2 Kgs. 7:3). The cases of Namaan (2 Kgs. 5) and Uzziah (2 Chr. 26:16-21) 
show that even officials and kings with s�ara{at�  were not exempt from 
negative social consequences. Early Christianity apparently disagreed with 
levitical policies. Jesus touches a “leper” (Mark 1:41) and commands his disciples 
to minister to them (Matt. 10:8).

Hector AvaHector Avaloslos

Hector Avalos

LESHEMLESHEM (Heb.  (Heb. lesûemlesûem)))

LESHEM (Heb. lesûem)

The alternThe alternate form oate form of Laish, tf Laish, the ancienthe ancient name of D name of Dan (Josh. an (Josh. 19:47).19:47).

The alternate form of Laish, the ancient name of Dan (Josh. 19:47).

LETHECHLETHECH (Heb.  (Heb. let�ek�let�ek�)))

LETHECH (Heb. let�ek� )

A dry measA dry measure equivaure equivalent to onlent to one half home half homer (Hos. 3er (Hos. 3:2 MT; NRS:2 MT; NRSV mg).V mg).

A dry measure equivalent to one half homer (Hos. 3:2 MT; NRSV mg).

LETTERLETTERLETTER

LETTER

Letters weLetters were among tre among the most imhe most important typortant types of wripes of written textstten texts in antiqu in antiquity, in paity, in part becausertpapart becaupart because they wese they were understre understood to funood to function as action as a substitut substitute for the e for the author’s pauthor’s presence. Ireppresence. presence. In additioIn addition to a fewn to a few handbooks handbooks on writin on writing letters,g letters, a large n a large number of Humber of HellenisticelHHellenistiHellenistic letters c letters from the pfrom the period begieriod beginning in tnning in the mid-3rdhe mid-3rd century  century B.C.E.B.C.E. are extan are exta are extant. Thextant. These materiese materials providals provide an impore an important resoutant resource for unrce for understandinderstanding the lettg the letters of theelettletters ofletters of the NT. the NT. the NT.

Letters were among the most important types of written texts in antiquity, in 
part because they were understood to function as a substitute for the author’s 
presence. In addition to a few handbooks on writing letters, a large number of 
Hellenistic letters from the period beginning in the mid-3rd century B.C.E. are 
extant. These materials provide an important resource for understanding the 
letters of the NT.

�The letterThe letter is the mo is the most common st common literary fliterary form in theorm in the NT. Besid NT. Besides the neaes the nearly 20 NT rly 20rly 20 NT book20 NT books written s written in this foin this form, some lrm, some letters areetters are found emb found embedded withedded within books oin booksin books of bbooks of both the OToth the OT (e.g., 2  (e.g., 2 Sam. 11:15Sam. 11:15) and the ) and the NT (Acts 1NT (Acts 15:23-29).5:23-29).5:23-29).

The letter is the most common literary form in the NT. Besides the nearly 
20 NT books written in this form, some letters are found embedded within 
books of both the OT (e.g., 2 Sam. 11:15) and the NT (Acts 15:23-29).



�Letters inLetters in the Helle the Hellenistic eranistic era included  included several coseveral conventionalnventional parts or  parts or “periods.”“periods.”“periods.”“periods.” These wer These were: a greete: a greeting, oftening, often a thanksg a thanksgiving or piving or prayer, a brayer, a body, and aody, and a closing.  clo closing. Tclosing. The greetinhe greeting identifig identified both thed both the sender ae sender and recipiend recipient and somnt and sometimes incetimes included infoludincincluded iincluded informationnformation about eac about each, such ash, such as their rel their relationship ationship or their ror their respective espective places in placplaces in places in the socialthe social hierarchy hierarchy. Thus, th. Thus, the greetinge greeting establish established a conteed a context for thext for the rest of t rest  rest of threst of the correspoe correspondence. Itndence. It also ofte also often includedn included a health- a health-wish for twish for the recipiehe recipient. When ant. Wnt. When a letWhen a letter includter included a thanked a thanksgiving orsgiving or prayer to prayer to the gods, the gods, it often  it often consisted consisted largely oflarglargely oflargely of an extend an extended health-ed health-wish, but wish, but not uncommnot uncommonly it inonly it included othcluded other matterser matters. After th.mattersmatters. Amatters. After the lfter the letter’s boetter’s body, which dy, which contained contained the basic the basic message anmessage and purpose d purpose of the letoof the letof the letter, the cter, the closing waslosing was usually c usually composed ofomposed of stereotyp stereotyped convented conventions and gions and greetings treggreetings greetings to and froto and from others km others known to bonown to both the senth the sender and reder and recipient.cipient.cipient.

Letters in the Hellenistic era included several conventional parts or 
“periods.” These were: a greeting, often a thanksgiving or prayer, a body, and a 
closing. The greeting identified both the sender and recipient and sometimes 
included information about each, such as their relationship or their respective 
places in the social hierarchy. Thus, the greeting established a context for the 
rest of the correspondence. It also often included a health-wish for the recipient. 
When a letter included a thanksgiving or prayer to the gods, it often consisted 
largely of an extended health-wish, but not uncommonly it included other 
matters. After the letter’s body, which contained the basic message and purpose 
of the letter, the closing was usually composed of stereotyped conventions and 
greetings to and from others known to both the sender and recipient.

�Early in tEarly in the 20th cehe 20th century, Adontury, Adolf Deissmalf Deissmann dividednn divided letters i letters into two tynto two types: epistpes: epispes: epistles (epistles (which he swhich he saw as liteaw as literary produrary productions forctions for a general a general/public au/public audience) andience) and genuine d ged genuine legenuine letters (whitters (which were prch were private, strivate, strictly occaictly occasional, ansional, and nonliterd nonliterary). Whilary). While there wee thee there werethere were writings  writings in epistolin epistolary form wary form which were hich were composed pcomposed primarily arimarily as literarys literary works, De literaryliterary wliterary works, Deisorks, Deissmann’s dismann’s distinction stinction does not sdoes not satisfactoratisfactorily fit eiily fit either the pther the production roducpproductionproduction of letter of letters in the Gs in the Greco-Romanreco-Roman world gen world generally or erally or the NT letthe NT letters. Paulters. Paul’s letters’PaulPaul’s letPaul’s letters are cters are clearly occlearly occasional anasional and do not ad do not adopt the edopt the elevated stlevated style of a lyle of a literary woiterarylliterary wliterary work, but tork, but they are nohey are not purely pt purely private becrivate because they ause they are intendare intended to be red to be read to coneadrread to coread to congregationngregations, as are s, as are all NT letall NT letters.ters.ters.

Early in the 20th century, Adolf Deissmann divided letters into two types: 
epistles (which he saw as literary productions for a general/public audience) and 
genuine letters (which were private, strictly occasional, and nonliterary). While 
there were writings in epistolary form which were composed primarily as 
literary works, Deissmann’s distinction does not satisfactorily fit either the 
production of letters in the Greco-Roman world generally or the NT letters. 
Paul’s letters are clearly occasional and do not adopt the elevated style of a 
literary work, but they are not purely private because they are intended to be 
read to congregations, as are all NT letters.

�Early ChriEarly Christian writstian writers adapteers adapted the lettd the letter form toer form to meet the  meet the needs of tneeds of their churcheir chuheir churches. churches. Paul oftenPaul often expands c expands conventionaonventional periods l periods so that thso that they contribey contribute to theute to the purpose o p purpose ofpurpose of the lette the letters of whicrs of which they areh they are a part. T a part. This is moshis is most evident t evident for thanksfor thanksgivings whgivinthanksthanksgivithanksgivings which ngs which signal in signal in advance thadvance the main cone main concerns of tcerns of the letter.he letter. Studies o Studies of Paul’s uf Paf Paul’s usePaul’s use of each o of each of the convf the conventional eentional epistolary pistolary periods reperiods reveal many veal many patterns wpatterns which contrhicwwhich contwhich contribute to ribute to our undersour understanding oftanding of his lette his letters. The bors. The bodies of thdies of the canonicae canonical letters l lel letters drletters draw on bothaw on both epistolar epistolary and rhety and rhetorical conorical conventions. ventions. Although eAlthough early Chrisarly Christian writetiaChrisChristian Christian writers sewriters seem to haveem to have a working a working knowledge knowledge of the co of the content of hntent of handbooks oandbooks hhandbooks handbooks on epistolon epistolary style,ary style, their let their letters do noters do not indicatet indicate that thes that these writers e writers possessed posspossessed possessed advanced radvanced rhetorical hetorical training. training. Beginning Beginning in the latin the late 2nd cente 2nd century, howevury, however, Christerhowevhowever, Chowever, Christian lhristian letter writetter writers were oers were often trainften trained in rheted in rhetoric and boric and began to pregan to produce lettodprproduce leproduce letters of atters of a more lite more literary naturrary nature.e.e.

Early Christian writers adapted the letter form to meet the needs of their 
churches. Paul often expands conventional periods so that they contribute to the 
purpose of the letters of which they are a part. This is most evident for 
thanksgivings which signal in advance the main concerns of the letter. Studies of 
Paul’s use of each of the conventional epistolary periods reveal many patterns 
which contribute to our understanding of his letters. The bodies of the canonical 
letters draw on both epistolary and rhetorical conventions. Although early 
Christian writers seem to have a working knowledge of the content of 
handbooks on epistolary style, their letters do not indicate that these writers 
possessed advanced rhetorical training. Beginning in the late 2nd century, 
however, Christian letter writers were often trained in rhetoric and began to 
produce letters of a more literary nature.

�The style The style of the canof the canonical letonical letters fallsters falls between e between everyday coveryday correspondenrrespondence and litce and ce and literaand literary productry productions. Theiions. Their closest r closest parallel sparallel seems to beeems to be letters w letters written by ritten by philosophephilophilosophephilosophers to exhors to exhort and teart and teach their rch their readers. Bueaders. But even thit even this is not as is not an exact pan exact parallel. Itrallpaparallel. parallel. It is signIt is significant thificant that NT writat NT writers chose ers chose the letterthe letter as their  as their primary liprimary literary genterary geterary genre. Letgenre. Letters are, ters are, by their nby their nature, occature, occasional, iasional, i.e., desig.e., designed to addned to address speciress specific situatfic situfic situationssituations. Thus, th. Thus, their purposeir purpose is to sue is to supply specipply specific instrufic instructions forctions for the parti the particular situcular sicular situationssituations in which  in which the recipithe recipients and aents and author(s) futhor(s) find themseind themselves. Lettlves. Letters are alers are also dialogiso diso dialogicaldialogical, a piece , a piece of a conveof a conversation bersation between the tween the sender andsender and recipient recipient. So moder. So modern readers n modermodern reamodern readers need ders need to know asto know as much as p much as possible abossible about the ciout the circumstancercumstances of both s of bots of both the sboth the sender and ender and the recipithe recipients to unents to understand aderstand a letter’s  letter’s content.content.content.

The style of the canonical letters falls between everyday correspondence 
and literary productions. Their closest parallel seems to be letters written by 
philosophers to exhort and teach their readers. But even this is not an exact 
parallel. It is significant that NT writers chose the letter as their primary literary 
genre. Letters are, by their nature, occasional, i.e., designed to address specific 
situations. Thus, their purpose is to supply specific instructions for the particular 
situations in which the recipients and author(s) find themselves. Letters are also 
dialogical, a piece of a conversation between the sender and recipient. So 



modern readers need to know as much as possible about the circumstances of 
both the sender and the recipients to understand a letter’s content.

�Some NT wrSome NT writings whiitings which were gich were given an epiven an epistolary frstolary framework aramework are not actue not actually letteally actuactually lactually letters. Moetters. Most notablyst notably, Hebrews , Hebrews and James and James have closihave closing or openng or opening featuring features of lettesfeaturfeatures ofeatures of letters f letters but are trbut are treatises ofeatises of a differe a different sort. Wnt sort. While thesehile these writings  writings are not geare noare not genuinnot genuine letters,e letters, they bear they bear witness t witness to the poweo the power of the er of the epistolary pistolary genre as agenre as a means of  me means of tmeans of teaching aneaching and exhortatd exhortation in earion in early Christily Christianity.anity.anity.

Some NT writings which were given an epistolary framework are not 
actually letters. Most notably, Hebrews and James have closing or opening 
features of letters but are treatises of a different sort. While these writings are 
not genuine letters, they bear witness to the power of the epistolary genre as a 
means of teaching and exhortation in early Christianity.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. K. StowS. K. Stowers, ers, Letter WriLetter Writing in Grting in Greco-Roman eco-Roman Antiquity.Antiquity. Library o Library o Library of Early Cof Early Christianithristianity 5 (Philay 5 (Philadelphia, 1delphia, 1986); J. L986); J. L. White, . White, Light fromLight from Ancient L Ancient Letters.etters. Foundatio Fo FoundationFoundations and Faces and Facets (Philadts (Philadelphia, 19elphia, 1986).86).86).

Bibliography. S. K. Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity. Library 
of Early Christianity 5 (Philadelphia, 1986); J. L. White, Light from Ancient Letters. 
Foundations and Facets (Philadelphia, 1986).
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LETUSHIMLETUSHIM (Heb.  (Heb. leït�u®sûileït�u®sûiîmîm)))

LETUSHIM (Heb. leït�u®sûiîm )

An ArabianAn Arabian tribal gr tribal group descenoup descended from Dded from Dedan, the edan, the grandson ograndson of Abraham f Abraham and Keturaand Ketand Keturah (GKeturah (Gen. 25:3).en. 25:3).

An Arabian tribal group descended from Dedan, the grandson of Abraham and 
Keturah (Gen. 25:3).

LEUCIUSLEUCIUS (Gk.  (Gk. LeukiosLeukios)))

LEUCIUS (Gk. Leukios)

The pseudoThe pseudonymous autnymous author of thehor of the 2nd-centu 2nd-century Acts ofry Acts of John, sup John, supposedly a posedly a disciple odisciple odisciple of the Apoof the Apostle John stle John (Epiphaniu(Epiphanius s Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 51.6). Le 51.6). Leucius was ucius was also the nalso the name ascribame ascribed to the edascribascribed tascribed to the 4th-o the 4th-century cocentury collector ofllector of the Acts  the Acts of the Apoof the Apostles, whistles, which consistch consists of the As os of the Actof the Acts of John s of John and four oand four other apocrther apocryphal Actsyphal Acts, the Acts, the Acts of Paul,  of Paul, Peter, AndPeter, Andrew, and TreAndAndrew, anAndrew, and Thomas (d Thomas (cf. Photiucf. Photius s Bibl.Bibl. 114). The 114). The Manichaea Manichaeans substitns substituted theseuted these apocrypha apo apocryphalapocryphal Acts for  Acts for the canonithe canonical Acts, cal Acts, which led which led Pope Leo IPope Leo I to condem to condemn these apn these apn these apocryphalapocryphal works. works. works.

The pseudonymous author of the 2nd-century Acts of John, supposedly a disciple 
of the Apostle John (Epiphanius Adv. haer. 51.6). Leucius was also the name 
ascribed to the 4th-century collector of the Acts of the Apostles, which consists 
of the Acts of John and four other apocryphal Acts, the Acts of Paul, Peter, 
Andrew, and Thomas (cf. Photius Bibl. 114). The Manichaeans substituted these 
apocryphal Acts for the canonical Acts, which led Pope Leo I to condemn these 
apocryphal works.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. K. SchäferK. Schäferdiek, “Thediek, “The Acts of J Acts of John,” ohn,” New TestamNew Testament Apocryent Apocrypha,phaApocryApocrypha,Apocrypha, ed. Schne ed. Schneemelcher aemelcher and R. McL.nd R. McL. Wilson, r Wilson, rev. ed., 2ev. ed., 2 (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1965phia, 1965): 152–212): 19651965): 1521965): 152–212.–212.–212.

Bibliography. K. Schäferdiek, “The Acts of John,” New Testament 
Apocrypha, ed. Schneemelcher and R. McL. Wilson, rev. ed., 2 (Philadelphia, 
1965): 152–212.
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LEUMMIMLEUMMIM (Heb.  (Heb. leï}ummiîmleï}ummiîm)))

LEUMMIM (Heb. leï}ummiîm)

An ArabianAn Arabian people tr people tracing descacing descent from Dent from Dedan, the edan, the grandson ograndson of Abraham f Abraham and Keturaand Ketand Keturah (GKeturah (Gen. 25:3).en. 25:3).

An Arabian people tracing descent from Dedan, the grandson of Abraham and 
Keturah (Gen. 25:3).

LEVANTLEVANTLEVANT

LEVANT

A designatA designation for thion for the lands ofe lands of the easte the eastern Mediterrn Mediterranean (frranean (from Fr. om Fr. lever,lever, “to rise” “to rise” [i.e., th [ [i.e., the[i.e., the sun]), pr sun]), primarily Asimarily Asia Minor aia Minor and Syria-Pnd Syria-Palestine balestine but often tut often the entire he entire coastlandscoastlacoastlandscoastlands from Gree from Greece to Egypce to Egypt. In geolt. In geological usaogical usage the Jorge the Jordan Rift idan Rift is sometimes sometimes called ts cs called thecalled the Levant Ri Levant Rift Valley.ft Valley.

A designation for the lands of the eastern Mediterranean (from Fr. lever, “to rise” 
[i.e., the sun]), primarily Asia Minor and Syria-Palestine but often the entire 
coastlands from Greece to Egypt. In geological usage the Jordan Rift is sometimes 
called the Levant Rift Valley.

LEVILEVI (Heb.  (Heb. leäwiî;leäwiî; Gk.  Gk. LeuiíLeuií)))

LEVI (Heb. leäwiî; Gk. Leuií)



�1.1. The epony The eponymous ancesmous ancestor of thetor of the tribe of  tribe of Levi and tLevi and the Leviteshe Levites; the thir; the third son of Jd sond son of Jacson of Jacob by his ob by his first wifefirst wife Leah (Gen Leah (Gen. 29:34). . 29:34). At his birAt his birth Leah sath Leah says, “Now tys, “Now this time mhis this time my hutime my husband willsband will be joined be joined to me,” s to me,” suggesting uggesting an etymoloan etymology for Levgy for Levi of “to bi of “to be joined, e bbe joined,be joined, attached. attached.” This is ” This is consistentconsistent with othe with other uses of r uses of Heb. Heb. laœwa®laœwa® (Ps. 83:8 (Ps. 83:8 (Ps. 83:8[MT 9]83:8[MT 9]; Isa. 14:; Isa. 14:1). It is 1). It is also consialso consistent withstent with the notio the notion of the Ln of the Levites beievites being “attachng “attng “attached “attached to, joinedto, joined to” Aaron to” Aaron to serve  to serve him in thehim in the cult (Num cult (Num. 18:2, 4). 18:2, 4)...

1. The eponymous ancestor of the tribe of Levi and the Levites; the third 
son of Jacob by his first wife Leah (Gen. 29:34). At his birth Leah says, “Now this 
time my husband will be joined to me,” suggesting an etymology for Levi of “to 
be joined, attached.” This is consistent with other uses of Heb. laœwa® (Ps. 
83:8[MT 9]; Isa. 14:1). It is also consistent with the notion of the Levites being 
“attached to, joined to” Aaron to serve him in the cult (Num. 18:2, 4).

�Levi and tLevi and the Leviteshe Levites were char were characterized acterized by zeal foby zeal for Yahweh, r Yahweh, which is ewhich is exemplifiedxemplifeexemplifieexemplified in Levi d in Levi by the stoby the story of the ry of the rape of hirape of his sister Ds sister Dinah (Gen.inah (Gen. 34). In t 34). In that accounhat achat account Leaccount Levi, along vi, along with his bwith his brother Simrother Simeon, avengeon, avenges the rapes the rape of theire of their sister by sister by demanding de demanding demanding that the rthat the rapist, whoapist, who now wants now wants to marry  to marry Dinah, cirDinah, circumcise hicumcise himself and mself andmself and all thand all the males ofe males of his town. his town. They agre They agree to this e to this in order tin order to intermaro intermarry, but whry, but while they aile whwhile theywhile they are incap are incapacitated facitated from their rom their circumcisicircumcision Levi anon Levi and Simeon sd Simeon slay them alay them all with thll aall with tall with the sword ahe sword and plundernd plunder the city. the city. This acti This action establion establishes theirshes their reputatio reputation for violn forn for violenfor violence and rutce and ruthless angehless anger on behalr on behalf of the mf of the moral imperoral imperative. It ative. It also servealso serves to explas to s to explainto explain their sca their scattering thttering throughout Iroughout Israel and srael and Judah (cf.Judah (cf. Josh. 18: Josh. 18:7), for it7), for it was asser was ass was asserted tasserted that becaushat because of theire of their temper no temper no one would one would want to c want to come into tome into their counsheir counheir counsel orcounsel or assembly  assembly (Gen. 49:5(Gen. 49:5-7).-7).-7).

Levi and the Levites were characterized by zeal for Yahweh, which is 
exemplified in Levi by the story of the rape of his sister Dinah (Gen. 34). In that 
account Levi, along with his brother Simeon, avenges the rape of their sister by 
demanding that the rapist, who now wants to marry Dinah, circumcise himself 
and all the males of his town. They agree to this in order to intermarry, but 
while they are incapacitated from their circumcision Levi and Simeon slay them 
all with the sword and plunder the city. This action establishes their reputation 
for violence and ruthless anger on behalf of the moral imperative. It also serves 
to explain their scattering throughout Israel and Judah (cf. Josh. 18:7), for it was 
asserted that because of their temper no one would want to come into their 
counsel or assembly (Gen. 49:5-7).

�This excesThis excessive zeal sive zeal in behalf in behalf of right vof right vs. wrong es. wrong exemplifiedxemplified by Levi i by Levi in the Dinan the Dinan the Dinah episDinah episode is vieode is viewed as chawed as characteristiracteristic of his dc of his descendantsescendants as well.  as well. In the stoIn the story of the ry ory of the sinof the sin of the Go of the Golden Calf lden Calf (Exod. 32)(Exod. 32), e.g., it, e.g., it is the Le is the Levites (as vites (as opposed toopposed to Aaron) wh Aaron Aaron) whoAaron) who were will were willing to kiling to kill their kil their kinsmen, neinsmen, neighbors, anghbors, and friends d friends on behalf on behalf of the Lorof tof the Lord. the Lord. Thus, thatThus, that day they  day they were consewere consecrated to crated to the Lord (the Lord (Exod. 32:2Exod. 32:26-29).6-29).6-29).

This excessive zeal in behalf of right vs. wrong exemplified by Levi in the 
Dinah episode is viewed as characteristic of his descendants as well. In the story 
of the sin of the Golden Calf (Exod. 32), e.g., it is the Levites (as opposed to 
Aaron) who were willing to kill their kinsmen, neighbors, and friends on behalf of 
the Lord. Thus, that day they were consecrated to the Lord (Exod. 32:26-29).
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�2.2. An ancest An ancestor of Jesuor of Jesus, listed s, listed in Luke’s in Luke’s genealogy genealogy as the fatas the father of Mather of Matthat and sthat andthat and son ofand son of Melchi (L Melchi (Luke 3:24).uke 3:24).

2. An ancestor of Jesus, listed in Luke’s genealogy as the father of Matthat 
and son of Melchi (Luke 3:24).

�3.3. A tax col A tax collector (Lulector (Luke 5:27, 2ke 5:27, 29), the so9), the son of Alphan of Alphaeus (Mark eus (Mark 2:14), who2:14), whom Jesus cam Jesm Jesus callJesus called as a died as a disciple. Lesciple. Levi is genevi is generally takerally taken as the Hn as the Hebrew nameebrew name of Matthe of Matthew in Matt.w inw in Matt. 9in Matt. 9:9.:9.:9.

3. A tax collector (Luke 5:27, 29), the son of Alphaeus (Mark 2:14), whom 
Jesus called as a disciple. Levi is generally taken as the Hebrew name of Matthew 
in Matt. 9:9.

�4.4. Another a Another ancestor ofncestor of Jesus, ac Jesus, according tocording to Luke the  Luke the father of father of Matthat anMatthat and son of Sd sond son of Simson of Simeon (Luke eon (Luke 3:29).3:29).

4. Another ancestor of Jesus, according to Luke the father of Matthat and 
son of Simeon (Luke 3:29).

LEVIATHANLEVIATHAN (Heb.  (Heb. liwyaœt�aœliwyaœt�aœnn)))

LEVIATHAN (Heb. liwyaœt�aœn )

A primevalA primeval sea serpe sea serpent represent representing chaonting chaos.s.s.

A primeval sea serpent representing chaos.

�Leviathan Leviathan appears inappears in the Ugari the Ugaritic texts tic texts as as LiätaœnuœLiätaœnuœ. . KTUKTU 1.5 I,1 d 1.5 I,1 describes hescribes ddescribes describes how Baal show Baal smote mote LiätaœnuœLiätaœnuœ, “the twi, “the twisting [cf.sting [cf. Arab.  Arab. lawiyaœlawiyaœ] serpent,] serpen] serpent, tserpent, the tyrant he tyrant with sevenwith seven heads” (l heads” (likewise Anikewise Anat [at [KTUKTU 1.3 III,4 1.3 III,40–42], but0–42], but lacking t lackin lacking thlacking the name e name LiätaœnuœLiätaœnuœ). Ancient). Ancient Near East Near Eastern iconogern iconography consraphy consistently distently depicts theeddepicts thdepicts the storm-goe storm-god conquerid conquering the serng the serpent.pent.pent.

Leviathan appears in the Ugaritic texts as Liätaœnuœ. KTU 1.5 I,1 
describes how Baal smote Liätaœnuœ, “the twisting [cf. Arab. lawiyaœ] 
serpent, the tyrant with seven heads” (likewise Anat [KTU 1.3 III,40–42], but 
lacking the name Liätaœnuœ). Ancient Near Eastern iconography consistently 
depicts the storm-god conquering the serpent.

�Yahweh’s cYahweh’s conquest ofonquest of Leviathan Leviathan in Ps. 74 in Ps. 74:14 (note :14 (note the “headsthe “heads”) is part”) is part of his cr of his c of his creative acreative activity (vctivity (vv. 12–17).v. 12–17). This conn This connection undection underlies Joberlies Job 3:8 as we 3:8 as well: while ll: while cursing hicursincursing hicursing his birthdays birthday (in terms (in terms reversing reversing the creat the creation of Genion of Gen. 1) Job i. 1) Job invokes “thnvokes “those who arose “th“those who“those who are skill are skilled to roused to rouse up Leviae up Leviathan.” Jobthan.” Job’s referen’s reference to Yahwce to Yahweh piercineh piercing “the fleg piercinpiercing “piercing “the fleeinthe fleeing serpent”g serpent” (Job 26:1 (Job 26:13) also oc3) also occurs in a curs in a creation ccreation context (cfontext (cf. . KTUKTUKTUKTU 1.5 I,1). 1.5 I,1). In Ps. 10 In Ps. 104:26, howe4:26, however, the cver, the conquest moonquest motif is abatif is abandoned: Lendoned: Leviathan isviathan isviathan is simply is simply one of Godone of God’s creatur’s creatures, and a es, and a playful onplayful one at that.e at that. Levithan  Levithan is discussis discussed at lenged at ed at length at length in Job 41:in Job 41:1-34. Many1-34. Many see the c see the crocodile hrocodile here, but here, but his abilityis ability to breath to breath fire and  fire a fire and smoke,and smoke, the inabi the inability of hulity of humans to sumans to subdue him, bdue him, and the ovand the overwhelmingerwhelming terror he terror he terror he instillhe instills all argus all argue for a mye for a mythologicalthological creature  creature Yahweh is Yahweh is able to suable to subdue but Jbdue but Job cannot.ob caob cannot. Incannot. In Isa. 27:1 Isa. 27:1 the mytho the mythology comeslogy comes full circ full circle, with Yle, with Yahweh defeahweh defeating Leviating Leviathan (agaathaLeviLeviathan Leviathan (again) as(again) as a new cre a new creation in tation in the eschatohe eschatological aglogical age; the lexe; the lexical contaical contacts with cts wcts with with KTUKTU 1.5 I,1 a 1.5 I,1 are particure particularly strilarly striking.king.king.

Yahweh’s conquest of Leviathan in Ps. 74:14 (note the “heads”) is part of his 
creative activity (vv. 12–17). This connection underlies Job 3:8 as well: while 



cursing his birthday (in terms reversing the creation of Gen. 1) Job invokes 
“those who are skilled to rouse up Leviathan.” Job’s reference to Yahweh 
piercing “the fleeing serpent” (Job 26:13) also occurs in a creation context (cf. 
KTU 1.5 I,1). In Ps. 104:26, however, the conquest motif is abandoned: Leviathan 
is simply one of God’s creatures, and a playful one at that. Levithan is discussed 
at length in Job 41:1-34. Many see the crocodile here, but his ability to breath fire 
and smoke, the inability of humans to subdue him, and the overwhelming terror 
he instills all argue for a mythological creature Yahweh is able to subdue but Job 
cannot. In Isa. 27:1 the mythology comes full circle, with Yahweh defeating 
Leviathan (again) as a new creation in the eschatological age; the lexical contacts 
with KTU 1.5 I,1 are particularly striking.

�The “sevenThe “seven-headed dr-headed dragon” is eagon” is equated witquated with Satan inh Satan in Rev. 12:3 Rev. 12:3, 9 and ec, 9 and echoed in thhoed ecechoed in echoed in the seven-the seven-headed beaheaded beast of 13:1st of 13:1; 17:3. Po; 17:3. Postbiblicalstbiblical Jewish li Jewish literature eterature envisions Lnvisioeenvisions envisions Leviathan,Leviathan, along wit along with Behemothh Behemoth, as the m, as the main courseain course at the me at the messianic bassianic banquet (1 Enqbabanquet (1banquet (1 En. 60:7– En. 60:7–9, 24; 2 E9, 24; 2 Esdr. 6:49-sdr. 6:49-52; 2 Bar.52; 2 Bar. 29:4). 29:4). 29:4).

The “seven-headed dragon” is equated with Satan in Rev. 12:3, 9 and 
echoed in the seven-headed beast of 13:1; 17:3. Postbiblical Jewish literature 
envisions Leviathan, along with Behemoth, as the main course at the messianic 
banquet (1 En. 60:7–9, 24; 2 Esdr. 6:49-52; 2 Bar. 29:4).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. Day, J. Day, God’s ConfGod’s Conflict with lict with the Dragonthe Dragon and the S and the Seaea (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1985); e, 1e, 1985); C. 1985); C. Uehlinger,Uehlinger, “Leviatha “Leviathan,” n,” DDD,DDD, 511–15. 511–15. 511–15.

Bibliography. J. Day, God’s Conflict with the Dragon and the Sea (Cambridge, 
1985); C. Uehlinger, “Leviathan,” DDD, 511–15.
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LEVIRATE MLEVIRATE MARRIAGEARRIAGEARRIAGE

LEVIRATE MARRIAGE

A cross-cuA cross-cultural pheltural phenomenon whnomenon whereby the ereby the nearest kinearest kinsman of ansman of a man who d man who dies withouies wities without sowithout sons marriesns marries his widow his widow. In ancie. In ancient Israel,nt Israel, the first the first son of th son of the leviratee levirate union (fr union union (frounion (from Lat. m Lat. levir,levir, “brother- “brother-in-law”) win-law”) was consideas considered the dered the dead man’s had man’s heir.eir.eir.

A cross-cultural phenomenon whereby the nearest kinsman of a man who dies 
without sons marries his widow. In ancient Israel, the first son of the levirate 
union (from Lat. levir, “brother-in-law”) was considered the dead man’s heir.

�Deut. 25:5Deut. 25:5-10 impose-10 imposes the oblis the obligation of gation of levirate mlevirate marriage onarriage on a survivi a surviving brotherng brothng brother ifbrother if he and th he and the deceasede deceased had “live had “lived togetherd together,” i.e., h,” i.e., had not divad not divided theirided their patrimony patr patrimony.patrimony. The last  The last section ofsection of the law ( the law (Deut. 25:7Deut. 25:7-10) deals-10) deals with the  with the case wherecase where the broth th the brothethe brother refuses.r refuses. The widow The widow brings a  brings a complaint complaint to the eldto the elders, who eers, who establish hstablish her brothererhher brotheher brother-in-law’sr-in-law’s unwilling unwillingness to maness to marry her. Srry her. She then pehe then performs thrrforms three acts deee acts designed to sidedesigned tdesigned to humiliato humiliate the brote the brother-in-lawher-in-law for his r for his refusal; prefusal; presumably tesumably these acts hese acts release borelerelease borelease both widow ath widow and brothernd brother-in-law fr-in-law from furtherom further levirate  levirate obligationobligation...

Deut. 25:5-10 imposes the obligation of levirate marriage on a surviving 
brother if he and the deceased had “lived together,” i.e., had not divided their 
patrimony. The last section of the law (Deut. 25:7-10) deals with the case where 
the brother refuses. The widow brings a complaint to the elders, who establish 
her brother-in-law’s unwillingness to marry her. She then performs three acts 
designed to humiliate the brother-in-law for his refusal; presumably these acts 
release both widow and brother-in-law from further levirate obligation.

�The primarThe primary purpose y purpose of the lawof the law is to pro is to provide the dvide the deceased maeceased man with a sn with a son to inheon toon to inheritto inherit his prope his property and thrty and thereby estaereby establish his blish his “name,” i.“name,” i.e., his lie., his lineage, memneage, memory, and iory, aory, and in somand in some sense hie sense his continues continued existencd existence. A secone. A secondary purpodary purpose of the se of the levirate mlevirate mlevirate may have bmay have been to proeen to provide the dvide the deceased’s eceased’s wife with wife with the economthe economic securitic security and sociy and sociy and social stasocial status of martus of marriage and riage and children. children. It is muchIt is much less like less likely that laly that law was intew was intended to kended tonded to keep thto keep the deceasede deceased man’s pro man’s property withperty within his famin his family by preily by preventing hiventing his widow frs widow from taking ofrfrom takinfrom taking it into g it into a second ma second marriage. Tarriage. There is nohere is no biblical  biblical evidence tevidence that a chilhat a childless widodless chilchildless childless widow woulwidow would have inhd have inherited hererited her husband’s husband’s property  property (cf. Num. (cf. Num. 27).27).27).

The primary purpose of the law is to provide the deceased man with a son 
to inherit his property and thereby establish his “name,” i.e., his lineage, memory, 
and in some sense his continued existence. A secondary purpose of the levirate 
may have been to provide the deceased’s wife with the economic security and 
social status of marriage and children. It is much less likely that law was intended 
to keep the deceased man’s property within his family by preventing his widow 
from taking it into a second marriage. There is no biblical evidence that a 
childless widow would have inherited her husband’s property (cf. Num. 27).

�Two passagTwo passages suggestes suggest that kins that kinsmen other men other than the dthan the deceased’s eceased’s brother habrother had a moral d a md a moral if nmoral if not legal oot legal obligation bligation to marry tto marry the widow. he widow. In Gen. 38In Gen. 38 Tamar is  Tamar is deemed rigdeemed righteous forhtrigrighteous righteous for providfor providing her deing her dead husbandad husband with an h with an heir by trieir by tricking her cking her father-in-father-in-law into hlawfather-in-father-in-father-in-law into hlaw into having sex aving sex with her. with her. The book oThe book of Ruth assf Ruth assumes that umes that it is an ait is an act of faitct oct of faithfuof faithfulness for lness for the deceasthe deceased’s neareed’s nearest kinsmanst kinsman to marry  to marry his widow his widow and providand provide him an he providprovide hiprovide him an heir.m an heir.

Two passages suggest that kinsmen other than the deceased’s brother had a 
moral if not legal obligation to marry the widow. In Gen. 38 Tamar is deemed 



righteous for providing her dead husband with an heir by tricking her 
father-in-law into having sex with her. The book of Ruth assumes that it is an act 
of faithfulness for the deceased’s nearest kinsman to marry his widow and 
provide him an heir.

�Levirate mLevirate marriage isarriage is discussed discussed in the ra in the rabbinic trabbinic tractate ctate YebamotYebamot and under and underlies the dlies tlies the debatethe debate between J between Jesus and tesus and the Sadducehe Sadducees narratees narrated in Matt.d in Matt. 22:23-33  22:23-33 (= Mark 12(= Mark 12(= Mark 12:18-27 =12:18-27 = Luke 2:27 Luke 2:27-40).-40).-40).

Levirate marriage is discussed in the rabbinic tractate Yebamot and underlies 
the debate between Jesus and the Sadducees narrated in Matt. 22:23-33 (= Mark 
12:18-27 = Luke 2:27-40).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. NiditchS. Niditch, “The Wro, “The Wrong Woman Rng Woman Righted: Anighted: An Analysis  Analysis of Genesisof Genof Genesis 38Genesis 38,” ,” HTRHTR 72 (1979) 72 (1979): 143–49; : 143–49; C. PressleC. Pressler, r, The View oThe View of Women Fof Women Found in Deuund in Deuund in DeuteronomDeuteronomic Family ic Family Laws.Laws. BZAW 216  BZAW 216 (Berlin, 1(Berlin, 1993); R. W993); R. Westbrook, estbrook, “The Law o“The Law of the Biblf tf the Biblicthe Biblical Leviratal Levirate,” e,” Revue inteRevue internationalernationale des droit des droits de l’ants de l’antiquité,iquité, 3rd ser., 3rd ser., 24 (1977) 24 (1977) 24 (1977): 65(1977): 65–87; repr.–87; repr. in  in Property aProperty and the Famnd the Family in Bibily in Biblical Law.lical Law. JSOTSup 1 JSOTSup 113 (Sheffi13 (Sheffield, 1981)eld(Sheffi(Sheffield(Sheffield, 1981), 6, 1981), 69–89.9–89.9–89.

Bibliography. S. Niditch, “The Wrong Woman Righted: An Analysis of 
Genesis 38,” HTR 72 (1979): 143–49; C. Pressler, The View of Women Found in 
Deuteronomic Family Laws. BZAW 216 (Berlin, 1993); R. Westbrook, “The Law of 
the Biblical Levirate,” Revue internationale des droits de l’antiquité, 3rd ser., 24 
(1977): 65–87; repr. in Property and the Family in Biblical Law. JSOTSup 113 
(Sheffield, 1981), 69–89.
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LEVITESLEVITES (Heb.  (Heb. leïwiîleïwiî)))

LEVITES (Heb. leïwiî)

Because thBecause the Levites e Levites are portraare portrayed differyed differently in tently in the varioushe various biblical  biblical sources, esources, each must bach mach must be exmust be examined sepamined separately. Marately. Most secureost secure are refer are references in tences in the books ohe books of Chroniclf Chronicf ChroniclesChronicles, dated to, dated to the last  the last half of thhalf of the 4th cente 4th century ury B.C.E.B.C.E. Here the  Here the Levites coLevites comprise thrmpricocomprise tcomprise three classhree classes of cultes of cult personnel personnel all claim all claiming descening descent from thet from the single ep single eponymous anonyepeponymous eponymous ancestor Lancestor Levi, but cevi, but carefully darefully distinguishistinguished from eaed from each other ach other and from thnd from the sons of eththe sons othe sons of Aaron byf Aaron by their gen their genealogy. Thealogy. These are these are the Levites e Levites proper, whproper, who claim deo claim descent fromsdedescent frdescent from the firom the firstborn sonstborn sons of the ss of the sons of Levons of Levi; the sini; the singers, who gers, who claim descclaim descent from tentdescdescent frdescent from the secom the secondborn soondborn sons of the ns of the sons of Lesons of Levi (1 Chr.vi (1 Chr. 6); and t 6); and the gatekeehe gatekeepers, who pgatekeegatekeepergatekeepers, who clas, who claim descentim descent from Kora from Korah, son of h, son of Izhar, theIzhar, the second so second son of Kohatn of Kohan of Kohath, soKohath, son of Levi n of Levi (1 Chr. 9:(1 Chr. 9:19), and a19), and also from tlso from the sons ofhe sons of Merari (9 Merari (9:14; 26:19:14; 26:19).).).

Because the Levites are portrayed differently in the various biblical sources, each 
must be examined separately. Most secure are references in the books of 
Chronicles, dated to the last half of the 4th century B.C.E. Here the Levites 
comprise three classes of cult personnel all claiming descent from the single 
eponymous ancestor Levi, but carefully distinguished from each other and from 
the sons of Aaron by their genealogy. These are the Levites proper, who claim 
descent from the firstborn sons of the sons of Levi; the singers, who claim 
descent from the secondborn sons of the sons of Levi (1 Chr. 6); and the 
gatekeepers, who claim descent from Korah, son of Izhar, the second son of 
Kohath, son of Levi (1 Chr. 9:19), and also from the sons of Merari (9:14; 26:19).

�As describAs described in Chroed in Chronicles, thnicles, the tasks ofe tasks of the Levit the Levites during es during this periothis period indicated indicated indicate aindicate a well-esta well-established teblished temple bureample bureaucracy havucracy having both ring both religious aeligious and secularnd secular functions fu functions.functions. The gatek The gatekeepers areeepers are in charge in charge of the th of the thresholds, resholds, the chambethe chambers, and thrs, and the treasurie ththe treasuthe treasuries of thries of the temple. e temple. They colleThey collect the annct the annual taxes ual taxes and assessand assessments and ments and pay out frpapay out frpay out from it accoom it according to trding to the needs ohe needs of the statf the state (2 Chr. e (2 Chr. 24:6; 34:924:6; 34:9-10). They-10). They assist th ass assist theassist the sons of A sons of Aaron in tharon in the temple se temple service, beervice, being in chaing in charge of therge of the furniture furniture and utens and  and utensiand utensils, the flls, the flour, wine,our, wine, oil, ince oil, incense, and snse, and spices — evpices — everything rerything required foequired for the servr ther the servicthe service (1 Chr. e (1 Chr. 9:26-32; 29:26-32; 23:24-29).3:24-29).3:24-29).

As described in Chronicles, the tasks of the Levites during this period 
indicate a well-established temple bureaucracy having both religious and secular 
functions. The gatekeepers are in charge of the thresholds, the chambers, and 
the treasuries of the temple. They collect the annual taxes and assessments and 
pay out from it according to the needs of the state (2 Chr. 24:6; 34:9-10). They 
assist the sons of Aaron in the temple service, being in charge of the furniture 
and utensils, the flour, wine, oil, incense, and spices — everything required for 
the service (1 Chr. 9:26-32; 23:24-29).

�The singerThe singers accompans accompany the sacry the sacrificial seificial service withrvice with song and  song and musical inmusical instruments strumenininstrumentinstruments (1 Chr. s (1 Chr. 23:30-31; 23:30-31; 2 Chr. 29:2 Chr. 29:27-28). A 27-28). A further rofurther role of the le of the Levites waLevites was to instrs ts to instructo instruct the poput the populace in thlace in the law (2 Ce law (2 Chr. 17:8-9hr. 17:8-9; 19:8-10;; 19:8-10; 35:3), an 35:3), and it may hd it may have fallenave fave fallen to fallen to the templethe temple singers t singers to interpreo interpret, teach, t, teach, and copy tand copy the law sinhe law since the serce the service of sovice serservice ofservice of song may  song may have incluhave included the reded the recitation ocitation of the law.f the law.

The singers accompany the sacrificial service with song and musical 
instruments (1 Chr. 23:30-31; 2 Chr. 29:27-28). A further role of the Levites was 
to instruct the populace in the law (2 Chr. 17:8-9; 19:8-10; 35:3), and it may have 
fallen to the temple singers to interpret, teach, and copy the law since the 
service of song may have included the recitation of the law.

�Officers aOfficers and judges nd judges were also were also appointed appointed from the Lfrom the Levites (1 evites (1 Chr. 23:4;Chr. 23:4; 26:29; 2  26:29;  26:29; 2 C26:29; 2 Chr. 19:8).hr. 19:8). These wer These were probablye probably in charge in charge of legal  of legal decision-mdecision-making, conaking, conscription,scrconconscripticonscription, corvéeon, corvée labor, an labor, and collectid collection of taxeon of taxes for the s for the secular ansecular and cultic ad cultic affairs of ffairsaaffairs ofaffairs of the templ the temple (1 Chr. e (1 Chr. 26:22-30).26:22-30).

Officers and judges were also appointed from the Levites (1 Chr. 23:4; 



26:29; 2 Chr. 19:8). These were probably in charge of legal decision-making, 
conscription, corvée labor, and collection of taxes for the secular and cultic 
affairs of the temple (1 Chr. 26:22-30).

�Prior to tPrior to the time ofhe time of the Chron the Chronicler we hicler we have a diffave a different picterent picture. Durinure. During the timeg the timg the time of Netime of Nehemiah (44hemiah (446) it is s6) it is still the Ltill the Levites heaevites headed by an ded by an Aaronide pAaronide priest who riest who collect thcolcollect thcollect the tithes te tithes throughout hroughout the towns the towns (Neh. 10:3(Neh. 10:37[MT 38]),7[MT 38]), and a dis and a distinction itinction is still mas sts still madestill made between t between the priestshe priests who do th who do the work of e work of the templethe temple (11:12) a (11:12) and the Levnd the Levnd the Levites whLevites who do the wo do the work externork external to the al to the temple. Altemple. Also at thisso at this time, the time, the temple si temple singers had ngesisingers hasingers had been assd been assimilated timilated to the levio the levitical clastical class (Neh. 11s (Neh. 11:17; 12:27:17; 12:27) but not ) but not unambiguouunambunambiguouunambiguously (12:28sly (12:28, 45–47; 1, 45–47; 13:5, 10), 3:5, 10), but the gabut the gatekeepers tekeepers were not ywere not yet consideet considered Leviterconsideconsideredconsidered Levites.  Levites. Still earlStill earlier, in a ier, in a list datinlist dating to the tg to the time of theime of the return (b return (between 538etween 5etween 538 and 52538 and 520), neithe0), neither singers r singers nor gatekenor gatekeepers wereepers were Levites ( Levites (Ezra 2 = NEzra 2 = Neh. 7), aneh. 7), and even by d anand even band even by the timey the time of Ezra,  of Ezra, in the 7thin the 7th year of A year of Artaxerxes rtaxerxes (458; Ezra(458; Ezra 7:24; cf. 7:24; cf. Neh. 10:2 Neh Neh. 10:29Neh. 10:29, 39[30, 4, 39[30, 40]) neithe0]) neither of theser of these groups ha groups had yet beend yet been assimilat assimilated into thed into their ranks.eirththeir ranktheir ranks. At thats. At that time the  time the role of throle of the Levites e Levites was only twas only to “read fro “read from the Lawom the Law, giving t, gi, giving thegiving the sense, an sense, and enablingd enabling the peopl the people to undere to understand the stand the meaning” (meaning” (Neh. 8:7).Neh. 8:7).

Prior to the time of the Chronicler we have a different picture. During the 
time of Nehemiah (446) it is still the Levites headed by an Aaronide priest who 
collect the tithes throughout the towns (Neh. 10:37[MT 38]), and a distinction is 
still made between the priests who do the work of the temple (11:12) and the 
Levites who do the work external to the temple. Also at this time, the temple 
singers had been assimilated to the levitical class (Neh. 11:17; 12:27) but not 
unambiguously (12:28, 45–47; 13:5, 10), but the gatekeepers were not yet 
considered Levites. Still earlier, in a list dating to the time of the return (between 
538 and 520), neither singers nor gatekeepers were Levites (Ezra 2 = Neh. 7), 
and even by the time of Ezra, in the 7th year of Artaxerxes (458; Ezra 7:24; cf. 
Neh. 10:29, 39[30, 40]) neither of these groups had yet been assimilated into 
their ranks. At that time the role of the Levites was only to “read from the Law, 
giving the sense, and enabling the people to understand the meaning” (Neh. 8:7).

�Still earlStill earlier, in Baier, in Babylon in 5bylon in 572, Ezekie72, Ezekiel outlinesl outlines the roles the roles and privi and privileges of tleges of the levitiche lhe levitical levitical priests (Epriests (Ezek. 40-48zek. 40-48), but doe), but does not knows not know them as e them as either singither singers or gaters or gatekeepers. ekeegatgatekeepergatekeepers. He knows. He knows two class two classes of prises of priests: one ests: one in charge in charge of the serof the service of thvice of the altar, te ae altar, thealtar, the sons of Z sons of Zadok, and adok, and the other the other in charge in charge of the serof the service of thvice of the temple (e temple (Ezek. 40:4Ezek((Ezek. 40:(Ezek. 40:45-46). As45-46). As in Nehemi in Nehemiah both clah both classes are asses are counted amcounted among the leong the levitical prvitical priests (Ezeieprpriests (Epriests (Ezek. 43:19zek. 43:19). Accordi). According to Ezekng to Ezekiel, the liel, the levitical pevitical priests notriests not of the li of the line of Zadone of Zane of Zadok admiZadok administer thenister the gates of  gates of the templethe temple complex a complex and have thnd have the care of e care of the templethe templethe temple. Thtemple. They slaughtey slaughter the whoer the whole burnt ole burnt offering anffering and the sacrd the sacrifice of tifice of the people,he people, and stand and and stand and stand before thebefore the people to people to serve the serve them. They ham. They have charge ve charge of the temof the temple, the sple, the service foresservice foservice for it, and r it, and all that iall that is done in s done in it (Ezek. it (Ezek. 44:10-14),44:10-14), but they  but they may not apmay not approach theproachapapproach tapproach the altar ohe altar or the sacrr the sacred things ed things (v. 13). S(v. 13). Since Ezekiince Ezekiel accusesel accuses this seco this second class ond clnd class of lclass of levitical pevitical priests of riests of having ledhaving led Israel as Israel astray priortray prior to the ex to the exile (Ezek.ile (Ezek. 44:12), t 44:12), this class htthis classthis class of priest of priests must havs must have existed e existed prior to Eprior to Ezekiel.zekiel.zekiel.

Still earlier, in Babylon in 572, Ezekiel outlines the roles and privileges of the 
levitical priests (Ezek. 40-48), but does not know them as either singers or 
gatekeepers. He knows two classes of priests: one in charge of the service of the 
altar, the sons of Zadok, and the other in charge of the service of the temple 
(Ezek. 40:45-46). As in Nehemiah both classes are counted among the levitical 
priests (Ezek. 43:19). According to Ezekiel, the levitical priests not of the line of 
Zadok administer the gates of the temple complex and have the care of the 
temple. They slaughter the whole burnt offering and the sacrifice of the people, 
and stand before the people to serve them. They have charge of the temple, the 
service for it, and all that is done in it (Ezek. 44:10-14), but they may not 
approach the altar or the sacred things (v. 13). Since Ezekiel accuses this second 
class of levitical priests of having led Israel astray prior to the exile (Ezek. 44:12), 
this class of priests must have existed prior to Ezekiel.

�For his deFor his description scription of the rolof the role of the Le of the Levites, Ezevites, Ezekiel reliekiel relies on refees on references to rences to them in thtthem in ththem in the book of e book of Numbers, wNumbers, which form hich form a late adda late addition to tition to the Priestlhe Priestly corpus. y corpus. Here the LHHere the LHere the Levites serevites serve the sonve the sons of Aarons of Aaron (Num. 3:6 (Num. 3:6; 18:2), k; 18:2), keep the seeep the service of trvice of the tent, ahetthe tent, the tent, and do theand do the work of t work of the tent (Nhe tent (Num. 3:8; 1um. 3:8; 18:4, 6), b8:4, 6), but they maut they may not appry not approach the hoaapprapproach tapproach the holy vehe holy vessels or tssels or the altar (he altar (18:3). The18:3). They have they have the duty of c duty of carrying tharrying the tabernace tae tabernacletabernacle and the a and the ark, settinrk, setting it up, ag it up, and taking nd taking it down (Nit down (Num. 1:50-5um. 1:50-51; chs. 3,1; chs. 3, 4). They  4). T 4). They slaugThey slaughter the shter the sacrifice oacrifice of the peopf the people (Num. 8le (Num. 8:19) and c:19) and collect theollect the tithes (1 tithes (18:26, 28).8:26(1(18:26, 28(18:26, 28). The con). The concern of bocern of both Ezekielth Ezekiel and this  and this strata of strata of Numbers isNumbers is that the  that the Levites woLevLevites woLevites would “bear uld “bear the iniquithe iniquity” of thety” of the cult, i.e cult, i.e., bear re., bear responsibilisponsibility for thety for the cult and  cult and cult and guard and guard it againstit against the encro the encroachment ofachment of unauthori unauthorized personzed personnel (Ezek.nel (Ezek. 44:11; cf 44:11; cf. v. 7) wh. cfcf. v. 7) cf. v. 7) which woulwhich would incur thd incur the “wrath” e “wrath” of God (Nuof God (Num. 1:51, 5m. 1:51, 53; 3:10; 13; 3:10; 18:7, 22).8:7, 22).8:7, 22).

For his description of the role of the Levites, Ezekiel relies on references to 
them in the book of Numbers, which form a late addition to the Priestly corpus. 
Here the Levites serve the sons of Aaron (Num. 3:6; 18:2), keep the service of 
the tent, and do the work of the tent (Num. 3:8; 18:4, 6), but they may not 
approach the holy vessels or the altar (18:3). They have the duty of carrying the 
tabernacle and the ark, setting it up, and taking it down (Num. 1:50-51; chs. 3, 4). 
They slaughter the sacrifice of the people (Num. 8:19) and collect the tithes 
(18:26, 28). The concern of both Ezekiel and this strata of Numbers is that the 
Levites would “bear the iniquity” of the cult, i.e., bear responsibility for the cult 
and guard it against the encroachment of unauthorized personnel (Ezek. 44:11; 
cf. v. 7) which would incur the “wrath” of God (Num. 1:51, 53; 3:10; 18:7, 22).



�The LeviteThe Levites may haves may have been prie been priests of Yahsts of Yahweh in theweh in the northern  northern kingdom whkingdom who fled souo fo fled southfled south when the  when the north fellnorth fell in 722, a in 722, and who wernd who were then ince then incorporated orporated into the Jinto the Jerusalem perJJerusalem Jerusalem priesthoodpriesthood as a seco as a second order ond order of priests.f priests. According According to Josh.  to Josh. 21 the cit21 the cities given iescitcities givcities given to the en to the Aaronides Aaronides were all iwere all in the arean the areas of Judahs of Judah, Simeon, , Simeon, and Benjamand Benjamin, whereain, BenjamBenjamin, Benjamin, whereas thwhereas the non-Aaroe non-Aaronide Levitnide Levites were ales were all given cil given cities in thties in the north, ie north, indicating ndiciindicatingindicating a norther a northern provincen province. The fall. The fall of the no of the north may harth may have precipive precipitated langtated language aboutuagelanglanguage alanguage about the fbout the fear of theear of the “wrath” o “wrath” of God in Nf God in Numbers andumbers and this, or  this, or the culticthe cultic term “to  te term “to bterm “to bear iniquiear iniquity,” may hty,” may have later ave later been misinbeen misinterpreted terpreted by Ezekielby Ezekiel or a late or a later glossator glr glossator glossator of Ezekielof Ezekiel, giving r, giving rise to theise to the polemics  polemics there.there.there.

The Levites may have been priests of Yahweh in the northern kingdom who 
fled south when the north fell in 722, and who were then incorporated into the 
Jerusalem priesthood as a second order of priests. According to Josh. 21 the 
cities given to the Aaronides were all in the areas of Judah, Simeon, and 
Benjamin, whereas the non-Aaronide Levites were all given cities in the north, 
indicating a northern province. The fall of the north may have precipitated 
language about the fear of the “wrath” of God in Numbers and this, or the cultic 
term “to bear iniquity,” may have later been misinterpreted by Ezekiel or a later 
glossator of Ezekiel, giving rise to the polemics there.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. L. CookS. L. Cook, “Innerbi, “Innerbiblical Intblical Interpretatioerpretation in Ezekin in Ezekiel 44 and el 44 and the Historthethe Historthe History of Israey of Israel’s Priestl’s Priesthood,” hood,” JBLJBL 114 (1995 114 (1995): 193–208): 193–208; R. K. Du; R. K. Duke, “Puniske, “Punishment or Rhm“Punis“Punishmen“Punishment or Restot or Restoration? Anration? Another Lookother Look at the Le at the Levites of Evites of Ezekiel 44,zekiel 44,6-16,” 6-16,” JSOTJSOTJSOTJSOT 40 (1988) 40 (1988): 61–81; M: 61–81; M. Haran, . Haran, Temples anTemples and Temple-Sd Temple-Service in ervice in Ancient IsAncient Israelrael (1978, re (1978 (1978, rep(1978, repr. Winona r. Winona Lake, 1985Lake, 1985); S. Japh); S. Japhet, et, I and II CI and II Chronicles.hronicles. OTL (Loui OTL (Louisville, 19sville, 1993); B. A.93191993); B. 1993); B. A. Levine,A. Levine,  Numbers 1-Numbers 1-20.20. AB 4 (New AB 4 (New York, 199 York, 1993); H. G. 3); H. G. M. WilliamM. Williamson, son, Ezra, NeheEEzra, NeheEzra, Nehemiah.miah. WBC 16 (W WBC 16 (Waco, 1985)aco, 1985)...
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LEVITICAL CITIES

Forty-eighForty-eight cities at cities allotted tollotted to the Levit the Levites, spreades, spread throughou throughout the terrt the territories ofitories of the other the o the other tribother tribes. The Bies. The Bible presenble presents Levi asts Levi as unique am unique among the Isong the Israelite trraelite tribes, receibes, receiving no aivingrecereceiving receiving no allocatno allocation of lanion of land as did td as did the other the other tribes (Josribes (Josh. 13-19).h. 13-19). Two texts Two texts provide t prov provide thprovide the names ofe names of these cit these cities: Josh.ies: Josh. 21:1-42;  21:1-42; 1 Chr. 6:51 Chr. 6:54-81(MT 394-81(MT 39–66). Num.–66). Num. 35:1-8 as Num.Num. 35:1-Num. 35:1-8 asserts 8 asserts that this that this arrangemenarrangement was the t was the divine wildivine will.l.l.

Forty-eight cities allotted to the Levites, spread throughout the territories of the 
other tribes. The Bible presents Levi as unique among the Israelite tribes, 
receiving no allocation of land as did the other tribes (Josh. 13-19). Two texts 
provide the names of these cities: Josh. 21:1-42; 1 Chr. 6:54-81(MT 39–66). 
Num. 35:1-8 asserts that this arrangement was the divine will.

�The traditThe tradition of theion of the levitical levitical cities re cities reflects theflects the early eme early emergence of rgence of the Levitethe Levites as specis LeviteLevites asLevites as specialis specialists in mattts in matters of worers of worship. Theyship. They supported supported themselve themselves from this from this service s ss service toservice to the other the other tribes (N tribes (Num. 18:21-um. 18:21-24; Deut. 24; Deut. 18:1-4; Jo18:1-4; Josh. 13:14)sh. 13:14). Though a. Though at one stagt ot one stage one stage in ancientin ancient Israel’s  Israel’s life any mlife any male Israelale Israelite could ite could offer sacroffer sacrifice, texifice, texts such asts such asts such as Judg. 1as Judg. 17 show tha7 show that Levites t Levites were prefewere preferred. Stilrred. Still, the hisl, the history of thtory of the priesthoe priesthood in anciod inod in ancientin ancient Israel an Israel and the relad the relationship otionship of the Levif the Levites to thetes to the priests a priests are issues re issues that requithat rethat require furequire further clarrther clarification.ification. How to un How to understand tderstand the levitiche levitical cities al cities awaits theawaits the answer to answe answer to answer to these questhese questions.tions.tions.

The tradition of the levitical cities reflects the early emergence of the 
Levites as specialists in matters of worship. They supported themselves from this 
service to the other tribes (Num. 18:21-24; Deut. 18:1-4; Josh. 13:14). Though at 
one stage in ancient Israel’s life any male Israelite could offer sacrifice, texts such 
as Judg. 17 show that Levites were preferred. Still, the history of the priesthood 
in ancient Israel and the relationship of the Levites to the priests are issues that 
require further clarification. How to understand the levitical cities awaits the 
answer to these questions.

�Did levitiDid levitical citiescal cities as such e as such exist in anxist in ancient Isracient Israel, or werel, or were they thee they theological cological constructs?onscconstructsconstructs? At first? At first, scholars, scholars assumed t assumed that the lehat the levitical civitical cities did eties did exist to sexist to serve the purve therve the purposthe purpose describee described in the Bd in the Bible. Howeible. However, archaver, archaeological eological evidence sevidence shows that hows that most of thmmost of thmost of the cities me cities mentioned ientioned in the listn the lists of Joshus of Joshua and 1 Cha and 1 Chronicles wronicles were not ocere not occupied durcuococcupied doccupied during mosturing most of the mo of the monarchic penarchic period and triod and that the lihat the list in Joshst in Joshua was comua was compiled in tpcomcompiled icompiled in the 8th n the 8th century century B.C.E.B.C.E. Also, not Also, not all the l all the levitical cevitical cities wereities were part of t part of the Israelihe Ihe Israelite Israelite or Judahitor Judahite kingdomse kingdoms in the 8t in the 8th century,h century, nor is it nor is it clear why clear why the list  the list in Josh. 2in Joshin Josh. 21 wJosh. 21 was compileas compiled at that d at that time. It dtime. It does not seoes not seem likely em likely that the lthat the lists fit aists fit any preexilny preeny preexilic preexilic historicalhistorical situation situation. They wer. They were probablye probably the creat the creation of posion of postexilic wrtexilic writers who iterswrwriters whwriters who wanted to wanted to explain o explain the role othe role of the Levif the Levites in thetes in the early soc early social and reial and religious stligiorereligious religious structure structure of ancientof ancient Israel. T Israel. Their purpoheir purpose was to se was to help solvehelp solve the probl the problem that arem tem that arosethat arose with the  with the centralizacentralization of wotion of worship in trship in the Jerusalhe Jerusalem temple.em temple. Once prie Once priestly activstlpriepriestly apriestly activity wactivity was limited s limited to Jerusalto Jerusalem, the prem, the presence of esence of and supporand support for a lat for a large numberrge nrge number of number of liturgicalliturgical specialis specialists withoutts without a sanctua a sanctuary to servry to serve became ae became a serious p serious problem.robpproblem.problem.problem.

Did levitical cities as such exist in ancient Israel, or were they theological 
constructs? At first, scholars assumed that the levitical cities did exist to serve 
the purpose described in the Bible. However, archaeological evidence shows that 
most of the cities mentioned in the lists of Joshua and 1 Chronicles were not 
occupied during most of the monarchic period and that the list in Joshua was 
compiled in the 8th century B.C.E. Also, not all the levitical cities were part of the 
Israelite or Judahite kingdoms in the 8th century, nor is it clear why the list in 
Josh. 21 was compiled at that time. It does not seem likely that the lists fit any 



preexilic historical situation. They were probably the creation of postexilic 
writers who wanted to explain the role of the Levites in the early social and 
religious structure of ancient Israel. Their purpose was to help solve the problem 
that arose with the centralization of worship in the Jerusalem temple. Once 
priestly activity was limited to Jerusalem, the presence of and support for a large 
number of liturgical specialists without a sanctuary to serve became a serious 
problem.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. G. AuldA. G. Auld, “The ‘Le, “The ‘Levitical Civitical Cities’: Texties’: Texts and Hists and History,” tory,” ZAWZAW 91 (1979) 9 91 (1979):91 (1979): 194–206. 194–206. 194–206.
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The third The third of the Fivof the Five Books ofe Books of Moses tha Moses that compriset comprise the Penta the Pentateuch or Tteuch or Torah. Leviorah. Leviorah. Leviticus Leviticus forms the forms the core of thcore of the Priestlye Priestly source (P source (P), which c), which comprises aomprises about half bout half of the Torof tof the Torah,the Torah, beginning beginning at Exod.  at Exod. 24:15, ext24:15, extending thrending through most ough most of Numbersof Numbers, and incl, and including scatuinclincluding including scattered scattered interpolatinterpolations in Geions in Genesis and nesis and Exodus. ThExodus. The title Lee title Leviticus beviticus bestowed by stowbebestowed bbestowed by the early the early Church iy Church is a misnoms a misnomer, as P aer, as P actually dictually discusses Lescusses Levites mainvites mainly in Numblymainmainly in mainly in Numbers. LNumbers. Leviticus ceviticus covers a wiovers a wide range ode range of topics; f topics; but its fobut its focus on saccus on sacrifice in rificsacsacrifice sacrifice in the firin the first 10 chapst 10 chapters conveters conveys a falseys a false impressio impression that then that the book will book will deal only deal o deal only with only with a temple ca temple cult, whichult, which slaughter slaughters animals s animals in order tin order to offer upo offer up choice po choice portions likrtiopoportions lportions like the “fike the “fat coverinat covering the entrg the entrails,” “thails,” “the two kidne two kidneys” and “eys” and “the appendthe appendage of theageappendappendage appendage of the livof the liver” — all er” — all so a God cso a God called Yahwalled Yahweh may smeeh may smell the “plll the “pleasing odoeasing odoeasing odor” of todor” of the burnt ohe burnt offering (3ffering (3:1–5).:1–5).:1–5).

The third of the Five Books of Moses that comprise the Pentateuch or Torah. 
Leviticus forms the core of the Priestly source (P), which comprises about half of 
the Torah, beginning at Exod. 24:15, extending through most of Numbers, and 
including scattered interpolations in Genesis and Exodus. The title Leviticus 
bestowed by the early Church is a misnomer, as P actually discusses Levites 
mainly in Numbers. Leviticus covers a wide range of topics; but its focus on 
sacrifice in the first 10 chapters conveys a false impression that the book will deal 
only with a temple cult, which slaughters animals in order to offer up choice 
portions like the “fat covering the entrails,” “the two kidneys” and “the 
appendage of the liver” — all so a God called Yahweh may smell the “pleasing 
odor” of the burnt offering (3:1–5).

�In realityIn reality, Leviticu, Leviticus goes fars goes far beyond th beyond the sacrifice sacrificial concerial concerns (e.g., ns (e.g., thanks forthanks for God’s bou Go God’s bounGod’s bounty, atonemty, atonement for sient for sin) presentn) presented in chs.ed in chs. 1–10. Its 1–10. Its topics in topics include dietclude dietary laws dary dietdietary ladietary laws defininws defining animals g animals fit for fofit for food and sacod and sacrifice (chrifice (ch. 11); tre. 11); treatment of atment of virulent bvirulenvirulent bvirulent but curableut curable skin dise skin diseases (chs.ases (chs. 13–14); r 13–14); rites of atites of atonement foonement for individur individual and comal andal and communand communal sin (chal sin (ch. 16); and. 16); and daily, sa daily, sabbath, andbbath, and festival  festival cultic ritcultic rituals obseruals observed througved thved throughoutthroughout the year  the year (chs. 23–2(chs. 23–24). The bo4). The book also reok also regulates sygulates symbolic purmbolic purification ification of women aof of women aof women after childfter childbirth (ch.birth (ch. 12); ritu 12); ritual cleansial cleansing of cultng of cultic pollutiic pollution caused on caused by genitalby genby genital digenital discharges (scharges (ch. 15) orch. 15) or contact w contact with corpseith corpses (chs. 21s (chs. 21–22); and –22); and most impormost importantly, thtaimporimportantlimportantly, the pray, the practice of sctice of sexual inteexual intercourse anrcourse and related d related matters (cmatters (chs. 18, 20hs. 18, 20). Many sc). M). Many scholMany scholars view tars view the Holineshe Holiness Code (chs Code (chs. 17–26) s. 17–26) as a separas a separate sourceate source (H) adopt (H) adop (H) adopted byadopted by P. The bo P. The book concludok concludes with laes with laws for sabws for sabbatical anbatical and jubilee d jubilee years (ch.years (ch. 25), depi 25 25), depic25), depictions of dtions of dire punishire punishment for dment for disobeying isobeying God’s lawsGod’s laws (ch. 26), (ch. 26), and an ap and an appendix (chpenapappendix (appendix (ch. 27) lich. 27) listing the sting the monetary vmonetary value of vaalue of various clasrious classes of Isrses of Israelites, taelites, to be donato be doo be donated bydonated by one who p one who pledges hisledges his value or  value or that of hithat of his child tos child to the sanct the sanctuary.uary.

In reality, Leviticus goes far beyond the sacrificial concerns (e.g., thanks for 
God’s bounty, atonement for sin) presented in chs. 1–10. Its topics include 
dietary laws defining animals fit for food and sacrifice (ch. 11); treatment of 
virulent but curable skin diseases (chs. 13–14); rites of atonement for individual 
and communal sin (ch. 16); and daily, sabbath, and festival cultic rituals observed 
throughout the year (chs. 23–24). The book also regulates symbolic purification 
of women after childbirth (ch. 12); ritual cleansing of cultic pollution caused by 
genital discharges (ch. 15) or contact with corpses (chs. 21–22); and most 
importantly, the practice of sexual intercourse and related matters (chs. 18, 20). 
Many scholars view the Holiness Code (chs. 17–26) as a separate source (H) 
adopted by P. The book concludes with laws for sabbatical and jubilee years (ch. 
25), depictions of dire punishment for disobeying God’s laws (ch. 26), and an 
appendix (ch. 27) listing the monetary value of various classes of Israelites, to be 
donated by one who pledges his value or that of his child to the sanctuary.

Dating andDating and Provenanc Provenancee

Dating and Provenance



Jewish exeJewish exegetes dubbgetes dubbed Leviticed Leviticus “the Inus “the Instruction struction for Priestfor Priests” s” (to®rat� k(to®rat� koœha�niîm)oœha�kkoœha�niîmkoœha�niîm),), as it is  as it is mainly a mmainly a manual for anual for conductingconducting the Israe the Israelite cult lite cult of Yahweh.of Yahweof Yahweh. P Yahweh. P portrays tportrays the temple he temple in the guiin the guise of a pose of a portable sanrtable sanctuary thactuary that accompant accompanied the Isiaccompanaccompanieaccompanied the Israd the Israelites durelites during their ing their 40 years’ 40 years’ nomadic wanomadic wandering frndering from Egypt tom Egypt to the Promotto the Proto the Promised Landmised Land. Whether . Whether the sanctuthe sanctuary symbolary symbolized the Fized the First (preeirst (preexilic) or xilic) or Second (poSSecond (poSecond (postexilic) stexilic) Temple depTemple depends on thends on the book’s de book’s date of comate of composition —position — a subject a subjec a subject ofsubject of ongoing c ongoing controversyontroversy. Most sch. Most scholars woulolars would date Levd date Leviticus to iticus to the 5th cethe 5th century ntcecentury century B.C.E.B.C.E., after th, after the 6th-cente 6th-century Babyloury Babylonian Exilenian Exile, when Isr, when Israelite priaelite priests deporests deported to Babtdepordeported tdeported to Babylon o Babylon by Nebuchaby Nebuchadnezzar IIdnezzar II (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 25:18; Ezra5:18; Ezra 1:5) enco 1:5) encountered fiuntered first Babylorfifirst Babyfirst Babylonian rellonian religion and igion and then Persithen Persian Zoroastan Zoroastrianism — rianism — both of whboth of which may haich may have influenvhahave influhave influenced the enced the writing ofwriting of P. A scho P. A scholarly minolarly minority wouldrity would date P to date P to preexilic preexilic times, th tim times, thutimes, thus viewing s viewing it as an iit as an indigenous ndigenous developmendevelopment within It within Israelite csraelite culture.ulture.ulture.

Jewish exegetes dubbed Leviticus “the Instruction for Priests” (to®rat� 
koœha�niîm),  as it is mainly a manual for conducting the Israelite cult of 
Yahweh. P portrays the temple in the guise of a portable sanctuary that 
accompanied the Israelites during their 40 years’ nomadic wandering from Egypt 
to the Promised Land. Whether the sanctuary symbolized the First (preexilic) or 
Second (postexilic) Temple depends on the book’s date of composition — a 
subject of ongoing controversy. Most scholars would date Leviticus to the 5th 
century B.C.E., after the 6th-century Babylonian Exile, when Israelite priests 
deported to Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar II (2 Kgs. 25:18; Ezra 1:5) encountered 
first Babylonian religion and then Persian Zoroastrianism — both of which may 
have influenced the writing of P. A scholarly minority would date P to preexilic 
times, thus viewing it as an indigenous development within Israelite culture.

�Leviticus’Leviticus’ character character as a prie as a priestly manuastly manual distingul distinguishes it fishes it from other rom other sources ofsources ofsources of the Torof the Torah (J, E, ah (J, E, and D) andand D) and from all  from all other bookother books of the Os of the OT. It is nT. It is neither a meither a myth of oriyth mmyth of ormyth of origins (likigins (like Genesis)e Genesis) nor histo nor historiography riography (Joshua th(Joshua through Kingrough Kings), nor pos), nor poetry (the etpopoetry (thpoetry (the Song of e Song of Songs), noSongs), nor philosopr philosophy (Eccleshy (Ecclesiastes), niastes), nor prophecor prophecy (Isaiah y (Isaiah or Jeremiaor or Jeremiaor Jeremiah). It conh). It contains litttains little narratile narrative and relve and relatively featively few named chw named characters, aracters, apart fromapart apart fromapart from the Israe the Israelite leadelite leaders Moses ars Moses and Aaron. nd Aaron. Leviticus Leviticus regulates regulates two of thetwo of the Israelite Is Israelite Israelite castes: thcastes: the high-case high-caste hereditte hereditary priestary priesthood callehood called “sons ofd “sons of Aaron” an Aaron” and the commd thd the commonthe common people ca people called “sonslled “sons (or ‘chil (or ‘children’) of dren’) of Israel.” (Israel.” (Levites orLevites or “sons of  “sons of Levi,” an LeviLevi,” an Levi,” an intermediaintermediate caste tte caste that ministhat ministered to thered to the Aaronidee Aaronide priests,  priests, figure in figure in P segmentsP segP segments osegments of Numbers.f Numbers.) Leviticu) Leviticus deals als deals also with peso with persons thoursons thought to posght to pose a threate a threat to holine t to holinesto holiness or cultis or cultic purity, c purity, such as susuch as sufferers frfferers from certainom certain skin dise skin diseases (inclases (including one uding ouding one persisone persistently mistently misidentifiedidentified as lepros as leprosy) and geny) and genital dischital discharges; menarges; menstruants; struants; and peopleand pand people whopeople who offended  offended against boagainst both ethics th ethics and cult band cult by engagingy engaging in forbid in forbidden sexualden sexual conduct,  c conduct, sconduct, specificallpecifically adulteryy adultery, incest, , incest, homosexualhomosexuality, and bity, and bestiality.estiality.

Leviticus’ character as a priestly manual distinguishes it from other sources 
of the Torah (J, E, and D) and from all other books of the OT. It is neither a 
myth of origins (like Genesis) nor historiography (Joshua through Kings), nor 
poetry (the Song of Songs), nor philosophy (Ecclesiastes), nor prophecy (Isaiah 
or Jeremiah). It contains little narrative and relatively few named characters, 
apart from the Israelite leaders Moses and Aaron. Leviticus regulates two of the 
Israelite castes: the high-caste hereditary priesthood called “sons of Aaron” and 
the common people called “sons (or ‘children’) of Israel.” (Levites or “sons of 
Levi,” an intermediate caste that ministered to the Aaronide priests, figure in P 
segments of Numbers.) Leviticus deals also with persons thought to pose a threat 
to holiness or cultic purity, such as sufferers from certain skin diseases (including 
one persistently misidentified as leprosy) and genital discharges; menstruants; and 
people who offended against both ethics and cult by engaging in forbidden sexual 
conduct, specifically adultery, incest, homosexuality, and bestiality.

AnthropoloAnthropological Persgical Perspectivespectives

Anthropological Perspectives

Its topicsIts topics often int often introduced byroduced by the claim the claim that “God that “God spoke to  spoke to Moses, sayMoses, saying . . . ing . . . ,” Levitic,” Le,” Leviticus Leviticus appears toappears to present c present concrete ruoncrete rules of divles of divine law. Bine law. But closer ut closer scrutiny rscrutiny reveals a cevearreveals a reveals a concern wiconcern with abstracth abstract ideas imt ideas important toportant to theology  theology and anthroand anthropology alipology alike. Anthrokealialike. Antalike. Anthropologishropologist Mary Dout Mary Douglas demonglas demonstrated thstrated that laws goat laws governing foverning food and sexod and seod and sex embodysex embody a desire  a desire to preservto preserve harmony e harmony in nature in nature and societand society; and hisy; and historian of torian of religions rreligions religions Mircea EliMircea Eliade showedade showed that a co that a concern withncern with sacred pl sacred places (likeaces (like the templ the temple in Jeruse ie in Jerusalin Jerusalem) and saem) and sacred timescred times (like sab (like sabbaths and baths and other holyother holy days) ref days) reflects an elects an ethnocentrithnoeethnocentrethnocentric belief ic belief — widely p— widely prevalent irevalent in ancient n ancient cultures —cultures — in the co in the cosmic imporsmic importance of ttimporimportanceimportance of the ac of the activities otivities of one’s owf one’s own group, sn group, seen as a ceen as a chosen peophosen people in a cole in a covenantal rvencocovenantalcovenantal relations relationship with ihip with its god. Ints god. In Leviticus Leviticus this doct this doctrine accourine accounts for Prnts for Priestly empiestly PrPriestly ePriestly emphasis onmphasis on “holiness “holiness” and “pur” and “purity” and tity” and their conneheir connection to bction to basic phenoasic phenomena like mphenophenomena phenomena like childlike childbirth, menbirth, menstruation,struation, sexual re sexual relations, alations, and death.nd death.

Its topics often introduced by the claim that “God spoke to Moses, saying . . . ,” 
Leviticus appears to present concrete rules of divine law. But closer scrutiny 
reveals a concern with abstract ideas important to theology and anthropology 
alike. Anthropologist Mary Douglas demonstrated that laws governing food and 
sex embody a desire to preserve harmony in nature and society; and historian of 
religions Mircea Eliade showed that a concern with sacred places (like the temple 
in Jerusalem) and sacred times (like sabbaths and other holy days) reflects an 
ethnocentric belief — widely prevalent in ancient cultures — in the cosmic 
importance of the activities of one’s own group, seen as a chosen people in a 
covenantal relationship with its god. In Leviticus this doctrine accounts for 
Priestly emphasis on “holiness” and “purity” and their connection to basic 



phenomena like childbirth, menstruation, sexual relations, and death.

Animal SacAnimal Sacrificerifice

Animal Sacrifice

Animal sacAnimal sacrifice, wirifice, widespread idespread in the ancin the ancient world ent world (and still(and still practiced practiced in some c in some cultures toulturccultures tcultures today), mayoday), may strike mo strike modern readedern readers as simprs as simply primitily primitive. Yet itve. Yet it embodies  embodies sophisticasopsophisticasophisticated concepted concepts charactts characteristic oferistic of most or a most or all religioll religious systemsus systems. Anthropo. Anthropologists anlogAnthropoAnthropoloAnthropologists and gists and scholars oscholars of religionf religion agree tha agree that religiout religious ideas des ideas developed frveloped from human eom frfrom humanfrom human efforts t efforts to make seno make sense of the se of the cosmos. Ancosmos. An innate cr innate craving for aving for order and order and order and harmonand harmony promptedy prompted the view  the view that the uthat the universe waniverse was in princs in principle orderiple orderly rather ly rather than chaottthan chaotthan chaotic (Gk. ic (Gk. koœsmoskoœsmos means “or means “order”). Wheder”). When things wn things went awry, ent awry, whether inwhether inwhether in the forin the form of naturm of natural disasteal disasters or socirs or societal disruetal disruptions, thptions, the disturbae disturbance of cosnce of cosmic order mic omic order callorder called for symed for symbolic actibolic action to reston to restore the shore the shattered eqattered equilibrium uilibrium by placatiby placating the powng tng the powersthe powers that rule that rule the cosmo the cosmos; and syms; and symbolic actibolic action often ton often took the foook the form of sacrrm of sacrifice to tisacrsacrifice sacrifice to the trito the tribal god orbal god or gods. gods. gods.

Animal sacrifice, widespread in the ancient world (and still practiced in some 
cultures today), may strike modern readers as simply primitive. Yet it embodies 
sophisticated concepts characteristic of most or all religious systems. 
Anthropologists and scholars of religion agree that religious ideas developed 
from human efforts to make sense of the cosmos. An innate craving for order 
and harmony prompted the view that the universe was in principle orderly rather 
than chaotic (Gk. koœsmos means “order”). When things went awry, whether 
in the form of natural disasters or societal disruptions, the disturbance of cosmic 
order called for symbolic action to restore the shattered equilibrium by placating 
the powers that rule the cosmos; and symbolic action often took the form of 
sacrifice to the tribal god or gods.

�ConverselyConversely, if a god, if a god favored a favored an individun individual or groual or group with an p with an abundance abundance of crops oof cropof crops or hcrops or herds, thuserds, thus tipping t tipping the scales he scales in their fin their favor, equiavor, equilibrium colibrium could be resuld be restored by btoredresrestored brestored by bringingy bringing a thank-o a thank-offering ffering (quid pro (quid pro quo)quo) from crop from crops or herdss or herds (Lev. 1-3 (Lev. 1-3). Sometim).1-31-3). Some1-3). Sometimes peoptimes people tilted le tilted the balancthe balance toward he toward heaven by beaven by bringing onringing on offering  offering in advanceinin advancein advance  (do ut des(do ut des),), hoping to hoping to motivate  motivate their god(their god(s) to rests) to restore the baore the balance by glance by granting anrggranting agranting an abundantn abundant harvest n harvest next time. ext time. One who haOne who had sinned bd sinned by infringiy infringing some cung some cung some cultic regcultic regulation coulation could appeasuld appease divine we divine wrath with rath with a sacrifica sacrifice (chs. 4–e (chs. 4–5). Leviti5). Leviticus prescrcus prcus prescribesprescribes offerings offerings to fit al to fit all of thesel of these categorie categories, the gens, the general goal eral goal being to rbeing to retain or retain oretain or regain or regain divine favdivine favor by symbor by symbolically rolically righting a ighting a wrong or nwrong or neutralizineutralizing some eveg some event that, fnt tnt that, for that, for good or ilgood or ill, had disl, had disturbed or turbed or threatenedthreatened to distur to disturb cosmic hb cosmic harmony.armony.armony.

Conversely, if a god favored an individual or group with an abundance of 
crops or herds, thus tipping the scales in their favor, equilibrium could be 
restored by bringing a thank-offering (quid pro quo) from crops or herds (Lev. 
1-3). Sometimes people tilted the balance toward heaven by bringing on offering 
in advance (do ut des), hoping to motivate their god(s) to restore the balance by 
granting an abundant harvest next time. One who had sinned by infringing some 
cultic regulation could appease divine wrath with a sacrifice (chs. 4–5). Leviticus 
prescribes offerings to fit all of these categories, the general goal being to retain 
or regain divine favor by symbolically righting a wrong or neutralizing some event 
that, for good or ill, had disturbed or threatened to disturb cosmic harmony.

�Prominent Prominent among actsamong acts thought t thought to upset coo upset cosmic balansmic balance was thece was the commissio commission of “sin”n on of “sin” —of “sin” — a common  a common but misleabut misleading transding translation of lation of Heb. Heb. h�eät�},h�eät�}, which in  which in P does notP doeP does not cdoes not carry the sarry the same moral ame moral overtones overtones as the Engas the English word lish word “sin.” Fro“sin.” From a root mm a root mm a root meaning “tmeaning “to miss theo miss the mark,”  mark,” h�eät�}h�eät�} really me really means “errorans “error” or “mist” or “mistake” (the ake” (the converse oconconverse oconverse of f to®ra®,to®ra®, which com which comes from a es from a root meaniroot meaning “to hitng “to hit the mark” the mark”). In the ). In the). In the worldvthe worldview of theiew of the Israelite Israelite priests,  priests, cultic infcultic infractions —ractions — even unin even unintended onetended ones — offends —s — offended— offended God and r God and required a equired a sacrifice sacrifice of symboliof symbolic expiatioc expiation (chs. 4,n (chs. 4, 5, 16), w 5, 16), whereas ethherwwhereas etwhereas ethical offehical offenses againnses against fellow st fellow human beinhuman beings demandegs demanded amends bd amends by restituty restituty restitutiorestitution or compen or compensation (ansation (as frequents frequently spelledly spelled out in Ex out in Exodus and Dodus and DeuteronomyeuteronomDDeuteronomDeuteronomy) to resty) to restore personore personal and socal and societal equiietal equilibrium.librium.

Prominent among acts thought to upset cosmic balance was the commission 
of “sin” — a common but misleading translation of Heb. h�eät�},  which in P 
does not carry the same moral overtones as the English word “sin.” From a root 
meaning “to miss the mark,” h�eät�}  really means “error” or “mistake” (the 
converse of to®ra®, which comes from a root meaning “to hit the mark”). In 
the worldview of the Israelite priests, cultic infractions — even unintended ones 
— offended God and required a sacrifice of symbolic expiation (chs. 4, 5, 16), 
whereas ethical offenses against fellow human beings demanded amends by 
restitution or compensation (as frequently spelled out in Exodus and 
Deuteronomy) to restore personal and societal equilibrium.

Holiness aHoliness and Puritynd Purity

Holiness and Purity

The primarThe primary motivatoy motivators of relirs of religious pracgious practice in thtice in the priestlye priestly systems a systems are the twire the twin themes on thn themes of themes of holiness holiness (qeïd�u®sû(qeïd�u®sûa®)a®) and purit and purity y (t�oho�ra®(t�oho�ra®)) — distinc — distinct but clost but clot but closely asclosely associated csociated concepts thoncepts that requireat require elucidati elucidation. The deon. The demand for Imand for Israelite hsraelite holiness isolinhholiness iholiness is articulas articulated in a tted in a thrice-repehrice-repeated call ated call for for imitatio Dimitatio Dei:ei: “You shal “You shall be holy,l be holy, for I Yah fo for I Yahwfor I Yahweh your Goeh your God am holy”d am holy” (19:2; 20 (19:2; 20:7; 11:44):7; 11:44). The mean. The meaning of holing of holiness hereiness hereiness here may nhere may not be readot be readily appareily apparent to modent to modern readersrn readers, for whom, for whom the term  the term often evokoften evoften evokes a pevokes a pious, asceious, ascetic indivitic individual — saidual — saint, mysticnt, mystic, priest, , priest, or nun. Thor nun. The associate association of holion ofion of holinesof holiness with sexs with sexual abstinual abstinence, howeence, however, is diver, is distinctive stinctive to Christito Christianity and anity and rooted in rooterooted in rooted in particularparticular condition conditions of late s of late antiquity.antiquity. To unders To understand holintand holiness in Levess in Leviticus, weiticuLevLeviticus,Leviticus, we must d we must draw on theraw on the insights  insights of anthropof anthropology and ology and comparativcomparative religione religion...

The primary motivators of religious practice in the priestly systems are the twin 
themes of holiness (qeïd�u®sûa®)  and purity (t�oho�ra®)  — distinct but 



closely associated concepts that require elucidation. The demand for Israelite 
holiness is articulated in a thrice-repeated call for imitatio Dei: “You shall be holy, 
for I Yahweh your God am holy” (19:2; 20:7; 11:44). The meaning of holiness 
here may not be readily apparent to modern readers, for whom the term often 
evokes a pious, ascetic individual — saint, mystic, priest, or nun. The association 
of holiness with sexual abstinence, however, is distinctive to Christianity and 
rooted in particular conditions of late antiquity. To understand holiness in 
Leviticus, we must draw on the insights of anthropology and comparative religion.

�Holiness fHoliness for Israelior Israelite priestste priests resembled resembled similar c similar concepts inoncepts in other anc other ancient religient religient religions religions like Zoroalike Zoroastrianism strianism and Hinduiand Hinduism. It measm. It meant being “nt being “special” ospecial” or “set apar “set apart.” Sincert.”apaapart.” Siapart.” Since holinence holiness must pess must pervade everrvade every waking ay waking action, daiction, daily life waly life was circumscs circumscribed by aribecircumsccircumscricircumscribed by a cbed by a catalogue oatalogue of “thou shf “thou shalts” and alts” and “thou shal“thou shalt nots” ent nots” encompassingcompassing both cult encompassingencompassiencompassing both cung both cultic acts ltic acts of worshipof worship expressin expressing love of g love of God (chs. God (chs. 1—10, 23—21—10, 23—1—10, 23—24) and23—24) and ethical a ethical acts exprescts expressing love sing love of neighboof neighbor (19:18, r (19:18, 34, and ch34, and ch. 19 gener. 19 generally), as algenergenerally)generally), as well , as well as physicaas physical acts vitl acts vital to the al to the survival osurvival of individuf individual and groal and group — namelup — naup — namely thonamely those involvise involving food (cng food (ch. 11) andh. 11) and sex (chs. sex (chs. 18 and 20 18 and 20). Not onl). Not only the priey the priesthood butsthpriepriesthoodpriesthood but Israe but Israelites in glites in general (“aeneral (“a priestly  priestly kingdom ankingdom and a holy nd a holy nation,” Exation,” Exod. 19:6) od. 1od. 19:6) must19:6) must separate  separate themselvesthemselves from othe from others in imitrs in imitation of tation of their God Yheir God Yahweh. Theahweh. Theahweh. The doctriThe doctrine of elecne of election (“chotion (“chosen peoplesen people syndrome” syndrome”) is not u) is not unique to tnique to the Israelihe Israelites, but iteIsraeliIsraelitesIsraelites, but is f, but is found in moound in most ethnic st ethnic or nationaor national groups (l groups (e.g., the e.g., the British WhBritish White Man’s ite Maite Man’s BurdMan’s Burden, Frenchen, French  mission cimission civilatrice,vilatrice, German  German HerrenvolkHerrenvolk,, American  American Manifest DManifest Destiny); aesDDestiny); Destiny); and in theand in the context o context of religionf religion it appear it appears in the ss in the supersessioupersessionism of thnism of the early Che eare early Churearly Church, which ch, which explicitlyexplicitly declared  declared ChristiansChristians to be the to be the “Israel o “Israel of God” (Gaf God” (Gal. 6:16) al. 6l. 6:16) and 6:16) and the new “cthe new “chosen racehosen race” (1 Pet. ” (1 Pet. 2:9).2:9).2:9).

Holiness for Israelite priests resembled similar concepts in other ancient 
religions like Zoroastrianism and Hinduism. It meant being “special” or “set 
apart.” Since holiness must pervade every waking action, daily life was 
circumscribed by a catalogue of “thou shalts” and “thou shalt nots” 
encompassing both cultic acts of worship expressing love of God (chs. 1—10, 
23—24) and ethical acts expressing love of neighbor (19:18, 34, and ch. 19 
generally), as well as physical acts vital to the survival of individual and group — 
namely those involving food (ch. 11) and sex (chs. 18 and 20). Not only the 
priesthood but Israelites in general (“a priestly kingdom and a holy nation,” Exod. 
19:6) must separate themselves from others in imitation of their God Yahweh. 
The doctrine of election (“chosen people syndrome”) is not unique to the 
Israelites, but is found in most ethnic or national groups (e.g., the British White 
Man’s Burden, French mission civilatrice, German Herrenvolk, American Manifest 
Destiny); and in the context of religion it appears in the supersessionism of the 
early Church, which explicitly declared Christians to be the “Israel of God” (Gal. 
6:16) and the new “chosen race” (1 Pet. 2:9).

�Leviticus Leviticus reinforcesreinforces holiness  holiness by imposinby imposing strict sg strict standards otandards of cultic pf cultic purity in purity in personal anerppersonal apersonal and communand communal life. Cul life. Cultic puritltic purity (sometimy (sometimes called es called ritual purritual purity) is a ity) is a concept evconceconcept evconcept even less acen less accessible tcessible than holinehan holiness to the ss to the modern minmodern mind. Many and. Many ancients belcients believed thatiebelbelieved tbelieved that some bhat some bodily procodily processes trigesses triggered an igered an intangible ntangible aura of coaura of contaminationtamination, which in, contaminatiocontaminatcontamination, whichion, which impeded h impeded human accesuman access to the ds to the divine. Culivine. Cultic polluttic pollution could ion could be generatbbe generatbe generated by the ed by the discharge discharge of bodily of bodily fluids assfluids associated wiociated with crucialth crucial phenomena phenomena like chil lik like childlike childbirth, menbirth, menstruation,struation, ejaculati ejaculation, genitaon, genital dischargl discharges, mysteres, mysterious diseaious diseases, and ases, anses, and above and above all by conall by contact with tact with death. Prideath. Primitive socmitive societies lacieties lacking scienking science and medce and medicine viewicinmedmedicine vmedicine viewed suchiewed such events —  events — poorly undpoorly understood anerstood and largely d largely beyond humbeyond human controlan conan control — control — as ordaineas ordained by God. d by God. Not surpriNot surprisingly, thsingly, they became ey became hedged arohedged around with rund withund with ruleswith rules of pollut of pollution and taion and taboo and puboo and purificationrification rituals t rituals to remove to remove the taint the taint that attachhat ahat attached tattached to people oo people or things hr things having physaving physical contaical contact with thct with these phenomese phenomena. Such ena. Such rules charrrules charrules characterize Hacterize Hinduism, Zinduism, Zoroastrianoroastrianism, Judaiism, Judaism, and Issm, and Islam and arlam and are still toe still to some degr som some degresome degree observede observed in the Ea in the Eastern Orthstern Orthodox Churcodox Church. Christih. Christian baptisman baptism as a mean as a m as a means to rmeans to remove the emove the invisible invisible taints of taints of sin (cf. Jsin (cf. John the Baohn the Baptist in Mptist in Matt. 3) evatt. 3) evolved direolved evevolved dievolved directly frorectly from the cleam the cleansing procnsing procedures preedures prescribed inscribed in Leviticus Leviticus..

Leviticus reinforces holiness by imposing strict standards of cultic purity in 
personal and communal life. Cultic purity (sometimes called ritual purity) is a 
concept even less accessible than holiness to the modern mind. Many ancients 
believed that some bodily processes triggered an intangible aura of 
contamination, which impeded human access to the divine. Cultic pollution could 
be generated by the discharge of bodily fluids associated with crucial phenomena 
like childbirth, menstruation, ejaculation, genital discharges, mysterious diseases, 
and above all by contact with death. Primitive societies lacking science and 
medicine viewed such events — poorly understood and largely beyond human 
control — as ordained by God. Not surprisingly, they became hedged around 
with rules of pollution and taboo and purification rituals to remove the taint that 
attached to people or things having physical contact with these phenomena. Such 
rules characterize Hinduism, Zoroastrianism, Judaism, and Islam and are still to 
some degree observed in the Eastern Orthodox Church. Christian baptism as a 
means to remove the invisible taints of sin (cf. John the Baptist in Matt. 3) 
evolved directly from the cleansing procedures prescribed in Leviticus.



Status of Status of WomenWomen

Status of Women

In the worIn the worldview of ldview of P, a priesP, a priest who contt who contracted impracted impurity coulurity could not “comd not “come before Ye before Ye before Yahweh” toYahweh” to perform h perform his duties is duties unless he unless he had first had first purified hpurified himself by imself by ritual immritual immersion. Thersimmimmersion.immersion. The same  The same applied toapplied to an Israel an Israelite man heite man healed from aled from a genital a genital discharge,discharge, who wishe w who wishedwho wished to “come  to “come before Yahbefore Yahweh” with weh” with his offerihis offering (15:13–ng (15:13–14). As to14). As to women, ho women, women, howwomen, however, the ever, the omission oomission of the crucf the crucial phraseial phrase “before Y “before Yahweh” in ahweh” in the case othe case the case of a case of a woman healwoman healed of a geed of a genital discnital discharge (15:harge (15:29) reflec29) reflects Priestlts Priestly perceptiy perception of womeon oon of women aof women as ineligibs ineligible in prinle in principle to eciple to enter the dnter the divine presivine presence. Cultence. Cultic taboos ic taboos surroundinsurrosurroundinsurrounding childbirg childbirth, menstrth, menstruation, anuation, and sexual rd sexual relations selations sociologicaociologically refleclly reflect and theot andt and theoloand theologically degically define the pfine the place of wolace of women in themen in the patriarch patriarchal cultureal culture of ancien of ancient Israel. t Isrt Israel. EvIsrael. Even priestlen priestly-caste woy-caste women could men could not particnot participate actiipate actively in thvely in the temple ce temple cult; rulesult; ccult; rulecult; rules designeds designed to preser to preserve the holve the holiness and iness and purity of purity of individualindividual Israelite Israelites and of ts and os and of the comof the community at munity at large bannlarge banned women’sed women’s potential potentially pollutily polluting presencng presence from thee from thee from the publicthe public cultural  cultural domain. Ladomain. Later, talmuter, talmudic rules dic rules based on tbased on the Priestlhe Priestly worldviey worldview would efw ww would effewould effectively coctively confine Jewinfine Jewish women tsh women to the privo the private domainate domain. Those la. Those laws impact ws impact ws impact theimpact the lives of  lives of women in twomen in traditionalraditional Judaism t Judaism to this dayo this day, from the, from the mandatory mandatory monthly v m monthly vimonthly visit to a msit to a mikveh (ritikveh (ritual immersual immersion pool) ion pool) to their ito their ineligibilineligibility for pubty for public officelic offilic offices lioffices like rabbi, ke rabbi, cantor, orcantor, or religious religious court jud court judge.ge.

In the worldview of P, a priest who contracted impurity could not “come before 
Yahweh” to perform his duties unless he had first purified himself by ritual 
immersion. The same applied to an Israelite man healed from a genital discharge, 
who wished to “come before Yahweh” with his offering (15:13–14). As to 
women, however, the omission of the crucial phrase “before Yahweh” in the 
case of a woman healed of a genital discharge (15:29) reflects Priestly perception 
of women as ineligible in principle to enter the divine presence. Cultic taboos 
surrounding childbirth, menstruation, and sexual relations sociologically reflect 
and theologically define the place of women in the patriarchal culture of ancient 
Israel. Even priestly-caste women could not participate actively in the temple 
cult; rules designed to preserve the holiness and purity of individual Israelites and 
of the community at large banned women’s potentially polluting presence from 
the public cultural domain. Later, talmudic rules based on the Priestly worldview 
would effectively confine Jewish women to the private domain. Those laws 
impact the lives of women in traditional Judaism to this day, from the mandatory 
monthly visit to a mikveh (ritual immersion pool) to their ineligibility for public 
offices like rabbi, cantor, or religious court judge.

HistoricalHistorical Note Note

Historical Note

Ancient IsAncient Israelite trraelite tradition viadition viewed the Hewed the Hebrew Biblebrew Bible as far me as far more than sore than simply “theimply “the word of G w word of Goword of God.” For 25d.” For 2500 years, 00 years, Leviticus Leviticus has formedhas formed part of t part of the politiche political, literaal, literary, and cury, ary, and culturand cultural historyal history of the Je of the Jewish peoplwish people as bioloe as biological and gical and cultural hcultural heirs of theirs of those who wrose whose who wrote who wrote the Hebrewthe Hebrew Bible/OT. Bible/OT. However,  However, it is impoit is important to drtant to distinguishistinguish the ancie the ancie the ancient Isancient Israelite prraelite priestly culiestly cult from thet from the rabbinic  rabbinic Judaism prJudaism practiced toacticed today, whichday, which evolved c evolv evolved coevolved concurrentlyncurrently with Chri with Christianity istianity in the 1st n the 1st century, acentury, at the timet the time of the de of the destruction strudedestructiodestruction of the Sn of the Second Tempecond Temple. What tle. What the OT actuhe OT actually depically depicts is the ts is the religion oreligion of ancient f oof ancientof ancient Israel, w Israel, which was dhich was destined inestined in the time  the time of Jesus tof Jesus to produce o produce two siblintwo siblings: rabbings: rgs: rabbinic Jrabbinic Judaism andudaism and Christian Christianity.ity.ity.

Ancient Israelite tradition viewed the Hebrew Bible as far more than simply “the 
word of God.” For 2500 years, Leviticus has formed part of the political, literary, 
and cultural history of the Jewish people as biological and cultural heirs of those 
who wrote the Hebrew Bible/OT. However, it is important to distinguish the 
ancient Israelite priestly cult from the rabbinic Judaism practiced today, which 
evolved concurrently with Christianity in the 1st century, at the time of the 
destruction of the Second Temple. What the OT actually depicts is the religion 
of ancient Israel, which was destined in the time of Jesus to produce two siblings: 
rabbinic Judaism and Christianity.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. DouglasM. Douglas, , Purity andPurity and Danger Danger (New York (New York, 1970); B, 1970); B. A. Levin. A. Levine, eLevinLevine, Levine, Leviticus.Leviticus. JPS Torah JPS Torah Commentar Commentary (Philadey (Philadelphia, 198lphia, 1989); J. Mil9); J. Milgrom, grom, Leviticus Leviticus 1-16.11-16.1-16. AB 3 (New AB 3 (New York, 199 York, 1991); J. R. 1); J. R. Wegner, Wegner, Chattel orChattel or Person? T Person? The Status he Status of Women iof Womenof Women in tWomen in the Mishnahhe Mishnah (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1988); “Le1988); “Leviticus,” viticus,” in in The Women’The Women’s Bible Cos Bible Commentary,mmentaCoCommentaryCommentary,, ed. C. A. ed. C. A. Newsome a Newsome and S. H. Rnd S. H. Ringe (Louiinge (Louisville, 19sville, 1992), 40–4892), 40–48...

Bibliography. M. Douglas, Purity and Danger (New York, 1970); B. A. 
Levine, Leviticus. JPS Torah Commentary (Philadelphia, 1989); J. Milgrom, Leviticus 
1-16. AB 3 (New York, 1991); J. R. Wegner, Chattel or Person? The Status of 
Women in the Mishnah (Oxford, 1988); “Leviticus,” in The Women’s Bible 
Commentary, ed. C. A. Newsome and S. H. Ringe (Louisville, 1992), 40–48.
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Often takeOften taken to be a n to be a summary ofsummary of biblical  biblical law, this law, this law of retlaw of retaliation daliation demands thaemands that the guilt tht the guiltythe guilty suffer re suffer retribution tribution equivalentequivalent to the in to the injury inflijury inflicted (“eyected (“eye for eye,  for eye, tooth for tooth fotooth for tooth”for tooth”). Biblica). Biblical laws of l laws of talion aretalion are found in  found in the contexthe context of murdet of murder (Gen. 9:r (Gen. 9:6; Exod. 26; Ex6; Exod. 21:1Exod. 21:12; Lev. 242; Lev. 24:17, 21), :17, 21), death of adeath of an animal (n animal (Exod. 21:3Exod. 21:36; Lev. 246; Lev. 24:18), bodi:18), bodily injury ly injly injury of injury of a pregnanta pregnant woman (Ex woman (Exod. 21:22-od. 21:22-25) or of 25) or of a neighbora neighbor (Lev. 24: (Lev. 24:19-20), an19-20), and false ted anand false and false testimony testimony (Deut. 19:(Deut. 19:16-21). Th16-21). They also apey also appear in Mepear in Mesopotamiansopotamian legal col legal collections, lecolcollectioncollections, most nos, most notably in ttably in the Code ofhe Code of Hammurabi Hammurabi, and are , and are fundamentafundamental to many l to manyl to many anciemany ancient legal snt legal systems. Inystems. In contrast  contrast to ancientto ancient Near East Near Eastern law, tern law, there is nohere is no vicarious vic vicarious vicarious talion in talion in the Bible,the Bible, and bibli and biblical talioncal talion is applie is applied to all rd to all regardless egardless of social of social class (exccclass (excclass (except slavesept slaves). Accusat). Accusations of thions of the barbarice barbaric nature of nature of talion ha talion have been reve been refuted by afutedrerefuted byrefuted by appealing appealing either to either to its inten its intent to curb t to curb unlimited unlimited cycles of cycles of retributioretribution or to itn or tn or to its repto its replacement olacement of earlier f earlier laws that laws that allowed moallowed monetary comnetary compensation pensation for acts ofor acts of violencef oof violencof violence, includie, including even mung even murder.rder.rder.

Often taken to be a summary of biblical law, this law of retaliation demands that 
the guilty suffer retribution equivalent to the injury inflicted (“eye for eye, tooth 
for tooth”). Biblical laws of talion are found in the context of murder (Gen. 9:6; 
Exod. 21:12; Lev. 24:17, 21), death of an animal (Exod. 21:36; Lev. 24:18), bodily 
injury of a pregnant woman (Exod. 21:22-25) or of a neighbor (Lev. 24:19-20), 
and false testimony (Deut. 19:16-21). They also appear in Mesopotamian legal 
collections, most notably in the Code of Hammurabi, and are fundamental to 
many ancient legal systems. In contrast to ancient Near Eastern law, there is no 
vicarious talion in the Bible, and biblical talion is applied to all regardless of social 
class (except slaves). Accusations of the barbaric nature of talion have been 
refuted by appealing either to its intent to curb unlimited cycles of retribution or 
to its replacement of earlier laws that allowed monetary compensation for acts 
of violence, including even murder.

�Whether duWhether during the bring the biblical peiblical period talioriod talion was unden was understood litrstood literally (eierally (either as thther as tther as theoreticatheoretical, proverbl, proverbial, or a ial, or a general prgeneral principle) oinciple) or simply ar simply as a dictums a dictum that the  that the punishmentpunishpunishmentpunishment should fi should fit the crimt the crime remains e remains an open dean open debate. Evidbate. Evidence againence against a literst a literal interpral literliteral inliteral interpretatiterpretation is founon is found within td within the OT, e.ghe OT, e.g., immedia., immediately follotely following the awing the applicationpplicaaapplicatioapplication of talion of talion to the in to the injury of anjury of a pregnant  pregnant woman (Exowoman (Exod. 21:26-2d. 21:26-27). Contro7). Controversy overveControControversControversy over they over the proper in proper interpretatiterpretation of theson of these laws cone laws continued inttinued into the Romao the Romo the Roman periRoman period (cf. Jood (cf. Josephus sephus Ant.Ant. 4.278–80; 4.278–80; Philo  Philo Spec. leg.Spec. leg. 3.181–204 3.181–204; ; b. B. Qam.b. B. Qam. 83b-84a). 83 83b-84a). 83b-84a). The rejectThe rejection of talion of talion in theion in the Sermon on Sermon on the Mount the Mount has been  has been seen as prseen as problematic oprproblematiproblematic since Jec since Jesus claimssus claims to fulfil to fulfill torah anl torah and yet condd yet condemns retalemns retaliation in iation in favor of bfavor favor of bfavor of benevolenceenevolence (Matt. 5: (Matt. 5:38; cf. Ro38; cf. Rom. 12:17; m. 12:17; 1 Thess. 51 Thess. 5:15; 1 Pet:15; 1 Pet. 3:9). Th. 3:9). These early ese eese early Chriearly Christian critstian criticisms of icisms of talion shotalion should be anauld be analyzed in tlyzed in the contexthe context of both c of both contemporarontemccontemporacontemporary Jewish ry Jewish discussiondiscussion of talion of talion and Greco and Greco-Roman phi-Roman philosophicallosophical oppositio oppositio oppositionopposition to retali to retaliation.ation.ation.

Whether during the biblical period talion was understood literally (either as 
theoretical, proverbial, or a general principle) or simply as a dictum that the 
punishment should fit the crime remains an open debate. Evidence against a 
literal interpretation is found within the OT, e.g., immediately following the 
application of talion to the injury of a pregnant woman (Exod. 21:26-27). 
Controversy over the proper interpretation of these laws continued into the 
Roman period (cf. Josephus Ant. 4.278–80; Philo Spec. leg. 3.181–204; b. B. Qam. 
83b-84a). The rejection of talion in the Sermon on the Mount has been seen as 
problematic since Jesus claims to fulfill torah and yet condemns retaliation in 
favor of benevolence (Matt. 5:38; cf. Rom. 12:17; 1 Thess. 5:15; 1 Pet. 3:9). These 
early Christian criticisms of talion should be analyzed in the context of both 
contemporary Jewish discussion of talion and Greco-Roman philosophical 
opposition to retaliation.

�Recent stuRecent studies of bidies of biblical lawblical laws of talios of talion have strn have stressed the essed the importanceimportance of tracin of tracin of tracing thtracing their redacteir redaction historion history and intey and intertextual rrtextual relationshielationships. Calum ps. Calum M. CarmichM. Carmichael’s analaelCarmichCarmichaelCarmichael’s analysi’s analysis of theses of these laws in r laws in relation toelation to narrative narrative (esp. Gen (esp. Gen. 38; 1 Kg. 38; 1 Kgs. 21; Juds. 21;s. 21; Judg. 21; Judg. 1) may als1) may also prove too prove to be a frui be a fruitful approtful approach.ach.ach.

Recent studies of biblical laws of talion have stressed the importance of 
tracing their redaction history and intertextual relationships. Calum M. 
Carmichael’s analysis of these laws in relation to narrative (esp. Gen. 38; 1 Kgs. 
21; Judg. 1) may also prove to be a fruitful approach.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. M. CarmC. M. Carmichael, “Bichael, “Biblical Laiblical Laws of Taliws of Talion,” on,” HARHAR 9 (1985): 9 (1985): 107–26; S 10 107–26; S.107–26; S. M. Paul,  M. Paul, Studies inStudies in the Book  the Book of the Covof the Covenant in tenant in the Light ohe Light of Cuneiforf Cuneiform and Biblm and Bm and Biblical LBiblical Law.aw. VTSup 18  VTSup 18 (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1970).970).970).

Bibliography. C. M. Carmichael, “Biblical Laws of Talion,” HAR 9 (1985): 
107–26; S. M. Paul, Studies in the Book of the Covenant in the Light of Cuneiform and 
Biblical Law. VTSup 18 (Leiden, 1970).
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A drink ofA drink offering, usfering, usually of wually of wine, poureine, poured out upond out upon an altar  an altar or other cor other cultic objeultic object as partct asct as part ofas part of a sacrifi a sacrificial ceremcial ceremony. Drinkony. Drink offerings offerings were a co were a common devotmmon devotional pracional practice amongtipracpractice apractice among the pmong the peoples of eoples of the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East, and thet, and the use of li use of libations inbations in cultic ce cu cultic cercultic ceremonies isemonies is well atte well attested in thsted in the biblicale biblical literatur literature. When Jae. When Jacob erectecob erected a pillard a pd a pillar at pillar at Bethel he Bethel he poured a dpoured a drink offerrink offering upon iing upon it (Gen. 35t (Gen. 35:14). The :14). The law codes law codes of Israel of Iof Israel conIsrael contain numertain numerous refereous references to linces to libations (ebations (e.g., Exod..g., Exod. 29:38-41; 29:38-41; Lev. 23:1 Lev. 23:13; Num. 153; N3; Num. 15:5)Num. 15:5). Propheti. Prophetic critiquec critiques of cultis of cultic practicec practices contrasts contrast the intri the intrinsic celebnsic celebratory natratorycelebcelebratorcelebratory nature oy nature of libationf libations with shas with sharp condemnrp condemnation of tation of their idolaheir idolatrous assotrous associations (ciaassoassociatioassociations (Isa. 5ns (Isa. 57:6; Jer. 7:6; Jer. 7:18). It 7:18). It is possiblis possible that libe that libations of ations of blood wereblood were offered b offered  offered byoffered by some (Ps. some (Ps. 16:4). Li 16:4). Libations webations were also knre also known in theown in the Greek wor Greek world, and Pald, and Paul made thuPaPaul made Paul made the drink the drink offering aoffering a metaphor  metaphor for his lifor his life of servfe of service to Chrice to Christ (Phil.ist (Phil. 2:17; cf. 2:17; 2:17; cf. 2:17; cf. 2 Tim. 4:62 Tim. 4:6).).).

A drink offering, usually of wine, poured out upon an altar or other cultic object 
as part of a sacrificial ceremony. Drink offerings were a common devotional 
practice among the peoples of the ancient Near East, and the use of libations in 
cultic ceremonies is well attested in the biblical literature. When Jacob erected a 



pillar at Bethel he poured a drink offering upon it (Gen. 35:14). The law codes of 
Israel contain numerous references to libations (e.g., Exod. 29:38-41; Lev. 23:13; 
Num. 15:5). Prophetic critiques of cultic practices contrast the intrinsic 
celebratory nature of libations with sharp condemnation of their idolatrous 
associations (Isa. 57:6; Jer. 7:18). It is possible that libations of blood were 
offered by some (Ps. 16:4). Libations were also known in the Greek world, and 
Paul made the drink offering a metaphor for his life of service to Christ (Phil. 
2:17; cf. 2 Tim. 4:6).
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LiberationLiberation is expres is expressed in Hebsed in Hebrew by therew by the verbal ro verbal root ot ns�l,ns�l, “deliver, “deliver,” and ” and plt�,plt�, “rescue,” “ “rescue,” “rescue,” along withalong with  ysû{,ysû{, “save,” a “save,” and nd pdh,pdh, “ransom.” “ransom.” God’s mer God’s merciful libeciful liberation occration ocration occurred eoccurred especially specially in the Exoin the Exodus (Exod.dus (Exod. 3:8; 12:2 3:8; 12:27; 18:4, 87; 18:4, 8-10; 1 Sam-10; 1 Sam. 10:18), . 10:18), but also ebut but also ebut also elsewhere. lsewhere. The Lord dThe Lord delivered telivered the Israelihe Israelites in thetes in the desert (P desert (Ps. 107:6),s. 107:6), David (2  Dav David (2 SDavid (2 Sam. 22:18)am. 22:18), Jerusale, Jerusalem (Isa. 31m (Isa. 31:5), Jerem:5), Jeremiah (Jer. iah (Jer. 1:19), Ezr1:19), Ezra (Ezra 8:a (Ezra 8:31), and t31), an31), and the psand the psalmist (Psalmist (Ps. 34:4[MT . 34:4[MT 5]; 91:3; 5]; 91:3; Ezek. 34:1Ezek. 34:12). Awaren2). Awareness that Gess that God liberatod liberates becausees liberatliberates liberates because ofbecause of divine me divine mercy is oftrcy is often explicien explicit: “accordt: “according to youing to your mercies”r mercies” (Neh. 9:2 (Ne (Neh. 9:28(Neh. 9:28; cf. Jer.; cf. Jer. 42:11-12) 42:11-12), because , because of “steadfof “steadfast love” ast love” (Ps. 33:18(Ps. 33:18-19; 86:13-19; 86:13), God’s n), God), God’s nameGod’s name (79:8–9), (79:8–9), covenant  covenant (106:43–45(106:43–45), or prom), or promise (119:1ise (119:170).70).70).

Liberation is expressed in Hebrew by the verbal root ns�l,  “deliver,” and plt�,  
“rescue,” along with ysû{, “save,” and pdh, “ransom.” God’s merciful liberation 
occurred especially in the Exodus (Exod. 3:8; 12:27; 18:4, 8-10; 1 Sam. 10:18), 
but also elsewhere. The Lord delivered the Israelites in the desert (Ps. 107:6), 
David (2 Sam. 22:18), Jerusalem (Isa. 31:5), Jeremiah (Jer. 1:19), Ezra (Ezra 8:31), 
and the psalmist (Ps. 34:4[MT 5]; 91:3; Ezek. 34:12). Awareness that God 
liberates because of divine mercy is often explicit: “according to your mercies” 
(Neh. 9:28; cf. Jer. 42:11-12), because of “steadfast love” (Ps. 33:18-19; 86:13), 
God’s name (79:8–9), covenant (106:43–45), or promise (119:170).

�Though theThough the foundatio foundation of God’sn of God’s liberatin liberating action ig action is divine ps divine power and mower and mercy, therercy, tercy, there is athere is a correspon corresponding demanding demand for faitd for faith and righh and righteousness teousness on the paron the part of thoset of those who seek  w who seek dwho seek deliveranceeliverance. When the. When the Israelite Israelites sinned ts sinned they were ohey were often abandften abandoned to thoned to toned to their enemtheir enemies, but wies, but were rescueere rescued after thd after they had retey had returned to turned to the Lord (Jhe Lord (Judg. 3:9, udg. 3:9, 15; 1 Sam.1515; 1 Sam.15; 1 Sam. 7:3; 12:1 7:3; 12:10; Ps. 1060; Ps. 106:43-45). E:43-45). Ezekiel, inzekiel, in stressing stressing the impor the importance of ptance of personal reersonppersonal rpersonal responsibilesponsibility, taughity, taught at timest at times that God  that God delivers odelivers only the rinly the righteous (Eghteous (Ezek. 14:14zek. (E(Ezek. 14:(Ezek. 14:14, 16, 1814, 16, 18, 20). Pro, 20). Prov. 11:6 stv. 11:6 states that ates that “the right“the righteousness oeousness of the uprif the upright saves ght saght saves themsaves them” (cf. 10:” (cf. 10:2). The Lo2). The Lord rescuesrd rescues the right the righteous (Ps. eous (Ps. 34:19[20])34:19[20]), those wh, those who trust ino to trust in htrust in him (22:4[5im (22:4[5]), fear h]), fear him (33:18–im (33:18–19), love 19), love him (91:14him (91:14), as well), as well as the po as the poor and oppor anor and oppresand oppressed (82:3–sed (82:3–4; 119:1344; 119:134), who are), who are being tre being treated unjusated unjustly. Yet Gtly. Yet God deliverod delivers also frosdeliverdelivers adelivers also from slso from sin (Ps. 39in (Ps. 39:8[9]; 79::8[9]; 79:9).9).9).

Though the foundation of God’s liberating action is divine power and mercy, 
there is a corresponding demand for faith and righteousness on the part of those 
who seek deliverance. When the Israelites sinned they were often abandoned to 
their enemies, but were rescued after they had returned to the Lord (Judg. 3:9, 
15; 1 Sam. 7:3; 12:10; Ps. 106:43-45). Ezekiel, in stressing the importance of 
personal responsibility, taught at times that God delivers only the righteous 
(Ezek. 14:14, 16, 18, 20). Prov. 11:6 states that “the righteousness of the upright 
saves them” (cf. 10:2). The Lord rescues the righteous (Ps. 34:19[20]), those who 
trust in him (22:4[5]), fear him (33:18–19), love him (91:14), as well as the poor 
and oppressed (82:3–4; 119:134), who are being treated unjustly. Yet God 
delivers also from sin (Ps. 39:8[9]; 79:9).

�The focus The focus of liberatof liberation in theion in the NT is rel NT is religious andigious and eschatolo eschatological, thegical, the definitiv definitive rescue fe definitivdefinitivedefinitive rescue fr rescue from the powom the power of Sataer of Satan and sin n and sin by God thrby God through his Sough his Son, Jesus.on, Jesus. The Greek Th The Greek The Greek verbs thatverbs that express l express liberation,iberation,  rhyéomai,rhyéomai, “to rescu “to rescue,” and e,” and exairéoœ,exairéoœexairéoœ,exairéoœ, “deliver, “deliver,” are used” are used sparingly sparingly in the NT in the NT, though , though soœézoœ,soœézoœ, “save,” i “save,” is quite cos iis quite cis quite common. We ommon. We have been have been “rescued f“rescued from the harom the hands of ournds of our enemies”  enemies” (Luke 1:74(Luke 1(Luke 1:74) by J1:74) by Jesus, who esus, who was sent “was sent “to proclaito proclaim release m release to the capto the captives” (4:tives” (4:18; cf. Is18; cf. Isa. 61:1) ta. 61a. 61:1) thro61:1) through his giugh his gift of salvft of salvation fromation from sin. In t sin. In the Lord’s he Lord’s Prayer we Prayer we petition, petition, “deliver u“delive“deliver u“deliver us from evis from evil” (Matt. l” (Matt. 6:13; Luke6:13; Luke 11:4), i. 11:4), i.e., from te., from the terrorshe terrors associate associated with thed withd with the lwith the last days oast days of the worlf the world under thd under the power ofe power of “the evil “the evil one” (ano one” (another possither possible translblepossipossible tpossible translationranslation). Paul st). Paul states that ates that the risen the risen Jesus “resJesus “rescues us frcues us from the wraom the wrath that isth thth that is cothat is coming” (1 Tming” (1 Thess. 1:10hess. 1:10) on judgm) on judgment day, aent day, a thought e thought echoed in 2choed in 2 Pet. 2:9. Pet. 2:9. It was Go It  It was GodIt was God who had a who had already “relready “rescued us fscued us from the porom the power of darwer of darkness and kness and transferretransfertransferretransferred us into d us into the kingdothe kingdom of his bm of his beloved Soneloved Son” (Col. 1:” (Col. 1:13). Paul 13). Paul believed tbelieved the Jewish he tthe Jewishthe Jewish people wo people would be savuld be saved at the ed at the end, in fuend, in fulfillment lfillment of the proof the prophecy thatphecy that “out of Z “o “out of Zi“out of Zion will coon will come the Delme the Deliverer. . iverer. . .” (Rom. 1.” (Rom. 11:26; cf. 1:26; cf. Isa. 59:20Isa. 59:20-21).-21).-21).

The focus of liberation in the NT is religious and eschatological, the 
definitive rescue from the power of Satan and sin by God through his Son, Jesus. 
The Greek verbs that express liberation, rhyéomai, “to rescue,” and 
exairéoœ, “deliver,” are used sparingly in the NT, though soœézoœ, “save,” 
is quite common. We have been “rescued from the hands of our enemies” (Luke 
1:74) by Jesus, who was sent “to proclaim release to the captives” (4:18; cf. Isa. 
61:1) through his gift of salvation from sin. In the Lord’s Prayer we petition, 
“deliver us from evil” (Matt. 6:13; Luke 11:4), i.e., from the terrors associated 
with the last days of the world under the power of “the evil one” (another 



possible translation). Paul states that the risen Jesus “rescues us from the wrath 
that is coming” (1 Thess. 1:10) on judgment day, a thought echoed in 2 Pet. 2:9. 
It was God who had already “rescued us from the power of darkness and 
transferred us into the kingdom of his beloved Son” (Col. 1:13). Paul believed 
the Jewish people would be saved at the end, in fulfillment of the prophecy that 
“out of Zion will come the Deliverer. . .” (Rom. 11:26; cf. Isa. 59:20-21).

�Though mosThough most NT libert NT liberation textation texts focus ons focus on the victo the victory of Jesury of Jesus with cons with consequences sequeconconsequencconsequences for etees for eternity, sevrnity, several passaeral passages speak ges speak of divine of divine rescues inrescues in this life this life (Acts 7:1 (Act (Acts 7:10(Acts 7:10; 12:11; R; 12:11; Rom. 15:31;om. 15:31; 2 Tim. 3: 2 Tim. 3:11; 4:17).11; 4:17). Both aspe Both aspects, the mcts, the material anaterial and the spird thd the spiritthe spiritual, safetual, safety in this y in this world and world and in the nexin the next, constitt, constitute God’s ute God’s work of liwork of liberation.beratioliliberationliberation...

Though most NT liberation texts focus on the victory of Jesus with 
consequences for eternity, several passages speak of divine rescues in this life 
(Acts 7:10; 12:11; Rom. 15:31; 2 Tim. 3:11; 4:17). Both aspects, the material and 
the spiritual, safety in this world and in the next, constitute God’s work of 
liberation.

Joseph F. Joseph F. WimmerWimmer

Joseph F. Wimmer

LIBNAHLIBNAH (Heb.  (Heb. lib�na®lib�na®)))

LIBNAH (Heb. lib�na® )

�1.1. A place o A place of unknown f unknown location ilocation in the Sinan the Sinai Peninsuli Peninsula that wasa that was a stoppin a stopping point fog poing point for point for the Israelthe Israelites on thites on their journeeir journey from Egyy from Egypt to Canapt to Canaan (Num. 3an (Num. 33:20-21).3:20-21).3:20-21).

1. A place of unknown location in the Sinai Peninsula that was a stopping 
point for the Israelites on their journey from Egypt to Canaan (Num. 33:20-21).

�2.2. A city co A city conquered bynquered by Joshua in Joshua in his campa his campaign througign through the Sheph the Shephelah (Joshelah (Josh. 10:29-3h. 10h. 10:29-39) 10:29-39) and the seand the seat of one at of one of the defof the defeated Canaeated Canaanite kinganite kings (12:15).s (12:15). Located i Located in the tribn tn the tribalthe tribal allotment allotment of Judah  of Judah (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:42), Libna42), Libnah was set h was set aside as aaside as a levitical levitical city (21: city (21 city (21:13; 1 (21:13; 1 Chr. 6:57[Chr. 6:57[MT 42]). IMT 42]). It rebelledt rebelled during th during the time of e time of Jehoram (2Jehoram (2 Kgs. 8:22 Kgs. 8:22; 2 Chr. 2; 2 ; 2 Chr. 21:2 Chr. 21:10) and wa10) and was the homes the hometown of Hatown of Hamutal, wifmutal, wife of Josiae of Josiah and mothh and mother of kinger of kiner of kings Zedekings Zedekiah and Jkiah and Jehoahaz (2ehoahaz (2 Kgs. 23:3 Kgs. 23:31; 24:18; 1; 24:18; Jer. 52:1)Jer. 52:1). During S. During Sennacheribennacherib’s invasio’s i’s invasion oinvasion of Judah, tf Judah, the city wahe city was besiegeds besieged during or during or after the after the siege of  siege of Lachish (2Lachish (2 Kgs. 19:8 Kgs. Kgs. 19:8;Kgs. 19:8; Isa. 37:8 Isa. 37:8).).).

2. A city conquered by Joshua in his campaign through the Shephelah (Josh. 
10:29-39) and the seat of one of the defeated Canaanite kings (12:15). Located in 
the tribal allotment of Judah (Josh. 15:42), Libnah was set aside as a levitical city 
(21:13; 1 Chr. 6:57[MT 42]). It rebelled during the time of Jehoram (2 Kgs. 8:22; 
2 Chr. 21:10) and was the hometown of Hamutal, wife of Josiah and mother of 
kings Zedekiah and Jehoahaz (2 Kgs. 23:31; 24:18; Jer. 52:1). During Sennacherib’s 
invasion of Judah, the city was besieged during or after the siege of Lachish (2 
Kgs. 19:8; Isa. 37:8).

�The locatiThe location of Libnon of Libnah remainsah remains an unreso an unresolved probllved problem. In theem. In the 19th cent 19th century, F. J.ury, Fury, F. J. BlisF. J. Bliss and R. As and R. A. S. Macal. S. Macalister placister placed the cited the city at Tell y at Tell es�-S�a®fies�-S�a®fiä/Tel Z¸afä/Tel Z¸afitit (1359.123 Z¸afitZ¸afit (13Z¸afit (1359.1237; A59.1237; Arab. “whitrab. “white mound”; e mound”; cf. Heb. cf. Heb. lib�na®,lib�na®, “white”;  “white”; Eusebius Eusebius Onom.OnoOnom.Onom. 120–25),  120–25), but the sibut the site is now te is now generally generally held to beheld to be that of P that of Philistine hilistine Gath. AnotGath. AnoGath. Another poAnother possibility,ssibility, Tell el-J Tell el-Judeideh (1udeideh (141115), a 41115), a naturally naturally protected protected site 10 kmsite 10 km. (6 mi.) . (6 . (6 mi.) NE(6 mi.) NE of Lachis of Lachish on a majh on a major east-weor east-west trade rst trade route, is moute, is more likelyore likely Moresheth Moresheth-Gath. Man-GMoreshethMoresheth-Moresheth-Gath. ManyGath. Many scholars  scholars followed Wfollowed William F. illiam F. Albright iAlbright in placing n placing Libnah at Libnah at Tell TeTell Tell Borna®tBorna®t (138115), (138115), 8 km. (5  8 km. (5 mi.) N of mi.) N of Lachish neLachish near the wesar the western bordetern border of Judahr of Judr of Judah, butJudah, but the mound the mound is unimpr is unimpressive andessive and its vulne its vulnerable locarable location in thtion in the low-lyine low-lying area W og arg area W of area W of the Azekahthe Azekah ridge doe ridge does not comps not comport with aort with a city that city that was the f was the final holdoinal holdout againstuholdoholdout agholdout against Assyainst Assyrian assaurian assault. The molt. The most likely st likely identificaidentification for Ltion for Libnah is Kibnah is Khirbet TelhirbetKKhirbet TeKhirbet Tell el-Beidll el-Beida (145116)a (145116), E of the, E of the Azekah ri Azekah ridge and sedge and several mileveral miles NE of Bes NE of Beit it BeBeit Beit Jibriîn/BeJibriîn/Bethth Guvrin (E Guvrin (Eleutheropoleutheropolis). Its lis). Its Arabic namArabic name means “re means “ruin of theuin of the white hil whi white hillwhite hill,” which m,” which may well pray well preserve theeserve the name of L name of Libnah.ibnah.ibnah.

The location of Libnah remains an unresolved problem. In the 19th century, 
F. J. Bliss and R. A. S. Macalister placed the city at Tell es�-S�a®fiä/Tel 
Z¸afit (1359.1237; Arab. “white mound”; cf. Heb. lib�na®,  “white”; Eusebius 
Onom. 120–25), but the site is now generally held to be that of Philistine Gath. 
Another possibility, Tell el-Judeideh (141115), a naturally protected site 10 km. 
(6 mi.) NE of Lachish on a major east-west trade route, is more likely 
Moresheth-Gath. Many scholars followed William F. Albright in placing Libnah at 
Tell Borna®t (138115), 8 km. (5 mi.) N of Lachish near the western border of 
Judah, but the mound is unimpressive and its vulnerable location in the low-lying 
area W of the Azekah ridge does not comport with a city that was the final 
holdout against Assyrian assault. The most likely identification for Libnah is 
Khirbet Tell el-Beida (145116), E of the Azekah ridge and several miles NE of 
Beit Jibriîn/Beth Guvrin (Eleutheropolis). Its Arabic name means “ruin of the 
white hill,” which may well preserve the name of Libnah.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Z. Kallai,Z. Kallai,  HistoricalHistorical Geography Geography of the Bi of the Bibleble (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1986).1986).1986).

Bibliography. Z. Kallai, Historical Geography of the Bible (Leiden, 1986).
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LIBNILIBNI (Heb.  (Heb. lib�niîlib�niîlib�niî

LIBNI (Heb. lib�niî

�1.1. A son of  A son of Gershon anGershon and descendad descendant of Levint of Levi; a subgro; a subgroup within up within the Gershothe Gershonite clan nitGershoGershoniteGershonite clan of L clan of Levites (Exevites (Exod. 6:17; od. 6:17; Num. 3:18;Num. 3:18; 1 Chr. 6: 1 Chr. 6:17, 20[MT 17, 20[MT 2, 5]). He2, 5]). He was the e w was the epwas the eponymous anonymous ancestor of cestor of the Gershothe Gershonite clan nite clan known as tknown as the Libnitehe Libnites (Num. 3:s (Num. s (Num. 3:21(Num. 3:21; 26:58); ; 26:58); some scholsome scholars associars associate this cate this clan with Llan with Libnah (ibnah (2; 2; cf. Josh. cf. Josh. 21:13).21:1321:13).21:13).21:13).

1. A son of Gershon and descendant of Levi; a subgroup within the 
Gershonite clan of Levites (Exod. 6:17; Num. 3:18; 1 Chr. 6:17, 20[MT 2, 5]). He 
was the eponymous ancestor of the Gershonite clan known as the Libnites 
(Num. 3:21; 26:58); some scholars associate this clan with Libnah (2; cf. Josh. 
21:13).

�2.2. A Levite, A Levite, descended descended from Mera from Merari (1 Chr.ri (1 Chr. 6:29[14]) 6:29[14])..

2. A Levite, descended from Merari (1 Chr. 6:29[14]).

LIBYALIBYA (Gk.  (Gk. Libyéeä;Libyéeä; Egyp.  Egyp. LibuLibu)))

LIBYA (Gk. Libyéeä; Egyp. Libu)

The land aThe land and people nd people occupying occupying the area wthe area west of Egyest of Egypt and Ethpt and Ethiopia. Theiopia. The Greeks us Greeks us Greeks used the nused the name to desame to designate theignate the entire co entire continent ofntinent of Africa. U Africa. Under the Rnder the Romans, Libomans, Libya was divyLibLibya was Libya was divided individed into two parto two parts: Marmarts: Marmarica (east)ica (east) and Cyren and Cyrenaica (westaica (west). In 67 ). In 67 B.C.E.B.C.B.C.E.B.C.E. Cyrenaica Cyrenaica (Libya su (Libya superior) coperior) combined witmbined with Crete toh Crete to form a pr form a province witovince with its capih its h its capitaits capital in Cyrenl in Cyrene.e.e.

The land and people occupying the area west of Egypt and Ethiopia. The Greeks 
used the name to designate the entire continent of Africa. Under the Romans, 
Libya was divided into two parts: Marmarica (east) and Cyrenaica (west). In 67 
B.C.E. Cyrenaica (Libya superior) combined with Crete to form a province with 
its capital in Cyrene.

�The progenThe progenitor of thitor of the Libyans e Libyans is either is either Put (Gen. Put (Gen. 10:6; 1 Ch10:6; 1 Chr. 1:8) orr. 1:8) or Lehabim ( Lehabim Lehabim (HLehabim (Heb. eb. leïhaœb�iîleïhaœb�iîm;m; Gen. 10:1 Gen. 10:13; 1 Chr. 3; 1 Chr. 1:11). The1:11). The earliest  earliest history ofhistory of Libya is  Lib Libya is pLibya is provided byrovided by Egyptian  Egyptian sources frsources from the Oldom the Old Kingdom,  Kingdom, in which win which we find refe find references toerefreferencesreferences to the Tj to the Tjehenu and ehenu and Tjemehu. TTjemehu. The dominanhe dominant tribe int tribe in the New K the New Kingdom weringdom KKingdom weKingdom were the re the RbwRbw (Libu). T (Libu). The Tjemehuhe Tjemehu and the L and the Libu had seibu had several confveral conflicts withlicts withlicts with Egyptwith Egypt during th during the reigns oe reigns of Thutmosef Thutmose II, Sethi II, Sethi I, and Ra I, and Rameses III.meses III. Following Following this peri this this periothis period, many Lid, many Libyans servbyans served as merced as mercenaries inenaries in the Egypt the Egyptian army (ian army (cf. Dan. 1cf. Dan. 11:43; Nah.1:4111:43; Nah11:43; Nah. 3:9). On. 3:9). One of them,e of them, Shishak,  Shishak, rose to throse to the rank of e rank of general angeneral and eventuald eventually seized ly sly seized theseized the Egyptian  Egyptian throne, ththrone, thus initiatus initiating the 22ing the 22nd (Libyannd (Libyan) Dynasty.) Dynasty. During th During the fifth yee fife fifth yearfifth year of Rehobo of Rehoboam, Shishaam, Shishak invaded k invaded Palestine Palestine and was suand was successful iccessful in gaining n gaining temporary temtemporary temporary control ovcontrol over Judah aer Judah and parts ond parts of Israel (f Israel (1 Kgs. 14:1 Kgs. 14:25-26; 2 C25-26; 2 Chr. 12:3).hr. 12:3). Those Lib Th Those LibyThose Libyans who foans who fought alongught alongside Zerahside Zerah and the E and the Ethiopians thiopians were not awere not as successfs successfs successfulsuccessful and were  and were defeated bdefeated by King Asay King Asa (2 Chr. 1 (2 Chr. 16:8).6:8).6:8).

The progenitor of the Libyans is either Put (Gen. 10:6; 1 Chr. 1:8) or 
Lehabim (Heb. leïhaœb�iîm;  Gen. 10:13; 1 Chr. 1:11). The earliest history of 
Libya is provided by Egyptian sources from the Old Kingdom, in which we find 
references to the Tjehenu and Tjemehu. The dominant tribe in the New 
Kingdom were the Rbw (Libu). The Tjemehu and the Libu had several conflicts 
with Egypt during the reigns of Thutmose II, Sethi I, and Rameses III. Following 
this period, many Libyans served as mercenaries in the Egyptian army (cf. Dan. 
11:43; Nah. 3:9). One of them, Shishak, rose to the rank of general and eventually 
seized the Egyptian throne, thus initiating the 22nd (Libyan) Dynasty. During the 
fifth year of Rehoboam, Shishak invaded Palestine and was successful in gaining 
temporary control over Judah and parts of Israel (1 Kgs. 14:25-26; 2 Chr. 12:3). 
Those Libyans who fought alongside Zerah and the Ethiopians were not as 
successful and were defeated by King Asa (2 Chr. 16:8).

�Libyans inLibyans in the NT in the NT include Simoclude Simon of Cyrenn of Cyrene (Matt. 2e (Matt. 27:32 par.)7:32 par.), worshipp, worshippers on theers oners on the dayon the day of Pentec of Pentecost (Acts ost (Acts 2:10), per2:10), persecutors osecutors of Stephen f Stephen (6:9), and(6:9), and members o members of the churfoof the chuof the church in Antrch in Antioch (11:2ioch (11:20; 13:1).0; 13:1).0; 13:1).

Libyans in the NT include Simon of Cyrene (Matt. 27:32 par.), worshippers 
on the day of Pentecost (Acts 2:10), persecutors of Stephen (6:9), and members 
of the church in Antioch (11:20; 13:1).

Keith A. BKeith A. Burtonurton

Keith A. Burton

LIDEBIRLIDEBIR (Heb.  (Heb. lid�eïb�irlid�eïb�ir)))

LIDEBIR (Heb. lid�eïb�ir )

A place inA place in eastern G eastern Gilead (Josilead (Josh. 13:26; h. 13:26; NRSV mg., NRSV mg., following following MT). The nMT). The name is proame is probably the bproprobably tprobably the originahe original form of l form of that rendethat rendered elsewhred elsewhere as Lo-ere as Lo-debar.debar.

A place in eastern Gilead (Josh. 13:26; NRSV mg., following MT). The name is 
probably the original form of that rendered elsewhere as Lo-debar.

LIFELIFELIFE

LIFE

The basic The basic quality ofquality of existence existence, in the B, in the Bible prediible predicated primcated primarily of Garily of God and theod and then of humann ofn of humans,of humans, animals,  animals, and plantsand plants...

The basic quality of existence, in the Bible predicated primarily of God and then 
of humans, animals, and plants.



�The HebrewThe Hebrew and Greek and Greek terms gen terms generally traerally translated “lnslated “life” are sife” are several andeveral and varied. I varie varied. Invaried. In the OT  the OT h�ayyiîm,h�ayyiîm, “life” (p “life” (probably anrobably an abstract  abstract pl.), oftepl.), often connotesn connotes the span  the s the span of huspan of human existeman existence (Gen. nce (Gen. 23:1); som23:1); sometimes it etimes it is the ciris the circumstancescumstances of life ( of life (Job 10:1).Job((Job 10:1)(Job 10:1). Its cogn. Its cognate ate h�ayya®h�ayya® means “li means “living thingving thing.” Other H.” Other Hebrew termebrew terms include s includs include include nep�esû,nep�esû, “soul, li “soul, life,” whichfe,” which makes a b makes a being aliveeing alive. In the N. In the NT Gk. T Gk. biíosbiíos refers to refe refers to refers to the naturathe natural order, al order, and nd zoœeäízoœeäí to God’s  to God’s life, and life, and the salvatthe salvation that eion that entails etentaileentails etentails eternal lifeernal life. Gk. . Gk. psycheäí,psycheäí, “soul, li “soul, life,” roughfe,” roughly corresply corresponds to Heonds to Heb. b. nep�esû.nep�nep�esû.nep�esû. Throughou Throughout the Biblt the Bible, life ine, life in its vario its various senses us senses is often cis often contrasted ontrasted to death.to dto death.death.death.

The Hebrew and Greek terms generally translated “life” are several and 
varied. In the OT h�ayyiîm,  “life” (probably an abstract pl.), often connotes the 
span of human existence (Gen. 23:1); sometimes it is the circumstances of life 
(Job 10:1). Its cognate h�ayya®  means “living thing.” Other Hebrew terms 
include nep�esû,  “soul, life,” which makes a being alive. In the NT Gk. biíos 
refers to the natural order, and zoœeäí to God’s life, and the salvation that 
entails eternal life. Gk. psycheäí, “soul, life,” roughly corresponds to Heb. 
nep�esû.  Throughout the Bible, life in its various senses is often contrasted to 
death.

�In the OT In the OT all life call life comes from omes from and is susand is sustained by tained by God, who eGod, who exists at txists at the beginnihe beginhe beginning beginning (Gen. 1:1)(Gen. 1:1) and lives and lives forever.  forever. God is theGod is the only bein only being who is tg who is truly aliveruly alive, invoked , invo, invoked byinvoked by the commo the common oath “asn oath “as God lives God lives.” God alo.” God alone is “thene is “the living Go living God” (Deut. d” (Deut. d” (Deut. 5:2(Deut. 5:26; Jer. 106; Jer. 10:10). Whil:10). While plants ae plants are indeed re indeed alive, andalive, and animals w animals with their ith their nep�esûnep�nep�esûnep�esû even more even more so, only  so, only humans havhumans have the lifee the life that come that comes from beis from being made inng made inng made in God’s iin God’s image. Thismage. This brings a  brings a qualitativqualitative meaning e meaning to “life” to “life” from the bfrom the beginning oeginning of the OT. f thef the OT. Lithe OT. Life is not fe is not bare existbare existence, or eence, or even longevven longevity, but hity, but health and ealth and well-beingwell-being (Prov. 3: (Pro (Prov. 3:1(Prov. 3:13-17; 14:33-17; 14:30). Life h0). Life has an esseas an essential morantial moral dimensiol dimension which enn which entails keeptails keeping God’s ing keepkeeping Gokeeping God’s command’s commandments (Dedments (Deut. 30:15-ut. 30:15-20). At th20). At the end of te end of the OT perihe OT period an eschod an eod an eschatologeschatological meaniical meaning of lifeng of life emerges,  emerges, especiallyespecially with the  with the belief of belief of resurrectiresurrection to lifeon toon to life (Dto life (Dan. 12:2).an. 12:2). This esch This eschatologicalatological meaning i meaning is intensifs intensified in theied in the intertest intertestamentary Jamentaintertestintertestaintertestamentary Jementary Jewish literwish literature (e.gature (e.g., 2 Macc.., 2 Macc. 7:9; 1 En 7:9; 1 En. 58:3).. 58:3).. 58:3).

In the OT all life comes from and is sustained by God, who exists at the 
beginning (Gen. 1:1) and lives forever. God is the only being who is truly alive, 
invoked by the common oath “as God lives.” God alone is “the living God” 
(Deut. 5:26; Jer. 10:10). While plants are indeed alive, and animals with their 
nep�esû  even more so, only humans have the life that comes from being made 
in God’s image. This brings a qualitative meaning to “life” from the beginning of 
the OT. Life is not bare existence, or even longevity, but health and well-being 
(Prov. 3:13-17; 14:30). Life has an essential moral dimension which entails 
keeping God’s commandments (Deut. 30:15-20). At the end of the OT period an 
eschatological meaning of life emerges, especially with the belief of resurrection 
to life (Dan. 12:2). This eschatological meaning is intensified in the 
intertestamentary Jewish literature (e.g., 2 Macc. 7:9; 1 En. 58:3).

�The NT conThe NT continues thetinues these OT meanse OT meanings of liings of life, but thfe, but the emphasise emphasis shifts to shifts to eternal l etern eternal lieternal life. In thefe. In the Synoptic  Synoptic Gospels alGospels almost all rmost all references eferences to life arto life are in the te in the teachings oeachingtteachings teachings of Jesus. of Jesus. Life Life (zoœeäí)(zoœeäí) does not  does not consist ofconsist of possessio possessions (Luke 1ns (Luke 12:15), and2:15), and2:15), and the and the psycheäípsycheäí is more t is more than food (han food (v. 23). Liv. 23). Life fe (zoœeäí)(zoœeäí) comes fro comes from keeping m keeping God’s commGGod’s commGod’s commandments (andments (Matt. 19:1Matt. 19:17), and gi7), and giving up onving up one’s own lie’s own life fe (psycheäí)(psycheäí) to follow to fo to follow Jesfollow Jesus (Luke 1us (Luke 14:26). The4:26). The self-sacr self-sacrificial asificial aspect of trpect of true life isue life is found in  found in Jesus’ sayJesus’ sayJesus’ saying thasaying that he came t he came “to give h“to give his life is life (psycheäí)(psycheäí) as a rans as a ransom for manom for many” (Mark 1y” (Mark 10:45). The0:4110:45). Th10:45). The Acts of e Acts of the Apostlthe Apostles has muces has much the sameh the same view of l view of life, and aife, and adds the spdds the special poinecspspecial pospecial point that Cint that Christianithristianity could bey could be known as  known as “this Life“this Life” (Acts 5:” (Acts 5:20).20).20).

The NT continues these OT meanings of life, but the emphasis shifts to 
eternal life. In the Synoptic Gospels almost all references to life are in the 
teachings of Jesus. Life (zoœeäí) does not consist of possessions (Luke 12:15), 
and the psycheäí is more than food (v. 23). Life (zoœeäí) comes from keeping 
God’s commandments (Matt. 19:17), and giving up one’s own life (psycheäí) to 
follow Jesus (Luke 14:26). The self-sacrificial aspect of true life is found in Jesus’ 
saying that he came “to give his life (psycheäí) as a ransom for many” (Mark 
10:45). The Acts of the Apostles has much the same view of life, and adds the 
special point that Christianity could be known as “this Life” (Acts 5:20).

�While the While the Synoptics Synoptics stress thestress the future es future eschatologicchatological nature al nature of life, tof life, the Johannihe Johannihe Johannine Johannine writings swritings see the fulee the fullness of elness of eschatologischatological life acal life as a presens a present reality.t reality. Jesus say Jesus sa Jesus says that says that those who those who hear his whear his word and beord and believe in tlieve in the One whohe One who sent him  sent him have (preshave (prehave (present t(present tense) eterense) eternal life bnal life because Jesecause Jesus has lifus has life in himsee in himself (John 5lf (John 5:24-26) an:24-26) and has comed has cd has come to brcome to bring life ting life to the worlo the world (e.g., 1d (e.g., 1:4, “the l:4, “the light was tight was the life ofhe life of humans”). humans”). Jesus cal Jesus c Jesus calls himscalls himself “the belf “the bread of liread of life,” “the fe,” “the resurrectiresurrection and theon and the life,” an life,” and “the wayd “the way, the trut, the tr, the truth, andtruth, and the life” the life” (6:48; 11 (6:48; 11:25; 14:6):25; 14:6). Despite . Despite the “realithe “realized eschatzed eschatology” of ology” of the Fourththe Fothe Fourth GosFourth Gospel, it repel, it retains a sttains a strong futurrong future eschatole eschatology and boogy and boldly couplldly couples the twoes the two: “All who: “: “All who s“All who see the Sonee the Son and belie and believe in him.ve in him. . . have  . . have eternal lieternal life, and I fe, and I will raisewill raise them up o them u them up on the up on the last day” last day” (6:40).(6:40).(6:40).

While the Synoptics stress the future eschatological nature of life, the 
Johannine writings see the fullness of eschatological life as a present reality. Jesus 
says that those who hear his word and believe in the One who sent him have 
(present tense) eternal life because Jesus has life in himself (John 5:24-26) and has 
come to bring life to the world (e.g., 1:4, “the light was the life of humans”). Jesus 
calls himself “the bread of life,” “the resurrection and the life,” and “the way, the 
truth, and the life” (6:48; 11:25; 14:6). Despite the “realized eschatology” of the 
Fourth Gospel, it retains a strong future eschatology and boldly couples the two: 
“All who see the Son and believe in him. . . have eternal life, and I will raise them 



up on the last day” (6:40).

�Paul viewsPaul views life as c life as coming throoming through faith ugh faith in the cruin the crucified andcified and resurrect resurrected Jesus Ced Jesus Ced Jesus Christ. ItChrist. It cannot be cannot be found by  found by keeping thkeeping the commandme commandments, whicents, which leads inh leads instead to Gstead to Gstead to God’s cursGod’s curse (Gal. 3:e (Gal. 3:10-11) and10-11) and death (Ro death (Rom. 7:10). m. 7:10). Jesus’ resJesus’ resurrectionaurrectional life hasl life has already b alre already bealready become the bcome the believer’s eliever’s (Gal. 2:19(Gal. 2:19-20). Bapt-20). Baptism into Cism into Christ leadhrist leads to livins to living a new lig a ng a new life inew life in the presn the present, whichent, which is ground is grounded in the ed in the death of Jdeath of Jesus (Rom.esus (Rom. 6:4). By  6:4). By the work othe the work othe work of the Spirf the Spirit, eternait, eternal life hasl life has moved int moved into the preso the present and wient and will be fullll be fully realizedy realy realized irealized in the Paron the Parousia with usia with the resurrthe resurrection of ection of the body (the body (Rom. 6:13;Rom. 6:13; Gal. 5:25 Gal. 5:25). Therefo). T). Therefore,Therefore, the belie the believer lives ver lives between prbetween present downesent down-payment a-payment and future nd future fulfillmenfulfillment; Christ’tfulfillmenfulfillmenfulfillment; Christ’t; Christ’s resurrecs resurrection is thtion is the pledge oe pledge of our resuf our resurrection trrection to full lifo full life. In the e. In thee. In the presenthe present, living t, living by and forby and for Christ en Christ entails livitails living for othng for others responers responsibly in esibly in every kind very kinvery kind of sokind of social circucial circumstance, wmstance, which Paul hich Paul especiallyespecially emphasize emphasized in 1 Cord in 1 Corinthians. inthians. The letterTheThe letterThe letters of dispus of disputed Paulinted Pauline authorshe authorship emphasiip emphasize this prze this present aspeesent aspect of lifect of life even more eve even more even more strongly, strongly, insisting insisting that the bthat the believer haeliever has already s already been raisebeen raised with Chrd with Christ (Col. ist (ist (Col. 2:12(Col. 2:12; 3:1; Eph; 3:1; Eph. 2:6).. 2:6).. 2:6).

Paul views life as coming through faith in the crucified and resurrected Jesus 
Christ. It cannot be found by keeping the commandments, which leads instead to 
God’s curse (Gal. 3:10-11) and death (Rom. 7:10). Jesus’ resurrectional life has 
already become the believer’s (Gal. 2:19-20). Baptism into Christ leads to living a 
new life in the present, which is grounded in the death of Jesus (Rom. 6:4). By 
the work of the Spirit, eternal life has moved into the present and will be fully 
realized in the Parousia with the resurrection of the body (Rom. 6:13; Gal. 5:25). 
Therefore, the believer lives between present down-payment and future 
fulfillment; Christ’s resurrection is the pledge of our resurrection to full life. In 
the present, living by and for Christ entails living for others responsibly in every 
kind of social circumstance, which Paul especially emphasized in 1 Corinthians. 
The letters of disputed Pauline authorship emphasize this present aspect of life 
even more strongly, insisting that the believer has already been raised with Christ 
(Col. 2:12; 3:1; Eph. 2:6).

�In the booIn the book of Revelk of Revelation, lifation, life e (zoœeäí)(zoœeäí) is always is always linked to linked to another w another word, oftenord, oftord, often symboften symbolic: the olic: the tree of litree of life, which fe, which the rightethe righteous eat (Rous eat (Rev. 2:7; 2ev. 2:7; 22:2, 14, 12:2, 14, 19); the cr9); the9); the crown the crown of life, wof life, which they hich they wear (2:10wear (2:10); the boo); the book of life,k of life, the roll  the roll in which tin which their namesheir naheir names are names are written (3written (3:5; 13:8; :5; 13:8; 17:8; 20:117:8; 20:12, 15; 21:2, 15; 21:27); the w27); the water of liater of life, which fe, which they drinkthey dthey drink (21:drink (21:6; 22:1, 16; 22:1, 17). As fit7). As fits the apocs the apocalyptic stalyptic style and thyle and theology of eology of this writithis writing, life ing, life is eschatolsiis eschatois eschatological anlogical and future, d future, but it is but it is linked to linked to the Livingthe Living One who h One who has defeateas defeated death and dead death and death and is alive fis alive forever (Reorever (Rev. 1:8).v. 1:8).v. 1:8).

In the book of Revelation, life (zoœeäí) is always linked to another word, 
often symbolic: the tree of life, which the righteous eat (Rev. 2:7; 22:2, 14, 19); 
the crown of life, which they wear (2:10); the book of life, the roll in which their 
names are written (3:5; 13:8; 17:8; 20:12, 15; 21:27); the water of life, which they 
drink (21:6; 22:1, 17). As fits the apocalyptic style and theology of this writing, life 
is eschatological and future, but it is linked to the Living One who has defeated 
death and is alive forever (Rev. 1:8).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. BertramG. Bertram, R. Bultm, R. Bultmann, and Gann, and G. von Rad,. von Rad,  “zaéoœ“zaéoœ,” ,” TDNTTDNT 2:832–75; 2 2:832–75; 2:832–75; L. GoppeltL. Goppelt, , Theology oTheology of the New f the New TestamentTestament (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1982pids, 1982), 2:98–10), 2:98–10), 2:98–106; 2:98–106; D. Hill, D. Hill, Greek WordGreek Words and Hebrs and Hebrew Meaningew Meanings.s. SNTSMS 5  SNTSMS 5 (Cambridge(Cambridge, 1967), 1, 1967, 1967), 1631967), 163–201; H. W–201; H. W. Wolff, . Wolff, AnthropoloAnthropology of the gy of the Old TestamOld Testamentent (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1974phia, 1974phia, 1974).1974).1974).

Bibliography. G. Bertram, R. Bultmann, and G. von Rad, “zaéoœ,” TDNT 
2:832–75; L. Goppelt, Theology of the New Testament (Grand Rapids, 1982), 
2:98–106; D. Hill, Greek Words and Hebrew Meanings. SNTSMS 5 (Cambridge, 
1967), 163–201; H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the Old Testament (Philadelphia, 
1974).
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LIGHTLIGHTLIGHT

LIGHT

Light (HebLight (Heb. . }o®r}o®r) is God’s) is God’s creation  creation (Gen. 1:3-(Gen. 1:3-5), furthe5), further distingur distinguished as tished as the lights he lightshe lights of lights of the firmamthe firmament, the sent, the sun, moon, un, moon, and stars and stars (vv. 14–18(vv. 14–18). “Light”). “Light” can refer can refer literally liter literally literally to morningto morning light or  light or dawn (Gen.dawn (Gen. 44:3; Jud 44:3; Judg. 16:2; 1g. 16:2; 19:26; 1 Sa9:26; 1 Sam. 14:36) m. 14:36) and to theand toand to the ligto the light of a laht of a lamp or firemp or fire (Exod. 25 (Exod. 25:37; Num. :37; Num. 4:16; Neh.4:16; Neh. 9:12, 19) 9:12, 19)...

Light (Heb. }o®r) is God’s creation (Gen. 1:3-5), further distinguished as the 
lights of the firmament, the sun, moon, and stars (vv. 14–18). “Light” can refer 
literally to morning light or dawn (Gen. 44:3; Judg. 16:2; 19:26; 1 Sam. 14:36) and 
to the light of a lamp or fire (Exod. 25:37; Num. 4:16; Neh. 9:12, 19).

�Light is uLight is used figurased figuratively as tively as a symbol oa symbol of life. Tof life. To “see ligh “see light” is to lt” is to live (Job 3ive (Job 3:16; Ps. 4:16; P:16; Ps. 49:19)Ps. 49:19), to walk , to walk in the “liin the “light of lifght of life” (Ps. 56e” (Ps. 56:13[MT 14]:13[MT 14]; Job 33:3; Job 33:30), to hav0), to have that lige that le that light refllight reflected in oected in one’s eyes ne’s eyes (Prov. 29:(Prov. 29:13). Light13). Light may be a  may be a symbol of symbol of prosperityprosperity or happin or h or happiness happiness (Esth. 8:1(Esth. 8:16), which 6), which is the lotis the lot of the ri of the righteous (Pghteous (Ps. 97:11; s. 97:11; Prov. 13:9Prov. 13:9), embodyi), emb), embodying embodying God’s specGod’s special favor ial favor or blessinor blessing (e.g., Ng (e.g., Num. 6:25; um. 6:25; Ps. 89:15[Ps. 89:15[16]). It i16]). It is a symbols a sys a symbol of symbol of illuminatiillumination, whetheon, whether bringingr bringing hidden th hidden things to liings to light (Job 2ght (Job 28:11; Ps. 8:11; Ps. 90:8) or s90:8)90:8) or s90:8) or shedding thhedding the light ofe light of instructi instruction (Ps. 11on (Ps. 119:105, 1309:105, 130; Prov. 6:; Prov. 6:23). Light23). Light is also a is also is also a symalso a symbol of Godbol of God’s majesty’s majesty, of the d, of the divine glorivine glory (Ps. 104y (Ps. 104:2; Isa. 6:2; Isa. 60:1-3, 19-0:1-3, 19-20) which 20) wh20) which shinwhich shines in delies in deliverance (Pverance (Ps. 27:1; Is. 27:1; Isa. 9:2; 6sa. 9:2; 60:20) or i0:20) or in the firen the fire of judgme of judgment (Isa. 1nt (Isa.nt (Isa. 10:1(Isa. 10:17; but cf.7; but cf. judgment  judgment as the witas the withholding ohholding of light; 1f light; 13:10; Jer.3:10; Jer. 4:23; Eze 4:23; Ezek. 32:7; Ak. 32:7; k. 32:7; Amos32:7; Amos 5:18-20). 5:18-20).

Light is used figuratively as a symbol of life. To “see light” is to live (Job 3:16; 
Ps. 49:19), to walk in the “light of life” (Ps. 56:13[MT 14]; Job 33:30), to have that 
light reflected in one’s eyes (Prov. 29:13). Light may be a symbol of prosperity or 
happiness (Esth. 8:16), which is the lot of the righteous (Ps. 97:11; Prov. 13:9), 
embodying God’s special favor or blessing (e.g., Num. 6:25; Ps. 89:15[16]). It is a 
symbol of illumination, whether bringing hidden things to light (Job 28:11; Ps. 



90:8) or shedding the light of instruction (Ps. 119:105, 130; Prov. 6:23). Light is 
also a symbol of God’s majesty, of the divine glory (Ps. 104:2; Isa. 60:1-3, 19-20) 
which shines in deliverance (Ps. 27:1; Isa. 9:2; 60:20) or in the fire of judgment 
(Isa. 10:17; but cf. judgment as the withholding of light; 13:10; Jer. 4:23; Ezek. 
32:7; Amos 5:18-20).

�In the NT In the NT “light” (G“light” (Gk. k. phoœésphoœés) is used ) is used literally literally to denote to denote the radianthe radiance of the ce of thce of the sun (Rthe sun (Rev. 22:5),ev. 22:5), of a lamp of a lamp or a torc or a torch (Luke 8:h (Luke 8:16; Acts 116; Acts 16:29), as 6:29), as well as viwell as visible lighsible lsible light thatlight that accompani accompanies divine es divine presence opresence on earth (Mn earth (Matt. 17:2;att. 17:2; Acts 9:3; Acts 9:3; 12:7) or  12:7) or in heaven in hin heaven (Reheaven (Rev. 21:24; v. 21:24; 22:5). By 22:5). By extension extension of the litof the literal senseeral sense, to do so, to do something “imething “in the lighn then the light”the light” means to  means to do it opendo it openly (Matt. ly (Matt. 10:27).10:27).10:27).

In the NT “light” (Gk. phoœés) is used literally to denote the radiance of 
the sun (Rev. 22:5), of a lamp or a torch (Luke 8:16; Acts 16:29), as well as visible 
light that accompanies divine presence on earth (Matt. 17:2; Acts 9:3; 12:7) or in 
heaven (Rev. 21:24; 22:5). By extension of the literal sense, to do something “in 
the light” means to do it openly (Matt. 10:27).

�FigurativeFigurative uses of t uses of the term inhe term include a declude a definite ethfinite ethical compoical component (2 Conent (2 Cor. 6:14), r. 6:14)r. 6:14), so 6:14), so that the rthat the righteous aighteous are said tore said to be “full  be “full of light” of light” (Matt. 6:2(Matt. 6:22; Luke 112; Luke 11:36) and a:36) an:36) and are toand are to radiate t radiate this light his light in the forin the form of good m of good works (Matworks (Matt. 5:16), t. 5:16), righteousnrighteousness, truthess, righteousnrighteousnrighteousness, truthess, truth (Eph. 5:8 (Eph. 5:8-10), and -10), and demonstratdemonstrations of loions of love (1 Johnve (1 John 2:8-9). I 2:8-9). In this senn thin this sensethis sense they are  they are “the light“the light of the wo of the world” (Mattrld” (Matt. 5:14), “. 5:14), “children ochildren of light” (f light” (Eph. 5:8; Eph. 5:8Eph. 5:8; Luke 5:8; Luke 16:8), wal16:8), walking in thking in the light (Je light (John 12:35;ohn 12:35; 1 John 1: 1 John 1:7). “Light7). “Light” also des” also describes varcribes vcribes various asvarious aspects of spects of salvation ialvation in Christ. n Christ. This lightThis light shines in shines in the witne the witness of Johnss of John the Bapti the Ba the Baptist (LBaptist (Luke 1:79; uke 1:79; John 5:35)John 5:35), Paul (Ac, Paul (Acts 13:47),ts 13:47), and the g and the gospel (2 Cospel (2 Cor. 4:4) tor. 4:4) to Jesus, wo Jesuo Jesus, whoJesus, who is the “l is the “light for right for revelation evelation to the Gento the Gentiles” (Lutiles” (Luke 2:32), ke 2:32), the true Lthe true Light (Johnight (ight (John 1:9)(John 1:9), the “lig, the “light of the ht of the world” (8:world” (8:12; 9:5; 112; 9:5; 12:46) who 2:46) who brings hisbrings his followers followers the “ligh the “ the “light of “light of life” (8:1life” (8:12). A chos2). A chosen people en people stands in stands in the marvelthe marvelous light ous light (1 Pet. 2:(1 Pet. 2:9) of One 9) of O9) of One who isOne who is light (1  light (1 John 1:5) John 1:5) and “dwelland “dwells in unapps in unapproachable roachable light” (1 light” (1 Tim. 6:16)Tim. 6:16). Light al. Li. Light alsoLight also is associ is associated with ated with the variouthe various aspects s aspects of divine of divine judgment, judgment, exposing hexposing human intenumahhuman intehuman intentions (1 ntions (1 Cor. 4:5) Cor. 4:5) and the “uand the “unfruitful nfruitful deeds of ddeeds of darkness” (arkness” (Eph. 5:11-Eph. 5:11-13). In th13)5:11-5:11-13). 5:11-13). In the FouIn the Fourth Gospelrth Gospel light fac light facilitates tilitates the discrimhe discriminating fuinating function of nction of judgment bjudgmejudgment bjudgment by provokiny provoking the rejeg the rejection and ction and hatred of hatred of those who those who love darknlove darkness and reess and reess and remain in remain in it (John 3it (John 3:19-20), a:19-20), a reaction  reaction which willwhich will assure th assure their fate ieir fate in the end n the end (12:46–50)(12:46(12:46–50)(12:46–50)...

Figurative uses of the term include a definite ethical component (2 Cor. 
6:14), so that the righteous are said to be “full of light” (Matt. 6:22; Luke 11:36) 
and are to radiate this light in the form of good works (Matt. 5:16), 
righteousness, truth (Eph. 5:8-10), and demonstrations of love (1 John 2:8-9). In 
this sense they are “the light of the world” (Matt. 5:14), “children of light” (Eph. 
5:8; Luke 16:8), walking in the light (John 12:35; 1 John 1:7). “Light” also describes 
various aspects of salvation in Christ. This light shines in the witness of John the 
Baptist (Luke 1:79; John 5:35), Paul (Acts 13:47), and the gospel (2 Cor. 4:4) to 
Jesus, who is the “light for revelation to the Gentiles” (Luke 2:32), the true Light 
(John 1:9), the “light of the world” (8:12; 9:5; 12:46) who brings his followers the 
“light of life” (8:12). A chosen people stands in the marvelous light (1 Pet. 2:9) of 
One who is light (1 John 1:5) and “dwells in unapproachable light” (1 Tim. 6:16). 
Light also is associated with the various aspects of divine judgment, exposing 
human intentions (1 Cor. 4:5) and the “unfruitful deeds of darkness” (Eph. 
5:11-13). In the Fourth Gospel light facilitates the discriminating function of 
judgment by provoking the rejection and hatred of those who love darkness and 
remain in it (John 3:19-20), a reaction which will assure their fate in the end 
(12:46–50).
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LIGHTNINGLIGHTNINGLIGHTNING

LIGHTNING

The electrThe electrical dischical discharge commoarge common in thundn in thunderstorms. erstorms. Lightning Lightning (Heb. (Heb. baœraœq;baœraœq; Gk.  G Gk. Gk. astrapeäíastrapeäí) is most ) is most often usedoften used in the Bi in the Bible not inble not in a literal a literal sense but sense but as an ana as an analogy to reloanaanalogy toanalogy to represent represent power, br power, brilliance, illiance, and quicknand quickness. The uess. The use of lighse of lightning to rtning to represent beprerrepresent represent brilliancebrilliance is widesp is widespread. A swread. A sword is polord is polished to fished to flash like lash like lightning lightning (Ezek. 21:(Ezek.(Ezek. 21:(Ezek. 21:10[MT 15])10[MT 15]), a lamp s, a lamp shines likehines like lightning lightning (Luke 11: (Luke 11:36), and a36), and angelic visngelic visages are sages aages are sometiare sometimes so brimes so brilliant thalliant that they aret they are compared  compared to lightnito lightning (Dan. 1ng (Dan. 10:6; Matt.0:6; Matt. 28:3; cf. 28: 28:3; cf. 28:3; cf. Luke 24:4)Luke 24:4). The meta. The metaphorical uphorical use of lighse of lightning to rtning to represent qepresent quickness iuickness is also coms alsos also commoalso common. Speedinn. Speeding chariotsg chariots are said  are said to dash abto dash about like lout like lightning (ightning (Nah. 2:4),Nah. 2:4), and a swo and and a sworand a sword is said d is said to strike to strike like lightlike lightning (Ezekning (Ezek. 21:15[20. 21:15[20]). The co]). The concept of qncept of quickness muicknqquickness quickness may also bmay also be present e present in the desin the description tcription that Jesus hat Jesus gives to tgives to the returnihe returning Seventyng Sng Seventy ofSeventy of Satan “fa Satan “falling fromlling from heaven li heaven like a flashke a flash of lightn of lightning” (Lukeing” (Luke 10:18). 10:18). 10:18).

The electrical discharge common in thunderstorms. Lightning (Heb. baœraœq; 
Gk. astrapeäí) is most often used in the Bible not in a literal sense but as an 
analogy to represent power, brilliance, and quickness. The use of lightning to 
represent brilliance is widespread. A sword is polished to flash like lightning 
(Ezek. 21:10[MT 15]), a lamp shines like lightning (Luke 11:36), and angelic visages 
are sometimes so brilliant that they are compared to lightning (Dan. 10:6; Matt. 
28:3; cf. Luke 24:4). The metaphorical use of lightning to represent quickness is 
also common. Speeding chariots are said to dash about like lightning (Nah. 2:4), 
and a sword is said to strike like lightning (Ezek. 21:15[20]). The concept of 



quickness may also be present in the description that Jesus gives to the returning 
Seventy of Satan “falling from heaven like a flash of lightning” (Luke 10:18).

�OT theophaOT theophanies are gnies are generally aenerally accompaniedccompanied by lightn by lightning. The aing. The appearance ppearance of God on of Gof God on SinGod on Sinai includeai included lightnind lightning, thunderg, thunder, the soun, the sound of a trud of a trumpet, and mpet, and smoke (Exosmoke (Exod. 19:16; d(Exo(Exod. 19:(Exod. 19:16; 20:18;16; 20:18; cf. Deut. cf. Deut. 33:2; Zec 33:2; Zech. 9:14). h. 9:14). Similarly,Similarly, lightning lightning also figu also figured in Ezered in Ezred in Ezekiel’s Ezekiel’s vision of vision of the four bthe four beings (Ezeeings (Ezek. 1:13-14k. 1:13-14).).).

OT theophanies are generally accompanied by lightning. The appearance of 
God on Sinai included lightning, thunder, the sound of a trumpet, and smoke 
(Exod. 19:16; 20:18; cf. Deut. 33:2; Zech. 9:14). Similarly, lightning also figured in 
Ezekiel’s vision of the four beings (Ezek. 1:13-14).

�In the NT In the NT lightning lightning is found pis found primarily irimarily in apocalypn apocalyptic contextic contexts. The sets. The second comincond comcond coming of coming of the Son ofthe Son of Man is de Man is described asscribed as accompani accompanied by lighed by lightning thattning that flashes a flashes across the craacross theacross the sky (Matt sky (Matt. 24:27; L. 24:27; Luke 17:24)uke 17:24). In the b. In the book of Revook of Revelation lielation lightning frghtning frequently oequefrfrequentlyfrequently occurs in occurs in descripti descriptions of theons of the throne of throne of God (Rev. God (Rev. 4:5; 8:5; 4:5; 8:5; 11:19; 16 11:19; 16:18), and :18)1616:18), an16:18), and each of d each of the seriesthe series of seven  of seven plagues (tplagues (the seals, he seals, the trumpethe trumpets, and thts, and the bowls ofe boe bowls of wbowls of wrath) concrath) concludes withludes with an earthl an earthly cataclysy cataclysm includinm including thunder,g thunder, lightning lightning, and an e, an, and an earand an earthquake (1thquake (15:1—16:21)5:1—16:21)...

In the NT lightning is found primarily in apocalyptic contexts. The second 
coming of the Son of Man is described as accompanied by lightning that flashes 
across the sky (Matt. 24:27; Luke 17:24). In the book of Revelation lightning 
frequently occurs in descriptions of the throne of God (Rev. 4:5; 8:5; 11:19; 
16:18), and each of the series of seven plagues (the seals, the trumpets, and the 
bowls of wrath) concludes with an earthly cataclysm including thunder, lightning, 
and an earthquake (15:1—16:21).
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LIKHILIKHI (Heb.  (Heb. liqh�iîliqh�iî)))

LIKHI (Heb. liqh�iî )

A ManassitA Manassite, the thie, the third son of rd son of Shemida (1Shemida (1 Chr. 7:19 Chr. 7:19). The nam). The name may be ae may be a scribal e scribal error for Greerror for error for Gilead’s “Gilead’s “son” Helekson” Helek (cf. Num. (cf. Num. 26:30; Jo 26:30; Josh. 17:2) sh. 17:2) and, like and, like the accompthe accompanying namanyaccompaccompanyiaccompanying names, ng names, may represmay represent a placent a place.e.

A Manassite, the third son of Shemida (1 Chr. 7:19). The name may be a scribal 
error for Gilead’s “son” Helek (cf. Num. 26:30; Josh. 17:2) and, like the 
accompanying names, may represent a place.

LILITHLILITH (Heb.  (Heb. liîliît�liîliît�)))

LILITH (Heb. liîliît� )

A demon atA demon attested onltested only in Isa. y in Isa. 34:14, but34:14, but whose Mes whose Mesopotamian opotamian roots go broots go back to theack to thack to the 3rd mithe 3rd millennium llennium B.C.B.C. The Babyl The Babylonian Lilionian Lilitu was a ftu was a female spiremale spirit who couit who could not beald not beld not bear childbear children, but iren, but instead gavnstead gave forth poe forth poison from ison from her breasther breasts by whichs by which she would she would seek to k wouldwould seekwould seek to kill b to kill babies. Sheabies. She was also  was also associatedassociated with stor with stormy winds amy winds and is descnd is described as fribdescdescribed described as fleeingas fleeing from a ho from a house througuse through the windh the window. Withinow. Within medieval  medieval Jewish demJewish demJewish demonologydemonology Lilith is Lilith is identifie identified as the “d as the “first Eve”first Eve” who was c who was created froreated from the eartm the earth along wih ah along withalong with Adam, but Adam, but refused t refused to accept ao accept a position  position subserviensubservient to him. t to him. She then fShe then fled from hledffled from fled from him and rohim and roams the eaams the earth lookinrth looking for newbg for newborn infantorn infants to devous to devour. Isa. 34r. Isa. 34:14 descri:13434:14 desc34:14 describes Liliribes Lilith as dwelth as dwelling with ling with the wildcathe wildcats and hyets and hyenas among nas among Edom’s ruiEdom’s ruins; the pinsruiruins; theruins; the picture i picture is thus ones thus one of comple of complete desolatte desolation where ion where only deathonly death and destr and destruction reiucdestrdestructiodestruction reign.n reign.n reign.

A demon attested only in Isa. 34:14, but whose Mesopotamian roots go back to 
the 3rd millennium B.C. The Babylonian Lilitu was a female spirit who could not 
bear children, but instead gave forth poison from her breasts by which she 
would seek to kill babies. She was also associated with stormy winds and is 
described as fleeing from a house through the window. Within medieval Jewish 
demonology Lilith is identified as the “first Eve” who was created from the earth 
along with Adam, but refused to accept a position subservient to him. She then 
fled from him and roams the earth looking for newborn infants to devour. Isa. 
34:14 describes Lilith as dwelling with the wildcats and hyenas among Edom’s 
ruins; the picture is thus one of complete desolation where only death and 
destruction reign.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Hutter,M. Hutter, “Lilith,” “Lilith,”  DDD,DDD, 520–21; G 520–21; G. Schakel,. Schakel, “Lilith,” “Lilith,”  EncJudEncJud 11:245–49 EncJudEncJud 11:EncJud 11:245–49.245–49.245–49.

Bibliography. M. Hutter, “Lilith,” DDD, 520–21; G. Schakel, “Lilith,” 
EncJud 11:245–49.
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LILYLILYLILY

LILY

A flower aA flower appearing ippearing in several n several different different contexts icontexts in the Bibln the Bible. Some oce. Some occurrences currences of Heb. of of Heb. of Heb. sûo®sûaœnsûo®sûaœn may refer may refer to the wh to the white or Madite or Madonna lily onna lily ((Lilium canLilium candidumdidum L.), whic L.), L.), whichL.), which grows wil grows wild in Israed in Israel. This fll. This flower is faower is familiar fromiliar from its assom its association wiciation with Mary inth Marth Mary in ChMary in Christian arristian art. The lilt. The lily of Cant.y of Cant. 5:13, whi 5:13, which is compch is compared to thared to the lips of e lips of the lover,the lothe lover, coulover, could be the ld be the Martagon lMartagon lily ily (Lilium ch(Lilium chalcedonicualcedonicum),m), a red lil a red lily with droy with drooping flowoping flowoping flowers. Tflowers. The lily aphe lily appears as apears as a flower of flower of the field the field, common w, common where animahere animals graze (ls graze (Cant. 2:16Ca((Cant. 2:1(Cant. 2:16; 4:5; 6:6; 4:5; 6:2-3), and 2-3), and one that done that dwells in twells in the valley he valley (2:1). In (2:1). In the Song othe Song of Solomon f Solomf Solomon liSolomon lilies reprelies represent love sent love in bloom. in bloom. The man deThe man describes hiscribes his lover’s s lover’s belly as “belly as “a heap of a hea heap of whheap of wheat, encireat, encircled with cled with lilies” (Clilies” (Cant. 7:2[Mant. 7:2[MT 3]).T 3]).T 3]).

A flower appearing in several different contexts in the Bible. Some occurrences 
of Heb. sûo®sûaœn may refer to the white or Madonna lily (Lilium candidum 
L.), which grows wild in Israel. This flower is familiar from its association with 



Mary in Christian art. The lily of Cant. 5:13, which is compared to the lips of the 
lover, could be the Martagon lily (Lilium chalcedonicum), a red lily with drooping 
flowers. The lily appears as a flower of the field, common where animals graze 
(Cant. 2:16; 4:5; 6:2-3), and one that dwells in the valley (2:1). In the Song of 
Solomon lilies represent love in bloom. The man describes his lover’s belly as “a 
heap of wheat, encircled with lilies” (Cant. 7:2[MT 3]).

�In SolomonIn Solomon’s temple,’s temple, the brim  the brim of the “moof the “molten sea” lten sea” was shapedwas shaped like a li like a lily (1 Kgs.ly (1 Kgly (1 Kgs. 7:26;Kgs. 7:26; 2 Chr. 4: 2 Chr. 4:5), and th5), and the tops of e tops of the two brthe two bronze pillaonze pillars set befrs set before the veore the vestibule westibuvevestibule vestibule were adornwere adorned with lied with lilies (1 Kglies (1 Kgs. 7:19, 2s. 7:19, 22). Analog2). Analogies to theies to these capitalse capitals may be ps mays may be premay be present in twsent in two incense o incense altars unealtars unearthed at arthed at Megiddo, bMegiddo, both of whioth of which have boch have boch have bowls thatbowls that suggest f suggest flowers andlowers and sculpted  sculpted decorationdecorations that sugs that suggest leavegest leaves; one of s; one of these altathethese altathese altars was pairs was painted with nted with floral decfloral decorations. orations. These decoThese decorations arrations are sometimee sometimes identifis sometimesometimes sometimes identifiedidentified with the  with the lotus (lotus (Nymphea loNymphea lotustus L.), whic L.), which often aph often appeared in peared in Egyptian aEgyEgyptian aEgyptian art. Pss. 4rt. Pss. 45, 60, 69,5, 60, 69, 80 contai 80 contain the phran the phrase “accordse “according to Liling to Lilies” (NRSVies” (NRSV) in their) in ) in their tin their titles, proitles, probably desibably designating thgnating the tune. Hoe tune. Hosea used tsea used the lily tohe lily to symbolize symbolize Israel’s  Israe Israel’s fIsrael’s flourishinglourishing after its after its reconcili reconciliation withation with God (Hos. God (Hos. 14:5[6]). 14:5[6]).

In Solomon’s temple, the brim of the “molten sea” was shaped like a lily (1 
Kgs. 7:26; 2 Chr. 4:5), and the tops of the two bronze pillars set before the 
vestibule were adorned with lilies (1 Kgs. 7:19, 22). Analogies to these capitals 
may be present in two incense altars unearthed at Megiddo, both of which have 
bowls that suggest flowers and sculpted decorations that suggest leaves; one of 
these altars was painted with floral decorations. These decorations are 
sometimes identified with the lotus (Nymphea lotus L.), which often appeared in 
Egyptian art. Pss. 45, 60, 69, 80 contain the phrase “according to Lilies” (NRSV) 
in their titles, probably designating the tune. Hosea used the lily to symbolize 
Israel’s flourishing after its reconciliation with God (Hos. 14:5[6]).

�Jesus’ homJesus’ homily on theily on the lilies of lilies of the field the field demonstra demonstrated God’s ted God’s care (Mattcare (Matt. 6:28-30 . 6:28-30. 6:28-30 = 6:28-30 = Luke 12:27Luke 12:27-28). This-28). This lily (Gk. lily (Gk.  kriínonkriínon) is most ) is most likely a clikely a common fielommon field flower sd flowd flower sucflower such as the h as the Anemone coAnemone coronoraronora L., which L., which blooms in blooms in spring in spring in many colo many colors and is rs andrs and is widand is widespread inespread in Israel. Israel. Israel.

Jesus’ homily on the lilies of the field demonstrated God’s care (Matt. 
6:28-30 = Luke 12:27-28). This lily (Gk. kriínon) is most likely a common field 
flower such as the Anemone coronora L., which blooms in spring in many colors 
and is widespread in Israel.
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LIME, LIMELIME, LIMESTONESTONESTONE

LIME, LIMESTONE

Calcium oxCalcium oxide, a cauide, a caustic, whitstic, white, lumpy pe, lumpy powder whicowder which has a nuh has a number of inmber of industrial udustrial uses, and csuuses, and uses, and commonly icommonly is produceds produced from lime from limestone or sstone or shells by uhells by use of intese of intense heat. nse heat. When mixedWWhen mixedWhen mixed with wate with water, it formr, it forms whitewass whitewash, used toh, used to cover wal cover walls and othls and other surfaceer surfacer surfaces. surfaces. In Deut. 2In Deut. 27:2, 4 lim7:2, 4 lime (Heb. e (Heb. síiîd�síiîd�) is to be) is to be used to c used to coat the stoat the stones in prones in preparation eprpreparatiopreparation for recon for recording the rding the words of twords of the law folhe law following thelowing the crossing  crossing of the Jorof the Jordan by thedanJorJordan by Jordan by the peoplethe people of Israel of Israel. When bon. When bones are bures are burned to a pned to a powder, limowder, lime is the re is the result. Isaerresult. Isresult. Isa. 33:12 da. 33:12 describes sescribes such burninuch burning as a totg as a total annihilal annihilation. In ation. In Amos 2:1 MAmos 2:1 Moab is conoab isoab is condemnis condemned for reded for reducing the ucing the bones of tbones of the king ofhe king of Edom to l Edom to lime.ime.ime.

Calcium oxide, a caustic, white, lumpy powder which has a number of industrial 
uses, and commonly is produced from limestone or shells by use of intense heat. 
When mixed with water, it forms whitewash, used to cover walls and other 
surfaces. In Deut. 27:2, 4 lime (Heb. síiîd� ) is to be used to coat the stones in 
preparation for recording the words of the law following the crossing of the 
Jordan by the people of Israel. When bones are burned to a powder, lime is the 
result. Isa. 33:12 describes such burning as a total annihilation. In Amos 2:1 Moab 
is condemned for reducing the bones of the king of Edom to lime.
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LIMPLIMPLIMP

LIMP

�SeeSee  LAMENESS, LAMENESS, LIMPLIMP..

See LAMENESS, LIMP.

LINENLINENLINEN

LINEN

�SeeSee  FLAX, LINEFLAX, LINENN..

See FLAX, LINEN.

LINTELLINTELLINTEL

LINTEL



A horizontA horizontal wooden al wooden or stone bor stone beam above eam above a door, sua door, supported bypported by two doorp two doorposts. The osts. Tosts. The lintelThe lintels (Heb. s (Heb. maœsûqo®p�maœsûqo®p�) and door) and doorposts wereposts were sprinkled sprinkled with lamb with lambs’ blood is’ bloos’ blood in pblood in preparationreparation for the t for the tenth plaguenth plague and in ce and in commemoratiommemoration of the on of the Passover (Passover (Passover (Exod. 12:(Exod. 12:22-23). In22-23). In the descr the description of iption of the constrthe construction of uction of the templethe temple’s ’s deïb�iîrdeïb�iîr (NRSV “in ( (NRSV “inn(NRSV “inner sanctuaer sanctuary”), the ry”), the lintels lintels (}ayil)(}ayil) may have  may have in fact bein fact been two beaen two beams set at ms set ams set at an anglat an angle (1 Kgs. e (1 Kgs. 6:31). Arc6:31). Archaeologicahaeological excavatil excavations in theons in the Middle Ea Middle East have rest have revealed thevealrerevealed trevealed the remainshe remains of doors  of doors in public in public and privatand private buildinge buildings; socketss; sockets or depres or depressions somesiondepresdepressiondepressions sometimes sometimes preserves preserved in linted in lintels and thrls and thresholds onesholds once accommoce accommodated hingdated hidated hinges.hinges.hinges.

A horizontal wooden or stone beam above a door, supported by two doorposts. 
The lintels (Heb. maœsûqo®p� ) and doorposts were sprinkled with lambs’ 
blood in preparation for the tenth plague and in commemoration of the Passover 
(Exod. 12:22-23). In the description of the construction of the temple’s deïb�iîr  
(NRSV “inner sanctuary”), the lintels (}ayil) may have in fact been two beams set 
at an angle (1 Kgs. 6:31). Archaeological excavations in the Middle East have 
revealed the remains of doors in public and private buildings; sockets or 
depressions sometimes preserved in lintels and thresholds once accommodated 
hinges.
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LINUSLINUS (Gk.  (Gk. LiínosLiínos)))

LINUS (Gk. Liínos)

A ChristiaA Christian from whon from whom greetingm greetings are relas are relayed at 2 Tyed at 2 Tim. 4:21. im. 4:21. According According to traditito tradition this Liotradititradition tradition this Linusthis Linus was the s was the son of the on of the Claudia meClaudia mentioned inntioned in the same  the same verse and verse and bishop of bisbishop of bishop of Rome for 1Rome for 12 years, o2 years, ordained tordained to that offi that office by Petece by Peter and Paulr and Paul and prece and preceding Clemediprecepreceding preceding Clement inClement in it (Irena it (Irenaeus eus Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 3.3.3; Eu 3.3.3; Eusebius sebius HEHE 3.2, 13). 3.2, 13).

A Christian from whom greetings are relayed at 2 Tim. 4:21. According to 
tradition this Linus was the son of the Claudia mentioned in the same verse and 
bishop of Rome for 12 years, ordained to that office by Peter and Paul and 
preceding Clement in it (Irenaeus Adv. haer. 3.3.3; Eusebius HE 3.2, 13).

LIONLIONLION

LION

A large caA large carnivorous rnivorous member of member of the cat fathe cat family. The mily. The Asiatic liAsiatic lion, on, Panthera lPanthera leo persicaeo persica,,persicapersica,persica, was once  was once common thrcommon throughout thoughout the ancient e ancient Near East Near East and Mediteand Mediterranean burranean brranean but has bebut has been extincten extinct in Palest in Palestine for ceine for centuries; inturies; in Mesopotan Mesopotamia, it sumia, it survived in rvived in the marshethe mthe marshes ofmarshes of the Tigri the Tigris and Euphs and Euphrates untirates until the 19thl the 19th century  century A.D.A.D. (cf. Jer. (cf. Jer. 50:44). 50:44). 50:44).

A large carnivorous member of the cat family. The Asiatic lion, Panthera leo 
persica, was once common throughout the ancient Near East and Mediterranean 
but has been extinct in Palestine for centuries; in Mesopotamia, it survived in the 
marshes of the Tigris and Euphrates until the 19th century A.D. (cf. Jer. 50:44).

�Although SAlthough Samson killamson killed a lion ed a lion with his bwith his bare hands are hands (Judg. 14:(Judg. 14:6), in OT 6), in OT stories ofstories ostories of encountof encounters with lers with lions the lions the lions are uions are usually vicsually victorious (1torious (1 Kgs. 13:2 Kgs. 13:24; 20:36; 4; 20:36; 2 Kgs. 17:2 Kgs.2 Kgs. 17:25Kgs. 17:25). Israel’). Israel’s topograps topography naturalhy naturally isolately isolated lions frd lions from the humom the human populatan population, althoion,populatpopulationpopulation, although, although kings bre kings bred lions ind lions in captivity captivity to show t to show their royalheir royal power and power and to punish to to punish to punish criminals criminals (cf. Dan. (cf. Dan. 6); the mo6); the most prolifist prolific royal lic royal lion breederon breeder was Assur was Assurnasirpal InasirAssurAssurnasirAssurnasirpal II of pal II of Assyria. SAssyria. Since wild ince wild prey was eprey was essential tssential to their suo their survival, lirvival, lions were gons werons were generwere generally foundally found in forest in forested regionsed regions, such as , such as the Lebanothe Lebanon Mountainn Mountains, the ares, the area contiguoaarearea contiarea contiguous to tguous to the Jordan he Jordan River, BasRiver, Bashan, and ihan, and in suitablen suitable portions  portions of the Negof the Negeb and AraebNegNegeb and Negeb and Arabah. UlArabah. Ultimately, timately, the lack othe lack of cover anf cover and wild gamd wild game and the e and the increasingincreasing human pop increasingincreasingincreasing human pop human population reulation resulted in sulted in the total the total eradicatioeradication of the ln of the lion in Isrion in Israel.ael.ael.

Although Samson killed a lion with his bare hands (Judg. 14:6), in OT stories 
of encounters with lions the lions are usually victorious (1 Kgs. 13:24; 20:36; 2 
Kgs. 17:25). Israel’s topography naturally isolated lions from the human 
population, although kings bred lions in captivity to show their royal power and 
to punish criminals (cf. Dan. 6); the most prolific royal lion breeder was 
Assurnasirpal II of Assyria. Since wild prey was essential to their survival, lions 
were generally found in forested regions, such as the Lebanon Mountains, the 
area contiguous to the Jordan River, Bashan, and in suitable portions of the 
Negeb and Arabah. Ultimately, the lack of cover and wild game and the 
increasing human population resulted in the total eradication of the lion in Israel.

�Due to itsDue to its unmatched unmatched power and power and majesty,  majesty, the lion lthe lion leant itseleant itself to artisf to artistic and litic and literary exptliliterary eliterary expression.xpression. Thus, the Thus, the vast majo vast majority of birity of biblical refblical references reerences refer symbolfer symbolically to ically symbolsymbolicalsymbolically to lionly to lions. Israel s. Israel (Num. 23:2(Num. 23:24), a vali4), a valiant warrioant warrior’s heart r’s heart (2 Sam. 17(2 Sam. 17:10), the :10), t:10), the devil the devil (1 Pet. 5:(1 Pet. 5:8), and th8), and the Messiah e Messiah (Rev. 5:5,(Rev. 5:5, “the Lion “the Lion of the tr of the tribe of Judibe of Judah”) are aah”) arah”) are all coare all compared to mpared to the lion.the lion.the lion.

Due to its unmatched power and majesty, the lion leant itself to artistic and 
literary expression. Thus, the vast majority of biblical references refer 
symbolically to lions. Israel (Num. 23:24), a valiant warrior’s heart (2 Sam. 17:10), 
the devil (1 Pet. 5:8), and the Messiah (Rev. 5:5, “the Lion of the tribe of Judah”) 
are all compared to the lion.

�The lion wThe lion was very coas very commonly usemmonly used in art. d in art. Solomon’s Solomon’s throne (1 throne (1 Kgs. 10:18Kgs. 10:18-20) and h-20) 10:1810:18-20) 10:18-20) and his teand his temple (7:29mple (7:29, 36; cf. , 36; cf. Ezek. 41:1Ezek. 41:15-19) empl5-19) employed lion oyed lion sculpturessculptures. Often a . O. Often a paOften a pair of lionir of lions would fls would flank a cityank a city gate (as  gate (as at the gatat the gates of Mycees of Mycenae and Hanae and Hattusas andttusaHaHattusas aHattusas and Babylonnd Babylon’s famous ’s famous Ishtar GatIshtar Gate), offerie), offering magicalng magical protectio protection (called n (called sûeädu®;sûesûeädu®;sûeädu®; cf. Deut. cf. Deut. 32:17) to 32:17) to the inhab the inhabitants. Thitants. This protectis protection througion through artwork h artwork extended texextended textended to daggers,o daggers, axes, dec axes, decorated traorated trappings on ppings on war horseswar horses, and afte, and afterlife itemrlife items (e.g., ts (s (e.g., the(e.g., the decorativ decorative lions fle lions flanking Tutanking Tutankhamun’sankhamun’s funeral h funeral headrest, aeadrest, as well as s well as his bed). his behis bed). One bed). One of the mosof the most famous st famous seals ever eals ever found in Ifound in Israel (at srael (at Megiddo inMegiddo in 1909 belo 1909 belonging to “nbelobelonging belonging to “Shema to “Shema the servanthe servant of Jerobt of Jeroboam”) was oam”) was dominated dominated by its disby its distinctive rtinctive royal lion orroyal lionroyal lion emblem. emblem. emblem.

The lion was very commonly used in art. Solomon’s throne (1 Kgs. 
10:18-20) and his temple (7:29, 36; cf. Ezek. 41:15-19) employed lion sculptures. 
Often a pair of lions would flank a city gate (as at the gates of Mycenae and 



Hattusas and Babylon’s famous Ishtar Gate), offering magical protection (called 
sûeädu®; cf. Deut. 32:17) to the inhabitants. This protection through artwork 
extended to daggers, axes, decorated trappings on war horses, and afterlife items 
(e.g., the decorative lions flanking Tutankhamun’s funeral headrest, as well as his 
bed). One of the most famous seals ever found in Israel (at Megiddo in 1909 
belonging to “Shema the servant of Jeroboam”) was dominated by its distinctive 
royal lion emblem.
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LITERACYLITERACYLITERACY

LITERACY

In the ancIn the ancient worldient world, writing , writing was a specwas a specialized skialized skill that fill that few people ew people possessed.possessed. The abili The The abilitThe abilities to reaies to read and to wd and to write were rite were rare, and rare, and thus they thus they representerepresented an experd an expertise that tisexperexpertise expertise that wouldthat would have been have been mostly co mostly concentratedncentrated within th within the control e control of the polof the political, reipolpolitical,political, religious religious, and econ, and economic leadeomic leadership. In rship. In the more lthe more literate cuiterate cultures witltures within the anhin thhin the ancienthe ancient world, st world, such as Heluch as Hellenistic Glenistic Greece, litreece, literacy rateeracy rates may haves may have been 0.1  been 0.1 to 1 perceto 1to 1 percent 1 percent of the popof the populace. In ulace. In more ruralmore rural and less  and less centralizecentralized areas, sd areas, such as ancuch as ancient Israeientancancient Isancient Israel, the rael, the literacy rliteracy rates may hates may have been save been significantignificantly lower tly lower than that.han that.han that.

In the ancient world, writing was a specialized skill that few people possessed. 
The abilities to read and to write were rare, and thus they represented an 
expertise that would have been mostly concentrated within the control of the 
political, religious, and economic leadership. In the more literate cultures within 
the ancient world, such as Hellenistic Greece, literacy rates may have been 0.1 to 
1 percent of the populace. In more rural and less centralized areas, such as 
ancient Israel, the literacy rates may have been significantly lower than that.

�NarrativesNarratives, poetry, , poetry, letters, aletters, and epics —nd epics — the forms the forms used in t used in the OT and he OT and NT — were NT —NT — were pro— were probably verybably very infrequen infrequent uses of t uses of writing. Iwriting. Instead, thnstead, the most come most common examplmon exammon example ofexample of writing w writing was probablas probably the inscy the inscriptions priptions placed on olaced on objects, subjects, such as the ch as the frequent Hfrefrequent Hfrequent Hebrew inscebrew inscription ription lmlklmlk (“for the (“for the king” or  king” or “belonging“belonging to the ki to the king”) foundng”) found on object foundfound on ofound on objects prebjects presumably ussumably used within ed within the royal the royal palace or palace or elsewhere elsewhere within thewithin the king’s se thethe king’sthe king’s service.  service. Uses of wrUses of writing suchiting such as this a as this are difficure difficult to desclt to describe as trribe as true literacue literaue literacy; literacy; people propeople probably distbably distinguished inguished between a between a royal jar royal jar and a command a common jar by on jar by noticing tnonoticing tnoticing that the rohat the royal jar hayal jar had writing d writing upon it anupon it and other jad other jars did notrs did not. No readi. No reading abilityng abng ability waability was necessars necessary to assigy to assign meaning n meaning to the marto the marks.ks.ks.

Narratives, poetry, letters, and epics — the forms used in the OT and NT 
— were probably very infrequent uses of writing. Instead, the most common 
example of writing was probably the inscriptions placed on objects, such as the 
frequent Hebrew inscription lmlk (“for the king” or “belonging to the king”) 
found on objects presumably used within the royal palace or elsewhere within 
the king’s service. Uses of writing such as this are difficult to describe as true 
literacy; people probably distinguished between a royal jar and a common jar by 
noticing that the royal jar had writing upon it and other jars did not. No reading 
ability was necessary to assign meaning to the marks.

�Another frAnother frequent earequent early use of ly use of writing wawriting was in the es in the economic afconomic affairs of tfairs of trade. Inverade. Invrade. InventorieInventories requireds required listing t listing the goods the goods that the owhat the owner possesner possessed, and tsed, and this list whis list was writtenas was written, pwritten, possibly alossibly along with song with some indicaome indication of thtion of the amount. e amount. In order tIn order to facilitao facilitate trade, te trte trade, a ctrade, a copy of an opy of an inventory inventory could be scould be sent along ent along with the swith the shipment, shipment, so that a ro that a reader in aeadrreader in reader in another planother place could ace could verify thaverify that the entit the entire shipmenre shipment was recet was received. Whenived. When trade inc WhenWhen tradeWhen trade increased increased, such wri, such writing wouldting would have grow have grown in compln in complexity and exity and in importain imporin importanceimportance as a mean as a means of commus of communication onication over distanver distances.ces.ces.

Another frequent early use of writing was in the economic affairs of trade. 
Inventories required listing the goods that the owner possessed, and this list was 
written, possibly along with some indication of the amount. In order to facilitate 
trade, a copy of an inventory could be sent along with the shipment, so that a 
reader in another place could verify that the entire shipment was received. 
When trade increased, such writing would have grown in complexity and in 
importance as a means of communication over distances.

�In Israel,In Israel, governmen governments and temts and temples also ples also had reasonhad reasons to make s to make written rewritten records for cords rerecords forecords for later rer later reference. Tference. These mighthese might have incl have included listsuded lists such as c such as censuses orensuses or tax recor tax tax recordtax records as well s as well as legal cas legal codes and nodes and narrative. arrative. Probably, Probably, professionprofessional scribesal scribes wrote and wro wrote and wrote and read theseread these records i records in service n service to the relto the religious andigious and political political leaders w leaders who employeho eho employed temployed them. In mohem. In most of thesst of these cases, we cases, writing exiriting existed as a sted as a means for means for scribes toscribes to communica co communicatcommunicate with eace with each other, rh other, rather thanather than as a way  as a way to convey to convey informatioinformation to a varn to a varn to a variety ofvariety of persons o persons of dissimilf dissimilar backgroar background. The hund. The higher liteigher literacy rate racy rate of later aof later antiquity antiquiaantiquity antiquity allowed foallowed for greater r greater use of wriuse of writing to coting to communicate mmunicate more broadmore broadly. Letterly. Letters such as s LetterLetters suLetters such as thosch as those from Paue from Paul to locall to local Christian Christian communiti communities offer ees offer examples ofxamples of communica c communicatcommunication over dion over distance fristance from one perom one person to a gson to a group of otroup of others. Evenhers. Even in those  in those in those casethose cases, Paul prs, Paul probably useobably used a scribed a scribe to write  to write at least mat least many of theany of the letters a letters attributed ttribaattributedattributed to him ra to him rather than ther than wrote themwrote them himself.  himself. Paul’s eduPaul’s education impcation implies that lies that he could rhe che could readcould read, but even, but even if he cou if he could write, ld write, he sometimhe sometimes chose nes chose not to do sot to do so. When a o. When a o. When a local cha local church receiurch received a lettved a letter, they per, they probably harobably had one persd one person read thon read the letter oe letter out loud tout oout loud tout loud to the resto the rest of the co of the community.mmunity.mmunity.

In Israel, governments and temples also had reasons to make written 
records for later reference. These might have included lists such as censuses or 
tax records as well as legal codes and narrative. Probably, professional scribes 
wrote and read these records in service to the religious and political leaders who 
employed them. In most of these cases, writing existed as a means for scribes to 
communicate with each other, rather than as a way to convey information to a 
variety of persons of dissimilar background. The higher literacy rate of later 



antiquity allowed for greater use of writing to communicate more broadly. 
Letters such as those from Paul to local Christian communities offer examples of 
communication over distance from one person to a group of others. Even in 
those cases, Paul probably used a scribe to write at least many of the letters 
attributed to him rather than wrote them himself. Paul’s education implies that he 
could read, but even if he could write, he sometimes chose not to do so. When 
a local church received a letter, they probably had one person read the letter 
out loud to the rest of the community.

�It is unknIt is unknown how scown how scribes learribes learned to wrined to write and reate and read in ancied in ancient Israel.nt Israel. Scholars  Scholar Scholars hScholars have arguedave argued for the e for the existence oxistence of formal sf formal schools or chools or for more ifor more individualindividualized practizedindividualiindividualindividualized practized practices of apices of apprenticeshprenticeship, but noip, but no clear evi clear evidence remadence remains to proins to prove either ve eve either sceeither scenario. In nario. In NT times, NT times, both practboth practices are kices are known to exnown to exist.ist.ist.

It is unknown how scribes learned to write and read in ancient Israel. 
Scholars have argued for the existence of formal schools or for more 
individualized practices of apprenticeship, but no clear evidence remains to prove 
either scenario. In NT times, both practices are known to exist.
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LITERATURE, OLD TESTAMENT AS

In many waIn many ways, to speys, to speak of the ak of the OT as a woOT as a work of literk of literature seerature seems to statms to state the obvie the obvious. Its eoobviobvious. Iobvious. Its epic sats epic sagas, compegas, compelling dramlling dramas and lyras and lyrical poetrical poetry have lony have long capturedg captured the imagi the the imaginthe imaginations of ations of readers asreaders as well as i well as inspired nunspired numerous wrimerous writers, artiters, artists, and msts, and musicians. usicmmusicians.musicians. One need  One need only thinkonly think of John M of John Milton’s ilton’s Paradise LParadise Lost,ost, Cecil B.  Cecil B. DeMille’s DeMille’s The Ten CoThThe Ten CoThe Ten Commandmentsmmandments,, Camille S Camille Saint-Saënsaint-Saëns’s ’s Samson et Samson et Dalila,Dalila, or Archib or Archibald MacLeiald MacLeald MacLeish’sMacLeish’s  J.B.J.B. to see ho to see how the litew the literary artisrary artistry of thetry of the Bible con Bible continues to tinues to engage creengage creengage creative ccreative communitiesommunities and enthr and enthrall audienall audiences.ces.ces.

In many ways, to speak of the OT as a work of literature seems to state the 
obvious. Its epic sagas, compelling dramas and lyrical poetry have long captured 
the imaginations of readers as well as inspired numerous writers, artists, and 
musicians. One need only think of John Milton’s Paradise Lost, Cecil B. DeMille’s 
The Ten Commandments, Camille Saint-Saëns’s Samson et Dalila, or Archibald 
MacLeish’s J.B. to see how the literary artistry of the Bible continues to engage 
creative communities and enthrall audiences.

�Yet scholaYet scholarly study rly study of the OT of the OT had long bhad long been dominaeen dominated by eitted by either an expher an exploration oloratexpexploratioexploration of its rn of its religious aeligious and theolognd theological insigical insights or an hts or an analysis oanalysis of its histf its historical setorical seorical settings asettings and detail.nd detail. Indeed, f Indeed, for many scor many scholars, idholars, identificatientification and exaon and examination omination of the Biblf thef the Bible the Bible as a work as a work of literatof literature was equre was equated withuated with failure t failure to take sero take seriously intiously into account o acco account thaccount the role of e role of the religithe religious, histoous, historical, socrical, social, and cial, and cultural seultural settings of ttings of a text in a text in a text in the proin the production ofduction of meaning.  meaning. By the 198By the 1980s, howeve0s, however, analysir, analysis of the bs of the biblical teiblical text as litext axt as literatas literature — ofteure — often using ten using techniques ochniques of study def study developed byveloped by literary  literary critics — critics — received wrecreceived wreceived widespread idespread recognitiorecognition and accen and acceptance as ptance as an interpran interpretive appretive approach to thoach to thoach to the biblicthe biblical text. Eal text. Examining txamining the OT as lhe OT as literature iterature does not pdoes not preclude rereclude religious orligious or historica hist historicalhistorical study; ra study; rather, litether, literary analyrary analysis bringssis brings yet anoth yet another dimensier dimension to the on to the interpretainterpinterpretainterpretation of thtion of the biblicale biblical text and  text and opens up topens up the possibihe possibility of nelity of new and insiw and insightful reaghtfulinsiinsightfulinsightful readings. readings.

Yet scholarly study of the OT had long been dominated by either an 
exploration of its religious and theological insights or an analysis of its historical 
settings and detail. Indeed, for many scholars, identification and examination of 
the Bible as a work of literature was equated with failure to take seriously into 
account the role of the religious, historical, social, and cultural settings of a text 
in the production of meaning. By the 1980s, however, analysis of the biblical text 
as literature — often using techniques of study developed by literary critics — 
received widespread recognition and acceptance as an interpretive approach to 
the biblical text. Examining the OT as literature does not preclude religious or 
historical study; rather, literary analysis brings yet another dimension to the 
interpretation of the biblical text and opens up the possibility of new and 
insightful readings.

�Academic sAcademic study of thtudy of the OT, defie OT, defined for maned for many years bny years by historicy historical-criticaal-critical methods,l methol methods, hmethods, has long inas long included somcluded some type of e type of “literary”“literary” analysis. analysis. Form crit Form criticism, e.gicism, e.g., focused., fo., focused onfocused on the impor the importance of ctance of classifyinglassifying texts by  texts by their litetheir literary genrerary genre. The abil. The ability of a sity ofity of a scholof a scholar to corrar to correctly deteectly determine the rmine the form of a form of a given textgiven text, such as , such as identifyinidentifying a psalm g a pg a psalm as apsalm as a hymn, lam hymn, lament, or thent, or thanksgivinganksgiving, became a, became a central c central component tomponent to understao understao understandunderstanding the ing the Sitz im LeSitz im Lebenben which gav which gave rise to e rise to that text.that text. Ascertain Ascertaining a texting a text’s “settin’s “’s “setting i“setting in life” idn life” ideally assieally assists a schosts a scholar in undlar in understandingerstanding how that  how that text functtext functioned in tioned inioned in the comin the communities wmunities which produhich produced and ficed and first utilizrst utilized it, theed it, thereby provireby providing cluesding clues as to soc as  as to socias to social, cultural, cultural, and real, and religious stligious structures oructures operative iperative in ancient n ancient Israel.Israel.Israel.

Academic study of the OT, defined for many years by historical-critical 
methods, has long included some type of “literary” analysis. Form criticism, e.g., 
focused on the importance of classifying texts by their literary genre. The ability 
of a scholar to correctly determine the form of a given text, such as identifying a 
psalm as a hymn, lament, or thanksgiving, became a central component to 
understanding the Sitz im Leben which gave rise to that text. Ascertaining a text’s 



“setting in life” ideally assists a scholar in understanding how that text functioned 
in the communities which produced and first utilized it, thereby providing clues 
as to social, cultural, and religious structures operative in ancient Israel.

�For examplFor example, Ps. 117e, Ps. 117 often rec often receives claseives classificationsification as a Than as a Thanksgiving Pksgiving Psalm becausalm becasalm because itbecause it expresses expresses gratitude gratitude toward Go toward God, describd, describes God’s des God’s deliveranceeliverances as the ss as the source of sossource of source of such thanksuch thankfulness, afulness, and encourand encourages all heges all hearers of tarers of the word tohe word to offer sim offer similar praisilasimsimilar prsimilar praise to Goaise to God. This psd. This psalm might alm might be furtherbe further subclassi subclassified as a fied as a community community thanksgivithathanksgivithanksgiving becauseng because of the re of the references tferences to a varieto a variety of persoy of persons being sns being saved from aved from distress adisdistress adistress as opposed s opposed to the delto the deliverance oiverance of an indivf an individual. Gividual. Given this coen this corporate emrporate emphasis, fophaememphasis, emphasis, form critiform critics concludcs conclude that suce that such communith community thanksgiy thanksgiving songsving songs probably  probably provided wpprovided wprovided words for pords for public occaublic occasions or csions or celebrationelebrations. In thiss. In this particula particular case, thr case, the psalm dee psae psalm descpsalm describes peopribes people traversle traversing the daing the dangers of dngers of desert and esert and ocean or eocean or emerging frmerging from prison ofrfrom prisofrom prison or sin in or sin in order ton order to come to G come to God. Many sod. Many scholars thcholars thus hypotheus hypothesize that size that this psalmtthis psalmthis psalm was sung  was sung by groups by groups of pilgrimof pilgrims travelins traveling to Jerusg to Jerusalem for falem for festal occaestal occasions. Thisionsoccaoccasions.occasions. This atte This attempt to commpt to comprehend a prehend a text’s settext’s setting and pting and purpose strurpose strives to moives to move the intvmomove the imove the interpreternterpreter closer to closer to the world the world of the te of the text and thuxt and thus to meanis to meaning as inteng as intended by thndinteintended bintended by the authy the author and/or or and/or received breceived by its origy its original audieinal audience. Such nce. Such movement smovement shows the rhsshows the shows the reader notreader not only the  only the proper wayproper way to approa to approach a text ch a text but also hbut also how that teow that teow that text functtext functioned in iioned in its own hists own historical mitorical milieu.lieu.lieu.

For example, Ps. 117 often receives classification as a Thanksgiving Psalm 
because it expresses gratitude toward God, describes God’s deliverances as the 
source of such thankfulness, and encourages all hearers of the word to offer 
similar praise to God. This psalm might be further subclassified as a community 
thanksgiving because of the references to a variety of persons being saved from 
distress as opposed to the deliverance of an individual. Given this corporate 
emphasis, form critics conclude that such community thanksgiving songs probably 
provided words for public occasions or celebrations. In this particular case, the 
psalm describes people traversing the dangers of desert and ocean or emerging 
from prison or sin in order to come to God. Many scholars thus hypothesize that 
this psalm was sung by groups of pilgrims traveling to Jerusalem for festal 
occasions. This attempt to comprehend a text’s setting and purpose strives to 
move the interpreter closer to the world of the text and thus to meaning as 
intended by the author and/or received by its original audience. Such movement 
shows the reader not only the proper way to approach a text but also how that 
text functioned in its own historical milieu.

�Even apartEven apart from hist from historical-criorical-critical methtical methods, the dods, the definition efinition of genre sof genre still standtill stands out as as standstands outstands out as a prim as a primary task iary task in the liten the literary analyrary analysis of bibsis of biblical textlical texts. In the s. In the OT, a readOT, a reOT, a reader encreader encounters a ounters a wide variewide variety of litety of literary typesrary types — from my — from myths, to foths, to folktales, tlktales, to legal teo leo legal textlegal texts, to props, to prophetic orachetic oracles, to aples, to apocalyptic ocalyptic visions, tvisions, to proverbso proverbs, to short, to short stories,  storie stories, tstories, to parableso parables. The need. The need for such  for such a system oa system of classifif classification is cation is simple — dsimple — different tiffereddifferent different types of ltypes of literature iterature are read dare read differentlyifferently and gener and generate differate different effectent effects; identifs; idents; identifyinidentifying genre meg genre means associans associating a teating a text with a xt with a set of defset of defined conveined conventions whintions which assist ch ach assist theassist the reader in reader in making se making sense of a tnse of a text. For eext. For example, onxample, one does note does not expect sh expect short storieorshshort storshort stories to reaies to read like lawd like law codes; ea codes; each has itsch has its own typic own typical manner al manner of expressof expression and eaionexpressexpressionexpression and each  and each produces dproduces different rifferent response inesponse in the reade the reader. Thus inr. Thus in the bibli the biblical text, calbiblibiblical tbiblical text, the sext, the stories of tories of David’s exDavid’s exploits as ploits as a warrior a warrior might invimight invite the reate the reader into ader intder into an iminto an imaginative aginative world of dworld of danger, chaanger, challenge, anllenge, and intrigued intrigue by relati by relating how he ng how he defeated tdefedefeated tdefeated the giant Ghe giant Goliath as oliath as a young boa young boy or gathey or gathered 200 Phred 200 Philistine filistine foreskins toreskins to claim hio clo claim his claim his bride or nbride or narrowly esarrowly escaped fromcaped from King Saul King Saul’s murdero’s murderous intent us intent on multiplon multiple occasionemultiplmultiple omultiple occasions. ccasions. The storieThe stories have cles have clear plots, ar plots, define chadefine characters, aracters, and use actnd use action and diion aion and dialogand dialogue to exciue to excite, entertte, entertain, and bain, and build up emuild up empathy for pathy for the futurethe future king. By  king. By contrast, contcontrast, contrast, a catalogia cataloging of diving of divine directine directives such aves such as the Ten s the Ten CommandmenCommandments comes ats comes ats comes across as across as stark and stark and serious inserious in its absol its absoluteness anuteness and inflexibd inflexibility. Sucility. Such a text sh a text simply statimply stimply states itsstates its demands i demands in a basic n a basic list formalist format to genert to generate ethicaate ethical obligatil obligation and comon and compliance frpliancomcompliancecompliance from its  from its readers. Rreaders. Recognizingecognizing the disti the distinctive quanctive qualities of lities of different different genres progenregenres progenres provides the vides the reader witreader with importanh important clues ast clues as to how to to how to read a te read a text and thuxt and thus at leaststhuthus at lethus at least one seast one set of guidet of guidelines for lines for interpretainterpretation.tion.

Even apart from historical-critical methods, the definition of genre still 
stands out as a primary task in the literary analysis of biblical texts. In the OT, a 
reader encounters a wide variety of literary types — from myths, to folktales, to 
legal texts, to prophetic oracles, to apocalyptic visions, to proverbs, to short 
stories, to parables. The need for such a system of classification is simple — 
different types of literature are read differently and generate different effects; 
identifying genre means associating a text with a set of defined conventions which 
assist the reader in making sense of a text. For example, one does not expect 
short stories to read like law codes; each has its own typical manner of 
expression and each produces different response in the reader. Thus in the 
biblical text, the stories of David’s exploits as a warrior might invite the reader 
into an imaginative world of danger, challenge, and intrigue by relating how he 
defeated the giant Goliath as a young boy or gathered 200 Philistine foreskins to 
claim his bride or narrowly escaped from King Saul’s murderous intent on 
multiple occasions. The stories have clear plots, define characters, and use action 
and dialogue to excite, entertain, and build up empathy for the future king. By 
contrast, a cataloging of divine directives such as the Ten Commandments comes 
across as stark and serious in its absoluteness and inflexibility. Such a text simply 
states its demands in a basic list format to generate ethical obligation and 
compliance from its readers. Recognizing the distinctive qualities of different 
genres provides the reader with important clues as to how to read a text and 



thus at least one set of guidelines for interpretation.

The CreatiThe Creation of Eve,on of Eve, from  from Nine IllusNine Illustrations ttrations to “Paradiso “Paradise Lost,”e Lost,” William B William Blake (1757lake (1757–1827) (Gi–18(1757(1757–1827(1757–1827) (Gift by) (Gift by Subscript Subscription, 1890;ion, 1890; Courtesy, Courtesy, Museum of Museum of Fine Arts Fine Arts, Boston), Boston)

The Creation of Eve, from Nine Illustrations to “Paradise Lost,” William Blake 
(1757–1827) (Gift by Subscription, 1890; Courtesy, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston)

�On occasioOn occasion the formn the form which a b which a biblical teiblical text takes ixt takes is more fors more formally defimally defined. One ened. Onned. One examplOne example of such e of such formal strformal structuring, ucturing, the acrostthe acrostic, comes ic, comes from biblifrom biblical poetrycal poetry. Acrostic. poetrypoetry. Acpoetry. Acrostics burostics build words ild words or phrasesor phrases or patter or patterns from thns from the initial e initial letter of letter of each word eacheach word each word in a line.in a line. In the bi In the biblical texblical text a partict a particular form ular form of acrostiof acrostic — an alpc — an alphabetic achabetalpalphabeticalphabetic acrostic  acrostic — builds p— builds patterns byatterns by using eac using each successih successive letter ve letter of the Hebof the Hebrew alphabrewHebHebrew alpHebrew alphabet as thabet as the initialhe initial letter in letter in a line. S a line. Such structuch structuring was uring was perhaps inperhaps initially emitiallyininitially initially employed aemployed as a prompts a prompt to the me to the memory. In tmory. In terms of inerms of interpretatiterpretation, it asson, it assists the rists assassists thassists the reader te reader to see the o see the poem as copoem as covering a svering a subject “frubject “from A to Z.om A to Z.” Texts in” Texts in this form th this formathis format include t include Pss. 9-10,Pss. 9-10, 25, 34, 3 25, 34, 37, 111, 117, 111, 112, 145; Pr2, 145; Prov. 31:10-ov. 31:10-31; and La31; and Lam. 1, 2, 3m. 1,m. 1, 2, 3, 41, 2, 3, 4. When exa. When examining a tmining a text such aext such as Prov. 31s Prov. 31:10-31, th:10-31, the reader oe reader of the Hebrf the Hebrew text thewHebrHebrew texHebrew text thus seet thus sees the quals the qualities of aities of a good wife good wife delineate delineated in a vird in a virtual cataltual catalog using tog usog using the using the alphabet aalphabet as a guide.s a guide.

On occasion the form which a biblical text takes is more formally defined. 
One example of such formal structuring, the acrostic, comes from biblical 
poetry. Acrostics build words or phrases or patterns from the initial letter of 
each word in a line. In the biblical text a particular form of acrostic — an 
alphabetic acrostic — builds patterns by using each successive letter of the 
Hebrew alphabet as the initial letter in a line. Such structuring was perhaps 
initially employed as a prompt to the memory. In terms of interpretation, it 
assists the reader to see the poem as covering a subject “from A to Z.” Texts in 
this format include Pss. 9-10, 25, 34, 37, 111, 112, 145; Prov. 31:10-31; and Lam. 
1, 2, 3, 4. When examining a text such as Prov. 31:10-31, the reader of the 
Hebrew text thus sees the qualities of a good wife delineated in a virtual catalog 
using the alphabet as a guide.

�Exploring Exploring the stylisthe stylistic featurtic features of a gies of a given text aven text also plays lso plays a vital roa vital role in litele in literary analyrary liteliterary aliterary analysis. Tnalysis. The techniqhe techniques of texues of textual consttual construction ilruction illustrate blustrate both the cooth the conventions nventcoconventionconventions operativs operative in certae in certain kinds oin kinds of writing f writing in ancientin ancient Israel an Israel and the artid the artistic creatstic crstic creativitycreativity of the bi of the biblical wriblical writers. For ters. For example, texample, the writershe writers of poetry of poetry in the OT in the OT often use ofte often use often use different different types of ptypes of parallelismarallelisms as a fors as a form of exprem of expression. Parssion. Parallelism sallelism simply meanimply ssimply measimply means the repns the repetition ofetition of an idea i an idea in slightlyn slightly different different terms, as terms, as in Isa. 6 in Isa. 60:2. This 0:2. Thi0:2. This verseThis verse reports,  reports, in part, tin part, that darknehat darkness (Heb. ss (Heb. h�oœsûek�h�oœsûek�) will cov) will cover the earer the earth and a ttearearth and earth and a thick daa thick darkness rkness ({a�raœp�e({a�raœp�el)l) the peopl the peoples. “Darknes. “Darkness” and “ess” and “thick darkthick darthick darkness,”darkness,” while dif while different Hebferent Hebrew words,rew words, convey th convey the same idee same idea as to eaa as to earth and perth and perth and peoples; tpeoples; the ideas ahe ideas articulatedrticulated thus rece thus receive emphasive emphasis throughis through reinforce reinforcement of thment of the image. Oe ththe image.the image. On other  On other occasions,occasions, paralleli parallelisms can desms can denote opposnote opposites (e.g.ites (e.g., Prov. 12, Prov. 12:1) or bui:1)1212:1) or b12:1) or build on onuild on one another e another to a climato a climactic pointctic point (Judg. 5: (Judg. 5:26b).26b).26b).

Exploring the stylistic features of a given text also plays a vital role in 
literary analysis. The techniques of textual construction illustrate both the 
conventions operative in certain kinds of writing in ancient Israel and the artistic 
creativity of the biblical writers. For example, the writers of poetry in the OT 
often use different types of parallelisms as a form of expression. Parallelism 
simply means the repetition of an idea in slightly different terms, as in Isa. 60:2. 
This verse reports, in part, that darkness (Heb. h�oœsûek� ) will cover the 
earth and a thick darkness ({a�raœp�el)  the peoples. “Darkness” and “thick 
darkness,” while different Hebrew words, convey the same idea as to earth and 
peoples; the ideas articulated thus receive emphasis through reinforcement of 
the image. On other occasions, parallelisms can denote opposites (e.g., Prov. 
12:1) or build on one another to a climactic point (Judg. 5:26b).

�RepetitionRepetition of a key  of a key word or thword or theme also oeme also occurs freqccurs frequently in uently in biblical tbiblical texts, bothexts, botexts, both poetiboth poetic and narrc and narrative. Theative. The simple re simple reiteration iteration of a coda of a coda or line (eor line (e.g., “for .g., “for his steadfhis stehis steadfast steadfast love endurlove endures foreveres forever” in Ps. 1” in Ps. 136) serves36) serves to attrac to attract the readt the readers’ atteners’ attention to thtion attenattention attention to the cento the central themetral theme. Sometime. Sometimes this reps this repetition apetition appears at bpears at both the beoth the beginning anginbebeginning beginning and the enand the end of a word of a work; this fek; this feature is cature is called an ialled an inclusio, anclusio, and it funcnd it functions as ations ations as a frameas a frame to illust to illustrate the mrate the major emphaajor emphasis contaisis contained withinned within. Inclusio. Inclusios occur bos occur both in shorth ith in shorterin shorter works suc works such as Ps. 8h as Ps. 8, which bo, which both opens ath opens and closes nd closes with “O Lowith “O Lord, our Lord, our Lord, our Lord, how Lord, how majestic imajestic is your nams your name in all te in all the earth!”he earth!” and in le and in lengthier tengthier texts such axts such as the books thes the book othe book of Ecclesiaf Ecclesiastes whichstes which opens (Ec opens (Eccl. 1:2) acl. 1:2) and closes nd closes (12:8) wit(12:8) with “Vanity h “Vanity of vanitieof vof vanities, vanities, says the Psays the Preacher, vreacher, vanity of vanity of vanities! Aanities! All is vanill is vanity.” Repetty.” Repetition alsoition also serves as serves a serves as a strucas a structural elemtural element in narent in narratives. Tratives. The recurrehe recurrence of stonce of stock phrasesck phrases such as “ such as “and there and““and there“and there was eveni was evening and theng and there was morre was morning” or “ning” or “and God saand God saw that it w that it was good” was goodwas good” in tgood” in the first Che first Creation streation story (Gen. ory (Gen. 1:1-2:4a) 1:1-2:4a) serves as serves as an obviousan obvious example.  example. The repetiTheThe repetiThe repetitions plactions place focus one focus on the passa the passage of timege of time as well a as well as highlighs highlight the react the reaction of thtion reacreaction oreaction of the centf the central characral character. Likewter. Likewise, the cise, the continual hontinual hardening oardening of Pharaoh’f Pharaoh’s heart ins hes heart in theart in the Exodus he Exodus account praccount prolongs theolongs the narrative narrative while als while also heighteno heightening the teing the tension in tnsitetension intension in the battl the battle between e between God and PhGod and Pharaoh for araoh for power.power.

Repetition of a key word or theme also occurs frequently in biblical texts, 
both poetic and narrative. The simple reiteration of a coda or line (e.g., “for his 
steadfast love endures forever” in Ps. 136) serves to attract the readers’ 
attention to the central theme. Sometimes this repetition appears at both the 
beginning and the end of a work; this feature is called an inclusio, and it functions 
as a frame to illustrate the major emphasis contained within. Inclusios occur both 
in shorter works such as Ps. 8, which both opens and closes with “O Lord, our 
Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth!” and in lengthier texts such as 
the book of Ecclesiastes which opens (Eccl. 1:2) and closes (12:8) with “Vanity of 
vanities, says the Preacher, vanity of vanities! All is vanity.” Repetition also serves 
as a structural element in narratives. The recurrence of stock phrases such as 



“and there was evening and there was morning” or “and God saw that it was 
good” in the first Creation story (Gen. 1:1-2:4a) serves as an obvious example. 
The repetitions place focus on the passage of time as well as highlight the 
reaction of the central character. Likewise, the continual hardening of Pharaoh’s 
heart in the Exodus account prolongs the narrative while also heightening the 
tension in the battle between God and Pharaoh for power.

Naomi entrNaomi entreating Ruteating Ruth and Orpah and Orpah to returh to return to the Ln to the Land of Moaand of Moab.b. Fresco pr Fresco print, Williint, William Blake (amWilliWilliam BlWilliam Blake (1757–ake (1757–1827); Tat1827); Tate Gallery,e Gallery, London (V London (Victoria & ictoria & Albert MusAlbert Museum, Londoeum, Loneum, London/ArtLondon/Art Resource, Resource, N.Y.) N.Y.)

Naomi entreating Ruth and Orpah to return to the Land of Moab. Fresco print, 
William Blake (1757–1827); Tate Gallery, London (Victoria & Albert Museum, 

London/Art Resource, N.Y.)

�Metaphor oMetaphor occurs freqccurs frequently in uently in the Bible the Bible as a way tas a way to express o express concepts wconcepts which mighthich mhich might othemight otherwise defyrwise defy expressio expression. Most ofn. Most often depictten depictions of Goions of God and the d and the relationshrelationship betweenirelationshrelationshrelationship betweenip between God and t God and the covenanhe covenant people rt people rely on metely on metaphor. In aphor. In Hosea, e.gHosea, e.Hosea, e.g., amone.g., among the manyg the many metaphori metaphoric descriptc descriptions of Goions of God are imagd are images such ases such as husband a husband a husband and lover and lover (2:2–13[MT(2:2–13[MT 3–14]), p 3–14]), parent (11:arent (11:1–4), lion1–4), lion (13:7), b (13:7), bear (13:8)ear (13:8), or even , or even moth and dmotmoth and dmoth and dry rot (5:ry rot (5:12). The u12). The use of metase of metaphor both phor both invokes thinvokes the familiare familiar to bring  to bring the objectththe objectthe object of concer of concern, here Gon, here God, into cld, into clearer focuearer focus and engas and engages the imges the imagination agination of the reaofof the reaof the reader or header or hearer to detrer to determine howermine how the metap the metaphoric figuhoric figure works are works as a descris a descris a descriptivdescriptive. How ande. How and why is si why is sin like scan like scarlet? How rlet? How is forgiveis forgiveness like ness like snow? (Isasnow? (Isa. 1:18). T. 1:1. 1:18). The1:18). The use of me use of metaphor cantaphor can be within be within the span  the span of a line,of a line, or it can or it can be much m be much more extendormmore extenmore extended as in ded as in the descrithe descriptions of ptions of the peoplethe people as adulte as adulterous wivesrous wives of God (E of God (Ezek. 16, 2z(E(Ezek. 16,(Ezek. 16, 23) or in 23) or in the stori the stories of the es of the two loverstwo lovers in the So in the Song of Solong of Solomon.mon.mon.

Metaphor occurs frequently in the Bible as a way to express concepts which 
might otherwise defy expression. Most often depictions of God and the 
relationship between God and the covenant people rely on metaphor. In Hosea, 
e.g., among the many metaphoric descriptions of God are images such as husband 
and lover (2:2–13[MT 3–14]), parent (11:1–4), lion (13:7), bear (13:8), or even 
moth and dry rot (5:12). The use of metaphor both invokes the familiar to bring 
the object of concern, here God, into clearer focus and engages the imagination 
of the reader or hearer to determine how the metaphoric figure works as a 
descriptive. How and why is sin like scarlet? How is forgiveness like snow? (Isa. 
1:18). The use of metaphor can be within the span of a line, or it can be much 
more extended as in the descriptions of the people as adulterous wives of God 
(Ezek. 16, 23) or in the stories of the two lovers in the Song of Solomon.

�Many otherMany other features  features of literarof literary analysisy analysis, such as , such as the explorthe exploration of bation of biblical naiblical narrative inrnanarrative narrative in terms oin terms of stylistif stylistic featuresc features such as c such as characterizharacterization, diaation, dialogue and logue and plot develplot deplot developmendevelopment, rightlyt, rightly could be, could be, and perha and perhaps even shps even should be, iould be, included inncluded in this disc this discussion. Suussdiscdiscussiondiscussion. Such a l. Such a listing, hoisting, however, couwever, could not covld not cover completer completely all ofely all of the appro the approaches whicacheapproapproachesapproaches which lit which literary schoerary scholars take lars take in analyziin analyzing the bibng the biblical textlical texts. What ths. What these scholaese sese scholars hscholars hold in comold in common is a cmon is a concern foroncern for relating  relating the form athe form and constrund construction of action of a text to i t text to ittext to its meaning.s meaning. The share The shared assumptid assumption here ison here is that word that words alone dos alone do not conve not conve not convey meaconvey meaning; how ning; how words are words are organized organized and presenand presented in a tted in a text tells ext tells as much abas much abas much about whatabout what they conv they convey to a reey to a reader as doader as do the words the words themselve themselves. Moreoves. Moreover, seeing r, seeingr, seeing theseeing the texts as  texts as literatureliterature also rais also raises questioes questions about hns about how these tow these texts commuexts communicate as nicommucommunicatcommunicate as art. e as art. This interThis interpretive shpretive shift often ift often moves the moves the question oquestion of meaning f meaning away from awaway from away from a strict ca strict concern witoncern with what an h what an interpreteinterpreter determinr determines to be tes to be the intent he intent of the texoof the texof the texts and itsts and its author an author and places ed places emphasis onmphasis on the recep the reception and ution and understandinderstanding of a tengunderstandiunderstandunderstanding of a ting of a text by itsext by its readers o readers or hearers.r hearers. Such a re Such a reorientatioorientation in the un in the understandinderuunderstandunderstanding of wheing of where meaningre meaning resides o resides opens up a pens up a variety ofvariety of new inter new interpretive popretive popretive possibilitpossibilities and chies and challenges ballenges biblical sciblical scholarship holarship to make a to make a place for place for multiple imultiple interpretivnterpreiinterpretiinterpretive voices ve voices and a variand a variety of reaety of readings of adings of any given tny given text.ext.ext.

Many other features of literary analysis, such as the exploration of biblical 
narrative in terms of stylistic features such as characterization, dialogue and plot 
development, rightly could be, and perhaps even should be, included in this 
discussion. Such a listing, however, could not cover completely all of the 
approaches which literary scholars take in analyzing the biblical texts. What these 
scholars hold in common is a concern for relating the form and construction of a 
text to its meaning. The shared assumption here is that words alone do not 
convey meaning; how words are organized and presented in a text tells as much 
about what they convey to a reader as do the words themselves. Moreover, 
seeing the texts as literature also raises questions about how these texts 
communicate as art. This interpretive shift often moves the question of meaning 
away from a strict concern with what an interpreter determines to be the intent 
of the texts and its author and places emphasis on the reception and 
understanding of a text by its readers or hearers. Such a reorientation in the 
understanding of where meaning resides opens up a variety of new interpretive 
possibilities and challenges biblical scholarship to make a place for multiple 
interpretive voices and a variety of readings of any given text.
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To read thTo read the NT as lie NT as literature iterature is to read s to read the Bible the Bible in ways thin ways that literatat literature in genure in general is reeral ieral is read. Ais read. A literary  literary reading doreading does not dimes not diminish the inish the understandunderstanding of Scring of Scripture, buipture, but rather et ratt rather enhrather enhances the ances the meaning thmeaning that is in tat is in the text. The text. The NT is rhe NT is read on itsead on its own terms own terms, which me, w, which meanwhich means that itss that its figures o figures of speech, f speech, formal orgformal organization,anization, and other and other literary  literary aspects araspeaspects araspects are analyzede analyzed...

To read the NT as literature is to read the Bible in ways that literature in general 
is read. A literary reading does not diminish the understanding of Scripture, but 
rather enhances the meaning that is in the text. The NT is read on its own terms, 
which means that its figures of speech, formal organization, and other literary 
aspects are analyzed.

�The literaThe literature of thture of the NT may be NT may be divided e divided into sayininto sayings, narratgs, narratives, speeives, speeches, and ches, andches, and letterand letters. The says. The sayings of Jeings of Jesus are fosus are found in theund in the Synoptic  Synoptic Gospels anGospels and the Gospd the Gospel of Johnel GospGospel of Gospel of John. NarrJohn. Narratives areatives are stories t stories that have chat have characters haracters and plot aand plot and are found are found in the nd foufound in tfound in the Gospelshe Gospels, the Acts, the Acts of the Ap of the Apostles, anostles, and Revelatid Revelation. Speechon. Speeches are foues are found in Actsndfoufound in Afound in Acts. The lcts. The letters areetters are conventio conventional forms nal forms of communiof communication in cation in the early the early Church andCChurch andChurch and include t include the lettershe letters of Paul a of Paul and other Nnd other NT writers.T writers.

The literature of the NT may be divided into sayings, narratives, speeches, 
and letters. The sayings of Jesus are found in the Synoptic Gospels and the 
Gospel of John. Narratives are stories that have characters and plot and are 
found in the Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, and Revelation. Speeches are 
found in Acts. The letters are conventional forms of communication in the early 
Church and include the letters of Paul and other NT writers.

Sayings ofSayings of Jesus Jesus

Sayings of Jesus

The sayingThe sayings of Jesuss of Jesus may be sh may be short, aphorort, aphoristic sayiistic sayings as in ngs as in Matthew’s Matthew’s Sermon on Sermon on the Mount ththe Mount the Mount or long dior long discourses ascourses as in the Gs in the Gospel of Jospel of John; but aohn; but always theylways they are artis are artistic formultic artisartistic fartistic formulationormulations that reqs that require a clouire a close readingse reading on the pa on the part of the rt of the interpreteinterpreter. An antir. Anr. An antitheAn antithetical sayitical saying is one ng is one that is inthat is in paralleli parallelism (i.e, ssm (i.e, similar ordimilar order and strer and structure) anucture) aucture) and has a and has a contrast ocontrast or oppositir opposition in the on in the meaning ofmeaning of contiguou contiguous phrases s phrases or clausesor clauses. Jesus’ s. J. Jesus’ staJesus’ statement to tement to the crowd the crowd and discipand disciples in Marles in Mark 8:35 (cfk 8:35 (cf. Matt. 16. Matt. 16:25; Luke :25; Luke 9:24) is a9:249:24) is a9:24) is an example.n example. Here the  Here the antithesisantithesis is a reve is a reversal of thrsal of the common we common way of thinay of thinking aboutkinthinthinking athinking about savinbout saving or losing or losing one’s lig one’s life: the wafe: the way to save y to save one’s lifeone’s life is to los is to lose it. Thise it. Thise it. This exampThis example also hale also happens to bppens to be a chiaste a chiastic patternic pattern. A chiasm. A chiasmus or chiaus or chiasm, a crossm, a cross-over pats-croscross-overcross-over pattern t pattern that resembhat resembles the Grles the Greek lettereek letter  chichi (X), reve (X), reverses the erses the elements thlements eelements telements that are pahat are parallel in rallel in syntax as syntax as follows: Afollows: A : B :: B’ : B :: B’ : A’. In  : A’. In Mark 8:35 Mark 8:35 the terms the termthe terms “savterms “save” and “loe” and “lose” form tse” form the chiasm he chiasm save : lossave : lose :: lose e :: lose : save. An: save. Another examother example is Jespleexamexample isexample is Jesus’ sa Jesus’ saying of thying of the first ane first and the lastd the last (Matt. 19 (Matt. 19:30; cf. M:30; cf. Mark 10:31)ark 10:31). Antithet. Antith. AntitheticAntithetical chiasmsal chiasms turn upsi turn upside down node down normal ways rmal ways of thinkinof thinking and commg and common percepton perceon perceptionperceptions of our ws of our world. Not orld. Not only does only does the the contentcontent of the sa of the saying reverying reverse naturalse natural ways of t naturalnatural wanatural ways of thinys of thinking, but king, but also the also the formform of the sa of the saying turnsying turns on its he on its head the usuad the usual manner al usuusual mannusual manner of thiner of thinking.king.king.

The sayings of Jesus may be short, aphoristic sayings as in Matthew’s Sermon on 
the Mount or long discourses as in the Gospel of John; but always they are 
artistic formulations that require a close reading on the part of the interpreter. 
An antithetical saying is one that is in parallelism (i.e, similar order and structure) 
and has a contrast or opposition in the meaning of contiguous phrases or clauses. 
Jesus’ statement to the crowd and disciples in Mark 8:35 (cf. Matt. 16:25; Luke 
9:24) is an example. Here the antithesis is a reversal of the common way of 
thinking about saving or losing one’s life: the way to save one’s life is to lose it. 
This example also happens to be a chiastic pattern. A chiasmus or chiasm, a 
cross-over pattern that resembles the Greek letter chi (X), reverses the 
elements that are parallel in syntax as follows: A : B :: B’ : A’. In Mark 8:35 the 
terms “save” and “lose” form the chiasm save : lose :: lose : save. Another 
example is Jesus’ saying of the first and the last (Matt. 19:30; cf. Mark 10:31). 
Antithetical chiasms turn upside down normal ways of thinking and common 
perceptions of our world. Not only does the content of the saying reverse 
natural ways of thinking, but also the form of the saying turns on its head the 
usual manner of thinking.

�Jesus so cJesus so consistentlonsistently used mety used metaphors andaphors and similes t similes that any sthat any study of theudy of the Gospels a Gospel Gospels asGospels as literatur literature must paye must pay close att close attention to ention to these figuthese figures of speres of speech. A simech. A simile comparile cile compares tcompares two distincwo distinctly differtly different thingsent things by the us by the use of “likee of “like” or “as.”” or “as.” In Luke 1 In Luke 17:6 Jesus 7:6 Je7:6 Jesus compJesus compares faithares faith to a must to a mustard seed. ard seed. In a metapIn a metaphor an imphor an implied analolied analogy is madegy is made between o b between onbetween one object ae object and anothernd another that ascr that ascribes one oibes one or more quar more qualities of lities of the secondthe secondthe second objsecond object to theect to the first. A  first. A metaphor hmetaphor has a vehicas a vehicle (the mele (the metaphoricaltaphorical term itse term itself) and a lf) itseitself) anitself) and a tenor d a tenor (the subje(the subject that thct that the metaphore metaphor is applie is applied to). Matd to). Matt. 7:6 illt. 7:6 illustrates nustratesillillustrateillustrates not onlys not only the impor the importance of itance of identifyingdentifying the vehic the vehicle and tenle and tenor, but alor, but also the difso theso the difficthe difficulty at tiulty at times in makmes in making the coing the correct idenrrect identificationtification. There ar. There are several e several vehicles ivehiclevehicles ivehicles in this exan this example: holymple: holy things, d things, dogs, pearlogs, pearls, swine. s, swine. But what iBut what is the tenos the tenor, the subr, ther, the subjecthe subject to whicht to which these met these metaphorical aphorical terms are terms are applied? Iapplied? Is it the gs it the gospel? Cerospel? Certain esotetainCerCertain esCertain esoteric teaoteric teachings andchings and practices practices? Fine wis? Fine wisdom? And wdom? And whom do thehom do the dogs and  dogs and dogs and swine and swine represent?represent? Unbelieve Unbelievers? The Jers? The Jewish leadewish leaders? The hars? The hard-heartedrd-hearted and blind and blind and blind? Anyblind? Any interpret interpretation of tation of this diffichis difficult verse ult verse requires trequires that an inthat an interpreter cerpreter correctly iorrectccorrectly correctly identify tidentify the tenor ohe tenor or tenors.r tenors.r tenors.

Jesus so consistently used metaphors and similes that any study of the 



Gospels as literature must pay close attention to these figures of speech. A simile 
compares two distinctly different things by the use of “like” or “as.” In Luke 17:6 
Jesus compares faith to a mustard seed. In a metaphor an implied analogy is made 
between one object and another that ascribes one or more qualities of the 
second object to the first. A metaphor has a vehicle (the metaphorical term 
itself) and a tenor (the subject that the metaphor is applied to). Matt. 7:6 
illustrates not only the importance of identifying the vehicle and tenor, but also 
the difficulty at times in making the correct identification. There are several 
vehicles in this example: holy things, dogs, pearls, swine. But what is the tenor, 
the subject to which these metaphorical terms are applied? Is it the gospel? 
Certain esoteric teachings and practices? Fine wisdom? And whom do the dogs 
and swine represent? Unbelievers? The Jewish leaders? The hard-hearted and 
blind? Any interpretation of this difficult verse requires that an interpreter 
correctly identify the tenor or tenors.

�Jesus’ fonJesus’ fondness of hdness of hyperbole ayperbole also requirlso requires close aes close attention. ttention. Hyperbole Hyperbole is a bold is a boldis a bold oversbold overstatement otatement or extravagr extravagant exaggeant exaggeration. Thration. The hyperbole hyperbolic languagic language of Matt.e of Matt. 7:3-5 ill Matt.Matt. 7:3-Matt. 7:3-5 illustra5 illustrates. The htes. The hyperbole oyperbole of a log prf a log protruding fotruding from one’s rom one’s eye is an eye is an arresting arrearresting arresting image thatimage that has a def has a definite shocinite shock value: ik value: it forces tt forces the reader/he reader/hearer to hearer to see somethsee ssee something something that couldthat could not be se not be seen withouten without the use o the use of hyperbolf hyperbolic languagic language — namelye — namele — namely, onnamely, one’s censore’s censorious attitious attitude.ude.ude.

Jesus’ fondness of hyperbole also requires close attention. Hyperbole is a 
bold overstatement or extravagant exaggeration. The hyperbolic language of 
Matt. 7:3-5 illustrates. The hyperbole of a log protruding from one’s eye is an 
arresting image that has a definite shock value: it forces the reader/hearer to see 
something that could not be seen without the use of hyperbolic language — 
namely, one’s censorious attitude.

�The sayingThe sayings of Jesuss of Jesus in the Go in the Gospel of Jospel of John containhn contain many doub many double entendrle entendres or states or es or statemeor statements that ants that are deliberre deliberately ambiately ambiguous and guous and create miscreate misunderstandunderstandings. Whenings. Wheings. When JesusWhen Jesus says to N says to Nicodemus ticodemus that “withohat “without being but being born from aorn from above (Gk. bove (Gk. aénoœthenaénoœaénoœthenaénoœthen)” he cann)” he cannot see theot see the kingdom o kingdom of God (Johf God (John 3:3), Nin 3:3), Nicodemus micodemus misunderstansundemimisunderstmisunderstands becauands because the Grese the Greek term caek term can mean eitn mean either “againher “again” or “from” or “from above.” S above.” above.” Siabove.” Similarly, tmilarly, the Samarithe Samaritan woman man woman misunderstaisunderstands “livinnds “living water” g water” (hyédoœr z(hyédoœr (hyédoœr z(hyédoœr zoœén)oœén) in John 4 in John 4:10 and th:10 and thinks that inks that Jesus willJesus will provide a provide a “flowing  “flowing stream.”strestream.”stream.”stream.”

The sayings of Jesus in the Gospel of John contain many double entendres 
or statements that are deliberately ambiguous and create misunderstandings. 
When Jesus says to Nicodemus that “without being born from above (Gk. 
aénoœthen)” he cannot see the kingdom of God (John 3:3), Nicodemus 
misunderstands because the Greek term can mean either “again” or “from 
above.” Similarly, the Samaritan woman misunderstands “living water” 
(hyédoœr zoœén) in John 4:10 and thinks that Jesus will provide a “flowing 
stream.”

�An understAn understanding of anding of irony enriirony enriches the rches the reading of eading of the Gospelthe Gospels. Verbal s. Verbal irony occuirony oirony occurs wheoccurs when the impln the implicit meaniicit meaning by a spng by a speaker diffeaker differs sharplers sharply from they from the ostensibl ostensible meaning e me meaning exmeaning expressed. Wpressed. Words are uords are used in a dsed in a double-edgeouble-edged way. Whed way. When Jesus ten Jesus tells the Jells the Jlls the Jewish leaJewish leaders “Destders “Destroy this troy this temple, andemple, and in three  in three days I wildays I will raise itl raise it up” (John up” (John 2:19), he 2:19) 2:19), he 2:19), he is referriis referring to his ng to his body, but body, but the authorthe authorities undeities understandablyrstandably think he  think he means the meanmeans the means the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple. Jotemple. John makes shn makes sure that ture that the reader he reader does not mdoes not miss the iriss the iriss the irony by eirony by explaining xplaining Jesus’ meaJesus’ meaning in 2:ning in 2:21. Dramat21. Dramatic irony oic irony occurs whenccurs when the reade the reader stands ir readereader stareader stands in a snds in a superior pouperior position to sition to a charactea character in a narr in a narrative andrative and therefore therefore knows inf kno knows infoknows information thrmation that a charaat a character lackscter lacks. Caiaphas. Caiaphas’ statemen’ statement concernit concerning Jesus ing Jesus in John 11:n iin John 11in John 11:50 is dra:50 is dramatic ironmatic irony at its by at its best. The hest. The high priestigh priest does not  does not understandunderstand the exten the the extentthe extent to which  to which this statethis statement is trment is true, althouue, although the reagh the reader does uder does understand.nderstand.

An understanding of irony enriches the reading of the Gospels. Verbal irony 
occurs when the implicit meaning by a speaker differs sharply from the ostensible 
meaning expressed. Words are used in a double-edged way. When Jesus tells the 
Jewish leaders “Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up” (John 
2:19), he is referring to his body, but the authorities understandably think he 
means the Jerusalem temple. John makes sure that the reader does not miss the 
irony by explaining Jesus’ meaning in 2:21. Dramatic irony occurs when the 
reader stands in a superior position to a character in a narrative and therefore 
knows information that a character lacks. Caiaphas’ statement concerning Jesus 
in John 11:50 is dramatic irony at its best. The high priest does not understand 
the extent to which this statement is true, although the reader does understand.

�The parablThe parables of Jesues of Jesus may be ss may be short similhort similitudes thaitudes that make a ct make a comparison omparison between twbetwebetween twbetween two distincto distinctly differely different things nt things or they maor they may be longey be longer, narratir, narrative parableve parables with chas ws with charawith characters and cters and plot. Simiplot. Similitudes arlitudes are extendede extended similes o similes or metaphorr metaphors that havs that have a picture havhave a pichave a picture part ture part (vehicle),(vehicle), a reality a reality part (ten part (tenor), and aor), and a point of  point of comparisoncomparison between t betw between thbetween the two parte two parts. The pars. The parable of thable of the hidden te hidden treasure inreasure in Matt. 13: Matt. 13:44 is an e44 is an example of xaeexample ofexample of a similit a similitude. The pude. The picture paricture part is the tt is the treasure hireasure hidden in a dden in a field; thefield; the reality p realit reality pareality part is the rt is the kingdom ofkingdom of God; and  God; and the point the point of compariof comparison is thason is that just as t just as the man sothe mthe man sold aman sold all to purcll to purchase the fhase the field, one ield, one willingly willingly sacrificessacrifices all to re all to receive the ceive the kingdom. Okingdomkingdom. Okingdom. Other similther similitudes areitudes are the parab the parables of theles of the leaven (M leaven (Matt. 13:33att. 13:33; Luke 13:; Luke 13:20-21), th2013:13:20-21),13:20-21), the musta the mustard seed (Mrd seed (Matt. 13:31att. 13:31-32; Mark -32; Mark 4:30-32; L4:30-32; Luke 13:18-uke 13:18-19), the p19), the pearl (Matteppearl (Matpearl (Matt. 13:45-4t. 13:45-46), the ne6), the net (13:47–5t (13:47–50), the se0), the seed growinged growing secretly  secretly (Mark 4:26(Mark 4:26-29), the -294:264:26-29), 4:26-29), the fig trthe fig tree (Matt. ee (Matt. 24:32-35; 24:32-35; Mark 13:28Mark 13:28-31; Luke -31; Luke 21:29-33),21:29-33), the lost  the lost sheep (15:sheesheep (15:sheep (15:4–7; Matt.4–7; Matt. 18:12-14) 18:12-14), the lost, the lost coin (Luk coin (Luke 15:8-10)e 15:8-10), and the , and the unprofitabunprofitable servantle sle servants (servants (17:7–10).17:7–10).17:7–10).

The parables of Jesus may be short similitudes that make a comparison 



between two distinctly different things or they may be longer, narrative parables 
with characters and plot. Similitudes are extended similes or metaphors that 
have a picture part (vehicle), a reality part (tenor), and a point of comparison 
between the two parts. The parable of the hidden treasure in Matt. 13:44 is an 
example of a similitude. The picture part is the treasure hidden in a field; the 
reality part is the kingdom of God; and the point of comparison is that just as the 
man sold all to purchase the field, one willingly sacrifices all to receive the 
kingdom. Other similitudes are the parables of the leaven (Matt. 13:33; Luke 
13:20-21), the mustard seed (Matt. 13:31-32; Mark 4:30-32; Luke 13:18-19), the 
pearl (Matt. 13:45-46), the net (13:47–50), the seed growing secretly (Mark 
4:26-29), the fig tree (Matt. 24:32-35; Mark 13:28-31; Luke 21:29-33), the lost 
sheep (15:4–7; Matt. 18:12-14), the lost coin (Luke 15:8-10), and the unprofitable 
servants (17:7–10).

�Narrative Narrative parables aparables are well-dere well-developed stveloped stories and ories and should be should be analyzed aanalyzed as narrativs narras narrative narrative literatureliterature with atte with attention givention given to the cn to the characters,haracters, rhetoric, rhetoric, setting,  setting, point of vpoint opoint of view, pof view, plot, and tlot, and theme (see heme (see below). Exbelow). Examples of amples of narrative narrative parables aparables are the parre the parables of tablparparables oparables of the ten f the ten virgins (Mvirgins (Matt. 25:1-att. 25:1-13), the t13), the talents (25alents (25:14–30; Lu:14–30; Luke 19:11-2ke 19:11-27), the sh7), th7), the sheep the sheep and the goand the goats (Matt.ats (Matt. 25:31-46) 25:31-46), the rich, the rich man and L man and Lazarus (Luazarus (Luke 16:19-3ke 16:19-31), the wo116:19-316:19-31),16:19-31), the worke the workers in the rs in the vineyard (vineyard (Matt. 20:1Matt. 20:1-16), the -16), the Prodigal SProdigal Son (Luke 1on (Luke 15:11-32), 5:1115:11-32),15:11-32), the Good  the Good Samaritan Samaritan (10:29–37)(10:29–37), and the , and the unjust steunjust steward (16:1ward (16:1–9).–9).

Narrative parables are well-developed stories and should be analyzed as 
narrative literature with attention given to the characters, rhetoric, setting, point 
of view, plot, and theme (see below). Examples of narrative parables are the 
parables of the ten virgins (Matt. 25:1-13), the talents (25:14–30; Luke 19:11-27), 
the sheep and the goats (Matt. 25:31-46), the rich man and Lazarus (Luke 
16:19-31), the workers in the vineyard (Matt. 20:1-16), the Prodigal Son (Luke 
15:11-32), the Good Samaritan (10:29–37), and the unjust steward (16:1–9).

NarrativesNarratives

Narratives

NarrativesNarratives are stori are stories which mes which may be histay be historical (e.orical (e.g., passiog., passion narrativn narratives) or fices) or fictional (e.tionalficfictional fictional (e.g., par(e.g., parables) andables) and are relat are related by a naed by a narrator. Narrator. Narratives hrratives have characave characters and pters aters and plot aand plot as well as s well as point of vpoint of view, rhetoiew, rhetorical devirical devices, and sces, and setting. Exetting. Examples in amples in the Gospelthe Gthe Gospels arGospels are the feede the feeding of theing of the five thou five thousand (Mattsand (Matt. 14:13-21. 14:13-21; Mark 6:3; Mark 6:32-44; Luke2-44; Luke 9:10-17;  9 9:10-17; J9:10-17; John 6:1-15ohn 6:1-15), the Ged), the Gedarene demoarene demoniacs (Matniacs (Matt. 8:28-34t. 8:28-34; Mark 5:1; Mark 5:1-20; Luke -20; Luke 8:26-39), 88:26-39), 8:26-39), the stillithe stilling of the ng of the storm (Matstorm (Matt. 8:23-27t. 8:23-27; Mark 4:3; Mark 4:35-41; Luke5-41; Luke 8:22-25), 8:22-25), the Infan the  the Infancthe Infancy narrativy narratives (Luke 1es (Luke 1-2; Matt. -2; Matt. 1-2), the 1-2), the healing ofhealing of the blind the blind man (John man (John 9), and t 9), a 9), and the Saand the Samaritan womaritan woman (John man (John 4). The Go4). The Gospels as aspels as a whole may whole may be regard be regarded as narred as naed as narrativesnarratives also. Exa also. Examples of nmples of narratives arratives in Acts arin Acts are the conve the conversion of ersion of Cornelius Cornelius (Acts 10:1(Ac(Acts 10:1(Acts 10:1-11:18) an-11:18) and the mirad the miracle of Pencle of Pentecost (2:tecost (2:1–13). Rev1–13). Revelation, telation, though genehough generally consragenegenerally generally consideredconsidered to be apo to be apocalyptic lcalyptic literature,iterature, may be in may be interpreted terpreted as narratias narrative literatve live literatureliterature but with  but with special atspecial attention patention paid to the id to the symbolism.symbolism.

Narratives are stories which may be historical (e.g., passion narratives) or 
fictional (e.g., parables) and are related by a narrator. Narratives have characters 
and plot as well as point of view, rhetorical devices, and setting. Examples in the 
Gospels are the feeding of the five thousand (Matt. 14:13-21; Mark 6:32-44; Luke 
9:10-17; John 6:1-15), the Gedarene demoniacs (Matt. 8:28-34; Mark 5:1-20; Luke 
8:26-39), the stilling of the storm (Matt. 8:23-27; Mark 4:35-41; Luke 8:22-25), 
the Infancy narratives (Luke 1-2; Matt. 1-2), the healing of the blind man (John 9), 
and the Samaritan woman (John 4). The Gospels as a whole may be regarded as 
narratives also. Examples of narratives in Acts are the conversion of Cornelius 
(Acts 10:1-11:18) and the miracle of Pentecost (2:1–13). Revelation, though 
generally considered to be apocalyptic literature, may be interpreted as narrative 
literature but with special attention paid to the symbolism.

The ProdigThe Prodigal Son amial Son amid the Swind the Swine,e, engraving engraving by Albrec by Albrecht Dürer (ht Dürer (ca. 1496) ca. 1496) (Courtesy (Courtesy British MuBBritish MuBritish Museum)seum)

The Prodigal Son amid the Swine, engraving by Albrecht Dürer (ca. 1496) (Courtesy 
British Museum)

�The settinThe setting of a narg of a narrative — trative — the historihe historical time, cal time, social cirsocial circumstancescumstances, and gene, and gen, and general logeneral locale in whcale in which its acich its action occurtion occurs — is imps — is important forortant for interpret interpretation of aation of a narrative nar narrative.narrative. The gener The general settingal setting of the Ge of the Gerasene demrasene demoniac narroniac narrative in Mative in Mark 5, e.gark 5, e.g., with it., w., with its twith its tombs, unfeombs, unfettered shattered shackles and ckles and chains, anchains, and unclean d unclean spirits sespirits sets the atmts the atmosphere ofosphatmatmosphereatmosphere of the na of the narrative. Trrative. The settinghe setting indicates indicates that this that this narrative narrative is about  is about a battle ba batta battle betbattle between God aween God and Satan.nd Satan.nd Satan.

The setting of a narrative — the historical time, social circumstances, and 



general locale in which its action occurs — is important for interpretation of a 
narrative. The general setting of the Gerasene demoniac narrative in Mark 5, e.g., 
with its tombs, unfettered shackles and chains, and unclean spirits sets the 
atmosphere of the narrative. The setting indicates that this narrative is about a 
battle between God and Satan.

�Point of vPoint of view signifiew signifies the waies the way a story y a story is told. Tis told. The actionshe actions, setting,, setting, and event and events are medis eventevents areevents are mediated  mediated through ththrough the narratore narrator’s perspec’s perspective whichtive which is expres is expressed in tersed in terms of spacmterterms of sterms of space, timepace, time, phrases , phrases and words,and words, insight i insight into a charnto a character’s thacter’s thoughts andoughts and feelings, fee feelings, feelings, and the beand the beliefs, valliefs, values, and nues, and norms of thorms of the narratore narrator. An examp. An example of spatle of spatial point ial pial point of vpoint of view may beiew may be seen in t seen in the way Johhe way John has arran has arranged the snged the setting andetting and character characters in Rev. s charactercharacterscharacters in Rev. 4 in Rev. 4 and 5. At and 5. At the cente the center of the nr of the narrative aarrative are the onere the one seated on seated on the thron the the thronethe throne and the L and the Lamb, and oamb, and outward froutward from the throm the throne are expne are expanding conanding concentric cicentric conconcentricconcentric circles o circles of the creaf the creation: the tion: the four livinfour living creatureg creatures, followes, followed by the 2d by the 24 elders. 4 elde4 elders. Thelders. Then the ciren the circle expandcle expands to inclus to include myriadsde myriads of angels of angels, and fina, and finally the enlly the entire creattire enentire creentire creation surration surrounds the ounds the throne. Ththrone. The spatial e spatial arrangemenarrangement reflectst reflects the disti the distinct point nct distidistinct pdistinct point of vioint of view of the ew of the writer, nawriter, namely, thatmely, that God bring God brings order ans order and stabilitd stability (and indy (any (and indee(and indeed meaning)d meaning) to the un to the universe.iverse.iverse.

Point of view signifies the way a story is told. The actions, setting, and 
events are mediated through the narrator’s perspective which is expressed in 
terms of space, time, phrases and words, insight into a character’s thoughts and 
feelings, and the beliefs, values, and norms of the narrator. An example of spatial 
point of view may be seen in the way John has arranged the setting and 
characters in Rev. 4 and 5. At the center of the narrative are the one seated on 
the throne and the Lamb, and outward from the throne are expanding 
concentric circles of the creation: the four living creatures, followed by the 24 
elders. Then the circle expands to include myriads of angels, and finally the 
entire creation surrounds the throne. The spatial arrangement reflects the 
distinct point of view of the writer, namely, that God brings order and stability 
(and indeed meaning) to the universe.

�Rhetoric iRhetoric is the art s the art of persuasof persuasion. An anion. An analysis of alysis of rhetoric lrhetoric looks at thooks at the devices e devices an author aan author an author uses to peuses to persuade thersuade the reader to reader to make the  make the “proper” i“proper” interpretatnterpretation of a nion of a narrative. annarrative.narrative. Rhetoric  Rhetoric includes bincludes but is not ut is not limited tolimited to such figu such figures of speres of speech as simech as simile, metapile, mile, metaphor, metaphor, repetitionrepetition, hyperbol, hyperbole, symbolse, symbols, and iron, and irony. A propey. A proper understar understanding of rnding of rhetoric ishrrhetoric irhetoric is necessars necessary for a coy for a correct interrect interpretationrpretation of a narr of a narrative. Forative. For example,  example, John’s ApoJohn’John’s ApoJohn’s Apocalypse uscalypse uses symbolies symbolism so extesm so extensively thnsively that failureat failure to recogn to recognize this rize this rhetorical hetrrhetoricalrhetorical method in method inevitably revitably results in esults in misreadingmisreadings of the bs of the book.ook.ook.

Rhetoric is the art of persuasion. An analysis of rhetoric looks at the devices 
an author uses to persuade the reader to make the “proper” interpretation of a 
narrative. Rhetoric includes but is not limited to such figures of speech as simile, 
metaphor, repetition, hyperbole, symbols, and irony. A proper understanding of 
rhetoric is necessary for a correct interpretation of a narrative. For example, 
John’s Apocalypse uses symbolism so extensively that failure to recognize this 
rhetorical method inevitably results in misreadings of the book.

�CharactersCharacters in a narr in a narrative are ative are persons wipersons with moral, th moral, dispositiodispositional, and enal, and emotional qmotionaeemotional emotional qualities qualities that are ethat are expressed ixpressed in what then what they say and y say and what they what they do. A narrdo. A narrator may eatnarrnarrator mnarrator may either ay either show (let show (let us see theus see the character character talking o talking or acting) r acting) or tell (ior tell (intervene anterv(i(intervene(intervene authorita authoritatively to tively to describe odescribe or evaluater evaluate the chara the character). Godcter). God speaks on speaks only twice ily ononly twiceonly twice in Revela in Revelation: oncetion: once at the be at the beginning anginning and then at d then at the end ofthe end of the book, the book, and both  an and both tand both times says,imes says, “I am the “I am the Alpha and Alpha and the Omega the Omega” (Rev. 1:” (Rev. 1:8; 21:6). 8; 21:6). John showsJohn shows that God  showsshows thatshows that God is th God is the ground ae ground and goal ofnd goal of our exist our existence both ence both by God’s sby God’s speech and peech andpeech and by theand by the placement placement of the Al of the Alpha/Omega pha/Omega self-declaself-declaration. Byration. By contrast, contrast, Mark inte Mark intervenes in rinteintervenesintervenes in his na in his narrative torrative to tell abou tell about certain t certain characterscharacters: e.g., th: e.g., the disciplee disciples did not s did nos did not undersnot understand abouttand about the multi the multiplication plication of loaves of loaves for “theirfor “their hearts we hearts were hardenere hardened” (Mark 6d”hardenehardened” hardened” (Mark 6:52(Mark 6:52); and the); and the Sadducees Sadducees “say ther “say there is no ree is no resurrectionsurrection” (12:18).” (12:18). Whether a W Whether a Whether a writer telwriter tells about als about a character character or shows  or shows a charactea character through r through dialogue odialogue odialogue or action,or action, the point the point of studyi of studying charactng characterization erization is to idenis to identify the mtify the main traitsain traits, the defi, the de, the defining cdefining characterisharacteristics, of atics, of a character character...

Characters in a narrative are persons with moral, dispositional, and 
emotional qualities that are expressed in what they say and what they do. A 
narrator may either show (let us see the character talking or acting) or tell 
(intervene authoritatively to describe or evaluate the character). God speaks 
only twice in Revelation: once at the beginning and then at the end of the book, 
and both times says, “I am the Alpha and the Omega” (Rev. 1:8; 21:6). John 
shows that God is the ground and goal of our existence both by God’s speech 
and by the placement of the Alpha/Omega self-declaration. By contrast, Mark 
intervenes in his narrative to tell about certain characters: e.g., the disciples did 
not understand about the multiplication of loaves for “their hearts were 
hardened” (Mark 6:52); and the Sadducees “say there is no resurrection” (12:18). 
Whether a writer tells about a character or shows a character through dialogue 
or action, the point of studying characterization is to identify the main traits, the 
defining characteristics, of a character.

�Plot is thPlot is the structure structure of a nare of a narrative’s arative’s actions thactions that are diret are directed towarcted toward an intend an intended effectdintenintended eintended effect. A pffect. A plot has a lot has a beginning,beginning, a middle, a middle, and an en and an end. The begd. The beginning iniinning initiates thetiateiniinitiates initiates the main athe main action thatction that causes th causes the reader te reader to look foro look forward to soward to something momething more. The miremomore. The more. The middle premiddle presumes thatsumes that something something precedes  precedes and more wand more will followill follow. The end . The en. The end followend follows what hass what has gone befo gone before and reqre and requires thatuires that nothing f nothing follows. Plollows. Plot is a stot is a story that boryststory thatstory that begins wi begins with a stablth a stable conditioe condition, goes thn, goes through somerough some sort of d sort of disequilibrisequilibrium, and ciumdisequilibrdisequilibdisequilibrium, and rium, and concludes concludes with a reswith a resolution, aolution, a new stabl new stable conditioe condition. The disn. The disequilibriuequdisdisequilibdisequilibrium or inrium or instability stability is frequenis frequently thoughtly though not alway not always caused bs caused by conflicty conflicts. There as. Thes. There are There are conflicts conflicts with the swith the supernaturaupernatural (demons,l (demons, Satan, un Satan, unclean spirclean spirits), natuits), nature (the sere (re (the sea),(the sea), character characters (Jesus vs (Jesus vs. religios. religious authorius authorities or crties or crowds or diowds or disciples), sciples), or within or withor within onewithin oneself (Jesuself (Jesus in the gs in the garden of Garden of Gethsemane)ethsemane). For exam. For example, the pple, the plot of Revlot of Revelation iselRevRevelationRevelation is as fol is as follows. The lows. The main sectimain section of the on of the book beginbook begins with a ss with a stable condtable condition in hitiocondcondition condition in heaven in heaven with God owith God on the thron the throne in contne in control of therol of the universe  universe (chs. 4, 5(chs. 4, 5). This is). T). This is foThis is followed by llowed by a series oa series of instabilf instabilities thatities that test the  test the resolve ofresolve of Christian Christians and the s and ths and the committhe commitments of tments of the inhabithe inhabitants of thants of the earth (pe earth (plagues andlagues and persecuti persecutions by theons by the beast in  b beast in cbeast in chs. 6—19).hs. 6—19). At the co At the conclusion onclusion of the bookf the book a new sta a new stable conditble condition is ushion is ushered in wierushushered inushered in with the  with the arrival ofarrival of the mille the millennial kingnnial kingdom and thdom and the new Jerue new Jerusalem (chssalem (chs. 20—22). . 2. 20—22). Th20—22). The importane importance of plotce of plot analysis  analysis is that itis that it forces us forces us to ask th to ask the fundamene fundamental questitalfundamenfundamentafundamental questionl question “Why?” Wh “Why?” What is the at is the causal relcausal relationship ationship between evbetween events in thents in thents in the narratthe narrative? What ive? What causes discauses disequilibriuequilibrium in a narm in a narrative, anrative, and how are d how are the instabthe instabilities reilitiinstabinstabilitinstabilities resolvies resolved? What aed? What are the conre the consequences sequences of the resof the resolution?olution?

Plot is the structure of a narrative’s actions that are directed toward an 
intended effect. A plot has a beginning, a middle, and an end. The beginning 



initiates the main action that causes the reader to look forward to something 
more. The middle presumes that something precedes and more will follow. The 
end follows what has gone before and requires that nothing follows. Plot is a 
story that begins with a stable condition, goes through some sort of 
disequilibrium, and concludes with a resolution, a new stable condition. The 
disequilibrium or instability is frequently though not always caused by conflicts. 
There are conflicts with the supernatural (demons, Satan, unclean spirits), nature 
(the sea), characters (Jesus vs. religious authorities or crowds or disciples), or 
within oneself (Jesus in the garden of Gethsemane). For example, the plot of 
Revelation is as follows. The main section of the book begins with a stable 
condition in heaven with God on the throne in control of the universe (chs. 4, 5). 
This is followed by a series of instabilities that test the resolve of Christians and 
the commitments of the inhabitants of the earth (plagues and persecutions by the 
beast in chs. 6—19). At the conclusion of the book a new stable condition is 
ushered in with the arrival of the millennial kingdom and the new Jerusalem (chs. 
20—22). The importance of plot analysis is that it forces us to ask the 
fundamental question “Why?” What is the causal relationship between events in 
the narrative? What causes disequilibrium in a narrative, and how are the 
instabilities resolved? What are the consequences of the resolution?

LettersLetters

Letters

Paul and oPaul and other NT lether NT letter writetter writers follow rs follow conventionconventional forms oal forms of letter wf letter writing: a riting: a salutationsalusalutationsalutation with a gr with a greeting, foeeting, followed by llowed by a thanksgia thanksgiving. The ving. The body of thbody of the letter fe letter follows witollowffollows wifollows with often ath often a parenetic parenetic section f section for ethicalor ethical instructi instruction and exhon and exhortation. ortation. Finally, tFinalFinally, tFinally, the conclushe conclusion of theion of the letter fo letter follows withllows with a benedic a benediction.tion.tion.

Paul and other NT letter writers follow conventional forms of letter writing: a 
salutation with a greeting, followed by a thanksgiving. The body of the letter 
follows with often a parenetic section for ethical instruction and exhortation. 
Finally, the conclusion of the letter follows with a benediction.

�Paul uses Paul uses numerous lnumerous literary foiterary forms withinrms within his lette his letters: e.g., rs: e.g., hymnlike mhymnlike material, caterial, confessionaocconfessionconfessional creeds,al creeds, diatribes diatribes, antithes, antitheses, chiasmes, chiasms, poetry,s, poetry, typologie typologies, anaphors, anaphoras, irony,as, iras, irony, sarirony, sarcasm. 1 Ticasm. 1 Tim. 3:16 ism. 3:16 is represent representative of tative of the artistihe artistic qualitiec qualities found ins found in NT letter NT le NT letters. Hletters. Here an intere an interlocking erlocking chiastic schiastic structure jtructure joins togetoins together elemenher elements from twts from two worlds: o wo worlds: thworlds: the world abe world above and thove and this world. is world. The first The first chiasm — fchiasm — flesh (thislesh (this world): s world): spirit (worpirsspirit (wospirit (world above)rld above) :: angels :: angels (world ab (world above) : Genove) : Gentiles (thitiles (this world) —s world) — is joined is joined by a seco by a by a second ca second chiasm — anhiasm — angels (worlgels (world above) :d above) : Gentiles  Gentiles (this worl(this world) :: world) :: world (this wod (this world) : glorldwoworld) : gworld) : glory (worllory (world above). d above). Thus, by aThus, by an intricatn intricate interloce interlocking strucking structure the hture the hymnlike crymnhhymnlike chymnlike creed proclreed proclaims that aims that two worldstwo worlds that were that were previousl previously separatey separate — the wor — the wo — the world abovworld above and thise and this world — a world — are now joire now joined togethned together and unier and unified by Jefied by Jesus Christsus Christsus Christ.Christ.Christ.

Paul uses numerous literary forms within his letters: e.g., hymnlike material, 
confessional creeds, diatribes, antitheses, chiasms, poetry, typologies, anaphoras, 
irony, sarcasm. 1 Tim. 3:16 is representative of the artistic qualities found in NT 
letters. Here an interlocking chiastic structure joins together elements from two 
worlds: the world above and this world. The first chiasm — flesh (this world): 
spirit (world above) :: angels (world above) : Gentiles (this world) — is joined by 
a second chiasm — angels (world above) : Gentiles (this world) :: world (this 
world) : glory (world above). Thus, by an intricate interlocking structure the 
hymnlike creed proclaims that two worlds that were previously separate — the 
world above and this world — are now joined together and unified by Jesus 
Christ.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. H. AbraM. H. Abrams, ms, A GlossaryA Glossary of Litera of Literary Terms,ry Terms, 5th ed. ( 5th ed. (Chicago, 1Chicago, 1Chicago, 1988); M. 1988); M. A. Powell,A. Powell,  What Is NaWhat Is Narrative Crrrative Criticism?iticism? (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1990)lis, 1990); D. M. Rh; D. M. Rhoads and Doads RhRhoads andRhoads and D. Michie D. Michie, , Mark as StMark as Storyory (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1982phia, 1982).).).

Bibliography. M. H. Abrams, A Glossary of Literary Terms, 5th ed. (Chicago, 
1988); M. A. Powell, What Is Narrative Criticism? (Minneapolis, 1990); D. M. 
Rhoads and D. Michie, Mark as Story (Philadelphia, 1982).
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LITHOSTROTLITHOSTROTONON (Gk.  (Gk. lithoœstrolithoœstroœtonœton)))

LITHOSTROTON (Gk. lithoœstroœton)

The place The place of judgmenof judgment in the ct in the courtyard oourtyard of the Fortf the Fortress Antonress Antonia where Jia where Jesus was cesus was condemned toccondemned condemned to death (to death (John 19:13John 19:13; NRSV “th; NRSV “the Stone Pae Stone Pavement”).vement”).vement”).

The place of judgment in the courtyard of the Fortress Antonia where Jesus was 
condemned to death (John 19:13; NRSV “the Stone Pavement”).

�SeeSee  GABBATHAGABBATHA..

See GABBATHA.

LIVERLIVERLIVER

LIVER

The largesThe largest and heavt and heaviest organiest organ in animal in animal and human and human bodies. T bodies. The Hebrew he Hebrew term term (kaœb�eäd�(ka(kaœb�eäd�(kaœb�eäd�)) apparentl apparently derives y derives from the cfrom the common Semiommon Semitic root tic root kbd,kbd, “to be he “to be heavy,” and aheheavy,” anheavy,” and can refed can refer to a phyr to a physical orgasical organ or to thn or to the depths oe depths of one’s bef one’s being.ing.ing.

The largest and heaviest organ in animal and human bodies. The Hebrew term 
(kaœb�eäd�)  apparently derives from the common Semitic root kbd, “to be 
heavy,” and can refer to a physical organ or to the depths of one’s being.

�In all butIn all but one OT oc one OT occurrence tcurrence the term cohe term concerns an ncerns an animal. Thanimal. The lobe or e lobe or appendage appenappendage appendage of the sacof the sacrificed anrificed animal’s livimal’s liver, along er, along with two kwith two kidneys andidneys and the fat a the fat attached tottachaattached tattached to the entro the entrails and kails and kidneys, waidneys, was consumeds consumed on the al on the altar (e.g.,tar (e.g., Exod. 29: Exod. 29:13, 22; Le13, 29:29:13, 22;29:13, 22; Lev. 3:4, Lev. 3:4, 10, 14-15 10, 14-15).).).

In all but one OT occurrence the term concerns an animal. The lobe or 
appendage of the sacrificed animal’s liver, along with two kidneys and the fat 
attached to the entrails and kidneys, was consumed on the altar (e.g., Exod. 
29:13, 22; Lev. 3:4, 10, 14-15).

�Prov. 7:23Prov. 7:23 depicts a depicts an arrow pln arrow plunging intunging into the liveo the liver of a deer of a deer trapped r trapped in a snarein a snarin a snare, morsnare, mortally wountally wounding it, ading it, as descripts descriptive of theive of the man who s man who submits to ubmits to the seductthe seduction of a hioseductseduction seduction of a harloof a harlot. Lam. 2:t. Lam. 2:11, the on11, the only OT refely OT reference to hrence to human liveruman liver, articula, articulates intenstes articulaarticulatearticulates intense s intense grief occagrief occasioned by sioned by the tragicthe tragic destructi destruction of Jeruon of Jerusalem. Altsalem. Although the hougAltAlthough tAlthough the more gehe more general termneral term “bowels”  “bowels” more commomore commonly connotnly connotes passiones passionate emotioate eate emotion, temotion, the expresshe expression “my liion “my liver is pouver is poured out upred out upon the groon the ground” serveund” serves a similas a similar functionrsimilasimilar fusimilar function (thnction (the Akkadiane Akkadian and Ugari and Ugaritic cognattic cognate can denoe can denote the seate the seat of emotit of emotions).onemotiemotions).emotions).

Prov. 7:23 depicts an arrow plunging into the liver of a deer trapped in a 
snare, mortally wounding it, as descriptive of the man who submits to the 
seduction of a harlot. Lam. 2:11, the only OT reference to human liver, 
articulates intense grief occasioned by the tragic destruction of Jerusalem. 
Although the more general term “bowels” more commonly connotes passionate 
emotion, the expression “my liver is poured out upon the ground” serves a 
similar function (the Akkadian and Ugaritic cognate can denote the seat of 
emotions).

�Assyrian aAssyrian and Babylonnd Babylonian literaian literature have ture have abundant rabundant references eferences to the exato the examination ominatiexaexaminatioexamination of a livn of a liver for diver for divination puination purposes. Nurposes. Numerous texmerous textbooks on tbooks on liver obseliver observation, crobseobservatioobservation, collectn, collections of omions of omen texts, en texts, and as manand as many as 32 moy as 32 models of a dels of a liver founliver found at Mari d ad at Mari inat Mari indicate thedicate the importanc importance and preve and prevalence of alence of this practthis practice. In hiice. In his declarats declaration that jion tion that judgmthat judgment would ent would come upon come upon Israel by Israel by means of tmeans of the Babylonhe Babylonians, the ians, the prophet Ezprophet Eprophet Ezekiel (EEzekiel (Ezek. 21:21zek. 21:21[MT 26]) d[MT 26]) depicts Nebepicts Nebuchadnezzauchadnezzar utilizinr utilizing three vag three varieties ofrieties of divinatio div divinationdivination to determ to determine the prine the proper routeoper route for his m for his military foilitary force. Accorrce. According to Ezding to Ezekiel, NebekiEzEzekiel, NEzekiel, Nebuchadnezebuchadnezzar would zar would cast lots cast lots by shootinby shooting arrows, g arrows, consult idconsult idols, and eols, and examine a lxaeexamine a examine a liver (hepliver (hepatoscopy).atoscopy).

Assyrian and Babylonian literature have abundant references to the 
examination of a liver for divination purposes. Numerous textbooks on liver 
observation, collections of omen texts, and as many as 32 models of a liver found 
at Mari indicate the importance and prevalence of this practice. In his declaration 
that judgment would come upon Israel by means of the Babylonians, the prophet 
Ezekiel (Ezek. 21:21[MT 26]) depicts Nebuchadnezzar utilizing three varieties of 
divination to determine the proper route for his military force. According to 
Ezekiel, Nebuchadnezzar would cast lots by shooting arrows, consult idols, and 
examine a liver (hepatoscopy).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. Dohmen C. Dohmen and P. Steand P. Stenmans, nmans, “kaœb�eäd�“kaœb�eäd� I,”  I,” TDOTTDOT 7:13–22;  7:13– 7:13–22; H7:13–22; H. W. Wolff. W. Wolff, , AnthropoloAnthropology of the gy of the Old TestamOld Testamentent (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1974phia, 1974).).).

Bibliography. C. Dohmen and P. Stenmans, “kaœb�eäd�  I,” TDOT 
7:13–22; H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the Old Testament (Philadelphia, 1974).
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LIZARDLIZARDLIZARD

LIZARD

A reptile,A reptile, usually s usually small, of tmall, of the subordehe suborder Lacertilr Lacertilia, a wideia, a wide variety o variety of which arf which are found ine foune found in tfound in the Middle he Middle East. Six East. Six different different Hebrew worHebrew words appear ds appear as designaas designation of lition of lizards onlyzarlilizards onlizards only in Lev.ly in Lev. 11:29-30. 11:29-30. Because H Because Hebrew zoolebrew zoological terogical terms did notms did not have the  have the precision prprecision precision of modern of modern scientificscientific terminolo terminology, littlegy, little is absolu is absolute about tte about the meaninghe meaning of these  of t of these termthese terms beyond ts beyond the probabihe probability that lity that they all sthey all stand for ttand for types of liypes of lizards: Hebzards: Heb. . s�aœb�s�s�aœb�s�aœb� (NRSV “gr (NRSV “great lizardeat lizard”; KJV “to”; KJV “tortoise”); rtoise”); }a�naœqa®}a�naœqa® (NRSV “ge (NRSV “gecko”; lit.cko”; litcko”; lit., “grolit., “groaning, cryaning, crying,” whicing,” which may stanh may stand for the d for the gecko’s chgecko’s characteristaracteristic sound);ic sound);  koœah�koœkoœah�koœah� (NRSV “la (NRSV “land crocodind crocodile”; lit.,le”; lit., “strength “strength,” probabl,” probably used fory used for the most  the most powerful-apowpowerful-apowerful-appearing lppearing lizard); izard); leït�aœ}a®leït�aœ}a® (NRSV “li (NRSV “lizard”); zard”); h�oœmet�h�oœmet� (NRSV “sa (NRSV “sa (NRSV “sand liza“sand lizard”); and rd”); and tinsûemet�tinsûemet� (NRSV “ch (NRSV “chameleon”; ameleon”; also used also used for a varifor a variety of birety of birety of birds at Lbirds at Lev. 11:18;ev. 11:18; Deut. 14: Deut. 14:16). Heb. 16). Heb. síeïmaœmiîsíeïmaœmiît�t� (Prov. 30 (Prov. 30:28) may b:28) may be another e anothe another woanother word for somrd for some kind of e kind of lizard; inlizard; in Talmudic  Talmudic Aramaic thAramaic the word (spe word (spelled elled seïmaœmiîtseïmseïmaœmiîtseïmaœmiît�� or  or seïmaœmiîtseïmaœmiît�aœ}�aœ}) is used ) is used for poisonfor poisonous spiderous spiders as well s as well as lizardsas lizas lizards.lizards.lizards.

A reptile, usually small, of the suborder Lacertilia, a wide variety of which are 
found in the Middle East. Six different Hebrew words appear as designation of 
lizards only in Lev. 11:29-30. Because Hebrew zoological terms did not have the 



precision of modern scientific terminology, little is absolute about the meaning of 
these terms beyond the probability that they all stand for types of lizards: Heb. 
s�aœb�  (NRSV “great lizard”; KJV “tortoise”); }a�naœqa®  (NRSV “gecko”; 
lit., “groaning, crying,” which may stand for the gecko’s characteristic sound); 
koœah�  (NRSV “land crocodile”; lit., “strength,” probably used for the most 
powerful-appearing lizard); leït�aœ}a®  (NRSV “lizard”); h�oœmet�  (NRSV 
“sand lizard”); and tinsûemet�  (NRSV “chameleon”; also used for a variety of 
birds at Lev. 11:18; Deut. 14:16). Heb. síeïmaœmiît�  (Prov. 30:28) may be 
another word for some kind of lizard; in Talmudic Aramaic the word (spelled 
seïmaœmiît�  or seïmaœmiît�aœ} ) is used for poisonous spiders as well as 
lizards.

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik

Jesper Svartvik

LO-AMMILO-AMMI (Heb.  (Heb. loœ} {ammiloœ} {ammiîî)))

LO-AMMI (Heb. loœ} {ammiî)

A symbolicA symbolic name (“No name (“Not My Peoplt My People”) that te”) that the prophethe prophet Hosea was Hosea was commanded commanded to give t to g to give to higive to his and Gomes and Gomer’s third r’s third child (Hoschild (Hos. 1:9; cf.. 1:9; cf. v. 10; 2: v. 10; 2:1, 23 [MT 1, 23 [MT 2:1, 3, 252:1, 3, 25]).]).

A symbolic name (“Not My People”) that the prophet Hosea was commanded to 
give to his and Gomer’s third child (Hos. 1:9; cf. v. 10; 2:1, 23 [MT 2:1, 3, 25]).

LOCUSTLOCUSTLOCUST

LOCUST

An insect An insect of the ordof the order Orthopter Orthoptera and faera and family Acridmily Acrididae, distidae, distinguished inguished from the gfrom the grasshopperraggrasshoppegrasshopper by its gr by its gregarious regarious and swarmiand swarming behaviong behavior. Within r. Within Palestine Palestine three specthree species of locispecspecies ofspecies of locusts c locusts can be founan be found. Both thd. Both the Europeane European locust ( locust (Locusta miLocusta migratoriagratoria L.) and t L.) an L.) and the Moand the Moroccan locroccan locust (ust (DociostaurDociostaurus moroccaus moroccanusnus Thnbg.) a Thnbg.) are usuallyre usually harmless; harmless; rarely ha rar rarely havrarely have gregarioe gregarious swarms us swarms been obserbeen observed in hisved in historic timetoric times. The dess. The desert locustert locust ( ( ((SchistocerSchistocerca gregarica gregariaa Forsk.) i Forsk.) is most coms most common, regulmon, regularly invadarly invading Palesting Palestine from iine from its breedints iits breediits breeding groundsng grounds along the along the Red Sea a Red Sea and in the nd in the Saharo-SahSaharo-Sahelian regielian region. The coon. The common Hebremcocommon Hebcommon Hebrew term rew term }arbeh}arbeh (and prob (and probably Gk. ably Gk. akriísakriís in the NT in the NT) refers t) refers to the deseo the o the desertthe desert locust. H locust. Heb. eb. saœl{aœmsaœl{aœm designate designates the balds the bald locust, w locust, which is cohich is considered cnsideredcoconsideredconsidered clean to  clean to eat (Lev. eat (Lev. 11:22).11:22).11:22).

An insect of the order Orthoptera and family Acrididae, distinguished from the 
grasshopper by its gregarious and swarming behavior. Within Palestine three 
species of locusts can be found. Both the European locust (Locusta migratoria L.) 
and the Moroccan locust (Dociostaurus moroccanus Thnbg.) are usually harmless; 
rarely have gregarious swarms been observed in historic times. The desert locust 
(Schistocerca gregaria Forsk.) is most common, regularly invading Palestine from 
its breeding grounds along the Red Sea and in the Saharo-Sahelian region. The 
common Hebrew term }arbeh (and probably Gk. akriís in the NT) refers to 
the desert locust. Heb. saœl{aœm designates the bald locust, which is 
considered clean to eat (Lev. 11:22).

�Other HebrOther Hebrew terms rew terms referring teferring to locusts o locusts are not soare not so easily id easily identified. entified. Heb. Heb. goœb�aygogoœb�aygoœb�ay (variant  (variant geäb�a®?geäb�a®?) appears ) appears to be a syto be a synonym of nonym of }arbeh.}arbeh. Heb.  Heb. yeleq, h�ayeleqyeleq, h�ayeleq, h�aœsiîl,œsiîl, and  and gaœzaœmgaœzaœm are gener are generally interally interpreted as preted as developmendevelopmental stagestal sttal stages of stages of the desertthe desert locust. I locust. In this casn this case, the e, the yeleqyeleq is the ny is the nymph, the mph, the h�aœsiîlh�aœsiîl and  and gaœzaœmggaœzaœmgaœzaœm are two s are two successive uccessive stages of stages of the juvenithe juvenile hopper,le hopper, and the  and the }arbeh}arbeh is the fu is th is the fully the fully mature adumature adult locust lt locust which is awhich is able to flyble to fly. Although. Although this inte this interpretationrpretation has some  has so has some supposome support from thrt from the descripte description of locion of locust plagueust plague in Joel 1 in Joel 1:2-2:11, i:2-2:11, it is facedt is faced with seve with with severwith several problemal problems. First, s. First, four stagefour stages of the ds of the desert locuesert locust are notst are not readily d readily discernibleiscernddiscernibldiscernible (the dese (the desert locustert locust develops  develops through sithrough six instars)x instars). Second, . Second, these termthese terms appear ts aps appear to appear to be used inbe used interchangeaterchangeably with bly with }arbeh}arbeh and each  and each other (Nahother (Nah. 3:15-17;. 3:15-17; Ps. 78:46 Ps.  Ps. 78:46;Ps. 78:46; 105:34) a 105:34) and to reprnd to represent a diesent a distinct catstinct catastrophe (astrophe (1 Kgs. 8:31 Kgs. 8:37). The te7). The terms do notrms teterms do nterms do not appear ot appear to be usedto be used with prec with precision.ision.ision.

Other Hebrew terms referring to locusts are not so easily identified. Heb. 
goœb�ay  (variant geäb�a®? ) appears to be a synonym of }arbeh. Heb. 
yeleq, h�aœsiîl,  and gaœzaœm are generally interpreted as developmental 
stages of the desert locust. In this case, the yeleq is the nymph, the h�aœsiîl  and 
gaœzaœm are two successive stages of the juvenile hopper, and the }arbeh is 
the fully mature adult locust which is able to fly. Although this interpretation has 
some support from the description of locust plague in Joel 1:2-2:11, it is faced 
with several problems. First, four stages of the desert locust are not readily 
discernible (the desert locust develops through six instars). Second, these terms 
appear to be used interchangeably with }arbeh and each other (Nah. 3:15-17; 
Ps. 78:46; 105:34) and to represent a distinct catastrophe (1 Kgs. 8:37). The 



terms do not appear to be used with precision.

�The Bible The Bible provides aprovides a number of number of realistic realistic descripti descriptions of locons of locust activiust activity. The Exty. The Exty. The Exodus plaExodus plague narratgue narrative (Exod.ive (Exod. 10:12-20) 10:12-20) and the d and the descriptionescriptions of plagus of plague in Joel e in Joel (Joel 1:6-(Joe(Joel 1:6-(Joel 1:6-7; 2:3-9) 7; 2:3-9) are accuraare accurate in ecolte in ecological detogical detail. Elsewail. Elsewhere, the here, the Bible noteBible notes that locs that s that locusthat locust swarms rt swarms reach Paleseach Palestine in thtine in the spring (e spring (Amos 7:1),Amos 7:1), and that  and that locusts arlocusts are dependene de dependent dependent upon the hupon the heat of theeat of the sun for l sun for locomotion ocomotion (Nah. 3:17(Nah. 3:17). Locust ). Locust activity aactivity also serveslsaalso servealso serves as a sous as a source for merce for metaphors. Itaphors. In particuln particular, the twar, the two promineno prominent charactet characteristics ofrischaractecharactericharacteristics of lstics of locusts — tocusts — they swarm hey swarm in vast nuin vast numbers and mbers and have a vorhave a voracious appacious appetite — deeappappetite —appetite — describe  describe the size athe size and destrucnd destructive capabtive capability of eility of enemy armienemy armies (Judg. 6s (Judg. 6:5; 7:12; :5; 66:5; 7:12;6:5; 7:12; Jer. 5:17 Jer. 5:17; 46:23; 5; 46:23; 51:14).1:14).1:14).

The Bible provides a number of realistic descriptions of locust activity. The 
Exodus plague narrative (Exod. 10:12-20) and the descriptions of plague in Joel 
(Joel 1:6-7; 2:3-9) are accurate in ecological detail. Elsewhere, the Bible notes 
that locust swarms reach Palestine in the spring (Amos 7:1), and that locusts are 
dependent upon the heat of the sun for locomotion (Nah. 3:17). Locust activity 
also serves as a source for metaphors. In particular, the two prominent 
characteristics of locusts — they swarm in vast numbers and have a voracious 
appetite — describe the size and destructive capability of enemy armies (Judg. 
6:5; 7:12; Jer. 5:17; 46:23; 51:14).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. P. UvarB. P. Uvarov, ov, GrasshoppeGrasshoppers and Locrs and Locusts,usts, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (Cambridge,Cambridge, 1966–1977 19 1966–1977)1966–1977)...

Bibliography. B. P. Uvarov, Grasshoppers and Locusts, 2 vols. (Cambridge, 
1966–1977).
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LODLOD (Heb.  (Heb. loœd�loœd�) (also LY) (also LYDDA)DDA)DDA)

LOD (Heb. loœd� ) (also LYDDA)

A city (moA city (modern Lod/edern Lod/el-Ludd; 14l-Ludd; 140151) 18 k0151) 18 km. (11 mi.m. (11 mi.) SE of Jo) SE of Joppa on theppa on the Wadi el-K Wadi el-K Wadi el-Kabir, el-Kabir, near the bnear the border of torder of the Sharon he Sharon Plain; alsPlain; also known ino known in the NT as the NT as Lydda. An Lydda. An inscripti in inscriptioinscription of Thutmn of Thutmose III atose III at Karnak (1 Karnak (15th centur5th century y B.C.B.C.) refers t) refers to the cityo the city as an Egy as an Eg as an Egyptian hEgyptian holding. Beolding. Benjaminitesnjaminites, the “son, the “sons of Elpaas of Elpaal,” rebuill,” rebuilt the cityt the city (1 Chr. 8 (1 Chr. 8:12), but :12), b:12), but an earbut an early associaly association with tion with Dan and EpDan and Ephraim is phraim is possible. Lossible. Lod, Hadid,od, Hadid, and Ono p and Ono provided anrpprovided aprovided an ancestran ancestral homelandl homeland for 725 ( for 725 (Ezra 2:2) Ezra 2:2) or 721 (Neor 721 (Neh. 7:37) rh. 7:37) returning eeturning exiles.xeexiles.exiles.exiles.

A city (modern Lod/el-Ludd; 140151) 18 km. (11 mi.) SE of Joppa on the Wadi 
el-Kabir, near the border of the Sharon Plain; also known in the NT as Lydda. An 
inscription of Thutmose III at Karnak (15th century B.C.) refers to the city as an 
Egyptian holding. Benjaminites, the “sons of Elpaal,” rebuilt the city (1 Chr. 8:12), 
but an early association with Dan and Ephraim is possible. Lod, Hadid, and Ono 
provided an ancestral homeland for 725 (Ezra 2:2) or 721 (Neh. 7:37) returning 
exiles.

�Jonathan MJonathan Maccabeus caccabeus captured Loaptured Lod from Demd from Demetrius Nicetrius Nicanor in 14anor in 145 5 B.C.B.C. and named and na and named it Lnamed it Lydda (1 Maydda (1 Macc. 11:34)cc. 11:34). Later th. Later the site wase site was named Dio named Diospolis andspolis and became a  became a  became a center oa center of Jewish sf Jewish studies.tudies.tudies.

Jonathan Maccabeus captured Lod from Demetrius Nicanor in 145 B.C. and 
named it Lydda (1 Macc. 11:34). Later the site was named Diospolis and became 
a center of Jewish studies.

Stephen VoStephen Von Wyrickn Wyrick

Stephen Von Wyrick

LO-DEBARLO-DEBAR (Heb.  (Heb. lo® d�eïb�lo® d�eïb�aœr; loœ} aœr; loœ} deïb�aœrdeïb�aœr)))

LO-DEBAR (Heb. lo® d�eïb�aœr; loœ} deïb�aœr )

A city-staA city-state in nortte in northern Transhern Transjordan abojordan above the Yarve the Yarmuk River.muk River. During th During the time of e time of Saul Lo-deSSaul Lo-deSaul Lo-debar was rubar was ruled by eitled by either Ammielher Ammiel or his so or his son Machir, n Machir, who gave awho gave aid to Saulid to Saul’s son Mep’sSaulSaul’s sonSaul’s son Mephibosh Mephibosheth (2 Sameth (2 Sam. 9:3-5) a. 9:3-5) and later Dnd later David (17:2avid (17:27–29). Lo-7–29). Lo-debar camedebar camedebar came undercame under the rule  the rule of Aram-Daof Aram-Damascus in mascus in Iron II anIron II and later wad later was captureds captured by Jerobo by Jerobo by Jeroboam IJeroboam II (Amos 6:I (Amos 6:13).13).13).

A city-state in northern Transjordan above the Yarmuk River. During the time of 
Saul Lo-debar was ruled by either Ammiel or his son Machir, who gave aid to 
Saul’s son Mephibosheth (2 Sam. 9:3-5) and later David (17:27–29). Lo-debar 
came under the rule of Aram-Damascus in Iron II and later was captured by 
Jeroboam II (Amos 6:13).

�Sites idenSites identified wittified with Lo-debarh Lo-debar include T include Tel Mghanneel Mghanne, Tell el-, Tell el-Hamme, UmmHamme, Umm ed-Dabar  ed-D ed-Dabar (ed-Dabar (207219), K207219), Khirbet Hamhirbet Hamid, and Ibid, and Ibdar, but adar, but all are soull are south of the th of the Yarmuk. AnYarmuk. AnYarmuk. Another poAnother possibility ssibility may be Telmay be Tell Dober (2l Dober (209232), wh09232), where evidenere evidence of Ironce of Iron I and II  I and II occupationooccupationoccupation has been  has been found.found.found.

Sites identified with Lo-debar include Tel Mghanne, Tell el-Hamme, Umm 
ed-Dabar (207219), Khirbet Hamid, and Ibdar, but all are south of the Yarmuk. 
Another possibility may be Tell Dober (209232), where evidence of Iron I and II 
occupation has been found.

�The etymolThe etymology of theogy of the name is u name is unclear as nclear as the root lthe root letters areetters are uncommon  uncommon to Semiticto Sto Semitic laSemitic languages. Tnguages. The quadrilhe quadriliteral rooiteral root t ldbrldbr was more  was more commonly acommonly a place nam place name, thus the, the, thus the mthus the more likelyore likely rendering rendering Lidebir ( Lidebir (cf. Josh. cf. Josh. 13:26).13:26).13:26).

The etymology of the name is unclear as the root letters are uncommon to 
Semitic languages. The quadriliteral root ldbr was more commonly a place name, 
thus the more likely rendering Lidebir (cf. Josh. 13:26).
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LOGLOGLOG

LOG

A unit of A unit of liquid mealiquid measure (Heb.sure (Heb.  loœg�loœg�), probabl), probably ca. .35 y ca. .35 l. (.63 ptl. (.63 pt.), mentio.), mentioned only wned onned only with only with reference reference to the olito the olive oil accve oil accompanying ompanying the leper’the leper’s purificas purification offertion offering (Lev. ing (ing (Lev. 14:1(Lev. 14:10, 12, 15,0, 12, 15, 21, 24). 21, 24).

A unit of liquid measure (Heb. loœg� ), probably ca. .35 l. (.63 pt.), mentioned 
only with reference to the olive oil accompanying the leper’s purification offering 
(Lev. 14:10, 12, 15, 21, 24).

LOGIALOGIALOGIA

LOGIA

A saying, A saying, often shoroften short, generalt, generally associaly associated with dted with deity. In Ceity. In Classical Glassical Greek reek loœgialoœgia was nearl w was nearlywas nearly equivalen equivalent to t to chreäsmoœschreäsmoœs,, “oracular “oracular saying.”  saying.” In the LXXIn the LXX it is usu it is usually used ally usuusually ususually used to traned to translate Heb.slate Heb.  }oœmer}oœmer and  and }imra®}imra® but is al but is also used foso used for r daœb�aœrdaœb�adaœb�aœrdaœb�aœr instead o instead of the usuaf the usual l loœgosloœgos (“word”). (“word”). Usages of Usages of  loœgionloœgion and  and loœgialoœloœgialoœgia in the LX in the LXX fall intX fall into four cato four categories: (egories: (1) individ1) individual sayingual sayings of God as of God associated ssociateaassociatedassociated with the  with the Law (Isa. Law (Isa. 28:13); (228:13); (2) oracular) oracular pronounce pronouncements of Gments of God declareod declared by an inddeclaredeclared bdeclared by an intery an intermediary (Nmediary (Num. 24:4, um. 24:4, 16); (3) c16); (3) commands, oommands, occasionallccasionally placed iy placed in parallelniin parallein parallel with covl with covenant enant (diatheäík(diatheäíkeä),eä), and the L and the Law of the aw of the Lord Lord (toœn noœm(toœn noœmon kyriíouonoœmnoœmon kyrnoœmon kyriíou)iíou) (Isa. 5:2 (Isa. 5:24); (4) ge4); (4) general refeneral reference to trence to the collecthe collective sayingive sayings of a pers of a s of a person (a person (Ps. 19:14[Ps. 19:14[18:15]), o18:15]), or of God (r of God (Ps. 119 [1Ps. 119 [118], 17 ti18], 17 times), oftemes), often conveyinn conveying promisesg pg promises opromises or statemenr statements regardits regarding a futurng a future state ofe state of affairs. affairs. affairs.

A saying, often short, generally associated with deity. In Classical Greek loœgia 
was nearly equivalent to chreäsmoœs, “oracular saying.” In the LXX it is 
usually used to translate Heb. }oœmer and }imra® but is also used for 
daœb�aœr  instead of the usual loœgos (“word”). Usages of loœgion and 
loœgia in the LXX fall into four categories: (1) individual sayings of God 
associated with the Law (Isa. 28:13); (2) oracular pronouncements of God 
declared by an intermediary (Num. 24:4, 16); (3) commands, occasionally placed 
in parallel with covenant (diatheäíkeä), and the Law of the Lord (toœn 
noœmon kyriíou) (Isa. 5:24); (4) general reference to the collective sayings of 
a person (Ps. 19:14[18:15]), or of God (Ps. 119 [118], 17 times), often conveying 
promises or statements regarding a future state of affairs.

�In the NT In the NT loœgialoœgia occurs fo occurs four times. ur times. In Acts 7:In Acts 7:38 Stephen38 Stephen uses the  uses the phrase “liphrase “lphrase “living” “living” (zoœénta) (zoœénta) loœgialoœgia to cite t to cite the Torah whe Torah which Moseshich Moses received  received on Mt. Sinon Mt. Sinai. He is ai. SinSinai. He Sinai. He is referriis referring to the ng to the entirety oentirety of God’s ref God’s revelation tvelation to Moses ano Moses and stressind stressing its livig its g its livingits living or abidin or abiding nature, g nature, and thus iand thus its contempts contemporary effiorary efficacy. In Rcacy. In Rom. 3:2 Paom. 3:2 Paul, after ul, aftul, after speaafter speaking extenking extensively abosively about the OT ut the OT law, procllaw, proclaims the paims the privilege orivilege of the Jewsf the Jews in having in  in having in having received treceived the he loœgialoœgia of God. T of God. The referenhe reference is agaice is again to the en to the entirety ofntirety of God’s rev Go God’s reveGod’s revelation in lation in the OT. Hethe OT. Here, howevere, however, the Jewr, the Jews have fors have forfeited thefeited their blessinir blessing because g bg because ofbecause of unfaithfu unfaithfulness and lness and others havothers have benefitee benefited. In Heb.d. In Heb. 5:12 the  5:12 the writer, inwriter, in the conte the the contexthe context of Jesust of Jesus’ relation’ relation to the OT to the OT sacrifici sacrificial system,al system, chides hi chides his audiences audience that they that  that they that they need instrneed instruction in uction in the basic the basic principlesprinciples of God’s  of God’s loœgia.loœgia. The refer The reference is toence referreference reference is to the is to the entirety oentirety of the OT rf the OT revelation,evelation, along wit along with the Wordh the Word which was which was “spoken t “ “spoken to“spoken to us by a S us by a Son” (Heb. on” (Heb. 1:2). It i1:2). It is essentias essential that thil that this s loœgialoœgia be unders be understood and otood undersunderstoodunderstood and obeye and obeyed. Finallyd. Finally in 1 Pet. in 1 Pet. 4:11, in  4:11, in reference reference to the proto the proper use ofper use of a charism a c a charismaticharismatic gift, thc gift, the audiencee audience is cautio is cautioned to spened to speak as one ak as one who utterswho utters the  the loœgialoœgia of God. A loœgialoœgia of loœgia of God. As inGod. As in Num. 24:4 Num. 24:4, 16, , 16, loœgialoœgia refers he refers here to the re to the oracular poracular pronouncemeronouncppronouncempronouncements of Goents of God given tod given to an interm an intermediary to ediary to speak on hspeak on his behalf.is behalf.

In the NT loœgia occurs four times. In Acts 7:38 Stephen uses the phrase 
“living” (zoœénta) loœgia to cite the Torah which Moses received on Mt. 
Sinai. He is referring to the entirety of God’s revelation to Moses and stressing 
its living or abiding nature, and thus its contemporary efficacy. In Rom. 3:2 Paul, 
after speaking extensively about the OT law, proclaims the privilege of the Jews 
in having received the loœgia of God. The reference is again to the entirety of 
God’s revelation in the OT. Here, however, the Jews have forfeited their blessing 
because of unfaithfulness and others have benefited. In Heb. 5:12 the writer, in 
the context of Jesus’ relation to the OT sacrificial system, chides his audience 
that they need instruction in the basic principles of God’s loœgia. The 
reference is to the entirety of the OT revelation, along with the Word which was 
“spoken to us by a Son” (Heb. 1:2). It is essential that this loœgia be 
understood and obeyed. Finally in 1 Pet. 4:11, in reference to the proper use of a 
charismatic gift, the audience is cautioned to speak as one who utters the 
loœgia of God. As in Num. 24:4, 16, loœgia refers here to the oracular 
pronouncements of God given to an intermediary to speak on his behalf.

�There are There are two categotwo categories of usries of usage for age for loœgialoœgia in the NT in the NT: (1) a co: (1) a continuationntinuation of the pr o of the preof the pre-Christian-Christian use, pron use, pronouncementsouncements from a de from a deity relayeity relayed by a spod by a spokesperson,kesperson,spospokespersspokesperson, althouon, although the refgh the reference is erence is to the entto the entirety of tirety of the messagehe message and not t and not to individuo tto individto individual sayingual sayings (Acts 7:s (Acts 7:38; 1 Pet.38; 1 Pet. 4:11); an 4:11); and (2) God’d (2) God’s total res total revelation avelation as it relats it rels it relates torelates to salvation salvation throughou throughout the histt the history of theory of the OT and in OT and into the conto the contemporary temporary setting whssetting whsetting where Jesus ere Jesus has achievhas achieved that saed that salvation folvation for his peopr his people (Rom. 3le (Rom. 3:2; Heb. 5:2; Heb. 5:12).:12)55:12).5:12).5:12).

There are two categories of usage for loœgia in the NT: (1) a continuation 
of the pre-Christian use, pronouncements from a deity relayed by a 
spokesperson, although the reference is to the entirety of the message and not 
to individual sayings (Acts 7:38; 1 Pet. 4:11); and (2) God’s total revelation as it 



relates to salvation throughout the history of the OT and into the contemporary 
setting where Jesus has achieved that salvation for his people (Rom. 3:2; Heb. 
5:12).

�In early CIn early Church litehurch literature therature these same twse same two categorio categories continues continue along wie along with a stresth a stth a stress on stress on individualindividual sayings f sayings from the OTrom the OT and NT, e and NT, especially specially the sayingthe sayings of Jesuss of Jesus. In conte. In . In contempIn contemporary schoorary scholarship larship loœgialoœgia is a tech is a technical termnical term for a say for a saying, partiing, particularly wicularly wcularly with respewith respect to a sact to a saying of Jeying of Jesus, and isus, and is often ass often associated wsociated with the orith the oral Q sourcal Q source.e.e.

In early Church literature these same two categories continue along with a 
stress on individual sayings from the OT and NT, especially the sayings of Jesus. 
In contemporary scholarship loœgia is a technical term for a saying, particularly 
with respect to a saying of Jesus, and is often associated with the oral Q source.

Casey W. DCasey W. Davisavis

Casey W. Davis

LOGOSLOGOS (Gk.  (Gk. loœgosloœgos)))

LOGOS (Gk. loœgos)

A prominenA prominent concept t concept in the NT,in the NT, particula particularly the Forly the Fourth Gospeurth Gospel, where il, where it is specit is specifically idficspecispecificalspecifically identifly identified with Jied with Jesus of Naesus of Nazareth as zareth as the preexithe preexistent Christent Christ and thest and the incarnate incar incarnate incarnate savior (Josavior (John 1:1-14)hn 1:1-14). The word. The word, however,, however, has had a has had a variety o variety of usages ff usages from ancienromffrom anciefrom ancient times cnt times conveyed byonveyed by such Engl such English terms ish terms as “word,”as “word,” “speech,” “speech,” “narratio “narration,” and “en“narratio“narration“narration,” and “ex,” and “expression.”pression.” For Herac For Heraclitus litus loœgosloœgos meant “ex meant “explanation”planation” and by ex and by and by extrapoby extrapolation “trlation “transcendentanscendent meaning”  meaning” and an undand an underlying coerlying cosmic princsmic principle of oriple of order and prdororder and order and proportionproportion in the ma in the material uniterial universe. Plaverse. Plato and Arito and Aristotle empstotle employed the loyed the term to meteterm to meterm to mean “discouan “discourse” or “rrse” or “rational exational explanation,planation,” thus sig” thus signifying thnifying the structure structural order ial oal order in torder in the mental he mental and moral and moral universe. universe. Plato madePlato made much of t much of the notion he notion of a cosmiof a cosmiof a cosmic ordcosmic order emanatier emanating from thng from the transcene transcendent worlddent world or from t or from the mind ofhe mind of God. The  God. T God. The term hThe term had a centrad a central role inal role in the world the worldview of thview of the Stoic phe Stoic philosophersilosophers. For them. For them God and t themthem God athem God and the matnd the material worlerial world were oned were one and  and loœgosloœgos was the v was the vital forceital force and ratio and r and rational erational element whilement which pervadech pervades the whols the whole universee universe and contr and controls its orols its order, functder, function, and liofunctfunction, function, and life. and life. Some identSome identified it wified it with fire aith fire and air, asnd air, associating sociating it with brit with breath and seath and eath and spiritand spirit...

A prominent concept in the NT, particularly the Fourth Gospel, where it is 
specifically identified with Jesus of Nazareth as the preexistent Christ and the 
incarnate savior (John 1:1-14). The word, however, has had a variety of usages 
from ancient times conveyed by such English terms as “word,” “speech,” 
“narration,” and “expression.” For Heraclitus loœgos meant “explanation” and 
by extrapolation “transcendent meaning” and an underlying cosmic principle of 
order and proportion in the material universe. Plato and Aristotle employed the 
term to mean “discourse” or “rational explanation,” thus signifying the structural 
order in the mental and moral universe. Plato made much of the notion of a 
cosmic order emanating from the transcendent world or from the mind of God. 
The term had a central role in the worldview of the Stoic philosophers. For 
them God and the material world were one and loœgos was the vital force and 
rational element which pervades the whole universe and controls its order, 
function, and life. Some identified it with fire and air, associating it with breath 
and spirit.

�Philo JudaPhilo Judaeus made meus made much of theuch of the concept.  concept. For him For him loœgosloœgos was the r was the rationalityationalityrrationalitrationality in the my in the mind of Godind of God which gav which gave God’s mie God’s mind order and order and the potnd the potential forential for expressio e expressionexpression. It was t. It was the concepthe conceptual framewual framework which ork which arose in tarose in the mind ofhe mind of God for t God for  God for the fofor the formation ofrmation of the unive the universe(s) andrse(s) and the expre the expression of tssion of that framewhat framework as theork as the template  te template ftemplate for the creor the creation. ation. LoœgosLoœgos was the i was the inner strucnner structure of nature of natural and tural and moral law moral lmoral law which law which gives formgives form and funct and function to theion to the material  material and moral and moral universes,universes, respectiv respectively. Moreoelyrespectivrespectiverespectively. Moreovly. Moreover, it waser, it was the ratio the rational and epnal and epistemologiistemological structcal structure of theure of the human min hum human mindhuman mind, as part , as part of the creof the created univeated universe(s), whrse(s), which corresich corresponded cohponded coherently wierently werently with the swith the structure otructure of the creaf the creation and ttion and thus made khus made knowledge anowledge and scientind scientific investfic investigation poigainvestinvestigatinvestigation possibion possible. It wasle. It was the compr the comprehensive sehensive system of uystem of understandinderstanding of the ng of the universe(sununiverse(suniverse(s) that the) that the human min human mind can achid can achieve by phieve by philosophy, tlosophy, theology, sheology, science, ancience, and piety, td anand piety,and piety, thus thin thus thinking God’sking God’s thoughts  thoughts after him.after him. In the LX In the LXX X loœgosloœgos usually t usually translates ranttranslatestranslates Heb.  Heb. daœb�aœr,daœb�aœr, “word,” w “word,” which Philohich Philo identifie identified rather cd rather closely witlosely with the Hebrh thh the Hebrewthe Hebrew word for  word for wisdom (Prwisdom (Prov. 1-9).ov. 1-9).ov. 1-9).

Philo Judaeus made much of the concept. For him loœgos was the 
rationality in the mind of God which gave God’s mind order and the potential for 
expression. It was the conceptual framework which arose in the mind of God 
for the formation of the universe(s) and the expression of that framework as the 
template for the creation. Loœgos was the inner structure of natural and moral 
law which gives form and function to the material and moral universes, 
respectively. Moreover, it was the rational and epistemological structure of the 
human mind, as part of the created universe(s), which corresponded coherently 
with the structure of the creation and thus made knowledge and scientific 
investigation possible. It was the comprehensive system of understanding of the 
universe(s) that the human mind can achieve by philosophy, theology, science, 
and piety, thus thinking God’s thoughts after him. In the LXX loœgos usually 
translates Heb. daœb�aœr,  “word,” which Philo identified rather closely with 
the Hebrew word for wisdom (Prov. 1-9).

�The NT useThe NT uses s loœgosloœgos frequentl frequently, but noty, but not in the ph in the philosophicailosophical senses ol senses of rationalf rationf rationalitrationality or the ry or the rational orational or ordering  ordering principle principle of the uniof the universe. It verse. It simply measimply means “word,”ns “wons “word,” “s“word,” “speech,” “rpeech,” “report,” “aeport,” “assertion,”ssertion,” or a “mat or a “matter” underter” under discussio discussion. Thus itn. Thus it often ref o often refeoften refers to the rs to the Christian Christian gospel pregospel preached or wached or written. Onritten. Only in the ly in the prologue oprologue of the Gospf tf the Gospelthe Gospel of John d of John does oes loœgosloœgos take on c take on cosmic dimeosmic dimensions whensions when used to n used to name Jesusname name Jesusname Jesus Christ as Christ as the trans the transcendent, pcendent, preexistentreexistent, and inca, and incarnate Wordrnate Word or self-e or self-expression xself-eself-expreself-expression of Gssion of God. This hod. This has some sias some similaritiesmilarities to Philo’ to Philo’s usage ans usage and that of d that of the Stoicsthe Sthe Stoics, exStoics, except that cept that in John in John loœgosloœgos is person is personalized.alized.alized.

The NT uses loœgos frequently, but not in the philosophical senses of 



rationality or the rational or ordering principle of the universe. It simply means 
“word,” “speech,” “report,” “assertion,” or a “matter” under discussion. Thus it 
often refers to the Christian gospel preached or written. Only in the prologue of 
the Gospel of John does loœgos take on cosmic dimensions when used to 
name Jesus Christ as the transcendent, preexistent, and incarnate Word or 
self-expression of God. This has some similarities to Philo’s usage and that of the 
Stoics, except that in John loœgos is personalized.

�The term iThe term is common is common in the Green the Greek Patristik Patristics and in cs and in gnostic trgnostic tradition. Jadition. Justin Martustin Maustin Martyr, ThMartyr, Theophilus oeophilus of Antioch,f Antioch, and Irena and Irenaeus of Lyoeus of Lyon, in the n, in the late 2nd clate 2nd century, ementury, employ plememploy employ loœgosloœgos to descri to describe the trabe the transcendent,nscendent, preexiste preexistent, and innt, and incarnationacarnational role of l role l role of Jerole of Jesus Christsus Christ as the fa as the facilitator cilitator of God’s eof God’s entire redentire redemptive ecomptive economy in crnomy in creation, preaticrcreation, creation, providenceprovidence, and salv, and salvation. Howation. However, theyever, they seem more seem more dependent dependent upon the  upon th upon the usagesthe usages of Middle of Middle Platonism Platonism such as t such as that of Phihat of Philo, Stoicilo, Stoicism, and thsm, and the Hellenise Hellenistic Jewishtic Jtic Jewish litJewish literature oferature of Second Te Second Temple Judaimple Judaism, than usm, than upon the prpon the prologue of ologue of the Fourththe Fourth Gospel. FourthFourth GosFourth Gospel.pel.pel.

The term is common in the Greek Patristics and in gnostic tradition. Justin 
Martyr, Theophilus of Antioch, and Irenaeus of Lyon, in the late 2nd century, 
employ loœgos to describe the transcendent, preexistent, and incarnational 
role of Jesus Christ as the facilitator of God’s entire redemptive economy in 
creation, providence, and salvation. However, they seem more dependent upon 
the usages of Middle Platonism such as that of Philo, Stoicism, and the Hellenistic 
Jewish literature of Second Temple Judaism, than upon the prologue of the 
Fourth Gospel.

J. Harold J. Harold EllensEllens

J. Harold Ellens

LOINSLOINSLOINS

LOINS

The area oThe area of the bodyf the body located a located at the hipst the hips or lower  or lower back (Heb.back (Heb.  mot�nayim;mot�nayim; Gk.  Gk. osphyésoosphyésosphyés). The loi). The loins were thns were the place whe place where the beere the belt is wornlt is worn (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 1:8; Isa. 1:8; Isa. 11:5; Jer. 1:5; J1:5; Jer. 13:1)Jer. 13:1), the swor, the sword hung (2 d hung (2 Sam. 20:8)Sam. 20:8), and sack, and sackcloth placcloth placed (Gen. 3ed (Gen. 37:34; 1 Kg7:34; 1 Kgs. 20:32; s. 2s. 20:32; Amo20:32; Amos 8:10). Ws 8:10). When quick hen quick movement wmovement was essentias essential, the loal, the loins were tins were the place whe place he place wherplace where the garme the garments were ents were tied (Exodtied (Exod. 12:11; 1. 12:11; 1 Kgs. 18:4 Kgs. 18:46; 2 Kgs. 6; 2 Kgs. 9:1); in t9:1); in this capacihis tthis capacthis capacity the exity the expression “pression “girding thgirding the loins” be loins” became an iecame an idiom for ddiom for dressing foressing for action or acr action or action or readiness readiness (Job 38:3;(Job 38:3; 40:7; cf. 40:7; cf. Luke 12:3 Luke 12:35; Eph. 6:5; Eph. 6:14; 1 Pet.14; 1 Pet. 1:13). Gr 1:13). Great fear ieat feeat fear is offear is often descriten described as accbed as accompanied bompanied by discomfoy discomforts of therts of the loins (e. loins (e.g., Ps. 69g., Ps. 69:23; Isa. :23; I:23; Isa. 21:3)Isa. 21:3)...

The area of the body located at the hips or lower back (Heb. mot�nayim;  Gk. 
osphyés). The loins were the place where the belt is worn (2 Kgs. 1:8; Isa. 11:5; 
Jer. 13:1), the sword hung (2 Sam. 20:8), and sackcloth placed (Gen. 37:34; 1 Kgs. 
20:32; Amos 8:10). When quick movement was essential, the loins were the 
place where the garments were tied (Exod. 12:11; 1 Kgs. 18:46; 2 Kgs. 9:1); in 
this capacity the expression “girding the loins” became an idiom for dressing for 
action or readiness (Job 38:3; 40:7; cf. Luke 12:35; Eph. 6:14; 1 Pet. 1:13). Great 
fear is often described as accompanied by discomforts of the loins (e.g., Ps. 69:23; 
Isa. 21:3).

�Heb. Heb. h�a�laœs�ah�a�laœs�ayimyim is usuall is usually associaty associated with thed with the genital e genital area and tarea and thus, by exhus, bhus, by extensiby extension, with pon, with progeny (Gerogeny (Gen. 35:11; n. 35:11; 46:26). As46:26). As the area  the area of procreaof procreation, the tion, the loins reprloiloins reprloins represent streesent strength and vngth and vigor (1 Kgigor (1 Kgs. 12:10; s. 12:10; Nah. 2:1; Nah. 2:1; 2 Chr. 10:2 Chr. 10:10).10).10).

Heb. h�a�laœs�ayim  is usually associated with the genital area and thus, 
by extension, with progeny (Gen. 35:11; 46:26). As the area of procreation, the 
loins represent strength and vigor (1 Kgs. 12:10; Nah. 2:1; 2 Chr. 10:10).

�Heb. Heb. keïsaœliîmkeïsaœliîm is used e is used exclusivelyxclusively of the lo of the loins of sacins of sacrificial arificial animals (Lenimals (Lev. 3:4, 10v. 3:4v. 3:4, 10, 13:4, 10, 15). It is 5). It is thus primathus primarily a pririly a priestly termestly term...

Heb. keïsaœliîm is used exclusively of the loins of sacrificial animals (Lev. 
3:4, 10, 15). It is thus primarily a priestly term.

Mark F. RoMark F. Rookeroker

Mark F. Rooker

LOISLOIS (Gk.  (Gk. LoœiísLoœiís)))

LOIS (Gk. Loœiís)

The motherThe mother of Eunice of Eunice and grand and grandmother of mother of Timothy; aTimothy; a woman of  woman of faith at Lfaith at Lystra (2 Tystra (2 Tystra (2 Tim. 1:5).Tim. 1:5).

The mother of Eunice and grandmother of Timothy; a woman of faith at Lystra (2 
Tim. 1:5).

LOOMLOOMLOOM

LOOM



�SeeSee  SPINNING, SPINNING, WEAVING, LWEAVING, LOOMOOM..

See SPINNING, WEAVING, LOOM.

LORDLORD  (DIVINE TI(DIVINE TITLE)TLE)TLE)

LORD (DIVINE TITLE)

“Lord” as “Lord” as a title foa title for God is ar God is analogous tnalogous to its use o its use for human for human rulers; itrulers; it connotes  connotes superioritsupesuperioritsuperiority and authy and authority. In ority. In the OT itsthe OT its counterpo counterpoint is theint is theophoric naophoric names contaimes containing the wnincontaicontainingcontaining the word  the word “servant” “servant” (e.g., Oba(e.g., Obadiah, “serdiah, “servant of Yavant of Yahweh”). Thhweh”). The formulate formulation iformulatformulatioformulation n }a�d�oœnaœ}a�d�oœnaœyy (“my God” (“my God”) refers o) refers only to Yahnly to Yahweh and evweh and eventually wentually wentually was pronouwas pronounced in plnced in place of theace of the divine na divine name itself.me itself.

“Lord” as a title for God is analogous to its use for human rulers; it connotes 
superiority and authority. In the OT its counterpoint is theophoric names 
containing the word “servant” (e.g., Obadiah, “servant of Yahweh”). The 
formulation }a�d�oœnaœy  (“my God”) refers only to Yahweh and eventually 
was pronounced in place of the divine name itself.

�In the LXXIn the LXX Gk.  Gk. kyérioskyérios translate translates both s both }aœd�o®n}aœd�o®n and  and YHWHYHWH (the latt (the latter practicer lattlatter pralatter practice paractice parallels the llels the substitutisubstitution of on of }a�d�oœnaœ}a�d�oœnaœyy). The use). The use of  of kyérioskyérios for God c kyérioskyérios fokyérios for God contr God continues in tinues in the NT.he NT.he NT.

In the LXX Gk. kyérios translates both }aœd�o®n  and YHWH (the 
latter practice parallels the substitution of }a�d�oœnaœy ). The use of 
kyérios for God continues in the NT.

�Gk. Gk. kyérioskyérios is a freq is a frequent titleuent title for Jesus for Jesus in the NT in the NT. During h. During his earthlyis earthly ministry, ministry ministry, ministry, it functioit functions as a tins as a title of restle of respect, corrpect, corresponding esponding to Aram. to Aram. maœriîmaœriî (“my Lord (“my Lo (“my Lord”), whLord”), which was usich was used of rabbed of rabbis in someis in some early Jew early Jewish literaish literature and wture and was roughlyas roughly equivalen e equivalentequivalent to “Sir.” to “Sir.” Immediate Immediately after tly after the Resurrehe Resurrection, howction, however, it bever, it began to coegan to connote divinnococonnote diconnote divinity (Jovinity (John 20:28).hn 20:28). Lord as a Lord as a divine ti divine title for Jetle for Jesus can besus can be found as  found as early as tearly aearly as the preas the pre-Pauline h-Pauline hymn of Phiymn of Phil. 2:6-11;l. 2:6-11; in light  in light of the subof the substitution stitution of Lord foof Lord for Yahweh ir Yahwr Yahweh in Yahweh in the OT andthe OT and the allus the allusion to Isaion to Isa. 45:23 in. 45:23 in Phil. 2:1 Phil. 2:10, Jewish 0, Jewish ChristiansChristians certainly cert certainly certainly would havewould have equated J equated Jesus with esus with Yahweh. OtYahweh. Other OT texher OT texts and conts and concepts refecepts recepts referring referring to Yahweh to Yahweh are also rare also related to elated to Jesus in tJesus in the NT. Forhe NT. For example,  example, he is callhe is called “King oed “ed “King of k“King of kings and Lings and Lord of lorord of lords” (Rev. ds” (Rev. 17:14; 19:17:14; 19:16; cf. De16; cf. Deut. 10:17;ut. 10:17; Ps. 136:3 Ps. 136:3; Dan. 2:4; Dan; Dan. 2:47)Dan. 2:47), and the , and the “day of th“day of the Lord” ise Lord” is used of J used of Jesus’ retuesus’ return (2 Pet.rn (2 Pet. 3:9-10; A 3:9-10; Amos 5:18; mos AAmos 5:18;Amos 5:18; Zeph. 1:1 Zeph. 1:14-18). Jes4-18). Jesus is alsous is also the Lord  the Lord of creatioof creation (Heb. 1:n (Heb. 1:10-12; Ps.10-12; Ps. 102:25-27 102 102:25-27[102:25-27[MT 26–28])MT 26–28]). In light. In light of such t of such texts, the exts, the credal forcredal formula “Jesumula “Jesus (Christ)s (Christ) is Lord”  is L is Lord” (1 CLord” (1 Cor. 13:3; or. 13:3; Phil. 2:11Phil. 2:11; cf. Rom.; cf. Rom. 10:9) is  10:9) is an assertian assertion of his on of his divinity.divinity.divinity.

Gk. kyérios is a frequent title for Jesus in the NT. During his earthly 
ministry, it functions as a title of respect, corresponding to Aram. maœriî (“my 
Lord”), which was used of rabbis in some early Jewish literature and was roughly 
equivalent to “Sir.” Immediately after the Resurrection, however, it began to 
connote divinity (John 20:28). Lord as a divine title for Jesus can be found as early 
as the pre-Pauline hymn of Phil. 2:6-11; in light of the substitution of Lord for 
Yahweh in the OT and the allusion to Isa. 45:23 in Phil. 2:10, Jewish Christians 
certainly would have equated Jesus with Yahweh. Other OT texts and concepts 
referring to Yahweh are also related to Jesus in the NT. For example, he is called 
“King of kings and Lord of lords” (Rev. 17:14; 19:16; cf. Deut. 10:17; Ps. 136:3; 
Dan. 2:47), and the “day of the Lord” is used of Jesus’ return (2 Pet. 3:9-10; 
Amos 5:18; Zeph. 1:14-18). Jesus is also the Lord of creation (Heb. 1:10-12; Ps. 
102:25-27[MT 26–28]). In light of such texts, the credal formula “Jesus (Christ) is 
Lord” (1 Cor. 13:3; Phil. 2:11; cf. Rom. 10:9) is an assertion of his divinity.

John L. McJohn L. McLaughlinLaughlin

John L. McLaughlin

LORD, MASTLORD, MASTERERER

LORD, MASTER

Someone whSomeone who has signo has significant auificant authority ovthority over others.er others. The term  The term is sometimis sometimes found ies found es found in tfound in the vocativhe vocative case of e case of address, waddress, where it inhere it indicates dedicates deference anference and respect d respect toward thetowtoward thetoward the individua individual(s) addrel(s) addressed. The ssed. The term may cterm may convey esteonvey esteem to a leem to a leader from ader fromader from his pfrom his people (Numeople (Num. 32:25; c. 32:25; cf. Acts 25f. Acts 25:26). In G:26). In Gen. 44:7-1en. 44:7-16 it indic6 it indicates the rates the respect a sesperrespect a respect a slave exhislave exhibits for hbits for his or her is or her master; Jemaster; Jesus’ parabsus’ parable of the le of the wicked serwicked servant is a vant serservant isservant is a NT exam a NT example of a sple of a similar usaimilar usage (Matt. ge (Matt. 18:23-25).18:23-25).

Someone who has significant authority over others. The term is sometimes 
found in the vocative case of address, where it indicates deference and respect 
toward the individual(s) addressed. The term may convey esteem to a leader 
from his people (Num. 32:25; cf. Acts 25:26). In Gen. 44:7-16 it indicates the 
respect a slave exhibits for his or her master; Jesus’ parable of the wicked 
servant is a NT example of a similar usage (Matt. 18:23-25).

�Lord also Lord also refers to refers to secular hesecular heads of triads of tribes or natbes or nations, as “ions, as “the five lthe five lords of thords of the Philistieththe Philisthe Philistines” (Jutines” (Judg. 3:3; 1dg. 3:3; 1 Sam. 5:8; Sam. 5:8; Isa. 16:8 Isa. 16:8). It may ). It may also referalso refer to an ent to an entire class ire class of nobles oof nobles of nobles or courtieor courtiers (Dan. 5rs (Dan. 5:1). It is:1). It is this kind this kind of human  of human lord over lord over whom God iwhom God is “King ofs “s “King of k“King of kings and Lings and Lord of lorord of lords” (1 Timds” (1 Tim. 6:15; Re. 6:15; Rev. 19:16).v. 19:16). That lord That lordship can bship can be demonstre dee demonstratdemonstrated even aged even against the ainst the corrupt elcorrupt elite of Judite of Judah (cf. Jeah (cf. Jer. 22:8; 2r. 22:8; 25:35; 34:55:35; 34:5).).).

Lord also refers to secular heads of tribes or nations, as “the five lords of 
the Philistines” (Judg. 3:3; 1 Sam. 5:8; Isa. 16:8). It may also refer to an entire class 
of nobles or courtiers (Dan. 5:1). It is this kind of human lord over whom God is 
“King of kings and Lord of lords” (1 Tim. 6:15; Rev. 19:16). That lordship can be 
demonstrated even against the corrupt elite of Judah (cf. Jer. 22:8; 25:35; 34:5).

�According According to Mark 2:to Mark 2:28 par. Je28 par. Jesus used tsus used the term tohe term to establish establish his autho his authority over rity overity over ancieover ancient custom:nt custom: “The Son  “The Son of Man is of Man is lord even lord even of the sabof the sabbath.” As bath.” As a verb (“ta verb (“to lord it o (“t(“to lord (“to lord it over”) it over”) the term ithe term is used occs used occasionally asionally to describto describe high-hane high-handed behavided behavior (Neh. 5or (or (Neh. 5:15(Neh. 5:15; Eccl. 8:; Eccl. 8:9), the ve9), the very antithery antithesis of thesis of the style Jes style Jesus commandus commands of his ds of his disciples (iscipleddisciples disciples (Luke 22:2(Luke 22:24-27; cf. 4-27; cf. 2 Cor. 1:22 Cor. 1:24).4).4).

According to Mark 2:28 par. Jesus used the term to establish his authority 



over ancient custom: “The Son of Man is lord even of the sabbath.” As a verb 
(“to lord it over”) the term is used occasionally to describe high-handed behavior 
(Neh. 5:15; Eccl. 8:9), the very antithesis of the style Jesus commands of his 
disciples (Luke 22:24-27; cf. 2 Cor. 1:24).

�SeeSee  GOD, NAMESGOD, NAMES OF OF...

See GOD, NAMES OF.

Watson E. Watson E. MillsMills

Watson E. Mills

LORD OF HOLORD OF HOSTSSTSSTS

LORD OF HOSTS

The most fThe most frequently requently used compoused compound title und title for the Isfor the Israelite deraelite deity in theity in the OT (Heb.  OT (Heb. YHWH s�eïbYHYHWH s�eïbYHWH s�eïb�aœ}o®t��aœ}o®t�). A simil). A similar title iar title is “Yahweh,s “Yahweh, God of ho God of hosts.” Thessts.” These epithetse epithe epithets depithets describe Yaescribe Yahweh as bohweh as both divine th divine Warrior anWarrior and divine Kd divine King, with ing, with “hosts” re“hosts” referring tofrereferring referring to both eato both earthly (e.grthly (e.g., the Isr., the Israelites oraelites or their arm their armies) and cies) and cosmic forcosmic forces (celestes (cees (celestial(celestial bodies or bodies or angels).  angels). It appearsIt appears most ofte most often in the Pn in the Prophets (erophets (esp. Isaiahsp. Isaiah, Jeremiah, Jerem, Jeremiah, Jeremiah, Zechariah,Zechariah, and Malac and Malachi) and nohi) and not at all it at all in the Pentn the Pentateuch. Inateuch. In 1 Sam. 1: 1 Sam. 1:3 it is as3 it i3 it is associais associated with tted with the shrine he shrine at Shiloh.at Shiloh. During Is During Israelite coraelite conflict witnflict with the Philh the Philistines itistines iistines it is parait is paralleled witlleled with “the Godh “the God of the ar of the armies” (1 Smies” (1 Sam. 17:45)am. 17:45), demonstr, demonstrating, iniating, initially, a tiallyiniinitially,initially, a very mi a very militaristiclitaristic understan understanding of thding of the title.e title.e title.

The most frequently used compound title for the Israelite deity in the OT (Heb. 
YHWH s�eïb�aœ}o®t� ). A similar title is “Yahweh, God of hosts.” These 
epithets describe Yahweh as both divine Warrior and divine King, with “hosts” 
referring to both earthly (e.g., the Israelites or their armies) and cosmic forces 
(celestial bodies or angels). It appears most often in the Prophets (esp. Isaiah, 
Jeremiah, Zechariah, and Malachi) and not at all in the Pentateuch. In 1 Sam. 1:3 it 
is associated with the shrine at Shiloh. During Israelite conflict with the Philistines 
it is paralleled with “the God of the armies” (1 Sam. 17:45), demonstrating, 
initially, a very militaristic understanding of the title.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. N. D. MT. N. D. Mettinger, ettinger, In Search In Search of God: Thof God: The Meaning e Meaning and Messagand Messagand Message ofMessage of the Everl the Everlasting Namasting Nameses (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1988phia, 1988); P. D. M); P. D. Miller, iller, The DivineThe Divine Warrior i Warrio Warrior inWarrior in Early Isr Early Israel.ael. HSM 5 (Ca HSM 5 (Cambridge, Mmbridge, Mass., 1973ass., 1973).).).

Bibliography. T. N. D. Mettinger, In Search of God: The Meaning and 
Message of the Everlasting Names (Philadelphia, 1988); P. D. Miller, The Divine 
Warrior in Early Israel. HSM 5 (Cambridge, Mass., 1973).
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LORD’S DAYLORD’S DAY

LORD’S DAY

The phraseThe phrase “the Lord “the Lord’s day” is’s day” is found in  found in Scripture Scripture only in Reonly in Rev. 1:10, wv. 1:10, where John here John is describis dis describingdescribing the circu the circumstances imstances in which hen which he received  received his revelahis revelation. The tion. The phrase is phrase is commonly ucomcommonly ucommonly used to refsed to refer to Sunder to Sunday and is ay and is often linkoften linked to the ed to the OT sabbathOT sabbath. There is. There is little do isis little is little doubt thatdoubt that “the Lord “the Lord” in this ” in this case refercase refers to Jesuss to Jesus rather th rather than the Fatan the Father. In thher. In her. In the earIn the early Church ly Church ChristiansChristians met for w met for worship on orship on Sunday in Sunday in honor of thonor of the day of he day of Jesus’ resJJesus’ resJesus’ resurrection urrection (Acts 20:7(Acts 20:7; 1 Cor. 1; 1 Cor. 16:2). In a6:2). In addition, Sddition, Sunday was unday was the first the first day of theday ofday of the weeof the week in the Jk in the Jewish caleewish calendar, and ndar, and therefore therefore it remindeit reminded people od people of the firsf the first day of ct dat day of creday of creation and ation and of Jesus’ of Jesus’ re-creatiore-creation through n through redemptionredemption. It was a. It was also calledlso called the eight the the eighththe eighth day, poin day, pointing to thting to the coming de coming day of judgay of judgment. Earlment. Early Christiay Christians may havns may have believede be believed tbelieved that Christhat Christ would ret would return on hisurn on his day, Sund day, Sunday.ay.ay.

The phrase “the Lord’s day” is found in Scripture only in Rev. 1:10, where John is 
describing the circumstances in which he received his revelation. The phrase is 
commonly used to refer to Sunday and is often linked to the OT sabbath. There 
is little doubt that “the Lord” in this case refers to Jesus rather than the Father. 
In the early Church Christians met for worship on Sunday in honor of the day of 
Jesus’ resurrection (Acts 20:7; 1 Cor. 16:2). In addition, Sunday was the first day 
of the week in the Jewish calendar, and therefore it reminded people of the first 
day of creation and of Jesus’ re-creation through redemption. It was also called 
the eighth day, pointing to the coming day of judgment. Early Christians may have 
believed that Christ would return on his day, Sunday.

�In additioIn addition to Sundan to Sunday, two othy, two other possibler possible meaningse meanings of the ph of the phrase “the rase “the Lord’s dayLord’s Lord’s dayLord’s day” in its c” in its context in ontext in RevelationRevelation have been have been proposed. proposed. Some argu Some argue that it e that it may refer mamay refer may refer to the yeato the yearly observrly observance of Eaance of Easter. Howester. However, otherver, other early Chr early Christian useistian uses of “the s useuses of “tuses of “the Lord’s he Lord’s day” indicday” indicate the weate the weekly, rathekly, rather than yeer than yearly, obsearly, observance. Otrvance. Other scholaherOtOther schoOther scholars have lars have argued thaargued that it refert it refers to the js to the judgment daudgment day itself, y itself, rather tharather than Sunday, n Sun Sunday, asSunday, as a type of a type of the comin the coming judgmentg judgment day or ei day or eighth day dghth day described aescribed above. Takebove. Taken in this nTakeTaken in tTaken in this way, ihis way, it would bet would be synonymou synonymous with “ths with “the great dae great day” mentiony” mentioned in Rev.ed in Rev.ed in Rev. 6:17;Rev. 6:17; 16:14; ho 16:14; however, thiwever, this does nots does not make sens make sense in the ce in the context of ontext of Rev. 1. InRev. 1. In order to  or order to horder to harmonize Rarmonize Rev. 1 withev. 1 with this theo this theory, some hry, some have suggesave suggested that Jted that John is traohn is transported instratransportetransported in his vd in his vision to tision to the judgmenhe judgment day.t day.t day.

In addition to Sunday, two other possible meanings of the phrase “the 
Lord’s day” in its context in Revelation have been proposed. Some argue that it 
may refer to the yearly observance of Easter. However, other early Christian 
uses of “the Lord’s day” indicate the weekly, rather than yearly, observance. 
Other scholars have argued that it refers to the judgment day itself, rather than 
Sunday, as a type of the coming judgment day or eighth day described above. 
Taken in this way, it would be synonymous with “the great day” mentioned in 



Rev. 6:17; 16:14; however, this does not make sense in the context of Rev. 1. In 
order to harmonize Rev. 1 with this theory, some have suggested that John is 
transported in his vision to the judgment day.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. A. CarsD. A. Carson, ed., on, ed., From SabbaFrom Sabbath to Lordth to Lord’s Day’s Day (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1982pids, RaRapids, 19Rapids, 1982).82).82).

Bibliography. D. A. Carson, ed., From Sabbath to Lord’s Day (Grand 
Rapids, 1982).
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LORD’S PRAYER

The prayerThe prayer attribute attributed to Jesusd to Jesus in Matt.  in Matt. 6:9-13; Lu6:9-13; Luke 11:2-4.ke 11:2-4. The praye The prayer appears r appears in two difin tin two differtwo different forms.ent forms. Matthew’s Matthew’s opening i opening invocation nvocation (“Our Fath(“Our Father who is er who is in the heain the heavens”) is vheaheavens”) heavens”) is longer is longer than Luke’than Luke’s single ws single word addresord address “Father.s “Father.” While bo” While both versionth versions share ths versionversions sversions share the nhare the next two peext two petitions (“titions (“May your nMay your name be halame be hallowed,” “Mlowed,” “May your kiay your kay your kingdom cokingdom come”), Mattme”), Matthew has a hew has a third not third not present inpresent in Luke (“Ma Luke (“May your wily your will be done l be donel be done as indone as in heaven al heaven also on eartso on earth”). The nh”). The next three ext three petitions,petitions, the “us”  the “us” petitions petitions concerningconconcerningconcerning bread, fo bread, forgiveness,rgiveness, and tempt and temptation, areation, are essential essentially the samly the same. But Mate. But Matthew adds thMatMatthew adMatthew adds a furthds a further petitioer petition absent fn absent from Luke (rom Luke (“deliver u“deliver us from thes from the evil one” evil one”).).one”one”).one”).one”).

The prayer attributed to Jesus in Matt. 6:9-13; Luke 11:2-4. The prayer appears in 
two different forms. Matthew’s opening invocation (“Our Father who is in the 
heavens”) is longer than Luke’s single word address “Father.” While both 
versions share the next two petitions (“May your name be hallowed,” “May your 
kingdom come”), Matthew has a third not present in Luke (“May your will be 
done as in heaven also on earth”). The next three petitions, the “us” petitions 
concerning bread, forgiveness, and temptation, are essentially the same. But 
Matthew adds a further petition absent from Luke (“deliver us from the evil 
one”).

�The most cThe most common explommon explanation foanation for the diffr the differences beerences between the tween the two versiotwo versions posits ns versioversions pversions posits thatosits that the Lord’ the Lord’s Prayer os Prayer originated riginated in some foin some form with Jerm with Jesus in Arasus in Aramaic. It wmaAraAramaic. IAramaic. It was thent was then added to  added to the sayingthe sayings collectis collection Q, the on Q, the common soucommon source for Marce for Mrce for Matthew anMatthew and Luke unkd Luke unknown to Manown to Mark (hence rk (hence the Prayerthe Prayer’s absence’s absence from Mark from Mark). Matthew). Mat). Matthew anMatthew and Luke incd Luke incorporated orporated it into thit into their Gospeleir Gospels, making s, making changes tochanges to reflect t reflect their diffehttheir difftheir different theoerent theological oulogical outlooks andtlooks and pastoral  pastoral situationssituations. Matthew,. Matthew, for insta for instance, adds nce, ance, adds his eadds his extra linesxtra lines. Luke cha. Luke changes the wnges the word “debtsord “debts” to “sins” to “sins,” “today”,” “today” to “each  to “each day,” and dayday,” and day,” and makes the makes the tense of “tense of “give” and give” and “forgive” “forgive” present (rpresent (rather thanather than aorist) t aorist) to emphasizo emo emphasize emphasize daily discdaily discipleship. ipleship. Joachim JeJoachim Jeremias sumremias summarizes thmarizes this view: “is view: “in in lengthlength the short the  the shortethe shorter text of r text of Luke is toLuke is to be regard be regarded as origed as original, and inal, and in generalin general  wordingwording the text  the te the text of Matext of Matthew is ttthew is to be prefeo be preferred” (rred” (New TestamNew Testament Theoloent Theologygy 1:196). 1:196). 1:196).

The most common explanation for the differences between the two 
versions posits that the Lord’s Prayer originated in some form with Jesus in 
Aramaic. It was then added to the sayings collection Q, the common source for 
Matthew and Luke unknown to Mark (hence the Prayer’s absence from Mark). 
Matthew and Luke incorporated it into their Gospels, making changes to reflect 
their different theological outlooks and pastoral situations. Matthew, for instance, 
adds his extra lines. Luke changes the word “debts” to “sins,” “today” to “each 
day,” and makes the tense of “give” and “forgive” present (rather than aorist) to 
emphasize daily discipleship. Joachim Jeremias summarizes this view: “in length 
the shorter text of Luke is to be regarded as original, and in general wording the 
text of Matthew is to be preferred” (New Testament Theology 1:196).

�Other waysOther ways of explai of explaining the dning the differencesifferences have also have also been prop been proposed. One osed. One view attriview view attriview attributes the butes the Prayer’s oPrayer’s origin not rigin not to Jesus bto Jesus but to the ut to the early tradearly tradition. Theition. The Jesus Sem Jesus Jesus SemiJesus Seminar thinksnar thinks that Jesu that Jesus taught ds taught disciples tisciples to address o address God as FatGod as Father. He maher. He may also, aty ay also, at valso, at various timarious times, have tes, have taught themaught them to pray c to pray concerning oncerning God’s nameGod’s name, reign, p, reign, provision oropprovision provision of bread, of bread, and forgivand forgiveness. Buteness. But it was th it was the Q tradite Q tradition that aion that assembled assembled a prayer ar pra prayer aroprayer around these und these four petitfour petitions. Mattions. Matthew and Luhew and Luke later eke later elaborated laborated the Lord’sthe Lord’s Prayer. Lord’sLord’s PraLord’s Prayer.yer.yer.

Other ways of explaining the differences have also been proposed. One 
view attributes the Prayer’s origin not to Jesus but to the early tradition. The 
Jesus Seminar thinks that Jesus taught disciples to address God as Father. He may 
also, at various times, have taught them to pray concerning God’s name, reign, 
provision of bread, and forgiveness. But it was the Q tradition that assembled a 
prayer around these four petitions. Matthew and Luke later elaborated the 
Lord’s Prayer.

�Michael GoMichael Goulder has ulder has suggested suggested that Matththat Matthew, not Q ew, not Q (which Gou(which Goulder thinklder thinks did not s dis did not exdid not exist), creaist), created the Loted the Lord’s Prayerd’s Prayer from parr from parts of Markts of Mark’s Gospel.’s Gospel. For examp For example, Jesus’leexampexample, Jexample, Jesus’ teacesus’ teaching on fohing on forgiveness rgiveness in Mark 11in Mark 11:25-26 pro:25-26 provides the vides the basis for basis for the openinthethe openinthe opening address g address and the peand the petition on tition on forgivenesforgiveness. The gars. The garden of Getden of Gethsemane schsemane schsemane scene (Marscene (Mark 14:32-42k 14:32-42) provides) provides the petit the petitions aboutions about doing God doing God’s will an’s will and being ded being delivered frlidedelivered delivered from evil.from evil. On this v On this view, Luke iew, Luke alters Matalters Matthew’s verthew’s version to acsion to accommodate commodate it to his iit to his it to his different different situation.situation.

Michael Goulder has suggested that Matthew, not Q (which Goulder thinks 
did not exist), created the Lord’s Prayer from parts of Mark’s Gospel. For 
example, Jesus’ teaching on forgiveness in Mark 11:25-26 provides the basis for 
the opening address and the petition on forgiveness. The garden of Gethsemane 
scene (Mark 14:32-42) provides the petitions about doing God’s will and being 



delivered from evil. On this view, Luke alters Matthew’s version to accommodate 
it to his different situation.

�Ulrich LuzUlrich Luz proposes  proposes a further a further view. He hview. He has argued as argued that whilethat while some of t some of the changeshe chahe changes inchanges in Matthew’s Matthew’s version a version are typicalre typical Matthean  Matthean redactionsredactions, others a, others are not (e.re not (e.g., the nog., (e.(e.g., the(e.g., the noun “ear noun “earth” withouth” without an artict an article, the sile, the singular forngular form “heaven,m “heaven,” the pass” the passive form “ive foive form “be dform “be done,” the one,” the “as . . . “as . . . also” consalso” construction itruction in Matt. 6:n Matt. 6:10). He ar10). He argues that gues that the presenthe pthe presence opresence of Mattheanf Matthean and non-M and non-Matthean laatthean language indnguage indicates thaicates that while tht while the Gospel ae Gospel ae Gospel author’s lauthor’s language isanguage is essential essentially that ofly that of his tradi his tradition and ction and community, ommunity, the two arthe two are not alwae noe not alwaysnot always identical identical. The Gosp. The Gospel’s authoel’s author is not rr is not responsibleesponsible for the L for the Lord’s Prayord’s Prayer in its er ier in its curin its current form.rent form. Rather, t Rather, the author he author incorporatincorporates the Praes the Prayer in theyer in the form in w form in which it wahicwwhich it wwhich it was used inas used in the litur the liturgy of his gy of his community.community. This mean This means, then, ts, then, that in heahat in hearing the Lring heahearing thhearing the Lord’s Pe Lord’s Prayer as prayer as part of theart of the Gospel, M Gospel, Matthew’s aatthew’s audience reudience recognizes acognizes a familiar  f familiar ufamiliar unit and renit and recalls its calls its liturgicalliturgical experienc experience of this e of this prayer. Thprayer. The issue ofe issue of origin co origin c origin continues,continues, then, to  then, to be debatedbe debated...

Ulrich Luz proposes a further view. He has argued that while some of the 
changes in Matthew’s version are typical Matthean redactions, others are not 
(e.g., the noun “earth” without an article, the singular form “heaven,” the passive 
form “be done,” the “as . . . also” construction in Matt. 6:10). He argues that the 
presence of Matthean and non-Matthean language indicates that while the Gospel 
author’s language is essentially that of his tradition and community, the two are 
not always identical. The Gospel’s author is not responsible for the Lord’s Prayer 
in its current form. Rather, the author incorporates the Prayer in the form in 
which it was used in the liturgy of his community. This means, then, that in 
hearing the Lord’s Prayer as part of the Gospel, Matthew’s audience recognizes a 
familiar unit and recalls its liturgical experience of this prayer. The issue of origin 
continues, then, to be debated.

�Also debatAlso debated is the ed is the meaning ofmeaning of the Lord’ the Lord’s Prayer. s Prayer. Here two qHere two questions auestions are centralre cenre central: hcentral: how is the ow is the Prayer ansPrayer answered and wered and when? Is twhen? Is the Prayer he Prayer completelycompletely oriented  oriented to the futtto the futto the future when Gure when God will dood will do these thi these things? Or dongs? Or does it focues it focus on both s on both the futurethe future and prese a and presenand present, with eit, with either the fther the first threeirst three petitions petitions more conc more concerned witherned with the futur the future and the e ae and the reand the rest with thst with the present,e present, or with e or with each petitiach petition involvion involving dimensing dimensions of botons of both present h ph present anpresent and future, d future, of divine of divine response aresponse and action nd action by disciplby disciples? This les? This last view iast view is the mosts the s the most cthe most convincing.onvincing.

Also debated is the meaning of the Lord’s Prayer. Here two questions are 
central: how is the Prayer answered and when? Is the Prayer completely oriented 
to the future when God will do these things? Or does it focus on both the future 
and present, with either the first three petitions more concerned with the future 
and the rest with the present, or with each petition involving dimensions of both 
present and future, of divine response and action by disciples? This last view is 
the most convincing.

�The openinThe opening address g address to God as to God as “Father” a“Father” articulatesrticulates a particu a particular relatilar relation betweenon betwon between thbetween those who prose who pray and Goday and God. Both Gos. Both Gospels recogpels recognize that nize that disciples disciples of Jesus eof Jesus eof Jesus enter intoenter into the same  the same relationshrelationship with Goip with God as Jesusd as Jesus enjoys (M enjoys (Matt. 2:15;att. 2:15; 3:17; 5:1 3:17; 5:16, 45, 48;6, 46, 45, 48; Lu45, 48; Luke 2:49; 6ke 2:49; 6:36). The :36). The “our” dist“our” distinguishes inguishes the communthe community of disity of disciples. Thciples. The term “ine tee term “in hterm “in heaven” receaven” recognizes Goognizes God’s traditd’s traditional abodional abode and the e and the origin of origin of God’s saviGod’s saving initiatngsavisaving inisaving initiative (Mtiative (Matt. 1:18-att. 1:18-25; 4:17).25; 4:17).

The opening address to God as “Father” articulates a particular relation 
between those who pray and God. Both Gospels recognize that disciples of Jesus 
enter into the same relationship with God as Jesus enjoys (Matt. 2:15; 3:17; 5:16, 
45, 48; Luke 2:49; 6:36). The “our” distinguishes the community of disciples. The 
term “in heaven” recognizes God’s traditional abode and the origin of God’s 
saving initiative (Matt. 1:18-25; 4:17).

�To pray thTo pray that God’s nat God’s name be halame be hallowed or slowed or sanctified anctified is to prayis to pray for the m for the manifestatianifestmmanifestatmanifestation of Godion of God’s power a’s power and presencnd presence. This cae. This can be done n be done by God (Ezby God (Ezek. 36:22-ek. 36:22ek. 36:22-38, 36:22-38, return froreturn from exile) am exile) and by humand by humans throughns through enacting  enacting God’s willGod’s will now as we now as we now as well as inwell as in the final the final completio completion of God’sn of God’s purposes. purposes.

To pray that God’s name be hallowed or sanctified is to pray for the 
manifestation of God’s power and presence. This can be done by God (Ezek. 
36:22-38, return from exile) and by humans through enacting God’s will now as 
well as in the final completion of God’s purposes.

�Likewise tLikewise to pray foro pray for God’s rei God’s reign recognign recognizes that tzes that the reign ihe reign is God’s dys God’s dynamic, pownamic, pnamic, powerful ppowerful presence. Tresence. This reign his reign is to be mis to be manifested anifested in future in future glory, butglory, but both Gosp both Gospels affirmelsGospGospels afGospels affirm its pfirm its presence alresence already in tready in the ministrhe ministry of Jesusy of Jesus (Matt. 4: (Matt. 4:17; 12:28;17; 12:28; Luke 11:2 Luke Luke 11:20Luke 11:20) and in t) and in the lives ohe lives of those whf those who encounteo encounter him (Matr him (Matt. 5:3, 10t. 5:3, 10; 6:33; Lu; 6:33; Luke 6:20; 8keLuLuke 6:20;Luke 6:20; 8:10). To 8:10). To pray for  pray for God’s willGod’s will to be don to be done similarle similarly involvesy involves a respons a response from bote fre from both from both God and diGod and disciples, isciples, in the futun the future and there and the present ( present (Matt. 7:21Matt. 7:21; 12:46-50; 12:46-50; 26:42).; 2; 26:42).26:42).26:42).

Likewise to pray for God’s reign recognizes that the reign is God’s dynamic, 
powerful presence. This reign is to be manifested in future glory, but both 
Gospels affirm its presence already in the ministry of Jesus (Matt. 4:17; 12:28; 
Luke 11:20) and in the lives of those who encounter him (Matt. 5:3, 10; 6:33; 
Luke 6:20; 8:10). To pray for God’s will to be done similarly involves a response 
from both God and disciples, in the future and the present (Matt. 7:21; 12:46-50; 
26:42).

�Debate aboDebate about the petut the petition for ition for bread has bread has focused onfocused on the meani the meaning of Gk. ng of Gk. epiouísiosepiouepiouísiosepiouísios.. The word  The word is infrequis infrequently usedently used, and scho, and scholars have lars have sought itssought its meaning i meaning  meaning inmeaning in possible  possible Aramaic orAramaic originals, tiginals, the form (ohe form (or etymologr etymology) of the y) of the word, the word, the context ofcocontext ofcontext of the praye the prayer, and undr, and understandingerstandings of its ms of its meaning froeaning from Church tm Church tradition. radition. Possible tPoPossible tPossible translationranslations include s include “the bread“the bread necessary necessary for exist for existence,” “brence,” “bread for toead for today,” “futday,totoday,” “ftoday,” “future breauture bread” (for thd” (for the eschatole eschatological banogical banquet), or quet), or “bread for“bread for tomorrow. tomorrow.” The last” tomorrow.tomorrow.”tomorrow.” The last  The last translatiotranslation is suppon is supported by thrted by the form of e form of the word athe word and a 2nd-cnd a 2nd-cnd a 2nd-centur2nd-century translaty translation. The pion. The petition woetition would be unduld be understood, terstood, then, as a hen, as a request forequest for the contr fofor the cofor the continuing sntinuing supply of tupply of the bread nhe bread needed for eeded for survival, survival, though an though an additionaladditional eschatolo esc eschatologeschatological referical reference cannoence cannot be ruledt be ruled out. out. out.

Debate about the petition for bread has focused on the meaning of Gk. 
epiouísios. The word is infrequently used, and scholars have sought its 



meaning in possible Aramaic originals, the form (or etymology) of the word, the 
context of the prayer, and understandings of its meaning from Church tradition. 
Possible translations include “the bread necessary for existence,” “bread for 
today,” “future bread” (for the eschatological banquet), or “bread for 
tomorrow.” The last translation is supported by the form of the word and a 
2nd-century translation. The petition would be understood, then, as a request 
for the continuing supply of the bread needed for survival, though an additional 
eschatological reference cannot be ruled out.

�The fifth The fifth petition cpetition continues tontinues the focus ohe focus on “us” andn “us” and is a peti is a petition for ftion for forgivenessorgivenessfforgivenesforgiveness. Both Gos. Both Gospels recospels recognize thatgnize that God’s for God’s forgiveness igiveness is availabls available through e through the ministthethe ministthe ministry of Jesury of Jesus (Matt. 1s (Matt. 1:21; 9:1-8:21; 9:1-8; 26:28; L; 26:28; Luke 5:17-2uke 5:17-26; 7:47-506; 7:47-50). The pet). The petition recoition petpetition rpetition recognizes ecognizes that God’sthat God’s forgivene forgiveness mandatess mandates forgivens forgiveness of othess of others, a theers, a theme Matthewmethetheme Matttheme Matthew emphashew emphasizes (Mattizes (Matt. 6:14-15;. 6:14-15; 18:21-35) 18:21-35)...

The fifth petition continues the focus on “us” and is a petition for 
forgiveness. Both Gospels recognize that God’s forgiveness is available through 
the ministry of Jesus (Matt. 1:21; 9:1-8; 26:28; Luke 5:17-26; 7:47-50). The 
petition recognizes that God’s forgiveness mandates forgiveness of others, a 
theme Matthew emphasizes (Matt. 6:14-15; 18:21-35).

�The next pThe next petition isetition is problemat problematic in seveic in several respecral respects. The nots. The notion that tion that God tests God testGod tests God’tests God’s people as people appears forppears for instance  instance in Ps. 11:in Ps. 11:5; 26:2. Y5; 26:2. Yet Jas. 1:et Jas. 1:13 asserts13 asserts the contr the c the contrary, contrary, while 1 Cowhile 1 Cor. 10:13 pr. 10:13 promises heromises help in templp in temptation. Sotation. Some have unme have understood “derstood “derstood “temptatio“temptation” to refen” to refer to the fr to the final time inal time of trial oof trial or testing r testing which markwhich marks the end s the end of the ageof thof the age. Bthe age. But it is put it is preferable referable to understto understand the teand the term to indirm to indicate primacate primarily dailyrily daily temptatio temp temptationtemptations and the s and the petition apetition as a requess a request by vulnet by vulnerable discrable disciples for iples for God’s helpGod’s help to resist to  to resist to resist such temptsuch temptations andations and apostasy. apostasy. Matthew’s Matthew’s addition  addition (“deliver (“deliver us from thus from the evil onee ee evil one”)evil one”) seems to  seems to support thsupport this readingis reading. It makes. It makes explicit  explicit the originthe origin of the te of the temptation imptatetemptationtemptation in the po in the power of thewer of the evil one, evil one, the devil the devil, to resis, to resist God’s put God’s purposes (sorposes (so Matt. 4:1 Ma Matt. 4:1-Matt. 4:1-11; 13:19,11; 13:19, 38). Ther 38). There is, thoue is, though, a futugh, a future dimensire dimension in thaton in that at the en at the end of the ad of td of the age Gothe age God will brid will bring about ang about a final del final deliverance iiverance in the victn the victory over aory over all evil.ll evil.ll evil.

The next petition is problematic in several respects. The notion that God 
tests God’s people appears for instance in Ps. 11:5; 26:2. Yet Jas. 1:13 asserts the 
contrary, while 1 Cor. 10:13 promises help in temptation. Some have understood 
“temptation” to refer to the final time of trial or testing which marks the end of 
the age. But it is preferable to understand the term to indicate primarily daily 
temptations and the petition as a request by vulnerable disciples for God’s help 
to resist such temptations and apostasy. Matthew’s addition (“deliver us from the 
evil one”) seems to support this reading. It makes explicit the origin of the 
temptation in the power of the evil one, the devil, to resist God’s purposes (so 
Matt. 4:1-11; 13:19, 38). There is, though, a future dimension in that at the end of 
the age God will bring about a final deliverance in the victory over all evil.

�Some liturSome liturgical versgical versions of thions of the Lord’s Pe Lord’s Prayer inclrayer include a doxoude a doxology (“forlogy (“for thine is  thine is  thine is the kinis the kingdom, the gdom, the power, andpower, and the glory the glory, for ever, for ever, Amen”). , Amen”). This doxolThis doxology was adogy was added to somdadadded to sadded to some earlieome earlier manuscrir manuscripts, but wpts, but was probablas probably not in ty not in the originahe original Gospels.l Gospels.

Some liturgical versions of the Lord’s Prayer include a doxology (“for thine 
is the kingdom, the power, and the glory, for ever, Amen”). This doxology was 
added to some earlier manuscripts, but was probably not in the original Gospels.
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LORD’S SUPLORD’S SUPPERPERPER

LORD’S SUPPER

A meal celA meal celebrated inebrated in honor of  honor of Jesus ChriJesus Christ commemost commemorating hisrating his last meal last meal with his  with his disciples.ddisciples.disciples. In biblic In biblical theologal theology Lord’s Sy Lord’s Supper is pupper is preferable referable to other sto other synonyms: “ynonyms: “communion”comm““communion“communion” is a que” is a questionable stionable translatiotranslation of 1 Corn of 1 Cor. 10:16, a. 10:16, and “eucharnd “eucharist” does ist” does not appearnonot appearnot appear as a name as a name for this  for this rite in thrite in the NT. In he NT. In historical istorical theology ttheology the eucharihe eucharist is genest is st is generalis generally understly understood to refood to refer to bother to both the conse the consecratory prcratory prayers and ayers and the rite othe rite of eating “f ef eating “theating “the bread” ae bread” and drinkinnd drinking “the cupg “the cup,” practic,” practiced separated separate and apare and apart from a rt from a regular meaegurregular meregular meal in the al in the Church. ThChurch. This practicis practice can be de can be dated as eaated as early as therly as the 2nd centu 2nd century.ry.ry.

A meal celebrated in honor of Jesus Christ commemorating his last meal with his 
disciples. In biblical theology Lord’s Supper is preferable to other synonyms: 
“communion” is a questionable translation of 1 Cor. 10:16, and “eucharist” does 



not appear as a name for this rite in the NT. In historical theology the eucharist 
is generally understood to refer to both the consecratory prayers and the rite of 
eating “the bread” and drinking “the cup,” practiced separate and apart from a 
regular meal in the Church. This practice can be dated as early as the 2nd century.

�The term (The term (Gk. Gk. kyriakoœs,kyriakoœs, “belongin “belonging to the Lg to the Lord”) occuord”) occurs only onrs only once in the ce in thece in the NT (1 the NT (1 Cor. 11:20Cor. 11:20). The ear). The early Christily Christian communian communities assemties assembled in hobled in houses to shuses to shuses to share the share the main meal main meal of the dayof the day (Gk.  (Gk. deiípnon,deiípnon, which occ which occurred in turred in the Greco-Rhe Greco-Roman worldomGreco-RGreco-RomaGreco-Roman world lan world later in theter in the day) in h day) in honor of thonor of the risen Loe risen Lord. The cerd. The celebration lebration of a meal oof a meal of a meal in honor oin honor of Jesus Chf Jesus Christ on thrist on the Lord’s de Lord’s day (Rev. 1ay (Rev. 1:10, the f:10, the first day oirst day of the weekf thef the week othe week on Jewish rn Jewish reckoning; eckoning; cf. Acts 2cf. Acts 20:7; 1 Cor0:7; 1 Cor. 16:2) is. 16:2) is hallowed  hallowed in Christiin Christian traditian tan tradition tradition (cf. Luke (cf. Luke 24:1, 13, 24:1, 13, 29, the ap29, the appearance opearance of the risef the risen Jesus ton Jesus to his disci his disciples afterples aftples after his after his crucifixiocrucifixion). The ten). The term “love-frm “love-feast” (Gk.east” (Gk.  agaépeäagaépeä) was also) was also used in t used in this connechis cohis connectionconnection (Jude 12; (Jude 12; and some  and some manuscriptmanuscripts of 2 Pets of 2 Pet. 2:13).. 2:13).

The term (Gk. kyriakoœs, “belonging to the Lord”) occurs only once in 
the NT (1 Cor. 11:20). The early Christian communities assembled in houses to 
share the main meal of the day (Gk. deiípnon, which occurred in the 
Greco-Roman world later in the day) in honor of the risen Lord. The celebration 
of a meal in honor of Jesus Christ on the Lord’s day (Rev. 1:10, the first day of 
the week on Jewish reckoning; cf. Acts 20:7; 1 Cor. 16:2) is hallowed in Christian 
tradition (cf. Luke 24:1, 13, 29, the appearance of the risen Jesus to his disciples 
after his crucifixion). The term “love-feast” (Gk. agaépeä) was also used in this 
connection (Jude 12; and some manuscripts of 2 Pet. 2:13).

PaulPaul

Paul

1 Cor. 11:1 Cor. 11:17-3417-3417-34

1 Cor. 11:17-34

The instruThe instructions of ctions of Paul to thPaul to the church ae church at Corinth t Corinth contain thcontain the earlieste earliest solid his solid historical intorichishistoricalhistorical informati information about ton about the Lord’s he Lord’s Supper. 1 Supper. 1 Cor. 11:17Cor. 11:17-34 addres-34 addresses the prses the problem of dobprproblem ofproblem of disunity  disunity that threathat threatened to wtened to wreck a houreck a house church se church in Corinthin Corinth. Accordin. Accordin. According According to v. 21, to v. 21, at the timat the time of the me of the main meal sain meal some remainome remained hungry ed hungry while othewhile othewhile others hadothers had more than more than enough an enough and even drad even drank to excenk to excess. Apparess. Apparently each ntly each one broughone brouone brought hibrought his or her os or her own food, awn food, and the ricnd the rich had consh had conspicuously picuously more than more than the poor. the poor. the poor. Thospoor. Those who did e who did not have enot have enough werenough were shamed an shamed and marginald marginalized (v. 2ized (v. 22).2).2).

The instructions of Paul to the church at Corinth contain the earliest solid 
historical information about the Lord’s Supper. 1 Cor. 11:17-34 addresses the 
problem of disunity that threatened to wreck a house church in Corinth. 
According to v. 21, at the time of the main meal some remained hungry while 
others had more than enough and even drank to excess. Apparently each one 
brought his or her own food, and the rich had conspicuously more than the 
poor. Those who did not have enough were shamed and marginalized (v. 22).

�Paul interPaul interprets thisprets this as an ind as an indicator of icator of a spirituaa spiritual blight tl blight that had fahat had fallen upon llen upon the churchthethe churchthe church (vv. 27–3 (vv. 27–32). He urg2). He urges the chues the church to welrch to welcome and tcome and treat one areat one another hosnother honother hospitablyhospitably at the Lo at the Lord’s meal rd’s meal (v. 33). T(v. 33). To substanto substantiate his aiate his argument, Prgument, Paul rehearaul rehearses the apses rehearrehearses rehearses the apostothe apostolic traditlic tradition he recion he received aboueived about the Lordt the Lord’s Supper ’s Supper (vv. 23b-2(vv. 23b-26). That t6)23b-223b-26). T23b-26). That the mehat the meal had itsal had its origin on origin on the night the night Jesus was Jesus was betrayed  betrayed (v. 23) ag(v. 23) agrees with reesagagrees witagrees with the Synoh the Synoptic accouptic accounts of whants of what took plat took place in the ce in the upper roomupper room. Paul app. Paul apparently unaappapparentlyapparently understan understands Jesus’ ds Jesus’ taking bretaking bread and thead and the words “Th words “This is my bis is my body on behody on behody on behalf of behalf of you” (v. 2you” (v. 24) as occu4) as occurring at trring at the beginnihe beginning of the ng of the meal. The meal. The reference reference can hardlycan hcan hardly be hardly be to anythinto anything other thg other than Jesus’ an Jesus’ offering ooffering of his lifef his life (body) on (body) on the Cross the Cross. The invi. The. The invitaThe invitation to pation to participate rticipate (“Do this (“Do this in my remein my remembrance”) mbrance”) was an invwas an invitation toitation to renew sha r renew sharrenew sharing in theing in the benefits  benefits of salvatiof salvation accomplon accomplished throished through this ough this once-and-fonce-and-for-all offer-aonce-and-foonce-and-fonce-and-for-all offor-all offering. Likering. Likewise, wheewise, when the cup n the cup was taken was taken (v. 25) at(v. 25) at the end o the end of the mealf thf the meal tthe meal the same prhe same principle apinciple applied. Pauplied. Paul’s point l’s point was that iwas that if all at tf all at the table whe table were able tere abere able to reable to receive a poceive a portion of grtion of gifts of thifts of this magnituis magnitude, it wasde, it was unthinkab unthinkable that alle that all of the pl of thel of the particthe participants wouipants would not glald not gladly share dly share with theirwith their fellow be fellow believers inlievers in the food  the food and hospitand hand hospitalithospitality of the my of the meal.eal.eal.

Paul interprets this as an indicator of a spiritual blight that had fallen upon 
the church (vv. 27–32). He urges the church to welcome and treat one another 
hospitably at the Lord’s meal (v. 33). To substantiate his argument, Paul 
rehearses the apostolic tradition he received about the Lord’s Supper (vv. 
23b-26). That the meal had its origin on the night Jesus was betrayed (v. 23) 
agrees with the Synoptic accounts of what took place in the upper room. Paul 
apparently understands Jesus’ taking bread and the words “This is my body on 
behalf of you” (v. 24) as occurring at the beginning of the meal. The reference can 
hardly be to anything other than Jesus’ offering of his life (body) on the Cross. 
The invitation to participate (“Do this in my remembrance”) was an invitation to 
renew sharing in the benefits of salvation accomplished through this 
once-and-for-all offering. Likewise, when the cup was taken (v. 25) at the end of 
the meal the same principle applied. Paul’s point was that if all at the table were 
able to receive a portion of gifts of this magnitude, it was unthinkable that all of 
the participants would not gladly share with their fellow believers in the food and 



hospitality of the meal.

�Indeed, siIndeed, since the mence the meal was notal was not only an o only an offer to reffer to reclaim the claim the benefits obenefits of salvatiof salvatiof salvation salvation under the under the Lordship oLordship of Christ bf Christ but an antiut an anticipation ocipation of participf participation in tation in the future he futhe future mesfuture messianic bansianic banquet at thquet at the Lord’s ce Lord’s coming, it oming, it could be scould be seen as a peen as a proclamatioroclamation of the Cn on of the Corof the Corinthians’ inthians’ faith (v. faith (v. 26). Clear26). Clearly then, tly then, the failurehe failure to welcom to welcome and showe and show care for  car care for fcare for fellow beliellow believers indievers indicated somecated some were part were participating icipating unworthilyunworthily, and in s, and in so doing weo doo doing weredoing were misconstr misconstruing and duing and defaming thefaming the purpose e purpose of Christ’of Christ’s sacrifics sacrifice which the which they supposeeththey suppothey supposedly intesedly intended to conded to commemorate mmemorate (vv. 27, 2(vv. 27, 29).9).

Indeed, since the meal was not only an offer to reclaim the benefits of 
salvation under the Lordship of Christ but an anticipation of participation in the 
future messianic banquet at the Lord’s coming, it could be seen as a proclamation 
of the Corinthians’ faith (v. 26). Clearly then, the failure to welcome and show 
care for fellow believers indicated some were participating unworthily, and in so 
doing were misconstruing and defaming the purpose of Christ’s sacrifice which 
they supposedly intended to commemorate (vv. 27, 29).

1 Cor. 10:1 Cor. 10:14-2214-2214-22

1 Cor. 10:14-22

Paul also Paul also addresses addresses the incompthe incompatibility atibility of Christiof Christian partician participation in pation in meals in hmeals in honor of thonor hhonor of thonor of the Lord Jehe Lord Jesus and thsus and those dedicaose dedicated to othted to other lords. er lords. Paul did nPaul did not believeot believe that the  th that the pthat the pagan gods agan gods had any rehad any real existenal existence, but hece, but he did hold  did hold that behinthat behind them stod them stood demonicodstostood demostood demonic forcesnic forces with real with real power (1  power (1 Cor. 10:19Cor. 10:19-21). Just-21). Just as spirit as spiritual food aual food and drink dndaand drink and drink did not prdid not protect the otect the wildernesswilderness generatio generation (vv. 1–1n (vv. 1–13), neithe3), neither would par would participatiortpaparticipatparticipation in theion in the Lord’s Su Lord’s Supper provipper provide a wall de a wall of protectof protection againsion against the demot the demonic powersnicdemodemonic podemonic powers operawers operative at metive at meals dedicaals dedicated to pagted to pagan gods. Ian gods. Indeed, it ndeed, it was incompwas incompwas incompatibincompatible with thle with the Christiae Christian confessin confession to eat on to eat at the twoat the two tables; t tables; the two werhe two were mutuallye me mutually emutually exclusive (xclusive (v. 21).v. 21).v. 21).

Paul also addresses the incompatibility of Christian participation in meals in 
honor of the Lord Jesus and those dedicated to other lords. Paul did not believe 
that the pagan gods had any real existence, but he did hold that behind them 
stood demonic forces with real power (1 Cor. 10:19-21). Just as spiritual food 
and drink did not protect the wilderness generation (vv. 1–13), neither would 
participation in the Lord’s Supper provide a wall of protection against the 
demonic powers operative at meals dedicated to pagan gods. Indeed, it was 
incompatible with the Christian confession to eat at the two tables; the two were 
mutually exclusive (v. 21).

�In this coIn this context, Pauntext, Paul gives spl gives specific teaecific teaching withching with reference reference to the cl to the claim that taim that the Lord Jehtthe Lord Jthe Lord Jesus made esus made upon belieupon believers (vv. vers (vv. 16–17). Pa16–17). Paul uses a ul uses a fragment ofragment of traditiof tradition regardinn rn regarding regarding the cup ofthe cup of blessing  blessing that probathat probably derivebly derived from thed from the actual me actual meal on the al on the night Jesunignight Jesunight Jesus was betrs was betrayed (v. 1ayed (v. 16; cf. Luk6; cf. Luke 22:20). e 22:20). This is teThis is terminology rminology used at thused at the Passovere Pase Passover tPassover to denote ao denote a final cup final cup taken at  taken at the end ofthe end of the meal. the meal. Paul clai Paul claims that thms that the cup of be cue cup of blecup of blessing is assing is a participa participation tion (koinoœnií(koinoœniía)a) in the bl in the blood of Chrood of Christ, and tist, and the bread ihe brehe bread in tbread in the body. She body. Some, folloome, following analowing analogies in Grgies in Greco-Roman eco-Roman cultic actcultic activities, uivities, understand ndeuunderstandunderstand Paul as c Paul as claiming thlaiming that the belat the believer is aiever is actually unctually united with ited with the risen the risen Christ, whChrisChrist, whChrist, who is thougo is thought to be pht to be present at resent at the meal. the meal. More likelMore likely the refey the reference is orence is only to parnly oonly to paonly to participatiorticipation in benefn in benefits of salits of salvation wonvation won through t through the death (he death (blood/bodyblood/body) of Chris) o) of Christ.of Christ.

In this context, Paul gives specific teaching with reference to the claim that 
the Lord Jesus made upon believers (vv. 16–17). Paul uses a fragment of tradition 
regarding the cup of blessing that probably derived from the actual meal on the 
night Jesus was betrayed (v. 16; cf. Luke 22:20). This is terminology used at the 
Passover to denote a final cup taken at the end of the meal. Paul claims that the 
cup of blessing is a participation (koinoœniía) in the blood of Christ, and the 
bread in the body. Some, following analogies in Greco-Roman cultic activities, 
understand Paul as claiming that the believer is actually united with the risen 
Christ, who is thought to be present at the meal. More likely the reference is 
only to participation in benefits of salvation won through the death (blood/body) 
of Christ.

�Alluding tAlluding to the one o the one loaf whichloaf which is taken  is taken and eaten and eaten by many (1by many (1 Cor. 10:1 Cor. 10:17), Paul s7), Paul7), Paul sees Paul sees in this coin this common actiommon action an expren an expression on tssion on the part ofhe part of all the p all the participantarticipants of the vs ofs of the visof the visible oneneible oneness of the ss of the Church whiChurch which, as an ch, as an extension extension of Jesus’ of Jesus’ earthly miearthly ministry, nonistmiministry, ministry, now constinow constitutes his tutes his presence ipresence in the worln the world. Paul hed. Paul here anticipre anticipates 1 Corates 1 Cor. 12, wher. 1. 12, where 12, where again he cagain he calls for ualls for unity withinity within the Churn the Church under tch under the generalhe general metaphor  metaphor of a body.oof a body.of a body.

Alluding to the one loaf which is taken and eaten by many (1 Cor. 10:17), 
Paul sees in this common action an expression on the part of all the participants 
of the visible oneness of the Church which, as an extension of Jesus’ earthly 
ministry, now constitutes his presence in the world. Paul here anticipates 1 Cor. 
12, where again he calls for unity within the Church under the general metaphor 
of a body.

Matthew anMatthew and Markd Mark

Matthew and Mark

A second mA second major tradiajor tradition involtion involves the Syves the Synoptic accnoptic accounts of Mounts of Matt. 26:17att. 26:17-30; Mark -30; Mark 14:12-26. 114:12-26. 14:12-26. Scholars hScholars have been uave been unsuccessfunsuccessful in deterl in determining themining the priority  priority of either of either account. Taccaccount. Taccount. The few varhe few variants may iants may be explainbe explained mainly ed mainly on either on either authorial authorial style or dstyle or differing liffeddiffering differing liturgicalliturgical practices practices in the co in the communities mmunities that nourithat nourished theseshed these Gospels. Gospels. Gospels.

A second major tradition involves the Synoptic accounts of Matt. 26:17-30; Mark 



14:12-26. Scholars have been unsuccessful in determining the priority of either 
account. The few variants may be explained mainly on either authorial style or 
differing liturgical practices in the communities that nourished these Gospels.

�Both MatthBoth Matthew and Marew and Mark attest tk attest that the Suhat the Supper was ipper was inauguratednaugurated at a Pass at a Passover meal overPassPassover mPassover meal (cf. Leal (cf. Luke 22:7-9uke 22:7-9). The ref). The reference to erence to the cup (othe cup (of blessingf blessing) after su) after supper indicppersusupper indsupper indicates thaicates that this wast this was the unani the unanimous view mous view in the earin the early Church ly Church (Luke 22:2(Luke 22:20; 1 Cor. 022:222:20; 1 C22:20; 1 Cor. 11:25)or. 11:25). The diff. The different chroerent chronology of nology of the Johannthe Johannine Passioine Passion account n account (Jesus is (Je(Jesus is (Jesus is killed whikilled while the pasle the paschal lambschal lambs were bein were being slain; Jg slain; John 13:1; ohn 13:1; 18:28; 19:18:28; 19:14, 31) su14, 3114, 31) sugges31) suggests that Jots that John and thehn and the Synoptics Synoptics reflect d reflect dependence ependence upon diffeupon different Jewisrent Jewish calendarh JewisJewish calJewish calendars or endars or practices.practices. John’s ac John’s account is acount is also governlso governed by a thed by a theological eological agenda (cfagenagenda (cfagenda (cf. John 1:2. John 1:29).9).9).

Both Matthew and Mark attest that the Supper was inaugurated at a 
Passover meal (cf. Luke 22:7-9). The reference to the cup (of blessing) after 
supper indicates that this was the unanimous view in the early Church (Luke 
22:20; 1 Cor. 11:25). The different chronology of the Johannine Passion account 
(Jesus is killed while the paschal lambs were being slain; John 13:1; 18:28; 19:14, 
31) suggests that John and the Synoptics reflect dependence upon different 
Jewish calendars or practices. John’s account is also governed by a theological 
agenda (cf. John 1:29).

�This tradiThis tradition is altion is also more deso more developed liveloped liturgicallyturgically than that than that in 1 Cor. in 1 Cor. 11:24-26. 11:24-26. 11:24-26. 11:24-26. The accounThe account of the tt of the tradition hradition highlights ighlights only such only such features ofeatures of the mealf the meal that woul tha that wouldthat would be most u be most useful to aseful to a later com later community thamunity that observedt observed the Suppe the Supper. Althougr. Althougr. Although sAlthough such a commuch a community coulunity could not denyd not deny its histo its historical origrical origin in the in in the time of thtime of the Passovere Pe Passover fPassover festivitiesestivities, it clear, it clearly differely differentiated itntiated it enough to enough to be a sign be a significant neificant new reality w realityw reality inreality in the histo the history of salvry of salvation.ation.ation.

This tradition is also more developed liturgically than that in 1 Cor. 
11:24-26. The account of the tradition highlights only such features of the meal 
that would be most useful to a later community that observed the Supper. 
Although such a community could not deny its historical origin in the time of the 
Passover festivities, it clearly differentiated it enough to be a significant new 
reality in the history of salvation.

�A major diA major difference ffference from the Parom the Pauline traduline tradition is tition is that the brhat the bread and cuead and cup sayings p sayingsp sayings (rsayings (reflecting eflecting developingdeveloping Christian Christian practice) practice) are broug are brought close tht close together, pogether, presumably resuppresumablypresumably at the en at the end of the md of the meal. The weal. The words of inords of institution stitution for the brfor the bread (Matt.ead (Matt. 26:26; Ma 26 26:26; Mar26:26; Mark 14:22) ak 14:22) are the samre the same as in 1 e as in 1 Cor. 11:24Cor. 11:24. Paul add. Paul adds Gk. s Gk. hypér,hypér, “on behal “on behalf of you,”fbehalbehalf of behalf of you,” a veyou,” a version of wrsion of which Matt.hich Matt. 26:28; Ma 26:28; Mark 13:24 crk 13:24 connect to onnect to the cup (athe cup (and also Isnd(a(and also (and also Isa. 53:12Isa. 53:12). Clearly). Clearly, in both , in both the Paulinthe Pauline and Matte and Matthean/Markahean/Markan tradition traditions Jesus’ ns Jens Jesus’ deaJesus’ death is inteth is interpreted asrpreted as something something done on b done on behalf of oehalf of others (i.ethers (i.e., expiato., expiatory). This ry). Try). This is unThis is underscored derscored by Matthewby Matthew’s emphasi’s emphasis in 26:28s in 26:28 that it i that it is “for thes “for the forgivene forgiveness of sinsss oss of sins.” of sins.” As with thAs with the Pauline e Pauline account — account — albeit in albeit in a more lita more liturgical acurgical accent — thecent — the idea that ide idea that idea that the Supperthe Supper is an ant is an anticipation icipation of the banof the banquet at thquet at the end of te end of the age is he age is stressed istressstressed istressed in both Matn both Matthew (26:2thew (26:29) and Mar9) and Mark (14:25).k (14:25).

A major difference from the Pauline tradition is that the bread and cup 
sayings (reflecting developing Christian practice) are brought close together, 
presumably at the end of the meal. The words of institution for the bread (Matt. 
26:26; Mark 14:22) are the same as in 1 Cor. 11:24. Paul adds Gk. hypér, “on 
behalf of you,” a version of which Matt. 26:28; Mark 13:24 connect to the cup 
(and also Isa. 53:12). Clearly, in both the Pauline and Matthean/Markan traditions 
Jesus’ death is interpreted as something done on behalf of others (i.e., expiatory). 
This is underscored by Matthew’s emphasis in 26:28 that it is “for the forgiveness 
of sins.” As with the Pauline account — albeit in a more liturgical accent — the 
idea that the Supper is an anticipation of the banquet at the end of the age is 
stressed in both Matthew (26:29) and Mark (14:25).

LukeLuke

Luke

The Lukan The Lukan account seaccount seems to conems to connect two mnect two major unitsajor units (Luke 22: (Luke 22:14-18, 19-14-18, 19-20). The f20). The20). The first The first highlightshighlights the fact  the fact that Jesusthat Jesus is gather is gathering with hing with his disciplis disciples for a fes for a final banquinal banquinal banquet tobanquet together, pegether, perhaps reprrhaps representing tesenting the culminahe culminating act oting act of earlier f earlier times whentimes when Jesus was J Jesus was Jesus was at table (at table (Luke 7:36-Luke 7:36-50; 11:37-50; 11:37-52; 14:7-252; 14:7-24). It als4). It also functiono functions stronglys strongly as an ant as an as an anticipan anticipation of mation of meals in theals in the kingdom e kingdom of God, fuof God, fulfilled tolfilled to some degr some degree in the ee in the post-Resurpospost-Resurpost-Resurrection merection meals with tals with the disciplhe disciples (Luke 2es (Luke 24:30-35, 44:30-35, 41-43).1-43).1-43).

The Lukan account seems to connect two major units (Luke 22:14-18, 19-20). 
The first highlights the fact that Jesus is gathering with his disciples for a final 
banquet together, perhaps representing the culminating act of earlier times when 
Jesus was at table (Luke 7:36-50; 11:37-52; 14:7-24). It also functions strongly as 
an anticipation of meals in the kingdom of God, fulfilled to some degree in the 
post-Resurrection meals with the disciples (Luke 24:30-35, 41-43).

�Thus, LukeThus, Luke has under has understood the stood the Passover mPassover meal (Luke eal (Luke 22:7-13) t22:7-13) to be “a bao be “a banquet mealnquebabanquet mebanquet meal,” a gloal,” a glorious precrious precursor of lursor of life in theife in the kingdom o kingdom of God. Thef God. The cup, most cup, most likely th l likely thelikely the  Qiddu®sûQiddu®sû or first  or first cup givingcup giving thanks fo thanks for the winer the wine, taken be, taken before the Pfore the Passover meassPPassover mPassover meal itselfeal itself, is incor, is incorporated inporated into the banto the banquet scenequet scene (Luke 22: (Luke 22:7-18).7-18).7-18).

Thus, Luke has understood the Passover meal (Luke 22:7-13) to be “a 
banquet meal,” a glorious precursor of life in the kingdom of God. The cup, most 
likely the Qiddu®sû or first cup giving thanks for the wine, taken before the 



Passover meal itself, is incorporated into the banquet scene (Luke 22:7-18).

�This enablThis enables Luke toes Luke to follow th follow the basic pae basic pattern of ittern of incorporatincorporating the breng the bread and cupad and cad and cup sayingcup saying in the st in the standard ordandard order of earler of early Christiay Christian tradition tradition (Luke 22n (Luke 22:19-20). H:19-20). However, LuowHHowever, LHowever, Luke not onuke not only uses elly uses elements of ements of the other the other Synoptic tSynoptic tradition, radition, but also ibut also incorporatenciincorporatincorporates elementes elements of the Ps of the Pauline traauline tradition, ordition, or one simil one similar to it. ar to it. Thus, LukeThus, Luke and Paul  and and Paul aand Paul agree that gree that the bread the bread is taken ais taken at the begit the beginning of tnning of the meal anhe meal and the cup d the cup at the endat tat the end (Lthe end (Luke 22:20)uke 22:20). Luke als. Luke also uses theo uses the  hypérhypér saying wi saying with the bodth the body and the y and the call to “Dcall to call to “Do thito “Do this in remems in remembrance of brance of me” (Luke me” (Luke 22:19; 1 C22:19; 1 Cor. 11:24-or. 11:24-25).25).25).

This enables Luke to follow the basic pattern of incorporating the bread and 
cup saying in the standard order of early Christian tradition (Luke 22:19-20). 
However, Luke not only uses elements of the other Synoptic tradition, but also 
incorporates elements of the Pauline tradition, or one similar to it. Thus, Luke 
and Paul agree that the bread is taken at the beginning of the meal and the cup at 
the end (Luke 22:20). Luke also uses the hypér saying with the body and the call 
to “Do this in remembrance of me” (Luke 22:19; 1 Cor. 11:24-25).

�The fact tThe fact that an imphat an important segortant segment of thment of the ancient e ancient textual trtextual tradition (Wadition (Western) omestern)(W(Western) (Western) omits Lukeomits Luke 22:19-20  22:19-20 has been ehas been endlessly dndlessly debated. Thebated. The matter ie matter is extremels extrems extremely extremely technical,technical, and for t and for the purposehe purposes of this s of this article tharticle these versesese verses have been have been accepted  acc accepted aaccepted as part of s part of the genuinthe genuine text.e text.

The fact that an important segment of the ancient textual tradition 
(Western) omits Luke 22:19-20 has been endlessly debated. The matter is 
extremely technical, and for the purposes of this article these verses have been 
accepted as part of the genuine text.

Other TradOther Traditionsitions

Other Traditions

In John 6:In John 6:53-58, at 53-58, at the end ofthe end of the bread the bread of life d of life discourse, iscourse, Jesus speaJesus speaks of “eatks of “eating his fling hising his flesh”his flesh” and “drin and “drinking his bking his blood.” Altlood.” Although thishough this may echo  may echo the Johannthe Johannine undersine understanding oftaundersunderstandunderstanding of theing of the meaning o meaning of the Lordf the Lord’s Supper,’s Supper, the text  the text may also rmay also reflect theeflect the Johannine Jo Johannine Johannine emphasis oemphasis of calling f calling one to parone to participate iticipate in the outcn the outcome of theome of the incarnate incarnate life of C lif life of Chlife of Christ in orrist in order to havder to have eternal e eternal life. One life. One cannot precannot presume any asume any additional dditional informatioinforinformatioinformation here on n here on the early the early Christian Christian understandunderstanding of theing of the Lord’s Su Lord’s Supper (likepper (likewise in Hewi(like(likewise (likewise in Heb. 6:in Heb. 6:4; 13:10).4; 13:10).

In John 6:53-58, at the end of the bread of life discourse, Jesus speaks of “eating 
his flesh” and “drinking his blood.” Although this may echo the Johannine 
understanding of the meaning of the Lord’s Supper, the text may also reflect the 
Johannine emphasis of calling one to participate in the outcome of the incarnate 
life of Christ in order to have eternal life. One cannot presume any additional 
information here on the early Christian understanding of the Lord’s Supper 
(likewise in Heb. 6:4; 13:10).

�The refereThe references to mences to meals in Actals in Acts (e.g., 2s (e.g., 2:42, 46; 2:42, 46; 27:35, with7:35, with the possi the possible exceptble excepble exception exception of 20:7, 1of 20:7, 11) reflect1) reflect Luke’s em Luke’s emphasis on phasis on the continthe continuation of uation of the practithe practice of discce oce of disciplof disciples sharinges sharing meals tog meals together. Theether. The term “bre term “breaking of baking of bread” hereread” here refers to refers to a common  a  a common pa common practice atractice at the comme the commencement ofncement of the meal. the meal. It is syn It is synecdochicalecdochical of an ord of an or of an ordinary mordinary meal.eal.

The references to meals in Acts (e.g., 2:42, 46; 27:35, with the possible 
exception of 20:7, 11) reflect Luke’s emphasis on the continuation of the practice 
of disciples sharing meals together. The term “breaking of bread” here refers to 
a common practice at the commencement of the meal. It is synecdochical of an 
ordinary meal.

ConclusionConclusion

Conclusion

On the lasOn the last day befot day before the Crure the Crucifixion Jcifixion Jesus spentesus spent an extend an extended time ined time in a meal wi a meal with his disthwiwith his dwith his disciples. isciples. The detailThe details of what s of what happened thappened there have here have been suscebeen susceptible to ptible to various invarvarious invarious interpretatiterpretations througons throughout histohout history; but nory; but no one can d one can deny that teny that the realityhe reality of these  of of these eof these events havevents have left an i left an indelible indelible impression mpression upon the cupon the consciousneonsciousness of the ss of the Church. EvChChurch. EvChurch. Every first ery first day since day since then peoplthen people somewhere somewhere have gate have gathered arouhered around a tablend a tablend a table in Jtable in Jesus’ nameesus’ name. The trad. The traditions exaitions examined heremined here indicate  indicate that centrthat central to thesal to these observane obe observanceobservances of the Ls of the Lord’s mealord’s meal is a proj is a projection of ection of the mind othe mind of believerf believers both ints both into the pasto tho the past athe past and into thnd into the future. e future. By returniBy returning to the ng to the past the bpast the believer reeliever recalls and calls and reclaims areclaireclaims areclaims a share in  share in the benefithe benefits of Chrits of Christ’s deathst’s death. Simultan. Simultaneously, lieously, life with thfe with the risen Loe risene risen Lordrisen Lord in the fu in the fully realizlly realized kingdomed kingdom of God is of God is anticipat anticipated in the ed in the future.future.future.

On the last day before the Crucifixion Jesus spent an extended time in a meal 
with his disciples. The details of what happened there have been susceptible to 
various interpretations throughout history; but no one can deny that the reality 
of these events have left an indelible impression upon the consciousness of the 
Church. Every first day since then people somewhere have gathered around a 
table in Jesus’ name. The traditions examined here indicate that central to these 
observances of the Lord’s meal is a projection of the mind of believers both into 
the past and into the future. By returning to the past the believer recalls and 
reclaims a share in the benefits of Christ’s death. Simultaneously, life with the 
risen Lord in the fully realized kingdom of God is anticipated in the future.
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LO-RUHAMAHLO-RUHAMAH (Heb.  (Heb. loœ} ruœh�loœ} ruœh�aœma®aœma®)))

LO-RUHAMAH (Heb. loœ} ruœh�aœma® )

A symbolicA symbolic name (Heb name (Heb. “Not pit. “Not pitied”) thatied”) that the proph the prophet Hosea wet Hosea was commandas commanded to giveed to ed to give toto give to his and G his and Gomer’s dauomer’s daughter (Hosghter (Hos. 1:6; cf.. 1:6; cf. 2:1, 23[M 2:1, 23[MT 3, 25]).T 3, 25]).

A symbolic name (Heb. “Not pitied”) that the prophet Hosea was commanded 
to give to his and Gomer’s daughter (Hos. 1:6; cf. 2:1, 23[MT 3, 25]).

LOTLOT (Heb.  (Heb. lo®t�lo®t�)))

LOT (Heb. lo®t� )

The son ofThe son of Abraham’s Abraham’s deceased  deceased brother Habrother Haran, who tran, who travelled wravelled with Terah ith Terah and the anand the and the ancestthe ancestral familyral family from Ur t from Ur to Haran (Go Haran (Gen. 11:27-en. 11:27-31) and th31) and then accompaen accompanied Abrahnied Abranied Abraham frAbraham from Haran tom Haran to Canaan (o Canaan (12:5). Onc12:5). Once in Canaae in Canaan, the twon, the two separate, separate, Lot takin Lot tak Lot taking thetaking the Jordan Va Jordan Valley to thlley to the east ande east and Abraham t Abraham taking the aking the land of Caland of Canaan (Gen.naan (Gen. 13). Lot  1 13). Lot r13). Lot remains cloemains closely tied sely tied to Abrahamto Abraham, however,, however, in the st in the stories of tories of the war withe war with the kingh th the kings the kings (Gen. 14) (Gen. 14) and Sodom and Sodom and Gomorrand Gomorrah (19:1–2ah (19:1–29). After 9). After Lot’s wifeLot’s wife dies, his dies, his two daugh hishis two dahis two daughters enughters enter into iter into incestuous ncestuous relationshrelationships with hips with him, and Loim, and Lot becomes t becomes the eponymtthe eponymthe eponymous ancestous ancestor of the or of the Ammonites Ammonites and the Moand the Moabites (Geabites (Gen. 19:30-3n. 19:30-38).8).8).

The son of Abraham’s deceased brother Haran, who travelled with Terah and 
the ancestral family from Ur to Haran (Gen. 11:27-31) and then accompanied 
Abraham from Haran to Canaan (12:5). Once in Canaan, the two separate, Lot 
taking the Jordan Valley to the east and Abraham taking the land of Canaan (Gen. 
13). Lot remains closely tied to Abraham, however, in the stories of the war with 
the kings (Gen. 14) and Sodom and Gomorrah (19:1–29). After Lot’s wife dies, 
his two daughters enter into incestuous relationships with him, and Lot becomes 
the eponymous ancestor of the Ammonites and the Moabites (Gen. 19:30-38).

�Other refeOther references to rences to Lot includLot include Deut. 2:e Deut. 2:9, 19, whe9, 19, where the Isrre the Israelites araelites are forbiddee forbide forbidden forbidden to battle to battle the Ammonithe Ammonites and Motes and Moabites sinabites since God proce God promised themmised them territory territo territory territory as Lot’s cas Lot’s children. Phildren. Ps. 83:8[MTs. 83:8[MT 9] remind 9] reminds the reads the reader that Moer that Moab and Ammab and Ammab and Ammon are Ammon are the childrthe children of Lot.en of Lot. In 2 Pet. In 2 Pet. 2:6-8 Lot 2:6-8 Lot is cited  is cited as the oneas the one righteous righteous inhabitan inh inhabitantinhabitant of Sodom  of Sodom and Gomorrand Gomorrah.ah.ah.

Other references to Lot include Deut. 2:9, 19, where the Israelites are 
forbidden to battle the Ammonites and Moabites since God promised them 
territory as Lot’s children. Ps. 83:8[MT 9] reminds the reader that Moab and 
Ammon are the children of Lot. In 2 Pet. 2:6-8 Lot is cited as the one righteous 
inhabitant of Sodom and Gomorrah.

�The Lot naThe Lot narratives hrratives have been aave been assigned tossigned to the Yahwi the Yahwist (J) soust (J) source, exceprce, except for Gen.t for Gt for Gen. 14, wGen. 14, which stillhich still eludes de eludes definite soufinite source assignrce assignment. Lot ment. Lot is presentis present at the be at the beginning ofginninbebeginning beginning of and at of and at each stageeach stage of Abraha of Abraham’s initiam’s initial journey l journey in and thrin and through Canaaough Canaan (Gen. 11n (n (Gen. 11:2(Gen. 11:27, 31; 12:7, 31; 12:4-5; 13:1)4-5; 13:1). His role. His role in the Ab in the Abraham-Sararaham-Sarah stories h stories seems to bseems to be to introe te to introduto introduce the cence the central themetral theme of their  of their childlessnchildlessness. Abrahess. Abraham had no am had no children, children, while his whwhile his while his brother Habrother Haran had Loran had Lot. Abrahamt. Abraham took Lot  took Lot with him twith him to Canaan, o Canaan, not at thenot at thnot at the behestthe behest of God, w of God, who commandho commanded Abrahamed Abraham to leave  to leave behind hisbehind his land, rel land, relatives, anatives, aatives, and fatherand father’s house, ’s house, but perhapbut perhaps as the hs as the heir he thoeir he thought he miught he might never ght never have, a thhave, a theme repeatemththeme repetheme repeated in thated in the stories e stories of Eleazarof Eleazar of Damasc of Damascus (Gen. 1us (Gen. 15:2) and I5:2) and Ishmael (chshmael (ch. 16). Whe. (ch(ch. 16). (ch. 16). When AbrahWhen Abraham and Lotam and Lot decide to decide to separate  separate in Gen. 13in Gen. 13, Abraham , Abraham offers Lotoffers Looffers Lot land tLot land to the norto the north or to thh or to the south, ie south, indicating ndicating that he inthat he intends to stends to share the lhare the land of Canand oand of Canaan of Canaan with him awith him as his heirs his heir apparent  apparent (v. 9). Lo(v. 9). Lot, howevert, however, chooses , chooses the land tthe land to the easto to the east (the east (Gen. 13:10Gen. 13:10-11), outs-11), outside the boide the boundaries oundaries of Canaan, f Canaan, and God apand God appears to Apears to Apears to Abraham anAbraham and promisesd promises that the  that the land will land will be given tbe given to Abraham’o Abraham’s descendas descendants (vv. 1nts (vv. 14–17). Lot4114–17). Lo14–17). Lot is not tt is not the promisehe promised heir. Ged heir. Genesis provnesis provides geneaides genealogies forlogies for Ishmael ( Ishmael (Gen. 25:12Ge((Gen. 25:1(Gen. 25:12-18) and 2-18) and Isaac (vv.Isaac (vv. 19–20), b 19–20), but none fout none for Eleazar r Eleazar and Lot.and Lot.and Lot.

The Lot narratives have been assigned to the Yahwist (J) source, except for 
Gen. 14, which still eludes definite source assignment. Lot is present at the 
beginning of and at each stage of Abraham’s initial journey in and through Canaan 
(Gen. 11:27, 31; 12:4-5; 13:1). His role in the Abraham-Sarah stories seems to be 
to introduce the central theme of their childlessness. Abraham had no children, 
while his brother Haran had Lot. Abraham took Lot with him to Canaan, not at 
the behest of God, who commanded Abraham to leave behind his land, relatives, 
and father’s house, but perhaps as the heir he thought he might never have, a 
theme repeated in the stories of Eleazar of Damascus (Gen. 15:2) and Ishmael 
(ch. 16). When Abraham and Lot decide to separate in Gen. 13, Abraham offers 
Lot land to the north or to the south, indicating that he intends to share the land 
of Canaan with him as his heir apparent (v. 9). Lot, however, chooses the land to 
the east (Gen. 13:10-11), outside the boundaries of Canaan, and God appears to 
Abraham and promises that the land will be given to Abraham’s descendants (vv. 
14–17). Lot is not the promised heir. Genesis provides genealogies for Ishmael 
(Gen. 25:12-18) and Isaac (vv. 19–20), but none for Eleazar and Lot.
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LOTANLOTAN (Heb.  (Heb. lo®t�aœnlo®t�aœn)))

LOTAN (Heb. lo®t�aœn )

A son of SA son of Seir (Gen. eir (Gen. 36:20, 22;36:20, 22; 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:38-39); a 38-39); a chief of Hchief of Horite peoporite peoples who liles who lived in Seived lilived in Slived in Seir/Edom (eir/Edom (Gen. 36:29Gen. 36:29).).

A son of Seir (Gen. 36:20, 22; 1 Chr. 1:38-39); a chief of Horite peoples who 
lived in Seir/Edom (Gen. 36:29).

LOTSLOTSLOTS

LOTS

Objects caObjects cast to detest to determine an armine an answer beyonswer beyond human cnd human comprehensiomprehension or to mon or to make a deciake a ake a decisiona decision requiring requiring divine gu divine guidance. Heidance. Heb. b. go®raœlgo®raœl originall originally meant “sy meant “stone” or “tone” or “pebble,” bp““pebble,” “pebble,” but eventubut eventually came ally came to mean “dto mean “destiny” orestiny” or “fate.” L “fate.” Lots were pots were presumably resumably small stonssmall stonsmall stones or pieces or pieces of woodes of wood and are a and are always refelways referred to asrred to as being thr being thrown, shakeown, shaken, or castnshakeshaken, orshaken, or cast down cast down. The prac. The practice of lotice of lot casting t casting is connectis connected with thed with the Urim ande Urim and Thummin,  T Thummin, pThummin, priestly orriestly oracle devicacle devices which mes which may have alay have also been loso been lots or smalts or small dice.l dice.l dice.

Objects cast to determine an answer beyond human comprehension or to make 
a decision requiring divine guidance. Heb. go®raœl originally meant “stone” or 
“pebble,” but eventually came to mean “destiny” or “fate.” Lots were presumably 
small stones or pieces of wood and are always referred to as being thrown, 
shaken, or cast down. The practice of lot casting is connected with the Urim and 
Thummin, priestly oracle devices which may have also been lots or small dice.

�In the BibIn the Bible lot-casle lot-casting held ting held several diseveral different pufferent purposes, borposes, both civil ath civil and cultic.nd cultic. Lots were Lo Lots were Lots were cast beforcast before God in de God in division ofivision of the land  the land (Josh. 18:(Josh. 18:6; 19:51),6; 19:51), distribut distribution of gooion oion of goods (of goods (Nah. 3:10;Nah. 3:10; Ps. 22:18 Ps. 22:18[MT 19]), [MT 19]), and selectand selection of resion of residents of idents of postexilicpostexilic Jerusalem Jeru Jerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 10:3(Neh. 10:34[35]). Lo4[35]). Lots were alts were also cast toso cast to ascertain ascertain the ident the identity of a gity of a guilty partuiltygguilty parguilty party (Josh. ty (Josh. 7:10-26; J7:10-26; Jonah 1:7; onah 1:7; 1 Sam. 14:1 Sam. 14:41-42), an41-42), and in the sd in the selection oelection of a king (f a kinf a king (1 Saking (1 Sam. 10:20) m. 10:20) or a cultior a cultic functionc functionary (1 Chrary (1 Chr. 24-26). . 24-26). Lots were Lots were cast on thcast on the Day of Ae Dae Day of AtoDay of Atonement fornement for choosing  choosing the sacrifthe sacrificial goaticial goat (Lev. 16: (Lev. 16:8-10). In 8-10). In the NT thethe NT the successor su successor successor of Judas iof Judas is selecteds selected by castin by casting lots (Acg lots (Acts 1:23-26ts 1:23-26) and the ) and the Roman soldRoman soldiers throwiersoldsoldiers tsoldiers throw lots hrow lots (Gk. (Gk. kleäíroskleäíros) to divid) to divide Jesus’ ce Jesus’ clothing (Jlothing (John 19:24;ohn 19:24; Mark. 15: Mark. 15:24 par.).215:15:24 par.15:24 par.).).).

In the Bible lot-casting held several different purposes, both civil and cultic. 
Lots were cast before God in division of the land (Josh. 18:6; 19:51), distribution 
of goods (Nah. 3:10; Ps. 22:18[MT 19]), and selection of residents of postexilic 
Jerusalem (Neh. 10:34[35]). Lots were also cast to ascertain the identity of a 
guilty party (Josh. 7:10-26; Jonah 1:7; 1 Sam. 14:41-42), and in the selection of a 
king (1 Sam. 10:20) or a cultic functionary (1 Chr. 24-26). Lots were cast on the 
Day of Atonement for choosing the sacrificial goat (Lev. 16:8-10). In the NT the 
successor of Judas is selected by casting lots (Acts 1:23-26) and the Roman 
soldiers throw lots (Gk. kleäíros) to divide Jesus’ clothing (John 19:24; Mark. 
15:24 par.).

�The divinaThe divinatory techntory technique termeique termed psephomad psephomancy or clency or cleromancy reromancy refers to lofers to lot casting,t cat casting, acasting, a prevalent prevalent method of method of divinatio divination in the an in the ancient worncient world. In theld. In the Bible, ho Bible, however, thewevehohowever, thowever, the castinghe casting of lots w of lots was one of as one of the few lethe few legitimate mgitimate means of dieans of divine revelvine revelation (as atiorevelrevelationrevelation (as were  (as were dreams anddreams and direct co direct communicatiommunication with then with the deity). L deity). Lot castingot casting is not am i is not amois not among the conng the condemned mandemned mantic or divtic or divinatory prinatory practices suactices such as sootch as soothsaying, mhsaying, mhsaying, magic, andmagic, and necromanc necromancy (cf. Deuy (cf. Deut. 18:10-1t. 18:10-12). Lot ca2). Lot casting, thesting, therefore, harefore, had divine sd divine sanction anancssanction asanction and controlnd control. Though t. Though the throwinhe throwing of the lg of the lots was a ots was a human actihuman action, the reon, the revelation wvrerevelationrevelation was a dir was a direct messagect message from Gode from God (Prov. 16 (Prov. 16:33).:33).:33).

The divinatory technique termed psephomancy or cleromancy refers to lot 
casting, a prevalent method of divination in the ancient world. In the Bible, 
however, the casting of lots was one of the few legitimate means of divine 
revelation (as were dreams and direct communication with the deity). Lot casting 
is not among the condemned mantic or divinatory practices such as soothsaying, 
magic, and necromancy (cf. Deut. 18:10-12). Lot casting, therefore, had divine 
sanction and control. Though the throwing of the lots was a human action, the 
revelation was a direct message from God (Prov. 16:33).

�SeeSee  PURIMPURIM...

See PURIM.
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LOTUSLOTUSLOTUS

LOTUS



A plant, eA plant, either a thither a thorny shruborny shrub ( (Zizyphyus Zizyphyus lotuslotus L.) which L.) which flourishe flourishes in the hs in the hot, damp rot, dampot, damp regiodamp regions of Nortns of North Africa ah Africa and Syria, nd Syria, or a type or a type of water lof water lily (ily (Nymphaea lNymphaea lotusotus L.) which L.)  L.) which L.) which grows in Egrows in Egypt. The gypt. The shrub seemshrub seems to be ins to be indicated indicated in Job 40:21 Job 40:21-22, the o-22, the only biblicnloonly biblionly biblical referecal reference to lotnce to lotus. Behemous. Behemoth is saidth is said to lie do to lie down under twn under the lotus phe lotus plants, whilantspplants, whplants, which cover ich cover him with shim with shade. Thishade. This could sca could scarcely be urcely be understood nderstood as a wateras a water lily. The l lily. The lily. The translatiotranslation “thorn bn “thorn bushes” (TEushes” (TEV) or “thoV) or “thorny lotus”rny lotus” (REB) mak (REB) makes the appes the appropriate droappappropriatappropriate distincte distinction betweeion between the two n the two types of ltypes of lotus plantotus plant. In Greek. In Greek legend lo legend lotus fruit tuslolotus fruilotus fruit induced t induced a state ofa state of calm forg calm forgetfulness,etfulness, but this  but this idea is noidea is nowhere founwhere found in the Bd in thd in the Bible.the Bible.

A plant, either a thorny shrub (Zizyphyus lotus L.) which flourishes in the hot, 
damp regions of North Africa and Syria, or a type of water lily (Nymphaea lotus 
L.) which grows in Egypt. The shrub seems to be indicated in Job 40:21-22, the 
only biblical reference to lotus. Behemoth is said to lie down under the lotus 
plants, which cover him with shade. This could scarcely be understood as a water 
lily. The translation “thorn bushes” (TEV) or “thorny lotus” (REB) makes the 
appropriate distinction between the two types of lotus plant. In Greek legend 
lotus fruit induced a state of calm forgetfulness, but this idea is nowhere found in 
the Bible.

Joe E. LunJoe E. Luncefordceford

Joe E. Lunceford

LOVELOVELOVE

LOVE

An inner qAn inner quality expuality expressed outressed outwardly as wardly as a commitmea commitment to seeknt to seek the well- the well-being of tbeing of the other thtthe other the other through cothrough concrete actncrete acts of servis of service. Love ice. Love is a centras a central biblicall biblical concept f concept for defininor deor defining tdefining the relatiohe relationship betwnship between God aneen God and humans.d humans.d humans.

An inner quality expressed outwardly as a commitment to seek the well-being of 
the other through concrete acts of service. Love is a central biblical concept for 
defining the relationship between God and humans.

�Several woSeveral words are usrds are used in the ed in the OT to descOT to describe varioribe various aspectsus aspects of love.  of love. Most commoMost cMost common is common is Heb. Heb. }aœhab�}aœhab� and its d and its derivativeserivatives, which ch, which characterizearacterize relations relationships rangihips ranhips ranging frranging from the secom the secular to thular to the sacred.e sacred.

Several words are used in the OT to describe various aspects of love. Most 
common is Heb. }aœhab�  and its derivatives, which characterize relationships 
ranging from the secular to the sacred.

Secular HuSecular Human Relatiman Relationsons

Secular Human Relations

Love descrLove describes the fibes the full range ull range of relatioof relations betweenns between the sexes the sexes (e.g., Ge (e.g., Gen. 29:18, n. 29:18, 20; Judg. 20; J20; Judg. 16:4Judg. 16:4; 1 Sam. 1; 1 Sam. 18:20). Phy8:20). Physical attrsical attraction andaction and sexual lo sexual love are powve are powerful inneerful inner forces (r forr forces (Caforces (Cant. 8:6-7;nt. 8:6-7; Prov. 5:1 Prov. 5:19-20).9-20).9-20).

Love describes the full range of relations between the sexes (e.g., Gen. 29:18, 20; 
Judg. 16:4; 1 Sam. 18:20). Physical attraction and sexual love are powerful inner 
forces (Cant. 8:6-7; Prov. 5:19-20).

�Love is thLove is the bond bete bond between parenween parent and chilt and child (Gen. 22d (Gen. 22:2; 44:20):2; 44:20). Parental. Parental love alwa love a love always seealways seeks the besks the best for the t for the child, whichild, which may incch may include physilude physical discipcal discipline (Provline (Prov. 13:24; c. 13:2. 13:24; cf.13:24; cf. 3:12). 3:12). 3:12).

Love is the bond between parent and child (Gen. 22:2; 44:20). Parental love 
always seeks the best for the child, which may include physical discipline (Prov. 
13:24; cf. 3:12).

�Love is thLove is the bond of e bond of mutual devmutual devotion and otion and commitmentcommitment expressed expressed in a clos in a close friendshe frie friendshipfriendship such as t such as that betweehat between Jonathann Jonathan and David and David (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 18:1-4; 20:8:1-4; 20:17; 2 Sam.17; 2 Sam. 1:26) and 1 1:26) and 1:26) and the devotithe devotion of Ruthon of Ruth, who soug, who sought the welht the welfare of Nafare of Naomi beyondomi beyond all cultu all cultu all cultural ecultural expectationxpectations or legals or legal requireme requirements (Ruth nts (Ruth 4:15).4:15).

Love is the bond of mutual devotion and commitment expressed in a close 
friendship such as that between Jonathan and David (1 Sam. 18:1-4; 20:17; 2 Sam. 
1:26) and the devotion of Ruth, who sought the welfare of Naomi beyond all 
cultural expectations or legal requirements (Ruth 4:15).

Divine-HumDivine-Human Relatioan Relationshipsnships

Divine-Human Relationships

TorahTorahTorah

Torah

The book oThe book of Deuteronf Deuteronomy summaromy summarizes the sizes the saving histaving history of Godory of God’s relatio’s relation with Isrn with Isn with Israel as Israel as the expresthe expression of Yasion of Yahweh’s frehweh’s freely bestowely bestowed love. Yed love. Yahweh chosahweh chose Israel ae Israel and broughtnaand broughand brought them outt them out of Egypt  of Egypt because hebecause he entered i entered into covenanto covenant with annt with and loved thd loved td loved their ancetheir ancestors (Deustors (Deut. 4:31-37t. 4:31-37). The ent). The entire narratire narrative of theive of the calling,  calling, election, election, covenant, covenacovenant, covenant, and promisand promises made toes made to the famil the family of Abrahy of Abraham, Isaac,am, Isaac, and Jacob and Jacob (Gen. 12- (Gen. 12- (Gen. 12-50) is 12-50) is hereby dechereby declared to blared to be the store the story of God’sy of God’s unmerited unmerited love, bes love, bestowed on Itowed on Israel as asIIsrael as Israel as a self-mota self-motivated activated act of grace. of grace.

The book of Deuteronomy summarizes the saving history of God’s relation with 
Israel as the expression of Yahweh’s freely bestowed love. Yahweh chose Israel 
and brought them out of Egypt because he entered into covenant with and loved 
their ancestors (Deut. 4:31-37). The entire narrative of the calling, election, 



covenant, and promises made to the family of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Gen. 
12-50) is hereby declared to be the story of God’s unmerited love, bestowed on 
Israel as a self-motivated act of grace.

�Only by emOnly by embracing thbracing the unity ofe unity of the divin the divine revelatie revelation in the on in the history ofhistory of salvation salvation salvation salvation as an act as an act of Yahweh’of Yahweh’s love cous love could the Isrld the Israelites beaelites be called up called upon to respon to respond with aond resprespond wirespond with a wholeth a whole-hearted l-hearted love for Goove for God (Deut. 6d (Deut. 6:4-6). But:4-6). But because t because the human che human he human condhuman condition of tition of the heart ihe heart is easily ds easily drawn away rawn away from a comfrom a commitment tomitment to Yahweh (D Yahweh Yahweh (DeYahweh (Deut. 8:1-20ut. 8:1-20) and stub) and stubbornly resbornly resists God’sists God’s will (10: will (10:16), Yahwe16), Yahweh in a surh in a surprising acpsursurprisingsurprising act of gr act of grace promisace promises to enabes to enable Israel le Israel to love anto love and obey himd obey him by circum by circumcising theciscircumcircumcisicircumcising the heang the heart of Isrart of Israel (Deut. el (Deut. 30:6). Isr30:6). Israel’s loveael’s love, like Yah, like Yahweh’s, is weh’s, is demonstratdemonsdemonstratdemonstrated by actsed by acts of love e of love expressed axpressed as obediencs obedience to Yahwee to Yahweh’s law inh’s law in the daily the daily tasks of  dailydaily taskdaily tasks of livins of living (Deut. 6g (Deut. 6:7-9). The:7-9). The law is Is law is Israel’s wayrael’s way to imitat to imitate the lovee the love of Yahweh of Yahw of Yahweh as Yahweh as experienceexperienced when Isrd when Israel was reael was redeemed frodeemed from Egypt (em Egypt (e.g., Deut..g., Deut. 24:17-18) 24:17-1 24:17-18).24:17-18).

Only by embracing the unity of the divine revelation in the history of 
salvation as an act of Yahweh’s love could the Israelites be called upon to 
respond with a whole-hearted love for God (Deut. 6:4-6). But because the 
human condition of the heart is easily drawn away from a commitment to 
Yahweh (Deut. 8:1-20) and stubbornly resists God’s will (10:16), Yahweh in a 
surprising act of grace promises to enable Israel to love and obey him by 
circumcising the heart of Israel (Deut. 30:6). Israel’s love, like Yahweh’s, is 
demonstrated by acts of love expressed as obedience to Yahweh’s law in the 
daily tasks of living (Deut. 6:7-9). The law is Israel’s way to imitate the love of 
Yahweh as experienced when Israel was redeemed from Egypt (e.g., Deut. 
24:17-18).

�Although YAlthough Yahweh was ahweh was selective selective in choosinin choosing Abraham g Abraham and his deand his descendants scendants out of alloutout of allout of all the peopl the peoples of the es of the world (Deuworld (Deut. 19:14-1t. 19:14-15), God’s 5), God’s protectionprotection and provi and providential cadeproviprovidentiprovidential care exal care extends to ttends to the outsidehe outsiders of socirs of society, even ety, even foreignersforeigners (v. 18; c (v. 18; cf. Exod. 2f. Exof. Exod. 23:9Exod. 23:9). God’s p). God’s primary andrimary and ultimate  ultimate aim in foraim in forming a peoming a people was tople was to be a sour be a source of blescsoursource of source of blessing tblessing to everyoneo everyone (Gen. 12: (Gen. 12:2-3), thro2-3), through whom augh whom all nationsll nations will be t will be taught abouaugttaught abotaught about Yahweh’ut Yahweh’s will fors will for everlasti everlasting peace (ng peace (Isa. 2:2-4Isa. 2:2-4). Israel ). Israel was commanwas commanded to shodedcommancommanded commanded to show coto show concrete actncrete acts of love s of love to their eto their enemies andnemies and not to re not to retaliate agtaliate agtaliate against thagainst those who wrose who wronged themonged them (Prov. 24 (Prov. 24:29).:29).

Although Yahweh was selective in choosing Abraham and his descendants 
out of all the peoples of the world (Deut. 19:14-15), God’s protection and 
providential care extends to the outsiders of society, even foreigners (v. 18; cf. 
Exod. 23:9). God’s primary and ultimate aim in forming a people was to be a 
source of blessing to everyone (Gen. 12:2-3), through whom all nations will be 
taught about Yahweh’s will for everlasting peace (Isa. 2:2-4). Israel was 
commanded to show concrete acts of love to their enemies and not to retaliate 
against those who wronged them (Prov. 24:29).

ProphetsProphetsProphets

Prophets

The propheThe prophets, especits, especially Hoseaally Hosea and Jerem and Jeremiah, depiciah, depict Yahweh’st Yahweh’s love for  love for Israel in Israel in terms of fterterms of fterms of family imagamily imagery. Israeery. Israel is Yahwel is Yahweh’s adopteh’s adopted son, on d son, on whom Yahwewhom Yahweh bestowedh bestowh bestowed hbestowed his fatherlis fatherly care by y care by redeeming redeeming him from Ehim from Egypt and pgypt and providing froviding for him aloor him aloor him along the along the way (Hos. way (Hos. 11:1-4). I11:1-4). Israel is asrael is also the wilso the wife whom hefe whom he loves (Ho loves (Hos. 3:1).s. 3:1).s. 3:1).

The prophets, especially Hosea and Jeremiah, depict Yahweh’s love for Israel in 
terms of family imagery. Israel is Yahweh’s adopted son, on whom Yahweh 
bestowed his fatherly care by redeeming him from Egypt and providing for him 
along the way (Hos. 11:1-4). Israel is also the wife whom he loves (Hos. 3:1).

�God demandGod demands that thes that the Israelite Israelites have an s have an intimate rintimate relationshielationship with Godp with God character chara charactericharacterized by “stzed by “steadfast loeadfast love” (or “lve” (or “loyalty”; Hoyalty”; Heb. eb. h�esed�h�esed�) and “kno) and “knowledge of wledge owledge of God” (Hof God” (Hos. 4:1-2)os. 4:1-2). But to Y. But to Yahweh’s diahweh’s disappointmesappointment Israel’nt Israel’s love is s love is as fleetinas fleeting as the mg as g as the moras the morning dew (ning dew (Hos. 6:4-6Hos. 6:4-6), misdire), misdirected as sected as sexual promixual promiscuity witscuity with Canaanith Canaanite gods in eCanaanitCanaanite Canaanite gods in thgods in the fertilite fertility cult (3:y cult (3:1; 4:10–141; 4:10–14; cf. Jer.; cf. Jer. 2:20-25;  2:20-25; 3:6-10).3:6-10).3:6-10).

God demands that the Israelites have an intimate relationship with God 
characterized by “steadfast love” (or “loyalty”; Heb. h�esed� ) and “knowledge 
of God” (Hos. 4:1-2). But to Yahweh’s disappointment Israel’s love is as fleeting 
as the morning dew (Hos. 6:4-6), misdirected as sexual promiscuity with 
Canaanite gods in the fertility cult (3:1; 4:10–14; cf. Jer. 2:20-25; 3:6-10).

�Where restWhere restoration oforation of the relat the relationship loionship looks impossoks impossible, God’ible, God’s love tras love transcends hunscendtratranscendstranscends human lov human love. God is e. God is the Holy Othe Holy One whose cne whose compassion ompassion will restowill restore his losre his lore his lost son (lost son (Hos. 11:8-Hos. 11:8-9; cf. Jer9; cf. Jer. 31:15-20. 31:15-20), healing), healing him and e him and enabling hinabling him to returm to return to Yahwen to Yn to Yahweh (HoYahweh (Hos. 14:1-8[s. 14:1-8[MT 2–9]; cMT 2–9]; cf. Jer. 3:f. Jer. 3:21-4:1). L21-4:1). Likewise, Yikewise, Yahweh willahweh will woo back  woo back his lost bhhis lost bhis lost bride and eride and establish astablish an everlastn everlasting marriaing marriage (Hos. 2ge (Hos. 2:16-23[MT :16-23[MT 18–25]). S18–25]). Similarly, imiSSimilarly,Similarly, Yahweh wi Yahweh will bring hll bring his discouris discouraged peoplaged people out of ee out of exile becauxile because of his se of his great lovegreagreat lovegreat love for them  for them (Isa. 43:4(Isa. 43:4-5). His m-5). His momentary womentary wrath, or jrath, or judgment, wudgment, will fade bill fade before thisefobbefore thibefore this compassis compassion and eveon and everlasting lrlasting love.ove.

Where restoration of the relationship looks impossible, God’s love 
transcends human love. God is the Holy One whose compassion will restore his 
lost son (Hos. 11:8-9; cf. Jer. 31:15-20), healing him and enabling him to return to 
Yahweh (Hos. 14:1-8[MT 2–9]; cf. Jer. 3:21-4:1). Likewise, Yahweh will woo back 
his lost bride and establish an everlasting marriage (Hos. 2:16-23[MT 18–25]). 
Similarly, Yahweh will bring his discouraged people out of exile because of his 
great love for them (Isa. 43:4-5). His momentary wrath, or judgment, will fade 



before this compassion and everlasting love.

Synoptic GSynoptic Gospelsospelsospels

Synoptic Gospels

In the NT In the NT God’s loveGod’s love (Gk.  (Gk. agaépeäagaépeä) for huma) for humans is enacns is enacted througted through Christ, h Christ, and made eand mand made effecmade effective throutive through the gifgh the gift of the Ht of the Holy Spiritoly Spirit...

In the NT God’s love (Gk. agaépeä) for humans is enacted through Christ, and 
made effective through the gift of the Holy Spirit.

�God’s loveGod’s love is eviden is evident through t through the work othe work of Jesus, wf Jesus, who does acho does acts of mercts of mercy such as y suchy such as hesuch as healing the aling the sick and asick and accepting tccepting the unaccephe unacceptable by etable by eating withating with tax colle tax collectors and ctorcollecollectorscollectors and sinne and sinners, and fors, and forgiving thrgiving their sins. eir sins. In the parIn the parables Jesuables Jesus presentss presents God as on God a God as one whoas one who bestows h bestows his love, mis love, mercy, and ercy, and forgivenesforgiveness as acts s as acts of undeserof undeserved grace ved grace (e.g., Mat((e.g., Mat(e.g., Matt. 18:23-3t. 18:23-35; Luke 155; Luke 15:11-32). T:11-32). Those who rhose who receive Godeceive God’s compass’s compassionate forionate forionate forgivenesforgiveness are alsos are also expected  expected to treat oto treat others withthers with the same  the same love.love.love.

God’s love is evident through the work of Jesus, who does acts of mercy 
such as healing the sick and accepting the unacceptable by eating with tax 
collectors and sinners, and forgiving their sins. In the parables Jesus presents God 
as one who bestows his love, mercy, and forgiveness as acts of undeserved grace 
(e.g., Matt. 18:23-35; Luke 15:11-32). Those who receive God’s compassionate 
forgiveness are also expected to treat others with the same love.

�The Great The Great CommandmenCommandment is the st is the summary of ummary of the OT lawthe OT law, a double, a double command t command command tocommand to love God  love God and neighband neighbor (Matt. or (Matt. 22:34-40 p22:34-40 par., quotiar., quoting Deut. 6ng Deut. 6:4; Lev. 1:4; Lev. 1:4; Lev. 19:18). In19:18). In the Parab the Parable of the le of the Good SamarGood Samaritan Jesusitan Jesus defines t defines the neighbohe neighbor as one wr as one who shows chwwho shows who shows compassioncompassion beyond re beyond religious anligious and ethnic bd ethnic boundaries oundaries (Luke 10:2(Luke 10:29-37). Lov9-37). L9-37). Love is doLove is doing good eing good even to thoven to those who do se who do not love ynot love you, even tou, even to your eneo your enemy (Luke 6my (Lukemy (Luke 6:27(Luke 6:27-36).-36).

The Great Commandment is the summary of the OT law, a double 
command to love God and neighbor (Matt. 22:34-40 par., quoting Deut. 6:4; Lev. 
19:18). In the Parable of the Good Samaritan Jesus defines the neighbor as one 
who shows compassion beyond religious and ethnic boundaries (Luke 10:29-37). 
Love is doing good even to those who do not love you, even to your enemy 
(Luke 6:27-36).

Johannine Johannine WritingsWritingsWritings

Johannine Writings

In the worIn the works associaks associated with Jted with John, God’sohn, God’s love is c love is clearly artlearly articulated. iculated. God’s loveGod’s love for the w for for the wofor the world is demrld is demonstrated onstrated by sendingby sending his Son,  his Son, Jesus, to Jesus, to die for thdie for the sins of e sins of the world the wthe world thatworld that those who those who believe i believe in him mighn him might have lift have life (John 1:e (John 1:29; 3:16; 29; 3:16; cf. 20:31)cf. 20:31). Those wh. Tho. Those who Those who belong to belong to the Son lothe Son love him, anve him, and show thed show their love byir love by keeping h keeping his commandis commais commandmencommandments (14:15)ts (14:15), summariz, summarized as the ed as the commandmencommandment to love t to love one anotheone another (15:12).r (1r (15:12).(15:12).(15:12).

In the works associated with John, God’s love is clearly articulated. God’s love 
for the world is demonstrated by sending his Son, Jesus, to die for the sins of the 
world that those who believe in him might have life (John 1:29; 3:16; cf. 20:31). 
Those who belong to the Son love him, and show their love by keeping his 
commandments (14:15), summarized as the commandment to love one another 
(15:12).

�Because ofBecause of God’s gre God’s great act of at act of love, belilove, believers oughevers ought to love t to love one anotheone another (1 John r (1 Johr (1 John 4:10-John 4:10-11). Those11). Those born of G born of God are enaod are enabled to lobled to love him andve him and keep his  keep his commandmencommandcommandmencommandments by faitts by faith (1 John h (1 John 5:1-5), be5:1-5), because lovecause love is an ess is an essential defential defining charining characteristicactcharcharactericharacteristic of Gostic of God. The lovd. The love that thee that the believer  believer shows is “shows is “perfect loperfect love,” God’sve,” God’s love whic lov love whichlove which has reach has reached its pered its perfection, ofection, or goal, inr goal, in loving ot loving others (1 Johers (1 John 4:17-18hn 4:17-18). Believe). Be). Believers Believers show God’sshow God’s love by c love by concrete aconcrete acts of servts of service which ice which meet real meet real human needhuman neehuman need, justneed, just as Jesus  as Jesus showed Godshowed God’s love by’s love by laying do laying down his lifwn his life for theme for them (1 John 3 (1 John 3:16-17).:1633:16-17).3:16-17).

Because of God’s great act of love, believers ought to love one another (1 
John 4:10-11). Those born of God are enabled to love him and keep his 
commandments by faith (1 John 5:1-5), because love is an essential defining 
characteristic of God. The love that the believer shows is “perfect love,” God’s 
love which has reached its perfection, or goal, in loving others (1 John 4:17-18). 
Believers show God’s love by concrete acts of service which meet real human 
need, just as Jesus showed God’s love by laying down his life for them (1 John 
3:16-17).

Pauline LePauline Letterstterstters

Pauline Letters

For Paul, For Paul, love startlove starts with thes with the “God of l “God of love and peove and peace” (2 Coace” (2 Cor. 13:11) r. 13:11) whose gracwhose gracious act oiogracgracious agracious act of recoct of reconciling lonciling love is reveve is revealed in Chaled in Christ. Nothrist. Nothing in creing in creation can ation can separate tseparseparate tseparate the reconcihe reconciled one frled one from this loom this love (Rom. 8ve (Rom. 8:35-39).:35-39).:35-39).

For Paul, love starts with the “God of love and peace” (2 Cor. 13:11) whose 
gracious act of reconciling love is revealed in Christ. Nothing in creation can 
separate the reconciled one from this love (Rom. 8:35-39).

�According According to Paul “tto Paul “the whole lhe whole law is summaw is summed up in aed up in a single co single commandment,mmandment, ‘You shal ‘Yo ‘You shall‘You shall love your love your neighbor  neighbor as yourselas yourself’” (Gal. f’” (Gal. 5:14). Pau5:14). Paul’s famousl’s famous descripti description of Chrion ofon of Christiof Christian love inan love in 1 Cor. 13 1 Cor. 13 also coul also could be regard be regarded as a pded as a portrayal oortrayal of Christ.f Christ.f Christ.

According to Paul “the whole law is summed up in a single commandment, 
‘You shall love your neighbor as yourself’” (Gal. 5:14). Paul’s famous description 



of Christian love in 1 Cor. 13 also could be regarded as a portrayal of Christ.

�The power The power to love coto love comes from Gmes from God alone. od alone. The Holy SThe Holy Spirit pourpirit pours God’s los God’s love into thve lolove into love into the believthe believer’s hearter’s heart, producin, producing love as g love as the foremothe foremost fruit ost fruit of the Spirf the Spirit (Rom. 5it (Roit (Rom. 5:5;(Rom. 5:5; Gal. 5:22 Gal. 5:22), which s), which sets believets believers free fers free from the porom the power of sinwer of sin by manife by manifesting the stinmanifemanifestinmanifesting the loveg the love of Christ of Christ in their  in their lives (Romlives (Rom. 8:1-9).. 8:1-9).. 8:1-9).

The power to love comes from God alone. The Holy Spirit pours God’s 
love into the believer’s heart, producing love as the foremost fruit of the Spirit 
(Rom. 5:5; Gal. 5:22), which sets believers free from the power of sin by 
manifesting the love of Christ in their lives (Rom. 8:1-9).

�In summaryIn summary, God’s lo, God’s love is the ve is the unmerited unmerited acceptanceacceptance of all pe of all people expreople expressed in cossed inssed in concretin concrete acts of e acts of providenceprovidence and salva and salvation. Throtion. Through faith ugh faith in Christ in Christ the Christthe Christian is enaian ChristChristian Christian is enabledis enabled to love w to love with the loith the love of God ve of God through ththrough the work of e work of the Holy Sthe Holy Spirit.pSSpirit.Spirit.Spirit.

In summary, God’s love is the unmerited acceptance of all people expressed 
in concrete acts of providence and salvation. Through faith in Christ the 
Christian is enabled to love with the love of God through the work of the Holy 
Spirit.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. V. P. FurnV. P. Furnish, ish, The Love CThe Love Command in ommand in the New Tethe New Testamentstament (Nashvill (Nashv (Nashville(Nashville, 1972); W, 1972); W. Klassan,. Klassan,  Love Your Love Your Enemies: TEnemies: The Way To he Way To Peace.Peace. OBT 15 (P OBT 15 (Philadelphihilad(P(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1984)hia, 1984); A. Nygre; A. Nygren, n, Agape and Agape and ErosEros (1953, re (1953, repr. Chicagpr. Chicago, 1982).o, 1982).o, 1982).
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LOVE-FEASTLOVE-FEAST

LOVE-FEAST

�SeeSee  LORD’S SUPLORD’S SUPPERPER..

See LORD’S SUPPER.

LOVING-KINLOVING-KINDNESSDNESSDNESS

LOVING-KINDNESS

Also rendeAlso rendered “kindnred “kindness,” “meress,” “mercy,” and “cy,” and “steadfast steadfast love,” parlove,” particularly ticularly when descrwhen describing God.ibdescrdescribingdescribing God. The  God. The traditionatraditional translatl translation “lovinion “loving-kindnessg-kindness” entered ” entered English usEnglish usage througageususage throusage through the 15ugh the 1535 Coverda35 Coverdale Bible ale Bible and the KJVnd the KJV of 1611.  of 1611. The primarThe primary definitiy definition of Heb.odefinitidefinitiondefinition of Heb.  of Heb. h�esed�h�esed� is “demon is “demonstrated lostrated loyalty,” i.yalty,” i.e., loyalte., loyalty that exhy that exhibits itseibits itsibits itself in itself in actions raactions rather than ther than words or swords or sentiments entiments (e.g., Gen(e.g., Gen. 40:14; E. 40:14; Exod. 20:6)xod. 20:6). Furtherm. Furt. FurthermorFurthermore, the tere, the term has a mam has a magnanimous gnanimous quality. Lquality. Loving-kindoving-kindness is a ness is a type of lotype of loyalty thatyloloyalty thloyalty that does noat does not merely mt merely meet an obleet an obligation buigation but goes thet goes the second mi second mile (Jer. 2le (Jer. 2:2), just :2)22:2), just2:2), just as the Is as the Israelites oraelites obeyed Mosebeyed Moses when thes when they followedy followed God into  God into a “land noa “land not sown.” Tt st sown.” Thisown.” This linguists linguistic compounic compound represend representing one vting one virtue pileirtue piled atop anod atop another exprether exprether expresses expresses a special a special and remarkand remarkable benefable beneficence.icence.icence.

Also rendered “kindness,” “mercy,” and “steadfast love,” particularly when 
describing God. The traditional translation “loving-kindness” entered English 
usage through the 1535 Coverdale Bible and the KJV of 1611. The primary 
definition of Heb. h�esed�  is “demonstrated loyalty,” i.e., loyalty that exhibits 
itself in actions rather than words or sentiments (e.g., Gen. 40:14; Exod. 20:6). 
Furthermore, the term has a magnanimous quality. Loving-kindness is a type of 
loyalty that does not merely meet an obligation but goes the second mile (Jer. 
2:2), just as the Israelites obeyed Moses when they followed God into a “land not 
sown.” This linguistic compound representing one virtue piled atop another 
expresses a special and remarkable beneficence.

�A final nuA final nuance of loance of loving-kindnving-kindness is itsess is its asymmetri asymmetrical naturecal nature. Behavior. Behavior worthy of worthy  worthy of worthy of the term mthe term must be genust be generous: a verous: a virtue unilirtue unilaterally baterally bestowed anestowed and usually d usually associatedasassociatedassociated with the  with the party thatparty that holds the holds the social ad social advantage. Fvantage. For instancor instance, Rahab te, Rahab the prostithe phe prostituteprostitute reminds t reminds the Israelihe Israelite spies tte spies that she hahat she had treated d treated them “kindthem “kindly” by hidly” by hiding them aing ting them and dthem and denying theenying their presencir presence to the ke to the king of Jering of Jericho (Joshicho (Josh. 2:12). T. 2:12). This aspecthis aspect of loving of  of loving-of loving-kindness hkindness helps explaelps explain its popin its popularity inularity in descripti descriptions of Godons of God (e.g., Ps (e.g., Ps. 107:1): . 107:1. 107:1): Go107:1): God’s demonsd’s demonstrated loytrated loyalty to cralty to creation haseation has an uncoer an uncoerced, graciced, gracious qualitous quality.y.qualitquality.quality.quality.

A final nuance of loving-kindness is its asymmetrical nature. Behavior 
worthy of the term must be generous: a virtue unilaterally bestowed and usually 
associated with the party that holds the social advantage. For instance, Rahab the 
prostitute reminds the Israelite spies that she had treated them “kindly” by hiding 
them and denying their presence to the king of Jericho (Josh. 2:12). This aspect 
of loving-kindness helps explain its popularity in descriptions of God (e.g., Ps. 
107:1): God’s demonstrated loyalty to creation has an uncoerced, gracious 
quality.

�Of the manOf the many things sy things said of Godaid of God in the OT in the OT, his lovi, his loving-kindnesng-kindness is one os is one of the mostf the mf the most prevamost prevalent basedlent based on its oc on its occurrence icurrence in so many n so many formulas (formulas (e.g., Exode.g., Exod. 34:6; Nu. 34:6; Num. 14:18; mNuNum. 14:18Num. 14:18; 1 Kgs. 8; 1 Kgs. 8:23). It b:23). It best descriest describes the qubes the quality of Gality of God in the od in the OT that atOT that attracts thetracatattracts tattracts the obedienhe obedience, praisece, praise, and love, and love of indivi of individuals.duals.duals.

Of the many things said of God in the OT, his loving-kindness is one of the 
most prevalent based on its occurrence in so many formulas (e.g., Exod. 34:6; 
Num. 14:18; 1 Kgs. 8:23). It best describes the quality of God in the OT that 
attracts the obedience, praise, and love of individuals.



�BibliograpBibliography. hy. K. D. SakeK. D. Sakenfeld, “Lonfeld, “Loyalty and yalty and Love: The Love: The Language oLanguage of Human Inf Human If Human InterconneInterconnections in ctions in the Hebrewthe Hebrew Bible,” i Bible,” in n BackgroundBackgrounds for the s for the Bible,Bible, ed. M. P. ed. M. P. O’Connor  O’Co O’Connor aO’Connor and D. N. Fnd D. N. Freedman (Wreedman (Winona Lakeinona Lake, 1987), 2, 1987), 215–29.15–29.15–29.

Bibliography. K. D. Sakenfeld, “Loyalty and Love: The Language of Human 
Interconnections in the Hebrew Bible,” in Backgrounds for the Bible, ed. M. P. 
O’Connor and D. N. Freedman (Winona Lake, 1987), 215–29.
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LOWLANDLOWLANDLOWLAND

LOWLAND

The foothiThe foothills going lls going down westwdown westward from tard from the Judean he Judean highlands highlands to the coato the coastal plainstal plain of Philis o of Philistof Philistia. Heb. ia. Heb. sûeïp�eälasûeïp�eäla®® is usuall is usually translity transliterated as erated as a proper na proper name, Shephame, Shephelah. The elShephShephelah.Shephelah. The same  The same word is usword is used more bred more broadly at Joadly at Josh. 9:1; osh. 9:1; 11:2 (here11:2 (here probably  probably referring rreferring referring to the coato the coastal lowlastal lowlands N of Cnds N of Carmel), 16armel), 16; 12:8.; 12:8.; 12:8.

The foothills going down westward from the Judean highlands to the coastal plain 
of Philistia. Heb. sûeïp�eäla®  is usually transliterated as a proper name, 
Shephelah. The same word is used more broadly at Josh. 9:1; 11:2 (here probably 
referring to the coastal lowlands N of Carmel), 16; 12:8.

�SeeSee  SHEPHELAHSHEPHELAH..

See SHEPHELAH.

LUCIFERLUCIFERLUCIFER

LUCIFER

�SeeSee  MORNING STMORNING STARAR..

See MORNING STAR.

LUCIUSLUCIUS (Gk.  (Gk. LouíkiosLouíkios)))

LUCIUS (Gk. Louíkios)

A common nA common name in theame in the Roman wor Roman world, the Lald, the Latin equivatin equivalent for tlent for the Greek nhe Greek name ame Loukaés/oœLoLoukaés/oœLoukaés/oœs,s, shortened shortened from  from Loukaénos.Loukaénos.

A common name in the Roman world, the Latin equivalent for the Greek name 
Loukaés/oœs, shortened from Loukaénos.

�1.1. Lucius of Lucius of Cyrene, o Cyrene, one of fourne of four prophets  prophets and teacheand teachers in Antirs in Antioch who aroch who are led by te lee led by theled by the Spirit to Spirit to commissio commission Barnabasn Barnabas and Saul  and Saul (= Paul) f(= Paul) for missionor mission work (Act work (Acts 13:1). Cs (Act(Acts 13:1(Acts 13:1). Cyrene,). Cyrene, capital o capital of the Romaf the Roman provincen province of the sa of the same name inme name in North Afr North Afr North Africa, haAfrica, had a large d a large Jewish popJewish population, aulation, and it is lnd it is likely thatikely that Lucius wa Lucius was a Hellens a Hellenistic Jew,istic Jewistic Jew, perhaJew, perhaps even onps even one of the me of the men of Cypren of Cyprus and Cyrus and Cyrene who trene who traveled froaveled from Jerusalem Jerusam Jerusalem Jerusalem to Antiochto Antioch and evang and evangelized theelized there (Acts 1re (Acts 11:20).1:20).1:20).

1. Lucius of Cyrene, one of four prophets and teachers in Antioch who are 
led by the Spirit to commission Barnabas and Saul (= Paul) for mission work 
(Acts 13:1). Cyrene, capital of the Roman province of the same name in North 
Africa, had a large Jewish population, and it is likely that Lucius was a Hellenistic 
Jew, perhaps even one of the men of Cyprus and Cyrene who traveled from 
Jerusalem to Antioch and evangelized there (Acts 11:20).

�2.2. A relativ A relative of Paul.e of Paul. Lucius, J Lucius, Jason, and ason, and Sosipater Sosipater are identiare identified as Pafied as Paul’s relatul’s relatives who sivrelatrelatives relatives who send gwho send greetings treetings to the Romao the Romans (Rom. 1ns (Rom. 16:21). Sin6:21). Since it is lce it is likely thatikely that Paul wrot Pau Paul wrotePaul wrote to Rome f to Rome from Corintrom Corinth, it is ph, it is probable throbable that these mat these men lived ien lived in Corinth.n Corinth. This Luci T This LuciuThis Lucius is also s is also a Jewish Ca Jewish Christian, hristian, but it is but it is very unlikvery unlikely that hely that he is the se is the same personame perame person as person as Lucius of Lucius of Cyrene.Cyrene.Cyrene.

2. A relative of Paul. Lucius, Jason, and Sosipater are identified as Paul’s 
relatives who send greetings to the Romans (Rom. 16:21). Since it is likely that 
Paul wrote to Rome from Corinth, it is probable that these men lived in Corinth. 
This Lucius is also a Jewish Christian, but it is very unlikely that he is the same 
person as Lucius of Cyrene.

�The identiThe identification ofication of either of either of the abovf the above persons e persons with Luke with Luke the Evangethe Evangelist is telist is telist is tenuous attenuous at best. Whe best. When Paul refn Paul refers to Lukers to Luke the Evane the Evangelist, hegelist, he calls him calls him  Loukaés,Loukaés, not  n not not Loœukios.Loœukios. It is als It is also likely to likely that Luke what Luke was a Gentias a Gentile, not a le, not a Jew.Jew.Jew.

The identification of either of the above persons with Luke the Evangelist is 
tenuous at best. When Paul refers to Luke the Evangelist, he calls him Loukaés, 
not Loœukios. It is also likely that Luke was a Gentile, not a Jew.

David L. TDavid L. Turnerurnerurner

David L. Turner

�3.3. A Roman c A Roman consul, Luconsul, Lucius Caecilius Caecilius Metullius Metullus, who inus, who in 142  142 B.C.E.B.C.E. addressed addressed letters t let letters toletters to a number  a number of countriof countries reaffires reaffirming a Romming a Roman protectan protective allianive alliance with thce with the Jews of e Je Jews of JuJews of Judea (1 Macdea (1 Macc. 15:15-2c. 15:15-24). The le4). The letters are tters are in responsin response to the Je to the Jewish embaewish embassy under ssembaembassy unembassy under Numenider Numenius that weus that went to Roment to Rome in that y in that year (1 Macear (1 Macc. 14:16-2c. 14:16-24).4).

3. A Roman consul, Lucius Caecilius Metullus, who in 142 B.C.E. addressed 
letters to a number of countries reaffirming a Roman protective alliance with the 
Jews of Judea (1 Macc. 15:15-24). The letters are in response to the Jewish 
embassy under Numenius that went to Rome in that year (1 Macc. 14:16-24).

LUDLUD (Heb.  (Heb. lu®d�lu®d�), ), LUDIM (LUDIM (lu®d�iîmlu®d�iîm)))

LUD (Heb. lu®d� ), LUDIM (lu®d�iîm )



According According to the Tabto the Table of Natile of Nations (Gen. ons (Gen. 10:22) and10:22) and the genea the genealogy in 1 logy in 1 Chr. 1:17,Chr. 1:17, Lud, a de L Lud, a desLud, a descendant ofcendant of Shem. How Shem. However, in Gever, in Gen. 10:13;en. 10:13; 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:11 Ludim i11 Ludim is called as called a son of Mi s son of Mizson of Mizraim (Egypraim (Egypt), who ist), who is the secon the second son of Hd son of Ham, which am, which could refecould refer to an Afr to an African counrAfAfrican coAfrican country suchuntry such as Ethiop as Ethiopia (Cush) ia (Cush) and Put (Eand Put (Ezek. 30:5)zek. 30:5)...

According to the Table of Nations (Gen. 10:22) and the genealogy in 1 Chr. 1:17, 
Lud, a descendant of Shem. However, in Gen. 10:13; 1 Chr. 1:11 Ludim is called a 
son of Mizraim (Egypt), who is the second son of Ham, which could refer to an 
African country such as Ethiopia (Cush) and Put (Ezek. 30:5).

�The area rThe area referred toeferred to by Lud is by Lud is uncertain uncertain. One sugg. One suggestion is estion is that the nthat the name refersame refame refers to refers to Libya (HebLibya (Heb. . lu®b�iîmlu®b�iîm), or to s), or to some otherwome otherwise unknowise unknown northeasn northeastern Africtern Atern African peAfrican people. In Jople. In Jer. 46:9 ter. 46:9 the Ludim ahe Ludim are presentre presented as a boed as a bow-bearing w-bearing auxiliary auxiliary of Egypt (of Eof Egypt (cf.Egypt (cf. Isa. 66:1 Isa. 66:19), and in9), and in Ezek. 27: Ezek. 27:10 they ar10 they are portrayee portrayed as merced as mercenaries fornaries for Tyre. How Tyre Tyre. HoweTyre. However, in Ezver, in Ezek. 30:5 bek. 30:5 both Libya oth Libya and Lud arand Lud are mentionee mentioned togetherd together...

The area referred to by Lud is uncertain. One suggestion is that the name 
refers to Libya (Heb. lu®b�iîm ), or to some otherwise unknown northeastern 
African people. In Jer. 46:9 the Ludim are presented as a bow-bearing auxiliary of 
Egypt (cf. Isa. 66:19), and in Ezek. 27:10 they are portrayed as mercenaries for 
Tyre. However, in Ezek. 30:5 both Libya and Lud are mentioned together.

�The more wThe more widely heldidely held interpret interpretation has ation has been the ibeen the identificatdentification with Aion with Akk. kk. Luddu,LudLuddu,Luddu, the regio the region of Lydian of Lydia in wester in western Asia Minn Asia Minor. The asor. The association sociation in Isa. 66in Isa. 66:19 with T:19 with:19 with Tubalwith Tubal, Javan, a, Javan, and the coand the coastlands fastlands far away agrr away agrees with tees with the generalhe general location  location of Lydia nof Lof Lydia nearLydia near the Ionia the Ionian coast. Hn coast. However, thowever, the historice historical Lydiansal Lydians of Asia M of Asia Minor were inor were neither Seneneither Seneither Semites nor mites nor Hamites.Hamites.Hamites.

The more widely held interpretation has been the identification with Akk. 
Luddu, the region of Lydia in western Asia Minor. The association in Isa. 66:19 
with Tubal, Javan, and the coastlands far away agrees with the general location of 
Lydia near the Ionian coast. However, the historical Lydians of Asia Minor were 
neither Semites nor Hamites.

Larry L. WLarry L. Walkeralker
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LUHITHLUHITH (Heb.  (Heb. lu®iît�lu®iît�), ), ASCENT OFASCENT OFASCENT OF

LUHITH (Heb. lu®iît� ), ASCENT OF

A place orA place or road goin road going up into g up into the heightthe heights of souths of southern Moab (ern Moab (Isa. 15:5;Isa. 15:5; Jer. 48:5 Jer. 48:5). The loc). Th). The locatiThe location is otheon is otherwise unknrwise unknown. Eusebown. Eusebius (ius (Onom.Onom. 122.29) i 122.29) identifies dentifies Luhith witLuhith with Loueithahwitwith Loueiwith Loueitha betweetha between Ar (Areon Ar (Areopolis) andpolis) and Zoar. Zoar.

A place or road going up into the heights of southern Moab (Isa. 15:5; Jer. 48:5). 
The location is otherwise unknown. Eusebius (Onom. 122.29) identifies Luhith 
with Loueitha between Ar (Areopolis) and Zoar.

LUKELUKE (Gk.  (Gk. LoukaésLoukaés)))

LUKE (Gk. Loukaés)

The name aThe name appears thrppears three times iee times in the NT (n the NT (Col. 4:14;Col. 4:14; 2 Tim. 4: 2 Tim. 4:11; Phlm. 11; Phlm. 24), evide24), evidently with nevideevidently evidently with referwith reference to thence to the same pere same person, a comson, a companion of panion of Paul, tradPaul, traditionally itionally identifiedideidentifiedidentified as the au as the author of ththor of the Gospel oe Gospel of Luke andf Luke and the Acts  the Acts of the Apoof the Apostles.stles.stles.

The name appears three times in the NT (Col. 4:14; 2 Tim. 4:11; Phlm. 24), 
evidently with reference to the same person, a companion of Paul, traditionally 
identified as the author of the Gospel of Luke and the Acts of the Apostles.

�By way of By way of charactericharacterizing Luke,zing Luke, 2 Tim. 4: 2 Tim. 4:11 highlig11 highlights Luke’shts Luke’s faithfuln faithfulness in comess in comess in comparisoncomparison with some with some who are s who are said to havaid to have desertede deserted Paul. In  Paul. In Phlm. 24 LPhlm. 24 Luke is ideuke is identified asnideidentifiedidentified as a “fel as a “fellow workerlow worker,” not sim,” not simply one ofply one of Paul’s “t Paul’s “traveling craveling companions”ompanions” or “assis or or “assistor “assistants,” butants,” but a person  a person of comparaof comparable staturble stature, a “misse, a “missionary colionary colleague.” Cleague.” Col. 4:14 rol. CCol. 4:14 Col. 4:14 refers to refers to Luke as “bLuke as “beloved phyeloved physician.” Asician.” Apparently,pparently, his knowl his knowledge and sedge and skills as akilsskills as skills as a healer ha healer had won himad won him respect,  respect, placing hiplacing him in the cm in the company of ompany of those physthose physicians, kniciphysphysiciansphysicians, known in, known in the Helle the Hellenistic andnistic and Roman per Roman periods, who iods, who enjoyed hienjoyed high status gh status as studentaas studentas students of medics of medicine and phine and philosophy. ilosophy. Because CoBecause Col. 4:10-11l. 4:10-11 refers to refers to Aristarch Aristarchus, Mark, usAristarchAristarchuAristarchus, Mark, as, Mark, and Justus nd Justus as the onlas the only Jews whoy Jews who were pres were present as co-ent as co-workers wiworkers wworkers with Paul,with Paul, it emerge it emerges that Luks that Luke is a Gene is a Gentile or, atile or, at least, at least, a non-Jewis non-Jewish Semite. h Semite. The scriptThe scThe scripturalscriptural intimacy  intimacy and Jewishand Jewish interests interests manifest  manifest in Luke-Acin Luke-Acts do not ts do not require a require a hypothesishyphypothesishypothesis of Jewish of Jewish authorshi authorship, but arep, but are equally c equally compatible ompatible with signiwith significant expficant exposure to Josuexpexposure texposure to Judaism o Judaism by a non-Jby a non-Jew.ew.ew.

By way of characterizing Luke, 2 Tim. 4:11 highlights Luke’s faithfulness in 
comparison with some who are said to have deserted Paul. In Phlm. 24 Luke is 
identified as a “fellow worker,” not simply one of Paul’s “traveling companions” 
or “assistants,” but a person of comparable stature, a “missionary colleague.” 
Col. 4:14 refers to Luke as “beloved physician.” Apparently, his knowledge and 
skills as a healer had won him respect, placing him in the company of those 
physicians, known in the Hellenistic and Roman periods, who enjoyed high status 
as students of medicine and philosophy. Because Col. 4:10-11 refers to 
Aristarchus, Mark, and Justus as the only Jews who were present as co-workers 
with Paul, it emerges that Luke is a Gentile or, at least, a non-Jewish Semite. The 
scriptural intimacy and Jewish interests manifest in Luke-Acts do not require a 
hypothesis of Jewish authorship, but are equally compatible with significant 
exposure to Judaism by a non-Jew.

�It is geneIt is generally assurally assumed that tmed that these two nhese two narrative darrative documents wocuments were writteere written by the sn by thn by the same pthe same person (cf.erson (cf. Luke 1:1- Luke 1:1-4; Acts 1:4; Acts 1:1-2), and 1-2), and early tradearly traditions ideitions identify thisntify this person as perso person as person as Luke. The Luke. The oldest Greoldest Greek manuscrek manuscript of theipt of the Third Gos Third Gospel, Papyrpel, Papyrus Bodmer us Bodmeus Bodmer XIVBodmer XIV ( (��7575, ca. 200 , ca. 200 C.E.C.E.), uses th), uses the title “Ge title “Gospel accoospel according to Lrding to Luke.” The uke.” The MuratorianMMuratorianMuratorian Canon (la Canon (late 2nd cente 2nd century) alsotury) also identifie identifies Luke, a s Luke, a physician physician and companand companion of Pauiocompancompanion companion of Paul, aof Paul, as the auths the author of the or of the Gospel, anGospel, an identific identification furtation further corrobher corroborated by oracorrobcorroboratcorroborated by the ed by the 2nd-centur2nd-century writingsy writings of Irenae of Irenaeus (us (Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 3.1.1; 14 3.1.1; 14.1) and la.1) and la.1) and later writlater writers (e.g.,ers (e.g., Eusebius  Eusebius HEHE). Until r). Until recently, tecently, the view thhe view that Luke-Acat Luke-Acts was pents was penned by a cnepenpenned by penned by a companioa companion of Paul n of Paul drew additdrew additional suppional support from tort from the so-callhe so-called “we-pased “we-paed “we-passag“we-passages” in Actes” in Acts (16:10–1s (16:10–17; 20:5—217; 20:5—21:18; 27—28:18; 27—28). Some no). Some now regard tw regard these passahese phese passages apassages as literarys literary creations creations...

It is generally assumed that these two narrative documents were written by 
the same person (cf. Luke 1:1-4; Acts 1:1-2), and early traditions identify this 



person as Luke. The oldest Greek manuscript of the Third Gospel, Papyrus 
Bodmer XIV ( � 75, ca. 200 C.E.), uses the title “Gospel according to Luke.” The 
Muratorian Canon (late 2nd century) also identifies Luke, a physician and 
companion of Paul, as the author of the Gospel, an identification further 
corroborated by the 2nd-century writings of Irenaeus (Adv. haer. 3.1.1; 14.1) and 
later writers (e.g., Eusebius HE). Until recently, the view that Luke-Acts was 
penned by a companion of Paul drew additional support from the so-called 
“we-passages” in Acts (16:10–17; 20:5—21:18; 27—28). Some now regard these 
passages as literary creations.

�Like the oLike the other NT Gother NT Gospels, Lukspels, Luke and Actse and Acts are anony are anonymous docummous documents. Evenents. Even when invo w when involwhen involved in firved in first person st person narration,narration, the write the writer of Acts r of Acts identifiesidentifies himself n himself not as an iot as ot as an indias an individual witvidual with a name, h a name, but as onebut as one of a grou of a group. He may p. He may at times bat times be present e present as a partias as a partias a participant-obscipant-observer, buterver, but his focus his focus is not hi is not his individus individual identital identity. That fiy. That first personrst persorst person narperson narration hapration happens in onpens in only selectely selected portionsd portions of the ac of the account undecount underscores thrscores that the naraththat the nthat the narrator maarrator makes no clakes no claim to beinim to being a constag a constant companint companion of Paulon of Paul and his c and his circle. Thiirccircle. Thcircle. This speaks is speaks against thagainst the traditioe tradition that Lukn that Luke and Paule and Paul were “ins were “inseparable” eparable” (Irenaeus (Iren(Irenaeus (Irenaeus Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 3.1.1, 4) 3.1.1, 4), but also, but also against t against those who dhose who deny that Leny that Luke could uke could have writthavehave writthave written Acts been Acts because the cause the author of author of Acts couldActs could not have  not have been a been a regularregular companion compa companion companion of Paul. Iof Paul. It also sugt also suggests thatgests that first per first person narratson narration is morion is more than a le than a literary deiterarlliterary dliterary device calcevice calculated to ulated to enliven thenliven the narrative narrative.e.e.

Like the other NT Gospels, Luke and Acts are anonymous documents. Even 
when involved in first person narration, the writer of Acts identifies himself not 
as an individual with a name, but as one of a group. He may at times be present 
as a participant-observer, but his focus is not his individual identity. That first 
person narration happens in only selected portions of the account underscores 
that the narrator makes no claim to being a constant companion of Paul and his 
circle. This speaks against the tradition that Luke and Paul were “inseparable” 
(Irenaeus Adv. haer. 3.1.1, 4), but also against those who deny that Luke could 
have written Acts because the author of Acts could not have been a regular 
companion of Paul. It also suggests that first person narration is more than a 
literary device calculated to enliven the narrative.

�Little reaLittle reason remainson remains not to as not to accept the ccept the traditionatraditional identifil identification of cation of Luke as thLuke as the author oeththe authorthe author of Luke-A of Luke-Acts; this cts; this would makewould make Luke resp Luke responsible foonsible for the largr the largest portioest portion of the Nn portioportion ofportion of the NT (2 the NT (28 percent)8 percent). If Lukan. If Lukan authorshi authorship of thesep of these books is  books is accepted, accepted, additionaladdadditionaladditional informati information becomeson becomes available available from thei from their languager language and style and style — e.g., t — e.g., that Luke ihattthat Luke that Luke is educateis educated, probabld, probably urban, wy urban, with firsthith firsthand exposuand exposure to rhetre to rhetorical traorical training and inintratraining atraining and to Isrand to Israel’s Scripel’s Scriptures; a ptures; a person of serson of some economome economic means, ic means, writing frwriting from the socomfrfrom the sfrom the social locaocial location of thtion of those who trose who traffic in taffic in technical oechnical or professir professional writional writing; and onng; anng; and one ofand one of the “peop the “people of the le of the Way,” a “CWay,” a “Christian,”hristian,” either se either second- or tcond- or third-generhird-generation (Lukatthird-generthird-genethird-generation (Luration (Luke 1:1-4).ke 1:1-4).

Little reason remains not to accept the traditional identification of Luke as 
the author of Luke-Acts; this would make Luke responsible for the largest 
portion of the NT (28 percent). If Lukan authorship of these books is accepted, 
additional information becomes available from their language and style — e.g., 
that Luke is educated, probably urban, with firsthand exposure to rhetorical 
training and to Israel’s Scriptures; a person of some economic means, writing 
from the social location of those who traffic in technical or professional writing; 
and one of the “people of the Way,” a “Christian,” either second- or 
third-generation (Luke 1:1-4).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. A. FitzJ. A. Fitzmyer, “Themyer, “The Authorshi Authorship of Luke-p of Luke-Acts ReconActs Reconsidered,” sidered,”ReconReconsiderReconsidered,” in ed,” in Luke the TLuke the Theologianheologian (New York (New York, 1989), 1, 1989), 1–26.–26.–26.
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LUKE, GOSPLUKE, GOSPEL OFEL OFEL OF

LUKE, GOSPEL OF

The third The third and longesand longest book in t book in the NT, sothe NT, sometimes cametimes called the Tlled the Third Gospehird Gospel.l.l.

The third and longest book in the NT, sometimes called the Third Gospel.

�Questions Questions of introduof introduction typiction typically inclcally include authorude authorship, compship, composition, dosition, date, and pate, andate, and provenand provenance — allance — all of which  of which are probleare problematic in tmatic in the study ohe study of Luke. Cof Luke. Concerning ancerning ancerning authorshipauthorship, the most, the most likely ca likely candidate isndidate is Luke the  Luke the physician physician and sometiand sometime companime companion of Paulocompanicompanion companion of Paul (Pof Paul (Phlm. 24; Chlm. 24; Col. 4:14; ol. 4:14; cf. 2 Tim.cf. 2 Tim. 4:11; Act 4:11; Acts 16:10-17s 16:10-17; 20:5—21:; 20:5—21:18; 27–28)1820:5—21:20:5—21:1820:5—21:18; 27–28). ; 27–28). He is thusHe is thus identifie identified in severd in several 2nd-cenal 2nd-century witnetury witnesses (Papysses (Papyrus Bodmerru(Papy(Papyrus B(Papyrus Bodmer XIV,odmer XIV, the Murat the Muratorian Canoorian Canon, Irenaeun, Irenaeus s Adv. haer.Adv. haer.; for late; for later testimonr testimor testimony testimony cf. Eusebicf. Eusebius us HEHE). However). However, the auth, the author himselfor himself has not i has not included hincluded his name wits names name withiname within or as a n or as a title to ttitle to the Gospel,he Gospel, which sug which suggests thatgests that his ident his identity may noity may not be critit bet be criticabe critical to our rl to our reading. “Leading. “Luke,” as tuke,” as the voice the voice through whihrough which the stoch the story of Jesury of Jesus’ missions’ mis’ mission anmission and message d message is here reis here related, funlated, functions morctions more closely e closely as “narratas “narrator” than “or” than “author.”au““author.”“author.”“author.”

Questions of introduction typically include authorship, composition, date, 
and provenance — all of which are problematic in the study of Luke. Concerning 
authorship, the most likely candidate is Luke the physician and sometime 
companion of Paul (Phlm. 24; Col. 4:14; cf. 2 Tim. 4:11; Acts 16:10-17; 
20:5—21:18; 27–28). He is thus identified in several 2nd-century witnesses 



(Papyrus Bodmer XIV, the Muratorian Canon, Irenaeus Adv. haer.; for later 
testimony cf. Eusebius HE). However, the author himself has not included his 
name within or as a title to the Gospel, which suggests that his identity may not 
be critical to our reading. “Luke,” as the voice through which the story of Jesus’ 
mission and message is here related, functions more closely as “narrator” than 
“author.”

�The narratThe narrator refers or refers to his useto his use of source of sources and reses and research (1:1–arch (1:1–4), which 4), which many scholmany scmany scholars tscholars today assumoday assume includede included at least  at least the Gospelthe Gospel of Mark.  of Mark. According According to the twoto the two-source th-twotwo-sourcetwo-source theory, a theory, a second so second source was Qurce was Q, though i, though it remains t remains unclear whunclear whether Q maether Q ether Q materialQ material came to L came to Luke orallyuke orally or in wri or in written form.tten form. (Accordin (According to the Gg to the Griesbach hriesbach hypothesis,yhhypothesishypothesis, Luke use, Luke used only Matd only Matthew’s Gosthew’s Gospel.) Somepel.) Some scholars  scholars also referalso refer to Luke’s to Luke’s use of th Luke’sLuke’s useLuke’s use of the “L of the “L” traditio” tradition, includin, including materiang material without l without parallel iparallel in Matthew n Matthew or Mark, bor Mor Mark, but Mark, but again it iagain it is unclear s unclear in what foin what form this marm this material migterial might have coht have come to Lukeme to Luke. Many of . M. Many of thMany of the distincte distinctive featurive features of Lukees of Luke would be  would be cataloguedcatalogued with “L”: with “L”: the parab the parables of thelesparabparables oparables of the Goodf the Good Samaritan Samaritan, the lost, the lost son, and  son, and the Pharisthe Pharisee and tolee and toll collectol collector (10:29–3r (1r (10:29–37;(10:29–37; 15:11–32; 15:11–32; 18:9–14); 18:9–14); and mater and material concerial concerning the pning the positive roositive role of womele of women in Jesusnwomewomen in Jwomen in Jesus’ miniesus’ ministry and tstry and the problemhe problematic role atic role of wealth of wealth and possesand possessions for sions for those who ththose who those who want to fowant to follow Jesusllow Jesus...

The narrator refers to his use of sources and research (1:1–4), which many 
scholars today assume included at least the Gospel of Mark. According to the 
two-source theory, a second source was Q, though it remains unclear whether 
Q material came to Luke orally or in written form. (According to the Griesbach 
hypothesis, Luke used only Matthew’s Gospel.) Some scholars also refer to 
Luke’s use of the “L” tradition, including material without parallel in Matthew or 
Mark, but again it is unclear in what form this material might have come to Luke. 
Many of the distinctive features of Luke would be catalogued with “L”: the 
parables of the Good Samaritan, the lost son, and the Pharisee and toll collector 
(10:29–37; 15:11–32; 18:9–14); and material concerning the positive role of 
women in Jesus’ ministry and the problematic role of wealth and possessions for 
those who want to follow Jesus.

�How one daHow one dates the wrtes the writing of titing of the Third Ghe Third Gospel restospel rests in larges in large part on h part on how one undow onow one undersone understands thestands these source-re source-related queelated questions. Ifstions. If Luke made Luke made use of Ma use of Mark, then ork, then ork, then obviously obviously he could nhe could not have wrot have written befoitten before its comre its completion. Spletion. Since Mark ince Mark is typicalis typically dated ily dly dated in tdated in the late 60he late 60s, this wos, this would requiruld require Luke to e Luke to have been have been written nowritten no sooner th sooner than the earanththan the ethan the early 70s. arly 70s. Some scholSome scholars find ears find evidence invidence in 21:20–24  21:20–24 that the nthat the narrative warrative was writtenas wwas writtewas written in lightn in light of the ac of the actual fall tual fall of Jerusalof Jerusalem, but them, but the details e details of this teof this text are as xt are as xt are as likely as likely to have beto have been drawn fen drawn from recordrom records of the ss of the siege and fiege and fall of citall of cities in theies in the LXX. The  LXX LXX. The eLXX. The earliest rearliest references tferences to Luke ando Luke and Acts in o Acts in other writtther written sourcesen sources come from come from come from the mfrom the mid-2nd cenid-2nd century, so ttury, so the Gospel he Gospel would preswould presumably havumably have been wrie been written in thtten in tten in the perin the period 70–140iod 70–140  C.E.C.E. Insofar a Insofar as Acts sees Acts seems not to ms not to evidence fevidence firsthand kirsthand knowledge onowledgkknowledge knowledge of the Pauof the Pauline corpuline corpus, and sins, and since it is lce it is likely thatikely that Paul’s le Paul’s letters woultters would have beed haved have been have been collected collected in the latin the late 1st cente 1st century, the wury, the writing of riting of Luke is puLuke is pushed into shed into the earliethe ethe earlier paearlier part of thisrt of this time fram time frame. Hence, e. Hence, most thinkmost think in terms  in terms of a rangeof a range from the  from the mid-70s tomidmid-70s tomid-70s to mid-80s. mid-80s. mid-80s.

How one dates the writing of the Third Gospel rests in large part on how 
one understands these source-related questions. If Luke made use of Mark, then 
obviously he could not have written before its completion. Since Mark is typically 
dated in the late 60s, this would require Luke to have been written no sooner 
than the early 70s. Some scholars find evidence in 21:20–24 that the narrative 
was written in light of the actual fall of Jerusalem, but the details of this text are 
as likely to have been drawn from records of the siege and fall of cities in the 
LXX. The earliest references to Luke and Acts in other written sources come 
from the mid-2nd century, so the Gospel would presumably have been written 
in the period 70–140 C.E. Insofar as Acts seems not to evidence firsthand 
knowledge of the Pauline corpus, and since it is likely that Paul’s letters would 
have been collected in the late 1st century, the writing of Luke is pushed into the 
earlier part of this time frame. Hence, most think in terms of a range from the 
mid-70s to mid-80s.

�Even fewerEven fewer data are  data are available available for determfor determining the ining the precise loprecise location frocation from which thm whichm which the which the Gospel wasGospel was written,  written, though an though an urban centurban center outsideer outside Palestine Palestine is probab is probable. Nor calprobabprobable. probable. Nor can meNor can mention of Tntion of Theophilus heophilus in 1:3 aidin 1:3 aid in discer in discerning its rning its readership.eadership. As litera As As literarAs literary patron, y patron, TheophilusTheophilus would hav would have helped te helped to circulato circulate Luke ande Luke and Acts for  Acts for copying, bcocopying, bcopying, but this dout this does not meaes not mean that he n that he is Luke’s is Luke’s primary auprimary audience or dience or even repreeven representative sereprerepresentarepresentative of thtive of those to whoose to whom Luke is m Luke is writing. Wwriting. What is evihat is evident is thdent is that Luke isat Luke is concerned co concerned concerned with Chriswith Christian missitian mission and ideon and identity and ntity and the forms the forms of Christiof Christian disciplan discipleship suiteshdiscipldiscipleshdiscipleship suited ip suited to life into life in the Roman the Roman Empire. Empire. Empire.

Even fewer data are available for determining the precise location from 
which the Gospel was written, though an urban center outside Palestine is 
probable. Nor can mention of Theophilus in 1:3 aid in discerning its readership. 
As literary patron, Theophilus would have helped to circulate Luke and Acts for 
copying, but this does not mean that he is Luke’s primary audience or even 
representative of those to whom Luke is writing. What is evident is that Luke is 
concerned with Christian mission and identity and the forms of Christian 
discipleship suited to life in the Roman Empire.



�The identiThe identification ofication of the genrf the genre of the Ge of the Gospel is cospel is closely tielosely tied to the qd to the question ofuestion ofuestion of the uniof the unity of Lukety of Luke and Acts. and Acts. In its cu In its current canorrent canonical posinical position, Luketion, Luke has been  has been easily ideeasilyeasily ideeasily identified asntified as a “gospel a “gospel,” a parti,” a particular formcular form of Greco- of Greco-Roman biogRoman biography. Sucraphy. Such an identh ah an identifan identification isication is complicat complicated by the ed by the book’s manbook’s manifest relaifest relation to thtion to the Acts of e Acts of the Apostlthe Athe Apostles, Apostles, which claiwhich claims to contms to continue the sinue the story beguntory begun in Luke ( in Luke (cf. 1:1–4;cf. 1:1–4; Acts 1:1- Acts 1:1-2). Moreov2). 1:1-1:1-2). Mo1:1-2). Moreover, itreover, it is a near is a near certainty certainty that in L that in Luke’s day uke’s day “gospel” d“gospel” did not exiid not exist as a list as ast as a literarya literary form, so  form, so one would one would be amiss tbe amiss to think tho think that Luke seat Luke set out to wt out to write one orite one or that hisr tr that his rthat his readership eadership would havewould have understoo understood his workd his work within su within such categorch categories. Luke ies. Luke refers to rrefers to refers to his predechis predecessors as essors as “narrative“narratives,” not “gs,” not “gospels.”ospels.”ospels.”

The identification of the genre of the Gospel is closely tied to the question 
of the unity of Luke and Acts. In its current canonical position, Luke has been 
easily identified as a “gospel,” a particular form of Greco-Roman biography. Such 
an identification is complicated by the book’s manifest relation to the Acts of the 
Apostles, which claims to continue the story begun in Luke (cf. 1:1–4; Acts 
1:1-2). Moreover, it is a near certainty that in Luke’s day “gospel” did not exist as 
a literary form, so one would be amiss to think that Luke set out to write one or 
that his readership would have understood his work within such categories. Luke 
refers to his predecessors as “narratives,” not “gospels.”

�Most now aMost now agree that gree that Luke and ALuke and Acts were wcts were written by ritten by the same pthe same person and erson and that Acts thathat Acts that Acts forms someforms some sort of s sort of sequel to tequel to the Gospel.he Gospel. The theol The theological andogical and narrative narrative unity of  u unity of Lunity of Luke-Acts, uke-Acts, largely talargely taken for grken for granted sincanted since the earle the early 20th ceny 20th century, are tury, are now contesnow now contesnow contested, On thted, On the one hande one hand, it is ea, it is easy to findsy to find in Luke-A in Luke-Acts the tects the temporal seqmporal sequence (beguseqsequence (sequence (beginning,beginning, middle, a middle, and end) annd end) and principad principal aim charl aim characteristicacteristic of narrat of narrative unity.ive narratnarrative narrative unity. Thuunity. Thus, Luke-Acs, Luke-Acts recountts recounts the works the working out ofing out of God’s pur God’s purpose to brpose to bring salvatibrbring salvbring salvation in aation in all of its ll of its fullness tfullness to all peopo all people. This ale. This aim is antiim is anticipated bycipated by God’s mes God’s me God’s messengersmessengers and made  and made possible bpossible by the birty the birth and growh and growth of Johnth of John and Jesus and Jesus in househ in househ in householdshouseholds oriented  oriented around thearound the purpose o purpose of God (Lukf God (Luke 1:5-2:52e 1:5-2:52); made pr); made probable throbable tobable through ththrough the preparate preparatory missioory mission of John n of John and especiand especially the lally the life, deathife, death, and exal, and exaltation of tatioexalexaltationexaltation of Jesus, of Jesus, with its  with its concomitanconcomitant commissit commissioning and oning and promised epromised empowering mpoweringeempoweringempowering of Jesus’ of Jesus’ followers followers to extend to extend the messa the message to all ge to all people (Lupeople (Luke 3—Acts ke 3—Actske 3—Acts 1);3—Acts 1); realized  realized as the Chras the Christian misistian mission is dision is directed by rected by God to takGod to take the necee the necessary stepssnecenecessary necessary steps to asteps to achieve an chieve an egalitariaegalitarian, multi-en, multi-ethnic commthnic community (Actunity (Acts 2-15); as 2-15); and finds ind fnd finds its finds its denouementdenouement as Luke h as Luke highlights ighlights growing Jegrowing Jewish antagwish antagonism to tonism to the Christihe Christian movemenanChristiChristian Christian movement, movement, and thus tand thus the increashe increasingly gentingly gentile make-uile make-up of the Cp of the Church (Acthurch (Acts 16-28). s(Act(Acts 16-2(Acts 16-28). Accord8). Accordingly, incingly, incidents in idents in the Gospelthe Gospel anticipat anticipate aspects e aspects of the stoof the story narratery nary narrated onarrated only (finalnly (finally) in Actly) in Acts. Notablys. Notably, in 2:25–, in 2:25–35 Simeon 35 Simeon realizes trealizes that in Jeshat in Jesus a salvaus a saus a salvation salvation has come thas come that will bhat will be “a lighte “a light for revel for revelation to tation to the Gentilehe Gentiles” (v. 32)s” (v. 32), but thro, but t, but throughoutthroughout the Gospe the Gospel Jesus inl Jesus interacts onteracts only rarely ly rarely with non-Jwith non-Jews. One mews. One must wait fust wait for Acts tooffor Acts tfor Acts to see how o see how the gentilthe gentile mission e mission is begun, is begun, legitimatelegitimated, and takd, and takes firm shes firm shape at theape shshape at tshape at the behest he behest of God. Thof God. The last chae last chapter of Lupter of Luke closes ke closes off signifoff significant aspeicant aspects of thects octs of the stoof the story’s plot,ry’s plot, but there but there is a more is a more overarchi overarching intent ng intent at work, tat work, the redempthe redemptive purposiveredemptredemptiveredemptive purpose o purpose of God for f God for all peopleall people. Seen aga. Seen against this inst this purpose, tpurpose, the Gospel he Gospel is incomplisis incomplis incomplete in itsete in itself, for ielf, for it opens upt opens up possibili possibilities that ties that go unrealigo unrealized in thezed in the Gospel on Gospel  Gospel onlGospel only to matery to materialize in ialize in Acts. On tActs. On the other hhe other hand, some and, some scholars hscholars have been mave been mave been more impremore impressed by thssed by the degree te degree to which tho which the Third Goe Third Gospel and Aspel and Acts are eacts are each self-coch self-cch self-contaself-contained, eachined, each with its  with its own aims aown aims and perspecnd perspectives.tives.tives.

Most now agree that Luke and Acts were written by the same person and 
that Acts forms some sort of sequel to the Gospel. The theological and narrative 
unity of Luke-Acts, largely taken for granted since the early 20th century, are 
now contested, On the one hand, it is easy to find in Luke-Acts the temporal 
sequence (beginning, middle, and end) and principal aim characteristic of 
narrative unity. Thus, Luke-Acts recounts the working out of God’s purpose to 
bring salvation in all of its fullness to all people. This aim is anticipated by God’s 
messengers and made possible by the birth and growth of John and Jesus in 
households oriented around the purpose of God (Luke 1:5-2:52); made probable 
through the preparatory mission of John and especially the life, death, and 
exaltation of Jesus, with its concomitant commissioning and promised 
empowering of Jesus’ followers to extend the message to all people (Luke 
3—Acts 1); realized as the Christian mission is directed by God to take the 
necessary steps to achieve an egalitarian, multi-ethnic community (Acts 2-15); and 
finds its denouement as Luke highlights growing Jewish antagonism to the 
Christian movement, and thus the increasingly gentile make-up of the Church 
(Acts 16-28). Accordingly, incidents in the Gospel anticipate aspects of the story 
narrated only (finally) in Acts. Notably, in 2:25–35 Simeon realizes that in Jesus a 
salvation has come that will be “a light for revelation to the Gentiles” (v. 32), but 
throughout the Gospel Jesus interacts only rarely with non-Jews. One must wait 
for Acts to see how the gentile mission is begun, legitimated, and takes firm 
shape at the behest of God. The last chapter of Luke closes off significant aspects 
of the story’s plot, but there is a more overarching intent at work, the 
redemptive purpose of God for all people. Seen against this purpose, the Gospel 
is incomplete in itself, for it opens up possibilities that go unrealized in the 
Gospel only to materialize in Acts. On the other hand, some scholars have been 
more impressed by the degree to which the Third Gospel and Acts are each 
self-contained, each with its own aims and perspectives.

�Since the Since the seminal woseminal work by H. Jrk by H. J. Cadbury,. Cadbury, a broad c a broad consensus honsensus has emergedas emerged that Luke that that Luke that Luke 1:1-4 belo1:1-4 belongs squarengs squarely within ly within the literathe literary traditiry tradition of ancion of ancient historent historiography. iograhistorhistoriogrhistoriography. In aaphy. In addition toddition to the prefa the preface, Luke’sce, Luke’s work shar work shares many otes many other featurher features of Grecesfeaturfeatures ofeatures of Greco-Rof Greco-Roman historman historiography: iography: a genealoga genealogical recorical record (3:23–38d (3:23–38); the use); the use of meal s useuse of meause of meal scenes al scenes as occasions occasions for insts for instruction; truction; travel narrravel narratives; spatives; speeches; leeeches; letters; andtters;leletters; aletters; and dramatind dramatic episodesc episodes, such as , such as Jesus’ rejJesus’ rejection at ection at Nazareth (Nazareth (4:16–30) a4:16–30) and Paul’s nd Pnd Paul’s stoPaul’s stormy voyagermy voyage and shipw and shipwreck (Actsreck (Acts 27:1-28:1 27:1-28:14). This h4). This has led to as led to the identithe identification oficaidentiidentificaidentification of Lution of Luke-Acts aske-Acts as historiog historiography and raphy and to furtherto further attempts  attempts to designato designate the sorte tte the sort othe sort of history-f history-writing itwriting it most appr most approximates. oximates. For some LFor some Luke has aluke has always seemeways seemeways seemed tooseemed too motivated motivated by his th by his theological eological agenda to agenda to be regardebe regarded as a hisd as a historian, butorian, but no anciet bubut no ancbut no ancient histoient historian was wrian was without motithout motive, be itive, be it theologic theological, apologal, apologetic, pedaetic, pedagogical, ogogipedapedagogicapedagogical, or whatl, or whatever. The ever. The modern dicmodern dichotomy thahotomy that pits hist pits history over tory over against inagainst interpretatitininterpretainterpretation has gtion has grown out orown out of problemaf problematic philostic philosophical (aophical (and especiand especially epistelly epistemological)moepisteepistemoloepistemological) comgical) commitments amitments and is righnd is rightly being tly being abandoned.abandoned. Others fi Others find the clond the closest generscloclosest geclosest generic paraneric parallels in Gllels in Greco-Romanreco-Roman biography biography. Taken on. Taken on its own,  its own, the Gospelthe Gospelthe Gospel of Gospel of Luke can bLuke can be classifie classified as bioged as biography; undraphy; understood inerstood in relation  relation to Acts, tto Acts, this designhis dhis designatiodesignation is less n is less easy to sueasy to sustain. Morstain. More importane importantly, the Ttly, the Third Gospehird Gospel is primal is primarily focusrily primaprimarily primarily focused onfocused on God and t God and the fulfillhe fulfillment of Goment of God’s anciend’s ancient purpose,t purpose, so it can so it can only in a on only in a only in a secondary secondary sense be csense be classified lassified as an accoas an account of theunt of the life of J life of Jesus. Whatesus. What is noneth is no is nonethelesnonetheless clear iss clear is that Luke that Luke, perhaps , perhaps more than more than the other the other EvangelistEvangelists, has bees, has been influencn in influencedinfluenced by Greco- by Greco-Roman liteRoman literary formsrary forms, especial, especially those rly those related to elated to the biograthe biographical genphbiograbiographicbiographical genre, al genre, even if oteven if other formalher formal features  features and the thand the theocentric eocentric focus of hfocus of his narratiis nais narrative narrative preclude ipreclude identificatdentification of Lukion of Luke-Acts as e-Acts as “biography“biography.”.”.”

Since the seminal work by H. J. Cadbury, a broad consensus has emerged 
that Luke 1:1-4 belongs squarely within the literary tradition of ancient 
historiography. In addition to the preface, Luke’s work shares many other 



features of Greco-Roman historiography: a genealogical record (3:23–38); the 
use of meal scenes as occasions for instruction; travel narratives; speeches; 
letters; and dramatic episodes, such as Jesus’ rejection at Nazareth (4:16–30) and 
Paul’s stormy voyage and shipwreck (Acts 27:1-28:14). This has led to the 
identification of Luke-Acts as historiography and to further attempts to designate 
the sort of history-writing it most approximates. For some Luke has always 
seemed too motivated by his theological agenda to be regarded as a historian, 
but no ancient historian was without motive, be it theological, apologetic, 
pedagogical, or whatever. The modern dichotomy that pits history over against 
interpretation has grown out of problematic philosophical (and especially 
epistemological) commitments and is rightly being abandoned. Others find the 
closest generic parallels in Greco-Roman biography. Taken on its own, the 
Gospel of Luke can be classified as biography; understood in relation to Acts, this 
designation is less easy to sustain. More importantly, the Third Gospel is 
primarily focused on God and the fulfillment of God’s ancient purpose, so it can 
only in a secondary sense be classified as an account of the life of Jesus. What is 
nonetheless clear is that Luke, perhaps more than the other Evangelists, has been 
influenced by Greco-Roman literary forms, especially those related to the 
biographical genre, even if other formal features and the theocentric focus of his 
narrative preclude identification of Luke-Acts as “biography.”

�IdentificaIdentification of Lution of Luke-Acts aske-Acts as ancient h ancient historiograistoriography adds tphy adds to the expeo the expectations wctations expeexpectatioexpectations we may ns we may bring to tbring to the narratihe narrative. Alongsve. Alongside those ide those raised by raised by Luke’s proLuke’s professed intfeproprofessed professed intentionsintentions (1:1–4),  (1:1–4), we may antwe may anticipate a icipate a narrative narrative in which rin which recent histecent history is givory histhistory ishistory is given pro given prominence. Iminence. Issues of bssues of both causatoth causation and teion and teleology arleology are accordede accorded privilege p privilege,privilege, and deter and determined resemined research is plarch is placed in thaced in the service e service of persuasof persuasive and enive and engaging insgagienengaging iengaging instructionnstruction...

Identification of Luke-Acts as ancient historiography adds to the 
expectations we may bring to the narrative. Alongside those raised by Luke’s 
professed intentions (1:1–4), we may anticipate a narrative in which recent 
history is given prominence. Issues of both causation and teleology are accorded 
privilege, and determined research is placed in the service of persuasive and 
engaging instruction.

�Luke’s mesLuke’s message is fusage is fundamentallndamentally orientedy oriented toward th toward the theme ofe theme of salvation salvation — its der — it — its derivaits derivation, scoption, scope, and embe, and embodiment. Wodiment. Within the ithin the conflictedconflicted world of  world of the 1st-cethe 1st-century Medint1st-ce1st-centur1st-century Mediterry Mediterranean, vieanean, views of the ws of the divine purdivine purpose like pose like that sponsthat sponsored in Luored in Luke-Acts — kLuLuke-Acts Luke-Acts — views th— views that run rouat run roughshod oveghshod over importanr important conventit conventions of socons of social honor ial honoial honor and honor and religious religious status in status in their annotheir announcement ouncement of the natuf the nature and magre and magnitude of nitude of salvation ssalvation salvation — would na— would naturally haturally have been thve been the source oe source of controvef controversy and unrsy and uncertainty.certainty. Against t uncertainty.uncertaintuncertainty. Againsty. Against this back this backdrop, the drop, the purpose ofpurpose of Luke-Acts Luke-Acts would hav would have been to e been to strengthensstrengthenstrengthen the Chris the Christian movemtian movement in theent in the face of o face of opposition pposition by ensurinby ensuring believerg believers in theirsbelieverbelievers believers in their iin their interpretatnterpretation and exion and experience operience of the redef the redemptive purmptive purpose and fpose and faithfulnesaitffaithfulnefaithfulness of God ss of God and by caland by calling them ling them to continuto continued faithfued faithfulness and lness and witness inwitness in God’s sal God God’s salvGod’s salvific projeific project. The puct. The purpose of Lrpose of Luke-Acts, uke-Acts, then, woulthen, would be primad be primarily ecclerily ecclesiologicalsioeccleecclesioloecclesiological — cogical — concerned wincerned with the prath the practices thactices that define at define and the crind the criteria for teria for legitimatilegitlegitimatilegitimating the comng the community of munity of God’s peopGod’s people, and cele, and centered on ntered on the invitathe invitation to pation to participate rtpaparticipatparticipate in God’se in God’s redemptiv redemptive project.e project.

Luke’s message is fundamentally oriented toward the theme of salvation — 
its derivation, scope, and embodiment. Within the conflicted world of the 
1st-century Mediterranean, views of the divine purpose like that sponsored in 
Luke-Acts — views that run roughshod over important conventions of social 
honor and religious status in their announcement of the nature and magnitude of 
salvation — would naturally have been the source of controversy and 
uncertainty. Against this backdrop, the purpose of Luke-Acts would have been to 
strengthen the Christian movement in the face of opposition by ensuring 
believers in their interpretation and experience of the redemptive purpose and 
faithfulness of God and by calling them to continued faithfulness and witness in 
God’s salvific project. The purpose of Luke-Acts, then, would be primarily 
ecclesiological — concerned with the practices that define and the criteria for 
legitimating the community of God’s people, and centered on the invitation to 
participate in God’s redemptive project.



�Not surpriNot surprisingly, thsingly, then, the Goen, the Gospel of Luspel of Luke is centke is centered on Goered on God. Even ifd. Even if God does  God do God does not adoes not appear ofteppear often within tn within the narratihe narrative, the deve, the design guidisign guiding the prong the progression ogression of the narrf thf the narratthe narrative is Godive is God’s. He is ’s. He is “God my sa“God my savior” (1:4vior” (1:47), and re7), and reveals his veals his purpose inpurpose in multiple  mu multiple wmultiple ways — the ays — the ScripturesScriptures, heavenly, heavenly messenger messengers, and thes, and the divine ch divine choreographyoreographchchoreograpchoreography of evenhy of events. The mots. The motif of thetif of the divine pu divine purpose alsorpose also surfaces  surfaces via a consvia a constellation teconsconstellatconstellation of terion of terms expressms expressive of Godive of God’s design ’s design (e.g., “pu(e.g., “purpose,” “irpose,” “it is necest is necessary,” “tosary,”necesnecessary,necessary,” “to dete” “to determine”). Grmine”). God’s will od’s will is accomplis accomplished in tished in the Gospel he Gospel through ththrough the Spirit-ae ththe Spiritthe Spirit-anointed -anointed ministry oministry of Jesus (cf Jesus (cf. 4:18–19f. 4:18–19), and it ), and it will be cowill be continued inntinued in Acts by m Acts b Acts by means oby means of Spirit-ef Spirit-empowered wmpowered witnesses (itnesses (cf. 24:44–cf. 24:44–49). Espec49). Especially in tially in the centralhe central section o se section ofsection of the Gospe the Gospel concernel concerned with thed with the journey f journey from Galilerom Galilee to Jeruse to Jerusalem (9:51alem (9:51—19:46), J—(9:51(9:51—19:4(9:51—19:46), Jesus 6), Jesus attempts tattempts to transforo transform the viewm the view of God he of God held by his ld by his followers followers in order tinin order tin order that they mhat they might recogight recognize God anize God as their Fas their Father, whosther, whose desire ie desire is to embras to embrace them wicembraembrace thembrace them with hiem with his graciouss gracious beneficen beneficence (e.g., ce (e.g., 11:1–13; 111:1–13; 12:32).2:32).2:32).

Not surprisingly, then, the Gospel of Luke is centered on God. Even if God 
does not appear often within the narrative, the design guiding the progression of 
the narrative is God’s. He is “God my savior” (1:47), and reveals his purpose in 
multiple ways — the Scriptures, heavenly messengers, and the divine 
choreography of events. The motif of the divine purpose also surfaces via a 
constellation of terms expressive of God’s design (e.g., “purpose,” “it is 
necessary,” “to determine”). God’s will is accomplished in the Gospel through 
the Spirit-anointed ministry of Jesus (cf. 4:18–19), and it will be continued in Acts 
by means of Spirit-empowered witnesses (cf. 24:44–49). Especially in the central 
section of the Gospel concerned with the journey from Galilee to Jerusalem 
(9:51—19:46), Jesus attempts to transform the view of God held by his followers 
in order that they might recognize God as their Father, whose desire is to 
embrace them with his gracious beneficence (e.g., 11:1–13; 12:32).

�Luke’s empLuke’s emphasis on thasis on the divine he divine purpose sepurpose serves his erves his ecclesiologcclesiological and hical and hermeneuticermenehhermeneutihermeneutical interecal interests. As thsts. As the Christiae Christian communitn community struggley struggles with itss with its own ident own identity, not litidentidentity, identity, not least not least over againover against those wst those who also reho also read the Scrad the Scriptures buiptures but refuse ft refuse faith in Chaith iaith in Christ,in Christ, the coher the coherence betweence between God’s aen God’s ancient agencient agenda and thnda and the ministrye ministry of Jesus  of Jesus becomes crbbecomes crbecomes crucial. In ucial. In fact, Jesufact, Jesus’ struggls’ struggle with thee with the Jewish le Jewish leadership aadership and with Jend with Jewish instiwish JeJewish insJewish institutions titutions is essentiis essentially this:ally this: Who under Who understands Godstands God’s purpose’s purpose? Who inte? Who interprets therpinteinterpretsinterprets the Scrip the Scriptures faittures faithfully? Fohfully? For Luke, thr Luke, the advent oe advent of Jesus isf Jesus is deeply ro deeply rooted in thoted ioted in the ancin the ancient covenient covenant, and hant, and his missionis mission is fully  is fully congruent congruent with God’swith God’s intent. T intent. This is shohis ishis is shown ais shown above all bbove all by the scriy the scriptural patptural pattern of hitern of his life ands life and by the di by the divine vindivine vindication procation vindivindicatiovindication pronouncn pronounced over hied over him in his rm in his resurrectioesurrection and ascen and ascension.nsion.nsion.

Luke’s emphasis on the divine purpose serves his ecclesiological and 
hermeneutical interests. As the Christian community struggles with its own 
identity, not least over against those who also read the Scriptures but refuse faith 
in Christ, the coherence between God’s ancient agenda and the ministry of Jesus 
becomes crucial. In fact, Jesus’ struggle with the Jewish leadership and with 
Jewish institutions is essentially this: Who understands God’s purpose? Who 
interprets the Scriptures faithfully? For Luke, the advent of Jesus is deeply rooted 
in the ancient covenant, and his mission is fully congruent with God’s intent. This 
is shown above all by the scriptural pattern of his life and by the divine 
vindication pronounced over him in his resurrection and ascension.

�God may coGod may control the ntrol the agenda of agenda of the story,the story, according according to Luke,  to Luke, but the mabut the main charactin chain character character in Luke’s in Luke’s first volufirst volume is Jesume is Jesus. Compares. Compared with chad with characters wiracters within the nthin the narrative, arrnnarrative,narrative, Luke’s ow Luke’s own audiencen audience is fortun is fortunate in itsate in its ability,  ability, from the vfrom the very beginnery beginning, to peing, toing, to perceivto perceive Jesus’ ie Jesus’ identity andentity and role in d role in God’s redeGod’s redemptive plamptive plan. Jesus in. Jesus is portrayes portrayed as a prod as d as a prophas a prophet, but aset, but as more than more than a prophet a prophet; he is th; he is the long-awae long-awaited Davidited Davidic Messiahic Messiah, son of G, s, son of Godson of God, who fulf, who fulfills in hiills in his career ts career the destinyhe destiny of a rega of a regal prophet l prophet for whom dfor whom death, thoueathddeath, thodeath, though necessugh necessary, is noary, is not the lastt the last word. For word. For Jesus’ di Jesus’ disciples, tsciples, the strugglhe struggle is not se is noe is not so mucnot so much to disceh to discern who Jesrn who Jesus is, butus is, but how he ca how he can fulfill n fulfill his role. his role. Their own Their own views of Gviewviews of Gviews of God and theod and the world rem world remain convenain conventional thrtional throughout mooughout most of the st of the Gospel; heGospel; hGospel; hence, almhence, almost to theost to the very end, very end, they lack they lack the capac the capacity to cority to correlate Jesrelate Jesus’ exalteus’ exalted status ad stad status as status as God’s MessGod’s Messiah with tiah with the prospeche prospect and expet and experience of rience of his heinouhis heinous sufferins suffering.g.g.

God may control the agenda of the story, according to Luke, but the main 
character in Luke’s first volume is Jesus. Compared with characters within the 
narrative, Luke’s own audience is fortunate in its ability, from the very beginning, 
to perceive Jesus’ identity and role in God’s redemptive plan. Jesus is portrayed 
as a prophet, but as more than a prophet; he is the long-awaited Davidic Messiah, 
son of God, who fulfills in his career the destiny of a regal prophet for whom 
death, though necessary, is not the last word. For Jesus’ disciples, the struggle is 
not so much to discern who Jesus is, but how he can fulfill his role. Their own 
views of God and the world remain conventional throughout most of the Gospel; 
hence, almost to the very end, they lack the capacity to correlate Jesus’ exalted 
status as God’s Messiah with the prospect and experience of his heinous suffering.

�Early on, Early on, Jesus is iJesus is identified dentified as savior as savior (2:11), a (2:11), a role he furole he fulfills in lfills in numerous wnumerous ways. Amongays.wways. Amonways. Among the mostg the most visible,  visible, his miraclhis miracles of heales of healing and thing and the expansive expansive nature oe nature of his tablf hf his table his table fellowshipfellowship embody th embody the truth ofe truth of the in-br the in-breaking kineaking kingdom of Gogdom of God. Throughd. Throughd. Through thThrough these avenueese avenues, Jesus cs, Jesus communicateommunicates the press the presence of dience of divine salvavine salvation for ttion for those whosehtthose whosthose whose positione position in societ in society-at-largey-at-large is genera is generally on thelly on the margins.  margins. This is “gThis is “good news tood “g“good news“good news to the po to the poor” (4:18–or” (4:18–19). Such 19). Such behaviors behaviors are matcheare matched by Jesusd by Jesus’ teaching’ teaching’ teaching, teaching, which occuwhich occupies majorpies major sections  sections within thewithin the Gospel, e Gospel, especially specially in the accin the accounts of hounaccaccounts oaccounts of his jourf his journey to Jerney to Jerusalem. Whusalem. What is ofteat is often strikingn striking about his about his instructi instruction is orieon ison is orientais orientation towartion toward a reconsd a reconstructed vitructed vision of Gosion of God and the d and the sort of wosort of world order rld order that mightththat mightthat might reflect t reflect this visionhis vision. Jesus, a. Jesus, as Son of Gs Son of God, is Godod, is God’s represe’s representative, wntative, whose life hose wwhose lifewhose life is charac is characterized byterized by obedience obedience to God an to God and who inted who interprets forrprets for others (i others (if they wilf (i(if they w(if they will only lill only listen) Godisten) God’s nature ’s nature and plan aand plan and the connd the contours of atours of appropriateppropriate response  resp response tresponse to God.o God.o God.

Early on, Jesus is identified as savior (2:11), a role he fulfills in numerous 
ways. Among the most visible, his miracles of healing and the expansive nature of 
his table fellowship embody the truth of the in-breaking kingdom of God. 
Through these avenues, Jesus communicates the presence of divine salvation for 
those whose position in society-at-large is generally on the margins. This is 
“good news to the poor” (4:18–19). Such behaviors are matched by Jesus’ 



teaching, which occupies major sections within the Gospel, especially in the 
accounts of his journey to Jerusalem. What is often striking about his instruction 
is orientation toward a reconstructed vision of God and the sort of world order 
that might reflect this vision. Jesus, as Son of God, is God’s representative, 
whose life is characterized by obedience to God and who interprets for others 
(if they will only listen) God’s nature and plan and the contours of appropriate 
response to God.

�The call tThe call to discipleo discipleship in Luship in Luke is fundke is fundamentally amentally an invitatan invitation for peion for persons to arsons to align themsliaalign themalign themselves witselves with Jesus, ah Jesus, and thus wind thus with God. Thth God. This means tis means that, for mhat, for membership embership among the aamong the among the people of people of God, the fGod, the focus is reocus is removed frommoved from issues of issues of inherited inherited status an status and a premiudanand a premand a premium is plaium is placed on perced on persons whosesons whose behaviors behaviors manifest  manifest their unmitheir unmitigated emtigated emtigated embrace ofembrace of the graci the gracious God. Gous God. Genuine “chenuine “children of ildren of Abraham” aAbraham” are those wre those who embody ho embho embody in embody in their livetheir lives the benes the beneficence officence of God, and  God, and who expreswho express openhands openhanded mercy ted mercyed mercy to omercy to others, espthers, especially toecially toward thoseward those in need.  in need. Jesus thusJesus thus calls on  calls on people to people to live as helive live as helive as he lives, in lives, in contradis contradistinction ttinction to the agnoo the agnostic, compstic, competitive foetitive form of liferm of life marked by marke marked by marked by conventionconventional notionsal notions of honor  of honor and statusand status typical o typical of the largf the larger Roman wer Roman wer Roman world. Behworld. Behaviors thaaviors that grow outt grow out of servic of service in the ke in the kingdom of ingdom of God take aGod take a different different turn: Do  t turn: Do gturn: Do good to thoood to those who hatse who hate you. Exte you. Extend hospitend hospitality to tality to those who chose who cannot reciannot recannot reciprocatreciprocate. Give wie. Give without expethout expectation ofctation of return. S return. Such practiuch practices are poces are possible onlssible only for thosy foy for those for those whose convwhose convictions anictions and commitmed commitments have bnts have been reshapeen reshaped by traned by transformativesformatrantransformatransformative encoutive encounter with nter with the goodnethe goodness of God.ss of God. Within th Within the Third Goe Third Gospel, the spel, thespel, the chief the chief competitorcompetitor of this f of this focus stemsocus stems from Weal from Wealth — not sth — not so much mono much money itself,ey itselfey itself, buitself, but the rulet the rule of Money, of Money, manifest  manifest in the driin the drive for socve for social praiseial praise and so in and so in forms of  forms forms of lforms of life designife designed to keeped to keep those wit those with power anh power and privilegd privilege segregate segregated from thed from those of lowoththose of lthose of low status,ow status, the least the least, the lost, the lost, and the , and the left-out.left-out.left-out.

The call to discipleship in Luke is fundamentally an invitation for persons to 
align themselves with Jesus, and thus with God. This means that, for membership 
among the people of God, the focus is removed from issues of inherited status 
and a premium is placed on persons whose behaviors manifest their unmitigated 
embrace of the gracious God. Genuine “children of Abraham” are those who 
embody in their lives the beneficence of God, and who express openhanded 
mercy to others, especially toward those in need. Jesus thus calls on people to 
live as he lives, in contradistinction to the agnostic, competitive form of life 
marked by conventional notions of honor and status typical of the larger Roman 
world. Behaviors that grow out of service in the kingdom of God take a different 
turn: Do good to those who hate you. Extend hospitality to those who cannot 
reciprocate. Give without expectation of return. Such practices are possible only 
for those whose convictions and commitments have been reshaped by 
transformative encounter with the goodness of God. Within the Third Gospel, 
the chief competitor of this focus stems from Wealth — not so much money 
itself, but the rule of Money, manifest in the drive for social praise and so in 
forms of life designed to keep those with power and privilege segregated from 
those of low status, the least, the lost, and the left-out.

�ThroughoutThroughout, the Luka, the Lukan narrativn narrative focuses e focuses on a pervaon a pervasive, coorsive, coordinating tdinating theme: salvheme: ttheme: saltheme: salvation. Savation. Salvation folvation for Luke is r Luke is neither etneither ethereal norhereal nor merely fu merely future, but ture, but embraces lembrembraces lembraces life in theife in the present,  present, restoring restoring the integrthe integrity of humity of human life, ran life, revitalizinevitalizing human cog humag human commhuman communities, sunities, setting theetting the cosmos in cosmos in order, an order, and commissid commissioning the oning the community communicommunity community of God’s pof God’s people to people to put God’s gut God’s grace into race into practice apractice among themsmong themselves and elves anelves and towardand toward ever-wide ever-widening circlning circles of othees of others.rs.rs.

Throughout, the Lukan narrative focuses on a pervasive, coordinating 
theme: salvation. Salvation for Luke is neither ethereal nor merely future, but 
embraces life in the present, restoring the integrity of human life, revitalizing 
human communities, setting the cosmos in order, and commissioning the 
community of God’s people to put God’s grace into practice among themselves 
and toward ever-widening circles of others.
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LUSTLUSTLUST

LUST

The word lThe word lust today ust today is used alis used almost exclumost exclusively to sively to mean stronmean strong sexual dg sexual desire. In esire. In KJV usage KJVKJV usage KJV usage it connoteit connotes intense s intense pleasure opleasure or delight,r delight, or simply or simply an inclin an inclination or wation or wish.ish.ish.

The word lust today is used almost exclusively to mean strong sexual desire. In 



KJV usage it connotes intense pleasure or delight, or simply an inclination or wish.

�In the OT In the OT “lust” as “lust” as a noun traa noun translates innslates in the KJV a the KJV a variety o variety of Hebrew wf Hebrew words and dords anords and designand designates, amonates, among other thg other things, an iings, an intense desntense desire for hoire for holy war (Exly war (Exod. 15:9),od. 15:9), a craving a c a craving focraving for food (Psr food (Ps. 78), a d. 78), a desire so sesire so strong thattrong that “stubborn “stubbornness” woulness” would be a mord be a more approprie mormore appromore appropriate trapriate translation (nslation (Ps. 81:12)Ps. 81:12), and sexu, and sexual desire al desire (Prov. 6:2(Prov. 6:25).5).5).

In the OT “lust” as a noun translates in the KJV a variety of Hebrew words 
and designates, among other things, an intense desire for holy war (Exod. 15:9), a 
craving for food (Ps. 78), a desire so strong that “stubbornness” would be a 
more appropriate translation (Ps. 81:12), and sexual desire (Prov. 6:25).

�In the NT In the NT Gk. Gk. epithymiíaepithymiía is now mo is now more often tre often translated ranslated “desire” f“desire” for what inor what inor what in generalin general the KJV i the KJV instead transtead translates “lnslates “lusts” (Marusts” (Mark 4:19). Ik 4:19). It can be ut can be used for a sed for a strong purstrongstrong purstrong pure desire oe desire of Christ (f Christ (Luke 22:15Luke 22:15), a longi), a longing to be wng to be with Christith Christ (Phil. 1: (Phil. 1:23), a des23), a23), a desire ta desire to do evil o do evil (John 8:44(John 8:44), and adu), and adultery (Matltery (Matt. 5:28) at. 5:28) and other ind other impure sexumpure sexual passional pal passions apassions and practicnd practices (Rom. 1es (Rom. 1:24; 6:12;:24; 6:12; Gal. 5:16 Gal. 5:16, 24). In , 24). In addition taddition to o epithymiíaepithymiía to indica epithymiíaepithymiíaepithymiía to indica to indicate sexual te sexual desire, thdesire, the NT also e NT also uses Gk. uses Gk. oœrexis, toœrexis, thymoœs, hehymoœs, hhymoœs, heädoneäí,heädoneäí, and  and paéthos.paéthos. The conte The context must alxt must always be coways be considered insidered in choosingn choosing the appro th the appropthe appropriate tranriate translation.slation.slation.

In the NT Gk. epithymiía is now more often translated “desire” for what 
in general the KJV instead translates “lusts” (Mark 4:19). It can be used for a 
strong pure desire of Christ (Luke 22:15), a longing to be with Christ (Phil. 1:23), 
a desire to do evil (John 8:44), and adultery (Matt. 5:28) and other impure sexual 
passions and practices (Rom. 1:24; 6:12; Gal. 5:16, 24). In addition to 
epithymiía to indicate sexual desire, the NT also uses Gk. oœrexis, thymoœs, 
heädoneäí, and paéthos. The context must always be considered in choosing 
the appropriate translation.

William R.William R. Goodman,  Goodman, Jr.Jr.

William R. Goodman, Jr.

LUTELUTELUTE

LUTE

A musical A musical instrumentinstrument that like that likely had a lly had a long neck, ong neck, skin head,skin head, two or th two or three stringree strings, and a ts, ans, and a triaand a triangular forngular form. Heb. m. Heb. sûaœliîsûsûaœliîsû (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 18:6) is in8:6) is interpreted terpreted by some asby some as “lute”; i “lu “lute”; it“lute”; its name (frs name (from Heb. om Heb. sûaœlo®sû,sûaœlo®sû, “three”)  “three”) refers to refers to its three its three strings. Istrings. In this pasn thn this passathis passage, Israelge, Israelite women ite women played theplayed these instrumse instruments alongents along with timb with timbrels (tambrels (tambourines) iou(tamb(tambourin(tambourines) in celes) in celebration oebration of David’s f David’s killing ofkilling of Goliath.  Goliath. The lute wThe lute was not an as not an instrumentinstruinstrumentinstrument used in t used in temple worsemple worship. The Hhip. The Hebrew termebrew term correspon corresponds to Akk.ds to Akk.  sûalasûtu,sûalasûalasûtu,sûalasûtu, an instru an instrument with ment with a long neca long neck, similark, similar to the mo to the modern banjodern banjo...

A musical instrument that likely had a long neck, skin head, two or three strings, 
and a triangular form. Heb. sûaœliîsû (1 Sam. 18:6) is interpreted by some as 
“lute”; its name (from Heb. sûaœlo®sû, “three”) refers to its three strings. In 
this passage, Israelite women played these instruments along with timbrels 
(tambourines) in celebration of David’s killing of Goliath. The lute was not an 
instrument used in temple worship. The Hebrew term corresponds to Akk. 
sûalasûtu, an instrument with a long neck, similar to the modern banjo.

�RepresentaRepresentations of stions of such instruuch instruments are ments are known in bknown in both Egyptioth Egyptian tomb paan tomb paintings anintinpapaintings paintings and a reliand a relief at Carcef at Carchemish; thhemish; there are noere are no known exa known examples frommples from Palestine Palestine. Although. PalestinePalestine.Palestine. Although  Although the NRSV tthe NRSV translates ranslates Heb. Heb. neäb�elneäb�el and  and {aœsío®r{aœsío®r as lute ( as lute (Ps. 150:3;Ps((Ps. 150:3(Ps. 150:3; 92:3[MT ; 92:3[MT 4], respec4], respectively), ttively), these instrhese instruments weruments were likely he likely harps with arps with more than mormore than more than three strithree strings (Heb. ngs (Heb. {aœsío®r,{aœsío®r, “ten”). “ten”). “ten”).

Representations of such instruments are known in both Egyptian tomb 
paintings and a relief at Carchemish; there are no known examples from 
Palestine. Although the NRSV translates Heb. neäb�el  and {aœsío®r as lute 
(Ps. 150:3; 92:3[MT 4], respectively), these instruments were likely harps with 
more than three strings (Heb. {aœsío®r, “ten”).

Jennie R. Jennie R. EbelingEbeling

Jennie R. Ebeling

LUZLUZ (Heb.  (Heb. lu®zlu®z)))

LUZ (Heb. lu®z)

�1.1. The site  The site of Jacob’sof Jacob’s ladder dr ladder dream. Jacobeam. Jacob used a st used a stone as a pone as a pillow, andillow, and when he a when  when he awwhen he awoke, he anoke, he anointed theointed the stone wit stone with oil and h oil and called it called it Bethel, “hBethel, “house of Goouse of God” (Gen. 2dGoGod” (Gen.God” (Gen. 28:10-22; 28:10-22; cf. 35:6; cf. 35:6; 48:3; Jos 48:3; Josh. 18:13; h. 18:13; Judg. 1:23Judg. 1:23). Josh. 1). Josh. 16:2 sugges6:2 suggests that twts thats that two dthat two distinct siistinct sites are intes are intended, butended, but most likt most likely the twely the two names deo names designate a signate a single plasingsingle plasingle place. Most sce. Most scholars idcholars identify Luzentify Luz/Bethel wi/Bethel with modern th modern BeitiînBeitiîn (172148). (172148). Others ha Oth Others havOthers have suggestee suggested el-Birehd el-Bireh, ca. 3 km, ca. 3 km. (2 mi.) . (2 mi.) S of S of BeitiînBeitiîn...

1. The site of Jacob’s ladder dream. Jacob used a stone as a pillow, and 
when he awoke, he anointed the stone with oil and called it Bethel, “house of 
God” (Gen. 28:10-22; cf. 35:6; 48:3; Josh. 18:13; Judg. 1:23). Josh. 16:2 suggests 
that two distinct sites are intended, but most likely the two names designate a 
single place. Most scholars identify Luz/Bethel with modern Beitiîn (172148). 
Others have suggested el-Bireh, ca. 3 km. (2 mi.) S of Beitiîn.

�2.2. A place e A place establishedstablished in the la in the land of the nd of the Hittites bHittites by one who y one who escaped Caescaped Canaanite LunaanitCaCanaanite Canaanite Luz/BethelLuz/Bethel, having s, having supplied thupplied the Israelite Israelites with ines with information formation of how to of how to capture thcapcapture thcapture that city (Jat city (Judg. 1:26)udg. 1:26). The mode. The modern identifrn identification ofication of this site this site is unknow is unknown. Once thn. Onn. Once thougOnce thought to be iht to be in Syria NEn Syria NE of the Or of the Orontes, it ontes, it may simplymay simply have been have been a short d a short distance W iddistance Wdistance W of Luz/Be of Luz/Bethel.thel.thel.

2. A place established in the land of the Hittites by one who escaped 
Canaanite Luz/Bethel, having supplied the Israelites with information of how to 



capture that city (Judg. 1:26). The modern identification of this site is unknown. 
Once thought to be in Syria NE of the Orontes, it may simply have been a short 
distance W of Luz/Bethel.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. J. BimsJ. J. Bimson and D. on and D. LivingstonLivingstone, “Redatie, “Redating the Exong the Exodus,” dus,” BARevBARevBARevBARev 13/5 (198 13/5 (1987): 40–53,7): 40–53, 66–68; N. 66–68; N. K. Gottwa K. Gottwald, ld, The TribesThe Tribes of Yahweh of Yahweh (Maryknol (Maryknoll, 1979).l,(Maryknol(Maryknoll(Maryknoll, 1979)., 1979)., 1979).

Bibliography. J. J. Bimson and D. Livingstone, “Redating the Exodus,” 
BARev 13/5 (1987): 40–53, 66–68; N. K. Gottwald, The Tribes of Yahweh 
(Maryknoll, 1979).
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�SeeSee  SEPTUAGINTSEPTUAGINT..

See SEPTUAGINT.

LYCAONIALYCAONIA (Gk.  (Gk. LykaoniíaLykaoniía)))

LYCAONIA (Gk. Lykaoniía)

In NT timeIn NT times, a souths, a southern regionern region of the pr of the province of ovince of Galatia, NGalatia, N of the Ta of the Taurus Mounturus Mountains, E ofaMountMountains,Mountains, E of Phry E of Phrygia, S of gia, S of ethnic Galethnic Galatia, and atia, and W of CappaW of Cappadocia. Thedocia. The area rece area received its nivrecereceived ireceived its name frts name from the Lukom the Lukka (Lykaonka (Lykaones), the Aes), the Anatolian pnatolian people who eople who originallyoriginally lived in  l lived in tlived in the area. Lhe area. Leading Lyceading Lycaonian citaonian cities includies included Larandaed Laranda, Lystra, , Lystra, and Derbe,and Derbe, and at va and and at varand at various timesious times Iconium w Iconium was also reas also reckoned as ckoned as part of Lypart of Lycaonia.caonia.caonia.

In NT times, a southern region of the province of Galatia, N of the Taurus 
Mountains, E of Phrygia, S of ethnic Galatia, and W of Cappadocia. The area 
received its name from the Lukka (Lykaones), the Anatolian people who originally 
lived in the area. Leading Lycaonian cities included Laranda, Lystra, and Derbe, 
and at various times Iconium was also reckoned as part of Lycaonia.

�The first The first literary mliterary mention of ention of Lycaonia aLycaonia appears in ppears in Xenophon Xenophon Anab.Anab. 1.2.19 (e 1.2.19 (early 4th carly(e(early 4th(early 4th century  century B.C.B.C.). The reg). The region was coion was conquered bynquered by the Persi the Persians and laans and later by Aleter by Aleter by Alexander Alexander the Great the Great (333). The(333). The Seleucids Seleucids ruled the ruled the territory territory until the until they were defy were defeated by teadefdefeated bdefeated by the Romay the Romans at Magnns at Magnesia (188)esia (188), and Lyca, and Lycaonia passeonia passed into thed into the hands of  hands of the Attalitthe Attalithe Attalid kingdom d kingdom of Pergamuof Pergamum. Pergamum. Pergamum and its m and its territorieterritories were beqs were bequeathed toueathed beqbequeathedbequeathed to Rome i to Rome in 129, andn 129, and Lycaonia  Lycaonia was subseqwas subsequently ruluently ruled by dynaed by dynasts. Antonsts. Antosts. Antony gavAntony gave Lycaoniae Lycaonia to Amynta to Amyntas, king ofs, king of Galatia ( Galatia (36 36 B.C.B.C.). When Am). When Amyntas diedyntas died in battle in in battle in battle in 25 in 25 B.C.B.C., Augustus, Augustus incorpora incorporated his kited his kingdom intongdom into the Roman the Roman province  province of Galatiaoof Galatiaof Galatia. Lycaonia. Lycaonia then beca then became a name me a name for the sofor the southern reguthern region of thiion of this provinces province...

The first literary mention of Lycaonia appears in Xenophon Anab. 1.2.19 
(early 4th century B.C.). The region was conquered by the Persians and later by 
Alexander the Great (333). The Seleucids ruled the territory until they were 
defeated by the Romans at Magnesia (188), and Lycaonia passed into the hands of 
the Attalid kingdom of Pergamum. Pergamum and its territories were 
bequeathed to Rome in 129, and Lycaonia was subsequently ruled by dynasts. 
Antony gave Lycaonia to Amyntas, king of Galatia (36 B.C.). When Amyntas died 
in battle in 25 B.C., Augustus incorporated his kingdom into the Roman province 
of Galatia. Lycaonia then became a name for the southern region of this province.

�Paul visitPaul visited Lycaonied Lycaonia several a several times (Acttimes (Acts 13:51; 1s 13:51; 14:8-20; 164:8-20; 16:1-5; 18:2:1-5; 18:23). During3). During3). During theDuring the so-called so-called first mis first missionary josionary journey he aurney he and Barnaband Barnabas were recs were received at Leived at Lystra as tysLLystra as Lystra as the gods Hthe gods Hermes and ermes and Zeus (14:8Zeus (14:8–18). Timo–18). Timothy was frthy was from Lycaoniom Lycaonia (16:1–5)a (16:1–a (16:1–5), (16:1–5), as was theas was the lesser-kn lesser-known Gaius own Gaius (20:4). Ac(20:4). According tocording to the “Sout the “South Galatianh Galatian” theory, ”GalatianGalatian” Galatian” theory, Patheory, Paul’s Epistul’s Epistle to the le to the Galatians Galatians was writtewas written to the Cn to the Christian christian communitiesommccommunitiecommunities of Lycaos of Lycaonia (cf. 1nia (cf. 1 Cor. 16:1 Cor. 16:1).).).

Paul visited Lycaonia several times (Acts 13:51; 14:8-20; 16:1-5; 18:23). 
During the so-called first missionary journey he and Barnabas were received at 
Lystra as the gods Hermes and Zeus (14:8–18). Timothy was from Lycaonia 
(16:1–5), as was the lesser-known Gaius (20:4). According to the “South 
Galatian” theory, Paul’s Epistle to the Galatians was written to the Christian 
communities of Lycaonia (cf. 1 Cor. 16:1).
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LYCIALYCIA (Gk.  (Gk. Lykiía;Lykiía; Akk.  Akk. LukkiLukki)))

LYCIA (Gk. Lykiía; Akk. Lukki)

A wooded, A wooded, mountainoumountainous country s country on the souon the southwest coathwest coast of Asiast of Asia Minor. Ly Minor. Lycia is borcia is bocia is bordered obordered on the westn the west by Caria, by Caria, on the ea on the east by Pampst by Pamphylia, andhylia, and on the no on the north by Phrrth by Phrygia and PyPhrPhrygia anPhrygia and Pisidia.d Pisidia. The coast The coastal region al region is enricheis enriched by the fd by the fertile Xanertile Xanthus Vallethus Valley. The regy. Thy. The regionThe region was colon was colonized earlyized early by the Gr by the Greeks, whoseeks, whose culturale cultural influence influence is eviden is evident in the pt evidenevident inevident in the prese the presence of Grence of Greek theaterek theaters in most s in most of the towof the towns. The Lyns. The Lycians are cians are mentioned mmentioned mentioned in the in the IliadIliad (2.876–7; (2.876–7; cf. 6.184 cf. 6.184) as a bra) as a brave, warlikve, warlike people we people who produceho produced such herdproduceproduced sproduced such heroesuch heroes as Glaucu as Glaucus and Sarps and Sarpedon, and edon, and who sided who sided with the Twith the Trojans in rojans inrojans in the Troin the Trojan War. Ljan War. Lycia was sycia was successiveluccessively dominatey dominated by the Pd by the Persians, Aersians, Alexander tlexander the Great, htthe Great,the Great, the Ptole the Ptolemies, and mies, and Seleucids.Seleucids. When the  When the Romans seiRomans seized controzed control in 188 l in 188 B.C.E.BB.C.E.B.C.E., they gav, they gave Lycia toe Lycia to Rhodes, w Rhodes, which the Lhich the Lycians oppycians opposed bitteosed bitterly. Conserly. Consequently, tquentlyConseConsequentConsequently, the Roly, the Romans grantmans granted Lycia hed Lycia her freedomer freedom in 169. T in 169. The consul he consul Lucius CalLucius CLucius CalpurniusCalpurnius Piso is s Piso is said to havaid to have written e written a letter ca letter confirming onfirming an alliancan alliance with thee with the Jews of L Jews Jews of LyJews of Lycia (1 Maccia (1 Macc. 15:23).c. 15:23). Lycia was Lycia was made a Ro made a Roman provinman province in 43 ce in 43 C.E.C.E. and was j and was and was joinedwas joined to Pamphy to Pamphylia as a dlia as a double provouble province in 74ince in 74. The coun. The country’s mosttry’s most important important cities we importantimportant important cities wercities were the porte the ports of Patars of Patara and Myraa and Myra, where Pa, where Paul changedul changed ships on  ships on his missiohhis missiohis missionary journnary journeys (Acts eys (Acts 21:1; 27:521:1; 27:5). From th). From there a thriere a thriving commeving commerce was carce was carried on wrcacarried oncarried on with Alex with Alexandria. Lyandria. Lycia was recia was renowned fornowned for worship o worship of Apollo, f Apollo, who spent who spentwho spent his spent his winters thwinters there, accorere, according to Grding to Greek mytholeek mythology.ogy.ogy.

A wooded, mountainous country on the southwest coast of Asia Minor. Lycia is 
bordered on the west by Caria, on the east by Pamphylia, and on the north by 
Phrygia and Pisidia. The coastal region is enriched by the fertile Xanthus Valley. 
The region was colonized early by the Greeks, whose cultural influence is 
evident in the presence of Greek theaters in most of the towns. The Lycians are 



mentioned in the Iliad (2.876–7; cf. 6.184) as a brave, warlike people who 
produced such heroes as Glaucus and Sarpedon, and who sided with the Trojans 
in the Trojan War. Lycia was successively dominated by the Persians, Alexander 
the Great, the Ptolemies, and Seleucids. When the Romans seized control in 188 
B.C.E., they gave Lycia to Rhodes, which the Lycians opposed bitterly. 
Consequently, the Romans granted Lycia her freedom in 169. The consul Lucius 
Calpurnius Piso is said to have written a letter confirming an alliance with the 
Jews of Lycia (1 Macc. 15:23). Lycia was made a Roman province in 43 C.E. and 
was joined to Pamphylia as a double province in 74. The country’s most 
important cities were the ports of Patara and Myra, where Paul changed ships on 
his missionary journeys (Acts 21:1; 27:5). From there a thriving commerce was 
carried on with Alexandria. Lycia was renowned for worship of Apollo, who 
spent his winters there, according to Greek mythology.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. B. AverC. B. Avery, “Lycia,y, “Lycia,” in ” in The New CeThe New Century Handntury Handbook of Clbook of Classical GeassicalClClassical Classical GeographyGeography (New York (New York, 1972), 1, 1972), 187; L. Sch87; L. Schmitz, “Lycmitz, “Lycia,” in ia,” in A DictionaA Dictionary of Greery of Grery of Greek and Greek and Roman GeogRoman Geography,raphy, ed. W. Sm ed. W. Smith (1870,ith (1870, repr. New repr. New York, 196 York, 1966), 2:223–6), 2:223–26.262:223–2:223–26.2:223–26.2:223–26.

Bibliography. C. B. Avery, “Lycia,” in The New Century Handbook of 
Classical Geography (New York, 1972), 187; L. Schmitz, “Lycia,” in A Dictionary of 
Greek and Roman Geography, ed. W. Smith (1870, repr. New York, 1966), 
2:223–26.
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LYDDALYDDA (Gk.  (Gk. LyéddaLyédda ) ) )

LYDDA (Gk. Lyédda )

A city (moA city (modern Lod/edern Lod/el-Ludd; 14l-Ludd; 140151) 18 k0151) 18 km. (11 mi.m. (11 mi.) SE of Jo) SE of Joppa, knownppa, known in the OT in the O in the OT as Lod.OT as Lod. During th During the Hellenise Hellenistic periodtic period, Lod beca, Lod became known ame known as Lydda, as Lydda, and was thend was thnd was the capitathe capital of one ol of one of the 11 df the 11 districts oistricts of Judea aff Judea after havingter having been tran been transferred frsferred from Samaritom Saom Samaritan Samaritan control (1control (1 Macc. 11: Macc. 11:34). Years34). Years later the later the city suff city suffered underered under Pompey. C Pompey. Cassius solasCCassius soCassius sold the inhld the inhabitants iabitants into slavernto slavery, but Mary, but Mark Antony sk Antony soon granteoon granted their red their release by dlearerelease byrelease by decree. C decree. Cestius Galestius Gallus burnedlus burned the city  the city in 66 in 66 C.E.C.E. while the while the inhabitan inhabitants were cets wts were celebwere celebrating therating the Feast of  Feast of TabernacleTabernacles in Jeruss in Jerusalem. Aftealem. After the destr the destruction ofruction of Jerusalem Je Jerusalem Jerusalem in 70 in 70 C.E.C.E., Lydda (n, Lydda (now Diospolow Diospolis) was knis) was known both aown both as a centers a center for rabbi for rabbinic thinkinrabbirabbinic trabbinic thinking anhinking and for its d for its strong Chrstrong Christian comistian community. Thmunity. The Crusadere Crusaders renamed s renamed s renamed itrenamed it St. Georg St. George, commemoe, commemorating hisrating his martyrdom martyrdom there. there. there.

A city (modern Lod/el-Ludd; 140151) 18 km. (11 mi.) SE of Joppa, known in the 
OT as Lod. During the Hellenistic period, Lod became known as Lydda, and was 
the capital of one of the 11 districts of Judea after having been transferred from 
Samaritan control (1 Macc. 11:34). Years later the city suffered under Pompey. 
Cassius sold the inhabitants into slavery, but Mark Antony soon granted their 
release by decree. Cestius Gallus burned the city in 66 C.E. while the inhabitants 
were celebrating the Feast of Tabernacles in Jerusalem. After the destruction of 
Jerusalem in 70 C.E., Lydda (now Diospolis) was known both as a center for 
rabbinic thinking and for its strong Christian community. The Crusaders 
renamed it St. George, commemorating his martyrdom there.

�Lydda is tLydda is the place whe place where Peterhere Peter healed th healed the paralytie paralytic Aeneas (c Aeneas (Acts 9:32)Acts 9:32), an event, an eve, an event thatevent that caused ma caused many to convny to convert in resert in response to tponse to the Christihe Christian missionan mission to that r to that region.egrregion.region.region.

Lydda is the place where Peter healed the paralytic Aeneas (Acts 9:32), an 
event that caused many to convert in response to the Christian mission to that 
region.
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LYDIALYDIA (Gk.  (Gk. LydiíaLydiía) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

LYDIA (Gk. Lydiía) (PERSON)

A Gentile A Gentile woman fromwoman from Thyatira  Thyatira in the proin the province of Avince of Asia who wasia who was a god-fes a god-fearer livinarer livinarer living in living in Philippi (Philippi (Acts 16:14Acts 16:14-15). It i-15). It is not cleas not clear whether r whether Lydia’s naLydia’s name is a peme is a personal namrsonal nrsonal name or dename or designates hsignates her as the er as the Lydian womLydian woman (“as a an (“as a person froperson from the counm the country calledtry calledtry called Lydcalled Lydia”). Lydiia”). Lydia worshippa worshipped the Goded the God of Judais of Judaism, perhapsm, perhaps originall originally as part y as part of the Jewof tof the Jewishthe Jewish settlemen settlement in Thyatt in Thyatira. She wira. She was part ofas part of a gatheri a gathering of womeng of women who met n who met n who met for womet for worship and rship and prayer outprayer outside Philiside Philippi on theppi on the sabbath.  sabbath. Meeting inMeeting in this loca this location indictiolocalocation ilocation indicates tndicates that there hat there were not twere not the 10 Jewihe 10 Jewish men neesh men needed to estded to establish a pablish a proper synaropproper synproper synagogue.agogue.agogue.

A Gentile woman from Thyatira in the province of Asia who was a god-fearer 
living in Philippi (Acts 16:14-15). It is not clear whether Lydia’s name is a personal 
name or designates her as the Lydian woman (“as a person from the country 
called Lydia”). Lydia worshipped the God of Judaism, perhaps originally as part of 



the Jewish settlement in Thyatira. She was part of a gathering of women who 
met for worship and prayer outside Philippi on the sabbath. Meeting in this 
location indicates that there were not the 10 Jewish men needed to establish a 
proper synagogue.

�Lydia was Lydia was converted converted by Paul, aby Paul, and he baptnd he baptized both ized both her and heher and her householr household. She wasd. Shed. She was a She was a business wbusiness woman tradioman trading in purpng in purple-dyed clle-dyed cloth, a traoth, a trade for whide for which Thyatirch Thyatira was wellaThyatirThyatira wThyatira was well-knas well-known. She wown. She was apparenas apparently succestly successful, becasful, because she hause she had a house d a house large enoullarge enoularge enough to use gh to use as the lodas the lodging for Pging for Paul and hiaul and his companios companions and serns and serve as the ve as the initial meiniinitial meinitial meeting placeting place of the ce of the church of Phurch of Philippi (Ahilippi (Acts 16:40)cts 16:40). She epit. She epitomizes theomizes the role of w role  role of werole of wealthy womealthy women convertsn converts in the Pa in the Pauline missuline mission in supion in supplying theplying their homes air homes as meeting saas meetingas meeting places an places and perhaps d perhaps themselvesthemselves as leader as leaders of theses of these churches. churches.

Lydia was converted by Paul, and he baptized both her and her household. 
She was a business woman trading in purple-dyed cloth, a trade for which 
Thyatira was well-known. She was apparently successful, because she had a house 
large enough to use as the lodging for Paul and his companions and serve as the 
initial meeting place of the church of Philippi (Acts 16:40). She epitomizes the 
role of wealthy women converts in the Pauline mission in supplying their homes 
as meeting places and perhaps themselves as leaders of these churches.
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LYDIALYDIA (Gk.  (Gk. LydiíaLydiía) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

LYDIA (Gk. Lydiía) (PLACE)

A prosperoA prosperous commercus commercial centerial center in wester in western Asia Minn Asia Minor on the or on the Aegean SeaAegean Sea, a produc, a prod, a producer oproducer of textilesf textiles and purpl and purple dye (Stre dye (Strabo abo Geog.Geog. 13.4.14). 13.4.14). According According to Herodo to Herodotus, the LtuHerodoHerodotus,Herodotus, the Lydia the Lydian king Cron king Croesus, whosesus, whose wealth ae wealth and power wnd power were legendere legendary (ary (Hist.Hi((Hist.(Hist. 1.28), al 1.28), allied himselied himself with thlf with the Egyptiane Egyptians and Babys and Babylonians aglonians against the ainst the Persians, Persians, but was debbut was debut was defeated andfeated and captured  captured by Cyrus tby Cyrus the Great ihe Great in 546 n 546 B.C.E.B.C.E. (1.86). U (1.86). Under Cyrusnder Cyrnder Cyrus, theCyrus, the Lydian ca Lydian capital, Sarpital, Sardis, becamdis, became the seate the seat of the Pe of the Persian satrrsian satrap (governap (governor). Alexaor).(govern(governor)(governor). Alexande. Alexander the Grear the Great conqueret conquered Lydia ind Lydia in 334 (Diod 334 (Diodorus Siculorus Siculus us Hist.Hist. 17.21.7). 17 17.21.7). 17.21.7). During theDuring the reign of  reign of the Seleucthe Seleucid king Anid king Antiochus IItiochus III, Jewish I, Jewish soldiers (soldiers (the the katoikoikakatoikoikatoikoi) settled ) settled in Phrygiain Phrygia and Lydia and Lydia and becam and became the basie the basis of the Ds of the Diaspora iniaspora in Asia Mino Asia M Asia Minor (JosMinor (Josephus ephus Ant.Ant. 12.147–53 12.147–53; ; CIJCIJ 2.775). T 2.775). The Seleucihe Seleucids ruled uds ruled until 189, ntil 189, when the Rwhen thewhen the Romansthe Romans defeated  defeated Antiochus Antiochus III at MagIII at Magnesia (Livnesia (Livy y Urb. cond.Urb. cond. 37.44–45; 37.44–45; 1 Macc. 8 1 Macc. 8 1 Macc. 8:8). Lydi8:8). Lydia was thena was then given by  given by the Romansthe Romans to Eumene to Eumenes II, kings II, king of Pergam of Pergamum. In 133um. In 133 the Perga 133133 the Pe133 the Pergamene kirgamene king Attalusng Attalus III beque III bequeathed his athed his kingdom bakingdom back to the ck to the Romans in Romans in Romans in his wilin his will. Subsequl. Subsequently, Lydently, Lydia became ia became part of thpart of the proconsue proconsular provinlar province of Asiace of Asia. Accordin. Ac. According According to Josephuto Josephus, Hellenis, Hellenistic Jewisstic Jewish communith communities, incluies, including thoseding those in Lydia, in Lydia, obtained  ob obtained jobtained jurisdictiourisdiction in civiln in civil matters,  matters, even beforeven before Julius Ce Julius Caesar (aesar (Ant.Ant. 14.225–64 14.225–64). The con). Th). The consigThe consigning of moning of money for coney for common mealsmmon meals and sacre and sacred festivald festivals, and thes, and the sending o sending o sending of money tof money to Jerusaleo Jerusalem were perm were permitted (mitted (Ant.Ant. 14.213–16 14.213–16; 16.171).; 16.171). A large s A large synagogue dynagoguessynagogue synagogue dating frodating from the Romam the Roman period wn period was discoveas discovered in Sarred in Sardis in 196dis in 1962 and exca2 and exc2 and excavated.excavated.

A prosperous commercial center in western Asia Minor on the Aegean Sea, a 
producer of textiles and purple dye (Strabo Geog. 13.4.14). According to 
Herodotus, the Lydian king Croesus, whose wealth and power were legendary 
(Hist. 1.28), allied himself with the Egyptians and Babylonians against the Persians, 
but was defeated and captured by Cyrus the Great in 546 B.C.E. (1.86). Under 
Cyrus, the Lydian capital, Sardis, became the seat of the Persian satrap 
(governor). Alexander the Great conquered Lydia in 334 (Diodorus Siculus Hist. 
17.21.7). During the reign of the Seleucid king Antiochus III, Jewish soldiers (the 
katoikoi) settled in Phrygia and Lydia and became the basis of the Diaspora in Asia 
Minor (Josephus Ant. 12.147–53; CIJ 2.775). The Seleucids ruled until 189, when 
the Romans defeated Antiochus III at Magnesia (Livy Urb. cond. 37.44–45; 1 Macc. 
8:8). Lydia was then given by the Romans to Eumenes II, king of Pergamum. In 
133 the Pergamene king Attalus III bequeathed his kingdom back to the Romans 
in his will. Subsequently, Lydia became part of the proconsular province of Asia. 
According to Josephus, Hellenistic Jewish communities, including those in Lydia, 
obtained jurisdiction in civil matters, even before Julius Caesar (Ant. 14.225–64). 
The consigning of money for common meals and sacred festivals, and the sending 
of money to Jerusalem were permitted (Ant. 14.213–16; 16.171). A large 
synagogue dating from the Roman period was discovered in Sardis in 1962 and 
excavated.

�Paul and SPaul and Silas visitilas visited Lydia (ed Lydia (Acts 16:40Acts 16:40). A wealt). A wealthy busineshy business woman kns woman known as Lydown as own as Lydia, as Lydia, who came fwho came from Thyatirom Thyatira in Lydira in Lydia, was a da, was a dealer in pealer in purple (Acturple (Acts 16:14). s 16:14). The seven TheThe seven The seven churches ochurches of Asia namf Asia named in the ed in the book of Rebook of Revelation wvelation were locateere located in the ad in the ad in the area of Lyarea of Lydia.dia.dia.

Paul and Silas visited Lydia (Acts 16:40). A wealthy business woman known 
as Lydia, who came from Thyatira in Lydia, was a dealer in purple (Acts 16:14). 
The seven churches of Asia named in the book of Revelation were located in the 
area of Lydia.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. G. BJ. M. G. Barclay, arclay, Jews in thJews in the Mediterre Mediterranean Diasanean Diaspora: Frompora: From Alexander Alexa Alexander Alexander to Trajan to Trajan (323(323  B.C.E.B.C.E.——117117  C.E.C.E.) (Edinbur) (Edinburgh, 1996);gh, 1996); M. Hengel M. Hengel, , Judaism anJudaism and Hellenisdanand Hellenand Hellenism,ism, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1974);ia, 1974); E. Schüre E. Schürer, r, The HistorThe History of the Jy of the Jewish Peopewish People in the lPeopPeople in People in the Age ofthe Age of Jesus Chr Jesus Christ (175ist (175  B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D.  135),135), rev. ed., rev. ed., 1 (Edinbu 1 (Edinburgh, 1973)rgh, 1973); V. Tcher; V.; V. TcherikV. Tcherikover, over, HellenistiHellenistic Civilizac Civilization and ttion and the Jewshe Jews (1959, re (1959, repr. New Yopr. New York, 1970).rk, 1970).

Bibliography. J. M. G. Barclay, Jews in the Mediterranean Diaspora: From 
Alexander to Trajan (323 B.C.E.—117 C.E.) (Edinburgh, 1996); M. Hengel, Judaism 



and Hellenism, 2 vols. (Philadelphia, 1974); E. Schürer, The History of the Jewish 
People in the Age of Jesus Christ (175 B.C.—A.D. 135), rev. ed., 1 (Edinburgh, 1973); 
V. Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization and the Jews (1959, repr. New York, 1970).

Lynne AlcoLynne Alcott Kogeltt Kogel

Lynne Alcott Kogel

LYE, SOAPLYE, SOAPLYE, SOAP

LYE, SOAP

An elementAn element for clean for cleansing. Potasing. Potassium carbssium carbonate lye onate lye was obtainwas obtained from thed from the ashes ofe ashes of certain p ofof certainof certain plants or plants or found nat found naturally. A urally. A district idistrict in Egypt wan Egypt was known fos known for its natur its natural availaral avral availabiliavailability. Aristoty. Aristotle descritle describes lye asbes lye as an elemen an element that dist that dissolves eassolves easily in watily in water.er.er.

An element for cleansing. Potassium carbonate lye was obtained from the ashes 
of certain plants or found naturally. A district in Egypt was known for its natural 
availability. Aristotle describes lye as an element that dissolves easily in water.

�Soap was iSoap was invented bynvented by the Phoen the Phoenicians andicians and used as a used as a hair dye  hair dye and salve and salve during theduring during theduring the period of period of the bibli the biblical writincal writings. Not ungs. Not until the 2ntil the 2nd century d century C.E.C.E. is soap m is soap mentioned aemmentioned mentioned as a cleanas a cleansing agentsing agent. Soap was. Soap was formed by formed by combining combining plant ash plant ashes with anes with anes with an oil suban oil substance. Thstance. The cleansine cleansing use of sg use of soap in theoap in the Roman Emp Roman Empire likelyire likely resulted  resulted from contafrofrom contafrom contact with Gect with Germanic trirmanic tribes. The pbes. The paucity of aucity of reference reference to cleansito cleansing agents ng agents and the imanand the imand the importance oportance of fragrancf fragrances indicates indicate that ance that ancient standient standards of clards of cleanliness eanliness were diffewerwere diffewere different from rent from modern stamodern standards.ndards.ndards.

Soap was invented by the Phoenicians and used as a hair dye and salve 
during the period of the biblical writings. Not until the 2nd century C.E. is soap 
mentioned as a cleansing agent. Soap was formed by combining plant ashes with 
an oil substance. The cleansing use of soap in the Roman Empire likely resulted 
from contact with Germanic tribes. The paucity of reference to cleansing agents 
and the importance of fragrances indicate that ancient standards of cleanliness 
were different from modern standards.

�In biblicaIn biblical usage lyl usage lye and soape and soap are used  are used metaphoricmetaphorically for mally for moral puriforal purification (eication (eication (e.g., Job(e.g., Job 9:30; Isa 9:30; Isa. 1:25; Je. 1:25; Jer. 2:22; Mr. 2:22; Mal. 3:2) oal. 3:2) or the stinr the sting of defeag of defeat (Prov. 2t (Prov. 25:20 NRSV 5:20 NRSV5:20 NRSV mg).NRSV mg).NRSV mg).

In biblical usage lye and soap are used metaphorically for moral purification 
(e.g., Job 9:30; Isa. 1:25; Jer. 2:22; Mal. 3:2) or the sting of defeat (Prov. 25:20 
NRSV mg).

Stanley HaStanley Harstinerstine

Stanley Harstine

LYINGLYINGLYING

LYING

Usually a Usually a spoken attspoken attempt to deempt to deceive, butceive, but sometimes sometimes used to r used to refer to a efer to a deceptive deceptive action. Gkaaction. Gkaction. Gk. . pseuídospseuídos correspon corresponds to a nuds to a number of Hember of Hebrew termsbrew terms with rela with related nuanceted nuted nuances: nuances: sûqr,sûqr, “trick or “trick or treat som treat someone falseeone falsely”; ly”; kh�sû,kh�sû, “treating “treating someone t someone treacherousreacttreacheroutreacherously”; sly”; kzb,kzb, “speaking “speaking what is u what is untrue or bntrue or being falseeing false to realit to reality”; y”; pth,pth, “deceivin “deceiv “deceiving“deceiving by entici by enticing”; ng”; sûw},sûw}, “speaking “speaking vainly or vainly or without i without intent of antent of accountabilccountability.”ity.”accountabilaccountabiaccountability.”lity.”lity.”

Usually a spoken attempt to deceive, but sometimes used to refer to a deceptive 
action. Gk. pseuídos corresponds to a number of Hebrew terms with related 
nuances: sûqr, “trick or treat someone falsely”; kh�sû,  “treating someone 
treacherously”; kzb, “speaking what is untrue or being false to reality”; pth, 
“deceiving by enticing”; sûw}, “speaking vainly or without intent of 
accountability.”

�The biblicThe biblical condemnal condemnation of lation of lying stemsying stems from the  from the testimony testimony throughoutthroughout the Scrip the S the ScripturesScriptures that God  that God is truthfuis truthful, self-col, self-consistent, nsistent, and reliaband reliable in selfle in self-revelatio-revelation, and then, and thn, and therefore therefore cannot liecannot lie (e.g., Nu (e.g., Num. 23:19; m. 23:19; Tit. 1:2; Tit. 1:2; cf. Ps. 12cf. Ps. 12:6[MT 7]; :6[MT 7]; 2 Cor. 1:12 Cor. 1:18). The ev8). The8). The evil iThe evil in lying den lying derives not rives not from the ffrom the falsificatialsification of facton of facts alone, bs alone, but also frut also from the perom the pom the personal fpersonal faithlessneaithlessness to God ss to God and othersand others that it a that it always impllways implies.ies.ies.

The biblical condemnation of lying stems from the testimony throughout the 
Scriptures that God is truthful, self-consistent, and reliable in self-revelation, and 
therefore cannot lie (e.g., Num. 23:19; Tit. 1:2; cf. Ps. 12:6[MT 7]; 2 Cor. 1:18). 
The evil in lying derives not from the falsification of facts alone, but also from the 
personal faithlessness to God and others that it always implies.

�Humans, hoHumans, however, arewever, are essential essentially and inely and inescapably uscapably untrustwortntrustworthy, as seehy, as seen in Adam n in An in Adam and EAdam and Eve’s readive’s readiness to beness to believe a lilieve a lie (Gen. 3:e (Gen. 3:4) and Cai4) and Cain’s manufan’s manufacture of acture of a lie (4:9) lie lie (4:9).lie (4:9). Lying is  Lying is an essentian essential charactal characteristic oferistic of human nat human nature in sepure in separation fraration from God, anom Goom God, and oGod, and of human bef human behavior as havior as disobediendisobedience to God ce to God (cf. Isa. (cf. Isa. 28:15; Amo28:15; Amos 2:4; Roms 2:4; Roms 2:4; Rom. 1:25;Rom. 1:25; 3:13). Ly 3:13). Lying and deing and deception apception appear oftenpear often in biblic in biblical narratial narratives, sometves, sometimes even imesometsometimes sometimes even furtheven furthering God’ering God’s plan (e.s plan (e.g., Gen. 2g., Gen. 27:35; Exod7:35; Exod. 1:19-20). 1:19-20). Neverthe. Nevertheless, evenleNevertheNevertheleNevertheless, even tss, even though humahough human nature in nature is unavoidas unavoidably deceptbly deceptive, lyingive, lying itself ca itself can and oughn an and ought and ought always to always to be avoidedbe avoided, for the , for the sake of bosake of both individth individuals and tuals and the communihe community (e.g., tcommunicommunity community (e.g., Exo(e.g., Exod. 20:16; d. 20:16; Lev. 19:11Lev. 19:11).).).

Humans, however, are essentially and inescapably untrustworthy, as seen in 
Adam and Eve’s readiness to believe a lie (Gen. 3:4) and Cain’s manufacture of a 
lie (4:9). Lying is an essential characteristic of human nature in separation from 
God, and of human behavior as disobedience to God (cf. Isa. 28:15; Amos 2:4; 
Rom. 1:25; 3:13). Lying and deception appear often in biblical narratives, 
sometimes even furthering God’s plan (e.g., Gen. 27:35; Exod. 1:19-20). 
Nevertheless, even though human nature is unavoidably deceptive, lying itself can 



and ought always to be avoided, for the sake of both individuals and the 
community (e.g., Exod. 20:16; Lev. 19:11).

�The NT reaThe NT reasserts thasserts that lying ist lying is an abomin an abomination (Romation (Rom. 3:4-9, 1. 3:4-9, 13; cf. Act3; cf. Acts 5:3-5). s 5:3-5).s 5:3-5). Sa5:3-5). Satan is “a tan is “a liar and tliar and the father he father of lies” (of lies” (John 8:44)John 8:44). In contr. In contrast, the gast, the gift of salift of salvation is vasalsalvation salvation is faithfuis faithful and “trul and “true” (John 1e” (John 1:9; Tit. 1:9; Tit. 1:13; 1 Joh:13; 1 John 5:20; Ren 5:20; Rev. 22:6), v. 22:6), and, in paand, in paand, in particularparticular, Jesus Ch, Jesus Christ is thrist is the ratificae ratification of Gotion of God’s truthfd’s truthfulness (Goulness (God’s “yes,”d’s “yes,” 2 Cor. 1: 2 Cor 2 Cor. 1:20;Cor. 1:20; the “Trut the “Truth,” John 1h,” John 14:6). Chri4:6). Christians arestians are therefore therefore urged to  urged to reject lyireject lying and to ng anng and to expand to explore the Clore the Christian fhristian freedom of reedom of true speaktrue speaking and oping and open dealingen dealing (Eph. 4:2 (Eph. 4:20-25; Col.04:24:20-25; C4:20-25; Col. 3:9-10ol. 3:9-10).).).

The NT reasserts that lying is an abomination (Rom. 3:4-9, 13; cf. Acts 
5:3-5). Satan is “a liar and the father of lies” (John 8:44). In contrast, the gift of 
salvation is faithful and “true” (John 1:9; Tit. 1:13; 1 John 5:20; Rev. 22:6), and, in 
particular, Jesus Christ is the ratification of God’s truthfulness (God’s “yes,” 2 
Cor. 1:20; the “Truth,” John 14:6). Christians are therefore urged to reject lying 
and to explore the Christian freedom of true speaking and open dealing (Eph. 
4:20-25; Col. 3:9-10).

David A. DDavid A. Dormanorman

David A. Dorman

LYRELYRELYRE

LYRE

A triangulA triangular musicalar musical instrumen instrument consistit consisting of a song of a sounding boxunding box with thre with three to twelve to twelve strings,e twelvtwelve strtwelve strings, and ings, and played witplayed with either th either the fingershe fingers or a plec or a plectrum. Lyretrum. Lyres (Heb. s (Heb. kinno®rkinnokinno®rkinno®r) were use) were used in festid in festive celebrave celebrations (Gentions (Gen. 31:27; J. 31:27; Job 21:12),ob 21:12), in public in public worship ( wors worship (Pworship (Ps. 43:4; 9s. 43:4; 98:5), and 8:5), and as a meansas a means of induci of inducing ecstating ecstatic prophecyc prophecy (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 10:5; 1 Chr0:5;110:5; 1 Ch10:5; 1 Chr. 25:1). r. 25:1). The The kinno®rkinno®r was the i was the instrument nstrument played by played by David, andDavid, and was an in was an  was an instruman instrument of theent of the aristocra aristocracy in othecy in other parts ofr parts of the Near  the Near Eastern woEastern world; one wrld; one well-known elwwell-knownwell-known example w example was found aas found at Ur and mt Ur and made of golade of gold and othed and other preciousr precious materials materi materials.materials.

A triangular musical instrument consisting of a sounding box with three to 
twelve strings, and played with either the fingers or a plectrum. Lyres (Heb. 
kinno®r) were used in festive celebrations (Gen. 31:27; Job 21:12), in public 
worship (Ps. 43:4; 98:5), and as a means of inducing ecstatic prophecy (1 Sam. 
10:5; 1 Chr. 25:1). The kinno®r was the instrument played by David, and was 
an instrument of the aristocracy in other parts of the Near Eastern world; one 
well-known example was found at Ur and made of gold and other precious 
materials.

�Aram. Aram. qayt�eïro®qayt�eïro®ss was an in was an instrument ustrument used only ised only in public cn public celebrationelebrations (Dan. 3:s (Dans (Dan. 3:5,(Dan. 3:5, 7, 10, 15 7, 10, 15). It can ). It can be relatedbe related to the cl to the classical Grassical Greek eek kithaéra,kithaéra, translate translated “harp” id “d “harp” in “harp” in the NT (1 the NT (1 Cor. 14:7;Cor. 14:7; Rev. 14:2 Rev. 14:2).).).

Aram. qayt�eïro®s  was an instrument used only in public celebrations 
(Dan. 3:5, 7, 10, 15). It can be related to the classical Greek kithaéra, translated 
“harp” in the NT (1 Cor. 14:7; Rev. 14:2).

Jennie R. Jennie R. EbelingEbeling

Jennie R. Ebeling

LYSANIASLYSANIAS (Gk.  (Gk. LysaniíasLysaniías)))

LYSANIAS (Gk. Lysaniías)

The tetrarThe tetrarch (lit., ch (lit., “ruler of “ruler of a fourth” a fourth” of a Romanof a Roman province) province) of Abilen of Abilene (an areae (an area in Lebano in L in Lebanon, NLebanon, NW of DamasW of Damascus) when cus) when John the BJohn the Baptist begaptist began his minan his ministry (Lukistry (Luke 3:1; “the 3:1; “te 3:1; “the fifte“the fifteenth year enth year of Emperorof Emperor Tiberius, Tiberius,” 28–29 ” 28–29 C.E.C.E.). Lysania). Lysanias is the ls is the last and least and least civil ast leleast civileast civil ruler lil ruler listed in thsted in this verse, is verse, the only mthe only mention of ention of him in thehim in the NT. Josep NT. Josephus (hus (Ant.An((Ant.(Ant. 14.13.3;  14.13.3; 15.4.1; 15.4.1; BJBJ 1.13.1) m 1.13.1) mentions a entions a Lysanias, Lysanias, the son ofthe son of Ptolemy,  Ptolemy, who ruled who ruled who ruled Chalruled Chalcis in Lebcis in Lebanon, but anon, but this Lysanthis Lysanias died sias died some 60 yeaome 60 years before rs before the ministthe ministry of Johnry ministministry oministry of John thef John the Baptist.  Baptist. Thus some Thus some have arguehave argued that Lukd that Luke erred, be erred, but it is mut it is more likelyoremmore likelmore likely that Luky that Luke refers te refers to a later o a later Lysanias, Lysanias, mentioned mentioned in inscripin inscriptions, whotions, who may also  ma may also bmay also be intendede intended by other  by other referencesreferences in Joseph in Josephus (us (Ant.Ant. 19.5.1; 2 19.5.1; 20.7.1) whi0.7.1) which speak och spch speak of Lspeak of Lysanias buysanias but do not st do not specify himpecify him as the so as the son of Ptolen of Ptolemy. Luke’smy. Luke’s claim tha claim that he careft ht he carefulhe carefully investily investigated mattgated matters (Luke ers (Luke 1:3) is no1:3) is not seriouslt seriously challengy challenged in thised in this instance. instan instance.instance.instance.

The tetrarch (lit., “ruler of a fourth” of a Roman province) of Abilene (an area in 
Lebanon, NW of Damascus) when John the Baptist began his ministry (Luke 3:1; 
“the fifteenth year of Emperor Tiberius,” 28–29 C.E.). Lysanias is the last and 
least civil ruler listed in this verse, the only mention of him in the NT. Josephus 
(Ant. 14.13.3; 15.4.1; BJ 1.13.1) mentions a Lysanias, the son of Ptolemy, who 
ruled Chalcis in Lebanon, but this Lysanias died some 60 years before the 
ministry of John the Baptist. Thus some have argued that Luke erred, but it is 
more likely that Luke refers to a later Lysanias, mentioned in inscriptions, who 
may also be intended by other references in Josephus (Ant. 19.5.1; 20.7.1) which 
speak of Lysanias but do not specify him as the son of Ptolemy. Luke’s claim that 
he carefully investigated matters (Luke 1:3) is not seriously challenged in this 
instance.

David L. TDavid L. Turnerurner

David L. Turner



LYSIASLYSIAS (Gk.  (Gk. LysiíasLysiías)))

LYSIAS (Gk. Lysiías)

A general A general in the Selin the Seleucid armyeucid army of Antioc of Antiochus IV. Whhus IV. When Antiochen Antiochus went tous went to Persia to Persia to Persia to raise fto raise funds, he lunds, he left orderseft orders for Lysia for Lysias to marchs to march against J against Jerusalem (erusalem (1 Macc. 3:1 Macc. 3:32-41). In32-413:3:32-41). 3:32-41). In 165 In 165 B.C.E.B.C.E. Lysias’ c Lysias’ commanders ommanders met defeatmet defeat at Emmaus at Emmaus in a batt in a battle with Jule with Jule with Judas MaccJudas Maccabeus (1 Mabeus (1 Macc. 4:1-2acc. 4:1-24). Lysias4). Lysias marched o marched on Israel an Israel again the ngain the next year aext year and engagedndaand engageand engaged Judas atd Judas at Beth-zur  Beth-zur (1 Macc. 4(1 Macc. 4:26-35). T:26-35). The exact ohe exact outcome of utcome of this battlthis battle is unclee battlbattle is battle is unclear. 1unclear. 1 Maccabees Maccabees reports t reports that Judas hat Judas routed Lysrouted Lysias’ army,ias’ army, while 2 M while 2 Maccabees caccMMaccabees Maccabees claims thaclaims that the two t the two parties siparties signed a peagned a peace treaty ce treaty (2 Macc. 1(2 Macc. 11:1-15). W1:1-15). Whatever mahWWhatever mWhatever may have haay have happened, Lyppened, Lysias’ depasias’ departure fromrture from Israel al Israel allowed Judalowed Judas to rededs to redes to rededicaterededicate the templ the temple (1 Macc.e (1 Macc. 4:36-59). 4:36-59).

A general in the Seleucid army of Antiochus IV. When Antiochus went to Persia 
to raise funds, he left orders for Lysias to march against Jerusalem (1 Macc. 
3:32-41). In 165 B.C.E. Lysias’ commanders met defeat at Emmaus in a battle with 
Judas Maccabeus (1 Macc. 4:1-24). Lysias marched on Israel again the next year 
and engaged Judas at Beth-zur (1 Macc. 4:26-35). The exact outcome of this 
battle is unclear. 1 Maccabees reports that Judas routed Lysias’ army, while 2 
Maccabees claims that the two parties signed a peace treaty (2 Macc. 11:1-15). 
Whatever may have happened, Lysias’ departure from Israel allowed Judas to 
rededicate the temple (1 Macc. 4:36-59).

�When AntioWhen Antiochus IV lechus IV learned of Larned of Lysias’ defysias’ defeat, he apeat, he appointed Phpointed Philip as kiilip as king. In a cng. In a ng. In a counter a counter move, Lysimove, Lysias set up as set up Antiochus Antiochus V, the sonV, the son of Antioc of Antiochus IV, ashus IV, as king (1 M king (1 Macc. 6:14-acMMacc. 6:14Macc. 6:14-17). Phil-17). Philip’s returip’s return from then from the east inte east interrupted Lyrrupted Lysias’ secosias’ second campaignd campaign against n an against Isagainst Israel, and rael, and Lysias retLysias returned to Aurned to Antioch to ntioch to regain conregain control. Demetrol. Demetrius I kitrius I killed Lysialled kikilled Lyskilled Lysias and Anias and Antiochus V tiochus V upon his rupon his return frometurn from Rome in 1 Rome in 162 (1 Macc62 (1 Macc. 6:55-7:4. 6:55-7:4).)6:55-7:46:55-7:4).6:55-7:4).

When Antiochus IV learned of Lysias’ defeat, he appointed Philip as king. In 
a counter move, Lysias set up Antiochus V, the son of Antiochus IV, as king (1 
Macc. 6:14-17). Philip’s return from the east interrupted Lysias’ second campaign 
against Israel, and Lysias returned to Antioch to regain control. Demetrius I 
killed Lysias and Antiochus V upon his return from Rome in 162 (1 Macc. 
6:55-7:4).

�SeeSee  CLAUDIUS LCLAUDIUS LYSIASYSIAS...

See CLAUDIUS LYSIAS.

Rodney A. Rodney A. WerlineWerline

Rodney A. Werline

LYSIMACHUSLYSIMACHUS (Gk.  (Gk. LysiímachoLysiímachoss)))

LYSIMACHUS (Gk. Lysiímachos)

�1.1. One of th One of the generalse generals of Alexan of Alexander the Grder the Great (the Deat (the Diadochi: Piadochi: Ptolemy Lagtolemy Lagus, Cassanus, LagLagus, CasLagus, Cassander, Lysander, Lysimachus, simachus, and Antigoand Antigonus Monophnus Monophthalmus). thalmus). He gained He gained control ofcontrol control ofcontrol of Phrygia a Phrygia and the Helnd the Hellespont aflespont after the deter the death of Aleath of Alexander (cfxander (cf. Josephus. Josephus  Ant.AnAnt.Ant. 12.1.1).  12.1.1). The generaThe generals are symls are symbolized bybolized by wings, he wings, heads, hornsads, horns, and wind, and winds at Dan. s at Dans at Dan. 7:6; Dan. 7:6; 8:8, 22; 18:8, 22; 11:4.1:4.1:4.

1. One of the generals of Alexander the Great (the Diadochi: Ptolemy 
Lagus, Cassander, Lysimachus, and Antigonus Monophthalmus). He gained 
control of Phrygia and the Hellespont after the death of Alexander (cf. Josephus 
Ant. 12.1.1). The generals are symbolized by wings, heads, horns, and winds at 
Dan. 7:6; 8:8, 22; 11:4.

�2.2. A brother A brother both of S both of Simon the aimon the administratdministrator of the or of the temple andtemple and of Menela of Menelaus, the fius, MenelaMenelaus, Menelaus, the first the first non-Zadokinon-Zadokite high prte high priest appoiiest appointed by thnted by the Tobiads.e Tobiads. Menelaus  Menelaus appointed apappointed appointed LysimachusLysimachus as deputy as deputy high prie high priest during st during his absenchis absence from Jere from Jerusalem ca.usalem ca. 171  1 171 171 B.C.E.B.C.E. (2 Macc.  (2 Macc. 4:29). In 4:29). In collusion collusion with Menelwith Menelaus, he graus, he gradually piadually pilfered thelfered the temple tr temp temple tretemple treasury. Wheasury. When the peopn the people of Jerule of Jerusalem learsalem learned of thined of this they becs they became riotouame riotouame riotous, ariotous, and Lysimacnd Lysimachus sent 3hus sent 300 troops 00 troops against thagainst them. The peem. The people routeople routed the trood the trood the troops andtroops and killed Ly killed Lysimachus (simachus (2 Macc. 4:2 Macc. 4:39-42).39-42).39-42).

2. A brother both of Simon the administrator of the temple and of 
Menelaus, the first non-Zadokite high priest appointed by the Tobiads. Menelaus 
appointed Lysimachus as deputy high priest during his absence from Jerusalem ca. 
171 B.C.E. (2 Macc. 4:29). In collusion with Menelaus, he gradually pilfered the 
temple treasury. When the people of Jerusalem learned of this they became 
riotous, and Lysimachus sent 300 troops against them. The people routed the 
troops and killed Lysimachus (2 Macc. 4:39-42).

�3.3. A son of  A son of Ptolemy ofPtolemy of Jerusalem Jerusalem, known on, known only from thly from the colophone colophon (unique t (unique to all otheo ao all other all other biblical mbiblical manuscript anuscript traditionstraditions) found on) found on some manu some manuscripts ofscripts of the Greek the Greek Esther (A E Esther (AdEsther (Add. Esth. Fd. Esth. F 11:1). He 11:1). He translate translated Esther id Esther into Greek nto Greek sometime bsometime before 114–efore 114–efore 114–77 114–77 B.C.E.B.C.E. (dependin (depending upon theg upon the Alexander Alexander and Cleop and Cleopatra to whatra to which the coich the colophon reflophococolophon rcolophon refers), whefers), when it was en it was taken to Ataken to Alexandria lexandria by the priby the priest Dosithest Dositheus and hieus and his son Ptols hihis son Pthis son Ptolemy as aolemy as a “festal l “festal letter for etter for Purim.” HiPurim.” His translats translation contaiion contains additions additions to Esthns to ns to Esther to Esther such as ansuch as an interpret interpreted dream aed dream and prayersnd prayers (which al (which also make diso make direct referrect reference to Goereferreference reference to God), ato God), a greater d greater distinctionistinction between J between Jews and Geews and Gentiles, rentiles, reference toference to Haman as  H Haman as aHaman as a “Macedoni “Macedonian,” and tan,” and the downplahe downplaying of thying of the marriagee marriage of Esther of Esther to a non- to a non to a non-Jewishnon-Jewish king. king. king.

3. A son of Ptolemy of Jerusalem, known only from the colophon (unique to 
all other biblical manuscript traditions) found on some manuscripts of the Greek 
Esther (Add. Esth. F 11:1). He translated Esther into Greek sometime before 
114–77 B.C.E. (depending upon the Alexander and Cleopatra to which the 
colophon refers), when it was taken to Alexandria by the priest Dositheus and 
his son Ptolemy as a “festal letter for Purim.” His translation contains additions 
to Esther such as an interpreted dream and prayers (which also make direct 
reference to God), a greater distinction between Jews and Gentiles, reference to 



Haman as a “Macedonian,” and the downplaying of the marriage of Esther to a 
non-Jewish king.

�4.4. The autho The author of an anr of an anti-Semiticti-Semitic history,  history, who Josephwho Josephus claimedus claimed wrote tha wrote that the Jewst thet the Jews wthe Jews were descenere descendants of ldants of lepers and epers and other suchother such people wh people who were expo were expelled fromelled froelled from Egyptfrom Egypt, and that, and that they were they were led by Mo led by Moses to Judses to Judea where tea where they calledhey called their cit their city Hierosyly Hy Hierosyla Hierosyla (“temple r(“temple robbery”) bobbery”) because theecause they robbed ty robbed temples, buemples, but later cht later changed it tanged it to Hierosolotto Hierosoto Hierosolyma to avlyma to avoid disgraoid disgrace (ce (Ag. Ap.Ag. Ap. 1.34–35). 1.34–35).

4. The author of an anti-Semitic history, who Josephus claimed wrote that 
the Jews were descendants of lepers and other such people who were expelled 
from Egypt, and that they were led by Moses to Judea where they called their city 
Hierosyla (“temple robbery”) because they robbed temples, but later changed it 
to Hierosolyma to avoid disgrace (Ag. Ap. 1.34–35).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. GoodmanM. Goodman, “Jewish , “Jewish LiteratureLiterature Composed  Composed in Greek,”in Greek,” in E. Sch in E.  in E. SchürerE. Schürer, , The HistorThe History of the Jy of the Jewish Peopewish People in the le in the Age of JesAge of Jesus Christ us Christ (175(175  B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D.  135),13135),135), rev. ed., rev. ed., 3/1 (Edin 3/1 (Edinburgh, 198burgh, 1986), 505–6,6), 505–6, 600–1; F. 600–1; F. F. Bruce, F. Bruce, “Tacitus  “Tacitus on Jewish on Jewishon Jewish HisJewish History,” tory,” JSSJSS 29 (1984) 29 (1984): 33–44.: 33–44.: 33–44.

Bibliography. M. Goodman, “Jewish Literature Composed in Greek,” in 
E. Schürer, The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ (175 B.C.—A.D. 
135), rev. ed., 3/1 (Edinburgh, 1986), 505–6, 600–1; F. F. Bruce, “Tacitus on 
Jewish History,” JSS 29 (1984): 33–44.

R. Glenn WR. Glenn Woodenooden

R. Glenn Wooden

LYSTRALYSTRA (Gk.  (Gk. LyéstraLyéstra)))

LYSTRA (Gk. Lyéstra)

A town in A town in the regionthe region of Lycaon of Lycaonia in soutia in south-central h-central Anatolia, Anatolia, 40 km. (2540 km. (25 mi.) SSW  mi.) SSW of Iconiumoof Iconiumof Iconium (modern K (modern Konya). Augonya). Augustus founustus founded a Romaded a Roman colony an colony at Lystra (t Lystra (on the Viaon the Von the Via SebastVia Sebaste) in 26 e) in 26 B.C.B.C. and settl and settled it withed it with Roman arm Roman army veteransy veterans. The hill. The hill on which  on which  on which Lystwhich Lystra stood sra stood seems to haeems to have had strve had strategic impategic importance asortance as a defensi a defensive base agve base against the aagagainst thagainst the surrounde surrounding mountaing mountain tribes in tribes of the souof the south and westh and west. Lystra t. Lystra remained aremained an obscure naan obscurean obscure city, and city, and in spite  in spite of its Itaof its Italian origilian origins developns developed into a ed into a local Lycalocal Lycaonian markonian monian market towmarket town.n.n.

A town in the region of Lycaonia in south-central Anatolia, 40 km. (25 mi.) SSW 
of Iconium (modern Konya). Augustus founded a Roman colony at Lystra (on the 
Via Sebaste) in 26 B.C. and settled it with Roman army veterans. The hill on 
which Lystra stood seems to have had strategic importance as a defensive base 
against the surrounding mountain tribes of the south and west. Lystra remained 
an obscure city, and in spite of its Italian origins developed into a local Lycaonian 
market town.

�According According to Acts 14to Acts 14:1-23 Paul:1-23 Paul and Barna and Barnabas visitebas visited Lystra dd Lystra during the uring the “first mis“first m“first missionarymissionary journey.” journey.” After Pau After Paul healed al healed a crippled  crippled man, the aman, the amazed inhamazed inhabitants idbitants identified Benididentifiedidentified Barnabas  Barnabas with Zeus with Zeus and Paul wand Paul with Hermesith Hermes. These tw. These two gods areo gods are associate associate associatedassociated in inscri in inscriptional reptional remains frommains from the vicin the vicinity (3rd city (3rd century entury A.D.A.D.), and the), and the poet Ovid poe poet Ovid poet Ovid relates a relates a story of tstory of the pair wahe pair wandering inndering in the regio the region as unweln as unwelcomed visicomed visitors (tovisivisitors (visitors (Metam.Metam. 8.616–724 8.616–724). The Lys). The Lystrans substrans subsequently bequently brought outrought out sacrifici sacrificial bulls aal bullsal bulls and bulls and garlands, garlands, but the twbut the two missionao missionaries refusries refused any honed any honors. The pors. The people’s veeople’s veneration tnevevenerationveneration turned to turned to violence  violence when adverwhen adversaries of saries of Paul and BPaul and Barnabas ararnabas arrived and rived and incited a inincited a incited a public riopublic riot. The mobt. The mob stoned Pa stoned Paul, a persul, a persecution alecution alluded to iluded to in the inden the independent trpendindeindependenindependent traditiot tradition of 2 Timn of 2 Tim. 3:11. La. 3:11. Later, durinter, during the “secg the “second missioond missionary journnary journey,” Paul eyjournjourney,” journey,” Paul returPaul returned to Lysned to Lystra and thtra and the surrounde surrounding citiesing cities (Iconium  (Iconium and Derbe)and Derbe) while acc w while accowhile accompanied bympanied by Silas (Ac Silas (Acts 15:36-1ts 15:36-16:6). Many6:6). Many maintain  maintain that Paul that Paul visited thvisited these towns eseththese townthese towns again ons again on the retur the return leg of hn leg of his “third is “third missionarymissionary journey”  journey” (Acts 18:2(Acts 18:23). Timoth3).18:218:23). Ti18:23). Timothy was mothy was from the vfrom the vicinity oficinity of Lystra, a Lystra, and was welnd was well-respectel-respected among thd among the Christiaeththe Christthe Christians of thians of the area (16e area (16:1–2). Lys:1–2). Lystra did notra did not play a mt play a major role ajor role in subsequin subsequent Christent Cent Christian Christian history, thistory, though the hough the foundationfoundation of a Byza of a Byzantine churntine church has beech has been discovern discovered at the ediscoverdiscovereddiscovered at the si at the site.te.te.

According to Acts 14:1-23 Paul and Barnabas visited Lystra during the “first 
missionary journey.” After Paul healed a crippled man, the amazed inhabitants 
identified Barnabas with Zeus and Paul with Hermes. These two gods are 
associated in inscriptional remains from the vicinity (3rd century A.D.), and the 
poet Ovid relates a story of the pair wandering in the region as unwelcomed 
visitors (Metam. 8.616–724). The Lystrans subsequently brought out sacrificial 
bulls and garlands, but the two missionaries refused any honors. The people’s 
veneration turned to violence when adversaries of Paul and Barnabas arrived and 
incited a public riot. The mob stoned Paul, a persecution alluded to in the 
independent tradition of 2 Tim. 3:11. Later, during the “second missionary 
journey,” Paul returned to Lystra and the surrounding cities (Iconium and Derbe) 
while accompanied by Silas (Acts 15:36-16:6). Many maintain that Paul visited 
these towns again on the return leg of his “third missionary journey” (Acts 
18:23). Timothy was from the vicinity of Lystra, and was well-respected among 
the Christians of the area (16:1–2). Lystra did not play a major role in subsequent 
Christian history, though the foundation of a Byzantine church has been 
discovered at the site.

Paul AnthoPaul Anthony Hartogny Hartog
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A symbol fA symbol for materiaor material found onl found only in the ly in the Gospel of Gospel of Matthew; aMatthew; also a desilso a designation ofgnation of the sourc t the sourcethe source of this m of this material.aterial.

A symbol for material found only in the Gospel of Matthew; also a designation of 
the source of this material.

MAACAHMAACAH (Heb.  (Heb. ma{a�k�a®ma{a�k�a®) ) (PERSON) (PERSON) (also MAOC(also MAOCH)H)H)

MAACAH (Heb. ma{a�k�a® ) (PERSON) (also MAOCH)

A common nA common name of botame of both males anh males and females d females in the OT.in the OT.

A common name of both males and females in the OT.

�1.1. A child o A child of Nahor (bf Nahor (brother of rother of Abraham) aAbraham) and his connd his concubine Reucubine Reumah (Gen. mah (Gen. 22:24). It222:24). It22:24). It is not kn is not known whetheown whether the chilr the child was maled was male or female or female...

1. A child of Nahor (brother of Abraham) and his concubine Reumah (Gen. 
22:24). It is not known whether the child was male or female.

�2.2. The mothe The mother of Davidr of David’s son Abs’s son Absalom, who alom, who temporariltemporarily overthrey overthrew his fathw his father’s rule erfathfather’s rfather’s rule (2 Samule (2 Sam. 3:3 = 1 . 3:3 = 1 Chr. 3:2).Chr. 3:2). She was t She was the daughtehe daughter of Talmar of Talmai, king ofi, king of Geshur, a Ges Geshur, anGeshur, and thus repd thus represented aresented a marriage  marriage alliance balliance between Isretween Israel and Geael and Geshur.shur.shur.

2. The mother of David’s son Absalom, who temporarily overthrew his 
father’s rule (2 Sam. 3:3 = 1 Chr. 3:2). She was the daughter of Talmai, king of 
Geshur, and thus represented a marriage alliance between Israel and Geshur.

�3.3. The fathe The father of Achisr of Achish, king ofh, king of Gath, a c Gath, a contemporarontemporary of Solomy of Solomon (1 Kgs.on (1 Kgs. 2:39). He 2:3 2:39). He 2:39). He is called is called Maoch at 1Maoch at 1 Sam. 27:2 Sam. 27:2...

3. The father of Achish, king of Gath, a contemporary of Solomon (1 Kgs. 
2:39). He is called Maoch at 1 Sam. 27:2.

�4.4. The favor The favorite wife oite wife of King Rehf King Rehoboam of Joboam of Judah. She udah. She is listed is listed as the dauas the daughter of Aghter daudaughter odaughter of Absalom f Absalom (Abishalom(Abishalom, possibly, possibly the son o the son of David) af David) and mother nd mother of Abijah/of Abijah/of Abijah/m (Abijah/m (1 Kgs. 15:1 Kgs. 15:2; 2 Chr. 2; 2 Chr. 11:20-22).11:20-22). At 2 Chr. At 2 Chr. 13:2 the  13:2 the mother of mother of Abijah is Abijah is identifiedidenidentifiedidentified as Micaia as Micaiah, the dauh, the daughter of Ughter of Uriel of Giriel of Gibeah. 1 Kgbeah. 1 Kgs. 15:10 cs. 15:10 calls Maacaalls Maacah the mothh theh the motherthe mother of Asa. S of Asa. Some scholaome scholars suggestrs suggest she was a she was actually thctually the granddaue granddaughter of Aghter of Aghter of Abishalom Abishalom (thus daug(thus daughter of Urhter of Uriel and Taiel and Tamar; 2 Sammar; 2 Sam. 14:27) a. 14:27) and the grand the grandmother ondmother gragrandmothegrandmother of Asa. r of Asa. One of onlOne of only three moy three mothers of kthers of kings givenings given the title the title queen mot queen mot queen mother (Hemother (Heb. b. geïb�iîra®geïb�iîra®), she was), she was discharge discharged from herd from her position  position by Asa forby Asa for construct cons constructiconstructing an Asheng an Asherah (1 Kgsrah (1 Kgs. 15:13).. 15:13).. 15:13).

4. The favorite wife of King Rehoboam of Judah. She is listed as the 
daughter of Absalom (Abishalom, possibly the son of David) and mother of 
Abijah/m (1 Kgs. 15:2; 2 Chr. 11:20-22). At 2 Chr. 13:2 the mother of Abijah is 
identified as Micaiah, the daughter of Uriel of Gibeah. 1 Kgs. 15:10 calls Maacah 
the mother of Asa. Some scholars suggest she was actually the granddaughter of 
Abishalom (thus daughter of Uriel and Tamar; 2 Sam. 14:27) and the 
grandmother of Asa. One of only three mothers of kings given the title queen 
mother (Heb. geïb�iîra® ), she was discharged from her position by Asa for 
constructing an Asherah (1 Kgs. 15:13).

�5.5. A concubi A concubine of Calene of Caleb; mother b; mother of Sheber,of Sheber, Tirhanah, Tirhanah, Shaaph, a Shaaph, and Sheva (nd Sheva (1 Chr. 2:41 C1 Chr. 2:48-Chr. 2:48-49).49).49).

5. A concubine of Caleb; mother of Sheber, Tirhanah, Shaaph, and Sheva (1 
Chr. 2:48-49).

�6.6. The siste The sister (1 Chr. r (1 Chr. 7:15) or w7:15) or wife (v. 16ife (v. 16) of Machi) of Machir, mother r, mother of Peresh of Peresh (Perez) an(Perez(Perez) an(Perez) and Sheresh d Sheresh (Zerah).(Zerah).(Zerah).

6. The sister (1 Chr. 7:15) or wife (v. 16) of Machir, mother of Peresh 
(Perez) and Sheresh (Zerah).

�7.7. The wife  The wife of Jehiel of Jehiel the fatherthe father of Gibeon of Gibeon, an ances, an ancestor of Kintor of King Saul (1 g Saul (1 Chr. 8:29;Chr. 8:2Chr. 8:29; 9:358:29; 9:35).).).

7. The wife of Jehiel the father of Gibeon, an ancestor of King Saul (1 Chr. 
8:29; 9:35).

�8.8. The fathe The father of Hanunr of Hanun, one of D, one of David’s Migavid’s Mighty Men (1hty Men (1 Chr. 11:4 Chr. 11:43).3).3).

8. The father of Hanun, one of David’s Mighty Men (1 Chr. 11:43).

�9.9. The fathe The father of Shepar of Shepatiah, a trtiah, a tribal leadeibal leader in Simeor in Simeon during Dn during David’s timavid’s time (1 Chr. e (1 Che (1 Chr. 27:16Chr. 27:16).).).

9. The father of Shepatiah, a tribal leader in Simeon during David’s time (1 



Chr. 27:16).

Mark W. ChMark W. Chavalasavalas

Mark W. Chavalas

MAACAHMAACAH (Heb.  (Heb. ma{a�k�a®ma{a�k�a®) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

MAACAH (Heb. ma{a�k�a® ) (PLACE)

A tribe thA tribe that shared at shared a border wa border with the haith the half-tribe olf-tribe of Manassehf Manasseh in the no in the north of Isrrth of Israel duringael dael during theduring the time of I time of Israel’s ensrael’s entry into Ptry into Palestine aalestine after the Efter the Exodus (Deuxodus (Deut. 3:14; Jt. 3:14; Josh. 13:8-osh. 1osh. 13:8-13). 13:8-13). It later bIt later became a smecame a small semi-iall semi-independentndependent Aramean k Aramean kingdom S oingdom S of Mt. Hermf Mt. Herf Mt. Hermon in Hermon in the Transjthe Transjordan, covordan, covering the ering the areas E ofareas E of the Jorda the Jordan River ann River and possiblyd possibly northern  possiblypossibly npossibly northern Gaorthern Galilee durililee during the perng the period of theiod of the Israelite Israelite kingdoms  kingdoms (ca. 1050–(ca. 1050–730 7301050–1050–730 1050–730 B.C.B.C.). It was ). It was often assooften associated witciated with the kingh the kingdom of Gesdom of Geshur, whichhur, which along wit along w along with Maacawith Maacah, comprish, comprised the nored the northern bordthern border of Israer of Israel.el.el.

A tribe that shared a border with the half-tribe of Manasseh in the north of Israel 
during the time of Israel’s entry into Palestine after the Exodus (Deut. 3:14; Josh. 
13:8-13). It later became a small semi-independent Aramean kingdom S of Mt. 
Hermon in the Transjordan, covering the areas E of the Jordan River and 
possibly northern Galilee during the period of the Israelite kingdoms (ca. 
1050–730 B.C.). It was often associated with the kingdom of Geshur, which along 
with Maacah, comprised the northern border of Israel.

�A city namA city named Abel-beed Abel-beth-maacah th-maacah (2 Sam. 20(2 Sam. 20:14) liste:14) listed in the ad in the annals of Tnnals of Tiglath-piliglath-pTTiglath-piTiglath-pileser III leser III of Assyriaof Assyria (745–727) (745–727) has been  has been identifiedidentified as Tell A as Tell Abil bil el-Qamh�el-Qamh�el-Qamh�el-Qamh� (204296), (204296), located W located W of Tel Da of Tel Dan. Sheba fn. Sheba fled to thiled to this city afts city after his unser his unsuccessful ucunsunsuccessfunsuccessful revolt ul revolt against Daagainst David.vid.vid.

A city named Abel-beth-maacah (2 Sam. 20:14) listed in the annals of 
Tiglath-pileser III of Assyria (745–727) has been identified as Tell Abil 
el-Qamh�  (204296), located W of Tel Dan. Sheba fled to this city after his 
unsuccessful revolt against David.

�Maacah sidMaacah sided with thed with the Ammonitee Ammonites against s against David’s exDavid’s expansion inpansion in the Trans the Transjordan. ThjordTransTransjordaTransjordan. The Ammn. The Ammonites emponites employed 1000loyed 1000 soldiers  soldiers from Maacafrom Maacah as merceh as mercenaries aganariemercemercenariemercenaries against s against Israel (2 Israel (2 Sam. 10:6-Sam. 10:6-8; 1 Chr. 8; 1 Chr. 19:6-7). T19:6-7). The kingdomhe kingdom appears t appears to have beco ho have becomhave become tributare tributary to Davidy to David (2 Sam. 1 (2 Sam. 10:19), but0:19), but later was later was associate associated with thed with the Aramean k A Aramean kiAramean kingdom of Dngdom of Damascus duamascus during the rring the reign of Soeign of Solomon. Maalomon. Maacah was abcah was absorbed intsorbedababsorbed iabsorbed into the Danto the Damascene stmascene state soon tate soon thereafter hereafter (1 Kgs. 11(1 Kgs. 11:23-25).:23-25).:23-25).

Maacah sided with the Ammonites against David’s expansion in the 
Transjordan. The Ammonites employed 1000 soldiers from Maacah as 
mercenaries against Israel (2 Sam. 10:6-8; 1 Chr. 19:6-7). The kingdom appears to 
have become tributary to David (2 Sam. 10:19), but later was associated with the 
Aramean kingdom of Damascus during the reign of Solomon. Maacah was 
absorbed into the Damascene state soon thereafter (1 Kgs. 11:23-25).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. Mazar, B. Mazar, “Geshur an“Geshur and Maacah,”d Maacah,”  JBLJBL 80 (1961) 80 (1961): 16–28.: 16–28.: 16–28.

Bibliography. B. Mazar, “Geshur and Maacah,” JBL 80 (1961): 16–28.
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MAADAIMAADAI (Heb.  (Heb. ma{a�d�ayma{a�d�ay) (also MO) (also MOMDIUS)MDIUS)MDIUS)

MAADAI (Heb. ma{a�d�ay ) (also MOMDIUS)

An IsraeliAn Israelite of the te of the line of Baline of Bani requireni required to divord to divorce his force his foreign wife eign wife (Ezra 10:3(Ezra 10:34); called4); cal4); called Momcalled Momdius at 1 dius at 1 Esdr. 9:34Esdr. 9:34).).

An Israelite of the line of Bani required to divorce his foreign wife (Ezra 10:34); 
called Momdius at 1 Esdr. 9:34).

MAADIAHMAADIAH (Heb.  (Heb. ma{ad�ya®ma{ad�ya®)))

MAADIAH (Heb. ma{ad�ya® )

A priest oA priest or family or family of priests f priests who returnwho returned with Zeed with Zerubbabel frubbabel from captivrom captivity in Babity in Babylon (Neh.yloBabBabylon (NBabylon (Neh. 12:5).eh. 12:5). He may be He may be the same  the same as Moadiahas Moadiah at Neh. 1 at Neh. 12:17 or Ma2:17 or Maaziah at 1aziah at aziah at 10:8(MTat 10:8(MT 9). 9).

A priest or family of priests who returned with Zerubbabel from captivity in 
Babylon (Neh. 12:5). He may be the same as Moadiah at Neh. 12:17 or Maaziah 
at 10:8(MT 9).

MAAIMAAI (Heb.  (Heb. maœ{aymaœ{ay)))

MAAI (Heb. maœ{ay)

A musicianA musician in the pr in the procession docession during the uring the dedicationdedication of the wa of the walls of Jerlls of Jerusalem (Neusalem (Neh. 12:36).h. (Ne(Neh. 12:3(Neh. 12:36).6).

A musician in the procession during the dedication of the walls of Jerusalem 
(Neh. 12:36).

MAAPHAMAAPHA (Gk.  (Gk. MaéaphaMaéapha)))

MAAPHA (Gk. Maéapha)

A town or A town or district idistrict in Gilead dn Gilead destroyed bestroyed by Judas May Judas Maccabeus afccabeus after freeinter freeing its Jewig its Jewish captivesh csh captives (captives (1 Macc. 5:1 Macc. 5:35 NRSV). 35 NRSV). The preferThe preferred readinred reading is “Alemg is “Alema.”a.”

A town or district in Gilead destroyed by Judas Maccabeus after freeing its Jewish 



captives (1 Macc. 5:35 NRSV). The preferred reading is “Alema.”

MAARATHMAARATH (Heb.  (Heb. ma{a�raœt�ma{a�raœt�)))

MAARATH (Heb. ma{a�raœt� )

A city (HeA city (Heb. “barrenb. “barren place”) i place”) in the tribn the tribal territoal territory of Judary of Judah linked wh linked with other ith other cities N ocities cities N ocities N of Hebron. f Hebron. It is probIt is probably to beably to be identifie identified with Khid with Khirbet Qufinrbet Qufin, a site a, a site adjacent todjacenaadjacent tadjacent to modern Bo modern Beit Ummar eit Ummar (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:59), 10.5 59), 10.5 km. (6.5 mkm. (6.5 mi.) N of Hi.) N of Hebron. Marebron. Maebron. Maroth (MiMaroth (Mic. 1:12) mc. 1:12) may be the ay be the same city.same city.

A city (Heb. “barren place”) in the tribal territory of Judah linked with other 
cities N of Hebron. It is probably to be identified with Khirbet Qufin, a site 
adjacent to modern Beit Ummar (Josh. 15:59), 10.5 km. (6.5 mi.) N of Hebron. 
Maroth (Mic. 1:12) may be the same city.

MAASAIMAASAI (Heb.  (Heb. ma{a�síayma{a�síay)))

MAASAI (Heb. ma{a�síay )

A priest iA priest in postexiln postexilic Jerusalic Jerusalem, descenem, descendant of Imdant of Immer (1 Chrmer (1 Chr. 9:12). H. 9:12). He may be te may be the same ashetthe same athe same as Amashsais Amashsai (Neh. 11: (Neh. 11:13).13).

A priest in postexilic Jerusalem, descendant of Immer (1 Chr. 9:12). He may be 
the same as Amashsai (Neh. 11:13).

MAASEIAHMAASEIAH (Heb.  (Heb. ma{a�síeäyma{a�síeäya®, ma{a�sa®, ma{a�síeäyaœhu®íeäyaœhu®) ) (also ASAI(also ASAIAH)AH)AH)

MAASEIAH (Heb. ma{a�síeäya®, ma{a�síeäyaœhu® ) 
(also ASAIAH)

�1. A Levit1. A Levite of the se of the second ordeecond order who was r who was installed installed as a musicas a musician when tian when the ark washe arkhe ark was brark was brought to Jought to Jerusalem (erusalem (1 Chr. 15:1 Chr. 15:18).18).18).

1. A Levite of the second order who was installed as a musician when the 
ark was brought to Jerusalem (1 Chr. 15:18).

�2. A lute 2. A lute player, prplayer, probably theobably the same as  same as 1 1 above (1 Cabove (1 Chr. 15:20)hr. 15:20)...

2. A lute player, probably the same as 1 above (1 Chr. 15:20).

�3. The son3. The son of Adaiah of Adaiah; a captai; a captain of a hunn of a hundred who sdred who supported tupported the priest he priest Jehoiada iJehoiadJehoiada iJehoiada in overthron overthrowing Queenwing Queen Athaliah  Athaliah (2 Chr. 23(2 Chr. 23:1).:1).:1).

3. The son of Adaiah; a captain of a hundred who supported the priest 
Jehoiada in overthrowing Queen Athaliah (2 Chr. 23:1).

�4. An offi4. An officer who uncer who under the dider the direction ofrection of Hananiah  Hananiah enrolled Uenrolled Uzziah’s arzziah’s army (2 Chr.my (2 Cmy (2 Chr. 26:11Chr. 26:11).).).

4. An officer who under the direction of Hananiah enrolled Uzziah’s army (2 
Chr. 26:11).

�5. The dep5. The deputy or peruty or perhaps even haps even son of Ahason of Ahaz (lit., “z (lit., “son of”), son of”), killed by killed by the Ephraithe Ephrathe EphraimiteEphraimite Zichri du Zichri during Pekahring Pekah’s invasio’s invasion (2 Chr. n (2 Chr. 28:7).28:7).28:7).

5. The deputy or perhaps even son of Ahaz (lit., “son of”), killed by the 
Ephraimite Zichri during Pekah’s invasion (2 Chr. 28:7).

�6. A gover6. A governor of Jernor of Jerusalem, cousalem, commissionedmmissioned by King J by King Josiah to rosiah to repair the epair the temple (2 templetemple (2 temple (2 Chr. 34:8)Chr. 34:8)...

6. A governor of Jerusalem, commissioned by King Josiah to repair the 
temple (2 Chr. 34:8).

�7. A pries7. A priest of the ft of the family of Jamily of Jeshua who eshua who had marriehad married a foreigd a foreign woman (En woman (Ezra 10:18;zra 10zra 10:18; 1 E10:18; 1 Esdr. 9:19)sdr. 9:19)...

7. A priest of the family of Jeshua who had married a foreign woman (Ezra 
10:18; 1 Esdr. 9:19).

�8. A membe8. A member of the pr of the priestly fariestly family of Hamily of Harim who harim who had married d married a foreign a foreign woman (Ezrwomawoman (Ezrwoman (Ezra 10:21; 1a 10:21; 1 Esdr. 9:2 Esdr. 9:21).1).1).

8. A member of the priestly family of Harim who had married a foreign 
woman (Ezra 10:21; 1 Esdr. 9:21).

�9. A pries9. A priest of the ft of the family of Pamily of Pahhur who ahhur who had marriehad married a foreigd a foreign woman (En woman (Ezra 10:22;zra 10zra 10:22; 1 E10:22; 1 Esdr. 9:22)sdr. 9:22)...

9. A priest of the family of Pahhur who had married a foreign woman (Ezra 
10:22; 1 Esdr. 9:22).

�10.10. A member  A member of the famof the family of Pahily of Pahath-moab wath-moab who had marho had married a forried a foreign womaneign womeign woman (Ezrwoman (Ezra 10:30; ca 10:30; cf. 1 Esdr.f. 1 Esdr. 9:31, Moo 9:31, Moossias).ssias).ssias).

10. A member of the family of Pahath-moab who had married a foreign 
woman (Ezra 10:30; cf. 1 Esdr. 9:31, Moossias).

�11.11. The fathe The father of Azarir of Azariah who tooah who took part in k part in Nehemiah’sNehemiah’s wall buil wall building in Jeding in Jerusalem (NrusaJeJerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 3:23(Neh. 3:23). Some of). Some of the indiv the individuals namiduals named Maaseiaed Maaseiah h 11–16 11–16 may be idemay be identical.nideidentical.identical.

11. The father of Azariah who took part in Nehemiah’s wall building in 
Jerusalem (Neh. 3:23). Some of the individuals named Maaseiah 11–16 may be 
identical.

�12.12. A person  A person who stood who stood at Ezra’s at Ezra’s right handright hand as he rea as he read the Torad the Torah (Neh. 8:h (Neh. 8:4; cf. 1 E4; 8:8:4; cf. 18:4; cf. 1 Esdr. 9:4 Esdr. 9:43, Baalsam3, Baalsamus).us).us).

12. A person who stood at Ezra’s right hand as he read the Torah (Neh. 
8:4; cf. 1 Esdr. 9:43, Baalsamus).

�13.13. An Israel An Israelite who reite who read the Torad the Torah in Hebrah in Hebrew and expew and expounded on ounded on it, probabit, probabit, probably bprobably by translaty translating it inting it into Aramaic o Aramaic (Neh. 8:7;(Neh. 8:7; cf. 1 Esd cf. 1 Esdr. 9:48, Mr. 9:48, Maiannas).aiannas).aiannas).

13. An Israelite who read the Torah in Hebrew and expounded on it, 
probably by translating it into Aramaic (Neh. 8:7; cf. 1 Esdr. 9:48, Maiannas).



�14.14. One of th One of the chiefs oe chiefs of the peopf the people who witle who witnessed thenessed the sealing o sealing of the covef the covenant undernancovecovenant ucovenant under Nehemnder Nehemiah (Neh. iah (Neh. 10:25[MT 210:25[MT 26]).6]).6]).

14. One of the chiefs of the people who witnessed the sealing of the 
covenant under Nehemiah (Neh. 10:25[MT 26]).

�15.15. The son o The son of Baruch, f Baruch, a leader oa leader of Judah whf Judah who lived ino lived in postexili postexilic Jerusalec Jerusalem (Neh. 11m (Nm (Neh. 11:5(Neh. 11:5). At 1 Ch). At 1 Chr. 9:5 he r. 9:5 he is called is called Asaiah.Asaiah.Asaiah.

15. The son of Baruch, a leader of Judah who lived in postexilic Jerusalem 
(Neh. 11:5). At 1 Chr. 9:5 he is called Asaiah.

�16.16. An ancest An ancestor of the or of the Benjamite Benjamite Sallu (NehSallu (Neh. 11:7).. 11:7).. 11:7).

16. An ancestor of the Benjamite Sallu (Neh. 11:7).

�17.17. A priest  A priest who playedwho played the trump the trumpet at the et at the dedicationdedication of the wa of the wall of Jerull of Jerusalem (NehsalemJeruJerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 12:4(Neh. 12:41).1).1).

17. A priest who played the trumpet at the dedication of the wall of 
Jerusalem (Neh. 12:41).

�18.18. A priest  A priest who took pwho took part in theart in the dedicatio dedication of the wn of the wall of Jerall of Jerusalem (Neusalem (Neh. 12:42).h. 12h. 12:42).12:42).12:42).

18. A priest who took part in the dedication of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. 
12:42).

�19.19. The fathe The father of the pr of the priest Zephriest Zephaniah (Jeraniah (Jer. 21:1; 29. 21:1; 29:25; 37:3):25; 37:3)...

19. The father of the priest Zephaniah (Jer. 21:1; 29:25; 37:3).

�20.20. The fathe The father of Zedekr of Zedekiah, who wiah, who was accusedas accused by Jeremi by Jeremiah of propah of prophesying fahesying falsely (Jerlsfafalsely (Jfalsely (Jer. 29:21)er. 29:21). He may b. He may be identicae identical with l with 18 18 above.above.above.

20. The father of Zedekiah, who was accused by Jeremiah of prophesying 
falsely (Jer. 29:21). He may be identical with 18 above.

�21.21. The son o The son of Shallum,f Shallum, a keeper  a keeper of the throf the threshold (Jeeshold (Jer. 35:4).r. 35:4).r. 35:4).

21. The son of Shallum, a keeper of the threshold (Jer. 35:4).

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik

Jesper Svartvik

MAATHMAATH (Gk.  (Gk. MaéathMaéath)))

MAATH (Gk. Maéath)

A postexilA postexilic ancestoic ancestor of Jesusr of Jesus, attested, attested only in L only in Luke’s geneuke’s genealogy (Lukalogy (Luke 3:26).e 3:26).

A postexilic ancestor of Jesus, attested only in Luke’s genealogy (Luke 3:26).

MAAZMAAZ (Heb.  (Heb. ma{as�ma{as�)))

MAAZ (Heb. ma{as� )

A JudahiteA Judahite, firstbor, firstborn son of Rn son of Ram and graam and grandson of Jndson of Jerahmeel (erahmeel (1 Chr. 2:21 Chr. 2:27).7).

A Judahite, firstborn son of Ram and grandson of Jerahmeel (1 Chr. 2:27).

MAAZIAHMAAZIAH (Heb.  (Heb. ma{azya®, ma{azya®, ma{azyaœhuma{azyaœhu®®)))

MAAZIAH (Heb. ma{azya®, ma{azyaœhu®)

�1.1. The epony The eponymous foundmous founder of the er of the twenty-foutwenty-fourth divisirth division of prieon of priests duringsts during the reign the the reign the reign of David (of David (1 Chr. 24:1 Chr. 24:18; Heb. 18; Heb. ma{azyaœhuma{azyaœhu®®).).).

1. The eponymous founder of the twenty-fourth division of priests during 
the reign of David (1 Chr. 24:18; Heb. ma{azyaœhu®).

�2.2. A priest  A priest who particwho participated in ipated in the sealinthe sealing of the ng of the new covenanew covenant under Net under Nehemiah (NehemNeNehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:8[Neh. 10:8[MT 9]; MT 9]; ma{azya®ma{azya®).).

2. A priest who participated in the sealing of the new covenant under 
Nehemiah (Neh. 10:8[MT 9]; ma{azya®).

MACCABEESMACCABEESMACCABEES

MACCABEES

A term desA term designating (ignating (1) the dyn1) the dynasty foundasty founded by Matted by Mattathias theathias the Hasmonean Hasmonean which rul which ru which ruled the ruled the Jews from Jews from the 160s tthe 160s to 63 o 63 B.C.E.B.C.E. when the  when the Romans entRomans entered Jerusered Jerusalem; and alem; andalem; and (2) thand (2) the son of Me son of Mattathias,attathias, Judas the Judas the Maccabee, Maccabee, the first the first leader of leader of the Jewis the Jewish revolt ah revh revolt agarevolt against the Sinst the Seleucids. eleucids. Though theThough the name “Mac name “Maccabee” wascabee” was first app first applied only lied only to Judas, toto Judas, to Judas, the use ofthe use of the title the title “Maccabea “Maccabean Historien Histories” (Gk. s” (Gk. MakkabaioœMakkabaioœnn) in the C) in the C) in the Christian Christian Church durChurch during the 2ning the 2nd century d century for both 1for both 1—2 Maccabe—2 Maccabees resultees resulted in the hd in the d in the habit the habit of referriof referring to all ng to all the heroesthe heroes of the bo of the books as “Maoks as “Maccabees.” ccabees.” In this waIn this way, “Maccaby, “My, “Maccabean“Maccabean” and “Has” and “Hasmonean” bemonean” became synoncame synonymous in Gymous in Greek and lreek and later literater literature. Theatureliterliteratureliterature. The name. The name Maccabee  Maccabee is not fouis not found in rabbnd in rabbinic literinic literature.ature.ature.

A term designating (1) the dynasty founded by Mattathias the Hasmonean which 
ruled the Jews from the 160s to 63 B.C.E. when the Romans entered Jerusalem; 
and (2) the son of Mattathias, Judas the Maccabee, the first leader of the Jewish 
revolt against the Seleucids. Though the name “Maccabee” was first applied only 
to Judas, the use of the title “Maccabean Histories” (Gk. Makkabaioœn) in the 
Christian Church during the 2nd century for both 1—2 Maccabees resulted in 
the habit of referring to all the heroes of the books as “Maccabees.” In this way, 
“Maccabean” and “Hasmonean” became synonymous in Greek and later 
literature. The name Maccabee is not found in rabbinic literature.

�1 Macc. 2:1 Macc. 2:4 introduc4 introduces Judas aes Judas as “Judas cs “Judas called Maccalled Maccabeus,” anabeus,” and each of d each of his four bhis fourhis four brothfour brothers also aers also are listed re listed with nicknwith nicknames. Althames. Although it isough it is not known not known when or h when or how Judas aohhow Judas how Judas acquired tacquired the appellahe appellation, sevetion, several explanral explanations exiations exist for itsst for its derivatio derivation and signn andn and signifand significance. Thicance. The most pope most popular explaular explanation addnation adduces the suces the similarity imilarity between thbetween the name ande ththe name athe name and the Hebnd the Hebrew term frew term for “hammeror “hammer” ” (mqbt)(mqbt) to explai to explain that Judn that Judas was calas was callas was called “thcalled “the Hammer” e Hammer” due to hisdue to his military  military prowess anprowess and strengthd strength (cf. Carl (cf. Carl Martel [L Martel [Lat. the “Hat[L[Lat. the [Lat. the “Hammer”],“Hammer”], 8th-centu 8th-century conquerry conqueror of the or of the Saracens).Saracens). Alternati Alternatively, the vely, the derivationdederivationderivation may be fr may be from particiom participle forms ple forms of the Hebof the Hebrew roots rew roots kb}/kbhkb}/kbh (“to exti (“to extinguish”) ongextiextinguishextinguish”) or ”) or qb{qb{ (“to over (“to overpower”), bpower”), both of whioth of which may havch may have lent thee lent themselves tomselves to associati toto associato association with tion with Judas’ milJudas’ military careitary career. Becauser. Because it is noe it is not known wht known whether the ether the name was gnamname was gname was given at biiven at birth, durinrth, during adulthoog adulthood, or as ad, or as a result of result of some deed some deed or featur or feature, howevere, featurfeature, hfeature, however, itowever, it is not po is not possible to ssible to determine determine with certawith certainty the pinty the purpose forurpose for the appel the the appellthe appellation. Mosation. Most scholarst scholars associate associate the name  the name with Judaswith Judas’ military’ military career ra career rather than therrarather tharather than any othen any other feature r feature or event aor event associated ssociated with him.with him.with him.

1 Macc. 2:4 introduces Judas as “Judas called Maccabeus,” and each of his 
four brothers also are listed with nicknames. Although it is not known when or 
how Judas acquired the appellation, several explanations exist for its derivation 



and significance. The most popular explanation adduces the similarity between 
the name and the Hebrew term for “hammer” (mqbt) to explain that Judas was 
called “the Hammer” due to his military prowess and strength (cf. Carl Martel 
[Lat. the “Hammer”], 8th-century conqueror of the Saracens). Alternatively, the 
derivation may be from participle forms of the Hebrew roots kb}/kbh (“to 
extinguish”) or qb{ (“to overpower”), both of which may have lent themselves 
to association with Judas’ military career. Because it is not known whether the 
name was given at birth, during adulthood, or as a result of some deed or 
feature, however, it is not possible to determine with certainty the purpose for 
the appellation. Most scholars associate the name with Judas’ military career 
rather than any other feature or event associated with him.

�SeeSee  HASMONEANSHASMONEANS...

See HASMONEANS.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. A. GoldJ. A. Goldstein, stein, I MaccabeeI Maccabees.s. AB 41 (Ga AB 41 (Garden City,rden City, 1976); S. 1976); S. S. Tedesc S.  S. TedeschS. Tedesche and S. Ze and S. Zeitlin, eitlin, The First The First Book of MaBook of Maccabeesccabees (New York (New York, 1950)., 1950)., 1950).

Bibliography. J. A. Goldstein, I Maccabees. AB 41 (Garden City, 1976); S. 
S. Tedesche and S. Zeitlin, The First Book of Maccabees (New York, 1950).
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Melissa M. Aubin

MACCABEES,MACCABEES, FIRST AND FIRST AND  SECOND BOOSECOND BOOKS OFKS OFKS OF

MACCABEES, FIRST AND 
SECOND BOOKS OF

Books of tBooks of the Apocryphe Apocrypha or Deutha or Deuterocanonicerocanonicals. Incluals. Included in mosded in most modern tt modern translationranslatiottranslatiotranslations, they ans, they are importare important for thent for the historica historical informatl information and thion and theological eological interpretainterinterpretainterpretations theytions they provide a provide about persobout persons and evens and events in Jewnts in Jewish historish history during ty during the 2nd cenhetthe 2nd cethe 2nd century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E.

Books of the Apocrypha or Deuterocanonicals. Included in most modern 
translations, they are important for the historical information and theological 
interpretations they provide about persons and events in Jewish history during 
the 2nd century B.C.E.

Burial sitBurial site of the Me of the Maccabees naccabees near Modeinear Modein/Ras Medie/Ras Medieh (149148)h (149148). The buri. The burial chamberal chambeal chambers achambers are topped re topped by heavy bby heavy blocks (Pholocks (Phoenix Data enix Data Systems, NSystems, Neal and Joeal and Joel Bierlinel Bierlinel Bierling)Bierling)

Burial site of the Maccabees near Modein/Ras Medieh (149148). The burial 
chambers are topped by heavy blocks (Phoenix Data Systems, Neal and Joel 

Bierling)

HistoricalHistorical Backgroun Backgroundd

Historical Background

During theDuring the 3rd centu 3rd century Judea wry Judea was adminisas administered by ttered by the Ptolemahe Ptolemaic dynastyic dynasty based in  based in  based in Egypt. in Egypt. Ca. 200 JuCa. 200 Judea and itdea and its capital s capital Jerusalem Jerusalem came undercame under the polit the political contrical control of the ol ool of the Selof the Seleucid dynaeucid dynasty based sty based in Antiochin Antioch of Syria. of Syria. Throughou Throughout the 2nd t the 2nd century thcentury the Seleucide ththe Seleucthe Seleucid kingshiid kingship passed ap passed among the dmong the descendantsescendants of Antioc of Antiochus III (2hus III (223–187). T23–187). These dynashTThese dynaThese dynastic strugstic struggles provigles provide the bacde the background fokground for the evenr the events describts described and inted and interpreted ierintinterpreteinterpreted in 1—2 Md in 1—2 Maccabees.accabees.accabees.

During the 3rd century Judea was administered by the Ptolemaic dynasty based 
in Egypt. Ca. 200 Judea and its capital Jerusalem came under the political control 
of the Seleucid dynasty based in Antioch of Syria. Throughout the 2nd century 
the Seleucid kingship passed among the descendants of Antiochus III (223–187). 
These dynastic struggles provide the background for the events described and 
interpreted in 1—2 Maccabees.

�When AntioWhen Antiochus IV Epchus IV Epiphanes gaiphanes gained contrined control of the ol of the Seleucid ESeleucid Empire in 1mpire in 175, he all75, h75, he allowedhe allowed Jason to  Jason to outbid hisoutbid his brother O brother Onias III fnias III for the Jewor the Jewish high pish high priesthood riesthood (2 Macc. 4(2 M(2 Macc. 4:7-Macc. 4:7-8). Jason 8). Jason establisheestablished Greek ind Greek institutionsstitutions at Jerusa at Jerusalem and aplem and apparently tparently tried to mariedttried to mtried to make it intake it into a Helleno a Hellenistic cityistic city. In 172 J. In 172 Jason was oason was outbid and utbid and replaced breplaced by Menelausy Mey Menelaus, Menelaus, who had nowho had no legitimat legitimate claim toe claim to the offic the office of high e of high priest. Bypriest. By 167 Antio 167 Antiochus IV wichuAntioAntiochus Antiochus IV with thIV with the help of e help of Jason and Jason and other Jewiother Jewish elites sh elites had despoihad despoiled the teled the temple and imptetemple andtemple and its treas its treasury, set uury, set up a militap a military garrisory garrison near then near the temple (t temple (the Akra), he Akra), abolished aboliabolished abolished the traditthe traditional Jewiional Jewish law, ansh law, and establisd established a new hed a new order of worder of worship (thorship (the cult of e ce cult of thcult of the “lord ofe “lord of heaven”). heaven”).

When Antiochus IV Epiphanes gained control of the Seleucid Empire in 175, 
he allowed Jason to outbid his brother Onias III for the Jewish high priesthood (2 
Macc. 4:7-8). Jason established Greek institutions at Jerusalem and apparently 
tried to make it into a Hellenistic city. In 172 Jason was outbid and replaced by 
Menelaus, who had no legitimate claim to the office of high priest. By 167 



Antiochus IV with the help of Jason and other Jewish elites had despoiled the 
temple and its treasury, set up a military garrison near the temple (the Akra), 
abolished the traditional Jewish law, and established a new order of worship (the 
cult of the “lord of heaven”).

�Why AntiocWhy Antiochus IV inthus IV intervened inervened in Jewish af Jewish affairs remafairs remains a mattins a matter of debaer of debate. He mayte. Hete. He may simHe may simply have nply have needed moneeeded money to pay hy to pay his soldieris soldiers and to ks and to keep himseleep himself in powerf in powef in power. Or power. Or he may havhe may have planned e planned to developto develop the easte the eastern equivalrn equivalent of theent of the nascent R nascent R nascent Roman EmpiRoman Empire. Or he re. Or he may have dmay have drifted or rifted or been invitbeen invited into a ed into a socioeconosocioeconomic and/ormic and/mic and/or reland/or religious civigious civil war amoil war among factionng factions in Judeas in Judea..

Why Antiochus IV intervened in Jewish affairs remains a matter of debate. 
He may simply have needed money to pay his soldiers and to keep himself in 
power. Or he may have planned to develop the eastern equivalent of the nascent 
Roman Empire. Or he may have drifted or been invited into a socioeconomic 
and/or religious civil war among factions in Judea.

1 Maccabee1 Maccabeess

1 Maccabees

Against thAgainst this backgrois background 1 Maccund 1 Maccabees idenabees identifies thetifies the exploits  exploits of the “Maof the “Maccabee” (nccabee” (named afteram(n(named aft(named after Judas ter Judas the “Hammerhe “Hammer”) family ”) family with the swith the salvation oalvation of God’s pef God’s people, and ople, and portrays tpportrays tportrays three generhree generations of ations of this familthis family as the ty as the true leaderrue leaders of Israes of Israel. After dl. After describing escribddescribingdescribing the crisi the crisis under Ans under Antiochus IVtiochus IV and the b and the beginning oeginning of resistanf resistance under Mce under Mattathias attMMattathiasMattathias the pries the priest of Modeit of Modein (1:1—2:7n (1:1—2:70), it rec0), it recounts the ounts the exploits oexploits of Judas (3f Judas (3:1—9:22) a:1—(3(3:1—9:22)(3:1—9:22) and his b and his brothers Jorothers Jonathan (9:nathan (9:23—12:53) 23—12:53) and Simon and Simon (13:1—15:4(13:1—15:41), as wel1), as w1), as well as Siwell as Simon’s son mon’s son John HyrcaJohn Hyrcanus (16:1–nus (16:1–24).24).24).

Against this background 1 Maccabees identifies the exploits of the “Maccabee” 
(named after Judas the “Hammer”) family with the salvation of God’s people, and 
portrays three generations of this family as the true leaders of Israel. After 
describing the crisis under Antiochus IV and the beginning of resistance under 
Mattathias the priest of Modein (1:1—2:70), it recounts the exploits of Judas 
(3:1—9:22) and his brothers Jonathan (9:23—12:53) and Simon (13:1—15:41), as 
well as Simon’s son John Hyrcanus (16:1–24).

�Many scholMany scholars believars believe that 1 Me that 1 Maccabees waccabees was writtenas written in Hebrew in Hebrew (now lost (now lost) and tran) an) and transland translated into ated into Greek, thoGreek, though it couugh it could have beld have been deliberen deliberately compately composed in a osed in a biblical Gbbiblical Gbiblical Greek (LXX)reek (LXX) style. It style. It may have  may have been produbeen produced in theced in the reign of  reign of John HyrcaJohn Hyrcanus (134–1nuHyrcaHyrcanus (Hyrcanus (134–104) o134–104) or shortly r shortly afterward afterward in the 1stin the 1st century  century B.C.E.B.C.E. Its langu Its language and stage and age and style and style are reminiare reminiscent of tscent of the historihe historical books cal books in the OT.in the OT.

Many scholars believe that 1 Maccabees was written in Hebrew (now lost) 
and translated into Greek, though it could have been deliberately composed in a 
biblical Greek (LXX) style. It may have been produced in the reign of John 
Hyrcanus (134–104) or shortly afterward in the 1st century B.C.E. Its language 
and style are reminiscent of the historical books in the OT.

�The purposThe purpose of 1 Mace of 1 Maccabees beccabees becomes clearomes clear with its  with its comment oncomment on the defea the defeat of Josept ot of Joseph of Joseph and Azariaand Azariah, who trih, who tried to engaed to engage in battge in battle apart fle apart from the Marom the Maccabee famccabee family: “Thusifamfamily: “Tfamily: “Thus the pehus the people suffeople suffered a greared a great rout bect rout because, thinause, thinking to doking to do a brave d a brave deed, they eedddeed, theydeed, they did not l did not listen to Jisten to Judas and hudas and his brotheris brothers. But thes. But they (Josephuy (Josephus and Azars and Azariah) did niah)AzarAzariah) dAzariah) did not belid not belong to theong to the family of family of those men those men through w through whom delivehom deliverance was rance wasrance was given was given to Israel”to Israel” (5:61–62) (5:61–62). Thus the. Thus the book is o book is often descrften described as a ibed as a dynastic hdynastic history or istohhistory orhistory or even dyna even dynastic propastic propaganda for ganda for the Maccabthe Maccabee family.ee family.

The purpose of 1 Maccabees becomes clear with its comment on the defeat 
of Joseph and Azariah, who tried to engage in battle apart from the Maccabee 
family: “Thus the people suffered a great rout because, thinking to do a brave 
deed, they did not listen to Judas and his brothers. But they (Josephus and 
Azariah) did not belong to the family of those men through whom deliverance 
was given to Israel” (5:61–62). Thus the book is often described as a dynastic 
history or even dynastic propaganda for the Maccabee family.

�Although 1Although 1 Maccabees Maccabees acknowled acknowledges some Jges some Jewish initewish initiatives iniatives in adopting  adopting the gentilthe gthe gentile wagentile way of life y of life (1:11–15),(1:11–15), the major the major villain i villain initially initially is Antiochus Antiochus IV. He ps IV. He plunders thlunders tlunders the Jerusathe Jerusalem templelem temple (1:20–28) (1:20–28), seizes J, seizes Jerusalem terusalem two years lwo years later (1:29ater (1:29–40), and –40), and decrees thdecdecrees thdecrees that all thoat all those in his se in his kingdom shkingdom should becomould become “one peoe “one people” (1:41ple” (1:41–64). In l–64). In late 167 heatllate 167 hlate 167 he had erece had erected at theted at the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple “a temple “a desolatin desolating sacrilegg sacrilege on the ae on the altar of bultaraaltar of baltar of burnt offerurnt offering” (1:54ing” (1:54) — what D) — what Daniel (11:aniel (11:31; 12:11)31; 12:11) and the N and the NT (Mark 13T (Mark 13:14; Matt.:11313:14; Mat13:14; Matt. 24:15) t. 24:15) describe adescribe as the “abos the “abomination omination of desolatif desolation” or “deon” or “desolating ssolating sacrilege.”acrssacrilege.sacrilege.”””

Although 1 Maccabees acknowledges some Jewish initiatives in adopting the 
gentile way of life (1:11–15), the major villain initially is Antiochus IV. He plunders 
the Jerusalem temple (1:20–28), seizes Jerusalem two years later (1:29–40), and 
decrees that all those in his kingdom should become “one people” (1:41–64). In 
late 167 he had erected at the Jerusalem temple “a desolating sacrilege on the 
altar of burnt offering” (1:54) — what Daniel (11:31; 12:11) and the NT (Mark 
13:14; Matt. 24:15) describe as the “abomination of desolation” or “desolating 
sacrilege.”

�According According to 1 Macc.to 1 Macc. 2:1-70 Je 2:1-70 Jewish resiswish resistance to Atance to Antiochus Intiochus IV gained dV gained direction airectioddirection direction and momentand momentum only thum only through Mattrough Mattathias andathias and his five  his five sons. The sons. The accounts aaccounts aaccounts about the about the Jewish marJewish martyrs (1:62tyrs (1:62–64) and t–64) and the pious che pious cave-dwelleave-dwellers (2:29–3rs (2:29–38) show th8) show th8) show that passithat passive resistave resistance was nonce was not sufficiet sufficient. In carnt. In carrying out rying out his initiahis initial act of rl act of rebellion bebellion bebellion by refusinby refusing to partig to participate in cipate in pagan worspagan worship (2:15–hip (2:15–28), Matta28), Mattathias burnthias burns with zeas with zeal for the l fol for the Tofor the Torah as Phirah as Phinehas did nehas did (Num. 25:6(Num. 25:6-15). He j-15). He joins with oins with the Hasidethe Hasideans to organs to organize an aaorgorganize aorganize an army to n army to fight for fight for Judaism, aJudaism, and agrees nd agrees to wage deto wage defensive bafensive battles on tttles on the sabbathhe tthe sabbatthe sabbath (2:41). h (2:41). His fareweHis farewell speech ll speech (2:49–68) (2:49–68) to his sonto his sons places hs places his and theis and their actionsir acir actions inactions in line with line with those of  those of the great the great heroes of heroes of the biblicthe biblical traditial tradition from Abon from Abraham to DrahamAbAbraham toAbraham to Daniel. Daniel. Daniel.

According to 1 Macc. 2:1-70 Jewish resistance to Antiochus IV gained 



direction and momentum only through Mattathias and his five sons. The accounts 
about the Jewish martyrs (1:62–64) and the pious cave-dwellers (2:29–38) show 
that passive resistance was not sufficient. In carrying out his initial act of rebellion 
by refusing to participate in pagan worship (2:15–28), Mattathias burns with zeal 
for the Torah as Phinehas did (Num. 25:6-15). He joins with the Hasideans to 
organize an army to fight for Judaism, and agrees to wage defensive battles on 
the sabbath (2:41). His farewell speech (2:49–68) to his sons places his and their 
actions in line with those of the great heroes of the biblical tradition from 
Abraham to Daniel.

�The militaThe military exploitry exploits of Judass of Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus are descr are described in 1 ibed in 1 Macc. 3:1-Macc. 3:1-9:22. Afte9:22. Af9:22. After defeAfter defeating variating various Syrianous Syrian armies (3 armies (3:1—4:35), :1—4:35), Judas puriJudas purifies and rfies and rededicatesededicates the Jerus th the Jerusathe Jerusalem templelem temple in 164 (4 in 164 (4:36–61) — :36–61) — the event the event commemoratcommemorated in the ed in the festival ofestival festival ofestival of Hanukkahf Hanukkah. After a . After a survey of survey of the campaithe campaigns of Judgns of Judas and hisas and his brothers  brothers (5:1–68), (5:1(5:1–68), (5:1–68), the book dthe book describes tescribes the death ohe death of Antiochuf Antiochus IV and ts IV and the accessihe accession of Antion of Antiochus V (6ocAntiAntiochus Antiochus V (6:1–17)V (6:1–17). Despite . Despite Judas’ triJudas’ triumphs, theumphs, the “garrison “garrison in the ci in the citadel” or tadel” or Akra (6:18AkrAkra (6:18Akra (6:18) continue) continues to causes to cause trouble.  trouble. And his efAnd his efforts at fforts at fighting thighting the Syrians e Syrians at Beth-zuat Beat Beth-zur (Beth-zur (6:18–63) a6:18–63) are not sucre not successful. Jcessful. Judas’ lastudas’ last great vic great victory is agtory is against Nicaainst Nicanor in 161nor innor in 161, whin 161, when Demetrien Demetrius I becomus I becomes the Seles the Seleucid kingeucid king and Alcim and Alcimus is nameus is named the Jewid the Jewd the Jewish higJewish high priest (h priest (7:1–50). B7:1–50). By enteringy entering into alli into alliance with ance with Rome (8:1–Rome (8:1–32), Judas32), Judas gains a p gain gains a pogains a powerful prowerful protector alotector along with reng with recognition cognition of his movof his movement as rement as representinepresenting the Jewigrepresentinrepresentirepresenting the Jewng the Jewish peopleish people. But with. But with the defea the defeat of Judast of Judas by Bacchi by Bacchides and hides and his death ins ds death in 1death in 160 the Mac60 the Maccabean movcabean movement seemement seems to be ats to be at an end. an end. an end.

The military exploits of Judas Maccabeus are described in 1 Macc. 3:1-9:22. 
After defeating various Syrian armies (3:1—4:35), Judas purifies and rededicates 
the Jerusalem temple in 164 (4:36–61) — the event commemorated in the 
festival of Hanukkah. After a survey of the campaigns of Judas and his brothers 
(5:1–68), the book describes the death of Antiochus IV and the accession of 
Antiochus V (6:1–17). Despite Judas’ triumphs, the “garrison in the citadel” or 
Akra (6:18) continues to cause trouble. And his efforts at fighting the Syrians at 
Beth-zur (6:18–63) are not successful. Judas’ last great victory is against Nicanor 
in 161, when Demetrius I becomes the Seleucid king and Alcimus is named the 
Jewish high priest (7:1–50). By entering into alliance with Rome (8:1–32), Judas 
gains a powerful protector along with recognition of his movement as 
representing the Jewish people. But with the defeat of Judas by Bacchides and his 
death in 160 the Maccabean movement seems to be at an end.

�What revivWhat revived the Maced the Maccabean movcabean movement was ement was further infurther internal strternal struggle for uggle for the Seleucthe the Seleucthe Seleucid throne.id throne. The secti The section about Jon about Jonathan (9onathan (9:23—12:53):23—12:53) shows how shows how he combin he com he combined pcombined political solitical shrewdness hrewdness and militaand military activitry activity to win my to win more power ore power and territand territory. Jonatoterritterritory.territory. Jonathan  Jonathan succeeded succeeded by allowinby allowing one Seleg one Seleucid claimucid claimant to outant to outdo the othdo the other in promeothother in pother in promising hromising him rewardsim rewards for suppo for supporting themrting them. The deat. The death of the Jh of the Jewish highewish high priest Al highhigh prieshigh priest Alcimus t Alcimus in 159 andin 159 and the appar the apparent vacancent vacancy of this y of this office betoffice between 159 aween 159 and 152 madndaand 152 maand 152 made Jonathade Jonathan the onlyn the only serious J serious Jewish poliewish political figutical figure with whre with whom one couom one couom one could dealcould deal. And deal. And deal Jonathan  Jonathan did — withdid — with the Seleu the Seleucids Demetcids Demetrius I (16rius I (162–150), Al2–150), Alexander I eAlAlexander Alexander I Balas (1I Balas (150–145), a50–145), and Antiochnd Antiochus VI (145us VI (145–142), as –142), as well as thwell as the Egyptiane Egyptian Ptolemies P Ptolemies,Ptolemies, the Roman the Romans, and thes, and the Spartans. Spartans. By suppor By supporting Alexating Alexander Balasnder Balas against D against Demetrius IeDDemetrius Demetrius I, JonathaI, Jonathan gained tn gained the high prhe high priesthood aiesthood at the Jerut the Jerusalem tempsalem temple — despile — despite not beltdespidespite nodespite not belongint belonging to the pg to the proper Zadoroper Zadokite familkite family.y.y.

What revived the Maccabean movement was further internal struggle for 
the Seleucid throne. The section about Jonathan (9:23—12:53) shows how he 
combined political shrewdness and military activity to win more power and 
territory. Jonathan succeeded by allowing one Seleucid claimant to outdo the 
other in promising him rewards for supporting them. The death of the Jewish 
high priest Alcimus in 159 and the apparent vacancy of this office between 159 
and 152 made Jonathan the only serious Jewish political figure with whom one 
could deal. And deal Jonathan did — with the Seleucids Demetrius I (162–150), 
Alexander I Balas (150–145), and Antiochus VI (145–142), as well as the Egyptian 
Ptolemies, the Romans, and the Spartans. By supporting Alexander Balas against 
Demetrius I, Jonathan gained the high priesthood at the Jerusalem temple — 
despite not belonging to the proper Zadokite family.

�After JonaAfter Jonathan’s capthan’s capture and dture and death in 14eath in 142, his bro2, his brother Simonther Simon gained co gained control of tntrol ontrol of the movof the movement. Theement. The section a section about Simonbout Simon (13:1—15: (13:1—15:41) narrat41) narrates his miles his military and itary anditary and politiand political succescal successes, and tses, and tells how hells how he secured e secured the indepethe independence of ndence of the Jewishthe Jewish people an p people andpeople and renewed t renewed the allianche alliance with Rome with Rome. Accordie. According to the ng to the decree citdecree cited in 14:4ed in 14:4ed in 14:41–43, 14:41–43, Simon and Simon and his descenhis descendants weredants were to occupy to occupy the offic the offices of highes of high priest, m priest, military coilimmilitary cmilitary commander, ommander, and leaderand leader of the pe of the people (ethnople (ethnarch). Whearch). When Antiochun Antiochus VII (138s VII (13s VII (138–129) (138–129) broke his broke his alliance walliance with Simon,ith Simon, he and hi he and his generalss generals were defe were defeated by Siated by Simon and himSiSimon and Simon and his son Johis son John Hyrcanuhn Hyrcanus. The stos. The story of the ry of the early daysearly days of the Ma of the Maccabean dyccabean dyccabean dynasty cldynasty closes with oses with Simon’s deSimon’s death in 134ath in 134 and the a and the accession occession of John Hyrf John Hyrcanus (16:canus (16:1–24).1(16:(16:1–24).(16:1–24).

After Jonathan’s capture and death in 142, his brother Simon gained control 
of the movement. The section about Simon (13:1—15:41) narrates his military 
and political successes, and tells how he secured the independence of the Jewish 
people and renewed the alliance with Rome. According to the decree cited in 
14:41–43, Simon and his descendants were to occupy the offices of high priest, 
military commander, and leader of the people (ethnarch). When Antiochus VII 



(138–129) broke his alliance with Simon, he and his generals were defeated by 
Simon and his son John Hyrcanus. The story of the early days of the Maccabean 
dynasty closes with Simon’s death in 134 and the accession of John Hyrcanus 
(16:1–24).

�1 Maccabee1 Maccabees is the ms is the most importost important sourceant source for the h for the history of istory of Israel in Israel in the mid-2nthe mid-the mid-2nd cemid-2nd century. It ntury. It proceeds fproceeds from the perom the perspective rspective of a writeof a writer who viewr who viewed the Maced the Maed the Maccabee fMaccabee family as Gamily as God’s own dod’s own dynasty andynasty and the leade the leaders of the rs of the true peopltrue people of Israee of Israel.l.IsraeIsrael.Israel.

1 Maccabees is the most important source for the history of Israel in the 
mid-2nd century. It proceeds from the perspective of a writer who viewed the 
Maccabee family as God’s own dynasty and the leaders of the true people of 
Israel.

2 Maccabee2 Maccabeess

2 Maccabees

If 1 MaccaIf 1 Maccabees can bbees can be describee described as dynasd as dynastic propagtic propaganda, 2 Maanda, 2 Maccabees caccabees can be callen be called temple pdcallecalled temcalled temple propagple propaganda. Its anda. Its focus is tfocus is the successhe succession of thrion of threats againeats against the Jerst the Jerusalem temusaleJerJerusalem Jerusalem temple andtemple and how it wa how it was preserves preserved by God’sd by God’s agents. A agents. After two lfter two letters (1:etters (1:1–9; 1:10—1(1:(1:1–9; 1:(1:1–9; 1:10—2:18) a10—2:18) and a prolond a prologue (2:19–gue (2:19–32), there32), there are accou are accounts of thrnts of three successee successive attackivsuccesssuccessivesuccessive attacks o attacks on the tempn the temple by Helile by Heliodorus in odorus in the time othe time of Seleucusf Seleucus IV (3:1–4 IV (3:1–40), by Ant0)(3:1–4(3:1–40), (3:1–40), by Antiochby Antiochus IV (4:1us IV (4:1—10:9), an—10:9), and by Nicand by Nicanor in the or in the time of Detime of Demetrius I metrius I (10:10—15:(1(10:10—15:(10:10—15:37). The b37). The book tells ook tells the story the story of the Macof the Maccabean movcabean movement up tement up to Judas’ do Judas’o Judas’ defJudas’ defeat of Niceat of Nicanor in 16anor in 161.1.1.

If 1 Maccabees can be described as dynastic propaganda, 2 Maccabees can be 
called temple propaganda. Its focus is the succession of threats against the 
Jerusalem temple and how it was preserved by God’s agents. After two letters 
(1:1–9; 1:10—2:18) and a prologue (2:19–32), there are accounts of three 
successive attacks on the temple by Heliodorus in the time of Seleucus IV 
(3:1–40), by Antiochus IV (4:1—10:9), and by Nicanor in the time of Demetrius I 
(10:10—15:37). The book tells the story of the Maccabean movement up to 
Judas’ defeat of Nicanor in 161.

�The main pThe main part of 2 Mart of 2 Maccabees (accabees (chs. 3—15)chs. 3—15) is, as 2: is, as 2:23 states,23 states, the diges the digest of a fivt of a fivt of a five-volumfive-volume work by e work by Jason of CJason of Cyrene. Jasyrene. Jason may havon may have written e written his work shis work shortly afthortly after the eveeaftafter the after the events thaevents that he descrt he described (160–ibed (160–152). The 152). The date of thdate of the first lee first letter (cf. tter (cf. 1:9) sugge1:9) su1:9) suggests tsuggests that the cohat the condensationndensation may have  may have been made been made ca. 124, tca. 124, though an ehough an early 1st-carly 1st-century date1st-c1st-centur1st-century date is y date is also possialso possible. The eble. The epitome waspitome was written i written in Greek, an Greek, as was in as was in all likelihll lill likelihoodlikelihood Jason’s f Jason’s five-volumeive-volume original. original. The conde The condenser’s stanser’s statements intements in the prolo the prologue (2:19–gueproloprologue (prologue (2:19–32) a2:19–32) and the epind the epilogue (15:logue (15:38–39) ind38–39) indicate thaticate that his prima his primary goal wary goal was to make s wawas to makwas to make the worke the work more attr more attractive andactive and entertain entertaining.ing.ing.

The main part of 2 Maccabees (chs. 3—15) is, as 2:23 states, the digest of a 
five-volume work by Jason of Cyrene. Jason may have written his work shortly 
after the events that he described (160–152). The date of the first letter (cf. 1:9) 
suggests that the condensation may have been made ca. 124, though an early 
1st-century date is also possible. The epitome was written in Greek, as was in all 
likelihood Jason’s five-volume original. The condenser’s statements in the 
prologue (2:19–32) and the epilogue (15:38–39) indicate that his primary goal 
was to make the work more attractive and entertaining.

�The two leThe two letters befotters before the prore the prologue (1:1logue (1:1–9; 1:10—2–9; 1:10—2:18) are f:18) are from Jews irom Jews in Jerusalen Jerun Jerusalem Jerusalem to Jews into Jews in Egypt. Bo Egypt. Both lettersth letters seek to e seek to encourage Jncourage Jews in Egyews in Egypt to celept to celebrate the bracelecelebrate celebrate the festivthe festival of Hanual of Hanukkah. Thiskkah. This suggests  suggests that Egyptthat Egyptian Jews nian Jews needed conveeded convincing — wincconvconvincingconvincing — whether — whether because t because the event che event commemorateommemorated was so rd was so recent, or ecent, or because itbecaubecause itbecause it was so cl was so closely tiedosely tied to the Ma to the Maccabee famccabee family, or beily, or because it hcause it had no biblad no biblical basisical biblbiblical bbiblical basis.asis.asis.

The two letters before the prologue (1:1–9; 1:10—2:18) are from Jews in 
Jerusalem to Jews in Egypt. Both letters seek to encourage Jews in Egypt to 
celebrate the festival of Hanukkah. This suggests that Egyptian Jews needed 
convincing — whether because the event commemorated was so recent, or 
because it was so closely tied to the Maccabee family, or because it had no 
biblical basis.

�The first The first attack agaattack against the Jinst the Jerusalem terusalem temple (3:1emple (3:1–40) occur–40) occurs during ts during the reign ohe reignhe reign of Sreign of Seleucus IVeleucus IV (187–175) (187–175), the brot, the brother and prher and predecessor edecessor of Antiochof Antiochus IV. In us IV. In response treresponse tresponse to a requeso a request to intert to intervene in a vene in a dispute bedispute between the tween the pious highpious high priest On priest Onias and SiiaOnOnias and Onias and Simon overSimon over the admin the administration istration of the citof the city market, y market, the Syrianthe Syrian governor  governor ApolloniusAApolloniusApollonius sends Hel sends Heliodorus toiodorus to make an i make an inspection nspection of the temof the temple treasuple treasury. But inry. But in his effor inin his effin his effort to conort to confiscate thfiscate the treasurye treasury and bring and bring the holy  the holy place “intplace “into dishonoro dishonor” (v. 18),” (v. ” (v. 18), H(v. 18), Heliodorus eliodorus is miraculis miraculously struously struck down byck down by a mysteri a mysterious rider ous rider accompanieaccompanied by two gdaccompanieaccompanieaccompanied by two gd by two glorious yolorious young men. Wung men. When revivehen revived through d through Onias’ praOnias’ prayer (vv. 3yer (vvyer (vv. 31–34(vv. 31–34), Heliodo), Heliodorus offersrus offers sacrifice sacrifice to the Go to the God of Israed of Israel and comml and comments that ents that one shouldonone shouldone should send only send only one’s wor one’s worst enemiesst enemies to profan to profane the Jerue the Jerusalem tempsalem temple (vv. 35le (vv. 35le (vv. 35–39).35–39).35–39).

The first attack against the Jerusalem temple (3:1–40) occurs during the 
reign of Seleucus IV (187–175), the brother and predecessor of Antiochus IV. In 
response to a request to intervene in a dispute between the pious high priest 
Onias and Simon over the administration of the city market, the Syrian governor 
Apollonius sends Heliodorus to make an inspection of the temple treasury. But 
in his effort to confiscate the treasury and bring the holy place “into dishonor” 
(v. 18), Heliodorus is miraculously struck down by a mysterious rider 



accompanied by two glorious young men. When revived through Onias’ prayer 
(vv. 31–34), Heliodorus offers sacrifice to the God of Israel and comments that 
one should send only one’s worst enemies to profane the Jerusalem temple (vv. 
35–39).

�The secondThe second attack ag attack against the ainst the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple (4:temple (4:1—10:9) is1—10:9) is occasione occasioned by the sd by td by the struggthe struggles over tles over the Jewish he Jewish high prieshigh priesthood. Thethood. The priesthoo priesthood of Jasond of Jason (175–172) (175–172) is portra i is portrayis portrayed as brined as bringing “the ging “the Greek way Greek way of life” (of life” (4:10) to J4:10) to Jerusalem berusalem by establisy establishing a gymhing establisestablishiestablishing a gymnang a gymnasium, enrosium, enrolling the lling the people as people as “citizens “citizens of Antiochof Antioch,” and dis,” and disregarding regadisdisregardidisregarding the Torng the Torah as Israah as Israel’s law. el’s law. The authorThe author’s own pos’s own position is cition is clear: “Thelear: “There was sucre wre was such awas such an extreme n extreme of Helleniof Hellenization andzation and increase  increase in the adoin the adoption of fption of foreign wayoreign ways because s wayways becauways because of the se of the surpassingsurpassing wickednes wickedness of Jasons of Jason, who was , who was ungodly anungodly and no true d no trued no true high true high priest” (4priest” (4:13).:13).:13).

The second attack against the Jerusalem temple (4:1—10:9) is occasioned by 
the struggles over the Jewish high priesthood. The priesthood of Jason (175–172) 
is portrayed as bringing “the Greek way of life” (4:10) to Jerusalem by 
establishing a gymnasium, enrolling the people as “citizens of Antioch,” and 
disregarding the Torah as Israel’s law. The author’s own position is clear: “There 
was such an extreme of Hellenization and increase in the adoption of foreign 
ways because of the surpassing wickedness of Jason, who was ungodly and no 
true high priest” (4:13).

�And yet JaAnd yet Jason is outson is outdone in widone in wickedness bckedness by his succy his successor Meneessor Menelaus (in 1laus (in 172). When 72). W72). When JasonWhen Jason’s revolt ’s revolt fails, Antfails, Antiochus IV iochus IV captures Jcaptures Jerusalem (erusalem (5:11), ent5:11), enters the teers the temple with mpltetemple wittemple with Menelaush Menelaus as his gu as his guide, and cide, and carries offarries off 1800 tale 1800 talents of monnts of money. Only iey. Only in 5:27 do n 5n 5:27 do we5:27 do we first hea first hear of Judasr of Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus and his c and his companions.ompanions. According According to 6:1–11 to 6:1–11 to 6:1–11, th6:1–11, the Jews were Jews were forced te forced to abandon o abandon the Torah,the Torah, to deny t to deny their ancesheir ancestral religtral religion, and tioreligreligion, religion, and to traand to transform thensform the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple in temple into the temto the temple of Olyple of Olympian Zeusmpian Zeus..ZeusZeus.Zeus.Zeus.

And yet Jason is outdone in wickedness by his successor Menelaus (in 172). 
When Jason’s revolt fails, Antiochus IV captures Jerusalem (5:11), enters the 
temple with Menelaus as his guide, and carries off 1800 talents of money. Only in 
5:27 do we first hear of Judas Maccabeus and his companions. According to 
6:1–11, the Jews were forced to abandon the Torah, to deny their ancestral 
religion, and to transform the Jerusalem temple into the temple of Olympian 
Zeus.

�After reflAfter reflections onections on God’s dis God’s discipline tocipline toward Israeward Israel (“althoul (“although he discgh he disciplines usiplines usiplines us with caus with calamities, lamities, he does nohe does not forsake t forsake his own pehis own people,” 6:1ople,” 6:16), the bo6), the book describok describes the heres describdescribes describes the heroisthe heroism displayem displayed by Jewisd by Jewish martyrs h martyrs who refusewho refuse to give u to give up their trp their traditional adtrtraditionatraditional faith (6l faith (6:10–11, 18:10–11, 18–31; 7:1–4–31; 7:1–42). The di2). The dialogues bealogues between the tween the wicked kinwicked king and the g ag and the seand the seven sons aven sons and their mnd their mother in 7other in 7:1–42 give:1–42 give particula particular attentior attention to hopesn to hopes for resur fo for resurrfor resurrection andection and God’s jud God’s judgment as mgment as motives forotives for resisting resisting the evil  the evil king’s proking’s program.gramproprogram.program.program.

After reflections on God’s discipline toward Israel (“although he disciplines 
us with calamities, he does not forsake his own people,” 6:16), the book 
describes the heroism displayed by Jewish martyrs who refuse to give up their 
traditional faith (6:10–11, 18–31; 7:1–42). The dialogues between the wicked king 
and the seven sons and their mother in 7:1–42 give particular attention to hopes 
for resurrection and God’s judgment as motives for resisting the evil king’s 
program.

�The emergeThe emergence of Judnce of Judas Maccabeas Maccabeus and hisus and his victories victories over Nica over Nicanor and Tinor and Timothy (8:8motTiTimothy (8Timothy (8:8–36) lea:8–36) lead to the rd to the realizationealization that the  that the Jews have Jews have a powerfula powerful Defender  Defender (God) and (G(God) and (God) and so are invso are invulnerable ulnerable because thbecause they follow ey follow God’s lawsGod’s laws (8:36). S (8:36). Struck downtruck down by God wh downdown by Godown by God while rod while robbing tempbbing temples in Perles in Persia, even sia, even the arrogathe arrogant Antiochnt Antiochus IV recous IV recous IV recognizesrecognizes his error his errors (9:1–29)s (9:1–29). The clim. The climax of the ax of the second temsecond temple episodple episode is the re is the rededicatioedrrededicatirededication of the on of the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple, thtemple, the restorate restoration of Jewion of Jewish worshiish worship, and thep, and the establish e establishmestablishment of Hanent of Hanukkah as aukkah as a Jewish fe Jewish festival (10stival (10:1–9). In :1–9). In the secondthe second attack Ju attack Judas Maccabdas JuJudas MaccJudas Maccabeus and abeus and his army shis army serve as Goerve as God’s instrud’s instruments.ments.ments.

The emergence of Judas Maccabeus and his victories over Nicanor and 
Timothy (8:8–36) lead to the realization that the Jews have a powerful Defender 
(God) and so are invulnerable because they follow God’s laws (8:36). Struck 
down by God while robbing temples in Persia, even the arrogant Antiochus IV 
recognizes his errors (9:1–29). The climax of the second temple episode is the 
rededication of the Jerusalem temple, the restoration of Jewish worship, and the 
establishment of Hanukkah as a Jewish festival (10:1–9). In the second attack 
Judas Maccabeus and his army serve as God’s instruments.

�The third The third attack (10attack (10:10—15:37):10—15:37) features  features the Syrianthe Syrian general N general Nicanor’s ticanor’s threat to dhreat threat to destroyto destroy the templ the temple and its e and its altar, andaltar, and to build  to build in its plain its place a templce a temple dedicatee dedicated to the Gd to td to the Greek the Greek god Dionysgod Dionysus (14:33)us (14:33). After de. After describing tscribing the accessihe accession of Antion of Antiochus V Euochus V Eupator, 2 MpEuEupator, 2Eupator, 2 Maccabees Maccabees discusses discusses Judas’ mi Judas’ military viclitary victories (10tories (10:14—11:15):14—11:15), his corr, his correspondenceespcorrcorrespondcorrespondence (11:1ence (11:16–38), and6–38), and further b further battles (12attles (12:1–45). By:1–45). By 161, howe 161, however, therever, therever, there are there are a new Selea new Seleucid king ucid king (Demetrius(Demetrius I), a new I), a new Jewish hi Jewish high priest gh priest (Alcimus),(Alcimus), and a new an and a new and a new threat to threat to the templethe temple by Nicano by Nicanor (14:1—15r (14:1—15:37). With:37). With God’s hel God’s help, Judas ap, Judas p, Judas and Judas and his army dhis army defeat Nicaefeat Nicanor and agnor and again serve ain serve as God’s ias God’s instrumentsnstruments: “Blessed: “Blessed is he (Go i is he (Godis he (God) who has ) who has kept his okept his own place uwn place undefiled” ndefiled” (15:34).(15:34).(15:34).

The third attack (10:10—15:37) features the Syrian general Nicanor’s threat 
to destroy the temple and its altar, and to build in its place a temple dedicated to 
the Greek god Dionysus (14:33). After describing the accession of Antiochus V 
Eupator, 2 Maccabees discusses Judas’ military victories (10:14—11:15), his 
correspondence (11:16–38), and further battles (12:1–45). By 161, however, 
there are a new Seleucid king (Demetrius I), a new Jewish high priest (Alcimus), 



and a new threat to the temple by Nicanor (14:1—15:37). With God’s help, 
Judas and his army defeat Nicanor and again serve as God’s instruments: “Blessed 
is he (God) who has kept his own place undefiled” (15:34).

�2 Maccabee2 Maccabees is perhas is perhaps most faps most famous for imous for its accountts account of the Je of the Jewish martywish martyrs and refrs andrs and refereand references to rences to resurrectionsurrection (12:43–45 (12:43–45). But the). But the author’s  author’s central cocentral concern was ncern was the sanctiththe sanctithe sanctity of God’ty of God’s temple is temple in Jerusalen Jerusalem. He tracm. He traced Israel’ed Israel’s troubless troubles to the in to the internal disternaininternal dinternal disputes thisputes that broughtat brought the Seleu the Seleucids into cids into Jewish affJewish affairs, regaairs, regarded the Grded the Greek way oreekGGreek way Greek way of life asof life as an abomin an abomination, andation, and considere considered Judas Mad Judas Maccabeus asccabeus as God’s ins God’s inst God’s instrumentinstrument in defend in defending the teing the temple.mple.mple.

2 Maccabees is perhaps most famous for its account of the Jewish martyrs 
and references to resurrection (12:43–45). But the author’s central concern was 
the sanctity of God’s temple in Jerusalem. He traced Israel’s troubles to the 
internal disputes that brought the Seleucids into Jewish affairs, regarded the 
Greek way of life as an abomination, and considered Judas Maccabeus as God’s 
instrument in defending the temple.
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3 Maccabee3 Maccabeess

3 Maccabees

A historicA historical romanceal romance originati originating in the ng in the Jewish DiaJewish Diaspora, mosspora, most probablyt probably in Alexan in Alexandria, the drAlexanAlexandriaAlexandria, the sett, the setting of theing of the story. Be story. Because of icause of its literarts literary relationy relationship with ship with 2 Maccabee2 Macc2 Maccabees Maccabees and the Leand the Letter of Artter of Aristeas, itisteas, it is usuall is usually dated bey dated between 90 tween 90 B.C.E.B.C.E. and 40  and 40 C.E.CC.E.C.E. The histo The historicity of ricity of the tale hthe tale has been quas been questioned, estioned, due both tdue both to the lacko the lack of extern of extern of external cexternal corroboratiorroboration of Ptolon of Ptolemy IV Phiemy IV Philopator’s lopator’s action agaaction against the Ainst the Alexandrianlexandrian Jews and  Je Jews and tJews and to Josephuso Josephus’ attribut’ attribution of thiion of this event tos event to the later the later reign of  reign of Ptolemy VIPtolemy VIII PhysconII PhII Physcon. SPhyscon. Similaritieimilarities with thes with the story of  story of Esther andEsther and 2 Maccabe 2 Maccabees, moreoves, moreover, suggeser, suggest consciout suggessuggest cosuggest conscious linscious literary creterary creativity anativity and patternid patterning, ratherng, rather than hist than historiographioriographical interecal incal interest. interest. It may welIt may well be that l be that the anti-Jthe anti-Jewish pogrewish pogroms which oms which arose duriarose during the reing the reign of Gaiugn reireign of Greign of Gaius Caesaaius Caesar gave ther gave the author oc author occasion to casion to address thaddress the contempoe contemporary crisirary crisis through scrisicrisis thrcrisis through a sagough a saga of past a of past fortitude fortitude and deliveand deliverance.rance.rance.

A historical romance originating in the Jewish Diaspora, most probably in 
Alexandria, the setting of the story. Because of its literary relationship with 2 
Maccabees and the Letter of Aristeas, it is usually dated between 90 B.C.E. and 40 
C.E. The historicity of the tale has been questioned, due both to the lack of 
external corroboration of Ptolemy IV Philopator’s action against the Alexandrian 
Jews and to Josephus’ attribution of this event to the later reign of Ptolemy VIII 
Physcon. Similarities with the story of Esther and 2 Maccabees, moreover, 
suggest conscious literary creativity and patterning, rather than historiographical 
interest. It may well be that the anti-Jewish pogroms which arose during the 
reign of Gaius Caesar gave the author occasion to address the contemporary 
crisis through a saga of past fortitude and deliverance.

�The story The story begins witbegins with Ptolemy’h Ptolemy’s defeat os defeat of Antiochuf Antiochus III at Rs III at Raphia, aftaphia, after which Per which er which Ptolwhich Ptolemy visitsemy visits his clien his client peoples t peoples to confirmto confirm their loy their loyalty in thalty in the aftermate aftermath of the wh of th of the war. Hthe war. He visits se visits sacred siteacred sites, lavishis, lavishing gifts fng gifts for the treor the treasuries, aasuries, and offerinnd offering sacrificg sacrificg sacrificessacrifices in the te in the temples. Evemples. Everywhere herywhere he is welcom is welcome, until he, until he attemptse attempts to enter  to enter the holy pthethe holy pthe holy place in Jelace in Jerusalem. Wrusalem. While his ihile his intention antention appears to ppears to have been have been benevolentbenevolent, the Jewi, t, the Jewishthe Jewish people re people regard this gard this as a profaas a profanation of nation of the templethe temple, and floc, and flock to protek to protest (1:1–29st (st (1:1–29). (1:1–29). The high pThe high priest Simoriest Simon offers an offers a prayer fo prayer for divine ir divine interventiontervention, and Pton, and Ptolemy is drlemyPtoPtolemy isPtolemy is driven ba driven back by God’ck by God’s invisibls invisible hand (2:e hand (2:1–24).1–24).1–24).

The story begins with Ptolemy’s defeat of Antiochus III at Raphia, after 
which Ptolemy visits his client peoples to confirm their loyalty in the aftermath of 
the war. He visits sacred sites, lavishing gifts for the treasuries, and offering 
sacrifices in the temples. Everywhere he is welcome, until he attempts to enter 
the holy place in Jerusalem. While his intention appears to have been benevolent, 
the Jewish people regard this as a profanation of the temple, and flock to protest 
(1:1–29). The high priest Simon offers a prayer for divine intervention, and 



Ptolemy is driven back by God’s invisible hand (2:1–24).

�Outraged bOutraged by such an y such an affront fraffront from his cliom his clients basedents based on their  on their allegianceallegiance to indige to indig to indigenousindigenous customs,  customs, Ptolemy rePtolemy returns to Eturns to Egypt hopingypt hoping to preveg to prevent any pront any problems on tblems on blems on the homon the home front bye front by absorbing absorbing the Jewis the Jewish populatih population of Alexon of Alexandria intandria into the Greeo the Greeo the Greek citiGreek citizenry, or zenry, or excluding excluding them from them from the politithe political body ecal body entirely. Sntirely. Several huneveral hundred Jews drehunhundred Jehundred Jews accept ws accept the king’sthe king’s invitatio invitation to join n to join in the pagin the pagan rites wan rites which accomhich accompany the gpanaccomaccompany accompany the gift othe gift of citizensf citizenship, whilehip, while the major the majority refuseity refuse and are r and are registered egistered for the pofor tfor the poll tthe poll tax, to be ax, to be treated astreated as the nativ the native Egyptiane Egyptian populatio population (2:25–33n (2:25–33). The kin). The king then decg theg then decidthen decides that rees that reduction ofduction of status is status is not suffi not sufficient, so cient, so he orders he orders all Jews iall Jews in Egypt ton Egypn Egypt to bEgypt to be rounded e rounded up in the up in the hippodromehippodrome to await  to await execution execution (4:1–21). (4:1–21). Elephants Elephants Elephants Elephants are preparare prepared for theed for the occasion, occasion, being int being intoxicated woxicated with wine aith wine and incensend incense, but in r, b, but in resbut in response to tponse to the Jews’ phe Jews’ prayers, Gorayers, God preventsd prevents the king  the king from carryfrom carrying out hiing out his plan fors ps plan for splan for several dayeveral days (5:1–51)s (5:1–51). Finally,. Finally, the king  the king succeeds isucceeds in giving tn giving the order the order to loose tho looso loose the loose the elephants,elephants, but, in r but, in response toesponse to the praye the prayer of the ar of the aged Eleazaged Eleazar, God turr, God turns the elens turturns the turns the elephants elephants back on Phback on Philopator’silopator’s soldiers. soldiers. The king  The king praises Gopraises God for delid for delivering Godverdelideliveringdelivering God’s peo God’s people, orderple, ordering the Jeing the Jews to be sws to be sent home aent home after a sevfter a seven-day feaen-day feast (6:1—7:stfeafeast (6:1feast (6:1—7:9), The—7:9), The tale conc tale concludes withludes with the punis the punishment of ahment of apostate Jepostate Jews at the ws at the hands of thahands of thands of those Jews hose Jews who remainwho remained loyal (ed loyal (7:10–23).7:10–23).7:10–23).

Outraged by such an affront from his clients based on their allegiance to 
indigenous customs, Ptolemy returns to Egypt hoping to prevent any problems 
on the home front by absorbing the Jewish population of Alexandria into the 
Greek citizenry, or excluding them from the political body entirely. Several 
hundred Jews accept the king’s invitation to join in the pagan rites which 
accompany the gift of citizenship, while the majority refuse and are registered for 
the poll tax, to be treated as the native Egyptian population (2:25–33). The king 
then decides that reduction of status is not sufficient, so he orders all Jews in 
Egypt to be rounded up in the hippodrome to await execution (4:1–21). 
Elephants are prepared for the occasion, being intoxicated with wine and incense, 
but in response to the Jews’ prayers, God prevents the king from carrying out his 
plan for several days (5:1–51). Finally, the king succeeds in giving the order to 
loose the elephants, but, in response to the prayer of the aged Eleazar, God 
turns the elephants back on Philopator’s soldiers. The king praises God for 
delivering God’s people, ordering the Jews to be sent home after a seven-day 
feast (6:1—7:9), The tale concludes with the punishment of apostate Jews at the 
hands of those Jews who remained loyal (7:10–23).

�The work hThe work has strikinas striking parallelg parallels with 2 Ms with 2 Maccabees, accabees, providing providing diaspora Jdiaspora Jews with aews witews with a sagwith a saga about faa about faithfulnessithfulness to the an to the ancestral Tocestral Torah in therah in the face of t face of the threat he threat of enforceof enof enforced henforced hellenizatiellenization, connecon, connecting them ting them with the ewith the experience xperience of Palestiof Palestinian Judainian Judaism (cf. 1—smJudaiJudaism (cJudaism (cf. 1—2 Macf. 1—2 Maccabees), acabees), and showingnd showing that they that they too share too share in the pe in the persecutionsrsecutionspepersecutiopersecutions and trins and triumphs connumphs connected withected with the templ the temple and the e and the Lord. 3 MaLord. 3 Maccabees isccabees MaMaccabees Maccabees is also veis also very informary informative for utive for understandinderstanding Jew-Genng Jew-Gentile hostitile hostility from lity from both sidesboboth sidesboth sides. The Jewi. The Jewish author sh author views Gentviews Gentiles as “ailes as “alienated flienated from the trrom the truth” of thuth” of the One God e Oe One God anOne God and the trued the true religion  religion of Torah (of Torah (4:16; cf. 4:16; cf. Rom. 1:21,Rom. 1:21, 25, 28);  25, 28); the Gentilthe Gentiles’ failures’ GentilGentiles’ Gentiles’ failure tofailure to honor God honor God, and thei, and their acts of r acts of outrage agoutrage against the ainst the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple andtemtemple andtemple and the holy  the holy people thrpeople throughout hioughout history, earstory, earn them then them the frequent  frequent epithet ofepithet of “arrogant ofof “arrogaof “arrogant” (1:25–nt” (1:25–26; 2:2–9;26; 2:2–9; 5:13; 6:9 5:13; 6:9). Piercin). Piercing through g through the authorthe author’s bias, w’s bias, we also glie alsoe also glimpalso glimpse a view se a view of the genof the gentile viewptile viewpoint. The oint. The Jewish tenJewish tendency to fdency to form tight-orm tight-knit commuknitight-tight-knittight-knit communiti communities (necesses (necessitated by itated by the puritythe purity and dieta and dietary regulatry regulations of Toions of Torah) becomrahToTorah) becTorah) becomes a cauomes a cause, for thse, for the Gentilese Gentiles view them view them with susp with suspicion, as icion, as though Jewthough Jewthough Jews were Jews were unconcerneunconcerned about thd about the common ge common good of theood of the city and  city and thus reprethus represented a psentedreprerepresenterepresented a potentd a potential sourceial source of disloy of disloyalty. Jewialty. Jewish commitmsh commitment to oneent to one God and a God and a God and abhorrenceabhorrence of all id of all idolatrous folatrous forms of woorms of worship prevrship prevent full pent full participatiarticipation in the on in the life of thlife olife of the Greof the Greek city: aek city: attempts tottempts to enfranchi enfranchise Jews asse Jews as citizens  citizens meet with meet with disaster bdisaster because of ecabbecause ofbecause of the civic the civic cult part cult participation icipation which is twhich is then expecthen expected. What Ged. What Greeks valureeks value highly ie he highly is highly is deemed to deemed to be scornedbe scorned by the Je by the Jewish populwish population, andation, and so mutual so mutual antagonis antagonism and misumantagonisantagonismantagonism and misun and misunderstandinderstanding escalateg escalate...

The work has striking parallels with 2 Maccabees, providing diaspora Jews 
with a saga about faithfulness to the ancestral Torah in the face of the threat of 
enforced hellenization, connecting them with the experience of Palestinian 
Judaism (cf. 1—2 Maccabees), and showing that they too share in the 
persecutions and triumphs connected with the temple and the Lord. 3 
Maccabees is also very informative for understanding Jew-Gentile hostility from 
both sides. The Jewish author views Gentiles as “alienated from the truth” of the 
One God and the true religion of Torah (4:16; cf. Rom. 1:21, 25, 28); the 
Gentiles’ failure to honor God, and their acts of outrage against the Jerusalem 
temple and the holy people throughout history, earn them the frequent epithet 
of “arrogant” (1:25–26; 2:2–9; 5:13; 6:9). Piercing through the author’s bias, we 
also glimpse a view of the gentile viewpoint. The Jewish tendency to form 
tight-knit communities (necessitated by the purity and dietary regulations of 
Torah) becomes a cause, for the Gentiles view them with suspicion, as though 
Jews were unconcerned about the common good of the city and thus 
represented a potential source of disloyalty. Jewish commitment to one God and 
abhorrence of all idolatrous forms of worship prevent full participation in the life 
of the Greek city: attempts to enfranchise Jews as citizens meet with disaster 
because of the civic cult participation which is then expected. What Greeks value 
highly is deemed to be scorned by the Jewish population, and so mutual 
antagonism and misunderstanding escalate.

�The insighThe insight 3 Maccabt 3 Maccabees providees provides into thes into these ethnicese ethnic tensions  tensions also assisalso assists our undts our uts our understandunderstanding of theing of the experienc experience of the ee of the early Churcarly Church, especiah, especially the Pally the Pauline missuline mission, whichionmissmission, wmission, which soughhich sought to breakt to break down barr down barriers and oiers and overcome prvercome prejudices wejudices which had bhich hadhich had been fhad been firmly in pirmly in place for clace for centuries. enturies. The hostilThe hostility withinity within the Jewis the Jewish communith community toward ay toy toward apotoward apostates attstates attested hereested here provides  provides additionaladditional insight i insight into Jewishnto Jewish (both Chr (both Christian andistChrChristian Christian and non-Chand non-Christian) rristian) reaction toeaction to Paul’s re Paul’s relaxation olaxation of Torah inf Torah in his procl his proclamation ofamaproclproclamatiproclamation of a neon of a new, united w, united people (cfpeople (cf. Gal. 3:2. Gal. 3:26-28), whi6-28), which could bch could be seen as e seen as just anothjustjust anothjust another attempter attempt at hellen at hellenization anization and the compd the compromising oromising of necessarf necessary boundariy boundaries.eboundariboundariesboundaries..

The insight 3 Maccabees provides into these ethnic tensions also assists our 



understanding of the experience of the early Church, especially the Pauline 
mission, which sought to break down barriers and overcome prejudices which 
had been firmly in place for centuries. The hostility within the Jewish community 
toward apostates attested here provides additional insight into Jewish (both 
Christian and non-Christian) reaction to Paul’s relaxation of Torah in his 
proclamation of a new, united people (cf. Gal. 3:26-28), which could be seen as 
just another attempt at hellenization and the compromising of necessary 
boundaries.

4 Maccabee4 Maccabeess

4 Maccabees

A philosopA philosophical demohical demonstration nstration (epiídeixi(epiídeixis)s) of the th of the thesis that esis that “devout re“devout reason is soason is soason is sovereign sovereign over the eover the emotions” (motions” (1:1; 7:16;1:1; 7:16; 13:1, 7;  13:1, 7; 16:1). The16:1). The author ta author takes as hiskes as his starting  star starting pstarting point Stoicoint Stoic ethical p ethical philosophy hilosophy with its cwith its concern foroncern for the attai the attainment of vnment of virtue, parirtuevvirtue, pavirtue, particularlyrticularly the Greek the Greek cardinal  cardinal virtues ofvirtues of justice,  justice, courage, tcourage, temperance,emperance, and wisdo and  and wisdomand wisdom. The . The paétheä,paétheä, which inc which include not olude not only emotionly emotions but alsns but also desires o desires and physicand and physicand physical sensatial sensations (1:20–ons (1:20–27), might27), might easily tu easily turn an untrrn an untrained ratiained rational faculonal faculty away frty awty away from away from pursuing tpursuing that coursehat course which led which led to virtue to virtue. Fear of . Fear of injury, orinjury, or the exper the experience of pienexperexperienceexperience of pain,  of pain, might hindmight hinder the purer the pursuit of cosuit of courage on turage on the battlefhe battlefield; desiield; desire for somre fore for some pfor some physical grhysical gratificatioatification might hin might hinder the pnder the pursuit of ursuit of temperancetemperance. It was t. It was the Stoic che She Stoic contStoic contention thaention that reason, t reason, guided by guided by philosophyphilosophy, could ma, could master the ster the paétheäpaétheä and choos and and chooseand choose the virtu the virtuous courseous course even if t even if that meant hat meant hardship, hardship, danger, ordanger, or denial. 4 denial. 4 Maccabees M Maccabees Maccabees is in esseis in essential agrential agreement withement with this anal this analysis, but ysis, but seeks to dseeks to demonstrateemonstrate that only th that only that only the rationthe rational facultyal faculty which has which has been trai been trained and exned and exercised byercised by the Jewis the Jewish Law willh Lah Law will aLaw will actually acctually achieve conshieve consistent vicistent victory over tory over the emotiothe emotions, desirens, desires, and cons, and concern aboutcerconconcern abconcern about pleasuout pleasure or painre or pain (1:15–17; (1:15–17; 2:21–23;  2:21–23; 5:22–24; 75:22–24; 7:18–19). O:18–19). Only the denly the devotee of Tvdedevotee ofdevotee of Torah, th Torah, therefore, herefore, has an accuas an accurate trainrate trainer in virter in virtue, and thue, and therefore a erefore a sure foundsuresure foundsure foundation for ation for honor and honor and self-respeself-respect.ct.ct.

A philosophical demonstration (epiídeixis) of the thesis that “devout reason is 
sovereign over the emotions” (1:1; 7:16; 13:1, 7; 16:1). The author takes as his 
starting point Stoic ethical philosophy with its concern for the attainment of 
virtue, particularly the Greek cardinal virtues of justice, courage, temperance, 
and wisdom. The paétheä, which include not only emotions but also desires 
and physical sensations (1:20–27), might easily turn an untrained rational faculty 
away from pursuing that course which led to virtue. Fear of injury, or the 
experience of pain, might hinder the pursuit of courage on the battlefield; desire 
for some physical gratification might hinder the pursuit of temperance. It was the 
Stoic contention that reason, guided by philosophy, could master the paétheä 
and choose the virtuous course even if that meant hardship, danger, or denial. 4 
Maccabees is in essential agreement with this analysis, but seeks to demonstrate 
that only the rational faculty which has been trained and exercised by the Jewish 
Law will actually achieve consistent victory over the emotions, desires, and 
concern about pleasure or pain (1:15–17; 2:21–23; 5:22–24; 7:18–19). Only the 
devotee of Torah, therefore, has an accurate trainer in virtue, and therefore a 
sure foundation for honor and self-respect.

�This thesiThis thesis is demons is demonstrated bystrated by means of  means of examples fexamples from Israelrom Israel’s sacred ’s sacred history. Jhistoryhistory. Jhistory. Joseph, e.goseph, e.g., overcam., overcame sexual de sexual desire by mesire by means of hieans of his rationals rational faculty w faculty which was shich wwhich was which was strengthenstrengthened by the ed by the command, “command, “You shall You shall not covet”not covet” (2:1–6, i (2:1–6, in strikingn striking contrast  strikingstriking cstriking contrast toontrast to Rom. 7:7- Rom. 7:7-24). Moses24). Moses, similarl, similarly, overcamy, overcame wrath whe wrath when provokeen provokeen provoked bprovoked by Dathan ay Dathan and Abiram nd Abiram (2:16–20).(2:16–20). The laws  The laws themselvesthemselves are shown are shown to force  to for to force thosforce those who by ne who by nature are ature are greedy to greedy to act generoact generously (e.g.usly (e.g., in the l, in the laws regardaws regarding cancelingregardregarding regarding canceling canceling debts in tdebts in the seventhhe seventh year and  year and regarding regarding gleaning agleaning a field aft field after harvester haer harvest, 2harvest, 2:8–9). The:8–9). The supreme e supreme exemplars oxemplars of pious ref pious reason’s domason’s domination ovination over the paser the paser the passions, passions, however, ahowever, are taken fre taken from more rrom more recent histecent history, namelory, namely those why those who were exeo were eo were executed fexecuted for their aor their adherence tdherence to Torah duo Torah during the hring the hellenizatiellenization crisis on crisis of 167–164of 167–164  B.C.E.B.B.C.E.B.C.E. The story The story from 2 Ma from 2 Macc. 6-7 iscc. 6-7 is here expa here expanded into nded into an encomiuan encomium of Eleazm of Eleazar, the sear, thar, the seven the seven brothers, brothers, and the moand the mother. Aftether. After the suppr the suppression ofression of the Jewis the Jewish religionh religion by the ap b by the apoby the apostate Jewistate Jewish leaderssh leadership, suppohip, supported by Anrted by Antiochus IVtiochus IV (4:1–26), (4:1–26), those who those who remained  whowho remainwho remained loyal ted loyal to Torah weo Torah were broughtre brought before An before Antiochus. Etiochus. Eleazar andleazar and each of t each of  each of the sevof the seven brotheren brothers are, in s are, in turn, giveturn, given the oppon the opportunity tortunity to eat nonko eat nonkosher foodssher foods (symboliz (s (symbolizi(symbolizing their wng their willingnessillingness to accomm to accommodate to todate to the Greek whe Greek way of lifeay of life) under th) under the threat oeththe threatthe threat of tortur of torture. The ende. The endurance disurance displayed by played by these figuthese figures and thres and the failure e failure of the mosof tof the most sthe most severe of tevere of tortures toortures to turn thei turn their minds awr minds away from stay from steadfast obeadfast obedience maedience maedience make them make them the ultimathe ultimate proof ote proof of Torah’s f Torah’s ability toability to equip the equip the mind to c mind to choose the hoose the virtuous cvivirtuous cvirtuous course no mourse no matter whatatter what the toll  the toll on the bodon the body — even ay — even above the nbove the natural lovatural lovatural love of lilove of life and thefe and the natural a natural affection offection of siblingsf siblings and paren and parents (13:27—ts (13:27—14:1; 15:214:1; 15:24–28).4–28)15:215:24–28).15:24–28).

This thesis is demonstrated by means of examples from Israel’s sacred 
history. Joseph, e.g., overcame sexual desire by means of his rational faculty 
which was strengthened by the command, “You shall not covet” (2:1–6, in 
striking contrast to Rom. 7:7-24). Moses, similarly, overcame wrath when 
provoked by Dathan and Abiram (2:16–20). The laws themselves are shown to 
force those who by nature are greedy to act generously (e.g., in the laws 
regarding canceling debts in the seventh year and regarding gleaning a field after 
harvest, 2:8–9). The supreme exemplars of pious reason’s domination over the 
passions, however, are taken from more recent history, namely those who were 
executed for their adherence to Torah during the hellenization crisis of 167–164 
B.C.E. The story from 2 Macc. 6-7 is here expanded into an encomium of Eleazar, 
the seven brothers, and the mother. After the suppression of the Jewish religion 



by the apostate Jewish leadership, supported by Antiochus IV (4:1–26), those 
who remained loyal to Torah were brought before Antiochus. Eleazar and each 
of the seven brothers are, in turn, given the opportunity to eat nonkosher foods 
(symbolizing their willingness to accommodate to the Greek way of life) under 
the threat of torture. The endurance displayed by these figures and the failure of 
the most severe of tortures to turn their minds away from steadfast obedience 
make them the ultimate proof of Torah’s ability to equip the mind to choose the 
virtuous course no matter what the toll on the body — even above the natural 
love of life and the natural affection of siblings and parents (13:27—14:1; 
15:24–28).

�4 Maccabee4 Maccabees is a pros is a product of thduct of the Jewish De Jewish Diaspora. Tiaspora. The precisehe precise location  location and the daand theand the date othe date of compositf composition are union are unknown, butknown, but strong ca strong cases have bses have been made feen made for an Antior an Antor an AntiocheneAntiochene provenanc provenance during te during the first hhe first half of thealf of the 1st centu 1st century ry C.E.C.E. Some scho Some scholars have lars hlars have read have read it as a spit as a speech commeeech commemorating tmorating the death ohe death of the martf the martyrs, sinceyrs, since it shares it shares so much i s so much inso much in common wi common with Greek fth Greek funeral orauneral orations. Whitions. While its prele its precise occascise occasion must rion must ion must remaimust remain a mystern a mystery, 4 Maccay, 4 Maccabees showsbees shows an intere an interest in reafst in reaffirming itfirming its audiences audience’s commitm’saudienceaudience’saudience’s commitmen commitment to centrt to central Jewish al Jewish cultural vcultural values in aalues in a setting w setting where the ehere the enticementsnteenticemententicements to abands to abandon religioon religious and ethus and ethnic particnic particularity inularity in favor of  favor of the Greek the Greek way of lifwayway of lifway of life are stroe are strong. Accommng. Accommodation toodation to Hellenism Hellenism at the co at the cost of loyast of loyalty to Godlty to God offers on GodGod offersGod offers only temp only temporary advaorary advantage, butntage, but will brin will bring eternal g eternal disadvantadisadvantage (13:15;ge (13:15; 15:2–3, 8 15 15:2–3, 8,15:2–3, 8, 27). The  27). The apostate Japostate Jews may foews may for a time gr a time gain honor ain honor in the sigin the sight of Greeht of Greek society,k sk society, bsociety, but they wiut they will ultimatll ultimately lose tely lose their only heir only abiding clabiding claim to honaim to honor (17:18;or (17:18; 18:3). Th 18:3) 18:3). The18:3). The audience, audience, identifyi identifying with thng with the martyrs,e martyrs, are moved are moved to remain to remain loyal to  loyal to their Divithetheir Divitheir Divine Benefacne Benefactor (16:18tor (16:18–22) rathe–22) rather than disr than dishonor God honor God in favor oin favor of any humaf any humaf any human patrhuman patron in the on in the Greek worlGreek world, no mattd, no matter what ader what advantages avantages are offeredre offered or disadv or disad or disadvantadisadvantages threatges threatened (8:5–ened (8:5–9; 12:4–5)9; 12:4–5)...

4 Maccabees is a product of the Jewish Diaspora. The precise location and 
the date of composition are unknown, but strong cases have been made for an 
Antiochene provenance during the first half of the 1st century C.E. Some scholars 
have read it as a speech commemorating the death of the martyrs, since it shares 
so much in common with Greek funeral orations. While its precise occasion 
must remain a mystery, 4 Maccabees shows an interest in reaffirming its 
audience’s commitment to central Jewish cultural values in a setting where the 
enticements to abandon religious and ethnic particularity in favor of the Greek 
way of life are strong. Accommodation to Hellenism at the cost of loyalty to 
God offers only temporary advantage, but will bring eternal disadvantage (13:15; 
15:2–3, 8, 27). The apostate Jews may for a time gain honor in the sight of Greek 
society, but they will ultimately lose their only abiding claim to honor (17:18; 
18:3). The audience, identifying with the martyrs, are moved to remain loyal to 
their Divine Benefactor (16:18–22) rather than dishonor God in favor of any 
human patron in the Greek world, no matter what advantages are offered or 
disadvantages threatened (8:5–9; 12:4–5).

�This work,This work, though no though not regardedt regarded as canoni as canonical by anycal by any Christian Christian communion communion, has neve, ha, has neverthas nevertheless exeheless exercised a prcised a profound inrofound influence onfluence on Christian Christianity. The aity. The author of Huthor of Hebrews shaeHHebrews shHebrews shares 4 Macares 4 Maccabees’ vicabees’ view of faitew of faith and oblih and obligation to gation to God as PatGod as Patron, and iron, and includes thniincludes tincludes the martyrshe martyrs in his ow in his own encomiumn encomium on faith. on faith. More gene More generally, 4 Mrally, 4 Maccabees saccabees saccabees shares witshares with NT authoh NT authors the disrs the distinction btinction between temetween temporary vs.porary vs. eternal s eternal safety, theafety, the depiction d depiction depiction of societyof society’s hostili’s hostility as a noty as a noble contesble contest to be ent to be endured for dured for the sake othe sake of a religif a ref a religious religious victory (1victory (16:16; 17:16:16; 17:11–16), and1–16), and the notio the notion of substn of substitutionaryitutionary atonement atonement (cf. 6:28 (cf (cf. 6:28–(cf. 6:28–29; 17:21–29; 17:21–22). This 22). This book and ibook and its heroes ts heroes were frequwere frequent subjecent subjects for serts for sermons in thmosersermons insermons in the first the first four cent four centuries of turies of the Church,he Church, and the a and the anniversarynniversary of their  of their death was deatdeath was death was celebratedcelebrated as a Chri as a Christian feststian festival.ival.ival.

This work, though not regarded as canonical by any Christian communion, 
has nevertheless exercised a profound influence on Christianity. The author of 
Hebrews shares 4 Maccabees’ view of faith and obligation to God as Patron, and 
includes the martyrs in his own encomium on faith. More generally, 4 Maccabees 
shares with NT authors the distinction between temporary vs. eternal safety, the 
depiction of society’s hostility as a noble contest to be endured for the sake of a 
religious victory (16:16; 17:11–16), and the notion of substitutionary atonement 
(cf. 6:28–29; 17:21–22). This book and its heroes were frequent subjects for 
sermons in the first four centuries of the Church, and the anniversary of their 
death was celebrated as a Christian festival.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. AndersoH. Anderson, “3 Maccn, “3 Maccabees,” abees,” OTPOTP 2 (Garden 2 (Garden City, 198 City, 1985), 509–295), 5095), 509–29; “4509–29; “4 Maccabees Maccabees,” ,” OTPOTP 2:531–64; 2:531–64; D. deSilv D. deSilva, “The Noa, “The Noble Contesble Contest: Honor, t: Honor, Shame, andShShame, andShame, and the Rheto the Rhetorical Strarical Strategy of tegy of 4 Maccabee4 Maccabees,s,” ” JSPJSP 13 (1995) 13 (1995): 29–55; M: 29–55; M. Hadas, . Hada. Hadas, Hadas, The Third The Third and Fourthand Fourth Books of  Books of MaccabeesMaccabees (1953, re (1953, repr. New Yopr. New York, 1976).rk, 1976).

Bibliography. H. Anderson, “3 Maccabees,” OTP 2 (Garden City, 1985), 
509–29; “4 Maccabees,” OTP 2:531–64; D. deSilva, “The Noble Contest: Honor, 
Shame, and the Rhetorical Strategy of 4 Maccabees,” JSP 13 (1995): 29–55; M. 
Hadas, The Third and Fourth Books of Maccabees (1953, repr. New York, 1976).
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MACEDONIAMACEDONIA (Gk.  (Gk. MakedoniíaMakedoniía)))

MACEDONIA (Gk. Makedoniía)

A region bA region between theetween the Balkans a Balkans and the Grend the Greek Peninsuek Peninsula. Througla. Throughout histohout history the borry the bory the borders ofborders of Macedonia Macedonia have shif have shifted, but eted, but essentiallyssentially it covers it covers the area  the area along the along the northern snortnorthern snorthern shore of thhore of the Aegean Se Aegean Sea, extendea, extending west ting west to Illyricuo Illyricum and eastm and east to Thrace to Thrace and south ThraceThrace andThrace and south alo south along the Greng the Greek Peninsuek Peninsula to Thesla to Thessaly. The saly. The central plcentral plain is borain is bordered by mdeborbordered bbordered by mountainy mountains on the ws on the west and noest and north.rth.rth.

A region between the Balkans and the Greek Peninsula. Throughout history the 
borders of Macedonia have shifted, but essentially it covers the area along the 
northern shore of the Aegean Sea, extending west to Illyricum and east to 
Thrace and south along the Greek Peninsula to Thessaly. The central plain is 
bordered by mountains on the west and north.

�During theDuring the centuries centuries leading u leading up to the rp to the rise of theise of the Macedonia Macedonians as a dons as a dominant powminant dodominant pdominant power, nortower, northern Greechern Greece remainede remained settled b settled by Greeks fy Greeks from elsewhrom elsewhere. Macedere. Mere. Macedonia Macedonia came into came into its own asits own as a world p a world power in thower in the period be period between 359etween 359 and 336  and 33 and 336 336 B.C.E.B.C.E., largely , largely due to thedue to the influence influence of Philip of Philip II of Mac II of Macedon. His edon. His son Alexanson Alexander the Grder thder the Great the Great expanded texpanded the Macedonhe Macedonian power ian power base to inbase to include mostclude most of the ea of the eastern partstern pastern part of thpart of the then knoe then known world, wn world, carrying wcarrying with him a ith him a policy of policy of hellenizathellenization (cf. 1ion (cf. 1 Macc. 1:1 Mac Macc. 1:1-Macc. 1:1-7).7).7).

During the centuries leading up to the rise of the Macedonians as a 
dominant power, northern Greece remained settled by Greeks from elsewhere. 
Macedonia came into its own as a world power in the period between 359 and 
336 B.C.E., largely due to the influence of Philip II of Macedon. His son Alexander 
the Great expanded the Macedonian power base to include most of the eastern 
part of the then known world, carrying with him a policy of hellenization (cf. 1 
Macc. 1:1-7).

�After the After the death of Adeath of Alexander ilexander in 332 polin 332 political stabtical stability was ility was never fullnever fully re-estaby re-established in lre-estabre-establire-established in Mashed in Macedonia uncedonia until the artil the arrival of trival of the Romans he Romans in the midin the mid-2nd centu-2nd century. Followrycentucentury. Fcentury. Following tollowing the defeat he defeat of Perseusof Perseus at the ba at the battle of Pyttle of Pydna in 168dna in 168 (cf. 1 Ma (cf. 1 Macc. 8:5) tcc. 8cc. 8:5) the R8:5) the Romans diviomans divided Macedoded Macedonia into fnia into four autonoour autonomous distrmous districts with icts with a capital a capital city in eaccity in eacity in each (Amphipch (Amphipolis, Thesolis, Thessalonica, salonica, Pella, andPella, and Pelagonia Pelagonia). After t). After the revolt he revolt led by Andled byled by Andriskby Andriskos in 149 os in 149 the Romansthe Romans formed th formed the four dise four districts inttricts into a Macedoo a Macedonian nian koinoœnkoinkoinoœnkoinoœn (ca. 146) (ca. 146) with its  with its capital atcapital at Beroea, w Beroea, which also hich also became thebecame the seat of t seat of the imperiahe imhe imperial cimperial cult. At thult. At the same time same time a Roman e a Roman governor wgovernor was permaneas permanently instantly installed at Thlled at Thlled at ThessaloniThessalonica.ca.ca.

After the death of Alexander in 332 political stability was never fully 
re-established in Macedonia until the arrival of the Romans in the mid-2nd 
century. Following the defeat of Perseus at the battle of Pydna in 168 (cf. 1 Macc. 
8:5) the Romans divided Macedonia into four autonomous districts with a capital 
city in each (Amphipolis, Thessalonica, Pella, and Pelagonia). After the revolt led 
by Andriskos in 149 the Romans formed the four districts into a Macedonian 
koinoœn (ca. 146) with its capital at Beroea, which also became the seat of the 
imperial cult. At the same time a Roman governor was permanently installed at 
Thessalonica.

�Under AuguUnder Augustus Macedstus Macedonia was monia was made a senaade a senatorial protorial province. In vince. In 15 15 C.E.C.E. Tiberius  Tiberiu Tiberius cTiberius combined Maombined Macedonia wicedonia with the senth the senatorial pratorial provinces ofovinces of Achaia to Achaia to the south the south the south and south and Moesia to Moesia to the north,the north, thus form thus forming one laing one large imperirge imperial provincal province. In 44 Ce. In 44 Claudius relaCClaudius rClaudius redivided tedivided the provinche province along the along the previouse previous boundarie boundaries and Maces and Macedonia was donia wasdonia was once awas once again a sengain a senatorial pratorial province, goovince, governed by verned by a proconsua proconsul. Howeverl. However, the Mace, the Mace, the MacedonianMacedonian “free cit “free cities” (Thesies” (Thessalonica, salonica, AmphipolisAmphipolis, and Skot, and Skotoussa) andoussa) and the tribu the tribute-paying tetributribute-patribute-paying citieying cities retaineds retained their anc their ancient formsient forms of govern of government (an ament (an assembly, cssembly, council, anounccouncil, acouncil, and magistrnd magistrates). Durates). During the ing the Pax RomanaPax Romana new citie new cities were fous were founded in Manded in Macedonia anceMaMacedonia Macedonia and older and older cities wercities were given nee given new plans. Gw plans. Grand buildrand building projecing projects were unts were unts were undertakenundertaken, includin, including forums, g forums, temples, atemples, altars, andltars, and funerary  funerary buildings,buildings, all with  all with accompanyiaccomaccompanyiaccompanying inscripng inscriptions.tions.tions.

Under Augustus Macedonia was made a senatorial province. In 15 C.E. 
Tiberius combined Macedonia with the senatorial provinces of Achaia to the 
south and Moesia to the north, thus forming one large imperial province. In 44 
Claudius redivided the province along the previous boundaries and Macedonia 
was once again a senatorial province, governed by a proconsul. However, the 
Macedonian “free cities” (Thessalonica, Amphipolis, and Skotoussa) and the 
tribute-paying cities retained their ancient forms of government (an assembly, 
council, and magistrates). During the Pax Romana new cities were founded in 
Macedonia and older cities were given new plans. Grand building projects were 
undertaken, including forums, temples, altars, and funerary buildings, all with 
accompanying inscriptions.

�According According to Acts 16to Acts 16:9-12 Paul:9-12 Paul received  received a call fora call for help from help from a “man of a “man of Macedonia Maced Macedonia,Macedonia,” whereupo” whereupon he sailen he sailed from Trod from Troas to Philas to Philippi to beippi to begin his Magin his Macedonian mcedonian mcedonian ministry. ministry. Although PAlthough Paul experiaul experienced oppoenced opposition thrsition throughout thoughout this ministris ministry (1 Thessy (1 Thess. 2:2; cf.. ThessThess. 2:2Thess. 2:2; cf. Acts; cf. Acts 16:11-17: 16:11-17:15; 2 Cor.15; 2 Cor. 7:5), he  7:5), he succeeded succeeded in establiin establishing churshing churches at Phches churchurches achurches at Philippit Philippi and Thess and Thessalonica analonica and probablyd probably Beroea (A Beroea (Acts 17:10-cts 17:10-12). Altho12). Although being uAlthoAlthough bAlthough being poor eing poor themselvesthemselves, the Mace, the Macedonian chudonian churches provrches provided finanided financial suppocial suppcial support fosupport for Paul’s mr Paul’s missionary issionary efforts (2efforts (2 Cor. 11:9 Cor. 11:9; Phil. 4:; Phil. 4:15-17) and15-17) and contribut contributed generoued geed generouslygenerously to the co to the collection fllection for the Jeror the Jerusalem chuusalem church (2 Corrch (2 Cor. 8:1-5; R. 8:1-5; Rom. 15:26-om. 15:26-27). Paul 2715:26-15:26-27).15:26-27). Paul pass Paul passed throughed through Macedonia Macedonia on a numb on a number of otheer of other occasionr occasions (1 Cor. s (1 Cors (1 Cor. 16:5;Cor. 16:5; 2 Cor. 1: 2 Cor. 1:16; 2:13; 16; 2:13; cf. Acts 2cf. Acts 20:1-6).0:1-6).0:1-6).

According to Acts 16:9-12 Paul received a call for help from a “man of 
Macedonia,” whereupon he sailed from Troas to Philippi to begin his Macedonian 
ministry. Although Paul experienced opposition throughout this ministry (1 
Thess. 2:2; cf. Acts 16:11-17:15; 2 Cor. 7:5), he succeeded in establishing 
churches at Philippi and Thessalonica and probably Beroea (Acts 17:10-12). 



Although being poor themselves, the Macedonian churches provided financial 
support for Paul’s missionary efforts (2 Cor. 11:9; Phil. 4:15-17) and contributed 
generously to the collection for the Jerusalem church (2 Cor. 8:1-5; Rom. 
15:26-27). Paul passed through Macedonia on a number of other occasions (1 
Cor. 16:5; 2 Cor. 1:16; 2:13; cf. Acts 20:1-6).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. G. L. HN. G. L. Hammond, ammond, The MacedoThe Macedonian Statenian State: Origins,: Origins, Instituti Institutions, and Hons, InstitutiInstitutioInstitutions, and Hins, and Historystory (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1989); 1989); The MiraclThe Miracle That Wase That Was Macedonia Macedonia (New York (New York (New York, 1991York, 1991); B. Laou); B. Laourdas and Crdas and C. Makarona. Makaronas, eds., s, eds., Ancient MaAncient Macedonia,cedonia, 5 vols. ( 5 vols. (ThessaloniThess((Thessalon(Thessalonica, 1970–ica, 1970–1993).1993).1993).

Bibliography. N. G. L. Hammond, The Macedonian State: Origins, 
Institutions, and History (Oxford, 1989); The Miracle That Was Macedonia (New 
York, 1991); B. Laourdas and C. Makaronas, eds., Ancient Macedonia, 5 vols. 
(Thessalonica, 1970–1993).
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MACHAERUSMACHAERUS (Gk.  (Gk. MachairousMachairous)))

MACHAERUS (Gk. Machairous)

A Jewish fA Jewish fortress stortress strategicallrategically located y located E of the DE of the Dead Sea 24ead Sea 24 km. (15 m km. (15 mi.) SE of i.) SE of the mouth the the mouth the mouth of the Jorof the Jordan River.dan River. A fortres A fortress built ths built there (ca. 9ere (ca. 90 0 B.C.E.B.C.E.) by Alexa) by Alexander Jannender Jander Janneus (1Janneus (103–76) was03–76) was destroyed destroyed in 57  in 57 B.C.E.B.C.E. Herod the Herod the Great (37 Great (37–4) rebuil–4) rebuilt the sitet the sitt the site (ca. site (ca. 30), which30), which later pas later passed to Hersed to Herod Antipasod Antipas (4  (4 B.C.E.B.C.E.—39 —39 C.E.C.E.). Josephu). Josephus maintains mains maintains maintains that Herodthat Herod Antipas i Antipas imprisoned mprisoned and beheadand beheaded John thed John the Baptist e Baptist at Machaerat Machaeat Machaerus Machaerus ((Ant.Ant. 18.116–19 18.116–19). Gospel ). Gospel accounts daccounts do not ideno not identify Machatify Machaerus as therus as the locatione loce location olocation of these evf these events (Mattents (Matt. 14:3-12 . 14:3-12 = Mark 6:1= Mark 6:17-29). At 7-29). At the death the death of Herod Aof Herod Agrippa in gAAgrippa inAgrippa in 44  44 C.E.C.E. the fortr the fortress fell uess fell under Romannder Roman control,  control, remaining remaining so until tso until the Jewish he Jewhe Jewish RevJewish Revolt (66–70olt (66–70). In 72 c). In 72 control retontrol returned to turned to the Romans.he Romans.

A Jewish fortress strategically located E of the Dead Sea 24 km. (15 mi.) SE of 
the mouth of the Jordan River. A fortress built there (ca. 90 B.C.E.) by Alexander 
Janneus (103–76) was destroyed in 57 B.C.E. Herod the Great (37–4) rebuilt the 
site (ca. 30), which later passed to Herod Antipas (4 B.C.E.—39 C.E.). Josephus 
maintains that Herod Antipas imprisoned and beheaded John the Baptist at 
Machaerus (Ant. 18.116–19). Gospel accounts do not identify Machaerus as the 
location of these events (Matt. 14:3-12 = Mark 6:17-29). At the death of Herod 
Agrippa in 44 C.E. the fortress fell under Roman control, remaining so until the 
Jewish Revolt (66–70). In 72 control returned to the Romans.

�Machaerus Machaerus was excavawas excavated in 197ted in 1978–1981, yi8–1981, yielding detelding detailed planailed plans of the fs of the fortificatiortificaffortificatfortifications, confions, confirming ideirming identificationtification of Machan of Machaerus with erus with Mishnaqa (Mishnaqa (209108), a209108), and providind pnd providing providing evidence tevidence to support o support literary cliterary claims of olaims of occupation ccupation from 90 from 90 B.C.E.B.C.E. to 72  to 72 C.E.C.EC.E.C.E. The name  The name is preservis preserved in the ed in the modern vilmodern village of Melage of Mekawer, 1.6kawer, 1.6 km. (1 mi km. (1 mi.) east..) east..) east.

Machaerus was excavated in 1978–1981, yielding detailed plans of the 
fortifications, confirming identification of Machaerus with Mishnaqa (209108), and 
providing evidence to support literary claims of occupation from 90 B.C.E. to 72 
C.E. The name is preserved in the modern village of Mekawer, 1.6 km. (1 mi.) east.
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MACHBANNAIMACHBANNAI (Heb.  (Heb. mak�bannaymak�bannay)))

MACHBANNAI (Heb. mak�bannay )

One of theOne of the Gadite “m Gadite “mighty and ighty and experienceexperienced warriorsd warriors” who join” who joined David’sed David’s rebel ban rebel ba rebel band at Ziband at Ziklag and bklag and became offiecame officers in hicers in his army (1 s army (1 Chr. 12:13Chr. 12:13[MT 14]).[MT 14]).

One of the Gadite “mighty and experienced warriors” who joined David’s rebel 
band at Ziklag and became officers in his army (1 Chr. 12:13[MT 14]).

MACHBENAHMACHBENAH (Heb.  (Heb. mak�beäna®mak�beäna®)))

MACHBENAH (Heb. mak�beäna® )

A name in A name in a genealoga genealogical list ical list of the desof the descendants ocendants of Caleb (1f Caleb (1 Chr. 2:49 Chr. 2:49). It is m). It is more likelyore lore likely a plikely a place, genelace, generally belirally believed to beeved to be in the hi in the hills of Judlls of Judah S of Heah S of Hebron.bron.bron.

A name in a genealogical list of the descendants of Caleb (1 Chr. 2:49). It is more 
likely a place, generally believed to be in the hills of Judah S of Hebron.
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MACHIMACHI (Heb.  (Heb. maœk�iîmaœk�iî)))

MACHI (Heb. maœk�iî )

A Gadite, A Gadite, the fatherthe father of the sp of the spy Geuel (Ny Geuel (Num. 13:15)um. 13:15)..

A Gadite, the father of the spy Geuel (Num. 13:15).

MACHIRMACHIR (Heb.  (Heb. maœk�iîrmaœk�iîr)))

MACHIR (Heb. maœk�iîr )



�1.1. The son o The son of Manassehf Manasseh (Gen. 50: (Gen. 50:23), fathe23), father of Gilear of Gilead, and epod, and eponymous heanymous head of the Md od of the Macof the Machirite clahirite clan (Num. 26n (Num. 26:29; 27:1):29; 27:1). Machir’s. Machir’s children  children were “bornwere “born on Joseph on Joseph’s knees” ’sJosephJoseph’s kJoseph’s knees” (Gennees” (Gen. 50:23), . 50:23), an idiom fan idiom for legal aor legal adoption. Tdoption. Thus, the Mhus, the Machirite gachirite group origirouggroup origgroup originated in inated in Egypt and Egypt and belonged tbelonged to Joseph’so Joseph’s house. house. house.

1. The son of Manasseh (Gen. 50:23), father of Gilead, and eponymous head 
of the Machirite clan (Num. 26:29; 27:1). Machir’s children were “born on 
Joseph’s knees” (Gen. 50:23), an idiom for legal adoption. Thus, the Machirite 
group originated in Egypt and belonged to Joseph’s house.

�An allotmeAn allotment of landnt of land in the Tr in the Transjordan ansjordan was promiswas promised to halfed to half-Manasseh,-Manasseh, provided  prov provided tprovided they aid thhey aid the other tre other tribes in thibes in the battle fe battle for Canaan or Canaan (Num. 32:3(Num. 32:39-40). The9-40). The descendan d descendantdescendants of Machis of Machir capturedr captured Gilead, s Gilead, so Moses alo Moses allotted thilotted this region ts region to Machir (o Machir (Deut. 3:15D((Deut. 3:1(Deut. 3:15). The So5). The Song of Debong of Deborah (Judg.rah (Judg. 5:14) des 5:14) describes thecribes the tribes le tribes leaving for aving for the battlethethe battlethe battle against S against Sisera: Macisera: Machir is lishir is listed (W of ted (W of the Jordanthe Jordan) after Ep) after Ephraim-Benjhraim-Benjamin but baminEphraim-BenjEphraim-BeEphraim-Benjamin butnjamin but before Ze before Zebulun-Issabulun-Issachar-Naphtchar-Naphtali. If inali. If in geographi geographical order,cal order, this is t t this is ththis is the territore territory occupiedy occupied by Manass by Manasseh, whose eh, whose name does name does not appearnot appear in this l in this list.istllist.list.list.

An allotment of land in the Transjordan was promised to half-Manasseh, 
provided they aid the other tribes in the battle for Canaan (Num. 32:39-40). The 
descendants of Machir captured Gilead, so Moses allotted this region to Machir 
(Deut. 3:15). The Song of Deborah (Judg. 5:14) describes the tribes leaving for 
the battle against Sisera: Machir is listed (W of the Jordan) after 
Ephraim-Benjamin but before Zebulun-Issachar-Naphtali. If in geographical order, 
this is the territory occupied by Manasseh, whose name does not appear in this 
list.

�The relatiThe relationship betonship between the tween the tribes of Mribes of Machir/Manaachir/Manasseh is thsseh is thus unclearus unclear. Martin N. Mart. Martin NotMartin Noth argues th argues that the whhat the whole regionole region was origi was originally undenally under the namer the name Machir, a Machir, a cognomen  aa cognomena cognomen for Manas for Manasseh, meaniseh, meaning “rest ong “rest of Manassehf Manasseh.” Machir .” Machir may be an may be an older appeolder apolder appellatioappellation, Manassen, Manasseh being lah being later and seter and secondary. Mcondary. Manasseh maanasseh may originaly originally have bely have been a clan ebebeen a clabeen a clan of Machin of Machir that grer that grew powerfulw powerful and repla and replaced it or ced it or a rival tra rival tribe that dibe that drove Machiroveddrove Machdrove Machir away. Mir away. Machir may achir may be a clan be a clan of Joseph’of Joseph’s house whs house which was laich was later integrter integrated into aintegrintegratedintegrated into Mana into Manasseh, as Ssseh, as Simeon was imeon was later intelater integrated intgrated into Judah (No Judah (Num. 26:29)um. 26:29). Later OT. 26:29)26:29). La26:29). Later OT texter OT texts do not ts do not refer to arefer to a Machirite Machirite tribe W o tribe W of the Jordf the Jordan.an.an.

The relationship between the tribes of Machir/Manasseh is thus unclear. 
Martin Noth argues that the whole region was originally under the name Machir, 
a cognomen for Manasseh, meaning “rest of Manasseh.” Machir may be an older 
appellation, Manasseh being later and secondary. Manasseh may originally have 
been a clan of Machir that grew powerful and replaced it or a rival tribe that 
drove Machir away. Machir may be a clan of Joseph’s house which was later 
integrated into Manasseh, as Simeon was later integrated into Judah (Num. 
26:29). Later OT texts do not refer to a Machirite tribe W of the Jordan.

�2.2. The son o The son of Ammiel ff Ammiel from Lodebarom Lodebar, in whosr, in whose home Saue home Saul’s son Mel’s son Meribaal livribaal lived for a tedlivlived for lived for a time (2 a time (2 Sam. 9:4-5Sam. 9:4-5). The sam). The same Machir be Machir brought foorought food to Davidd to David at Mahana at Mahanaim (2 Sam.iMahanaMahanaim (Mahanaim (2 Sam. 17:2 Sam. 17:27). The s27). The suggested suggested site of Lodite of Lodebar is N ebar is N of the Jabof the Jabbok in thebok in the land of t l land of thland of the Manassehe Manasseh half-trib half-tribe, in the e, in the land allotland allotted to Macted to Machir (see hir (see 1 1 above).above).above).

2. The son of Ammiel from Lodebar, in whose home Saul’s son Meribaal 
lived for a time (2 Sam. 9:4-5). The same Machir brought food to David at 
Mahanaim (2 Sam. 17:27). The suggested site of Lodebar is N of the Jabbok in the 
land of the Manasseh half-tribe, in the land allotted to Machir (see 1 above).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Z. Kallai,Z. Kallai,  HistoricalHistorical Geography Geography of the Bi of the Bibleble (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1986); R. 1986); R. de Vaux, dede Vaux, de Vaux, The Early The Early History ofHistory of Israel Israel (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1978phia, 1978).).).

Bibliography. Z. Kallai, Historical Geography of the Bible (Leiden, 1986); R. 
de Vaux, The Early History of Israel (Philadelphia, 1978).

Patricia APatricia A. MacNicol. MacNicolll

Patricia A. MacNicoll

MACHNADEBAMACHNADEBAII (Heb.  (Heb. mak�nad�eïmak�nad�eïb�ayb�ay)))

MACHNADEBAI (Heb. mak�nad�eïb�ay )

A descendaA descendant of Binnnt of Binnui, an Isrui, an Israelite reqaelite required to duired to divorce hisivorce his foreign w foreign wife (Ezra ife (Ezra 10:40).10:4010:40).10:40).

A descendant of Binnui, an Israelite required to divorce his foreign wife (Ezra 
10:40).

MACHPELAHMACHPELAH (Heb.  (Heb. mak�peäla®mak�peäla®)))

MACHPELAH (Heb. mak�peäla® )

A field wiA field with a cave th a cave located inlocated in the town  the town of Hebron of Hebron (Gen. 23:1(Gen. 23:19). Abraha9). Abraham purchasem purchasem purchased purchased this plot this plot from Ephrofrom Ephron the Hittn the Hittite as a bite as a burial siteurial site for his w for his wife Sarah ife Sarah (Gen. 23).(Gen.(Gen. 23).(Gen. 23). He desire He desired only thed only the cave, but cave, but Ephron in Ephron insisted thasisted that Abraham t Abraham buy the fibuy the field as weleldfifield as wfield as well. Ephroell. Ephron’s actionn’s actions most liks most likely reflecely reflect Hittite t Hittite law, whichlaw, which required  required an owner tan ownan owner to bowner to be responsie responsible for thble for the legal obe legal obligations ligations of the entof the entire plot iire plot if only a pf only a portion of ortionpportion ofportion of the land  the land was sold. was sold. Abraham, IAbraham, Isaac, Rebesaac, Rebekah, Leah,kah, Leah, and Jacob and Jacob were also were also buried at b buried at buried at Machpelah Machpelah (Gen. 25:9(Gen. 25:9; 49:29-31; 49:29-31; 50:13).; 50:13).; 50:13).

A field with a cave located in the town of Hebron (Gen. 23:19). Abraham 
purchased this plot from Ephron the Hittite as a burial site for his wife Sarah 
(Gen. 23). He desired only the cave, but Ephron insisted that Abraham buy the 
field as well. Ephron’s actions most likely reflect Hittite law, which required an 
owner to be responsible for the legal obligations of the entire plot if only a 
portion of the land was sold. Abraham, Isaac, Rebekah, Leah, and Jacob were also 
buried at Machpelah (Gen. 25:9; 49:29-31; 50:13).



�Herod the Herod the Great (37–Great (37–4 4 B.C.B.C.) construc) constructed a fortted a fortresslike sresslike stone enclotone enclosure, the sure, the only comploonly complonly complete Herodiete Herodian edificean edifice still sta still standing, aronding, around the siund the site. Today te. Today a Moslem ma Moslem mosque (useommosque (usmosque (used as a ched as a church when urch when the Crusadthe Crusaders conqueers conquered the cired the city in ty in A.D.A.D. 1188) sit 1188) sit 1188) sits withisits within Herod’s n Herod’s enclosure enclosure and on topand on top of the ca of the cave. The move. The most recent st recent investigatinvestigation of theioinvestigatinvestigatinvestigation of theion of the cave took cave took place in  place in 1967, shor1967, shortly after tly after the Six-Dathe Six-Day War, undy War, under the direr undunder the under the direction direction of Moshe Dof Moshe Dayan.ayan.ayan.

Herod the Great (37–4 B.C.) constructed a fortresslike stone enclosure, the 
only complete Herodian edifice still standing, around the site. Today a Moslem 
mosque (used as a church when the Crusaders conquered the city in A.D. 1188) 
sits within Herod’s enclosure and on top of the cave. The most recent 
investigation of the cave took place in 1967, shortly after the Six-Day War, 
under the direction of Moshe Dayan.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. R. LehmM. R. Lehmann, “Abraann, “Abraham’s Purcham’s Purchase of Mahase of Machpelah anchpelah and Hittite d Hittid Hittite LaHittite Law,” w,” BASORBASOR 129 (1953 129 (1953): 15–18; ): 15–18; N. Miller,N. Miller, “Patriarc “Patriarchal Burialhal Burial Site Expl Site Explored for ForedExplExplored fExplored for First Tor First Time in 700ime in 700 Years,”  Years,” BARevBARev 11/3 (198 11/3 (1985): 26–43.5): 26–43.

Bibliography. M. R. Lehmann, “Abraham’s Purchase of Machpelah and 
Hittite Law,” BASOR 129 (1953): 15–18; N. Miller, “Patriarchal Burial Site 
Explored for First Time in 700 Years,” BARev 11/3 (1985): 26–43.

Stephen R.Stephen R. Miller Miller

Stephen R. Miller

MADAIMADAI (Heb.  (Heb. maœd�aymaœd�ay)))

MADAI (Heb. maœd�ay )

A son of JA son of Japheth (Geapheth (Gen. 10:2; 1n. 10:2; 1 Chr. 1:5) Chr. 1:5); eponymou; eponymous ancestors ancestor of the Me of the Medes (cf. 2des (cf. 2 Kgs. 17:6 K Kgs. 17:6;Kgs. 17:6; Isa. 21:2 Isa. 21:2).).

A son of Japheth (Gen. 10:2; 1 Chr. 1:5); eponymous ancestor of the Medes (cf. 2 
Kgs. 17:6; Isa. 21:2).

MADMANNAHMADMANNAH (Heb.  (Heb. mad�manna®mad�manna®)))

MADMANNAH (Heb. mad�manna® )

A city in A city in the Negeb,the Negeb, in southe in southern Judah, rn Judah, close to Bclose to Beer-sheba.eer-sheba. It may be It may be identifie identified with modd wid with moderwith modern Khirbet n Khirbet Umm ed-DeiUmm ed-Deimneh or Khmneh or Khirbet irbet TatriîtTatriît (143084). (143084). Madmannah Madmannah Madmannah Madmannah is one of is one of 29 cities 29 cities belonging belonging to the trito the tribe of Judabe of Judah that areh that are enumerate enumerated in Josh.denumerateenumeratedenumerated in Josh.  in Josh. 15:21-32 a15:21-32 according tccording to some geoo some geographical graphical principle.principle. A paralle A parallel Simeonitl Sl Simeonite Simeonite list in Jolist in Josh. 19:1-6sh. 19:1-6 mentions  mentions 13 cities,13 cities, but Madma but Madmannah is rennah is replaced by placed by Beth-marcaBetBeth-marcaBeth-marcaboth, suggboth, suggesting thaesting that Madmannat Madmannah was an eh was an earlier namarlier name, later ce, later changed to hanged tohanged to Beth-mato Beth-marcaboth. Srcaboth. Shaaph, thehaaph, the son of Ca son of Caleb’s concleb’s concubine Maacubine Maacah, is calah, is called the foled the founder (litunfofounder (lfounder (lit., “fathit., “father”) of Maer”) of Madmannah (1dmannah (1 Chr. 2:49 Chr. 2:49).).).

A city in the Negeb, in southern Judah, close to Beer-sheba. It may be identified 
with modern Khirbet Umm ed-Deimneh or Khirbet Tatriît (143084). 
Madmannah is one of 29 cities belonging to the tribe of Judah that are 
enumerated in Josh. 15:21-32 according to some geographical principle. A parallel 
Simeonite list in Josh. 19:1-6 mentions 13 cities, but Madmannah is replaced by 
Beth-marcaboth, suggesting that Madmannah was an earlier name, later changed 
to Beth-marcaboth. Shaaph, the son of Caleb’s concubine Maacah, is called the 
founder (lit., “father”) of Madmannah (1 Chr. 2:49).

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik

Jesper Svartvik

MADMENMADMEN (Heb.  (Heb. mad�meänmad�meän)))

MADMEN (Heb. mad�meän )

A place meA place mentioned onntioned only in Jerely in Jeremiah’s oramiah’s oracle againscle against Moab (Jet Moab (Jer. 48:2). r. 48:2). It is geneIt is generally idenrallygenegenerally generally identifiedidentified with Dimo with Dimon, and posn, and possibly locasibly located at Khited at Khirbet Dimnerbet Dimneh (217077)h (217077) in centra (217077)(217077) i(217077) in central n central Moab, 4 kmMoab, 4 km. (2.5 mi.. (2.5 mi.) NW of Ra) NW of Rabbah. In Ibbah. In Isa. 15:9 Hsa. 15:9 Heb. eb. meîd�iîmo®meîd�meîd�iîmo®meîd�iîmo®nn (“water o (“water of Dimon”) f Dimon”) may refer may refer to a placeto a place, but this, but this theory is theory is unsupport unsup unsupporteunsupported.d.d.

A place mentioned only in Jeremiah’s oracle against Moab (Jer. 48:2). It is 
generally identified with Dimon, and possibly located at Khirbet Dimneh 
(217077) in central Moab, 4 km. (2.5 mi.) NW of Rabbah. In Isa. 15:9 Heb. 
meîd�iîmo®n  (“water of Dimon”) may refer to a place, but this theory is 
unsupported.

Zeljko GreZeljko Gregorgor

Zeljko Gregor

MADMENAHMADMENAH (Heb.  (Heb. mad�meäna®mad�meäna®)))

MADMENAH (Heb. mad�meäna® )

A site menA site mentioned onltioned only in Isa. y in Isa. 10:31 in r10:31 in relation toelation to the proph the prophet’s prediet’s prediction of tction of the Assyriahe Ashe Assyrian cAssyrian campaign agampaign against Jeruainst Jerusalem. It salem. It is listed is listed between Anbetween Anathoth (4 athoth (4 km. [2.5 mkm. [2.5 mi.] NE of i.] mmi.] NE ofmi.] NE of Jerusalem Jerusalem) and Gebi) and Gebim (2.5 km.m (2.5 km. [1.5 mi.] [1.5 mi.] NNE of Je NNE of Jerusalem). rusalem). Some have Some haveSome have identhave identified thisified this site as m site as modern odern Shu{fatShu{fat (172135), (172135), but this  but this cannot be cannot be confirmed.confirmedconfirmed.confirmed. The name  The name means “dunmeans “dung heap” ang heap” and because d because of similarof similar spelling  spelling is occasiois occasionally confnoccasiooccasionaloccasionally confusely confused with Madd with Madmannah, a mannah, a town in thtown in the Negeb ple Negeb plains of soains of southern Juduthern Juuthern Judah.Judah.Judah.

A site mentioned only in Isa. 10:31 in relation to the prophet’s prediction of the 
Assyrian campaign against Jerusalem. It is listed between Anathoth (4 km. [2.5 
mi.] NE of Jerusalem) and Gebim (2.5 km. [1.5 mi.] NNE of Jerusalem). Some 
have identified this site as modern Shu{fat (172135), but this cannot be 



confirmed. The name means “dung heap” and because of similar spelling is 
occasionally confused with Madmannah, a town in the Negeb plains of southern 
Judah.

Dennis M. Dennis M. SwansonSwanson

Dennis M. Swanson

MADNESSMADNESSMADNESS

MADNESS

The ancienThe ancients depictets depicted the suped the supernatural ornatural origin, morrigin, moral nature,al nature, and behav and behaviors that iors that characterichacharactericharacterized madneszed madness rather ts rather than its pshan its psychologicaychological makeup. l makeup. In the OT In the OT madness ismadness ismadness is viewed is viewed as a punisas a punishment God hment God sends on dsends on disobedientisobedient Israelite Israelites or the ds or the derangementerangemendderangemenderangement with whit with which he willch he will inflict p inflict people on teople on the Day of he Day of the Lord (the Lord (Heb. Heb. sûiggaœ{o®sûiggsûiggaœ{o®sûiggaœ{o®n;n; Deut. 28: Deut. 28:28; Zech. 28; Zech. 12:4). The12:4). The writer of writer of Ecclesias Ecclesiastes contemtes contemplates theplatecontemcontemplatcontemplates the difes the differences bferences between whaetween what is wise,t is wise, foolish,  foolish, and mad (and mad (ho®leäla®,ho®leäla®((ho®leäla®(ho®leäla®,, meaning i meaning impetuous empetuous excitement,xcitement, raving an raving and foolish d foolish actions; Eactions; Eccl. 1:17;ccl. 1:17ccl. 1:17; 2:121:17; 2:12; 7:25; 9:; 7:25; 9:3; 10:13).3; 10:13). In Dan. 4 In Dan. 4 Nebuchadn Nebuchadnezzar relaezzar relates his bites his bizarre, diszarre, disturbing, aturbindisdisturbingdisturbing, and gran, and grandiose dreadiose dreams to Danims to Daniel, who inel, who interprets tterprets them and thhem and then sees then sees them come treththem come them come true. For true. For a time Neba time Nebuchadnezzauchadnezzar grazes lr grazes like an aniike an animal, detacmal, detached from hhed fromhed from humanfrom human community community. The most. The most extensive extensive depiction depiction of madnes of madness in the Os in the OT is Saul’T is SauT is Saul’s decSaul’s decline. Plagline. Plagued by parued by paranoid jealanoid jealousy of Daousy of David, Saul vid, Saul becomes sobecomes so violent t violent that he hashat tthat he hathat he has the pries the priests and cists and citizens of tizens of Nob murderNob murdered (1 Sam.ed (1 Sam. 22:6-19), 22:6-19), visits a  visits a medium by medmedium by medium by night at Enight at Endor, and ndor, and finally cofinally commits suicmmits suicide (1 Samide (1 Sam. 28, 31).. 28, 31). While God While God is not bl i is not blais not blamed for thmed for these madnesese madnesses as actses as acts of evil,s of evil, the Hebre the Hebrews saw Godws saw God as the fi as the final and efnafifinal and final and efficient efficient cause of acause of all things,ll things, so they b so they believed thelieved that an evilat an evil spirit fr spirit from God torom God toom God tormented tormented Saul (1 SaSaul (1 Sam. 16:14) m. 16:14) and a lyinand a lying spirit fg spirit from God brrom God brought abouought about Ahab’s dt Ahab’s death (1 Kgeddeath (1 Kdeath (1 Kgs. 22:19-gs. 22:19-23; cf. Lu23; cf. Luke 11:24-2ke 11:24-26 on the i6 on the insanity densanity demons causemons cause). Madness). Madness could be  MadnessMadness coMadness could be imiuld be imitated: Davtated: David once prid once pretended toetended to be insane be insane, to save , to save his life, his life, by droolinby by droolinby drooling, markingg, marking the door, the door, and behav and behaving oddly ing oddly (1 Sam. 21(1 Sam. 21:13-15).:13-15).:13-15).

The ancients depicted the supernatural origin, moral nature, and behaviors that 
characterized madness rather than its psychological makeup. In the OT madness 
is viewed as a punishment God sends on disobedient Israelites or the 
derangement with which he will inflict people on the Day of the Lord (Heb. 
sûiggaœ{o®n; Deut. 28:28; Zech. 12:4). The writer of Ecclesiastes 
contemplates the differences between what is wise, foolish, and mad 
(ho®leäla®, meaning impetuous excitement, raving and foolish actions; Eccl. 
1:17; 2:12; 7:25; 9:3; 10:13). In Dan. 4 Nebuchadnezzar relates his bizarre, 
disturbing, and grandiose dreams to Daniel, who interprets them and then sees 
them come true. For a time Nebuchadnezzar grazes like an animal, detached 
from human community. The most extensive depiction of madness in the OT is 
Saul’s decline. Plagued by paranoid jealousy of David, Saul becomes so violent 
that he has the priests and citizens of Nob murdered (1 Sam. 22:6-19), visits a 
medium by night at Endor, and finally commits suicide (1 Sam. 28, 31). While God 
is not blamed for these madnesses as acts of evil, the Hebrews saw God as the 
final and efficient cause of all things, so they believed that an evil spirit from God 
tormented Saul (1 Sam. 16:14) and a lying spirit from God brought about Ahab’s 
death (1 Kgs. 22:19-23; cf. Luke 11:24-26 on the insanity demons cause). 
Madness could be imitated: David once pretended to be insane, to save his life, 
by drooling, marking the door, and behaving oddly (1 Sam. 21:13-15).

�In the GreIn the Greek world, ek world, madness (Gmadness (Gk. k. aéteäaéteä) was pers) was personified blonified blind foolisind foolishness whichness whness which camewhich came upon peop upon people and renle and rendered themdered them incapable incapable of knowin of knowing right frg right from wrong.om wroom wrong.wrong.wrong.

In the Greek world, madness (Gk. aéteä) was personified blind foolishness 
which came upon people and rendered them incapable of knowing right from 
wrong.

�In the NT In the NT madness ismadness is thought t thought to come froo come from demon pom demon possession (ssession (Luke 8:2-3Luke 8:2-3, 30; 11:1, 3, 30; 11:14)30; 11:14). People w. People who have suho have such disordech disorders may strrs may strip themselip themselves, live ves, live in tombs, in tombs, and behaveanand behaveand behave violently violently (Mark 5:2 (Mark 5:2-13; Matt.-13; Matt. 8:28-33). 8:28-33). Other kin Other kinds of “madds of “madness” are ness” are the foolisththe foolisthe foolish ignoranch ignorance of wickee of wicked teachersd teachers and relig and religious leadeious leaders (Gk. rs (Gk. aénoia;aénoia; 2 Tim. 3: 2 Tim. 2 Tim. 3:9; Tim. 3:9; Luke 6:11)Luke 6:11), unreason, unreasonably evil ably evil and selfisand selfish foolhardh foolhardiness (iness (paraphroniparaphroniía;ía; 2 Pet. 2: 2 2 Pet. 2:12 Pet. 2:16), and de6), and delirious frlirious frenzy or ecenzy or eccentricitycentricity ( (maniía;maniía; Festus te Festus tells Paul tlls Paul that too muhat toohat too much ltoo much learning haearning has made thes made the apostle i apostle insane, Actnsane, Acts 26:24).s 26:24).s 26:24).

In the NT madness is thought to come from demon possession (Luke 8:2-3, 
30; 11:14). People who have such disorders may strip themselves, live in tombs, 
and behave violently (Mark 5:2-13; Matt. 8:28-33). Other kinds of “madness” are 
the foolish ignorance of wicked teachers and religious leaders (Gk. aénoia; 2 
Tim. 3:9; Luke 6:11), unreasonably evil and selfish foolhardiness (paraphroniía; 
2 Pet. 2:16), and delirious frenzy or eccentricity (maniía; Festus tells Paul that 
too much learning has made the apostle insane, Acts 26:24).

Richard A.Richard A. Spencer Spencer

Richard A. Spencer

MADONMADON (Heb.  (Heb. maœd�o®nmaœd�o®n)))

MADON (Heb. maœd�o®n )



A CanaanitA Canaanite city whie city which joined ch joined in an ill-in an ill-fated allifated alliance againance against the Isrst the Israelite conaelite conquest (Josquest (quest (Josh. 11:(Josh. 11:1; 12:19).1; 12:19). Qarn  Qarn H¸at�t�iînH¸at�t�iîn/Tel/Tel Qarnei  Qarnei H¸ittinH¸ittin (1933.244 (1933.2447), ca. 8.7), ca. 8.5 km. (5.55 km5 km. (5.5 mkm. (5.5 mi.) NW of i.) NW of Tiberias, Tiberias, has been shas been suggested auggested as the sites the site..

A Canaanite city which joined in an ill-fated alliance against the Israelite conquest 
(Josh. 11:1; 12:19). Qarn H¸at�t�iîn/Tel  Qarnei H¸ittin (1933.2447), ca. 8.5 
km. (5.5 mi.) NW of Tiberias, has been suggested as the site.

MAGADANMAGADAN (Gk.  (Gk. MagadaénMagadaén)))

MAGADAN (Gk. Magadaén)

A locationA location in the vi in the vicinity of cinity of the Sea ofthe Sea of Galilee.  Galilee. In Matt. 1In Matt. 15:39 Jesus5:39 Jesus comes to  comes to this regiothis rethis region aftregion after the feeer the feeding of thding of the 4000 (KJe 4000 (KJV “MagdalaV “Magdala”), but Ma”), but Mark 8:10 rerk 8:10 reads Dalmanads Dalmanoutha. SucoDalmanDalmanouthDalmanoutha. Such gra. Such great textuaeat textual variantsl variants plague bo plague both the Matth the Matthean and thean and Markan accMarkan acMarkan accounts taccounts that an exahat an exact locatioct location is unknon is unknown. Interpwn. Interpreters havreters have offered e offered certain phcertain phonetic cononphphonetic cphonetic connectionsonnections with Maga with Magadan such adan such as Megiddo,s Megiddo, modern Me modern Mejdel (1401jdel (140105), and L05), and05), and LXX Maand LXX Magdalgad (Jgdalgad (Josh. 15:37osh. 15:37).).).

A location in the vicinity of the Sea of Galilee. In Matt. 15:39 Jesus comes to this 
region after the feeding of the 4000 (KJV “Magdala”), but Mark 8:10 reads 
Dalmanoutha. Such great textual variants plague both the Matthean and Markan 
accounts that an exact location is unknown. Interpreters have offered certain 
phonetic connections with Magadan such as Megiddo, modern Mejdel (140105), 
and LXX Magdalgad (Josh. 15:37).

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

MAGBISHMAGBISH (Heb.  (Heb. mag�biîsûmag�biîsû)))

MAGBISH (Heb. mag�biîsû )

The “ancesThe “ancestor” of petor” of persons retursons returning fromrning from the Babyl the Babylonian exilonian exile (Ezra 2:e (Ezra 2:30). More 30). More likely, thlilikely, thlikely, the term refe term refers to a pers to a place. Its lace. Its exact locaexact location remaition remains a mystens a mystery; suggesry; suggestions incltions suggessuggestionsuggestions include s include Khirbet Khirbet Qana®nQana®n Mugheimis Mugheimis (145109), (145109), 2 km. (1. 2 km. (1.2 mi.) W o2 mi.) W of Elam, anf Ef Elam, and Elam, and Khirbet elKhirbet el-Makhbiyeh-Makhbiyeh (145116), (145116), 5 km. (3  5 km. (3 mi.) SW ofmi.) SW of Adullam. Adullam. Adullam.

The “ancestor” of persons returning from the Babylonian exile (Ezra 2:30). More 
likely, the term refers to a place. Its exact location remains a mystery; 
suggestions include Khirbet Qana®n Mugheimis (145109), 2 km. (1.2 mi.) W of 
Elam, and Khirbet el-Makhbiyeh (145116), 5 km. (3 mi.) SW of Adullam.

Aaron M. GAaron M. Galeale

Aaron M. Gale

MAGDALENEMAGDALENE (Gk.  (Gk. MagdaleäneMagdaleäneäíäí)))

MAGDALENE (Gk. Magdaleäneäí)

A gentilicA gentilic from Magd from Magdala (Aram.ala (Aram.  mag�d�ala}mag�d�ala},, “tower”), “tower”), designati designating Mary, ang Mary, a principal princ principal principal follower ofollower of Jesus (ef Jesus (e.g., Matt..g., Matt. 27:56, 61 27:56, 61 par.; 28: par.; 28:1; Mark 161; Mark 16:9; Luke 8:9; Luke 8:2; 24:10 :2; 24:1:2; 24:10 par.24:10 par.). Magdala). Magdala (Tarichae (Tarichaeae; 198247ae; 198247) was an i) was an important fmportant fishing towishing town NW of Tin NW of Tn NW of Tiberias aTiberias at the westt the western tip ofern tip of the Sea o the Sea of Galilee.f Galilee.

A gentilic from Magdala (Aram. mag�d�ala},  “tower”), designating Mary, a 
principal follower of Jesus (e.g., Matt. 27:56, 61 par.; 28:1; Mark 16:9; Luke 8:2; 
24:10 par.). Magdala (Tarichaeae; 198247) was an important fishing town NW of 
Tiberias at the western tip of the Sea of Galilee.

MAGDIELMAGDIEL (Heb.  (Heb. mag�diî}eämag�diî}eäll)))

MAGDIEL (Heb. mag�diî}eäl )

An EdomiteAn Edomite tribal ch tribal chief (Gen. ief (Gen. 36:43; 1 C36:43; 1 Chr. 1:54);hr. 1:54); possibly  possibly a clan or a clan or place nameplace name..

An Edomite tribal chief (Gen. 36:43; 1 Chr. 1:54); possibly a clan or place name.

MAGIMAGI (Gk.  (Gk. maégoimaégoi)))

MAGI (Gk. maégoi)

Technical Technical term desigterm designating thenating the “wise men “wise men” who visi” who visit the infat the infant Jesus (nt Jesus (Matt. 2:1-Matt. 2:1-12) and th12)2:1-2:1-12) an2:1-12) and the “magd the “magician” Elyician” Elymas bar Jemas bar Jesus who opsus who opposes Paulposes Paul (Acts 13: (Acts 13:4-12). In 4-12). In the LXX thththe LXX ththe LXX the term refe term refers to thoers to those individse individuals who iuals who interpret Knterpret King Nebuching Nebuchadnezzar’sadnezzar’NebuchNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar’s drezzar’s dreams, in coams, in conjunction njunction with otherwith other specialis specialists includits including enchantng enchanters, sorceeenchantenchantersenchanters, sorcerer, sorcerers, and “ths, and “the Chaldeane Chaldeans” (Dan. 2s” (Dan. 2:2, 10, 27:2, 10, 27; 4:4[MT 1; 4:4[MT 1]; 5:7, 11]; 5:7, 11, 15)., 15, 15).15).15).

Technical term designating the “wise men” who visit the infant Jesus (Matt. 
2:1-12) and the “magician” Elymas bar Jesus who opposes Paul (Acts 13:4-12). In 
the LXX the term refers to those individuals who interpret King 
Nebuchadnezzar’s dreams, in conjunction with other specialists including 
enchanters, sorcerers, and “the Chaldeans” (Dan. 2:2, 10, 27; 4:4[MT 1]; 5:7, 11, 
15).

�Herodotus Herodotus mentions Mmentions Magi who seagi who served as Merved as Median or Zodian or Zoroastrian roastrian priests enpriests engaged in dgagenengaged inengaged in dream int dream interpretatioerpretation (n (Hist.Hist. 1.101). P 1.101). Philo, Tacihilo, Tacitus, Suetotus, Suetonius, and nius, and Josephus aJosephJosephus aJosephus also descrilso describe a rangebe a range of duties of duties for Magi, for Magi, including including dream int dream interpretatioerpretation, magic, n, mn, magic, astmagic, astrology, anrology, and fortune-d fortune-telling.telling.telling.

Herodotus mentions Magi who served as Median or Zoroastrian priests 
engaged in dream interpretation (Hist. 1.101). Philo, Tacitus, Suetonius, and 
Josephus also describe a range of duties for Magi, including dream interpretation, 



magic, astrology, and fortune-telling.

�There has There has been much been much discussiondiscussion as to the as to the precise m precise meaning of eaning of the term ithe term in Matt. 2:n Matn Matt. 2:1,Matt. 2:1, 7, 16, re 7, 16, rendered in ndered in most Englimost English translash translations as “tions as “wise men,”wise men,” “Magi,” o “Magi,” or “astrolor “ar “astrologe“astrologers.” It isrs.” It is likely th likely that they weat they were astrolore astrologers, sincgers, since they were they were interpree interpreters and fters aters and followand followers of theers of the “star at  “star at its risingits rising” (Matt. 2” (Matt. 2:2).:2).:2).

There has been much discussion as to the precise meaning of the term in 
Matt. 2:1, 7, 16, rendered in most English translations as “wise men,” “Magi,” or 
“astrologers.” It is likely that they were astrologers, since they were interpreters 
and followers of the “star at its rising” (Matt. 2:2).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. Brown, R. Brown, The Birth The Birth of the Mesof the Messiah,siah, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New York, 1993), 16 1993) 1993), 1671993), 167–70; G. De–70; G. Delling, lling, “maégos“maégos,” ,” TDNTTDNT 4:356–59. 4:356–59.

Bibliography. R. Brown, The Birth of the Messiah, rev. ed. (New York, 
1993), 167–70; G. Delling, “maégos,” TDNT 4:356–59.
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MAGICMAGICMAGIC

MAGIC

In the litIn the literature oferature of the ancie the ancient Mediternt Mediterranean worranean world and theld and the ancient N ancient Near East, ear East, including inclincluding including the Bible,the Bible, many diff many different termerent terms are useds are used to design to designate magic ate magic and ritualand ritual power as  pow power as wpower as well as theell as the practitio practitioners of maners of magic and rigic and ritual powertual power. Gk. . Gk. mageiíamageiía and relat and rel and related worelated words (cf. Lrds (cf. Lat. at. magiamagia) derive f) derive from Iraniarom Iranian n magus,magus, which des which designated a ignated a person fropersonperson froperson from an anciem an ancient Medo-Pent Medo-Persian tribrsian tribe with prie with priestly funcestly functions (cf.tions (cf. Magi, Mat Magi, Matt. 2). Durt. 2t. 2). During2). During Greco-Rom Greco-Roman times aan times and in Judend in Judeo-Christiao-Christian contextsn contexts the term  the term magic freqmagic fremagic frequentlyfrequently was used  was used in a polemin a polemical fashiical fashion to diston to distinguish beinguish between the tween the activitiesactivities of one’s  of o of one’s own one’s own group overgroup over against t against the opponenhe opponents: “we” pts: “we” practice reractice religion andligion and perform m perform m perform miracles; miracles; “they” pra“they” practice magictice magic and engac and engage in sorcge in sorcery. Romanery. Romans accused s accused early Chriearly Christians of sChriChristiansChristians of practi of practicing magiccing magic, later Ch, later Christians aristians accused pagccused pagans, and Pans, and Protestant rotestant Reformers RefoReformers Reformers accused Roaccused Roman Catholman Catholics. The wics. The word can thord can thus be usedus be used as a club as a club to attack to attac to attack outattack outsiders, busiders, but it is not it is not easily ot easily or preciselr precisely defined.y defined. A more ne A more neutral exprutral expression to essionexprexpressionexpression to descri to describe the phebe the phenomena connomena considered “msidered “magical” maagical” may be “rituy be “ritual power.”al poweral power.”power.”

In the literature of the ancient Mediterranean world and the ancient Near East, 
including the Bible, many different terms are used to designate magic and ritual 
power as well as the practitioners of magic and ritual power. Gk. mageiía and 
related words (cf. Lat. magia) derive from Iranian magus, which designated a 
person from an ancient Medo-Persian tribe with priestly functions (cf. Magi, Matt. 
2). During Greco-Roman times and in Judeo-Christian contexts the term magic 
frequently was used in a polemical fashion to distinguish between the activities of 
one’s own group over against the opponents: “we” practice religion and perform 
miracles; “they” practice magic and engage in sorcery. Romans accused early 
Christians of practicing magic, later Christians accused pagans, and Protestant 
Reformers accused Roman Catholics. The word can thus be used as a club to 
attack outsiders, but it is not easily or precisely defined. A more neutral 
expression to describe the phenomena considered “magical” may be “ritual 
power.”

IncantatioIncantation bowl witn bowl with spiral ih spiral inscriptionnscription in Jewish in Jewish Aramaic f Aramaic for protector protection of theion of the household hou household household of Babai (of Babai (PhotographPhotograph courtesy  courtesy of the Royof the Royal Ontarioal Ontario Museum, © Museum, © ROM) ROM)

Incantation bowl with spiral inscription in Jewish Aramaic for protection of the 
household of Babai (Photograph courtesy of the Royal Ontario Museum, © ROM)

Ancient MeAncient Mediterraneaditerranean and Nearn and Near East East

Ancient Mediterranean and Near East

ThroughoutThroughout the world the world of Medite of Mediterranean anrranean and Near Easd Near Eastern antiqtern antiquity, rituuity, ritual power wal power al power was power was employed aemployed as a means s a means whereby powhereby power, partiwer, particularly sucularly supernaturalpernatural power, co power, power, coupower, could be chanld be channeled throneled through ritualugh ritual activity. activity. In many o In many of the earlf the early traditioy traditions there wns thns there was there was no dichotono dichotomy betweenmy between magic and magic and religion, religion, and ritua and ritual power wal power was accordeds accordes accorded vaccorded validity eqalidity equally withually within organizin organized religioed religion and privn and private practiate practice. Ritualce. Ritual power was pow power was power was consideredconsidered a gift of a gift of the divin the divine, as in ae, as in ancient Egyncient Egypt, where pt, where Heka was tHeka was the embodimhetthe embodithe embodiment of diment of divine powervine power that emer that emerged in theged in the beginning beginning and empow and empowered the pered thered the perforthe performance of pmance of public and ublic and private riprivate rituals. Ofttuals. Often, but noen, but not in Egyptt in Egypt, malevole, malevolent ritual nt rnt ritual powritual power (traditer (traditionally caionally called “blaclled “black magic”) k magic”) was condemwas condemned and dened and declared illclared illegal, in cegaillillegal, iillegal, in contrastn contrast to benevo to benevolent ritualent ritual power (“l power (“white magiwhite magic”). In clc”). In classical Grassical Greece the Peece teece the Persiathe Persian roots ofn roots of the word  the word were not fwere not forgotten, orgotten, and Greek and Greek discussiondiscussions of philos of philosophy, thesphilophilosophyphilosophy, theology, theology, and medi, and medical scienccal science led to ae led to a denigrati denigration of magion of magic. Nonethec. Nonetheless, rituleNonetheNonethelesNonetheless, ritual s, ritual power was power was widely prawidely practiced thrcticed throughout thoughout the ancient e ancient world, andworld, andworld, and the nuand the numerous magmerous magical textsical texts, amulets,, amulets, bowls, an bowls, and artifactd artifacts that havs that have survivede survived show prac sh show practshow practitioners uitioners using rituasing ritual power tol power to address a address all sorts oll sorts of medical,f medical, demonic,  demonic, sexual, ansexusexual, ansexual, and social pd social problems. Froblems. For exampleor example, one parc, one parchment magihment magical book fcal book from Copticrom Coptrom Coptic EgyCoptic Egypt (Michigpt (Michigan 136) pran 136) prescribes fescribes folk remediolk remedies and rites and ritual spellsual spells to treat  to treat such medicsuchsuch medicsuch medical concernal concerns as gout,s as gout, eye disea eye disease, pains se, pains from teethfrom teething, fevering, fevers, pregnans, pregnancy and chicy pregnanpregnancy pregnancy and childband childbirth, abdoirth, abdominal painminal pains, malignas, malignancy, skin ncy, skin disease, hdisease, headaches, eadaches, toothachestootoothachestoothaches, earaches, earaches, hemorrho, hemorrhoids or othids or other sores, er sores, constipaticonstipation, foot don, foot disease, anisease, and mental pd anand mentaland mental problems. problems. Another m Another magical booagical book (Heidelbk (Heidelberg Kopt. erg Kopt. 686) prais686) praises the dives the dies the divine anddivine and invokes d invokes divine poweivine power to provir to provide aid forde aid for such prob such problems as delems as demon possesmon possemon possessionpossession, imprison, imprisonment, domement, domestic quarrstic quarrels and viels and violence, maolence, male impotenle impotence, a wifece, a wife’s unfaith’wifewife’s unfwife’s unfaithfulnesaithfulness, infant s, infant death, insdeath, insomnia, andomnia, and issues re issues related to vlated to villages, willages, workplaces,orkplacwworkplacesworkplaces, and herd, and herds of cattls of cattle.e.

Throughout the world of Mediterranean and Near Eastern antiquity, ritual 
power was employed as a means whereby power, particularly supernatural 
power, could be channeled through ritual activity. In many of the early traditions 
there was no dichotomy between magic and religion, and ritual power was 
accorded validity equally within organized religion and private practice. Ritual 
power was considered a gift of the divine, as in ancient Egypt, where Heka was 
the embodiment of divine power that emerged in the beginning and empowered 
the performance of public and private rituals. Often, but not in Egypt, malevolent 
ritual power (traditionally called “black magic”) was condemned and declared 
illegal, in contrast to benevolent ritual power (“white magic”). In classical Greece 



the Persian roots of the word were not forgotten, and Greek discussions of 
philosophy, theology, and medical science led to a denigration of magic. 
Nonetheless, ritual power was widely practiced throughout the ancient world, 
and the numerous magical texts, amulets, bowls, and artifacts that have survived 
show practitioners using ritual power to address all sorts of medical, demonic, 
sexual, and social problems. For example, one parchment magical book from 
Coptic Egypt (Michigan 136) prescribes folk remedies and ritual spells to treat 
such medical concerns as gout, eye disease, pains from teething, fevers, 
pregnancy and childbirth, abdominal pains, malignancy, skin disease, headaches, 
toothaches, earaches, hemorrhoids or other sores, constipation, foot disease, 
and mental problems. Another magical book (Heidelberg Kopt. 686) praises the 
divine and invokes divine power to provide aid for such problems as demon 
possession, imprisonment, domestic quarrels and violence, male impotence, a 
wife’s unfaithfulness, infant death, insomnia, and issues related to villages, 
workplaces, and herds of cattle.

Old TestamOld Testamentent

Old Testament

Deut. 18:1Deut. 18:10-11 provi0-11 provides a catades a catalog of somlog of some of the me of the most signifost significant termicant terms for magis for magic and rituc magimagic and magic and ritual powritual power and praer and practitionersctitioners of magic  of magic and ritualand ritual power in  power in the Hebrewthe Hebrew Scripture HebrewHebrew ScrHebrew Scriptures, aiptures, and all thend all the terms den terms denote what iote what is thought s thought to be abomto be abominable to inable to the God oftthe God ofthe God of Israel. S Israel. Some of theome of these terms rse terms remain diffemain difficult to ticult to translate aranslate and understnd understand, but oandunderstunderstandunderstand, but over, but overall the prall the prohibitionsohibitions within th within this and simis and similar passailar passages appearges appear to be dir to  to be direto be directed againcted against practicst practices considees considered to be red to be violationsviolations of authen of authentic religitic religion.on.on.

Deut. 18:10-11 provides a catalog of some of the most significant terms for 
magic and ritual power and practitioners of magic and ritual power in the 
Hebrew Scriptures, and all the terms denote what is thought to be abominable to 
the God of Israel. Some of these terms remain difficult to translate and 
understand, but overall the prohibitions within this and similar passages appear 
to be directed against practices considered to be violations of authentic religion.

�Many of thMany of the same kine same kinds of pracds of practices thattices that are conde are condemned in Demned in Deut. 18, hout. 18, however, arewevehohowever, ahowever, are condonere condoned and evend and even commended commended elsewhere elsewhere in the OT in the OT. For exam. For example, prophple,examexample, pexample, prophets ofrophets of God divin God divine the futue the future, ritualre, ritual specialis specialists interprts interpret dreams,et dreams, priests a prie priests anpriests and others ed others employ the mploy the Urim and TUrim and Thummim andhummim and other ora other oracular devicular devices, peoplces, peoces, people of people of God utter God utter blessings blessings and cursesand curses, and Elis, and Elisha parts tha parts the water ahe water and curses nd curses rude boys rudrude boys rude boys “in the na“in the name of the me of the Lord” (2 KLord” (2 Kgs. 2:24),gs. 2:24), most like most likely with thly with the holy name holy name that is e namname that name that is called is called the tetragthe tetragrammaton (rammaton (Yahweh), lYahweh), later used ater used extensivelextensively in spelly in spells of rituas os of ritual of ritual power. Thipower. This magical s magical use of theuse of the name of t name of the Lord mahe Lord may account y account for the Thfor the Third CommanirThThird CommThird Commandment, nandment, not to “takot to “take the namee the name of the Lo of the Lord your Gord your God in vain”d in vain” (Exod. 20 (Exod (Exod. 20:(Exod. 20:7; Deut. 57; Deut. 5:11). In E:11). In Exodus Mosexodus Moses and Aaros and Aaron are portn are portrayed as srayed as successful uccessful practitionppractitionpractitioners of riters of ritual power,ual power, and the E and the Egyptian magyptian magicians adgicians admit, “Thismit, “This is the fi is the finger of Gonger onger of God” (Eof God” (Exod. 8:19)xod. 8:19). The imag. The image of the fe of the finger of Ginger of God is alsood is also applied t applied to Jesus aso Jesus as exorcist  exo exorcist iexorcist in Luke 11:n Luke 11:20, and th20, and the divine fe divine finger is pinger is personifiedersonified as Orpham as Orphamiel, the giel, the great fingereat ggreat finggreat finger of God er of God the fatherthe father, in sever, in several Christial Christian texts oan texts of ritual pf ritual power.ower.ower.

Many of the same kinds of practices that are condemned in Deut. 18, 
however, are condoned and even commended elsewhere in the OT. For 
example, prophets of God divine the future, ritual specialists interpret dreams, 
priests and others employ the Urim and Thummim and other oracular devices, 
people of God utter blessings and curses, and Elisha parts the water and curses 
rude boys “in the name of the Lord” (2 Kgs. 2:24), most likely with the holy 
name that is called the tetragrammaton (Yahweh), later used extensively in spells 
of ritual power. This magical use of the name of the Lord may account for the 
Third Commandment, not to “take the name of the Lord your God in vain” 
(Exod. 20:7; Deut. 5:11). In Exodus Moses and Aaron are portrayed as successful 
practitioners of ritual power, and the Egyptian magicians admit, “This is the finger 
of God” (Exod. 8:19). The image of the finger of God is also applied to Jesus as 
exorcist in Luke 11:20, and the divine finger is personified as Orphamiel, the 
great finger of God the father, in several Christian texts of ritual power.

�In spite oIn spite of prohibitf prohibitions in thions in the OT againe OT against magicalst magical practice, practice, then, it  then, it appears thappears that the praaththat the pthat the practice ofractice of ritual po ritual power was aswer was as evident a evident among the Hmong the Hebrews as ebrews as among otheamong othamong other peopother people in the le in the ancient Neancient Near East. Tar East. The Jewish he Jewish use of rituse of ritual power ual power is later ris later reflected ieflerreflected reflected in the infin the influence of luence of Jewish theJewish themes and names and names for thmes for the divine ie divine in the Green the Greek magical k mk magical pamagical papyri, in tpyri, in the Jewish he Jewish handbook ohandbook of ritual pf ritual power, the ower, the Sefer ha-RSefer ha-Razim (“Booazim (“Book of Mystek (“Boo(“Book of (“Book of Mysteries”Mysteries”), and in ), and in the Aramaithe Aramaic incantatc incantation bowls ion bowls with spirawith spiral texts mel texts meant to eraanmemeant to emeant to eradicate eradicate evil.vil.

In spite of prohibitions in the OT against magical practice, then, it appears 
that the practice of ritual power was as evident among the Hebrews as among 



other people in the ancient Near East. The Jewish use of ritual power is later 
reflected in the influence of Jewish themes and names for the divine in the Greek 
magical papyri, in the Jewish handbook of ritual power, the Sefer ha-Razim 
(“Book of Mysteries”), and in the Aramaic incantation bowls with spiral texts 
meant to eradicate evil.

New TestamNew Testament and Eaent and Early Christrly Christian Textsian Texts

New Testament and Early Christian Texts

Within theWithin the literatur literature of earlye of early Christian Christianity the poity the polemical prlemical presentationesentation of magic  of magic and magiciand and magiciand magicians continans continues. Simonues. Simon of Samari of Samaria is accusa is accused of praced of practicing magticing magic (Acts 8ic (Acts 8), as are ), 88), as are8), as are Elymas or Elymas or Bar-Jesus Bar-Jesus (ch. 13)  (ch. 13) and the seand the seven sons oven sons of Sceva anf Sceva and other prd other practitioneractprpractitionpractitioners from Eers from Ephesus (chphesus (ch. 19). Sor. 19). Sorcerers arecerers are listed am listed among the wiong the wicked to becked to be punished  p punished ipunished in Revelatin Revelation, and soon, and sorcery is ircery is included inncluded in a list of a list of vices in  vices in Galatians.Galatians.

Within the literature of early Christianity the polemical presentation of magic 
and magicians continues. Simon of Samaria is accused of practicing magic (Acts 
8), as are Elymas or Bar-Jesus (ch. 13) and the seven sons of Sceva and other 
practitioners from Ephesus (ch. 19). Sorcerers are listed among the wicked to be 
punished in Revelation, and sorcery is included in a list of vices in Galatians.

�Yet, as inYet, as in the OT, m the OT, materials aaterials are incorpore incorporated thatrated that portray r portray ritual poweitual power in a morr in a mr in a more positmore positive light.ive light. Jesus and Jesus and his follo his followers are swers are sometimes dometimes described aescribed as exorcists exorcists and faits as and faith-and faith-healers, ahealers, and Paul hind Paul himself overmself overcomes Elymcomes Elymas (Acts 1as (Acts 13) with hi3) with his own ritus own ritual power. al rituritual powritual power. Some oer. Some of the NT sf the NT stories of tories of the deeds the deeds of magic oof magic or ritual pr ritual power perfoower performed by Jerperfoperformed performed by Jesus aby Jesus are adaptedre adapted from the  from the OT (Jesus,OT (Jesus, like Mose like Moses, feeds as, feeds a multitude multitude in the wi multitudemultitude multitude in the wilin the wilderness anderness and, like Eld, like Elijah, healijah, heals a widow’s a widow’s son) or s son) or Greek mythGreek mythological tolomythmythologicmythological traditial traditions (Jesusons (Jesus, like Pos, like Poseidon, traeidon, travels on wavels on water as on ter as on land and, land and, like Dionylike Dlike Dionysos, Dionysos, changes wachanges water to winter to wine). By cone). By contrast, thetrast, the story of  story of the exorcithe exorcism of the sm of the Gerasene dGeGerasene dGerasene demoniac byemoniac by Jesus (Ma Jesus (Matt. 8:28-3tt. 8:28-34; Mark 5:4; Mark 5:1-20; Luke1-20; Luke 8:26-39)  8:26-39) illustrateillustrates featuress illustrateillustrateillustrates featuress features typical o typical of other stf other stories of eories of exorcism anxorcism and spells od spells of ritual pf ritual power. Hereower. Hower. Here a posHere a possessed mansessed man, violent , violent and uncontand uncontrollable, rollable, engages inengages in a battle  a battle of adjuratof adjurations with ionadjuratadjurationadjurations with Jess with Jesus. Jesus us. Jesus orders theorders the demon, “C demon, “Come out ofome out of the man,  the man, you uncleayou uncleayou unclean spunclean spirit,” andirit,” and the victi the victim respondsm responds by adjuri by adjuring Jesus tng Jesus to leave hio leave him alone. Jm alone. Jesus assumesus JJesus assuJesus assumes the upmes the upper hand iper hand in the strun the struggle when ggle when he demandshe demands the name  the name of the demof the deof the demon. Thudemon. Thus the exors the exorcism is accism is accomplishedcomplished, and the , and the patient ispatient is restored  restored to health to health and sanityaand sanityand sanity. The demo. The demonic forcesnic forces are sent  are sent into a herinto a herd of pigs d of pigs in a mannein a manner somewhatr somewhat reminisce somewhatsomewhat rsomewhat reminiscenteminiscent of the de of the demon sent bmon sent by Apolloniy Apollonios of Tyanos of Tyana to knocka to knock over a st over a  over a statue aa statue as proof ofs proof of its depar its departure from ture from a patient.a patient. In anothe In another story Jer story Jesus uses ssus uses spittle, a pittlesspittle, aspittle, a powerful  powerful touch, oratouch, oral exhalatil exhalations, and aons, and an authoritn authoritative wordative word (preserve (preserved in Aramad ind in Aramaicin Aramaic) to heal ) to heal a man who a man who is hearingis hearing-impaired -impaired and has a and has a speech impspeech impediment (Mediment (Mediment (Mark 7:31(Mark 7:31-37). Such-37). Such stories i stories indicate thndicate that the hisat the historical Jetorical Jesus may wesus may well have bell have been viewed en ven viewed by viewed by his contemhis contemporaries aporaries as an exorcs an exorcist and faist and faith-healerith-healer, and acts, and acts of ritual of ritual power may pow power may power may have accomhave accompanied hispanied his proclamat proclamation of Godion of God’s kingdom’s kingdom (Luke 11: (Luke 11:20).20).20).

Yet, as in the OT, materials are incorporated that portray ritual power in a 
more positive light. Jesus and his followers are sometimes described as exorcists 
and faith-healers, and Paul himself overcomes Elymas (Acts 13) with his own 
ritual power. Some of the NT stories of the deeds of magic or ritual power 
performed by Jesus are adapted from the OT (Jesus, like Moses, feeds a 
multitude in the wilderness and, like Elijah, heals a widow’s son) or Greek 
mythological traditions (Jesus, like Poseidon, travels on water as on land and, like 
Dionysos, changes water to wine). By contrast, the story of the exorcism of the 
Gerasene demoniac by Jesus (Matt. 8:28-34; Mark 5:1-20; Luke 8:26-39) 
illustrates features typical of other stories of exorcism and spells of ritual power. 
Here a possessed man, violent and uncontrollable, engages in a battle of 
adjurations with Jesus. Jesus orders the demon, “Come out of the man, you 
unclean spirit,” and the victim responds by adjuring Jesus to leave him alone. 
Jesus assumes the upper hand in the struggle when he demands the name of the 
demon. Thus the exorcism is accomplished, and the patient is restored to health 
and sanity. The demonic forces are sent into a herd of pigs in a manner 
somewhat reminiscent of the demon sent by Apollonios of Tyana to knock over 
a statue as proof of its departure from a patient. In another story Jesus uses 
spittle, a powerful touch, oral exhalations, and an authoritative word (preserved 
in Aramaic) to heal a man who is hearing-impaired and has a speech impediment 
(Mark 7:31-37). Such stories indicate that the historical Jesus may well have been 
viewed by his contemporaries as an exorcist and faith-healer, and acts of ritual 
power may have accompanied his proclamation of God’s kingdom (Luke 11:20).

�Jesus and Jesus and early Chriearly Christians werstians were often ace often accused of dcused of dabbling inabbling in magic, an magic, and the debad the ded the debate abodebate about whetherut whether this is s this is so is playeo is played out in td out in the NT and he NT and early Chriearly Christian textstian texts. The Goss. Ts. The GospelThe Gospels of Mark s of Mark and John cand John celebrate telebrate the miraclehe miracles of Jesuss of Jesus but also  but also divert thedivert the readers’  re readers’ areaders’ attention tttention to other wao other ways of undeys of understanding rstanding Jesus. AnoJesus. Another approther approach to thiach to this debate is thithis debatthis debate involvese involves an appeal an appeal to the di to the distinction stinction between mibetween miracle and racle and magic. Jesmagic. Jesus and earus aus and early and early ChristiansChristians, it is sa, it is said, do notid, do not practice  practice magic but magic but rather perrather perform miracform miracles, and tles, ales, and the poand the power of Chrwer of Christian miristian miracles surpacles surpasses thatasses that of pagan  of pagan magic. Meamagic. Meanwhile, Chnwhile, Christian sprChChristian Christian spells of spells of ritual powritual power eventuaer eventually were clly were composed inomposed in large num large numbers as mebers as means for thamemeans for means for the faithfthe faithful to tap ul to tap into powerinto power available available to solve  to solve the problethe problems in theims in their lives. Tr liver lives. Thelives. These interesse interests in magits in magic, miraclec, miracle, and ritu, and ritual power cal power continue asontinue as a form of a form of popular p popu popular pipopular piety withinety within Christian Christianity and otity and other religiher religions to theons to the present d present day.ay.ay.

Jesus and early Christians were often accused of dabbling in magic, and the 
debate about whether this is so is played out in the NT and early Christian texts. 
The Gospels of Mark and John celebrate the miracles of Jesus but also divert the 
readers’ attention to other ways of understanding Jesus. Another approach to 



this debate involves an appeal to the distinction between miracle and magic. Jesus 
and early Christians, it is said, do not practice magic but rather perform miracles, 
and the power of Christian miracles surpasses that of pagan magic. Meanwhile, 
Christian spells of ritual power eventually were composed in large numbers as 
means for the faithful to tap into power available to solve the problems in their 
lives. These interests in magic, miracle, and ritual power continue as a form of 
popular piety within Christianity and other religions to the present day.

�SeeSee  DIVINATIONDIVINATION; MIRACLES; MIRACLES...

See DIVINATION; MIRACLES.
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MAGISTRATEMAGISTRATE

MAGISTRATE

A judicialA judicial official  official who implemwho implemented the ented the Torah as tTorah as the officiahe official law for l law for the Jews (the Jews (Aram. Aram((Aram. (Aram. sûaœp�t�iîsûaœp�t�iîn;n; Ezra 7:25 Ezra 7:25). In the ). In the NT the terNT the term refers tm refers to Roman ruo Roman rulers (Gk. lers (Gklers (Gk. (Gk. archeäí, aarcheäí, aérchoœn;érchoœn; Luke 12:1 Luke 12:11, 58; Tit1, 58; Tit. 3:1) who. 3:1) who were annu were annually electally elected and wered aned and were tand were the highesthe highest state off state officials of icials of Roman coloRoman colonies and tnies and towns (owns (strateägoœstrateägoœs;s; Acts 16:2 (strateägoœs;(strateägo(strateägoœs; Acts 1œs; Acts 16:20, 22, 6:20, 22, 35-36, 38)35-36, 38). Their of. Their official Latficial Latin titles in titles were were duoviriduoviri (“two men (“tw (“two men”(“two men”) in colon) in colonies and ies and quattuorviquattuorviriri (“four me (“four men”) in town”) in towns. Althouns. Although they cogh they constituted nscoconstituteconstituted the highd the highest counciest council of civill of civil administr administration, theation, their office ir office was beneatwas beneath the senah the h the senatothe senatorial and erial and equestrian questrian orders. Maorders. Magistrates gistrates built amphbuilt amphitheaters itheaters and maintaand maintained publiinemaintamaintainedmaintained public wo public works (drainrks (drainage, roadsage, roads, religiou, religious buildings buildings, public s, public baths, marbaths, markets, and kets,marmarkets, amarkets, and the foond the food supply),d supply), often at  often at their own their own expense. Texpense. They also mhey also maintained aintained civil ordecicivil ordecivil order and dispr and dispensed justensed justice. Everyice. Every five year five years they revs they revised the tised the town censusown census rolls for roll rolls for rolls for taxation. taxation. To celebraTo celebrate their yte their year in offear in office they oice they often sponsften sponsored gamesored games, built ne, bui, built new built new public buipublic buildings, orldings, or repaved s repaved streets. Totreets. Town councilwn councils often ers often erected statected statues or monuesstatstatues orstatues or monuments monuments for promi for prominent magisnent magistrates, antrates, and they werd they were given the given the best seae best see best seats in aseats in amphitheatemphitheaters.rs.rs.

A judicial official who implemented the Torah as the official law for the Jews 
(Aram. sûaœp�t�iîn;  Ezra 7:25). In the NT the term refers to Roman rulers 
(Gk. archeäí, aérchoœn; Luke 12:11, 58; Tit. 3:1) who were annually elected 
and were the highest state officials of Roman colonies and towns 
(strateägoœs; Acts 16:20, 22, 35-36, 38). Their official Latin titles were duoviri 
(“two men”) in colonies and quattuorviri (“four men”) in towns. Although they 
constituted the highest council of civil administration, their office was beneath 
the senatorial and equestrian orders. Magistrates built amphitheaters and 
maintained public works (drainage, roads, religious buildings, public baths, 
markets, and the food supply), often at their own expense. They also maintained 
civil order and dispensed justice. Every five years they revised the town census 
rolls for taxation. To celebrate their year in office they often sponsored games, 
built new public buildings, or repaved streets. Town councils often erected 
statues or monuments for prominent magistrates, and they were given the best 
seats in amphitheaters.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. Keppie,L. Keppie,  UnderstandUnderstanding Roman ing Roman InscriptioInscriptionsns (Baltimor (Baltimore, 1991), e, 1991),e, 1991), 52–1991), 52–59; J. E. 59; J. E. Sandys, Sandys, Latin EpigLatin Epigraphy,raphy, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (1927, repr1927, repr. Chicago,. Chicago, 1974), 22 1974), 228–30.822228–30.228–30.228–30.

Bibliography. L. Keppie, Understanding Roman Inscriptions (Baltimore, 
1991), 52–59; J. E. Sandys, Latin Epigraphy, 2nd ed. (1927, repr. Chicago, 1974), 
228–30.

Richard A.Richard A. Spencer Spencer

Richard A. Spencer

MAGNIFICATMAGNIFICAT

MAGNIFICAT

The hymn oThe hymn or psalm ofr psalm of praise ap praise appearing inpearing in Luke 1:46 Luke 1:46-55, so na-55, so named from tmed from the first whe first whe first words of twords of the Latin the Latin translationranslation: : MagnificatMagnificat anima mea anima mea Dominum, Dominum,“My soul m“My soul magnifies tagnifies tagnifies the Lord.”the Lord.” It is one It is one of severa of several hymns inl hymns in Luke’s In Luke’s Infancy narrfancy narrative (cf.ative (cf. Luke 1:68 Luke 1:68-79; 2:14,-79; 2-79; 2:14, 29-32:14, 29-32). This h2). This hymn is ascymn is ascribed to Mribed to Mary as an ary as an expressionexpression of her fa of her faith on heaith on hearing Elizarinheahearing Elhearing Elizabeth’s izabeth’s blessing. blessing. It followsIt follows the patte the pattern of tradrn of traditional psitional psalms or hyalms or hymns, with mns, wmns, with exprewith expressions of ssions of praise (Lupraise (Luke 1:46-47ke 1:46-47) followed) followed by the oc by the occasion forcasion for praise (v praise (vv. 48–55).v. 4v. 48–55).48–55).48–55).

The hymn or psalm of praise appearing in Luke 1:46-55, so named from the first 
words of the Latin translation: Magnificat anima mea Dominum,“My soul magnifies 
the Lord.” It is one of several hymns in Luke’s Infancy narrative (cf. Luke 1:68-79; 
2:14, 29-32). This hymn is ascribed to Mary as an expression of her faith on 



hearing Elizabeth’s blessing. It follows the pattern of traditional psalms or hymns, 
with expressions of praise (Luke 1:46-47) followed by the occasion for praise (vv. 
48–55).

�The MagnifThe Magnificat can bicat can be divided e divided into two sinto two strophes ortrophes or verses, t verses, the first (he first (vv. 46–50)vv. 46–50vv. 46–50) is 46–50) is Mary’s expMary’s expression ofression of praise fo praise for the actir the actions God haons God has performes performed in relatd in relation to heriorelatrelation trelation to her. Theo her. The paired ve paired verses or corses or couplets eacuplets each exhibit h exhibit the classithe classic parallelc parallelism of Hebism oism of Hebrew of Hebrew poetry. Thpoetry. The first coe first couplet expruplet expresses Maryesses Mary’s joy (vv’s joy (vv. 46–47). . 46–47). The secondThe second recounts  secondsecond recsecond recounts God’ounts God’s salvifics salvific action in action in raising h raising her from heer from her “low estr “low estate” and hate” and her resultaer hher resulther resultant statusant status (vv. 48–4 (vv. 48–49). The co9). The concluding vncluding verse in therse in this stropheis strophe (v. 50) m (v. 50) marks a traarksmmarks a trmarks a transition tansition to the moreo the more corporate corporate vision of vision of the secon the second strophe.d strophe.

The Magnificat can be divided into two strophes or verses, the first (vv. 
46–50) is Mary’s expression of praise for the actions God has performed in 
relation to her. The paired verses or couplets each exhibit the classic parallelism 
of Hebrew poetry. The first couplet expresses Mary’s joy (vv. 46–47). The 
second recounts God’s salvific action in raising her from her “low estate” and 
her resultant status (vv. 48–49). The concluding verse in this strophe (v. 50) 
marks a transition to the more corporate vision of the second strophe.

�In the secIn the second strophond strophe (vv. 51–e (vv. 51–55) God’s 55) God’s action is action is also descralso described as anibed as an exaltatio exaltat exaltationexaltation of the hu of the humble. Howemble. However, in anver, in an echo of t echo of the prophethe prophets, this ths, this theme is expeme is expanded intoanexpexpanded iexpanded into an expnto an expression ofression of God’s sal God’s salvific justvific justice in exaice in exalting the lting the humble, thhumble, the poor, ane poe poor, and poor, and the hungrythe hungry, while at, while at the same  the same time puttitime putting down thng down the mighty, e mighty, the rich, the rich, and the ruanand the ruand the rulers. Thislers. This strophe c strophe can be divian be divided into tded into two coupletwo couplets (vv. 51–s (vv. 51–52, 53–54)52, 53–54) and a con an and a concand a concluding verluding verse (v. 55)se (v. 55) that para that parallels the llels the conclusionconclusion of the fi of the first strophrst strophe. Each coe. Eace. Each couplEach couplet begins et begins with a strwith a strong verb dong verb describing escribing God’s actiGod’s action and a pon and a parallel searallel secondary veconsesecondary secondary verb proviverb providing additding additional emphional emphasis. The asis. The structure structure and effectand effect of the hy of the hymn as a whmhyhymn as a hymn as a whole makewhole make God’s act God’s actions with ions with relation trelation to Mary a so Mary a symbol or pymbol or paradigm foaradigm faradigm for the unfor the universal saiversal saving work ving work of God whiof God which is now ch is now beginning beginning in Jesus. in Jesus. This themeThis theme of the di o of the divof the divine reversine reversal inherenal inherent in God’st in God’s salvific  salvific actions thactions thus anticipus anticipates both ates both the words the wothe words and words and actions ofactions of Jesus’ mi Jesus’ ministry.nistry.nistry.

In the second strophe (vv. 51–55) God’s action is also described as an 
exaltation of the humble. However, in an echo of the prophets, this theme is 
expanded into an expression of God’s salvific justice in exalting the humble, the 
poor, and the hungry, while at the same time putting down the mighty, the rich, 
and the rulers. This strophe can be divided into two couplets (vv. 51–52, 53–54) 
and a concluding verse (v. 55) that parallels the conclusion of the first strophe. 
Each couplet begins with a strong verb describing God’s action and a parallel 
secondary verb providing additional emphasis. The structure and effect of the 
hymn as a whole make God’s actions with relation to Mary a symbol or paradigm 
for the universal saving work of God which is now beginning in Jesus. This theme 
of the divine reversal inherent in God’s salvific actions thus anticipates both the 
words and actions of Jesus’ ministry.

�The MagnifThe Magnificat appeaicat appears to be mrs to be modeled, toodeled, to some exte some extent, after nt, after the Song othe Song of Hannah if Hanf Hannah in Hannah in 1 Sam. 2:11 Sam. 2:1-10. Becau-10. Because of thesse of these similarie similarities and tties and the similarhe similar situation situations of Elizas of s of Elizabeof Elizabeth and Hanth and Hannah, rathenah, rather than Marr than Mary, some scy, some scholars havholars have suggestee suggested that thed that the hymn is m thethe hymn ithe hymn is mistakens mistakenly attribuly attributed to Marted to Mary. While ay. While a few minor few minor textual v textual variants suariants support readppsusupport resupport reading Elizading Elizabeth, theabeth, the surroundi surrounding narrating narrative and weive and weight of manght of manuscript evuscript evidence argidevevidence aevidence argue againrgue against it.st it.st it.

The Magnificat appears to be modeled, to some extent, after the Song of 
Hannah in 1 Sam. 2:1-10. Because of these similarities and the similar situations 
of Elizabeth and Hannah, rather than Mary, some scholars have suggested that 
the hymn is mistakenly attributed to Mary. While a few minor textual variants 
support reading Elizabeth, the surrounding narrative and weight of manuscript 
evidence argue against it.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. C. TannR. C. Tannehill, ehill, The NarratThe Narrative Unity ive Unity of Luke-Acof Luke-Actsts 1 (Philad 1 (Philadelphia, 19elphia(Philad(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1986)hia, 1986)...

Bibliography. R. C. Tannehill, The Narrative Unity of Luke-Acts 1 
(Philadelphia, 1986).

Matthew S.Matthew S. Collins Collins

Matthew S. Collins

MAGOGMAGOG (Heb.  (Heb. maœg�o®g�maœg�o®g�)))

MAGOG (Heb. maœg�o®g� )

According According to the Tabto the Table of Natile of Nations, a sonons, a son of Japhet of Japheth and the h and the eponymous eponymous ancestor oancestor oancestor of an Anatof an Anatolian peopolian people (Gen. 1le (Gen. 10:2). In E0:2). In Ezek. 38-39zek. 38-39 its leade its leader, Gog, wir, Gog, will invade ll invade the restorthe rthe restored Irestored Israel and srael and provoke a provoke a final, decfinal, decisive battisive battle with Yale with Yahweh.hweh.hweh.

According to the Table of Nations, a son of Japheth and the eponymous ancestor 
of an Anatolian people (Gen. 10:2). In Ezek. 38-39 its leader, Gog, will invade the 
restored Israel and provoke a final, decisive battle with Yahweh.

�SeeSee  GOG, MAGOGGOG, MAGOG...

See GOG, MAGOG.

Julie GalaJulie Galambushmbush

Julie Galambush

MAGOR-MISSMAGOR-MISSABIBABIB (Heb.  (Heb. maœg�o®r mmaœg�o®r missaœb�iîbissaœb�iîb��)))

MAGOR-MISSABIB (Heb. maœg�o®r missaœb�iîb� )



�SeeSee  TERROR ON TERROR ON EVERY SIDEEVERY SIDE..

See TERROR ON EVERY SIDE.

MAGPIASHMAGPIASH (Heb.  (Heb. mag�piî{aœmag�piî{aœsûsû)))

MAGPIASH (Heb. mag�piî{aœsû )

An IsraeliAn Israelite who parte who participated ticipated in the seain the sealing of thling of the new covee new covenant undernant under Nehemiah  Nehemiah (Neh. 10:2((Neh. 10:2(Neh. 10:20 [MT 21])0 [MT 21])..

An Israelite who participated in the sealing of the new covenant under Nehemiah 
(Neh. 10:20 [MT 21]).

MAHALABMAHALAB (Heb.  (Heb. meäh�eb�elmeäh�eb�el;; Akk.  Akk. Mah˙allibuMah˙allibu)))

MAHALAB (Heb. meäh�eb�el;  Akk. Mah˙allibu)

A city in A city in the tribalthe tribal allotment allotment of Asher. of Asher. The preci The precise form ofse form of this plac this place name is e name is uncertain.unceuncertain.uncertain. In Josh.  In Josh. 19:29 the 19:29 the MT has HebMT has Heb. . meäh�eb�elmeäh�eb�el,,” while LX” while LXX B reads X B reads “from Leb “fro“from Leb “from Leb and Achzoband Achzob” and LXX ” and LXX A has “froA has “from the allom the allotment of Atment of Achziph”; bchziph”; both Greek oth Greoth Greek manuGreek manuscripts unscripts understand tderstand the first lhe first letter of tetter of the MT formhe MT form to be the to be the Hebrew pr Hebrew p Hebrew prepositiopreposition “from.” n “from.” In LXX B tIn LXX B the lettershe letters  bb and  and ll were meta were metathesized, thesized, but they wbut they were not inerewwere not iwere not in LXX A (n LXX A (h�eb�elh�eb�el II, “rope II, “rope, cord, al, cord, allotted pielotted piece of fielce of field”; cf. Ded”; cf. Deut. 32:9).ut. 32:ut. 32:9). The32:9). The record of record of Sennacher Sennacherib’s thirdib’s third campaign  campaign contains acontains a reference reference to Mah˙al to Mah˙allibu (libMah˙alMah˙allibuMah˙allibu ( (ANET,ANET, 287); thi 287); this toponym s toponym is normallis normally identifiy identified with Khed with Khirbet irbet el-Mah�aliel-Mah�el-Mah�aliel-Mah�aliîbîb, 6 km. (3, 6 km. (3.7 mi.) NE.7 mi.) NE of Tyre.  of Tyre. Judg. 1:31Judg. 1:31 reveals a reveals another varnother variant form iant formiant form of thform of the place nae place name: “Ahlabme: “Ahlab” (cf. the” (cf. the position  position of the of the ll and  and bb) is part ) is part of the triof the tribal allotmbaltritribal alltribal allotment of otment of Asher. BecAsher. Because of Seause of Sennacherib’nnacherib’s topograps topographic referehic reference, a majnce, a majority of sormajmajority omajority of scholarsf scholars conclude  conclude that the pthat the precise forrecise form of the nm of the name in theame in the MT and LX MT and LX MT and LXX of JosLXX of Josh. 19:29; h. 19:29; Judg. 1:31Judg. 1:31 is corrup is corrupt and shout and should be undeld be understood as rstood as Mahalab.Mahalab.Mahalab.

A city in the tribal allotment of Asher. The precise form of this place name is 
uncertain. In Josh. 19:29 the MT has Heb. meäh�eb�el, ” while LXX B reads 
“from Leb and Achzob” and LXX A has “from the allotment of Achziph”; both 
Greek manuscripts understand the first letter of the MT form to be the Hebrew 
preposition “from.” In LXX B the letters b and l were metathesized, but they 
were not in LXX A (h�eb�el  II, “rope, cord, allotted piece of field”; cf. Deut. 
32:9). The record of Sennacherib’s third campaign contains a reference to 
Mah˙allibu (ANET, 287); this toponym is normally identified with Khirbet 
el-Mah�aliîb , 6 km. (3.7 mi.) NE of Tyre. Judg. 1:31 reveals another variant 
form of the place name: “Ahlab” (cf. the position of the l and b) is part of the 
tribal allotment of Asher. Because of Sennacherib’s topographic reference, a 
majority of scholars conclude that the precise form of the name in the MT and 
LXX of Josh. 19:29; Judg. 1:31 is corrupt and should be understood as Mahalab.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. N. Na}amanNa}aman, , Borders anBorders and Districtd Districts in Biblis in Biblical Historcal Historiographyiography (Jerusale (Je (Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1986)., 1986)., 1986).

Bibliography. N. Na}aman, Borders and Districts in Biblical Historiography 
(Jerusalem, 1986).

Chris A. RChris A. Rollstonollston

Chris A. Rollston

MAHALALELMAHALALEL (Heb.  (Heb. maha�lal}emaha�lal}eäläl), ), MAHALALEELMAHALALEEL (Gk.  (Gk. MaleleeäílMaleleeäíl)))

MAHALALEL (Heb. maha�lal}eäl ), MAHALALEEL (Gk. Maleleeäíl)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Kenan and Kenan and the fatherthe father of Jared  of Jared in the linin the lineage of Seeage of Seth (Gen. 5th (Gen. 5:12-17). H:12-1755:12-17). 5:12-17). He is callHe is called Mahalaled Mahalaleel in Lukeel in Luke’s geneale’s genealogy of Jesogy of Jesus (Luke 3us (Luke 3:37).:37).:37).

1. A son of Kenan and the father of Jared in the lineage of Seth (Gen. 
5:12-17). He is called Mahalaleel in Luke’s genealogy of Jesus (Luke 3:37).

�2.2. A Judahit A Judahite of the fe of the family of Pamily of Perez (Neh.erez (Neh. 11:4). 11:4).

2. A Judahite of the family of Perez (Neh. 11:4).

MAHALATHMAHALATH (Heb.  (Heb. mah�a�lat�mah�a�lat�) (also BA) (also BASEMOTH)SEMOTH)SEMOTH)

MAHALATH (Heb. mah�a�lat� ) (also BASEMOTH)

�1.1. The daugh The daughter of Ishter of Ishmael and omael and one of Esaune of Esau’s wives (’s wives (Gen. 28:9)Gen. 28:9). In Gen. . In Gen. 36:3 she i36:3 s36:3 she is calshe is called Basemoled Basemoth.th.th.

1. The daughter of Ishmael and one of Esau’s wives (Gen. 28:9). In Gen. 36:3 
she is called Basemoth.

�2.2. The wife  The wife of King Reof King Rehoboam of hoboam of Judah; dauJudah; daughter of Dghter of David’s sonavid’s son Jerimoth  Jerimoth and Abihaiandand Abihaiand Abihail (2 Chr. l (2 Chr. 11:18)11:18)11:18)

2. The wife of King Rehoboam of Judah; daughter of David’s son Jerimoth 
and Abihail (2 Chr. 11:18)

�3.3. A cryptic A cryptic term foun term found in the sd in the superscriptuperscriptions to Psions to Ps. 53, 88 (. 53, 88 (the latterthe latter with  with leï{anno®tleleï{anno®tleï{anno®t�,�, “to affli “to afflict”), likect”), likely a technly a technical term ical term denoting adenoting a melody (o melody (or musical r musical instrumentininstrumentinstrument). Other s). Other suggestionsuggestions include a include a cultic da cultic dance or flunce or flute playingte playing associate associated with lamd wid with lamenwith lamentation rittation rites. Michaees. Michael Goulder l Goulder suggests tsuggests that in Ps.hat in Ps. 88 it ori 88 it originally reginally refers to Mafers tofers to Mahalatto Mahalath-dan, a ph-dan, a place wherelace where Danite fe Danite festal ritesstal rites took plac took place; this mee; this meaning was aning was lost, and lostlost, and lost, and with the awith the addition ofddition of  leï{anno®tleï{anno®t�� it was un it was understood aderstood as referrins referring to a comg to a cog to a completed completed rite of afrite of affliction. fliction. Most moderMost modern versionsn versions translite transliterate, e.g.rate, e.g., “accordi, “according to Mahang tong to Mahalatto Mahalath.”h.”h.”

3. A cryptic term found in the superscriptions to Ps. 53, 88 (the latter with 
leï{anno®t�,  “to afflict”), likely a technical term denoting a melody (or musical 
instrument). Other suggestions include a cultic dance or flute playing associated 
with lamentation rites. Michael Goulder suggests that in Ps. 88 it originally refers 
to Mahalath-dan, a place where Danite festal rites took place; this meaning was 



lost, and with the addition of leï{anno®t�  it was understood as referring to a 
completed rite of affliction. Most modern versions transliterate, e.g., “according 
to Mahalath.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. D. GoulM. D. Goulder, der, The PsalmsThe Psalms of the So of the Sons of Korans of Korah.h. JSOTSup 2 JSOTSup 20 (Sheffie0 (S0 (Sheffield(Sheffield, 1982)., 1982)., 1982).

Bibliography. M. D. Goulder, The Psalms of the Sons of Korah. JSOTSup 20 
(Sheffield, 1982).

Tyler F. WTyler F. Williamsilliams

Tyler F. Williams

MAHANAIMMAHANAIM (Heb.  (Heb. mah�a�nayimah�a�nayimm)))

MAHANAIM (Heb. mah�a�nayim )

The place The place where Jacowhere Jacob rested ob rested on his retun his return to Canarn to Canaan (Gen. 3an (Gen. 32:2[MT 3])2:2[MT 3]). Mahanaim. Mahanai. Mahanaim (Mahanaim (“two camps“two camps”) later b”) later became a leecame a levitical civitical city (Josh. ty (Josh. 21:38; 1 C21:38; 1 Chr. 6:80) hr. 6:80) in the terin tin the territthe territory of Gadory of Gad (Josh. 13 (Josh. 13:26) on th:26) on the border oe border of Manassehf Manasseh (13:30).  (13:30). It was briIt was briefly the ceflybribriefly thbriefly the capital e capital of the Sauof the Saulide dynaslide dynasty under Ity under Ish-boshethsh-bosheth (2 Sam. 2 (2 Sam. 2:8, 12, 29:8, 12, 29) and was ) and) and was laand was later used bter used by David asy David as a base of a base of operation operations during ts during the coup athe coup attempt by Atempt by Absalom (17bAAbsalom (1Absalom (17:24, 27; 7:24, 27; 19:32; 1 K19:32; 1 Kgs. 2:7-8)gs. 2:7-8). It was t. It was the seat ofhe seat of Solomon’s Solomon’s 7th distr 7th district (1 Kgsict (ict (1 Kgs. 4:(1 Kgs. 4:14) and wa14) and was destroyes destroyed by Pharad by Pharaoh Shishakoh Shishak ( (ANET,ANET, 243) in 9 243) in 925 25 B.C.B.C.B.C.

The place where Jacob rested on his return to Canaan (Gen. 32:2[MT 3]). 
Mahanaim (“two camps”) later became a levitical city (Josh. 21:38; 1 Chr. 6:80) in 
the territory of Gad (Josh. 13:26) on the border of Manasseh (13:30). It was 
briefly the capital of the Saulide dynasty under Ish-bosheth (2 Sam. 2:8, 12, 29) 
and was later used by David as a base of operations during the coup attempt by 
Absalom (17:24, 27; 19:32; 1 Kgs. 2:7-8). It was the seat of Solomon’s 7th district 
(1 Kgs. 4:14) and was destroyed by Pharaoh Shishak (ANET, 243) in 925 B.C.

�The exact The exact location olocation of Mahanaimf Mahanaim is unknow is unknown. Tell edn. Tell edh-Dhahab h-Dhahab el-Gharbiäel-Gharbiä (214177)  (2 (214177) o(214177) on the nortn the north bank of h bank of the Jabbokthe Jabbok River (Wa River (Wadi Zerqa) di Zerqa) is currentis currently the besly the best candidattbesbest candibest candidate.date.date.

The exact location of Mahanaim is unknown. Tell edh-Dhahab el-Gharbiä 
(214177) on the north bank of the Jabbok River (Wadi Zerqa) is currently the 
best candidate.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. A. CougR. A. Coughenour, “Ahenour, “A Search fo Search for r Mah�anaimMah�anaim,” ,” BASORBASOR 273 (1989 273 273 (1989)273 (1989): 57–66.: 57–66.: 57–66.

Bibliography. R. A. Coughenour, “A Search for Mah�anaim ,” BASOR 
273 (1989): 57–66.

Paul J. RaPaul J. Ray, Jr.y, Jr.

Paul J. Ray, Jr.

MAHANEH-DAMAHANEH-DANN (Heb.  (Heb. mah�a�neähmah�a�neäh-daœn-daœn)))

MAHANEH-DAN (Heb. mah�a�neäh-daœn )

A place (“A place (“camp of Dacamp of Dan”) W of Kn”) W of Kireath-jeaireath-jearim and berim and between Zoratween Zorah and Eshth and Eshtaol. Here aol. Heraol. Here the sHere the spirit of tpirit of the Lord “bhe Lord “began to stegan to stir” Samsonir” Samson (Judg. 13 (Judg. 13:25). An a:25). An armed grouprmed group of 600 Da o of 600 Danof 600 Danites campeites camped here as d here as their tribtheir tribe migratede migrated northward northward (Judg. 18 (Judg. 18:12).:12).

A place (“camp of Dan”) W of Kireath-jearim and between Zorah and Eshtaol. 
Here the spirit of the Lord “began to stir” Samson (Judg. 13:25). An armed group 
of 600 Danites camped here as their tribe migrated northward (Judg. 18:12).

MAHARAIMAHARAI (Heb.  (Heb. maha�raymaha�ray)))

MAHARAI (Heb. maha�ray )

One of DavOne of David’s Champid’s Champions. A naions. A native of Netive of Netophah in tophah in Judah (2 SJudah (2 Sam. 23:28;am. 23:28; 1 Chr. 11 1 Chr. 11 1 Chr. 11:30) and11:30) and reckoned  reckoned among the among the clan of thclan of the Zerahitee Zerahites, he was s, he was commander commander of the tenof the tof the tenth monttenth monthly levy ohly levy of David’s f David’s army (27:1army (27:13).3).

One of David’s Champions. A native of Netophah in Judah (2 Sam. 23:28; 1 Chr. 
11:30) and reckoned among the clan of the Zerahites, he was commander of the 
tenth monthly levy of David’s army (27:13).

MAHATHMAHATH (Heb.  (Heb. mah�at�mah�at�)))

MAHATH (Heb. mah�at� )

�1.1. A Kohathi A Kohathite Levite,te Levite, son of Am son of Amasai and aasai and ancestor ofncestor of Samuel an Samuel and the tempd the temple singer le sle singer Hemsinger Heman (1 Chr.an (1 Chr. 6:35[MT 2 6:35[MT 20]).0]).0]).

1. A Kohathite Levite, son of Amasai and ancestor of Samuel and the temple 
singer Heman (1 Chr. 6:35[MT 20]).

�2.2. The son o The son of Amasai; f Amasai; a Kohathita Kohathite Levite we Levite who particiho participated in Hpated in Hezekiah’s ezekiah’s cleansing cleancleansing cleansing of the temof the temple (2 Chrple (2 Chr. 29:12). . 29:12). He was an He was an overseer ooverseer of the tempf the temple contrible contributions (2 ucontribcontributicontributions (2 Chrons (2 Chr. 31:13).. 31:13).

2. The son of Amasai; a Kohathite Levite who participated in Hezekiah’s 
cleansing of the temple (2 Chr. 29:12). He was an overseer of the temple 
contributions (2 Chr. 31:13).

MAHAVITEMAHAVITE (Heb.  (Heb. hammah�a�whammah�a�wiîmiîm)))



MAHAVITE (Heb. hammah�a�wiîm )

A gentilicA gentilic associate associated with Elid with Eliel, one ofel, one of David’s M David’s Mighty Men ighty Men (1 Chr. 11(1 Chr. 11:46). The :46). The term makestermterm makesterm makes little se little sense as it nse as it stands andstands and has been  has been emended toemended to  mah�a�niîmah�a�niî (“Mahanit (“Maha (“Mahanite(“Mahanite”) or ”) or mah�a�naymmah�a�naymiîiî (“Mahanai (“Mahanaimite”).mite”).

A gentilic associated with Eliel, one of David’s Mighty Men (1 Chr. 11:46). The 
term makes little sense as it stands and has been emended to mah�a�niî  
(“Mahanite”) or mah�a�naymiî  (“Mahanaimite”).

MAHAZIOTHMAHAZIOTH (Heb.  (Heb. mah�a�ziî}mah�a�ziî}o®t�o®t�)))

MAHAZIOTH (Heb. mah�a�ziî}o®t� )

A son of HA son of Heman the seman the seer; leadeeer; leader of the tr of the twenty-thirwenty-third divisiond division of leviti of levitical templecal temple musicians mu musicians musicians (1 Chr. 25(1 Chr. 25:4, 30).:4, 30).

A son of Heman the seer; leader of the twenty-third division of levitical temple 
musicians (1 Chr. 25:4, 30).

MAHER-SHALMAHER-SHALAL-HASH-BAAL-HASH-BAZZ  (Heb. (Heb. maheär sûamaheär sûaœlaœl h�aœœlaœl h�aœsû bazsû baz)))

MAHER-SHALAL-HASH-BAZ 
(Heb. maheär sûaœlaœl h�aœsû baz )

The portenThe portentous name tous name (“The spoi(“The spoil speeds, l speeds, the prey hthe prey hastens”; sastens”; so NRSV mg)o NRSV mg) given to  given to given to Isaiah’to Isaiah’s third sos third son to symbon to symbolize the clize the coming Assyoming Assyrian defearian defeat of the kt of the kingdoms ofingdoms of Syria and Sy Syria and Syria and Israel (IsIsrael (Isa. 8:1-4; a. 8:1-4; cf. v. 18)cf. v. 18)..

The portentous name (“The spoil speeds, the prey hastens”; so NRSV mg) given 
to Isaiah’s third son to symbolize the coming Assyrian defeat of the kingdoms of 
Syria and Israel (Isa. 8:1-4; cf. v. 18).

MAHLAHMAHLAH (Heb.  (Heb. mah�la®mah�la®)))

MAHLAH (Heb. mah�la® )

�1.1. One of th One of the daughtere daughters of Zelops of Zelophehad for hehad for whom speciwhom special provisial provision was madon was made to allowemadmade to almade to allow inherilow inheritance (Numtance (Num. 26:33; 2. 26:33; 27:1; 36:117:1; 36:11; Josh. 17; Josh. 17:3). She m:3). She may be the ay be the eponymous epeponymous eponymous ancestor oancestor of a clan of a clan or town in r town in Manasseh.Manasseh.Manasseh.

1. One of the daughters of Zelophehad for whom special provision was 
made to allow inheritance (Num. 26:33; 27:1; 36:11; Josh. 17:3). She may be the 
eponymous ancestor of a clan or town in Manasseh.

�2.2. A son or  A son or daughter odaughter of Hammolecf Hammolecheth of thheth of the tribe ofe tribe of Manasseh  Manasseh (1 Chr. 7:(1 Chr. 7:18).187:7:18).7:18).

2. A son or daughter of Hammolecheth of the tribe of Manasseh (1 Chr. 
7:18).

MAHLIMAHLI (Heb.  (Heb. mah�liîmah�liî)))

MAHLI (Heb. mah�liî )

�11. A Levite. A Levite, son of M, son of Merari and erari and brother ofbrother of Mushi (Ex Mushi (Exod. 6:19; od. 6:19; Num. 3:20;Num. 3:20; 1 Chr. 6: 1 Ch 1 Chr. 6:29[Chr. 6:29[MT 14]; 23MT 14]; 23:21). He i:21). He is the ances the ancestor of thstor of the Mahlitese Mahlites (Num. 3:3 (Num. 3:33; 26:58).3; 26:58).

1. A Levite, son of Merari and brother of Mushi (Exod. 6:19; Num. 3:20; 1 
Chr. 6:29[MT 14]; 23:21). He is the ancestor of the Mahlites (Num. 3:33; 26:58).

�2.2. A Levite, A Levite, son of Mu son of Mushi and grshi and grandson of andson of Merari (1 Merari (1 Chr. 6:47[Chr. 6:47[32]; 23:2332]; 23:23; 24:30).; 24:3; 24:30).24:30).

2. A Levite, son of Mushi and grandson of Merari (1 Chr. 6:47[32]; 23:23; 
24:30).

MAHLONMAHLON (Heb.  (Heb. mah�lo®nmah�lo®n)))

MAHLON (Heb. mah�lo®n )

The husbanThe husband of Ruth,d of Ruth, a son of  a son of Elimelech Elimelech and Naomi and Naomi who died wwho died without heiithout heirs (Ruth 1rs (Ruth rs (Ruth 1:2,(Ruth 1:2, 5; 4:9-10 5; 4:9-10).).

The husband of Ruth, a son of Elimelech and Naomi who died without heirs 
(Ruth 1:2, 5; 4:9-10).

MAHOLMAHOL (Heb.  (Heb. maœh�o®lmaœh�o®l)))

MAHOL (Heb. maœh�o®l )

The fatherThe father of Heman, of Heman, Calcol, a Calcol, and Darda (nd Darda (and perhapand perhaps also of s also of Ethan the Ethan the Ezrahite; Ezrahite; cf. the sucfcf. the sucf. the superscriptiperscriptions of Pssons of Pss. 88-89), . 88-89), wise men wwise men with whom Sith whom Solomon is olomon is compared acompared compared acompared and found snd found superior (1uperior (1 Kgs. 4:31 Kgs. 4:31[MT 5:11])[MT 5:11]). The “son. The “sons” of Mahos” of Mahol here prol here prl here probably rprobably represent mepresent members of embers of a musiciana musicians’ guild; s’ guild; Heman was Heman was a temple sa temple singer (1 Cinger (1 Cinger (1 Chr. 6:33[Chr. 6:33[16]). Etha16]). Ethan, Heman, n, Heman, Calcol, anCalcol, and Darda ard Darda are listed ae listed among the smong the sons of Zerons of Zerah at 1 ChaZerZerah at 1Zerah at 1 Chr. 2:6. Chr. 2:6.

The father of Heman, Calcol, and Darda (and perhaps also of Ethan the Ezrahite; 
cf. the superscriptions of Pss. 88-89), wise men with whom Solomon is 
compared and found superior (1 Kgs. 4:31[MT 5:11]). The “sons” of Mahol here 
probably represent members of a musicians’ guild; Heman was a temple singer (1 
Chr. 6:33[16]). Ethan, Heman, Calcol, and Darda are listed among the sons of 
Zerah at 1 Chr. 2:6.



MAHSEIAHMAHSEIAH (Heb.  (Heb. mah�seäya®mah�seäya®)))

MAHSEIAH (Heb. mah�seäya® )

The grandfThe grandfather of Jather of Jeremiah’s eremiah’s secretary,secretary, Baruch (J Baruch (Jer. 32:12)er. 32:12), and of S, and of Seraiah, Kieraiah, King Zedekiang Zng Zedekiah’sZedekiah’s quarterma quartermaster (51:5ster (51:59).9).

The grandfather of Jeremiah’s secretary, Baruch (Jer. 32:12), and of Seraiah, King 
Zedekiah’s quartermaster (51:59).

MAKAZMAKAZ (Heb.  (Heb. maœqas�maœqas�)))

MAKAZ (Heb. maœqas� )

One of fouOne of four cities ir cities in Solomon’n Solomon’s second as second administratdministrative distriive district (1 Kgs.ct (1 Kgs. 4:9), adm 4:9), administered inistadmadministeradministered by Ben-ed by Ben-deker. Itsdeker. Its location  location is unknownis unknown. Although. Although some scho some scholars have lars have lars have locathave located it S ofed it S of Ekron, it Ekron, it should ac should actually be tually be located inlocated in the Ajalo the Ajalon Valley, n Valley, on the bason theon the basis the basis of the ideof the identificationtification and locan and location of Betion of Beth-shemeshth-shemesh and Shaal and Shaalbim.bim.bim.

One of four cities in Solomon’s second administrative district (1 Kgs. 4:9), 
administered by Ben-deker. Its location is unknown. Although some scholars 
have located it S of Ekron, it should actually be located in the Ajalon Valley, on 
the basis of the identification and location of Beth-shemesh and Shaalbim.

Steven M. Steven M. OrtizOrtiz

Steven M. Ortiz

MAKHELOTHMAKHELOTH (Heb.  (Heb. maqheäloœtmaqheäloœt��)))

MAKHELOTH (Heb. maqheäloœt� )

The tenth The tenth encampmentencampment after the after the Israelite Israelites left Mt.s left Mt. Sinai, li Sinai, listed betwested between Haradahen Haradah and Tahat an and Tahathand Tahath (Num. 33: (Num. 33:25-26). Th25-26). The word meae word means “to assns “to assemble a coemble a convocation,nvocation,” which ha” which” which has which has led many tled many to posit tho posit that Makheloat Makheloth is the th is the same as Kesame as Kehelathah (helathah (Num. 33:22Num. 33:22Num. 33:22-23).33:22-23).

The tenth encampment after the Israelites left Mt. Sinai, listed between Haradah 
and Tahath (Num. 33:25-26). The word means “to assemble a convocation,” 
which has led many to posit that Makheloth is the same as Kehelathah (Num. 
33:22-23).

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

MAKKEDAHMAKKEDAH (Heb.  (Heb. maqqeäd�a®maqqeäd�a®)))

MAKKEDAH (Heb. maqqeäd�a® )

A city to A city to which Joshwhich Joshua pursuedua pursued five king five kings heading s heading the Amoritthe Amorite alliancee alliance against G against Gibeon, andibeGGibeon, anGibeon, and which hed which he subsequen subsequently capturtly captured, annihied, annihilating itslating its populatio population (Josh. 1n (Josh. 10:16-28). 0:1110:16-28).10:16-28). The city  The city was among was among those assithose assigned to Jugned to Judah (Josh.dah (Josh. 15:41). B 15:41). Biblical Maiblical Makkedah haskkeMaMakkedah hMakkedah has been soas been sought at nuught at numerous sitmerous sites, but sees, but seems now toems now to be locate be located at Khirbd at Khid at Khirbet Khirbet el-Qo®mel-Qo®m (1465.104 (1465.1045). Makked5). Makkedah is mentah is mentioned seveioned several times ral times in Joshua in Joshua in connectinin connectin connection with Aion with Azekah and zekah and Lachish, iLachish, in a regionn a region of natura of natural caves. Tl caves. That would hat would seem to plseeseem to plseem to place it somace it somewhere in ewhere in the inner the inner Shephelah Shephelah E of LachiE of Lachish.sh.sh.

A city to which Joshua pursued five kings heading the Amorite alliance against 
Gibeon, and which he subsequently captured, annihilating its population (Josh. 
10:16-28). The city was among those assigned to Judah (Josh. 15:41). Biblical 
Makkedah has been sought at numerous sites, but seems now to be located at 
Khirbet el-Qo®m (1465.1045). Makkedah is mentioned several times in Joshua 
in connection with Azekah and Lachish, in a region of natural caves. That would 
seem to place it somewhere in the inner Shephelah E of Lachish.

�These indiThese indications mications might suit tght suit the locatiohe location of Khirbn of Khirbet Beit Maet Beit Maqdum, but qdum, but the lack othe lackthe lack of sulack of suitable arcitable archaeologicahaeological data thel data there favors re favors the sizablthe sizable mound ofe mound of Khirbet  Khirbet el-Qo®mel-Qel-Qo®mel-Qo®m ca. .5 km ca. .5 km. (.3 mi.). (.3 mi.) to the so to the southwest — uthwest — ca. 10 km.ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) E (6 mi.) E of Lachis of Lachish, 10 km. h, 1h, 10 km. (6 10 km. (6 mi.) W of mi.) W of Hebron. A Hebron. A brief survbrief survey by Moshey by Moshe Kochavi e Kochavi in 1967 wain 1967 was followeds followes followed bfollowed by further y further survey andsurvey and excavatio excavations by Willns by William G. Deviam G. Dever (1968–1er (1968–1971) and J971) and 971) and John Sand John S. Holladay. Holladay (1971). T (1971). These inveshese investigations tigations revealed crevealed considerablonsiderable Iron II e Iron II occupationoccuoccupationoccupation, a cyclop, a cyclopean city wean city wall and a all and a two-entry two-entry gate, and gate, and a cemeterya cemetery of dozens of dozens or more r o or more roor more rock-cut benck-cut bench tombs. ch tombs. Materials Materials salvaged fsalvaged from recentrom recent tomb-robb tomb-robbing including incluing included lincluded large amounarge amounts of 10thts of 10th-7th/6th-c-7th/6th-century entury B.C.B.C. pottery,  pottery, a group ofa group of dome-shap dome-shap dome-shapedome-shaped shekel wd shekel weights, aneights, and some impd some important 8thortant 8th-century t-century tomb inscriomb inscriptions. Thptions. Tptions. The generaThe general sense ofl sense of Inscripti Inscription 3 (T.IIon 3 (T.III) seems tI) seems to be:o be:o be:

These indications might suit the location of Khirbet Beit Maqdum, but the 
lack of suitable archaeological data there favors the sizable mound of Khirbet 
el-Qo®m ca. .5 km. (.3 mi.) to the southwest — ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) E of Lachish, 
10 km. (6 mi.) W of Hebron. A brief survey by Moshe Kochavi in 1967 was 
followed by further survey and excavations by William G. Dever (1968–1971) 
and John S. Holladay (1971). These investigations revealed considerable Iron II 
occupation, a cyclopean city wall and a two-entry gate, and a cemetery of dozens 
or more rock-cut bench tombs. Materials salvaged from recent tomb-robbing 
included large amounts of 10th-7th/6th-century B.C. pottery, a group of 
dome-shaped shekel weights, and some important 8th-century tomb inscriptions. 
The general sense of Inscription 3 (T.III) seems to be:

�Uriyahu thUriyahu the Governore Governor (or “sing (or “singer”) wroteer”) wrote it. it.May UriyahMay Uriyahu be blessu be blessed by Yahwed by Yahweh,eh,And saved And saved from his efrom his enemies by nemies by his Asherahis Asherah.h.h.

Uriyahu the Governor (or “singer”) wrote it.
May Uriyahu be blessed by Yahweh,



And saved from his enemies by his Asherah.

The refereThe reference to “Yance to “Yahweh and hhweh and his Asherahis Asherah” in a con” in a context of bltext of blessing mayessing may seem surp seem sur seem surprisingsurprising, but very, but very much the  much the same phrassame phrase occurs ie occurs in an 8th-cn an 8th-century insentury inscription fcription from Kuntilroffrom Kuntifrom Kuntillet llet {Ajru®d{Ajru®d...

The reference to “Yahweh and his Asherah” in a context of blessing may seem 
surprising, but very much the same phrase occurs in an 8th-century inscription 
from Kuntillet {Ajru®d.

�Later occuLater occupation of pation of Khirbet Khirbet el-Qo®mel-Qo®m is attest is attested by seveed by several Hellenral Hellenistic housistic housistic houses thahouses that yielded t yielded four Aramafour Aramaic, one Gric, one Greek, and oeek, and one bilingune bilingual ostracaal ostraca, one date, one dated to “yeard datedated to “dated to “year 6,” pyear 6,” probably ofrobably of Ptolemy I Ptolemy II PhiladelI Philadelphus (277)phus (277)...

Later occupation of Khirbet el-Qo®m is attested by several Hellenistic 
houses that yielded four Aramaic, one Greek, and one bilingual ostraca, one 
dated to “year 6,” probably of Ptolemy II Philadelphus (277).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. G. DeveW. G. Dever, “Iron Ar, “Iron Age Epigrapge Epigraphic Materihic Material from thal from the Area of e Area oe Area of Kh. of Kh. El-Ko®mEl-Ko®m,” ,” HUCAHUCA 40–41 (19 40–41 (1969–1970): 69–1970): 139–204; D139–204; D. A. Dorse. A. Dorsey, “The Loy, “The Location of catLoLocation oLocation of Biblicalf Biblical Makkedah, Makkedah,” ” Tel AvivTel Aviv 7 (1980): 7 (1980): 185–93; J 185–93; J. S. Holla. S. Holladay, “Khirday, “Khirbet bet el-Qo®meel-Qo®mel-Qo®m,” ,” IEJIEJ 21 (1971) 21 (1971): 175–77.: 175–77.: 175–77.

Bibliography. W. G. Dever, “Iron Age Epigraphic Material from the Area 
of Kh. El-Ko®m,” HUCA 40–41 (1969–1970): 139–204; D. A. Dorsey, “The 
Location of Biblical Makkedah,” Tel Aviv 7 (1980): 185–93; J. S. Holladay, “Khirbet 
el-Qo®m,” IEJ 21 (1971): 175–77.

William G.William G. Dever Dever

William G. Dever

MALACHIMALACHI (Heb.  (Heb. mal}aœk�iîmal}aœk�iî), BOOK OF), BOOK OF

MALACHI (Heb. mal}aœk�iî ), BOOK OF

The final The final book of thbook of the Minor Pre Minor Prophets in ophets in the OT. Itthe OT. It closes in closes in Mal. 4:4- Mal. 4:4-6(MT 3:22–6(MT 3:22–24) with a243:22–3:22–24) w3:22–24) with a lookith a look back at M back at Moses and aoses and a look forw look forward to theard to the return of return of the proph the proph the prophet Elprophet Elijah, whicijah, which suggestsh suggests that thos that those verses we verses were composere composed to conced to conclude the flude the first two siffirst two first two sections osections of the Hebrf the Hebrew Bible, ew Bible, the Law anthe Law and the Propd the Prophets. It ahets. It also suggeslso suggests that thts tts that the bthat the book underwook underwent a procent a process of ediess of editing that ting that covered a covered a period of period of time.time.

The final book of the Minor Prophets in the OT. It closes in Mal. 4:4-6(MT 
3:22–24) with a look back at Moses and a look forward to the return of the 
prophet Elijah, which suggests that those verses were composed to conclude the 
first two sections of the Hebrew Bible, the Law and the Prophets. It also suggests 
that the book underwent a process of editing that covered a period of time.

DateDate

Date

A variety A variety of dates fof dates for the booor the book of Malack of Malachi have behi have been offereden offered: 605–550 : 605–550 B.C.E.B.C.E., 515–456,, 515–4, 515–456, o515–456, or the later the late Persian p Persian period. Scheriod. Scholars offeolars offer several r several reasons foreasons for adoptingr adopting the secon th the secondthe second option, w option, which is thhich is the time bete time between the cween the completion ompletion of Zerubbaof Zerubbabel’s tempbel’s tembel’s temple andtemple and the comin the coming of Ezra g of Ezra and Nehemiand Nehemiah.ah.ah.

A variety of dates for the book of Malachi have been offered: 605–550 B.C.E., 
515–456, or the late Persian period. Scholars offer several reasons for adopting 
the second option, which is the time between the completion of Zerubbabel’s 
temple and the coming of Ezra and Nehemiah.

1.1.�The title The title of the rulof the ruler is “gover is “governor” (1:ernor” (1:8) rather 8) rather than king,than king, suggestin suggesting a time ag a timeg a time aftertime after the fall  the fall of the Davof the Davidic dynasidic dynasty.ty.ty.

1. The title of the ruler is “governor” (1:8) rather than king, suggesting a 
time after the fall of the Davidic dynasty.

2.2.�BitternessBitterness toward Ed toward Edom (1:2–5)om (1:2–5) also sugg also suggests a timests a time after ite after its complicis complicity in the ty in tty in the fall othe fall of Jerusalef Jerusalem in 586.m in 586.m in 586.

2. Bitterness toward Edom (1:2–5) also suggests a time after its complicity in 
the fall of Jerusalem in 586.

3.3.�ReferencesReferences to the fu to the functioning nctioning altar (1:7altar (1:7), the san), the sanctuary in ctuary in Jerusalem Jerusalem (2:11) and(2:11) a(2:11) and a compand a complacent, evlacent, even contempen contemptuous prietuous priesthood (1:sthood (1:13), howev13), however, point er, point er, point to apoint to a date afte date after the Exilr the Exile, when cie, when circumstancercumstances had setts had settled down aled down again, at lgainaagain, at again, at least for least for the priestthe priests.s.s.

3. References to the functioning altar (1:7), the sanctuary in Jerusalem (2:11) 
and a complacent, even contemptuous priesthood (1:13), however, 
point to a date after the Exile, when circumstances had settled down 
again, at least for the priests.

4.4.�The probleThe problem of divorm of divorce (2:14) ce (2:14) appears toappears to be the sa be the same as thatme as that confronte confronted by Ezra d bd by Ezra anby Ezra and/or Nehemd/or Nehemiah.iah.iah.

4. The problem of divorce (2:14) appears to be the same as that confronted 
by Ezra and/or Nehemiah.

5.5.�The languaThe language resemblge resembles Hebrew es Hebrew of the exiof the exilic and ealic and early postexrly postexilic perioilic periods.ds.

5. The language resembles Hebrew of the exilic and early postexilic periods.

HistoricalHistorical Backgroun Backgroundd

Historical Background



In all likIn all likelihood, telihood, then, the bhen, the book of Malook of Malachi origiachi originated in tnated in the first hhe first half of thealf of the 6th centu 6th cen 6th century. Lcentury. Local goverocal government woulnment would have beed have been minimal,n minimal, with Juda with Judah administh administered for tered for ered for the Pefor the Persian Empirsian Empire throughre through its gover its governor in Samnor in Samaria. Excearia. Except for thept for the temple, a temple, a few new h fe few new hofew new houses, and uses, and perhaps soperhaps some governmme government buildient buildings, Jerusngs, Jerusalem langualem languished. Disished. Diished. DissensionDissension plagued t plagued the priesthhe priesthood; marriood; marriage to “foage to “foreigners” reigners” (who may h(who may have been dave been ave been descebeen descendants of ndants of those peopthose people sent tole sent to Palestine Palestine by the As by the Assyrians) wsyrians) was not uncas not uncommon. Theouncuncommon. uncommon. The city wThe city wall was noall was not repairedt repaired until the until the time of N time of Nehemiah. Eehemiah. Even at thaven at thaven at that date,that date, the popul the population may ation may have numbehave numbered no morred no more than 500e than 5000, with th0, with the populatie populae populationpopulation of the Ju of the Judean countdean countryside ca.ryside ca. 50 thousa 50 thousand. (The mnd. (The most optimiost optimistic estimstic estimates doublaestimestimates estimates double thodouble those numbersse numbers, while th, while the most pese most pessimistic hsimistic halve them.alve them.) The situ) The situation was asitusituation situation was not dewas not desperate, bsperate, but neitherut neither did it ma did it match the prtch the promises of omises of Deutero-IsDeutero-Isaiah or EzaiaDeutero-IsDeutero-IsDeutero-Isaiah or Ezaiah or Ezekiel.ekiel.

In all likelihood, then, the book of Malachi originated in the first half of the 6th 
century. Local government would have been minimal, with Judah administered 
for the Persian Empire through its governor in Samaria. Except for the temple, a 
few new houses, and perhaps some government buildings, Jerusalem languished. 
Dissension plagued the priesthood; marriage to “foreigners” (who may have 
been descendants of those people sent to Palestine by the Assyrians) was not 
uncommon. The city wall was not repaired until the time of Nehemiah. Even at 
that date, the population may have numbered no more than 5000, with the 
population of the Judean countryside ca. 50 thousand. (The most optimistic 
estimates double those numbers, while the most pessimistic halve them.) The 
situation was not desperate, but neither did it match the promises of 
Deutero-Isaiah or Ezekiel.

AuthorshipAuthorship

Authorship

The supersThe superscription (cription (1:1) attri1:1) attributes the butes the book to sobook to someone callmeone called “Malached “Malachi,” a termi,” a term which mea w which meanwhich means “my messs “my messenger.” Asenger.” As such, it  such, it could be acould be a proper na proper name, but anme, but an unlikely  unlikely  unlikely nunlikely name for a ame for a child. Conchild. Consequently,sequently, some scho some scholars have lars have suggested suggested that it isthat it is an abbrev an an abbrevian abbreviated form ated form of a name of a name like like mal}a�k�iîmal}a�k�iîyaœhu®,yaœhu®, which pro which probably shoubably should be tranld shoushould be should be translatedtranslated “Messenge “Messenger of God” r of God” rather tharather than the blasn the blasphemous “Yphemous “Yahweh is mahweh isahweh is my Messis my Messenger.” Inenger.” In 3:1 the s 3:1 the same word aame word appears agappears again, and thin, and there it seeere it seems to refems to refer to someor referefer to srefer to someone othomeone other than ther than the prophet e prophet standing bstanding behind the ehind the book. It wbook. It would seem ould seemould seem best seem best to concludto conclude, then, te, then, that “Malachat “Malachi” is a thi” is a title, not itle, not a name, ana name, and that thed that the book is a boo book is anbook is anonymous.onymous.onymous.

The superscription (1:1) attributes the book to someone called “Malachi,” a term 
which means “my messenger.” As such, it could be a proper name, but an 
unlikely name for a child. Consequently, some scholars have suggested that it is 
an abbreviated form of a name like mal}a�k�iîyaœhu®,  which probably 
should be translated “Messenger of God” rather than the blasphemous “Yahweh 
is my Messenger.” In 3:1 the same word appears again, and there it seems to 
refer to someone other than the prophet standing behind the book. It would 
seem best to conclude, then, that “Malachi” is a title, not a name, and that the 
book is anonymous.

�The book rThe book reveals an eveals an absorbing absorbing interest iinterest in priestlyn priestly matters,  matters, such as posuch as pollution, tllution, tllution, the altar,the altar, ritual, a ritual, and the attnd the attitude of titude of the priestshe priests. Conseque. Consequently, manyntly, many scholars  scholars consider tconsidconsider tconsider the author he author a priest, a priest, and that cand that could be coould be correct. Therrect. The difficult difficulty is that y is that in the posin the in the postexthe postexilic perioilic period the Levid the Levites were dtes were divided intivided into two grouo two groups: (1) Zaps: (1) Zadokites, cdokites, called priealleccalled pricalled priests, and ests, and (2) non-Za(2) non-Zadokites, cdokites, called Levialled Levites. When tes. When the authorthe author addressed addressed temple pr te temple pritemple priests simplests simply as Levity as Levites, he mayes, he may well have well have been deny been denying the diing the distinction stinction the priestthethe priestthe priestly leadersly leaders deemed so deemed so crucial.  crucial. That may hThat may have been mave been more likelyore likely for a Lev for a Levite than aiteLevLevite thaLevite than a Zadokin a Zadokite. In addte. In addition, theition, the Levites w Levites were the ofere the officials reficials responsible sponsible for collecfor cofor collectingcollecting the tithe the tithes, so the s, so the insistenceinsistence that farm that farmers pay thers pay the full tite full tithes (3:8–1hes (3:8–12) might a2) migh2) might alsomight also suggest a suggest a levitical levitical provenanc provenance. Thus, te. Thus, the prophethe prophet may have  may have been a nonbeen a non-Zadokite -Znonnon-Zadokinon-Zadokite Levite te Levite interestedinterested in a puri in a purified cult fied cult and a unifand a unified priestied priesthood. If shood. If so, it is lo, it iso, it is likely is likely his followhis followers were mers were mostly Leviostly Levites, but ptes, but perhaps incerhaps included someluded some sympathet sympathetic Zadokitic sympathetsympathetisympathetic Zadokitec Zadokites.s.s.

The book reveals an absorbing interest in priestly matters, such as pollution, 
the altar, ritual, and the attitude of the priests. Consequently, many scholars 
consider the author a priest, and that could be correct. The difficulty is that in 
the postexilic period the Levites were divided into two groups: (1) Zadokites, 
called priests, and (2) non-Zadokites, called Levites. When the author addressed 
temple priests simply as Levites, he may well have been denying the distinction 
the priestly leaders deemed so crucial. That may have been more likely for a 
Levite than a Zadokite. In addition, the Levites were the officials responsible for 
collecting the tithes, so the insistence that farmers pay the full tithes (3:8–12) 
might also suggest a levitical provenance. Thus, the prophet may have been a 
non-Zadokite Levite interested in a purified cult and a unified priesthood. If so, it 
is likely his followers were mostly Levites, but perhaps included some 
sympathetic Zadokites.

�The propheThe prophet’s messagt’s messages would hes would have constiave constituted the tuted the majority, majority, but not thbut not the entiretye ente entirety oentirety of the bookf the book. Passages. Passages that betr that betray a seconay a second hand incd hand include the slude the superscriptuperscription 1:1; 3ionsuperscriptsuperscripsuperscription 1:1; tion 1:1; 3:1b-4 plu3:1b-4 plus the titls the title “Malachie “Malachi” in 3:1a;” in 3:1a; and 3:16— and 3:16—4:3(3:21).4:3(3:21). The peopl The The peopleThe people the proph the prophet had beret had berated in thated in the first twe first two chapterso chapters for despi for despising God’ssing God’s covenant  c covenant wcovenant with Levi cith Levi could scarcould scarcely be theely be the people ad people addressed indressed in 3:1b-4, w 3:1b-4, who are saiho are said to deligd saisaid to desaid to delight in Glight in God’s covenod’s covenant. Nor want. Nor would the pould the people who eople who brought labrought lame animalsme animalme animals toanimals to sacrifice sacrifice or the pr or the priests who iests who accepted taccepted them with chem with contempt foontempt for God be dr God be dr God be described described as people as people who reverewho revered the Lordd the Lord (3:16). H (3:16). Hence, one ence, one should posshould posit a seconit a seconit a second audsecond audience as wience as well as a sell as a second handecond hand. A later . A later redactor wredactor would have ould have added 4:4–added 4:4–added 4:4–6(3:224:4–6(3:22–24).–24).

The prophet’s messages would have constituted the majority, but not the 
entirety of the book. Passages that betray a second hand include the 
superscription 1:1; 3:1b-4 plus the title “Malachi” in 3:1a; and 3:16—4:3(3:21). 



The people the prophet had berated in the first two chapters for despising God’s 
covenant with Levi could scarcely be the people addressed in 3:1b-4, who are 
said to delight in God’s covenant. Nor would the people who brought lame 
animals to sacrifice or the priests who accepted them with contempt for God be 
described as people who revered the Lord (3:16). Hence, one should posit a 
second audience as well as a second hand. A later redactor would have added 
4:4–6(3:22–24).

GenreGenre

Genre

The dominaThe dominant view isnt view is that the  that the book is cobook is comprised ofmprised of a series  a series of questioof question-and-answn-and-answer speecheequestion-and-answquestion-aquestion-and-answer nd-answer speeches, speeches, usually causually called dispulled disputation spetation speeches. Theeches. The six speec six speeches are 1:hespeecspeeches aspeeches are 1:2–5; re 1:2–5; 1:6—2:9; 21:6—2:9; 2:10–16; 2::10–16; 2:17—3:5; 3:17—3:5; 3:6–12; 3:136–12; 3:13—4:3(3:21)—4:3(3:21), with 4:4, with 4:4, with 4:4–6(3:224:4–6(3:22–24) consi–24) considered an adered an addition. Addition. Another sugnother suggestion isgestion is to constr to construe the booue the booue the book as a book as a covenant lcovenant lawsuit comawsuit comprised of prised of a series oa series of “controvf “controversies” orersies” or legal pro legal proceedings. ceproproceedingproceedings. Actualls. Actually, both coy, both constructionnstructions are somes are somewhat forcewhat forced, since od, since one finds wne finds within the iwwithin thewithin the book a pr book a prophecy of ophecy of disaster (disaster (2:1–9), a 2:1–9), a narrative narrative (3:16), an(3:16), and one or md one or more propheoremmore prophmore prophecies of secies of salvation (alvation (3:17—4:6[33:17—4:6[3:24]). Thu:24]). Thus, one shos, one should note tuld note the catechehe catechehe catecheticcatechetical style oal style of the bookf the book without t without trying to frying to force the worce the whole book hole book or all of or all of its componits cits componentscomponents into a si into a single genrengle genre..

The dominant view is that the book is comprised of a series of 
question-and-answer speeches, usually called disputation speeches. The six 
speeches are 1:2–5; 1:6—2:9; 2:10–16; 2:17—3:5; 3:6–12; 3:13—4:3(3:21), with 
4:4–6(3:22–24) considered an addition. Another suggestion is to construe the 
book as a covenant lawsuit comprised of a series of “controversies” or legal 
proceedings. Actually, both constructions are somewhat forced, since one finds 
within the book a prophecy of disaster (2:1–9), a narrative (3:16), and one or 
more prophecies of salvation (3:17—4:6[3:24]). Thus, one should note the 
catechetical style of the book without trying to force the whole book or all of its 
components into a single genre.

Outline anOutline and Messaged Message

Outline and Message

The book oThe book of Malachi f Malachi focuses onfocuses on God’s cov God’s covenant withenant with the Levit the Levites and wites and with the peoph the peoh the people. Thpeople. That relatioat relationship was nship was also exprealso expressed in tessed in terms of Godrms of God’s parenta’s parentage of the ge of the people. Onpepeople. Onpeople. One primary e primary issue is tissue is the people’he people’s abuse ofs abuse of that rela that relationship. tionship. The argumeThe argument of the ntargumeargument oargument of the bookf the book may be ou may be outlined undtlined under seven her seven headings.eadings.

The book of Malachi focuses on God’s covenant with the Levites and with the 
people. That relationship was also expressed in terms of God’s parentage of the 
people. One primary issue is the people’s abuse of that relationship. The 
argument of the book may be outlined under seven headings.

1:2–5 God’1:2–5 God’s Love fors Love for Israel Israel Israel

1:2–5 God’s Love for Israel

Though theThough the people of people of Judah and Judah and Jerusalem Jerusalem might den might deny it, God y it, God loved Israloved Israel. That lel. That love could ovllove couldlove could be seen b be seen by contrasty contrasting the fuing the future of Isture of Israel, whomrael, whom God would God would restore,  restore, with that wwith that with that of Edom, wof Edom, whom God wohom God would condemuld condemn.n.

Though the people of Judah and Jerusalem might deny it, God loved Israel. That 
love could be seen by contrasting the future of Israel, whom God would restore, 
with that of Edom, whom God would condemn.

1:6—2:9 Po1:6—2:9 Pollution byllution by the Pries the Priestststs

1:6—2:9 Pollution by the Priests

The priestThe priests were nots were not properly  properly attentive attentive to the worto the worship of Goship of God. Insteadd. Instead of settin of setting a table g ag a table fia table fit for a dit for a divine parenvine parent, they act, they accepted infcepted inferior victerior victims for saims for sacrifice ancrifice and considerd considd consideredconsidered the ritua the ritual for whicl for which they werh they were responsie responsible a bothble a bother.er.

The priests were not properly attentive to the worship of God. Instead of setting 
a table fit for a divine parent, they accepted inferior victims for sacrifice and 
considered the ritual for which they were responsible a bother.

2:10–16 Un2:10–16 Unfaithfulnefaithfulness within ss within the Communthe Communityityity

2:10–16 Unfaithfulness within the Community

ConsequentConsequently, the pely, the people behavople behaved no betted no better than ther than their religieir religious leaderous leaders. They cos. They committed idmcocommitted committed idolatry, idolatry, divorced tdivorced their wivesheir wives in order  in order to marry “to marry “foreign” wforeign” women, and omen, and omen, and then cand then could not sould not seem to undeem to understand wherstand why God rejey God rejected theircted their offerings offerings..

Consequently, the people behaved no better than their religious leaders. They 



committed idolatry, divorced their wives in order to marry “foreign” women, 
and then could not seem to understand why God rejected their offerings.

2:17—3:5 C2:17—3:5 Cleansing oleansing of the Commf the Communityunityunity

2:17—3:5 Cleansing of the Community

What was nWhat was needed was eeded was a genuine a genuine cleansing cleansing from theirfrom their sins. Hen sins. Hence, God woce, God would punishuld puniuld punish thepunish them like a rm like a refining fiefining fire.re.

What was needed was a genuine cleansing from their sins. Hence, God would 
punish them like a refining fire.

3:6–12 Pay3:6–12 Paying for Cuing for Cultic Serviltic Servicescesces

3:6–12 Paying for Cultic Services

The peopleThe people would als would also need to o need to pay their pay their tithes to tithes to support thsupport the priests e priests and providand provide the offee providprovide thprovide the offeringe offerings essentias essential to templl to temple worship.e worship. If they w If they would do soould do so, God woul, God would bless thd woulwould bleswould bless them.s them.

The people would also need to pay their tithes to support the priests and 
provide the offerings essential to temple worship. If they would do so, God 
would bless them.

3:13—4:3(33:13—4:3(3:21) Hope :21) Hope for the Cofor the Communitymmunitymmunity

3:13—4:3(3:21) Hope for the Community

If the comIf the community as munity as a whole sea whole seemed unwilemed unwilling to heling to heed God’s med God’s messenger, essenger, a loyal rea loyal rea loyal remnant woremnant would becomeuld become God’s spe God’s special possecial possession. Godssion. God would spa would spare the faire the faithful the thful thethful the fury tthe fury to come.o come.

If the community as a whole seemed unwilling to heed God’s messenger, a loyal 
remnant would become God’s special possession. God would spare the faithful 
the fury to come.

4:4–6(3:224:4–6(3:22–24) Livin–24) Living in the Cg in the Communityommunityommunity

4:4–6(3:22–24) Living in the Community

The communThe community, both ity, both parents anparents and childrend children alike, wo alike, would heed tuld heed the messagehe message of the pr of the p of the prophet Elprophet Elijah, whomijah, whom God would God would send to t send to them beforehem before the day o the day of Yahweh.f Yahweh.f Yahweh.

The community, both parents and children alike, would heed the message of the 
prophet Elijah, whom God would send to them before the day of Yahweh.
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MALCAMMALCAM (Heb.  (Heb. malkaœmmalkaœm)))

MALCAM (Heb. malkaœm)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, the site, the son of Shahon of Shaharaim and araim and Hodesh (1 Hodesh (1 Chr. 8:9).Chr. 8:9).

A Benjaminite, the son of Shaharaim and Hodesh (1 Chr. 8:9).

MALCHIAHMALCHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. malkiîya®,malkiîya®, malkiîyaœ malkiîyaœhu®hu®)))

MALCHIAH (Heb. malkiîya®, malkiîyaœhu®)

�1.1. The fathe The father of Pashur of Pashur, a chiefr, a chief officer o officer of the tempf the temple in the le in the time of Jetime of Jeremiah (Jeremiah (remiah (Jer. 21:1(Jer. 21:1; 38:1). H; 38:1). He is genere is generally distially distinguished fnguished from Malchirom Malchijah jah 2.2.2.

1. The father of Pashur, a chief officer of the temple in the time of Jeremiah 
(Jer. 21:1; 38:1). He is generally distinguished from Malchijah 2.

�2.2. A member  A member of Judah’sof Judah’s royal fam royal family and owily and owner of thener of the cistern i cistern into which nto which Jeremiah wJeremJeremiah wJeremiah was thrown as thrown (Jer. 38:6(Jer. 38:6). Some sc). Some scholars ideholars identify him ntify him with with 1 1 above.above.above.

2. A member of Judah’s royal family and owner of the cistern into which 
Jeremiah was thrown (Jer. 38:6). Some scholars identify him with 1 above.

�SeeSee  MALCHIJAHMALCHIJAH...

See MALCHIJAH.

Robin GallRobin Gallaher Brancaher Branchh

Robin Gallaher Branch

MALCHIELMALCHIEL (Heb.  (Heb. malkiî}eälmalkiî}eäl)))

MALCHIEL (Heb. malkiî}eäl)

A son of BA son of Beriah and eriah and grandson ograndson of Asher (Gf Asher (Gen. 46:17;en. 46:17; 1 Chr. 7: 1 Chr. 7:31), ances31), ancestor to thetor to the Malchieli M MalchielitMalchielites (Num. 2es (Num. 26:45).6:45).

A son of Beriah and grandson of Asher (Gen. 46:17; 1 Chr. 7:31), ancestor to the 
Malchielites (Num. 26:45).



MALCHIJAHMALCHIJAH (Heb.  (Heb. malkiîya®,malkiîya®, malkiîyaœ malkiîyaœhu®hu®)))

MALCHIJAH (Heb. malkiîya®, malkiîyaœhu®)

�1.1. A Gershon A Gershonite Leviteite Levite, one of t, one of the temple he temple musicians.musicians. He was an He was an ancestor  ancestor of Asaph, of Aof Asaph, theAsaph, the father of father of Baaseiah, Baaseiah, and the s and the son of Ethnon of Ethni (1 Chr. i (1 Chr. 6:40[MT 256:40[MT 25]).]).]).

1. A Gershonite Levite, one of the temple musicians. He was an ancestor of 
Asaph, the father of Baaseiah, and the son of Ethni (1 Chr. 6:40[MT 25]).

�2.2. A descend A descendant of Aarant of Aaron, head oon, head of a priestf a priestly family,ly family, and leade and leader of the fr of the fifth priesifth prieifth priestly dpriestly division (1ivision (1 Chr. 24:9 Chr. 24:9). He was ). He was an ancestoan ancestor of Adaiar of Adaiah, who resh, who resettled in ettled in Jerusalem JeruJerusalem Jerusalem after the after the Exile (1 CExile (1 Chr. 9:12; hr. 9:12; Neh. 11:12Neh. 11:12).).).

2. A descendant of Aaron, head of a priestly family, and leader of the fifth 
priestly division (1 Chr. 24:9). He was an ancestor of Adaiah, who resettled in 
Jerusalem after the Exile (1 Chr. 9:12; Neh. 11:12).

�3. A desce3. A descendant of Pndant of Parosh who arosh who divorced hdivorced his foreignis foreign wife (Ezr wife (Ezra 10:25).a 10:25).a 10:25).

3. A descendant of Parosh who divorced his foreign wife (Ezra 10:25).

�4. A desce4. A descendant of Hndant of Harim who darim who divorced hiivorced his foreign s foreign wife (Ezrawife (Ezra 10:31). 10:31). 10:31).

4. A descendant of Harim who divorced his foreign wife (Ezra 10:31).

�5. The son5. The son of Harim  of Harim who, alongwho, along with Hass with Hasshub, repaihub, repaired a sectred a section of theion of the wall and  wall a wall and the Toand the Tower of thewer of the Ovens (Ne Ovens (Neh. 3:11). h. 3:11). He may be He may be the same athe same as s 4 4 above.above.above.

5. The son of Harim who, along with Hasshub, repaired a section of the wall 
and the Tower of the Ovens (Neh. 3:11). He may be the same as 4 above.

�6. The rul6. The ruler of the er of the district odistrict of Beth-hakf Beth-hakkerem, sonkerem, son of Rechab of Rechab. He rebui. He rebuilt the Dunlt the Dlt the Dung Gate Dung Gate (Neh. 3:14(Neh. 3:14).).).

6. The ruler of the district of Beth-hakkerem, son of Rechab. He rebuilt the 
Dung Gate (Neh. 3:14).

�7. A golds7. A goldsmith who hmith who helped repaelped repair a sectiir a section of the on of the wall (Neh.wall (Neh. 3:31). 3:31). 3:31).

7. A goldsmith who helped repair a section of the wall (Neh. 3:31).

�8. One of 8. One of 13 men who13 men who stood wit stood with Ezra wheh Ezra when he read n he read the law ofthe law of Moses to  Moses to the peoplethethe peoplethe people at the Wa at the Water Gate (ter Gate (Neh. 8:4).Neh. 8:4).

8. One of 13 men who stood with Ezra when he read the law of Moses to 
the people at the Water Gate (Neh. 8:4).

�9. A pries9. A priest who, alot who, along with Neng with Nehemiah thehemiah the governor, governor, signed Ez signed Ezra’s covenra’s covenant after ant afant after the after the Exile (NehExile (Neh. 10:3[4]). 10:3[4])...

9. A priest who, along with Nehemiah the governor, signed Ezra’s covenant 
after the Exile (Neh. 10:3[4]).

�10.10. A priest  A priest who sang iwho sang in the choin the choir during tr during the dedicathe dedication of theion of the wall (Neh wall (Neh. 12:42). . 12:. 12:42). He12:42). He may be th may be the same as e same as 9 9 above.above.above.

10. A priest who sang in the choir during the dedication of the wall (Neh. 
12:42). He may be the same as 9 above.

�SeeSee  MALCHIJAHMALCHIJAH...

See MALCHIJAH.

Robin GallRobin Gallaher Brancaher Branchh

Robin Gallaher Branch

MALCHIRAMMALCHIRAM (Heb.  (Heb. malkiîraœmmalkiîraœm)))

MALCHIRAM (Heb. malkiîraœm)

The secondThe second son of Ki son of King Jeconiang Jeconiah/Jehoiachh/Jehoiachin (1 Chr.in (1 Chr. 3:18). 3:18).

The second son of King Jeconiah/Jehoiachin (1 Chr. 3:18).

MALCHISHUAMALCHISHUA (Heb.  (Heb. malkiîsûu®malkiîsûu®a{a{)))

MALCHISHUA (Heb. malkiîsûu®a{)

A son of KA son of King Saul (ing Saul (1 Sam. 14:1 Sam. 14:49; 1 Chr.49; 1 Chr. 8:33; 9:3 8:33; 9:39), killed9), killed in battle in battle with the  with the PhilistinePhilistiPhilistinePhilistines on Mt. Gs on Mt. Gilboa (1 Silboa (1 Sam. 31:2; am. 31:2; 1 Chr. 10:1 Chr. 10:2).2).

A son of King Saul (1 Sam. 14:49; 1 Chr. 8:33; 9:39), killed in battle with the 
Philistines on Mt. Gilboa (1 Sam. 31:2; 1 Chr. 10:2).

MALCHUSMALCHUS (Gk.  (Gk. MaélchosMaélchos)))

MALCHUS (Gk. Maélchos)

A servant A servant (perhaps a(perhaps a Nabatean) Nabatean) of the hi of the high priest gh priest Caiaphas wCaiaphas whose righthose right ear Peter ear Peter inexplica i inexplicabinexplicably cut offly cut off at Gethse at Gethsemane (Johnmane (John 18:10). A 18:10). According tccording to Luke 22:o Luke 22:51 Jesus r51 Jesus restored thesrrestored trestored the ear.he ear.

A servant (perhaps a Nabatean) of the high priest Caiaphas whose right ear Peter 
inexplicably cut off at Gethsemane (John 18:10). According to Luke 22:51 Jesus 
restored the ear.

MALLOTHIMALLOTHI (Heb.  (Heb. mallo®t�iîmallo®t�iî)))

MALLOTHI (Heb. mallo®t�iî )

A son of HA son of Heman; chieeman; chief of the nf of the nineteenth ineteenth division odivision of temple sf temple singers (1 ingers (1 Chr. 25:4,Chr. 25:4, 26). 26 26).26).

A son of Heman; chief of the nineteenth division of temple singers (1 Chr. 25:4, 
26).

MALLOWMALLOWMALLOW



MALLOW

Heb. Heb. mallu®ah�,mallu®ah�, “mallow”  “mallow” (akin to (akin to melah�,melah�, “salt”),  “salt”), may refer may refer to a specito a species of the es of tes of the genus the genus Atriplex,Atriplex, commonly  commonly called thecalled the saltworts saltworts. These la. These large bushy rge bushy plants aboplants abound in sanundaboabound in abound in sandy, salsandy, salty soil. ty soil. Atriplex hAtriplex halimusalimus L., calle L., called sea pursd sea purslane or shlane or shrubby oracrubby orache, is an heoracorache, isorache, is an excell an excellent candident candidate for thate for the biblicale biblical mallow. J mallow. Job 30:1-8 ob 30:1-8 indicates indicates that mallothat mthat mallows wemallows were the foore the food of the pd of the poor and deoor and destitute.stitute.stitute.

Heb. mallu®ah�,  “mallow” (akin to melah�,  “salt”), may refer to a species of 
the genus Atriplex, commonly called the saltworts. These large bushy plants 
abound in sandy, salty soil. Atriplex halimus L., called sea purslane or shrubby 
orache, is an excellent candidate for the biblical mallow. Job 30:1-8 indicates that 
mallows were the food of the poor and destitute.

�Heb. Heb. h�allaœmu®h�allaœmu®t�t� (Job 6:6  (Job 6:6 NRSV), alsNRSV), also translato translated “egg whed “egg white,” may ite,” may refer to areferefer to arefer to a member of member of the Malva the Malvaceae familceae family, of whicy, of which species h species of the genof the genus us MalvaMalva are calle are are calledare called mallows t mallows today. Thesoday. These are comme are common, mucilaon, mucilaginous herginous herbs.bs.bs.

Heb. h�allaœmu®t�  (Job 6:6 NRSV), also translated “egg white,” may 
refer to a member of the Malvaceae family, of which species of the genus Malva 
are called mallows today. These are common, mucilaginous herbs.

Megan BishMegan Bishop Mooreop Moore

Megan Bishop Moore

MALLUCHMALLUCH (Heb.  (Heb. mallu®k�mallu®k�)))

MALLUCH (Heb. mallu®k� )

�1.1. A Merarit A Merarite Levite ae Levite and ancestond ancestor of Ethanr of Ethan (1 Chr. 6 (1 Chr. 6:44[MT 29]:44[MT 29]).).).

1. A Merarite Levite and ancestor of Ethan (1 Chr. 6:44[MT 29]).

�2.2. One of th One of the sons of e sons of Bani requiBani required to divred to divorce theirorce their foreign w foreign wives (Ezraives (Ezra 10:29; 1  10:29 10:29; 1 E10:29; 1 Esdr. 9:30)sdr. 9:30)...

2. One of the sons of Bani required to divorce their foreign wives (Ezra 
10:29; 1 Esdr. 9:30).

�3.3. An Israel An Israelite among ite among the sons othe sons of Harim whf Harim who was compo was compelled to “elled to “put away” put away” his foreighihis foreighis foreign wife (Ezn wife (Ezra 10:32).ra 10:32).

3. An Israelite among the sons of Harim who was compelled to “put away” 
his foreign wife (Ezra 10:32).

�4.4. A priest  A priest who particwho participated in ipated in the sealinthe sealing of the ng of the new covenanew covenant under Net under Nehemiah (NehemNeNehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:4[Neh. 10:4[5]).5]).5]).

4. A priest who participated in the sealing of the new covenant under 
Nehemiah (Neh. 10:4[5]).

�5.5. One of th One of the chiefs oe chiefs of the peopf the people who witle who with Nehemiahh Nehemiah signed th signed the covenante covenant (Neh. 10: (N (Neh. 10:2(Neh. 10:27[28]). He7[28]). He may be th may be the same as e same as 2 2 or or 3.3.3.

5. One of the chiefs of the people who with Nehemiah signed the covenant 
(Neh. 10:27[28]). He may be the same as 2 or 3.

�6.6. A priest  A priest who returnwho returned with Zeed with Zerubbabel frubbabel from Babylorom Babylon (Neh. 12n (Neh. 12:2). He is:2). He is perhaps t pe perhaps thperhaps the same as e same as 4.4.

6. A priest who returned with Zerubbabel from Babylon (Neh. 12:2). He is 
perhaps the same as 4.

MALLUCHIMALLUCHI (Heb.  (Heb. mallu®k�iîmallu®k�iî K) K) K)

MALLUCHI (Heb. mallu®k�iî  K)

A priestlyA priestly household household headed by headed by Jonathan  Jonathan at the timat the time of the he of the high priestigh priest Joiakim ( Joiakim (Neh. 12:14Ne((Neh. 12:1(Neh. 12:14). It is 4). It is probably aprobably associated ssociated with Malluwith Malluch ch 6.6.

A priestly household headed by Jonathan at the time of the high priest Joiakim 
(Neh. 12:14). It is probably associated with Malluch 6.

MALLUSMALLUS (Gk.  (Gk. MalloœsMalloœs)))

MALLUS (Gk. Malloœs)

A CilicianA Cilician city whos city whose people re people revolted whevolted when Antiochen Antiochus IV Epipus IV Epiphanes gavehanes gave it and ne it and nearby Tarsuanenearby Tarnearby Tarsus to hissus to his concubine concubine Antiochis Antiochis (2 Macc.  (2 Macc. 4:30). Ove4:30). Overlooking trlooking the Pyramushe Pyramushe Pyramus (mPyramus (modern Ceyhodern Ceyhan) River an) River Delta, theDelta, the city is s city is situated onituated on the route the route taken by  taken by Alexander AAlexander Alexander the Great.the Great.

A Cilician city whose people revolted when Antiochus IV Epiphanes gave it and 
nearby Tarsus to his concubine Antiochis (2 Macc. 4:30). Overlooking the 
Pyramus (modern Ceyhan) River Delta, the city is situated on the route taken by 
Alexander the Great.

MALTAMALTA (Gk.  (Gk. MeliíteäMeliíteä)))

MALTA (Gk. Meliíteä)

Ancient MeAncient Melita, the lita, the largest oflargest of the Malte the Maltese islandsse islands, ca. 100 , ca. 100 km. (60 mikm. (60 mi.) S of Si.) S of Sicily. The cily. Thcily. The PhoeniThe Phoenicians may cians may have estabhave established a tlished a trading colrading colony on theony on the island; l island; later Carthater Carthage, anothagCarthCarthage, Carthage, another Phanother Phoenician soenician settlement,ettlement, controlle controlled Malta, gd Malta, giving the iving the island itsisland its Punic cha Pun Punic charPunic character. In acter. In the Secondthe Second Punic War Punic War (218  (218 B.C.B.C.) Malta be) Malta became part came part of the Romof the Romof the Roman EmpiRoman Empire.re.re.

Ancient Melita, the largest of the Maltese islands, ca. 100 km. (60 mi.) S of Sicily. 
The Phoenicians may have established a trading colony on the island; later 
Carthage, another Phoenician settlement, controlled Malta, giving the island its 
Punic character. In the Second Punic War (218 B.C.) Malta became part of the 



Roman Empire.

�The ship cThe ship carrying Paarrying Paul as a prul as a prisoner to isoner to Rome was dRome was destroyed aestroyed and all thond all those on boarse on se on board lon board landed on Manded on Malta (Actsalta (Acts 28:1). Du 28:1). During the tring the three-monthhree-month stay on t stay on the island,he island, Paul surv P Paul surviPaul survived a snakved a snake bite ande bite and worked cu worked cures (Acts res (Acts 28:3-9). T28:3-9). The inhabithe inhabitants were ants were described dedescribed described as as baérbaroibaérbaroi (Acts 28: (Acts 28:2), probab2), probably reflectly reflecting that ting that they did nohey did not speak Grt speak Gt speak Greek (NRSGreek (NRSV “nativesV “natives”; KJV “ba”; KJV “barbarous perbarous people”). Inople”). Inscriptionsscriptions confirm t confirm that the lohat the local leaderclolocal leadlocal leader of the er of the island wasisland was titled  titled proœétosproœétos (“first m (“first man” or “chan” or “chief man”),ief man”), which is  which which is twhich is the title ohe title of Publius f Publius in Acts 28in Acts 28:7. Other :7. Other islands haislands have been prve been proposed as oposed as the site othe the site othe site of the shipf the shipwreck, butwreck, but Malta rem Malta remains the mains the most probabost probable with thle with the traditioe traditional St. Panaltraditiotraditionatraditional St. Paull St. Paul’s Bay, 13’s Bay, 13 km. (8 mi km. (8 mi.) NW of m.) NW of modern Vallodern Valletta, as tetta, as the likely he likely spot for tspot spot for tspot for the landinghe landing...

The ship carrying Paul as a prisoner to Rome was destroyed and all those 
on board landed on Malta (Acts 28:1). During the three-month stay on the island, 
Paul survived a snake bite and worked cures (Acts 28:3-9). The inhabitants were 
described as baérbaroi (Acts 28:2), probably reflecting that they did not speak 
Greek (NRSV “natives”; KJV “barbarous people”). Inscriptions confirm that the 
local leader of the island was titled proœétos (“first man” or “chief man”), 
which is the title of Publius in Acts 28:7. Other islands have been proposed as 
the site of the shipwreck, but Malta remains the most probable with the 
traditional St. Paul’s Bay, 13 km. (8 mi.) NW of modern Valletta, as the likely 
spot for the landing.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. J. HemeC. J. Hemer, “Euraqur, “Euraquilo and Meilo and Melita,” lita,” JTSJTS  N.S.N.S. 26 (1975) 26 (1975): 100–11.: 100–1: 100–11.100–11.100–11.

Bibliography. C. J. Hemer, “Euraquilo and Melita,” JTS N.S. 26 (1975): 
100–11.

Douglas LoDouglas Loww

Douglas Low

MAMERTINE MAMERTINE PRISONPRISONPRISON

MAMERTINE PRISON

A prison iA prison in Rome on n Rome on the east sthe east side of theide of the Capitolin Capitoline Hill ande Hill and adjacent  adjacent to the Forto the Forum. AccordumForForum. AccForum. According to ording to early Churearly Church traditich tradition, Peter on, Peter and Paul wand Paul were held pere held prior to thrior to their executeththeir exectheir execution in tution in this small his small building cbuilding consisting onsisting of only twof only two cells, oo cells, one above tne above the other. he othhe other. Altother. Although its hough its name is mename is medieval, thdieval, the prison ie prison is known tos known to have exis have existed in theted in the early 1st ea early 1st early 1st century century C.E.C.E. and was p and was possibly thossibly the oldest ie oldest in the cityn the city..

A prison in Rome on the east side of the Capitoline Hill and adjacent to the 
Forum. According to early Church tradition, Peter and Paul were held prior to 
their execution in this small building consisting of only two cells, one above the 
other. Although its name is medieval, the prison is known to have existed in the 
early 1st century C.E. and was possibly the oldest in the city.

MAMMONMAMMON (Gk.  (Gk. mamoœnaés,mamoœnaés, mammoœnaé mammoœnaéss)))

MAMMON (Gk. mamoœnaés, mammoœnaés)

A translitA transliteration freration from Aram. oom Aram. or Heb. r Heb. mmnw,mmnw, absent fr absent from the OT om the OT but commonbut common in rabbin in  in rabbiniin rabbinic literatuc literature, denotire, denoting money ong money or goods. Cr goods. Contrary toontrary to popular b popular belief, no elief, no evidence hevievidence hevidence has been foas been found for thund for the cult of e cult of a pagan goa pagan god named Mad named Mammon.mmon.mmon.

A transliteration from Aram. or Heb. mmnw, absent from the OT but common 
in rabbinic literature, denoting money or goods. Contrary to popular belief, no 
evidence has been found for the cult of a pagan god named Mammon.

�Jesus taugJesus taught that “nht that “no one can o one can serve two serve two masters . masters . . . you ca. . you cannot servennot serve God and M God an God and Mammonand Mammon” (Matt. 6” (Matt. 6:24; Luke :24; Luke 16:13; quo16:13; quoted in 2 Cted in 2 Clem. 6.1).lem. 6.1). Here Mamm Here Mammon is person is pon is personifiepersonified as an obd as an object of faject of false devotilse devotion. In maton. In material uniqerial unique to Lukeue to Luke, it appea, it appears with itrs witrs with its cwith its conventionaonventional meaning:l meaning: Make frie Make friends by meands by means of unrins of unrighteous maghteous mammon (Lukemmon (Lummon (Luke 16:9(Luke 16:9; NRSV “we; NRSV “wealth”), analth”), and be trustd be trustworthy in worthy in its use (vits use (v. 11).. 11).. 11).

Jesus taught that “no one can serve two masters . . . you cannot serve God 
and Mammon” (Matt. 6:24; Luke 16:13; quoted in 2 Clem. 6.1). Here Mammon is 
personified as an object of false devotion. In material unique to Luke, it appears 
with its conventional meaning: Make friends by means of unrighteous mammon 
(Luke 16:9; NRSV “wealth”), and be trustworthy in its use (v. 11).

Gary S. ShGary S. Shogrenogren

Gary S. Shogren

MAMREMAMRE (Heb.  (Heb. mamreä}mamreä}) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

MAMRE (Heb. mamreä}) (PERSON)

An AmoriteAn Amorite from the  from the vicinity ovicinity of Hebron. f Hebron. He and hisHe and his brothers, brothers, Eshcol an Eshcol and Aner, wed Aner, wed Aner, were alliewere allies of Abrahs of Abraham in the am in the battle agabattle against the finst the four easterour eastern kings (Gn kings (Gen. 14:13,en. 14:13, 24). 24) 24).24).

An Amorite from the vicinity of Hebron. He and his brothers, Eshcol and Aner, 
were allies of Abraham in the battle against the four eastern kings (Gen. 14:13, 
24).

MAMREMAMRE (Heb.  (Heb. mamreä}mamreä}) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

MAMRE (Heb. mamreä}) (PLACE)

A place thA place that became at became the focus the focus of Abrahamof Abraham’s wanderi’s wanderings duringngs during his sojou his sojourn in soutrn in soutrn in southern Csouthern Canaan. Abranaan. Abraham builtaham built an altar  an altar there (Genthere (Gen 13:18), a 13:18), and it becand it became the sitme the site of numeresitsite of nusite of numerous divmerous divine visitaine visitations. Whitions. While Abrahamle Abraham was encam was encamped at Mamped at Mamre the Lorre the Lre the Lord told Lord told him that Shim that Sarah wouldarah would bear a so bear a son in her on in her old age (Geld age (Gen. 18:1-15n. 18:1-15), and the), and there Abrahamrethethere Abrathere Abraham bargaiham bargained with tned with the Lord ovhe Lord over the fater the fate of Sodome of Sodom and Gomor and Gomorrah (vv. 1rah (vvrah (vv. 16–33(vv. 16–33). Abraham). Abraham later bou later bought the neght the nearby cave arby cave of Machpelof Machpelah as a faah as a family buriamily burial place (Gl pl place (Genplace (Gen. 23:17-20. 23:17-20; 25:9-10;; 25:9-10; 49:29-32; 49:29-32; 50:13). T 50:13). The place she place shares its hares its name with name with Mamre, an MaMamre, an Mamre, an Amorite whAmorite who is said o is said to be one to be one of Abrahamof Abraham’s allies ’s allies against thagainst the coalitioe coalition of easten coalitiocoalition coalition of easternof eastern kings led kings led by Chedor by Chedorlaomer (Gelaomer (Gen. 14:24).n. 14:24). Whether t Whether this charachis character is mertcharaccharacter character is merely is merely a personifa personification ofication of the place the place and not a and not a true pers true person is a maon is a matter of cottermamatter of matter of continued continued controverscontroversy. Mamre hy. Mamre has been tras been traditionalladitionally identifiy identified with moed with modern dmomodern modern H¸aram Ra®H¸aram Ra®met el-Khamet el-Khaliîlliîl (1088.160 (1088.1602), ca. 3 2), ca. 3 km. (2 mi.km. (2 mi.) N of Heb) N of Hebron, althoroHebHebron, alHebron, although defthough definitive arinitive archaeologicchaeological supportal support of this i of this identificatdentification is lacion is lacking.king.king.

A place that became the focus of Abraham’s wanderings during his sojourn in 



southern Canaan. Abraham built an altar there (Gen 13:18), and it became the 
site of numerous divine visitations. While Abraham was encamped at Mamre the 
Lord told him that Sarah would bear a son in her old age (Gen. 18:1-15), and 
there Abraham bargained with the Lord over the fate of Sodom and Gomorrah 
(vv. 16–33). Abraham later bought the nearby cave of Machpelah as a family burial 
place (Gen. 23:17-20; 25:9-10; 49:29-32; 50:13). The place shares its name with 
Mamre, an Amorite who is said to be one of Abraham’s allies against the 
coalition of eastern kings led by Chedorlaomer (Gen. 14:24). Whether this 
character is merely a personification of the place and not a true person is a 
matter of continued controversy. Mamre has been traditionally identified with 
modern H¸aram Ra®met el-Khaliîl (1088.1602), ca. 3 km. (2 mi.) N of 
Hebron, although definitive archaeological support of this identification is lacking.

Wade R. KoWade R. Kottertter

Wade R. Kotter

MANAENMANAEN (Gk.  (Gk. ManaeäínManaeäín)))

MANAEN (Gk. Manaeäín)

A ChristiaA Christian prophet-n prophet-teacher inteacher in Antioch ( Antioch (Acts 13:1)Acts 13:1), present , present at the comat the commissioningmissioning of Paul a commissioningcommissioncommissioning of Pauing of Paul and Barnl and Barnabas as miabas as missionariesssionaries. Manaen w. Manaen was a “fostas a “foster brotherer brotherer brother” (brother” (Gk. Gk. syéntrophosyéntrophos;s; RSV “memb RSV “member of the er of the court”) ofcourt”) of Herod Ant Herod Antipas, tetripas, tetripas, tetrarch otetrarch of Galilee f Galilee and Perea;and Perea; the title the title was given was given to boys r to boys raised as caised as companions ompanions to royal pto rto royal prinroyal princes and waces and was retaineds retained in adulth in adulthood.ood.

A Christian prophet-teacher in Antioch (Acts 13:1), present at the 
commissioning of Paul and Barnabas as missionaries. Manaen was a “foster 
brother” (Gk. syéntrophos; RSV “member of the court”) of Herod Antipas, 
tetrarch of Galilee and Perea; the title was given to boys raised as companions to 
royal princes and was retained in adulthood.

MANAHATHMANAHATH (Heb.  (Heb. maœnah�at�maœnah�at�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

MANAHATH (Heb. maœnah�at� ) (PERSON)

A son of SA son of Shobal and hobal and descendantdescendant of the Ho of the Horite Seir rite Seir (Gen. 36:2(Gen. 36:23; 1 Chr. 3; 1 Chr. 1:40). He 1:40). He is probablisis probablis probably the ancey the ancestor of anstor of an Edomite c Edomite clan.lan.

A son of Shobal and descendant of the Horite Seir (Gen. 36:23; 1 Chr. 1:40). He 
is probably the ancestor of an Edomite clan.

MANAHATHMANAHATH (Heb.  (Heb. maœnah�at�maœnah�at�) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

MANAHATH (Heb. maœnah�at� ) (PLACE)

A town to A town to which the which the inhabitantinhabitants of Geba,s of Geba, of the Be of the Benjaminite njaminite clan of Ehclan of Ehud, were eud, were exiled (1 Cxeexiled (1 exiled (1 Chr. 8:6).Chr. 8:6). Apparentl Apparently, the Beny, the Benjaminites jaminites were sent were sent there by othere by one of theine of their clan lear cr clan leadeclan leaders, Gera (rs, Gera (1 Chr. 8:71 Chr. 8:7; reading ; reading hglmhglm as the ve as the verb insteadrb instead of the pr of the proper noun oper nounoper noun Heglanoun Heglam). Manaham). Manahath has beeth has been identifin identified with ed with el-Malh�ahel-Malh�ah/Manah�at/Manah�at (1289.167 (128 (1289.1679(1289.1679), a villa), a village 5 km. (ge 5 km. (3 mi.) SW 3 mi.) SW of Jerusalof Jerusalem. The prem. The proximity ofoximity of Manahath  Manahath to Geba antoto Geba anto Geba and the agend the agency of Geracy of Gera have led  have led several scseveral scholars to holars to suggest thsuggest that the verat the verb b ververb verb glhglh be transl be translated insteated instead “to movad “to move, emigrate, emigrate.” In anye.” In any case, the case, the circumsta circumstances of thnces onces of this moof this move or exilve or exile are unkne are unknown. The iown. The identificatdentification of Manion of Manahath withahath with  Manh˙atuManḣatManh˙atuManh˙atu in the Am in the Amarna Lettearna Letters, locaters, located in the ed in the environs ofnvirons of Gezer, is Gezer, is unlikely. unlikely.

A town to which the inhabitants of Geba, of the Benjaminite clan of Ehud, were 
exiled (1 Chr. 8:6). Apparently, the Benjaminites were sent there by one of their 
clan leaders, Gera (1 Chr. 8:7; reading hglm as the verb instead of the proper 
noun Heglam). Manahath has been identified with el-Malh�ah/Manah�at  
(1289.1679), a village 5 km. (3 mi.) SW of Jerusalem. The proximity of Manahath 
to Geba and the agency of Gera have led several scholars to suggest that the 
verb glh be translated instead “to move, emigrate.” In any case, the circumstances 
of this move or exile are unknown. The identification of Manahath with 
Manh˙atu in the Amarna Letters, located in the environs of Gezer, is unlikely.

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

MANAHATHITMANAHATHITESES (Heb.  (Heb. maœnah�tiîmaœnah�tiî)))

MANAHATHITES (Heb. maœnah�tiî )

A CalebiteA Calebite clan whos clan whose lineage e lineage is traced is traced in two halin two halves, each ves, each with its owith its own ancestown ancestor (1 Chr. r (r (1 Chr. 2:(1 Chr. 2:50-54). Th50-54). The first gre first group, referoup, referred to as red to as the Menuhothe Menuhoth, is parth, is part of the ft of the family of Samilyffamily of family of Shobal (1 Shobal (1 Chr. 2:52;Chr. 2:52; cf. Gen.  cf. Gen. 36:23). Th36:23). The second he second half of thealf of the clan is c clan is counted amoounteccounted amcounted among the ofong the offspring offspring of Salma (1  Salma (1 Chr. 2:54)Chr. 2:54)...

A Calebite clan whose lineage is traced in two halves, each with its own ancestor 



(1 Chr. 2:50-54). The first group, referred to as the Menuhoth, is part of the 
family of Shobal (1 Chr. 2:52; cf. Gen. 36:23). The second half of the clan is 
counted among the offspring of Salma (1 Chr. 2:54).

John KaltnJohn Kaltnerer

John Kaltner

MANASSEHMANASSEH (Heb.  (Heb. meïnasûsûemeïnasûsûehh)))

MANASSEH (Heb. meïnasûsûeh)

�1.1. Firstborn Firstborn son of Jo son of Joseph and hseph and his Egyptiais Egyptian wife Asen wife Asenath, daugnath, daughter of Pohter of Potiphera thtiphePoPotiphera Potiphera the priestthe priest of On (Ge of On (Gen. 46:20).n. 46:20). In honor  In honor of Joseph,of Joseph, Manasseh  Manasseh and his yoand his younger brotuyoyounger bryounger brother Ephrother Ephraim are “baim are “blessed” bylessed” by their gra their grandfather Jndfather Jacob (Gen.acob (Gen. 48:8-22)  48:8-22) and thus eaand thus eand thus elevated tolevated to the rank  the rank of tribal of tribal progenitorprogenitor...

1. Firstborn son of Joseph and his Egyptian wife Asenath, daughter of 
Potiphera the priest of On (Gen. 46:20). In honor of Joseph, Manasseh and his 
younger brother Ephraim are “blessed” by their grandfather Jacob (Gen. 48:8-22) 
and thus elevated to the rank of tribal progenitor.

�The tribe The tribe of Manasseof Manasseh occupiedh occupied much of t much of the heartlahe heartland of the nd of the kingdom ofkingdom of Israel. I Isra Israel. ItIsrael. Its borders s borders are discusare discussed in Jossed in Josh. 17; howh. 17; however, theiever, their precise r precise delineatiodelineations are notns arens are not prare not prescribed. escribed. In generalIn general, Manasseh, Manasseh occupies  occupies the territthe territory immediory immediately S ofately S of the Jezre th the Jezreethe Jezreel Valley, l Valley, as well asas well as the Trans the Transjordanian jordanian region knoregion known as Gilewn as Gilead. Manassad. Manasseh was cleeh ManassManasseh wManasseh was clearlyas clearly one of th one of the most impe most important of ortant of the Israelthe Israelite tribesite tribes, as attes, as attested by theted attesattested battested by the facty the fact that the  that the three capithree capitals of thtals of the northerne northern kingdom a kingdom all fell will fell within its tthin itthin its tribalits tribal area: She area: Shechem (Tellchem (Tell  Bala®tahBala®tah), Tirzah ), Tirzah (Tell (Tell el-Far{ahel-Far{ah), and Sam), and Samaria aria (Sebast�iy(Se(Sebast�iy(Sebast�iyeheh). Manasse). Manasseh includedh included other maj other major cities or cities as well: Mas well: Megiddo, Taegiddo, Taanach, Jezanach, Janach, Jezreel, DJezreel, Dor, and Beor, and Beth-shan.th-shan.th-shan.

The tribe of Manasseh occupied much of the heartland of the kingdom of 
Israel. Its borders are discussed in Josh. 17; however, their precise delineations 
are not prescribed. In general, Manasseh occupies the territory immediately S of 
the Jezreel Valley, as well as the Transjordanian region known as Gilead. 
Manasseh was clearly one of the most important of the Israelite tribes, as 
attested by the fact that the three capitals of the northern kingdom all fell within 
its tribal area: Shechem (Tell Bala®tah), Tirzah (Tell el-Far{ah), and Samaria 
(Sebast�iyeh ). Manasseh included other major cities as well: Megiddo, Taanach, 
Jezreel, Dor, and Beth-shan.

�The exact The exact nature of nature of the Israelthe Israelite tribesite tribes is a comp is a complex issue.lex issue. The OT co The OT contains numntains nntains numerous lnumerous lists of trists of tribes. Whilibes. While these use these usually emphually emphasize the asize the tribal numtribal number as 12,ber as 12, they vary th they vary they vary in detail,in detail, as well a as well as in broads in broad outline.  outline. Generally Generally speaking, speaking, the tribalthe tribal lists fal lists fal lists fall into fall into two categotwo categories: (1) ries: (1) those thatthose that list a tr list a tribe of Josibe of Joseph and a eph and a tribe of Ltribe of Levi; or (2evi; or (evi; or (2) those (2) those that omit that omit Levi and sLevi and split Josepplit Joseph into theh into the two tribe two tribes of Manass of Manasseh and Epseh and Ephraim. MoshraEpEphraim. MEphraim. Most scholaost scholars have asrs have assumed thatsumed that the Josep the Joseph lists arh lists are older, ae older, and that land that later Ephraiterlalater Ephrlater Ephraim/Manassaim/Manasseh emergedeh emerged from the  from the old Josephold Joseph tribe. Mo tribe. More recent re recent research, research,research, research, however, hhowever, has suggestas suggested that thed that the tribe ofe tribe of Joseph is Joseph is a later c a later construct, onstruct, meant to cmeameant to cmeant to contrast wiontrast with Judah.th Judah.th Judah.

The exact nature of the Israelite tribes is a complex issue. The OT contains 
numerous lists of tribes. While these usually emphasize the tribal number as 12, 
they vary in detail, as well as in broad outline. Generally speaking, the tribal lists 
fall into two categories: (1) those that list a tribe of Joseph and a tribe of Levi; or 
(2) those that omit Levi and split Joseph into the two tribes of Manasseh and 
Ephraim. Most scholars have assumed that the Joseph lists are older, and that 
later Ephraim/Manasseh emerged from the old Joseph tribe. More recent 
research, however, has suggested that the tribe of Joseph is a later construct, 
meant to contrast with Judah.

�Several chSeveral characteristaracteristics stand ics stand out about out about the tribe the tribe of Manasseof Manasseh. Of firsh. Of first important importat importanceimportance is its pr is its preeminence.eeminence. Along wit Along with the tribh the tribe of Ephrae of Ephraim, Manassim, Manasseh dominateh dominateh dominated dominated the heartlthe heartland of Isrand of Israel. Indeeael. Indeed Manassehd Manasseh and Ephra and Ephraim appear im appear to have ento have ento have engaged inengaged in a long ri a long rivalry as tvalry as to which tro which tribe would ibe would ultimatelyultimately take prec take precedence. Whedence. While it is ileWhWhile it iWhile it is clear ths clear that Manasseat Manasseh is denoth is denoted as the ed as the firstborn firstborn of Joseph of Joseph (Gen. 48:1(Gen. 48:13-14), it 3-1448:148:13-14),48:13-14), it is equ it is equally clearally clear that Ephr that Ephraim ultimaaim ultimately wins tely wins the siblinthe sibling rivalry g rivalry (v. 19). N(v. 19). (v. 19). Note 19). Note that it isthat it is an Ephrai an Ephraimite, Jeromite, Jeroboam I, thboam I, that takes tat takes the throne he throne after the after the monarchy smonamonarchy smonarchy splits. Indplits. Indeed the teeed the term “Ephrairm “Ephraim” eventuam” eventually becomelly becomes a synonys a synonym for the m for thm for the kingdothe kingdom of Israem of Israel (e.g., Il (e.g., Isa. 7:2).sa. 7:2).sa. 7:2).

Several characteristics stand out about the tribe of Manasseh. Of first 
importance is its preeminence. Along with the tribe of Ephraim, Manasseh 
dominated the heartland of Israel. Indeed Manasseh and Ephraim appear to have 
engaged in a long rivalry as to which tribe would ultimately take precedence. 
While it is clear that Manasseh is denoted as the firstborn of Joseph (Gen. 
48:13-14), it is equally clear that Ephraim ultimately wins the sibling rivalry (v. 
19). Note that it is an Ephraimite, Jeroboam I, that takes the throne after the 
monarchy splits. Indeed the term “Ephraim” eventually becomes a synonym for 
the kingdom of Israel (e.g., Isa. 7:2).

�Manasseh iManasseh is also rems also remarkable foarkable for the persr the persistence ofistence of its Canaa its Canaanite populnite population. Manation. Mation. Manasseh wManasseh was establias established in anshed in an area with area with considera considerable Canaanble Canaanite settleite settlement. Shecment. Shechem, Beth-hShecShechem, BShechem, Beth-shan, eth-shan, Taanach, ITaanach, Ibleam, andbleam, and Megiddo — Megiddo — among oth among others — are ers — are all old Caall oldall old Canaanold Canaanite citiesite cities. Even aft. Even after the Isrer the Israelite “coaelite “conquest,” Jnquest,” Judg. 1:27 udg. 1:27 emphasizesemphasizes that the  that that the Cthat the Canaanites anaanites continued continued to dwell ito dwell in their cin their cities. The ties. The antiquity antiquity of the setof the settlement intlemesetsettlementsettlement in Manass in Manasseh clearlyeh clearly complicat complicates its hises its history. Moretory. Moreover, Manaover, Manasseh’s relsseh’s relationshipsatirelrelationshrelationships with tips with the tribe ohe tribe of Issacharf Issachar and the m and the mysterious ysterious tribes of tribes of Machir andMachir and Jezreel ( Jez Jezreel (2Jezreel (2 Sam. 2:9) Sam. 2:9) further c further cloud the ploud the picture. Thicture. The ancient e ancient Song of DeSong of Deborah (Judborah (Judg. 5) listg. 5g. 5) lists 15) lists 10 tribes o0 tribes of northernf northern Israel. W Israel. While the thile the tribe of Maribe of Machir is mechir is mentioned, Mntioned, Manasseh isanassMManasseh iManasseh is not. Mans not. Many scholarsy scholars have sugg have suggested thatested that the term  the term Machir is Machir is simply an simply an archaic reararchaic rearchaic reference toference to Manasseh; Manasseh; others, h others, however, haowever, have argued ve argued that Machithat Machir was origr was origr was originallyoriginally a separat a separate tribe the tribe that ultimatat ultimately vanishely vanished or was ed or was absorbed babsorbed by Manassehy Manasseh...

Manasseh is also remarkable for the persistence of its Canaanite population. 
Manasseh was established in an area with considerable Canaanite settlement. 
Shechem, Beth-shan, Taanach, Ibleam, and Megiddo — among others — are all 



old Canaanite cities. Even after the Israelite “conquest,” Judg. 1:27 emphasizes 
that the Canaanites continued to dwell in their cities. The antiquity of the 
settlement in Manasseh clearly complicates its history. Moreover, Manasseh’s 
relationships with the tribe of Issachar and the mysterious tribes of Machir and 
Jezreel (2 Sam. 2:9) further cloud the picture. The ancient Song of Deborah (Judg. 
5) lists 10 tribes of northern Israel. While the tribe of Machir is mentioned, 
Manasseh is not. Many scholars have suggested that the term Machir is simply an 
archaic reference to Manasseh; others, however, have argued that Machir was 
originally a separate tribe that ultimately vanished or was absorbed by Manasseh.

�2.2. King of J King of Judah (ca. udah (ca. 697–642 697–642 B.C.E.B.C.E.). Condemn). Condemned as the ed as the most evil most evil king of Juking of Judah, ManasdaJuJudah, ManJudah, Manasseh was asseh was the son ofthe son of King Heze King Hezekiah and Hkiah and Hephzibah, ephzibah, father of father of the brieflthe briefly ruling Ay brieflbriefly rubriefly ruling Amon,ling Amon, and grand and grandfather andfather and antithesi antithesis of good s of good King JosiaKing Josiah. Manasseh. Manasseh’s 55-yeah’sManasseManasseh’sManasseh’s 55-year r 55-year reign was teign was the longesthe longest of any Da of any Davidic kingvidic king. The exce. The excesses of hisses of his evil reis es evil reignevil reign are recou are recounted in thnted in the Deuterone Deuteronomistic hiomistic history (2 Kstory (2 Kgs. 21:1-1gs. 21:1-17; 23:26-27; 23:26-27; 24:3-4)7; 23:26-223:26-27; 23:26-27; 24:3-4), t24:3-4), the book ofhe book of Chronicle Chronicles (2 Chr. s (2 Chr. 33:1-20), 33:1-20), and Jeremiand Jeremiah (Jer. 1ah (Jer. 15:4).5:4)115:4).15:4).15:4).

2. King of Judah (ca. 697–642 B.C.E.). Condemned as the most evil king of 
Judah, Manasseh was the son of King Hezekiah and Hephzibah, father of the 
briefly ruling Amon, and grandfather and antithesis of good King Josiah. 
Manasseh’s 55-year reign was the longest of any Davidic king. The excesses of his 
evil reign are recounted in the Deuteronomistic history (2 Kgs. 21:1-17; 
23:26-27; 24:3-4), the book of Chronicles (2 Chr. 33:1-20), and Jeremiah (Jer. 
15:4).

�A fascinatA fascinating aspecting aspect of Manass of Manasseh’s reigneh’s reign is its di is its divergent trvergent treatment ineatment in Kings and Kings and Kings and Chroniand Chronicles. Bothcles. Both accounts  accounts begin withbegin with a charact a characterization erization of Manasseof Manasseh’s tenureh’s tenure as one of a as one of as one of unprecedenunprecedented evil ated evil and apostasnd apostasy. They dey. They decry his cucry his cultic excesltic excesses, childses, child sacrifice sac sacrifice,sacrifice, pagan alt pagan altars, idolaars, idolatry, and wtry, and witchcraft.itchcraft. Both acco Both accounts also unts also agree thatagree that Yahweh se Yahwe Yahweh senYahweh sent prophetst prophets to plead  to plead for repentfor repentance — butance — but Manasseh  Manasseh refused torefused to listen. B listen. B listen. But here tBut here the two acche two accounts begiounts begin to divern to diverge. The boge. The book of Kingok of Kings condemnss condemns Manasseh  Manasse Manasseh aManasseh as being sos being so evil that evil that his reign his reign is the ul is the ultimate cautimate cause of the se of the collapse ocollapse of Judah. Ef Judaf Judah. EveJudah. Even the righn the righteous reigteous reign of Manasn of Manasseh’s succseh’s successor, Josessor, Josiah, is noiah, is not enough tt enough to avert tho avo avert the avert the wrath of Gwrath of God: “for tod: “for the sins ofhe sins of Manasseh  Manasseh . . . the . . . the Lord was nLord was not willingot willing to pardon to p to pardon” (2pardon” (2 Kgs. 24:3 Kgs. 24:3-4).-4).-4).

A fascinating aspect of Manasseh’s reign is its divergent treatment in Kings 
and Chronicles. Both accounts begin with a characterization of Manasseh’s tenure 
as one of unprecedented evil and apostasy. They decry his cultic excesses, child 
sacrifice, pagan altars, idolatry, and witchcraft. Both accounts also agree that 
Yahweh sent prophets to plead for repentance — but Manasseh refused to listen. 
But here the two accounts begin to diverge. The book of Kings condemns 
Manasseh as being so evil that his reign is the ultimate cause of the collapse of 
Judah. Even the righteous reign of Manasseh’s successor, Josiah, is not enough to 
avert the wrath of God: “for the sins of Manasseh . . . the Lord was not willing to 
pardon” (2 Kgs. 24:3-4).

�In contrasIn contrast, Chronict, Chronicles includles includes a fascies a fascinating accnating account of exount of exile and reile and repentance. pentance.rerepentancerepentance. 2 Chr. 3. 2 Chr. 33 asserts 3 asserts that Yahwethat Yahweh was so ah was so angry with ngry with Manasseh tManasseh that he washat he wahat he was given was given over to thover to the Assyriane Assyrians and takes and taken captive n captive to Babylonto Babylon ( (sic!sic!). And in ). And in an accountan accouan account toaccount totally absetally absent from Kint from Kings, Manasngs, Manasseh is saiseh is said to have d to have recognizedrecognized his wicke his wickedness and dnwickewickednesswickedness and contr and contritely repeitely repented. God nted. God was so plewas so pleased with ased with Manasseh’sManasseh’s turn of h turn of h turn of heart thatheart that he was re he was reinstated tinstated to the throo the throne of Judane of Judah. After hh. After his return is return from Babylfrom Babylon, ManassonBabylBabylon, MBabylon, Manasseh unanasseh undertook sidertook significant gnificant political,political, religious religious, and mili, and military refortary reforms. Thus wms. Tms. Thus whileThus while Manasseh  Manasseh is depicteis depicted in Kingsd in Kings as the ep as the epitome of sitome of sin — the uin — the ultimate caltimate cause for Juucacause for cause for Judah’s deJudah’s demise — in mise — in ChroniclesChronicles he become he becomes the epits the epitome of theome of the repentant repenta repentant repentant sinner. Insinner. In fact the  fact the apocryphalapocryphal Prayer of Prayer of Manasseh  Manasseh purports tpurports to be Manaso be Manasseh’s praysManasManasseh’sManasseh’s prayer of prayer of contritio contrition. Traditin. Traditionally mosonally most scholarst scholars have dism have dismissed the issed the ChroniclerChChroniclerChronicler’s account’s account as a mora as a moralizing attlizing attempt to exempt to explain the plain the unprecedenunprecedented lengthted length of Manass lengthlength of length of Manasseh’sManasseh’s reign. Re reign. Recently, hocently, however, sevwever, several scholeral scholars have aars have argued thatrgued that more cred m more credemore credence be givnce be given to the en to the ChroniclerChronicler’s account’s account. They arg. They argue that thue that the Deuterone Deuteroe DeuteronomDeuteronomistic writistic writings have ings have exaggerateexaggerated Manassehd Manasseh’s apostas’s apostasy in ordery in order to explai to explai to explain thexplain the ultimatee ultimate failure o failure of Josiah’sf Josiah’s reforms. reforms. reforms.

In contrast, Chronicles includes a fascinating account of exile and 
repentance. 2 Chr. 33 asserts that Yahweh was so angry with Manasseh that he 
was given over to the Assyrians and taken captive to Babylon (sic!). And in an 
account totally absent from Kings, Manasseh is said to have recognized his 
wickedness and contritely repented. God was so pleased with Manasseh’s turn of 
heart that he was reinstated to the throne of Judah. After his return from 
Babylon, Manasseh undertook significant political, religious, and military reforms. 
Thus while Manasseh is depicted in Kings as the epitome of sin — the ultimate 
cause for Judah’s demise — in Chronicles he becomes the epitome of the 
repentant sinner. In fact the apocryphal Prayer of Manasseh purports to be 
Manasseh’s prayer of contrition. Traditionally most scholars have dismissed the 
Chronicler’s account as a moralizing attempt to explain the unprecedented 
length of Manasseh’s reign. Recently, however, several scholars have argued that 
more credence be given to the Chronicler’s account. They argue that the 



Deuteronomistic writings have exaggerated Manasseh’s apostasy in order to 
explain the ultimate failure of Josiah’s reforms.

�3.-5.3.-5. Hebrew me Hebrew men who compn who complied with lied with Ezra’s comEzra’s command to pumand to put away thet away their foreignir forir foreign wiforeign wives. The lves. The lists in Ezists in Ezra 10; 1 Era 10; 1 Esdr. 9 aresdr. 9 are similar,  similar, but vary ibut vary in their den their details. Ezrtails. Ezrtails. Ezra 10 reEzra 10 refers to Mafers to Manasseh sonnasseh son of Pahath of Pahath-moab (v. -moab (v. 30) and a 30) and a Manasseh sManasseh son of Hashon of Hason of Hashum (v.Hashum (v. 33); 1 Es 33); 1 Esdr. 9 refedr. 9 refers to “Manrs to “Manasseas” soasseas” son of Addi n of Addi (v. 31) an(v. 31) and a Manassd a Manasseh son of eManassManasseh sManasseh son of Hashon of Hashum (v. 33)um (v. 33)...

3.-5. Hebrew men who complied with Ezra’s command to put away their 
foreign wives. The lists in Ezra 10; 1 Esdr. 9 are similar, but vary in their details. 
Ezra 10 refers to Manasseh son of Pahath-moab (v. 30) and a Manasseh son of 
Hashum (v. 33); 1 Esdr. 9 refers to “Manasseas” son of Addi (v. 31) and a 
Manasseh son of Hashum (v. 33).

�6.6. Husband o Husband of Judith, f Judith, the herointhe heroine of the be of the book of Judook of Judith (Jdt. ith (Jdt. 8:2). Mana8:2). Manasseh appeasseh apsseh appears toappears to have been have been a promine a prominent, wealthnt, wealthy citizen y citizen (Jdt. 8:7)(Jdt. 8:7) who died  who died from heatsfrom heatstroke whiltrheatsheatstrokeheatstroke while sup while supervising wervising workers on orkers on his estatehis estate...

6. Husband of Judith, the heroine of the book of Judith (Jdt. 8:2). Manasseh 
appears to have been a prominent, wealthy citizen (Jdt. 8:7) who died from 
heatstroke while supervising workers on his estate.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. I. FinkelsI. Finkelstein, “Thetein, “The Archaeolo Archaeology of the gy of the Days of MaDays of Manasseh,” inasseh,” in niin in Scripture Scripture and Other and Other Artifacts,Artifacts, ed. M. D. ed. M. D. Coogan, J Coogan, J. C. Exum,. C. Exum, and L. E. and L. E. Stager (L Stager (Louisville,ouis(L(Louisvill(Louisville, 1994), e, 1994), 169–87; 169–87; The ArchaeThe Archaeology of tology of the Israelihe Israelite Settlemte Settlementent (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1988); m, 198m, 1988); C. 1988); C. H. J. de GH. J. de Geus, eus, The TribesThe Tribes of Israel of Israel.. SSN 18 (A SSN 18 (Amsterdam, msterdam, 1976); J. 1976); J. W. McKay, W. McKW. McKay, McKay, Religion iReligion in Judah Unn Judah Under the Asder the Assyrians, 7syrians, 732–60232–602  B.C.B.C. SBT 2nd s SBT 2nd ser. 26 (Naer. 26 (Naperville, pervi(Na(Napervill(Naperville, 1973); e, 1973); L. Tatum, L. Tatum, “King Mana“King Manasseh and tsseh and the Royal Fhe Royal Fortress atortress at  H¸orvat {UḨorvat {H¸orvat {Usa{Usa,” ,” BABA 54 (1991) 54 (1991): 136–45.: 136–45.: 136–45.
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MANASSEH, MANASSEH, PRAYER OFPRAYER OFPRAYER OF

MANASSEH, PRAYER OF

A pseudepiA pseudepigraphical graphical text purpotext purporting to brting to be the praye the prayer that Kier that King Manasseng Manasseh offered h offered while imprwwhile imprwhile imprisoned in isoned in Babylon (2Babylon (2 Chr. 33:1 Chr. 33:12-13). Whi2-13). While includele included in the Ad in the Apocrypha apocrypha and some monaand some mand some modern editodern editions of thions of the LXX, thee LXX, the Prayer wa Prayer was actuallys actually never a p never a part of theart of theart of the LXX. Ithe LXX. Its primaryts primary textual w textual witnesses aitnesses are severalre several Greek and Greek and Syriac Ch Syriac Christian maristian manuscripts.nmamanuscriptmanuscripts. Howevers. However, the Pray, the Prayer may haver may have a Jewishe a Jewish origin da origin dating to thting to the 2nd or 1e 2nd or 1st centurys11st centur1st century y B.C.E.B.C.E. Whether G Whether Greek is threek is the Prayer’se Prayer’s original  original language olanguage or whether r whether it is a trit is it is a transis a translation frolation from a Semitim a Semitic originalc original remains u remains uncertain.ncertain.ncertain.

A pseudepigraphical text purporting to be the prayer that King Manasseh offered 
while imprisoned in Babylon (2 Chr. 33:12-13). While included in the Apocrypha 
and some modern editions of the LXX, the Prayer was actually never a part of 
the LXX. Its primary textual witnesses are several Greek and Syriac Christian 
manuscripts. However, the Prayer may have a Jewish origin dating to the 2nd or 
1st century B.C.E. Whether Greek is the Prayer’s original language or whether it 
is a translation from a Semitic original remains uncertain.

�Utilizing Utilizing the forms the forms of lament of lament and peniteand penitential prayntial prayer, the Prer, the Prayer borroayer borrows ideas, ws ideasws ideas, imaideas, images, and lges, and language franguage from the Hebom the Hebrew Bible,rew Bible, including including significa significant parallent parallels to Ps. ls tols to Ps. 51.to Ps. 51. It also s It also shows awarehows awareness of anness of and incorpord incorporates detaiates details from thls from the story ofe story of Manasseh  Ma Manasseh iManasseh in 2 Kings n 2 Kings and 2 Chroand 2 Chronicles. Atnicles. Attributing tributing a prayer ta prayer to a persono a person from Isra from Israel’s past,elIsraIsrael’s pIsrael’s past, sometast, sometimes as animes as an addition  addition to a text to a text as the autas the author has dohor has done with thne with this prayer,is pris prayer, isprayer, is a trait o a trait of some Secf some Second Templeond Temple Jewish te Jewish texts (e.g.,xts (e.g., Ezra 9; D Ezra 9; Dan. 9; Addan. 9; Additions to itionAddAdditions Additions to Esther;to Esther; Prayer of Prayer of Azariah). Azariah).

Utilizing the forms of lament and penitential prayer, the Prayer borrows 
ideas, images, and language from the Hebrew Bible, including significant parallels 
to Ps. 51. It also shows awareness of and incorporates details from the story of 
Manasseh in 2 Kings and 2 Chronicles. Attributing a prayer to a person from 
Israel’s past, sometimes as an addition to a text as the author has done with this 
prayer, is a trait of some Second Temple Jewish texts (e.g., Ezra 9; Dan. 9; 
Additions to Esther; Prayer of Azariah).

�In the invIn the invocation (vocation (vv. 1–7) thv. 1–7) the author de author depicts Manepicts Manasseh as passeh as praising Goraising God as the od as thed as the only Sthe only Sovereign aovereign and almightnd almighty Creator,y Creator, the God o the God of the patrf the patriarchs andiarchs and the coven the covenant. The dacovencovenant. covenant. The descriThe description of Gption of God’s creatod’s creative activiive activity may incty may include alluslude allusions to anions to ancient pagacienanancient paancient pagan myths gan myths in order tin order to leave noo leave no doubt tha doubt that all godst all gods are subje are subject to the ct to the biblical Gbiblbiblical Gbiblical God. Ironicod. Ironically, Manaally, Manasseh in hisseh in his idolatros idolatrous polytheus polytheism had tuism had turned his brned his back on theack oack on the Godon the God of the co of the covenant. Whvenant. While the kiile the king has beeng has been unfaithfn unfaithful, he nowul, he now calls upo calls upon God to bnupoupon God tupon God to be faitho be faithful to theful to the promise t promise that he forhat he forgives and gives and delivers sdelivers sinners (v.inners (v. 7). 7). 7).

In the invocation (vv. 1–7) the author depicts Manasseh as praising God as 
the only Sovereign and almighty Creator, the God of the patriarchs and the 
covenant. The description of God’s creative activity may include allusions to 
ancient pagan myths in order to leave no doubt that all gods are subject to the 
biblical God. Ironically, Manasseh in his idolatrous polytheism had turned his back 
on the God of the covenant. While the king has been unfaithful, he now calls 



upon God to be faithful to the promise that he forgives and delivers sinners (v. 7).

�Manasseh cManasseh confesses honfesses his sin in is sin in vv. 8–12. vv. 8–12. Multiple aMultiple admissions dmissions typically typically occur in Soccur in Soccur in Second TemSecond Temple peniteple penitential prayntial prayers and emers and emphasize thphasize the suppliane suppliant’s contrit’s contrition. Manation. Manasseh’s inasManaManasseh’sManasseh’s inability inability to lift h to lift his eyes inis eyes indicates hidicates his guilt ans guilt and shame (cd shame (cf. Ezra 9:f. Ezra 9:6; 1 En. 66; 1 En. 66; 1 En. 63:1, 5, 663:1, 5, 6, 8). Phys, 8). Physical descrical descriptions ofiptions of his impri his imprisonment besonment become metapcome metaphors for hhors for his spirituis hhis spirithis spiritual conditual condition. His aion. His acknowledgecknowledgement that ment that God has riGod has rightfully pghtfully punished hiunished him is also m im is also a is also a traditionatraditional element l element of penitenof penitential prayetial prayer. He explr. He explicitly conicitly confesses hisfesses his idolatry  idolatr idolatry iidolatry in v. 10, bn v. 10, but assuresut assures God that  God that he who bowhe who bowed before ed before idols now idols now “bends the“bends the“bends the knee” the knee” of his “heof his “heart” beforart” before God (v. e God (v. 11).11).11).

Manasseh confesses his sin in vv. 8–12. Multiple admissions typically occur in 
Second Temple penitential prayers and emphasize the suppliant’s contrition. 
Manasseh’s inability to lift his eyes indicates his guilt and shame (cf. Ezra 9:6; 1 En. 
63:1, 5, 6, 8). Physical descriptions of his imprisonment become metaphors for 
his spiritual condition. His acknowledgement that God has rightfully punished him 
is also a traditional element of penitential prayer. He explicitly confesses his 
idolatry in v. 10, but assures God that he who bowed before idols now “bends 
the knee” of his “heart” before God (v. 11).

�In vv. 13–In vv. 13–14 Manasse14 Manasseh petitionh petitions God for s God for forgivenesforgiveness. Continus. Continuing a theming a theme from thee frome from the ifrom the introductiontroduction, he refen, he refers to God rs to God as the “Goas the “God of thosed of those who repen who repent” (v. 13)t” (v. 13)t” (v. 13). The d13). The desperate pesperate plea for Golea for God to removd to remove his angee his anger, spare tr, spare the petitiohe petitioner’s lifener’s life, and remo, an, and removeand remove the threa the threat of eternt of eternal destrucal destruction are etion are elements oflements of lament. M lament. Manasseh’s anasseh’s concludingcconcludingconcluding promise o promise of fidelityf fidelity and prais and praise to God (e to God (v. 15) conv. 15) continues thetinues the tone of l tone of lament.amellament.lament.lament.

In vv. 13–14 Manasseh petitions God for forgiveness. Continuing a theme 
from the introduction, he refers to God as the “God of those who repent” (v. 
13). The desperate plea for God to remove his anger, spare the petitioner’s life, 
and remove the threat of eternal destruction are elements of lament. Manasseh’s 
concluding promise of fidelity and praise to God (v. 15) continues the tone of 
lament.

�This prayeThis prayer shows thr shows the extravage extravagance of Goance of God’s mercy d’s mercy and grace and grace which God which God extends toextextends toextends to all, even all, even the worst the worst of sinner of sinners (v. 8). s (v. 8). This fits This fits the biblicthe biblical traditial tradition regardion regardon regarding regarding Manasseh, Manasseh, as well asas well as God’s res God’s response to hponse to human repenuman repentance (cf.tance (cf. 2 Chr. 6; 2 Chr. 6; 7:14). 6;6; 7:14).6; 7:14).6; 7:14).

This prayer shows the extravagance of God’s mercy and grace which God 
extends to all, even the worst of sinners (v. 8). This fits the biblical tradition 
regarding Manasseh, as well as God’s response to human repentance (cf. 2 Chr. 
6; 7:14).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. H. CharJ. H. Charlesworth, lesworth, “Prayer of“Prayer of Manasseh, Manasseh,” ” OTPOTP 2:625–37; 2:625–37; G. W. E.  G. W G. W. E. NickW. E. Nickelsburg, “elsburg, “Prayer of Prayer of Manasseh,”Manasseh,” in  in Oxford BibOxford Bible Commentle Commentaryary (forthcom (forthcoming).ing)(forthcom(forthcomi(forthcoming).ng).ng).

Bibliography. J. H. Charlesworth, “Prayer of Manasseh,” OTP 2:625–37; G. 
W. E. Nickelsburg, “Prayer of Manasseh,” in Oxford Bible Commentary 
(forthcoming).
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MANDRAKEMANDRAKEMANDRAKE

MANDRAKE

A round, gA round, greenish-yereenish-yellow, plumllow, plumlike fruitlike fruit (although (although some sugg some suggest that test that tuberous rouberous root masses ororoot masseroot masses are indis are indicated) of cated) of MandragoraMandragora vernalis, vernalis, a perenni a perennial plant mal plant most commonost commonly known flcommoncommonly kcommonly known from nown from southern Psouthern Palestine aalestine and Egypt, nd Egypt, but also abut also appearing ippearing in Syria ann Syria ann Syria and, apparand, apparently, in ently, in the area othe area of Paddan-af Paddan-aram.ram.ram.

A round, greenish-yellow, plumlike fruit (although some suggest that tuberous 
root masses are indicated) of Mandragora vernalis, a perennial plant most 
commonly known from southern Palestine and Egypt, but also appearing in Syria 
and, apparently, in the area of Paddan-aram.

�The mandraThe mandrake was thoke was thought to beught to be an aphrod an aphrodisiac (cf.isiac (cf. Cant. 7:1 Cant. 7:13 and its 3 and its occurrenceoccurroccurrenceoccurrence in tradit in traditional Egypional Egyptian love tian love songs; cf.songs; cf. also the  also the traditionatraditional translatl translation of Hebion of ion of Heb. of Heb. du®d�aydu®d�ay as “love  as “love apples”). apples”). It apparenIt apparently was thtly was thought to bought to be an aid te an aid to fertilito fero fertility fertility and concepand conception (Gen.tion (Gen. 30:14-16) 30:14-16). However,. However, the bibli the biblical text ccal text clearly doelearly does not endos nos not endorsnot endorse the ideae the idea, and in f, and in fact it mayact it may provide a provide a polemic a polemic against it.gainst it. The sourc The source of the fe ofe of the ferof the fertility of tility of both Leah both Leah and Racheland Rachel was not m was not mandrakes bandrakes but God’s “ut God’s “listening listening to” them, to”to” them, to” them, apparentlyapparently a respons a response to theire to their prayer fo prayer for childrenr children...

The mandrake was thought to be an aphrodisiac (cf. Cant. 7:13 and its 
occurrence in traditional Egyptian love songs; cf. also the traditional translation 
of Heb. du®d�ay  as “love apples”). It apparently was thought to be an aid to 
fertility and conception (Gen. 30:14-16). However, the biblical text clearly does 
not endorse the idea, and in fact it may provide a polemic against it. The source 
of the fertility of both Leah and Rachel was not mandrakes but God’s “listening 
to” them, apparently a response to their prayer for children.

Walter E. Walter E. BrownBrown

Walter E. Brown

MANGERMANGERMANGER

MANGER

An animal-An animal-feeding trfeeding trough (Heb.ough (Heb.  }eäb�u®s,}eäb�u®s, Job 39:9; Job 39:9; Isa. 1:3; Isa. 1:3; cf. Prov. cf. Prov. 14:4) or  14:4) or stall (LXXstastall (LXXstall (LXX Gk.  Gk. phaétneä;phaétneä; cf. 2 Chr cf. 2 Chr. 32:28; H. 32:28; Hab. 3:17; ab. 3:17; 2 Chr. 9:22 Chr. 9:25) in a st5) in a stable. Stabable. Stabable. Stables weStables were situatere situated on the gd on the ground leveround level 46 cm. (l 46 cm. (18 in.) be18 in.) below a familow a family’s livinly’s living quartersg quag quarters oquarters or in cavesr in caves under a h under a house or neouse or near it. Troar it. Troughs were ughs were free-standfree-standing stone ing stone boxes placboboxes placboxes placed againsted against stable wa stable walls or boxlls or boxes made byes made by hollowing hollowing out rocks out rocks protrudin protrudin protrudingprotruding into the  into the stable arestable area. At Megia. At Megiddo archaeddo archaeologists fologists found limesound limestone trougtone troughs, measurhtrougtroughs, mtroughs, measuring 9easuring 91 cm. (3 f1 cm. (3 ft.) long, t.) long, 46 cm. (1.46 cm. (1.5 ft.) wid5 ft.) wide, and 61 e, and 61 cm. (2 ft.cm. (2 ft.) deep, qu) deep) deep, quitdeep, quite ample foe ample for an infanr an infant. Traditit. Tradition locateson locates Jesus’ bi Jesus’ birth in a crth in a cave stableave stable (Justin M (Justin (Justin Ma(Justin Martyr rtyr Dial.Dial. 78.5; Pro 78.5; Prot. Jas. 17t. Jas. 17-18). Jesu-18). Jesus’ placemes’ placement in a mant in a manger afternger after his birth his bir his birth forebirth foreshadows hishadows his role as s role as a humble Ma humble Messiah foressiah for all peopl all people (Luke 2:e (Luke 2:7, 12, 16;7, 12, 16; Isa. 1:3) Isa. Isa. 1:3).Isa. 1:3).

An animal-feeding trough (Heb. }eäb�u®s,  Job 39:9; Isa. 1:3; cf. Prov. 14:4) or 



stall (LXX Gk. phaétneä; cf. 2 Chr. 32:28; Hab. 3:17; 2 Chr. 9:25) in a stable. 
Stables were situated on the ground level 46 cm. (18 in.) below a family’s living 
quarters or in caves under a house or near it. Troughs were free-standing stone 
boxes placed against stable walls or boxes made by hollowing out rocks 
protruding into the stable area. At Megiddo archaeologists found limestone 
troughs, measuring 91 cm. (3 ft.) long, 46 cm. (1.5 ft.) wide, and 61 cm. (2 ft.) 
deep, quite ample for an infant. Tradition locates Jesus’ birth in a cave stable 
(Justin Martyr Dial. 78.5; Prot. Jas. 17-18). Jesus’ placement in a manger after his 
birth foreshadows his role as a humble Messiah for all people (Luke 2:7, 12, 16; 
Isa. 1:3).

Emily ChenEmily Cheneyey

Emily Cheney

MANICHAEISMANICHAEISMMM

MANICHAEISM

A religionA religion with its  with its roots in troots in the gnostiche gnostic tradition tradition of the Ne of the Near East. Iar East. Its founderts founder, Mani, wa, Man, Mani, was Mani, was born in Meborn in Mesopotamia sopotamia in 216 in 216 C.E.C.E. Manichaei Manichaeism emergedsm emerged out of a  out of a rich, diverich, divrich, diverse rediverse religious coligious context. Zorntext. Zoroastrianisoastrianism, Buddhism, Buddhism, Judaismm, Judaism, Christia, Christianity, Hellnity, Hellenistic phenisHellHellenistiHellenistic philosopc philosophy, and nuhy, and numerous ancmerous ancient indigient indigenous relienous religious tradgious traditions weritions were present e pe present inpresent in western I western Iran in theran in the early 3rd early 3rd century  century C.E.C.E. Mani cons Mani considered himidered himself “the self “the self “the seal “the seal of the proof the prophets” whophets” who brought t brought the final, he final, supreme disupreme divine revelvine revelation. Manation. Manichaeism vichManManichaeisManichaeism views alm views all previousl previous revelatio revelations (i.e., ns (i.e., those of Zthose of Zoroaster, oroaster, Moses, BudMoses, Buddha, and/odhBudBuddha, anBuddha, and/or Jesusd/or Jesus) to have ) to have been only been only partial repartial revelations.velations. One defic One deficiency of tiency of these otherhesetthese othethese other revelatir revelations, accorons, according to Mading to Mani, was thni, was their provineir provincialism. Mcialism. Manichaeismanichaeism, in contr, in, in contrasin contrast, professt, professes to proces to proclaim a comlaim a complete, uniplete, universal revversal revelation whelation which will uich will unite all pnite uunite all unite all people andpeople and be practi be practiced in allced in all lands. It lands. Its adherents adherents were to s were to traverse ttraverse the world phe wohe world propworld propagating Maagating Mani’s teachni’s teachings whichings which would hav would have been acce been accurately courately copied and tpied and tpied and translatedtranslated into a lo into a locally undecally understandablerstandable language. language.

A religion with its roots in the gnostic tradition of the Near East. Its founder, 
Mani, was born in Mesopotamia in 216 C.E. Manichaeism emerged out of a rich, 
diverse religious context. Zoroastrianism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, 
Hellenistic philosophy, and numerous ancient indigenous religious traditions were 
present in western Iran in the early 3rd century C.E. Mani considered himself 
“the seal of the prophets” who brought the final, supreme divine revelation. 
Manichaeism views all previous revelations (i.e., those of Zoroaster, Moses, 
Buddha, and/or Jesus) to have been only partial revelations. One deficiency of 
these other revelations, according to Mani, was their provincialism. Manichaeism, 
in contrast, professes to proclaim a complete, universal revelation which will 
unite all people and be practiced in all lands. Its adherents were to traverse the 
world propagating Mani’s teachings which would have been accurately copied and 
translated into a locally understandable language.

�ManichaeisManichaeism’s two mom’s two most basic tst basic tenets are:enets are: (1) the t (1) the two eternalwo eternal principle principles; and (2)s; and (s; and (2) the di(2) the division of vision of time into time into three epocthree epochs. In thehs. In the beginning beginning (past tim (past time) the etee) the eternal princrnal prnal principlesprinciples of good/l of good/light and eight and evil/darknevil/darkness existedss existed separatel separately. Presenty. Present time bega time began when repn whn when reprewhen representativessentatives of the ki of the kingdom of dngdom of darkness inarkness invaded the vaded the kingdom ofkingdom of light. Th light. Th light. This epochThis epoch may be se may be seen as a pren as a process of rocess of regatheringegathering the eleme the elements of lignts of light that weht that were scatterrewewere scattwere scattered, or cered, or captured, daptured, during darkuring darkness’ invaness’ invasion and tsion and the reseparhe reseparation of tation of these elemehetthese elemthese elements from ents from those of dthose of darkness. Tarkness. The final ehe final epoch will poch will be precedebe preceded by apocad by apocad by apocalyptiapocalyptic events ac events and will wind will witness a latness a last, great st, great battle betbattle between the fween the forces of lorces of light and dight aight and darkneand darkness. Followss. Following this bing this battle, a fattle, a final judgminal judgment will bent will be renderede rendered. The good. The good/righteous/riggoodgood/rightgood/righteous will eous will be gatherebe gathered into thed into the kingdom o kingdom of light, wf light, whereas thehereas the evil/wick evil/wicked will beedevil/wickevil/wickeevil/wicked will be d will be consigned consigned to a bottoto a bottomless pit mless pit which willwhich will be perman be permanently sealently sealed. The coedsealsealed. Thsealed. The cosmos we cosmos will then bill then burn for 14urn for 1468 years.68 years.68 years.

Manichaeism’s two most basic tenets are: (1) the two eternal principles; and 
(2) the division of time into three epochs. In the beginning (past time) the eternal 
principles of good/light and evil/darkness existed separately. Present time began 
when representatives of the kingdom of darkness invaded the kingdom of light. 
This epoch may be seen as a process of regathering the elements of light that 
were scattered, or captured, during darkness’ invasion and the reseparation of 
these elements from those of darkness. The final epoch will be preceded by 
apocalyptic events and will witness a last, great battle between the forces of light 
and darkness. Following this battle, a final judgment will be rendered. The 
good/righteous will be gathered into the kingdom of light, whereas the 
evil/wicked will be consigned to a bottomless pit which will be permanently 
sealed. The cosmos will then burn for 1468 years.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H.-J. KlimH.-J. Klimkeit, keit, Gnosis on Gnosis on the Silk Rthe Silk Roadoad (San Fran (San Francisco, 199cisco, 1993); S. N. 3); S.3); S. N. C. LS. N. C. Lieu, ieu, ManichaeisManichaeism in Mesopm in Mesopotamia andotamia and the Roman the Roman East East (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1994); 1994); ManichaeisManiManichaeisManichaeism in the Lm in the Later Romanater Roman Empire an Empire and Medievald Medieval China, China, 2nd ed. W 2nd ed. WUNT 63 (TüUNT 63 (Tübingen, 19b(Tü(Tübingen,(Tübingen, 1992); J. 1992); J. C. Reeves C. Reeves, , Jewish LorJewish Lore in Manice in Manichaean Cosmhaean Cosmogony.ogony. HUCM 14 ( HUCM 14 (CincinnatiCi((Cincinnat(Cincinnati, 1992); i, 1992); G. WidengrG. Widengren, en, Mani and MMani and Manichaeismanichaeism (London,  (London, 1965).1965).1965).

Bibliography. H.-J. Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road (San Francisco, 1993); 
S. N. C. Lieu, Manichaeism in Mesopotamia and the Roman East (Leiden, 1994); 



Manichaeism in the Later Roman Empire and Medieval China, 2nd ed. WUNT 63 
(Tübingen, 1992); J. C. Reeves, Jewish Lore in Manichaean Cosmogony. HUCM 14 
(Cincinnati, 1992); G. Widengren, Mani and Manichaeism (London, 1965).
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MANNAMANNAMANNA

MANNA

A substancA substance which fee which fell in the ll in the night to snight to sustain theustain the Israelite Israelites wanderins wandering in the wg in the wilderness.ildernwwildernesswilderness. God sent. God sent them mann them manna (Heb. a (Heb. maœnmaœn) for 40 y) for 40 years, untiears, until they cell they celebrated thebratecelcelebratedcelebrated the Passo the Passover at Gilver at Gilgal in thegal in the Promised  Promised Land (ExodLand (Exod. 16:35; J. 16:35; Josh. 5:12)osh. 5:12). Manna wa. M. Manna was Manna was a substanca substance like core like coriander or iander or frost (Exofrost (Exod. 16:13, d. 16:13, 31), the c31), the color of guolor of gum resin (Nm rm resin (Numresin (Num. 11:7). T. 11:7). The Israelihe Israelites collectes collected it in ted it in the morninthe morning, gatherig, gathering only enng only enough for toughenenough forenough for the day a the day ahead, lesthead, lest it spoil  it spoil (Exod. 16:(Exod. 16:16-21); do16-21); double proviuble provisions coulsions could be colled bed be collectbe collected the dayed the day before th before the sabbath e sabbath (v. 5). Ma(v. 5). Manna was crnna was crushed and ushed and then boilethen boiled or bakedd boileboiled or boiled or baked (Numbaked (Num. 11:8; Ex. 11:8; Exod. 16:23)od. 16:23). The tast. The taste of mannae of manna was like  was like cakes madecakes madecakes made with made with oil or honoil or honey (Exod. ey (Exod. 16:31; Num16:31; Num. 11:8).. 11:8).. 11:8).

A substance which fell in the night to sustain the Israelites wandering in the 
wilderness. God sent them manna (Heb. maœn) for 40 years, until they 
celebrated the Passover at Gilgal in the Promised Land (Exod. 16:35; Josh. 5:12). 
Manna was a substance like coriander or frost (Exod. 16:13, 31), the color of gum 
resin (Num. 11:7). The Israelites collected it in the morning, gathering only 
enough for the day ahead, lest it spoil (Exod. 16:16-21); double provisions could 
be collected the day before the sabbath (v. 5). Manna was crushed and then 
boiled or baked (Num. 11:8; Exod. 16:23). The taste of manna was like cakes 
made with oil or honey (Exod. 16:31; Num. 11:8).

�The appearThe appearance of maance of manna was a nna was a miraculousmiraculous occurrenc occurrence that cane that cannot be expnot be explained entlainexpexplained explained entirely bentirely by natural y natural phenomena.phenomena. However,  However, some plantsome plants in the Ss in the Sinai produinai produinai produce swproduce sweet substaeet substances that nces that scholars hscholars have identiave identified with fied with manna. Aftmanna. After suckinger sucking on the ta o on the tamon the tamarisk treearisk tree (genus  (genus TamarixTamarix), some in), some insects secrsects secrete a sweeete a sweet substanct substance. Other pe. Othe. Other planOther plants also exts also exhibit simihibit similar secretlar secretions. Lichions. Lichens ens (Lecanora)(Lecanora) have also have also been prop been prop been proposed fproposed for manna, or manna, since whensince when dry they  dry they travel thrtravel through the aough the air and falir and fall on the el on the earth.areearth.earth.earth.

The appearance of manna was a miraculous occurrence that cannot be 
explained entirely by natural phenomena. However, some plants in the Sinai 
produce sweet substances that scholars have identified with manna. After sucking 
on the tamarisk tree (genus Tamarix), some insects secrete a sweet substance. 
Other plants also exhibit similar secretions. Lichens (Lecanora) have also been 
proposed for manna, since when dry they travel through the air and fall on the 
earth.

�Manna is uManna is used symbolsed symbolically (“bically (“bread from read from heaven”) theaven”) to represeno represent God’s cat God’s care (Neh. 9re (Nre (Neh. 9:20(Neh. 9:20; John 6:3; John 6:31; Gk. 1; Gk. maénna;maénna; cf. Rev.  cf. Rev. 2:17). The2:17). The Israelite Israelites were hums were humbled and tbled anbled and testedand tested by manna  by manna to learn tto learn that “one dhat “one does not lioes not live by breave by bread alone, bd alone, but by everut by every word thay everevery wordevery word that come that comes from thes from the mouth of  mouth of the Lord” the Lord” (Deut. 8:3(Deut. 8:3). Moses c). Moses commanded tommandccommanded commanded that a jarthat a jar of manna  of manna be kept thbe kept throughout troughout the ages ashe ages as a remembr a remembrance of Goance ofance of God’s sof God’s safekeepingafekeeping (Exod. 16 (Exod. 16:33).:33).:33).

Manna is used symbolically (“bread from heaven”) to represent God’s care 
(Neh. 9:20; John 6:31; Gk. maénna; cf. Rev. 2:17). The Israelites were humbled 
and tested by manna to learn that “one does not live by bread alone, but by 
every word that comes from the mouth of the Lord” (Deut. 8:3). Moses 
commanded that a jar of manna be kept throughout the ages as a remembrance 
of God’s safekeeping (Exod. 16:33).

Megan BishMegan Bishop Mooreop Moore
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MAN OF GODMAN OF GOD

MAN OF GOD

A term useA term used primarild primarily for propy for prophets. It shets. It serves as aerves as an appellatn appellation for Moion for Moses (the pses (the prototypicarotpprototypicprototypical prophetal prophet for the D for the Deuteronomieuteronomistic histostic historians), Sarians), Samuel, Shemmuel, Shemaiah, Elijaiah, Elijah, ElishaahElijElijah, ElElijah, Elisha, Igdaisha, Igdaliah, seveliah, several unnameral unnamed prophetsd prophets, and even, and even David (th David (the latter oe latter only in thenly innly in the Chrin the Chronicler’s onicler’s account). account). Though theThough the term is a term is applied farpplied far more freq more frequently to uently to Elisha thaEliElisha thaElisha than to any on to any other figurther figure, perhapse, perhaps the most  the most recognizedrecognized “man of G “man of God” is theod” is the unnamed p u unnamed prunnamed prophet of Jophet of Judah of 1 udah of 1 Kgs. 13 whKgs. 13 who travels o travels to Bethel to Bethel to announcto announce Yahweh’se Yahwehe Yahweh’s jYahweh’s judgment onudgment on Jeroboam  Jeroboam I and his I and his idolatrousidolatrous altar, on altar, only to be dly to be deceived byeceived by a fellow  byby a felloby a fellow prophet w prophet and forfeiand forfeit his lifet his life as punish as punishment.ment.ment.

A term used primarily for prophets. It serves as an appellation for Moses (the 
prototypical prophet for the Deuteronomistic historians), Samuel, Shemaiah, 
Elijah, Elisha, Igdaliah, several unnamed prophets, and even David (the latter only 
in the Chronicler’s account). Though the term is applied far more frequently to 
Elisha than to any other figure, perhaps the most recognized “man of God” is the 
unnamed prophet of Judah of 1 Kgs. 13 who travels to Bethel to announce 
Yahweh’s judgment on Jeroboam I and his idolatrous altar, only to be deceived 
by a fellow prophet and forfeit his life as punishment.

�In the NT In the NT the phrasethe phrase appears i appears in the Pastn the Pastoral Epistoral Epistles and inles and in some manu some manuscript trascript manumanuscriptmanuscript tradition traditions of 2 Pets of 2 Pet. 1:21. He. 1:21. Here the prore the prophetic conphetic connotation inotation is absent, s absent, and the phandand the phand the phrase is usrase is used of folled of followers of Gowers of God, especiod, especially leadeally leaders in the rs in the Church.Church.Church.

In the NT the phrase appears in the Pastoral Epistles and in some 



manuscript traditions of 2 Pet. 1:21. Here the prophetic connotation is absent, 
and the phrase is used of followers of God, especially leaders in the Church.

James R. AJames R. Adair, Jr.dair, Jr.

James R. Adair, Jr.

MANOAHMANOAH (Heb.  (Heb. maœno®ah�maœno®ah�)))

MANOAH (Heb. maœno®ah� )

The fatherThe father of Samson of Samson; a Danite; a Danite living in living in the town  the town of Zorah. of Zorah. Manoah andManoah and his wife  his wife are childlarare childlare childless when aess when an angel ofn angel of the Lord  the Lord appears toappears to them, ann them, announcing thouncing that Manoah’at Manoah’s wife wousManoah’Manoah’s wManoah’s wife would ife would “conceive “conceive and bear aand bear a son” (Jud son” (Judg. 13:3), g. 13:3), instructs instructs them on hothem on how he is towhohow he is how he is to be brouto be brought up (vvght up (vv. 4–6), an. 4–6), and informs d informs them that them that he will behe will be a great j a great judge and “udgjjudge and judge and “deliver I“deliver Israel fromsrael from the hand  the hand of the Phiof the Philistines” listines” (v. 5). Ma(v. 5). Manoah finalnoah finally realizely really realizes trealizes the angel’she angel’s true natu true nature when thre when the angel ase angel ascends “in cends “in the flame the flame of the altof the altar” (Judg.ar” (ar” (Judg. 13:(Judg. 13:20).20).20).

The father of Samson; a Danite living in the town of Zorah. Manoah and his wife 
are childless when an angel of the Lord appears to them, announcing that 
Manoah’s wife would “conceive and bear a son” (Judg. 13:3), instructs them on 
how he is to be brought up (vv. 4–6), and informs them that he will be a great 
judge and “deliver Israel from the hand of the Philistines” (v. 5). Manoah finally 
realizes the angel’s true nature when the angel ascends “in the flame of the altar” 
(Judg. 13:20).

�Manoah’s sManoah’s story contatory contains many oins many of the commf the common featureon features of Paless of Palestinian andtinian and Hellenist Hell HellenistiHellenistic wisdom sc wisdom stories, intories, including thcluding the foretelle foretelling by a ming by a messenger oessenger of the godsf the gods of the bi of  of the birof the birth of a soth of a son of greatn of great promise a promise and the mirnd the miraculous biaculous birth of a frth of a folk-hero tolk-hero to barren ao bao barren andbarren and childless childless parents ( parents (cf. 1 Sam.cf. 1 Sam. 1:5, 9-17 1:5, 9-17; Luke 1:5; Luke 1:5-17).-17).-17).

Manoah’s story contains many of the common features of Palestinian and 
Hellenistic wisdom stories, including the foretelling by a messenger of the gods 
of the birth of a son of great promise and the miraculous birth of a folk-hero to 
barren and childless parents (cf. 1 Sam. 1:5, 9-17; Luke 1:5-17).

Henry L. CHenry L. Carrigan, Jarrigan, Jr.r.

Henry L. Carrigan, Jr.

MANTICMANTICMANTIC

MANTIC

A term (GkA term (Gk. . mantikoœs,mantikoœs, “propheti “prophetic, oraculac, oracular”; r”; maéntis,maéntis, “diviner, “diviner, seer, pro seer, prophet”) despheproprophet”) prophet”) designatindesignating wise indg wise individuals wividuals whose experhose expertise was dtise was divination,ivination, and in pa and in particular mrticpaparticularparticular manticism manticism, or knowi, or knowing the futng the future througure through the inteh the interpretationrpretation of omens, of omens, visions,  v visions, avisions, and dreams.nd dreams. Mantic wi Mantic wise men trase men trained for tined for the courts he courts of Mesopotof Mesopotamia (cf. amia (cf. Dan. 1-6) DDan. 1-6) Dan. 1-6) have been have been suggested suggested as the orias the originators oginators of the apocf the apocalypse genalypse genre.re.re.

A term (Gk. mantikoœs, “prophetic, oracular”; maéntis, “diviner, seer, 
prophet”) designating wise individuals whose expertise was divination, and in 
particular manticism, or knowing the future through the interpretation of omens, 
visions, and dreams. Mantic wise men trained for the courts of Mesopotamia (cf. 
Dan. 1-6) have been suggested as the originators of the apocalypse genre.

�“Mantologi“Mantological” and “cal” and “mantic” armantic” are also usee also used to specid to specify the intfy the interpretive erpretive technique techniqutechnique technique that reintthat reinterpreted oerpreted oracles or racles or that transthat transformed nonformed nonoracular moracular material inaterial into predicttoininto prediinto prediction of tction of the future.he future.

“Mantological” and “mantic” are also used to specify the interpretive 
technique that reinterpreted oracles or that transformed nonoracular material 
into prediction of the future.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. J. CollJ. J. Collins, “The ins, “The Court-TaleCourt-Tales in Danies in Daniel and the l and the DevelopmenDevelopment of ApocatDevelopmenDevelopmenDevelopment of Apocat of Apocalyptic,” lyptic,” JBLJBL 94 (1975) 94 (1975): 218–34; : 218–34; M. FishbanM. Fishbane, e, Biblical IBiblical InterpretatnterpretaIInterpretaInterpretation in Antion in Ancient Isracient Israelel (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1985); A. 1985); A. L. OppenheL. Oppenheim, im, The InterpThe Interpretation oretation of Dreams ifoof Dreams of Dreams in the Ancin the Ancient Near ient Near East.East. Transacti Transactions of theons of the American  American PhilosophiPhilosophical Societcal Sociecal Society Society N.S.N.S. 46/3 (Phi 46/3 (Philadelphia,ladelphia, 1956). 1956). 1956).

Bibliography. J. J. Collins, “The Court-Tales in Daniel and the 
Development of Apocalyptic,” JBL 94 (1975): 218–34; M. Fishbane, Biblical 
Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford, 1985); A. L. Oppenheim, The Interpretation 
of Dreams in the Ancient Near East. Transactions of the American Philosophical 
Society N.S. 46/3 (Philadelphia, 1956).
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MANUSCRIPTMANUSCRIPTSSS

MANUSCRIPTS

�SeeSee  TEXT OF THTEXT OF THE OLD TESTE OLD TESTAMENT; TEXAMENT; TEXT OF THE NT OF THE NEW TESTAMEEW TESTAMENTNT..

See TEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT; TEXT OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

MANY WATERMANY WATERSSS

MANY WATERS

A term (HeA term (Heb. b. mayim rabbmayim rabbiîmiîm) commonly) commonly used in p used in poetic contoetic contexts, ofteexts, often in paraln in paraln in parallel wparallel with “riverith “rivers” s” (neïhaœro®(neïhaœro®t�),t�), “deep”  “deep” (teïho®m),(teïho®m), or “sea”  or “sea” (yaœm).(yaœm). It most o It It most ofIt most often denoteten denotes God’s abs God’s abundant proundant provision of vision of water, nurwater, nurturing ricturing rich growth (h growth (Num. 24:7)N((Num. 24:7(Num. 24:7). This ab). This abundance, hundance, however, usowever, usually leadually leads to judgms to judgment againsent against the ungrt the ungrateful, praungrungratefulungrateful, prideful, prideful recipient recipient — whether — whether Tyre, Egy Tyre, Egypt, or Isrpt, or Israel (Isa. ael (Isa. 23:2-3; Je23:2-3; Jer. 51:13; r. 51:1r. 51:13; Eze51:13; Ezek. 17:5, 8k. 17:5, 8). Its roa). Its roaring voicering voice also appe also appears as an ars as an aspect of aspect of God’s glorGod’s glory — eithery — ey — either theeither the roaring o roaring of judgmentf judgment (Jer. 51: (Jer. 51:55) or som55) or some other mae other manifestationifestation of gloryn of glory — in the  — — in the h— in the heavenly vieavenly visions of Esions of Ezekiel (Ezzekiel (Ezek. 43:2; ek. 43:2; cf. Rev. 1cf. Rev. 1:15) or pe:15) or perhaps as prhaps as part of a sart oart of a stormof a storm theophany theophany (Ps. 29:3 (Ps. 29:3). Alterna). Alternatively it tively it may denotemay denote the roari the roaring of confng of confusion or tusioconfconfusion confusion or the desor the destructive ftructive force of anorce of an enemy, fr enemy, from which Gom which God will suod will surely rescurely rescue the faiterescurescue therescue the faithful  faithful (Cant. 8:7(Cant. 8:7; 2 Sam. 2; 2 Sam. 22:16-18 pa2:16-18 par.; Ps. 32r.; Ps. 32:6; 77:17-:6; 77:17-20[MT 18–220[MT 18–21]; Isa. 11]; I1]; Isa. 17:12Isa. 17:12-13).-13).-13).

A term (Heb. mayim rabbiîm) commonly used in poetic contexts, often in 
parallel with “rivers” (neïhaœro®t�),  “deep” (teïho®m), or “sea” (yaœm). 



It most often denotes God’s abundant provision of water, nurturing rich growth 
(Num. 24:7). This abundance, however, usually leads to judgment against the 
ungrateful, prideful recipient — whether Tyre, Egypt, or Israel (Isa. 23:2-3; Jer. 
51:13; Ezek. 17:5, 8). Its roaring voice also appears as an aspect of God’s glory — 
either the roaring of judgment (Jer. 51:55) or some other manifestation of glory 
— in the heavenly visions of Ezekiel (Ezek. 43:2; cf. Rev. 1:15) or perhaps as part 
of a storm theophany (Ps. 29:3). Alternatively it may denote the roaring of 
confusion or the destructive force of an enemy, from which God will surely 
rescue the faithful (Cant. 8:7; 2 Sam. 22:16-18 par.; Ps. 32:6; 77:17-20[MT 18–21]; 
Isa. 17:12-13).

�In line wiIn line with common th common ancient Neancient Near Easternar Eastern divine im divine imagery (Canagery (Canaanite Yamaanite Yamm/Sea, Mesm/SYamYamm/Sea, Yamm/Sea, MesopotamiMesopotamian Tiamat)an Tiamat), the wate, the waters may reprs may represent a present a primeval forimeval force of charce of crce of chaos overchaos over which Isr which Israel’s God ael’s God is asserteis asserted to have d to have power — eipower — either by gather by gaining victining victory over iovictvictory ovvictory over it in cer it in cosmic battosmic battle (Hab. 3le (Hab. 3:13-15) or:13-15) or by using  by using it as his it as his own weaponown weapon of destru of  of destrucof destruction (Ezektion (Ezek. 26:19; c. 26:19; cf. Gen. 7:f. Gen. 7:10-11; Exo10-11; Exod. 15:8-10d. 15:8-10; Amos 7:4; Amos 7:4; Isa. 51:; Isa. 51:9-10, whic9-1051:51:9-10, w51:9-10, which use dhich use different bifferent but paralleut parallel phrases l phrases to expressto express this same this same concept). concept).

In line with common ancient Near Eastern divine imagery (Canaanite 
Yamm/Sea, Mesopotamian Tiamat), the waters may represent a primeval force of 
chaos over which Israel’s God is asserted to have power — either by gaining 
victory over it in cosmic battle (Hab. 3:13-15) or by using it as his own weapon 
of destruction (Ezek. 26:19; cf. Gen. 7:10-11; Exod. 15:8-10; Amos 7:4; Isa. 
51:9-10, which use different but parallel phrases to express this same concept).

Robin J. DRobin J. DeWitt KnaueWitt Knauthth

Robin J. DeWitt Knauth

MAOCHMAOCH (Heb.  (Heb. maœ{o®k�maœ{o®k�)))

MAOCH (Heb. maœ{o®k� )

The fatherThe father of King A of King Achish of Gchish of Gath (1 Samath (1 Sam. 27:2). H. 27:2). He may be te may be the same ashe same as Maacah ( Maacah (3; 3((3; (3; 1 Kgs. 2:31 Kgs. 2:39).9).

The father of King Achish of Gath (1 Sam. 27:2). He may be the same as Maacah 
(3; 1 Kgs. 2:39).

MAONMAON (Heb.  (Heb. maœ{o®nmaœ{o®n) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

MAON (Heb. maœ{o®n) (PERSON)

A CalebiteA Calebite, the son , the son of Shammaiof Shammai and fathe and father of Bethzr of Bethzur (1 Chr.ur (1 Chr. 2:45). Th 2:45). The name maye name maye name may designmay designate here aate here a clan or v clan or village.illage.

A Calebite, the son of Shammai and father of Bethzur (1 Chr. 2:45). The name 
may designate here a clan or village.

MAONMAON (Heb.  (Heb. maœ{o®nmaœ{o®n) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

MAON (Heb. maœ{o®n) (PLACE)

�1.1. A town in A town in the hill  the hill country ofcountry of Judah, id Judah, identified wentified with ith H¸orvatH¸orvat Maon/Khir Maon/Khirbet betMaon/KhirMaon/KhirbMaon/Khirbet et Ma{iînMa{iîn (1627.090 (1627.0909), 14 km.9), 14 km. (8.7 mi.) (8.7 mi.) N of Arad N of Arad. Perhaps . Perhaps named aftenamed aftenamed after one after one of Caleb’sof Caleb’s descendan descendants (1 Chr.ts (1 Chr. 2:45), th 2:45), the town wase town was part of J part of Judah’s triudah’s tribal inheribal tritribal inhtribal inheritance (eritance (Josh. 15:5Josh. 15:55); the ar5); the area east ofea east of it, near  it, near the Dead Sthe Dead Sea, was knea, was known as theown aown as the wilas the wilderness ofderness of Maon. Dav Maon. David and hisid and his followers followers evaded Sa evaded Saul by hidiul by hiding there (ng there (1 Sam. 23:1 S1 Sam. 23:24Sam. 23:24-25), and -25), and it is the it is the setting fosetting for the storr the story of Nabaly of Nabal and David and David (25:2). T (25:2). The MT refehe Mhe MT referenMT reference to the ce to the wildernesswilderness of Paran  of Paran (1 Sam. 25(1 Sam. 25:1) should:1) should be emende be emended to Maon,d to Maod to Maon, as iMaon, as in the LXX.n the LXX. The inhab The inhabitants of itants of Maon were Maon were counted amcounted among the enong the enemies of Iemies oemies of Israel of Israel during theduring the period of period of the judge the judges (Judg. 1s (Judg. 10:12) and 0:12) and the rule othe rule of Uzziah (f Uzziah (2 Chr. 26:2 Chr2 Chr. 26:7)Chr. 26:7). The Meun. The Meunim (2 Chr.im (2 Chr. 26:7; Ezr 26:7; Ezra 2:50 = Na 2:50 = Neh. 7:52),eh. 7:52), counted a counted among the rmong the rmong the returnees returnees from Babylfrom Babylonian exilonian exile, may repe, may represent an resent an alternativalternative spellinge spelling of Maon. of Maon. of Maon.

1. A town in the hill country of Judah, identified with H¸orvat 
Maon/Khirbet Ma{iîn (1627.0909), 14 km. (8.7 mi.) N of Arad. Perhaps named 
after one of Caleb’s descendants (1 Chr. 2:45), the town was part of Judah’s 
tribal inheritance (Josh. 15:55); the area east of it, near the Dead Sea, was known 
as the wilderness of Maon. David and his followers evaded Saul by hiding there (1 
Sam. 23:24-25), and it is the setting for the story of Nabal and David (25:2). The 
MT reference to the wilderness of Paran (1 Sam. 25:1) should be emended to 
Maon, as in the LXX. The inhabitants of Maon were counted among the enemies 
of Israel during the period of the judges (Judg. 10:12) and the rule of Uzziah (2 
Chr. 26:7). The Meunim (2 Chr. 26:7; Ezra 2:50 = Neh. 7:52), counted among the 
returnees from Babylonian exile, may represent an alternative spelling of Maon.

�Arad ostraArad ostracon 25 (7tcon 25 (7th-6th centh-6th century ury B.C.E.B.C.E.) credits ) credits Maon with Maon with the delivethe delivery of 10 hry of 1ry of 10 hekats 10 hekats of barley of barley (one hekat(one hekat being jus being just under 5 t under 5 l. [4.5 qtl. [4.5 qt.])..])..]).

Arad ostracon 25 (7th-6th century B.C.E.) credits Maon with the delivery of 
10 hekats of barley (one hekat being just under 5 l. [4.5 qt.]).



�The site wThe site was surveyeas surveyed in 1968 d in 1968 (Moshe Koc(Moshe Kochavi), 197havi), 1979 (Yizhar 9 (Yizhar HirschfeldHirschfeld), and 198), and), and 1987–1and 1987–1988 (Zvi I988 (Zvi Ilan and Dalan and David Amit).vid Amit). Kochavi’s Kochavi’s survey de survey determined ttermined that the bihat the bihat the biblical tbiblical town covereown covered 1 ha. (2d 1 ha. (2.5 a.), sp.5 a.), spanning theanning the summit, e summit, eastern, anastern, and northernd northern slopes of slo slopes of slopes of the tell. the tell. The westerThe western slope wan slope was covered s covered by later bby later buildings. uildings. Ceramic evCeramic evidence forideevevidence fevidence for Early Bor Early Bronze, Iroronze, Iron, Hellenin, Hellenistic, Romastic, Roman, Byzantin, Byzantine, and mene, and medieval occdieval occupation waupoccoccupationoccupation was found was found...

The site was surveyed in 1968 (Moshe Kochavi), 1979 (Yizhar Hirschfeld), 
and 1987–1988 (Zvi Ilan and David Amit). Kochavi’s survey determined that the 
biblical town covered 1 ha. (2.5 a.), spanning the summit, eastern, and northern 
slopes of the tell. The western slope was covered by later buildings. Ceramic 
evidence for Early Bronze, Iron, Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine, and medieval 
occupation was found.

�The site iThe site is best knos best known for itswn for its 4th-7th c 4th-7th century entury C.E.C.E. synagogue synagogue. While it. While its mosaic fs mosais mosaic flomosaic floor was notor was not well pres well preserved, it erved, it features ffeatures fragments oragments of a menoraf a menorah composedh composedh composed ocomposed of marble “f marble “apples.” Oapples.” Other findsther finds include a include an undergron underground und mikveh,mikveh, hall, and hall, and hall, and tunneland tunnel and coins and coins from the  from the 4th and 5t4th and 5th centurieh centuries s C.E.C.E.C.E.

The site is best known for its 4th-7th century C.E. synagogue. While its 
mosaic floor was not well preserved, it features fragments of a menorah 
composed of marble “apples.” Other finds include an underground mikveh, hall, 
and tunnel and coins from the 4th and 5th centuries C.E.

�2.2. A town 18 A town 18 km. (11 m km. (11 mi.) S of Gi.) S of Gaza, moderaza, modern Khirbet n Khirbet el-Ma}inel-Ma}in (093.082) (093.082), located , lo, located nelocated near the edgar the edge of the Ne of the Negeb deseregeb desert by the st by the settlement ettlement of Kibbutzof Kibbutz Nirim, 20 Nirim, 20 km. (12.5 2020 km. (1220 km. (12.5 mi.) SW.5 mi.) SW of Gaza.  of Gaza. The site oThe site of an ancief an ancient synagognt synagogue, Maon-Nue, Maon-Nirim is reirim is renowned fornrerenowned frenowned for its intor its intricate 6thricate 6th-century -century C.E.C.E. mosaic. T mosaic. The main mohe main motif is comtif is composed of aposed ofposed of a grapeof a grapevine trellvine trellis of 55 mis of 55 medallions,edallions, each cont each containing an aining an animal, boanimal, bowl, or baswl, or basket. The mket. Tket. The mosaicThe mosaic includes  includes such Jewissuch Jewish symbols h symbols as a menoras a menorah, shophaah, shophar, and r, and lulav.lulav. Other fin Other f Other finds inclfinds include a dediude a dedicatory inscatory inscription icription in Aramaic n Aramaic (part of t(part of the mosaic)he mosaic), coins fr, coins from the 4thom thom the 4th-6tthe 4th-6th centurieh centuries s C.E.C.E., and a bo, and a bone plaque ne plaque decorated decorated with a carwith a carved amphorved amphora.a.a.

2. A town 18 km. (11 mi.) S of Gaza, modern Khirbet el-Ma}in (093.082), 
located near the edge of the Negeb desert by the settlement of Kibbutz Nirim, 
20 km. (12.5 mi.) SW of Gaza. The site of an ancient synagogue, Maon-Nirim is 
renowned for its intricate 6th-century C.E. mosaic. The main motif is composed 
of a grapevine trellis of 55 medallions, each containing an animal, bowl, or basket. 
The mosaic includes such Jewish symbols as a menorah, shophar, and lulav. Other 
finds include a dedicatory inscription in Aramaic (part of the mosaic), coins from 
the 4th-6th centuries C.E., and a bone plaque decorated with a carved amphora.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. AharoniY. Aharoni, , The Land oThe Land of the Biblf the Bible,e, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1979);ia, 1979);ia, 1979); 1979); Arad InscrArad Inscriptionsiptions (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1981); m, 1981); M. Avi-YonM. Avi-Yonah, ah, The Holy LThe Holy Land,and, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Grand Rap(Gr(Grand Rap(Grand Rapids, 1977)ids, 1977); D. Barag; D. Barag, , “Ma{on“Ma{on (Nirim),” (Nirim),”  NEAEHLNEAEHL 3:944–46; 3:944–46; Departmen Department of AntiqtDepartmenDepartmentDepartment of Antiqu of Antiquities, “Niities, “Nirim (Hurvarim (Hurvath th Ma{onMa{on),” ),” IEJIEJ 7 (1957): 7 (1957): 265; Z. I 265; Z. Ilan and D.lan anlan and D. Amiand D. Amit, “Horvatt, “Horvat  Ma{onMa{on, Synagogu, Synagogue,” e,” ExcavationExcavations and Survs and Surveys in Isreys in Israelael 7/8 (1988 7/8 (198 7/8 (1988–89):(1988–89): 123–225;  123–225; “Maon (in “Maon (in Judea),” Judea),” NEAEHLNEAEHL 3:942–44. 3:942–44.

Bibliography. Y. Aharoni, The Land of the Bible, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia, 
1979); Arad Inscriptions (Jerusalem, 1981); M. Avi-Yonah, The Holy Land, rev. ed. 
(Grand Rapids, 1977); D. Barag, “Ma{on (Nirim),” NEAEHL 3:944–46; 
Department of Antiquities, “Nirim (Hurvath Ma{on),” IEJ 7 (1957): 265; Z. Ilan 
and D. Amit, “Horvat Ma{on, Synagogue,” Excavations and Surveys in Israel 7/8 
(1988–89): 123–225; “Maon (in Judea),” NEAEHL 3:942–44.
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MAONITESMAONITES (Heb.  (Heb. maœ{o®nmaœ{o®n)))

MAONITES (Heb. maœ{o®n)

A people aA people among thosemong those who had o who had oppressed Ippressed Israel and srael and whom God hwhom God had subduedad subdued (Judg. 10 (Jud (Judg. 10:(Judg. 10:12). Altho12). Although the tough the town of Maonwn of Maon (modern T (modern Tell ell Ma{iînMa{iîn, S of Heb, S of Hebron) and iron) and ron) and its suand its surrounding rrounding area play area play a prominena prominent role in t role in David’s flDavid’s flight from ight from Saul, no mSaul, no mention is entimmention ismention is made of t made of their earliheir earlier having er having invaded Isinvaded Israel. Manyrael. Many scholars  scholars emend the emend the text to “Mtextext to “Mtext to “Midianites,idianites,” followin” following LXX Gk. g LXX Gk. MadiamMadiam...

A people among those who had oppressed Israel and whom God had subdued 
(Judg. 10:12). Although the town of Maon (modern Tell Ma{iîn, S of Hebron) 
and its surrounding area play a prominent role in David’s flight from Saul, no 
mention is made of their earlier having invaded Israel. Many scholars emend the 
text to “Midianites,” following LXX Gk. Madiam.

Christian Christian M. M. BradM. M. Bradyy

Christian M. M. Brady

MARAMARA (Heb.  (Heb. maœraœ}maœraœ})))

MARA (Heb. maœraœ})

A name (“bA name (“bitter”) taitter”) taken by Naoken by Naomi (rathermi (rather than her  than her own, whichown, which means “my means “my pleasant  pleasan pleasant opleasant one”) afterne”) after God had “ God had “dealt bittdealt bitterly” witherly” with her, i.e. her, i.e., after he, after her husband r husband and two soand twand two sons htwo sons had died (Rad died (Ruth 1:20; uth 1:20; cf. v. 13)cf. v. 13)..

A name (“bitter”) taken by Naomi (rather than her own, which means “my 
pleasant one”) after God had “dealt bitterly” with her, i.e., after her husband and 
two sons had died (Ruth 1:20; cf. v. 13).

MARAHMARAH (Heb.  (Heb. maœra®maœra®)))

MARAH (Heb. maœra®)



An IsraeliAn Israelite encampmte encampment in theent in the wildernes wilderness of Shur s of Shur three daysthree days after the after they crossed y crossed the Red Seththe Red Sethe Red Sea (Exod. 1a (Exod. 15:23; Num.5:23; Num. 33:8, wil 33:8, wilderness ofderness of Etham). H Etham). Here the waere the water was “bter was “bter was “bitter” (“bitter” (Heb. Heb. maœra®maœra®) or brack) or brackish, but tish, but the Lord inhe Lord instructed Mstructed Moses to caoses to cast a tree st a trest a tree into tree into the water,the water, making it making it sweet.  sweet. Sanh.Sanh. 56b cites 56b cites Marah as  Marah as the locatithe location where ton where ton where the earliethe earliest instrucst instructions weretions were given for given for keeping t keeping the sabbathhe sabbath. The most. The most accepted  accepted location flolocation flocation for Marah ior Marah is s {Ain Hawa®{Ain Hawa®rahrah, 72 km. (, 72 km. (45 mi.) SE45 mi.) SE of the Gu of the Gulf of Suezlf of Suez ca. 11 km ca.  ca. 11 km.ca. 11 km. (7 mi.) i (7 mi.) inland.nland.nland.

An Israelite encampment in the wilderness of Shur three days after they crossed 
the Red Sea (Exod. 15:23; Num. 33:8, wilderness of Etham). Here the water was 
“bitter” (Heb. maœra®) or brackish, but the Lord instructed Moses to cast a 
tree into the water, making it sweet. Sanh. 56b cites Marah as the location where 
the earliest instructions were given for keeping the sabbath. The most accepted 
location for Marah is {Ain Hawa®rah, 72 km. (45 mi.) SE of the Gulf of Suez 
ca. 11 km. (7 mi.) inland.

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks
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MARALAHMARALAH (Heb.  (Heb. mar{a�la®mar{a�la®)))

MARALAH (Heb. mar{a�la® )

�SeeSee  MAREALMAREAL..

See MAREAL.

MARANATHAMARANATHA (Gk.  (Gk. maranathaémaranathaé)))

MARANATHA (Gk. maranathaé)

A translitA transliterated Araerated Aramaic expremaic expression (1 Cssion (1 Cor. 16:22;or. 16:22; Did. 10:6 Did. 10:6), probabl), probably meaning y meaning “Our Lord,“O“Our Lord,“Our Lord, come!” (A come!” (Aram. ram. maœranaœ} maœranaœ} t�aœ}t�aœ}) but poss) but possibly “our ibly “our Lord has cLord has come” omccome” come” (maœran }a(maœran }a�t�aœ),�t�aœ), depending depending on how on on how one construee construes the origs the original Aramainal Araminal Aramaic’s Aramaic’s spelling aspelling and dialectnd dialect. The cont. The contexts of boexts of both passageth passages and its s and its Greek tranGreek translation atslattrantranslatiotranslation at Rev. n at Rev. 22:20 sugg22:20 suggest the foest the former. Paulrmer. Paul ends his  ends his correspondcorrespondence with ence with a curse ana ca curse and curse and this prayethis prayer followedr followed by a bles by a blessing (1 Cosing (1 Cor. 16:22-2r. 16:22-24). Did. 14). Did. 10:6, which0:6, which discusses disc discusses discusses the Eucharthe Eucharist (“If aist (“If anyone is hnyone is holy, let holy, let him come. Iim come. If he is nof he is not, let himt, let him repent.  repen repent. repent. Maranatha.Maranatha. Amen.”),  Amen.”), points to points to a liturgica liturgical use of al use of the term. the term. The authorThe author of Revela of R of RevelationRevelation records t records the promisehe promise of Jesus’ of Jesus’ return an return and prays, “d prays, “Amen. ComeAmen. Come, Lord Jes, Lord Je, Lord Jesus!” (RJesus!” (Rev. 22:20)ev. 22:20)...

A transliterated Aramaic expression (1 Cor. 16:22; Did. 10:6), probably meaning 
“Our Lord, come!” (Aram. maœranaœ} t�aœ} ) but possibly “our Lord has 
come” (maœran }a�t�aœ),  depending on how one construes the original 
Aramaic’s spelling and dialect. The contexts of both passages and its Greek 
translation at Rev. 22:20 suggest the former. Paul ends his correspondence with a 
curse and this prayer followed by a blessing (1 Cor. 16:22-24). Did. 10:6, which 
discusses the Eucharist (“If anyone is holy, let him come. If he is not, let him 
repent. Maranatha. Amen.”), points to a liturgical use of the term. The author of 
Revelation records the promise of Jesus’ return and prays, “Amen. Come, Lord 
Jesus!” (Rev. 22:20).

James A. KJames A. Kelhofferelhoffer

James A. Kelhoffer

MARBLEMARBLEMARBLE

MARBLE

A metamorpA metamorphic rock mhic rock made up of ade up of fine- to cfine- to coarse-graioarse-grained recrysned recrystallized ctallized calcite andalcite and/or dolomi/oandand/or doland/or dolomite, proomite, produced whenduced when the heat  the heat and pressuand pressure of volcre of volcanic activanic activity works ity works on limestooon limestoon limestone. Limestne. Limestone is a sone is a sedimentaryedimentary rock of o rock of organic or rganic or inorganic inorganic origin comorigin composed chiepcomcomposed ccomposed chiefly of hiefly of calcium cacalcium carbonate, brbonate, but also cout also containing dntaining dolomite, colomite, chalcedony,halcedony, and other a and other and other minerals. minerals. Marble, whMarble, which can beich can be very high very highly polishely polished, is usedd, is used primarily primarily as an arc as  as an archas an architectural itectural and ornameand ornamental stonental stone. It is no. It is not native tt native to Palestino Palestine, being fe, being first imporirst imirst imported fimported from the Grrom the Greek islandeek islands during ts during the Persianhe Persian period. H period. However, thowever, there are soere are soere are some fine some fine limestoneslimestones native to native to Israel th Israel that are faiat are fairly commonrly common, excellen, excellent for built for building, and ding,builbuilding, building, and take aand take a high poli high polish. Heb. sh. Heb. sûeäsû,sûeäsû, sometimes sometimes translate translated “marble,d “marble,” is more ” is m” is more commomore commonly translnly translated “alabated “alabaster.” Inaster.” In Esth. 1:6 Esth. 1:6 the term  the term is employeis employed twice tod twice to describe  toto describto describe buildinge building materials materials used in t used in the king’s he king’s palace in palace in Susa, and Susa, and it is tranit is translated “maslated “slated “marble,” “marble,” probably cprobably correctly gorrectly given the hiven the historical istorical context. Mcontext. Marble, froarble, from Gk. m Gk. maérmaros,maérmmaérmaros,maérmaros, “glisteni “glistening crystalng crystalline stoneline stone,” is also,” is also listed am listed among the goong the goods that tods that the merchanhetthe merchathe merchants of earnts of earth will noth will no longer be longer be able to s able to sell after ell after the judgmethe judgment and falnt and fall of the gl of tl of the great the great harlot Babharlot Babylon (Rev.ylon (Rev. 18:12). 18:12). 18:12).

A metamorphic rock made up of fine- to coarse-grained recrystallized calcite 
and/or dolomite, produced when the heat and pressure of volcanic activity works 
on limestone. Limestone is a sedimentary rock of organic or inorganic origin 
composed chiefly of calcium carbonate, but also containing dolomite, chalcedony, 
and other minerals. Marble, which can be very highly polished, is used primarily 
as an architectural and ornamental stone. It is not native to Palestine, being first 
imported from the Greek islands during the Persian period. However, there are 
some fine limestones native to Israel that are fairly common, excellent for 
building, and take a high polish. Heb. sûeäsû, sometimes translated “marble,” is 
more commonly translated “alabaster.” In Esth. 1:6 the term is employed twice 
to describe building materials used in the king’s palace in Susa, and it is translated 
“marble,” probably correctly given the historical context. Marble, from Gk. 
maérmaros, “glistening crystalline stone,” is also listed among the goods that 



the merchants of earth will no longer be able to sell after the judgment and fall of 
the great harlot Babylon (Rev. 18:12).
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MARCIONMARCION (Gk.  (Gk. MarkiíoœnMarkiíoœn), ), GOSPEL OFGOSPEL OFGOSPEL OF

MARCION (Gk. Markiíoœn), GOSPEL OF

The first The first part of thpart of the 2nd-cente 2nd-century heretiury heretic Marcion’c Marcion’s bipartits bipartite canon. Te canon. The second he second part consiparpart consipart consisted of ansted of an abridgeme abridgement of 10 Pnt of 10 Pauline epiauline epistles. Marstles. Marcion gave cion gave these two these two parts the paparts the parts the names Gospnames Gospel and Apoel and Apostle. Behistle. Behind these nnd these names was Mames was Marcion’s carcion’s conviction onvictioncconvictionconviction that ther that there is only e is only one Gospelone Gospel (not four (not four) and only) and only one Apost one Apostle who undle who understood iteundunderstoodunderstood it (Paul) it (Paul). The Gosp. The Gospel of Marcel of Marcion, knownion, known only thro only through quotatugh quotation by othion by othion by others (esothers (esp. Tertullp. Tertullian ian Adv. Marc.Adv. Marc. 4; Epipha 4; Epiphanius nius Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 42), is e 42), is essentiallyssentially a version a version a version ofversion of Luke, pur Luke, purged of whaged of what Marcion t Marcion consideredconsidered judaizing judaizing corruptio corruptions. His guns. His guiding prinidguguiding prguiding principle, winciple, which he dehich he derived fromrived from his teach his teacher Cerdo, er Cerdo, was the gnwas the gnostic rejeostic rejection of tctirejerejection rejection of the OT of the OT God of lawGod of law as differ as different from aent from and less thnd less than the grean the great saving at saving NT God of NTNT God of NT God of grace, whograce, whom Jesus rem Jesus represented.presented. Whatever  Whatever the Gospelthe Gospel of Marcio of Marcion lacked hn lackn lacked hislacked his opponents opponents blamed on blamed on this theo this theological bilogical bias. They sas. They saw it cleaaw it clearly, e.g.,rly, e.g., in its op in its in its openinits opening statemeng statement, which ct, which combined Luombined Luke 3:1; 4:ke 3:1; 4:31-32 to p31-32 to present Jesresent Jesus as “comus as “comus as “coming do“coming down to Capewn to Capernaum” in rnaum” in the 15th ythe 15th year of Tibear of Tiberius (noterius (not however f however from Nazarerom Narom Nazareth, Nazareth, as in 4:16as in 4:16–30, but d–30, but directly frirectly from the unkom the unknown God) nown God) and astoniand astonishing the shing the Jews by teJJews by teJews by teaching agaaching against the Linst the Law and theaw and the Prophets  Prophets (the absen(the absence of mostce of most of Luke 1 of Luke 1-4 was see-11-4 was se1-4 was seen as alloen as allowing Jesuswing Jesus to be sev to be severed from ered from his Jewishhis Jewish roots). S roots). Some differome differences in tendifferdifferencedifferences in the Gs in the Gospel of Mospel of Marcion, hoarcion, however, arewever, are better at better attributed ttributed to a differo a different (esp. ent differdifferent different (esp. “Wes(esp. “Western”) textern”) textual base tual base and/or theand/or the influence influence of synopt of synoptic paralleic parallels. Attempls. Als. Attempts, Attempts, finally, tfinally, to say thato say that canonical canonical Luke was  Luke was preceded bpreceded by the Gospy the Gospel of Marcel of Marcion and deioMarcMarcion anMarcion and dependend dependent upon it t upon it are unconvare unconvincing.incing.incing.

The first part of the 2nd-century heretic Marcion’s bipartite canon. The second 
part consisted of an abridgement of 10 Pauline epistles. Marcion gave these two 
parts the names Gospel and Apostle. Behind these names was Marcion’s 
conviction that there is only one Gospel (not four) and only one Apostle who 
understood it (Paul). The Gospel of Marcion, known only through quotation by 
others (esp. Tertullian Adv. Marc. 4; Epiphanius Adv. haer. 42), is essentially a 
version of Luke, purged of what Marcion considered judaizing corruptions. His 
guiding principle, which he derived from his teacher Cerdo, was the gnostic 
rejection of the OT God of law as different from and less than the great saving 
NT God of grace, whom Jesus represented. Whatever the Gospel of Marcion 
lacked his opponents blamed on this theological bias. They saw it clearly, e.g., in 
its opening statement, which combined Luke 3:1; 4:31-32 to present Jesus as 
“coming down to Capernaum” in the 15th year of Tiberius (not however from 
Nazareth, as in 4:16–30, but directly from the unknown God) and astonishing the 
Jews by teaching against the Law and the Prophets (the absence of most of Luke 
1-4 was seen as allowing Jesus to be severed from his Jewish roots). Some 
differences in the Gospel of Marcion, however, are better attributed to a 
different (esp. “Western”) textual base and/or the influence of synoptic parallels. 
Attempts, finally, to say that canonical Luke was preceded by the Gospel of 
Marcion and dependent upon it are unconvincing.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. von HarA. von Harnack, nack, Marcion: TMarcion: The Gospel he Gospel of an Alieof an Alien Godn God (Durham,  (Durham (Durham, N(Durham, N.C., 1990).C., 1990); R. J. Ho; R. J. Hoffman, ffman, Marcion: OMarcion: On the Restn the Restitution ofitution of Christian Christianity.ity. AARAcad.  AARA AARAcad. 4AARAcad. 46 (Chico, 6 (Chico, 1984); J. 1984); J. Knox, Knox, Marcion anMarcion and the New d the New TestamentTestament (1942, re (1942, repr. New Yopr. Npr. New York, New York, 1980).1980).1980).

Bibliography. A. von Harnack, Marcion: The Gospel of an Alien God 
(Durham, N.C., 1990); R. J. Hoffman, Marcion: On the Restitution of Christianity. 
AARAcad. 46 (Chico, 1984); J. Knox, Marcion and the New Testament (1942, repr. 
New York, 1980).
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MARDUKMARDUK  (Akk. (Akk. ddAMAR.UTU, AMAR.UTU, ddMa-ru-du-uMa-ru-du-uk-kuk-ku)))

MARDUK 
(Akk. dAMAR.UTU, dMa-ru-du-uk-ku)

The chief The chief deity in tdeity in the Babylonhe Babylonian pantheian pantheon during on during the 1st mithe 1st millennium llennium B.C.E.B.C.E. Originall Origina OriginallyOriginally little kn little known, he waown, he was identifis identified in the ed in the early 2nd early 2nd millenniummillennium with the  with the god god Asalluh˙iAAsalluh˙iAsalluh˙i, who was , who was the son ofthe son of Enki/Ea a Enki/Ea and who wasnd who was important important in the cu in the cult of the lt of the southern cssouthern csouthern city Eridu.ity Eridu. Marduk’s  Marduk’s associatioassociation with then with the increasin increasingly promingly prominent city oent city of Babylon f Bf Babylon prBabylon probably goeobably goes back to s back to Hammurabi’Hammurabi’s dynasty s dynasty in the Oldin the Old Babylonia Babylonian period. n period.n period. Evperiod. Eventually, entually, Marduk sucMarduk succeeded Enlceeded Enlil, god ofil, god of Nippur, a Nippur, as the suprs the supreme executeme executive in theivexecutexecutive executive in the panin the pantheon, andtheon, and Marduk’s  Marduk’s city, Babycity, Babylon, replalon, replaced Nippurced Nippur as the mo as the most importasmomost impormost important religtant religious centeious center in Babylr in Babylonia. The onia. The so-called so-called epic of crepic of creation, Eneation, Enuma Elish,umEnEnuma ElisEnuma Elish, celebrah, celebrates Marduktes Marduk’s elevati’s elevation to preeon to preeminent staminent status in thetus in the pantheon; pantheon; in the ep i in the epiin the epic, the othc, the other gods ager gods agree to conree to confer ultimafer ultimate royal ate royal authority outhority on him folln him following his owinfollfollowing following his defeathis defeat of Tiamat of Tiamat, the godd, the goddess of saless of salt water ant water and chaos. Cd chaos. Codified inodified in the reign the the reign the reign of Nebuchaof Nebuchadnezzar I dnezzar I (1125–1104(1125–1104), Enuma E), Enuma Elish apparlish apparently formently formed part ofed part oed part of the libof the libretto for retto for the New Yethe New Year or ar or AkiätuAkiätu Festival. Festival.

The chief deity in the Babylonian pantheon during the 1st millennium B.C.E. 
Originally little known, he was identified in the early 2nd millennium with the god 
Asalluh˙i, who was the son of Enki/Ea and who was important in the cult of the 
southern city Eridu. Marduk’s association with the increasingly prominent city of 
Babylon probably goes back to Hammurabi’s dynasty in the Old Babylonian 
period. Eventually, Marduk succeeded Enlil, god of Nippur, as the supreme 
executive in the pantheon, and Marduk’s city, Babylon, replaced Nippur as the 



most important religious center in Babylonia. The so-called epic of creation, 
Enuma Elish, celebrates Marduk’s elevation to preeminent status in the pantheon; 
in the epic, the other gods agree to confer ultimate royal authority on him 
following his defeat of Tiamat, the goddess of salt water and chaos. Codified in 
the reign of Nebuchadnezzar I (1125–1104), Enuma Elish apparently formed part 
of the libretto for the New Year or Akiätu Festival.

�Scholars dScholars dispute theispute the etymology etymology of the na of the name Marduk.me Marduk. Ancient s Ancient scribes moscribes most often wrt oftt often wrotoften wrote the namee the name with Sume with Sumerian logogrian logographs, raphs, ddAMAR.UTU, AMAR.UTU, but the mobut the most commonlst commst commonly scommonly suggested Suggested Sumerian etumerian etymology, “ymology, “young calfyoung calf of  of SÁamasûSÁamasû,” is prob,” is probably erronably eably erroneous.erroneous. In Sumeri In Sumerian contextan contexts it is nes it is never analyzver analyzed as a geed as a genitive, whnitive, while the reile the relation of latiorerelation orelation of Marduk tf Marduk to o SÁamasûSÁamasû is unatte is unattested elsewsted elsewhere. In fhere. In fact, Marduact, Marduk, becausek, becausek, because ofbecause of his early his early identific identification withation with  Asalluh˙iAsalluh˙i, was cons, was considered theidered the son of En son of Enki/Ea.kiEnEnki/Ea.Enki/Ea.Enki/Ea.

Scholars dispute the etymology of the name Marduk. Ancient scribes most 
often wrote the name with Sumerian logographs, dAMAR.UTU, but the most 
commonly suggested Sumerian etymology, “young calf of SÁamasû,” is probably 
erroneous. In Sumerian contexts it is never analyzed as a genitive, while the 
relation of Marduk to SÁamasû is unattested elsewhere. In fact, Marduk, 
because of his early identification with Asalluh˙i, was considered the son of 
Enki/Ea.

�After the After the time of Netime of Nebuchadnezzbuchadnezzar I, Mardar I, Marduk remaineuk remained the chied the chief deity off deity of the Babyl the B the BabylonianBabylonian state and state and patron of patron of its kings its kings, includin, including those ofg those of the Neo-B the Neo-Babylonian abylonian dynasty (6dyndynasty (6dynasty (626–539). I26–539). It is in tht is in this status is status that the pthat the people of teople of the Easternhe Eastern Mediterra Mediterranean, inclneanMediterraMediterranMediterranean, incluean, including Israeding Israel, encountl, encountered Marduered Marduk. In Jer.k. In Jer. 50:2, a m 50:2, a mid-6th cenid-6th century oraclturcencentury orcentury oracle, God acle, God announces announces the capturthe capture and shame and shaming of Babing of Babylon and Mylon and Marduk (herarduk (harduk (here voca(here vocalized lized meïroœd�akmeïroœd�ak��). Marduk ). Marduk is the divis the divine componine component in oneent in one biblical  biblical  biblical nbiblical name, Merodame, Merodach-baladaach-baladan II (Isa.n II (Isa. 39:1; the 39:1; the parallel  parallel in 2 Kgs. in 2 Kgs. 20:12 read20:12 reads s beïroœ}d�abeïrbeïroœ}d�abeïroœ}d�ak�k�), a Chald), a Chaldean sheik ean sheik who ruled who ruled Babylonia Babylonia for about for about a decade ia decade in the laten then the late 8the late 8th centuryth century. The comm. The common assertion assertion that thon that the name of e name of Esther’s cEsther’s cousin, Morousin, Morousin, Mordecai, Mordecai, derives frderives from the namom the name Marduk, e Marduk, remains plremains plausible. Mausible. Marduk appearduk appears elsewhars elsewars elsewhere elsewhere in the OT in the OT under the under the common titcommon title le beäl,beäl, “Lord” (I “Lord” (Isa. 46:1; sa. 46:1; Jer. 50:2;Jer. 50:2; 51:44), h 51: 51:44), hi51:44), his ubiquitos ubiquitous title. us title. It is his It is his temple comtemple complex in Baplex in Babylon, Esabylon, Esagil(a), orgil(a), or its assoc its asso its associatedassociated temple-to temple-tower, Etemewer, Etemenanki, thananki, that stands bt stands behind the ehind the narrative narrative of the towof the tower of Babeetowtower of Btower of Babel in Geabel in Gen. 11:1-9.n. 11:1-9.

After the time of Nebuchadnezzar I, Marduk remained the chief deity of the 
Babylonian state and patron of its kings, including those of the Neo-Babylonian 
dynasty (626–539). It is in this status that the people of the Eastern 
Mediterranean, including Israel, encountered Marduk. In Jer. 50:2, a mid-6th 
century oracle, God announces the capture and shaming of Babylon and Marduk 
(here vocalized meïroœd�ak� ). Marduk is the divine component in one 
biblical name, Merodach-baladan II (Isa. 39:1; the parallel in 2 Kgs. 20:12 reads 
beïroœ}d�ak� ), a Chaldean sheik who ruled Babylonia for about a decade in 
the late 8th century. The common assertion that the name of Esther’s cousin, 
Mordecai, derives from the name Marduk, remains plausible. Marduk appears 
elsewhere in the OT under the common title beäl, “Lord” (Isa. 46:1; Jer. 50:2; 
51:44), his ubiquitous title. It is his temple complex in Babylon, Esagil(a), or its 
associated temple-tower, Etemenanki, that stands behind the narrative of the 
tower of Babel in Gen. 11:1-9.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. G. LambW. G. Lambert, “The ert, “The Reign of NReign of Nebuchadnezebuchadnezzar I: A Tzar I: A Turning Poiurning TTurning PoTurning Point in theint in the History o History of Ancient f Ancient MesopotamiMesopotamian Religioan Religion,” in n,” in The Seed oThe Seed of Wisdom,f Wif Wisdom,Wisdom, ed. W. S. ed. W. S. McCulloug McCullough (Torontoh (Toronto, 1964), 3, 1964), 3–13.–13.–13.

Bibliography. W. G. Lambert, “The Reign of Nebuchadnezzar I: A 
Turning Point in the History of Ancient Mesopotamian Religion,” in The Seed of 
Wisdom, ed. W. S. McCullough (Toronto, 1964), 3–13.
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MAREALMAREAL (Heb.  (Heb. mar{a�la®mar{a�la®)))

MAREAL (Heb. mar{a�la® )

A city in A city in the Jezreethe Jezreel Valley ml Valley marking thearking the southern  southern border of border of Zebulun (JZebulun (Josh. 19:11osh. 19:11; NRSV “Ma; N; NRSV “MaraNRSV “Maralah”). Frolah”). From the contm the context, the lext, the location muocation must have best have been slightlen slightly N of Megy N of Mey N of Megiddo. TMegiddo. Tell Thorahell Thorah (166228)  (166228) is a possiis a possible site.ble site.

A city in the Jezreel Valley marking the southern border of Zebulun (Josh. 19:11; 
NRSV “Maralah”). From the context, the location must have been slightly N of 
Megiddo. Tell Thorah (166228) is a possible site.

MARESHAHMARESHAH (Heb.  (Heb. maœreäsûa®maœreäsûa®) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

MARESHAH (Heb. maœreäsûa®) (PERSON)

�1.1. The first The firstborn son oborn son of Caleb, ff Caleb, father of Zather of Ziph and Heiph and Hebron (1 Chbron (1 Chr. 2:42 LXr. 2:42 LXX; Gk. X; GX; Gk. Gk. MarisaMarisa). Hebrew ). Hebrew manuscriptmanuscripts offer nos offer no variants, variants, reading i reading instead “Menstead “Mesha” as fasha” as father of Zithfafather of father of Ziph. The Ziph. The LXX emendaLXX emendation failstion fails to overco to overcome the intme the intrusion of rusion of “the sons “the sons of Mareshaoof Mareshaof Mareshah, the fath, the father of Hebher of Hebron” (cf. ron” (cf. NASB “his NASB “his son was Mason was Mareshah”).reshah”).reshah”).

1. The firstborn son of Caleb, father of Ziph and Hebron (1 Chr. 2:42 LXX; 



Gk. Marisa). Hebrew manuscripts offer no variants, reading instead “Mesha” as 
father of Ziph. The LXX emendation fails to overcome the intrusion of “the sons 
of Mareshah, the father of Hebron” (cf. NASB “his son was Mareshah”).

�2.2. The son o The son of Laadah af Laadah and the grend the great-grandsoat-grandson of Judahn of Judah (1 Chr. 4 (1 Chr. 4:21).:21).:21).

2. The son of Laadah and the great-grandson of Judah (1 Chr. 4:21).
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MARESHAHMARESHAH (Heb.  (Heb. maœreäsûa®maœreäsûa®) ) (PLACE) (PLACE) (also MARI(also MARISA)SA)SA)

MARESHAH (Heb. maœreäsûa®) (PLACE) 
(also MARISA)

A prominenA prominent town in t town in the easterthe eastern Shephelan Shephelah of Judahh of Judah (Josh. 15 (Josh. 15:44). It w:44). It was locatedas located 2 km. (1  2 2 km. (1 m2 km. (1 mi.) S of Bi.) S of Beth Guvrineth Guvrin/Beit Jibr/Beit Jibrin (Eleuthin (Eleutheropolis) eropolis) and 30 km.and 30 km. SE of Ash SE of Ashkelon, idekeloAshAshkelon, Ashkelon, identifiedidentified with Tell with Tell  S�andah�anS�andah�annahnah (140111). (140111). One of th One of the cities fe cities fortified bortiffortified fortified by Rehoboaby Rehoboam (2 Chr. m (2 Chr. 11:8), it 11:8), it was the siwas the site of the te of the battle betbattle between Asa aween Asa and Zerah tnd aand Zerah and Zerah the Ethiopthe Ethiopian (14:9)ian (14:9). Its dest. Its destruction isruction is prophesie prophesied in Mic. d in Mic. 1:15. Duri1:15. During the exing thng the exilicthe exilic period th period the city wase city was annexed b annexed by the Idumy the Idumeans. Alteeans. Alternating bernating between Seletween Seleucid and PuSeleSeleucid aSeleucid and Ptolemand Ptolemaic controlic control, the city, the city (then cal (then called Marisaled Marisa) was prom) was prominent duriinent during the Helngduriduring theduring the Hellenist Hellenistic era, feic era, featuring anaturing an “upper” a “upper” and “lower”nd “lower” city. Jud city. Judas Maccabeas Maccabeus captureus cus captured acaptured and burned nd burned the city (the city (Josephus Josephus Ant.Ant. 12.8.6),  12.8.6), but Pompeybut Pompey restored  restored it to the it to theit to the Idumeathe Idumeans in 63 ns in 63 B.C.E.B.C.E. In 47  In 47 B.C.E.B.C.E. Julius Ca Julius Caesar annexesar annexed the cited the city to Judeay to Judea. It was d. It was. It was destrowas destroyed by theyed by the Parthians Parthians in 40  in 40 B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

A prominent town in the eastern Shephelah of Judah (Josh. 15:44). It was located 
2 km. (1 mi.) S of Beth Guvrin/Beit Jibrin (Eleutheropolis) and 30 km. SE of 
Ashkelon, identified with Tell S�andah�annah  (140111). One of the cities 
fortified by Rehoboam (2 Chr. 11:8), it was the site of the battle between Asa 
and Zerah the Ethiopian (14:9). Its destruction is prophesied in Mic. 1:15. During 
the exilic period the city was annexed by the Idumeans. Alternating between 
Seleucid and Ptolemaic control, the city (then called Marisa) was prominent 
during the Hellenistic era, featuring an “upper” and “lower” city. Judas Maccabeus 
captured and burned the city (Josephus Ant. 12.8.6), but Pompey restored it to 
the Idumeans in 63 B.C.E. In 47 B.C.E. Julius Caesar annexed the city to Judea. It 
was destroyed by the Parthians in 40 B.C.E.

�ExcavationExcavations in the es in the early 20th arly 20th century, acentury, along with long with new effortnew efforts in 1989 s in 1989 and 1991 band 1991and 1991 by Am1991 by Amos Kloner,os Kloner, have unco have uncovered at lvered at least threeeast three strata: t strata: two Helleniwo Hellenistic and ostic and one Israelinoone Israelone Israelite (“Jewiite (“Jewish”). In psh”). In particular,articular, the 1991  the 1991 excavationexcavations revealeds revealed additiona additional Hellenisl Helll HellenistiHellenistic discoverc discoveries such aies such as a resides a residential quarntial quarter locateter located on the nd on the northwest oorthwest outside walutsiooutside waoutside wall. Of notll. Of note from thee from the Israelite Israelite stratum w stratum was the disas the discovery of covery of a rich pota rich pottery reperterypotpottery repottery repertoire bpertoire believed toelieved to be from t be from the beginnihe beginning of the ng of the 3rd to the3rd to the end of th end of the 2nd cente 2e 2nd centur2nd centuries ies B.C.E.B.C.E. Also unco Also uncovered werevered were numerous  numerous artifacts artifacts as well asas well as tombs and tombs and burial ca andand burialand burial caves. On caves. On the basis the basis of such e of such extensive fxtensive finds, schoinds, scholars are rlars are reassured teassured that Mareshhat Mhat Mareshah pMareshah played an ilayed an important rmportant role economole economically thrically throughout bioughout biblical timblical times.es.es.

Excavations in the early 20th century, along with new efforts in 1989 and 
1991 by Amos Kloner, have uncovered at least three strata: two Hellenistic and 
one Israelite (“Jewish”). In particular, the 1991 excavations revealed additional 
Hellenistic discoveries such as a residential quarter located on the northwest 
outside wall. Of note from the Israelite stratum was the discovery of a rich 
pottery repertoire believed to be from the beginning of the 3rd to the end of the 
2nd centuries B.C.E. Also uncovered were numerous artifacts as well as tombs 
and burial caves. On the basis of such extensive finds, scholars are reassured that 
Mareshah played an important role economically throughout biblical times.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Avi-YonM. Avi-Yonah and A. ah and A. Kloner, “MKloner, “Mareshah (Mareshah (Marisa),” arisa),” NEAEHLNEAEHL 3:948–57. 3 3:948–57.3:948–57.3:948–57.

Bibliography. M. Avi-Yonah and A. Kloner, “Mareshah (Marisa),” NEAEHL 
3:948–57.
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MARIMARI (Akk.  (Akk. MariMari)))

MARI (Akk. Mari)

An ancientAn ancient city in t city in the middle he middle Euphrates Euphrates Valley, siValley, situated on tuated on the bank othe bank of the Euphf the Euphrates and ratEuphEuphrates Euphrates and on carand on caravan routeavan routes between s between the East athe East and the Wesnd the West, a crosst, a crossroads wherroads whroads where theswhere these culturese cultures intersect intersected and mered and merged. Discoged. Discovered in 1vered in 1933, Tell 933, Tell H¸ariäriäḨariäriäH¸ariäriäH¸ariäriä has prove has proved to be ond to be one of the me of the most importost important Assyriant Assyriological dological discoveriesiscoveries of the 20 discoveriesdiscoveriediscoveries of the 2s of the 20th centur0th century. Investiy. Investigations legations led by Andréd by André Parrot so Parrot soon identifon identified the ciied identifidentifiedidentified the city  the city from an infrom an inscription scription on the staon the statue of Lamtue of Lamgi-mari digi-mari discovered iscovered in the palan then the palacethe palace. Excavati. Excavations which ons which have contihave continued to thnued to the present e present have yieldhave yielded additioed additional monumenaadditioadditionaladditional monumenta monumental structurl structures includies including the Ishng the Ishtar templetar temple and a zig and a ziggurat, as gurat, as well as muwelwell as muwell as murals depicrals depicting rituating ritual scenes al scenes and a largend a large archive o archive of texts.f texts.

An ancient city in the middle Euphrates Valley, situated on the bank of the 
Euphrates and on caravan routes between the East and the West, a crossroads 
where these cultures intersected and merged. Discovered in 1933, Tell 
H¸ariäriä has proved to be one of the most important Assyriological 
discoveries of the 20th century. Investigations led by André Parrot soon 
identified the city from an inscription on the statue of Lamgi-mari discovered in 
the palace. Excavations which have continued to the present have yielded 



additional monumental structures including the Ishtar temple and a ziggurat, as 
well as murals depicting ritual scenes and a large archive of texts.

HistoryHistory

History

Mari is fiMari is first mentiorst mentioned withinned within a list of a list of cities in cities in a mid-3rd a mid-3rd millenniu millennium m B.C.E.B.C.E. document  documen document fdocument from Lagashrom Lagash. Mari als. Mari also appears o appears in an inscin an inscription ofription of Sargon of Sargon of Akkad (23 Akkad (2334–2279) a3(23(2334–2279(2334–2279) as one o) as one of the citif the cities capturees captured during hd during his reign. is reign. During theDuring the 3rd Dynas 3rd Dynasty of Ur (tyDynasDynasty ofDynasty of Ur (2112– Ur (2112–2004) Mari2004) Mari was a car was a caravan outpoavan outpost of the st of the city-statecity-state, ruled by, ruled by governors g governors governors called called sûakkanakksûakkanakku,u, subordina subordinate to the te to the rulers of rulers of Ur. With tUr. With the end of he end ohe end of the Ur of the Ur dynasty, pdynasty, political colitical control of ontrol of the Middlethe Middle Euphrates Euphrates region, i region, including Mncluding Mari, disinari, MMari, disiMari, disintegrated.ntegrated.

Mari is first mentioned within a list of cities in a mid-3rd millennium B.C.E. 
document from Lagash. Mari also appears in an inscription of Sargon of Akkad 
(2334–2279) as one of the cities captured during his reign. During the 3rd 
Dynasty of Ur (2112–2004) Mari was a caravan outpost of the city-state, ruled by 
governors called sûakkanakku, subordinate to the rulers of Ur. With the end 
of the Ur dynasty, political control of the Middle Euphrates region, including 
Mari, disintegrated.

�Though theThough the documenta documentation is notion is not entirelyt entirely clear, by clear, by the late  the late 19th centu19th century we can ry we cry we can reconscan reconstruct an etruct an early histoarly history of an iry of an independentndependent Mari.  Mari. Yah˙dun-liYah˙dun-limm, son of Y, son of Yaggid-lim,aYYaggid-limYaggid-lim, came fro, came from north ofm north of Mari from Mari from a group k a group known as thnown as the e HÓanaHÓana and unite and unite and united sevunited several smalleral small principal principalities, makities, making Mari ting Mari the center he center of his polof his political reaitical realm. Withinlm. Witlm. Within a sWithin a short periohort period, howeverd, however, the Assy, the Assyrian king rian king SÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-addudu I (1812–1 I (1812–1781) annex781(1812–1(1812–1781(1812–1781) annexed ) annexed Mari as paMari as part of his rt of his expanding expanding kingdom. kingdom. SÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-addudu divided h div divided hidivided his vast reas vast realm betweenlm between the Tigri the Tigris and Euphs and Euphrates betwrates between his tween his two sons, plo sons, placing acplplacing placing Isûme-dagaIsûme-dagann I on the  I on the throne in throne in Ekallatum Ekallatum in the easin the east and t and Yasmah˙-adYasmaḣ-adYasmah˙-adYasmah˙-addudu in Mari i in Mari in the westn the west. Letters . Letters found in tfound in the royal phe royal palace at Malace at Mari demonsari demari demonstratdemonstrate that e that SÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-addudu remained  remained the primarthe primary king in y king in the regionthe region and regul and r and regularly regularly gave his sgave his sons politions political advicecal advice and couns and counsel, if notel, if not direct as direct assistance. sistance. Upon the dUpon thUpon the death the death of of SÁamsûi-adSÁamsûi-addudu, , Isûme-dagaIsûme-dagann inherited inherited his realm his realm and conti and continued to sunued conticontinued continued to supportto support his broth his brother as a vier as a viceroy at Mceroy at Mari.ari.ari.

Though the documentation is not entirely clear, by the late 19th century we 
can reconstruct an early history of an independent Mari. Yah˙dun-lim, son of 
Yaggid-lim, came from north of Mari from a group known as the HÓana and 
united several small principalities, making Mari the center of his political realm. 
Within a short period, however, the Assyrian king SÁamsûi-addu I 
(1812–1781) annexed Mari as part of his expanding kingdom. SÁamsûi-addu 
divided his vast realm between the Tigris and Euphrates between his two sons, 
placing Isûme-dagan I on the throne in Ekallatum in the east and 
Yasmah˙-addu in Mari in the west. Letters found in the royal palace at Mari 
demonstrate that SÁamsûi-addu remained the primary king in the region and 
regularly gave his sons political advice and counsel, if not direct assistance. Upon 
the death of SÁamsûi-addu, Isûme-dagan inherited his realm and 
continued to support his brother as a viceroy at Mari.

�The AssyriThe Assyrian dominatan domination of Marion of Mari ended ini ended in 1775 when 1775 when Zimri-lim Zimri-lim, son of , son of Yah˙dun-liYaḣYah˙dun-liYah˙dun-limm, regained, regained control o control of the throf the throne with thne with the apparente apparent assistanc assistance of Yarime of Yae of Yarim-lim,Yarim-lim, king of t king of the region he region of of Yamh˙adYamh˙ad W of Mari W of Mari, whose ca, whose capital was pital was Aleppo. ZiAleppo. Aleppo. ZiAleppo. Zimri-lim remri-lim reigned at Migned at Mari until ari until 1762, when1762, when the army  the army of Hammuraof Hammurabi of Babybi of Babbi of Babylon caBabylon captured andptured and destroyed destroyed the city. the city. In the pr In the process of docess of destructionestruction, the pala, the palace of Zimrce palapalace of palace of Zimri-lim Zimri-lim was burnedwas burned, firing t, firing the clay tahe clay tablet archiblet archives and prves and preserving teserving them for pohem tthem for pthem for posterity.osterity.

The Assyrian domination of Mari ended in 1775 when Zimri-lim, son of 
Yah˙dun-lim, regained control of the throne with the apparent assistance of 
Yarim-lim, king of the region of Yamh˙ad W of Mari, whose capital was 
Aleppo. Zimri-lim reigned at Mari until 1762, when the army of Hammurabi of 
Babylon captured and destroyed the city. In the process of destruction, the 
palace of Zimri-lim was burned, firing the clay tablet archives and preserving 
them for posterity.

TextsTexts

Texts

The archivThe archive discovere discovered in the ed in the palace at palace at Mari contaMari contains texts ins texts that span that span almost 500almost 500 years, re ye years, reayears, reaching backching back to the  to the sûakkanakksûakkanakkuu period an period and the 3rd d the 3rd dynasty ofdynasty of Ur and co Ur and c Ur and continuingcontinuing to the en to the end of the cd of the city in theity in the 18th cent 18th century. The mury. The majority ofajority of the docum the documents come endocumdocuments documents come from come from the city’sthe city’s last 50 y last 50 years underears under the final the final two kings two kings, Yasmah˙-, Yasmah˙-addu and ZaYasmah˙-Yasmah˙-adYasmah˙-addu and Zimdu and Zimri-lim. Exri-lim. Excluding thcluding the few texte few texts written s written in Hurrianin Hurrian and bilin and bilingual Sumergubilinbilingual bilingual Sumerian aSumerian and Akkadiand Akkadian inscriptn inscriptions, the ions, the language olanguage of the docuf the documents is Aments is Akkadian. TkkAAkkadian. Akkadian. The AkkadiThe Akkadian used isan used is distincti distinctive in thatve in that it preser it preserves properves proper names and names and vocabular v vocabularyvocabulary, as well , as well as syntactas syntactical arranical arrangements whgements which are clich are clearly Westearly West Semitic i Semitic in origin.n on origin.origin.origin.

The archive discovered in the palace at Mari contains texts that span almost 500 
years, reaching back to the sûakkanakku period and the 3rd dynasty of Ur and 
continuing to the end of the city in the 18th century. The majority of the 
documents come from the city’s last 50 years under the final two kings, 



Yasmah˙-addu and Zimri-lim. Excluding the few texts written in Hurrian and 
bilingual Sumerian and Akkadian inscriptions, the language of the documents is 
Akkadian. The Akkadian used is distinctive in that it preserves proper names and 
vocabulary, as well as syntactical arrangements which are clearly West Semitic in 
origin.

�Internal aInternal administratdministrative texts ive texts shed lightshed light on the da on the daily workinily workings of the gs of the palace thrpalace through recorothrthrough rethrough records of rcords of receipt andeceipt and disbursem disbursement of rawent of raw materials materials as well a as well as disburses disbursement of fomdisbursedisbursemedisbursement of foodnt of food for royal for royal banquets. banquets. Palace pe Palace personnel arrsonnel are listed ie listed in records n records of the varof of the varof the various typesious types of artisa of artisans at workns at work in royal  in royal shops withshops within the palin the palace and woace and women in themewowomen in twomen in the royal hhe royal harem. Offiarem. Officials appocials appointed to vinted to various dutarious duties througies throughout the rhout the realm, who errealm, whorealm, who report di report directly to rectly to the king, the king, are indicaare indicated in rected in records of diords of disbursementsbursement of materi of of materiaof materials for thels for their supportir support. Lists of. Lists of disbursem disbursement of oilent of oil, clothing, clothing, and food, and food to priest to pr to priests anpriests and prophetid prophetic figures c figures indicate tindicate the segmenthe segments of the as of the ancient socncient society whichiety which were depe we were depenwere dependent upon dent upon the palacethe palace...

Internal administrative texts shed light on the daily workings of the palace 
through records of receipt and disbursement of raw materials as well as 
disbursement of food for royal banquets. Palace personnel are listed in records 
of the various types of artisans at work in royal shops within the palace and 
women in the royal harem. Officials appointed to various duties throughout the 
realm, who report directly to the king, are indicated in records of disbursement 
of materials for their support. Lists of disbursement of oil, clothing, and food to 
priests and prophetic figures indicate the segments of the ancient society which 
were dependent upon the palace.

�Other admiOther administrativenistrative texts pro texts provide inforvide information on mation on the externthe external businesal business of the ps of ths of the palacethe palace. These re. These record royalcord royal gifts sen gifts sent to foreit to foreign kings agn kings and dignitand dignitaries. Otheries. Other accountsr accr accounts iaccounts indicate spndicate special royaecial royal gifts ofl gifts offered to vfered to various deiarious deities as weties as well as regull as regular culticlar cultlar cultic offcultic offerings. Therings. There are alere are also recordsso records of the re of the receipt of gceipt of gifts and tifts and taxes cominaxes coming into theg intog into the pinto the palace at Malace at Mari or beiari or being receiveng received by the kd by the king’s repring’s representativeesentatives at outlys at outlying palaceing ping palaces.palaces.palaces.

Other administrative texts provide information on the external business of 
the palace. These record royal gifts sent to foreign kings and dignitaries. Other 
accounts indicate special royal gifts offered to various deities as well as regular 
cultic offerings. There are also records of the receipt of gifts and taxes coming 
into the palace at Mari or being received by the king’s representatives at outlying 
palaces.

�By far theBy far the most inte most interesting anresting and informatd informative of Marive of Mari documenti documents are the s are the letters. Tlettersletters. Tletters. These textshese texts exist in  exist in the form othe form of communicf communications betations between indivween individuals, buiduals, but they cont tt they contathey contain informain information concetion concerning the rning the administraadministration of thtion of the realm. Le realm. Letters froetters from royal rem frofrom royalfrom royal represent representatives in atives in distant cadistant capitals reppitals report their ort their observatioobservations on the ns on the courts of courcourts of courts of foreign ruforeign rulers, as wlers, as well as comell as communicationmunications from thes from the foreign k foreign kings.ings.ings.

By far the most interesting and informative of Mari documents are the 
letters. These texts exist in the form of communications between individuals, but 
they contain information concerning the administration of the realm. Letters 
from royal representatives in distant capitals report their observations on the 
courts of foreign rulers, as well as communications from the foreign kings.

�Letters toLetters to the king  the king of Mari frof Mari from palace om palace officials,officials, royal wom royal women of the en of the palace, prpalace, prpalace, priests, apriests, and variousnd various prophetic prophetic figures i figures indicate orndicate oracular actacular activity in Mivity in Mari. Inforari. Information recmationInforInformatioInformation receivedn received through e through extispicy, xtispicy, the readinthe reading of diving of divine messagese messages in the en in the entrails of traenentrails oentrails of sacrificf sacrificed animalsed animals, ecstatic, ecstatic behavior, behavior, and dream and dreams is passes is passed on to thd on to the king in e kinge king in leking in letters fromtters from a wide ra a wide range of indnge of individuals. ividuals. Though theThough these documense documents reveal ts reveal prophetic proprophetic prophetic activity oactivity only as it nly as it relates torelates to the king, the king, it is evi it is evident that dent that this was athis was a key eleme key elem key element inelement in the ancie the ancient social nt social structure.structure. The numbe The number of womenr of women included  included in this coin this correspondenrcocorrespondcorrespondence is inence is indicative odicative of the promf the prominent roleinent role of women  of women in the palin the palace at Marace at Mari.iMarMari.Mari.Mari.

Letters to the king of Mari from palace officials, royal women of the palace, 
priests, and various prophetic figures indicate oracular activity in Mari. 
Information received through extispicy, the reading of divine messages in the 
entrails of sacrificed animals, ecstatic behavior, and dreams is passed on to the 
king in letters from a wide range of individuals. Though these documents reveal 
prophetic activity only as it relates to the king, it is evident that this was a key 
element in the ancient social structure. The number of women included in this 
correspondence is indicative of the prominent role of women in the palace at 
Mari.

�Other, morOther, more personale personal, letters , letters reveal prireveal private and ivate and intimate contimate communicatiommunications among fns amns among famiamong family membersly members. Beyond p. Beyond political aolitical advice recedvice received by ived by Yasmah˙-adYasmah˙-addudu from his  from from his ffrom his father and ather and brother, tbrother, there are lhere are letters whietters which containch contain personal  personal advice conadvice concerning hiceconconcerningconcerning his behav his behavior. Zimriior. Zimri-lim recei-lim received letterved letters from s from SÁiptumSÁiptum, his prim, his primary wife, ary wiary wife, as wwife, as well as hisell as his daughters daughters and older and older women in  women in the palacethe palace. Whole so. Whole some of thesme of these letters ethesthese lettthese letters communers communicate impoicate important polirtant political and tical and religious religious informatioinformation to the kn to the king, many ingkking, manyking, many are perso are personal familinal familial messageal messages which exs which express concpress concern for hiern for his health as health and well-bendaand well-band well-being.eing.eing.

Other, more personal, letters reveal private and intimate communications 
among family members. Beyond political advice received by Yasmah˙-addu 
from his father and brother, there are letters which contain personal advice 
concerning his behavior. Zimri-lim received letters from SÁiptum, his primary 
wife, as well as his daughters and older women in the palace. Whole some of 
these letters communicate important political and religious information to the 



king, many are personal familial messages which express concern for his health 
and well-being.

�In additioIn addition to adminn to administrative istrative and epistoand epistolary documlary documents, therents, there are treae are treaty documenty documty documents documents between thbetween the king of e king of Mari and vMari and various allarious allied rulersied rulers which pro which provide consivide considerable indconsiconsiderabconsiderable informale information on thtion on the politicae political relationl relationships of tships of this periodhis period...

In addition to administrative and epistolary documents, there are treaty 
documents between the king of Mari and various allied rulers which provide 
considerable information on the political relationships of this period.

�The importThe importance of alance of all the varil the various types ous types of documenof documents found ats found at Mari cant Mari cannot be ovenot benot be overestbe overestimated. Itimated. It is throug is through the decih the decipherment apherment and carefulnd careful study of  study of all of theall of these documense dse documents documents that the hthat the history of istory of the site hthe site has been reas been reconstructeconstructed. Moreoved. Moreover, the intr, the interpersonaleintinterpersointerpersonal communnal communications cications contain infontain information aormation about cultubout cultural practiral practices and prces and protocols proprprotocols protocols previouslypreviously unknown,  unknown, such as thsuch as the use of te use of the hem of he hem of a person’sa person’s garment a garment a garment and/or a land/or a lock of haiock of hair as verifr as verification ofication of the messa the message, particge, particularly wheularly when the messn the message emanatage eage emanates femanates from a proprom a prophet.het.

The importance of all the various types of documents found at Mari cannot 
be overestimated. It is through the decipherment and careful study of all of these 
documents that the history of the site has been reconstructed. Moreover, the 
interpersonal communications contain information about cultural practices and 
protocols previously unknown, such as the use of the hem of a person’s garment 
and/or a lock of hair as verification of the message, particularly when the message 
emanates from a prophet.

RelationshRelationship to the ip to the BibleBible

Relationship to the Bible

Scholars hScholars have long rave long recognized ecognized apparent sapparent similaritieimilarities between s between the culturthe culture found ate found at Mari and  M Mari and tMari and that of thehat of the patriarch patriarchs and the s and the kingdom ofkingdom of Israel in Israel in the Bible the Bible. Their ar. Their arguments regumeararguments arguments rest on serest on several poinveral points. First,ts. First, there are there are cultural  cultural phenomena phenomena at Mari that Mari that seem veat ththat seem that seem very much very much like what like what is found iis found in biblicaln biblical material. material. Records o Records of prophetif prophetic oracles c oc oracles seoracles sent to the nt to the king indicking indicate a simiate a similarity in larity in the way ththe way the people oe people of Mari andf Mari and of Israel of Is of Israel undIsrael understood therstood the relatione relationship betweship between God anden God and king. king. king.

Scholars have long recognized apparent similarities between the culture found at 
Mari and that of the patriarchs and the kingdom of Israel in the Bible. Their 
arguments rest on several points. First, there are cultural phenomena at Mari 
that seem very much like what is found in biblical material. Records of prophetic 
oracles sent to the king indicate a similarity in the way the people of Mari and of 
Israel understood the relationship between God and king.

�A second pA second point of sioint of similarity imilarity is in persos in personal names nal names and vocabuand vocabulary. Namelary. Names in Mari,s in Mas in Mari, suchMari, such as  as Sumu}ilSumu}il and Yaqub and Yaqub-il, have -il, have form and mform and meaning simeaning similar to nailar to names in themes in themes in the Bible.the Bible. The name  The name of a semi-of a semi-nomadic grnomadic group known oup known as the as the DUMU.MESÁDUMU.MESÁ  ia-mi-naia-mi-naia-mi-naia-mi-na has provi has provided intereded interesting posssting possibilities.ibilities. If read a If read as East Sems East Semitic, itic, maœriä yammaœriä yammaœriä yamina,yamina, the name  the name seems lessseems less significa significant than ifnt than if read as W read as West Semitiest Semitic, c, beneî yamibeneî yambeneî yamina.yamina. The homop The homophony with hony with the Hebrewthe Hebrew name Benj name Benjamin is obamin is obvious.vious.vious.

A second point of similarity is in personal names and vocabulary. Names in 
Mari, such as Sumu}il and Yaqub-il, have form and meaning similar to names in 
the Bible. The name of a semi-nomadic group known as the DUMU.MESÁ 
ia-mi-na has provided interesting possibilities. If read as East Semitic, maœriä 
yamina, the name seems less significant than if read as West Semitic, beneî 
yamina. The homophony with the Hebrew name Benjamin is obvious.

�A further A further point of cpoint of connection onnection is the bibis the biblical preslical presentation oentation of the patrf the patriarchs as iarchs as having a fhhaving a fhaving a familial coamilial connection wnnection with the peith the people of thople of this region.is region. In Gen. 2 In Gen. 24, when Ab4, when Abraham sentrahAbAbraham seAbraham sent his sernt his servant to obvant to obtain a wiftain a wife for Isaae for Isaac, he sentc, he sent him to th him to the land whee land where his famrewhewhere his where his family dwefamily dwelt, to Aralt, to Aram-naharaimm-naharaim and the c and the city of Nahity of Nahor. This ror. This recollectioecollection, added tn,recollectiorecollectirecollection, added on, added to the simto the similarity ofilarity of names and names and vocabular vocabulary, is consy, is considered by idered by some as evsomsome as evsome as evidence of idence of a genetic a genetic connectionconnection between t between the people he people of ancientof ancient Israel an Israel and Mari.danand Mari.and Mari.and Mari.

A further point of connection is the biblical presentation of the patriarchs as 
having a familial connection with the people of this region. In Gen. 24, when 
Abraham sent his servant to obtain a wife for Isaac, he sent him to the land 
where his family dwelt, to Aram-naharaim and the city of Nahor. This 
recollection, added to the similarity of names and vocabulary, is considered by 
some as evidence of a genetic connection between the people of ancient Israel 
and Mari.

�Other schoOther scholars, howelars, however, offerver, offer different different explanati explanations for thons for these phenomese phenomena. Sinceena. Sena. Since the Since the rulers andrulers and much of t much of the populathe population of ancion of ancient Mari ient Mari were Amoriwere Amorites, a peotes, a people of Wesppeopeople of people of West SemitWest Semitic origin,ic origin, the lingu the linguistic simiistic similarities blarities between Maretween Mari and the i and the Bible may BibleBible may Bible may be attribube attributed to theted to their use of ir use of languages languages from the sfrom the same languaame language family.ge family. Furthermo Fu FurthermorFurthermore, since le, since language ananguage and culture d culture may be conmay be considered insidered inextricablyextricably bound tog bound tog bound together, together, it is onlyit is only natural t natural that we shohat we should find suld find similaritieimilarities between s between cultures ucultures using relatsing resing related larelated languages. Tnguages. The common he common opinion isopinion is that the  that the culture ofculture of Mari and  Mari and that of ththat of the Bible are Be Bible are Bible are both part both part of the larof the larger group ger group of Westernof Western Semites i Semites in ancient n ancient West Asia West Asia and thus hanand thus hand thus hold in comold in common certaimon certain terms ann terms and usages, d usages, even in soeven in some cases sme cases similaritieimilarities of custos similaritiesimilaritisimilarities of custes of custom and culom and cultural practural practice. Withtice. Without physicout physical evidencal evidence which die which directly conrecdidirectly cdirectly connects thonnects the two culte two cultures, the ures, the most the lmost the linguistic inguistic argument cargument can show isan show is that the  th that the tthat the two are prowo are products of aducts of a common cu common cultural milltural milieu.ieu.ieu.

Other scholars, however, offer different explanations for these phenomena. 
Since the rulers and much of the population of ancient Mari were Amorites, a 
people of West Semitic origin, the linguistic similarities between Mari and the 
Bible may be attributed to their use of languages from the same language family. 
Furthermore, since language and culture may be considered inextricably bound 
together, it is only natural that we should find similarities between cultures using 



related languages. The common opinion is that the culture of Mari and that of the 
Bible are both part of the larger group of Western Semites in ancient West Asia 
and thus hold in common certain terms and usages, even in some cases 
similarities of custom and cultural practice. Without physical evidence which 
directly connects the two cultures, the most the linguistic argument can show is 
that the two are products of a common cultural milieu.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy.  Archives  Archives royales deroyales de Mari,  Mari, 1–27 (Pari1–27 (Paris, 1946–93s, 1946–93); A. Mala); A. Malamat, “Propmat, “mat, “Prophecy “Prophecy at Mari,” at Mari,” in in The Place The Place Is Too SmaIs Too Small for Us,ll for Us, ed. R. P. ed. R. P. Gordon (W Gordon (Winona Lakeinona Lakeinona Lake, 1995Lake, 1995), 50–73; ), 50–73; G. D. YounG. D. Young, ed., g, ed., Mari in ReMari in Retrospecttrospect (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1992)ake, 1992)...

Bibliography.  Archives royales de Mari, 1–27 (Paris, 1946–93); A. Malamat, 
“Prophecy at Mari,” in The Place Is Too Small for Us, ed. R. P. Gordon (Winona 
Lake, 1995), 50–73; G. D. Young, ed., Mari in Retrospect (Winona Lake, 1992).
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MARIAMMEMARIAMME (Gk.  (Gk. MariaémmeäMariaémmeä) ) (also MARI(also MARIAMNE)AMNE)AMNE)

MARIAMME (Gk. Mariaémmeä) 
(also MARIAMNE)

�SeeSee  HEROD (FAMHEROD (FAMILY)ILY)..

See HEROD (FAMILY).

MARISAMARISA (Gk.  (Gk. MarisaMarisa)))

MARISA (Gk. Marisa)

�SeeSee  MARESHAH (MARESHAH (PLACE)PLACE)..

See MARESHAH (PLACE).

MARKMARKMARK

MARK

A goal or A goal or target. Patarget. Paul set hisul set his aim on a  aim on a lofty “marlofty “mark” (Gk. k” (Gk. skopoœsskopoœs), a futur), a future goal to e goal te goal to be attato be attained (Philined (Phil. 3:14; cf. 3:14; cf. the cogn. the cognate verb iate verb in v. 17; Rn v. 17; Rom. 16:17)om. 16:17). Jonathan. Jonathan (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sa (1 Sam. 20:20Sam. 20:20) devised ) devised a plan wita plan with David thh David that involveat involved his shood his shooting arrowting arrows at a pres at a prearranged tarrpreprearrangeprearranged target (d target (Heb. Heb. mat�t�aœramat�t�aœra®®). Job fel). Job felt as if het as if he were the  were the target of target of God’s archGoGod’s archGod’s archers (Job 1ers (Job 16:12; cf. 6:12; cf. Lam. 3:12)Lam. 3:12)...

A goal or target. Paul set his aim on a lofty “mark” (Gk. skopoœs), a future goal 
to be attained (Phil. 3:14; cf. the cognate verb in v. 17; Rom. 16:17). Jonathan (1 
Sam. 20:20) devised a plan with David that involved his shooting arrows at a 
prearranged target (Heb. mat�t�aœra® ). Job felt as if he were the target of 
God’s archers (Job 16:12; cf. Lam. 3:12).

�More frequMore frequently the ently the term desigterm designates somenates some sort of d sort of deliberate eliberate body markibody marking, such ang, sung, such as a such as a scar, tattscar, tattoo, or braoo, or brand, that mnd, that makes the bakes the bearer readearer readily identiily identifiable. Thfiable. The “mark (He “mae “mark (Heb“mark (Heb. . }o®t�}o®t�) of Cain”) of Cain” (Gen. 4:1 (Gen. 4:15), probab5), probably a brandly a brand or tattoo or tattoo, served a, served as a specias a s a special a special sign to prsign to protect him otect him from a venfrom a vengeful deatgeful death. Circumch. Circumcision is tision is the distinche distinctive physitive distincdistinctivdistinctive physicale physical mark of J mark of Jewish maleewish males; indeed,s; indeed, it is a “ it is a “sign sign (}o®t�)(}o®t�) of the co of the covenant” (Gvencocovenant” covenant” (Gen. 17:1(Gen. 17:11). Body m1). Body markings inarkings in the form  the form of tattoosof tattoos  (qa{a�qa{)(qa{a�qa{) are expli are exp are explicitlyexplicitly forbidden forbidden to the Is to the Israelites (raelites (Lev. 19:28Lev. 19:28), as are ), as are other formother forms of bodils of bodily disfigury disfigy disfiguratdisfiguration (21:5;ion (21:5; Deut. 14: Deut. 14:1). In Eze1). In Ezekiel’s acckiel’s account of hiount of his vision, s vision, the ones wthe ones who grievedho grieho grieved ovgrieved over the idoer the idolatry in tlatry in the temple he temple were markewere marked on the fd on the forehead wiorehead with the Hebth the Hebth the Hebrew letHebrew letter ter tawtaw so that t so that they would hey would be passed be passed over and sover and spared by tpared by the executihe executioners (Ezeonexecutiexecutioneexecutioners (Ezek. rs (Ezek. 9:1-6; cf.9:1-6; cf. Exod. 12: Exod. 12:13). The “13). The “mark (Gk. mark (Gk. chaéragmachaéragma) of the b) of the beast” — thebbeast” — tbeast” — the number he number 666, thoug666, thought to be tht to be the numerolhe numerological equogical equivalent ofivalent of Nero’s na Nero’s n Nero’s name — autname — authorizes ithorizes its bearers s bearers to conductto conduct business  business (Rev. 13:1(Rev. 13:14-18); how4-18); however it alever it also marks tsalalso marksalso marks those who those who submit to submit to the beast the beast for certa for certain destrucin destruction (14:9tion (14:9–11). “The–11). “The marks  “The“The marks“The marks  (stiígmata(stiígmata)) of Jesus” of Jesus” Paul bore Paul bore on his bo on his body (Gal. 6dy (Gal. 6:17) were :17) were probably nprobablprobably nprobably not the scaot the scars resultirs resulting from Jeng from Jesus’ crucisus’ crucifixion, bufixion, but were mort were more likely se likely scars that carssscars thatscars that remained  remained from the mfrom the many beatinany beatings he suffgs he suffered durinered during his missg his mission work (ion work (2 Cor. 11:2((2 Cor. 11(2 Cor. 11:23-27; cf:23-27; cf. Acts 14:. Acts 14:19).19).19).

More frequently the term designates some sort of deliberate body marking, 
such as a scar, tattoo, or brand, that makes the bearer readily identifiable. The 
“mark (Heb. }o®t� ) of Cain” (Gen. 4:15), probably a brand or tattoo, served as 
a special sign to protect him from a vengeful death. Circumcision is the 
distinctive physical mark of Jewish males; indeed, it is a “sign (}o®t�)  of the 
covenant” (Gen. 17:11). Body markings in the form of tattoos (qa{a�qa{)  are 
explicitly forbidden to the Israelites (Lev. 19:28), as are other forms of bodily 
disfiguration (21:5; Deut. 14:1). In Ezekiel’s account of his vision, the ones who 
grieved over the idolatry in the temple were marked on the forehead with the 
Hebrew letter taw so that they would be passed over and spared by the 
executioners (Ezek. 9:1-6; cf. Exod. 12:13). The “mark (Gk. chaéragma) of the 
beast” — the number 666, thought to be the numerological equivalent of Nero’s 
name — authorizes its bearers to conduct business (Rev. 13:14-18); however it 
also marks those who submit to the beast for certain destruction (14:9–11). 
“The marks (stiígmata) of Jesus” Paul bore on his body (Gal. 6:17) were 



probably not the scars resulting from Jesus’ crucifixion, but were more likely 
scars that remained from the many beatings he suffered during his mission work 
(2 Cor. 11:23-27; cf. Acts 14:19).
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The shorteThe shortest of the st of the canonical canonical Gospels. MGospels. Mark gainedark gained prominenc prominence in late e in late 19th- and 19th- and 20th-centu220th-centu20th-century scholarry scholarship partlship partly because y because of the conof the consensus thasensus that it was tt it was the first whe first written Gosrittwwritten Gowritten Gospel. Befospel. Before the 19tre the 19th century h century Mark suffeMark suffered from bred from benign neglenign neglect becausect becausect because albecause almost all omost all of its storf its stories are coies are contained inntained in Matthew a Matthew and/or Lukend/or Luke, who have, who have a great d a a great dea great deal of otheal of other useful mr useful material beaterial besides; thesides; the reigning  reigning view, firsview, first formulatt formulated by Augued by Aed by Augustine,Augustine, was that  was that Mark was aMark was an abbrevian abbreviation of ontion of one or both e or both of the othof the other Synoptier Synoptics. In thecSynoptiSynoptics.Synoptics. In the se In the second half cond half of the 19tof the 19th century,h century, however,  however, Markan priMarkan priority becaority became the crimbecabecame thebecame the critical  critical orthodoxy,orthodoxy, a positio a position it has rn it has retained toetained to the prese the present day, dent day, despite occaspitdedespite ocdespite occasional ccasional challenges.hallenges.

The shortest of the canonical Gospels. Mark gained prominence in late 19th- and 
20th-century scholarship partly because of the consensus that it was the first 
written Gospel. Before the 19th century Mark suffered from benign neglect 
because almost all of its stories are contained in Matthew and/or Luke, who have 
a great deal of other useful material besides; the reigning view, first formulated by 
Augustine, was that Mark was an abbreviation of one or both of the other 
Synoptics. In the second half of the 19th century, however, Markan priority 
became the critical orthodoxy, a position it has retained to the present day, 
despite occasional challenges.

�Convinced Convinced that Mark that Mark was the fiwas the first Gospelrst Gospel, late 19t, late 19th-century h-century scholarshischolarship seized op seizep seized on seized on it as the it as the starting-pstarting-point for roint for reconstructeconstruction of theion of the historica historical Jesus, bl Jesus, but this aput this ut this approthis approach sufferach suffered two seved two severe blows ere blows at the begat the beginning of inning of the 20th cthe 20th century. Inentury. In 1901 Will 19 1901 Willi1901 William Wrede aam Wrede argued strorgued strongly that ngly that the so-calthe so-called “messiled “messianic secreanic secret motif,” t motif,” according aaccording according to which tto which the Markan he Markan Jesus hideJesus hides his idens his identity by sitity by silencing delencing demons, discmons, disciples, andipldiscdisciples,disciples, and peopl and people whom he e whom he has healedhas healed (e.g., Ma (e.g., Mark 1:25, 3rk 1:25, 34, 44; 3:14, 44; 3:12; 5:43; 82; 5:43; 8:30; 9:9),:30; 88:30; 9:9)8:30; 9:9), was not , was not primarily primarily a reflectia reflection of the on of the practice opractice of the histf the historical Jesorical Jesus but a cus but aus but a creationa creation of the ea of the early Churchrly Church, which wa, which was trying ts trying to explain o explain why Jesus’why Jesus’ messiahsh messiahship was unkip messiahshmessiahshimessiahship was unknp was unknown in hisown in his own day.  own day. Although tAlthough this partichis particular solutular solution to theion to the “messiani “ “messianic“messianic secret” p secret” problem hasroblem has been chal been challenged in lenged in recent schrecent scholarship, olarship, most critimost critics would acs criticritics wocritics would agree uld agree that the mthat the motif does otif does to a consito a considerable exderable extent expretent express the thess the theology of tolothetheology otheology of the Churf the Church rather ch rather than a custhan a custom of Jestom of Jesus. In 191us. In 1919 Karl Lud9 Karl Ludwig Schmidwig Schmidwig Schmidt fuSchmidt further underther undermined thermined the historici historicity of Markty of Mark by his co by his contention tntention that the lihat the links betweenkslilinks betwlinks between the ineen the individual Mdividual Markan passarkan passages are lages are largely theargely the invention invention of the Ev of the Evangelist hangEvEvangelistEvangelist himself,  himself, who strungwho strung together  together individualindividual oral trad oral traditions; Maitions; Mark is not,rk is not, therefore there therefore,therefore, a reliabl a reliable guide toe guide to the chron the chronology of Jology of Jesus’ miniesus’ ministry. Thisstry. This claim, to claim, too, has beeo, haso, has been whas been widely acceidely accepted.pted.pted.

Convinced that Mark was the first Gospel, late 19th-century scholarship 
seized on it as the starting-point for reconstruction of the historical Jesus, but 
this approach suffered two severe blows at the beginning of the 20th century. In 
1901 William Wrede argued strongly that the so-called “messianic secret motif,” 
according to which the Markan Jesus hides his identity by silencing demons, 
disciples, and people whom he has healed (e.g., Mark 1:25, 34, 44; 3:12; 5:43; 
8:30; 9:9), was not primarily a reflection of the practice of the historical Jesus but 
a creation of the early Church, which was trying to explain why Jesus’ 
messiahship was unknown in his own day. Although this particular solution to the 
“messianic secret” problem has been challenged in recent scholarship, most 
critics would agree that the motif does to a considerable extent express the 
theology of the Church rather than a custom of Jesus. In 1919 Karl Ludwig 
Schmidt further undermined the historicity of Mark by his contention that the 
links between the individual Markan passages are largely the invention of the 
Evangelist himself, who strung together individual oral traditions; Mark is not, 
therefore, a reliable guide to the chronology of Jesus’ ministry. This claim, too, 
has been widely accepted.

�These chalThese challenges to lenges to Markan hisMarkan historicity, toricity, however, dhowever, did not dimid not diminish inteinish interest in threst in trest in the Gospelthe Gospel, especial, especially after Wly after World War Iorld War II and the I and the advent of advent of redaction redaction criticism,criticism, which emp wh which emphwhich emphasized theasized the theologic theological concernal concerns of the Es of the Evangelistsvangelists. These co. These concerns werncerns werncerns were analywere analyzed by seezed by seeing how eaing how each Evangelch Evangelist editedist edited his sourc his sources, an anaes, an analysis whiclysis which is more h ih is more diis more difficult infficult in Mark’s ca Mark’s case than inse than in those of  those of Matthew anMatthew and Luke, sid Luke, since the sonce the sources haveurcesosources hasources have to be rve to be reconstructeconstructed entireled entirely from they from the Gospel it Gospel itself. Receself. Recent years hnt years have seen iavhhave seen have seen increasingincreasing frustrati frustration with thon with the speculate speculativeness ofiveness of this sour this source reconstce reconstruction anrucreconstreconstrucreconstruction and ttion and the wide vahe wide variance in riance in the resultthe results, includis, including even ding even disagreementsagreement about the ab about the about the basic quesbasic question of whtion of whether the ether the Markan ediMarkan editing was eting was extensive axtensive and creativnd creative or minimecreativcreative ocreative or minimal r minimal and mechanand mechanical. Mostical. Most, however,, however, would agr would agree that Maee that Mark took a rk took ark took a crucial a crucial step by tystep by tying the tring the traditions aaditions about Jesusbout Jesus together  together in a connein a connected storycted story, although, alth, although halthough he may havee may have had a par had a partial precetial precedent in a dent in a narrative narrative about Jesuabout Jesus’ sufferis’ suffering and deang anng and death and death that he inthat he incorporatedcorporated into his  into his Gospel.Gospel.Gospel.

These challenges to Markan historicity, however, did not diminish interest in 
the Gospel, especially after World War II and the advent of redaction criticism, 
which emphasized the theological concerns of the Evangelists. These concerns 
were analyzed by seeing how each Evangelist edited his sources, an analysis which 
is more difficult in Mark’s case than in those of Matthew and Luke, since the 
sources have to be reconstructed entirely from the Gospel itself. Recent years 
have seen increasing frustration with the speculativeness of this source 
reconstruction and the wide variance in the results, including even disagreement 



about the basic question of whether the Markan editing was extensive and 
creative or minimal and mechanical. Most, however, would agree that Mark took 
a crucial step by tying the traditions about Jesus together in a connected story, 
although he may have had a partial precedent in a narrative about Jesus’ suffering 
and death that he incorporated into his Gospel.

�But who waBut who was Mark, whs Mark, who took theo took the fateful s fateful step of writep of writing a Gosting a Gospel? Papiapel? Papias, a bishos, a biss, a bishop of bishop of HierapolisHierapolis in Asia M in Asia Minor in thinor in the first pae first part of the rt of the 2nd centur2nd century who is qy who is quoted by Euoteqquoted by quoted by Eusebius (Eusebius (HEHE 3.39.15), 3.39.15), identifie identifies Mark as s Mark as “Peter’s i“Peter’s interpreternterpreter”; accordi”; according to Papinaccordiaccording according to Papias,to Papias, Mark was  Mark was not himselnot himself an eyewif an eyewitness of Jtness of Jesus but aesus but a later Chr later Christian whoistChrChristian Christian who made awho made an arrangemn arrangement of theent of the Lord’s or Lord’s oracles on tacles on the basis ohe basis of Peter’s f Peter’s preaching,ppreaching,preaching, presumabl presumably in Rome y in Rome after Peteafter Peter’s death.r’s death. It is log It is logical to asical to assume that sume that Papias thiPapiaPapias thiPapias thinks this “nks this “Mark” is tMark” is the only pehe only person of thrson of that name knat name known from town from the NT, thehe NT, the “John Mar thethe “John the “John Mark” alluMark” alluded to in ded to in Acts (12:1Acts (12:12, 25; 15:2, 25; 15:36–41) and36–41) and the Pauli the Pauline correspne correspondence (Poncorrespcorrespondcorrespondence (Phlmence (Phlm. 24; Col.. 24; Col. 4:10; 2 T 4:10; 2 Tim. 4:11),im. 4:11), a cousin  a cousin of Barnabaof Barnabas and comps and companion of Bacompcompanion companion of Barnabaof Barnabas and Pauls and Paul on their  on their missionarymissionary journeys. journeys.

But who was Mark, who took the fateful step of writing a Gospel? Papias, a 
bishop of Hierapolis in Asia Minor in the first part of the 2nd century who is 
quoted by Eusebius (HE 3.39.15), identifies Mark as “Peter’s interpreter”; 
according to Papias, Mark was not himself an eyewitness of Jesus but a later 
Christian who made an arrangement of the Lord’s oracles on the basis of Peter’s 
preaching, presumably in Rome after Peter’s death. It is logical to assume that 
Papias thinks this “Mark” is the only person of that name known from the NT, 
the “John Mark” alluded to in Acts (12:12, 25; 15:36–41) and the Pauline 
correspondence (Phlm. 24; Col. 4:10; 2 Tim. 4:11), a cousin of Barnabas and 
companion of Barnabas and Paul on their missionary journeys.

�Many scholMany scholars, howevars, however, are sker, are skeptical abeptical about Papiasout Papias’ testimon’ testimony. Its maiy. Its main point, tn point, n point, thepoint, the connectio connection of Mark n of Mark with Peterwith Peter, has come, has come under cri under critical attatical attack, since ck, since there doesthethere doesthere does not seem  not seem to be anytto be anything partihing particularly Pecularly Petrine aboutrine about Mark; ift Mark; if any Gospe any Gospel concentrl GospeGospel conGospel concentrates centrates especiallyespecially on Peter  on Peter it is Mattit is Matthew ratherhew rather than Mark than Mark (cf. Matt (cf. Matt. 16:17-19. 1. 16:17-19; 16:17-19; 17:24-27),17:24-27), and the P and the Petrine conetrine connection conection could be an uld be an attempt toattempt to reconcile reconcile two wings t two wings two wings of the Chuof the Church by linrch by linking with king with Peter a knPeter a known associown associate of Pauate of Paul. Whetherl. Whetherl. Whether orWhether or not the a not the author was uthor was the John Mthe John Mark of Actark of Acts is also s is also disputed. disputed. On the oneOn the onOn the one hand, one hand, some 2nd-csome 2nd-century Chuentury Church leaderrch leaders were ints were interested inerested in linking t linking the canoniche canoniche canonical canonical Gospels wiGospels with known Nth known NT figures T figures such as Josuch as John Mark inhn Mark in order to  order to refute therefute therefute the claimsthe claims of the Gn of the Gnostics forostics for their own their own gospels,  gospels, and Papiasand Papias’ testimon’ testimony reveals y reveals this sort thisthis sort this sort of apologeof apologetic bias, tic bias, which mighwhich might cast dout cast doubt on its bt on its reliabilitreliability. There ay. There are in the re in thre in the Gospelthe Gospel, moreover, moreover, apparent, apparent mistakes  mistakes about Paleabout Palestinian gestinian geography (eography (e.g., 7:31).g., 7:31) and Jewis a and Jewishand Jewish customs ( customs (e.g., v. 3e.g., v. 3) which so) which some think dme think disqualify isqualify the authorthe author from bein from being John Marg Jog John Mark,John Mark, a Jewish  a Jewish native of native of Jerusalem.Jerusalem. On the ot On the other hand, her hand, John Mark John Mark does not cdoes not cut a partiuccut a partcut a particularly cicularly creditable reditable figure in figure in Acts (cf. Acts (cf. esp. Acts esp. Acts 13:13; 15:13:13; 15:36-41); if36-41); if a totally a totally a totally fitotally fictional lictional link were benk were being createing created with an d with an early Churearly Church figure,ch figure, one might one might think tha thin think thatthink that a more su a more suitable canitable candidate coudidate could have beld have been found. en found. GeographicGeographical ignoranal ignorance, moreovcignoranignorance,ignorance, moreover, moreover, even abou even about one’s owt one’s own country,n country, was even  was even more commomore common in antiqn in an in antiquity antiquity than it isthan it is today, so today, so that Mark that Mark’s apparen’s apparent mistakest mistakes do not ne do not necessarily cessarily mean that meanmean that mean that he is a fohe is a foreigner; areigner; and it is and it is also possiblso possible that 7:le that 7:31 is inte31 is intentionally ntionally describingdescribidescribingdescribing a geograp a geographically unhically unrealistic realistic but theolobut theologically sigically significant gnificant tour of getour of gentile regintile rentile regions. Tregions. The exaggerhe exaggerated stateated statement in 7:ment in 7:3 that not3 that not just the  just the Pharisees Pharisees but “all tbut “all the Jews” whe Jehe Jews” washJews” wash their han their hands before ds before eating is eating is paralleledparalleled in Ep. Ar in Ep. Arist. 305, ist. 305, which is uwhich is unquestionanquesuunquestionunquestionably by a ably by a Jewish autJewish author. The mhor. The most reasonost reasonable verdiable verdict on the ct on the theory thatheory that the authtthathat the athat the author of tuthor of the Gospel he Gospel is John Mais John Mark, then, rk, then, is “not pris “not proven” — buoven” — but not dispt not disproved eithrodispdisproved disproved either.either.either.

Many scholars, however, are skeptical about Papias’ testimony. Its main 
point, the connection of Mark with Peter, has come under critical attack, since 
there does not seem to be anything particularly Petrine about Mark; if any 
Gospel concentrates especially on Peter it is Matthew rather than Mark (cf. Matt. 
16:17-19; 17:24-27), and the Petrine connection could be an attempt to reconcile 
two wings of the Church by linking with Peter a known associate of Paul. 
Whether or not the author was the John Mark of Acts is also disputed. On the 
one hand, some 2nd-century Church leaders were interested in linking the 
canonical Gospels with known NT figures such as John Mark in order to refute 
the claims of the Gnostics for their own gospels, and Papias’ testimony reveals 
this sort of apologetic bias, which might cast doubt on its reliability. There are in 
the Gospel, moreover, apparent mistakes about Palestinian geography (e.g., 7:31) 
and Jewish customs (e.g., v. 3) which some think disqualify the author from being 
John Mark, a Jewish native of Jerusalem. On the other hand, John Mark does not 
cut a particularly creditable figure in Acts (cf. esp. Acts 13:13; 15:36-41); if a 
totally fictional link were being created with an early Church figure, one might 
think that a more suitable candidate could have been found. Geographical 
ignorance, moreover, even about one’s own country, was even more common in 
antiquity than it is today, so that Mark’s apparent mistakes do not necessarily 
mean that he is a foreigner; and it is also possible that 7:31 is intentionally 
describing a geographically unrealistic but theologically significant tour of gentile 
regions. The exaggerated statement in 7:3 that not just the Pharisees but “all the 
Jews” wash their hands before eating is paralleled in Ep. Arist. 305, which is 
unquestionably by a Jewish author. The most reasonable verdict on the theory 
that the author of the Gospel is John Mark, then, is “not proven” — but not 



disproved either.

�Papias’ imPapias’ implication plication that the Gthat the Gospel was ospel was written inwritten in Rome has  Rome has won a morewon a more sympathet sym sympathetisympathetic hearing.c hearing. The Marka The Markan Jesus lan Jesus lays great sys great stress on ttress on the necessihe necessity of suffty of suffering for erinsuffsuffering suffering for the safor the sake of the ke of the good news,good news, and he pr and he prophesies tophesies that his fohat his followers willowers will undergoll ull undergo unundergo unparalleledparalleled persecuti persecution (e.g., on (e.g., 8:34; 10:38:34; 10:30; 13:9–130; 13:9–13, 19–20). , 19–20). Most scholMost scholars believarsscholscholars bscholars believe thaelieve that to some t to some extent theextent these warningse warnings and the s and the Gospel’s cGospel’s concentrationcentration on Jesuoconcentraticoncentratconcentration on Jesion on Jesus’ sufferus’ suffering and deing and death reflecath reflect the situt the situation of Mation of Mark and ofark and of the commu the the communthe community for whity for which he wriich he writes. For stes. For some, this ome, this situation situation lies in thlies in the best-knoe best-known 1st-cenwnbest-knobest-knownbest-known 1st-centu 1st-century persecury persecution of Chtion of Christians, ristians, that instithat instigated by tgated by the Emperorhe Emperor Nero agai N Nero againNero against Roman fst Roman followers oollowers of Jesus inf Jesus in 64  64 C.E.C.E. Others, h Others, however, reowever, relate the plate the persecutionersppersecutiopersecution envisagen envisaged to that d to that which, it which, it is claimedis claimed, engulfed, engulfed Christian Christians as a ress as a result of theult ofult of the warof the war of Palest of Palestinian Jewsinian Jews against t against the Romans he Romans in 66–73. in 66–73. There is nThere is no direct eo direct evidence fovideevidence fevidence for such a or such a persecutiopersecution, but Marn, but Mark seems tok seems to know of o know of or to foresr to foresee the Romee the Roee the Roman destRoman destruction ofruction of the templ the temple in 70 e in 70 C.E.C.E. (13:1–2), (13:1–2), and the r and the references eferences to “wars ato “wars ato “wars and rumorsand rumors of war,”  of war,” “false mes“false messiahs and siahs and false propfalse prophets,” andhets,” and the “deso the “desolating saclating sacrilege” (1rilesacsacrilege”sacrilege” (13:7, 14 (13:7, 14, 22) can , 22) can all be relall be related to ocated to occurrences currences during theduring the revolt. S revolt. Some of thoome oome of those wof those who emphasiho emphasize the bacze the background inkground in the Jewis the Jewish War plach War place Mark cloe Mark close to Palese to Pase to Palestine,Palestine, either in either in Galilee o Galilee or, more frr, more frequently, equently, in Syria; in Syria; such a locsuch a location, howation, however, is never, iever, is not absis not absolutely neolutely necessary, scessary, since the wince the war was welar was well known thl known throughout troughout the empire.he empire. There is  empire.empire. Thempire. There is no ere is no consensus consensus on the isson the issue of provue of provenance, buenance, but most wout most would locate ld locate ld locate thelocate the compositi composition of the on of the Gospel in Gospel in temporal ptemporal proximity troximity to the Jewio the Jewish War.sh War.sh War.

Papias’ implication that the Gospel was written in Rome has won a more 
sympathetic hearing. The Markan Jesus lays great stress on the necessity of 
suffering for the sake of the good news, and he prophesies that his followers will 
undergo unparalleled persecution (e.g., 8:34; 10:30; 13:9–13, 19–20). Most 
scholars believe that to some extent these warnings and the Gospel’s 
concentration on Jesus’ suffering and death reflect the situation of Mark and of 
the community for which he writes. For some, this situation lies in the 
best-known 1st-century persecution of Christians, that instigated by the Emperor 
Nero against Roman followers of Jesus in 64 C.E. Others, however, relate the 
persecution envisaged to that which, it is claimed, engulfed Christians as a result 
of the war of Palestinian Jews against the Romans in 66–73. There is no direct 
evidence for such a persecution, but Mark seems to know of or to foresee the 
Roman destruction of the temple in 70 C.E. (13:1–2), and the references to “wars 
and rumors of war,” “false messiahs and false prophets,” and the “desolating 
sacrilege” (13:7, 14, 22) can all be related to occurrences during the revolt. Some 
of those who emphasize the background in the Jewish War place Mark close to 
Palestine, either in Galilee or, more frequently, in Syria; such a location, however, 
is not absolutely necessary, since the war was well known throughout the 
empire. There is no consensus on the issue of provenance, but most would 
locate the composition of the Gospel in temporal proximity to the Jewish War.

�What is clWhat is clearer is tearer is that the Gohat the Gospel is adspel is addressed todressed to a group t a group that is prehat is predominantlydominanprepredominanpredominantly non-Jetly non-Jewish (7:3)wish (7:3), going th, going through interough intense suffernse suffering (13:9–ing (13:9–23), and n23), and needing to eenneeding toneeding to be streng be strengthened in thened in its faith.its faith. The frequ The frequent obtuseent obtuseness of thness of the Markan de Markan disciples, iscddisciples,disciples, which is  which is a strikinga striking feature o feature of the Gospf the Gospel (e.g., el (e.g., 4:13; 6:524:13; 6:52; 7:18; 8:; 7:18; 8:14–21), ma14–21), m14–21), may point may point to misundeto misunderstandingsrstandings of the fa of the faith that with that were widespere widespread withiread within Mark’s cn Mark’s community. occommunity.community. In the 19 In the 1960s and 1960s and 1970s some s70s some scholars thcholars theorized theorized that these mat these misunderstaisunderstmmisunderstmisunderstandings weandings were relatedre related to the vi to the view that Jeew that Jesus was a sus was a “divine ma“divine man,” a typen,” a type of Hellen o of Helleniof Hellenistic miracstic miracle worker le worker with whom with whom believers believers were suppowere supposed to be sed to be united in united in united in glory. in glory. Mark, accoMark, according to trding to this theoryhis theory, opposed , opposed the theolothe theology of glorgy of glory, which hy, which he associate ae associatedassociated with Pete with Peter, the Twer, the Twelve, and tlve, and the Jerusalhe Jerusalem church,em church, by means  by means of his ownof his own theology  ownown theoloown theology of the gy of the Cross. He Cross. He did this bdid this by discrediy discrediting the dting the disciples aisciples and their mnd their miracle-basiracmmiracle-bamiracle-based faith,sed faith, emphasizi emphasizing crucifing crucifixion over xion over resurrectiresurrection, and reon, and relativizinglativizing the messi the m the messianic messianic title of etitle of exaltation,xaltation, “Son of G “Son of God,” in faod,” in favor of a tvor of a title associtle associated withiated with suffering sufferi suffering,suffering, “Son of M “Son of Man” (e.g.,an” (e.g., 14:61–62) 14:61–62). This int. This interpretatioerpretation, howevern, however, has been, has been attacked  att attacked fattacked from a numbrom a number of sideer of sides. There ss. There seems to haeems to have been nove been no fixed con fixed concept of “tcept of “cept of “the divin“the divine man” in e man” in antiquity.antiquity. It would, It would, moreover, moreover, be odd th be odd that Mark prat Mark presents Jesesents Jesus’ miraclusJesJesus’ mirJesus’ miracles in sacles in such numberuch numbers and detas and detail in the il in the first halffirst half of the Go of the Gospel, or tspel, or that he plahat hehat he places he places the acclamthe acclamation of Jation of Jesus as “Sesus as “Son of God”on of God” at key po at key points in thints in the narrative narrative (1:11; 9e (1e (1:11; 9:7(1:11; 9:7; 15:39), ; 15:39), if he thouif he thought that mght that miracles aniracles and the “Sond the “Son of God” t of God” title were itle were basically basicbasically basically misleadingmisleading...

What is clearer is that the Gospel is addressed to a group that is 
predominantly non-Jewish (7:3), going through intense suffering (13:9–23), and 
needing to be strengthened in its faith. The frequent obtuseness of the Markan 
disciples, which is a striking feature of the Gospel (e.g., 4:13; 6:52; 7:18; 8:14–21), 
may point to misunderstandings of the faith that were widespread within Mark’s 
community. In the 1960s and 1970s some scholars theorized that these 
misunderstandings were related to the view that Jesus was a “divine man,” a type 
of Hellenistic miracle worker with whom believers were supposed to be united 
in glory. Mark, according to this theory, opposed the theology of glory, which he 
associated with Peter, the Twelve, and the Jerusalem church, by means of his 
own theology of the Cross. He did this by discrediting the disciples and their 
miracle-based faith, emphasizing crucifixion over resurrection, and relativizing the 
messianic title of exaltation, “Son of God,” in favor of a title associated with 
suffering, “Son of Man” (e.g., 14:61–62). This interpretation, however, has been 
attacked from a number of sides. There seems to have been no fixed concept of 
“the divine man” in antiquity. It would, moreover, be odd that Mark presents 
Jesus’ miracles in such numbers and detail in the first half of the Gospel, or that 
he places the acclamation of Jesus as “Son of God” at key points in the narrative 
(1:11; 9:7; 15:39), if he thought that miracles and the “Son of God” title were 



basically misleading.

�Rather thaRather than chasing n chasing chimericalchimerical “divine m “divine men,” it isen,” it is probably  probably more illummore illuminating toinating tinating to compareto compare Mark with Mark with ancient J ancient Jewish apocewish apocalyptic woalyptic works such arks such as Daniel os Daniel or some of r some or some of the Qumof the Qumran scrollran scrolls. Such aps. Such apocalyptic ocalyptic works ofteworks often arose oun arose out of situat of situations of ptions of persecutionerppersecutiopersecution and suffn and suffering simiering similar to thalar to that which Mat which Mark and hisrk and his community community seem to b seem to b seem to be experiebe experiencing. Aponcing. Apocalypticiscalypticists believets believed that thed that they were livy were living in theing in the end time, end time, and that  and and that tand that the very inhe very intensity oftensity of the suffe the suffering all aring all around themround them was a sig was a sign that Godn that God was about was was about was about to interveto intervene decisivne decisively on theely on the side of t side of the righteohe righteous (cf. Daus (cf. Dan. 12:1). n. 12:1). These beliThesThese beliThese beliefs are stefs are strongly parrongly paralleled inalleled in Mark 13 a Mark 13 and elsewhend elsewhere in the re in the Gospel (e.Gospel (e.g., 9:1), g., (e.(e.g., 9:1(e.g., 9:1), althoug), although some exeh some exegetes havegetes have attempted attempted to evade  to evade this conclthis conclusion by tusion by taking out akittaking outtaking out of contex of context Jesus’ st Jesus’ statement ttatement that, when hat, when the apocalthe apocalyptic woesyptic woes begin, th begin, the end wille ee end will nend will not yet havot yet have come (13e come (13:7). Like :7). Like Mark, apocMark, apocalyptic thalyptic thinkers belinkers believed thatieved that God had r Go God had reGod had revealed to vealed to the elect the elect community community “the myste“the mystery of the ry of the kingdom ofkingdom of God” whic God” w God” which he hwhich he had concealad concealed from oued from outsiders (etsiders (e.g., CD 2:.g., CD 2:12–13; cf.12–13; cf. Mark 4:10 Mark 4:10-12). In t-12). In the short thetthe short the short time of trtime of trial remainial remaining beforeing before the end,  the end, however, Showever, Satan couldatan could blind eve blind even the elecn tn the elect the elect (cf. 1QS 3(cf. 1QS 3:22–23), a:22–23), as seems tos seems to happen at happen at various p various points to toints to the Markan he Markan disciples;didisciples;disciples; but apoca but apocalypticistslypticists also shar also shared Mark’s ed Mark’s belief thabelief that those wht those who endured o endured to the endto tto the end wothe end would be savuld be saved (cf. Daed (cf. Dan. 12:12).n. 12:12). The Marka The Markan twist isn twist is to portra to portray a Messiay a Messiah who himsh MessiaMessiah whMessiah who himself o himself seems to fseems to fall under all under the power the power of apocalyof apocalyptic darknptic darkness and deess and deess and death, yetdeath, yet to insist to insist that God  that God has won thhas won the decisivee decisive eschatolo eschatological battgical battle againstle against the force the  the forcesthe forces of evil a of evil and inaugurnd inaugurated the nated the new age of ew age of light by mlight by means of theans of this very ecis very eclipse of mlipseececlipse ofeclipse of messianic messianic power (Ma power (Mark 15:33-3rk 15:33-39).9).9).

Rather than chasing chimerical “divine men,” it is probably more illuminating 
to compare Mark with ancient Jewish apocalyptic works such as Daniel or some 
of the Qumran scrolls. Such apocalyptic works often arose out of situations of 
persecution and suffering similar to that which Mark and his community seem to 
be experiencing. Apocalypticists believed that they were living in the end time, 
and that the very intensity of the suffering all around them was a sign that God 
was about to intervene decisively on the side of the righteous (cf. Dan. 12:1). 
These beliefs are strongly paralleled in Mark 13 and elsewhere in the Gospel 
(e.g., 9:1), although some exegetes have attempted to evade this conclusion by 
taking out of context Jesus’ statement that, when the apocalyptic woes begin, the 
end will not yet have come (13:7). Like Mark, apocalyptic thinkers believed that 
God had revealed to the elect community “the mystery of the kingdom of God” 
which he had concealed from outsiders (e.g., CD 2:12–13; cf. Mark 4:10-12). In 
the short time of trial remaining before the end, however, Satan could blind even 
the elect (cf. 1QS 3:22–23), as seems to happen at various points to the Markan 
disciples; but apocalypticists also shared Mark’s belief that those who endured to 
the end would be saved (cf. Dan. 12:12). The Markan twist is to portray a 
Messiah who himself seems to fall under the power of apocalyptic darkness and 
death, yet to insist that God has won the decisive eschatological battle against 
the forces of evil and inaugurated the new age of light by means of this very 
eclipse of messianic power (Mark 15:33-39).

�Despite thDespite the general e general disfavor odisfavor of the “divf the “divine man” aine man” approach, npproach, nearly all early all exegetes wexegetesexegetes wexegetes would agreeould agree with its  with its partisans partisans that the Cthat the Cross is ceross is central to tntral to the Evangelhe Evangelist’s theoist’sEvangelEvangelistEvangelist’s theolog’s theology and thaty and that Martin Kä Martin Kähler’s deshler’s description ocription of the Gospf the Gospels as “paels as “passion narrssio“pa“passion n“passion narratives arratives with extenwith extended introdded introductions” auctions” applies esppplies especially toecially to Mark. Thi Mark. This is partis iss is particuis particularly obvilarly obvious if Marous if Mark deliberak deliberately ends tely ends his Gospelhis Gospel after the after the empty tom empty tomb narrativb nb narrative narrative in 16:8, win 16:8, without desithout describing recribing resurrectionsurrection appearanc appearances — a viees — a view that is w that is defensibledefdefensibledefensible, since th, since the conclusie conclusions that fons that follow 16:8ollow 16:8 in many p in many present-dayresent-day Bibles ar Bibles are clearly e cle clearly seclearly secondary, acondary, and biblicand biblical narrativl narratives often hes often have open eave open endings. Itndings. It cannot be cannot be proven, h pro proven, hoproven, however, sinwever, since the orice the original endiginal ending may havng may have been lose been lost. To be st. To be sure, even ure, even if the Gosifif the Gosif the Gospel does epel does end at 16:8nd at 16:8, Mark see, Mark seems to be ams to be aware of reware of resurrectionsurrection appearanc appearanc appearanceappearances, which as, which are impliedre implied in 14:28  in 14:28 and 16:7; and 16:7; but he holbut he holds back frds back from describom describing them, indescribdescribingdescribing them, per them, perhaps in orhaps in order to putder to put more emph more emphasis on thasis on the Crucifixe Crucifixion as theion as the apocalypt thethe apocalthe apocalyptic turnyptic turning point ing point between thbetween the old age e old age of evil anof evil and the new d the new age of Godage of God’s dominio’sGodGod’s domiGod’s dominion (but nion (but cf. 9:9).cf. 9:9).cf. 9:9).

Despite the general disfavor of the “divine man” approach, nearly all 
exegetes would agree with its partisans that the Cross is central to the 
Evangelist’s theology and that Martin Kähler’s description of the Gospels as 
“passion narratives with extended introductions” applies especially to Mark. This 
is particularly obvious if Mark deliberately ends his Gospel after the empty tomb 
narrative in 16:8, without describing resurrection appearances — a view that is 
defensible, since the conclusions that follow 16:8 in many present-day Bibles are 
clearly secondary, and biblical narratives often have open endings. It cannot be 
proven, however, since the original ending may have been lost. To be sure, even 
if the Gospel does end at 16:8, Mark seems to be aware of resurrection 
appearances, which are implied in 14:28 and 16:7; but he holds back from 
describing them, perhaps in order to put more emphasis on the Crucifixion as 
the apocalyptic turning point between the old age of evil and the new age of 
God’s dominion (but cf. 9:9).

�An ending An ending at 16:8 woat 16:8 would also buld also be compatibe compatible with otle with other enigmaher enigmatic featurtic features of the es of tes of the Gospelthe Gospel, such as , such as Jesus’ seeJesus’ seemingly arbmingly arbitrary excitrary exclusion of lusion of outsiders outsiders from reflefrom reflection (4:1ctioreflereflectionreflection (4:10–12) (4:10–12), his appa, his apparently excrently excessive angessive anger at his er at his disciples disciples (8:14–21),(8:14–21), and the s and t and the strangthe strange tale aboe tale about the youut the young man whong man who ran away  ran away naked (14:naked (14:51–52) — f51–52) — features theatures ffeatures tfeatures that Matthehat Matthew and Lukew and Luke regularly regularly emend or  emend or eliminate,eliminate, and that  and that have led thave led the literarhetthe literathe literary critic ry critic Frank KermFrank Kermode to comode to compare Mark’pare Mark’s riddlings riddling narrative narratives to thoses to those of Kafka. o of Kafka. of Kafka. These enigThese enigmas also hmas also help to expelp to explain the flain the fascinationascination that Mark that Mark holds for holds for some mode som some modersome modern theologin theologians, who fans, who find in theind in the Gospel’s  Gospel’s very gaps,very gaps, incongrui incongruities, and ties, and paradoxes paparadoxes paradoxes a mirror oa mirror of the difff the difficulty of iculty of speaking aspeaking about a trabout a transcendent nscendent God in a bGod in a broken worlrobbroken worbroken world.ld.ld.

An ending at 16:8 would also be compatible with other enigmatic features of 
the Gospel, such as Jesus’ seemingly arbitrary exclusion of outsiders from 
reflection (4:10–12), his apparently excessive anger at his disciples (8:14–21), and 
the strange tale about the young man who ran away naked (14:51–52) — 



features that Matthew and Luke regularly emend or eliminate, and that have led 
the literary critic Frank Kermode to compare Mark’s riddling narratives to those 
of Kafka. These enigmas also help to explain the fascination that Mark holds for 
some modern theologians, who find in the Gospel’s very gaps, incongruities, and 
paradoxes a mirror of the difficulty of speaking about a transcendent God in a 
broken world.

�SeeSee  SYNOPTIC GSYNOPTIC GOSPELS; PAOSPELS; PASSION NARRSSION NARRATIVEATIVE...

See SYNOPTIC GOSPELS; PASSION NARRATIVE.
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MARK, JOHNMARK, JOHN (Gk.  (Gk. IoœaénneäsIoœaénneäs Maérkos Maérkos)))

MARK, JOHN (Gk. Ioœaénneäs Maérkos)

An early JAn early Jewish Chriewish Christian who,stian who, in canoni in canonical literacal literature, is iture, is identified dentified explicitlyexplicitly as a comp as a co as a companion companion of Barnabaof Barnabas and Pauls and Paul, implicit, implicitly as a coly as a companion ofmpanion of Peter, an Peter, and who, in d who, in later tradlatlater tradlater tradition, camition, came to be ree to be regarded as garded as the authorthe author of the Go of the Gospel of Maspel of Mark. The NTrk. The NT provides  NTNT provideNT provides few facts few facts about Jos about John Mark, chn Mark, called by balled by both his Jeoth his Jewish (Gk. wish (Gk. IoœaénneäsIoœaénneIoœaénneäsIoœaénneäs,, from Heb. from Heb.  yo®h�aœnaœyo®h�aœnaœnn) and Roma) and Roman (Gk. n (Gk. Maérkos,Maérkos, from Lat. from La from Lat. Lat. MarcusMarcus) names on) names only in Actsly in Acts (12:12, 2 (12:12, 25; 15:37).5; 15:37).

An early Jewish Christian who, in canonical literature, is identified explicitly as a 
companion of Barnabas and Paul, implicitly as a companion of Peter, and who, in 
later tradition, came to be regarded as the author of the Gospel of Mark. The 
NT provides few facts about John Mark, called by both his Jewish (Gk. 
Ioœaénneäs, from Heb. yo®h�aœnaœn ) and Roman (Gk. Maérkos, from 
Lat. Marcus) names only in Acts (12:12, 25; 15:37).

�John Mark John Mark was the sowas the son of Mary,n of Mary, at whose  at whose house in Jhouse in Jerusalem Cerusalem Christians hristians gathered fgathegathered fgathered for prayer,or prayer, and to wh and to whose house ose house Peter camePeter came after his after his rescue fr rescue from prison om prison (Acts 12:1((Acts 12:1(Acts 12:12). After 2). After Barnabas aBarnabas and Paul elnd Paul elected to hected to have John Mave John Mark accompark accompany them oany them any them on ththem on their journeeir journey, for somy, for some unexplaie unexplained reasonned reason he parted he parted from thei from their company r companr company incompany in Cyprus an Cyprus and returnedd returned to Jerusa to Jerusalem (Acts lem (Acts 13:13). Pa13:13). Paul refusedul refused to take J to take John Mark ooJJohn Mark John Mark on the nexon the next journey,t journey, even thou even though Barnabagh Barnabas wanted hs wanted him to comeim to come (Acts 15: (Acts 1 (Acts 15:37), an15:37), and this resd this resulted in aulted in a parting o parting of the waysf the ways: Barnabas: Barnabas and John  and John Mark went Mark went to Cyprus,to to Cyprus,to Cyprus, while Pau while Paul and Silal and Silas traveleds traveled to points to points in Asia M in Asia Minor (vv. inor (vv. 39–41).39–41).39–41).

John Mark was the son of Mary, at whose house in Jerusalem Christians 
gathered for prayer, and to whose house Peter came after his rescue from prison 
(Acts 12:12). After Barnabas and Paul elected to have John Mark accompany 
them on their journey, for some unexplained reason he parted from their 
company in Cyprus and returned to Jerusalem (Acts 13:13). Paul refused to take 
John Mark on the next journey, even though Barnabas wanted him to come (Acts 
15:37), and this resulted in a parting of the ways: Barnabas and John Mark went 
to Cyprus, while Paul and Silas traveled to points in Asia Minor (vv. 39–41).

�Paul himsePaul himself does nolf does not speak oft speak of those eve those events, but ints, but in two lettn two letters attribers attributed to hiuted to huted to him and suhim and supposedly wpposedly written froritten from Rome Paum Rome Paul refers tl refers to “Mark tho “Mark the cousin oe cousin of Barnabasf Barnabaf Barnabas” Barnabas” (Col. 4:10(Col. 4:10) and a “M) and a “Mark” as beark” as being one ofing one of his fello his fellow workers w workers (Phlm. 24)(Phlm. 24). That the. T. That theseThat these reference references are to ts are to the same pehe same person, Johnrson, John Mark, is  Mark, is not implaunot implausible — evsible — evidence enoidevevidence eevidence enough for nough for some scholsome scholars to conars to conclude thatclude that John Mark John Mark and Paul  and Paul reconciledreconciledreconciledreconciled their dif their differences pferences prior to Parior to Paul’s impriul’s imprisonment insonment in Rome. Rome. Rome.

Paul himself does not speak of those events, but in two letters attributed to 
him and supposedly written from Rome Paul refers to “Mark the cousin of 
Barnabas” (Col. 4:10) and a “Mark” as being one of his fellow workers (Phlm. 24). 
That these references are to the same person, John Mark, is not implausible — 
evidence enough for some scholars to conclude that John Mark and Paul 
reconciled their differences prior to Paul’s imprisonment in Rome.

�A Mark is A Mark is mentioned mentioned in two othin two other NT episer NT epistles, but tles, but because bobecause both lettersth letters are regar are r are regarded aregarded as pseudepis pseudepigraphs by graphs by many scholmany scholars, it isars, it is less than less than certain t certain that these hat these are trustware are trustware trustworthy refeorthy references to rences to John Mark.John Mark. 2 Tim. 4: 2 Tim. 4:11 builds 11 builds upon the mupon the more reliabore reliable traditilereliabreliable treliable tradition tradition that John Mhat John Mark was a ark was a companion companion of Paul, wof Paul, while 1 Pethile 1 Pet. 5:13 ref. 5:13 reflects the lectrefreflects treflects the later the later tradition tradition that a Markhat a Mark was a com was a companion of panion of Peter, hisPeter, his “son” in  “son” in the spiritthe sthe spiritual spiritual sense, in sense, in Rome (“BabRome (“Babylon”). Alylon”). Although it though it cannot be cannot be establisheestablished that thed that the latter is lat latter is latter is a specifica specific reference reference to John M to John Mark — who,ark — who, it can be it can be inferred  inferred from Acts from Acts 12, knew P12, 12, knew P12, knew Peter — eareter — early church ly church tradition tradition clearly asclearly assumes thatsumes that all the N all the NT passagesT passages name the  n name the sname the same figureame figure...

A Mark is mentioned in two other NT epistles, but because both letters are 
regarded as pseudepigraphs by many scholars, it is less than certain that these 
are trustworthy references to John Mark. 2 Tim. 4:11 builds upon the more 
reliable tradition that John Mark was a companion of Paul, while 1 Pet. 5:13 



reflects the later tradition that a Mark was a companion of Peter, his “son” in the 
spiritual sense, in Rome (“Babylon”). Although it cannot be established that the 
latter is a specific reference to John Mark — who, it can be inferred from Acts 
12, knew Peter — early church tradition clearly assumes that all the NT passages 
name the same figure.

�According According to Eusebiuto Eusebius (s (HEHE 3.39.15), 3.39.15), Papias re Papias repeated thepeated the tradition tradition that Mark that Mark served as s served as served as Peter’s “iPeter’s “interpreternterpreter” in Rome ” in Rome and that hand that he recordede recorded the Apost the Apostle’s recolle’s recollections olerecolrecollectirecollections of theons of the Lord’s wo Lord’s words and derds and deeds. Howeveds. However, this ier, this is not adeqs not adequate proofuate proof that John t that John that John Mark wroteMark wrote the Gospe the Gospel of Mark.l of Mark. Other chu Other church traditrch traditions claimions claim that Mark that Mark that Mark was tMark was the first the first to evangelio evangelize Egypt aze Egypt and the found the founder of Alnder of Alexandrian exandrian ChristianiChristianity. Later ty.ChristianiChristianiChristianity. Later ty. Later legends delegends depict Mark’pict Mark’s martyrdos martyrdom and rebum and reburial in Verial in Venice. Thatnice. That John Mark Jo John Mark John Mark is the “yois the “young man” oung man” of Mark 14:f Mark 14:51, and th51, and that both that both the Last Supe Last Supper and thper and thper and the eventsthe events of Pentec of Pentecost occurrost occurred in his ed in his mother’s hmother’s home, are pome, are pure conjecure conjectures.tures.tures.

According to Eusebius (HE 3.39.15), Papias repeated the tradition that Mark 
served as Peter’s “interpreter” in Rome and that he recorded the Apostle’s 
recollections of the Lord’s words and deeds. However, this is not adequate proof 
that John Mark wrote the Gospel of Mark. Other church traditions claim that 
Mark was the first to evangelize Egypt and the founder of Alexandrian 
Christianity. Later legends depict Mark’s martyrdom and reburial in Venice. That 
John Mark is the “young man” of Mark 14:51, and that both the Last Supper and 
the events of Pentecost occurred in his mother’s home, are pure conjectures.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. T. HolmB. T. Holmes, “Luke’es, “Luke’s Descripts Description of Johion of John Mark,” n Mark,” JBLJBL 54 (1935) 54 (193 54 (1935): 63(1935): 63–72; V. Ta–72; V. Taylor, ylor, The GospelThe Gospel According According to St. Ma to St. Mark,rk, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Grand RapiGrand Rapids, 1981),ds, 1ds, 1981), 26–1981), 26–31.31.31.

Bibliography. B. T. Holmes, “Luke’s Description of John Mark,” JBL 54 
(1935): 63–72; V. Taylor, The Gospel According to St. Mark, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids, 
1981), 26–31.
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MARK ANTONMARK ANTONYYY

MARK ANTONY

Marcus AntMarcus Antonius (ca.onius (ca. 83–30  83–30 B.C.E.B.C.E.), Roman s), Roman statesman wtatesman who served ho served as triumvias triumvir along wir alonr along withalong with Octavian  Octavian and Lepiduand Lepidus. He appos. He appointed Herointed Herod the Gread the Great as vassat as vassal king of l king of Palestine,PPalestine,Palestine, in repons in reponse to whiche to which Herod nam Herod named the refed the refortified tortified tower at Jeower at Jerusalem Anrusalem Anrusalem Antonia inAntonia in his honor his honor. Antony a. Antony and Cleopatnd Cleopatra VII werra VII were defeatede defeated by Octavi by Octavian at Actian at Actian at Actium in Actium in 31 and fle31 and fled to Alexad to Alexandria, whendria, where he commre he committed suicitted suicide a yearide a year later as  later as Octavian aOOctavian aOctavian advanced ondvanced on the city. the city.

Marcus Antonius (ca. 83–30 B.C.E.), Roman statesman who served as triumvir 
along with Octavian and Lepidus. He appointed Herod the Great as vassal king of 
Palestine, in reponse to which Herod named the refortified tower at Jerusalem 
Antonia in his honor. Antony and Cleopatra VII were defeated by Octavian at 
Actium in 31 and fled to Alexandria, where he committed suicide a year later as 
Octavian advanced on the city.

MARKETPLACMARKETPLACEEE

MARKETPLACE

Local markLocal markets in theets in the ancient N ancient Near East wear East were not alere not always open ways open areas in tareas in the middle he middle of the citoof the citof the city. Sometimy. Sometimes an areaes an area on the ed on the edge of the ge of the city or necity or near the citar the city gate wasy gate was used (2 K use used (2 Kgused (2 Kgs. 7:1). Ms. 7:1). Marketplacearketplaces in majors in major cities we cities were adornedre adorned with colu with columns and stmns and statues. Obvaststatues. Ostatues. Obviously tbviously the market he market was a placwas a place of commee of commerce, with rce, with various shvarious shops offeriops offering needed nofferioffering noffering needed commeeded commodities. Todities. The NT indihe NT indicates thatcates that the marke the marketplace coutplace could serve ald serve ald serve as a publias a public forum foc forum for other acr other activities ativities as well, sus well, such as the ch as the hiring of hiring of laborers (laborers (Matt. 20:3Matt. 2Matt. 20:3), the20:3), the play of c play of children (Lhildren (Luke 7:32),uke 7:32), legal com legal complaints (Aplaints (Acts 16:19)cts 16:19), and reli, and religious discgious dgious discussiondiscussions (17:17; s (17:17; cf. v. 5).cf. v. 5). Pausanius Pausanius  Descr. Gr.Descr. Gr. 1.12–17 p 1.12–17 provides anrovides an ancient d ancient descriptionescriddescriptiodescription of the n of the agoraéagoraé at Athens at Athens...

Local markets in the ancient Near East were not always open areas in the middle 
of the city. Sometimes an area on the edge of the city or near the city gate was 
used (2 Kgs. 7:1). Marketplaces in major cities were adorned with columns and 
statues. Obviously the market was a place of commerce, with various shops 
offering needed commodities. The NT indicates that the marketplace could serve 
as a public forum for other activities as well, such as the hiring of laborers (Matt. 
20:3), the play of children (Luke 7:32), legal complaints (Acts 16:19), and religious 
discussions (17:17; cf. v. 5). Pausanius Descr. Gr. 1.12–17 provides an ancient 
description of the agoraé at Athens.
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MAROTHMAROTH (Heb.  (Heb. maœro®t�maœro®t�)))

MAROTH (Heb. maœro®t� )

A town in A town in the Shephethe Shephelah, or lolah, or lowland, of wland, of Judah (MicJudah (Mic. 1:12), p. 1:12), possibly thossibly the same as e same as Maarath (KMaMaarath (KMaarath (Khirbet Qufhirbet Qufin; Josh. in; Josh. 15:59).15:59).

A town in the Shephelah, or lowland, of Judah (Mic. 1:12), possibly the same as 



Maarath (Khirbet Qufin; Josh. 15:59).

MARRIAGEMARRIAGEMARRIAGE

MARRIAGE

In ancientIn ancient Israel an Israel and the Grecd the Greco-Roman woo-Roman world, marrirld, marriage signifage signified many died many different sifferent social pracocssocial prasocial practices of ctices of household household formation.formation. Marriage  Marriage is one expis one expression ofression of kinship a kinship and family nd aand familyand family patterns, patterns, in which  in which typically typically a man and a man and at least oat least one woman cne woman cohabitate ohabitate publicly apupublicly apublicly and permanend permanently as a ntly as a basic socibasic social unit. Wal unit. Within mostithin most of the so of the societies decieties depicted in pictededepicted idepicted in the OT an the OT and NT, thend NT, the household household or family or family created b created by such a my such a marriage rearriage rearriage representsrepresents the exten the extent of one mt of one man’s owneran’s ownership and cship and control of ontrol of people andpeople and property. property property. property. These housThese households inteholds interact witheract with each othe each other in the lr in the larger sociarger society on morety on more or less emormore or lemore or less equal tss equal terms; botherms; both custom an custom and law respd law respect a man’ect a man’s authorits authority to operay to operay to operate wioperate within the hthin the household aousehold and to dealnd to deal with othe with other householr households on the ds on the basis of tbasis of the relativhtthe relatithe relative social ve social hierarchichierarchical positioal position between n between the men ofthe men of the house the households. Furholds. Furthermore, theFurFurthermorFurthermore, the mare, the married man pried man possesses tossesses the privilehe privilege of sexuge of sexual access al access to the marto the married womenrmarmarried womarried women (and pmen (and perhaps otherhaps others) withiers) within the housn the household, as ehold, as limited bylimited by taboo and taboo an taboo and law. Tand law. The childrehe children born of n born of such sexuasuch sexual unions bl unions belong to telong to the man andhe man and are part  are part of the samoof the samof the same househole household, under td, under the same tehe same terms. Thus rms. Thus marriage fmarriage forms a uniorms a unit that is t that is social, ecssocial, ecsocial, economic, poonomic, political, alitical, and sexual.nd sexual.

In ancient Israel and the Greco-Roman world, marriage signified many different 
social practices of household formation. Marriage is one expression of kinship 
and family patterns, in which typically a man and at least one woman cohabitate 
publicly and permanently as a basic social unit. Within most of the societies 
depicted in the OT and NT, the household or family created by such a marriage 
represents the extent of one man’s ownership and control of people and 
property. These households interact with each other in the larger society on 
more or less equal terms; both custom and law respect a man’s authority to 
operate within the household and to deal with other households on the basis of 
the relative social hierarchical position between the men of the households. 
Furthermore, the married man possesses the privilege of sexual access to the 
married women (and perhaps others) within the household, as limited by taboo 
and law. The children born of such sexual unions belong to the man and are part 
of the same household, under the same terms. Thus marriage forms a unit that is 
social, economic, political, and sexual.

�Hebrew hasHebrew has no partic no particular wordsular words for “husb for “husband” or “wand” or “wife.” The ife.” The words thatwords that are trans are are translare translated as suated as such in the ch in the OT are almOT are almost alwaysost always the same  the same words morewords more frequentl frequent frequentlyfrequently translate translated “man” and “man” and “woman.”d “woman.” In some v In some versions ofersions of the OT, H the OT, Heb. eb. ba{al,ba{aba{al,ba{al, “lord,” i “lord,” is occasions occasionally transally translated “huslated “husband.” It band.” It is thus veis thus very difficury difficult to asselt to assess the extss asseassess theassess the extent to extent to which mar which marriage funcriage functioned as tioned as a free-staa free-standing socinding social institual institution withition instituinstitutioinstitution within an within ancient Isrncient Israel. Clearael. Clearly, ancienly, ancient Israel ot Israel organized mrganized most if notost if not all of it all of i all of its househits households arounolds around a man, ad a man, and such hond such households iuseholds included boncluded both women ath women and childrend childnd children uchildren under the ander the authority outhority of the man.f the man.

Hebrew has no particular words for “husband” or “wife.” The words that 
are translated as such in the OT are almost always the same words more 
frequently translated “man” and “woman.” In some versions of the OT, Heb. 
ba{al, “lord,” is occasionally translated “husband.” It is thus very difficult to 
assess the extent to which marriage functioned as a free-standing social 
institution within ancient Israel. Clearly, ancient Israel organized most if not all of 
its households around a man, and such households included both women and 
children under the authority of the man.

�There is nThere is no clear evo clear evidence foridence for the age a the age at which ant which an Israelite Israelite man or wo man or woman marrieman mman married ormarried or entered h entered households,ouseholds, although  although it is likeit is likely that Isly that Israelites wraelites were involvere involved in marred ined in marriedin married, sexually, sexually active fa active family life mily life in their min their mid-teens. id-teens. Likewise, Likewise, the OT recthe OT records no weords nords no weddingno wedding ceremonie ceremonies that migs that might depict ht depict how marriahow marriages happenges happened. It is ed. It is not even knot even not even knowneven known if there  if there were weddiwere wedding ceremonng ceremonies in mosies in most cases, ot cases, or if such r if such occasions occasions occasions occasions occurred ooccurred only among nly among wealthier wealthier families. families. Women may Women may well have well have joined houjoined hjoined householdshouseholds shortly a shortly after menarfter menarche or eveche or even before; n before; men may hamen may have waited ve waited several yeseveral yseveral years befoyears before formingre forming household households of theirs of their own, beca own, because of theuse of the economic  economic requiremenrequiremerequiremenrequirements for fouts for founding and nding and maintaininmaintaining householg households. Althouds. Although there igh there is only rars only rare discussierarrare discurare discussion in tssion in the OT of hhe OT of how househoow households were flds were formed, menormed, men may have  may have purchased purchaspurchased purchased women as wwomen as wives from ives from the childrthe children of otheen of other householr households, and thds, and thus the entus the enus the entry of wentry of women into omen into householdshouseholds may have  may have been a negbeen a negotiated trotiated transaction ansaction (with or w(with or (with or withoutor without financial financial ramificat ramifications) betwions) between men ofeen men of two house two households, in holds, in the roles the roles of father ofof father of father and husbanand husband.d.d.

There is no clear evidence for the age at which an Israelite man or woman 
married or entered households, although it is likely that Israelites were involved 
in married, sexually active family life in their mid-teens. Likewise, the OT records 
no wedding ceremonies that might depict how marriages happened. It is not 
even known if there were wedding ceremonies in most cases, or if such 
occasions occurred only among wealthier families. Women may well have joined 
households shortly after menarche or even before; men may have waited several 
years before forming households of their own, because of the economic 
requirements for founding and maintaining households. Although there is only 
rare discussion in the OT of how households were formed, men may have 
purchased women as wives from the children of other households, and thus the 
entry of women into households may have been a negotiated transaction (with 
or without financial ramifications) between men of two households, in the roles 
of father and husband.



�Many of thMany of the OT textse OT texts, especial, especially in the ly in the PentateuchPentateuch and the D and the Deuteronomieuteronomistic histostic hstic history, dhistory, depict housepict households witeholds with one man h one man and multipand multiple adult wle adult women. Thisomen. This marriage  marriage marriage pmarriage pattern is attern is polygyny, polygyny, a type of a type of polygamy ipolygamy in which thn which there are muere are multiple womltiple women. This pewomwomen. Thiwomen. This pattern s pattern maximizes maximizes fertility fertility rates, whirates, while tendingle tending to favor  to favor the politithe political power cal pcal power of tpower of the sole mahe sole male as leadle as leader of the er of the household.household. It is not It is not known if  known if polygynouspolygynous household h householdshouseholds were the  were the norm in Isnorm in Israel or ifrael or if they occu they occurred only rred only among the among the wealthier wealthier householdshhouseholdshouseholds, such as , such as those thatthose that are more  are more frequentlyfrequently represent represented in the ed in the extant litextant literature. Werlitliteratureliterature. When pol. When polygyny did ygyny did occur, it occur, it is likely is likely that the wthat the women were omen were of differeof different ages. Tnt ant ages. The ages. The household household may have bmay have begun with egun with one man anone man and one womad one woman, adding n, adding other womeother other womeother women as the fn as the financial rinancial resources oesources of the housf the household expaehold expanded. Womended. Women’s life en’s life n’s life expeclife expectancy was tancy was much shortmuch shorter than ther than that for menat for men, and preg, and pregnancy was nancy was among the among theamong the leadinthe leading causes og causes of death fof death for Israelitr Israelite women. Ie women. In this sitn this situation, pouation, polygyny beclygyny became a way ame becbecame a wbecame a way to mainay to maintain the stain the supply of wupply of women in thomen in the househole household as well d as well as to incras to increase its feincrincrease iincrease its fertilits fertility. If thety. If the man of th man of the househole household outlivedd outlived the first the first wife by m wife by many years,any yeaany years, theyears, then there man there may have beey have been a great n a great age differage difference betweence between the manen the man of the ho of the ho of the household household and subseqand subsequent wivesuent wives. Such a v. Such a version of ersion of polygyny spolygyny shares somehares some parallels parallels with sequ parallelsparallels parallels with sequewith sequential marrntial marriages.iages.iages.

Many of the OT texts, especially in the Pentateuch and the Deuteronomistic 
history, depict households with one man and multiple adult women. This 
marriage pattern is polygyny, a type of polygamy in which there are multiple 
women. This pattern maximizes fertility rates, while tending to favor the political 
power of the sole male as leader of the household. It is not known if polygynous 
households were the norm in Israel or if they occurred only among the wealthier 
households, such as those that are more frequently represented in the extant 
literature. When polygyny did occur, it is likely that the women were of different 
ages. The household may have begun with one man and one woman, adding 
other women as the financial resources of the household expanded. Women’s 
life expectancy was much shorter than that for men, and pregnancy was among 
the leading causes of death for Israelite women. In this situation, polygyny 
became a way to maintain the supply of women in the household as well as to 
increase its fertility. If the man of the household outlived the first wife by many 
years, then there may have been a great age difference between the man of the 
household and subsequent wives. Such a version of polygyny shares some 
parallels with sequential marriages.

�The OT useThe OT uses marriages marriage as a meta as a metaphor to dephor to describe Godscribe God’s relatio’s relationship withnship with the peopl the  the peoplethe people. In Hos. . In Hos. 1-3; Ezek.1-3; Ezek. 16 the im 16 the images contaages contain vivid cin vivid charges of harges of betrayal abetrayal and accountnd and accounts oaccounts of sexual vf sexual violence. Siolence. Separating eparating from God ifrom God is condemnes condemned (Mal. 2:d (Mal. 2:10-16). Is10-16). Isa. 62:4-5 aIsIsa. 62:4-Isa. 62:4-5 depicts 5 depicts the beautythe beauty of God’s  of God’s marriage tmarriage to the peopo the people.le.le.

The OT uses marriage as a metaphor to describe God’s relationship with 
the people. In Hos. 1-3; Ezek. 16 the images contain vivid charges of betrayal and 
accounts of sexual violence. Separating from God is condemned (Mal. 2:10-16). 
Isa. 62:4-5 depicts the beauty of God’s marriage to the people.

�In the HelIn the Hellenistic alenistic and Roman wnd Roman worlds polyorlds polygyny was rgyny was rare. The Nare. The NT depicts T depicts only monogonly only monogonly monogamous marramous marriages. Theiages. The Greco-Rom Greco-Roman world pan world practiced wracticed wedding ceredding ceremonies, aemocerceremoniesceremonies, and the , and the NT recordsNT records a story o a story of Jesus atf Jesus at a wedding a wedding in Cana ( in Cana (John 2) asJohn 2) as well as p w well as pawell as parables by rables by Jesus abouJesus about weddingst weddings. Average . Average age at marage at marriage had riage had probably iprobably increased, nciincreased,increased, perhaps i perhaps into the eanto the early 20s, brly 20s, but there iut there is little ds little direct evidirect evidence for aence for age at marrge at mge at marriage omarriage of any NT ff any NT figures. Thigures. The NT portre NT portrays a relaays a relatively lartively large number ge number of single of single persons, apepersons, apersons, although itlthough it cannot be cannot be determine determined if they d if they were persowere persons who hadns who had never mar never ma never married, hmarried, had been prad been previously meviously married, orarried, or lived apa lived apart from sprt from spouses. Pauouses. Paul’s marital’s marital status rl stl status remstatus remains uncerains uncertain; as atain; as a trained J trained Jewish reliewish religious leadgious leader, it wouer, it would have beld have been exceedien een exceedinglexceedingly rare fory rare for him to ha him to have not beeve not been married,n married, and yet h and yet he advises e advises persons copersons considering ncoconsiderinconsidering marriageg marriage that it w that it would be beould be better to better to be single li single like himselfke himself (1 Cor. 7 (1 Cor. 7:8). Likew:8). L:8). Likewise, Likewise, Peter’s maPeter’s marital statrital status remainsus remains problemat problematic; his moic; his mother-in-lather-in-law is mentiw is mentioned (Markonementimentioned mentioned (Mark 1:30(Mark 1:30 par.), bu par.), but not a wit not a wife, makingfe, making it likely it likely that he l that he lived apartived apart from his  from from his wfrom his wife, but iife, but it remains t remains possible tpossible that he washat he was a widower a widower who had a who had assumed somssumed somssumed some finansome financial respocial responsibilitiensibilities for his s for his deceased wdeceased wife’s mothife’s mother.er.er.

In the Hellenistic and Roman worlds polygyny was rare. The NT depicts 
only monogamous marriages. The Greco-Roman world practiced wedding 
ceremonies, and the NT records a story of Jesus at a wedding in Cana (John 2) as 
well as parables by Jesus about weddings. Average age at marriage had probably 
increased, perhaps into the early 20s, but there is little direct evidence for age at 
marriage of any NT figures. The NT portrays a relatively large number of single 
persons, although it cannot be determined if they were persons who had never 
married, had been previously married, or lived apart from spouses. Paul’s marital 
status remains uncertain; as a trained Jewish religious leader, it would have been 
exceedingly rare for him to have not been married, and yet he advises persons 
considering marriage that it would be better to be single like himself (1 Cor. 7:8). 
Likewise, Peter’s marital status remains problematic; his mother-in-law is 
mentioned (Mark 1:30 par.), but not a wife, making it likely that he lived apart 
from his wife, but it remains possible that he was a widower who had assumed 
some financial responsibilities for his deceased wife’s mother.

�The latterThe latter portions  portions of the NT of the NT offer seveoffer several househral household codes,old codes, which sha which share many fere mare many featumany features in comres in common with pmon with popular wisopular wisdom in thedom in the contempor contemporary Greco-ary Greco-Roman cultRomaGreco-Greco-RomaGreco-Roman culture n culture (Col. 3:18(Col. 3:18-4:1; Eph.-4:1; Eph. 5:21-6:9; 5:21-6:9; 1 Pet. 2: 1 Pet. 2:11-3:12; 111-3:12; 1 Tim. 2:8- Tim. 2:8-15; 5:1-2;15;2:8-2:8-15; 5:2:8-15; 5:1-2; 6:1-21-2; 6:1-2; Tit. 2:1; Tit. 2:1-10; 3:1).-10; 3:1). These cod These codes encouraes encourage wives tge wives to submit to submit to husbandso huo husbands, husbands, continuingcontinuing patterns  patterns of male doof male dominance wiminance within housethin households thatholds that were find were find were finding a finding a number of number of exceptionsexceptions in the di in the diverse sociverse social patternal patterns of the ds of the day. These ay. These codes privcodcodes privcodes privilege marrilege marriage and liage and limit marriimit marriage to oneage to one man and o man and one woman.ne woman.ne woman.

The latter portions of the NT offer several household codes, which share 
many features in common with popular wisdom in the contemporary 
Greco-Roman culture (Col. 3:18-4:1; Eph. 5:21-6:9; 1 Pet. 2:11-3:12; 1 Tim. 
2:8-15; 5:1-2; 6:1-2; Tit. 2:1-10; 3:1). These codes encourage wives to submit to 



husbands, continuing patterns of male dominance within households that were 
finding a number of exceptions in the diverse social patterns of the day. These 
codes privilege marriage and limit marriage to one man and one woman.

Jon L. BerJon L. Berquistquist

Jon L. Berquist

MARRIAGE PMARRIAGE PRESENTRESENTRESENT

MARRIAGE PRESENT

The gift (The gift (Heb. Heb. moœharmoœhar) a husban) a husband extendedd extended to the fa to the father of hither of his bride. Ss bride. Shechem offhechem SShechem ofShechem offers to gifers to give a “marrve a “marriage preseiage present” to Jacnt” to Jacob in exchob in exchange for hange for his daughteis daughter Dinah (Gr daughtedaughter Ddaughter Dinah (Gen.inah (Gen. 34:12). D 34:12). David, unabavid, unable to givele to give either pr either property or operty or money, is money, is permitted pepermitted permitted to make a to make a gruesome “gruesome “settlementsettlement” of slain” of slain Philistin Philistines for Mices for Michal, Saul’hal, Saul’s younger s yos younger dayounger daughter (1 ughter (1 Sam. 18:25Sam. 18:25). The com). The compensation pensation to be paidto be paid by one wh by one who seduced o seduceo seduced a seduced a virgin mayvirgin may have been have been considere considered a marriad a marriage presentge present (Exod. 22 (Exod. 22:16-17[MT :16-17[MT2222:16-17[M22:16-17[MT 15–16]; T 15–16]; cf. Deut. cf. Deut. 22:29); th22:29); though treatough treated among ted among the laws cohe laws concerning pncerning pncerning property, property, this does this does not imply not imply that the bthat the bride was tride was to be consio be considered suchdered such (she hers (she herself could elhersherself coherself could own pruld own property; cfoperty; cf. Josh. 15. Josh. 15:18-19 = J:18-19 = Judg. 1:14-udg. 1:14-15). Rathe15). Rather than a pr than a purchase prurchppurchase ppurchase price intenrice intended to comded to compensate thpensate the bride’s e bride’s family forfamily for the loss  the loss of their dof their daughter anaugddaughter adaughter and subseqund subsequent offsprent offspring, the ging, the groom’s marroom’s marriage presriage present was meent was merely reciprely reciprely reciprocatreciprocation for thion for the dowry, te dowry, thus complehus completing the eting the exchange asxchange as expected  expected in Israel’in Israel’s “gift ecs “s “gift econ“gift economy.”omy.”omy.”

The gift (Heb. moœhar) a husband extended to the father of his bride. 
Shechem offers to give a “marriage present” to Jacob in exchange for his 
daughter Dinah (Gen. 34:12). David, unable to give either property or money, is 
permitted to make a gruesome “settlement” of slain Philistines for Michal, Saul’s 
younger daughter (1 Sam. 18:25). The compensation to be paid by one who 
seduced a virgin may have been considered a marriage present (Exod. 
22:16-17[MT 15–16]; cf. Deut. 22:29); though treated among the laws concerning 
property, this does not imply that the bride was to be considered such (she 
herself could own property; cf. Josh. 15:18-19 = Judg. 1:14-15). Rather than a 
purchase price intended to compensate the bride’s family for the loss of their 
daughter and subsequent offspring, the groom’s marriage present was merely 
reciprocation for the dowry, thus completing the exchange as expected in Israel’s 
“gift economy.”

Allen C. MAllen C. Myersyers

Allen C. Myers

MARS HILLMARS HILLMARS HILL

MARS HILL

�SeeSee  AREOPAGUSAREOPAGUS..

See AREOPAGUS.

MARSENAMARSENA (Heb.  (Heb. marseïnaœ}marseïnaœ})))

MARSENA (Heb. marseïnaœ})

One of theOne of the seven nob seven nobles of Kinles of King Ahasuerug Ahasuerus who had s who had most direcmost direct access tt access to the kingo the kino the king (Esthking (Esth. 1:14).. 1:14).

One of the seven nobles of King Ahasuerus who had most direct access to the 
king (Esth. 1:14).

MARTHAMARTHA (Gk.  (Gk. MaérthaMaértha)))

MARTHA (Gk. Maértha)

Along withAlong with her siste her sister Mary andr Mary and her broth her brother Lazaruser Lazarus, a close , a close friend andfriend and disciple  disciple of Jesus (of Jof Jesus (JohJesus (John 11:5). Mn 11:5). Martha (froartha (from Aram. m Aram. maœrt�aœ},maœrt�aœ}, “lady”) a “lady”) appears earppears early in the ly in the Gospels asGGospels asGospels as a worried a worried host preo host preoccupied wiccupied with preparith preparing a meal ng a meal for Jesus.for Jesus. Her siste Her sister had chosr sistesister hadsister had chosen to chosen to listen to listen to Jesus’ te Jesus’ teachings (Lachings (Luke 10:38-uke 10:38-42). Jesus42). Jesus gently re gently rebukes Martbukesrerebukes Marebukes Martha for brtha for being overleing overly concerney concerned about “md about “many thingsany things,” whereas,” whereas only one  only one only one was neone was necessary. Ocessary. One plausibne plausible interprle interpretation isetation is that Mart that Martha was tryha was trying to preing to prepare a mulpapreprepare a prepare a multi-courmulti-course meal fose meal for her honor her honored guest red guest and Jesus and Jesus was suggeswas suggesting that ting that only one coonly one conly one course was ourse was needed. Coneeded. Contrary to ntrary to many intermany interpreters, tpreters, there is nohere is no compariso comparis comparisoncomparison in this p in this passage betassage between Mary’ween Mary’s listenins listening to Jesusg to Jesus’ teaching’ teachings and Marts and Martha’s servihaMartMartha’s sMartha’s serving. Heerving. He says that says that Mary had  Mary had chosen thechosen the “good” pa “good” part, not thrt, not the better.e better.e better.

Along with her sister Mary and her brother Lazarus, a close friend and disciple of 
Jesus (John 11:5). Martha (from Aram. maœrt�aœ},  “lady”) appears early in the 
Gospels as a worried host preoccupied with preparing a meal for Jesus. Her 
sister had chosen to listen to Jesus’ teachings (Luke 10:38-42). Jesus gently 
rebukes Martha for being overly concerned about “many things,” whereas only 
one was necessary. One plausible interpretation is that Martha was trying to 
prepare a multi-course meal for her honored guest and Jesus was suggesting that 
only one course was needed. Contrary to many interpreters, there is no 
comparison in this passage between Mary’s listening to Jesus’ teachings and 
Martha’s serving. He says that Mary had chosen the “good” part, not the better.

�Martha’s nMartha’s next appearext appearance involance involves the sives the sickness andckness and death of  death of her brotheher brother Lazarus.r Lazar Lazarus. ALazarus. After sendifter sending for Jesng for Jesus she meeus she meets him witts him with the genth the gentle rebuke le rebuke that if hethat if he had been  had had been thad been there her bhere her brother wourother would not havld not have died. Jee died. Jesus challesus challenges her bnges her by asking iy asking if she belif sf she believshe believes that whes that whoever belioever believes in hieves in him will nevm will never die. Sher die. She respondse responds with one  with one of the morofof the morof the more lofty coe lofty confessions nfessions in all thein all the NT: “I be NT: “I believe thatlieve that you are t you are the Christ,he Christ, the Son o the S the Son of GodSon of God, the one , the one coming intcoming into the worlo the world” (John 1d” (John 11:27).1:27).1:27).

Martha’s next appearance involves the sickness and death of her brother 



Lazarus. After sending for Jesus she meets him with the gentle rebuke that if he 
had been there her brother would not have died. Jesus challenges her by asking if 
she believes that whoever believes in him will never die. She responds with one 
of the more lofty confessions in all the NT: “I believe that you are the Christ, the 
Son of God, the one coming into the world” (John 11:27).

�In Martha’In Martha’s final aps final appearance spearance she is servhe is serving a mealing a meal to Jesus, to Jesus, Lazarus,  Lazarus, and other,and other,and other, unnother, unnamed guestamed guests (John 12s (John 12:2). Some :2). Some interpreteinterpreters locate rs locate this meal this meal in the houin the house of Simosehouhouse of Shouse of Simon the limon the leper, assueper, assuming that ming that this storythis story is a vari is a variant of Marant of Mark 14:3-9. k 14:3-9. This interThis This interThis interpretation pretation is tenuousis tenuous for at le for at least three ast three reasons: Mreasons: Mark’s timeark’s time frame is  frame is two days btwo two days btwo days before the efore the Passover (Passover (Mark 14:1)Mark 14:1), whereas , whereas John’s is John’s is six (John six (John 12:1); the12:1); the woman who wo woman who woman who anointed Janointed Jesus is noesus is not named int named in Mark; and Mark; and in Mark J in Mark Jesus’ headesus’ head is anoint is anoint is anointed, anointed, whereas inwhereas in John his  John his feet are afeet are anointed.nointed.nointed.

In Martha’s final appearance she is serving a meal to Jesus, Lazarus, and 
other, unnamed guests (John 12:2). Some interpreters locate this meal in the 
house of Simon the leper, assuming that this story is a variant of Mark 14:3-9. 
This interpretation is tenuous for at least three reasons: Mark’s time frame is 
two days before the Passover (Mark 14:1), whereas John’s is six (John 12:1); the 
woman who anointed Jesus is not named in Mark; and in Mark Jesus’ head is 
anointed, whereas in John his feet are anointed.

Joe E. LunJoe E. Luncefordceford

Joe E. Lunceford

MARTYRMARTYRMARTYR

MARTYR

A word traA word transliteratensliterated from Gk.d from Gk.  maértys, mmaértys, martyérion,artyérion, martyriía martyriía,, “witness, “witness, testimony tes testimony.testimony.” The word” The word originall originally referredy referred to one wh to one who was a leo was a legal witnesgal witness but cames but came to refer  camecame to recame to refer to onefer to one whose tes whose testimony fortimony for Jesus end Jesus ends in deaths in death (i.e., ma (i.e., martyrdom). rtyrdom). The word iThThe word iThe word is used fres used frequently inquently in Acts to r Acts to refer to thefer to the apostlese apostles as witnes as witnesses (Acts ses (Acts 1:8; 2:32;1:81:8; 2:32;1:8; 2:32; 3:15; 10: 3:15; 10:39). In Ac39). In Acts 5:32 thts 5:32 the reference reference is to one is to one who is we who is willing to illing to suffer as suffer suffer as suffer as a part of a part of his or herhis or her testimony testimony for Jesus for Jesus. In the A. In the Apocalypse pocalypse the word cthe word connotes moonncconnotes mconnotes more the idore the idea that onea that one dies bece dies because of hiause of his witness s witness or testimoor testimony (Rev. 2ny (Rev. 2:13; 17:6;:122:13; 17:62:13; 17:6; 22:20; K; 22:20; KJV “martyrJV “martyr”). Later ”). Later use of theuse of the word impl word implies only dies only dying for oying for one’s faithne’soone’s faitone’s faith in Chrish in Christ (cf. Ignt (cf. Ignatius atius Rom.Rom. 2; Mart.  2; Mart. Pol. 14:12Pol. 14:12; 17:3).; 17:3).; 17:3).

A word transliterated from Gk. maértys, martyérion, martyriía, “witness, 
testimony.” The word originally referred to one who was a legal witness but 
came to refer to one whose testimony for Jesus ends in death (i.e., martyrdom). 
The word is used frequently in Acts to refer to the apostles as witnesses (Acts 
1:8; 2:32; 3:15; 10:39). In Acts 5:32 the reference is to one who is willing to 
suffer as a part of his or her testimony for Jesus. In the Apocalypse the word 
connotes more the idea that one dies because of his witness or testimony (Rev. 
2:13; 17:6; 22:20; KJV “martyr”). Later use of the word implies only dying for 
one’s faith in Christ (cf. Ignatius Rom. 2; Mart. Pol. 14:12; 17:3).

Edward P. Edward P. MyersMyers

Edward P. Myers

MARYMARY (Gk.  (Gk. Mariía, MaMariía, Mariaémriaém)))

MARY (Gk. Mariía, Mariaém)

�1.1. Mary the  Mary the mother of mother of Jesus. BioJesus. Biographical graphical informatioinformation regardinn regarding Mary is g Mary is limited. Alimitelimited. Alimited. According tccording to Luke, heo Luke, her home is r home is the insignthe insignificant Gaificant Galilean villilean village of Nalage of Nazareth (LuzaretNaNazareth (Nazareth (Luke 1:26)Luke 1:26), but Matt, but Matthew placeshew places her in Na her in Nazareth onlzareth only after thy after the birth ofe birth of Jesus (Ma Je Jesus (MatJesus (Matt. 2:1, 23t. 2:1, 23). Both Ma). Both Matthew and tthew and Luke identLuke identify Josephify Joseph as Mary’s as Mary’s husband ( husband (Matt. 1:24M((Matt. 1:2(Matt. 1:24; Luke 1:4; Luke 1:27; 2:4-5)27; 2:4-5). Referenc. References to the es to the brothers abrothers and sistersnd sisters of Jesus  of Jesus (Mark 3:31(Mar(Mark 3:31(Mark 3:31-35; 6:3; -35; 6:3; Matt. 12:4Matt. 12:46-50; 13:56-50; 13:55-56; Luke5-56; Luke 8:19-21;  8:19-21; John 2:12;John 2:12; Acts 1:14 Acts 1:14) indicate) in) indicate tindicate that she anhat she and Joseph hd Joseph have additiave additional childonal children, althoren, although the laugh the later Christter Christian traditian trian tradition tradition of Mary’s of Mary’s perpetual perpetual virginity virginity leads someleads some to specul to speculate that tate that these are chese are children ofhildrcchildren ochildren of Joseph bf Joseph by a previoy a previous marriagus marriage or cousie or cousins of Jesuns of Jesus. Since Ls. Since Luke descriuke describes the ofbesdescridescribes describes the offerithe offering of Maryng of Mary and Josep and Joseph followinh following Jesus’ bg Jesus’ birth as tuirth as turtledoves rtledoves or pigeonsor por pigeons rapigeons rather than ther than the more cthe more costly sheeostly sheep (Luke 2:p (Luke 2:24; cf. Le24; cf. Lev. 12:8), v. 12:8), she probabshe probably is fromly ily is from a is from a poor familpoor family that many that managed littlaged little beyond se beyond subsistenceubsistence income. income.

1. Mary the mother of Jesus. Biographical information regarding Mary is 
limited. According to Luke, her home is the insignificant Galilean village of 
Nazareth (Luke 1:26), but Matthew places her in Nazareth only after the birth of 
Jesus (Matt. 2:1, 23). Both Matthew and Luke identify Joseph as Mary’s husband 
(Matt. 1:24; Luke 1:27; 2:4-5). References to the brothers and sisters of Jesus 
(Mark 3:31-35; 6:3; Matt. 12:46-50; 13:55-56; Luke 8:19-21; John 2:12; Acts 1:14) 
indicate that she and Joseph have additional children, although the later Christian 
tradition of Mary’s perpetual virginity leads some to speculate that these are 
children of Joseph by a previous marriage or cousins of Jesus. Since Luke 
describes the offering of Mary and Joseph following Jesus’ birth as turtledoves or 
pigeons rather than the more costly sheep (Luke 2:24; cf. Lev. 12:8), she probably 
is from a poor family that managed little beyond subsistence income.



Madonna anMadonna and Child,d Child, oil by Al oil by Albrecht Dürbrecht Dürer (1471–1er (1471–1528); Uffi528); Uffizi, Florenzi, Florence (Alinarce (Alinari/Art Resoi/Art(Alinar(Alinari/A(Alinari/Art Resourcrt Resource, N.Y.)e, N.Y.)

Madonna and Child, oil by Albrecht Dürer (1471–1528); Uffizi, Florence 
(Alinari/Art Resource, N.Y.)

�Even theseEven these slender d slender details aboetails about Mary’s ut Mary’s life are ulife are uncertain. ncertain. The insistThe insistence of Chence of Cence of Christian Christian tradition tradition on identifon identifying Jesusying Jesus with Davi with David may welld may well influence influence Matthew w Matthew when he lochewwhen he lowhen he locates Marycates Mary and Josep and Joseph in Bethlh in Bethlehem priorehem prior to Jesus’ to Jesus’ birth, si birth, since Bethlence Bethlehem is cloheBethleBethlehem Bethlehem is closelyis closely identifie identified with Davd with David. Luke’sid. Luke’s partialit partiality for the y for the poor may bpoor may be at work e at e at work what work when he locaen he locates Jesus’tes Jesus’ own famil own family among thy among the poor.e poor.e poor.

Even these slender details about Mary’s life are uncertain. The insistence of 
Christian tradition on identifying Jesus with David may well influence Matthew 
when he locates Mary and Joseph in Bethlehem prior to Jesus’ birth, since 
Bethlehem is closely identified with David. Luke’s partiality for the poor may be 
at work when he locates Jesus’ own family among the poor.

�However obHowever obscure biogscure biographical iraphical informationnformation regarding regarding Mary rema Mary remains, all oins, all of the canof the f the canonithe canonical Gospelcal Gospels make refs make reference to erence to her, and ther, and the portraihe portrait renderedt rendered in each i in each is distincts iis distincis distinctive. In Mtive. In Mark, widelark, widely regardedy regarded as the ea as the earliest of rliest of the Gospelthe Gospels, Mary aps, Mary appears in opearsapappears inappears in one brief one brief scene and scene and is mentio is mentioned in anoned in another. Identher. Identified onltified only as “his y as “his mother,” Mmotmother,” Mmother,” Mary and Jeary and Jesus’ brothsus’ brothers seek Jers seek Jesus, promesus, prompting his pting his response tresponse that his fahat his family consimfafamily confamily consists of tsists of those who dhose who do the willo the will of God (M of God (Mark 3:31-3ark 3:31-35). In Mar5). In Mark 6:3 resik 6:3 residents of Nderesiresidents residents of Nazaretof Nazareth who findh who find their nei their neighbor Jesughbor Jesus astonishs astonishing exclaiing exclaim, “Is notm, “Is not this the  thi this the cthis the carpenter, arpenter, the son ofthe son of Mary . .  Mary . . . ?”. ?”. ?”

However obscure biographical information regarding Mary remains, all of 
the canonical Gospels make reference to her, and the portrait rendered in each 
is distinctive. In Mark, widely regarded as the earliest of the Gospels, Mary 
appears in one brief scene and is mentioned in another. Identified only as “his 
mother,” Mary and Jesus’ brothers seek Jesus, prompting his response that his 
family consists of those who do the will of God (Mark 3:31-35). In Mark 6:3 
residents of Nazareth who find their neighbor Jesus astonishing exclaim, “Is not 
this the carpenter, the son of Mary . . . ?”

�Matthew coMatthew contains parntains parallels to allels to both theseboth these scenes (M scenes (Matt. 12:46att. 12:46-50; 13:54-50; 13:54-58), but -58), b-58), but here Mbut here Mary appearary appears as earlys as early as the ge as the genealogy ofnealogy of Jesus tha Jesus that introduct introduces ch. 1. es ch. 1. Her name oHerHer name oHer name occurs at tccurs at the end of he end of the genealthe genealogy, folloogy, following thosewing those of four o of four other womenther womether women: Tamwomen: Tamar, Rahab,ar, Rahab, Ruth, and Ruth, and “the wife “the wife of Uriah” of Uriah” or Bathsh or Bathsheba (Matt.eba (Matt. 1:3, 5-6) 1:3, 5-6). The unus.5-6)5-6). The 5-6). The unusual counusual composition mposition of this grof this group of womoup of women has proen has prompted specmpted speculation foulation fulation for centurfor centuries, as soies, as some interprme interpreters haveeters have identifie identified the womed the women as sinnen as sinners, Gentilrs, Gentiles, or pares,GentilGentiles, Gentiles, or particior participants in ipants in irregular srregular sexual unioexual unions. At thens. At the very leas very least, the fact, the fact that Mart that Mt that Mary is grMary is grouped withouped with these fou these four women sur women suggests thaggests that some scat some scandal will ndal will plague herplague herplague her story her story as well.as well.as well.

Matthew contains parallels to both these scenes (Matt. 12:46-50; 13:54-58), 
but here Mary appears as early as the genealogy of Jesus that introduces ch. 1. 
Her name occurs at the end of the genealogy, following those of four other 
women: Tamar, Rahab, Ruth, and “the wife of Uriah” or Bathsheba (Matt. 1:3, 
5-6). The unusual composition of this group of women has prompted speculation 
for centuries, as some interpreters have identified the women as sinners, 
Gentiles, or participants in irregular sexual unions. At the very least, the fact that 
Mary is grouped with these four women suggests that some scandal will plague 
her story as well.

�Two crisesTwo crises occur in  occur in the Matthethe Matthean birth nan birth narrative, arrative, and both iand both involve Marnvolve Mary. In respy. In rey. In response tresponse to the repoo the report of Maryrt of Mary’s pregnan’s pregnancy prior tcy prior to marriageo marriage, Joseph p, Joseph plans to dilans to dissolve hisssdidissolve hdissolve his relatiois relationship withnship with her (Matt her (Matt. 1:18-25). 1:18-25). The acti. The action Joseph on Joseph contemplatcontemplates would hes contemplatcontemplatcontemplates would hes would have devastave devastating sociating social and ecoal and economic consnomic consequences fequences for Mary anor Mary or Mary and hMary and her unborn er unborn child. In child. In the secondthe second half of t half of the birth nhe birth narrative (arrative (Matt. 2:1-Matt. 2:1-23) King H23) K23) King HerodKing Herod attempts  attempts to have thto have the infant Je infant Jesus killeesus killed; throughd; throughout this sout this section, Maection, Matthew refetthMaMatthew reMatthew refers to “tfers to “the child whe child with Mary hith Mary his mother”is mother” (2:11) or (2:11) or “the chil “the child and his d and his mother” (vmomother” (vmother” (vv. 13, 14,v. 13, 14, 20, 21),  20, 21), thereby suthereby suggesting tggesting that Herod’hat Herod’s threat ts threat to Jesus alo Jesus also includeso inso includes hincludes his mother,is mother, Mary. In  Mary. In both criseboth crises, the ones, the one initiated initiated by Joseph by Joseph and the o and the other by Hetheroother by Hother by Herod, angeerod, angelic intervlic intervention resention rescues Mary cues Mary and Jesus.and Jesus. Throughou Throughout the narrt the narrt the narrative,narrative, Mary spea Mary speaks not a wks not a word and taord and takes no indkes no independent aependent action. Shection. She exists in exists in the story t the story the story to reveal to reveal the dangerthe dangers surrounds surrounding Jesus ing Jesus even beforeven before his birte his birth.h.h.

Two crises occur in the Matthean birth narrative, and both involve Mary. In 
response to the report of Mary’s pregnancy prior to marriage, Joseph plans to 
dissolve his relationship with her (Matt. 1:18-25). The action Joseph 
contemplates would have devastating social and economic consequences for 
Mary and her unborn child. In the second half of the birth narrative (Matt. 2:1-23) 
King Herod attempts to have the infant Jesus killed; throughout this section, 
Matthew refers to “the child with Mary his mother” (2:11) or “the child and his 
mother” (vv. 13, 14, 20, 21), thereby suggesting that Herod’s threat to Jesus also 
includes his mother, Mary. In both crises, the one initiated by Joseph and the 
other by Herod, angelic intervention rescues Mary and Jesus. Throughout the 
narrative, Mary speaks not a word and takes no independent action. She exists in 
the story to reveal the dangers surrounding Jesus even before his birth.

�The birth The birth narrative narrative in Luke’s in Luke’s Gospel conGospel consists of asists of a series of series of parallel  parallel scenes whiscenes whiscenes which compwhich compare and coare and contrast thentrast the birth of  birth of Jesus withJesus with that of J that of John the Baohn the Baptist. Herptist. Here Mary appe Me Mary appeaMary appears both mors both more often are often and in morend in more active ro active roles than iles than in Matthew.n Matthew. When the  When th When the angel the angel Gabriel anGabriel announces tonounces to this unma this unmarried younrried young woman thg woman that she is at she is to bear a to bear a to bear a child, sa child, she respondhe responds with thes with the consent o consent of a discipf a disciple, “Here le, “Here am I, the am I, the servant ofservant of the Lord” the  the Lord” the Lord” (Luke 1:38(Luke 1:38). In the ). In the presence opresence of her relaf her relative Elizative Elizabeth, Marybeth, Mary interpret interprets the antis ths the anticithe anticipated birtpated birth in prophh in prophetic languetic language that bage that borrows froorrows from the OT fm the OT figure Hannigure Hannah (Luke 1aHannHannah (LuHannah (Luke 1:46-55ke 1:46-55; cf. 1 Sa; cf. 1 Sam. 2:1-10)m. 2:1-10). Followin. Following the birtg the birth itself (h itself (Luke 2:1-7Luke 2:1-7) and the ) and) and the viand the visit of shesit of shepherds to pherds to the infantthe infant Jesus, Lu Jesus, Luke reportske reports that Mary that Mary reflected reflected on the ev on t on the eventsthe events (v. 19; c (v. 19; cf. v. 51).f. v. 51).

The birth narrative in Luke’s Gospel consists of a series of parallel scenes 
which compare and contrast the birth of Jesus with that of John the Baptist. Here 
Mary appears both more often and in more active roles than in Matthew. When 



the angel Gabriel announces to this unmarried young woman that she is to bear 
a child, she responds with the consent of a disciple, “Here am I, the servant of 
the Lord” (Luke 1:38). In the presence of her relative Elizabeth, Mary interprets 
the anticipated birth in prophetic language that borrows from the OT figure 
Hannah (Luke 1:46-55; cf. 1 Sam. 2:1-10). Following the birth itself (Luke 2:1-7) 
and the visit of shepherds to the infant Jesus, Luke reports that Mary reflected on 
the events (v. 19; cf. v. 51).

�Luke drawsLuke draws attention attention to the fa to the faithfulnessithfulness of Mary a of Mary and Joseph.nd Joseph. They conf They conform to theorm toorm to the Lawto the Law by having by having Jesus cir Jesus circumcised, cumcised, and they tand they take him asake him as a newborn a newborn to the Je to the Jerusalem teruJeJerusalem Jerusalem temple (Lutemple (Luke 2:21-35ke 2:21-35). They al). They also go to Jso go to Jerusalem eerusalem each year fach year for Passoveor Passover (Luke 2:rPassovePassover (Passover (Luke 2:41-Luke 2:41-52). Luke 52). Luke makes no fmakes no further refurther reference to erence to Joseph, buJoseph, but Mary appt Mary appt Mary appears inappears in 8:19–21 ( 8:19–21 (par. Mark par. Mark 3:31-35). 3:31-35). In Luke’s In Luke’s second volsecond volume, she iume, she is among ths among those followoththose follthose followers of Jowers of Jesus who gesus who gather in Jather in Jerusalem ierusalem in anticipan anticipation of Petion of Pentecost (Antecost (Acts 1:14).cts(A(Acts 1:14(Acts 1:14).).).

Luke draws attention to the faithfulness of Mary and Joseph. They conform 
to the Law by having Jesus circumcised, and they take him as a newborn to the 
Jerusalem temple (Luke 2:21-35). They also go to Jerusalem each year for 
Passover (Luke 2:41-52). Luke makes no further reference to Joseph, but Mary 
appears in 8:19–21 (par. Mark 3:31-35). In Luke’s second volume, she is among 
those followers of Jesus who gather in Jerusalem in anticipation of Pentecost 
(Acts 1:14).

�John referJohn refers to “the s to “the mother of mother of Jesus,” buJesus,” but never ust never uses the names the name Mary. She Mary. She appears e appee appears inappears in two scene two scenes, first as, first at the weddt the wedding in Caning in Cana (John 2:a (John 2:1-12), whe1-12), where she setre she sets events is es events in events in motion by motion by telling Jetelling Jesus that tsus that there is nohere is no wine and  wine and by instrucby instructing the sting the servants toervansservants tservants to do whateo do whatever Jesus ver Jesus says. Jesusays. Jesus’ responss’ response to Mary e to Mary (“Woman, w(“Woman, what concerhat concehat concern isconcern is that to y that to you and to ou and to me?” John me?” John 2:4) is hi2:4) is highly ambigghly ambiguous. It cuous. It can be readan be read as a reje as  as a rejecas a rejection of antion of any role fory role for Mary in J Mary in Jesus’ miniesus’ ministry, but stry, but it may be it may be no more thno more than anotheran anan another elanother element in tement in the enigma he enigma created bycreated by this high this highly complexly complex and symbo and symbolic scene.lic scene.

John refers to “the mother of Jesus,” but never uses the name Mary. She 
appears in two scenes, first at the wedding in Cana (John 2:1-12), where she sets 
events in motion by telling Jesus that there is no wine and by instructing the 
servants to do whatever Jesus says. Jesus’ response to Mary (“Woman, what 
concern is that to you and to me?” John 2:4) is highly ambiguous. It can be read 
as a rejection of any role for Mary in Jesus’ ministry, but it may be no more than 
another element in the enigma created by this highly complex and symbolic scene.

�Mary appeaMary appears again ors again only at thenly at the Crucifixi Crucifixion. Along on. Along with threewith three other wom other women and theen anen and the fiand the figure John gure John calls the calls the “beloved d“beloved disciple,” isciple,” she witnesshe witnesses the deses the death of Jesath of Jesus. Jesus us. Jeus. Jesus presJesus presents the bents the beloved diseloved disciple and ciple and Mary to onMary to one another e another with the wwith the words, “Womords, “Woords, “Woman, he“Woman, here is yourre is your son,” and son,” and “here is  “here is your motheyour mother” (John 1r” (John 19:25-27). 9:25-27). Some scholSome schSome scholars ascholars argue that rgue that this is onthis is only an act ly an act of filial of filial devotion, devotion, while othewhile others insist rs insist that Mary that Marthat Mary playsMary plays a highly  a highly symbolic rsymbolic role here iole here in that shen that she represent represents the Churs the Church and itsch and its task of n ta task of nutask of nurturing Jerturing Jesus’ discisus’ disciples.ples.ples.

Mary appears again only at the Crucifixion. Along with three other women 
and the figure John calls the “beloved disciple,” she witnesses the death of Jesus. 
Jesus presents the beloved disciple and Mary to one another with the words, 
“Woman, here is your son,” and “here is your mother” (John 19:25-27). Some 
scholars argue that this is only an act of filial devotion, while others insist that 
Mary plays a highly symbolic role here in that she represents the Church and its 
task of nurturing Jesus’ disciples.

�None of thNone of the remainine remaining NT writig NT writings demonsngs demonstrates an trates an interest iinterest in Mary. Pan Mary. Paul identiful ideul identifiesidentifies Jesus as  Jesus as “born of a“born of a woman” (G woman” (Gal. 4:4) aal. 4:4) and “descennd “descended from Dded from David accoravid according to thdaccoraccording according to the fleto the flesh” (Rom. sh” (Rom. 1:3), expr1:3), expressions thessions that serve tat serve to emphasizo emphasize the norme the normal means oanormnormal meanormal means of Jesuns of Jesus’ birth as’ birth and his pland his place in Israce in Israel. Rev. 1el. Rev. 12:1-6 depi2:1-6 depicts a womacts a woman “clothedn “cn “clothed w“clothed with the suith the sun,” who gin,” who gives birth ves birth to a messito a messianic figuranic figure, but here, but here the focue the focus is on ans is os is on an apocon an apocalyptic coalyptic confrontationfrontation rather tn rather than on thehan on the mother of mother of Jesus. Jesus. Jesus.

None of the remaining NT writings demonstrates an interest in Mary. Paul 
identifies Jesus as “born of a woman” (Gal. 4:4) and “descended from David 
according to the flesh” (Rom. 1:3), expressions that serve to emphasize the 
normal means of Jesus’ birth and his place in Israel. Rev. 12:1-6 depicts a woman 
“clothed with the sun,” who gives birth to a messianic figure, but here the focus is 
on an apocalyptic confrontation rather than on the mother of Jesus.

�If NT writIf NT writings displings display little ay little interest iinterest in Mary’s ln Mary’s life, otherife, other early Chr early Christians soistians soon respondon sosoon resposoon responded with nded with stories thstories that supplieat supplied missing d missing informatioinformation and respn and responded to conded to conded to charges thcharges that Jesus’ at Jesus’ birth was birth was illegitimaillegitimate. The Prte. The Protevangeliotevangelium of Jameum of James, writtens, written by the en by t by the end ofthe end of the 2nd c the 2nd century, drentury, draws on theaws on the language  language of the OT of the OT and the caand the canonical binonical birth narratrbibirth narrbirth narratives to atives to construct construct a story aba story about the coout the conception, nception, birth, andbirth, and nurture o nurture of Mary. Shf Mf Mary. She Mary. She is the chiis the child of the ld of the elderly anelderly and wealthy d wealthy Anna and JAnna and Joachim, anoachim, and is raised is raised in the Jd ind in the Jerin the Jerusalem temusalem temple so thaple so that her purit her purity may be ty may be protected.protected. At the on At the onset of pubset of puberty, she erpubpuberty, spuberty, she is betrhe is betrothed to tothed to the elderlyhe elderly Joseph. W Joseph. When she behen she becomes pregcomes pregnant, bothnant, bothnant, both Mary both Mary and Josephand Joseph undergo t undergo the test ofhe test of bitter wa bitter waters (presters (prescribed in cribed in Num. 5:11-Num. 5:11-31 only fo35:11-5:11-31 on5:11-31 only for womly for women accuseden accused of adulte of adultery) to prory) to prove their ive their innocence. nnocence. So exceptiSo exceptional is Maoexceptiexceptionaexceptional is Mary’l is Mary’s purity ts purity that she rehat she remains a vimains a virgin even rgin even following following the birth the birth of Jesus. of Jesof Jesus. AltJesus. Although the hough the ProtevangeProtevangelium of Jalium of James consismes consists largelyts largely of late t of late tradition tradition that has lihat hhat has littlehas little claim to  claim to reliabilitreliability, it has y, it has exerted grexerted great influeeat influence on Chrnce on Christian imaistian imagination.gination.imaimaginatioimagination.n.n.

If NT writings display little interest in Mary’s life, other early Christians 
soon responded with stories that supplied missing information and responded to 
charges that Jesus’ birth was illegitimate. The Protevangelium of James, written by 
the end of the 2nd century, draws on the language of the OT and the canonical 
birth narratives to construct a story about the conception, birth, and nurture of 
Mary. She is the child of the elderly and wealthy Anna and Joachim, and is raised 



in the Jerusalem temple so that her purity may be protected. At the onset of 
puberty, she is betrothed to the elderly Joseph. When she becomes pregnant, 
both Mary and Joseph undergo the test of bitter waters (prescribed in Num. 
5:11-31 only for women accused of adultery) to prove their innocence. So 
exceptional is Mary’s purity that she remains a virgin even following the birth of 
Jesus. Although the Protevangelium of James consists largely of late tradition that 
has little claim to reliability, it has exerted great influence on Christian 
imagination.

�2.2. Mary Magd Mary Magdalene. Thealene. The NT writin NT writings identifgs identify this Mary this Mary consistey consistently by hently by her town of r towr town of ortown of origin (Magdigin (Magdala, on thala, on the western e western shore of tshore of the Sea of he Sea of Galilee), Galilee), not by refnot by reference to ererefreference reference to a husbato a husband or son nd or son (as in “Ma(as in “Mary the wifry the wife of Clopae of Clopas”). Probas”). Probably this ibly this identificatdeniidentificaidentification meanstion means that she  that she has neithehas neither and thatr and that she is in she is in control o control of her own f her own property (propproperty (property (cf. Luke 8cf. Luke 8:2-3 for t:2-3 for the commenthe comment that Mary that Mary Magdalene Magdalene and other and other women pro women  women provwomen provided for Jided for Jesus from esus from their own their own resources)resources). Sometime. Sometimes interpres interpreters see iters seeters see in thesee in the associati association of Maryon of Mary with Magd with Magdala alreadala already a hint oy a hint of a bad ref a bad reputation, putation, but that ebut but that ebut that exaggeratesxaggerates a comment a comment in later  in later Jewish souJewish sources aboutrces about Magdala. Magdala. Magdala.

2. Mary Magdalene. The NT writings identify this Mary consistently by her 
town of origin (Magdala, on the western shore of the Sea of Galilee), not by 
reference to a husband or son (as in “Mary the wife of Clopas”). Probably this 
identification means that she has neither and that she is in control of her own 
property (cf. Luke 8:2-3 for the comment that Mary Magdalene and other 
women provided for Jesus from their own resources). Sometimes interpreters 
see in the association of Mary with Magdala already a hint of a bad reputation, 
but that exaggerates a comment in later Jewish sources about Magdala.

�All four oAll four of the canof the canonical Gospnical Gospels place els place Mary MagdaMary Magdalene in thlene in the narrative narratives of Jesues of Jees of Jesus’ deaJesus’ death and resth and resurrection.urrection. The Synop The Synoptic Gospeltic Gospels name Mars name Mary Magdaleny Magdalene first ame first ame first among the among the women preswomen present, and Jent, and John draws ohn draws attention attention to her impto her importance thortance through her rough hrough her encounher encounter with tter with the risen Jhe risen Jesus. Thisesus. This emphasis  emphasis on Mary Maon Mary Magdalene sugdalene suggests thaggests thaggests that she wthat she was highly as highly revered inrevered in the memor the memory of earlyy of early Christian Christians.s.s.

All four of the canonical Gospels place Mary Magdalene in the narratives of 
Jesus’ death and resurrection. The Synoptic Gospels name Mary Magdalene first 
among the women present, and John draws attention to her importance through 
her encounter with the risen Jesus. This emphasis on Mary Magdalene suggests 
that she was highly revered in the memory of early Christians.

�In Mark MaIn Mark Mary Magdalery Magdalene stands ne stands first in efirst in each list oach list of the womef the women who witnn who witness the cress thess the crucifthe crucifixion and ixion and burial of burial of Jesus (MarJesus (Mark 15:40, 4k 15:40, 47), and wh7), and who bring spo bring spices for aices for anointing hnoinaanointing anointing him, only him, only to discoveto discover the emptr the empty grave (1y grave (16:1). Mark6:1). Mark explains  explains that thesethat these women “us w women “usewomen “used to follod to follow him and w him and provided fprovided for him,” aor him,” and that thnd that they had foley had followed him lowed himlowed him to Jerhim to Jerusalem (Mausalem (Mark 15:41),rk 15:41), all of wh all of which signalich signals their fas their faithfulnessithfulness...

In Mark Mary Magdalene stands first in each list of the women who witness 
the crucifixion and burial of Jesus (Mark 15:40, 47), and who bring spices for 
anointing him, only to discover the empty grave (16:1). Mark explains that these 
women “used to follow him and provided for him,” and that they had followed 
him to Jerusalem (Mark 15:41), all of which signals their faithfulness.

�Matthew siMatthew similarly idmilarly identifies Mentifies Mary Magdalary Magdalene among ene among the women the women who witneswho witnessed the Crsewitneswitnessed witnessed the Crucifthe Crucifixion, burixion, burial, and eial, and empty tomb mpty tomb (Matt. 27:(Matt. 27:56, 61; 2856, 61; 28:1). In Ma:1). In Matthew, by tthMaMatthew, bMatthew, by contrasty contrast with Mark with Mark, the wome, the women do not fn do not flee silentlee silently but runly but run to tell t to tell the disciplhetthe discipthe disciples, only les, only to encountto encounter the riser the risen Lord then Lord themselves.emselves.emselves.

Matthew similarly identifies Mary Magdalene among the women who 
witnessed the Crucifixion, burial, and empty tomb (Matt. 27:56, 61; 28:1). In 
Matthew, by contrast with Mark, the women do not flee silently but run to tell 
the disciples, only to encounter the risen Lord themselves.

�Luke aloneLuke alone introduce introduces Mary pris Mary prior to the or to the crucifixiocrucifixion. In Luken. In Luke 8:2 he de 8:2 he describes Jescribes dedescribes describes Jesus’ minJesus’ ministry to Gistry to Galilee andalilee and notes tha notes that he was at he was accompaniedccompanied by the Tw by the Twelve and beTwTwelve andTwelve and by some w by some women “who omen “who had been chad been cured of evured of evil spiritsil spirits and infir and infirmities,” pmities,” pmities,” presumablypresumably by Jesus. by Jesus. Mary Magd Mary Magdalene, whoalene, who stands fi stands first in therst in the list that list that includes  includes Joanna andJoanJoanna andJoanna and Susanna,  Susanna, has been ehas been exorcised oxorcised of seven def seven demons. The mons. The fact that fact that she has beshe has been demon-pebebeen demonbeen demon-possessed-possessed, however,, however, does not  does not designate designate her as espher as especially siecially sinful, and nful, and so the trasoso the traso the tradition of dition of identifyinidentifying Mary Magg Mary Magdalene witdalene with the unnah the unnamed woman med woman in Luke 7:in Luke 7in Luke 7:36-50 is7:36-50 is groundles groundless. Luke als. Luke also places so places women amonwomen among those prg those present at tesent at the crucifihe crucifixion and bxcrucificrucifixiocrucifixion and burin and burial of Jesual of Jesus (Luke 23s (Luke 23:27, 49, 5:27, 49, 55), but he5), but he does not  does not identify tidentify them by namhem bhem by name unby name until the ditil the discovery ofscovery of the empty the empty tomb (24: tomb (24:10), and a10), and again Mary gain Mary Magdalene Magdalene Magdalene Magdalene is the firis the first named.st named.st named.

Luke alone introduces Mary prior to the crucifixion. In Luke 8:2 he 
describes Jesus’ ministry to Galilee and notes that he was accompanied by the 
Twelve and by some women “who had been cured of evil spirits and infirmities,” 
presumably by Jesus. Mary Magdalene, who stands first in the list that includes 
Joanna and Susanna, has been exorcised of seven demons. The fact that she has 
been demon-possessed, however, does not designate her as especially sinful, and 
so the tradition of identifying Mary Magdalene with the unnamed woman in Luke 
7:36-50 is groundless. Luke also places women among those present at the 
crucifixion and burial of Jesus (Luke 23:27, 49, 55), but he does not identify them 
by name until the discovery of the empty tomb (24:10), and again Mary 



Magdalene is the first named.

�Unlike theUnlike the other Gos other Gospel writerpel writers, John pls, John places Mary aces Mary Magdalene Magdalene last amonglast among the women the  the women the women who witneswho witness Jesus’ ds Jesus’ death (Johneath (John 19:25). I 19:25). In this scen this scene, howevene, however, John for, John focuses attecfofocuses atfocuses attention ontention on the mothe the mother of Jesusr of Jesus and her r and her relationshielationship to the bp to the beloved diseloved disciple, so cipdisdisciple, disciple, so that thso that the order sae order says nothingys nothing about the about the importanc importance of Mary e of Mary Magdalene.Magdalene. Indeed, s I Indeed, shIndeed, she occupiese occupies a signifi a significant role cant role in the Johin the Johannine Resannine Resurrection urrection scene, forscene, for it is Mar it is it is Mary Mais Mary Magdalene algdalene alone who dione who discovers thscovers the empty toe empty tomb (John 2mb (John 20:1). She 0:1). She also becomalso becoalso becomes inbecomes in John the  John the first to efirst to encounter tncounter the risen Jhe risen Jesus and tesus and to proclaimo proclaim the Resur the Resurrection toreResurResurrectiResurrection to the on to the other discother disciples (Johiples (John 20:11-18n 20:11-18).).).

Unlike the other Gospel writers, John places Mary Magdalene last among 
the women who witness Jesus’ death (John 19:25). In this scene, however, John 
focuses attention on the mother of Jesus and her relationship to the beloved 
disciple, so that the order says nothing about the importance of Mary Magdalene. 
Indeed, she occupies a significant role in the Johannine Resurrection scene, for it 
is Mary Magdalene alone who discovers the empty tomb (John 20:1). She also 
becomes in John the first to encounter the risen Jesus and to proclaim the 
Resurrection to the other disciples (John 20:11-18).

�3.3. Mary of B Mary of Bethany. Thethany. The Gospel oe Gospel of John idef John identifies Mantifies Mary of Bethry of Bethany as theany as the sister of siste sister of sister of Martha andMartha and Lazarus ( Lazarus (John 11:1-John 11:1-44). Mary 44). Mary and Marthaand Martha send a me send a message to Jssage to Jesus regareJJesus regaJesus regarding theirding their brother’r brother’s illness,s illness, but he ar but he arrives onlyrives only after Laz after Lazarus had aarus had already dielreadyaalready dialready died. Followed. Following exchaning exchanges with bges with both Marthaoth Martha and Mary, and Mary, Jesus rai Jesus raises Lazaruses Lazarus from thesLazaruLazarus frLazarus from the deaom the dead. John ald. John also names Mso names Mary of Betary of Bethany as thhany as the woman whe woman who anoints o anoino anoints Jeanoints Jesus with esus with expensive pxpensive perfume anderfume and who is cr who is criticized biticized by Judas foy Judas for so doingr so doing (John 12: (J (John 12:1(John 12:1-8).-8).-8).

3. Mary of Bethany. The Gospel of John identifies Mary of Bethany as the 
sister of Martha and Lazarus (John 11:1-44). Mary and Martha send a message to 
Jesus regarding their brother’s illness, but he arrives only after Lazarus had 
already died. Following exchanges with both Martha and Mary, Jesus raises 
Lazarus from the dead. John also names Mary of Bethany as the woman who 
anoints Jesus with expensive perfume and who is criticized by Judas for so doing 
(John 12:1-8).

�A story abA story about Mary aout Mary and Martha nd Martha appears inappears in Luke as w Luke as well (Luke ell (Luke 10:38-42),10:38-42), although  altho although Lalthough Luke does nuke does not associaot associate them wite them with either th either Lazarus orLazarus or the villa the village of Bethge of Bethany, makinanBethBethany, mBethany, making an iaking an identificatdentification betweeion between the two n the two sets of wosets of women uncertmen uncertain. Whileain. Whileain. While JesuWhile Jesus is preses is present in theint in their home, Mar home, Mary gives ary gives attention tttention to his teaco his teaching (she hing (she “sat at th“sat“sat at th“sat at the Lord’s fe Lord’s feet and lieet and listened”), stened”), while Martwhile Martha tends tha tends to “many tao “many tasks.” Martsks.” Martha asks Jeha aha asks Jesusasks Jesus to admoni to admonish Mary sosh Mary so that she  that she might offemight offer assistanr assistance, but Jece, but Jesus responsus responds that Mads responresponds tresponds that Mary hhat Mary has chosen as chosen the “bettethe “better part,” wr part,” which will hich will not be taknot be taken away.en away.en away.

A story about Mary and Martha appears in Luke as well (Luke 10:38-42), 
although Luke does not associate them with either Lazarus or the village of 
Bethany, making an identification between the two sets of women uncertain. 
While Jesus is present in their home, Mary gives attention to his teaching (she 
“sat at the Lord’s feet and listened”), while Martha tends to “many tasks.” Martha 
asks Jesus to admonish Mary so that she might offer assistance, but Jesus 
responds that Mary has chosen the “better part,” which will not be taken away.

�4.4. Mary the  Mary the mother of mother of James and James and Joseph. ThJoseph. The Synoptice Synoptics name Mars name Mary “the moty “the mother of Jamhmotmother of mother of James and James and Joseph” orJoseph” or “James th “James the younger e younger and of Josand of Joses” among es” among the women the womthe women who women who witness thwitness the death ofe death of Jesus and Jesus and who disco who discover his tover his tomb empty (mb empty (Matt. 27:5Matt. 2Matt. 27:56, 61;27:56, 61; 28:1; Mar 28:1; Mark 15:40, 4k 15:40, 47; 16:1; L7; 16:1; Luke 24:10)uke 24:10)...

4. Mary the mother of James and Joseph. The Synoptics name Mary “the 
mother of James and Joseph” or “James the younger and of Joses” among the 
women who witness the death of Jesus and who discover his tomb empty (Matt. 
27:56, 61; 28:1; Mark 15:40, 47; 16:1; Luke 24:10).

�5.5. Mary the  Mary the wife of Clwife of Clopas. Onlyopas. Only John 19:2 John 19:25 refers t5 refers to this Maro this Mary, who wity, who witnessed thenessewitwitnessed witnessed the crucifthe crucifixion of Jixion of Jesus alongesus along with Jesu with Jesus’ mother,s’ mother, her unnam her unnamed sister,ed sister, and Mary  an and Mary Mand Mary Magdalene.agdalene.agdalene.

5. Mary the wife of Clopas. Only John 19:25 refers to this Mary, who 
witnessed the crucifixion of Jesus along with Jesus’ mother, her unnamed sister, 
and Mary Magdalene.

�6.6. Mary the  Mary the mother of mother of John Mark.John Mark. Acts 12:1 Acts 12:12 names Ma2 names Mary as the ry as the mother of mother of John Mark.JoJohn Mark.John Mark. Because L Because Luke refersuke refers to her ho to her house as a guse as a gathering pathering place for blace for believers ielievers in Jerusalen Jen Jerusalem,Jerusalem, she appea she appears to be ars to be a woman of  woman of substantiasubstantial means.l means.l means.

6. Mary the mother of John Mark. Acts 12:12 names Mary as the mother of 
John Mark. Because Luke refers to her house as a gathering place for believers in 
Jerusalem, she appears to be a woman of substantial means.

�7.7. Mary of R Mary of Rome. Amongome. Among the perso the persons greetedns greeted by Paul i by Paul in Rom. 16 n Rom. 16 is Mary, wis Mary, whom he deshwwhom he dewhom he describes asscribes as having “w having “worked veryorked very hard amon hard among you” (v.g you” (v. 6). Elsew 6). Elsewhere that here thahere that phrasthat phrase applies e applies to effortsto efforts made on b made on behalf of tehalf of the gospel,he gospel, so that M so that Mary may beary may be among the am among the among the Christian Christian teachers oteachers or preacherr preachers in Rome s in Rome (1 Cor. 15(1 Cor. 15:10; Gal. :10; Gal. 4:11).4:11).4:11).

7. Mary of Rome. Among the persons greeted by Paul in Rom. 16 is Mary, 
whom he describes as having “worked very hard among you” (v. 6). Elsewhere 
that phrase applies to efforts made on behalf of the gospel, so that Mary may be 
among the Christian teachers or preachers in Rome (1 Cor. 15:10; Gal. 4:11).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. BrowR. E. Brown, K. P. Dn, K. P. Donfried, Jonfried, J. A. Fitzm. A. Fitzmyer, and Jyer, and J. Reumann,. Reumann, eds.,  e eds., eds., Mary in thMary in the New Teste New Testamentament (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1978phia, 1978); B. R. G); B. R. Gaventa, aventa, Mary: GlimMary: Glimpses of thpses GlimGlimpses oGlimpses of the Mothf the Mother of Jesuer of Jesuss (Columbia (Columbia, S.C., 19, S.C., 1995); C. Ri95); C. Ricci, cci, Mary MagdaMary Magdalene and Mlene andlene and Many Oand Many Others: Womthers: Women Who Folen Who Followed Jesulowed Jesuss (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1994)lis, 1994); B. Withe; B. Witherington, Irington, WitheWitheringtWitherington, III, on, III, Women in tWomen in the Ministrhe Ministry of Jesusy of Jesus.. SNTSMS 51 SNTSMS 51 (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1984).e, 1984).e, 1984).

Bibliography. R. E. Brown, K. P. Donfried, J. A. Fitzmyer, and J. Reumann, 
eds., Mary in the New Testament (Philadelphia, 1978); B. R. Gaventa, Mary: 
Glimpses of the Mother of Jesus (Columbia, S.C., 1995); C. Ricci, Mary Magdalene 
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MARY, GOSPEL OF

A 2nd- or A 2nd- or 3rd-centur3rd-century gnostic y gnostic Gospel, whGospel, which survivich survives in a sees in a severely damverely damaged Coptiaged Coptiaged Coptic traCoptic translation onslation of the origf the original Greekinal Greek (P. Berol (P. Berolinensis 85inensis 8502,1), as 02,1), as well as a well as a Greek fragGreeGreek fragGreek fragment (P. Rment (P. Rylands IIIylands III 463). It  463). It presents Mpresents Mary Magdalary Magdalene as a rene as a revealer ofevealer of secret wi se secret wissecret wisdom in thedom in the post-Resu post-Resurrection errection era. This wra. This wisdom is cisdom is cosmologicaosmological and sotel and sotel and soteriologsoteriological in esical in essence.sence.sence.

A 2nd- or 3rd-century gnostic Gospel, which survives in a severely damaged 
Coptic translation of the original Greek (P. Berolinensis 8502,1), as well as a 
Greek fragment (P. Rylands III 463). It presents Mary Magdalene as a revealer of 
secret wisdom in the post-Resurrection era. This wisdom is cosmological and 
soteriological in essence.

�The text bThe text begins withegins with a discour a discourse betweense between the Savio the Savior and the r and the disciples disciples on nature,on natuon nature, sinature, sin, and ethn, and ethics (1:1—9ics (1:1—9:5). Unity:5). Unity with the  with the spiritual spiritual realm is crealm is central; anentral; an illness m illness illness meillness metaphor is taphor is used to exused to explain thisplain this concept,  concept, and may reand may reflect the flect the Sophia mytSophia myth so commoh soh so common so common in gnosticin gnostic thought.  thought. The sectioThe section ends witn ends with a peace h a peace wish, a wawish, a warning, andrning, andrning, and an admand an admonition toonition to preach. preach. preach.

The text begins with a discourse between the Savior and the disciples on 
nature, sin, and ethics (1:1—9:5). Unity with the spiritual realm is central; an 
illness metaphor is used to explain this concept, and may reflect the Sophia myth 
so common in gnostic thought. The section ends with a peace wish, a warning, 
and an admonition to preach.

�After a brAfter a brief transiief transition (9:6–tion (9:6–24), the t24), the third sectihird section containon contains Mary’s vs Mary’s visions (10isions (10:1—17:7). :1(10(10:1—17:7(10:1—17:7). Followi). Following the comng the command to gomand to go preach, t preach, the disciplhe disciples “wept ges “wept greatly” ovreatly” ovreatly” over the sover the suffering tuffering that they ehat they expected. Mxpected. Mary is theary is then called on called on to speakn to speak. Her firs. Her first vision dt vist vision disvision discusses thecusses the nature of nature of visions,  visions, and then, and then, after a gaafter a gap, a seconp, a second vision pd vision presents a resentppresents apresents a discourse discourse on the as on the ascent of thcent of the soul pase soul past the cosmt the cosmic powers.ic powers.

After a brief transition (9:6–24), the third section contains Mary’s visions 
(10:1—17:7). Following the command to go preach, the disciples “wept greatly” 
over the suffering that they expected. Mary is then called on to speak. Her first 
vision discusses the nature of visions, and then, after a gap, a second vision 
presents a discourse on the ascent of the soul past the cosmic powers.

�When Mary When Mary finishes hfinishes her discourer discourse, she isse, she is immediate immediately challenly challenged by Andged by Andrew and Perew arew and Peter and Peter (17:7–22).(17:7–22). Her autho Her authority, as arity, as a woman, is woman, is questione questioned in this d in this fourth secfourth section. In ttiosecsection. Isection. In the fiftn the fifth section h section Peter is rPeter is rebuked by ebuked by Levi (18:1Levi (18:1—19:5). Pe—19:5). Peter is equter is equated with ated equequated wiequated with “the adth “the adversaries”versaries” (i.e., th (i.e., the powers).e powers). Levi stat Levi states that “tes that “the Savior he Savior made her wmademade her wmade her worthy,” thorthy,” thereby subsereby substantiatingtantiating Mary’s au Mary’s authority (tthority (thus renderhus rendering this Ging this Gospel impooGGospel impGospel important forortant for feminist  feminist dialogue).dialogue). After his After his retort, L retort, Levi instruevi instructs the grcts the group to “proup toup to “proclato “proclaim and preim and preach.”ach.”ach.”

When Mary finishes her discourse, she is immediately challenged by Andrew 
and Peter (17:7–22). Her authority, as a woman, is questioned in this fourth 
section. In the fifth section Peter is rebuked by Levi (18:1—19:5). Peter is 
equated with “the adversaries” (i.e., the powers). Levi states that “the Savior 
made her worthy,” thereby substantiating Mary’s authority (thus rendering this 
Gospel important for feminist dialogue). After his retort, Levi instructs the group 
to “proclaim and preach.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. K. L. KingK. L. King, G. W. Ma, G. W. MacRae, R. McRae, R. McL. WilsoncL. Wilson, “The Gos, “The Gospel of Marpel of Mpel of Mary (BG 8Mary (BG 8502,502,11),” in ),” in The Nag HaThe Nag Hammadi Librmmadi Library in Engary in English,lish, ed. J. M. ed. J. M. Robinson, Robinson, 3rd ed. ( 3rd e 3rd ed. (San Fed. (San Francisco, rancisco, 1988), 5231988), 523–27; K. Ru–27; K. Rudolph, dolph, GnosisGnosis (San Fran (San Francisco, 198cisco, 1987); R. M. 7); R. M. Wilson, “TWWilson, “TWilson, “The New Teshe New Testament in tament in the Gnostithe Gnostic Gospel oc Gospel of Mary,” f Mary,” NTSNTS 3 (1957): 3 (1957): 236–43. 236– 236–43.236–43.236–43.

Bibliography. K. L. King, G. W. MacRae, R. McL. Wilson, “The Gospel of 
Mary (BG 8502,1),” in The Nag Hammadi Library in English, ed. J. M. Robinson, 3rd 
ed. (San Francisco, 1988), 523–27; K. Rudolph, Gnosis (San Francisco, 1987); R. M. 
Wilson, “The New Testament in the Gnostic Gospel of Mary,” NTS 3 (1957): 
236–43.
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MARY, GOSPEL OF THE BIRTH OF

A hostile A hostile anti-Jewisanti-Jewish apocryphh apocryphal book ofal book of the 2nd c the 2nd century entury C.E.C.E., attribut, attributed to the ed to the Gnostics (GnGnostics (Gnostics (Lat. Lat. Genna MariGenna Marias,as, “Genealog “Genealogy” or “Desy” or “Descent of Macent of Mary”). It iry”). It is known ons known only from thly fly from the rfrom the reference ieference in Epiphanin Epiphanius us Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 16.12.1–4 16.12.1–4..

A hostile anti-Jewish apocryphal book of the 2nd century C.E., attributed to the 
Gnostics (Lat. Genna Marias, “Genealogy” or “Descent of Mary”). It is known only 
from the reference in Epiphanius Adv. haer. 16.12.1–4.
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A NT apocrA NT apocryphal apocyphal apocalypse, exalypse, extant in Grtant in Greek, Armeneek, Armenian, Ethioian, Ethiopic, and Opic, and Old Slavonild Slavonild Slavonic vSlavonic versions, aersions, and thoughtnd thought to be fro to be from the 9th m the 9th century century A.D.A.D. It shares It shares a number  a number  a number of number of similaritisimilarities with thes with the Apocalype Apocalypse of Paulse of Paul. The Reve. The Revelation of lation of Mary depicMary depicts Mary, ttsdepicdepicts Madepicts Mary, the mory, the mother of Jether of Jesus, on a sus, on a visionary visionary tour of Hatour of Hades with tdes with the archanghe archangel Michaelel archangarchangel archangel Michael. MMichael. Mary entreaary entreats Michaelts Michael to show t to show to her all o her all the punishthe punishments givements given to sinnengivegiven to sgiven to sinners at inners at death. Upodeath. Upon seeing en seeing each horrifach horrific scene, ic scene, she asks fshe asks for the cauor the causes of punses oses of punishmof punishment. The sent. The sins includins include malicioue malicious talk, abs talk, abortion, reortion, refusal to afusal to acknowledgecknowledge the trini th the trinitthe trinity, and noty, and not rising fo rising for Sunday wr Sunday worship. Alorship. Although Marthough Mary’s heart y’s heart is grievedis grieved at the co at t at the conditthe condition of allion of all those who those whom she seesm she sees (with the (with the exception exception of the Je of the Jews who hadws who had killed Je hadhad killedhad killed Jesus), i Jesus), it is not ut is not until she bntil she beholds theeholds the punishmen punishments of the ts of the ChristiansChristians that she  that s that she beseecshe beseeches the Hohes the Holy God on ly God on their behatheir behalf. At firlf. At first Mary asst Mary asks to be cks to be chastised fhastised for them inorffor them ifor them in a substin a substitutionary tutionary role. Whenrole. When this is d this is denied, Micenied, Michael, Mosehael, Moses, John, as, John, and Paul, tnd Pnd Paul, togePaul, together with ther with the saintsthe saints, join in , join in pleading fpleading for mercy uor mercy upon the Chpon the Christians. ristians. Finally, GFinallFinally, GFinally, God relentsod relents and Jesus and Jesus is sent t is sent to earth too earth to grant res grant rest to the st to the sinners (evinners (even though en thoen though thethough they had rejey had rejected him) cted him) on accounton account of Mary. of Mary. of Mary.

A NT apocryphal apocalypse, extant in Greek, Armenian, Ethiopic, and Old 
Slavonic versions, and thought to be from the 9th century A.D. It shares a 
number of similarities with the Apocalypse of Paul. The Revelation of Mary 
depicts Mary, the mother of Jesus, on a visionary tour of Hades with the 
archangel Michael. Mary entreats Michael to show to her all the punishments 
given to sinners at death. Upon seeing each horrific scene, she asks for the causes 
of punishment. The sins include malicious talk, abortion, refusal to acknowledge 
the trinity, and not rising for Sunday worship. Although Mary’s heart is grieved at 
the condition of all those whom she sees (with the exception of the Jews who 
had killed Jesus), it is not until she beholds the punishments of the Christians that 
she beseeches the Holy God on their behalf. At first Mary asks to be chastised 
for them in a substitutionary role. When this is denied, Michael, Moses, John, and 
Paul, together with the saints, join in pleading for mercy upon the Christians. 
Finally, God relents and Jesus is sent to earth to grant rest to the sinners (even 
though they had rejected him) on account of Mary.
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MARZEAHMARZEAH (Heb.  (Heb. marzeäah�marzeäah�)))

MARZEAH (Heb. marzeäah� )

A ritual dA ritual drinking ferinking feast known ast known throughoutthroughout the ancie the ancient Semiticnt Semitic would. Te would. Texts mentioxts mentioning the nmentiomentioningmentioning the  the marzeäah�marzeäah� span thre span three millennie millennia, ranginga, ranging from Ebla from Ebla (24th cen (24th century turycencentury century B.C.E.B.C.E.) to Madeb) to Madeba (6th cena (6th century tury C.E.C.E.), with in), with intervening tervening attestatioattestations in Emarns in Emar, Ugarit, , EmarEmar, UgarEmar, Ugarit, Transjit, Transjordan, Eleordan, Elephantine, phantine, Phoenicia,Phoenicia, Habatea,  Habatea, Palmyra, aPalmyra, and in the nd in the rabbinic lrabrabbinic lrabbinic literature.iterature.

A ritual drinking feast known throughout the ancient Semitic would. Texts 
mentioning the marzeäah�  span three millennia, ranging from Ebla (24th 
century B.C.E.) to Madeba (6th century C.E.), with intervening attestations in 
Emar, Ugarit, Transjordan, Elephantine, Phoenicia, Habatea, Palmyra, and in the 
rabbinic literature.

�The earlieThe earliest substanst substantial infortial information commation comes from Uges from Ugarit, wherarit, where the terme the term denotes b deno denotes bodenotes both the banth the banquet and tquet and those who chose who celebrated elebrated it. The lait. The latter comprtter comprised membeised memised members members (mt mrzh�)(mt mrzh�) with a le with a leader ader (rb),(rb), who levie who levied dues, owd dues, owned properned property, and haty, and hty, and had a patrhad a patron deity. on deity. The substaThe substantial holdntial holdings incluings included fieldsded fields and viney and vineyards, but ards, but the most ithe mthe most impormost important was ttant was the “he “marzeäah�marzeäah� house”  house” (bt mrzh�)(bt mrzh�).. The group The group’s social ’s social importanceimimportanceimportance is indica is indicated by theted by the size of i size of its holdingts holdings, the nums, the number of witber of witnesses to nesses to its transaits tits transactiotransactions, and thns, and the grantinge granting of royal  of royal approval. approval. Ugarit alsUgarit also provideso provides a descrip a description of a tion descripdescriptiodescription of a divn of a divine ine marzeäah�:marzeäah�: in  in KTUKTU 1.114 El  1.114 El invites thinvites the gods to e gods to his his marzeäah�,marzmarzeäah�,marzeäah�, where the where they are urgey are urged to drinkd to drink to the po to the point of druint of drunkenness; nkenness; the feast the feasthe feast endsfeast ends with El c with El collapsing ollapsing in a statein a state of intoxi of intoxicated incocated incontinence.ntinence.ntinence.

The earliest substantial information comes from Ugarit, where the term 
denotes both the banquet and those who celebrated it. The latter comprised 
members (mt mrzh�)  with a leader (rb), who levied dues, owned property, and 
had a patron deity. The substantial holdings included fields and vineyards, but the 
most important was the “marzeäah�  house” (bt mrzh�).  The group’s social 
importance is indicated by the size of its holdings, the number of witnesses to its 
transactions, and the granting of royal approval. Ugarit also provides a 
description of a divine marzeäah�:  in KTU 1.114 El invites the gods to his 
marzeäah�,  where they are urged to drink to the point of drunkenness; the 
feast ends with El collapsing in a state of intoxicated incontinence.

�Although aAlthough allowance mllowance must be madust be made for divee for divergence frorgence from place tom place to place and place and over time ove over time,over time, two commo two common featuresn features can be di can be discerned inscerned in subsequen subsequent instancet instances of the s of the marzeäah�;mmarzeäah�;marzeäah�; the insti the institution’s stution’s social impoocial importance andrtance and the empha the emphasis on drisis on drinking. In nking. In most placemmost placemost places there iss there is some ment some mention of winion of wine, often ie, often in large qun large quantities, antities, or at leasor at least drinkingt drit drinking vdrinking vessels, anessels, and more thad more than once even once events are dants are dated in relted in relationship ationship to the timto the time of the be oe of the banof the banquet and/oquet and/or the leadr the leader’s presier’s presidency.dency.dency.

Although allowance must be made for divergence from place to place and 
over time, two common features can be discerned in subsequent instances of the 
marzeäah�;  the institution’s social importance and the emphasis on drinking. In 
most places there is some mention of wine, often in large quantities, or at least 
drinking vessels, and more than once events are dated in relationship to the time 
of the banquet and/or the leader’s presidency.

�The socialThe social status of status of the  the marzeäah�marzeäah� is eviden is evident in Amos t in Amos 6. The pro6. The prophet chastphet chastphet chastises chastises the elite the elite of Samariaof Samaria (Amos 6:1 (Amos 6:1) for thei) for their sumptuour sumptuous banquetss banquets character characterized by luizcharactercharactericharacterized by luxzed by luxurious couurious couches, choiches, choice meats, ce meats, music, anomusic, anointing witinting with oil, andh oil, and wine drun wi wine drunkwine drunk by the bo by the bowlful (vv.wlful (vv. 4–6). Amo 4–6). Amos announces announces that thes that their ir marzeäah�marzeäah� (NSRV “re (NS (NSRV “rev(NSRV “revelry”) wilelry”) will end whenl end when they are  they are taken intotaken into exile (Am exile (Amos 6:7). Ios 6:7). In Jer. 16:n Jer. 16:5 the prop5 th5 the prophethe prophet is forbit is forbidden to endden to enter the ter the marzeäah�marzeäah� house (no house (not NRSV “hot NRSV “house of mouuse of muse of mourning”)mourning”) to mourn  to mourn those killthose killed by the ed by the BabylonianBabylonians; in v. 8s; in v. 8 it is cal it is called “the dled “the drinking horinkiddrinking hdrinking house” ouse” (beît�-mis(beît�-misûteh).ûteh).ûteh).

The social status of the marzeäah�  is evident in Amos 6. The prophet 



chastises the elite of Samaria (Amos 6:1) for their sumptuous banquets 
characterized by luxurious couches, choice meats, music, anointing with oil, and 
wine drunk by the bowlful (vv. 4–6). Amos announces that their marzeäah�  
(NSRV “revelry”) will end when they are taken into exile (Amos 6:7). In Jer. 16:5 
the prophet is forbidden to enter the marzeäah�  house (not NRSV “house of 
mourning”) to mourn those killed by the Babylonians; in v. 8 it is called “the 
drinking house” (beît�-misûteh).

�In light oIn light of the f the marzeäah�’marzeäah�’ss enduring  enduring significansignificance elsewhece elsewhere, it is re, it is surprisingsurprising to find i t to find itto find it mentioned mentioned only twic only twice in the Be in the Bible. Variible. Various texts ous texts have been have been proposed aproposed as allusions as allusions allusions but do notbut do not use the w use the word (Isa. ord (Isa. 28:1-13; E28:1-13; Ezek. 39:17zek. 39:17-20; Amos -20; Amos 4:1; cf. I4:1; cf. Isa. 56:9-5sa. 5sa. 56:9-57:1356:9-57:13; Ezek. 8:; Ezek. 8:7-13; Amos7-13; Amos 2:7-8; 1  2:7-8; 1 Cor. 11:20Cor. 11:20-22).-22).-22).

In light of the marzeäah�’s  enduring significance elsewhere, it is surprising 
to find it mentioned only twice in the Bible. Various texts have been proposed as 
allusions but do not use the word (Isa. 28:1-13; Ezek. 39:17-20; Amos 4:1; cf. Isa. 
56:9-57:13; Ezek. 8:7-13; Amos 2:7-8; 1 Cor. 11:20-22).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. B. BryaD. B. Bryan, n, Texts RelaTexts Relating to thting to thee  Marzeah�Marzeah� (diss., J (diss., Johns Hopkiohns Hopohns Hopkins, 1Hopkins, 1973); J. L973); J. L. McLaughl. McLaughlin, “The in, “The marzeah�marzeah� at Ugarit at Ugarit,” ,” UFUF 23 (1991) 23 (1991): 265–81.: 265–8: 265–81.265–81.265–81.

Bibliography. D. B. Bryan, Texts Relating to the Marzeah�  (diss., Johns 
Hopkins, 1973); J. L. McLaughlin, “The marzeah�  at Ugarit,” UF 23 (1991): 
265–81.

John L. McJohn L. McLaughlinLaughlin
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MASADAMASADA (Gk.  (Gk. MasadaMasada)))

MASADA (Gk. Masada)

A rock forA rock fortress on atress on an isolatedn isolated high hill high hill surrounde surrounded by precid by precipitous clipitous cliffs and thffs and therefore neerefoththerefore therefore nearly impnearly impregnable, regnable, located 16located 16.5 km. (10.5 km. (10 mi.) S of mi.) S of En-gedi o En-gedi on the westn the western shore erwestwestern shwestern shore of theore of the Dead Sea, Dead Sea, across fr across from the Lisom the Lisan Peninsuan Peninsula. Scholala. Scholars generalrs generally agree tlygeneralgenerally generally agree thatagree that it was th it was the Hasmoneae Hasmonean high prin high priest Alexanest Alexander Janneuder Janneus (103–76 s (103–76 B.C.E.BB.C.E.B.C.E.) who orig) who originally coninally constructed tstructed the fortreshe fortress, which cs, which consisted oonsisted of four smaf four small palacesll palacell palaces. Ipalaces. In 40 n 40 B.C.E.B.C.E., under si, under siege by Antege by Antigonus andigonus and the Parth the Parthians, Heroians, Herod’s familyd’s family remained  rem remained aremained at Masada wt Masada while Herodhile Herod fled to R fled to Rome. His fome. His family nearamily nearly died frly died from lack ofom lack of water, bu ofof water, of water, but a suddbut a sudden summer en summer storm savestorm saved their lid their lives (Josepves (Josephus hus Ant.Ant. 14.390–91 14.390–91). Herod r). 14.390–9114.390–91)14.390–91). Herod re. Herod rebuilt the built the fortress, fortress, adding eigadding eight cisternht cisterns, storehos, storehouses, a pauses, a palace-villalacepapalace-vilpalace-villa with frla with frescoes, thescoes, three terracree terraces, and a es, and a casement wcasement wall ca. 12all ca. 1280 m. (14080 m. (1400 yds.) lo0 yd0 yds.) longyds.) long with 110  with 110 rooms insirooms inside its walde its walls and towls and towers. In 66ers. In 66  C.E.C.E., during t, during the First Jhe First Jewish RevoeJJewish RevJewish Revolt againsolt against the Romat the Romans, the Zens, the Zealots seizalots seized Masada ed Masada from a Romfrom a Roman garrisoan garrisoan garrison (garrison (Josephus Josephus BJBJ 2.408). T 2.408). Then, underhen, under Eleazar,  Eleazar, they held they held off a proloff a prolonged Romaonged Roman siege bynRomaRoman siegRoman siege by Flavie by Flavius Silva aus Silva and the Tennd the Tenth legion th legion until 73/4until 73/4  C.E.C.E., several , several years afteyears after the destrafteafter the after the destructiodestruction of the tn of the temple in Jemple in Jerusalem. erusalem. According According to Josephuto Josephus, 960 Sics, 960 Sicarii and ZariSicSicarii anSicarii and Zealots,d Zealots, all the i all the inhabitantsnhabitants except tw except two women ano women and five chid five children, comldren, committed suimicomcommitted committed suicide rasuicide rather than ther than fall into fall into the hands the hands of the Romof the Romans (ans (BJBJ 7.389–400 7.389–400). This is). Th). This is siThis is similar to hmilar to his own expis own experience inerience in 68  68 B.C.E.B.C.E. when, as  when, as general ofgeneral of the Jewis the Jewish forces ih forh forces in forces in Galilee, hGalilee, he was defee was defeated by Veated by Vespasian; bspasian; but while out while other Jews ther Jews in hiding in hiding with him cwithwith him cwith him chose to cohose to commit suicimmit suicide rather de rather than be cathan be captured by ptured by the Romansthe Romans, Josephus, Josephu, Josephus sJosephus surrenderedurrendered ( (BJBJ 3.387–92) 3.387–92)...

A rock fortress on an isolated high hill surrounded by precipitous cliffs and 
therefore nearly impregnable, located 16.5 km. (10 mi.) S of En-gedi on the 
western shore of the Dead Sea, across from the Lisan Peninsula. Scholars 
generally agree that it was the Hasmonean high priest Alexander Janneus (103–76 
B.C.E.) who originally constructed the fortress, which consisted of four small 
palaces. In 40 B.C.E., under siege by Antigonus and the Parthians, Herod’s family 
remained at Masada while Herod fled to Rome. His family nearly died from lack 
of water, but a sudden summer storm saved their lives (Josephus Ant. 
14.390–91). Herod rebuilt the fortress, adding eight cisterns, storehouses, a 
palace-villa with frescoes, three terraces, and a casement wall ca. 1280 m. (1400 
yds.) long with 110 rooms inside its walls and towers. In 66 C.E., during the First 
Jewish Revolt against the Romans, the Zealots seized Masada from a Roman 
garrison (Josephus BJ 2.408). Then, under Eleazar, they held off a prolonged 
Roman siege by Flavius Silva and the Tenth legion until 73/4 C.E., several years 
after the destruction of the temple in Jerusalem. According to Josephus, 960 
Sicarii and Zealots, all the inhabitants except two women and five children, 
committed suicide rather than fall into the hands of the Romans (BJ 7.389–400). 
This is similar to his own experience in 68 B.C.E. when, as general of the Jewish 
forces in Galilee, he was defeated by Vespasian; but while other Jews in hiding 
with him chose to commit suicide rather than be captured by the Romans, 
Josephus surrendered (BJ 3.387–92).

�ExcavationExcavations by Yigaes by Yigael Yadin inl Yadin in 1963–64 y 1963–64 yielded manielded many remains y remains from the Hfrom the Herodian peerodHHerodian pHerodian period: inseriod: inscriptions,criptions, ostraca,  ostraca, “freedom” “freedom” coins fromcoins from the First the First Jewish Re Jewish Revolt, and voReRevolt, anRevolt, and a d a mikvehmikveh (ritual b (ritual bath). Alsoath). Also discovere discovered were frad were fragments of gments of biblical abiblical and nonbiblnd nnd nonbiblicanonbiblical manuscril manuscripts similapts similar to thoser to those found in  found in the caves the caves near Qumranear Qumran: Leviticn: Leviticus, Deuterus,LeviticLeviticus,Leviticus, Deuterono Deuteronomy, Ezekiemy, Ezekiel, a scroll, a scroll of Pss. l of Pss. 81-85, Ps.81-85, Ps. 150, the  150, the Songs of tSongs of the Sabbathhe Sahe Sabbath SaSabbath Sacrifice, acrifice, and Hebrew nd Hebrew original moriginal manuscriptsanuscripts of Sirach of Sirach and Jubil and Jubilees.ees.ees.

Excavations by Yigael Yadin in 1963–64 yielded many remains from the 
Herodian period: inscriptions, ostraca, “freedom” coins from the First Jewish 



Revolt, and a mikveh (ritual bath). Also discovered were fragments of biblical and 
nonbiblical manuscripts similar to those found in the caves near Qumran: 
Leviticus, Deuteronomy, Ezekiel, a scroll of Pss. 81-85, Ps. 150, the Songs of the 
Sabbath Sacrifice, and Hebrew original manuscripts of Sirach and Jubilees.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. Yadin, Y. Yadin, “The Excav“The Excavation of Mation of Masada — 19asada — 1963–64: Pre63–64: Preliminary RliminaryPrePreliminarPreliminary Report,”y Report,”  IEJIEJ 15 (1965) 15 (1965): 1–120; : 1–120; Masada: HeMasada: Herod’s Fortrod’s Fortress and tress and the Zealotshe Zealots’ Last Sta’ ZealotsZealots’ LZealots’ Last Standast Stand (New York (New York, 1966)., 1966)., 1966).

Bibliography. Y. Yadin, “The Excavation of Masada — 1963–64: 
Preliminary Report,” IEJ 15 (1965): 1–120; Masada: Herod’s Fortress and the 
Zealots’ Last Stand (New York, 1966).
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MASHMASH (Heb.  (Heb. masûmasû)))

MASH (Heb. masû)

A son of AA son of Aram and deram and descendant oscendant of Shem (Gef Shem (Gen. 10:23; n. 10:23; LXX Gk. LXX Gk. MosochMosoch). He was ). He was the eponymththe eponymthe eponymous ancestous ancestor of an Aor of an Aramaic triramaic tribe perhapsbe perhaps to be ass to be associated wiociated with Mt. Masth Mt. Math Mt. Masius (KeMasius (Keraga Dag/Traga Dag/Tur Abdin),ur Abdin), a mountai a mountain range nen range near the heaar the headwaters ofdwaters of the Euphr the Eup the Euphrates Euphrates River, or River, or with Akk. with Akk. Maœsûu,Maœsûu, the Leban the Lebanon and Anton and Anti-Lebanon i-Lebanon ranges. Thranges. Tranges. The parallThe parallel passageel passage (1 Chr. 1 (1 Chr. 1:17) reads:17) reads Meshech ( Meshech (22).).

A son of Aram and descendant of Shem (Gen. 10:23; LXX Gk. Mosoch). He was 
the eponymous ancestor of an Aramaic tribe perhaps to be associated with Mt. 
Masius (Keraga Dag/Tur Abdin), a mountain range near the headwaters of the 
Euphrates River, or with Akk. Maœsûu, the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon ranges. 
The parallel passage (1 Chr. 1:17) reads Meshech (2).

MASHALMASHAL (Heb.  (Heb. maœsûaœlmaœsûaœl) ) (GENRE)(GENRE)(GENRE)

MASHAL (Heb. maœsûaœl) (GENRE)

From the HFrom the Hebrew rootebrew root  msûl,msûl, “represen “represent,” “be lit,” “be like,” or “cke,” or “compare.” Aompare.” A plural fo plural form, the Hermfoform, the form, the Hebrew namHebrew name of the be of the book of Proook of Proverbs, occverbs, occurs at Prours at Prov. 1:1; 10v. 1:1; 10:1; 25:1. :1; 25:1. Here the tHHere the tHere the term implieerm implies a pithy s a pithy and ambiguand ambiguous sayingous saying that requ that requires substires substantial unpantial unpacking andacunpunpacking unpacking and interpand interpretation iretation in order ton order to understan understand the multd the multiple leveliple levels on whichs on which a compari a a comparisa comparison lay. Fuon lay. Further, therther, the term may  term may signal thesignal the principle principle by which  by which various savarious sayings in Pyingsasayings insayings in Proverbs  Proverbs seem to haseem to have come tove come together: whgether: what seems tat seems to guide ito guide its locations location in any gi locationlocation ilocation in any given any given collectin collection is the on is the degree to degree to which a sawhich a saying shareying shares some chas some characteristiractchacharactericharacteristic (usuastic (usually verballly verbal) with an ) with an adjacent sadjacent saying.aying.aying.

From the Hebrew root msûl, “represent,” “be like,” or “compare.” A plural 
form, the Hebrew name of the book of Proverbs, occurs at Prov. 1:1; 10:1; 25:1. 
Here the term implies a pithy and ambiguous saying that requires substantial 
unpacking and interpretation in order to understand the multiple levels on which 
a comparison lay. Further, the term may signal the principle by which various 
sayings in Proverbs seem to have come together: what seems to guide its 
location in any given collection is the degree to which a saying shares some 
characteristic (usually verbal) with an adjacent saying.

�In Ezek. 1In Ezek. 17:2 the te7:2 the term is founrm is found in combid in combination witnation with the rooth the root  h�wd,h�wd, the nomin the nom the nominal fonominal form of whicrm of which is transh is translated “ridlated “riddle.” In tdle.” In this instanhis instance the rooce the root t msûlmsûl is often  is ofte is often tranoften translated “alslated “allegory.” Hlegory.” Here the usere the usage is proage is probably closbably closer to the er to the notion of notion of parable. Iparaparable. Iparable. In this lign this light, severaht, several OT narral OT narratives seemtives seem to repres to represent this nent this notion evenotion even though th tho though thethough they are not y are not called called maœsûaœl.maœsûaœl. Judg. 9;  Judg. 9; 2 Sam. 12,2 Sam. 12, 14, as we 14, as well as 1 Kgll as 1 Kgs. 20 all s. 20s. 20 all qua20 all qualify as palify as parabolic narabolic narratives. rratives. Common to Common to this largethis larger sense ofr sense of  maœsûaœlmaœsûaœl is the us maœsûaœlmaœsûaœl imaœsûaœl is the use s the use of a briefof a brief story in  story in order to forder to force a chaorce a character in racter in the story the story (as well a(as (as well a(as well as the reads the reader) to inter) to interpret eveerpret events in vients in view of one’sw of one’s own conte own context. Characxt. Characteristic oteCharacCharacteriCharacteristic of thstic of these ese meïsûaœliîmeïsûaœliîmm are the m are the multiple inultiple interpretatiterpretations suggesons suggested by narted bted by narratiby narrative associave associations withtions with their cur their current settirent settings as welngs as well as with l as with other OT mother OT material. Iatemmaterial. material. In rabbiniIn rabbinic Judaism c Judaism the the maœsûaœlmaœsûaœl emerges a emerges as a comples a complex form of x form of biblical ibiblicbiblical ibiblical interpretatnterpretation in whiion in which a passach a passage is elabge is elaborated witorated with a story h a story that beginthat begins “This iss “This “This is l“This is like. . . .ike. . . .” The NT p” The NT parable is arable is often undeoften understood as rstood as a form of a form of maœsûaœlmaœsûaœl but, in t bu but, in trbut, in truth, repreuth, represents onlysents only a fractio a fraction of the fn of the forms to whorms to which ich maœsûaœlmaœsûaœl applies i applies applies inapplies in the OT. the OT. the OT.

In Ezek. 17:2 the term is found in combination with the root h�wd,  the 
nominal form of which is translated “riddle.” In this instance the root msûl is 
often translated “allegory.” Here the usage is probably closer to the notion of 
parable. In this light, several OT narratives seem to represent this notion even 
though they are not called maœsûaœl. Judg. 9; 2 Sam. 12, 14, as well as 1 Kgs. 
20 all qualify as parabolic narratives. Common to this larger sense of 
maœsûaœl is the use of a brief story in order to force a character in the story 
(as well as the reader) to interpret events in view of one’s own context. 
Characteristic of these meïsûaœliîm are the multiple interpretations suggested 
by narrative associations with their current settings as well as with other OT 
material. In rabbinic Judaism the maœsûaœl emerges as a complex form of 
biblical interpretation in which a passage is elaborated with a story that begins 
“This is like. . . .” The NT parable is often understood as a form of maœsûaœl 
but, in truth, represents only a fraction of the forms to which maœsûaœl 



applies in the OT.

Larry L. LLarry L. Lykeyke
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MASHALMASHAL (Heb.  (Heb. maœsûaœlmaœsûaœl) ) (PLACE) (PLACE) (also MISH(also MISHAL)AL)AL)

MASHAL (Heb. maœsûaœl) (PLACE) 
(also MISHAL)

A leviticaA levitical town in l town in Asher (1 CAsher (1 Chr. 6:74[Mhr. 6:74[MT 59]). ElT 59]). Elsewhere itsewhere it is called is called Mishal. Mishal.

A levitical town in Asher (1 Chr. 6:74[MT 59]). Elsewhere it is called Mishal.

MASKILMASKIL (Heb.  (Heb. masíkiîlmasíkiîl)))

MASKIL (Heb. masíkiîl)

A technicaA technical word usel word used in the td in the titles of Pitles of Pss. 32, 42ss. 32, 42, 44, 45, , 44, 45, 52-55, 74,52-55, 74, 78, 88, 8 78, 88, 89, 142, ap9, 1429, 142, appar142, apparently desiently designating sognating something abmething about eitherout either the conte the content or perfnt or performance oformance of each psal ofof each psof each psalm. Suggealm. Suggested transsted translations inlations include “medclude “meditation,” itation,” “a didacti“a didactic poem,” “c poem,” “a psalm ofa pa psalm of upsalm of understandinderstanding,” “a chng,” “a choice or deoice or delicate, sklicate, skillfully cillfully composed soomposed song.” The wng.” The word may beorwword may bword may be derived e derived from Heb. from Heb. síaœk�al,síaœk�al, translate translated in the Wd in the Wisdom Liteisdom Literature varrature LiteLiteratureLiterature variously variously as “skill as “skillful,” “wisful,” “wise,” to teae,” to teach,” but tch,” but this meaninhis meaning seems apg seems appropriate proprapappropriatappropriate only in e only in Pss. 32, 7Pss. 32, 78. More li8. More likely the wkely the word refersord refers to some p to some part of theart of the musical p mu musical pemusical performance rformance of the psaof the psalm (cf. 2 lm (cf. 2 Chr. 30:21Chr. 30:21-22).-22).-22).

A technical word used in the titles of Pss. 32, 42, 44, 45, 52-55, 74, 78, 88, 89, 
142, apparently designating something about either the content or performance 
of each psalm. Suggested translations include “meditation,” “a didactic poem,” “a 
psalm of understanding,” “a choice or delicate, skillfully composed song.” The 
word may be derived from Heb. síaœk�al,  translated in the Wisdom 
Literature variously as “skillful,” “wise,” to teach,” but this meaning seems 
appropriate only in Pss. 32, 78. More likely the word refers to some part of the 
musical performance of the psalm (cf. 2 Chr. 30:21-22).

Michael D.Michael D. Hildenbra Hildenbrandnd
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MASONSMASONSMASONS

MASONS

Workers skWorkers skilled in cilled in cutting stoutting stone for usene for use in walls  in walls and buildiand buildings. Althongs. Although ordinaugh ordinary men cutry mry men cut stmen cut stone for usone for use in theire in their homes and homes and other sma other small-scale pll-scale projects, srojects, skilled maskilled masons (Heb. onmasmasons (Hemasons (Heb. b. gaœd�ar, hgaœd�ar, h�aœs�ab�, �aœs�ab�, h�aœrasûh�aœrasû) were emp) were employed for loyed for special buspeciaspecial buspecial building proilding projects. Weljects. Well-dressed l-dressed stones werstones were used in e used in royal consroyal constructions tructions such as pasucsuch as pasuch as palaces, temlaces, temples, and ples, and defensive defensive city wallscity walls, projects, projects that coul that could afford wd afford workers speorkerwworkers spworkers specialized ecialized in the crain the craft.ft.ft.

Workers skilled in cutting stone for use in walls and buildings. Although ordinary 
men cut stone for use in their homes and other small-scale projects, skilled 
masons (Heb. gaœd�ar, h�aœs�ab�, h�aœrasû ) were employed for 
special building projects. Well-dressed stones were used in royal constructions 
such as palaces, temples, and defensive city walls, projects that could afford 
workers specialized in the craft.

�PhoenicianPhoenician masons we masons were sent byre sent by Hiram of  Hiram of Tyre to buTyre to build David’ild David’s palace is palace in Jerusalen Jerun Jerusalem Jerusalem (2 Sam. 5:(2 Sam. 5:11 = 1 Chr11 = 1 Chr. 14:1). S. 14:1). Structures tructures dating to dating to the Solomothe Solomonic periodnic period show high s show high-show high-quality woquality work in the rk in the cutting ofcutting of stones, a stones, as do the ps do the palaces of alaces of Omri and AOmri and Ahab uncovehaAAhab uncovAhab uncovered at Saered at Samaria. Hezmaria. Hezekiah’s tuekiah’s tunnel (2 Kgnnel (2 Kgs. 20:20; s. 20:20; 2 Chr. 32:2 Chr. 32:30) shows 30) shows high stonehhigh stonehigh stone-cutting s-cutting skills, as kills, as the masonsthe masons carved in carved into solid rto solid rock from bock from both ends aoth ends and worked nd wnd worked towworked toward the miard the middle. Heroddle. Herod’s buildid’s buildings in Jerngs in Jerusalem andusalem and elsewhere elsewhere show high show hig show high-qualihigh-quality masonryty masonry skills in skills in both the  both the cutting ancutting and laying od laying of stones.f stones.f stones.

Phoenician masons were sent by Hiram of Tyre to build David’s palace in 
Jerusalem (2 Sam. 5:11 = 1 Chr. 14:1). Structures dating to the Solomonic period 
show high-quality work in the cutting of stones, as do the palaces of Omri and 
Ahab uncovered at Samaria. Hezekiah’s tunnel (2 Kgs. 20:20; 2 Chr. 32:30) shows 
high stone-cutting skills, as the masons carved into solid rock from both ends and 
worked toward the middle. Herod’s buildings in Jerusalem and elsewhere show 
high-quality masonry skills in both the cutting and laying of stones.

�Skilled maSkilled masons were sons were able to cuable to cut stones ft stones for walls sor walls so accurateo accurately that thly that they did notey did noey did not need mnot need mortar. As ortar. As relativelyrelatively soft ston soft stone was avaie was available in Plable in Palestine falestine for buildinor building projectsg prog projects, projects, it was useit was used extensivd extensively in theely in the foundatio foundations of builns of building and cding and city walls ity walls at many siat manat many sitesmany sites. At Hazor. At Hazor the nativ the native basalt (e basalt (a hard, voa hard, volcanic stolcanic stone) was usne) was used to makeed to make orthostat o orthostatsorthostats for use i for use in wall foun wall foundations andations and threshond thresholds. In Eglds. In Egypt, whereypt, where it was co it was costly, stonstlycocostly, stcostly, stone was usone was used to builed to build temples d temples and royal and royal monuments,monuments, most nota most notably the Gibly the Gibly the Giza pyramGiza pyramids. The lids. The limestone bimestone blocks usedlocks used to build  to build the Great the Great Pyramid atPyramid at Giza show Giza show Giza show high show high skill in sskill in stone-cuttitone-cutting; in manng; in many instancey instances, the blos, the blocks were ccks were cut and laiut and laid so accurd so d so accuratso accurately that aely that a razor can razor cannot be pasnot be passed througsed through the seamh the seams between s between them.them.them.

Skilled masons were able to cut stones for walls so accurately that they did 
not need mortar. As relatively soft stone was available in Palestine for building 
projects, it was used extensively in the foundations of building and city walls at 
many sites. At Hazor the native basalt (a hard, volcanic stone) was used to make 
orthostats for use in wall foundations and thresholds. In Egypt, where it was 
costly, stone was used to build temples and royal monuments, most notably the 
Giza pyramids. The limestone blocks used to build the Great Pyramid at Giza 
show high skill in stone-cutting; in many instances, the blocks were cut and laid 



so accurately that a razor cannot be passed through the seams between them.

Jennie R. Jennie R. EbelingEbeling

Jennie R. Ebeling

MASORAHMASORAH (Heb.  (Heb. maœso®ra®maœso®ra®)))

MASORAH (Heb. maœso®ra®)

In its broIn its broadest sensadest sense, the trae, the traditions anditions and rules, od rules, oral or wriral or written, regutten, regulating alllating all aspects o aspects aspects ofaspects of the copyi the copying and useng and use of Bible  of Bible manuscriptmanuscripts. Howevers. However, the term, the term is normal is normally understlynormalnormally unormally understood nderstood in its narin its narrow sense,row sense, referring referring only to t only to the Masorethe Masoretic notes wic notes which are thwwhich are which are transmittetransmitted with thed with the text. The text. These notes ase notes are in Hebrre in Hebrew or Aramew or Aramaic and araic and araic and are usuallare usually numbers y numbers or abbrevior abbreviations.ations.ations.

In its broadest sense, the traditions and rules, oral or written, regulating all 
aspects of the copying and use of Bible manuscripts. However, the term is 
normally understood in its narrow sense, referring only to the Masoretic notes 
which are transmitted with the text. These notes are in Hebrew or Aramaic and 
are usually numbers or abbreviations.

�There are There are different different kinds of Mkinds of Masoretic nasoretic notes. The otes. The Masorah PaMasorah Parva (Mp) crva (Mp) consists ofonsistcconsists oconsists of the notef the notes in the ss in the side marginide margins of manuss of manuscripts or cripts or editions (editions (see see BHSBHS). These a). The). These are These are matched wimatched with words oth words or phrases r phrases in the texin the text by a smat by a small circle ll circle raised overaised over the textr oveover the tover the textual iteextual item. Mp notem. Mp notes primarils primarily, but noty, but not exclusive exclusively, give tly, give the number he number of occurreof of occurreof occurrences for tnces for the textualhe textual item. For item. For example,  example, in in BHS, weïloBHS, weïlo®t�®t� (“and Lot (“and Lot”) in Gen.”) LotLot”) in GLot”) in Gen. 13:1 ien. 13:1 is matched s matched with the Mwith the Mp note p note dd (daleth), (daleth), the lette the letter represenr representing the nting represenrepresentirepresenting the numng the number four. ber four. This note This note indicates indicates that that weïlo®t�weïlo®t� occurs fo occurs four times.ur timur times.times.times.

There are different kinds of Masoretic notes. The Masorah Parva (Mp) 
consists of the notes in the side margins of manuscripts or editions (see BHS). 
These are matched with words or phrases in the text by a small circle raised 
over the textual item. Mp notes primarily, but not exclusively, give the number 
of occurrences for the textual item. For example, in BHS, weïlo®t�  (“and 
Lot”) in Gen. 13:1 is matched with the Mp note d (daleth), the letter 
representing the number four. This note indicates that weïlo®t�  occurs four 
times.

�The MasoraThe Masorah Magna (Mh Magna (Mm) consistm) consists of notess of notes in the up in the upper and loper and lower marginwer margins of the ms os of the manof the manuscripts (uscripts (but in but in BHSBHS they are  they are in the supin the supplementaryplementary volume,  volume, Massorah GMassorah GedolaheGGedolahGedolah). The Mm ). The Mm notes givenotes give a list of a list of verses co verses containing tntaining the occurrehe occurrences enumences enumerated by trateenumeenumeratedenumerated by the Mp by the Mp notes. Ea notes. Each verse ich verse is cited bys cited by a short i a short identifyingdentifying excerpt. excerpt. excerpt.

The Masorah Magna (Mm) consists of notes in the upper and lower margins 
of the manuscripts (but in BHS they are in the supplementary volume, Massorah 
Gedolah). The Mm notes give a list of verses containing the occurrences 
enumerated by the Mp notes. Each verse is cited by a short identifying excerpt.

�The MasoraThe Masorah Finalis h Finalis (Mf) refer(Mf) refers to the ms to the material coaterial collected atllected at the end o the end of a particf a partif a particularparticular book, sec book, section (e.g.tion (e.g., Writings, Writings), or manu), or manuscript. Inscript. In manuscrip manuscripts the Mf ts the Mf consists oconsconsists oconsists of summary f summary lists (suclists (such as the nh as the number of vumber of verses) or erses) or other dataother data for which for which there was th there was there was no room inno room in the margi the margins of a mans of a manuscript. nuscript. The term MThe term Mf also reff also refers to theers to the edited li thethe editedthe edited lists col lists collected by lected by Jacob Ben Jacob Ben Chayyim whChayyim which are foich are found at theund at the end of th end of the e Second RabSSecond RabSecond Rabbinic Biblbinic Biblee (1524–25) (1524–25)...

The Masorah Finalis (Mf) refers to the material collected at the end of a 
particular book, section (e.g., Writings), or manuscript. In manuscripts the Mf 
consists of summary lists (such as the number of verses) or other data for which 
there was no room in the margins of a manuscript. The term Mf also refers to 
the edited lists collected by Jacob Ben Chayyim which are found at the end of the 
Second Rabbinic Bible (1524–25).

�The MasoraThe Masorah is not ah is not a unified b unified body of matody of material tranerial transmitted unsmitted uniformly wiiformly with all manth all mth all manuscriptmanuscripts. The cons. The content varietent varies from mans from manuscript touscript to manuscrip manuscript, althougt, although much of h much ofh much of it is oof it is overlappingverlapping in manusc in manuscripts fromripts from the stand the standard Tiberiard Tiberian traditian tradition. The puon. The purpose of trpospupurpose ofpurpose of the Masor the Masorah was to ah was to safeguard safeguard the text pthe text precisely, recisely, so that noso that nothing woulthing would be addeddwoulwould be awould be added to ordded to or deleted f deleted from the terom the text. To thixt. To this end, thes end, the notes giv notes give specifice specific instructi ins instructioinstructions regardins regarding words ang words and phrasesnd phrases where an  where an error in werror in writing migriting might occur. ht occur. The MasoraTThe MasoraThe Masorah was an eh was an effective mffective means of queans of quality contality control by whirol by which the texch the text was prest was preserved witheprespreserved preserved without siwithout significant gnificant change.change.change.

The Masorah is not a unified body of material transmitted uniformly with all 
manuscripts. The content varies from manuscript to manuscript, although much 
of it is overlapping in manuscripts from the standard Tiberian tradition. The 
purpose of the Masorah was to safeguard the text precisely, so that nothing 
would be added to or deleted from the text. To this end, the notes give specific 
instructions regarding words and phrases where an error in writing might occur. 
The Masorah was an effective means of quality control by which the text was 
preserved without significant change.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Dotan, A. Dotan, “Masorah,”“Masorah,”  EncJudEncJud 16 (Jerus 16 (Jerusalem, 1971alem, 1971): 1401–82): 1401–82; C. D. Gi; 1401–821401–82; C1401–82; C. D. Ginsb. D. Ginsburg, urg, IntroductiIntroduction to the on to the MassoreticMassoretico-Criticalo-Critical Edition o Edition of the Hebrf the Hebrew BibleewHebrHebrew BibHebrew Biblele (1899, re (1899, repr. New Yopr. New York, 1966);rk, 1966); P. H. Kel P. H. Kelley, D. S.ley, D. S. Mynatt, a Mynatt, and T. G. Cnd T. G. Cnd T. G. Crawford, Crawford, The MasoraThe Masorah ofh of Biblia He Biblia Hebraica Stubraica Stuttgartensittgartensia (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 199apids, 1998); G. E. 8); G. 8); G. E. WeilG. E. Weil, , Massorah GMassorah Gedolahedolah 1 (Rome,  1 (Rome, 1971); I. 1971); I. Yeivin, Yeivin, IntroductiIntroduction to the on to the Tiberian MTiberian MTiberian Masorah.Masorah. SBLMasS 5 SBLMasS 5 (Missoula (Missoula, 1980)., 1980)., 1980).
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1401–82; C. D. Ginsburg, Introduction to the Massoretico-Critical Edition of the 
Hebrew Bible (1899, repr. New York, 1966); P. H. Kelley, D. S. Mynatt, and T. G. 
Crawford, The Masorah of Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (Grand Rapids, 1998); 
G. E. Weil, Massorah Gedolah 1 (Rome, 1971); I. Yeivin, Introduction to the Tiberian 



Masorah. SBLMasS 5 (Missoula, 1980).
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MASORETIC MASORETIC TEXTTEXTTEXT

MASORETIC TEXT

Any text oAny text of the Hebrf the Hebrew Bible pew Bible produced byroduced by the Masor the Masoretes (frometes (from Heb.  Heb. ba{a�leî hba{a�leî hammaœso®raahhammaœso®rhammaœso®ra®a®), textual), textual scholars  scholars concerned concerned with the pwith the precise trarecise transmission nsmission of the texofof the texof the text who weret who were active ca active ca. 600- 950. 600- 950  C.E.C.E. There wer There were three mae three major groupsjor groups of Masore of M of Masoretes:Masoretes: the Pales the Palestinian, Batinian, Babylonian, bylonian, and Tiberiand Tiberian. Since an. Since work of thwork of the Tiberiane Tiberian school ga sch school gaischool gained prominned prominence over ence over the other the other two, the stwo, the standard Titandard Tiberian traberian tradition of dition of the Hebrewtthe Hebrewthe Hebrew text is t text is today commooday commonly referrnly referred to as ted to as the MT.he MT.he MT.

Any text of the Hebrew Bible produced by the Masoretes (from Heb. ba{a�leî 
hammaœso®ra®), textual scholars concerned with the precise transmission 
of the text who were active ca. 600- 950 C.E. There were three major groups of 
Masoretes: the Palestinian, Babylonian, and Tiberian. Since work of the Tiberian 
school gained prominence over the other two, the standard Tiberian tradition of 
the Hebrew text is today commonly referred to as the MT.

�The TiberiThe Tiberian Masoretan Masoretes differees differed with eacd with each other onh other on minor mat minor matters, and ters, and texts prodtextstexts prodtexts produced by thuced by the ben Ashee ben Asher family cr family came to be ame to be revered asrevered as the best  the best of the Tibof the Tiberian tradeTibTiberian tTiberian tradition. radition. The last oThe last of this famf this family was Aaily was Aaron ben Asron ben Asher, and hher, and his achieveis achievements are menachieveachievemenachievements are incts are incorporated orporated in two widin two widely used Mely used Masoretic masoretic manuscriptsanuscripts: the Alep: the Ale: the Aleppo CodAleppo Codex (A), thex (A), the basis ofe basis of the Hebre the Hebrew Universiw University Bible Pty Bible Project; anroject; and the Lenid the Leningrad CodenLeniLeningrad Leningrad Codex (L),Codex (L), the base  the base text for text for BHS.BHS. Tiberian  Tiberian manuscriptmanuscripts generalls generally contain y containy contain focontain four componeur components: the cnts: the consonantalonsonantal text, the text, the vowel sig vowel signs, the acns, the accent signscent signs, and the , a, and the Maand the Masoretic nosoretic notes writtetes written in the mn in the margins.argins.argins.

The Tiberian Masoretes differed with each other on minor matters, and 
texts produced by the ben Asher family came to be revered as the best of the 
Tiberian tradition. The last of this family was Aaron ben Asher, and his 
achievements are incorporated in two widely used Masoretic manuscripts: the 
Aleppo Codex (A), the basis of the Hebrew University Bible Project; and the 
Leningrad Codex (L), the base text for BHS. Tiberian manuscripts generally 
contain four components: the consonantal text, the vowel signs, the accent signs, 
and the Masoretic notes written in the margins.

�There is nThere is no such thio such thing as ng as thethe Masoretic Masoretic Text. It  Text. It is more acis more accurate to curate to refer to rrefer to rrefer to representarepresentatives of ttives of the MT, suche MT, such as the th as the text of theext of the A or L. T A or L. The text ofhe text of the  the Second RabSecond RSecond Rabbinic BRabbinic Bibleible edited by edited by Jacob ben Jacob ben Chayyim ( Chayyim (1524–25) w1524–25) was for cenas for centuries conturies considered thsideredconconsideredconsidered the autho the authoritative vritative version of ersion of the Hebrewthe Hebrew Bible and Bible and thus was  thus was frequentlyfrequently labeled t frequentlyfrequentlyfrequently labeled t labeled the MT. Modhe MT. Modern scholaern scholarship, howrship, however, has ever, has shown thatshown that the  the Second RabSeconSecond RabSecond Rabbinic Biblbinic Biblee was based was based on relati on relatively late vely late manuscriptmanuscripts, and thus, and thus is probas is probably not thbly probaprobably nprobably not the besot the best represent representative of tative of the MT. Mothe MT. Most modern st modern editions oeditions of the Hebrf the Hebf the Hebrew BibHebrew Bible print sle print some form oome form of the MT, f the MT, but but BHSBHS (based on (based on L) is cur L) is currently therently the standard  sta standard sstandard scholarly echolarly edition of dition of the MT in the MT in the West.the West.the West.

There is no such thing as the Masoretic Text. It is more accurate to refer to 
representatives of the MT, such as the text of the A or L. The text of the Second 
Rabbinic Bible edited by Jacob ben Chayyim (1524–25) was for centuries 
considered the authoritative version of the Hebrew Bible and thus was 
frequently labeled the MT. Modern scholarship, however, has shown that the 
Second Rabbinic Bible was based on relatively late manuscripts, and thus is 
probably not the best representative of the MT. Most modern editions of the 
Hebrew Bible print some form of the MT, but BHS (based on L) is currently the 
standard scholarly edition of the MT in the West.

�SeeSee  MASORAHMASORAH...

See MASORAH.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. D. GinsC. D. Ginsburg, burg, IntroductiIntroduction to the on to the MassoreticMassoretico-Criticalo-Critical Edition o Edition o Edition of the Hebof the Hebrew Biblerew Bible (1899, re (1899, repr. New Yopr. New York, 1966);rk, 1966); M. H. Gos M. H. Goshen-Gottsthen-Gottstein, “The ein, “The Rise of thRRise of thRise of the Tiberiane Tiberian Bible Tex Bible Text,” in t,” in Biblical aBiblical and Other Snd Other Studies,tudies, ed. A. Al ed. A. Altmann (Camtmann (Cambridge, Mab(Cam(Cambridge(Cambridge, Mass., 1, Mass., 1963), 79–1963), 79–122; repr. 22; repr. in in The Canon The Canon and Masoraand Masorah of the Hh of the Hebrew Biblebrew Bebrew Bible,Bible, ed. S. Z. ed. S. Z. Leiman (N Leiman (New York, 1ew York, 1974), 666–974), 666–709; H. M.709; H. M. Orlinsky, Orlinsky, “Prolegom “Prolegomenon: The enon“Prolegom“Prolegome“Prolegomenon: The Mnon: The Masoretic Tasoretic Text: A Criext: A Critical Evaltical Evaluation,” iuation,” in n IntroductiIntroduction to the on to the MassoreticMMassoreticMassoretico-Criticalo-Critical Edition o Edition of the Hebrf the Hebrew Bible,ew Bible, ed. Ginsb ed. Ginsburg, i-xlvurg, i-xlv; E. Tov, ; E. Tov, Textual CrTextual Criticism ofiCrCriticism Criticism of the Hebof the Hebrew Biblerew Bible (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1992)lis, 1992); E. Würth; E. Würthwein, wein, The Text oThe Text of the Old f the Oldf the Old TestamOld Testament,ent, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Grand RapiGrand Rapids, 1995);ds, 1995); I. Yeivin I. Yeivin, , IntroductiIntroduction to the on to the Tiberian MTiberian MTiberian Masorah.Masorah. SBLMasS 5 SBLMasS 5 (Missoula (Missoula, 1980)., 1980)., 1980).
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MASREKAHMASREKAH (Heb.  (Heb. masíreäqa®masíreäqa®)))

MASREKAH (Heb. masíreäqa®)

A city in A city in Edom, the Edom, the home of Kihome of King Samlah ng Samlah (Gen. 36:3(Gen. 36:36; 1 Chr. 6; 1 Chr. 1:47). Sev1:47). Several attemeral attempts have bpattemattempts hattempts have been mave been made to ideade to identify a sintify a site, ranginte, ranging from Syrg from Syria to soutia to southern Transhern Transjordan andjoTransTransjordaTransjordan and nortn and northwest Arabhwest Arabia.ia.

A city in Edom, the home of King Samlah (Gen. 36:36; 1 Chr. 1:47). Several 
attempts have been made to identify a site, ranging from Syria to southern 
Transjordan and northwest Arabia.

MASSAMASSA (Heb.  (Heb. masísíaœ}masísíaœ})))

MASSA (Heb. masísíaœ})

�1.1. A son of  A son of Ishmael anIshmael and eponymoud eponymous ancestors ancestor of a nort of a northern Arabihern Arabian tribe (an tribe (Gen. 25:14Ge((Gen. 25:1(Gen. 25:14; 1 Chr. 4; 1 Chr. 1:30). Akk1:30). Akkadian souradian sources (ces (ANET,ANET, 283) plac 283) place the Masse the Massaeans in taeans in the region htthe regionthe region of northe of northern Arabia.rn Arabia. Ptolemy ( Ptolemy (Geog.Geog. 5.18.2) m 5.18.2) mentions thentions the “Masanoie “Masanoi” as situa” as s” as situated isituated in the arean the area assigned  assigned to the Ishto the Ishmaelites (maelites (i.e., norti.e., north central h central Arabia).Arabia).Arabia).

1. A son of Ishmael and eponymous ancestor of a northern Arabian tribe 
(Gen. 25:14; 1 Chr. 1:30). Akkadian sources (ANET, 283) place the Massaeans in 
the region of northern Arabia. Ptolemy (Geog. 5.18.2) mentions the “Masanoi” as 
situated in the area assigned to the Ishmaelites (i.e., north central Arabia).

�2.2. A term in A term in the headi the heading of Provng of Prov. 30:1; 31. 30:1; 31:1, indica:1, indicating perhating perhaps a placeps a place ( (1 1 above) or aboabove) or above) or an “oraclean “oracle” (cf. pre” (cf. presence of tsence of the definithe definite article e article in 30:1). in 30:1). Although pAlthough prophetic urophepprophetic prophetic usage of Husage of Heb. eb. masísíaœ}masísíaœ} (“burden” (“burden”) portends) portends an oracle an oracle of doom ( of doom (e.g., Isa.e.g.,((e.g., Isa(e.g., Isa. 13:1; 15. 13:1; 15:1; Nah. 1:1; Nah. 1:1; Hab. 1:1; Hab. 1:1), the t:1), the title of thitle of the Proverbse Proverbs collectio collections connotens connons connotes nconnotes no such meao such meaning.ning.ning.

2. A term in the heading of Prov. 30:1; 31:1, indicating perhaps a place (1 
above) or an “oracle” (cf. presence of the definite article in 30:1). Although 
prophetic usage of Heb. masísíaœ} (“burden”) portends an oracle of doom 
(e.g., Isa. 13:1; 15:1; Nah. 1:1; Hab. 1:1), the title of the Proverbs collections 
connotes no such meaning.

Harold R. Harold R. MosleyMosley

Harold R. Mosley

MASSAHMASSAH (Heb.  (Heb. massa®massa®), ), MERIBAH (MERIBAH (meïriîb�a®meïriîb�a®)))

MASSAH (Heb. massa®), MERIBAH (meïriîb�a® )

From the vFrom the verbs “to terbs “to test” and “est” and “to strive,to strive, contend,” contend,” respectiv respectively, termsely, terms referring referring to a site to  to a site to a site where the where the IsraelitesIsraelites rebelled  rebelled against Yaagainst Yahweh in thhweh in the wildernee wilderness. Three ss. Three distinct tdistdistinct tdistinct traditions raditions of these eof these events are vents are preserved preserved in the Bibin the Bible. In Exole. In Exod. 17:1-7 d. 17:1-7 the Israelthe Isthe IsraelitesIsraelites camp at R camp at Rephidim onephidim on the way t the way to Horeb. Ao Horeb. At Rephidimt Rephidim they comp they complain of thlain of thlain of thirst to thirst to Moses. YahMoses. Yahweh tells weh tells Moses to gMoses to go ahead ofo ahead of the peopl the people with some with some elders te elders to Horeb anotto Horeb ato Horeb and strike nd strike the mountathe mountain so thatin so that water wil water will come outl come out of it and of it and the peopl the people may drinepeoplpeople maypeople may drink. Th drink. The place ise place is called Ma called Massah and Mssah and Meribah beceribah because thereause there the Israe the Israelites “qualIsraeIsraelitesIsraelites “quarrele “quarreled” and “ted” and “tested” God sted” God (cf. Ps. 9(cf. Ps. 95:8; also 5:8; also Deut. 6:16Deut. 6:16; 9:22, wh; 9:22, where only Mere oere only Massaonly Massah is mentih is mentioned).oned).oned).

From the verbs “to test” and “to strive, contend,” respectively, terms referring 
to a site where the Israelites rebelled against Yahweh in the wilderness. Three 
distinct traditions of these events are preserved in the Bible. In Exod. 17:1-7 the 
Israelites camp at Rephidim on the way to Horeb. At Rephidim they complain of 
thirst to Moses. Yahweh tells Moses to go ahead of the people with some elders 
to Horeb and strike the mountain so that water will come out of it and the 
people may drink. The place is called Massah and Meribah because there the 
Israelites “quarreled” and “tested” God (cf. Ps. 95:8; also Deut. 6:16; 9:22, where 
only Massah is mentioned).

�A second tA second tradition lradition locates theocates the rebellion rebellion near Kade near Kadesh, in thesh, in the wildernes wilderness of Zin, s of Zins of Zin, and rZin, and refers onlyefers only to Meriba to Meribah. The foch. The focus of thisus of this tradition tradition is Yahweh is Yahweh’s judgmen’s judgment on Mosest ot on Moses aon Moses and Aaron. nd Aaron. Unlike theUnlike the Exodus tr Exodus tradition, Yadition, Yahweh instahweh instructs Moseructs Moses to speaks to speas to speak to tspeak to the rock tohe rock to produce w produce water, but ater, but instead Moinstead Moses strikeses strikes the rocks the rock twice. Be twice. Because MosecBeBecause MoBecause Moses and Aases and Aaron did noron did not trust int trust in Yahweh or Yahweh or display h display his holinesis holiness, Yahweh s, Yahweh s, Yahweh decYahweh declares thatlares that they will they will not lead  not lead the Israelthe Israelites into ites into the Promisthe Promised Land — ed Land — they will ththey will they will die in thedie in the wildernes wilderness (Num. 20s (Num. 20:1-13, 24;:1-13, 24; 27:14; De 27:14; Deut. 32:51;ut. 32:51; Ps. 106:3 Ps. 106:32).2).2).

A second tradition locates the rebellion near Kadesh, in the wilderness of 
Zin, and refers only to Meribah. The focus of this tradition is Yahweh’s judgment 
on Moses and Aaron. Unlike the Exodus tradition, Yahweh instructs Moses to 
speak to the rock to produce water, but instead Moses strikes the rock twice. 
Because Moses and Aaron did not trust in Yahweh or display his holiness, 
Yahweh declares that they will not lead the Israelites into the Promised Land — 
they will die in the wilderness (Num. 20:1-13, 24; 27:14; Deut. 32:51; Ps. 106:32).

�A third trA third tradition, oadition, only hintednly hinted at it in  at it in the Bible,the Bible, states th states that Yahweh at Yahweh tested thetested the Levites w L Levites whLevites who kept hiso kept his covenant, covenant, and thus  and thus were awardwere awarded the Thued the Thummim and Ummim and Urim and serim anrim and servicand service before Ye before Yahweh (Deuahweh (Deut. 33:8-11t. 33:8-11; cf. Ps. ; cf. Ps. 81:7[MT 8]81:7[MT 8]).).).

A third tradition, only hinted at it in the Bible, states that Yahweh tested the 
Levites who kept his covenant, and thus were awarded the Thummim and Urim 
and service before Yahweh (Deut. 33:8-11; cf. Ps. 81:7[MT 8]).

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

MATREDMATRED (Heb.  (Heb. mat�reäd�mat�reäd�)))

MATRED (Heb. mat�reäd� )



The daughtThe daughter of Mezaer of Mezahab and mohab and mother of Mether of Mehetabel, thetabel, the wife ofhe wife of King Hada King Hadad (Hadar) d (Hadad (Hadar) of(Hadar) of Edom (Gen Edom (Gen. 36:39; 1. 36:39; 1 Chr. 1:50 Chr. 1:50; so MT; a; so MT; according tccording to LXX and o LXX and Syr., the Syr., the father of ffather of father of Mehetabel)Mehetabel)..

The daughter of Mezahab and mother of Mehetabel, the wife of King Hadad 
(Hadar) of Edom (Gen. 36:39; 1 Chr. 1:50; so MT; according to LXX and Syr., the 
father of Mehetabel).

MATRIARCHSMATRIARCHS

MATRIARCHS

SymbolicalSymbolically considely considered the mored the mothers of Ithers of Israel, Sarsrael, Sarah, Rebekaah, Rebekah, Leah, ah, Leah, and Rachel nd Rachel are the wiarare the wiare the wives of theves of the patriarch patriarchs Abraham,s Abraham, Isaac, an Isaac, and Jacob, fd Jacob, forebears oorebears of the 12 tf the 12 tribes of Iribettribes of tribes of Israel. ThIsrael. Their storieeir stories are beaus are beautifully natifully narrated in rrated in high literhigh literary style ary style and form aand formand form a cohform a cohesive wholesive whole in the se in the saga of theaga of the early pat early patriarchal ariarchal age.ge.

Symbolically considered the mothers of Israel, Sarah, Rebekah, Leah, and Rachel 
are the wives of the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, forebears of the 12 
tribes of Israel. Their stories are beautifully narrated in high literary style and 
form a cohesive whole in the saga of the early patriarchal age.

SarahSarah

Sarah

Sarah/SaraSarah/Sarai and Abrai and Abram/Abraham m/Abraham are bondedare bonded not only  not only in spousalin spousal obligatio obligation, but in n, but in love and dllove and dlove and devotion toevotion to each othe each other. Sarah ir. Sarah is intricats intricately tied tely tied to God’s reo God’s repeated propeated promises of pmispropromises opromises of progeny f progeny to Abrahamto Abraham, for she , for she is to be tis to be the mother he mother of nationsof nations (Gen. 17: (Gen. 17:16). At th117:17:16). At17:16). At the junct the juncture of theure of the fulfillme fulfillment of thisnt of this promise,  promise, ritualizedritualized by the co by the covenant of venantcocovenant ocovenant of circumcif circumcision, theision, their names arr names are changed e changed to Abrahamto Abraham, “father , “father of a multiof a multitude” in Htmultimultitude”multitude” in Hebrew in Hebrew, and Sara, and Sarah, “princeh, “princess.”ss.”ss.”

Sarah/Sarai and Abram/Abraham are bonded not only in spousal obligation, but in 
love and devotion to each other. Sarah is intricately tied to God’s repeated 
promises of progeny to Abraham, for she is to be the mother of nations (Gen. 
17:16). At the juncture of the fulfillment of this promise, ritualized by the 
covenant of circumcision, their names are changed to Abraham, “father of a 
multitude” in Hebrew, and Sarah, “princess.”

�Having lefHaving left Ur and tt Ur and then Haran,hen Haran, the two c the two continue onontinue on to Canaan to Canaan. Twice di. Twice dire circumsre cirre circumstancircumstances force ces force them to sothem to sojourn soutjourn south, twice th, twice the beautifhe beautiful Sarah iul Sarah is passed os passed off as Abraff ooff as Abroff as Abraham’s sisaham’s sister, twiceter, twice she narro she narrowly avoidswly avoids violating violating the conju the conjugal bond, gal bond, and twice andand twice and twice they are sthey are sent away went away with costlyith costly gifts and gifts and cattle. cattle. cattle.

Having left Ur and then Haran, the two continue on to Canaan. Twice dire 
circumstances force them to sojourn south, twice the beautiful Sarah is passed 
off as Abraham’s sister, twice she narrowly avoids violating the conjugal bond, 
and twice they are sent away with costly gifts and cattle.

�Sarai, lonSarai, long barren, g barren, offers Abroffers Abram her Egyam her Egyptian maidptian maid Hagar so  Hagar so that she wthat she will obtainill obtaill obtain chiobtain children throldren through her. Tugh her. This seems his seems a special a special variation variation of the recof the recurrent theurrent theme of bittmethetheme of btheme of bitter rivaitter rivalry betweelry between a barrenn a barren favored w favored wife and a ife and a fertile cofertile co-wife, or -wife, or the story the the story the story of a womanof a woman long barr long barren who is en who is given a digiven a divine promivine promise of offsse of offspring and pring and who then gwwho then gwho then gives birthives birth to a hero to a hero. It also . It also mirrors thmirrors the frequente frequent malevolen malevolent sibling t sibling rivalry inrivalrivalry inrivalry in the large the larger context r context of Genesisof Genesis. God’s pr. God’s promise to Aomise to Abraham finbraham finally culmially culminates in Inatculmiculminatesculminates in Isaac’ in Isaac’s birth whs birth when Abrahamen Abraham is 100 ye is 100 years old anars old and Sarah isd Sarah is 90. 90. 90.

Sarai, long barren, offers Abram her Egyptian maid Hagar so that she will 
obtain children through her. This seems a special variation of the recurrent 
theme of bitter rivalry between a barren favored wife and a fertile co-wife, or 
the story of a woman long barren who is given a divine promise of offspring and 
who then gives birth to a hero. It also mirrors the frequent malevolent sibling 
rivalry in the larger context of Genesis. God’s promise to Abraham finally 
culminates in Isaac’s birth when Abraham is 100 years old and Sarah is 90.

�Not much iNot much is told of s told of Sarah afteSarah after this ever this event except nt except that she dthat she dies at theies at the age of 12 age of 1 age of 127 at Heb127 at Hebron, that ron, that Abraham moAbraham mourns her aurns her and weeps fnd weeps for her, anor her, and that Isad that Isaac takes hac takes hac takes his new brhis new bride, Rebekide, Rebekah. The caah. The cave of Machve of Machpelah, purpelah, purchased intchased intentionallyentionally for Sarah for Sarah’s burial ’sSarahSarah’s buSarah’s burial (Gen.rial (Gen. 23), is o 23), is of obvious f obvious symbolic ssymbolic significancignificance and repre and represents theesents their first pir firsir first permfirst permanent possanent possession of ession of land.land.

Not much is told of Sarah after this event except that she dies at the age of 
127 at Hebron, that Abraham mourns her and weeps for her, and that Isaac takes 
his new bride, Rebekah. The cave of Machpelah, purchased intentionally for 
Sarah’s burial (Gen. 23), is of obvious symbolic significance and represents their 
first permanent possession of land.

RebekahRebekah

Rebekah

The story The story of Rebekahof Rebekah forms the forms the conclusio conclusion of the An of the Abraham sagbraham saga, for Abra, for Abraham’s lasaham’s lasaham’s last decislast decision revolvion revolves around es around his wish this wish that Isaac,hat Isaac, the beare the bearer of Yahwer of Yahweh’s promish’s promise, should e, se, should notshould not intermarr intermarry with they with the Canaanite Canaanites. Abrahams. Abraham’s servant’s servant is sent t is sent to find a wo find a wife from tifewwife from wife from the clan othe clan of Nahor, hf Nahor, his brotheris brother, to ensur, to ensure an endoge an endogamous marramous marriage (Gen.iage (Geniage (Gen. 24).(Gen. 24). In later  In later years, Rebyears, Rebekah will ekah will again be tagain be the focal phe focal point of puoint of purposeful arposeful activity inctivityaactivity iactivity in securingn securing the pater the paternal blessinal blessing for herng for her favorite  favorite son Jacob son Jacob when she dwhen she devises theeviseddevises thdevises the plan to e plan to fool Isaacfool Isaac and there and thereby invokesby invokes Isaac’s p Isaac’s potential cotential curse upon urse upon herself rahersherself raherself rather than ther than allowing iallowing it to fall t to fall upon her supon her son (Gen. 2on (Gen. 27).7).7).

The story of Rebekah forms the conclusion of the Abraham saga, for Abraham’s 
last decision revolves around his wish that Isaac, the bearer of Yahweh’s promise, 
should not intermarry with the Canaanites. Abraham’s servant is sent to find a 



wife from the clan of Nahor, his brother, to ensure an endogamous marriage 
(Gen. 24). In later years, Rebekah will again be the focal point of purposeful 
activity in securing the paternal blessing for her favorite son Jacob when she 
devises the plan to fool Isaac and thereby invokes Isaac’s potential curse upon 
herself rather than allowing it to fall upon her son (Gen. 27).

�Rebekah isRebekah is the most  the most clever andclever and authorita authoritative of thtive of the matriarce matriarchs, yet shhs, yet she epitomize epitome epitomizesepitomizes womanly b womanly beauty and eauty and virtue in virtue in her conducher conduct, energett, energetic speech,ic speech, thoughtfu thoughtfu thoughtfulthoughtful courtesy, courtesy, and self- and self-assurance.assurance. The story The story assumes t assumes that Rebekahat Rebekah has beenh has been appointed beenbeen appoibeen appointed by thnted by the Lord to e Lord to be Isaac’sbe Isaac’s wife, sin wife, since events ce events seemingly seemingly unfold accunfold according to oraccaccording according to divine to divine providenceprovidence. Her fare. Her farewell from well from her fatherher father’s house i’s house is accompans accompanied by a sieaccompanaccompanieaccompanied by a shod by a shower of blewer of blessings, dossings, doubling theubling the intention intentional fertilial fertility motif oty motif of the lifef thef the life-gthe life-giving wateiving water at the wr at the well.ell.ell.

Rebekah is the most clever and authoritative of the matriarchs, yet she 
epitomizes womanly beauty and virtue in her conduct, energetic speech, 
thoughtful courtesy, and self-assurance. The story assumes that Rebekah has 
been appointed by the Lord to be Isaac’s wife, since events seemingly unfold 
according to divine providence. Her farewell from her father’s house is 
accompanied by a shower of blessings, doubling the intentional fertility motif of 
the life-giving water at the well.

�The theme The theme of barrennof barrenness recursess recurs in the st in the story of Rebory of Rebekah, for ekah, for she does nshe does not conceivot coot conceive uconceive until afterntil after 20 years  20 years of marriagof marriage. Yahweh e. Yahweh indicates indicates special, yspecial, yet deliberet deliberately ambiatelydeliberdeliberatedeliberately ambiguoly ambiguous, intentus, intention in expion in explaining thlaining the destiny e destiny of the twoof the two boys (nat boys (nations, peopions(nat(nations, (nations, people) whpeople) who struggleo struggle within he within her womb (Ger womb (Gen. 25:23).n. 25:23). There is  There is a schematia schematic repetiticschematischematic schematic repetitionrepetition in Rebeka in Rebekah’s chargeh’s charge to Jacob  to Jacob to seek a to seek a wife from wife from among her among her own clan; oown clan; own clan; he later fhe later finds comfoinds comfort with Rart with Rachel, justchel, just as Isaac  as Isaac had found had found comfort wicomfort with Rebekahth Rth Rebekah.Rebekah.

The theme of barrenness recurs in the story of Rebekah, for she does not 
conceive until after 20 years of marriage. Yahweh indicates special, yet 
deliberately ambiguous, intention in explaining the destiny of the two boys 
(nations, people) who struggle within her womb (Gen. 25:23). There is a 
schematic repetition in Rebekah’s charge to Jacob to seek a wife from among her 
own clan; he later finds comfort with Rachel, just as Isaac had found comfort with 
Rebekah.

Leah and RLeah and Rachelachel

Leah and Rachel

The storieThe stories of Leah,s of Leah, Rachel, a Rachel, and their ond their offspring affspring are intertwre intertwined in coined in competition mpetition and strifeandand strifeand strife, echoing , echoing nuances ofnuances of the strug the struggle betweegle between Jacob ann Jacob and Esau. Thd Esau. They are theey are the daughters d daughters daughters of the craof the crafty Laban,fty Laban, though th though they will prey will prove to be ove to be well matchwell matched with thed with the even crae ee even crafteven craftier Jacob ier Jacob in repetitin repetitive motifsive motifs of decept of deception.ion.ion.

The stories of Leah, Rachel, and their offspring are intertwined in competition 
and strife, echoing nuances of the struggle between Jacob and Esau. They are the 
daughters of the crafty Laban, though they will prove to be well matched with the 
even craftier Jacob in repetitive motifs of deception.

�Jacob’s joJacob’s journey to Hurney to Haran has aaran has attributes ttributes of divine of divine intent andintent and promise,  promise, expressed expresseexpressed expressed already inalready in the dream the dream vision at vision at Bethel (G Bethel (Gen. 28:14)en. 28:14). Rachel t. Rachel then appearhen appears to Jacobs appearappears toappears to Jacob at  Jacob at the well, the well, and here band here begins Jacoegins Jacob’s personb’s personal story oal story of deep emof deep emotional atttioemoemotional emotional attachmentattachment and love  and love for her. Tfor her. The symbolihe symbolic action oc action of Jacob rof Jacob rolling awaylling away the stone t the stone the stone at the welat the well is themal is thematically intically indicative odicative of the numef the numerous obstarous obstacles he mucles he must later ost lst later overlater overcome to obcome to obtain Rachetain Rachel: seven yl: seven years of seears of servitude torvitude to Laban, cu Laban, culminating lminating in the subin in the subin the substitution stitution of Leah asof Leah as first wif first wife, and seve, and seven furtheren further years of  years of labor for labor for Rachel.RachelRachel.Rachel.Rachel.

Jacob’s journey to Haran has attributes of divine intent and promise, 
expressed already in the dream vision at Bethel (Gen. 28:14). Rachel then 
appears to Jacob at the well, and here begins Jacob’s personal story of deep 
emotional attachment and love for her. The symbolic action of Jacob rolling away 
the stone at the well is thematically indicative of the numerous obstacles he must 
later overcome to obtain Rachel: seven years of servitude to Laban, culminating 
in the substitution of Leah as first wife, and seven further years of labor for 
Rachel.

�Leah bearsLeah bears four sons four sons in succes in succession, Reubsion, Reuben, Simeonen, Simeon, Levi, an, Levi, and Judah, nd Judah, named to syamed tamed to symbolito symbolize her yeaze her yearnings forrnings for love and  love and comfort, wcomfort, while Rachehile Rachel remains l remains barren. Rabarren. Rachel offercRaRachel offRachel offers Jacob ers Jacob her maid Bher maid Bilhah, whoilhah, who, as surro, as surrogate mothegate mother, bears Dr, bears Dan, then Nan, then Naphtali, naNNaphtali, Naphtali, named to enamed to express Racxpress Rachel’s wreshel’s wrestling withtling with her siste her sister. Only afr. Only after Leah’ster Leah’s maid Zilp ma maid Zilpamaid Zilpah has bornh has borne Gad and e Gad and Asher and Asher and Leah has bLeah has borne Issacorne Issachar, Zebulhar, Zebulun, and Diun, and Dun, and Dinah doesDinah does God remem God remember and blber and bless Racheless Rachel. She bear. She bears Joseph, s Joseph, asking forasking for another s another another soanother son in his nn in his naming.aming.aming.

Leah bears four sons in succession, Reuben, Simeon, Levi, and Judah, named 
to symbolize her yearnings for love and comfort, while Rachel remains barren. 
Rachel offers Jacob her maid Bilhah, who, as surrogate mother, bears Dan, then 
Naphtali, named to express Rachel’s wrestling with her sister. Only after Leah’s 
maid Zilpah has borne Gad and Asher and Leah has borne Issachar, Zebulun, and 
Dinah does God remember and bless Rachel. She bears Joseph, asking for 



another son in his naming.

�Rachel dieRachel dies on the js on the journey bacourney back to Canaak to Canaan after gin after giving birthving birth to her se to her second son, cond soncond son, Benonson, Benoni (“son ofi (“son of my sorrow my sorrow”), whom J”), whom Jacob renamacob renames Benjamies Benjamin. The favn. The favorite statorite storite status of status of Rachel andRachel and envy of J envy of Jacob’s speacob’s special love cial love for her arfor her are passed de passed down to theown to the children  chi children achildren and become nd become evident inevident in their int their interactions eractions with each with each other. Jusother. Just as Jacobt as Jacob singles o sin singles ousingles out Rachel ft Rachel for a specior a special love inal love in life, so  life, so he singleshe singles her out i her out in death inn death in placing a placing a placing a commemora commemorative pillative pillar on her ar on her grave to mgrave to mark her toark her tomb.mb.mb.

Rachel dies on the journey back to Canaan after giving birth to her second 
son, Benoni (“son of my sorrow”), whom Jacob renames Benjamin. The favorite 
status of Rachel and envy of Jacob’s special love for her are passed down to the 
children and become evident in their interactions with each other. Just as Jacob 
singles out Rachel for a special love in life, so he singles her out in death in placing 
a commemorative pillar on her grave to mark her tomb.

�There is aThere is a thematic  thematic rhythm in rhythm in the biblicthe biblical narratial narrative of the ve of the four matrifour matriarchs, emparchs, emarchs, emphasizinemphasizing their plg their place as divace as divinely ordainely ordained. Thisined. This in turn i in turn is reflectes reflected in the pd in the primary posrimarypprimary poprimary position thesition they hold amoy hold among Israeling Israelite ancestrte ancestry. They ary. They are linked ie linked in a causaln a causal chain, a  cha chain, a schain, a series of eeries of events firmvents firmly connectly connected one to ed one to another, aanother, and togethend together with ther with the patriarch pa patriarchspatriarchs they form they form the prima the primal ancestral ancestral pattern.l pattern. All four  All four together htogether hold the reold the revered placverererevered plrevered place as motace as mothers of thhers of the nation.e nation.e nation.

There is a thematic rhythm in the biblical narrative of the four matriarchs, 
emphasizing their place as divinely ordained. This in turn is reflected in the 
primary position they hold among Israelite ancestry. They are linked in a causal 
chain, a series of events firmly connected one to another, and together with the 
patriarchs they form the primal ancestral pattern. All four together hold the 
revered place as mothers of the nation.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. Alter, R. Alter, The Art ofThe Art of Biblical  Biblical NarrativeNarrative (New York (New York, 1981); A, 1981); A. B. Beck,. B. B. B. Beck, “RacBeck, “Rachel,” in hel,” in ABDABD 5:605–8;  5:605–8; “Rebekah,”“Rebekah,” in  in ABDABD 5:629–30; 5:629–30; E. Deen,  E. Deen, All of theAll of the Women of  W Women of tWomen of the Biblehe Bible (New York (New York, 1983); E, 1983); E. A. Speis. A. Speiser, er, Genesis.Genesis. AB 1 (Gar AB 1 (Garden City, den City, 1964).191964).1964).1964).

Bibliography. R. Alter, The Art of Biblical Narrative (New York, 1981); A. B. 
Beck, “Rachel,” in ABD 5:605–8; “Rebekah,” in ABD 5:629–30; E. Deen, All of the 
Women of the Bible (New York, 1983); E. A. Speiser, Genesis. AB 1 (Garden City, 
1964).
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MATRITESMATRITES (Heb.  (Heb. mat�riîmat�riî)))

MATRITES (Heb. mat�riî )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite clan fite clan from which rom which Saul was cSaul was chosen kinghosen king (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 10:21).0:21).

A Benjaminite clan from which Saul was chosen king (1 Sam. 10:21).

MATTANMATTAN (Heb.  (Heb. mattaœnmattaœn)))

MATTAN (Heb. mattaœn)

�1.1. A priest  A priest of Baal slof Baal slain in theain in the coup agai coup against Queen nst Queen Athaliah oAthaliah of Judah (2f Judah (2 Kgs. 11:1 Kgs. 11 Kgs. 11:18; 2 C11:18; 2 Chr. 23:17)hr. 23:17)...

1. A priest of Baal slain in the coup against Queen Athaliah of Judah (2 Kgs. 
11:18; 2 Chr. 23:17).

�2.2. The fathe The father of Shephr of Shephatiah, an atiah, an officer ofofficer of King Zede King Zedekiah (Jer.kiah (Jer. 38:1). 38:1).

2. The father of Shephatiah, an officer of King Zedekiah (Jer. 38:1).

MATTANAHMATTANAH (Heb.  (Heb. mattaœna®mattaœna®)))

MATTANAH (Heb. mattaœna®)

The first The first of the encof the encampment siampment sites in thetes in the Exodus it Exodus itinerary (Ninerary (Num. 21:18-um. 21:18-20) which 20) which follow Isrfofollow Isrfollow Israel’s songael’s song (vv. 17–1 (vv. 17–18) of Yahw8) of Yahweh’s provieh’s provision of wesion of well-water all-water at Beer (cft Beer (cf. the mean. the. the meaninthe meaning of the ng of the name, “giftame, “gift, donation, donation”). The co”). The context placntext places Mattanaes Mattanah, understh, understood by mosoounderstunderstoodunderstood by most s by most scholars ascholars as a Moabite a Moabite place nam place name, E of the, E of the Jordan ae Jordan and beyond nd beyondnd beyond thebeyond the Brook Zer Brook Zered (Num. 2ed (Num. 21:12) as f1:12) as far as the ar as the valley of valley of the Arnon the Arnon River (vv.River (vv. 13–15). I (vv.(vv. 13–15(vv. 13–15). Its pre). Its precise locatcise location is unkion is unknown, but nown, but a possibila possibility is Khiity is Khirbet el-Merbet el-Medeiyineh (deiyinel-Meel-Medeiyiel-Medeiyineh (23611neh (236110), ca. 190), ca. 19 km. (12 m km. (12 mi.) SE of i.) SE of Medeba.Medeba.Medeba.

The first of the encampment sites in the Exodus itinerary (Num. 21:18-20) which 
follow Israel’s song (vv. 17–18) of Yahweh’s provision of well-water at Beer (cf. 
the meaning of the name, “gift, donation”). The context places Mattanah, 
understood by most scholars as a Moabite place name, E of the Jordan and 
beyond the Brook Zered (Num. 21:12) as far as the valley of the Arnon River 
(vv. 13–15). Its precise location is unknown, but a possibility is Khirbet 
el-Medeiyineh (236110), ca. 19 km. (12 mi.) SE of Medeba.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. Glueck,N. Glueck,  ExploratioExplorations in Eastns in Eastern Palestern Palestine I.ine I. AASOR 14  AASOR 14 (Baltimore(Balti(Baltimore(Baltimore, 1933–34), 1933–34); J. R. Ka; J. R. Kautz, “Tracutz, “Tracking the Aking the Ancient Moancient Moabites,” bites,” BABA 44 (1981) 44 (1981): 27–35; A: 2: 27–35; A. 27–35; A. H. Van ZylH. Van Zyl, , The MoabitThe Moabites.es. Pretoria  Pretoria Oriental SOriental Series 3 (Leries 3 (Leiden, 196eiden, 1960).0).0).

Bibliography. N. Glueck, Explorations in Eastern Palestine I. AASOR 14 
(Baltimore, 1933–34); J. R. Kautz, “Tracking the Ancient Moabites,” BA 44 (1981): 
27–35; A. H. Van Zyl, The Moabites. Pretoria Oriental Series 3 (Leiden, 1960).
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MATTANIAHMATTANIAH (Heb.  (Heb. mattanya®,mattanya®, mattanyaœ mattanyaœhu®hu®)))

MATTANIAH (Heb. mattanya®, mattanyaœhu®)

A common HA common Hebrew nameebrew name (“Gift of (“Gift of Yah[weh]” Yah[weh]”), atteste), attested in the Ld in the Lachish Letachish Letters (1:5)ters (1:5ters (1:5) and (1:5) and in seal buin seal bullae from llae from the time othe time of Jeremiahf Jeremiah (cf. also (cf. also the short the short form Matt form Mattan withoutan wan without thwithout the theophore theophoric elementic element).).).

A common Hebrew name (“Gift of Yah[weh]”), attested in the Lachish Letters 
(1:5) and in seal bullae from the time of Jeremiah (cf. also the short form Mattan 
without the theophoric element).

�1. The las1. The last king of t king of Judah (ca.Judah (ca. 597–596  597–596 B.C.E.B.C.E.), enthron), enthroned to repled to replace his neace his nephew Jehoiphewnenephew Jehnephew Jehoiachin byoiachin by Nebuchadn Nebuchadnezzar of Bezzar of Babylon, whabylon, who changed o changed his name this name to Zedekiaho Zedeo Zedekiah (Zedekiah (2 Kgs. 24:2 Kgs. 24:17); son o17); son of Josiah.f Josiah.f Josiah.

1. The last king of Judah (ca. 597–596 B.C.E.), enthroned to replace his 
nephew Jehoiachin by Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon, who changed his name to 
Zedekiah (2 Kgs. 24:17); son of Josiah.

�2. One of 2. One of 14 sons of14 sons of Heman who Heman whom David pum David purportedly rportedly set apart set apart for musicafor musical service l sel service inservice in the plann the planned temple ed temple (1 Chr. 25(1 Chr. 25:4, 16).:4, 16).:4, 16).

2. One of 14 sons of Heman whom David purportedly set apart for musical 
service in the planned temple (1 Chr. 25:4, 16).

�3. An Asap3. An Asaphite Levithite Levite and greae and great-great-grt-great-grandfather andfather of Jahazieof Jahaziel, court pl, court prophet forrophet forophet for Jehoshfor Jehoshaphat (2 Caphat (2 Chr. 20:14)hr. 20:14)...

3. An Asaphite Levite and great-great-grandfather of Jahaziel, court prophet 
for Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 20:14).

�4. A Levit4. A Levite at the te at the time of Hezime of Hezekiah commekiah commissioned tissioned to help reco help reconsecrate onsecrate the templethe tethe temple (2 temple (2 Chr. 29:13Chr. 29:13).).).

4. A Levite at the time of Hezekiah commissioned to help reconsecrate the 
temple (2 Chr. 29:13).

�5.-8. Four5.-8. Four postexili postexilic Israelitc Israelites, each oes, each of whom marf whom married foreiried foreign wives agn wives and divorcend divorcnd divorced tdivorced them as dirhem as directed by Eected by Ezra: they zra: they were from were from the clans the clans of Elam (Eof Elam (Ezra 10:26)zra 10:26), Zattu (v, 10:26)10:26), Za10:26), Zattu (v. 27ttu (v. 27), Pahath-), Pahath-moab (v. 3moab (v. 30), and Ba0), and Bani (v. 37)ni (v. 37)...

5.-8. Four postexilic Israelites, each of whom married foreign wives and 
divorced them as directed by Ezra: they were from the clans of Elam (Ezra 
10:26), Zattu (v. 27), Pahath-moab (v. 30), and Bani (v. 37).

�9. The son9. The son of Mica(i of Mica(iah), an Asah), an Asaphite levaphite levitical musitical musical leadeical leader, who purr, who purportedly sportedly purpurportedlpurportedly swelled y swelled Jerusalem’Jerusalem’s populatis population by movion by moving there (ng there (Neh. 11:17Neh. 11:17). The lea). The leader of thedlealeader of leader of the templethe temple choir at  choir at 1 Chr. 9:11 Chr. 9:15; Neh. 125; Neh. 12:8, 25 is :8, 25 is apparentlyapparently the same  the same person, alperperson, alperson, although thethough there he is fre he is from the tirom the time of Zerume of Zerubbabel. Hibbabel. His great-grs great-grandson Uzzandson Uzzi was overiUzzUzzi was oUzzi was overseer ofverseer of the Levit the Levites (Neh. 1es (Neh. 11:22); ano1:22); another greatther great-grandson -grandson Zechariah Zechariah was a precwwas a precwas a precentor at tentor at the dedicathe dedication of theion of the wall (12: wall (12:35).35).35).

9. The son of Mica(iah), an Asaphite levitical musical leader, who 
purportedly swelled Jerusalem’s population by moving there (Neh. 11:17). The 
leader of the temple choir at 1 Chr. 9:15; Neh. 12:8, 25 is apparently the same 
person, although there he is from the time of Zerubbabel. His great-grandson 
Uzzi was overseer of the Levites (Neh. 11:22); another great-grandson Zechariah 
was a precentor at the dedication of the wall (12:35).

�10.10. Grandfath Grandfather of Hanaer of Hanan ben Zaccn ben Zaccur whom Neur whom Nehemiah enthemiah entrusted witrusted with assistinh assisth assisting assisting the new trthe new treasurers oeasurers over the stver the storehouses,orehouses, Shelemiah Shelemiah and Zadok and Zadok (Neh. 13: (Neh. 13: (Neh. 13:13).13:13).13:13).

10. Grandfather of Hanan ben Zaccur whom Nehemiah entrusted with 
assisting the new treasurers over the storehouses, Shelemiah and Zadok (Neh. 
13:13).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. E. AufrW. E. Aufrecht, “Genecht, “Genealogy andealogy and History i History in Ancient n Ancient Israel,” iIsrael,” in niin in Ascribe toAscribe to the Lord, the Lord, ed. L. E. ed. L. E. Eslinger  Eslinger and G. Tayand G. Taylor. JSOTSlor. JSOTSup 67 (Sheup 67 (Sheffield, 19ffield, 1988), 205–388),191988), 2051988), 205–35; N. Av–35; N. Avigad, igad, Hebrew BulHebrew Bullae from tlae from the Time ofhe Time of Jeremiah Jeremiah (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1986).m, 1986m, 1986).1986).1986).

Bibliography. W. E. Aufrecht, “Genealogy and History in Ancient Israel,” 
in Ascribe to the Lord, ed. L. E. Eslinger and G. Taylor. JSOTSup 67 (Sheffield, 
1988), 205–35; N. Avigad, Hebrew Bullae from the Time of Jeremiah (Jerusalem, 
1986).
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MATTATHAMATTATHA (Gk.  (Gk. MattathaéMattathaé)))

MATTATHA (Gk. Mattathaé)

An ancestoAn ancestor of Jesusr of Jesus; grandson; grandson of King D of King David (Lukeavid (Luke 3:31). 3:31).

An ancestor of Jesus; grandson of King David (Luke 3:31).

MATTATHIASMATTATHIAS (Gk.  (Gk. MattathiíaMattathiíass)))

MATTATHIAS (Gk. Mattathiías)

A common nA common name (from ame (from Heb. Heb. mattit�ya®mattit�ya®,, “gift of  “gift of Yahweh”) iYahweh”) in the Maccn the Maccabean and abean anabean and Roman and Roman periods.periods.periods.

A common name (from Heb. mattit�ya®,  “gift of Yahweh”) in the Maccabean 
and Roman periods.

�1.1. A priest  A priest of the ordof the order of Jehoer of Jehoiarib (1 Ciarib (1 Chr. 24:7) hr. 24:7) or Joarib or Joarib (1 Macc. 2(1 Macc. 2:1); son o:1); son:1); son of Johson of John and grann and grandson of Sidson of Simeon. Mattmeon. Mattathias wasathias was a descend a descendant of Asaant of Asamonaeus, wmonaeus, AsaAsamonaeusAsamonaeus, whence d, whence derives theerives the name Hasm name Hasmonean, theonean, the eventual  eventual name of thname of the ruling Je ruline ruling Jewruling Jewish dynastish dynasty, which dy, which descended fescended from Mattatrom Mattathias. Fromhias. From the villa the village of Modege of Modein, MattatinModeModein, MaModein, Mattathias attathias and his sonnd his sons in 166 s in 166 B.C.E.B.C.E. initiated initiated a revolt  a revolt against Anagainst Antiochus IVtiochus IV, who was ,IVIV, who waIV, who was attemptis attempting to stamng to stamp out the p out the Jewish relJewish religion (1 Migion (1 Macc. 2).acc. 2).acc. 2).

1. A priest of the order of Jehoiarib (1 Chr. 24:7) or Joarib (1 Macc. 2:1); 
son of John and grandson of Simeon. Mattathias was a descendant of 
Asamonaeus, whence derives the name Hasmonean, the eventual name of the 



ruling Jewish dynasty, which descended from Mattathias. From the village of 
Modein, Mattathias and his sons in 166 B.C.E. initiated a revolt against Antiochus 
IV, who was attempting to stamp out the Jewish religion (1 Macc. 2).

�2.2. The son o The son of Absalom,f Absalom, a general a general officer u officer under Jonatnder Jonathan (1 Machan (1 Macc. 11:70).c. 11:70).

2. The son of Absalom, a general officer under Jonathan (1 Macc. 11:70).

�3.3. The third The third son of Si son of Simon and grmon and grandson of andson of MattathiasMattathias  1. 1. After the After the Maccabean MaccabeanMaccabean Maccabean revolt (13revolt (134 4 B.C.E.B.C.E.), Ptolemy), Ptolemy, an in-la, an in-law of the rw of the ruling Hasmuling Hasmonean famionean family, murderly, mly, murdered tmurdered this Mattathis Mattathias, his hias, his brother Jubrother Judas, and fdas, and father Simoather Simon in theirn in their attempted attempted coup (1 M co coup (1 Macoup (1 Macc. 16:14-cc. 16:14-16).16).16).

3. The third son of Simon and grandson of Mattathias 1. After the 
Maccabean revolt (134 B.C.E.), Ptolemy, an in-law of the ruling Hasmonean family, 
murdered this Mattathias, his brother Judas, and father Simon in their attempted 
coup (1 Macc. 16:14-16).

�4.4. An envoy  An envoy sent to Jusent to Judas Maccabdas Maccabeus by Niceus by Nicanor, the anor, the Syrian-appSyrian-appointed govointed governor of Jergovgovernor ogovernor of Judea (2f Judea (2 Macc. 14: Macc. 14:19).19).19).

4. An envoy sent to Judas Maccabeus by Nicanor, the Syrian-appointed 
governor of Judea (2 Macc. 14:19).

�5.5. An ancest An ancestor of Jesuor of Jesus, accordis, according to Lukeng to Luke’s genealo’s genealogy (Luke 3gy (Luke 3:25; NRSV :25; NRSV Matthat).MatMatthat).Matthat).Matthat).

5. An ancestor of Jesus, according to Luke’s genealogy (Luke 3:25; NRSV 
Matthat).

�6.6. Another a Another ancestor ofncestor of Jesus, ac Jesus, according tocording to Luke 3:26 Luke 3:26...

6. Another ancestor of Jesus, according to Luke 3:26.

J. BradleyJ. Bradley Chance Chance

J. Bradley Chance

MATTATTAHMATTATTAH (Heb.  (Heb. mattatta®mattatta®)))

MATTATTAH (Heb. mattatta®)

An IsraeliAn Israelite requirete required to divord to divorce his force his foreign wife eign wife (Ezra 10:3(Ezra 10:33).3).

An Israelite required to divorce his foreign wife (Ezra 10:33).

MATTENAIMATTENAI (Heb.  (Heb. matteïnaymatteïnay)))

MATTENAI (Heb. matteïnay)

�1.1. An Israel An Israelite among ite among the sons othe sons of Hashum rf Hashum required toequired to divorce h divorce his foreignis foreign wife (Ezr wife wife (Ezrawife (Ezra 10:33). 10:33). 10:33).

1. An Israelite among the sons of Hashum required to divorce his foreign 
wife (Ezra 10:33).

�2.2. One of th One of the sons of e sons of Bani who dBani who divorced hiivorced his foreign s foreign wife (Ezrawife (Ezra 10:37). 10:37). 10:37).

2. One of the sons of Bani who divorced his foreign wife (Ezra 10:37).

�3.3. Head of t Head of the priestlhe priestly house ofy house of Joiarib a Joiarib at the timet the time of the hi of the high priest gh priest Joiakim (NJoiakim (Joiakim (Neh. 12:1(Neh. 12:19).9).

3. Head of the priestly house of Joiarib at the time of the high priest Joiakim 
(Neh. 12:19).

MATTHANMATTHAN (Gk.  (Gk. MatthaénMatthaén)))

MATTHAN (Gk. Matthaén)

A postexilA postexilic ancestoic ancestor of Jesusr of Jesus; grandfat; grandfather of Josher of Joseph (Matt.eph (Matt. 1:15; cf. 1:15; cf. Matthat a Matthat at Luke 3:2t Lukt Luke 3:24)Luke 3:24)..

A postexilic ancestor of Jesus; grandfather of Joseph (Matt. 1:15; cf. Matthat at 
Luke 3:24).

MATTHATMATTHAT (Gk.  (Gk. MatthaétMatthaét)))

MATTHAT (Gk. Matthaét)

�1.1. An ancest An ancestor of Jesuor of Jesus; accordis; according to Lukeng to Luke 3:24 the  3:24 the grandfathegrandfather of Josepr of Joseph (cf. Math (cf. h (cf. Matt.(cf. Matt. 1:15, Mat 1:15, Matthan).than).than).

1. An ancestor of Jesus; according to Luke 3:24 the grandfather of Joseph 
(cf. Matt. 1:15, Matthan).

�2.2. A postexi A postexilic ancestlic ancestor of Jesuor of Jesus (Luke 3:s (Luke 3:29).29).

2. A postexilic ancestor of Jesus (Luke 3:29).

MATTHEWMATTHEW (Gk.  (Gk. MaththaiíoMaththaiíoss)))

MATTHEW (Gk. Maththaiíos)

One of JesOne of Jesus’ originus’ original disciplal disciples, named es, named in all thein all the lists of  lists of the Twelvethe Twelve (Matt. 10 (Matt. 10:3; Mark 3:3; Mar:3; Mark 3:18;Mark 3:18; Luke 6:15 Luke 6:15; Acts 1:1; Acts 1:13). In the3). In their accountir accounts of his cs of his call to becall to become a discome a disciple, Markiple, discdisciple, disciple, Mark and LMark and Luke give huke give his name asis name as Levi (Mar Levi (Mark 2:14; Luk 2:14; Luke 5:27). ke 5:27). His being His being a tax colla taa tax collectax collector and thtor and the similarie similarity of the ty of the details ofdetails of the calli the calling make thng make the identifie identification of cation ocation of Matthewof Matthew with Levi with Levi virtually virtually certain.  certain. Mark’s accMark’s account listsount lists him as so him as son of Alphan of Alphaeus, whicheus,AlphaAlphaeus, Alphaeus, which woulwhich would seem to d seem to identify hidentify him as the im as the brother ofbrother of James (no James (not to be cot to be confused witncoconfused wconfused with James,ith James, son of Ze son of Zebedee).bedee).bedee).

One of Jesus’ original disciples, named in all the lists of the Twelve (Matt. 10:3; 
Mark 3:18; Luke 6:15; Acts 1:13). In their accounts of his call to become a 
disciple, Mark and Luke give his name as Levi (Mark 2:14; Luke 5:27). His being a 
tax collector and the similarity of the details of the calling make the identification 
of Matthew with Levi virtually certain. Mark’s account lists him as son of 



Alphaeus, which would seem to identify him as the brother of James (not to be 
confused with James, son of Zebedee).

�All three All three Synoptic aSynoptic accounts ofccounts of Matthew/L Matthew/Levi’s callevi’s calling are foing are followed shollowed shortly by acrtly by artly by accounts oaccounts of Jesus atf Jesus attending a tending a reception reception with many with many “tax-gathe“tax-gatherers and srers and sinners” prinners” present. Onlesprpresent. Opresent. Only Luke cnly Luke clearly idelearly identifies thntifies the home as e home as being thatbeing that of Levi.  of Levi. Luke apparLuke apparently wantentlapparapparentlyapparently wanted to wanted to show that show that this rece this reception was ption was a spontanea spontaneous and joous and joyful respoyful respoyful response tresponse to Matthew/o Matthew/Levi’s beiLevi’s being called ng called to follow to follow Jesus.Jesus.Jesus.

All three Synoptic accounts of Matthew/Levi’s calling are followed shortly by 
accounts of Jesus attending a reception with many “tax-gatherers and sinners” 
present. Only Luke clearly identifies the home as being that of Levi. Luke 
apparently wanted to show that this reception was a spontaneous and joyful 
response to Matthew/Levi’s being called to follow Jesus.

�Before he Before he became a dbecame a disciple Maisciple Matthew was tthew was a tax colla tax collector in tector in the area ofhe area of Capernaum Caper Capernaum.Capernaum. His posit His position would ion would have been have been a very luca very lucrative onerative one, as he wo, as he would have huld have huld have had opporthad opportunity to cunity to collect notollect not only from only from local far local farmers and cmers and craftsmen araftsmen as they bros they brought theirugbrobrought thbrought their produceir products to markts to market, but alet, but also from caso from caravans whiravans which often pch often passed throassed through the aruthrothrough ththrough the area care area carrying goodrying goods between s between Egypt and Egypt and the Orientthe Orient. The deta. The detail found oil found oil found only in Luonly in Luke that heke that he “left eve “left everything” (rything” (Luke 5:28)Luke 5:28) to follow to follow Jesus is  Jesus is probably aprobably a hint as t hint  hint as tohint as to this lucr this lucrative posiative position.tion.tion.

Before he became a disciple Matthew was a tax collector in the area of 
Capernaum. His position would have been a very lucrative one, as he would have 
had opportunity to collect not only from local farmers and craftsmen as they 
brought their products to market, but also from caravans which often passed 
through the area carrying goods between Egypt and the Orient. The detail found 
only in Luke that he “left everything” (Luke 5:28) to follow Jesus is probably a 
hint as to this lucrative position.

�Very littlVery little is knowne is known of Matthe of Matthew/Levi beyw/Levi beyond the Syond the Synoptic accnoptic accounts of hounts of his call. Pis call. is call. Papicall. Papias claims as claims that he wrthat he wrote the Goote the Gospel of Maspel of Matthew in Htthew in Hebrew. As ebrew. As with all twith all the originahetthe originthe original disciplal disciples, legendes, legendary storieary stories abound. s abound. According According to one trato one tradition he dition he was martyrwas was martyrwas martyred, but aned, but another saysother says he died a he died a natural d natural death.eath.eath.

Very little is known of Matthew/Levi beyond the Synoptic accounts of his 
call. Papias claims that he wrote the Gospel of Matthew in Hebrew. As with all 
the original disciples, legendary stories abound. According to one tradition he 
was martyred, but another says he died a natural death.

Joe E. LunJoe E. Luncefordceford

Joe E. Lunceford

MATTHEW, GMATTHEW, GOSPEL OFOSPEL OFOSPEL OF

MATTHEW, GOSPEL OF

The first The first of the NT of the NT Gospels inGospels in canonical canonical order. It order. It was compo was composed duringsed during the last  the last decades ofdedecades ofdecades of the 1st c the 1st century, whentury, when Jews anen Jews and Christiad Christians alike wns alike were faced ere faced with the twith the task of reaasttask of retask of rearticulatiarticulating their sng their self-underself-understanding intanding in light of  light of the destruthe destruction of tction of the temple he temphe temple andtemple and the holy  the holy city, Jerucity, Jerusalem. Regsalem. Regardless ofardless of where the where the Gospel wa Gospel was written s written (Syrian An(S(Syrian An(Syrian Antioch or otioch or one of the ne of the larger setlarger settlements itlements in Galilee n Galilee are the tware the two settingso settings most ofte mo most oftenmost often proposed) proposed), the stor, the story of Jesusy of Jesus that Matt that Matthew tells hew tells seems wellseems well suited to suited to clarify t cl clarify thclarify the identitye identity, vocation, vocation, and prac, and practices of atices of a community community in transi in transition and dtion and distress. Mistresddistress. distress. Matthew usMatthew uses tensiones tension and surpr and surprise, in boise, in both form anth form and content,d content, to addres to address this sits addresaddress thaddress this situatiis situation, while on, while affirming affirming that Jesusthat Jesus Christ, “ Christ, “God with uGod with us,” is thes,” is the defining  definin defining fdefining figure arouigure around which tnd which the communihe community’s self-ty’s self-understandunderstanding, imagiing, imagination, annation, and social rd sd social relsocial relations areations are to be for to be formed.med.med.

The first of the NT Gospels in canonical order. It was composed during the last 
decades of the 1st century, when Jews and Christians alike were faced with the 
task of rearticulating their self-understanding in light of the destruction of the 
temple and the holy city, Jerusalem. Regardless of where the Gospel was written 
(Syrian Antioch or one of the larger settlements in Galilee are the two settings 
most often proposed), the story of Jesus that Matthew tells seems well suited to 
clarify the identity, vocation, and practices of a community in transition and 
distress. Matthew uses tension and surprise, in both form and content, to 
address this situation, while affirming that Jesus Christ, “God with us,” is the 
defining figure around which the community’s self-understanding, imagination, and 
social relations are to be formed.

�The ascripThe ascription of thtion of this Gospel is Gospel to Matthewto Matthew is tradit is traditional; theional; the earliest  earliest manuscriptmanuscripmanuscriptmanuscripts are anons are anonymous. Somymous. Some scholarse scholars today arg today argue that Maue that Matthew was tthew was the first the firsthe first Gospfirst Gospel to be wel to be written. Thritten. The majoritye majority of schola of scholars, howevers, however, hold tor, hold to the prior the priority of Marity priorpriority opriority of Mark andf Mark and believe t believe that Matthehat Matthew probablyw probably used two  used two other sourother sources in addces in addces in addition taddition to Mark, ono Mark, one that wase that was shared wi shared with Luke (cth Luke (commonly deommonly designated “signated “Q”), and oQ”), and Q”), and one soand one source that urce that was used iwas used independentndependently by Mattly by Matthew. Whilehew. While earlier g earlier generationsenerationggenerationgenerations of schols of scholars held tars held that many ohat many of the repef the repetitions fotitions found in Matund in Matthew were thew were due to carddue to cardue to careless use eless use of these sof these sources, moources, more recent re recent studies afstudies affirm that firm that Matthew emMatthew employs repepememploys reemploys repetition ipetition intentionalntentionally as a mely as a means to devans to develop charaelop characters and cters and advance thadvance the plot. Maeththe plot. the plot. Matthew alMatthew also relies so relies on citatioon citations from anns from and allusiond allusions to the Os to the OT to guideT to guide the reade th the readerthe reader through t through the story ahe story and providend provide interpret interpretive framewive frameworks for torks for the narratehe narrated events. dnarratenarrated enarrated events. Mosvents. Most prominent prominent among tht among these are these are the “fulfille “fulfillment quotament quotations” (Mations” (Mations” (Matt. 1:2(Matt. 1:22-23; 2:152-23; 2:15, 17-18, 2, 17-18, 23; 4:14-163; 4:14-16; 8:17; 12; 8:17; 12:17-21; 13:17-21; 13:35; 21:4-:35; 21:4-5; 27:9-105; 27:9-10), which w), wh), which woulwhich would appeal td appeal to audienceo audiences familiars familiar with the  with the OT, especiOT, especially the pally the prophecies rophecies concerningcoconcerningconcerning the Messi the Messiah. As oftah. As often as one en as one finds appefinds appeals to Jewals to Jewish expectish expectations, hoations, however, onewhohowever, ohowever, one also fine also finds elemennds elements in thists in this story tha story that would hat would have surprisve surprised readersed readers familiar  fa familiar wfamiliar with the OTith the OT and stret and stretched theirched their notions a notions about both bout both the Messiathe Messiah and God.h and God.h and God. JesusGod. Jesus’ descript’ description of a “ion of a “scribe trascribe trained for tined for the kingdomhe kingdom of heaven of heaven” as one w” as one who “bringshowwho “bringwho “brings out of hs out of his treasuris treasure what is e what is new and whnew and what is old”at is old” (13:52) d (13:52) describes wescribes well this Eewwell this well this EvangelistEvangelist’s own wor’s own work.k.k.

The ascription of this Gospel to Matthew is traditional; the earliest 
manuscripts are anonymous. Some scholars today argue that Matthew was the 
first Gospel to be written. The majority of scholars, however, hold to the 
priority of Mark and believe that Matthew probably used two other sources in 
addition to Mark, one that was shared with Luke (commonly designated “Q”), 
and one source that was used independently by Matthew. While earlier 
generations of scholars held that many of the repetitions found in Matthew were 
due to careless use of these sources, more recent studies affirm that Matthew 



employs repetition intentionally as a means to develop characters and advance 
the plot. Matthew also relies on citations from and allusions to the OT to guide 
the reader through the story and provide interpretive frameworks for the 
narrated events. Most prominent among these are the “fulfillment quotations” 
(Matt. 1:22-23; 2:15, 17-18, 23; 4:14-16; 8:17; 12:17-21; 13:35; 21:4-5; 27:9-10), 
which would appeal to audiences familiar with the OT, especially the prophecies 
concerning the Messiah. As often as one finds appeals to Jewish expectations, 
however, one also finds elements in this story that would have surprised readers 
familiar with the OT and stretched their notions about both the Messiah and 
God. Jesus’ description of a “scribe trained for the kingdom of heaven” as one 
who “brings out of his treasure what is new and what is old” (13:52) describes 
well this Evangelist’s own work.

�Matthew’s Matthew’s manipulatimanipulation of the on of the conventionconventions of genres of genre also gene also generates tensrates tension and suion anion and surpriand surprise. The Gose. The Gospel incorspel incorporates elporates elements thaements that would hat would have led ancve led ancient audieient audieient audiences audiences to associato associate it bothte it both with biog with biographies ofraphies of leading p leading philosopherhilosophers and kings and kings and withs ans and with Jand with Jewish histewish historiographyoriography. Thus on . Thus on the one hathe one hand, Matthend, Matthew’s story w’s story is about Jis about Jesus the teJJesus the Jesus the teacher anteacher and healer, d healer, whose actiwhose actions and teons and teachings, iachings, including hncluding his death ais death and resurrend rnd resurrectiresurrection, form aon, form a coherent, coherent, congruent congruent, and comp, and compelling whoelling whole, worthyle, worthy of emulat of emula of emulation emulation by faithfuby faithful disciplel disciples even amis even amidst discondst disconcerting cicerting circumstancercumstances. In thiss. In this way it fu way way it funway it functions likctions like ancient e ancient biography.biography. On the ot On the other hand, her hand, Matthew’s Matthew’s story is astory is about Jesusbouaabout Jesuabout Jesus the messs the messiah of Isriah of Israel, whoseael, whose vocation  vocation and ministand ministry, includry, including his deing his death and reath dedeath and death and resurrectiresurrection, sum upon, sum up and bring and bring to fruiti to fruition the whoon the whole historyle history of God an of God and the peopdanand the peand the people of Isople of Israel. In trael. In this way thhis way the Gospel ae Gospel appears to ppears to build on abuild on and completnd complete the histe te the historthe historical booksical books found in  found in the OT. Bythe OT. By combining combining biography biography with hist with history, the Gory, the Gospel tranoGGospel traGospel transcends thnscends the expectate expectations of boions of both. The reth. The reader perceader perceives that ives that Jesus is aJesus is a figure wh fig figure whofigure whose life anse life and teachingd teachings are impos are important in trtant in their own rheir own right, but ight, but also one walso one whose storyhoswwhose storwhose story sums up y sums up and altersand alters history. history. history.

Matthew’s manipulation of the conventions of genre also generates tension 
and surprise. The Gospel incorporates elements that would have led ancient 
audiences to associate it both with biographies of leading philosophers and kings 
and with Jewish historiography. Thus on the one hand, Matthew’s story is about 
Jesus the teacher and healer, whose actions and teachings, including his death and 
resurrection, form a coherent, congruent, and compelling whole, worthy of 
emulation by faithful disciples even amidst disconcerting circumstances. In this 
way it functions like ancient biography. On the other hand, Matthew’s story is 
about Jesus the messiah of Israel, whose vocation and ministry, including his 
death and resurrection, sum up and bring to fruition the whole history of God 
and the people of Israel. In this way the Gospel appears to build on and complete 
the historical books found in the OT. By combining biography with history, the 
Gospel transcends the expectations of both. The reader perceives that Jesus is a 
figure whose life and teachings are important in their own right, but also one 
whose story sums up and alters history.

�Matthew alMatthew also holds mso holds multiple, oultiple, overlappingverlapping structura structural patternsl patterns in tensio in tension. The mosn. The mn. The most promimost prominent of thnent of these organiese organizational pzational patterns isatterns is the alter the alternation of nation of narrative narrative and discouand and discouand discourse. Five rse. Five times Matttimes Matthew uses thew uses the formulahe formula “and when “and when Jesus had Jesus had finished  finished saying thessaying thesaying these things,se things,” always a” always at the trant the transition frosition from one of Jm one of Jesus’ fiveesus’ five major spe major speeches to aechesspespeeches tspeeches to a sectioo a section of narran of narrative recortive recording his dding his deeds (7:28eeds (7:28–29; 11:1;–29; 11:1; 13:53; 19 13:53; 19:1; 26:1).:1; 2:1; 26:1). Som26:1). Some scholarse scholars detect in detect in the rough the rough correspon correspondence of tdence of themes and hemes and motifs amimotifs ammotifs amidst theamidst these segmentse segments of narras of narrative and dtive and discourse aiscourse an overarchn overarching chiasting chiastic arrangeic arrangement (i.e.marrangearrangemenarrangement (i.e., at (i.e., an invertedn inverted, concentr, concentric paralleic parallelism, hinglism, hinging on theing on the parables  parables in ch. 13)in ch.in ch. 13).ch. 13).ch. 13).

Matthew also holds multiple, overlapping structural patterns in tension. The 
most prominent of these organizational patterns is the alternation of narrative 
and discourse. Five times Matthew uses the formula “and when Jesus had finished 
saying these things,” always at the transition from one of Jesus’ five major 
speeches to a section of narrative recording his deeds (7:28–29; 11:1; 13:53; 19:1; 
26:1). Some scholars detect in the rough correspondence of themes and motifs 
amidst these segments of narrative and discourse an overarching chiastic 
arrangement (i.e., an inverted, concentric parallelism, hinging on the parables in 
ch. 13).

�Twice MattTwice Matthew uses thew uses the formulahe formula “from tha “from that time Jest time Jesus began tus began to,” each to,” each time suggesime sime suggestingsuggesting an import an important shift ant shift in the narin the narrative: atrative: at 4:17 Jesu 4:17 Jesus begins hs begins his ministris ministry and preay and py and preaching preaching in Galileein Galilee, and at 1, and at 16:21 he tu6:21 he turns towardrns toward Jerusalem Jerusalem, where hi, where his sufferins suffering, death, g, dg, death, anddeath, and resurrect resurrection will oion will occur. Accoccur. According to trding to this schemehis scheme, Matthew , Matthew is organizis organized into thedorganizorganized organized into threeinto three panels, e panels, each represach representing a denting a different gifferent geographicaeographical and, espl and, especially, ceciaespespeciallyespecially, christol, christological aspogical aspect of theect of the story. story. story.

Twice Matthew uses the formula “from that time Jesus began to,” each time 
suggesting an important shift in the narrative: at 4:17 Jesus begins his ministry and 
preaching in Galilee, and at 16:21 he turns toward Jerusalem, where his suffering, 
death, and resurrection will occur. According to this scheme, Matthew is 



organized into three panels, each representing a different geographical and, 
especially, christological aspect of the story.

�More recenMore recently scholatly scholars have turs have turned theirrned their attention attention to the de to the development velopment of the ploof theof the plot ithe plot in Matthew,n Matthew, and have  and have offered a offered a variety ofvariety of proposals proposals regarding regarding the Gospe the Gospel’s structl’sGospeGospel’s sGospel’s structure btructure based on “kased on “kernels,” ternels,” the turninghe turning points th points that determiat determine the chane the chains of cauinchachains of chains of causality causality around whiaround which the narch the narrative florative flows. This aws. This approach typproach typically yipically yields a sixelds yiyields a syields a six-part stix-part structure, aructure, approximatepproximately as follly as follows: 1) thows: 1) the coming oe coming of the Messf the Messiah, 1:1—4iah, MessMessiah, 1Messiah, 1:1—4:16 (k:1—4:16 (kernel: 1:1ernel: 1:18–25); 2) 8–25); 2) the Messiathe Messiah’s ministh’s ministry to Israry to Israel, 4:17—1el, 4:17—11:1 (kerne1:14:17—14:17—11:1 4:17—11:1 (kernel: 4(kernel: 4:17–25); 3:17–25); 3) conflict) conflict and crisi and crisis in the Ms in the Messiah’s messiah’s ministry, 1inistry, 11:2—16:20 1:2—111:2—16:2011:2—16:20 (kernel:  (kernel: 11:2–6); 411:2–6); 4) the Mess) the Messiah’s jouriah’s journey to Jerney to Jerusalem, 16usalem, 16:21—20:34 :21—20:34 1616:21—20:316:21—20:34 (kernel:4 (kernel: 16:21–28) 16:21–28); 5) the M; 5) the Messiah’s fessiah’s final rejecinal rejection and ction and crucifixionrucifixion, 21:1—27:, 21, 21:1—27:6621:1—27:66 (kernel:  (kernel: 21:1–27); 21:1–27); and 6) resand 6) resurrection urrection of the Mesof the Messiah and csiah and commissioniommissioniccommissioncommissioning of theing of the disciples disciples, 28:1–20 , 28:1–20 (kernel: 2(kernel: 28:1–10).8:1–10).8:1–10).

More recently scholars have turned their attention to the development of 
the plot in Matthew, and have offered a variety of proposals regarding the 
Gospel’s structure based on “kernels,” the turning points that determine the 
chains of causality around which the narrative flows. This approach typically 
yields a six-part structure, approximately as follows: 1) the coming of the 
Messiah, 1:1—4:16 (kernel: 1:18–25); 2) the Messiah’s ministry to Israel, 
4:17—11:1 (kernel: 4:17–25); 3) conflict and crisis in the Messiah’s ministry, 
11:2—16:20 (kernel: 11:2–6); 4) the Messiah’s journey to Jerusalem, 
16:21—20:34 (kernel: 16:21–28); 5) the Messiah’s final rejection and crucifixion, 
21:1—27:66 (kernel: 21:1–27); and 6) resurrection of the Messiah and 
commissioning of the disciples, 28:1–20 (kernel: 28:1–10).

�Readers shReaders should resisould resist the tempt the temptation to tation to pick and cpick and choose amonhoose among these alg these alternativesternaalalternativalternatives, since es, since they are dthey are developed oeveloped on the basin the basis of diffes of differing but nring but not necessaot necessarily exclurily erily exclusive exclusive criteria. criteria. Readings tReadings that ignorehat ignore the compl the complex interseex intersecting and cting and overlappinoverlapping structurg stg structuralstructural patterns  patterns at work inat work in this Gosp this Gospel are likel are likely to be ely to be reductionireductionistic. Morestic. Moreover, the overMoreMoreover, Moreover, the Evangethe Evangelist sometlist sometimes estabimes establishes patlishes patterns and terns and expectatioexpectations, only tns, only to shatter otto shatterto shatter them. For them. For example,  example, in the genin the genealogy thaealogy that opens tht opens the Gospel (e Gospel (and that tand that thereby shahetthereby shthereby shapes the rapes the readers’ geeaders’ generic expeneric expectations),ctations), Matthew l Matthew lays out Jeays out Jesus’ ancessus’ ancestry accordtrancesancestry aancestry according tccording to a three-o a three-part strucpart structuring of turing of Israel’s hIsrael’s history, leistory, leading fromading from Abraham t Abra Abraham toAbraham to the estab the establishment olishment of the Davif the Davidic kingdodic kingdom, from Som, from Solomon to tlomon to the Babylonhe Babylhe BabylonianBabylonian Exile, an Exile, and from thed from the return fr return from exile tom exile to the Chrio the Christ. Matthest. Matthew then telw then tells the reals teltells the tells the reader expreader explicitly thlicitly that each ofat each of these thr these three portionee portions of Israes of Israel’s historl’s history has 14 gy has 14y has 14 generat14 generations. A caions. A careful counreful counting, howeting, however, yieldver, yields only 13 s only 13 generationgenerations in the ls in the last segmenast sast segment. Dsegment. Did Matthewid Matthew make a mi make a mistake? Arestake? Are we to cou we to count Jesus tnt Jesus twice? Doeswice? Does the Holy  the Ho the Holy SpiriHoly Spirit count ast count as one gener one generation? Matation? Matthew does thew does not resolvnot resolve these que these questions, bestions, but leaves ubbut leavesbut leaves the reade the readers to sortrs to sort through t through the mysteryhe mystery and tensi and tension of a caon of a carefully corefully constructed nstcoconstructeconstructed and (appd and (apparently) iarently) intentionalntentionally broken ly broken structure.structure.

Readers should resist the temptation to pick and choose among these 
alternatives, since they are developed on the basis of differing but not necessarily 
exclusive criteria. Readings that ignore the complex intersecting and overlapping 
structural patterns at work in this Gospel are likely to be reductionistic. 
Moreover, the Evangelist sometimes establishes patterns and expectations, only 
to shatter them. For example, in the genealogy that opens the Gospel (and that 
thereby shapes the readers’ generic expectations), Matthew lays out Jesus’ 
ancestry according to a three-part structuring of Israel’s history, leading from 
Abraham to the establishment of the Davidic kingdom, from Solomon to the 
Babylonian Exile, and from the return from exile to the Christ. Matthew then 
tells the reader explicitly that each of these three portions of Israel’s history has 
14 generations. A careful counting, however, yields only 13 generations in the last 
segment. Did Matthew make a mistake? Are we to count Jesus twice? Does the 
Holy Spirit count as one generation? Matthew does not resolve these questions, 
but leaves the readers to sort through the mystery and tension of a carefully 
constructed and (apparently) intentionally broken structure.

�The sense The sense of tensionof tension and surpr and surprise generaise generated by Matted by Matthew’s usethew’s use of struct of structure is mature is ure is matchedis matched by the th by the thematic tenematic tensions thatsions that run throu run throughout thisghout this Gospel. T Gospel. The most evhe most evhe most evident ofevident of these, an these, and the mostd the most troubling troubling for schol for scholars, has bars, has been the preen the problem poseoblem posed by Matthd poseposed by Mposed by Matthew’s ratthew’s relation toelation to Judaism.  Judaism. Matthew isMatthew is one of th one of the most expe most explicitly Jelicitly Jewish documwiJeJewish docJewish documents in uments in the NT butthe NT but also one  also one of the mosof the most criticalt critical of Jewish of Jewish leadershi leadership. Matthewp. leadershileadershipleadership. Matthew . Matthew seems to aseems to affirm the ffirm the ongoing vaongoing validity of lidity of the Law (ethe Law (e.g., 5:17–.g., 5:17–20), while20)5:17–5:17–20), 5:17–20), while alsowhile also limiting  limiting some of itsome of its authorits authority (e.g., 1y (e.g., 12:1–14). D2:1–14). Does this roes this reflect a neflect rreflect a reflect a now largelnow largely gentile y gentile community community that has (that has (perhaps loperhaps long ago) leng ago) left its Jewft its Jewish roots ish rish roots behiroots behind, but nond, but not botheredt bothered to cover  to cover over the tover the tracks of iracks of its originsts origins? Does it ? Does it reflect a reflreflect a reflect a predominanpredominantly Jewishtly Jewish community community only rece only recently emergntly emerged from a ed from a painful anpainful and definitidanand definiand definitive breaktive break with comp with competing Jewieting Jewish factionsh factions? Or is Ms? Or is Matthew repatthew representativresentative of a Chre representativrepresentarepresentative of a tive of a Christian Christian (or “Chris(or “Christian Jewistian Jewish”) communh”) community that, ity that, even in iteven in its engagemes ens engagementengagement in missio in mission to the nn to the nations, unations, understands derstands itself as itself as a legitimaa legitimate heir ante heir and faithfuld faitd faithful efaithful embodiment mbodiment of Israel’of Israel’s vocations vocation and tradi and traditions, andtions, and therefore therefore in compet in competition withitiocompetcompetitiocompetition with altn with alternative eernative expressionsxpressions of Jewish of Jewish identity  identity and leaderand leadership? Duriship? During recent ng DuriDuring recDuring recent decadeent decades most of s most of the discusthe discussion has fsion has focused on ocused on the latterthe latter alternati alternatives, with vealternatialternativalternatives, with aes, with a growing n growing number of vumber of voices affioices affirming the rming the last of thlast of these proposese proposals.als.�proposproposals.proposals.

The sense of tension and surprise generated by Matthew’s use of structure 
is matched by the thematic tensions that run throughout this Gospel. The most 
evident of these, and the most troubling for scholars, has been the problem 
posed by Matthew’s relation to Judaism. Matthew is one of the most explicitly 
Jewish documents in the NT but also one of the most critical of Jewish 
leadership. Matthew seems to affirm the ongoing validity of the Law (e.g., 
5:17–20), while also limiting some of its authority (e.g., 12:1–14). Does this 
reflect a now largely gentile community that has (perhaps long ago) left its Jewish 
roots behind, but not bothered to cover over the tracks of its origins? Does it 
reflect a predominantly Jewish community only recently emerged from a painful 
and definitive break with competing Jewish factions? Or is Matthew 



representative of a Christian (or “Christian Jewish”) community that, even in its 
engagement in mission to the nations, understands itself as a legitimate heir and 
faithful embodiment of Israel’s vocation and traditions, and therefore in 
competition with alternative expressions of Jewish identity and leadership? 
During recent decades most of the discussion has focused on the latter 
alternatives, with a growing number of voices affirming the last of these 
proposals.

�This line This line of questioof questioning, in aning, in any case, hny case, has its rooas its roots in Mattts in Matthew’s appahew’s apparent resolrent resolve to locavresolresolve toresolve to locate Je locate Jesus’ storysus’ story within Is within Israel’s storael’s story or, morry or, more precisele precisely, to estay, to establish Jesublish Jeblish Jesus as tJesus as the fulfillhe fulfillment of Isment of Israel’s storael’s story, while ry, while also affiralso affirming that ming that the Messiathe Messiah is the bh is the bh is the beginning beginning of somethiof something new. Inng new. In other wor other words, Mattheds, Matthew affirms w affirms both contiboth continuity and nuity and nuity and disconand discontinuity betinuity between Jesutween Jesus and the s and the vocation avocation and traditind traditions of Isrons of Israel. Thus,ael. Thus, Jesus bot Jes Jesus bothJesus both fulfills  fulfills and abrogaand abrogates (and rtes (and radicalizesadicalizes) the Law.) the Law. He repres He represents for Ients for Israel, as srael, IIsrael, asIsrael, as well as f well as for the nator the nations, bothions, both judgment  judgment and mercy.and mercy. He is bot He is both the Davih the Davidic messiadic DaviDavidic meDavidic messiah-kingssiah-king (e.g., 12 (e.g., 12:23) and t:23) and the humble,he humble, broken se broken servant in wrvant in whom the nahom the nations willtnanations winations will hope (1ll hope (12:18–21). 2:18–21). Matthew giMatthew gives this tves this tensive, paensive, paradoxical radoxical depiction depiction of Jesus aof Jof Jesus an aJesus an almost comilmost comical exprescal expression in thsion in the story ofe story of the trium the triumphal entryphal entry into Jeru into Jerusalem (21:saleJeruJerusalem Jerusalem (21:1–11),(21:1–11), where Jes where Jesus apparenus apparently rides tly rides not one, bnot one, but two aniut two animals — a dmals — a donkey, whioddonkey, whdonkey, which the kiich the kings of thengs of the OT tradit OT traditionally roionally rode to theide to their coronatir coronation, and thon, and the colt of e ce colt of a colt of a pack animapack animal, the beal, the beast of burdst of burden that syen that symbolizes Jmbolizes Jesus’ idenesus’ identity as setity as servant.rvantseservant.servant.servant.

This line of questioning, in any case, has its roots in Matthew’s apparent 
resolve to locate Jesus’ story within Israel’s story or, more precisely, to establish 
Jesus as the fulfillment of Israel’s story, while also affirming that the Messiah is the 
beginning of something new. In other words, Matthew affirms both continuity 
and discontinuity between Jesus and the vocation and traditions of Israel. Thus, 
Jesus both fulfills and abrogates (and radicalizes) the Law. He represents for 
Israel, as well as for the nations, both judgment and mercy. He is both the 
Davidic messiah-king (e.g., 12:23) and the humble, broken servant in whom the 
nations will hope (12:18–21). Matthew gives this tensive, paradoxical depiction of 
Jesus an almost comical expression in the story of the triumphal entry into 
Jerusalem (21:1–11), where Jesus apparently rides not one, but two animals — a 
donkey, which the kings of the OT traditionally rode to their coronation, and the 
colt of a pack animal, the beast of burden that symbolizes Jesus’ identity as 
servant.

�From the oFrom the outset of tutset of the Gospel,he Gospel, Matthew u Matthew uses a varises a variety of titety of titles and imles and images to deages toages to describto describe Jesus. Je Jesus. Jesus is noesus is not only Mest only Messiah and Ssiah and Son of Davion of David, but Sond, but Son of God, S of God, Son of Man,on SSon of ManSon of Man, and the , and the one who wione who will save hill save his people fs people from their rom their sins (1:21sins (1:21). In each). In each case, Mat cas case, Mattcase, Matthew twistshew twists the expec the expectations astations associated wsociated with each tith each title in oritle in order to sayder to say something so something something new about new about Jesus. MatJesus. Matthew also thew also explicitlyexplicitly names Jes names Jesus as Emmaus as Emmanuel, “Godnuel, “Gonuel, “God with “God with us,” both us,” both at the begat the beginning andinning and the end o the end of the Gospf the Gospel (1:23; el (1:23; 28:20). By28:20). By “bookendi “ “bookendin“bookending” the Gosg” the Gospel with tpel with this identihis identification, fication, Matthew suMatthew suggests thaggests that the wholt the whole story maewholwhole storwhole story may be ry may be read as an ead as an explicatioexplication of what n of what this desigthis designation meanation means. “God wns. “God wns. “God with us” iwith us” is present s present in human fin human form, in meorm, in meekness (12ekness (12:18–21) as:18–21) as well as w well as with power ith power (7:29; 9:8((7:29; 9:8(7:29; 9:8; 21:23ff.; 21:23ff.; 28:18). ; 28:18). Jesus’ actJesus’ actions and tions and teachings aeachings as “God wits “God with us” blurh us” blur the bound the b the boundariesboundaries between t between the human ahe human and the divnd the divine (e.g.,ine (e.g., 9:1–8; 14 9:1–8; 14:22–33), a:22–33), and betweennd betweennd between hebetween heaven and eaven and earth (6:10arth (6:10; 16:19; 1; 16:19; 18:18; 38:28:18; 38:20). The ef0). The effect of thfect of this constanis constant redefinit ret redefinitiredefinition of expeon of expectations actations and confusind confusion of bounon of boundaries is daries is a constanta constant stretchin stretching of the dg ofg of the disof the disciples’ imciples’ imagination agination and practiand practices, as weces, as well as the ll as the readers’.readers’.readers’.

From the outset of the Gospel, Matthew uses a variety of titles and images 
to describe Jesus. Jesus is not only Messiah and Son of David, but Son of God, 
Son of Man, and the one who will save his people from their sins (1:21). In each 
case, Matthew twists the expectations associated with each title in order to say 
something new about Jesus. Matthew also explicitly names Jesus as Emmanuel, 
“God with us,” both at the beginning and the end of the Gospel (1:23; 28:20). By 
“bookending” the Gospel with this identification, Matthew suggests that the 
whole story may be read as an explication of what this designation means. “God 
with us” is present in human form, in meekness (12:18–21) as well as with power 
(7:29; 9:8; 21:23ff.; 28:18). Jesus’ actions and teachings as “God with us” blur the 
boundaries between the human and the divine (e.g., 9:1–8; 14:22–33), and 
between heaven and earth (6:10; 16:19; 18:18; 38:20). The effect of this constant 
redefinition of expectations and confusion of boundaries is a constant stretching 
of the disciples’ imagination and practices, as well as the readers’.

�As MatthewAs Matthew’s story o’s story of Jesus unf Jesus unfolds, reafolds, readers are sders are surprised burprised by the intry the intrigue and vigue andigue and violenand violence that atce that attend his ptend his person and erson and ministry, ministry, from Herodfrom Herod’s attempt’s attempts to kill s to kill the baby (thethe baby (the baby (2:1–23) to2:1–23) to the spasm the spasms of violes of violence that cnce that climax in hlimax in his crucifiis crucifixion. Accoxion. According to MrdinAccoAccording According to Matthewto Matthew, God’s pr, God’s presence in esence in the world the world in Jesus iin Jesus is met withs met with confusion confusion confusion,confusion, disbelief disbelief, and reje, and rejection. Matction. Matthew depicthew depicts this rets this response witsponse with greatesth greatest clarity w clar clarity wiclarity with referenth reference to the ce to the religious religious and politiand political leadercal leaders, who pers, who perceive thatceive that Jesus pos Jesus Jesus possJesus possesses tranesses transforming psforming power but fower but find his miind his ministry thrnistry threatening teatening to their owo their own carefulln owown carefuown carefully cultivlly cultivated powerated power, as well , as well as to theias to their piety. Ir piety. In a key sen a key series of exries of exchanges, Jchangeexexchanges,exchanges, Jesus tra Jesus traps the leaps the leaders in Jeders in Jerusalem inrusalem in self-cond self-condemnation (emnation (21:23–46);21:23–46); they arti th they articthey articulate theiulate their own condr own condemnation aemnation and judgmennd judgment (21:31–3t (21:31–32, 40–41).2, 40–41). The Kingd The King The Kingdom wiKingdom will be takell be taken from then from them and givem and given to othern to others. The surs. The surprise is tprise is that the pihat the pious and poopipious and pious and powerful apowerful are not necre not necessarily Gessarily God’s choseod’s chosen ones.n ones.n ones.

As Matthew’s story of Jesus unfolds, readers are surprised by the intrigue 
and violence that attend his person and ministry, from Herod’s attempts to kill 
the baby (2:1–23) to the spasms of violence that climax in his crucifixion. 
According to Matthew, God’s presence in the world in Jesus is met with 
confusion, disbelief, and rejection. Matthew depicts this response with greatest 



clarity with reference to the religious and political leaders, who perceive that 
Jesus possesses transforming power but find his ministry threatening to their 
own carefully cultivated power, as well as to their piety. In a key series of 
exchanges, Jesus traps the leaders in Jerusalem in self-condemnation (21:23–46); 
they articulate their own condemnation and judgment (21:31–32, 40–41). The 
Kingdom will be taken from them and given to others. The surprise is that the 
pious and powerful are not necessarily God’s chosen ones.

�In the couIn the course of Jesrse of Jesus’ interaus’ interactions witctions with the Jewih the Jewish leaderssh leaders, Matthew , Matthew makes cleamakes clmakes clear thatclear that a primary a primary issue at  issue at stake is tstake is the nature he nature of authoriof authority. The Jety. The Jewish leadewish leaders possessrs pors possess popossess political, elitical, economic, aconomic, and social nd social authority,authority, which the which they exercisey exercise at the ex at the expense of tpensexexpense ofexpense of those who those whom they deem they deem less rigm less righteous. Thhteous. Their power eir power is used fois used for self-intr self-interest and eself-intself-interself-interest and toest and to preserve  preserve social andsocial and economic  economic boundariesboundaries. This kin. This kind of powerd of power, accordin, powerpower, accpower, according to ording to Matthew, iMatthew, is human ras human rather than ther than coming frocoming from God. Jesm God. Jesus’ power,us’ poweus’ power, by power, by contrast, contrast, breaks dowbreaks down the barrn the barriers imposiers imposed by clased by class, wealth,s, wealth, and piety and piety. Jesus us. J. Jesus usesJesus uses this auth this authority to dority to demonstrateemonstrate God’s mer God’s mercy. The lecy. The leaders’ decaders’ decision finaision finally to havllyfinafinally tofinally to have Jesu have Jesus put to ds put to death makeseath makes it clear  it clear that theirthat their power tak power takes life, wes life, while God’shile Ghile God’s poweGod’s power restoresr restores it. Matth it. Matthew thus usew thus uses the evees the events leadinnts leading up to Jeg up to Jesus’ crucisus’ crucifixion to fixcrucicrucifixiocrucifixion to highln to highlight the qight the question ofuestion of who truly who truly represent represents and manis and manifests God’fests God’s authorits aus authority.authority. Here agai Here again the readn the reader may be er may be surprised:surprised: God’s pow God’s power is not er is not manifestedmanifestedmanifestedmanifested in the th in the threat of dereat of death, but iath, but in the restn the restoration oforation of life. life. life.

In the course of Jesus’ interactions with the Jewish leaders, Matthew makes 
clear that a primary issue at stake is the nature of authority. The Jewish leaders 
possess political, economic, and social authority, which they exercise at the 
expense of those whom they deem less righteous. Their power is used for 
self-interest and to preserve social and economic boundaries. This kind of 
power, according to Matthew, is human rather than coming from God. Jesus’ 
power, by contrast, breaks down the barriers imposed by class, wealth, and piety. 
Jesus uses this authority to demonstrate God’s mercy. The leaders’ decision 
finally to have Jesus put to death makes it clear that their power takes life, while 
God’s power restores it. Matthew thus uses the events leading up to Jesus’ 
crucifixion to highlight the question of who truly represents and manifests God’s 
authority. Here again the reader may be surprised: God’s power is not 
manifested in the threat of death, but in the restoration of life.

�ThroughoutThroughout Matthew o Matthew only those nly those with faithwith faith, the litt, the little ones anle ones and least ond least ones, the ches, the es, the childrthe children and women and women disciplen disciples — in otes — in other words,her words, those who those whose stake ise stake in the presn the pren the present orpresent order is minder is minimal — areimal — are able to d able to discern Jesiscern Jesus’ true ius’ true identity, edentity, even if onlven if only partially pary partially.partially. With the  With the CrucifixioCrucifixion the fulln the full meaning a meaning and power ond power of Jesus’ vf Jesus’ vocation arocation are finally e fine finally mafinally manifested. nifested. His death His death marks the marks the apocalyptiapocalyptic culminatc culmination of hision of history. The tory. The earth is seartearth is searth is shaken, rochaken, rocks broken,ks broken, tombs ope tombs opened, and tned, and the dead rahe dead raised. The ised. The surprise isurprise is not onlys iis not onlis not only that Gody that God vindicate vindicates Jesus’ os Jesus’ overturningverturning the deadl the deadly will of y will of the leaderthe leaders, but thas, buts, but that Jbut that Jesus’ deatesus’ death and resuh and resurrection irrection is the turns the turning point ing point of historyof history...

Throughout Matthew only those with faith, the little ones and least ones, 
the children and women disciples — in other words, those whose stake in the 
present order is minimal — are able to discern Jesus’ true identity, even if only 
partially. With the Crucifixion the full meaning and power of Jesus’ vocation are 
finally manifested. His death marks the apocalyptic culmination of history. The 
earth is shaken, rocks broken, tombs opened, and the dead raised. The surprise 
is not only that God vindicates Jesus’ overturning the deadly will of the leaders, 
but that Jesus’ death and resurrection is the turning point of history.

�Yet anotheYet another tension r tension in Matthewin Matthew revolves  revolves around thearound the implicati implications of Jesons of Jesus’ death us’ deaus’ death for death for the Jewishthe Jewish people. I people. It is cleart is clear in Matthe in Matthew that thew that the mission t mission to the Gento the Gentiles is deilesGentGentiles iGentiles is dependens dependent on the ct on the completion ompletion of Jesus’ of Jesus’ mission tomission to the lost  the lost sheep of tsheep of the house ohe tthe house the house of Israel.of Israel. But does  But does the missiothe mission to the Gn to the Gentiles coentiles come about bme about because of ecause of the failurththe failurthe failure of the me of the mission to ission to Israel? HaIsrael? Has God now s God now turned awaturned away from Isry from Israel and toael and toward the nwtotoward thetoward the nations ( nations (i.e., to ai.e., to a gentile C gentile Church)? Orhurch)? Or is the de is the death of Jesath of Jesus the meaus the means of salvns ons of salvatiof salvation even foon even for those whr those who rejectedo rejected and execu and executed Jesus?ted Jesus? Matthew d Matthew does not anoes not anoes not answer theanswer these questiose questions directlns directly, but leay, but leaves the reves the reader to diader to discern the scern the answers inanswers in the paths th the paths the paths of disciplof discipleship (28:eship (28:16–20).16–20).16–20).

Yet another tension in Matthew revolves around the implications of Jesus’ 
death for the Jewish people. It is clear in Matthew that the mission to the 
Gentiles is dependent on the completion of Jesus’ mission to the lost sheep of 
the house of Israel. But does the mission to the Gentiles come about because of 
the failure of the mission to Israel? Has God now turned away from Israel and 
toward the nations (i.e., to a gentile Church)? Or is the death of Jesus the means 
of salvation even for those who rejected and executed Jesus? Matthew does not 
answer these questions directly, but leaves the reader to discern the answers in 
the paths of discipleship (28:16–20).

�Matthew’s Matthew’s literary aliterary artistry yirtistry yields a stoelds a story that rery that repays carefpays careful, attentul, attentive readinive reading, and thag,readinreading, areading, and that stnd that stretches ouretches our imaginatr imagination and deion and deepens our epens our insight wiinsight with each neth each new reading.wnenew readinnew reading. Matthewg. Matthew points wo points would-be disuld-be disciples towciples toward a Messard a Messiah who boiah who both fulfillth fulfills hopes ansfulfillfulfills hfulfills hopes and sopes and surpasses eurpasses expectationxpectations, and whos, and who promises  promises to be presto be present on theent on the journey t jo journey thjourney through diffrough difficult and icult and confusing confusing times, nottimes, not unlike ou unlike our own.r own.r own.

Matthew’s literary artistry yields a story that repays careful, attentive 
reading, and that stretches our imagination and deepens our insight with each 
new reading. Matthew points would-be disciples toward a Messiah who both 



fulfills hopes and surpasses expectations, and who promises to be present on the 
journey through difficult and confusing times, not unlike our own.
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MATTHEW, HMATTHEW, HEBREW GOSPEBREW GOSPEL OFEL OFEL OF

MATTHEW, HEBREW GOSPEL OF

The early The early Church belChurch believed thatieved that Matthew o Matthew originally riginally wrote his wrote his Gospel in Gospel in the Hebrewthe Hebrewthe Hebrew lanHebrew language. Theguage. The earliest  earliest to report to report this tradithis tradition is Pation is Papias (ca. pias (ca. 60–130 60–130 C.E.C.E.; Eusebius; Eu; Eusebius Eusebius HEHE 3.39.16)  3.39.16) A host of A host of later writlater writers confirers confirm the tradm the tradition, incition, including Ireluding Irenaeus, PannaeIreIrenaeus, Irenaeus, Pantaenus,Pantaenus, Origen, E Origen, Eusebius, Eusebius, Epiphanius,piphanius, and Jerom and Jerome. These we. These writers, horiters, however, somwhohowever, showever, sometimes cometimes confuse theonfuse the Hebrew Ma Hebrew Matthew withtthew with the Gospe the Gospel of the El of the Ebionites, bionitEEbionites,Ebionites, the Gospe the Gospel of the Nl of the Nazoreans, azoreans, and/or theand/or the Gospel ac Gospel according tocording to the Hebre the Hebre the Hebrews, aHebrews, apocryphal pocryphal Jewish ChrJewish Christian gosistian gospels writtpels written in the en in the 2nd centur2nd century. The eary. The early Christilearearly Chriearly Christian witnstian witness to theess to the text of t text of the Hebrew he Hebrew Matthew isMatthew is, conseque, consequently, unclntly, unclear.eunclunclear.unclear.unclear.

The early Church believed that Matthew originally wrote his Gospel in the 
Hebrew language. The earliest to report this tradition is Papias (ca. 60–130 C.E.; 
Eusebius HE 3.39.16) A host of later writers confirm the tradition, including 
Irenaeus, Pantaenus, Origen, Eusebius, Epiphanius, and Jerome. These writers, 
however, sometimes confuse the Hebrew Matthew with the Gospel of the 
Ebionites, the Gospel of the Nazoreans, and/or the Gospel according to the 
Hebrews, apocryphal Jewish Christian gospels written in the 2nd century. The 
early Christian witness to the text of the Hebrew Matthew is, consequently, 
unclear.

�During theDuring the Middle Ag Middle Ages Jewish es Jewish authors, wauthors, writing in riting in Hebrew, ofHebrew, often quote ten quote the Gospelthe Gthe Gospel of Gospel of Matthew inMatthew in a text di a text different frfferent from the canom the canonical Greonical Greek. In 138ek. In 1380 the Span0 the Spanish JewishisSpanSpanish JeSpanish Jewish polemwish polemist Shemtoist Shemtob ben Isaab ben Isaac ibn Shapc ibn Shaprut incorprut incorporated theorated the entire te entire text of Mattxtetext of Matext of Matthew in Htthew in Hebrew in hebrew in his treatisis treatise, e, }Eben Boh�}Eben Boh�an.an. His text  His text often corroften corresponds toespcorrcorrespondcorresponds to the es to the earlier Jewarlier Jewish quotatish quotations of Maions of Matthew in Htthew in Hebrew, leaebrew, leading to thding to the speculateththe speculthe speculation thatation that Shemtob’s Shemtob’s text pres text preserves an eerves an early copy arly copy of the Hebof the Hebrew Mattherew Mattherew Matthew.Matthew.Matthew.

During the Middle Ages Jewish authors, writing in Hebrew, often quote the 
Gospel of Matthew in a text different from the canonical Greek. In 1380 the 
Spanish Jewish polemist Shemtob ben Isaac ibn Shaprut incorporated the entire 
text of Matthew in Hebrew in his treatise, }Eben Boh�an.  His text often 
corresponds to the earlier Jewish quotations of Matthew in Hebrew, leading to 
the speculation that Shemtob’s text preserves an early copy of the Hebrew 
Matthew.

�In the 16tIn the 16th century h century Sebastian Sebastian Münster anMünster and Jean du d Jean du Tillet issTillet issued separaued separate editionte editiote editions oeditions of Matthew f Matthew in Hebrew,in Hebrew, both repo both reporting thatrting that they rece they received theirived their texts fro texts from the Jewsmfrofrom the Jfrom the Jews. The vews. The versions ofersions of Münster a Münster and du Tillnd du Tillet, similaet, similar to each r to each other, areother, are distinct  dis distinct fdistinct from the terom the text of Shemxt of Shemtob. A clotob. A close analysise analysis of theirs of their differenc differences revealses reveals that the  that that the 1that the 16th-centur6th-century editionsy editions, though b, though based on a ased on a text like text like Shemtob’s,Shemtob’s, have been have been thoroughl th thoroughlythoroughly revised s revised so that theo that the Hebrew no Hebrew now reads clw reads closely to tosely to the Christihe Christian Greek aan Greek aan Greek and Latin and Latin Bibles of Bibles of the Middlethe Middle Ages. Ages. Ages.

In the 16th century Sebastian Münster and Jean du Tillet issued separate 
editions of Matthew in Hebrew, both reporting that they received their texts 
from the Jews. The versions of Münster and du Tillet, similar to each other, are 
distinct from the text of Shemtob. A close analysis of their differences reveals 
that the 16th-century editions, though based on a text like Shemtob’s, have been 
thoroughly revised so that the Hebrew now reads closely to the Christian Greek 
and Latin Bibles of the Middle Ages.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. K. ElliJ. K. Elliott, ott, The ApocryThe Apocryphal New Tphal New Testament,estament, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1993); E. 1993); E. Hennecke aHennecke and W. Schnnd W. Schneemelcher,eemelcher,  New TestamNew Testament Apocryent Apocrypha,pha, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Louisvill(Lo(Louisvill(Louisville, 1991); e, 1991); G. Howard,G. Howard,  Hebrew GosHebrew Gospel of Matpel of Matthew,thew, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Macon, 199Macon, 1995); A. F. 5); A5); A. F. J. KA. F. J. Klijn, lijn, Jewish-ChrJewish-Christian Gosistian Gospel Traditpel Tradition.ion. Vigiliae  Vigiliae ChristianaChristianae Sup 17 (e Sup 17 (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1992); Klijn9191992); Kli1992); Klijn and G. jn and G. J. ReininkJ. Reinink, , Patristic Patristic Evidence fEvidence for Jewish-or Jewish-Christian Christian Sects.Sects. NovTSup 3 NovTSup 36 (Leiden,6336 (Leiden36 (Leiden, 1973)., 1973)., 1973).
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MATTHIASMATTHIAS (Gk.  (Gk. MaththiíasMaththiías)))

MATTHIAS (Gk. Maththiías)

One of twoOne of two persons d persons described aescribed as an eyewis an eyewitness of Jtness of Jesus’ miniesus’ ministry and astry and a candidate candidate for repla candidatecandidate candidate for replacfor replacing Judas ing Judas Iscariot (Iscariot (Acts 1:21-Acts 1:21-26). Matth26). Matthias was chias was chosen by prosen by prayer and cayeprprayer andprayer and casting l casting lots to becots to become the 12ome the 12th disciplth disciple. Althouge. Although the texth the text underscor underscores the necesunderscorunderscoreunderscores the neces the necessity of cssity of choosing thhoosing this 12th diis 12th disciple, hesciple, he is never  is never mentioned mentioned again in tagaagain in tagain in the NT. Thehe NT. The “necessit “necessity” was posy” was possibly the sibly the symbolism symbolism of the numof the number 12 repber 12 repber 12 representirepresenting the peong the people of Godple of God as reflec as reflected in theted in the tribal or tribal organizationganization of Israel of Israel. The name. The. The name iThe name is a shortes a shortened form oned form of Mattithif Mattithiah, which ah, which means “gifmeans “gift of Yahwet of Yahweh.”h.”h.”

One of two persons described as an eyewitness of Jesus’ ministry and a 
candidate for replacing Judas Iscariot (Acts 1:21-26). Matthias was chosen by 
prayer and casting lots to become the 12th disciple. Although the text 
underscores the necessity of choosing this 12th disciple, he is never mentioned 
again in the NT. The “necessity” was possibly the symbolism of the number 12 
representing the people of God as reflected in the tribal organization of Israel. 
The name is a shortened form of Mattithiah, which means “gift of Yahweh.”

Joe E. LunJoe E. Luncefordceford

Joe E. Lunceford

MATTITHIAHMATTITHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. mattit�ya®mattit�ya®, mattit�y, mattit�yaœhu®aœhu®)))

MATTITHIAH (Heb. mattit�ya®, mattit�yaœhu® )

�1.1. A Korahit A Korahite Levite we Levite who after tho after the Exile mhe Exile ministered inistered in the temin the temple as a bple as a baker of caaker oaker of cakes fof cakes for liturgior liturgical serviccal services (1 Chr.es (1 Chr. 9:31); th 9:31); the first soe first son of Shalln of Shallum.um.um.

1. A Korahite Levite who after the Exile ministered in the temple as a baker 
of cakes for liturgical services (1 Chr. 9:31); the first son of Shallum.

�2.2. A levitic A levitical gatekeeal gatekeeper duringper during the reign the reign of David  of David (1 Chr. 15(1 Chr. 15:18); the :18); the son of Jedson of Json of Jeduthun (Jeduthun (25:3). A t25:3). A temple musiemple musician who pcian who played the layed the lyre as a lyre as a part of prpart of prophetic acophetic activity (1 tivacactivity (activity (1 Chr. 25:1 Chr. 25:1, 3, 21),1, 3, 21), he accomp he accompanied the anied the ark to Jerark to Jerusalem (16usalem (16:5).:5).:5).

2. A levitical gatekeeper during the reign of David (1 Chr. 15:18); the son of 
Jeduthun (25:3). A temple musician who played the lyre as a part of prophetic 
activity (1 Chr. 25:1, 3, 21), he accompanied the ark to Jerusalem (16:5).

�3.3. The son o The son of Nebo, pef Nebo, persuaded byrsuaded by Ezra to d Ezra to divorce hisivorce his pagan wif pagan wife (Ezra 10e (Ezra 10:43; 1 Esd:43;1010:43; 1 E10:43; 1 Esdr. 9:35)sdr. 9:35). Since hi. Since his name does name does not appes not appear among tar among the priestshe priests and Levit and Levites, he wases,LevitLevites, hLevites, he was probe was probably a memably a member of theber of the Israelite Israelite laity. laity. laity.

3. The son of Nebo, persuaded by Ezra to divorce his pagan wife (Ezra 
10:43; 1 Esdr. 9:35). Since his name does not appear among the priests and 
Levites, he was probably a member of the Israelite laity.

�4.4. An influe An influential Israntial Israelite who elite who accompanieaccompanied Ezra whed Ezra when he read n he read publicly fpublicly from the borom trom the book othe book of the Law f the Law (Neh. 8:4)(Neh. 8:4)...

4. An influential Israelite who accompanied Ezra when he read publicly from 
the book of the Law (Neh. 8:4).
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MAUNDY THUMAUNDY THURSDAYRSDAYRSDAY

MAUNDY THURSDAY

The ThursdThe Thursday before ay before Easter, a Easter, a celebratiocelebration of the on of the original obriginal observance oservance of the Lordf the Lord’s Supper.’s LordLord’s SupLord’s Supper. Also per. Also known as Hknown as Holy Thursdoly Thursday, it is ay, it is rooted in rooted in the biblicthe biblical accountal accounts of Jesuss os of Jesus’ of Jesus’ celebratiocelebration of the Pn of the Passover Meassover Meal and theal and the instituti institution of the on of the Eucharist Eucharist with his dwith with his dwith his disciples, isciples, and may beand may be traced ba traced back to the ck to the very origivery origins of Chrins of Christian litustian liturgical hisrgical lituliturgicalliturgical history.  history. Later ChriLater Christian pracstian practice is retice is reflected inflected in Justin Ma Justin Martyr’s rtyr’s First ApolFirst ApologyogyApolApologyApology and in th and in the liturgy e liturgy of Hippolyof Hippolytus. Origitus. Originally assonally associated witciated with the preph the preparation foaration preppreparatiopreparation for baptn for baptism on Easism on Easter Sundayter Sunday morning,  morning, Maundy ThuMaundy Thursday (frorsday (from Lat. m Lat. mandatum,mmandatum,mandatum, “commandm “commandment”; Vulgent”; Vulg. John 13:. John 13:34) contin34) continues to be ues to be celebratedcelebrated by many C by many by many Chrismany Christian commutian communions as anions as a time of p time of penitence, enitence, preparatiopreparation, and conn, and consecration secrationconconsecraticonsecration in the on in the midst of Hmidst of Holy Week.oly Week.oly Week.

The Thursday before Easter, a celebration of the original observance of the 
Lord’s Supper. Also known as Holy Thursday, it is rooted in the biblical accounts 
of Jesus’ celebration of the Passover Meal and the institution of the Eucharist 
with his disciples, and may be traced back to the very origins of Christian 
liturgical history. Later Christian practice is reflected in Justin Martyr’s First 
Apology and in the liturgy of Hippolytus. Originally associated with the 
preparation for baptism on Easter Sunday morning, Maundy Thursday (from Lat. 
mandatum, “commandment”; Vulg. John 13:34) continues to be celebrated by 
many Christian communions as a time of penitence, preparation, and 
consecration in the midst of Holy Week.

D. Larry GD. Larry Greggregg
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MAZZAROTHMAZZAROTH (Heb.  (Heb. mazzaœro®tmazzaœro®t��)))

MAZZAROTH (Heb. mazzaœro®t� )



A star or A star or constellatconstellation (Job 3ion (Job 38:32; cf. 8:32; cf. 2 Kgs. 23:2 Kgs. 23:5, Heb. 5, Heb. mazzaœlo®tmazzaœlo®t��). Suggest). Suggestions as toiSuggestSuggestionSuggestions as to its as to its identitys identity include C include Corona Boreorona Borealis (fromalis (from  neäzer,neäzer, “crown”)  “crown”) and the Zoandand the Zoand the Zodiac (fromdiac (from  }aœzar,}aœzar, “gird, en “gird, encompass”),compass”), but none  but none is certainis certain..

A star or constellation (Job 38:32; cf. 2 Kgs. 23:5, Heb. mazzaœlo®t� ). 
Suggestions as to its identity include Corona Borealis (from neäzer, “crown”) 
and the Zodiac (from }aœzar, “gird, encompass”), but none is certain.

MEALMEALMEAL

MEAL

�SeeSee  FLOURFLOUR..

See FLOUR.

MEALSMEALSMEALS

MEALS

Meals are Meals are often mentoften mentioned in tioned in the Bible ihe Bible in secular n secular as well asas well as religious religious contexts. contexts. Meal cust Mea Meal custoMeal customs depictems depicted in both d in both the OT andthe OT and the NT sh the NT should be inould be interpreted terpreted in relatioin relatioin relation trelation to their reo their respective cspective cultural coultural contexts, thntexts, the ancient e ancient Near East Near East and the Grand the Greco-Roman ecoGrGreco-RomaGreco-Roman world. In world. In additionn addition, there ar, there are customs e customs specific tspecific to Jewish to Jewish tradition, radition, such as thsusuch as thsuch as the dietary e dietary laws.laws.laws.

Meals are often mentioned in the Bible in secular as well as religious contexts. 
Meal customs depicted in both the OT and the NT should be interpreted in 
relation to their respective cultural contexts, the ancient Near East and the 
Greco-Roman world. In addition, there are customs specific to Jewish tradition, 
such as the dietary laws.

�An early aAn early account of ccount of meal customeal customs is the ms is the story of Astory of Abraham entbraham entertaining ertaining strangers strangstrangers strangers at Mamre (at Mamre (Gen. 18:1-Gen. 18:1-8; cf. 19:8; cf. 19:1–3). The 1–3). The story illustory illustrates thstrates the ancient e ancient notion of notinotion of notion of hospitalithospitality, wherebyy, whereby one was e one was expected toxpected to provide b provide basic ameniasic amenities for wties for worthy straowworthy strworthy strangers, inangers, including escluding especially apecially a meal. Her meal. Here Abraham e Abraham invited hiinvited his guests ts guests to “stretcho “o “stretch o“stretch out” under ut” under a tree (i.a tree (i.e., recline., recline) while he) while he brought e brought water for water for them to wathem to wash their fsh tsh their feettheir feet, a custom, a custom regularly regularly connected connected with meal with meal etiquette etiquette wherever  wherever reclining reclining was practiwawas practiwas practiced. He thced. He then became en became both host both host and servanand servant at the mt at the meal, whileeal, while Sarah rem Sarah rem Sarah remained iremained in the tentn the tent, followin, following the wideg the widespread cusspread custom wherebtom whereby a respecy a respectable womatable womtable woman was woman was not to joinot to join men at tn men at the table, he table, especiallyespecially one at wh one at which guestsich guests from outs from outside the faidoutsoutside thoutside the family we family were presenere present.t.t.

An early account of meal customs is the story of Abraham entertaining 
strangers at Mamre (Gen. 18:1-8; cf. 19:1–3). The story illustrates the ancient 
notion of hospitality, whereby one was expected to provide basic amenities for 
worthy strangers, including especially a meal. Here Abraham invited his guests to 
“stretch out” under a tree (i.e., recline) while he brought water for them to wash 
their feet, a custom regularly connected with meal etiquette wherever reclining 
was practiced. He then became both host and servant at the meal, while Sarah 
remained in the tent, following the widespread custom whereby a respectable 
woman was not to join men at the table, especially one at which guests from 
outside the family were present.

�The AbrahaThe Abraham story prm story provides a sovides a snapshot ofnapshot of meal cust meal customs in an oms in an early periearly period of Jewiod ood of Jewish of Jewish history. Rhistory. Reclining ceclining can be tracan be traced as earled as early as the 7y as the 7th centuryth century  B.C.E.B.C.E., as depic, as depic, as depicted odepicted on a reliefn a relief showing t showing the Assyriahe Assyrian king Assn king Assurbanipal urbanipal reclining reclining at a feastat a feast in a gard in a  in a garden wa garden with his wiith his wife (who sife (who sits rather ts rather than reclithan reclines, indicnes, indicating her ating her station instation in life), ea life), e life), eating andeating and drinking  drinking while servwhile servants play ants play music nearmusic nearby.by.by.

The Abraham story provides a snapshot of meal customs in an early period 
of Jewish history. Reclining can be traced as early as the 7th century B.C.E., as 
depicted on a relief showing the Assyrian king Assurbanipal reclining at a feast in 
a garden with his wife (who sits rather than reclines, indicating her station in life), 
eating and drinking while servants play music nearby.

�The same cThe same customs areustoms are described described in Amos 6 in Amos 6:4-6. The :4-6. The reclining reclining banquet isbanquet is pictured  pictu pictured hpictured here as a lere as a luxurious ouxurious occasion whccasion which includich includes ceremones ceremonial drinkiial drinking of wineng of wine, anointin, a, anointing anointing with oil, with oil, and musicaand musical entertail entertainment. Amonment. Amos presentss presents it in a n it in a negative liegative light, as chght, aght, as charactas characteristic oferistic of the wealt the wealthy reprobahy reprobates of Samtes of Samaria, but aria, but the customthe customs he repres he represents weresereprerepresentsrepresents were wide were widespread in spread in his world.his world.

The same customs are described in Amos 6:4-6. The reclining banquet is 
pictured here as a luxurious occasion which includes ceremonial drinking of wine, 
anointing with oil, and musical entertainment. Amos presents it in a negative light, 
as characteristic of the wealthy reprobates of Samaria, but the customs he 
represents were widespread in his world.

�By the timBy the time of Ben Se of Ben Sira in theira in the Second Te Second Temple periomple period, the mead, the meal of luxurl of luxury is somety is soy is something something to be dealto be dealt with as t with as part of thpart of the life of e life of the sage. the sage. The rules The rules of the banof the banquet descrquet banbanquet debanquet described inscribed in Sir. 31:1 Sir. 31:12-32:13 pr2-32:13 present numeesent numerous paralrous parallels to thlels to the Greco-Roe Greco-Roe Greco-RomaGreco-Roman banquet n banquet and illustand illustrate the erate the extent to wxtent to which Jewishich Jewish meal cush meal customs had ntoms hadtoms had now behad now become intercome intertwined wittwined with Greco-Roh Greco-Roman meal cman meal customs, inustoms, including sucluding such featurech feach features afeatures as how to ps how to preside at reside at the table the table (32:1–2), (32:1–2), rules for rules for speaking (speaking (31:31; 32:31:31; 32:3–4, 7–9),3–4, 32:32:3–4, 7–32:3–4, 7–9), the pl9), the place of musace of music (32:4–6ic (32:4–6), as well), as well as injunc as injunctions to ptions to practice moractice moderation ideramomoderationmoderation in eating in eating and drink and drinking (31:12ing (31:12–18, 25–30–18, 25–30).).).

By the time of Ben Sira in the Second Temple period, the meal of luxury is 
something to be dealt with as part of the life of the sage. The rules of the 
banquet described in Sir. 31:12-32:13 present numerous parallels to the 
Greco-Roman banquet and illustrate the extent to which Jewish meal customs 
had now become intertwined with Greco-Roman meal customs, including such 
features as how to preside at the table (32:1–2), rules for speaking (31:31; 
32:3–4, 7–9), the place of music (32:4–6), as well as injunctions to practice 



moderation in eating and drinking (31:12–18, 25–30).

�These featThese features are wures are widely repridely represented inesented in Greco-Rom Greco-Roman meal cuan meal customs as estoms as evidenced, videevidenced,evidenced, e.g., in  e.g., in Plato’s Plato’s SymposiumSymposium (4th cent (4th century) or inury) or in the  the Table TalkTable Talk of Plutar of Plutarch (1st cech (ch (1st centu(1st century ry C.E.C.E.). They ar). They are also eche also echoed in NT oed in NT meal descrmeal descriptions. Fiptions. For exampleor example, whenever, whe, whenever twhenever the posturehe posture at meals  at meals of Jesus iof Jesus is indicates indicated, it is ad, it is always recllways reclining (e.gining (e.g., Mark 2:., Mark., Mark 2:15;Mark 2:15; 8:6; 14:1 8:6; 14:18 par.). T8 par.). The varioushe various Greek ter Greek terms which lms which literally miterally mean “recliean “recline” are ofne”“recli“recline” “recline” are often are often translatedtranslated “sit at t “sit at table” in mable” in modern Englodern English versioish versions. Dinersns. Diners who recli who who reclinwho reclined were ared were arranged accranged according to ording to standard pstandard patterns, aatterns, a common on common one being the being e being the being the tricliniumtriclinium arrangeme arrangement, wherebnt, whereby a minimuy a minimum of nine m of nine diners woudiners would be arrald be arrald be arranged oarranged on three con three couches placuches placed in a U-ed in a U-shaped conshaped configurationfiguration around a  around a table, thrtable, three diners ethrthree dinethree diners to a cors to a couch. They uch. They reclined oreclined on their len their left elbows,ft elbows, arranged  arranged at an obliat an oblique angle que oblioblique anoblique angle on thegle on the couch and couch and roughly p roughly parallel toarallel to each othe each other. Diners r. Diners would alsowould also be arrang b be arrangebe arranged by rank,d by rank, proceedin proceeding around tg around the table fhe table from left trom left to right. To right. Thus in Johhus in John 13:23, wn 1n 13:23, whe13:23, when the Belon the Beloved Discipved Disciple is descle is described as “ribed as “reclining reclining next to Jenext to Jesus” (NRSVsus” (NRSV; Gk. “rec; G; Gk. “recliGk. “reclining on hining on his bosom”),s bosom”), he is the he is therefore reprefore represented iresented in a positin a position of honoon of honor, just tor, honohonor, jushonor, just to the rt to the right of thight of the Lord hime Lord himself. Simiself. Similarly, in larly, in the parablthe parable of the re of the rich man anich manich man and Laman and Lazarus (Lukzarus (Luke 16:19-31e 16:19-31), the pos), the position of Lition of Lazarus in azarus in the afterlthe afterlife “in thife “in the bosom” oe boe bosom” of bosom” of Abraham (vAbraham (v. 23) is b. 23) is best undersest understood as a tood as a position oposition of honor atf honor at the messi the messianic banquamessimessianic messianic banquet orbanquet or the banqu the banquet of the et of the afterlife afterlife (on “eatin(on “eating bread ing bread in the kingd the kingdom of God,omkingdkingdom ofkingdom of God,” cf. God,” cf. 14:15). 14:15). 14:15).

These features are widely represented in Greco-Roman meal customs as 
evidenced, e.g., in Plato’s Symposium (4th century) or in the Table Talk of Plutarch 
(1st century C.E.). They are also echoed in NT meal descriptions. For example, 
whenever the posture at meals of Jesus is indicated, it is always reclining (e.g., 
Mark 2:15; 8:6; 14:18 par.). The various Greek terms which literally mean 
“recline” are often translated “sit at table” in modern English versions. Diners 
who reclined were arranged according to standard patterns, a common one 
being the triclinium arrangement, whereby a minimum of nine diners would be 
arranged on three couches placed in a U-shaped configuration around a table, 
three diners to a couch. They reclined on their left elbows, arranged at an 
oblique angle on the couch and roughly parallel to each other. Diners would also 
be arranged by rank, proceeding around the table from left to right. Thus in John 
13:23, when the Beloved Disciple is described as “reclining next to Jesus” (NRSV; 
Gk. “reclining on his bosom”), he is therefore represented in a position of 
honor, just to the right of the Lord himself. Similarly, in the parable of the rich 
man and Lazarus (Luke 16:19-31), the position of Lazarus in the afterlife “in the 
bosom” of Abraham (v. 23) is best understood as a position of honor at the 
messianic banquet or the banquet of the afterlife (on “eating bread in the 
kingdom of God,” cf. 14:15).

�To positioTo position guests bn guests by rank wasy rank was the mark  the mark of a good of a good host, but host, but it could lit could lead to tenead to tead to tension, atension, as in Luke s in Luke 14:7-11 (c14:7-11 (cf. Plutarcf. Plutarch h Table TalkTable Talk 1.2). Suc 1.2). Such social th social tension mayension may underlie  und underlie tunderlie the confliche conflict at the Lt at the Lord’s Suppord’s Supper in Corier in Corinth (1 Cornth (1 Cor. 11:17-34. 11:17-34), where t), where the divisiohe tthe divisithe divisions at theons at the table are table are character characterized as “sized as “show(ing) chow(ing) contempt foontempt for the churr the church of God ch churchurch of church of God and huGod and humiliat(ingmiliat(ing) those wh) those who have noto have nothing” (v. hing” (v. 22). Women22). Women and slave and slav and slaves werslaves were marginale marginalized even ized even further byfurther by not being not being allowed t allowed to recline,o recline, if they w if they were presenerewwere presewere present at the nt at the table at atable at all. Howevell. However, this trr, this tradition waadition was undergois undergoing change ng change in the 1stin in the 1stin the 1st century,  century, as respectas respectable womenable women were begi were beginning to anning to appear at bppear at banquets wianquets wianquets with more with more frequency.frequency. In the Go In the Gospels womespels women are often are often present n present at Jesus’ at Jesus’ meals, butmeals, butmeals, but these but these stories vastories vary in how ry in how they depicthey depict the plact the placement of wement of women at thomen at the table, we table, whether in hwwhether inwhether in a traditi a traditionally acconally acceptable sueptable subservient bservient role at throle at the feet of e feet of Jesus (LukJesus (Luke 7:36-50;e 7:36e 7:36-50; 17:36-50; 10:38-42) o0:38-42) or as possir as possibly reclinbly reclining along ing along with men (with men (Matt. 14:1Matt. 14:19-21; 15:39-21; 15:35-38). By 5-315:315:35-38).15:35-38). By contra By contrast, when Pst, when Paul refersaul refers to women  to women being presbeing present at theent at the worship s worship services inesservices iservices in Corinth n Corinth as prophetas prophets (1 Cor. s (1 Cor. 11:5), one11:5), one must conc must conclude that lude that they were they were present atppresent atpresent at the table the table (mentione (mentioned next in d next in Paul’s argPaul’s argument, vv.ument, vv. 17–34) an 17–34) and presumabd presumably were relpresumabpresumablypresumably were recl were reclining alonining along with theg with the men. men. men.

To position guests by rank was the mark of a good host, but it could lead to 
tension, as in Luke 14:7-11 (cf. Plutarch Table Talk 1.2). Such social tension may 
underlie the conflict at the Lord’s Supper in Corinth (1 Cor. 11:17-34), where 
the divisions at the table are characterized as “show(ing) contempt for the 
church of God and humiliat(ing) those who have nothing” (v. 22). Women and 
slaves were marginalized even further by not being allowed to recline, if they 
were present at the table at all. However, this tradition was undergoing change 
in the 1st century, as respectable women were beginning to appear at banquets 
with more frequency. In the Gospels women are often present at Jesus’ meals, 
but these stories vary in how they depict the placement of women at the table, 
whether in a traditionally acceptable subservient role at the feet of Jesus (Luke 
7:36-50; 10:38-42) or as possibly reclining along with men (Matt. 14:19-21; 
15:35-38). By contrast, when Paul refers to women being present at the worship 
services in Corinth as prophets (1 Cor. 11:5), one must conclude that they were 
present at the table (mentioned next in Paul’s argument, vv. 17–34) and 
presumably were reclining along with the men.

�According According to ancientto ancient customs,  customs, when someowhen someone hosted ne hosted a meal at a meal at his home, his home, as Levi/Maas Las Levi/MatthLevi/Matthew does foew does for Jesus (Mr Jesus (Mark 2:15 park 2:15 par.), inviar.), invitations wetations were normallre normally extendedy extended to the gu t to the gueto the guests (cf. Psts (cf. Plato lato Symp.Symp. 174E). Je 174E). Jesus referssus refers to this c to this custom in austom in a symbolic  symbolic sense whensensesense whensense when he speaks he speaks of “invit of “inviting” (“caling” (“calling”) notling”) not the right the righteous but seous but sinners to inners to the table,the the table,the table, i.e., the i.e., the kingdom ( kingdom (Mark 2:17;Mark 2:17; cf. the r cf. the reference teference to invitatio invitations at Lukons at Luke 14:10, 1e 14:1e 14:10, 12,14:10, 12, 16). Upon 16). Upon their arr their arrival at thival at the meal, gue meal, guests wouldests would have thei have their feet wasr feet washed by a hhed waswashed by washed by a househola household servant d servant before thebefore they took they took their positioir positions upon thns upon the couches e couches e couches (couches (Symp.Symp. 175A). Th 175A). This custom is custom is referreis referred to in Lud to in Luke 7:34, wke 7:34, where Jesushere Jesus’ Pharisai’ Pharis’ Pharisaic Pharisaic host is crhost is criticized fiticized for not proor not providing thividing this basic acs basic act of hospit of hospitality fortality for Jesus, an Jesus, an Jesus, and in Johand in John 13:1-16,n 13:1-16, where Jes where Jesus takes tus takes the role ofhe role of servant t servant to wash theo wash the feet of t feet of the disciplhe dhe disciples,disciples, a practic a practice continuee continued in some d in some circles incircles in the early the early Church (1 Church (1 Tim. 5:10 Tim. 5:10). Washing). W). Washing thWashing the hands ate hands at the table the table before th before the meal wase meal was a common  a common practice opractice of pagans af pagans f pagans as pagans as well as Jewell as Jews (Athenaws (Athenaeus eus Deip.Deip. 14.641d;  14.641d; m. H¸ag.m. H¸ag. 2:5), but 2:5), but it had be it had been given sen gen given specgiven special religiial religious signifous significance in icance in Pharisaic Pharisaic Judaism. JJudaism. Jesus, as pesus, as part of hisart of his critique  critique  critique ocritique of the Pharf the Pharisees, ignisees, ignored this ored this custom (Macustom (Mark 7:1-8 prk 7:1-8 par.). Guesar.). Guests were alts were also routineso rso routinely routinely anointed oanointed on the headn the head with perf with perfumes (Joseumes (Josephus phus Ant.Ant. 19.238),  19.238), a practicea practice which is  wh which is gwhich is given symboiven symbolic signiflic significance in icance in the Jesus the Jesus tradition tradition (Mark 14:3(Mark 14:3-9).-9).-9).

According to ancient customs, when someone hosted a meal at his home, as 
Levi/Matthew does for Jesus (Mark 2:15 par.), invitations were normally extended 
to the guests (cf. Plato Symp. 174E). Jesus refers to this custom in a symbolic 
sense when he speaks of “inviting” (“calling”) not the righteous but sinners to 



the table, i.e., the kingdom (Mark 2:17; cf. the reference to invitations at Luke 
14:10, 12, 16). Upon their arrival at the meal, guests would have their feet 
washed by a household servant before they took their positions upon the 
couches (Symp. 175A). This custom is referred to in Luke 7:34, where Jesus’ 
Pharisaic host is criticized for not providing this basic act of hospitality for Jesus, 
and in John 13:1-16, where Jesus takes the role of servant to wash the feet of the 
disciples, a practice continued in some circles in the early Church (1 Tim. 5:10). 
Washing the hands at the table before the meal was a common practice of 
pagans as well as Jews (Athenaeus Deip. 14.641d; m. H¸ag. 2:5), but it had been 
given special religious significance in Pharisaic Judaism. Jesus, as part of his 
critique of the Pharisees, ignored this custom (Mark 7:1-8 par.). Guests were also 
routinely anointed on the head with perfumes (Josephus Ant. 19.238), a practice 
which is given symbolic significance in the Jesus tradition (Mark 14:3-9).

�The ancienThe ancient banquet t banquet had two prhad two primary courimary courses, the eses, the eating courating course, or se, or deiípnondeiípnodeiípnondeiípnon (“dinner” (“dinner”), followe), followed by the dd by the drinking corinking course, or urse, or sympoœsionsympoœsion (symposiu (sympos (symposium(symposium). Each co). Each course beganurse began with a be with a benediction nediction or libatioor libation over then over the food and  food and wine, a cuwwine, a cuwine, a custom adaptstom adapted in diffed in different wayserent ways by Greeks by Greeks, Romans, , Romans, and Jews (and Jews (Symp.Symp. 176A;  176A 176A; 176A; m. Ber.m. Ber. 6), and w 6), and which is rehich is reflected inflected in Jesus’ be Jesus’ benedictionsnedictions at variou at various meals (es meals (e.g., Mark .g.,(e(e.g., Mar(e.g., Mark 8:6). Thk 8:6). The Last Supe Last Supper traditper traditions referions refer to the tw to the two courses o courses of the meaof the meal by indicl byl by indicatby indicating separaing separate benedicte benedictions overtions over the bread the bread and wine  and wine (Mark 14:2(Mark 14:22-25 par.)2-25 par.). In the P. par.)par.). In par.). In the Paulinthe Pauline and Lukae and Lukan versionsn versions, these be, these benedictionsnedictions are expli are explicitly sepacitly separated by tratedsepaseparated separated by the phrby the phrase “afterase “after supper” ( supper” (“after the“after the  deiídeií 1 Cor. 11 1 Cor. 11:23-25; Lu:23-25; Luke 22:19-2ke 22:19ke 22:19-20).22:19-20).

The ancient banquet had two primary courses, the eating course, or 
deiípnon (“dinner”), followed by the drinking course, or sympoœsion 
(symposium). Each course began with a benediction or libation over the food and 
wine, a custom adapted in different ways by Greeks, Romans, and Jews (Symp. 
176A; m. Ber. 6), and which is reflected in Jesus’ benedictions at various meals 
(e.g., Mark 8:6). The Last Supper traditions refer to the two courses of the meal 
by indicating separate benedictions over the bread and wine (Mark 14:22-25 
par.). In the Pauline and Lukan versions, these benedictions are explicitly 
separated by the phrase “after supper” (“after the deií 1 Cor. 11:23-25; Luke 
22:19-20).

�The symposThe symposium courseium course was inten was intended to lasded to last long intt long into the eveno the evening and waing and was expecteds exps expected texpected to include o include entertainmentertainment. Whileent. While some Gree some Greeks and Romks and Romans tendedans tended toward pr towa toward prutoward prurient enterient entertainment,rtainment, philosoph philosophical Greekical Greeks and Romas and Romans often ons often offered enlffered enffered enlighteneenlightened conversad conversation on a tion on a philosophiphilosophical topic cal topic as their sas their symposium eymposium entertainmentertainment (e.g., nentertainmeentertainmentertainment (e.g.,ent (e.g.,  Symp.Symp. 176E). Si 176E). Similarly, Jmilarly, Jewish tradewish tradition prefition preferred discerred discourse on tourse onourse on the lawon the law at the ta at the table (as inble (as in Sir. 9:15 Sir. 9:15-16) and J-16) and Jesus oftenesus often taught at taught at the table the table (e.g., Lu (e.g., L (e.g., Luke 14). Luke 14). In the earIn the early Church,ly Church, it is qui it is quite likely te likely that the wthat the worship serorship service whichvice which began wit bega began withbegan with the commu the communal meal (nal meal (or Lord’s or Lord’s Supper) coSupper) continued atntinued at the table the table, since “c, since “coming togeo“c“coming to“coming together as gether as a church” a church” (1 Cor. 11(1 Cor. 11:18) inclu:18) included both “ded both “coming togcoming together to eether to eether to eat” (v. 2eat” (v. 20) and “co0) and “coming togetming together [in whher [in which] each ich] each one has a one has a hymn, a lehymn, a lesson, a resson, a revelation, velrerevelationrevelation, a tongue, a tongue, or an in, or an interpretatiterpretation” (14:26on” (14:26a).a).a).

The symposium course was intended to last long into the evening and was 
expected to include entertainment. While some Greeks and Romans tended 
toward prurient entertainment, philosophical Greeks and Romans often offered 
enlightened conversation on a philosophical topic as their symposium 
entertainment (e.g., Symp. 176E). Similarly, Jewish tradition preferred discourse 
on the law at the table (as in Sir. 9:15-16) and Jesus often taught at the table (e.g., 
Luke 14). In the early Church, it is quite likely that the worship service which 
began with the communal meal (or Lord’s Supper) continued at the table, since 
“coming together as a church” (1 Cor. 11:18) included both “coming together to 
eat” (v. 20) and “coming together [in which] each one has a hymn, a lesson, a 
revelation, a tongue, or an interpretation” (14:26a).

�Meals alsoMeals also functione functioned as boundd as boundary markerary markers, helpings, helping to define to define who was i who was in the commn the n the communthe community and whity and who was not.o was not. Jewish di Jewish dietary lawsetary laws especiall especially functiony functioned to defied to define boundarndefidefine boudefine boundaries, fndaries, for those wor those who strictlho strictly followedy followed these law these laws usually s usually could not could not dine at a dinedine at a dine at a gentile tagentile table (Dan. ble (Dan. 1:8; Tob. 1:8; Tob. 1:10). Thi1:10). This created s created a problem a problem in the earin the early Church ly Chly Church as Church as its gentilits gentile membershe membership began tip began to grow moro grow more prominene prominent. The isst. The issue came toue cameue came to a came to a head in Anhead in Antioch, in tioch, in an incidenan incident describet described by Paul d by Paul in Galatiain Galatians, where ns, where Jewish ChrJewJewish ChrJewish Christians reistians refused to efused to eat at the at at the same tablesame table with Gent with Gentile Christile Christians (Gal.ians (Gal. 2:11-14). 2:11 2:11-14). 2:11-14). Paul arguePaul argued vociferod vociferously that usly that the Churchthe Church can no mo can no more have twre have two tables to tables than it canhtthan it cathan it can have twon have two paths to  paths to salvation,salvation, for in Ch for in Christ “therrist “there is no loe is no longer Jew onger Jew or Greek” (r Grer Greek” (GaGreek” (Gal. 3:28). l. 3:28). The tensioThe tension over dien over dietary laws tary laws was resolvwas resolved differeed differently accorntly according to andinaccoraccording according to anotherto another tradition tradition represent represented in Actsed in Acts 15, where 15, where Gentile C Gentile Christians hristians were enjoiwwere enjoiwere enjoined to folned to follow a modilow a modified form fied form of Jewish of Jewish dietary ladietary laws (“abstaws (“abstain . . . fin . . . from blood rom brom blood and blood and from what from what is stranglis strangled,” v. 29ed,” v. 29), thus al), thus allowing Genlowing Gentile and Jtile and Jewish Chriewish Christians to stiaChriChristiansChristians to eat at to eat at the same  the same table. Buttable. But Mark, lik Mark, like Paul, ene Paul, envisioned nvisioned no compromio compromise on thissecompromicompromisecompromise on this i on this issue, repossue, reporting thatrting that Jesus “de Jesus “declared allclared all foods cle foods clean” (Mark an” (Mark 7:19). The7:17:19). The7:19). The table of  table of Jesus, as Jesus, as related byrelated by the Gospe the Gospels, was onls, was one in whiche in which inclusion inclusion of the ma of t of the marginthe marginalized wasalized was the rule, the rule, symbolize symbolized by his pd by his preference reference for eatingfor eating with such with such impure ou im impure outimpure outcasts as “casts as “tax collectax collectors and stors and sinners” (Minners” (Mark 2:15-1ark 2:15-17 par.).7 par.).7 par.).

Meals also functioned as boundary markers, helping to define who was in 
the community and who was not. Jewish dietary laws especially functioned to 
define boundaries, for those who strictly followed these laws usually could not 
dine at a gentile table (Dan. 1:8; Tob. 1:10). This created a problem in the early 
Church as its gentile membership began to grow more prominent. The issue 
came to a head in Antioch, in an incident described by Paul in Galatians, where 



Jewish Christians refused to eat at the same table with Gentile Christians (Gal. 
2:11-14). Paul argued vociferously that the Church can no more have two tables 
than it can have two paths to salvation, for in Christ “there is no longer Jew or 
Greek” (Gal. 3:28). The tension over dietary laws was resolved differently 
according to another tradition represented in Acts 15, where Gentile Christians 
were enjoined to follow a modified form of Jewish dietary laws (“abstain . . . from 
blood and from what is strangled,” v. 29), thus allowing Gentile and Jewish 
Christians to eat at the same table. But Mark, like Paul, envisioned no 
compromise on this issue, reporting that Jesus “declared all foods clean” (Mark 
7:19). The table of Jesus, as related by the Gospels, was one in which inclusion of 
the marginalized was the rule, symbolized by his preference for eating with such 
impure outcasts as “tax collectors and sinners” (Mark 2:15-17 par.).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. K. E. CorlK. E. Corley, ey, Private WoPrivate Women, Publimen, Public Meals: Sc Meals: Social Confocial Conflict in thlict in the Synoptice ththe Synoptthe Synoptic Traditiic Traditionon (Peabody, (Peabody, 1993); P. 1993); P. J. King,  J. King, Amos, HoseAmos, Hosea, Micah: a, Micah: An ArchaeoAn Archaeological CologiArchaeoArchaeologArchaeological Commeical Commentaryntary (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1988phia, 1988); D. E. S); D. E. Smith, “Tabmith, “Table Fellowsle Fellowship as a Lhip as a Lhip as a Literary MLiterary Motif in thotif in the Gospel oe Gospel of Luke,” f Luke,” JBLJBL 106 (1987 106 (1987): 613–38;): 613–38; Smith and Smith and H. Taussi H. Taussig, gTaussiTaussig, Taussig, Many TableMany Tables: The Eucs: The Eucharist in harist in the New Tethe New Testament anstament and Liturgy d Liturgy TodayToday (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1990p(Philadel(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1990)hia, 1990)...
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MEARAHMEARAH (Heb.  (Heb. meï{aœra®meï{aœra®)))

MEARAH (Heb. meï{aœra®)

A place asA place associated wsociated with the Siith the Sidonians (Jdonians (Josh. 13:4)osh. 13:4). The Hebr. The Hebrew text isew text is difficult difficult, possibly, pos, possibly tpossibly to be read o be read “from Arah“from Arah” (LXX “be” (LXX “before Gaza,fore Gaza,” reading ” reading Heb. Heb. meä{aœza®meä{aœza®meä{aœza®meä{aœza®). “Arah o). “Arah of the Sidof the Sidonians” sugnians” suggests a cogests a coastal siteastal site near Sido near Sidon, markingn, markingn, marking thmarking the north coe north coastal limiastal limit of the tt of the theoreticalheoretical Israelite Israelite occupatio occupation.n.n.

A place associated with the Sidonians (Josh. 13:4). The Hebrew text is difficult, 
possibly to be read “from Arah” (LXX “before Gaza,” reading Heb. 
meä{aœza®). “Arah of the Sidonians” suggests a coastal site near Sidon, 
marking the north coastal limit of the theoretical Israelite occupation.
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MEATMEATMEAT

MEAT

Meat (Heb.Meat (Heb.  baœsíaœrbaœsíaœr) was not ) was not likely a rlikely a regular paregular part of the dt of the diet in bibiet in biblical timelical times and was s ans and was prand was probably conobably consumed onlysumed only occasiona occasionally with slly with sacrifices acrifices (1 Sam. 2:(1 Sam. 2:13), at se13), at seasonal gatasoseseasonal gseasonal gatherings,atherings, or to wel or to welcome specicome special guests al guests (Gen. 18:7(Gen. 18:7; Judg. 13; Judg. 13:15; Luke :15; Luke 15:27). It15:15:27). It15:27). It was a des was a desired foodsired foodstuff, howetuff, however, and sver, and seems to ineems to indicate boudicate bounteous dinnteous dining (Exod.indindining (Exdining (Exod. 16:12;od. 16:12; Amos 6:4; Amos 6:4; Dan. 10:3 Dan. 10:3). Sheep a). Sheep and goats wnd goats were the maere the main animalsin animals prepared  animalsanimals pranimals prepared forepared for consumpti consumption, thoughon, though cattle an cattle and birds wed birds were eaten tre eaten too. Meat woo. Meat woo. Meat was likelywas likely roasted ( roasted (Isa. 44:16Isa. 44:16) or boile) or boiled (1 Sam. d (1 Sam. 2:3; Ezek.2:3; Ezek. 24:10), a 24:10), and variousnd various restricti restr restrictiorestrictions appliedns applied, such as , such as not eatingnot eating the blood the blood of an ani of an animal (Deut.mal (Deut. 12:23) or 12:23) or the sinew the the sinew the sinew of the thiof the thigh (Gen. 3gh (Gen. 32:32[MT 332:32[MT 33]), or “bo]), or “boiling a kiiling a kid in its md in its mother’s miother’s milk” (Exod.lk” (lk” (Exod. 23:(Exod. 23:19; Deut. 19; Deut. 14:21). Al14:21). All animals l animals deemed cledeemed clean for sacan for sacrifice werrifice were permissie permissible as fooblepermissipermissiblpermissible as food,e as food, and accor and according to thding to the leviticae levitical code thel code they includedy included ruminants ruminants and ungul and and ungulaand ungulates, birdstes, birds (except f (except for carrionor carrion), and fis), and fish with finh with fins and scals and scales (Lev. 1es (Lev. 11). The pi1). The1). The pig anThe pig and any othed any other unclean r unclean animals weanimals were avoidedre avoided...

Meat (Heb. baœsíaœr) was not likely a regular part of the diet in biblical times 
and was probably consumed only occasionally with sacrifices (1 Sam. 2:13), at 
seasonal gatherings, or to welcome special guests (Gen. 18:7; Judg. 13:15; Luke 
15:27). It was a desired foodstuff, however, and seems to indicate bounteous 
dining (Exod. 16:12; Amos 6:4; Dan. 10:3). Sheep and goats were the main 
animals prepared for consumption, though cattle and birds were eaten too. Meat 
was likely roasted (Isa. 44:16) or boiled (1 Sam. 2:3; Ezek. 24:10), and various 
restrictions applied, such as not eating the blood of an animal (Deut. 12:23) or 
the sinew of the thigh (Gen. 32:32[MT 33]), or “boiling a kid in its mother’s milk” 
(Exod. 23:19; Deut. 14:21). All animals deemed clean for sacrifice were 
permissible as food, and according to the levitical code they included ruminants 
and ungulates, birds (except for carrion), and fish with fins and scales (Lev. 11). 



The pig and any other unclean animals were avoided.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. BrothweD. Brothwell and P. ll and P. Brothwell,Brothwell,  Food in AnFood in Antiquity,tiquity, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Baltimore(Balti(Baltimore(Baltimore, 1998); B, 1998); B. Rosen, “. Rosen, “SubsistencSubsistence Economy e Economy in Iron Agin Iron Age I,” in e I,” in From NomadFrom Nomadism to MonisNomadNomadism tNomadism to Monarchyo Monarchy: Archaeol: Archaeological andogical and Historica Historical Aspects l Aspects of Early Iof Early Israel,srael, ed. I. Fi ed. I. Finkelstein nkeFiFinkelsteiFinkelstein and N. n and N. Na}amanNa}aman (Washingt (Washington, 1994),on, 1994), 339–51. 339–51. 339–51.
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MEBUNNAIMEBUNNAI (Heb.  (Heb. meïb�unnaymeïb�unnay)))

MEBUNNAI (Heb. meïb�unnay )

One of DavOne of David’s Thirtid’s Thirty, called y, called the Hushatthe Hushathite (2 Sahite (2 Sam. 23:27).m. 23:27). He is pro He is probably the bably the same as Sisamsame as Sisame as Sibbecai (2 bbecai (2 Sam. 21:18Sam. 21:18 = 1 Chr.  = 1 Chr. 20:4; 11:220:4; 11:29; 27:11).9; 27:11).

One of David’s Thirty, called the Hushathite (2 Sam. 23:27). He is probably the 
same as Sibbecai (2 Sam. 21:18 = 1 Chr. 20:4; 11:29; 27:11).

MECHERATHIMECHERATHITETE (Heb.  (Heb. meïk�eäraœmeïk�eäraœt�iît�iî)))

MECHERATHITE (Heb. meïk�eäraœt�iî )

A gentilicA gentilic applied t applied to Hepher, o Hepher, one of Davone of David’s Champid’s Champions (1 Chions (1 Chr. 11:36).r. 11:36). It should It should probably  pr probably bprobably be read “Mae read “Maacathite” acathite” (Heb. (Heb. ma{a�k�aœtma{a�k�aœt�iî;�iî; cf. 2 Sam cf. 2 Sam. 23:34), . 23:34), referring referrinreferring referring to Maacah.to Maacah.

A gentilic applied to Hepher, one of David’s Champions (1 Chr. 11:36). It should 
probably be read “Maacathite” (Heb. ma{a�k�aœt�iî;  cf. 2 Sam. 23:34), 
referring to Maacah.

MECONAHMECONAH (Heb.  (Heb. meïk�oœna®meïk�oœna®)))

MECONAH (Heb. meïk�oœna® )

A city in A city in the southethe southern part ofrn part of Judah (Ne Judah (Neh. 11:28),h. 11:28), resettled resettled by return by returned exiles.ed exiles.

A city in the southern part of Judah (Neh. 11:28), resettled by returned exiles.

MEDADMEDAD (Heb.  (Heb. meîd�aœd�meîd�aœd�)))

MEDAD (Heb. meîd�aœd� )

An elder wAn elder who, with Eho, with Eldad, propldad, prophesied in hesied in the wilderthe wilderness camp ness camp outside thoutside the tent of e tent of meeting (Nmmeeting (Nmeeting (Num. 11:26-um. 11:26-29).29).

An elder who, with Eldad, prophesied in the wilderness camp outside the tent of 
meeting (Num. 11:26-29).

MEDANMEDAN (Heb.  (Heb. meïd�aœnmeïd�aœn)))

MEDAN (Heb. meïd�aœn )

A son of AA son of Abraham andbraham and Keturah ( Keturah (Gen. 25:2;Gen. 25:2; 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:32), presu32), presumably the mably the eponymous eponymoeponymous eponymous ancestor oancestor of an Arabif an Arabian group.an group.

A son of Abraham and Keturah (Gen. 25:2; 1 Chr. 1:32), presumably the 
eponymous ancestor of an Arabian group.

MEDEBAMEDEBA (Heb.  (Heb. meîd�eïb�ameîd�eïb�aœ}œ})))

MEDEBA (Heb. meîd�eïb�aœ} )

A city in A city in the Transjthe Transjordanian hordanian highlands, ighlands, 30 km. (1930 km. (19 mi.) S of mi.) S of Rabbath-a Rabbath-ammon (modemmon (modemmon (modern Am(modern Amman). Whenman). When the Israe the Israelites divilites divided Canaanded Canaan, the plai, the plain of Medebn of Medeba (Arab. Ma (Arab.a (Arab. Mad(Arab. Madaba) was paba) was part of theart of the territory territory assigned  assigned to the Reuto the Reubenites (Jbenites (Josh. 13:16osh. 13:16). It had ). I). It had beeIt had been brought n brought under Israunder Israelite inflelite influence whenuence when the Israe the Israelites conqlites conquered the uered the Amorite kiAmAmorite kiAmorite king Sihon (ng Sihon (Num. 21:23Num. 21:23-30) and b-30) and became an iecame an important bmportant boundary beoundary between the tween bebetween thbetween the Reubenite Reubenites and thees and the tribe of  tribe of Manasseh (Manasseh (Josh. 13:9Josh. 13:9, 16)., 16)., 16).

A city in the Transjordanian highlands, 30 km. (19 mi.) S of Rabbath-ammon 
(modern Amman). When the Israelites divided Canaan, the plain of Medeba 
(Arab. Madaba) was part of the territory assigned to the Reubenites (Josh. 13:16). 
It had been brought under Israelite influence when the Israelites conquered the 
Amorite king Sihon (Num. 21:23-30) and became an important boundary 
between the Reubenites and the tribe of Manasseh (Josh. 13:9, 16).

�Israelite Israelite control ofcontrol of Medeba wa Medeba was short-lis short-lived, sinceved, since Medeba, a Medeba, as a Moabits a Moabite city, bee city, be city, became a sbecame a significantignificant staging a staging area for mirea for military actlitary activities agivities against Daviainst David (1 Chr. d (1 Chr. 19:7). Dav19:7). D19:7). David succDavid successfully dessfully defeated hiefeated his foes, bus foes, but Medeba at Medeba again changgain changed hands aed hands after the tfter the time of Solimettime of Sotime of Solomon. Kinlomon. King Mesha ofg Mesha of Moab clai Moab claims that hems that he retook Me retook Medeba from deba from the Israelthe Israthe IsraelitesIsraelites (Mesha St (Mesha Stela 7–9; ela 7–9; ANET,ANET, 320). One 320). One can suppo can suppose from thse from these accounese accounts that Mets thats that Medebthat Medeba was proba was probably closeably close to the so to the southern boruthern border of Isrder of Israelite infaelite influence andluence and changed a c changed alchanged allegiance mlegiance more often ore often than we knthan we know. Such cow. Such changing ofhanging of loyalties loyalties probably  probably generated ggenerated generated much animomuch animosity. Medesity. Medeba is listba is listed by Isaied by Isaiah among tah among the Moabitehe Moabite cities th cities that one dayatththat one dthat one day would bay would be decimatee decimated (Isa. 15d (Isa. 15:2).:2).:2).

Israelite control of Medeba was short-lived, since Medeba, as a Moabite city, 
became a significant staging area for military activities against David (1 Chr. 19:7). 
David successfully defeated his foes, but Medeba again changed hands after the 
time of Solomon. King Mesha of Moab claims that he retook Medeba from the 
Israelites (Mesha Stela 7–9; ANET, 320). One can suppose from these accounts 



that Medeba was probably close to the southern border of Israelite influence and 
changed allegiance more often than we know. Such changing of loyalties probably 
generated much animosity. Medeba is listed by Isaiah among the Moabite cities 
that one day would be decimated (Isa. 15:2).

�The consenThe consensus of arcsus of archaeologisthaeologists is that s is that the modernthe modern city of M city of Madaba (225adaba (225125) rests125) r125) rests on trests on the ruins ohe ruins of ancient f ancient Medeba. ThMedeba. This has madis has made it diffie it difficult to uncult to uncover evidcover evidence of thenceevidevidence oevidence of the earlf the early biblicaly biblical periods,  periods, although Talthough Tell Jalul ell Jalul within sigwithin sight of Medeht of Medeba and 5 kba andba and 5 km. and 5 km. (3 mi.) ea(3 mi.) east may havst may have been onee been one of the ma of the material culterial cultural phastural phases of Medees of Medeba. One oubMedeMedeba. OnMedeba. One outstande outstanding find fing find from Madabarom Madaba is the 6t is the 6th-century h-century A.D.A.D. mosaic Ma mosaic Madaba Map, dabaMaMadaba MapMadaba Map, a Byzant, a Byzantine mosaicine mosaic discovere discovered in the fd in the floor of a loor of a church andchurch and the earli the earliest known eearliearliest kearliest known map onown map of Palestinf Palestine.e.e.

The consensus of archaeologists is that the modern city of Madaba (225125) 
rests on the ruins of ancient Medeba. This has made it difficult to uncover 
evidence of the early biblical periods, although Tell Jalul within sight of Medeba 
and 5 km. (3 mi.) east may have been one of the material cultural phases of 
Medeba. One outstanding find from Madaba is the 6th-century A.D. mosaic 
Madaba Map, a Byzantine mosaic discovered in the floor of a church and the 
earliest known map of Palestine.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. PicciriM. Piccirillo, “Medello, “Medeba (Madababa (Madaba),” ),” NEAEHLNEAEHL 3:992–100 3:992–1001; H. Donn1; H. Do1; H. Donner, Donner, The MosaicThe Mosaic Map of Ma Map of Madaba.daba. Palaestin Palaestina Antiqua a Antiqua N.S.N.S. 7 (Kampen 7 (Kampen, 1992)., 1992)., 1992).

Bibliography. M. Piccirillo, “Medeba (Madaba),” NEAEHL 3:992–1001; H. 
Donner, The Mosaic Map of Madaba. Palaestina Antiqua N.S. 7 (Kampen, 1992).
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MEDES, MEDMEDES, MEDIAIA (Heb., Ar (Heb., Aram. am. maœd�maœd�  Gk. Gk. Meäídoi;Meäídoi; O. Pers.  O. Pers. maœdamaœda)))

MEDES, MEDIA (Heb., Aram. maœd�  
Gk. Meäídoi; O. Pers. maœda)

An Indo-irAn Indo-iranian peopanian people who inhle who inhabited theabited the plateau o plateau of northernf northern Iran, aro Iran, around the arund the area of modeeararea of moarea of modern Hamaddern Hamadan (ancienan (ancient Ecbatanat Ecbatana), and enj), and enjoyed a degoyed a degree of milree of military promitary promitary prominenceprominence during th during the 7th and e 7th and 6th centur6th centuries ies B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.

An Indo-iranian people who inhabited the plateau of northern Iran, around the 
area of modern Hamadan (ancient Ecbatana), and enjoyed a degree of military 
prominence during the 7th and 6th centuries B.C.E.

�Our knowleOur knowledge of thedge of the Medes der Medes derives mainlives mainly from arcy from archaeology, haeology, Assyrian rAssyrian royal inscroyalrroyal inscroyal inscriptions, riptions, and Herodoand Herodotus. Archatus. Archaeology of eology of the northethe northern highlanrn highlands shows ads shows a clear cul aa clear cua clear cultural breltural break betweenak between the Bronz the Bronze and Irone and Iron Ages ca.  Ages ca. 1500, perh1500, perhaps linkedaps linked with the  w with the awith the arrival of rrival of the Iraniathe Iranians. Duringns. During Iron I th Iron I this region is region appears toappears to have been have been rather is rath rather isorather isolated and lated and self-contaself-contained, charined, characterized acterized by the so-by the so-called Earcalled Early Westernly Western Grey Ware Gr Grey WaresGrey Wares. For Iron. For Iron II the pa II the patterns aretterns are more dive more diversified anrsified and Assyriand Assyrian influence influence is detect is is detectais detectable.ble.ble.

Our knowledge of the Medes derives mainly from archaeology, Assyrian 
royal inscriptions, and Herodotus. Archaeology of the northern highlands shows 
a clear cultural break between the Bronze and Iron Ages ca. 1500, perhaps linked 
with the arrival of the Iranians. During Iron I this region appears to have been 
rather isolated and self-contained, characterized by the so-called Early Western 
Grey Wares. For Iron II the patterns are more diversified and Assyrian influence 
is detectable.

�From the 9From the 9th centuryth century on there  on there are refereare references to thnces to the Medes ine Medes in the Assyr the Assyrian royal ian roian royal inscroyal inscriptions. riptions. Under AssuUnder Assurnasirpal rnasirpal II and ShaII and Shalmaneser Ilmaneser III the AssII the Assyrian kingyrian kings extendeds exts extended textended their rule heir rule into the Zinto the Zagros. In agros. In the procesthe process they cams they came into cone into contact with tact with small, ethsmsmall, ethsmall, ethnically dinically diverse tribverse tribes, includes, including the Meing the Medes. From des. From the late 9the late 9th to mid-th to mid-8th centur8th c8th century Ascentury Assyrian strsyrian strength was ength was interrupteinterrupted by the Ud by the Urartu exparartu expanding fromnding from the north the nort the north intonorth into the Zagro the Zagros. With Tis. With Tiglath-pileglath-pileser III, tser III, the campaighe campaigns into thns into the Zagros re Zagros recommencedecorrecommencerecommenced, also agd, also against grouainst groups designaps designated as “thted as “the mighty Me mighty Medes” and edes” and the “distathe “distathe “distant M“distant Medes.” Saredes.” Sargon II solgon II solidified Asidified Assyrian consyrian control in thtrol in the central e central Western ZaWestern Zagros from groZaZagros froZagros from out of tm out of the center he center at Harhar.at Harhar. All the w All the while the Mhile the Medes are redes are referred toeferred to as living a as living as living in provincin provinces or distes or districts, andricts, and having ma having many chieftany chieftains. The Ains. The Assyrian anssyrian annals do nonals dnals do not sugdo not suggest much gest much change in change in Assyrian cAssyrian control oveontrol over the regir the region into thon into the 7th cente 7th century. Howevucentcentury. Hcentury. However, vaowever, various omenrious omen texts ref texts refer to stirer to stirrings in trings in the East. Ihe East. In the laten the late 7th centu 7th  7th centur7th century under thy under the leadershe leadership of a ceip of a certain Cyaxrtain Cyaxares, the ares, the Medes appeMedes appear powerfuar powerfuar powerful epowerful enough to pnough to participatearticipate in the sa in the sacking of Acking of Assyrian cissyrian cities such ties such as Ninevehas Nineveh, Harran, , H, Harran, anHarran, and Assur. Td Assur. The Assyriahe Assyrian annals fn annals fail to expail to explain the elain the emergence omergence of such Medf such Median strengiaMedMedian strMedian strength at tength at this time.his time.his time.

From the 9th century on there are references to the Medes in the Assyrian 
royal inscriptions. Under Assurnasirpal II and Shalmaneser III the Assyrian kings 
extended their rule into the Zagros. In the process they came into contact with 
small, ethnically diverse tribes, including the Medes. From the late 9th to mid-8th 
century Assyrian strength was interrupted by the Urartu expanding from the 
north into the Zagros. With Tiglath-pileser III, the campaigns into the Zagros 
recommenced, also against groups designated as “the mighty Medes” and the 
“distant Medes.” Sargon II solidified Assyrian control in the central Western 
Zagros from out of the center at Harhar. All the while the Medes are referred to 
as living in provinces or districts, and having many chieftains. The Assyrian annals 
do not suggest much change in Assyrian control over the region into the 7th 
century. However, various omen texts refer to stirrings in the East. In the late 
7th century under the leadership of a certain Cyaxares, the Medes appear 



powerful enough to participate in the sacking of Assyrian cities such as Nineveh, 
Harran, and Assur. The Assyrian annals fail to explain the emergence of such 
Median strength at this time.

�Herodotus Herodotus appears toappears to fill this fill this gap by gi gap by giving an inving an internal accternal account of thount of the rise of e rise of a Median saa Median sa Median state. He ntate. He narrates tharrates that a certaat a certain Deiocesin Deioces, who was , who was known for known for justice, wjustice, was declareawwas declarwas declared king. Ued king. Uniting varniting various tribeious tribes, he mades, he made Ecbatana  Ecbatana his capitahis capital. After hl. After his 53-yearis 53is 53-year re53-year reign, Deiocign, Deioces’ son Phes’ son Phraores sucraores succeeded himceeded him, subjugat, subjugating Persiaing Persia and other and other Asian cou otherother Asiaother Asian countrien countries as well,s as well, finally m finally marching agarching against the ainst the Assyrians.Assyrians. He was de He was defeated andfeatdedefeated adefeated and lost hind lost his own lifes own life, having r, having reigned 22 eigned 22 years. Hisyears. His son Cyaxa son Cyaxares, in tures, in turn, conquern, crn, conquered conquered Lydia and Lydia and united allunited all the land  the land beyond thebeyond the river Hal river Halys. Then hys. Then he successfe successfully campaulsuccessfsuccessfulsuccessfully campaigly campaigned againsned against the Assyt the Assyrians. Mearians. Meanwhile, thnwhile, the Scythiane Scythians, who wers, who were pursuingewerwere pursuwere pursuing the Ciing the Cimmerians, mmerians, invaded Meinvaded Media and exdia and exercised tyercised tyranny overranny over all Asia  all Asia  all Asia for 2Asia for 28 years. T8 years. Then, howevhen, however, Cyaxarer, Cyaxares returnees returned to the Md to the Medes contredes control of theiol of their former trtheitheir formtheir former territoer territories, inclries, including Assyuding Assyria but noria but not Babylon.t Babylon. Cyaxares’ Cyaxares’ reign tot reign totaled 40 yealed tottotaled 40totaled 40 years inc years including theluding the interregn interregnum of the um of the Scythians.Scythians. He was su He was succeeded bycceeded by his son A byby his sonby his son Astyages, Astyages, whose dau whose daughter Mandghter Mandane was weane was wedded to Cadded to Cambyses andmbyses and later bor later later borelater bore Cyrus II. Cyrus II. Cyrus led Cyrus led a revolt  a revolt of Persianof Persian tribes ag tribes against Astyainst Astyages, depoages, deposing him, sing depodeposing hdeposing him, and exim, and exchanging Mchanging Median ruleedian rule for Persi for Persian.an.an.

Herodotus appears to fill this gap by giving an internal account of the rise of 
a Median state. He narrates that a certain Deioces, who was known for justice, 
was declared king. Uniting various tribes, he made Ecbatana his capital. After his 
53-year reign, Deioces’ son Phraores succeeded him, subjugating Persia and 
other Asian countries as well, finally marching against the Assyrians. He was 
defeated and lost his own life, having reigned 22 years. His son Cyaxares, in turn, 
conquered Lydia and united all the land beyond the river Halys. Then he 
successfully campaigned against the Assyrians. Meanwhile, the Scythians, who 
were pursuing the Cimmerians, invaded Media and exercised tyranny over all 
Asia for 28 years. Then, however, Cyaxares returned to the Medes control of 
their former territories, including Assyria but not Babylon. Cyaxares’ reign 
totaled 40 years including the interregnum of the Scythians. He was succeeded 
by his son Astyages, whose daughter Mandane was wedded to Cambyses and 
later bore Cyrus II. Cyrus led a revolt of Persian tribes against Astyages, 
deposing him, and exchanging Median rule for Persian.

�Questions Questions have been have been raised aboraised about the accut the accuracy of Huracy of Herodotus’ erodotus’ account. Maccount. Median siteediaMMedian sitMedian sites from thes from the 7th cente 7th century indicaury indicate economite economic and cultc and cultural prospural prosperity. Yeterity. Yet the excav t the excavathe excavated sites,ted sites, which exc which exclude Ecbatlude Ecbatana, are wana, are without eviithout evidence of cdence of centralizatentralization and apioncentralizatcentralizacentralization and ation and appear impoppear impoverished bverished by the 6th y the 6th century. Scentury. Some scholaome scholars have arrs have argued that garargued thaargued that the devet the developments tlopments towards staowards state formatite formation in the on in the 7th centur7th century were stiy were stiy were stimulatedstimulated by contac by contact with thet with the Assyrians Assyrians. Converse. Conversely, it hasly, it has been argu been argued that wied that with the absth wiwith the awith the absence of bsence of Assyrian pAssyrian political political pressure, tressure, the Medes, he Medes, who were nwho were never more ever moreever more than more than tribal grotribal groups, weakeups, weakened. Otherned. Other scholars  scholars have mainthave maintained thatained that the ensui the ensuing prominenensuiensuing prensuing prominence oominence of the Medef the Medes among ths among the Persianse Persians suggests  suggests that the Mthat the Medes must edes musedes must have must have been a solbeen a solidified foidified force at somrce at some point. Te point. The debate he debate concerningconcerning the exist the existence of a enexistexistence existence of a Mediaof a Median state isn state is still ong still ongoing.oing.oing.

Questions have been raised about the accuracy of Herodotus’ account. 
Median sites from the 7th century indicate economic and cultural prosperity. Yet 
the excavated sites, which exclude Ecbatana, are without evidence of 
centralization and appear impoverished by the 6th century. Some scholars have 
argued that the developments towards state formation in the 7th century were 
stimulated by contact with the Assyrians. Conversely, it has been argued that 
with the absence of Assyrian political pressure, the Medes, who were never 
more than tribal groups, weakened. Other scholars have maintained that the 
ensuing prominence of the Medes among the Persians suggests that the Medes 
must have been a solidified force at some point. The debate concerning the 
existence of a Median state is still ongoing.

�In the BibIn the Bible, the Mele, the Medes appeardes appear alongside alongside of the As of the Assyrians, Bsyrians, Babyloniansabylonians, and Pers, and Pe, and Persians. Persians. The AssyriThe Assyrians settleans settle some of t some of the captivehe captives from nors from northern Israthern Israel in citiel in cities of the es ofes of the Medof the Medes (2 Kgs.es (2 Kgs. 17:6; 18: 17:6; 18:11). Among11). Among many nati many nations and cions and cities and tties and their officheir officials, Jereialsofficofficials,officials, Jeremiah  Jeremiah mentions tmentions the rulers he rulers of the Medof the Medes as objees as objects of Godcts of God’s wrath (’s wrath (Jer. 25:25Jer.((Jer. 25:2(Jer. 25:25). Elsewh5). Elsewhere Medianere Median rulers, i rulers, including gncluding governors aovernors and deputiend deputies, are pors, are portrayed as traporportrayed portrayed as a threaas a threat to Babylt to Babylon (Jer. 5on (Jer. 51:11, 28; 1:11, 28; cf. Isa. 1cf. Isa. 13:17; 21:23:17; 21:2). The fac). The fact that thet that tt that the text uthe text uses the plses the plural “ruleural “rulers” might rs” might suggest thsuggest the absence e absence of Median of Median centralizacentralization. The tioncentralizacentralizacentralization. The tion. The absorptionabsorption of the Me of the Median Empirdian Empire into thee into the Persian i Persian is reflectes reflected in the cd ind in the conin the conjunction ojunction of “the Medf “the Medes and thees and the Persians, Persians,” cited fr” cited frequently iequently in Esther (n Esther (Esth. 1:3,Esth((Esth. 1:3(Esth. 1:3, 14, 18-1, 14, 18-19; 10:2), 9; 10:2), Daniel (DaDaniel (Dan. 5:28; 6n. 5:28; 6:8, 12, 15:8, 12, 15; 8:20), a; 8:20), and elsewhend elsewhere (1 Maccre (1 Mre (1 Macc. 1:1;Macc. 1:1; 6:56; Jdt 6:56; Jdt. 16:10; 1. 16:10; 1 Esdr. 3:1 Esdr. 3:1, 14). Jud, 14). Judith contaiith contains an unhins an unhistorical rstorical reference teferencerreference reference to a certato a certain Arphaxain Arphaxad, king ofd, king of the Medes the Medes (Jdt. 1:1 (Jdt. 1:1). The sto). The story of Tobiry of Tobit finds itt fint finds its finds its setting pasetting partly in Mertly in Media among dia among exiled Jewexiled Jews (e.g., Ts (e.g., Tob. 1:14-1ob. 1:14-15; 3:7). D5; 3:7). Diaspora JeiasporDDiaspora JDiaspora Jews from Mews from Media are aedia are among thosemong those present a present at the Feast the Feast of Pentet of Pentecost (Actscost (Actcost (Acts 2:9)(Acts 2:9)...

In the Bible, the Medes appear alongside of the Assyrians, Babylonians, and 
Persians. The Assyrians settle some of the captives from northern Israel in cities 
of the Medes (2 Kgs. 17:6; 18:11). Among many nations and cities and their 
officials, Jeremiah mentions the rulers of the Medes as objects of God’s wrath 
(Jer. 25:25). Elsewhere Median rulers, including governors and deputies, are 
portrayed as a threat to Babylon (Jer. 51:11, 28; cf. Isa. 13:17; 21:2). The fact that 
the text uses the plural “rulers” might suggest the absence of Median 
centralization. The absorption of the Median Empire into the Persian is reflected 
in the conjunction of “the Medes and the Persians,” cited frequently in Esther 
(Esth. 1:3, 14, 18-19; 10:2), Daniel (Dan. 5:28; 6:8, 12, 15; 8:20), and elsewhere (1 
Macc. 1:1; 6:56; Jdt. 16:10; 1 Esdr. 3:1, 14). Judith contains an unhistorical 



reference to a certain Arphaxad, king of the Medes (Jdt. 1:1). The story of Tobit 
finds its setting partly in Media among exiled Jews (e.g., Tob. 1:14-15; 3:7). 
Diaspora Jews from Media are among those present at the Feast of Pentecost 
(Acts 2:9).

�For DariusFor Darius the Mede, the Mede,  seesee  DARIUSDARIUS  4.4.4.

For Darius the Mede, see DARIUS 4.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. C. BrowS. C. Brown, “Media n, “Media and Secondand Secondary State ary State Formation Formation in the Neoin the Nin the Neo-AssyriNeo-Assyrian Zagros,an Zagros,” ” JCSJCS 38 (1986) 38 (1986): 107–19; : 107–19; H. SancisiH. Sancisi-Weerdenbu-Weerdenburg, “Was Trg, “Was There Ever heTThere EverThere Ever a Median  a Median Empire?” Empire?” AchaemenidAchaemenid History History 3 (1988): 3 (1988): 197–212;  197–212; T. C. YounT. C. Young, Jr., “Tg,YounYoung, Jr.Young, Jr., “The Ear, “The Early Historyly History of the Me of the Medes and thdes and the Persianse Persians and the A and the Achaemenid chaemenid Empire to EEmpire to Empire to the Death the Death of Cambyseof Cambyses,” s,” CAHCAH 4:1–52. 4:1–52. 4:1–52.
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Neo-Assyrian Zagros,” JCS 38 (1986): 107–19; H. Sancisi-Weerdenburg, “Was 
There Ever a Median Empire?” Achaemenid History 3 (1988): 197–212; T. C. 
Young, Jr., “The Early History of the Medes and the Persians and the Achaemenid 
Empire to the Death of Cambyses,” CAH 4:1–52.
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MEDIATORMEDIATORMEDIATOR

MEDIATOR

A person wA person who stands ho stands between twbetween two parties o parties to reconcito reconcile their dle their differencesifferences or to est or to establish a raestestablish establish a relationa relationship betweship between them. Aen them. A mediator  mediator may be eitmay be either a neuther a neutral go-betral go-between who rwgo-betgo-betweengo-between who repre who represents the sents the interests interests of each paof each party to therty to the other, as other, as in the ca in the case of an asecacase of ancase of an arbitrato arbitrator in a legr in a legal disputeal dispute, or an ag, or an agent for onent for one party whe party who intercedo intercedes on its es oes on its behon its behalf, negotalf, negotiates a seiates a settlement, ttlement, or personaor personally guaranlly guarantees an agtees an agreement.reement.reement.

A person who stands between two parties to reconcile their differences or to 
establish a relationship between them. A mediator may be either a neutral 
go-between who represents the interests of each party to the other, as in the 
case of an arbitrator in a legal dispute, or an agent for one party who intercedes 
on its behalf, negotiates a settlement, or personally guarantees an agreement.

�This broadThis broad array of  array of mediatoriamediatorial roles mal roles may functiony function within th within the secular e secular realm of hrealm ofrealm of human rof human relationshielationships, but reps, but religious usligious usage elevatage elevates mediaties mediation to relaon to relationships tionships between debetwbetween debetween deity and huity and humanity. Thmanity. The concept e concept of mediatiof mediation pervadeon pervades Scripturs Scripture, but, sue, but, sue, but, surprisingsurprisingly, the woly, the word itself rd itself is rarely is rarely used. In fused. In fact, the Oact, the OT has no pT has no precise equrecise equivalent. Oivalentequequivalentequivalent. Occasion. Occasionally it emally it employs the ploys the participleparticiple  meäliîs�,meäliîs�, which pro which properly refeperly refers to an irsreferefers to refers to an interpran interpreter (Gen.eter (Gen. 42:23), f 42:23), for the medor the mediatorial riatorial role of a sole of a spokesman (pokesman (Isa. 43:27Isa.((Isa. 43:2(Isa. 43:27), envoy 7), envoy (2 Chr. 32(2 Chr. 32:31), or a:31), or angel (Job ngel (Job 33:23); or33:23); or it may em it may employ the vploy the verb erb paœlal,ppaœlal,paœlal, “to inter “to intervene,” forvene,” for praying o praying or intercedr interceding (1 Saming (1 Sam. 2:25). T. 2:25). The closesthe closest equivalen equiv equivalentequivalent is found  is found in Job 9:3in Job 9:33, where t3, where the LXX trahe LXX translates Henslates Heb. b. mo®k�iîah�mo®k�iîah� (“arbitra (“ar (“arbitrat(“arbitrator” or “umor” or “umpire”) as pire”) as mesiíteäs,mesiíteäs, which is  which is used in thused in the NT for ae NT for a mediator  mediator (Gal. 3:19((Gal. 3:19(Gal. 3:19-20; 1 Tim-20; 1 Tim. 2:5; Heb. 2:5; Heb. 8:6; 9:1. 8:6; 9:15; 12:24).5; 12:24).

This broad array of mediatorial roles may function within the secular realm 
of human relationships, but religious usage elevates mediation to relationships 
between deity and humanity. The concept of mediation pervades Scripture, but, 
surprisingly, the word itself is rarely used. In fact, the OT has no precise 
equivalent. Occasionally it employs the participle meäliîs�,  which properly 
refers to an interpreter (Gen. 42:23), for the mediatorial role of a spokesman 
(Isa. 43:27), envoy (2 Chr. 32:31), or angel (Job 33:23); or it may employ the verb 
paœlal, “to intervene,” for praying or interceding (1 Sam. 2:25). The closest 
equivalent is found in Job 9:33, where the LXX translates Heb. mo®k�iîah�  
(“arbitrator” or “umpire”) as mesiíteäs, which is used in the NT for a mediator 
(Gal. 3:19-20; 1 Tim. 2:5; Heb. 8:6; 9:15; 12:24).

�The biblicThe biblical conceptal concept of mediat of mediation presupion presupposes thatposes that we have b we have been alienaeen alienated from Gted froted from God bfrom God by sin but y sin but that he dethat he desires to bsires to bridge the ridge the gulf separgulf separating us aating us and restorend restore harmoniou ha harmoniousharmonious relations relations (Isa. 59: (Isa. 59:1-2). Medi1-2). Mediation may ation may in principin principle be direle be directed eithected either towards r tor towards Gotowards God, as in id, as in intercessorntercessory prayer, y prayer, or towardsor towards humans; b humans; but Scriptuut Scripture primarire primarily represelprimariprimarily primarily representsrepresents it as God it as God’s initiat’s initiative in reaive in reaching downching down to us thr to us through revelough revelation and atiorevelrevelationrevelation and redem and redemption. Finption. Finding a suiding a suitable meditable mediator posedator posed a problem a problem, however,, however, however, ihowever, in that Godn that God cannot pr cannot properly medoperly mediate himseiate himself since hlf since he is e is oneone (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sam. 2:25; Gal. :2522:25; Gal.2:25; Gal. 3:20), an 3:20), and no sinfud no sinful person cl person can enter han enter his holy pris holy presence. Goesence. God used angd used angels to conelsangangels to angels to convey divconvey divine messagine messages and asses and assist in hanist in handing down ding down the Law (Dthe Law (Deut. 33:2 eut. 33:2 LXX), but LLXX), but LXX), but the thundethe thunder and smokr and smoke on Mt. Se on Mt. Sinai were inai were so terrifyso terrifying that ting that the Israelihe Israelites could tesIsraeliIsraelitesIsraelites could not could not bear to h bear to hear God’s ear God’s voice and voice and requested requested that Mosesthat Moses relay the relay the message t m message tomessage to them (Exo them (Exod. 20:19).d. 20:19). God also  God also used speciused specially choseally chosen and anoin and anointed prophnted propnted prophets, prophets, priests, apriests, and kings tnd kings to mediate o mediate his revelahis revelation, provtion, provisional foisional forgiveness,rgiveness, and theoc and t and theocratictheocratic rule unti rule until the truel the true Messiah s Messiah should comehould come. Isaiah p. Isaiah promised thromised that the Serat the Servant of thvanSerServant ofServant of the Lord  the Lord would vicawould vicariously beriously bear God’s par God’s punishment unishment for sin anfor sin and extend td extend the light ohtthe light the light of revelatof revelation to theion to the Gentiles  Gentiles (Isa. 49:6(Isa. 49:6; 53).; 53).; 53).

The biblical concept of mediation presupposes that we have been alienated 
from God by sin but that he desires to bridge the gulf separating us and restore 
harmonious relations (Isa. 59:1-2). Mediation may in principle be directed either 
towards God, as in intercessory prayer, or towards humans; but Scripture 
primarily represents it as God’s initiative in reaching down to us through 
revelation and redemption. Finding a suitable mediator posed a problem, 
however, in that God cannot properly mediate himself since he is one (1 Sam. 
2:25; Gal. 3:20), and no sinful person can enter his holy presence. God used 
angels to convey divine messages and assist in handing down the Law (Deut. 33:2 
LXX), but the thunder and smoke on Mt. Sinai were so terrifying that the 
Israelites could not bear to hear God’s voice and requested that Moses relay the 



message to them (Exod. 20:19). God also used specially chosen and anointed 
prophets, priests, and kings to mediate his revelation, provisional forgiveness, and 
theocratic rule until the true Messiah should come. Isaiah promised that the 
Servant of the Lord would vicariously bear God’s punishment for sin and extend 
the light of revelation to the Gentiles (Isa. 49:6; 53).

�In Jesus CIn Jesus Christ, Godhrist, God’s incarna’s incarnate Son, thte Son, the NT discoe NT discovered the vered the only one wonly one who is propho is pho is properly qproperly qualified tualified to mediate o mediate between Gobetween God and humad and humanity becaunity because he is bse he is both fully oth fully human and hhuman and human and fully divifully divine (1 Tim.ne (1 Tim. 2:5). He  2:5). He is the medis the mediator and iator and guarantor guarantor of a new cof a new covenant, wovccovenant, covenant, which is “which is “better” thbetter” than the Mosan the Mosaic covenaaic covenant becausent because it is fou it is founded upon nded upon his own blhhis own blhis own blood (Luke ood (Luke 22:20; Heb22:20; Heb. 7:22; 8:. 7:22; 8:6). As the6). As the anointed  anointed Messiah, hMessiah, he fulfillse fulfills all three all th all three medithree mediatorial ofatorial offices of pfices of prophet, prrophet, priest, and iest, and king. In hking. In him, God haim, God has spoken hs spoken his final, is finis final, livfinal, living, and iing, and incarnationncarnational word. Bal word. By his atony his atoning death,ing death, in which  in which he became he became both high both both high both high priest andpriest and sacrifice sacrifice, Jesus ha, Jesus has once ands once and for all o for all opened the pened the way into Gway into God’s preseod’sGGod’s presGod’s presence. He wence. He who now rulho now rules in belies in believers’ heaevers’ hearts and isrts and is seated at seated at the Fathe the Father’s right r’FatheFather’s rFather’s right hand,ight hand, where he  where he intercedesintercedes for us, w for us, will one daill one day subjugaty subjugate all his e all his enemies anenemenemies anenemies and mediate d mediate God’s univGod’s universal kingersal kingdom of rigdom of righteousnesshteousness and peace and peace. During h. During . During hisDuring his present p present physical abhysical absence, thesence, the Holy Spir Holy Spirit mediateit mediates Christ’ss Christ’s presence  presence and adds handand adds hand adds his own intis own intercession.ercession.

In Jesus Christ, God’s incarnate Son, the NT discovered the only one who is 
properly qualified to mediate between God and humanity because he is both fully 
human and fully divine (1 Tim. 2:5). He is the mediator and guarantor of a new 
covenant, which is “better” than the Mosaic covenant because it is founded upon 
his own blood (Luke 22:20; Heb. 7:22; 8:6). As the anointed Messiah, he fulfills all 
three mediatorial offices of prophet, priest, and king. In him, God has spoken his 
final, living, and incarnational word. By his atoning death, in which he became 
both high priest and sacrifice, Jesus has once and for all opened the way into 
God’s presence. He who now rules in believers’ hearts and is seated at the 
Father’s right hand, where he intercedes for us, will one day subjugate all his 
enemies and mediate God’s universal kingdom of righteousness and peace. 
During his present physical absence, the Holy Spirit mediates Christ’s presence 
and adds his own intercession.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Oepke, A. Oepke, “mesiíteäs“mesiíteäs,” ,” TDNTTDNT 4:598–624 4:598–624...

Bibliography. A. Oepke, “mesiíteäs,” TDNT 4:598–624.
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�SeeSee  ILLNESS ANILLNESS AND HEALTH CD HEALTH CAREARE..

See ILLNESS AND HEALTH CARE.

MEDITERRANMEDITERRANEAN SEAEAN SEAEAN SEA

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

�SeeSee  GREAT SEAGREAT SEA..

See GREAT SEA.

MEDIUM, WIMEDIUM, WIZARDZARDZARD

MEDIUM, WIZARD

A person wA person who engagesho engages in necrom in necromancy, the ancy, the divinatorydivinatory technique technique of consul of consulting ghostting ghostting ghosts to ghosts to obtain oraobtain oracles aboutcles about the futur the future. In the e. In the OT these tOT these two terms mwo terms most often ost often occur togeooccur togeoccur together (excether (except for 1 Spt for 1 Sam. 28; 1 am. 28; 1 Chr. 10:13Chr. 10:13, where “m, where “medium” appedium” appears aloneears alonears alone). Healone). Heb. b. yiddeï{oœnyiddeï{oœniî,iî, “wizard,” “wizard,” is derive is derived from thed from the Semitic r Semitic root oot yd{,yd{, “to know. “to k “to know.” Norknow.” Normally tranmally translated as slated as “wizard,” “wizard,” it refers it refers to practitto practitioners whoioners who possess s possess special knopesspecial knspecial knowledge ofowledge of the dead, the dead, and presu and presumably othemably other mantic ar mantic arts. Heb. rts. Heb. }o®b�}o®b� may desig ma may designmay designate eitherate either the mediu the medium who consm who consults the sults the spirit or tpirit or the ghost ihe ghost itself. Thetself. The etymology et etymology etymology of the worof the word is dispud is disputed among ted among scholars, scholars, depicting depicting ghosts, spghosts, spirits of tirits of the dead, ohe dhe dead, or adead, or ancestors. ncestors. In additioIn addition, n, }o®b�}o®b� may also  may also signify “psignify “pit” (cf. Ait” (cf. Akk. kk. aptu;aptu; Ugar.  Ugar. }eäb}}eäb}eäb). Extrabi). Extrabiblical soublical sources descrrces describe the diibe the digging of agging of a ritual pi ritual pit for the t for the purpose ofpurpose of sacrifici sa sacrificiasacrificial offeringl offerings and to is and to implore themplore the spirits o spirits of the deadf the dead, a practi, a practice which Ice which Isaiah ridisaiah ridsaiah ridicules ridicules (Isa. 29:1(Isa. 29:14). A rela4). A related term ited term in Deut. 18n Deut. 18:11, :11, doœreäsû }doœreäsû }el-hammeätel-hammeät�iîm�i}el-hammeät}el-hammeä}el-hammeät�iîmt�iîm (“inquiri (“inquiring of the ng of the dead”), redead”), refers specifers specifically tofically to the pract the practice of necice ofice of necromaof necromancy. The bncy. The belief thatelief that the dead  the dead spirits pospirits possessed ocssessed occult knowlcult knowledge aboutedge about the futur aboutabout the about the future wasfuture was a promine a prominent featurent feature in ancien in ancient Near East Near Eastern mythotern mythology and rlogy and rlogy and religion; religion; the dead sthe dead spirits funpirits functioned asctioned as gods, dis gods, dispensing orpensing oracles, andacles, and were ofte were often veneraten venn venerated.venerated.

A person who engages in necromancy, the divinatory technique of consulting 
ghosts to obtain oracles about the future. In the OT these two terms most often 
occur together (except for 1 Sam. 28; 1 Chr. 10:13, where “medium” appears 
alone). Heb. yiddeï{oœniî, “wizard,” is derived from the Semitic root yd{, “to 
know.” Normally translated as “wizard,” it refers to practitioners who possess 
special knowledge of the dead, and presumably other mantic arts. Heb. }o®b�  
may designate either the medium who consults the spirit or the ghost itself. The 
etymology of the word is disputed among scholars, depicting ghosts, spirits of the 
dead, or ancestors. In addition, }o®b�  may also signify “pit” (cf. Akk. aptu; Ugar. 
}eäb). Extrabiblical sources describe the digging of a ritual pit for the purpose of 
sacrificial offerings and to implore the spirits of the dead, a practice which Isaiah 



ridicules (Isa. 29:14). A related term in Deut. 18:11, doœreäsû 
}el-hammeät�iîm  (“inquiring of the dead”), refers specifically to the practice 
of necromancy. The belief that the dead spirits possessed occult knowledge 
about the future was a prominent feature in ancient Near Eastern mythology and 
religion; the dead spirits functioned as gods, dispensing oracles, and were often 
venerated.

�In the OT In the OT necromancynecromancy and other and other mantic ar mantic arts were stts were strongly polrongly polemized andemized and listed am lis listed amolisted among the abhng the abhorrent praorrent practices of ctices of the other the other nations. Snations. Saul, afteraul, after exhaustin exhausting more “leg mg more “legimore “legitimate” metimate” means of divans of divine communine communication, sication, seeks a femeeks a female necromale necromancer, a wancer, a ancer, a woman ofa woman of Endor, to Endor, to consult w consult with the spith the spirit of Sairit of Samuel (1 Samuel (1 Sam. 28). Lem. 28). Lev. 20:27 pv. 20:27 prescribes repprescribesprescribes capital p capital punishment unishment for anyonefor anyone who pract who practices necroices necromancy, butmancy, but in 1 Sam. in 1 Sam. in 1 Sam. 28:3-Sam. 28:3-9; 2 Kgs. 9; 2 Kgs. 23:24 the 23:24 the necromancenecromancers were onrs were only expellely expelled from thed from the land. land. land.

In the OT necromancy and other mantic arts were strongly polemized and 
listed among the abhorrent practices of the other nations. Saul, after exhausting 
more “legitimate” means of divine communication, seeks a female necromancer, 
a woman of Endor, to consult with the spirit of Samuel (1 Sam. 28). Lev. 20:27 
prescribes capital punishment for anyone who practices necromancy, but in 1 
Sam. 28:3-9; 2 Kgs. 23:24 the necromancers were only expelled from the land.
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MEGIDDOMEGIDDO (Heb.  (Heb. meïg�iddo®meïg�iddo®)))

MEGIDDO (Heb. meïg�iddo® )

A medium-sA medium-sized moundized mound (Tell el- (Tell el-MutesellimMutesellim, “Mound o, “Mound of the Govef the Governor”/Tel rnor”/Tel Megiddo; 1MegiddMegiddo; 1Megiddo; 1675.2212) 675.2212) located inlocated in the south the southwest of thwest of the Jezreel e Jezreel Valley. ItValley. Its significs significance lies ance significsignificansignificance lies ince lies in its locat its location on a mion on a major pass ajor pass leading frleading from the coaom the coastal plainstal plain into the  into th into the Jezreethe Jezreel Valley, l Valley, part of thpart of the Via Marie Via Maris which cos which connected Egnnected Egypt with typt with the Syro-Mehe Syro-MesopotamiansoSyro-MeSyro-MesopSyro-Mesopotamian wootamian world.rld.

A medium-sized mound (Tell el-Mutesellim, “Mound of the Governor”/Tel 
Megiddo; 1675.2212) located in the southwest of the Jezreel Valley. Its 
significance lies in its location on a major pass leading from the coastal plain into 
the Jezreel Valley, part of the Via Maris which connected Egypt with the 
Syro-Mesopotamian world.

Aerial vieAerial view of Megidw of Megiddo from thdo from the east (Phe east (Photo Baruchoto Baruch Halpern,  Halpern, the Megiddthe Megiddo Expeditio Expedito ExpeditionExpedition))

Aerial view of Megiddo from the east (Photo Baruch Halpern, the Megiddo 
Expedition)

�Megiddo haMegiddo has been subs been subject to thject to three major ree major and many mand many minor excavinor excavations. Goations. Gottlieb SchttliGoGottlieb SGottlieb Schumacher chumacher excavated excavated from 1903 from 1903 to 1905 onto 1905 on behalf of behalf of the Germa the German Society n Socien Society foSociety for Orientalr Oriental Research, Research, with some with some results p results published lublished later by Caater by Carl Watzingrl Watzinger. The sieWatzingWatzinger.Watzinger. The site  The site was later was later purchased purchased by John D.by John D. Rockefell Rockefeller for theer for the Oriental  Oriental Institute InInstitute Institute of the Uniof the University ofversity of Chicago,  Chicago, which excawhich excavated fromvated from 1924 to 1 1924 to 1939, publi939, publishing a seshpublipublishingpublishing a series  a series of extensiof extensive reportsve reports. Yigael Y. Yigael Yadin conduadin conducted smallcted small-scale exc-scale excavations davatexcexcavationexcavations during ts during the 1960s ahe 1960s and 1970s ind 1970s in conjunctn conjunction with wion with work at Hazork at Hazor. In 199or. In 199or. In 1994 Tel A1994 Tel Aviv Univerviv University begansity began a long-te a long-term projectrm project directed  directed by David Uby David Ussishkin assishkin and Israel naand Israeland Israel Finkelste Finkelstein. This rin. This recent projecent project is desect is designed to aigned to address unrddress unresolved quesolved questions leestioququestions questions left by prleft by previous excevious excavations aavations and to revend to reveal entirelal entirely new aspey new aspects using cts using modern metmomodern metmodern methodologieshodologies. Since th. Since the recent ee recent excavationsxcavations are on-go are on-going, and sing, and since the Cince the Cince the Chicago noChicago nomenclaturemenclature has yet t has yet to be supplo be supplanted, thianted, this review fs review follows theollows the tradition traditional phasingaltraditiontraditionatraditional phasing,l phasing, with upda with updates where tes where necessary.necessary.

Megiddo has been subject to three major and many minor excavations. 
Gottlieb Schumacher excavated from 1903 to 1905 on behalf of the German 
Society for Oriental Research, with some results published later by Carl 
Watzinger. The site was later purchased by John D. Rockefeller for the Oriental 
Institute of the University of Chicago, which excavated from 1924 to 1939, 
publishing a series of extensive reports. Yigael Yadin conducted small-scale 
excavations during the 1960s and 1970s in conjunction with work at Hazor. In 
1994 Tel Aviv University began a long-term project directed by David Ussishkin 
and Israel Finkelstein. This recent project is designed to address unresolved 
questions left by previous excavations and to reveal entirely new aspects using 
modern methodologies. Since the recent excavations are on-going, and since the 
Chicago nomenclature has yet to be supplanted, this review follows the 
traditional phasing, with updates where necessary.

Temples anTemples and altar ind altar in Megiddo a Megiddo area J (Earrea J (Early Bronze ly Bronze I-III); stI-III); strata XIX-Xrata XIX-XV, with stV, with stratum XVIIratuststratum XVstratum XVIII templeIII temple walls exp walls exposed. Hereosed. Here was disco was discovered the vered the largest exlargest extant EB I tant EB I temple in tetemple in temple in the Levantthe Levant (Photo Ba (Photo Baruch Halperuch Halpern, the Mern, the Megiddo Expegiddo Expedition)dition)

Temples and altar in Megiddo area J (Early Bronze I-III); strata XIX-XV, with 
stratum XVIII temple walls exposed. Here was discovered the largest extant EB I 



temple in the Levant (Photo Baruch Halpern, the Megiddo Expedition)

�Stratum XXStratum XX. This pha. This phase is compse is comprised of srised of scattered acattered architecturrchitectural elementalarchitecturarchitectuarchitectural elemenral elements and potts and pottery, and tery, and should be should be dated to tdated to the Late Nehe Late Nhe Late Neolithic Neolithic (Wadi Raba(Wadi Rabah traditioh tradition) and Chan) and Chalcolithic lcolithic periods.periods.periods.

Stratum XX. This phase is comprised of scattered 
architectural elements and pottery, and should be dated to the Late 
Neolithic (Wadi Rabah tradition) and Chalcolithic periods.

�Stratum XIStratum XIX. A strucX. A structure previture previously thouously thought to be ght to be a “twin tea “twin temple” of Emtetemple” oftemple” of Early Bro Early Bronze I has nze I has been shownbeen shown to compri to comprise at leasse at least two phast two pht two phases of phases of a single ba single broadroom troadroom temple datiemple dating to the ng to the late EB I late EB I (Grain Was(Grain Wa(Grain Wash tradiWash tradition) perition) period. The “pod. The “picture pavicture pavement” in ement” in the courtythe courtyard of thiard of thard of this structhis structure is dature is dated to theted to the same peri same period.od.od.

Stratum XIX. A structure previously thought to be a “twin 
temple” of Early Bronze I has been shown to comprise at least two 
phases of a single broadroom temple dating to the late EB I (Grain 
Wash tradition) period. The “picture pavement” in the courtyard of 
this structure is dated to the same period.

�Stratum XVStratum XVIII. An exIII. An extensive phtensive phase also dase also dating to lating to late EB I (ate EB I (Grain WashGrai((Grain Was(Grain Wash traditioh tradition). Directn). Directly beneathly beneath the EB II the EB III “MegaronI “Megaron” temple, ” temple,” temple, retemple, recent excavcent excavations havations have shown the shown three, possiree, possibly four, bly four, large (3.5large (3.5—4.5 m. [1—(3.5(3.5—4.5 m(3.5—4.5 m. [11.5—14. [11.5—14.75 ft.]) .75 ft.]) walls of mwalls of mud brick wud brick with cut stith cut stone foundaone foundone foundationfoundations running s running parallel fparallel for more thor more than 40 m. (an 40 m. (130 ft.). 130 ft.). The areas The areas in betweeninin betweenin between these wal these walls were fils were filled with lled with pottery anpottery and animal bd animal bones. The ones. Theones. The entireThe entire area appe area appears to havars to have been a he been a huge sacreduge sacred precinct. precinct.

Stratum XVIII. An extensive phase also dating to late EB I 
(Grain Wash tradition). Directly beneath the EB III “Megaron” 
temple, recent excavations have shown three, possibly four, large 
(3.5—4.5 m. [11.5—14.75 ft.]) walls of mud brick with cut stone 
foundations running parallel for more than 40 m. (130 ft.). The areas 
in between these walls were filled with pottery and animal bones. 
The entire area appears to have been a huge sacred precinct.

�Strata XVIStrata XVII-XVI. MegI-XVI. Megiddo was liddo was largely unoargely unoccupied duccupied during the Ering the EB II perioBEEB II periEB II period. At theod. At the beginning beginning of EB III of EB III the sacre the sacred precinctd precinct was reocc was reoccupied, firupreoccreoccupiedreoccupied, first by, first by an epheme an ephemeral squattral squatter level aer level and then bynd then by the const the construction ofrconstconstructiconstruction of the on of the large “Meglarge “Megaron” temparon” temple circulale circular altar. Ar altar. A large “pa large “palace” and l“pa“palace” a“palace” and massivend massive stone for stone fortificationtification wall were wall were also cons also constructed intructed in this phas inin this phin this phase.ase.ase.

Strata XVII-XVI. Megiddo was largely unoccupied during the 
EB II period. At the beginning of EB III the sacred precinct was 
reoccupied, first by an ephemeral squatter level and then by the 
construction of the large “Megaron” temple circular altar. A large 
“palace” and massive stone fortification wall were also constructed 
in this phase.

�Stratum XVStratum XV. Also dat. Also dating to lating to late EB III, e EB III, the “Megarthe “Megaron” templeon” temple continued co continued continued in use andin use and was suppl was supplemented byemented by the “twin the “twin temples,” temples,” but the “ but the but the “palacthe “palace” was repe” was replaced by alaced by a smaller s smaller structure.tructure.tructure.

Stratum XV. Also dating to late EB III, the “Megaron” temple 
continued in use and was supplemented by the “twin temples,” but 
the “palace” was replaced by a smaller structure.

�Stratum XIStratum XIV. This poV. This poorly preseorly preserved levelrved level dates to  dates to Middle BroMiddle Bronze I (IIAnBroBronze I (Bronze I (IIA). The IIA). The EB city waEB city wall and temll and temples went ples went out of useout of use, but the , but the sacred presasacred presacred precinct retacinct retained its fined its function, aunction, as shown bys shown by the reten the retention of thtion of the remains eththe remainthe remains of the Ms of the Megaron temegaron temple. EB IVple. EB IV pottery f pottery found in thound in this stratumis stratumis stratum instratum indicates epdicates ephemeral sehemeral settlement dttlement during thaturing that period, a period, as do tombss do tombs do tombs on ttombs on the slope ohe slope of the tellf the tell...

Stratum XIV. This poorly preserved level dates to Middle 
Bronze I (IIA). The EB city wall and temples went out of use, but the 
sacred precinct retained its function, as shown by the retention of 
the remains of the Megaron temple. EB IV pottery found in this 
stratum indicates ephemeral settlement during that period, as do 
tombs on the slope of the tell.

�Stratum XIStratum XIII-B and AII-B and A. During M. During MB I (IIA),B I (IIA), Megiddo w Megiddo was fortifias fortified by a heed fortififortified fortified by a heavyby a heavy mudbrick  mudbrick wall with wall with stone founstone foundations andations and gateway.d gatewayd gateway. Tgateway. The sacred he sacred precinct wprecinct was replaceas replaced by open d by open spaces andspaces and domestic  domes domestic sdomestic structures,tructures, many of w many of which had bhich had burials belurials below the floow the floors.ors.ors.

Stratum XIII-B and A. During MB I (IIA), Megiddo was 
fortified by a heavy mudbrick wall with stone foundations and 
gateway. The sacred precinct was replaced by open spaces and 
domestic structures, many of which had burials below the floors.

�Stratum XIStratum XII. In MB II. In MB II (IIB) thI (IIB) the city wale city wall was doubl was doubled in widled in width and theth anth and the saand the sacred precicred precinct resumenct resumed its funcd its function, as stion, as shown by thhown by the appearane appearae appearanceappearance of standi of standing stones.ng stones. Domestic  Domestic architectuarchitecture surrounre surrounds the areds the ads the area. In tarea. In the center he center of the telof the tell a rectanl a rectangular and gular and palatial spalatial structure (tructure (the the NordburgNNordburgNordburg) was cons) was constructed, wtructed, with a seriith a series of roomes of rooms around as around a central c central court. Justoccourt. Juscourt. Just to the st to the south was touth was the he MittelburgMittelburg,, a smaller a smaller elite res elite residence whiidence whidence which alsowhich also had a ser had a series of laries of large burial ge burial chambers wchambers with corbelith corbelled roofs,led roofs, possibly  p possibly bpossibly belonging telonging to the leado the leaders of Megers of Megiddo.iddo.iddo.

Stratum XII. In MB II (IIB) the city wall was doubled in width 
and the sacred precinct resumed its function, as shown by the 
appearance of standing stones. Domestic architecture surrounds the 
area. In the center of the tell a rectangular and palatial structure (the 



Nordburg) was constructed, with a series of rooms around a central 
court. Just to the south was the Mittelburg, a smaller elite residence 
which also had a series of large burial chambers with corbelled roofs, 
possibly belonging to the leaders of Megiddo.

�Stratum XIStratum XI. Also dat. Also dating to MB ing to MB II (IIB), II (IIB), there was there was little chalittle change in thinge innge in this pein this period excepriod except for the t for the addition oaddition of a stone f a stone revetment revetment and glacisand glacis to the fo t to the forto the fortificationtifications.s.s.

Stratum XI. Also dating to MB II (IIB), there was little change 
in this period except for the addition of a stone revetment and glacis 
to the fortifications.

�Stratum X.Stratum X. This phas This phase is charae is characterized bcterized by well-buiy well-built domestilt domestic structurc sc structuresstructures and dates and dates to MB III to MB III (IIC) A l (IIC) A large palacarge palace was alsoe was also construct constructed in the econstructconstructeconstructed in the nd in the north of thorth of the site neae site near the fortr the fortification ification and gate. and gate. The structTheThe structThe structure is comure is comprised of prised of a central a central court surrcourt surrounded by ounded by smaller rosmaller rsmaller rooms and rooms and connected connected to the gatto the gateway.eway.eway.

Stratum X. This phase is characterized by well-built domestic 
structures and dates to MB III (IIC) A large palace was also 
constructed in the north of the site near the fortification and gate. 
The structure is comprised of a central court surrounded by smaller 
rooms and connected to the gateway.

�Stratum IXStratum IX. During L. During Late Bronzeate Bronze I, the no I, the northern palrthern palace was enace was enlarged, anlaenenlarged, enlarged, and the doand the domestic arcmestic architecture hitecture remained iremained impressive.mpressive. The strat The stra The stratum wastratum was destroyes destroyed, probabld, probably by Thutmy by Thutmose III.ose III.ose III.

Stratum IX. During Late Bronze I, the northern palace was 
enlarged, and the domestic architecture remained impressive. The 
stratum was destroyed, probably by Thutmose III.

�Stratum VIStratum VIII. MegiddII. Megiddo was recoo was reconstructed nstructed in LB IB oin LB IB or IIA. Ther IIA. The northern  n northern pnorthern palace was alace was enlarged aenlarged and was found was found to contnd to contain many pain many prestige itrestigepprestige iprestige items, espetems, especially jewcially jewelry and celry and carved ivorarved ivories in a bies in a basement trasement treasury. Ineatrtreasury. treasury. In the areIn the area of the ea of the earlier sacarlier sacred precinred precinct a rectact a rectangular temngular temple with tpltemtemple wittemple with thick wah thick walls was colls was constructed.nstructed. The forti The fortification wfication walls went alls went out of useoout of useout of use but the g but the gate appearate appears to be frs to be freestandingeestanding. A large . A large administraadministrative or eltadministraadministraadministrative or eltive or elite structite structure was reure was recently discently discovered oncovered on the lower the lower the lower terrlower terrace of theace of the site and  site and may date tmay date to this stro this stratum.atum.atum.

Stratum VIII. Megiddo was reconstructed in LB IB or IIA. The 
northern palace was enlarged and was found to contain many 
prestige items, especially jewelry and carved ivories in a basement 
treasury. In the area of the earlier sacred precinct a rectangular 
temple with thick walls was constructed. The fortification walls went 
out of use but the gate appears to be freestanding. A large 
administrative or elite structure was recently discovered on the 
lower terrace of the site and may date to this stratum.

�Stratum VIStratum VII-B. In LBI-B. In LB IIB the m IIB the major strucajor structures conttures continued in uinued in use, includse, uuse, incluuse, including the pding the palace and alace and large templarge temple. The stle. The stratum is hratum is heavily deseavily destroyed.trdesdestroyed.destroyed.

Stratum VII-B. In LB IIB the major structures continued in 
use, including the palace and large temple. The stratum is heavily 
destroyed.

�Stratum VIStratum VII-A. This I-A. This phase may phase may be dated tbe dated to the veryo the very end of LB end of LB or the be o or the begor the beginning of inning of the Iron Athe Iron Age. The page. The palace and tlace and temple wereemple were poorly re poorly r poorly rebuilt, orebuilt, only to be nly to be destroyed destroyed again.again.again.

Stratum VII-A. This phase may be dated to the very end of LB 
or the beginning of the Iron Age. The palace and temple were poorly 
rebuilt, only to be destroyed again.

�Stratum VIStratum VI-B. An eph-B. An ephemeral andemeral and unfortifi unfortified settlemed settlement with nent with no public bonno public no public buildings.buildings.

Stratum VI-B. An ephemeral and unfortified settlement with 
no public buildings.

�Stratum VIStratum VI-A. Rebuil-A. Rebuilt on a dift on a different plaferent plan than then than the preceding preceding strata, t str strata, thstrata, this level cis level contains deontains densely arransely arranged residnged residential arcential architecture hitecture and one laandand one laand one large structrge structure, possiure, possibly an elibly an elite residente residence. Sometice. Sometimes attribmes attributed to thuattribattributedattributed to the Ph to the Philistines,ilistines, this leve this level was violl was violently destently destroyed, proroyed, producing a dduciproproducing producing a destructa destruction horizoion horizon visible n visible across theacross the entire te entire tell.ll.ll.

Stratum VI-A. Rebuilt on a different plan than the preceding 
strata, this level contains densely arranged residential architecture 
and one large structure, possibly an elite residence. Sometimes 
attributed to the Philistines, this level was violently destroyed, 
producing a destruction horizon visible across the entire tell.

�Stratum V-Stratum V-B. AnotherB. Another unimpress unimpressive level,ive level, typically typically attribute attributed to Davidd tod to David ito David in the 10thn the 10th century,  century, consistingconsisting of fragme of fragmentary domentary domestic archistic archistic architectuarchitecture, some ure, some using pillasing pillars.rs.rs.

Stratum V-B. Another unimpressive level, typically attributed 
to David in the 10th century, consisting of fragmentary domestic 
architecture, some using pillars.

�Stratum V-Stratum V-A—IV-B. TyA—IV-B. Typically atpically attributed ttributed to Solomon o Solomon in the 10tin the 10th century h10t10th centu10th century (cf. 1 ry (cf. 1 Kgs. 9:15)Kgs. 9:15), this lev, this level was forel was fortified wittified with casementh casement walls and wa walls and walls and gate and hgate and had severalad several elite res elite residences onidences on the North the North Syrian  Syrian biät h˙ilabibiät h˙ilabiät h˙ilaœniœni model. Li model. Little domesttle domestic archittic architecture is ecture is known, indknown, indicating thicatinindindicatingindicating the site  the site was primarwas primarily an admily an administrativinistrative and ceree and ceremonial cenmonial center. This tcencenter. Thcenter. This phase mis phase may have beay have been destroyen destroyed by Shised by Shishak, whosehak, whose stela was stela w stela was found was found at the sitat the site.e.e.

Stratum V-A—IV-B. Typically attributed to Solomon in the 



10th century (cf. 1 Kgs. 9:15), this level was fortified with casement 
walls and gate and had several elite residences on the North Syrian 
biät h˙ilaœni model. Little domestic architecture is known, 
indicating the site was primarily an administrative and ceremonial 
center. This phase may have been destroyed by Shishak, whose stela 
was found at the site.

�Stratum IVStratum IV-A. This l-A. This long phase ong phase dates rougdates roughly from thly from the 9th to he 9th to late 8th clatlate 8th clate 8th centuries. enturies. A series oA series of elaboratf elaborate public be public buildings wuildings was construas constructed, inclctconstruconstructeconstructed, includid, including structung structures which res which may have bmay have been stableeen stables, adminiss, adminiss, administraadministrative buildtive buildings, and ings, and at least tat least two palaceswo palaces, on the N, on the North Syriaorth Syrian n SyriaSyrian Syrian biät h˙ilabiät h˙ilaœniœni model. Al model. Also notableso notable are the o are the offset-inseffset-inset fortifict fortification wallafortificfortificatfortification wall aion wall and gate, and gate, and water snd water system withystem with vertical  vertical shaft and shaft and tunnel. Retuntunnel. Retunnel. Remains of umains of unimpressivnimpressive domestice domestic architect architecture have bure have been found,een founeen found, sugfound, suggesting aggesting again the adain the administratiministrative charactve character of the er of the site.site.site.

Stratum IV-A. This long phase dates roughly from the 9th to 
late 8th centuries. A series of elaborate public buildings was 
constructed, including structures which may have been stables, 
administrative buildings, and at least two palaces, on the North 
Syrian biät h˙ilaœni model. Also notable are the offset-inset 
fortification wall and gate, and water system with vertical shaft and 
tunnel. Remains of unimpressive domestic architecture have been 
found, suggesting again the administrative character of the site.

�Stratum IIStratum III. This phI. This phase dates ase dates to the Assto the Assyrian takeyrian takeover of thover of the site in e site site in 73site in 732 and its 2 and its transformatransformation into tion into an adminisan administrative cetrative center. Threnter. Three large pae ThreThree largThree large palaces e palaces were constwere constructed in ructed in the northwthe northwest cornerest corner, possibly, possib, possibly upossibly using existsing existing Israeling Israelite structite structures, and ures, and then joinethen joined togetherd together. The exis. T. The existiThe existing city wang city wall was usell was used as a terd as a terrace to surace to support the pport the new constrnew constrnew constructiconstruction and theon and the gate was  gate was rebuilt. Irebuilt. In a later n a later subphase asubphase an orthogonn orthogonn orthogonalorthogonally plannedly planned settlemen settlement was const was constructed. Ttructed. The adminishe administrative butrative adminisadministraadministrative buildtive buildings may aings may also have blso have been reusedeen reused by the Ba by the Babylonians.byloniansBaBabylonianBabylonians.s.s.

Stratum III. This phase dates to the Assyrian takeover of the 
site in 732 and its transformation into an administrative center. 
Three large palaces were constructed in the northwest corner, 
possibly using existing Israelite structures, and then joined together. 
The existing city wall was used as a terrace to support the new 
construction and the gate was rebuilt. In a later subphase an 
orthogonally planned settlement was constructed. The 
administrative buildings may also have been reused by the 
Babylonians.

�Stratum IIStratum II. Dating p. Dating primarily trimarily to the Babyo the Babylonian perlonian period, this iod, this unfortifieunfounfortifieunfortified phase had phase has scant dos scant domestic arcmestic architecture hitecture and one laand one large rectanrge rectanrge rectangularectangular fortressr fortress, possibly, possibly construct constructed by Josied by Josiah.ah.ah.

Stratum II. Dating primarily to the Babylonian period, this 
unfortified phase has scant domestic architecture and one large 
rectangular fortress, possibly constructed by Josiah.

�Stratum I.Stratum I. During th During the Persian e Persian period, thperiod, the site wase site was weak and  weak and unfortifieununfortifieunfortified.d.d.

Stratum I. During the Persian period, the site was weak and 
unfortified.

Some Late Some Late Roman remaRoman remains have bins have been excavaeen excavated recentted recently on the ly on the lower terrlower terrace of theace of tace of the site, the site, indicatingindicating minor uti minor utilization dlization during thaturing that period, w period, when the sihen the site of Leggte of Leggio (el-Lejio (el-io (el-Lejjun(el-Lejjun) assumed ) assumed greater imgreater importance.portance.portance.

Some Late Roman remains have been excavated recently on the lower terrace of 
the site, indicating minor utilization during that period, when the site of Leggio 
(el-Lejjun) assumed greater importance.

Alexander Alexander H. JoffeH. Joffe

Alexander H. Joffe

MEGILLOTHMEGILLOTH (Heb.  (Heb. meïg�illo®meïg�illo®t�t�)))

MEGILLOTH (Heb. meïg�illo®t� )

The five bThe five books (Heb.ooks (Heb. “scrolls” “scrolls”) of the H) of the Hebrew Biblebrew Bible read in e read in synagoguessynagogues on five o on five of the annuf tf the annualthe annual holidays: holidays: Ecclesias Ecclesiastes duringtes during the Feast the Feast of Booths of Booths; Esther, ; Esther, Purim (cf.Purim (cf. Esth. 9:2 Esth. Esth. 9:23Esth. 9:23-28); Song-28); Song of Solomo of Solomon, Passoven, Passover; Ruth, Pr; Ruth, Pentecost; entecost; and Lamentand Lamentations, thations, the Ninth ofe ththe Ninth the Ninth of Ab (theof Ab (the day of mo day of mourning forurning for the destr the destruction of uction of the templethe temple). These b). These books appeaobbooks appebooks appear togethear together in the tr in the third divishird division (the Wion (the Writings) oritings) of the Hebrf the Hebrew canon iew canon in this ordn iin this orin this order: Ruth,der: Ruth, Song of S Song of Solomon, Ecolomon, Ecclesiastesclesiastes, Lamentat, Lamentations, Esthions, Esther.er.

The five books (Heb. “scrolls”) of the Hebrew Bible read in synagogues on five of 
the annual holidays: Ecclesiastes during the Feast of Booths; Esther, Purim (cf. 
Esth. 9:23-28); Song of Solomon, Passover; Ruth, Pentecost; and Lamentations, 
the Ninth of Ab (the day of mourning for the destruction of the temple). These 
books appear together in the third division (the Writings) of the Hebrew canon 
in this order: Ruth, Song of Solomon, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations, Esther.



MEHETABELMEHETABEL (Heb.  (Heb. meïheît�abmeïheît�ab�}eäl�}eäl)))

MEHETABEL (Heb. meïheît�ab�}eäl )

�1.1. The wife  The wife of King Haof King Hadar/Hadad dar/Hadad of Edom; dof Edom; daughter ofaughter of Matred an Matred and descendad descendant of Mezandescendadescendantdescendant of Mezaha of Mezahab (Gen. 36b (Gen. 36:39; 1 Chr:39; 1 Chr. 1:50).. 1:50).. 1:50).

1. The wife of King Hadar/Hadad of Edom; daughter of Matred and 
descendant of Mezahab (Gen. 36:39; 1 Chr. 1:50).

�2.2. An ancest An ancestor of the or of the false propfalse prophet Shemaihet Shemaiah (Neh. 6ah (Neh. 6:10).:10).

2. An ancestor of the false prophet Shemaiah (Neh. 6:10).

MEHIDAMEHIDA (Heb.  (Heb. meïh�iîd�ameïh�iîd�aœ}œ})))

MEHIDA (Heb. meïh�iîd�aœ} )

A temple sA temple servant whoervant whose descendse descendants returants returned with Zned with Zerubbabel erubbabel from captifrom captivity (Ezravity (Ezrvity (Ezra 2:52(Ezra 2:52; Neh. 7:5; Neh. 7:54).4).

A temple servant whose descendants returned with Zerubbabel from captivity 
(Ezra 2:52; Neh. 7:54).

MEHIRMEHIR (Heb.  (Heb. meïh�iîrmeïh�iîr)))

MEHIR (Heb. meïh�iîr )

A JudahiteA Judahite, son of C, son of Chelub and helub and father of father of Eshton (1 Eshton (1 Chr. 4:11)Chr. 4:11)..

A Judahite, son of Chelub and father of Eshton (1 Chr. 4:11).

MEHOLATHITMEHOLATHITEE (Heb.  (Heb. meïh�oœlaœmeïh�oœlaœt�iît�iî)))

MEHOLATHITE (Heb. meïh�oœlaœt�iî )

A gentilicA gentilic ascribed  ascribed to Adriel,to Adriel, the husba the husband of Saulnd of Saul’s daughte’s daughter Merab (1r Merab (1 Sam. 18:1 Sam. 18:19; 2 Sam. 9; 29; 2 Sam. 21:2 Sam. 21:8). It may8). It may indicate  indicate that he wathat he was from Abes from Abel-meholah.l-meholah.

A gentilic ascribed to Adriel, the husband of Saul’s daughter Merab (1 Sam. 18:19; 
2 Sam. 21:8). It may indicate that he was from Abel-meholah.

MEHUJAELMEHUJAEL (Heb.  (Heb. meïh�u®yaœmeïh�u®yaœ}eäl, meïh}eäl, meïh�iîyaœ}eäl�iîyaœ}eäl)))

MEHUJAEL (Heb. meïh�u®yaœ}eäl, meïh�iîyaœ}eäl )

An ancestoAn ancestor of Lamecr of Lamech; the sonh; the son of Irad a of Irad and father nd father of Methushof Methushael (Gen. ael (Gen. 4:18). Som4:18). Some scholarseSomSome scholSome scholars identiars identify him witfy him with Mahalaleh Mahalalel.l.

An ancestor of Lamech; the son of Irad and father of Methushael (Gen. 4:18). 
Some scholars identify him with Mahalalel.

MEHUMANMEHUMAN (Heb.  (Heb. meïhu®maœnmeïhu®maœn)))

MEHUMAN (Heb. meïhu®maœn)

One of theOne of the seven eun seven eunuchs who suchs who served as cerved as chamberlainhamberlains for Ahass for Ahasuerus (Estuerus (Esth. 1:10).h. 1:10).

One of the seven eunuchs who served as chamberlains for Ahasuerus (Esth. 1:10).

ME-JARKONME-JARKON (Heb.  (Heb. meî hayyarmeî hayyarqo®nqo®n)))

ME-JARKON (Heb. meî hayyarqo®n)

A place (“A place (“pale greenpale green water,” o water,” or “waters r “waters of the Yarof the Yarkon”) withkon”) within the oriin the original tribginal tribal allotmeal aal allotment allotment of Dan (Joof Dan (Josh. 19:46)sh. 19:46). While th. While the exact loe exact location is cation is still uncestill uncertain, it rtain, it was likelywas likwas likely alolikely along the banng the banks of the ks of the Yarkon RivYarkon River (Nahr er (Nahr el-{Aujaœel-{Aujaœ), probabl), probably N of Jopy N of Joppa betweenpaJopJoppa betwJoppa between the Meeen the Mediterraneaditerranean coast ann coast and Aphek, td Aphek, the large she large settlement ettlement at the heaat the heat the headwatersheadwaters of the Ya of the Yarkon just rkon just 14 km. (9 14 km. (9 mi.) from mi.) from the sea. Sthe sea. Since Dan wince Dan was unable as unable to capturetto captureto capture its inher its inheritance, Meitance, Me-jarkon re-jarkon remained outmained outside of easide of early Israelrly Israel’s control’s control...

A place (“pale green water,” or “waters of the Yarkon”) within the original tribal 
allotment of Dan (Josh. 19:46). While the exact location is still uncertain, it was 
likely along the banks of the Yarkon River (Nahr el-{Aujaœ), probably N of 
Joppa between the Mediterranean coast and Aphek, the large settlement at the 
headwaters of the Yarkon just 14 km. (9 mi.) from the sea. Since Dan was unable 
to capture its inheritance, Me-jarkon remained outside of early Israel’s control.

David C. MDavid C. Maltsbergeraltsberger

David C. Maltsberger

MELATIAHMELATIAH (Heb.  (Heb. meïlat�ya®meïlat�ya®)))

MELATIAH (Heb. meïlat�ya® )

A GibeonitA Gibeonite of Neheme of Nehemiah’s timeiah’s time who worke who worked on the rd on the reconstructeconstruction of theion of the walls of  walls o walls of Jerusalof Jerusalem (Neh. 3em (Neh. 3:7).:7).

A Gibeonite of Nehemiah’s time who worked on the reconstruction of the walls 
of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:7).

MELCHIORMELCHIOR (Lat.  (Lat. MelchiorMelchior)))

MELCHIOR (Lat. Melchior)

The name gThe name given by Weiven by Western tradstern tradition to oition to one of threne of three wise mene wise men bringing  bringing gifts to tgifts to the child Jhtthe child the child Jesus (MatJesus (Matt. 2:11). t. 2:11). The earlieThe earliest attestast attestation of thtion of the name is e name is the the Excerpta LExcerpta Latina BarbatiLLatina BarLatina Barbari,bari, a 7th-8th a 7th-8th century L century Latin transatin translation of lation of a 6th-centa 6th-century Greek ury Greek chronicle chroniclechronicle chronicle from Egyptfrom Egypt. Melchior. Melchior also appe also appears above ars above the represthe representation oentation of the Magif the Magi in the 5t i in the 5thin the 5th-century m-century mosaic of Sosaic of St. Apollint. Apollinaris (Nouvaris (Nouvo) in Raveo) in Ravenna, but inna, but it is a latt is a later additioer adder addition. addition. Melchior iMelchior is usually s usually associatedassociated with the  with the gift of gogift of gold. His reld. His relics and tlics and those of hihose ofhose of his traof his traditional cditional companions ompanions are at Colare at Cologne.ogne.ogne.

The name given by Western tradition to one of three wise men bringing gifts to 



the child Jesus (Matt. 2:11). The earliest attestation of the name is the Excerpta 
Latina Barbari, a 7th-8th century Latin translation of a 6th-century Greek 
chronicle from Egypt. Melchior also appears above the representation of the Magi 
in the 5th-century mosaic of St. Apollinaris (Nouvo) in Ravenna, but it is a later 
addition. Melchior is usually associated with the gift of gold. His relics and those 
of his traditional companions are at Cologne.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. M. MetzB. M. Metzger, “Nameger, “Names for the s for the Nameless iNameless in the New n the New Testament,TestamTestament,Testament,” in ” in Kyriakon,Kyriakon, ed. P. Gr ed. P. Granfield ananfield and J. A. Jud J. A. Jungmann (Müngmann (Münster, 197nster, 1970), 1:79–90), 1:79–0), 1:79–99.1:79–99.1:79–99.

Bibliography. B. M. Metzger, “Names for the Nameless in the New 
Testament,” in Kyriakon, ed. P. Granfield and J. A. Jungmann (Münster, 1970), 
1:79–99.

Ronald V. Ronald V. HugginsHuggins

Ronald V. Huggins

MELCHIZEDEMELCHIZEDEKK (Heb.  (Heb. malkiî-s�emalkiî-s�ed�d�  Gk. Gk. MelchisédeMelchisédekk)))

MELCHIZEDEK (Heb. malkiî-s�ed�  
Gk. Melchisédek)

A figure oA figure of disputedf disputed historici historicity, descrity, described as kinbed as king of Salemg of Salem and a pri and a priest of El est of El Elyon who Elyon wElyon who blessewho blesses Abram (Gs Abram (Gen. 14:18-en. 14:18-20) and me20) and mentioned inntioned in conjuncti conjunction with pron with priesthood aiesthoodprpriesthoodpriesthood and with  and with respect torespect to the Israe the Israelite king lite king (Ps. 110:4(Ps. 110:4). Several). Several scholars  scholars have attemhave have attemhave attempted to depted to demonstrate monstrate the literathe literary influenry influence of one ce of one passage onpassage on the other the other. It is fr.otherother. It other. It is frequenis frequently suggestly suggested that Gted that Gen. 14 is en. 14 is a later mia later midrash elucdrash elucidating Psidating Ps. 110, but. 110, . 110, but t110, but the brevityhe brevity of the re of the references aferences and the difnd the difficulty inficulty in dating Ge dating Genesis and nesis and the Psalmsthe Pthe Psalms prePsalms preclude consclude consensus.ensus.

A figure of disputed historicity, described as king of Salem and a priest of El Elyon 
who blesses Abram (Gen. 14:18-20) and mentioned in conjunction with 
priesthood and with respect to the Israelite king (Ps. 110:4). Several scholars 
have attempted to demonstrate the literary influence of one passage on the 
other. It is frequently suggested that Gen. 14 is a later midrash elucidating Ps. 
110, but the brevity of the references and the difficulty in dating Genesis and the 
Psalms preclude consensus.

Genesis 14Genesis 14

Genesis 14

In the preIn the present form sent form of the narof the narrative, Gerative, Gen. 14 descn. 14 describes an aribes an alliance oflliance of four east four eastern kings ern kern kings subjkings subjugating fiugating five cities ve cities of the Jorof the Jordan Valleydan Valley and the s and the subsequent ubsequent liberationliberation of the ci of th of the citiesthe cities by Abram. by Abram. Following Following Abram’s v Abram’s victory, Meictory, Melchizedek lchizedek approachesapproaches him with  him with  him with breadwith bread and wine  and wine and pronouand pronounces a blences a blessing uponssing upon him and u him and upon the depon the deity El Elyity El Elyity El Elyon. A nElyon. A number of iumber of inconsistennconsistencies in thcies in the narrative narrative have lede have led many scho many scholars to colars to conclude thanccoconclude tconclude that this ihat this is a composs a composite text. ite text. As such, iAs such, it is genert is generally agreeally agreed that thed that the appearanc appea appearanceappearance of Melchi of Melchizedek in Gzedek in Gen. 14:18-en. 14:18-20 reflect20 reflects a later s a later editorial editorial addition.addition.addition.

In the present form of the narrative, Gen. 14 describes an alliance of four eastern 
kings subjugating five cities of the Jordan Valley and the subsequent liberation of 
the cities by Abram. Following Abram’s victory, Melchizedek approaches him 
with bread and wine and pronounces a blessing upon him and upon the deity El 
Elyon. A number of inconsistencies in the narrative have led many scholars to 
conclude that this is a composite text. As such, it is generally agreed that the 
appearance of Melchizedek in Gen. 14:18-20 reflects a later editorial addition.

�The passagThe passage has beene has been assigned  assigned to variousto various periods i periods in Israelitn Israelite history.e history. Some scho Some sch Some scholars ascholars assign it tssign it to the Davio the Davidic monarcdic monarchy, its puhy, its purpose beinrpose being to estabg to establish the llish the legitimacy egitimllegitimacylegitimacy of Jerusa of Jerusalem (the nlem (the name Salem ame Salem was associwas associated with ated with Jerusalem Jerusalem from antiqfrom antiquity) and uantiqantiquity)antiquity) and to su and to support a prpport a program of rogram of religious seligious syncretism yncretism (which fus(which fused Yahweh ed Yahweh with the Cwwith the Cwith the Canaanite danaanite deity El). eity El). Others sugOthers suggest that gest that Gen. 14:18Gen. 14:18-20 origin-20 originated in thated in the period oe pe period of period of the Dividethe Divided Monarchyd Monarchy as a pole as a polemic againsmic against the clait the claims of Bethms of Bethel, Jerusael, Jerusalem’s rivalemJerusaJerusalem’Jerusalem’s rival sas rival sanctuary tonctuary to the north the north. Still ot. Still others beliehers believe the verve the verses were ises were inserted dunserteiinserted dinserted during the uring the postexilicpostexilic period to period to strengthe strengthen the authn the authority of tority of the postexihe postexilic priestlic plic priesthoodpriesthood at Jerusa at Jerusalem and tolem and to legitimat legitimate their ree their receipt of tceipt of tithes.ithes.

The passage has been assigned to various periods in Israelite history. Some 
scholars assign it to the Davidic monarchy, its purpose being to establish the 
legitimacy of Jerusalem (the name Salem was associated with Jerusalem from 
antiquity) and to support a program of religious syncretism (which fused Yahweh 
with the Canaanite deity El). Others suggest that Gen. 14:18-20 originated in the 
period of the Divided Monarchy as a polemic against the claims of Bethel, 
Jerusalem’s rival sanctuary to the north. Still others believe the verses were 
inserted during the postexilic period to strengthen the authority of the postexilic 
priesthood at Jerusalem and to legitimate their receipt of tithes.



Psalm 110Psalm 110

Psalm 110

Ps. 110 isPs. 110 is generally generally classifie classified as a royd as a royal psalm tal psalm that lauds hat lauds the positithe position and atton and attributes ofributesattattributesattributes of the ki of the king. Textuang. Textual problemsl problems, particul, particularly in Psarly in Ps. 110:3, 6. 110:3, 6-7, make i-7, make it exceedint excet exceedinglexceedingly difficuly difficult to reacht to reach positive  positive conclusionconclusions. In Ps. s. In Ps. 110:4 the 110:4 the king is caking is called “a prlled “a lled “a priest “a priest according according to the ordto the order of Melcer of Melchizedek,” hizedek,” but the prbut the precise compecise comparison is arison is unclear. Iununclear. Iunclear. It is far ft is far from certairom certain that Hebn that Heb. . {al-dib�ra{al-dib�raœt�iîœt�iî (commonly (commonly rendered  rendered “in the or“in“in the or“in the order of”) rder of”) refers to aefers to an officialn official religious religious order per order per se, for e se, for elsewhere tlsewhere the phrase he phrhe phrase simphrase simply means ply means “on accoun“on account of.” To t of.” To be sure, tbe sure, the oracle he oracle considers considers the king tthe king to be “likeotto be “likto be “like” Melchize” Melchizedek, but edek, but again, theagain, the absence o absence of data on f data on MelchizedeMelchizedek as a hisk as a historical fitorhishistoricalhistorical figure pr figure precludes ceecludes certainty abrtainty about the prout the precise meanecise meaning of theing of the phrase. phrase. phrase.

Ps. 110 is generally classified as a royal psalm that lauds the position and 
attributes of the king. Textual problems, particularly in Ps. 110:3, 6-7, make it 
exceedingly difficult to reach positive conclusions. In Ps. 110:4 the king is called 
“a priest according to the order of Melchizedek,” but the precise comparison is 
unclear. It is far from certain that Heb. {al-dib�raœt�iî  (commonly rendered 
“in the order of”) refers to an official religious order per se, for elsewhere the 
phrase simply means “on account of.” To be sure, the oracle considers the king 
to be “like” Melchizedek, but again, the absence of data on Melchizedek as a 
historical figure precludes certainty about the precise meaning of the phrase.

�UncertaintUncertainty about thy about the relatione relationship betweship between the twoen the two passages  passages and Melchiand Melchizedek’s hizedeMelchiMelchizedeMelchizedek’s histork’s historicity shouicity should not obsld not obscure the fcure the fact that tact that the name ishe name is invoked i invoked in similar n simn similar lisimilar literary conterary contexts. In texts. In both Gen. both Gen. 14 and Ps.14 and Ps. 110, the  110, the primary acprimary actor (Abramtor (Abram and the k an and the kiand the king) is undng) is understood toerstood to be a vict be a victorious leaorious leader in warder in warfare. Consfare. Consequently, equently, one of theoneone of theone of the primary m primary motifs assootifs associated witciated with Melchizeh Melchizedek at thedek at the time of t time of the creatiohe creation of thesen creatiocreation ocreation of these tef these texts was thxts was that of deliat of deliverance. Tverance. This is cerhis is certainly containly consistent wisistent with images th imth images of images of MelchizedeMelchizedek in the Nk in the NT (cf. HebT (cf. Heb. 5:6, 10;. 5:6, 10; 6:10—7:19 6:10—7:19) and othe) and other writingsr writings from the  f from the sfrom the same era (eame era (e.g., 11QMe.g., 11QMelch).lch).lch).

Uncertainty about the relationship between the two passages and 
Melchizedek’s historicity should not obscure the fact that the name is invoked in 
similar literary contexts. In both Gen. 14 and Ps. 110, the primary actor (Abram 
and the king) is understood to be a victorious leader in warfare. Consequently, 
one of the primary motifs associated with Melchizedek at the time of the 
creation of these texts was that of deliverance. This is certainly consistent with 
images of Melchizedek in the NT (cf. Heb. 5:6, 10; 6:10—7:19) and other writings 
from the same era (e.g., 11QMelch).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. C. AstoM. C. Astour, “Politur, “Political and Cical and Cosmic Symbosmic Symbolism in Golism in Genesis 14 enesis 14enesis 14 and in 14 and in Its BabyloIts Babylonian Sourcnian Sources,” in es,” in Biblical MBiblical Motifs,otifs, ed. A. Al ed. A. Altmann (Camtmann (Cambridge, Mabridge, Mabridge, Mass., 196Mass., 1966), 65–1126), 65–112; J. A. Em; J. A. Emerton, “Therton, “The Riddle oe Riddle of Genesis f Genesis XIV,” XIV,” VTVT 21 (1971) 21 (1971): 403–39; : 40: 403–39; “S403–39; “Some False ome False Clues in tClues in the Study ohe Study of Genesis f Genesis XIV,” XIV,” VTVT 21 (1971) 21 (1971): 24–47; F: 24–47; F. L. Horto. L. L. Horton,L. Horton,  The MelchiThe Melchizedek Tradzedek Tradition.ition. SNTSMS 30 SNTSMS 30 (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1976); e, 1976); J. Van SetJ. Van Seters, ers,SetSeters, Seters, Abraham inAbraham in History a History and Traditind Traditionon (New Have (New Haven, 1975).n, 1975).n, 1975).

Bibliography. M. C. Astour, “Political and Cosmic Symbolism in Genesis 
14 and in Its Babylonian Sources,” in Biblical Motifs, ed. A. Altmann (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1966), 65–112; J. A. Emerton, “The Riddle of Genesis XIV,” VT 21 (1971): 
403–39; “Some False Clues in the Study of Genesis XIV,” VT 21 (1971): 24–47; F. 
L. Horton, The Melchizedek Tradition. SNTSMS 30 (Cambridge, 1976); J. Van 
Seters, Abraham in History and Tradition (New Haven, 1975).

Dexter E. Dexter E. Callender,Callender, Jr. Jr.

Dexter E. Callender, Jr.

MELEAMELEA (Gk.  (Gk. MeleaéMeleaé)))

MELEA (Gk. Meleaé)

An ancestoAn ancestor of Jesusr of Jesus, apparent, apparently from thly from the time of e time of the Dividethe Divided Monarchyd Monarchy (Luke 3:3 (Luke 3:3 (Luke 3:31).3:31).

An ancestor of Jesus, apparently from the time of the Divided Monarchy (Luke 
3:31).

MELECHMELECH (Heb.  (Heb. melek�melek�)))

MELECH (Heb. melek� )

One of theOne of the sons of M sons of Micah (icah (33), grandso), grandson of Meribn of Meribaal and graal and great-grandseat-grandson of Saulon of Saul’s son Jon’s so’s son Jonathson Jonathan (1 Chr.an (1 Chr. 8:35; 9:4 8:35; 9:41).1).

One of the sons of Micah (3), grandson of Meribaal and great-grandson of Saul’s 
son Jonathan (1 Chr. 8:35; 9:41).

MELONSMELONSMELONS

MELONS

The melonsThe melons of Egypt  of Egypt for which for which the Israelthe Israelites longeites longed in the wd in the wilderness ilderness (Num. 11:5(Num. 11:5) may have) 11:511:5) may 11:5) may have been have been of more thof more than one varan one variety (Heb.iety (Heb.  }a�b�at�t�}a�b�at�t�ih�iîm;ih�iîm; cf. Arab. cf. Ara cf. Arab. Arab. bat�iîh˙bat�iîh˙). Muskmel). Muskmelons (ons (Cucumis meCucumis melolo L L..) as well ) as well as watermeas watermelons (lons (Citrullus Citrullus vulgarisvvulgarisvulgaris) have bee) have been cultivatn cultivated in Egyped in Egypt since tht since the earlieste earliest times. times.

The melons of Egypt for which the Israelites longed in the wilderness (Num. 
11:5) may have been of more than one variety (Heb. }a�b�at�t�ih�iîm;  cf. 
Arab. bat�iîh˙ ). Muskmelons (Cucumis melo L.) as well as watermelons (Citrullus 
vulgaris) have been cultivated in Egypt since the earliest times.



MELQARTMELQART (Phoen.  (Phoen. mlqrt, mlkmlqrt, mlk qrt qrt)))

MELQART (Phoen. mlqrt, mlk qrt)

A god assoA god associated witciated with Tyre. Thh Tyre. The name meae name means “king ons “king of the cityf the city,” either ,” either Tyre or (eTyre or (euphemisticu(e(euphemist(euphemistically) thically) the underwore underworld (cf. Meld (cf. Melqart’s aslqart’s association sociation with chthowith chthonic deitienic deities such as s sus such as Nesuch as Nergal and Rrgal and Resheph), besheph), but his culut his cult was widet was widespread thrspread throughout thoughout the Mediterre Meditere MediterranMediterranean. The fean. The first mentiirst mention of Melqon of Melqart dates art dates from the 9from the 9th/8th centh/8th century tury B.C.E.B.C.E. Melqart i b.c.e.b.c.e. Melb.c.e. Melqart is meqart is mentioned inntioned in the theog the theogony of Phiony of Philo of Bybllo of Byblos, who coos, who connects himnnects him to Heracl t to Heracleto Heracles (cf. Hers (cf. Herodotus odotus Hist.Hist. 2.44; 2 M 2.44; 2 Macc 4:18-2acc 4:18-20). The ev0). The evidence wouidence would suggestld suggesld suggest thsuggest that Melqartat Melqart was a dei was a deified king fied king or hero whor hero who evolved o evolved into a cosinto a cosmic god ofmic god of prosperit p prosperityprosperity...

A god associated with Tyre. The name means “king of the city,” either Tyre or 
(euphemistically) the underworld (cf. Melqart’s association with chthonic deities 
such as Nergal and Resheph), but his cult was widespread throughout the 
Mediterranean. The first mention of Melqart dates from the 9th/8th century 
B.C.E. Melqart is mentioned in the theogony of Philo of Byblos, who connects him 
to Heracles (cf. Herodotus Hist. 2.44; 2 Macc 4:18-20). The evidence would 
suggest that Melqart was a deified king or hero who evolved into a cosmic god of 
prosperity.

�Though theThough the name Melq name Melqart is notart is not found in  found in the Bible,the Bible, Ezekiel’s Ezekiel’s oracle ag oracle against the ainst theainst the king othe king of Tyre (Ezf Tyre (Ezek. 28:1-1ek. 28:1-19; cf. 26:9; cf. 26:11) may re11) may refer to thifer to this god. Sevs god. Several scholeral scholars believars bears believe thbelieve that Melqartat Melqart’s cult wa’s cult was brought s brought to Israel to Israel by Jezebelby Jezebel (cf. 1 Kg (cf. 1 Kgs. 16:31-3s. 16:31-32). The pr2). Th2). The priestThe priests of Baal s of Baal with whom with whom Elijah conElijah contends (1 Ktends (1 Kgs. 18:20-gs. 18:20-40) would 40) would thus be ththus be the priests eththe priestthe priests of Melqas of Melqart.rt.rt.

Though the name Melqart is not found in the Bible, Ezekiel’s oracle against 
the king of Tyre (Ezek. 28:1-19; cf. 26:11) may refer to this god. Several scholars 
believe that Melqart’s cult was brought to Israel by Jezebel (cf. 1 Kgs. 16:31-32). 
The priests of Baal with whom Elijah contends (1 Kgs. 18:20-40) would thus be 
the priests of Melqart.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. RibichiS. Ribichini, “Melqani, “Melqart,” in rt,” in DDD,DDD, 563–65. 563–65. 563–65.

Bibliography. S. Ribichini, “Melqart,” in DDD, 563–65.

Brent A. SBrent A. Strawntrawn
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MEMORIAL PMEMORIAL PORTIONORTIONORTION

MEMORIAL PORTION

That portiThat portion of the on of the grain offegrain offering set aring set apart to thpart to the Lord by e Lord by fire (Lev.fire (Lev. 2:2; cf.  2:2; cf. Num. 5:26)Num. 5Num. 5:26). Heb5:26). Heb. . }azkaœra®,}azkaœra®, which des which designates thignates this part ofis part of the offer the offering, is baing, is based upon tsed upon tsed upon the verb “the verb “to remembeto remember.” Its fur.” Its function as nction as a token ora token or sign of t sign of the Lord’s he Lord’s ownership ownership of the entofof the entof the entire harvesire harvest, howevert, however, has led , has led to variousto various translati translations. The eons. The etymology otymology of the termf thf the term mthe term may still bay still be pertinene pertinent though, t though, since the since the verb can cverb can connote theonnote the act of re act of remembering mererememberinremembering by naming by naming or mentig or mentioning. Suconing. Such remembrah remembrance or memnce or memorializingorializing of Israel of Isr of Israel’s GIsrael’s God was cerod was certainly a ctainly a critical coritical component ofmponent of this part this part of the gr of the grain offeriain offering.ng.ng.

That portion of the grain offering set apart to the Lord by fire (Lev. 2:2; cf. Num. 
5:26). Heb. }azkaœra®, which designates this part of the offering, is based upon 
the verb “to remember.” Its function as a token or sign of the Lord’s ownership 
of the entire harvest, however, has led to various translations. The etymology of 
the term may still be pertinent though, since the verb can connote the act of 
remembering by naming or mentioning. Such remembrance or memorializing of 
Israel’s God was certainly a critical component of this part of the grain offering.

Kevin D. HKevin D. Hallall

Kevin D. Hall

MEMPHISMEMPHISMEMPHIS

MEMPHIS

A capital A capital city of ancity of ancient Egypcient Egypt during mt during much of theuch of the Old Kingd Old Kingdom period,om period, located c located ca. 20 km. a.cca. 20 km.ca. 20 km. (12.5 mi. (12.5 mi.) S of Cai) S of Cairo on the ro on the west side west side of the Nilof the Nile near e near MiätrahiänMiätrahiäneheh and  a and and Saqqa®raSaqqa®ra; Egyp. ; Egyp. mn-nfrmn-nfr (a name p (a name probably derobably derived fromrived from that of t that of the pyramidhe pyramid of Pharao o of Pharaohof Pharaoh Pepi I).  Pepi I). FoundationFoundation of the ci of the city as “Whity as “White Wall” (te Wall” (Egyp. Egyp. jnb h�d�jnb h�d�) ca. 3000) ca. 3) ca. 3000 3000 B.C.E.B.C.E. is tradit is traditionally ationally attributed ttributed to Menes (co Menes (cf. Herodotf. Herodotus us Hist.Hist. 3.91). Th 3.91). The modern de mode modern desmodern designation oignation of Egypt (ff Egypt (from Gk. rom Gk. AiígyptosAiígyptos) derives ) derives from the nfrom the name of theame of the sacred ar thethe sacredthe sacred area of P area of Ptah’s temptah’s temple in Memple in Memphis, “Houshis, “House of the Ke of the Ka of Ptah.a of Ptah.” The cult” The cult of Ptah-t o of Ptah-taof Ptah-tatenen, thetenen, the ancient c ancient creator-godreator-god, patron o, patron of artists f artists (identifie(identified with Cand with Canaanite El aanitCanCanaanite Canaanite El and KotEl and Kothar, Greekhar, Greek Hephaisto Hephaistos), was ths), was the principae principal cult of l cult of Memphis, iMemphis, in particulniin particuin particular in thelar in the local for local form of “Ptahm of “Ptah South of  South of his Wall.”his Wall.” Foreign c Foreign colonies anolonies and cults ard culd cults are cults are attested iattested in the tradn the trading centering center around th around the harbor (e harbor (Perunefer)Perunefer) since the since the New Kingd Ne New KingdoNew Kingdom, includim, including the culng the cult of Baal t of Baal Zaphon andZaphon and Astarte. Astarte. Astarte.

A capital city of ancient Egypt during much of the Old Kingdom period, located 
ca. 20 km. (12.5 mi.) S of Cairo on the west side of the Nile near Miätrahiäneh 
and Saqqa®ra; Egyp. mn-nfr (a name probably derived from that of the pyramid 
of Pharaoh Pepi I). Foundation of the city as “White Wall” (Egyp. jnb h�d� ) ca. 
3000 B.C.E. is traditionally attributed to Menes (cf. Herodotus Hist. 3.91). The 
modern designation of Egypt (from Gk. Aiígyptos) derives from the name of 
the sacred area of Ptah’s temple in Memphis, “House of the Ka of Ptah.” The cult 
of Ptah-tatenen, the ancient creator-god, patron of artists (identified with 
Canaanite El and Kothar, Greek Hephaistos), was the principal cult of Memphis, 
in particular in the local form of “Ptah South of his Wall.” Foreign colonies and 
cults are attested in the trading center around the harbor (Perunefer) since the 



New Kingdom, including the cult of Baal Zaphon and Astarte.

�The signifThe significance of icance of Memphis asMemphis as administr administrative centative center and royer and royal residenal residence of Egypce of Ece of Egypt is rEgypt is reflected ieflected in the bibln the biblical prophical prophets. Isa. ets. Isa. 19:13 (Heb19:13 (Heb. . moœp�moœp�); Hos. 9:); Hos. 9:6 (6 (moœp�mo((moœp�(moœp�) may refe) may refer to the pr to the political solitical situation iituation in Israel an Israel and Egypt snd Egypt shortly befhortly before the faore thore the fall othe fall of Samaria f Samaria (the embas(the embassy to the sy to the king of Soking of So = Sais[?] = Sais[?] ca. 727,  ca. 727, 2 Kgs. 17:2 Kgs. 17:4; Pianchi4; Pian4; Pianchi’s Pianchi’s [Piye’s] c[Piye’s] conquest ofonquest of Memphis). Memphis). Jer. 44:3 Jer. 44:30; 46:14, 0; 46:14, 19; Ezek. 19; Ezek. 30:13, 16 30:13, 16 may refer may rmay refer to Nrefer to Nebuchadnezebuchadnezzar’s campzar’s campaigns agaiaigns against the Sanst the Saitic ruleritic rulers Necho IIs Necho II, Hophra (, Hophra (Apries), aA((Apries), (Apries), and Ahmoseand Ahmose II (Amasi II (Amasis). Some os). Some of the Jewsf the Jews who fled  who fled the Babylothe Babylonian assaunian assault on Judalassauassault onassault on Judah est Judah established rablished residence aesidence at Memphis t Memphis (Jer. 44:1(Jer. 44:1).).).

The significance of Memphis as administrative center and royal residence of 
Egypt is reflected in the biblical prophets. Isa. 19:13 (Heb. moœp� ); Hos. 9:6 
(moœp� ) may refer to the political situation in Israel and Egypt shortly before 
the fall of Samaria (the embassy to the king of So = Sais[?] ca. 727, 2 Kgs. 17:4; 
Pianchi’s [Piye’s] conquest of Memphis). Jer. 44:30; 46:14, 19; Ezek. 30:13, 16 may 
refer to Nebuchadnezzar’s campaigns against the Saitic rulers Necho II, Hophra 
(Apries), and Ahmose II (Amasis). Some of the Jews who fled the Babylonian 
assault on Judah established residence at Memphis (Jer. 44:1).

�Little of Little of the gloriothe glorious past ofus past of Memphis r Memphis remains, beemains, because it scause it served in merved in medieval tiedieval tedieval times as atimes as a quarry fo quarry for the consr the construction otruction of Fostat af Fostat and Cairo. nd Cairo. Still the Still the site showssite shows some impr som some impresome impressive colossive colossal statussal statues of Ramees of Rameses II, a ses II, a stela of Hstela of Hophra, andophra, and embalming embalming tables of t tables of tables of Nekau for Nekau for the Apis-bthe Apis-bull at theull at the south ent south entrance of trance of the Ptah tehe Ptah temple.mple.mple.

Little of the glorious past of Memphis remains, because it served in medieval 
times as a quarry for the construction of Fostat and Cairo. Still the site shows 
some impressive colossal statues of Rameses II, a stela of Hophra, and embalming 
tables of Nekau for the Apis-bull at the south entrance of the Ptah temple.

Meindert DMeindert Dijkstraijkstra

Meindert Dijkstra

MEMUCANMEMUCAN (Heb.  (Heb. meïmu®k�aœmeïmu®k�aœnn)))

MEMUCAN (Heb. meïmu®k�aœn )

One of theOne of the seven off seven officials (“sicials (“sages”) whoages”) who acted as  acted as legal advilegal advisers for Asers for Ahasuerus, hasuerus, apparentlyappaapparentlyapparently the spoke the spokesman for tsman for the group (he group (Esth. 1:14Esth. 1:14, 16, 21)., 16, 21).

One of the seven officials (“sages”) who acted as legal advisers for Ahasuerus, 
apparently the spokesman for the group (Esth. 1:14, 16, 21).

MENAHEMMENAHEM (Heb.  (Heb. meïnah�eämmeïnah�eäm)))

MENAHEM (Heb. meïnah�eäm )

King of IsKing of Israel (ca. rael (ca. 746 to 737746 to 737  B.C.E.B.C.E.). Menahem). Menahem overthrew overthrew Shallum,  Shallum, his rival his rival for the thfor thefor the thronethe throne after the after the assassina assassination of Zetion of Zechariah, achariah, after Shallfter Shallum had reium had reigned but ogned but one month. ne oone month.one month. Menahem’s Menahem’s usurpatio usurpation of powern of power was indic was indicative of tative of the chaos the chaos that followhat followhat followed tfollowed the death ohe death of Jeroboamf Jeroboam II and th II and that led to at led to the declinthe decline and falle and fall of the no of the northern kinrthenonorthern knorthern kingdom. Siingdom. Since Menahence Menahem came from came from Tirzah, m Tirzah, the originthe original capitalal capital of Israel of Israel under Jer IsraelIsrael undIsrael under Jeroboaer Jeroboam I until m I until Omri foundOmri founded Samariaed Samaria, his coup, his coup may have  may have been suppobeen suppobeen supported supported by a long-by a long-standing astanding anti-Samarinti-Samarian factionan faction that seiz that seized the opped the opportunity tortunity to gain cono go gain contrgain control.ol.ol.

King of Israel (ca. 746 to 737 B.C.E.). Menahem overthrew Shallum, his rival for 
the throne after the assassination of Zechariah, after Shallum had reigned but 
one month. Menahem’s usurpation of power was indicative of the chaos that 
followed the death of Jeroboam II and that led to the decline and fall of the 
northern kingdom. Since Menahem came from Tirzah, the original capital of 
Israel under Jeroboam I until Omri founded Samaria, his coup may have been 
supported by a long-standing anti-Samarian faction that seized the opportunity to 
gain control.

�Menahem’s Menahem’s bloody coubloody coup was follp was followed by hiowed by his sack of s sack of Tiphsah (2Tiphsah (2 Kgs. 15:1 Kgs. 15:16) and his6) an6) and his heand his heavy taxatiavy taxation of Israon of Israel to pay el to pay off the troff the tribute he oibute he owed Tiglatwed Tiglath-pileser h-pileser III of AssIII of III of Assyriaof Assyria (vv. 19–2 (vv. 19–20). Whethe0). Whether this wasr this was vassal tr vassal tribute or aibute or a payment f payment for militaror military aid to sy aiy aid to secaid to secure a holdure a hold on his ki on his kingdom is nngdom is not clear, ot clear, but Menahebut Menahem’s reign m’s reign was a timewas a time of pro-As o of pro-Assof pro-Assyrian compyrian compromise in romise in the struggthe struggle againstle against this new  this new threat to threat to peace. Hispeace. His dynasty e d dynasty exdynasty extended to tended to the two-yethe two-year reign oar reign of his son f his son Pekahiah, Pekahiah, who was liwho was likely overtkely overthrown as ahovertoverthrownoverthrown as a reac as a reaction to Metion to Menahem’s ponahem’s policies.licies.licies.

Menahem’s bloody coup was followed by his sack of Tiphsah (2 Kgs. 15:16) 
and his heavy taxation of Israel to pay off the tribute he owed Tiglath-pileser III 
of Assyria (vv. 19–20). Whether this was vassal tribute or a payment for military 
aid to secure a hold on his kingdom is not clear, but Menahem’s reign was a time 
of pro-Assyrian compromise in the struggle against this new threat to peace. His 
dynasty extended to the two-year reign of his son Pekahiah, who was likely 
overthrown as a reaction to Menahem’s policies.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. D. LeviL. D. Levine, “Menahne, “Menahem and Tigem and Tiglath-Pileslath-Pileser: A New er: A New SynchronisSynchronSynchronisSynchronism,” m,” BASORBASOR 206 (1972 206 (1972): 40–42.): 40–42.): 40–42.

Bibliography. L. D. Levine, “Menahem and Tiglath-Pileser: A New 
Synchronism,” BASOR 206 (1972): 40–42.
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MENE, MENEMENE, MENE, TEKEL, U, TEKEL, UPHARSINPHARSIN  (Aram. (Aram. meïneä}, mmeïneä}, meïneä}, teeïneä}, teïqel u®p�aïqel u®p�arsiînrsiîn)))

MENE, MENE, TEKEL, UPHARSIN 



(Aram. meïneä}, meïneä}, teïqel u®p�arsiîn )

Words of jWords of judgment whudgment which the myich the mysterious hsterious hand wrote and wrote on the walon the wall of Belshl of Belshazzar’s baazzar’s bazzar’s banquet habanquet hall (Dan. 5ll (Dan. 5:5, 25), r:5, 25), reflecting eflecting God’s angeGod’s anger against r against the Babylothe Babylonian king nian king for profanfor pfor profaning profaning the templethe temple vessels a vessels and worshipnd worshipping idolsping idols at his ba at his banquet.nquet.nquet.

Words of judgment which the mysterious hand wrote on the wall of Belshazzar’s 
banquet hall (Dan. 5:5, 25), reflecting God’s anger against the Babylonian king for 
profaning the temple vessels and worshipping idols at his banquet.

�BelshazzarBelshazzar’s wise me’s wise men could non could not make sent make sense of the se of the inscriptioinscription (the MT n (the MT of Dan. 5:of Daof Dan. 5:8 sDan. 5:8 says they cays they could neithould neither read noer read nor interprer interpret the writt the writing), but ing), but Daniel intDaniel interpreted ierprintinterpreteinterpreted it. The d it. The second “mesecond “mene” (Dan. ne” (Dan. 5:26) may 5:26) may be a dittobe a dittography. Begraphy. Belshazzar alshazzar and his advnaand his adand his advisers provisers probably woulbably would have undd have understood therstood the words ase words as referring referring to three  to three weights: “wweights: “weights: “a mina [50a mina [50 or 60 she or 60 shekels], a skels], a shekel, halhekel, half-shekels f-shekels [or a half[or a half-mina or ‘-mina or ‘portion’].portio‘‘portion’]‘portion’].” Daniel .” Daniel makes wordmakes wordplays on tplays on the root lehe root letters of ttters of the three the three terms, conserms, construing thetrconsconstruingconstruing them as v them as verbal formerbal forms instead s instead of nouns. of nouns. The terms The terms thus mean thus mean “numbered,“numbere“numbered,“numbered,” “weighed” “weighed,” “divide,” “divided.” The did.” The divine messavine message to Belsge to Belshazzar is:hazzar is: God has  God has numberednnumberednumbered Belshazza Belshazzar’s kingdor’s kingdom and finim and finished it; Bshed it; Belshazzar elshazzar has been has been weighedweighed and found and fou and found lackfound lacking; and hing; and his kingdomis kingdom has been  has been divideddivided and given and given to Media  to Media and Persiaand Persia...

Belshazzar’s wise men could not make sense of the inscription (the MT of 
Dan. 5:8 says they could neither read nor interpret the writing), but Daniel 
interpreted it. The second “mene” (Dan. 5:26) may be a dittography. Belshazzar 
and his advisers probably would have understood the words as referring to three 
weights: “a mina [50 or 60 shekels], a shekel, half-shekels [or a half-mina or 
‘portion’].” Daniel makes wordplays on the root letters of the three terms, 
construing them as verbal forms instead of nouns. The terms thus mean 
“numbered,” “weighed,” “divided.” The divine message to Belshazzar is: God has 
numbered Belshazzar’s kingdom and finished it; Belshazzar has been weighed and 
found lacking; and his kingdom has been divided and given to Media and Persia.

�A number oA number of scholarsf scholars have argu have argued that thed that the terms ale terms also designaso designate three kte three kings, agaiings, aings, again listagain listed in desced in descending “vaending “value.” Varilue.” Various identious identifications fications have been have been made, but made, but NebuchadneNebNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar, Belszzar, Belshazzar (whhazzar (who only rulo only ruled as regeed as regent in the nt in the absence ofabsence of his fathe his father, Nabonidrfathefather, Nafather, Nabonidus), bonidus), and Dariusand Darius (cf. Dan. (cf. Dan. 5:31;  5:31; prsynprsyn is also a is also a pun on Pe pun on Persia).rsia).rsia).

A number of scholars have argued that the terms also designate three kings, 
again listed in descending “value.” Various identifications have been made, but 
Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar (who only ruled as regent in the absence of his 
father, Nabonidus), and Darius (cf. Dan. 5:31; prsyn is also a pun on Persia).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. J. CollJ. J. Collins, ins, Daniel.Daniel. Herm (Min Herm (Minneapolis, neapolis, 1993); D. 1993); D. N. FreedmaN. FreedmaN. Freedman, Freedman, “The Praye“The Prayer of Nabonr of Nabonidus,” idus,” BASORBASOR 145 (1957 145 (1957): 31–32; ): 31–32; J. E. GoldJ. E. Goldingay, ingay, Daniel.DDaniel.Daniel. WBC 30 (D WBC 30 (Dallas, 198allas, 1989); E. Kra9); E. Kraeling, “Theling, “The Handwrite Handwriting on theing on the Wall,”  Wall,” JBLJBL 63 (1944) 63  63 (1944):63 (1944): 11–18. 11–18. 11–18.

Bibliography. J. J. Collins, Daniel. Herm (Minneapolis, 1993); D. N. 
Freedman, “The Prayer of Nabonidus,” BASOR 145 (1957): 31–32; J. E. Goldingay, 
Daniel. WBC 30 (Dallas, 1989); E. Kraeling, “The Handwriting on the Wall,” JBL 
63 (1944): 11–18.
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MENELAUSMENELAUS (Gk.  (Gk. MenélaosMenélaos)))

MENELAUS (Gk. Menélaos)

High priesHigh priest (ca. 172t (ca. 172 to 162  to 162 B.C.E.B.C.E.) during t) during the reign ohe reign of Antiochuf Antiochus IV Epiphs IV Epiphanes. A Heanes. A Heanes. A Hellenist Hellenist extremist extremist firmly agafirmly against the Zinst the Zadokite inadokite interpretatiterpretation of Judaon of Judaism, Menelism, Menelaus was frausMenelMenelaus wMenelaus was from a as from a new priestnew priestly line raly line rather than ther than from the lfrom the legitimate egitimate ancestral ancestral line of thlinline of thline of the Zadokitee Zadokite priesthoo priesthood. Althougd. Although 2 Maccabh 2 Maccabees statesees states that Mene that Menelaus was flaus was from the trrffrom the tfrom the tribe of Beribe of Benjamin, sonjamin, some Old Latme Old Latin and Armin and Armenian manuenian manuscripts inscripts indicate he dicate he dicate he was frohe was from the housm the house of Bilgae of Bilgah, a priesh, a priestly familytly family (cf. Neh. (cf. Neh. 10:8[MT 9 10:8[MT 9]). Joseph]). Josephus recordsus rus records threcords that Menelauat Menelaus was the s was the brother ofbrother of Jason and Jason and son of On son of Onias III (ias III (Ant.Ant. 12.237–39 12.237–3 12.237–39)12.237–39), but here, but here Josephus  Josephus is unreliais unreliable.ble.ble.

High priest (ca. 172 to 162 B.C.E.) during the reign of Antiochus IV Epiphanes. A 
Hellenist extremist firmly against the Zadokite interpretation of Judaism, 
Menelaus was from a new priestly line rather than from the legitimate ancestral 
line of the Zadokite priesthood. Although 2 Maccabees states that Menelaus was 
from the tribe of Benjamin, some Old Latin and Armenian manuscripts indicate 
he was from the house of Bilgah, a priestly family (cf. Neh. 10:8[MT 9]). Josephus 
records that Menelaus was the brother of Jason and son of Onias III (Ant. 
12.237–39), but here Josephus is unreliable.

�When JasonWhen Jason, the high, the high priest, s priest, sent Menelaent Menelaus to Antius to Antiochus IV wochus IV with large ith large sums of mosums osums of money fof money for businesor business purposess purposes, Menelaus, Menelaus, who had , who had no qualifino qualifications focations for the highr the high priesthoo p priesthoodpriesthood, neverthe, nevertheless flattless flattered and bered and bribed Antiribed Antiochus, theochus, thereby securreby securing the hiing the high priesthgh hihigh prieshigh priesthood for thood for himself, ohimself, outbidding utbidding Jason by 3Jason by 300 silver 00 silver talents (2talents (2 Macc. 4:2 Macc. 4:23-24). Whe3-244:24:23-24). 4:23-24). When MenelWhen Menelaus removeaus removed gold vesd gold vessels from sels from the templethe temple, he arous, he aroused the bited the bed the bitter oppbitter opposition ofosition of Jewish tr Jewish traditionaliaditionalists. Accorsts. According to 2 ding to 2 Macc. 2:32Macc. 2:32-34, when -34, when Onias III,OniOnias III,Onias III, a former  a former Zadokite hZadokite high priestigh priest, denounce, denounced Menelausd Menelaus for the t for the theft of thheft of the temple ve tee temple vestemple vessels, Menesels, Menelaus bribelaus bribed Andronicd Andronicus, a depuus, a deputy of Antity of Antiochus, urgochus, urging Androning Androning AndronicusAndronicus to murder to murder Onias. In Onias. In 167, pres 167, presumably undumably under the iller the ill-advised c-advised counsel of ounsel of Menelaus, MMenelaus, Menelaus, who advocawho advocated the ovted the overthrow oferthrow of the Torah the Torah as the ci as the civil constivil constitution, Antution, Antution, Antiochus Antiochus persecutedpersecuted Jews who  Jews who resisted eresisted enforced Henforced Hellenism. Illenism. In additionn addition, in an en, in an endeavor to denendeavor tendeavor to unify hio unify his empire, s empire, Antiochus Antiochus imposed a imposed a syncretistsyncretistic cult, pic cult, perceived berceived by traditioy ty traditionatraditional Jews as l Jews as a desecrata desecration of theion of the temple. W temple. While some hile some Jews becamJews became martyrs e martyrs and othersaand othersand others acquiesce acquiesced, Mattathd, Mattathias and hiias and his sons, wis sons, with the supth the support of thport of the Hasidim,e Hasidim, rose to c ro rose to chrose to challenge thallenge the process e process of Helleniof Hellenization, thzation, thus beginnius beginning the Macng the Maccabean Revcabean Revolt and thoRevRevolt andRevolt and the rise  the rise of the Hasof the Hasmonean dynmonean dynasty. In 1asty. In 164 Judas M64 Judas Maccabeus taccabeus took controook controok control ofcontrol of Jerusalem Jerusalem. The temp. The temple was redle was rededicated, edicated, the persecthe persecutions endutions ended, and ited, and it became cl b became clebecame clear that thar that the Torah woe Torah would remainuld remain the civil the civil constitut constitution. Menelion. Menelaus tried aus tried unsuccessfununsuccessfunsuccessfully to reully to reestablish establish his authorhis authority in Jerity in Jerusalem. Lyusalem. Lysias, guarsias, guardian of thdian of the young Ane youne young Antiyoung Antiochus, blaochus, blamed Menelamed Menelaus for hisus for his unwise ad unwise advice to Anvice to Antiochus antiochus and the resud the resd the resulting resulting civil war.civil war. In 163/2  In 163/2 Menelaus wMenelaus was taken tas taken to Beroea, o Beroea, where he wwhere he was put to as put to death by sdedeath by sdeath by submersion ubmersion in ashes (in ashes (2 Macc. 132 Macc. 13:3-8). Aft:3-8). After the deaer the death of Meneth of Menelaus, Alcilaus, Alcimus becamemAlciAlcimus beAlcimus became high came high priest (priest (Ant.Ant. 12.385–87 12.385–87).).).

When Jason, the high priest, sent Menelaus to Antiochus IV with large sums 
of money for business purposes, Menelaus, who had no qualifications for the high 
priesthood, nevertheless flattered and bribed Antiochus, thereby securing the 
high priesthood for himself, outbidding Jason by 300 silver talents (2 Macc. 
4:23-24). When Menelaus removed gold vessels from the temple, he aroused the 
bitter opposition of Jewish traditionalists. According to 2 Macc. 2:32-34, when 
Onias III, a former Zadokite high priest, denounced Menelaus for the theft of the 



temple vessels, Menelaus bribed Andronicus, a deputy of Antiochus, urging 
Andronicus to murder Onias. In 167, presumably under the ill-advised counsel of 
Menelaus, who advocated the overthrow of the Torah as the civil constitution, 
Antiochus persecuted Jews who resisted enforced Hellenism. In addition, in an 
endeavor to unify his empire, Antiochus imposed a syncretistic cult, perceived by 
traditional Jews as a desecration of the temple. While some Jews became martyrs 
and others acquiesced, Mattathias and his sons, with the support of the Hasidim, 
rose to challenge the process of Hellenization, thus beginning the Maccabean 
Revolt and the rise of the Hasmonean dynasty. In 164 Judas Maccabeus took 
control of Jerusalem. The temple was rededicated, the persecutions ended, and it 
became clear that the Torah would remain the civil constitution. Menelaus tried 
unsuccessfully to reestablish his authority in Jerusalem. Lysias, guardian of the 
young Antiochus, blamed Menelaus for his unwise advice to Antiochus and the 
resulting civil war. In 163/2 Menelaus was taken to Beroea, where he was put to 
death by submersion in ashes (2 Macc. 13:3-8). After the death of Menelaus, 
Alcimus became high priest (Ant. 12.385–87).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. BickermE. Bickerman, an, The God ofThe God of the Macca the Maccabees.bees. SJLA 32 ( SJLA 32 (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1979); L. L.7191979); L. 1979); L. L. Grabbe,L. Grabbe,  Judaism frJudaism from Cyrus tom Cyrus to Hadrian,o Hadrian, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (MinneapoliMinneapolis, 1992); s, 1992); M. Hengel,M. HM. Hengel, Hengel, Judaism anJudaism and Hellenisd Hellenism,m, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1974);ia, 1974); E. Schüre E. Schürer, r, The HistorThe History of the Jy oy of the Jewof the Jewish Peopleish People in the Ag in the Age of Jesuse of Jesus Christ (1 Christ (12525  B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D.  135),135), rev. ed., rev. ed., 4 vols. ( 4 vols. (Edinburgh,Ed((Edinburgh(Edinburgh, 1973–198, 1973–1987); V. Tch7); V. Tcherikover, erikover, HellenistiHellenistic Civilizac Civilization and ttion and the Jewshe Jews (1959, re (1959, r (1959, repr. New repr. New York, 1970York, 1970).).).
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MENNAMENNA (Gk.  (Gk. MennaéMennaé)))

MENNA (Gk. Mennaé)

An ancestoAn ancestor of Jesusr of Jesus, known on, known only from Luly from Luke’s geneake’s genealogy (Lukelogy (Luke 3:31). 3:31).

An ancestor of Jesus, known only from Luke’s genealogy (Luke 3:31).

MENORAHMENORAHMENORAH

MENORAH

�SeeSee  LAMPSTANDLAMPSTAND..

See LAMPSTAND.

MENSTRUATIMENSTRUATIONONON

MENSTRUATION

�SeeSee  BLOOD, FLOBLOOD, FLOW OF; CLEAW OF; CLEAN AND UNCLN AND UNCLEANEAN..

See BLOOD, FLOW OF; CLEAN AND UNCLEAN.

MENUHOTHMENUHOTH (Heb.  (Heb. meïnuh�o®tmeïnuh�o®t��)))

MENUHOTH (Heb. meïnuh�o®t� )

Half of thHalf of the Manahathe Manahathite clan, ite clan, which tracwhich traced descented descent from Shob from Shobal (1 Chr.al (1 Chr. 2:52). 2:52).

Half of the Manahathite clan, which traced descent from Shobal (1 Chr. 2:52).

MEONOTHAIMEONOTHAI (Heb.  (Heb. meï{o®noœtmeï{o®noœt�ay�ay)))

MEONOTHAI (Heb. meï{o®noœt�ay )

A JudahiteA Judahite, the son , the son of Othnielof Othniel and fathe and father of Ophrar of Ophrah (1 Chr. h (1 Chr. 4:13-14).4:13-14).

A Judahite, the son of Othniel and father of Ophrah (1 Chr. 4:13-14).

MEPHAATHMEPHAATH (Heb.  (Heb. meîp�a{at�meîp�a{at�)))



MEPHAATH (Heb. meîp�a{at� )

A town in A town in central Trcentral Transjordan ansjordan located wilocated within the bthin the border regiorder region betweenon between Ammon and Ammon  Ammon and Ammon and Moab. OrigMoab. Originally an inally an Amorite ciAmorite city, it latty, it later fell wier fell within the tthin the territory aerritory allotted tollotaallotted tallotted to the Reubo the Reubenites (Joenites (Josh. 13:18)sh. 13:18) and was e and was eventually ventually assigned tassigned to the Merao the Merarite LevitritMeraMerarite LMerarite Levites (21evites (21:37; 1 Chr:37; 1 Chr. 6:79[MT . 6:79[MT 64]). By t64]). By the time ofhe time of Jeremiah, Jeremiah, Mephaath  Mephaath had come uhhad come uhad come under Moabinder Moabite jurisdite jurisdiction (Jerction (Jer. 48:21). . 48:21). Eusebius mEusebius mentions thentions that in lateat in later times a r tr times a Rotimes a Roman militaman military camp wary camp was stationes stationed there (d there (Onom.Onom. 128.21). 128.21). 128.21).

A town in central Transjordan located within the border region between 
Ammon and Moab. Originally an Amorite city, it later fell within the territory 
allotted to the Reubenites (Josh. 13:18) and was eventually assigned to the 
Merarite Levites (21:37; 1 Chr. 6:79[MT 64]). By the time of Jeremiah, Mephaath 
had come under Moabite jurisdiction (Jer. 48:21). Eusebius mentions that in later 
times a Roman military camp was stationed there (Onom. 128.21).

�Although mAlthough many scholaany scholars have idrs have identified Mentified Mephaath wiephaath with Tell th Tell Ja®wahJa®wah (239140;  (239140 (239140; 1(239140; 10 km. [6 m0 km. [6 mi.] S of Ai.] S of Amman) becamman) because of itsuse of its proximity proximity to a town to a town which see which see which seems to rseems to retain a coetain a corrupted forrupted form of the rm of the name (Khirname (Khirbet bet Nefa}ahNefa}ah), geograp), geographical conshical cohical consideratconsiderations as weions as well as recell as recent archaeont archaeological filogical finds suggesnds suggest a locatit a location furtheron further south at  sout south at Usouth at Umm mm er-Ras�as�er-Ras�as� (237101). (237101). Josh. 13: Josh. 13:18; Jer. 418; Jer. 48:21 stron8:21 strongly indicagly indicate that Mete thate that Mephathat Mephaath was loath was located on tcated on the he MishorMishor (“plain”) (“plain”). The line. The line of demarc of demarcation betwation between the hieebetwbetween thbetween the hill coue hill country S of ntry S of Amman and Amman and the plain the plain (the north(the northern portioern portion of whichn of whichn of which is cwhich is called the alled the Madaba PlaMadaba Plain) is quiin) is quite distincte distinctive and ative and abrupt. Neibrupt. Neither Tell ther Tell Ja®wahJa®wJa®wahJa®wah nor Khirb nor Khirbet et Nefa}ahNefa}ah is locate is located on the pd on the plain. Alsolain. Also, excavati, excavations at Telons at Tell l Ja®wahJaJa®wahJa®wah indicate  indicate that the mthat the material cuaterial culture of tlture of this site dhis site during Ironuring Iron II is dis II is distinctivelytinctively Ammonite, distinctivelydistinctivdistinctively Ammoniely Ammonite, while te, while Jer. 48:21Jer. 48:21 would sug would suggest that gest that a Moabite a Moabite material cmaterial culture wouultcculture woculture would be expuld be expected. Ummected. Umm  er-Ras�as�er-Ras�as� is not on is not only locatedly located on the Mo on the Moabite PlatabitMoMoabite PlMoabite Plateau (30 ateau (30 km. [18.5 km. [18.5 mi. S of Ami. S of Amman), butmman), but has yield has yielded Iron IIed Iron II pottery,  pottery, which woulwhwhich woulwhich would correspod correspond to Moabnd to Moabite occupaite occupation. A motion. A mosaic in thsaic in the floor ofe floor of the 8th-c the 8th-c the 8th-centur8th-century y C.E.C.E. Church of Church of St. Steph St. Stephen preserven preserves the names the name, Kastrone, Kastron Mefaa. It Mefaa. It was appar was  was apparewas apparently this ntly this site to whsite to which Eusebiich Eusebius referreus referred (Mephaatd (Mephaat; ; Onom.Onom. 128.21).  128.21). When all oWheWhen all oWhen all of the evidf the evidence is taence is taken togethken together, Umm er, Umm er-Ras�as�er-Ras�as� appears t appears to be the bo be theo be the best cthe best candidate fandidate for Mephaator Mephaath.h.h.

Although many scholars have identified Mephaath with Tell Ja®wah 
(239140; 10 km. [6 mi.] S of Amman) because of its proximity to a town which 
seems to retain a corrupted form of the name (Khirbet Nefa}ah), geographical 
considerations as well as recent archaeological finds suggest a location further 
south at Umm er-Ras�as�  (237101). Josh. 13:18; Jer. 48:21 strongly indicate 
that Mephaath was located on the Mishor (“plain”). The line of demarcation 
between the hill country S of Amman and the plain (the northern portion of 
which is called the Madaba Plain) is quite distinctive and abrupt. Neither Tell 
Ja®wah nor Khirbet Nefa}ah is located on the plain. Also, excavations at Tell 
Ja®wah indicate that the material culture of this site during Iron II is 
distinctively Ammonite, while Jer. 48:21 would suggest that a Moabite material 
culture would be expected. Umm er-Ras�as�  is not only located on the 
Moabite Plateau (30 km. [18.5 mi. S of Amman), but has yielded Iron II pottery, 
which would correspond to Moabite occupation. A mosaic in the floor of the 
8th-century C.E. Church of St. Stephen preserves the name, Kastron Mefaa. It 
was apparently this site to which Eusebius referred (Mephaat; Onom. 128.21). 
When all of the evidence is taken together, Umm er-Ras�as�  appears to be 
the best candidate for Mephaath.

Randall W.Randall W. Younker Younker

Randall W. Younker

MEPHIBOSHEMEPHIBOSHETHTH (Heb.  (Heb. meïp�iîb�omeïp�iîb�oœsûet�œsûet�) ) (also MERI(also MERIBBAAL)BBAAL)BBAAL)

MEPHIBOSHETH (Heb. meïp�iîb�oœsûet� ) 
(also MERIBBAAL)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Saul by hiSaul by his concubins concubine Rizpah (e Rizpah (2 Sam. 21:2 Sam. 21:8). Along 8). Along with his bwith his brother Armrotherbbrother Arbrother Armoni and fmoni and five of Sauive of Saul’s grandsl’s grandsons, Mephions, Mephibosheth wabosheth was handed os handed over to thever to thver to the Gibeonthe Gibeonites for iites for impalement mpalement in order tin order to avenge to avenge the bloodguhe bloodguilt incurrilt incurred by Sauled by Saul’s house a’sSaulSaul’s houSaul’s house and thuse and thus put an es put an end to the nd to the three-yearthree-year famine (2 famine (2 Sam. 21:1 Sam. 21:1-6).-6).-6).

1. A son of Saul by his concubine Rizpah (2 Sam. 21:8). Along with his 
brother Armoni and five of Saul’s grandsons, Mephibosheth was handed over to 
the Gibeonites for impalement in order to avenge the bloodguilt incurred by 
Saul’s house and thus put an end to the three-year famine (2 Sam. 21:1-6).

�2.2. Saul’s gr Saul’s grandson andandson and the son o the son of Jonathanf Jonathan. Mephibos. Mephibosheth had bheth had been crippleen crippled in bothed ined in both lein both legs since egs since early childarly childhood, havihood, having fallen ng fallen (or been d(or been dropped) whropped) when he and en he and his nurse hishis nurse his nurse attempted attempted to flee Gito flee Gibeah upon beah upon hearing thhearing the news of e news of the deathsthe deaths of Saul a of Saul and Jonathandaand Jonathand Jonathan (2 Sam.an (2 Sam. 4:4). For 4:4). For a long ti a long time he resime he resided in theded in the house of  house of Machir at Machir at Lo-debar (Lo-Lo-debar (Lo-debar (2 Sam. 9:42 Sam. 9:4).).).

2. Saul’s grandson and the son of Jonathan. Mephibosheth had been crippled 
in both legs since early childhood, having fallen (or been dropped) when he and 
his nurse attempted to flee Gibeah upon hearing the news of the deaths of Saul 
and Jonathan (2 Sam. 4:4). For a long time he resided in the house of Machir at 
Lo-debar (2 Sam. 9:4).

�In order tIn order to fulfill o fulfill the covenathe covenant that hent that he made with made with Jonathan  Jonathan (1 Sam. 20(1 Sam. 20:14-17), D:14-17), 2020:14-17),20:14-17), David sho David showed kindnewed kindness to Mephss to Mephibosheth, ibosheth, taking himtaking him into his  into his care, and care, and providing pproviding providing for him a for him a special plspecial place in hisace in his royal hou royal household (2 sehold (2 Sam. 9:9-1Sam. 9:9-13). David 3). David again showagainagain showagain showed Mephiboed Mephibosheth kindsheth kindness in spness in sparing his aring his life by relife by refusing to fusing to hand him ohand him over to theveoover to thover to the Gibeonite Gibeonites along wes along with the soith the sons and grans and grandsons of ndsons of Saul (2 SaSaul (2 Sam. 21:7).m. 21:7).m. 21:7).

In order to fulfill the covenant that he made with Jonathan (1 Sam. 



20:14-17), David showed kindness to Mephibosheth, taking him into his care, and 
providing for him a special place in his royal household (2 Sam. 9:9-13). David 
again showed Mephibosheth kindness in sparing his life by refusing to hand him 
over to the Gibeonites along with the sons and grandsons of Saul (2 Sam. 21:7).

�The name MThe name Mephiboshetephibosheth (“from th (“from the mouth ohe mouth of shame” of shame” or “from thr “from the mouth ofe mouth ofe mouth of the godof the god Bashtu”)  Bashtu”) is disputeis disputed. Throughd. Throughout the MTout the MT of Samuel of Samuel the name  the name MephibosheMephibosMephibosheMephibosheth appearsth appears. 1 Chr. 8. 1 Chr. 8:34; 9:40,:34; 9:40, however,  however, use the nause the name Meribbame Meribbaal. Scholaal. Scholaal. Scholars, Scholars, for the mofor the most part, ast part, agree that gree that the name Mthe name Mephiboshetephibosheth has replh has replaced Meribaced Meribaced Meribbaal Meribbaal in order tin order to conceal o conceal the theophthe theophoric elemeoric element “baal,”nt “baal,” a referen a reference to the ce to the Canaanite CaCanaanite Canaanite deity Baaldeity Baal. The LXX,. The LXX, in genera in general, appearsl, appears to confir to confirm this intm this interpretatioerpretation. The Lucn. Tn. The LucianThe Lucianic recensiic recension, which on, which uses Gk. uses Gk. MemphibaalMemphibaal,, may prese may preserve the orrve the original namiginal namiginal name of Joname of Jonathan’s snathan’s son while Con while Chronicles hronicles preserves preserves the originthe original name ofal name of Saul’s so Saul’s son, the twon,soson, the tson, the two personswo persons having be having been confuseen confused in the td in the tradition aradition and eventuand eventually both clly both coming to bomccoming to coming to bear the sbear the same name.ame name.ame name.

The name Mephibosheth (“from the mouth of shame” or “from the mouth 
of the god Bashtu”) is disputed. Throughout the MT of Samuel the name 
Mephibosheth appears. 1 Chr. 8:34; 9:40, however, use the name Meribbaal. 
Scholars, for the most part, agree that the name Mephibosheth has replaced 
Meribbaal in order to conceal the theophoric element “baal,” a reference to the 
Canaanite deity Baal. The LXX, in general, appears to confirm this interpretation. 
The Lucianic recension, which uses Gk. Memphibaal, may preserve the original 
name of Jonathan’s son while Chronicles preserves the original name of Saul’s 
son, the two persons having been confused in the tradition and eventually both 
coming to bear the same name.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. K. McCaP. K. McCarter, Jr.,rter, Jr.,  2 Samuel.2 Samuel. AB 9 (Gar AB 9 (Garden City, den City, 1984); M. 1984); M. Tsevat, “ITTsevat, “ITsevat, “Ishbosheth shbosheth and Congenand Congeners: The Ners: The Names and Tames and Their Studyheir Study,” ,” HUCAHUCA 46 (1975) 46 (1975 46 (1975): 71(1975): 71–87.–87.–87.

Bibliography. P. K. McCarter, Jr., 2 Samuel. AB 9 (Garden City, 1984); M. 
Tsevat, “Ishbosheth and Congeners: The Names and Their Study,” HUCA 46 
(1975): 71–87.
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MERABMERAB (Heb.  (Heb. meärab�meärab�)))

MERAB (Heb. meärab� )

The elder The elder daughter odaughter of Saul (1 f Saul (1 Sam. 14:49Sam. 14:49), whom he), whom he promised  promised to David bto David but then gaut then gut then gave to Adgave to Adriel the Mriel the Meholathiteeholathite (18:17–19 (18:17–19). The fiv). The five sons of e sons of Adriel andAdriel and Merab wer Merab were handed oewerwere handewere handed over by d over by David to tDavid to the Gibeonihe Gibeonites to be tes to be hung (2 Sahung (2 Sam. 21:8-9;m. 21:8-9; some MSS  some MS some MSS read “MSS read “Michal”).Michal”).

The elder daughter of Saul (1 Sam. 14:49), whom he promised to David but then 
gave to Adriel the Meholathite (18:17–19). The five sons of Adriel and Merab 
were handed over by David to the Gibeonites to be hung (2 Sam. 21:8-9; some 
MSS read “Michal”).

MERAIAHMERAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. meïraœya®meïraœya®)))

MERAIAH (Heb. meïraœya®)

The head oThe head of the prief the priestly familstly family of Seraiy of Seraiah at the ah at the time of thtime of the postexile postexilic high pric high priest Joiakiest Joiest Joiakim (NJoiakim (Neh. 12:12)eh. 12:12)..

The head of the priestly family of Seraiah at the time of the postexilic high priest 
Joiakim (Neh. 12:12).

MERAIOTHMERAIOTH (Heb.  (Heb. meïraœyo®tmeïraœyo®t��) ) (also MERE(also MEREMOTH)MOTH)MOTH)

MERAIOTH (Heb. meïraœyo®t� ) 
(also MEREMOTH)

�1.1. A Levite; A Levite; descendan descendant of Aaront of Aaron and ances and ancestor of thetor of the high prie high priest Zadok (st Zadok (1 Chr. 6:61 Ch1 Chr. 6:6-7Chr. 6:6-7, 52[MT 5:, 52[MT 5:32–33; 6:332–33; 6:37]) and th7]) and the postexile postexilic leader ic leader Ezra (EzraEzra (Ezra 7:3). 7:3). 7:3).

1. A Levite; descendant of Aaron and ancestor of the high priest Zadok (1 
Chr. 6:6-7, 52[MT 5:32–33; 6:37]) and the postexilic leader Ezra (Ezra 7:3).

�2.2. A priest, A priest, the son o the son of Ahitub af Ahitub and father nd father of Zadok, of Zadok, and an ancand an ancestor of Aestor of Azariah (1 zariahAAzariah (1Azariah (1 Chr. 9:11 Chr. 9:11) or Serai) or Seraiah (Neh. 1ah (Neh. 11:11).1:11).1:11).

2. A priest, the son of Ahitub and father of Zadok, and an ancestor of 
Azariah (1 Chr. 9:11) or Seraiah (Neh. 11:11).

�3.3. A priestl A priestly family hy family headed by Headed by Helkai at telkai at the time ofhe time of the poste the postexilic highxilic high priest Jo priest J priest Joiakim (NJoiakim (Neh. 12:15)eh. 12:15). In the c. In the correspondiorresponding list atng list at Neh. 12:3 Neh. 12:3 he is cal he is called Meremoled Meremoth (th MeremoMeremoth (Meremoth (44).).

3. A priestly family headed by Helkai at the time of the postexilic high priest 
Joiakim (Neh. 12:15). In the corresponding list at Neh. 12:3 he is called 
Meremoth (4).

MERARIMERARI (Heb.  (Heb. meïraœriîmeïraœriî)))

MERARI (Heb. meïraœriî)



�1.1. The third The third son of Le son of Levi and fatvi and father of Mahher of Mahli and Musli and Mushi (Gen. 4hi (Gen. 46:11; Exod6:11; Exod. 6:16, 19. 6:16. 6:16, 19);6:16, 19); eponymous eponymous ancestor  ancestor of the Merof the Merarite Leviarite Levites. Durintes. During the wildg the wilderness wanerness wanerness wanderingswanderings the Merar the Merarites campeites camped on the nd on the north or riorth or right side oght side of the tabef the tabernacle, anrnacle, and guarded danand guardeand guarded it from d it from the north.the north. They were They were in charge in charge of transp of transporting theorting the boards or boards or frames of oror frames or frames of the tabof the tabernacle, ternacle, the bars, the bars, the pillarshe pillars, the pede, the pedestals, andstals, and all their all their requireme require requiremenrequirements. They wts. They were also rere also responsibleesponsible for the p for the pillars of illars of the courtythe courtyard, its pard, its pedestals, edesppedestals,pedestals, tent pegs tent pegs and cords and cords; these th; these they carriedey carried in four w in four wagons, eacagons, each pulled bh pulled by a pair oy a y a pair of a pair of oxen (Num.oxen (Num. 3:33-37;  3:33-37; 4:29-33; 74:29-33; 7:8).:8).:8).

1. The third son of Levi and father of Mahli and Mushi (Gen. 46:11; Exod. 
6:16, 19); eponymous ancestor of the Merarite Levites. During the wilderness 
wanderings the Merarites camped on the north or right side of the tabernacle, 
and guarded it from the north. They were in charge of transporting the boards 
or frames of the tabernacle, the bars, the pillars, the pedestals, and all their 
requirements. They were also responsible for the pillars of the courtyard, its 
pedestals, tent pegs and cords; these they carried in four wagons, each pulled by 
a pair of oxen (Num. 3:33-37; 4:29-33; 7:8).

�The MerariThe Merarites were ates were assigned cissigned cities in Caties in Canaan from naan from territorieterritories allotteds allotted to Zebulu to Zeb to Zebulun (JZebulun (Jokneam, Kaokneam, Kartah, Rimmrtah, Rimmon, and Naon, and Nahalal), Rehalal), Reuben (Bezeuben (Bezer, Jahaz, r, Jahaz, Kedemoth, KedemotKedemoth, Kedemoth, and Mephaaand Mephaath), and Gth), and Gad (Ramothad (Ramoth-in-Gilead-in-Gilead, Mahanaim, Mahanaim, Heshbon,, Heshbon, and Jazer and J and Jazer; JosJazer; Josh. 21:34-4h. 21:34-40; 1 Chr. 0; 1 Chr. 6:77-81[MT6:77-81[MT 62–66]). 62–66]). 62–66]).

The Merarites were assigned cities in Canaan from territories allotted to 
Zebulun (Jokneam, Kartah, Rimmon, and Nahalal), Reuben (Bezer, Jahaz, 
Kedemoth, and Mephaath), and Gad (Ramoth-in-Gilead, Mahanaim, Heshbon, and 
Jazer; Josh. 21:34-40; 1 Chr. 6:77-81[MT 62–66]).

�During theDuring the Second Te Second Temple periomple period the gened the genealogy of oalogy of one group one group of temple sf temple singers, thingessingers, tsingers, the Ethanithe Ethanites, was coes, was connected tonnected to the Merar the Merarites throuites through Ethan (gh Ethan (1 Chr. 6:41 Chr. 6:44-47[29–324-6:46:44-47[296:44-47[29–32]). Dur–32]). During this ping this period the eriod the sons of Mesons of Merari were rari were also countalso counted among ted among ted among the gatekethe gatekeepers. Theepers. They had respy had responsibilityonsibility for the w for the western sidestern side of the te of the temple and emple and for guardiforfor guardifor guarding the stong the storehouses (rehouses (1 Chr. 26:1 Chr. 26:10, 16-19)10, 16-19). Along wi. Along with the Kohth the Kohathites, tathites, the Merarithetthe Merarithe Merarites were stes were said to havaid to have participe participated in thated in the reforms e reforms of Hezekiaof Hezekiah (2 Chr. h (2 Chr. 29:12) and2929:12) and29:12) and Josiah (2 Josiah (2 Chr. 34:1 Chr. 34:12), and to2), and to have acco have accompanied Ezmpanied Ezra back frra back from Babylonom Babylonom Babylon (EBabylon (Ezra 8:18-1zra 8:18-19).9).9).

During the Second Temple period the genealogy of one group of temple 
singers, the Ethanites, was connected to the Merarites through Ethan (1 Chr. 
6:44-47[29–32]). During this period the sons of Merari were also counted among 
the gatekeepers. They had responsibility for the western side of the temple and 
for guarding the storehouses (1 Chr. 26:10, 16-19). Along with the Kohathites, 
the Merarites were said to have participated in the reforms of Hezekiah (2 Chr. 
29:12) and Josiah (2 Chr. 34:12), and to have accompanied Ezra back from 
Babylon (Ezra 8:18-19).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. G. BoliR. G. Boling and G. ng and G. E. Wright,E. Wright,  Joshua.Joshua. AB 6 (Gar AB 6 (Garden City, den City, 1982); S. 1981982); S. 1982); S. Japhet, Japhet, I and II CI and II Chronicles.hronicles. OTL (Loui OTL (Louisville, 19sville, 1993); B. A.93); B. A. Levine,  Levine, Numbers 1-Numbers 1-20.21-1-20.1-20. AB 4 (New AB 4 (New York, 199 York, 1993).3).3).

Bibliography. R. G. Boling and G. E. Wright, Joshua. AB 6 (Garden City, 
1982); S. Japhet, I and II Chronicles. OTL (Louisville, 1993); B. A. Levine, Numbers 
1-20. AB 4 (New York, 1993).
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�2.2. The fathe The father of Juditr of Judith, son of h, son of Ox (Jdt. 8Ox (Jdt. 8:1; 16:7).:1; 16:7).

2. The father of Judith, son of Ox (Jdt. 8:1; 16:7).

MERATHAIMMERATHAIM (Heb.  (Heb. meïraœt�aymeïraœt�ayimim)))

MERATHAIM (Heb. meïraœt�ayim )

The southeThe southern region rn region of Babylonof Babylonia where tia where the Tigris he Tigris and Euphraand Euphrates riverstes rivers merge and merge and merge and empty and empty into the Pinto the Persian Gulersian Gulf (Jer. 50f (Jer. 50:21). The :21). The Hebrew repHebrew representatioresentation of the An of the Akkadian nakAAkkadian nAkkadian name of theame of the region,  region, maœt marramaœt marratiîmtiîm (taken fr (taken from the namom the name of the Pe of the Persian GulerPPersian GuPersian Gulf, lf, nar marra®nar marra®tu,tu, “bitter r “bitter river”; cf.iver”; cf. Heb.  Heb. mrrmrr), is a pl), is a play on worday on words that meas that s that meansthat means “(land of “(land of) double r) double rebellion” ebellion” (mrh).(mrh).

The southern region of Babylonia where the Tigris and Euphrates rivers merge 
and empty into the Persian Gulf (Jer. 50:21). The Hebrew representation of the 
Akkadian name of the region, maœt marratiîm (taken from the name of the 
Persian Gulf, nar marra®tu, “bitter river”; cf. Heb. mrr), is a play on words 
that means “(land of) double rebellion” (mrh).

MERCYMERCYMERCY

MERCY

The compasThe compassionate disionate disposition sposition to forgiveto forgive someone o someone or to offerr to offer aid, assi aid, assistance, orstance, or help to s h help to sohelp to someone in nmeone in need. Closeeed. Closely connectly connected are suced are such conceptsh concepts as grace, as grace, goodness, goodness goodness, goodness, love, lovilove, loving-kindnesng-kindness, compasss, compassion, and pion, and patience.atience.atience.

The compassionate disposition to forgive someone or to offer aid, assistance, or 
help to someone in need. Closely connected are such concepts as grace, 
goodness, love, loving-kindness, compassion, and patience.

�Mercy (HebMercy (Heb. . raœh�am, hraœh�am, h�aœnan�aœnan) is an es) is an essential qusential quality of Gality of God (Exod. od (Exod. 34:6; Deut3434:6; Deut34:6; Deut. 4:31; Ps. 4:31; Ps. 103:8). . 103:8). This is thThis is the quality e quality ((h�esed�,h�esed�, “covenant “covenant love”), d love”), demonstrateemoddemonstratdemonstrated throughed throughout their out their history (chistory (cf. Deut. 3f. Deut. 30:1-6; Isa0:1-6; Isa. 14:1; Ez. 14:1; Ezek. 39:25-ek. 39:25-29), by wh29),39:25-39:25-29),39:25-29), by which  by which God faithfGod faithfully keepsully keeps his promi his promises and mases and maintains hiintains his covenants covenant relations r relationshrelationship with hiip with his chosen ps chosen people despeople despite their ite their unfaithfulunfaithfulness (Gk. ness (Gk. éleos;éleos; Rom. 9:15 Rom. 9:1 Rom. 9:15-16, 29:15-16, 23; Eph. 2:3; Eph. 2:4). Israel4). Israel was often was often reminded  reminded of the relof the relationship ationship between Gobetween God’s d’GoGod’s God’s h�esed�h�esed� and their and their covenant  covenant with God (with God (Deut. 7:9;Deut. 7:9; 1 Kgs. 8: 1 Kgs. 8:23; Neh. 123; Neh. 1:5; Isa. 5:5; Is:5; Isa. 55:3;Isa. 55:3; Dan. 9:4) Dan. 9:4)...

Mercy (Heb. raœh�am, h�aœnan ) is an essential quality of God (Exod. 
34:6; Deut. 4:31; Ps. 103:8). This is the quality (h�esed�,  “covenant love”), 
demonstrated throughout their history (cf. Deut. 30:1-6; Isa. 14:1; Ezek. 



39:25-29), by which God faithfully keeps his promises and maintains his covenant 
relationship with his chosen people despite their unfaithfulness (Gk. éleos; Rom. 
9:15-16, 23; Eph. 2:4). Israel was often reminded of the relationship between 
God’s h�esed�  and their covenant with God (Deut. 7:9; 1 Kgs. 8:23; Neh. 1:5; 
Isa. 55:3; Dan. 9:4).

�God’s mercGod’s mercy is more y is more than punisthan punishment withhment withheld. It aheld. It actively hectively helps those lps those who are miwho arwho are miseraare miserable due toble due to circumsta circumstances beyonnces beyond their cod their control. Thintrol. This is demons is demonstrated instrated in Jesus’ he inin Jesus’ in Jesus’ healing ofhealing of the blind the blind (Matt. 9: (Matt. 9:27-31; 20:27-31; 20:29-34) and29-34) and lepers (L lepers (Luke 17:11-uke 17:11-19). The p19). T19). The parablThe parable of the Pe of the Prodigal Sorodigal Son (Luke 15n (Luke 15:11-32) sh:11-32) shows how Goows how God is “the d is “the Father of Father ofFather of all merof all mercies and tcies and the God of he God of all consolall consolation” (2 ation” (2 Cor. 1:3);Cor. 1:3); the parab the parable of the le of the merciless mercmerciless merciless servant (Mservant (Matt. 18:23att. 18:23-35) puts -35) puts this divinthis divine quality e quality in a negatin a negative settinive setting. God’s mg. Godg. God’s mercGod’s merciful faithiful faithfulness isfulness is most evid most evident in hisent in his sending J sending Jesus and sesus and saving his aving his people (Ropeoplpeople (Ropeople (Rom. 11:30-3m. 11:30-32; Eph. 2:2; Eph. 2:4). God’s 4). God’s mercy willmercy will be manife be manifest at the st at the final judgfinal judgment (2 Timenjudgjudgment (judgment (2 Tim. 1:12 Tim. 1:18; Jas. 2:8; Jas. 2:13). God i13). God is mercifuls merciful and expec and expects his chits his children to bldren to be mercifule mee merciful (merciful (Matt. 5:7;Matt. 5:7; Jas. 1:27 Jas. 1:27).).).

God’s mercy is more than punishment withheld. It actively helps those who 
are miserable due to circumstances beyond their control. This is demonstrated 
in Jesus’ healing of the blind (Matt. 9:27-31; 20:29-34) and lepers (Luke 17:11-19). 
The parable of the Prodigal Son (Luke 15:11-32) shows how God is “the Father 
of all mercies and the God of all consolation” (2 Cor. 1:3); the parable of the 
merciless servant (Matt. 18:23-35) puts this divine quality in a negative setting. 
God’s merciful faithfulness is most evident in his sending Jesus and saving his 
people (Rom. 11:30-32; Eph. 2:4). God’s mercy will be manifest at the final 
judgment (2 Tim. 1:18; Jas. 2:13). God is merciful and expects his children to be 
merciful (Matt. 5:7; Jas. 1:27).

Edward P. Edward P. MyersMyers

Edward P. Myers

MERCY SEATMERCY SEAT

MERCY SEAT

A rectanguA rectangular slab olar slab of pure golf pure gold that covd that covered the aered the ark of the rk of the covenant (covenant (Exod. 25:1Exod. 25:17-22; Heb.7-25:125:17-22; 25:17-22; Heb. Heb. kappoœret�kappoœret�).).

A rectangular slab of pure gold that covered the ark of the covenant (Exod. 
25:17-22; Heb. kappoœret� ).

MEREDMERED (Heb.  (Heb. mered�mered�)))

MERED (Heb. mered� )

A son of EA son of Ezrah of thzrah of the tribe ofe tribe of Judah who Judah who apparentl apparently married y married both Bithiboth Bithiah (“daughah (“daughter of Phate(“daugh(“daughter(“daughter of Pharao of Pharaoh”) and a h”) and a Judean womJudean woman (1 Chr.an (1 Chr. 4:17-18). 4:17-18).

A son of Ezrah of the tribe of Judah who apparently married both Bithiah 
(“daughter of Pharaoh”) and a Judean woman (1 Chr. 4:17-18).

MEREMOTHMEREMOTH (Heb.  (Heb. meïreämo®tmeïreämo®t��)))

MEREMOTH (Heb. meïreämo®t� )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Uriah; theUriah; the priest wh priest who weighed o weighed the silverthe silver, gold, an, gold, and temple vd temple vessels broessels vvessels brvessels brought backought back from the  from the Exile (EzrExile (Ezra 8:33).a 8:33).a 8:33).

1. A son of Uriah; the priest who weighed the silver, gold, and temple 
vessels brought back from the Exile (Ezra 8:33).

�2.2. One of th One of the 12 sons e 12 sons of Bani whof Bani who put awayo put away his forei his foreign wife (Egn wife (Ezra 10:36)zra 10:36)...

2. One of the 12 sons of Bani who put away his foreign wife (Ezra 10:36).

�3.3. A son of  A son of Uriah and Uriah and grandson ograndson of Hakkoz. f Hakkoz. He assisteHe assisted Nehemiahd Nehemiah in rebuil in rebuilding the cdinrebuilrebuildingrebuilding the city  the city wall of Jewall of Jerusalem (Nrusalem (Neh. 3:4, 2eh. 3:4, 21) and, al1) and, along with Nong with Nehemiah, sehemiah, signed a doignessigned a dsigned a document plocument pledging to edging to keep the lkeep the law (10:5[Maw (10:5[MT 6]).T 6]).T 6]).

3. A son of Uriah and grandson of Hakkoz. He assisted Nehemiah in 
rebuilding the city wall of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:4, 21) and, along with Nehemiah, 
signed a document pledging to keep the law (10:5[MT 6]).

�4.4. A priest  A priest who returnwho returned from thed from the Babylonie Babylonian captivian captivity with Zety with Zerubbabel arubbabel and Jeshua nd Jnd Jeshua (NeJeshua (Neh. 12:3).h. 12:3).h. 12:3).

4. A priest who returned from the Babylonian captivity with Zerubbabel and 
Jeshua (Neh. 12:3).

Rodney AshRodney Ashlocklock
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MERENPTAHMERENPTAH (Egyp.  (Egyp. Mr-n-pthMr-n-pth)))

MERENPTAH (Egyp. Mr-n-pth)

Pharaoh ofPharaoh of Egypt 121 Egypt 1212–1202 2–1202 B.C.B.C.; the 13th; the 13th son of Ra son of Rameses II ameses II and son of nd son of Queen IsisQueen IsiQueen Isis-nofreIsis-nofret I. From t I. From early age early age he was trahe was trained as a ined as a soldier, asoldier, and late innd late in his fathe his father’s reign r’s reignr’s reign servreign served as a mied as a military genlitary general in Egeral in Egypt. He maypt. He married a darried a daughter of ughter of his famoushis famous brother K bro brother Khbrother Kha-em-waseta-em-waset I, named  I, named Isis-nofreIsis-nofret (II). Tht (II). They had sevey had several knowneral known sons, inc sons, including Setluincincluding including Sety-merenSety-merenptah, his ptah, his successor,successor, another K another Kha-em-waseha-em-waset (II), ant (II), and possiblyd possibly also Amen a also Amenmalso Amenmesse, who esse, who usurped thusurped the throne, e throne, most likelmost likely at Mereny at Merenptah’s deaptah’s death.th.th.

Pharaoh of Egypt 1212–1202 B.C.; the 13th son of Rameses II and son of Queen 
Isis-nofret I. From early age he was trained as a soldier, and late in his father’s 
reign served as a military general in Egypt. He married a daughter of his famous 



brother Kha-em-waset I, named Isis-nofret (II). They had several known sons, 
including Sety-merenptah, his successor, another Kha-em-waset (II), and possibly 
also Amenmesse, who usurped the throne, most likely at Merenptah’s death.

�Already agAlready aged nearly ed nearly 60 at his 60 at his accession,accession, Merenptah Merenptah nonethele nonetheless defendess defended Egypt mid Egyd Egypt miliEgypt militarily agatarily against severinst several major tal major threats. Fihreats. First, he lerst, he led a campaid a campaign into Cagn into Canaan, probnaan, CaCanaan, prCanaan, probably in obably in regnal yearegnal year 2–3, agar 2–3, against Ashkeinst Ashkelon, Gezerlon, Gezer, , Yano}amYano}am, and, rec, and, recorded for orecrecorded frecorded for the firor the first time inst time in history,  history, the peoplethe people Israel. T Israel. The campaighe campaign is recorn is recorded on hisded oded on his famon his famed “Israeled “Israel” stela (C” stela (Cairo 34025airo 34025) and in a) and in a series of series of battle re battle reliefs at tliefs at the Karnak he Karnhe Karnak temKarnak temple. The bple. The battle reliattle reliefs depictefs depict the three the three cities an cities and a battled a battle in the op in the open, which en, wen, which mostwhich most probably  probably depicts Isdepicts Israel. Follrael. Following thisowing this campaign, campaign, Merenptah Merenptah posted Eg posted Egyptian troyEgEgyptian tEgyptian troops in troops in the highlanhe highlands of Canads of Canaan, evidenan, evidently to dettly to deter the Isrer the Israelites’ eaelites’ efforts to ffortseefforts toefforts to break out break out into the  into the low countrlow country. A papyry. A papyrus documenus documents the Egyts the Egyptians’ tiptians’ tight controghtitight conttight control over trol over the boundarhe boundary between y between Egypt and Egypt and the Ways othe Ways of Horus, tf Horus, the name gihe name he name givenname given the road  the road with its fwith its fortified wortified wells acrosells across Sinai. Ts Sinai. This explaihis explains why thens why the fleeing I fleei fleeing Isfleeing Israelites traelites took the soook the southern rouuthern route throughte through Sinai. Me Sinai. Merenptah’s renptah’s stela and stela and battle relbattbattle relbattle reliefs unequiefs unequivocally sivocally show that bhow that by his reigy his reign the Isran the Israelites hadelites had already d already departed Egeparteddeparted Edeparted Egypt, makigypt, making his fatng his father, Ramesher, Rameses II, thees II, the likely ph likely pharaoh of Earaoh of Exodus.xodus.

Already aged nearly 60 at his accession, Merenptah nonetheless defended 
Egypt militarily against several major threats. First, he led a campaign into 
Canaan, probably in regnal year 2–3, against Ashkelon, Gezer, Yano}am, and, 
recorded for the first time in history, the people Israel. The campaign is recorded 
on his famed “Israel” stela (Cairo 34025) and in a series of battle reliefs at the 
Karnak temple. The battle reliefs depict the three cities and a battle in the open, 
which most probably depicts Israel. Following this campaign, Merenptah posted 
Egyptian troops in the highlands of Canaan, evidently to deter the Israelites’ 
efforts to break out into the low country. A papyrus documents the Egyptians’ 
tight control over the boundary between Egypt and the Ways of Horus, the 
name given the road with its fortified wells across Sinai. This explains why the 
fleeing Israelites took the southern route through Sinai. Merenptah’s stela and 
battle reliefs unequivocally show that by his reign the Israelites had already 
departed Egypt, making his father, Rameses II, the likely pharaoh of Exodus.

Merenptah Merenptah facing Re-facing Re-Horakhty, Horakhty, the eveninthe evening form of g form of the sun-gothe sun-god; a conved; a conventional scntional scntional scene at tscene at the openinghe opening of all th of all the Ramesside Ramesside royal toe royal tombs. Wall mbs. Wall painting fpainting from tomb orom tomb of Merenptafoof Merenptof Merenptah, West Tah, West Thebes (F. hebes (F. J. Yurco)J. Yurco)

Merenptah facing Re-Horakhty, the evening form of the sun-god; a conventional 
scene at the opening of all the Ramesside royal tombs. Wall painting from tomb 
of Merenptah, West Thebes (F. J. Yurco)

�Merenptah Merenptah next had tnext had to face an o face an attack froattack from the westm the west, along th, along the Wadi Nate Wadi Natrun by therun NatNatrun by Natrun by the alliedthe allied Libyans a Libyans and Sea Peond Sea Peoples. Simuples. Simultaneouslyltaneously, the Nubi, the Nubians revoltans revolted in the edrevoltrevolted irevolted in the soutn the south. Merenpth. Merenptah defeateah defeated the enemd the enemy alliancey alliance near Memp near Memphis, and shis, and shis, and sent them sent them fleeing bafleeing back to Libyck to Libya. As his a. As his long inscrlong inscription at iption at Karnak recKarnak recounts, theounts, the Sea Peopl Sea Sea PeopleSea Peoples had intes had interfered witrfered with his graih his grain shipmentn shipments to the Hs to the Hittites, wittites, with whom Eith whom Egypt had bgyEEgypt had Egypt had been alliebeen allied since thd since the epic peae epic peace treaty ce treaty signed by signed by Rameses IIRameses II and Hattu and Hattusilis III siliHattuHattusilisHattusilis III in 12 III in 1258. The Se58. The Sea Peoples a Peoples had evidenhad evidently shiftetly shifted to theird to their second ph second phase of actase oase of activitof activity, sackingy, sacking cities, a cities, as the Homes the Homeric epics ric epics record, anrecord, and attackind attacking the impeg the imperial staterial strial states. Thstates. The casualtie casualties stand ies stand in sober con sober contrast to ntrast to the inflatthe inflated counts ed counts of other pof other pharaohs, oharaoppharaohs, pharaohs, or the exaor the exaggerated nggerated numbers claumbers claimed in thimed in the Exodus ae Exodus account.ccount.ccount.

Merenptah next had to face an attack from the west, along the Wadi 
Natrun by the allied Libyans and Sea Peoples. Simultaneously, the Nubians 
revolted in the south. Merenptah defeated the enemy alliance near Memphis, and 
sent them fleeing back to Libya. As his long inscription at Karnak recounts, the 
Sea Peoples had interfered with his grain shipments to the Hittites, with whom 
Egypt had been allied since the epic peace treaty signed by Rameses II and 
Hattusilis III in 1258. The Sea Peoples had evidently shifted to their second phase 
of activity, sacking cities, as the Homeric epics record, and attacking the imperial 
states. The casualties stand in sober contrast to the inflated counts of other 
pharaohs, or the exaggerated numbers claimed in the Exodus account.

�Merenptah Merenptah conducted conducted a major twa major two-year-lono-year-long inventorg inventory of the hy of the holdings ofoldings of all Egypt all E all Egypt’s teEgypt’s temples. He mples. He did not budid not build extensild extensively, usiively, using vacant ng vacant wall spacewall space to record to record his victo his his victorhis victories. His fies. His funerary teunerary temple in wemple in western Thebstern Thebes was lares was largely builtgely built by quarry by quarrying away Aing quarryquarrying quarrying away Amenhaway Amenhotep III’sotep III’s temple. S temple. So too, theo too, the “Israel”  “Israel” stela was stela was usurped frusurped from Amenhotomfrfrom Amenhfrom Amenhotep III, otep III, who is stiwho is still depictell depicted on the fd on the front side.ront side.

Merenptah conducted a major two-year-long inventory of the holdings of all 
Egypt’s temples. He did not build extensively, using vacant wall space to record 
his victories. His funerary temple in western Thebes was largely built by 
quarrying away Amenhotep III’s temple. So too, the “Israel” stela was usurped 
from Amenhotep III, who is still depicted on the front side.

�Overall, MOverall, Merenptah’serenptah’s reign ref reign reflects a sulects a successful dccessful defense of efense of Egypt agaiEgypt against foreignst foreignst foreign thforeign threats and reats and revolts, crevolts, coupled witoupled with continueh continued prosperid prosperity at homety at home. His meas. His measures in Caumeasmeasures imeasures in Canaan hn Canaan helped preselped preserve the Eerve the Egyptian Emgyptian Empire intacpire intact until Rat until Rameses III meses III took over.totook over.took over.

Overall, Merenptah’s reign reflects a successful defense of Egypt against 
foreign threats and revolts, coupled with continued prosperity at home. His 
measures in Canaan helped preserve the Egyptian Empire intact until Rameses III 



took over.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. K. A. KitcK. A. Kitchen, hen, Pharaoh TrPharaoh Triumphantiumphant (Warminst (Warminster, 1983);er, 1983); F. J. Yur F. J. Y F. J. Yurco, “MeYurco, “Merenptah’s renptah’s Canaanite Canaanite Campaign,”Campaign,”  Journal ofJournal of the Ameri the American Researcan Research Center ch Center ch Center in Center in EgyptEgypt 23 (1986) 23 (1986): 189–215;: 189–215; “3,200-Ye “3,200-Year-Old Picar-Old Pictures of Itures of Israelites sraelites Found in EFound inFound in Egypt,”in Egypt,”  BARevBARev 16/5 (199 16/5 (1990): 20–38.0): 20–38.
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MERESMERES (Heb.  (Heb. meresmeres)))

MERES (Heb. meres)

One of theOne of the seven pri seven princes who ances who acted as adcted as advisers forvisers for Ahasuerus Ahasuerus (Esth. 1: (Esth. 1:14).14).

One of the seven princes who acted as advisers for Ahasuerus (Esth. 1:14).

MERIBAHMERIBAHMERIBAH

MERIBAH

�SeeSee  MASSAH, MEMASSAH, MERIBAHRIBAH..

See MASSAH, MERIBAH.

MERIBATH-KMERIBATH-KADESHADESH (Heb.  (Heb. meïriîb�atmeïriîb�at� qaœd�eäs� qaœd�eäsûû)))

MERIBATH-KADESH (Heb. meïriîb�at� qaœd�eäsû )

A name givA name given to Kadeen to Kadesh-barnea sh-barnea because ofbecause of the Israe the Israelites’ teslites’ testing of Goting of God during td during their wildehettheir wildtheir wilderness jouerness journeys (Deurneys (Deut. 32:51; t. 32:51; cf. Num. 2cf. Num. 20:1-3; 27:0:1-3; 27:14). This 14). This new name onew name occurs in Eccooccurs in occurs in Ezekiel’s Ezekiel’s descriptiodescriptions of the ns of the southern bsouthern borders of orders of the land othe land of the new f the new Israel (EzIsraIsrael (EzIsrael (Ezek. 47:19;ek. 47:19; 48:28). 48:28). 48:28).

A name given to Kadesh-barnea because of the Israelites’ testing of God during 
their wilderness journeys (Deut. 32:51; cf. Num. 20:1-3; 27:14). This new name 
occurs in Ezekiel’s descriptions of the southern borders of the land of the new 
Israel (Ezek. 47:19; 48:28).

�SeeSee  KADESH, KAKADESH, KADESH-BARNEDESH-BARNEAA ( (11); ); MASSAH, MEMASSAH, MERIBAHRIBAH..

See KADESH, KADESH-BARNEA (1); MASSAH, MERIBAH.

MERIBBAALMERIBBAAL (Heb.  (Heb. meïriîb�-bmeïriîb�-ba{ala{al)))

MERIBBAAL (Heb. meïriîb�-ba{al )

Saul’s graSaul’s grandson and ndson and the son ofthe son of Jonathan  Jonathan (1 Chr. 8:(1 Chr. 8:34; 9:40).34; 9:40). In 1—2 Sa In 1—2 Samuel the nmuel the name (“fromamnname (“froname (“from the moutm the mouth of Baal”h of Baal”) is chang) is changed to Mephed to Mephibosheth (ibosheth (“from the “from the mouth of smouth omouth of shame”)of shame”)...

Saul’s grandson and the son of Jonathan (1 Chr. 8:34; 9:40). In 1—2 Samuel the 
name (“from the mouth of Baal”) is changed to Mephibosheth (“from the mouth 
of shame”).

�SeeSee  MEPHIBOSHEMEPHIBOSHETHTH  2.2.

See MEPHIBOSHETH 2.

MERNEPTAHMERNEPTAHMERNEPTAH

MERNEPTAH

�SeeSee  MERENPTAHMERENPTAH..

See MERENPTAH.

MERODACHMERODACH (Heb.  (Heb. meïroœd�aœmeïroœd�aœk�k�)))

MERODACH (Heb. meïroœd�aœk� )

Hebrew forHebrew form of Mardum of Marduk (Jer. 50k (Jer. 50:2).:2).

Hebrew form of Marduk (Jer. 50:2).

MERODACH-BMERODACH-BALADANALADAN (Heb.  (Heb. meïroœd�aœmeïroœd�aœk� bal}a�dk� bal}a�d�aœn;�aœn; Akk.  Akk.  Akk. Akk. marduk-aplmarduk-apla-iddinaa-iddina)))

MERODACH-BALADAN (Heb. meïroœd�aœk� bal}a�d�aœn;  
Akk. marduk-apla-iddina)

A ChaldeanA Chaldean sheikh of sheikh of the  the Biät-yakinBiät-yakin tribe and tribe and twice kin twice king of Babylg of Babylon. As earon. As early as ca. ly as ly as ca. 731as ca. 731  B.C.B.C. he was al he was allied with lied with Tiglath-piTiglath-pileser III leser III of Assyriaof Assyria against a against another Babnother Babylonian ruyloBabBabylonianBabylonian ruler. Ta ruler. Taking advanking advantage of a tage of a perceived perceived weakness iweakness in Assyria n Assyria when Sargowhen Sargon II (721–nSargoSargon II Sargon II (721–705) (721–705) usurped thusurped the throne, e throne, Merodach-bMerodach-baladan becaladan became king oame king of Babylon,f Babylof Babylon, mBabylon, most likelyost likely with the  with the help of nehelp of neighboring ighboring Elam. The Elam. The Assyrians Assyrians were unablwere unable to remove unablunable to unable to remove himremove him from Baby from Babylon until lon until they defeathey defeated his Elted his Elamite alliamite allies in 710.es in 710. Having no Ha Having no Having no allies theallies thereafter, Mreafter, Merodach-baerodach-baladan was ladan was deposed bydeposed by Sargon an Sargon and once agad once agd once again becaagain became a localme a local Chaldean  Chaldean sheikh, vasheikh, vassal to thssal to the Assyriane Assyrian king. king. king.

A Chaldean sheikh of the Biät-yakin tribe and twice king of Babylon. As early 
as ca. 731 B.C. he was allied with Tiglath-pileser III of Assyria against another 
Babylonian ruler. Taking advantage of a perceived weakness in Assyria when 
Sargon II (721–705) usurped the throne, Merodach-baladan became king of 
Babylon, most likely with the help of neighboring Elam. The Assyrians were 



unable to remove him from Babylon until they defeated his Elamite allies in 710. 
Having no allies thereafter, Merodach-baladan was deposed by Sargon and once 
again became a local Chaldean sheikh, vassal to the Assyrian king.

�Upon SargoUpon Sargon’s death n’s death in battle in battle in 705, Mein 705, Merodach-balrodach-baladan helpeadan helped to instid to instigate a rebgate a gate a rebellioa rebellion against n against Assyrian rAssyrian rule. It isule. It is here that here that the narra the narrative in 2 tive in 2 Kgs. 20:12Kgs. 20:12-19 (cf. I-19 (cf.-19 (cf. Isa. (cf. Isa. 39:1-8) is39:1-8) is likely to likely to be placed be placed. The Baby. The Babylonian shelonian sheikh came tikh came to Jerusaleo Jerusalem to entrem to em to entreat Kientreat King Hezekiang Hezekiah of Judahh of Judah to suppor to support his caust his cause, a plan e, a plan which was which was opposed byopposed by the proph byby the proby the prophet Isaiaphet Isaiah. But in h. But in view of Heview of Hezekiah’s azekiah’s actions agactions against Assyrinst Assyrian rule, ian rule, he apparenhe aphe apparentlyapparently did act i did act in concert n concert with Merodwith Merodach-baladaach-baladan’s straten’s strategy. Merodagy. Merodach-baladanch-baladanMerodaMerodach-bMerodach-baladan depaladan deposed the Aosed the Assyrian apssyrian appointee topointee to the Babyl the Babylonian throonian throne in 703 ne in 703ne in 703 and ru703 and ruled from nled from nearby Borsearby Borsippa untilippa until he himsel he himself was depof was deposed that ssed that same year bame year bame year by Sennachby Sennacherib, the erib, the new king onew king of Assyria.f Assyria. Merodach- Merodach-baladan flbaladan fled to Elamed to Elam, where he, where he, where he died sohe died soon thereafon thereafter.ter.ter.

Upon Sargon’s death in battle in 705, Merodach-baladan helped to instigate 
a rebellion against Assyrian rule. It is here that the narrative in 2 Kgs. 20:12-19 
(cf. Isa. 39:1-8) is likely to be placed. The Babylonian sheikh came to Jerusalem to 
entreat King Hezekiah of Judah to support his cause, a plan which was opposed 
by the prophet Isaiah. But in view of Hezekiah’s actions against Assyrian rule, he 
apparently did act in concert with Merodach-baladan’s strategy. 
Merodach-baladan deposed the Assyrian appointee to the Babylonian throne in 
703 and ruled from nearby Borsippa until he himself was deposed that same year 
by Sennacherib, the new king of Assyria. Merodach-baladan fled to Elam, where 
he died soon thereafter.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. A. BrinJ. A. Brinkman, “Merkman, “Merodach-Balaodach-Baladan II,” idan II,” in n Studies PrStudies Presented toesented to A. Leo Op toto A. Leo to A. Leo Oppenheim,Oppenheim, ed. R. Bi ed. R. Biggs and J.ggs and J. A. Brinkm A. Brinkman (Chicagan (Chicago, 1964), o, 1964), 6–53; 6–53; Prelude toPrelude Prelude toPrelude to Empire: B Empire: Babylonian abylonian Society anSociety and Politicsd Politics, 747–626, 747–626  B.C.B.C. (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1984phia, 1984).).).

Bibliography. J. A. Brinkman, “Merodach-Baladan II,” in Studies Presented 
to A. Leo Oppenheim, ed. R. Biggs and J. A. Brinkman (Chicago, 1964), 6–53; 
Prelude to Empire: Babylonian Society and Politics, 747–626 B.C. (Philadelphia, 1984).
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MEROMMEROM (Heb.  (Heb. meäro®mmeäro®m)))

MEROM (Heb. meäro®m)

The “waterThe “waters” or spris” or spring near whng near which a coalich a coalition of Cition of Canaanite kanaanite kings underings under the leade the leadership of Jrsleadeleadershipleadership of Jabin  of Jabin of Hazor gof Hazor gathered toathered to fight Jos fight Joshua and thhua and the Israelite Israelites (Josh. es (Josh. 11:5, 7). 11:5, 711:5, 7). A majo7). A major city in r city in Upper GaliUpper Galilee, Meromlee, Merom is first  is first mentioned mentioned in the annin the annals of Thuals of Thutmose III,tmThuThutmose IThutmose III, RameseII, Rameses II, and s II, and Tiglath-piTiglath-pileser III.leser III. The ident The identification ification of Merom iof Merom is uncertais uncs uncertain.uncertain. Tradition Traditionally, it hally, it has been idas been identified wentified with Meironith Meiron at the ba at the base of Jebese of Jebel Jarmaq. l Jarml Jarmaq. ReJarmaq. Recent excavcent excavations, hoations, however, havwever, have indicatee indicated that Meid that Meiron was foron was founded in tunded in tunded in the Hellenthe Hellenistic periistic period, rulingod, ruling out an id out an identificatientification with Caon with Canaanite Menaanite Merom. Some rom. Some suggest ansugsuggest ansuggest an identific identification withation with Tell el-K Tell el-Khirbeh (19hirbeh (190275), a l0275), a large Canaaarge Canaanite tell nite tell E of HazorE of HE of Hazor and Hazor and N of the pN of the previously reviously uninhabiteuninhabited wooded rd wooded region whicegion which was heavh was heavily settleily settleily settled bysettled by early Isr early Israelites.aelites.aelites.

The “waters” or spring near which a coalition of Canaanite kings under the 
leadership of Jabin of Hazor gathered to fight Joshua and the Israelites (Josh. 11:5, 
7). A major city in Upper Galilee, Merom is first mentioned in the annals of 
Thutmose III, Rameses II, and Tiglath-pileser III. The identification of Merom is 
uncertain. Traditionally, it has been identified with Meiron at the base of Jebel 
Jarmaq. Recent excavations, however, have indicated that Meiron was founded in 
the Hellenistic period, ruling out an identification with Canaanite Merom. Some 
suggest an identification with Tell el-Khirbeh (190275), a large Canaanite tell E of 
Hazor and N of the previously uninhabited wooded region which was heavily 
settled by early Israelites.

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

MERONOTHITMERONOTHITEE (Heb.  (Heb. meäroœnoœtmeäroœnoœt�iî�iî)))

MERONOTHITE (Heb. meäroœnoœt�iî )

A gentilicA gentilic designati designation of Jehdon of Jehdeiah, chieeiah, chief herder of herder of David’s f David’s donkeys (1donkeys (1 Chr. 27:3 Chr. 27:30), and Ja0), a0), and Jadon,and Jadon, one of th one of the postexile postexilic rebuildic rebuilders of theers of the walls of  walls of Jerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 3:7)(Neh. 3:7). It is ap. It is. It is apparenis apparently relatetly related to Mizpad to Mizpah.h.

A gentilic designation of Jehdeiah, chief herder of David’s donkeys (1 Chr. 27:30), 
and Jadon, one of the postexilic rebuilders of the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:7). It 
is apparently related to Mizpah.

MEROZMEROZ (Heb.  (Heb. meäro®zmeäro®z)))

MEROZ (Heb. meäro®z)

Town mentiTown mentioned in thoned in the Song of e Song of Deborah (JDeborah (Judg. 5:23)udg. 5:23), whose in, whose inhabitants habitants were condewere conwere condemned condemned by an angeby an angel of the Ll of the Lord for faord for failing to piling to participatearticipate in Debora in Deborah and Barah and Barak’s battlek’BaraBarak’s baBarak’s battle againttle against Sisera.st Sisera. Although  Although several loseveral locations hacations have been prve been proposed, inoposed, including Khcludinincluding including Khirbet Khirbet Maœru®s/H¸Maœru®s/H¸orvatorvat Marish (1 Marish (199270) and99270) and Shimron-m Shimron-meron (1702eron (170eron (170234), (170234), none are cnone are convincing.onvincing. The town  The town was probabwas probably situately situated in or ned in or near the Jezar the Jezreel VallerJezJezreel VaJezreel Valley.lley.lley.

Town mentioned in the Song of Deborah (Judg. 5:23), whose inhabitants were 
condemned by an angel of the Lord for failing to participate in Deborah and 
Barak’s battle against Sisera. Although several locations have been proposed, 



including Khirbet Maœru®s/H¸orvat Marish (199270) and Shimron-meron 
(170234), none are convincing. The town was probably situated in or near the 
Jezreel Valley.

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson
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MESHAMESHA (Heb.  (Heb. meîsûaœ{, meîsûaœ{, meîsûaœ}meîsûaœ}) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

MESHA (Heb. meîsûaœ{, meîsûaœ}) (PERSON)

�1.1. King of t King of the Transjohe Transjordanian kirdanian kingdom of Mngdom of Moab duringoab during the early the early 9th centu 9th century ry B.C.E.BB.C.E.B.C.E.; son of C; son of Chemosh-yathemosh-yati. Accordii. According to 2 Kgng to 2 Kgs. 3:4 Mess. 3:4 Mesha was a sha was a sheep breedheep breeder (Heb. er (Her (Heb. (Heb. noœqeäd�noœqeäd�) and a va) and a vassal of thssal of the “king ofe “king of Israel.”  Israel.” After the After the death of Kdeath of King Ahab oing Ahaing Ahab of IsAhab of Israel in 85rael in 850, Mesha w0, Mesha withheld hiithheld his tribute.s tribute. Jehoram,  Jehoram, Ahab’s sonAhab’s son, succeede, succeeded his brotd succeedesucceeded succeeded his brothehis brother Ahaziah r Ahaziah and then rand then requested tequested the assistahe assistance of Kinnce of King Jehoshapg Jehoshapg JehoshaphaJehoshaphat of Judaht of Judah and an un and an unnamed royanamed royal Edomite l Edomite vassal; thvassal; their combineir combined armies ed armiesed armies rouarmies routed the Moted the Moabites. Soabites. Some of the me of the surviving surviving Moabites eMoabites entered Kirntered Kir-hareseth,-hareseth,KirKir-hareseKir-hareseth, a fortth, a fortified cityified city. In an at. In an attempt to atempt to appease Cheppease Chemosh, the mosh, the national gnational god of Moabod ood of Moab, tof Moab, the Moabitehe Moabite king sacr king sacrificed hisificed his eldest so eldest son on the wn on the wall of theall of the city. The city. The appalled  app appalled Iappalled Israelites sraelites then liftethen lifted their sid their siege of theege of the city. city. city.

1. King of the Transjordanian kingdom of Moab during the early 9th century 
B.C.E.; son of Chemosh-yati. According to 2 Kgs. 3:4 Mesha was a sheep breeder 
(Heb. noœqeäd� ) and a vassal of the “king of Israel.” After the death of King 
Ahab of Israel in 850, Mesha withheld his tribute. Jehoram, Ahab’s son, 
succeeded his brother Ahaziah and then requested the assistance of King 
Jehoshaphat of Judah and an unnamed royal Edomite vassal; their combined 
armies routed the Moabites. Some of the surviving Moabites entered 
Kir-hareseth, a fortified city. In an attempt to appease Chemosh, the national god 
of Moab, the Moabite king sacrificed his eldest son on the wall of the city. The 
appalled Israelites then lifted their siege of the city.

�In 1868 thIn 1868 the Moabite e Moabite Stone was Stone was found at Dfound at Dhiban (bibhiban (biblical Dibolical Dibon), the can), the capital of apital opital of ancientof ancient Moab; the Moab; the inscripti inscription was comon was commissioned missioned by Mesha. by Mesha. Here MeshaHere Mesha indicates indicate indicates indicates that it wathat it was King Omrs King Omri of Israei of Israel who subjl who subjugated Moaugated Moab and initb and initiated “40 iated “40 years” (l.yeayears” (l.years” (l. 8) of vas 8) of vassalage. Busalage. But during tt during the reign ohe reign of “his sonf “his son” (l. 6), ” (l. 6), Mesha regaMesha regained his iined hisined his indepehis independence by ndence by driving thdriving the Israelite Israelites out of es out of various civarious cities northties north of the Ar of the Arnon River,non Rnon River, incRiver, including Nebluding Nebo. At Neboo. At Nebo he claims he claims to have k to have killed thouilled thousands of Isands of Israelites sraelites and to havandand to havand to have taken cee taken certain vessrtain vessels of Yahels of Yahweh. Meshaweh. Mesha attribute attributes his succs his success to Cheess to Chemosh. MoabmCheChemosh. MChemosh. Moab’s indeoab’s independence wpendence was probablas probably made posy made possible in psible in part becausart because of Israee of Isre of Israel’s pIsrael’s preoccupatireoccupation with reon with resistance tsistance to Shalmaneo Shalmaneser III.ser III.ser III.

In 1868 the Moabite Stone was found at Dhiban (biblical Dibon), the capital 
of ancient Moab; the inscription was commissioned by Mesha. Here Mesha 
indicates that it was King Omri of Israel who subjugated Moab and initiated “40 
years” (l. 8) of vassalage. But during the reign of “his son” (l. 6), Mesha regained 
his independence by driving the Israelites out of various cities north of the Arnon 
River, including Nebo. At Nebo he claims to have killed thousands of Israelites 
and to have taken certain vessels of Yahweh. Mesha attributes his success to 
Chemosh. Moab’s independence was probably made possible in part because of 
Israel’s preoccupation with resistance to Shalmaneser III.

�Some consiSome consider the bider the biblical andblical and inscripti inscriptional materonal materials to reials to reflect two flect two different different episodes ieepisodes iepisodes in the histn the history of Isrory of Israelite-Moaaelite-Moabite relatbite relations (Cogaions (Cogan and Tadmn and Tadmor) while or) while others conotothers conothers consider themsider them supplemen supplementary versitary versions (Crossons (Cross and Freed and Freedman).man).man).

Some consider the biblical and inscriptional materials to reflect two different 
episodes in the history of Israelite-Moabite relations (Cogan and Tadmor) while 
others consider them supplementary versions (Cross and Freedman).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Cogan aM. Cogan and H. Tadmnd H. Tadmor, or, II Kings.II Kings. AB 11 (Ga AB 11 (Garden City,rden City, 1988); F. 1988 1988); F. 1988); F. M. Cross, M. Cross, Jr., and DJr., and D. N. Freed. N. Freedman, man, Early HebrEarly Hebrew Orthogrew Orthography.aphy. AOS 36 (1 AOS 36 (1952, repr.9(1(1952, rep(1952, repr. New Havr. New Haven, 1981);en, 1981); J. A. Dea J. A. Dearman, ed.,rman, ed.,  Studies inStudies in the Mesha the Mesha Inscripti Inscription and Moaon aon and Moab.and Moab. SBLABS 2  SBLABS 2 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1989); G. 1989); G. L. MattingL. Mattingly, “Moabily, “Moabites,” in tes,” in Peoples ofPeoples of the Old T the O the Old TestamOld Testament World,ent World, ed. A. J. ed. A. J. Hoerth, M Hoerth, Mattingly, attingly, and E. M. and E. M. Yamauchi (Yamauchi (Grand RapiGrand Rapids, 1994),dsRapiRapids, 19Rapids, 1994), 317–394), 317–33; K. A. D3; K. A. D. Smelik, . Smelik, ConvertingConverting the Past: the Past: Studies i Studies in Ancient n Ancient Israelite IsraeliteIsraelite Israelite and Moabitand Moabite Historioe Historiography.graphy. OuTS 28 ( OuTS 28 (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1992).92).92).
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Chris A. Rollston

�2.2. A son of  A son of Caleb, fatCaleb, father of Zipher of Ziph (1 Chr. h (1 Chr. 2:42; LXX 2:42; LXX “Mareshah”“Mareshah”).).).

2. A son of Caleb, father of Ziph (1 Chr. 2:42; LXX “Mareshah”).

�3.3. A Benjami A Benjaminite, son nite, son of Shaharaof Shaharaim and Hodim and Hodesh born iesh born in Moab (1 n Moab (1 Chr. 8:9).Chr. 8:9).

3. A Benjaminite, son of Shaharaim and Hodesh born in Moab (1 Chr. 8:9).

MESHAMESHA (Heb.  (Heb. meäsûaœ}meäsûaœ}) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

MESHA (Heb. meäsûaœ}) (PLACE)



A boundaryA boundary of the re of the region inhabgion inhabited by thited by the descendae descendants of Joknts of Joktan (Gen. tan (Gen. 10:30). Me10:30). Mesha was mosMeMesha was Mesha was most likelmost likely a locatiy a location in the on in the desert of desert of Syria or ASyria or Arabia; indrabia; indeed, severeed, several of the al oal of the Jokof the Joktanite namtanite names suggestes suggest a south A a south Arabian orirabian origin. Some gin. Some scholars ischolars identify Medentify Mesha with MshMeMesha withMesha with Massa (Ge Massa (Gen. 25:14).n. 25:14).

A boundary of the region inhabited by the descendants of Joktan (Gen. 10:30). 
Mesha was most likely a location in the desert of Syria or Arabia; indeed, several 
of the Joktanite names suggest a south Arabian origin. Some scholars identify 
Mesha with Massa (Gen. 25:14).

MESHACHMESHACH (Heb., Ar (Heb., Aram. am. meîsûak�meîsûak�)))

MESHACH (Heb., Aram. meîsûak� )

The BabyloThe Babylonian name nian name (Akk. (Akk. Miîsûa-akuMiîsûa-aku,, “Who is t “Who is that which hat which Aku [a SumAku [a Sumerian lunaerian lunerian lunar deitlunar deity] is”) giy] is”) given to oneven to one of Daniel of Daniel’s compani’s companions (Dan. ons (Dan. 1:7; 2:49;1:7; 2:49; 3:12-30). 3:12-30). Meshach’s Mes Meshach’s Meshach’s Hebrew namHebrew name, Mishaele, Mishael ( (miîsûaœ}eämiîsûaœ}eäll), means “), means “Who is whaWho is what God is?”t God is?”

The Babylonian name (Akk. Miîsûa-aku, “Who is that which Aku [a Sumerian 
lunar deity] is”) given to one of Daniel’s companions (Dan. 1:7; 2:49; 3:12-30). 
Meshach’s Hebrew name, Mishael (miîsûaœ}eäl), means “Who is what God is?”

�SeeSee  ABEDNEGOABEDNEGO..

See ABEDNEGO.

MESHECHMESHECH (Heb.  (Heb. mesûek�mesûek�) (also MA) (also MASH)SH)SH)

MESHECH (Heb. mesûek� ) (also MASH)

�1.1. One of th One of the seven soe seven sons of Japhns of Japheth (Gen. eth (Gen. 10:2; 1 Ch10:2; 1 Chr. 1:5). Ar. 1:5). According tccording to the Tablo theo the Table the Table of Nationsof Nations the desce the descendants of ndants of Japheth dwJapheth dwelled in Eelled in Europe and urope and Asia. MeshAsia. MeshAsia. Meshech isMeshech is mentioned mentioned in Akkadi in Akkadian sourcesan sources as early  as early as 1100 as 1100 B.C.E.B.C.E., as , as MusûkiMusûki, a people, a pe, a people notpeople noted for skied for skill in metall in metallurgy. Mellurgy. Meshech was shech was located inlocated in eastern A eastern Asia, in Casia, in Cappadocia appaCaCappadociaCappadocia according according to Joseph to Josephus (us (Ant.Ant. 1.6.1 [12 1.6.1 [125]), but w5]), but west by othest by other ancienter ancient writers.  wr writers. Twriters. The best knhe best known of theown of their kings wir kings was Midas, as Midas, whose toucwhose touch was saidh was said to turn t to turn things to ghtthings to things to gold.gold.gold.

1. One of the seven sons of Japheth (Gen. 10:2; 1 Chr. 1:5). According to 
the Table of Nations the descendants of Japheth dwelled in Europe and Asia. 
Meshech is mentioned in Akkadian sources as early as 1100 B.C.E., as Musûki, a 
people noted for skill in metallurgy. Meshech was located in eastern Asia, in 
Cappadocia according to Josephus (Ant. 1.6.1 [125]), but west by other ancient 
writers. The best known of their kings was Midas, whose touch was said to turn 
things to gold.

�Ps. 120:5 Ps. 120:5 mentions Mmentions Meshech in eshech in parallelisparallelism with Kedm with Kedar as a faar as a far-off, milr-off, militaristic itaristic people. Geppeople. Gepeople. Gen. 10:2 asn. 10:2 associates Msociates Meshech witeshech with Tubal anh Tubal and Javan. Id Javan. In Ezekiel n Ezekiel they are lthey are linked as tinkllinked as linked as trading patrading partners witrtners with Tyre (Ezh Tyre (Ezek. 27:13)ek. 27:13), and Mesh, and Meshech and Tuech and Tubal are inbal are incorporatedcoinincorporatincorporated into thed into the kingdom e kingdom of Magog, of Magog, ruled by Gruled by Gog (38:2; og (38:2; 39:1). The39:1). The kingdom a kingdom a kingdom and its kiand its king serve ang serve as symbols s symbols of any futof any future enemieure enemies who wouls who would attack td attack the Jews bahe Jews back in theicbaback in thback in their homelaeir homeland.nd.nd.

Ps. 120:5 mentions Meshech in parallelism with Kedar as a far-off, militaristic 
people. Gen. 10:2 associates Meshech with Tubal and Javan. In Ezekiel they are 
linked as trading partners with Tyre (Ezek. 27:13), and Meshech and Tubal are 
incorporated into the kingdom of Magog, ruled by Gog (38:2; 39:1). The kingdom 
and its king serve as symbols of any future enemies who would attack the Jews 
back in their homeland.

�2.2. A son of  A son of Shem, eponShem, eponymous anceymous ancestor of anstor of an Aramean p Aramean people (1 Ceople (1 Chr. 1:17).hr. 1:17). In Gen. 1 I In Gen. 10In Gen. 10:23 the co:23 the correspondinrresponding name is g name is Mash.Mash.Mash.

2. A son of Shem, eponymous ancestor of an Aramean people (1 Chr. 1:17). 
In Gen. 10:23 the corresponding name is Mash.

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt

Paul L. Redditt

MESHELEMIAMESHELEMIAHH (Heb.  (Heb. meïsûelemymeïsûelemya®, meïsûea®, meïsûelemyaœhu®lemyaœhu®)))

MESHELEMIAH (Heb. meïsûelemya®, meïsûelemyaœhu®)

A KorathitA Korathite Levite we Levite who was a tho was a temple gateemple gatekeeper at keeper at the time othe time of David; ff David; father of Zather of Zechariah, eZZechariah,Zechariah, also a te also a temple gatekmple gatekeeper (1 Ceeper (1 Chr. 9:21; hr. 9:21; 26:1-2, 9)26:1-2, 9). Meshelem. Meshelemiah may beiah may be the same  t the same athe same as Shelemias Shelemiah (1 Chr. h (1 Chr. 26:14) and26:14) and possibly  possibly Shallum (9Shallum (9:17, 19, 3:17, 19, 31; Ezra 2:1; Ezra 2:42 = Neh. 42 2:2:42 = Neh2:42 = Neh. 7:45).. 7:45).

A Korathite Levite who was a temple gatekeeper at the time of David; father of 
Zechariah, also a temple gatekeeper (1 Chr. 9:21; 26:1-2, 9). Meshelemiah may be 
the same as Shelemiah (1 Chr. 26:14) and possibly Shallum (9:17, 19, 31; Ezra 
2:42 = Neh. 7:45).

MESHEZABELMESHEZABEL (Heb.  (Heb. meïsûeîzabmeïsûeîzab�}eäl�}eäl)))

MESHEZABEL (Heb. meïsûeîzab�}eäl )

�1.1. An ancest An ancestor of Meshor of Meshullam (ullam (1313), who wor), who worked on rebked on rebuilding thuilding the walls ofe walls of Jerusalem Jer Jerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 3:4)(Neh. 3:4)...

1. An ancestor of Meshullam (13), who worked on rebuilding the walls of 
Jerusalem (Neh. 3:4).

�2.2. An Israel An Israelite who paite who participatedrticipated in the se in the sealing of taling of the new covhe new covenant undeenant under Nehemiahr Nehr Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:21Neh. 10:21[MT 22]).[MT 22]).[MT 22]).

2. An Israelite who participated in the sealing of the new covenant under 
Nehemiah (Neh. 10:21[MT 22]).



�3.3. The fathe The father of Pethar of Pethahiah of thhiah of the Judahitee Judahite family of family of Zerah (Ne Zerah (Neh. 11:24).h. 11:24).

3. The father of Pethahiah of the Judahite family of Zerah (Neh. 11:24).

MESHILLEMOMESHILLEMOTHTH (Heb.  (Heb. meïsûilleämeïsûilleämo®t�mo®t�), ), MESHILLEMIMESHILLEMITH (TH (meïsûilleämeïsûi((meïsûille(meïsûilleämiît�ämiît�)))

MESHILLEMOTH (Heb. meïsûilleämo®t� ), MESHILLEMITH 
(meïsûilleämiît� )

�1.1. An Ephrai An Ephraimite, the mite, the father of father of Berechiah Berechiah (2 Chr. 28(2 Chr. 28:12).:12).:12).

1. An Ephraimite, the father of Berechiah (2 Chr. 28:12).

�2.2. A priest  A priest and descenand descendant of Imdant of Immer (Neh. mer (Neh. 11:13). At11:13). At 1 Chr. 9: 1 Chr. 9:12 he is c12 he is called Meshalledccalled Mescalled Meshillemith.hillemith.

2. A priest and descendant of Immer (Neh. 11:13). At 1 Chr. 9:12 he is 
called Meshillemith.

MESHOBABMESHOBAB (Heb.  (Heb. meïsûo®b�ameïsûo®b�aœb�œb�)))

MESHOBAB (Heb. meïsûo®b�aœb� )

One of 12 One of 12 Simeonite Simeonite leaders whleaders who took poso took possession ofsession of the pastu the pastures at Gedres at Gedor during or duringor during theduring the days of K days of King Hezekiing Hezekiah (1 Chr.ah (1 Chr. 4:34-41). 4:34-41).

One of 12 Simeonite leaders who took possession of the pastures at Gedor 
during the days of King Hezekiah (1 Chr. 4:34-41).

MESHULLAMMESHULLAM (Heb.  (Heb. meïsûullaœmeïsûullaœmm)))

MESHULLAM (Heb. meïsûullaœm)

�1.1. The grand The grandfather of father of the scribethe scribe Shaphan a Shaphan and father nd father of Azaliahof Azaliah (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 22:3).2:3).2:3).

1. The grandfather of the scribe Shaphan and father of Azaliah (2 Kgs. 22:3).

�2.2. A son of  A son of ZerubbabelZerubbabel (1 Chr. 3 (1 Chr. 3:19).:19).:19).

2. A son of Zerubbabel (1 Chr. 3:19).

�3. The hea3. The head of a Gadd of a Gadite clan iite clan in Bashan (n Bashan (1 Chr. 5:11 Chr. 5:13).3).3).

3. The head of a Gadite clan in Bashan (1 Chr. 5:13).

�4.4. A son of  A son of Elpaal, a Elpaal, a BenjaminitBenjaminite (1 Chr. e (1 Chr. 8:17).8:17).8:17).

4. A son of Elpaal, a Benjaminite (1 Chr. 8:17).

�5.5. The fathe The father of Sallur of Sallu, a descen, a descendant of Bedant of Benjamin; amnjamin; among the fiong the first Benjamrst Benjaminites to inites BenjamBenjaminitBenjaminites to retues to return from thrn from the Exile (1e Exile (1 Chr. 9:7; Chr. 9:7; Neh. 11:7 Neh. 11:7).).).

5. The father of Sallu, a descendant of Benjamin; among the first 
Benjaminites to return from the Exile (1 Chr. 9:7; Neh. 11:7).

�6. The son6. The son of Shepha of Shephatiah; a Betiah; a Benjaminite njaminite who returnwho returned from thed from the Exile (1e Exile (1 Chr. 9:8) Chr. 9 Chr. 9:8).9:8).9:8).

6. The son of Shephatiah; a Benjaminite who returned from the Exile (1 Chr. 
9:8).

�7. The fat7. The father of Hilher of Hilkiah and skiah and son of Zadoon of Zadok; of priek; of priestly descestly descent (1 Chr.nt (1 Chr. 9:11; Neh 9:11; Ne 9:11; Neh. 11:11Neh. 11:11).).).

7. The father of Hilkiah and son of Zadok; of priestly descent (1 Chr. 9:11; 
Neh. 11:11).

�8. The fat8. The father of Jahher of Jahzerah and zerah and son of Messon of Meshillemith;hillemith; of priest of priestly descently descent (1 Chr. 9 (1 Chr.  (1 Chr. 9:12)Chr. 9:12)...

8. The father of Jahzerah and son of Meshillemith; of priestly descent (1 
Chr. 9:12).

�9. A Kohat9. A Kohathite appoihite appointed by Jonted by Josiah as ansiah as an overseer  overseer of the temof the temple repairple repairs (2 Chr. s (2 Chs (2 Chr. 34:12Chr. 34:12).).).

9. A Kohathite appointed by Josiah as an overseer of the temple repairs (2 
Chr. 34:12).

�10.10. One of th One of the “leaderse “leaders” sent by ” sent by Ezra to prEzra to procure Leviocure Levites to sertes to serve as prieve as priests in thests ists in the temin the temple (Ezra ple (Ezra 8:16), a “8:16), a “man of undman of understandingerstanding” (1 Esdr.” (1 Esdr. 8:44). He 8:44). He may be th may be the same as e se same as same as 11 11 and and 12 12 below.below.below.

10. One of the “leaders” sent by Ezra to procure Levites to serve as priests 
in the temple (Ezra 8:16), a “man of understanding” (1 Esdr. 8:44). He may be the 
same as 11 and 12 below.

�11.11. One who o One who opposed Ezrpposed Ezra’s policya’s policy of divorc of divorcing the foing the foreign wivereign wives (Ezra 10s (Ezra 10:15; 1 Esd:151010:15; 1 E10:15; 1 Esdr. 9:14)sdr. 9:14), possibly, possibly a Levite. a Levite.

11. One who opposed Ezra’s policy of divorcing the foreign wives (Ezra 
10:15; 1 Esdr. 9:14), possibly a Levite.

�12.12. The son o The son of Bani whof Bani who had marri had married a foreied a foreign wife angn wife and was forcd was forced to divoed to divorce her (Ercdivodivorce hedivorce her (Ezra 10r (Ezra 10:29).:29).:29).

12. The son of Bani who had married a foreign wife and was forced to 
divorce her (Ezra 10:29).

�13.13. The son o The son of Berechiaf Berechiah who helph who helped repair ed repair the walls the walls of Jerusalof Jerusalem (Neh. 3em (Neh. 3:4, 30). H:4,33:4, 30). 3:4, 30). His daughtHis daughter marrieder married Tobiah’s  Tobiah’s son Jehohason Jehohanan (Neh. nan (Neh. 6:18).6:18).6:18).

13. The son of Berechiah who helped repair the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 
3:4, 30). His daughter married Tobiah’s son Jehohanan (Neh. 6:18).

�14.14. The son o The son of Besodeiaf Besodeiah who helph who helped repair ed repair the Old Gathe Old Gate (Neh. 3te (Neh. 3:6).:6).:6).

14. The son of Besodeiah who helped repair the Old Gate (Neh. 3:6).

�15.15. One who s One who stood at Eztood at Ezra’s left ra’s left hand durinhand during the readg the reading of theing of the Law (Neh. Law (Neh. 8:4). The 8: 8:4). The 8:4). The privilege privilege of particiof participating in pating in the ceremothe ceremony indicatny indicated a posited a position of honion of honor.or.or.

15. One who stood at Ezra’s left hand during the reading of the Law (Neh. 
8:4). The privilege of participating in the ceremony indicated a position of honor.

�16.16. A priest  A priest who, alongwho, along with Nehe with Nehemiah, “setmiah, “set his seal” his seal” to the co to the covenant betvenant between God aweebetbetween Gobetween God and the d and the people (Nepeople (Neh. 10:7[MTh. 10:7[MT 8]). 8]). 8]).

16. A priest who, along with Nehemiah, “set his seal” to the covenant 



between God and the people (Neh. 10:7[MT 8]).

�17.17. A chief o A chief of the peopf the people who seale who sealed the coled the covenant undvenant under Nehemiaer Nehemiah (Neh. 10h (Neh. 10h (Neh. 10:20[21])10:20[21])...

17. A chief of the people who sealed the covenant under Nehemiah (Neh. 
10:20[21]).

�18.18. The head  The head of the priof the priestly housestly house of Ezra e of Ezra in the timin the time of the he of the high priestigh priest Joiakim ( Joiak Joiakim (NJoiakim (Neh. 12:13)eh. 12:13)...

18. The head of the priestly house of Ezra in the time of the high priest 
Joiakim (Neh. 12:13).

�19.19. The head  The head of the priof the priestly housestly house of Ginnee of Ginnethon in ththon in the time of e time of the high pthe high priest Joiariesppriest Joipriest Joiakim (Neh.akim (Neh. 12:16). 12:16). 12:16).

19. The head of the priestly house of Ginnethon in the time of the high 
priest Joiakim (Neh. 12:16).

�20.20. A gatekee A gatekeeper who guper who guarded the arded the storehousestorehouses of the gs of the gates in thates in the time of e time of high prieshihigh prieshigh priest Joiakim t Joiakim (Neh. 12:2(Neh. 12:25).5).5).

20. A gatekeeper who guarded the storehouses of the gates in the time of 
high priest Joiakim (Neh. 12:25).

�21.21. One who p One who participatearticipated in the pd in the procession rocession dedicatingdedicating the rebui the rebuilt walls olt walls of Jerusalef Jerf Jerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 12:3(Neh. 12:33).3).3).

21. One who participated in the procession dedicating the rebuilt walls of 
Jerusalem (Neh. 12:33).

Harold R. Harold R. MosleyMosley
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MESHULLEMEMESHULLEMETHTH (Heb.  (Heb. meïsûullemmeïsûullemet�et�)))

MESHULLEMETH (Heb. meïsûullemet� )

The daughtThe daughter of Haruer of Haruz of Jotbaz of Jotbah, wife ofh, wife of King Mana King Manasseh of Jusseh of Judah, and mdah, and mother of Kother of Kother of King Amon King Amon (2 Kgs. 21(2 Kgs. 21:19).:19).

The daughter of Haruz of Jotbah, wife of King Manasseh of Judah, and mother of 
King Amon (2 Kgs. 21:19).

MESOPOTAMIMESOPOTAMIAA (Gk.  (Gk. MesopotamiMesopotamiíaía)))

MESOPOTAMIA (Gk. Mesopotamiía)

A Greek teA Greek term meaningrm meaning “(land) i “(land) in the middn the middle of the le of the river(s).”river(s).” It origin It originally referally referred to a sred tred to a satrato a satrapy formed py formed by Alexandby Alexander the Greer the Great betweenat between the Tigri the Tigris and Euphs and Euphrates riverates riverates rivers, sprivers, specificallyecifically the area  the area east of theast of the great bee great bend of the nd of the Euphrates Euphrates in modern in modern Syria and SyriaSyria and Syria and northern Inorthern Iraq. An earaq. An earlier Hebrrlier Hebrew term, ew term, }a�ram nah}a�ram naha�rayim,a�rayim, designate designa designateddesignated only “lan only “land within td within the river,”he river,” i.e., the i.e., the area with area within the benin the bend of the Ed of the Euphrates iuphraEEuphrates Euphrates itself. A itself. A still earlstill earlier Akkadiier Akkadian term, an term, biärinaœribiärinaœrim,m, referred  referred to the samto the same area as esamsame area same area as early aas early as the Old s the Old BabylonianBabylonian period. A period. Aram. ram. beyn nahribeyn nahrin,n, whose sem whose semantic rangantsemsemantic rsemantic range diffeange differed slightred slightly from thly from the Hebrew ae Hebrew and Akkadiand Akkadian expressin expressions, was tons, was the first thtthe first the first to imply tto imply the area behe area between the tween the two riverstwo rivers. English . English versions oversions of the Biblf the Bible render be rene render botrender both the Hebrh the Hebrew and Greew and Greek terms aek terms as “Mesopots “Mesopotamia.”amia.”amia.”

A Greek term meaning “(land) in the middle of the river(s).” It originally referred 
to a satrapy formed by Alexander the Great between the Tigris and Euphrates 
rivers, specifically the area east of the great bend of the Euphrates in modern 
Syria and northern Iraq. An earlier Hebrew term, }a�ram naha�rayim,  
designated only “land within the river,” i.e., the area within the bend of the 
Euphrates itself. A still earlier Akkadian term, biärinaœrim, referred to the 
same area as early as the Old Babylonian period. Aram. beyn nahrin, whose 
semantic range differed slightly from the Hebrew and Akkadian expressions, was 
the first to imply the area between the two rivers. English versions of the Bible 
render both the Hebrew and Greek terms as “Mesopotamia.”

�In modern In modern archaeologarchaeology, Mesopoty, Mesopotamia is anamia is an area roug area roughly definehly defined by the td by the two rivers wo riwo rivers andrivers and their tri their tributaries. butaries. This diffeThis differs from ears from earlier usagrlier usage in denote in denoting the aring the area betweenea betwea between thbetween the Taurus Me Taurus Mountains iountains in Anatolian Anatolia and the A and the Arabo-Persirabo-Persian Gulf inan Gulf in the south the south the south. In south. In broad termbroad terms, this ars, this area formed ea formed a culturala cultural unit dist unit distinct from inct from the Levantthe Levant, Anatolia, An, Anatolia, Anatolia, and Iran fand Iran from perhaprom perhaps 5000 s 5000 B.C.B.C. until Ale until Alexander’s cxander’s conquest.onquest.onquest.

In modern archaeology, Mesopotamia is an area roughly defined by the two 
rivers and their tributaries. This differs from earlier usage in denoting the area 
between the Taurus Mountains in Anatolia and the Arabo-Persian Gulf in the 
south. In broad terms, this area formed a cultural unit distinct from the Levant, 
Anatolia, and Iran from perhaps 5000 B.C. until Alexander’s conquest.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. J. FinkJ. J. Finkelstein, “elstein, “‘Mesopotam‘Mesopotamia,’” ia,’” JNESJNES 21 (1962) 21 (1962): 73–92.: 73–92.: 73–92.

Bibliography. J. J. Finkelstein, “‘Mesopotamia,’” JNES 21 (1962): 73–92.
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MESSIAHMESSIAHMESSIAH

MESSIAH

The word “The word “Messiah” iMessiah” is an adjecs an adjectival formtival form with a pa with a passive sensssive sense derived e derived from the Hfrom the Hebrew verbeHHebrew verHebrew verb meaning b meaning “to anoint“to anoint.” It can .” It can be used adbe used adjectivallyjectivally (“the ano (“the anointed prieinted priest”; Lev. st”priepriest”; Lpriest”; Lev. 4:3), ev. 4:3), though itsthough its most comm most common form ison form is nominal ( nominal (Heb. Heb. maœsûiîah�maœsûiîah�). In the ).maœsûiîah�maœsûiîah�maœsûiîah�). In the ). In the 30 occurre30 occurrences of thnces of the term in e term in the OT, ththe OT, there is no ere is no single occsingle occurrence ofuoccoccurrenceoccurrence of the fo of the form “the Merm “the Messiah,” wissiah,” with the defth the definite artiinite article and nocle and no modifier. modifier. The bibli Th The biblicThe biblical forms aal forms are “the Lore “the Lord’s Anoinrd’s Anointed” (usedted” (used with the  with the divine namdivine name), or “mye), or “my Anointed, A Anointed,”Anointed,” “his anoi “his anointed,” andnted,” and “your ano “your anointed” (wiinted” (with pronomith pronominal suffixnal suffixes referries referring to God)ngreferrireferring referring to God). Wto God). While used hile used occasionaloccasionally of priely of priests and prsts and prophets, thophets, the term is e term is used to reuseused to reused to refer princifer principally to kpally to kings whoseings whose installat installation to offion to office includice included a rituaed a ritual anointinl anoinl anointing anointing (cf. 1 Sam(cf. 1 Sam. 10:1; 16. 10:1; 16:13).:13).:13).

The word “Messiah” is an adjectival form with a passive sense derived from the 
Hebrew verb meaning “to anoint.” It can be used adjectivally (“the anointed 
priest”; Lev. 4:3), though its most common form is nominal (Heb. 



maœsûiîah� ). In the 30 occurrences of the term in the OT, there is no single 
occurrence of the form “the Messiah,” with the definite article and no modifier. 
The biblical forms are “the Lord’s Anointed” (used with the divine name), or “my 
Anointed,” “his anointed,” and “your anointed” (with pronominal suffixes 
referring to God). While used occasionally of priests and prophets, the term is 
used to refer principally to kings whose installation to office included a ritual 
anointing (cf. 1 Sam. 10:1; 16:13).

�The use ofThe use of “the Mess “the Messiah” (or “iah” (or “the Christthe Christ”) in the ”) in the NT and subNT and subsequent Chsequent Christian liristiaChChristian Christian literatureliterature (Gk.  (Gk. MessiíasMessiías) and “the) and “the [King] Me [King] Messiah” in ssiah” in later Jewilater Jewish writingsh writinsh writings —writings — referring referring to a sing to a single figure le figure who needs who needs no more quno more qualificatioalification — presumn — presumes a histoepresumpresumes apresumes a history o history of interpref interpretation thatation that can be rt can be reconstructeconstructed, at leaed, at least in partst in part, from ext, fro, from extanfrom extant postbiblt postbiblical literical literature. “Thature. “The Messiah”e Messiah” is thus a is thus a term with term with roots in  roots in the OT butthe Othe OT but whoOT but whose meaningse meaning arises fr arises from postbibom postbiblical usaglical usage. No simpe. No simple trajectle trajectory througory througory through ththrough the OT can ae OT can account forccount for its place its place in later  in later visions anvisions and dreams od dreams of the futuf the future, nor care, futufuture, nofuture, nor can whatr can what qualifies qualifies as “messi as “messianic” be manic” be measured sieasured simply in temply in terms of a hrms of a historical istohhistoricalhistorical developme development within nt within biblical Ibiblical Israel. Refsrael. References toerences to “the Mess “the Messiah” make iah” make little senlittllittle senlittle sense, howevese, however, withoutr, without knowledge knowledge of the bi of the biblical trablical tradition.dition.dition.

The use of “the Messiah” (or “the Christ”) in the NT and subsequent 
Christian literature (Gk. Messiías) and “the [King] Messiah” in later Jewish 
writings — referring to a single figure who needs no more qualification — 
presumes a history of interpretation that can be reconstructed, at least in part, 
from extant postbiblical literature. “The Messiah” is thus a term with roots in the 
OT but whose meaning arises from postbiblical usage. No simple trajectory 
through the OT can account for its place in later visions and dreams of the 
future, nor can what qualifies as “messianic” be measured simply in terms of a 
historical development within biblical Israel. References to “the Messiah” make 
little sense, however, without knowledge of the biblical tradition.

�In early CIn early Christian ahristian and rabbinind rabbinic traditioc tradition, “the Men, “the Messiah [Kinssiah [King]” refersg]” refers to a roya to a roya to a royal figuroyal figure who wilre who will play a cl play a crucial rolrucial role in the le in the last days. ast days. For a variFor a variety of reaety of reasons, tradsons, trasons, traditionstraditions about the about the king from king from the David the Davidic line caic line came to be pme to be projected irojected into the funto the future. Whilturfufuture. Whfuture. While the kiile the king to comeng to come is not id is not identified aentified as “s “thethe Messiah”  Messiah” until the until the NT and rabNT and rNT and rabbinic wrabbinic writings, tritings, there are phere are precursors recursors of such usof such usage especiage especially in Psally in Ps. Sol. 17 . Sol. 17 (where the(wher(where the(where the coming ru coming ruler is ideler is identified asntified as “the Anoi “the Anointed of Isnted of Israel,” “thrael,” “the prince,”e prince,” or “the b or “ or “the branc“the branch of Davidh of David”).”).”).

In early Christian and rabbinic tradition, “the Messiah [King]” refers to a 
royal figure who will play a crucial role in the last days. For a variety of reasons, 
traditions about the king from the Davidic line came to be projected into the 
future. While the king to come is not identified as “the Messiah” until the NT and 
rabbinic writings, there are precursors of such usage especially in Ps. Sol. 17 
(where the coming ruler is identified as “the Anointed of Israel,” “the prince,” or 
“the branch of David”).

�In referenIn references to thices to this coming ks coming king, linguing, linguistic connistic connections wiections with “anointth “anointing” are ning” are ning” are not alwaysnot always preserved preserved. The use . The use of “the Meof “the Messiah” pressiah” presumes somesumes some knowledge knowledge of the ri of the of the ritualthe ritual of instal of installation butlation but also refl also reflects the cects the centrality entrality of certainof certain OT passag OT passages like Pses like Pes like Ps. 2, in Ps. 2, in which the which the king is idking is identified aentified as “anointes “anointed.” The NTd.” The NT, the Psal, the Psalms of Soloms of Solomon, and tmon,SoloSolomon, aSolomon, and the Qumnd the Qumran scrollran scrolls give evis give evidence thatdence that this psal this psalm was centm was central to an ral to an expectatioeexpectatioexpectation of a kinn of a king to come g to come at the endat the end of days t of days to rule in o rule in Israel. ThIsrael. This royal fis royal figure, ideigure,ffigure, idfigure, identified bentified by the psaly the psalmist as “hmist as “his [the Lois [the Lord’s] anoird’s] anointed” (Ps.nted” (Ps. 2:2) and  2:2) and “my king o“my kin“my king on Ziking on Zion” (v. 6)on” (v. 6), whom God, whom God addresses addresses as “son”  as “son” (v. 7) is (v. 7) is linked witlinked with the “seeh the “seed” God prod”“see“seed” God“seed” God promises  promises David in 2David in 2 Sam. 7:10 Sam. 7:10-14 — a ro-14 — a royal figureyal figure whose thr whose throne God prone Godone God promisGod promises to estaes to establish for blish for ever and wever and whom God lihom God likewise addkewise addresses as resses as “son.”“son.”“son.”

In references to this coming king, linguistic connections with “anointing” are 
not always preserved. The use of “the Messiah” presumes some knowledge of 
the ritual of installation but also reflects the centrality of certain OT passages like 
Ps. 2, in which the king is identified as “anointed.” The NT, the Psalms of 
Solomon, and the Qumran scrolls give evidence that this psalm was central to an 
expectation of a king to come at the end of days to rule in Israel. This royal 
figure, identified by the psalmist as “his [the Lord’s] anointed” (Ps. 2:2) and “my 
king on Zion” (v. 6), whom God addresses as “son” (v. 7) is linked with the 
“seed” God promises David in 2 Sam. 7:10-14 — a royal figure whose throne 
God promises to establish for ever and whom God likewise addresses as “son.”

�Likewise cLikewise central in entral in the constethe constellation ofllation of biblical  biblical “messianic“messianic” texts ar” texts are Gen. 49:e Gen. 49:10; Num. 2149:49:10; Num49:10; Num. 24:17; I. 24:17; Isa. 11:1; sa. 11:1; Jer. 23:5-Jer. 23:5-6; 33:14-16; 33:14-17. Each of7. Each of these pas these passages speasages speaks in a diks inks in a distiin a distinctive waynctive way about a r about a royal figuroyal figure. Later ie. Later interpreternterpreters read sucs read such passagesh passages as oracle as o as oracles, doracles, deriving theriving their meanineir meaning not fromg not from the histo the historical or lrical or literary coiterary context of tntext of the verses he vehe verses butverses but by reloca by relocating them ting them in a new iin a new interpretivnterpretive construce construct. Whatevet. Whatever Jeremiahr Jeremiah or Isaiah JeremiahJeremiah oJeremiah or Isaiah or Isaiah or the authr the authors of Genors of Genesis and Nesis and Numbers thoumbers thought, lateught, later readers r readers of the Biboof the Bibof the Bible heard tle heard their wordsheir words as predic as predictions of “tions of “the” cominthe” coming king — pg king — predictionsredictions they wove t they wove they wove together wtogether with a variith a variety of othety of other biblicaer biblical passagesl passages to form d to form distinct viistinct visions of wsionsvivisions ofvisions of what God  what God had in stohad in store for there for them.m.

Likewise central in the constellation of biblical “messianic” texts are Gen. 
49:10; Num. 24:17; Isa. 11:1; Jer. 23:5-6; 33:14-17. Each of these passages speaks 
in a distinctive way about a royal figure. Later interpreters read such passages as 
oracles, deriving their meaning not from the historical or literary context of the 
verses but by relocating them in a new interpretive construct. Whatever 
Jeremiah or Isaiah or the authors of Genesis and Numbers thought, later readers 



of the Bible heard their words as predictions of “the” coming king — predictions 
they wove together with a variety of other biblical passages to form distinct 
visions of what God had in store for them.

EschatologEschatological Varieical Varietyty

Eschatological Variety

It is usefIt is useful to distul to distinguish beinguish between “mestween “messianic” ansianic” and “eschatod “eschatological.” logical.” While “mesWhile “messianic” resian“mes“messianic“messianic” refers t” refers to a promiso a promised future,ed future, not all e not all envisioned nvisioned futures arfutures are “messiane “messianic.” Thereic.”“messian“messianic“messianic.” There w.” There were Jews were Jews whose futurhose future hopes wee hopes were investere invested in a kind in a king from theg from thg from the line othe line of David, “f David, “the Lord’sthe Lord’s anointed” anointed” (Ps. Sol. (Ps. Sol. 17). In t 17). In their visioheir visions, the kins, the king would dng woulng would deliwould deliver Israelver Israel from fore from foreign bondagign bondage (Roman) e (Roman) and establand establish an ideish an ideal kingdomal kingdom in which  kingdomkingdom inkingdom in which jus which justice wouldtice would rule. Thi rule. This “messians “messianic eschatoic eschatology” is plogy” is probably throbably the way moste ththe way mothe way most studentst students of the Bs of the Bible have ible have been taughbeen taught to thinkt to think of “messi of “messiah” and “mah” and “messianic.”e“m“messianic“messianic.”.”.”

It is useful to distinguish between “messianic” and “eschatological.” While 
“messianic” refers to a promised future, not all envisioned futures are 
“messianic.” There were Jews whose future hopes were invested in a king from 
the line of David, “the Lord’s anointed” (Ps. Sol. 17). In their visions, the king 
would deliver Israel from foreign bondage (Roman) and establish an ideal 
kingdom in which justice would rule. This “messianic eschatology” is probably 
the way most students of the Bible have been taught to think of “messiah” and 
“messianic.”

�Readers ofReaders of the OT de the OT developed a veloped a wide variewide variety of altety of alternative exrnative expectationspectations, however,, howe, however, ihowever, in which a n which a royal figuroyal figure was eitre was either compleher completely absentely absent or subort or subordinated todinated to another d toto anotherto another deliverer deliverer. The Sama. The Samaritans, e.ritans, e.g., who cog., who considered ansidered as “scriptus “scripture” only tre” only the first fhe tthe first the first five booksfive books of the Bi of the Bible, invesble, invested no hopted no hopes in a kies in a king from thng from the line of e line of David. TheDavid.David. TheDavid. Their future ir future was investwas invested in a ed in a TahebTaheb (“restore (“restorer”) in ther”) in the form of a form of a new Moses new Mose new Moses, whoMoses, whose coming se coming was underswas understood in tetood in terms of sucrms of such passagesh passages as Deut.  as Deut. 18:15-20. 18:15-2018:15-20. 18:15-20. Others whoOthers whose view ofse view of the futur the future was caste was cast in the fo in the form of bizarm of bizarre visionrre visions (apocalys (s (apocalypt(apocalyptists) ofteists) often had littn had little room fole room for a messiar a messianic figurenic figure. While th. While the author oe author of 4 Ezra ef 4 Ef 4 Ezra expecEzra expected a “Mested a “Messiah” fromsiah” from the line  the line of David, of David, the actualthe actual function  function of the royof the royal figure al fal figure is figure is limited. Alimited. At the clost the close of the 4e of the 400-year “m00-year “messianic” essianic” age, the Mage, the Messiah dieessiah dies with thes wits with the rwith the rest of theest of the created o created order, and rder, and in the agein the age to come,  to come, after the after the general regeneral resurrectionsurrreresurrectiresurrection, God alon, God alone rules one rules and judgesand judges. Some gro. Some groups expectups expected the reted the return of Eliurn of Elijah — and jaEliElijah — aElijah — and not simnd not simply as theply as the precursor precursor of the Me of the Messiah. At ssiah. At Qumran twoQumran two “anointed “anointe “anointed “anointed ones” wereones” were expected  expected — one a pr— one a priest, the iest, the other a roother a royal figureyal figure, with the, with the priest cl thethe priestthe priest clearly s clearly superior touperior to his lay c his lay counterpartounterpart. In all t. In all these caseshese cases, biblical, biblical passages  passages passages wpassages were chosenere chosen and combi and combined to fasned to fashion diverhion diverse and disse and distinct picttinct pictures of whures of whures of what was twhat was to come.o come.

Readers of the OT developed a wide variety of alternative expectations, 
however, in which a royal figure was either completely absent or subordinated 
to another deliverer. The Samaritans, e.g., who considered as “scripture” only 
the first five books of the Bible, invested no hopes in a king from the line of 
David. Their future was invested in a Taheb (“restorer”) in the form of a new 
Moses, whose coming was understood in terms of such passages as Deut. 
18:15-20. Others whose view of the future was cast in the form of bizarre visions 
(apocalyptists) often had little room for a messianic figure. While the author of 4 
Ezra expected a “Messiah” from the line of David, the actual function of the royal 
figure is limited. At the close of the 400-year “messianic” age, the Messiah dies 
with the rest of the created order, and in the age to come, after the general 
resurrection, God alone rules and judges. Some groups expected the return of 
Elijah — and not simply as the precursor of the Messiah. At Qumran two 
“anointed ones” were expected — one a priest, the other a royal figure, with 
the priest clearly superior to his lay counterpart. In all these cases, biblical 
passages were chosen and combined to fashion diverse and distinct pictures of 
what was to come.

Common TheCommon Themesmes

Common Themes

While therWhile there is remare is remarkable varikable variety among ety among eschatologeschatological visioical visions, and whns, and while evidenile evidence does noceevidenevidence devidence does not peoes not permit regarrmit regarding “the ding “the Messiah” aMessiah” as the mosts the most popular d popular deliverer, eliverer, some generssome genersome generalizationsalizations about “th about “the Messiah”e Messiah” are possi are possible.ble.ble.

While there is remarkable variety among eschatological visions, and while 
evidence does not permit regarding “the Messiah” as the most popular deliverer, 
some generalizations about “the Messiah” are possible.

�When the tWhen the term (or iterm (or its Greek eqs Greek equivalent) uivalent) is used inis used in the form  the form with a defwith a definite artiinite arinite article, warticle, whether in hether in early Chriearly Christian or rstian or rabbinic liabbinic literature, terature, it refers it refers to a royalto a royal figure —  figure — figure — the king— the king to come.  to come. There is aThere is ample evidemple evidence to indnce to indicate thaticate that in the 1s in the 1st century t century C.E.C.C.E.C.E. (and perh (and perhaps 1st ceaps 1st century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E.) those wh) those who heard tho heard the expressie expression “the Meon “the Messiah” woussiah”MeMessiah” wMessiah” would thinkould think of a king of a king — with fe — with few exceptiow exceptions, the kins, the king from thng from the line of e line of David who DDavid who David who would ariswould arise at the ee at the end of daysnd of days to save I to save Israel.srael.srael.

When the term (or its Greek equivalent) is used in the form with a definite 
article, whether in early Christian or rabbinic literature, it refers to a royal figure 
— the king to come. There is ample evidence to indicate that in the 1st century 



C.E. (and perhaps 1st century B.C.E.) those who heard the expression “the 
Messiah” would think of a king — with few exceptions, the king from the line of 
David who would arise at the end of days to save Israel.

�While therWhile there is no une is no uniformity eiformity even among ven among messianic messianic traditionstraditions, there is, there is a constel a const a constellatconstellation of bibion of biblical passlical passages that ages that appear witappear with sufficieh sufficient regularnt regularity so as ity so as to be viewto be vito be viewed as viewed as constants constants (including(including Pss. 2, 8 Pss. 2, 89, 132; 2 9, 132; 2 Sam. 7 parSam. 7 par.; Num. 24.; Num. 24:17; Gen. :17; Gen. 49:10; Isa49:149:10; Isa49:10; Isa. 11:1; Je. 11:1; Jer. 23:5-6;r. 23:5-6; 33:17-22) 33:17-22). The vari. The variety withinety within visions o visions of a messiaf a messianic futurenic futunic future is future is limited bylimited by the image the imagery approprry appropriate to a iate to a king.king.king.

While there is no uniformity even among messianic traditions, there is a 
constellation of biblical passages that appear with sufficient regularity so as to be 
viewed as constants (including Pss. 2, 89, 132; 2 Sam. 7 par.; Num. 24:17; Gen. 
49:10; Isa. 11:1; Jer. 23:5-6; 33:17-22). The variety within visions of a messianic 
future is limited by the imagery appropriate to a king.

�As a royalAs a royal figure, “ figure, “the Messiathe Messiah” must beh” must be distingui distinguished from shed from prophetic prophetic and priestand prieand priestly dpriestly deliverers eliverers who appearwho appear in eschat in eschatological tological traditions.raditions. While som While some of the te of the traits coulraitttraits coutraits could be exchld be exchanged, theanged, there was no re was no general cogeneral collapsing ollapsing of one figuf one figure into anre into another. Onlothananother. Oanother. Only later nly later could Chricould Christian intestian interpreters crpreters combine allombine all the trait the traits into ones into one figure, c figu figure, cufigure, culminating lminating with Calviwith Calvin’s threefn’s threefold officeold office of prophe of prophet, priest,t, priest, and king. and king. The emplo The em The employmentemployment of messia of messianic passagnic passages at Qumres at Qumran offers an offers a strikinga striking example o example of an eschaf an eschaf an eschatologeschatological visioical vision in whichn in which at least  at least two delivetwo deliverers are erers are expected, bxpected, both of whooth of whom are “anom am are “anoinare “anointed.”ted.”ted.”

As a royal figure, “the Messiah” must be distinguished from prophetic and 
priestly deliverers who appear in eschatological traditions. While some of the 
traits could be exchanged, there was no general collapsing of one figure into 
another. Only later could Christian interpreters combine all the traits into one 
figure, culminating with Calvin’s threefold office of prophet, priest, and king. The 
employment of messianic passages at Qumran offers a striking example of an 
eschatological vision in which at least two deliverers are expected, both of whom 
are “anointed.”

�The actualThe actual deploymen deployment of Script of Scripture in “mture in “messianic eessianic exegesis” oxegesis” often resulften resulted in theted in tted in the omissithe omission of texton of texts others ms others might have ight have regarded aregarded as central,s central, while pas while passages nevesages never recognizr nevenever reconever recognized as gnized as “messianic“messianic” could be” could be “adopted” “adopted” into inte into interpretive trpretive traditions.raditions. An exampl A An exampleAn example would be  would be the readinthe reading of Isa. g of Isa. 52-53 in C52-53 in Christian lhristian literature iterature and in theand in the Targum of Ta Targum of Targum of Isaiah as Isaiah as a referenca reference to the Me to the Messiah-Kinessiah-King. Such vag. Such variety makeriety makes it imposs it impossible to isibimposimpossibleimpossible to identi to identify precisefy precisely a singlly a single “messiane “messianic traditiic tradition” in poson” in postbiblical tbiblical Judaism, tJudaismJudaism, tJudaism, though we chough we can note than note the biblicale biblical passages  passages that seem that seem to appear to appear as constanas constants among itsconstanconstants constants among inteamong interpreters.rpreters.rpreters.

The actual deployment of Scripture in “messianic exegesis” often resulted in 
the omission of texts others might have regarded as central, while passages 
never recognized as “messianic” could be “adopted” into interpretive traditions. 
An example would be the reading of Isa. 52-53 in Christian literature and in the 
Targum of Isaiah as a reference to the Messiah-King. Such variety makes it 
impossible to identify precisely a single “messianic tradition” in postbiblical 
Judaism, though we can note the biblical passages that seem to appear as 
constants among interpreters.

�While therWhile there is consie is considerable dederable debate aboutbate about how centr how central “the Meal “the Messiah” wasssiah” was to Jewish to J to Jewish escJewish eschatologicahatological traditiol tradition, there cn, there can be littan be little doubt tle doubt that the imhat the importance aportance and centralnd cnd centralitycentrality of royal  of royal ideology hideology has been exas been exaggerated aggerated and the vaand the variety withriety within Jewish in Jewish tradition tradtradition tradition underestimunderestimated.ated.ated.

While there is considerable debate about how central “the Messiah” was to 
Jewish eschatological tradition, there can be little doubt that the importance and 
centrality of royal ideology has been exaggerated and the variety within Jewish 
tradition underestimated.

�In the casIn the case of messie of messianic tradianic tradition, as wtion, as well as allell as all other tra other traditions, tditions, the Scriptuhe Scriptures playedresScriptuScripturesScriptures played a  played a central rocentral role — but tle — but the interprhe interpretation ofetation of the bibli the biblical materical material was infal waal was influewas influenced by a nced by a variety ofvariety of factors,  factors, including including social sitsocial situation anduation and historica historical events. l eventl events. “Tevents. “The Messiahhe Messiah” exists o” exists only in parnly in particular coticular contexts. Thntexts. The precise e precise meaning ofmeaning of the term  th the term tthe term therefore dherefore depends upoepends upon those van those various contrious contexts and cexts and can be detean be determined onlrmined ormined only by atonly by attending totending to such part such particulars.iculars.iculars.

In the case of messianic tradition, as well as all other traditions, the 
Scriptures played a central role — but the interpretation of the biblical material 
was influenced by a variety of factors, including social situation and historical 
events. “The Messiah” exists only in particular contexts. The precise meaning of 
the term therefore depends upon those various contexts and can be determined 
only by attending to such particulars.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. H. CharJ. H. Charlesworth, lesworth, ed., ed., The MessiaThe Messiah: Developh: Developments in Ements in Earliest Juarliest Jarliest Judaism anJudaism and Christiad Christianitynity (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1992)lis, 1992); N. A. Da; N. A. Dahl, hl, Jesus the Jesus the Christ: ThChrist: The Historice Historical OriginsaHistoricHistoricalHistorical Origins o Origins of Christolf Christological Docogical Doctrinetrine (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1991)lis, 1991); D. Juel,; D. Juel,  Messianic Messianic Exegesis: ExegExegesis: Exegesis: ChristologChristological Interical Interpretation pretation of the Oldof the Old Testament Testament in Earlie in Earliest Christist Christianityanity (Minneapo (Minne (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1988);is, 1988); G. Vermes G. Vermes, , Jesus the Jesus the JewJew (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1981phia, 1981).).).
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MESSIANIC MESSIANIC WOESWOESWOES

MESSIANIC WOES

A tumultuoA tumultuous period us period of eschatoof eschatological dilogical distress andstress and tribulati tribulation that, aon that, according tccording to early Juo eao early Judaearly Judaism, was tism, was to precede o precede the comingthe coming of the Me of the Messiah. Chassiah. Characteristiracteristic featuresc features include a in include apinclude apostasy, waostasy, war, earthqur, earthquakes, drouakes, drought, faminght, famine, pestilee, pestilence, familnce, familial strifeial strife and betra and b and betrayal, betrayal, cosmic sigcosmic signs, increans, increasing wickesing wickedness, anddness, and the scarc the scarcity of truity of truth and wisth and wisdom. Otherdomwiswisdom. Otwisdom. Otherwise knherwise known in theown in the rabbinic  rabbinic literatureliterature as the “b as the “birth pangsirth pangs of the Me of the Messiah,” thsMeMessiah,” Messiah,” these woesthese woes lead inex lead inexorably to orably to the birth the birth of the finof the final state oal state of blessednf blessedness.ess.ess.

A tumultuous period of eschatological distress and tribulation that, according to 
early Judaism, was to precede the coming of the Messiah. Characteristic features 
include apostasy, war, earthquakes, drought, famine, pestilence, familial strife and 
betrayal, cosmic signs, increasing wickedness, and the scarcity of truth and 
wisdom. Otherwise known in the rabbinic literature as the “birth pangs of the 
Messiah,” these woes lead inexorably to the birth of the final state of blessedness.

�The concepThe concept of messit of messianic woes anic woes has OT roohas OT roots (Isa. 1ts (Isa. 13:6-8; 26:3:6-8; 26:16-19; Jer16-19; Jer. 13:21; M. 13:21. 13:21; Mic13:21; Mic. 5:2-4[MT. 5:2-4[MT 1–3]; 7:1 1–3]; 7:1–6), more –6), more generally generally in OT depiin OT depictions of ctions of the traumathe trauma associate a associatedassociated with the  with the day of theday of the Lord (e.g Lord (e.g., Joel 1:., Joel 1:15-2:11; 215-2:11; 2:30-31[3:3:30-31[3:3–4]; Zeph.–4]; Zeph. 1:14-18;  1:14 1:14-18; e1:14-18; esp. Dan. 1sp. Dan. 12:1-3).2:1-3).2:1-3).

The concept of messianic woes has OT roots (Isa. 13:6-8; 26:16-19; Jer. 
13:21; Mic. 5:2-4[MT 1–3]; 7:1–6), more generally in OT depictions of the trauma 
associated with the day of the Lord (e.g., Joel 1:15-2:11; 2:30-31[3:3–4]; Zeph. 
1:14-18; esp. Dan. 12:1-3).

�The messiaThe messianic woes pnic woes pattern finattern finds fuller ds fuller developmendevelopment in the Ot in the OT ApocryphT Apocrypha and Pseua ana and Pseudeand Pseudepigrapha (pigrapha (4 Ezra 5:14 Ezra 5:1–13; 2 Apo–13; 2 Apoc. Bar. 25c. Bar. 25-32; Jub. -32; Jub. 23:13–25; 23:13–25; Apoc. Abr.Apoc. Abr. 30:4–8; T 3 30:4–8; T.30:4–8; T. Mos. 8—9) Mos. 8—9), the Dead, the Dead Sea Scrol Sea Scrolls (1QH 3:ls (1QH 3:3–18), the3–18), the NT, and i NT, and in patristin patristic (Did. 16cpatristipatristic patristic (Did. 16:3(Did. 16:3–6; Herm. –6; Herm. Vis. 4.1–2Vis. 4.1–2; Barn. 4:; Barn. 4:3–5) and r3–5) and rabbinic (abbinic (m. Sot�am. Sot�a 9:15;  9:15 9:15; 9:15; b. Sanh.b. Sanh. 97a-98b;  97a-98b; SÁabb.SÁabb. 118a;  118a; Pesah�.Pesah�. 118a;  118a; Ketub.Ketub. 111a) lit 111a) literature.erature.erature.

The messianic woes pattern finds fuller development in the OT Apocrypha 
and Pseudepigrapha (4 Ezra 5:1–13; 2 Apoc. Bar. 25-32; Jub. 23:13–25; Apoc. Abr. 
30:4–8; T. Mos. 8—9), the Dead Sea Scrolls (1QH 3:3–18), the NT, and in 
patristic (Did. 16:3–6; Herm. Vis. 4.1–2; Barn. 4:3–5) and rabbinic (m. Sot�a  
9:15; b. Sanh. 97a-98b; SÁabb. 118a; Pesah�.  118a; Ketub. 111a) literature.

�The SynoptThe Synoptic eschatoic eschatological dilogical discourse (Mscourse (Matt. 24; Matt. 24; Mark 13; Luark 13; Luke 21) offke 21) offers a striers a sters a striking Nstriking NT parallelT parallel to the Je to the Jewish notiowish notion of messin of messianic woes anic woes (cf. the “(cf. the “beginning beginning of birth pof bof birth pangbirth pangs,” Matt. s,” Matt. 24:8; Mark24:8; Mark 13:8), as 13:8), as do the vi do the visions of tsions of the seven she seven seals, trumeals, trumpets, and pets,trumtrumpets, trumpets, and bowls and bowls (Rev. 6-16(Rev. 6-16). Numerou). Numerous other NTs other NT texts may texts may also shar also share this same this sae this same backgsame background (e.ground (e.g., Matt. 1., Matt. 10:17-23, 30:17-23, 34-36; Rom.4-36; Rom. 8:17-18;  8:17-18; 2 Cor. 4:12 Cor. 4:16-17; 1 Th6-17; 1 Thess. 3:3-5eThThess. 3:3Thess. 3:3-5).-5).-5).

The Synoptic eschatological discourse (Matt. 24; Mark 13; Luke 21) offers a 
striking NT parallel to the Jewish notion of messianic woes (cf. the “beginning of 
birth pangs,” Matt. 24:8; Mark 13:8), as do the visions of the seven seals, 
trumpets, and bowls (Rev. 6-16). Numerous other NT texts may also share this 
same background (e.g., Matt. 10:17-23, 34-36; Rom. 8:17-18; 2 Cor. 4:16-17; 1 
Thess. 3:3-5).

�In early JIn early Judaism, thudaism, the messianie messianic woes werc woes were “messiane “messianic” not beic” not because the cause the Messiah suMessiaMessiah suMessiah suffered theffered them, but becm, but because theseause these woes were woes were the neces the necessary prelusary prelude to the de to thede to the Messiathe Messiah’s arrivah’s arrival. In lighl. In light of the Ct of the Cross, howeross, however, earlyver, early Christian Christians understos understood that thod tod that the mthat the messianic wessianic woes had inoes had indeed falledeed fallen upon then upon the Messiah h Messiah himself. Asimself. As the messi the messianic commuanmessimessianic messianic community,community, these Chr these Christians anistians anticipated ticipated that just that just as the Mesas the Messiah had ssiah had suffered esuffssuffered esuffered eschatologischatological tribulcal tribulation prioation prior to his rr to his resurrectioesurrection, they aln, they also would sso would suffer the uffer ssuffer thesuffer the messianic messianic woes unti woes until their owl their own resurrecn resurrection at thtion at the Messiah’e Messiah’s second cs second coming (Actomccoming (Accoming (Acts 14:22; ts 14:22; Phil. 3:10Phil. 3:10-11; 1 Pet-11; 1 Pet. 4:12-13). 4:12-13)...

In early Judaism, the messianic woes were “messianic” not because the 
Messiah suffered them, but because these woes were the necessary prelude to 
the Messiah’s arrival. In light of the Cross, however, early Christians understood 
that the messianic woes had indeed fallen upon the Messiah himself. As the 
messianic community, these Christians anticipated that just as the Messiah had 
suffered eschatological tribulation prior to his resurrection, they also would 
suffer the messianic woes until their own resurrection at the Messiah’s second 
coming (Acts 14:22; Phil. 3:10-11; 1 Pet. 4:12-13).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. C. AlliD. C. Allison, Jr., son, Jr., The End ofThe End of the Ages  the Ages Has Come: Has Come: An Early IAn Early InterpretatnterpIInterpretaInterpretation of thtion of the Passion e Passion and Resurrand Resurrection of ection of JesusJesus (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1985phia, 1985); E. Best); E. Best, , One Body iOneOne Body iOne Body in Christ: n Christ: A Study inA Study in the Relat the Relationship ofionship of the Churc the Church to Chrish to Christ in the Et in the Epistles ofpistles of the Apost t the Apostlthe Apostle Paule Paul (London,  (London, 1955), 1301955), 130–36; C. Ge–36; C. Gempf, “The mpf, “The Imagery ofImagery of Birth Pan Birth Pangs in the gs in gs in the Newin the New Testament Testament,” ,” TynBulTynBul 45 (1994) 45 (1994): 119–35; : 119–35; D. S. RussD. S. Russell, ell, The MethodThe Method and Messa and M and Message ofMessage of Jewish Ap Jewish Apocalyptic,ocalyptic, 200 200  B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D.  100.100. OTL (Phil OTL (Philadelphia, adelphia, 1964), 2711964), 271–76.–76.271271–76.271–76.271–76.
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METALS, METALWORKING

Elements hElements having a shaving a shiny lusteriny luster that may  that may be shaped be shaped to form toto form tools and weols and weapons. Staapons. Stable metalsbStaStable metStable metals such aals such as gold ands gold and copper oc copper occur in a pcur in a pure or nature or native state.ive state. These met These metals were talsmetmetals wermetals were the earle the earliest to beiest to be widely ex widely exploited. Mploited. Most are chost are chemically remically reactive aneactive and are found ad are found are found combined wcombined with nonmetith nonmetals such aals such as oxygen as oxygen and sulfur nd sulfur in stable in stable rock ores.rock ores. The acqui ores.ores. The ores. The acquisitioacquisition and shapn and shaping of meting of metals was a als was a complicatecomplicated process d process which requwhich required deterirequrequired drequired determinatietermination and tecon and technical exphnical expertise. Meertise. Metals were tals were thus valuathus valuable in antble in antiquity. OTiquantantiquity.antiquity. OT lists  OT lists identify kidentify known metalnown metals in desces in descending ordending order of theirr of their value as  value as gold, silvgoldgold, silvgold, silver, copperer, copper, iron, ti, iron, tin, and lean, and lead.d.d.

Elements having a shiny luster that may be shaped to form tools and weapons. 
Stable metals such as gold and copper occur in a pure or native state. These 
metals were the earliest to be widely exploited. Most are chemically reactive and 
are found combined with nonmetals such as oxygen and sulfur in stable rock 
ores. The acquisition and shaping of metals was a complicated process which 
required determination and technical expertise. Metals were thus valuable in 
antiquity. OT lists identify known metals in descending order of their value as 
gold, silver, copper, iron, tin, and lead.

�Gold is thGold is the first ane first and most pred most precious metacious metal mentionel mentioned in the Bd in the Bible (Gen.ible (Gen. 2:11-12). 2:11-1 2:11-12). 2:11-12). Its distinIts distinctive lustctive luster which der which does not taoes not tarnish, togrnish, together withether with its great its great malleabil mallea malleabilimalleability, contrity, contributed to ibuted to its use in ts use in the decorathe decoration of cetion of ceremonial iremonial items (Exodtems (Exod. 25) and . 25. 25) and je25) and jewelry (Genwelry (Gen. 24:22; E. 24:22; Exod. 28:22xod. 28:22). Gold is). Gold is easily me easily melted, but lted, but it was rarit was rarely cast iely cely cast in mocast in molds becauslds because of its se of its scarcity ancarcity and subsequed subsequent value (nt value (Exod. 32:4Exod. 32:4). Typical). Typically gold waly goly gold was hgold was hammered ouammered out into a tt into a thin foil bhin foil between layetween layers of leaers of leather and ither and impressed umpressed upon surfacpuupon surfaupon surfaces of basces of base metal ore metal or wood whic wood which subsequeh subsequently glittntly glittered as inered as in the case  the case of the intoof the intof the interior wallerior walls and carvs and carvings of Soings of Solomon’s telomon’s temple (1 Kgmple (1 Kgs. 6:20-36s. 6:20-36).).).

Gold is the first and most precious metal mentioned in the Bible (Gen. 
2:11-12). Its distinctive luster which does not tarnish, together with its great 
malleability, contributed to its use in the decoration of ceremonial items (Exod. 
25) and jewelry (Gen. 24:22; Exod. 28:22). Gold is easily melted, but it was rarely 
cast in molds because of its scarcity and subsequent value (Exod. 32:4). Typically 
gold was hammered out into a thin foil between layers of leather and impressed 
upon surfaces of base metal or wood which subsequently glittered as in the case 
of the interior walls and carvings of Solomon’s temple (1 Kgs. 6:20-36).

�Silver hasSilver has long been long been valued fo valued for its reflr its reflective lusective luster and uster and used as a meed as a medium of exdium of exdium of exchange. exchange. Abraham puAbraham purchased larchased land in Machnd in Machpelah for pelah for a weight oa weight of 400 shekf 400 shekels of silels of silver (Gen. vsilsilver (Gesilver (Gen. 23:14-1n. 23:14-16) long be6) long before silvefore silver was mintr was minted into coed into coinage (Matinage (Matt. 26:15).t. 26:15). Silver wa Silv Silver wasSilver was raised to raised to form drin form drinking vesseking vessels and othls and other utilitaer utilitarian objecrian objects used byts used by the wealt the  the wealththe wealthy (Gen. 44y (Gen. 44:2) and wa:2) and was cast or s cast or hammered ohammered over base mver base materials iaterials in the manun the mann the manufacturmanufacture and decoe and decoration of ration of idols (Judidols (Judg. 17:1-4;g. 17:1-4; Acts 19:2 Acts 19:24).4).4).

Silver has long been valued for its reflective luster and used as a medium of 
exchange. Abraham purchased land in Machpelah for a weight of 400 shekels of 
silver (Gen. 23:14-16) long before silver was minted into coinage (Matt. 26:15). 
Silver was raised to form drinking vessels and other utilitarian objects used by 
the wealthy (Gen. 44:2) and was cast or hammered over base materials in the 
manufacture and decoration of idols (Judg. 17:1-4; Acts 19:24).

�Copper is Copper is a ductile a ductile metal whicmetal which was earlh was early utilizedy utilized by metall by metallurgists. Aurgists. Available ivailable in the Levaniin the Levin the Levant (Deut.ant (Deut. 8:9), it  8:9), it was used mwas used mainly for ainly for decorativedecorative work and  work and containerscontainers until tou un until touguntil tougher cuprouher cuprous alloys ls alloys like arseniike arsenical coppercal copper and bronz and bronze were deve were developed. Coeloped. Copper alloypCoCopper allCopper alloys were uoys were used by thesed by the Israelite Israelites in sacres in sacred construcd construction (Exodtion (Exod. 27:2-19;. 27:2-19; 1 Kgs. 7: 1 1 Kgs. 7:11 Kgs. 7:15), for we5), for weaponry (2 aponry (2 Chr. 12:10Chr. 12:10), and a v), and a variety of ariety of tools. Thetools. The Israelite Israelites used cops useds used coppeused copper objects r objects as a meansas a means of exchan of exchange (Ezek. ge (Ezek. 27:13), an27:13), and eventuald eventually copper ly copper became thebbecame thebecame the metal of  metal of small coinsmall coinage (Mark age (Mark 12:42).12:42).12:42).

Copper is a ductile metal which was early utilized by metallurgists. Available 
in the Levant (Deut. 8:9), it was used mainly for decorative work and containers 
until tougher cuprous alloys like arsenical copper and bronze were developed. 
Copper alloys were used by the Israelites in sacred construction (Exod. 27:2-19; 
1 Kgs. 7:15), for weaponry (2 Chr. 12:10), and a variety of tools. The Israelites 
used copper objects as a means of exchange (Ezek. 27:13), and eventually copper 
became the metal of small coinage (Mark 12:42).

�Iron is a Iron is a utilitariautilitarian metal con metal commonly foummonly found in Canand in Canaan (Deut. an (Deut. 8:9). This8:9). This metal was metal w metal was known was known prior to iprior to its extensits extensive utilizave utilization in thtion in the period oe period of the Israf the Israelite monaelite monarchy. Ironrchymonamonarchy. monarchy. Iron supplIron supplanted bronanted bronze when thze when the refininge refining process w process was improveas improved along wid along wd along with the pwith the product. Throduct. The Israelite Israelites employees employed iron tood iron tools in masols in masonry (Deut.nry (Deut. 27:5; 1 K 27:5; 1 Kgs. 7:9), gsKKgs. 7:9),Kgs. 7:9), carpentry carpentry (2 Sam. 1 (2 Sam. 12:31; 1 Ch2:31; 1 Chr. 22:3), r. 22:3), agronomy (agronomy (1 Sam. 13:1 Sam. 13:20), and w20), and weaponry.eawweaponry.weaponry.weaponry.

Iron is a utilitarian metal commonly found in Canaan (Deut. 8:9). This metal 
was known prior to its extensive utilization in the period of the Israelite 
monarchy. Iron supplanted bronze when the refining process was improved along 
with the product. The Israelites employed iron tools in masonry (Deut. 27:5; 1 
Kgs. 7:9), carpentry (2 Sam. 12:31; 1 Chr. 22:3), agronomy (1 Sam. 13:20), and 
weaponry.

�Tin is rarTin is rarely mentioely mentioned in thened in the Bible. It Bible. It was gener was generally imporally imported to theted to the Levant, w Levant, w Levant, where its where its primary imprimary importance wportance was as an aas as an alloy in thlloy in the manufacte manufacture of broure of bronze. Whilenze. Whilenze. While usedWhile used with copp with copper, and noer, and not readily t readily available available from localfrom local sources,  sources, it was lisit was listed after ted ated after ironafter iron as a part as a part of the Is of the Israelite plraelite plunder in tunder in the Transjohe Transjordan (Num.rdan (Num. 31:22) an 31:22) and a commodd a cd a commodity commodity for which for which the Israelthe Israelites tradeites traded (Ezek. 2d (Ezek. 27:12).7:12).7:12).

Tin is rarely mentioned in the Bible. It was generally imported to the Levant, 
where its primary importance was as an alloy in the manufacture of bronze. 
While used with copper, and not readily available from local sources, it was listed 
after iron as a part of the Israelite plunder in the Transjordan (Num. 31:22) and a 



commodity for which the Israelites traded (Ezek. 27:12).

�Lead is a Lead is a dense but dense but soft grey soft grey metal. Itsmetal. Its weight wa weight was a positis a positive attribuve attribute that lete that led to its udleled to itsled to its use in si use in sinkers for nkers for fishing nefishing nets (Exod. ts (Exod. 15:10) and15:10) and as weight as weights (Zech. 5s (Zech. 5:7). The s:7). Th:7). The softneThe softness of the ss of the metal alsometal also made it a made it a possible  possible writing suwriting surface for rface for permanent permanent documents docdocuments documents (Job 19:24(Job 19:24). Its low). Its low melting p melting point made oint made it a usefuit a useful flux in l flux in the refinethe refinement of simentrefinerefinementrefinement of silver of silver and a che and a cheap componeap component incorpont incorporated in arated in alloys usedlloys used for coins for coins and cutle a and cutlerand cutlery.y.y.

Lead is a dense but soft grey metal. Its weight was a positive attribute that 
led to its use in sinkers for fishing nets (Exod. 15:10) and as weights (Zech. 5:7). 
The softness of the metal also made it a possible writing surface for permanent 
documents (Job 19:24). Its low melting point made it a useful flux in the 
refinement of silver and a cheap component incorporated in alloys used for coins 
and cutlery.

�MetalworkiMetalworking and metng and metalworkers alworkers were not uwere not uniformly hniformly held in higeld in high regard ah regard among the Imonaamong the among the IsraelitesIsraelites, and cert, and certainly not ainly not as highly as highly as they weas they were held byre held by other peo other peoples. Thosplespeopeoples. Tpeoples. Those who whose who worked in norked in nonferrous onferrous metals andmetals and made fine made finely finishely finished productsd producd products wproducts were held iere held in renown (n renown (1 Kgs. 7:11 Kgs. 7:13; Exod. 33; Exod. 31:2-6). Th1:2-6). The working e working conditionsconditionsconditionsconditions of those  of those who proceswho processed ore ansed ore and hammeredd hammered hot metal hot metal were not  were not glamorous glamorglamorous glamorous (Isa. 44:1(Isa. 44:12). The Is2). The Israelites rraelites recognized ecognized that all sthat all smiths weremiths were mere mort mere mortals (Isa. alsmortmortals (Imortals (Isa. 54:16)sa. 54:16). Writers . Writers of OT histof OT history and anory and ancient genecient generals recograls recognized metanized metallurgy as llumetametallurgymetallurgy as a stra as a strategic craftegic craft producint producing necessarg necessary tools any tools and weapons d weapons (1 Sam. 13(1 Sam. 13:19; 2 Kgs:11313:19; 2 K13:19; 2 Kgs. 24:14;gs. 24:14; Jer. 24:1 Jer. 24:1). Israeli). Israelite prophette prophets castigats castigated metalwoed metalworkers who rkers who formed hapformformed hapformed hapless idolsless idols (Jer. 10: (Jer. 10:9, 14; Isa9, 14; Isa. 40:19; 4. 40:19; 41:7; 46:6-1:7; 46:6-7) but als7) but also depictedo depicted God as a  God a God as a metalas a metalworker whoworker who shaped an shaped and refined d refined his peoplehis people through t through their natioheir national experinal experinal experienceexperience (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 24:14). Met4:14). Metalworking alworking is depicteis depicted in the Bd in the Bible as beible as being formating formatively shapiveformatformativelformatively shaped by shaped by Tubal-cay Tubal-cain (Gen. 4in (Gen. 4:22).:22).:22).

Metalworking and metalworkers were not uniformly held in high regard 
among the Israelites, and certainly not as highly as they were held by other 
peoples. Those who worked in nonferrous metals and made finely finished 
products were held in renown (1 Kgs. 7:13; Exod. 31:2-6). The working 
conditions of those who processed ore and hammered hot metal were not 
glamorous (Isa. 44:12). The Israelites recognized that all smiths were mere 
mortals (Isa. 54:16). Writers of OT history and ancient generals recognized 
metallurgy as a strategic craft producing necessary tools and weapons (1 Sam. 
13:19; 2 Kgs. 24:14; Jer. 24:1). Israelite prophets castigated metalworkers who 
formed hapless idols (Jer. 10:9, 14; Isa. 40:19; 41:7; 46:6-7) but also depicted God 
as a metalworker who shaped and refined his people through their national 
experience (2 Kgs. 24:14). Metalworking is depicted in the Bible as being 
formatively shaped by Tubal-cain (Gen. 4:22).

�ArchaeologArchaeologists find ists find metalworkimetalworking to provng to provide a crudide a crude chronomee chronometer as theter as the prominent pro prominent prominent utilitariautilitarian metals pn metals proceeded froceeded from copperrom copper, to bronz, to bronze, to irone, to iron with the  with the developmendedevelopmendevelopment of metalt of metallurgical tlurgical technology.echnology. The utili The utilization of zation of native metnative metals for orals for ornamentationamorornamentatornamentation is artion is artifactuallyifactually evidenced evidenced as early  as early as the 8thas the 8th millenniu millennium and throm and throughout theughthrothroughoutthroughout the Neoli the Neolithic periothic period when mosd when most tools wet tools were made ofre made of hard ston hard stones. Metal es. Metaes. Metal toolMetal tools supplants supplanted lithicsed lithics as they p as they possessed sossessed superior quuperior qualities toalities to stone. Th stone. The acquisite acqe acquisitioacquisition of metaln of metals requireds required the locat the location and coion and collection ollection of metal-rif metal-rich ores. Och ores. Ore was there wre was then cwas then crushed, grrushed, ground to a ound to a powder, anpowder, and heated td heated to extract o extract the metal.the metal. Pyrotechn Pyrotech PyrotechnoPyrotechnology was ilogy was important important in the extrn the extraction proaction process whichcess which is the in is the initial taskitial task of metalw of of metalwoof metalworkers. Simrkers. Simple fires ple fires were hot ewere hot enough to mnough to melt gold aelt gold and for thend for the sintering sintering of copper o of copper.of copper. Bowl-shap Bowl-shaped, clay-led, clay-lined furnained furnaces with aces with air forced ir forced through blthrough blow pipes fow pipes facilitatedaciffacilitatefacilitated the smeld the smelting of coting of copper in thpper in the Early Bre Early Bronze perioonze period. The mold. The molten copperten copper could be  co could be scould be separated feparated from the lirom the lighter nonmghter nonmetallic sletallic slag which fag which floated aboloated above it. In ve it. In the Late Bthe Lthe Late BronzLate Bronze period se period shaft furnahaft furnaces with bces with bellows forellows forcing a dracing a draught were ught were developed developed which werewwhich werewhich were hotter an hotter and producedd produced larger qu larger quantities oantities of copper. f copper. In these fIn these furnaces thurnaces the molten se ththe moltenthe molten slag coul slag could be draind be drained off. Ined off. In the Iron  the Iron Age the usAge the use of charce of charcoal was imoal was important, iporimimportant,important, in that i in that it created t created heat and cheat and carbon monoarbon monoxide, makixide, making a reducng a reducing atmosping atmosphere whichhatmospatmosphereatmosphere which hel which helped to purped to purify iron. ify iron. These furnThese furnaces were aces were not hot ennot hot enough to liough to liough to liquefy irliquefy iron, but thon, but they were hoey were hot enough tt enough to melt awao melt away impuritiy impurities and proes and produce iron duce iron blooms. Afbblooms. Afblooms. After basic ter basic extractionextraction processes processes, furnaces, furnaces were stil were still importanl important in the rt in the refinement efinrrefinementrefinement of metals of metals. At times. At times, material, materials such as s such as iron oxideiron oxide in copper in copper productio production and leadn productioproductionproduction and lead  and lead oxide in soxide in silver prodilver production wouuction would be addeld be added to act ad to act as a flux, s a flux, drawing imdradrawing imdrawing impurities fpurities from moltenrom molten metals. R metals. Refined metefined metals were aals were at times alt times alloyed to ployed to produce iterpproduce itproduce items which ems which required mrequired metals of cetals of certain chaertain characteristiracteristics either cs either in manufacin manufacture or intumanufacmanufacturmanufacture or in the or in the final pre final products. Broducts. Bronze, a mionze, a mixture of cxture of copper and opper and tin, e.g.,tin, e.g., is superi is su is superior isuperior in casting n casting and producand produces a toughes a tougher producter product. Gold mix. Gold mixed with sied with silver produlver produces a tougcproduproduces aproduces a tougher b tougher but cheaperut cheaper product. product.

Archaeologists find metalworking to provide a crude chronometer as the 
prominent utilitarian metals proceeded from copper, to bronze, to iron with the 
development of metallurgical technology. The utilization of native metals for 
ornamentation is artifactually evidenced as early as the 8th millennium and 
throughout the Neolithic period when most tools were made of hard stones. 
Metal tools supplanted lithics as they possessed superior qualities to stone. The 
acquisition of metals required the location and collection of metal-rich ores. Ore 
was then crushed, ground to a powder, and heated to extract the metal. 
Pyrotechnology was important in the extraction process which is the initial task 
of metalworkers. Simple fires were hot enough to melt gold and for the sintering 
of copper. Bowl-shaped, clay-lined furnaces with air forced through blow pipes 
facilitated the smelting of copper in the Early Bronze period. The molten copper 
could be separated from the lighter nonmetallic slag which floated above it. In the 
Late Bronze period shaft furnaces with bellows forcing a draught were developed 
which were hotter and produced larger quantities of copper. In these furnaces 
the molten slag could be drained off. In the Iron Age the use of charcoal was 
important, in that it created heat and carbon monoxide, making a reducing 
atmosphere which helped to purify iron. These furnaces were not hot enough to 
liquefy iron, but they were hot enough to melt away impurities and produce iron 
blooms. After basic extraction processes, furnaces were still important in the 



refinement of metals. At times, materials such as iron oxide in copper 
production and lead oxide in silver production would be added to act as a flux, 
drawing impurities from molten metals. Refined metals were at times alloyed to 
produce items which required metals of certain characteristics either in 
manufacture or in the final products. Bronze, a mixture of copper and tin, e.g., is 
superior in casting and produces a tougher product. Gold mixed with silver 
produces a tougher but cheaper product.

Jabal HamrJabal Hamrat Fidan (at Fidan (Site 120, Site 120, Area C), aArea C), a Pre-potte Pre-pottery Neolithry Neolithic settlemic settlement involvent involved in the edinvolvinvolved iinvolved in the procn the procurement anurement and exchanged exchange of copper of copper ore and g ore and gateway to ateway to the Faynanthe Faynthe Faynan disFaynan district of strict of southern Joouthern Jordan, largrdan, largest sourceest source of copper of copper ore in th ore in the southerne southern Levantine Le Levantine Levantine mainland (mainland (Jabal HamrJabal Hamrat Fidan pat Fidan project)roject)

Jabal Hamrat Fidan (Site 120, Area C), a Pre-pottery Neolithic settlement 
involved in the procurement and exchange of copper ore and gateway to the 

Faynan district of southern Jordan, largest source of copper ore in the southern 
Levantine mainland (Jabal Hamrat Fidan project)

�The physicThe physical shapingal shaping of metal  of metal is the secis the second part oond part of metallurf metallurgy. Initiagy. Initially technilly techniques incluqtechnitechniquestechniques included  included cold hammecold hammering, grinring, grinding, and ding, and polishing.polishing. From ingo From ingots of ductts of ductile metalsileductductile meductile metals contatals containers couliners could be raised be raised by hammed by hammering and pring and plate metallate metal could be  could be formed whifoformed whiformed which could bch could be decoratee decorated in repoud in repoussé. In adssé. In addition to dition to chasing dechasing designs on ssigns on surfaces, tussurfaces, surfaces, they couldthey could also be b also be burnished wurnished with hard, ith hard, smooth stosmooth stones. On cones. On complex vessmplex vessmplex vessels devessels decorative scorative spouts and pouts and handles wehandles were put in re put in place eithplace either by riveer by rivets or soldts or soldering witherinsoldsoldering soldering with a sofwith a softer metal ter metal alloy. Casalloy. Casting of liting of liquefied mequefied metals was atals was an option kn option known in thnowkknown in tknown in the 4th milhe 4th millennium. Slennium. Simple openimple open molds cut molds cut into ston into stone or shapee or shaped in clay d in clay allowed foaallowed foallowed for the massr the mass productio production of objecn of objects like brts like bronze axe honze axe heads. The eads. The lost wax mlost wax method of cemmethod of method of casting ancasting and core casd core casting of lating of large objectrge objects made poss made possible the sible the manufacturmanufacture of metalemanufacturmanufacturmanufacture of metale of metal objects o objects of complex f complex shape withshape with an econom an economy of work y of work and valuaband valuand valuable mvaluable metal. In tetal. In the workinghe working of refine of refined metals, d metals, heat contiheat continued to benued to be important important in anneal in in annealiin annealing, weldinng, welding, shapingg, shaping, and temp, and tempering metaering metals. In thels. In the developme development of bothnt of both the extra th the extracthe extraction of metion of metals and itals and its physicats physical manipulal manipulation the ition the ingenuity ongenuity of peoples f peoples from the pfromfrom the pfrom the past is exhast is exhibited.ibited.ibited.

The physical shaping of metal is the second part of metallurgy. Initially 
techniques included cold hammering, grinding, and polishing. From ingots of 
ductile metals containers could be raised by hammering and plate metal could be 
formed which could be decorated in repoussé. In addition to chasing designs on 
surfaces, they could also be burnished with hard, smooth stones. On complex 
vessels decorative spouts and handles were put in place either by rivets or 
soldering with a softer metal alloy. Casting of liquefied metals was an option 
known in the 4th millennium. Simple open molds cut into stone or shaped in clay 
allowed for the mass production of objects like bronze axe heads. The lost wax 
method of casting and core casting of large objects made possible the 
manufacture of metal objects of complex shape with an economy of work and 
valuable metal. In the working of refined metals, heat continued to be important 
in annealing, welding, shaping, and tempering metals. In the development of both 
the extraction of metals and its physical manipulation the ingenuity of peoples 
from the past is exhibited.

Robert W. Robert W. SmithSmith

Robert W. Smith

METHEG-AMMMETHEG-AMMAHAH (Heb.  (Heb. met�eg� hamet�eg� haœ}amma®œ}amma®)))

METHEG-AMMAH (Heb. met�eg� haœ}amma® )

A Hebrew pA Hebrew phrase of uhrase of uncertain mncertain meaning (lieaning (lit., “the bt., “the bridle of aridle of a cubit”; 2 cubit”; 2 Sam. 8:1) Sam. 8:1). As a pro. As. As a propeAs a proper noun (sor noun (so NRSV, NJP NRSV, NJPSV, REB), SV, REB), it refers it refers to a town to a town which Daviwhich David took frod took frd took from Philifrom Philistine contstine control, but nrol, but no town by o town by this name this name is known eis known elsewhere. lsewhere. The renderThe renderThe rendering rendering of the phrof the phrase by earase by earlier commelier commentators asntators as “control  “control of the motof the mother city” her city” is commonlisis commonlis commonly rejectedy rejected. The para. The parallel passallel passage in 1 Chge in 1 Chr. 18:1 rer. 18:1 refers to “Gfers to “Gath and itath and its daughters ds daughter vdaughter villages” (illages” (LXX “pastuLXX “pasture-land,” re-land,” reading Hereading Heb. b. migraœsûmigraœsû); this is); this is the meani the mean the meaning exmeaning expected fropected from the contm the context of 2 Sext of 2 Samuel. Somamuel. Some scholarse scholars argue tha argue that the phrat the phrt the phrase shophrase should be intuld be interpreted aerpreted as a metaphs a metaphor for rulor for ruling; i.e.,ing; i.e., David bro David broke the Phike the Philistine helistiPhiPhilistinePhilistine hegemony  hegemony over the lover the land.and.and.

A Hebrew phrase of uncertain meaning (lit., “the bridle of a cubit”; 2 Sam. 8:1). 
As a proper noun (so NRSV, NJPSV, REB), it refers to a town which David took 
from Philistine control, but no town by this name is known elsewhere. The 
rendering of the phrase by earlier commentators as “control of the mother city” 
is commonly rejected. The parallel passage in 1 Chr. 18:1 refers to “Gath and its 
daughter villages” (LXX “pasture-land,” reading Heb. migraœsû); this is the 
meaning expected from the context of 2 Samuel. Some scholars argue that the 
phrase should be interpreted as a metaphor for ruling; i.e., David broke the 
Philistine hegemony over the land.



Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

METHUSELAHMETHUSELAH (Heb.  (Heb. meït�u®sûemeït�u®sûellah�llah�  Gk. Gk. MathousalaMathousalaéé)))

METHUSELAH (Heb. meït�u®sûellah�  
Gk. Mathousalaé)

The son ofThe son of Enoch and Enoch and father of father of Lamech in Lamech in the linea the lineage of Sethge of Seth (Gen. 5:2 (Gen. 5:21-27; 1 Ch1-27; 1 Chr. 1:3). OrChChr. 1:3).Chr. 1:3). Of the ex Of the extremely lotremely long-lived png-lived people befoeople before the Flore the Flood, Methusod, Methuselah is crelah is credited witedcrcredited wcredited with the loith the longest lifengest life, 969 year, 969 years. He is ns. He is named amongamed among the ances the ancestors of Jetors of Jesus (Luke susJeJesus (LukJesus (Luke 3:37).e 3:37).

The son of Enoch and father of Lamech in the lineage of Seth (Gen. 5:21-27; 1 
Chr. 1:3). Of the extremely long-lived people before the Flood, Methuselah is 
credited with the longest life, 969 years. He is named among the ancestors of 
Jesus (Luke 3:37).

METHUSHAELMETHUSHAEL (Heb.  (Heb. meït�u®sûameït�u®sûaœ}eälœ}eäl)))

METHUSHAEL (Heb. meït�u®sûaœ}eäl )

The son ofThe son of Mehujael  Mehujael and fatherand father of Lamech of Lamech; great-gr; great-grandson of andson of Enoch in tEnoch in the lineagehe lineage of Cain ( o of Cain (Gof Cain (Gen. 4:18).en. 4:18). Similarit Similarity has beeny has been noted to  noted to MethuselahMethuselah, father o, father of Lamech af Lamech and son of ndaand son ofand son of Enoch in  Enoch in the lineagthe lineage of Seth e of Seth (Gen. 5:21(Gen. 5:21, 25)., 25).

The son of Mehujael and father of Lamech; great-grandson of Enoch in the lineage 
of Cain (Gen. 4:18). Similarity has been noted to Methuselah, father of Lamech 
and son of Enoch in the lineage of Seth (Gen. 5:21, 25).

MEUNIM, MEMEUNIM, MEUNITESUNITES (Heb.  (Heb. meï{u®niîmmeï{u®niîm)))

MEUNIM, MEUNITES (Heb. meï{u®niîm)

A TransjorA Transjordanian peodanian people, permaple, permanently extnently exterminated erminated by Israeliby Israelite clans ste clans seeking paseeking pasture land tupaspasture lapasture land for thend for their flocks ir flocks (1 Chr. 4:(1 Chr. 4:41). In 2 41). In 2 Chr. 26:7 Chr. 26:7 they are othey are one of the ne of the groups in groupgroups in groups in Philistia Philistia overcome bovercome by King Uzzy King Uzziah of Judiah of Judah. Ezra 2ah. Ezra 2:50 = Neh.:50 = Neh. 7:52 incl 7:52 includes Meuniudeinclincludes Mincludes Meunim in aeunim in a list of t list of temple servemple servants returants returning to Jening to Jerusalem afrusalem after the Exter the Exile. Here ile. ExExile. HerExile. Here the terme the term, like mos, like most in the lt in the list, probaist, probably refersbly refers to a grou to a group among thp among the temple se tee temple sertemple servants, pervants, perhaps from haps from the town othe town of Maon.f Maon.f Maon.

A Transjordanian people, permanently exterminated by Israelite clans seeking 
pasture land for their flocks (1 Chr. 4:41). In 2 Chr. 26:7 they are one of the 
groups in Philistia overcome by King Uzziah of Judah. Ezra 2:50 = Neh. 7:52 
includes Meunim in a list of temple servants returning to Jerusalem after the 
Exile. Here the term, like most in the list, probably refers to a group among the 
temple servants, perhaps from the town of Maon.

John KaltnJohn Kaltnerer

John Kaltner

MEZAHABMEZAHAB (Heb.  (Heb. meî zaœhaœmeî zaœhaœb�b�)))

MEZAHAB (Heb. meî zaœhaœb� )

The grandmThe grandmother or gother or grandfatherrandfather of Meheta of Mehetabel, the wbel, the wife of Kinife of King Hadar (Hg Hadar (Hadad) of Eadad) of adad) of Edom (Gof Edom (Gen. 36:39;en. 36:39; 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:50). The n50). The name (“wateame (“waters of goldrs of gold”) may rep”) may represent a present a present a place.place.

The grandmother or grandfather of Mehetabel, the wife of King Hadar (Hadad) 
of Edom (Gen. 36:39; 1 Chr. 1:50). The name (“waters of gold”) may represent a 
place.

MEZOBAITEMEZOBAITE (Heb.  (Heb. hammeïs�oœhammeïs�oœb�aœya®b�aœya®)))

MEZOBAITE (Heb. hammeïs�oœb�aœya® )

A gentilicA gentilic ascribed  ascribed to Jaasielto Jaasiel, one of D, one of David’s Chaavid’s Champions (1 mpions (1 Chr. 11:47Chr. 11:47). It shou). It should perhapsld peld perhaps beperhaps be emended t emended to o mis�s�oœb�mis�s�oœb�a®,a®, “from Zob “from Zobah” (cf. 1ah” (cf. 1 Chr. 18:3 Chr. 18:3).).

A gentilic ascribed to Jaasiel, one of David’s Champions (1 Chr. 11:47). It should 
perhaps be emended to mis�s�oœb�a®,  “from Zobah” (cf. 1 Chr. 18:3).

MEZUZAHMEZUZAHMEZUZAH

MEZUZAH

The side pThe side posts of a osts of a city gate,city gate, door of a door of a building, building, or a wind or a window (Heb. ow (Heb. meïzu®za®meïzu®za®). The Isr)meïzu®za®meïzu®za®)meïzu®za®). The Isra. The Israelites werelites were instructe instructed to writed to write God’s coe God’s commands on mmands on their doortheir dotheir doorposts doorposts (Deut. 6:6(Deut. 6:6-9). Event-9). Eventually the ually the term came term came to refer tto refer to the commo the commandments tandments commcommandmencommandments that wets that were affixedre affixed to the do to the doorpost or,orpost or, in later  in later Jewish traJewish tradition, thdition, the glass ore ththe glass the glass or metal ror metal receptacle eceptacle affixed toaffixed to the right the right-hand door-hand door post of t post of the outer ehe outer entrance ofntraeentrance oentrance of a house f a house and contaiand containing a parning a parchment upochment upon which cen which certain wordrtain words from Deus from Ds from Deut. 6:4-Deut. 6:4-9; 11:13-29; 11:13-21 were wri1 were written. A metten. A mezuzah parczuzah parchment was hment was discovereddiscovered at Qumran at Qum at Qumran.Qumran.Qumran.

The side posts of a city gate, door of a building, or a window (Heb. 
meïzu®za®). The Israelites were instructed to write God’s commands on their 
doorposts (Deut. 6:6-9). Eventually the term came to refer to the 
commandments that were affixed to the doorpost or, in later Jewish tradition, 
the glass or metal receptacle affixed to the right-hand door post of the outer 
entrance of a house and containing a parchment upon which certain words from 



Deut. 6:4-9; 11:13-21 were written. A mezuzah parchment was discovered at 
Qumran.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. I. RabiL. I. Rabinowitz, “Mnowitz, “Mezuzah,” ezuzah,” EncJudEncJud (New York (New York, 1972), 1, 1972), 11:1474–77.1:147111:1474–7711:1474–77...

Bibliography. L. I. Rabinowitz, “Mezuzah,” EncJud (New York, 1972), 
11:1474–77.

Michael A.Michael A. Grisanti Grisanti

Michael A. Grisanti

MIBHARMIBHAR (Heb.  (Heb. mib�h�aœrmib�h�aœr)))

MIBHAR (Heb. mib�h�aœr )

One of DavOne of David’s Mightid’s Mighty Men; they Men; the son of Ha son of Hagri (1 Chrgri (1 Chr. 11:38).. 11:38).

One of David’s Mighty Men; the son of Hagri (1 Chr. 11:38).

MIBSAMMIBSAM (Heb.  (Heb. mib�síaœmmib�síaœm)))

MIBSAM (Heb. mib�síaœm )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Ishmael; eIshmael; eponymous aponymous ancestor ofncestor of an Arabia an Arabian people (n people (Gen. 25:13Gen. 25:13; 1 Chr. 1; 1; 1 Chr. 1:21 Chr. 1:29).9).9).

1. A son of Ishmael; eponymous ancestor of an Arabian people (Gen. 25:13; 
1 Chr. 1:29).

�2.2. A Simeoni A Simeonite, the sote, the son of Shalln of Shallum and fatum and father of Misher of Mishma (1 Chrhma (1 Chr. 4:25). T. 4:25). The mentionhe mhe mention ofmention of Mibsam an Mibsam and Mishma ad Mishma also at 1 Clso at 1 Chr. 1:29-3hr. 1:29-30 may sugg0 may suggest some rest some relationshielationshrrelationshrelationship betweenip between Simeonite Simeonite and Ishma and Ishmaelite clanelite clans.s.

2. A Simeonite, the son of Shallum and father of Mishma (1 Chr. 4:25). The 
mention of Mibsam and Mishma also at 1 Chr. 1:29-30 may suggest some 
relationship between Simeonite and Ishmaelite clans.

MIBZARMIBZAR (Heb.  (Heb. mib�s�aœrmib�s�aœr)))

MIBZAR (Heb. mib�s�aœr )

An EdomiteAn Edomite chief (Ge chief (Gen. 36:42; n. 36:42; 1 Chr. 1:51 Chr. 1:53). The na3). The name (“fortime (“fortified city”fied city”) probably) probably represent re representsrepresents a place ( a place (cf. Ps. 10cf. Ps. 108:10[MT 118:10[MT 11]), perhap]), perhaps Mabsara s Mabsara in northerin northern Edom (cfn Edom (cf. Eusebius. (cf(cf. Euseb(cf. Eusebius ius Onom.Onom. 124.20–21 124.20–21, in the r, in the region of Gegion of Gebalena anebalena and subject d subject to Petra) to Petra) or Bozrah or Bor Bozrah in Bozrah in Moab.Moab.

An Edomite chief (Gen. 36:42; 1 Chr. 1:53). The name (“fortified city”) probably 
represents a place (cf. Ps. 108:10[MT 11]), perhaps Mabsara in northern Edom 
(cf. Eusebius Onom. 124.20–21, in the region of Gebalena and subject to Petra) or 
Bozrah in Moab.

MICAMICA (Heb.  (Heb. miîk�aœ}miîk�aœ}) (also MI) (also MICAH)CAH)CAH)

MICA (Heb. miîk�aœ} ) (also MICAH)

�1.1. The son o The son of Mephibosf Mephibosheth (Meriheth (Meribbaal) andbbaal) and grandson  grandson of Jonathaof Jonathan (2 Sam. n (2 Sam. 9:12). He 9:19:12). He 9:12). He is called is called Micah (Micah (33) at 1 Chr) at 1 Chr. 8:34-35;. 8:34-35; 9:40-41. 9:40-41. 9:40-41.

1. The son of Mephibosheth (Meribbaal) and grandson of Jonathan (2 Sam. 
9:12). He is called Micah (3) at 1 Chr. 8:34-35; 9:40-41.

�2.2. The fathe The father of Mattar of Mattaniah, a poniah, a postexilic Lstexilic Levite of tevite of the lineagehe lineage of Asaph  of Asaph (1 Chr. 9:(1 Chr. (1 Chr. 9:15;Chr. 9:15; Neh. 11:1 Neh. 11:17).7).7).

2. The father of Mattaniah, a postexilic Levite of the lineage of Asaph (1 
Chr. 9:15; Neh. 11:17).

�3.3. A Levite  A Levite who particwho participated in ipated in the sealinthe sealing of the ng of the new covenanew covenant under Net under Nehemiah (NehemNeNehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:11Neh. 10:11 [MT 12]). [MT 12]).

3. A Levite who participated in the sealing of the new covenant under 
Nehemiah (Neh. 10:11 [MT 12]).

�4.4. The fathe The father of Mattar of Mattaniah and aniah and ancestor ofncestor of Uzzi, a p Uzzi, a postexilic ostexilic Levite of Levite of the lineagthe linethe lineage oflineage of Asaph (Ne Asaph (Neh. 11:22).h. 11:22). He may be He may be the same  the same as as 2 2 above or Mabove or Micaiah (icaiah (5; 5; Neh. 12:35NehNeh. 12:35Neh. 12:35).).

4. The father of Mattaniah and ancestor of Uzzi, a postexilic Levite of the 
lineage of Asaph (Neh. 11:22). He may be the same as 2 above or Micaiah (5; 
Neh. 12:35).

MICAHMICAH (Heb.  (Heb. miîk�a®miîk�a®) (also MI) (also MICA, MICAIACA, MICAIAH)H)H)

MICAH (Heb. miîk�a® ) (also MICA, MICAIAH)

�1.1. A man of  A man of the Ephraithe Ephraimite hill mite hill country, lcountry, living duriiving during the perng the period of theiod of the judges, w judges, judges, whjudges, whose story ose story explains texplains the foundinhe founding of the sg of the shrine and hrine and city of Dacity of Dan (Judg. 1n (Judg. 17-18). Acc7-18117-18). Ac17-18). According tocording to the story the story, Micah st, Micah stole 1100 pole 1100 pieces of sieces of silver fromilver from his mothe his mother. Upon rer. mothemother. Upmother. Upon return on return of the silof the silver, she dver, she dedicated 2edicated 200 pieces 00 pieces to the Lorto the Lord and gaved and gave them to M t them to Mithem to Micah to makcah to make a moltene a molten and a gra and a graven image.ven image. Micah als Micah also made a so made a shrine wherhrine whehrine where he swhere he set up the et up the images aloimages along with teng with teraphim andraphim and an ephod  an ephod (Judg. 17:(Judg. 17:1-5). He c1-5). He consecratedocconsecrateconsecrated one of hd one of his sons tois sons to be a prie be a priest. Later,st. Later, a young L a young Levite fromevite from Bethlehem Bethlehem, who was , w, who was sowho was sojourning ijourning in Micah’s n Micah’s home, becahome, became Micah’sme Micah’s priest. M priest. Micah paid icah paid him wages him wageshim wages and wages and adopted hiadopted him as his om as his own son (Juwn son (Judg. 17:7-1dg. 17:7-12). After 2). After a while, fa while, five Daniteive Danites, who wers, ws, who were swho were searching fearching for a placeor a place for the c for the clan to setlan to settle, lodgetle, lodged at Micahd at Micah’s house. ’s house. They soughTheThey soughThey sought guidancet guidance from his  from his priest, repriest, received a pceived a positive reositive response, ansponse, and departedd departed to spy ou t to spy outto spy out the count the country of Laisry of Laish (Judg. 1h (Judg. 18:2-6). Wh8:2-6). When a 600-pen a 600-person armyerson army of Danite of Danites returnedsDaniteDanites reDanites returned to turned to take Laishtake Laish, they sto, they stole Micah’sle Micah’s idols, ep idols, ephod, and thod, and teraphim aneraphim and persuaded pd persuaded persuaded the young the young Levite to Levite to be their pbe their priest (Judriest (Judg. 18:14-2g. 18:14-20). Micah 0). Micah and his neand his neighbors puighbneneighbors neighbors pursued thpursued the Danites,e Danites, but found but found them to b them to be too stroe too strong and turng and turned back wned back wned back without a without a fight (Judfight (Judg. 18:22-2g. 18:22-26). The Da6). The Danites conqnites conquered Laisuered Laish, changedh, changed the name  the name of the citoof the citof the city to Dan, y to Dan, and set upand set up a shrine  a shrine there withthere with Micah’s c Micah’s cultic objeultic objects (Judg.cts (Judg. 18:27-31) 18:27 18:27-31).18:27-31).

1. A man of the Ephraimite hill country, living during the period of the 
judges, whose story explains the founding of the shrine and city of Dan (Judg. 
17-18). According to the story, Micah stole 1100 pieces of silver from his 
mother. Upon return of the silver, she dedicated 200 pieces to the Lord and gave 
them to Micah to make a molten and a graven image. Micah also made a shrine 
where he set up the images along with teraphim and an ephod (Judg. 17:1-5). He 



consecrated one of his sons to be a priest. Later, a young Levite from Bethlehem, 
who was sojourning in Micah’s home, became Micah’s priest. Micah paid him 
wages and adopted him as his own son (Judg. 17:7-12). After a while, five Danites, 
who were searching for a place for the clan to settle, lodged at Micah’s house. 
They sought guidance from his priest, received a positive response, and departed 
to spy out the country of Laish (Judg. 18:2-6). When a 600-person army of 
Danites returned to take Laish, they stole Micah’s idols, ephod, and teraphim and 
persuaded the young Levite to be their priest (Judg. 18:14-20). Micah and his 
neighbors pursued the Danites, but found them to be too strong and turned back 
without a fight (Judg. 18:22-26). The Danites conquered Laish, changed the name 
of the city to Dan, and set up a shrine there with Micah’s cultic objects (Judg. 
18:27-31).

�2.2. The son o The son of Shimei af Shimei and the fatnd the father of Reaher of Reaiah; a Reuiah; a Reubenite (1 benite (1 Chr. 5:5).Chr. 5:5).

2. The son of Shimei and the father of Reaiah; a Reubenite (1 Chr. 5:5).

�3.3. The son o The son of Meribbaaf Meribbaal (Mephibol (Mephibosheth) andsheth) and grandson  grandson of Jonathaof Jonathan; a Benjan; a Benjaminite (1 miBenjaBenjaminitBenjaminite (1 Chr. e (1 Chr. 8:33-35; 98:33-35; 9:40-41). A:40-41). At 2 Sam. 9t 2 Sam. 9:12 he is :12 he is called Miccalled Mica.a.a.

3. The son of Meribbaal (Mephibosheth) and grandson of Jonathan; a 
Benjaminite (1 Chr. 8:33-35; 9:40-41). At 2 Sam. 9:12 he is called Mica.

�4.4. The first The first son of Uz son of Uzziel, a Koziel, a Korathite Lerathite Levite (1 Chvite (1 Chr. 23:20; r. 23:20; 24:24-25).24:24-25).

4. The first son of Uzziel, a Korathite Levite (1 Chr. 23:20; 24:24-25).

�5.5. The fathe The father of Abdonr of Abdon who lived who lived before or before or during th during the reign ofe reign of Josiah, k Josiah, king of Juding ofing of Judah (of Judah (2 Chr. 34:2 Chr. 34:20). He is20). He is the same  the same as Micaiahas Micaiah in 2 Kgs. in 2 Kgs. 22:12. 22:12. 22:12.

5. The father of Abdon who lived before or during the reign of Josiah, king 
of Judah (2 Chr. 34:20). He is the same as Micaiah in 2 Kgs. 22:12.

�6.6. Micah of  Micah of Moresheth,Moresheth, a Judahit a Judahite prophet e prophet during theduring the reigns of reigns of Jotham, A Jotham, Ahaz, and Hhaz, AAhaz, and Ahaz, and Hezekiah. Hezekiah. He is the He is the 8th-7th ce8th-7th century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. prophet w prophet whose wordshose words are recor are rec are recorded irecorded in the bookn the book of Micah  of Micah (Jer. 26:1(Jer. 26:18; Mic. 1:8; Mic. 1:1).1).1).

6. Micah of Moresheth, a Judahite prophet during the reigns of Jotham, 
Ahaz, and Hezekiah. He is the 8th-7th century B.C.E. prophet whose words are 
recorded in the book of Micah (Jer. 26:18; Mic. 1:1).

Terry W. ETerry W. Eddingerddinger

Terry W. Eddinger

MICAH, BOOMICAH, BOOK OFK OFK OF

MICAH, BOOK OF

The sixth The sixth book of thbook of the Minor Pre Minor Prophets. Thophets. The superscre superscription attiption attributes thributes the book to e book to Micah (“WhMMicah (“WhMicah (“Who is like o is like Yahweh?”),Yahweh?”), a prophet a prophet from the  from the Judean towJudean town of Moresn of Moresheth. The heth. Thheth. The book gThe book gives no fuives no further direrther direct informact information abouttion about the proph the prophet. Accordet. According to Micing to Micing to Mic. 1:1 hMic. 1:1 he was actie was active during ve during the reignsthe reigns of Jotham of Jotham, Ahaz, an, Ahaz, and Hezekiahd Hezekiah (the latt (the latter part ofer per part of thpart of the 8th cente 8th century ury B.C.E.B.C.E.) and thus) and thus a contemp a contemporary of Iorary of Isaiah, Amosaiah, Amos, and Hoss, and Hosea. AlthoueaHosHosea. AltHosea. Although the hough the book makesbook makes no unambi no unambiguous refeguous reference to mrence to major eventajor events such as s such s such as thsuch as the Syro-Ephe Syro-Ephraimite Waraimite War, the falr, the fall of Samarl of Samaria, and thia, and the Assyriane Assyrian siege of  siege of Jerusalem JeruJerusalem Jerusalem which occuwhich occurred durinrred during this perg this period, the miod, the material ataterial attributed ttributed to Micah reo Micah reflects a tflerereflects areflects a time of p time of political aolitical and social nd social upheaval wupheaval when the fahen the fall of bothll of both Samaria a Samaria and Jerusalnd Jernd Jerusalem Jerusalem was expectwas expected.ed.

The sixth book of the Minor Prophets. The superscription attributes the book to 
Micah (“Who is like Yahweh?”), a prophet from the Judean town of Moresheth. 
The book gives no further direct information about the prophet. According to 
Mic. 1:1 he was active during the reigns of Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah (the latter 
part of the 8th century B.C.E.) and thus a contemporary of Isaiah, Amos, and 
Hosea. Although the book makes no unambiguous reference to major events 
such as the Syro-Ephraimite War, the fall of Samaria, and the Assyrian siege of 
Jerusalem which occurred during this period, the material attributed to Micah 
reflects a time of political and social upheaval when the fall of both Samaria and 
Jerusalem was expected.

ContentContent

Content

The messagThe message of the be of the book is a cook is a complex mixomplex mixture of juture of judgment anddgment and hope. On  hope. On the one hathe onethe one hand, one hand, the prophethe prophecies annoucies announce judgmence judgment upon Isnt upon Israel for srael for social evilocial evils, corrupts, corrupt leadershi le leadershipleadership, and idol, and idolatry. Thisatry. This judgment  judgment was expectwas expected to culmed to culminate in tinate in the destruche destruction of Satiodestrucdestructiodestruction of Samarn of Samaria and Jeria and Jerusalem. Onusalem. On the other the other hand, the hand, the book proc book proclaims not laims not laims not merelynot merely the resto the restoration of ration of the nationthe nation, but the , but the transformatransformation and etion and exaltation xaltation of Israel of of Israel of Israel and Jerusaand Jerusalem. The mlem. The messages ofessages of hope and  hope and doom are ndoom are not necessaot necessarily contrrily contradictory, acontrcontradictcontradictory, howevory, however, since er, since restoratiorestoration and trann and transformationsformation take plac take place only afte only after judgmeneraftafter judgafter judgment.ment.ment.

The message of the book is a complex mixture of judgment and hope. On the 
one hand, the prophecies announce judgment upon Israel for social evils, corrupt 
leadership, and idolatry. This judgment was expected to culminate in the 



destruction of Samaria and Jerusalem. On the other hand, the book proclaims 
not merely the restoration of the nation, but the transformation and exaltation 
of Israel and Jerusalem. The messages of hope and doom are not necessarily 
contradictory, however, since restoration and transformation take place only 
after judgment.

�The book oThe book opens with pens with the declarthe declaration thatation that Yahweh is Yahweh is coming fo coming forth to judrth to judge the singe thge the sins othe sins of his peopf his people (1:2–7)le (1:2–7). Judgment. Judgment is announ is announced againsced against the capit the capitals of Satals of Samaria and mariSaSamaria anSamaria and Jerusaled Jerusalem (1:8–9),m (1:8–9), and a ser and a series of punies of puns describes describes the fates the fate of the ci of the cities of thties oties of the Sheof the Shephelah (vvphelah (vv. 10–16). . 10–16). The propheThe prophetic speechtic speech in ch. 2  in ch. 2 condemns tcondemns those who ahose who ahose who are disposare dispossessing thsessing the people oe people of Israel (f Israel (2:1–5). Cl2:1–5). Claims that aims that judgment cjudgment cannot overannot overtake Yahwetakoverovertake Yovertake Yahweh’s peahweh’s people are rople are rebutted wiebutted with the chath the charge that Yrge that Yahweh’s peahweh’s people have ople havople have turnehave turned themselvd themselves into Yaes into Yahweh’s enehweh’s enemies (2:6–mies (2:6–11). The c11). The chapter clohapter closes with ases with ases with an enigmatan enigmatic declaraic declaration whichtion which seems to  seems to point to apoint to a deliveran deliverance from opce from oppression (pression (2:12–13).2((2:12–13).(2:12–13).

The book opens with the declaration that Yahweh is coming forth to judge 
the sins of his people (1:2–7). Judgment is announced against the capitals of 
Samaria and Jerusalem (1:8–9), and a series of puns describes the fate of the cities 
of the Shephelah (vv. 10–16). The prophetic speech in ch. 2 condemns those who 
are dispossessing the people of Israel (2:1–5). Claims that judgment cannot 
overtake Yahweh’s people are rebutted with the charge that Yahweh’s people 
have turned themselves into Yahweh’s enemies (2:6–11). The chapter closes with 
an enigmatic declaration which seems to point to a deliverance from oppression 
(2:12–13).

�ThroughoutThroughout ch. 3 the ch. 3 the prophet c prophet condemns thondemns the rulers, e rulers, priests, apriests, and prophetnd prophets of Israes of Is of Israel whoIsrael who exploit a exploit and misleadnd mislead the peopl the people. It is be. It is because of ecause of their deedtheir deeds that Jers that Jerusalem itsusaleJerJerusalem Jerusalem itself wilitself will be destrl be destroyed (3:9–oyed (3:9–12). The p12). The prophet’s prophet’s powerful deowerful declaration claration of judgmenof jof judgment ojudgment on Jerusalen Jerusalem was remem was remembered evembered even in the tn in the time of Jerime of Jeremiah (Jeremiah (Jer. 26:17-19. 26:17-1. 26:17-19).26:17-19).

Throughout ch. 3 the prophet condemns the rulers, priests, and prophets of 
Israel who exploit and mislead the people. It is because of their deeds that 
Jerusalem itself will be destroyed (3:9–12). The prophet’s powerful declaration of 
judgment on Jerusalem was remembered even in the time of Jeremiah (Jer. 
26:17-19).

�IncorporatIncorporating virtuaing virtually the sally the same oracle me oracle found in Ifound in Isa. 2:2-4,sa. 2:2-4, Mic. 4:1- Mic. 4:1-8 looks be8 looks beyond the eybebeyond thebeyond the expected  expected destructiodestruction of Jerusn of Jerusalem to italem to its exaltatis exaltation. The spon. The speaker proceaker proclaims the laprocproclaims proclaims the delivethe deliverance of trance of the people he people who will gwho will go from Jero from Jerusalem to usalem to Babylon (vBabylon (vv. 9–10). v(v(vv. 9–10)(vv. 9–10). The chap. The chapter concluter concludes with ades with an exhortatn exhortation for Jeion for Jerusalem torusalem to destroy t destroy the nationshtthe nationthe nations who haves who have gathered  gathered against heagainst her (vv. 11–r (vv. 11–13).13).13).

Incorporating virtually the same oracle found in Isa. 2:2-4, Mic. 4:1-8 looks 
beyond the expected destruction of Jerusalem to its exaltation. The speaker 
proclaims the deliverance of the people who will go from Jerusalem to Babylon 
(vv. 9–10). The chapter concludes with an exhortation for Jerusalem to destroy 
the nations who have gathered against her (vv. 11–13).

�Ch. 5 openCh. 5 opens with an s with an announcemeannouncement that annt that an ideal rul ideal ruler would cer would come from Bome from Bethlehem tethBBethlehem Bethlehem to defend to defend the nationthe nation against A against Assyria (vvssyria (vv. 1–6[MT 4. 1–6[MT 4:14—5:5]).:14—5:5]). The proph The prop The prophet prprophet proclaims thoclaims the triumph e triumph of the remof the remnant of Janant of Jacob (vv. 7cob (vv. 7–9[6–8]) a–9[6–8]) and foreseend foresees a day whsforeseeforesees aforesees a day when  day when Yahweh wilYahweh will purge thl purge the nation oe nation of idolatryf idolatry and relia and reliance on milnce on military mighitmilmilitary mmilitary might (vv. ight (vv. 10–15[9–1410–15[9–14]).]).]).

Ch. 5 opens with an announcement that an ideal ruler would come from 
Bethlehem to defend the nation against Assyria (vv. 1–6[MT 4:14—5:5]). The 
prophet proclaims the triumph of the remnant of Jacob (vv. 7–9[6–8]) and 
foresees a day when Yahweh will purge the nation of idolatry and reliance on 
military might (vv. 10–15[9–14]).

�In ch. 6 IIn ch. 6 Israel is ssrael is summoned toummoned to hear Yahw hear Yahweh’s dispueh’s dispute. In reste. In response to aponse to a series of series  series of series of questions questions regarding regarding what Yahwewhat Yahweh requiresh requires, the prop, the prophet sets fhet sets forth a poworth a powerful and epowpowerful apowerful and concisend concise summary o summary of Yahweh’sf Yahweh’s requireme requirement for jusnt for justice and ltice and loyalty (vvoyalty (vvoyalty (vv. 6–8).(vv. 6–8). The remai The remainder of chnder of ch. 6 consis. 6 consists of a scts of a scathing serathing series of accies of accusations ausations against “thgainstaagainst “tagainst “the city” ahe city” and announcnd announcements of ements of judgment ujudgment upon those pon those who have fwho have followed thollowed ffollowed tfollowed the ways ofhe ways of Omri and  Omri and Ahab.Ahab.Ahab.

In ch. 6 Israel is summoned to hear Yahweh’s dispute. In response to a 
series of questions regarding what Yahweh requires, the prophet sets forth a 
powerful and concise summary of Yahweh’s requirement for justice and loyalty 
(vv. 6–8). The remainder of ch. 6 consists of a scathing series of accusations 
against “the city” and announcements of judgment upon those who have 
followed the ways of Omri and Ahab.

�In 7:1–7 tIn 7:1–7 the speakerhe speaker laments t laments the collapshe collapse of the se of the social ordeocial order. The boor. The book closes wk closesk closes witcloses with a propheh a prophetic liturgtic liturgy comprisiy comprising elementng elements of a lams of a lament (7:8–2ent (7:8–20). Israel0). Israel confesses con confesses confesses its sin, aits sin, and is assund is assured of delred of deliverance tiverance through Yahhrough Yahweh’s mighweh’s mighty acts (vty acts (vv. 8–17). v. 8v. 8–17). The8–17). The liturgy c liturgy concludes woncludes with an affith an affirmation oirmation of Yahweh’sf Yahweh’s faithfuln faithfulness and wiess and willingness llingwiwillingneswillingness to forgis to forgive (vv. 18ve (vv. 18–20).–20).

In 7:1–7 the speaker laments the collapse of the social order. The book 
closes with a prophetic liturgy comprising elements of a lament (7:8–20). Israel 
confesses its sin, and is assured of deliverance through Yahweh’s mighty acts (vv. 
8–17). The liturgy concludes with an affirmation of Yahweh’s faithfulness and 
willingness to forgive (vv. 18–20).



Critical CCritical Considerationsiderationsons

Critical Considerations

The major The major issue in Missue in Micah reseaicah research is therch is the question  question of which mof which material caaterial can be attrin be attributed to tbutattriattributedattributed to the 8t to the 8th-century h-century prophet. Mprophet. Many scholaany scholars believers believe that only that only chs. 1–3  chs. 1–3 are deriveareare deriveare derived from Micd from Micah. Since ah. Since Micah was Micah was rememberedremembered as prophe as prophet of doom t of doom during theduring during theduring the time of J time of Jeremiah (ceremiah (cf. Jer. 26f. Jer. 26:17ff.), s:17ff.), some have rome have reasoned theasoned that only orat only oracles of jaclesororacles oforacles of judgment  judgment are authenare authentic to Mictic to Micah and thaah and that his actit his activity was cvity was confined toonfined to the time  the the time othe time of Hezekiahf Hezekiah. Thus, th. Thus, the prophecie prophecies of hopees of hope in chs. 4 in chs. 4, 5, and 7, 5, and 7 cannot be cannot be assigned  as assigned tassigned to Micah. To Micah. This assesshis assessment is rement is re-enforced -enforced by the facby the fact that thet that the prophecie prophecies in chs. s ins in chs. 4–in chs. 4–7 seem to 7 seem to reflect hireflect historical sstorical settings laettings later than tter than the time ofhe time of Micah. Fo Micah. For example,r examr example, texample, the referenhe reference to Babyce to Babylon in 4:1lon in 4:10 would in0 would indicate a tdicate a time duringime during or after  or after the Babylothethe Babylothe Babylonian Exilenian Exile. Other pa. Other passages sucssages such as 7:12 h as 7:12 appear to appear to presupposepresuppose a diaspor a diaspora situatioadiaspordiaspora sdiaspora situation. ituation. Finally, sFinally, similaritieimilarities in styles in style, language, language, and thou, and thought to latght to later propheter propher prophetic prophetic works and works and the Deuterthe Deuteronomic schonomic school have lool have led interpred interpreters to ceters to conclude thonclude tonclude that materthat material in chsial in chs. 6 and 7 . 6 and 7 has eitherhas either been exte been extensively rensively reinterpreteinterpreted or origid or originated aftenateorigioriginatedoriginated after the after the time of M time of Micah.icah.icah.

The major issue in Micah research is the question of which material can be 
attributed to the 8th-century prophet. Many scholars believe that only chs. 1–3 
are derived from Micah. Since Micah was remembered as prophet of doom 
during the time of Jeremiah (cf. Jer. 26:17ff.), some have reasoned that only 
oracles of judgment are authentic to Micah and that his activity was confined to 
the time of Hezekiah. Thus, the prophecies of hope in chs. 4, 5, and 7 cannot be 
assigned to Micah. This assessment is re-enforced by the fact that the prophecies 
in chs. 4–7 seem to reflect historical settings later than the time of Micah. For 
example, the reference to Babylon in 4:10 would indicate a time during or after 
the Babylonian Exile. Other passages such as 7:12 appear to presuppose a 
diaspora situation. Finally, similarities in style, language, and thought to later 
prophetic works and the Deuteronomic school have led interpreters to conclude 
that material in chs. 6 and 7 has either been extensively reinterpreted or 
originated after the time of Micah.

�A second iA second interpretatnterpretation of theion of the book has  book has maintainedmaintained that whil that while chs. 4–7e chs. 4–7 probably  proba probably cprobably contain somontain some materiale material from late from later times, pr times, prophecies rophecies from Micahfrom Micah are also  are also present inppresent inpresent in these cha these chapters. Schpters. Scholars who olars who have takenhave taken this appr this approach are aoach are aware of thware of the dramaticeththe dramatthe dramatic differeic differences in stnces in styles and tyles and themes in themes in the materiahe material, but sugl, but suggest that gest that these diffthesethese diffthese differences arerences are a reflece a reflection of thtion of the changinge changing circumsta circumstances durinnces during the timeg the time of Micah. of  of Micah. of Micah. EspeciallyEspecially doubtful  doubtful is the assis the assumption thumption that Micah cat Micah could not hould not have proclaave proclaimed both imeproclaproclaimedproclaimed both doom both doom and hope. and hope. Finally,  Finally, interpreteinterpreters in thisrs in this second gr second group are nooup are not convincetnonot convinnot convinced that tced that the style, he style, vocabularyvocabulary, and them, and themes of chs.es of chs. 4–7 are c 4–7 are confined exonfined exclusively cluexexclusivelexclusively to exiliy to exilic and postc and postexilic timexilic times.es.es.

A second interpretation of the book has maintained that while chs. 4–7 
probably contain some material from later times, prophecies from Micah are also 
present in these chapters. Scholars who have taken this approach are aware of 
the dramatic differences in styles and themes in the material, but suggest that 
these differences are a reflection of the changing circumstances during the time 
of Micah. Especially doubtful is the assumption that Micah could not have 
proclaimed both doom and hope. Finally, interpreters in this second group are 
not convinced that the style, vocabulary, and themes of chs. 4–7 are confined 
exclusively to exilic and postexilic times.

�Another maAnother major issue jor issue in the stuin the study of Micady of Micah is the qh is the question ofuestion of the proce the process by whicss by wss by which the which the book assumbook assumed its fined its final shape. al shape. Most interMost interpreters bepreters believe thatlieve that it underw it underwent a longenunderwunderwent underwent a long reda long redactional pactional process by rocess by which Micawhich Micah’s words h’s words were editewere edited, reinterd, reinterd, reinterprereinterpreted, and eted, and expanded. Uxpanded. Unfortunatenfortunately, there ly, there is little is little agreement agreement in modern in modern scholarshiscscholarshischolarship on the dp on the details of etails of this lengtthis lengthy processhy process of redact of redaction.ion.ion.

Another major issue in the study of Micah is the question of the process by 
which the book assumed its final shape. Most interpreters believe that it 
underwent a long redactional process by which Micah’s words were edited, 
reinterpreted, and expanded. Unfortunately, there is little agreement in modern 
scholarship on the details of this lengthy process of redaction.

�Part of thPart of the problem e problem in reconstin reconstructing thructing the redactioe redactional procesnal process is the ds is the difficulty ifficulty in discerniin discernin discerning an unding an underlying sterlying structure whructure which editorich editors might has might have used tove used to unite and unite and organize  o organize torganize the materiahe material in the bl in the book. Some ook. Some have propohave proposed that tsed that the book wahe book was arrangeds arranges arranged aarranged according tccording to a doom-ho a doom-hope schemeope scheme: two sect: two sections of doions of doom (1:2—3:om (1:2—3:12; 6:1—7:12; 6:112; 6:1—7:7) a6:1—7:7) are followere followed by oracld by oracles of hopees of hope (4:1—5:15 (4:1—5:15[14]; 7:8—[14]; 7:8—20). The m20). The material, uaterial, uaterial, unfortunatunfortunately, does ely, does not fall nnot fall neatly intoeatly into this patt this pattern since ern since oracles oforacles of both kind both kinds are founs are s are found are found in each sein each section. A sction. A second suggecond suggestion is estion is that the bthat the book is arrook is arranged as tanged as three unitshretthree unitthree units, each bes, each beginning wiginning with the exhth the exhortation “ortation “hear!” (1:hear!” (1:2; 3:1; 6:2; 3:1; 6:1). While 1). While such a divsuch such a divsuch a division of tision of the book ishe book is helpful,  helpful, it is someit is somewhat artifwhat artificial sincicial since each unie each unit containst contait contains mcontains material reaterial reflecting aflecting a variety o variety of themes af themes and genres.nd genres.

Part of the problem in reconstructing the redactional process is the difficulty 
in discerning an underlying structure which editors might have used to unite and 
organize the material in the book. Some have proposed that the book was 
arranged according to a doom-hope scheme: two sections of doom (1:2—3:12; 
6:1—7:7) are followed by oracles of hope (4:1—5:15[14]; 7:8—20). The material, 
unfortunately, does not fall neatly into this pattern since oracles of both kinds 
are found in each section. A second suggestion is that the book is arranged as 
three units, each beginning with the exhortation “hear!” (1:2; 3:1; 6:1). While 
such a division of the book is helpful, it is somewhat artificial since each unit 



contains material reflecting a variety of themes and genres.

�UltimatelyUltimately, the unit, the unity and struy and structure of tcture of the book mahe book may be more y be more theologicatheological than litl than l than literthan literary or hisary or historical. Ttorical. The widely he widely disparate disparate material imaterial in Micah isn Micah is united by united by the theol the t the theologicatheological convictil conviction that boon that both judgmenth judgment and restt and restoration aroration are the worke the work of Yahweh of Yahweh of Yahweh. InYahweh. Indeed, the deed, the constant aconstant and intricand intricate juxtapote juxtaposition of sition of judgment ajudgment and hope rend hope reflects a pfrereflects areflects a profound  profound theologicatheological understal understanding thatnding that judgment  judgment is not meris not mere punishmee punishment, but annpunishmepunishmentpunishment, but an i, but an integral anntegral and necessard necessary step in y step in the restorthe restoration of Yation of Yahweh’s ruahweh’s rule over hilerurule over rule over his peoplehis people. The unit. The uniting of dooing of doom and hopem and hope in one bo in one book thus reok thus reflects a cflects a complex theoccomplex thcomplex theology whieology which weaves ch weaves judgment ajudgment and restorand restoration into tion into the seamlethe seamless work ofss workss work of Yawork of Yahweh.hweh.hweh.

Ultimately, the unity and structure of the book may be more theological 
than literary or historical. The widely disparate material in Micah is united by the 
theological conviction that both judgment and restoration are the work of 
Yahweh. Indeed, the constant and intricate juxtaposition of judgment and hope 
reflects a profound theological understanding that judgment is not mere 
punishment, but an integral and necessary step in the restoration of Yahweh’s 
rule over his people. The uniting of doom and hope in one book thus reflects a 
complex theology which weaves judgment and restoration into the seamless 
work of Yahweh.
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Charles S. Shaw

MICAIAHMICAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. miîk�aœya®miîk�aœya®, miîk�aœy, miîk�aœyaœhu®aœhu®) ) (also MAAC(also MAACAH, MICAH)AH, MICAH)

MICAIAH (Heb. miîk�aœya®, miîk�aœyaœhu® ) 
(also MAACAH, MICAH)

�1.1. The son o The son of Imlah; af Imlah; a 9th-centu 9th-century ry B.C.E.B.C.E. prophet o prophet of the nortf the northern kingdhern kingdom of Israom ofom of Israel of Israel (1 Kgs. 22(1 Kgs. 22:1-28; 2 C:1-28; 2 Chr. 18:1-2hr. 18:1-27). He and7). He and 400 other 400 other prophets  prophets were consuwere consulted by Kiltconsuconsulted consulted by Kings Aby Kings Ahab of Isrhab of Israel and Jeael and Jehoshaphat hoshaphat of Judah bof Judah before theiefore their unsuccesr unsuccessful battlsfunsuccesunsuccessfunsuccessful battle ul battle with the Awith the Arameans atrameans at Ramoth-gi Ramoth-gilead. The lead. The other propother prophets unanihets unanhets unanimouslunanimously assured y assured these two these two kings thatkings that God would God would grant the grant them victory.m victory. Micaiah,  Micaiah,  Micaiah, aMicaiah, accused of ccused of being hostbeing hostile to Ahaile to Ahab, at firsb, at first agreed wt agreed with the otith the other propheher prophets. When Ats. Wts. When Ahab When Ahab challengedchallenged this prop this prophecy, Micahecy, Micaiah then piah then proclaimed roclaimed defeat fordefeat for the force the force the forces of forces of Israel andIsrael and Judah. Th Judah. This led to is led to the first the first known confknown conflict amonglict among Israel’s  Israel’s prophets. prophprophets. prophets. The propheThe prophet Zedekiaht Zedekiah even slap even slapped Micaiaped Micaiah and chalh and challenged hislenged his prophetic propheti prophetic prophetic credentialcredentials.s.s.

1. The son of Imlah; a 9th-century B.C.E. prophet of the northern kingdom 
of Israel (1 Kgs. 22:1-28; 2 Chr. 18:1-27). He and 400 other prophets were 
consulted by Kings Ahab of Israel and Jehoshaphat of Judah before their 
unsuccessful battle with the Arameans at Ramoth-gilead. The other prophets 
unanimously assured these two kings that God would grant them victory. 
Micaiah, accused of being hostile to Ahab, at first agreed with the other prophets. 
When Ahab challenged this prophecy, Micaiah then proclaimed defeat for the 
forces of Israel and Judah. This led to the first known conflict among Israel’s 
prophets. The prophet Zedekiah even slapped Micaiah and challenged his 
prophetic credentials.

�Micaiah isMicaiah is presented presented as a prop as a prophet who wahet who was faithfuls faithful to God’s  to God’s word despiword despite both prte botte both prophboth prophetic and retic and royal opposoyal opposition. He ition. He insisted tinsisted to the royao the royal messengel messenger that he r that he would procwwould procwould proclaim only laim only that oraclthat oracle which Goe which God revealedd revealed to him. H to him. He defendede defended his proph his prop his prophecy oprophecy of doom by f doom by appealing appealing to a visioto a vision of the hn of the heavenly coeavenly court, in whurt, in which God peich God permitted a rpepermitted permitted a lying spa lying spirit to deirit to deceive the ceive the prophets iprophets in order ton order to mislead A mislead Ahab and brhab and bring him toingbrbring him bring him to disasteto disaster.r.r.

Micaiah is presented as a prophet who was faithful to God’s word despite 
both prophetic and royal opposition. He insisted to the royal messenger that he 
would proclaim only that oracle which God revealed to him. He defended his 
prophecy of doom by appealing to a vision of the heavenly court, in which God 
permitted a lying spirit to deceive the prophets in order to mislead Ahab and 
bring him to disaster.

�For the fiFor the first time Irst time Israel had srael had to choose to choose from conflfrom conflicting proicting prophetic mesphetic messages. Hensages. Hsages. HenceforthHenceforth God’s peo God’s people would ple would have to dihave to discern betwscern between true aeen true and false pnd false prophecy. Trophecy.pprophecy. prophecy. True prophTrue prophecy would ecy would often be roften be revealed byevealed by a lone vo a lone voice dissenice dissenting from ting fromting from the mfrom the majority opajority opinion. It inion. It might alsomight also be reveal be revealed by suffed by suffering, forering, for Micaiah w Micaiah was thrown as thas thrown intthrown into prison to prison to await tho await the king’s re king’s return. We eturn. We never learnever learn the propn the prophet’s fatehet’s fate...

For the first time Israel had to choose from conflicting prophetic messages. 
Henceforth God’s people would have to discern between true and false 
prophecy. True prophecy would often be revealed by a lone voice dissenting 
from the majority opinion. It might also be revealed by suffering, for Micaiah was 
thrown into prison to await the king’s return. We never learn the prophet’s fate.



�2.2. The fathe The father of Achbor of Achbor, an offir, an official of Kicial of King Josiah ng Josiah of Judah, of Judah, who was sewho was sent to Huldnt to Hnt to Huldah theHuldah the prophetes prophetess (2 Kgs. s (2 Kgs. 22:12). At22:12). At 2 Chr. 34 2 Chr. 34:20 he is :20 he is called Miccalled Micah the fatah the father of Abdherfatfather of father of Abdon.Abdon.Abdon.

2. The father of Achbor, an official of King Josiah of Judah, who was sent to 
Huldah the prophetess (2 Kgs. 22:12). At 2 Chr. 34:20 he is called Micah the 
father of Abdon.

�3.3. The wife  The wife of King Reof King Rehoboam of hoboam of Judah and Judah and mother of mother of Abijah (2 Abijah (2 Chr. 13:2)Chr. 13:2). Elsewher. E. Elsewhere Elsewhere the name ithe name is spelled s spelled Maacah (1 Maacah (1 Kgs. 15:2;Kgs. 15:2; 2 Chr. 11 2 Chr. 11:20).:20).:20).

3. The wife of King Rehoboam of Judah and mother of Abijah (2 Chr. 13:2). 
Elsewhere the name is spelled Maacah (1 Kgs. 15:2; 2 Chr. 11:20).

�4.4. One of fi One of five officiave officials sent tols sent to teach Jud teach Judah during ah during the reign the reign of Jehoshaof Jehoshaphat (2 Chphat (2 Cphat (2 Chr. 17:7)Chr. 17:7)...

4. One of five officials sent to teach Judah during the reign of Jehoshaphat (2 
Chr. 17:7).

�5.5. An ancest An ancestor of Zechor of Zechariah, a pariah, a priest who riest who played theplayed the trumpet a trumpet at the dedit the dedication of catiodedidedicationdedication of Jerusa of Jerusalem’s rebulem’s rebuilt wall iilt wall in the daysn the days of Nehemi of Nehemiah (Neh. 1ah (Neh. 12:35).2:35).2:35).

5. An ancestor of Zechariah, a priest who played the trumpet at the 
dedication of Jerusalem’s rebuilt wall in the days of Nehemiah (Neh. 12:35).

�6. One of 6. One of seven prieseven priests with tsts with trumpets atrumpets at the dedic the dedication of Jation of Jerusalem’serusalem’s rebuilt w rebuilt rebuilt warebuilt wall in the ll in the days of Nedays of Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 12:41).h. 12:41).

6. One of seven priests with trumpets at the dedication of Jerusalem’s 
rebuilt wall in the days of Nehemiah (Neh. 12:41).

�7. A son o7. A son of the scrif the scribe Gemariabe Gemariah. He repoh. He reported on thrted on the reading e reading of Jeremiaof Jeremiah’s scrollh’s scrh’s scroll to scroll to court officourt officials (Jercials (Jer. 36:11, 1. 36:11, 13).3).3).

7. A son of the scribe Gemariah. He reported on the reading of Jeremiah’s 
scroll to court officials (Jer. 36:11, 13).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. J. DeVrS. J. DeVries, ies, Prophet AgProphet Against Propainst Prophet: The Rhet: The Role of theole of the Micaiah N Micaiah N Micaiah Narrative Narrative (I Kings 2(I Kings 22) in the 2) in the DevelopmenDevelopment of Earlyt of Early Prophetic Prophetic Tradition Tradition (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1978pids, 1pids, 1978); W. 1978); W. Roth, “TheRoth, “The Story of  Story of the Prophethe Prophet Micaiah t Micaiah (1 Kings 2(1 Kings 22) in Hist2) in Historical-Criorical-Critical IntetiHistorical-CriHistoricalHistorical-Critical -Critical InterpretaInterpretation 1876–tion 1876–1976,” in 1976,” in The BiblicThe Biblical Mosaic,al Mosaic, ed. R. Po ed. R. Polzin and Elzin anlzin and E. Rotand E. Rothman. SBLShman. SBLSS 10 (ChicS 10 (Chico, 1982), o, 1982), 105–37.105–37.105–37.

Bibliography. S. J. DeVries, Prophet Against Prophet: The Role of the Micaiah 
Narrative (I Kings 22) in the Development of Early Prophetic Tradition (Grand Rapids, 
1978); W. Roth, “The Story of the Prophet Micaiah (1 Kings 22) in 
Historical-Critical Interpretation 1876–1976,” in The Biblical Mosaic, ed. R. Polzin 
and E. Rothman. SBLSS 10 (Chico, 1982), 105–37.
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Timothy A. Lenchak

MICHAELMICHAEL (Heb.  (Heb. miîk�aœ}eämiîk�aœ}eäll)))

MICHAEL (Heb. miîk�aœ}eäl )

�1. An Ashe1. An Asherite whoserite whose son Sethu son Sethur was one r was one of the 12 of the 12 spies sentspies sent to Canaan to Canaan (Num. 13: (Nu (Num. 13:1(Num. 13:13).3).3).

1. An Asherite whose son Sethur was one of the 12 spies sent to Canaan 
(Num. 13:13).

�2. A Gadit2. A Gadite who sette who settled in Basled in Bashan (1 Chrhan (1 Chr. 5:13).. 5:13).. 5:13).

2. A Gadite who settled in Bashan (1 Chr. 5:13).

�3. An ance3. An ancestor of thstor of the Gadite Ae Gadite Abihail (1 bihail (1 Chr. 5:14)Chr. 5:14)...

3. An ancestor of the Gadite Abihail (1 Chr. 5:14).

�4. A Levit4. A Levite, the gree, the great-grandfaat-grandfather of Asther of Asaph (1 Chraph (1 Chr. 6:40[MT . 6:40[MT 25]).25]).25]).

4. A Levite, the great-grandfather of Asaph (1 Chr. 6:40[MT 25]).

�5. A desce5. A descendant of Undant of Uzzi of thezzi of the tribe of  tribe of Issachar (Issachar (1 Chr. 7:31 Chr. 7:3).).).

5. A descendant of Uzzi of the tribe of Issachar (1 Chr. 7:3).

�6. One of 6. One of the sons othe sons of Beraiah;f Beraiah; head of a head of a Benjamite Benjamite ancestral ancestral house who house who lived in  lived  lived in Jlived in Jerusalem (erusalem (1 Chr. 8:11 Chr. 8:16).6).6).

6. One of the sons of Beraiah; head of a Benjamite ancestral house who 
lived in Jerusalem (1 Chr. 8:16).

�7. A might7. A mighty warrior y warrior from the tfrom the tribe of Maribe of Manasseh whonasseh who deserted  deserted Saul and jSaul and joined Davioinedjjoined Davjoined David’s ranksid’s ranks at Ziklag at Ziklag, becoming, becoming a command a commander (1 Chr.er (1 Chr. 12:20). 12:20). 12:20).

7. A mighty warrior from the tribe of Manasseh who deserted Saul and 
joined David’s ranks at Ziklag, becoming a commander (1 Chr. 12:20).

�8. The fat8. The father of Omrher of Omri, chief oi, chief officer of fficer of Issachar aIssachar at the timet the time of David  of David (1 Chr. 27(1 Chr. 27(1 Chr. 27:18).27:18).27:18).

8. The father of Omri, chief officer of Issachar at the time of David (1 Chr. 
27:18).

�9. One of 9. One of King JehosKing Jehoshaphat’s shaphat’s sons who waons who was assassins assassinated when ated when his older his older brother Jebrothbrother Jebrother Jehoram ascehoram ascended the tnded the throne (2 Chrone (2 Chr. 21:2, hr. 21:2, 4).4).4).

9. One of King Jehoshaphat’s sons who was assassinated when his older 
brother Jehoram ascended the throne (2 Chr. 21:2, 4).

�10.10. A man who A man whose son, Zese son, Zebadiah, subadiah, supervised 8pervised 80 returnee0 returnees from Babs from Babylonian exylonian exylonian exile withexile with Ezra, dur Ezra, during the reing the reign of Artign of Artaxerxes (Eaxerxes (Ezra 8:8).zra 8:8).zra 8:8).

10. A man whose son, Zebadiah, supervised 80 returnees from Babylonian 
exile with Ezra, during the reign of Artaxerxes (Ezra 8:8).

�11.11. A celesti A celestial prince al prince or archangor archangel, mentioel, mentioned by namned by name only in e only in Daniel. HeDaniel. He is “one o is “ is “one of th“one of the chief pre chief princes” (Dainces” (Dan. 10:13; n. 10:13; cf. v. 21)cf. v. 21), “the gre, “the great prince at prince who standswho stands up” (12:1 up”  up” (12:1)up” (12:1), and poss, and possibly the “ibly the “prince of prince of the host” the host” (8:11). In(8:11). In the NT he the NT he is the “a is the “archangel” rchan“a“archangel“archangel” who disp” who disputed with uted with the devil the devil over the bover the body of Mosody of Moses (Jude 9es (Jude 9) and the ) and the commander ccommander commander of the heaof the heavenly armivenly armies that eres that eradicated Sadicated Satan and hatan and his angels is angels from heavefrom heavefrom heaven aftheaven after they reer they rebelled agabelled against God (inst God (Rev. 12:7)Rev. 12:7). In each . In each of these aof these apocalypticpocalyptic passages  pas passages Mpassages Michael is ichael is the leaderthe leader of God’s  of God’s forces, inforces, in direct co direct controversy ntroversy with Satanwith Satan and alway and and alwaysand always victoriou victorious over hims over him...

11. A celestial prince or archangel, mentioned by name only in Daniel. He is 
“one of the chief princes” (Dan. 10:13; cf. v. 21), “the great prince who stands 
up” (12:1), and possibly the “prince of the host” (8:11). In the NT he is the 



“archangel” who disputed with the devil over the body of Moses (Jude 9) and the 
commander of the heavenly armies that eradicated Satan and his angels from 
heaven after they rebelled against God (Rev. 12:7). In each of these apocalyptic 
passages Michael is the leader of God’s forces, in direct controversy with Satan 
and always victorious over him.

�Jewish angJewish angelology inelology in apocalypt apocalyptic writingic writings describes describes Michael s Michael as “generaas “general” and “chl” and “cl” and “chief cap“chief captain” (2 Etain” (2 En. 22:6; 3n. 22:6; 33:10), the3:10), the first of  first of “four pres“four presences thatences that stand bef stand before God” (ore Goore God” (1 EnGod” (1 En. 9:1; 40:. 9:1; 40:9; 1QM 9:19; 1QM 9:14–15). He 4–15). He is charactis characterized as erized as “merciful,“merciful, charitabl charitable, and lone, ae, and long-sand long-suffering” uffering” (1 En. 40:(1 En. 40:9; 68:2, 39; 68:2, 3), a “medi), a “mediator and iator and intercessorntercessor” (Asc. Is” (Asc. Isa. 9:23), a. 9:23a. 9:23), and9:23), and an interm an intermediary betediary between God aween God and Moses and Moses at the timet the time when the  when the law was gilaw was law was given was given at Sinai (at Sinai (cf. Jub. 1cf. Jub. 1:27; 2:1; :27; 2:1; Acts 7:38)Acts 7:38). Tg. Jona. Tg. Jonathan on Dethan on Deut. 34:6 cut. 34:6 claims thatlaims thlaims that Michathat Michael and hisel and his angels bu angels buried Mosesried Moses. As the t. As the true represrue representative oentative of God, idef God, identified wintiideidentifiedidentified with the  with the “angel of “angel of Yahweh,” MYahweh,” Michael witichael withstood Sathstood Satan’s accusan’s accusations andations and vindicate v vindicatedvindicated Israel at Israel at the heave the heavenly tribunnly tribunal.al.al.

Jewish angelology in apocalyptic writings describes Michael as “general” and 
“chief captain” (2 En. 22:6; 33:10), the first of “four presences that stand before 
God” (1 En. 9:1; 40:9; 1QM 9:14–15). He is characterized as “merciful, charitable, 
and long-suffering” (1 En. 40:9; 68:2, 3), a “mediator and intercessor” (Asc. Isa. 
9:23), and an intermediary between God and Moses at the time when the law 
was given at Sinai (cf. Jub. 1:27; 2:1; Acts 7:38). Tg. Jonathan on Deut. 34:6 claims 
that Michael and his angels buried Moses. As the true representative of God, 
identified with the “angel of Yahweh,” Michael withstood Satan’s accusations and 
vindicated Israel at the heavenly tribunal.

Kenneth D.Kenneth D. Mulac Mulac

Kenneth D. Mulac

MICHALMICHAL (Heb.  (Heb. miîk�almiîk�al)))

MICHAL (Heb. miîk�al )

A daughterA daughter of Saul ( of Saul (1 Sam. 14:1 Sam. 14:49; mother49; mother unknown)  unknown) and wife oand wife of David (1f David (18:27), Pal8:27), Palti/PaltieltPalPalti/PaltPalti/Paltiel (25:44iel (25:44; 2 Sam. 3; 2 Sam. 3:15), and,:15), and, once agai once again, David (n, David (1 Sam. 3:11 Sam. 3:14-16). Mic4-16). Michal’s namehal’s nhal’s name appeaname appears in a lirs in a list of Saulst of Saul’s offspri’s offspring with heng with her older sir older sister (Meraster (Merab) and thrb) and three older bee olee older brotolder brothers (Jonahers (Jonathan, Ishvthan, Ishvi, and Mali, and Malchishua; 1chishua; 1 Sam. 14:4 Sam. 14:49-51). Ref9-51). References toerences to her appea he her appearher appear in four a in four accounts: tccounts: the premarihe premarital tests tal tests Saul sets Saul sets for David for David (1 Sam. 18(1 Sam. 18:17-29); D:17-1818:17-29);18:17-29); David’s e David’s escape fromscape from Saul’s co Saul’s court (19:8–urt (19:8–17); Ishbo17); Ishbosheth’s resheth’s return of Miturn of Michal to DachaMiMichal to Michal to David (2 SDavid (2 Sam. 3:12-1am. 3:12-16); and Mi6); and Michal’s crichal’s criticism of ticism of David (6:1David (6:15–23). Whi5–23). While many mile WhiWhile manyWhile many misread “ misread “Michal” inMichal” in 2 Sam. 21 2 Sam. 21:8, this t:8, this text is betext is better read ater read as a referes a reference to Merncereferereference reference to Merab, to Merab, Michal’s oMichal’s older sistelder sister.r.r.

A daughter of Saul (1 Sam. 14:49; mother unknown) and wife of David (18:27), 
Palti/Paltiel (25:44; 2 Sam. 3:15), and, once again, David (1 Sam. 3:14-16). Michal’s 
name appears in a list of Saul’s offspring with her older sister (Merab) and three 
older brothers (Jonathan, Ishvi, and Malchishua; 1 Sam. 14:49-51). References to 
her appear in four accounts: the premarital tests Saul sets for David (1 Sam. 
18:17-29); David’s escape from Saul’s court (19:8–17); Ishbosheth’s return of 
Michal to David (2 Sam. 3:12-16); and Michal’s criticism of David (6:15–23). 
While many misread “Michal” in 2 Sam. 21:8, this text is better read as a 
reference to Merab, Michal’s older sister.

�Michal’s sMichal’s story is notory is not a happy t a happy one. Purchone. Purchased with ased with a bride-pra bride-price of 100ice of 100 Philistin Philistin PhilistinePhilistine foreskins foreskins, she love, she loved David, wd David, while Davidhile David recognize recognized the advad the advantages of ntages of being the beinbeing the being the king’s sonking’s son-in-law. I-in-law. In aiding Dn aiding David’s escavid’s escape from Sape from Saul, she waul, she was separatas separated from Daed fred from Davidfrom David and marri and married to anoted to another from wher from whose side hose side she was toshe was torn, only trn, only to be “giveo be “givo be “given” ba“given” back to Davick to David. After sd. After she criticihe criticized David’zed David’s action cs action concerning oncerning the ark’s the ark’s entrance ientrentrance ientrance into Jerusanto Jerusalem, the nlem, the narrator coarrator comments thamments that “Michal t “Michal the daughtthe daughter of Sauler of Saul had no ch SaulSaul had nSaul had no child too child to the day o the day of her deatf her death” (2 Sam.h” (2 Sam. 6:23). If 6:23). If this is h this is historicallistorically reliabley reliably reliable, reliable, it may indit may indicate thaticate that from that from that point on, point on, David and David and Michal ce Michal ceased to haased to have maritalve mve marital remarital relations.lations.lations.

Michal’s story is not a happy one. Purchased with a bride-price of 100 
Philistine foreskins, she loved David, while David recognized the advantages of 
being the king’s son-in-law. In aiding David’s escape from Saul, she was separated 
from David and married to another from whose side she was torn, only to be 
“given” back to David. After she criticized David’s action concerning the ark’s 
entrance into Jerusalem, the narrator comments that “Michal the daughter of 
Saul had no child to the day of her death” (2 Sam. 6:23). If this is historically 
reliable, it may indicate that from that point on, David and Michal ceased to have 
marital relations.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Berlin,A. Berlin, “Characte “Characterization irization in Biblicaln Biblical Narrative Narrative: David’s : David’s Wives,” WivWives,” Wives,” JSOTJSOT 23 (1982) 23 (1982): 69–85; D: 69–85; D. J. A. Cl. J. A. Clines and Tines and T. C. Esken. C. Eskenazi, azi, Telling QuTelling Queen Michaleen Mieen Michal’s SMichal’s Story.tory. JSOTSup 1 JSOTSup 119 (Sheffi19 (Sheffield, 1991)eld, 1991); J. C Exu; J. C Exum, “Arrowsm, “Arrows of the Al of the Almighty: Trmighty: AlAlmighty: Almighty: Tragic DimTragic Dimensions ofensions of Biblical  Biblical Narrative”Narrative” (forthcom (forthcoming); “Micing); “Michal: The Whal: The Whole StoryhWWhole StorWhole Story,” in y,” in FragmentedFragmented Women: Fe Women: Feminist (Suminist (Sub)versionsb)versions of Biblic of Biblical Narratial Narrativeve (Valley F (Valle (Valley Fo(Valley Forge, 1993)rge, 1993), 42–60; K, 42–60; K. G. Sharg. G. Shargent, “Livient, “Living on the ng on the Edge: The Edge: The LiminalityLiminality of Daught of  of Daughteof Daughters in Geners in Genesis to 2 Ssis to 2 Samuel,” inamuel,” in  A FeministA Feminist Companion Companion to Samuel to Samuel and Kings and Kings,,KingsKings,Kings, ed. A. Br ed. A. Brenner (Sheenner (Sheffield, 19ffield, 1994), 26–4294), 26–42...

Bibliography. A. Berlin, “Characterization in Biblical Narrative: David’s 
Wives,” JSOT 23 (1982): 69–85; D. J. A. Clines and T. C. Eskenazi, Telling Queen 
Michal’s Story. JSOTSup 119 (Sheffield, 1991); J. C Exum, “Arrows of the 
Almighty: Tragic Dimensions of Biblical Narrative” (forthcoming); “Michal: The 
Whole Story,” in Fragmented Women: Feminist (Sub)versions of Biblical Narrative 



(Valley Forge, 1993), 42–60; K. G. Shargent, “Living on the Edge: The Liminality 
of Daughters in Genesis to 2 Samuel,” in A Feminist Companion to Samuel and 
Kings, ed. A. Brenner (Sheffield, 1994), 26–42.

Linda S. SLinda S. Schearingchearing

Linda S. Schearing

MICHMASHMICHMASH (Heb.  (Heb. mik�maœsû,mik�maœsû, mik�maœs mik�maœs)))

MICHMASH (Heb. mik�maœsû, mik�maœs )

An OT townAn OT town located n located near the boear the boundary betundary between the tween the tribes of Bribes of Benjamin anenjamin and Ephraim.d Ephrad Ephraim. TEphraim. The two varhe two variant spelliant spellings of things of the name, e name, mik�maœsímik�maœsí (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 13-14; Neh.3-14; Neh3-14; Neh. 11:31Neh. 11:31; Isa. 10:; Isa. 10:28) and 28) and mik�maœsmik�maœs (Ezra 2:2 (Ezra 2:27), reflec7), reflect diachront diachronic developic developments in tmedevelopdevelopmendevelopments in the ts in the Hebrew lanHebrew language.guage.guage.

An OT town located near the boundary between the tribes of Benjamin and 
Ephraim. The two variant spellings of the name, mik�maœsí  (1 Sam. 13-14; 
Neh. 11:31; Isa. 10:28) and mik�maœs  (Ezra 2:27), reflect diachronic 
developments in the Hebrew language.

�Michmash iMichmash is usually s usually associatedassociated with the  with the modern vilmodern village of lage of Mukhma®sMukhma®s (176142), (1761 (176142), (176142), ca. 11 km.ca. 11 km. (7 mi.) N (7 mi.) N of Jerusa of Jerusalem. The mlem. The modern villodern village standsage stands on the no on the northern clirtnonorthern cnorthern cliff of a liff of a deep canyodeep canyon, the Wadn, the Wadi i es�-S�uweies�-S�uweiniît�niît�. Recent s. Recent surveying hurveying hurveying has also shas also suggested tuggested that the anhat the ancient sitecient site can possi can possibly be idebly be identified wintified with Khirbetth Khirbet el-Hara e el-H el-Hara elel-Hara el-Fawqa, 1 -Fawqa, 1 km. (ca. 0km. (ca. 0.6 mi.) N .6 mi.) N of of Mukhma®sMukhma®s. The site. The site guards a  guards a pass acrospass acrpass across a dacross a deep canyoneep canyon, which im, which immediately mediately proceeds sproceeds south to thouth to the biblicale biblical town of G town of G town of Geba Geba (Jaba{(Jaba{) just on ) just on the other the other side of thside of the canyon. e canyon. This may bThis may be the passe the pass mentioned mentione mentioned mentioned in 1 Sam. in 1 Sam. 13:23; Isa13:23; Isa. 10:28-29. 10:28-29 (cf. Judg (cf. Judg. 20:33).. 20:33).. 20:33).

Michmash is usually associated with the modern village of Mukhma®s 
(176142), ca. 11 km. (7 mi.) N of Jerusalem. The modern village stands on the 
northern cliff of a deep canyon, the Wadi es�-S�uweiniît� . Recent surveying 
has also suggested that the ancient site can possibly be identified with Khirbet 
el-Hara el-Fawqa, 1 km. (ca. 0.6 mi.) N of Mukhma®s. The site guards a pass 
across a deep canyon, which immediately proceeds south to the biblical town of 
Geba (Jaba{) just on the other side of the canyon. This may be the pass 
mentioned in 1 Sam. 13:23; Isa. 10:28-29 (cf. Judg. 20:33).

�Michmash fMichmash figures mosigures most prominent prominently in thetly in the early str early struggles betuggles between Saul’ween Saul’s incipiens incips incipient incipient monarchy amonarchy and the Phind the Philistines, listines, as describas described in 1 Saed in 1 Sam. 13-14. m. 13-14. A PhilistiA Philistine outpostne oune outpost waoutpost was stationes stationed near Micd near Michmash, whihmash, while the maile the main Philistin Philistine garrisone garrison was probn was probably locataprobprobably lprobably located jusocated just to the wt to the west near Gest near Gibeon.ibeon.ibeon.

Michmash figures most prominently in the early struggles between Saul’s 
incipient monarchy and the Philistines, as described in 1 Sam. 13-14. A Philistine 
outpost was stationed near Michmash, while the main Philistine garrison was 
probably located just to the west near Gibeon.

�In the posIn the postexilic petexilic period, Michriod, Michmash was amash was a village u village under Persinder Persian rule (Nan rule (Neh. 11:31)eh. 11:3eh. 11:31). La11:31). Later, the Mter, the Maccabean raccabean ruler Jonatuler Jonathan residehan resided at Michmd at Michmash beforeash before moving to moving to moving to Jerusalto Jerusalem (1 Maccem (1 Macc. 9:73). 9:73). 9:73)

In the postexilic period, Michmash was a village under Persian rule (Neh. 
11:31). Later, the Maccabean ruler Jonathan resided at Michmash before moving 
to Jerusalem (1 Macc. 9:73)

William M.William M. Schniedew Schniedewindind

William M. Schniedewind

MICHMETHATMICHMETHATHH (Heb.  (Heb. mik�meït�amik�meït�aœt�œt�)))

MICHMETHATH (Heb. mik�meït�aœt� )

The northeThe northernmost poirnmost point on the nt on the boundary bboundary between Ephetween Ephraim and Mraim and Manasseh (Janasseh (Josh. 16:6;osh. 1osh. 16:6; 17:716:6; 17:7), said to), said to be E of S be E of Shechem. Schechem. Scholars areholars are divided a divided as to wheths to whether Michmeter Michmethath referhaMichmetMichmethatMichmethath refers th refers to a settleo a settlement or mement or merely a prorely a prominent geominent geographical graphical feature. Pfeature. Pfeature. PossibilitPossibilities includies include a mountae a mountain ridge, in ridge, such as thsuch as the Gebel ele Gebel el-Kabir; a -Kabir; a valley, suvalley, such as the ch as tch as the Wadi Bthe Wadi Bedan; or aedan; or an archaeoln archaeological sitogical site, such ase, such as Khirbet  Khirbet }Ibn}Ibn Naser. Naser. Naser.

The northernmost point on the boundary between Ephraim and Manasseh (Josh. 
16:6; 17:7), said to be E of Shechem. Scholars are divided as to whether 
Michmethath refers to a settlement or merely a prominent geographical feature. 
Possibilities include a mountain ridge, such as the Gebel el-Kabir; a valley, such as 
the Wadi Bedan; or an archaeological site, such as Khirbet }Ibn Naser.

Wade R. KoWade R. Kottertter

Wade R. Kotter

MICHRIMICHRI (Heb.  (Heb. mik�riîmik�riî)))

MICHRI (Heb. mik�riî )

A postexilA postexilic Benjamiic Benjaminite, ancenite, ancestor of Elstor of Elah (1 Chr.ah (1 Chr. 9:8). 9:8).

A postexilic Benjaminite, ancestor of Elah (1 Chr. 9:8).

MIDDINMIDDIN (Heb.  (Heb. middiînmiddiîn)))

MIDDIN (Heb. middiîn)



A town in A town in the Judeanthe Judean wildernes wilderness (Josh. 1s (Josh. 15:61) allo5:61) allotted to thtted to the tribe ofe tribe of Judah. Al Judah. Although conthouAlAlthough cAlthough controversyontroversy surrounds surrounds the exact the exact geography geography of this d of this district, wistrict, which incluhich includes En-geddeincluincludes Eincludes En-gedi, thn-gedi, the recent ae recent archaeologirchaeological discovcal discovery of threry of three Iron Agee Iron Age settlemee settlements in thentssettlemesettlementsettlements in the s in the Buqei{ahBuqei{ah Valley pr Valley presents theesents the possibili possibility of a moty of a more precisere precise identific ident identificaidentification for Mtion for Middin. It iddin. It is probablis probably to be loy to be located at Kcated at Khirbet hirbet Abuœ T¸abaAbuœ T¸abaqq (188127). (1 (188127).(188127).(188127).

A town in the Judean wilderness (Josh. 15:61) allotted to the tribe of Judah. 
Although controversy surrounds the exact geography of this district, which 
includes En-gedi, the recent archaeological discovery of three Iron Age 
settlements in the Buqei{ah Valley presents the possibility of a more precise 
identification for Middin. It is probably to be located at Khirbet Abuœ T¸abaq 
(188127).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. E. StagL. E. Stager, “Farmier, “Farming in the ng in the Judean DesJudean Desert duringert during the Iron  the Iron Age,” AgAge,” Age,” BASORBASOR 221 (1976 221 (1976): 145–58.): 145–58.

Bibliography. L. E. Stager, “Farming in the Judean Desert during the Iron 
Age,” BASOR 221 (1976): 145–58.
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MIDIANMIDIAN (Heb.  (Heb. mid�yaœnmid�yaœn)))

MIDIAN (Heb. mid�yaœn )

The fourthThe fourth son of Ab son of Abraham and raham and his concubhis concubine Keturaine Keturah; eponymoh; eponymous ancestous ancestor of the Mr of thr of the Midianthe Midianites (Gen.ites (Gen. 21:1; 1 C 21:1; 1 Chr. 1:32).hr. 1:32). Aside fro Aside from Isaac, Sm Isaac, Sarah’s onlarah’s only child, ty child, the fate ofhe fathe fate of alfate of all of Abrahl of Abraham’s childam’s children was toren was to be sent i be sent into the Arnto the Arabian deseabian desert where trt where they becameheytthey becamthey became the epone the eponymous anceymous ancestors of Astors of Arab tribesrab tribes (Gen. 25: (Gen. 25:6).6).6).

The fourth son of Abraham and his concubine Keturah; eponymous ancestor of 
the Midianites (Gen. 21:1; 1 Chr. 1:32). Aside from Isaac, Sarah’s only child, the 
fate of all of Abraham’s children was to be sent into the Arabian desert where 
they became the eponymous ancestors of Arab tribes (Gen. 25:6).

�The area aThe area associated ssociated with Midiawith Midian was the n was the northwestenorthwestern corner rn corner of the Araof the Arabian Peninbian AraArabian PeArabian Peninsula, Eninsula, E of the Gu of the Gulf of Aqablf of Aqaba. This rea. This region was kgion was known to clnown to classical anassical and medievald md medieval Amedieval Arabic geograbic geographers asraphers as Madian an Madian and Madiana;d Madiana; its moder its modern name is n name is Hejaz. TheHejaz. ThHejaz. The regionThe region was the c was the center of aenter of a common ma common material culterial culture whichture which belies a  belies a sedentary sedentary sedentary sedentary existence existence (in contra(in contrast to the st to the nomadic linomadic lifestyle asfestyle ascribed to cribed to them by fothem by former generrmefoformer genformer generations oerations of scholarsf scholars). The ind). The indigenous poigenous pottery stylttery style of the Le of the Late Bronzeate Bronze period wa p period wasperiod was reminisce reminiscent of Mycent of Mycenean ware.nean ware. Pottery k Pottery kilns were ilns were found at Qfound at Qurayya, onurayya, ourayya, one of theone of the major pop major population ceulation centers of tnters of the region,he region, and at Ti and at Timna, locatmna, located in the ed in the Arabah (noArArabah (noArabah (not to be cot to be confused witnfused with the Timnh the Timna in the sa in the southern Arouthern Arabian Peniabian Peninsula). Tinsula). Timna also emTiTimna alsoTimna also engaged i engaged in copper mn copper mining and ining and smelting. smelting. The local The local pottery hapottery has been asss been associated wioassassociatedassociated with date with dated Egyptiand Egyptian artifacts artifacts from the  from the 19th dynas19th dynasty (ca. 13ty (ca. 13th-12th ceth-12th centuries ntucecenturies centuries B.C.E.B.C.E.). The Egy). The Egyptians maiptians maintained gantained garrisons herrisons here, as parre, as part of theirt of their Palestini Palestinian empire,aPalestiniPalestiniaPalestinian empire, n empire, and an Egyand an Egyptian tempptian temple was disle was discovered atcovered at Timna. A  Timna. A third centthird center, Tayma,ecentcenter, Tacenter, Tayma, likewyma, likewise employise employed this poed this pottery. Stottery. Stone irrigatne irrigation canalsion canals have been have been discovere dis discovereddiscovered at Qurayy at Qurayya and Timna and Timna, completa, complete with wale with walls surrounls surrounding the fding the fields. Theields. Theields. These threThese three major sie major sites are lotes are located nearcated near spice tra spice trade routes.de routes. Thus, the Thus, there was an re was an urban elemururban elemurban element, conneent, connected by trcted by trade (and bade (and by militaryy military occupatio occupation to Egyptn to Egypt) to the r) to the rest of theesrrest of threst of the urban ane urban ancient Nearcient Near East. East. East.

The area associated with Midian was the northwestern corner of the 
Arabian Peninsula, E of the Gulf of Aqaba. This region was known to classical and 
medieval Arabic geographers as Madian and Madiana; its modern name is Hejaz. 
The region was the center of a common material culture which belies a 
sedentary existence (in contrast to the nomadic lifestyle ascribed to them by 
former generations of scholars). The indigenous pottery style of the Late Bronze 
period was reminiscent of Mycenean ware. Pottery kilns were found at Qurayya, 
one of the major population centers of the region, and at Timna, located in the 
Arabah (not to be confused with the Timna in the southern Arabian Peninsula). 
Timna also engaged in copper mining and smelting. The local pottery has been 
associated with dated Egyptian artifacts from the 19th dynasty (ca. 13th-12th 
centuries B.C.E.). The Egyptians maintained garrisons here, as part of their 
Palestinian empire, and an Egyptian temple was discovered at Timna. A third 
center, Tayma, likewise employed this pottery. Stone irrigation canals have been 
discovered at Qurayya and Timna, complete with walls surrounding the fields. 
These three major sites are located near spice trade routes. Thus, there was an 
urban element, connected by trade (and by military occupation to Egypt) to the 
rest of the urban ancient Near East.

�One would One would expect theexpect the Midianite Midianites to be ens to be engaged in cgaged in caravan traaravan trade, on thede, on the basis of  basis basis of tbasis of their depicheir depiction in thtion in the Joseph ce Joseph cycle (Gen.ycle (Gen. 37:25-36) 37:25-36). The inco. The inconsistency nsistency of the narof thof the narratthe narrative in refive in referring to erring to them alterthem alternatively anatively as Ishmaelis Ishmaelite (Gen. 3te (Gen. 37:25, 27) 7:25, 27) and Midianand Mand Midianite Midianite (vv. 28, 3(vv. 28, 36) is not 6) is not immediatelimmediately evident.y evident. Some have Some have suggested suggested that Ishm that Ishmaelite is aeIshmIshmaeliteIshmaelite is a gene is a generic term fric term for caravanor caravaneers, or feers, or for non-Hebor non-Hebrew descenrew descendants of Adants of Abraham, whbAAbraham, wAbraham, while the nhile the name Midianame Midianite is ethite is ethnically dinically distinct.stinct.stinct.

One would expect the Midianites to be engaged in caravan trade, on the 
basis of their depiction in the Joseph cycle (Gen. 37:25-36). The inconsistency of 
the narrative in referring to them alternatively as Ishmaelite (Gen. 37:25, 27) and 
Midianite (vv. 28, 36) is not immediately evident. Some have suggested that 
Ishmaelite is a generic term for caravaneers, or for non-Hebrew descendants of 
Abraham, while the name Midianite is ethnically distinct.

�The MidianThe Midianites figurites figure prominene prominently in thetly in the Exodus na Exodus narratives. rratives. Moses fleeMoses flees to Midias to Mids to Midian, whMidian, where he entere he enters the sters the status of atus of geärgeär (“alien”) (“alien”), falling , falling under the under the protectionprotection of Jethro o of Jethro of Jethro (also call(also called Reuel aed Reuel and Hobab).nd Hobab). Moses’ st Moses’ status as atus as geärgeär is probab is probably attestely attested in the cdattesteattested iattested in the confn the confusion regausion regarding his rding his abandonmenabandonment of his st of his sons Gershoons Gershom and Eliem and Eliezer upon hzElieEliezer upEliezer upon his reton his return to Egyurn to Egypt (Exod. pt (Exod. 18:2; howe18:2; however, this ver, this is attribuis attributed in theted in the following follo following following verses to verses to his divorchis divorcing his wiing his wife; accordfe; according to 4:1ing to 4:18–20 they 8–20 they were with were with him in Egyhimhim in Egyhim in Egypt). Clearpt). Clearly, Moses’ly, Moses’ status wa status was inferiors inferior to his wi to his wife Zipporafe Zipporah, the dauh, the daughter of Jghtedaudaughter odaughter of Jethro, f Jethro, else his selse his sons would ons would have remaihave remained in hisned in his estate. J estate. Jethro helpethro helps guide ths gus guide the guide the IsraelitesIsraelites (Num. 10: (Num. 10:29-32) and29-32) and suggests  suggests to Moses ato Moses a system of system of organizin organizing society g sg society (Esociety (Exod. 18:13xod. 18:13-27). The -27). The MidianitesMidianites among the among the Israelite Israelites were offs were offered membeered membeered membershipmembership in the co in the community, wmmunity, which they hich they declined (declined (Num. 10:29Num. 10:29).).).

The Midianites figure prominently in the Exodus narratives. Moses flees to 



Midian, where he enters the status of geär (“alien”), falling under the protection 
of Jethro (also called Reuel and Hobab). Moses’ status as geär is probably 
attested in the confusion regarding his abandonment of his sons Gershom and 
Eliezer upon his return to Egypt (Exod. 18:2; however, this is attributed in the 
following verses to his divorcing his wife; according to 4:18–20 they were with 
him in Egypt). Clearly, Moses’ status was inferior to his wife Zipporah, the 
daughter of Jethro, else his sons would have remained in his estate. Jethro helps 
guide the Israelites (Num. 10:29-32) and suggests to Moses a system of organizing 
society (Exod. 18:13-27). The Midianites among the Israelites were offered 
membership in the community, which they declined (Num. 10:29).

�The relatiThe relationship betonship between the rween the religion ofeligion of Midian an Midian and of Israed of Israel is the ml is the matter of iatter of atter of intenseof intense speculati speculation. The tron. The tradition ofadition of the holy  the holy mountain imountain in the wildn the wilderness giverness gives birth tes bes birth to sbirth to speculationpeculation on the re on the relationshiplationship between t between the religiohe religions. A numbns. A number of texter of texts which scs ws which schowhich scholars consilars consider to be der to be old announold announce that Yace that Yahweh came hweh came from the lfrom the land of Seiand of Seand of Seir, bettSeir, better known aer known as Edom (Has Edom (Hab. 3:3; Deb. 3:3; Deut. 33:2; ut. 33:2; Judg. 5:4-Judg. 5:4-5). Southe5). Southern Edom isrn Edom is considere c consideredconsidered to have b to have been withineen within the terri the territory of thtory of the Midianite Midianites (compares (compare Num. 22:e Num. 22:e Num. 22:4, 7; 322:4, 7; 31:8 with J1:8 with Josh. 13:21osh. 13:21; 1 Kgs. 1; 1 Kgs. 11:1). Mose1:1). Moses’ father-s’ father-in-law wasin-law was called a  called a priest of priest priest of priest of Midian (e.Midian (e.g., Exod. g., Exod. 2:16).2:16).2:16).

The relationship between the religion of Midian and of Israel is the matter 
of intense speculation. The tradition of the holy mountain in the wilderness gives 
birth to speculation on the relationship between the religions. A number of texts 
which scholars consider to be old announce that Yahweh came from the land of 
Seir, better known as Edom (Hab. 3:3; Deut. 33:2; Judg. 5:4-5). Southern Edom is 
considered to have been within the territory of the Midianites (compare Num. 
22:4, 7; 31:8 with Josh. 13:21; 1 Kgs. 11:1). Moses’ father-in-law was called a 
priest of Midian (e.g., Exod. 2:16).

�Moses is pMoses is pictured asictured as passive d passive during the uring the events at events at Baal-peor Baal-peor (Num. 25:6(Num. 25:6), in cont), in co), in contrast tcontrast to Aaron’s o Aaron’s son Phineason Phineas, who kils, who kills the Isrls the Israelite malaelite male and Midie and Midianite femaanite female in the le ile in the midin the midst of an ast of an apparent orpparent orgiastic rigiastic ritual, resutual, resulting in tlting in the Aaronidhe Aaronide covenante covenant. Some sch. Som. Some scholSome scholars see Moars see Moses’ passises’ passivity as a vity as a literary sliterary seam demarceam demarcating a laating a later debateter debate over the  ov over the pover the priesthood riesthood (cf. the p(cf. the passivity oassivity of Aaron inf Aaron in the incid the incident of theent of the golden ca golden calf in Exodlf in Elf in Exod. 32, Exod. 32, perhaps thperhaps the product e product of anotherof another priestly  priestly school). Tschool). The close rhe close relationshielationship with Midp wp with Midiawith Midian ceases fn ceases from this prom this point, as toint, as the Midianihe Midianites becometes become just anot just another peopleher people to exterm t to extermito exterminate upon nate upon entry intoentry into the Promi the Promised Land (sed Land (Num. 31; JNum. 31; Josh. 31:21osh. 31:21). Gideon’). Gideon). Gideon’s hGideon’s heroics wereroics were set agaie set against a Midinst a Midianite invaanite invasion (Judgsion (Judg. 6-8; Isa. 6-8; Isa. 9:4[MT 3. 9:4[MT 3]).]).]).

Moses is pictured as passive during the events at Baal-peor (Num. 25:6), in 
contrast to Aaron’s son Phineas, who kills the Israelite male and Midianite female 
in the midst of an apparent orgiastic ritual, resulting in the Aaronide covenant. 
Some scholars see Moses’ passivity as a literary seam demarcating a later debate 
over the priesthood (cf. the passivity of Aaron in the incident of the golden calf in 
Exod. 32, perhaps the product of another priestly school). The close relationship 
with Midian ceases from this point, as the Midianites become just another people 
to exterminate upon entry into the Promised Land (Num. 31; Josh. 31:21). 
Gideon’s heroics were set against a Midianite invasion (Judg. 6-8; Isa. 9:4[MT 3]).

Mark AnthoMark Anthony Phelpsny Phelps

Mark Anthony Phelps

MIDRASHMIDRASHMIDRASH

MIDRASH

A primary A primary mode of ramode of rabbinic bibbbinic biblical intelical interpretationrpretation. The orig. The origins of midins of midrash (fromrash (from Heb.  He Heb. Heb. drsû,drsû, “to searc “to search” or “invh” or “investigate”)estigate”) may lie w may lie within the ithin the OT itself.OT itself. For examp For example, accordleexampexample, aexample, according tccording to 1 Chr. 5o 1 Chr. 5:1, becaus:1, because he “defie he “defiled” his fled” his father’s beather’s bed, Reuben’d, Reuben’s birthrigs bs birthrightbirthright was given was given to the so to the sons of Josens of Joseph; this sph; this seems to preems to provide an eovide an elaborationlaboration on the fa on on the faton the fate of Reubee of Reuben, which rn, which remains vagemains vague in Geneue in Genesis, by tasis, by taking up seking up several threveral threads there adthrethreads ththreads there (Gen. ere (Gen. 35:16-22; 35:16-22; 48:5-7; 4948:5-7; 49:3-4) and :3-4) and tying themtying them into a co into a coherent whoherent whole. Interplewhowhole. Intwhole. Interpretive erpretive strategiesstrategies similar t similar to midrash o midrash or, perhapor, perhaps the antes the antecedents thcedents thereof, canereththereof, cthereof, can be seenan be seen in the Ap in the Apocrypha anocrypha and Pseudepid Pseudepigrapha as grapha as well as inwell as in some of t some of the versionhtthe versiothe versions of the ns of the OT. Among OT. Among the closesthe closest analoguet analogues to midras to midrash is the sh is the pesherpesher interpret inte interpretainterpretation foundtion found in the De in the Dead Sea Scrad Sea Scrolls.olls.olls.

A primary mode of rabbinic biblical interpretation. The origins of midrash (from 
Heb. drsû, “to search” or “investigate”) may lie within the OT itself. For 
example, according to 1 Chr. 5:1, because he “defiled” his father’s bed, Reuben’s 
birthright was given to the sons of Joseph; this seems to provide an elaboration 
on the fate of Reuben, which remains vague in Genesis, by taking up several 
threads there (Gen. 35:16-22; 48:5-7; 49:3-4) and tying them into a coherent 
whole. Interpretive strategies similar to midrash or, perhaps the antecedents 
thereof, can be seen in the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha as well as in some of 
the versions of the OT. Among the closest analogues to midrash is the pesher 
interpretation found in the Dead Sea Scrolls.



�Whatever tWhatever the originshe origins of midras of midrash, we knowh, we know of the ph of the phenomenon benomenon best from iest from its practicts iits practiits practice in rabbce in rabbinic Judaiinic Judaism. Midrassm. Midrash, aside fh, aside from being rom being a method oa method of interpref interpretation, istatiointerpreinterpretainterpretation, is ation, is also used tlso used to designato designate the litee the literature tharature that arose frt arose from such inom such interpretatiterprininterpretainterpretation. Two tion. Two main typesmain types of this l of this literature iterature correspondcorrespond to the tw to the two primary o primary ways in whwways in whways in which the miich the midrashic medrashic method was athod was applied. Happlied. Halakhah conlakhah concentrates centrates on ritual on ritual on ritual andritual and civic leg civic legal mattersal matters and Hagga and Haggadah on mordah on more discursie discursive literarve literary and reliy and religious concgiousrelireligious religious concerns. concerns. In practicIn practice this dive this division is sision is simplistic implistic due to thedue to the overlap b overlap between theetweenbbetween thbetween the two. A fe two. A further wayurther way to design to designate and diate and distinguish stinguish midrash ismidrash is by the so by the sources of tursosources ofsources of the inter the interpretationspretations. Midrash . Midrash produced bproduced by the rabby the rabbis prior tis prior to the coalo the coalescence ofescoalcoalescenccoalescence of the Me of the Mishnah (caishnah (ca. 200 . 200 C.E.C.E.) is calle) is called Tannaitid Tannaitic. Midrashc. Midrash produced  produced after thatafteafter thatafter that date unti date until ca. the l ca. the 6th centur6th century is calley is called Amoraic.d Amoraic. Midrash c Midrash can also bean also be divided i divid divided individed into the catto the categories ofegories of expositio expositional and honal and homiletical.miletical. Expositio Expositional midrasnal midrash, for theh, foh, for the mofor the most part, rst part, represents epresents a verse-bya verse-by-verse int-verse interpretatioerpretation of Scripn of Scripture, and ture, and homileticahomhomileticahomiletical midrash l midrash is primariis primarily concernly concerned with a ed with a particularparticular topic or  topic or issue and issue and draws on Sdrawdraws on Sdraws on Scripture acripture at large. Ft large. Finally, meinally, medieval Jewdieval Jewish interpish interpreters disreters distinguish mtinguish midrash (oridrasmmidrash (omidrash (or derash) r derash) from peshafrom peshat or “plait or “plain sense” in sense” interpretatnterpretation. This ion. This suggests ssuggests something oomssomething something of the indof the indeterminateeterminate nature of nature of midrashic midrashic interpret interpretation.ation.ation.

Whatever the origins of midrash, we know of the phenomenon best from 
its practice in rabbinic Judaism. Midrash, aside from being a method of 
interpretation, is also used to designate the literature that arose from such 
interpretation. Two main types of this literature correspond to the two primary 
ways in which the midrashic method was applied. Halakhah concentrates on 
ritual and civic legal matters and Haggadah on more discursive literary and 
religious concerns. In practice this division is simplistic due to the overlap 
between the two. A further way to designate and distinguish midrash is by the 
sources of the interpretations. Midrash produced by the rabbis prior to the 
coalescence of the Mishnah (ca. 200 C.E.) is called Tannaitic. Midrash produced 
after that date until ca. the 6th century is called Amoraic. Midrash can also be 
divided into the categories of expositional and homiletical. Expositional midrash, 
for the most part, represents a verse-by-verse interpretation of Scripture, and 
homiletical midrash is primarily concerned with a particular topic or issue and 
draws on Scripture at large. Finally, medieval Jewish interpreters distinguish 
midrash (or derash) from peshat or “plain sense” interpretation. This suggests 
something of the indeterminate nature of midrashic interpretation.

Larry L. LLarry L. Lykeyke
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MIDWIFEMIDWIFEMIDWIFE

MIDWIFE

A woman whA woman who assists o assists at childbiat childbirth (Gen. rth (Gen. 35:17; 38:35:17; 38:28). It is28). It is unclear w unclear whether midhether midwives (Hebwmidmidwives (midwives (Heb. Heb. meïyalled�meïyalled�et�et�) constitu) constituted a profted a professional cessional class.lass.lass.

A woman who assists at childbirth (Gen. 35:17; 38:28). It is unclear whether 
midwives (Heb. meïyalled�et� ) constituted a professional class.

�SeeSee  NURSENURSE..

See NURSE.

MIGDAL-ELMIGDAL-EL (Heb.  (Heb. mig�dal-}emig�dal-}eäläl)))

MIGDAL-EL (Heb. mig�dal-}eäl )

A town in A town in the allotmthe allotment of Napent of Naphtali, moshtali, most likely it likely in Upper Gan Upper Galilee. Joslilee. Josh. 19:36 ih. 19:36 indicates tndicaiindicates indicates that the nthat the named townsamed towns probably  probably had associhad associated villaated villages includges included under ted under their contrhettheir conttheir control. On throl. On the basis ofe basis of the simil the similar nomenclar nomenclature, theature, the town has  town has been identbeen identified withifieidentidentifiedidentified with Mejd with Mejdel Islim, el Islim, 26 km. (1626 km. (16 mi.) S of mi.) S of Tyre, but Tyre, but the site  the site has not behas not been systemaen sysen systematicsystematically surveally surveyed. The yed. The mig�dalmig�dal element i element in the namen the name suggests  suggests a Bronze Aa Bronze Age fortresgeAAge fortreAge fortress-temple ss-temple like thoselike those at Sheche at Shechem or Ebla.m or Ebla.

A town in the allotment of Naphtali, most likely in Upper Galilee. Josh. 19:36 
indicates that the named towns probably had associated villages included under 
their control. On the basis of the similar nomenclature, the town has been 
identified with Mejdel Islim, 26 km. (16 mi.) S of Tyre, but the site has not been 
systematically surveyed. The mig�dal  element in the name suggests a Bronze 
Age fortress-temple like those at Shechem or Ebla.

Thomas W. Thomas W. DavisDavis

Thomas W. Davis

MIGDAL-GADMIGDAL-GAD (Heb.  (Heb. mig�dal-gamig�dal-gaœd�œd�)))

MIGDAL-GAD (Heb. mig�dal-gaœd� )

A town (“tA town (“tower of Gaower of Gad”) in thed”) in the Shephelah Shephelah, or lowla, or lowland, of Judnd, of Judah and parah and part of that t of that tribe’s intrtribe’s intribe’s inheritance heritance (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:37). It is37). It is identifie identified with Khid with Khirbet el-Merbet el-Mejdeleh (14jdeleh (140105), pre0105), (14(140105), (140105), presumablypresumably a preserv a preservation of tation of the biblicahe biblical name. Lol name. Located 6 kmcated 6 km. (3.7 mi.. (3.7 mi.) SE of La) S) SE of LachSE of Lachish, the sish, the site has noite has not been exct been excavated.avated.avated.

A town (“tower of Gad”) in the Shephelah, or lowland, of Judah and part of that 
tribe’s inheritance (Josh. 15:37). It is identified with Khirbet el-Mejdeleh 
(140105), presumably a preservation of the biblical name. Located 6 km. (3.7 mi.) 
SE of Lachish, the site has not been excavated.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. F. RainA. F. Rainey, “The Aey, “The Administratdministrative Divisiive Division of the on of the Shephelah,Shephelah,” ” Shephelah,Shephelah,Shephelah,” ” Tel AvivTel Aviv 7 (1980): 7 (1980): 194–202;  194–202; “The Bibli“The Biblical Shephecal Shephelah of Judlah of Judah,” ah,” BASORBASOR 251 (1983 2 251 (1983)251 (1983): 1–22.: 1–22.: 1–22.

Bibliography. A. F. Rainey, “The Administrative Division of the 
Shephelah,” Tel Aviv 7 (1980): 194–202; “The Biblical Shephelah of Judah,” BASOR 



251 (1983): 1–22.
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MIGDOLMIGDOL (Heb.  (Heb. mig�doœlmig�doœl)))

MIGDOL (Heb. mig�doœl )

A Semitic A Semitic word meaniword meaning “fortreng “fortress” or “wass” or “watch tower,tch tower,” which wa” which was taken ins taken into Egyptiato Egyptito Egyptian aEgyptian and used tond used to describe  describe a series oa series of militaryf military outposts  outposts guarding tguarding the easternhe eastern edge of t ed edge of thedge of the Delta.e Delta.e Delta.

A Semitic word meaning “fortress” or “watch tower,” which was taken into 
Egyptian and used to describe a series of military outposts guarding the eastern 
edge of the Delta.

�1.1. A town in A town in the easte the eastern Delta trn Delta that was onhat was on the route the route of the Ex of the Exodus (Exododus (Exod. 14:2; Nu. 14. 14:2; Num.14:2; Num. 33:7). 33:7). 33:7).

1. A town in the eastern Delta that was on the route of the Exodus (Exod. 
14:2; Num. 33:7).

�2.2. A residen A residence of Jewsce of Jews in Egypt  in Egypt (Jer. 44:1(Jer. 44:1; 46:14).; 46:14).; 46:14).

2. A residence of Jews in Egypt (Jer. 44:1; 46:14).

�3.3. A place i A place in north Egn north Egypt used, ypt used, with Syenewith Syene, to indic, to indicate the noate the north-south rth-south borders ofbordeborders ofborders of Egypt. Egypt. Egypt.

3. A place in north Egypt used, with Syene, to indicate the north-south 
borders of Egypt.

For the idFor the identificatientification of theson of these places, e places, scholars hscholars have proposave proposed a Migdoed a Migdol of Seti l of Seti I located I locaI located inlocated in the Succo the Succoth districth district of Egyptt of Egypt, the anci, the ancient fortreent fortress of Serass of Serapeum near peum near the north the the north the north end of theend of the Bitter La Bitter Lakes, and mkes, and modern Tellodern Tell el-Her, w el-Her, which is 19hich is 19 km. (12 m km. (12 mi.) N of Si.mmi.) N of mi.) N of Sile. NoneSile. None of these  of these sites seemsites seems to fit ws to fit with the biith the biblical narblical narrative of rative of the Exodusthe Exothe Exodus. TeExodus. Tell el-Her ll el-Her is too faris too far north, bu north, but may be it may be identified dentified with with 2 2 and and 3 3 above. Serabove. Serapeum is taSerSerapeum iSerapeum is too far s too far west, and west, and Succoth isSuccoth is where the where the Israelite Israelites turned bs turned back to conack to continue theitinconcontinue tcontinue their journheir journey.ey.ey.

For the identification of these places, scholars have proposed a Migdol of Seti I 
located in the Succoth district of Egypt, the ancient fortress of Serapeum near 
the north end of the Bitter Lakes, and modern Tell el-Her, which is 19 km. (12 
mi.) N of Sile. None of these sites seems to fit with the biblical narrative of the 
Exodus. Tell el-Her is too far north, but may be identified with 2 and 3 above. 
Serapeum is too far west, and Succoth is where the Israelites turned back to 
continue their journey.

Lawrence ALawrence A. Sinclair. Sinclair

Lawrence A. Sinclair

MIGHTY MENMIGHTY MEN

MIGHTY MEN

�SeeSee  CHAMPIONSCHAMPIONS..

See CHAMPIONS.

MIGRONMIGRON (Heb.  (Heb. mig�ro®nmig�ro®n)))

MIGRON (Heb. mig�ro®n )

A place inA place in Benjamin. Benjamin. In 1 Sam. In 1 Sam. 14:2 Saul 14:2 Saul and his 6 and his 600 soldier00 soldiers camp outs camp outside Gibeaside Gibeah (9 km. [h (h (9 km. [5.(9 km. [5.5 mi.] NE 5 mi.] NE of Jerusalof Jerusalem and S oem and S of the Wadif the Wadi  es-Suweinies-Suweinit�t�) at the “) at the “pomegranatpomeg““pomegrana“pomegranate tree” (te tree” (possibly tpossibly the “rock ohe “rock of Rimmon”;f Rimmon”; Judg. 20: Judg. 20:45-47) “in45-47) “in the Migro the Migro the Migron.” IMigron.” In Isa. 10:n Isa. 10:28 the Ass28 the Assyrians areyrians are viewed as viewed as passing “ passing “over Migroover Migron” throughn” through the Geba  t the Geba Pthe Geba Pass. This ass. This seems to bseems to be N of Wade N of Wadi i es-Suweinies-Suweinit�t� near Mich near Michmash. Instmash. Instead of a teaInstInstead ofInstead of a town, M a town, Migron (froigron (from Heb. m Heb. ngr,ngr, “to gush  “to gush forth”) maforth”) may instead y instead refer to trefer to the region hetthe regionthe region of the Wa of the Wadi di es-Suweinies-Suweinit�t� itself. T itself. The canyon he canyon of this waof this wadi is subsdi is substantial antantiasubssubstantiasubstantial and forml and formed a portied a portion of the on of the border betborder between Judahween Judah and Israe and Israel; it runsl; it runs southeast so southeast southeast from the cfrom the central hilentral hill country,l country, joining t joining the Wadi elhe Wadi el-Qelt and -Qelt and emptying iemptying into the Jontoiinto the Jinto the Jordan Vallordan Valley N of Jeey N of Jericho. If richo. If Migron indMigron indicates a ricates a regional raegional rather than ther than a site nama site a site name,site name, then the  then the problem beproblem between the tween the two passagtwo passages is resoes is resolved.lved.lved.

A place in Benjamin. In 1 Sam. 14:2 Saul and his 600 soldiers camp outside Gibeah 
(9 km. [5.5 mi.] NE of Jerusalem and S of the Wadi es-Suweinit� ) at the 
“pomegranate tree” (possibly the “rock of Rimmon”; Judg. 20:45-47) “in the 
Migron.” In Isa. 10:28 the Assyrians are viewed as passing “over Migron” through 
the Geba Pass. This seems to be N of Wadi es-Suweinit�  near Michmash. 
Instead of a town, Migron (from Heb. ngr, “to gush forth”) may instead refer to 
the region of the Wadi es-Suweinit�  itself. The canyon of this wadi is 
substantial and formed a portion of the border between Judah and Israel; it runs 
southeast from the central hill country, joining the Wadi el-Qelt and emptying 
into the Jordan Valley N of Jericho. If Migron indicates a regional rather than a 
site name, then the problem between the two passages is resolved.

Dennis M. Dennis M. SwansonSwanson

Dennis M. Swanson

MIJAMINMIJAMIN (Heb.  (Heb. miîyaœmiînmiîyaœmiîn)))

MIJAMIN (Heb. miîyaœmiîn)

�1.1. The leade The leader of the sr of the sixth divisixth division of priion of priests durinests during the timeg the time of King D of King David (1 Chavid (1 avid (1 Chr. 24(1 Chr. 24:9).:9).:9).

1. The leader of the sixth division of priests during the time of King David 



(1 Chr. 24:9).

�2.2. An Israel An Israelite requirite required to divoed to divorce his force his foreign wifereign wife (Ezra 10: (Ezra 10:25).25).25).

2. An Israelite required to divorce his foreign wife (Ezra 10:25).

�3.3. A priest  A priest who particwho participated in ipated in the sealinthe sealing of the ng of the new covenanew covenant under Net under Nehemiah (NehemNeNehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:7[Neh. 10:7[MT 8]). HeMT 8]). He may be th may be the same as e same as Miniamin Miniamin 3 3 (cf. (cf. 22).).).

3. A priest who participated in the sealing of the new covenant under 
Nehemiah (Neh. 10:7[MT 8]). He may be the same as Miniamin 3 (cf. 2).

�4.4. A chief o A chief of the prief the priests among sts among those who those who returned freturned from exile rom exile with Zerubwith Zerubbabel (NehbabZerubZerubbabelZerubbabel (Neh. 12: (Neh. 12:5).5).

4. A chief of the priests among those who returned from exile with 
Zerubbabel (Neh. 12:5).

MIKLOTHMIKLOTH (Heb.  (Heb. miqlo®t�miqlo®t�)))

MIKLOTH (Heb. miqlo®t� )

�1.1. A Benjami A Benjaminite who lnite who lived at Giived at Gibeon; a debeon; a descendant oscendant of Jeiel anf Jeiel and father od father of Shimeah/f Shimf Shimeah/ShShimeah/Shimeam (1 Cimeam (1 Chr. 8:32; hr. 8:32; 9:37-38).9:37-38).9:37-38).

1. A Benjaminite who lived at Gibeon; a descendant of Jeiel and father of 
Shimeah/Shimeam (1 Chr. 8:32; 9:37-38).

�2.2. The chief The chief officer u officer under Dodainder Dodai the Ahohi the Ahohite of the te of the second monsecond monthly divisthly division of Davion oion of David’sof David’s army (1 C army (1 Chr. 27:4).hr. 27:4).

2. The chief officer under Dodai the Ahohite of the second monthly division 
of David’s army (1 Chr. 27:4).

MIKNEIAHMIKNEIAH (Heb.  (Heb. miqneäyaœhmiqneäyaœhu®u®)))

MIKNEIAH (Heb. miqneäyaœhu®)

A leviticaA levitical musicianl musician appointed appointed to accomp to accompany the arany the ark to Jerusk to Jerusalem (1 Chalem (1 Chr. 15:18, r. 15:18, 21).2121).21).

A levitical musician appointed to accompany the ark to Jerusalem (1 Chr. 15:18, 
21).

MIKTAMMIKTAM (Heb.  (Heb. mik�taœmmik�taœm)))

MIKTAM (Heb. mik�taœm )

An obscureAn obscure technical technical term foun term found in the sd in the superscriptuperscripts of Pss. s of Pss. 16, 56-60 16, 56-60 (perhaps a(perhaps also Isa. 3lsoaalso Isa. also Isa. 38:9; cf. 38:9; cf. BHS). It aBHS). It always occulways occurs with rs with leïd�aœwidleïd�aœwid�,�, “of David “of David,” and is ,” and is found in pfofound in pfound in psalms of ssalms of similar lenimilar length and fogth and form (lamentrm (laments). As sucs). As such it may ih it may indicate a ndicate a genre clasgenrgenre clasgenre classificationsification, and mark, and mark off a sma off a small collectll collection of psaion of psalms (Pss. lms (Pss. 56-60). Su56-60). Suggestions ggestioSuSuggestionSuggestions for its s for its meaning inmeaning include “steclude “stelegraphic legraphic publicatiopublication” (cf. LXn” (cf. LXX Gk. X Gk. staœlograpstaœlostaœlograpstaœlographia,hia, “stela in “stela inscription”scription”; Tg.), “g; Tg.), “golden psalolden psalm” (from m” (from ktm,ktm, “gold”; I “gold”; Ibn Ezra, Lbn Ebn Ezra, LuthEzra, Luther), “atoner), “atonement psalement psalm” (from Am” (from Akk. kk. kataœmu,kataœmu, “cover”); “cover”); and “secr and “secret prayer.et pret prayer.” Mprayer.” Most modernost modern translati translations simplyons simply translite transliterate as “mrate as “miktam.”iktam.”iktam.”

An obscure technical term found in the superscripts of Pss. 16, 56-60 (perhaps 
also Isa. 38:9; cf. BHS). It always occurs with leïd�aœwid�,  “of David,” and is 
found in psalms of similar length and form (laments). As such it may indicate a 
genre classification, and mark off a small collection of psalms (Pss. 56-60). 
Suggestions for its meaning include “stelegraphic publication” (cf. LXX Gk. 
staœlographia, “stela inscription”; Tg.), “golden psalm” (from ktm, “gold”; Ibn 
Ezra, Luther), “atonement psalm” (from Akk. kataœmu, “cover”); and “secret 
prayer.” Most modern translations simply transliterate as “miktam.”

Tyler F. WTyler F. Williamsilliams

Tyler F. Williams

MILALAIMILALAI (Heb.  (Heb. mila�laymila�lay)))

MILALAI (Heb. mila�lay )

A leviticaA levitical musicianl musician who parti who participated incipated in the poste the postexilic dedixilic dedication of cation of the walls the walls of Jerusalof Jerof Jerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 12:3(Neh. 12:36).6).

A levitical musician who participated in the postexilic dedication of the walls of 
Jerusalem (Neh. 12:36).

MILCAHMILCAH (Heb.  (Heb. milka®milka®)))

MILCAH (Heb. milka®)

�1.1. The daugh The daughter of Harter of Haran, sisteran, sister of Lot an of Lot and Iscah, wd Iscah, wife of Nahife of Nahor, motheror, mother of eight, of e of eight, andeight, and grandmoth grandmother of Rebeer of Rebekah (Gen. kah (Gen. 11:29; 22:11:29; 22:20-23; 24:20-23; 24:15, 24, 4715, 24, 47).).).

1. The daughter of Haran, sister of Lot and Iscah, wife of Nahor, mother of 
eight, and grandmother of Rebekah (Gen. 11:29; 22:20-23; 24:15, 24, 47).

�2.2. One of th One of the five daue five daughters of ghters of ZelophehadZelophehad for whom  for whom special prspecial provision waovision was made thas ms made that made that they mightthey might be his he be his heirs (Num. irs (Num. 26:33; 27:26:33; 27:1; 36:11; 1; 36:11; Josh. 17:3Josh. 17:3). The nam). The name may actue namname may aname may actually rectually represent a present a town or trtown or tribal unit.ibal unit.

2. One of the five daughters of Zelophehad for whom special provision was 
made that they might be his heirs (Num. 26:33; 27:1; 36:11; Josh. 17:3). The 
name may actually represent a town or tribal unit.



MILCOMMILCOM (Heb.  (Heb. milkoœmmilkoœm)))

MILCOM (Heb. milkoœm)

The nationThe national god of al god of the Ammonithe Ammonites. Milcotes. Milcom was amonm was among the foreg the foreign deitieign deities whose wos whose s whose worswhose worship in Isrhip in Israel was giael was given sanctiven sanction by Soloon by Solomon and whmon and whose sanctuose sanctuaries justaries justaries just outsijust outside Jerusalde Jerusalem were laem were later dismanter dismantled by Jotled by Josiah (1 Kgsiah (1 Kgs. 11:5, 3s. 11:5, 33; 2 Kgs. 3; 2 Kgs. 23:13).23:1323:13).23:13).23:13).

The national god of the Ammonites. Milcom was among the foreign deities 
whose worship in Israel was given sanction by Solomon and whose sanctuaries 
just outside Jerusalem were later dismantled by Josiah (1 Kgs. 11:5, 33; 2 Kgs. 
23:13).

�Six times Six times in the OT in the OT the Hebrewthe Hebrew consonant consonants s mlkmmlkm are most  are most likely to likely to be read be read milkoœm,mmilkoœm,milkoœm, Milcom, r Milcom, rather thanather than the MT re the MT rendering ndering malkaœm,malkaœm, “their ki “their king.” Amos ng.” Among.” Amos 1:15 Amos 1:15 (“Milcom s(“Milcom shall go inhall go into exile .to exile . . .”) all . .”) alludes to thudes to the well-knoe well-known ancientwn ancient Near East Ne Near EasteNear Eastern practicrn practice of plunde of plundering the ering the cult statucult statues of defees of defeated enemiated enemies. Later es. Later Jer. 49:3 JerJer. 49:3 Jer. 49:3 takes up ttakes up this same this same threat (as hreat (as does 48:7 does 48:7 in referenin reference to Chemce to Chemosh, unambosh, unambiguously tiunambunambiguouunambiguously the nasly the name of the me of the Moabite deMoabite deity), addiity), adding that “hng that “his priestsis priests” shall ac” shall accompany hicomacaccompany accompany him. The qhim. The question ofuestion of Jer. 49:1 Jer. 49:1 (“Why has (“Why has Milcom di Milcom dispossessedspossessed Gad?”) is Gad?”)  Gad?”) is Gad?”) is phrased inphrased in accordanc accordance with thee with the Iron Age  Iron Age notion of notion of the nationthe national deity aal deity as achievins as achieving achieving the militathe military and terry and territorial gritorial gains of thains of the state. Ze state. Zeph. 1:5 ceph. 1:5 counts amonounts among Judah’s g Judg Judah’s reJudah’s religious ofligious offenders “tfenders “those who those who take oaths ake oaths by Milcom.by Milcom.” In 2 Sam” In 2 Sam. 12:30 = . 12:30 = 1 Chr. 20:1 1 Chr. 20:1 Chr. 20:2 the crow2 the crown taken byn taken by David upo David upon the captn the capture of theure of the Ammonite  Ammonite capital Racapital Rcapital Rabbah mosRabbah most likely bt likely belonged toelonged to and reste and rested on the hd on the head of Milead of Milcom (i.e.,com (i.e., his cult  his cult statue); tstatstatue); tstatue); the crown whe crown would have ould have been too hbeen too heavy (“a teavy (“a talent of galent of gold,” ca. old,” ca. 34 kg. [7534 kg. [75 lbs.]) fo lbs lbs.]) forlbs.]) for the head  the head of “their of “their king,” andking,” and it would  it would have been have been the “precithe “precious stone,ous stone,” and not ” and” and not thand not the crown ite crown itself, thatself, that later res later rested on Davted on David’s head.id’s head. (In 1 Kgs (In 1 Kgs. 11:7 the. 11:7 the divine na divin divine namdivine name e moœlek�,moœlek�, Molech, i Molech, is probablys probably a mistake a mistake for Milco for Milcom.)m.)m.)

Six times in the OT the Hebrew consonants mlkm are most likely to be read 
milkoœm, Milcom, rather than the MT rendering malkaœm, “their king.” 
Amos 1:15 (“Milcom shall go into exile . . .”) alludes to the well-known ancient 
Near Eastern practice of plundering the cult statues of defeated enemies. Later 
Jer. 49:3 takes up this same threat (as does 48:7 in reference to Chemosh, 
unambiguously the name of the Moabite deity), adding that “his priests” shall 
accompany him. The question of Jer. 49:1 (“Why has Milcom dispossessed 
Gad?”) is phrased in accordance with the Iron Age notion of the national deity as 
achieving the military and territorial gains of the state. Zeph. 1:5 counts among 
Judah’s religious offenders “those who take oaths by Milcom.” In 2 Sam. 12:30 = 
1 Chr. 20:2 the crown taken by David upon the capture of the Ammonite capital 
Rabbah most likely belonged to and rested on the head of Milcom (i.e., his cult 
statue); the crown would have been too heavy (“a talent of gold,” ca. 34 kg. [75 
lbs.]) for the head of “their king,” and it would have been the “precious stone,” 
and not the crown itself, that later rested on David’s head. (In 1 Kgs. 11:7 the 
divine name moœlek�,  Molech, is probably a mistake for Milcom.)

�Milcom is Milcom is attested iattested in Ammoniten Ammonite inscripti inscriptions from tons from the OT perihe OT period, includod, including the Aming thing the Amman the Amman citadel incitadel inscription scription (9th centu(9th century), a 7thry), a 7th-century s-century seal, and teal, and theophoric heophoric personal npepersonal npersonal names from ames from a 5th-centa 5th-century ostracury ostracon and froon and from 6th-centm 6th-century seals ury seals and bullaeand bullaeand bullae.bullae.bullae.

Milcom is attested in Ammonite inscriptions from the OT period, including 
the Amman citadel inscription (9th century), a 7th-century seal, and theophoric 
personal names from a 5th-century ostracon and from 6th-century seals and 
bullae.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. E. AufrW. E. Aufrecht, echt, A Corpus oA Corpus of Ammonitef Ammonite Inscripti Inscriptionsons (Lewiston (Lewiston, 1989); P, 1, 1989); P. 1989); P. K. McCarteK. McCarter, r, II Samuel.II Samuel. AB 9 (Gar AB 9 (Garden City, den City, 1984).1984).1984).

Bibliography. W. E. Aufrecht, A Corpus of Ammonite Inscriptions (Lewiston, 
1989); P. K. McCarter, II Samuel. AB 9 (Garden City, 1984).

Joel BurneJoel Burnetttt

Joel Burnett

MILDEWMILDEWMILDEW

MILDEW

A blight tA blight that turns hat turns plants a pplants a pale green ale green and makes and makes them unfruthem unfruitful, peritful, perhaps the rhaps the result of fesulrresult of result of fungus or fungus or of the hotof the hot east wind east wind. Heb. . Heb. yeäraœqo®nyeäraœqo®n may also  may also indicate eindicate either paleitheeither paleither paleness of teness of the human fhe human face or a sace or a sickly paleickly paleness of plness of plants. Mildants. Mildew occurs ew occurs in lists oin liin lists of plists of plagues (allagues (along with song with scorching wcorching wind, hail,ind, hail, famine, f famine, fever, sworever, sword, and blid, and blight) whichght) wght) which werewhich were understoo understood to be pud to be punishments nishments that God vthat God visited upoisited upon his peopn his people for thele for thle for their disotheir disobedience (bedience (Deut. 28:2Deut. 28:22; Amos 4:2; Amos 4:9; Hag. 2:9; Hag. 2:17). Solom17). Solomon petitioon petitions that, wns that, when mildewhewwhen mildewhen mildew or any ow or any of the othef the other plagues r plagues are presenare present, God wout, God would hear thld hear the prayers e prayerse prayers ofprayers of his peopl his people, forgivee, forgive their sin their sins, and dels, and deliver them iver them (1 Kgs. 8:(1 Kgs. 8:37 = 2 Chr37 = 2 Chr. 6:28).. 6:28. 6:28).6:28).6:28).

A blight that turns plants a pale green and makes them unfruitful, perhaps the 
result of fungus or of the hot east wind. Heb. yeäraœqo®n may also indicate 
either paleness of the human face or a sickly paleness of plants. Mildew occurs in 
lists of plagues (along with scorching wind, hail, famine, fever, sword, and blight) 
which were understood to be punishments that God visited upon his people for 
their disobedience (Deut. 28:22; Amos 4:9; Hag. 2:17). Solomon petitions that, 
when mildew or any of the other plagues are present, God would hear the 
prayers of his people, forgive their sins, and deliver them (1 Kgs. 8:37 = 2 Chr. 
6:28).

Joe E. LunJoe E. Luncefordceford

Joe E. Lunceford



MILEMILEMILE

MILE

A Roman meA Roman measure of dasure of distance (Gistance (Gk. k. miílion;miílion; Matt. 5:4 Matt. 5:41) equival1) equivalent to ca.ent to ca. 1480 m. ( 1480 m.  1480 m. (1618 ym. (1618 yds.; the mds.; the modern mileodern mile is 1760 y is 1760 yds.). Someds.). Some English v English versions trersions translate otanslate other ancienherotother anciother ancient measurent measurements intements into miles (po miles (particularlarticularly the y the staédion,staédion, equivalen equivalent to one et to ot to one eighthone eighth Roman mil Roman mile).e).

A Roman measure of distance (Gk. miílion; Matt. 5:41) equivalent to ca. 1480 
m. (1618 yds.; the modern mile is 1760 yds.). Some English versions translate 
other ancient measurements into miles (particularly the staédion, equivalent to 
one eighth Roman mile).

MILETUSMILETUS (Gk.  (Gk. MiíleätosMiíleätos)))

MILETUS (Gk. Miíleätos)

An importaAn important port wint port with four hath four harbors in srbors in southwesterouthwestern Asia Minn Asia Minor, situator, situated on a pred on a pred on a promontorypromontory where the where the Meander R Meander River meetsiver meets the Latmi the Latmian Gulf. Ian Gulf. It became at became a large tra large t large trade centtrade center and boaer and boasted a sizsted a sizable populable population at tation at the time ofhe time of the writi the writing of the ng of the NT. First NT.NT. First NT. First colonized colonized by Cretansby Cretans in the Mi in the Minoan perionoan period, Miletusd, Miletus became a  became a fortified fortified outpost foououtpost fooutpost for the Mycer the Mycenean Greeknean Greeks in the 1s in the 14th centur4th century y B.C.B.C. It was de It was destroyed bystroyed by the Persi the the Persiathe Persians in 494,ns in 494, but soon  but soon rebuilt, arebuilt, and under tnd under the Romans he Romans enjoyed anenjoyed an abundance abundance abundance abundance of wealth,of wealth, trade, an trade, and architecd architectural actitural activity.vity.vity.

An important port with four harbors in southwestern Asia Minor, situated on a 
promontory where the Meander River meets the Latmian Gulf. It became a large 
trade center and boasted a sizable population at the time of the writing of the 
NT. First colonized by Cretans in the Minoan period, Miletus became a fortified 
outpost for the Mycenean Greeks in the 14th century B.C. It was destroyed by 
the Persians in 494, but soon rebuilt, and under the Romans enjoyed an 
abundance of wealth, trade, and architectural activity.

�Paul visitPaul visited Miletused Miletus on his re on his return trip turn trip to Jerusalto Jerusalem at the em at the close of hclose of his third mis third missionary ismmissionarymissionary journey ( journey (Acts 20:15Acts 20:15). While t). While there, he shere, he summoned thummoned the elders oe elders of the churf the churf the church at church at Ephesus toEphesus to come to h come to him, warninim, warning them to g them to be steadfabe steadfast and annst and announcing thouncing thouncing that they that they would not would not see him agsee him again (Acts ain (Acts 20:17-38).20:17-38). The menti The mention of Paulon of Paul’s having ’s having “left Trop“le“left Trop“left Trophimus sickhimus sick at Miletu at Miletus” (2 Tim.s” (2 Tim. 4:20) sug 4:20) suggests anotgests another visit her visit to the citto the city.y.y.

Paul visited Miletus on his return trip to Jerusalem at the close of his third 
missionary journey (Acts 20:15). While there, he summoned the elders of the 
church at Ephesus to come to him, warning them to be steadfast and announcing 
that they would not see him again (Acts 20:17-38). The mention of Paul’s having 
“left Trophimus sick at Miletus” (2 Tim. 4:20) suggests another visit to the city.

�Miletus isMiletus is now more  now more than 8 km.than 8 km. (5 mi.) i (5 mi.) inland, duenland, due to siltin to silting of the hg of the harbor and arbor andarbor and shiftiand shifting of the ng of the Meander. TMeander. The site wahe site was first exs first excavated incavated in 1899. Ext 1899. Extensive Romensive Roman remainsanRomRoman remaRoman remains were dins were discovered iscovered in subsequin subsequent excavaent excavations in 1tions in 1938 and 19938 and 1955.55.55.

Miletus is now more than 8 km. (5 mi.) inland, due to silting of the harbor 
and shifting of the Meander. The site was first excavated in 1899. Extensive 
Roman remains were discovered in subsequent excavations in 1938 and 1955.

Dale EllenDale Ellenburgburg

Dale Ellenburg

MILKMILKMILK

MILK

Liquid nouLiquid nourishment, rishment, especiallyespecially important important for suste for sustenance of nnance of newborns (cewborns (cf. 2 Macc.f. 2 Macc. 7:27). Mi 7 7:27). Mil7:27). Milk is a bask is a basic human nic human need (Sir. eed (Sir. 39:26), an39:26), and farmers d farmers regularly regularly raised sheraised sheep and goaep anep and goats and goats for dairy for dairy products. products. In the OT In the OT the goat wthe goat was the prias the primary produmary producer of milcer of milk (Prov. 2kmilmilk (Provmilk (Prov. 27:27). . 27:27). The PromisThe Promised Land ised Land is called th called the “land fle “land flowing withowing with milk and  milk and honey” (Exhonhoney” (Exhoney” (Exod. 3:8), od. 3:8), referring referring both to thboth to the agriculte agricultural bountural bounty of the ly of the land of Canand of Canaan and toaan CanCanaan andCanaan and to the fa to the fact that Goct that God would nod would nourish the urish the IsraelitesIsraelites there. there. there.

Liquid nourishment, especially important for sustenance of newborns (cf. 2 Macc. 
7:27). Milk is a basic human need (Sir. 39:26), and farmers regularly raised sheep 
and goats for dairy products. In the OT the goat was the primary producer of 
milk (Prov. 27:27). The Promised Land is called the “land flowing with milk and 
honey” (Exod. 3:8), referring both to the agricultural bounty of the land of 
Canaan and to the fact that God would nourish the Israelites there.

�One culticOne cultic prohibiti prohibition forbidson forbids the cooki the cooking of a king of a kid in its md in its mother’s miother’s milk (Exod. lk (Exod.lk (Exod. 34:(Exod. 34:26). This 26). This puzzling rpuzzling regulation egulation has providhas provided the exeed the exegetical bagetical basis for thsis for the Jewish pe Jewe Jewish praJewish practice of nctice of not cookingot cooking or eating or eating meat and  meat and milk produmilk products togethcts together.er.er.

One cultic prohibition forbids the cooking of a kid in its mother’s milk 
(Exod. 34:26). This puzzling regulation has provided the exegetical basis for the 
Jewish practice of not cooking or eating meat and milk products together.

�Milk is usMilk is used as a sied as a simile for wmile for whiteness (hiteness (Gen. 49:12Gen. 49:12) and as a) and as a metaphor  metaphor for romantfor romfor romantic lromantic love (Cant.ove (Cant. 4:11). Mi 4:11). Milk may reflk may refer to mateer to material wealtrial wealth (Isa. 60h (Isa. 60:16) or di:16) or didactic noudactdididactic ndidactic nourishmentourishment (55:1). S (55:1). Spiritual mpiritual milk is higilk is highly desirahly desirable (1 Petble (1 Pet. 2:2). Re. 2:2). Referring meferring ReReferring Referring metaphoricmetaphorically to coally to communicatiommunication of basicn of basic teachings teachings and insig and insights, “milkhts, “milk” is suita” i” is suitablis suitable food fore food for young bel young believers, whievers, while matureile mature believers believers should ea should eat solid fot solid food (1 Cor.od (1od (1 Cor. 3:(1 Cor. 3:2).2).2).

Milk is used as a simile for whiteness (Gen. 49:12) and as a metaphor for 
romantic love (Cant. 4:11). Milk may refer to material wealth (Isa. 60:16) or 
didactic nourishment (55:1). Spiritual milk is highly desirable (1 Pet. 2:2). 
Referring metaphorically to communication of basic teachings and insights, “milk” 
is suitable food for young believers, while mature believers should eat solid food 



(1 Cor. 3:2).

�SeeSee  DAIRY PRODDAIRY PRODUCTSUCTS...

See DAIRY PRODUCTS.
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MILLMILLMILL

MILL

A device fA device for grindinor grinding grain (Ig grain (Isa. 47:2) sa. 47:2) or other for other foods (Num.oods (Num. 11:7-8).  11:7-8). A mill wasA mill was comprised com comprised comprised of two carof two carved stonesved stones, a fixed , a fixed lower stonlower stone and a moe and a mobile upperbile upper stone (cf stone (cf. Judg. 9:.(cf(cf. Judg.(cf. Judg. 9:53). Th 9:53). The upper ste upper stone might one might range fromrange from .9—1.4 g. .9—1.4 g. (2–3 lbs. (2–3 lbs.) to 4.5 g) to 4.5 g. (10 lbs.. (10. (10 lbs.).(10 lbs.). A miller  A miller would placwould place grain one grain on the lower the lower stone and stone and rub the u rub the upper stonepper stone against t ag against thagainst the lower. Le lower. Later, a haater, a handle was undle was used to movsed to move the uppee the upper stone inr stone in a circula a circular motion. r mr motion. Fomotion. For much larr much larger mills,ger mills, the handl the handle became ae became a beam to w beam to which a donhich a donkey was hakey was hkey was harnessed;harnessed; the anima the animal walked il walked in a circlen a circle around th around the lower ste lower stone.one.one.

A device for grinding grain (Isa. 47:2) or other foods (Num. 11:7-8). A mill was 
comprised of two carved stones, a fixed lower stone and a mobile upper stone 
(cf. Judg. 9:53). The upper stone might range from .9—1.4 g. (2–3 lbs.) to 4.5 g. 
(10 lbs.). A miller would place grain on the lower stone and rub the upper stone 
against the lower. Later, a handle was used to move the upper stone in a circular 
motion. For much larger mills, the handle became a beam to which a donkey was 
harnessed; the animal walked in a circle around the lower stone.

�The mill wThe mill was such anas such an essential essential part of l part of life that Iife that Israelites sraelites were forbiwere forbidden to tadden to take a mill ktatake a miltake a mill as collal as collateral for teral for a loan (Dea loan (Deut. 24:6),ut. 24:6), and the a and the absence of bsence of the sound the sound of grindinof griof grinding mgrinding mills meantills meant a disaste a disaster had comer had come to the co to the community (Jmmunity (Jer. 25:10;er. 25:10; Rev. 18:2 Rev. 18:22). The gr2)18:218:22). Th18:22). The grindinge grinding of grain  of grain was difficwas difficult work, ult work, frequentlyfrequently performed performed by women  by women (Exod. 11:(E(Exod. 11:(Exod. 11:5; Isa. 475; Isa. 47:1-2; Matt:1-2; Matt. 24:41); . 24:41); prisoners prisoners might alsomight also be harnes be harnessed to worsed to work mills (Jk mk mills (Judmills (Judg. 16:21).g. 16:21).

The mill was such an essential part of life that Israelites were forbidden to 
take a mill as collateral for a loan (Deut. 24:6), and the absence of the sound of 
grinding mills meant a disaster had come to the community (Jer. 25:10; Rev. 
18:22). The grinding of grain was difficult work, frequently performed by women 
(Exod. 11:5; Isa. 47:1-2; Matt. 24:41); prisoners might also be harnessed to work 
mills (Judg. 16:21).

�In referriIn referring to a ming to a millstone asllstone as an anchor an anchor, Jesus su, Jesus suggested thggested that anyone at anyone who causedwho causwho caused anocaused another persother person to sin wn to sin would be beould be better off htter off having a graving a great millsteat millstone tied aone tied about his nbouaabout his about his neck and bneck and being cast eing cast into the sinto the sea (Matt. ea (Matt. 18:6 par.;18:6 par.; cf. Rev.  cf. Rev. 18:21).18:21).18:21).

In referring to a millstone as an anchor, Jesus suggested that anyone who 
caused another person to sin would be better off having a great millstone tied 
about his neck and being cast into the sea (Matt. 18:6 par.; cf. Rev. 18:21).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. G. LandJ. G. Landels, els, EngineerinEngineering in the Ag in the Ancient Worncient Worldld (Berkeley (Berkeley, 1978); M, 1978), 1978); M. 1978); M. Schwartz, Schwartz, Machines, Machines, Buildings,Buildings, Weaponry  Weaponry of Biblicaof Biblical Timesl Times (Old Tapp (Old Tappan, N.J., an, N.Jan, N.J., 1990N.J., 1990).).).

Bibliography. J. G. Landels, Engineering in the Ancient World (Berkeley, 
1978); M. Schwartz, Machines, Buildings, Weaponry of Biblical Times (Old Tappan, 
N.J., 1990).
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MILLENNIUMMILLENNIUM

MILLENNIUM

A 1000-yeaA 1000-year era in wr era in which the rhich the resurrectedesurrected martyrs r martyrs reign with eign with Christ on Christ on earth. It earth. It is often uis is often uis often understood nderstood as occurrias occurring betweenng between the destr the destruction of uction of this evil,this evil, temporal  temporal age ruled ageage ruled age ruled by Satan aby Satan and the crend the creation of aation of a new heave new heaven and eartn and earth in a righ in a righteous, ethteous, eternal age erneteternal ageternal age indispute indisputably ruledably ruled by God. W by God. While the thile the term “milleerm “millennium” is nnium” is from the Lfrom the Latin for aaLLatin for Latin for a “thousana “thousand years,” d years,” the synonythe synonym “chiliasm “chiliasm” is fromm” is from a Greek t a Greek term, also erm, also for a “thofofor a “thofor a “thousand yearusand years” (Rev. 2s” (Rev. 20:4), whic0:4), which often hah often has the pejos the pejorative conrative connotation onotation of sensual f sf sensual blsensual bliss that miss that many associany associated with ated with the millenthe millennium.nium.nium.

A 1000-year era in which the resurrected martyrs reign with Christ on earth. It 
is often understood as occurring between the destruction of this evil, temporal 
age ruled by Satan and the creation of a new heaven and earth in a righteous, 
eternal age indisputably ruled by God. While the term “millennium” is from the 
Latin for a “thousand years,” the synonym “chiliasm” is from a Greek term, also 
for a “thousand years” (Rev. 20:4), which often has the pejorative connotation of 
sensual bliss that many associated with the millennium.

�The concepThe concept of a milt of a millennium dolennium does not occes not occur in the ur in the OT, but isOT, but is derived i derived in part fron part n part from part from later proplater prophecy of thhecy of the coming oe coming of the Messf the Messiah to ruliah to rule the natie the nations from Jons from Jerusalem ferJJerusalem Jerusalem for an indfor an indeterminateeterminate length of length of time (Isa time (Isa. 11; 40:9. 11; 40:9-11; 52:7--11; 52:7-12; 65:17-12; 65:17-25; Dan. 725; D25; Dan. 7:13-Dan. 7:13-14, 27; Ze14, 27; Zech. 9:9-10ch. 9:9-10). The mil). The millennium islennium is the combi the combination of nation of this prophthis prophetic idealetprophprophetic prophetic ideal of aideal of a messianic messianic kingdom w kingdom with an arrith an array of apocay of apocalyptic hoalyptic hopes. Jewispes. Jewish apocryphh ah apocrypha apocrypha and pseudeand pseudepigrapha ppigrapha present varresent various scenaious scenarios of a rios of a temporallytemporally limited r limited reign of therreign of treign of the faithfuhe faithful on earthl on earth, with or , with or without thwithout the Messiah.e Messiah. It is oft It is often portrayen portrayed as an eed as aed as an era of an era of peace and peace and great fertgreat fertility in nility in nature. Undature. Underlying soerlying some projectme projections is thions is the assumptie assue assumptionassumption that the  that the earth exisearth exists for sevts for seven days ofen days of 1000 year 1000 years each (cfs each (cf. Ps. 90:4. Ps. 90:4; 2 Pet. 3; 2 P; 2 Pet. 3:8),Pet. 3:8), to be fol to be followed by alowed by an eighth dn eighth day of 1000ay of 1000 years of  years of bliss follbliss followed in tuowed in turn by judgrn byrn by judgmenby judgment (1 En. 9t (1 En. 91:12–17; 91:12–17; 93; 2 En. 33; 2 En. 33:1; 4 Ezr3:1; 4 Ezra 7:26–31;a 7:26–31; 2 Apoc. B 2 Apoc. Bar. 29-30;ar. 29-30; 2 Esdr. 7 2  2 Esdr. 7:2 Esdr. 7:26-44). Ra26-44). Rabbinic soubbinic sources descrrces describe a “dayibe a “day of the Me of the Messiah,” a ssiah,” a temporal mtemporal messianic resmmessianic messianic reign on ereign on earth of vaarth of various lengrious lengths (incluths (including 1000 ding 1000 years) whiyears) which stands ch stands in contrasin cin contrast tcontrast to this woro this world and theld and the world to  world to come (come (Ber.Ber. 34b;  34b; Sanh.Sanh. 97a, 99a; 97a, 99a;  SÁabb.SÁabb. 63a, 113b 63 63a, 113b)63a, 113b). The Apoc. The Apocalypse of alypse of Elijah, a Elijah, a christianichristianized Jewishzed Jewish work, men work, mentions a 10tions a 1000- year r00-101000- year1000- year reign of  reign of Christ (5:Christ (5:36–39).36–39).36–39).

The concept of a millennium does not occur in the OT, but is derived in 
part from later prophecy of the coming of the Messiah to rule the nations from 
Jerusalem for an indeterminate length of time (Isa. 11; 40:9-11; 52:7-12; 65:17-25; 
Dan. 7:13-14, 27; Zech. 9:9-10). The millennium is the combination of this 
prophetic ideal of a messianic kingdom with an array of apocalyptic hopes. Jewish 
apocrypha and pseudepigrapha present various scenarios of a temporally limited 



reign of the faithful on earth, with or without the Messiah. It is often portrayed as 
an era of peace and great fertility in nature. Underlying some projections is the 
assumption that the earth exists for seven days of 1000 years each (cf. Ps. 90:4; 2 
Pet. 3:8), to be followed by an eighth day of 1000 years of bliss followed in turn 
by judgment (1 En. 91:12–17; 93; 2 En. 33:1; 4 Ezra 7:26–31; 2 Apoc. Bar. 29-30; 
2 Esdr. 7:26-44). Rabbinic sources describe a “day of the Messiah,” a temporal 
messianic reign on earth of various lengths (including 1000 years) which stands in 
contrast to this world and the world to come (Ber. 34b; Sanh. 97a, 99a; SÁabb. 
63a, 113b). The Apocalypse of Elijah, a christianized Jewish work, mentions a 
1000- year reign of Christ (5:36–39).

�In the NT In the NT the millenthe millennium may bnium may be implicite implicit in 1 Cor. in 1 Cor. 15:23-28, 15:23-28, which ind which indicates thaicates ticates that Christhat Christ will rult will rule until the until the cosmic pe cosmic powers, incowers, including dealuding death, have bth, have been conqueeen conquered, and tredconqueconquered,conquered, and then  and then he will hahe will hand over thnd over the kingdom e kingdom to God (cfto God (cf. Matt. 19. Matt. 19:28; Col. :28; Col. 1:12-13). 11:12-13). 1:12-13). The only eThe only explicit rexplicit reference toference to the mille the millennium in tnnium in the NT is Rhe NT is Rev. 20:4-6ev. 20:4-6, which te, w, which teacwhich teaches that thes that the martyrshe martyrs experienc experience a first e a first resurrectiresurrection and rulon and rule with Chre with Christ for 10isChrChrist forChrist for 1000 year 1000 years (perhapss (perhaps with othe with other saints ar saints as well). Ts well). Then followhen follow the gener the general resurreal ral resurrectiresurrection, the juon, the judgment, andgment, and the cread the creation of a tion of a new heavennew heaven and a new and a new earth. Th earth. The millennieThThe millenThe millennium vindinium vindicates and cates and rewards threwards those who reose who remained faimained faithful in sthful in spite of thpite of the antichrie ththe antichthe antichrist’s demrist’s demand for aland for allegiance.legiance.legiance.

In the NT the millennium may be implicit in 1 Cor. 15:23-28, which indicates 
that Christ will rule until the cosmic powers, including death, have been 
conquered, and then he will hand over the kingdom to God (cf. Matt. 19:28; Col. 
1:12-13). The only explicit reference to the millennium in the NT is Rev. 20:4-6, 
which teaches that the martyrs experience a first resurrection and rule with 
Christ for 1000 years (perhaps with other saints as well). Then follow the general 
resurrection, the judgment, and the creation of a new heaven and a new earth. 
The millennium vindicates and rewards those who remained faithful in spite of 
the antichrist’s demand for allegiance.

�The major The major question iquestion in the histn the history of intory of interpretatioerpretation has beenn has been whether R whether Rev. 20:4-6ev. 20ev. 20:4-6 is 20:4-6 is to be taketo be taken literalln literally (millenny (millennialism) orialism) or figurativ figuratively (amillely (amillennialism)ennialism). The patr. The pat. The patristic patristic evidence ievidence is divided.s divided. Many beli Many believed in a eved in a literal militeral millennial rllennial reign of Cheign of Christ and trist andrist and the saand the saints on eaints on earth from arth from a rebuilt J rebuilt Jerusalem. erusalem. The reign The reign is pictureis pictured as marked as marked by peaced bd by peace, by peace, harmony inharmony in the anima the animal kingdom l kingdom and betweeand between it and hn it and humanity, aumanity, and great fnd great nd great fertgreat fertility in nility in nature, to ature, to be followebe followed by the rd by the resurrectioesurrection and the n and the judgment. judgment. The millenThe mThe millenniummillennium is often  is often seen as thseen as the fulfillme fulfillment of theent of the promise o promise of Abraham f Abraham that he wothat he would inheriulwowould inhewould inherit the larit the land (Gen. 1nd (Gen. 15). Millen5). Millennialists inialists include Papnclude Papias, who tias, who traced the raced the teaching tteachteaching tteaching to Jesus hio Jesus himself (Iremself (Irenaeus naeus Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 5.33.3–4; 5.33.3–4; Eusebius  Eusebius HEHE 3.39.12), 3.39.12), Justin Ma Justin  Justin MarJustin Martyr (tyr (Dial.Dial. 80–81), I 80–81), Irenaeus (renaeus (Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 5.32–36), 5.32–36), the Monta the Montanists, Ternists, Tertullian (tullianTerTertullianTertullian ( (Adv. Marc.Adv. Marc. 3.25;  3.25; Apol.Apol. 48), Lact 48), Lactantius (antius (Div. inst.Div. inst. 7.14), an 7.14), and Victorind Victorinus of Pettus of Pus of Pettau whoPettau who wrote the wrote the earliest  earliest extant comextant commentary onmentary on Revelatio Revelation in Latinn in Latin (cf. also (cf. also Barn. 15, B Barn. 15, Barn. 15, Mart. Isa.Mart. Isa. 4:14-18). 4:14-18).

The major question in the history of interpretation has been whether Rev. 
20:4-6 is to be taken literally (millennialism) or figuratively (amillennialism). The 
patristic evidence is divided. Many believed in a literal millennial reign of Christ 
and the saints on earth from a rebuilt Jerusalem. The reign is pictured as marked 
by peace, harmony in the animal kingdom and between it and humanity, and 
great fertility in nature, to be followed by the resurrection and the judgment. The 
millennium is often seen as the fulfillment of the promise of Abraham that he 
would inherit the land (Gen. 15). Millennialists include Papias, who traced the 
teaching to Jesus himself (Irenaeus Adv. haer. 5.33.3–4; Eusebius HE 3.39.12), 
Justin Martyr (Dial. 80–81), Irenaeus (Adv. haer. 5.32–36), the Montanists, 
Tertullian (Adv. Marc. 3.25; Apol. 48), Lactantius (Div. inst. 7.14), and Victorinus of 
Pettau who wrote the earliest extant commentary on Revelation in Latin (cf. also 
Barn. 15, Mart. Isa. 4:14-18).

�There was There was also a movalso a movement to sement to spiritualizpiritualize or allege or allegorize the orize the millenniummillennium (amillenn (amille (amillenni(amillennialist), paalist), partly in rertly in response to sponse to chiliasm. chiliasm. Origen (Origen (De prin.De prin. 2.11.2–3; 2.11.2–3; 3.6) alle 3.6) allegorized thgoalleallegorizeallegorized the milld the millennium to ennium to be the spibe the spiritual rulritual rule of Chrise of Christ in the bt in the believer uneliever until Christtil Chtil Christ hanChrist hands over thds over the believere believer to God. T to God. Tyconius, tyconius, the Donatishe Donatist theologit theologian, taughtan, taught that the  t that the mthat the millennial illennial rule was frule was from the parom the passion to tssion to the second he second coming of coming of Christ, a Christ, a position wposposition wposition which influhich influenced Auguenced Augustine to astine to abandon milbandon millenarianislenarianism for amilm for amillennialismlennialism. Commenti. C. CommentingCommenting on Rev. 2 on Rev. 20:1-6, Aug0:1-6, Augustine intustine interpreted terpreted the first rhe first resurrectioesurrection as deathn as death to sin an deathdeath to sdeath to sin and resin and resurrection urrection to new lifto new life in faithe in faith and bapti and baptism. The sesm. The second resurcond resurrection isrecresurresurrectiresurrection is bodion is bodily resurrely resurrection at tction at the end of he end of the world.the world. The mille The millennium is tnnium is the reign ohe rhe reign of Creign of Christ throhrist through the Chugh the Church betweurch between his firen his first and secst and second comingond comings (s (Civ. DeiCiv. Dei 20.6–7).  DeiDei 20.6–7Dei 20.6–7). After A). After Augustine, ugustine, this was tthis was the opinionhe opinion of the ma of the majority in jority in the Westerthe Western Church tn Cn Church thrChurch through the Rough the Reformationeformation and Renai and Renaissance. Thssance. The Eastern e Eastern Church rejChurch rejected Reveected Rected RevelationRevelation along wit along with millennih millennium thinkinum thinking.g.g.

There was also a movement to spiritualize or allegorize the millennium 
(amillennialist), partly in response to chiliasm. Origen (De prin. 2.11.2–3; 3.6) 
allegorized the millennium to be the spiritual rule of Christ in the believer until 
Christ hands over the believer to God. Tyconius, the Donatist theologian, taught 
that the millennial rule was from the passion to the second coming of Christ, a 
position which influenced Augustine to abandon millenarianism for amillennialism. 
Commenting on Rev. 20:1-6, Augustine interpreted the first resurrection as 
death to sin and resurrection to new life in faith and baptism. The second 



resurrection is bodily resurrection at the end of the world. The millennium is the 
reign of Christ through the Church between his first and second comings (Civ. 
Dei 20.6–7). After Augustine, this was the opinion of the majority in the Western 
Church through the Reformation and Renaissance. The Eastern Church rejected 
Revelation along with millennium thinking.

�In AmericaIn America the two t the two traditionalraditional positions positions on the mi on the millennium cllennium can be readan be readily found.ily founily found. Amifound. Amillennialisllennialism takes a m takes a symbolic osymbolic or allegorir allegorical view ocal view of Revelatif Revelation, interpon, interpreting theretininterpinterpretiinterpreting the milng the millennium aslennium as a symbol  a symbol of the saiof the saints reignints reigning with Chng with Christ forevrist forever in victer iner in victoryin victory. Millenni. Millennialism assualism assumes a litemes a literal rule oral rule of Christ of Christ on earth, wn earth, with Christith Christ’s second ’s seco’s second comsecond coming preceding preceding (premiing (premillennialisllennialism) or follm) or following (posowing (postmillenniatmillennialism) the lism) the millenniummimillenniummillennium. Postmill. Postmillennialism ennialism assumes thassumes that God’s pat God’s power becomower becomes more maes more manifest as nifest anifest as the secas the second comingond coming of Christ of Christ approache approaches. Howevers. However, the two , the two world warsworld wars destroyed destroy destroyed destroyed this optimthis optimistic viewistic view of human  of human possibilitpossibilities. Also,ies. Also, the remai the remainder of Render of Revelation tvelaReRevelationRevelation teaches t teaches that there hat there is a contiis a continual increnual increase and coase and concentrationcentration of anti-n of anti-Christian Chranti-anti-Chrisanti-Christian powertian power before th before the second ce second coming of Coming of Christ. Prehrist. Premillennialmillennialism has beism has been a dominebebeen a dombeen a dominant posiinant position in Amtion in American Chrerican Christianity,istianity, often int often integrated inegrated into a dispeto a dispensational nsadispedispensatidispensational view.onal view. Millennia Millennialism ignorlism ignores the faces the fact that in t that in apocalyptiapocalyptic literatuc literature numbersre numre numbers, snumbers, such as 100uch as 1000, are oft0, are often symbolien symbolic rather tc rather than literahan literal.l.l.

In America the two traditional positions on the millennium can be readily 
found. Amillennialism takes a symbolic or allegorical view of Revelation, 
interpreting the millennium as a symbol of the saints reigning with Christ forever 
in victory. Millennialism assumes a literal rule of Christ on earth, with Christ’s 
second coming preceding (premillennialism) or following (postmillennialism) the 
millennium. Postmillennialism assumes that God’s power becomes more manifest 
as the second coming of Christ approaches. However, the two world wars 
destroyed this optimistic view of human possibilities. Also, the remainder of 
Revelation teaches that there is a continual increase and concentration of 
anti-Christian power before the second coming of Christ. Premillennialism has 
been a dominant position in American Christianity, often integrated into a 
dispensational view. Millennialism ignores the fact that in apocalyptic literature 
numbers, such as 1000, are often symbolic rather than literal.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. G. ClouR. G. Clouse, ed., se, ed., The MeaninThe Meaning of the Mg of the Millenniumillennium (Downers  (Downers Grove, 197GrGrove, 197Grove, 1977); N. Coh7); N. Cohn, n, The PursuiThe Pursuit of the Mt of the Millennium,illennium, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New York, 1970); B. 1970); B 1970); B. W. SnydB. W. Snyder, “How Mer, “How Millennial illennial is the Milis the Millennium? Alennium? A Study in  Study in the Backgrthe Background of thound of the 1000 Yeaeththe 1000 Ythe 1000 Years in Reears in Revelation 2velation 20,” 0,” EvangelicaEvangelical Journall Journal 9 (1991): 9 (1991): 51–74. 51–74. 51–74.

Bibliography. R. G. Clouse, ed., The Meaning of the Millennium (Downers 
Grove, 1977); N. Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millennium, rev. ed. (New York, 1970); 
B. W. Snyder, “How Millennial is the Millennium? A Study in the Background of 
the 1000 Years in Revelation 20,” Evangelical Journal 9 (1991): 51–74.
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MILLETMILLETMILLET

MILLET

A grain, A grain, Sorghum vuSorghum vulgarelgare Pers. (so Pers. (sorghum) or rghum) or Panicum miPanicum miliaceumliaceum L. (mille L. (millet) or somet) or some other gra o other graiother grain or varien or variety of graity of grains (Heb. ns (Heb. doœh�andoœh�an). Millet ). Millet is mentionis mentioned only ated only at Ezek. 4:9 Ezek Ezek. 4:9,Ezek. 4:9, where its where its apparent  apparent significansignificance is thatce is that it is unu it is unusual as husual as human food; man food; siege condsiege csiege conditionsconditions brought a brought about the sbout the scarcity ofcarcity of food repr food represented byesented by the proph the prophet’s breadet’s bread (cf. v. 6 breadbread (cf.bread (cf. v. 6). v. 6).

A grain, Sorghum vulgare Pers. (sorghum) or Panicum miliaceum L. (millet) or some 
other grain or variety of grains (Heb. doœh�an ). Millet is mentioned only at 
Ezek. 4:9, where its apparent significance is that it is unusual as human food; siege 
conditions brought about the scarcity of food represented by the prophet’s 
bread (cf. v. 6).

MILLOMILLO (Heb.  (Heb. millo®}millo®})))

MILLO (Heb. millo®})

�1.1. A fortifi A fortification, orcation, or construct construction, at anion, at an unspecifi unspecified locatioed location within Jn within Jerusalem. erusalem.JJerusalem.Jerusalem. After Dav After David captureid captured Jerusaled Jerusalem from them from the Jebusites Jebusites, he occup, he occupied their ied their strongholdststrongholdstronghold and const and constructed theructed the Millo (fr Millo (from om ml},ml}, “to fill” “to fill”). It was ). It was somehow insomehow incorporatedcorpoinincorporatincorporated into Daed into David’s wallvid’s wall of Jerusa of Jerusalem (2 Samlem (2 Sam. 5:9 = 1 . 5:9 = 1 Chr. 11:8)Chr. 11:8), and is s, and is seen to be een sseen to beseen to be a breach  a breach in the citin the city wall, a y wall, a filled stofilled stone tower, ne tower, or a fillior a filling of the ng of the Tyropoeon TyropoeTyropoeon Tyropoeon Valley conValley connecting thnecting the eastern e eastern ridge of tridge of the city wihe city with its westh its western cresttern crest. Kathleen. K. Kathleen KKathleen Kenyon idenenyon identified thetified the Millo wit Millo with the 14thh the 14th-13th -13th B.C.E.B.C.E. Jebusite  Jebusite terracing terracing she excavashshe excavashe excavated on theted on the eastern s eastern slope of thlope of the city of e city of David, S oDavid, S of the presf the present-day teent-day temple mountmpltetemple moutemple mount. This snt. This structure wtructure was furtheras further excavated excavated by Yigal  by Yigal Shiloh (arShiloh (area G), andea G), and found to  f found to cfound to consist of onsist of stone-fillstone-filled terraceed terraces, which cs, which created an reated an additionaladditional area of a area of approximatepproaapproximatapproximately 200 sqely 200 sq. m. (240 . m. (240 sq. yds.) sq. yds.) on top of on top of the hill. the hill. Shiloh sugShiloh suggested thagested that it formet it fot it formed theformed the podium of podium of the Jebus the Jebusite citadeite citadel. The Mill. The Millo was latlo was later repaireer repaired by Hezekd by Hezekiah (2 ChriaHezekHezekiah (Hezekiah (2 Chr. 32:2 Chr. 32:5). Some s5). Some scholars prcholars propose thatopose that during th during the divided e divided monarchy tmonarchy tmonarchy the term Mthe term Millo was rillo was replaced byeplaced by “Ophel” ( “Ophel” (cf. 2 Chr.cf. 2 Chr. 27:3; 33: 27:3; 33:14).14).14).

1. A fortification, or construction, at an unspecified location within 
Jerusalem. After David captured Jerusalem from the Jebusites, he occupied their 
stronghold and constructed the Millo (from ml}, “to fill”). It was somehow 
incorporated into David’s wall of Jerusalem (2 Sam. 5:9 = 1 Chr. 11:8), and is 
seen to be a breach in the city wall, a filled stone tower, or a filling of the 
Tyropoeon Valley connecting the eastern ridge of the city with its western crest. 
Kathleen Kenyon identified the Millo with the 14th-13th B.C.E. Jebusite terracing 
she excavated on the eastern slope of the city of David, S of the present-day 



temple mount. This structure was further excavated by Yigal Shiloh (area G), and 
found to consist of stone-filled terraces, which created an additional area of 
approximately 200 sq. m. (240 sq. yds.) on top of the hill. Shiloh suggested that it 
formed the podium of the Jebusite citadel. The Millo was later repaired by 
Hezekiah (2 Chr. 32:5). Some scholars propose that during the divided monarchy 
the term Millo was replaced by “Ophel” (cf. 2 Chr. 27:3; 33:14).

�2.2. A constru A construction of Sction of Solomon, foolomon, following hillowing his completis completion of a paon of a palace for hlace for his wife, Pis wifis wife, Pharwife, Pharaoh’s daugaoh’s daughter (2 Kghter (2 Kgs. 9:15, 2s. 9:15, 24; 11:27).4; 11:27). Whether S Whether Solomon simolomon simply repairply repaired David’serepairrepaired Drepaired David’s Milavid’s Millo, or crelo, or created his oated his own, is unkwn, is unknown.nown.nown.

2. A construction of Solomon, following his completion of a palace for his 
wife, Pharaoh’s daughter (2 Kgs. 9:15, 24; 11:27). Whether Solomon simply 
repaired David’s Millo, or created his own, is unknown.

�3.3. The “Hous The “House of the Me of the Millo” (speillo” (spelled defeclled defectively tively beît� millbeît� milloœ}oœ}), where J), where Joash was aoasJJoash was Joash was assassinatassassinated (2 Kgs.ed (2 Kgs. 12:20[MT  12:20[MT 21]), loca21]), located on theted on the way to Si way to Silla.lla.lla.

3. The “House of the Millo” (spelled defectively beît� milloœ} ), where 
Joash was assassinated (2 Kgs. 12:20[MT 21]), located on the way to Silla.

�4.4. “Beth-mil “Beth-millo,” a citlo,” a city or fortry or fortress locateess located near Shed near Shechem (Judgchem (Judg. 9:6, 20). 9:6, 20)...

4. “Beth-millo,” a city or fortress located near Shechem (Judg. 9:6, 20).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. Shiloh,Y. Shiloh,  ExcavationExcavations at the Cs at the City of Davity of Davidid 1. Qedem  1. Qedem 19 (Jerusa19 (Jerusa19 (Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1984)., 1984)., 1984).

Bibliography. Y. Shiloh, Excavations at the City of David 1. Qedem 19 
(Jerusalem, 1984).
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MINAMINAMINA

MINA

A unit of A unit of weight (Heweight (Heb. b. maœneh;maœneh; cf. Ugar. cf. Ugar.  mn;mn; 1 Kgs. 10 1 Kgs. 10:17; Ezra :17; Ezra 2:69; Neh.2:69; Neh. 7:71-72)  7:71- 7:71-72) a7:71-72) approximatepproximately equal tly equal to 571 gm. o 571 gm. (1.26 lb.)(1.26 lb.)..

A unit of weight (Heb. maœneh; cf. Ugar. mn; 1 Kgs. 10:17; Ezra 2:69; Neh. 
7:71-72) approximately equal to 571 gm. (1.26 lb.).

MINDMINDMIND

MIND

In the EngIn the English Biblelish Bible “mind” tr “mind” translates aanslates a number of number of different different words wit words with wide-ranh wide-ranging connoginwide-ranwide-rangiwide-ranging connotang connotations. In tions. In the OT “mithe OT “mind” translnd” translates Heb. ates Heb. leäb�,leäb�, “heart,”  “heart,” the seat othe the seat othe seat of one’s inf one’s intellectualtellectual capacity  capacity (1 Kgs. 3:(1 Kgs. 3:9; Isa. 659; Isa. 65:17; cf. N:17; cf. Num. 16:28)um. 16:28); ; nep�esû,nep�nep�esû,nep�esû, “soul,” o “soul,” one’s interne’s internal intentnal intentions (1 Saions (1 Sam. 2:35; cm. 2:35; cf. Gen. 23f. Gen. 23:8); and :8); and ru®ah�,ru®aru®ah�,ru®ah�, “spirit,” “spirit,” the desig the designation fornation for one’s lif one’s life as a pere as a perceiving, tceiving, thinking behinking being (Ezek.ing (Ezeing (Ezek. 11:(Ezek. 11:5).5).5).

In the English Bible “mind” translates a number of different words with 
wide-ranging connotations. In the OT “mind” translates Heb. leäb�,  “heart,” 
the seat of one’s intellectual capacity (1 Kgs. 3:9; Isa. 65:17; cf. Num. 16:28); 
nep�esû,  “soul,” one’s internal intentions (1 Sam. 2:35; cf. Gen. 23:8); and 
ru®ah�,  “spirit,” the designation for one’s life as a perceiving, thinking being 
(Ezek. 11:5).

�The two prThe two principal Grincipal Greek words eek words translatedtranslated as “mind” as “mind” in the NT in the NT are  are nouísnouís and  and and and phroœneämaphroœneäma and their and their cognates. cognates. Gk.  Gk. nouísnouís signifies signifies the capac the capacity of menity of mental perceptal menmental permental perception, tception, the mind ashe mind as the sourc the source of thinke of thinking and uning and understandinderstanding. It alsog. It also refers to re refers to refers to the resultthe results of such s of such action, i.action, i.e., one’s e., one’s attitude, attitude, thought, othought, or opinion.r opinion. Since man Since m Since many of thmany of these refereese references come nces come from Paul’from Paul’s letters,s letters, and his H and his Hebrew tradebrew tradition heldition held that all  t that all hthat all human faculuman faculties are bties are bound up toound up together in gether in an indissoan indissoluble unitluble unit, this wor, this word connotesd cond connotes tconnotes the higher,he higher, purposive purposive, and henc, and hence moral ase moral aspect of hupect of humans (1 Comans (1 Cor. 2:16; tr. 2:16; though thishtthough thithough this capacitys capacity can be de can be debased, Rombased, Rom. 1:28). P. 1:28). Paul also uaul also uses ses nouísnouís for the i for the inner personneiinner persinner person (Rom. 7on (Rom. 7:23). Gk. :23). Gk. phroœneämaphroœneäma signifies signifies one’s und one’s understandingerstanding or attitu or atti or attitude, attitude, the settinthe setting of one’sg of one’s mind (Rom mind (Rom. 8:5-7, 2. 8:5-7, 27).7).7).

The two principal Greek words translated as “mind” in the NT are nouís 
and phroœneäma and their cognates. Gk. nouís signifies the capacity of 
mental perception, the mind as the source of thinking and understanding. It also 
refers to the results of such action, i.e., one’s attitude, thought, or opinion. Since 
many of these references come from Paul’s letters, and his Hebrew tradition held 
that all human faculties are bound up together in an indissoluble unit, this word 
connotes the higher, purposive, and hence moral aspect of humans (1 Cor. 2:16; 
though this capacity can be debased, Rom. 1:28). Paul also uses nouís for the 
inner person (Rom. 7:23). Gk. phroœneäma signifies one’s understanding or 
attitude, the setting of one’s mind (Rom. 8:5-7, 27).

�In the NT In the NT “mind” als“mind” also translato translates severales several other Gre other Greek words: ek words: diaénoia,diaénoia, “understa “und “understan“understanding” or “ding” or “intelligenintelligence,” the sce,” the seat of reaeat of reason or insson or insight (Mattight (Matt. 22:37 = . 22:37 = Mark 12:30MarkMark 12:30Mark 12:30; Heb. 8:1; Heb. 8:10; 1 John 0; 1 John 5:20); 5:20); bouleäí,bouleäí, “way of t “way of thinking,” hinking,” “plan,” or“plan,” or “purpose, “purpo “purpose,”“purpose,” i.e., one i.e., one’s conside’s considered intentred intention (Luke ion (Luke 23:51; Act23:51; Acts 5:38; cfs 5:38; cf. 27:12); . 27:12); and and psycheäí,ppsycheäí,psycheäí, “soul,” o “soul,” one’s commine’s committed beingtted being (Phil. 1: (Phil. 1:27; cf. He27; cf. Heb. 12:3).b. 12:3).b. 12:3).

In the NT “mind” also translates several other Greek words: diaénoia, 
“understanding” or “intelligence,” the seat of reason or insight (Matt. 22:37 = 



Mark 12:30; Heb. 8:10; 1 John 5:20); bouleäí, “way of thinking,” “plan,” or 
“purpose,” i.e., one’s considered intention (Luke 23:51; Acts 5:38; cf. 27:12); and 
psycheäí, “soul,” one’s committed being (Phil. 1:27; cf. Heb. 12:3).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. BultmanR. Bultmann, n, Theology oTheology of the New f the New TestamentTestament 1 (New Yo 1 (New York, 1951),rk, 195rk, 1951), 2111951), 211–20.–20.–20.

Bibliography. R. Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament 1 (New York, 
1951), 211–20.
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MINIAMINMINIAMIN (Heb.  (Heb. miîyaœmin,miîyaœmin, minyaœmiî minyaœmiînn)))

MINIAMIN (Heb. miîyaœmin, minyaœmiîn)

�1.1. A Levite  A Levite who assistwho assisted in the ed in the distributidistribution of the on of the offerings offerings among the among the levitical leviticalevitical levitical cities at cities at the time othe time of King Hezf King Hezekiah (2 Cekiah (2 Chr. 31:15;hr. 31:15; LXX Benja LXX Benjamin).min).min).

1. A Levite who assisted in the distribution of the offerings among the 
levitical cities at the time of King Hezekiah (2 Chr. 31:15; LXX Benjamin).

�2.2. A priestl A priestly father’sy father’s house rep house represented aresented at the timet the time of the hi of the high priest gh priest Joiakim (NJoiakimJoiakim (NJoiakim (Neh. 12:17)eh. 12:17)...

2. A priestly father’s house represented at the time of the high priest 
Joiakim (Neh. 12:17).

�3.3. A priest  A priest and musiciand musician who paran who participated ticipated in the posin the postexilic detexilic dedication odication of the wallf the wf the walls of Jwalls of Jerusalem (erusalem (Neh. 12:41Neh. 12:41). He may ). He may be the sambe the same as Mijame as Mijamin in 3 3 (10:7 [MT (10:7 [MT 8]).8]).

3. A priest and musician who participated in the postexilic dedication of the 
walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 12:41). He may be the same as Mijamin 3 (10:7 [MT 8]).

MINING ANDMINING AND QUARRYING QUARRYING

MINING AND QUARRYING

The procesThe process of obtais of obtaining minerning minerals from tals from the earth’she earth’s lithosphe lithosphere and hydre and hydrosphere, rosphere, including inincluding including the sciencthe science, methodse, methods, and busi, and business of diness of discovery anscovery and exploitad exploitation. Minetion. Minerals can bralMineMinerals cMinerals can be consan be considered a cidered a combinationombination of two or of two or more chem more chemicals withicals with distincti distinctive physicavdistinctidistinctivdistinctive physicale physical propertie properties or molecs or molecular strucular structure. Miniture. Mining usuallyng usually means the means the subterran sub subterranesubterranean removalan removal of minera of minerals, but cals, but can also incn also include quarrlude quarrying whichying which is concer is concerned with sneconcerconcerned concerned with surfawith surface extractce extraction, open-ion, open-cast work,cast work, placer di placer digging, allgging, alluvial dreduvial dredging, and gingdreddredging, dredging, and combinand combined operatied operations. Dimenons. Dimensional stosional stone such asne such as sandstone sandstone, marble, , marble,, marble, anmarble, and granite d granite for buildifor building purposeng purposes, and a vs, and a variety of ariety of sediments sediments like sand like sand and clay fand and clay fand clay for construor construction purpction purposes are uoses are usually quasually quarried. Therried. The mining pr mining processes arocesses are also rele arare also rare also related to elated to obtaining obtaining useful minuseful minerals fromerals from below the below the earth’s s earth’s surface sucurface such as coal.h ash as coal. Tas coal. The terms mhe terms mining and ining and quarrying quarrying are often are often used interused interchangeablychangeably outside o outside of the scief oof the sciof the scientific lientific literature.terature.terature.

The process of obtaining minerals from the earth’s lithosphere and hydrosphere, 
including the science, methods, and business of discovery and exploitation. 
Minerals can be considered a combination of two or more chemicals with 
distinctive physical properties or molecular structure. Mining usually means the 
subterranean removal of minerals, but can also include quarrying which is 
concerned with surface extraction, open-cast work, placer digging, alluvial 
dredging, and combined operations. Dimensional stone such as sandstone, 
marble, and granite for building purposes, and a variety of sediments like sand 
and clay for construction purposes are usually quarried. The mining processes 
are also related to obtaining useful minerals from below the earth’s surface such 
as coal. The terms mining and quarrying are often used interchangeably outside 
of the scientific literature.

�Mining is Mining is accomplishaccomplished by usined by using one or mg one or more methodore methods of extras of extraction, depction, depending upoendindepdepending depending upon the cupon the characterisharacteristics of thtics of the mineralse minerals involved. involved. The commo The common methods n methodn methods ofmethods of extractio extraction are by an are by a tunnel, s tunnel, shaft, and haft, and drift, eacdrift, each of whichh of which depends o depends on the natun tn the naturethe nature of the mi of the mineral deponeral deposit. Tunnesit. Tunnels are subls are subterranean terranean passagewaypassageways made hors made hos made horizontalhorizontally or nearly or nearly so, to ly so, to follow thefollow the gallery o gallery or level ofr level of a mineral a mineral seam or o seam or other mine ther oother mineother mine workings. workings. Tunnels b Tunnels begin from egin from a shaft wha shaft which is a vich is a vertical paertical passage usedssage used for hoist fo for hoistifor hoisting workersng workers, ores, an, ores, and suppliesd supplies, in addit, in addition to pumion to pumping or veping or ventilating ntilating operationsoperoperationsoperations. Shaft mi. Shaft mining is acning is accomplishedcomplished by diggin by digging a shaft g a shaft straight dstraight down or in own or in a slightlya sliga slightly islightly inclined ponclined position cutsition cutting acrosting across mineral s mineral deposits. deposits. Drift miniDrift mining tends tng tends to follow ao folloo follow a sfollow a seam of mineam of mineral ore feral ore from its ourom its outcrop on ttcrop on the surfacehe surface and along and along the incli the inclination of natincliinclinatioinclination of the bn of the bed or galled or gallery.ery.ery.

Mining is accomplished by using one or more methods of extraction, 
depending upon the characteristics of the minerals involved. The common 
methods of extraction are by a tunnel, shaft, and drift, each of which depends on 
the nature of the mineral deposit. Tunnels are subterranean passageways made 
horizontally or nearly so, to follow the gallery or level of a mineral seam or 
other mine workings. Tunnels begin from a shaft which is a vertical passage used 
for hoisting workers, ores, and supplies, in addition to pumping or ventilating 
operations. Shaft mining is accomplished by digging a shaft straight down or in a 
slightly inclined position cutting across mineral deposits. Drift mining tends to 
follow a seam of mineral ore from its outcrop on the surface and along the 
inclination of the bed or gallery.

�Mining supMining supplies sociplies society with iety with its energy,ts energy, mineral o mineral ores, and rres, and raw materiaaw materials. There ls. Therels. There are There are many minermany minerals worthyals worthy of extrac of extraction. Verytion. Very seldom, h seldom, however, arowever, are mineralse minerae minerals fminerals found in a ound in a pure statepure state. Conseque. Consequently, the ntly, the mineral ormineral ores which ies which include a fnclude a fairly largairffairly larfairly large amount ge amount of impuritof impurities requiries require removal e removal before thebefore the minerals  minerals can be usecan be used. The mind. useused. The used. The minerals cminerals can be remoan be removed in ordved in order to imprer to improve their ove their quality. Bquality. Because of ecause of this, the tthis, the this, the process ofprocess of separatin separating the mineg the mined ores frod ores from the impum the impurities is rities is required, required, commonly acomcommonly acommonly at the minet the mine site. site. site.

Mining supplies society with its energy, mineral ores, and raw materials. 



There are many minerals worthy of extraction. Very seldom, however, are 
minerals found in a pure state. Consequently, the mineral ores which include a 
fairly large amount of impurities require removal before the minerals can be 
used. The minerals can be removed in order to improve their quality. Because of 
this, the process of separating the mined ores from the impurities is required, 
commonly at the mine site.

�When minerWhen minerals are beals are believed to lieved to have econohave economic value mic value they are cthey are considered onsidered mineral reminemineral remineral resources. Msources. Mineral resineral resources areources are either ec either economicallyonomically suitable  suitable for miningfor mining or held i o or held inor held in reserve f reserve for extractor extraction at a lion at a later time ater time when they when they have a grehave a greater valueater value. Some min. So. Some mininSome mining activitig activities exist fes exist for hundredor hundreds of yearss of years, but othe, but other mining or mining operations perations cease whenceacease whencease when the miner the minerals peter als peter out or becout or become too exome too expensive topensive to mine. mine. mine.

When minerals are believed to have economic value they are considered 
mineral resources. Mineral resources are either economically suitable for mining 
or held in reserve for extraction at a later time when they have a greater value. 
Some mining activities exist for hundreds of years, but other mining operations 
cease when the minerals peter out or become too expensive to mine.

�Mines per Mines per se in the se in the Holy Land Holy Land were not lwere not located in ocated in Palestine Palestine proper butproper but were nume were  were numerwere numerous in theous in the Sinai Pen Sinai Peninsula, weinsula, western Palestern Palestine, andstine, and along the along the base of t base of the southeahetthe southethe southeastern areastern area of the Ga of the Ghor. The fhor. The first minesirst mines and quarr and quarries appareies apparently beganntly began where sur w where surfwhere surficial mineicial mineral deposiral deposits were dits were discovered. scovered. As mining As mining proceeded,proceeded, tunnels a tunnels and shafts naand shaftsand shafts were dug. were dug. Mining an Mining and quarryind quarrying is a labg is a labor-intensior-intensive activitve activity demandiny demanding a considg a g a considera considerable amounable amount of manpot of manpower. Long wer. Long hours of shours of sawing and awing and chipping schipping stone and rtone andtone and rock wand rock were spent ere spent by many woby many workers underkers under extremelr extremely enervatiy enervating workingng working condition condit conditionsconditions. Injuries. Injuries and death and death were comm were commonplace.onplace.onplace.

Mines per se in the Holy Land were not located in Palestine proper but 
were numerous in the Sinai Peninsula, western Palestine, and along the base of 
the southeastern area of the Ghor. The first mines and quarries apparently began 
where surficial mineral deposits were discovered. As mining proceeded, tunnels 
and shafts were dug. Mining and quarrying is a labor-intensive activity demanding 
a considerable amount of manpower. Long hours of sawing and chipping stone 
and rock were spent by many workers under extremely enervating working 
conditions. Injuries and death were commonplace.

�Dimension Dimension stone for stone for buildings buildings such as lisuch as limestone wamestone was plentifus plentiful with qual with quarries locarries lorries located atlocated at the site  the site of the setof the settlement ortlement or fortress, fortress, or very n or very near it. Soear it. Some fortresme fortresses and buses anses and buildiand buildings were bngs were built from uilt from basalt, whbasalt, which was haich was hard and verrd and very difficuly difficult to work t to work into blockintointo blockinto blocks as well s as well as raftersas rafters. Stone ch. Stone chips for moips for mosaics, comsaics, commonly moremonly more colorful  colorful and harderanand harderand harder than thos than those from loce from local mines oal mines or quarriesr quarries, were car, were carted many mted many miles. Metailes. Metailes. Metallic oMetallic ores such ares such as gold ands gold and copper we copper were mined are mined and smeltednd smelted even fart even farther away, her away, her away, and away, and precious gprecious gemstones wemstones were broughere brought by caravt by caravans from eans from extremely lxtremely long distanong distaong distances.distances. Thus, bot Thus, both scarcityh scarcity and dista and distance added nce added value to tvalue to the mineralhe minerals and buils and building stonedingbuilbuilding sbuilding stone used tone used in biblicain biblical times.l times.l times.

Dimension stone for buildings such as limestone was plentiful with quarries 
located at the site of the settlement or fortress, or very near it. Some fortresses 
and buildings were built from basalt, which was hard and very difficult to work 
into blocks as well as rafters. Stone chips for mosaics, commonly more colorful 
and harder than those from local mines or quarries, were carted many miles. 
Metallic ores such as gold and copper were mined and smelted even farther 
away, and precious gemstones were brought by caravans from extremely long 
distances. Thus, both scarcity and distance added value to the minerals and 
building stone used in biblical times.

Richard A.Richard A. Stephenso Stephensonn

Richard A. Stephenson

MINISTER, MINISTER, MINISTRYMINISTRYMINISTRY

MINISTER, MINISTRY

The concepThe concept of servit of serving, both sng, both secular andecular and sacred. I sacred. In the OT Hn the OT Heb. eb. sûaœrat�sûaœrat� refers es refer refers esprefers especially toecially to cultic mi cultic ministry, apnistry, applying to plying to priests ofpriests of the Lord  the Lord who ministwho minister at the er at ter at the altar the altar (Joel 1:9,(Joel 1:9, 13), whet 13), whether of Aarher of Aaron (Exod. on (Exod. 28:35) or 28:35) or Zadok (EzeZadok (Ezek. 40:46),k. 40:46), or to Lev or or to Levior to Levites (Num. tes (Num. 3:6). The 3:6). The term also term also has wider has wider applicatioapplication for atten for attending or snding or serving somervsserving soserving someone (e.gmeone (e.g., Exod. 2., Exod. 24:13; 1 Kg4:13; 1 Kgs. 1:4, 15s. 1:4, 15; 10:5; Ps; 10:5; Ps. 103:21).. 103:21). In the ag In the age to come,e to ce to come, all come, all IsraelitesIsraelites would be  would be priests anpriests and ministerd ministers (Isa. 61s (Isa. 61:6) and ev:6) and even foreignen foreigners would ers wers would miniwould minister to thster to the Lord (56e Lord (56:6). The r:6). The root oot {aœb�ad�,{aœb�ad�, “work (fo “work (for someone)r someone), serve,” , s, serve,” ofserve,” often carrieten carries a more ms a more menial sensenial sense (e.g., Ge (e.g., Gen. 29:15)en. 29:15). It is us. It is used for sered for serving or woving oving or worshipor worshipping God (ping God (Exod. 3:12Exod. 3:12; Ps. 22:3; Ps. 22:30[MT 31]) 0[MT 31]) or idols (or idols (Deut. 4:19Deut. 4:19); cf. ); cf. {eb�ed�,{eb�{eb�ed�,{eb�ed�, “servant, “servant,” for God’” for God’s redeemeds redeemed people (e people (e.g., Neh. .g., Neh. 1:10) and 1:10) and “the serva“the servant of the nservaservant ofservant of the Lord” the Lord” (e.g., Is (e.g., Isa. 42:1-7;a. 42:1-7; 49:1-9) a 49:1-9) and nd {a�b�oœd�a{a�b�oœd�a®,®, “service” “service” at tabern at t at tabernacletabernacle and templ and temple (= “worse (= “worship”).hip”).hip”).

The concept of serving, both secular and sacred. In the OT Heb. sûaœrat�  
refers especially to cultic ministry, applying to priests of the Lord who minister at 
the altar (Joel 1:9, 13), whether of Aaron (Exod. 28:35) or Zadok (Ezek. 40:46), 
or to Levites (Num. 3:6). The term also has wider application for attending or 
serving someone (e.g., Exod. 24:13; 1 Kgs. 1:4, 15; 10:5; Ps. 103:21). In the age to 
come, all Israelites would be priests and ministers (Isa. 61:6) and even foreigners 
would minister to the Lord (56:6). The root {aœb�ad�,  “work (for someone), 
serve,” often carries a more menial sense (e.g., Gen. 29:15). It is used for serving 
or worshipping God (Exod. 3:12; Ps. 22:30[MT 31]) or idols (Deut. 4:19); cf. 



{eb�ed�,  “servant,” for God’s redeemed people (e.g., Neh. 1:10) and “the 
servant of the Lord” (e.g., Isa. 42:1-7; 49:1-9) and {a�b�oœd�a®,  “service” at 
tabernacle and temple (= “worship”).

�This rangeThis range of meanin of meanings carriesgs carries over into over into the NT pr the NT primarily thimarily through termrough terms related s relas related torelated to Gk.  Gk. diakoniía,diakoniía, “service” “service” or “minis or “ministry.” Othetry.” Other words inr words include clude douleuíoœ,douleuíodouleuíoœ,douleuíoœ, douílos douílos, “(be a) , “(be a) slave” (e.slave” (e.g., Rom. 1g., Rom. 1:1; NRSV “:1; NRSV “servant”);servant”);  latreuíoœ,latreuíoœlatreuíoœ,latreuíoœ, latreiía, latreiía, “(officia “(officiate in) worte in) worship” (e.gship” (e.g., Heb. 13., Heb. 13:10); and :10); and leitourgiíleitourgiía,a, “priestly “ “priestly “priestly service” (service” (e.g., Heb.e.g., Heb. 8:6; Rom. 8:6; Rom. 15:16). O 15:16). Other wordsther words specify t specify types of leypes of leaders in paderleleaders inleaders in public mi public ministry: e.nistry: e.g., g., hypeäréteähypeäréteäss for a syn for a synagogue attagogue attendant (Luendant (Luke 4:20), ke 4:20ke 4:20), Chr4:20), Christian “miistian “ministers,” nisters,” or “servanor “servants of the ts of the word” (1:2word” (1:2); or ); or paiíspaiís (e.g., Ac (e.g., Acts 3:13; 4ts 3:ts 3:13; 4:253:13; 4:25) for Jesu) for Jesus as God’ss as God’s servant o servant or child.r child.r child.

This range of meanings carries over into the NT primarily through terms 
related to Gk. diakoniía, “service” or “ministry.” Other words include 
douleuíoœ, douílos, “(be a) slave” (e.g., Rom. 1:1; NRSV “servant”); 
latreuíoœ, latreiía, “(officiate in) worship” (e.g., Heb. 13:10); and leitourgiía, 
“priestly service” (e.g., Heb. 8:6; Rom. 15:16). Other words specify types of 
leaders in public ministry: e.g., hypeäréteäs for a synagogue attendant (Luke 
4:20), Christian “ministers,” or “servants of the word” (1:2); or paiís (e.g., Acts 
3:13; 4:25) for Jesus as God’s servant or child.

�The ministThe ministry of Jesury of Jesus set the s set the pattern fopattern for developmr development of posent of post-Resurrect-Resurrection ministion mtion ministriesministries in the ch in the churches. Jeurches. Jesus’ work sus’ work as teacheras teacher, prophet,, prophet, and heale and healer was taker was taken up, unden un up, under up, under the Spiritthe Spirit, by itine, by itinerant teachrant teachers, prophers, prophets, and eets, and exorcists. xorcists. He had senHe had sent out 12 ct out out 12 choout 12 chosen followsen followers to preers to preach and cuach and cure the sicre the sick (Mark 6:k (Mark 6:7 par.). T7 par.). These “senthese “sent-forth one-f“sent“sent-fort“sent-forth ones” h ones” (apoœstolo(apoœstoloi)i) became “a became “apostles” (postles” (Acts 1:21-Acts 1:21-22), a lar22), a larger group ger groupger group thangroup than “the Twel “the Twelve” (1 Corve” (1 Cor. 15:5, 7). 15:5, 7). Peter ha. Peter had a particd a particular commiular commission (Marssion (Mark 16:7 park(Mar(Mark 16:7(Mark 16:7 par.; cf. par.; cf. Matt. 16: Matt. 16:18-19). Pa18-19). Paul experieul experienced call nced call and commisand commission as apsion as apostle to tostapapostle toapostle to the Genti the Gentiles (Gal. les (Gal. 1:15-16). 1:15-16). There wereThere were also “con also “congregationagregational l apoœstoloiapoœstoapoœstoloiapoœstoloi” such as ” such as EpaphroditEpaphroditus (Phil. us (Phil. 2:25) and 2:25) and likely womlikely women apostleen apostles (Rom. 16s (Rom. 1s (Rom. 16:6). “Th16:6). “The seven” (e seven” (Acts 6) seActs 6) seem to be aem to be a counterpa counterpart for Grert for Greek-speakinek-speaking Jewish Cg Jewish Cg Jewish ChristiansChristians to “the T to “the Twelve,” prwelve,” preaching aneaching and evangelid evangelizing.zing.zing.

The ministry of Jesus set the pattern for development of post-Resurrection 
ministries in the churches. Jesus’ work as teacher, prophet, and healer was taken 
up, under the Spirit, by itinerant teachers, prophets, and exorcists. He had sent 
out 12 chosen followers to preach and cure the sick (Mark 6:7 par.). These 
“sent-forth ones” (apoœstoloi) became “apostles” (Acts 1:21-22), a larger 
group than “the Twelve” (1 Cor. 15:5, 7). Peter had a particular commission 
(Mark 16:7 par.; cf. Matt. 16:18-19). Paul experienced call and commission as 
apostle to the Gentiles (Gal. 1:15-16). There were also “congregational 
apoœstoloi” such as Epaphroditus (Phil. 2:25) and likely women apostles (Rom. 
16:6). “The seven” (Acts 6) seem to be a counterpart for Greek-speaking Jewish 
Christians to “the Twelve,” preaching and evangelizing.

�The fullesThe fullest picture t picture of developof developing missioing mission and minin and ministry comesstry comes in Paul’s in Paul’s churches  churche churches achurches and lettersnd letters. All Chri. All Christians arestians are there reg there regarded as parded as possessing ossessing “spiritual“spiritual” or “grac” or” or “grace or “grace gifts” (1 gifts” (1 Cor. 12:4-Cor. 12:4-11). Occas11). Occasionally heionally he lists fun lists functions andctions and leaders ( leaders (e.g., 1 Coe.g., 1e.g., 1 Cor. 12:1 Cor. 12:28-30; Rom28-30; Rom. 12:4-8),. 12:4-8), somewhat  somewhat ad hoc andad hoc and always in always in connectio connection with then with thn with the Churchthe Church as the bo as the body of Chridy of Christ and thest and the upbuildin upbuilding of the wg of the whole commuhole community in lonity in lonity in love. Leadlove. Leaders emergeers emerge, but the , but the pattern vapattern varies (cf. ries (cf. 1 Thess. 51 Thess. 5:12-13; Ph:12-13; Phil. 1:1). il. 1:1). This suggeThis suThis suggests tsuggests that Paul bhat Paul brought androught and imposed n imposed no set ordeo set order and allor and allowed local wed local creations creations of leadersoof leadersof leadership.hip.hip.

The fullest picture of developing mission and ministry comes in Paul’s 
churches and letters. All Christians are there regarded as possessing “spiritual” 
or “grace gifts” (1 Cor. 12:4-11). Occasionally he lists functions and leaders (e.g., 
1 Cor. 12:28-30; Rom. 12:4-8), somewhat ad hoc and always in connection with 
the Church as the body of Christ and the upbuilding of the whole community in 
love. Leaders emerge, but the pattern varies (cf. 1 Thess. 5:12-13; Phil. 1:1). This 
suggests that Paul brought and imposed no set order and allowed local creations 
of leadership.

�In some chIn some churches — burches — but not Pauut not Paul’s — “eldl’s — “elders” ers” (presbyéte(presbyéteroi)roi) provided  provided leadershiplealeadershipleadership (cf. Acts (cf. Acts 14:23; 15 14:23; 15:2, 4, 6, :2, 4, 6, 22-23; Jas22-23; Jas. 5:14; 1 . 5:14; 1 Pet. 5:1, Pet. 5:1, 5). The mo5). The model came idel camdel came in macame in many instancny instances from thes from the Jewish se Jewish synagogue oynagogue or arose our arose out of respet of respect for thoct for thoct for those who those who were olderwere older in years  in years or longer or longer in the Chrin the Christian faiistian faith. In theth. In the Pastoral  Pastoral Epistles eEpistEpistles eEpistles elders or plders or presbyters resbyters include soinclude some who “rume who “rule” (1 Timle” (1 Tim. 5:17), w. 5:17), within a coithin a council of euncocouncil ofcouncil of elders ( elders (presbytéripresbytérion;on; 1 Tim. 4: 1 Tim. 4:14). Some 14). Some of these (of these (or the “ruor the “ruling elderling elder”) served ”) s”) served as served as “bishop” o“bishop” or “overseer “overseer” (r” (epiískoposepiískopos;; 1 Tim. 3: 1 Tim. 3:2-7; Tit. 2-7; Tit. 1:7-9). Gk1:7-9). Gk. . diaékonosdiaédiaékonosdiaékonos begins to begins to take on a take on a technical technical sense in  sense in 1 Tim. 3:81 Tim. 3:8-13, but i-13, but it is not yt is not yet the “liet thet the “liturthe “liturgical” or gical” or any other any other type of “dtype of “deacon” foueacon” found later. nd later. “Ordinatio“Ordination,” from rn,” from rabbinic prabbrrabbinic prabbinic practice, mractice, may be reflay be reflected in tected in the “layinghe “laying on of han on of hands” (1 Timds” (1 Tim. 4:14; 5:. 4:14; 5:22; 2 Tim.22; 2 22; 2 Tim. 1:62 Tim. 1:6). But “th). But “threefold mireefold ministry,” inistry,” in the partn the particular senicular sense of one se of one bishop, (abishop, (a college o colle college ofcollege of) presbyte) presbyters, and a rs, and a group of group of diaékonoidiaékonoi under him under him, is attes, is attested only ated only after the Nfteraafter the after the NT, initiaNT, initially in Ignlly in Ignatius of Aatius of Antioch, anntioch, and spreads d spreads then in ththen in the late 2nde late 2nd and 3rd c and 3r and 3rd centur3rd centuries.ies.ies.

In some churches — but not Paul’s — “elders” (presbyéteroi) provided 
leadership (cf. Acts 14:23; 15:2, 4, 6, 22-23; Jas. 5:14; 1 Pet. 5:1, 5). The model 
came in many instances from the Jewish synagogue or arose out of respect for 
those who were older in years or longer in the Christian faith. In the Pastoral 
Epistles elders or presbyters include some who “rule” (1 Tim. 5:17), within a 
council of elders (presbytérion; 1 Tim. 4:14). Some of these (or the “ruling elder”) 
served as “bishop” or “overseer” (epiískopos; 1 Tim. 3:2-7; Tit. 1:7-9). Gk. 
diaékonos begins to take on a technical sense in 1 Tim. 3:8-13, but it is not yet 
the “liturgical” or any other type of “deacon” found later. “Ordination,” from 



rabbinic practice, may be reflected in the “laying on of hands” (1 Tim. 4:14; 5:22; 
2 Tim. 1:6). But “threefold ministry,” in the particular sense of one bishop, (a 
college of) presbyters, and a group of diaékonoi under him, is attested only 
after the NT, initially in Ignatius of Antioch, and spreads then in the late 2nd and 
3rd centuries.

�Eph. 4:11-Eph. 4:11-12 poses t12 poses the issue ohe issue of whether f whether the four gthe four groups of lroups of leaders theeaders there mentionre menre mentioned mentioned equip “theequip “the saints fo saints for the workr the work of minist of ministry” (NRSV)ry” (NRSV) or equip  or equip the saintsthe saints and do th saintssaints andsaints and do the wo do the work of minirk of ministry themsstry themselves (KJVelves (KJV). The “pr). The “priesthood” iesthood” (Exod. 19:(Exod. 19:6) of all 619:19:6) of a19:6) of all baptizell baptized believerd believers — “priess — “priest” never at” never appears in ppears in the NT of the NT of an individan individual Christual Cual Christian Christian leader — oleader — occurs in 1ccurs in 1 Pet. 2:4- Pet. 2:4-10 (cf. Re10 (cf. Rev. 1:5-6; v. 1:5-6; 20:6). All20:6). All such peop such people, giftedle, gile, gifted by gifted by God’s gracGod’s grace, “serve”e, “serve” (NRSV; 1  (NRSV; 1 Pet. 4:10-Pet. 4:10-11) and/or11) and/or “minister “minister” (KJV).” (KJV).” (KJV).

Eph. 4:11-12 poses the issue of whether the four groups of leaders there 
mentioned equip “the saints for the work of ministry” (NRSV) or equip the 
saints and do the work of ministry themselves (KJV). The “priesthood” (Exod. 
19:6) of all baptized believers — “priest” never appears in the NT of an individual 
Christian leader — occurs in 1 Pet. 2:4-10 (cf. Rev. 1:5-6; 20:6). All such people, 
gifted by God’s grace, “serve” (NRSV; 1 Pet. 4:10-11) and/or “minister” (KJV).
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MINNIMINNI (Heb.  (Heb. minniîminniî)))

MINNI (Heb. minniî)

One of thrOne of three nationsee nations summoned  summoned to war agato war against Babylinst Babylon as parton as part of God’s  of God’s judgment ojudgmentjudgment ojudgment on that natn that nation (Jer. ion (Jer. 51:27). It51:27). Its mention s mention with Ararawith Ararat (ancientt (ancient Urartu, m Urartu, modern Armeodmmodern Armmodern Armenia) and enia) and Ashkenaz (Ashkenaz (Scythians)Scythians) makes it  makes it probable tprobable that it is hat it is to be idento be identified wittidenidentifiedidentified with the  with the Manneans, Manneans, who appearwho appear first in  first in the inscrithe inscription of Sption of Shalmaneserhalmaneser II (858—8 II  II (858—82II (858—824 4 B.C.E.B.C.E.). The nam). The name continuee continues to occurs to occur in Assyri in Assyrian recordsan records for two m for two more centurormmore centumore centuries, someries, sometimes as etimes as enemy, somenemy, sometimes as atimes as ally of thelly of the Assyrians Assyrians...

One of three nations summoned to war against Babylon as part of God’s 
judgment on that nation (Jer. 51:27). Its mention with Ararat (ancient Urartu, 
modern Armenia) and Ashkenaz (Scythians) makes it probable that it is to be 
identified with the Manneans, who appear first in the inscription of Shalmaneser 
II (858—824 B.C.E.). The name continues to occur in Assyrian records for two 
more centuries, sometimes as enemy, sometimes as ally of the Assyrians.

C. Mack RoC. Mack Roarkark
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MINNITHMINNITH (Heb.  (Heb. minniît�minniît�)))

MINNITH (Heb. minniît� )

One of theOne of the 20 Ammoni 20 Ammonite cities te cities captured bcaptured by Jephthahy Jephthah (Judg. 11 (Judg. 11:33). A nu:33). A number of trmber of trmber of translatortranslators render Ms render Minnith in innith in Ezek. 27:1Ezek. 27:17 as the s7 as the source of tource of the wheat he wheat (h�it�eî m(h�it�eî minniît�)imminniît�)minniît�) Judah tra Judah traded with Tded with Tyre, althoyre, although othersugh others amend the amend the text to r text to read “wheatead “wheaead “wheat and“wheat and olives”  olives” (h�it�t�iî(h�it�t�iîm zayit�)m zayit�) instead o instead of the placf the place name (e.e name (e.g., KJV, Rg., KJV, RV, RSV).VRRV, RSV).RV, RSV).RV, RSV).

One of the 20 Ammonite cities captured by Jephthah (Judg. 11:33). A number of 
translators render Minnith in Ezek. 27:17 as the source of the wheat (h�it�eî 
minniît�)  Judah traded with Tyre, although others amend the text to read 
“wheat and olives” (h�it�t�iîm zayit�)  instead of the place name (e.g., KJV, 
RV, RSV).

�Eusebius (Eusebius (Onom.Onom. 140.3) id 140.3) identifies Mentifies Minnith witinnith with a villagh a village located e located ca. 4 Romaca. 4 Roman mi. NE on mn mi. NE of mi. NE of Esbus (modEsbus (modern ern H¸esba®nH¸esba®n) on the r) on the road to Phioad to Philadelphia ladelphia (Amman). E(Amman). Eusebius’ duseEEusebius’ Eusebius’ descriptiodescription, combinen, combined with thed with the reference reference in Judg.  in Judg. 11:33 whic11:33 which describeh describes Minnith s Ms Minnith asMinnith as an opposi an opposing boundarng boundary with they with the southern  southern city of Arcity of Aroer, has loer, has led most sced most scholars to hscscholars tscholars to place Mio place Minnith somennith somewhere betwwhere between een H¸esba®nH¸esba®n and Amman and Amman...

Eusebius (Onom. 140.3) identifies Minnith with a village located ca. 4 Roman 
mi. NE of Esbus (modern H¸esba®n) on the road to Philadelphia (Amman). 
Eusebius’ description, combined with the reference in Judg. 11:33 which describes 
Minnith as an opposing boundary with the southern city of Aroer, has led most 
scholars to place Minnith somewhere between H¸esba®n and Amman.



�Currently,Currently, the most  the most promising promising candidate candidate is Umm el-is Umm el-Basatin (UBasatin (Umm el-Hanamm el-Hanafish; 2321fishel-Hanael-Hanafisel-Hanafish; 232137)h; 232137), a modern, a modern village s village situated onituated on top of st top of still-visiblill-visible ancient e ancient ruins. Altruins. Aruins. Although nAlthough no extensivo extensive excavatie excavation has beeon has been conducten conducted there, sd there, surveys of urveys of the site hthe site have recoveahhave recovhave recovered sherdered sherds from thes from the Ayyubid/M Ayyubid/Mamluk, Ottamluk, Ottoman, Byzaoman, Byzantine, Latntine, Late Roman, Ee Romae Roman, EarRoman, Early Roman, ly Roman, Iron II/PeIron II/Persian, andrsian, and Iron I pe Iron I periods.riods.riods.

Currently, the most promising candidate is Umm el-Basatin (Umm 
el-Hanafish; 232137), a modern village situated on top of still-visible ancient ruins. 
Although no extensive excavation has been conducted there, surveys of the site 
have recovered sherds from the Ayyubid/Mamluk, Ottoman, Byzantine, Late 
Roman, Early Roman, Iron II/Persian, and Iron I periods.

Randall W.Randall W. Younker Younker

Randall W. Younker

MINOR PROPMINOR PROPHETSHETSHETS

MINOR PROPHETS

The 12 shoThe 12 short prophetrt prophetic books iic books in the Hebrn the Hebrew canon, ew canon, Hosea throHosea through Malachugh Malachi.i.i.

The 12 short prophetic books in the Hebrew canon, Hosea through Malachi.

�SeeSee  BOOK OF THBOOK OF THE TWELVEE TWELVE..

See BOOK OF THE TWELVE.

MINTMINTMINT

MINT

Any of sevAny of several herbseral herbs of the ge of the genus nus MenthaMentha (family L (family Labiatae), abiatae), a number oa number of which grf which grow in Paleogrgrow in Pagrow in Palestine (Glestine (Gk. k. heädyéosmoheädyéosmonn). Tithing). Tithing garden he garden herbs such arbs such as mint is s mint is not explicnot enot explicitlyexplicitly required  required by the Penby the Pentateuch, btateuch, but was conut was considered a sidered a requiremenrequirement by scribt by scribal interpral scribscribal inscribal interpretatiterpretation (cf. Deon (cf. Deut. 14:22-ut. 14:22-23). Jesus23). Jesus condemned condemned not this  not this attention attention to detail,to dto detail, budetail, but the neglt the neglect of “juect of “justice and stice and mercy and mercy and faith” thafaith” that could cot could coexist withexist with it (Matt. it (M it (Matt. 23:(Matt. 23:23; Luke 123; Luke 11:42).1:42).

Any of several herbs of the genus Mentha (family Labiatae), a number of which 
grow in Palestine (Gk. heädyéosmon). Tithing garden herbs such as mint is not 
explicitly required by the Pentateuch, but was considered a requirement by 
scribal interpretation (cf. Deut. 14:22-23). Jesus condemned not this attention to 
detail, but the neglect of “justice and mercy and faith” that could coexist with it 
(Matt. 23:23; Luke 11:42).

MINUSCULEMINUSCULEMINUSCULE

MINUSCULE

A modifiedA modified form of G form of Greek cursireek cursive handwrive handwriting (“ratting (“rather small”her small”), introdu), introduced in theced in the 9th centu 9 9th centur9th century y C.E.C.E. More form More formal and moral and more legible e legible than ordinthan ordinary cursivary cursive, minuscue, minuscule writingle wrle writing enwriting enabled scriabled scribes to wribes to write more qute more quickly and ickly and by the endby the end of the 10 of the 10th centuryth century supplante s supplantedsupplanted uncial wr uncial writing for iting for literary pliterary purposes. Murposes. Minuscules inuscules represent represent nearly 90 nearly 90 percent ofperpercent ofpercent of extant NT extant NT manuscrip manuscripts.ts.ts.

A modified form of Greek cursive handwriting (“rather small”), introduced in the 
9th century C.E. More formal and more legible than ordinary cursive, minuscule 
writing enabled scribes to write more quickly and by the end of the 10th century 
supplanted uncial writing for literary purposes. Minuscules represent nearly 90 
percent of extant NT manuscripts.

�SeeSee  UNCIALUNCIAL..

See UNCIAL.

MIRACLESMIRACLESMIRACLES

MIRACLES

ExtraordinExtraordinary eventsary events that mani that manifest divinfest divine power, te power, that are wohat are wonders to hnders to human underuman undeuman understandunderstanding, and ting, and therefore wherefore what human hat human beings perbeings perceive as sceive as signs from igns from God. The vGod. The God. The variouThe various Hebrew, s Hebrew, Aramaic, oAramaic, or Greek wor Greek words used irds used in the Bibln the Bible to descre to describe “miracibe “miraibe “miracles”“miracles” actually  actually denote “wodenote “wonders,” “pnders,” “powers,” anowers,” and “signs.”d “signs.” The manif The manifestation oestation of the divifoof the divof the divine power ine power may happenmay happen with or w with or without humithout human agents an agents of God.of God.of God.

Extraordinary events that manifest divine power, that are wonders to human 
understanding, and therefore what human beings perceive as signs from God. 
The various Hebrew, Aramaic, or Greek words used in the Bible to describe 
“miracles” actually denote “wonders,” “powers,” and “signs.” The manifestation 
of the divine power may happen with or without human agents of God.

�In the OT In the OT the greatethe greatest miraclest miracle is God’s  is God’s creation ocreation of the worlf the world and everd and everything in ything evereverythingeverything in it (Ge in it (Gen. 1:1-2:3n. 1:1-2:3; 2:4—3:24; 2:4—3:24). Biblica). Biblical writers l writers repetitiverepetitively praise ly praise God’s actiGod’s aGod’s activity oactivity of creationf creation (e.g., Ps (e.g., Ps. 8:3[MT 4. 8:3[MT 4]; 65:6–13]; 65:6–13[7–14]; Is[7–14]; Isa. 40:26; a. 40:26; Amos 4:13)Amos 4:13). All othe. All o. All other miraother miracle storiecle stories are bases are based on Israed on Israel’s undersl’s understanding oftanding of God’s con God’s continuous sotinuous sovereignty vesosovereigntsovereignty over they over the created w created world and iorld and its historyts history. Although. Although the stori the stories about tes about the manifeshetthe manifethe manifestation ofstation of God’s won God’s wonders and sders and signs are signs are spread thropread throughout theughout the OT, they  OT, they OT, they are mthey are mostly concostly concentrated ientrated in two stren two streams of traams of traditions, oditions, one in the ne in the Exodus andExodus and Conquest  C Conquest tConquest traditions,raditions, and the o and the other in thther in the Elijah ae Elijah and Elisha nd Elisha traditionstraditions. In the t. In the traditions raditiottraditionstraditions of the Ex of the Exodus and todus and the Conqueshe Conquest, God is t, God is understoodunderstood as a nati as a national God aonal God aonal God and a miliand a military warritary warrior par excor par excellence. Tellence. Thus most mhus most miracles deiracles depict God’spict God’s activity  activity in destroyin din destroyingdestroying enemies a enemies and delivernd delivering God’s ing God’s people Isrpeople Israel (e.g.,ael (e.g., Exod. 19: Exod. 19:12-25; Jos12-25; Josh. 10:11-1h. 1h. 10:11-14).10:11-14). Sometimes Sometimes, however,, however, God’s sig God’s signs of judgns of judgment and dment and deliveranceeliverance are confi are confi are confined wconfined within Israithin Israel. God puel. God punishes thenishes the Israelite Israelites for theis for their disobedir disobedience (e.g.ence (e.g., Exod. 32, Exo, Exod. 32:3Exod. 32:35; Num. 115; Num. 11:1-3) and :1-3) and saves themsaves them from diff from difficulties oiculties or dangers r dangers (e.g., Exo(e.g., Exod. 16:13-3d. ExoExod. 16:1Exod. 16:13-31; 17:13-31; 17:1-16). The -16). The two themestwo themes, judgment, judgment and deliv and deliverance, arerance, are sometimee sometime sometimes sometimes combined icombined in one storn one story, as in ty, as in the accounthe account of the se of the serpents senrpents sent by God wt by God wt by God which killwhich killed a numbeed a number of Israer of Israelites and lites and that of ththat of the serpent e serpent of bronze of bronze which savewhich saved those bid td those bittthose bitten (Num. 2en (Num. 21:4-9). Th1:4-9). The prominene prominent human agt human agents of thents of these wonderese wonders and signs and sigs and signs of Gsigns of God are theod are the prophet M prophet Moses and ooses and other leadether leaders of the rs of the Conquest.Conquest.Conquest.

In the OT the greatest miracle is God’s creation of the world and 
everything in it (Gen. 1:1-2:3; 2:4—3:24). Biblical writers repetitively praise God’s 
activity of creation (e.g., Ps. 8:3[MT 4]; 65:6–13[7–14]; Isa. 40:26; Amos 4:13). All 
other miracle stories are based on Israel’s understanding of God’s continuous 
sovereignty over the created world and its history. Although the stories about 
the manifestation of God’s wonders and signs are spread throughout the OT, 
they are mostly concentrated in two streams of traditions, one in the Exodus and 



Conquest traditions, and the other in the Elijah and Elisha traditions. In the 
traditions of the Exodus and the Conquest, God is understood as a national God 
and a military warrior par excellence. Thus most miracles depict God’s activity in 
destroying enemies and delivering God’s people Israel (e.g., Exod. 19:12-25; Josh. 
10:11-14). Sometimes, however, God’s signs of judgment and deliverance are 
confined within Israel. God punishes the Israelites for their disobedience (e.g., 
Exod. 32:35; Num. 11:1-3) and saves them from difficulties or dangers (e.g., 
Exod. 16:13-31; 17:1-16). The two themes, judgment and deliverance, are 
sometimes combined in one story, as in the account of the serpents sent by God 
which killed a number of Israelites and that of the serpent of bronze which saved 
those bitten (Num. 21:4-9). The prominent human agents of these wonders and 
signs of God are the prophet Moses and other leaders of the Conquest.

�In the traIn the traditions ofditions of Elijah (1 Elijah (1 Kgs. 17-1 Kgs. 17-19, 21; 2 K9, 21; 2 Kgs. 1) andgs. 1) and Elisha (2 Elisha (2 Kgs. 2-8) Kgs. 2-8), although, al, although talthough the depictihe depiction of God on of God as a natioas a national God stnal God strongly conrongly continues in tinues in the battlethe battles against s as against thagainst the Canaanite Canaanite god Baale god Baal and its w and its worshippersorshippers, God’s po, God’s power as heawer as healer and suler and sustainer isssusustainer sustainer is most emis most emphasized. phasized. As the humAs the human agent oan agent of God’s pof God’s power, Elijawer, Elijah providesh providesh provides fprovides food (1 Kgsood (1 Kgs. 17:8-16). 17:8-16), brings t, brings the dead bahe dead back to lifeck to life (vv. 17–2 (vv. 17–24), and co4), and controls drontrococontrols dcontrols drought androught and rain (ch. rain (ch. 18). Afte 18). After Elijah ir Elijah is taken ups taken up to heaven to heaven, his disc, his disciple Elishiple Eliple Elisha sucElisha succeeds him ceeds him as God’s aas God’s agent througent through the spigh the spirit of hisrit of his teacher.  teacher. Elisha proElisha provides watevideproprovides wprovides water (2 Kgater (2 Kgs. 2:19-22s. 2:19-22), food (4), food (4:38–41, 42:38–41, 42–44) and o–44) and other necesther necessary thingsary things (4:1–7; sthingthings (4:things (4:1–7; 6:1–71–7; 6:1–7), enables), enables the barre the barren to bear n to bear children (children (4:11–17), 4:11–17), brings thebrings the dead back dea dead back dead back to life (4to life (4:18–37), a:18–37), and heals snd heals sick peopleick people (5:1–27). (5:1–27). Noteworth Noteworthy are the y are the parallels paparallels parallels between thbetween the miracle e miracle stories ofstories of Elijah an Elijah and those ofd those of Elisha on Elisha on the one h the one hand (resusand hhand (resuhand (resuscitation scitation and provisand provision), and ion), and between mibetween miracle storracle stories of theies of these two prose two prophets and pproprophets aprophets and those ond those of Jesus anf Jesus and his discd his disciples in tiples in the NT on the NT on the other (he other (resuscitatresuscitation, healiion(resuscitat(resuscita(resuscitation, healtion, healing, and ping, and provision).rovision).

In the traditions of Elijah (1 Kgs. 17-19, 21; 2 Kgs. 1) and Elisha (2 Kgs. 2-8), 
although the depiction of God as a national God strongly continues in the battles 
against the Canaanite god Baal and its worshippers, God’s power as healer and 
sustainer is most emphasized. As the human agent of God’s power, Elijah 
provides food (1 Kgs. 17:8-16), brings the dead back to life (vv. 17–24), and 
controls drought and rain (ch. 18). After Elijah is taken up to heaven, his disciple 
Elisha succeeds him as God’s agent through the spirit of his teacher. Elisha 
provides water (2 Kgs. 2:19-22), food (4:38–41, 42–44) and other necessary 
things (4:1–7; 6:1–7), enables the barren to bear children (4:11–17), brings the 
dead back to life (4:18–37), and heals sick people (5:1–27). Noteworthy are the 
parallels between the miracle stories of Elijah and those of Elisha on the one 
hand (resuscitation and provision), and between miracle stories of these two 
prophets and those of Jesus and his disciples in the NT on the other 
(resuscitation, healing, and provision).

�In all fouIn all four canonicar canonical Gospels l Gospels miracles pmiracles play an implay an important rolortant role in Jesuse in Jesus’ ministry’ ministry’ ministry. ministry. About 35 mAbout 35 miracles ariracles are ascribede ascribed to Jesus  to Jesus in the Gosin the Gospels, and pels, and several suseveral summary statmmsusummary stsummary statements aatements are given (re given (e.g., Marke.g., Mark 1:32-34;  1:32-34; 3:7-12). F3:7-12). Form criticorm criticism has coism has conventionalnvcoconventionconventionally categally categorized Jesorized Jesus’ miraclus’ miracle stories e stories in the Gosin the Gospels into pels into four groupfour groups: healings: hs: healings, healings, exorcisms,exorcisms, resuscita resuscitations, andtions, and nature mi nature miracles. Thracles. The boundarye boundary between h between healings anehhealings ahealings and exorcisnd exorcisms, howevems, however, is somer, is sometimes ambitimes ambiguous due guous due to a populto a popular belief ar belief of the timoof the timof the time that a de that a demon or spemon or spirit is reirit is responsible sponsible for causinfor causing sicknessg sickness or diseas or disease. For exae. Foe. For examplFor example, in the e, in the story of Pstory of Peter’s moteter’s mother-in-lawher-in-law’s healing’s healing, in which, in which a demon o a demon or spirit ir sr spirit is spirit is not explicnot explicitly mentiitly mentioned as thoned as the cause ofe cause of her sickn her sickness, the fess, the fever — as ever — as if it wereif it wif it were a perwere a person — leavson — leaves her (Maes her (Mark 1:31 park 1:31 par.) and isr.) and is even rebu even rebuked by Jesked by Jesus (Luke 4us (Luke 4us (Luke 4:39). In 4:39). In the story the story of a crippof a crippled woman’led woman’s healing,s healing, she is de she is described asscribed as being set being set free (Luk free  free (Lukefree (Luke 13:12, 16 13:12, 16) after ha) after having been ving been bound by Sbound by Satan by 18atan by 18 years. Ex years. Exorcisms anorcisms and resuscitdanand resuscand resuscitations mitations may be regaay be regarded as berded as belonging tolonging to healing s healing stories in tories in their formtheir form as well a as  as well asas well as content.  content. Both exorcBoth exorcisms and risms and resuscitatiesuscitations followons follow the same  the same pattern ofpattern of the story th the story-the story-telling oftelling of a typical a typical healing s healing story: the tory: the meeting ofmeeting of the heale the healer and the r and the sick one; sick onsick one; detaione; detailing the nling the nature and ature and severity oseverity of the sickf the sickness; the ness; the healing ithealing itself; demoself; demonstration nstratdemodemonstratdemonstration of theion of the success;  success; reaction oreaction of the witnf the witnesses. Regesses. Regarding conarding content, exortent, exorcisms are ciexorexorcisms exorcisms are healinare healings of persgs of persons possesons possessed, and rsed, and resuscitatiesuscitations are heons are healings of alings of persons whperpersons whpersons who have dieo have died of illned of illness.ss.ss.

In all four canonical Gospels miracles play an important role in Jesus’ 
ministry. About 35 miracles are ascribed to Jesus in the Gospels, and several 
summary statements are given (e.g., Mark 1:32-34; 3:7-12). Form criticism has 
conventionally categorized Jesus’ miracle stories in the Gospels into four groups: 
healings, exorcisms, resuscitations, and nature miracles. The boundary between 
healings and exorcisms, however, is sometimes ambiguous due to a popular belief 
of the time that a demon or spirit is responsible for causing sickness or disease. 
For example, in the story of Peter’s mother-in-law’s healing, in which a demon or 
spirit is not explicitly mentioned as the cause of her sickness, the fever — as if it 
were a person — leaves her (Mark 1:31 par.) and is even rebuked by Jesus (Luke 
4:39). In the story of a crippled woman’s healing, she is described as being set 
free (Luke 13:12, 16) after having been bound by Satan by 18 years. Exorcisms 
and resuscitations may be regarded as belonging to healing stories in their form 
as well as content. Both exorcisms and resuscitations follow the same pattern of 



the story-telling of a typical healing story: the meeting of the healer and the sick 
one; detailing the nature and severity of the sickness; the healing itself; 
demonstration of the success; reaction of the witnesses. Regarding content, 
exorcisms are healings of persons possessed, and resuscitations are healings of 
persons who have died of illness.

�Despite thDespite their overlaeir overlapping ambipping ambiguity, theguity, the four cate four categories aregories are often qui often quite recognite recogte recognizabrecognizable. Althoule. Although more thgh more than half ofan half of Jesus’ mi Jesus’ miracles areracles are healings, healings, all of th all of the four groe foue four groupfour groups are press are present in eacent in each Gospel eh Gospel except Johnxcept John, which in, which includes no cludes no exorcism sexorcism sexorcism stories atstories at all. The  all. The absence ofabsence of exorcism  exorcism in John isin John is not diffi not difficult to excult to explain whenplain when one notes one n one notes the notes the miracles’ miracles’ differing differing significansignificance in the ce in the Synoptic GSynoptic Gospels froospels from that in m that in the Gospelthe Gthe Gospel of Gospel of John. In tJohn. In the Synoptihe Synoptics Jesus’ cs Jesus’ miracles amiracles are the warre the warrant for trant for the nearneshe nearness and press ans and presenand presence of God’ce of God’s reign, ws reign, which is thhich is the central e central theme of Jtheme of Jesus’ teacesus’ teaching and phing and proclamatiorocpproclamatiproclamation (cf. Luon (cf. Luke 11:20).ke 11:20). In John,  In John, however, mhowever, miracles ariracles are signs whe signs which revealich reveal the glory the the glory the glory of Jesus aof Jesus as the Son s the Son of God andof God and Messiah w Messiah who gives nho gives new life, aew life, and thus whnd thus which lead picwhwhich leadwhich lead people to people to faith in  faith in Jesus (JohJesus (John 2:11; cfn 2:11; cf. 20:30–31. 20:30–31).).).

Despite their overlapping ambiguity, the four categories are often quite 
recognizable. Although more than half of Jesus’ miracles are healings, all of the 
four groups are present in each Gospel except John, which includes no exorcism 
stories at all. The absence of exorcism in John is not difficult to explain when one 
notes the miracles’ differing significance in the Synoptic Gospels from that in the 
Gospel of John. In the Synoptics Jesus’ miracles are the warrant for the nearness 
and presence of God’s reign, which is the central theme of Jesus’ teaching and 
proclamation (cf. Luke 11:20). In John, however, miracles are signs which reveal 
the glory of Jesus as the Son of God and Messiah who gives new life, and thus 
which lead people to faith in Jesus (John 2:11; cf. 20:30–31).

�Jesus not Jesus not only perfoonly performs miraclrms miracles in the es in the Gospels, bGospels, but he himsut he himself, especelf, especially in hially in hially in his birth his birth and resurrand resurrection, isection, is the ultim the ultimate miraclate miracle. In the e. In the Infancy naInfancy narratives (rratives (Matt. 1-2;Matt. 1Matt. 1-2; Luke 1-2; Luke 1-2), both1-2), both Matthew a Matthew and Luke dend Luke describe hisscribe his miraculou miraculous birth: Js birth: Jesus is boesus is born from a rnboborn from born from a virgin ma virgin mother throother through the Hough the Holy Spirit.ly Spirit. John, in  John, in his prologhis prologue, goes eue, goes even furtheveneeven furtheven further: Jesus,er: Jesus, as the Lo as the Logos who prgos who pre-existed e-existed with God ewith God even beforeven before the creat the creation, was Gicreatcreation, creation, was God whwas God who became fo became flesh (Johnlesh (John 1:1-3, 14 1:1-3, 14). At the ). At the end of eacend of each Gospel, h Gospel, Jesus is rJJesus is rJesus is raised fromaised from death as  death as he predicthe predicted. His toed. His tomb is emptmb is empty (Mark 16y (Mark 16:1-8; Matt:1-8; Matt. 28:1-8; . 2. 28:1-8; Lu28:1-8; Luke 24:1-11ke 24:1-11; John 20:; John 20:1-10), and1-10), and the risen the risen Jesus app Jesus appears to hiears to his disciples disciples (Matt. 2s (Mas (Matt. 28:(Matt. 28:9-10, 16-29-10, 16-20; Luke 240; Luke 24:13-53; Jo:13-53; John 20:11-2hn 20:11-29; 21:1-239; 21:1-23).).).

Jesus not only performs miracles in the Gospels, but he himself, especially in 
his birth and resurrection, is the ultimate miracle. In the Infancy narratives (Matt. 
1-2; Luke 1-2), both Matthew and Luke describe his miraculous birth: Jesus is 
born from a virgin mother through the Holy Spirit. John, in his prologue, goes 
even further: Jesus, as the Logos who pre-existed with God even before the 
creation, was God who became flesh (John 1:1-3, 14). At the end of each Gospel, 
Jesus is raised from death as he predicted. His tomb is empty (Mark 16:1-8; Matt. 
28:1-8; Luke 24:1-11; John 20:1-10), and the risen Jesus appears to his disciples 
(Matt. 28:9-10, 16-20; Luke 24:13-53; John 20:11-29; 21:1-23).

�Although JAlthough Jesus perfoesus performs most orms most of the miraf the miracles, he icles, he is not the s not the only persoonly person mentionen mentn mentioned mentioned as a miracas a miracle worker le worker in the NT.in the NT. In the Sy In the Synoptic Gosnoptic Gospels Jesuspels Jesus sends out sends out sends out his diout his disciples afsciples after givingter giving them auth them authority to cority to cure diseasure diseases and to es and to cast out dcast out demons and emonddemons anddemons and spirits ( spirits (Mark 3:15;Mark 3:15; 6:7; Matt 6:7; Matt. 10:1; Lu. 10:1; Luke 9:1). Ake 9:1). Actual descctual descriptions oriptions of miraclesf mif miracles pmiracles performed berformed by Jesus’ dy Jesus’ disciples, isciples, however, ahowever, are rare inre rare in the Gospe the Gospels and arels and are concentra co concentratconcentrated in the ed in the Acts of thActs of the Apostlese Apostles, where Pe, where Peter and Pater and Paul are theul are the leading f leading figures whoiguffigures whfigures who continueo continue Jesus’ mi Jesus’ ministry. Innistry. Interestinglterestingly, the miry, the miracles ascracles ascribed to thibed to these two fiese twese two figuretwo figures are simis are similar both ilar both in number an number and kind: end kind: e.g., a man.g., a man who canno who cannot walk frot walk from birth (Amfrofrom birthfrom birth (Acts 3:1 (Acts 3:1-6; 14:8-1-6; 14:8-10); Peter’0); Peter’s shadow (s shadow (5:15) and 5:15) and handkerchihandkerchiefs or aprefs or aprons which onapraprons whiaprons which touch Pch touch Paul’s skinaul’s skin (19:11–12 (19:11–12); punitiv); punitive miraclese miracles (5:1–11;  (5:1–11; 13:6–11); 13:6–11); resuscitatresresuscitatresuscitation (9:36–ion (9:36–42; 20:9–142; 20:9–12); libera2); liberation from tion from prison (12prison (12:6–11; 16::6–11; 16:25–34).25–34).25–34).

Although Jesus performs most of the miracles, he is not the only person 
mentioned as a miracle worker in the NT. In the Synoptic Gospels Jesus sends 
out his disciples after giving them authority to cure diseases and to cast out 
demons and spirits (Mark 3:15; 6:7; Matt. 10:1; Luke 9:1). Actual descriptions of 
miracles performed by Jesus’ disciples, however, are rare in the Gospels and are 
concentrated in the Acts of the Apostles, where Peter and Paul are the leading 
figures who continue Jesus’ ministry. Interestingly, the miracles ascribed to these 
two figures are similar both in number and kind: e.g., a man who cannot walk 
from birth (Acts 3:1-6; 14:8-10); Peter’s shadow (5:15) and handkerchiefs or 
aprons which touch Paul’s skin (19:11–12); punitive miracles (5:1–11; 13:6–11); 
resuscitation (9:36–42; 20:9–12); liberation from prison (12:6–11; 16:25–34).

�The beliefThe belief in miracl in miracles as welles as well as disput as dispute about the about the authentie authenticity of micity of miracles (e.racles (e.g., Mark 3g(e.(e.g., Mar(e.g., Mark 3:22-30;k 3:22-30; 2 Thess.  2 Thess. 2:9-10) is2:9-10) is a common  a common phenomenonphenomenon in most r in most religions, eligions, ancient oraancient orancient or modern. U modern. Unique in tnique in the biblicahe biblical understal understanding of mnding of miracles oviracles over againster against that of o th that of otthat of other religiher religions contemons contemporaneous poraneous with the bwith the biblical peiblical period is thriod is that it idenat it identifies thetifiesidenidentifiesidentifies the power the power as origin as originating soleating solely with thly with the one God.e one God.

The belief in miracles as well as dispute about the authenticity of miracles 
(e.g., Mark 3:22-30; 2 Thess. 2:9-10) is a common phenomenon in most religions, 
ancient or modern. Unique in the biblical understanding of miracles over against 
that of other religions contemporaneous with the biblical period is that it 
identifies the power as originating solely with the one God.
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MIRIAMMIRIAM (Heb.  (Heb. miryaœmmiryaœm)))

MIRIAM (Heb. miryaœm)

�1.1. A prophet A prophet(ess) reme(ess) remembered formbered for leading t leading the Israelihe Israelites in sintes in singing afterging after their del their  their delitheir deliverance frverance from the Egyom the Egyptians at ptians at the Red Sethe Red Sea (Exod. 1a (Exod. 15:20-21). 5:20-21). Many scholMany scholars considarscholscholars cscholars consider thonsider this attribuis attribution of letion of leadership iadership in singing n singing more anciemore ancient than thnt than that attribuat atat attributedattributed to Moses  to Moses and the Isand the Israelites iraelites in the earln the earlier versesier verses of Exod.  of Exod. 15. Miriam15. Miriam is identi is id is identifiedidentified as the si as the sister of Moster of Moses and Aases and Aaron in theron in the genealogi genealogies of Num.es of Num. 26:59; 1  26:59; 1 Chr. 6:3(MChChr. 6:3(MChr. 6:3(MT 5:29). TT 5:29). The three ahe three are named tre named together asogether as leaders o leaders of the wildf the wilderness eraerness era in Mic. 6 eraera in Micera in Mic. 6:4. It . 6:4. It is possiblis possible that thee that the sibling r sibling relationshielationship was not p was not biologicalbiological but rathe but rath but rather therather the creation  creation of later tof later tradition tradition that soughthat sought to emphas to emphasize their ize their roles in Iroles in Israel’s lesrael’IIsrael’s lIsrael’s leadership.eadership. This poss This possibility suibility suggests to ggests to many scholmany scholars that aars that a more exte more extensive tradnsiveexteextensive extensive tradition tradition about Miriabout Miriam may oncam may once have exie have existed.sted.sted.

1. A prophet(ess) remembered for leading the Israelites in singing after 
their deliverance from the Egyptians at the Red Sea (Exod. 15:20-21). Many 
scholars consider this attribution of leadership in singing more ancient than that 
attributed to Moses and the Israelites in the earlier verses of Exod. 15. Miriam is 
identified as the sister of Moses and Aaron in the genealogies of Num. 26:59; 1 
Chr. 6:3(MT 5:29). The three are named together as leaders of the wilderness 
era in Mic. 6:4. It is possible that the sibling relationship was not biological but 
rather the creation of later tradition that sought to emphasize their roles in 
Israel’s leadership. This possibility suggests to many scholars that a more 
extensive tradition about Miriam may once have existed.

�Although MAlthough Miriam is niriam is not mentionot mentioned by nameed by name in Exod.  in Exod. 2, traditi2, tradition assumeson assumes that she  that that she ithat she is the oldes the older sister or sister of the infaf the infant Moses wnt Moses who approacho approaches the phhes the pharaoh’s daaraoh’s daughter aftugdadaughter adaughter after the bfter the baby is disaby is discovered incovered in the float the floating basketing basket. Miriam’s. Miriam’s proposal  proposal to find a to fito find a Hebfind a Hebrew nurse rew nurse serves to serves to reunite threunite the child wie child with his motth his mother.her.her.

Although Miriam is not mentioned by name in Exod. 2, tradition assumes 
that she is the older sister of the infant Moses who approaches the pharaoh’s 
daughter after the baby is discovered in the floating basket. Miriam’s proposal to 
find a Hebrew nurse serves to reunite the child with his mother.

�After her After her leadershipleadership in singin in singing at the Rg at the Red Sea, weed Sea, we next hear next hear of Miriam of Miriam when she  when s when she and Aashe and Aaron togethron together challener challenge Moses’ ge Moses’ sole authosole authority to sprity to speak to theeak to the people on people on people on God’s bon God’s behalf, as ehalf, as well as Mowell as Moses’ marrises’ marriage to a Cage to a Cushite wifushite wife (Num. 12e (Num. 12). The nar). The narrative makranarnarrative narrative makes cleamakes clear God’s dir God’s displeasure spleasure with Aaronwith Aaron and Miria and Miriam and God’m and God’s rejectios rejectios rejection rejection of their cof their claims agailaims against Moses.nst Moses. Yet it is Yet it is reported  reported that Miriathat Miriam is punism is punished by affhed bhed by afflictby affliction with aion with a skin dise skin disease that tase that turns her wurns her white (probhite (probably to beably to be viewed in viewed in contrast  cont contrast tcontrast to the veryo the very dark skin dark skin of Moses’ of Moses’ wife of C wife of Cushite desushite descent), whicent), while Aaron ile Aaron is not punis ns not punishnot punished at all.ed at all. Upon real Upon realizing thisizing this situation situation, Aaron qu, Aaron quickly petiickly petitions, “dotions, “do not punis not p not punish punish us,us,” thus rea” thus reaffirming hffirming his joint cis joint complicity omplicity with Miriawith Miriam while bem while begging for gging for her healinher hher healing behealing before he tofore he too is so afo is so afflicted. Gflicted. God announcod announces that Mies that Miriam’s punriam’s punishment wiishment will be onlyll wiwill be onwill be only temporaly temporary; after ry; after seven daysseven days of purifi of purification outcation outside the cside the camp she reamp she rejoins the joinrerejoins threjoins the communite community and the y and the wildernesswilderness journey p journey proceeds. Vroceeds. Various thearious theories haveories haveories have been have been put forwarput forward to explad to explain why Mirin why Miriam alone iam alone is punisheis punished. Promined. Prominent explanant explannt explanatioexplanations includens include Israel’s  Israel’s attitudes attitudes toward pritoward priesthood (nesthood (no one coulo one could serve asd serve as priest wh pr priest whipriest while having le having a skin disa skin disease; Aaroease; Aaron was highn was high priest) a priest) and stages nd stages in the train the transmission nsmistratransmissitransmission of the on of the tradition tradition (perhaps t(perhaps the story whe story was originaas originally only ally only about Miriabout Miriam, with Aam, wm, with Aaronwith Aaron being add being added later).ed later). Despite s Despite such theoriuch theories, the rees, the reality remaality remains that iins that in this ston thn this storythis story a woman a a woman and a man tnd a man together coogether commit the smmit the same sin, bame sin, but the womut the woman is punian is punan is punished apunished and the mannd the man is not. is not. is not.

After her leadership in singing at the Red Sea, we next hear of Miriam when 
she and Aaron together challenge Moses’ sole authority to speak to the people 
on God’s behalf, as well as Moses’ marriage to a Cushite wife (Num. 12). The 
narrative makes clear God’s displeasure with Aaron and Miriam and God’s 
rejection of their claims against Moses. Yet it is reported that Miriam is punished 
by affliction with a skin disease that turns her white (probably to be viewed in 
contrast to the very dark skin of Moses’ wife of Cushite descent), while Aaron is 
not punished at all. Upon realizing this situation, Aaron quickly petitions, “do not 
punish us,” thus reaffirming his joint complicity with Miriam while begging for her 
healing before he too is so afflicted. God announces that Miriam’s punishment 
will be only temporary; after seven days of purification outside the camp she 
rejoins the community and the wilderness journey proceeds. Various theories 
have been put forward to explain why Miriam alone is punished. Prominent 
explanations include Israel’s attitudes toward priesthood (no one could serve as 
priest while having a skin disease; Aaron was high priest) and stages in the 
transmission of the tradition (perhaps the story was originally only about Miriam, 
with Aaron being added later). Despite such theories, the reality remains that in 
this story a woman and a man together commit the same sin, but the woman is 
punished and the man is not.

�Miriam’s dMiriam’s death is reeath is recorded in corded in a brief noa brief notice in Nutice in Num. 20:1. Im. 20:1. It is symbot is symbolically silically significant gnsisignificansignificant of Miriat of Miriam’s full sm’s full status as atatus as a leader al leader alongside heongside her two brotr two brothers that hers that her death her deher death is mdeath is mentioned aentioned at this poit this point, for innt, for in the immed the immediately foliately following stolowing story Moses ary Moses and Aaron lnd aand Aaron and Aaron lose theirlose their chance to chance to enter the enter the Promised  Promised Land (Num.Land (Num. 20:12). A 20:12). Although Aalthough Although Aaron’s deAaron’s death is repath is reported onlyorted only in Num. 2 in Num. 27 and Mose7 and Moses’ death is’ death in Deut. 34n Deut. 34 (the two  (the two (the two remaintwo remaining stops ing stops on the wilon the wilderness joderness journey), thurney), the three are three are held toge held together hereether here in Num. 2 herehere in Nuhere in Num. 20 as lm. 20 as leaders whoeaders who all will  all will die outsiddie outside the lande the land...

Miriam’s death is recorded in a brief notice in Num. 20:1. It is symbolically 
significant of Miriam’s full status as a leader alongside her two brothers that her 



death is mentioned at this point, for in the immediately following story Moses 
and Aaron lose their chance to enter the Promised Land (Num. 20:12). Although 
Aaron’s death is reported only in Num. 27 and Moses’ death in Deut. 34 (the 
two remaining stops on the wilderness journey), the three are held together 
here in Num. 20 as leaders who all will die outside the land.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. J. BurnR. J. Burns, s, Has the LoHas the Lord Indeed rd Indeed Spoken OnlSpoken Only through y through Moses?Moses? SBLDS 84  SB SBLDS 84 (SBLDS 84 (Atlanta, 1Atlanta, 1987); P. T987); P. Trible, “Brrible, “Bringing Miringing Miriam Out ofiam Out of the Shado the Shadows,” ws,” BibRevBibRev 5/1 (1989 BibRevBibRev 5/1BibRev 5/1 (1989): 1 (1989): 14–25, 34.4–25, 34.4–25, 34.

Bibliography. R. J. Burns, Has the Lord Indeed Spoken Only through Moses? 
SBLDS 84 (Atlanta, 1987); P. Trible, “Bringing Miriam Out of the Shadows,” 
BibRev 5/1 (1989): 14–25, 34.

Katharine Katharine Doob SakenDoob Sakenfeldfeldfeld

Katharine Doob Sakenfeld

�2.2. A Judahit A Judahite among the among the descendae descendants of Ezrnts of Ezrah (1 Chr.ah (1 Chr. 4:17). Th 4:17). The NRSV rece NRSV reconstructs onrecreconstrucreconstructs this dits this difficult tefficult text, takingxt, taking Miriam as Miriam as the offsp the offspring of Mering of Mered and thred and the pharaoh’e phae pharaoh’s pharaoh’s daughter Bdaughter Bithiah.ithiah.

2. A Judahite among the descendants of Ezrah (1 Chr. 4:17). The NRSV 
reconstructs this difficult text, taking Miriam as the offspring of Mered and the 
pharaoh’s daughter Bithiah.

MIRMAHMIRMAH (Heb.  (Heb. mirma®mirma®)))

MIRMAH (Heb. mirma®)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, son oite, son of Shaharaif Shaharaim and Hodem and Hodesh (1 Chr.sh (1 Chr. 8:10). 8:10).

A Benjaminite, son of Shaharaim and Hodesh (1 Chr. 8:10).

MIRRORMIRRORMIRROR

MIRROR

Ancient miAncient mirrors wererrors were made of p made of polished meolished metal, usualtal, usually copper,ly copper, gold, sil gold, silver, or brver, or bronze. Theyonbrbronze. Thbronze. They were wiey were widely produdely produced, as isced, as is attested  attested in the Amain the Amarna Letterrna Letters. Mirrorss. Mirrors made of g MirrorsMirrors maMirrors made of glasde of glass date bacs date back to the 1k to the 1st centuryst century  A.D.A.D. Excavatio Excavations in Palens in Palestine havestine havstine have unearhave unearthed mirrothed mirrors circulars circular in shaper in shape, often wi, often with handlesth handles of wood,  of wood, metal, or metal, or ivory.ivoivory.ivory.ivory.

Ancient mirrors were made of polished metal, usually copper, gold, silver, or 
bronze. They were widely produced, as is attested in the Amarna Letters. 
Mirrors made of glass date back to the 1st century A.D. Excavations in Palestine 
have unearthed mirrors circular in shape, often with handles of wood, metal, or 
ivory.

�In the OT In the OT the bronzethe bronze laver of  laver of the tabernthe tabernacle was cacle was constructedonstructed from the  from the bronze mirbronzbronze mirbronze mirrors of worors of women who semen who served at thrved at the tent of e tent of meeting (Emeeting (Exod. 38:8)xod. 38:8). Using th. Using th. Using the term mthe term metaphoricaetaphorically, Job’slly, Job’s friend El friend Elihu comparihu compares the fires the firmament to mament to a cast mira cast mirror (Job 3romirmirror (Jomirror (Job 37:18); b 37:18); and the auand the author of ththor of the Wisdom oe Wisdom of Solomon f Solomon compares wcompares wisdom to “isdom tisdom to “a spotto “a spotless mirroless mirror of the wr of the working of orking of God” (Wis.God” (Wis. 7:26). In 7:26). In the NT th the NT the mirror ie mirror is also uses iis also usis also used metaphoed metaphorically. Trically. The indistihe indistinct image nct image one sees ione sees in a mirrorn a mirror represent represents the incos ths the incompthe incomplete knowllete knowledge in thedge in the present e present life (1 Colife (1 Cor. 13:12),r. 13:12), and James and James uses a mi uses a mirror to dirrmimirror to mirror to distinguisdistinguish between h between hearing anhearing and doing thd doing the Word (Jae Word (Jas. 1:23; cs. 1:23; cf. 2 Cor. f. 2 Cor. 3:18).3:13:18).3:18).3:18).

In the OT the bronze laver of the tabernacle was constructed from the 
bronze mirrors of women who served at the tent of meeting (Exod. 38:8). Using 
the term metaphorically, Job’s friend Elihu compares the firmament to a cast 
mirror (Job 37:18); and the author of the Wisdom of Solomon compares wisdom 
to “a spotless mirror of the working of God” (Wis. 7:26). In the NT the mirror 
is also used metaphorically. The indistinct image one sees in a mirror represents 
the incomplete knowledge in the present life (1 Cor. 13:12), and James uses a 
mirror to distinguish between hearing and doing the Word (Jas. 1:23; cf. 2 Cor. 
3:18).

J. Edward J. Edward OwensOwens

J. Edward Owens

MISHAELMISHAEL (Heb.  (Heb. miîsûaœ}eämiîsûaœ}eäll)))

MISHAEL (Heb. miîsûaœ}eäl)

�1.1. A priestl A priestly figure oy figure of the wildf the wilderness pererness period; a soniod; a son of Uzziel of Uzziel in the li in the line of Kohane of Kohne of Kohath (ExKohath (Exod. 6:22; od. 6:22; Lev. 10:4)Lev. 10:4)...

1. A priestly figure of the wilderness period; a son of Uzziel in the line of 
Kohath (Exod. 6:22; Lev. 10:4).

�2.2. An influe An influential commntial community membunity member, perhaper, perhaps a Levites a Levite, who stoo, who stood at Ezra’d at Ezra’s left hans les left hand left hand during hisduring his public re public reading of tading of the law (Nehe law (Neh. 8:4; 1 h. 8:4; 1 Esdr. 9:44Esdr. 9:44).).).

2. An influential community member, perhaps a Levite, who stood at Ezra’s 
left hand during his public reading of the law (Neh. 8:4; 1 Esdr. 9:44).

�3.3. The Hebre The Hebrew name (“Ww name (“Who is whatho is what God is?”) God is?”) of a comp of a companion of Danion of Daniel, alsaniel, also called boalsalso callealso called by the Bd by the Babylonian abylonian name Meshaname Meshach (Dan. 1ch (Dan. 1-3). 4 Mac-3). 4 Macc. 16:3 hic. 16:3 highlights Mghlights Mishael’s sisMMishael’s Mishael’s special asspecial association sociation with Dan. with Dan. 3’s fiery 3’s fiery furnace. Mfurnace. Mishael repishael represents a resents a brand of Ibrandbrand of Ibrand of Israelite ssraelite sage associage associated with ated with bureaucratbureaucratic circlesic circles. Some suc. Some such circles h circles survived, survisurvived, survived, and even fand even flourished lourished (e.g., Dan(e.g., Dan. 2:49), i. 2:49), in Diasporan Diaspora environs  environs through ththrough their shrewdeir seir shrewd wisshrewd wisdom and frdom and fresh apocalesh apocalypticism. ypticism. In Jewish In Jewish literatureliterature subsequen subsequent to Daniet to Daniel, MishaellDanieDaniel, MiDaniel, Mishael cameshael came to serve  to serve as a classas a classic exampleic example of heroic of heroic faith (Pr faith (Pr. Azar. 66. Azar. 66; 1 Macc. ; 1 M; 1 Macc. 2:59Macc. 2:59; 4 Macc. ; 4 Macc. 16:21; 18:16:21; 18:12).12).12).

3. The Hebrew name (“Who is what God is?”) of a companion of Daniel, 
also called by the Babylonian name Meshach (Dan. 1-3). 4 Macc. 16:3 highlights 



Mishael’s special association with Dan. 3’s fiery furnace. Mishael represents a 
brand of Israelite sage associated with bureaucratic circles. Some such circles 
survived, and even flourished (e.g., Dan. 2:49), in Diaspora environs through their 
shrewd wisdom and fresh apocalypticism. In Jewish literature subsequent to 
Daniel, Mishael came to serve as a classic example of heroic faith (Pr. Azar. 66; 1 
Macc. 2:59; 4 Macc. 16:21; 18:12).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. R. WilsR. R. Wilson, “From on, “From Prophecy tProphecy to Apocalypo Apocalyptic: Refletic: Reflections on ctions onctions on the Shaon the Shape of Isrape of Israelite Relielite Religion,” gion,” SemeiaSemeia 21 (1981) 21 (1981): 79–95.: 79–95.: 79–95.

Bibliography. R. R. Wilson, “From Prophecy to Apocalyptic: Reflections 
on the Shape of Israelite Religion,” Semeia 21 (1981): 79–95.

Stephen L.Stephen L. Cook Cook

Stephen L. Cook

MISHALMISHAL (Heb.  (Heb. misû}aœlmisû}aœl) (also MA) (also MASHAL)SHAL)SHAL)

MISHAL (Heb. misû}aœl) (also MASHAL)

A leviticaA levitical city in l city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Asher  of Asher (Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:26; 21:30)26; 21:30); called M; called Mashal at 1ashal at ashal at 1 Chr. at 1 Chr. 6:74(MT 596:74(MT 59). It was ). It was located solocated somewhere nemewhere near the Carar the Carmel ridge,mel ridge, probably  probably probably iprobably in the plain the plain of Acco.n of Acco. Tell  Tell Kiäsa®n/TeKiäsa®n/Tell Kison (16 Kison (164253), 9.64253), 9.6 km. (6 mi km. (6 mi.) SE of A.) S.) SE of AccoSE of Acco, is a lea, is a leading possiding possibility.bility.

A levitical city in the tribal territory of Asher (Josh. 19:26; 21:30); called Mashal 
at 1 Chr. 6:74(MT 59). It was located somewhere near the Carmel ridge, 
probably in the plain of Acco. Tell Kiäsa®n/Tel Kison (164253), 9.6 km. (6 mi.) 
SE of Acco, is a leading possibility.

MISHAMMISHAM (Heb.  (Heb. (Heb. misû(Heb. misû{aœm{aœm)))

MISHAM (Heb. (Heb. misû{aœm)

A son of EA son of Elpaal of tlpaal of the tribe ohe tribe of Benjaminf Benjamin (1 Chr. 8 (1 Chr. 8:12).:12).

A son of Elpaal of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:12).

MISHMAMISHMA (Heb.  (Heb. misûmaœ{misûmaœ{)))

MISHMA (Heb. misûmaœ{)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Ishmael; eIshmael; eponymous aponymous ancestor ofncestor of an Arabia an Arabian people (n people (Gen. 25:14Gen. 25:14; 1 Chr. 1; 1; 1 Chr. 1:31 Chr. 1:30).0).0).

1. A son of Ishmael; eponymous ancestor of an Arabian people (Gen. 25:14; 
1 Chr. 1:30).

�2.2. A Simeoni A Simeonite, the sote, the son of Mibsan of Mibsam (1 Chr. m (1 Chr. 4:25-26). 4:25-26). The presenThe presence of Mibsce of Mibsam and Misam MibsMibsam andMibsam and Mishma at Mishma at both 1 Ch both 1 Chr. 1:29-30r. 1:29-30 and 4:25  and 4:25 may suggesmay suggest some prit some prior relatioor relator relation brelation between a Setween a Simeonite cimeonite clan and whlan and what may oriat may originally haginally have been anve been an Ishmaelit Ishmaelite (i.e., AeIshmaelitIshmaeliteIshmaelite (i.e., Ar (i.e., Arabian) triabian) tribe.be.

2. A Simeonite, the son of Mibsam (1 Chr. 4:25-26). The presence of 
Mibsam and Mishma at both 1 Chr. 1:29-30 and 4:25 may suggest some prior 
relation between a Simeonite clan and what may originally have been an 
Ishmaelite (i.e., Arabian) tribe.

MISHMANNAHMISHMANNAH (Heb.  (Heb. misûmanna®misûmanna®)))

MISHMANNAH (Heb. misûmanna®)

One of theOne of the Gadite “m Gadite “mighty and ighty and experienceexperienced warriorsd warriors” who join” who joined David aed David at Ziklag at Ziklag t Ziklag andZiklag and became of became officers in ficers in his army (his army (1 Chr. 12:1 Chr. 12:10[MT 11])10[MT 11])..

One of the Gadite “mighty and experienced warriors” who joined David at 
Ziklag and became officers in his army (1 Chr. 12:10[MT 11]).

MISHNAHMISHNAH (Heb.  (Heb. misûna®misûna®)))

MISHNAH (Heb. misûna®)

One of theOne of the earliest  earliest collectioncollections of rabbis of rabbinic oral tnic oral traditions raditions set into wset into writing, anriting, and probablyd probd probably tprobably the most inhe most influential.fluential. Redacted  Redacted by R. Yehuby R. Yehuda Ha-nasida Ha-nasi ca. 200  ca. 200 C.E.C.E., it is di, it is distinguishestididistinguisdistinguished from thed from the other ehe other early collearly collections, knctions, known as midown as midrashim, byrashim, by its organ its organization. Wizaorganorganizatiorganization. Whereaon. Whereas Mekilta,s Mekilta, Torat Koh Torat Kohanim, and anim, and other suchother such midrashim midrashim organize  organiz organize torganize their materheir material to folial to follow the orlow the order of Pender of Pentateuchal tateuchal texts, thetexts, the Mishnah’s Mishnah’s teachings tea teachings teachings are abstraare abstracted into cted into a topical a topical scheme of scheme of six broad six broad categoriescategories ( (sedarim,sedarim, “orders”) “or “orders”) “orders”) which diviwhich divide into tode into topics (pics (masektot,masektot, “tractate “tractates”). Tracts”). Tractates are fates are further suburther suburther subdividedsubdivided into chap into chapters, whicters, which in turn h in turn are composare composed of seveed of several indiviral individual dual mishnayot,mishnaymishnayot,mishnayot, “teaching “teachings,” the sms,” the smallest uniallest unit. Thus, tt. Thus, the first ohe first order rder Zera{im,Zera{im, “seeds,”  “seeds,” the agricuththe agricuthe agricultural lawltural laws, contains, contains tractates tractates such as s such as Pe}a,Pe}a, which dea which deals with thls with the requireme requiree requiremenrequirement to leavet to leave the uncut the uncut corners o corners of fields ff fields for the pooor the poor, and r, and SÁebi{it,SÁebi{it, treating  treat treating ttreating the laws ofhe laws of the Sabba the Sabbatical Yeartical Year when norm when normal farmingal farming was prosc was proscribed. Simribed. Similarly, thilSimSimilarly,Similarly, the secon the second order, d order, Mo{ed,Mo{ed, “festive  “festive times,” cotimes,” contains thentains the tractates tractates  SÁabbatSÁabbSÁabbatSÁabbat and  and Rosû HasûsRosû Hasûsûana,ûana, as well a as well as other trs other tractates deactates dealing withaling with the speci the spec the special laspecial laws of the ws of the individualindividual holidays; holidays; the third the third order,  order, Nasûim,Nasûim, “women,”  “women,” dealing widealingdealing widealing with laws ofth laws of marriage  marriage and divorcand divorce, containe, contains the tracs the tractate tate Qiddusûin,Qiddusûin, “betrotha “betr “betrothal“betrothals”; and sos”; and so with the  with the latter thrlatter three orders ee orders which dealwhich deal, in order, in order, with the, with the civil cri civi civil crimcivil criminal code inal code (Nezikin),(Nezikin), the laws  the laws of sacrifiof sacrifices ces (Qodasûim)(Qodasûim),, and the l and the laws of puraws of puaws of purities purities (Toharot).(Toharot). Within th Within this scheme,is scheme, the Mishn the Mishnah encompaah encompasses the esses the entire rangntire range of Jewise oe of Jewish of Jewish law.law.law.

One of the earliest collections of rabbinic oral traditions set into writing, and 
probably the most influential. Redacted by R. Yehuda Ha-nasi ca. 200 C.E., it is 
distinguished from the other early collections, known as midrashim, by its 
organization. Whereas Mekilta, Torat Kohanim, and other such midrashim 
organize their material to follow the order of Pentateuchal texts, the Mishnah’s 
teachings are abstracted into a topical scheme of six broad categories (sedarim, 
“orders”) which divide into topics (masektot, “tractates”). Tractates are further 
subdivided into chapters, which in turn are composed of several individual 



mishnayot, “teachings,” the smallest unit. Thus, the first order Zera{im, “seeds,” 
the agricultural laws, contains tractates such as Pe}a, which deals with the 
requirement to leave the uncut corners of fields for the poor, and SÁebi{it, 
treating the laws of the Sabbatical Year when normal farming was proscribed. 
Similarly, the second order, Mo{ed, “festive times,” contains the tractates 
SÁabbat and Rosû Hasûsûana, as well as other tractates dealing with the 
special laws of the individual holidays; the third order, Nasûim, “women,” 
dealing with laws of marriage and divorce, contains the tractate Qiddusûin, 
“betrothals”; and so with the latter three orders which deal, in order, with the 
civil criminal code (Nezikin), the laws of sacrifices (Qodasûim), and the laws of 
purities (Toharot). Within this scheme, the Mishnah encompasses the entire range 
of Jewish law.

�The MishnaThe Mishnah is concih is concise, usuallse, usually citing oy citing only acceptnly accepted decisioed decisions and majns and major dissentor disseor dissents, dissents, both in suboth in summary formmmary form. Its lang. Its language is siuage is similar to ymilar to yet distincet distinct from Bibt from Biblical Hebrlical Hlical Hebrew, anHebrew, and it is usd it is used with mued with much technicch technical precisial precision. As itson. As its aim was t aim was to preserveo preserve and enhan an and enhancand enhance the orale the oral tradition tradition rather th rather than supplanan supplant it, it at it, it assumes a fssumes a familiarityamiliarity with the  with  with the twith the teachings ieachings it epitomizt epitomizes; thus tes; thus the two senhe two senses of theses of the name Mish name Mishnah, “teacnah, “teaching” and hi“teac“teaching”“teaching” and “reca and “recapitulationpitulation.”.”.”

The Mishnah is concise, usually citing only accepted decisions and major 
dissents, both in summary form. Its language is similar to yet distinct from Biblical 
Hebrew, and it is used with much technical precision. As its aim was to preserve 
and enhance the oral tradition rather than supplant it, it assumes a familiarity 
with the teachings it epitomizes; thus the two senses of the name Mishnah, 
“teaching” and “recapitulation.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. SteinsaA. Steinsaltz, ltz, The EssentThe Essential Talmudial Talmud (1976, re (1976, repr. Northvpr. Northvale, N.J.,ale, N.Jale, N.J., 1992N.J., 1992); P. Blac); P. Blackman, kman, Mishnayot,Mishnayot, 7 vols. ( 7 vols. (London, 19London, 1951–56).51–56).51–56).

Bibliography. A. Steinsaltz, The Essential Talmud (1976, repr. Northvale, 
N.J., 1992); P. Blackman, Mishnayot, 7 vols. (London, 1951–56).

Shmuel KlaShmuel Klatzkintzkin

Shmuel Klatzkin

MISHRAITESMISHRAITES (Heb.  (Heb. misûraœ{iîmisûraœ{iî)))

MISHRAITES (Heb. misûraœ{iî)

A JudahiteA Judahite family of family of Kiriath-j Kiriath-jearim, amoearim, among the ancng the ancestors or estors or predecessopredecessors of the rs of the ZorathitesZoZorathitesZorathites and Eshta and Eshtaolites (1 olites (1 Chr. 2:53)Chr. 2:53)..

A Judahite family of Kiriath-jearim, among the ancestors or predecessors of the 
Zorathites and Eshtaolites (1 Chr. 2:53).

MISPARMISPAR (Heb.  (Heb. mispaœrmispaœr), ), MISPERETH MISPERETH ((misperet�misperet�)))

MISPAR (Heb. mispaœr), MISPERETH (misperet� )

One of theOne of the leaders w leaders who returneho returned with Zerd with Zerubbabel frubbabel from Babylonom Babylon (Ezra 2:2 (Ezra 2:2). At Neh.). At Ne). At Neh. 7:7 hNeh. 7:7 he is callee is called Misperetd Mispereth.h.

One of the leaders who returned with Zerubbabel from Babylon (Ezra 2:2). At 
Neh. 7:7 he is called Mispereth.

MISREPHOTHMISREPHOTH-MAIM-MAIM (Heb.  (Heb. misíreïp�omisíreïp�o®t� mayim®t� mayim)))

MISREPHOTH-MAIM (Heb. misíreïp�o®t� mayim )

A place (pA place (perhaps theerhaps the “eminence “eminence over the  over the waters”), waters”), one of theone of the border ma border markers for rkers forrkers for the tefor the territory ofrritory of the Sidon the Sidonians (Joshians (Josh. 13:6). A. 13:6). After Joshufter Joshua’s victora’s victory at the wy at the waters of Maters oaters of Merom, of Merom, the victorthe victorious Israeious Israelites purslites pursued the arued the army of the my of the northern knorthern kings to Miings to Misrephoth-msrMiMisrephothMisrephoth-maim and -maim and the valleythe valley of Mizpah of Mizpah. Since Ma. Since Maim can be im can be vocalized vocalized to to miyyam,miyyam,miyyam,miyyam, “on the w “on the west,” the est,” the text mighttext might carry the carry the secondary secondary meaning “ meaning “to Misrephto Misrephoth on theothMisrephMisrephothMisrephoth on the we on the west and to st and to the valleythe valley of Mizpah of Mizpah on the ea on the east.” This st.” This could prescould present a liteeprespresent a present a literary bliterary balance andalance and underscor underscore the extee the extent of Joshnt of Joshua’s victoua’s victory. The nary. The name has beemenaname has bname has been taken een taken to refer tto refer to modern Ko modern Khirbet Mushirbet Musheirefeh/Theirefeh/Tel Rosh hael Rosh ha-Niqra (16-Niqra (-Niqra (161276) o(161276) on the moden the modern Israel/rn Israel/Lebanon boLebanon border. Somerder. Some scholars  scholars identify Midentify Misrephoth isrephotMMisrephothMisrephoth with the  with the Litani RivLitani River, which er, which would accowould accord well wird well with its locth its location in “ation in “Greater SiGre““Greater S“Greater Sidon.” Theidon.” The Litani Ri Litani River would ver would have presehave presented a difnted a difficult pasficult passage for asage for a chariot a ch chariot archariot army, and thmy, and this obstaclis obstacle may havee may have ended the ended the flight of flight of the fugit the fugitives, alloives, allowing Joshuwing Jwing Joshua to Joshua to complete hcomplete his victoryis victory (Josh. 11 (Josh. 11:8).:8).:8).

A place (perhaps the “eminence over the waters”), one of the border markers 
for the territory of the Sidonians (Josh. 13:6). After Joshua’s victory at the waters 
of Merom, the victorious Israelites pursued the army of the northern kings to 
Misrephoth-maim and the valley of Mizpah. Since Maim can be vocalized to 
miyyam, “on the west,” the text might carry the secondary meaning “to 
Misrephoth on the west and to the valley of Mizpah on the east.” This could 
present a literary balance and underscore the extent of Joshua’s victory. The 
name has been taken to refer to modern Khirbet Musheirefeh/Tel Rosh ha-Niqra 



(161276) on the modern Israel/Lebanon border. Some scholars identify 
Misrephoth with the Litani River, which would accord well with its location in 
“Greater Sidon.” The Litani River would have presented a difficult passage for a 
chariot army, and this obstacle may have ended the flight of the fugitives, allowing 
Joshua to complete his victory (Josh. 11:8).

Thomas W. Thomas W. DavisDavis

Thomas W. Davis

MISTMISTMIST

MIST

SubterraneSubterranean waters an waters (Heb. (Heb. }eäd�;}eäd�; cf. Akk.  cf. Akk. edu®;edu®; Sum.  Sum. a-dé-aa-dé-a) used by ) used by God in theGod in thGod in the creatithe creation of planon of plant and subst and subsequently hequently human life uman life (Gen. 2:6 (Gen. 2:6 RSV; NRSV RSV; NRSV “stream”).“stream”). According “stream”).“stream”).“stream”). According According to Job 36 to Job 36:27 God di:27 God distils the stils the mist to prmist to produce rainoduce rain. Elsewher. Elsewhere Heb. e ElsewherElsewhere Elsewhere Heb. Heb. neïsíi}iîmneïsíi}iîm designate designates the vapos the vaporous mist,rous mist, one of ma one of many forms ony forms of water anf waf water and water and precipitatprecipitation under ion under God’s contGod’s control of therol of the elements  elements (e.g., Jer(e.g., Jer. 10:13; 5. 10:13; 51:16).1:16551:16).51:16).51:16).

Subterranean waters (Heb. }eäd�;  cf. Akk. edu®; Sum. a-dé-a) used by God in 
the creation of plant and subsequently human life (Gen. 2:6 RSV; NRSV 
“stream”). According to Job 36:27 God distils the mist to produce rain. 
Elsewhere Heb. neïsíi}iîm designates the vaporous mist, one of many forms of 
water and precipitation under God’s control of the elements (e.g., Jer. 10:13; 
51:16).

�Often refeOften references to rences to mist are fmist are figurative,igurative, depicting depicting the trans the transitoriness itoriness of life (Gof life (Gk. k(G(Gk. (Gk. atmiís;atmiís; Jas. 4:14 Jas. 4:14), idols (), idols (Hos. 13:3)Hos. 13:3) and false and false teachings teachings ( (hoœmichleähoœmichleä;; 2 Pet. 2: 2 Pet 2 Pet. 2:17)Pet. 2:17), and God’, and God’s forgivens forgiveness of siness of sins (Heb. s (Heb. {aœnaœn;{aœnaœn; Isa. 44:2 Isa. 44:22). At Act2). At Acts 13:11 Gks 13:1s 13:11 Gk. 13:11 Gk. achlyésachlyés describes describes Paul’s te Paul’s temporary blmporary blindness.indness.

Often references to mist are figurative, depicting the transitoriness of life 
(Gk. atmiís; Jas. 4:14), idols (Hos. 13:3) and false teachings (hoœmichleä; 2 
Pet. 2:17), and God’s forgiveness of sins (Heb. {aœnaœn; Isa. 44:22). At Acts 
13:11 Gk. achlyés describes Paul’s temporary blindness.

MITANNIMITANNIMITANNI

MITANNI

A Hurrian A Hurrian confederacconfederacy and theiy and their vassal sr vassal states, pertates, perhaps dominhaps dominated by anated by an Indo-arya Indo-aryan militarynIndo-aryaIndo-aryanIndo-aryan military  military elite, thaelite, that served at served as an impors an important buffetant buffer state inr state in northern  northern MesopotamiMesoMesopotamiMesopotamia during pa during part of theart of the patriarch patriarchal period al period (ca. 1500–(ca. 1500–1350 1350 B.C.E.B.C.E.). While n). While not mentiononnot mentionot mentioned in thened in the biblical  biblical record, threcord, the Hurrianse Hurrians are proba are probably to be bly to be identifiedidentified with the  wit with the Hwith the Horites (Georites (Gen. 14:6; 3n. 14:6; 36:20-30; D6:20-30; Deut. 2:12,eut. 2:12, 20), who  20), who settled arsettled around Mt. Sound Mt. Seir; howeveiSSeir; howeSeir; however, the Hver, the Horites’ soorites’ southerly loutherly location placation placed them uced them under Egyptnder Egyptian hegemoian hegemoian hegemony ahegemony and precludnd precluded their ied their inclusion inclusion in the Mitan the Mitannian leagnnian league.ue.ue.

A Hurrian confederacy and their vassal states, perhaps dominated by an 
Indo-aryan military elite, that served as an important buffer state in northern 
Mesopotamia during part of the patriarchal period (ca. 1500–1350 B.C.E.). While 
not mentioned in the biblical record, the Hurrians are probably to be identified 
with the Horites (Gen. 14:6; 36:20-30; Deut. 2:12, 20), who settled around Mt. 
Seir; however, the Horites’ southerly location placed them under Egyptian 
hegemony and precluded their inclusion in the Mitannian league.

�The MitannThe Mitannians appeaians appear in the rr in the records of ecords of the Egyptithe Egyptians, Hittians, Hittites, and Ates, and Assyrians fssyrians AAssyrians Assyrians for 250 yefor 250 years until ars until they lose they lose their indetheir independence tpendence to Assyria o Assyria under Shalunder Shalmaneser I maShalShalmaneseShalmaneser I (1273–r I (1273–1244). The1244). These recordsse records include t include the Amarna he Amarna Letters, wLetters, which indichich indichich indicate tindicate that Mitannhat Mitanni was a mai was a major regionjor regional power aal power allied to Ellied to Egypt througypt through marriaggh marriages to the esmarriagmarriages marriages to the phato the pharaohs.raohs.raohs.

The Mitannians appear in the records of the Egyptians, Hittites, and 
Assyrians for 250 years until they lose their independence to Assyria under 
Shalmaneser I (1273–1244). These records include the Amarna Letters, which 
indicate that Mitanni was a major regional power allied to Egypt through 
marriages to the pharaohs.

�Mitanni’s Mitanni’s biblical sbiblical significancignificance lies in e lies in the informthe information thatation that the recor the records from Nuds from Nuzi, a MitazNuNuzi, a MiNuzi, a Mitannian detannian dependency, pendency, provide abprovide about patriaout patriarchal custrchal customs. For eoms. For example, Abxample, Abxample, Abraham’s Abraham’s adoption oadoption of Eliezer f Eliezer of Damascuof Damascus (Gen. 15s (Gen. 15:2-3), the:2-3), the surrogate surrogate motherhoo motherho motherhoodmotherhood of Hagar  of Hagar (16:2), Bi(16:2), Bilhah, and lhah, and Zilpah (30Zilpah (30:3, 9), an:3, 9), and the doubd the double portionle portion to the fi to to the firto the firstborn (Destborn (Deut. 21:17)ut. 21:17) all have  all have important important parallels parallels in the Nuzin the Nuzi tablets.i tablets. Clearly,  Clear Clearly, sClearly, some commonome common northern  northern MesopotamiMesopotamian culturaan cultural habits wl habits were presenere present during tt durint during theduring the patriarch patriarchal era.al era.al era.

Mitanni’s biblical significance lies in the information that the records from 
Nuzi, a Mitannian dependency, provide about patriarchal customs. For example, 
Abraham’s adoption of Eliezer of Damascus (Gen. 15:2-3), the surrogate 
motherhood of Hagar (16:2), Bilhah, and Zilpah (30:3, 9), and the double portion 
to the firstborn (Deut. 21:17) all have important parallels in the Nuzi tablets. 
Clearly, some common northern Mesopotamian cultural habits were present 
during the patriarchal era.

�SeeSee  HURRIANSHURRIANS...

See HURRIANS.



Jesse CurtJesse Curtis Popeis Pope

Jesse Curtis Pope

MITEMITEMITE

MITE

�SeeSee  COPPERCOPPER..

See COPPER.

MITHKAHMITHKAH (Heb.  (Heb. mit�qa®mit�qa®)))

MITHKAH (Heb. mit�qa® )

A place whA place where the Isere the Israelites sraelites stopped bettopped between Terahween Terah and Hashm and Hashmonah durinonah during the wildg the wg the wildernesswilderness wandering wanderings (Num. 33s (Num. 33:28-29). I:28-29). Its locatiots location is unknon is unknown.wn.

A place where the Israelites stopped between Terah and Hashmonah during the 
wilderness wanderings (Num. 33:28-29). Its location is unknown.

MITHNITEMITHNITE (Heb.  (Heb. mit�niîmit�niî)))

MITHNITE (Heb. mit�niî )

A term desA term designating Jignating Joshaphat, oshaphat, one of Davone of David’s Champid’s Champions (1 Chions (1 Chr. 11:43).r. 11:43). The genti The gentilic may inlgentigentilic mgentilic may indicatay indicate his place his place of origie of origin, possibln, possibly in Transy in Transjordan.jordan.

A term designating Joshaphat, one of David’s Champions (1 Chr. 11:43). The 
gentilic may indicate his place of origin, possibly in Transjordan.

MITHRAMITHRAMITHRA

MITHRA

The god MiThe god Mithra has athra has a complex p complex past extendast extending back ting back to ancient o ancient India, wheIndia, where he was re he was re he was a god was a god of truth aof truth and light. nd light. He also beHe also became very came very popular inpopular in Persia, w Persia, where againhere again he was as he he was asshe was associated wiociated with truth ath truth and with cond with contracts bentracts between perstween persons. Durinons. During the Hellg the Hellg the HellenistiHellenistic period, c period, there is ethere is evidence ofvidence of a cult of a cult of Mithra at Mithra at Commagene Commagene in the so in the south of Turuthsosouth of Tsouth of Turkey. Herurkey. Here, Mithra e, Mithra is identifis identified with tied with the sun, anhe sun, and astrologd astrology is used y is used in the conin thin the constrthe construction of uction of what the cwhat the cult perceiult perceived to be ved to be its cosmicits cosmic dimension dimensions.s.s.

The god Mithra has a complex past extending back to ancient India, where he 
was a god of truth and light. He also became very popular in Persia, where again 
he was associated with truth and with contracts between persons. During the 
Hellenistic period, there is evidence of a cult of Mithra at Commagene in the 
south of Turkey. Here, Mithra is identified with the sun, and astrology is used in 
the construction of what the cult perceived to be its cosmic dimensions.

�How the myHow the mystery cultstery cult of Mithra of Mithra arose in  arose in Rome in thRome in the late 1ste late 1st century  century C.E.C.E. is unclea is u is unclear. Sunclear. Some would ome would argue thatargue that the cult  the cult gradually gradually developed developed from the Pfrom the Persian worersian worersian worship ofworship of Mithra, w Mithra, while otherhile others attributs attribute the culte the cult’s inventi’s invention to an ion to an individual ndividual or a groupor a gor a group of pgroup of people acqueople acquainted witainted with Persian h Persian religion. religion. Indeed, thIndeed, there are siere are similaritiesmilarities between t betw between thbetween the Persian e Persian worship ofworship of Mithra an Mithra and the mystd the mystery cult, ery cult, but there but there are also aare also a great man g great manygreat many differenc differences. The ices. The iconography onography of the mysof the mystery cult,tery cult, e.g., is  e.g., is pervaded bpervaded by Greco-Roy Gy Greco-RomaGreco-Roman astrologn astrological and aical and astronomicastronomical images.l images.l images.

How the mystery cult of Mithra arose in Rome in the late 1st century C.E. is 
unclear. Some would argue that the cult gradually developed from the Persian 
worship of Mithra, while others attribute the cult’s invention to an individual or a 
group of people acquainted with Persian religion. Indeed, there are similarities 
between the Persian worship of Mithra and the mystery cult, but there are also a 
great many differences. The iconography of the mystery cult, e.g., is pervaded by 
Greco-Roman astrological and astronomical images.

�As the culAs the cult was clost was closed and pried and private, thervate, there is very e is very little litlittle literary eviderary evidence descrence describing how ibdescrdescribingdescribing how it fu how it functioned. nctioned. There are,There are, however,  however, numerous Mnumerous Mithra monuithra monuments inclments inments including including the caves the caves in which tin which the membershe members of the cu of the cult would wlt would worship theorship their god. Thir god. These caves eThThese caveThese caves (Mithraes (Mithraea) can be a) can be found in Rfound in Rome and thome and throughout troughout the empire he empire as the culas the cuas the cult was vcult was very populaery popular among sor among soldiers, slldiers, slaves, and aves, and freedmen. freedmen. Only men cOnly men could join ould join the cult, ththe cult, the cult, and the icand the iconography onography indicates indicates that once that once initiated initiated into the minto the mysteries, ysteries, a man coula mana man could man could gradually gradually ascend a sascend a symbolic laymbolic ladder of grdder of grades. Thesades. These initiatie initiation and ascon and ascension cerensascascension ascension ceremoniesceremonies were also were also connected connected with conc with concerns abouterns about the after the afterlife.life.life.

As the cult was closed and private, there is very little literary evidence 
describing how it functioned. There are, however, numerous Mithra monuments 
including the caves in which the members of the cult would worship their god. 
These caves (Mithraea) can be found in Rome and throughout the empire as the 
cult was very popular among soldiers, slaves, and freedmen. Only men could join 
the cult, and the iconography indicates that once initiated into the mysteries, a 
man could gradually ascend a symbolic ladder of grades. These initiation and 
ascension ceremonies were also connected with concerns about the afterlife.

�With the tWith the triumph of riumph of ChristianiChristianity, the woty, the worship of Mrship of Mithra disaithra disappeared. Sppeared. Some Mithraome Mome Mithraea hMithraea have been dave been discovered,iscovered, however,  however, often undeoften underneath therneath the churches  churches that were that werthat were builtwere built over them over them...

With the triumph of Christianity, the worship of Mithra disappeared. Some 
Mithraea have been discovered, however, often underneath the churches that 
were built over them.

Alicia BatAlicia Battenten

Alicia Batten



MITHREDATHMITHREDATH (Heb.  (Heb. mit�reïd�amit�reïd�aœt�œt�) (also MI) (also MITHRIDATES)THRIDATES)

MITHREDATH (Heb. mit�reïd�aœt� ) (also MITHRIDATES)

�1.1. The treas The treasurer of Kiurer of King Cyrus ong Cyrus of Persia wf Persia who restoreho restored to Sheshd to Sheshbazzar thebazzar the temple tr tem temple tretemple treasures (Ezasures (Ezra 1:8; 1 ra 1:8; 1 Esdr. 2:11Esdr. 2:11, “Mithrid, “Mithridates”).ates”).ates”).

1. The treasurer of King Cyrus of Persia who restored to Sheshbazzar the 
temple treasures (Ezra 1:8; 1 Esdr. 2:11, “Mithridates”).

�2.2. One of th One of three Persiaree Persian officialn officials who wrots who wrote to King e to King ArtaxerxesArtaxerxes I opposin I opposing the rebug thg the rebuilthe rebuilding of Jeding of Jerusalem (Erusalem (Ezra 4:7; 1zra 4:7; 1 Esdr. 2:1 Esdr. 2:16, “Mithri6, “Mithridates”).dates”).

2. One of three Persian officials who wrote to King Artaxerxes I opposing 
the rebuilding of Jerusalem (Ezra 4:7; 1 Esdr. 2:16, “Mithridates”).

MITYLENEMITYLENE (Gk.  (Gk. MityleäíneMityleäíneää)))

MITYLENE (Gk. Mityleäíneä)

A major ciA major city and porty and port of the it of the island of Lsland of Lesbos, in esbos, in the Aegeanthe Aegean Sea, loca Sea, located off thted off the northwese noe northwest northwest coast of Acoast of Asia Minor.sia Minor. On the ea On the eastern sidestern side of the is of the island, Mityland, Mitylene (modelene (modern r(mode(modern (modern MitiliíniMitiliíni) is ca. 1) is ca. 10 km. (6 m0 km. (6 mi.) NW of i.) NW of the far eathe far eastern tip stern tip of the islof the island. The Gand. Thand. The Greek The Greek poet Sapphpoet Sappho resided o resided there. Altthere. Although libehough liberated fromrated from the Persi the Persians by theans by theans by the Athenithe Athenians, Mitylans, Mitylene was grene was greatly dimieatly diminished andnished and brought t brought to near ruio near ruin by the Gn by the Greeks for rGGreeks forGreeks for twice ref twice refusing to husing to honor agreeonor agreements madements made with the  with the Delian LeaDelian League. In thgue. In thgue. In the Roman the Roman period it period it was a popuwas a popular resortlar resort city. On  city. On the returnthe return leg of hi leg of his third mis third missionary jssiomimissionarymissionary journey P journey Paul sailedaul sailed to Mityle to Mitylene (Acts 2ne (Acts 20:14).0:14).0:14).

A major city and port of the island of Lesbos, in the Aegean Sea, located off the 
northwest coast of Asia Minor. On the eastern side of the island, Mitylene 
(modern Mitiliíni) is ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) NW of the far eastern tip of the island. 
The Greek poet Sappho resided there. Although liberated from the Persians by 
the Athenians, Mitylene was greatly diminished and brought to near ruin by the 
Greeks for twice refusing to honor agreements made with the Delian League. In 
the Roman period it was a popular resort city. On the return leg of his third 
missionary journey Paul sailed to Mitylene (Acts 20:14).

Douglas LoDouglas Loww

Douglas Low

MIXED MULTMIXED MULTITUDEITUDEITUDE

MIXED MULTITUDE

The group The group of people of people which escawhich escaped from Eped from Egypt in thgypt in the Exodus ae Exodus and later fnd later formed the ormed theormed the nationthe nation of Israel of Israel (Exod. 12 (Exod. 12:38). Afte:38). After numberinr numbering the Israg the Israelites speelites specifically,cifically, not inclu not in not including including children, children, the text tthe text then stateshen states that in a that in addition a ddition a “mixed mul“mixed multitude” (Htitude” (Heb. eb. {eäreb� ra{{eäreb� ra{eäreb� rab�b�) joined a) joined along with long with them. The them. The use of sucuse of such a phraseh a phrase in this c in this context impontext iontext implies thimplies that the exoat the exodus group dus group was not puwas not purely homogrely homogeneous, aneneous, and certainld certainly not compy not comy not comprised comprised exclusivelexclusively of the dy of the descendantsescendants of Jacob, of Jacob, but inclu but included variouded various foreign s foreign elements aeleelements aelements as well. Ons well. One may poine may point specifict specifically to thally to the Midianite Midianites whom Moes whom Moses broughses broughses brought albrought along. Certaong. Certainly thereinly there must have must have been many been many other Can other Canaanites, Eaanites, Egyptians, gyptians, and other aand other and other peoples mipeoples mixing in asxing in as well. Ind well. Indeed, Egypteed, Egyptian recordian records show thas show that many dift many different peofedifdifferent different peoples topeoples took refuge ok refuge in Egypt din Egypt during timeuring times of famins of famine, as did e, as did the Israelthe Israelites, sincites, IsraelIsraelitesIsraelites, since th, since the regular e regular flooding oflooding of the Nilef the Nile supported supported agricultu agriculture there ere there even when rven wven when rainfwhen rainfall was spall was sparse. The arse. The Kenites anKenites and Rechabitd Rechabites are clees are clearly incorarly incorporated inporated into Israel toininto Israeinto Israel from outl from outside. Someside. Some would poi would point to the nt to the Calebites Calebites as well, tas well, though theyhough they claim a J cl claim a Juclaim a Judahite desdahite descent. Somecent. Some scholarly scholarly models of models of the Exodu the Exodus would tas would take this pake this passage to ispapassage topassage to imply a d imply a diverse coaiverse coalition of lition of slaves andslaves and other mal other malcontents wcontents who banded ho banded together itotogether itogether in the escan the escape or, at pe or, at least, in least, in the subseqthe subsequent settluent settlement of tement of the new nathe new nation. Num. ionnatnation. Nunation. Num. 11:4 mam. 11:4 makes a simikes a similar impliclar implication in ration in referring teferring to “the rabo “the rabble” ble” (haœ}sap�s(haœ}sa(haœ}sap�s(haœ}sap�sup�)up�) that murm that murmured againured against Moses ist Moses in the wildn the wilderness wanerness wanderings. (derings. (The LXX trT((The LXX t(The LXX translates ranslates both termsboth terms with Gk.  with Gk. epiímiktosepiímiktos..)))

The group of people which escaped from Egypt in the Exodus and later formed 
the nation of Israel (Exod. 12:38). After numbering the Israelites specifically, not 
including children, the text then states that in addition a “mixed multitude” (Heb. 
{eäreb� rab� ) joined along with them. The use of such a phrase in this context 
implies that the exodus group was not purely homogeneous, and certainly not 
comprised exclusively of the descendants of Jacob, but included various foreign 
elements as well. One may point specifically to the Midianites whom Moses 
brought along. Certainly there must have been many other Canaanites, Egyptians, 
and other peoples mixing in as well. Indeed, Egyptian records show that many 
different peoples took refuge in Egypt during times of famine, as did the 
Israelites, since the regular flooding of the Nile supported agriculture there even 
when rainfall was sparse. The Kenites and Rechabites are clearly incorporated 
into Israel from outside. Some would point to the Calebites as well, though they 
claim a Judahite descent. Some scholarly models of the Exodus would take this 
passage to imply a diverse coalition of slaves and other malcontents who banded 
together in the escape or, at least, in the subsequent settlement of the new 
nation. Num. 11:4 makes a similar implication in referring to “the rabble” 
(haœ}sap�sup�)  that murmured against Moses in the wilderness wanderings. 
(The LXX translates both terms with Gk. epiímiktos.)

�Even thougEven though the fullh the full phrase oc phrase occurs only curs only in Exod. 1in Exod. 12:38, its 2:38, its meaning asmeaning as relating  relating relating trelating to “mixing”o “mixing” and “fore and “foreigners” isigners” is well atte well attested. Heb.sted. Heb.  {eäreb�{eäreb� alone is  alone is used in Neused used in Neused in Neh. 13:3; Jh. 13:3; Jer. 25:20,er. 25:20, 24; 50:37 24; 50:37 to descri to describe foreignbe foreigners of varers of various typesious types (cf. Dan. (cf.  (cf. Dan. (cf. Dan. 2:41, 43).2:41, 43). Ps. 106:3 Ps. 106:35-37; Ezra5-37; Ezra 9:2 use a 9:2 use a verbal (h verbal (hithpael) fithpael) form of thiorm of this root fors root s root for mroot for mixing withixing with foreigner foreigners s (go®yiîm),(go®yiîm), which lea which leads to idolds to idolatry and hatry and human sacriuman sacuman sacrifice.sacrifice.

Even though the full phrase occurs only in Exod. 12:38, its meaning as 
relating to “mixing” and “foreigners” is well attested. Heb. {eäreb�  alone is 



used in Neh. 13:3; Jer. 25:20, 24; 50:37 to describe foreigners of various types 
(cf. Dan. 2:41, 43). Ps. 106:35-37; Ezra 9:2 use a verbal (hithpael) form of this 
root for mixing with foreigners (go®yiîm), which leads to idolatry and human 
sacrifice.

Robin J. DRobin J. DeWitt KnaueWitt Knauthth

Robin J. DeWitt Knauth

MIZARMIZAR (Heb.  (Heb. mis�{aœrmis�{aœr)))

MIZAR (Heb. mis�{aœr )

The “littlThe “little mountaine mountain” of Ps. 4” of Ps. 42:6(MT 7).2:6(MT 7). Mizar may Mizar may refer to  refer to one of theone of the foothills foothills of Mt. He of M of Mt. HermonMt. Hermon, or possi, or possibly the lobly the lowest of thwest of the three pee three peaks of Mt.aks of Mt. Hermon it Hermon itself. The self. The term may btterm may bterm may be a veilede a veiled reference reference to Mt. Zi to Mt. Zion, standion, standing in contng in contrast to thrast to the high moue high mountain, Mt.ntmoumountain, mountain, Mt. HermonMt. Hermon. Another . Another possibilitpossibility is to rey is to render “the nder “the mountains mountains at the rimat the rimat the rim,” a rerim,” a reference toference to the Canaa the Canaanite undernite underworld, attworld, attributing tributing the Psalmishe Psalmist’s downcat’s downcast soul tostdowncadowncast sdowncast soul to theoul to the nearness  nearness of death.of death.of death.

The “little mountain” of Ps. 42:6(MT 7). Mizar may refer to one of the foothills of 
Mt. Hermon, or possibly the lowest of the three peaks of Mt. Hermon itself. The 
term may be a veiled reference to Mt. Zion, standing in contrast to the high 
mountain, Mt. Hermon. Another possibility is to render “the mountains at the 
rim,” a reference to the Canaanite underworld, attributing the Psalmist’s 
downcast soul to the nearness of death.

Thomas W. Thomas W. DavisDavis

Thomas W. Davis

MIZPAHMIZPAH (Heb.  (Heb. mis�pa®mis�pa®), ), MIZPEH (MIZPEH (mis�pehmis�peh)))

MIZPAH (Heb. mis�pa® ), MIZPEH (mis�peh )

�1.1. Mizpah of Mizpah of Gilead. T Gilead. The name gihe name given by Jacven by Jacob as a siob as a sign of his gn of his covenant wcovenant with Laban ith Laith Laban (GenLaban (Gen. 31:49). . 31:49). The so-calThe so-called Mizpahled Mizpah benedicti benediction invokeson invokes Yahweh to Yahweh to monitor t monitor monitor thmonitor the parties’e parties’ complianc compliance with thee with the covenant  covenant stipulatiostipulations. Later,ns. Later, Israel’s  Israel’s forces assforceforces assforces assembled herembled here in prepae in preparation forration for war again war against Ammon (st Ammon (Judg. 10:1Judg. 10:17), enlist7), enlisting Jephthinenlistenlisting enlisting Jephthah tJephthah to head theo head the war effor war effort (11:11, t (11:11, 29, 34).29, 34).29, 34).

1. Mizpah of Gilead. The name given by Jacob as a sign of his covenant with 
Laban (Gen. 31:49). The so-called Mizpah benediction invokes Yahweh to 
monitor the parties’ compliance with the covenant stipulations. Later, Israel’s 
forces assembled here in preparation for war against Ammon (Judg. 10:17), 
enlisting Jephthah to head the war effort (11:11, 29, 34).

�2.2. The “land The “land” (Josh. 1” (Josh. 11:3) or “v1:3) or “valley of Malley of Mizpah” (v.izpah” (v. 8), an ar 8), an area N of thea N of the Sea of Ge Sea ofe Sea of Galileeof Galilee (Chinnere (Chinnereth) near Mth) near Mt. Hermon.t. Hermon. The area  The area was inhabiwas inhabited by Hivted by Hivites, and ites, and here King hhere King here King Jabin of HJabin of Hazor fled azor fled from Joshufrom Joshua.a.a.

2. The “land” (Josh. 11:3) or “valley of Mizpah” (v. 8), an area N of the Sea 
of Galilee (Chinnereth) near Mt. Hermon. The area was inhabited by Hivites, and 
here King Jabin of Hazor fled from Joshua.

�3.3. Mizpeh of Mizpeh of Judah (Jo Judah (Josh. 15:38)sh. 15:38), a city i, a city in the Shepn the Shephelah.helah.helah.

3. Mizpeh of Judah (Josh. 15:38), a city in the Shephelah.

�4.4. Mizpeh of Mizpeh of Moab. Her Moab. Here David mee David met with thet with the king of M king of Moab duringoab during his fligh his flight from Saut frt from Saul from Saul and requesand requested that hted that his parentsis parents be grante be granted refuge td refuge there (1 Sahere (1 Sam. 22:3). m. 22:3). The city’sThThe city’sThe city’s location  location is uncertais uncertain, althouin, although some idgh some identify it entify it with Rujm with Rujm el-Mesrefeel-Mesrefeh, a promih, a h, a prominena prominent height St height SW of MedebW of Medeba.a.a.

4. Mizpeh of Moab. Here David met with the king of Moab during his flight 
from Saul and requested that his parents be granted refuge there (1 Sam. 22:3). 
The city’s location is uncertain, although some identify it with Rujm el-Mesrefeh, 
a prominent height SW of Medeba.

John T. StJohn T. Strongrongrong

John T. Strong

�5.5. Mizpah of Mizpah of Benjamin  Benjamin (Josh. 18:(Josh. 18:26). There26). There the Israe the Israelites mustlites mustered theirered their army to a army army to avarmy to avenge the renge the rape and muape and murder of thrder of the Levite’se Levite’s concubine concubine (Judg. 20 (Judg. 20:1, 3; 21::1, 3; 21:1, 5, 8). 1, 21:21:1, 5, 821:1, 5, 8). Later t). Later they gatherhey gathered there ued there under Samuender Samuel and defel and defeated the Pated the Philistineshilistines in battle in b in battle (1 battle (1 Sam. 7:5-1Sam. 7:5-11). Samuel1). Samuel performed performed cultic ac cultic acts at Mizpts at Mizpah, includah, including burnt ing burnt offerings offeofferings offerings (1 Sam. 7:(1 Sam. 7:6, 9). The6, 9). There he selere he selected and acted and anointed Sanointed Saul as kingul as king (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 10:17-25), 0:17110:17-25),10:17-25), and along and along with Beth with Bethel and Gilel and Gilgal it wasgal it was on the ye on the yearly circuarly circuit he travit he traveled when eled travtraveled wtraveled when judginhen judging Israel (g Israel (7:16). Kin7:16). King Asa of Jg Asa of Judah fortiudah fortified Mizpafied Mizpah and Gebah and Geba of Benjam of of Benjamiof Benjamin in the en in the early 9th carly 9th century aftentury after the Isrer the Israelite kinaelite king Baasha’sg Baasha’s encroachm encroachment on Judentencroachmencroachmeencroachment on Judant on Judah’s northeh’s northern border rn border was abortewas aborted (1 Kgs. d (1 Kgs. 15:22 = 2 15:22 = 2 Chr. 16:6)Chr. 16:Chr. 16:6). Aft16:6). After Nebuchaer Nebuchadnezzar dednezzar destroyed Jestroyed Jerusalem inrusalem in 586, Mizp 586, Mizpah served ah served as the capas the capas the capital ofcapital of the Babyl the Babylonian provonian province of Juince of Judah under dah under Gedaliah (Gedaliah (2 Kgs. 25:2 Kgs. 25:23-25; Jer23-25; Jer. 40:6-41:. 40. 40:6-41:1640:6-41:16). It was ). It was still an istill an important amportant administratdministrative centerive center after the after the exiles re exiles returned froturnedrereturned freturned from Babylorom Babylon (Neh. 3:n (Neh. 3:7, 15, 19)7, 15, 19). Mizpah i. Mizpah is last mens last mentioned as tioned as the gatherthe gathering point ingathergathering gathering point for point for the Hasmonthe Hasmoneans as theans as they prepareey prepared to battld to battle a Seleuce a Seleucid army (1id army (1 Macc. 3:4 M Macc. 3:46Macc. 3:46).).).

5. Mizpah of Benjamin (Josh. 18:26). There the Israelites mustered their 
army to avenge the rape and murder of the Levite’s concubine (Judg. 20:1, 3; 
21:1, 5, 8). Later they gathered there under Samuel and defeated the Philistines in 
battle (1 Sam. 7:5-11). Samuel performed cultic acts at Mizpah, including burnt 
offerings (1 Sam. 7:6, 9). There he selected and anointed Saul as king (1 Sam. 
10:17-25), and along with Bethel and Gilgal it was on the yearly circuit he 
traveled when judging Israel (7:16). King Asa of Judah fortified Mizpah and Geba 
of Benjamin in the early 9th century after the Israelite king Baasha’s 
encroachment on Judah’s northern border was aborted (1 Kgs. 15:22 = 2 Chr. 
16:6). After Nebuchadnezzar destroyed Jerusalem in 586, Mizpah served as the 



capital of the Babylonian province of Judah under Gedaliah (2 Kgs. 25:23-25; Jer. 
40:6-41:16). It was still an important administrative center after the exiles 
returned from Babylon (Neh. 3:7, 15, 19). Mizpah is last mentioned as the 
gathering point for the Hasmoneans as they prepared to battle a Seleucid army (1 
Macc. 3:46).

�Mizpah is Mizpah is almost ceralmost certainly to tainly to be identifbe identified with mied with modern Tellodern Tell  en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh (1706.143 (1 (1706.1436(1706.1436), 12 km. ), 12 km. (8 mi.) NW(8 mi.) NW of Jerusa of Jerusalem. The olem. The only other nly other possible cpossible candidate, andidate, Nebiä S�amNNebiä S�amNebiä S�amwilwil, has not , has not yielded aryielded archaeologicchaeological remainsal remains matching  matching an identifan identification wiicationidentifidentificaidentification with tion with Mizpah.Mizpah.

Mizpah is almost certainly to be identified with modern Tell en-Nas�beh  
(1706.1436), 12 km. (8 mi.) NW of Jerusalem. The only other possible candidate, 
Nebiä S�amwil , has not yielded archaeological remains matching an 
identification with Mizpah.

A typical A typical Iron Age fIron Age four-room hour-room house, builouse, built of limest of limestone blocktone blocks, just ins, just inside the cside the city gate aity gity gate at Tegate at Tell ll en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh. The pill. The pillars were pars were probably rorobably roof supportof supports (Badè Ins (Badè Institute ofstitutInInstitute Institute of Biblicaof Biblical Archaeoll Archaeology, Pacifogy, Pacific School ic School of Religioof Religion)n)

A typical Iron Age four-room house, built of limestone blocks, just inside the city 
gate at Tell en-Nas�beh . The pillars were probably roof supports (Badè 

Institute of Biblical Archaeology, Pacific School of Religion)

�Tell Tell en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh was excav was excavated by W.ated by W. F. Badè b F. Badè between 192etween 1926 and 19356 and 1935. He clear. He. He clearedHe cleared approxima approximately two ttely two thirds of thirds of this 260 x his 260 x 130 m. (85130 m. (855 x 425 ft5 x 425 ft.) site (3.) site (3.25 ha. [8.25(3(3.25 ha. (3.25 ha. [8 a.]), m[8 a.]), making it taking it the most brhe most broadly excaoadly excavated tellvated tell in Israel in Israel. One cave. One cave contains  conta contains rcontains remains froemains from the Chalm the Chalcolithic pcolithic period (450eriod (4500–3300). M0–3300). More extensore extensive burialive burial remains i burialburial remburial remains in caains in caves and scves and scatters of atters of sherds on sherds on the tell fthe tell from the Earom the Early Bronzerly Bronze I period  I p I period (stperiod (stratum V, 3ratum V, 3300–3000 300–3000 B.C.B.C.) point to) point to a modest  a modest settlementsettlement at that t at that time.ime.ime.

Tell en-Nas�beh  was excavated by W. F. Badè between 1926 and 1935. 
He cleared approximately two thirds of this 260 x 130 m. (855 x 425 ft.) site 
(3.25 ha. [8 a.]), making it the most broadly excavated tell in Israel. One cave 
contains remains from the Chalcolithic period (4500–3300). More extensive 
burial remains in caves and scatters of sherds on the tell from the Early Bronze I 
period (stratum V, 3300–3000 B.C.) point to a modest settlement at that time.

�Examples oExamples of typical f typical Iron Age IIron Age I (stratum  (stratum IV, 1200–1IV, 1200–1000) cooki000) cooking pots, cng pots, collar-rim ollar-riccollar-rimcollar-rim pithoi, a pithoi, and Philistnd Philistine bichroine bichrome wares ime wares indicate thndicate the presencee presence of a sett of a settlement at lemesettsettlementsettlement at that t at that time. Howevime. However, the oner, the only architely architectural electural elements to sments to survive frourvive from that perm frofrom that from that period areperiod are scores of scores of rock-cut  rock-cut silos, cissilos, cisterns, andterns, and a wine pr a wine press.ess.ess.

Examples of typical Iron Age I (stratum IV, 1200–1000) cooking pots, 
collar-rim pithoi, and Philistine bichrome wares indicate the presence of a 
settlement at that time. However, the only architectural elements to survive 
from that period are scores of rock-cut silos, cisterns, and a wine press.

�Remains frRemains from the Iroom the Iron Age II (n Age II (stratum IIstratum III, 1000–58I, 1000–586) are ext6) are extensive. Thensive. The town wase towne town was ltown was laid out toaid out to follow th follow the natural e natural slopes of slopes of the hill othe hill on which itn which it was built was built; the narr; the ; the narrowthe narrow roads fol roads follow the ovlow the oval outlineal outline of the hi of the hill. Housesll. Houses are typic are typically smallally small three- or thre three- or three- or four-room four-room structuresstructures which sha which share walls. re walls. The initiaThe initial town defl town defenses wereenses were formed by f formed by formed by linking tolinking together thegether the broad bac broad back rooms ofk rooms of the house the houses along ths along the periphere periphere periphery periphery of the sitof the site into a ce into a casemate-liasemate-like system.ke system. Asa’s mas Asa’s massive offsesive offset-inset wat-inset wall (no lesll (noll (no less t(no less than ca. 4.han ca. 4.5 m. [15 f5 m. [15 ft.] in thit.] in thickness) anckness) and inner-oud inner-outer gate cter gate complex comomplex completely enpletcomcompletelycompletely enclosed  enclosed the earliethe earlier town. A r town. A seal belonseal belonging to ging to “Ja}azania“Ja}azaniahh, the serv, the servant of theanservservant ofservant of the King” the King” was found was found in one of in one of the tombs the tombs and likel and likely belongs y belongs to the manto the man of the sa o of the samof the same name mene name mentioned as tioned as a royal ofa royal officer in 2ficer in 2 Kgs. 25:2 Kgs. 25:23; Jer. 403; Jer. 40:8. This s:8. This settlement ettlessettlementsettlement was level was leveled ca. 586ed ca. 586 in order  in order to provideto provide construct construction space ion space for the bufor the buildings ofildbubuildings buildings of the nexof the next stratum.t stratum.

Remains from the Iron Age II (stratum III, 1000–586) are extensive. The 
town was laid out to follow the natural slopes of the hill on which it was built; 
the narrow roads follow the oval outline of the hill. Houses are typically small 
three- or four-room structures which share walls. The initial town defenses were 
formed by linking together the broad back rooms of the houses along the 
periphery of the site into a casemate-like system. Asa’s massive offset-inset wall 
(no less than ca. 4.5 m. [15 ft.] in thickness) and inner-outer gate complex 
completely enclosed the earlier town. A seal belonging to “Ja}azaniah, the 
servant of the King” was found in one of the tombs and likely belongs to the man 
of the same name mentioned as a royal officer in 2 Kgs. 25:23; Jer. 40:8. This 
settlement was leveled ca. 586 in order to provide construction space for the 
buildings of the next stratum.

�Remains frRemains from the Babom the Babylonian inylonian into Persianto Persian periods ( periods (stratum IIstratum II, 586–400), 586–400) consist o consi consist ofconsist of large, we large, well-built fll-built four-room hour-room houses and ouses and even largeeven larger administr administrative strrative structures. Auctustrstructuresstructures. Asa’s wa. Asa’s wall continull continued in use,ed in use, but only  but only the outer the outer gate stillgate still functione functioned. Mesopotd. Med. MesopotamiMesopotamian-style ban-style bathtub-shaathtub-shaped ceramiped ceramic coffins c coffins and a fragand a fragment of a ment of a bronze cirbronze circlet beariccircirclet becirclet bearing a dearing a dedicatory cdicatory cuneiform iuneiform inscriptionnscription are examp are examples of theles of the Babylonia Babylonian influencn inn influence influence at the sitat the site. The reae. The reason for thson for the destructe destruction of theion of the town ca.  town ca. 400 is unk400 is unknown.nowunkunknown.unknown.unknown.

Remains from the Babylonian into Persian periods (stratum II, 586–400) 
consist of large, well-built four-room houses and even larger administrative 
structures. Asa’s wall continued in use, but only the outer gate still functioned. 
Mesopotamian-style bathtub-shaped ceramic coffins and a fragment of a bronze 



circlet bearing a dedicatory cuneiform inscription are examples of the Babylonian 
influence at the site. The reason for the destruction of the town ca. 400 is 
unknown.

�Remains frRemains from the Helom the Hellenistic ilenistic into Roman nto Roman periods (speriods (stratum I) tratum I) are fragmeare fragmentary, butntary,fragmefragmentarfragmentary, but they, but the remains o remains of three kif three kilns and twlns and two grape pro grape presses suggesses suggest that test that the mound whetthe mound the mound was nothinwas nothing more thag more than an agricn an agricultural esultural estate. The tate. The tell was ntell was not occupieot occupied in the Bdoccupieoccupied ioccupied in the Byzan the Byzantine or lntine or later perioater periods, thoughds, though a church  a church and tombs and tombs were foundwere foundwere found in tfound in the vicinithe vicinity.y.y.

Remains from the Hellenistic into Roman periods (stratum I) are 
fragmentary, but the remains of three kilns and two grape presses suggest that 
the mound was nothing more than an agricultural estate. The tell was not 
occupied in the Byzantine or later periods, though a church and tombs were 
found in the vicinity.

�The archaeThe archaeological mological materials faterials from Tell rom Tell en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh match per match perfectly thefectly the historica his historicalhistorical documenta documentation relattion relating to Mizing to Mizpah and prpah and provide impoovide important datartant data on ancien on ancient town platancienancient toancient town planninwn planning. Tell g. Tell en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh provides  provides the only cthe only certain matertain material remaerial remaerial remains inremains in ancient I ancient Israel belosrael belonging to tnging to the Babylonhe Babylonian periodian period...

The archaeological materials from Tell en-Nas�beh  match perfectly the 
historical documentation relating to Mizpah and provide important data on 
ancient town planning. Tell en-Nas�beh  provides the only certain material 
remains in ancient Israel belonging to the Babylonian period.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. L. McClT. L. McClellan, “Toellan, “Town Planninwn Planning at Tell g at Tell en-Nas�behen-Nas�beh,” ,” ZDPVZDPZDPVZDPV 100 (1984 100 (1984): 53–69; ): 53–69; C. C. McCoC. C. McCown and J. wn and J. C. WamplerC. Wampler, , Tell en-NaTell en-Nasbeh,sbeh, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. 2 vols. (Newvols. (New Haven, 19 Haven, 1947); J. R.47); J. R. Zorn,  Zorn, Tell en NaTell en Nasbeh: A Resbeh: A Re-evaluatio-evaluation of the An of the ArchitecturrchitectuAArchitectuArchitecture and Strre and Stratigraphy atigraphy of the Earof the Early Bronze ly Bronze Age, Iron Age, Iron Age and LaAge and Later Periodter Periods,s, 4 vols. ( 4 vols 4 vols. (disvols. (diss., Berkels., Berkeley, 1993).ey, 1993).
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Architecture and Stratigraphy of the Early Bronze Age, Iron Age and Later Periods, 4 
vols. (diss., Berkeley, 1993).
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MIZRAIMMIZRAIM (Heb.  (Heb. mis�rayimmis�rayim)))

MIZRAIM (Heb. mis�rayim )

The HebrewThe Hebrew word for  word for Egypt (cf.Egypt (cf. Egyp.  Egyp. ms�rymms�rym), represe), represented in thnted in the Table ofe Table of Nations a Nat Nations asNations as descended descended from Ham  from Ham (Gen. 10:6(Gen. 10:6, 13; 1 Ch, 13; 1 Chr. 1:8, 11r. 1:8, 11; NRSV “Eg; NRSV “Egypt”).ypt”).

The Hebrew word for Egypt (cf. Egyp. ms�rym ), represented in the Table of 
Nations as descended from Ham (Gen. 10:6, 13; 1 Chr. 1:8, 11; NRSV “Egypt”).

MIZZAHMIZZAH (Heb.  (Heb. mizza®mizza®)))

MIZZAH (Heb. mizza®)

The fourthThe fourth son of Re son of Reuel (uel (22) and Base) and Basemath, granmath, grandson of Esdson of Esau; chief au; chief or ancestoor ancestor of an Edr of ar of an Edomitean Edomite clan (Gen clan (Gen. 36:13, 1. 36:13, 17; 1 Chr. 7; 1 Chr. 1:37).1:37).

The fourth son of Reuel (2) and Basemath, grandson of Esau; chief or ancestor of 
an Edomite clan (Gen. 36:13, 17; 1 Chr. 1:37).

MNASONMNASON (Gk.  (Gk. MnaésoœnMnaésoœn)))

MNASON (Gk. Mnaésoœn)

A ChristiaA Christian originaln originally from Cyly from Cyprus at whprus at whose house ose house in Jerusalin Jerusalem Paul loem Paul lodged durindged during his finagdurinduring hisduring his final sta final stay in the cy in the city (Acts ity (Acts 21:16). Mn21:16). Mnason’s desason’s description acription as an “earls an “early discipley discipy disciple” disciple” may mean tmay mean that he washat he was a foundin a founding member og member of the churf the church in Jeruch in Jerusalem.salem.

A Christian originally from Cyprus at whose house in Jerusalem Paul lodged 
during his final stay in the city (Acts 21:16). Mnason’s description as an “early 
disciple” may mean that he was a founding member of the church in Jerusalem.

MOABMOAB (Heb.  (Heb. mo®}aœb�mo®}aœb�)))

MOAB (Heb. mo®}aœb� )

A small IrA small Iron Age kinon Age kingdom in Trgdom in Transjordan,ansjordan, sharing a sharing a border wi border with the Ammth the Ammonites to onites toonites to the norto the north and Edoth and Edomites to tmites to the south. he south. According According to the OT,to the OT, each of t each of these anciehese ancient peoplesnancieancient peancient peoples had oples had frequent cfrequent contact witontact with the Hebrh the Hebrews over aews over a long swee long sweep of biblip of biblical historcbiblibiblical hbiblical history, anistory, and all wered all were frequentl frequently at war wy at war with each oith each other. Specther. Specific inforific information abomationinforinformatioinformation about thn about the origins e origins of these Tof these Transjordanransjordanian statesian states is lackin is lacking, but theg, but the most impo mos most impormost important backgtant background of Around of Ammon, Moabmmon, Moab, and Edom, and Edom was the B was the Bronze Age ronze Age occupants occoccupants occupants who lived who lived in a smallin a small number of number of towns on  towns on TransjordaTransjordan’s tableln’s tableland. The Iand. The Iron Age strIIron Age sIron Age states evoltates evolved from eved from earlier, learlier, less organizss organized regionaed regional groupingl groupings, as eachs, as each of the Tr of  of the Traof the Transjordaniansjordanian peoples n peoples came into came into regular coregular contact withntact with and absor and absorbed culturbed cultural featureaculturcultural fcultural features freatures from their nom their neighbors. eighbors. The AmmoniThe Ammonites, Moabites, Moabites, and Etes, and Edomites spdomites spdomites spoke relaspoke related Semitited Semitic languagec languages and shars and shared certained certain aspects o aspects of materialf material culture,  culture, but there butbut there but there were many were many differencedifferences that mads that made each groe each group aware oup aware of its own f its own political,political, economic, e economic, economic, and religiand religious identious identity. These ty. These separate iseparate identities dentities are reflecare reflected in theted in the archaeolo arch archaeologarchaeological and lical and literary eviterary evidence, anidence, and scholarsd scholars are still are still trying to trying to catalog t catalog the inventohe invehe inventory inventory of each reof each region’s matgion’s material culterial culture.ure.ure.

A small Iron Age kingdom in Transjordan, sharing a border with the Ammonites 
to the north and Edomites to the south. According to the OT, each of these 
ancient peoples had frequent contact with the Hebrews over a long sweep of 
biblical history, and all were frequently at war with each other. Specific 
information about the origins of these Transjordanian states is lacking, but the 
most important background of Ammon, Moab, and Edom was the Bronze Age 



occupants who lived in a small number of towns on Transjordan’s tableland. The 
Iron Age states evolved from earlier, less organized regional groupings, as each 
of the Transjordanian peoples came into regular contact with and absorbed 
cultural features from their neighbors. The Ammonites, Moabites, and Edomites 
spoke related Semitic languages and shared certain aspects of material culture, 
but there were many differences that made each group aware of its own political, 
economic, and religious identity. These separate identities are reflected in the 
archaeological and literary evidence, and scholars are still trying to catalog the 
inventory of each region’s material culture.

�At the heiAt the height of itsght of its power, Mo power, Moab includeab included an area d an area that measuthat measured ca. 88red ca. 88 km. (55 m km. (5 km. (55 mi.) f(55 mi.) from north rom north to south ato south and ca. 32 nd ca. 32 km. (20 mikm. (20 mi.) from we.) from west to eastst to east. The Moab. The Moabite territiMoabMoabite teMoabite territory warritory was located s located on the higon the high plateau h plateau immediatelimmediately E of they E of the Dead Sea, Dead Sea, and the r a and the riand the rim of the em of the escarpment scarpment soars up tsoars up to 1395 m. o 1395 m. (4570 ft.)(4570 ft.) above the above the floor of  floor of the Jordanththe Jordanthe Jordan Valley. M Valley. Moabite conoabite control somettrol sometimes extenimes extended to theded to the north of  north of Wadi MujibWadi MujiWadi Mujib (bibMujib (biblical Arnolical Arnon), beyondn), beyond Dibon (mo Dibon (modern dern DhiäbaœnDhiäbaœn) as far a) as far as the regis the region of Heshon ofon of Heshbonof Heshbon (Hisban). (Hisban). Ceramic e Ceramic evidence, tvidence, the Bible, he Bible, and inscriand inscriptions (inptions (including thcluding the Mesha ine Me Mesha inscMesha inscription orription or Moabite S Moabite Stone) conftone) confirm the exirm the extent of whtent of what may be at may be called “Grcalled “Grcalled “Greater M“Greater Moab.” In woab.” In weaker perieaker periods, howevods, however, the Moer, the Moabites conabites controlled ontrolled only their uly their uly their undisputedundisputed heartland heartland between W between Wadi Mujib adi Mujib and Wadi and Wadi el-H¸esael-H¸esa (Zered),  (Zered), a territora territoa territory territory that stretthat stretched ca. 4ched ca. 48 km. (30 8 km. (30 mi.) from mi.) from north to snorth to south. For outh. For all practiall practical purposcal pucal purposes, purposes, Moab was tMoab was that narrowhat narrow strip of  strip of cultivablecultivable land whic land which extendedh extended less than less than 32 km. (2 thanthan 32 kmthan 32 km. (20 mi.). (20 mi.) from the  from the edge of thedge of the plateau e plateau on the weson the west to the “t to the “desert fridesert fringe” on thngefrifringe” onfringe” on the east, the east, beyond wh beyond which lived ich lived nomadic trnomadic tribes.ibes.

At the height of its power, Moab included an area that measured ca. 88 km. 
(55 mi.) from north to south and ca. 32 km. (20 mi.) from west to east. The 
Moabite territory was located on the high plateau immediately E of the Dead Sea, 
and the rim of the escarpment soars up to 1395 m. (4570 ft.) above the floor of 
the Jordan Valley. Moabite control sometimes extended to the north of Wadi 
Mujib (biblical Arnon), beyond Dibon (modern Dhiäbaœn) as far as the region 
of Heshbon (Hisban). Ceramic evidence, the Bible, and inscriptions (including the 
Mesha inscription or Moabite Stone) confirm the extent of what may be called 
“Greater Moab.” In weaker periods, however, the Moabites controlled only their 
undisputed heartland between Wadi Mujib and Wadi el-H¸esa (Zered), a 
territory that stretched ca. 48 km. (30 mi.) from north to south. For all practical 
purposes, Moab was that narrow strip of cultivable land which extended less 
than 32 km. (20 mi.) from the edge of the plateau on the west to the “desert 
fringe” on the east, beyond which lived nomadic tribes.

Khirbat alKhirbat al-Mudayna -Mudayna al-{Aliyaal-{Aliya, Iron I s, Iron I site on theite on the eastern f eastern frontier ofrontier of ancient M ancient Moab. The aoab. MMoab. The Moab. The ancient roancient roadway in tadway in the foregrohe foreground turns und turns left at thleft at the quarry/de quarry/dry moat (rry moat (right centei(r(right cen(right center); a huter); a huge defensige defensive wall/tove wall/tower forceswer forces entry int entry into the siteo the site along the along the narrow ro narr narrow roanarrow roadway (Photdway (Photo by Reubeo by Reuben G. Bullan G. Bullard, Jr.; crd, Jr.; courtesy Brourtesy Bruce E. Rouuce E. Routledge, Motledge, Mtledge, Moab MargiMoab Marginal Agricunal Agricultural Proltural Project)ject)

Khirbat al-Mudayna al-{Aliya, Iron I site on the eastern frontier of ancient 
Moab. The ancient roadway in the foreground turns left at the quarry/dry moat 
(right center); a huge defensive wall/tower forces entry into the site along the 

narrow roadway (Photo by Reuben G. Bullard, Jr.; courtesy Bruce E. Routledge, 
Moab Marginal Agricultural Project)

�The MoabitThe Moabite landscape landscape was gente was gently rollingly rolling, sparsely, sparsely wooded ta wooded tableland (Hbleland (Heb. eb. miîsûo®rmmiîsûo®rmiîsûo®r), sometim), sometimes called es called the “tablethe “tableland of Meland of Medeba,” anddeba,” and was cut i was cut into small nto small segments bsesegments bsegments by extensivy extensive wadi syse wadi systems — or tems — or canyons — canyons — that drainthat drained the reged the region’s wintion’s wiion’s winter prewinter precipitationcipitation. The Grea. The Great Rift Valt Rift Valley (incluley (including the Jding the Jordan Riveordan River and Deadr and Dead Sea), whi Se Sea), whicSea), which separateh separated Moab frod Moab from Judah onm Judah on the west, the west, was an ef was an effective bofective boundary, anundary, anundary, and the Syand the Syrian Deserrian Desert establist established the lihed the limit of sedmit of sedentary occentary occupation onupation on Moab’s ea Moab’s eastern bordsteaeastern boeastern border. Alonrder. Along the wellg the well-watered c-watered crest of threst of the plateau e plateau was the rowas the route of theute of the “King’s H “ “King’s Hi“King’s Highway” (cfghway” (cf. Num. 20:. Num. 20:17; 21:22)17; 21:22). Moab’s c. Moab’s climate is limate is MediterranMediterranean, but iean, but its easternts iits easterits eastern frontiern frontier and the D and the Dead Sea Vaead Sea Valley are alley are arid. The grid. The greatest anreatest annual precinual precipitation gpitapreciprecipitatprecipitation generaion generally rangeslly ranges between 3 between 30.5 and 350.5 and 35.5 cm. (12.5 cm. (12–14 in.) i–14 in.) in the centn the central highlaralcentcentral hicentral highlands, bghlands, but this amut this amount dropsount drops off rapid off rapidly on bothly on both east and  east and west. In swest. In spite of Mopitesspite of Mspite of Moab’s topooab’s topographic isgraphic isolation anolation and relatived relatively dry envly dry environment, ironment, the Moabitthe Moabites managedesMoabitMoabites mMoabites managed to anaged to make a livmake a living througing through dry farmh dry farming, pastoing, pastoral activiral activities (cf. ties (cf. 2 Kgs. 3:42 Kg2 Kgs. 3:4-5Kgs. 3:4-5), and exc), and exchanging trhanging trade goods ade goods with theirwith their neighbors neighbors...

The Moabite landscape was gently rolling, sparsely wooded tableland (Heb. 
miîsûo®r), sometimes called the “tableland of Medeba,” and was cut into small 
segments by extensive wadi systems — or canyons — that drained the region’s 
winter precipitation. The Great Rift Valley (including the Jordan River and Dead 
Sea), which separated Moab from Judah on the west, was an effective boundary, 
and the Syrian Desert established the limit of sedentary occupation on Moab’s 
eastern border. Along the well-watered crest of the plateau was the route of the 
“King’s Highway” (cf. Num. 20:17; 21:22). Moab’s climate is Mediterranean, but 
its eastern frontier and the Dead Sea Valley are arid. The greatest annual 
precipitation generally ranges between 30.5 and 35.5 cm. (12–14 in.) in the 



central highlands, but this amount drops off rapidly on both east and west. In 
spite of Moab’s topographic isolation and relatively dry environment, the 
Moabites managed to make a living through dry farming, pastoral activities (cf. 2 
Kgs. 3:4-5), and exchanging trade goods with their neighbors.

�According According to the Bibto the Bible, Moab, le, Moab, the eponymthe eponymous ancestous ancestor of the or of the Moabites, Moabites, was the sowas twas the son ofthe son of Lot (Gen. Lot (Gen. 19:37), b 19:37), but evidencut evidence of humane of human occupatio occupation in this n in this region datregion dates back toesdatdates backdates back to the Pa to the Paleolithic leolithic period. Deperiod. Deut. 2:10-1ut. 2:10-11 names th1 names the Emim as e Emim as giant, pregiant, pre-Moabite o-Mprepre-Moabitpre-Moabite occupante occupants of this s of this land. Hundland. Hundreds of arreds of archaeologicchaeological sites ral sites reflect a reflect a relatively elatrrelativelyrelatively continuou continuous settlemes settlement historynt history down to t down to the presenthe present, though t, though the intensihe intensity of sedety intensiintensity intensity of sedentaof sedentary occupatry occupation fluctuion fluctuated dramaated dramatically frtically from period om period to period.to period. The 3rd m Th The 3rd miThe 3rd millennium illennium is well reps well represented iresented in the archn the archaeologicalaeological record (a record (and in the nd in the Dead Sea VDeDead Sea VDead Sea Valley at salley at sites like ites like Bab Bab edh-Dhra{edh-Dhra{ and Numei and Numeira), but tra), but there was ahere was a decline i declin decline indecline in settled l settled life duringife during much of t much of the Middle he Middle Bronze andBronze and Late Bron Late Bronze Ages, fze Ages, from ca. 19romffrom ca. 1from ca. 1900 to 130900 to 1300. There i0. There is no clears no clear explanati explanation for thion for this pattern,s pattern, but the n but the number of pumbnnumber of number of permanent permanent sites incrsites increased steaeased steadily from dily from the very ethe very end of LB und of LB until the entil the end of the ndeend of theend of the Iron Age. Iron Age. The spars The sparse nature oe nature of Moab’s Lf Moab’s LB occupatiB occupation has enton has entered into ered into the debatetthe debatethe debate concernin concerning the dateg the date of the He of the Hebrew Exodubrew Exodus and Conqs and Conquest.uest.uest.

According to the Bible, Moab, the eponymous ancestor of the Moabites, was 
the son of Lot (Gen. 19:37), but evidence of human occupation in this region 
dates back to the Paleolithic period. Deut. 2:10-11 names the Emim as giant, 
pre-Moabite occupants of this land. Hundreds of archaeological sites reflect a 
relatively continuous settlement history down to the present, though the 
intensity of sedentary occupation fluctuated dramatically from period to period. 
The 3rd millennium is well represented in the archaeological record (and in the 
Dead Sea Valley at sites like Bab edh-Dhra{ and Numeira), but there was a 
decline in settled life during much of the Middle Bronze and Late Bronze Ages, 
from ca. 1900 to 1300. There is no clear explanation for this pattern, but the 
number of permanent sites increased steadily from the very end of LB until the 
end of the Iron Age. The sparse nature of Moab’s LB occupation has entered into 
the debate concerning the date of the Hebrew Exodus and Conquest.

�The Bible The Bible records rerecords regular integular interaction — raction — often hostoften hostile — betwile — between Moab aeen Moab and the Isrnd tnd the Israelthe Israelites, fromites, from the time  the time of Moses (of Moses (e.g., Num.e.g., Num. 21-24; Ju 21-24; Judg. 3:12-3dg. 3:12-30; 11:26) 0; 11:26) and Ruth iand Rand Ruth into Ruth into the Persiathe Persian period (n period (e.g., Ezrae.g., Ezra 9:1; Neh. 9:1; Neh. 13:1, 23) 13:1, 23). Most of . Most of these contthese contacts were acts contcontacts wcontacts were hostilere hostile, from the, from the Hebrew me Hebrew migration tigration through thehrough the reigns of reigns of Saul, Dav Saul, Dav Saul, David (1 SDavid (1 Sam. 14:47;am. 14:47; 2 Sam. 8: 2 Sam. 8:2), and th2), and the Omride de Omride dynasty (cfynasty (cf. 2 Kgs. 3. 2 Kgs. 3). Solomon). Solomon had Moabi h had Moabithad Moabite women ine women in his harem his harem and built and built a shrine  a shrine for their for their chief deitchief deity, Chemoshy, Chemosh (1 Kgs. 1 ChemoshChemosh (1Chemosh (1 Kgs. 11:1 Kgs. 11:1, 7, 33). , 7, 33). Apart fromApart from the Bible the Bible, the most, the most important important literary  literary evidence pevevidence pevidence pertaining ertaining to the Moato the Moabites is tbites is the Mesha ihe Mesha inscriptionnscription, a basalt, a basalt monument  monument discovereddidiscovereddiscovered at  at DhiäbaœnDhiäbaœn in 1868.  in 1868. This 34-liThis 34-line Moabitene Moabite text date text dates to ca. 9s to ca. 930 and rep30 and r30 and reports Kireports King Mesha’sng Mesha’s victory o victory over Moab’sver Moab’s Israelite Israelite oppressor oppressors (cf. 2 Ks (cf. 2 Kgs. 3). Angs. 3). Another fragothAnAnother frAnother fragmentary agmentary memorial smemorial stela, fountela, found at Kerakd at Kerak in 1958,  in 1958, mentions Cmentions Chemoshyat(hemoshyCChemoshyatChemoshyat(ti), who (ti), who also ruledalso ruled at Dibon  at Dibon and was prand was probably Mesobably Mesha’s fatheha’s father.r.r.

The Bible records regular interaction — often hostile — between Moab and 
the Israelites, from the time of Moses (e.g., Num. 21-24; Judg. 3:12-30; 11:26) and 
Ruth into the Persian period (e.g., Ezra 9:1; Neh. 13:1, 23). Most of these 
contacts were hostile, from the Hebrew migration through the reigns of Saul, 
David (1 Sam. 14:47; 2 Sam. 8:2), and the Omride dynasty (cf. 2 Kgs. 3). Solomon 
had Moabite women in his harem and built a shrine for their chief deity, 
Chemosh (1 Kgs. 11:1, 7, 33). Apart from the Bible, the most important literary 
evidence pertaining to the Moabites is the Mesha inscription, a basalt monument 
discovered at Dhiäbaœn in 1868. This 34-line Moabite text dates to ca. 930 and 
reports King Mesha’s victory over Moab’s Israelite oppressors (cf. 2 Kgs. 3). 
Another fragmentary memorial stela, found at Kerak in 1958, mentions 
Chemoshyat(ti), who also ruled at Dibon and was probably Mesha’s father.

�During theDuring the 8th and 7 8th and 7th centurith centuries, from tes, from the time ofhe time of Tiglath-p Tiglath-pileser IIIileser III through t through  through ththrough the reign ofe reign of Assurbani Assurbanipal, the Mpal, the Moabites seoabites served as a rved as a vassal stavassal state of the te of the Assyrians.AssyAssyrians.Assyrians. From Neo- From Neo-Assyrian tAssyrian texts, we lexts, we learn the nearn the names of foames of four more Mour more Moabite kingabite kinabite kings (Shakings (Shalamanu, Kalamanu, Kamoshnadab,moshnadab, Musuri, a Musuri, and nd Kamosh{asaKamosh{asa), but no ), but no precise chprecise chronology cronchchronologychronology can be co can be constructed.nstructed. The Hebre The Hebrew prophetsw prophets frequentl frequently denouncey denounced the Moabd the Md the Moabites (Moabites (e.g., Isa.e.g., Isa. 15-16; Je 15-16; Jer. 9:25-26r. 9:25-26; 48:1-47;; 48:1-47; Amos 2:1- Amos 2:1-3; Zeph. 23; Zeph. 2:8-11), wh:8-11), who — accordo —o — accordin— according to Josepg to Josephus — fellhus — fell to the Ba to the Babylonians bylonians in 582. Thin 582. The Moabite e Moabite state disastate disappeared fopdisadisappearedisappeared for goodd for good and its p and its people wereeople were absorbed  absorbed into the binto the broad sweeproad sweep of histor of histor of history duhistory during the Pring the Persian, Clersian, Classical, aassical, and Islamicnd Islamic periods.  periods. During theDuring the Roman and Roman and Byzantine By Byzantine Byzantine periods, tperiods, the town anhe town and villagesd villages of Moab f of Moab flourished,lourished, and the N and the Nabatean Arabatean Arabs (usualaArArabs (usuArabs (usually assocally associated withiated with Petra and Petra and the Edomi the Edomite southlate southland) were wnd) were well represell represented in terepresrepresenterepresented in the fd in the former Moabormer Moabite territite territory.ory.ory.

During the 8th and 7th centuries, from the time of Tiglath-pileser III 
through the reign of Assurbanipal, the Moabites served as a vassal state of the 
Assyrians. From Neo-Assyrian texts, we learn the names of four more Moabite 
kings (Shalamanu, Kamoshnadab, Musuri, and Kamosh{asa), but no precise 
chronology can be constructed. The Hebrew prophets frequently denounced the 
Moabites (e.g., Isa. 15-16; Jer. 9:25-26; 48:1-47; Amos 2:1-3; Zeph. 2:8-11), who 
— according to Josephus — fell to the Babylonians in 582. The Moabite state 
disappeared for good and its people were absorbed into the broad sweep of 
history during the Persian, Classical, and Islamic periods. During the Roman and 
Byzantine periods, the town and villages of Moab flourished, and the Nabatean 
Arabs (usually associated with Petra and the Edomite southland) were well 



represented in the former Moabite territory.

�As noted, As noted, the archaethe archaeological eological evidence frvidence from Moab reom Moab reflects a pflects a people whoseople whose materiale mae material cmaterial culture shaulture shared many fred many features wieatures with surrounth surrounding regioding regions. In facns. In fact, there it, there is evidences evs evidence oevidence of trade anf trade and mutual id mutual influence tnfluence throughout hroughout the regionthe region. Recently. Recently excavated excavated Moabite a excavatedexcavated excavated Moabite arMoabite architecturechitecture — at site — at sites like Khis like Khirbet al-Murbet al-Mudayna on Wdayna on Wadi eth-Thadi eth-Thadi eth-Themedeth-Themed, Khirbet , Khirbet al-Mudaynaal-Mudayna  {Aliya{Aliya, and , and Mudaybi{Mudaybi{ — include — includes elementss elements that are  that that are kthat are known elsewnown elsewhere in thhere in the Levant (e Levant (e.g., pille.g., pillared buildared buildings, multings, multichamber gichamber gates, protatesggates, progates, proto-Ionic cto-Ionic capitals). apitals). However, sHowever, some potterome pottery forms any forms and decoratid decorative techniqve techniques (e.g.,utechniqtechniquestechniques (e.g., ba (e.g., banded paintnded painting) are ding) are distinctiveistinctive to this r to this region.egion.egion.

As noted, the archaeological evidence from Moab reflects a people whose 
material culture shared many features with surrounding regions. In fact, there is 
evidence of trade and mutual influence throughout the region. Recently 
excavated Moabite architecture — at sites like Khirbet al-Mudayna on Wadi 
eth-Themed, Khirbet al-Mudayna {Aliya, and Mudaybi{ — includes elements 
that are known elsewhere in the Levant (e.g., pillared buildings, multichamber 
gates, proto-Ionic capitals). However, some pottery forms and decorative 
techniques (e.g., banded painting) are distinctive to this region.

�Two importTwo important basaltant basalt sculpture sculptures have bees have been found inn found in this terr this territory — thitory — the e Balu{BaluBalu{Balu{ stela and stela and the Shiha the Shihan Warrior n Warrior stela; thestela; they date to y date to the LB II-the LB II-Iron I traIron I transition annsition annsition and the 8tand the 8th century,h century, respectiv respectively. Theseely. These artistic  artistic monuments monuments reflect Moreflect Moab’s interab’s international cnainterinternatiointernational contacnal contacts in the ts in the portrayal portrayal of Egyptiaof Egyptianized humanized human figures n figures and a warrand a warrior-figureiorwarrwarrior-fiwarrior-figure carvegure carved in Northd in North Syrian st Syrian style.yle.yle.

Two important basalt sculptures have been found in this territory — the 
Balu{ stela and the Shihan Warrior stela; they date to the LB II-Iron I transition 
and the 8th century, respectively. These artistic monuments reflect Moab’s 
international contacts in the portrayal of Egyptianized human figures and a 
warrior-figure carved in North Syrian style.

�Moabite reMoabite religion wasligion was polytheis polytheistic, but ttic, but the god Chehe god Chemosh was amosh was almost certlmost certainly viewainly certcertainly certainly viewed as viewed as a nationala national god. Acco god. According to Nrding to Num. 21:29;um. 21:29; Jer. 48:4 Jer. 48:46 the Moab6 the Moabites were itMoabMoabites wMoabites were known ere known as the “peas the “people of Chople of Chemosh”; themosh”; the appearane appearance of thisce of this deity’s n deity’s n deity’s name in pename in personal namrsonal names is anotes is another indicaher indication of hition of his significs significance. Num.ance. Num. 22-24 poi 22-24 points to thentspoipoints to points to the Moabitthe Moabites’ use ofes’ use of diviners, diviners, and a Moa and a Moabite priesbite priesthood was thood was mentioned mentioned by Jeremiabby Jeremiaby Jeremiah (Jer. 48h (Jer. 48:7). The e:7). The existence oxistence of Moabite f Moabite sanctuariesanctuaries is takens is taken for grant for granted in the ed ined in the Mesin the Mesha inscripha inscription, whiction, which refers th refers to a high po a high place for Clace for Chemosh in hemosh in Qarhoh (prQarhoh (probably paro(pr(probably (probably part of anpart of ancient Dibocient Dibon), and thn), and the OT (1 Kge OT (1 Kgs. 11:7-8;s. 11:7-8; 2 Kgs. 23 2 Kgs. 23:13). Line:13). Lines 12–13, 1s 12s 12–13, 17 12–13, 17 of the Mesof the Mesha inscripha inscription speaktion speak of Chemos of Chemosh’s demandh’s demand that Moab that Moab’s enemies’s enem’s enemies beenemies be killed in killed in his honor his honor; this lan; this language is vguage is virtually iirtually identical tdentical to the Hebro the Hebrew notion ew notew notion of notion of sacred warsacred warfare, whicfare, which was ofteh was often commanden commanded by Yahwed by Yahweh (e.g., Dh (e.g., Deut. 7:2; eut. 7:2;eut. 7:2; 20:167:2; 20:16-17; Josh.-17; Josh. 6:17-19,  6:17-19, 21; 1 Sam.21; 1 Sam. 15:3, 13) 15:3, 13)...

Moabite religion was polytheistic, but the god Chemosh was almost 
certainly viewed as a national god. According to Num. 21:29; Jer. 48:46 the 
Moabites were known as the “people of Chemosh”; the appearance of this deity’s 
name in personal names is another indication of his significance. Num. 22-24 
points to the Moabites’ use of diviners, and a Moabite priesthood was mentioned 
by Jeremiah (Jer. 48:7). The existence of Moabite sanctuaries is taken for granted 
in the Mesha inscription, which refers to a high place for Chemosh in Qarhoh 
(probably part of ancient Dibon), and the OT (1 Kgs. 11:7-8; 2 Kgs. 23:13). Lines 
12–13, 17 of the Mesha inscription speak of Chemosh’s demand that Moab’s 
enemies be killed in his honor; this language is virtually identical to the Hebrew 
notion of sacred warfare, which was often commanded by Yahweh (e.g., Deut. 
7:2; 20:16-17; Josh. 6:17-19, 21; 1 Sam. 15:3, 13).

�ArchaeologArchaeological reseaical research in thirch in this region hs region has increasas increased dramatied dramatically in rcally in recent decaecent dececent decades, adecades, and much nend much new light haw light has been shes been shed on Moabid on Moabite historyte history and cultu and culture. Major re. Majorre. Major stepMajor steps in explos in exploration andration and scholarly scholarly research  research were made were made by Ulrich by Ulrich Seetzen (1Seetzen (1806), Ludw8(1(1806), Lu(1806), Ludwig Burckdwig Burckhardt (181hardt (1812), Henry 2), Henry Baker TrisBaker Tristram (1872tram (1872), Rudolf ), Rudolf Brünnow anBrünnow Brünnow anBrünnow and Alfred vd Alfred von Domaszeon Domaszewski (1890wski (1890s), and Als), and Alois Musil ois Musil (1896–1902(1896–1902). Modern ). Mod). Modern arcModern archaeologicahaeological work wasl work was launched  launched by Williamby William F. Albrig F. Albright (1924 aht (1924 and 1933), nd 1933),nd 1933), Reg1933), Reginald Headinald Head (1930), J (1930), John W. Croohn W. Crowfoot (193wfoot (1933), and Ne3), and Nelson Glueclson Glueck (beginnik (begink (beginning(beginning in 1933). in 1933). Glueck, i Glueck, in particuln particular, servesar, serves as a foun as a foundation fordation for more rece more recent surveysnt sunt surveys (esurveys (e.g., the w.g., the work of J. ork of J. Maxwell MiMaxwell Miller, Jackller, Jack M. Pinker M. Pinkerton, and Ston, and S. Thomas P. Thomas Parker) andarkePParker) anParker) and archaeold archaeological excogical excavations. avations. SignificanSignificant excavatit excavations were uons were undertaken ndertaken recently arerecently arecently at t DhiäbaœnDhiäbaœn, , {Araœ{ir{Araœ{ir, Khirbet , Khirbet Mudaynah Mudaynah al-Mu{rrajal-Mu{rrajeheh, Khirbet , Khirbet Faris, andFarFaris, andFaris, and  Lejju®nLejju®n. Digging . Digging continues continues at Tell at Tell H¸esbaœnH¸esbaœn, Madaba/M, Madaba/Medeba, Teledeba, Tell l Jalu®lJJalu®lJalu®l, Khirbet , Khirbet Iskander, Iskander, Khirbet alKhirbet al-Mudayna o-Mudayna on Wadi ethn Wadi eth-Themed, L-Themed, Lehun, Khirehun, Khirbet beKhirKhirbet Khirbet al-Baœluœ{al-Baœluœ{, Khirbet , Khirbet al-Mudaynaal-Mudayna  {Aliya{Aliya, and , and Mudaybi{Mudaybi{. The anci. The ancient site oent sitent site of Mesite of Mephaath (Jophaath (Josh. 21:37;sh. 21:37; 1 Chr. 6: 1 Chr. 6:79[MT 64];79[MT 64]; Jer. 48:2 Jer. 48:21), which 1), which was locatewas located in Moabid ind in Moabitein Moabite territory territory, has been, has been identifie identified with modd with modern Umm ern Umm er-Res�as�er-Res�as� by means  by mea by means of ameans of an inscriptn inscription on a 7ion on a 7th-centuryth-century church mo church mosaic. Manysaic. Many important important questions questions questions questions remain unaremain unanswered, bnswered, but ancientut ancient Moab is n Moab is no longer o longer terra incoterra incognita.gnita.gnita.

Archaeological research in this region has increased dramatically in recent 
decades, and much new light has been shed on Moabite history and culture. 
Major steps in exploration and scholarly research were made by Ulrich Seetzen 
(1806), Ludwig Burckhardt (1812), Henry Baker Tristram (1872), Rudolf 
Brünnow and Alfred von Domaszewski (1890s), and Alois Musil (1896–1902). 
Modern archaeological work was launched by William F. Albright (1924 and 
1933), Reginald Head (1930), John W. Crowfoot (1933), and Nelson Glueck 
(beginning in 1933). Glueck, in particular, serves as a foundation for more recent 
surveys (e.g., the work of J. Maxwell Miller, Jack M. Pinkerton, and S. Thomas 
Parker) and archaeological excavations. Significant excavations were undertaken 
recently at Dhiäbaœn, {Araœ{ir, Khirbet Mudaynah al-Mu{rrajeh, Khirbet 
Faris, and Lejju®n. Digging continues at Tell H¸esbaœn, Madaba/Medeba, Tell 
Jalu®l, Khirbet Iskander, Khirbet al-Mudayna on Wadi eth-Themed, Lehun, 
Khirbet al-Baœluœ{, Khirbet al-Mudayna {Aliya, and Mudaybi{. The ancient 



site of Mephaath (Josh. 21:37; 1 Chr. 6:79[MT 64]; Jer. 48:21), which was located 
in Moabite territory, has been identified with modern Umm er-Res�as�  by 
means of an inscription on a 7th-century church mosaic. Many important 
questions remain unanswered, but ancient Moab is no longer terra incognita.
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MOABITE STMOABITE STONEONEONE

MOABITE STONE

A victory A victory stela commstela commissioned bissioned by King Mesy King Mesha of Moabha of Moab, who rule, who ruled during td during the early 9he early 9he early 9th centur9th century y B.C.E.B.C.E.; also kno; also known as the wn as the Mesha stelMesha stela. The lana. The language of tguage of the inscriphe inscription is Motion istion is Moabiteis Moabite, a Northw, a Northwest Semitiest Semitic dialect c dialect closely reclosely related to Hlated to Hebrew. Theebrew. The script of script of the stela th the stela the stela is Paleo-His Paleo-Hebrew.ebrew.ebrew.

A victory stela commissioned by King Mesha of Moab, who ruled during the early 
9th century B.C.E.; also known as the Mesha stela. The language of the inscription 
is Moabite, a Northwest Semitic dialect closely related to Hebrew. The script of 
the stela is Paleo-Hebrew.

�In the insIn the inscription Mcription Mesha stateesha states that Kins that King Omri of g Omri of Israel hadIsrael had made Moab made Moab a vassal  a vass a vassal stavassal state, but thte, but that during at during the reign the reign of Omri’s of Omri’s “son,” Mes“son,” Mesha regaineha regained Moab’s id Moab’s independencndeiindependenindependence and evece and even annexed n annexed certain recertain regions tradgions traditionally itionally associatedassociated with Isra with Israel (e.g., el IsraIsrael (e.Israel (e.g., Nebo).g., Nebo). Mesha att Mesha attributed Isributed Israel’s hegrael’s hegemony overemony over Moab to t Moab to the anger ohe anger of the god f tf the god Chthe god Chemosh, cleemosh, clearly implyarly implying that Ming that Moab’s succoab’s successes wereesses were the resul the result of the ct of the cessation oeccessation cessation of Chemoshof Chemosh’s anger a’s anger and the resnd the resumption ofumption of his favor his favor. Disaster. Disaster and succe and success are topssuccesuccess arsuccess are topoi fre topoi frequently aequently associated ssociated in the Bibin the Bible with thle with the anger ore anger or favor of  favor of Israel’s dIsraeIsrael’s dIsrael’s deity. Mesheity. Mesha also refa also referred to herred to his numerouis numerous public ws public works in beorks in behalf of Mohalf of Moab, such aab,MoMoab, suchMoab, such as the (r as the (re)construce)construction of wation of walls, waterlls, water systems,  systems, and cult sand cult structures.tructures. One of th On One of theOne of the most stri most striking aspecking aspects of the ts of the inscriptioinscription is the rn is the reference teference to Yahweh, o Yahweh, the nationthethe nationthe national God of al God of Israel. SoIsrael. Some consideme consider the biblr the biblical and iical and inscriptionnscriptional materiaal materials to be tls tols to be two to be two different different episodes iepisodes in the histn the history of Isrory of Israelite-Moaaelite-Moabite relatbite relations, whilions, while others ce othe others conothers consider themsider them supplemen supplementary versitary versions (cf. 2ons (cf. 2 Kgs. 3:4- Kgs. 3:4-27).27).27).

In the inscription Mesha states that King Omri of Israel had made Moab a 
vassal state, but that during the reign of Omri’s “son,” Mesha regained Moab’s 
independence and even annexed certain regions traditionally associated with 
Israel (e.g., Nebo). Mesha attributed Israel’s hegemony over Moab to the anger of 
the god Chemosh, clearly implying that Moab’s successes were the result of the 
cessation of Chemosh’s anger and the resumption of his favor. Disaster and 
success are topoi frequently associated in the Bible with the anger or favor of 
Israel’s deity. Mesha also referred to his numerous public works in behalf of 
Moab, such as the (re)construction of walls, water systems, and cult structures. 
One of the most striking aspects of the inscription is the reference to Yahweh, 
the national God of Israel. Some consider the biblical and inscriptional materials 
to be two different episodes in the history of Israelite-Moabite relations, while 
others consider them supplementary versions (cf. 2 Kgs. 3:4-27).

�The stone The stone was discovwas discovered in thered in the ruins ofe ruins of Dhiban, t Dhiban, the capitalhe capital of ancien of ancient Moab, byt Moab,t Moab, by BMoab, by Bedouin, whedouin, who brought o brought it to the it to the attention attention of F. A. Kof F. A. Klein, an Alein, an Anglican minglican minister andnismiminister aminister and medicalnd medical missionar missionary, in 1868y, in 1868. The ston. The stone is blacke is black basalt, c basalt, ca. 1 m. x a. 1 m. x 60 cm. x 660 cm60 cm. x 60 ccm. x 60 cm. (3.3 ftm. (3.3 ft. x 23.6 i. x 23.6 in. x 23.6 n. x 23.6 in.), within.), with an inscri an inscription of 3ption of 34 lines. K4 lines. Klein’s arrlein’s arrlein’s arrangemenarrangements to purcts to purchase the shase the stone failetone failed; d; Saliäm el-Saliäm el-QaœriäQaœriä made a ha made a hand copy ofnd copynd copy of thcopy of the first fee first few lines, aw lines, and shortlynd shortly thereafte thereafter r Ya{quœbYa{quœb Karavaca  Karavaca made a papmade a paper squeezeepappaper squepaper squeeze. Becaueze. Because of compse of complications lications in negotiain negotiating the pting the purchase anurchase and deliveryd delivery of the st o of the stoof the stone, the Prne, the Prussian conussian consul requessul requested the heted the help of the lp of the Turkish auTurkish authorities.thorities. This disp Thi This displThis displeased the eased the Bedouin, wBedouin, who heated ho heated the stone the stone in a fire in a fire and then pand then poured coldoured cold water on  w water on iwater on it, causingt, causing it to bre it to break into scak into scores of piores of pieces. Someeces. Some 57 pieces 57 pieces (about tw (about two-thirds oo-ttwtwo-thirdstwo-thirds of the in of the inscription)scription) were ulti were ultimately purmately purchased, frchased, from which Com which Charles Cleharles Clermont-GannrmCleClermont-GClermont-Ganneau, usanneau, using the sqing the squeeze madeueeze made by Karava by Karavaca, was abca, was able to recole to reconstruct thnstruct recoreconstrucreconstruct the entit the entire inscripre inscription quitetion quite accuratel accurately.y.y.

The stone was discovered in the ruins of Dhiban, the capital of ancient 
Moab, by Bedouin, who brought it to the attention of F. A. Klein, an Anglican 
minister and medical missionary, in 1868. The stone is black basalt, ca. 1 m. x 60 
cm. x 60 cm. (3.3 ft. x 23.6 in. x 23.6 in.), with an inscription of 34 lines. Klein’s 
arrangements to purchase the stone failed; Saliäm el-Qaœriä made a hand 
copy of the first few lines, and shortly thereafter Ya{quœb Karavaca made a 
paper squeeze. Because of complications in negotiating the purchase and delivery 
of the stone, the Prussian consul requested the help of the Turkish authorities. 
This displeased the Bedouin, who heated the stone in a fire and then poured cold 



water on it, causing it to break into scores of pieces. Some 57 pieces (about 
two-thirds of the inscription) were ultimately purchased, from which Charles 
Clermont-Ganneau, using the squeeze made by Karavaca, was able to 
reconstruct the entire inscription quite accurately.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. A. DearJ. A. Dearman, ed., man, ed., Studies inStudies in the Mesha the Mesha Inscripti Inscription and Moaon and Moab.b. SBLABS 2  S SBLABS 2 (SBLABS 2 (Atlanta, 1Atlanta, 1989); S. H989); S. H. Horn, “T. Horn, “The Discovehe Discovery of the ry of the Moabite StMoabite Stone,” in one,” in The Word oThThe Word oThe Word of the Lordf the Lord Shall Go  Shall Go Forth,Forth, ed. C. L. ed. C. L. Meyers an Meyers and M. O’Cond M. O’Connor (Winonnor (Winona Lake, 19a Laa Lake, 1983Lake, 1983), 497–505), 497–505; G. L. Ma; G. L. Mattingly, “ttingly, “Moabites,”Moabites,” in  in Peoples ofPeoples of the Old T the Old Testament Westament Westament World,World, ed. A. J. ed. A. J. Hoerth, M Hoerth, Mattingly, attingly, and E. M. and E. M. Yamauchi (Yamauchi (Grand RapiGrand Rapids, 1994),ds, 1994), 317–33. 317–3 317–33.317–33.317–33.
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SBLABS 2 (Atlanta, 1989); S. H. Horn, “The Discovery of the Moabite Stone,” in 
The Word of the Lord Shall Go Forth, ed. C. L. Meyers and M. O’Connor (Winona 
Lake, 1983), 497–505; G. L. Mattingly, “Moabites,” in Peoples of the Old Testament 
World, ed. A. J. Hoerth, Mattingly, and E. M. Yamauchi (Grand Rapids, 1994), 
317–33.
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MOADIAHMOADIAH (Heb.  (Heb. mo®{ad�ya®mo®{ad�ya®)))

MOADIAH (Heb. mo®{ad�ya® )

Ancestor oAncestor of a familyf a family of priest of priests of the ts of the time of theime of the high prie high priest Joiakimst Joiakim (Neh. 12: (Neh. 12:17). The n17). T17). The name mThe name may be relaay be related to Maated to Maadiah.diah.

Ancestor of a family of priests of the time of the high priest Joiakim (Neh. 12:17). 
The name may be related to Maadiah.

MODEINMODEIN (Gk.  (Gk. ModeinModein)))

MODEIN (Gk. Modein)

A small viA small village, modllage, modern Ras Meern Ras Medieh (1501dieh (150148) ca. 2948) ca. 29 km. (18 m km. (18 mi.) NW of i.) NW of Jerusalem,JerusalemJerusalem,Jerusalem, the ances the ancestral home tral home of the Hasof the Hasmoneans anmoneans and the sited the site of the Ma of the Maccabean Reccabean Rccabean RevolutionRevolution in 167  in 167 B.C.E.B.C.E. The aged  The aged priest Matpriest Mattathias retathias refused to sfused to sacrifice aacrifice a sow to Ze sow to Ze sow to Zeus as coZeus as commanded bymmanded by Antiochus Antiochus IV Epipha IV Epiphanes and kines and killed anothlled another priest er priest who was gowho was who was going was going to do so, to do so, along withalong with the king’ the king’s messenges messenger (1 Macc.r (1 Macc. 2:15-27). 2:15-27). The Hasmo The Hasmo The Hasmonean Hasmonean family tomfamily tombs were atbs were at Modein (1 Modein (1 Macc. 2:7 Macc. 2:70; 9:19; 10; 9:19; 13:25-30).3:25-30).3:25-30).

A small village, modern Ras Medieh (150148) ca. 29 km. (18 mi.) NW of 
Jerusalem, the ancestral home of the Hasmoneans and the site of the Maccabean 
Revolution in 167 B.C.E. The aged priest Mattathias refused to sacrifice a sow to 
Zeus as commanded by Antiochus IV Epiphanes and killed another priest who 
was going to do so, along with the king’s messenger (1 Macc. 2:15-27). The 
Hasmonean family tombs were at Modein (1 Macc. 2:70; 9:19; 13:25-30).

Joe E. LunJoe E. Luncefordceford

Joe E. Lunceford

MOLADAHMOLADAH (Heb.  (Heb. mo®laœd�a®mo®laœd�a®)))

MOLADAH (Heb. mo®laœd�a® )

A place orA place or city in t city in the Negeb nhe Negeb near Beer-sear Beer-sheba, firsheba, first assignedt assigned to Judah  to Judah (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:26), descr26), 15:15:26), de15:26), described asscribed as lying tow lying toward the board the boundary of undary of Edom, thenEdom, then assigned  assigned to Simeon to Simeon (Josh. 19:((Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:2; cf. 1 C2; cf. 1 Chr. 4:28).hr. 4:28). It was re It was reoccupied boccupied by returniny returning exiles (g exiles (Neh. 11:26Neh. 11:26). The onl). The). The only mThe only mention of ention of the site othe site outside theutside the OT is on  OT is on an ostracoan ostracon found inn found in 1984 at  1984 at H¸orvat }UḨH¸orvat }UH¸orvat }Uzaza, but it p, but it provides norovides no insight i insight into its lonto its location. Thcation. The most proe most probably idenbably idenbably identificaidentification is wition is with Tel th Tel Malh�ata/TMalh�ata/Tell el-Milell el-Milh�h� (152069), (152069), located i located in the Beern the Beern the Beer-shebaBeer-sheba Valley be Valley between Aradtween Arad and Beer- and Beer-sheba.sheba.sheba.

A place or city in the Negeb near Beer-sheba, first assigned to Judah (Josh. 
15:26), described as lying toward the boundary of Edom, then assigned to Simeon 
(Josh. 19:2; cf. 1 Chr. 4:28). It was reoccupied by returning exiles (Neh. 11:26). 
The only mention of the site outside the OT is on an ostracon found in 1984 at 
H¸orvat }Uza, but it provides no insight into its location. The most probably 
identification is with Tel Malh�ata/Tell el-Milh�  (152069), located in the 
Beer-sheba Valley between Arad and Beer-sheba.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. I. Beit-ArI. Beit-Arieh and B.ieh and B. C. Cresso C. Cresson, “Horvatn, “Horvat  }Uza}Uza,” ,” BABA 54 (1991) 54 (1991) 54 (1991): 12(1991): 126–35.6–35.6–35.
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MOLECHMOLECH (Heb.  (Heb. moœlek�moœlek�)))

MOLECH (Heb. moœlek� )

A CanaanitA Canaanite-Israelite-Israelite god (LXXe god (LXX  MolochMoloch). The lon). The longstanding gstanding response oresponse of fascinatf fascination and hoion aion and horrorand horror stems fro stems from Molech’sm Molech’s presumed  presumed associatioassociation with then with the ritualist ritualistic killingic killing of human  of of human bof human beings. Theeings. The name is t name is typically rypically related to elated to a tri-radia tri-radical consoncal consonantal baseantal base  m-l-km-l-m-l-km-l-k that freq that frequently appuently appears in thears in the Hebrew Be Hebrew Bible. Whilible. While its varie its various vocalious vocalizations inzations inzations indicate aindicate a particula particular semanticr semantic value ass value associated wiociated with rulershth rulership (e.g., ip (e.g., melek�,melek�, “ruler”;  “ruler “ruler”; “ruler”; meïlu®k�a®meïlu®k�a®,, “royalty” “royalty”), the for), the form m m-l-km-l-k has been  has been interpreteinterpreted in aboutd in about eight ins e eight insteight instances as aances as a reference reference to a chth to a chthonic or a onic or a netherworlnetherworld deity and deity and patron od patron of human saf hf human sacrhuman sacrifice: Molifice: Molech “rulerech “ruler (of the n (of the netherworldetherworld”; Lev. 18”; Lev. 18:21; 20:2-:21; 20:2-5; 1 Kgs. 5; 1 Kgs. 11:7; 2 Kg11:711:7; 2 Kg11:7; 2 Kgs. 23:10; s. 23:10; Jer. 32:35Jer. 32:35; Amos 5:2; Amos 5:26? [cf. LX6? [cf. LXX]). A numX]). A number of schber of scholars, whiolars, while upholdile ule upholding upholding Heb. Heb. m-l-km-l-k’s connect’s connection with hion with human sacriuman sacrifice in thfice in these texts,ese texts, would int would interpret theerpintinterpret interpret these refethese references as rences as a technicaa technical name forl name for child sac child sacrifice knorifice known from Puwn from Punic sourcenicPuPunic sourPunic sources: a “ces: a “molk-molk-sacrifice.sacrifice.” This is ” This is unlikely, unlikely, however, ahowever, as confirmes confirmed in the ad in the associated ssoaassociatedassociated phrase “p phrase “playing thelaying the harlot af harlot after Molechter Molech” (cf. Lev” (cf. Lev. 20:5; al. 20:5; also Isa. 57so Isa. 57:3). In it:3). In :3). In its 40 In its 40 or so otheor so other occurrenr occurrences in theces in the OT, the p OT, the phrase “plahrase “playing the hying the harlot aftearlot after. . .” rer. . r. . .” refer. .” refers to religs to religious practious practices associces associated withiated with illicit d illicit deities, theities, their imageseir images, or numin, or numin, or numinous bnuminous beings sucheings such as ghosts as ghosts (e.g., th (e.g., the e }oœb�oœt�}oœb�oœt� and the  and the yiddeï{oœnyiddeï{oœniîmiîm). It neve)yiddeï{oœniîmyiddeï{oœnyiddeï{oœniîm). It niîm). It never expliever explicitly refecitly refers to the rs to the offering uoffering up of sacrip of sacrifices. In fices. In Lev. 20:5 Lev. 20:5Lev. 20:5 and e20:5 and elsewhere ilsewhere it would apt would appear that pear that a deity Moa deity Molech is inlech is in view, rat view, rather than sher than some techniomssome technsome technical term ical term for sacriffor sacrifice.ice.ice.

A Canaanite-Israelite god (LXX Moloch). The longstanding response of fascination 



and horror stems from Molech’s presumed association with the ritualistic killing 
of human beings. The name is typically related to a tri-radical consonantal base 
m-l-k that frequently appears in the Hebrew Bible. While its various vocalizations 
indicate a particular semantic value associated with rulership (e.g., melek�,  
“ruler”; meïlu®k�a®,  “royalty”), the form m-l-k has been interpreted in about 
eight instances as a reference to a chthonic or a netherworld deity and patron of 
human sacrifice: Molech “ruler (of the netherworld”; Lev. 18:21; 20:2-5; 1 Kgs. 
11:7; 2 Kgs. 23:10; Jer. 32:35; Amos 5:26? [cf. LXX]). A number of scholars, while 
upholding Heb. m-l-k’s connection with human sacrifice in these texts, would 
interpret these references as a technical name for child sacrifice known from 
Punic sources: a “molk-sacrifice.” This is unlikely, however, as confirmed in the 
associated phrase “playing the harlot after Molech” (cf. Lev. 20:5; also Isa. 57:3). 
In its 40 or so other occurrences in the OT, the phrase “playing the harlot after. 
. .” refers to religious practices associated with illicit deities, their images, or 
numinous beings such as ghosts (e.g., the }oœb�oœt�  and the 
yiddeï{oœniîm). It never explicitly refers to the offering up of sacrifices. In Lev. 
20:5 and elsewhere it would appear that a deity Molech is in view, rather than 
some technical term for sacrifice.

�Recently sRecently scholars hacholars have attemptve attempted to expled to exploit appareoit apparently relevntly relevant comparant comparative Nearative comparcomparativcomparative Near Ease Near Eastern data tern data pertainingpertaining to a deit to a deity M-l-k (fy M-l-k (frequently requently vocalized vocalized as Malik, as as Malik, as Malik, but nonethbut nonetheless vieweless viewed as cogned as cognate to bibate to biblical Molelical Molech). Alongch). Along these lin these lines and of es aes and of no and of no little conlittle consequence isequence is the ancis the ancient Near Eent Near Eastern andastern and biblical  biblical evidence aevidence attesting tttesaattesting attesting to the prato the practice of hctice of human sacriuman sacrifice more fice more generally,generally, irrespect irrespective of wheive of whether the stherwhewhether thwhether the sources e sources explicitlyexplicitly relate sa relate said ritualsid rituals to a deit to a deity M-l-k. Ry M-l-k. Related refelated references toerencerefreferencesreferences to the ri to the rite of humate of human sacrificn sacrifice underlyie underlying such bing such biblical phrblical phrases as “tases as “the one whohe onhe one who maone who makes his sokes his son or daughn or daughter pass tter pass through thehrough the fire” and fire” and the “sacr the “sacrifice of tifice of the firstbohetthe firstbthe firstborn to Yahorn to Yahweh” have weh” have been compabeen compared, contrred, contrasted, andasted, and equated w equated with those ith thoseith those mentthose mentioning Molioning Molech. Thereech. There remains t remains the added qhe added question ofuestion of whether t whether the ritual he ritualhe ritual kilritual killing of huling of humans was amans was a crisis ri crisis ritual or patual or part of the rt of the sacrificiasacrificial calendarl calendar. The evid. The evid. The evidence aevidence at hand sugt hand suggests thatgests that human sac human sacrifice courifice could functiold function in eithen in either, if not r, if not both, capaboth,both, capaboth, capacities.cities.cities.

Recently scholars have attempted to exploit apparently relevant 
comparative Near Eastern data pertaining to a deity M-l-k (frequently vocalized 
as Malik, but nonetheless viewed as cognate to biblical Molech). Along these lines 
and of no little consequence is the ancient Near Eastern and biblical evidence 
attesting to the practice of human sacrifice more generally, irrespective of 
whether the sources explicitly relate said rituals to a deity M-l-k. Related 
references to the rite of human sacrifice underlying such biblical phrases as “the 
one who makes his son or daughter pass through the fire” and the “sacrifice of 
the firstborn to Yahweh” have been compared, contrasted, and equated with 
those mentioning Molech. There remains the added question of whether the 
ritual killing of humans was a crisis ritual or part of the sacrificial calendar. The 
evidence at hand suggests that human sacrifice could function in either, if not 
both, capacities.

�The DeuterThe Deuteronomistic onomistic history, ahistory, although crlthough critical of itical of the practithe practice of humace of human sacrificn sacrifn sacrifice,sacrifice, preserves preserves the memor the memory of formey of former Israelitr Israelites and thees and their neighboir neighbors who indrs who indeed ritualeeindindeed ritindeed ritually killually killed their ced their children — hildren — Jephthah (Jephthah (Judg. 11:3Judg. 11:34-40); Hie4-40); Hiel (Josh. 6l (Josh. 6:26; 1 Kgs:26; 1 :26; 1 Kgs. 16:1 Kgs. 16:34); Ahaz 34); Ahaz (2 Kgs. 16(2 Kgs. 16:3); and M:3); and Manasseh (2anasseh (2 Kgs. 21:1 Kgs. 21:16). It fur6). It further acknother acknowledges thwleacknoacknowledgacknowledges the effes the efficacious picacious power of suower of such a rituach a ritual as in thl as in the sacrifice sacrifice of the Me of the Moabite prioabitMMoabite prMoabite prince offerince offered up by hed up by his father.is father. The perfo The performance of rmance of this rituathis ritual resultedl resulted in the wr in  in the wrain the wrath of the th of the deity (Chedeity (Chemosh?), fomosh?), forcing the rcing the IsraelitesIsraelites to retrea to retreat from Moat from Moab (2 Kgs. b (b (2 Kgs. 3:(2 Kgs. 3:27). It is27). It is not until not until much late much later during Jr during Josiah’s reosiah’s reform that form that the Tophetthe Topheth in the Hh in th in the Hinnomthe Hinnom Valley —  Valley — where humawhere human sacrificn sacrifice is portre is portrayed as haayed as having takenving taken place — w place —  place — was dest— was destroyed. Everoyed. Even then, thn then, the practicee practice endured w endured well beyondell beyond the late  the late preexilic preexilic period in pperiod in period in Judah (cf.Judah (cf. Jer. 2:23 Jer. 2:23; 7:31; 19; 7:31; 19:5-6, 11-1:5-6, 11-14; 31:40; 4; 31:40; 32:35).32:35).32:35).

The Deuteronomistic history, although critical of the practice of human 
sacrifice, preserves the memory of former Israelites and their neighbors who 
indeed ritually killed their children — Jephthah (Judg. 11:34-40); Hiel (Josh. 6:26; 
1 Kgs. 16:34); Ahaz (2 Kgs. 16:3); and Manasseh (2 Kgs. 21:16). It further 
acknowledges the efficacious power of such a ritual as in the sacrifice of the 
Moabite prince offered up by his father. The performance of this ritual resulted 
in the wrath of the deity (Chemosh?), forcing the Israelites to retreat from Moab 
(2 Kgs. 3:27). It is not until much later during Josiah’s reform that the Topheth in 
the Hinnom Valley — where human sacrifice is portrayed as having taken place 



— was destroyed. Even then, the practice endured well beyond the late preexilic 
period in Judah (cf. Jer. 2:23; 7:31; 19:5-6, 11-14; 31:40; 32:35).

�Human sacrHuman sacrifice as mifice as more generaore generally referrlly referred to in ted to in the phrase,he phrase, “the one  “the one who makes who mwho makes his makes his son or dauson or daughter passghter pass through t through the fire,” he fire,” is frequenis frequently and extly and exclusively clusively attributedattrattributedattributed to Canaan to Canaanite originite origins by some s by some biblical wbiblical writers (e.riters (e.g., Deut. g., Deut. 12:31). No12:31). Nonetheless,nethNoNonethelesNonetheless, some fos, some form of humarm of human sacrificn sacrifice was appae was apparently parrently part of the Yt of the Yahwistic cahwistic cult in preuccult in prcult in preexilic (aeexilic (and perhapsnd perhaps exilic) t exilic) times. Isa.imes. Isa. 30:33 cle 30:33 clearly connearly connects Yahwehcts Yahweh and human and  and human and human sacrifice sacrifice at the Topat the Topheth (readheth (read Molech fo Molech for r melek�melek� in v. 33b in v. 33b?); if no ?); if no such connesucsuch connesuch connection was ction was intended iintended in this alln this allusion to Ausion to Assyria’s assyria’s anticipatednticipated destructi destruction, one woon, oon, one would one would have expechave expected some dted some disclaimer isclaimer to that efto that effect. The fect. The “sacrifice“sacrifice of the fi of the firstborn torstbfifirstborn firstborn to Yahweh”to Yahweh” and the M and the Molech sacrolech sacrifice wereifice were probably  probably closely reclosely related, if lated, if not one annotnot one annot one and the samed the same cult. Alt cult. Although the hough the former reqformer required thatuired that the first the firstborn sons born sons be sacrifibbe sacrifibe sacrificed to Yahced to Yahweh while weh while the latterthe latter listed as listed as sacrifice sacrifices childrens children generally generally (of both  (of bo (of both sexesboth sexes), the fac), the fact that daut that daughters coughters could legallyld legally substitut substitute for sonse for sons as firstb as firstborn heirs orn heorn heirs favoheirs favors the equrs the equation of tation of these two chese two cults (cf. ults (cf. Num. 27:1-Num. 27:1-8 and the 8 and the texts fromtexts from Emar and  Em Emar and NEmar and Nuzi regarduzi regarding the leing the legal substigal substitution of tution of daughters daughters for sons wfor sons within the ithin the context ofconcontext ofcontext of inheritan inheritance). The tce). The two traditiwo traditions might ons might reflect threflect the same cule same cult but fromt but from complemen co complementcomplementary perspeary perspectives, onctives, one from thee from the more part more particular andicular and the other the other from the  from th from the more gthe more general (oreneral (or is one a  is one a subset of subset of the other?the other?). Therefo). Therefore, texts re, texts that referthat refer to the sa to  to the sacto the sacrifice of rifice of the firstbthe firstborn to Yahorn to Yahweh (e.g.,weh (e.g., Gen. 22:1 Gen. 22:1-14; Exod.-14; Exod. 13:2, 12- 13:2, 12-13, 15; Mi13, 113, 15; Mic. 615; Mic. 6:6-7) can :6-7) can be relatedbe related to the Mo to the Molech cult.lech cult. Molech’s  Molech’s associatioassociations with Bans with Baal (ratheral (ral (rather th(rather than Yahweh)an Yahweh) in biblic in biblical traditial traditions (cf. Jons (cf. Jer. 2:23; er. 2:23; 19:5; 32:319:5; 32:35) are mor5) are more likely pe likelye likely parlikely part of the it of the inventive Dnventive Deuteronomieuteronomistic rhetostic rhetorical polerical polemic to “Camic to “Canaanize” wnaanize” what was fohawwhat was fwhat was formerly a ormerly a non-Deuternon-Deuteronomistic,onomistic, but Yahwi but Yahwistic, Israstic, Israelite pracelite practice of hutice of human sacrifmhuhuman sacrhuman sacrifice.ifice.ifice.

Human sacrifice as more generally referred to in the phrase, “the one who 
makes his son or daughter pass through the fire,” is frequently and exclusively 
attributed to Canaanite origins by some biblical writers (e.g., Deut. 12:31). 
Nonetheless, some form of human sacrifice was apparently part of the Yahwistic 
cult in preexilic (and perhaps exilic) times. Isa. 30:33 clearly connects Yahweh 
and human sacrifice at the Topheth (read Molech for melek�  in v. 33b?); if no 
such connection was intended in this allusion to Assyria’s anticipated destruction, 
one would have expected some disclaimer to that effect. The “sacrifice of the 
firstborn to Yahweh” and the Molech sacrifice were probably closely related, if 
not one and the same cult. Although the former required that the firstborn sons 
be sacrificed to Yahweh while the latter listed as sacrifices children generally (of 
both sexes), the fact that daughters could legally substitute for sons as firstborn 
heirs favors the equation of these two cults (cf. Num. 27:1-8 and the texts from 
Emar and Nuzi regarding the legal substitution of daughters for sons within the 
context of inheritance). The two traditions might reflect the same cult but from 
complementary perspectives, one from the more particular and the other from 
the more general (or is one a subset of the other?). Therefore, texts that refer 
to the sacrifice of the firstborn to Yahweh (e.g., Gen. 22:1-14; Exod. 13:2, 12-13, 
15; Mic. 6:6-7) can be related to the Molech cult. Molech’s associations with Baal 
(rather than Yahweh) in biblical traditions (cf. Jer. 2:23; 19:5; 32:35) are more 
likely part of the inventive Deuteronomistic rhetorical polemic to “Canaanize” 
what was formerly a non-Deuteronomistic, but Yahwistic, Israelite practice of 
human sacrifice.

�As added cAs added confirmatioonfirmation of the en of the endurance andurance and pervasind pervasiveness of veness of the practithe practice, Ezekiece, Ezce, Ezekiel imEzekiel implies thatplies that Yahweh ha Yahweh had commanded commanded the Israd the Israelites to elites to participatparticipate in the se in the sacrifice oacssacrifice sacrifice of their fof their firstborn (irstborn (Ezek. 20:2Ezek. 20:25-26), but5-26), but qualifies qualifies this law  this law as a form as a form of punishmof punishof punishmentpunishment. Similarl. Similarly, Exod. 2y, Exod. 22:29-30(MT2:29-30(MT 28–29) co 28–29) comprises anmprises an unqualifi unqualified demand ed demanded demand to demand to make the fmake the firstborn sirstborn sacrifice tacrifice to Yahweh; o Yahweh; the optionthe option to redeem to redeem the first the firstborn is nobfirstfirstborn firstborn is not offis not offered here ered here as in lateas in later and Prier and Priestly textsstly texts. In the l. In the light of Jeight of Jeremiah’s cremiah’s JeJeremiah’sJeremiah’s condemnat condemnation of theion of the practice  practice and Ezekieand Ezekiel’s recognl’s recognition thatition that Yahweh ha Yahweh had once condhahad once chad once condoned thondoned the ritual ke ritual killing of illing of humans, ithumans, it is self-e is self-evident thavident that for manyt for many it was an it w it was an accwas an acceptable foeptable form of Yahwrm of Yahweh worshipeh worship. Mic. 6:7. Mic. 6:7 might imp might imply that thly that the most powe most powe most powerful spowerful sacrifice tacrifice that could hat could be offeredbe offered to Yahweh to Yahweh was child was child sacrifice sacrifice; he eithe; he either endorsesr enr endorses sendorses said practiaid practice or posece or poses a rhetors a rhetorically chaically charged questrged question elicition eliciting an emping an emphatic No!hatiempemphatic Nemphatic No!o!o!

As added confirmation of the endurance and pervasiveness of the practice, 
Ezekiel implies that Yahweh had commanded the Israelites to participate in the 
sacrifice of their firstborn (Ezek. 20:25-26), but qualifies this law as a form of 
punishment. Similarly, Exod. 22:29-30(MT 28–29) comprises an unqualified 
demand to make the firstborn sacrifice to Yahweh; the option to redeem the 
firstborn is not offered here as in later and Priestly texts. In the light of 
Jeremiah’s condemnation of the practice and Ezekiel’s recognition that Yahweh 
had once condoned the ritual killing of humans, it is self-evident that for many it 
was an acceptable form of Yahweh worship. Mic. 6:7 might imply that the most 
powerful sacrifice that could be offered to Yahweh was child sacrifice; he either 
endorses said practice or poses a rhetorically charged question eliciting an 
emphatic No!

�Whether orWhether or not Yahwe not Yahweh and Moleh and Molech are to ch are to be considebe considered one anred one and the samed the same deity wit samesame deitysame deity with resp with respect to theect to their roles iir roles in the cultn the cult of human  of human sacrifice sacrifice begs the qbegs the question. Suestiqquestion. question. Several reSeveral relevant paslevant passages (e.gsages (e.g., Jer. 32., Jer. 32:35; Ezek.:35; Ezek. 23:38-39; 23:38-39; Lev. 20:3 Lev. 20:3; Zeph. 1:; Zeph; Zeph. 1:5)Zeph. 1:5) indicate  indicate that the Mthat the Molech cultolech cult was consi was considered by sdered by some sectorome sectors of Israes of Israelite socielitIsraeIsraelite Israelite society associety as part of t part of the Yahwisthe Yahwistic cult. Tic cult. The locatiohe location of the Mn of the Molech cultolech cult in the ne in the in the nearbythe nearby Hinnom Va Hinnom Valley rathelley rather than in r than in the Jerusathe Jerusalem templelem temple precinct  precinct might be rmight be reflective erreflectivereflective of an int of an intra-Israelira-Israelite debate te debate over its rover its relative stelative status withiatus within the Yahwn the Yahweh cult. Ieh culteh cult. It mcult. It might well ight well have been have been observed iobserved in the tempn the temple precincle precinct in the dt in the days of Ahaays of Ahaz (Hezekiaz (Hz (Hezekiah?(Hezekiah?) and Mana) and Manasseh, but sseh, but then movedthen moved to the Hi to the Hinnom Vallennom Valley in the iy in the initial stanitial stages of Josgestastages of stages of Josiah’s rJosiah’s reign and aeign and again theregain thereafter (cf.after (cf. Jer. 7:31 Jer. 7:31-32; 19:5)-32; 19:5); note too; note too that Heze that H that Hezekiah nHezekiah never conceever concerns himselrns himself with outf with outlawing thelawing the existent  existent Molech culMolech cult (cf. 2 Kt (cf. 2 Kgs. 18:1-4gsKKgs. 18:1-Kgs. 18:1-4). Furthe4). Furthermore, 2 Krmore, 2 Kgs. 16:3; gs. 16:3; 21:6 (cf. 21:6 (cf. also a foralso a form of humanm of human sacrifice sacrifice as practi as p as practiced practiced by the norby the northern kingthern kings, 17:17) s, 17:17) do not locdo not locate that cate that cult at theult at the Topheth.  Topheth. The lack oTheThe lack oThe lack of explicitf explicit mention o mention of the Molef the Molech cult anch cult and the faild the failure to atture to attribute itsribute its establish estab establishmestablishment to Ahaent to Ahaz or Manasz or Manasseh in Josseh in Josiah’s defiiah’s defilement of lement of the Tophetthe Topheth in 2 Kgsh in 2 Kgs. 23:10 mi. KgsKgs. 23:10Kgs. 23:10 might be  might be of no smalof no small consequel consequence. The Mnce. The Molech cultolech cult as portra as portrayed in Deuyed in Deuyed in DeuteronomDeuteronomistic and istic and related trrelated traditions waditions was probablas probably not reley not relegated to agated to areas outsireas outside the temdoutsioutside thoutside the temple pe temple precincts. recincts. TraditionsTraditions like 2 Kg like 2 Kgs. 21:3-6;s. 21:3-6; 23:11-12  23:11-12 assume theassume the worship o wo worship ofworship of several C several Canaanite-Ianaanite-Israelite dsraelite deities as eities as taking plataking place within ce within the Jerusathe Jerusalem templelem telem temple pretemple precinct (e.gcinct (e.g., Baal, A., Baal, Asherah, thsherah, the host of e host of heaven, anheaven, and the solad the solar deity), r deity), and the saand thand the same mthe same might have ight have applied inapplied in the case  the case of Molech.of Molech.

Whether or not Yahweh and Molech are to be considered one and the 
same deity with respect to their roles in the cult of human sacrifice begs the 
question. Several relevant passages (e.g., Jer. 32:35; Ezek. 23:38-39; Lev. 20:3; 



Zeph. 1:5) indicate that the Molech cult was considered by some sectors of 
Israelite society as part of the Yahwistic cult. The location of the Molech cult in 
the nearby Hinnom Valley rather than in the Jerusalem temple precinct might be 
reflective of an intra-Israelite debate over its relative status within the Yahweh 
cult. It might well have been observed in the temple precinct in the days of Ahaz 
(Hezekiah?) and Manasseh, but then moved to the Hinnom Valley in the initial 
stages of Josiah’s reign and again thereafter (cf. Jer. 7:31-32; 19:5); note too that 
Hezekiah never concerns himself with outlawing the existent Molech cult (cf. 2 
Kgs. 18:1-4). Furthermore, 2 Kgs. 16:3; 21:6 (cf. also a form of human sacrifice as 
practiced by the northern kings, 17:17) do not locate that cult at the Topheth. 
The lack of explicit mention of the Molech cult and the failure to attribute its 
establishment to Ahaz or Manasseh in Josiah’s defilement of the Topheth in 2 
Kgs. 23:10 might be of no small consequence. The Molech cult as portrayed in 
Deuteronomistic and related traditions was probably not relegated to areas 
outside the temple precincts. Traditions like 2 Kgs. 21:3-6; 23:11-12 assume the 
worship of several Canaanite-Israelite deities as taking place within the Jerusalem 
temple precinct (e.g., Baal, Asherah, the host of heaven, and the solar deity), and 
the same might have applied in the case of Molech.

�The lack oThe lack of extrabibf extrabiblical conflical confirmation firmation for the exior the existence of stence of a specifica specifically chthoally chthonic or netnchthochthonic ochthonic or netherwor netherworld aspectrld aspect of a deit of a deity M-l-k any M-l-k and for his d for his status as status as patron of patron of a cult of a cua cult of hucult of human sacrifman sacrifice ought ice ought to elicit to elicit caution ascaution as regards a regards a straightf straightforward hisorward historical retoricahishistoricalhistorical reading o reading of the biblf the biblical portrical portrayal of thayal of the Molech ce Molech cult. Moreoult. Moreover, tensiver, tensions evidenons eons evident inevident in the bibli the biblical traditcal traditions regarions regarding the nding the nature and ature and extent of extent of human sacrhuman sacrifice suggificesacrsacrifice sacrifice suggest ansuggest another instother instance whereance wherein Deuteroin Deuteronomistic hnomistic history empistory employed a stloyed a strategy of rststrategy ostrategy of rhetoricf rhetorical polemical polemic. By artif. By artificially aticially attributing tributing to Molech to Molech patronage patronage over the cover tover the cult othe cult of human saf human sacrifice, tcrifice, the Deuterohe Deuteronomists sonomists sought to diught to distance thestance the practice  practice from its ofrofrom its ofrom its origins in rigins in the Yahwehthe Yahweh cult alto cult altogether. Thgether. The rhetorice rhetorical charactal character of the er of the DeuteronomDeuDeuteronomDeuteronomistic portistic portrayal findrayal finds its cleas its clearest confirest confirmation inrmation in the fact  the fact that non-Dthat non-Deuteronomieutnon-Dnon-Deuternon-Deuteronomistic onomistic (and non-P(and non-Priestly) briestly) biblical triblical traditions daditions do not disto not distance humanance human sacrifice s sacrifice sacrifice from the cfrom the cult of Yahult of Yahweh (cf. tweh (cf. texts preseexts preserving the rving the sacrifice sacrifice of the firof the firstborn). Istborn)firfirstborn)firstborn). If one g. If one grants thatrants that Molech wa Molech was Yahweh’ss Yahweh’s chthonic  chthonic aspect or aspect or an indepenan independent nethedeindepenindependenindependent netherwot netherworld deity rld deity of the Yahof the Yahwistic culwistic cult in late t in late preexilic preexilic Judah, oneJudah, one would har wo would hardwould hardly expect ly expect the Deuterthe Deuteronomistic onomistic and Priestand Priestly traditily traditions to ackons to acknowledge onowledge onowledge openly thaopenly that reality.t reality. Rather, i Rather, in line witn line with the Deuth the Deuteronomistieronomistic tendencyc tendency to reduce to reduce the divin th the divinethe divine populatio population of heaven of heaven (as regan (as regards a Yahwrds a Yahwistic pantistic pantheon), a dheon), a deity such eity such as Molech as Mas Molech — rMolech — real or coneal or contrived — wtrived — would be poould be portrayed asrtrayed as a Canaani a Canaanite deity ate deity and Israel’nd Israend Israel’s aIsrael’s adherence tdherence to his culto his cult explained explained as the ou as the outgrowth oftgrowth of “syncreti “syncretistic” tendstic” tendencies (cfencitendtendenciestendencies (cf. the  (cf. the DeuteronomDeuteronomistic poleistic polemic againsmic against the goddt the goddess Asheraess Asherah, known th, known th, known to be the to be the consort ofconsort of Yahweh in Yahweh in non-Deute non-Deuteronomisticronomistic forms of  forms of Yahwism, bYahwism, but in Deutut in Deut in DeuteronomDeuteronomistic circistic circles identiles identified as a fied as a Canaanite Canaanite deity and deity and wife of Bawife of Baal).al).al).

The lack of extrabiblical confirmation for the existence of a specifically 
chthonic or netherworld aspect of a deity M-l-k and for his status as patron of a 
cult of human sacrifice ought to elicit caution as regards a straightforward 
historical reading of the biblical portrayal of the Molech cult. Moreover, tensions 
evident in the biblical traditions regarding the nature and extent of human 
sacrifice suggest another instance wherein Deuteronomistic history employed a 
strategy of rhetorical polemic. By artificially attributing to Molech patronage over 
the cult of human sacrifice, the Deuteronomists sought to distance the practice 
from its origins in the Yahweh cult altogether. The rhetorical character of the 
Deuteronomistic portrayal finds its clearest confirmation in the fact that 
non-Deuteronomistic (and non-Priestly) biblical traditions do not distance human 
sacrifice from the cult of Yahweh (cf. texts preserving the sacrifice of the 
firstborn). If one grants that Molech was Yahweh’s chthonic aspect or an 
independent netherworld deity of the Yahwistic cult in late preexilic Judah, one 
would hardly expect the Deuteronomistic and Priestly traditions to acknowledge 
openly that reality. Rather, in line with the Deuteronomistic tendency to reduce 
the divine population of heaven (as regards a Yahwistic pantheon), a deity such as 
Molech — real or contrived — would be portrayed as a Canaanite deity and 
Israel’s adherence to his cult explained as the outgrowth of “syncretistic” 
tendencies (cf. the Deuteronomistic polemic against the goddess Asherah, known 
to be the consort of Yahweh in non-Deuteronomistic forms of Yahwism, but in 
Deuteronomistic circles identified as a Canaanite deity and wife of Baal).
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MOLIDMOLID (Heb.  (Heb. mo®liîd�mo®liîd�)))

MOLID (Heb. mo®liîd� )

A JudahiteA Judahite of the li of the line of Jerane of Jerahmeel; thehmeel; the son of Ab son of Abishur and ishur and Abihail (1Abihail (1 Chr. 2:29 Chr. 2:29).).

A Judahite of the line of Jerahmeel; the son of Abishur and Abihail (1 Chr. 2:29).

MOLOCHMOLOCHMOLOCH

MOLOCH

�SeeSee  MOLECHMOLECH..

See MOLECH.

MOLTEN IMAMOLTEN IMAGEGEGE

MOLTEN IMAGE

�SeeSee  IDOL, IDOLIDOL, IDOLATRYATRY..

See IDOL, IDOLATRY.

MONEYMONEYMONEY

MONEY

The means The means for exchanfor exchange of goodge of goods and servs and services. It fices. It functions aunctions as a reflexs a reflex of econom of economic intercoiceconomeconomic ieconomic intercoursentercourse, measurin, measuring relativeg relative worth, an worth, and facilitad facilitating the tting the transactionransaction of commod of  of commodiof commodities. Cointies. Coinage is theage is the minted fo minted form of monerm of money, standary, standardized and dized and sanctionedsanctionesanctionedsanctioned by a gove by a government agernment agency to benncy to benefit econoefit economic coopermic cooperation. A dation. A discussion iscussionddiscussiondiscussion of money  of money in the Bibin the Bible is the le is the systematicsystematic treatment treatment of the co of the complex of bmplex of biblical reiblbbiblical rbiblical references eferences to commodito commodities of exties of exchange.change.change.

The means for exchange of goods and services. It functions as a reflex of 
economic intercourse, measuring relative worth, and facilitating the transaction 
of commodities. Coinage is the minted form of money, standardized and 
sanctioned by a government agency to benefit economic cooperation. A 
discussion of money in the Bible is the systematic treatment of the complex of 
biblical references to commodities of exchange.

�The precurThe precursors to cosors to coinage wereinage were barter, p barter, precious merecious metals, weigtals, weights, and mhts, and measures. Ieasurmmeasures. measures. In the bibIn the biblical textlical text metal ing metal ingots and jeots and jewelry werewelry were used as p used as payment (Joayment (Josh. 7:21; sh.(Jo(Josh. 7:2(Josh. 7:21; Gen. 331; Gen. 33:19). Gold:19). Gold and silve and silver were mear were measured in vsured in various denarious denominationsominations. The term. denominationsdenominatidenominations. The tons. The terms for terms for the varioushe various weights i weights include thenclude the talent, m talent, mina, shekeina, shekel, pim, bel, shekeshekel, pishekel, pim, bekah, m, bekah, and gerah.and gerah. There is  There is a great dea great degree of cogree of continuity bntinuity between praetween practices refctiprapractices practices reflected reflected in the Bibin the Bible and thole and those of the se of the wider anciwider ancient Near Eent Near East.ast.ast.

The precursors to coinage were barter, precious metals, weights, and 
measures. In the biblical text metal ingots and jewelry were used as payment 
(Josh. 7:21; Gen. 33:19). Gold and silver were measured in various 
denominations. The terms for the various weights include the talent, mina, 
shekel, pim, bekah, and gerah. There is a great degree of continuity between 
practices reflected in the Bible and those of the wider ancient Near East.

�ReferencesReferences to money  to money occur in eoccur in every histovery historical perirical period and litod and literary genrerary genre of the Be of the of the Bible.the Bible. In the an In the ancestral pecestral period, therriod, there are the e are the transactiotransactions of Abrans of Abraham (Gen. ham (Gen. 23:15-16) 23:123:15-16) 23:15-16) and the moand the mortgage polrtgage policies of Jicies of Joseph in Eoseph in Egypt (47:1gypt (47:14–26). In 4–26). In the monarcthe monarchical perihmonarcmonarchicamonarchical period, l period, there is tthere is the royal ehe royal economy of conomy of Solomon (1Solomon (1 Kgs. 9:10 Kgs. 9:10-28; 10:14-28; 10:14-28; 10:14-29).10:14-29). The legal The legal codes con codes contain signitain significant datficant data concernia concerning money, ng money, usually inusually in connectio con connectionconnection with tith with tithes and offes and offerings (e.erings (e.g., Deut. g., Deut. 14:25; cf.14:25; cf. Exod. 30: Exod. 30:16; Num. 116; Num. 18:29), sla8:29118:29), sl18:29), slaves (Exodaves (Exod. 21:21), . 21:21), restitutiorestitution for daman for damages (21:32ges (21:32), or the ), or the charging ocharging of interestf intef interest (interest (22:25[MT 222:25[MT 24]). The p4]). The prophets derophets denounce franounce fraudulent buudulent business prasiness practices (Hoctices (Hoctices (Hos. 12:7(Hos. 12:7; Amos 8:5; Amos 8:5; Mic. 6:1; Mic. 6:11) and eco1) and economic opprnomic oppression (Amession (Amos 2:6; 8:os 2:6; 8:6).6).6).

References to money occur in every historical period and literary genre of 
the Bible. In the ancestral period, there are the transactions of Abraham (Gen. 
23:15-16) and the mortgage policies of Joseph in Egypt (47:14–26). In the 
monarchical period, there is the royal economy of Solomon (1 Kgs. 9:10-28; 
10:14-29). The legal codes contain significant data concerning money, usually in 
connection with tithes and offerings (e.g., Deut. 14:25; cf. Exod. 30:16; Num. 
18:29), slaves (Exod. 21:21), restitution for damages (21:32), or the charging of 
interest (22:25[MT 24]). The prophets denounce fraudulent business practices 
(Hos. 12:7; Amos 8:5; Mic. 6:11) and economic oppression (Amos 2:6; 8:6).

�Preexilic Preexilic Hebrew insHebrew inscriptions criptions contain recontain references tferences to the preco the precious metalious metals, and ings, and is, and ingots andingots and jars of j jars of jewelry havewelry have been atte been attested archested archaeologicalaeologically. An ostly. An ostracon founracon found at Tell d ad at Tell Qaat Tell Qasile, datisile, dating to the ng to the time of Hetime of Hezekiah (71zekiah (715–687 5–687 B.C.E.B.C.E.), demonst), demonstrates the rates the import of imimport of import of gold. Two gold. Two ostraca frostraca from Arad anom Arad and one fromd one from Yavneh-ya Yavneh-yam refer tom refer to weighed q weighe weighed quweighed quantities oantities of silver, f silver, the denomithe denomination beination being the sheng the shekel. Hoardkel. Hoards from this from this period (s ps period (atperiod (at Gaza, She Gaza, Shechem, Megichem, Megiddo, Beth-ddo, Beth-shan, Bethshan, Beth-shemesh, -shemesh, and En-gedand En-gedi) suggesti) suggesi) suggest thsuggest that preciouat precious metal was metal was becomings becoming recognize recognized for its d for its transactiotransactional value nal value and that tanand that tand that the movemenhe movement toward ct toward coinage wasoinage was underway. underway. The preex The preexilic ilic lmlklmlk and roset and rose and rosette strosette stamps, offiamps, official seal cial seal impressionimpressions found ons found on jar handl jar handles of stores of storage potterage pottery, constity, coy, constituteconstitute a precede a precedent for thent for the royal san royal sanction of gction of goods and moods and measures. Teasures. The value ohe value of money, hfoof money, of money, however, whowever, was regulatas regulated by marked by market forces et forces and the diand the differentialfferential was confi was configured in wgconficonfiguredconfigured in weight in weight. Referenc. References to the es to the “weights c“weights current amourrent among the merng the merchants” (Gchants” (Gchants” (Gen. 23:1(Gen. 23:16), “the r6), “the royal weighoyal weight” (2 Sam.t” (2 Sam. 14:26), a 14:26), and “the shnd “the shekel of thekel of the sanctuare sanctuary” (Exod. y” (y” (Exod. 30:(Exod. 30:13) sugges13) suggest that vart that various standious standards were ards were simultaneosimultaneously in efusly in effect.fect.fect.

Preexilic Hebrew inscriptions contain references to the precious metals, and 
ingots and jars of jewelry have been attested archaeologically. An ostracon found 
at Tell Qasile, dating to the time of Hezekiah (715–687 B.C.E.), demonstrates the 



import of gold. Two ostraca from Arad and one from Yavneh-yam refer to 
weighed quantities of silver, the denomination being the shekel. Hoards from this 
period (at Gaza, Shechem, Megiddo, Beth-shan, Beth-shemesh, and En-gedi) 
suggest that precious metal was becoming recognized for its transactional value 
and that the movement toward coinage was underway. The preexilic lmlk and 
rosette stamps, official seal impressions found on jar handles of storage pottery, 
constitute a precedent for the royal sanction of goods and measures. The value 
of money, however, was regulated by market forces and the differential was 
configured in weight. References to the “weights current among the merchants” 
(Gen. 23:16), “the royal weight” (2 Sam. 14:26), and “the shekel of the sanctuary” 
(Exod. 30:13) suggest that various standards were simultaneously in effect.

�According According to Herodotto Herodotus, coinagus, coinage originate originated in Asiaed in Asia Minor in  Minor in the secondthe second half of t half o half of the 7thof the 7th century.  century. SubsequentSubsequently, many Gly, many Greek citiereek cities issued cs issued coins, althoins, although the Aough the Athenian cothAAthenian cAthenian coins achieoins achieved widestved widest circulati circulation. The Peon. The Persian impersian imperial mintsrial mints found onl found only limited y ly limited dilimited distributionstribution, other th, other than the golan the gold daric isd daric issued by thsued by the Persian e Persian king Dariuking Darius I ca. 51s I cas I ca. 515. Tca. 515. Trade with rade with the Phoenithe Phoenicians and cians and Greeks intGreeks introduced coroduced coinage intoinage into Palestine Palestine. Imported. PalestinePalestine.Palestine. Imported  Imported Greek silvGreek silver coins per coins predominateredominated togetherd together with Athe with Athenian tetranian tetradrachma imdtetratetradrachtetradrachma imitatima imitations from tons from the Phoeniche Phoenician citiesian cities of Arvad, of Arvad, Byblos, S Byblos, Sidon, and idon, and Tyre. SomeTyrTyre. SomeTyre. Some coins wer coins were producede produced and circu and circulated by llated by local mintsocal mints, includin, including Gaza, Sag Gaza, Samaria, AshmSaSamaria, ASamaria, Ashdod, Askshdod, Askelon, and elon, and Jerusalem.Jerusalem. These coi These coins are oftns are often designaen designated as “Phted as “Philisto-Arai“Ph“Philisto-“Philisto-Arabian” oArabian” or simply “r simply “PalestiniaPalestinian.” They fn.” They followed thollowed the Atheniane Athenian standard  standard and were eanand were eand were exclusivelyxclusively silver. I silver. In additionn addition, provinci, provincial coins wal coins with the apith the appellation pellation “Yehud” we“Yehu“Yehud” we“Yehud” were in circre in circulation frulation from ca. 400om ca. 400 on into t on into the Ptolemahe Ptolemaic period.ic period. These wer These wer These were strucwere struck by the gk by the governor ofovernor of the Yehud the Yehud province, province, as is evi as is evident in andent in another grouother group of coinspgrougroup of cgroup of coins with oins with the legendthe legend “Yehezqiy “Yehezqiyah the govah the governor.” Thernor.” The iconograe iconographic desigphic desigphic design of design of these cointhese coins imitatess imitates the Attic the Attic tradition tradition, showing , showing the head othe head of the goddf the goddess Athenaess goddgoddess Atgoddess Athena on thhena on the obverse e obverse and the syand the symbol of anmbol of an owl, late owl, later the lilyr the lily and the f and the falcon, togalcffalcon, tofalcon, together witgether with the legeh the legend on the nd on the reverse. Oreverse. One Yehud cne Yehud coin from toin from this era behis era bears the reabebears the bears the representarepresentation of antion of an enthroned enthroned deity, pe deity, perhaps Yahwrhaps Yahweh, thougheh, though this is d this is debated. Thebddebated. Tdebated. The impresshe impression of theion of the enthroned enthroned deity, to deity, together witgether with that of h that of the goddesthe goddess Athena, sgoddesgoddess Atgoddess Athena, sugghena, suggests that ests that at this tiat this time the Jewme the Jewish mintinish minting authoritg authorities had feies had few scruplesw scw scruples wscruples with the icith the iconographiconographic represent representation of dation of deities. Coeities. Contemporanentemporaneous with tous with the Yehud chtthe Yehud the Yehud coins of Ycoins of Yehezqiyah,ehezqiyah, sometime  sometime during theduring the second ha second half of the lf of the 4th centur4th centur4th century, acentury, are coins fre coins from Samarirom Samaria bearing a bearing the legendthe legend “Jeroboam “Jeroboam.” This is.” This is likely a  likely a Samaritan SamSamaritan Samaritan governor, governor, who assumewho assumed a name rd a name reminiscenteminiscent of the no of the northern Isrrthern Israelite dynaelite dyaelite dynasty.dynasty.dynasty.

According to Herodotus, coinage originated in Asia Minor in the second half 
of the 7th century. Subsequently, many Greek cities issued coins, although the 
Athenian coins achieved widest circulation. The Persian imperial mints found only 
limited distribution, other than the gold daric issued by the Persian king Darius I 
ca. 515. Trade with the Phoenicians and Greeks introduced coinage into 
Palestine. Imported Greek silver coins predominated together with Athenian 
tetradrachma imitations from the Phoenician cities of Arvad, Byblos, Sidon, and 
Tyre. Some coins were produced and circulated by local mints, including Gaza, 
Samaria, Ashdod, Askelon, and Jerusalem. These coins are often designated as 
“Philisto-Arabian” or simply “Palestinian.” They followed the Athenian standard 
and were exclusively silver. In addition, provincial coins with the appellation 
“Yehud” were in circulation from ca. 400 on into the Ptolemaic period. These 
were struck by the governor of the Yehud province, as is evident in another 
group of coins with the legend “Yehezqiyah the governor.” The iconographic 
design of these coins imitates the Attic tradition, showing the head of the 
goddess Athena on the obverse and the symbol of an owl, later the lily and the 
falcon, together with the legend on the reverse. One Yehud coin from this era 
bears the representation of an enthroned deity, perhaps Yahweh, though this is 
debated. The impression of the enthroned deity, together with that of the 
goddess Athena, suggests that at this time the Jewish minting authorities had few 
scruples with the iconographic representation of deities. Contemporaneous with 
the Yehud coins of Yehezqiyah, sometime during the second half of the 4th 
century, are coins from Samaria bearing the legend “Jeroboam.” This is likely a 
Samaritan governor, who assumed a name reminiscent of the northern Israelite 
dynasty.

�Ezra and NEzra and Nehemiah coehemiah contain manyntain many reference references to moneys to money, but it i, but it is difficuls difficult to detert to det to determine determine whether thwhether this is coinis is coinage or bulage or bullion. For lion. For the rebuilthe rebuilding of thding of the temple, e temple, still duristill still duristill during the timng the time of Cyruse of Cyrus, “sixty-o, “sixty-one thousanne thousand darics od darics of gold, fif gold, five thousanve thousand minas ofd mind minas of sminas of silver” werilver” were donated e donated (Ezra 2:69(Ezra 2:69; cf. Neh.; cf. Neh. 7:70-71). 7:70-71). Payments  Payments in money win money were made tewwere made were made to membersto members of guilds of guilds (Ezra 3:7 (Ezra 3:7). The gov). The governors of ernors of Yehud implYehud implemented a ementedimplimplementeimplemented a tax std a tax structure whructure which includich included “shekeled “shekels of silves of silver” (Neh. 5r” (Neh. 5:15; 10:32:15; 10:32[33]). The[310:3210:32[33])10:32[33]). The citi. The citizens of Yezens of Yehud mortgahud mortgaged their ged their property aproperty and possessnd possessions in exions in exchange forcexexchange fexchange for money tor money to pay the o pay the royal tax royal tax (Neh. 5:4,(Neh. 5:4, 10-11). W 10-11). Whether thehether the reference reference referencesreferences be to coi be to coinage or bunage or bullion, Ezrllion, Ezra and Nehea and Nehemiah suggemiah suggest bustlinst bustling economicg economicg economic aeconomic activity.ctivity.ctivity.

Ezra and Nehemiah contain many references to money, but it is difficult to 
determine whether this is coinage or bullion. For the rebuilding of the temple, 
still during the time of Cyrus, “sixty-one thousand darics of gold, five thousand 
minas of silver” were donated (Ezra 2:69; cf. Neh. 7:70-71). Payments in money 



were made to members of guilds (Ezra 3:7). The governors of Yehud 
implemented a tax structure which included “shekels of silver” (Neh. 5:15; 
10:32[33]). The citizens of Yehud mortgaged their property and possessions in 
exchange for money to pay the royal tax (Neh. 5:4, 10-11). Whether the 
references be to coinage or bullion, Ezra and Nehemiah suggest bustling 
economic activity.

�The study The study of the relof the relationship ationship between thbetween the provenane provenance of coince of coins and theis and their topograpr topor topographitopographical districal distribution poibution points to thents to the extent an extent and vitalityd vitality of trade  of trade in Palestiin Palestine during ne durne during theduring the 4th centu 4th century. Economry. Economic build-uic build-up, i.e., vp, i.e., vibrant indibrant industry and ustry and trade, hastrade, has been asce been been ascerbeen ascertained in tained in coastal secoastal settlements ttlements such as Acsuch as Achzib, Accohzib, Acco, Shiqmona, Shiqmona, Dor, Jaf, Dor, Jaffa, AshdodfaJafJaffa, AshJaffa, Ashdod, Askeldod, Askelon, and Yaon, and Yavneh. It ivneh. It is also arcs also archaeologicahaeologically evidenlly evident that thet that the hinterlan hinte hinterlandhinterland enjoyed b enjoyed benefits frenefits from coastalom coastal economic  economic gain. Inscgain. Inscriptional riptional documents documents from outsifrfrom outsifrom outside of Palede of Palestine, sucstine, such as the Eh as the Elephantinelephantine papyri, t papyri, the Persepohe Persepolis tabletlis tablets, and thes, ands, and the Muand the Murashu docurashu documents, indments, indicate the icate the democratizdemocratized use of ed use of coinage focoinage for this perr this perr this period.period.period.

The study of the relationship between the provenance of coins and their 
topographical distribution points to the extent and vitality of trade in Palestine 
during the 4th century. Economic build-up, i.e., vibrant industry and trade, has 
been ascertained in coastal settlements such as Achzib, Acco, Shiqmona, Dor, 
Jaffa, Ashdod, Askelon, and Yavneh. It is also archaeologically evident that the 
hinterland enjoyed benefits from coastal economic gain. Inscriptional documents 
from outside of Palestine, such as the Elephantine papyri, the Persepolis tablets, 
and the Murashu documents, indicate the democratized use of coinage for this 
period.

�SubsequentSubsequent to Alexan to Alexander’s conqder’s conquests, theuests, the Athenian  Athenian standard ostandard of coinage f coinage all but elall buall but eliminbut eliminated localated local mints. Al mints. Alexander chexander chartered thartered the principae principal mints inl mints in Acco, Ara Acco, Aradus, and SdusAraAradus, anAradus, and Sidon, ad Sidon, and his impnd his imperial coinerial coinage continage continued unchanued unchanged even dged even during the uring the political ppolitical political struggle istruggle in the aften the aftermath of hrmath of his death. is death. This alignThis alignment of coment of coinage seeminage seems to have s to hs to have contihave continued the enued the existing texisting tenor of socnor of social-economial-economic developic development. Aftement. After 312 Paler 312 Palestine contsPalePalestine Palestine continued continued primarily primarily under Ptolunder Ptolemaic contemaic control. The Prol. The Ptolemies ptolemies practiced aracticed an isolation aan isolatian isolationalist econalist economic polonomic policy in Egyicy in Egypt and thrpt and throughout thoughout their territeir territory. The sory. The silver tetrilverssilver tetsilver tetradrachmasradrachmas were mint were minted at Sidoed at Sidon, Tyre, An, Tyre, Acco (renamcco (renamed Ptolemaed Ptolemais), Joppais), Joppais), Joppa, andJoppa, and Gaza, and Gaza, and bore the  bore the legend “oflegend “of Ptolemy t Ptolemy the King (ohe King (or the Savir the Savior).” Locaor).” Local Yehud col Yl Yehud coinYehud coinage was agage was again mintedain minted during th during this period,is period, probably  probably during theduring the reign of  reign of Ptolemy IIPtPtolemy IIPtolemy II (ca. 285– (ca. 285–270). Icon270). Iconographicalographically, the coly, the coins usuallins usually bear they bear the represent representation of tatiorepresentrepresentarepresentation of thtion of the Ptolemaie Ptolemaic ruler onc ruler on the obver the obverse and eitse and either an eagher an eagle or a dole or a dove on the vedodove on thdove on the reverse.e reverse. It is sug It is suggestive thgestive that some coat some coins have eins have eliminated liminated symbols ofsymbols of deificati de deificatiodeification on the rn on the representatepresentation of theion of the ruler, an ruler, and should pd should perhaps be erhaps be understoodunderstood as eviden a as evidencas evidence of anicoe of aniconism. The nism. The Zenon archZenon archive and thive and the Letter oe Letter of Aristeasf Aristeas illumine  illumine the effectththe effectthe effects of the ds of the developmentevelopment of coinag of coinage in Ptolee in Ptolemaic Egyptmaic Egypt and Pales and Palestine. The tine. The Wisdom of WWisdom of Wisdom of Solomon (WSolomon (Wis. 15:12)is. 15:12), Sirach (, Sirach (Sir. 7:18;Sir. 7:18; 18:33; 21 18:33; 21:8; 29:5-6:8; 29:5-6; 31:5; 51; 31:5; 51:28), and :285151:28), an51:28), and Tobit (Td Tobit (Tob. 1:7; 2ob. 1:7; 2:11; 5:19):11; 5:19), all from, all from the Ptole the Ptolemaic periomaic period, refer td, refer to coinage.o coino coinage.coinage.coinage.

Subsequent to Alexander’s conquests, the Athenian standard of coinage all 
but eliminated local mints. Alexander chartered the principal mints in Acco, 
Aradus, and Sidon, and his imperial coinage continued unchanged even during the 
political struggle in the aftermath of his death. This alignment of coinage seems to 
have continued the existing tenor of social-economic development. After 312 
Palestine continued primarily under Ptolemaic control. The Ptolemies practiced 
an isolationalist economic policy in Egypt and throughout their territory. The 
silver tetradrachmas were minted at Sidon, Tyre, Acco (renamed Ptolemais), 
Joppa, and Gaza, and bore the legend “of Ptolemy the King (or the Savior).” Local 
Yehud coinage was again minted during this period, probably during the reign of 
Ptolemy II (ca. 285–270). Iconographically, the coins usually bear the 
representation of the Ptolemaic ruler on the obverse and either an eagle or a 
dove on the reverse. It is suggestive that some coins have eliminated symbols of 
deification on the representation of the ruler, and should perhaps be understood 
as evidence of aniconism. The Zenon archive and the Letter of Aristeas illumine 
the effects of the development of coinage in Ptolemaic Egypt and Palestine. The 
Wisdom of Solomon (Wis. 15:12), Sirach (Sir. 7:18; 18:33; 21:8; 29:5-6; 31:5; 
51:28), and Tobit (Tob. 1:7; 2:11; 5:19), all from the Ptolemaic period, refer to 
coinage.

�After 198,After 198, under the under the Seleucid  Seleucid rulers, borulers, both silver th silver and bronzeand bronze coins wer coins were in circue in circe in circulatiocirculation in Palesn in Palestine. Antitine. Antiochus IV, ochus IV, known for known for his religihis religious imperious imperialism, proalism, propagated thpagatpropropagatedpropagated the Zeus  the Zeus cult on hicult on his coins tos coins together witgether with a deifieh a deified image ofd image of himself.  himself. The JewishTheThe JewishThe Jewish state whi state which emergedch emerged under Has under Hasmonean leamonean leadership isdership issued an insued an independent,dependeinindependenindependent, predomit, predominately bronately bronze mintagnze mintage to supple to supplement the ement the larger denlarger denominationsominatiodendenominatidenominations in cirons in circulation. culation. Though 1 MThough 1 Macc. 15:6 acc. 15:6 intimates intimates that Antiothat Antiochus VII pchus VII permitted Serppermitted permitted Simon the Simon the priest to priest to mint coinsmint coins, it appea, it appears that Anrs that Antiochus retiochus reversed thiversed this and othes as and other and other allowancesallowances (v. 27).  (v. 27). Instead, SInstead, Simon’s sonimon’s son John Hyrc John Hyrcanus I (13anus I (135–104) min5–104) minted a seritminminted a sminted a series of ceries of coins, one oins, one of which bof which bears what ears what was to be was to be the officithe official Hasmoneal Hasmonean emblem,anHasmoneHasmonean Hasmonean emblem, twemblem, two cornucopo cornucopias with aias with a pomegrana pomegranate. The lete. The legend readsgend reads “Yehonan  “Yeh “Yehonan t“Yehonan the high prhe high priest and tiest and the Councilhe Council of the Je of the Jews.” His sws.” His son Alexandon Alexander Janneuser Janneus (103–76)  JanneusJanneus (1Janneus (103–76) use03–76) used the selfd the self-designati-designation “Jonathon “Jonathan the kinan the king” on his g” on his coins. Latcoins. Later, for uner, LatLater, forLater, for unknown r unknown reasons, maeasons, many of thesny of these coins wee coins were restrucre restruck with thek with the designati designation “Jonathodesignatidesignatiodesignation “Jonathan “Jonathan the highn the high priest an priest and the Cound the Council of thecil of the Jews.” Af Jews.” After Alexanter Alexander JanneudeAlexanAlexander Alexander Janneus, cJanneus, coins are aoins are attested frttested from the timom the time of John e of John Hyrcanus IHyrcanus II (67–64) I (67–64) and Mattatanand Mattatand Mattathias Antighias Antigonus (40–3onus (40–37).7).7).

After 198, under the Seleucid rulers, both silver and bronze coins were in 
circulation in Palestine. Antiochus IV, known for his religious imperialism, 
propagated the Zeus cult on his coins together with a deified image of himself. 
The Jewish state which emerged under Hasmonean leadership issued an 
independent, predominately bronze mintage to supplement the larger 
denominations in circulation. Though 1 Macc. 15:6 intimates that Antiochus VII 



permitted Simon the priest to mint coins, it appears that Antiochus reversed this 
and other allowances (v. 27). Instead, Simon’s son John Hyrcanus I (135–104) 
minted a series of coins, one of which bears what was to be the official 
Hasmonean emblem, two cornucopias with a pomegranate. The legend reads 
“Yehonan the high priest and the Council of the Jews.” His son Alexander 
Janneus (103–76) used the self-designation “Jonathan the king” on his coins. 
Later, for unknown reasons, many of these coins were restruck with the 
designation “Jonathan the high priest and the Council of the Jews.” After 
Alexander Janneus, coins are attested from the time of John Hyrcanus II (67–64) 
and Mattathias Antigonus (40–37).

�After his After his triumph ovtriumph over Antigoner Antigonus in 37 us in 37 B.C.E.B.C.E., Herod I , Herod I began a brbegan a bronze mintaonze mintage bearinggemintamintage bemintage bearing his aring his name and tname and the title “he title “king.” Hisking.” His successor successors continues continued minting d minting bronze coibrobronze coibronze coins until tns until the end of he end of the Herodithe Herodian dynastyan dynasty in Agripp in Agrippa II (95 a II (95 C.E.C.E.). Various). Various Roman pro VariousVarious RoVarious Roman procurman procurators overators over Palestine Palestine (6–59  (6–59 C.E.C.E.), such as), such as Pontius P Pontius Pilate, issilate, issued bronzeueississued broissued bronze coins nze coins as well. Tas well. The silver he silver coins in ccoins in circulationirculation during th during this time weis time were the shere thre the shekelthe shekel from Tyre from Tyre and the R and the Roman tetraoman tetradrachma andrachma and denariusd denarius (the roug (the rough equivaleh equivah equivalentequivalent to the Gr to the Greek drachmeek drachma), minteda), minted in Rome,  in Rome, Tyre, AntiTyre, Antioch, and Noch, and Nabatea.abatea.abatea.

After his triumph over Antigonus in 37 B.C.E., Herod I began a bronze 
mintage bearing his name and the title “king.” His successors continued minting 
bronze coins until the end of the Herodian dynasty in Agrippa II (95 C.E.). 
Various Roman procurators over Palestine (6–59 C.E.), such as Pontius Pilate, 
issued bronze coins as well. The silver coins in circulation during this time were 
the shekel from Tyre and the Roman tetradrachma and denarius (the rough 
equivalent to the Greek drachma), minted in Rome, Tyre, Antioch, and Nabatea.

�This is thThis is the setting e setting for the NTfor the NT Gospels.  Gospels. The coin pThe coin presented tresented to Jesus foo Jesus for the Romar the Ror the Roman tax Roman tax (Matt. 22:(Matt. 22:19; Mark 119; Mark 12:15; Luke2:15; Luke 20:24) wa 20:24) was likely as likely a Tyrian de Tyrian denarius. Thnarius. The imperiale ThThe imperiThe imperial image oal image on the obven the obverse of therse of the denarius  denarius was standawas standard from Aurd from Augustus on.gustus ongustus on. The deon. The denarius wasnarius was valued at valued at about a d about a day’s laboray’s labor (cf. Matt (cf. Matt. 20:21). . 20:21). The templeThe temple tax of Ma tax tax of Mattax of Matt. 17:24 it. 17:24 is referreds referred to as a d to as a didrachma, idrachma, which is ewhich is equal to haqual to half a shekelf a shekel. The Gosl. Thel. The GospelThe Gospels give evis give evidence of bdence of both trade oth trade in kind anin kind and trade ind trade in money. Te money. Tenants leasnants leased the vineleasleased theleased the vineyard  vineyard for a percfor a percentage of entage of the harvesthe harvest (Luke 16t (Luke 16:6-7; 20:1:6-7; 20:10). Tithes0). Tithes could be  cou could be pcould be paid in kinaid in kind (Luke 16d (Luke 16:6). Sizab:6). Sizable transacle transactions weretions were made in t made in the denominhe denomination of tatdenomindenominatidenomination of the on of the talent (Matalent (Matt. 18:24;tt. 18:24; 25:14-28) 25:14-28) or the mi or the mina (Luke 1na (Luke 19:13-25). 9:13-25). The debtorThThe debtorThe debtor of Jesus’ of Jesus’ parable o parable owed alternwed alternatively 10atively 10 thousand  thousand talents (Mtalents (Matt. 18:24att. 18:24) or 500 d) o) or 500 denor 500 denarii (Lukearii (Luke 7:41). Th 7:41). The smaller e smaller denominatidenominations, the cons, the chalkos, lehalkos, lepton, assapton, assarion, and rioassaassarion, assarion, and quadraand quadrans, were uns, were used in morsed in more daily afe daily affairs, forfairs, for which a p which a purse wouldurse would be carrie be be carriedbe carried (Luke 22: (Luke 22:36). Monet36). Monetary exchanary exchange was reqge was required to auired to accommodateccommodate the varie the va the variety ofvariety of coinage,  coinage, not in thenot in the least for least for cultic an cultic and sacerdotd sacerdotal purposeal purposes (Matt. 2s (Matt. 21:12; Mark1:12; M1:12; Mark 11:15Mark 11:15-18; John -18; John 2:14). Luk2:14). Luke judges te judges the Pharisehe Pharisees to be “es to be “lovers of lovers of money” (Lumoney” (Luke 16:14).k(Lu(Luke 16:1(Luke 16:14).4).4).

This is the setting for the NT Gospels. The coin presented to Jesus for the 
Roman tax (Matt. 22:19; Mark 12:15; Luke 20:24) was likely a Tyrian denarius. 
The imperial image on the obverse of the denarius was standard from Augustus 
on. The denarius was valued at about a day’s labor (cf. Matt. 20:21). The temple 
tax of Matt. 17:24 is referred to as a didrachma, which is equal to half a shekel. 
The Gospels give evidence of both trade in kind and trade in money. Tenants 
leased the vineyard for a percentage of the harvest (Luke 16:6-7; 20:10). Tithes 
could be paid in kind (Luke 16:6). Sizable transactions were made in the 
denomination of the talent (Matt. 18:24; 25:14-28) or the mina (Luke 19:13-25). 
The debtor of Jesus’ parable owed alternatively 10 thousand talents (Matt. 18:24) 
or 500 denarii (Luke 7:41). The smaller denominations, the chalkos, lepton, 
assarion, and quadrans, were used in more daily affairs, for which a purse would 
be carried (Luke 22:36). Monetary exchange was required to accommodate the 
variety of coinage, not in the least for cultic and sacerdotal purposes (Matt. 21:12; 
Mark 11:15-18; John 2:14). Luke judges the Pharisees to be “lovers of money” 
(Luke 16:14).

�The GospelThe Gospels portray s portray Jesus’ attJesus’ attitude towaitude toward money ard money and riches nd riches as rangingas ranging from crit from from critifrom critical to indcal to indifferent. ifferent. On the oneOn the one hand, he  hand, he demonized demonized wealth (Luwealth (Luke 16:13) ke 16:13) and calledanand calledand called for the r for the renunciatioenunciation of possen of possessions (Massions (Mark 10:21; rk 10:21; Luke 9:3).Luke 9:3). On the ot On the other hand, heotother handother hand, he accep, he accepted supported support from weat from wealthy devotlthy devotees (Luke ees (Luke 8:2-3) and8:2-3) and kept comp kept com kept company wicompany with the welth the well-to-do (Ml-to-do (Matt. 11:19att. 11:19). In some). In some cases, th cases, the early Che early Church practurch practiced a cericpractpracticed practiced a certain a certain communaliscommunalism (Acts 4:m (Acts 4:32) and pr32) and programmaticogrammatically distrally distributed to ibuted to those who tthose who those who were econowere economically vumically vulnerable (lnerable (6:1–6). Th6:1–6). The early Che early Christians iristians in the urban the urban centers nurbaurban centurban centers were cers were comprised oomprised of persons f persons of all socof all social strataial strata (e.g., 1  (e.g., 1 Cor. 11:22Cor. 11:22). Paul to). Pa). Paul too rPaul too recommends ecommends that propethat property be regrty be regarded as rarded as relative (1elative (1 Cor. 7:30 Cor. 7:30-31), and -31), and initiates iinitiates initiates collectioncollections for the s for the rural poorrural poor in and ar in and around Jerusound Jerusalem (Rom.alem (Rom. 15:26; 1  15:26; 1 Cor. 16:2;CorCor. 16:2;Cor. 16:2; Acts 11:3 Acts 11:30).0).0).

The Gospels portray Jesus’ attitude toward money and riches as ranging 
from critical to indifferent. On the one hand, he demonized wealth (Luke 16:13) 
and called for the renunciation of possessions (Mark 10:21; Luke 9:3). On the 
other hand, he accepted support from wealthy devotees (Luke 8:2-3) and kept 
company with the well-to-do (Matt. 11:19). In some cases, the early Church 
practiced a certain communalism (Acts 4:32) and programmatically distributed to 
those who were economically vulnerable (6:1–6). The early Christians in the 



urban centers were comprised of persons of all social strata (e.g., 1 Cor. 11:22). 
Paul too recommends that property be regarded as relative (1 Cor. 7:30-31), and 
initiates collections for the rural poor in and around Jerusalem (Rom. 15:26; 1 
Cor. 16:2; Acts 11:30).

�During theDuring the First Jew First Jewish Revoltish Revolt (66–70  (66–70 C.E.C.E.), both si), both silver and blver and bronze coinronze coinage were mage weage were mintewere minted in Jerusd in Jerusalem. Coinalem. Coinage was ofage was often mintedten minted to fund a to fund an army. Thn army. The iconograe iconogre iconographiconography of the cy of the coins was coins was comprised oomprised of vegetatif vegetation and culon and cultic paraphtic paraphernalia, aernalia, and was paindaand was paand was paired with ired with nationalisnationalistic or reltic or religious sloigious slogans. Aftegans. After 70, the r 70, the silver tetsilver tetradrachma radractettetradrachtetradrachma from Tyma from Tyre and Antre and Antioch becamioch became the stane the standard coin,dard coin, supplemen supplemented by broted by ted by bronze by bronze coins mintcoins minted in Neaped in Neapolis and Solis and Sebaste. Spebaste. Special coinecial coins commemors commemorating the ating theating the defeatthe defeat of Judea  of Judea were issuewere issued by the Rd by the Romans. Duromans. During the Seing the Second Revolcond Revolt led by St led by St led by Simon bar Simon bar Kokhba (13Kokhba (132–135), si2–135), silver tetralver tetradrachmas adrachmas and denariind denarii were over were overstruck witstruck wstruck with slogawith slogans referrins referring to the ng to the leader, thleader, the city of e city of Jerusalem,Jerusalem, or simply or simply “the free “the freedom of Isrdom freefreedom offreedom of Israel.” Israel.” Israel.”

During the First Jewish Revolt (66–70 C.E.), both silver and bronze coinage 
were minted in Jerusalem. Coinage was often minted to fund an army. The 
iconography of the coins was comprised of vegetation and cultic paraphernalia, 
and was paired with nationalistic or religious slogans. After 70, the silver 
tetradrachma from Tyre and Antioch became the standard coin, supplemented 
by bronze coins minted in Neapolis and Sebaste. Special coins commemorating 
the defeat of Judea were issued by the Romans. During the Second Revolt led by 
Simon bar Kokhba (132–135), silver tetradrachmas and denarii were overstruck 
with slogans referring to the leader, the city of Jerusalem, or simply “the 
freedom of Israel.”
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MONEY-CHANMONEY-CHANGERGERGER

MONEY-CHANGER

In ancientIn ancient Palestine Palestine, the bank, the banker who excer who exchanged lochanged local currencal currency for thaty for that of a diff of a different counerendiffdifferent different country orcountry or province. province. Coins wer Coins were widely ue widely used in thesed in the Roman Emp Roman Empire, and mire, and mire, and many diffemany different typesrent types, weights,, weights, and sizes and sizes of coins  of coins found theifound their way intor way into ancient J ancient Judea. ThisudeaJJudea. ThiJudea. This was espes was especially trucially true of Jeruse of Jerusalem durinalem during the Passg the Passover, as Jover, as Jews came tews came to make saco mo make sacrimake sacrifice at thfice at the temple. e temple. In additioIn addition, each Jen, each Jewish male wish male would pay would pay an annual an annual temple taxtemtemple taxtemple tax of a half of a half-shekel.-shekel.-shekel.

In ancient Palestine, the banker who exchanged local currency for that of a 
different country or province. Coins were widely used in the Roman Empire, and 
many different types, weights, and sizes of coins found their way into ancient 
Judea. This was especially true of Jerusalem during the Passover, as Jews came to 
make sacrifice at the temple. In addition, each Jewish male would pay an annual 
temple tax of a half-shekel.

�Roman coinRoman coins containes contained images od images of deities f deities and inscriand inscriptions thaptions that proclaimt proclaimed Roman ded Romed Roman domiRoman domination, alnation, all of whichl of which were offe were offensive to tnsive to the Jews. The Jews. Therefore, herefore, Jewish autJewish authorities ihautauthoritieauthorities insisteds insisted that the  that the temple taxtemple tax be paid w be paid with coins ith coins bearing mobearing more acceptare acceptable imagesbleacceptaacceptableacceptable images, u images, usually shesually shekels mintekels minted in Tyre.d in Tyre. For a nom For a nominal fee, inal fee, money-chanmoney-changers exchagemoney-chanmoney-chanmoney-changers exchagers exchanged othernged other coins for coins for Tyrian sh Tyrian shekels. Theekels. They may alsoy may also have sold have sol have sold sacrisold sacrificial anificial animals to thmals to the pilgrimse pilgrims and lent  and lent money, alsmoney, also for a smo for a small commisall commission.sion.sion.

Roman coins contained images of deities and inscriptions that proclaimed 
Roman domination, all of which were offensive to the Jews. Therefore, Jewish 
authorities insisted that the temple tax be paid with coins bearing more 
acceptable images, usually shekels minted in Tyre. For a nominal fee, 
money-changers exchanged other coins for Tyrian shekels. They may also have 
sold sacrificial animals to the pilgrims and lent money, also for a small commission.

�The money-The money-changers’ changers’ tables wertables were set up ie set up in outlyingn outlying areas app areas approximatelyroximately a month b a mo a month befomonth before Passovere Passover. As the r. As the pilgrims bpilgrims began to flegan to flow into Jeow into Jerusalem forusalem for Passoverr Passover, operatio, PassoverPassover, Passover, operationsoperations moved to  moved to the templethe temple (probably (probably the Court the Court of the Ge of the Gentiles). Tntiles). Tntiles). This is thThis is the scene ofe scene of Jesus’ so Jesus’ somewhat viomewhat violent confrlent confrontation wontation with the moith the money-changeney-changers and thermoney-changemoney-chanmoney-changers and tgers and their comraheir comrades in comdes in commerce (Matmerce (Matt. 21:12-1t. 21:12-13; Mark 113; Mark 11:15-17; Lu:15-17;1111:15-17; 11:15-17; Luke 19:45Luke 19:45-46; John -46; John 2:13-16).2:13-16).2:13-16).

The money-changers’ tables were set up in outlying areas approximately a 
month before Passover. As the pilgrims began to flow into Jerusalem for 
Passover, operations moved to the temple (probably the Court of the Gentiles). 
This is the scene of Jesus’ somewhat violent confrontation with the 



money-changers and their comrades in commerce (Matt. 21:12-13; Mark 
11:15-17; Luke 19:45-46; John 2:13-16).

Steven M. Steven M. SheeleySheeley

Steven M. Sheeley

MONOTHEISMMONOTHEISM

MONOTHEISM

The convicThe conviction that tion that there existhere exists only onts only one god, ande god, and no others no others (Gk.  (Gk. moœnos,moœnos, “alone, o “alo “alone, on“alone, only, singlely, single” and ” and theoœs,theoœs, “god”). T “god”). This is in his is in contrast tcontrast to polytheio polytheism, the besm, the besm, the belief in belief in several deseveral deities, andities, and henotheis henotheism or monolm or monolatry, the atry, the convictionconviction that ther that there exists oe exe exists oneexists one supreme g supreme god among lod among lesser diviesser divinities. Thnities. The principle principle of monote of monotheism has heism has become thebbecome thebecome the backbone  backbone of Judaismof Judaism, Christia, Christianity, and nity, and Islam. ClaIslam. Classical inqssical inquiry into uiry into the originthe the originthe origins of monots of monotheism has,heism has, for the m for the most part, ost part, followed tfollowed two differewo different trajectnt trajectories. Whioritrajecttrajectoritrajectories. While es. While some have some have advocated advocated the notionthe notion of a prim of a primordial monordial monotheism frotheism frotheism from whichfrom which polytheis polytheistic belieftic beliefs later ars later arose, otherose, others have sees have seen monothein monotheism as evolsm as evolving, oftevievolevolving, evolving, often in coften in clearly deflearly defined stageined stages, from a s, from a polytheistpolytheistic climateic climate. Most sch. Most scholars todaolars schscholars tscholars today tend oday tend to follow to follow the latterthe latter path. path.

The conviction that there exists only one god, and no others (Gk. moœnos, 
“alone, only, single” and theoœs, “god”). This is in contrast to polytheism, the 
belief in several deities, and henotheism or monolatry, the conviction that there 
exists one supreme god among lesser divinities. The principle of monotheism has 
become the backbone of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Classical inquiry into 
the origins of monotheism has, for the most part, followed two different 
trajectories. While some have advocated the notion of a primordial monotheism 
from which polytheistic beliefs later arose, others have seen monotheism as 
evolving, often in clearly defined stages, from a polytheistic climate. Most 
scholars today tend to follow the latter path.

Ancient NeAncient Near Eastar East

Ancient Near East

Any documeAny documentation ofntation of religion  religion in the ancin the ancient Near ient Near East preseEast presents a numbnts a number of differ of difficulties. icdiffdifficultidifficulties. The lies. The literary remterary remains upon ains upon which schowhich scholarly reselarly research is baarch is based tend tsed tend to favor tho favo favor the favor the “official”“official” religion  religion of the staof the state over thte over the beliefs e beliefs and practiand practices of theces of the common pe commo common peocommon people.ple.ple.

Any documentation of religion in the ancient Near East presents a number of 
difficulties. The literary remains upon which scholarly research is based tend to 
favor the “official” religion of the state over the beliefs and practices of the 
common people.

�In ancientIn ancient Egypt the Egypt there was a cre was a continual tontinual tension betension between the tween the traditionalraditional polytheis polythe polytheistpolytheistic conceptic conception of theion of the divine wo divine world and thrld and the tendencye tendency toward th toward the unificate unification of theionunificatunificatiounification of the dn of the deities andeities and their att their attributes. Tributes. This often his often led to theled to the formation formation of syncre of syn of syncretistsyncretistic compounic compounds or compds or composite godsosite gods. The ongo. The ongoing tensioing tension between n between local autolocal autlocal autonomy aautonomy and centralnd centralized rule ized rule in Egypt min Egypt may well beay well be a counter a counterpart to thpart to this. Most ois. Most often assocftooften assooften associated witciated with early moh early monotheism inotheism is Pharaoh s Pharaoh Akhenaten Akhenaten (ca. 1350–(ca. 1350–1334 1334 B.C.E.B.C.B.C.E.B.C.E.). Having ). Having come to thcome to the throne ae throne as Amenophis Amenophis IV, Akhes IV, Akhenaten channaten changed his naged his name to reflme naname to rename to reflect his flect his strict devstrict devotion to ootion to one aspect ne aspect of the sunof the sun-god (Re),-god (Re), the Aten, the Aten, i.e., the i.e. i.e., the i.e., the “disk of t“disk of the sun.” Hhe sun.” He also bege also began buildinan building a new cag a new capital in Mpital in Middle Egypiddle Egypt at what t at wt at what is nowhat is now el-Amarnw el-Amarna. All otha. All other priesther priesthoods and loods and localized rocalized religious peligious practice weractice were condemnrewewere condewere condemned; evenmned; even the names the names of the tr of the traditional aditional gods were gods were removed frremoved from the monom the om the monumethe monuments in ordnts in order to bloter to blot them out  them out of memory.of memory. The commo The common people cn people could not would ccould not could not worship thworship the Aten itse Aten itself but onelf but only the royly the royal couple al couple as part ofas part of the divin the divine triad. Te trie triad. Thetriad. The Hymn to t Hymn to the Aten (he Aten (ANET,ANET, 369–71),  369–71), often compoften compared to Psared to Ps. 104, is . 104, is the best-kthe bethe best-knownbest-known literary  literary expressionexpression of Akhena of Akhenaten’s monoten’s monotheistic btheistic belief. Aftelief. After Akhenater Akhenaten’s deatheAkhenatAkhenaten’Akhenaten’s death, hs death, however, thowever, there was a ere was a rapid returapid return to tradrn to traditional poitional polytheism.lytheism.lytheism.

In ancient Egypt there was a continual tension between the traditional 
polytheistic conception of the divine world and the tendency toward the 
unification of the deities and their attributes. This often led to the formation of 
syncretistic compounds or composite gods. The ongoing tension between local 
autonomy and centralized rule in Egypt may well be a counterpart to this. Most 
often associated with early monotheism is Pharaoh Akhenaten (ca. 1350–1334 
B.C.E.). Having come to the throne as Amenophis IV, Akhenaten changed his 
name to reflect his strict devotion to one aspect of the sun-god (Re), the Aten, 
i.e., the “disk of the sun.” He also began building a new capital in Middle Egypt at 
what is now el-Amarna. All other priesthoods and localized religious practice 
were condemned; even the names of the traditional gods were removed from 
the monuments in order to blot them out of memory. The common people 
could not worship the Aten itself but only the royal couple as part of the divine 
triad. The Hymn to the Aten (ANET, 369–71), often compared to Ps. 104, is the 
best-known literary expression of Akhenaten’s monotheistic belief. After 
Akhenaten’s death, however, there was a rapid return to traditional polytheism.

�With the iWith the inception onception of urbanizaf urbanization (ca. tion (ca. 5th millen5th millennium), Mesnium), Mesopotamian opotamian religion breligioreligion breligion began to exegan to exhibit a tehibit a tendency towndency toward the unard the unification ification of the divof the divine. Beforine. Before the Akkae the the Akkadithe Akkadian empiresan empires Mesopotam Mesopotamia was comia was comprised of prised of a series oa series of independf independent city-sent city-ent city-statecity-states, each ces, each centered arontered around a tempund a temple complexle complex with at l with at least one peast one patron god atron god or goddessoor goddessor goddess. These de. These deities wereities were organized organized in famili in families along kes along kinship lininship lines. The gles. The glory of eacory glglory of eglory of each diviniach divinity was manty was manifest in tifest in the glory ohe glory of the cityf the city and its t and its temple; as emple; as one city gone citone city gainecity gained politicad political power anl power and extendedd extended its spher its sphere of influe of influence, its ence, its patron deipatron deity was elety waty was elevatwas elevated to a poed to a position of sition of prominenceprominence over deit over deities of theies of the subject c subject cities and ities and towns. Thetowtowns. Thetowns. The higher de higher deity tendedity tended to take o to take on the attrn the attributes of ibutes of the lesserthe lesser subject d subject deities.eitiddeities.deities.deities.

With the inception of urbanization (ca. 5th millennium), Mesopotamian 
religion began to exhibit a tendency toward the unification of the divine. Before 



the Akkadian empires Mesopotamia was comprised of a series of independent 
city-states, each centered around a temple complex with at least one patron god 
or goddess. These deities were organized in families along kinship lines. The 
glory of each divinity was manifest in the glory of the city and its temple; as one 
city gained political power and extended its sphere of influence, its patron deity 
was elevated to a position of prominence over deities of the subject cities and 
towns. The higher deity tended to take on the attributes of the lesser subject 
deities.

�A prime exA prime example of tample of this move this move toward monooward monotheism or theism or monolatry monolatry is the eleis the elevation of vateleelevation elevation of the Babof the Babylonian goylonian god Marduk. d Marduk. The creatiThe creation epic Enon epic Enuma Elish uma Elish ((ANET,ANET, 60–72), o 60– 60–72), of60–72), often comparten compared with Geed with Gen. 1:1-2:4n. 1:1-2:4a, is an ea, is an example of xample of myth-makinmyth-making with theg with theg with the purposthe purpose of elevae of elevating Marduting Marduk to the rk to the rank of “kiank of “king of the ng of the gods” by mgods” by means of dieans of divine conflvindidivine condivine conflict. Thiflict. This myth, ins myth, in which Mar which Marduk becomeduk becomes the creas the creator and ortor and organizer ofganizer of the cosmo t the cosmosthe cosmos, was late, was later copied br copied by the Assyy the Assyrians who rians who substitutesubstituted the named the name of their  of their god Assur ggod Assur god Assur for the Bafor the Babylonian Mbylonian Marduk. Tabarduk. Tablets discolets discovered on tvered on the Syrian he Syrian coast at Rcoast at Ras-Shamra aRRas-ShamraRas-Shamra (Ugarit)  (Ugarit) contain a contain a variety ofvariety of myths and myths and legends i legends including tncluding the Baal Cyhe Baal Cycle (cleCyCycle (Cycle (ANET,ANET, 129–42) i 129–42) in which thn which the Canaanite Canaanite storm-goe storm-god Baal is d Baal is also elevaalso elevated as supted as suted as supreme gosupreme god and ruled and ruler of the cr of the cosmos.osmos.

A prime example of this move toward monotheism or monolatry is the 
elevation of the Babylonian god Marduk. The creation epic Enuma Elish (ANET, 
60–72), often compared with Gen. 1:1-2:4a, is an example of myth-making with 
the purpose of elevating Marduk to the rank of “king of the gods” by means of 
divine conflict. This myth, in which Marduk becomes the creator and organizer of 
the cosmos, was later copied by the Assyrians who substituted the name of their 
god Assur for the Babylonian Marduk. Tablets discovered on the Syrian coast at 
Ras-Shamra (Ugarit) contain a variety of myths and legends including the Baal 
Cycle (ANET, 129–42) in which the Canaanite storm-god Baal is also elevated as 
supreme god and ruler of the cosmos.

Ancient IsAncient Israelrael

Ancient Israel

The text oThe text of the OT if the OT is the prods the product of a luct of a long and coong and complex procmplex process of litess of literary growerary growth, and prtgrowgrowth, angrowth, and presentsd presents an ideali an idealized portrazed portrait of Israit of Israelite relielite religious beligious belief and praef and practice. Anyctice. Actice. Any reconsAny reconstruction otruction of Israelitf Israelite religione religion must, the must, therefore, drrefore, draw on the aw on the material rmaterial remains of emarremains ofremains of ancient P ancient Palestine aalestine as a balancs a balance to the be to the biblical aciblical account. Inscount. Inscriptions criptions discovereddiscovediscovereddiscovered at Kuntil at Kuntillet let {Ajrud/H¸o{Ajrud/H¸orvatrvat Teman and Teman and Khirbet  Khirbet el-Qo®mel-Qo®m permit an permit a permit an associaan association betwetion between Yahweh en Yahweh and the goand the goddess Asheddess Asherah, suggerah, suggesting thatsting that Yahweh ma Yahweh  Yahweh mayYahweh may have at o have at one time bene time been worshipen worshipped along ped along with a femwith a female consorale consort. Monothet. Monot. MonotheismMonotheism in Israel in Israel, at any r, at any rate, appeaate, appears to havers to have developed developed over a lo over a long period ng period of time, bofof time, bof time, beginning aeginning about the 1bout the 10th centur0th century up untily up until the end o the end of the Babyf the Babylonian Exilonian Exile.le.le.

The text of the OT is the product of a long and complex process of literary 
growth, and presents an idealized portrait of Israelite religious belief and practice. 
Any reconstruction of Israelite religion must, therefore, draw on the material 
remains of ancient Palestine as a balance to the biblical account. Inscriptions 
discovered at Kuntillet {Ajrud/H¸orvat Teman and Khirbet el-Qo®m permit 
an association between Yahweh and the goddess Asherah, suggesting that 
Yahweh may have at one time been worshipped along with a female consort. 
Monotheism in Israel, at any rate, appears to have developed over a long period 
of time, beginning about the 10th century up until the end of the Babylonian Exile.

�Early IsraEarly Israelite monoelite monotheism mostheism most likely bt likely began in thegan in the highlande highlands as locals as localized tribaized tribaized tribal reltribal religion in wigion in which each hich each tribe worstribe worshipped itshipped its own patro own patron deity. Tn deity. The ancestrhe ancestral narratial nal narrativesnarratives in Genesi in Genesis presuppos presuppose this sose this sort of tribrt of tribal religioal religion (e.g., Gn (e.g., Gen. 24:27;en. 24:27; 31:5, 53) 31:5,  31:5, 53).31:5, 53). With the  With the centralizacentralization of thtion of the state une state under David der David and Solomoand Solomon, there en, there emerged cermeemerged ceemerged certain advortain advocates who cates who elevated Yelevated Yahweh as sahweh as supreme Godupreme God over all  over all other diviother dother divinitiesdivinities (includin (including El, Asheg El, Asherah, and Brah, and Baal), thusaal), thus making Ya making Yahweh the “hweh the “God of IsrGod of Israel.” The ael.”IsrIsrael.” TIsrael.” The combinahe combination of nation of national reltional religion withigion with political political might pro might provided the vided the monarchic monmonarchic monarchic state the state the means to emeans to exert furthxert further authorier authority over thty over the people, e people, while contwhile continuing to incontcontinuingcontinuing to tolera to tolerate the worte the worship of otship of other gods. her gods. Gradually Gradually the concepthe concept of covent of covenant becameacovencovenant bcovenant became an eecame an expression xpression for the mufor the mutual relattual relationship ofionship of blessedne blessedness betweenss betweess between Yabetween Yahweh and thweh and the monarchhe monarchic state (ic state (1 Kgs. 8; 1 Kgs. 8; 2 Kgs. 12 2 Kgs. 12 [cf. 11:17[cf. 11:17]; Pss. 2,]; Pss. 2, 72, 89, 1 72 72, 89, 1172, 89, 110). The co0). The continual fontinual fostering ofstering of literary  literary activity iactivity in the royan the royal court anl court and temple wd tempd temple wastemple was instrumen instrumental in protal in promoting Yahmoting Yahweh as theweh as the God of th God of the entire ce entire cosmos who osmos wosmos who posseswho possesses all thses all the positivee positive attribute attributes previouss previously associaly associated with tted with the traditihe traditional gods onal tradititraditionatraditional gods andl gods and goddesses goddesses. With the. With the work of S work of Second Isaiecond Isaiah toward ah toward the end ofthe end ofthe end of the Babof the Babylonian Exylonian Exile, Israeile, Israelite monotlite monotheism tookheism took on a more on a more forceful  forceful form of exform of expression. prexexpressionexpression. Yahweh i. Yahweh is proclaims proclaimed as the ed as the creator ofcreator of the cosmo the cosmos (Isa. 40s (Isa. 40:21-23, 28:21-23, 28). Foreign)2828). Forei28). Foreign deitiesgn deities do not ex do not exist; thereist; there is only o is only one true Gone true God, Yahweh d, Yahweh (40:12–31;(40:12–31; 43:8–13;  4 43:8–13; 443:8–13; 46:5–13). I6:5–13). Idols are ndols are nothing morothing more than usee than useless objecless objects (40:18–ts (40:18–20; 41:21–20; 41:21–24; 44:9–22441:21–41:21–24; 41:21–24; 44:9–20; 444:9–20; 46:5–7).6:5–7).

Early Israelite monotheism most likely began in the highlands as localized 
tribal religion in which each tribe worshipped its own patron deity. The ancestral 
narratives in Genesis presuppose this sort of tribal religion (e.g., Gen. 24:27; 
31:5, 53). With the centralization of the state under David and Solomon, there 
emerged certain advocates who elevated Yahweh as supreme God over all other 
divinities (including El, Asherah, and Baal), thus making Yahweh the “God of 
Israel.” The combination of national religion with political might provided the 
monarchic state the means to exert further authority over the people, while 
continuing to tolerate the worship of other gods. Gradually the concept of 
covenant became an expression for the mutual relationship of blessedness 



between Yahweh and the monarchic state (1 Kgs. 8; 2 Kgs. 12 [cf. 11:17]; Pss. 2, 
72, 89, 110). The continual fostering of literary activity in the royal court and 
temple was instrumental in promoting Yahweh as the God of the entire cosmos 
who possesses all the positive attributes previously associated with the 
traditional gods and goddesses. With the work of Second Isaiah toward the end 
of the Babylonian Exile, Israelite monotheism took on a more forceful form of 
expression. Yahweh is proclaimed as the creator of the cosmos (Isa. 40:21-23, 
28). Foreign deities do not exist; there is only one true God, Yahweh (40:12–31; 
43:8–13; 46:5–13). Idols are nothing more than useless objects (40:18–20; 
41:21–24; 44:9–20; 46:5–7).

New TestamNew Testamentent

New Testament

The NT preThe NT presupposes tsupposes the monothehe monotheistic convistic convictions exictions expressed inpressed in the OT an the OT and early Jud early d early Judaearly Judaism. When ism. When one of theone of the scribes a scribes asks Jesus sks Jesus which is twhich is the “first he “first of all comof all commandments,mancomcommandmencommandments,” Jesusts,” Jesus responds  responds by quotingby quoting the Shema the Shema (Deut. 6: (Deut. 6:4-5), the 4-5), the central cocentral ccentral confessionconfession of the on of the oneness of Geness of God (cf. Maod (cf. Matt. 22-34-tt. 22-34-40; Luke 140; Luke 10:25-28). 0:25-28). Though theThough the NT epistl thethe NT epithe NT epistles do nstles do not deny thot deny the existence existence of othere of other divinitie divinities, for ears, for early Christily Christians there ans tans there is othere is one God andne God and one Lord, one Lord, Jesus Chr Jesus Christ (1 Corist (1 Cor. 8:4-6). . 8:4-6). MonotheismMonotheism became in became i became instrumentinstrumental for earal for early Christily Christian missionan mission. Since Go. Since God is one, d is one, there mustthere must be only o be only one God of neoone God ofone God of both Jews both Jews and Genti and Gentiles (Rom. les (Rom. 3:29-30). 3:29-30). As the earAs the early Church ly Church was faced was facedwas faced withfaced with threats o threats of heresy af heresy and divisiond division, the conn, the confession offession of one God a one God and one Chund one Church, the brChuChurch, thChurch, the body of e body of Christ, waChrist, was decisives decisive for prese for preserving a serving a sense of uninse of unity (Rom. 1ty (Rom. 12:3-8; 1 C2:3112:3-8; 1 12:3-8; 1 Cor. 12:12Cor. 12:12-31; Eph. -31; Eph. 4:14-16; C4:14-16; Col. 1:18, ol. 1:18, 2:19).2:19).2:19).

The NT presupposes the monotheistic convictions expressed in the OT and 
early Judaism. When one of the scribes asks Jesus which is the “first of all 
commandments,” Jesus responds by quoting the Shema (Deut. 6:4-5), the central 
confession of the oneness of God (cf. Matt. 22-34-40; Luke 10:25-28). Though 
the NT epistles do not deny the existence of other divinities, for early Christians 
there is one God and one Lord, Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 8:4-6). Monotheism became 
instrumental for early Christian mission. Since God is one, there must be only 
one God of both Jews and Gentiles (Rom. 3:29-30). As the early Church was 
faced with threats of heresy and division, the confession of one God and one 
Church, the body of Christ, was decisive for preserving a sense of unity (Rom. 
12:3-8; 1 Cor. 12:12-31; Eph. 4:14-16; Col. 1:18, 2:19).
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�SeeSee  YEARYEAR..

See YEAR.

MOONMOONMOON

MOON

All civiliAll civilizations ofzations of the ancie the ancient Near Eant Near East worshipst worshipped the waped the waxing and wxing and waning moonaning moon; with few;moonmoon; withmoon; with few excep few exceptions, thetions, the major lun major lunar deitiesar deities were port were portrayed as mrayed as masculine. asculine. Moon gods,MMoon gods,Moon gods, indigenou indigenous and intes and international,rnational, were wors were worshipped in hipped in ancient Paancient Palestine (Dlestine (Dlestine (Deut. 4:1(Deut. 4:19; 17:3; 29; 17:3; 2 Kgs. 23:5 Kgs. 23:5; Job 31:2; Job 31:26; Jer. 8:6; Jer. 8:2). Abraha2). Abraham’s links m’s links with Haranwith Haran and Ur, t and U and Ur, the moUr, the most prestigst prestigious centeious centers of lunars of lunar worship r worship in ancientin ancient Mesopotam Mesopotamia, probabia, probably mirror lprobabprobably mprobably mirror the irror the Aramean cuAramean cultic milieltic milieu familiaru familiar to the Ge to the Genesis authnesis authors. Propeors. Proper names inr PropeProper namProper names in the es in the OT reflectOT reflect a recogni a recognition of motion of moon gods fron gods from westernom western Asia and  Asia and Asia and Mesopoand Mesopotamia. Fortamia. Forms of the ms of the name of thname of the Mesopotae Mesopotamian moon-mian moon-god god SiînSiîn occur in  occur  occur in Soccur in Sanballat (anballat (Neh. 4:1[MNeh. 4:1[MT 3:33]), T 3:33]), SennacheriSennacherib (2 Kgs. b (2 Kgs. 18:13 = Is18:13 = Isa. 36:1), a. 36:1), and Shenazand and Shenazand Shenazzar (1 Chrzar (1 Chr. 3:18). W. 3:18). West Semitiest Semitic c Yarih˙Yarih˙ (Heb.  (Heb. yaœreäah�yaœreäah�) is attes) is attested in Jertedattesattested iattested in Jerah (Gn Jerah (Gen. 10:26 en. 10:26 = 1 Chr. 1= 1 Chr. 1:20), and :20), and Jaroah (1 Jaroah (1 Chr. 5:14)Chr. 5:14); other na; other names based mesnanames basenames based on wordsd on words for the m for the moon includoon include Hodesh (e Hodesh (1 Chr. 8:91 Chr. 8:9) and Laba) and Laban (e.g., Gn (e.g., n (e.g., Gen(e.g., Gen. 24:29). . 24:29). Place namePlace names like Bets like Beth-yerah� ah-yerah� and Jerichond Jericho also test also testify to ancify to ancient lunarientancancient luancient lunar worshinar worship. The icop. The iconography onography of Iron Agef Iron Age Syria-Pal Syria-Palestine repestine represents thresents the moon eite ththe moon ethe moon either as aither as a natural o natural object — a bject — a crescent —crescent — or symbol or symbolizes it wiizes it with one of th one of the liturgtthe liturgthe liturgical conveical conventions of ntions of the neighbthe neighboring natioring nations, i.e.,ons, i.e., a crescen a crescent mounted t mounted atop a polatop atop a polatop a pole or stande or stand (Mesopota (Mesopotamian Siîn mian Siîn of Haran, of Haran, stamp and stamp and cylinder scylinder seals), a leals), a lunar bargeunallunar barglunar barge (Egyptiae (Egyptian mythologn mythology, amuletsy, amulets), or a cr), or a crescent heaescent headpiece wordpiece worn by a babn by a baboon or an obabbaboon or baboon or an ibis (Ean ibis (Egyptian Thgyptian Thoth, amuleoth, amulets and scats and scarabs).rabs).rabs).

All civilizations of the ancient Near East worshipped the waxing and waning 
moon; with few exceptions, the major lunar deities were portrayed as masculine. 



Moon gods, indigenous and international, were worshipped in ancient Palestine 
(Deut. 4:19; 17:3; 2 Kgs. 23:5; Job 31:26; Jer. 8:2). Abraham’s links with Haran and 
Ur, the most prestigious centers of lunar worship in ancient Mesopotamia, 
probably mirror the Aramean cultic milieu familiar to the Genesis authors. 
Proper names in the OT reflect a recognition of moon gods from western Asia 
and Mesopotamia. Forms of the name of the Mesopotamian moon-god Siîn 
occur in Sanballat (Neh. 4:1[MT 3:33]), Sennacherib (2 Kgs. 18:13 = Isa. 36:1), 
and Shenazzar (1 Chr. 3:18). West Semitic Yarih˙ (Heb. yaœreäah� ) is 
attested in Jerah (Gen. 10:26 = 1 Chr. 1:20), and Jaroah (1 Chr. 5:14); other 
names based on words for the moon include Hodesh (1 Chr. 8:9) and Laban 
(e.g., Gen. 24:29). Place names like Beth-yerah� and Jericho also testify to 
ancient lunar worship. The iconography of Iron Age Syria-Palestine represents 
the moon either as a natural object — a crescent — or symbolizes it with one of 
the liturgical conventions of the neighboring nations, i.e., a crescent mounted 
atop a pole or stand (Mesopotamian Siîn of Haran, stamp and cylinder seals), a 
lunar barge (Egyptian mythology, amulets), or a crescent headpiece worn by a 
baboon or an ibis (Egyptian Thoth, amulets and scarabs).

�The basis The basis of the civof the civil and culil and cultic calendtic calendars in ancars in ancient Israeient Israel and Judal and Judah was the h was the lunar montlulunar montlunar month (cf. Sirh (cf. Sir. 43:7). A. 43:7). A festive h festive holiday wasoliday was observed  observed monthly whmonthly when the newen the new moon was  m moon was fmoon was first sightirst sighted (Num. 1ed (Num. 10:10; 28:10:10; 28:11).1).1).

The basis of the civil and cultic calendars in ancient Israel and Judah was the 
lunar month (cf. Sir. 43:7). A festive holiday was observed monthly when the new 
moon was first sighted (Num. 10:10; 28:11).

�The figureThe figure of the mo of the moon in the on in the Bible is uBible is usually paisually paired with tred with the sun andhe sun and stars. As stars. A stars. As a rivalAs a rival to Yahweh to Yahweh, the moon, the moon is an obj is an object of proect of proscribed woscribed worship (Deurship (Deut. 4:19; 1t. 4:19; 17:3; 2 Kgs7117:3; 2 Kg17:3; 2 Kgs. 23:5; Js. 23:5; Job 31:26; ob 31:26; Jer. 8:2).Jer. 8:2). Appreciat Appreciation of theion of the natural b natural beauty and eauty and splendor osplendsplendor osplendor of the moonf the moon inspired  inspired lyrical polyrical poetry (Job etry (Job 26:9; Ps. 26:9; Ps. 8:3[4]; Ca8:3[4]; Cant. 6:10).nt. 6:10). As a spec As a As a spectacua spectacular illustlar illustration of ration of divine juddivine judgment, thegment, the apparent  apparent eternity oeternity of the moonf the moon (Ps. 72:5 (Ps (Ps. 72:5,(Ps. 72:5, 7; 89:37[ 7; 89:37[38]) could38]) could be termin be terminated: a prated: a pregnant symegnant symbol of thebol of the day of Ya day of Yahweh and thwYaYahweh andYahweh and the escha the eschatological tological conclusionconclusion of histor of history is the ey is the extinction xtinction of the mooof the moon (Isa. 13n moomoon (Isa.moon (Isa. 13:10; 24 13:10; 24:23; Joel :23; Joel 2:31[3:4];2:31[3:4]; 3:15[4:15 3:15[4:15]; Mark 13]; Mark 13:24 par. [:24 par. [Gk. Gk. seleäíneäseleäíneäseleäíneäseleäíneä]; Acts 2:]; Acts 2:20; Rev. 620; Rev. 6:12; 8:12;:12; 8:12; 2 Esdr. 7 2 Esdr. 7:39).:39).:39).

The figure of the moon in the Bible is usually paired with the sun and stars. 
As a rival to Yahweh, the moon is an object of proscribed worship (Deut. 4:19; 
17:3; 2 Kgs. 23:5; Job 31:26; Jer. 8:2). Appreciation of the natural beauty and 
splendor of the moon inspired lyrical poetry (Job 26:9; Ps. 8:3[4]; Cant. 6:10). As 
a spectacular illustration of divine judgment, the apparent eternity of the moon 
(Ps. 72:5, 7; 89:37[38]) could be terminated: a pregnant symbol of the day of 
Yahweh and the eschatological conclusion of history is the extinction of the 
moon (Isa. 13:10; 24:23; Joel 2:31[3:4]; 3:15[4:15]; Mark 13:24 par. [Gk. 
seleäíneä]; Acts 2:20; Rev. 6:12; 8:12; 2 Esdr. 7:39).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. B. FreeS. B. Freehof, “Sounhof, “Sound the Shofd the Shofar — ‘ba-kar — ‘ba-kesse’ Psalesse’ Psalm 81:4,” m 81:4,” JQRJQJQRJQR 64 (1974) 64 (1974): 225–28; : 225–28; B. B. SchmB. B. Schmidt, “Moonidt, “Moon,” in ,” in DDD,DDD, 585–93; M 585–93; M. Stol, “T. Stol, “The Moon ashe Moohe Moon as SeMoon as Seen by the en by the BabylonianBabylonians,” in s,” in Natural PhNatural Phenomena: Tenomena: Their Meaniheir Meaning, Depictng, Depiction and Deion aion and Descriand Description in tption in the Ancienthe Ancient Near East Near East,, ed. D. J. ed. D. J. W. Meijer W. Meijer. Koninkli. Koninklijke Nederljke Nederlandse AkadandseNederlNederlandsNederlandse Akademiee Akademie van Weten van Wetenschappen Vschappen Verhandelinerhandelingen, Afd. gen, Afd. LetterkundLetterkunde, e, N.S.N.SN.S.N.S. 152 (Amst 152 (Amsterdam, 199erdam, 1992): 245–772): 245–77...

Bibliography. S. B. Freehof, “Sound the Shofar — ‘ba-kesse’ Psalm 81:4,” 
JQR 64 (1974): 225–28; B. B. Schmidt, “Moon,” in DDD, 585–93; M. Stol, “The 
Moon as Seen by the Babylonians,” in Natural Phenomena: Their Meaning, Depiction 
and Description in the Ancient Near East, ed. D. J. W. Meijer. Koninklijke 
Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen Verhandelingen, Afd. Letterkunde, 
N.S. 152 (Amsterdam, 1992): 245–77.
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MORDECAIMORDECAI (Heb.  (Heb. mordok�ay,mordok�ay, mordeïk�a mordeïk�ayy)))

MORDECAI (Heb. mordok�ay, mordeïk�ay )

�1.1. A charact A character in the er in the book of Esbook of Esther who ither who is identifis identified as Esthed as Esther’s cousier’s cousin and who n and wn and who becomewho becomes her fosts her foster father er father (Esth, 2:5(Esth, 2:5, 7). Mord, 7). Mordecai’s refecai’s refusal to bousal to bow to Hamanw to Haman, the high,HamanHaman, theHaman, the highest o highest official offficial of the Persi the Persian king Ahan king Ahasuerus, casuerus, causes Hamaauses Haman to plan n to plan a pogrom oa pa pogrom of pogrom of all Persiaall Persian Jews. Byn Jews. By identifyi identifying Mordecang Mordecai as a Beni as a Benjaminite ajaminite and Haman and Haman as an Agagisaas an Agagas an Agagite, the nite, the narrator suarrator subtly linksbtly links their con their conflict withflict with that of S that of Saul and Agaul and Agag (cf. 1 ag (cf. ag (cf. 1 Sam(cf. 1 Sam. 15). Whe. 15). When Haman den Haman decides not cides not to wait foto wait for the pogrr the pogrom to be rom to be rid of Mordid of Morid of Mordecai, Mordecai, he erects he erects a stake ona stake on which to  which to impale himimpale him. Mordecai. Mordecai is saved  is saved by Queen Eby Queen Eby Queen Esther, hoEsther, however, whowever, who in the pi in the pivotal scenvotal scene of Esth.e of Esth. 7 shifts  7 shifts the king’sthe king’s loyalties loyalties away from away away from away from Haman. TheHaman. The narrator  narrator leaves uncleaves unclear whethlear whether the shier the shift is due ft is due to the facto the fact that shetfacfact that fact that she is a Jshe is a Jew, and thew, and thus under tus under threat fromhreat from the plann the planned pogrom,ed pogrom, or that t or that the king thhe tthe king tthe king thinks Hamahinks Haman is makinn is making advancesg advances toward Es toward Esther. Queether. Queen Esther tn Esther then puts Mhen puts hen puts Mordeputs Mordecai in chacai in charge of Hamrge of Haman’s propean’s property, the krty, the king bestowing bestows upon hims upon him the royal the roya the royal signroyal signet ring, aet ring, and togethend together Esther ar Esther and Mordecand Mordecai work to i work to thwart thethwart the pogrom. pogrom. pogrom.

1. A character in the book of Esther who is identified as Esther’s cousin and 
who becomes her foster father (Esth, 2:5, 7). Mordecai’s refusal to bow to 



Haman, the highest official of the Persian king Ahasuerus, causes Haman to plan a 
pogrom of all Persian Jews. By identifying Mordecai as a Benjaminite and Haman 
as an Agagite, the narrator subtly links their conflict with that of Saul and Agag 
(cf. 1 Sam. 15). When Haman decides not to wait for the pogrom to be rid of 
Mordecai, he erects a stake on which to impale him. Mordecai is saved by Queen 
Esther, however, who in the pivotal scene of Esth. 7 shifts the king’s loyalties 
away from Haman. The narrator leaves unclear whether the shift is due to the 
fact that she is a Jew, and thus under threat from the planned pogrom, or that 
the king thinks Haman is making advances toward Esther. Queen Esther then 
puts Mordecai in charge of Haman’s property, the king bestows upon him the 
royal signet ring, and together Esther and Mordecai work to thwart the pogrom.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. K. BealT. K. Beal, , The Book oThe Book of Hiding: f Hiding: Gender, EtGender, Ethnicity, Ahnicity, Annihilationnihilation and Esthn ann and Estherand Esther (London,  (London, 1997).1997).1997).

Bibliography. T. K. Beal, The Book of Hiding: Gender, Ethnicity, Annihilation 
and Esther (London, 1997).
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�2.2. An Israel An Israelite who reite who returned froturned from exile wim exile with Zerubbath Zerubbabel (Ezra bel (Ezra 2:2 = Neh.2:2 = Neh. 7:7). 7:7 7:7).7:7).

2. An Israelite who returned from exile with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:2 = Neh. 
7:7).

MOREHMOREH (Heb.  (Heb. mo®rehmo®reh)))

MOREH (Heb. mo®reh)

�1.1. A terebin A terebinth or oak th or oak tree near tree near Shechem. AShechem. Abraham buibraham built an altalt an altar there afr there after his viter hter his visionhis vision of God (G of God (Gen 12:6-7)en 12:6-7). The Hebr. The Hebrew term meew term means “teachans “teacher” or “orer” or “oracle giveracle giveacle giver,” sugiver,” suggesting tggesting that the nahat the name is baseme is based on an etd on an etymology inymology in honor of  honor of Abraham’s Abraham’s vision. Invvision. Invision. In Deut. 11: Deut. 11:30 the tre30 the tree is a lane is a landmark in tdmark in the vicinithe vicinity of Mt. Ey of Mt. Ebal and Mtbal and Mt. Gerizim,. Ger. Gerizim, oGerizim, overlookingverlooking the town  the town of Shechemof Shechem. Jacob bu. Jacob buried his iried his idols by andols by an oak near  oak near Shechem (GSShechem (GShechem (Gen 35:4), en 35:4), which may which may be the sambe the same tree. Sie tree. Similarly, imilarly, it may alsot may also be the sa be the same as the msasame as thsame as the “Divinere “Diviner’s Oak” (J’s Oak” (Judg 9:37).udg 9:37).

1. A terebinth or oak tree near Shechem. Abraham built an altar there after 
his vision of God (Gen 12:6-7). The Hebrew term means “teacher” or “oracle 
giver,” suggesting that the name is based on an etymology in honor of Abraham’s 
vision. In Deut. 11:30 the tree is a landmark in the vicinity of Mt. Ebal and Mt. 
Gerizim, overlooking the town of Shechem. Jacob buried his idols by an oak near 
Shechem (Gen 35:4), which may be the same tree. Similarly, it may also be the 
same as the “Diviner’s Oak” (Judg 9:37).

�Two other Two other trees neartrees near Shechem a Shechem are mentionre mentioned in the ed in the OT (Josh 2OT (Josh 24:26; Judg4:26; Judg 9:6), tho 9:6 9:6), thou9:6), though these tgh these trees were rees were inside theinside the city. city. city.

Two other trees near Shechem are mentioned in the OT (Josh 24:26; Judg 
9:6), though these trees were inside the city.

�2.2. A hill in A hill in the Jezre the Jezreel Valley el Valley where the where the MidianitesMidianites were camp were camped on the ed on the night of Gnight night of Gnight of Gideon’s atideon’s attack (Judgtack (Judg 7:1). Mos 7:1). Most scholarst scholars locate th locate this hill neis hill near Nebi ar Nebi Dah�iäDah�iDah�iäDah�iä, N of , N of {Afula{Afula...

2. A hill in the Jezreel Valley where the Midianites were camped on the 
night of Gideon’s attack (Judg 7:1). Most scholars locate this hill near Nebi 
Dah�iä , N of {Afula.

Wade R. KoWade R. Kottertter

Wade R. Kotter

MORESHETHMORESHETH (Heb.  (Heb. mo®resûet�mo®resûet�), ), MORESHETH-MORESHETH-GATH (GATH (mo®resûet�mo®resûet� gat� gat�)))

MORESHETH (Heb. mo®resûet� ), 
MORESHETH-GATH (mo®resûet� gat� )

A satellitA satellite village e village of Gath inof Gath in the Sheph the Shephelah; homeelah; hometown of thtown of the prophet e prophet Micah (JerMicah (Jer. 26:18; M. 2. 26:18; Mic26:18; Mic. 1:1). Th. 1:1). The ancient e ancient site of Mosite of Moresheth isresheth is generally generally identifie identified with modd with modern Tell eern modmodern Telmodern Tell ej-Judeil ej-Judeideh (14111deh (141115), ca. 2.5), ca. 2.5 km. (1.55 km. (1.5 mi.) N of mi.) N of Beit Jibr Beit Jibrin/Beth Guin/Beth Guvrin (ancivrinGuGuvrin (anGuvrin (ancient Eleucient Eleutheropolistheropolis) and ca. ) and ca. 10 km. (6 10 km. (6 mi.) NE ofmi.) NE of Lachish.  Lachish. The form MThe form Moresheth-goMMoresheth-Moresheth-gath (“Posgath (“Possession ofsession of Gath”) ap Gath”) appears onlypears only in Mic. 1 in Mic. 1:14.:14.:14.

A satellite village of Gath in the Shephelah; hometown of the prophet Micah (Jer. 
26:18; Mic. 1:1). The ancient site of Moresheth is generally identified with 
modern Tell ej-Judeideh (141115), ca. 2.5 km. (1.5 mi.) N of Beit Jibrin/Beth 
Guvrin (ancient Eleutheropolis) and ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) NE of Lachish. The form 
Moresheth-gath (“Possession of Gath”) appears only in Mic. 1:14.

Aaron W. PAaron W. Parkark
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MORIAHMORIAH (Heb.  (Heb. moœriîya®moœriîya®)))

MORIAH (Heb. moœriîya®)

�1.1. The “land The “land of Moriah of Moriah,” the pla,” the place where Gce where God commandod commanded Abrahamed Abraham to take h to take  to take his stake his son Isaac aon Isaac and sacrifind sacrifice him (Gece him (Gen. 22:2). n. 22:2). The narratThe narrative descriive describes this abes this as a three-s a ths a three-day three-day journey frjourney from Beer-shom Beer-sheba (Gen. eba (Gen. 22:4). How22:4). However, “theever, “the third day third day” may simp” may sim” may simply be simply be a conventia conventional way oonal way of indicatif indicating a shortng a short distance  distance and hence and hence is of littis of little help inle helle help in eshelp in establishingtablishing Moriah’s  Moriah’s location. location. In Jewish In Jewish tradition tradition the story the story of the sacof the sacrifice of rifice orifice of Isaac aof Isaac at Moriah it Moriah is referreds referred to as the to as the Aqedah, t Aqedah, the “bindinhe “binding” of Isaag” of Isaac.c.c.

1. The “land of Moriah,” the place where God commanded Abraham to 
take his son Isaac and sacrifice him (Gen. 22:2). The narrative describes this as a 
three-day journey from Beer-sheba (Gen. 22:4). However, “the third day” may 
simply be a conventional way of indicating a short distance and hence is of little 
help in establishing Moriah’s location. In Jewish tradition the story of the sacrifice 
of Isaac at Moriah is referred to as the Aqedah, the “binding” of Isaac.

�2.2. Mt. Moria Mt. Moriah, the sith, the site in Jeruse in Jerusalem wherealem where Solomon b Solomon built the tuilt the temple (2 Cemple (2 Chr. 3:1). hr. 3hr. 3:1). The 3:1). The same versesame verse identifie identifies the sites the site also as t also as the place “he place “where the where the Lord had aLord had appeared toppeaappeared tappeared to his fatho his father David,”er David,” who had b who had been asked een asked to build ato build an altar thn altar there, on there, on the threshine te threshing threshing floor of Afloor of Araunah/Ornraunah/Ornan the Jeban the Jebusite (cf.usite (cf. 2 Chr. 3: 2 Chr. 3:1; 2 Sam. 1; 2 Sam. 24:18). To24:18). Today, Mt. MdayToToday, Mt.Today, Mt. Moriah, t Moriah, the temple he temple plateau, iplateau, is the sites the site of two Mu of two Muslim shrinslim shrines, the ales, the al-Aqsa mosq-Aqsalal-Aqsa moal-Aqsa mosque and tsque and the Dome ofhe Dome of the Rock. the Rock. A section A section of the we of the western sidestern side of the re of the r of the retaining retaining wall of thwall of the temple me temple mount is thount is the Wailing e Wailing Wall, a JeWall, a Jewish site wish site of prayer.of prayer.

2. Mt. Moriah, the site in Jerusalem where Solomon built the temple (2 Chr. 
3:1). The same verse identifies the site also as the place “where the Lord had 
appeared to his father David,” who had been asked to build an altar there, on the 
threshing floor of Araunah/Ornan the Jebusite (cf. 2 Chr. 3:1; 2 Sam. 24:18). 
Today, Mt. Moriah, the temple plateau, is the site of two Muslim shrines, the 
al-Aqsa mosque and the Dome of the Rock. A section of the western side of the 
retaining wall of the temple mount is the Wailing Wall, a Jewish site of prayer.

�These two These two places areplaces are clearly n clearly not identicot identical. A possal. A possible explaible explanation is nation is that Moriathat Morithat Moriah oriMoriah originally reginally referred to ferred to the templethe temple mount, an mount, and that thed that the term repl term replaced the oaced the original nariooriginal noriginal name for thame for the site in e site in Gen. 22, tGen. 22, thus linkinhus linking Abraham g Abraham with the Jwith the Jerusalem terusalem temple.empttemple.temple.temple.

These two places are clearly not identical. A possible explanation is that 
Moriah originally referred to the temple mount, and that the term replaced the 
original name for the site in Gen. 22, thus linking Abraham with the Jerusalem 
temple.

John L. GiJohn L. Gillmanllman
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MORNING STMORNING STARARAR

MORNING STAR

A symbolicA symbolic name of t name of the Lord Jehe Lord Jesus. Transsus. Translated “daylated “day star” in  star” in the KJV, Gthe KJV, Gk. k. phoœsphoœrphoœspphoœsphoœrphoœsphoœrosos appears o appears only in 2 Pnly in 2 Pet. 1:19. et. 1:19. However, “However, “star” (Gk.star” (Gk.  asteäírasteäír) as an ep) as a) as an epithetan epithet for the M for the Messiah is essiah is not uncommnot uncommon (Rev. 2on (Rev. 2:28; 22:16:28; 22:16; cf. Num.; cf. Num. 24:17). 24:17). 24:17).

A symbolic name of the Lord Jesus. Translated “day star” in the KJV, Gk. 
phoœsphoœros appears only in 2 Pet. 1:19. However, “star” (Gk. asteäír) as 
an epithet for the Messiah is not uncommon (Rev. 2:28; 22:16; cf. Num. 24:17).

�At Isa. 14At Isa. 14:12 Isaiah:12 Isaiah refers to refers to the king  the king of Babylonof Babylon as “Day S as “Day Star, son otar, son of Dawn” (Hf Dawn” (f Dawn” (Heb. (Heb. heîleälheîleäl), which t), which the KJV trahe KJV translates “Lnslates “Lucifer,” fucifer,” following tollowing the Latin. he Latin. The word mThe word mThe word means “ligmeans “light-bearer”ht-bearer” and signi and signified the pfied the planet Venulanet Venus, which ps, which preceded orreceded or accompani accompani accompanieaccompanied the risid the rising of the ng of the sun. Jesussun. Jesus may have  may have had referehad reference to thence to the Isaiah pa Isaiah passage whenssapapassage whpassage when he spoken he spoke of Satane of Satan falling f falling from heavenrom heaven (Luke 10: (Luke 10:18). Lucif18). Lucifer thus caer thus came to be umecacame to became to be used in t used in the Middle he Middle Ages as anAges as an appellati appellation of Sataon of Satan.n.n.

At Isa. 14:12 Isaiah refers to the king of Babylon as “Day Star, son of Dawn” 
(Heb. heîleäl), which the KJV translates “Lucifer,” following the Latin. The word 
means “light-bearer” and signified the planet Venus, which preceded or 
accompanied the rising of the sun. Jesus may have had reference to the Isaiah 
passage when he spoke of Satan falling from heaven (Luke 10:18). Lucifer thus 
came to be used in the Middle Ages as an appellation of Satan.

Dale EllenDale Ellenburgburg
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MORTARMORTARMORTAR

MORTAR

�1.1. A vessel, A vessel, usually m usually made of groade of ground stone,und stone, in which  in which substancessubstances are crush are crushed with a ed wed with a peswith a pestle. The mtle. The most commonost common material  material crushed incrushed in a mortar  a mortar was grain,was grain, although  although although calthough cosmetics, osmetics, dye pigmendye pigments, spicests, spices, and mann, and manna (Num. 11a (Num. 11:8) were a:8) were also groundlso groundlso ground usiground using a mortang a mortar (Heb. r (Heb. meïd�oœk�ameïd�oœk�a®®) and pest) and pestle. Mortarle. Mortars were usus were usually made ally mally made of bamade of basalt (a vosalt (a volcanic stolcanic stone native ne native to parts oto parts of Palestinf Palestine) and vare) and varied in shaied in shape from a pe frope from a blofrom a block with a ck with a concave deconcave depression opression on top to mn top to more elaborore elaborate footedate footed types. Li types. Li types. Limestone Limestone cosmetic pcosmetic palettes oralettes or mortars a mortars are also knre also known.own.own.

1. A vessel, usually made of ground stone, in which substances are crushed 
with a pestle. The most common material crushed in a mortar was grain, 
although cosmetics, dye pigments, spices, and manna (Num. 11:8) were also 
ground using a mortar (Heb. meïd�oœk�a® ) and pestle. Mortars were usually 
made of basalt (a volcanic stone native to parts of Palestine) and varied in shape 
from a block with a concave depression on top to more elaborate footed types. 



Limestone cosmetic palettes or mortars are also known.

�2.2. A plastic A plastic building  building material umaterial used to binsed to bind bricks od bricks or stones. r stones. In PalestiIn Palestine and Egyne and Egne and Egypt, morEgypt, mortar was ustar was usually madeually made of the sa of the same clay usme clay used for bried for bricks (Heb. cks (Heb. h�oœmerh�oœmerh�oœmerh�oœmer). It was ). It was mixed withmixed with straw or  straw or other mateother materials usinrials using the feetg the feet (Isa. 41: (Isa. 41:25; Nah. 325; 41:41:25; Nah41:25; Nah. 3:14) an. 3:14) and applied d applied while wet.while wet. Mortar wa Mortar was not alwas not always used inys used in brick or  brick or stone consststone consstone constructions;tructions; excavatio excavations have shns have shown that mown that many walls any walls were builtwere built with ston with stone so accurestonstone so astone so accurately ccurately cut that tcut that they did nohey did not need mort need mortar. The btar. The builders ofuilders of the tower the tower of Babel  o of Babel uof Babel used bitumesed bitumen for mortn for mortar (Gen. 1ar (Gen. 11:3).1:3).1:3).

2. A plastic building material used to bind bricks or stones. In Palestine and 
Egypt, mortar was usually made of the same clay used for bricks (Heb. 
h�oœmer ). It was mixed with straw or other materials using the feet (Isa. 
41:25; Nah. 3:14) and applied while wet. Mortar was not always used in brick or 
stone constructions; excavations have shown that many walls were built with 
stone so accurately cut that they did not need mortar. The builders of the tower 
of Babel used bitumen for mortar (Gen. 11:3).

Jennie R. Jennie R. EbelingEbeling

Jennie R. Ebeling

MORTAR, THMORTAR, THEEE

MORTAR, THE

A trading A trading district idistrict in Jerusalen Jerusalem (Zeph. 1m (Zeph. 1:11), name:11), named probablyd probably for its t for its topography opography (a bowl-sh(a b(a bowl-shapebowl-shaped depressid depression, after on, after the commonthe common mortar us mortar used with a ed with a pestle forpestle for grinding; grinding; grinding; grinding; Prov. 27:2Prov. 27:22; cf. Jud2; cf. Judg. 15:19).g. 15:19). The north The northern part oern part of the Tyrof the Tyropoeon Vallpoeon Valley has beeey hey has been shas been suggested auggested as its locas its location.tion.tion.

A trading district in Jerusalem (Zeph. 1:11), named probably for its topography (a 
bowl-shaped depression, after the common mortar used with a pestle for 
grinding; Prov. 27:22; cf. Judg. 15:19). The northern part of the Tyropoeon Valley 
has been suggested as its location.

Jennie R. Jennie R. EbelingEbeling

Jennie R. Ebeling

MOSERAHMOSERAH (Heb.  (Heb. mo®seära®mo®seära®), ), MOSEROTH (MOSEROTH (moœseäro®tmoœseäro®t��)))

MOSERAH (Heb. mo®seära®), MOSEROTH (moœseäro®t� )

The 15th IThe 15th Israelite esraelite encampment ncampment after theyafter they left the  left the wildernesswilderness of Sinai  of Sinai (Num. 33:3(Num. 33:30-31). Deu0-33:333:30-31).33:30-31). Deut. 10: Deut. 10:6 relates 6 relates that Aaronthat Aaron died and  died and was buriedwas buried at Mosera at Moserah (accordih (according to Num.n(accordi(according(according to Num. 3 to Num. 33:38-39, M3:38-39, Mt. Hor). Tt. Hor). The itinerahe itinerary of Num.ry of Num. 33 depict 33 depicts the Isras the Israelites traeIsraIsraelitesIsraelites traveling traveling from Mose from Moseroth to Beroth to Bene-jaakan,ne-jaakan, whereas D whereas Deut. 10:6 eut. 10:6 reverses treverses that order.hatthat orderthat order. If Moser. If Moserah/Moserotah/Moseroth was nearh was near Mt. Hor,  Mt. Hor, then the sthen the site is proite is probably locabably located NE of telocalocated NElocated NE of Kadesh of Kadesh-barnea, n-barnea, near Edom.ear Edom.ear Edom.

The 15th Israelite encampment after they left the wilderness of Sinai (Num. 
33:30-31). Deut. 10:6 relates that Aaron died and was buried at Moserah 
(according to Num. 33:38-39, Mt. Hor). The itinerary of Num. 33 depicts the 
Israelites traveling from Moseroth to Bene-jaakan, whereas Deut. 10:6 reverses 
that order. If Moserah/Moseroth was near Mt. Hor, then the site is probably 
located NE of Kadesh-barnea, near Edom.

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

MOSESMOSES (Heb.  (Heb. moœsûehmoœsûeh)))

MOSES (Heb. moœsûeh)

Israelite Israelite liberator liberator and lawgivand lawgiver.er.

Israelite liberator and lawgiver.

Biblical ABiblical Accountsccounts

Biblical Accounts

Moses is bMoses is born to Levorn to Levite parentite parents after Phs after Pharaoh decraraoh decrees the deees the death of allath of all newborn H newborn Hebrew boyseHHebrew boyHebrew boys. Rather s. Rather than drownthan drown Moses, hi Moses, his mother ss mother sets him inets him in the Nile  the Nile shallows, shallows,shallows, shallows, where he iwhere he is discovers discovered by Phared by Pharaoh’s daugaoh’s daughter and ehter and extracted bxtracted by her maidy her maidy her maidservanmaidservant. The prit. The princess raisncess raises Moses aes Moses as her own s her own son, emploson, employing his nying his natural motatural mother as wethmotmother as mother as wet nurse wet nurse (Exod. 1:2(Exod. 1:22-2:10). P2-2:10). Pharaoh’s dharaoh’s daughter naaughter names him mes him moœsûeh,moœsûehmoœsûeh,moœsûeh, “because  “because I rescued I rescued (msûh)(msûh) him from  him from the water.the water.” As a who” As a whole, the inle, the incident antcinincident aincident anticipatesnticipates future ev future events: as Pents: as Pharaoh desharaoh designs to drigns to drown Israelown Israel’s helples’s helpless boys in s boys boys in thboys in the reedy Nie reedy Nile, from wle, from which Moseshich Moses is rescue is rescued, so Yahwd, so Yahweh and Moseh and Moses will saes will saes will save Israesave Israel from Egyl from Egypt at the pt at the Reed Sea, Reed Sea, where Egypwhere Egypt’s mightyt’s mighty men peris men perish. Pharaohh. Pharaoh’s daughte’PharaohPharaoh’s Pharaoh’s daughter, daughter, though a mthough a minor charainor character, thuscter, thus symbolize symbolizes God; hers God; her maidserva maidserv maidservanmaidservant correspot corresponds to Mosnds to Moses. Even Mes. Even Moses’ nameoses’ name, if under, if understood as Hstood as Hebrew, ougebrew, HHebrew, ouHebrew, ought to meaght to mean, not “ren, not “rescued fromscued from the water the water,” but “re,” but “rescuer fromscuer from the water the wat the water,” fowater,” foreshadowinreshadowing Moses’ rg Moses’ role in Isrole in Israel’s deliael’s deliverance (cverance (cf. Isa. 63f. Isa. 63:11).:11).:11).

Moses is born to Levite parents after Pharaoh decrees the death of all newborn 
Hebrew boys. Rather than drown Moses, his mother sets him in the Nile 
shallows, where he is discovered by Pharaoh’s daughter and extracted by her 
maidservant. The princess raises Moses as her own son, employing his natural 
mother as wet nurse (Exod. 1:22-2:10). Pharaoh’s daughter names him 
moœsûeh, “because I rescued (msûh) him from the water.” As a whole, the 
incident anticipates future events: as Pharaoh designs to drown Israel’s helpless 
boys in the reedy Nile, from which Moses is rescued, so Yahweh and Moses will 
save Israel from Egypt at the Reed Sea, where Egypt’s mighty men perish. 



Pharaoh’s daughter, though a minor character, thus symbolizes God; her 
maidservant corresponds to Moses. Even Moses’ name, if understood as 
Hebrew, ought to mean, not “rescued from the water,” but “rescuer from the 
water,” foreshadowing Moses’ role in Israel’s deliverance (cf. Isa. 63:11).

�In his earIn his early manhoodly manhood, Moses, h, Moses, hitherto anitherto an unwitting unwitting traitor t traitor to his claso his class and kin,s and kin,s and kin, beginkin, begins to explos to explore life oure life outside the tside the palace. Copalace. Coming upon ming upon a fight bea fight between an Etween an Egyptian angypEEgyptian aEgyptian and a Hebrend a Hebrew, he killw, he kills the Egyps the Egyptian and htian and hides the bides the body. When ody. When he later ihe later interrupts ntiinterruptsinterrupts a fight b a fight between twoetween two Hebrews,  Hebrews, his previohis previous homicidus homicide is throwe is thrown at him, n at him, and he knoaand he knoand he knows he mustws he must flee (Exo flee (Exod. 2:11-15d. 2:11-15). These p). These pivotal incivotal incidents, toidents, too, foreshao, foreshadow Moses’doforeshaforeshadowforeshadow Moses’ de Moses’ destiny, to stiny, to rescue Isrrescue Israel from Eael from Egypt, to egypt, to establish jstablish justice, anustice, and yet to bd yed yet to be yet to be rejected brejected by his own y his own people. Thpeople. These encounese encounters demonters demonstrate Mosstrate Moses’ instines’ instines’ instinct finstinct for equity or equity and capaciand capacity for swity for swift action.ft action. They also They also illustrat illustrate the futie the futility of atlity of atlity of attemptingattempting to help I to help Israel withsrael without divineout divine assistanc assistance.e.e.

In his early manhood, Moses, hitherto an unwitting traitor to his class and 
kin, begins to explore life outside the palace. Coming upon a fight between an 
Egyptian and a Hebrew, he kills the Egyptian and hides the body. When he later 
interrupts a fight between two Hebrews, his previous homicide is thrown at him, 
and he knows he must flee (Exod. 2:11-15). These pivotal incidents, too, 
foreshadow Moses’ destiny, to rescue Israel from Egypt, to establish justice, and 
yet to be rejected by his own people. These encounters demonstrate Moses’ 
instinct for equity and capacity for swift action. They also illustrate the futility of 
attempting to help Israel without divine assistance.

�Arriving iArriving in Midian, n Midian, Moses rescMoses rescues embattues embattled shepheled shepherdesses atrdesses at a well. T a well. These provehese phese prove to bprove to be daughtere daughters of the ls of the local priesocal priest, called t, called Reuel or JReuel or Jethro, whoethro, who welcomes  welcomes Moses and MoMoses and Moses and gives him gives him his daughthis daughter Zipporaer Zipporah in marrih in marriage. Mosesage. Moses and Zippo and Zipporah producrah prodrah produce twproduce two sons, Geo sons, Gershom and rshom and Eliezer (EEliezer (Exod. 2:15-xod. 2:15-22; 18:1-622; 18:1-6). At this). At this point one point one might thi oneone might one might think Mosethink Moses’ wanderis’ wanderings and stngs and story are ovory are over. But, aer. But, as he is abs he is about to disout to discover, Moscodisdiscover, discover, Moses is sMoses is still “a sotill “a sojourner injourner in a foreign a foreign land.” Th land.” The words sue words sum up his em up his entire carentireentire carentire career, sinceeer, since he will n he will never reachever reach the Promi the Promised Land.sed Land.sed Land.

Arriving in Midian, Moses rescues embattled shepherdesses at a well. These 
prove to be daughters of the local priest, called Reuel or Jethro, who welcomes 
Moses and gives him his daughter Zipporah in marriage. Moses and Zipporah 
produce two sons, Gershom and Eliezer (Exod. 2:15-22; 18:1-6). At this point 
one might think Moses’ wanderings and story are over. But, as he is about to 
discover, Moses is still “a sojourner in a foreign land.” The words sum up his 
entire career, since he will never reach the Promised Land.

�Sometime lSometime later, whilater, while tending e tending sheep, Mossheep, Moses encountes encounters Israelers Israel’s ancestr’s ancestral deity ial deital deity in adeity in a burning,  burning, talking butalking bush. God resh. God reveals to hveals to him his truim his true name, Yae name, Yahweh, and hweh, and reaffirms reareaffirms reaffirms his ancienhis ancient promise t promise to bring Ito bring Israel to Csrael to Canaan (Exoanaan (Exod. 3:14-17d. 3:14-17). Overrul). Overruling his reingOverrulOverrulingOverruling his repea his repeated objectted objections, God ions, God sends Mosesends Moses back to s back to Egypt to dEgypt to deliver Isreliver Israel, assisaIsrIsrael, asIsrael, assisted by sisted by his brothehis brother Aaron anr Aaron and armed wid armed with the “roth the “rod of God.”d of God.” On the wa On the wa On the way, Mosesway, Moses undergoes undergoes a bizarre a bizarre, hostile , hostile encounter encounter with the dwith the deity. He neity. He nearly diesearly dies, but is s, b, but is savbut is saved by the ed by the blood of cblood of circumcisioircumcision (Exod. 4n (Exod. 4:24-26). I:24-26). It seems Mot seems Moses has unses has undergone a deunundergone undergone a rite of a rite of passage. Hpassage. He has put e has put off his yooff his youth and thuth and the company e company of women fof women fof women for his adfor his adult role ault role as Israel’ss Israel’s liberator liberator. Moses wi. Moses will forsakell forsake Jethro’s  Jethro’s sheep for sheep for God’s “floGod’s “God’s “flock.”“flock.”“flock.”

Sometime later, while tending sheep, Moses encounters Israel’s ancestral 
deity in a burning, talking bush. God reveals to him his true name, Yahweh, and 
reaffirms his ancient promise to bring Israel to Canaan (Exod. 3:14-17). 
Overruling his repeated objections, God sends Moses back to Egypt to deliver 
Israel, assisted by his brother Aaron and armed with the “rod of God.” On the 
way, Moses undergoes a bizarre, hostile encounter with the deity. He nearly dies, 
but is saved by the blood of circumcision (Exod. 4:24-26). It seems Moses has 
undergone a rite of passage. He has put off his youth and the company of women 
for his adult role as Israel’s liberator. Moses will forsake Jethro’s sheep for God’s 
“flock.”

�After deliAfter delivering Godvering God’s word to’s word to the joyou the joyous people, s people, Moses confMoses confronts Pharronts Pharaoh. But taoh. PharPharaoh. BPharaoh. But the kinut the king only makg only makes Israel’es Israel’s sufferins suffering harsher,g harsher, sowing di sowing dissent amonssent among people, g pg people, elpeople, elders, and ders, and Moses (ExoMoses (Exod. 4:29-6:d. 4:29-6:1). Moses 1). Moses is dismayeis dismayed, but Godd, but God reiterate reiterates his proms reiteratereiteratesreiterates his promi his promise to delise to deliver Israelver Israel (Exod. 6: (Exod. 6:2-8). At t2-8). At this point his point Moses is 8Moses is 80 years ol0 year0 years old years old (Exod. 7:7(Exod. 7:7).).).

After delivering God’s word to the joyous people, Moses confronts 
Pharaoh. But the king only makes Israel’s suffering harsher, sowing dissent among 
people, elders, and Moses (Exod. 4:29-6:1). Moses is dismayed, but God 
reiterates his promise to deliver Israel (Exod. 6:2-8). At this point Moses is 80 
years old (Exod. 7:7).

�God sends God sends 10 plagues10 plagues against E against Egypt (Exodgypt (Exod. 7:8-11:1. 7:8-11:10). While 0). While he occasiohe occasionally wavenally wnally wavers, Phwavers, Pharaoh stilaraoh still refuses l refuses to releaseto release Israel; Y Israel; Yahweh has ahweh has “hardened “hardened his heart.his heart.” Finally,” Fi” Finally, GFinally, God kills eod kills every firstvery firstborn male,born male, human and human and animal, t animal, throughout hroughout Egypt, spaEgypt, sparing only rinspasparing onsparing only Israel,ly Israel, who smear who smear the prote the protecting bloocting blood of a lamd of a lamb or kid, b or kid, the Passovthe Passover, on theer,PassovPassover, Passover, on their don their doorframes oorframes (Exod. 12:(Exod. 12:1-28). Now1-28). Now the Egypt the Egyptians urge ians urge Israel to Israel to leave and leleave and leave and even showeeven shower them witr them with gifts (Eh gifts (Exod. 12:29xod. 12:29-13:16).-13:16).-13:16).

God sends 10 plagues against Egypt (Exod. 7:8-11:10). While he occasionally 
wavers, Pharaoh still refuses to release Israel; Yahweh has “hardened his heart.” 
Finally, God kills every firstborn male, human and animal, throughout Egypt, 
sparing only Israel, who smear the protecting blood of a lamb or kid, the 
Passover, on their doorframes (Exod. 12:1-28). Now the Egyptians urge Israel to 



leave and even shower them with gifts (Exod. 12:29-13:16).

�Yahweh leaYahweh leads Israel,ds Israel, not by th not by the expectede expected coastal r coastal route, but oute, but straight tstraight through thehrough through the desertthe desert toward th toward the Reed Seae Reed Sea. Once mor. Once more the Egype the Egyptians decitians decide to pursde to pursue, and piue, and pue, and pin Israelpin Israel against t against the sea, buhe sea, but Yahweh pt Yahweh parts the warts the waters so taters so that Israelhat Israel may pass. may pass. When Egyp Wh When EgyptWhen Egypt follows a follows and Israel nd Israel is safely is safely across, Yaacross, Yahweh restohweh restores the wares the waters, and ters, and Egypt drowEgEgypt drowEgypt drowns. Moses ns. Moses and Miriamand Miriam lead the  lead the people in people in jubilationjubilation (Exod. 13 (Exod. 13:17-15:21):17-15:21)...

Yahweh leads Israel, not by the expected coastal route, but straight through 
the desert toward the Reed Sea. Once more the Egyptians decide to pursue, and 
pin Israel against the sea, but Yahweh parts the waters so that Israel may pass. 
When Egypt follows and Israel is safely across, Yahweh restores the waters, and 
Egypt drowns. Moses and Miriam lead the people in jubilation (Exod. 13:17-15:21).

�Moses leadMoses leads Israel ts Israel through thehrough the desert, m desert, miraculousliraculously providiny providing water, qg water, quails, anduails, anuails, and manna,and manna, defeating defeating the Amale the Amalekites and,kites and, with Jeth with Jethro’s guidaro’s guidance, estabnce, establishing thlishing the Israelite Ise Israelite Israelite judiciary.judiciary. Throughou Throughout, the peot, the people complaple complain againstin against Moses, bu Moses, but he is cot he is continually ntincocontinuallcontinually vindicaty vindicated by God ed by God (Exod. 15:(Exod. 15:22-18:27).22-18:27). Finally t Finally they reach hey reach Sinai, wheSinai, where Israel re Ire Israel wilIsrael will camp forl camp for 11 months 11 months (cf. Num. (cf. Num. 10:11). I 10:11). Israel formsrael formally enterally enters into a cs into a covenant wiovenccovenant wcovenant with God (Eith God (Exod. 19; 2xod. 19; 24). Yahweh4). Yahweh’s covenan’s covenant obligatit obligation is to gon is to give Israelive Israel prosperit pr prosperityprosperity in its ow in its own land. Isn land. Israel’s oblrael’s obligation isigation is to worshi to worship Yahweh ap Yahweh alone and tlone and to obey allo obo obey all Gobey all God’s moralod’s moral and ritua and ritual laws recl laws received by Meived by Moses atop oses atop Mt. Sinai.Mt. Sinai. These are These are detailed  d detailed idetailed in Exod. 20n Exod. 20—Num. 10.—Num. 10.—Num. 10.

Moses leads Israel through the desert, miraculously providing water, quails, 
and manna, defeating the Amalekites and, with Jethro’s guidance, establishing the 
Israelite judiciary. Throughout, the people complain against Moses, but he is 
continually vindicated by God (Exod. 15:22-18:27). Finally they reach Sinai, where 
Israel will camp for 11 months (cf. Num. 10:11). Israel formally enters into a 
covenant with God (Exod. 19; 24). Yahweh’s covenant obligation is to give Israel 
prosperity in its own land. Israel’s obligation is to worship Yahweh alone and to 
obey all God’s moral and ritual laws received by Moses atop Mt. Sinai. These are 
detailed in Exod. 20—Num. 10.

�In Moses’ In Moses’ absence, Aabsence, Aaron buildaron builds a goldens a golden calf for  calf for the peoplethe people to worshi to worship. God prop. God p. God proposGod proposes to wipees to wipe out Israe out Israel and creal and create a new nte a new nation out ation out of Moses, of Moses, but Moses but Mosesbut Moses declMoses declines the hines the honor and ponor and placates thlacates the deity. Re deity. Returning feturning from the morom the mountain, Mountain, Mountain, Moses smasMoses smashes the tahes the tablets of tblets of the covenanhe covenant and ordet and orders all idors all idolaters killaters killed. A newled. A new covenant  co covenant icovenant is enacted,s enacted, and Moses and Moses bears new bears new tablets d tablets down from town from the mountaihe mountain. During n. Durinn. During thiDuring this second rs second revelation evelation he has an he has an almost diralmost direct experiect experience of Goence of God and is sd and is somehow traossomehow trsomehow transformed:ansformed: his face  his face is either is either radiant orradiant or burnt (Ex burnt (Exod. 32-34)od. 32-34)...

In Moses’ absence, Aaron builds a golden calf for the people to worship. 
God proposes to wipe out Israel and create a new nation out of Moses, but 
Moses declines the honor and placates the deity. Returning from the mountain, 
Moses smashes the tablets of the covenant and orders all idolaters killed. A new 
covenant is enacted, and Moses bears new tablets down from the mountain. 
During this second revelation he has an almost direct experience of God and is 
somehow transformed: his face is either radiant or burnt (Exod. 32-34).

�Finally, aFinally, after a cenfter a census is taksus is taken, Israelen, Israel sets fort sets forth from Sinh from Sinai, bearinai, bearing the ritug the ritual tabernaal taal tabernacletabernacle they have they have built to  built to house Yahwhouse Yahweh’s preseeh’s presence (Num. nce (Num. 1-10). But1-10). But their reb their rebellions coerebrebellionsrebellions continue. continue. Frustrate Frustrated, Moses dd, Moses demands moremands more assistane assistance from Goce from God, who invd, who ind, who invests 70invests 70 prophets  prophets to help hito help him. This lem. This leads his owads his own brother n brother and sisterand sister, Aaron an, Aaron and Miriam, d anand Miriamand Miriam, to quest, to question Moses’ion Moses’ unique le unique leadership (adership (they are athey are also botherlso bothered by his ed by his second marsesecond marsecond marriage to ariage to an Ethiopian Ethiopian). Moses n). Moses declines tdeclines to defend ho defend himself, buimself, but Yahweh at Yahweh afflicts Mifaafflicts Mafflicts Miriam withiriam with temporary temporary leprosy ( leprosy (Num. 11-12Num. 11-12).).).

Finally, after a census is taken, Israel sets forth from Sinai, bearing the ritual 
tabernacle they have built to house Yahweh’s presence (Num. 1-10). But their 
rebellions continue. Frustrated, Moses demands more assistance from God, who 
invests 70 prophets to help him. This leads his own brother and sister, Aaron 
and Miriam, to question Moses’ unique leadership (they are also bothered by his 
second marriage to an Ethiopian). Moses declines to defend himself, but Yahweh 
afflicts Miriam with temporary leprosy (Num. 11-12).

�Moses dispMoses dispatches 12 atches 12 spies to rspies to reconnoitereconnoiter Canaan. W Canaan. When all buhen all but Caleb ant Caleb and Joshua rd Josd Joshua repJoshua report that tort that the land ishe land is impregnab impregnable, the pele, the people againople again wish they wish they were back were back in Egypt. in in Egypt. in Egypt. Moses onceMoses once more diss more dissuades Yahwuades Yahweh from deeh from destroying Istroying Israel. Butsrael. But now God d now Go now God decreeGod decrees that alls that all the peopl the people, except e, except Caleb and Caleb and Joshua, muJoshua, must die in st die in the wilderthe wilderness; Isranewilderwildernesswilderness; Israel w; Israel will wanderill wander for 40 ye for 40 years. Chastars. Chastened, the ened, the people attpeople attempt to enempt to enter the lateenenter the enter the land witholand without divine ut divine sanction, sanction, but it is but it is too late (too late (Num. 13-14Num. 13-14). During ). During this periothis this periothis period God reved God reveals more rals more religious leligious laws (Num. aws (Num. 15; 18—19;15; 18—19; 28—30; 35 28—30; 35).).).

Moses dispatches 12 spies to reconnoiter Canaan. When all but Caleb and 
Joshua report that the land is impregnable, the people again wish they were back 
in Egypt. Moses once more dissuades Yahweh from destroying Israel. But now 
God decrees that all the people, except Caleb and Joshua, must die in the 
wilderness; Israel will wander for 40 years. Chastened, the people attempt to 
enter the land without divine sanction, but it is too late (Num. 13-14). During 
this period God reveals more religious laws (Num. 15; 18—19; 28—30; 35).

�At some poAt some point duringint during the 40 ye the 40 years, the Lars, the Levite Koraevite Korah and the h and the ReubenitesReubenites Dathan an Dath Dathan andDathan and Abiram re Abiram rebel againsbel against Moses ant Moses and Aaron, cd Aaron, contesting ontesting their uniqtheir unique claim tue claim tue claim to religioto religious office us office and blaminand blaming their apg their apparent inaparent inability to bility to bring Israbring Israel to Canael to Canaan. Yahwehan. Yahan. Yahweh kilYahweh kills Korah, ls Korah, Dathan, anDathan, and Abiram. d Abiram. At God’s bAt God’s behest, Aarehest, Aaron and theon and the other tri other tr other tribal leatribal leaders deposders deposit their rit their rods in theods in the tabernacl tabernacle. Aaron’se. Aaron’s sprouts b sprouts blossoms anlossoms and almonds,d ald almonds, salmonds, showing thahowing that he is Yat he is Yahweh’s elehweh’s elect. His roct. His rod is to bed is to be kept as a kept as a sign agai sign against futurenst fnst future chafuture challenges tollenges to authority authority (Num. 16- (Num. 16-17).17).17).

At some point during the 40 years, the Levite Korah and the Reubenites 
Dathan and Abiram rebel against Moses and Aaron, contesting their unique claim 
to religious office and blaming their apparent inability to bring Israel to Canaan. 
Yahweh kills Korah, Dathan, and Abiram. At God’s behest, Aaron and the other 



tribal leaders deposit their rods in the tabernacle. Aaron’s sprouts blossoms and 
almonds, showing that he is Yahweh’s elect. His rod is to be kept as a sign against 
future challenges to authority (Num. 16-17).

�When IsraeWhen Israel again rel again rebels, demabels, demanding watending water, Yahweh r, Yahweh commands Mcommands Moses to taoses to take Aaron’sketatake Aarontake Aaron’s rod and’s rod and to addres to address a rock fs a rock face, whichace, which will yiel will yield water. Id water. Instead, Monstead, Moses strikesesMoMoses striMoses strikes the rokes the rock. Water ck. Water gushes forgushes forth, but thth, but the miracle e miracle is less imis less impressive. pressive. For his imForFor his imFor his imperfect obperfect obedience boedience both Moses ath Moses and Aaron and Aaron are condemnre condemned to die ed to die in the desin the din the desert (Nudesert (Num. 20:2-13m. 20:2-13).).).

When Israel again rebels, demanding water, Yahweh commands Moses to 
take Aaron’s rod and to address a rock face, which will yield water. Instead, 
Moses strikes the rock. Water gushes forth, but the miracle is less impressive. 
For his imperfect obedience both Moses and Aaron are condemned to die in the 
desert (Num. 20:2-13).

�At the endAt the end of 40 yea of 40 years, Israelrs, Israel is back ( is back (or still) or still) at Kadesh,at Kadesh, preparing preparing to enter  to enter the land. ththe land. the land. Various peVarious peoples contoples contest Israelest Israel’s passage’s passage south and south and east of C east of Canaan. Somanaan. Some are circe SomSome are cSome are circumventeircumvented and othed and others defeaters defeated. During d. During this time this time Moses averMoses averts a plaguts a plaguts a plague of plague of fiery serpfiery serpents by afents by affixing a bfixing a bronze snakronze snake to a pole to a pole (Num. 21e (Num. 21:6-9; cf. :6-9; cf. 2 Kgs. 18:2 Kgs2 Kgs. 18:4)Kgs. 18:4)...

At the end of 40 years, Israel is back (or still) at Kadesh, preparing to enter 
the land. Various peoples contest Israel’s passage south and east of Canaan. 
Some are circumvented and others defeated. During this time Moses averts a 
plague of fiery serpents by affixing a bronze snake to a pole (Num. 21:6-9; cf. 2 
Kgs. 18:4).

�Final prepFinal preparations farations for the conor the conquest of Cquest of Canaan inclanaan include a new ude a new census andcensus and delineati deline delineatiodelineation of the Pn of the Promised Laromised Land (Num. 2nd (Num. 26:1-27:11;6:1-27:11; 32; 34—36 32; 34—36). Moses a). Moses appoints Joppoints Jppoints Joshua as Joshua as his succeshis successor (27:12sor (27:12–23; Deut.–23; Deut. 31:14-23) 31:14-23). Moses th. Moses then ascendsen ascends Mt. Nebo  Mt. Nebo Mt. Nebo to deNebo to deliver his liver his farewell afarewell address, baddress, basically thsically the book of e book of DeuteronomDeuteronomy. He recay. He recapitulates precarecapitularecapitulates Israeltes Israel’s recent ’s recent history anhistory and the lawsd the laws of the co of the covenant (Devenant (Deut. 1:5-31ut. 1:5-31:23), pred:23),1:5-311:5-31:23)1:5-31:23), predicti, predicting that Gong that God will send will send other prd other prophets likophets like himself e himself (18:15–18)(18:15–18). Moses si. M. Moses singMoses sings a prophes a prophetic song, tic song, blesses thblesses the tribes, e tribes, beholds Cabeholds Canaan from naan from afar, and afar, and dies at thdiedies at thdies at the age of 1e age of 120 (Deut. 20 (Deut. 32-34). He32-34). He is buried is buried by Yahweh by Yahweh himself ( himself (Deut. 32:6Deut. 32:6).).).

Final preparations for the conquest of Canaan include a new census and 
delineation of the Promised Land (Num. 26:1-27:11; 32; 34—36). Moses appoints 
Joshua as his successor (27:12–23; Deut. 31:14-23). Moses then ascends Mt. 
Nebo to deliver his farewell address, basically the book of Deuteronomy. He 
recapitulates Israel’s recent history and the laws of the covenant (Deut. 
1:5-31:23), predicting that God will send other prophets like himself (18:15–18). 
Moses sings a prophetic song, blesses the tribes, beholds Canaan from afar, and 
dies at the age of 120 (Deut. 32-34). He is buried by Yahweh himself (Deut. 32:6).

�Moses is aMoses is among the Bmong the Bible’s mosible’s most complex t complex and vivid and vivid characterscharacters. This is . This is partly becpartly bpartly because vabecause varying accorying accounts of hiunts of his life ands life and teachings teachings have been have been fused. To fused. To some exte some extent Moses intexteextent Mosextent Moses is ideaes is idealized: he lized: he is the epiis the epitome of pitome of pious humilious humility (Num. 1ty (Num. 12:3) and f2:3) and functions auncffunctions functions as prophetas prophet, priest, , priest, judge, andjudge, and king. Lat king. Later figureser figures may be de may be depicted as picted as Moses-likeMoseMoses-likeMoses-like — Joshua, — Joshua, Elijah, E Elijah, Elisha, Joslisha, Josiah, Jesusiah, Jesus — yet Mos — yet Moses remainses remains a unique  a unique phenomenonphephenomenonphenomenon, not so m, not so much by hisuch by his internal  internal greatness greatness as by his as by his unparallelunparalleled intimaced intimacy with Gody intimacintimacy wintimacy with God (Eith God (Exod. 33-34xod. 33-34; Num. 12:; Num. 12:6-8; Deut.6-8; Deut. 34:10). H 34:10). He is fathee is father of his pr of his people — aneoppeople — apeople — and arguablnd arguably mother, y mother, too (cf. Ntoo (cf. Num. 11:12)um. 11:12), assuagin, assuaging the wratg the wrath of Israeh of Israel’s Fatherl’IsraeIsrael’s FIsrael’s Father in hather in heaven. Moseaven. Moses twice fes twice forgoes theorgoes the supreme h supreme honor of beonor of begetting a getting a new nationnenew nationnew nation (Exod. 32 (Exod. 32:10; Num. :10; Num. 14:12) and14:12) and instead i instead is condemnes condemned to die id to die in the wildn the wilderness forewildwildernesswilderness for his p for his people’s sieople’s sins (Deut. ns (Deut. 1:37; 3:271:37; 3:27; 4:21), b; 4:21), buried in auried in an unknown,n unknown, unvisited unv unvisited unvisited grave (34:grave (34:6). Moses 6). Moses is even deis even described asscribed as a god to  a god to Aaron and Aaron and Pharaoh (EPharaoh (Exod. 4:16;x(E(Exod. 4:1(Exod. 4:16; 7:1), a6; 7:1), and, by onend, by one interpret interpretation, hisation, his face shin face shines with dies with divine splenvine splendor (34:29dor (3dor (34:29–35)(34:29–35). Still, i. Still, in all sourn all sources Moses ces Moses is a flaweis a flawed characted character. Throughr. Throughout his caout his career his freer cacareer hiscareer his faith wav faith wavers; he isers; he is given to  given to mood swingmood swings, is incos, is inconsistentlynsistently obedient  obedient to Yahweh,to Yto Yahweh, anYahweh, and is a somd is a somewhat reluewhat reluctant leadctant leader.er.er.

Moses is among the Bible’s most complex and vivid characters. This is partly 
because varying accounts of his life and teachings have been fused. To some 
extent Moses is idealized: he is the epitome of pious humility (Num. 12:3) and 
functions as prophet, priest, judge, and king. Later figures may be depicted as 
Moses-like — Joshua, Elijah, Elisha, Josiah, Jesus — yet Moses remains a unique 
phenomenon, not so much by his internal greatness as by his unparalleled 
intimacy with God (Exod. 33-34; Num. 12:6-8; Deut. 34:10). He is father of his 
people — and arguably mother, too (cf. Num. 11:12), assuaging the wrath of 
Israel’s Father in heaven. Moses twice forgoes the supreme honor of begetting a 
new nation (Exod. 32:10; Num. 14:12) and instead is condemned to die in the 
wilderness for his people’s sins (Deut. 1:37; 3:27; 4:21), buried in an unknown, 
unvisited grave (34:6). Moses is even described as a god to Aaron and Pharaoh 
(Exod. 4:16; 7:1), and, by one interpretation, his face shines with divine splendor 
(34:29–35). Still, in all sources Moses is a flawed character. Throughout his 
career his faith wavers; he is given to mood swings, is inconsistently obedient to 
Yahweh, and is a somewhat reluctant leader.

�Moses rareMoses rarely appearsly appears in biblic in biblical poetry,al poetry, which in  which in general isgeneral is more myth more mythic and lesic and leic and less histoless historical thanrical than the prose the prose sources a sources and accordind accordingly emphangly emphasizes Yahwsizes Yahweh’s role eh’s role in saving inin saving in saving Israel oveIsrael over Moses’. r Moses’. But in latBut in later Judaismer Judaism Moses’ im Moses’ importance gportance grew. The erew. The entire Toranteentire Torentire Torah was attah was attributed toributed to his autho his authorship, alorship, along with inng with innumerable numerable other prinother principles supciprinprinciplesprinciples supposedl supposedly passed dy passed down orallyown orally ( (m. }Abot.m. }Abot. 1:1). Tal 1:1). Tales of his es of his exploits dexploits developed aevddeveloped developed along folkalong folkloric lineloric lines (Exodus s (Exodus Rabbah). FRabbah). For Hellenior Hellenistic Jews stic Jews and sympatand sympathetic pagahesympatsympathetisympathetic pagans, c pagans, Moses was Moses was a kind of a kind of philosophephilosopher king (e.r king (e.g., Philo g., Philo of Alexandof Alexandria). For riaAlexandAlexandriaAlexandria). For the). For the Jews’ opp Jews’ opponents, heonents, he was a pes was a pestilential tilential crank (cf.crank (cf. Josephus  Josephus Contra ApiContContra ApiContra Apionon).).).

Moses rarely appears in biblical poetry, which in general is more mythic and 
less historical than the prose sources and accordingly emphasizes Yahweh’s role 
in saving Israel over Moses’. But in later Judaism Moses’ importance grew. The 



entire Torah was attributed to his authorship, along with innumerable other 
principles supposedly passed down orally (m. }Abot. 1:1). Tales of his exploits 
developed along folkloric lines (Exodus Rabbah). For Hellenistic Jews and 
sympathetic pagans, Moses was a kind of philosopher king (e.g., Philo of 
Alexandria). For the Jews’ opponents, he was a pestilential crank (cf. Josephus 
Contra Apion).

�The NT depThe NT depicts Jesusicts Jesus as essent as essentially affiially affirming Moserming Moses’ law (e.s’ law (e.g., Matt. g., Matt. 5:17-20; L5:17-20; L5:17-20; Luke 16:16Luke 16:16-17), citi-17), citing an appang an apparition of rition of Moses and Moses and Elijah as Elijah as a validatia validation of Jesuon of Jesus (Matt. 1s (Mats (Matt. 17:(Matt. 17:1-8; Mark 1-8; Mark 9:2-8; Luk9:2-8; Luke 9:28-36)e 9:28-36). Moses in. Moses in many ways many ways serves as serves as a literar a literary prototypy py prototype prototype for Jesus for Jesus (cf. Acts (cf. Acts 7:37). Eac7:37). Each is endanh is endangered fromgered from birth but birth but protected protected by his pa by by his parby his parents (Mattents (Matt. 2). Each. 2). Each returns w returns with his faith his family from mily from exile afteexile after the opprr the oppressor’s deessoropproppressor’oppressor’s death (Ms death (Matt. 2:19-att. 2:19-20). Each 20). Each comes out comes out of Egypt (of Egypt (Matt. 2:13Matt. 2:13-21). Each-21). Each preaches  p preaches fpreaches from a mounrom a mountain (Matttain (Matt. 5) or af. 5) or after descenter descending from ding from a mountaina mountain (Luke 6:1 (Luke 6:1 (Luke 6:12-49). 6:12-49). Each fastsEach fasts for 40 da for 40 days and nigys and nights (Matt.hts (Matt. 4:2; Luke 4:2; Luke 4:2). Eac 4:2). Each feeds huh feeds humanity witmanithuhumanity whumanity with divineith divine drink (Jo drink (John 7:37-38hn 7:37-38) and food) and food (Matt. 14 (Matt. 14:13-21; 15:13-21; 15:32-39; Ma:32-39; Mark 6:31-44rMaMark 6:31-Mark 6:31-44; 8:1-1044; 8:1-10; Luke 9:1; Luke 9:10-17; John0-17; John 6). Even  6). Even Moses’ savMoses’ saving standaing standard, a snakrd, a snake on a pole snaksnake on asnake on a pole, sup pole, supposedly anposedly anticipates ticipates Jesus’ resJesus’ resurrection urrection (John 3:14(John 3:14). Each is). Each is rejected  reje rejected brejected by the veryy the very people to people to whom he h whom he has broughtas brought salvation salvation (Acts 7:2 (Acts 7:27-53). Luk7-53). Luke 9:31 caleLukLuke 9:31 Luke 9:31 calls Jesucalls Jesus’ death hs’ death his is éxodoséxodos (lit., “d (lit., “departure”)eparture”). Yet Mose. Yet Moses is not js is not just Jesus’ust Jesusust Jesus’ proJesus’ prototype, butotype, but also hist also his antitype. antitype. Moses’ La Moses’ Law is superw is superseded by Cseded by Christianithristianity, whose Ny, wy, whose New whose New Covenant oCovenant offers a moffers a more immediare immediate and unite and universal relversal relationship ationship with God (with Gowith God (John God (John 9:28-29; 29:28-29; 2 Cor. 3; G Cor. 3; Galatians; alatians; Heb. 3:2-6Heb. 3:2-6). In the ). In the NT’s ambivNT’s ambivalent attialent attitude towartudeattiattitude tattitude toward Moseoward Moses we recogs we recognize the enize the early Churcarly Church’s ambivah’s ambivalence towalence toward its Jewrd its Jewrd its Jewish rooJewish roots.ts.

The NT depicts Jesus as essentially affirming Moses’ law (e.g., Matt. 5:17-20; 
Luke 16:16-17), citing an apparition of Moses and Elijah as a validation of Jesus 
(Matt. 17:1-8; Mark 9:2-8; Luke 9:28-36). Moses in many ways serves as a literary 
prototype for Jesus (cf. Acts 7:37). Each is endangered from birth but protected 
by his parents (Matt. 2). Each returns with his family from exile after the 
oppressor’s death (Matt. 2:19-20). Each comes out of Egypt (Matt. 2:13-21). Each 
preaches from a mountain (Matt. 5) or after descending from a mountain (Luke 
6:12-49). Each fasts for 40 days and nights (Matt. 4:2; Luke 4:2). Each feeds 
humanity with divine drink (John 7:37-38) and food (Matt. 14:13-21; 15:32-39; 
Mark 6:31-44; 8:1-10; Luke 9:10-17; John 6). Even Moses’ saving standard, a 
snake on a pole, supposedly anticipates Jesus’ resurrection (John 3:14). Each is 
rejected by the very people to whom he has brought salvation (Acts 7:27-53). 
Luke 9:31 calls Jesus’ death his éxodos (lit., “departure”). Yet Moses is not just 
Jesus’ prototype, but also his antitype. Moses’ Law is superseded by Christianity, 
whose New Covenant offers a more immediate and universal relationship with 
God (John 9:28-29; 2 Cor. 3; Galatians; Heb. 3:2-6). In the NT’s ambivalent 
attitude toward Moses we recognize the early Church’s ambivalence toward its 
Jewish roots.

HistoryHistory

History

We can sayWe can say little fo little for certain r certain about the about the historicalhistorical Moses — n Moses — not even whot even when he liveen he lived. Biblicad.livelived. Biblived. Biblical chrolical chronology planology places his bices his birth ca. 15rth ca. 1520 20 B.C.E.B.C.E. (Exod. 7: (Exod. 7:7; 1 Kgs. 7; 1 Kgs. 6:1), but 6:1), but6:1), but few crbut few critical schitical scholars woulolars would endorse d endorse so early aso early a date. Mor date. Moreover, Moseover, Moses’ life ses’ life story consitorsstory consstory consists largeists largely of sterly of stereotypical eotypical narrativesnarratives widely pa widely paralleled iralleled in world lin world literature: teraturliliteratureliterature: the aban: the abandoned and doned and rescued barescued baby; the prby; the prince who dince who discovers siscovers suffering; uffering; the exile thethe exile the exile who returnwho returns from thes from the desert wi desert with a familth a family and a miy and a mission; thession; the reluctant reluctant prophet.  pr prophet. Tprophet. Tales of hiales of his interacts interactions with ions with Aaron and Aaron and the Levitethe Levites are retrs are retrojections ojections of later pof laof later prielater priestly squabstly squabbles. As fbles. As for Moses’ or Moses’ literary aliterary activity, sctivity, scholars becholars believe thatlieve that virtually virtuall virtually virtually all “Mosaiall “Mosaic” legislac” legislation is cetion is centuries yonturies younger, codunger, codified ca. ified ca. 400. The e400. The entire Torantire Tntire Torah, in Torah, in fact, is cfact, is composed ofomposed of several s several strands, wrtrands, written perhitten perhaps betweeaps between the 10thn the 10th and 5th c a and 5th ceand 5th centuries. Bnturies. By its spely its spelling, langling, language, and uage, and content, tcontent, the Pentatehe Pentateuch in itsuch in its present f prese present fopresent form cannot rm cannot be Moses’ be Moses’ work.work.work.

We can say little for certain about the historical Moses — not even when he 
lived. Biblical chronology places his birth ca. 1520 B.C.E. (Exod. 7:7; 1 Kgs. 6:1), 
but few critical scholars would endorse so early a date. Moreover, Moses’ life 
story consists largely of stereotypical narratives widely paralleled in world 
literature: the abandoned and rescued baby; the prince who discovers suffering; 
the exile who returns from the desert with a family and a mission; the reluctant 
prophet. Tales of his interactions with Aaron and the Levites are retrojections of 
later priestly squabbles. As for Moses’ literary activity, scholars believe that 
virtually all “Mosaic” legislation is centuries younger, codified ca. 400. The entire 
Torah, in fact, is composed of several strands, written perhaps between the 10th 
and 5th centuries. By its spelling, language, and content, the Pentateuch in its 
present form cannot be Moses’ work.

�What remaiWhat remains? First,ns? First,  moœsûehmoœsûeh is a genu is a genuine Egyptiine Egyptian name mean name meaning “is aning “is born,” shobornborn,” shoborn,” short for sucrt for such names ash names as Thutmose  Thutmose (“Thoth is(“Thoth is born”). I born”). In fact, sen fact, several Leviveral Levites bear EtesLeviLevites beLevites bear Egyptiaar Egyptian names: Mn names: Merari, Hoperari, Hophni, Phinehni, Phinehas, Pashhhas, Pashhur, and peur, and perhaps otherhaps others. This crotheothers. Thothers. This corrobois corroborates the rates the tradition tradition that some that some IsraelitesIsraelites came out  came out from Egyptfrom Egypt...

What remains? First, moœsûeh is a genuine Egyptian name meaning “is 



born,” short for such names as Thutmose (“Thoth is born”). In fact, several 
Levites bear Egyptian names: Merari, Hophni, Phinehas, Pashhur, and perhaps 
others. This corroborates the tradition that some Israelites came out from Egypt.

�That some That some Israelite Israelite ancestors ancestors were slavewere slaves who escas who escaped or werped or were expellede expelled from Egyp from from Egyptfrom Egypt is quite  is quite plausible.plausible. The Egypt The Egyptians posseians possessed many ssed many Semitic slSemitic slaves, espeaves, especially in ciaespeespeciallyespecially in the la in the late 2nd milte 2nd millennium. Slennium. Since Mosesince Moses’ clan, Le’ clan, Levi, would vi, would become Isrbecome Israel’s prieael’sIsrIsrael’s pIsrael’s priestly cariestly caste and thste and the only trie only tribe withoutbe without a territo a territory, most sry, most scholars ascholars assume that sume asassume thaassume that the histt the historical Exoorical Exodus was exdus was experienced perienced principallprincipally by the Ly by the Levites, whevites, who infiltrao whwho infiltwho infiltrated and rated and in effect in effect converted converted the alreadthe already landed ty landed tribes. Othribes. Other Israelier Israelite ancestote ante ancestors,ancestors, perhaps t perhaps the majorithe majority, may havy, may have been true been true Canaanite Canaanites, dominaes, dominated by theted by theted by the Egyptithe Egyptian Empire an Empire for centurfor centuries. Some ies. Some of these wof these were probabere probably descendly descended from thed from ted from the Hyksosthe Hyksos, erstwhil, erstwhile Semitic e Semitic rulers of rulers of Egypt sincEgypt since ca. 1800e ca. 1800, expelled, expelled ca. 1500. ca. 1500. If the tr If th If the traditthe traditional dateional date of Moses’ of Moses’ birth is  birth is perchance perchance correct, hcorrect, he must in e must in fact have fact have been an oubeenbeen an oubeen an ousted Hyksosted Hyksos.s.s.

That some Israelite ancestors were slaves who escaped or were expelled 
from Egypt is quite plausible. The Egyptians possessed many Semitic slaves, 
especially in the late 2nd millennium. Since Moses’ clan, Levi, would become 
Israel’s priestly caste and the only tribe without a territory, most scholars 
assume that the historical Exodus was experienced principally by the Levites, 
who infiltrated and in effect converted the already landed tribes. Other Israelite 
ancestors, perhaps the majority, may have been true Canaanites, dominated by 
the Egyptian Empire for centuries. Some of these were probably descended from 
the Hyksos, erstwhile Semitic rulers of Egypt since ca. 1800, expelled ca. 1500. If 
the traditional date of Moses’ birth is perchance correct, he must in fact have 
been an ousted Hyksos.

�Most scholMost scholars, howevars, however, would er, would place Moseplace Moses and the s and the “real” Exo“real” Exodus in thedus in the 13th cent 13th 13th centu13th century in the ry in the reign of Rreign of Rameses II.ameses II. Rameses’  Rameses’ self-portrself-portrayal as a ayal as a vigorous wvigorous warmonger farmwwarmonger warmonger fits the bfits the biblical poiblical portrait welrtrait well. Moreovel. Moreover, his namr, his name appears e appears twice in ttwice in tradition, radttradition,tradition, albeit no albeit not as a pert as a personal namesonal name (Gen. 47: (Gen. 47:11; Exod. 11; Exod. 1:11). In 1:11). In fact, Israfact, Israel first ael firstel first appefirst appears, as a ars, as a tribal peotribal people settleple settled in Canaad in Canaan, in an in, in an inscriptionnscription of Ramese of Rameses’ successs’ succs’ successor successor Merneptah,Merneptah, ca. 1220. ca. 1220. At just t At just this time, his time, archaeologarchaeology informs y informs us, the Caus, the Canaanite hinaCaCanaanite Canaanite highlands highlands saw rapid saw rapid populationpopulation growth. I growth. In short, wn short, while the thile the tradition oradition of expulsiof ef expulsion/expulsion/liberationliberation may combi may combine differene different historint historical procescal processes transpses transpiring overiring over three cen th three centthree centuries, theuries, the events wi events with which tth which tradition aradition associates ssociates Moses beloMoses belong chieflyng chiefly to the 13 to to the 13tto the 13th century.h century.

Most scholars, however, would place Moses and the “real” Exodus in the 
13th century in the reign of Rameses II. Rameses’ self-portrayal as a vigorous 
warmonger fits the biblical portrait well. Moreover, his name appears twice in 
tradition, albeit not as a personal name (Gen. 47:11; Exod. 1:11). In fact, Israel 
first appears, as a tribal people settled in Canaan, in an inscription of Rameses’ 
successor Merneptah, ca. 1220. At just this time, archaeology informs us, the 
Canaanite highlands saw rapid population growth. In short, while the tradition of 
expulsion/liberation may combine different historical processes transpiring over 
three centuries, the events with which tradition associates Moses belong chiefly 
to the 13th century.

�More than More than one scholaone scholar has obser has observed that,rved that, were ther were there no tradie no tradition of a tion of a Moses, we MosesMoses, we Moses, we would havewould have to posit  to posit his existehis existence anywaynce anyway. Israelit. Israelite religione religion vis-à-vis vis-à-vis the ancie the the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East seems a t seems a deliberatedeliberate innovatio innovation, not a nn, not a natural outatural outgrowth. Asgrowth. As there was t there was there was a Mohammeda Mohammed, a Paul, , a Paul, a Jesus, aa Jesus, a Zoroaster Zoroaster, and a Bu, and a Buddha, so mddha, so must there ust thereust there havethere have been a Mo been a Moses. But bses. But because ourecause our written t written traditions raditions are so mucare so much later, ih later, it is impost it is impossiis impossible to disble to distinguish htinguish his teachinis teachings from thgs from those of hisose of his followers followers...

More than one scholar has observed that, were there no tradition of a 
Moses, we would have to posit his existence anyway. Israelite religion vis-à-vis 
the ancient Near East seems a deliberate innovation, not a natural outgrowth. As 
there was a Mohammed, a Paul, a Jesus, a Zoroaster, and a Buddha, so must 
there have been a Moses. But because our written traditions are so much later, it 
is impossible to distinguish his teachings from those of his followers.

�Is nothingIs nothing then Mosa then Mosaic? The Soic? The Song of the ng of the Sea featurSea features linguises linguistic and sttic and stylistic arylistic archaisms ancararchaisms archaisms and might and might conceivablconceivably be by Moy be by Moses (Exod.ses (Exod. 15:1-18). 15:1-18). Many susp Many suspect that tect that the Ten Comhtthe Ten Cothe Ten Commandmentsmmandments derive fr derive from a Mosaiom a Mosaic prototypc prototype (Exod. 2e (Exod. 20:2-17; De0:2-17; Deut 5:6-21)ut 5:6ut 5:6-21). P5:6-21). Perhaps, toerhaps, too, we shouo, we should credit ld credit Moses withMoses with the two m the two most characost characteristic tteristic teachings oeatteachings teachings of Israeliof Israelite religiote religion: the covn: the covenant withenant with God and a God and aniconic (iniconic (idol-less) dol-less) monotheismmonomonotheismmonotheism. The Isra. The Israelite coveelite covenant, we nnant, we now know, iow know, is modeled s modeled on ancienton ancient Near East Near Ea Near Eastern trEastern treaties beteaties between vassaween vassals and suzls and suzerains. Onerains. One of the ke of the key provisiey provisions of sucons of such contracth ch contracts contracts is exclusiis exclusive allegiave allegiance to a snce to a single ruleingle ruler — for Isr — for Israel, Yahwrael, Yahweh.eh.eh.

Is nothing then Mosaic? The Song of the Sea features linguistic and stylistic 
archaisms and might conceivably be by Moses (Exod. 15:1-18). Many suspect that 
the Ten Commandments derive from a Mosaic prototype (Exod. 20:2-17; Deut 
5:6-21). Perhaps, too, we should credit Moses with the two most characteristic 
teachings of Israelite religion: the covenant with God and aniconic (idol-less) 
monotheism. The Israelite covenant, we now know, is modeled on ancient Near 
Eastern treaties between vassals and suzerains. One of the key provisions of such 
contracts is exclusive allegiance to a single ruler — for Israel, Yahweh.

�If Moses iIf Moses invented Isnvented Israelite moraelite monotheism, notheism, he surely he surely relied alsrelied also upon theo upon the doctrine  doctrin doctrine odoctrine of Pharaoh f Pharaoh Akhenaten Akhenaten (reigned 1(reigned 1377–1361?)377–1361?), who brok, who broke with Egye with Egyptian tradptian trptian tradition tradition by worshipby worshipping the Sping the Sun alone, un alone, without imwithout images. Justages. Just as the Su as the Sun exclusivn exclusively loves ely exclusivexclusivelexclusively loves hiy loves his son Akhes son Akhenaten, so naten, so Yahweh lovYahweh loves his coves his covenanted “senanted “son” Israelon” Israel. The idea. IsraelIsrael. ThIsrael. The idea of e idea of a connectia connection betweenon between Akhenaten Akhenaten and Moses and Moses is often  is often dismissed dismissed as implausaas implausas implausible, but ible, but that two athat two aniconic moniconic monotheisms notheisms should havshould have arisen ie arisen independentndependentiindependenindependently out oftly out of Egypt is  Egypt is even less even less plausible.plausible. The ackno The acknowledged dewledged dependence opendence opendence of Ps. 104of Ps. 104 upon Akhe upon Akhenaten’s “Hnaten’s “Hymn to theymn to the Sun” is s Sun” is sufficient ufficient to prove tto prove the enduranhe endurance of the cenduranendurance endurance of the phaof the pharaoh’s pecraoh’s peculiar theouliar theology.logy.logy.

If Moses invented Israelite monotheism, he surely relied also upon the 
doctrine of Pharaoh Akhenaten (reigned 1377–1361?), who broke with Egyptian 



tradition by worshipping the Sun alone, without images. Just as the Sun 
exclusively loves his son Akhenaten, so Yahweh loves his covenanted “son” 
Israel. The idea of a connection between Akhenaten and Moses is often dismissed 
as implausible, but that two aniconic monotheisms should have arisen 
independently out of Egypt is even less plausible. The acknowledged dependence 
of Ps. 104 upon Akhenaten’s “Hymn to the Sun” is sufficient to prove the 
endurance of the pharaoh’s peculiar theology.

�As for howAs for how Moses wou Moses would have enld have encountered countered Akhenaten’Akhenaten’s teachings teaching, the bibl, the biblical tradiicalbiblbiblical tbiblical tradition tradition that he washat he was raised as raised as an Egypti an Egyptian is not an is not as romantias romantic as it soc as it sounds. Althunds. Aunds. Although cAlthough closely follosely following following folkloric prokloric prototypes, Mtotypes, Moses’ natioses’ nativity storyvity story reverses  reverses a key motia kea key motif:key motif: he is a c he is a commoner raommoner raised at coised at court, not aurt, not a prince ra prince raised in obised in obscurity. Tscurity. This may inhis TThis may iThis may indicate a ndicate a historicalhistorical kernel. W kernel. We know thae know that Semitic t Semitic leaders’ sleaders’ sons were rons were raised in taisrraised in raised in the palacethe palaces of New Ks of New Kingdom phaingdom pharaohs, theraohs, the better to better to ensure th ensure their fathereir fathers’ loyaltysfatherfathers’ lfathers’ loyalty, asoyalty, as well as t well as the eventuahe eventual loyalty l loyalty of the sonof the sons (cf. 1 Ks (cf. 1 Kgs. 11:18-gs. 11:18-20).20).20).

As for how Moses would have encountered Akhenaten’s teaching, the 
biblical tradition that he was raised as an Egyptian is not as romantic as it sounds. 
Although closely following folkloric prototypes, Moses’ nativity story reverses a 
key motif: he is a commoner raised at court, not a prince raised in obscurity. 
This may indicate a historical kernel. We know that Semitic leaders’ sons were 
raised in the palaces of New Kingdom pharaohs, the better to ensure their 
fathers’ loyalty, as well as the eventual loyalty of the sons (cf. 1 Kgs. 11:18-20).

�Apart fromApart from the influ the influence of Akence of Akhenaten, thenaten, there is alhere is also evidencso evidence that Yahe that Yahweh was woweh wweh was worshiwas worshipped as a pped as a god — not god — not necessarilnecessarily the onlyy the only God — nea God — near Midian ir Midian in the 14thn the 14n the 14th centu14th century. Also, ry. Also, Israelite Israelite concepts oconcepts of deity owf deity owe a profoue a profound debt tond debt to Canaan. I Canaan. In sum, Mosn sn sum, Mosessum, Moses was doubt was doubtless a relless a religious revigious revolutionaryolutionary. But his . But his achievemenachievement was, at t was, at most, a symmost, a symost, a synthesis ofnthesis of pre-exist pre-existing ideas.ing ideas.

Apart from the influence of Akhenaten, there is also evidence that Yahweh 
was worshipped as a god — not necessarily the only God — near Midian in the 
14th century. Also, Israelite concepts of deity owe a profound debt to Canaan. In 
sum, Moses was doubtless a religious revolutionary. But his achievement was, at 
most, a synthesis of pre-existing ideas.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. M. CrosF. M. Cross, s, Canaanite Canaanite Myth and HMyth and Hebrew Epicebrew Epic (Cambridg (Cambridge, Mass., e, Mae, Mass., 197Mass., 1973); R. E. 3); R. E. Friedman, Friedman, Who Wrote Who Wrote the Bible?the Bible? (New York (New York, 1987); B, 1987); B. Halpern,. Halpern, “The Exod “ “The Exodu“The Exodus and the s and the Israelite Israelite HistoriansHistorians,” ,” ErIsrErIsr 24 (1993) 24 (1993): 89*-96*;: 89*-96*; W. A. Mee W. A. Meeks, “Mosesks, “ks, “Moses in “Moses in the NT,” the NT,” IDBSupIDBSup 605–7 (Na 605–7 (Nashville, 1shville, 1976); W. H976); W. H. C. Propp. C. Propp, , Exodus 1-1Exodus 1-18.8. AB 2 (New 1-18.1-18. AB 21-18. AB 2 (New York (New York, 1999); D, 1999); D. B. Redfo. B. Redford, rd, Egypt, CanEgypt, Canaan, and Iaan, and Israel in Asrael in Ancient Timncient Timncient TimesTimes (Princeto (Princeton, 1992).n, 1992).n, 1992).
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MOSES, TESMOSES, TESTAMENT OFTAMENT OFTAMENT OF

MOSES, TESTAMENT OF

A prophecyA prophecy of Moses  of Moses preserved preserved in a singlin a single, incomple, incomplete, 6th-cete, 6th-century entury C.E.C.E. Latin man Latin manuscript trumanmanuscriptmanuscript translate translated from a Gd from a Greek text,reek text, itself li itself likely transkely translated fromlated from a Hebrew  a Hebrew original. orioriginal. original. Ancient liAncient lists of aposts of apocryphal bocryphal books recordoks record both a Te both a Testament ofstament of Moses and Moses and an Assump a an Assumptan Assumption of Mosion of Moses. Whethees. Whether these wer these were two disre two distinct worktinct works or a sins or a single composgle comgle compositiocomposition is unclen is unclear. Becausar. Because the Teste the Testament of Mament of Moses lacksoses lacks its origi its original endingnal ending, it is po, it, it is possit is possible that ible that it once coit once contained thntained the Assumptie Assumption of Moseon of Moses or some s or some other accoother account of Mosuaccoaccount ofaccount of Moses’ de Moses’ death.ath.ath.

A prophecy of Moses preserved in a single, incomplete, 6th-century C.E. Latin 
manuscript translated from a Greek text, itself likely translated from a Hebrew 
original. Ancient lists of apocryphal books record both a Testament of Moses and 
an Assumption of Moses. Whether these were two distinct works or a single 
composition is unclear. Because the Testament of Moses lacks its original ending, 
it is possible that it once contained the Assumption of Moses or some other 
account of Moses’ death.

�The 12 extThe 12 extant chapteant chapters of the rs of the Testament Testament of Moses cof Moses contain theontain the final exh final exhortation oortatiexhexhortatioexhortation of Mosesn of Moses to his su to his successor Joccessor Joshua. The shua. The book loosebook loosely rewritely rewrites Deut. 31s Deut. 31s Deut. 31-34, and31-34, and follows t follows the basic Dhe basic Deuteronomieuteronomic pattern c pattern of sin andof sin and punishmen punishment. In ch. t. In ch. 1 Moses te11 Moses te1 Moses tells of hislls of his impending impending death and death and appoints  appoints Joshua as Joshua as his succeshis successor. In chsor. In ch. 2 Moses . 2 . 2 Moses pr2 Moses predicts theedicts the Conquest, Conquest, the perio the period of the jd of the judges, andudges, and the Divid the Divided Monarched Monarched Monarchy. Monarchy. Ch. 3 foreCh. 3 foretells the tells the fall of Jefall of Jerusalem torusalem to the Babyl the Babylonians andonians and views the views the Exile as  Ex Exile as aExile as a punishmen punishment for sin.t for sin. In ch. 4  In ch. 4 Moses predMoses predicts the ricts the return frometurn from captivity captivity and the r and and the reand the rebuilding obuilding of Jerusalef Jerusalem. In chs.m. In chs. 5 through 5 through 7 Moses f 7 Moses foresees Jeoresees Jewish idolawish idolatry duringtryidolaidolatry didolatry during the uring the HellenistiHellenistic period, c period, the degenethe degeneration of ration of the Hasmonthe Hasmoneans, the eans, the rise of Herisrise of Herise of Herod the Grrod the Great, and teat, and the campaighe campaign of Varusn of Varus in 4  in 4 B.C.E.B.C.E. Ch. 8 the Ch. 8 then recountsn recountsn recounts trecounts the prior phe prior persecutionersecution under Ant under Antiochus IV iochus IV Epiphanes.Epiphanes. In ch. 9  In ch. 9 the Levitethe Levite Taxo and  T Taxo and hTaxo and his seven sis seven sons resolvons resolve to die, e to die, rather tharather than break thn break the laws. Che laws. Ch. 10 is an. 10 is an apocalypt ap apocalyptiapocalyptic hymn proc hymn prophesying tphesying the coming he coming kingdom ofkingdom of God. The  God. The work conclwork concludes with udes wudes with a diawith a dialogue betwlogue between Joshuaeen Joshua and Moses and Moses, in which, in which Moses pro Moses promises Joshmises Joshua that Goua that Gua that God will kGod will keep the coeep the covenant. Thvenant. The text thee text then breaks on breaks off in the ff in the middle of middle of a sentencea sentence...

The 12 extant chapters of the Testament of Moses contain the final 
exhortation of Moses to his successor Joshua. The book loosely rewrites Deut. 
31-34, and follows the basic Deuteronomic pattern of sin and punishment. In ch. 
1 Moses tells of his impending death and appoints Joshua as his successor. In ch. 
2 Moses predicts the Conquest, the period of the judges, and the Divided 



Monarchy. Ch. 3 foretells the fall of Jerusalem to the Babylonians and views the 
Exile as a punishment for sin. In ch. 4 Moses predicts the return from captivity 
and the rebuilding of Jerusalem. In chs. 5 through 7 Moses foresees Jewish 
idolatry during the Hellenistic period, the degeneration of the Hasmoneans, the 
rise of Herod the Great, and the campaign of Varus in 4 B.C.E. Ch. 8 then 
recounts the prior persecution under Antiochus IV Epiphanes. In ch. 9 the Levite 
Taxo and his seven sons resolve to die, rather than break the laws. Ch. 10 is an 
apocalyptic hymn prophesying the coming kingdom of God. The work concludes 
with a dialogue between Joshua and Moses, in which Moses promises Joshua that 
God will keep the covenant. The text then breaks off in the middle of a sentence.

�The date aThe date and author nd author of the Tesof the Testament of tament of Moses are Moses are subject tosubject to debate. S debate. Some scholaome SSome scholSome scholars argue ars argue for an earfor an early 1st cenly 1st century tury C.E.C.E. compositi composition, while on, while others proothers propose a datpopropropose a propose a date in thdate in the early ste early stages of thages of the Maccabeae Maccabean Revolt (n Revolt (168–165 168–165 B.C.E.B.C.E.), with la), with l), with later postlater post-Herodian -Herodian interpolatinterpolations (4 ions (4 B.C.E.B.C.E.—30 —30 C.E.C.E.). The unk). The unknown authonown author of the Tr of the r of the Testamthe Testament of Mosent of Moses has beees has been variousln variously identifiy identified as a Haed as a Hasidim of tsidim of the Maccabehe Maccabean period,aMaccabeMaccabean Maccabean period, a period, a Pharisee, Pharisee, an Essene,an Essene, or a piou or a pious member os member of an unknof an unknown Jewish wn Jewishwn Jewish secJewish sect.t.t.

The date and author of the Testament of Moses are subject to debate. 
Some scholars argue for an early 1st century C.E. composition, while others 
propose a date in the early stages of the Maccabean Revolt (168–165 B.C.E.), with 
later post-Herodian interpolations (4 B.C.E.—30 C.E.). The unknown author of 
the Testament of Moses has been variously identified as a Hasidim of the 
Maccabean period, a Pharisee, an Essene, or a pious member of an unknown 
Jewish sect.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. Licht, J. Licht, “Taxo, or “Taxo, or the Apocalthe Apocalyptic Doctyptic Doctrine of Verine of Vengeance,” ngeance,” JJSJJSJJSJJS 12 (1961) 12 (1961): 95–103; : 95–103; G. W. E. NG. W. E. Nickelsburgickelsburg, ed., , ed., Studies onStudies on the Testa the Testament of Moment of Mosesses (Cambridg MosesMoses (CamMoses (Cambridge, Mabridge, Mass., 1973)ss., 1973); J. Tromp; J. Tromp, , The AssumpThe Assumption of Motion of Moses.ses. SVTP 10 ( SVTP 10 (Leiden, 19Leid((Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1993).993).993).

Bibliography. J. Licht, “Taxo, or the Apocalyptic Doctrine of Vengeance,” 
JJS 12 (1961): 95–103; G. W. E. Nickelsburg, ed., Studies on the Testament of 
Moses (Cambridge, Mass., 1973); J. Tromp, The Assumption of Moses. SVTP 10 
(Leiden, 1993).
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MOST HIGHMOST HIGHMOST HIGH

MOST HIGH

An epithetAn epithet of God (H of God (Heb. eb. {elyo®n{elyo®n). Similar). Similar to forms  to forms attested iattested in Ugariticn Ugaritic literatur literature (Ugar. eliteraturliteratureliterature (Ugar.  (Ugar. {ly;{ly; cf.  cf. UT,UT, no. 1855) no. 1855), it occur, it occurs in the ms in the most archaiost archaic Hebrew pc Hebrew poetry withoetrppoetry witpoetry within the pahin the patriarchal triarchal accounts (accounts (e.g., Num.e.g., Num. 24:16; De 24:16; Deut. 32:8; ut. 32:8; cf. 2 Sam.cf. 2 Sam. 22:14 = P 22:1 22:14 = Ps22:14 = Ps. 18:13 [M. 18:13 [MT 14]; cf.T 14]; cf. Acts 7:48 Acts 7:48). It appe). It appears also iars also in the compn the compound form ound form God Most HGoGod Most HGod Most High (igh (}eäl {elyo}eäl {elyo®n;®n; e.g., Gen e.g., Gen. 14:18-20. 14:18-20; cf. Mark; cf. Mark 5:7). 5:7).

An epithet of God (Heb. {elyo®n). Similar to forms attested in Ugaritic 
literature (Ugar. {ly; cf. UT, no. 1855), it occurs in the most archaic Hebrew 
poetry within the patriarchal accounts (e.g., Num. 24:16; Deut. 32:8; cf. 2 Sam. 
22:14 = Ps. 18:13 [MT 14]; cf. Acts 7:48). It appears also in the compound form 
God Most High (}eäl {elyo®n; e.g., Gen. 14:18-20; cf. Mark 5:7).

MOST HOLY MOST HOLY PLACEPLACEPLACE

MOST HOLY PLACE

The innermThe innermost comparost compartment of ttment of the tabernahe tabernacle and sucle and subsequent tbsequent temple, peremple, perhaps reflehaps refhaps reflectingreflecting the conce the conception of hption of holiness asoliness as fundament fundamentally a matally a matter of septer of separation fraration from that whom frfrom that from that which is cwhich is common or pommon or profane. Throfane. The designate designation (Heb. ion (Heb. qoœd�esû hqoœd�esû haqqo�d�aœsaqqhhaqqo�d�aœhaqqo�d�aœsûiîmsûiîm) utilizes) utilizes a common  a common Hebrew idiHebrew idiom for forom for forming the sming the superlativeuperlatissuperlativsuperlative degree ae degree and was alsnd was also used to o used to describe tdescribe the meat ofhe meat offered in sfered in sacrifices acrifices that was ethatthat was ethat was eaten by thaten by the priests e priests (Num. 18:9(Num. 18:9-10), the -10), the supreme hosupreme holiness of liness of the templethe temple as a whol a as a wholeas a whole (Ezek. 45 (Ezek. 45:3), the i:3), the idealized adealized apportionmepportionment of landnt of land to the pr to the priests (48:iests (48:12), and p12),(48:(48:12), a(48:12), and possiblnd possibly a persony a person (Dan. 9:2 (Dan. 9:24; cf. NRS4; cf. NRSV mg).V mg).V mg).

The innermost compartment of the tabernacle and subsequent temple, perhaps 
reflecting the conception of holiness as fundamentally a matter of separation 
from that which is common or profane. The designation (Heb. qoœd�esû 
haqqo�d�aœsûiîm ) utilizes a common Hebrew idiom for forming the 
superlative degree and was also used to describe the meat offered in sacrifices 
that was eaten by the priests (Num. 18:9-10), the supreme holiness of the temple 
as a whole (Ezek. 45:3), the idealized apportionment of land to the priests 
(48:12), and possibly a person (Dan. 9:24; cf. NRSV mg).

�The limitsThe limits of “the m of “the most holy post holy place” werelace” were demarcate demarcated in the td in the tabernacle abernacle by a hangiby a haby a hanging vehanging veil (Heb. il (Heb. paœroœk�etpaœroœk�et��). Althoug). Although understoh understood by the od by the rabbis to rabbis to be a vertibe a vbe a vertical pvertical partition bartition between “thetween “the most hole most holy” and “thy” and “the holy” ple holy” places (the aces (the latter conlatter containing thtainconcontainingcontaining the incen the incense altar, se altar, lampstandslampstands, and tabl, and table for the e for the bread of tbread of the presenche presence), the vee), te), the veil mthe veil may have stay have stretched horetched horizontallyrizontally over the  over the ark of theark of the covenant  covenant as a coveras a covering (Heb. ingcovercovering (covering (Heb. Heb. sukka®;sukka®; cf. Num.  cf. Num. 4:5). Perh4:5). Perhaps the olaps the olivewood doivewood doors separaors separating the “ting thting the “holy”the “holy” and “most and “most holy” pla holy” places of theces of the Solomonic Solomonic temple (1 temple (1 Kgs. 6:31 Kgs. 6:31-32), whic-32), which were apphwhicwhich werewhich were apparentl apparently replacedy replaced by curtai by curtains in the ns in the second temsecond temple (cf. 2ple (cf. 2 Chr. 3:14 Chr. 3:14; Heb. 9:2; H; Heb. 9:2-3Heb. 9:2-3), led to ), led to the confusthe confusion on thiion on this point. Ts point. The dimensihe dimensions betweeons between the chern the cherubim’s winuchercherubim’scherubim’s wings in  wings in “the most “the most holy placeholy place” of Solom” of Solomon’s templon’s temple would hae would have allowedve alloweve allowed thallowed the tabernace tabernacle proper le proper to have beto have been erecteden erected there (cf there (cf. 1 Chr. 6. 1 Chr. 6:48[MT 33]:48[MT 33]:48[MT 33]; 23:3233]; 23:32; 2 Chr. 2; 2 Chr. 24:6; Lam. 4:6; Lam. 2:6-7).2:6-7).2:6-7).

The limits of “the most holy place” were demarcated in the tabernacle by a 



hanging veil (Heb. paœroœk�et� ). Although understood by the rabbis to be a 
vertical partition between “the most holy” and “the holy” places (the latter 
containing the incense altar, lampstands, and table for the bread of the presence), 
the veil may have stretched horizontally over the ark of the covenant as a 
covering (Heb. sukka®; cf. Num. 4:5). Perhaps the olivewood doors separating 
the “holy” and “most holy” places of the Solomonic temple (1 Kgs. 6:31-32), 
which were apparently replaced by curtains in the second temple (cf. 2 Chr. 3:14; 
Heb. 9:2-3), led to the confusion on this point. The dimensions between the 
cherubim’s wings in “the most holy place” of Solomon’s temple would have 
allowed the tabernacle proper to have been erected there (cf. 1 Chr. 6:48[MT 
33]; 23:32; 2 Chr. 24:6; Lam. 2:6-7).

�The culticThe cultic significa significance of “thnce of “the most hole most holy place” ay place” arises fromrises from the regul the regulations conations conations concerningconcerning access to access to this most this most sacred sp sacred space. Only ace. Only when the hwhen the high priestigh priest placed bl placed blood upon tooblblood uponblood upon the cover the covering of theing of the ark of th ark of the covenante covenant during th during the ritual oe ritual of the Day f the Day of Atonemeof of Atonemeof Atonement (Lev. 1nt (Lev. 16) was any6) was anyone alloweone allowed to enterd to enter it. This  it. This rite was arite was allegorizedllegorized under the u under the under the influence influence of Neo-Plaof Neo-Platonic philtonic philosophy by osophy by the authorthe author of Hebrew of Hebrews to explas to explas to explain thexplain the atoning e atoning value of Jvalue of Jesus’ deatesus’ death (Heb. 9:h (Heb. 9:6-28).6-28).6-28).

The cultic significance of “the most holy place” arises from the regulations 
concerning access to this most sacred space. Only when the high priest placed 
blood upon the covering of the ark of the covenant during the ritual of the Day 
of Atonement (Lev. 16) was anyone allowed to enter it. This rite was allegorized 
under the influence of Neo-Platonic philosophy by the author of Hebrews to 
explain the atoning value of Jesus’ death (Heb. 9:6-28).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. FrieR. E. Friedman, “Thedman, “The Tabernacl Tabernacle in the Te in the Temple,” emple,” BABA 43 (1980) 43 (1980 43 (1980): 24(1980): 241–48.1–48.1–48.
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MOTHMOTHMOTH

MOTH

The PalestThe Palestinian clotinian clothes moth, hes moth, Tineola biTineola biselliellaselliella of the or of the order Lepidoder Lepidoptera, whoptera, whose larvae se larse larvae feelarvae feed on wool d on wool and fur. Tand fur. The moth (Hhe moth (Heb. eb. {aœsû;{aœsû; Gk.  Gk. seäísseäís) is pictu) is pictured as frared as frared as frail, butfrail, but the human the human being, co being, considered hnsidered hyperbolicayperbolically, is evlly, is even more fren more frail (Job 4ail (Job 4:19). Simi:19). S:19). Similarly,Similarly, a moth-ea a moth-eaten garmenten garment also illt also illustrates tustrates the frailtyhe frailty of human  of human existence existence (Job 13:28(Job (Job 13:28(Job 13:28; Isa. 50:; Isa. 50:9; 51:8). 9; 51:8). God is picGod is pictured as atured as a consuming consuming moth, e.g moth, e.g., the mot., the moth’s larva h’s lah’s larva (Ps.larva (Ps. 39:11[MT  39:11[MT 12]; Hos. 12]; Hos. 5:12). The5:12). The destructi destruction of garmon of garments by moents by moths is an ths is an indicationindindicationindication of the te of the temporarinesmporariness of earths of earthly possessly possessions (Mattions (Matt. 6:19-20;. 6:19-20; Luke 12:3 Luke 12:33; Jas. 5:3; J3; Jas. 5:2).Jas. 5:2). At Job 27 At Job 27:18 LXX an:18 LXX and Syr. read Syr. read “spider”d “spider” (so RSV,  (so RSV, JB; cf. 8:JB; cf. 8:14), proba14), probably correcbly cobly correctly,correctly, in place  in place of MT “motof MT “moth.”h.”

The Palestinian clothes moth, Tineola biselliella of the order Lepidoptera, whose 
larvae feed on wool and fur. The moth (Heb. {aœsû; Gk. seäís) is pictured as 
frail, but the human being, considered hyperbolically, is even more frail (Job 4:19). 
Similarly, a moth-eaten garment also illustrates the frailty of human existence 
(Job 13:28; Isa. 50:9; 51:8). God is pictured as a consuming moth, e.g., the moth’s 
larva (Ps. 39:11[MT 12]; Hos. 5:12). The destruction of garments by moths is an 
indication of the temporariness of earthly possessions (Matt. 6:19-20; Luke 12:33; 
Jas. 5:2). At Job 27:18 LXX and Syr. read “spider” (so RSV, JB; cf. 8:14), probably 
correctly, in place of MT “moth.”

MOTHERMOTHERMOTHER

MOTHER

According According to a numbeto a number of biblir of biblical texts,cal texts, most wome most women desire mn desire motherhood.otherhood. Male narr Male na Male narrators narrators define motdefine motherhood asherhood as the socia the social role thal role that brings wt brings women honoromen honor and happi and happ and happiness,happiness, a view th a view that disregaat disregards the frrds the frequency ofequency of miscarria miscarriage and infge and infant mortalant mortality in antity mortalmortality mortality in antiquiin antiquity and thety and the possibili possibility that a ty that a woman mighwoman might object tt object to risking o risking her life rher lher life repealife repeatedly in ptedly in pregnancy aregnancy and childbind childbirth. The irth. The ideas that deas that many childmany children are a ren are a blessing ablessblessing ablessing and that wond that woman’s selfman’s self-importanc-importance derives e derives from givinfrom giving birth arg birth are culturale cultural construct co constructsconstructs designed  designed to encourato encourage large fge large families thamilies that promoteat promote agricultu agricultural prosperal prosperity, to iriprospeprosperityprosperity, to insur, to insure social pe social prestige forestige for the fathr the fathers, and ters, and to divert fo divert feminine eneminine energy into ergy iergy into maintinto maintaining a paining a patriarchalatriarchal structure structure whose mar whose margins housegins house women and women and their chi their chi their children. children. The linkagThe linkage of multie of multiple pregnaple pregnancies to cncies to curse and purse and punishment unishment in Gen. 3:in Gen. 3:16 probabl163:3:16 proba3:16 probably catchebly catches more accs more accurately thurately the biblicale biblical woman’s a woman’s ambivalencembivalence toward mo toward m toward motherhoodmotherhood. When wom. When women do suffen do suffer and dieer and die in childb in childbirth, theiirth, their experienr experiences are reces are rces are reinterprereinterpreted by malted by male charactee characters; e.g., rs; e.g., acknowledgacknowledging her suing her suffering thffering the dying Rae dying Rachel namescheRaRachel namRachel names her newes her new son  son ben-}o®niîben-}o®niî (“son of  (“son of my sorrow”my sorrow”), but Jac), but Jacob renamesob renamesob renames hirenames him m ben-yaœmiîben-yaœmiînn (“son of  (“son of my right hmy right hand”), an and”), an expressionexpression of deligh of delight in his ot int in his ownin his own virility. virility.

According to a number of biblical texts, most women desire motherhood. Male 
narrators define motherhood as the social role that brings women honor and 
happiness, a view that disregards the frequency of miscarriage and infant 
mortality in antiquity and the possibility that a woman might object to risking her 
life repeatedly in pregnancy and childbirth. The ideas that many children are a 
blessing and that woman’s self-importance derives from giving birth are cultural 
constructs designed to encourage large families that promote agricultural 



prosperity, to insure social prestige for the fathers, and to divert feminine energy 
into maintaining a patriarchal structure whose margins house women and their 
children. The linkage of multiple pregnancies to curse and punishment in Gen. 
3:16 probably catches more accurately the biblical woman’s ambivalence toward 
motherhood. When women do suffer and die in childbirth, their experiences are 
reinterpreted by male characters; e.g., acknowledging her suffering the dying 
Rachel names her new son ben-}o®niî (“son of my sorrow”), but Jacob 
renames him ben-yaœmiîn (“son of my right hand”), an expression of delight 
in his own virility.

�Often a woOften a woman’s inabman’s inability to cility to conceive alonceive allows the slows the storytellertoryteller to showca to showcase divine se divinse divine powdivine power and poter and potency. The ency. The heroes of heroes of Israel areIsrael are born to w born to women with omen with shriveled shriveledshriveled shriveled wombs, whowombs, who cannot co cannot conceive witnceive without divinhout divine assistane assistance. Their ce. Their stories glstories glorify the oglglorify thglorify the might ofe might of Israel’s  Israel’s God at theGod at the expense o expense of women lif women like Sarah, ke Sarah, Rebekah, RRebekah, Rachel, HanacRRachel, HaRachel, Hannah, and nnah, and Samson’s nSamson’s nameless moameless mother. Theither. Their wombs arr wombs are closed ae closed and opened nd opennd opened in opened in order to eorder to emphasize tmphasize that, from hat, from the beginnthe beginning, Israeing, Israel’s existel’s existence has dence has depended upopededepended udepended upon a divipon a divine gracioune graciousness at wsness at work in itsork in its circumcis circumcised membersed members. Few fema. Few fem. Few female chafemale characters ecracters echo Eve’s jho Eve’s joyful cry oyful cry (Gen. 4:1)(Gen. 4:1) honoring  honoring woman’s acwoman’s active role tive role in birth. in in birth. in birth. Once motheOnce mothers deliverrs deliver their son their sons, they ges, they generally dinerally disappear frsappear from the stoom the story.ry.ry.

Often a woman’s inability to conceive allows the storyteller to showcase 
divine power and potency. The heroes of Israel are born to women with 
shriveled wombs, who cannot conceive without divine assistance. Their stories 
glorify the might of Israel’s God at the expense of women like Sarah, Rebekah, 
Rachel, Hannah, and Samson’s nameless mother. Their wombs are closed and 
opened in order to emphasize that, from the beginning, Israel’s existence has 
depended upon a divine graciousness at work in its circumcised members. Few 
female characters echo Eve’s joyful cry (Gen. 4:1) honoring woman’s active role 
in birth. Once mothers deliver their sons, they generally disappear from the story.

�The propheThe prophets’ use ofts’ use of maternal  maternal imagery toimagery to describe  describe God’s attiGod’s attitude towartude toward Israel id Israd Israel is Israel is also problalso problematic. Ifematic. If the male  the male Yahweh canYahweh can provide a provide a mother’s  mother’s love for Ilove for Israel, thesraeIIsrael, thIsrael, there is no ere is no need for aneed for a divine mo divine mother. In tther. In the same wahe same way, women ty, women themselves hemselves are seldomaare seldomare seldom described described acting as acting as mothers,  mothers, other thanother than giving bi giving birth. Absenrth. Absent from thet from the divine wo d divine wordivine world, motherld, mothers are quics are quickly dispatkly dispatched to thched to the fringes e fringes of their nof their narratives.arratives. Rebekah a Reb Rebekah anRebekah and Bathshebd Bathsheba are notaa are notable exceptble exceptions; theyions; they guide and guide and direct th direct their favoreeir favored sons londfavorefavored sofavored sons long afns long after Jacob ter Jacob and Solomoand Solomon have attn have attained adulained adulthood. Sarthood. Sarah likewisah likewise intervenelikewislikewise ilikewise intervenes ntervenes to secure to secure Isaac’s biIsaac’s birthright brthright by having Hy having Hagar and Iagar and Ishmael banshmael banished fromishebanbanished fbanished from Abraharom Abraham’s househm’s household. Whileold. While the actio the actions of thesns of these women bee women benefit theinefit thnefit their sonstheir sons, they als, they also reinforco reinforce the misoe the misogyny withigyny within the bibln the biblical text,ical text, portrayin portraying women asg womg women as dwomen as divisive anivisive and manipulad manipulative, oftetive, often at odds n at odds with theirwith their husbands, husbands, a potenti a potential threat al potentipotential potential threat to threat to household household order as torder as they champihey champion their fon their favorites. avorites. Wisdom LitWisdom Literature ofeLitLiteratureLiterature offers a  offers a more positmore positive view. ive view. The male nThe male narrator ofarrator of Proverbs  Proverbs urges the urges the young maleyoyoung maleyoung male reader to reader to pay atten pay attention to hition to his mother’ss mother’s teachings teachings. These te. These teachings arachings are the teace arare the teare the teachings ofachings of Woman Wis Woman Wisdom, who idom, who is lover, bs lover, builder, teuilder, teacher, proacher, prophet, wifephet, wifephet, wife, mothwife, mother, divineer, divine companion companion, pattern , pattern for creatifor creation, Torah.on, Torah. Like the  Like the instructioinstruction of Wisdon on of Wisdom,of Wisdom, maternal  maternal instructioinstruction preserven preserves the andrs the androcentric aocentric and patriarnd patriarchal statuchal status quo.sstatustatus quostatus quo...

The prophets’ use of maternal imagery to describe God’s attitude toward 
Israel is also problematic. If the male Yahweh can provide a mother’s love for 
Israel, there is no need for a divine mother. In the same way, women themselves 
are seldom described acting as mothers, other than giving birth. Absent from the 
divine world, mothers are quickly dispatched to the fringes of their narratives. 
Rebekah and Bathsheba are notable exceptions; they guide and direct their 
favored sons long after Jacob and Solomon have attained adulthood. Sarah 
likewise intervenes to secure Isaac’s birthright by having Hagar and Ishmael 
banished from Abraham’s household. While the actions of these women benefit 
their sons, they also reinforce the misogyny within the biblical text, portraying 
women as divisive and manipulative, often at odds with their husbands, a 
potential threat to household order as they champion their favorites. Wisdom 
Literature offers a more positive view. The male narrator of Proverbs urges the 
young male reader to pay attention to his mother’s teachings. These teachings 
are the teachings of Woman Wisdom, who is lover, builder, teacher, prophet, 
wife, mother, divine companion, pattern for creation, Torah. Like the instruction 
of Wisdom, maternal instruction preserves the androcentric and patriarchal 
status quo.

�In the NT,In the NT, the pregn the pregnancies of ancies of Elizabeth Elizabeth and Mary cand Mary celebrate delebrate divine poweivine power and favor and fr and favor, notfavor, not female fe female fertility anrtility and sexualitd sexuality. Mary pry. Mary praises God aises God for being for being so pleasedso pleased with her  with with her lwith her lowliness towliness that he hashat he has done grea done great things ft things for her (Luor her (Luke 1:48-49ke 1:48-49). She lat). She later surfaceer ser surfaces asurfaces as an anxios an anxious mother us mother searching searching for her adfor her adolescent solescent son, whose on, whose words intrwords intrwords intrigue aintrigue and puzzle nd puzzle her (Luke her (Luke 2:41-51). 2:41-51). Jesus’ resJesus’ response to pponse to praise of hraise of his mother is mother in Matt. 1in Min Matt. 12:4Matt. 12:46-50 subve6-50 subverts biologrts biological motheical motherhood as arhood as a suitable  suitable definitiondefinition for woman for woman in the Ch i in the Chrin the Christian comistian community; evmunity; even more blen more blessed thanessed than his own m his own mother are other are those who those whthose who do thewho do the will of h will of his father is father in heaven.in heaven. In John’s In John’s Gospel Ma Gospel Mary is doubry is doubly a sorroly a sorrowful mothewfusorrosorrowful sorrowful mother; shmother; she witnessee witnesses her son’s her son’s executios execution and is pn and is passed, witassed, without consuhout consuhout consultaticonsultation, into ton, into the hand ofhe hand of the disci the disciple he lovple he loved (John 1ed (John 19:25-27).9:25-27).9:25-27).

In the NT, the pregnancies of Elizabeth and Mary celebrate divine power and 
favor, not female fertility and sexuality. Mary praises God for being so pleased 
with her lowliness that he has done great things for her (Luke 1:48-49). She later 
surfaces as an anxious mother searching for her adolescent son, whose words 



intrigue and puzzle her (Luke 2:41-51). Jesus’ response to praise of his mother in 
Matt. 12:46-50 subverts biological motherhood as a suitable definition for woman 
in the Christian community; even more blessed than his own mother are those 
who do the will of his father in heaven. In John’s Gospel Mary is doubly a 
sorrowful mother; she witnesses her son’s execution and is passed, without 
consultation, into the hand of the disciple he loved (John 19:25-27).
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MOTHER-OF-PEARL

The iridesThe iridescent innercent inner layer of  layer of mollusk shmollusk shells (Heb.ells (Heb.  dar;dar; cf. Arab. cf. Arab.  durr,durr, “pearl”), “pearl”), one of th one o one of the matof the materials useerials used in the md in the mosaic paveosaic pavement at Ahment at Ahasuerus’ easuerus’ extravagantxtravagant banquet ( banquet (Esth. 1:6)E((Esth. 1:6(Esth. 1:6).).

The iridescent inner layer of mollusk shells (Heb. dar; cf. Arab. durr, “pearl”), one 
of the materials used in the mosaic pavement at Ahasuerus’ extravagant banquet 
(Esth. 1:6).

MOTHER’S HMOTHER’S HOUSEOUSEOUSE

MOTHER’S HOUSE

More accurMore accurately “motately “mother’s housher’s household” (Heehold” (Heb. b. beît� }eämbeît� }eäm), indicat), indicating not siing not simply a dwemply sisimply a dsimply a dwelling plwelling place but raace but rather a socther a social unit. ial unit. It is the It is the female-orifemale-oriented counented counterpart toterpacouncounterparcounterpart to “fatht to “father’s houseer’s house(hold)” (hold)” (beît� }aœ(beît� }aœb�),b�), the norma the normal term forl term for the prima the p the primary liprimary living groupving group, used wid, used widely in refely in reference to erence to an extendean extended or compod or compound familyund familyund family grofamily group that maup that may also havy also have includede included nonfamily nonfamily members s members such as seruch as servants or rvants or resident alerresident aresident aliens. In liens. In addition taddition to its humao its human members,n members, the house the household, as thold, as the basic ehe basic economic unconeeconomic ueconomic unit of socnit of society, consiety, consisted of pisted of property (lroperty (land), animand), animals, potteals, pottery vesselsry vessels, farm imp, far, farm implefarm implements, andments, and even obje even objects of houcts of household relsehold religion. Theigion. The attachmen attachment of the tt of the term “fatheetterm “fathterm “father” to “hoer” to “house” in thuse” in the scores oe scores of instancef instances in whichs in which the famil the family householy household is mentid householhousehold household is mentionis mentioned leads ted leads to the conco the conclusion thalusion that the houst the household unitehold unit was male- was male- was male-dominmale-dominated and pated and patriarchalatriarchal in nature in nature, with the, with the senior ma senior male figure le figure controllincontrolling the dynag thg the dynamithe dynamics and deccs and decisions of isions of family liffamily life. The appe. The appearance ofearance of the term  the term “mother’s “mother’s house” in hohouse” in house” in a small bua small but significt significant set ofant set of passages  passages calls thatcalls that tradition traditional interpral interpretation inetation interprinterpretainterpretation into tion into question.question.question.

More accurately “mother’s household” (Heb. beît� }eäm ), indicating not 
simply a dwelling place but rather a social unit. It is the female-oriented 
counterpart to “father’s house(hold)” (beît� }aœb�),  the normal term for the 
primary living group, used widely in reference to an extended or compound 
family group that may also have included nonfamily members such as servants or 
resident aliens. In addition to its human members, the household, as the basic 
economic unit of society, consisted of property (land), animals, pottery vessels, 
farm implements, and even objects of household religion. The attachment of the 
term “father” to “house” in the scores of instances in which the family 
household is mentioned leads to the conclusion that the household unit was 
male-dominated and patriarchal in nature, with the senior male figure controlling 
the dynamics and decisions of family life. The appearance of the term “mother’s 
house” in a small but significant set of passages calls that traditional 
interpretation into question.

�In Gen. 24In Gen. 24:28, in th:28, in the endearine endearing story ofg story of how Rebek how Rebekah became ah became Isaac’s wiIsaac’s wife, “mothefe, “mfe, “mother’s “mother’s household”household” apparentl apparently refers ty refers to the sameo the same entity (“ entity (“father’s hfather’s house”) menouse”) menouse”) mentioned mentioned several veseveral verses previrses previously (v. ously (v. 23; cf. 2423; cf. 24:27). When:27). When Rebekah h Rebekah herself is erself is depicted adepdepicted adepicted as going hos going home, it is me, it is to her motto her mother’s housher’s household thatehold that she runs. she runs. Ruth’s me Ruth’s memorable stmmememorable memorable statement statement of loyaltyof loyalty to her mo to her mother-in-lather-in-law (Ruth 1:w (Ruth 1:16) follow16) follows Naomi’s s Naomi’ss Naomi’s exNaomi’s exhortation hortation for both Rfor both Ruth and Oruth and Orpah to retpah to return, each urn, each to her “moto her “mother’s houther’s hother’s house” (v.house” (v. 8). In th 8). In the female-de female-dominated Sominated Song of Solong of Solomon, the omon, the female expfemale expresses howresses howresses how dear hhow dear her beloveder beloved is by spe is by speaking of baking of bringing hiringing him to her “m to her “mother’s hmother’s house” (Canouse” (Canouse” (Cant. 3:4(Cant. 3:4; 8:2).; 8:2).; 8:2).

In Gen. 24:28, in the endearing story of how Rebekah became Isaac’s wife, 
“mother’s household” apparently refers to the same entity (“father’s house”) 
mentioned several verses previously (v. 23; cf. 24:27). When Rebekah herself is 
depicted as going home, it is to her mother’s household that she runs. Ruth’s 
memorable statement of loyalty to her mother-in-law (Ruth 1:16) follows 
Naomi’s exhortation for both Ruth and Orpah to return, each to her “mother’s 
house” (v. 8). In the female-dominated Song of Solomon, the female expresses 
how dear her beloved is by speaking of bringing him to her “mother’s house” 
(Cant. 3:4; 8:2).

�Several inSeveral indirect refdirect references toerences to a woman’s a woman’s household household appear in appear in Proverbs. Proverbs. In Prov.  In Pr In Prov. 9:1 Prov. 9:1 Woman WisdWoman Wisdom is depiom is depicted as hacted as having “builving “built her houst her house,” and ine,” and in the succe the succe the succeedingsucceeding verses sh verses she is showne is shown managing  managing her househher household. A refold. A reference to erence to wise womenwise womwise women builwomen building theirding their houses ap houses appears in tpears in the Hebrew he Hebrew of Prov. 1of Prov. 14:1 (the d4:1 (the difficult Hifficult Hebrew hereebHHebrew herHebrew here means the means that Englishat English translati translations often ons often delete thedelete the word “wom word “women”; cf. 2en”; cf. 2en”; cf. 24:3). The24:3). The “worthy w “worthy woman” poemoman” poem of Prov.  of Prov. 31:10-31 d31:10-31 describes aescribes a woman, cl woman, clearly a moearly a early a mother (a mother (vv. 15, 28vv. 15, 28), skillfu), skillfully managilly managing her houng her household’s fsehold’s functions, unctions, notably itnotably its economics econs economic oeconomic ones.nes.nes.

Several indirect references to a woman’s household appear in Proverbs. In 
Prov. 9:1 Woman Wisdom is depicted as having “built her house,” and in the 
succeeding verses she is shown managing her household. A reference to wise 



women building their houses appears in the Hebrew of Prov. 14:1 (the difficult 
Hebrew here means that English translations often delete the word “women”; cf. 
24:3). The “worthy woman” poem of Prov. 31:10-31 describes a woman, clearly 
a mother (vv. 15, 28), skillfully managing her household’s functions, notably its 
economic ones.

�Several chSeveral characteristaracteristics found ics found in most orin most or all of th all of these contexese contexts are notts are noteworthy: aeworthynotnoteworthynoteworthy: a woman’: a woman’s story iss story is being tol being told; a wisdod; a wisdom associatm association is preion is present; womesent; women are agennwomewomen are women are agents in agents in their own their own destiny; tdestiny; the agency he agency of women aof women affects othffects others; the sers; the setting is essetting issetting is domestic; domestic; marriage  marriage is involveis involved. The terd. The term “mother’m “mother’s house” as house” apparently pparently reflects trereflects treflects the family he family household household viewed froviewed from the femam the female perspecle perspective. The tive. The household household was the mawwas the mawas the major arena jor arena of daily lof daily life for moife for most Israelist Israelite women (te women (and most mand most men too); wen too); within thatitwwithin thawithin that setting t setting women’s vowomen’s voices were ices were heard and heard and their actitheir activities wervities were essentiae essential. Women al. Wl. Women and Women and their deedtheir deeds shaped ts shaped the dynamiche dynamics of ancies of ancient Israel’nt Israel’s fundamens fundamental socialtal socialtal social unisocial unit. In the t. In the androcentrandrocentric Hebrew ic Hebrew Bible, theBible, these few insse few instances in tances in which the which the household houhousehold household is designais designated in relted in relation to iation to its senior ts senior female memfemale members provibers provide a rare de a rare female angfemfemale angfemale angle of visile of vision on the on on the internal winternal workings oforkings of family li family life. As antfe. As anthropologishropologists have nots havts have notedhave noted, the form, the formal documenal documents of a sots of a society do nciety do not always ot always map accuramap accurately the itely the informal reniinformal rinformal reality, wheality, which in thiich in this case mays case may have been have been the way i the way in which fen which females weremales were powerful  p powerful apowerful actors in tctors in the daily ahe daily affairs of ffairs of Israelite Israelite householdshouseholds...

Several characteristics found in most or all of these contexts are 
noteworthy: a woman’s story is being told; a wisdom association is present; 
women are agents in their own destiny; the agency of women affects others; the 
setting is domestic; marriage is involved. The term “mother’s house” apparently 
reflects the family household viewed from the female perspective. The household 
was the major arena of daily life for most Israelite women (and most men too); 
within that setting women’s voices were heard and their activities were essential. 
Women and their deeds shaped the dynamics of ancient Israel’s fundamental 
social unit. In the androcentric Hebrew Bible, these few instances in which the 
household is designated in relation to its senior female members provide a rare 
female angle of vision on the internal workings of family life. As anthropologists 
have noted, the formal documents of a society do not always map accurately the 
informal reality, which in this case may have been the way in which females were 
powerful actors in the daily affairs of Israelite households.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. Meyers,C. Meyers,  DiscoverinDiscovering Eve: Ancg Eve: Ancient Israeient Israelite Womenlite Women in Contex in Contextt (Oxford,  ( (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1988); “‘To988); “‘To Her Mothe Her Mother’s House’r’s House’: Consider: Considering a Couning a Counterpart toterpart to the Israe the Isra the Israelite Israelite Beît}aœb,Beît}aœb,” in ” in The Bible The Bible and the Poand the Politics of litics of Exegesis,Exegesis, ed. D. Jo ed. D. Jobling, P. bling, P. L. Day, anL. DayL. Day, and GDay, and G. T. Shepp. T. Sheppard (Cleveard (Cleveland, 1991land, 1991), 39–51, ), 39–51, 304–7; L. 304–7; L. Stager, “TStager, “The Archaeohe Archaeohe ArchaeologArchaeology of the Fy of the Family in Aamily in Ancient Isrncient Israel,” ael,” BASORBASOR 260 (1985 260 (1985): 1–35.): 1–35.): 1–35.

Bibliography. C. Meyers, Discovering Eve: Ancient Israelite Women in Context 
(Oxford, 1988); “‘To Her Mother’s House’: Considering a Counterpart to the 
Israelite Beît}aœb,” in The Bible and the Politics of Exegesis, ed. D. Jobling, P. L. 
Day, and G. T. Sheppard (Cleveland, 1991), 39–51, 304–7; L. Stager, “The 
Archaeology of the Family in Ancient Israel,” BASOR 260 (1985): 1–35.
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MOUNT(AIN) OF GOD

Because twBecause two large moo large mountain ranuntain ranges dominages dominate the geote the geography of graphy of Israel, itIsrael, it is not su is not surprising trpsusurprisingsurprising that moun that mountains figutains figure prominere prominently in thntly in the Bible ane Bible and in Israed in Israel’s symboll’s symbolism. Refleism. symbolsymbolism.symbolism. Reflectin Reflecting the relig the religious mythgious mythology of Iology of Israel’s nesrael’s neighbors, tighbors, the sacred he sacred mountain wmoumountain wmountain was the meeas the meeting placeting place of the di of the divine councvine council (cf. Isil (cf. Isa. 14:13),a. 14:13), and divin and divine decisione dece decisions/decisions/decrees wedecrees were made thre made there (cf. Eere (cf. Exod. 19-20xod. 19-20). The sac). The sacred mountared mountain symboliin symbolin symbolizedsymbolized fertility fertility and was a and was a source of source of water (cf water (cf. Hab. 3:1. Hab. 3:10; Zech. 10; Zech. 14:8). More4:8). Moreover, it woveMoreMoreover, Moreover, it was theit was the site of p site of primeval corimeval conflict/comnflict/combat or crebat or creation. Theation. These elementse elements are wides elementelements aelements are widesprre widespread and foead and found, e.g.,und, e.g., in Ugarit in Ugaritic descripic descriptions of Mtions of Mt. Zaphon,t. Zaphon, the mytho th the mytholthe mythological aboogical abode of Baalde of Baal (cf. Ps.  (cf. Ps. 48:2[MT 3]48:2[MT 3]; 89:12[13; 89:12[13]), and in]), and in ancient N ancient Near EasterearNNear EasteNear Eastern art in rn art in the “scalethe “scale-pattern” -pattern” of Mesopotof Mesopotamian glypamian glyptic.tic.tic.

Because two large mountain ranges dominate the geography of Israel, it is not 
surprising that mountains figure prominently in the Bible and in Israel’s 
symbolism. Reflecting the religious mythology of Israel’s neighbors, the sacred 
mountain was the meeting place of the divine council (cf. Isa. 14:13), and divine 
decisions/decrees were made there (cf. Exod. 19-20). The sacred mountain 
symbolized fertility and was a source of water (cf. Hab. 3:10; Zech. 14:8). 
Moreover, it was the site of primeval conflict/combat or creation. These 
elements are widespread and found, e.g., in Ugaritic descriptions of Mt. Zaphon, 
the mythological abode of Baal (cf. Ps. 48:2[MT 3]; 89:12[13]), and in ancient 
Near Eastern art in the “scale-pattern” of Mesopotamian glyptic.

�In the bibIn the biblical accolical accounts mountunts mountains are hains are holy (Obad.oly (Obad. 16), anci 16), ancient (Job 1ent (Job 15:7), eter5:7), ete5:7), eternal (Geternal (Gen. 49:26;en. 49:26; Hab. 3:6) Hab. 3:6), and a pl, and a place where ace where theophanietheophanies occur (es occur (e.g., Exod..g., Exod. 3-4; 32—3 3- 3-4; 32—343-4; 32—34; 1 Kgs. 1; 1 Kgs. 19; cf. Rev9; cf. Rev. 21:10). . 21:10). Diverse moDiverse mountains aruntains are associate associated with thed with the Lord, “ae ththe Lord, the Lord, “a god of “a god of the mountathe mountains” (1 Kgins” (1 Kgs. 20:28) s. 20:28) — e.g., Eb— e.g., Ebal, Gerizial, Gerizim, and Seim, and Seir — but thr —r — but the — but the mountains mountains of God in of God in the OT arethe OT are usually S usually Sinai/Horebinai/Horeb (Exod. 18 (Exod. 18:5; 24:13;:5; 24:13;:5; 24:13; Num24:13; Num. 10:33) a. 10:33) and Zion (Pnd Zion (Ps. 68:16[1s. 68:16[17]; Isa. 27]; Isa. 2:2; 1 Macc:2; 1 Macc. 11:37). . 11:37). Despite JoDespite John 4:21, mhn 4hn 4:21, moun4:21, mountains alsotains also figure pr figure prominently ominently and (probaand (probably) symbobly) symbolically inlically in the Gospe the Gospels. Jesus ls.GospeGospels. JGospels. Jesus is ofesus is often found ten found praying, tpraying, teaching, aeaching, and healingnd healing on mounta on mountains (Matt.ins (Matt. 5:1-7:27; 5:1 5:1-7:27; 5:1-7:27; 14:23; 15:14:23; 15:29; Mark 329; Mark 3:13; 6:46):13; 6:46). Part of . Part of Jesus’ temJesus’ temptation taptation takes place kes place on a mounton a mon a mountain (mountain (Matt. 4:8)Matt. 4:8), as do th, as do the Transfige Transfiguration (Muration (Mark 9:2) aark 9:2) and Ascensind Ascension (Luke 2on (Luke 24:50).4224:50).24:50).24:50).

In the biblical accounts mountains are holy (Obad. 16), ancient (Job 15:7), 
eternal (Gen. 49:26; Hab. 3:6), and a place where theophanies occur (e.g., Exod. 
3-4; 32—34; 1 Kgs. 19; cf. Rev. 21:10). Diverse mountains are associated with 



the Lord, “a god of the mountains” (1 Kgs. 20:28) — e.g., Ebal, Gerizim, and Seir 
— but the mountains of God in the OT are usually Sinai/Horeb (Exod. 18:5; 
24:13; Num. 10:33) and Zion (Ps. 68:16[17]; Isa. 2:2; 1 Macc. 11:37). Despite John 
4:21, mountains also figure prominently and (probably) symbolically in the 
Gospels. Jesus is often found praying, teaching, and healing on mountains (Matt. 
5:1-7:27; 14:23; 15:29; Mark 3:13; 6:46). Part of Jesus’ temptation takes place on a 
mountain (Matt. 4:8), as do the Transfiguration (Mark 9:2) and Ascension (Luke 
24:50).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. J. ClifR. J. Clifford, ford, The CosmicThe Cosmic Mountain  Mountain in Canaan in Canaan and the Oland the Old Testamend Testad Testament.Testament. HSM 4 (Ca HSM 4 (Cambridge, Mmbridge, Mass., 1972ass., 1972); D. Pard); D. Pardee and P. ee and P. Xella, “MoXella, “Mountains-anuntains-an“Mo“Mountains“Mountains-and-Valle-and-Valleys,” in ys,” in DDD,DDD, 604–5. 604–5. 604–5.

Bibliography. R. J. Clifford, The Cosmic Mountain in Canaan and the Old 
Testament. HSM 4 (Cambridge, Mass., 1972); D. Pardee and P. Xella, 
“Mountains-and-Valleys,” in DDD, 604–5.
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MOURNING

The expresThe expression of grsion of grief over dief over death or naeath or national caltional calamity. Theamity. The most freq most frequent mournuent mourning practiimournmourning pmourning practices wractices were tearinere tearing one’s gag one’s garments (Germents (Gen. 37:34) n. 37:34) and wearinand wearing sackclotg sackclotg sackcloth sackcloth (2 Sam. 3:(2 Sam. 3:31; cf. Ez31; cf. Ezek. 27:31)ek. 27:31). Other ob. Other observances servances included fincluded fasting (2 asting (2 Sam. 1:12)SamSam. 1:12)Sam. 1:12) and recei and receiving “mourving “mourners’ breaners’ bread” (Hos. 9d” (Hos. 9:4) and th:4) and the “cup of e “cup of consolatioconsolation” (Jer. 1nconsolatioconsolatioconsolation” (Jer. 1n” (Jer. 16:7). Mour6:7). Mourners wouldners would sing or c sing or chant dirgehant dirges (s (qiîna®, neqiîna®, neïhiî;ïhiî; David’s d D David’s diDavid’s dirge, 2 Samrge, 2 Sam. 1:17-27). 1:17-27). The mour. The mourner might ner might be grief-sbe grief-stricken tricken ({aœs�ab�)({aœs�ab�),,({aœs�ab�)({aœs�ab�)({aœs�ab�),, weep  weep (baœk�a®),(baœk�a®), and cry o and cry out (ut (zaœ{aq;zaœ{aq; 2 Sam. 18 2 Sam. 18:33[MT 19::33[MT 19:1]). Also 1])19:19:1]). Al19:1]). Also attesteso attested are waild are wailing (ing (saœp�ad�,saœp�ad�, “beat the “beat the breast”;  breast”; Amos 5:16-Amos 5:16-17), cryin17), c17), crying “Alcrying “Alas, my broas, my brother!” or ther!” or “sister!” “sister!” ((ho®y,ho®y, Jer. 22:1 Jer. 22:18), puttin8), putting dust on g dust on the head (the heathe head (2 Sahead (2 Sam. 1:2), am. 1:2), and sittingnd sitting in ashes/ in ashes/dust (Jonadust (Jonah 3:16).h 3:16).h 3:16).

The expression of grief over death or national calamity. The most frequent 
mourning practices were tearing one’s garments (Gen. 37:34) and wearing 
sackcloth (2 Sam. 3:31; cf. Ezek. 27:31). Other observances included fasting (2 
Sam. 1:12) and receiving “mourners’ bread” (Hos. 9:4) and the “cup of 
consolation” (Jer. 16:7). Mourners would sing or chant dirges (qiîna®, neïhiî; 
David’s dirge, 2 Sam. 1:17-27). The mourner might be grief-stricken 
({aœs�ab�),  weep (baœk�a®),  and cry out (zaœ{aq; 2 Sam. 18:33[MT 
19:1]). Also attested are wailing (saœp�ad�,  “beat the breast”; Amos 5:16-17), 
crying “Alas, my brother!” or “sister!” (ho®y, Jer. 22:18), putting dust on the 
head (2 Sam. 1:2), and sitting in ashes/dust (Jonah 3:16).

�Mosaic lawMosaic law prohibite prohibited shaving d shaving the beard the beard and makingand making the head  the head bald (Lev.bald (Lev. 21:5; cf. 21:5;  21:5; cf. 21:5; cf. Moabites, Moabites, Isa. 15:2)Isa. 15:2), although, although other tex other texts suggestts suggest acceptanc acceptance of thesee of these activitie activ activitiesactivities (Ezra 9:3 (Ezra 9:3). Also pr). Also prohibited wohibited were gashinere gashing the bodyg the body (Deut. 14 (Deut. 14:1; Jer. 4:1; Jer. 47:5; but c7:5; b7:5; but cf. 16but cf. 16:6), food/:6), food/drink offedrink offerings to trings to the dead (Dhe dead (Deut. 26:14eut. 26:14), and see), and seeking oraclking oracles from thes froes from the dfrom the dead (2 Kgsead (2 Kgs. 21:6). B. 21:6). Because a cecause a corpse defiorpse defiled, priesled, priests could mts could mourn only ourn only for their fofor their for their next-of-kinext-of-kin (Lev. 21n (Lev. 21:2-3). Hig:2-3). High priests h priests and Naziriand Nazirites were ptes were prohibited rohibited from mournfromfrom mournfrom mourning (Lev. ing (Lev. 21:10-11; 21:10-11; Num. 6:6-7Num. 6:6-7).).).

Mosaic law prohibited shaving the beard and making the head bald (Lev. 
21:5; cf. Moabites, Isa. 15:2), although other texts suggest acceptance of these 
activities (Ezra 9:3). Also prohibited were gashing the body (Deut. 14:1; Jer. 47:5; 
but cf. 16:6), food/drink offerings to the dead (Deut. 26:14), and seeking oracles 
from the dead (2 Kgs. 21:6). Because a corpse defiled, priests could mourn only 
for their next-of-kin (Lev. 21:2-3). High priests and Nazirites were prohibited 
from mourning (Lev. 21:10-11; Num. 6:6-7).

�Initially Initially the periodthe period of mourni of mourning lasted ng lasted seven daysseven days (Gen. 50: (Gen. 50:10; cf. 3010; cf. 30 days for  days for Moses [DeuMMoses [DeuMoses [Deut. 34:8] at. 34:8] and Aaron [nd Aaron [Num. 20:29Num. 20:29]; cf. the]; cf. the ignominio ignominious lack ofus lack of mourning  mourning  mourning fmourning for Jehoiakor Jehoiakim compareim compared to his fd to his father, Josather, Josiah [Jer. iah [Jer. 22:18-19])22:18-19]). Jeremiah. Jeremiah refers to re refers to refers to professionprofessional women “al women “skilled” iskilled” in mourningn mourning ( (meïqo®neïnmeïqo®neïno®t�,o®t�, Jer. 9:17 Jer. 9:1 Jer. 9:17[16]; 9:17[16]; 2 Chr. 35:2 Chr. 35:25) who sa25) who sang dirges.ng dirges. Mourning  Mourning was conducwas conducted in theted in the home (Mat home (Ma home (Matt. 9:2(Matt. 9:23), at oth3), at other places er places of everydaof everyday activityy activity, and at t, and at the burial he burial site, but site, but not in thenot in thnot in the sanctuthe sanctuary. Mournary. Mourners were ters were to refrain o refrain from dancifrom dancing and jubng and jubilant musiilant music (Isa. 24c (Isa. 24:8; Job 30:8;2424:8; Job 24:8; Job 30:31; cf.30:31; cf. Ps. 30:11 Ps. 30:11[12]).[12]).[12]).

Initially the period of mourning lasted seven days (Gen. 50:10; cf. 30 days for 
Moses [Deut. 34:8] and Aaron [Num. 20:29]; cf. the ignominious lack of 
mourning for Jehoiakim compared to his father, Josiah [Jer. 22:18-19]). Jeremiah 
refers to professional women “skilled” in mourning (meïqo®neïno®t�,  Jer. 
9:17[16]; 2 Chr. 35:25) who sang dirges. Mourning was conducted in the home 
(Matt. 9:23), at other places of everyday activity, and at the burial site, but not in 
the sanctuary. Mourners were to refrain from dancing and jubilant music (Isa. 
24:8; Job 30:31; cf. Ps. 30:11[12]).

�Prophets aProphets adapted moudapted mourning motirning motifs and dirfs and dirges (Amos ges (Amos 5:16) for 5:16) for judgment sjudgment speeches aspeesspeeches aspeeches as dire wars dire warnings (Isanings (Isa. 5:18-22). 5:18-22)  prior toprior to the deadl the deadly calamityy calamity that were that were to befall to be to befall a sbefall a sinful natiinful nation. The auon. The author of Lathor of Lamentationsmentations employs t employs the dirge ahe dirge and “lamentnd “lament” prayer g” p” prayer genprayer genres to renres to render Judah’der Judah’s sufferins suffering.g.g.

Prophets adapted mourning motifs and dirges (Amos 5:16) for judgment 



speeches as dire warnings (Isa. 5:18-22) prior to the deadly calamity that were to 
befall a sinful nation. The author of Lamentations employs the dirge and “lament” 
prayer genres to render Judah’s suffering.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. RothkofA. Rothkoff, “Mournif, “Mourning,” in ng,” in EncJudEncJud 12:485–93 12:485–93...

Bibliography. A. Rothkoff, “Mourning,” in EncJud 12:485–93.
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MOUSEMOUSEMOUSE

MOUSE

In biblicaIn biblical usage, al usage, any of a nuny of a number of romber of rodents of fdents of family Muriamily Muridae, includae, including mice,ding mice, rats, and rats, rats, and rats, and field micefield mice (Heb.  (Heb. {ak�baœr{ak�baœr). Such cr). Such creatures weeatures were not accre not acceptable aceptable according tocordacaccording according to the Pento the Pentateuchal tateuchal food laws food laws (Lev. 11:2(Lev. 11:29; cf. Isa9; cf. Isa. 66:17, w. 66:17, which depichich depicts pagan ots pats pagan obsepagan observances). rvances). In answer In answer to a divinto a divinely sent iely sent invasion ofnvasion of mice the  mice the PhilistinePhilistines includeds incs included fincluded five goldenive golden mice as p mice as part of a gart of a guilt offeruilt offering when ting when they returnhey returned the arked the ark of the co of t of the covenathe covenant to Isrant to Israel (1 Sam.el (1 Sam. 6:4-18). 6:4-18).

In biblical usage, any of a number of rodents of family Muridae, including mice, 
rats, and field mice (Heb. {ak�baœr ). Such creatures were not acceptable 
according to the Pentateuchal food laws (Lev. 11:29; cf. Isa. 66:17, which depicts 
pagan observances). In answer to a divinely sent invasion of mice the Philistines 
included five golden mice as part of a guilt offering when they returned the ark of 
the covenant to Israel (1 Sam. 6:4-18).

MOZAMOZA (Heb.  (Heb. mo®s�aœ}mo®s�aœ})))

MOZA (Heb. mo®s�aœ} )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Caleb and Caleb and his concubhis concubine Ephathine Ephath (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 2:46).:46).:46).

1. A son of Caleb and his concubine Ephath (1 Chr. 2:46).

�2.2. A Benjami A Benjaminite, son nite, son of Zimri aof Zimri and father nd father of Binea; of Binea; descendantdescendant of King S of King Saul througaul thaul through hithrough his son Jonas son Jonathan (1 Chthan (1 Chr. 8:36-37r. 8:36-37; 9:42-43); 9:42-43)..

2. A Benjaminite, son of Zimri and father of Binea; descendant of King Saul 
through his son Jonathan (1 Chr. 8:36-37; 9:42-43).

MOZAHMOZAH (Heb.  (Heb. moœs�a®moœs�a®)))

MOZAH (Heb. moœs�a® )

A city assA city assigned to tigned to the tribe ohe tribe of Benjaminf Benjamin (Josh. 18 (Josh. 18:26). Late:26). Later, as Color, as Colonia Emmausnia Emmaus, it was c, it, it was colit was colonized in onized in 75 75 C.E.C.E. by Roman  by Roman veterans oveterans of Vespasiaf Vespasian’s war agn’s war against Jeruainst Jerusalem. ThesalemJeruJerusalem.Jerusalem. The site  The site is modern is modern Qa®luœnya/Qa®luœnya/MozaMoza (166134), (166134), ca. 6.5 k ca. 6.5 km. (4 mi.)m. (4 mi.) NW of Jer N NW of JeruNW of Jerusalem.salem.

A city assigned to the tribe of Benjamin (Josh. 18:26). Later, as Colonia Emmaus, 
it was colonized in 75 C.E. by Roman veterans of Vespasian’s war against 
Jerusalem. The site is modern Qa®luœnya/Moza (166134), ca. 6.5 km. (4 mi.) 
NW of Jerusalem.

MUGHARA, WMUGHARA, WADI EL-ADI EL-ADI EL-

MUGHARA, WADI EL-

�1.1. Wadi el-M Wadi el-Mughara (neughara (near modern ar modern Haifa), loHaifa), located on tcated on the westernhe western side of M side of Mt. Carmel,t. MMt. CarmelMt. Carmel, ca. 3 km, ca. 3 km. (2 mi.) . (2 mi.) from the Mfrom the Mediterraneediterranean Sea. Foan Sea. Four caves iur caves in this wadn this wadi producedi pi produced iproduced important amportant archaeologirchaeological remaincal remains, predomis, predominantly fronantly from the Palem the Paleolithic peolithic period, but rpeperiod, buperiod, but also inct also including somluding some significe significant Natufiant Natufian remainsan remains: (1) Mugh: (1) Mugharet el-Waaret el-Ward (“Cave rdel-Wael-Ward (“el-Ward (“Cave of thCave of the Valley”)e Valley”); (2) Mugh; (2) Mugharet ej-Jaaret ej-Jamal (“Cavemal (“Cave of the Ca of the Carmel”); (3rmel”); (3) Mugharet) (3(3) Mughar(3) Mugharet es-Sukhet es-Sukhul (“Cave ul (“Cave of the Kidof the Kid”); (4) Mu”); (4) Mugharet et-gharet et-Tabun (“CaTabun (“Cave of the ve of the Oven”). ThOOven”). ThOven”). The site wase site was excavated excavated from 1929 from 1929–1934 by D–1934 by Dorothy Garorothy Garrod of therod of the British S British British ScBritish School of Arhool of Archaeology chaeology in Jerusalin Jerusalem. In addem. In addition to yition to yielding anielding an important important prehistor pre prehistoriprehistoric flint sec flint sequence, thquence, the caves ale caves also containso contained human sed human skeletal rekeletal remains (sevmains (several articera(sev(several a(several articulatedrticulated ones); mo ones); most signifist significantly, socantly, some of the me of the human bonehuman bones in Mughas in Mugharet es-SukreMughaMugharet eMugharet es-Sukhul hs-Sukhul have featurave features charactes characteristic oferistic of both Nean both Neanderthal huderthal humans and Hmans and Hmans and Homo sapieHomo sapiens (i.e., ns (i.e., modern hummodern humanoid). Inanoid). In the caves the caves, animal b, animal bones (impoones (important evidrtant evidrtant evidence fevidence for the fauor the faunal recordnal record and for h and for human food uman food consumptioconsumption patternsn patterns) were als) were al) were also foundalso found, as were , as were a few “arta few “art” objects.” objects.

1. Wadi el-Mughara (near modern Haifa), located on the western side of 
Mt. Carmel, ca. 3 km. (2 mi.) from the Mediterranean Sea. Four caves in this wadi 
produced important archaeological remains, predominantly from the Paleolithic 
period, but also including some significant Natufian remains: (1) Mugharet 
el-Ward (“Cave of the Valley”); (2) Mugharet ej-Jamal (“Cave of the Carmel”); 
(3) Mugharet es-Sukhul (“Cave of the Kid”); (4) Mugharet et-Tabun (“Cave of the 
Oven”). The site was excavated from 1929–1934 by Dorothy Garrod of the 
British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem. In addition to yielding an important 
prehistoric flint sequence, the caves also contained human skeletal remains 
(several articulated ones); most significantly, some of the human bones in 
Mugharet es-Sukhul have features characteristic of both Neanderthal humans and 
Homo sapiens (i.e., modern humanoid). In the caves, animal bones (important 
evidence for the faunal record and for human food consumption patterns) were 
also found, as were a few “art” objects.



�2.2. Wadi el-M Wadi el-Mughara (inughara (in the south the southwestern Siwestern Sinai), an anai), an ancient minncient mining regioning region, a partic, a pa, a particularparticularly importaly important source nt source of turquoiof turquoise for these for the ancient E ancient Egyptians agyptians as clearly s clearly demonstratdemodemonstratdemonstrated by numeed by numerous Egyptrous Egyptian inscriian inscriptions disptions discovered incovered in this gene this general viciniral vicinity. This etyvicinivicinity. vicinity. This epigrThis epigraphic evidaphic evidence suggeence suggests that tsts that the native he native inhabitantinhabitants of the rs of the region as wegion aegion as well asas well as various s various southern Caouthern Canaanites wnaanites were hired ere hired or conscrior conscripted to papted to participate rticipate in the minin in the minin the mining. Signiing. Significantly, ficantly, alphabeticalphabetic inscripti inscriptions datingons dating to ca. 15 to ca. 1500 00 B.C.E.B.C.E. have been have bee have been foundbeen found in the re in the region, partgion, particularly aicularly at the neart the nearby site ofby site of  Serabit� eSerabit� el-H¸ademl-Ḩademeel-H¸ademel-H¸adem. Referred. Referred to as the to as the Proto-Sin Proto-Sinaitic inscaitic inscriptions, riptions, they are athey are among the emong the earliest knaeearliest kearliest known alphanown alphabetic inscbetic inscriptions; riptions; they were they were apparentlyapparently produced  produced by the Canby the Canaanites woaCanCanaanitesCanaanites working i working in the regin the region.on.on.

2. Wadi el-Mughara (in the southwestern Sinai), an ancient mining region, a 
particularly important source of turquoise for the ancient Egyptians as clearly 
demonstrated by numerous Egyptian inscriptions discovered in this general 
vicinity. This epigraphic evidence suggests that the native inhabitants of the region 
as well as various southern Canaanites were hired or conscripted to participate 
in the mining. Significantly, alphabetic inscriptions dating to ca. 1500 B.C.E. have 
been found in the region, particularly at the nearby site of Serabit� 
el-H¸adem. Referred to as the Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions, they are among the 
earliest known alphabetic inscriptions; they were apparently produced by the 
Canaanites working in the region.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. A. E. GD. A. E. Garrod and arrod and D. M. A. BD. M. A. Bate, ate, The Stone The Stone Age of MouAge of Mount Carmel:nt Cant Carmel: ExCarmel: Excavations cavations at the Wadat the Wady el-Mughay el-Mugharara 1 (Oxford 1 (Oxford, 1937); P, 1937); P. K. McCar. K. McCarter, Jr., ter, Jr., Ancient InAAncient InAncient Inscriptionsscriptions (Washingt (Washington, 1996);on, 1996); J. S. Jor J. S. Jorgensen, “Igensen, “Inscriptionnscription Sites,” i Sites,” in n OEANEOEANEOEANEOEANE 3:171–72; 3:171–72; J. Naveh, J. Naveh,  Early HistEarly History of theory of the Alphabet, Alphabet, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1987); D. B.87); D. B87); D. B. RedfordB. Redford, , Egypt, CanEgypt, Canaan, and Iaan, and Israel in Asrael in Ancient Timncient Timeses (Princeto (Princeton, 1992).n, 1992).n, 1992).

Bibliography. D. A. E. Garrod and D. M. A. Bate, The Stone Age of Mount 
Carmel: Excavations at the Wady el-Mughara 1 (Oxford, 1937); P. K. McCarter, Jr., 
Ancient Inscriptions (Washington, 1996); J. S. Jorgensen, “Inscription Sites,” in 
OEANE 3:171–72; J. Naveh, Early History of the Alphabet, 2nd ed. (Leiden, 1987); D. 
B. Redford, Egypt, Canaan, and Israel in Ancient Times (Princeton, 1992).
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MULBERRYMULBERRYMULBERRY

MULBERRY

Gk. Gk. sykaéminossykaéminos (Luke 17: (Luke 17:6), someti6), sometimes translmes translated “sycaated “sycamine tree,mine tree,” is gener” is generally thougally genergenerally generally thought tothought to refer to  refer to the black the black mulberry tmulberry tree or busree or bush (h (Morus nigrMorus nigraa L.). The  L.). The  L.). The juice The juice of the mulof the mulberry was berry was used to arused to arouse the eouse the elephants olephants of Antiochuf Antiochus V’s armys V’s army s V’s army for barmy for battle agaiattle against Judas nst Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus (1 Macc. 6(1 Macc. 6:34; Gk. :34; Gk. moœronmoœron). Some su). Some suggest thatggesusuggest thsuggest that Heb. at Heb. baœk�aœ}baœk�aœ} (2 Sam. 5 (2 Sam. 5:23-24; 1 :23-24; 1 Chr. 14:14Chr. 14:14-15) refer-15) refers to this s to this same plantsamsame plantsame plant, but othe, but others argue trs argue this term rhis term refers to tefers to the poplar he poplar or aspen tor aspen tree.ree.ree.

Gk. sykaéminos (Luke 17:6), sometimes translated “sycamine tree,” is 
generally thought to refer to the black mulberry tree or bush (Morus nigra L.). 
The juice of the mulberry was used to arouse the elephants of Antiochus V’s 
army for battle against Judas Maccabeus (1 Macc. 6:34; Gk. moœron). Some 
suggest that Heb. baœk�aœ}  (2 Sam. 5:23-24; 1 Chr. 14:14-15) refers to this 
same plant, but others argue this term refers to the poplar or aspen tree.
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MULEMULEMULE

MULE

A member oA member of the equif the equid family, d family, the offsprthe offspring of a ding of a donkey and onkey and horse, or horse, or a donkey aa donkey and onager naand onagerand onager (wild ass (wild ass). Male (H). Male (Heb. eb. pered�pered�) is disti) is distinguished fnguished from femalerom female  (pirda®)(pirda®)(pirda®)(pirda®) in the bi in the biblical texblical text. As a hyt. As a hybrid, the brid, the mule is almule is almost alwaymost always sterile,s sterile, yet exhib yet exh yet exhibits qexhibits qualities oualities of size, stf size, strength, anrength, and endurancd endurance. For thee. For these reasonsse reasons, mules we, mules were valued re vre valued in valued in the ancienthe ancient world ast world as royal mou royal mounts (2 Samnts (2 Sam. 13:29; 1. 13:29; 1 Kgs. 1:44 Kgs. 1:44), objects), objects of tribut of  of tributeof tribute (10:25),  (10:25), and animaland animals of tracts of traction (2 Kgsion (2 Kgs. 5:17; 1 . 5:17; 1 Chr. 12:40Chr. 12:40[MT 41]). [MT 41]). As crossbrAs crAs crossbreedcrossbreeding was seing was seemingly premingly prohibited iohibited in biblicaln biblical Israel (L Israel (Lev. 19:19)ev. 19:19), it is po, it is possible thassible tssible that thesethat these sure-foot sure-footed animalsed animals were obta were obtained throuined through import gh import or trade (or trade (Ezek. 27:1Ezek. 27:1Ezek. 27:14).27:14).27:14).

A member of the equid family, the offspring of a donkey and horse, or a donkey 
and onager (wild ass). Male (Heb. pered� ) is distinguished from female 
(pirda®) in the biblical text. As a hybrid, the mule is almost always sterile, yet 
exhibits qualities of size, strength, and endurance. For these reasons, mules were 
valued in the ancient world as royal mounts (2 Sam. 13:29; 1 Kgs. 1:44), objects 
of tribute (10:25), and animals of traction (2 Kgs. 5:17; 1 Chr. 12:40[MT 41]). As 
crossbreeding was seemingly prohibited in biblical Israel (Lev. 19:19), it is possible 
that these sure-footed animals were obtained through import or trade (Ezek. 
27:14).
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MUPPIMMUPPIM (Heb.  (Heb. muppiîmmuppiîm) (also SH) (also SHEPHUPHAMEPHUPHAMEPHUPHAM

MUPPIM (Heb. muppiîm) (also SHEPHUPHAM



A son of BA son of Benjamin (Genjamin (Gen. 46:21)en. 46:21). At Num. . At Num. 26:39 he i26:39 he is called Ss called Shephupham hephupham (cf. 1 Chr(cf. 1 Chr(cf. 1 Chr. 8:5, Chr. 8:5, “Shephupha“Shephuphan”) and hin”) and his descendas descendants Shuphants Shuphamites. Themites. The plural fo plural form of Mupprm of Muprm of Muppim andMuppim and Huppim su Huppim suggests thaggests that they mayt they may actually  actually have been have been populationpopulations that jois that jos that joined thejoined themselves tomselves to the tribe the tribe of Benjam of Benjamin (cf. 1 in (cf. 1 Chr. 7:12,Chr. 7:12, 15). 15).

A son of Benjamin (Gen. 46:21). At Num. 26:39 he is called Shephupham (cf. 1 
Chr. 8:5, “Shephuphan”) and his descendants Shuphamites. The plural form of 
Muppim and Huppim suggests that they may actually have been populations that 
joined themselves to the tribe of Benjamin (cf. 1 Chr. 7:12, 15).

MURATORIANMURATORIAN FRAGMENT FRAGMENT FRAGMENT

MURATORIAN FRAGMENT

A portion A portion of an earlof an early Christiay Christian documentn document that disc that discusses the usses the books of tbooks of the NT thathe NT that were acce thatthat were that were accepted baccepted by the chury the churches knownches known to the an to the anonymous auonymous author of ththor of the fragmente fragme fragment. fragment. The fragmeThe fragment, probabnt, probably of the ly of the 8th centur8th century, is writy, is written in vulten in vulgar Latin gar Latin but is almbut but is almbut is almost certaiost certainly a trannly a translation ofslation of a much ea a much earlier Greerlier Greek documentk document. The frag. The fragment beginmefragfragment bfragment begins withegins with a probabl a probably mutilatey mutilated referencd reference to Mark;e to Mark; Luke and  Luke and John are tJohn are then mentiohtthen mentithen mentioned as thoned as the third ane third and fourth Gd fourth Gospels, reospels, respectivelyspectively. It is pr. It is probable thaobable that Matthew t Mt Matthew waMatthew was discusses discussed in a misd in a missing portising portion of the on of the original. original. Thirteen lThirteen letters areetters are attribute att attributedattributed to Paul;  to Paul; Jude and tJude and two letterswo letters of John a of John are mentionre mentioned approvied approvingly, as angly, as are the Wisre tre the Wisdomthe Wisdom of Solomo of Solomon and the n and the apocalypseapocalypses of John s of John and Peter and Peter (although (although the latterthe lattethe latter is latter is said to besaid to be rejected  rejected by some).by some).by some).

A portion of an early Christian document that discusses the books of the NT 
that were accepted by the churches known to the anonymous author of the 
fragment. The fragment, probably of the 8th century, is written in vulgar Latin 
but is almost certainly a translation of a much earlier Greek document. The 
fragment begins with a probably mutilated reference to Mark; Luke and John are 
then mentioned as the third and fourth Gospels, respectively. It is probable that 
Matthew was discussed in a missing portion of the original. Thirteen letters are 
attributed to Paul; Jude and two letters of John are mentioned approvingly, as are 
the Wisdom of Solomon and the apocalypses of John and Peter (although the 
latter is said to be rejected by some).

�Scholarly Scholarly tradition tradition has placedhas placed compositi composition of the on of the original Goriginal Greek versireek version in the on in theon in the 2nd cethe 2nd century becantury because of theuse of the statement statement that the  that the Shepherd oShepherd of Hermas wf Hermas was writtenas writteas written “vwritten “very recentery recently in our ly in our times.” Hotimes.” However, somwever, some scholarse scholars have argu have argued for a 4ed for a 4th-centuryt44th-centur4th-century date fory date for the origi the original.nal.nal.

Scholarly tradition has placed composition of the original Greek version in 
the 2nd century because of the statement that the Shepherd of Hermas was 
written “very recently in our times.” However, some scholars have argued for a 
4th-century date for the original.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. M. HahnG. M. Hahneman, eman, The MuratoThe Muratorian Fragmrian Fragment and thent and the Developme Development of theeDevelopmDevelopmenDevelopment of the Ct of the Canonanon (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1992); A. 1992); A. C. SundberC. Sundberg, Jr., “Cg, Jr., “Canon Muratanon Muratori: A Fouori: A ori: A Fourth-CA Fourth-Century Lisentury List,” t,” HTRHTR 66 (1973) 66 (1973): 1–41.: 1–41.: 1–41.

Bibliography. G. M. Hahneman, The Muratorian Fragment and the 
Development of the Canon (Oxford, 1992); A. C. Sundberg, Jr., “Canon Muratori: 
A Fourth-Century List,” HTR 66 (1973): 1–41.
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MURDERMURDERMURDER

MURDER

Strictly sStrictly speaking, tpeaking, the willfulhe willful or premed or premeditated depitated deprivation orivation of human lif human life. Becausfe. Because of the ce of e of the comof the complicationsplications of determ of determining motiining motive, the dive, the discussion oscussion of murder if murder in the Bibln the Bible is placee ie is placed is placed in a broadin a broader contexter context of the de of the deprivation privation of life. Aof life. A basic dis basic distinction itinction is made bets made s made betwemade between premedien premeditation andtation and an act of an act of God (Exod God (Exod. 21:12-13. 21:12-13). Further). Furthermore, distmore, dmore, distinctiodistinction is made n is made between prbetween premeditatioemeditation and inadn and inadvertence, vertence, or accidenor accident. Premedit. Premedit. PremeditatPremeditation is detion is determined byermined by previous  previous enmity (Nuenmity (Num. 35:20-2m. 35:20-21; Deut. 41; Deut. 4:42), the :42), the :42), the act ofthe act of ambush (N ambush (Num. 35:20;um. 35:20; Deut. 19: Deut. 19:11) or pos11) or possession ofsession of a weapon  a weapon of lethal of lethal potentialippotentialipotentiality (Num. 3ty (Num. 35:17-19). 5:17-19). InadvertenInadvertence is desice is designated as gnated as “without i“without intent” (Nuntent” (Num. 35:11, m.(Nu(Num. 35:1(Num. 35:11, 15; Deu1, 15; Deut. 19:4).t. 19:4).t. 19:4).

Strictly speaking, the willful or premeditated deprivation of human life. Because 
of the complications of determining motive, the discussion of murder in the Bible 
is placed in a broader context of the deprivation of life. A basic distinction is 
made between premeditation and an act of God (Exod. 21:12-13). Furthermore, 
distinction is made between premeditation and inadvertence, or accident. 
Premeditation is determined by previous enmity (Num. 35:20-21; Deut. 4:42), 
the act of ambush (Num. 35:20; Deut. 19:11) or possession of a weapon of lethal 
potentiality (Num. 35:17-19). Inadvertence is designated as “without intent” 
(Num. 35:11, 15; Deut. 19:4).

�The punishThe punishment stipument stipulated for lated for murder is murder is capital (Ecapital (Exod. 21:12xod. 21:12; Lev. 24:; Lev. 24:17). Asylu17). Asy17). Asylums weAsylums were designare designated to ensted to ensure properure proper trials (N trials (Num. 35:9-3um. 35:9-34; Deut. 44; Deut. 4:41-43; 19:41-43; 19:41-43; 19:1-13; J19:1-13; Josh. 20:1-osh. 20:1-9). The pr9). The practice of actice of asylum appasylum appears desigears designed to regned to regulate the ulate the custom of custcustom of custom of blood vengblood vengeance and eance and vendetta (vendetta (Num. 35:19Num. 35:19; Deut. 19; Deut. 19:12). Othe:12). Other provisior provisir provisionsprovisions were the  were the multiplicimultiplicity of witnty of witness (Num. ess (Num. 35:30), an35:30), and the rejed the rejection of bction of bail (v. 32ail (ail (v. 32; cf(v. 32; cf. one exce. one exception in Eption in Exod. 21:28xod. 21:28-30). Unli-30). Unlike other ake other ancient neancient near Eastern r Eastern law codes,law law codes,law codes, the bibli the biblical codes cal codes do not disdo not discriminate criminate according according to class, to class, though it though it is impossiis imis impossibleimpossible to gauge  to gauge to what exto what extent this tent this was the acwas the actual practtual practice.ice.ice.

The punishment stipulated for murder is capital (Exod. 21:12; Lev. 24:17). 
Asylums were designated to ensure proper trials (Num. 35:9-34; Deut. 4:41-43; 
19:1-13; Josh. 20:1-9). The practice of asylum appears designed to regulate the 
custom of blood vengeance and vendetta (Num. 35:19; Deut. 19:12). Other 
provisions were the multiplicity of witness (Num. 35:30), and the rejection of bail 



(v. 32; cf. one exception in Exod. 21:28-30). Unlike other ancient near Eastern 
law codes, the biblical codes do not discriminate according to class, though it is 
impossible to gauge to what extent this was the actual practice.

�DistinctioDistinctions are appns are applied withilied within the inten the intentional dentional deprivation privation of life. Tof life. The killinghe killing of a murd of of a murdeof a murderer was norer was not considert considered murder.ed murder. Killing s Killing someone outomeone out of self-d of self-defense couefense couefense could alsocould also be exclud be excluded from beed from being considing considered murdeered murder (Exod. 2r (Exod. 22:2[MT 1])2:2[MT 1]). Killing . Killing in war is iin war is in war is also exclualso excluded (Deut.ded (Deut. 20:13). I 20:13). In the casen the case of unsolv of unsolved murdersed murders, the comm, the community enacucommcommunity community enacts a renacts a ritual of eitual of expiation (xpiation (Deut. 21:1Deut. 21:1-9).-9).-9).

Distinctions are applied within the intentional deprivation of life. The killing 
of a murderer was not considered murder. Killing someone out of self-defense 
could also be excluded from being considered murder (Exod. 22:2[MT 1]). Killing 
in war is also excluded (Deut. 20:13). In the case of unsolved murders, the 
community enacts a ritual of expiation (Deut. 21:1-9).

�The DecaloThe Decalogue compacgue compactly prohibtly prohibits the units the unlawful deplawful deprivation orivation of life (Exf life (Exod. 20:13;od. 20:1od. 20:13; Deu20:13; Deut. 5:17). t. 5:17). The commanThe command is oftend is often translate translated “You shad “You shall not murll not murder,” yet der,” yet the Hebrewththe Hebrewthe Hebrew word  word (raœs�ah�)(raœs�ah�) can also  can also refer to urefer to unintentionnintentional homicidal homicide (Num. 35e (Num. 3e (Num. 35:25-28; 35:25-28; Deut. 4:41Deut. 4:41-42; Josh.-42; Josh. 20:3). Th 20:3). Thus the impus the impulse of thulse of the commandme commandment seems ent seemsent seems to eseems to extend furtxtend further than mher than mere murderere murder, to the d, to the deprivationeprivation of life i of life in general.n general. Connected C Connected Connected to this isto this is the recog the recognition thanition that externalt external acts reac acts reach back to h back to internal iinternal inclinationncliniinclinatioinclinations. Sirachns. Sirach designate designates economics economic oppressio oppression as murden as murder (Sir. 34r (Sir. 34:24-27). T:24-27). The NT closheTThe NT cloThe NT closely alignsely aligns murder ws murder with inclinith inclinations of ations of enmity (Maenmity (Matt. 5:21-2tt. 5:21-26, 38-48; 6, 38-48; 1 John 3:11 J1 John 3:15)John 3:15), but this, but this is presen is present in princt in principle in thiple in the OT (Lev.e OT (Lev. 19:17-18) 19:17-18)...

The Decalogue compactly prohibits the unlawful deprivation of life (Exod. 
20:13; Deut. 5:17). The command is often translated “You shall not murder,” yet 
the Hebrew word (raœs�ah�)  can also refer to unintentional homicide (Num. 
35:25-28; Deut. 4:41-42; Josh. 20:3). Thus the impulse of the commandment 
seems to extend further than mere murder, to the deprivation of life in general. 
Connected to this is the recognition that external acts reach back to internal 
inclinations. Sirach designates economic oppression as murder (Sir. 34:24-27). 
The NT closely aligns murder with inclinations of enmity (Matt. 5:21-26, 38-48; 1 
John 3:15), but this is present in principle in the OT (Lev. 19:17-18).

�As foreignAs foreign empires b empires began to exegan to exercise incercise increasing coreasing control overntrol over Judea, ju Judea, jurisdictionrisdictiojujurisdictijurisdiction over muon over murder movedrder moved into the  into the hands of thands of the foreignhe foreign states (E states (Ezra 7:25-2zra 7:25-26). Paul a6).7:25-27:25-26). 7:25-26). Paul affirPaul affirms this aums this authority asthority as derivativ derivative from Gode from God (Rom. 13: (Rom. 13:4).4).4).

As foreign empires began to exercise increasing control over Judea, 
jurisdiction over murder moved into the hands of the foreign states (Ezra 
7:25-26). Paul affirms this authority as derivative from God (Rom. 13:4).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. GreenbeM. Greenberg, “Some rg, “Some PostulatesPostulates of Biblic of Biblical Criminaal Criminal Law,” inl Law,” inl Law,” in in Yehezkel KYehezkel Kaufmann Juaufmann Jubilee Volubilee Volume,me, ed. M. Ha ed. M. Haran (Jerusran (Jerusalem, 1960alem, 1960), 5–28; B), 5–28; B. S. Jacks. S. Jac. S. Jackson, “Jackson, “ReflectionReflections on Biblis on Biblical Crimincal Criminal Law,” al Law,” JJSJJS 24 (1973) 24 (1973): 8–38; re: 8–38; repr. in pr. in Essays on Essays Essays on Essays on Jewish andJewish and Comparati Comparative Legal Hve Legal History.istory. SJLA 10 ( SJLA 10 (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1975), 25–6375), 25–63...

Bibliography. M. Greenberg, “Some Postulates of Biblical Criminal Law,” 
in Yehezkel Kaufmann Jubilee Volume, ed. M. Haran (Jerusalem, 1960), 5–28; B. S. 
Jackson, “Reflections on Biblical Criminal Law,” JJS 24 (1973): 8–38; repr. in 
Essays on Jewish and Comparative Legal History. SJLA 10 (Leiden, 1975), 25–63.
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MURMURING

An overtlyAn overtly vocal or  vocal or subdued exsubdued expression opression of deep paif deep pain, grief, n, grief, distress, distress, discontentdiscontent, dissatis, dis, dissatisfadissatisfaction, or ction, or anger. Muranger. Murmurings, amurings, at times, ft times, functioned unctioned as prayersas prayers to God th to God that called at cat called forcalled for action. E action. Examples inxamples include compclude complaints (Helaints (Heb. b. lu®nlu®n) by the I) by the Israelites sraelites in the wilin the in the wilderthe wilderness (Exodness (Exod. 15:24; 1. 15:24; 16:2, 7-8; 6:2, 7-8; 17:3; Num.17:3; Num. 14:2, 27, 14:2, 27, 29, 36).  29, 36). These murmThese murmurings hadurmurmmurmuringsmurmurings had concr had concrete groundete ground, namely, , namely, hunger or hunger or thirst. Gothirst. God responded responded to such d to sucd to such criessuch cries by “heari by “hearing favorabng favorably” and prly” and providing fooviding food and watod and water and thuer and thus alleviats alleviating the peing alleviatalleviatinalleviating the peopg the people’s anguile’s anguish.sh.sh.

An overtly vocal or subdued expression of deep pain, grief, distress, discontent, 
dissatisfaction, or anger. Murmurings, at times, functioned as prayers to God that 
called for action. Examples include complaints (Heb. lu®n) by the Israelites in 
the wilderness (Exod. 15:24; 16:2, 7-8; 17:3; Num. 14:2, 27, 29, 36). These 
murmurings had concrete ground, namely, hunger or thirst. God responded to 
such cries by “hearing favorably” and providing food and water and thus 
alleviating the people’s anguish.

�However, mHowever, murmurings urmurings are also pare also presented aresented as clandests clandestine, malicine, malicious whispious whisperings of eringwhispwhisperingwhisperings of slands of slander againster against God or hi God or his appointes appointed leaders.d leaders. Korah com Korah complained agplained against Moseaagagainst Moagainst Moses and Aases and Aaron (Num. ron (Num. 16), and t16), and the people he people of Israel of Israel are said tare said to have beeo have been murmurinnbeebeen murmubeen murmuring againring against the least the leadership ofdership of Moses (ch Moses (ch. 17). The. 17). The Israelite Israelites are alsos are also portrayed po portrayed portrayed as grumblias grumbling ng (raœg�an)(raœg�an) in their  in their tents (Deutents (Deut. 1:27; Pt. 1:27; Ps. 106:25)s. 106:25) in respon in respo in response tresponse to the repoo the report of the rt of the spies. Thispies. This is a gras is a graphic pictuphic picture of the re of the people sulpeople sulking in thking sulsulking insulking in their ten their tents insteadts instead of prepar of preparing for thing for the march upe march upon Canaan.on Canaan. Such murm Such murmuring is aumurmmurmuring murmuring is a scornis a scorning of Goding of God and his a and his appointed lppointed leaders andeaders and calls for calls for severe pu severe punishment. nipupunishmentpunishment. Those wh. Those who refused o refused to enter tto enter the Promisehe Promised Land woud Land would die in ld die in the wilderthe wildethe wildernesswilderness. In addit. In addition, the pion, the people of Ieople of Israel justsrael justifiably muifiably murmured in rmured in the Promisthe Promised Land whed Led Land when Land when they beliethey believed that tved that the leadershe leaders of the na of the nation were tion were disobediendisobedient to the rt to the rules estaburrules estarules established byblished by God (Josh God (Josh. 9:18).. 9:18).. 9:18).

However, murmurings are also presented as clandestine, malicious 
whisperings of slander against God or his appointed leaders. Korah complained 
against Moses and Aaron (Num. 16), and the people of Israel are said to have 
been murmuring against the leadership of Moses (ch. 17). The Israelites are also 
portrayed as grumbling (raœg�an)  in their tents (Deut. 1:27; Ps. 106:25) in 
response to the report of the spies. This is a graphic picture of the people 



sulking in their tents instead of preparing for the march upon Canaan. Such 
murmuring is a scorning of God and his appointed leaders and calls for severe 
punishment. Those who refused to enter the Promised Land would die in the 
wilderness. In addition, the people of Israel justifiably murmured in the Promised 
Land when they believed that the leaders of the nation were disobedient to the 
rules established by God (Josh. 9:18).

�In the NT In the NT “murmuring“murmuring” (Gk. ” (Gk. gongyézoœgongyézoœ) generall) generally refers ty refers to the compo the complaining oflainincompcomplainincomplaining of the Pg of the Pharisees aharisees and scribesnd scribes (Luke 5:3 (Luke 5:30; 15:2; c0; 15:2; cf. 19:7; Mf. 19:7; Matt. 20:11att. 20:11). The NT ). Th). The NT chuThe NT church experirch experienced the enced the murmuring murmuring of the Helof the Hellenists aglenists against the ainst the Hebrews beHebrews Hebrews beHebrews because theicause their widows wr widows were being ere being neglected neglected in the daiin the daily distribly distribution (Actution (Acts 6:1).Paus(Act(Acts 6:1)(Acts 6:1).Paul exho.Paul exhorted the Crted the Corinthiansorinthians not to mu not to murmur as thrmur as the Hebrews e Hebrews had done ihad donehad done in thdone in the wildernee wilderness, for thss, for their murmureir murmurings had bings had brought desrought destruction (truction (1 Cor. 10:1 Cor. 10:10; cf. Ph110:10:10; cf.10:10; cf. Phil. 2:1 Phil. 2:14).4).4).

In the NT “murmuring” (Gk. gongyézoœ) generally refers to the 
complaining of the Pharisees and scribes (Luke 5:30; 15:2; cf. 19:7; Matt. 20:11). 
The NT church experienced the murmuring of the Hellenists against the 
Hebrews because their widows were being neglected in the daily distribution 
(Acts 6:1).Paul exhorted the Corinthians not to murmur as the Hebrews had 
done in the wilderness, for their murmurings had brought destruction (1 Cor. 
10:10; cf. Phil. 2:14).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. W. CoatG. W. Coats, s, Rebellion Rebellion in the Wilin the Wilderness: Tderness: The Murmurihe Murmuring Motif ing Motif ng Motif in tMotif in the Wildernhe Wilderness Traditess Traditions of thions of the Old Teste Old Testamentament (Nashvill (Nashville, 1968).e, 1968).e, 1968).

Bibliography. G. W. Coats, Rebellion in the Wilderness: The Murmuring 
Motif in the Wilderness Traditions of the Old Testament (Nashville, 1968).
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MUSHIMUSHI (Heb.  (Heb. mu®sûiîmu®sûiî)))

MUSHI (Heb. mu®sûiî)

A Levite, A Levite, the secondthe second son of Me son of Merari (Exodrari (Exod. 6:19; Nu. 6:19; Num. 3:20; 1m. 3:20; 1 Chr. 6:19 Chr. 6:19, 47[MT 4,, 47[MT 4, 32]; 23:2 3 32]; 23:2132]; 23:21, 23; 24:2, 23; 24:26, 30). He6, 30). He was the e was the eponymous aponymous ancestor ofncestor of a levitic a levitical family,al family, the Mushi the the Mushitthe Mushites (Num. 3es (Num. 3:33; 26:58:33; 26:58).).

A Levite, the second son of Merari (Exod. 6:19; Num. 3:20; 1 Chr. 6:19, 47[MT 4, 
32]; 23:21, 23; 24:26, 30). He was the eponymous ancestor of a levitical family, 
the Mushites (Num. 3:33; 26:58).

MUSIC, MUSMUSIC, MUSICAL INSTRICAL INSTRUMENTSUMENTSUMENTS

MUSIC, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Music and Music and its tools its tools of productof production, musicion, musical instrumal instruments, as ments, as mentioned ientioned in the Bibln the Bible are amone are are among are among the most pthe most perplexing erplexing phenomena phenomena of the pasof the past. This stt. This stems from bems from both the epoth the oth the ephemethe ephemeral natureral nature of music  of music itself anditself and the indir the indirect sourceect sources of studys of study — written — written, archaeol, a, archaeologarchaeological-iconoical-iconographical,graphical, comparati comparative — and tve — and the fact thhe fact that only a at only a few musicafew musical instrumel musicamusical inmusical instruments struments discovereddiscovered in excava in excavations (e.gtions (e.g., cymbals., cymbals, rattles), rattles) are still are still able to p able t able to produceto produce sound. sound. sound.

Music and its tools of production, musical instruments, as mentioned in the Bible 
are among the most perplexing phenomena of the past. This stems from both 
the ephemeral nature of music itself and the indirect sources of study — written, 
archaeological-iconographical, comparative — and the fact that only a few 
musical instruments discovered in excavations (e.g., cymbals, rattles) are still able 
to produce sound.

�The oldestThe oldest documenta documentation of thtion of the oral trae oral tradition of dition of biblical rbiblical recitation ecitation is preservis preservis preserved preserved in the Codin the Codex Cairo (ex Cairo (9th cent.)9th cent.), where th, where the biblicale biblical text is p text is provided wirovided with th wiwith with t�a{ameî ht�a{ameî hammiqraœ}ammiqraœ} (biblical (biblical accents), accents), a type of a type of ekphoneti ekphonetic writing,c writing, which can whi which can which can serve as aserve as a comparati comparative source,ve source, albeit no albeit not reliablet reliable for recre for recreating the ating the cantillaticantcantillaticantillation of ancion of ancient Israelent Israel (likewise (likewise Ugarit cu Ugarit cuneiform noneiform notation or tation or the transcthe transcription ofriptiotransctranscripttranscription of conion of contemporary temporary Jewish traJewish traditional mditional music as frusic as frequently uequently used for thsed for this purposeis pis purpose). purpose). The Bible,The Bible, considere considered the maind the main source fo source for the studr the study of musicy of music in ancien in ancient Israel, t ancienancient Isancient Israel, may rael, may be helpfulbe helpful only for  only for the study the study of its socof its social contexial context: e.g., tt: e.g., the sacred he sacredhe sacred sersacred service (1 Chvice (1 Chr. 23; 2 Cr. 23; 2 Chr. 29:25)hr. 29:25) and prais and praise of God (e of God (Isa. 12:5-Isa. 12:5-6; Ps. 1506; Ps. 150); the apo); th); the apotrothe apotropaic-prophpaic-prophylactic (Eylactic (Exod. 28:33xod. 28:33; 1 Sam. 1; 1 Sam. 16:16), ecs6:16), ecstatic-proptatic-prophetic (10:hetic (10:5), or sup5), (10:(10:5), or(10:5), or supernatu supernatural (Exod.ral (Exod. 19:19) me 19:19) media; commudia; communication (nication (Num. 10:1-Num. 10:1-9); war (29); war (29); war (2 Chr. 20(2 Chr. 20:28); even:28); events of joy ts of joy (Exod. 15:(Exod. 15:20) and so20) and sorrow (2 Sarrow (2 Sam. 1:17-27m. 1:17-27); or symb); or symbol of sin osymbsymbol of symbol of sin and prsin and prostitutionostitution (Isa. 5:1 (Isa. 5:12; 14:11).2; 14:11). The accou The accounts are sonts are sometimes ammetimes ambiguous: ebiamambiguous:ambiguous: e.g., the e.g., the advance o advance of David wif David with the arkth the ark as a kind as a kind of orgy,  of orgy, with dominwith dominant percusantdomindominant pdominant percussion ercussion instrumentinstruments of a Dios of a Dionysiac chanysiac character (2 racter (2 Sam. 6:5),Sam. 6:5), or a some or a some or a somewhat csomewhat ceremonial eremonial occasion woccasion with singinith singing and trumg and trumpet fanfarpet fanfare (2 Chr. e (2 Chr. 13:8).13:8).

The oldest documentation of the oral tradition of biblical recitation is 
preserved in the Codex Cairo (9th cent.), where the biblical text is provided 
with t�a{ameî hammiqraœ}  (biblical accents), a type of ekphonetic writing, 
which can serve as a comparative source, albeit not reliable for recreating the 
cantillation of ancient Israel (likewise Ugarit cuneiform notation or the 
transcription of contemporary Jewish traditional music as frequently used for this 
purpose). The Bible, considered the main source for the study of music in 
ancient Israel, may be helpful only for the study of its social context: e.g., the 
sacred service (1 Chr. 23; 2 Chr. 29:25) and praise of God (Isa. 12:5-6; Ps. 150); 
the apotropaic-prophylactic (Exod. 28:33; 1 Sam. 16:16), ecstatic-prophetic 
(10:5), or supernatural (Exod. 19:19) media; communication (Num. 10:1-9); war 



(2 Chr. 20:28); events of joy (Exod. 15:20) and sorrow (2 Sam. 1:17-27); or 
symbol of sin and prostitution (Isa. 5:12; 14:11). The accounts are sometimes 
ambiguous: e.g., the advance of David with the ark as a kind of orgy, with 
dominant percussion instruments of a Dionysiac character (2 Sam. 6:5), or a 
somewhat ceremonial occasion with singing and trumpet fanfare (2 Chr. 13:8).

Mosaic of Mosaic of flute playflute player; Caesarer; Caesarea Vaults,ea Vaults, trench CV trench CV11 (5th-6t11 (5th-6th century h century C.E.C.E.) (Photo b) (Photo) (Photo by (Photo by Aaron LeviAaron Levin; courtesn; courtesy Combinedy Combined Caesarea  Caesarea ExpeditionExpeditions)s)

Mosaic of flute player; Caesarea Vaults, trench CV11 (5th-6th century C.E.) 
(Photo by Aaron Levin; courtesy Combined Caesarea Expeditions)

�Various acVarious accounts sugcounts suggest that gest that different different styles of styles of singing wesinging were employere employed: solo (2d: solo (d: solo (2 Sam. 23(2 Sam. 23:1), chora:1), choral (2 Chr. l (2 Chr. 20:21; Exo20:21; Exod. 32:18-1d. 32:18-19), a cape9), a capella (15:1)lla (15:1) or with i or with instrumentanstruiinstrumentinstrumental accompaal accompaniment (15niment (15:20–21; Ps:20–21; Ps. 149:1-3). 149:1-3), responso, responsorial (1 Sarial (1 Sam. 29:5; Em. 29:5; Ezra 3:10-1zEEzra 3:10-Ezra 3:10-11), or an11), or antiphonal (tiphonal (1 Sam. 18:1 Sam. 18:6-7).6-7).6-7).

Various accounts suggest that different styles of singing were employed: solo 
(2 Sam. 23:1), choral (2 Chr. 20:21; Exod. 32:18-19), a capella (15:1) or with 
instrumental accompaniment (15:20–21; Ps. 149:1-3), responsorial (1 Sam. 29:5; 
Ezra 3:10-11), or antiphonal (1 Sam. 18:6-7).

�The greateThe greatest potentist potential for infal for information cormation concerning oncerning music as dmusic as described iescribed in the Bibln the Bn the Bible is tBible is the study ohe study of the instf the instruments reruments recorded, bucorded, but this inft this information iormation is similarls similarly limited.y limity limited. Tlimited. The precisehe precise character character of the mu of the music is nevsic is never describer described, excepted, except for some  for some general tegegeneral tegeneral terms regardrms regarding the shing the shophar and ophar and trumpet sitrumpet signals (Numgnals (Num. 10:2-10). 10:2-10). Only thr. Only thr. Only three versthree verses mentiones mention the mater the material of whiial of which a musicch a musical instrumal instrument is madent is made (Num. 10e (Num. 10e (Num. 10:2; 1 Kg10:2; 1 Kgs. 10:12; s. 10:12; 1 Chr. 15:1 Chr. 15:19), and s19), and seldom is teldom is the performhe performance technance technique mentiique mentioned (1 Saomentimentioned mentioned (1 Sam. 16(1 Sam. 16:23).:23).:23).

The greatest potential for information concerning music as described in the 
Bible is the study of the instruments recorded, but this information is similarly 
limited. The precise character of the music is never described, except for some 
general terms regarding the shophar and trumpet signals (Num. 10:2-10). Only 
three verses mention the material of which a musical instrument is made (Num. 
10:2; 1 Kgs. 10:12; 1 Chr. 15:19), and seldom is the performance technique 
mentioned (1 Sam. 16:23).

�The names The names of musicalof musical instrumen instruments are notts are not entirely  entirely clear. Theclear. The LXX, Pesh LXX, Peshitta, and itta, aitta, and Vulgatand Vulgate translate translate them wite them with no precih no precise understse understanding of anding of their meantheir meaning. One ving. One version mayevversion maversion may render ty render the same wohe same word in severd in several differral different ways: ent ways: e.g., the e.g., the LXX translLXX translates Heb. attransltranslatestranslates Heb.  Heb. kinno®rkinno®r as  as kithaéra, kithaéra, kinyéra, pkinyéra, psalteäíriosalteäírion, oœrganon, oœrganon,n, and  and and and naébla; {unaébla; {u®g�aœb�®g�aœb� as  as kithaéra, kithaéra, psalmoœs,psalmoœs, and  and oœrganon.oœrganon. Ambiguous Ambigu Ambiguous Ambiguous informatioinformation is availn is available from able from postbiblicpostbiblical sourcesal sources: the writ: the writings of Joings of Josephus FlasephJoJosephus FJosephus Flavius andlavius and Philo fro Philo from Alexandrm Alexandria, the Taia, the Talmud, and lmud, and the Qumranthe Qumran scrolls. scrolls. scrolls.

The names of musical instruments are not entirely clear. The LXX, Peshitta, 
and Vulgate translate them with no precise understanding of their meaning. One 
version may render the same word in several different ways: e.g., the LXX 
translates Heb. kinno®r as kithaéra, kinyéra, psalteäírion, oœrganon, 
and naébla; {u®g�aœb�  as kithaéra, psalmoœs, and oœrganon. 
Ambiguous information is available from postbiblical sources: the writings of 
Josephus Flavius and Philo from Alexandria, the Talmud, and the Qumran scrolls.

�For these For these reasons, areasons, and particund particularly the larly the historicalhistorical and chron and chronological uological uncertaintyncertaintuuncertaintuncertainty of the by of the biblical reiblical record, archcord, archaeology muaeology must be regast be regarded the prded the primary sourimary source for thrcsousource forsource for the study the study of the mu of the musical cultsical cultures of thures of the biblicale biblical world. At world. At present s present some 700 arome ssome 700 asome 700 artifacts —rtifacts — actual re actual remains of mmains of musical insusical instruments atruments and artistind artistic depictioc depictions — have ns depictiodepictionsdepictions — have be — have been excavaten excavated. Statised. Statistical analtical analysis of thysis of these artifaese artifacts providcts provides an impoes anes an importaan important indicatnt indication of musion of musical instrical instruments preuments present in ansent in ancient Isracient Israel/Palestiel/Palestine. For inne. Fne. For instanFor instance, harps ce, harps are not atare not attested, sotested, so consequen consequently there tly there is no reasis no reason to inteon to interpret Heb.rprinteinterpret interpret Heb. Heb. neäb�elneäb�el as “harp, as “harp,” the inst” the instrument Kinrument King David isg David is commonly  commonly depicted adepictdepicted adepicted as playing.s playing. From the  From the BabylonianBabylonian-Persian p-Persian period, whieriod, which the booch the books of Ezraks of Ezra, Nehemiah, EzraEzra, NeheEzra, Nehemiah, and miah, and ChroniclesChronicles report as report as having de having developed anveloped an exception exceptionally rich ally rich musical limmusical limusical liturgy and turgy and musical limusical life, no sigfe, no significant mnificant musical eviusical evidence has dence has survived.survived.survived.

For these reasons, and particularly the historical and chronological 
uncertainty of the biblical record, archaeology must be regarded the primary 
source for the study of the musical cultures of the biblical world. At present 
some 700 artifacts — actual remains of musical instruments and artistic 
depictions — have been excavated. Statistical analysis of these artifacts provides 
an important indication of musical instruments present in ancient Israel/Palestine. 
For instance, harps are not attested, so consequently there is no reason to 
interpret Heb. neäb�el  as “harp,” the instrument King David is commonly 
depicted as playing. From the Babylonian-Persian period, which the books of 
Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles report as having developed an exceptionally rich 
musical liturgy and musical life, no significant musical evidence has survived.

�The most cThe most common instommon instruments inruments in Iron Age  Iron Age Israel werIsrael were derived e derived from Canaafrom Canaanite cultuniCanaaCanaanite Canaanite culture. Tculture. They seem they seem to have beeo have been of modesn of modest construct construction, yet tion, yet of great vof great variety andavvariety anvariety and capable d capable of relativof relatively sophisely sophisticated peticated performance rformance technique.technique. Among tho Among those instrumsethothose instthose instruments avruments available toailable to the masse the masses were clas were clay rattles y rattles (probably (probably meïna{an{imeïna{an{iîmîmeïna{an{imeïna{an{imeïna{an{iîmîm), round f), round frame drumsrame drums  (toœp�),(toœp�), and doubl and double pipes sie pipes similar to tmilar to the oboe anhe obhe oboe and coboe and clarinet (plarinet (probably robably h�aœliîlh�aœliîl). The ela). The elaborate Egyborate Egyptian lyreptian lyres with eigs with eight or moreht or ht or more stor more strings gaverings gave way to th way to the smaller e smaller kinno®rkinno®r and  and neäb�elneäb�el with fewe with fewer strings,r stringr strings, mstrings, mainly usedainly used in cultic in cultic and court and court music. Du music. During the Bring the Babylonian-abylonian-Persian pePersian period a decriodpeperiod a dperiod a decline in ecline in musical limusical life was appfe was apparent, perarent, perhaps reflehaps reflective of lctive of local religocal religious and sious anious and socialand social constrain constraints (cf. Ists (cf. Isa. 5:12; 2a. 5:12; 24:8-9; Hos4:8-9; Hos. 9:1). Th. 9:1). The Hellenise Hellenistic-Roman tic-Roman period broperiodperiod broperiod brought a blought a blossoming ofssoming of all kinds all kinds of musica of musical activitil activities and thees and the introduct introduction of manion oion of many neof many new types ofw types of instrumen instruments (e.g., ts (e.g., new varietnew varieties of haries of harps and lutps and lutes, bone pes, bone pipes with ipeppipes withpipes with bronze ov bronze overlay). Therlay). This was metis was met with resi with resistance in stance in orthodox corthodox circles, whircles, who cited bio whwho cited who cited biblical abiblical admonishmendmonishments regardits regarding licenting licentious activious activities assocties associated withiated with music ( mu music (music (m. Sot�am. Sot�a 9:11;  9:11; b. Sot�ab. Sot�a 48a-b;  48a-b; Git�.Git�. 7a-b). 7a-b).

The most common instruments in Iron Age Israel were derived from 
Canaanite culture. They seem to have been of modest construction, yet of great 



variety and capable of relatively sophisticated performance technique. Among 
those instruments available to the masses were clay rattles (probably 
meïna{an{iîm), round frame drums (toœp�),  and double pipes similar to the 
oboe and clarinet (probably h�aœliîl ). The elaborate Egyptian lyres with eight 
or more strings gave way to the smaller kinno®r and neäb�el  with fewer 
strings, mainly used in cultic and court music. During the Babylonian-Persian 
period a decline in musical life was apparent, perhaps reflective of local religious 
and social constraints (cf. Isa. 5:12; 24:8-9; Hos. 9:1). The Hellenistic-Roman 
period brought a blossoming of all kinds of musical activities and the introduction 
of many new types of instruments (e.g., new varieties of harps and lutes, bone 
pipes with bronze overlay). This was met with resistance in orthodox circles, 
who cited biblical admonishments regarding licentious activities associated with 
music (m. Sot�a  9:11; b. Sot�a  48a-b; Git�.  7a-b).

Old TestamOld Testamentent

Old Testament

beïk�oœl {beïk�oœl {a�s�eî b�ea�s�eî b�eïro®sûiîmïro®sûiîmïro®sûiîm

beïk�oœl {a�s�eî b�eïro®sûiîm

InstrumentInstruments made of s made of various kivarious kinds of woonds of wood (2 Sam. d (2 Sam. 6:5; 1 Chr6:5; 1 Chr. 13:8 rea. 13:8 reads ds beïk�ol-{obeïk�obeïk�ol-{obeïk�ol-{oœz u®b�sûiœz u®b�sûiîriîm,îriîm, “with all “with all might and might and singing”) singing”). These ma. These may be the cy be the y be the cypresthe cypresswood doubswood double-clapperle-clappers used by s used by the massesthe masses (in contr (in contrast to theast to the Egyptian- Egyptian-type ivorytEgyptian-Egyptian-tEgyptian-type ivory ype ivory or bone Haor bone Hathor-clappthor-clappers of theers of the wealthy). wealthy).

Instruments made of various kinds of wood (2 Sam. 6:5; 1 Chr. 13:8 reads 
beïk�ol-{oœz u®b�sûiîriîm,  “with all might and singing”). These may be 
the cypresswood double-clappers used by the masses (in contrast to the 
Egyptian-type ivory or bone Hathor-clappers of the wealthy).

h�aœliîlh�aœliîlh�aœliîl

h�aœliîl

�Single or Single or double-pipdouble-pipe reed inse reed instrument sitrument similar to tmilar to the clarinehe clarinet or oboe t or oboe (from (from h�ll,hh�ll,h�ll, “hollow,  “hollow, empty,” alempty,” also “profanso “profane”). It ace”). It accompanied companied ecstatic pecstatic prophecy (1rophecy (1 Sam. 10:5 Sam. 1 Sam. 10:5), and10:5), and was used  was used in both join both joyful revelyful revelry (1 Kgs.ry (1 Kgs. 1:40) and 1:40) and mourning  mourning (Jer. 48:3(Jer. 48:36) as well6) a6) as well asas well as secular d secular debaucherieebaucheries (Isa. 5:s (Isa. 5:12). Simpl12). Simple bone inse bone instruments atruments as well as s well as elaborate elaboelaborate elaborate ones dressones dressed in broned in bronze have beze have been found fen found from the Herom the Hellenistic-llenistic-Roman periRoman perRoman period, anperiod, and numerousd numerous artistic  artistic representarepresentations fromtions from all strat all strata as earlya as early as the 14 as the 14th centuryth ceth century century B.C.E.B.C.E. portray g portray goddesses aoddesses and erotic nd erotic dancers, pdancers, priests andriests and satyrs, m satyrs, mourners anourners aourners and the joand the joyful playiyful playing double-ng double-pipes.pipes.

Single or double-pipe reed instrument similar to the clarinet or oboe (from 
h�ll,  “hollow, empty,” also “profane”). It accompanied ecstatic prophecy (1 Sam. 
10:5), and was used in both joyful revelry (1 Kgs. 1:40) and mourning (Jer. 48:36) 
as well as secular debaucheries (Isa. 5:12). Simple bone instruments as well as 
elaborate ones dressed in bronze have been found from the Hellenistic-Roman 
period, and numerous artistic representations from all strata as early as the 14th 
century B.C.E. portray goddesses and erotic dancers, priests and satyrs, mourners 
and the joyful playing double-pipes.

h�a�s�oœs�h�a�s�oœs�eïra®eïra®eïra®

h�a�s�oœs�eïra®

�The trumpeThe trumpet, made oft, made of hammered  hammered silver (Nusilver (Num. 10:2) om. 10:2) or bronze. r bronze. It was oriIt was originally toginalorioriginallyoriginally to be blo to be blown only bywn only by the pries the priests for comts for communicationmunication (to assem (to assemble the coble the congregationngcocongregaticongregation and leaon and leaders) or aders) or alarm, in tlarm, in times of waimes of war, celebrar, celebration, or otion, or on solemn dn solemn days, at thayddays, at tdays, at the beginnihe beginning of the ng of the month and month and for the bufor the burnt offerirnt offering (Num. 1ng (Num. 10:2-10). I0:2-10). In the Babyn thn the Babylothe Babylonian-Persinian-Persian period an period the trumpethe trumpet was blowt was blown at the tn at the temple servemple service (2 Kgsice (2 Kgsice (2 Kgs. 12:13Kgs. 12:13[MT 14]), [MT 14]), at coronatat coronations (11:1ions (11:14; 2 Chr. 4; 2 Chr. 23:13), co23:13), constructionnstruction of the te of the temple (Ezramptetemple (Eztemple (Ezra 3:10), ra 3:10), and in conand in connection winection with vows toth vows to God (2 Ch God (2 Chr. 15:14).r. 15:14). Some pass Some pass Some passages dpassages describing escribing trumpet bltrumpet blowing shouowing should be consld be considered latidered later additioer additions reflectns reflecting liturginreflectreflectingreflecting liturgica liturgical practicel practices (cf. 2 Ss (cf. 2 Sam. 6:5; 1am. 6:5; 1 Chr. 13:8 Chr. 13:8). Depicti). Depictions believons believed to repred to reed to represent represent the templethe temple trumpets  trumpets on the Baron the Bar Kokhba co Kokhba coins and thins and the arch of e arch of Titus are Titus are Titus are now quare now questioned. estioned. Num. 10:4-Num. 10:4-5 and espe5 and especially thecially the Qumran sc Qumran scrolls (1QMrolls (1QM 2:15; 3:1 2:15; 3: 2:15; 3:1; 7:9; 3:1; 7:9; 9:9) conta9:9) contain generalin general descripti descriptions of tecons of techniques fohniques for playing r playing the trumpethe trumpet (sustaint (sut (sustained(sustained sound, sh sound, short blast,ort blast, quavering quavering blast, sh blast, sharp sound,arp sound, battle al battle alarm).arm).

The trumpet, made of hammered silver (Num. 10:2) or bronze. It was 
originally to be blown only by the priests for communication (to assemble the 
congregation and leaders) or alarm, in times of war, celebration, or on solemn 
days, at the beginning of the month and for the burnt offering (Num. 10:2-10). In 
the Babylonian-Persian period the trumpet was blown at the temple service (2 



Kgs. 12:13[MT 14]), at coronations (11:14; 2 Chr. 23:13), construction of the 
temple (Ezra 3:10), and in connection with vows to God (2 Chr. 15:14). Some 
passages describing trumpet blowing should be considered later additions 
reflecting liturgical practices (cf. 2 Sam. 6:5; 1 Chr. 13:8). Depictions believed to 
represent the temple trumpets on the Bar Kokhba coins and the arch of Titus 
are now questioned. Num. 10:4-5 and especially the Qumran scrolls (1QM 2:15; 
3:1; 7:9; 9:9) contain general descriptions of techniques for playing the trumpet 
(sustained sound, short blast, quavering blast, sharp sound, battle alarm).

kinno®rkinno®rkinno®r

kinno®r

The lyre, The lyre, a popular a popular instrumentinstrument attested  attested in variousin various ancient N ancient Near Easterear Eastern texts, an texts, as well as s ws well as inwell as in the names the names of gods a of gods and place nnd place names, and ames, and in Syro-Pain Syro-Palestinian lestinian iconographiconography. It was y. iconographiconographiconography. It was y. It was a symbol oa symbol of early prf early professionalofessional musical a musical activities ctivities (Gen. 4:21(Gen. 4:21) and asso) and) and associand associated with ated with nearly evenearly every type ofry type of musical o musical occasion, fccasion, from praiserom praise of God (P of God (Ps. 150:3) s. (P(Ps. 150:3(Ps. 150:3) and prop) and prophecy (1 Sahecy (1 Sam. 10:5) tm. 10:5) to grief (Jo grief (Job 30:31),ob 30:31), secular c secular celebrationelebrations (Gen. 31s (Gs (Gen. 31:2(Gen. 31:27) and deb7) and debauchery (Iauchery (Isa. 23:16)sa. 23:16). Lyres we. Lyres were made ofre made of almug woo almug wood (1 Kgs. d (1 Kgs. d (1 Kgs. 10:11Kgs. 10:11-12), with-12), with 10 (Josep 10 (Josephus hus Ant.Ant. 8.3.8) or 8.3.8) or seven ( seven (m. Qinnimm. Qinnim 3:6) thin 3:6) thin gut strin gut strin gut strings, astrings, and usuallynd usually played wi played with a plectth a plectrum (1 Samrum (1 Sam. 16:16 sp. 16:16 specifies plecifies plucking). Tucking). The he kinno®rkikinno®rkinno®r changed f changed form over torm over time, althoime, although regionugh regional differeal differences were nces were less apparless apparent in theenapparapparent iapparent in the multn the multicultural icultural biblical sbiblical society.ociety.

The lyre, a popular instrument attested in various ancient Near Eastern texts, as 
well as in the names of gods and place names, and in Syro-Palestinian 
iconography. It was a symbol of early professional musical activities (Gen. 4:21) 
and associated with nearly every type of musical occasion, from praise of God 
(Ps. 150:3) and prophecy (1 Sam. 10:5) to grief (Job 30:31), secular celebrations 
(Gen. 31:27) and debauchery (Isa. 23:16). Lyres were made of almug wood (1 
Kgs. 10:11-12), with 10 (Josephus Ant. 8.3.8) or seven (m. Qinnim 3:6) thin gut 
strings, and usually played with a plectrum (1 Sam. 16:16 specifies plucking). The 
kinno®r changed form over time, although regional differences were less 
apparent in the multicultural biblical society.

meïna{an{imeïna{an{iîmîmîm

meïna{an{iîm

An idiophoAn idiophone, probabne, probably a clay ly a clay rattle (frrattle (from om nu®a{,nu®a{, “shake”)  “shake”) of variousof various shapes (g shapes (geometric, eo(g(geometric(geometric, zoo- and, zoo- and anthropom anthropomorphic; 5–orphic; 5–12 cm. [2–12 cm. [2–5 in.] lon5 in.] long), as sugg), as suggested by gested by more than mmore than more than 70 archaeo70 archaeological filogical finds from tnds from the Bronze he Bronze to Babylonto Babylonian periodian periods. It was s. It was a popular a a popular a popular instrumentinstrument used in o used in orgiastic crgiastic cultic actiultic activities (2 vities (2 Sam. 6:5),Sam. 6:5), and so no and so not favored t favot favored byfavored by the theoc the theocratic estaratic establishment blishment (cf. 1 Chr(cf. 1 Chr. 13:8).. 13:8).

An idiophone, probably a clay rattle (from nu®a{, “shake”) of various shapes 
(geometric, zoo- and anthropomorphic; 5–12 cm. [2–5 in.] long), as suggested by 
more than 70 archaeological finds from the Bronze to Babylonian periods. It was 
a popular instrument used in orgiastic cultic activities (2 Sam. 6:5), and so not 
favored by the theocratic establishment (cf. 1 Chr. 13:8).

meïs�iltaymeïs�iltayim, s�els�im, s�els�eïliîmeïliîmeïliîm

meïs�iltayim, s�els�eïliîm

�Cymbals (oCymbals (occurs onlyccurs only in the du in the dual form), al form), mentioned mentioned as early aas early as the 14ths the 14th century.  centur century. Ecentury. Examples haxamples have been reve been recovered racovered ranging fromnging from Canaanite Canaanite occupatio occupations to Hellns to Hens to HellenistiHellenistic-Roman sic-Roman sites nearlytes nearly a thousan a thousand years lad years later. Two tter. Two types have ypes have been foundbeen found: saucerli:foundfound: saufound: saucerlike plcerlike plates (7–12ates (7–12 cm. [3–5  cm. [3–5 in.]) heldin.]) held by hand l by hand loops, beatoops, beaten mainly en mainly in a vertiin ain a verticala vertical position, position, and small and smaller cymbalser cymbals (3–7 cm.  (3–7 cm. [1–3 in.])[1–3 in.]), fastened, fastened to two fi to two fingers of ongersfifingers offingers of one hand. one hand. Cymbals “ Cymbals “of brass” of brass” are mentioare mentioned only ined only in postexiln postexilic texts (ic texts (1 Chr. 15:1 C1 Chr. 15:19Chr. 15:19; cf. Ezra; cf. Ezra 3:10; Neh 3:10; Neh. 12:27); . 12:27); they are tthey are to be playeo be played by the Ld by the Levites (1 evites (1 Chr. 15:16Chr. Chr. 15:16Chr. 15:16) and at c) and at cultic evenultic events (2 Chr.ts (2 Chr. 5:13). Th 5:13). The e s�els�eïlis�els�eïliîmîm mentioned mentioned at 2 Sam. at 2 S at 2 Sam. 6:5 mSam. 6:5 may have beay have been simply en simply small noissmall noise-making ie-making instrumentsnstruments, a kind o, a kind of metal raf metal rattle, whilttrarattle, whrattle, while the ile the meïs�iltaymeïs�iltayimim in 1 Chr. in 1 Chr. 13:8 are  13:8 are larger andlarger and so better so better suited to suited to temple wo te temple wortemple worship. Ps. ship. Ps. 150:5 ment150:5 mentions ions s�ils�eïles�ils�eïleî-sûaœma{î-sûaœma{ (“clangin (“clanging g s�els�eïlis�els�eïs�els�eïlis�els�eïlimm”) and ”) and s�ils�eïles�ils�eïleî-teïru®{aî-teïru®{a®® (“loud, c (“loud, crashing rashing s�els�eliîs�els�eliîmm”), perhap”), pe”), perhaps thperhaps the two typee two types attesteds attested by archae by archaeology.ology.

Cymbals (occurs only in the dual form), mentioned as early as the 14th 
century. Examples have been recovered ranging from Canaanite occupations to 
Hellenistic-Roman sites nearly a thousand years later. Two types have been 
found: saucerlike plates (7–12 cm. [3–5 in.]) held by hand loops, beaten mainly in 
a vertical position, and smaller cymbals (3–7 cm. [1–3 in.]), fastened to two 
fingers of one hand. Cymbals “of brass” are mentioned only in postexilic texts (1 
Chr. 15:19; cf. Ezra 3:10; Neh. 12:27); they are to be played by the Levites (1 
Chr. 15:16) and at cultic events (2 Chr. 5:13). The s�els�eïliîm  mentioned at 2 
Sam. 6:5 may have been simply small noise-making instruments, a kind of metal 
rattle, while the meïs�iltayim  in 1 Chr. 13:8 are larger and so better suited to 
temple worship. Ps. 150:5 mentions s�ils�eïleî-sûaœma{  (“clanging 



s�els�eïlim ”) and s�ils�eïleî-teïru®{a®  (“loud, crashing s�els�eliîm ”), 
perhaps the two types attested by archaeology.

neäb�el, nneäb�el, neäb�el {aœeäb�el {aœsío®rsío®rsío®r

neäb�el, neäb�el {aœsío®r

A type of A type of lyre. Likelyre. Like the  the kinno®r,kinno®r, with whic with which it is geh it is generally menerally mentioned, tntioned, the he neäb�elneäbneäb�elneäb�el was made  was made of almug wof almug wood (1 Kgsood (1 Kgs. 10:12), . 10:12), but it hadbut it had 12 thick  12 thick strings (strings (m. Qinnimm. Qm. QinnimQinnim 3:6) and  3:6) and was alwayswas always plucked ( plucked (Josephus Josephus Ant.Ant. 7.12.3).  7.12.3). ArchaeologArchaeological evideical evidence discounceevideevidence devidence discounts iiscounts its identifts identification asication as a harp (N a harp (NRSV), suggRSV), suggesting insesting instead that tead that the the neäb�elnneäb�elneäb�el was a lar was a large, lower-ge, lower-pitched bapitched bass lyre. Tss lyre. The he neäb�el {aneäb�el {aœsío®rœsío®r was a ten was a te was a ten-stringten-stringed lyre (Ped lyre (Ps. 33:2; 1s. 33:2; 144:9). The44:9). The  neäb�elneäb�el was playe was played by Levitd by Levites (1 Chr.es (1 Chr. 15:16; 25 15: 15:16; 25:15:16; 25:1) at cult1) at cultic events ic events (1 Chr 13:(1 Chr 13:8; Ps. 1508; Ps. 150:3), victo:3), victory celebrary celebrations (2 Ctions (2 Chr. 20:28)hr. 20hr. 20:28), an20:28), and accompand accompanying ecstaying ecstatic prophetic prophecies (1 Sacies (1 Sam. 10:5), m. 10:5), as well asas well as orgiastic orgiastic revels (I rev revels (Isrevels (Isa. 5:12).a. 5:12).

A type of lyre. Like the kinno®r, with which it is generally mentioned, the 
neäb�el  was made of almug wood (1 Kgs. 10:12), but it had 12 thick strings (m. 
Qinnim 3:6) and was always plucked (Josephus Ant. 7.12.3). Archaeological 
evidence discounts its identification as a harp (NRSV), suggesting instead that the 
neäb�el  was a large, lower-pitched bass lyre. The neäb�el {aœsío®r  was a 
ten-stringed lyre (Ps. 33:2; 144:9). The neäb�el  was played by Levites (1 Chr. 
15:16; 25:1) at cultic events (1 Chr 13:8; Ps. 150:3), victory celebrations (2 Chr. 
20:28), and accompanying ecstatic prophecies (1 Sam. 10:5), as well as orgiastic 
revels (Isa. 5:12).

pa{a�mo®npa{a�mo®npa{a�mo®n

pa{a�mo®n

Bell (fromBell (from Heb.  Heb. p{m,p{m, “beat”).  “beat”). “Bells of “Bells of gold,” plagold,” placed betweeced between pomegrann pomegranates, wereates, wereates, were attacwere attached to thehed to the lower hem lower hem of the hi of the high priest’gh priest’s robe (Exs robe (Exod. 28:33,od. 28:33, 34; 39:25 34; 39:25, 26) and , 2, 26) and ha26) and had apotropad apotropaic-prophylic-prophylactic signactic significance (ificance (28:35). At28:35). Attested in tested in the Near Ethe Near East as earastEEast as eaEast as early as therly as the 15th cent 15th century, bellsury, bells appear in appear in ancient I ancient Israel fromsrael from the 9th-8 the 9th-8th centurith centh centuries centuries on. Finds on. Finds from the Hfrom the Hellenisticellenistic-Roman per-Roman period includiod include bells ace bells accompanied companied by remnantbby remnantby remnants of fabris of fabric which inc which indicate thedicate their placemeir placement on a gant on a garment. Therment. The recently  recently discovereddidiscovereddiscovered mosaic fr mosaic from the Sepom the Sepphoris synphoris synagogue (eaagogue (early 5th cerly 5th century) depntury) depicts Aaronicts Aaronicts Aaron withAaron with bells fas bells fastened to htened to his robe.is robe.

Bell (from Heb. p{m, “beat”). “Bells of gold,” placed between pomegranates, 
were attached to the lower hem of the high priest’s robe (Exod. 28:33, 34; 39:25, 
26) and had apotropaic-prophylactic significance (28:35). Attested in the Near 
East as early as the 15th century, bells appear in ancient Israel from the 9th-8th 
centuries on. Finds from the Hellenistic-Roman period include bells accompanied 
by remnants of fabric which indicate their placement on a garment. The recently 
discovered mosaic from the Sepphoris synagogue (early 5th century) depicts 
Aaron with bells fastened to his robe.

sûo®p�aœrsûo®p�aœrsûo®p�aœr

sûo®p�aœr

Ram’s hornRam’s horn (cf. Akk. (cf. Akk.  sûappaœru,sûappaœru, “wild goa “wild goat”). The mt”). The most frequeost frequently mentintly mentioned musiconed moned musical inmusical instrument istrument in the Bibln the Bible, used fre, used from at leasom at least the Iront the Iron Age until Age until today. It today. It is capabl is ca is capable ofcapable of producing producing two or th two or three soundsree sounds of differ of different pitch ent pitch and alarmiand alarming nature,ng nature, character ch charactericharacterized as zed as teäqa{teäqa{ (“blast”) (“blast”), , teïru®{a®teïru®{a® (“shout o (“shout of jubilatif jubilation”), and on”), and yabbaœb�a®yabbaœyabbaœb�a®yabbaœb�a® (“sobbing (“sobbing, moaning;, moaning; trembling trembling”). The ea”). The earliest knorliest known musicalwn musical notation  nota notation fnotation for the or the sûo®p�aœrsûo®p�aœr is record is recorded in Sa}aed in Sa}adia Gaon’sdia Gaon’s  SiddurSiddur (10th cen (10th century tury cencentury century C.E.C.E.). The ). The sûo®p�aœrsûo®p�aœr was a sol was a solo instrumeo instrument at signnt at significant cuificant cultic and nltic and national evatnnational enational events: thevents: theophanies (ophanies (Exod. 19:1Exod. 19:13, 16), th3, 16), the Day of Ae Day of Atonement (tonement (Lev. 25:9)Lev. 25:9), the New , t, the New Mothe New Moon feast (on feast (Ps. 81:3[MPs. 81:3[MT 4]), theT 4]), the day of ju day of judgment (Jodgment (Joel 2:1), tel 2:1), transportinransporting the ark g transportintransportitransporting the arkng the ark (2 Sam. 6 (2 Sam. 6:5), durin:5), during battle (g battle (Judg. 3:27Judg. 3:27), and in ), and in victory cevictory celebrationslebraticecelebratiocelebrations (1 Sam.ns (1 Sam. 13:3). Fr 13:3). From the 3rdom the 3rd century  century C.E.C.E. the  the sûo®p�aœrsûo®p�aœr appears a appears as a symbolsaas a symboas a symbol in synagl in synagogue mosaiogue mosaics (Hammatcs (Hammath-Tiberiash-Tiberias, Beth-sha, Beth-shan), on fran), on fragments of gments of gments of columnsof columns, oil lamp, oil lamps, etc.s, etc.

Ram’s horn (cf. Akk. sûappaœru, “wild goat”). The most frequently mentioned 
musical instrument in the Bible, used from at least the Iron Age until today. It is 
capable of producing two or three sounds of different pitch and alarming nature, 
characterized as teäqa{ (“blast”), teïru®{a® (“shout of jubilation”), and 
yabbaœb�a®  (“sobbing, moaning; trembling”). The earliest known musical 
notation for the sûo®p�aœr  is recorded in Sa}adia Gaon’s Siddur (10th 
century C.E.). The sûo®p�aœr  was a solo instrument at significant cultic and 
national events: theophanies (Exod. 19:13, 16), the Day of Atonement (Lev. 25:9), 
the New Moon feast (Ps. 81:3[MT 4]), the day of judgment (Joel 2:1), 
transporting the ark (2 Sam. 6:5), during battle (Judg. 3:27), and in victory 
celebrations (1 Sam. 13:3). From the 3rd century C.E. the sûo®p�aœr  appears 
as a symbol in synagogue mosaics (Hammath-Tiberias, Beth-shan), on fragments 
of columns, oil lamps, etc.
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qeren hayyo®b�eäl

Ram’s hornRam’s horn, mentione, mentioned only oncd only once in connee in connection withction with the destr the destruction of uction of the walls the walls of Jerichooof Jerichoof Jericho (Josh. 6: (Josh. 6:5). It may5). It may have been have been a variety a variety of the  of the sûo®p�aœr.sûo®p�aœr.

Ram’s horn, mentioned only once in connection with the destruction of the walls 
of Jericho (Josh. 6:5). It may have been a variety of the sûo®p�aœr.

toœp�toœp�toœp�

toœp�

Drum, tambDrum, tambourine, tiourine, timbrel. An mbrel. An instrumentinstrument widely at widely attested thrtested throughout thoughout the ancient e anciente ancient Neancient Near East, iar East, its most cots most common form mmon form in Syria-Pin Syria-Palestine walestine was a 25–40as a 25–40 cm. (8–16 cm. (8–16 cm. (8–16 in.)(8–16 in.) frame ove frame over which war which was stretches stretched a skin od a skin or membraner membrane. It had b. It had both culticoth cultic and secul a and seculaand secular use, accr use, accompanying ompanying singing ansinging and dancing d dancing (Ps. 149:3(Ps. 149:3) and prop) and prophetic ecsthetic ecstasy (1 Samasecstecstasy (1ecstasy (1 Sam. 10:5 Sam. 10:5). Drums w). Drums were playedere played for feast for feasts (Ps. 81:s (Ps. 81:2[3]), pro2[3]), processions (cessions (2 Sam. 6:52 Sa2 Sam. 6:5; Sam. 6:5; Ps. 68:25[Ps. 68:25[26]), and 26]), and other celeother celebrations (brations (Gen. 31:27Gen. 31:27), but app), but apparently noarently not for tempt fot for templefor temple worship.  worship. The The toœp�toœp� seems to  seems to have been have been played mosplayed most often byt often by women, fr wome women, frewomen, frequently asquently as a solo in a solo instrument astrument and in connnd in connection witection with dancing,h dancing, also a fe also a female activmfefemale actfemale activity. Numivity. Numerous terrerous terracotta figacotta figurines of urines of female drufemale drummers havemmers have been foun been foun been found fromfound from the Iron  the Iron Age on; twAge on; two types aro types are common, e common, seemingly seemingly reflectingreflecting the synth the synth the synthesis synthesis of sacral of sacral and seculaand secular in the mr in the musical culusical culture of anture of ancient Isracient Israel: women el: women in long, bin lonin long, belllong, bell-form dres-form dresses, withoses, without jewelryut jewelry, or partl, or partly unclad ay unclad and wearingnd wearing rich jewe rich jewelry.lry.jewejewelry.jewelry.

Drum, tambourine, timbrel. An instrument widely attested throughout the 
ancient Near East, its most common form in Syria-Palestine was a 25–40 cm. 
(8–16 in.) frame over which was stretched a skin or membrane. It had both cultic 
and secular use, accompanying singing and dancing (Ps. 149:3) and prophetic 
ecstasy (1 Sam. 10:5). Drums were played for feasts (Ps. 81:2[3]), processions (2 
Sam. 6:5; Ps. 68:25[26]), and other celebrations (Gen. 31:27), but apparently not 
for temple worship. The toœp�  seems to have been played most often by 
women, frequently as a solo instrument and in connection with dancing, also a 
female activity. Numerous terracotta figurines of female drummers have been 
found from the Iron Age on; two types are common, seemingly reflecting the 
synthesis of sacral and secular in the musical culture of ancient Israel: women in 
long, bell-form dresses, without jewelry, or partly unclad and wearing rich 
jewelry.

{u®g�aœb�{u®g�aœb�{u®g�aœb�

{u®g�aœb�

Often idenOften identfied as atfied as a vertical  vertical flute (cf.flute (cf. Egyp.  Egyp. ma{tma{t), althoug), although the LXX h the LXX and Josephand Josephus consideus JosephJosephus cJosephus consider itonsider it a stringe a stringed instrumed instrument (cf. Gent (cf. Gen. 4:21; Nn. 4:21; NRSV “pipe”RSV “pipe”). It occu). It occurs as an irs ars as an instas an instrument of rument of praise (Pspraise (Ps. 150:4), . 150:4), joy (Job 2joy (Job 21:12), and1:12), and mourning  mourning (30:31).(30:31).

Often identfied as a vertical flute (cf. Egyp. ma{t), although the LXX and 
Josephus consider it a stringed instrument (cf. Gen. 4:21; NRSV “pipe”). It occurs 
as an instrument of praise (Ps. 150:4), joy (Job 21:12), and mourning (30:31).

DanielDanielDaniel

Daniel

The names The names of the sixof the six musical i musical instrumentsnstruments listed in listed in Dan. 3:5, Dan. 3:5, 7, 10, 15 7, 10, 15 are of Ar are of Aramaic or GamaArAramaic orAramaic or Greek ori Greek origin: gin: qarnaœ}qarnaœ} (cf. Heb. (cf. Heb.  qeren,qeren, “animal h “animal horn”), herorn”), here a brass e a brass trumpet kntrtrumpet kntrumpet known from Nown from Neo-Babyloneo-Babylonian sourceian sources; s; masûro®qiîmasûro®qiît�aœ}t�aœ} (from  (from sûrq,sûrq, “to whist sûrq,sûrq, “to sûrq, “to whistle”),whistle”), probably  probably a kind of a kind of reed instrreed instrument; ument; qayt�roœsqayt�roœs (Gk.  (Gk. kithaérakithaérkithaérakithaéra), a Greco), a Greco-Roman lyr-Roman lyre; e; sabbeïk�aœsabbeïk�aœ},}, Greek or  Greek or PhoenicianPhoenician angular h angular harp, attesarhharp, atteharp, attested in thsted in the Seleucide Seleucid period;  period; peïsanteärpeïsanteäriîniîn (cf. Gk.  (cf. Gk. psalteäíripsalteäírionon), a large), a larg), a large, anglarge, angular horizular horizontally-heontally-held harp, bld harp, beaten witheaten with two stick two sticks; s; su®mpoœnyasu®mpoœnya®,®, variously va variously variously understoodunderstood as the ba as the bagpipe or kgpipe or kettledrum ettledrum or perhapsor perhaps a designa a designation for “tion for “the entireth““the entir“the entire ensemblee ensemble” ” (koœl zeïn(koœl zeïneî zeïmaœreî zeïmaœraœ}).aœ}).

The names of the six musical instruments listed in Dan. 3:5, 7, 10, 15 are of 
Aramaic or Greek origin: qarnaœ} (cf. Heb. qeren, “animal horn”), here a brass 
trumpet known from Neo-Babylonian sources; masûro®qiît�aœ}  (from 
sûrq, “to whistle”), probably a kind of reed instrument; qayt�roœs  (Gk. 
kithaéra), a Greco-Roman lyre; sabbeïk�aœ},  Greek or Phoenician angular 
harp, attested in the Seleucid period; peïsanteäriîn (cf. Gk. psalteäírion), a 
large, angular horizontally-held harp, beaten with two sticks; su®mpoœnya®, 
variously understood as the bagpipe or kettledrum or perhaps a designation for 
“the entire ensemble” (koœl zeïneî zeïmaœraœ}).

CollectiveCollective Terms Terms Terms

Collective Terms

A number oA number of other tef other terms occur rms occur designatindesignating classes g classes or varietior varieties of instes of instruments, mruments, mostly striommostly strmostly string instruing instruments: ments: keäliîm,keäliîm, lit., “ve lit., “vessels, impssels, implements,” lements,” a generic a generic term for iterm for term for instrufor instruments (1 Cments (1 Chr. 23:5);hr. 23:5);  keïleî-d�akeïleî-d�aœwiîd�,œwiîd�, “instrume “instruments of Davnts of David” (2 Chrid” (2 Chid” (2 Chr. 29:26Chr. 29:26); ); keïliî-nebkeïliî-neb�el�el (Ps. 71:2 (Ps. 71:22; 1 Chr. 2; 1 Chr. 16:5; NRSV16:5; NRSV “harp”);  “harp”); keïleî-{oœkeïleî-{oœz,z, “loud ins keïleî-{oœz,keïleî-{oœkeïleî-{oœz, “loud iz, “loud instrumentsnstruments” (2 Chr. ” (2 Chr. 30:21); 30:21); keïleî-sûikeïleî-sûiîr,îr, “instrume “instruments of sonnts of song” (e.g., gsonsong” (e.gsong” (e.g., Amos 6:., Amos 6:5); 5); minniîm,minniîm, “strings” “strings” (Ps. 150: (Ps. 150:4).4).

A number of other terms occur designating classes or varieties of instruments, 
mostly string instruments: keäliîm, lit., “vessels, implements,” a generic term 
for instruments (1 Chr. 23:5); keïleî-d�aœwiîd�,  “instruments of David” (2 



Chr. 29:26); keïliî-neb�el  (Ps. 71:22; 1 Chr. 16:5; NRSV “harp”); 
keïleî-{oœz, “loud instruments” (2 Chr. 30:21); keïleî-sûiîr, “instruments of 
song” (e.g., Amos 6:5); minniîm, “strings” (Ps. 150:4).

SuperscripSuperscriptions to ttions to the Psalmshe Psalmshe Psalms

Superscriptions to the Psalms

Musical teMusical terms in therms in the headings  headings of the Psaof the Psalms are amlms are among the moong the most difficust difficult problemlt problems in transs problemproblems iproblems in translatn translating the Biing the Bible. Moderble. Modern musicolon musicologists consgists consider many ider many to be notato be notations regatnotanotations notations regarding regarding performancperformance technique techniques or perhes or perhaps catchwaps catchwords for pords for popular melopular mopular melodies. melodies. Heb. Heb. lameïnas�slameïnas�s�eäah�,�eäah�, “For the  “For the choirmastechoirmaster” (or “Mar” (or “Master of Vister of Victory”), wctoViVictory”),Victory”), which occ which occurs 55 timurs 55 times in the es in the Psalms andPsalms and also with also with Hab. 3, m Hab. 3, may indicatay indicate instructe ie instructioinstructions for thens for the leader. H leader. Heb. eb. mizmo®r,mizmo®r, which occ which occurs in 57 urs in 57 Psalms, maPsalms, may specify y speciy specify sispecify singing withnging with instrumen instrumental accomptal accompaniment. Maniment. Many of theany of the notations notations remain hi remain highly uncerghihighly unchighly uncertain. Foertain. For example,r example,  {al-{a�laœ{al-{a�laœmo®t�mo®t� (Ps. 46:1 (Ps. 46:1) may mean) may mean “with a s “with a string insttsstring insstring instrument” (trument” (cf. 1 Chr.cf. 1 Chr. 15:20) or 15:20) or “drum” (c “drum” (cf. Ps. 68:f. Ps. 68:25[26]) or25[26]) or perhaps “ perhaps “on the eigon ton the eighththe eighth (tone or  (tone or mode)” (cfmode)” (cf. 1 Chr. 1. 1 Chr. 15:20-21). 5:20-21). Heb. Heb. {al-haggit{al-haggittiît�tiît� (Pss. 8,  (Pss. 8, 81, 84) ma8181, 84) ma81, 84) may specify y specify “in the st“in the style of Gatyle of Gath” or “on h” or “on the instruthe instrument of Gament of Gath.”th.”

Musical terms in the headings of the Psalms are among the most difficult 
problems in translating the Bible. Modern musicologists consider many to be 
notations regarding performance techniques or perhaps catchwords for popular 
melodies. Heb. lameïnas�s�eäah�,  “For the choirmaster” (or “Master of 
Victory”), which occurs 55 times in the Psalms and also with Hab. 3, may indicate 
instructions for the leader. Heb. mizmo®r, which occurs in 57 Psalms, may 
specify singing with instrumental accompaniment. Many of the notations remain 
highly uncertain. For example, {al-{a�laœmo®t�  (Ps. 46:1) may mean “with a 
string instrument” (cf. 1 Chr. 15:20) or “drum” (cf. Ps. 68:25[26]) or perhaps “on 
the eighth (tone or mode)” (cf. 1 Chr. 15:20-21). Heb. {al-haggittiît�  (Pss. 8, 
81, 84) may specify “in the style of Gath” or “on the instrument of Gath.”

New TestamNew Testamentent

New Testament

Four or peFour or perhaps fiverhaps five musical i musical instrumentsnstruments are menti are mentioned in thoned in the NT.e NT.e NT.

Four or perhaps five musical instruments are mentioned in the NT.

�Single or Single or double-pipdouble-pipe (Gk. e (Gk. auloœs;auloœs; Lat.  Lat. tibiatibia). This po). This popular Grecpular Greco-Roman reo-Roman reed instrumerereed instrreed instrument was ument was played botplayed both at weddih at weddings and fungs and funerals (1 nerals (1 Cor. 14:7;Cor. 14:7; cf. Matt. cf. Matt. 9:23; 11: 9 9:23; 11:19:23; 11:17).7).7).

Single or double-pipe (Gk. auloœs; Lat. tibia). This popular Greco-Roman 
reed instrument was played both at weddings and funerals (1 Cor. 14:7; cf. Matt. 
9:23; 11:17).

�Lyre (Gk. Lyre (Gk. kithaérakithaéra). Compari). Comparison of theson of the sound of  sound of lyres withlyres with the voice the voice of many w of man of many watermany waters and greas and great thunder t thunder (Rev. 14:2(Rev. 14:2) may indi) may indicate the lcate the larger Romaarger Roman instrumen instrumn instrumentinstrument (NRSV “ha (NRSV “harp”).rp”).rp”).

Lyre (Gk. kithaéra). Comparison of the sound of lyres with the voice of 
many waters and great thunder (Rev. 14:2) may indicate the larger Roman 
instrument (NRSV “harp”).

�Trumpet (GTrumpet (Gk. k. saélpinx;saélpinx; Lat.  Lat. tubatuba). The mos). The most frequentt frequently mentionly mentioned instrumed instrument in theeinstruminstrumentinstrument in the NT in the NT (11 times (11 times), its sou), its sound symbolind symbolized supernzed supernatural powatural power (“God’ser (“God’ser (“God’s tr(“God’s trumpet,” 1 umpet,” 1 Thess. 4:1Thess. 4:16) and the6) and the apocalypt apocalyptic “last tic “last trump” herarump” heralding the lding the Parousia (PaParousia (Parousia (1 Cor. 15:1 Cor. 15:52).52).52).

Trumpet (Gk. saélpinx; Lat. tuba). The most frequently mentioned 
instrument in the NT (11 times), its sound symbolized supernatural power 
(“God’s trumpet,” 1 Thess. 4:16) and the apocalyptic “last trump” heralding the 
Parousia (1 Cor. 15:52).

�Cymbals (GCymbals (Gk. k. kyémbalonkyémbalon). The “no). The “noisy gong” isy gong” ((chalkoœs echalkoœs eächoœén,ächoœén, 1 Cor. 13 1 C 1 Cor. 13:1)Cor. 13:1) was proba was probably a resobly a resonating devnating device, a broice, a bronze vase anze vase at the backt the back of the Gr of the Greek theateeeGrGreek theaGreek theater (KJV “ter (KJV “sounding bsounding brass”).rass”).rass”).

Cymbals (Gk. kyémbalon). The “noisy gong” (chalkoœs eächoœén, 1 
Cor. 13:1) was probably a resonating device, a bronze vase at the back of the 
Greek theater (KJV “sounding brass”).

�Gk. Gk. symphoœniísymphoœniíaa (Luke 15: (Luke 15:25) may de25) may designate ansignate another instother instrument, burument, but is more t is mt is more likelmore likely a collecy a collective term tive term for a consfor a consort of musort of musical instrical instruments or uments or perhaps a perhaps a general tegengeneral tegeneral term for “murm for “music.”sic.”sic.”

Gk. symphoœniía (Luke 15:25) may designate another instrument, but is 
more likely a collective term for a consort of musical instruments or perhaps a 
general term for “music.”

�1 Cor. 14:1 Cor. 14:7-8 is par7-8 is particularly ticularly significansignificant for musit for music history.c history. Here for  Here for the first the first time in thtimtime in thtime in the Bible ise Bible is reference reference to “disti to “distinct notes.nct notes.” This and” This and the paral the parallel concerlel concern regardinn regan regarding regarding “indistinc“indistinct sound” st sound” suggest emeuggest emergent aestrgent aesthetic regahetic regard for musrd for musical preciical precision.siopreciprecision.precision.

1 Cor. 14:7-8 is particularly significant for music history. Here for the first 
time in the Bible is reference to “distinct notes.” This and the parallel concern 
regarding “indistinct sound” suggest emergent aesthetic regard for musical 



precision.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. Bayer, B. Bayer, “The Finds“The Finds That Coul That Could Not Be,”d Not Be,”  BARBAR 8/1 (1982 8/1 (1982): 20–33; ): 20): 20–33; J. 20–33; J. Braun, Braun, Music in AMusic in Ancient Isrncient Israel/Palestael/Palestineine (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 2002pids, 2002); C. Sach); C. Sachs, s, The HistorTheThe HistorThe History of Musicy of Musical Instrumal Instrumentsents (New York (New York, 1940); A, 1940); A. Sendrey,. Sendrey,  Music in AMusic in Ancient Isrncient Isncient IsraelIsrael (New York (New York, 1969); W, 1969); W. W. Smith. W. Smith, , Musical AsMusical Aspects of tpects of the New Teshe New Testamenttament (Amsterda (Amst (Amsterdam(Amsterdam, 1962)., 1962)., 1962).

Bibliography. B. Bayer, “The Finds That Could Not Be,” BAR 8/1 (1982): 
20–33; J. Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine (Grand Rapids, 2002); C. Sachs, 
The History of Musical Instruments (New York, 1940); A. Sendrey, Music in Ancient 
Israel (New York, 1969); W. W. Smith, Musical Aspects of the New Testament 
(Amsterdam, 1962).
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MUSTARDMUSTARDMUSTARD

MUSTARD

A plant cuA plant cultivated iltivated in both garn both gardens and fdens and fields for ields for its seeds,its seeds, ground fo ground for spice, ar spice, and for thend fornd for the oifor the oil in the sl in the seeds (Gk. eeds (Gk. siínapi;siínapi; Matt. 13: Matt. 13:31-32 par.31-32 par.; 17:20 pa; 17:20 par.). The vr.). The variety groariety gariety grown in Pgrown in Palestine walestine was black mas black mustard (ustard (Brassica nBrassica nigraigra Koch or  Koch or Sinapis niSinapis nigragra L.), whic L.), whic L.), which can which can grow to 3 grow to 3 m. (10 ft.m. (10 ft.) in heigh) in height but whict but which had the h had the smallest ssmallest seed of plaeed of plants then cnts plaplants theplants then cultivatn cultivated.ed.

A plant cultivated in both gardens and fields for its seeds, ground for spice, and 
for the oil in the seeds (Gk. siínapi; Matt. 13:31-32 par.; 17:20 par.). The variety 
grown in Palestine was black mustard (Brassica nigra Koch or Sinapis nigra L.), 
which can grow to 3 m. (10 ft.) in height but which had the smallest seed of 
plants then cultivated.

MUTH-LABBEMUTH-LABBENN (Heb.  (Heb. mu®t� labbmu®t� labbeäneän)))

MUTH-LABBEN (Heb. mu®t� labbeän )

A term in A term in the supersthe superscription ocription of Ps. 9(MTf Ps. 9(MT v. 1) mea v. 1) meaning “deatning “death of a sonh of a son.” It may .” It may be the nambe be the nambe the name of a wele of a well-known mel-known melody to whlody to which the psich the psalm was toalm was to be sung. be sung.

A term in the superscription of Ps. 9(MT v. 1) meaning “death of a son.” It may 
be the name of a well-known melody to which the psalm was to be sung.

MYRAMYRA (Gk.  (Gk. MyéraMyéra)))

MYRA (Gk. Myéra)

A major ciA major city of Lycity of Lycia (near moa (near modern Dembrdern Dembre), ca. 4–e), ca. 4–5 km. (2.55 km. (2.5–3 mi.) fr–3 mi.) from the Medom the Meom the MediterranMediterranean. Underean. Under the Roman the Romans it was cs it was capital of apital of the provinthe province of Lycice of Lycia. With ita. With its port Ands itits port Aits port Andriaca, Mndriaca, Myra was anyra was an important important trading c trading center. Herenter. Here the escoe the escort taking rt taking Paul to RoPaPaul to RoPaul to Rome changedme changed ships (Ac ships (Acts 27:5-6)ts 27:5-6). Some man. Some manuscripts auscripts add “and Mydd “and Myra” after ra” afterra” after “Patafter “Patara” in thara” in the account e account of Paul’s of Paul’s journey tojourney toward Jerusward Jerusalem in Acalem in Acts 21:1. Tts 21:1. The apocryphe TThe apocryThe apocryphal Acts phal Acts of Paul coof Paul contains stontains stories of Paries of Paul’s preacul’s preaching and ching and cures at Myures at Myra. St. NiraMyMyra. St. Myra. St. Nicholas wNicholas was a 4th-cas a 4th-century bisentury bishop of Myrhop of Myra, later ra, later revered as evered as Santa ClauSanta Claus.s.s.

A major city of Lycia (near modern Dembre), ca. 4–5 km. (2.5–3 mi.) from the 
Mediterranean. Under the Romans it was capital of the province of Lycia. With 
its port Andriaca, Myra was an important trading center. Here the escort taking 
Paul to Rome changed ships (Acts 27:5-6). Some manuscripts add “and Myra” 
after “Patara” in the account of Paul’s journey toward Jerusalem in Acts 21:1. 
The apocryphal Acts of Paul contains stories of Paul’s preaching and cures at 
Myra. St. Nicholas was a 4th-century bishop of Myra, later revered as Santa Claus.
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MYRRHMYRRHMYRRH

MYRRH

Like frankLike frankincense, aincense, a plant pro plant product derivduct derived from meed from members of tmbers of the Burserahe Burseraceae familceae familceae family. Asfamily. As an incens an incense, it is oe, it is often mentiften mentioned in bioned in biblical andblical and other anc other ancient sourcient sources togethees toges together wtogether with frankiith frankincense. Lincense. Like frankinke frankincense, itscense, its reddish g reddish gum oleoresum oleoresin had numin had numerous usesenumnumerous unumerous uses in ritses in ritual, medicual, medicine, and fine, and fumigation.umigation. Mentioned Mentioned in tandem in tandem with fran with frankincense ikfranfrankincenfrankincense in the se in the Matthew maMatthew magi accountgi account (Matt. 2: (Matt. 2:11), myrrh11), myrrh (Heb.  (Heb. moœr;moœr; Gk.  Gk. muírra, smmmuírra, smmuírra, smyérna,yérna, perhaps o perhaps originally riginally meaning “bmeaning “bitter”) isitter”) is more diff more difficult to iicult to identify widentifiidentify widentify with Linneaith Linnean classifin classification botcation botanical teranical terms. This ims. This is because s because hundreds ohundreds of species f spef species ofspecies of  CommiphoraCommiphora are known are known from Arab from Arabia and Afria and Africa, only ica, only several ofseveral of which app which ap which apparentlyapparently produce t produce the odiferohe odiferous substanus substance labeledce labeled “myrrh.”  “myrrh.” According According to botanisto botanisto botanists,botanists, true myrr true myrrh (formerlh (formerly called y called balsamodenbalsamodendron myrrhdron myrrh) comes fr) comes from om CommiphoraCommiphCommiphoraCommiphora myrrha, myrrha, which is  which is found onlyfound only in southw in southwest Arabiaest Arabia and north and northern Somaliern Somalia. True myaSomaliSomalia. TSomalia. True myrrh rue myrrh at presentat present may not o may not overlap witverlap with frankinch frankincense in itense in its territors territorial distriialterritorterritoriaterritorial distribul distribution. The tion. The three specthree species found ies found in Dhofar in Dhofar do not incdo not include true lude true myrrh; onlmyrmyrrh; onlmyrrh; only y C. HabessiC. Habessinicanica and  and C. FileadeC. Fileadensisnsis (called b (called balm or balalm or balsam of Gilsam of Gilead) are read) are reported wierreported wreported with myrrh-ith myrrh-like propelike properties. In rties. In Yemen, sixYemen, six other spe other species of cies of CommiphoraCommiphora are known ar are known,are known, including including bdelliums bdelliums and the b and the balm of Mecalm of Mecca.ca.ca.

Like frankincense, a plant product derived from members of the Burseraceae 
family. As an incense, it is often mentioned in biblical and other ancient sources 
together with frankincense. Like frankincense, its reddish gum oleoresin had 
numerous uses in ritual, medicine, and fumigation. Mentioned in tandem with 
frankincense in the Matthew magi account (Matt. 2:11), myrrh (Heb. moœr; Gk. 
muírra, smyérna, perhaps originally meaning “bitter”) is more difficult to 
identify with Linnean classification botanical terms. This is because hundreds of 
species of Commiphora are known from Arabia and Africa, only several of which 
apparently produce the odiferous substance labeled “myrrh.” According to 
botanists, true myrrh (formerly called balsamodendron myrrh) comes from 



Commiphora myrrha, which is found only in southwest Arabia and northern 
Somalia. True myrrh at present may not overlap with frankincense in its 
territorial distribution. The three species found in Dhofar do not include true 
myrrh; only C. Habessinica and C. Fileadensis (called balm or balsam of Gilead) are 
reported with myrrh-like properties. In Yemen, six other species of Commiphora 
are known, including bdelliums and the balm of Mecca.

�As with frAs with frankincenseankincense, myrrh wa, myrrh was originals originally traded ly traded locally aslocally as early as  early as the Neolitthe Neolithe Neolithic Neolithic period (6tperiod (6th millennih millennium um B.C.B.C.), and it ), and it is perhapsis perhaps documente documented in Egyptd in Egyptian Red Seian Reian Red Sea trRed Sea trade as earade as early as the ly as the Old KingdoOld Kingdom (if Egypm (if Egyp. . }ntyw}ntyw is to be  is to be equated wiequated with the proth thth the producthe product). The wet). The well-known Nll-known New Kingdomew Kingdom Hatshepsu Hatshepsut expeditit expedition to Punton to Punt may well  may w may well depicwell depict the remot the removal of myrval of myrrh trees. rh trees. Its mentioIts mention in Mesopn in Mesopotamia onlotamia only occurs wy occurs wy occurs with the bwith the beginning oeginning of the Old f the Old Assyrian pAssyrian period. Theeriod. The burgeonin burgeoning Iron Ageg Iron Age trade and trade and biblical  andand biblicand biblical involveal involvement are wment are well documeell documented. Actunted. Actual pollen al pollen grains of grains of myrrh havemyrrh have been foun b been foundbeen found at Qana f at Qana from a Clasrom a Classical perisical period level ood level of the famof the famous seaportus seaport. As with . As with frankincenfrfrankincenfrankincense, the inse, the internationaternational trade ofl trade of myrrh col myrrh collapsed in lapsed in the 5th cethe 5th century ntury A.D.A.D., although, alth, although talthough the resin ihe resin is still has still harvested anrvested and used in d used in the more rthe more restricted estricted Near EasteNear Eastern marketsrn mrn markets.markets.markets.

As with frankincense, myrrh was originally traded locally as early as the 
Neolithic period (6th millennium B.C.), and it is perhaps documented in Egyptian 
Red Sea trade as early as the Old Kingdom (if Egyp. }ntyw is to be equated with 
the product). The well-known New Kingdom Hatshepsut expedition to Punt may 
well depict the removal of myrrh trees. Its mention in Mesopotamia only occurs 
with the beginning of the Old Assyrian period. The burgeoning Iron Age trade 
and biblical involvement are well documented. Actual pollen grains of myrrh have 
been found at Qana from a Classical period level of the famous seaport. As with 
frankincense, the international trade of myrrh collapsed in the 5th century A.D., 
although the resin is still harvested and used in the more restricted Near Eastern 
markets.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. Dolara P. Dolara et al., “Aet al., “Analgesic Enalgesic Effects of ffects of Myrrh,” Myrrh,” NatureNature 379 (1996 379 (199 379 (1996): 29(1996): 29; N. St.J ; N. St.J Groom, Groom, FrankincenFrankincense and Myrse and Myrrhrh (London,  (London, 1981); A. 1981); A. Lucas, “CoLucas, “Cosmetics, Psm“Co“Cosmetics“Cosmetics, Perfumes, Perfumes, and Ince, and Incense in Ancnse in Ancient Egyptient Egypt,” ,” JEAJEA 16 (1930) 16 (1930): 41–53; A: 41–53; A. G. Mille. G. M. G. Miller andMiller and M. Morris M. Morris, , Plants of Plants of DhofarDhofar (Muscat,  (Muscat, 1988); K. 1988); K. Nielsen, Nielsen, Incense inIncense in Ancient I Ancient  Ancient IsAncient Israel.rael. VTSup 38  VTSup 38 (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1986); G. V986); G. Van Beek, “an Beek, “FrankincenFrankincense and Myrse and Myrrh,” rh,” BABABABA 23 (1960) 23 (1960): 70–95; “: 70–95; “FrankincenFrankincense and Myrse and Myrrh in Ancirh in Ancient South ent South Arabia,” Arabia,” JAOSJAOS 78 (1958) 78 ( 78 (1958): 14(1958): 141–52.1–52.1–52.

Bibliography. P. Dolara et al., “Analgesic Effects of Myrrh,” Nature 379 
(1996): 29; N. St.J Groom, Frankincense and Myrrh (London, 1981); A. Lucas, 
“Cosmetics, Perfumes, and Incense in Ancient Egypt,” JEA 16 (1930): 41–53; A. G. 
Miller and M. Morris, Plants of Dhofar (Muscat, 1988); K. Nielsen, Incense in 
Ancient Israel. VTSup 38 (Leiden, 1986); G. Van Beek, “Frankincense and Myrrh,” 
BA 23 (1960): 70–95; “Frankincense and Myrrh in Ancient South Arabia,” JAOS 78 
(1958): 141–52.
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MYRTLE

Myrtus comMyrtus communismunis L., a fra L., a fragrant evergrant evergreen shrugreen shrub with darb with dark oval leak oval leaves, whiteves, white or pink f or pink or pink flowepink flowers, and blrs, and black berrieack berries common is common in Syria ann Syria and Palestind Palestine and elsee and elsewhere in twhere in the Mediterhetthe Meditethe Mediterranean rerranean region (Zechgion (Zech. 1:8, 10-. 1:8, 10-11). Myrtl11). Myrtle (Heb. e (Heb. ha�d�asha�d�as) is assoc) is associated withiatedassocassociatedassociated with the  with the eschatologeschatological transical transformation formation of the desof the desert into aert into a well-wate well-watered place redwell-watewell-waterwell-watered place (ed place (Isa. 41:19Isa. 41:19; 55:13). ; 55:13). After the After the postexilicpostexilic restorati restoration of the on of the Feast of TFeast Feast of TFeast of Tabernaclesabernacles, myrtle b, myrtle branches weranches were used inre used in construct constructing the boing the booths (Neh.oths (Neh. 8:15). (Neh.(Neh. 8:15(Neh. 8:15).).

Myrtus communis L., a fragrant evergreen shrub with dark oval leaves, white or 
pink flowers, and black berries common in Syria and Palestine and elsewhere in 
the Mediterranean region (Zech. 1:8, 10-11). Myrtle (Heb. ha�d�as ) is 
associated with the eschatological transformation of the desert into a 
well-watered place (Isa. 41:19; 55:13). After the postexilic restoration of the 
Feast of Tabernacles, myrtle branches were used in constructing the booths 
(Neh. 8:15).

MYSIAMYSIA (Gk.  (Gk. MysiíaMysiía)))

MYSIA (Gk. Mysiía)

A mountainA mountainous regionous region in northw in northwestern Asiestern Asia Minor, wa Minor, with Bithynith Bithynia to the ia to the northeast northeast northeast northeast and Lydia and Lydia to the souto the south. Originth. Originally settlally settled by Thraed by Thracians, thecians, the region wa region was successis sus successivesuccessively ruled bly ruled by the Lydiy the Lydians, Seleuans, Seleucids, and cids, and Attalids bAttalids before beinefore being incorporg incorporated into atedincorporincorporatincorporated into thed into the Roman pre Roman province of ovince of Asia (ca. Asia (ca. 129–126 129–126 B.C.E.B.C.E.). The Mys). The Mysians were ians weians were knownwere known as mercen as mercenaries and aries and played a rplayed a role in an ole in an expeditionexpedition against J against Jerusalem ierusalem in the Maccniin the Macin the Maccabean eracabean era (2 Macc.  (2 Macc. 5:23-26; c5:23-26; cf. 1 Macc.f. 1 Macc. 1:29-35). 1:29-35). By the 1s By the 1st century t century B.C.E.B.CB.C.E.B.C.E. Jewish co Jewish communities mmunities were locatwere located in at led in at least two oeast two of its promf its prominent citiinent cities, Adramyes, Adraes, AdramyttiuAdramyttium and Pergm and Pergamum (Ciceamum (Cicero ro Pro FlaccoPro Flacco 28.68; Jo 28.68; Josephus sephus Ant.Ant. 14.247–55 14.247–55; cf. Rev.; cf. ; cf. Rev. 1cf. Rev. 1:11; 2:12-:11; 2:12-17). Paul 17). Paul and his coand his companions hmpanions have a brieave a brief stay in f stay in the city othe city of Troas (Af Troaf Troas (ActTroas (Acts 16:7-8; s 16:7-8; cf. 20:5–1cf. 20:5–12; 2 Cor. 2; 2 Cor. 2:12-13); 2:12-13); later, Paulater, Paul stopped l stopped over at thover at the coastal e coe coastal cicoastal city of Assoty of Assos (Acts 20s (Acts 20:13-14).:13-14).:13-14).

A mountainous region in northwestern Asia Minor, with Bithynia to the 
northeast and Lydia to the south. Originally settled by Thracians, the region was 
successively ruled by the Lydians, Seleucids, and Attalids before being 
incorporated into the Roman province of Asia (ca. 129–126 B.C.E.). The Mysians 



were known as mercenaries and played a role in an expedition against Jerusalem 
in the Maccabean era (2 Macc. 5:23-26; cf. 1 Macc. 1:29-35). By the 1st century 
B.C.E. Jewish communities were located in at least two of its prominent cities, 
Adramyttium and Pergamum (Cicero Pro Flacco 28.68; Josephus Ant. 14.247–55; 
cf. Rev. 1:11; 2:12-17). Paul and his companions have a brief stay in the city of 
Troas (Acts 16:7-8; cf. 20:5–12; 2 Cor. 2:12-13); later, Paul stopped over at the 
coastal city of Assos (Acts 20:13-14).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. Magie, D. Magie, Roman RuleRoman Rule in Asia M in Asia Minorinor (1950, re (1950, repr. New Yopr. New York, 1975).rk, 19rk, 1975).1975).1975).

Bibliography. D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor (1950, repr. New York, 
1975).
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MYSTERYMYSTERYMYSTERY

MYSTERY

Something Something revealed brevealed by God, at y God, at least to aleast to a few. The  few. The meaning ismeaning is different different from the  from the usual Englususual Englusual English sense ish sense of an unsoof an unsolved probllved problem. An exaem. An exact equivalct equivalent for Gkent for Gk. . mysteäíriomysteäírmysteäíriomysteäírionn does not  does not occur in toccur in the OT, thohe OT, though the idugh the idea of secrea of secret knowledet knowledge revealege revge revealed brevealed by God is fy God is found in Isound in Isa. 48:3, 6a. 48:3, 6; Amos 3:7; Amos 3:7. In Danie. In Daniel this knol this knowledge is wledge is the comingthe the comingthe coming of a new  of a new age in whiage in which God wilch God will reign.l reign.l reign.

Something revealed by God, at least to a few. The meaning is different from the 
usual English sense of an unsolved problem. An exact equivalent for Gk. 
mysteäírion does not occur in the OT, though the idea of secret knowledge 
revealed by God is found in Isa. 48:3, 6; Amos 3:7. In Daniel this knowledge is 
the coming of a new age in which God will reign.

�The Greek The Greek term occurterm occurs only oncs only once in the Ge in the Gospels (Maospels (Mark 4:11 = rk 4:11 = Matt. 13:1Matt. 13:11 = Luke 81 = 1 = Luke 8:1= Luke 8:10), where 0), where Jesus relaJesus relates it to tes it to the kingdothe kingdom of God. m of God. Its princiIts principal occurrpal occurrences are encoccurroccurrenceoccurrences are in Ps are in Pauline litauline literature, werature, where it ishere it is found 21  found 21 times.times.times.

The Greek term occurs only once in the Gospels (Mark 4:11 = Matt. 13:11 
= Luke 8:10), where Jesus relates it to the kingdom of God. Its principal 
occurrences are in Pauline literature, where it is found 21 times.

�In the HelIn the Hellenistic wlenistic world, mystorld, mystery religiery religions flourions flourished in whshed in which particich participants weripants weripants were taughwere taught secrets t secrets they were they were obliged toobliged to conceal.  conceal. An importaAn important issue int issue is the relas the relationship btiorelarelationshrelationship betweenip between these mys these mystery religtery religions and tions and the Paulinehe Pauline use of th use of the term “mye term “mystery.” Als“my“mystery.”“mystery.” Although  Although the NT writhe NT writers may hters may have used tave used the term inhe term in part as a part as an evangelin evangelin evangelistevangelistic strategic strategy to gain y to gain gentile cogentile converts, thnverts, the backgroue background for thend for their understir understanding of andinunderstunderstandunderstanding of it ing of it was probabwas probably more Sely more Semitic thanmitic than Hellenist Hellenistic.ic.ic.

In the Hellenistic world, mystery religions flourished in which participants 
were taught secrets they were obliged to conceal. An important issue is the 
relationship between these mystery religions and the Pauline use of the term 
“mystery.” Although the NT writers may have used the term in part as an 
evangelistic strategy to gain gentile converts, the background for their 
understanding of it was probably more Semitic than Hellenistic.

�Paul’s usePaul’s use of the te of the term contrasrm contrasts with thts with that of the at of the mystery remystery religions, cligions, connecting onnectingcconnectingconnecting it with J it with Jesus’ crucesus’ crucifixion raifixion rather than ther than with esotewith esoteric forms ric forms of knowledof knowledge (1 Cor.ge (ge (1 Cor. 1:(1 Cor. 1:23; 2:1-7)23; 2:1-7). For Paul. For Paul the myste the mystery that hary that has been revs been revealed is Gealed is God’s plan od’s plan of salvatiof sof salvation.salvation. In Eph. 6 In Eph. 6:19 he spe:19 he speaks of theaks of the mystery o mystery of the gospf the gospel. Similael. Similarly, in Corly, in Col. 2:2 he l. 2:2 l. 2:2 he cal2:2 he calls God’s mls God’s mystery Chrystery Christ himselist himself. The mysf. The mystery is antery is ancient. Acccient. According to ording to Rom. 16:25RoRom. 16:25Rom. 16:25 it was ke it was kept secret pt secret for long afor long ages, but iges, but in the folln the following versowing verse and in Ee and in Eph. 3:9-10ph. EEph. 3:9-1Eph. 3:9-10 Paul ind0 Paul indicates thaicates that it was rt it was revealed inevealed in the fulln the fullness of timess of time. The myse. The mystery relattery rtery relates torelates to the inclu the inclusion of thsion of the Gentilese Gentiles as well a as well as the Jewss the Jews in God’s  in God’s plan of saplan of salvation (Rlvationsasalvation salvation (Rom. 16:2(Rom. 16:25-26; Col.5-26; Col. 1:26-27;  1:26-27; Eph. 3:3-6Eph. 3:3-6).).).

Paul’s use of the term contrasts with that of the mystery religions, 
connecting it with Jesus’ crucifixion rather than with esoteric forms of knowledge 
(1 Cor. 1:23; 2:1-7). For Paul the mystery that has been revealed is God’s plan of 
salvation. In Eph. 6:19 he speaks of the mystery of the gospel. Similarly, in Col. 
2:2 he calls God’s mystery Christ himself. The mystery is ancient. According to 
Rom. 16:25 it was kept secret for long ages, but in the following verse and in 
Eph. 3:9-10 Paul indicates that it was revealed in the fullness of time. The mystery 
relates to the inclusion of the Gentiles as well as the Jews in God’s plan of 
salvation (Rom. 16:25-26; Col. 1:26-27; Eph. 3:3-6).

�The term iThe term is used elss used elsewhere in ewhere in Paul and tPaul and the NT in she NT in secondary mecondary meanings. Ieanings. In 1 Cor. 1n 1 Cn 1 Cor. 13:2 Cor. 13:2 understandunderstanding of mysing of mysteries is teries is attributedattributed to prophe to prophets. In 1 Cts. In 1 Cor. 14:2 tor. 14:2 the contenthe che content ofcontent of tongues s tongues speaking ispeaking is said to b said to be mysteriee mysteries in the Ss in the Spirit. Thepirit. The word “mys word “mystery” is ate“mys“mystery” “mystery” is also usis also used in a deed in a derivative srivative sense in seense in several passveral passages whereages where the terms the terms to which  to to which ito which it applies t applies are signifare significant in ticant in the divine he divine plan of saplan of salvation whlvation which has beich has been revealeen reveen revealed. revealed. Israel’s dIsrael’s destiny is estiny is called a mcalled a mystery (Roystery (Rom. 11:25).m. 11:25). In 1 Cor. In 1 Cor. 15:51 the 15:51 the resurrect resur resurrectiresurrection of the on of the dead at thdead at the end of te end of time is calime is called a mystled a mystery. In Epery. In Eph. 5:31-32h. 5:31-32 the appli the the applicthe application of Gation of Gen. 2:24 (en. 2:24 (marriage) marriage) to the relto the relationship ationship between Chbetween Christ and trist and the Church hetthe Churchthe Church is descri is described as a mbed as a mystery. Inystery. In 1 Tim. 3: 1 Tim. 3:9, 16 myst9, 16 mystery refersery refers to faith  to faith and religiand and religiand religion respecton respectively, meaively, meaning the gning the good news aood news about Jesusbout Jesus. In 2 The. In 2 Thess. 2:7 itss. 2:7 it applies t app applies toapplies to the man o the man of lawlessnf lawlessness; in Reess; in Rev. 17:5-7 v. 17:5-7 to the scato the scarlet womanrlet woman Babylon.  Babylon. In Rev. 1:In In Rev. 1:In Rev. 1:20 the sev20 the seven stars sen stars seen in Chreen in Christ’s righist’s right hand andt hand and the seven the seven lampstand lampstands are calls ars are calledare called a mystery a mystery and then  and then explained explained as the angas the angels of theels of the seven chu seven churches and rches and the churchththe churchthe churches themseles themselves.ves.ves.

The term is used elsewhere in Paul and the NT in secondary meanings. In 1 
Cor. 13:2 understanding of mysteries is attributed to prophets. In 1 Cor. 14:2 the 
content of tongues speaking is said to be mysteries in the Spirit. The word 
“mystery” is also used in a derivative sense in several passages where the terms 
to which it applies are significant in the divine plan of salvation which has been 



revealed. Israel’s destiny is called a mystery (Rom. 11:25). In 1 Cor. 15:51 the 
resurrection of the dead at the end of time is called a mystery. In Eph. 5:31-32 
the application of Gen. 2:24 (marriage) to the relationship between Christ and 
the Church is described as a mystery. In 1 Tim. 3:9, 16 mystery refers to faith 
and religion respectively, meaning the good news about Jesus. In 2 Thess. 2:7 it 
applies to the man of lawlessness; in Rev. 17:5-7 to the scarlet woman Babylon. 
In Rev. 1:20 the seven stars seen in Christ’s right hand and the seven lampstands 
are called a mystery and then explained as the angels of the seven churches and 
the churches themselves.
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MYSTERY CUMYSTERY CULTSLTSLTS

MYSTERY CULTS

“Mystery c“Mystery cults” or “ults” or “mystery remystery religions” rligions” refer to a efer to a pattern ofpattern of religious religious expressio expression in the Gn in n in the Grein the Greco-Roman wco-Roman world. The orld. The “mysteries“mysteries” were ini” were initiation ritiation rituals in wtuals in which the ihich the initiate niiinitiate initiate (myésteäs)(myésteäs) had an ex had an extraordinartraordinary experieny experience about wce about which partihich participants wecipants were forbiddrwewere forbiwere forbidden to spdden to speak afterweak afterwards. Elemards. Elements of thents of these ritualese rituals (s (teletaií,teletaií, “completi “completi “completio“completions”) couldns”) could include:  include: legoœmenalegoœmena (“things  (“things spoken”), spoken”), recitationrecitations or enacts or enacs or enactmentsenactments of ritual of ritual words or  words or the myth othe myth of the cultf the cult deities;  deities; deiknyémendeiknyémenaa (“things  (“thing (“things s(“things shown”), cuhown”), cult objectslt objects often hid often hidden in a bden in a basket; andasket; and  droœémenadroœémena (“things  (“things (“things p(“things performed”)erformed”), ritual a, ritual actions or ctions or dramatic edramatic enactments.nactments. The word  The word “mystery,”“mystery,” from Gk.  “mystery,”“mystery,”“mystery,” from Gk.  from Gk. myéeinmyéein (“to clos (“to close”), indice”), indicates the iates the initiate’s nitiate’s closed eyeclosed eyes, later os, laters, later openlater opened to see ed to see what was rwhat was revealed inevealed in the ritua the ritual, as welll, as well as the in as the initiate’s citiate’s closed moutlosed mlosed mouth keepmouth keeping secrecing secrecy.y.y.

“Mystery cults” or “mystery religions” refer to a pattern of religious expression 
in the Greco-Roman world. The “mysteries” were initiation rituals in which the 
initiate (myésteäs) had an extraordinary experience about which participants 
were forbidden to speak afterwards. Elements of these rituals (teletaií, 
“completions”) could include: legoœmena (“things spoken”), recitations or 
enactments of ritual words or the myth of the cult deities; deiknyémena 
(“things shown”), cult objects often hidden in a basket; and droœémena 
(“things performed”), ritual actions or dramatic enactments. The word 
“mystery,” from Gk. myéein (“to close”), indicates the initiate’s closed eyes, 
later opened to see what was revealed in the ritual, as well as the initiate’s closed 
mouth keeping secrecy.

�Beyond theBeyond the common fa common factor of thctor of the initiatie initiation ritual,on ritual, the myste the mystery cults vry cults varied in oaried in aried in origin in origin and organiand organization. Vazation. Various themrious themes figuredes figured in the in in the initiations:itiations: life and  life and death, sufdeath, sdeath, suffering,suffering, sexuality sexuality, fertilit, fertility, and wely, and well-being. Cl-being. Cult worshiult worship was not p was not confined tconfined to initiatio initiao initiationinitiation rituals b rituals but also inut also included pubcluded public ceremolic ceremonies and pnies and personal deersonal devotional avotional acts. Initicts. Icts. InitiationInitiation was an in was an individual cdividual choice, buthoice, but most cult most cults did not s did not require exrequire exclusive loclusive loyalty.yalty.yalty.

Beyond the common factor of the initiation ritual, the mystery cults varied 
in origin and organization. Various themes figured in the initiations: life and death, 
suffering, sexuality, fertility, and well-being. Cult worship was not confined to 
initiation rituals but also included public ceremonies and personal devotional acts. 
Initiation was an individual choice, but most cults did not require exclusive loyalty.

�SimilaritiSimilarities which ces which characterizharacterize these cue these cults as myslts as mysteries canteries can be attrib be attributed to thuted to thuted to their devetheir development wilopment within the fthin the framework oramework of common sf common social instocial institutions aitutions and conditind conditind conditionsconditions in the Gr in the Greco-Roman eco-Roman world. In world. In a context a context of social of social dislocatiodislocation, individn, individuals soughualindividindividualindividuals sought ps sought personal riersonal ritual expertual experiences to iences to connect thconnect them to theiem to their deities.r deities. The myste The The mysterThe mysteries providies provided one opped one opportunity.ortunity.ortunity.

Similarities which characterize these cults as mysteries can be attributed to 
their development within the framework of common social institutions and 
conditions in the Greco-Roman world. In a context of social dislocation, 
individuals sought personal ritual experiences to connect them to their deities. 
The mysteries provided one opportunity.

�The mysterThe mysteries are beies are best understst understood as parood as particular cuticular cults. The Elts. The Eleusinian leusinian mysteries,mysteriemysteries,mysteries, commemora commemorating the mting the myth of Demyth of Demeter and Peter and Persephone,ersephone, were base were based at Eleusd at Ed at Eleusis, 2Eleusis, 21 km. (13 1 km. (13 mi.) from mi.) from Athens. MoAthens. Most Atheniast Athenians were inns were initiated, aitiated, and membersnd membersnd members frmembers from all levom all levels of socels of society were iety were admitted. admitted. Primary poPrimary positions insitions in the cult  the cult were fillewewere fillewere filled by two pd by two prominent Arominent Athenian fathenian families. Thmilies. The Greater e Greater Mysteries,Mysteries, the secon the second of threedseconsecond of second of three stagthree stages of inites of initiation, weiation, were celebrare celebrated annualted annually in autuly in autumn. Initiamn. Initiates were ptes wtes were purifwere purified at theied at the seashore, seashore, where eac where each brought h brought a piglet wa piglet which was rhich was ritually waitually washed and kshwawashed andwashed and killed an killed and the blood the blood sprinkled sprinkled on the id on the initiate. Anitiate. A few days  few days later, thelater, the initiates init initiates initiates formed a pformed a procession rocession from Athenfrom Athens to Eleuss to Eleusis along tis along the Sacred he Sacred Way, carryWay, carrying the saincarrycarrying tcarrying the sacred he sacred objects anobjects and statues,d statues, crying  crying “Iache! Ia“Iache! Iacce!”cce!” (lit., “S (lit., “Shout!”). Thout!”). They arrivehey ahey arrived atarrived at night, ca night, carrying torrrying torches, and ches, and entered thentered the Telestere Telesterion, the tion, the temple of iemple of initiation,nitiatiinitiationinitiation, where a , where a distinctivdistinctive sacred me sacred meal was paeal was part of the rt of the ritual. Inritual. Initiation pitiation promised a romisedppromised apromised a better af better afterlife interlife in the under the underworld.world.world.

The mysteries are best understood as particular cults. The Eleusinian 
mysteries, commemorating the myth of Demeter and Persephone, were based at 
Eleusis, 21 km. (13 mi.) from Athens. Most Athenians were initiated, and 
members from all levels of society were admitted. Primary positions in the cult 
were filled by two prominent Athenian families. The Greater Mysteries, the 
second of three stages of initiation, were celebrated annually in autumn. Initiates 
were purified at the seashore, where each brought a piglet which was ritually 



washed and killed and the blood sprinkled on the initiate. A few days later, the 
initiates formed a procession from Athens to Eleusis along the Sacred Way, 
carrying the sacred objects and statues, crying “Iache! Iacce!” (lit., “Shout!”). They 
arrived at night, carrying torches, and entered the Telesterion, the temple of 
initiation, where a distinctive sacred meal was part of the ritual. Initiation 
promised a better afterlife in the underworld.

�On the AegOn the Aegean islandean island of Samoth of Samothrace, the race, the SamothraciSamothracian mysterian mysteries honoredes honored deities k de deities kndeities known simplyown simply as the Gr as the Great Gods eat Gods (Theoi Meg(Theoi Megaloi).aloi). In Greco- In Greco-Roman timeRoman times, visitors, viss, visitors cvisitors came from tame from throughout hroughout the Meditethe Mediterranean worranean world to exprld to experience inerience initiation titiation there. Samohtthere. Samthere. Samothracian othracian initiationinitiation was said  was said to protectto protect seafarers seafarers. The init. The initiation tooiation took place ink plak place in tplace in two stages,wo stages, the  the myéeäsismyéeäsis in a larg in a large central e central torchlit ctorchlit chamber, anhamber, and then thed then thd then the the epopteiíaepopteiía for a mor for a more limited e limited group in agroup in a smaller r smaller room. The noom. The nocturnal rocturnal rituals incituals inituals included sincluded sacrifices acrifices and dancinand dancing, and prog, and probably a wabably a water purifiter purification cercation ceremony. Theemony. The Rule of t R Rule of thRule of the Andaniane Andanian mysteries mysteries, an inscr, an inscription froiption from the Pelom the Peloponnesus dponnesus dated 92/91ated 92/91  92/9192/91 92/91 B.C.E.B.C.E., provides, provides informati information about ton about the rules ahe rules and organiznd organization of aation of another sucnother such cult of hsucsuch cult such cult of severalof several deities,  deities, but does nbut does not reveal ot reveal the secretthe secrets of the cs of the cult.ult.ult.

On the Aegean island of Samothrace, the Samothracian mysteries honored 
deities known simply as the Great Gods (Theoi Megaloi). In Greco-Roman times, 
visitors came from throughout the Mediterranean world to experience initiation 
there. Samothracian initiation was said to protect seafarers. The initiation took 
place in two stages, the myéeäsis in a large central torchlit chamber, and then 
the epopteiía for a more limited group in a smaller room. The nocturnal rituals 
included sacrifices and dancing, and probably a water purification ceremony. The 
Rule of the Andanian mysteries, an inscription from the Peloponnesus dated 
92/91 B.C.E., provides information about the rules and organization of another 
such cult of several deities, but does not reveal the secrets of the cult.

�The mysterThe mysteries of Dioies of Dionysus (Bacnysus (Bacchus) had chus) had no centralno central sanctuary sanctuary and took  and took diverse fodiverdiverse fodiverse forms througrms throughout the Hhout the Hellenisticellenistic world. Th world. The cult wase cult was noted for noted for frenzied  frenzied wine-drinkwwine-drinkwine-drinking ritualing rituals in whichs in which participa participants wandernts wandered the fored the forested mounested mountainsides tainsides wearing fawwearing fawearing fawn skins awn skins and carryinnd carrying staffs g staffs (thyérsoi)(thyérsoi) adorned w adorned with ivy leith ivy leaves and aaves and a pine cone pin pine cone.pine cone. They also They also reputedly reputedly tore live tore live animals t animals to pieces wo pieces with their ith their bare handsbare hands and ate t an and ate thand ate the flesh rae flesh raw. Many ofw. Many of the parti the participants wecipants were women, re women, known as known as maenads.maenads. Euripides E Euripides’Euripides’ play,  play, The BacchaThe Bacchae,e, provides  provides an image oan image of their orf their orgiastic cugiastic cult. Other lt. Other evidence sevidenevidence sevidence suggests mouggests more sedate re sedate rituals anrituals and regulated regulated cult assd cult associations.ociations. The cult  The cult was especiwaswas especiwas especially assocally associated withiated with actors. A actors. A fresco fr fresco from the Vilom the Villa Item nela Item near Pompeiiar Pompeii probably  pr probably pprobably provides imrovides images of a ages of a Dionysiac Dionysiac mystery inmystery initiation. itiation. Orphism waOrphism was also rels also related to Diatrelrelated torelated to Dionysian Dionysian mysteries mysteries...

The mysteries of Dionysus (Bacchus) had no central sanctuary and took 
diverse forms throughout the Hellenistic world. The cult was noted for frenzied 
wine-drinking rituals in which participants wandered the forested mountainsides 
wearing fawn skins and carrying staffs (thyérsoi) adorned with ivy leaves and a 
pine cone. They also reputedly tore live animals to pieces with their bare hands 
and ate the flesh raw. Many of the participants were women, known as maenads. 
Euripides’ play, The Bacchae, provides an image of their orgiastic cult. Other 
evidence suggests more sedate rituals and regulated cult associations. The cult 
was especially associated with actors. A fresco from the Villa Item near Pompeii 
probably provides images of a Dionysiac mystery initiation. Orphism was also 
related to Dionysian mysteries.

�The mysterThe mysteries of Isiies of Isis and Osirs and Osiris, the anis, the ancient Egypcient Egyptian goddetian goddess and herss and her brother a brothe brother anbrother and lover (ad lover (also known lso known as Sarapisas Sarapis), spread ), spread from Egyptfrom Egypt to become to become one of th one of th one of the most pthe most prominent mrominent mysteries aysteries across the cross the Greco-RomaGreco-Roman world. In world. In ancient n ancient Egypt, IsiEgypt, IsEgypt, Isis and hIsis and her divine er divine family hadfamily had played a  played a role in throle in the orderly e orderly successionsuccession of the ph of the pharaohs. Cearaohphpharaohs. pharaohs. CeremoniesCeremonies using act using actual or symual or symbolic watebolic water from ther from the Nile play Nile played a centred a centred a central rocentral role in the le in the cult, and cult, and sacred measacred meals were hels were held in honold in honor of Sarapr of Sarapis. The clis. The closest to aosesclclosest toclosest to an eyewit an eyewitness accouness account from annt from any mystery y mystery cult is focult is found in Apuund in Apuleius’ leius’ MetamorphoMetamMetamorphoMetamorphosesses (Book 11) (Book 11), which de, which describes a scribes a myésteäs’myésteäs’ experienc experience of initie of initiation intoation iation into the Iinto the Isis cult wsis cult with an appith an approach to droach to death and aeath and a revelatio revelation of the ln of the light as esight as essential elsentialesessential essential elements. elements. Extant IsiExtant Isis aretalogs aretalogies from ties from the cult lihe cult list the migst the mighty deeds hty deeds of the godof theof the goddesthe goddess in the fs in the form of “I orm of “I am” statemam” statements.ents.ents.

The mysteries of Isis and Osiris, the ancient Egyptian goddess and her 
brother and lover (also known as Sarapis), spread from Egypt to become one of 
the most prominent mysteries across the Greco-Roman world. In ancient Egypt, 
Isis and her divine family had played a role in the orderly succession of the 
pharaohs. Ceremonies using actual or symbolic water from the Nile played a 
central role in the cult, and sacred meals were held in honor of Sarapis. The 
closest to an eyewitness account from any mystery cult is found in Apuleius’ 
Metamorphoses (Book 11), which describes a myésteäs’ experience of initiation 
into the Isis cult with an approach to death and a revelation of the light as 
essential elements. Extant Isis aretalogies from the cult list the mighty deeds of 
the goddess in the form of “I am” statements.

�Evidence oEvidence of the cultf the cult of Cybele of Cybele and Attis and Attis spans the spans the Roman Emp Roman Empire. The cire. The cult centerult ceult center wascenter was the Anato the Anatolian city lian city of Pessinuof Pessinus. In 204 s. In 204 B.C.E.B.C.E. a meteori a meteorite identifte identified with tied with tied with the goddesthe goddess was brous was brought to Romght to Rome, where he, where her temple er temple occupied aoccupied a prominent prominent location  locati location olocation on the Palan the Palatine. Her tine. Her annual fesannual festivals thetivals there took plre took place on sucace on successive dacessive days in lateys inys in late Main late March. The mrch. The most notablost notable personale personal experienc experience of initie of initiation was ation was that of ththat of the e galliggalligalli of the go of the goddess, whoddess, who castrated castrated themselve themselves during hs during her annual er annual frenzied rfrenzied rituals andituals anituals and afterwand afterwards becamards became her perme her permanent servanent servants, dresants, dressed in femsed in feminine cultinine cultic garb. Iic garb. In the latenIIn the latIn the late Roman ere Roman era, anothera, another form of i form of initiation nitiation became prebecame prevalent. Invalent. In the  the tauroboliutaurobolitauroboliutauroboliumm or  or crioboliumcriobolium,, the initi the initiate descenate descended into aded into a pit cover pit covered by griled by grillwork and lwork andlwork and was shand was showered in owered in the blood the blood of a bull of a bull or ram sacor ram sacrificed abrificed above. The cove. The cult of theult of the Syrian go Sy Syrian godSyrian goddess Atargdess Atargatis with atis with her her galligalli bears man bears many similariy similarities to thties to that of Cybeat of Cybele, but wale, bule, but was a but was a distinct cdistinct cult througult throughout the Rhout the Roman era.oman era.oman era.

Evidence of the cult of Cybele and Attis spans the Roman Empire. The cult 
center was the Anatolian city of Pessinus. In 204 B.C.E. a meteorite identified with 



the goddess was brought to Rome, where her temple occupied a prominent 
location on the Palatine. Her annual festivals there took place on successive days 
in late March. The most notable personal experience of initiation was that of the 
galli of the goddess, who castrated themselves during her annual frenzied rituals 
and afterwards became her permanent servants, dressed in feminine cultic garb. 
In the late Roman era, another form of initiation became prevalent. In the 
taurobolium or criobolium, the initiate descended into a pit covered by grillwork 
and was showered in the blood of a bull or ram sacrificed above. The cult of the 
Syrian goddess Atargatis with her galli bears many similarities to that of Cybele, 
but was a distinct cult throughout the Roman era.

�The cult oThe cult of Mithra rf Mithra rose to popose to popularity asularity as a Greco-R a Greco-Roman mysteoman mystery cult dury cult during the 2ring tring the 2nd cethe 2nd century ntury C.E.C.E. Scholars  Scholars debate thedebate the relations relationship of Mithip of Mithra’s Pershra’s Persian originian origins to the ms to s to the mysto the mystery cult tery cult of Greco-Rof Greco-Roman timesoman times. The cult. The cult was restr was restricted to micted to men and espen and esen and especiallyespecially popular a popular among Romanmong Roman soldiers. soldiers. Most sanc Most sanctuaries oftuaries of Mithra fr Mithra from the Romom the Romom the Roman era Roman era were partiwere partially underally underground to ground to replicate replicate the cave wthe cave which figurhich figures in the es in the Mithra mytMMithra mytMithra myth. Such a h. Such a Mithraeum Mithraeum was often was often decorated decorated with artwowith artwork represerk representing the nting thnting the figurethe figure of Mithra of Mithra as the bu as the bull-slayer ll-slayer (taurokton(tauroktonos)os) and with  and with astronomicastronomical images.al images. Mithraic  M Mithraic iMithraic initiation nitiation took placetook place in seven  in seven stages. Eastages. Each level wch level was named bas named by a differy a different symbolent sent symbol andsymbol and protected protected by a diff by a different celeerent celestial bodystial body. A common. A common meal was  meal was also an imalso an imalso an important important cultic actcultic activity.ivity.ivity.

The cult of Mithra rose to popularity as a Greco-Roman mystery cult during 
the 2nd century C.E. Scholars debate the relationship of Mithra’s Persian origins 
to the mystery cult of Greco-Roman times. The cult was restricted to men and 
especially popular among Roman soldiers. Most sanctuaries of Mithra from the 
Roman era were partially underground to replicate the cave which figures in the 
Mithra myth. Such a Mithraeum was often decorated with artwork representing 
the figure of Mithra as the bull-slayer (tauroktonos) and with astronomical images. 
Mithraic initiation took place in seven stages. Each level was named by a different 
symbol and protected by a different celestial body. A common meal was also an 
important cultic activity.

�The ritualThe rituals and inits and initiation ceriation ceremonies ofemonies of early Chr early Christianity istianity developed developed in a contein a contin a context incontext in which the which these mysteryse mystery cults wer cults were also deve also developing. Seloping. Similaritieimilarities between s between early Chrieaearly Chriearly Christianity astianity and the mysnd the mysteries areteries are not surpr not surprising, andising, and the natur the nature of the re of the relationshielatirrelationshrelationship has beeip has been the subjn the subject of schect of scholarly debolarly debate.ate.ate.

The rituals and initiation ceremonies of early Christianity developed in a 
context in which these mystery cults were also developing. Similarities between 
early Christianity and the mysteries are not surprising, and the nature of the 
relationship has been the subject of scholarly debate.
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MYSTICISM, EARLY CHRISTIAN

Evidence oEvidence of mysticisf mysticism within em within early Chrisarly Christian litertian literature is dature is determined etermined by the wayby the way in which  in  in which tin which the term ishe term is defined.  defined. The actualThe actual noun “mys noun “mysticism” (Gticism” (Gk. k. mysteärioœmysteärioœdiíadiía) occurs n)mysteärioœdiíamysteärioœmysteärioœdiía) occudiía) occurs nowherers nowhere within th within these materiese materials, but cals, but came into uame into use only tose only tose only toward thetoward the end of th end of the 5th cente 5th century througury through the workh the work of Pseudo of Pseudo-Dionysius-Dionysius (or Denys (or Den (or Denys) theDenys) the Areopagit Areopagite. Prior te. Prior to this timo this time, widespre, widespread use waead use was made of s made of Lat. Lat. contemplatcontemcontemplatcontemplatioio (“contemp (“contemplation”), lation”), a term whia term which continuch continued to be ped to be popular witopular within the Wehin the Whin the Western ChWestern Church well urch well into the Minto the Medieval peedieval period.riod.riod.

Evidence of mysticism within early Christian literature is determined by the way 
in which the term is defined. The actual noun “mysticism” (Gk. 
mysteärioœdiía) occurs nowhere within these materials, but came into use only 
toward the end of the 5th century through the work of Pseudo-Dionysius (or 
Denys) the Areopagite. Prior to this time, widespread use was made of Lat. 



contemplatio (“contemplation”), a term which continued to be popular within the 
Western Church well into the Medieval period.

�In its mosIn its most general t general sense, ancsense, ancient mystiient mysticism may bcism may be charactee characterized bothrized both as the sp as the  as the spiritthe spiritual union ual union of the humof the human with than with the divine ae divine and as an ind as an introductiontroduction to some n to some specific sspspecific sspecific secret or mecret or mystery. Itystery. It is in bot is in both of theseh of these senses th senses that Helleniat Hellenistic mystestic mystery religiory reliry religions religions employed semployed such concepuch concepts as “mysts as “mystery,” “mytery,” “mystical,” astical,” and “the mynd “the mysteries.” steries.” Similar teSimSimilar teSimilar terminology rminology quickly enquickly entered Chritered Christian vocastian vocabulary, bubulary, but unlike pt unlike pantheisticantheistic religions rel religions,religions, the idea  the idea of a persoof a personal God innal God in biblical  biblical religion hreligion has restricas restricted any trted any true sense oue sensue sense of usense of unificationnification between h between human and duman and divine. Eviivine. Evidence suggdence suggests that ests that ancient moancient movements suvmomovements movements such as Gnsuch as Gnosticism, osticism, Jewish mysJewish mysticism, Grticism, Greek speculeek speculation, andation, and Neoplaton Neoplat NeoplatoniNeoplatonic doctrinec doctrine ultimatel ultimately had greay had great influenct influence upon Chre upon Christian vieistian views. And yews. And yet, Christityeyet, Chrisyet, Christianity’s tianity’s unique vieunique view of mystiw of mysticism maintcism maintained a spained a special qualecial quality becausity because of its fe of e of its focof its focus upon thus upon the believere believer’s union w’s union with the peith the person of Jerson of Jesus Christsus Christ...

In its most general sense, ancient mysticism may be characterized both as 
the spiritual union of the human with the divine and as an introduction to some 
specific secret or mystery. It is in both of these senses that Hellenistic mystery 
religions employed such concepts as “mystery,” “mystical,” and “the mysteries.” 
Similar terminology quickly entered Christian vocabulary, but unlike pantheistic 
religions, the idea of a personal God in biblical religion has restricted any true 
sense of unification between human and divine. Evidence suggests that ancient 
movements such as Gnosticism, Jewish mysticism, Greek speculation, and 
Neoplatonic doctrine ultimately had great influence upon Christian views. And 
yet, Christianity’s unique view of mysticism maintained a special quality because 
of its focus upon the believer’s union with the person of Jesus Christ.

�Mystical tMystical thought occhought occasionally asionally has been ihas been identified dentified within thewithin the NT. The c NT. The central mesentral mentral message ofmessage of Jesus tha Jesus that all humat all humanity must nity must “turn/repe“turn/repent” nt” (metanoéoœ(metanoéoœ)) and enter and enter the Kingd th the Kingdothe Kingdom of God (m of God (cf. Mark 1cf. Mark 1:14-15) ce:14-15) certainly lertainly led many eard many early Christily Christians to seeans to seek some spek seeseek some seek some special myspecial mystical assstical association wociation with God. Tith God. The miraclehe miracles of Jesuss of Jesus and his d and his disciples hiscddisciples disciples have somethave sometimes been imes been cited as pcited as proof of suroof of such spirituch spiritual union. al union. The authorThe author of Acts o o of Acts obof Acts observes thaserves that God’s Spt God’s Spirit desceirit descended as “tnded as “tongues of ongues of fire” uponfire” upon the churc the church in Jerush churcchurch in church in Jerusalem Jerusalem (Acts 2:1-(Acts 2:1-4) and was4) and was bestowed  bestowed upon thoseupon those whom Paul whom Paul baptized  baptize baptized ibaptized in Ephesus n Ephesus (19:1–7). (19:1–7). Mark even Mark even identifiesidentifies specific  specific charisms wcharisms which were hich were to accompato to accompato accompany the disny the disciples as ciples as they spreathey spread the gospd the gospel messageel message (Mark 16: (Mark 16:17-18).17-18).17-18).

Mystical thought occasionally has been identified within the NT. The central 
message of Jesus that all humanity must “turn/repent” (metanoéoœ) and enter 
the Kingdom of God (cf. Mark 1:14-15) certainly led many early Christians to 
seek some special mystical association with God. The miracles of Jesus and his 
disciples have sometimes been cited as proof of such spiritual union. The author 
of Acts observes that God’s Spirit descended as “tongues of fire” upon the 
church in Jerusalem (Acts 2:1-4) and was bestowed upon those whom Paul 
baptized in Ephesus (19:1–7). Mark even identifies specific charisms which were 
to accompany the disciples as they spread the gospel message (Mark 16:17-18).

�A further A further witness towitness to the spiri the spirit of mystit of mysticism may bcism may be considere considered within ed within the Paulinthe Pauthe Pauline liPauline literature. terature. In 2 Cor. In 2 Cor. 12:2-4 the12:2-4 the Apostle s Apostle speaks grudpeaks grudgingly abogingly about visionsut visions and revel and and revelaand revelations as ations as a rhetorica rhetorical foil to l foil to the claimsthe claims of his Co of his Corinthian arinthian audience. Pudience. Paul’s selfaul’s saul’s self-referself-reference in thence in the 3rd perse 3rd person undoubton undoubtedly signaedly signals his rells his reluctance touctance to focus upo focus upon mysticaln mn mystical emystical experiencesxperiences in genera in general. Nowherel. Nowhere does he m does he mention hisention his own conve own conversion, an rsion, anrsion, an event dan event dramaticallramatically portrayey portrayed in Acts d in Acts 9:1-9. Els9:1-9. Elsewhere, Paewhere, Paul refers ul refers to the livto the living Christing Cing Christ witChrist within his lihin his life (Gal. 2fe (Gal. 2:20) and e:20) and explains thxplains the Church ae Church as the bodys the body of Christ of Christ (Rom. 12: (Ro (Rom. 12:4(Rom. 12:4-5; 1 Cor.-5; 1 Cor. 12:27). B 12:27). But these aut these are not desre not descriptions criptions of separatof separate mysticale mystical experienc ex experienceexperiences, only cls, only clear statemear statements of thents of the continuae continual communiol communion which hen which he feels wit feels with the spirhwitwith the swith the spirit of Cpirit of Christ. Whihrist. While it is tle it is true that true that the Paulinehe Pauline spiritual spiritual center re center revolves arovolves avolves around whaaround what is callet is called “the mysd “the mystery” (Coltery” (Col. 1:27), t. 1:27), this idea hhis idea has little as little in common in common with contewithwith contewith contemporary mymporary mystery relistery religions. Insgions. Instead, Paultead, Paul’s mystery’s mystery is the re is the revelation ovelation of God’s plf Gf God’s planGod’s plan for human for human salvation salvation as procla as proclaimed by Chimed by Christ Jesusrist Jesus and witne and witnessed in thssed in the power ofeththe power the power of the Croof the Cross and Resss and Resurrection.urrection.

A further witness to the spirit of mysticism may be considered within the 
Pauline literature. In 2 Cor. 12:2-4 the Apostle speaks grudgingly about visions 
and revelations as a rhetorical foil to the claims of his Corinthian audience. Paul’s 
self-reference in the 3rd person undoubtedly signals his reluctance to focus upon 
mystical experiences in general. Nowhere does he mention his own conversion, 
an event dramatically portrayed in Acts 9:1-9. Elsewhere, Paul refers to the living 
Christ within his life (Gal. 2:20) and explains the Church as the body of Christ 
(Rom. 12:4-5; 1 Cor. 12:27). But these are not descriptions of separate mystical 
experiences, only clear statements of the continual communion which he feels 
with the spirit of Christ. While it is true that the Pauline spiritual center revolves 
around what is called “the mystery” (Col. 1:27), this idea has little in common 
with contemporary mystery religions. Instead, Paul’s mystery is the revelation of 
God’s plan for human salvation as proclaimed by Christ Jesus and witnessed in 
the power of the Cross and Resurrection.

�Johannine Johannine literatureliterature also hint also hints at some s at some mystical smystical speculationpeculation. In the G. In the Gospel of Jospel of Jospel of John the mJohn the metaphors oetaphors of the Goodf the Good Shepherd  Shepherd (John 10:1(John 10:1-18) and o-18) and of the vinef the vine and branc and bran and branches (branches (15:1–8) se15:1–8) serve as posrve as possible examsible examples of myples of mystical thostical thought. To tught. To these may bhese may be added thebbe added tbe added the short ohe short oration of ration of Jesus concJesus concerning hiserning his role as t role as the bread ohe bread of life (Jof life (John 6:35-40hn 6hn 6:35-40), 6:35-40), a text whia text which has oftch has often come toen come to be viewed be viewed as a dire as a direct commentct comment upon the  upon the  upon the mysticthe mystical aspect al aspect of the eucof the eucharistic charistic celebrationelebration. Such lim. Such limited textsited texts, however,, however, even when eve even when even when coupled wicoupled with the eveth the ever-present r-present Johannine Johannine motif of tmotif of the close rhe close relationshielationship among thprelationshirelationshrelationship among tip among the Father,he Father, Son, and  Son, and believer, believer, nowhere ponowhere portray mystrtray mysticism as aicism as an extendednaan extendean extended activityd activity of the br of the broader Chrioader Christian commstian community. Eveunity. Even the boldn the bold testimony testimony testimony testimony of the proof the prophet at Rephet at Rev. 1:10 atv. 1:10 attests onlytests only to indivi to individual partidual participation icipation in mysticaln mysn mystical amystical activities.ctivities.

Johannine literature also hints at some mystical speculation. In the Gospel of 
John the metaphors of the Good Shepherd (John 10:1-18) and of the vine and 
branches (15:1–8) serve as possible examples of mystical thought. To these may 
be added the short oration of Jesus concerning his role as the bread of life (John 



6:35-40), a text which has often come to be viewed as a direct comment upon 
the mystical aspect of the eucharistic celebration. Such limited texts, however, 
even when coupled with the ever-present Johannine motif of the close 
relationship among the Father, Son, and believer, nowhere portray mysticism as 
an extended activity of the broader Christian community. Even the bold 
testimony of the prophet at Rev. 1:10 attests only to individual participation in 
mystical activities.

�Whether anWhether any of thesey of these scriptura scriptural examplesl examples may actua may actually serve lly serve as possiblas possible evidencee evidee evidence oevidence of mysticisf mysticism in the em in the early Churcarly Church is much h is much debated. Adebated. And yet it nd yet it is clear tis clear that primithattthat primithat primitive Christive Christian faithtian faith was drive was driven by two sn by two specific expecific experiences periences which borewhich bore some dire so some direcsome directly spirittly spiritual associual association withation with Christ —  Christ — baptism anbaptism and eucharisd eucharist. These wt. These were communerwwere commuwere community eventnity events which gus which guided individed individual beliidual believers in tevers in their spiriheir spiritual livestual lives and becam and and becameand became the found the foundation of lation of later mystiater mystical experical experiences withences within Christiin Christian historyan history...

Whether any of these scriptural examples may actually serve as possible 
evidence of mysticism in the early Church is much debated. And yet it is clear 
that primitive Christian faith was driven by two specific experiences which bore 
some directly spiritual association with Christ — baptism and eucharist. These 
were community events which guided individual believers in their spiritual lives 
and became the foundation of later mystical experiences within Christian history.

�Thus, whilThus, while the evide the evidence is lience is limited and mited and uncertain,uncertain, the spect the specter of myster of mysticism is cicism is cicism is clearly evclearly evident withident within early Cin early Church conshurch consciousness.ciousness. A broad w A broad witness to itness to visions, mvisions, miracles, airammiracles, miracles, and prayerand prayers speaks ts speaks to some broo some broad sense oad sense of mysticalf mystical awareness awareness in the pe in the personal lifrpepersonal lpersonal life of ancife of ancient Chrisient Christians. On tians. On the liturgthe liturgical levelical level, certain , certain authors spauthors specificallyecificallspspecificalspecifically refer tly refer to doctrineo doctrines and sacrs and sacraments as aments as “mysteries“mysteries” of the c” of the common Chriommon Christian expestChriChristian Christian experienceexperience (e.g., Ig (e.g., Ignatius natius Eph.Eph. 19.1;  19.1; Trall.Trall. 2.3, “dea 2.3, “deacons of thcons of the mysteriee mysteries of Jesuss os of Jesus Cof Jesus Christ”; Dihrist”; Didache 11:1dache 11:11, “worldl1, “worldly mystery y mystery of the Chuof the Church”). Durrch”). During the 2ning the 2nd century,d2n2nd centur2nd century, the “pey, the “peak experieak experience” of mynce” of mysticism besticism became identcame identified withified with martyrdom martyrdom martyrdom,martyrdom, depicted  depicted as a sweetas a sweet reunion w reunion with Christith Christ (cf. Mart (cf. Mart. Pol. 15.. Pol. 15.1–2).1–2).1–2).

Thus, while the evidence is limited and uncertain, the specter of mysticism is 
clearly evident within early Church consciousness. A broad witness to visions, 
miracles, and prayers speaks to some broad sense of mystical awareness in the 
personal life of ancient Christians. On the liturgical level, certain authors 
specifically refer to doctrines and sacraments as “mysteries” of the common 
Christian experience (e.g., Ignatius Eph. 19.1; Trall. 2.3, “deacons of the mysteries 
of Jesus Christ”; Didache 11:11, “worldly mystery of the Church”). During the 
2nd century, the “peak experience” of mysticism became identified with 
martyrdom, depicted as a sweet reunion with Christ (cf. Mart. Pol. 15.1–2).

�During theDuring these early yse early years, certears, certain segmenain segments of the ts of the Church werChurch were greatly e greatly influencedinflueninfluencedinfluenced by the ri by the rise of mystse of mysticism in Jicism in Judaism. Jeudaism. Jewish specuwish speculation beclation became a dynaame a dynamic force midynadynamic fodynamic force as it rce as it sought to sought to find the hfind the heavenly Goeavenly God within td within the common he common elements oelements elements oelements of daily lif daily life. Prominfe. Prominent in thient in this quest dus quest during the 1ring the 1st centuryst century was Philo was Philo of Alexan of A of AlexandriaAlexandria, whose ph, whose philosophy cilosophy came to argame to argue that thue that the “spirit”e “spirit” (Gk.  (Gk. pneuímapneuíma) of God r) of G) of God resideGod resides at the cs at the center of tenter of the human whe human will in theill in the form of t form of the “mind” he “mind” (Gk. (Gk. nouísnouís). His ide)nouísnouís). Hinouís). His ideas ins ideas influenced Cfluenced Christian shristian speculationpeculation in Alexan in Alexandria and Edria and Egyptian asgyptian asceticism iceticasasceticismasceticism in genera in general. Philo sl. Philo stands promtands prominently beinently behind the phind the principles rinciples of Clementof Clement of Alexan of of Alexandof Alexandria, who iria, who insisted upnsisted upon gnosis on gnosis (i.e., div(i.e., divine knowleine knowledge) as thdge) as the ultimatee ultimate goal of t goa goal of thgoal of the Christiae Christian experienn experience, and ofce, and of Origen, w Origen, who sought ho sought to wed theto wed the human sou human sou human soul with soul with the divinethe divine Logos as  Logos as the ultimathe ultimate union bte union between theetween the believer  believer and God.and God.and God.

During these early years, certain segments of the Church were greatly 
influenced by the rise of mysticism in Judaism. Jewish speculation became a 
dynamic force as it sought to find the heavenly God within the common 
elements of daily life. Prominent in this quest during the 1st century was Philo of 
Alexandria, whose philosophy came to argue that the “spirit” (Gk. pneuíma) of 
God resides at the center of the human will in the form of the “mind” (Gk. 
nouís). His ideas influenced Christian speculation in Alexandria and Egyptian 
asceticism in general. Philo stands prominently behind the principles of Clement 
of Alexandria, who insisted upon gnosis (i.e., divine knowledge) as the ultimate 
goal of the Christian experience, and of Origen, who sought to wed the human 
soul with the divine Logos as the ultimate union between the believer and God.

�The rise oThe rise of mysticisf mysticism within pm within patristic latristic literature iterature is most fuis most fully evidenlly evident during tt during the 4th thrhetthe 4th ththe 4th through 6th rough 6th centuries centuries under the under the influence influence of Cappadoof Cappadocian thougcian thought. Key amht. Key amht. Key among 4th-among 4th-century aucentury authors was thors was Pseudo-MacPseudo-Macarius, an arius, an Egyptian aEgyptian anchorite wnchorite who spoke oho spokho spoke of tspoke of the mysticahe mystical experienl experience as thatce as that point whe point when the souln the soul embraces  embraces God and beGod and beGod and becomes “abecomes “a spiritual spiritual eye and e eye and entirely lintirely light.” His ght.” His contemporacontemporary, Evagriry, Evagrius of Pontus of Pontus, soughtus, PontPontus, soPontus, sought mystiught mystical union cal union with God twith God through a phrough a progressionrogression of stages of stages whose cul whose cul whose culminatioculmination in the fn in the full knowleull knowledge of thedge of the trinity b trinity brought frerought freedom from edom from all passioall passion.n.n.

The rise of mysticism within patristic literature is most fully evident during 
the 4th through 6th centuries under the influence of Cappadocian thought. Key 
among 4th-century authors was Pseudo-Macarius, an Egyptian anchorite who 
spoke of the mystical experience as that point when the soul embraces God and 
becomes “a spiritual eye and entirely light.” His contemporary, Evagrius of 
Pontus, sought mystical union with God through a progression of stages whose 
culmination in the full knowledge of the trinity brought freedom from all passion.



�True systeTrue systematic treamatic treatises on Ctises on Christian mhristian mysticism aysticism appeared onppeared only at the ly at the end of theend of end of the 5thof the 5th century.  century. NoteworthyNoteworthy here is t here is the he Mystical TMystical Theologyheology of Pseudo of Pseudo-Dionysius-Dionysius the Areop t the Areopathe Areopagite of Sygite of Syria, as weria, as well as ll as The LadderThe Ladder of Divine of Divine Ascent Ascent of John C of John Climacus, wlimacus, written as riwwritten aswritten as a practic a practical guide fal guide for the monor the monastic lifeastic life. Eastern . Eastern spiritualispirituality ultimatty ultimately had a ely had ely had a greahad a great influenct influence upon late upon later Westerner Western views of  views of mysticism,mysticism, as eviden as evident from thet from the mystical  m mystical smystical speculationpeculations of Ambros of Ambrose of Milase of Milan and his n and his pupil Augupupil Augustine of Hstine of Hippo (cf. ippo (cf. his his his his ConfessionConfessionss). To this). To this tradition tradition should be should be added the added the names of  names of Jerome, GrJerome, Gregory the egory tegory the Great,the Great, and Maxim and Maximus Confessus Confessor, to namor, to name but a fee but a few late patw late patristic voiristic voices.ces.ces.

True systematic treatises on Christian mysticism appeared only at the end 
of the 5th century. Noteworthy here is the Mystical Theology of Pseudo-Dionysius 
the Areopagite of Syria, as well as The Ladder of Divine Ascent of John Climacus, 
written as a practical guide for the monastic life. Eastern spirituality ultimately 
had a great influence upon later Western views of mysticism, as evident from the 
mystical speculations of Ambrose of Milan and his pupil Augustine of Hippo (cf. 
his Confessions). To this tradition should be added the names of Jerome, Gregory 
the Great, and Maximus Confessor, to name but a few late patristic voices.
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A story orA story or narrative narrative that conv that conveys the fueys the fundamental ndamental structure structure of knowledof knowledge upon whge upon wge upon which the which the ideologiesideologies and custo and customs of a pams of a particular crticular culture resulture rest. Though t. Though myth is frmyth is frequently iequfrfrequentlyfrequently invested  invested with elemewith elements of thents of the fantastic fantastic, and gene, and generally assorally associated witciated with religiouh relh religious religious and ritualand ritual practice, practice, scholarsh scholarship has cleip has clearly extenarly extended its unded its understandinderstanding of myth g of mg of myth (frommyth (from Gk.  Gk. myéthosmyéthos) beyond e) beyond earlier assarlier associations ociations with noblewith noble savages a savages and primitind primnd primitive primitive mentalitiementalities. Notwiths. Notwithstanding istanding its customats customary fictionry fictional charactal character, consener, consensus propossus consenconsensus consensus proposes tproposes that the pohat the power of mytwer of myth lies in h lies in its capaciits capacity to consty to construct worltruct worldviews whedvworlworldviewsworldviews wherein o wherein origins, idrigins, identities, entities, and behaviand behaviors are esors are established tablished and legitiand legitimated. Thumatelegitilegitimatelegitimated. Thus, ad. Thus, analogous tnalogous to its manyo its many and diver and diverse religiose religious expressus expressions, mythions, myth simultane sim simultaneosimultaneously embrausly embraces the nuces the numerous posmerous post-Enlightet-Enlightenment formnment formations of ations of the sciencthe scienthe sciences, sciences, social scisocial sciences, andences, and humanitie humanities clearly s clearly affiliatedaffiliated with our  with our endeavor tendeavor to define ao defio define a pdefine a person, famerson, family, or cuily, or culture.lture.lture.

A story or narrative that conveys the fundamental structure of knowledge upon 
which the ideologies and customs of a particular culture rest. Though myth is 
frequently invested with elements of the fantastic, and generally associated with 
religious and ritual practice, scholarship has clearly extended its understanding of 
myth (from Gk. myéthos) beyond earlier associations with noble savages and 
primitive mentalities. Notwithstanding its customary fictional character, 
consensus proposes that the power of myth lies in its capacity to construct 
worldviews wherein origins, identities, and behaviors are established and 
legitimated. Thus, analogous to its many and diverse religious expressions, myth 
simultaneously embraces the numerous post-Enlightenment formations of the 
sciences, social sciences, and humanities clearly affiliated with our endeavor to 
define a person, family, or culture.

�“Mythology“Mythology” designat” designates a body es a body of myths aof myths associated ssociated with partiwith particular cultcular cultures. The ures. Tures. The term cThe term concurrentloncurrently refers ty refers to a designo a designated acadeated academic field mic field concerned concerned with the swith the study of mytsstudy of mstudy of myth and myyth and mythologies:thologies: history o history of religionf religions and comps and comparative rearative religions, bligions, biblical stiblicbbiblical sbiblical studies, litudies, linguistics,nguistics, cultural  cultural anthropoloanthropology, sociolgy, sociology, psychogy, psychoanalysis,oanalysis, classics, classics, classics, classics, literatureliterature and liter and literary theoryary theory...

“Mythology” designates a body of myths associated with particular cultures. 
The term concurrently refers to a designated academic field concerned with the 
study of myth and mythologies: history of religions and comparative religions, 
biblical studies, linguistics, cultural anthropology, sociology, psychoanalysis, 
classics, literature and literary theory.

�In additioIn addition to cultun to cultural identiral identification, fication, ethnologicethnological and lital and literary senserary sensibilities ibilities suggest cosuggesuggest cosuggest comparative mparative analyses aanalyses and the cland the classificatiossification of mythsn of myths according according to princi to principal themespal principrincipal principal themes. Cuthemes. Customary castomary categories itegories include cosnclude cosmology (mymology (myths about ths about the originthe originthe origins oforigins of the unive the universe, the grse, the gods, and hods, and humanity; eumanity; e.g., creat.g., creation storieion stories, flood ss, flood stories, antories,sstories, astories, and storiesnd stories about the about the fall of m fall of mankind); mankind); myths aboutyths about the after the afterlife and alife and apocalypse pocalyaapocalypseapocalypse (e.g., Ho (e.g., Homer’s descmer’s description ofription of the land  the land of the deaof the dead in the d in the Odyssey,Odyssey, or the en or the or the end ofthe end of the  the Age of KalAge of Kalii in Hindu  in Hindu scripture)scripture); myths ab; myths about dying out dying and risingand rising gods (e.g gods (e. gods (e.g., Osi(e.g., Osiris, Dionyris, Dionysus, and Csus, and Christ); myhrist); myths about ths about the Goddesthe Goddess or Greats or Great Mother (e Mother (e.g., Mesop.g(e(e.g., Mes(e.g., Mesopotamian opotamian Inanna-IshInanna-Ishtar and Grtar and Greek Demeteeek Demeter); myths r); myths about heroabout heroes and heres and hes and heroic queheroic quests (e.g.,sts (e.g., Gilgamesh Gilgamesh, Moses, O, Moses, Odysseus, Adysseus, Aeneas, Budeneas, Buddha, Parcidha, Parcival, and Hval, and Hiawatha); iaHHiawatha);Hiawatha); and myths and myths about imp about important plaortant places and obces and objects (e.gjects (e.g., Mt. Sin., Mt. Sinai, Delphiai, Delphi, Golgotha, G, Golgotha, Golgotha, and Mohammand Mohammed’s Cave)ed’s Cave)...

In addition to cultural identification, ethnological and literary sensibilities 
suggest comparative analyses and the classification of myths according to 
principal themes. Customary categories include cosmology (myths about the 
origins of the universe, the gods, and humanity; e.g., creation stories, flood 
stories, and stories about the fall of mankind); myths about the afterlife and 



apocalypse (e.g., Homer’s description of the land of the dead in the Odyssey, or 
the end of the Age of Kali in Hindu scripture); myths about dying and rising gods 
(e.g., Osiris, Dionysus, and Christ); myths about the Goddess or Great Mother 
(e.g., Mesopotamian Inanna-Ishtar and Greek Demeter); myths about heroes and 
heroic quests (e.g., Gilgamesh, Moses, Odysseus, Aeneas, Buddha, Parcival, and 
Hiawatha); and myths about important places and objects (e.g., Mt. Sinai, Delphi, 
Golgotha, and Mohammed’s Cave).

�ReflectionReflection on the me on the meaning of maning of myth occursyth occurs as early  as early as the 6thas the 6th century  century B.C.E.B.C.E. in the ph in  in the phiin the philosophicallosophical work of T work of Thales of Mhales of Miletus, foiletus, followed 200llowed 200 years lat years later in the er in the work of thworkwork of thwork of the 4th-cente 4th-century Greek ury Greek mythographmythographer Euhemerer Euhemerus, and suus, and subsequentlybsequently addressed addre addressed addressed in the earin the early 2nd cenly 2nd century tury C.E.C.E. by the Ne by the Neoplatonic oplatonic and Christand Christian allegoian allegorists. Howristallegoallegoristallegorists. Howevers. However, the syst, the systematic colematic collection anlection and analysisd analysis of myth d of myth does not emoes not emerge untilerememerge untemerge until the peril the period of theiod of the Enlighten Enlightenment in thment in the second he second half of thealf of the 18th cent 18th century when hurcentcentury whcentury when hundreden hundreds of traves of travel narrativl narratives began fes began flowing intlowing into Europe do Europe detailing betailing bizarre ritizbbizarre ribizarre rituals and tuals and mythologiemythologies from aros from around the wound the world. Theserld. These materials materials furnished furnished data for  d data for cdata for comparativeomparative analyses  analyses between thbetween the new-foune new-found mythologd mythologies and thies and the well-knoe well-kne well-knownwell-known and textu and textually-basedally-based stories o stories of the Hebrf the Hebrews, Greekews, Greeks, and Roms, and Romans, thereans, therans, thereby fathereby facilitatingcilitating the syste the systematic studmatic study of mythoy of mythology. Earllogy. Early studies y studies focused upfocused upon the lanon thon the languathe language of mythge of myth in associ in association withation with supposed  supposed primitive primitive mentalitiementalities, proposis, proposing that itng proposiproposing proposing that its lthat its linguistic inguistic attributesattributes reflect g reflect graphic insraphic instances of tances of primal irrprimal irrationalityationalitirrirrationalirrationality. Scholity. Scholars were rars were reluctant teluctant to identifyo identify such priv such privileged mytileged myths as the hs as the Hebraic anHebraHebraic anHebraic and Greco-Rod Greco-Roman mytholman mythologies withogies with the langu the language of irrage of irrationalityationality. In the c. In the context of occontext ofcontext of literary  literary studies, tstudies, the Romantihe Romantic movementc movement sought to sought to displace  displace this disquthis disquieting assiedisqudisquietindisquieting associatg association, suggeion, suggesting thatsting that myth sign myth signals a primals a primeval and peval and poetic langoetic language fundauage langlanguage flanguage fundamentalundamental to humani to humanity and itsty and its organic d organic developmentevelopment. Cultural. Cultural anthropol anthropol anthropoloanthropology likewisgy likewise addressee addressed such difd such difficulties.ficulties. Anthropol Anthropologists sucogists such as Sir Jh as Sir James FrazeameJJames FrazJames Frazer, E. B. er, E. B. Tylor, FraTylor, Franz Boas, Enz Boas, Emile Durkhmile Durkheim, and Beim, and Bronislaw Mronislaw Malinowski alinowski generally ggenerally generally proposed tproposed that primithat primitive mytholive mythology mirrorogy mirrors the funds the fundamental elamental elements of ements of ements of modern of modern civilizaticivilization, and thon, and that its proat its proper comparper comparative studative study should ay should assist in tssist in the develophe dehe developmendevelopment of our ot of our own contempwn contemporary undeorary understanding rstanding of humanitof humanity’s cultury’s cultural and socal and sal and social forsocial formations. Tmations. These obserhese observations wevations were also were also welcomed andlcomed and studied b studied by such clay such clay such classicistclassicists as Gilbes as Gilbert Murray,rt Murray, Jane Harr Jane Harrison, A. Bison, A. B. Cook, an. Cook, and F. M. Cod F. M. Cornford, anrnford, and similarld simd similarly similarly engaged byengaged by such hist such historians of orians of religion areligion as Franz Cus Franz Cumont and Rmont and Rudolf Ottoudolf Otto. Moreover. M. Moreover, Moreover, the trajecthe trajectory findstory finds its way i its way into the stnto the studies of mudies of modern psycodern psychology whehology where analysirwhewhere analwhere analysis turnsysis turns more dire more directly to thctly to the constitue constitution of thtion of the human pse human psyche. Bothyche. Both Sigmund F S Sigmund FrSigmund Freud and Caeud and Carl Jung rerl Jung recognized mcognized motifs and otifs and patterns epatterns essential tssential to the mytho the mythic and subimythmythic andmythic and subconsci subconscious worldsous worlds: Freud’s : Freud’s “Oedipus c“Oedipus complex” anomplex” and “Elektrad “Elektra complex,” comple complex,” complex,” Jung’s “arJung’s “archetypes” chetypes” and “colleand “collective uncoctive unconscious.” nscious.” In the fieIn the field of cultld of cultural anthrural cultcultural acultural anthropolognthropology, Claude y, Claude Lévi-StrauLévi-Strauss continuss continues the antes the anthropologichropological study oal study of mythologf mf mythology,mythology, introduci introducing the impng the important strortant structuralistucturalist component component to the an to the analysis of alysis of myth, whilmmyth, whilmyth, while Joseph Ce Joseph Campbell’s ampbell’s highly pophighly popular theorular theories on theies on the relations relationship betweehip between mytholognbetweebetween mybetween mythology anthology and universad universal archetypl archetypes carry fes carry forward theorward the psychoana psychoanalytic perslytic perlytic perspectivperspectives of Junges of Jung. In the f. In the field of thield of the history e history of religioof religions, the anns, the analysis of alysis of mythology mythologmythology mythology is advanceis advanced in Mirced in Mircea Eliade’sa Eliade’s work on m work on mythic and ythic and existentiaexistential time, whl time, while studieilewhwhile studwhile studies in lities in literature anerature and literaryd literary theory ma theory maintain a fintain a focus upon ocus upon the poeticthe poetic nature of natu nature of nature of mythic lanmythic language exemguage exemplified inplified in such dive such diverse criticrse critical perspecal perspectives as Ntives as Northrop FrorthNNorthrop FNorthrop Frye’s formrye’s formalism and alism and Roland BarRoland Barthes’ struthes’ structuralism/cturalism/poststructpoststructuralism.uralism.uralism.

Reflection on the meaning of myth occurs as early as the 6th century B.C.E. 
in the philosophical work of Thales of Miletus, followed 200 years later in the 
work of the 4th-century Greek mythographer Euhemerus, and subsequently 
addressed in the early 2nd century C.E. by the Neoplatonic and Christian 
allegorists. However, the systematic collection and analysis of myth does not 
emerge until the period of the Enlightenment in the second half of the 18th 
century when hundreds of travel narratives began flowing into Europe detailing 
bizarre rituals and mythologies from around the world. These materials furnished 
data for comparative analyses between the new-found mythologies and the 
well-known and textually-based stories of the Hebrews, Greeks, and Romans, 
thereby facilitating the systematic study of mythology. Early studies focused upon 
the language of myth in association with supposed primitive mentalities, 
proposing that its linguistic attributes reflect graphic instances of primal 
irrationality. Scholars were reluctant to identify such privileged myths as the 
Hebraic and Greco-Roman mythologies with the language of irrationality. In the 
context of literary studies, the Romantic movement sought to displace this 
disquieting association, suggesting that myth signals a primeval and poetic 
language fundamental to humanity and its organic development. Cultural 
anthropology likewise addressed such difficulties. Anthropologists such as Sir 
James Frazer, E. B. Tylor, Franz Boas, Emile Durkheim, and Bronislaw Malinowski 
generally proposed that primitive mythology mirrors the fundamental elements 
of modern civilization, and that its proper comparative study should assist in the 
development of our own contemporary understanding of humanity’s cultural and 
social formations. These observations were also welcomed and studied by such 
classicists as Gilbert Murray, Jane Harrison, A. B. Cook, and F. M. Cornford, and 
similarly engaged by such historians of religion as Franz Cumont and Rudolf Otto. 
Moreover, the trajectory finds its way into the studies of modern psychology 
where analysis turns more directly to the constitution of the human psyche. Both 
Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung recognized motifs and patterns essential to the 
mythic and subconscious worlds: Freud’s “Oedipus complex” and “Elektra 
complex,” Jung’s “archetypes” and “collective unconscious.” In the field of 
cultural anthropology, Claude Lévi-Strauss continues the anthropological study of 
mythology, introducing the important structuralist component to the analysis of 



myth, while Joseph Campbell’s highly popular theories on the relationship 
between mythology and universal archetypes carry forward the psychoanalytic 
perspectives of Jung. In the field of the history of religions, the analysis of 
mythology is advanced in Mircea Eliade’s work on mythic and existential time, 
while studies in literature and literary theory maintain a focus upon the poetic 
nature of mythic language exemplified in such diverse critical perspectives as 
Northrop Frye’s formalism and Roland Barthes’ structuralism/poststructuralism.

�Congruent Congruent to the infto the influx of forlux of foreign mythoeign mythologies intlogies into late-18to late-18th-century h-century Europe, exEuropeEurope, exEurope, exploration ploration also recovalso recovered ancieered ancient Egyptiant Egyptian and Babyn and Babylonian artlonian artifacts thaifacts that shortly t st shortly thshortly thereafter gereafter generated tenerated the deciphehe decipherment of hrment of hieroglyphiieroglyphics and cuncs and cuneiform wrieiform writings. A ntwriwritings. writings. A new librA new library of Neaary of Near Eastern r Eastern antiquity antiquity emerged, aemerged, and scholarnd scholars discovers discovered discomfeddiscoverdiscovereddiscovered discomfor discomforting similting similarities bearities between the tween the stories ofstories of these pag these pagan religioan religions and thens ans and the saand the sacred textscred texts of Judeo- of Judeo-ChristianiChristianity. Until ty. Until this time,this time, scholarsh scholarship resisteip resisted any compd any d any comparany comparison that ison that might compmight compromise theromise the privilege privileged positiond position of these  of these sanctionedsanctionedsanctionedsanctioned texts, bu texts, but German st German scholarshipcholarship, in parti, in particular, movcular, moved forwarded forward in the ap in the application plapapplicatioapplication of its hn of its higher critigher criticism. In icism. In the wake othe wake of Johann Sf Johann Salomo Semlalomo Semler’s (1725er’s (1725–1791) con–17(1725(1725–1791(1725–1791) conteste) contested distinctd distinction betweeion between dogma (tn dogma (theology orheology or the teach the teachings of things of things of the Churchthe Church) and reli) and religion (histgion (historical exporical experience), erience), J. G. EichJ. G. Eichhorn (1752horn (1752–1827) dre–1827) drew attentiow dredrew attendrew attention to sition to similaritiesmilarities between t between the creatiohe creation and floon and flood stories d stories in classicin classical and bibal andal and biblicand biblical narratial narrative, using ve, using the word “the word “myth” for myth” for the first the first time to detime to describe thescribe them. These sm. Thm. These storThese stories were nies were not recordsot records of actual of actual happening happenings, but thes, but the expressio expressions of a rens of a religious anligrereligious religious and pre-scand pre-scientific cientific consciousneonsciousness. Althouss. Although “myth” gh “myth” became onebecame one of the mo of the most contentsmomost contemost contentious of ntious of higher crihigher critical termtical terms, biblicas, biblical scholarsl scholarship continhip continued to useued to use the compa the the comparthe comparative studative study of mythoy of mythology as a logy as a means to emeans to elucidate ilucidate its understts understanding of anding of biblical hbibiblical hbiblical history. Noistory. Nowhere was where was this more this more in evidencin evidence than in e than in the work othe work of David Frf David Friedrich StieFrFriedrich Friedrich Strauss (1Strauss (1808–1874),808–1874), whose dem whose demonstrationonstration of early  of early Christian Christian myth in myth in Das Leben DaDas Leben Das Leben JesuJesu generated generated a new era a new era of schola of scholarship focurship focused upon tsed upon the issue ohe issue of mythologf mythof mythology mythology and Christand Christian historian history. Despitey. Despite many atte many attempts to dempts to delimit if nlimit if not erase tot erase the proximihetthe proximthe proximity of theity of the mythologi mythological to thecal to the Christian Christian gospel, s gospel, success wasuccess was not forth not forthcoming; itcoforthforthcominforthcoming; it becag; it became evidentme evident that the  that the perceptionperception which Chr which Christianity istianity shared witshared with the resthwitwith the rwith the rest of theest of the 1st-centu 1st-century Mediterry Mediterranean worranean world was a pld was a perception erception fastened tfastened to the mythotto the mytto the mythological.hological. Efforts t Efforts then focusehen focused upon thed upon the act of in act of interpretatiterpretation as a meon as a means to addansmemeans to ameans to address theddress the truth of  truth of ChristianiChristianity’s mythity’s mythic quality,c quality, culminati culminating early ing early in the 20thn then the 20th cthe 20th century witentury with the intrh the introduction ooduction of demytholf demythology by theogy by the German NT German NT scholar R scholar scholar Ruscholar Rudolf Bultmdolf Bultmann. Theseann. These analyses  analyses sought notsought not to elimin to eliminate the myate the mythologicalthological but to re b but to recbut to recast its meast its message in tssage in the languaghe language of Heidee of Heideggerian exggerian existentialiistentialism, a hermsm, a hermeneutical enehermhermeneutihermeneutical procedcal procedure wherebure whereby the essey the essential subsntial substance tance (Sache)(Sache) of the ea of the early Christrly Chrirly Christian Christian proclamatiproclamation on (keäírygma(keäírygma)) was dives was divested of itsted of its mythologi mythological elemencal element and invet andt and investand invested with thed with the languagee language of posten of postenlightenmenlightenment sensibilt sensibilities, theities, thereby presereby preserving the rvinpresepreservingpreserving the essen the essence of the ce of the Christian Christian gospel.gospel.gospel.

Congruent to the influx of foreign mythologies into late-18th-century 
Europe, exploration also recovered ancient Egyptian and Babylonian artifacts that 
shortly thereafter generated the decipherment of hieroglyphics and cuneiform 
writings. A new library of Near Eastern antiquity emerged, and scholars 
discovered discomforting similarities between the stories of these pagan religions 
and the sacred texts of Judeo-Christianity. Until this time, scholarship resisted 
any comparison that might compromise the privileged position of these 
sanctioned texts, but German scholarship, in particular, moved forward in the 
application of its higher criticism. In the wake of Johann Salomo Semler’s 
(1725–1791) contested distinction between dogma (theology or the teachings of 
the Church) and religion (historical experience), J. G. Eichhorn (1752–1827) 
drew attention to similarities between the creation and flood stories in classical 
and biblical narrative, using the word “myth” for the first time to describe them. 
These stories were not records of actual happenings, but the expressions of a 
religious and pre-scientific consciousness. Although “myth” became one of the 
most contentious of higher critical terms, biblical scholarship continued to use 
the comparative study of mythology as a means to elucidate its understanding of 
biblical history. Nowhere was this more in evidence than in the work of David 
Friedrich Strauss (1808–1874), whose demonstration of early Christian myth in 
Das Leben Jesu generated a new era of scholarship focused upon the issue of 
mythology and Christian history. Despite many attempts to delimit if not erase 
the proximity of the mythological to the Christian gospel, success was not 
forthcoming; it became evident that the perception which Christianity shared 
with the rest of the 1st-century Mediterranean world was a perception fastened 
to the mythological. Efforts then focused upon the act of interpretation as a 
means to address the truth of Christianity’s mythic quality, culminating early in 
the 20th century with the introduction of demythology by the German NT 
scholar Rudolf Bultmann. These analyses sought not to eliminate the mythological 
but to recast its message in the language of Heideggerian existentialism, a 
hermeneutical procedure whereby the essential substance (Sache) of the early 
Christian proclamation (keäírygma) was divested of its mythological element 
and invested with the language of postenlightenment sensibilities, thereby 
preserving the essence of the Christian gospel.



�Although sAlthough subsequent ubsequent studies hastudies have not appve not appreciably areciably advanced oudvanced our understar understanding of tndinunderstaunderstandunderstanding of theing of the relations relationship betweehip between Judeo-Chn Judeo-Christian liristian literature aterature and the lannd the language of mgulanlanguage olanguage of myth, thf myth, there is renere is renewed efforewed effort to reasst to reassess demythess demythology’s naology’s narrow underrrow underrrow understandunderstanding of myting of myth, and to h, and to address thaddress the issue ofe issue of Christian Christian origins i origins in view of n view of contemporaconcontemporacontemporary culturary cultural anthropol anthropological oblogical observationsservations and postm and postmodernist todernist theories ofheories oheories of languagof language and litee and literature.rature.rature.

Although subsequent studies have not appreciably advanced our 
understanding of the relationship between Judeo-Christian literature and the 
language of myth, there is renewed effort to reassess demythology’s narrow 
understanding of myth, and to address the issue of Christian origins in view of 
contemporary cultural anthropological observations and postmodernist theories 
of language and literature.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. BultmanR. Bultmann, n, Jesus ChriJesus Christ and Mytst and Mythologyhology (New York (New York, 1958); M, 1958); M. Detienne.MM. DetiennM. Detienne, e, The CreatiThe Creation of Mython of Mythologyology (Chicago, (Chicago, 1986); M. 1986); M. Eliade,  Eliade, Myth and RMyth and Realityeality (New York RealityReality (NReality (New York, 1ew York, 1963); T. G963); T. Gaster, aster, Myth, LegeMyth, Legend and Cusnd and Custom in thetom in the Old Testa Old Testamentment (1969, re TestamentTestament Testament (1969, rep(1969, repr. Gloucesr. Gloucester, 1981)ter, 1981); G. S. Ki; G. S. Kirk, rk, Myth: Its Myth: Its Meaning anMeaning and Functiond Functiod Function iFunction in Ancient n Ancient and Other and Other CulturesCultures (Berkeley (Berkeley, 1970); I, 1970); I. Strenski. Strenski, , Four TheorFour Theories of Myties of Mies of Myth in TwMyth in Twentieth-Ceentieth-Century Histntury History: Cassiory: Cassirer, Eliadrer, Eliade, Lévi-Ste, Lévi-Strauss and rauss and MalinowskiMalinowski (Iowa Cit (Iowa C (Iowa City, 1987City, 1987); J.-P. V); J.-P. Vernant, ernant, Myth and SMyth and Society in ociety in Ancient GrAncient Greeceeece (New York (New York, 1990)., 1990)., 1990).
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NAAMNAAM (Heb.  (Heb. na{amna{am)))

NAAM (Heb. na{am)

A JudahiteA Judahite, son of C, son of Caleb and galeb and grandson ofrandson of Jephunneh Jephunneh (1 Chr. 4 (1 Chr. 4:15).:15).

A Judahite, son of Caleb and grandson of Jephunneh (1 Chr. 4:15).

NAAMAHNAAMAH (Heb.  (Heb. na{a�ma®na{a�ma®) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

NAAMAH (Heb. na{a�ma® ) (PERSON)

�1.1. The daugh The daughter of Lamter of Lamech and Ziech and Zillah, and llah, and the sisterthe sister of Tubal- of Tubal-cain in thcain in the lineage e lineae lineage oflineage of Cain (Gen Cain (Gen. 4:22).. 4:22).. 4:22).

1. The daughter of Lamech and Zillah, and the sister of Tubal-cain in the 
lineage of Cain (Gen. 4:22).

�2.2. An Ammoni An Ammonite woman wte woman who marriedho married Solomon;  Solomon; the motherthe mother of Rehobo of Rehoboam (1 Kgs.am (1am (1 Kgs. 14(1 Kgs. 14:21, 31; 2:21, 31; 2 Chr. 12:1 Chr. 12:13).3).

2. An Ammonite woman who married Solomon; the mother of Rehoboam 
(1 Kgs. 14:21, 31; 2 Chr. 12:13).

NAAMAHNAAMAH (Heb.  (Heb. na{a�ma®na{a�ma®) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

NAAMAH (Heb. na{a�ma® ) (PLACE)

A town in A town in the Shephethe Shephelah of Judlah of Judah, part oah, part of that trif that tribe’s inherbe’s inheritance (Joitance (Josh. 15:41)sh. 15:41). It is in. It is. It is includeis included in the Ld in the Lachish disachish district, buttrict, but the exact the exact location  location remains unremains uncertain. Scertain. Some scholaome some scholars hscholars have suggesave suggested sites ted sites in the Sorin the Sorek Valley ek Valley near Timnanear Timnah on the bh on the basis of toasis of toponymic evpontotoponymic toponymic evidence, evidence, while othewhile others believers believe it should it should be locate be located nearer Ld nearer Lachish.achish.achish.

A town in the Shephelah of Judah, part of that tribe’s inheritance (Josh. 15:41). It 
is included in the Lachish district, but the exact location remains uncertain. Some 
scholars have suggested sites in the Sorek Valley near Timnah on the basis of 
toponymic evidence, while others believe it should be located nearer Lachish.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. F. AlbrW. F. Albright, “Topight, “Topographicalographical Researche Researches in Judæas in Judæa,” ,” BASORBASOR 18 (1925) BASORBASOR 18 (BASOR 18 (1925): 6–11925): 6–11.1.1.

Bibliography. W. F. Albright, “Topographical Researches in Judæa,” 



BASOR 18 (1925): 6–11.
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NAAMANNAAMAN (Heb.  (Heb. na{a�maœnna{a�maœn)))

NAAMAN (Heb. na{a�maœn )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Benjamin (Benjamin (Gen. 46:21Gen. 46:21).).).

1. A son of Benjamin (Gen. 46:21).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Bela, the Bela, the son of Benson of Benjamin, epojamin, eponymous ancnymous ancestor of testor of the Naamanihe Naamanites (Num. teNaamaniNaamanitesNaamanites (Num. 26: (Num. 26:40; 1 Chr.40; 1 Chr. 8:4). 8:4). 8:4).

2. A son of Bela, the son of Benjamin, eponymous ancestor of the 
Naamanites (Num. 26:40; 1 Chr. 8:4).

�3.3. A son of  A son of Ehud, the Ehud, the great-grangreat-grandson of Bedson of Benjamin (1 njamin (1 Chr. 8:7).Chr. 8:7).

3. A son of Ehud, the great-grandson of Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:7).

�4.4. The comma The commander of thnder of the Aramean e Aramean army who warmy who was cured oas cured of his leprf his leprosy by batosy by batosy by bathing inbathing in the Jorda the Jordan (2 Kgs. n (2 Kgs. 5). An Isr5). An Israelite maiaelite maidservant tdservant told Naamanold Naaman’s wife th’s wife that a prophat aat a prophet a prophet from Samarfrom Samaria, Elishaia, Elisha, could he, could heal Naaman al Naaman of his lepof his leprosy. Inforosy. Informed of thrmed of this in a leis ththis in a this in a letter froletter from the kingm the king of Aram,  of Aram, the king othe king of Israel if Israel interpretednterpreted it as a p it as a pretext forretext ppretext fopretext for conflictr conflict between A between Aram and Isram and Israel. Throrael. Through the inugh the interventiontervention of Elisha of Elisha Naaman ne N Naaman nevNaaman nevertheless ertheless came to Iscame to Israel, but rael, but he was curhe was cured only afed only after his seter his servants comrvants compelled himpcomcompelled compelled him to folhim to follow Elishalow Elisha’s instruc’s instructions to btions to bathe in thathe in the Jordan. e Jordan. Naaman theNaaman then confessen cn confessed confessed his allegihis allegiance to thance to the Lord ande Lord and departed. departed. Telling N Telling Naaman the aaman the prophet haprophet had changed dhahad changehad changed his mindd his mind, Elisha’s, Elisha’s servant G servant Gehazi deceehazi deceptively obptively obtained giftained gifts of silvts of silver and cloer aner and clothiand clothing from Nang from Naaman. Uponaman. Upon being con being confronted byfronted by Elisha, G Elisha, Gehazi was ehazi was thereupon thereupothereupon thereupon struck by struck by the leprosthe leprosy of whichy of which Naaman wa Naaman was cured.s cured.s cured.

4. The commander of the Aramean army who was cured of his leprosy by 
bathing in the Jordan (2 Kgs. 5). An Israelite maidservant told Naaman’s wife that 
a prophet from Samaria, Elisha, could heal Naaman of his leprosy. Informed of 
this in a letter from the king of Aram, the king of Israel interpreted it as a 
pretext for conflict between Aram and Israel. Through the intervention of Elisha 
Naaman nevertheless came to Israel, but he was cured only after his servants 
compelled him to follow Elisha’s instructions to bathe in the Jordan. Naaman then 
confessed his allegiance to the Lord and departed. Telling Naaman the prophet 
had changed his mind, Elisha’s servant Gehazi deceptively obtained gifts of silver 
and clothing from Naaman. Upon being confronted by Elisha, Gehazi was 
thereupon struck by the leprosy of which Naaman was cured.

�The narratThe narrative demonsive demonstrates thatrates that althought although Israel wa Israel was the locus the locus of the Ls of the Lord’s actiord’s acord’s activity, activity, the Gentilthe Gentiles also paes also participatedrticipated in the Lo in the Lord’s benefrd’s beneficence: inicence: in spite of  spite of his objecthis objehis objectionsobjections to the co to the contrary, Nantrary, Naaman couldaman could be cleans be cleansed only ined only in the Jorda the Jordan (2 Kgs. n (2 Kgs. 5:11-14); 5:5:11-14); 5:11-14); he confesshe confessed that thed that there was noere was no God in th God in the whole woe whole world exceptrld except in Israel in Israel (v. 15);  IsraelIsrael (v.Israel (v. 15); and  15); and he wished he wished to return to return to Aram wito Aram with Israelith Israelite earth, te earth, for he woufor he would sacrifild sld sacrifice sacrifice only to thonly to the Lord in e Lord in the futurethe future (v. 17).  (v. 17). Jesus’ recJesus’ recalls the salls the story in Lutory in Luke 4:27 toke 4:27 ke 4:27 to em4:27 to emphasize thphasize that God’s bat God’s beneficenceeneficence extends b extends beyond Israeyond Israel to the el to the Gentiles.Gentiles.Gentiles.

The narrative demonstrates that although Israel was the locus of the Lord’s 
activity, the Gentiles also participated in the Lord’s beneficence: in spite of his 
objections to the contrary, Naaman could be cleansed only in the Jordan (2 Kgs. 
5:11-14); he confessed that there was no God in the whole world except in 
Israel (v. 15); and he wished to return to Aram with Israelite earth, for he would 
sacrifice only to the Lord in the future (v. 17). Jesus’ recalls the story in Luke 
4:27 to emphasize that God’s beneficence extends beyond Israel to the Gentiles.

John E. HaJohn E. Harveyrvey

John E. Harvey

NAAMATHITENAAMATHITE (Heb.  (Heb. na{a�maœt�na{a�maœt�iîiî)))

NAAMATHITE (Heb. na{a�maœt�iî )

A gentilicA gentilic attribute attributed to Job’sd to Job’s friend Zo friend Zophar (Job phar (Job 2:11; 11:12:11; 11:1; 20:1; 42; 20:1; 42:9; cf. LX:9; cf. LXX “the MinX “theX “the Minea“the Minean”). It apn”). It apparently dparently derives froerives from Naamah om Naamah or Naameh, r Naameh, a city (ora city (or district) district) in northw in in northwein northwest Arabia st Arabia (possibly (possibly Jebel Jebel el-Na{amehel-Na{ameh) or Edom.) or Edom.

A gentilic attributed to Job’s friend Zophar (Job 2:11; 11:1; 20:1; 42:9; cf. LXX 
“the Minean”). It apparently derives from Naamah or Naameh, a city (or district) 
in northwest Arabia (possibly Jebel el-Na{ameh) or Edom.

NAAMITESNAAMITES (Heb.  (Heb. na{a�miîna{a�miî)))

NAAMITES (Heb. na{a�miî )

A clan of A clan of the Benjamthe Benjaminites, thinites, the descendae descendants of Naants of Naaman (Num. man (Num. 26:40).26:40).

A clan of the Benjaminites, the descendants of Naaman (Num. 26:40).

NAARAHNAARAH (Heb.  (Heb. na{a�ra®na{a�ra®) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

NAARAH (Heb. na{a�ra® ) (PERSON)

One of theOne of the two wives two wives of Ashhur of Ashhur, the fath, the father of Tekoer of Tekoa. She wasa. She was the mothe the mother of Ahuzzr of Ahuzr of Ahuzzam, HAhuzzam, Hepher, Temepher, Temeni, and Heni, and Haahashtariaahashtari (1 Chr. 4 (1 Chr. 4:5-6).:5-6).

One of the two wives of Ashhur, the father of Tekoa. She was the mother of 
Ahuzzam, Hepher, Temeni, and Haahashtari (1 Chr. 4:5-6).



NAARAHNAARAH (Heb.  (Heb. na{a�ra®na{a�ra®) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

NAARAH (Heb. na{a�ra® ) (PLACE)

A town on A town on the easterthe eastern border on border of Ephraim f Ephraim (Josh. 16:(Josh. 16:7). 1 Chr.7). 1 Chr. 7:28 list 7:28 lists Naaran, s Naaran, which is pwhwhich is pwhich is probably throbably the same site same site. Josephue. Josephus refers ts refers to a town no a town named Naaraamed Naara ( (Ant.Ant. 17.13.1[3 17.1 17.13.1[3417.13.1[340]), and E0]), and Eusebius deusebius describes a scribes a Jewish setJewish settlement, Ntlement, Noarath, looarath, located 8 kmcated 8 km. (4.5 mi.. kmkm. (4.5 mkm. (4.5 mi.) from Ji.) from Jericho (ericho (Onom.Onom. 136.24).  136.24). The exact The exact location ilocation is uncertais uncertain, but Naan, but Naan, but Naarah hasNaarah has been iden been identified wittified with Iron Ageh Iron Age sites nea sites near Jericho,r Jericho, including including Khirbet  Khirbet el-{Aya®shel-{el-{Aya®shel-{Aya®sh, el-Aujeh, el-Aujeh, and most, and most commonly  commonly with Tell with Tell el-Jisr (1el-Jisr (190144), ca90144), ca. 6 km. (3. 6 km. (3. 6 km. (3.5 mi.) (3.5 mi.) NW of JeriNW of Jericho.cho.cho.

A town on the eastern border of Ephraim (Josh. 16:7). 1 Chr. 7:28 lists Naaran, 
which is probably the same site. Josephus refers to a town named Naara (Ant. 
17.13.1[340]), and Eusebius describes a Jewish settlement, Noarath, located 8 
km. (4.5 mi.) from Jericho (Onom. 136.24). The exact location is uncertain, but 
Naarah has been identified with Iron Age sites near Jericho, including Khirbet 
el-{Aya®sh, el-Aujeh, and most commonly with Tell el-Jisr (190144), ca. 6 km. 
(3.5 mi.) NW of Jericho.

Laura B. MLaura B. Mazowazow

Laura B. Mazow

NAARAINAARAI (Heb.  (Heb. na{a�rayna{a�ray) (also PA) (also PAARAI)ARAI)ARAI)

NAARAI (Heb. na{a�ray ) (also PAARAI)

The son ofThe son of Ezbai; on Ezbai; one of Davide of David’s Mighty ’s Mighty Men (1 ChrMen (1 Chr. 11:37). . 11:37). At 2 Sam. At 2 Sam. 23:35 he i23:35 he is called Ps iis called is called Paarai thePaarai the Arbite. Arbite.

The son of Ezbai; one of David’s Mighty Men (1 Chr. 11:37). At 2 Sam. 23:35 he 
is called Paarai the Arbite.

NAARANNAARAN (Heb.  (Heb. na{a�raœnna{a�raœn)))

NAARAN (Heb. na{a�raœn )

Alternate Alternate form of Naform of Naarah (1 Charah (1 Chr. 7:28).r. 7:28).

Alternate form of Naarah (1 Chr. 7:28).

NABALNABAL (Heb.  (Heb. naœb�aœlnaœb�aœl)))

NABAL (Heb. naœb�aœl )

A wealthy A wealthy Calebite sCalebite shepherd frhepherd from Maon (1om Maon (1 Sam. 25). Sam. 25). Although  Although it is unliit is unlikely that kely that his given hihis given his given name was Nname was Nabal (“fooabal (“fool”), his al”), his actions in ctions in the story the story portray hiportray him to be sum to be such, while ch, susuch, whilsuch, while his conte his contrastingly rastingly cunning ancunning and sharp-wid sharp-witted wife tted wife Abigail clAbigail cleverly woreverly works her wayks hks her way inher way into the futto the future king’sure king’s harem. Th harem. This story ais story also depictlso depicts David’s s David’s early relaearly relationship wtionsrelarelationshrelationship with thip with the power ste power structure neructure near Hebron,ar Hebron, where he  where he would subswould subsequently bequentlysubssubsequentsubsequently be crowly be crowned king fned king first of Juirst of Judah and thdah and then of all en of all Israel. DaIsrael. David, an ouvid, an outlaw from tlawououtlaw frooutlaw from Saul’s cm Saul’s court who hourt who had been read been residing witsiding with his men h his men near Nabalnear Nabal’s herds, ’s herds, seeks giftsseeks giftseeks gifts from Nabs from Nabal during al during the festivthe festive shearinge shearing season, r season, reminding Neminding Nabal that abal that David’s meDaDavid’s meDavid’s men have been have been with Nabn with Nabal’s herdsal’s herds and sheph and shepherds, but erds, but have done have done them no hathem no them no harm. Tno harm. There certahere certainly is a inly is a bit of a tbit of a threat intehreat interwoven witrwoven with David’s h David’s request, arequest, as becomes s bes becomes obbecomes obvious whenvious when Nabal, in Nabal, in his fooli his foolishness, reshness, refuses Davifuses David’s requesd’s request and insut and insults him (1ltinsuinsults hiinsults him (1 Sam. m (1 Sam. 25:10-11),25:10-11), calling h calling him merely im merely one of manone of many servantsy servants who were  who were breaking abbreaking abreaking away from tway from their masteheir masters. Upon hrs. Upon hearing thiearing this responses response, David pr, David prepares hisepares his warriors  hishis warriohis warriors to attars to attack Nabal. ck Nabal. The quick-The quick-witted Abiwitted Abigail meetsgail meets David on  David on the road wthe road with gifts,itwwith giftswith gifts, divertin, diverting the disag the disaster whichster which would hav would have fallen ue fallen upon Nabal pon Nabal (as emphas(as emphasized by Daizeemphasemphasizedemphasized by David’ by David’s words ins words in 1 Sam. 25 1 Sam. 25:34, where:34, where he assert he asserts that wits that without Abigahout Abigahout Abigail’s Abigail’s interventiintervention not a mon not a male would ale would have been have been left to Naleft to Nabal by morbal by morning). Whening). When Nabal sonWheWhen NabalWhen Nabal sobers up sobers up from his  from his wine in thwine in the morning e morning and learnsand learns how close how close he came t he cam he came to dicame to disaster, “hsaster, “his heart dis heart dies withinies within him” and  him” and he becomeshe becomes “like a s “like a stone” (1 Stone” (1 Sam. 25:37)amSSam. 25:37Sam. 25:37). When Na). When Nabal dies 1bal dies 10 days lat0 days later, David er, David takes Abigtakes Abigail as hisail as his wife. She wife. She eventuall ev eventuallyeventually bears him bears him Chileab,  Chileab, a son who a son who does not fdoes not figure in tigure in the successhe succession.ion.ion.

A wealthy Calebite shepherd from Maon (1 Sam. 25). Although it is unlikely that 
his given name was Nabal (“fool”), his actions in the story portray him to be 
such, while his contrastingly cunning and sharp-witted wife Abigail cleverly works 
her way into the future king’s harem. This story also depicts David’s early 
relationship with the power structure near Hebron, where he would 
subsequently be crowned king first of Judah and then of all Israel. David, an 
outlaw from Saul’s court who had been residing with his men near Nabal’s herds, 
seeks gifts from Nabal during the festive shearing season, reminding Nabal that 
David’s men have been with Nabal’s herds and shepherds, but have done them 
no harm. There certainly is a bit of a threat interwoven with David’s request, as 
becomes obvious when Nabal, in his foolishness, refuses David’s request and 
insults him (1 Sam. 25:10-11), calling him merely one of many servants who were 
breaking away from their masters. Upon hearing this response, David prepares 
his warriors to attack Nabal. The quick-witted Abigail meets David on the road 
with gifts, diverting the disaster which would have fallen upon Nabal (as 
emphasized by David’s words in 1 Sam. 25:34, where he asserts that without 
Abigail’s intervention not a male would have been left to Nabal by morning). 
When Nabal sobers up from his wine in the morning and learns how close he 
came to disaster, “his heart dies within him” and he becomes “like a stone” (1 
Sam. 25:37). When Nabal dies 10 days later, David takes Abigail as his wife. She 
eventually bears him Chileab, a son who does not figure in the succession.

�Abigail isAbigail is the heroi the heroine of thisne of this story, su story, successfullyccessfully mediating mediating between h between her foolisher foolisher foolish hufoolish husband and sband and David, theDavid, the future ki future king who hasng who has been offe been offended by Nanded by Nabal’s rebubal’s rebuff. Furthefreburebuff. Furebuff. Furthermore,rthermore, it is on  it is on her lips ther lips that we enchat we encounter theounter the words abo words about David but David becoming thecbbecoming tbecoming the prince he prince of Israel of Israel and not haand not having bloodving bloodguilt on hguilt on his hands (is hands (1 Sam. 25:1 Sam. 25:28-31). Na28-25:25:28-31).25:28-31). Nabal is  Nabal is the fool wthe fool who cannot ho cannot see what lsee what lies in Davies in David’s (or hid’s (or his own) fuis own) future, whilturefufuture, whfuture, while Abigaiile Abigail sees alll sees all and shrew and shrewdly orchesdly orchestrates evetrates events to thents to the advantage advantage of the fu of  of the futof the future king oure king of Israel. f Israel. Thus, the Thus, the foolish Nafoolish Nabal is a fbal is a foil to Abioil to Abigail, and gail, and the writerthe writethe writer usewriter uses Nabal’s s Nabal’s story to sstory to show the fohow the folly of tholly of those who seese who see David onl David only as an ouy as an outlaw cast tlououtlaw casoutlaw cast out fromt out from Saul’s co Saul’s court, and turt, and therefore nherefore not worthy ot worthy of supportof support (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sam. 25:10-11).5225:10-11).25:10-11).

Abigail is the heroine of this story, successfully mediating between her 



foolish husband and David, the future king who has been offended by Nabal’s 
rebuff. Furthermore, it is on her lips that we encounter the words about David 
becoming the prince of Israel and not having bloodguilt on his hands (1 Sam. 
25:28-31). Nabal is the fool who cannot see what lies in David’s (or his own) 
future, while Abigail sees all and shrewdly orchestrates events to the advantage 
of the future king of Israel. Thus, the foolish Nabal is a foil to Abigail, and the 
writer uses Nabal’s story to show the folly of those who see David only as an 
outlaw cast out from Saul’s court, and therefore not worthy of support (1 Sam. 
25:10-11).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. D. LeviJ. D. Levinson, “1 Snson, “1 Samuel 25 aamuel 25 as Literatus Literature and as re and as History,” History,” CBQCBCBQCBQ 40 (1978) 40 (1978): 11–28.: 11–28.: 11–28.
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NABATEANSNABATEANS (Gk.  (Gk. NabataiíoiNabataiíoi)))

NABATEANS (Gk. Nabataiíoi)

A people wA people who first eho first emerge as amerge as an independn independent group ent group in the repin the report by Dioort by Diodorus Sicudorus Sicudorus Siculus ofSiculus of a raid by a raid by the Seleu the Seleucid generacid general Antigonul Antigonus in 312 s in 312 B.C.E.B.C.E. However,  However, other clasother claother classical classical authors reauthors refer to a pfer to a people situeople situated alongated along the weste the western edge ofrn edge of the Arabi the Arabian Peninsuan Pan Peninsula,Peninsula, the  the Nabat�u®Nabat�u®, who, aft, who, after failinger failing as pirate as pirates in the Rs in the Red Sea, maed Sea, make their wke their ke their way their way northward northward along the along the coast. Thecoast. The  Nabat�u®Nabat�u® apparentl apparently represeny represented a confted a cted a confederacconfederacy of seminy of seminomads seekomads seeking a moreing a more permanent permanent lifestyle lifestyle. It is at. It is at Petra, th Petra, the southerne se southernmosouthernmost stronghst stronghold of theold of the biblical  biblical Edomites, Edomites, that they that they finally fofinally found their und their refuge, amrefurefuge, amrefuge, amalgamated algamated with the swith the sedentary Eedentary Edomites, adomites, and became nd became the Nabatethe Nabateans of hisans of hans of history. Ehistory. Edomites redomites resisting sysisting symbiosis wimbiosis with the Bedth the Bedouin groupouin group moved wes moved westward, to tward, totward, to become to become known as Iknown as Idumeans, bdumeans, but ties beut ties between the tween the two groupstwo groups long rema long remained, as iined, asined, as is illuas is illustrated bystrated by the ances the ancestry of Hertry of Herod the Greod the Great, whose at, whose father wasfather was an Idumea an Idumean and his n IdumeaIdumean anIdumean and his mothd his mother a Nabater a Nabatean.ean.ean.

A people who first emerge as an independent group in the report by Diodorus 
Siculus of a raid by the Seleucid general Antigonus in 312 B.C.E. However, other 
classical authors refer to a people situated along the western edge of the Arabian 
Peninsula, the Nabat�u® , who, after failing as pirates in the Red Sea, make 
their way northward along the coast. The Nabat�u®  apparently represented a 
confederacy of seminomads seeking a more permanent lifestyle. It is at Petra, the 
southernmost stronghold of the biblical Edomites, that they finally found their 
refuge, amalgamated with the sedentary Edomites, and became the Nabateans of 
history. Edomites resisting symbiosis with the Bedouin group moved westward, 
to become known as Idumeans, but ties between the two groups long remained, 
as is illustrated by the ancestry of Herod the Great, whose father was an 
Idumean and his mother a Nabatean.

�The joininThe joining of a vigg of a vigorous wandorous wandering peopering people with a le with a sedentary sedentary populationpopulation led to th led to led to the forto the formation of mation of one of theone of the most impo most important commrtant commercial bodercial bodies in theies in the Middle Ea Middle Ea Middle East durinEast during the lastg the last few centu few centuries ries B.C.E.B.C.E. through t through the 4th cenhe 4th century tury C.E.C.E. Utilizing Utilizing their ear their their earltheir earlier knowleier knowledge of thedge of the trade rou trade routes of thetes of the Arabian P Arabian Peninsula, eninsula, the Nabatethe Nabateans were aanNabateNabateans Nabateans were able were able to secure to secure the sourcethe sources and the s and the markets ofmarkets of the lucra the lucrative franktive frankincense anifrankfrankincenfrankincense and myrse and myrrh trade, rh trade, add to it add to it spices, gespices, gems, balsamms, balsams, bitumens, bitumen, and even, and even the China th the China the China silk tradesilk trade in the co in the course of tiurse of time.me.me.

The joining of a vigorous wandering people with a sedentary population led 
to the formation of one of the most important commercial bodies in the Middle 
East during the last few centuries B.C.E. through the 4th century C.E. Utilizing 
their earlier knowledge of the trade routes of the Arabian Peninsula, the 
Nabateans were able to secure the sources and the markets of the lucrative 
frankincense and myrrh trade, add to it spices, gems, balsams, bitumen, and even 
the China silk trade in the course of time.

�Monarchy hMonarchy had soon foad soon followed trillowed tribal sheikdbal sheikdom and witom and with it came h it came the urge tthe urge to emulate o emo emulate neemulate neighboring,ighboring, more soph more sophisticated,isticated, cultures. cultures. Under the Under the hand of K hand of King Aretasing Aretas IV (9  AretasAretas IV Aretas IV (9 (9 B.C.E.B.C.E.—40 —40 C.E.C.E.), Petra b), Petra became an uecame an urban capitrban capital city, cal city, complete wiomplete with an overth an th an oversizan oversized theatered theater, nymphaeu, nymphaeum, public m, public bath, tempbath, temples, and mles, and more than 8ore than 800 rock-ca00 rock-c00 rock-carverock-carved funeraryd funerary monuments monuments, some of , some of which reacwhich reached monumehed monumental propontal proportions.rtionpropoproportionproportions.s.s.

Monarchy had soon followed tribal sheikdom and with it came the urge to 
emulate neighboring, more sophisticated, cultures. Under the hand of King 
Aretas IV (9 B.C.E.—40 C.E.), Petra became an urban capital city, complete with 
an oversized theater, nymphaeum, public bath, temples, and more than 800 
rock-carved funerary monuments, some of which reached monumental 
proportions.

�Commerce rCommerce required exequired expansion, apansion, and by the nd by the 1st centur1st century y C.E.C.E. the Nabat the Nabateans contreans coeans controlledcontrolled more than more than 1000 site 1000 sites throughos throughout Coele-Sut Coele-Syria and Syria and Saudi Arabiaudi Arabia, with tha, with the contactseththe contacthe contacts reachints reaching from Damg from Damascus to tascus to the north the north to Medain So Medain Selah to thelah to the south, te south, te south, through ththrough the Sinai Pee Sinai Peninsula, ininsula, into Egypt,nto Egypt, and into  and into the Roman the Roman West.West.West.

Commerce required expansion, and by the 1st century C.E. the Nabateans 



controlled more than 1000 sites throughout Coele-Syria and Saudi Arabia, with 
the contacts reaching from Damascus to the north to Medain Selah to the south, 
through the Sinai Peninsula, into Egypt, and into the Roman West.

�Such a ricSuch a rich and expah and expanding provnding provincial kinincial kingdom attragdom attracted the acted the attention ottention of Rome as f Romef Rome as eaRome as early as therly as the conquest  conquest of Syro-Paof Syro-Palestine bylestine by Pompey in Pompey in 64  64 B.C.E.B.C.E. Early att Early attempts to semattattempts tattempts to subdue to subdue the Nabateahe Nabateans failed ns failed for one refor one reason or anason or another, andother, and they were they were they were permiwere permitted to extted to exist in a qist in a quasi-autonuasi-autonomous statomous state. Emperore. Emperor Augustus  Augustus had raisedhad raisedhad raised an raised an investiturinvestiture objectioe objection to the an to the accession occession of Aretas If Aretas IV, but hadV, but had done noth done nothing formalingnothnothing fonothing formally to rmally to claim the claim the kingdom. Tkingdom. Trajan, howrajan, however, founever, found it necesd it necessary to cosary to consolidate nscoconsolidatconsolidate Roman hoe Roman holdings in ldings in the Middlethe Middle East, and East, and when his  when his legions malegions marched intorched into Petra in  intointo Petrainto Petra in 106  in 106 C.E.C.E. the Nabat the Nabatean kingdoean kingdom, as a pom, as a political enlitical entity, ceastity, ceased to exised to exist. Howevert. Ht. However, cHowever, contrary toontrary to views hel views held earlier d earlier in Nabateain Nabatean studies,n studies, current e current evidence suvidence suggests thagsusuggests tsuggests that the tahat the takeover actkeover actually disrually disrupted neitupted neither the echer the economy nor onomy nor the lifestthe lifestyle of theyle lifestlifestyle lifestyle of the peoof the people.ple.ple.

Such a rich and expanding provincial kingdom attracted the attention of 
Rome as early as the conquest of Syro-Palestine by Pompey in 64 B.C.E. Early 
attempts to subdue the Nabateans failed for one reason or another, and they 
were permitted to exist in a quasi-autonomous state. Emperor Augustus had 
raised an investiture objection to the accession of Aretas IV, but had done 
nothing formally to claim the kingdom. Trajan, however, found it necessary to 
consolidate Roman holdings in the Middle East, and when his legions marched 
into Petra in 106 C.E. the Nabatean kingdom, as a political entity, ceased to exist. 
However, contrary to views held earlier in Nabatean studies, current evidence 
suggests that the takeover actually disrupted neither the economy nor the 
lifestyle of the people.

�Along withAlong with commercia commercial brillianl brilliance, the wice, the widespread cdespread connectionsonnections of the tr of the traders openaders oaders opened theopened the way for a way for an equally n equally impressiveimpressive borrowing borrowing of all of of all of the lifes the lifestyle advantyle advantages of ttagadvanadvantagesadvantages of the gr of the greater worleater world around td around them. This hem. This habit of ehabit of extensive bxtensive borrowing corrowing clouds the lcclouds theclouds the issue of  issue of the degreethe degree to which  to which any given any given attributesattributes of Nabate of Nabatean culturean culture are reall ar are reallyare really Nabatean  Nabatean in origin,in origin, or whethe or whether individur individual aspectsal aspects represent represent adoption, adoption, adaptatio ada adaptationadaptation, or actua, or actual innovatil innovation. Regardon. Regardless of thless of the confusioe confusion, howevern, however, the nati, the native abilitive ave abilities abilities of the peoof the people resultple resulted in the ed in the creation ocreation of a most uf a most unique mosanique mosaic of techic of technology, arnolotechtechnologytechnology, art, arc, art, architecture,hitecture, religion, religion, and all o and all other facetther facets of dailys of daily life. life. life.

Along with commercial brilliance, the widespread connections of the traders 
opened the way for an equally impressive borrowing of all of the lifestyle 
advantages of the greater world around them. This habit of extensive borrowing 
clouds the issue of the degree to which any given attributes of Nabatean culture 
are really Nabatean in origin, or whether individual aspects represent adoption, 
adaptation, or actual innovation. Regardless of the confusion, however, the native 
abilities of the people resulted in the creation of a most unique mosaic of 
technology, art, architecture, religion, and all other facets of daily life.

�Perhaps thPerhaps the most stre most striking featiking feature of Nabure of Nabatean techatean technology appnology appears in thears in their hydroleir hydeir hydrologichydrological achieveal achievements, botments, both for wateh for water collectir collection and dison and distribution tribution in the capin the capital city italcapcapital cicapital city and forty and for agricultu agricultural use inral use in the arid  the arid and semi-aand semi-arid portiorid portions of the ns of the kingdom. Ckingdomkingdom. Ckingdom. Ceramic piperamic pipelines, reelines, reservoirs, servoirs, gravity fegravity feeds, runneeds, runnels, and cals, and capacious cipacious cisterns allstercicisterns acisterns all served ll served the urban the urban environmenenvironments. Outsidts. Outside, dams cle, dams closed off wosed off wadis to coadis to collect watellecocollect wacollect water duringter during the rainy the rainy season, c season, circles of ircles of stone retastone retarded runofrded runoff from slof from slopes, and ipes,sloslopes, anslopes, and irrigatid irrigation lines fon lines fed crops. ed crops. It is possIt is possibly in reibly in regard to thgard to the conservae conservation of wation of tion of water sof water supplies thupplies that the semat the seminomadic binomadic background ackground of the Nabof the Nabateans mayateans may be seen t be seen be seen to emseen to emerge most erge most obviously.obviously.

Perhaps the most striking feature of Nabatean technology appears in their 
hydrological achievements, both for water collection and distribution in the 
capital city and for agricultural use in the arid and semi-arid portions of the 
kingdom. Ceramic pipelines, reservoirs, gravity feeds, runnels, and capacious 
cisterns all served the urban environments. Outside, dams closed off wadis to 
collect water during the rainy season, circles of stone retarded runoff from 
slopes, and irrigation lines fed crops. It is possibly in regard to the conservation 
of water supplies that the seminomadic background of the Nabateans may be 
seen to emerge most obviously.

�The same dThe same degree of tegree of technologicechnological sophistal sophistication maication may be seen y be seen in other ain other aspects of spectsaaspects ofaspects of Nabatean  Nabatean life: archlife: architecture, itecture, ceramics, ceramics, metallurgymetallurgy, chemistr, chemistry, mathemay, mathematics, consticmathemamathematicmathematics, construs, construction, andction, and even toxi even toxicology. Grcology. Greco-Roman eco-Roman architectuarchitectural forms ral formral forms wereforms were borrowed, borrowed, adapted,  adapted, and put toand put to use, espe use, especially forcially for the facad the facades of funees of funerary monumrafunefunerary mfunerary monuments; onuments; common warcommon ware pottery e pottery of the perof the period was siiod was simply copiemply copied, whereasd, whed, whereas fiwhereas fine thin (“ne thin (“eggshell”)eggshell”) wares, pl wares, plain and paain and painted, emeinted, emerged as perged as perhaps the rhaps the best cerambesbest cerambest ceramics producics produced in the ed in the Middle EasMiddle East up to tht up to that time; mat time; mining, proining, processing, acessing, and manufacndaand manufaand manufacturing ofcturing of iron, cop iron, copper, bronzper, bronze, lead, ge, lead, gold, and sold, and silver objeilver objects was oncts was on a par wit a p a par with tpar with the rest ofhe rest of the Roman the Roman world; an world; and so it wad so it was with virs with virtually evetually every facet ory facet of life.f liff life.life.life.

The same degree of technological sophistication may be seen in other 
aspects of Nabatean life: architecture, ceramics, metallurgy, chemistry, 
mathematics, construction, and even toxicology. Greco-Roman architectural 
forms were borrowed, adapted, and put to use, especially for the facades of 
funerary monuments; common ware pottery of the period was simply copied, 
whereas fine thin (“eggshell”) wares, plain and painted, emerged as perhaps the 
best ceramics produced in the Middle East up to that time; mining, processing, 
and manufacturing of iron, copper, bronze, lead, gold, and silver objects was on a 
par with the rest of the Roman world; and so it was with virtually every facet of 



life.

�Cultural sCultural sophisticatophistication and ecion and eclecticism lecticism followed tfollowed technologicechnological, to be al, to be seen in arseen in aseen in art and arart and architecturachitectural forms, rl forms, religion, deligion, dress, diplress, diplomatic relomatic relations, anations, and even in d even in communicatcommcommunicatcommunication. The Aion. The Aramaic-speramaic-speaking Nabaaking Nabateans eventeans even created a created another scrnother script to addipt to aipt to add to thoadd to those in use se in use in the Midin the Middle East odle East of their daf their day. A runniy. A running cursiveng cursive writing f writing form develoorm fform develform developed, usedoped, used both for  both for lapidary alapidary and more cond more common graffmmon graffiti. It waiti. It was this scrs this script that wipscrscript thascript that would sot would somewhat latmewhat later be traner be transformed insformed into the “Arto the “Arabic” writabic” writing still ing still in use todin uin use today.use today.

Cultural sophistication and eclecticism followed technological, to be seen in 
art and architectural forms, religion, dress, diplomatic relations, and even in 
communication. The Aramaic-speaking Nabateans even created another script to 
add to those in use in the Middle East of their day. A running cursive writing 
form developed, used both for lapidary and more common graffiti. It was this 
script that would somewhat later be transformed into the “Arabic” writing still in 
use today.

�Prior to tPrior to the excavathe excavations of Geions of George Horsforge Horsfield at Peield at Petra beginntra beginning in 192ing in 1929, the onl9, the o9, the only indiconly indicator of Naator of Nabatean prebatean presence on asence on a site was  site was epigraphicepigraphic evidence. evidence. Horsfield Horsfield linked th lin linked thelinked the fine thin fine thin pottery o pottery of Petra tof Petra to the Nabat the Nabateans, permeans, permitting ideitting identificationtification of sitesn of sn of sites throsites throughout allughout all of the an of the ancient kingcient kingdom and aldom and along its trong its trade routesade routes, regardle, regardless of whetss oss of whetherof whether graffiti  graffiti or other ior other inscribed mnscribed materials waterials were presenere present. Survey t. Survey activity bactivity began to pieganbbegan to pbegan to pinpoint Nainpoint Nabatean sitbatean sites and to es and to reveal thereveal the extent of extent of their inf their influence. Exluence. Excavations cavaExExcavationExcavations followeds followed slowly, b slowly, beginning aeginning at Petra ant Petra and, more red, more recently, atcently, at other maj other major sites oormajmajor sitemajor sites on both s on both sides of tsides of the Jordan he Jordan River.River.River.

Prior to the excavations of George Horsfield at Petra beginning in 1929, the 
only indicator of Nabatean presence on a site was epigraphic evidence. Horsfield 
linked the fine thin pottery of Petra to the Nabateans, permitting identification of 
sites throughout all of the ancient kingdom and along its trade routes, regardless 
of whether graffiti or other inscribed materials were present. Survey activity 
began to pinpoint Nabatean sites and to reveal the extent of their influence. 
Excavations followed slowly, beginning at Petra and, more recently, at other 
major sites on both sides of the Jordan River.

�As a resulAs a result of a dist of a disastrous eaastrous earthquake wrthquake which occurhich occurred on 19 red on 19 May 363 May 363 C.E.C.E., Petra wa, Pe, Petra was Petra was virtually virtually destroyed destroyed and its peand its people soughople sought other hot other home sites. me sites. With the lWith the loss of theoslloss of thloss of the dominance dominance of the ce of the capital citapital city, the Naby, the Nabateans as ateans as a nation wa nation were themseere themselves virtulvethemsethemselvesthemselves virtually virtually lost as w lost as well, excepell, except for the t for the sparse clasparse classical refssical references, terences, those in thhose inhose in the intin the intertestamenertestamental biblictal biblical sourcesal sources, and the , and the myriad of myriad of graffiti sgraffiti spread thropread throughout theughouthrothroughoutthroughout the regio the regions of theins of their ancient r ancient realm. Morrealm. More extensive extensive excavatie excavations, especons, especially at Piaespecespeciallyespecially at Petra, at Petra, and resea and research in therch in the classical classical and bibli and biblical recordcal records, have cos, have continued, gntinuedcocontinued,continued, gradually gradually piecing t piecing together moogether more and morre and more of Nabate of Nabatean life. ean life. Lack of ofLack of official recficofofficial rofficial records, anecords, annals, and nals, and similar masimilar materials isterials is still a m still a major problajor problem, and maem, and many elementny elemny elements oelements of Nabateanf Nabatean customs,  customs, history, ahistory, and other dnd other details areetails are still mis still missing. Likesing. Likewise missiwiseLikeLikewise mLikewise missing areissing are details o details of presencef presence of the pe of the people, as tople, as they both lhey both lingered oningered on earlier s ear earlier siearlier sites and sotes and sought new aught new areas to exreas to exercise theercise their expertiir expertise in commse in commerce and terce and their myriahettheir myritheir myriad of skilad of skills borrowels borrowed and deved and developed duriloped during the lifng the life of the ke of the kingdom.ingdom.ingdom.

As a result of a disastrous earthquake which occurred on 19 May 363 C.E., 
Petra was virtually destroyed and its people sought other home sites. With the 
loss of the dominance of the capital city, the Nabateans as a nation were 
themselves virtually lost as well, except for the sparse classical references, those 
in the intertestamental biblical sources, and the myriad of graffiti spread 
throughout the regions of their ancient realm. More extensive excavations, 
especially at Petra, and research in the classical and biblical records, have 
continued, gradually piecing together more and more of Nabatean life. Lack of 
official records, annals, and similar materials is still a major problem, and many 
elements of Nabatean customs, history, and other details are still missing. 
Likewise missing are details of presence of the people, as they both lingered on 
earlier sites and sought new areas to exercise their expertise in commerce and 
their myriad of skills borrowed and developed during the life of the kingdom.

Philip C. Philip C. HammondHammond
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NABLUSNABLUS (Arab.  (Arab. NablusNablus)))

NABLUS (Arab. Nablus)

A city jusA city just W of Telt W of Tell l Bala®t�ahBala®t�ah (biblical (biblical Shechem), Shechem), founded b founded by Vespasiay Vespasian in 72 n in 72 C.E.CC.E.C.E. as Flaviu as Flavius Neapoliss Neapolis (Gk. “new (Gk. “new city”), a city”), a settlemen settlement for Romat for Roman army vetn army veterans. Juserans. Juerans. Justin MarJustin Martyr was botyr was born nearby rn nearby ca. 100. Tca. 100. The city ishe city is home to t home to the modern he modern Samaritan Samaritan community.ccommunity.community.

A city just W of Tell Bala®t�ah  (biblical Shechem), founded by Vespasian in 72 
C.E. as Flavius Neapolis (Gk. “new city”), a settlement for Roman army veterans. 
Justin Martyr was born nearby ca. 100. The city is home to the modern Samaritan 
community.

NABONIDUSNABONIDUS (Akk.  (Akk. Nabu®-na}iNabu®-na}idd)))

NABONIDUS (Akk. Nabu®-na}id)

The last kThe last king of Babing of Babylon (556–ylon (556–539 539 B.C.B.C.). The son). The son of a prie of a priest of the st of the moon-god moon-god SiînSiîn from Harr f from Harrafrom Harran in Uppern in Upper Mesopotam Mesopotamia, he wasia, he was apparentl apparently not fromy not from the royal the royal line and  line and line and thus uand thus usurped thesurped the throne. I throne. In a pseudon a pseudo-autobiogr-autobiographical acaphical account of hcount of her life, her life, his mother is mis mother Adamother Adad-guppi (wd-guppi (who lived fho lived for more thor more than 100 yeaan 100 years) claimers) claimed to have d to have been instrbeen instbeen instrumentinstrumental in Naboal in Nabonidus’ risnidus’ rise to powere to power. He favor. He favored the ed the SiînSiîn cult over cult over that of M that of M that of Marduk, thMarduk, the chief goe chief god of Babyld of Babylon, and thon, and thus caused us caused friction bfriction between himetween himself and tself and the religiohetthe religithe religious establous establishment inishment in Babylon. Babylon. Babylon.

The last king of Babylon (556–539 B.C.). The son of a priest of the moon-god Siîn 
from Harran in Upper Mesopotamia, he was apparently not from the royal line 



and thus usurped the throne. In a pseudo-autobiographical account of her life, his 
mother Adad-guppi (who lived for more than 100 years) claimed to have been 
instrumental in Nabonidus’ rise to power. He favored the Siîn cult over that of 
Marduk, the chief god of Babylon, and thus caused friction between himself and 
the religious establishment in Babylon.

�For some uFor some unstated renstated reason, Naboason, Nabonidus leftnidus left Babylon f Babylon for the oasor the oasis of Temais of Tema in the Ar in th in the Arabiathe Arabian desert an desert and stayed nd stayed there ca. there ca. 10 years (10 years (ca. 553–54ca. 553–543). His so3). His son Belshazzn Belshazzar ruled BarBelshazzBelshazzarBelshazzar ruled Bab ruled Babylon in hiylon in his place, ts place, taking careaking care of admini of administrative astrative and militarnd military duties. y dutiy duties. Thduties. Thus Nabonidus Nabonidus was notus was not present t present to fulfill o fulfill his role ahis role as king in s king in the New Yethe New Year festivaar far festivals festivals of Marduk,of Marduk, thereby i thereby incurring tncurring the wrath ohe wrath of the Mardf the Marduk priestsuk priests. Nabonidu. Nabonidus had retus NaboniduNabonidus Nabonidus had returnhad returned to Babyed to Babylon for onlon for only a shortly a short time befo time before his kinre his kingdom was agdom was agdom was attacked battacked by Cyrus ofy Cyrus of Persia, w Persia, who captureho captured the cityd the city in 539. A in 539. According tccording to the Babyo the Babylonian wriloBabyBabylonianBabylonian writer Be writer Berossus (carossus (ca. 250), Cy. 250), Cyrus later rus later made Nabonmade Nabonidus a govidus a governor in Cernor in Cernor in Carmania.Carmania.Carmania.

For some unstated reason, Nabonidus left Babylon for the oasis of Tema in 
the Arabian desert and stayed there ca. 10 years (ca. 553–543). His son 
Belshazzar ruled Babylon in his place, taking care of administrative and military 
duties. Thus Nabonidus was not present to fulfill his role as king in the New Year 
festivals of Marduk, thereby incurring the wrath of the Marduk priests. 
Nabonidus had returned to Babylon for only a short time before his kingdom was 
attacked by Cyrus of Persia, who captured the city in 539. According to the 
Babylonian writer Berossus (ca. 250), Cyrus later made Nabonidus a governor in 
Carmania.

�Nabonidus Nabonidus was considwas considered an “eered an “evil king” vil king” by later hby later historical istorical traditionstraditions. The Vers. The Ve. The Verse AccoVerse Account of unt of Nabu®-na}iNabu®-na}idd was a pro was a propagandistipagandistic text comc text composed by tposed by the Marduk he Marhe Marduk priMarduk priests to juests to justify the stify the takeover otakeover of Babylon f Babylon by the Perby the Persians. Nabsians. Nabonidus’ cronidus’ crime was hiimcrcrime was crime was his ignorihis ignoring of the ng of the Marduk culMarduk cult. The prit. The priests even ests even claim to hclaim to have helpedave helped the Persi th the Persiathe Persian cause. Tn cause. The Persianhe Persian Cyrus Cyl Cyrus Cylinder extoinder extolled the glled the greatness oreatness of Cyrus, wf Cyrus, while listihwwhile listwhile listing the siing the sins of Nabons of Nabonidus.nidus.nidus.

Nabonidus was considered an “evil king” by later historical traditions. The 
Verse Account of Nabu®-na}id was a propagandistic text composed by the 
Marduk priests to justify the takeover of Babylon by the Persians. Nabonidus’ 
crime was his ignoring of the Marduk cult. The priests even claim to have helped 
the Persian cause. The Persian Cyrus Cylinder extolled the greatness of Cyrus, 
while listing the sins of Nabonidus.

�Although NAlthough Nabonidus iabonidus is not ments not mentioned in tioned in the Bible, he Bible, he is founhe is found in the fd in the folkloristiolklorisffolkloristfolkloristic Prayer ic Prayer of Nabonidof Nabonidus, a 1st-us, a 1st-century century B.C.B.C. text writ text written in Araten in Aramaic. The maic. The depiction dedepiction depiction of the Babof the Babylonian kiylonian king is siming is similar to thalar to that in the Vt in the Verse Accouerse Account. Furthent. Furthermore, NabrmoFurtheFurthermorFurthermore, Nabonide, Nabonidus was saius was said to have d to have been afflibeen afflicted with cted with a bad infla bad inflammation wammation wammation which causwhich caused him to ed him to be “put awbe “put away from meay from men” for sevn” for seven years, en years, not unlikenot unlike the descr the descr the descriptiodescription of Nebucn of Nebuchadnezzar hadnezzar II in the II in the book of Dabook of Daniel. The niel. The marked simmarked similarities ilarities between thbebetween thbetween the two Babye two Babylonian kinlonian kings in lategs in later traditior traditions has beens has been the subjn the subject of mucect of much scholarlh mucmuch scholmuch scholarly discuarly discussion, butssion, but there has there has been no c been no consensus tonsensus to explain o explain this.this.this.

Although Nabonidus is not mentioned in the Bible, he is found in the 
folkloristic Prayer of Nabonidus, a 1st-century B.C. text written in Aramaic. The 
depiction of the Babylonian king is similar to that in the Verse Account. 
Furthermore, Nabonidus was said to have been afflicted with a bad inflammation 
which caused him to be “put away from men” for seven years, not unlike the 
description of Nebuchadnezzar II in the book of Daniel. The marked similarities 
between the two Babylonian kings in later traditions has been the subject of 
much scholarly discussion, but there has been no consensus to explain this.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. J. GaddC. J. Gadd, “The Har, “The Harran Inscriran Inscriptions of ptions of Nabonidus,Nabonidus,” ” Anatolian AnatolianAnatolian Anatolian StudiesStudies 8 (1958): 8 (1958): 35–92; R. 35–92; R. H. Sack,  H. Sack, “Nebuchadn“Nebuchadnezzar and ezzar and Nabonidus Nabonidus in Folklorin Fin Folklore aFolklore and Historynd History,” ,” MesopotamiMesopotamiaa 17 (1982) 17 (1982): 67–131; : 67–131; “Nabonidus“Nabonidus of Babylo of Babylon,” in n,” inn,” in in Crossing BCrossing Boundaries oundaries and Linkinand Linking Horizonsg Horizons,, ed. R. E. ed. R. E. Averbeck, Averbeck, M. W. Cha M. W. Chavalas, andvalas, and valas, and G. D. and G. D. Young (BetYoung (Bethesda, 199hesda, 1997), 455–737), 455–73...

Bibliography. C. J. Gadd, “The Harran Inscriptions of Nabonidus,” 
Anatolian Studies 8 (1958): 35–92; R. H. Sack, “Nebuchadnezzar and Nabonidus in 
Folklore and History,” Mesopotamia 17 (1982): 67–131; “Nabonidus of Babylon,” 
in Crossing Boundaries and Linking Horizons, ed. R. E. Averbeck, M. W. Chavalas, 
and G. D. Young (Bethesda, 1997), 455–73.

Mark W. ChMark W. Chavalasavalas

Mark W. Chavalas

NABOTHNABOTH (Heb.  (Heb. naœb�o®t�naœb�o®t�)))

NABOTH (Heb. naœb�o®t� )

A JezreeliA Jezreelite judiciate judicially murderlly murdered by Jezeed by Jezebel and Ahbel and Ahab in ordeab in order to confir to confiscate his scate his vineyard, vinevineyard, vineyard, presumablypresumably located n located next to Ahaext to Ahab’s palaceb’s palace in Jezree in Jezreel. The stol. The story of Nabory of Naboth’s vineythNaboNaboth’s vNaboth’s vineyard (1ineyard (1 Kgs. 21:1 Kgs. 21:1-16) raise-16) raises issues os issues of royal pof royal power and prwer and prerogative,erogative, especiall es especiallyespecially concernin concerning the owneg the ownership of lrship of land in ancand in ancient Israeient Israel. Naboth l. Naboth upholds thupholds the old tribe oe old tribalold tribal ethos tha ethos that land remt land remain in theain in the tribe (Le tribe (Lev. 25:23; v. 25:23; Num. 26:5-Num. 26:5-9), the in9), the inheritance heritaininheritancinheritance (Heb. e (Heb. nah�a�la®nah�a�la®) of his f) of his fathers andathers and an inalie an inalienable trusnable trust from Yaht from Yahweh.weYahYahweh.Yahweh.Yahweh.

A Jezreelite judicially murdered by Jezebel and Ahab in order to confiscate his 
vineyard, presumably located next to Ahab’s palace in Jezreel. The story of 
Naboth’s vineyard (1 Kgs. 21:1-16) raises issues of royal power and prerogative, 
especially concerning the ownership of land in ancient Israel. Naboth upholds the 



old tribal ethos that land remain in the tribe (Lev. 25:23; Num. 26:5-9), the 
inheritance (Heb. nah�a�la® ) of his fathers and an inalienable trust from 
Yahweh.

�1 Kgs. 21 1 Kgs. 21 places theplaces the blame for blame for Naboth’s  Naboth’s death on Jdeath on Jezebel. Shezebel. She declarese declares a fast in a fast i a fast in Ahab’s in Ahab’s name, thenname, then hires two hires two scoundrel scoundrels to falses to falsely accuse ly accuse Naboth of Naboth of committingcommitting treason a committingcommittingcommitting treason a treason against Godgainst God and the k and the king, ensuring, ensuring Nabothing Naboth’s death b’s death by stoning y stoning (Deut. 13:((Deut. 13:(Deut. 13:10; 17:5; 10; 17:5; Exod. 22:2Exod. 22:28[MT 27]).8[MT 27]). She devis She devises this ples this plan only afan only after Nabothter Naboth refuses t re refuses torefuses to sell his  sell his vineyard tvineyard to Ahab foro Ahab for a vegetab a vegetable garden.le garden. Upon Nabo Upon Naboth’s deathth’s death, Ahab tak, A, Ahab takesAhab takes possessio possession of the ln of the land. As a and. As a result, boresult, both Jezebelth Jezebel and Ahab  and Ahab are punishare punished by God edpunishpunished bpunished by God as py God as prophesied rophesied by Elijah by Elijah (1 Kgs. 21(1 Kgs. 21:17-24).:17-24).:17-24).

1 Kgs. 21 places the blame for Naboth’s death on Jezebel. She declares a fast 
in Ahab’s name, then hires two scoundrels to falsely accuse Naboth of 
committing treason against God and the king, ensuring Naboth’s death by stoning 
(Deut. 13:10; 17:5; Exod. 22:28[MT 27]). She devises this plan only after Naboth 
refuses to sell his vineyard to Ahab for a vegetable garden. Upon Naboth’s death, 
Ahab takes possession of the land. As a result, both Jezebel and Ahab are 
punished by God as prophesied by Elijah (1 Kgs. 21:17-24).

�In 2 Kgs. In 2 Kgs. 9:21-37 th9:21-37 these eventsese events are cited are cited as the re as the reason for tason for the demise he demise of Ahab’s of Ahab’of Ahab’s dynAhab’s dynasty. Hereasty. Here only Ahab only Ahab is respon is responsible for sible for Naboth’s dNaboth’s death (2 Kgeath (2 Kgs. 9:26); s. 9:26); the vineyaththe vineyathe vineyard is in rrd is in riding distiding distance from ance from Ahab’s palAhab’s palace (v. 21ace (v. 21) instead ) instead of next toof next to it; and b it; an it; and both Nand both Naboth and aboth and his sons ahis sons are killed re killed by Ahab. Aby Ahab. According tccording to the rabbo the rabbis, Ahab iis, Ahab is Naboth’ss iis Naboth’is Naboth’s cousin as cousin and the rignd the rightful heirhtful heir of his pr of his property (operty (Sanh.Sanh. 48b). The 48b). They also sugy also suggest that gesugsuggest thsuggest that it is Nat it is Naboth’s reaboth’s revengeful svengeful spirit thatpirit that entices A entices Ahab to enghab to engage in theage in the battle th battl battle thabattle that ultimatet ultimately leads tly leads to Ahab’s do Ahab’s death (eath (Yalqut� SÁYalqut� SÁim{oniim{oni Kgs. 221) Kgs. 221)...

In 2 Kgs. 9:21-37 these events are cited as the reason for the demise of 
Ahab’s dynasty. Here only Ahab is responsible for Naboth’s death (2 Kgs. 9:26); 
the vineyard is in riding distance from Ahab’s palace (v. 21) instead of next to it; 
and both Naboth and his sons are killed by Ahab. According to the rabbis, Ahab 
is Naboth’s cousin and the rightful heir of his property (Sanh. 48b). They also 
suggest that it is Naboth’s revengeful spirit that entices Ahab to engage in the 
battle that ultimately leads to Ahab’s death (Yalqut� SÁim{oni  Kgs. 221).

Deborah A.Deborah A. Appler Appler

Deborah A. Appler

NACONNACON (Heb.  (Heb. naœk�o®nnaœk�o®n)))

NACON (Heb. naœk�o®n )

The threshThe threshing floor ing floor on the wayon the way to Jerusa to Jerusalem, wherelem, where the oxen  the oxen stumbled dstumbled during a cuuring a cuuring a cultic procultic procession ancession and Uzzah, ad Uzzah, an officiatn officiating priesting priest, reached , reached out to theout to the ark of Go ark of God, took hod, tod, took hold took hold of it, andof it, and died (2 S died (2 Sam. 6:6). am. 6:6). An editoriAn editorial note (2al note (2 Sam. 6:8) Sam. 6:8) adds that adds that David cal Davi David callDavid called the plaed the place Perez-uce Perez-uzzah (“Uzzzzah (“Uzzah’s breacah’s breach”). In thh”). In the parallele parallel in 1 Chr. in 1 Chr. 13:9 the  13:9 13:9 the t13:9 the threshing fhreshing floor is caloor is called Kidonlled Kidon (cf. Gk.  (cf. Gk. Cheidoœén,Cheidoœén, Josephus  Josephus Ant.Ant. 7.81). On 7.81).  7.81). One7.81). One LXX tradi LXX tradition readstion reads Nodab, an Nodab, another Nachother Nachor, and inor, and in a Qumran  a Qumran manuscriptmanuscmanuscriptmanuscript it is cal it is called Nodan.led Nodan. The Hebre The Hebrew has beenw has been variously variously translate translated as a prod as a proper name opproproper namproper name or a pase or a passive partisive participle of tciple of the verb he verb ku®nku®n (“certain (“certain,” “secure,” “secure,” “perman,” “perm,” “permanent“permanent,” or “pre,” or “prepared” [i.pared” [i.e., threshe., threshing floor]ing floor]).).).

The threshing floor on the way to Jerusalem, where the oxen stumbled during a 
cultic procession and Uzzah, an officiating priest, reached out to the ark of God, 
took hold of it, and died (2 Sam. 6:6). An editorial note (2 Sam. 6:8) adds that 
David called the place Perez-uzzah (“Uzzah’s breach”). In the parallel in 1 Chr. 
13:9 the threshing floor is called Kidon (cf. Gk. Cheidoœén, Josephus Ant. 
7.81). One LXX tradition reads Nodab, another Nachor, and in a Qumran 
manuscript it is called Nodan. The Hebrew has been variously translated as a 
proper name or a passive participle of the verb ku®n (“certain,” “secure,” 
“permanent,” or “prepared” [i.e., threshing floor]).

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik

Jesper Svartvik

NADABNADAB (Heb.  (Heb. naœd�aœb�naœd�aœb�)))

NADAB (Heb. naœd�aœb� )

�1.1. Firstborn Firstborn son of Aa son of Aaron and Elron and Elisheba (Exisheba (Exod. 6:23; od. 6:23; Num. 3:2; Num. 3:2; 26:60; 1 C26:60; 1 Chr. 6:3[MThr. 6hr. 6:3[MT 5:26:3[MT 5:29]; 24:1).9]; 24:1). Nadab acc Nadab accompanied Mompanied Moses, Aarooses, Aaron, the 70 n, the 70 elders, anelders, and his brotd his brotd his brother Abbrother Abihu up Mt.ihu up Mt. Sinai, wh Sinai, where they sere they saw the Godaw the God of Israel of Israel (Exod. 24 (Exod. 24:1-2, 9-11:1-2, 9-11). He and ).9-119-11). He 9-11). He and his faand his father and bther and brothers werothers were appointre appointed priestsed priests (Exod. 28 (Exod. 28:1). Nadab:1). Nadab transgres NadabNadab tranNadab transgressed tsgressed the law (Exhe law (Exod. 30:9) od. 30:9) with Abihuwith Abihu in offeri in offering “unauthng “unauthorized” (Norized” (NRSV ‘illicR(N(NRSV ‘ill(NRSV ‘illicit’) firicit’) fire” in burne” in burning incensing incense before te before the Lord (Nhe Lord (Num. 26:61)um. 26:61). Drunkenn. Drunkenness may haessDrunkennDrunkennesDrunkenness may haves may have been an e been an element in lement in the sin (Lthe sin (Lev. 10:8-9ev. 10:8-9).).).

1. Firstborn son of Aaron and Elisheba (Exod. 6:23; Num. 3:2; 26:60; 1 Chr. 
6:3[MT 5:29]; 24:1). Nadab accompanied Moses, Aaron, the 70 elders, and his 
brother Abihu up Mt. Sinai, where they saw the God of Israel (Exod. 24:1-2, 
9-11). He and his father and brothers were appointed priests (Exod. 28:1). 
Nadab transgressed the law (Exod. 30:9) with Abihu in offering “unauthorized” 
(NRSV ‘illicit’) fire” in burning incense before the Lord (Num. 26:61). 
Drunkenness may have been an element in the sin (Lev. 10:8-9).

�2.2. A king of A king of Israel, s Israel, successor tuccessor to his fatho his father Jeroboaer Jeroboam I. He ism I. He is said to h said to have reigneave reignave reigned foreigned for two yearr two years (1 Kgs. s (1 Kgs. 14:20; 15:14:20; 15:25-31). Na25-31). Nadab’s murddab’s murder after ser after such a shoruch a short reign int shorshort reigshort reign indicaten indicated how unstd how unstable the pable the political solitical situation wituation was in the as in the northern knorthern kingdom. Hiingdkkingdom. Hkingdom. His evil reis evil reign was enign was ended when hded when he was assae was assassinated bssinated by Baasha oy Baasha of Issacharf Issachar, ending t,IssacharIssachar, Issachar, ending theending the dynasty o dynasty of Jereboamf Jereboam and fulfi and fulfilling Ahijlling Ahijah’s prophah’s prophecy (1 Kgsecy (1 Kgs. 14:1-20). 14:. 14:1-20). 14:1-20). The only nThe only noteworthy oteworthy event durievent during his reing his reign was thegn was the Israelite Israelites’ siege os’ siege of Gibbethof Gf Gibbethon Gibbethon (1 Kgs. 15(1 Kgs. 15:27).:27).:27).

2. A king of Israel, successor to his father Jeroboam I. He is said to have 



reigned for two years (1 Kgs. 14:20; 15:25-31). Nadab’s murder after such a 
short reign indicated how unstable the political situation was in the northern 
kingdom. His evil reign was ended when he was assassinated by Baasha of 
Issachar, ending the dynasty of Jereboam and fulfilling Ahijah’s prophecy (1 Kgs. 
14:1-20). The only noteworthy event during his reign was the Israelites’ siege of 
Gibbethon (1 Kgs. 15:27).

�3.3. A son of  A son of Shammai, oShammai, of the housf the house of Jerahe of Jerahmeel, and meel, and a descendaa descendant of Tamant of Tamar, daughter, dr, daughter-idaughter-in-law of Jn-law of Judah (1 Chudah (1 Chr. 2:28, 3r. 2:28, 30).0).0).

3. A son of Shammai, of the house of Jerahmeel, and a descendant of Tamar, 
daughter-in-law of Judah (1 Chr. 2:28, 30).

�4.4. A Benjami A Benjaminite, son nite, son of Jeiel aof Jeiel and Maacah;nd Maacah; brother o brother of Kish, whf Kish, who was the o was the father of fathefather of father of King Saul King Saul (1 Chr. 8:(1 Chr. 8:30; 9:36).30; 9:36).

4. A Benjaminite, son of Jeiel and Maacah; brother of Kish, who was the 
father of King Saul (1 Chr. 8:30; 9:36).

�5.5. Relative  Relative of Ahikar of Ahikar (Tob. 11:1(Tob. 11:18), and on8), and one of the ge of the guests at tuests at the weddinghe wedding of Tobias of To of Tobias. WhTobias. When Tobias en Tobias returned wreturned with Sarah,ith Sarah, his bride his bride, Nadab an, Nadab and his uncld his uncle came to e came toe came to the marto the marriage cereriage ceremony, whicmony, which was celeh was celebrated forbrated for seven day seven days with gres with great festiviat festivity.tyfestivifestivity.festivity.

5. Relative of Ahikar (Tob. 11:18), and one of the guests at the wedding of 
Tobias. When Tobias returned with Sarah, his bride, Nadab and his uncle came 
to the marriage ceremony, which was celebrated for seven days with great 
festivity.

Larry L. WLarry L. Walkeralker

Larry L. Walker

NADABATHNADABATH (Gk.  (Gk. NadabathNadabath)))

NADABATH (Gk. Nadabath)

A village A village in Transjoin Transjordan. A werdan. A wedding partdding party traveliny traveling from Nadg from Nadabath to Mabath to Madaba was adaba was adaba was ambushwas ambushed by Jonaed by Jonathan and Sthan and Simon Maccaimon Maccabeus to avbeus to avenge the denge the death of theath of their brotheeir broeir brother Jobrother John, who wahn, who was captureds captured and execu and executed by theted by the Jambrites Jambrites of Madaba of Madaba (1 Macc.  (1 Macc (1 Macc. 9:37Macc. 9:37). This vi). This village mighllage might be the st be the same as oneame as one mentioned mentioned by Joseph by Josephus (us (Ant.Ant. 3.1.4). S 3.1 3.1.4). Su3.1.4). Suggestions ggestions for its lofor its location inccation include Main lude Main (219120), (219120), 7 km. (4 m7 km. (4 mi.) SW of i.) SW of Madeba; MadMadeba; Madeba; en-Neba®en-Neba® (ancient  (ancient Nebo) NW oNebo) NW of Madeba; f Madeba; and Khirbeand Khirbet et-Teim t et-Teim (223123), (22312(223123), (223123), 2 km. (1.22 km. (1.25 miles) S5 miles) S of Madeba of Madeba...

A village in Transjordan. A wedding party traveling from Nadabath to Madaba 
was ambushed by Jonathan and Simon Maccabeus to avenge the death of their 
brother John, who was captured and executed by the Jambrites of Madaba (1 
Macc. 9:37). This village might be the same as one mentioned by Josephus (Ant. 
3.1.4). Suggestions for its location include Main (219120), 7 km. (4 mi.) SW of 
Madeba; en-Neba® (ancient Nebo) NW of Madeba; and Khirbet et-Teim 
(223123), 2 km. (1.25 miles) S of Madeba.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. N. Glueck,N. Glueck,  ExploratioExplorations in Eastns in Eastern Palestern Palestine I.ine I. AASOR 14  AASOR 14 (Baltimore(Balti(Baltimore(Baltimore, 1933–34), 1933–34)...

Bibliography. N. Glueck, Explorations in Eastern Palestine I. AASOR 14 
(Baltimore, 1933–34).

Zeljko GreZeljko Gregorgor

Zeljko Gregor

NAG HAMMADNAG HAMMADIII

NAG HAMMADI

A modern cA modern city in Uppity in Upper Egypt, er Egypt, 556 km. (3556 km. (345 mi.) S 45 mi.) S of Cairo aof Cairo and 118 km.nd 118 km. (74 mi.)  (74 mi.) N of LuxorNN of LuxorN of Luxor on the we on the west bank ofst bank of the Nile  the Nile River. TheRiver. The name of t name of the city hahe city has been apps been apps been applied toapplied to a collect a collection of papion of papyrus manusyrus manuscripts thacripts that shed ligt shed light on reliht on religious and gious and philosophiphilophilosophiphilosophical issuescal issues during th during the early Che early Christian peristian period.riod.

A modern city in Upper Egypt, 556 km. (345 mi.) S of Cairo and 118 km. (74 mi.) 
N of Luxor on the west bank of the Nile River. The name of the city has been 
applied to a collection of papyrus manuscripts that shed light on religious and 
philosophical issues during the early Christian period.

Discovery Discovery of the Codof the Codicesices

Discovery of the Codices

According According to James Mto James M. Robinson. Robinson, the Nag , the Nag Hammadi coHammadi codices (NHCdices (NHC) were dis) were discovered bycoverdisdiscovereddiscovered by Egypti by Egyptian fellahian fellahin, includin, including Muhammang Muhammad Ali of td Ali of the al-Sammhe al-Samman clan, can clan, ca. Decembea. cca. Decembca. December 1945 iner 1945 in a large s a large storage jartorage jar buried at buried at the base  the base of the Jebof the Jebel el-Tariel el-Tarif, the clif, thf, the cliff the cliff that flankthat flanks the Niles the Nile River nea River near the villr the village of Hamage of Hamra Dum andra Dum and across fr across from the citom tom the city othe city of Nag Hammf Nag Hammadi. Althoadi. Although portiough portions may havns may have been bure been burned, the rned, the rest of theest of thest of the collecthe collection is notion is now conservew conserved and stord and stored in the ed in the library oflibrary of the Copti the Coptic Museum ic Museum in Old Cairn iin Old Caiin Old Cairo.ro.

According to James M. Robinson, the Nag Hammadi codices (NHC) were 
discovered by Egyptian fellahin, including Muhammad Ali of the al-Samman clan, 
ca. December 1945 in a large storage jar buried at the base of the Jebel el-Tarif, 
the cliff that flanks the Nile River near the village of Hamra Dum and across from 



the city of Nag Hammadi. Although portions may have been burned, the rest of 
the collection is now conserved and stored in the library of the Coptic Museum 
in Old Cairo.

ContentsContents

Contents

The Nag HaThe Nag Hammadi codimmadi codices constices constitute a coltute a collection oflection of 12 papyru 12 papyrus books (cs books (called codialled codialled codices, fcodices, from Latin)rom Latin) and eight and eight leaves fr leaves from a 13th.om a 13th. They repr They represent someesent some of the ea of the earliest exarleaearliest eearliest examples ofxamples of bound boo bound books, as oppks, as opposed to scosed to scrolls. Therolls. These codicesse codices and extra and extra leaves co extraextra leavextra leaves containes contain more than more than 50 separa 50 separate texts ate texts and 48 sepand 48 separate titlerate titles (less ths (less the duplicate due duplicate duplicate texts, acctexts, according to ording to one means one means of enumeraof enumeration). Thetion). The texts are texts are preserved preserved in Coptic preservedpreserved preserved in Coptic,in Coptic, though mo though most scholarst scholars concludes conclude that they that they were orig were originally cominally cominally composed icomposed in Greek. Dn Greek. Dated materated material from tial from the cartonnhe cartonnage, or scage, or scrap papyrurap papyrus lining ts lining ts lining the leathethe leather covers or covers of the codif the codices, indicces, indicates that ates that at least sat least some of theome of the codices m codices may have beay hay have been have been assembled assembled ca. the mica. the mid-4th centd-4th century. The eury. The evidence frvidence from the carom the cartonnage antonnage atonnage and other and other circumstancircumstantial evidetial evidence, inclunce, including archading archaeological eological data, may data, may link the mlink the manufactureanummanufacturmanufacture of the ce of the covers and overs and codices tocodices to a nearby  a nearby site such site such as Pabau (as Pabau (modern Fawmodern Fawmodern Faw Qibli)Faw Qibli) and the P and the Pachomian machomian monastic moonastic movement, buvement, but the evidt the evidence is noence is not conclusit conclust conclusiveconclusive. Some sch. Some scholars guesolars guess that thes that the occasion  occasion for the bufor the burial of thrial of the codices e codices may be themaymay be themay be the promulgat promulgation of theion of the Easter le Easter letter of Attter of Athanasius ohanasius of Alexandrf Alexandria in 367 ia in 367 with its cwiwith its cwith its condemnatioondemnation of heretn of heretics and thics and their books,eir books, but that  but that also remaialso remains uncertans uncertain.inuncertauncertain.uncertain.

The Nag Hammadi codices constitute a collection of 12 papyrus books (called 
codices, from Latin) and eight leaves from a 13th. They represent some of the 
earliest examples of bound books, as opposed to scrolls. These codices and 
extra leaves contain more than 50 separate texts and 48 separate titles (less the 
duplicate texts, according to one means of enumeration). The texts are 
preserved in Coptic, though most scholars conclude that they were originally 
composed in Greek. Dated material from the cartonnage, or scrap papyrus lining 
the leather covers of the codices, indicates that at least some of the codices may 
have been assembled ca. the mid-4th century. The evidence from the cartonnage 
and other circumstantial evidence, including archaeological data, may link the 
manufacture of the covers and codices to a nearby site such as Pabau (modern 
Faw Qibli) and the Pachomian monastic movement, but the evidence is not 
conclusive. Some scholars guess that the occasion for the burial of the codices 
may be the promulgation of the Easter letter of Athanasius of Alexandria in 367 
with its condemnation of heretics and their books, but that also remains 
uncertain.

�The texts The texts exhibit a exhibit a wide rangewide range of religi of religious and phous and philosophicailosophical perspectl perspectives. Chriives. Chrives. Christian,Christian, esoteric, esoteric, and ascet and ascetic tendencic tendencies predomies predominate, butinate, but the codic the codices also coes also contain non-ntacocontain nocontain non-Christian-Christian and margn and marginally or inally or secondarilsecondarily christiay christianized textnized texts, Jewish s, Jewish gnostic tegnosgnostic tegnostic texts, and exts, and even a fragven a fragment from ment from Plato’s Plato’s Republic.Republic. Among the Among the numerous  numerous gnostic tegnognostic tegnostic texts are Sexts are Sethian and thian and ValentiniaValentinian texts, an texts, as well as s well as Hermetic tHermetic texts. Stilexts. Still, the varl, the l, the varietthe variety of suppoy of supposedly gnossedly gnostic and notic and nongnostic pngnostic perspectiveerspectives among Nas among Nag Hammadi g Hammadg Hammadi teHammadi texts has raxts has raised fundaised fundamental quemental questions abostions about the natut the nature of Gnoure of Gnosticism ansticism asticism and the waand the ways in whicys in which scholarsh scholars define an define and classifyd classify Gnosticis Gnosticism and gnosm and gnostic schooltic schools of thougs os of thoughtof thought...

The texts exhibit a wide range of religious and philosophical perspectives. 
Christian, esoteric, and ascetic tendencies predominate, but the codices also 
contain non-Christian and marginally or secondarily christianized texts, Jewish 
gnostic texts, and even a fragment from Plato’s Republic. Among the numerous 
gnostic texts are Sethian and Valentinian texts, as well as Hermetic texts. Still, 
the variety of supposedly gnostic and nongnostic perspectives among Nag 
Hammadi texts has raised fundamental questions about the nature of Gnosticism 
and the ways in which scholars define and classify Gnosticism and gnostic schools 
of thought.

�The texts The texts also exhibalso exhibit a rangeit a range of genres of genres of litera of literature. Liketure. Like the NT ca the NT canon, the Nnon, the non, the Nag Hathe Nag Hammadi codimmadi codices contaices contain texts thn texts that may be at may be termed gostermed gospels, actspels, acts, letters,, letters, and apoca letters,letters, aletters, and apocalynd apocalypses. Amonpses. Among the gospg the gospels are thels are the Gospel oe Gospel of Truth (Nf Truth (NHC I,3; XIHC I,3; XII,2), the IXIXII,2), thXII,2), the Gospel oe Gospel of Thomas (f Thomas (II,2), theII,2), the Gospel of Gospel of Philip (I Philip (II,3), and I,3), and the Gospelthe Gospel of the Eg of th of the Egyptithe Egyptians (III,2ans (III,2; IV,2). (; IV,2). (The fragmeThe fragmentary Gospntary Gospel of Maryel of Mary is in a r is in a related codelated codex, Beroliex, Bex, BerolinensBerolinensis Gnosticis Gnosticus [BG]850us [BG]8502,1.) Thes2,1.) These gospels,e gospels, however,  however, are quite are quite different different from the Nfrfrom the Nfrom the NT narrativT narrative gospels,e gospels, which foc which focus upon thus upon the salvifice salvific death and death and resurrect resurrection of Jesioresurrectresurrectiresurrection of Jesuon of Jesus as the os as the occasion foccasion for interprer interpreting the lting the life of Jesife of Jesus. The gous. The gospels fromspels gogospels frgospels from the Nagom the Nag Hammadi c Hammadi codices areodices are more conc more concerned witherned with interpret interpreting sayinging saying sayings ansayings and offeringd offering revelator revelatory discoursy discourses of Jesues of Jesus, and meds, and meditating upitating upon the deeon the deeper meaninperdeedeeper meadeeper meaning of Jening of Jesus. The Asus. The Acts of Petcts of Peter and theer and the Twelve Ap Twelve Apostles (VIostles (VI,I) and th,I) and the Letter oeththe Letterthe Letter of Peter  of Peter to Philip to Philip (VIII,2) i(VIII,2) include matnclude materials simerials similar to thilar to that found iat found in the NT an the Nn the NT and apoNT and apocryphal accryphal acts. (The Ats. (The Act of Petect of Peter, from thr, from the apocryphe apocryphal Acts ofal Acts of Peter, is Peter, is preserved p preserved preserved within thewithin the same code same codex from Berx from Berlin, BG 85lin, BG 8502,4.) The02,4.) The Letter of Letter of Peter to  Peter to Philip (alPPhilip (alPhilip (also identifso identified, accoried, according to reding to reports, in ports, in another unanother unpublished published papyrus copapyrus codex) opensdex)cocodex) opecodex) opens with a ns with a letter, anletter, and other Nad other Nag Hammadi g Hammadi texts alsotexts also are cast  are cast in the forin the form of lettemforform of leform of letters. Sevtters. Several Nag Heral Nag Hammadi texammadi texts are dests are described as cribed as revelationrevelations or apocas or apocalypses (onlyapocaapocalypseapocalypses (one of s (one of Paul, two Paul, two of James, of James, one of Adaone of Adam). These m). These are locateare located in Codexd in Codex V. CodexCodex V.Codex V.Codex V.

The texts also exhibit a range of genres of literature. Like the NT canon, 
the Nag Hammadi codices contain texts that may be termed gospels, acts, 
letters, and apocalypses. Among the gospels are the Gospel of Truth (NHC I,3; 
XII,2), the Gospel of Thomas (II,2), the Gospel of Philip (II,3), and the Gospel of 
the Egyptians (III,2; IV,2). (The fragmentary Gospel of Mary is in a related codex, 
Berolinensis Gnosticus [BG]8502,1.) These gospels, however, are quite different 
from the NT narrative gospels, which focus upon the salvific death and 
resurrection of Jesus as the occasion for interpreting the life of Jesus. The 
gospels from the Nag Hammadi codices are more concerned with interpreting 



sayings and offering revelatory discourses of Jesus, and meditating upon the 
deeper meaning of Jesus. The Acts of Peter and the Twelve Apostles (VI,I) and 
the Letter of Peter to Philip (VIII,2) include materials similar to that found in the 
NT and apocryphal acts. (The Act of Peter, from the apocryphal Acts of Peter, is 
preserved within the same codex from Berlin, BG 8502,4.) The Letter of Peter to 
Philip (also identified, according to reports, in another unpublished papyrus 
codex) opens with a letter, and other Nag Hammadi texts also are cast in the 
form of letters. Several Nag Hammadi texts are described as revelations or 
apocalypses (one of Paul, two of James, one of Adam). These are located in 
Codex V.

�Other genrOther genres are alses are also attestedo attested. Several . Several contain recontain revelatory dvelatory discourses iscourses of Jesus oof Jesusof Jesus or dJesus or dialogues bialogues between theetween the resurrect resurrected Christ ed Christ and his diand his disciples, ssciples, such as thouch as those in the se thothose in tthose in the Apocryphe Apocryphon (Secrehon (Secret Book) oft Book) of James (I, James (I,2) and the2) and the Apocrypho Apocryphon of John n of Johnn of John (II,1John (II,1; III,1; I; III,1; IV,1; BG 85V,1; BG 8502,2). The02,2). The Apocrypho Apocryphon of John,n of John, a Jewish  a Jewish gnostic tegnostic text that haxt thaxt that has bthat has been secondeen secondarily chriarily christianized,stianized, includes  includes a revolutia revolutionary inteonary interpretationrpretation of the op of t of the openinthe opening chaptersg chapters of Genesi of Genesis that givs that gives a mythoes a mythological vilogical vision of thsion of the devolutie devolution and reson aon and restorand restoration of tation of the divine he divine and all whand all who manifesto manifest the spiri the spirit of the dt of the divine. Fouivine. Four copies or copr copies of copies of this text this text exist (in exist (in two recenstwo recensions), andions), and heresiolo heresiologists likegists likewise wrotewise wrote about mat abo about mateabout materials simirials similar to thilar to this text. Ths text. The Apocryphe Apocryphon of Johnon of John thus seem thus seems to offers to offer a classic a  a classic a classic gnostic prgnostic presentationesentation of the or of the origin, falligin, fall, and salv, and salvation of hation of humankind.umankind.

Other genres are also attested. Several contain revelatory discourses of 
Jesus or dialogues between the resurrected Christ and his disciples, such as 
those in the Apocryphon (Secret Book) of James (I,2) and the Apocryphon of 
John (II,1; III,1; IV,1; BG 8502,2). The Apocryphon of John, a Jewish gnostic text 
that has been secondarily christianized, includes a revolutionary interpretation of 
the opening chapters of Genesis that gives a mythological vision of the devolution 
and restoration of the divine and all who manifest the spirit of the divine. Four 
copies of this text exist (in two recensions), and heresiologists likewise wrote 
about materials similar to this text. The Apocryphon of John thus seems to offer 
a classic gnostic presentation of the origin, fall, and salvation of humankind.

SignificanSignificance for Ancce for Ancient ient Religion aReligion and Philosond Philosophyphy

Significance for Ancient 
Religion and Philosophy

The publicThe publication of tation of the Nag Hamhe Nag Hammadi codicmadi codices has dises has disclosed remclosed remarkable nearkable new possibilw possibw possibilitpossibilities for exies for exploring reploring religion andligion and philosoph philosophy during ty during the first che first centuries enturies C.E.C.E., particul, par, particularparticularly as thesly as these issues ce issues come to expome to expression inression in early Chr early Christianity.istianity. The disco The discovery of thverydiscodiscovery discovery of the codof the codices has hices has highlightedighlighted the impor the importance of ttance of the Nag Hamhe Nag Hammadi regiomadi regiomadi region as region as a center oa center of early Chf early Christian liristian life and thofe and thought, partught, particularly wicularly when this dhen this discovery iiscoveddiscovery discovery is consideis considered along red along with the rwith the renewed stuenewed study of the dy of the Dishna papDishna papers (someters (someers (sometimes(sometimes called th called the Bodmer Pe Bodmer Papyri), whapyri), which deriveich derive from the  from the same genersame general area inal area inal area in Upper Ein Upper Egypt, and gypt, and the archaethe archaeological wological work undertork undertaken at moaken at monastic sitnastic sites and othes and other Christieothother Chriother Christian locastian locales in theles in the region. region. region.

The publication of the Nag Hammadi codices has disclosed remarkable new 
possibilities for exploring religion and philosophy during the first centuries C.E., 
particularly as these issues come to expression in early Christianity. The 
discovery of the codices has highlighted the importance of the Nag Hammadi 
region as a center of early Christian life and thought, particularly when this 
discovery is considered along with the renewed study of the Dishna papers 
(sometimes called the Bodmer Papyri), which derive from the same general area 
in Upper Egypt, and the archaeological work undertaken at monastic sites and 
other Christian locales in the region.

�The Nag HaThe Nag Hammadi textmmadi texts illumines illumine varieties varieties of Judais of Judaism, Christim, Christianity, andanity, and Gnosticis Gnosti GnosticismGnosticism previousl previously understoy understood in a muod in a much more lich more limited way.mited way. For examp For example, esoterle, esotle, esoteric Jesoteric Jewish tradewish traditions, reitions, reminiscent miniscent of what isof what is to be rea to be read in otherd in other Jewish ap Jewish apocryphal aocryapapocryphalapocryphal and pseud and pseudepigraphicepigraphical documenal documents, are rets, are reflected inflected in such text such texts as the As as the Apocryphon poAApocryphonApocryphon of John,  of John, the Apocalthe Apocalypse of Adypse of Adam (V,5), am (V,5), the Three the Three Stelas of Stelas of Seth (VII,Seth (VII,5), Zostri5(VII,(VII,5), Z(VII,5), Zostrianos ostrianos (VIII,1), (VIII,1), the Thoughthe Thought of Noreat of Norea (IX,2), M (IX,2), Marsanes (Xarsanes (X,1), and A,1), and Allogenes (llogeAAllogenes Allogenes (XI,3). Th(XI,3). The Teachinge Teachings of Silvas of Silvanus (VII,4nus (VII,4) is essen) is essentially a wtially a work of Jework of Jewish wisdomish wiish wisdom thawisdom that has beent has been Christian Christianized to a ized to a degree. Sedegree. Several of tveral of these sortshese sorts of Nag Ha of Nag Hammadi textmHaHammadi teHammadi texts also sxts also show clear how clear familiaritfamiliarity with Neoy with Neoplatonic tplatonic thought andhought and demonstra demonstr demonstratdemonstrate the devee the development oflopment of Gnosticis Gnosticism in a Neom in a Neoplatonic tplatonic thought-worhought-world.ld.ld.

The Nag Hammadi texts illumine varieties of Judaism, Christianity, and 
Gnosticism previously understood in a much more limited way. For example, 
esoteric Jewish traditions, reminiscent of what is to be read in other Jewish 
apocryphal and pseudepigraphical documents, are reflected in such texts as the 
Apocryphon of John, the Apocalypse of Adam (V,5), the Three Stelas of Seth 
(VII,5), Zostrianos (VIII,1), the Thought of Norea (IX,2), Marsanes (X,1), and 
Allogenes (XI,3). The Teachings of Silvanus (VII,4) is essentially a work of Jewish 



wisdom that has been Christianized to a degree. Several of these sorts of Nag 
Hammadi texts also show clear familiarity with Neoplatonic thought and 
demonstrate the development of Gnosticism in a Neoplatonic thought-world.

�The study The study of Gnosticof Gnosticism itselfism itself has been  has been fundamentafundamentally transflly transformed by tormed by the discovehe dische discovery discovery and publicand publication of tation of the Nag Hamhe Nag Hammadi codicmadi codices. These es. These texts carrtexts carry the study the study the study of Gstudy of Gnosticism nosticism far beyondfar beyond the heres the heresiologists iologists and the chand the church fatheurch fathers, whose rs, whose polemical popolemical polemical portrayalsportrayals of gnosti of gnostic life andc life and thought o thought often proviften provide only a de only a caricaturecaricature of Gnosti of G of GnosticismGnosticism. The gnos. The gnostic texts tic texts within thewithin the codices d codices disclose a isclose a rich diverrich diversity of mysity of mystical, mysticamymystical, mystical, mythologicmythological, syncreal, syncretistic exptistic expressions iressions in Gnosticin Gnosticism. They ssm. They suggest thauggest that some gnot sot some gnostsome gnostic traditiic traditions were dons were deeply rooteeply rooted in Judaed in Judaism: in Jeism: in Jewish wisdowish wisdom, in apocm, in apocalyptic Jeaapocapocalyptiapocalyptic Jewish gc Jewish groups, in roups, in alienated alienated types of Jtypes of Jewish pietewish piety that raiy that raised troublsed troubling questiing quing questions questions about the about the divine, indivine, in concerns  concerns for Seth afor Seth as the enlis the enlightened soghtened son of Adam n of Adam and eventuanand eventuand eventually a gnoally a gnostic redeestic redeemer. The amer. The appearance ppearance of Seth, Dof Seth, Derdekeas, erdekeas, and other and other and other gnosother gnostic redeemtic redeemers in Nagers in Nag Hammadi t Hammadi texts givesexts gives evidence  evidence of a develof a developed redeeoped redeoped redeemer mredeemer myth apart yth apart from earlyfrom early Christian Christianity. This ity. This evidence cevidence contributesontributes to the on to the ongoing discgonongoing diongoing discussion oscussion of whether f whether GnosticismGnosticism should be should be viewed me viewed merely as a rely as a Christian Christian Christian Christian heresy or heresy or rather as rather as a religiona religion in its ow in its own right, wn right, with non-Chith non-Christian anristian and perhaps d ped perhaps prperhaps pre-Christiae-Christian manifestn manifestations. Afations. After the puter the publication blication of the Nagof the Nag Hammadi t Hammadi texts, the ettexts, thetexts, the latter po latter position seesition seems tenablems tenable to many s to many scholars, acholars, and gnosticnd gnostic religion  religion is emerginis emis emerging aemerging as a highlys a highly reflectiv reflective and selfe and self-conscious-consciously provocaly provocative form tive form of spirituof spirituality.ality.

The study of Gnosticism itself has been fundamentally transformed by the 
discovery and publication of the Nag Hammadi codices. These texts carry the 
study of Gnosticism far beyond the heresiologists and the church fathers, whose 
polemical portrayals of gnostic life and thought often provide only a caricature of 
Gnosticism. The gnostic texts within the codices disclose a rich diversity of 
mystical, mythological, syncretistic expressions in Gnosticism. They suggest that 
some gnostic traditions were deeply rooted in Judaism: in Jewish wisdom, in 
apocalyptic Jewish groups, in alienated types of Jewish piety that raised troubling 
questions about the divine, in concerns for Seth as the enlightened son of Adam 
and eventually a gnostic redeemer. The appearance of Seth, Derdekeas, and 
other gnostic redeemers in Nag Hammadi texts gives evidence of a developed 
redeemer myth apart from early Christianity. This evidence contributes to the 
ongoing discussion of whether Gnosticism should be viewed merely as a 
Christian heresy or rather as a religion in its own right, with non-Christian and 
perhaps pre-Christian manifestations. After the publication of the Nag Hammadi 
texts, the latter position seems tenable to many scholars, and gnostic religion is 
emerging as a highly reflective and self-consciously provocative form of spirituality.

SignificanSignificance for thece for the NT and  NT and Early ChriEarly Christian Litestian Literaturerature

Significance for the NT and 
Early Christian Literature

The GospelThe Gospel of Thomas of Thomas (II,2) ha (II,2) has attractes attracted more attd more attention thaention than any othen any other Nag Hammr Nag Hamr Nag Hammadi teHammadi text on accoxt on account of itsunt of its significa significance for NTnce for NT and early and early Christian Christian studies.  studies. Thomas is ThoThomas is Thomas is a gospel oa gospel of wisdom tf wisdom that presenhat presents “the lits “the living Jesusving Jesus” uttering” uttering a series  a series of sayingsof saof sayings (csayings (conventionaonventionally considlly considered to beered to be 114 in nu 114 in number); andmber); and although  although the sayingthe sayings cannot bs sayingsayings casayings cannot be clnnot be classified aassified as gnostic s gnostic without quwithout qualificatioalification, they aln, they all are saidl are said to be cap to be c to be capable ofcapable of being int being interpreted ierpreted in such a wn such a way as to bay as to bring readering readers to a strs to a state in whiate in which they wich thch they will they will not “tastenot “taste death.” A death.” As a collecs a collection of sation of sayings of Jyings of Jesus, the esus, the Gospel of Gospel of Thomas resThomThomas resThomas resembles othembles other Jewish,er Jewish, Greco-Rom Greco-Roman, and Chan, and Christian coristian collections llections of sayingsof sayingof sayings, esayings, especially specially the synoptthe synoptic sayingsic sayings source Q. source Q. Debate co Debate continues abntinues about whetheout whether the Gosprwhethewhether thwhether the Gospel oe Gospel of Thomas if Thomas is essentias essentially dependlly dependent upon oent upon or independr independent of theent of thent of the originthe original NT Gospal NT Gospels, but aels, but a good case good case can be ma can be made for it de for it as an indeas an independent sopendent source for tusosource forsource for the Jesus the Jesus tradition tradition. Some say. Some sayings in things in the Gospel oe Gospel of Thomas af Thomas are presentre presented in a foepresentpresented presented in a form in a form that is eathat is earlier thanrlier than that of t that of the sayingshe sayings in the NT in the NT, e.g., pa, e.g., parables of rables paparables oparables of Jesus thf Jesus that are givat are given withouten without allegoric allegorical embellial embellishment in shment in Thomas. OtThomas. Other sayingheOtOther sayiOther sayings that angs that are withoutre without parallel  parallel in the NT in the NT and early and early Christian Christian literatureliterature may be he may may be helmay be helpful in thpful in the quest ofe quest of the histo the historical Jesurical Jesus and the s and the sayings ofsayings of the histo the historical Jesurical Jerical Jesus, e.gJesus, e.g., the par., the parable of thable of the jar of me jar of meal (sayineal (saying 97) and g 97) and the parablthe parable of the ae of the assassin (sssassin aassassin (assassin (saying 98)saying 98). A form o. A form of saying 1f saying 17 (“I shal7 (“I shall give youl give you what no e what no eye has seeye has seen . . .”) n . . .n . . .”) may be.”) may be alluded t alluded to in 1 Coro in 1 Cor. 2:9. The. 2:9. The Gospel of Gospel of Thomas co Thomas could have buld have been origineen originally compoaoriginoriginallyoriginally composed  composed in the 1stin the 1st century,  century, and it shoand it should take iuld take its place ats place alongside Qlongside Q as a prim as a as a primary a primary source forsource for sayings o sayings of Jesus anf Jesus and an earlyd an early example o example of Christiaf Christianity with nity with an orientaan oan orientatioorientation toward wn toward wisdom.isdom.isdom.

The Gospel of Thomas (II,2) has attracted more attention than any other Nag 
Hammadi text on account of its significance for NT and early Christian studies. 
Thomas is a gospel of wisdom that presents “the living Jesus” uttering a series of 
sayings (conventionally considered to be 114 in number); and although the 
sayings cannot be classified as gnostic without qualification, they all are said to be 
capable of being interpreted in such a way as to bring readers to a state in which 
they will not “taste death.” As a collection of sayings of Jesus, the Gospel of 
Thomas resembles other Jewish, Greco-Roman, and Christian collections of 
sayings, especially the synoptic sayings source Q. Debate continues about 
whether the Gospel of Thomas is essentially dependent upon or independent of 
the original NT Gospels, but a good case can be made for it as an independent 
source for the Jesus tradition. Some sayings in the Gospel of Thomas are 
presented in a form that is earlier than that of the sayings in the NT, e.g., 
parables of Jesus that are given without allegorical embellishment in Thomas. 
Other sayings that are without parallel in the NT and early Christian literature 
may be helpful in the quest of the historical Jesus and the sayings of the historical 



Jesus, e.g., the parable of the jar of meal (saying 97) and the parable of the 
assassin (saying 98). A form of saying 17 (“I shall give you what no eye has seen . . 
.”) may be alluded to in 1 Cor. 2:9. The Gospel of Thomas could have been 
originally composed in the 1st century, and it should take its place alongside Q as 
a primary source for sayings of Jesus and an early example of Christianity with an 
orientation toward wisdom.

�In additioIn addition, the Nagn, the Nag Hammadi c Hammadi codices conodices contribute sutribute substantiallbstantially to the sy to the study of thtudy oftudy of the Gosof the Gospel of Johpel of John and Johan and Johannine litennine literature. Itrature. It has been  has been claimed byclaimed by some scho some scholars that laschoscholars tscholars that the auhat the author of Jothor of John uses tehn uses terms, motifrms, motifs, and stys, and styles famililes familiar from gnar from gnostic liteosticgngnostic lignostic literature, terature, and writesand writes within th within the context e context of a gnostof a gnostic world oic world of ideas. Nf ideas. Nag Hammadiag Hag Hammadi teHammadi texts supporxts support this clat this claim by provim by providing examiding examples of reples of revelatory dvelatory discourses,iscourses, “I am” ar discourses,discoursesdiscourses, “I am” a, “I am” aretalogicaretalogical statemenl statements, and rets, and reflections flections upon the dupon the divine Logoivine Logos (Word). s (Ws (Word). Th(Word). The Trimorphe Trimorphic Protennic Protennoia (XIII,oia (XIII,1) feature1) features the divis the divine Word rene Word revealing itvealing itself in ansititself in itself in an aretaloan aretalogical manngical manner and deser and describing itcribing its descent s descent to the worto the world, its apld, its appearance ipearanapappearanceappearance in human  in human likeness, likeness, and its woand its work of restrk of restoring to toring to the light the light those who bhose who belong to telbbelong to belong to the Word, the Word, all in a wall in a way much liay much like the Goske the Gospel of Johpel of John. Furthern. Further, the Joha, the Johannine tradnnJohaJohannine Johannine tradition tradition about “douabout “doubting Thombting Thomas” may noas” may now be interw be interpreted, inpreted, in the light the light the light of tlight of the Gospel he Gospel of Thomas of Thomas and the Boand the Book of Thomok of Thomas (the Coas (the Contender) (ntender) (II,7), as II,7), as a part of aa part of a part of the controthe controversy abouversy about the plact the place and rolee and role of Thomas of Thomas in early  in early ChristianiChristianity.ty.ty.

In addition, the Nag Hammadi codices contribute substantially to the study 
of the Gospel of John and Johannine literature. It has been claimed by some 
scholars that the author of John uses terms, motifs, and styles familiar from 
gnostic literature, and writes within the context of a gnostic world of ideas. Nag 
Hammadi texts support this claim by providing examples of revelatory 
discourses, “I am” aretalogical statements, and reflections upon the divine Logos 
(Word). The Trimorphic Protennoia (XIII,1) features the divine Word revealing 
itself in an aretalogical manner and describing its descent to the world, its 
appearance in human likeness, and its work of restoring to the light those who 
belong to the Word, all in a way much like the Gospel of John. Further, the 
Johannine tradition about “doubting Thomas” may now be interpreted, in the 
light of the Gospel of Thomas and the Book of Thomas (the Contender) (II,7), as 
a part of the controversy about the place and role of Thomas in early Christianity.

�The Nag HaThe Nag Hammadi codimmadi codices also cces also contribute ontribute to the stuto the study of traddy of traditions aboitions about the Resut thut the Resurrthe Resurrection andection and resurrect resurrection appearion appearances withances within early Cin early Christianithristianity. The Lety. The Letter of PetteLetLetter of Letter of Peter to PPeter to Philip (VIIhilip (VIII,2), likeI,2), like other Chr other Christian gnoistian gnostic textsstic texts from the  from the Nag HammadNag HaNag Hammadi coHammadi codices, pordices, portrays the trays the risen Chririsen Christ appearist appearing as “a gng as “a great lightreat light” on the M” on the Mount of OloMMount of OMount of Olives and lives and revealing revealing himself thhimself through a vorough a voice callinice calling out fromg out from the light the light, in the f, in , in the forin the form of an “Im of an “I am” state am” statement, “I ament, “I am Jesus Chm Jesus Christ who irist who is with yous with you forever.” forever.” While suc W While suchWhile such a present a presentation of aation of an appearann appearance of the ce of the risen Chririsen Christ may be st may be contrastedcontrasted with NT p contrastedcontrastedcontrasted with NT p with NT passages thassages that stress at stress the physicthe physical realityal reality of the bo of the body of the dy of the risen Chririserisen Chririsen Christ, this gst, this gnostic desnostic description rcription recalls theecalls the appearanc appearance of Chrise of Christ to Paul t to Paul as a lightas a lias a light and light and voice on tvoice on the Damascuhe Damascus road accs road according to ording to Acts 9, 22Acts 9, 22, 26; the , 26; the discussiondiscussion of Paul o o of Paul onof Paul on the glori the glorious, spirious, spiritual naturtual nature of the Re of the Resurrectioesurrection in 1 Corn in 1 Cor. 15; and . 15; and the brillithe bthe brilliant brilliant apocalyptiapocalyptic vision oc vision of the risef the risen Christ in Christ in Rev. 1. n Rev. 1. There is aThere is a Nag Hamma Nag Hammadi text, tdi tedi text, the text, the Treatise oTreatise on Resurrecn Resurrection (I,4)tion (I,4), that is , that is devoted endevoted entirely to tirely to an evaluatan evaluation of theion ofion of the Resof the Resurrection,urrection, and this  and this text concltext concludes that udes that the spiritthe spiritual resurrual resurrection is ection is something somesomething something that has athat has already haplready happened. Altpened. Although thishough this is precis is precisely what iely what is condemnes condemned in 2 Timdcondemnecondemned condemned in 2 Tim. in 2 Tim. 2:17-18 as2:17-18 as the ungod the ungodly teachinly teaching of Hymeng of Hymenaeus and Paeus and Philetus, thiletus, thiletus, the authorthe author of the Tr of the Treatise subeatise substantiatesstantiates the argum the argument on theent on the Resurrect Resurrection given ion given in this teinin this tein this text with a xt with a citation ocitation of the Aposf the Apostle Paul htle Paul himself.imself.imself.

The Nag Hammadi codices also contribute to the study of traditions about 
the Resurrection and resurrection appearances within early Christianity. The 
Letter of Peter to Philip (VIII,2), like other Christian gnostic texts from the Nag 
Hammadi codices, portrays the risen Christ appearing as “a great light” on the 
Mount of Olives and revealing himself through a voice calling out from the light, 
in the form of an “I am” statement, “I am Jesus Christ who is with you forever.” 
While such a presentation of an appearance of the risen Christ may be 
contrasted with NT passages that stress the physical reality of the body of the 
risen Christ, this gnostic description recalls the appearance of Christ to Paul as a 
light and voice on the Damascus road according to Acts 9, 22, 26; the discussion 
of Paul on the glorious, spiritual nature of the Resurrection in 1 Cor. 15; and the 
brilliant apocalyptic vision of the risen Christ in Rev. 1. There is a Nag Hammadi 
text, the Treatise on Resurrection (I,4), that is devoted entirely to an evaluation 
of the Resurrection, and this text concludes that the spiritual resurrection is 
something that has already happened. Although this is precisely what is 
condemned in 2 Tim. 2:17-18 as the ungodly teaching of Hymenaeus and Philetus, 
the author of the Treatise substantiates the argument on the Resurrection given 
in this text with a citation of the Apostle Paul himself.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Meyer, M. Meyer, The GospelThe Gospel of Thomas of Thomas (San Fran (San Francisco, 199cisco, 1992); J. M. 2); J. M. Robinson, RRobinson, Robinson, ed., ed., The Nag HaThe Nag Hammadi Librmmadi Library in Engary in English,lish, 3rd ed. ( 3rd ed. (San FranciSan Francisco, 1988)sco, 1988); D. M. Sc; D; D. M. SchoD. M. Scholer, ler, Nag HammadNag Hammadi Bibliogri Bibliography, 1948aphy, 1948–1969.–1969. Nag Hamma Nag Hammadi Studiesdi Studies 1 (Leiden 1 (Le 1 (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1971); 971); Nag HammadNag Hammadi Bibliogri Bibliography, 1970aphy, 1970–1994.–1994. Nag Hamma Nag Hammadi and Mandi and Manichaean StichaManManichaeanManichaean Studies 3 Studies 32 (Leiden,2 (Leiden, 1997). 1997). 1997).

Bibliography. M. Meyer, The Gospel of Thomas (San Francisco, 1992); J. M. 
Robinson, ed., The Nag Hammadi Library in English, 3rd ed. (San Francisco, 1988); 
D. M. Scholer, Nag Hammadi Bibliography, 1948–1969. Nag Hammadi Studies 1 



(Leiden, 1971); Nag Hammadi Bibliography, 1970–1994. Nag Hammadi and 
Manichaean Studies 32 (Leiden, 1997).

Marvin MeyMarvin Meyerer

Marvin Meyer

NAGGAINAGGAI (Gk.  (Gk. NaggaiíNaggaií)))

NAGGAI (Gk. Naggaií)

An otherwiAn otherwise unknownse unknown ancestor  ancestor of Jesus (of Jesus (Luke 3:25)Luke 3:25)..

An otherwise unknown ancestor of Jesus (Luke 3:25).

NAHALALNAHALAL (Heb.  (Heb. naha�laœlnaha�laœl) (also NA) (also NAHALOL)HALOL)HALOL)

NAHALAL (Heb. naha�laœl ) (also NAHALOL)

A leviticaA levitical city alll city allotted to totted to the Merarithe Merarites (Josh. es (Josh. 21:35) fro21:35) from the terrm the territory of titory of the tribe ohe tribehe tribe of Ztribe of Zebulun (19ebulun (19:15). It i:15). It is not ments not mentioned in tioned in the list ofhe list of levitical levitical cities at cities at 1 Chr. 6: 1 Chr. 6 1 Chr. 6:77[MT 626:77[MT 62]). Accord]). According to Juding to Judg. 1:30 (Ng. 1:30 (Nahalol) thahalol) the Zebulunie Zebulunites were utes were unable to dnable to drive out irddrive out drive out its Canaanits Canaanite inhabiite inhabitants but tants but did subjecdid subject them to t them to forced labforced labor. Two sior. Two sites have btessisites havesites have been prop been proposed. Tellosed. Tell  el-Beid�aœel-Beid�aœ (168231)  (168231) lies in thlies in the Esdraeloe Esdraelon Plain NWn Plain Nn Plain NW of JoknNW of Jokneam (cf. Jeam (cf. Josh. 19:11osh. 19:11) but lack) but lacks traditios traditional suppornal support. Tell t. Tell en-Nah�len-Nah�l (156245), (15 (156245), (156245), whose namewhose name is simila is similar to Nahalr to Nahalal, lies oal, lies on the Medin the Mediterranean terranean coastal plcoastal plain S of Aainplplain S ofplain S of Acco and  Acco and NE of the NE of the Kishon RivKishon River, an areer, an area associata associated with thed with the tribe ofe tribe of Asher, no As Asher, notAsher, not Zebulun. Zebulun. Zebulun.

A levitical city allotted to the Merarites (Josh. 21:35) from the territory of the 
tribe of Zebulun (19:15). It is not mentioned in the list of levitical cities at 1 Chr. 
6:77[MT 62]). According to Judg. 1:30 (Nahalol) the Zebulunites were unable to 
drive out its Canaanite inhabitants but did subject them to forced labor. Two 
sites have been proposed. Tell el-Beid�aœ  (168231) lies in the Esdraelon Plain 
NW of Jokneam (cf. Josh. 19:11) but lacks traditional support. Tell en-Nah�l  
(156245), whose name is similar to Nahalal, lies on the Mediterranean coastal 
plain S of Acco and NE of the Kishon River, an area associated with the tribe of 
Asher, not Zebulun.

Eric F. MaEric F. Masonson

Eric F. Mason

NAHALIELNAHALIEL (Heb.  (Heb. nah�a�liî}nah�a�liî}eäleäl)))

NAHALIEL (Heb. nah�a�liî}eäl )

An IsraeliAn Israelite encampmte encampment near tent near the end of he end of the wilderthe wilderness journness journey, E of tey, E of the Dead Sehe Dead Sehe Dead Sea betweeSea between Mattanahn Mattanah and Bamot and Bamoth, and neah, and near the landr the land of Moab.  of Moab. Nahaliel iNahaliel is not lists not listed in the elistlisted in listed in the itinerthe itinerary of Numary of Num. 33. Poss. 33. Possible locatible locations for tions for the site arhe site are Wadi e Wadi Wa®laœWa®laœWa®laœWa®laœ, which fl, which flows into tows into the Arnon Rhe Arnon River from iver from the north;the north; and Wadi  and Wadi Zerqaœ Ma{Zerqaœ MZerqaœ Ma{iînMa{iîn, which fl, which flows into tows into the Dead Sehe Dead Sea 17–18 kma 17–18 km. (10.5–11. (10.5–11 mi.) N of mi.) N of the Arnon the Arnon...

An Israelite encampment near the end of the wilderness journey, E of the Dead 
Sea between Mattanah and Bamoth, and near the land of Moab. Nahaliel is not 
listed in the itinerary of Num. 33. Possible locations for the site are Wadi 
Wa®laœ, which flows into the Arnon River from the north; and Wadi Zerqaœ 
Ma{iîn, which flows into the Dead Sea 17–18 km. (10.5–11 mi.) N of the Arnon.

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks

Pete F. Wilbanks

NAHAMNAHAM (Heb.  (Heb. nah�amnah�am)))

NAHAM (Heb. nah�am )

A JudahiteA Judahite, the sist, the sister of Hodier of Hodiah’s wife ah’s wife (1 Chr. 4:(1 Chr. 4:19).19).

A Judahite, the sister of Hodiah’s wife (1 Chr. 4:19).

NAHAMANINAHAMANI (Heb.  (Heb. nah�a�maœnnah�a�maœniîiî)))

NAHAMANI (Heb. nah�a�maœniî )

One of theOne of the leaders o leaders of the Israf the Israelites whoelites who returned  returned with Nehemwith Nehemiah from eiah from exile in Baxile in Babylon (NehbBaBabylon (NBabylon (Neh. 7:7).eh. 7:7).

One of the leaders of the Israelites who returned with Nehemiah from exile in 
Babylon (Neh. 7:7).

NAHARAINAHARAI (Heb.  (Heb. nah�a�raynah�a�ray)))

NAHARAI (Heb. nah�a�ray )

One of DavOne of David’s Mightid’s Mighty Men and y Men and Joab’s armJoab’s armor-bearer or-bearer whose homewhose hometown was Btown was Beeroth (2 eeroBBeeroth (2Beeroth (2 Sam. 23:3 Sam. 23:37 = 1 Chr.7 = 1 Chr. 11:39). 11:39).

One of David’s Mighty Men and Joab’s armor-bearer whose hometown was 
Beeroth (2 Sam. 23:37 = 1 Chr. 11:39).

NAHASHNAHASH (Heb.  (Heb. naœh�aœsûnaœh�aœsû)))

NAHASH (Heb. naœh�aœsû )



�1.1. A king of A king of Ammon dur Ammon during the laing the late 11th cete 11th century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. In a narr In a narrative inteative intended to dendedinteintended tintended to demonstro demonstrate the vaate the validity of lidity of Saul’s kinSaul’s kingship (1 Sgship (1 Sam. 12:12)am. 12:12), the MT i, the MT indicates tndiciindicates indicates that Nahasthat Nahash surroundh surrounded the Traed the Transjordaniansjordanian Israelitn Israelite city of e city of Jabesh-gilJabesh-gilead and deead Jabesh-gilJabesh-gilJabesh-gilead and deead and demanded itsmanded its capitulat capitulation. Saul ion. Saul heard abouheard about the Ammot the Ammonite threanite threat, summonetthreathreat, suthreat, summoned an mmoned an army, and army, and routed therouted the Ammonites Ammonites (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 11:1-11). A1:1-11). A Qumran sc Qumra Qumran scrQumran scroll (4QSamoll (4QSamaa) preserve) preserves not onlys not only the same  the same material rmaterial regarding Negarding Nahash as tahash aahash as the MT,as the MT, but also  but also a prologuea prologue to the Na to the Nahash perichash pericope which ope which is also cois also contained inntained in Josephus  J Josephus (Josephus (Ant.Ant. 6.5.1[68– 6.5.1[68–71]). Acco71]). According to trding to this supplehis supplemental texmental text, Nahash t, Nahash had been ohad beehad been opprebeen oppressing the ssing the TransjordaTransjordanian tribenian tribes of Reubes of Reuben and Gad,n and Gad, and 7000  and 7000 men had esmen had men had escapehad escaped from Nahd from Nahash and flash and fled to Jabeed to Jabesh-gilead.sh-gilead. The longe The longer form of r form of the narratthe narrative is conivnarratnarrative narrative is consideis considered originred original by someal by some scholars  scholars but secondbut secondary by othary by others.ers.ers.

1. A king of Ammon during the late 11th century B.C.E. In a narrative 
intended to demonstrate the validity of Saul’s kingship (1 Sam. 12:12), the MT 
indicates that Nahash surrounded the Transjordanian Israelite city of 
Jabesh-gilead and demanded its capitulation. Saul heard about the Ammonite 
threat, summoned an army, and routed the Ammonites (1 Sam. 11:1-11). A 
Qumran scroll (4QSama) preserves not only the same material regarding Nahash 
as the MT, but also a prologue to the Nahash pericope which is also contained in 
Josephus (Ant. 6.5.1[68–71]). According to this supplemental text, Nahash had 
been oppressing the Transjordanian tribes of Reuben and Gad, and 7000 men 
had escaped from Nahash and fled to Jabesh-gilead. The longer form of the 
narrative is considered original by some scholars but secondary by others.

�Nahash andNahash and his son S his son Shobi apparhobi apparently had ently had a congeniaa congenial relationl relationship with ship with David (2 SDavid (David (2 Sam 10:(2 Sam 10:2; 17:27-22; 17:27-29). After 9). After Nahash’s dNahash’s death, Davieath, David sent envd sent envoys to hisoys to his son Hanun son Hanun, ostensib,HanunHanun, ostHanun, ostensibly toensibly to console h console him, but Haim, but Hanun considnun considered them ered them to be spieto be spies and humis and hums and humiliatedhumiliated them. Thi them. This led to as led to a military  military confrontatconfrontation (2 Samion (2 Sam. 10:1-19;. 10:1-19; 1 Chr. 19 1 Chr. 19:1-19).:1-11919:1-19).19:1-19).19:1-19).

Nahash and his son Shobi apparently had a congenial relationship with David 
(2 Sam 10:2; 17:27-29). After Nahash’s death, David sent envoys to his son 
Hanun, ostensibly to console him, but Hanun considered them to be spies and 
humiliated them. This led to a military confrontation (2 Sam. 10:1-19; 1 Chr. 
19:1-19).

�2.2. The siste The sister of Zeruir of Zeruiah (Joab’sah (Joab’s mother) a mother) and the fatnd the father of Abiher of Abigal. Nahasgal. Nahash’s daughth’s dauh’s daughter Adaughter Abigal (thebigal (the mother of mother of Amasa) wa Amasa) was married s married to Ithra, to Ithra, who is idewho is identified bontified both as an Ithboboth as anboth as an Israelite Israelite (2 Sam. 1 (2 Sam. 17:25) and 7:25) and an Ishmaelan Ishmaelite (1 Chrite (1 Chr. 2:17). T. 2:17). The materiahe materials regardils rels regarding regarding this Nahasthis Nahash are probh are problematic telematic textually.xtually.xtually.

2. The sister of Zeruiah (Joab’s mother) and the father of Abigal. Nahash’s 
daughter Abigal (the mother of Amasa) was married to Ithra, who is identified 
both as an Israelite (2 Sam. 17:25) and an Ishmaelite (1 Chr. 2:17). The materials 
regarding this Nahash are problematic textually.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Rofé, “A. Rofé, “The Acts oThe Acts of Nahash af Nahash according tccording to 4QSamo 4QSamaa,” ,” IEJIEJ 32 (1982) 32 ( 32 (1982): 12(1982): 129–33; E. C9–33; E. C. Ulrich, . Ulrich, Jr., Jr., The QumranThe Qumran Text of S Text of Samuel and amuel and Josephus.Josephus. HSM 19 (M HSM 19 ( HSM 19 (Missoula,(Missoula, 1978); R. 1978); R. W. Younke W. Younker, “Ammonir, “Ammonites,” in tes,” in Peoples ofPeoples of the Old T the Old Testament Westament World,oWWorld,World, ed. A. J. ed. A. J. Hoerth, G Hoerth, G. L. Matti. L. Mattingly, and ngly, and E. M. YamaE. M. Yamauchi (Granuchi (Grand Rapids, d Rapids, 1994), 2931994), 1994), 2931994), 293–316.–316.–316.

Bibliography. A. Rofé, “The Acts of Nahash according to 4QSama,” IEJ 32 
(1982): 129–33; E. C. Ulrich, Jr., The Qumran Text of Samuel and Josephus. HSM 19 
(Missoula, 1978); R. W. Younker, “Ammonites,” in Peoples of the Old Testament 
World, ed. A. J. Hoerth, G. L. Mattingly, and E. M. Yamauchi (Grand Rapids, 
1994), 293–316.

Chris A. RChris A. Rollstonollston

Chris A. Rollston

NAHATHNAHATH (Heb.  (Heb. nah�at�nah�at�)))

NAHATH (Heb. nah�at� )

�1.1. The first The firstborn son oborn son of Reuel anf Reuel and grandsond grandson of Esau ( of Esau (Gen. 36:13Gen. 36:13; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 1:37); an E:37);11:37); an 1:37); an Edomite trEdomite tribal chiefibal chief (Gen. 36: (Gen. 36:17).17).17).

1. The firstborn son of Reuel and grandson of Esau (Gen. 36:13; 1 Chr. 
1:37); an Edomite tribal chief (Gen. 36:17).

�2.2. A descend A descendant of Levant of Levi (1 Chr. i (1 Chr. 6:26[MT 116:26[MT 11]). It has]). It has been sugg been suggested thatested that the name  the  the name hthe name here be reaere be read as Toah d as Toah in conjuncin conjunction with tion with 1 Chr. 6:31 Chr. 6:34(19) or T4(19) or Tohu in accohu in accohu in accordanceaccordance with 1 Sa with 1 Sam. 1:1.m. 1:1.m. 1:1.

2. A descendant of Levi (1 Chr. 6:26[MT 11]). It has been suggested that 
the name here be read as Toah in conjunction with 1 Chr. 6:34(19) or Tohu in 
accordance with 1 Sam. 1:1.

�3.3. One of th One of the assistane assistants appointts appointed by Hezeed by Hezekiah to wokiah to work under trk under the supervihe supervision of Cosionsupervisupervisiosupervision of Conann of Conaniah the Leiah the Levite and hvite and his brotheris brother Shimei an Shimei and take chad take charge of therge of the storage c s storage chstorage chamber wheramber where contribue contributions to ttions to the clergy he clergy were kept were kept (2 Chr. 31(2 Chr. 31:13).:13).:13).

3. One of the assistants appointed by Hezekiah to work under the 
supervision of Conaniah the Levite and his brother Shimei and take charge of the 
storage chamber where contributions to the clergy were kept (2 Chr. 31:13).

Arnold GotArnold Gottfried Bettfried Betzz

Arnold Gottfried Betz

NAHBINAHBI (Heb.  (Heb. nah�biînah�biî)))

NAHBI (Heb. nah�biî )

A NaphtaliA Naphtalite, the sote, the son of Vophsn of Vophsi. He was i. He was one of theone of the 12 spies  12 spies Moses sentMoses sent into Cana into Cana into Canaan (NuCanaan (Num. 13:14).m. 13:14).

A Naphtalite, the son of Vophsi. He was one of the 12 spies Moses sent into 



Canaan (Num. 13:14).

NAHORNAHOR (Heb.  (Heb. naœh�o®rnaœh�o®r) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

NAHOR (Heb. naœh�o®r ) (PERSON)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Serug, theSerug, the sixth rec sixth recorded geneorded generation froration from Shem. Atm Shem. At age 29 Na age 29 Nahor fatherhoNaNahor fathNahor fathered Terahered Terah, who late, who later became tr became the father he father of Abram. of Abram. Dying whenDying when 148 years 148 ye 148 years old,years old, Nahor liv Nahor lived well ined well into the lifto the life of Abrame of Abram (Gen. 11: (Gen. 11:22-26).22-26).22-26).

1. A son of Serug, the sixth recorded generation from Shem. At age 29 
Nahor fathered Terah, who later became the father of Abram. Dying when 148 
years old, Nahor lived well into the life of Abram (Gen. 11:22-26).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Terah and Terah and brother ofbrother of Abram (Ge Abram (Gen. 11:27-2n. 11:27-29). Nahor 9). Nahor married himarried his brother s hihis brothehis brother Haran’s r Haran’s daughter Mdaughter Milcah, whoilcah, who gave birt gave birth to eighth to eight children  children (Gen. 22:2(Gen. 22:20-23). One0-22:222:20-23).22:20-23). One of th One of these, Bethuese, Bethuel, was thel, was the father oe father of Rebekah,f Rebekah, who marri who married Isaac. ed Isaac. Nahor’s coNNahor’s coNahor’s concubine Rencubine Reumah bore umah bore him four ahim four additional dditional offspring offspring (Gen. 22:2(Gen. 22:24). If the4). If the names her thethe names the names here have here have the functithe function of eponon of eponyms, this yms, this account woaccount would presenuld present Nahor — t Nahor —t Nahor — similar — similar to Ishmaelto Ishmael (Gen. 25: (Gen. 25:16) and Ja16) and Jacob (49:28cob (49:28) — as the) — as the progenito progenitor of 12 kir of 12 kindred tribnkikindred trkindred tribes.ibes.ibes.

2. A son of Terah and brother of Abram (Gen. 11:27-29). Nahor married 
his brother Haran’s daughter Milcah, who gave birth to eight children (Gen. 
22:20-23). One of these, Bethuel, was the father of Rebekah, who married Isaac. 
Nahor’s concubine Reumah bore him four additional offspring (Gen. 22:24). If 
the names here have the function of eponyms, this account would present Nahor 
— similar to Ishmael (Gen. 25:16) and Jacob (49:28) — as the progenitor of 12 
kindred tribes.

Edwin C. HEdwin C. Hostetterostetter

Edwin C. Hostetter

NAHORNAHOR (Heb.  (Heb. naœh�o®rnaœh�o®r) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

NAHOR (Heb. naœh�o®r ) (PLACE)

A city in A city in northwest northwest MesopotamiMesopotamia to whicha to which Abraham s Abraham sent his seent his servant to orvant to obtain a wibtain a wbtain a wife for Iwife for Isaac (Gen.saac (Gen. 24:10). T 24:10). The Mari Lehe Mari Letters menttters mention a ion a Nah˙urNah˙ur situated  situated E of the uE of the E of the upper the upper Balih˙Balih˙ River nea River near Haran (cr Haran (cf. Gen. 29f. Gen. 29:4-5).:4-5).

A city in northwest Mesopotamia to which Abraham sent his servant to obtain a 
wife for Isaac (Gen. 24:10). The Mari Letters mention a Nah˙ur situated E of 
the upper Balih˙ River near Haran (cf. Gen. 29:4-5).

NAHSHONNAHSHON (Heb.  (Heb. nah�sûo®n;nah�sûo®n; Gk.  Gk. NaassoœénNaassoœén)))

NAHSHON (Heb. nah�sûo®n;  Gk. Naassoœén)

A son of AA son of Amminadab amminadab and brothernd brother of Elishe of Elisheba the wifba the wife of Aarone of Aaron (Exod. 6: (Exod. 6:23). He re23). He re23). He representerepresented Judah ind Judah in assisting assisting Moses wit Moses with the firsh the first census (t census (Num. 1:7) Num. 1:7) and led thand led that tribe dat ththat tribethat tribe during th during the wildernee wilderness wanderiss wanderings (2:3; ngs (2:3; 10:14; cf.10:14; cf. 7:12, 17) 7:12, 17). Nahshon . Nahshon is reckoneis reis reckoned areckoned among the among the ancestors oncestors of David (Rf David (Ruth 4:20; uth 4:20; 1 Chr. 2:11 Chr. 2:10-11) and 0-11) and Jesus (MatJesus (MaJesus (Matt. 1:4(Matt. 1:4; Luke 3:3; Luke 3:32).2).

A son of Amminadab and brother of Elisheba the wife of Aaron (Exod. 6:23). He 
represented Judah in assisting Moses with the first census (Num. 1:7) and led 
that tribe during the wilderness wanderings (2:3; 10:14; cf. 7:12, 17). Nahshon is 
reckoned among the ancestors of David (Ruth 4:20; 1 Chr. 2:10-11) and Jesus 
(Matt. 1:4; Luke 3:32).

NAHUMNAHUM (Heb.  (Heb. nah�u®m;nah�u®m; Gk.  Gk. NaouímNaouím)))

NAHUM (Heb. nah�u®m;  Gk. Naouím)

�1.1. One of th One of the 12 Minore 12 Minor Prophets, Prophets, whose wor whose words are recds are recorded in torded in the book ofhe book of Nahum. He ofof Nahum. of Nahum. He was a nHe was a native of Eative of Elkosh (Nahlkosh (Nah. 1:1), a . 1:1), a village invillage in southern  southern Judah.Judah.Judah.

1. One of the 12 Minor Prophets, whose words are recorded in the book 
of Nahum. He was a native of Elkosh (Nah. 1:1), a village in southern Judah.

�2.2. The fathe The father of Amos r of Amos and son ofand son of Esli, lis Esli, listed among ted among the ancestthe ancestors of Jesors of Jesus (Luke 3us (Luus (Luke 3:25(Luke 3:25).).

2. The father of Amos and son of Esli, listed among the ancestors of Jesus 
(Luke 3:25).

NAHUMNAHUM (Heb.  (Heb. nah�u®mnah�u®m), ), BOOK OFBOOK OFBOOK OF

NAHUM (Heb. nah�u®m ), BOOK OF

The seventThe seventh book of h book of the Minor the Minor Prophets. Prophets. The headinThe heading indicateg indicates that Nahs that Nahum is fromum is froum is from Elkosfrom Elkosh, a locath, a location not otion not otherwise meherwise mentioned inntioned in the Bible the Bible. The time. The time and locat and location of Nahiolocatlocation olocation of Nahum’s f Nahum’s activity aactivity are not idere not identified, bntified, but the datut the date can be ie can be inferred asnferred as between t betw between thbetween the destructe destruction of Theion of Thebes in 663bes in 663  C.E.C.E. (3:8) and (3:8) and Nineveh i Nineveh in 612. Intn 612. Interpreters erpreteIntInterpreteInterpreters who undrs who understand therstand the text as e text as a predictia prediction suggeston suggest various d various dates priorates prior to the ac t to the actto the actual collapual collapse of Ninese of Nineveh, rangiveh, ranging from thng from the reportede reported reforms o reforms of Manassehf Manasseh ca. 650 ( ManassehManasseh cManasseh ca. 650 (2 a. 650 (2 Chr. 33:14Chr. 33:14-16), to t-16), to the period he period after Assuafter Assurbanipal’srbanipal’s death ca. death ca. 630, to t 63 630, to th630, to the months oe months of the siegf the siege of Nineve of Nineveh in 612.eh in 612. Interpret Interpreters who viers who view the texew the text as an exttextext as antext as an explicati explication of the on of the significansignificance of Ninece of Nineveh’s demiveh’s demise proposese propose dates clo dates close to or sse tse to or shorto or shortly after tly after the actualthe actual destructi destruction. If Ninon. If Nineveh is vieveh is viewed as paewed as paradigmaticradigmatic of evil,  of e of evil, the evil, the exact dateexact date is of les is of less importans importance, thus pce, thus permitting ermitting exilic andexilic and even post even postexilic datexilic postpostexilicpostexilic dates. dates. dates.

The seventh book of the Minor Prophets. The heading indicates that Nahum is 
from Elkosh, a location not otherwise mentioned in the Bible. The time and 
location of Nahum’s activity are not identified, but the date can be inferred as 
between the destruction of Thebes in 663 C.E. (3:8) and Nineveh in 612. 
Interpreters who understand the text as a prediction suggest various dates prior 



to the actual collapse of Nineveh, ranging from the reported reforms of 
Manasseh ca. 650 (2 Chr. 33:14-16), to the period after Assurbanipal’s death ca. 
630, to the months of the siege of Nineveh in 612. Interpreters who view the 
text as an explication of the significance of Nineveh’s demise propose dates close 
to or shortly after the actual destruction. If Nineveh is viewed as paradigmatic of 
evil, the exact date is of less importance, thus permitting exilic and even 
postexilic dates.

�The book oThe book of Nahum haf Nahum has been regs been regarded as aarded as an example n example of self-seof self-serving, natrving, nationalisticionalnatnationalisnationalistic prophetic prophecy. Interpcy. Interpreters havreters have been unce been uncomfortableomfortable with the  with the lack of molack of moral challermomoral chalmoral challenge direlenge directed towarcted toward Judah. Ad Judah. Although thlthough the heading e heading of the booof the book labels Nk labels Nk labels Nineveh asNineveh as the subje the subject matter ct matter (1:1), Jud(1:1), Judah is addrah is addressed withessed with words of  words of assurance assurance (v. 15[MT (v(v. 15[MT (v. 15[MT 2:1]). Jud2:1]). Judah’s yoke ah’s yoke and bond wand bond will be broill be broken (1:13)ken (1:13); the powe; the power of Assyrr of Assyria will coiaAssyrAssyria wiAssyria will come toll come to an end (c an end (chs. 2–3). hs. 2–3). Hope can eHope can even be derven be derived from ived from the name othe name othe name of the proof the prophet; Nahuphet; Nahum means “cm means “comfort” oromfort” or “consolat “consolation.” The ion.” The harsh wordharsh words directeds direcs directed tdirected toward Assyoward Assyria are, iria are, in fact, den fact, designed forsigned for Judean ea Judean ears. Nahum rs. Nahum offers refoffers refuge for Juugerefrefuge forrefuge for Judah (1: Judah (1:7) and ann7) and announces desounces destruction ftruction for Assyriaor Assyria (2:10[11] (2:10[11]). Nahum h). Nahum has been coahhas been chas been compared toompared to false pro false prophets likephets like Hananiah  Hananiah (Jer. 28).(Jer. 28). More posi More positive assestive assessments of smassesassessmentassessments of the bs of the book have took have tended to sended to stress the tress the cruel, viocruel, violent charalent character of Ascter of Assyrian tacsyrAsAssyrian tAssyrian tactics andactics and control;  control; the demisethe demise of Assyri of Assyria, so grapa, so graphically dehically depicted, ispicted, is termed ac term termed acctermed acceptable wheptable when viewed en viewed from the pfrom the perspectiveerspective of the vi of the victim, namectim, namely, Judah.ly, Judah.ly, Judah. TheJudah. The destructi destruction of Assyon of Assyria is necria is necessary foressary for the moral the moral coherence coherence of histor of history.y.y.

The book of Nahum has been regarded as an example of self-serving, 
nationalistic prophecy. Interpreters have been uncomfortable with the lack of 
moral challenge directed toward Judah. Although the heading of the book labels 
Nineveh as the subject matter (1:1), Judah is addressed with words of assurance 
(v. 15[MT 2:1]). Judah’s yoke and bond will be broken (1:13); the power of 
Assyria will come to an end (chs. 2–3). Hope can even be derived from the name 
of the prophet; Nahum means “comfort” or “consolation.” The harsh words 
directed toward Assyria are, in fact, designed for Judean ears. Nahum offers 
refuge for Judah (1:7) and announces destruction for Assyria (2:10[11]). Nahum 
has been compared to false prophets like Hananiah (Jer. 28). More positive 
assessments of the book have tended to stress the cruel, violent character of 
Assyrian tactics and control; the demise of Assyria, so graphically depicted, is 
termed acceptable when viewed from the perspective of the victim, namely, 
Judah. The destruction of Assyria is necessary for the moral coherence of history.

�Several reSeveral recent intercent interpretationspretations have chal have challenged thelenged the notion th notion that Nahum iat Nahum is uncritics uncrs uncriticaluncritically comfortly comforting. Marviing. Marvin A. Sweenn A. Sweeney has argey has argued that Nued that Nahum opposahum opposes those wes those es those who those who doubted Godoubted God’s capacid’s capacity to delity to deliver. The fver. The fall of Ninall of Nineveh requieveh requires both Jres both Judeans andudJJudeans anJudeans and Assyriand Assyrians to rethis to rethink their vnk their view of Godiew of God’s soverei’s sovereignty. The gnty. The central focentral form of the rmfoform of thform of the book fole book follows that lows that of the “reof the “refutation pfutation pattern of attern of the disputthe disputation speeation speech.” Judahch.”speespeech.” Jspeech.” Judah and Audah and Assyria aressyria are addressed addressed in the op in the opening unitening unit (1:2–10), (1:2–10), Judah in  Judah in the secondthethe secondthe second (1:11–15[ (1:11–15[2:1]), and2:1]), and Assyria i Assyria in the thirn the third (2:1[2]—d (2:1[2]—3:19). Mic3:19). Michael H. Flhael H. Floyd has suoydFlFloyd has Floyd has suggested suggested that Nahumthat Nahum was inter was interrogating hrogating his Judean is Judean audience, audience, accusing taccusing them of plohtthem of plthem of plotting agaotting against God. inst God. The questiThe question in 1:6 on in 1:6 (“Who can (“Who can stand befostand before his indre his indignation?”igindindignatioindignation?”) requin?”) requires the anres the answer that swer that no one hasno one has the capac the capacity to oppity to oppose God. Tose God. The questiohTThe questiThe question in 1:9 on in 1:9 (“Why do y(“Why do you plot agou plot against the ainst the Lord?”) inLord?”) in effect ar effect argues that gues that one shouldoneone shouldone should not oppos not oppose God becae God because the couse the consequencesnsequences are disas are disastrous. Flotrous. Floyd argues yd argueyd argues thaargues that 1:2–10 st 1:2–10 should not hould not be understbe understood as eitood as either acrosther acrostic in techic in technique (e.gnique (e.g., too man., t., too many ltoo many letters areetters are missing)  missing) or hymnic or hymnic in charactin character (e.g., er (e.g., hymns do nhymns do not containot contain confronta co confrontatconfrontative questiive questions); rathons); rather these oer these opening verpening verses are beses are best charactst characterized as erized as “prophetic“pr“prophetic“prophetic interroga interrogation.”tion.”tion.”

Several recent interpretations have challenged the notion that Nahum is 
uncritically comforting. Marvin A. Sweeney has argued that Nahum opposes 
those who doubted God’s capacity to deliver. The fall of Nineveh requires both 
Judeans and Assyrians to rethink their view of God’s sovereignty. The central 
form of the book follows that of the “refutation pattern of the disputation 
speech.” Judah and Assyria are addressed in the opening unit (1:2–10), Judah in 
the second (1:11–15[2:1]), and Assyria in the third (2:1[2]—3:19). Michael H. 
Floyd has suggested that Nahum was interrogating his Judean audience, accusing 
them of plotting against God. The question in 1:6 (“Who can stand before his 
indignation?”) requires the answer that no one has the capacity to oppose God. 
The question in 1:9 (“Why do you plot against the Lord?”) in effect argues that 
one should not oppose God because the consequences are disastrous. Floyd 
argues that 1:2–10 should not be understood as either acrostic in technique (e.g., 
too many letters are missing) or hymnic in character (e.g., hymns do not contain 
confrontative questions); rather these opening verses are best characterized as 
“prophetic interrogation.”

�These studThese studies also iies also indicate a ndicate a shift towashift toward a more rd a more unified reunified reading of tading of the book. The book. he book. The book. The shifting gshifting gender of tender of the 2nd perhe 2nd person pronouson pronouns in 1:9–ns in 1:9–14 has oft14 has often stood ien stood in the way niin the wayin the way of a unif of a unified readinied reading. Many hag. Many have concludve concluded that thed that the variatioe variation is the rn is the result of aesultrresult of result of a complex a complex redactionaredactional history,l history, with inde with independent unpendent units being its being conflated conflated at variousat vat various stvarious stages extenages extending into ding into the postexthe postexilic perioilic period. Sweeneyd. Sweeney directly  directly argues forargues for a literar a li a literary cliterary coherence, oherence, and Bob Beand Bob Becking has cking has argued forargued for a concept a conceptual cohereual coherence centernce centernce centered ocentered on the metan the metaphor of thphor of the wrath ofe wrath of God, a pr God, a protective rotective refuge for efuge for the faithfthe faithful and a dul faithffaithful afaithful and a definnd a definitive no titive no to oppressio oppressive forces.ve forces.

These studies also indicate a shift toward a more unified reading of the 
book. The shifting gender of the 2nd person pronouns in 1:9–14 has often stood 
in the way of a unified reading. Many have concluded that the variation is the 



result of a complex redactional history, with independent units being conflated at 
various stages extending into the postexilic period. Sweeney directly argues for a 
literary coherence, and Bob Becking has argued for a conceptual coherence 
centered on the metaphor of the wrath of God, a protective refuge for the 
faithful and a definitive no to oppressive forces.

�Nahum is nNahum is not a facilot a facile word of e word of comfort. Tcomfort. The words ahe words are filled re filled with a bibwith a biblical memolical melical memory thamemory that recollect recollects Israel/ts Israel/Judah’s owJudah’s own rebellion rebellious past (aus past (and likely nd likely future?). future?). Judeans anJudeaJudeans anJudeans and subsequed subsequent readersnt readers are not i are not invited simnvited simply to be ply to be cheerleadecheerleaders at the rs at the scene of Nscscene of Nscene of Nineveh’s dineveh’s demise. Thiemise. This point iss point is made dire made directly by thctly by the latter pe latter part of 1:1art of 1:12: “Though2: “T2: “Though I “Though I have afflihave afflicted you, cted you, I will affI will afflict you nlict you no more.” No more.” Nahum depicahum depicts the addts the addressee as ressaddaddressee addressee as afflictas afflicted specified specifically by Gcally by God. The haod. The hard words drd words directed agirected against Nineainst Nineveh/AssyrivehNineNineveh/AsNineveh/Assyria are syria are introducedintroduced by words  by words that deeplthat deeply positiony position the Judea the Judeans as peopns as peopns as people whopeople who are also  are also in a turbuin a turbulent relatlent relationship wiionship with God. Thth God. The Judean ae Judean addressees ddressees have alreahhave alreahave already experiedy experienced the inced the indignationndignation of God; t of God; they know bhey know better thanetter than anyone th anyone th anyone the heat othe heat of God’s anf God’s anger. The rger. The refuge provefuge provided by Goided by God is a refd is a refuge from tuge from the day of he day of trouble, atrtrouble, atrouble, a day which day which God is in God is initiating.itiating.itiating.

Nahum is not a facile word of comfort. The words are filled with a biblical 
memory that recollects Israel/Judah’s own rebellious past (and likely future?). 
Judeans and subsequent readers are not invited simply to be cheerleaders at the 
scene of Nineveh’s demise. This point is made directly by the latter part of 1:12: 
“Though I have afflicted you, I will afflict you no more.” Nahum depicts the 
addressee as afflicted specifically by God. The hard words directed against 
Nineveh/Assyria are introduced by words that deeply position the Judeans as 
people who are also in a turbulent relationship with God. The Judean addressees 
have already experienced the indignation of God; they know better than anyone 
the heat of God’s anger. The refuge provided by God is a refuge from the day of 
trouble, a day which God is initiating.

�In additioIn addition, when ren, when read in the ad in the context ofcontext of the large the larger canon, tr canon, the hard wohe hard words directrds direrds directed adirected at Nineveh/t Nineveh/Assyria haAssyria have been orve been or will be d will be directed toirected to Israel/Ju Israel/Judah. This dah. This includes tincluincludes tincludes the most abhe most abrasive worrasive words in Nahuds in Nahum. Nah. 2:m. Nah. 2:13[14] ass13[14] asserts: “I aerts: “I am against m against you [= Ninyoyou [= Ninyou [= Nineveh], sayeveh], says the Lords the Lord of hosts, of hosts, and I wil and I will burn youl burn your chariotsr chariots in smoke, in smoke, and the s an and the swand the sword shall ord shall devour youdevour your young lir young lions” (cf. ons” (cf. Ezek. 5:8;Ezek. 5:8; Amos 1-2; Amos 1-2; Jer. 21:5 Jer. 21:5). The dou). T). The doubleThe double-edged cha-edged character of racter of the threatthe threats extends s extends to even thto even the most grue most gruesome imagesome imesome images. Asimages. Assyria/Ninesyria/Nineveh will sveh will suffer whatuffer what happen to happen to Thebes: “ Thebes: “She becameShe became an exile, an exile, she went  exile,exile, sheexile, she went into went into captivity captivity; even her; even her infants w infants were dashedere dashed in pieces in pieces at the he at the head of everad oad of every sof every street”(3:1treet”(3:10; cf. Hos0; cf. Hos. 10:14-15. 10:14-15). Compare). Compare the image the image of sexual of sexual violence  violence directed adirdirected adirected against Ningainst Nineveh (3:5)eveh (3:5) with that with that against J against Jerusalem (erusalem (Jer. 13:26Jer. 13:26). The lan). The language of vguaglanlanguage olanguage of violencef violence must be u must be used cautiosed cautiously, if ausly, if at all, todt all, today, but itay, but it should be should be noted tha noted noted thatnoted that what is d what is directed agirected against Nineainst Nineveh/Assyriveh/Assyria is remema is remembered canobered canonically asnically as also dire asas also dias also directed agarected against Israeinst Israel and Judal and Judah.h.h.

In addition, when read in the context of the larger canon, the hard words 
directed at Nineveh/Assyria have been or will be directed to Israel/Judah. This 
includes the most abrasive words in Nahum. Nah. 2:13[14] asserts: “I am against 
you [= Nineveh], says the Lord of hosts, and I will burn your chariots in smoke, 
and the sword shall devour your young lions” (cf. Ezek. 5:8; Amos 1-2; Jer. 21:5). 
The double-edged character of the threats extends to even the most gruesome 
images. Assyria/Nineveh will suffer what happen to Thebes: “She became an 
exile, she went into captivity; even her infants were dashed in pieces at the head 
of every street”(3:10; cf. Hos. 10:14-15). Compare the image of sexual violence 
directed against Nineveh (3:5) with that against Jerusalem (Jer. 13:26). The 
language of violence must be used cautiously, if at all, today, but it should be 
noted that what is directed against Nineveh/Assyria is remembered canonically 
as also directed against Israel and Judah.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. BeckingB. Becking, “Divine , “Divine Wrath and Wrath and the Concepthe Conceptual Cohertual Coherence of thence ofence of the Booof the Book of Nahumk of Nahum,” ,” SJOTSJOT 9 (1995): 9 (1995): 277–96; M 277–96; M. H. Floyd. H. Floyd, “The Chi, “The Chimerical Acmerical Acrostic of roAcAcrostic oAcrostic of Nahum 1:f Nahum 1:2-10,” 2-10,” JBLJBL 113 (1994 113 (1994): 421–37;): 421–37; J. J. M.  J. J. M. Roberts, Roberts, Nahum, HabNahum, Habakkuk, andakHabHabakkuk, Habakkuk, and Zephanand Zephaniah.iah. OTL (Loui OTL (Louisville, 19sville, 1991); M. A.91); M. A. Sweeney,  Sweeney, “Concernin“Concerning the Strug theg the Structthe Structure and Geure and Generic Charneric Character of tacter of the Book ofhe Book of Nahum,”  Nahum,” ZAWZAW 104 (1992 104 (1992): 364–77.): 36): 364–77.364–77.364–77.
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the Structure and Generic Character of the Book of Nahum,” ZAW 104 (1992): 
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NAINNAIN (Gk.  (Gk. NaiínNaiín)))

NAIN (Gk. Naiín)

A city in A city in Galilee whGalilee where Jesus ere Jesus raised froraised from the deadm the dead a widow’s a widow’s only son  only son (Luke 7:11(Luke 7:11-17). The -17:117:11-17). 7:11-17). The site iThe site is modern Ns modern Nein (18322ein (183226), a smal6), a small village l village on the sloon the slopes of Mt.pes of Mt. Moreh (Ne Mo Moreh (NebMoreh (Nebi Dahi), 9i Dahi), 9 km. (5.5  km. (5.5 mi.) SE ofmi.) SE of Nazareth. Nazareth. It overlo It overlooks the ploks the plain of Esdain of Esdraelon, peraeEsdEsdraelon,Esdraelon, perhaps t perhaps the reason he reason it was namit was named “lovelyed “lovely” (” (Gen. Rab.Gen. Rab. 98:12). 98:12).

A city in Galilee where Jesus raised from the dead a widow’s only son (Luke 
7:11-17). The site is modern Nein (183226), a small village on the slopes of Mt. 



Moreh (Nebi Dahi), 9 km. (5.5 mi.) SE of Nazareth. It overlooks the plain of 
Esdraelon, perhaps the reason it was named “lovely” (Gen. Rab. 98:12).

NAIOTHNAIOTH (Heb.  (Heb. naœyo®t�naœyo®t�)))

NAIOTH (Heb. naœyo®t� )

A place “iA place “in Ramah” tn Ramah” to which Dao which David fled avid fled after escapfter escaping from Sing from Saul with taul with the help ofhe help of Michal (1 M Michal (1 Michal (1 Sam. 19:18Sam. 19:18-24). Davi-24). David dwelt ind dwelt in Naioth wi Naioth with Samuel th Samuel and a bandand a band of prophe of prophe of prophets. prophets. As Saul puAs Saul pursued Davirsued David to Naiotd to Naioth, he was h, he was seized by seized by an ecstatian ecstatic frenzy ac frenzy and prophesndaand propheand prophesied. Davisied. David fled Naid fled Naioth to meeoth to meet Jonathant Jonathan (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sam. 20:1). The 0:1). The repeated rrepeated references erreferencesreferences to Naioth to Naioth “in Ramah “in Ramah” indicate” indicates that Nais that Naioth is nototh is not a separat a separate place nae place name. Althoumnaname. Althname. Although its lough its linguistic inguistic form is unform is uncertain, Ncertain, Naioth shouaioth should be relald be related to Hebted to Heb. . naœweh,nnaœweh,naœweh, which is  which is a shepherda shepherd’s camp pi’s camp pitched outstched outside a cityide a city. Such a c. Such a camp was apamp was apparently apapapparentlyapparently also the  also the dwelling odwelling of Samuel af Samuel and his disnd his disciples.ciples.ciples.

A place “in Ramah” to which David fled after escaping from Saul with the help of 
Michal (1 Sam. 19:18-24). David dwelt in Naioth with Samuel and a band of 
prophets. As Saul pursued David to Naioth, he was seized by an ecstatic frenzy 
and prophesied. David fled Naioth to meet Jonathan (1 Sam. 20:1). The repeated 
references to Naioth “in Ramah” indicates that Naioth is not a separate place 
name. Although its linguistic form is uncertain, Naioth should be related to Heb. 
naœweh, which is a shepherd’s camp pitched outside a city. Such a camp was 
apparently also the dwelling of Samuel and his disciples.
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NAKEDNESSNAKEDNESSNAKEDNESS

NAKEDNESS

Unlike conUnlike contemporary temporary English usEnglish usage, nakedage, nakedness in thness in the Bible cae Bible can refer ton refer to a range o a range of undress f uf undress frundress from total nom total nudity to budity to being inadeeing inadequately clquately clothed (Jobothed (Job 22:6; Eze 22:6; Ezek. 18:7; Mk. 18:7; Matt. 25:36attMMatt. 25:3Matt. 25:36; 2 Cor. 6; 2 Cor. 11:27). As11:27). As in contem in contemporary Engporary English usagelish usage, however,, however, even the  even the more litermmore litermore literal uses ofal uses of the Hebre the Hebrew and Greew and Greek terms ark terms are loaded we loaded with figuraith figurative and stive and symbolic meyssymbolic msymbolic meanings aneanings and allusiond allusions.s.s.

Unlike contemporary English usage, nakedness in the Bible can refer to a range of 
undress from total nudity to being inadequately clothed (Job 22:6; Ezek. 18:7; 
Matt. 25:36; 2 Cor. 11:27). As in contemporary English usage, however, even the 
more literal uses of the Hebrew and Greek terms are loaded with figurative and 
symbolic meanings and allusions.

�Although tAlthough total nuditotal nudity could bey could be associate associated with thed with the innocence innocence of a newb of a newborn child orn chorn child (Jobchild (Job 1:21; cf. 1:21; cf. Gen. 2:25 Gen. 2:25; Ezek. 16; Ezek. 16:7), it wa:7), it was most ofts most often a eupheen a euphemism for smism for sexual orgaexuassexual orgsexual organs or sexans or sexual activiual activity (Lev. 1ty (Lev. 18:1-23; 208:1-23; 20:10-21; Ez:10-21; Ezek. 16:8).ek. 16:8). This rang This range of euphee of ee of euphemistieuphemistic meaning c meaning has complihas complicated attecated attempts to unmpts to understand tderstand the precisehe precise nature of nature o nature of Ham’s oof Ham’s offense agaffense against Noah inst Noah when he “swhen he “saw his fataw his father’s nakeher’s nakedness” (Gedness” (Gen. 9:22). n. 9:22). CommentatoCCommentatoCommentators have surs have suggested thggested that Ham mayat Ham may have take have taken the occan the occasion of Nosion of Noah’s drunkah’s dah’s drunkennesdrunkenness to engags to engage in eithee in either some forr some form of sexuam of sexual conduct l conduct with his fwith his father or aather or an incestuonaan incestuan incestuous relatious relationship witonship with Noah’s wh Noah’s wife. More ife. More likely thelikely the phrase is phrase is to be und to be understood quersundunderstoodunderstood quite lit quite literally in erally in this instathis instance (cf. Gnce (cf. Gen. 9:21, en. 9:21, 23), and t23), and the severithe severity of Noah’y of Noy of Noah’s resNoah’s response relaponse relates to thetes to the affront t affront to his digno his dignity and Haity and Ham’s disresm’s disrespect.pect.pect.

Although total nudity could be associated with the innocence of a newborn 
child (Job 1:21; cf. Gen. 2:25; Ezek. 16:7), it was most often a euphemism for 
sexual organs or sexual activity (Lev. 18:1-23; 20:10-21; Ezek. 16:8). This range of 
euphemistic meaning has complicated attempts to understand the precise nature 
of Ham’s offense against Noah when he “saw his father’s nakedness” (Gen. 9:22). 
Commentators have suggested that Ham may have taken the occasion of Noah’s 
drunkenness to engage in either some form of sexual conduct with his father or 
an incestuous relationship with Noah’s wife. More likely the phrase is to be 
understood quite literally in this instance (cf. Gen. 9:21, 23), and the severity of 
Noah’s response relates to the affront to his dignity and Ham’s disrespect.

�Adam and EAdam and Eve’s own sve’s own shame at thhame at the recognite recognition of theion of their nakedneir nakedness in the ss in the wake of thwakewake of thwake of their disobeeir disobedience (Gedience (Gen. 3:7) isn. 3:7) is but one e but one example of xample of the fact tthe fact that nakednhat nakedness was asesnakednnakedness nakedness was associwas associated with ated with a variety a variety of human cof human conditions onditions often consoften considered shaidered shaidered shameful oshameful or humiliatr humiliating (cf. Iing (cf. Isa. 47:3).sa. 47:3). Nakedness Nakedness symbolize symbolized adultered adulterers (1 Sam.rs (1 Sam. 20:30) an 20 20:30) and20:30) and was often was often the defin the defining characing characteristic iteristic in metaphorn metaphors depictins depicting those whg those who rejectedo whwho rejectwho rejected God as ed God as either adueither adulterers orlterers or prostitut prostitutes (Lam. 1es (Lam. 1:8; Ezek. :8; Ezek. 16:36-37; 16:36-37; Rev. 17:16ReRev. 17:16Rev. 17:16). Nakedne). Nakedness in the ss in the sense of bsense of being inadeeing inadequately clquately clothed is oothed is one of sevene of several deprivraseveseveral deseveral deprivationsprivations used to r used to represent bepresent both povertoth poverty (Job 24:y (Job 24:10; Isa. 510; Isa. 58:7; Jas. 8:7; Jas. 2:15) and 2:15)2:15) and 2:15) and oppressionoppression by one’s  by one’s enemies (Denemies (Deut. 28:48eut. 28:48; Rom. 8:3; Rom. 8:35). Conseq5). Consequently it uently it was often wwas often was often used as a used as a figure of figure of judgment ajudgment against eitgainst either Israelher Israel (Ezek. 23 (Ezek. 23:29), the :29), the nations (Inationnations (Inations (Isa. 20:2-4sa. 20:2-4), or even), or even individua individuals (Hos. 2ls (Hos. 2:3[MT 5]).:3[MT 5]).

Adam and Eve’s own shame at the recognition of their nakedness in the 
wake of their disobedience (Gen. 3:7) is but one example of the fact that 
nakedness was associated with a variety of human conditions often considered 
shameful or humiliating (cf. Isa. 47:3). Nakedness symbolized adulterers (1 Sam. 
20:30) and was often the defining characteristic in metaphors depicting those 
who rejected God as either adulterers or prostitutes (Lam. 1:8; Ezek. 16:36-37; 
Rev. 17:16). Nakedness in the sense of being inadequately clothed is one of 
several deprivations used to represent both poverty (Job 24:10; Isa. 58:7; Jas. 
2:15) and oppression by one’s enemies (Deut. 28:48; Rom. 8:35). Consequently it 
was often used as a figure of judgment against either Israel (Ezek. 23:29), the 



nations (Isa. 20:2-4), or even individuals (Hos. 2:3[MT 5]).

�Nakedness Nakedness was also awas also associated ssociated with ecstawith ecstatic spirittic spiritual statesual states, both pos, both positively (1itively (1itively (1 Sam. 19(1 Sam. 19:24; 2 Sam:24; 2 Sam. 6:20-21). 6:20-21) and negat and negatively (Lukively (Luke 8:27). Te 8:27). The laws rehe laws regarding thgarding the attire oe ae attire of attire of priests anpriests and the consd the construction otruction of altars sf altars showed a pahowed a particular crticular concern thaoncern that they avot tht they avoidthey avoid accidenta accidentally exposilly exposing themselng themselves duringves during the perfo the performance of rmance of their dutitheir duties (Exod. esdutiduties (Exduties (Exod. 20:26;od. 20:26; 28:42). W 28:42). Whether thehether these laws wese laws were a direcre a direct reactiont reaction against a against aspects of spaaspects ofaspects of Canaanite Canaanite religious religious practice, practice, as some h as some have suggesave suggested, or reted, or reflected a flected a more genermormore genermore general taboo ral taboo regarding negarding nakedness iakedness is subject s subject to debate.to debate.

Nakedness was also associated with ecstatic spiritual states, both positively 
(1 Sam. 19:24; 2 Sam. 6:20-21) and negatively (Luke 8:27). The laws regarding the 
attire of priests and the construction of altars showed a particular concern that 
they avoid accidentally exposing themselves during the performance of their 
duties (Exod. 20:26; 28:42). Whether these laws were a direct reaction against 
aspects of Canaanite religious practice, as some have suggested, or reflected a 
more general taboo regarding nakedness is subject to debate.

Timothy B.Timothy B. Cargal Cargal

Timothy B. Cargal

NAMES AND NAMES AND NAMINGNAMINGNAMING

NAMES AND NAMING

When ShakeWhen Shakespeare assspeare asserted thaterted that “a rose b “a rose by any othey any other name wour name would smell ald smell as sweet” (s sweet”s sweet” (sweet” (Romeo and Romeo and JulietJuliet II.ii.43) II.ii.43) he was em he was emphaticallyphatically not expre not expressing an issing an idea that hdea that had any warahhad any wahad any warrant in trrant in the biblicahe biblical world — l world — or anywheror anywhere else in e else in the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East. In the tEasEast. In tEast. In the ancienthe ancient world gen world generally, a erally, a name was nname was not merely ot merely a conveniea convenient collocant collocation of sotiocollocacollocatiocollocation of soundn of sounds by whichs by which a person, a person, place, or place, or thing cou thing could be idenld be identified; ratified; rather, a natherrarather, a rather, a name exprename expressed sometssed something of thhing of the very esse very essence of thence of that which wat which was being nas being nas being named. Hennamed. Hence, to knoce, to know the namew the name was to kn was to know somethiow something of the ng of the fundamentafundamental traits, l traitl traits, natraits, nature, or dture, or destiny of estiny of that to whthat to which the naich the name belongeme belonged.d.d.

When Shakespeare asserted that “a rose by any other name would smell as 
sweet” (Romeo and Juliet II.ii.43) he was emphatically not expressing an idea that 
had any warrant in the biblical world — or anywhere else in the ancient Near 
East. In the ancient world generally, a name was not merely a convenient 
collocation of sounds by which a person, place, or thing could be identified; 
rather, a name expressed something of the very essence of that which was being 
named. Hence, to know the name was to know something of the fundamental 
traits, nature, or destiny of that to which the name belonged.

�In the BibIn the Bible, this cle, this connection onnection between thbetween the name ande name and what is n what is named is paamed is particularizrticulapaparticularparticularized in a ized in a number of number of different different ways. For ways. For instance, instance, a name maya name may denote so denote some featuremsosome featusome feature considere considered fundamred fundamental to tental to that which hat which is being sis being so designato designated — whethed — wheted — whether thwhether that featureat feature is physic is physical or someal or something morething more abstract. abstract. Giving a  Giving a town the ntown the name of Gibamnname of Giname of Gibeah indicbeah indicated that ated that its physicits physical positioal positioning on a ning on a hill was phill was probably derobably deemed its memededeemed itsdeemed its most sign most significant feificant feature, sinature, since “hill” ce “hill” is preciseis precisely the Hebly the Hebrew meaninrew meaning of Gibeag ofg of Gibeah of Gibeah (so too th(so too the name Gibe name Gibeon). Simieon). Similarly, thelarly, the name Esau name Esau, meaning , meaning “hairy,” i“hairy,” is quite fis qs quite fittquite fitting for thing for the firstbore firstborn son of Rn son of Rebekah andebekah and Isaac, si Isaac, since what wnce what was most noas most noticed abouticenonoticed abnoticed about him, pout him, physically,hysically, was his h was his hairy body airy body (Gen. 25:2(Gen. 25:25; cf. 27:5; cf. 27:11). In te11). In terms of morrms orms of more abof more abstract feastract features, a ptures, a preeminent reeminent example isexample is found in  found in the personthe person of Nabal; of Nabal; the name  t the name mthe name means “fooleans “fool,” and sur,” and sure enough, e enough, as his wifas his wife points oe points out, “follyut, “folly is with h is with him” (1 Samim” hhim” (1 Sahim” (1 Sam. 25:25).m. 25:25). Consider, Consider, too, the  too, the name Bethlname Bethlehem, “houehem, “house of brease of bread”; the tod”; the tod”; the town so natown so named likelymed likely has the r has the reputation eputation for the bofor the bountiful pruntiful production ooduction of grain.f grain.f grain.

In the Bible, this connection between the name and what is named is 
particularized in a number of different ways. For instance, a name may denote 
some feature considered fundamental to that which is being so designated — 
whether that feature is physical or something more abstract. Giving a town the 
name of Gibeah indicated that its physical positioning on a hill was probably 
deemed its most significant feature, since “hill” is precisely the Hebrew meaning 
of Gibeah (so too the name Gibeon). Similarly, the name Esau, meaning “hairy,” is 
quite fitting for the firstborn son of Rebekah and Isaac, since what was most 
noticed about him, physically, was his hairy body (Gen. 25:25; cf. 27:11). In terms 
of more abstract features, a preeminent example is found in the person of Nabal; 
the name means “fool,” and sure enough, as his wife points out, “folly is with 
him” (1 Sam. 25:25). Consider, too, the name Bethlehem, “house of bread”; the 
town so named likely has the reputation for the bountiful production of grain.

�The practiThe practice of highce of highlighting alighting a significa significant featurent feature by means  by means of the namof the name given toe given toe given to it is ato it is also found lso found in those iin those instances instances in which a n which a person’s nperson’s name is thaame is that of a plat of a plant or animnt or ant or animal. Pranimal. Presumably sesumably such a nameuch a name is bestow is bestowed when thed when the outstande outstanding qualiting qualities of a pies of a particular apparticularparticular plant or  plant or animal areanimal are also iden also identifiable —tifiable — or at lea or at least hoped fst hoped for — in thor — in the person se pee person so person so named. Debnamed. Deborah meansorah means “bee,” an “bee,” and the idead the idea that bees that bees are a bus are a busy and induy and indy and industriouindustrious insect cs insect certainly iertainly intersects ntersects with the mwith the many and vaany and varied positried positions this ions this woman tookwomwoman tookwoman took on in her on in her life (jud life (judge, prophege, prophetess, wifetess, wife, mother, , mother, warrior, swarrior, singer; cf.inger; cf. Judg. 4-5 Jud Judg. 4-5)Judg. 4-5). Jonah me. Jonah means “dove,ans “dove,” and, reg” and, regarding thearding the prophet w prophet who holds tho holds that name, hat name, the intenttthe intentthe intention seems ion seems to be an ito be an ironic commronic comment on thaent on that person’st person’s character character; Jonah’s ; Jonah’s life was alilife was alife was actually factually far from beir from being peacefung peaceful, a charal, a characteristic cteristic normally anormally associated ssociated with the dwith twith the dove (the dove (esp. Jonahesp. Jonah 1, 4). 1, 4). 1, 4).

The practice of highlighting a significant feature by means of the name given 
to it is also found in those instances in which a person’s name is that of a plant or 
animal. Presumably such a name is bestowed when the outstanding qualities of a 
particular plant or animal are also identifiable — or at least hoped for — in the 
person so named. Deborah means “bee,” and the idea that bees are a busy and 
industrious insect certainly intersects with the many and varied positions this 
woman took on in her life (judge, prophetess, wife, mother, warrior, singer; cf. 
Judg. 4-5). Jonah means “dove,” and, regarding the prophet who holds that name, 



the intention seems to be an ironic comment on that person’s character; Jonah’s 
life was actually far from being peaceful, a characteristic normally associated with 
the dove (esp. Jonah 1, 4).

�A second pA second particulariarticularity of the ty of the name-namedname-named connectio connection, though n, though relevant orelevant only for penly fonly for personfor personal names, al names, centers oncenters on the circu the circumstances omstances of a child’f a child’s birth. Js birth. Jacob comesacob comes out of th o out of theout of the womb grip womb gripping his oping his older twin lder twin brother’s brother’s heel: Jacoheel: Jacob means “hb means “heel-grabbeeel-grabber” (Gen. 2r“heel-grabbe“heel-grab“heel-grabber” (Gen.ber” (Gen. 25:26). H 25:26). Here the biere the birth circumrth circumstances (astances (and the namnd the name) foreshae) foreshae) foreshadowforeshadow the adult the adult character character of the pe of the person, as erson, as evident latvident later both wher both when Jacob sen Jacob steals the tessteals thesteals the birthrigh birthright that rigt that rightfully behtfully belongs to hlongs to his older bis older brother Esarother Esau (Gen. 27u (Gen. 27:1-45), an:1-45)2727:1-45), 27:1-45), and when hand when he tricks he tricks his father-is father-in-law Labin-law Laban and so an and so becomes exbecomes extremely wetremely wetremely wealthy (3wealthy (30:25–43).0:25–43).0:25–43).

A second particularity of the name-named connection, though relevant only 
for personal names, centers on the circumstances of a child’s birth. Jacob comes 
out of the womb gripping his older twin brother’s heel: Jacob means 
“heel-grabber” (Gen. 25:26). Here the birth circumstances (and the name) 
foreshadow the adult character of the person, as evident later both when Jacob 
steals the birthright that rightfully belongs to his older brother Esau (Gen. 
27:1-45), and when he tricks his father-in-law Laban and so becomes extremely 
wealthy (30:25–43).

�Sometimes Sometimes the connecthe connection betwetion between the namen the name and the e and the circumstancircumstances of theces of the child’s b ch child’s bichild’s birth has lirth has little actuattle actually to do lly to do with the cwith the child itselhild itself; insteadf; instead, the name, the name concerns  concern concerns iconcerns itself moretself more generally generally with the  with the broader sibroader situation oftuation of the commu the community into nity into which the wwhich the which the child has child has been born.been born. Ichabod,  Ichabod, which meanwhich means “Where is “Where is the glors the glory?” is they?” is the name give thethe name gthe name given to a iven to a child bornchild born at the ti at the time of a grme of a great Israeleat Israelite catastite catastrophe: Isrrophe: Israel’s defeael’s dael’s defeat at defeat at the hands the hands of the Phiof the Philistines, listines, which resuwhich resulted furthlted further in the er in the loss of thloss of the ark of te ark oe ark of the covof the covenant (Isrenant (Israel’s “gloael’s “glory”; 1 Samry”; 1 Sam. 4:5-11, . 4:5-11, 19-22). Wh19-22). When the proen the prophet Hoseaphet Hosea names his n names his names his daughter Ldaughter Lo-rahama (o-rahama (“Not pitie“Not pitied”), it isd”), it is done in o done in order to sirder to signify the gnify the lack of pilacklack of pilack of pity that Yaty that Yahweh now hhweh now has towardsas towards the entir the entire northerne northern kingdom o kingdom of Israel (f Israel (Hos. 1:6).H((Hos. 1:6)(Hos. 1:6)...

Sometimes the connection between the name and the circumstances of the 
child’s birth has little actually to do with the child itself; instead, the name 
concerns itself more generally with the broader situation of the community into 
which the child has been born. Ichabod, which means “Where is the glory?” is 
the name given to a child born at the time of a great Israelite catastrophe: Israel’s 
defeat at the hands of the Philistines, which resulted further in the loss of the ark 
of the covenant (Israel’s “glory”; 1 Sam. 4:5-11, 19-22). When the prophet Hosea 
names his daughter Lo-rahama (“Not pitied”), it is done in order to signify the 
lack of pity that Yahweh now has towards the entire northern kingdom of Israel 
(Hos. 1:6).

�A third waA third way in whichy in which the conne the connection betwction between the naeen the name and theme and the named is  named is particularparparticularparticularized focusized focuses on the es on the destiny ofdestiny of a person; a person; here the  here the name somehname somehow presageow presageow presages tpresages that personhat person’s future.’s future. Jesus is  Jesus is the Greek the Greek form of thform of the Hebrew ne Hebrew name Joshuaame Joshuaame Joshua; itJoshua; its meaning s meaning is “savioris “savior,” which M,” which Matt. 1:21 att. 1:21 understandunderstands as an ads as an adumbration umbration of the chiofof the chiof the child’s futurld’s future task of e task of saving hissaving his people fr people from their som their sins (cf. Lins (cf. Luke 1:31).uke 1:31). Jesus’ fo Jesus’ f Jesus’ foremost dforemost disciple isisciple is named Pet named Peter, meaniner, meaning “Rock,” g “Rock,” which alluwhich alludes to thides to this person’ss person’s foundatio fo foundationfoundational role inal role in the futur the future establise establishment of thment of the Christihe Christian Church an Church (Matt. 16:(Matt. 16:18-19). Mo18-16:16:18-19).16:18-19). Moses, wh Moses, which in Hebich in Hebrew means rew means “draw out,“draw out,” is a ref” is a reference to erence to this childthis child’s eventua’schildchild’s evchild’s eventual tasentual task of drawik of drawing out hisng out his people fr people from Egypt aom Egypt and leadingnd leading them towa them toward the Prordtowatoward thetoward the Promised  Promised Land. Of cLand. Of course, theourse, the name may  name may also relatalso relate to the ce to the circumstancircumstanccircumstancircumstances of theces of the child’s b child’s birth, sincirth, since by beinge by being drawn out drawn out of the Ni of the Nile River Mle River Moses was soseMMoses was Moses was saved fromsaved from the annih the annihilation thilation that Pharaohat Pharaoh was visit was visiting upon ting upon the Hebrew he Hebrewhe Hebrew malHebrew male babies ae babies at the timet the time (Exod. 2: (Exod. 2:1-10). Thu1-10). Thus a name cs a name can do douban do double duty (cle duty (cle duty (cf. Jacob(cf. Jacob), referri), referring both tong both to the circu the circumstances omstances of the persf the person’s birthon’s birth and that  and that person’s apersoperson’s aperson’s adult role.dult role.

A third way in which the connection between the name and the named is 
particularized focuses on the destiny of a person; here the name somehow 
presages that person’s future. Jesus is the Greek form of the Hebrew name 
Joshua; its meaning is “savior,” which Matt. 1:21 understands as an adumbration 
of the child’s future task of saving his people from their sins (cf. Luke 1:31). Jesus’ 
foremost disciple is named Peter, meaning “Rock,” which alludes to this person’s 
foundational role in the future establishment of the Christian Church (Matt. 
16:18-19). Moses, which in Hebrew means “draw out,” is a reference to this 
child’s eventual task of drawing out his people from Egypt and leading them 
toward the Promised Land. Of course, the name may also relate to the 
circumstances of the child’s birth, since by being drawn out of the Nile River 
Moses was saved from the annihilation that Pharaoh was visiting upon the 
Hebrew male babies at the time (Exod. 2:1-10). Thus a name can do double duty 
(cf. Jacob), referring both to the circumstances of the person’s birth and that 
person’s adult role.

�Because a Because a name is soname is so inextrica inextricably bound bly bound to that whto that which is namich is named, if a ced, if a change occuhange ohange occurs in occurs in the conditthe conditions of a ions of a person or person or place, theplace, the name must name must also be a also be altered so ltered so as to reflas as to reflas to reflect the neect the new and diffw and different situerent situation. Wheation. When Saul becn Saul becomes a misomes a missionary tosionary to the Genti t the Gentilthe Gentiles, his naes, his name becomesme becomes Paul, a R Paul, a Roman versioman version of the on of the Hebraic SaHebraic Saul; the naul; the name change mnaname changname change befits he befits his new vocis new vocation as eation as evangelizervangelizer to the pe to the peoples of toples of the wider Rhe wider Roman worldoRRoman worlRoman world (Acts 13d (Acts 13:9). When :9). When Naomi retuNaomi returns to Betrns to Bethlehem, hahlehem, having lost ving lost her husbanher husher husband anhusband and both herd both her sons whil sons while in the fe in the foreign lanoreign land of Moab,d of Moab, she asks  she asks that her nthat her name no lonamnname no loname no longer be Nanger be Naomi, whichomi, which means “Pl means “Pleasant”; ieasant”; instead, shnstead, she wants toe wants to be known  be know be known as Mknown as Mara, “Bittara, “Bitter” (Ruth er” (Ruth 1:20). Alt1:20). Although a pehough a person rarelrson rarely experieny experiences more tces more tces more than one nthan one name changeame change, place na, place names in themes in the Bible can Bible can be altere be altered again and again and again, ad again, a consequen co consequencconsequence of theire of their oftentime oftentimes longer, s longer, and hence and hence more complmore complex historiex histories. The cies. The cies. The city knowncity known as Jerusa as Jerusalem, for ilem, for instance, instance, is also refs also referred to berred to by such namy such names as Mories as Moriah, Jebus,ah, MoriMoriah, JeMoriah, Jebus, Zion,bus, Zion, Ariel, an Ariel, and City of d City of David. SomDavid. Some of thesee of these name chan name changes were pges were provoked byrpprovoked bprovoked by politicay political events, l events, as when Daas when David, aftervid, after conquerin conquering and claig and claiming it asming it as his own c his his own cihis own city, renamety, renamed it City d it City of David (of David (2 Sam. 5:62 Sam. 5:6-9). Other-9). Other times the times the reason fo reason for the namer tr the name cthe name change is uhange is unrecorded,nrecorded, and so re and so remains unknmains unknown (a feaown (a feature more ture more charactericharactecharactericharacteristic of plstic of place names ace names than the nthan the names of peames of persons).rsons).

Because a name is so inextricably bound to that which is named, if a change 
occurs in the conditions of a person or place, the name must also be altered so 
as to reflect the new and different situation. When Saul becomes a missionary to 
the Gentiles, his name becomes Paul, a Roman version of the Hebraic Saul; the 



name change befits his new vocation as evangelizer to the peoples of the wider 
Roman world (Acts 13:9). When Naomi returns to Bethlehem, having lost her 
husband and both her sons while in the foreign land of Moab, she asks that her 
name no longer be Naomi, which means “Pleasant”; instead, she wants to be 
known as Mara, “Bitter” (Ruth 1:20). Although a person rarely experiences more 
than one name change, place names in the Bible can be altered again and again, a 
consequence of their oftentimes longer, and hence more complex histories. The 
city known as Jerusalem, for instance, is also referred to by such names as 
Moriah, Jebus, Zion, Ariel, and City of David. Some of these name changes were 
provoked by political events, as when David, after conquering and claiming it as 
his own city, renamed it City of David (2 Sam. 5:6-9). Other times the reason for 
the name change is unrecorded, and so remains unknown (a feature more 
characteristic of place names than the names of persons).

Types of NTypes of Namesames

Types of Names

Most of thMost of the names soe names so far consi far considered are dered are of the simof the simple type, ple type, i.e., theyi.e., they consist o consist of one elemf onef one elemenone element (e.g., Nt (e.g., Nabal, “Fooabal, “Fool”; Deboral”; Deborah, “Bee”).h, “Bee”). The other The other main type main type is the co is the compound; inmcocompound; compound; in it two in it two or more elor more elements areements are combined, combined, sometimes sometimes as a desc as a descriptive phriptive descdescriptivdescriptive phrase (e phrase (Obadiah, “Obadiah, “servant ofservant of Yahweh”), Yahweh”), but more  but more often as aoften as a full sent full sentence (Ichaensentsentence (sentence (Ichabod, “Ichabod, “Where is tWhere is the glory?”he glory?”). Compoun). Compound names qud names quite often ite often have some have somhave some religsome religious signiious significance. Ificance. Indeed, thendeed, the vast majo vast majority of cority of compound nammpound names are of es are of the sort wththe sort wthe sort where one ehere one element is lement is some form some form of the divof the divine name (ine name (usually eiusually either El orther El or Yah/Yahu  Y Yah/Yahu [Yah/Yahu [short for short for Yahweh]); Yahweh]); the other the other part then part then offers somoffers some commentae commentary on thatry on thry on that divinthat divine name. Nae name. Names of thimes of this sort ares sort are termed th termed theophoric (eophoric (Gk. “God-pGk. “God-possessed”)ossessed”“God-p“God-posse“God-possessed”); thssed”); they are reley are relatively fratively frequent in equent in the OT, withe OT, with ca. 135th ca. 135 compounde compounde compoundedcompounded with the  with the name El (ename El (e.g., Elime.g., Elimelech, “Godlech, “God [or ‘My g [or ‘My god’] is kiod’] is king”; Elishng”; Elisha, “God isa, ElishElisha, “GElisha, “God is salvod is salvation”; Elation”; Elhanan, “Gohanan, “God has beend has been gracious” gracious”; Nathanie; Nathaniel, “God hal, “God has given”) s gs given”) angiven”) and more thad more than 150 compn 150 compounded witounded with the nameh the name Yah (e.g. Yah (e.g., Jehoshap, Jehoshaphat, “Yahuhat, “Yahat, “Yahu has “Yahu has judged”; Jjudged”; Jehonathan/ehonathan/Jonathan, Jonathan, “Yahu has “Yahu has given”; Yegiven”; Yehoshua/Joshoshua/Joshua, “Yahuhua, “Yahuhua, “Yahu is s“Yahu is salvation”;alvation”; Zechariah Zechariah, “Yahu ha, “Yahu has remembers remembered”). Noteed”). Note too the n too the name Elijahame Elijahame Elijah, whElijah, which combinich combines both dies both divine namesvine names into the  into the statement statement “God (or ‘“God (or ‘My god’) iMy god’) is Yah.” Ths iis Yah.” Tis Yah.” Theophoric heophoric names can names can also appeaalso appear in a shor in a shortened forrtened form, whereinm, wherein the divin the divine name is edivindivine namdivine name is omitte is omitted (thoughed (though implicitl implicitly understoy understood); this od); this shortened shortened form is knform is known as a howknknown as aknown as a hypocoris hypocoristicon (e.gticon (e.g., Nathan,., Nathan, “[God/Yah “[God/Yahu has] givu has] given”; Barucen”; Baruch [Baruchih [Baruchiah], “[Yaha[Baruchi[Baruchiah[Baruchiah], “[Yahu ], “[Yahu has] blesshas] blessed”).ed”).

Most of the names so far considered are of the simple type, i.e., they consist of 
one element (e.g., Nabal, “Fool”; Deborah, “Bee”). The other main type is the 
compound; in it two or more elements are combined, sometimes as a 
descriptive phrase (Obadiah, “servant of Yahweh”), but more often as a full 
sentence (Ichabod, “Where is the glory?”). Compound names quite often have 
some religious significance. Indeed, the vast majority of compound names are of 
the sort where one element is some form of the divine name (usually either El or 
Yah/Yahu [short for Yahweh]); the other part then offers some commentary on 
that divine name. Names of this sort are termed theophoric (Gk. 
“God-possessed”); they are relatively frequent in the OT, with ca. 135 
compounded with the name El (e.g., Elimelech, “God [or ‘My god’] is king”; 
Elisha, “God is salvation”; Elhanan, “God has been gracious”; Nathaniel, “God has 
given”) and more than 150 compounded with the name Yah (e.g., Jehoshaphat, 
“Yahu has judged”; Jehonathan/Jonathan, “Yahu has given”; Yehoshua/Joshua, 
“Yahu is salvation”; Zechariah, “Yahu has remembered”). Note too the name 
Elijah, which combines both divine names into the statement “God (or ‘My god’) 
is Yah.” Theophoric names can also appear in a shortened form, wherein the 
divine name is omitted (though implicitly understood); this shortened form is 
known as a hypocoristicon (e.g., Nathan, “[God/Yahu has] given”; Baruch 
[Baruchiah], “[Yahu has] blessed”).

Name-giverName-giverss

Name-givers

After beinAfter being created,g created, the first the first explicit  explicit task carritask carried out by ed out by Adam is thAdam is the naming oe naming of the animf thef the animalthe animals (Gen. 2:s (Gen. 2:19); Adam 19); Adam thereby bethereby becomes a pacomes a participant rticipant in their vin their very creatiery creation, since oncreaticreation, creation, since namesince names call fors call forth the truth the true nature oe nature or essence r essence of that whof that which is namich is named. From ted. namnamed. Fronamed. From the verym the very beginning beginning of the Bi of the Bible, then,ble, then, humans ar humans are involvede involved in naming in naming, an endea, namingnaming, annaming, an endeavor  endeavor that not othat not only requirnly requires discernes discernment, but ment, but also has talso has the potentihe potential, if notalpotentipotential,potential, if not ac if not actual, functual, function of sition of signaling thgnaling the name-give name-giver’s authoer’s authority over rity over that whichthat whthat which is nwhich is named.amed.amed.

After being created, the first explicit task carried out by Adam is the naming of 



the animals (Gen. 2:19); Adam thereby becomes a participant in their very 
creation, since names call forth the true nature or essence of that which is 
named. From the very beginning of the Bible, then, humans are involved in 
naming, an endeavor that not only requires discernment, but also has the 
potential, if not actual, function of signaling the name-giver’s authority over that 
which is named.

�In the OT In the OT the name-gthe name-givers of civers of children arhildren are almost ae almost always theilways their parents.r parents. However,  Howev However, tHowever, the biblicahe biblical couple rl couple rarely, if arely, if ever, workever, works togethers together on this t on this task; naminask; naming is, instg is,g is, insteais, instead, done byd, done by either on either one or the oe or the other parenther parent so that t so that naming is,naming is, in effect in effect, a rather, a rat, a rather indrather individualistividualistic enterpric enterprise. Out oise. Out of the ca. f the ca. 46 account46 accounts where ths where the name-give name-giver is specer name-givname-givername-giver is specif is specified, at leied, at least 25 invast 25 involve motheolve mothers (e.g., rs (e.g., Gen. 4:1, Gen. 4:1, 25; 19:37-25; 19:37-38; 30:6-238; 3038; 30:6-24; 130:6-24; 1 Sam. 1:20 Sam. 1:20; 2 Sam. 1; 2 Sam. 12:24; 1 Ch2:24; 1 Chr. 4:9). Er. 4:9). Eighteen inighteen involve the volve the father (e.father (e.g., Gen. 5g., Geg., Gen. 5:3, Gen. 5:3, 29; 16:15;29; 16:15; 35:18; 41 35:18; 41:51-52; Ex:51-52; Exod. 18:3-4od. 18:3-4; 1 Chr. 7; 1 Chr. 7:23; Hos. :23; Hos. 1:4-9). A 1:4-9). A very few ivery very few ivery few involve a rnvolve a relationshielationship other thp other than that ofan that of the paren the parent, as whent, as when Man names Man names Woman (Ge W Woman (GenWoman (Gen. 2:23), A. 2:23), Adam names dam names Eve (3:20)Eve (3:20), and the , and the women friewomen friends of Naonds of Naomi name Rumi nami name Ruth’name Ruth’s child Obs child Obed (Ruth 4ed (Ruth 4:17). That:17). That the major the majority of namity of name-givers ae-givers are women ire womenre women is awomen is attributablttributable at leaste at least partly to partly to the intim the intimacy of theacy of the relations relationship betweehip between mothers n mn mothers anmothers and childrend children in the la in the latter’s eartter’s early years. ly years. This focusThis focus on female on females does nots does not extend, h ex extend, hoextend, however, to wever, to the recipithe recipients of thents of the names: ie names: in the 46 nn the 46 naming accoaming accounts referunts referred to aborereferreferred treferred to above, oo above, only seven nly seven females arfemales are named; te named; two of theswo of these accountse accounts involve t involve the “First htthe “Firstthe “First Woman” (G Woman” (Gen. 2:23; en. 2:23; 3:20). The3:20). The naming of naming of female ch female children by ildren by their paretheir parents is recnpareparents isparents is recorded  recorded in only fiin only five instancve instances in the es in the OT, and onOT, and only once doly once does a mothees a mother name a dr mothemother nammother name a daughte a daughter (Gen. 3er (Gen. 30:21).0:21).0:21).

In the OT the name-givers of children are almost always their parents. 
However, the biblical couple rarely, if ever, works together on this task; naming 
is, instead, done by either one or the other parent so that naming is, in effect, a 
rather individualistic enterprise. Out of the ca. 46 accounts where the 
name-giver is specified, at least 25 involve mothers (e.g., Gen. 4:1, 25; 19:37-38; 
30:6-24; 1 Sam. 1:20; 2 Sam. 12:24; 1 Chr. 4:9). Eighteen involve the father (e.g., 
Gen. 5:3, 29; 16:15; 35:18; 41:51-52; Exod. 18:3-4; 1 Chr. 7:23; Hos. 1:4-9). A 
very few involve a relationship other than that of the parent, as when Man names 
Woman (Gen. 2:23), Adam names Eve (3:20), and the women friends of Naomi 
name Ruth’s child Obed (Ruth 4:17). That the majority of name-givers are 
women is attributable at least partly to the intimacy of the relationship between 
mothers and children in the latter’s early years. This focus on females does not 
extend, however, to the recipients of the names: in the 46 naming accounts 
referred to above, only seven females are named; two of these accounts involve 
the “First Woman” (Gen. 2:23; 3:20). The naming of female children by their 
parents is recorded in only five instances in the OT, and only once does a 
mother name a daughter (Gen. 30:21).

�In the OT In the OT children achildren are named sre named shortly afthortly after their ber their birth. The irth. The NT recordsNT records the pract the p the practice opractice of waiting f waiting eight dayseight days (at least (at least for sons) for sons), so that , so that naming occnaming occurs concururs concurrently witrentconcurconcurrentconcurrently with cily with circumcisionrcumcision (Luke 1:5 (Luke 1:59; 2:21). 9; 2:21). Also evideAlso evident in the nt in the NT is the NT is the practice oprapractice opractice of naming af naming a boy after boy after some male some male relative  relative (also atte(also attested in otsted in other texts her texts of the Secof thof the Secondthe Second Temple pe Temple period, e.g.riod, e.g., Josephus, Josephus, but gene, but generally not rally not found in tfound in the OT). Fihe OT). Finally, thenalFiFinally, tFinally, the NT, alohe NT, along with bong with both the Apoth the Apocrypha andcrypha and the post- the post-5th centur5th century y B.C.E.B.C.E. OT texts, OT OT texts, OT texts, often demooften demonstrates tnstrates the assignihe assigning of bothng of both a Hebrew  a Hebrew and a non-and a non-Hebrew namHebrew nHebrew name, a rename, a reflection oflection of the diasf the diaspora situapora situation in whtion in which the maich the majority of jority of Jews were Jews were then findithenthen findithen finding themselng themselves (e.g.,ves (e.g., Hadassah/ Hadassah/Esther, EsEsther, Esth. 2:7; Sth. 2:7; Simon Peterimon Peter, Matt. 4:, Matt. 4:18; Acts 118; A18; Acts 10:5)Acts 10:5)...

In the OT children are named shortly after their birth. The NT records the 
practice of waiting eight days (at least for sons), so that naming occurs 
concurrently with circumcision (Luke 1:59; 2:21). Also evident in the NT is the 
practice of naming a boy after some male relative (also attested in other texts of 
the Second Temple period, e.g., Josephus, but generally not found in the OT). 
Finally, the NT, along with both the Apocrypha and the post-5th century B.C.E. 
OT texts, often demonstrates the assigning of both a Hebrew and a non-Hebrew 
name, a reflection of the diaspora situation in which the majority of Jews were 
then finding themselves (e.g., Hadassah/Esther, Esth. 2:7; Simon Peter, Matt. 4:18; 
Acts 10:5).

�If names aIf names are so essere so essential to pntial to personhood,ersonhood, what then what then of those  of those persons whpersons who are witho areo are withouare without names? At names? Anonymity cnonymity can have anan have an appreciab appreciable literarle literary functiony function, either b, either by shiftingy bby shiftinby shifting attentiog attention towards n towards the other the other characterscharacters of the na of the narrative, orrative, or by throwr by throwing into sing throwthrowing ithrowing into sharpento sharper relief tr relief the role(s)he role(s) assumed b assumed by the anony the anonymous indiymous individual. Stvidual. Still, givenill, StStill, givStill, given the higen the high value ach value accorded to corded to names in tnames in the biblicahe biblical traditiol tradition, it is nn, it is not surprisot surprot surprisingsurprising that many that many of the na of the nameless permeless persons of bosons of both the OT th the OT and NT havand NT have names bee names e names bestnames bestowed upon owed upon them in ththem in the pseudepie pseudepigraphal ligraphal literature. terature. Jubilees, Jubilees, in its comin its commentary onmcomcommentarycommentary on Genesi on Genesis and the s and the first partfirst part of Exodus of Exodus, assigns , assigns names to snames to such nameleuch nameleuch nameless inameless individualsndividuals as Noah’s as Noah’s wife (Emz wife (Emzara), Pharara), Pharaoh’s daugaoh’s daughter (Tharhter (Tharmuth), andmuth), and the wife  andand the wiand the wife of Cainfe of Cain (Awan) —  (Awan) — with the lwith the latter beinatter being explaineg explained as a daud as a daughter of Eghter of Eve, thoughveEEve, thougEve, though in the Oh in the OT her origT her origins are noins are not identifit identified. NT exaed. NT examples inclmples include the thude the three magi wreththree magithree magi who bring who bring gifts to  gifts to the child the child Jesus: namJesus: nameless in teless in the Gospel he Gospel of Matthewof Matthew, a text k, a, a text knoa text known as the wn as the Excerpta LExcerpta Latina Barbatina Barbari (a Latari (a Latin translain translation of a tion of a 6th-centur6th-century Greek chy Gry Greek chroGreek chronicle) idenicle) identifies thntifies them as Baltem as Balthasar, Melhasar, Melchior, andchior, and Gaspar. Gaspar. Gaspar.

If names are so essential to personhood, what then of those persons who 
are without names? Anonymity can have an appreciable literary function, either 
by shifting attention towards the other characters of the narrative, or by 
throwing into sharper relief the role(s) assumed by the anonymous individual. 
Still, given the high value accorded to names in the biblical tradition, it is not 
surprising that many of the nameless persons of both the OT and NT have 
names bestowed upon them in the pseudepigraphal literature. Jubilees, in its 



commentary on Genesis and the first part of Exodus, assigns names to such 
nameless individuals as Noah’s wife (Emzara), Pharaoh’s daughter (Tharmuth), 
and the wife of Cain (Awan) — with the latter being explained as a daughter of 
Eve, though in the OT her origins are not identified. NT examples include the 
three magi who bring gifts to the child Jesus: nameless in the Gospel of Matthew, 
a text known as the Excerpta Latina Barbari (a Latin translation of a 6th-century 
Greek chronicle) identifies them as Balthasar, Melchior, and Gaspar.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. B. GrayG. B. Gray, , Studies inStudies in Hebrew Pr Hebrew Proper Namesoper Names (London,  (London, 1896); I. 1896); I.1896); I. Ljung, I. Ljung, “Women and“Women and Personal  Personal Names,” inNames,” in  Silence orSilence or Suppressi Suppression: Attituon: Attitudes Towarddes Towards Women ins TowardTowards WoTowards Women in themen in the Old Testa Old Testament.ment. Women in  Women in Religion 2Religion 2 (Uppsala, (Uppsala, 1989), 15 1989), 15–33; A. Re–331515–33; A. 15–33; A. Reinhartz,Reinhartz, “Anonymit “Anonymity and Chary and Character in tacter in the Books ohe Books of Samuel,”f Samuel,”  SemeiaSemeia 63 (1993) 6 63 (1993):63 (1993): 117–41; R 117–41; R. de Vaux,. de Vaux,  Ancient IsAncient Israelrael (1961, re (1961, repr. Grand pr. Grand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1997), 43–4697), 43–97), 43–46.43–46.43–46.

Bibliography. G. B. Gray, Studies in Hebrew Proper Names (London, 1896); 
I. Ljung, “Women and Personal Names,” in Silence or Suppression: Attitudes 
Towards Women in the Old Testament. Women in Religion 2 (Uppsala, 1989), 
15–33; A. Reinhartz, “Anonymity and Character in the Books of Samuel,” Semeia 
63 (1993): 117–41; R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel (1961, repr. Grand Rapids, 1997), 
43–46.
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NANEANANEA (Gk.  (Gk. NanaiíaNanaiía)))

NANEA (Gk. Nanaiía)

A MesopotaA Mesopotamian goddemian goddess whose tss whose temple Antiemple Antiochus IV Eochus IV Epiphanes apiphanes attempted tttempted to plunder,o pluno plunder, rplunder, resulting iesulting in his deatn his death (2 Macc.h (2 Macc. 1:13-17). 1:13-17). The templ The temple of Naneae of Nanea, located , located in Elymaisin Ein Elymais (EElymais (Elam), problam), probably in thably in the city of e city of Susa, was Susa, was famous forfamous for its wealt its wealth, includih, including the golng theng the goldenthe golden shields,  shields, breastplatbreastplates, and wees, and weapons depoapons deposited by Asited by Alexander (lexander (1 Macc. 6:1 Macc. 6:1-2). In o16:6:1-2). In6:1-2). In order to  order to plunder thplunder the temple, e temple, Antiochus Antiochus deceptiveldeceptively entered y entered into a sacinto a sacred marriaredsacsacred marsacred marriage rituriage ritual with Naal with Nanea, hopinnea, hoping to claimg to claim the templ the temple treasuree treasures as her ds as her dowry. Howeowddowry. Howdowry. However, the ever, the priests ofpriests of Nanea tra Nanea trapped him apped him and his mennd his men in the te in the temple precimple precmple precinct, precinct, then stonethen stoned them thrd them through a secough a secret openinret opening in the cg in the ceiling.eiling.eiling.

A Mesopotamian goddess whose temple Antiochus IV Epiphanes attempted to 
plunder, resulting in his death (2 Macc. 1:13-17). The temple of Nanea, located in 
Elymais (Elam), probably in the city of Susa, was famous for its wealth, including 
the golden shields, breastplates, and weapons deposited by Alexander (1 Macc. 
6:1-2). In order to plunder the temple, Antiochus deceptively entered into a 
sacred marriage ritual with Nanea, hoping to claim the temple treasures as her 
dowry. However, the priests of Nanea trapped him and his men in the temple 
precinct, then stoned them through a secret opening in the ceiling.

�Nanea, knoNanea, known as wn as Nana®Nana® and Nanay and Nanay(a) in Mes(a) in Mesopotamian opotamian sources, wsources, was primarias primaas primarily primarily a goddess a goddess of erotic of erotic love. Origlove. Originally at inally at home in Urhome in Uruk, in theuk, in the 1st mille 1st millennium nniummillemillenniummillennium  B.C.E.B.C.E. she was a she was associated ssociated with Borsiwith Borsippa and Bappa and Babylon, whebylon, where sacred re sacred marriage rmarmarriage rmarriage rituals werituals were performee performed between d between her and her and Nabu®Nabu®. The Pers. The Persians identians identified her ifiedidentidentifiedidentified her with  her with Anahita, aAnahita, and her culnd her cult was widet was widely promotely promoted by Artaxd by Artaxerxes II. erxes II. She was a ShShe was a She was a prominent prominent member of member of the Arameathe Aramean pantheonn pantheon until the until the 5th centu 5th century ry C.E.C.E. In additi c.e.c.e. In adc.e. In addition to dition to Susa, she Susa, she had prominhad prominent templeent temples at Assurs at Assur, Palmyra,, Palmyra, and Dura- and Dura-Europos. TEuDura-Dura-EuropDura-Europos. The Gros. The Greeks latereeks later identifie identified her withd her with Artemis,  Artemis, Aphrodite,Aphrodite, and Isis. and Isis.

Nanea, known as Nana® and Nanay(a) in Mesopotamian sources, was 
primarily a goddess of erotic love. Originally at home in Uruk, in the 1st 
millennium B.C.E. she was associated with Borsippa and Babylon, where sacred 
marriage rituals were performed between her and Nabu®. The Persians 
identified her with Anahita, and her cult was widely promoted by Artaxerxes II. 
She was a prominent member of the Aramean pantheon until the 5th century 
C.E. In addition to Susa, she had prominent temples at Assur, Palmyra, and 
Dura-Europos. The Greeks later identified her with Artemis, Aphrodite, and Isis.

�The traditThe tradition of theion of the death of  death of Antiochus Antiochus IV EpiphanIV Epiphanes recordees recorded in 2 Macd in 2 Maccabees cercabeeMacMaccabees Maccabees certainly certainly reflects Areflects Antiochus’ ntiochus’ reputationreputation for plund for plundering tempering temples (cf. 2les (cf. 2 Macc. 9:1 Ma Macc. 9:1-Macc. 9:1-2). Howeve2). However, the depr, the depiction of iction of his death his death is probablis probably confusedy confused with that with that of his pr o of his preof his predecessor Adecessor Antiochus Intiochus III, who acII, who according tocording to other sou other sources was srces was similarly kimilarly killed in aillekkilled in killed in an attemptan attempt to plunde to plunder a templer a temple of Belus  of Belus in Elymaisin Elymais...

The tradition of the death of Antiochus IV Epiphanes recorded in 2 
Maccabees certainly reflects Antiochus’ reputation for plundering temples (cf. 2 
Macc. 9:1-2). However, the depiction of his death is probably confused with that 
of his predecessor Antiochus III, who according to other sources was similarly 
killed in an attempt to plunder a temple of Belus in Elymais.

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

NAOMINAOMI (Heb.  (Heb. no{o�miîno{o�miî)))

NAOMI (Heb. no{o�miî )



A primary A primary character character in the symin the symbol-laden bol-laden book of Rubook of Ruth; the moth; the mother-in-lather-in-law of Ruth w of Ruth w of Ruth and ORuth and Orpah, mothrpah, mother of Mahler of Mahlon and Chion and Chilion, and lion, and wife of Elwife of Elimelech.imelech.imelech.

A primary character in the symbol-laden book of Ruth; the mother-in-law of 
Ruth and Orpah, mother of Mahlon and Chilion, and wife of Elimelech.

�SojourningSojourning in the la in the land of Moabnd of Moab, Naomi (“, Naomi (“pleasant opleasant one”) is lene”) is left bereavift bereaving the deang the dng the deaths of deaths of her husbanher husband and her d and her two sons. two sons. AccompanieAccompanied by Ruth,d by Ruth, she retur she returns to her ns to herns to her homelaher homeland, Bethlend, Bethlehem in Judhem in Judah, where ah, where she renameshe renames herself s herself Mara (“bitMara (“bitter”). Naoter”). Nater”). Naomi freqNaomi frequently poruently portrays the trays the reversal oreversal of culturalf cultural norms: sh norms: she lives ine lives in a foreign a foreign land; she land land; she land; she insists thinsists that her dauat her daughters-in-ghters-in-law returnlaw return to the ho to the house of theuse of their mothersir mothers; she retu; she; she returnshe returns to her hs to her homeland wiomeland with her forth her foreign daugheign daughter-in-lawter-in-law; she owns; she owns a parcel  a parcel of land; aoof land; aof land; and she sennd she sends Ruth tods Ruth to the thres the threshing floorhing floor to solidi to solidify her relfy her relationship ationship with Boaz.with Bwith Boaz. In aBoaz. In a narrative narrative full of c full of contrasts aontrasts and irony, nd irony, Naomi is pNaomi is pivotal forivotal for the devel the development of opmendeveldevelopmendevelopment of the pt of the plot. Naomilot. Naomi leaves Ju leaves Judah “full,dah “full,” with her” with her entire fa entire family, and mily, and returns “eretureturns “ereturns “empty,” poompty,” poor and withr and without socialout social status (R status (Ruth 1:21).uth 1:21). Naomi is  Naomi is an old Isran old Israelite; RuaeIsrIsraelite;Israelite; Ruth is a Ruth is a young Moa young Moabite. Naombite. Naomi is poor;i is poor; Boaz is w Boaz is wealthy. Naealthy. Naomi, afteromi, after losing he los losing herlosing her sons, is  sons, is too old totoo old to bear chil bear children; Ruthdren; Ruth bears Obe bears Obed (“restord (“restorer of lifeer of life”), the gr”), th”), the grandfthe grandfather of Dather of David, who,avid, who, according according to the wo to the women of Betmen of Bethlehem, ishlehem, is the son o the son o the son of Naomi (of Naomi (4:17).4:17).4:17).

Sojourning in the land of Moab, Naomi (“pleasant one”) is left bereaving the 
deaths of her husband and her two sons. Accompanied by Ruth, she returns to 
her homeland, Bethlehem in Judah, where she renames herself Mara (“bitter”). 
Naomi frequently portrays the reversal of cultural norms: she lives in a foreign 
land; she insists that her daughters-in-law return to the house of their mothers; 
she returns to her homeland with her foreign daughter-in-law; she owns a parcel 
of land; and she sends Ruth to the threshing floor to solidify her relationship with 
Boaz. In a narrative full of contrasts and irony, Naomi is pivotal for the 
development of the plot. Naomi leaves Judah “full,” with her entire family, and 
returns “empty,” poor and without social status (Ruth 1:21). Naomi is an old 
Israelite; Ruth is a young Moabite. Naomi is poor; Boaz is wealthy. Naomi, after 
losing her sons, is too old to bear children; Ruth bears Obed (“restorer of life”), 
the grandfather of David, who, according to the women of Bethlehem, is the son 
of Naomi (4:17).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. F. CampE. F. Campbell, Jr.,bell, Jr.,  Ruth.Ruth. AB 7 (Gar AB 7 (Garden City, den City, 1975); D. 1975); D. N. Fewell N. FewN. Fewell andFewell and D. M. Gun D. M. Gunn, n, CompromisiCompromising Redemptng Redemption: Relation: Relating Characing Characters in thters in the Book of e Book of e Book of Ruthof Ruth (Louisvil (Louisville, 1990);le, 1990); J. M. Sas J. M. Sasson, son, Ruth,Ruth, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (Sheffield,Sheffield, 1979). 1979). 1979).

Bibliography. E. F. Campbell, Jr., Ruth. AB 7 (Garden City, 1975); D. N. 
Fewell and D. M. Gunn, Compromising Redemption: Relating Characters in the Book 
of Ruth (Louisville, 1990); J. M. Sasson, Ruth, 2nd ed. (Sheffield, 1979).
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NAPHATHNAPHATH (Heb.  (Heb. naœp�et�naœp�et�)))

NAPHATH (Heb. naœp�et� )

A village A village assigned tassigned to Manasseho Manasseh, which th, which they were uney were unable to caable to capture (Jospture (Josh. 17:11).h. 17:11). It is app It It is appaIt is apparently to rently to be distingbe distinguished frouished from Dor and m Dor and En-dor. ThEn-dor. The Hebrew te Hebrew text is obsext is obscure.cuobsobscure.obscure.

A village assigned to Manasseh, which they were unable to capture (Josh. 17:11). 
It is apparently to be distinguished from Dor and En-dor. The Hebrew text is 
obscure.

NAPHATH-DONAPHATH-DORR (Heb.  (Heb. naœp�at� dnaœp�at� do®ro®r), ), NAPHOTH-DONAPHOTH-DOR (Heb. R (Heb. naœp�o®t� nnaœp�o®t� naœp�o®t� do®rdo®r)))

NAPHATH-DOR (Heb. naœp�at� do®r ), NAPHOTH-DOR (Heb. 
naœp�o®t� do®r )

A city in A city in the territthe territory of Manory of Manasseh thatasseh that participa participated in theted in the league of league of northern  northern kings led kingskings led kings led by Jabin, by Jabin, king of Haking of Hazor (Josh.zor (Josh. 11:2; Nap 11:2; Naphoth-dor).hoth-dor). It is con It is considered tosidered to be the sa be t be the same athe same as Dor. Alts Dor. Although the hough the ruler of Druler of Dor was defor was defeated by Jeated by Joshua (Jososhua (Josh. 12:23),h. 12:23), Manasseh  M Manasseh aManasseh apparently pparently did not tadid not take possesske possession of theion of the city (17: city (17:11–12; Jud11–12; Judg. 1:27) ag. 1:27) and no Isrand aand no Isrand no Israelite citaelite cities were eies were establishedstablished. David co. David conquered Donquered Dor during hr during his reign, is reign, and Solomoandand Solomoand Solomon later apn later appointed Bepointed Ben-abinadabn-abinadab as its di as its district govstrict governor (1 Kernor (1 Kgs. 4:11).gs. 4:11). Dor is id D Dor is ideDor is identified wintified with modern th modern Khirbet elKhirbet el-Burj (142-Burj (142224), 14.5224), 14.5 km. (9 mi km. (9 mi.) N of Ca.) N of Caesarea andesCaCaesarea aCaesarea and 19 km. nd 19 km. (12 mi.) S(12 mi.) S of Mt. Ca of Mt. Carmel.rmel.rmel.

A city in the territory of Manasseh that participated in the league of northern 
kings led by Jabin, king of Hazor (Josh. 11:2; Naphoth-dor). It is considered to be 
the same as Dor. Although the ruler of Dor was defeated by Joshua (Josh. 12:23), 
Manasseh apparently did not take possession of the city (17:11–12; Judg. 1:27) 
and no Israelite cities were established. David conquered Dor during his reign, 
and Solomon later appointed Ben-abinadab as its district governor (1 Kgs. 4:11). 
Dor is identified with modern Khirbet el-Burj (142224), 14.5 km. (9 mi.) N of 
Caesarea and 19 km. (12 mi.) S of Mt. Carmel.

Stephen VoStephen Von Wyrickn Wyrick
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NAPHISHNAPHISH (Heb.  (Heb. naœp�iîsûnaœp�iîsû)))

NAPHISH (Heb. naœp�iîsû )

A son of IA son of Ishmael (Geshmael (Gen. 25:15; n. 25:15; 1 Chr. 1:31 Chr. 1:31); ancest1); ancestor of an Aor of an Arabian trirabian tribe attackebe attacked by a coad bd by a coaliby a coalition of Retion of Reubenites, ubenites, Gadites, aGadites, and the Trand the Transjordaniansjordanian half-trin half-tribe of Manabe of Manasseh (5:19ssehManaManasseh (Manasseh (5:19).5:19).

A son of Ishmael (Gen. 25:15; 1 Chr. 1:31); ancestor of an Arabian tribe attacked 



by a coalition of Reubenites, Gadites, and the Transjordanian half-tribe of 
Manasseh (5:19).

NAPHTALINAPHTALI (Heb.  (Heb. nap�taœliînap�taœliî)))

NAPHTALI (Heb. nap�taœliî )

The sixth The sixth son of Jacson of Jacob, the seob, the second born cond born by Bilhah,by Bilhah, Rachel’s  Rachel’s handmaidenhandmaiden. His birt. His birth narrativh birtbirth narrbirth narrative is rative is recorded inecorded in Gen. 30:1 Gen. 30:1-8. Jacob’-8. Jacob’s first fos first four sons weur sons were born tore born to him by Le him him by Leahim by Leah, and theh, and the barren Ra barren Rachel was jchel was jealous. Raealous. Rachel offerchel offered her sered her servant Bilhavant Bilhah to Jacobh BilhaBilhah to Bilhah to Jacob as aJacob as a wife; any wife; any children  children conceived conceived would be “would be “born upon born upon Rachel’s kRachel’s knees,” an nekknees,” anknees,” an idiom for idiom for legal ado legal adoption. Theption. The name Naph name Naphtali in Hetali in Hebrew meansbrew means “my wrest “my wre “my wrestling,wrestling,” a wordpl” a wordplay on Rachay on Rachel’s stateel’s statement “withment “with mighty wr mighty wrestlings Iestlings I have wres have wrestled with tlwreswrestled wwrestled with my sisith my sister” (Gen.ter” (Gen. 30:8). Th 30:8). The birth moe birth mother’s stather’s status seems tus seems to contribto contribute no ineutcontribcontributecontribute no inequa no inequalities witlities within the trhin the tribal systeibal system. While sm. While some tribesome tribes of full d of full descent (Siescenddescent (Sdescent (Simeon, Reuimeon, Reuben) earlyben) early lost sign lost significance, ificance, some “concsome “concubine” triubine” tribes such abes such as Naphtalis Ns Naphtali cNaphtali contributedontributed leaders t leaders to Israel. o Israel. When JacobWhen Jacob escaped f escaped famine in Eamine in Egypt, Naphgypt, Naphtali and htNaphNaphtali aNaphtali and his found his four sons accr sons accompanied hompanied him (Gen. 4im (Gen. 46:24-26; E6:24-26; Exod. 1:4).xod. 1:4).

The sixth son of Jacob, the second born by Bilhah, Rachel’s handmaiden. His 
birth narrative is recorded in Gen. 30:1-8. Jacob’s first four sons were born to 
him by Leah, and the barren Rachel was jealous. Rachel offered her servant 
Bilhah to Jacob as a wife; any children conceived would be “born upon Rachel’s 
knees,” an idiom for legal adoption. The name Naphtali in Hebrew means “my 
wrestling,” a wordplay on Rachel’s statement “with mighty wrestlings I have 
wrestled with my sister” (Gen. 30:8). The birth mother’s status seems to 
contribute no inequalities within the tribal system. While some tribes of full 
descent (Simeon, Reuben) early lost significance, some “concubine” tribes such as 
Naphtali contributed leaders to Israel. When Jacob escaped famine in Egypt, 
Naphtali and his four sons accompanied him (Gen. 46:24-26; Exod. 1:4).

�In the cenIn the census taken sus taken in the secin the second year aond year after leavifter leaving Egypt, ng Egypt, Naphtali’sNaphtali’s descendan descenda descendantdescendants totaled s totaled 53,400 men53,400 men 20 years  20 years and older,and older, able-bodi able-bodied for wared for war (Num. 1:4 (Num. 1:4 (Num. 1:42-43; 21:42-43; 2:29-30). A:29-30). According tccording to a secondo a second census fo census for the appor the apportionment rtionment of the lanof the land among thdlanland amongland among the tribe the tribes, Naphtals, Naphtali totaled i totaled 45,400 (Nu45,400 (Num. 26:50).m. 26:50).

In the census taken in the second year after leaving Egypt, Naphtali’s 
descendants totaled 53,400 men 20 years and older, able-bodied for war (Num. 
1:42-43; 2:29-30). According to a second census for the apportionment of the 
land among the tribes, Naphtali totaled 45,400 (Num. 26:50).

�The book oThe book of Judges rf Judges records sevecords several narraeral narratives emphtives emphasizing miasizing military andlitary and leadershi leader leadershipleadership capabilit capabilities of Napies of Naphtali’s trhtali’s tribe. Durinibe. During the settg the settlement prolement process, Naphcess, Naphtali did ntali NaphNaphtali dNaphtali did not driid not drive out allve out all Canaanite Canaanite inhabitan inhabitants, but prts, but pressed someessed some into forc into forced labor (ed forcforced labforced labor (Judg. or (Judg. 1:33). Whe1:33). When Deborah n Deborah led the Isled the Israelites araelites against Kingainst King Jabin ofg Jabin of Canaan, t Ca Canaan, thCanaan, the tribes oe tribes of Naphtalif Naphtali and Zebul and Zebulun were suun were summoned formmoned for military  military duty with duty withduty with Barakwith Barak, a Naphta, a Naphtalite from lite from Kedesh, asKedesh, as military  military commander commander (Judg. 4:6(Judg. 4:6-10). Gide-10). Gideon called oGideGideon calGideon called Naphtaled Naphtali’s forceli’s forces against s against the Midianthe Midianites and Aites and Amalekites malekites (Judg. 6:3(Judg. 6:35; 7:23).5; 75; 7:23).7:23).7:23).

The book of Judges records several narratives emphasizing military and 
leadership capabilities of Naphtali’s tribe. During the settlement process, 
Naphtali did not drive out all Canaanite inhabitants, but pressed some into 
forced labor (Judg. 1:33). When Deborah led the Israelites against King Jabin of 
Canaan, the tribes of Naphtali and Zebulun were summoned for military duty 
with Barak, a Naphtalite from Kedesh, as military commander (Judg. 4:6-10). 
Gideon called Naphtali’s forces against the Midianites and Amalekites (Judg. 6:35; 
7:23).

�The territThe territory of Napory of Naphtali lay htali lay along the along the western shwestern shore of theore of the Sea of Ga Sea of Galilee and lilee andlilee and extendand extended north; ed north; it touchedit touched the terri the territory of Zetory of Zebulun in tbulun in the south, he south, Asher on tAsher on the west, whetthe west, the west, with the Jwith the Jordan Riveordan River as its er as its eastern bouastern boundary. No ndary. No northern bnorthern border is gorder is given (Joshivggiven (Josgiven (Josh. 19:34).h. 19:34). Naphtali’ Naphtali’s region ws region was mountaias mountainous and hnous and heavily foreavily forested; thuested; thus it was bs its it was botit was both aesthetih aesthetically and cally and politicallpolitically attractiy attractive. Major ve. Major trade routtrade routes connectes connecting the poing thing the port othe port of Acco andf Acco and the coast the coastal plains al plains with pointwith points north pas north passed throussed through this argh this area, and itea,ararea, and area, and it includeit included many ford many fortified towtified towns (Josh. ns (Josh. 19:35-38).19:35-38).

The territory of Naphtali lay along the western shore of the Sea of Galilee 
and extended north; it touched the territory of Zebulun in the south, Asher on 
the west, with the Jordan River as its eastern boundary. No northern border is 
given (Josh. 19:34). Naphtali’s region was mountainous and heavily forested; thus 
it was both aesthetically and politically attractive. Major trade routes connecting 
the port of Acco and the coastal plains with points north passed through this 
area, and it included many fortified towns (Josh. 19:35-38).

�Naphtali wNaphtali was conqueras conquered by Ben-ed by Ben-hadad of Shadad of Syria ca. 9yria ca. 900 00 B.C.E.B.C.E. (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 15:20 = 2 C5:20 = 25:20 = 2 Chr. 16:2 Chr. 16:4) and lat4) and later annexeder annexed by Assyri by Assyria (2 Kgs. a (2 Kgs. 15:29).15:29).15:29).

Naphtali was conquered by Ben-hadad of Syria ca. 900 B.C.E. (1 Kgs. 15:20 = 
2 Chr. 16:4) and later annexed by Assyria (2 Kgs. 15:29).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. AharoniY. Aharoni, , The Land oThe Land of the Biblf the Bible,e, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1979);ia, 1979);ia, 1979); R. 1979); R. G. Boling,G. Boling,  Joshua.Joshua. AB 6 (Gar AB 6 (Garden City, den City, 1982); N. 1982); N. K. GottwalK. Gottwald, d, The TribesThe Tribes of Yahweh o of Yahwehof Yahweh (Maryknol (Maryknoll, 1979).l, 1979).l, 1979).

Bibliography. Y. Aharoni, The Land of the Bible, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia, 
1979); R. G. Boling, Joshua. AB 6 (Garden City, 1982); N. K. Gottwald, The Tribes 
of Yahweh (Maryknoll, 1979).
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NAPHTHANAPHTHA (Gk.  (Gk. naéphthanaéphtha)))

NAPHTHA (Gk. naéphtha)

A flammablA flammable substance substance used to e used to stoke the stoke the furnace infurnace into which Ato which Azariah/Abezariah/Abednego, Shadnego, Shdnego, Shadrach, Shadrach, and Meshacand Meshach were thrh were thrown (Song own (Song of the Throf the Three 23); anee 23); an ancient n ancient name for peame for ame for petrolfor petroleum. It iseum. It is described described as a “thi as a “thick liquid”ck liquid” (so NRSV) (so NRSV) that caug that caught fire afht fire after the suter thter the sun shthe sun shown on it,own on it, igniting  igniting Nehemiah’sNehemiah’s sacrifice sacrifice (2 Macc.  (2 Macc. 1:20-22); 1:20-22); accordinglaccordingly, the tery, thy, the term ithe term is linked ws linked with “purifith “purification” (ication” (v. 36, “nev. 36, “nephthar”; cphthar”; cf. Num. 31f. Num. 31:23).:23).

A flammable substance used to stoke the furnace into which Azariah/Abednego, 
Shadrach, and Meshach were thrown (Song of the Three 23); an ancient name 
for petroleum. It is described as a “thick liquid” (so NRSV) that caught fire after 
the sun shown on it, igniting Nehemiah’s sacrifice (2 Macc. 1:20-22); accordingly, 
the term is linked with “purification” (v. 36, “nephthar”; cf. Num. 31:23).

NAPHTUHIMNAPHTUHIM (Heb.  (Heb. nap�tuh�iînap�tuh�iîmm)))

NAPHTUHIM (Heb. nap�tuh�iîm )

A descendaA descendant of Egypnt of Egypt (Mizraimt (Mizraim) listed i) listed in the Tabln the Table of Natioe of Nations (Gen. 1ns (Gen. 10:13 = 1 C0:13 = 1 Chr. 1:11),hCChr. 1:11)Chr. 1:11), perhaps , perhaps indicatingindicating inhabitan inhabitants of the ts of the Nile DeltaNile Delta (cf. Egyp (cf. Egyp. . na-patoh�,na-patoh�,na-patoh�,na-patoh�, “dwellers “dwellers of the De of the Delta”).lta”).

A descendant of Egypt (Mizraim) listed in the Table of Nations (Gen. 10:13 = 1 
Chr. 1:11), perhaps indicating inhabitants of the Nile Delta (cf. Egyp. 
na-patoh�,  “dwellers of the Delta”).

NARCISSUSNARCISSUS (Gk.  (Gk. NaérkissosNaérkissos)))

NARCISSUS (Gk. Naérkissos)

The head oThe head of a househf a household in Romold in Rome of whiche of which some memb some members were Cers were Christians.hristians. They are  They  They are gThey are greeted by reeted by Paul in hiPaul in his Epistle s Epistle to the Romto the Romans (Rom. ans (Rom. 16:11).16:11).

The head of a household in Rome of which some members were Christians. 
They are greeted by Paul in his Epistle to the Romans (Rom. 16:11).

NARDNARDNARD

NARD

An ointmenAn ointment (Heb. t (Heb. neärd;neärd; Gk.  Gk. naérdosnaérdos) extracte) extracted from thed from the  NardostachNardostachys jatamanys jatamays jatamansijatamansi plant fou plant found in the nd in the Himalayas Himalayas of India. of India. The distanThe distance requirece required to impord to import the ointt thet the ointmethe ointment to Palent to Palestine addestine added to its vd to its value. The alue. The roots and roots and stems of tstems of the plant ahe plant are used tore aare used tare used to produce o produce an aromatian aromatic oil thatc oil that serves as serves as a cosmeti a cosmetic, a perfuc, a perfume (Cant. me (Cant. 1:12; 4:131:11:12; 4:131:12; 4:13-14), and -14), and a stimulana stimulant. This ext. This expensive oipensive ointment wasntment was often sto often stored in alared in alabaster boxbastalaalabaster alabaster boxes and boxes and opened onlopened only on speciy on special occasioal occasions, e.g., ns, e.g., to anoint to anoint people of people of honor, as honhonor, as honor, as seen in thseen in the anointine anointing of Jesusg of Jesus (Mark 14: (Mark 14:3; John 123; John 12:3). Nard :3). Nard is often ris often referred toeferrrreferred treferred to as “spiko as “spikenard” dueenard” due to the sh to the shape of theape of the plant. In plant. In the NT th the NT the Greek ade Greek adj. j. adadj. adj. pistikoœspistikoœs means “ge means “genuine” or nuine” or “pure,” th“pure,” though oftenough often translate translated “spike” d “spike” based uponbasedbased uponbased upon a Sanskri a Sanskrit derivatit derivative.ve.ve.

An ointment (Heb. neärd; Gk. naérdos) extracted from the Nardostachys 
jatamansi plant found in the Himalayas of India. The distance required to import 
the ointment to Palestine added to its value. The roots and stems of the plant 
are used to produce an aromatic oil that serves as a cosmetic, a perfume (Cant. 
1:12; 4:13-14), and a stimulant. This expensive ointment was often stored in 
alabaster boxes and opened only on special occasions, e.g., to anoint people of 
honor, as seen in the anointing of Jesus (Mark 14:3; John 12:3). Nard is often 
referred to as “spikenard” due to the shape of the plant. In the NT the Greek 
adj. pistikoœs means “genuine” or “pure,” though often translated “spike” 
based upon a Sanskrit derivative.

L. Thomas L. Thomas Strong, IIStrong, IIII

L. Thomas Strong, III

NASH PAPYRNASH PAPYRUSUSUS

NASH PAPYRUS

A 2nd-centA 2nd-century ury B.C.EB.C.E Egyptian  Egyptian papyrus copapyrus containing ontaining one of the ne of the oldest fraoldest fragments of gments of the biblicthethe biblicthe biblical text. Dal text. Described bescribed by Stanley y Stanley A. Cook inA. Cook in 1903, the 1903, the papyrus c papyrus contains veontains versions of rsioveversions oversions of the Decaf the Decalogue and logue and Shema whicShema which have texh have textual affintual affinities to tities to the LXX. Prhe LXX. Probably copoPrProbably cProbably copied fromopied from a liturgi a liturgical work, cal work, the papyruthe papyrus’ affinits’ affinities with ties with the LXX andhe LXX and Philo, as Phi Philo, as Philo, as well as thwell as the provenane provenance of its ce of its discovery,discovery, suggest a suggest a form of t form of the Hebrew he Hebrew text curretextext curretext current in Egypnt in Egypt that dift that differed signfered significantly ificantly from the tfrom the text later ext later preserved preserved by the Masby theby the Masorethe Masoretes.tes.tes.

A 2nd-century B.C.E Egyptian papyrus containing one of the oldest fragments of 
the biblical text. Described by Stanley A. Cook in 1903, the papyrus contains 
versions of the Decalogue and Shema which have textual affinities to the LXX. 
Probably copied from a liturgical work, the papyrus’ affinities with the LXX and 
Philo, as well as the provenance of its discovery, suggest a form of the Hebrew 
text current in Egypt that differed significantly from the text later preserved by 
the Masoretes.

James R. AJames R. Adair, Jr.dair, Jr.

James R. Adair, Jr.



NATHANNATHAN (Heb.  (Heb. naœt�aœnnaœt�aœn)))

NATHAN (Heb. naœt�aœn )

�1.1. A son of  A son of David by BDavid by Bathshua (Bathshua (Bathsheba) athsheba) daughter odaughter of Ammiel; f Ammiel; full brothfull brother of Soloer oer of Solomonof Solomon (2 Sam. 5 (2 Sam. 5:14; 1 Chr:14; 1 Chr. 3:5; 14:. 3:5; 14:4). He is 4). He is mentioned mentioned in an eschin an eschatologicalatological prophecy  pr prophecy (prophecy (Zech. 12:1Zech. 12:12), which 2), which may accounmay account for Luket for Luke’s genealo’s genealogy of Jesugy of Jesus through s through s through Nathrough Nathan (Lukethan (Luke 3:31) rat 3:31) rather than ther than through Solhrough Solomon (Mattomon (Matt. 1:6).. 1:6).. 1:6).

1. A son of David by Bathshua (Bathsheba) daughter of Ammiel; full brother 
of Solomon (2 Sam. 5:14; 1 Chr. 3:5; 14:4). He is mentioned in an eschatological 
prophecy (Zech. 12:12), which may account for Luke’s genealogy of Jesus 
through Nathan (Luke 3:31) rather than through Solomon (Matt. 1:6).

�2.2. Prophet a Prophet at the timet the time of David. of David. He arrive He arrives, with nos, with no pedigree  pedigree of birthplof birthplace or genace orace or genealoor genealogy, to medgy, to mediate Yahweiate Yahweh’s dynasth’s dynastic grant tic grant to David (2o David (2 Sam. 7:1- Sam. 7:1-17 = 1 Chr17 = 1 Chr17 = 1 Chr. 17:1-Chr. 17:1-15), confr15), confront David ont David with his swith his sin againstin against Uriah (2  Uriah (2 Sam. 12:1-Sam. 12:1-25; cf. Ps25; cf. Ps. 51 super. 51 s. 51 superscripsuperscription[MT 2]tion[MT 2]), and con), and conspire withspire with Bathsheba Bathsheba to convin to convince David tce David that he hadhat he hadhat he had sworn had sworn that Solomthat Solomon would son would succeed himucceed him (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 1:1-40).:1-40).:1-40).

2. Prophet at the time of David. He arrives, with no pedigree of birthplace 
or genealogy, to mediate Yahweh’s dynastic grant to David (2 Sam. 7:1-17 = 1 
Chr. 17:1-15), confront David with his sin against Uriah (2 Sam. 12:1-25; cf. Ps. 51 
superscription[MT 2]), and conspire with Bathsheba to convince David that he 
had sworn that Solomon would succeed him (1 Kgs. 1:1-40).

�The dynastThe dynastic grant (ic grant (2 Sam. 7:12 Sam. 7:1-17) is co-17) is comprised ofmprised of two liter two literary sourceary sources, the Hiss, the Hs, the History ofHistory of David’s R David’s Rise (7:1–7ise (7:1–7) and a De) and a Deuteronomisuteronomistic addititic addition (vv. 8–on (vv. 8–17). In an17). In ancient Nearcieanancient Neancient Near Easternar Eastern ideology, ideology, kingship  kingship was tied twas tied to temple-bo temple-building; guilding; gods were rods were representedeprrepresenterepresented as guarad as guaranteeing dynteeing dynasties innasties in return fo return for the (re)r the (re)building obuilding of temples.f temples. The aim o The The aim ofThe aim of the Histo the History of Daviry of David’s Rise (d’s Rise (1 Sam. 15—1 Sam. 15—2 Sam. 8) 2 Sam. 8) was to estwas to establish Davablish David’s kingsiDavDavid’s kiDavid’s kingship in ngship in place of Splace of Saul’s dynaaul’s dynasty by prosty by proving that ving that Yahweh choYahweh chose him. Hose him. However, YahwHoHowever, YHowever, Yahweh’s chahweh’s chosen one nosen one never builtever built the expec the expected templeted temple. The expl. The explanation isanationexplexplanatioexplanation is that n is that although Dalthough David wisheavid wished to buildd to build it, Yahwe it, Yahweh forbade h forbade it, based it, based on the preon on the preon the precedent of cedent of the judgesthe judges (2 Sam. 7 (2 Sam. 7:1-7).:1-7).:1-7).

The dynastic grant (2 Sam. 7:1-17) is comprised of two literary sources, the 
History of David’s Rise (7:1–7) and a Deuteronomistic addition (vv. 8–17). In 
ancient Near Eastern ideology, kingship was tied to temple-building; gods were 
represented as guaranteeing dynasties in return for the (re)building of temples. 
The aim of the History of David’s Rise (1 Sam. 15—2 Sam. 8) was to establish 
David’s kingship in place of Saul’s dynasty by proving that Yahweh chose him. 
However, Yahweh’s chosen one never built the expected temple. The 
explanation is that although David wished to build it, Yahweh forbade it, based 
on the precedent of the judges (2 Sam. 7:1-7).

�More than More than three centthree centuries lateuries later the Deutr the Deuteronomist eronomist incorporatincorporated the Hised the History of DatoryHisHistory ofHistory of David’s R David’s Rise in a cise in a comprehensiomprehensive historyve history written i written in support n support of a reforof a reform that incm reforreform thareform that includedt included an attemp an attempted restorted restoration of tation of the Davidiche Davidic kingdom a kingdom and centralnd centralization oficentralcentralizacentralization of altion of all worship l worship in the temin the temple. An etple. An eternal Daviernal Davidic dynastdic dynasty establisy established by Yahhed bhed by Yahweh by Yahweh and closeland closely tied to y tied to the templethe temple was key t was key to the refoo the reform; hence rm; hence this additthis addition (2 Samioadditaddition (addition (2 Sam. 7:82 Sam. 7:8-17). The -17). The addition iaddition is integrats integrated with thed with the preexiste preexisting text bing text by a wordply a wy a wordplay bwordplay between etween bayit�,bayit�, “house,”  “house,” as “templeas “temple” (2 Sam. ” (2 Sam. 7:1-7) and7:1-7) and  bayit�,bayit�, “house,”  “hou “house,” a“house,” as “dynastys “dynasty” (vv. 11b” (vv. 11b-16); the -16); the prophecy tprophecy that David’hat David’s son wills son will build the build the temple an tem temple andtemple and his thron his throne will be e will be establisheestablished forever d forever (v. 13) pr(v. 13) provides theovides the missing s missing symmetry beymmssymmetry bsymmetry between dynetween dynast and teast and temple.mple.mple.

More than three centuries later the Deuteronomist incorporated the 
History of David’s Rise in a comprehensive history written in support of a 
reform that included an attempted restoration of the Davidic kingdom and 
centralization of all worship in the temple. An eternal Davidic dynasty established 
by Yahweh and closely tied to the temple was key to the reform; hence this 
addition (2 Sam. 7:8-17). The addition is integrated with the preexisting text by a 
wordplay between bayit�,  “house,” as “temple” (2 Sam. 7:1-7) and bayit�,  
“house,” as “dynasty” (vv. 11b-16); the prophecy that David’s son will build the 
temple and his throne will be established forever (v. 13) provides the missing 
symmetry between dynast and temple.

�Nathan alsNathan also mediateso mediates an oracle an oracle to David  to David after his after his adultery wadultery with Bathshith Bathsheba and mueba andeba and murderand murder of her hu of her husband Uriasband Uriah (2 Sam. h (2 Sam. 12:1-25). 12:1-25). Rather thaRather than confrontn confront the king  the king directly, ddirectly, directly, he leads Dhe leads David to coavid to convict himsnvict himself by telelf by telling a jurling a juridical paridical parable, a fiable, a fictitious cctitious cctitious case that case that asks the kasks the king to proing to pronounce judnounce judgment in hgment in his capacitis capacity as judgey as judge (2 Sam. 1 (2 Sam. 12:1-4; cf.2:1112:1-4; cf12:1-4; cf. 14:1–20;. 14:1–20; 1 Kgs. 20 1 Kgs. 20:35-43). T:35-43). The story ohe story of the richf the rich man with  man with many flockmany flocks and herds ans and herds and herds who takes who takes the poor mthe poor man’s belovan’s beloved lamb toed lamb to prepare a prepare a meal for  meal for a travelera travelera traveler ptraveler provokes Darovokes David’s ragevid’s rage and promp and prompts him to ts him to declare thdeclare the offendere offender a dead ma a dead ma a dead man (2 Samman (2 Sam. 12:5-6).. 12:5-6). When Nath When Nathan deliveran delivers the puncs the punch line, “Th line, “That man ishat man is you!” (2  you!” (2 Sam. 12:7aSSam. 12:7aSam. 12:7a), David r), David repents andepents and is spared is spared the death the death penalty,  penalty, which is twhich is transferredransferred to the ch to to the chito the child who is ld who is the producthe product of the at of the adultery (vdultery (vv. 13–23).v. 13–23). Without t Without the intervehe intervening judgmnininterveinterveninintervening judgmentg judgment (2 Sam. 1 (2 Sam. 12:7-12), t2:7-12), there is a here is a clear connclear connection betection between the dween the death senteeaddeath sentdeath sentence that ence that David unwiDavid unwittingly pattingly passes on hisses on himself and mself and its transfits transference to erence to his child.his his child.his child. The inter The intervening judvening judgment is rgment is redundant, edundant, since the since the redirectioredirection of Davidn of David’s murder ’s m’s murder andmurder and adultery  adultery against hiagainst himself creamself creates a dupltes a duplicate senticate sentence. The ence. The interpolatinterpolation was adioninterpolatinterpolatinterpolation was adion was added by theded by the author of author of Solomon’s Solomon’s Successio Succession Narrativn Narrative (2 Sam. e (2 Sam. e (2 Sam. 10-12Sam. 10-12; 1 Kgs. 1; 1 Kgs. 1-2) to mag-2) to magnify Davidnify David’s crimes ’s crimes and to conand to connect them nect them to the stoto the story of Absarstostory of Astory of Absalom’s rbsalom’s revolt (2 Sevolt (2 Sam. 9, 13-am. 9, 13-20; cf. es20; cf. esp. 16:20–2p. 16:20–22). By ins2). By inserting theerting the David and Dav David and David and Bathsheba Bathsheba story nearstory near the begin the beginning of thning of the revolt ae revolt account, Daccount, David’s enhavid’s enhanced adultnenhaenhanced aenhanced adultery andultery and murder ad murder are made tore made to appear th appear the cause ofe cause of Amnon’s r Amnon’s rape of Tamape of Tape of Tamar, AbsTamar, Absalom’s muralom’s murder of Amnder of Amnon, and Abon, and Absalom’s resalom’s revolt. In cvolt. In contrast, Sontrast, Solomon’s rolomon’sSSolomon’s Solomon’s ruthless cruthless consolidationsolidation measureon measures appear ns appear necessary tecessary to restore o restore order (1 Korder (1 Korder (1 Kgs. 2).Kgs. 2).Kgs. 2).

Nathan also mediates an oracle to David after his adultery with Bathsheba 
and murder of her husband Uriah (2 Sam. 12:1-25). Rather than confront the king 
directly, he leads David to convict himself by telling a juridical parable, a fictitious 
case that asks the king to pronounce judgment in his capacity as judge (2 Sam. 
12:1-4; cf. 14:1–20; 1 Kgs. 20:35-43). The story of the rich man with many flocks 
and herds who takes the poor man’s beloved lamb to prepare a meal for a 
traveler provokes David’s rage and prompts him to declare the offender a dead 
man (2 Sam. 12:5-6). When Nathan delivers the punch line, “That man is you!” (2 
Sam. 12:7a), David repents and is spared the death penalty, which is transferred 
to the child who is the product of the adultery (vv. 13–23). Without the 



intervening judgment (2 Sam. 12:7-12), there is a clear connection between the 
death sentence that David unwittingly passes on himself and its transference to 
his child. The intervening judgment is redundant, since the redirection of David’s 
murder and adultery against himself creates a duplicate sentence. The 
interpolation was added by the author of Solomon’s Succession Narrative (2 
Sam. 10-12; 1 Kgs. 1-2) to magnify David’s crimes and to connect them to the 
story of Absalom’s revolt (2 Sam. 9, 13-20; cf. esp. 16:20–22). By inserting the 
David and Bathsheba story near the beginning of the revolt account, David’s 
enhanced adultery and murder are made to appear the cause of Amnon’s rape of 
Tamar, Absalom’s murder of Amnon, and Absalom’s revolt. In contrast, 
Solomon’s ruthless consolidation measures appear necessary to restore order (1 
Kgs. 2).

�In 1 Kgs. In 1 Kgs. 1:1-40 Nat1:1-40 Nathan is nothan is not a mediato a mediator of Yahwer of Yahweh’s word, h’s word, but a courbut a court prophet t propt prophet emprophet embroiled inbroiled in a conspir a conspiracy. An agacy. An aged David’sed David’s lack of i lack of intimacy wintimacy with the excth the exceedingly beeexcexceedinglexceedingly beautifuy beautiful Abishag l Abishag indicates indicates that the sthat the succession uccession is imminenis imminent (1 Kgs. t (1 Kgs. 1:1-4). As1:1-1:1-4). As1:1-4). As the eldes the eldest, Adonijat, Adonijah presumesh presumes that he w that he will be theill be the successor successor, and hold, and holds a sacrifs a s a sacrifica sacrificial feast ial feast that Nathathat Nathan intention intentionally or unally or unintentionnintentionally misinally misinterprets aterprets as a coronas a cors a coronationcoronation feast (1  feast (1 Kgs. 1:5-1Kgs. 1:5-10). Since 0). Since the court the court has split has split into Adoniinto Adonijah and Sojah and Solomon factlomoSoSolomon faSolomon factions, Nactions, Nathan enlisthan enlists Bathshets Bathsheba’s help ba’s help in a plot.in a plot. He persua He persuades her todes her to “remind”  “ “remind” D“remind” David that avid that he had swohe had sworn that Sorn that Solomon woullomon would succeed d succeed him, and Nhim, and Nathan thenathan tathan then corrothen corroborates heborates her words (1r words (1 Kgs. 1:11 Kgs. 1:11-27). The -27). The scheme worscheme works becauseks because of David’ of Dav of David’s faDavid’s faulty memorulty memory, and Davy, and David directsid directs Nathan an Nathan and Zadok tod Zadok to anoint So anoint Solomon (1 Klomon (1lomon (1 Kgs. 1:(1 Kgs. 1:28-40). Th28-40). This accountis account by Solomo by Solomon’s historn’s historian acknowian acknowledges a pledges a palace coupalace coup while ass coupcoup whilecoup while asserting asserting the legal the legality of Solity of Solomon’s sucomon’s succession (ccession (cf. Gen. 27f. Gen. 27).).).

In 1 Kgs. 1:1-40 Nathan is not a mediator of Yahweh’s word, but a court 
prophet embroiled in a conspiracy. An aged David’s lack of intimacy with the 
exceedingly beautiful Abishag indicates that the succession is imminent (1 Kgs. 
1:1-4). As the eldest, Adonijah presumes that he will be the successor, and holds 
a sacrificial feast that Nathan intentionally or unintentionally misinterprets as a 
coronation feast (1 Kgs. 1:5-10). Since the court has split into Adonijah and 
Solomon factions, Nathan enlists Bathsheba’s help in a plot. He persuades her to 
“remind” David that he had sworn that Solomon would succeed him, and Nathan 
then corroborates her words (1 Kgs. 1:11-27). The scheme works because of 
David’s faulty memory, and David directs Nathan and Zadok to anoint Solomon 
(1 Kgs. 1:28-40). This account by Solomon’s historian acknowledges a palace 
coup while asserting the legality of Solomon’s succession (cf. Gen. 27).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Igal,r of Igal, one of Da one of David’s elitvid’s elite 30 warrie 30 warriors (2 Samors (2 Sam. 23:36; 1. 23:36; 1 Chr. 11:3 Chr. 11 Chr. 11:38).11:38).11:38).

3. The father of Igal, one of David’s elite 30 warriors (2 Sam. 23:36; 1 Chr. 
11:38).

�4.4. The fathe The father of Azarir of Azariah and Zabah and Zabud, two ofud, two of Solomon’s Solomon’s officers  officers (1 Kgs. 4:(1 Kgs. 4:5).5).5).

4. The father of Azariah and Zabud, two of Solomon’s officers (1 Kgs. 4:5).

�5.5. A Judahit A Judahite in the le in the line of Jerine of Jerahmeel; soahmeel; son of Attain of Attai and fathe and father of Zabadr of Zabad (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr (1 Chr. 2:36)Chr. 2:36)...

5. A Judahite in the line of Jerahmeel; son of Attai and father of Zabad (1 
Chr. 2:36).

�6.6. One of th One of those sent bose sent by Ezra to y Ezra to Iddo to brIddo to bring back Ling back Levites (Ezevites (Ezra 8:16). ra 8:16). He may be He maHe may be themay be the same as N same as Nathan, a dathan, a descendant escendant of Binnui,of Binnui, who divor who divorced his foced his foreign wifereign wife (Ezra 10: wifewife (Ezrawife (Ezra 10:39). 10:39). 10:39).

6. One of those sent by Ezra to Iddo to bring back Levites (Ezra 8:16). He 
may be the same as Nathan, a descendant of Binnui, who divorced his foreign 
wife (Ezra 10:39).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. K. McCaP. K. McCarter, rter, II Samuel.II Samuel. AB 9 (Gar AB 9 (Garden City, den City, 1984); J. 1984); J. W. FlanagaW. FlaW. Flanagan, Flanagan, “Court His“Court History or Sutory or Succession Dccession Document? Aocument? A Study of  Study of 2 Samuel 92 Samuel 9-20 and 1 -20 and -20 and 1 Kingand 1 Kings 1-2,” s 1-2,” JBLJBL 91 (1972) 91 (1972): 172–81.: 172–81.: 172–81.

Bibliography. P. K. McCarter, II Samuel. AB 9 (Garden City, 1984); J. W. 
Flanagan, “Court History or Succession Document? A Study of 2 Samuel 9-20 
and 1 Kings 1-2,” JBL 91 (1972): 172–81.
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NATHANAELNATHANAEL (Gk.  (Gk. NathanaeäíNathanaeäíll)))

NATHANAEL (Gk. Nathanaeäíl)

�1.1. An ancest An ancestor of Judior of Judith (Jdt. 8th (Jdt. 8:1).:1).:1).

1. An ancestor of Judith (Jdt. 8:1).

�2.2. A priest  A priest ordered toordered to divorce h divorce his non-Isris non-Israelite wifaelite wife (1 Esdr.e (1 Esdr. 9:22). 9:22). 9:22).

2. A priest ordered to divorce his non-Israelite wife (1 Esdr. 9:22).



�3.3. An Israel An Israelite mentioite mentioned only ined only in the firsn the first and lastt and last chapters  chapters of the Gosof the Gospel of Johpel of Jpel of John. IntrJohn. Introduced to oduced to Jesus by PJesus by Philip, he hilip, he acknowledgacknowledges Jesus aes Jesus as the Son s the Son of God andof God and King of I K King of IsKing of Israel (Johnrael (John 1:45-49); 1:45-49); Jesus cal Jesus calls him “trls him “truly an Isruly an Israelite in aelite in whom is nowhom is no deceit” ( deceit deceit” (vdeceit” (v. 47). His. 47). His presence  presence with otherwith other disciples disciples at the Se at the Sea of Galila of Galilee after Jee after Jesus’ resuesus’ resus’ resurrectiresurrection suggeston suggests that he s that he was one ofwas one of the Twelv the Twelve (John 21e (John 21:2). Some :2). Some have identhave identified him iidentidentifiedidentified him with  him with BartholomeBartholomew, in partw, in part because B because Bartholomewartholomew means “so means “son of Ptolen of Pton of Ptolemy,” Ptolemy,” which woulwhich would imply thd imply that he had at he had another naanother name. Also, me. Also, Nathanael Nathanael does not adoes not does not appearnot appear in the Sy in the Synoptic accnoptic accounts nor ounts nor is Bartholis Bartholomew mentiomew mentioned in Jooned in John.hn.hn.

3. An Israelite mentioned only in the first and last chapters of the Gospel of 
John. Introduced to Jesus by Philip, he acknowledges Jesus as the Son of God and 
King of Israel (John 1:45-49); Jesus calls him “truly an Israelite in whom is no 
deceit” (v. 47). His presence with other disciples at the Sea of Galilee after Jesus’ 
resurrection suggests that he was one of the Twelve (John 21:2). Some have 
identified him with Bartholomew, in part because Bartholomew means “son of 
Ptolemy,” which would imply that he had another name. Also, Nathanael does 
not appear in the Synoptic accounts nor is Bartholomew mentioned in John.

Joe E. LunJoe E. Luncefordceford

Joe E. Lunceford

NATHAN-MELNATHAN-MELECHECH (Heb.  (Heb. neït�an-meneït�an-melek�lek�)))

NATHAN-MELECH (Heb. neït�an-melek� )

A chamberlA chamberlain or eunain or eunuch (Heb. uch (Heb. saœriîs,saœriîs, from Akk. from Akk.  sûa reäsûisûa reäsûi,, “at the h “at the head [of thead [ofead [of the ki[of the king]”) at tng]”) at the time ofhe time of Josiah’s  Josiah’s reforms. Jreforms. Josiah remoosiah removed the hoved the horses whichrses which earlier k ea earlier kiearlier kings had dengs had dedicated todicated to the sun-g the sun-god SÁamasûod SÁamasû, which we, which were quarterre quartered near Naed near Ned near Nathan-melNathan-melech’s roomech’s room at the te at the temple entrample entrance (2 Kgsnce (2 Kgs. 23:11).. 23:11).. 23:11).

A chamberlain or eunuch (Heb. saœriîs, from Akk. sûa reäsûi, “at the head 
[of the king]”) at the time of Josiah’s reforms. Josiah removed the horses which 
earlier kings had dedicated to the sun-god SÁamasû, which were quartered near 
Nathan-melech’s room at the temple entrance (2 Kgs. 23:11).

Robin GallRobin Gallaher Brancaher Branchh

Robin Gallaher Branch

NATIONSNATIONSNATIONS

NATIONS

In the OT In the OT the concepthe concept of “natit of “nation” (usualon” (usually Heb. ly Heb. go®y;go®y; LXX Gk.  LXX Gk. éthnoséthnos) included) included at least  includedincluded aincluded at least fot least four componeur components: (1) ants: (1) a related g related group of peroup of people (2) lople (2) living in iiving in its own terts owts own territown territory (3) wiory (3) with its ownth its own governmen government and (4) t and (4) worshippinworshipping its own g its own god or godgod or godgod or gods. Consgods. Consequently, equently, Israel andIsrael and other gro other groups could ups could be nationsbe nations. “People”. “People” (Heb.  (Heb. {am;{am{am;{am; LXX  LXX laoœslaoœs) was a mo) was a more generalre general term with term with no partic no particular politular political signiical significance, tficancsignisignificansignificance, thoughce, though the two t the two terms coulderms could be used a be used as synonymss synonyms (Exod. 33 (Exod. 33:13; Deut.:13; Deut. 4:6). The Deut.Deut. 4:6)Deut. 4:6). The NT s. The NT seems to maeems to maintain theintain the distincti distinction of the on of the terms terms éthnoséthnos and  and laoœs.laoœlaoœs.laoœs. The words The words  go®ygo®y and  and éthnoséthnos also mean also meant “Gentilet “Gentiles,” and ons,” and only contextly context establish esta establisheestablishes the corrs the correct meaninect meaning.g.g.

In the OT the concept of “nation” (usually Heb. go®y; LXX Gk. éthnos) 
included at least four components: (1) a related group of people (2) living in its 
own territory (3) with its own government and (4) worshipping its own god or 
gods. Consequently, Israel and other groups could be nations. “People” (Heb. 
{am; LXX laoœs) was a more general term with no particular political 
significance, though the two terms could be used as synonyms (Exod. 33:13; 
Deut. 4:6). The NT seems to maintain the distinction of the terms éthnos and 
laoœs. The words go®y and éthnos also meant “Gentiles,” and only context 
establishes the correct meaning.

�The politiThe political meanincal meaning of “natig of “nations” is clons” is clear in sevear in several well-eral well-known passknown passages. The ages. Theages. The Table The Table of Nationsof Nations (Gen. 10: (Gen. 10:1-32) depi1-32) depicts humanicts humanity alreadyty already divided i divided into nationnto nations, not as s,nationnations, nnations, not as a unot as a unity. The pity. The people of Ieople of Israel appesrael appealed to Saaled to Samuel to fimuel to find them a nd them a king “likekingking “likeking “like other nat other nations” (1 Sions” (1 Sam. 8:5). am. 8:5). On the dayOn the day of Pentec of Pentecost “Jews ost “Jews from everyfrom every nation un n nation undnation under heaven”er heaven” were pres were present in Jerent in Jerusalem (Acusalem (Acts 2:5).ts 2:5).ts 2:5).

The political meaning of “nations” is clear in several well-known passages. 
The Table of Nations (Gen. 10:1-32) depicts humanity already divided into 
nations, not as a unity. The people of Israel appealed to Samuel to find them a 
king “like other nations” (1 Sam. 8:5). On the day of Pentecost “Jews from every 
nation under heaven” were present in Jerusalem (Acts 2:5).

�The HebrewThe Hebrew prophets  prophets in particuin particular spoke lar spoke of specifiof specific nations c nations as deservias deserving future ng futung future punfuture punishment: eishment: e.g., Edom,.g., Edom, Ammon, an Ammon, and Moab (Amd Moab (Amos 1:11-2:os 1:11-2:3); Babylo3); Babylonia, Assyrnia, Assynia, Assyria, aAssyria, and Egypt (nd Egypt (Isa. 13-14Isa. 13-14, 19). How, 19). However, in pever, in places eschlaces eschatologicalatological speculati speculation about ton abon about the about the elevation elevation of Israel of Israel also took also took note of thnote of the “nationse “nations” almost a” almost as a foil fs a foil for the speor theor the speciathe special attentiol attention Israel wn Israel would receiould receive (e.g., ve (e.g., Zech. 14).Zech. 14).

The Hebrew prophets in particular spoke of specific nations as deserving 
future punishment: e.g., Edom, Ammon, and Moab (Amos 1:11-2:3); Babylonia, 
Assyria, and Egypt (Isa. 13-14, 19). However, in places eschatological speculation 
about the elevation of Israel also took note of the “nations” almost as a foil for 
the special attention Israel would receive (e.g., Zech. 14).

Paul L. RePaul L. Reddittdditt
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NATURENATURENATURE



NATURE

For the laFor the larger part rger part of the 20tof the 20th century h century biblical sbiblical scholars gacholars gave little ve little attention attention to the rolto the to the role othe role of the natuf the natural world ral world in the Bibin the Bible. They ele. They emphasized mphasized instead thinstead that the Bibat the Bible presentle ple presented presented a God who a God who acted in aacted in and for humnd for human historyan history. Yahweh w. Yahweh was unlike as unlike the gods othe godsthe gods of Megods of Mesopotamia,sopotamia, Egypt, an Egypt, and Canaan, d Canaan, who were bwho were bound by thound by the endless e endless and unchanand uncand unchangingunchanging cycles of cycles of nature. N nature. Nature was ature was regarded aregarded as the stags the stage for Yahwe for Yahweh’s histoeh’s historical dramrhistohistoricalhistorical drama of  drama of salvation salvation or as Yahwor as Yahweh’s instreh’s instrument in tument in that drama,hat drama, but the n but the natural woratunnatural wonatural world was norld was not deemed st deemed significantignificant in its ow in its own right.n right.n right.

For the larger part of the 20th century biblical scholars gave little attention to 
the role of the natural world in the Bible. They emphasized instead that the Bible 
presented a God who acted in and for human history. Yahweh was unlike the 
gods of Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Canaan, who were bound by the endless and 
unchanging cycles of nature. Nature was regarded as the stage for Yahweh’s 
historical drama of salvation or as Yahweh’s instrument in that drama, but the 
natural world was not deemed significant in its own right.

�Interest iInterest in the Bibln the Bible’s view oe’s view of nature hf nature has intensias intensified in refied in recent decadcent decades due lares due largely to thglarlargely tolargely to the publi the public’s growinc’s growing environmg environmental awarental awareness. Theeness. The claim by  claim by many that many that the Bible’ththe Bible’the Bible’s objectifs objectification ofication of nature wa nature was the founs the foundation fordation for our explo our exploitation ofitation of the natur the  the naturathe natural environml environment led maent led many scholarny scholars to reasss to reassess the biess the biblical vieblical view of naturw of nature. By firse. Be. By first gBy first giving atteiving attention to tntion to the biblicahe biblical understal understanding of cnding of creation, sreation, scholars hacholars have begun tve beguve begun to rbegun to recognize tecognize that the Bihat the Bible contaible contains multiplns multiple views ofe views of nature an nature and that thed that the natural w na natural wonatural world playedrld played a signifi a significant role cant role in the forin the formation andmation and expressio expression of the rn of the religion ofeligiorreligion oreligion of Israel. f Israel. The variouThe various biblicals biblical views of  views of nature cannature can be groupe be grouped into thrd into three distincee disee distinct vdistinct value orienalue orientations, stations, shared by thared by the people he people of the Bibof the Bible, but exle, but expressed unpressed under differder ununder diffunder different circerent circumstances:umstances: harmony w harmony with natureith nature, mastery , mastery over naturover nature, and sube, and sube, and subjugatiosubjugation to naturn to nature.e.e.

Interest in the Bible’s view of nature has intensified in recent decades due 
largely to the public’s growing environmental awareness. The claim by many that 
the Bible’s objectification of nature was the foundation for our exploitation of 
the natural environment led many scholars to reassess the biblical view of nature. 
By first giving attention to the biblical understanding of creation, scholars have 
begun to recognize that the Bible contains multiple views of nature and that the 
natural world played a significant role in the formation and expression of the 
religion of Israel. The various biblical views of nature can be grouped into three 
distinct value orientations, shared by the people of the Bible, but expressed 
under different circumstances: harmony with nature, mastery over nature, and 
subjugation to nature.

�Harmony wiHarmony with nature th nature is the mosis the most frequentt frequently expressly expressed value ied value in the bibln the biblical textsical teical texts. Thitexts. This value ors value orientation ientation assumes thassumes that humans at humans and natureand nature are unite are united in a pred in a precarious bacapreprecariousprecarious balance s balance so that humo that human actionsan actions cause con cause consequences sequences in nature in nature which inevwhich inevwhich inevitablyinevitably affect hu affect humans themsmans themselves. In elves. In texts refltexts reflecting theecting the covenant  covenant tradition,tradition, the condi the c the condition condition of the natof the natural worldural world is linked is linked to the pe to the people’s faiople’s faithfulness thfulness to the stito the stipulations pulatiostistipulatiostipulations of the ns of the covenant. covenant. If the IsrIf the Israelites foaelites follow God’sllow God’s commandme commandments, then nts, then Yahweh wilYaYahweh wilYahweh will send thel send the rains so  rains so that the lthat the land abundaand abundantly yieldntly yields its prods its produce. Otheruce. Otherwise, God wiOtherOtherwise,Otherwise, God will  God will withhold twithhold the rains ahe rains and the lannd the land will becd will become desolaome desolate, resultte, resulting in theinresultresulting resulting in the peoin the people’s deatple’s death (Deut. 1h (Deut. 11:13-17). 1:13-17). The propheThe prophets similarts similarly link huly link human actionmanhuhuman actihuman actions to theons to the environme environment. Both Hnt. Both Hosea and Josea and Jeremiah ateremiah attribute drtribute drought to tought to ought to the peoto the people’s crimple’s crimes againstes against one anoth one another and agaer and against God (inst God (Hos. 4:1-3Hos. 4:1-3; Jer. 3:1; Jer. 3:1-3). Hagga-3)3:13:1-3). Ha3:1-3). Haggai blameggai blames drought s drought on the peoon the people’s dereple’s dereliction toliction to rebuild Y rebuild Yahweh’s teahweh’s temple (Hag.mptetemple (Hatemple (Hag. 1:9-10)g. 1:9-10). Second I. Second Isaiah offesaiah offers the escrs the eschatologicahatological hope thal hope that Yahweh wt Yahweh will redeemilwwill redeewill redeem the natum the natural world ral world even as theven as the people ae people are redeemere redeemed (Isa. 51d (Isa. 51:3).:3).:3).

Harmony with nature is the most frequently expressed value in the biblical 
texts. This value orientation assumes that humans and nature are united in a 
precarious balance so that human actions cause consequences in nature which 
inevitably affect humans themselves. In texts reflecting the covenant tradition, the 
condition of the natural world is linked to the people’s faithfulness to the 
stipulations of the covenant. If the Israelites follow God’s commandments, then 
Yahweh will send the rains so that the land abundantly yields its produce. 
Otherwise, God will withhold the rains and the land will become desolate, 
resulting in the people’s death (Deut. 11:13-17). The prophets similarly link 
human actions to the environment. Both Hosea and Jeremiah attribute drought 
to the people’s crimes against one another and against God (Hos. 4:1-3; Jer. 
3:1-3). Haggai blames drought on the people’s dereliction to rebuild Yahweh’s 
temple (Hag. 1:9-10). Second Isaiah offers the eschatological hope that Yahweh 
will redeem the natural world even as the people are redeemed (Isa. 51:3).

�In the YahIn the Yahwist Creatwist Creation myth (ion myth (Gen. 2:4-3Gen. 2:4-3:24) the f:24) the first humanirst human is descri is described as beibed as bbed as being bornbeing born from the  from the earth, madearth, made of the de of the dirt of theirt of the ground, a ground, and returnind returning to the ng to the earth wheneaearth whenearth when he dies.  he dies. Although tAlthough the accounthe account expresses expresses the harmo the harmony-with-nany-with-nature valueture valuture value, it value, it qualifies qualifies it with thit with the mastery-e mastery-over-naturover-nature value. Te value. The acquisihe acquisition of kntion of knowledge haowledknknowledge knowledge has freed has freed the human the human couple frocouple from the detem the determinism ofrminism of nature. T nature. They are dihey are hey are distinare distinct from thct from the animals,e animals, which are which are also made also made from the  from the dirt, and dirt, and can transfcan transform the naormtransftransform transform the naturathe natural world tol world to create ci create civilizationvilization (Gen. 4). (Gen. 4). Yet in th Yet in the end humae end humans are bouns ans are bound are bound to the natto the natural worldural world of which  of which they are athey are a part. part. part.

In the Yahwist Creation myth (Gen. 2:4-3:24) the first human is described as 
being born from the earth, made of the dirt of the ground, and returning to the 
earth when he dies. Although the account expresses the harmony-with-nature 
value, it qualifies it with the mastery-over-nature value. The acquisition of 
knowledge has freed the human couple from the determinism of nature. They 
are distinct from the animals, which are also made from the dirt, and can 
transform the natural world to create civilization (Gen. 4). Yet in the end humans 



are bound to the natural world of which they are a part.

�The PriestThe Priestly Creatioly Creation myth (Gen myth (Gen. 1:1-2:3n. 1:1-2:3) is the f) is the foremost bioremost biblical exablical example of thmple ofmple of the masof the mastery-over-tery-over-nature valnature value orientaue orientation — thation — that nature ct nature can and shoan and should be manuld be manuld be manipulatemanipulated for humad for human purposesn purposes. Accordin. According to the ag to the account, huccount, humans are cmans are commanded tommandccommanded commanded to subdue to subdue the earth the earth and are giand are given dominiven dominion over alon over all other crl other creatures (Geatures (eatures (Gen. 1:28(Gen. 1:28). However). However, within t, within the larger he larger context ofcontext of the Pries the Priestly narrattly narrative this mive this mastery-oveastemmastery-ovmastery-over-nature er-nature value is qvalue is qualified bualified by the harmy the harmony-with-nony-with-nature valuature value, which ee, which emphasizes meemphasizesemphasizes the order the order of creati of creation. Human on. Human dominion mdominion must be exeust be exercised witrcised within the cohin the hin the constrthe constraints of taints of the createdhe created order les order lest human act human actions corrtions corrupt the crupt the creation (Geeation (Gen. 6:11-13n(Ge(Gen. 6:11(Gen. 6:11-13). As a-13). As a result, o result, only certainly certain animals n animals are acceptare acceptable for fable for food (Lev. ood (Lev. 11), men a11), 11), men a11), men are limitedre limited with whom with whom and when  and when they may hthey may have sexualave sexual relations relations (18:6–23) (18:6–23 (18:6–23),(18:6–23), and the l and the land may noand may not be farmet be farmed in Sabbad in Sabbatical Yeartical Years (25:1–12s (25:1–12).).).

The Priestly Creation myth (Gen. 1:1-2:3) is the foremost biblical example 
of the mastery-over-nature value orientation — that nature can and should be 
manipulated for human purposes. According to the account, humans are 
commanded to subdue the earth and are given dominion over all other creatures 
(Gen. 1:28). However, within the larger context of the Priestly narrative this 
mastery-over-nature value is qualified by the harmony-with-nature value, which 
emphasizes the order of creation. Human dominion must be exercised within 
the constraints of the created order lest human actions corrupt the creation 
(Gen. 6:11-13). As a result, only certain animals are acceptable for food (Lev. 
11), men are limited with whom and when they may have sexual relations 
(18:6–23), and the land may not be farmed in Sabbatical Years (25:1–12).

�The masterThe mastery-over-naty-over-nature value ure value is also exis also expressed bypressed by the cosmi the cosmic metaphorc metaphors of Jeruss of s of Jerusalof Jerusalem’s royalem’s royal ideology. ideology. According According to this i to this ideology, hdeology, human kingsuman kingship replichip replicates divinatesreplicreplicatesreplicates divine ki divine kingship. Thngship. The king’s re king’s reign in Jeeign in Jerusalem warusalem was based ons based on a manifes a manifestation of tatiomanifesmanifestatmanifestation of Yahion of Yahweh’s reigweh’s reign over cren over creation. Theation. Therefore, jurefore, just as Yahwst as Yahweh defeateeh defeated all threddefeatedefeated adefeated all threatsll threats to the cr to the created ordeeated order — typicar — typically personlly personified as tified as the sea (Pshe sea (Ps. 89:9-11[. 89:. 89:9-11[MT89:9-11[MT 10–12]; 9 10–12]; 93) — the k3) — the king secureing secures the ordes the order of creatr of creation by defion by defeating hiseating his enemies ( hishis enemiehis enemies (89:22–2s (89:22–25[23–26]).5[23–26]). The king’ The king’s actions s actions are world-are world-ordering, ordering, bringing rbringing righteousneighrrighteousnrighteousness — fertess — fertility and ility and abundance abundance — to the l— to the land (Ps. 7and (Ps. 72). Yet th2). Yet the king’s me king’s mastery oveastmmastery ovmastery over nature er nature is not absis not absolute. It olute. It is only byis only by virtue of virtue of God’s cov God’s covenant, besenant, bestowed upontowbesbestowed ubestowed upon him aspon him as a gift, a a gift, and should nd should be charactbe characterized by erized by God’s righGod’s righteousness.teousness.

The mastery-over-nature value is also expressed by the cosmic metaphors 
of Jerusalem’s royal ideology. According to this ideology, human kingship 
replicates divine kingship. The king’s reign in Jerusalem was based on a 
manifestation of Yahweh’s reign over creation. Therefore, just as Yahweh 
defeated all threats to the created order — typically personified as the sea (Ps. 
89:9-11[MT 10–12]; 93) — the king secures the order of creation by defeating 
his enemies (89:22–25[23–26]). The king’s actions are world-ordering, bringing 
righteousness — fertility and abundance — to the land (Ps. 72). Yet the king’s 
mastery over nature is not absolute. It is only by virtue of God’s covenant, 
bestowed upon him as a gift, and should be characterized by God’s righteousness.

�SubjugatioSubjugation to naturn to nature — that he — that humans haveumans have no contro no control over natl over nature and arure and are subject e sue subject tosubject to its inevi its inevitable effetable effects — was cts — was probably tprobably the dominanhe dominant value ort value orientation ientation of the ancof tof the ancienthe ancient Israelitt Israelite peasantse peasants. However,. However, the bibli the biblical texts,cal texts, which com which come from elie from elite groups,te gte groups, ongroups, only sporadily sporadically reflcally reflect this vect this value. The alue. The book of Jobook of Job is a notb is a notable excepable exception. Conttion. excepexception.exception. Contrary  Contrary to covenanto covenant theologyt theology, Job emph, Job emphasizes thaasizes that there ist there is no necess no necessary correlanecessnecessary necessary correlatiocorrelation between n between human actihuman actions and thons and the conditioe condition of the cn of the creation. Mreation. Mreation. Moreover, Moreover, the speechthe speeches of Yahwes of Yahweh (Job 38eh (Job 38-41) under-41) underscore the score the inability inability of humans of humansof humans to humans to either coneither control or retrol or replicate thplicate the creatione creation...

Subjugation to nature — that humans have no control over nature and are 
subject to its inevitable effects — was probably the dominant value orientation of 
the ancient Israelite peasants. However, the biblical texts, which come from elite 
groups, only sporadically reflect this value. The book of Job is a notable 
exception. Contrary to covenant theology, Job emphasizes that there is no 
necessary correlation between human actions and the condition of the creation. 
Moreover, the speeches of Yahweh (Job 38-41) underscore the inability of 
humans to either control or replicate the creation.

�Joel also Joel also expresses expresses the subjugthe subjugation-to-nation-to-nature valuature value. The proe. The prophet callsphet calls the peopl the peo the people to people to lament thelament the devastati devastation caused on caused by a locusby a locust plague, t plague, but unlikebut unlike other pro other prophets doesphproprophets dprophets does not atoes not attribute thtribute the natural e natural catastrophcatastrophe to the pe to the people’s sieople’s sins. The pens. The people’s actoppepeople’s apeople’s actions arections are not respo not responsible fornsible for the plagu the plague, nor cane, nor can they prev they prevent it. Thent it. Their only heir ThTheir onlyTheir only hope of d hope of deliveranceeliverance is God, a is God, and thus Jond thus Joel summonsel summons them to r them to return to Yeturn to Yeturn to Yahweh witYahweh with fasting,h fasting, weeping,  weeping, and mourniand mourning (Joel 2ng (Joel 2:12-14).:12-14).:12-14).

Joel also expresses the subjugation-to-nature value. The prophet calls the 
people to lament the devastation caused by a locust plague, but unlike other 
prophets does not attribute the natural catastrophe to the people’s sins. The 
people’s actions are not responsible for the plague, nor can they prevent it. 
Their only hope of deliverance is God, and thus Joel summons them to return to 
Yahweh with fasting, weeping, and mourning (Joel 2:12-14).

�As a resulAs a result of the rt of the recent schoecent scholarly attelarly attention to tntion to the Bible’she Bible’s view of n view of nature, Godature, Godature, God’s presGod’s presence and aence and activity inctivity in the world the world can no lo can no longer be unnger be understood iderstood in historicn historical categoralhistorichistoricalhistorical categorie categories and metas and metaphors exclphors exclusively. Tusively. The Bible ahe Bible attests thattests that God’s act God’s activity is tivitacactivity iactivity is visible s visible also in thalso in the cycles oe cycles of nature, f nature, in blessinin blessing. As the g. As the Creator, GCreator, God brings od bringod brings thebrings the advent of advent of seasonal  seasonal rains, makrains, makes the lanes the land agricultd agriculturally prourally productive, aductive, and increasnd innd increases increases the reprodthe reproduction of uction of flocks andflocks and herds. Th herds. The Bible use Bible usually linkually links God’s prs God’s presence to eseprpresence tpresence to natural o natural locations locations — predomin— predominantly mounantly mountain tops,tain tops, but also  but also springs, rsprings, rivers, andivrrivers, anrivers, and trees. Md trees. Moreover, Goreover, God’s appeaod’s appearance in trance in theophany iheophany is often prs often presented inesented in natural f n natural fonatural form: God isrm: God is associate associated with thed with the thunderst thunderstorm and thorm and the related e related phenomena phenomenaphenomena phenomena of downpouof downpours, cloudsrs, clouds, and ligh, and lightning; thetning; the voice of  voice of God shakesGod shakes the earth the earth the earth likeearth like an earthq an earthquake (or tuake (or the rumblinhe rumbling of thundg of thunder); and Ger); and God appearsod appears in a burn in a burning bush ainburnburning buburning bush and a psh and a pillar of cillar of cloud and floud and fire.ire.ire.

As a result of the recent scholarly attention to the Bible’s view of nature, 
God’s presence and activity in the world can no longer be understood in 
historical categories and metaphors exclusively. The Bible attests that God’s 
activity is visible also in the cycles of nature, in blessing. As the Creator, God 



brings the advent of seasonal rains, makes the land agriculturally productive, and 
increases the reproduction of flocks and herds. The Bible usually links God’s 
presence to natural locations — predominantly mountain tops, but also springs, 
rivers, and trees. Moreover, God’s appearance in theophany is often presented in 
natural form: God is associated with the thunderstorm and the related 
phenomena of downpours, clouds, and lightning; the voice of God shakes the 
earth like an earthquake (or the rumbling of thunder); and God appears in a 
burning bush and a pillar of cloud and fire.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. W. AndeB. W. Anderson, rson, From CreatFrom Creation to Newion to New Creation. Creation. OBT (Minn OBT (Minneapolis, 1ea(Minn(Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1994);is, 1994); T. Hieber T. Hiebert, t, The YahwisThe Yahwist’s Landsct’s Landscapeape (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1996); R. 1996); R. A. SimkinsA. SimkA. Simkins, Simkins, Creator anCreator and Creationd Creation: Nature i: Nature in the Worln the Worldview of Adview of Ancient Isrncient Israelael (Peabody, (Peabody, 1994); O. 199 1994); O. 1994); O. H. Steck, H. Steck, World and World and EnvironmenEnvironmentt (Nashvill (Nashville, 1980).e, 1980).e, 1980).

Bibliography. B. W. Anderson, From Creation to New Creation. OBT 
(Minneapolis, 1994); T. Hiebert, The Yahwist’s Landscape (Oxford, 1996); R. A. 
Simkins, Creator and Creation: Nature in the Worldview of Ancient Israel (Peabody, 
1994); O. H. Steck, World and Environment (Nashville, 1980).
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The main rThe main room of theoom of the temple (H temple (Heb. eb. heîk�alheîk�al), between), between the vesti the vestibule and tbule and the holy ofhe holyhe holy of hoholy of holies (1 Kglies (1 Kgs. 6; 7:50s. 6; 7:50; 2 Chr. 3; 2 Chr. 3:4-5, 13; :4-5, 13; 4:22; Ezek4:22; Ezek. 41). The. 41). The Hebrew te Hebrew term can refrm crm can refer can refer to either to either this room this room or the entor the entire templeire temple (cf. Sum. (cf. Sum.  e-gal,e-gal, “great ho “great house”).use”).

The main room of the temple (Heb. heîk�al ), between the vestibule and the 
holy of holies (1 Kgs. 6; 7:50; 2 Chr. 3:4-5, 13; 4:22; Ezek. 41). The Hebrew term 
can refer to either this room or the entire temple (cf. Sum. e-gal, “great house”).

NAZARENENAZARENENAZARENE

NAZARENE

A gentilicA gentilic (Gk.  (Gk. NazareänoœNazareänoœs, Nazoœras, Nazoœraiíosiíos) normally) normally used to d used to distinguishistinguish someone f some someone frsomeone from the citom the city of Nazary of Nazareth. In theth. In the NT “Nazae NT “Nazarene” is urene” is used most fsed most frequently requentlyffrequentlyfrequently to clarif to clarify the ideny the identity of Jetity of Jesus by asssus by associating hociating him with hiim with his hometowns hometown of Nazare of N of Nazareth (Nazareth (Mark 10:47Mark 10:47; John 18:; John 18:7). In the7). In the early his early history of thtory of the Church, e Church, the term tthe term took on a foottook on a took on a further cofurther connotation nnotation and referrand referred by exteed by extension to Jnsion to Jesus’ follesus’ followers, whoowers, who were call whowho were cwho were called “thealled “the sect of t sect of the Nazarenhe Nazarenes” (Acts es” (Acts 24:5).24:5).24:5).

A gentilic (Gk. Nazareänoœs, Nazoœraiíos) normally used to distinguish 
someone from the city of Nazareth. In the NT “Nazarene” is used most 
frequently to clarify the identity of Jesus by associating him with his hometown of 
Nazareth (Mark 10:47; John 18:7). In the early history of the Church, the term 
took on a further connotation and referred by extension to Jesus’ followers, 
who were called “the sect of the Nazarenes” (Acts 24:5).

�A difficulA difficult use of t use of NazoœraiíoNazoœraiíoss appears i appears in Matt. 2:n Matt. 2:23, which 23, which states thastates that the famit the fat the family of family of Jesus settJesus settled in Nazled in Nazareth as aareth as a fulfillme fulfillment of the nt of the prophetic prophetic teaching tteaching that he wouhat hehat he would bhe would be called ae called a Nazarene. Nazarene. The probl The problem is thatem is that no OT pas no OT passage explisage explicitly conncitly conncitly connects tconnects the Messiahhe Messiah with Naza with Nazareth. Appareth. Apparently, Marently, Matthew was tthew was referring referring rather to rather torather to the gento the general expeceral expectation of tation of the prophethe prophets that thts that the Messiah e Messiah would be dwould be despised anespised and rejecteddanand rejectand rejected (Ps. 22ed (Ps. 22:6-8[MT 7–:6-8[MT 7–9]; 118:229]; 118:22; Isa. 49:; Isa. 49:7; 53:2-3)7; 53:2-3). Jesus’ a. Jesus’ associationssociation with Naza with  with Nazarwith Nazareth, a deseth, a despised citypised city (John 1:4 (John 1:46), caused6), caused him to be him to be scorned b scorned by some (cfy some (cf. John 7:4. J. John 7:41-John 7:41-42, 52). E42, 52). Elsewhere ilsewhere in his Gospn his Gospel, Mattheel, Matthew quotes tw quotes the OT to ehe OT to emphasize tmphasize eemphasize emphasize this themethis theme of Jesus  of Jesus as a humblas a humble Messiah,e Messiah, rejected  rejected by his peoby his people (Matt.ple (Matt. 12:16-21; 1 12:16-21; 12:16-21; 13:13-15; 13:13-15; 21:42; 27:21:42; 27:39-44).39-44).39-44).

A difficult use of Nazoœraiíos appears in Matt. 2:23, which states that the 
family of Jesus settled in Nazareth as a fulfillment of the prophetic teaching that 
he would be called a Nazarene. The problem is that no OT passage explicitly 
connects the Messiah with Nazareth. Apparently, Matthew was referring rather 
to the general expectation of the prophets that the Messiah would be despised 
and rejected (Ps. 22:6-8[MT 7–9]; 118:22; Isa. 49:7; 53:2-3). Jesus’ association 
with Nazareth, a despised city (John 1:46), caused him to be scorned by some (cf. 
John 7:41-42, 52). Elsewhere in his Gospel, Matthew quotes the OT to 
emphasize this theme of Jesus as a humble Messiah, rejected by his people (Matt. 
12:16-21; 13:13-15; 21:42; 27:39-44).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. F. AlbrW. F. Albright, “Theight, “The Names ‘Na Names ‘Nazareth’ anzareth’ and ‘Nazoraed ‘Nazoraean,’” an,’” JBLJBLJBLJBL 65 (1946) 65 (1946): 397–401;: 397–401; R. T. Fra R. T. France, “The nce, “The Formula-QuFormula-Quotations ootations of Matthew f Matthew 2 and the 2 and 2 and the Prand the Problem of Coblem of Communicatiommunication,” on,” NTSNTS 27 (1981) 27 (1981): 233–51.: 233–51.: 233–51.

Bibliography. W. F. Albright, “The Names ‘Nazareth’ and ‘Nazoraean,’” 
JBL 65 (1946): 397–401; R. T. France, “The Formula-Quotations of Matthew 2 
and the Problem of Communication,” NTS 27 (1981): 233–51.
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NAZARETHNAZARETH (Gk.  (Gk. Nazarét, NNazarét, Nazaréthazaréth)))

NAZARETH (Gk. Nazarét, Nazaréth)

A city in A city in central Gacentral Galilee localilee located on a rted on a ridge overlidge overlooking theooking the Jezreel V Jezreel Valley to talley to the south ahe souhe south and south and the the Beth-net�oBeth-net�ofafa Valley (S Valley (Sahl ahl el-Bat�t�oel-Bat�t�off) to the n) to the north (1702orth (170234). There34). (1702(170234). (170234). There are There are no literarno literary referency references to Nazaes to Nazareth priorreth prior to the NT to the NT, and Jose, and Josephus neverpJoseJosephus nJosephus never mentiever mentions the sions the site. Variante. Variant spellingt spellings in the Gs in the Greek NT (Mreek NT (Matt. 4:13;att. 4:13; Luke 4:16 Lu Luke 4:16 Luke 4:16 read read Nazaraé;Nazaraé; all other all others read s read NazaréthNazaréth or  or NazarétNazarét) and the ) and the Greek manuGreek manGreek manuscriptmanuscript tradition traditions accentuas accentuate its relte its relative anonative anonymity prioymity prior to Chrisr to Christendom. Attendom. At the time  t the time othe time of Jesus, Nf Jesus, Nazareth waazareth was an obscus an obscure villagere village S of Sepp S of Sepphoris. Exchoris. Excavations uavations under severndeuunder seveunder several churchral churches and cones and convents havevents have found dwe found dwellings dugllings dug into bedr into bedrock and arock and aock and around cavaround caves. Silos,es. Silos, olive and olive and wine pres wine presses, as weses, as well as storll as storage jar reage jar receptacles ceptacles are indicaare inare indicativeindicative of the vi of the village’s agllage’s agriculturalricultural base. Evi base. Evidence for dence for a necropola necropolis helps dis helps determine teterminddetermine determine the extentthe extent of the 1s of the 1st-century t-century ruins, whiruins, which correlach correlate to a pote to a population opulation of well undf wf well underwell under 500. Nath 500. Nathanael’s exanael’s exclamation clamation in John 1:in John 1:46, “Can a46, “Can anything gonything good come ouod come ouod come out of Nazout of Nazareth?” apareth?” aptly symboltly symbolizes the tizes the town’s obscown’s obscurity in turity in the 1st cenhe 1st century. In ttury. In the NT Nazahe Nhe NT NazaretNT Nazareth is at tih is at times referrmes referred to as aed to as a city (Gk. city (Gk.  poœlis;poœlis; e.g., Mat e.g., Matt. 2:23), t. 2:23), but this cbut thbut this can hthis can hardly be tardly be taken in thaken in the proper te proper technical sechnical sense. Accoense. According to Lrding to Luke 2:4-5 uke 2:4-5 Nazareth wNaNazareth wNazareth was the homas the hometown of betown of both Mary aoth Mary and Joseph nd Joseph (Matt. 2 s(Matt. 2 seems to imeems to imply it wasply it wply it was Bethlewas Bethlehem). It whem). It was consideas considered Jesus’red Jesus’ hometown  hometown (Matt. 13:(Matt. 13:54; Mark 654; Mark 6:1; Luke 4:1; Luke 4:1; Luke 4:16), fro4:16), from which hem which he departed  departed to Capernato Capernaum at the um at the beginning beginning of his minof his ministry (Matistry (Matt. 4:13). t(Mat(Matt. 4:1(Matt. 4:13). The Go3). The Gospels concspels concur that Jeur that Jesus’ minissus’ ministry was letry was less than suss than successful iccessful in Nazarethn Nan Nazareth, Nazareth, precisely precisely because itbecause it was his h was his hometown (Mometown (Matt. 13:54att. 13:54-58; Mark -58; Mark 6:1-6; Luk6:1-6; Luk6:1-6; Luke 4:16-Luke 4:16-30). Jesus30). Jesus is often  is often referred treferred to as “the o as “the Nazarene” Nazarene” (Mark 1:24(Mark 1:24; 10:46; J; 10:46; John 18:5, ohnJJohn 18:5,John 18:5, 7; Acts 2 7; Acts 2:22; 3:6),:22; 3:6), and in Ac and in Acts 24:5 hits 24:5 his followers followers are evens are even called “N called “Nazarenes,”azare“N“Nazarenes“Nazarenes,” with no,” with no apparent  apparent connectionconnection to the Na to the Nazirites.zirites.zirites.

A city in central Galilee located on a ridge overlooking the Jezreel Valley to the 
south and the Beth-net�ofa  Valley (Sahl el-Bat�t�of ) to the north 
(170234). There are no literary references to Nazareth prior to the NT, and 
Josephus never mentions the site. Variant spellings in the Greek NT (Matt. 4:13; 
Luke 4:16 read Nazaraé; all others read Nazaréth or Nazarét) and the Greek 
manuscript traditions accentuate its relative anonymity prior to Christendom. At 
the time of Jesus, Nazareth was an obscure village S of Sepphoris. Excavations 
under several churches and convents have found dwellings dug into bedrock and 
around caves. Silos, olive and wine presses, as well as storage jar receptacles are 
indicative of the village’s agricultural base. Evidence for a necropolis helps 
determine the extent of the 1st-century ruins, which correlate to a population of 
well under 500. Nathanael’s exclamation in John 1:46, “Can anything good come 
out of Nazareth?” aptly symbolizes the town’s obscurity in the 1st century. In the 
NT Nazareth is at times referred to as a city (Gk. poœlis; e.g., Matt. 2:23), but 
this can hardly be taken in the proper technical sense. According to Luke 2:4-5 
Nazareth was the hometown of both Mary and Joseph (Matt. 2 seems to imply it 
was Bethlehem). It was considered Jesus’ hometown (Matt. 13:54; Mark 6:1; Luke 
4:16), from which he departed to Capernaum at the beginning of his ministry 
(Matt. 4:13). The Gospels concur that Jesus’ ministry was less than successful in 
Nazareth, precisely because it was his hometown (Matt. 13:54-58; Mark 6:1-6; 
Luke 4:16-30). Jesus is often referred to as “the Nazarene” (Mark 1:24; 10:46; 
John 18:5, 7; Acts 2:22; 3:6), and in Acts 24:5 his followers are even called 
“Nazarenes,” with no apparent connection to the Nazirites.

�A 3rd-centA 3rd-century ury C.E.C.E. synagogue synagogue mosaic in mosaic inscription scription from Caesafrom Caesarea locaterea locates one of ts one os one of the Jewof the Jewish priestish priestly coursesly courses at Nazare at Nazareth after tth after the destruche destruction of thtion of the temple. e temple. It is doubIt is It is doubtfuis doubtful that a pl that a priestly coriestly connection cnnection can be retran be retrojected inojected into the 1stto the 1st century,  century, but it doebut itbut it does init does indicate thadicate that Nazaretht Nazareth was accep was acceptable for table for Jewish priJewish priests to seests to settle. Nazattle. Nazareth did nrethNazaNazareth dNazareth did not risid not rise to promie to prominence amonnence among Christiag Christian pilgrimsn pilgrims until the until the late Byza late Byzantine perintByzaByzantine Byzantine period, whperiod, when Christien Christian buildinan building projectsg projects began, ma began, many of whicny of which still leh still leave their ave leleave theileave their mark on r mark on the modernthe modern city, suc city, such as the Ch as the Church of Shurch of St. Joseph t. Joseph and the Chand the Church of thuChChurch of Church of the Annuncthe Annunciation.iation.iation.

A 3rd-century C.E. synagogue mosaic inscription from Caesarea locates one 
of the Jewish priestly courses at Nazareth after the destruction of the temple. It 
is doubtful that a priestly connection can be retrojected into the 1st century, but 
it does indicate that Nazareth was acceptable for Jewish priests to settle. 
Nazareth did not rise to prominence among Christian pilgrims until the late 
Byzantine period, when Christian building projects began, many of which still 
leave their mark on the modern city, such as the Church of St. Joseph and the 
Church of the Annunciation.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. BagattiB. Bagatti, , ExcavationExcavations at Nazars at Nazareth Ieth I (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1969); m, 1969); E. M. MeyeE. M. ME. M. Meyers andMeyers and J. F. Str J. F. Strange, ange, ArchaeologArchaeology, the Raby, the Rabbis, and Ebis, and Early Chrisarly Christianitytianity (Nashvill (Nashville, 1981); e, 198e, 1981); J. 1981); J. E. Taylor,E. Taylor,  ChristiansChristians and the H and the Holy Placesoly Places (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1993).1993).1993).

Bibliography. B. Bagatti, Excavations at Nazareth I (Jerusalem, 1969); E. M. 
Meyers and J. F. Strange, Archaeology, the Rabbis, and Early Christianity (Nashville, 
1981); J. E. Taylor, Christians and the Holy Places (Oxford, 1993).
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NAZIRITENAZIRITE (Heb.  (Heb. naœziîrnaœziîr)))

NAZIRITE (Heb. naœziîr)

Men or womMen or women who conen who consecrated tsecrated themselves hemselves to God forto God for a specifi a specific time by c time by a special a speciaa special vospecial vow (Num. 6:w (Num. 6:1-21). Dur1-21). During the peing the period of coriod of consecrationnsecration, Nazirite, Nazirites had to as had to abstain frobsaabstain frabstain from alcoholom alcoholic drink aic drink and leave tnd leave their hair heir hair uncut. Theuncut. Their specialir special status as status as “holy to  “holy “holy to t“holy to the Lord” ahe Lord” also requirlso required that thed that they be espeey be especially carcially careful to aveful to avoid contacoid contact with a ct wit with a corwith a corpse even ipse even if a memberf a member of their  of their family diefamily died during td during the time thhe time their vow waeir vow was in forces is in force (in force (Num. 6:6-7Num. 6:6-7). Both de). Both deliberate aliberate and accidennd accidental contactal contact with a ct with a corpse nullorpse nullified the ifiednullnullified nullified the time sthe time served in cerved in compliance ompliance with the vwith the vow. Speciaow. Special sacrificl sacrifices had to es had to be offeredbe ofbe offered anoffered and the perid the period of consod of consecration becration begun anew egun anew (Num. 6:9-(Num. 6:9-12). After12). After the compl the comp the completioncompletion of the vo of the vow, specialw, special offerings offerings had to be had to be made incl made including the uding the cutting ofcutting of the hair  the the hair athe hair and burningnd burning it with a it with an offeringn offering for well- for well-being (Numbeing (Num. 6:13-20). 6:13-20). The exac. The exacting regultingexacexacting rexacting regulationsegulations that circ that circumscribed umscribed the periodthe period of Naziri of Nazirite servicete service underscor underscore the serie te the seriouthe seriousness of tsness of this state.his state.

Men or women who consecrated themselves to God for a specific time by a 



special vow (Num. 6:1-21). During the period of consecration, Nazirites had to 
abstain from alcoholic drink and leave their hair uncut. Their special status as 
“holy to the Lord” also required that they be especially careful to avoid contact 
with a corpse even if a member of their family died during the time their vow was 
in force (Num. 6:6-7). Both deliberate and accidental contact with a corpse 
nullified the time served in compliance with the vow. Special sacrifices had to be 
offered and the period of consecration begun anew (Num. 6:9-12). After the 
completion of the vow, special offerings had to be made including the cutting of 
the hair and burning it with an offering for well-being (Num. 6:13-20). The 
exacting regulations that circumscribed the period of Nazirite service underscore 
the seriousness of this state.

�The law inThe law in Numbers i Numbers implies thamplies that living at living as a Naziris a Nazirite was a mte was a matter of patter of personal chersonal ppersonal cpersonal choice. In hoice. In other OT tother OT texts this exts this is not as is not as clear. Samclear. Samson was coson was consecrated nsecrated as a Nazirasas a Naziras a Nazirite while ite while still in hstill in his mother’is mother’s womb (Jus womb (Judg. 13:4-1dg. 13:4-14), and Sa4), and Samuel’s motmuel’s mother made thermotmother madmother made the conse the consecration fecration for him (1 or him (1 Sam. 1:11)Sam. 1:11). Amos 2:1. Amos 2:11 implies 1 implies that livinthat living as a Nazglivinliving as living as a Naziritea Nazirite was a div was a divine charisine charism rather tm rather than a pershan a personal choiconal choice. Apparene. Apparently, at ontly, ApparenApparentlyApparently, at one t, at one time Naziriime Nazirites were ates were a charismat charismatic group lic group like early ike early prophetic prophetic circles. Lcircircles. Lcircles. Later indivater individuals migiduals might choose ht choose to live lito live like these Nke these Nazirites fazirites for a time,or a time, and Num.  and N and Num. 6 serNum. 6 served to regved to regulate thisulate this practice. practice. This prac This practice contitice continued into nued into the 1st cethe 1st century nturcecentury century A.D.A.D. Acts 18:1 Acts 18:18; 21:20-28; 21:20-26 imply th6 imply that Paul paat Paul participatedrticipated in the ri in the rituals conntuals connected withecconnconnected connected with the cwith the conclusion onclusion of Naziritof Nazirite observane observance. Matt. ce. Matt. 2:23 may a2:23 may allude to tllude to the Nazirithetthe Nazirithe Nazirite status te status and may imand may imply that Jply that Jesus, likeesus, like Samson an Samson and Samuel, d Samuel, was a conswas a consecrated peecconsconsecrateconsecrated person.d person.d person.

The law in Numbers implies that living as a Nazirite was a matter of 
personal choice. In other OT texts this is not as clear. Samson was consecrated 
as a Nazirite while still in his mother’s womb (Judg. 13:4-14), and Samuel’s 
mother made the consecration for him (1 Sam. 1:11). Amos 2:11 implies that 
living as a Nazirite was a divine charism rather than a personal choice. 
Apparently, at one time Nazirites were a charismatic group like early prophetic 
circles. Later individuals might choose to live like these Nazirites for a time, and 
Num. 6 served to regulate this practice. This practice continued into the 1st 
century A.D. Acts 18:18; 21:20-26 imply that Paul participated in the rituals 
connected with the conclusion of Nazirite observance. Matt. 2:23 may allude to 
the Nazirite status and may imply that Jesus, like Samson and Samuel, was a 
consecrated person.

�The Bible The Bible does not edoes not explicitly xplicitly state the state the reasons foreasons for becomingr becoming a Nazirit a Nazirite. Abstaine. Abstae. AbstainingAbstaining from alco from alcoholic drinholic drink recalls k recalls the Rechabthe Rechabites of Jeites of Jer. 35:1-11r. 35:1-11. Their ab. Their abstinence istineababstinenceabstinence is explic is explicitly relatitly related to the ed to the rejection rejection of a settlof a settled existened existence that mace that made viticulde vitide viticulturviticulture possiblee possible. Though t. Though the Heb. he Heb. naœziîrnaœziîr usually m usually means “conseans “consecrated peecrated person,” Levrson,peperson,” Lperson,” Lev. 25:5 uev. 25:5 uses it to ses it to mean “untrmean “untrimmed vineimmed vine.” Perhaps.” Perhaps the Nazir the Nazirite lifestite lifestyle is a pylelifestlifestyle lifestyle is a proteis a protest againstst against the culti the cultivation of vation of grapes forgrapes for use in th use in the productie production of wineon of won of wine. The wine. The reason forreason for allowing  allowing the hair tthe hair to grow wito grow without cuttihout cutting is unclng is unclear. Otherear. Other religious re religious religious traditionstraditions entail sp entail specific renecific renunciationsunciations and the f and the following oollowing of certain f certain disciplinedisciplindisciplinedisciplines for thoss for those who seeke who seek a special a specially close rly close relationshielationship with Godp with God. The Nazi. The Nazirite vow mriteNaziNazirite vNazirite vow may be ow may be an ancientan ancient Israelite Israelite example o example of this patf this pattern.tern.tern.

The Bible does not explicitly state the reasons for becoming a Nazirite. 
Abstaining from alcoholic drink recalls the Rechabites of Jer. 35:1-11. Their 
abstinence is explicitly related to the rejection of a settled existence that made 
viticulture possible. Though the Heb. naœziîr usually means “consecrated 
person,” Lev. 25:5 uses it to mean “untrimmed vine.” Perhaps the Nazirite 
lifestyle is a protest against the cultivation of grapes for use in the production of 
wine. The reason for allowing the hair to grow without cutting is unclear. Other 
religious traditions entail specific renunciations and the following of certain 
disciplines for those who seek a specially close relationship with God. The 
Nazirite vow may be an ancient Israelite example of this pattern.

Leslie J. Leslie J. HoppeHoppe

Leslie J. Hoppe

NAZOREANS,NAZOREANS, GOSPEL OF GOSPEL OF THE THE THE

NAZOREANS, GOSPEL OF THE

A Jewish-CA Jewish-Christian ahristian apocryphal pocryphal Gospel, wrGospel, written in Hitten in Hebrew or Aebrew or Aramaic in ramaic in Palestine Palestine ca. 100–15cca. 100–15ca. 100–150 0 C.E.C.E. It was ap It was apparently kparently known and unown and used by Hegsed by Hegesippus (cesippus (ca. 110–180a. 110–180), Eusebiu), E), Eusebius (Eusebius (ca. 260–34ca. 260–340), Jerome0), Jerome (ca. 342– (ca. 342–420), and 420), and the Nazorethe Nazoreans, an eaans, an early Jewishrly Jewish Christian C Christian Christian sect who lsect who lived in Beived in Beroea. Quotroea. Quotations froations from this Gosm this Gospel are alpel are also found iso found in the Latin iin the Latin the Latin translain translation of Ortion of Origen’s comigen’s commentary onmentary on Matthew a Matthew and in the nd in the marginal nmarginal notations oonnotations notations of five meof five medieval mandieval manuscripts ouscripts of the NT tf the NT that refer hat refer to to To IoudaiÿTo Ioudaiÿkon,kon, “The Jewi “T “The Jewis“The Jewish (Gospel)h (Gospel).”.”.”

A Jewish-Christian apocryphal Gospel, written in Hebrew or Aramaic in Palestine 
ca. 100–150 C.E. It was apparently known and used by Hegesippus (ca. 110–180), 
Eusebius (ca. 260–340), Jerome (ca. 342–420), and the Nazoreans, an early Jewish 
Christian sect who lived in Beroea. Quotations from this Gospel are also found 



in the Latin translation of Origen’s commentary on Matthew and in the marginal 
notations of five medieval manuscripts of the NT that refer to To Ioudaiÿkon, 
“The Jewish (Gospel).”

�According According to Jerome,to Jerome, the Gospe the Gospel of the Nl of the Nazoreans wazoreans was presentas present in the li in the library of Cbrary lilibrary oflibrary of Caesarea  Caesarea which Pampwhich Pamphilus had hilus had collected.collected. Jerome hi Jerome himself recemself received permiived permission fromspermipermissionpermission from the  from the Nazoreans Nazoreans of Beroea of Beroea to make a to make a copy of thcopy of their versioeir version of it. En of it. Eusebius, wuEEusebius, Eusebius, who speakswho speaks of the Go of the Gospel in “Hspel in “Hebrew lettebrew letters,” appaers,” apparently alsrently also had acceo had access to the sacceaccess to access to the Gospelthe Gospel in the li in the library of Cbrary of Caesarea.aesarea.aesarea.

According to Jerome, the Gospel of the Nazoreans was present in the 
library of Caesarea which Pamphilus had collected. Jerome himself received 
permission from the Nazoreans of Beroea to make a copy of their version of it. 
Eusebius, who speaks of the Gospel in “Hebrew letters,” apparently also had 
access to the Gospel in the library of Caesarea.

�The contenThe contents of the ts of the Gospel areGospel are not fully not fully known, bu known, but they mayt they may be inferr be inferred from ited froed from its efrom its extant fragxtant fragments as iments as including tncluding the baptismhe baptism of John,  of John, the temptathe temptation of Jetion of Jesus, the Ssus, JeJesus, theJesus, the Sermon on Sermon on the Mount the Mount, the mini, the ministry of Jestry of Jesus (miracsus (miracles, parables, parables, varioles, various narratius nus narrativesnarratives and sayin and sayings), the sgs), the sending outending out of the Tw of the Twelve, Peteelve, Peter’s confesr’s confession at Casion at Caesarea PhiesarCaCaesarea PCaesarea Philippi, philippi, predictionsredictions of the Pa of the Passion, Petssion, Peter’s deniaer’s denial at the tl at the trial, the rial, the CrucifixioCrucifixCrucifixioCrucifixion, and burn, and burial.ial.ial.

The contents of the Gospel are not fully known, but they may be inferred 
from its extant fragments as including the baptism of John, the temptation of 
Jesus, the Sermon on the Mount, the ministry of Jesus (miracles, parables, various 
narratives and sayings), the sending out of the Twelve, Peter’s confession at 
Caesarea Philippi, predictions of the Passion, Peter’s denial at the trial, the 
Crucifixion, and burial.

�Although tAlthough the Gospel he Gospel of the Nazof the Nazoreans is oreans is closely asclosely associated wsociated with Mattheith Matthew, its accw, itsw, its accounits accounts of the ts of the rich youngrich young man (Matt man (Matt. 19:16-24. 19:16-24) and the ) and the parable ofparable of the talen the talents (25:14–ts (ts (25:14–30)(25:14–30) are suffi are sufficiently diciently different frfferent from Matthewom Matthew to sugges to suggest a separat a separate origin te origin from the cfromfrom the cfrom the canonical Ganonical Gospel. Botospel. Both Gospels h Gospels appear to appear to come from come from a common ea common environmentnvironeenvironmenenvironment in whicht in which tradition traditions used by s used by one were aone were also used blso used by the othey the other.r.r.

Although the Gospel of the Nazoreans is closely associated with Matthew, 
its accounts of the rich young man (Matt. 19:16-24) and the parable of the talents 
(25:14–30) are sufficiently different from Matthew to suggest a separate origin 
from the canonical Gospel. Both Gospels appear to come from a common 
environment in which traditions used by one were also used by the other.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. CameronR. Cameron, ed., , ed., The Other The Other GospelsGospels (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1982phia, 1982), 97–106;), 97–1), 97–106; J.97–106; J. K. Elliot K. Elliott, “The Got, “The Gospel of thspel of the Nazaraeae Nazaraeans,” in ns,” in The ApocryThe Apocryphal New Tphal New Testament,estamTTestament,Testament, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1993), 10–1993), 10–14; A. F. J4; A. F. J. Klijn, . Klijn, Jewish-ChrJewish-Christian Gosistian Gospel Traditpel Tradipel Tradition.Tradition. VCSup 17  VCSup 17 (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1992); Klij992); Klijn and G. Jn and G. J. Reinink,. Reinink,  Patristic Patristic Evidence fEvidence for Jewish-or Jewisor Jewish-ChrJewish-Christian Secistian Sects.ts. NovTSup 3 NovTSup 36 (Leiden,6 (Leiden, 1973); P. 1973); P. Vielhauer Vielhauer, “The Gos, “The Gospel of thepel of the Nazaraean thethe Nazarathe Nazaraeans,” in eans,” in New TestamNew Testament Apocryent Apocrypha,pha, ed. E. He ed. E. Hennecke-W. nnecke-W. SchneemelcSchneemelcher, 1 (PhherSchneemelcSchneemelcSchneemelcher, 1 (Phher, 1 (Philadelphiailadelphia, 1963), 1, 1963), 139–53.39–53.39–53.

Bibliography. R. Cameron, ed., The Other Gospels (Philadelphia, 1982), 
97–106; J. K. Elliott, “The Gospel of the Nazaraeans,” in The Apocryphal New 
Testament, rev. ed. (Oxford, 1993), 10–14; A. F. J. Klijn, Jewish-Christian Gospel 
Tradition. VCSup 17 (Leiden, 1992); Klijn and G. J. Reinink, Patristic Evidence for 
Jewish-Christian Sects. NovTSup 36 (Leiden, 1973); P. Vielhauer, “The Gospel of 
the Nazaraeans,” in New Testament Apocrypha, ed. E. Hennecke-W. 
Schneemelcher, 1 (Philadelphia, 1963), 139–53.
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NEAHNEAH (Heb.  (Heb. neä{a®neä{a®)))

NEAH (Heb. neä{a®)

A city on A city on the northethe northeastern bouastern boundary of Zndary of Zebulun, loebulun, located somecated somewhere betwwhere between Rimmoneen Rimeen Rimmon andRimmon and Hannathon Hannathon (Josh. 19 (Josh. 19:13). The :13). The city may bcity may be the Noa e the Noa mentioned mentioned on Samariaon Samon Samarian pSamarian pottery fraottery fragments datgments dating from ting from the time ofhe time of King Ahab King Ahab..

A city on the northeastern boundary of Zebulun, located somewhere between 
Rimmon and Hannathon (Josh. 19:13). The city may be the Noa mentioned on 
Samarian pottery fragments dating from the time of King Ahab.

NEAPOLISNEAPOLIS (Gk.  (Gk. NeaépolisNeaépolis)))

NEAPOLIS (Gk. Neaépolis)

The seaporThe seaport of Philit of Philippi locateppi located 16 km. (d 16 km. (10 mi.) SE10 mi.) SE of Philip of Philippi on an ipi on an inclined stnclined strip of lanrip ofrip of land thof land that extendeat extended to the Ad to the Aegean Sea egean Sea with a harwith a harbor on botbor on both sides. Nh sides. Neapolis (“eapolis (“new city”)ne(“(“new city(“new city”) was con”) was controlled bytrolled by various e various empires thrmpires throughout itoughout its history.s history. During th During the Byzantine ththe Byzantthe Byzantine era itine era it was calle was called Christoud Christoupolis (modpolis (modern Kavallern Kavalla). Archaea). Archaeological dological discoveriesiscddiscoveriediscoveries include s include an aqueducan aqueduct, remnantt, remnants of a Hels of a Hellenistic vlenistic village, anillage, and a sanctud a sanctuary of theary oary of the godof the goddess Parthdess Parthenos, the enos, the chief deitchief deity of Neapoy of Neapolis. Some lis. Some Latin inscLatin inscriptions hriptions have confiravehhave confihave confirmed Neapormed Neapolis’ militlis’ military and ecary and economic deponomic dependence onendence on Philippi  Philippi during theduring theduring the Roman the Roman era and thera and that Neapoliat Neapolis was the s was the residence residence of some prof some prominent peominent people of Phople of ople of Philippof Philippi.i.i.

The seaport of Philippi located 16 km. (10 mi.) SE of Philippi on an inclined strip 
of land that extended to the Aegean Sea with a harbor on both sides. Neapolis 
(“new city”) was controlled by various empires throughout its history. During 
the Byzantine era it was called Christoupolis (modern Kavalla). Archaeological 
discoveries include an aqueduct, remnants of a Hellenistic village, and a sanctuary 
of the goddess Parthenos, the chief deity of Neapolis. Some Latin inscriptions 



have confirmed Neapolis’ military and economic dependence on Philippi during 
the Roman era and that Neapolis was the residence of some prominent people 
of Philippi.

�Following Following his Macedohis Macedonian dreamnian dream, Paul lef, Paul left Troas fot Troas for Europe. r Europe. Neapolis wNeapolis was the firas theas the first the first city he vicity he visited thersited there (Acts 16e (Acts 16:11). Paul:11). Paul again tra again traveled throveled through Neapolugh Neapolis on his is onis on his thion his third missionrd missionary journeary journey (cf. Acty (cf. Acts 20:6).s 20:6).s 20:6).

Following his Macedonian dream, Paul left Troas for Europe. Neapolis was 
the first city he visited there (Acts 16:11). Paul again traveled through Neapolis 
on his third missionary journey (cf. Acts 20:6).

Steven L. Steven L. CoxCox

Steven L. Cox

NEARIAHNEARIAH (Heb.  (Heb. neï{arya®neï{arya®)))

NEARIAH (Heb. neï{arya®)

�1.1. A descend A descendant of Solant of Solomon; the omon; the son of Sheson of Shemaiah and maiah and father of father of Elioenai, Elioenai, Hizkiah, aHizkHizkiah, aHizkiah, and Azrikamnd Azrikam (1 Chr. 3 (1 Chr. 3:22-23).:22-23).:22-23).

1. A descendant of Solomon; the son of Shemaiah and father of Elioenai, 
Hizkiah, and Azrikam (1 Chr. 3:22-23).

�2.2. One of th One of the four sone four sons of Ishi s of Ishi who led 50who led 500 Simeonit0 Simeonites in drives in driving out thing out the remnant e reme remnant ofremnant of Amalekite Amalekites from Mt.s from Mt. Seir (1 C Seir (1 Chr. 4:42-4hr. 4:42-43).3).

2. One of the four sons of Ishi who led 500 Simeonites in driving out the 
remnant of Amalekites from Mt. Seir (1 Chr. 4:42-43).

NEBAINEBAI (Heb.  (Heb. Q Q neîb�aœyneîb�aœy)))

NEBAI (Heb. Q neîb�aœy )

One of theOne of the “leaders  “leaders of the peoof the people” who sple” who set his seaet his seal to the nl to the new covenanew covenant under Net under Net under Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:19Neh. 10:19[MT 20]; [MT 20]; K K no®b�aœyno®b�aœy).).

One of the “leaders of the people” who set his seal to the new covenant under 
Nehemiah (Neh. 10:19[MT 20]; K no®b�aœy ).

NEBAIOTHNEBAIOTH (Heb.  (Heb. neïb�aœyo®neïb�aœyo®t�, neïb�at�, neïb�aœyoœt�œyoœt�)))

NEBAIOTH (Heb. neïb�aœyo®t�, neïb�aœyoœt� )

The first The first son of Ishson of Ishmael (Gen.mael (Gen. 25:13; 28 25:13; 28:9; 36:3; :9; 36:3; 1 Chr. 1:21 Chr. 1:29). Isaiah9). Isaiah (Isa. 60: (Isa. 60:7) names h7) name7) names him names him as eponymoas eponymous ancestous ancestor of a peor of a people pairedple paired with the  with the north Arabnorth Arabian descenian descian descendantdescendants of Kedars of Kedar. Assyrian. Assyrian documents documents name them name them, along wi, along with Kedar, th Kedar, among nortamong namong northern Anorthern Arabs that rabs that were defeawere defeated by Tigted by Tiglath-pileslath-pileser III. Reer III. Recent scholcent scholarship disarship discounts anycoudisdiscounts discounts any connecany connection with tion with the later the later Nabateans Nabateans (Arab. (Arab. Nabat�Nabat�) for ling) for linguistic anduistic anuistic and historand historical reasoical reasons.ns.ns.

The first son of Ishmael (Gen. 25:13; 28:9; 36:3; 1 Chr. 1:29). Isaiah (Isa. 60:7) 
names him as eponymous ancestor of a people paired with the north Arabian 
descendants of Kedar. Assyrian documents name them, along with Kedar, among 
northern Arabs that were defeated by Tiglath-pileser III. Recent scholarship 
discounts any connection with the later Nabateans (Arab. Nabat� ) for linguistic 
and historical reasons.

W. CreightW. Creighton Marloweon Marlowe

W. Creighton Marlowe

NEBALLATNEBALLAT (Heb.  (Heb. neïb�allatneïb�allat��)))

NEBALLAT (Heb. neïb�allat� )

A city in A city in which the which the BenjaminitBenjaminites settledes settled following following the Exile the Exile (Neh. 11: (Neh. 11:34). It ha34). It has been ides bees been identbeen identified withified with modern Be modern Beit Nabala it Nabala (146154), (146154), 32 km. (2032 km. (20 mi.) W of mi.) W of Hazor and Hazor an Hazor and 7 km. and 7 km. (4.3 mi.) (4.3 mi.) NE of Lod.NE of Lod.

A city in which the Benjaminites settled following the Exile (Neh. 11:34). It has 
been identified with modern Beit Nabala (146154), 32 km. (20 mi.) W of Hazor 
and 7 km. (4.3 mi.) NE of Lod.

NEBATNEBAT (Heb.  (Heb. neïb�aœt�neïb�aœt�)))

NEBAT (Heb. neïb�aœt� )

The fatherThe father of Jerobo of Jeroboam I; an Eam I; an Ephraimite phraimite from Zeredfrom Zereda (1 Kgs. a (1 Kgs. 11:26). Th11:26). The appellate appellative “son oivappellatappellativappellative “son of e “son of Nebat” occNebat” occurs frequeurs frequently in thntly in the OT to die OT to distinguish stinguish between Jebetween Jeroboam I aroJeJeroboam IJeroboam I and Jerob and Jeroboam II, thoam II, the son of Je son of Joash.oash.

The father of Jeroboam I; an Ephraimite from Zereda (1 Kgs. 11:26). The 
appellative “son of Nebat” occurs frequently in the OT to distinguish between 
Jeroboam I and Jeroboam II, the son of Joash.

NEBONEBO (Heb.  (Heb. neïb�o®;neïb�o®; Akk.  Akk. nabu®nabu®) ) (DEITY)(DEITY)(DEITY)

NEBO (Heb. neïb�o®;  Akk. nabu®) (DEITY)

One of twoOne of two principal principal gods of t gods of the Babylonhe Babylonian pantheian pantheon. The naon. The name is founme is found as earlyd as early as the ea earlyearly as tearly as the early 2he early 2nd millennnd millennium ium B.C.B.C., but Nebo, but Nebo worship b worship began its aegan its ascendancy scendancy ca. 925 anca. 9ca. 925 and wa925 and was at its ps at its peak in Babeak in Babylon by thylon by the 7th cente 7th century, roughury, roughly the timly the time of Isaiae of Isaiah. As son h. Ah. As son of As son of Marduk, NeMarduk, Nebo was conbo was considered tosidered to be the ke be the keeper of theper of the tablets e tablets of the godof the goof the gods, and gods, and thus a scrthus a scribe. As suibe. As such he had ch he had access to access to secrets thsecrets that others at others who could who could not read dnonot read dnot read did not, grid not, granting himanting him wisdom, a wisdom, and so he cnd so he could contrould control religiool religious rites. us rites. He wrote dHe He wrote dHe wrote down the deown the decisions ofcisions of the gods  the gods and kept aand kept accounts ofccounts of human dea human dealings, esplings, esplings, especiallyespecially on his “t on his “tablet of lablet of life” and “ife” and “tablet of tablet of destiny” (destiny” (cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 32:32-33; 32:32-33; Ps. 69:28[Ps. 69:28Ps. 69:28[MT 269:28[MT 29]; Rev. 29]; Rev. 20:12, 15).0:12, 15). Isa. 46:1 Isa. 46:1 depicts N depicts Nebo, with ebo, with Bel, beingBel, being carried i carried in the New n then the New Yethe New Year processar procession, unablion, unable to help e to help his peoplehis people (in contr (in contrast to theast to the God of Is God of Israel).raIsIsrael).Israel).Israel).

One of two principal gods of the Babylonian pantheon. The name is found as 



early as the early 2nd millennium B.C., but Nebo worship began its ascendancy ca. 
925 and was at its peak in Babylon by the 7th century, roughly the time of Isaiah. 
As son of Marduk, Nebo was considered to be the keeper of the tablets of the 
gods, and thus a scribe. As such he had access to secrets that others who could 
not read did not, granting him wisdom, and so he could control religious rites. 
He wrote down the decisions of the gods and kept accounts of human dealings, 
especially on his “tablet of life” and “tablet of destiny” (cf. Exod. 32:32-33; Ps. 
69:28[MT 29]; Rev. 20:12, 15). Isa. 46:1 depicts Nebo, with Bel, being carried in 
the New Year procession, unable to help his people (in contrast to the God of 
Israel).

Michael D.Michael D. Hildenbra Hildenbrandnd

Michael D. Hildenbrand

NEBONEBO (Heb.  (Heb. neïb�o®neïb�o®) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

NEBO (Heb. neïb�o® ) (PLACE)

�1.1. A town wh A town which was taich was taken from tken from the Amoritehe Amorite king Siho king Sihon and allon and allotted to thtted to the tribe ofe te tribe of Rtribe of Reuben (Numeuben (Num. 32:3; 37. 32:3; 37—38). The —38). The ReubenitesReubenites rebuilt i rebuilt it at some t at some point (1 Cpoint (1 Cpoint (1 Chr. 5:8),Chr. 5:8), but later but later lost it t lost it to the Moabo the Moabites underites under Mesha (Me Mesha (Mesha stela sha stela 14–18). It14–18). Its destructs des destructiodestruction is recorn is recorded in Isaded in Isa. 15:2; Je. 15:2; Jer. 48:1, 2r. 48:1, 22. This to2. This town is usuawn is usually conneclly connected with tted wted with the Iwith the Iron Age siron Age site of Khirte of Khirbet el-Mekbet el-Mekhayyat (22hayyat (221131) on t1131) on the southerhe southern peak of n peak of Mukhayyat,MMukhayyat,Mukhayyat, 8 km. (5  8 km. (5 mi.) SW ofmi.) SW of Heshbon. Heshbon. Heshbon.

1. A town which was taken from the Amorite king Sihon and allotted to the 
tribe of Reuben (Num. 32:3; 37—38). The Reubenites rebuilt it at some point (1 
Chr. 5:8), but later lost it to the Moabites under Mesha (Mesha stela 14–18). Its 
destruction is recorded in Isa. 15:2; Jer. 48:1, 22. This town is usually connected 
with the Iron Age site of Khirbet el-Mekhayyat (221131) on the southern peak of 
Mukhayyat, 8 km. (5 mi.) SW of Heshbon.

�2.2. A town in A town in western P western Palestine, alestine, settled insettled in the poste the postexilic perixilic period (Ezra 2od (Ezra 2:29 = Neh.:29 = N:29 = Neh. 7:33)Neh. 7:33). It is us. It is usually idenually identified wittified with h Nu®baœNu®baœ (153112), (153112), 5 km. (3  5 km. (3 mi.) NW ofmi.) NW of Beth-zur. B Beth-zur.Beth-zur.Beth-zur.

2. A town in western Palestine, settled in the postexilic period (Ezra 2:29 = 
Neh. 7:33). It is usually identified with Nu®baœ (153112), 5 km. (3 mi.) NW of 
Beth-zur.

Paul J. RaPaul J. Ray, Jr.y, Jr.

Paul J. Ray, Jr.

NEBONEBO (Heb.  (Heb. neïb�o®neïb�o®),),),

NEBO (Heb. neïb�o® ),

�  MOUNTMOUNTMOUNT

 MOUNT

The mountaThe mountain on whicin on which Moses dih Moses died and wased and was buried, f buried, following hollowing his previewis preview of the Pr of the P of the Promised LPromised Land (Deut.and (Deut. 32:49-52; 32:49-52; 34:1-8).  34:1-8). The area iThe area is also clas also claimed by thimed by the two and e two and one half Toone half Tone half Transjordanransjordanian tribesian tribes (Num. 32: (Num. 32:3). The na3). The name Nebo apme Nebo appears to rpears to refer to thefer to thefer to the Mesopothe Mesopotamian deitamian deity ty Nabu®Nabu®, or may r, or may rather be cather be cognate to ognate to a Semitic a Semitic root implyroot improot implying himplying height.eight.eight.

The mountain on which Moses died and was buried, following his preview of the 
Promised Land (Deut. 32:49-52; 34:1-8). The area is also claimed by the two and 
one half Transjordanian tribes (Num. 32:3). The name Nebo appears to refer to 
the Mesopotamian deity Nabu®, or may rather be cognate to a Semitic root 
implying height.

�Mt. Nebo iMt. Nebo is located s located in west Join west Jordan, ancirdan, ancient Moab, ent Moab, near the Dnear the Dead Sea, cead Sea, ca. 19 km. a. 19 ka. 19 km. (12 mikm. (12 mi.) E of th.) E of the Jordan Re Jordan River’s mouiver’s mouth. About th. About 3 km. (2 m3 km. (2 mi.) SE of i.) SE of the summitthe summit lies the  li lies the alies the ancient towncient town of Nebo n of Nebo ((11), modern ), modern Khirbet elKhirbet el-Mekhayyat-Mekhayyat (221131), (221131), a city wh a city w a city which proswhich prospered in tpered in the Iron I-he Iron I-II periodsII periods, exemplif, exemplified by itsied by its inclusion inclusion in the Mo in the Moabite StonabiteMoMoabite StMoabite Stone. Mt. None. Mt. Nebo (Jebelebo (Jebel  en-Nebaœen-Nebaœ) is part ) is part of the Abaof the Abarim range rim range mentioned mentionmentioned mentioned in Num. 33in Num. 33:47, with :47, with its peak rits peak resting 835esting 835 m. (2740  m. (2740 ft.) aboveft.) above sea level sea level and 1247  an and 1247 mand 1247 m. (4030 ft. (4030 ft.) above t.) above the Dead Sehe Dead Sea. Consequa. Consequently, theently, the mountain’ mountain’s summit os summit s summit offsummit offers a specers a spectacular vitacular view of Israew of Israel.el.el.

Mt. Nebo is located in west Jordan, ancient Moab, near the Dead Sea, ca. 19 
km. (12 mi.) E of the Jordan River’s mouth. About 3 km. (2 mi.) SE of the summit 
lies the ancient town of Nebo (1), modern Khirbet el-Mekhayyat (221131), a city 
which prospered in the Iron I-II periods, exemplified by its inclusion in the 
Moabite Stone. Mt. Nebo (Jebel en-Nebaœ) is part of the Abarim range 
mentioned in Num. 33:47, with its peak resting 835 m. (2740 ft.) above sea level 
and 1247 m. (4030 ft.) above the Dead Sea. Consequently, the mountain’s 
summit offers a spectacular view of Israel.

Michael M.Michael M. Homan Homan

Michael M. Homan



NEBUCHADNENEBUCHADNEZZARZZAR (Heb.  (Heb. neïb�u®k�aneïb�u®k�ad�ne}s�s�ad�ne}s�s�arr), ), NEBUCHADRENEBUCHADREZZARZZAR ( (neïb�u®k�aneïb�u®k�ad�re}s�s�ad�re}s�s�arr)))

NEBUCHADNEZZAR (Heb. neïb�u®k�ad�ne}s�s�ar ), 
NEBUCHADREZZAR (neïb�u®k�ad�re}s�s�ar )

King of BaKing of Babylon for bylon for 43 years (43 years (605–562 605–562 B.C.E.B.C.E.), more th), more than any othan any other monarcher monarch of the Ch of the of the Chaldethe Chaldean dynastyan dynasty. He succe. He succeeded his feded his father Naboather Nabopolassar (polassar (Akk. Akk. Nabu®-aplaNabu®-apla-us�ur-Nabu®-aplaNabu®-aplaNabu®-apla-us�ur-us�ur), who fou), who founded the dnded the dynasty. Neynasty. Nebuchadnezzbuchadnezzar II (Akkar II (Akk. . Nabu®-kuduNabuNabu®-kuduNabu®-kudurri-us�urrri-us�ur) had cons) had considerable piderable prior militrior military experiary experience, havience, having campaigng camng campaignedcampaigned against t against the Egyptiahe Egyptian armies jn armies just south ust south of Carchemof Carchemish and woish and won an imporn an impon an important important victory. Svictory. Shortly thehortly thereafter, hreafter, he receivede received word of h word of his father’is father’s death ans death and hastenedd had hastened thastened to Babylon o Babylon to claim tto claim the throne.he throne. For ca. t For ca. the next thhe next three years,ree years, he waged  he waged war in Syrwwar in Syrwar in Syria and exaia and exacted tribucted tribute from a te from a number of number of cities, incities, including Dacluding Damascus. Hemascus. He then camp t then campathen campaigned agaiigned against the fonst the forces of Nerces of Neco II (610co II (610–595) of E–595) of Egypt and igypt and in Arabia, n Arabia, where he awhwhere he awhere he appears to ppears to have had shave had successes. uccesses. By March 5By March 597 he was 97 he was in Palestiin Palestine, where ne, wherene, where he bwhere he besieged Jeesieged Jerusalem anrusalem and placed ad placed a certain Z certain Zedekiah, tedekiah, the uncle ohe uncle of the formf the former ruler oeformformer rulformer ruler of Judaer of Judah, Jehoiach, Jehoiachim, on thhim, on the throne. e throne. According According to Josephuto Josephus’ s’ AntiquitieAntiquities,sAntiquitieAntiquitieAntiquities,s, Nebuchadn Nebuchadnezzar retuezzar returned to berned to besiege Jerusiege Jerusalem a sesalem a second time cond time in 586. Thin 586. Thin 586. The book oThe book of Jeremiahf Jeremiah states th states that this caat this campaign resmpaign resulted in tulted in the taking he taking of the citof the city, the desy, thy, the destruthe destruction of Sction of Solomon’s tolomon’s temple, andemple, and the depor the deportation of tation of the Hebrewthe Hebrews into caps into caps into captivity captivity (which was(which was to last u to last until 538).ntil 538). Unfortuna Unfortunately, no ctely, no contemporarontemporary cuneifory cuneiform account m cuneiforcuneiform cuneiform account ofaccount of this even this event is knownt is known to exist, to exist, since the since the Babylonia Babylonian Chronicln Chronicle is income ie is incomplis incomplete after ete after 594. Such 594. Such is also this also the case wite case with the accoh the accounts of caunts of campaigns agmpaigns against Tyreainsagagainst Tyagainst Tyre and Egyre and Egypt referrept referred to in Jod to in Josephus; hosephus; however, it wever, it is likely is likely that they that they did occur.did ocdid occur. Theoccur. The king died king died in 562 an in 562 and was succd was succeeded by heeded by his son, Amis son, Amel-marduk el-marduk (OT Evil-m(OT Evil-(OT Evil-merodEvil-merodach), who ach), who is said tois said to have rele have released Jehoiased Jehoiachin, forachin, former king omer king of Judah (Jf Judah (Jer. 52:31)er. (J(Jer. 52:3(Jer. 52:31) and to 1) and to have provihave provided him wided him with an alloth an allowance.wance.wance.

King of Babylon for 43 years (605–562 B.C.E.), more than any other monarch of 
the Chaldean dynasty. He succeeded his father Nabopolassar (Akk. 
Nabu®-apla-us�ur ), who founded the dynasty. Nebuchadnezzar II (Akk. 
Nabu®-kudurri-us�ur ) had considerable prior military experience, having 
campaigned against the Egyptian armies just south of Carchemish and won an 
important victory. Shortly thereafter, he received word of his father’s death and 
hastened to Babylon to claim the throne. For ca. the next three years, he waged 
war in Syria and exacted tribute from a number of cities, including Damascus. He 
then campaigned against the forces of Neco II (610–595) of Egypt and in Arabia, 
where he appears to have had successes. By March 597 he was in Palestine, 
where he besieged Jerusalem and placed a certain Zedekiah, the uncle of the 
former ruler of Judah, Jehoiachim, on the throne. According to Josephus’ 
Antiquities, Nebuchadnezzar returned to besiege Jerusalem a second time in 586. 
The book of Jeremiah states that this campaign resulted in the taking of the city, 
the destruction of Solomon’s temple, and the deportation of the Hebrews into 
captivity (which was to last until 538). Unfortunately, no contemporary 
cuneiform account of this event is known to exist, since the Babylonian Chronicle 
is incomplete after 594. Such is also the case with the accounts of campaigns 
against Tyre and Egypt referred to in Josephus; however, it is likely that they did 
occur. The king died in 562 and was succeeded by his son, Amel-marduk (OT 
Evil-merodach), who is said to have released Jehoiachin, former king of Judah 
(Jer. 52:31) and to have provided him with an allowance.

�When NebucWhen Nebuchadnezzar hadnezzar gained thegained the throne in throne in Babylon,  Babylon, he faced she faced several chaeveral challenges. Allenchachallengeschallenges. Although. Although Babylon h Babylon had been read been rebuilt by tbuilt by the Assyriahe Assyrian king Esan king Esarhaddon (6rhaddon (681–669), i8(6(681–669),(681–669), it was no it was not suited tt suited to be the ho be the headquartereadquarters of an ims of an imperial admperial administrativinistrative bureaucre be bureaucracbureaucracy. In ordey. In order to restor to restore Marduk re Marduk to supremato supremacy as “kincy as “king of the gg of the gods,” his ods,” his temple, thtetemple, thtemple, the Esagila,e Esagila, and the z and the ziggurat Etiggurat Etemenanki (emenanki (the biblicthe biblical tower oal tower of Babel) hf Babel) had to be rad toad to be restto be restored and fored and fortified. ortified. FurthermorFurthermore, as recoe, as recorded in inrded in inscriptionsscriptions, Nebuchad, Nebuchadnezzar hadneNebuchadNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar had tzzar had to build a o build a royal resiroyal residence of hdence of his own. Exis own. Excavations cavations by Robert by Robert by Robert KolRobert Koldewey and dewey and his succeshis successors have sors have revealed rrevealed remains of emains of no fewer tno fewer than five whan five whan five walls, witwalls, with three coh three comprising amprising an outer rin outer ring and twong and two an inner  an inner rampart, brampart, built of bouilt of both sun-drith boboth sun-dboth sun-dried and bried and baked brickaked bricks and of vs and of varying degarying degrees of threes of thickness. Pickness. Projecting rojecting towers wertowtowers wertowers were at spacee at spaced intervald intervals, and thes, and the entire ci entire city was surty was surrounded byrounded by a moat. A a moat. Although NeltAAlthough NAlthough Nebuchadnezebuchadnezzar at firzar at first lived ist lived in his fathn his father’s palacer’s palace, he latee, he later built a r built a residence residenresidence residence of his ownof his own to the we to the west of it. st of it. As the polAs the political sititical situation becuation became more same more stable, he tablsstable, hestable, he also buil also built the so-ct the so-called Summalled Summer Palace er Palace in the parin the part of the ct of the city still ity still carrying tcarryingcarrying tcarrying the name Bahe name Babil. The Sbil. The Southern Paouthern Palace was tlace was the most imhe most important, nportant, not only beot only beot only because ofbecause of its size  its size but becausbut because it was le it was located neaocated near the Ishtr the Ishtar gate anar gate and the “Prod the “Processional cess“Pro“Processio“Processional Way.” nal Way.” Lavish matLavish materials wererials were used in e used in constructiconstruction of the on of the palace, inpalace, including cecluinincluding including cedar, ivocedar, ivory, gold, ry, gold, silver, ansilver, and lapis lad lapis lazuli.zuli.zuli.

When Nebuchadnezzar gained the throne in Babylon, he faced several 
challenges. Although Babylon had been rebuilt by the Assyrian king Esarhaddon 
(681–669), it was not suited to be the headquarters of an imperial administrative 
bureaucracy. In order to restore Marduk to supremacy as “king of the gods,” his 
temple, the Esagila, and the ziggurat Etemenanki (the biblical tower of Babel) had 
to be restored and fortified. Furthermore, as recorded in inscriptions, 
Nebuchadnezzar had to build a royal residence of his own. Excavations by 
Robert Koldewey and his successors have revealed remains of no fewer than five 
walls, with three comprising an outer ring and two an inner rampart, built of 
both sun-dried and baked bricks and of varying degrees of thickness. Projecting 
towers were at spaced intervals, and the entire city was surrounded by a moat. 
Although Nebuchadnezzar at first lived in his father’s palace, he later built a 
residence of his own to the west of it. As the political situation became more 
stable, he also built the so-called Summer Palace in the part of the city still 
carrying the name Babil. The Southern Palace was the most important, not only 



because of its size but because it was located near the Ishtar gate and the 
“Processional Way.” Lavish materials were used in construction of the palace, 
including cedar, ivory, gold, silver, and lapis lazuli.

�Attending Attending to the trato the traditional rditional responsibilesponsibility of Babity of Babylonian kiylonian kings, Nebucngs, Nebuchadnezzar hadnezzaNebucNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar repaizzar repaired templered temple sanctuari sanctuaries and reses and restored divitored divine images.ne images. He oversa He over He oversaw cooversaw constructionnstruction work in n work in no fewer tho fewer than 12 citian 12 cities throughes throughout the reout the realm. He alalm. He alalm. He also refuralso refurbished thebished the Esagila a Esagila and Ezida (nd Ezida (the templethe temple of  of Nabu®Nabu®), and sup), and supposedly crposedly created the eacrcreated thcreated the Hanging e Hanging Gardens, wGardens, which laterhich later Greek wri Greek writers regarters regarded as oneded as one of the se of the se of the seven wondseven wonders of theers of the ancient w ancient world. Unfoorld. Unfortunately,rtunately, Koldewey  Koldewey turned up turned up little or little or no evidencnno evidencno evidence of work e of work on these ton these temples, noemples, nor is therer is there any trace any trace of the Et of the Etemenanki oemenanki or the ziggroor the zigor the ziggurat nortgurat north of the Eh of the Esagila. Hosagila. However, excwever, excavations bavations by Iraqi ary Iraqi archaeologischaeologists have yits hts have yieldhave yielded traces ed traces of an elevof an elevation on tation on the north she north side of theide of the city that city that may suppo may support Nebuchart Nrt NebuchadneNebuchadnezzar’s repzzar’s reputation.utation.utation.

Attending to the traditional responsibility of Babylonian kings, 
Nebuchadnezzar repaired temple sanctuaries and restored divine images. He 
oversaw construction work in no fewer than 12 cities throughout the realm. He 
also refurbished the Esagila and Ezida (the temple of Nabu®), and supposedly 
created the Hanging Gardens, which later Greek writers regarded as one of the 
seven wonders of the ancient world. Unfortunately, Koldewey turned up little or 
no evidence of work on these temples, nor is there any trace of the Etemenanki 
or the ziggurat north of the Esagila. However, excavations by Iraqi archaeologists 
have yielded traces of an elevation on the north side of the city that may support 
Nebuchadnezzar’s reputation.

�Even thougEven though contempoh contemporary cuneirary cuneiform sourcform sources are inces are incomplete oromplete or, in some , in some instances,insinstances,instances, silent on silent on the exten the extent of his at of his achievementchievements and actis and activities, Nevities, Nebuchadnezzbuchadnezzar’s name ar’sNebuchadnezzNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar’s namzzar’s name occurs ie occurs in more secn more secondary souondary sources for trces for the Chaldeahe Chaldean period tn perion period thaperiod than that of n that of any other any other member of member of his dynasthis dynasty. Apart fy. Apart from Jeremirom Jeremiah, 2 Kingah, 2 Kings, 2 ChronsKingKings, 2 CKings, 2 Chronicles,hronicles, and Danie and Daniel of the Ol of the OT, he appeT, he appears in no ars in no fewer thanfewer than 10 rabbin 10 rabbinic commenticrabbinrabbinic crabbinic commentarieommentaries, six boos, six books of the ks of the Apocrypha,Apocrypha, several A several Arabic commrabic commentaries, entaries,commcommentaricommentaries, and ines, and in the extan the extant writingst writings of classi of classical and mecal and medieval Gredieval Greek and Latek and Latin authorsinLatLatin authLatin authors. Some ors. Some of these, of these, most notabmost notably Berossuly Berossus’ s’ BabyloniacBabyloniaca,a, stress hi stress his buildings buildins building abuilding activities ctivities throughoutthroughout Babylonia Babylonia. Since th. Since the Greek mie Greek mind clearlynd clearly idolized  idolized the monumethe the monumethe monumental, it sntal, it should be nhould be no surpriseo surprise to see Ne to see Nebuchadnezzbuchadnezzar’s name ar’s name associatedassociateassociatedassociated with some with some structure structure of enduri of enduring qualityng quality, such as , such as the fortifthe fortification waication walls aroundlls alls around Babaround Babylon or thylon or the ziggurate ziggurat of Marduk of Marduk itself. W itself. Writers sucriters such as Megash as Megasthenes chathenes characterize rchacharactericharacterize his achze his achievements ievements as the resas the result of Marult of Marduk givingduk giving the king  the king the abilitthe ability to creaty to y to create to create something something of eternalof eternal greatness greatness, while au, while authors suchthors such as Strabo as Strabo and Diodo and Diodorus SiculurDiodoDiodorus SDiodorus Siculus speiculus speak to his ak to his achievemenachievements as if tts as if they were they were the creatiohe creation of some n of some superhumansusuperhumansuperhuman figure wh figure who was god o was god or godlikeor godlike...

Even though contemporary cuneiform sources are incomplete or, in some 
instances, silent on the extent of his achievements and activities, 
Nebuchadnezzar’s name occurs in more secondary sources for the Chaldean 
period than that of any other member of his dynasty. Apart from Jeremiah, 2 
Kings, 2 Chronicles, and Daniel of the OT, he appears in no fewer than 10 
rabbinic commentaries, six books of the Apocrypha, several Arabic 
commentaries, and in the extant writings of classical and medieval Greek and 
Latin authors. Some of these, most notably Berossus’ Babyloniaca, stress his 
building activities throughout Babylonia. Since the Greek mind clearly idolized 
the monumental, it should be no surprise to see Nebuchadnezzar’s name 
associated with some structure of enduring quality, such as the fortification walls 
around Babylon or the ziggurat of Marduk itself. Writers such as Megasthenes 
characterize his achievements as the result of Marduk giving the king the ability 
to create something of eternal greatness, while authors such as Strabo and 
Diodorus Siculus speak to his achievements as if they were the creation of some 
superhuman figure who was god or godlike.

�ConverselyConversely, Hebrew w, Hebrew writers hadriters had to preser to preserve an imagve an image of a cone of a conqueror-kinqueror-king who captg whg who capturwho captured the cited the city of Jerusy of Jerusalem, dismalem, dismantled theantled the temple of temple of Solomon,  Solomon, and deportand deportand deported cdeported captives baaptives back to Babyck to Babylonia. Alllonia. All of these  of these acts couldacts could not be co not be construed ponstrued positively. sitpopositivelypositively. Destruct. Destruction and wiion and wickedness hckedness had to be ead to be emphasized,mphasized, as seen i as seen in the didan the didactic messactdidadidactic mdidactic message of essage of the book othe book of Daniel. f Daniel. To better To better strengthenstrengthen his point his point, the OT a, the OT author libeutaauthor libauthor liberally dreerally drew from thew from the sources f sources for the reior the reign of Nabogn of Nabonidus (556nidus (556–539), who–539), who–539), who had nowho had not only intt only introduced throduced the worship e worship of the godof the god Sin of Ha Sin of Harran into rran into Babylonia Babylonia but also fbbut also fbut also forsook hisorsook his kingdom f kingdom for a campaor a campaign to theign to the Arabian o Arabian oasis of Teasis of Tema. What rma. What rma. What resulted fresulted from this drom this distortion istortion of historiof historical accuracal accuracy was a pcy was a picture of icture of a Babylonia Babylonian monarchan man monarch whmonarch whose deeds ose deeds could be acould be applied to pplied to any later any later king who aking who accomplisheccomplished the samed the samd the same thingsame things. The cons. The concrete becacrete became subordime subordinate to thnate to the abstracte abstract, and Nebu, and NebuchadnezzarchadnezzNebuNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar’s “chzzar’s “character” caracter” could be apould be applied to vplied to virtually airtually any period ny period of historyof history...

Conversely, Hebrew writers had to preserve an image of a conqueror-king 
who captured the city of Jerusalem, dismantled the temple of Solomon, and 
deported captives back to Babylonia. All of these acts could not be construed 
positively. Destruction and wickedness had to be emphasized, as seen in the 
didactic message of the book of Daniel. To better strengthen his point, the OT 
author liberally drew from the sources for the reign of Nabonidus (556–539), 
who had not only introduced the worship of the god Sin of Harran into Babylonia 
but also forsook his kingdom for a campaign to the Arabian oasis of Tema. What 
resulted from this distortion of historical accuracy was a picture of a Babylonian 
monarch whose deeds could be applied to any later king who accomplished the 
same things. The concrete became subordinate to the abstract, and 



Nebuchadnezzar’s “character” could be applied to virtually any period of history.
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NEBUSHAZBANEBUSHAZBANN (Heb.  (Heb. neïb�u®sûaneïb�u®sûazbaœnzbaœn)))

NEBUSHAZBAN (Heb. neïb�u®sûazbaœn )

The RabsarThe Rabsaris, or chiis, or chief eunuch,ef eunuch, of Nebuch of Nebuchadnezzar, adnezzar, dispatcheddispatched by the Ba by the Babylonian kbylonian king to proikking to prking to protect Jereotect Jeremiah aftermiah after the fall  the fall of Jerusalof Jerusalem (Jer. 3em (Jer. 39:13; Akk.9:13; Akk.  Nabu®-sûu®Nabu®-sûu®Nabu®-sûu®Nabu®-sûu®zibanni,zibanni, “Nabu® sa “Nabu® save me”).ve me”).

The Rabsaris, or chief eunuch, of Nebuchadnezzar, dispatched by the Babylonian 
king to protect Jeremiah after the fall of Jerusalem (Jer. 39:13; Akk. 
Nabu®-sûu®zibanni, “Nabu® save me”).

NEBUZARADANEBUZARADANN (Heb.  (Heb. neïb�u®zarneïb�u®zar}a�d�aœn;}a�d�aœn; Akk.  Akk. Nabu®-zer-Nabu®-zer-iddinamiddinNabu®-zer-Nabu®-zer-Nabu®-zer-iddinamiddinam)))

NEBUZARADAN (Heb. neïb�u®zar}a�d�aœn;  Akk. 
Nabu®-zer-iddinam)

The “chiefThe “chief cook” men cook” mentioned in tioned in a list of a list of high offichigh officials of Neials of Nebuchadnezzbuchadnezzar II of Bar II of Babylon (60abyloBBabylon (6Babylon (605–562 05–562 B.C.B.C.; ; ANET,ANET, 307–8). H 307–8). He is also e is also noted in tnoted in the biblicahe biblical account l account of the falof thof the fall othe fall of Jerusalef Jerusalem as commam as commanding the nding the forces of forces of the Babylothe Babylonian king.nian king. The title The title chief coo chie chief cookchief cook, like tha, like that of chieft of chief cupbearer cupbearer, was an a, was an archaic terrchaic term for thosm for those in high e in high positions positipositions positions in Assyriain Assyrian and Babyn and Babylonian coulonian courts. They rts. They were oftenwere often sent on m sent on military anilitary and diplomatd anand diplomand diplomatic missiatic missions (cf. tons (cf. the Rabshekhe Rabshekah, 2 Kgs.ah, 2 Kgs. 18:17). N 18:17). Nebuzaradanebuzaradan (“Nabu ha (“Nabu has given meshahas given has given me offsprime offspring”) was rng”) was responsibleesponsible for the d for the destructionestruction of the ci of the city of Jeruty of Jerusalem, forsalemJeruJerusalem,Jerusalem, for sendi for sending Judahitng Judahite officiale officials to be exs to be executed (2 ecuted (2 Kgs. 25:8-Kgs. 25:8-12, 18-21)12, 18-21), and for , and, and for thand for the deportate deportation of a nion of a number of tumber of the Judahithe Judahites a few yes a few years laterears later (ca. 582; (ca. 582; Jer. 52.2 Jer Jer. 52.24Jer. 52.24–30). He w–30). He was also gias also given ordersven orders to releas to release the prope the prophet Jeremihet Jeremiah (Jer. 3ah (Jer. 39:11-14; 49:1339:11-14; 39:11-14; 40:1-6; 4340:1-6; 43:6). Becau:6). Because of invose of invoking the nking the name of theame of the Lord when Lord when speaking  speaking to Jeremiatto Jeremiato Jeremiah, Nebuzarh, Nebuzaradan was cadan was considered onsidered a convert a convert in later Jin later Jewish tradewish tradition (cf.ition (cf. Jer. 40:2 Je Jer. 40:2-Jer. 40:2-6).6).6).

The “chief cook” mentioned in a list of high officials of Nebuchadnezzar II of 
Babylon (605–562 B.C.; ANET, 307–8). He is also noted in the biblical account of 
the fall of Jerusalem as commanding the forces of the Babylonian king. The title 
chief cook, like that of chief cupbearer, was an archaic term for those in high 
positions in Assyrian and Babylonian courts. They were often sent on military 
and diplomatic missions (cf. the Rabshekah, 2 Kgs. 18:17). Nebuzaradan (“Nabu 
has given me offspring”) was responsible for the destruction of the city of 
Jerusalem, for sending Judahite officials to be executed (2 Kgs. 25:8-12, 18-21), 
and for the deportation of a number of the Judahites a few years later (ca. 582; 
Jer. 52.24–30). He was also given orders to release the prophet Jeremiah (Jer. 
39:11-14; 40:1-6; 43:6). Because of invoking the name of the Lord when speaking 
to Jeremiah, Nebuzaradan was considered a convert in later Jewish tradition (cf. 
Jer. 40:2-6).

Mark W. ChMark W. Chavalasavalas

Mark W. Chavalas

NECONECO (Heb.  (Heb. neïk�oœh, neïk�oœh, neïk�o®;neïk�o®; Egyp.  Egyp. nk}wnk}w) ) (also NECH(also NECHO)O)O)

NECO (Heb. neïk�oœh, neïk�o®;  Egyp. nk}w) 
(also NECHO)

Neco II (6Neco II (610–594 10–594 B.C.E.B.C.E.), king of), king of the 26th  the 26th (Saite) dy(Saite) dynasty of Enasty of Egypt. In 6gypt. In 609 Neco (a09 Neco (also Necho)ls(a(also Nech(also Necho) led hiso) led his army nort army north through h through Palestine Palestine and Syria and Syria to aid theto aid the Assyrian  Assyrian army in tharmarmy in tharmy in their despereir desperate stand ate stand at Harran at Harran against thagainst the Babylonie Babylonians under ans under NabopolassNabopolassNabopolassNabopolassar. Josiahar. Josiah, king of , king of Judah, engJudah, engaged the Eaged the Egyptian fogyptian force at therce at the Megiddo p Megiddo pass (Wadi assppass (Wadipass (Wadi  {Ara{Ara) to stop,) to stop, or at lea or at least slow, tst slow, the march ohe march of the Egypf the Egyptian trooptian troops. In the s. In ths. In the battlethe battle Josiah wa Josiah was mortallys mortally wounded a wounded and his armnd his army routed (y routed (2 Kgs. 23:2 Kgs. 23:28-30; LXX28-30; LXX28-30; LXX 4 Kgs.LXX 4 Kgs. 23:29–30; 23:29–30; 2 Chr. 35 2 Chr. 35:20-25; co:20-25; compare MT 2mpare MT 2 Chr. 35:2 Chr. 35:20-27; 1 Es0-27; 1 Esdr. 1:25-3dr. 1:25-dr. 1:25-31, w1:25-31, which confuhich confuse this base this battle with ttle with a later ona later one at Carche at Carchemish). Neemish). Neco was notco was not able to p a able to prable to prevent the event the fall of thfall of the Assyriane Assyrians but did s but did claim suzeclaim suzerainty overainty over Palestinr Palestine and Syrie and e and Syria.and Syria. He depose He deposed Jehoahazd Jehoahaz and took  and took him to Egyhim to Egypt, placinpt, placing on the tg on the throne of Jhrone of Jerusalem EeJJerusalem Jerusalem Eliakim, sEliakim, son of Josion of Josiah, who chah, who changed his anged his name to Jename to Jehoiakim (2hoiakim (2 Kgs. 23:3 Kgs. 23:31-35).1-23:323:31-35).23:31-35).

Neco II (610–594 B.C.E.), king of the 26th (Saite) dynasty of Egypt. In 609 Neco 
(also Necho) led his army north through Palestine and Syria to aid the Assyrian 
army in their desperate stand at Harran against the Babylonians under 
Nabopolassar. Josiah, king of Judah, engaged the Egyptian force at the Megiddo 
pass (Wadi {Ara) to stop, or at least slow, the march of the Egyptian troops. In 
the battle Josiah was mortally wounded and his army routed (2 Kgs. 23:28-30; 
LXX 4 Kgs. 23:29–30; 2 Chr. 35:20-25; compare MT 2 Chr. 35:20-27; 1 Esdr. 
1:25-31, which confuse this battle with a later one at Carchemish). Neco was not 
able to prevent the fall of the Assyrians but did claim suzerainty over Palestine 
and Syria. He deposed Jehoahaz and took him to Egypt, placing on the throne of 



Jerusalem Eliakim, son of Josiah, who changed his name to Jehoiakim (2 Kgs. 
23:31-35).

�In 605 NecIn 605 Neco and his o and his army engagarmy engaged in batted in battle againstle against Nebuchadn Nebuchadnezzar, theezzar, the Babylonia Baby BabylonianBabylonian crown pri crown prince, at Cance, at Carchemish (rchemish (Jer. 46:2;Jer. 46:2; Josephus  Josephus Ant.Ant. 10.6). Th 10.6). The Egyptiane Egyptiae Egyptians Egyptians were soundwere soundly defeately defeated and drivd and driven back toen back to their bor their borders. In 6ders. In 601 Neco ha01 Neco ha01 Neco had to defhad to defend his coend his country agaiuntry against the innst the incursions ocursions of Nebuchadf Nebuchadnezzar. Bonezzar. Both armies th armies suffered hssuffered hsuffered heavy losseeavy losses, and Nebs, and Nebuchadnezzauchadnezzar was forcr was forced to withed to withdraw. Therdraw. There is no ote is no oe is no other mentother mention of Necion of Neco in the ho in the historical istorical records.records.records.

In 605 Neco and his army engaged in battle against Nebuchadnezzar, the 
Babylonian crown prince, at Carchemish (Jer. 46:2; Josephus Ant. 10.6). The 
Egyptians were soundly defeated and driven back to their borders. In 601 Neco 
had to defend his country against the incursions of Nebuchadnezzar. Both armies 
suffered heavy losses, and Nebuchadnezzar was forced to withdraw. There is no 
other mention of Neco in the historical records.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. GardineA. Gardiner, r, Egypt of tEgypt of the Pharaohhe Pharaohss (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1961); D. 1961); D. J. WisemanJ. WiseJ. Wiseman, Wiseman, ChroniclesChronicles of Chalda of Chaldaean Kings ean Kings (626–552(626–552  B.C.B.C.) (1956, r) (1956, repr. Londoepr. London, 1974); n, 1974); n, 1974); 1974); NebuchadreNebuchadrezzar and Bzzar and Babylonabylon (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1985).1985).1985).

Bibliography. A. Gardiner, Egypt of the Pharaohs (Oxford, 1961); D. J. 
Wiseman, Chronicles of Chaldaean Kings (626–552 B.C.) (1956, repr. London, 
1974); Nebuchadrezzar and Babylon (Oxford, 1985).
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NECROMANCYNECROMANCY

NECROMANCY

�SeeSee  MEDIUM, WIMEDIUM, WIZARDZARD..

See MEDIUM, WIZARD.

NEDEBIAHNEDEBIAH (Heb.  (Heb. neïd�ab�yaneïd�ab�ya®®)))

NEDEBIAH (Heb. neïd�ab�ya® )

The seventThe seventh son of Kh son of King Jeconiing Jeconiah/Jehoiacah/Jehoiachin (1 Chrhin (1 Chr. 3:18).. 3:18).

The seventh son of King Jeconiah/Jehoiachin (1 Chr. 3:18).

NEEDLENEEDLENEEDLE

NEEDLE

A slender A slender implement,implement, sharp at  sharp at one end, wone end, with an eyeith an eye for threa for thread or a lead or a leather thongther thong. Archaeol. thongthong. Arcthong. Archaeologisthaeologists have fous have found needlesnd needles of bone,  of bone, ivory, broivory, bronze, and inze, and iron througron throughout the ahthrougthroughoutthroughout the ancie the ancient world, nt world, some datinsome dating back to g back to the 6th mithe 6th millennium llennium B.C.E.B.C.E. Skill in  Skill in Skill in embroidin embroidery was coery was considered ansidered a gift from gift from God and w God and was used inas used in the makin the making of the tg of the tg of the tabernacletabernacle (Exod. 31 (Exod. 31:6-10). In:6-10). Indeed, the deed, the difficultydifficulty involved  involved in sewing in sewing in biblicain biblical times wal timesl times was times was one of theone of the factors i factors in the popun the popularity of larity of tunics as tunics as the commonthe common style of  style of clothing fcloclothing fclothing for men andor men and women — t women — they involvhey involved few seaed few seams and litms and little sewingtle sewing. When nec. When n. When necessary,necessary, Paul supp Paul supported himsorted himself as a telf as a tentmaker, entmaker, which invowhich involved sewinlved sewing strips og strips of cloth tof cf cloth togecloth together (Actsther (Acts 18:3). 18:3). 18:3).

A slender implement, sharp at one end, with an eye for thread or a leather 
thong. Archaeologists have found needles of bone, ivory, bronze, and iron 
throughout the ancient world, some dating back to the 6th millennium B.C.E. Skill 
in embroidery was considered a gift from God and was used in the making of the 
tabernacle (Exod. 31:6-10). Indeed, the difficulty involved in sewing in biblical 
times was one of the factors in the popularity of tunics as the common style of 
clothing for men and women — they involved few seams and little sewing. When 
necessary, Paul supported himself as a tentmaker, which involved sewing strips of 
cloth together (Acts 18:3).

�The use ofThe use of needles i needles is implied s implied when Adam when Adam and Eve “sand Eve “sewed fig lewed fig leaves togeeaves together” (Genther”togetogether” together” (Gen. 3:7)(Gen. 3:7). The word. The word “needle”  “needle” appears onappears only in Mattly in Matt. 19:24 (=. 19:24 (= Mark 10:2 Mark 10:25; Luke 18510:210:25; Luk10:25; Luke 18:25). e 18:25). Matthew anMatthew and Mark used Mark use Gk.  Gk. rhaphiís,rhaphiís, a sewing  a sewing needle, whneedle, while Luke uile Lile Luke uses Luke uses beloœneä.beloœneä. Some have Some have speculate speculated that Lukd that Luke’s choicee’s choice reflects  reflects his medicahis medichis medical bamedical background, ckground, and that aand that a  beloœneäbeloœneä was a sur was a surgical needgical needle, but thle, but there is no ere is no clear evidcclear evidclear evidence for tence for this idea. his idea. In all thrIn all three Gospel ee Gospel accounts, accounts, the eye ofthe eye of a needle, a needle, one of th one o one of the smaof the smallest openllest openings commoings common to the hn to the household, ousehold, is contrasis contrasted with ated with a camel, on camel, on camel, one of theone of the largest a largest animals comnimals commonly seenmonly seen in Palest in Palestine. Earlyine. Early interpret interpreters conteners contended that tdecontencontended contended that the “that the “eye of a neye of a needle” waseedle” was the name  the name of a narroof a narrow gate in w gate in Jerusalem,Jerusalem, but this  Jerusalem,Jerusalem,Jerusalem, but this  but this view is noview is no longer ac longer accepted. Sucepted. Such an intech an interpretationrpretation would not would not explain t ex explain thexplain the disciplee disciples’ concluss’ conclusion that sion that salvation ialvation is impossibs impossible; the exle; the expression ipression is simply as simps simply a tsimply a typical oriypical oriental hypeental hyperbole usedrbole used to commun to communicate the icate the great diffgreat difficulty faciculty faced by thosed bed by those wby those who are richo are rich in leavih in leaving all to ng all to follow Chrfollow Christ.ist.ist.

The use of needles is implied when Adam and Eve “sewed fig leaves 
together” (Gen. 3:7). The word “needle” appears only in Matt. 19:24 (= Mark 
10:25; Luke 18:25). Matthew and Mark use Gk. rhaphiís, a sewing needle, while 
Luke uses beloœneä. Some have speculated that Luke’s choice reflects his 
medical background, and that a beloœneä was a surgical needle, but there is no 
clear evidence for this idea. In all three Gospel accounts, the eye of a needle, one 
of the smallest openings common to the household, is contrasted with a camel, 
one of the largest animals commonly seen in Palestine. Early interpreters 
contended that the “eye of a needle” was the name of a narrow gate in 
Jerusalem, but this view is no longer accepted. Such an interpretation would not 
explain the disciples’ conclusion that salvation is impossible; the expression is 



simply a typical oriental hyperbole used to communicate the great difficulty faced 
by those who are rich in leaving all to follow Christ.

John S. HaJohn S. Hammettmmett

John S. Hammett

NEGEBNEGEB (Heb.  (Heb. neg�eb�neg�eb�)))

NEGEB (Heb. neg�eb� )

The southeThe southern area ofrn area of ancient P ancient Palestine. alestine. Unlike theUnlike the biblical  biblical term (appaterm (apparently frorently from the Semim thm the Semitithe Semitic root “drc root “dry”) the moy”) the modern desigdern designation “Nenation “Negev” refergev” refers to the ss to the southern haouthern haouthern half of thhalf of the modern se modern state of Istate of Israel — frorael — from Beer-shem Beer-sheba southwaba southward to the rd to the Gulf of AqGulf of AqGulf of Aqaba. OnlAqaba. Only the norty the northern portihern portion of thison of this region wa region was extensivs extensively settleely settled in biblid in biblical times;cal tcal times; thetimes; therefore therefore the biblical  biblical term essenterm essentially reftially refers to theers to the Beer-sheb Beer-sheba drainagea drainage basin. basi basin.basin.basin.

The southern area of ancient Palestine. Unlike the biblical term (apparently from 
the Semitic root “dry”) the modern designation “Negev” refers to the southern 
half of the modern state of Israel — from Beer-sheba southward to the Gulf of 
Aqaba. Only the northern portion of this region was extensively settled in biblical 
times; therefore the biblical term essentially refers to the Beer-sheba drainage 
basin.

�The enviroThe environment of tnment of the Beer-shhe Beer-sheba regioneba region consists  consists of a semi-of a semi-desert envdesert environment wironmenvenvironmenenvironment with an t with an average anaverage annual rainfnual rainfall of 200all of 200 mm. (7.9  mm. (7.9 in.), whicin.), which allows fh allows for only suor oor only subsionly subsistence agrstence agriculture. iculture. This regioThis region includedn included urban cen urban centers, fortters, fortresses, anresses, and village d vild village sevillage settlements ttlements throughoutthroughout most of t most of the biblicahe biblical era. Arcl era. Archaeologisthaeologists have uncs have uncovered numoveuncuncovered uncovered numerous Cnumerous Chalcolithihalcolithic and Earlc and Early Bronze Ay Bronze Age sites, ge sites, leading maleading many to arguny to arguny to argue thatargue that the Negeb the Negeb must have must have had a sig had a significantlynificantly wetter cl wetter climate prioimate prior to ca. 2r to ca. 2500. South50022500. Sout2500. South of the Bh of the Beer-sheba eer-sheba basin liesbasin lies the Negeb the Negeb “highland “highlands.” Here, s.” Here, annual raiannual rainfall rangnfarairainfall rrainfall ranges fromanges from 150—50 mm 150—50 mm. (5.9—2 i. (5.9—2 in.). This n.). This is below tis below the minimumhe minimum necessary necessar necessary necessary for agricufor agriculture. Thelture. The settlemen settlements in thists in this area were area were associate associated primarild primarily with fory wy with fortswith forts or carava or caravansaries tonsaries to protect t protect the trade rhe trade routes. Twooutes. Two commoditi commodities in partes in particular plaicpartparticularparticular played a  played a role in throle in the highlande highlands trade: cs trade: copper and opper and incense/spincense/spices.ices.ices.

The environment of the Beer-sheba region consists of a semi-desert 
environment with an average annual rainfall of 200 mm. (7.9 in.), which allows for 
only subsistence agriculture. This region included urban centers, fortresses, and 
village settlements throughout most of the biblical era. Archaeologists have 
uncovered numerous Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age sites, leading many to 
argue that the Negeb must have had a significantly wetter climate prior to ca. 
2500. South of the Beer-sheba basin lies the Negeb “highlands.” Here, annual 
rainfall ranges from 150—50 mm. (5.9—2 in.). This is below the minimum 
necessary for agriculture. The settlements in this area were associated primarily 
with forts or caravansaries to protect the trade routes. Two commodities in 
particular played a role in the highlands trade: copper and incense/spices.

�The PatriaThe Patriarchs, whomrchs, whom many woul many would place ind place in the Middl the Middle Bronze Ae Bronze Age, are rege, are reported to porrereported treported to have sojo have sojourned in ourned in the Beer-sthe Beer-sheba area.heba area. While MB  While MB remains haremains have been unve been ve been uncovbeen uncovered at otered at other Negeb her Negeb sites, Beesites, Beer-sheba har-sheba has yet to rs yet to reveal any eveal any significansignificant MB remait Mt MB remainsMB remains. The wild. The wilderness wanerness wanderings cederings center arounnter around the oasid the oasis of Kadess of Kadesh-barnea, h-barneaKadesKadesh-barKadesh-barnea, whichnea, which lies on t lies on the westernhe western edge of t edge of the Negeb hhe Negeb highlands. ighlands. The HebrewThe HebreThe Hebrews arHebrews are also repe also reported to horted to have foughtave fought the Canaa the Canaanites at Anites at Arad and Horad and Hormah (Num.rmah (Nrmah (Num. 21:1(Num. 21:1-3; 33:40;-3; 33:40; Josh. 12: Josh. 12:14). Howev14). However, there er, there has been lhas been little evidittle evidence foundence found of any LB o of any LB of any LB settlementsettlement in either in either the Beer- the Beer-sheba basisheba basin or in thn or in the highlande highlands; in the s; in the south, 13tsoutsouth, 13tsouth, 13th-century h-century copper mincopper mines have bees have been excavaten excavated at Timned at Timna.a.a.

The Patriarchs, whom many would place in the Middle Bronze Age, are 
reported to have sojourned in the Beer-sheba area. While MB remains have 
been uncovered at other Negeb sites, Beer-sheba has yet to reveal any significant 
MB remains. The wilderness wanderings center around the oasis of 
Kadesh-barnea, which lies on the western edge of the Negeb highlands. The 
Hebrews are also reported to have fought the Canaanites at Arad and Hormah 
(Num. 21:1-3; 33:40; Josh. 12:14). However, there has been little evidence found 
of any LB settlement in either the Beer-sheba basin or in the highlands; in the 
south, 13th-century copper mines have been excavated at Timna.

�With the mWith the monarchy, Nonarchy, Negeb activegeb activity increaity increased. Saul sed. Saul and David and David fought thefought the Amalekite Amal AmalekitesAmalekites (1 Sam. 1 (1 Sam. 14-15; 30),4-15; 30), and Solom and Solomon establion established a navshed a naval outpostal outpost at Ezion- at Ezion-geber (1 KgeEzion-Ezion-gebeEzion-geber (1 Kgs. r (1 Kgs. 9:26). In 9:26). In the 8th cethe 8th century, Uzzntury, Uzziah reinviiah reinvigorated thgorated the Negeb, re Negeb, reestablisheesrreestablisreestablishing the Ehing the Ezion-geberzion-geber trade. Tr trade. Transshipmenansshipment of coppet of copper and other and other goods frr goods from Ezion-gofrfrom Ezionfrom Ezion-geber req-geber required the uired the establishmestablishment of royent of royal forts tal forts to safeguaro safeguard the routd the routes (2 Chr.esroutroutes (2 routes (2 Chr. 26:10Chr. 26:10). A latte). A latter 7th-centr 7th-century buildiury building boom cang boom can be attrin be attributed to ebuted to either Manaitheeither Maneither Manasseh or Jasseh or Josiah. In osiah. In its final its final years, Judyears, Judah increasah increasingly lostingly lost control o control over the Never thever the Negeb the Negeb to the Edoto the Edomites. Edomites. Edomite namesmite names, ostraca,, ostraca, and cult  and cult sites appesites appear throughar throughout the Neothroughthroughoutthroughout the Negeb the Negeb (e.g., Qi (e.g., Qitmit).tmit).tmit).

With the monarchy, Negeb activity increased. Saul and David fought the 
Amalekites (1 Sam. 14-15; 30), and Solomon established a naval outpost at 
Ezion-geber (1 Kgs. 9:26). In the 8th century, Uzziah reinvigorated the Negeb, 
reestablishing the Ezion-geber trade. Transshipment of copper and other goods 
from Ezion-geber required the establishment of royal forts to safeguard the 
routes (2 Chr. 26:10). A latter 7th-century building boom can be attributed to 
either Manasseh or Josiah. In its final years, Judah increasingly lost control over 
the Negeb to the Edomites. Edomite names, ostraca, and cult sites appear 
throughout the Negeb (e.g., Qitmit).



�ArchaeologArchaeological evideical evidence from tnce from the Persianhe Persian and Helle and Hellenistic pernistic period is almiod is almost totallost totaost totally abtotally absent. Writsent. Written sourceten sources discuss s discuss the presenthe presence of the ce of the Nabateans,Nabateans, but few r but few remains of emrremains ofremains of these ten these tent-dwellingt-dwelling people ha people have been fove been found. By thund. By the turn of e turn of the eras, the eras, the Nabatethethe Nabatethe Nabateans had coans had come into thme into their own aseir own as spice tra spice traders and mders and merchants. erchants. The The Petra-{AvdPetraPetra-{AvdPetra-{Avdat-Gazaat-Gaza road was  road was built, alobuilt, along with cang with caravansarieravansaries to guards to guard the frank the frankincense aninfrankfrankincenfrankincense and myrse and myrrh route. rh route. Nabatean cNabatean cities and ities and forts wereforts were construct constructed, trade ed, trade flourishedfflourishedflourished, and agri, and agricultural pcultural projects werojects were even inre even introduced. troduced. UltimatelyUltimately, the Roma, the Romans annexednsRomaRomans annRomans annexed the Nexed the Negeb and iegeb and its highlants highlands to Paleds to Palestina Tertstina Tertia. In theia. In the Byzantine Byzantine era, the  e era, the aera, the area experirea experienced its enced its greatest fgreatest flowering. lowering. Cities expCities expanded, chuanded, churches wererches were built, mo b built, monbuilt, monasteries fasteries founded, anounded, and settlemed settlement increasnt increased.ed.ed.

Archaeological evidence from the Persian and Hellenistic period is almost 
totally absent. Written sources discuss the presence of the Nabateans, but few 
remains of these tent-dwelling people have been found. By the turn of the eras, 
the Nabateans had come into their own as spice traders and merchants. The 
Petra-{Avdat-Gaza road was built, along with caravansaries to guard the 
frankincense and myrrh route. Nabatean cities and forts were constructed, trade 
flourished, and agricultural projects were even introduced. Ultimately, the 
Romans annexed the Negeb and its highlands to Palestina Tertia. In the Byzantine 
era, the area experienced its greatest flowering. Cities expanded, churches were 
built, monasteries founded, and settlement increased.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. AharoniY. Aharoni, “The Neg, “The Negeb and theeb and the Southern  Southern Borders,” Borders,” in in The World The WThe World HistWorld History of theory of the Jewish Pe Jewish People,ople, 4/1:  4/1: The Age ofThe Age of the Monar the Monarchies: Polchies: Political Hisitical History,tory, ed. A. Ma ed. ed. A. Maled. A. Malamat (Jeruamat (Jerusalem, 197salem, 1979), 290–309), 290–307; J. R. B7; J. R. Bartlett, artlett, Edom and tEdom and the Edomitehe Edomites.s. JSOTSup 7 JS JSOTSup 77JSOTSup 77 (Sheffiel (Sheffield, 1989); d, 1989); I. Beit-ArI. Beit-Arieh, ed., ieh, ed., Horvat QitHorvat Qitmit: An Edmit: An Edomite Shriomite Shrine in the ne in tne in the Biblicthe Biblical Negeval Negev (Tel Aviv (Tel Aviv, 1995); R, 1995); R. Cohen, “. Cohen, “Negev: HelNegev: Hellenistic, lenistic, Roman, andRoman, and Byzantine Byza Byzantine Byzantine Sites in tSites in the Negev Hhe Negev Hills,” in ills,” in NEAEHLNEAEHL 3:1135–45 3:1135–45; “Negev: ; “Negev: Middle BroMiddle Bronze Age I nze BroBronze AgeBronze Age I and Iro I and Iron Age II Sn Age II Sites in thites in the Negev Hie Negev Hills,” in lls,” in NEAEHLNEAEHL 3:1123–33 3:1123–33; “Negev: ; “Neg; “Negev: Th“Negev: The Persian e Persian to Byzantito Byzantine Periodsne Periods,” in ,” in NEAEHLNEAEHL 3:1133–35 3:1133–35; N. Gluec; N. Glueck, k, Rivers in RiverRivers in Rivers in the Desertthe Desert,, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1968)hia, 1968)...
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NEHELAMNEHELAM (Heb.  (Heb. hanneh�eïlhanneh�eïlaœmiîaœmiî)))

NEHELAM (Heb. hanneh�eïlaœmiî )

“The Nehel“The Nehelamite,” anamite,” an appellati appellative of the ve of the false propfalse prophet Shemaihet Shemaiah who oppah who opposed Jeremosed Jeremosed Jeremiah (Jeremiah (Jer. 29:24Jer. 29:24, 31-32). , 31-32). The term, The term, otherwise otherwise unattestedunattested, may indi, may indicate eithecate either a familyr ar a family na family name or a lame or a location (Nocation (NRSV “of NeRSV “of Nehelam”). Ahelam”). Another sugnother suggestion isgestion is that it r that it represents eprrepresentsrepresents a wordpla a wordplay on Heb. y on Heb. h�aœlam,h�aœlam, “dream,”  “dream,” and so meaand so means “Shemains “Shemaiah the dreah theah the dreamethe dreamer.”r.”

“The Nehelamite,” an appellative of the false prophet Shemaiah who opposed 
Jeremiah (Jer. 29:24, 31-32). The term, otherwise unattested, may indicate either 
a family name or a location (NRSV “of Nehelam”). Another suggestion is that it 
represents a wordplay on Heb. h�aœlam,  “dream,” and so means “Shemaiah 
the dreamer.”

NEHEMIAHNEHEMIAH (Heb.  (Heb. neïh�emya®neïh�emya®)))

NEHEMIAH (Heb. neïh�emya® )

�1.1. A leader  A leader of the Isrof the Israelites, waelites, who returneho returned with Zerd with Zerubbabel frubbabel from captiviom captivity in 538 ty in ty in 538 in 538 B.C.E.B.C.E. (Ezra 2:2 (Ezra 2:2; Neh. 7:7; Neh. 7:7).).).

1. A leader of the Israelites, who returned with Zerubbabel from captivity 
in 538 B.C.E. (Ezra 2:2; Neh. 7:7).

�2.2. The son o The son of Hacaliahf Hacaliah (Neh. 1:1 (Neh. 1:1); postexi); postexilic governlic governor of Jeruor of Jerusalem, whosalem, whose public se puse public minpublic ministry is ristry is recorded inecorded in the book  the book of Nehemiaof Nehemiah.h.h.

2. The son of Hacaliah (Neh. 1:1); postexilic governor of Jerusalem, whose 
public ministry is recorded in the book of Nehemiah.

�3.3. The son o The son of Azbuk, rf Azbuk, ruler of hauler of half the dislf the district of Btrict of Beth-zur, weth-zur, who helped ho helped repair therepair repair therepair the walls of  walls of Jerusalem Jerusalem (Neh. 3:16(Neh. 3:16).).

3. The son of Azbuk, ruler of half the district of Beth-zur, who helped 
repair the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:16).

NEHEMIAHNEHEMIAH (Heb.  (Heb. neïh�emya®neïh�emya®),),),

NEHEMIAH (Heb. neïh�emya® ),

�  BOOK OFBOOK OFBOOK OF

 BOOK OF

The secondThe second part of E part of Ezra-Nehemizra-Nehemiah recordiah recording the eveng the events of Nehnts of Nehemiah’s goemiah’s governorshipvernorsgogovernorshgovernorship. In Engip. In English versilish versions it is ons it is a separatea separate book. book.

The second part of Ezra-Nehemiah recording the events of Nehemiah’s 
governorship. In English versions it is a separate book.



Name and CName and Canonical Sanonical Settingetting

Name and Canonical Setting

That Ezra-That Ezra-Nehemiah wNehemiah was originaas originally a singlly a single work cale work called Ezra lled Ezra is indicatis indicated by the ed by the earliest mearearliest mearliest manuscriptsanuscripts of the LX of the LXX (VaticanX (Vaticanus, Sinaitus, Sinaiticus, Alexicus, Alexandrinus) andrinus) that treatthat treat the two b the the two bothe two books as oneoks as one, calling , calling them Esdrathem Esdras B, and ts B, and the Masorethe Masoretic annotatic annotations that ions that deal with dedeal with deal with both booksboth books but occur but occur only at t only at the end of he end of Nehemiah. Nehemiah. The divisiThe division into twon into two books fiotwtwo books two books first appefirst appears with Oars with Origen (3rdrigen (3rd century  century C.E.C.E.) and Jero) and Jerome’s Vulgame’s Vulgate (4th cete (4th cte (4th century), century), which refewhich refers to Nehers to Nehemiah as miah as liber seculiber secundus Esdrandus Esdrae.e. In Hebrew In Hebrew Bibles th Bibles there is no erththere is nthere is no separatio separation before on before 1448 1448 C.E.C.E. While the While the Hebrew ca Hebrew canon assignnon assigns Nehemiahs Nehemias Nehemiah tNehemiah to its thiro its third divisiond division, the Writ, the Writings, and ings, and places it places it after Ezraafter Ezra but befor but before Chronicle Che ChroniclesChronicles, the Alex, the Alexandrian Grandrian Greek canon,eek canon, which for which forms the basms the basis for ouris for our modern En modern E modern English seEnglish sequence, plquence, places Nehemaces Nehemiah among iah among the historthe historical booksical books following following Chronicle Chronicle ChroniclesChronicles. Frequent. Frequently, the aply, the apocryphal bocryphal book 1 Esdrook 1 Esdras appearsas appears between C between Chronicles hroniclesCChroniclesChronicles and Ezra- and Ezra-Nehemiah.Nehemiah.

That Ezra-Nehemiah was originally a single work called Ezra is indicated by the 
earliest manuscripts of the LXX (Vaticanus, Sinaiticus, Alexandrinus) that treat 
the two books as one, calling them Esdras B, and the Masoretic annotations that 
deal with both books but occur only at the end of Nehemiah. The division into 
two books first appears with Origen (3rd century C.E.) and Jerome’s Vulgate (4th 
century), which refers to Nehemiah as liber secundus Esdrae. In Hebrew Bibles 
there is no separation before 1448 C.E. While the Hebrew canon assigns 
Nehemiah to its third division, the Writings, and places it after Ezra but before 
Chronicles, the Alexandrian Greek canon, which forms the basis for our modern 
English sequence, places Nehemiah among the historical books following 
Chronicles. Frequently, the apocryphal book 1 Esdras appears between 
Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah.

AuthorshipAuthorship

Authorship

Vigorous dVigorous debate concebate concerning theerning the authorshi authorship of Chronp of Chronicles, Ezricles, Ezra, and Neha, and Nehemiah contemiah conemiah continues continues to rage. Tto rage. The older che older consensus ponsensus position thosition that all thrat all three were thee were the work of e work of “the Chron“t“the Chron“the Chronicler” wasicler” was based upo based upon four argn four arguments: 1)uments: 1) the repet the repetition of tition of the first vhe first verses of Eervverses of verses of Ezra at thEzra at the end of 2e end of 2 Chronicle Chronicles; 2) the s; 2) the evidence oevidence of 1 Esdrasf 1 Esdras, which be, which begins with ginsbebegins witbegins with 2 Chr. 3h 2 Chr. 35-36 and c5-36 and continues tontinues through Ezrhrough Ezra includina including Neh. 7:7g Neh. 7:73(MT 72)—83(MT 72)—3(MT 72)—8:13a;72)—8:13a; 3) lingui 3) linguistic similstic similarity; andarity; and 4) simila 4) similarity of thrity of theological eological conceptionconception. Recently. Rece. Recently, Recently, a growing a growing number of number of scholars hscholars have been cave been convinced tonvinced that while hat while the first the first three arguththree arguthree arguments are ments are inconclusiinconclusive on the ve on the matter of matter of authorshipauthorship, research, research on the fo on the fourth has yufofourth hasfourth has yielded a yielded at least fot least four areas our areas of differinf differing theologig theological concepcal conception: 1) ttion: 1) the emphasihe emphe emphasis uemphasis upon David pon David and the Daand the Davidic covevidic covenant, so pnant, so prominent irominent in Chronicln Chronicles, is laces, is lacking in Ezklaclacking inlacking in Ezra-Nehe Ezra-Nehemiah; 2) tmiah; 2) the exodus he exodus traditionstraditions, so promi, so prominent in Eznent in Ezra-Nehemiara-Nehemiah, are virhEzra-NehemiaEzra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah, are viah, are virtually iirtually ignored in gnored in ChroniclesChronicles; 3) Ezra-; 3) Ezra-Nehemiah’sNehemiah’s negative  negative stance agaststance agastance against marriinst marriages with ages with foreignersforeigners is diffic is difficult to expult to explain in lilain in light of theght of the tolerant  toleran tolerant atolerant attitude exttitude expressed topressed towards Solowards Solomon’s mixemon’s mixed marriaged marriages in 2 Chrs in 2 Chronicles; aonicles; aonicles; and 4) Chrand 4) Chronicles’ ponicles’ pervasive uervasive use of immese of immediate retrdiate retribution asibution as a theolog a theological lodesical lodestone is abtonlodeslodestone lodestone is absent is absent in Ezra-Nein Ezra-Nehemiah.hemiah.

Vigorous debate concerning the authorship of Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah 
continues to rage. The older consensus position that all three were the work of 
“the Chronicler” was based upon four arguments: 1) the repetition of the first 
verses of Ezra at the end of 2 Chronicles; 2) the evidence of 1 Esdras, which 
begins with 2 Chr. 35-36 and continues through Ezra including Neh. 7:73(MT 
72)—8:13a; 3) linguistic similarity; and 4) similarity of theological conception. 
Recently, a growing number of scholars have been convinced that while the first 
three arguments are inconclusive on the matter of authorship, research on the 
fourth has yielded at least four areas of differing theological conception: 1) the 
emphasis upon David and the Davidic covenant, so prominent in Chronicles, is 
lacking in Ezra-Nehemiah; 2) the exodus traditions, so prominent in 
Ezra-Nehemiah, are virtually ignored in Chronicles; 3) Ezra-Nehemiah’s negative 
stance against marriages with foreigners is difficult to explain in light of the 
tolerant attitude expressed towards Solomon’s mixed marriages in 2 Chronicles; 
and 4) Chronicles’ pervasive use of immediate retribution as a theological 
lodestone is absent in Ezra-Nehemiah.

Date and PDate and Place of Colace of Compositionmposition

Date and Place of Composition

�Widely varWidely varying datesying dates have been have been proposed  proposed for the fifor the final form onal form of Ezra-Nehf Ezra-Nehemiah, dueemiahEzra-NehEzra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah, due iiah, due in large men large measure to tasure to the varietyhe variety of positi of positions held rons held regarding tegarding the extent,hetthe extentthe extent, authorsh, authorship, and coip, and compositionampositional theory ol theory of this matf this material, as erial, as well as cowell as conflicting nfliccoconflictinconflicting chronolog chronologies recongies reconstructed fstructed from Josephrom Josephus. Recentus. Recent scholarly scholarly opinion s opinion seems to faeesseems to fseems to favor a datavor a date of ca. 4e of ca. 400 00 B.C.E.B.C.E. The first The first quarter o quarter of the 4th f the 4th century hacentury has also bees alsos also been also been suggested suggested to accountto account for the o for the occurrence ccurrence of “Johanaof “Johanan,” the lan,” the last-mentionst-mentioned high prelast-mentionlast-mentilast-mentioned high oned high priest, whpriest, who held offo held office until ice until 410, and “410, and “Darius theDarius the Persian”  Persian” (Darius II(Da(Darius II(Darius II, 425–405), 425–405) in Neh. 1 in Neh. 12:22. Whil2:22. While the datie the dating of thesng of these books ree books remains an omains an open questipeoopen questopen question, thereion, there is a stro is a strong consensng consensus that Jeus that Jerusalem, orusalem, or at leastr at least Palestine Palestine, is the p, is t, is the place the place of composiof composition.tion.

Widely varying dates have been proposed for the final form of 
Ezra-Nehemiah, due in large measure to the variety of positions held regarding 
the extent, authorship, and compositional theory of this material, as well as 



conflicting chronologies reconstructed from Josephus. Recent scholarly opinion 
seems to favor a date of ca. 400 B.C.E. The first quarter of the 4th century has 
also been suggested to account for the occurrence of “Johanan,” the 
last-mentioned high priest, who held office until 410, and “Darius the Persian” 
(Darius II, 425–405) in Neh. 12:22. While the dating of these books remains an 
open question, there is a strong consensus that Jerusalem, or at least Palestine, is 
the place of composition.

SourcesSources

Sources

The frequeThe frequent switch nt switch between 1sbetween 1st person at person and 3rd pernd 3rd person speechson speech is but on is but one indicatie indicate indicationindication that a va that a variety of sriety of sources havources have been utie been utilized in tlized in the composihe composition of Netion of Nehemiah. ChhemNeNehemiah. Nehemiah. Chief amonChief among these isg these is the so-ca the so-called Nehemlled Nehemiah Memoiriah Memoir, a 1st pe, a 1st person, autorson, aurson, autobiograautobiographical narphical narrative tharative that presentst presents Nehemiah’ Nehemiah’s own intes own interpretationrpretation of the ea of the early eventsreaearly evenearly events of his ts of his career. Thcareer. There is widere is widespread scespread scholarly agholarly agreement threement that the Memat the Memoir consisoMemMemoir conMemoir consists of Nsists of Neh. 1-7; peh. 1-7; parts of 12arts of 12:27–43; an:27–43; and 13:4–31,d 13:4–31, with the  with the understandunderstandunderstandunderstanding that ting that the lists che lists contained iontained in ch. 3 (an ch. 3 (a list of t list of those involhose involved in buived in building the lding thlding the wall) the wall) and 7:5b-7and 7:5b-73a(72a) (a3a(72a) (a list of t list of those returhose returning from ning from exile virtexile virtually idenually identical withtical wtical with Ezra with Ezra 2), while 2), while originallyoriginally compiled  compiled by others,by others, were incl were included by Neuded by Nehemiah in hemiah in the Memoirththe Memoirthe Memoir. More con. More controversialtroversial is the ma is the material conterial contained in tained in Neh. 5 (esNeh. 5 (esp. vv. 14–p. vv. 14–19) which 1914–14–19) whi14–19) which interruch interrupts the flpts the flow of the ow of the wall-buildwall-building narrating narrative that iive that is the Memos the Memoir’s primair’MemoMemoir’s pMemoir’s primary conrimary concern and scern and seems to coeems to come from a me from a later perilater period; 11:1–2od; 11:1–2, which re, which , which repowhich reports the corts the completion ompletion of Nehemiahf Nehemiah’s plan to’s plan to repopulat repopulate Jerusalee Jerusalem initiatem initiated in ch. 7dinitiateinitiated initiated in ch. 7; in ch. 7; and 12:31–and 12:31–43, which 43, which describes describes the joyousthe joyous dedicatio dedication of the wn of the wall.all.all.

The frequent switch between 1st person and 3rd person speech is but one 
indication that a variety of sources have been utilized in the composition of 
Nehemiah. Chief among these is the so-called Nehemiah Memoir, a 1st person, 
autobiographical narrative that presents Nehemiah’s own interpretation of the 
early events of his career. There is widespread scholarly agreement that the 
Memoir consists of Neh. 1-7; parts of 12:27–43; and 13:4–31, with the 
understanding that the lists contained in ch. 3 (a list of those involved in building 
the wall) and 7:5b-73a(72a) (a list of those returning from exile virtually identical 
with Ezra 2), while originally compiled by others, were included by Nehemiah in 
the Memoir. More controversial is the material contained in Neh. 5 (esp. vv. 
14–19) which interrupts the flow of the wall-building narrative that is the 
Memoir’s primary concern and seems to come from a later period; 11:1–2, 
which reports the completion of Nehemiah’s plan to repopulate Jerusalem 
initiated in ch. 7; and 12:31–43, which describes the joyous dedication of the wall.

�Extensive Extensive debate condebate concerning thcerning the genre ofe genre of the Nehem the Nehemiah Memoiriah Memoir continues continues in the sc in in the schin the scholarly litolarly literature. Rerature. Royal inscroyal inscriptions, viptions, votive inscotive inscriptions (riptions (cf. the recf. the repeated reqpeated rpeated requests trequests that Nehemihat Nehemiah be “remah be “remembered”: embered”: 5:19; 6:145:19; 6:14; 13:14, 2; 13:14, 22, 29, 31)2, 29, 31), Egyptian, Egyptian tomb insc EgyptianEgyptian tEgyptian tomb inscriomb inscriptions, Soptions, Solomon’s polomon’s poems, prayeems, prayers of the rs of the unjustly aunjustly accused, anccused, and justificd anand justifand justifications oications of one’s acf one’s activities btivities before the efore the king have king have all been sall been suggested auggested as possibles possis possible ppossible parallels, arallels, though nonthough none of thesee of these suggestio suggestions has gains has gained widespned widespread supporead support. Even trtsupposupport. Esupport. Even the tiven the title “Memoitle “Memoir” has beer” has been challengn challenged on the ed on the grounds thgrounds that it assuat it assumes Nehemimassuassumes Neassumes Nehemiah is hemiah is the authorthe author of the wo of the work and thark and that it is est it is essentially sentially an autobioan autobiographical grautobioautobiograautobiographical piephical piece. The lace. The lack of agreck of agreement regaement regarding the rding the form of thform of the passage,e passage, however,  h however, showever, should not hould not deceive usdeceive us into thin into thinking it isking it is without s without structure. tructure. On the conOn the contrary, thetraconcontrary, contrary, the first the first section ofsection of the Memoi the Memoir (1:1—7:3r (1:1—7:3) is caref) is carefully arranully arranged, falliged, falling into anng intong into an exinto an extensive cotensive concentric ancentric agreement pgreement punctuated unctuated by seven sby seven similarly iimilarly introduced ntroduced episodes oeepisodes oepisodes of oppositif opposition:on:

Extensive debate concerning the genre of the Nehemiah Memoir continues 
in the scholarly literature. Royal inscriptions, votive inscriptions (cf. the repeated 
requests that Nehemiah be “remembered”: 5:19; 6:14; 13:14, 22, 29, 31), 
Egyptian tomb inscriptions, Solomon’s poems, prayers of the unjustly accused, 
and justifications of one’s activities before the king have all been suggested as 
possible parallels, though none of these suggestions has gained widespread 
support. Even the title “Memoir” has been challenged on the grounds that it 
assumes Nehemiah is the author of the work and that it is essentially an 
autobiographical piece. The lack of agreement regarding the form of the passage, 
however, should not deceive us into thinking it is without structure. On the 
contrary, the first section of the Memoir (1:1—7:3) is carefully arranged, falling 
into an extensive concentric agreement punctuated by seven similarly introduced 
episodes of opposition:

The HistorThe History of Nehemy of Nehemiah (1:1—7iah (1:1—7:3):3)

The History of Nehemiah (1:1—7:3)



�AA�Hanani’s rHanani’s report, Neheport, Nehemiah to remiah to rebuild ebuild Jerusalem Jerusalem (1:1—2:8)(1:1—2:8)(1:1—2:8)

A Hanani’s report, Nehemiah to rebuild 
Jerusalem (1:1—2:8)

�BB�Letters toLetters to governors governors vouch for vouch forNehemiah (Nehemiah (2:9)2:9)2:9)

B Letters to governors vouch for
Nehemiah (2:9)

�CC�OppositionOpposition (2:10) (2:10) (2:10)

C Opposition (2:10)

�DD�InspectionInspection by night, by night, reproach  reproach ofofJerusalem Jerusalem (2:11–18)(2:11–18)(2:11–18)

D Inspection by night, reproach of
Jerusalem (2:11–18)

�EE�OppositionOpposition, Geshem c, Geshem chargeshargessedition (sedition (2:19–20)2:19–20)2:19–20)

E Opposition, Geshem charges
sedition (2:19–20)

�FF�Wall buildWall building (3:1–3ing (3:1–32)2)2)

F Wall building (3:1–32)

�GG�OppositionOpposition (4:1[3:33 (4:1[3:33])])])

G Opposition (4:1[3:33])

�HH�Ridicule (Ridicule (4:2–3[3:344:2–3[3:34–35])–35])–35])

H Ridicule (4:2–3[3:34–35])

�II�Prayer (4:Prayer (4:4–5[3:36–34–5[3:36–37])7])7])

I Prayer (4:4–5[3:36–37])

�JJ�Wall “joinWall “joined” to haled” to half its heigf its height (4:6[3:ht (4:6[3:38])38])38])

J Wall “joined” to half its height (4:6[3:38])

�J´J´�OppositionOpposition “joined t “joined together” (ogether” (4:7–8[1–2]4:7–8[1–2])))

J´ Opposition “joined together” (4:7–8[1–2])

�I´I´�Prayer (4:Prayer (4:9[3])9[3])9[3])

I´ Prayer (4:9[3])

�H´H´�Ridicule’sRidicule’s effect (4 effect (4:10–14[4–8:10–14[4–8])])])

H´ Ridicule’s effect (4:10–14[4–8])

�G´G´�OppositionOpposition (4:15[9]) (4:15[9])

G´ Opposition (4:15[9])

�F´F´�Wall buildWall building with ding with defense (4:efense (4:16–23[10–116–23[10–17])7])[Problems [Problems of Nehemiaof Nehemiah’s secondh’s second period (5 period (5:1–19)]:1–19)]:1–19)]

F´ Wall building with defense (4:16–23[10–17])
[Problems of Nehemiah’s second period (5:1–19)]

�E´E´�OppositionOpposition, Geshem c, Geshem chargeshargessedition (sedition (6:1–9)6:1–9)6:1–9)

E´ Opposition, Geshem charges
sedition (6:1–9)

�D´D´�Nehemiah: Nehemiah: threats bythreats by night, re night, reproachproach(6:10–14)(6:10–14)(6:10–14)

D´ Nehemiah: threats by night, reproach
(6:10–14)

�C´C´�OppositionOpposition (6:15–16) (6:15–16)

C´ Opposition (6:15–16)

�B´B´�Letters toLetters to Tobiah de Tobiah defamefameNehemiah (Nehemiah (6:17–19)6:17–19)6:17–19)

B´ Letters to Tobiah defame
Nehemiah (6:17–19)

�A´A´�Hanani plaHanani placed in chaced in charge of rebrge of rebuiltuiltJerusalem Jerusalem (7:1–3)(7:1–3)(7:1–3)

A´ Hanani placed in charge of rebuilt
Jerusalem (7:1–3)

Other sourOther sources, probaces, probably documebly documents from tnts from the temple he temple archives aarchives and relatednd related to Neh. 3 to Neh. to Neh. 3:1-3Neh. 3:1-32; 7:6-73(2; 7:6-73(72); 11:1–72); 11:1–2; 12:31–42; 12:31–43, have al3, have also been deso been detected in tected in various pavarious passages: 1)ssapapassages: passages: 1) Neh. 9:1) Neh. 9:38; 10:28-38; 10:28-39(10:1, 239(10:1, 29–40), the9–40), the people’s  people’s resolutionresolution to abide  to abide by the stiby tby the stipulthe stipulations of ations of God’s law;God’s law; 2) 10:1–2 2) 10:1–27(2–28), t7(2–28), the list ofhe list of those who those who signed th signed the previouse pre previous rprevious resolution;esolution; 3) 11:4b- 3) 11:4b-20, the re20, the residents ofsidents of Jerusalem Jerusalem; and 4) 1; and 4) 13:1–3, a d3:1–3, a descriptionescrddescriptiodescription of the pn of the people’s baeople’s banishment onishment of all thosf all those of mixede of mixed descent f descent from Israelrom Israel. Two list. Tw. Two lists,Two lists, 11:21–36  11:21–36 (listing t(listing the residenhe residents of Benjts of Benjamin and Jamin and Judah), andudah), and 12:1–26 ( 12:1–26 (listing prlistin((listing p(listing priests andriests and Levites f Levites from severarom several differenl different periods)t periods) are best  are best seen as museen as much later ach latch later addilater additions to ttions to the book. Ihe book. It is unclet is unclear whetherar whether the 3rd p the 3rd person porterson portions of thions of the so-callee soe so-called so-called Ezra MemoiEzra Memoir (cf. Ezrr (cf. Ezra 7:1-9:15a 7:1-9:15) that app) that appear in Nehear in Neh. 8; 9:1-5. 8; 9:1-5 derive fr derive from the finom tom the final the final redactor oredactor or some othr some other source.er source.

Other sources, probably documents from the temple archives and related to 
Neh. 3:1-32; 7:6-73(72); 11:1–2; 12:31–43, have also been detected in various 
passages: 1) Neh. 9:38; 10:28-39(10:1, 29–40), the people’s resolution to abide by 
the stipulations of God’s law; 2) 10:1–27(2–28), the list of those who signed the 
previous resolution; 3) 11:4b-20, the residents of Jerusalem; and 4) 13:1–3, a 
description of the people’s banishment of all those of mixed descent from Israel. 
Two lists, 11:21–36 (listing the residents of Benjamin and Judah), and 12:1–26 
(listing priests and Levites from several different periods) are best seen as much 
later additions to the book. It is unclear whether the 3rd person portions of the 
so-called Ezra Memoir (cf. Ezra 7:1-9:15) that appear in Neh. 8; 9:1-5 derive from 
the final redactor or some other source.



The Order The Order of the Refof the Reformersormers

The Order of the Reformers

The traditThe traditional viewional view holds tha holds that Ezra arrt Ezra arrived in Jeived in Jerusalem inrusalem in 458, in t 458, in the “seventhe “seventh year of h yeah year of Kiyear of King Artaxerng Artaxerxes” (Ezraxes” (Ezra 7:7) and  7:7) and that Nehemthat Nehemiah followiah followed him in ed him in 445, in th445, in the “20th yeeththe “20th the “20th year” of Ayear” of Artaxerxes rtaxerxes (Neh. 1:1;(Neh. 1:1; 2:1; 5:14 2:1; 5:14). Several). Several anomalies anomalies arise fro arise from this ream thm this readithis reading of the ng of the material, material, however. Chowever. Chief amonghief among them are  them are the troublthe troubling gap ofing gap of 13 years  1 13 years b13 years between Ezretween Ezra’s arrivaa’s arrival and his l and his reading ofreading of the Law i the Law in Neh. 8:1n Neh. 8:1-8 and Neh-8 and Nehemiah’s apeNehNehemiah’sNehemiah’s apparent  apparent ignorance ignorance of Ezra’s of Ezra’s work. Confwork. Confusion incrusion increases witheases with the reali the realization thazrealirealizatiorealization that then that there were thre were three Persiaree Persian kings nan kings named Artaxemed Artaxerxes: I, Lrxes: I, Longimanus ongimanus (465–424);(4(465–424);(465–424); II, Mnemo II, Mnemon (404–359n (404–359); and III); and III, Ochus (3, Ochus (359–338).59–338).59–338).

The traditional view holds that Ezra arrived in Jerusalem in 458, in the “seventh 
year of King Artaxerxes” (Ezra 7:7) and that Nehemiah followed him in 445, in 
the “20th year” of Artaxerxes (Neh. 1:1; 2:1; 5:14). Several anomalies arise from 
this reading of the material, however. Chief among them are the troubling gap of 
13 years between Ezra’s arrival and his reading of the Law in Neh. 8:1-8 and 
Nehemiah’s apparent ignorance of Ezra’s work. Confusion increases with the 
realization that there were three Persian kings named Artaxerxes: I, Longimanus 
(465–424); II, Mnemon (404–359); and III, Ochus (359–338).

�As early aAs early as 1890 Albs 1890 Albin van Hooin van Hoonacker sugnacker suggested thagested that Ezra’s At Ezra’s Artaxerxes rtaxerxes was Artaxewas Awas ArtaxerxesArtaxerxes II. By as II. By assigning thsigning the “seventhe “seventh year of A year of Artaxerxes”rtaxerxes” to Artaxe to Artaxerxes II herxes II he arrived a ar arrived atarrived at a date of a date of 398 for E 398 for Ezra’s arrizra’s arrival in Jerval in Jerusalem. Thusalem. This resulteis resulted in the rd in the reversal ofeversalrreversal oreversal of the ordef the order of the rr of the reformers, eformers, a denial ta denial that they what they were contemere contemporaries, poraries, and the deanand the deand the deletion of letion of those versthose verses that spes that speak of boteak of both reformerh reformers togethers together (Neh. 8:9 (Neh. 8:9; 12:26, 3; 8:98:9; 12:268:9; 12:26, 36)., 36)., 36).

As early as 1890 Albin van Hoonacker suggested that Ezra’s Artaxerxes was 
Artaxerxes II. By assigning the “seventh year of Artaxerxes” to Artaxerxes II he 
arrived at a date of 398 for Ezra’s arrival in Jerusalem. This resulted in the 
reversal of the order of the reformers, a denial that they were contemporaries, 
and the deletion of those verses that speak of both reformers together (Neh. 
8:9; 12:26, 36).

�An intermeAn intermediate posidiate position assoction associated withiated with John Brig John Bright and Wilht and Wilhelm Rudolhelm Rudolph seeks tph seph seeks to pseeks to preserve threserve the contempoe contemporaneity ofraneity of the refor the reformers by plmers by placing Ezraacing Ezra after Neh after Nehemiah in teNehNehemiah iNehemiah in the reign the reign of Artaxn of Artaxerxes I. Terxes I. This is acchis is accomplished omplished by emendinby emending the textg the text of Ezra 7 texttext of Eztext of Ezra 7:7 frora 7:7 from the “sevm the “seventh year enth year of Artaxerof Artaxerxes” to thxes” to the “27th/37e “27th/37th year ofth year of Artaxerxe A ArtaxerxesArtaxerxes (I).” On  (I).” On this readithis reading, Ezra wng, Ezra would have ould have arrived inarrived in Jerusalem Jerusalem after Neh after Nehemiah in eemNehNehemiah iNehemiah in either 4n either 438 or 428.38 or 428. Richard J Richard J. Saley’s . Saley’s tentative tentative suggestionsuggestion that we p that we place Nehemlacepplace Neheplace Nehemiah in thmiah in the reign ofe reign of Artaxerxe Artaxerxes II has ns II has not enjoyedot enjoyed much supp much support.ort.ort.

An intermediate position associated with John Bright and Wilhelm Rudolph 
seeks to preserve the contemporaneity of the reformers by placing Ezra after 
Nehemiah in the reign of Artaxerxes I. This is accomplished by emending the 
text of Ezra 7:7 from the “seventh year of Artaxerxes” to the “27th/37th year of 
Artaxerxes (I).” On this reading, Ezra would have arrived in Jerusalem after 
Nehemiah in either 438 or 428. Richard J. Saley’s tentative suggestion that we 
place Nehemiah in the reign of Artaxerxes II has not enjoyed much support.

�Virtually Virtually all agree all agree that Nehemthat Nehemiah came tiah came to Jerusaleo Jerusalem under thm under the auspicese auspices of Artaxe of Ar of ArtaxerxesArtaxerxes I. Among  I. Among the late 5the late 5th-centuryth-century Aramaic p Aramaic papyri discapyri discovered at overed at ElephantinElephantine is a leteElephantinElephantinElephantine is a lete is a letter to theter to the governor  governor of Judah cof Judah complainingomplaining that Joha that Johanan the hinan the high priest gh pgh priest in priest in Jerusalem Jerusalem has ignorehas ignored the requd the request for heest for help in templp in temple rebuildle rebuilding. This ing. This must be thmustmust be thmust be the Johanan e Johanan mentioned mentioned in Neh. 12in Neh. 12:22. Sanba:22. Sanballat, the llat, the governor ogovernor of Samaria f Samaria and Nehemiaand Nehemiand Nehemiah’s primaah’s primary nemesisry nemesis (cf. 2:9– (cf. 2:9–10), is al10), is also mentionso mentioned in conjed in conjunction wiunction with his sontwiwith his swith his sons, who aons, who appear to bppear to be governine governing in his sg in his stead. If Stead. If Sanballat ianballat is governors governor in name o in n in name only name only in 407, thin 407, this serves is serves as a confias a confirmation ofrmation of Nehemiah’ Nehemiah’s descripts description of hision of his old enemy ol old enemy old enemy in his priin his prime (445), me (445), during theduring the reign of  reign of ArtaxerxesArtaxerxes I. It is  I. It is unlikely tunlikely that agreemhat agrhat agreement agreement will be rewill be reached abouached about Ezra’s dt Ezra’s dates withoates without furtherut further discoveri discoveries.es.

Virtually all agree that Nehemiah came to Jerusalem under the auspices of 
Artaxerxes I. Among the late 5th-century Aramaic papyri discovered at 
Elephantine is a letter to the governor of Judah complaining that Johanan the high 
priest in Jerusalem has ignored the request for help in temple rebuilding. This 
must be the Johanan mentioned in Neh. 12:22. Sanballat, the governor of Samaria 
and Nehemiah’s primary nemesis (cf. 2:9–10), is also mentioned in conjunction 
with his sons, who appear to be governing in his stead. If Sanballat is governor in 
name only in 407, this serves as a confirmation of Nehemiah’s description of his 
old enemy in his prime (445), during the reign of Artaxerxes I. It is unlikely that 
agreement will be reached about Ezra’s dates without further discoveries.

Nehemiah, Nehemiah, the Personthe Person

Nehemiah, the Person

Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Heb. “YahwHeb. “Yahweh comforteh comforts”) was a s”) was a governor ogovernor of Judah duf Judah during the Pring the Persian perersian persian period (miperiod (mid-5th centd-5th century), bestury), best known for known for overseein overseeing the rebug the rebuilding of ilding of the walls the walls of Jerusalof of Jerusalof Jerusalem. What wem. What we know of e know of Nehemiah’sNehemiah’s activitie activities comes frs comes from the 1stom the 1st person Ne person N person Nehemiah MNehemiah Memoir, whiemoir, which forms tch forms the basic she basic source for ource for the book othe book of Nehemiahf Nehemiah. Prior to. Prior. Prior to hPrior to his governois governorship, Nehrship, Nehemiah was emiah was a high rana high ranking officking official in theial in the court of  court of ArtaxerxesArtaArtaxerxesArtaxerxes I (465–42 I (465–424). When N4). When Nehemiah heehemiah heard of theard of the ruinous s ruinous state of Jetate of Jerusalem’s rusalem’sJeJerusalem’Jerusalem’s defensess defenses and the d and the deplorable eplorable conditionsconditions suffered  suffered by his felby his fellow Jews ilow Jews in Palestinn Pan Palestine Palestine at the hanat the hands of theids of their neighborr neighbors, he was s, he was moved to pmoved to petition hietition his God and s God and then his kththen his kthen his king for heing for help (Neh. 1lp (Neh. 1-2). This -2). This resulted iresulted in credentin credentials, monetals, monetary supporary support, and a 1t, ant, and a 12-yand a 12-year politiear political appoincal appointment as gtment as governor (4overnor (445–433).45–433).45–433).

Nehemiah (Heb. “Yahweh comforts”) was a governor of Judah during the Persian 
period (mid-5th century), best known for overseeing the rebuilding of the walls 
of Jerusalem. What we know of Nehemiah’s activities comes from the 1st person 



Nehemiah Memoir, which forms the basic source for the book of Nehemiah. 
Prior to his governorship, Nehemiah was a high ranking official in the court of 
Artaxerxes I (465–424). When Nehemiah heard of the ruinous state of 
Jerusalem’s defenses and the deplorable conditions suffered by his fellow Jews in 
Palestine at the hands of their neighbors, he was moved to petition his God and 
then his king for help (Neh. 1-2). This resulted in credentials, monetary support, 
and a 12-year political appointment as governor (445–433).

�Nehemiah’sNehemiah’s major ach major achievement iievement is the refos the refortificatiortification of Jerusn of Jerusalem despialem despite the thrte the te the threatthe threats, intrigus, intrigues, and ples, and plots of theots of the surroundi surrounding governong governors: Sanbalrs: Sanballat of Samlat of Samaria, Tobiaria,SamSamaria, TSamaria, Tobiah the obiah the Ammonite, Ammonite, and Geshemand Geshem the Arab, the Arab, who unjus who unjustly accusetly accused him of sd him od him of seditioof sedition (chs. 2,n (chs. 2, 4, 6). Jo 4, 6). Josephus repsephus reports that orts that the reconsthe reconstruction ttruction took almostook almost two years two two years two years and four mand four months (onths (Ant.Ant. 11.5.8),  11.5.8), though thethough the text of N text of Nehemiah clehemiah claims the paims the paims the project waproject was completes completed in a remd in a remarkable 52arkable 52 days (6:1 days (6:15).5).5).

Nehemiah’s major achievement is the refortification of Jerusalem despite 
the threats, intrigues, and plots of the surrounding governors: Sanballat of 
Samaria, Tobiah the Ammonite, and Geshem the Arab, who unjustly accused him 
of sedition (chs. 2, 4, 6). Josephus reports that the reconstruction took almost 
two years and four months (Ant. 11.5.8), though the text of Nehemiah claims the 
project was completed in a remarkable 52 days (6:15).

�Nehemiah wNehemiah was also reas also responsible sponsible for a serifor a series of socies of social and relal and religious refigious reforms. Poororms. Poorms. Poor harvePoor harvests and thsts and the usuriouse usurious practices practices of the up of the upper classeper classes at the es at the expense of xpense of the less fthethe less fthe less fortunate lortunate led to seried to serious economous economic difficuic difficulties amonlties among the commg the community duriunity during his tenngduriduring hisduring his tenure as tenure as governor, governor, including including the ensla the enslavement of vement of children (children (5:1–5). Ne5:1–5). Nehemiah’s chemNeNehemiah’sNehemiah’s capable l capable leadership eadership and unselfand unselfish examplish example led to te led to the restorahe restoration of detion of decency (5:6cededecency (5decency (5:6–16). Th:6–16). The resettlee resettlement of a ment of a representarepresentative tithetive tithe of the ou of the outlying poptlying population soulapoppopulationpopulation solved th solved the defensive defensive problem e problem of an undeof an underpopulatedrpopulated Jerusalem Jerusalem and illus and illustrates thetillusillustrateillustrates the admis the administrativenistrative ingenuity ingenuity of the re of the reformer (7:former (7:4–5; 11:1–4–5; 11:1–2), while 2), while the joyousthe jothe joyous dedjoyous dedication ofication of the walls the walls indicates indicates that the  that the governor wgovernor was keenly as keenly aware of taware of the importahe tthe importthe importance of moance of morale (12:2rale (12:27–43). Fol7–43). Following a blowing a brief absenrief absence, Nehemice, Nehemiah carriedah carriedah carried oucarried out a seriest a series of reform of reforms having ts having to do with o do with the misusethe misuse of the te of the temple (13:4mple (13:4–9), finan–9(13:4(13:4–9), (13:4–9), financial financial support ofsupport of the Levit the Levites (vv. 10es (vv. 10–14), obse–14), observance of rvance of the sabbatthe sabbath regulatih regh regulationregulations (vv. 15–s (vv. 15–22), and t22), and the dissoluhe dissolution of mition of mixed marriaxed marriages (vv. 2ges (vv. 23–27).3–27).3–27).

Nehemiah was also responsible for a series of social and religious reforms. 
Poor harvests and the usurious practices of the upper classes at the expense of 
the less fortunate led to serious economic difficulties among the community 
during his tenure as governor, including the enslavement of children (5:1–5). 
Nehemiah’s capable leadership and unselfish example led to the restoration of 
decency (5:6–16). The resettlement of a representative tithe of the outlying 
population solved the defensive problem of an underpopulated Jerusalem and 
illustrates the administrative ingenuity of the reformer (7:4–5; 11:1–2), while the 
joyous dedication of the walls indicates that the governor was keenly aware of 
the importance of morale (12:27–43). Following a brief absence, Nehemiah 
carried out a series of reforms having to do with the misuse of the temple 
(13:4–9), financial support of the Levites (vv. 10–14), observance of the sabbath 
regulations (vv. 15–22), and the dissolution of mixed marriages (vv. 23–27).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. BlenkinJ. Blenkinsopp, sopp, Ezra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah.iah. OTL (Phil OTL (Philadelphia, adelphia, 1988); T. 1988); T. C. EskenazCC. EskenazC. Eskenazi, i, In an Age In an Age of Prose: of Prose: A LiteraryA Literary Approach  Approach to Ezra-Neto Ezra-Nehemiah.hemiah. SBLMS 36  SBLMS 36 (Atlanta, (Atl(Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1988); K. 1988); K. G. HoglundG. Hoglund, , AchaemenidAchaemenid Imperial  Imperial AdministraAdministration in Sytion in Syria-Palestria-Palestine and thine aine and the Miand the Missions of ssions of Ezra and NEzra and Nehemiah.ehemiah. SBLDS 125 SBLDS 125 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1992); M. 1992); M. A. Thront A. Throntveit, veiThrontThrontveitThrontveit, , Ezra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah.iah. Interpret Interpretation (Louation (Louisville, 1isville, 1992); H. G992); H. G. M. Willi. M. Williamson, amson, Ezra, NeheEEzra, NeheEzra, Nehemiah.miah. WBC (Waco WBC (Waco, 1985)., 1985)., 1985).

Bibliography. J. Blenkinsopp, Ezra-Nehemiah. OTL (Philadelphia, 1988); T. 
C. Eskenazi, In an Age of Prose: A Literary Approach to Ezra-Nehemiah. SBLMS 36 
(Atlanta, 1988); K. G. Hoglund, Achaemenid Imperial Administration in Syria-Palestine 
and the Missions of Ezra and Nehemiah. SBLDS 125 (Atlanta, 1992); M. A. 
Throntveit, Ezra-Nehemiah. Interpretation (Louisville, 1992); H. G. M. Williamson, 
Ezra, Nehemiah. WBC (Waco, 1985).
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NEHUMNEHUM (Heb.  (Heb. neïh�u®mneïh�u®m)))

NEHUM (Heb. neïh�u®m )

One of theOne of the leaders w leaders who returneho returned with Zerd with Zerubbabel frubbabel from captiviom captivity in Babyty in Babylon (Neh. lon (Neh.lon (Neh. 7:7)(Neh. 7:7). The name. The name should pr should probably reaobably read Rehum (d Rehum (11), as at E), as at Ezra 2:2.zra 2:2.

One of the leaders who returned with Zerubbabel from captivity in Babylon 
(Neh. 7:7). The name should probably read Rehum (1), as at Ezra 2:2.

NEHUSHTANEHUSHTA (Heb.  (Heb. neïh�usûtaneïh�usûtaœ}œ})))

NEHUSHTA (Heb. neïh�usûtaœ} )

The daughtThe daughter of Elnaer of Elnathan of Jethan of Jerusalem; wrusalem; wife of Jehife of Jehoiakim andoiakim and mother of mother of Jehoiachi Jehoiachin, kings on,JehoiachiJehoiachinJehoiachin, kings of, kings of Judah (2  Judah (2 Kgs. 24:8)Kgs. 24:8). She was . She was taken capttaken captive to Babive to Babylon by Neylon by NebuchadnezzbucNeNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar in 59zzar in 598/597 8/597 B.C.E.B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 24:12, 15; 4:12, 15; Jer. 13:18Jer. 13:18; 29:2).; 29:2).

The daughter of Elnathan of Jerusalem; wife of Jehoiakim and mother of 



Jehoiachin, kings of Judah (2 Kgs. 24:8). She was taken captive to Babylon by 
Nebuchadnezzar in 598/597 B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 24:12, 15; Jer. 13:18; 29:2).

NEHUSHTANNEHUSHTAN (Heb.  (Heb. neïh�usûtaneïh�usûtaœnœn)))

NEHUSHTAN (Heb. neïh�usûtaœn )

A proper nA proper name or a pame or a pun based oun based on Heb. n Heb. neïh�oœsûeneïh�oœsûet�,t�, “bronze/c “bronze/copper,” anopper,” and d naœh�aœsû,nnaœh�aœsû,naœh�aœsû, “serpent” “serpent” (i.e., “o (i.e., “only a bit nly a bit of brass”;of brass”; cf. Heb.  cf. Heb. “serpent o“serpent of bronze,”f bronze,” Num. 21:9 bronze,”bronze,” Nbronze,” Num. 21:9).um. 21:9). Such craf Such crafted creatuted creatures were cres were common in tommon in the ancienthe ancient Near East Near Ea Near East. DuriEast. During Hezekiang Hezekiah’s reformh’s reforms aimed ats aimed at the remov the removal of idolal of idolatry from atry from Judah (2 KJudah (2 Kgs. 18:4),gKKgs. 18:4)Kgs. 18:4), this app, this appellation wellation was appliedas applied to the br to the bronze serpeonze serpent made bynt made by Moses dur Moses during Israelindurduring Isrduring Israel’s wildael’s wilderness wanerness wanderings, wderings, which minishich ministered divitered divine healingne healing when gaze when gazed upon by d ud upon by anupon by anyone with yone with a deadly sa deadly snake bite nake bite (Num. 21:4(Num. 21:4-9; cf. 1 -9; cf. 1 Cor. 10:9-Cor. 10:9-11). Right11). Righteous King eoRightRighteous Righteous King HezekKing Hezekiah smasheiah smashed this serd this serpentine stpentine statue becauatue because it was se it was being worsbeing worsbeing worshippedworshipped as a god  as a god with offerwith offerings from ings from the peoplethe people of Israel of Israel (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 18:1-4; cf.8:1-4; cf. 17:35–40) 17:3 17:35–40).17:35–40). A questio A question is whethn is whether the finer the final phrase al phrase in 2 Kgs. in 2 Kgs. 18:4 (18:4 (wayyiqraœ}wayyiqraœ}-lo® neïh�-lo®(wayyiqraœ}(wayyiqraœ(wayyiqraœ}-lo® neïh}-lo® neïh�usûtaœn�usûtaœn) means th) means this title wis title was the popas the popular, pre-ular, pre-existing nexistinpre-pre-existipre-existing name fong name for the idolr the idol (“Now it  (“Now it was calledwas called Nehushtan Nehushtan”) or was ”) or was provided cprovided cprovided contemptuocontemptuously at thusly at that point bat point by Hezekiahy Hezekiah (“Now he  (“Now he [Hezekiah][Hezekiah] called/na called/named it Nehmed it Nmed it Nehushtan”Nehushtan”). Some su). Some suggest the ggest the term soundterm sounds like thes like the Hebrew fo Hebrew for “uncleanr “unclean thing.” thing.” thing.”

A proper name or a pun based on Heb. neïh�oœsûet�,  “bronze/copper,” and 
naœh�aœsû,  “serpent” (i.e., “only a bit of brass”; cf. Heb. “serpent of 
bronze,” Num. 21:9). Such crafted creatures were common in the ancient Near 
East. During Hezekiah’s reforms aimed at the removal of idolatry from Judah (2 
Kgs. 18:4), this appellation was applied to the bronze serpent made by Moses 
during Israel’s wilderness wanderings, which ministered divine healing when gazed 
upon by anyone with a deadly snake bite (Num. 21:4-9; cf. 1 Cor. 10:9-11). 
Righteous King Hezekiah smashed this serpentine statue because it was being 
worshipped as a god with offerings from the people of Israel (2 Kgs. 18:1-4; cf. 
17:35–40). A question is whether the final phrase in 2 Kgs. 18:4 
(wayyiqraœ}-lo® neïh�usûtaœn ) means this title was the popular, 
pre-existing name for the idol (“Now it was called Nehushtan”) or was provided 
contemptuously at that point by Hezekiah (“Now he [Hezekiah] called/named it 
Nehushtan”). Some suggest the term sounds like the Hebrew for “unclean thing.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. K. R. JoinK. R. Joines, “The Bes, “The Bronze Serpronze Serpent in theent in the Israelite Israelite Cult,”  Cult,” JBLJBL 87 (1968) 8 87 (1968):87 (1968): 245–56;  245–56; Serpent SySerpent Symbolism inmbolism in the Old T the Old Testamentestament (Haddonfi (Haddonfield, N.J.,eld, N.J., 1974); J. 1974) 1974); J. 1974); J. A. MontgomA. Montgomery, “Hebrery, “Hebraica,” aica,” JAOSJAOS 58 (1938) 58 (1938): 131.: 131.: 131.

Bibliography. K. R. Joines, “The Bronze Serpent in the Israelite Cult,” JBL 
87 (1968): 245–56; Serpent Symbolism in the Old Testament (Haddonfield, N.J., 
1974); J. A. Montgomery, “Hebraica,” JAOS 58 (1938): 131.
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NEIELNEIEL (Heb.  (Heb. neï{iî}eälneï{iî}eäl)))

NEIEL (Heb. neï{iî}eäl)

A border cA border city in theity in the tribal te tribal territory ofrritory of Asher (Jo Asher (Josh. 19:27)sh. 19:27), called I, called Inhi in thenhi in the Egyptian  Egyptia Egyptian tEgyptian text of Setext of Seth. The cith. The city has beeny has been identifie identified as Khirbd as Khirbet et Ya{niînYa{niîn (171255), (171255), 3 km. (2  3 k 3 km. (2 mi.km. (2 mi.) N of Cab) N of Cabul on the ul on the edge of thedge of the plain ofe plain of Acco. The Acco. The site has  site has yielded reyielded remains frommaireremains frremains from the Broom the Bronze and Irnze and Iron Ages.on Ages.

A border city in the tribal territory of Asher (Josh. 19:27), called Inhi in the 
Egyptian text of Seth. The city has been identified as Khirbet Ya{niîn (171255), 3 
km. (2 mi.) N of Cabul on the edge of the plain of Acco. The site has yielded 
remains from the Bronze and Iron Ages.

NEIGHBORNEIGHBORNEIGHBOR

NEIGHBOR

The word uThe word usually trasually translated “nnslated “neighbor” ieighbor” in the OT (n the OT (Heb. Heb. reä{a®reä{a®) is from ) is from the verb the verbthe verb verb r{h,r{h, “to assoc “to associate with.iate with.” The word” The word therefore therefore describes describes a relatio a relationship, altnship, although the hougaltalthough talthough the nature he nature of this reof this relationshiplationship varies wi varies with the conth the context. A “ntext. A “neighbor” meighbor” may simply ay mmay simplymay simply be anothe be another person (r person (Gen. 11:3)Gen. 11:3), friend (, friend (or co-consor co-conspirator, 2pirator, 2 Sam. 13:3 Sam. 13:3), an appa),13:313:3), an 13:3), an apparent rapparent rival (1 Saival (1 Sam. 28:17),m. 28:17), lover (Je lover (Jer. 3:1), or. 3:1), or spouse (r spouse (v. 20). Usv. 20). Usually, theually, thually, the word dthe word does not deoes not describe onescribe one’s immedia’s immediate family te family (however, (however, cf. Jer. 9cf. Jer. 9:4) but so:4) but someone who msosomeone whsomeone who lives oro lives or works nea works nearby (Prov.rby (Prov. 3:29). 3:29). 3:29).

The word usually translated “neighbor” in the OT (Heb. reä{a®) is from the 
verb r{h, “to associate with.” The word therefore describes a relationship, 
although the nature of this relationship varies with the context. A “neighbor” 
may simply be another person (Gen. 11:3), friend (or co-conspirator, 2 Sam. 
13:3), an apparent rival (1 Sam. 28:17), lover (Jer. 3:1), or spouse (v. 20). Usually, 
the word does not describe one’s immediate family (however, cf. Jer. 9:4) but 
someone who lives or works nearby (Prov. 3:29).

�In many inIn many instances thstances the word acqe word acquires the uires the specific mspecific meaning “feeaning “fellow Israellow Israelite” or “lite” orlite” or “memberor “member of the co of the covenant” (Jvenant” (Jer. 31:34)er. 31:34). This is . This is especiallyespecially the case  the case in texts win texts where mutuaherewwhere mutuwhere mutual responsal responsibilities,ibilities, both posi both positive and ntive and negative, aegative, are describre described. Israeled. Israelites are nites aites are not toare not to bear fals bear false witness e witness (Exod. 20:(Exod. 20:16; Deut. 16; Deut. 5:20; cf. 5:20; cf. Ps. 101:5)Ps. 101:5) or covet  or covet their neigtheir their neigtheir neighbor’s houhbor’s house, wife, se, wife, slave, ox,slave, ox, donkey, o donkey, or any other any other possessir possession (Exod. on (Exod. 20:17; Deu20:120:17; Deu20:17; Deut. 5:21). t. 5:21). They are nThey are not to defrot to defraud their aud their neighbor, neighbor, steal fromsteal from their nei their neighbor, or ghboneineighbor, neighbor, or keep a or keep a laborer’s laborer’s wages untiwages until morning l morning (Lev. 19:1(Lev. 19:13). In gen3). In general, one eral, one is to do nis tois to do no eto do no evil to a nvil to a neighbor (Peighbor (Ps. 15:3).s. 15:3).s. 15:3).

In many instances the word acquires the specific meaning “fellow Israelite” 
or “member of the covenant” (Jer. 31:34). This is especially the case in texts 



where mutual responsibilities, both positive and negative, are described. Israelites 
are not to bear false witness (Exod. 20:16; Deut. 5:20; cf. Ps. 101:5) or covet 
their neighbor’s house, wife, slave, ox, donkey, or any other possession (Exod. 
20:17; Deut. 5:21). They are not to defraud their neighbor, steal from their 
neighbor, or keep a laborer’s wages until morning (Lev. 19:13). In general, one is 
to do no evil to a neighbor (Ps. 15:3).

�In fact, IIn fact, Israelites sraelites are to do are to do certain thcertain things for tings for their neighheir neighbors. Theybors. They are to ju are to judge their dgjujudge theijudge their neighborr neighbors justly (s justly (Lev. 19:15Lev. 19:15) and love) and love their nei their neighbors as ghbors as themselvesthemselves (v. 18).  (v.  (v. 18). I(v. 18). It should bt should be noted the noted that the resat the responsibilitponsibilities listedies listed in Lev. 1 in Lev. 19 are exte9 are extended to innded tonded to includeto include the resid the resident alien ent alien in Israel in Israel as well (vas well (vv. 33–34).v. 33–34).

In fact, Israelites are to do certain things for their neighbors. They are to 
judge their neighbors justly (Lev. 19:15) and love their neighbors as themselves 
(v. 18). It should be noted that the responsibilities listed in Lev. 19 are extended 
to include the resident alien in Israel as well (vv. 33–34).

�In the NT In the NT the love fthe love for one’s nor one’s neighbor iseighbor is an import an important concepant concept; the majt; the majority of aority oority of appearaof appearances of thnces of the word “nee word “neighbor” inighbor” in the NT (G the NT (Gk. k. pleäsiíonpleäsiíon) are quot) are quotations of ations quotquotationsquotations of Lev. 1 of Lev. 19:18. Jesu9:18. Jesus quotes ts quotes this verse his verse as the comas the commandment smandment second onlyecond onlyecond only to “Lonly to “Love the Loove the Lord your Gord your God” (Mark 1d” (Mark 10:17-31; M0:17-31; Matt. 19:16att. 19:16-30). In L-30). In Luke this iuke this is amplifies iis amplifiis amplified by the ed by the question, question, “And who i“And who is my neighs my neighbor?” (Lukbor?” (Luke 10:29). e 10:29). The story The story of the gooofof the gooof the good Samaritad Samaritan follows,n follows, in which  in which Jesus showJesus shows that beis that being a neighng a neighbor by shobor by showing mercywshoshowing meshowing mercy is morrcy is more importane important than dett than determining jermining just who isust who is a neighbo a neighbor. Jesus ar. Jesus also shows laalso showsalso shows that we a that we are to lovere to love more than more than only our  only our neighbors neighbors (Matt. 5:4(Matt. 5:43-44).3-44).3-44).

In the NT the love for one’s neighbor is an important concept; the majority 
of appearances of the word “neighbor” in the NT (Gk. pleäsiíon) are 
quotations of Lev. 19:18. Jesus quotes this verse as the commandment second 
only to “Love the Lord your God” (Mark 10:17-31; Matt. 19:16-30). In Luke this 
is amplified by the question, “And who is my neighbor?” (Luke 10:29). The story 
of the good Samaritan follows, in which Jesus shows that being a neighbor by 
showing mercy is more important than determining just who is a neighbor. Jesus 
also shows that we are to love more than only our neighbors (Matt. 5:43-44).

�Other usesOther uses of “neigh of “neighbor” in thbor” in the NT reveae NT reveal that thel that the earlier d earlier denotation enotation of close aof closof close assoclose association isciation is still at  still at work. Althwork. Although Jesusough Jesus seems to  seems to apply the apply the word “neigword “neighbor” to ahbo“neig“neighbor”“neighbor” to any an to any and all, othd all, other NT passer NT passages suggeages suggest that “nst that “neighbor” ieighbor” is restricts restricted, or pered, restrictrestrictedrestricted, or perha, or perhaps appliesps applies primarily primarily, to fello, to fellow Christiaw Christians (Rom. 1ns (Rom. 15:2; Eph. 5:2; Eph. 4:25; Jas.4:25; 4:25; Jas.4:25; Jas. 2:8). 2:8). 2:8).

Other uses of “neighbor” in the NT reveal that the earlier denotation of 
close association is still at work. Although Jesus seems to apply the word 
“neighbor” to any and all, other NT passages suggest that “neighbor” is 
restricted, or perhaps applies primarily, to fellow Christians (Rom. 15:2; Eph. 
4:25; Jas. 2:8).

Michael B.Michael B. Compton Compton

Michael B. Compton

NEKODANEKODA (Heb.  (Heb. neqo®d�aœ}neqo®d�aœ})))

NEKODA (Heb. neqo®d�aœ} )

�1.1. The head  The head or founderor founder of a fami of a family of temply of temple servantle servants who retus who returned with rned with ZerubbabelZerZerubbabelZerubbabel from capt from captivity in Bivity in Babylon (Ezabylon (Ezra 2:48 = ra 2:48 = Neh. 7:50)Neh. 7:50)...

1. The head or founder of a family of temple servants who returned with 
Zerubbabel from captivity in Babylon (Ezra 2:48 = Neh. 7:50).

�2.2. The head  The head of a familof a family who retuy who returned from rned from Exile but Exile but were unablwere unable to provee to prove their Isr th their Isratheir Israelite anceelite ancestry (Ezrastry (Ezra 2:60 = Ne 2:60 = Neh. 7:62).h. 7:62).

2. The head of a family who returned from Exile but were unable to prove 
their Israelite ancestry (Ezra 2:60 = Neh. 7:62).

NEMUELNEMUEL (Heb.  (Heb. neïmu®}eälneïmu®}eäl) (also JE) (also JEMUEL)MUEL)MUEL)

NEMUEL (Heb. neïmu®}eäl) (also JEMUEL)

�1.1. A Reubeni A Reubenite; the elte; the elder brotheder brother of Dathar of Dathan and Abirn and Abiram, who siam, who sided with Kded with Korah againorKKorah agaiKorah against Moses nst Moses and Aaron and Aaron (Num. 26:9(Num. 26:9).).).

1. A Reubenite; the elder brother of Dathan and Abiram, who sided with 
Korah against Moses and Aaron (Num. 26:9).

�2.2. A Simeoni A Simeonite, eponymte, eponymous ancestous ancestor of the or of the NemuelitesNemuelites (Num. 26: (Num. 26:12; 1 Chr.12; 1 Chr. 4:24). At Chr.Chr. 4:24)Chr. 4:24). At Gen. . At Gen. 46:10; Exo46:10; Exod. 6:15 hed. 6:15 he is called is called Jemuel. Jemuel.

2. A Simeonite, eponymous ancestor of the Nemuelites (Num. 26:12; 1 
Chr. 4:24). At Gen. 46:10; Exod. 6:15 he is called Jemuel.

NEPHEGNEPHEG (Heb.  (Heb. nep�eg�nep�eg�)))

NEPHEG (Heb. nep�eg� )

�1.1. A Levite, A Levite, son of Iz son of Izhar and brhar and brother of Kother of Korah and Zorah and Zichri (Exoichri (Exod. 6:21).d. 6:21).d. 6:21).

1. A Levite, son of Izhar and brother of Korah and Zichri (Exod. 6:21).

�2.2. One of th One of the 13 sons e 13 sons of David bof David born in Jerorn in Jerusalem (2 usalem (2 Sam. 5:15;Sam. 5:15; 1 Chr. 3: 1 Chr. 3:7; 14:6).7; 147; 14:6).14:6).

2. One of the 13 sons of David born in Jerusalem (2 Sam. 5:15; 1 Chr. 3:7; 



14:6).

NEPHILIMNEPHILIM (Heb.  (Heb. neïp�iîliîneïp�iîliîmm)))

NEPHILIM (Heb. neïp�iîliîm )

The offsprThe offspring of heaing of heavenly beinvenly beings (“sons gs (“sons of God”; cof God”; cf. Job 1:6f. Job 1:6; 2:1; Ps.; 2:1; Ps. 29:1; 82: 29:1; 82:6) who had6) wh6) who had sewho had sexual relatxual relations with ions with human womehuman women (“daughtn (“daughters of meners of men”; Gen. 6:”; Gen. 6:1-4). Sinc1-4). Sin1-4). Since the Since the boundary bboundary between theetween the divine re divine realm and thalm and the earthly e earthly was not suwas not supposed to pposed topposed to be crosto be crossed in thised in this way, this way, this was the s was the final abomfinal abomination thination that led to at led to God’s deciGod’s decision to desiondecidecision tdecision to destroy o destroy the Nephilthe Nephilim and allim and all people in people in the Flood the Flood (Gen. 6:3 (Gen. 6:3, 5-7)., 5-7)., 5-7).

The offspring of heavenly beings (“sons of God”; cf. Job 1:6; 2:1; Ps. 29:1; 82:6) 
who had sexual relations with human women (“daughters of men”; Gen. 6:1-4). 
Since the boundary between the divine realm and the earthly was not supposed 
to be crossed in this way, this was the final abomination that led to God’s 
decision to destroy the Nephilim and all people in the Flood (Gen. 6:3, 5-7).

�Prior to tPrior to the conqueshe conquest of Canaat of Canaan Israelitn Israelite spies ree spies reported thaported that there wat there was a gigants a gigas a gigantic rgigantic race of peoace of people, Nephiple, Nephilim, livinlim, living in the lg in the land of Canand of Canaan (Num. aan (Num. 13:33). Th13:33). These peopleese ThThese peopThese people seem tole seem to be surviv be survivors of theors of the Flood (cf Flood (cf. Gen. 6:4. Gen. 6:4), but the), but there is no ere is no explanationxpleexplanatioexplanation of how tn of how they survivhey survived the dised the disaster. Peraster. Perhaps therehaps there were two  were two conflictinconflicting traditiog conflictinconflictinconflicting traditiog traditions, one inns, one in which the which the Nephilim  Nephilim perished iperished in the Floon the Flood and anotd and another in whiheranotanother inanother in which the which they survivedy survived and settl and settled in Canaed in Canaan. Alternan. Alternatively, iatively, it may be tt may be that the gihat tthat the gthat the giants in tiants in the Promisehe Promised Land camd Land came to be cae to be called Nephilled Nephilim by analim by analogy with logy with the earlieththe earliethe earlier race of r race of mighty hermighty heroes.oes.oes.

Prior to the conquest of Canaan Israelite spies reported that there was a 
gigantic race of people, Nephilim, living in the land of Canaan (Num. 13:33). 
These people seem to be survivors of the Flood (cf. Gen. 6:4), but there is no 
explanation of how they survived the disaster. Perhaps there were two 
conflicting traditions, one in which the Nephilim perished in the Flood and 
another in which they survived and settled in Canaan. Alternatively, it may be 
that the giants in the Promised Land came to be called Nephilim by analogy with 
the earlier race of mighty heroes.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. S. HendR. S. Hendel, “Of Deel, “Of Demigods andmigods and the Delug the Deluge: Toward e: Toward an Interpran Interan InterpretaInterpretation of Getion of Genesis 6:1-nesis 6:1-4,” 4,” JBLJBL 106 (1987 106 (1987): 13–26; ): 13–26; “When the “When the Sons of GoSons of God Cavortedd Cd Cavorted wCavorted with the Daith the Daughters ofughters of Men,”  Men,” BibRevBibRev 3/2 (1987 3/2 (1987): 8–13, 3): 8–13, 37.7.7.

Bibliography. R. S. Hendel, “Of Demigods and the Deluge: Toward an 
Interpretation of Genesis 6:1-4,” JBL 106 (1987): 13–26; “When the Sons of God 
Cavorted with the Daughters of Men,” BibRev 3/2 (1987): 8–13, 37.

William B.William B. Nelson, J Nelson, Jr.r.

William B. Nelson, Jr.

NEPHISIMNEPHISIM (Heb.  (Heb. KK  neïp�iîsiîneïp�iîsiîmm) (also NE) (also NEPHUSHESIM)PHUSHESIM)

NEPHISIM (Heb. K neïp�iîsiîm ) (also NEPHUSHESIM)

The head oThe head of a familyf a family of temple of temple servants  servants who returnwho returned with Zeed with Zerubbabel frubbabel from captivrom captivrom captivity captivity (Ezra 2:50(Ezra 2:50; ; Q Q neïp�u®siîneïp�u®siîmm). In the ). In the parallel lparallel list at Nehist at Neh. 7:52 he . 7:52 he is called is calledis called Nepcalled Nephushesim.hushesim.

The head of a family of temple servants who returned with Zerubbabel from 
captivity (Ezra 2:50; Q neïp�u®siîm ). In the parallel list at Neh. 7:52 he is 
called Nephushesim.

NEPHTHARNEPHTHAR (Gk.  (Gk. néphtharnéphthar)))

NEPHTHAR (Gk. néphthar)

�SeeSee  NAPHTHANAPHTHA..

See NAPHTHA.

NEPHTOAHNEPHTOAH (Heb.  (Heb. nep�to®ah�nep�to®ah�), WATERS ), WATERS OFOFOF

NEPHTOAH (Heb. nep�to®ah� ), WATERS OF

A named spA named spring on thring on the border be border between Judetween Judah and Benah and Benjamin (Josjamin (Josh. 15:9; 1h. 15:9; 18:15). The8:15). The8:15). The site iThe site is identifis identified as modeed as modern rn Liftaœ/MeLiftaœ/Me Neftoah ( Neftoah (168133), c168133), ca. 5 km. (a. 5 km. (3 mi.) NW 3 mi.) N3 mi.) NW of JersNW of Jersualem. Somualem. Some have cone have connected thenected the naming of naming of this spri this spring with Phng with Pharaoh Merearaoh Maraoh Merenptah Merenptah (whose nam(whose name is nearle is nearly identicay identical with thel with the Hebrew ph Hebrew phrase). If rase). If that is ththat is the case, the ththe case, the case, the site ithe site is mentiones mentioned in the Ed in the Egyptian Pagyptian Papyrus Anaspyrus Anastasi (13thtasi (13th century  century B.C.B.C.; ; b.c.b.c.; b.c.; ANET,ANET, 258). 258). 258).

A named spring on the border between Judah and Benjamin (Josh. 15:9; 18:15). 
The site is identified as modern Liftaœ/Me Neftoah (168133), ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) 
NW of Jersualem. Some have connected the naming of this spring with Pharaoh 
Merenptah (whose name is nearly identical with the Hebrew phrase). If that is 
the case, the site is mentioned in the Egyptian Papyrus Anastasi (13th century 
B.C.; ANET, 258).

Dennis M. Dennis M. SwansonSwanson

Dennis M. Swanson

NEPHUSHESHNEPHUSHESHIMIM (Heb.  (Heb. KK  neïp�u®sûeneïp�u®sûeïsiîïsiîïsiî

NEPHUSHESHIM (Heb. K neïp�u®sûeïsiî



The ancestThe ancestor of a gror of a group of temoup of temple servanple servants; alternts; alternate form oate form of Nephisimf Nephisim (Neh. 7:5 (Neh. 7:52; 27:57:52; 7:52; QQ  neïp�iîsûeneïp�iîsûeïsiîïsiî

The ancestor of a group of temple servants; alternate form of Nephisim (Neh. 
7:52; Q neïp�iîsûeïsiî

NERNER (Heb.  (Heb. neärneär)))

NER (Heb. neär)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, the site, the son of Abieon of Abiel and fathl and father of Abneer of Abner (1 Sam. r (1 Sam. 14:50-51).14:50-51). Nothing i Nothing is known ofs ks known of hknown of his life, ais life, and his relnd his relationship ationship to Saul isto Saul is unclear.  unclear. It is unceIt is uncertain whetrtain whether “Saul’her “Saher “Saul’s un“Saul’s uncle” in 1 cle” in 1 Sam. 14:50Sam. 14:50 refers to refers to Ner or Ab Ner or Abner. Ner iner. Ner is called ts called the brotherhe brother of Kish a of of Kish anof Kish and son of Jd son of Jeiel at 1 eiel at 1 Chr. 9:36.Chr. 9:36. Elsewhere Elsewhere he appear he appears as the fs as the father of Kather of Kish (2 Chrish (ish (2 Chr. 8:(2 Chr. 8:33; 9:39).33; 9:39). Josephus  Josephus ((Ant.Ant. 6.130) co 6.130) considers Nensiders Ner to be thr to be the uncle ofe uncle of Saul and  Saul and Saul and the brand the brother of Kother of Kish.ish.ish.

A Benjaminite, the son of Abiel and father of Abner (1 Sam. 14:50-51). Nothing is 
known of his life, and his relationship to Saul is unclear. It is uncertain whether 
“Saul’s uncle” in 1 Sam. 14:50 refers to Ner or Abner. Ner is called the brother 
of Kish and son of Jeiel at 1 Chr. 9:36. Elsewhere he appears as the father of Kish 
(2 Chr. 8:33; 9:39). Josephus (Ant. 6.130) considers Ner to be the uncle of Saul 
and the brother of Kish.

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson

NEREUSNEREUS (Gk.  (Gk. NeäreuísNeäreuís)))

NEREUS (Gk. Neäreuís)

A ChristiaA Christian in Rome n in Rome to whom Pato whom Paul sent hiul sent his greetings greetings (Rom. 16s (Rom. 16:15). Scho:15). Scholars variolars variously identuvariovariously variously identify hidentify him as the im as the son of Phison of Philologus orlologus or the broth the brother of Philer of Philologus andologus and Julia. Julia Julia.Julia.

A Christian in Rome to whom Paul sent his greetings (Rom. 16:15). Scholars 
variously identify him as the son of Philologus or the brother of Philologus and 
Julia.

NERGALNERGAL (Heb.  (Heb. neärgalneärgal)))

NERGAL (Heb. neärgal)

The BabyloThe Babylonian god onian god of the nethf the netherworld, werworld, worshipped orshipped by peoplesby peoples resettled resettled in Samari in Samar in Samaria afSamaria after its fater its fall in 722 ll in 722 B.C.E.B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 17:30). The7:30). The name is a name is a translite transliteration of ration of Sum. [E]N.SumSum. [E]N.Sum. [E]N.ER[I].GAL,ER[I].GAL, lit., “lo lit., “lord of the rd of the big city” big city” (i.e., the(i.e., the underworl underworld). His cud). His cult was cenlt was lt was centerwas centered in Kuthed in Kutha (biblicaa (biblical Cuth), 3l Cuth), 32 km. (20 2 km. (20 mi.) NE ofmi.) NE of Babylon.  Babylon. The AkkadiThe Akkadians identiaAkkadiAkkadians Akkadians identifiedidentified Nergal wi Nergal with their uth their underworld nderworld deity Erradeity Erra, and by t, and by the 1st milhe 1st millennium thlenmilmillenniummillennium the two w the two were synonyere synonymous. The mous. The West SemitWest Semitic peoplesic peoples later ide later identified hintified hntified him with Rhim with Resheph. Neesheph. Nergal was argal was associated ssociated with pestiwith pestilence, drolence, drought, famiught, famine, fire, ne, fire, and suddenandand suddenand sudden death. Th death. Thus, he wasus, he was called up called upon by Assyon by Assyrian and Brian and Babylonian abylonian kings to akings to aid in theiidaaid in theaid in their foreignir foreign campaigns campaigns...

The Babylonian god of the netherworld, worshipped by peoples resettled in 
Samaria after its fall in 722 B.C.E. (2 Kgs. 17:30). The name is a transliteration of 
Sum. [E]N.ER[I].GAL, lit., “lord of the big city” (i.e., the underworld). His cult 
was centered in Kutha (biblical Cuth), 32 km. (20 mi.) NE of Babylon. The 
Akkadians identified Nergal with their underworld deity Erra, and by the 1st 
millennium the two were synonymous. The West Semitic peoples later identified 
him with Resheph. Nergal was associated with pestilence, drought, famine, fire, 
and sudden death. Thus, he was called upon by Assyrian and Babylonian kings to 
aid in their foreign campaigns.

Mark AnthoMark Anthony Phelpsny Phelps

Mark Anthony Phelps

NERGAL-SHANERGAL-SHAREZERREZER (Heb.  (Heb. neärgal sûneärgal sûar-}es�erar-}es�er)))

NERGAL-SHAREZER (Heb. neärgal sûar-}es�er )

Successor Successor to Amel-mato Amel-marduk (OT Erduk (OT Evil-merodavil-merodach) as kinch) as king of Babylg of Babylon in 560 on in 560 B.C.E.B.C.E., ruling u, ru, ruling untruling until April 5il April 556. The ea56. The earliest knorliest known mentionwn mention of Nergal of Nergal-sharezer -sharezer (Akk. (Akk. Nergal-sûaNergaNergal-sûaNergal-sûarra-us�ur,rra-us�ur, Classical Classical  NeriglissaNeriglissarr) occurs i) occurs in a contran a contract dated ict dated in the nintn the ninn the ninth yearninth year of Nebuch of Nebuchadnezzar. adnezzar. Our presenOur present evidencet evidence suggests  suggests that he wathat he was a members a membs a member of member of a prominena prominent family kt family known for inown for its businests business activitis activities in nortes in northern Babylhern Babylonia and wonBabylBabylonia Babylonia and was weand was well advancell advanced in age wd in age when he bechen he became king. ame king. According According to Berossuto Berosto Berossus Berossus BabyloniacBabyloniaca,a, he seized he seized the thron the throne through e through a coup d’ea coup d’etat which tat which resulted iresulted in the assaniin the assin the assassinationassination of his pr of his predecessor.edecessor. Berossus  Berossus also claimalso claims that Ners that Nergal-sharezgal-sharezer was Ameer wer was Amel-mwas Amel-marduk’s brarduk’s brother-in-lother-in-law, althouaw, although no cunegh no cuneiform textiform text definitel definitely confirmiy confirming this renconfirmiconfirmingconfirming this rela this relationship htionship has yet beeas yet been producedn produced. Nergal-s. Nergal-sharezer seharezer seemingly foemingly formed an alrmfoformed an formed an alliance walliance with the ith the sûatammusûatammu of the Ez of the Ezida templeida temple in Borsip in Borsippa, Nabu®-pa, Nabu®-sûuma-ukinsûNabu®-Nabu®-sûumNabu®-sûuma-ukin, ana-ukin, and requested requested the handd the hand of the ki of the king’s daughng’s daughter, Gigitter, Gigitum, in marum, in marum, in marriage bmarriage before the efore the end of hisend of his accession accession year. He  year. He was also lwas also long involvong involved with thed with the Ebabbar e Ee Ebabbar teEbabbar temple in Simple in Sippar and ippar and its importats important personnnt personnel, and seel, and seemingly inemingly interfered iterfered in the affan tn the affairthe affairs of the Es of the Eanna templanna temple in Uruk e in Uruk by replaciby replacing officiang officials with inls with individuals dividuals of his ownof his oof his own choosiown choosing.ng.ng.

Successor to Amel-marduk (OT Evil-merodach) as king of Babylon in 560 B.C.E., 
ruling until April 556. The earliest known mention of Nergal-sharezer (Akk. 
Nergal-sûarra-us�ur,  Classical Neriglissar) occurs in a contract dated in the 
ninth year of Nebuchadnezzar. Our present evidence suggests that he was a 
member of a prominent family known for its business activities in northern 
Babylonia and was well advanced in age when he became king. According to 
Berossus Babyloniaca, he seized the throne through a coup d’etat which resulted 
in the assassination of his predecessor. Berossus also claims that Nergal-sharezer 
was Amel-marduk’s brother-in-law, although no cuneiform text definitely 



confirming this relationship has yet been produced. Nergal-sharezer seemingly 
formed an alliance with the sûatammu of the Ezida temple in Borsippa, 
Nabu®-sûuma-ukin, and requested the hand of the king’s daughter, Gigitum, in 
marriage before the end of his accession year. He was also long involved with the 
Ebabbar temple in Sippar and its important personnel, and seemingly interfered in 
the affairs of the Eanna temple in Uruk by replacing officials with individuals of his 
own choosing.

�Formulaic Formulaic royal inscroyal inscriptions iriptions indicate thndicate that Nergal-at Nergal-sharezer rsharezer restored thestored the Esagila e Esagilae Esagila anEsagila and Ezida ted Ezida temples in Bmples in Babylon andabylon and Borsippa, Borsippa, repaired  repaired a palace oa palace on the bankn the bank of the Eu o of the Eupof the Euphrates forhrates for his own u his own use, and wose, and worked on sorked on some of Babyme of Babylon’s canalon’s canals. He alsls. He also conducteoalsalso condualso conducted a camcted a campaign intopaign into southeast southeast Anatolia  Anatolia during theduring the third yea third year of his rr of his reign, whiceignrreign, whireign, which resultech resulted in the dd in the defeat of tefeat of the state ohe state of Pirindu f Pirindu and its ruand its ruler, a cerler, a certain tain AppuasûuApAppuasûuAppuasûu. Nergal-s. Nergal-sharezer diharezer died in 556,ed in 556, probably  probably only two monly two months afteonths after returninr returninr returning returning home from home from his campaihis campaign into Cign into Cilicia. He licia. He was succeewas succeeded by hisded by his son  son Labasûi-maLabasLabasûi-maLabasûi-mardukrduk, who reig, who reigned about ned about two monthstwo months before be before being dethroing dethroned by Nabned by Nned by Nabonidus.Nabonidus.

Formulaic royal inscriptions indicate that Nergal-sharezer restored the 
Esagila and Ezida temples in Babylon and Borsippa, repaired a palace on the bank 
of the Euphrates for his own use, and worked on some of Babylon’s canals. He 
also conducted a campaign into southeast Anatolia during the third year of his 
reign, which resulted in the defeat of the state of Pirindu and its ruler, a certain 
Appuasûu. Nergal-sharezer died in 556, probably only two months after 
returning home from his campaign into Cilicia. He was succeeded by his son 
Labasûi-marduk, who reigned about two months before being dethroned by 
Nabonidus.

�In Jer. 39In Jer. 39:3 Nergal-:3 Nergal-sharezer isharezer is connectes connected with thed with the fall of J fall of Jerusalem (erusalem (also Josepalso Josepalso Josephus Josephus AntiquitieAntiquitiess) and the ) and the release ofrelease of Jeremiah. Jeremiah. There see There seems to be lms to be little, if ittle, if any, doubtany, doany, doubt aboudoubt about the connt the connection betection between the ween the Nergal-sûaNergal-sûarra-us�urrra-us�ur of the cu of the cuneiform soneiforcucuneiform cuneiform sources ansources and the Nergd the Nergal-sharezeal-sharezer of Jer. r of Jer. 39. The me39. The mention of Nntion of Nergal-sharergal-sharNNergal-shaNergal-sharezer as trezer as the prince he prince of Sin-magof Sin-magir in Jer.ir in Jer. 39:3, 13  39:3, 13 representsrepresents, most lik, most likely, a misely, aely, a misintera misinterpretation pretation or misundeor misunderstanding rstanding of a titleof a title designati designating a Babylng a Babylonian admionian administrativenistadmiadministraadministrative offictive official long kial long known from nown from cuneiform cuneiform temple rectemple records in Baords in Babylonia.bylonia.bylonia.

In Jer. 39:3 Nergal-sharezer is connected with the fall of Jerusalem (also 
Josephus Antiquities) and the release of Jeremiah. There seems to be little, if any, 
doubt about the connection between the Nergal-sûarra-us�ur  of the 
cuneiform sources and the Nergal-sharezer of Jer. 39. The mention of 
Nergal-sharezer as the prince of Sin-magir in Jer. 39:3, 13 represents, most likely, 
a misinterpretation or misunderstanding of a title designating a Babylonian 
administrative official long known from cuneiform temple records in Babylonia.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. H. SackR. H. Sack, , “Nergal-sû“Nergal-sûarra-us�urarra-us�ur, King of , King of Babylon, aBabylon, as Seen in s Ses Seen in thSeen in the Cuneifore Cuneiform, Greek, m, Greek, Latin and Latin and Hebrew SouHebrew Sources,” rces,” ZAZA 68 (1978) 68 (1978): 129–49; : 129–49; : 129–49; 129–49; NeriglissaNeriglissar, King ofr, King of Babylon. Babylon. AOAT 236  AOAT 236 (Neukirche(Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1n-Vluyn, 1994).994).994).

Bibliography. R. H. Sack, “Nergal-sûarra-us�ur , King of Babylon, as 
Seen in the Cuneiform, Greek, Latin and Hebrew Sources,” ZA 68 (1978): 
129–49; Neriglissar, King of Babylon. AOAT 236 (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1994).
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NERINERI (Gk.  (Gk. NeäriíNeärií)))

NERI (Gk. Neärií)

The fatherThe father of Shealt of Shealtiel in Lukiel in Luke’s geneale’s genealogy of Jesogy of Jesus (Luke 3us (Luke 3:27).:27).

The father of Shealtiel in Luke’s genealogy of Jesus (Luke 3:27).

NERIAHNERIAH (Heb.  (Heb. neäíriîya®neäíriîya®;; Gk.  Gk. NeäíriasNeäírias)))

NERIAH (Heb. neäíriîya®; Gk. Neäírias)

The son ofThe son of Mahseiah  Mahseiah (Jer. 32:1(Jer. 32:12); father2); father of Jeremi of Jeremiah’s scribah’s scribe Baruch (e Baruch (v. 16; 36:v. 16; 36:4, 8; 43:34, 8; 4, 8; 43:3; 48; 43:3; 45:1; Bar. 5:1; Bar. 1:1) and t1:1) and the prophethe prophet’s quarter’s quartermaster Sermaster Seraiah (Jer.aiah (Jer. 51:59). 51:59).

The son of Mahseiah (Jer. 32:12); father of Jeremiah’s scribe Baruch (v. 16; 36:4, 
8; 43:3; 45:1; Bar. 1:1) and the prophet’s quartermaster Seraiah (Jer. 51:59).

NERONERO (Lat.  (Lat. NeroNero)))

NERO (Lat. Nero)

The fifth The fifth Roman empeRoman emperor and thror and the last froe last from the famim the family of the ly of the Caesars. BCaesars. Born L. Domorn L. Domorn L. Domitius ADomitius Ahenobarbushenobarbus during th during the reign ofe reign of his uncle his uncle the emper the emperor Gaius (or Gaius (Caligula),Caligula), as the so (Caligula),(Caligula)(Caligula), as the s, as the son of Agrion of Agrippina, greppina, great-granddaat-granddaughter of ughter of Augustus, Augustus, he was adohe was adopted by hipteadoadopted byadopted by his mothe his mother’s uncle r’s uncle and husbanand husband, the empd, the emperor Clauderor Claudius, and rius, and received theceived theceived the name Nthe name Nero Claudiero Claudius Caesar us Caesar GermanicusGermanicus. Nero was. Nero was married t married to Claudiuso Claudius’ daughter’ daug’ daughter Odaughter Octavia andctavia and preferred preferred in the su in the succession tccession to Claudiuso Claudius’ natural ’ natural son, the yson, the young Britaounyyoung Brityoung Britannicus. Nannicus. Nero ruled ero ruled from 54 from 54 C.E.C.E. until his until his suicide i suicide in the yearn the year 68. He di 68. He died trying eddidied tryindied trying to escapg to escape Rome afte Rome after he had er he had been declabeen declared publicred public enemy by  enemy by the Senatethe Senatethe Senate. UpSenate. Upon his deaon his death the linth the line of the Je of the Julio-Claudulio-Claudian emperoian emperors came tors came to an end, l an end, largely becarllargely belargely because Nerocause Nero had himse had himself seen tolf seen to the execu the execution of ottion of other memberher members of the fs of the fs of the family whofamily whom he imagim he imagined potentned potential rivalsial rivals...

The fifth Roman emperor and the last from the family of the Caesars. Born L. 
Domitius Ahenobarbus during the reign of his uncle the emperor Gaius 
(Caligula), as the son of Agrippina, great-granddaughter of Augustus, he was 



adopted by his mother’s uncle and husband, the emperor Claudius, and received 
the name Nero Claudius Caesar Germanicus. Nero was married to Claudius’ 
daughter Octavia and preferred in the succession to Claudius’ natural son, the 
young Britannicus. Nero ruled from 54 C.E. until his suicide in the year 68. He 
died trying to escape Rome after he had been declared public enemy by the 
Senate. Upon his death the line of the Julio-Claudian emperors came to an end, 
largely because Nero had himself seen to the execution of other members of the 
family whom he imagined potential rivals.

�Nero’s reiNero’s reign began qgn began quite well.uite well. Its first Its first five year five years are conss are considered a tidered a time of excime of excellent goveexcexcellent excellent governmentgovernment. Sources,. Sources, ancient a ancient and modern,nd modern, disagree  disagree as to whetas to whether the suher the suher the success wasuccess was attributs attributable to Neable to Nero himselfro himself, to his m, to his mother Agriother Agrippina, or ppina, or to his advto his advisors, theisoadvadvisors, advisors, the philosthe philosopher Seneopher Seneca and theca and the praetoria praetorian prefect n prefect Burrus. PrBurrus. Probably undobably under the guieundunder the under the guidance oguidance of Seneca, f Seneca, Nero was cNero was careful to areful to recognize recognize senatorialsenatorial prerogati prerogatives in cervprerogatiprerogativprerogatives in certes in certain areas ain areas of civil aof civil administratdministration and paion and particularlyrticularly in respec in respect to juridt to jurt to juridical juridical administraadministration. Goodtion. Good relations relations with the  with the Senate preSenate prevailed forvailed for much of N much of Nero’s reigerNNero’s reiNero’s reign.gn.gn.

Nero’s reign began quite well. Its first five years are considered a time of 
excellent government. Sources, ancient and modern, disagree as to whether the 
success was attributable to Nero himself, to his mother Agrippina, or to his 
advisors, the philosopher Seneca and the praetorian prefect Burrus. Probably 
under the guidance of Seneca, Nero was careful to recognize senatorial 
prerogatives in certain areas of civil administration and particularly in respect to 
juridical administration. Good relations with the Senate prevailed for much of 
Nero’s reign.

�Nero folloNero followed the Juwed the Julio-Claudilio-Claudian foreignan foreign policy as policy as establish established by Augued by Augustus. Persstus. Pestus. PersistentPersistent harassmen harassment on the et on the eastern froastern frontier by Pntier by Parthia wasarthia was checked b checked by the appoy the appointment ofiappoappointmenappointment of the et of the experiencedxperienced general D general Domitius Coomitius Corbulo to arbulo to an extraordn extraordinary postinary poinary post over post over governors governors of the easof the eastern provitern provinces. Corbnces. Corbulo’s geneulo’s generals were rals were successfulsuccessful in assert successfulsuccessfulsuccessful in assert in asserting Roman ing Roman arms and Carms and Corbulo wasorbulo was able to n able to negotiate aegotiate a solution  solution to Roman-Ptto Roman-Pto Roman-Parthian riarthian rivalry overvalry over Armenia.  Armenia. Under NeroUnder Nero’s reign R’s reign Roman troopoman troops were dets were s were detaiwere detailed to Judled to Judea to suppea to suppress the Zress the Zealots, whealots, whose guerriose guerrilla activilla activities resulties resulted in deated ited in death ain death and propertnd property loss fory loss for both Jew  both Jew and Gentiland Gentile in Judeae in Judea, and whos, and whose seizure e seizure of Jerusalofof Jerusalof Jerusalem broughtem brought appeals f appeals from Jewishrom Jewish leaders f leaders for a restoor a restoration of ration of order. Aftorder. After the defer AftAfter the After the defeat of defeat of troops undtroops under Cestiuser Cestius Gallus, g Gallus, governor ofovernor of Syria, Co Syria, Corbulo’s lirbulo’s lieutenant, eutlilieutenantlieutenant, the futu, the future emperorre emperor Vespasian Vespasian, was disp, was dispatched at atched at the head othe head of Roman lef Roman legions to pglelegions tolegions to prosecute prosecute the Jewis the Jewish War.h War.h War.

Nero followed the Julio-Claudian foreign policy as established by Augustus. 
Persistent harassment on the eastern frontier by Parthia was checked by the 
appointment of the experienced general Domitius Corbulo to an extraordinary 
post over governors of the eastern provinces. Corbulo’s generals were 
successful in asserting Roman arms and Corbulo was able to negotiate a solution 
to Roman-Parthian rivalry over Armenia. Under Nero’s reign Roman troops 
were detailed to Judea to suppress the Zealots, whose guerrilla activities resulted 
in death and property loss for both Jew and Gentile in Judea, and whose seizure 
of Jerusalem brought appeals from Jewish leaders for a restoration of order. 
After the defeat of troops under Cestius Gallus, governor of Syria, Corbulo’s 
lieutenant, the future emperor Vespasian, was dispatched at the head of Roman 
legions to prosecute the Jewish War.

�Nero’s popNero’s popularity atularity at Rome decl Rome declined afterined after the death the deaths of Senecs of Seneca and Burra and Burrus, for whus, fous, for which for which he himselfhe himself may have  may have been ultimbeen ultimately respately responsible. Tonsible. The new prahe new praetorian pretorian prefect Tigeeprprefect Tiprefect Tigellinus egellinus encouraged ncouraged Nero in hiNero in his behaviors behavioral excesseal excesses and crues and cruelty. The elty. The emperor’s emeemperor’s emperor’s extreme phextreme philhellenisilhellenism and imagm and image of himsee of himself as a grlf as a great artisteat artist in the Gr in the Greek sense eekGrGreek sensGreek sense further e further contributecontributed to contid to continued extrenued extreme behaviome behaviors and lacrs and lack of esteek of esteek of esteem witesteem with the uppeh the upper classes r classes at Rome. Pat Rome. Paranoia abaranoia about plots out plots to overthrto overthrow his rulow his rule resultederulrule resulrule resulted in theted in the execution execution of variou of various generalss generals and senat and senators, furthors, further destroyer destroying Nero’sing destroydestroyingdestroying Nero’s cr Nero’s credibility edibility as a ruleras a ruler. Only the. Only the common pe common people whoseople whose favor was favor was favor was boughtwas bought by “bread by “bread and circu and circuses” seemeses” seemed to contid to continue to pronue to proclaim Neroclaim Nero as empero as emp as emperor.emperor.emperor.

Nero’s popularity at Rome declined after the deaths of Seneca and Burrus, 
for which he himself may have been ultimately responsible. The new praetorian 
prefect Tigellinus encouraged Nero in his behavioral excesses and cruelty. The 
emperor’s extreme philhellenism and image of himself as a great artist in the 
Greek sense further contributed to continued extreme behaviors and lack of 
esteem with the upper classes at Rome. Paranoia about plots to overthrow his 
rule resulted in the execution of various generals and senators, further 
destroying Nero’s credibility as a ruler. Only the common people whose favor 
was bought by “bread and circuses” seemed to continue to proclaim Nero as 
emperor.

�Nero’s popNero’s popularity waularity was further s further damaged bydamaged by the great the great fire of 6 fire of 64, which r4, which reduced to educedrreduced toreduced to ruin thre ruin three of the ce of the city’s 14 rity’s 14 regions andegions and heavily d heavily damaged eigamaged eight others.ht others. It was ru It  It was rumIt was rumored that ored that Nero was sNero was somehow invomehow involved, in olved, in an attemptan attempt to provid to provide land fore land foe land for the grfor the great palaceeat palace complex h complex he wanted te wanted to build ato build at the south the south end of th end of the Forum. De Forum. Despite NereDDespite NeDespite Nero’s efforro’s efforts to lay ts to lay blame for blame for the fire othe fire on Christian Christians, the runs, the rumors and tmors and the emperorhe tthe emperothe emperor’s unpopur’s unpopularity grelarity grew. Cruel pw. Cruel punishmentsunishments were exac were exacted from tted from the Christihe Chrihe ChristiansChristians for their for their alleged c alleged crime, inclrime, including Nerouding Nero’s use of ’s use of ChristiansChristians as living as living torches t torch torches totorches to illumine  illumine races at traces at the Vaticanhe Vatican Circus, a Circus, an act whicn act which accordinh according to Tacitg to Tacitus met witus mus met with dmet with disgust froisgust from the senam the senatorial clatorial class.ss.ss.

Nero’s popularity was further damaged by the great fire of 64, which 
reduced to ruin three of the city’s 14 regions and heavily damaged eight others. 



It was rumored that Nero was somehow involved, in an attempt to provide land 
for the great palace complex he wanted to build at the south end of the Forum. 
Despite Nero’s efforts to lay blame for the fire on Christians, the rumors and 
the emperor’s unpopularity grew. Cruel punishments were exacted from the 
Christians for their alleged crime, including Nero’s use of Christians as living 
torches to illumine races at the Vatican Circus, an act which according to Tacitus 
met with disgust from the senatorial class.

�Whether NeWhether Nero’s actioro’s actions toward ns toward the Christthe Christians at Roians at Rome can be me can be properly dproperly defined as efinddefined asdefined as a “persec a “persecution” hasution” has engendere engendered debate ad debate among religmong religious scholious scholars, Romanars, Romanars, Roman histRoman historians, anorians, and studentsd students of Roman  of Roman law. Were law. Were the Christthe Christians proseians prosecuted as ccuted ascuted as criminaas criminals guilty ls guilty of arson? of arson? Were theirWere their punishmen punishments a results a result of the pt of the power of a ower of a Roman magiRomRoman magiRoman magistrate, instrate, in this case this case the highe the highest Roman mst Roman magistrate agistrate — the empe— the emperor — to eror — toror — to exercisto exercise e coercitiocoercitio (“force”) (“force”) against a against a criminal? criminal? Was the c Was the charge of harge of maiestasmaiestas (“treason (“treas (“treason”(“treason”) applied ) applied in this asin this as in so man in so many other pry other prosecutionsosecutions in the ea in the early Empirerly Empire? Was this? W? Was this tWas this the first ihe first instance ofnstance of persecuti persecution on suo nominesuo nomine (“for the (“for the sake of t sake of the name ithe name itself”) — isititself”) —itself”) — in other  in other words, simwords, simply becausply because they were they were Christiae Christians? The evns? The evidence is idence is unavailablununavailablunavailable for any e for any definite cdefinite conclusion,onclusion, but that  but that this actiothis action was confn was confined to thined to the Christiae Chre ChristiansChristians at Rome a at Rome and did notnd did not extend to extend to Christian Christians elsewhers elsewhere in the Ee in the Empire makempire makmpire makes unlimakes unlikely the lkely the latter optiatter option. The tion. The time of the me of the Christian Christian persecutiopersecutions ns per seper se simply ha simp simply hadsimply had not yet a not yet arrived, anrrived, and even Nerd even Nero’s excesso’s excessive crueltive cruelty does noty does not make it s make it so.o.sso.so.so.

Whether Nero’s actions toward the Christians at Rome can be properly 
defined as a “persecution” has engendered debate among religious scholars, 
Roman historians, and students of Roman law. Were the Christians prosecuted 
as criminals guilty of arson? Were their punishments a result of the power of a 
Roman magistrate, in this case the highest Roman magistrate — the emperor — 
to exercise coercitio (“force”) against a criminal? Was the charge of maiestas 
(“treason”) applied in this as in so many other prosecutions in the early Empire? 
Was this the first instance of persecution suo nomine (“for the sake of the name 
itself”) — in other words, simply because they were Christians? The evidence is 
unavailable for any definite conclusion, but that this action was confined to the 
Christians at Rome and did not extend to Christians elsewhere in the Empire 
makes unlikely the latter option. The time of the Christian persecutions per se 
simply had not yet arrived, and even Nero’s excessive cruelty does not make it 
so.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. T. GrifM. T. Griffin, fin, Nero: The Nero: The End of a DEnd of a Dynastyynasty (London,  (London, 1984); H. 1984); H. Mattingly,MMattingly,Mattingly,  ChristianiChristianity in the ty in the Roman EmpiRoman Empirere (1954, re (1954, repr. New Yopr. New York, 1967);rk, 1967); B. H. War B. H. Wa B. H. WarmingtonWarmington, , Nero: RealNero: Reality and Leity and Legendgend (London,  (London, 1969).1969).1969).

Bibliography. M. T. Griffin, Nero: The End of a Dynasty (London, 1984); H. 
Mattingly, Christianity in the Roman Empire (1954, repr. New York, 1967); B. H. 
Warmington, Nero: Reality and Legend (London, 1969).
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NETNETNET

NET

Nets of vaNets of various typerious types of cord s of cord provided tprovided tools of trools of trade for huade for hunters, tranters, trappers, fowppers, fowlers, and lerfowfowlers, afowlers, and fishersnd fishers. Hunters . Hunters hung nets hung nets between trbetween trees or aloees or along game pang game paths (Ps. 1ths (Ps. 140:5[MT 6]41140:5[MT 6140:5[MT 6]) to entr]) to entrap antelopap antelope or simile or similar game (Jar game (Job 18:8; Iob 18:8; Isa. 51:20)sa. 51:20) or, in co or, in conjunction njuncoconjunctioconjunction with pitn with pits, used nes, used nets to trapts to trap lions (Ez lions (Ezek. 19:1-9ek. 19:1-9). Metapho). Metaphorically, nrically, nets represets reets representerepresented God’s jud God’s judgment (Ladgment (Lam. 1:13; Em. 1:13; Ezek. 12:13zek. 12:13) or symbo) or symbolized the lized the schemes ofschemes oschemes of the wicof the wicked to traked to trap the righp the righteous (Ps.teous (Ps. 10:9). Th 10:9). The imagery e imagery imparts a imparts a sense of hsense of hidden dangiddhhidden danhidden danger (Hos. ger (Hos. 9:8) or th9:8) or the inabilite inability of the py of the prey to escrey to escape the meape the meshes of thshes of the net (Ezee ne net (Ezek.net (Ezek. 32:3; Mic 32:3; Mic. 7:2).. 7:2).. 7:2).

Nets of various types of cord provided tools of trade for hunters, trappers, 
fowlers, and fishers. Hunters hung nets between trees or along game paths (Ps. 
140:5[MT 6]) to entrap antelope or similar game (Job 18:8; Isa. 51:20) or, in 
conjunction with pits, used nets to trap lions (Ezek. 19:1-9). Metaphorically, nets 
represented God’s judgment (Lam. 1:13; Ezek. 12:13) or symbolized the schemes 
of the wicked to trap the righteous (Ps. 10:9). The imagery imparts a sense of 
hidden danger (Hos. 9:8) or the inability of the prey to escape the meshes of the 
net (Ezek. 32:3; Mic. 7:2).

�The fowlerThe fowler suspended suspended a net, se a net, secretly (Prcretly (Prov. 1:17),ov. 1:17), and lay i and lay in wait. Atn wait. At the right the right the right momeright moment the netnt the net was relea was released over fsed over feeding bireeding birds (Jer. 5ds (Jer. 5:26; Amos :26; Amos 3:5). Floc3:5). Flocks of birdksFlocFlocks of Flocks of birds, likbirds, like quail, we quail, who had takho had taken refuge en refuge in the undin the undergrowth wergrowth were trappeere trapped by havind trappetrapped bytrapped by having a  having a net thrownnet thrown over them over them (Hos. 7:1 (Hos. 7:12). So too2). So too, bad time, bad times fall liks fall like nets upoe ne nets upon nets upon people (Ecpeople (Eccl. 9:12).cl. 9:12). Death is  Death is the entangthe entangling cordsling cords of a net  of a net (Ps. 18:4-(Ps. 18:4-5[5–6] = 25[5–18:4-18:4-5[5–618:4-5[5–6] = 2 Sam.] = 2 Sam. 22:5-6),  22:5-6), but God debut God delivers thelivers the righteous righteous, like bir, like birds out of ds out of the brokenthe the brokenthe broken nets of t nets of the fowler he fowler (Ps. 124:7(Ps. 124:7).).).

The fowler suspended a net, secretly (Prov. 1:17), and lay in wait. At the 
right moment the net was released over feeding birds (Jer. 5:26; Amos 3:5). 
Flocks of birds, like quail, who had taken refuge in the undergrowth were 
trapped by having a net thrown over them (Hos. 7:12). So too, bad times fall like 
nets upon people (Eccl. 9:12). Death is the entangling cords of a net (Ps. 



18:4-5[5–6] = 2 Sam. 22:5-6), but God delivers the righteous, like birds out of 
the broken nets of the fowler (Ps. 124:7).

�Fishers alFishers also used neso used nets (Matt. ts (Matt. 4:20-21), 4:20-21), either smaeither smaller cast ller cast nets (Isa.nets (Isa. 19:8; Mat 19:8; Matt. 4:18) otMatMatt. 4:18Matt. 4:18) or dragn) or dragnets (seineets (seine) requirin) requiring a group g a group of people,of people, in boats  in boats or on the or on the shore (Habshorshore (Habshore (Hab. 1:15; Ez. 1:15; Ezek. 47:10)ek. 47:10). Matt. 13. Matt. 13:47-48 sug:47-48 suggests fishgests fishers, as iners, as in Galilee,  Galilee, sorting edsortinsorting edsorting edible fish ible fish ((Cichlidae,Cichlidae, musht or  musht or St. Peter’St. Peter’s fish; s fish; CyprinidaeCyprinidae,, carp, bot carp, both barbel ah barbel h barbel andbarbel and sardine)  sardine) from inedifrom inedible by Jewble by Jewish law (ish law (Siluridae,Siluridae, catfish). catfish).

Fishers also used nets (Matt. 4:20-21), either smaller cast nets (Isa. 19:8; 
Matt. 4:18) or dragnets (seine) requiring a group of people, in boats or on the 
shore (Hab. 1:15; Ezek. 47:10). Matt. 13:47-48 suggests fishers, as in Galilee, 
sorting edible fish (Cichlidae, musht or St. Peter’s fish; Cyprinidae, carp, both 
barbel and sardine) from inedible by Jewish law (Siluridae, catfish).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Nun, “CM. Nun, “Cast Your Nast Your Net upon thet upon the Waters,”e Waters,”  BARevBARev 19/6 (199 19/6 (199 19/6 (1993): 46(1993): 46–56, 70; S–56, 70; S. Wachsman. Wachsmann, “The Gan, “The Galilee Boatlilee Boat,” ,” BARevBARev 14/5 (198 14/5 (1988): 18–23.8): 18–23.

Bibliography. M. Nun, “Cast Your Net upon the Waters,” BARev 19/6 
(1993): 46–56, 70; S. Wachsmann, “The Galilee Boat,” BARev 14/5 (1988): 18–23.
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NETAIMNETAIM (Heb.  (Heb. neït�aœ{iîneït�aœ{iîmm)))

NETAIM (Heb. neït�aœ{iîm )

A place inA place in Judah whe Judah where royal pre royal potters resotters resided (1 Chided (1 Chr. 4:23). r. 4:23). Although iAlthough its exact lts exact location isocatllocation ilocation is unknown,s unknown, Netaim is Netaim is believed  believed to be locato be located in theted in the Shephelah Shephelah, near the, near the city of G ci city of Gecity of Gederah. Somderah. Some have suge have suggested Khigested Khirbet rbet en-Nuweitien-Nuweiti{{, S of the, S of the Wadi Elah Wadi Elah...

A place in Judah where royal potters resided (1 Chr. 4:23). Although its exact 
location is unknown, Netaim is believed to be located in the Shephelah, near the 
city of Gederah. Some have suggested Khirbet en-Nuweiti{, S of the Wadi Elah.
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NETHANELNETHANEL (Heb.  (Heb. neït�an}eäneït�an}eäll)))

NETHANEL (Heb. neït�an}eäl )

�1.1. The son o The son of Zuar, hef Zuar, head of the ad of the tribe of Itribe of Issachar (Nssachar (Num. 1:8).um. 1:8).um. 1:8).

1. The son of Zuar, head of the tribe of Issachar (Num. 1:8).

�2.2. The fourt The fourth son of Jh son of Jesse, and esse, and one of Davone of David’s six oid’s six older brothlder brothers (1 Chrers (1 Chr. 2:14).. 2:14. 2:14).2:14).2:14).

2. The fourth son of Jesse, and one of David’s six older brothers (1 Chr. 
2:14).

�3.3. One of se One of seven priestven priests who souns who sounded the trded the trumpets befumpets before the arore the ark of God wk of God when it washwwhen it wawhen it was brought s brought to Jerusalto Jerusalem (1 Chr.em (1 Chr. 15:24). 15:24). 15:24).

3. One of seven priests who sounded the trumpets before the ark of God 
when it was brought to Jerusalem (1 Chr. 15:24).

�4.4. The fathe The father of Shemar of Shemaiah, a cleiah, a clerk and Levrk and Levite (1 Chrite (1 Chr. 24:6).. 24:6).. 24:6).

4. The father of Shemaiah, a clerk and Levite (1 Chr. 24:6).

�5.5. A son of  A son of the door-kthe door-keeper Obedeeper Obed-edom (1 C-edom (1 Chr. 26:4).hr. 26:4).

5. A son of the door-keeper Obed-edom (1 Chr. 26:4).

�6.6. One of th One of the officerse officers Jehoshaph Jehoshaphat sent inat sent in the third the third year of h year of his reign tis reign to teach tho teach o teach the teach the Torah in JTorah in Judah (2 Chudah (2 Chr. 17:7).r. 17:7).r. 17:7).

6. One of the officers Jehoshaphat sent in the third year of his reign to 
teach the Torah in Judah (2 Chr. 17:7).

�7.7. A chief o A chief of the Levif the Levites, the btes, the brother of rother of Shemaiah; Shemaiah; one of thoone of those who gavse who gave an addite an ae an additionaladditional Passover  Passover sacrifice sacrifice (2 Chr. 35(2 Chr. 35:9; cf. 1 :9; cf. 1 Esdr. 1:9)Esdr. 1:9)...

7. A chief of the Levites, the brother of Shemaiah; one of those who gave an 
additional Passover sacrifice (2 Chr. 35:9; cf. 1 Esdr. 1:9).

�8.8. A member  A member of the famof the family of Pasily of Pashhur, who hhur, who had marriehad married a foreigd a foreign woman (En woman (Ezra 10:22;z(E(Ezra 10:2(Ezra 10:22; cf. 1 E2; cf. 1 Esdr. 9:22)sdr. 9:22)...

8. A member of the family of Pashhur, who had married a foreign woman 
(Ezra 10:22; cf. 1 Esdr. 9:22).

�9.9. A priest, A priest, head of t head of the family he family of Jedaiahof Jedaiah in the da in the days of Jehoys of Jehoiakim (Nehiakim (Neh. 12:21).. 12:21). 12:21).12:21).12:21).

9. A priest, head of the family of Jedaiah in the days of Jehoiakim (Neh. 
12:21).

�10.10. One of th One of the Levites e Levites who contriwho contributed withbuted with thanksgiv thanksgiving and soing and song at the ng at the dedicationdededicationdedication of the wa of the walls of Jerlls of Jerusalem (Neusalem (Neh. 12:36).h. 12:36).

10. One of the Levites who contributed with thanksgiving and song at the 
dedication of the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 12:36).

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik

Jesper Svartvik

NETHANIAHNETHANIAH (Heb.  (Heb. neït�anya®neït�anya®, neït�any, neït�anyaœhu®aœhu®)))

NETHANIAH (Heb. neït�anya®, neït�anyaœhu® )

�1.1. The fathe The father of Ishmar of Ishmael, one ofel, one of the men w the men who murdereho murdered Gedaliahd Gedaliah (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 25:23, 25; 5:2225:23, 25;25:23, 25; Jer. 40:8 Jer. 40:8, 14-15; 4, 14-15; 41:1-9).1:1-9).1:1-9).

1. The father of Ishmael, one of the men who murdered Gedaliah (2 Kgs. 
25:23, 25; Jer. 40:8, 14-15; 41:1-9).



�2.2. A Levite  A Levite of the linof the line of Asaphe of Asaph who proph who prophesied withesied with lyres, ha lyres, harps, and crps, and cymbal (1 Cymbalccymbal (1 cymbal (1 Chr. 25:2)Chr. 25:2); leader o; leader of the fiftf the fifth divisionh division of leviti of levitical singercal singers (v. 12).s (v. 12).

2. A Levite of the line of Asaph who prophesied with lyres, harps, and 
cymbal (1 Chr. 25:2); leader of the fifth division of levitical singers (v. 12).

�3.3. A Levite  A Levite sent to tesent to teach in theach in the cities of cities of Judah dur Judah during the reing the reign of Kinign of King Jehoshapg Jehoshag JehoshaphaJehoshaphat (2 Chr. t (2 Chr. 17:8).17:8).17:8).

3. A Levite sent to teach in the cities of Judah during the reign of King 
Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. 17:8).

�4.4. The fathe The father of Jehudr of Jehudi, who coni, who conveyed Jereveyed Jeremiah’s scrmiah’s scroll to Jeholl to Jehoiakim (Jeoiakim (Jer. 36:14).r. 36:1r. 36:14).36:14).

4. The father of Jehudi, who conveyed Jeremiah’s scroll to Jehoiakim (Jer. 
36:14).

NETHINIMNETHINIM (Heb.  (Heb. neït�iîniîneït�iîniîmm)))

NETHINIM (Heb. neït�iîniîm )

A class ofA class of temple se temple servants (lirvants (lit., “givent., “given ones”; cf ones”; cf. Ezra 8:2. Ezra 8:20). Apart 0). Apart from 1 Chrfrom 1 Chr. 9:2 (= N. 9:2 (. 9:2 (= Neh. 11(= Neh. 11:3), they :3), they are mentioare mentioned only ined only in Ezra andn Ezra and Nehemiah. Nehemiah. Modern tr Modern translationsanslationstrtranslatiotranslations translans translate “templete “temple servants” servants” or “templ or “temple slaves.”e slaves.”

A class of temple servants (lit., “given ones”; cf. Ezra 8:20). Apart from 1 Chr. 9:2 
(= Neh. 11:3), they are mentioned only in Ezra and Nehemiah. Modern 
translations translate “temple servants” or “temple slaves.”

�The NethinThe Nethinim are lisim are listed with fted with four other our other groups in groups in what is powhat is possibly a dssibly a descending escendinddescendingdescending order of  order of status: prstatus: priests, Leviests, Levites, singites, singers, gatekers, gatekeepers, aneepers, and temple sd temple servants (Eervasservants (servants (Ezra 2:70;Ezra 2:70; 7:7; Neh. 7:7; Neh. 10:28) —  10:28) — all exemptall exempt from taxe from taxes (Ezra 7:s (Ezra 7:24).24).24).

The Nethinim are listed with four other groups in what is possibly a 
descending order of status: priests, Levites, singers, gatekeepers, and temple 
servants (Ezra 2:70; 7:7; Neh. 10:28) — all exempt from taxes (Ezra 7:24).

�The foreigThe foreign names inn names in the lists the lists (cf. Ezra (cf. Ezra 2:43-58)  2:43-58) plus the pplus the possibilityossibility that some that some of them m somesome of thsome of them may be em may be descendantdescendants of prisos of prisoners of waners of war have ledr have led to the co to the conclusion tnclusion tnclusion that the Nthat the Nethinim weethinim were probablre probably of foreiy of foreign origin.gn origin. Some scho Some scholars have lars have compared tcompared tcompared them to ththem to the Gibeonite Gibeonites of Joshes of Josh. 9:27. In. 9:27. In 1 Esdr. 5 1 Esdr. 5:29 and Jo:29 and Josephus sephus Ant.Ant. 11:128 th 11:128 they are caleyththey are cthey are called “temalled “temple slavesple slaves” (Gk. ” (Gk. hierodouílhierodouíloioi).).).

The foreign names in the lists (cf. Ezra 2:43-58) plus the possibility that 
some of them may be descendants of prisoners of war have led to the conclusion 
that the Nethinim were probably of foreign origin. Some scholars have compared 
them to the Gibeonites of Josh. 9:27. In 1 Esdr. 5:29 and Josephus Ant. 11:128 
they are called “temple slaves” (Gk. hierodouíloi).

�The NethinThe Nethinim are lisim are listed among ted among the 392 exthe 392 exiles who ailes who accompaniedccompanied Zerubbabe Zerubbabel to Jerusl tl to Jerusalto Jerusalem after tem after the Exile. he Exile. In Ezra 2:In Ezra 2:43-58 they43-58 they are group are grouped with thed with the “sons ofe “sons of Solomon’s Sol Solomon’s Solomon’s servants,”servants,” perhaps a perhaps a technical technical term for  term for a class ofa class of temple wo temple workers. Therkers. They had specyTheThey had sThey had special quapecial quarters in trters in the Ophel dhe Ophel district ofistrict of Jerusalem Jerusalem near the  near the temple (Netemple (Neh. 3:26, 3h.(Ne(Neh. 3:26(Neh. 3:26, 31; 11:2, 31; 11:21). This m1). This may have beay have been where ten where they lived hey lived when they when they were on duwere on duwere on duty, sincduty, since Ezra 2:7e Ezra 2:70; Neh. 7:0; Neh. 7:73 refer t73 refer to cities io cities in which thn which they lived; ey lived; it is possit is possible, howeible, hoible, however, thowever, that the rehat the reference heference here is to tre is to the period he period before thebefore the rebuildin rebuilding of the tg of the temple.emttemple.temple.temple.

The Nethinim are listed among the 392 exiles who accompanied Zerubbabel 
to Jerusalem after the Exile. In Ezra 2:43-58 they are grouped with the “sons of 
Solomon’s servants,” perhaps a technical term for a class of temple workers. 
They had special quarters in the Ophel district of Jerusalem near the temple 
(Neh. 3:26, 31; 11:21). This may have been where they lived when they were on 
duty, since Ezra 2:70; Neh. 7:73 refer to cities in which they lived; it is possible, 
however, that the reference here is to the period before the rebuilding of the 
temple.

Larry L. WLarry L. Walkeralker

Larry L. Walker

NETOPHAHNETOPHAH (Heb.  (Heb. neït�oœp�aneït�oœp�a®®)))

NETOPHAH (Heb. neït�oœp�a® )

A town in A town in the hill cthe hill country of ountry of Judah nearJudah near Bethlehem Bethlehem (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 2:54). Anci:54). Ancient Netophent Netophah is mostaNetophNetophah iNetophah is most ofts most often identifen identified with mied with modern Khirodern Khirbet Bedd bet Bedd Faœlu®h�Faœlu®h� (171119), (17111 (171119), (171119), situated osituated on a ridge n a ridge top ca. 5.top ca. 5.5 km. (3.55 km. (3.5 mi.) SE o mi.) SE of Bethlehef Bethlehem. Unfortum. Unfortunately thenatUnfortuUnfortunatUnfortunately there ely there is no direis no direct archaeoct archaeological evlogical evidence to idence to support thsupport this identifis identification. Ticatiidentifidentificaidentification. The tion. The ancient naancient name is possme is possibly preseibly preserved at rved at {Ain en-Na{Ain en-Natu®ftu®f, a nearby, a near, a nearby sprnearby spring.ing.ing.

A town in the hill country of Judah near Bethlehem (1 Chr. 2:54). Ancient 
Netophah is most often identified with modern Khirbet Bedd Faœlu®h�  
(171119), situated on a ridge top ca. 5.5 km. (3.5 mi.) SE of Bethlehem. 
Unfortunately there is no direct archaeological evidence to support this 
identification. The ancient name is possibly preserved at {Ain en-Natu®f, a 
nearby spring.

�Maharai anMaharai and Heleb, td Heleb, two of Daviwo of David’s Mightyd’s Mighty Men, came Men, came from Neto from Netophah (2 Saphah (2 Sam. 23:28-2m. SaSam. 23:28Sam. 23:28-29; 1 Chr-29; 1 Chr. 11:30; 2. 11:30; 27:13,15). 7:13,15). Seraiah, aSeraiah, another Netnother Netophathite,ophathite, supported supported Gedaliah  G Gedaliah aGedaliah after his after his appointmentppointment as govern as governor by Nebuor by Nebuchadnezzarchadnezzar (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 25:23), as 5:23), as did Ephai ddid Ephai did Ephai and his soand his sons (Jer. 4ns (Jer. 40:8). Seve0:8). Several inhabiral inhabitants of Ntants of Netophah joetophah joined Zerubined Zerubbabel on hbabZerubZerubbabelZerubbabel on his re on his return from turn from exile in Bexile in Babylon (Ezabylon (Ezra 2:22; Nra 2:22; Neh. 7:26).eh. 7:26). A few ret A few returning Levurretreturning returning Levites alLevites also settledso settled in Netoph in Netophah; some aah; some apparently pparently sang at thsang at the dedicatie dedication of the on dedicatidedicationdedication of the re of the rebuilt wallbuilt wall of Jerusa of Jerusalem (Neh. lem (Neh. 12:28).12:28).12:28).

Maharai and Heleb, two of David’s Mighty Men, came from Netophah (2 
Sam. 23:28-29; 1 Chr. 11:30; 27:13,15). Seraiah, another Netophathite, supported 
Gedaliah after his appointment as governor by Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kgs. 25:23), as 
did Ephai and his sons (Jer. 40:8). Several inhabitants of Netophah joined 



Zerubbabel on his return from exile in Babylon (Ezra 2:22; Neh. 7:26). A few 
returning Levites also settled in Netophah; some apparently sang at the 
dedication of the rebuilt wall of Jerusalem (Neh. 12:28).

Wade R. KoWade R. Kottertter

Wade R. Kotter

NETTLESNETTLESNETTLES

NETTLES

Any of theAny of the coarse he coarse herbs of therbs of the genus  genus Urtica,Urtica, having le having leaves coveraves covered with haed with hairs that sirs that sirs that secrete a secrete a fluid thatfluid that stings th stings the skin on e skin on contact (Hcontact (Heb. eb. qimmo®sû, qimmo®sû, h�aœru®lh�aœru®l).).).

Any of the coarse herbs of the genus Urtica, having leaves covered with hairs that 
secrete a fluid that stings the skin on contact (Heb. qimmo®sû, h�aœru®l ).

�Stinging nStinging nettles groettles grow throughow throughout Palestiut Palestine, particne, particularly ularly Urtica ureUrtica ureusus L. and  L. and Urtica pilUrtiUrtica pilUrtica piluliferaulifera L. They a L. They are common re common in fallow in fallow fields, unfields, unkempt gardkempt gardens, and oens, and on ruins. In ruinsn ruins. In ruins. In ancient tiancient times nettlemes nettles were vies were viewed as a swed as a sign of design of desolation (Iolation (Isa. 34:13;sa. 34:13; Hos. 9:6; Hos.  Hos. 9:6; Hos. 9:6; Zeph. 2:9)Zeph. 2:9)...

Stinging nettles grow throughout Palestine, particularly Urtica ureus L. and 
Urtica pilulifera L. They are common in fallow fields, unkempt gardens, and on 
ruins. In ancient times nettles were viewed as a sign of desolation (Isa. 34:13; 
Hos. 9:6; Zeph. 2:9).

�Heb. Heb. h�aœru®lh�aœru®l (Zeph. 2: (Zeph. 2:9; Job 30:9; Job 30:7) may act7) may actually be aually be a general t general term for weerm for weeds, or peeweweeds, or weeds, or perhaps a perhaps a specific tspecific term for wierm for wild mustardld mustard ( (Brassica nBrassica nigraigra [L.] Koch [L.] Koch or  or Sinapis arSinaSinapis arSinapis arvensisvensis L.), whic L.), which tends toh tends to grow on a grow on abandoned sbandoned sites (cf. ites (cf. parallel oparallel occurrencesccurrenceooccurrenceoccurrences of the ts of the two terms, wo terms, Prov. 24:3Prov. 24:31).1).

Heb. h�aœru®l  (Zeph. 2:9; Job 30:7) may actually be a general term for 
weeds, or perhaps a specific term for wild mustard (Brassica nigra [L.] Koch or 
Sinapis arvensis L.), which tends to grow on abandoned sites (cf. parallel 
occurrences of the two terms, Prov. 24:31).

NETWORKNETWORKNETWORK

NETWORK

Any patterAny pattern with a “n with a “netlike” rnetlike” reticulatioeticulation, primarin, primarily associaly associated with tted with the embellihe embellishments ofshmeembelliembellishmembellishments of thents of the tabernace tabernacle and temle and temple. Heb. ple. Heb. resûet�resûet� designate designates the brons the bronze latticezbronbronze latbronze latticework tticework that coverehat covered the ark d the ark of the covof the covenant, extenant, extending froending from just belm just below the ledowbelbelow the below the ledge to hledge to halfway dowalfway down the siden the side. Four rin. Four rings were fags were fastened to stened to this gratithis grating at the nggratigrating atgrating at the corne the corners, and pors, and poles were iles were inserted thnserted through thesrough these rings whe rings when the arken the ark had to be h had to be had to be carried (Ecarried (Exod. 27:4-xod. 27:4-5; 38:4). 5; 38:4). A “networkA “network” ” (síeïb�aœk(síeïb�aœk�a®)�a®) of interw of interwoven chainointerwinterwoveninterwoven chains (1 chains (1 Kgs. 7:17 Kgs. 7:17; NRSV “ne; NRSV “nets of chects of checker work”)ker work”) adorned t adorned the capitalhe capitahe capitals ocapitals of the two f the two pillars thpillars that stood iat stood in front ofn front of the templ the temple; the cape; the capitals wereitals were further d furthe further defurther decorated wicorated with pomegrath pomegranates and nates and lilies (vvlilies (vv. 17–42; 2. 17–42; 2 Kgs. 25:1 Kgs. 25:17; 2 Chr. 7; 2 Chr. 4:12-13; J4:14:12-13; J4:12-13; Jer. 52:22-er. 52:22-23).23).

Any pattern with a “netlike” reticulation, primarily associated with the 
embellishments of the tabernacle and temple. Heb. resûet�  designates the 
bronze latticework that covered the ark of the covenant, extending from just 
below the ledge to halfway down the side. Four rings were fastened to this 
grating at the corners, and poles were inserted through these rings when the ark 
had to be carried (Exod. 27:4-5; 38:4). A “network” (síeïb�aœk�a®)  of 
interwoven chains (1 Kgs. 7:17; NRSV “nets of checker work”) adorned the 
capitals of the two pillars that stood in front of the temple; the capitals were 
further decorated with pomegranates and lilies (vv. 17–42; 2 Kgs. 25:17; 2 Chr. 
4:12-13; Jer. 52:22-23).

NEW MOONNEW MOONNEW MOON

NEW MOON

The monthlThe monthly festivaly festival marking t marking the first she first sighting ofighting of the new m the new moon (Heb. oon (Heb. h�oœd�esûh�oœd�eh�oœd�esûh�oœd�esû), celebra), celebrated 11 timted 11 times every yes every year (the near (the new moon thew moon that began tat began the month ohe mohe month of Tmonth of Tishri commishri commenced the enced the autumnal Nautumnal New Year’s ew Year’s celebratiocelebration). The cun). The cultural impltural imltural importanceimportance of this f of this festival isestival is difficult difficult for moder for modern Westernen Westerners to grasrs to grasp; the hanp; the handful of redful hanhandful ofhandful of reference references to it ins to it in the OT pr the OT probably belobably belies its siies its significancegnificance to the pe to the peoples of aoplespepeoples ofpeoples of ancient P ancient Palestine. alestine. Most if noMost if not all of tt all of the civilizhe civilizations of ations of the ancienthe ancient Near East Near t Near East Near East experienceexperienced the montd the monthly darkenhly darkening of theing of the moon as a moon as an ominous n ominous event; resevent; revent; restoratiorestoration of the ln of the lunar disk unar disk was greetewas greeted with rejd with rejoicing thaoicing that became rt became ritualized.itualized. Festivals Fes Festivals Festivals of the newof the new moon are  moon are attested iattested in 3rd-milln 3rd-millennium texennium texts from Egts from Egypt and Meypt and Meypt and MesopotamiMesopotamia, playinga, playing a promine a prominent role innt role in the culti the cultic life of c life of both civilboth civilizations. izations. The princiThe prThe principal principal cultic andcultic and civil cal civil calendar descendar described in tribed in the OT has he OT has its originits origins in the as in the ancient calncient cncient calendar ocalendar of Nippur, f Nippur, in which lin which lunar monthunar months, empirics, empirically estabally established by lished by observatioobservation, were adn, observatioobservatioobservation, were adn, were adjusted to justed to correspondcorrespond to the (s to the (solar) seasolar) seasons by perons by periodic prociodic proclamation olaprocproclamatiproclamation of a leon of a leap month.ap month.ap month.

The monthly festival marking the first sighting of the new moon (Heb. 
h�oœd�esû ), celebrated 11 times every year (the new moon that began the 
month of Tishri commenced the autumnal New Year’s celebration). The cultural 
importance of this festival is difficult for modern Westerners to grasp; the 
handful of references to it in the OT probably belies its significance to the 
peoples of ancient Palestine. Most if not all of the civilizations of the ancient 
Near East experienced the monthly darkening of the moon as an ominous event; 
restoration of the lunar disk was greeted with rejoicing that became ritualized. 
Festivals of the new moon are attested in 3rd-millennium texts from Egypt and 



Mesopotamia, playing a prominent role in the cultic life of both civilizations. The 
principal cultic and civil calendar described in the OT has its origins in the ancient 
calendar of Nippur, in which lunar months, empirically established by 
observation, were adjusted to correspond to the (solar) seasons by periodic 
proclamation of a leap month.

�The OT sugThe OT suggests thatgests that the month the monthly new mooly new moon festivaln festival was more  was more popular anpopular and culticald cd culticallycultically eventful  eventful than weeklthan weekly sabbath y sabbath observanceobservance in Palest in Palestine duringine during the pre-H the pre-Hasmonean pasmpre-Hpre-Hasmonpre-Hasmonean periodean period. Several . Several texts emphtexts emphasize the asize the festive nafestive nature of thture of the holiday e holiday (Num. 10:1((Num. 10:1(Num. 10:10; 1 Sam. 0; 1 Sam. 20:5, 18-120:5, 18-19, 24-29; 9, 24-29; Ps. 81:3[MPs. 81:3[MT 4]; Hos.T 4]; Hos. 2:11[13]) 2:11[13]). Celebrat. Celebration of theioCelebratCelebratioCelebration of the nn of the new moon inew moon in Jerusalem Jerusalem is remini is reminiscent of tscent of the sabbathhe sabbath observanc observanc observanceobservance: normal b: normal business isusiness is suspended suspended (Amos 8:5 (Amos 8:5), special), special sacrifice sacrifices are inits are initiated (Numiateinitinitiated initiated (Num. 28:1(Num. 28:11-15; 2 Ch1-15; 2 Chr. 31:3), r. 31:3), and festivand festive meals mae meals may have beey have been common (n common (1 Sam. 20:1((1 Sam. 20(1 Sam. 20:18). If a:18). If a normative normative practice  practice can be extcan be extrapolated rapolated from Jdt. from Jdt. 8:6, fasti8:6, fasting was forng wang was forbidwas forbidden on theden on the day of th day of the new moone new moon...

The OT suggests that the monthly new moon festival was more popular and 
cultically eventful than weekly sabbath observance in Palestine during the 
pre-Hasmonean period. Several texts emphasize the festive nature of the holiday 
(Num. 10:10; 1 Sam. 20:5, 18-19, 24-29; Ps. 81:3[MT 4]; Hos. 2:11[13]). 
Celebration of the new moon in Jerusalem is reminiscent of the sabbath 
observance: normal business is suspended (Amos 8:5), special sacrifices are 
initiated (Num. 28:11-15; 2 Chr. 31:3), and festive meals may have been common 
(1 Sam. 20:18). If a normative practice can be extrapolated from Jdt. 8:6, fasting 
was forbidden on the day of the new moon.

�M. Rosû HaM. Rosû Hasû.sû. 1.3—3.1 r 1.3—3.1 relates thaelates that the Sanht the Sanhedrin was edrin was responsiblresponsible for proce for proe for proclaiminproclaiming the adveg the advent of a nent of a new moon, baw moon, based on sigsed on sightings by htings by reliable wreliable witnesses; itnesses; the Jewishthethe Jewishthe Jewish lunar cal lunar calendar was endar was not calculnot calculated matheated mathematically matically until the until the 4th centur4th century y C.E.CC.E.C.E. The Jewis The Jewish new moonh new moon festival  festival maintainedmaintained its popul its popularity duriarity during the firng the first centurist centurist centuries centuries C.E.C.E., when som, when some early Che early Christian auristian authors usedthors used it for dr it for drawing inviawing invidious contdious condious contrasts contrasts between Jebetween Jewish and Cwish and Christian rhristian ritual obseitual observance (Corvance (Col. 2:16; Jl. 2:16; Justin Martustin Martyr).yr)MartMartyr).Martyr).Martyr).

M. Rosû Hasû. 1.3—3.1 relates that the Sanhedrin was responsible for 
proclaiming the advent of a new moon, based on sightings by reliable witnesses; 
the Jewish lunar calendar was not calculated mathematically until the 4th century 
C.E. The Jewish new moon festival maintained its popularity during the first 
centuries C.E., when some early Christian authors used it for drawing invidious 
contrasts between Jewish and Christian ritual observance (Col. 2:16; Justin 
Martyr).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. E. CoheM. E. Cohen, n, The CulticThe Cultic Calendars Calendars of the An of the Ancient Nearcient Near East East (Bethesda (Bet (Bethesda,(Bethesda, 1993); W. 1993); W. W. Hallo, W. Hallo, “New Moon “New Moons and Sabbs and Sabbaths,” aths,” HUCAHUCA 48 (1977) 48 (1977): 1–18; H.: 1–1: 1–18; H. A1–18; H. A. McKay, “. McKay, “New Moon oNew Moon or Sabbath?r Sabbath?” in ” in The SabbatThe Sabbath in Jewish in Jewish and Chrih and Christian TradstianChriChristian Christian TraditionsTraditions,, ed. T. C. ed. T. C. Ezkenazi, Ezkenazi, D. J. Har D. J. Harrington, arington, and W. H. Snd W. H. Shea (New Yhea (New York, 1991)orkYYork, 1991York, 1991), 12–27; ), 12–27; T. C. G. TT. C. G. Thornton, “hornton, “Jewish NewJewish New Moon Fest Moon Festivals, Galivals, Galatians 4:3atians 4:3atians 4:3-11 and4:3-11 and Colossian Colossians 2:16,” s 2:16,” JTSJTS  N.S.N.S. 40 (1989) 40 (1989): 97–100.: 97–100.: 97–100.
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NEW YEARNEW YEARNEW YEAR

NEW YEAR

TraditionaTraditionally a timelly a time of celebr of celebration, renation, renewal, and ewal, and ritual. Inritual. In the agrar the agrarian societian societies of theies of ties of the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East, the Newt, the New Year fest Year festivities coivities correspondedrresponded to the cy to the cyclical agrclical agricultural icuagragriculturagricultural season;al season; elaborate elaborate ceremonie ceremonies marked ts marked the phenomehe phenomenon of tranon of transition frnsition frnsition from one sfrom one season intoeason into the next. the next. The peopl The peoples of the es of the ancient Neancient Near East cear East celebrated Nlebrated Nlebrated New Year’sNew Year’s festivals festivals during bo during both sowing th sowing and harvesand harvest seasons,t seasons, at the be at the beginning orginning or end of th e end of theend of the agricultu agricultural year. ral year. In early MIn early Mesopotamiaesopotamian societien societies the s the akiätuakiätu festival, festival, often ref of often refeoften referred to asrred to as the New Y the New Year’s festear’s festival, firsival, first occurredt occurred in Tishri in Tishri around th around the time of e time time of thtime of the fall eque fall equinox; in tinox; in the later phe later periods, eseriods, especially apecially at Babylon,t Babylon, it was ob it was observed at servedobobserved aobserved at the vernt the vernal equinoxal equinox during th during the first 12e first 12 days of N days of Nisan. Simiisan. Similarly, anclarly, ancient Israeient ancancient Isancient Israel obserrael observed agricuved agricultural fesltural festivals whitivals which may havch may have been Newe been New Year cele Year celebrations.brcelecelebratiocelebrations.ns.ns.

Traditionally a time of celebration, renewal, and ritual. In the agrarian societies of 
the ancient Near East, the New Year festivities corresponded to the cyclical 
agricultural season; elaborate ceremonies marked the phenomenon of transition 
from one season into the next. The peoples of the ancient Near East celebrated 
New Year’s festivals during both sowing and harvest seasons, at the beginning or 
end of the agricultural year. In early Mesopotamian societies the akiätu festival, 
often referred to as the New Year’s festival, first occurred in Tishri around the 
time of the fall equinox; in the later periods, especially at Babylon, it was 
observed at the vernal equinox during the first 12 days of Nisan. Similarly, 
ancient Israel observed agricultural festivals which may have been New Year 



celebrations.

�The timingThe timing of the Ne of the New Year in w Year in ancient Isancient Israel is unrael is uncertain ancertain and debated d debated among schoamong among schoamong scholars. Somelars. Some suggest t suggest that there hat there were two Nwere two New Year’s ew Year’s days, the days, the spring Newspring Nspring New Year cNew Year commemoratiommemorating the culng the cultic new yetic new year and thear and the fall fest fall festival celebival celebrating therating the civic new c civic new civic new year. The year. The OT containOT contains scarce es scarce evidence ofvidence of a New Yea a New Year’s celebrr’s celebration and ation and its accompiits accompits accompanying ritanying rituals. In tuals. In the early phe early period of Ieriod of Israelite hsraelite history theistory the autumnal  autumnal festival (festivafestival (festival (heh�aœg�;heh�aœg�; 1 Kgs. 8: 1 Kgs. 8:2, 65) and2, 65) and the festi the festival of theval of the Lord ( Lord (h�ag�-YHWHh�ag�-YHWH((h�ag�-YHW(h�ag�-YHWHH; Judg. 21; Judg. 21:19) celeb:19) celebrated in trated in the seventhhe seventh month (Ti month (Tishri) markshri) marked the tured thed the turn othe turn of the new f the new year. Jeroyear. Jeroboam (1 Kgboam (1 Kgs. 12:32) s. 12:32) celebratedcelebrated this same this same festival  festival in the eigin tin the eighththe eighth month. Ez month. Ezek. 40:1 rek. 40:1 reports eports roœ}sû hasroœ}sû hasûsûaœna®ûsûaœna® (the “hea (the “head of the yd of the d of the year”)the year”) as 10 Tis as 10 Tishri. Thesehri. These autumnal  autumnal celebratiocelebrations reflectns reflect the influ the influence of thence of the solar cae soe solar calesolar calendar; aftendar; after the Exilr the Exile, when the, when the lunar cae lunar calendar waslendar was adopted,  adopted, the New Yethe New Year was celarYeYear was cYear was celebrated elebrated on the firon the first day of st day of the new mothe new moon in the on in the month of Nmonth of Nisan. In Lisan. In Lev. 25:9 teLLev. 25:9 Lev. 25:9 the blowinthe blowing of the sg of the shofar on thofar on the tenth dhe tenth day of the ay of the seventh moseventh month may denth may designate thsdedesignate designate the beginnthe beginning of theing of the new year, new year, as it doe as it does in laters in later Jewish Ro Jewish Rosh Hashanash Hashanah celebrath ch celebratiocelebrations. Drawinns. Drawing upon comg upon comparative eparative evidence ofvidence of cult ritu cult ritual drama ial drama in the ancin the ancient Near Eenanciancient Neancient Near East, Sar East, Sigmund Mowigmund Mowinckel theinckel theorized thaorized that Pss. 47,t Pss. 47, 93, 96-10 93, 96-100 were Ent0 were Ent0 were EnthronemeEnthronement Psalms,nt Psalms, each cont each containing litaining liturgy that urgy that celebratedcelebrated the enthr the enthronement ofonement oonement of Yahweh.of Yahweh. The  The Sitz im LeSitz im Lebenben of these  of these Psalms wasPsalms was the annua the annual reenactml reenactment of theent of the ritual cu ri ritual culritual cult drama wht drama when Yahweh en Yahweh was celebrwas celebrated as kiated as king, creatong, creator, and savr, and savior of theior of the world. w world.world.world.

The timing of the New Year in ancient Israel is uncertain and debated 
among scholars. Some suggest that there were two New Year’s days, the spring 
New Year commemorating the cultic new year and the fall festival celebrating the 
civic new year. The OT contains scarce evidence of a New Year’s celebration and 
its accompanying rituals. In the early period of Israelite history the autumnal 
festival (heh�aœg�;  1 Kgs. 8:2, 65) and the festival of the Lord 
(h�ag�-YHWH ; Judg. 21:19) celebrated in the seventh month (Tishri) marked 
the turn of the new year. Jeroboam (1 Kgs. 12:32) celebrated this same festival in 
the eighth month. Ezek. 40:1 reports roœ}sû hasûsûaœna® (the “head of 
the year”) as 10 Tishri. These autumnal celebrations reflect the influence of the 
solar calendar; after the Exile, when the lunar calendar was adopted, the New 
Year was celebrated on the first day of the new moon in the month of Nisan. In 
Lev. 25:9 the blowing of the shofar on the tenth day of the seventh month may 
designate the beginning of the new year, as it does in later Jewish Rosh Hashanah 
celebrations. Drawing upon comparative evidence of cult ritual drama in the 
ancient Near East, Sigmund Mowinckel theorized that Pss. 47, 93, 96-100 were 
Enthronement Psalms, each containing liturgy that celebrated the enthronement 
of Yahweh. The Sitz im Leben of these Psalms was the annual reenactment of the 
ritual cult drama when Yahweh was celebrated as king, creator, and savior of the 
world.

�New Year’sNew Year’s festivals festivals in the an in the ancient Nearcient Near East incl East included a numuded a number of simber of similar elemeilar eleilar elements —elements — processio processions of the ns of the king and tking and the deitieshe deities, intricat, intricate sacrifice sacrifices, prayeres, prayers, rites os, rits, rites of prites of purificatiourification and clean and cleansing of tnsing of the temple,he temple, and celeb and celebrations torations to commemora commemorate the ovetecommemoracommemoratcommemorate the overe the overcoming of coming of chaos and chaos and restoratiorestoration of ordern of order. In the U. In the Ugaritic ligaritic lgaritic literatureliterature, the myth, the myth of the de of the death and reath and resurrectionsurrection of Baal,  of Baal, as a fertias a fertility god, lity god, celebratincelebracelebratincelebrating his triug his triumph over Mmph over Mot and theot and the building  building of his palof his palace, has bace, has been conneceen connected to theteconnecconnected connected to the autto the autumn New Yeumn New Year festiviar festivities in Caties in Canaan. In Enaan. In Egyptian Negyptian New Year ritw Year ritw Year rituals atrituals at the templ the temple of Edfu,e of Edfu, the statu the statue of the ge of the god Horus wod Horus was removedas removed from his  from his temple andtetemple andtemple and exposed t exposed to the rayso the rays of the su of the sun to reunin to reunite his bodte his body with hisy with his soul. The soul. The Babylonia B BabylonianBabylonian  akiätuakiätu festival, festival, which bec which became the moame the most importast important religiont religious and polus and political celiticapolpolitical political celebratiocelebration in Mesopn in Mesopotamian hiotamian history, alsstory, also involvedo involved complex a complex and elaborand elaborate ritualsteelaboraelaborate elaborate rituals. Trituals. The templeshe temples of Marduk of Marduk and Nabu  and Nabu were rituawere ritually purifilly purified, decoraed, decorated with stedecoradecorated decorated with splenwith splendid adornmdid adornments, and ents, and filled witfilled with lavish oh lavish offerings afferings and banquetnd banquets. The cres. Ts. The creatiThe creation epic, ton epic, the Enuma Ehe Enuma Elish, commlish, commemorating emorating Marduk’s vMarduk’s victory oveictory over chaos, wr chaos, r chaos, waschaos, was recited b recited before his efore his statue. Thstatue. The e akiätuakiätu festival  festival celebratedcelebrated the supre the supremacy of Mamacysupresupremacy supremacy of Marduk of Marduk as the natas the national deitional deity, as welly, as well as the so as the sovereignty vereignty of the kinof the king as the cg asg as the choas the chosen repressen representative oentative of Marduk. f Marduk. The king uThe king underwent anderwent a ritual hu ritual humiliation,miliation, stripped  s stripped ostripped of his crowf his crown, sceptern, scepter, and swor, and sword, forced d, forced to his kneto his knees and reqes and required to suired to swear an oawesswear an oswear an oath statinath stating that he g that he had not nehad not neglected higlected his duties as duties as king ands king and to promis to promise to respee te to respectto respect Marduk an Marduk and the peopd the people of Babyle of Babylon. The klon. The king “took ing “took the hand” the hand” of Marduk of Mardukof Marduk andMarduk and led a pro led a procession ofcession of the statu the statues of Mardes of Marduk and neiuk and neighboring dghboring deities threities through the cothrthrough ththrough the city, ine city, in magnifice magnificent view ofnt view of the Babyl the Babylon citizenon citizens, to the s, to the akiätuakiätu house, wh house,  house, whihouse, which lay on ch lay on the outskithe outskirts of therts of the city wall city walls. The dess. The destinies of tinies of the land, the land, presumablypresumpresumablypresumably for the u for the upcoming yepcoming year, were far, were fixed and tixed and the festivahe festival ended wil ended with the godth the gods returninsgodgods returgods returning to thning to their templeeir temples.s.s.

New Year’s festivals in the ancient Near East included a number of similar 
elements — processions of the king and the deities, intricate sacrifices, prayers, 
rites of purification and cleansing of the temple, and celebrations to 
commemorate the overcoming of chaos and restoration of order. In the Ugaritic 
literature, the myth of the death and resurrection of Baal, as a fertility god, 
celebrating his triumph over Mot and the building of his palace, has been 
connected to the autumn New Year festivities in Canaan. In Egyptian New Year 
rituals at the temple of Edfu, the statue of the god Horus was removed from his 
temple and exposed to the rays of the sun to reunite his body with his soul. The 
Babylonian akiätu festival, which became the most important religious and 
political celebration in Mesopotamian history, also involved complex and 
elaborate rituals. The temples of Marduk and Nabu were ritually purified, 
decorated with splendid adornments, and filled with lavish offerings and banquets. 
The creation epic, the Enuma Elish, commemorating Marduk’s victory over 
chaos, was recited before his statue. The akiätu festival celebrated the 
supremacy of Marduk as the national deity, as well as the sovereignty of the king 
as the chosen representative of Marduk. The king underwent a ritual humiliation, 
stripped of his crown, scepter, and sword, forced to his knees and required to 
swear an oath stating that he had not neglected his duties as king and to promise 



to respect Marduk and the people of Babylon. The king “took the hand” of 
Marduk and led a procession of the statues of Marduk and neighboring deities 
through the city, in magnificent view of the Babylon citizens, to the akiätu 
house, which lay on the outskirts of the city walls. The destinies of the land, 
presumably for the upcoming year, were fixed and the festival ended with the 
gods returning to their temples.

Julye BidmJulye Bidmeadead

Julye Bidmead

NEZIAHNEZIAH (Heb.  (Heb. neïs�iîah�neïs�iîah�)))

NEZIAH (Heb. neïs�iîah� )

A temple sA temple servant whoervant whose descendse descendants returants returned with Zned with Zerubbabel erubbabel from captifrom captivity in Bavity in Bvity in Babylon (EBabylon (Ezra 2:54 =zra 2:54 = Neh. 7:56 Neh. 7:56).).

A temple servant whose descendants returned with Zerubbabel from captivity in 
Babylon (Ezra 2:54 = Neh. 7:56).

NEZIBNEZIB (Heb.  (Heb. neïs�iîb�neïs�iîb�)))

NEZIB (Heb. neïs�iîb� )

A town in A town in the Shephethe Shephelah of Judlah of Judah and parah and part of that t of that tribe’s intribe’s inheritance heritance (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:43). Euseb43). 15:15:43). Eu15:43). Eusebius plasebius places it 14 ces it 14 km. (9 mi.km. (9 mi.) E of Bei) E of Beit Guvrin/Bt Guvrin/Beth Jibrineth Jibrin (Eleuther (Eleutheropolis) inopolis(Eleuther(Eleuthero(Eleutheropolis) in polis) in the directthe direction of Hebion of Hebron (accorron (according to Jeding to Jerome, 11 krome, 11 km. [7 mi.]m. [7 mi.]). The loc). mi.]mi.]). Themi.]). The location  location is identifis identified as Khiied as Khirbet Beit rbet Beit Nes�iîbNes�iîb esh-Sharq esh-Sharqiyeh (1501iyeh (150110), in th10), in10), in the norin the north-south vth-south valley thatalley that separates separates the Sheph the Shephelah from elah from the Judeanthe Judean hills. Th hills. The biblicale bie biblical nbiblical name has apame has apparently bparently been presereen preserved.ved.ved.

A town in the Shephelah of Judah and part of that tribe’s inheritance (Josh. 
15:43). Eusebius places it 14 km. (9 mi.) E of Beit Guvrin/Beth Jibrin 
(Eleutheropolis) in the direction of Hebron (according to Jerome, 11 km. [7 
mi.]). The location is identified as Khirbet Beit Nes�iîb  esh-Sharqiyeh (150110), 
in the north-south valley that separates the Shephelah from the Judean hills. The 
biblical name has apparently been preserved.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. F. RainA. F. Rainey, “The Aey, “The Administratdministrative Divisiive Division of the on of the Shephelah,Shephelah,” ” Shephelah,Shephelah,Shephelah,” ” Tel AvivTel Aviv 7 (1980): 7 (1980): 194–202;  194–202; “The Bibli“The Biblical Shephecal Shephelah of Judlah of Judah,” ah,” BASORBASOR 251 (1983 2 251 (1983)251 (1983): 1–22.: 1–22.: 1–22.

Bibliography. A. F. Rainey, “The Administrative Division of the 
Shephelah,” Tel Aviv 7 (1980): 194–202; “The Biblical Shephelah of Judah,” BASOR 
251 (1983): 1–22.

Jennifer LJennifer L. Groves. Groves

Jennifer L. Groves

NIBHAZNIBHAZ (Heb.  (Heb. nib�h�aznib�h�az)))

NIBHAZ (Heb. nib�h�az )

One of twoOne of two gods wors gods worshipped by hipped by the Avvitethe Avvites, a Syrias, a Syrian people wn people whom the Ashom the Assyrians resyrians rsyrians resettled resettled at Samariaat Samaria (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 17:31). He 7:31). He has been ihas been identified dentified variously variously as “Nebo tas “Nebo the Seer” ohe She Seer” or “Seer” or “Nebo of thNebo of the face,” ae face,” a Babylonia Babylonian deity ren deity revered in Svered in Syria, or ayria, or an Elamite n Elamite deity deitdeity deity Ibnah˙azaIbnah˙aza..

One of two gods worshipped by the Avvites, a Syrian people whom the Assyrians 
resettled at Samaria (2 Kgs. 17:31). He has been identified variously as “Nebo the 
Seer” or “Nebo of the face,” a Babylonian deity revered in Syria, or an Elamite 
deity Ibnah˙aza.

NIBSHANNIBSHAN (Heb.  (Heb. hannib�sûahannib�sûaœnœn)))

NIBSHAN (Heb. hannib�sûaœn )

A city in A city in the wilderthe wilderness of Juness of Judah (Josh.dah (Josh. 15:62). T 15:62). The site hahe site has been ides been identified asntified as Khirbet  Khirb Khirbet Khirbet el-Maqa®riel-Maqa®riää (186123)  (186123) in the valin the valley of Achley of Achor, 17 km.or, 17 km. (10.5 mi. (10.5 mi.) SE of Je) SE of Jerusalem.rJeJerusalem.Jerusalem.

A city in the wilderness of Judah (Josh. 15:62). The site has been identified as 
Khirbet el-Maqa®riä (186123) in the valley of Achor, 17 km. (10.5 mi.) SE of 
Jerusalem.

NICANORNICANOR (Gk.  (Gk. NikaénoœrNikaénoœr)))

NICANOR (Gk. Nikaénoœr)

�1.1. One of fo One of four commandur commanders whom Lers whom Lysias sentysias sent against J against Judas Maccaudas Maccabeus (1 Mabeus (1 Mabeus (1 Macc. 3:38Macc. 3:38; 2 Macc. ; 2 Macc. 8). Althou8). Although 1 Maccagh 1 Maccabees suggebees suggests that Gsts that Gorgias ledorgias led this camp this campaign (1 Maacampcampaign (campaign (1 Macc 4:11 Macc 4:1), 2 Macca), 2 Maccabees depicbees depicts Nicanorts Nicanor as the pr as the prominent fiominent figure. Accogure. Accogure. According According to 2 Macc.to 2 Macc. 8 he sold 8 he sold captured  captured Jews from Jews from the campaithe campaign as slavgn as slaves in ordees in order to pay trordeorder to porder to pay tributeay tribute to Rome ( to Rome (190 190 B.C.E.B.C.E.). Judas a). Judas attacked Nittacked Nicanor’s focanor’s forces at Emrces at Emmaus and dmEmEmmaus andEmmaus and defeated  defeated them. Durithem. During Demetring Demetrius I’s rulus I’s rule (162–150e (162–150), Nicanor), Nicanor led anoth led ano led another atanother attack on thtack on the Jews. One Jews. On this occa this occasion, he psion, he planned to lanned to lure Judaslure Judas into a me into a meeting withetmemeeting wimeeting with him wheth him where he coulre he could kill Judd kill Judas. Learnias. Learning of the ng of the plot, Judaplot, Judas spoiled s spoiled Nicanor’s NicaNicanor’s Nicanor’s plan. The plan. The two engagetwo engaged in battld in battle at Caphae at Caphar-salama, r-salama, where Judawhere Judas won. He s won. He s won. He and JudHe and Judas had oneas had one last batt last battle at Adasle at Adasa in whicha in which Syria los Syria lost and Nicat and Nicanor died (nor died (1 Macc. 7:1 M1 Macc. 7:26Macc. 7:26-50; 2 Mac-50; 2 Macc 14:12-15c 14:12-15:36).:36).:36).

1. One of four commanders whom Lysias sent against Judas Maccabeus (1 
Macc. 3:38; 2 Macc. 8). Although 1 Maccabees suggests that Gorgias led this 
campaign (1 Macc 4:1), 2 Maccabees depicts Nicanor as the prominent figure. 



According to 2 Macc. 8 he sold captured Jews from the campaign as slaves in 
order to pay tribute to Rome (190 B.C.E.). Judas attacked Nicanor’s forces at 
Emmaus and defeated them. During Demetrius I’s rule (162–150), Nicanor led 
another attack on the Jews. On this occasion, he planned to lure Judas into a 
meeting with him where he could kill Judas. Learning of the plot, Judas spoiled 
Nicanor’s plan. The two engaged in battle at Caphar-salama, where Judas won. 
He and Judas had one last battle at Adasa in which Syria lost and Nicanor died (1 
Macc. 7:26-50; 2 Macc 14:12-15:36).

�2.2. One of th One of the seven mee seven men chosen tn chosen to oversee o oversee the food dthe food distributioistribution to the Hn to the Hellenists’elleHHellenistsHellenists’ widows i’ widows in the Jerun the Jerusalem chursalem church after tch after the Hellenihe Hellenists complasts complained that ined that they were thethey were they were being neglbeing neglected (Actected (Acts 6:5).s 6:5).s 6:5).

2. One of the seven men chosen to oversee the food distribution to the 
Hellenists’ widows in the Jerusalem church after the Hellenists complained that 
they were being neglected (Acts 6:5).

Rodney A. Rodney A. WerlineWerline

Rodney A. Werline

NICODEMUSNICODEMUS (Gk.  (Gk. NikoœdeämoNikoœdeämoss)))

NICODEMUS (Gk. Nikoœdeämos)

A PhariseeA Pharisee, a member, a member of the Sa of the Sanhedrin (“nhedrin (“leader of leader of the Jews”)the Jews”), and a sc, and a scribe (“tearibe (“teacher of Isch(“tea(“teacher (“teacher of Israel”of Israel”; John 3:1; John 3:1-14). Nico-14). Nicodemus camedemus came to Jesus  to Jesus at night (at night (possibly spossibly so as not to aso as not to as not to compromisecompromise his posit his position) as a ion) as a person perperson perplexed by plexed by Jesus’ disJesus’ discourse abocourse about the newuaboabout the about the new birth.new birth. He later  He later defends Jedefends Jesus beforesus before the Sanhe the Sanhedrin (Johndrin (John 7:50-52). 7:50-52). After Jes A After JesuAfter Jesus’ death, s’ death, Nicodemus Nicodemus provides aprovides an enormousn enormous amount of amount of spices fo spices for Jesus’ br Jesus’ br Jesus’ burial, thburial, thus implyinus implying that he g that he was wealthwas wealthy (John 19y (John 19:39-40).:39-40).:39-40).

A Pharisee, a member of the Sanhedrin (“leader of the Jews”), and a scribe 
(“teacher of Israel”; John 3:1-14). Nicodemus came to Jesus at night (possibly so 
as not to compromise his position) as a person perplexed by Jesus’ discourse 
about the new birth. He later defends Jesus before the Sanhedrin (John 7:50-52). 
After Jesus’ death, Nicodemus provides an enormous amount of spices for Jesus’ 
burial, thus implying that he was wealthy (John 19:39-40).

�The BabyloThe Babylonian Talmunian Talmud mentionsd mentions a certain a certain Nakdimon  Nakdimon (the Hebre(the Hebrew equivalew equivalent of Gk. ntequivaleequivalentequivalent of Gk.  of Gk. NikoœdeämoNikoœdeämoss) who flou) who flourished ca.rished ca.  A.D.A.D. 66–70, bu 66–70, but the biblt the biblical Nicodical Nical Nicodemus Nicodemus was probabwas probably dead byly dead by then. Nak then. Nakdimon, howdimon, however, coulever, could have beed have been a membern a mn a member of member of his familyhis family. In sever. In several NT apocal NT apocryphal worryphal works Nicodemks Nicodemus defendsus defends Jesus at  Jesus at Jesus at his triat his trial, is conal, is converted to verted to ChristianiChristianity, expellty, expelled from thed from the Sanhedrie Sanhedrin, and dien, and dies a martyrs a mas a martyr’s dmartyr’s death. Howeeath. However, such ver, such legends prlegends probably beaobably bear little tr little truth.ruth.ruth.

The Babylonian Talmud mentions a certain Nakdimon (the Hebrew 
equivalent of Gk. Nikoœdeämos) who flourished ca. A.D. 66–70, but the biblical 
Nicodemus was probably dead by then. Nakdimon, however, could have been a 
member of his family. In several NT apocryphal works Nicodemus defends Jesus 
at his trial, is converted to Christianity, expelled from the Sanhedrin, and dies a 
martyr’s death. However, such legends probably bear little truth.

James A. BJames A. Brooksrooks

James A. Brooks

NICODEMUS,NICODEMUS, GOSPEL OF GOSPEL OF

NICODEMUS, GOSPEL OF

The name aThe name ascribed byscribed by Latin tra Latin traditions ofditions of the 13th- the 13th-14th centu14th centuries ries C.E.C.E. to the Ac to the Acts of Pilats ots of Pilate.of Pilate.

The name ascribed by Latin traditions of the 13th-14th centuries C.E. to the Acts 
of Pilate.

NICOLAITANNICOLAITANSS (Gk.  (Gk. NikolaiÿNikolaiÿNikolaiÿ

NICOLAITANS (Gk. Nikolaiÿ

A sect of A sect of the early the early Church assChurch associated wiociated with the citth the cities of Ephies of Ephesus and Pesus and Pergamum (Rergamum (Rev. 2:6, 1e(R(Rev. 2:6,(Rev. 2:6, 15). The  15). The group was group was apparentlyapparently accused o accused of the sinsf the sins of eating of eating meat offe meat offered to idoredoffeoffered tooffered to idols and idols and (probably (probably ritual) s ritual) sexual immoexual immorality (Rerality (Rev. 2:14). v. 2:14). The associThe association of tationassociassociatioassociation of thesen of these same anti same antinomian pranomian practices (prctices (proscribed boscribed by the Aposy the Apostolic Countolic Council at JercCounCouncil atCouncil at Jerusalem Jerusalem; Acts 15:; Acts 15:20, 28-29;20, 28-29; cf. 21:25 cf. 21:25) with the) with the prophetes prophetess Jezebel s Jezebel at Thyatirat Tat Thyatira (Thyatira (Rev. 2:20)Rev. 2:20) may indic may indicate activiate activity by the ty by the sect in thsect in that city asat city as well. well. well.

A sect of the early Church associated with the cities of Ephesus and Pergamum 
(Rev. 2:6, 15). The group was apparently accused of the sins of eating meat 
offered to idols and (probably ritual) sexual immorality (Rev. 2:14). The 
association of these same antinomian practices (proscribed by the Apostolic 
Council at Jerusalem; Acts 15:20, 28-29; cf. 21:25) with the prophetess Jezebel at 
Thyatira (Rev. 2:20) may indicate activity by the sect in that city as well.

�Two explanTwo explanations havations have been offe been offered for tered for the name ofhe name of this grou this group. Irenaeup. Irenaeus (s (Adv. haer.Adv((Adv. haer(Adv. haer.. 7.24) rep 7.24) reported thatorted that this sect this sect traced it traced its origins s origins to Nicolauto Nicolaus of Antios of Antioch, one ofch, och, one of theone of the seven Hel seven Hellenists chlenists chosen to asosen to assist the asist the apostles (Apostles (Acts 6:1-5)cts 6:1-5). Clement . Clement of Alexandof Aof AlexandriaAlexandria ( (Misc.Misc. 2.20) con 2.20) concurred witcurred with Irenaeush Irenaeus but argue but argued that thed that the group’s 2 group’s 2nd-centurynd-ce22nd-centur2nd-century adherenty adherents had corrs had corrupted Nicoupted Nicolaus’s tealaus’s teachings. Mochings. Most modern st modern scholars ascholars scholars ascholars are dubiousre dubious of any co of any connection bnnection between theetween the sect and  sect and Nicolaus oNicolaus of Antioch,f Antioch, and many  Antioch,Antioch, aAntioch, and many evnd many even doubt ten doubt that the lihat the libertine gnbertine gnostic sectostic sects known tos known to the apolo the apologists by tgapoloapologistsapologists by this n by this name are thame are the same as e same as those mentthose mentioned in Rioned in Revelation.evelation.

Two explanations have been offered for the name of this group. Irenaeus 



(Adv. haer. 7.24) reported that this sect traced its origins to Nicolaus of Antioch, 
one of the seven Hellenists chosen to assist the apostles (Acts 6:1-5). Clement of 
Alexandria (Misc. 2.20) concurred with Irenaeus but argued that the group’s 
2nd-century adherents had corrupted Nicolaus’s teachings. Most modern 
scholars are dubious of any connection between the sect and Nicolaus of 
Antioch, and many even doubt that the libertine gnostic sects known to the 
apologists by this name are the same as those mentioned in Revelation.

�Most scholMost scholars now tears now tend to intend to interpret the rpret the name symboname symbolically aslically as a wordpla a wordplay on the ny on y on the namon the name Balaam (e Balaam (Rev. 2:14-Rev. 2:14-15). That 15). That name can bname can be construee construed as a cond as a contracted fotracted ftracted form of Heform of Heb. b. baœla{ {ambaœla{ {am,, “he destr “he destroyed the poyed the people,” aneople,” and so parald so parallels the nlels the name Nicolaame Name Nicolaus fNicolaus from Gk. rom Gk. niíkeä laoniíkeä laouí,uí, “conquero “conqueror of the pr of the people.” Baeople.” Balaam was tlaam was traditionalraditionttraditionatraditionally associlly associated with ated with antinomianantinomian practices practices during th during this period is period (2 Pet. 2:(2 Pet. 2:15; cf. Ju15; cf15; cf. Jude 1cf. Jude 11).1).1).

Most scholars now tend to interpret the name symbolically as a wordplay 
on the name Balaam (Rev. 2:14-15). That name can be construed as a contracted 
form of Heb. baœla{ {am, “he destroyed the people,” and so parallels the name 
Nicolaus from Gk. niíkeä laouí, “conqueror of the people.” Balaam was 
traditionally associated with antinomian practices during this period (2 Pet. 2:15; 
cf. Jude 11).

Timothy B.Timothy B. Cargal Cargal

Timothy B. Cargal

NICOLAUSNICOLAUS (Gk.  (Gk. NikoœlaosNikoœlaos)))

NICOLAUS (Gk. Nikoœlaos)

One of theOne of the seven men seven men appointed appointed and ordai and ordained by thened by the 12 apostl 12 apostles to admies to administer thenister thnister the daily the daily food distrfood distribution amibution among the Heong the Hellenistic llenistic Christian Christian widows in widows in the early the early Jerusalem JeruJerusalem Jerusalem church (Acchurch (Acts 6:5). Hts 6:5). He was “a pe was “a proselyte oroselyte of Antioch,f Antioch,” i.e., a ” i.e., a Gentile.Gentile.Gentile.

One of the seven men appointed and ordained by the 12 apostles to administer 
the daily food distribution among the Hellenistic Christian widows in the early 
Jerusalem church (Acts 6:5). He was “a proselyte of Antioch,” i.e., a Gentile.

�The early The early church fatchurch fathers are dhers are divided on ivided on whether orwhether or not Nicol not Nicolaus later aus later apostatizeapostaapostatizeapostatized and found and founded the heded the heretical seretical sect known act known as the Nicos the Nicolaitans (Rlaitans (Rev. 2:6).ev. 2:6).ev. 2:6).

The early church fathers are divided on whether or not Nicolaus later 
apostatized and founded the heretical sect known as the Nicolaitans (Rev. 2:6).

Warren C. Warren C. TrenchardTrenchard

Warren C. Trenchard

NICOPOLISNICOPOLIS (Gk.  (Gk. NikoœpolisNikoœpolis)))

NICOPOLIS (Gk. Nikoœpolis)

A common nA common name (“cityame (“city of victor of victory”) in anty”) in antiquity. Paiquity. Paul asks Tiul asks Titus to vistus to visit him at it him at Nicopolis NicoNicopolis Nicopolis as he had as he had decided todecided to spend the spend the winter th winter there (Tit. ere (Tit. 3:12). Thi3:12). This was probs was probably the cabprobprobably tprobably the city lohe city located on tcated on the isthmushe isthmus of the Ba of the Bay of Actiuy of Actium in northm in northwestern Grwestern Greece, founeGrGreece, foGreece, founded by Aunded by Augustus afugustus after his viter his victory overctory over Antony an Antony and Cleopatrd Cleopatra in 31 a in 31 B.C.E.B.CB.C.E.B.C.E. It was a  It was a Roman coloRoman colony and theny and the capital o capital of the provf the province of Epince of Epirus. Heroirus. Herod the Gread the Gd the Great builGreat built most of t most of the publicthe public buildings buildings, and Epic, and Epictetus resitetus resided there ded there after his after his expulsion expulexpulsion expulsion from Rome.from Rome. The note  The note in Codex Ain Codex Alexandrinulexandrinus ascribins ascribing the writg the writing of Titing of Titing of Titus to NTitus to Nicopolis iicopolis is incorrecs incorrect.t.t.

A common name (“city of victory”) in antiquity. Paul asks Titus to visit him at 
Nicopolis as he had decided to spend the winter there (Tit. 3:12). This was 
probably the city located on the isthmus of the Bay of Actium in northwestern 
Greece, founded by Augustus after his victory over Antony and Cleopatra in 31 
B.C.E. It was a Roman colony and the capital of the province of Epirus. Herod the 
Great built most of the public buildings, and Epictetus resided there after his 
expulsion from Rome. The note in Codex Alexandrinus ascribing the writing of 
Titus to Nicopolis is incorrect.

Richard S.Richard S. Ascough Ascough

Richard S. Ascough

NIGERNIGER (Gk.  (Gk. NiígerNiíger)))

NIGER (Gk. Niíger)

The surnamThe surname of Simeoe of Simeon, a prophn, a prophet and teaet and teacher who lcher who lived in Anived in Antioch (Acttioch (Acts 13:1). Ts 13:1). Ts 13:1). The name iThe name is derived s derived from Lat. from Lat. niger,niger, “black,”  “black,” suggestingsuggesting his Afric his African origin.an origin. Some scho Some sch Some scholars ischolars identify hidentify him with Simm with Simon of Cyreon of Cyrene (Mark 1ne (Mark 15:21).5:21).

The surname of Simeon, a prophet and teacher who lived in Antioch (Acts 13:1). 
The name is derived from Lat. niger, “black,” suggesting his African origin. Some 
scholars identify him with Simon of Cyrene (Mark 15:21).

NIGHTNIGHTNIGHT

NIGHT



“Night” oc“Night” occurs in thcurs in the Bible ine Bible in both a li both a literal (theteral (the period be period between sunstween sunset and sunet and sunrise) and risesunsunrise) asunrise) and metaphond metaphorical sensrical sense. In bothe. In both cases it  cases it is relatedis related to the id to the idea, and ofea, and often the woten thten the word, the word, “darkness,“darkness,” even at ” even at creation wcreation when God’s hen God’s word separword separates lightates light from dark from dar from darkness (darkness (“night”). “night”). However, nHowever, night is noight is not demonizet demonized in the Od in the OT since thT since the central e central religious rereligious religious festival, festival, Passover, Passover, is a noctuis a nocturnal meal rnal meal recalling recalling the “nightthe “night of delive of deliverance” (Exrance” (rance” (Exod. 11-(Exod. 11-12).12).12).

“Night” occurs in the Bible in both a literal (the period between sunset and 
sunrise) and metaphorical sense. In both cases it is related to the idea, and often 
the word, “darkness,” even at creation when God’s word separates light from 
darkness (“night”). However, night is not demonized in the OT since the central 
religious festival, Passover, is a nocturnal meal recalling the “night of deliverance” 
(Exod. 11-12).

�OT referenOT references to “nices to “night” oftenght” often occur in  occur in combinatiocombination or contrn or contrast with “ast with “day” and tday” aday” and thus band thus become a moecome a mode of descde of describing timribing time. Night ie. Night is the times the time for restf for restful sleep, ul sleep, and thus aandand thus aand thus a sleepless sleepless night is  night is agony (Jobagony (Job 7:3-4). W 7:3-4). When employhen employed literaled literally, the nily, the night is oftght isght is often dis often divided intivided into three oro three or four watc four watches (1 Samhes (1 Sam. 11:11; P. 11:11; Ps. 63:6[MTs. 63:6[MT 7]; 119:1 7]; 119:148; Matt. 48; 119:1119:148; M119:148; Matt. 14:25att. 14:25; Luke 12:; Luke 12:38). Altho38). Although it is ugh it is often assooften associated witciated with danger oh danger or calamityr car calamity (calamity (Job 24:13-Job 24:13-15; Ps. 9115; Ps. 91:5; Mic. 3:5; Mic. 3:6), night:6), night is also t is also the time fohe time for “dreams,r “dreams,” frequent” frequ” frequentlyfrequently valued as valued as a medium  a medium of divine of divine communicatcommunication (Gen. ion (Gen. 40:5; 41:140:5; 41:11; Dan. 7:1; Dan. 7:2).27:7:2).7:2).7:2).

OT references to “night” often occur in combination or contrast with “day” 
and thus become a mode of describing time. Night is the time for restful sleep, 
and thus a sleepless night is agony (Job 7:3-4). When employed literally, the night 
is often divided into three or four watches (1 Sam. 11:11; Ps. 63:6[MT 7]; 
119:148; Matt. 14:25; Luke 12:38). Although it is often associated with danger or 
calamity (Job 24:13-15; Ps. 91:5; Mic. 3:6), night is also the time for “dreams,” 
frequently valued as a medium of divine communication (Gen. 40:5; 41:11; Dan. 
7:2).

�Within OT Within OT apocalyptiapocalyptic writingsc writings, night be, night becomes a sycomes a symbol for embol for evil in a fvil in a fuller, almuller, almuller, almost cosalmost cosmic, sensemic, sense ended by  ended by God’s comiGod’s coming (Zech. ng (Zech. 14:7). Thi14:7). This metaphors metaphorical use iical use is expandedsiis expandeis expanded in the id in the intertestamntertestamental periental period, especiod, especially in thally in the Qumran ce Qumran community. ommunity. Night is tNNight is tNight is the power ohe power of darknessf darkness (1QS 6:6; (1QS 6:6; 1QH 8:29; 1QH 8:29; 10:15). T 10:15). Thus, in thhus, in the War Scroe War Scroe War Scroll (1QScroll (1QM) the finM) the final conflical conflict is a batt is a battle betweetle between the “sonn the “sons of lights of light” and the ” and the “sons of d“sons “sons of d“sons of darkness.”arkness.”arkness.”

Within OT apocalyptic writings, night becomes a symbol for evil in a fuller, 
almost cosmic, sense ended by God’s coming (Zech. 14:7). This metaphorical use 
is expanded in the intertestamental period, especially in the Qumran community. 
Night is the power of darkness (1QS 6:6; 1QH 8:29; 10:15). Thus, in the War 
Scroll (1QM) the final conflict is a battle between the “sons of light” and the 
“sons of darkness.”

�The GospelThe Gospel of John u of John uses “nightses “night” as a sym” as a symbol of deabol of death (John 9th (John 9:4; 11:10):4; 11:10), part of , part o, part of what opof what opposes God.poses God. Thus, whe Thus, when Judas len Judas leaves to beaves to betray Jesustray Jesus, it is “n, it is “night” (Johight” (John 13:30), n 1n 13:30), wh13:30), which can beich can be understoo understood both litd both literally anderally and figurativ figuratively. Jesusely. Jesus can then  can then say it is say itsay it is the it is the “hour of d“hour of darkness.”arkness.”arkness.”

The Gospel of John uses “night” as a symbol of death (John 9:4; 11:10), part 
of what opposes God. Thus, when Judas leaves to betray Jesus, it is “night” (John 
13:30), which can be understood both literally and figuratively. Jesus can then say 
it is the “hour of darkness.”

�For Paul, For Paul, for whom Jfor whom Jesus repreesus represents the sents the shift of tshift of the eons, nhe eons, night is a ight is a metaphor fmetaphormetaphor fmetaphor for the fador the fading rule oing rule of evil as f evil as salvation salvation (i.e., “li(i.e., “light”) incrght”) increasingly beasingly brings the rings therings the rule othe rule of God (Romf God (Rom. 13:2). B. 13:2). Because of ecause of this contrthis contrast, Paul ast, Paul uses nightuses night to descri to describe life apbe libe life apartlife apart from fait from faith (1 Thessh (1 Thess. 5:3-7). . 5:3-7). Believers Believers are now reare now removed frommoved from the night the night, and it n, an, and it no and it no longer shalonger shapes their pes their lives. Herlives. Here night ise night is used meta used metaphoricallyphorically to descri to describe a moralbe a be a moral lia moral life apart ffe apart from God (crom God (cf. Paul’s f. Paul’s plea to liplea to live as “chive as “children of lldren of light”; Ephight”; Eph. 5:8-11).. 5:8-11. 5:8-11).5:8-11).5:8-11).

For Paul, for whom Jesus represents the shift of the eons, night is a 
metaphor for the fading rule of evil as salvation (i.e., “light”) increasingly brings 
the rule of God (Rom. 13:2). Because of this contrast, Paul uses night to describe 
life apart from faith (1 Thess. 5:3-7). Believers are now removed from the night, 
and it no longer shapes their lives. Here night is used metaphorically to describe 
a moral life apart from God (cf. Paul’s plea to live as “children of light”; Eph. 
5:8-11).

�Night is aNight is absent in tbsent in the new Jerhe new Jerusalem. Beusalem. Because God cause God has defeathas defeated that whed that which opposeich opich opposes hiopposes him, there im, there is “no nighs “no night there” (t there” (Rev. 21:25Rev. 21:25; 22:5).; 22:5).; 22:5).

Night is absent in the new Jerusalem. Because God has defeated that which 
opposes him, there is “no night there” (Rev. 21:25; 22:5).

Wendell WiWendell Willisllis

Wendell Willis

NIGHT HAGNIGHT HAGNIGHT HAG

NIGHT HAG

A term (HeA term (Heb. b. liîliît�liîliît�) variousl) variously translaty translated (Isa. 3ed (Isa. 34:14) “nig4:14) “night hag/creht hag/creature/monsature/monster,” “scrterhag/creature/monshag/creatuhag/creature/monsterre/monster,” “screec,” “screech owl,” anh owl,” and “Lilith”d “Lilith” (NRSV). T (NRSV). The LXX reahe LXX reads Gk. ds Gk. onokéntaurononokéntauronokéntaurosos (“a taile (“a tailess monkey”ss monkey” or “a dem or “a demon of desoon of desolate areaslate areas”) and the”) and the Vulg. Lat Vulg. Lat Vulg. Lat. Lat. lamialamia (“witch”) (“witch”). Lilith w. Lilith was a femalas a female demon ofe demon of Babylonia Babylonian/Assyriann/Assyrian mythology mythology. Nighttim. N. Nighttime Nighttime is associais associated becausted because of simile of similarity witharity with Heb.  Heb. layla®layla® (“night”) (“night”). The cont. The cont. The context iscontext is God’s jud God’s judgment of dgment of desolation esolation on Edom. Aon Edom. A hyperboli hyperbolic picture c picture of creaturof creatures of desoecreaturcreatures creatures of desolatof desolate places, e places, including including imaginary imaginary ones, is pones, is possible; hossible; however, a owever, a mythologicmythmythologicmythological interpral interpretation isetation is less like less likely since mly since most, if noost, if not all, of t all, of the other the other creatures creaturecreatures creatures in Isa. 34in Isa. 34:11-15 are:11-15 are actual an actual animals.imals.imals.

A term (Heb. liîliît� ) variously translated (Isa. 34:14) “night 
hag/creature/monster,” “screech owl,” and “Lilith” (NRSV). The LXX reads Gk. 
onokéntauros (“a tailess monkey” or “a demon of desolate areas”) and the Vulg. 
Lat. lamia (“witch”). Lilith was a female demon of Babylonian/Assyrian mythology. 



Nighttime is associated because of similarity with Heb. layla® (“night”). The 
context is God’s judgment of desolation on Edom. A hyperbolic picture of 
creatures of desolate places, including imaginary ones, is possible; however, a 
mythological interpretation is less likely since most, if not all, of the other 
creatures in Isa. 34:11-15 are actual animals.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. TorczynH. Torczyner, “A Heber, “A Hebrew Incantrew Incantation agaiation against Night-nst Night-Demons froDemons Night-Night-DemoNight-Demons from Bins from Biblical Timblical Times,” es,” JNESJNES 6 (1947): 6 (1947): 18–29. 18–29. 18–29.

Bibliography. H. Torczyner, “A Hebrew Incantation against 
Night-Demons from Biblical Times,” JNES 6 (1947): 18–29.

W. CreightW. Creighton Marloweon Marlowe

W. Creighton Marlowe

NIGHTHAWKNIGHTHAWKNIGHTHAWK

NIGHTHAWK

A small noA small nocturnal bicturnal bird relatedrd related to the ow to the owl and the l and the hawk (Heb.hawk (Heb.  tah�maœstah�maœs); also kn); also k); also known as tknown as the nightjahe nightjar r (Caprimulg(Caprimulgus europaeus europaeus)us) or “goats or “goatsucker.” Soucker.” Some 95 knowme 95 known species n spen species exspecies exist, incluist, including thoseding those which flo which flourish in purish in parts of Euarts of Europe, Asiarope, Asia, and Pale, and Palestine. At stine.PalePalestine.Palestine. At least  At least one specieone species, s, CaprimulguCaprimulgus nubicus,s nubicus, is found  is found in North Ain North Africa, thofrica, though only wughthothough onlthough only when migy when migrating.rating.rating.

A small nocturnal bird related to the owl and the hawk (Heb. tah�maœs ); also 
known as the nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeus) or “goatsucker.” Some 95 known 
species exist, including those which flourish in parts of Europe, Asia, and 
Palestine. At least one species, Caprimulgus nubicus, is found in North Africa, 
though only when migrating.

�It is unliIt is unlikely, howekely, however, that ver, that tah�maœstah�maœs designate designates the nighs the nighthawk sincthawk since it is see it is se it is seldom fouseldom found in the nd in the Middle EasMiddle East. Rather,t. Rather, a small p a small predator owredator owl is probal is probably meant bly meant (cf. NJB, (c(cf. NJB, (cf. NJB, NIV “screeNIV “screech owl”; Lch owl”; LXX Gk. XX Gk. glauíxglauíx). These s). These small noctumall nocturnal birdsrnal birds feed on p feed o feed on prey aton prey at night and night and roost in  roost in trees in dtrees in daylight thaylight throughout troughout the forestshe forests of Galile of Galilee. This bie. The. This bird This bird was considwas considered uncleered unclean and thuan and thus could nos could not be eatent be eaten (Lev. 11: (Lev. 11:16; Deut. 16; Deut. 14:15).114:15).14:15).14:15).

It is unlikely, however, that tah�maœs  designates the nighthawk since it is 
seldom found in the Middle East. Rather, a small predator owl is probably meant 
(cf. NJB, NIV “screech owl”; LXX Gk. glauíx). These small nocturnal birds feed 
on prey at night and roost in trees in daylight throughout the forests of Galilee. 
This bird was considered unclean and thus could not be eaten (Lev. 11:16; Deut. 
14:15).

T. J. JennT. J. Jenneyey

T. J. Jenney

NILENILE (Gk.  (Gk. Neiílos;Neiílos; Lat.  Lat. NilosNilos)))

NILE (Gk. Neiílos; Lat. Nilos)

One of theOne of the principal principal forces sh forces shaping Egypaping Egyptian histotian history (Heb. ry (Heb. yeï}oœr;yeï}oœr; Egyp.  Egyp. i[t]rwi[t]rw). The pol). T). The politiThe political divisical division of the on of the land into land into two areas,two areas, Upper and Upper and Lower Egy Lower Egypt, had itpt, had its origin is ors origin in origin in the Predynthe Predynastic Age.astic Age. The terms The terms Upper and Upper and Lower are Lower are determine determined by the dd by the d by the directthe direction of theion of the flow of t flow of the Nile. She Nile. Since the rince the river flowsiver flows north, Lo north, Lower Egypt wer Egypt or downstror dor downstreamdownstream was locat was located in the ed in the north and north and Upper EgypUpper Egypt or upstrt or upstream in theeam in the south. Lo south. L south. Lower EgypLower Egypt lies bett lies between the Mween the Mediterraneediterranean and Caian and Cairo. This fro. This flat, fertilat, fertile area isle area is in the sh in t in the shape the shape of a trianof a triangle with tgle with the apex athe apex at Cairo and Cairo and formed by formed by the fanni the fanning out of ng out of the branchthethe branchthe branches of the es of the Nile, of wNile, of which only hich only two of thetwo of the original  original seven remaseven remain open. Hin open. Herodotus ferHHerodotus Herodotus first callfirst called the areed the area the Delta the Delta because a because of its triof its triangular shangular shape, like ape, like the capitathe cathe capital “Dcapital “D” in the G” in the Greek alphareek alphabet. Upperbet. Upper Egypt lie Egypt lies between s between Cairo and Cairo and Aswan.Aswan.Aswan.

One of the principal forces shaping Egyptian history (Heb. yeï}oœr; Egyp. i[t]rw). 
The political division of the land into two areas, Upper and Lower Egypt, had its 
origin in the Predynastic Age. The terms Upper and Lower are determined by 
the direction of the flow of the Nile. Since the river flows north, Lower Egypt or 
downstream was located in the north and Upper Egypt or upstream in the south. 
Lower Egypt lies between the Mediterranean and Cairo. This flat, fertile area is in 
the shape of a triangle with the apex at Cairo and formed by the fanning out of 
the branches of the Nile, of which only two of the original seven remain open. 
Herodotus first called the area the Delta because of its triangular shape, like the 
capital “D” in the Greek alphabet. Upper Egypt lies between Cairo and Aswan.

�Egypt receEgypt receives scarcives scarcely any raely any rain, and thin, and the desert ee desert encroaches ncroaches on either on either side of thside of tside of the fertilthe fertile area wate area watered by thered by the Nile ande Nile and irrigatio irrigation. The Niln. The Nile is formee is formed by two rd by two rivers withiverrrivers witrivers with their soh their sources in Aurces in Africa. Thefrica. These are these are the White Nil White Nile e (Bah�r(Bah�r al-Abyad) al-Abyad) and the B an and the Bland the Blue Nile ue Nile (Bah�r al-(Bah�r al-Azra®qAzra®q), with th), with the Atbara te Atbara tributary. ributary. The White The White Nile beginNilNile beginNile begins in Lake s in Lake Victoria aVictoria and joins tnd joins the Blue Nihe Blue Nile at Kharle at Khartoum. The toum. The other sourother sources are incesoursources arsources are in the we in the western plaestern plateau of Etteau of Ethiopia, whhiopia, which has thich has the headwatee headwaters of the rs of the Sobat whicSoSobat whicSobat which flows inh flows into the Whito the White Nile. Tte Nile. The headwathe headwaters for thers for the Blue Nile Blue Nile are foune are found in the Gdfounfound in tfound in the Goiam hhe Goiam highlands aighlands at Lake Tant Lake Tana, and thea, and the river run river runs north tos north to Khartoum. Khartoum. The Atbar Khartoum.Khartoum. Khartoum. The AtbaraThe Atbara River ris River rises in the es in the Begemir anBegemir and Simen red Simen region of Etgion of Ethiopia andhiopia andhiopia and is joiand is joined by thened by the Tekeze Ri Tekeze River in thever in the Sudan and Sudan and enters th enters the Blue Nile Blue Nile ca. 320 e ca. 320 km. (200 mkmkm. (200 mkm. (200 mi.) N of Ki.) N of Khartoum. Thartoum. The Blue anhe Blue and White Nid White Nile receivele receive their wat their waters from ters fromers from two sfrom two separate, beparate, but relatedut related monsoon s monsoon storm systetorm systems. The Blms. The Blue Nile anue Nile and its tribd its tribd its tributarietributaries receive s receive water fromwater from the monso the monsoons that rons that reach Ethioeach Ethiopia from tpia from the Indian he Indian Ocean. TheOOcean. TheOcean. The White Nil White Nile receivese receives its water its water from the  from the branch of branch of the Atlantthe Atlantic monsoonic monsooic monsoon whmonsoon which comes ich comes across Afracross Africa to theica to the Lake Plat Lake Plateau regioneau region. The Blue. The Blue Nile and  Nile and Nile and its trand its tributaries ibutaries account foaccount for 75 percer 75 percent of the nt of the total annutotal annual discharal discharge, but duge, but during the aring tring the annualthe annual flooding  flooding of the sumof the summer and famer and fall contribll contribute 90–95 ute 90–95 percent ofpercent of the total the total discharge di discharge.discharge. During th During the spring ae spring and early snd early summer whenummer when the Blue  the Blue Nile is loNile is low, the Whiw, the Whw, the White NileWhite Nile contribut contributes 75 perces 75 percent of theent of the total dis total discharge.charge.charge.

Egypt receives scarcely any rain, and the desert encroaches on either side of 
the fertile area watered by the Nile and irrigation. The Nile is formed by two 
rivers with their sources in Africa. These are the White Nile (Bah�r  al-Abyad) 
and the Blue Nile (Bah�r al-Azra®q ), with the Atbara tributary. The White 
Nile begins in Lake Victoria and joins the Blue Nile at Khartoum. The other 
sources are in the western plateau of Ethiopia, which has the headwaters of the 



Sobat which flows into the White Nile. The headwaters for the Blue Nile are 
found in the Goiam highlands at Lake Tana, and the river runs north to 
Khartoum. The Atbara River rises in the Begemir and Simen region of Ethiopia 
and is joined by the Tekeze River in the Sudan and enters the Blue Nile ca. 320 
km. (200 mi.) N of Khartoum. The Blue and White Nile receive their waters 
from two separate, but related monsoon storm systems. The Blue Nile and its 
tributaries receive water from the monsoons that reach Ethiopia from the Indian 
Ocean. The White Nile receives its water from the branch of the Atlantic 
monsoon which comes across Africa to the Lake Plateau region. The Blue Nile 
and its tributaries account for 75 percent of the total annual discharge, but during 
the annual flooding of the summer and fall contribute 90–95 percent of the total 
discharge. During the spring and early summer when the Blue Nile is low, the 
White Nile contributes 75 percent of the total discharge.

�The lengthThe length of the Ni of the Nile from Lale from Lake Victorike Victoria to the Ma to the Mediterraneediterranean is 6450an is 6450 km. (4000 km. (4 km. (4000 mi.)(4000 mi.). Before i. Before it reaches t reaches Aswan, theAswan, the river pas river passes over sses over six cataracix cataracts or watets or waterfalls andrfawatewaterfallswaterfalls and rapid and rapids, which ms, which makes navigakes navigating the ating the length of length of the river the river almost impalmost impossible. Bossiimpimpossibleimpossible. Before t. Before the modern he modern hydroelecthydroelectric dam waric dam was built, Es built, Egypt reliegypt relied on the ad on the annual floonaannual floannual flooding of toding of the Nile fohe Nile for silt andr silt and moisture  moisture to grow crto grow crops. The fops. The flooding walooding was regular s rs regular anregular and not destd not destructive asructive as is the ca is the case with mase with many other rny other rivers, butivers, but it was no it was not consistet cot consistentconsistent year to y year to year. In thear. In the years the years that the Nilat the Nile was highe was high, more lan, more land was avaid was available for lableavaiavailable available for growinfor growing crops ang crops and there wod there would be a suld be a surplus of urplus of food. If ifood. If it were extt were extremely higremextextremely extremely high, the high, the flood coulflood could destroy d destroy towns and towns and villages. villages. It is possIt is possible that ible that some of thsomesome of thsome of the flood wae flood waters floweters flowed into thed into the Fayum and Fayum and would inc would increase the rease the amount of amount oamount of farm laof farm land in thatnd in that area, but area, but the high  the high water coulwater could also be d also be destructivdestructive. When the. When the Nile wase Ne Nile was lNile was low, there ow, there would be lwould be less land aess land and less fond less food. If theod. If there were a re were a successionsuccession of low Ni of of low Nilof low Niles over a es over a period of period of years, famyears, famine could ine could occur.occur.occur.

The length of the Nile from Lake Victoria to the Mediterranean is 6450 km. 
(4000 mi.). Before it reaches Aswan, the river passes over six cataracts or 
waterfalls and rapids, which makes navigating the length of the river almost 
impossible. Before the modern hydroelectric dam was built, Egypt relied on the 
annual flooding of the Nile for silt and moisture to grow crops. The flooding was 
regular and not destructive as is the case with many other rivers, but it was not 
consistent year to year. In the years that the Nile was high, more land was 
available for growing crops and there would be a surplus of food. If it were 
extremely high, the flood could destroy towns and villages. It is possible that 
some of the flood waters flowed into the Fayum and would increase the amount 
of farm land in that area, but the high water could also be destructive. When the 
Nile was low, there would be less land and less food. If there were a succession 
of low Niles over a period of years, famine could occur.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. S. Abu M. S. Abu al-Izz, al-Izz, Landforms Landforms of Egyptof Egypt (Cairo, 1 (Cairo, 1971); J. B971); J. Baines and aines anaines and J. Maland J. Malik, ik, Atlas of AAtlas of Ancient Egyncient Egyptpt (New York (New York, 1980); K, 1980); K. W. Butze. W. Butzer, r, Early HydrEarly Hydraulic Civiaulic HydrHydraulic Hydraulic CivilizatiCivilization in Egypon in Egyptt (Chicago, (Chicago, 1976); W. 1976); W. B. Fisher B. Fisher, , The MiddleThe Middle East, East, 7th ed. ( 7th ed.  7th ed. (Londoed. (London, 1978); n, 1978); F. A. HassF. A. Hassan and B. an and B. R. Stucki,R. Stucki, “Nile Flo “Nile Floods and Clods and Climactic Chimactic Change,” in anChChange,” iChange,” in n Climate, HClimate, History, Peistory, Periodicity riodicity and Predicand Predictability,tability, ed. M. R. ed. M. R. Rampino e Rampino et al. (Newt al. (Nt al. (New York,(New York, 1987), 37 1987), 37–46.–46.–46.
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NIMRAHNIMRAH (Heb.  (Heb. nimra®nimra®)))

NIMRAH (Heb. nimra®)

Alternate Alternate form of Beform of Beth-nimrah th-nimrah (Num. 32:3(Num. 32:3).).

Alternate form of Beth-nimrah (Num. 32:3).

NIMRIMNIMRIM (Heb.  (Heb. nimriîmnimriîm), ), WATERS OFWATERS OFWATERS OF

NIMRIM (Heb. nimriîm), WATERS OF

A place inA place in Moab know Moab known for its n for its abundant wabundant water resouater resources and lrces and lush vegetaush vegetation. In ttion. In the oracleshtthe oraclethe oracles of judgms of judgment againsent against Moab (Ist Moab (Isa. 15:6; Ja. 15:6; Jer. 48:34)er. 48:34) the proph the prophets announets announce that thce announannounce tannounce that the wahat the waters wouldters would dry up an dry up and the onced the once fertile g fertile ground woulround would turn intd turn intd turn into a desinto a desert.ert.ert.

A place in Moab known for its abundant water resources and lush vegetation. In 
the oracles of judgment against Moab (Isa. 15:6; Jer. 48:34) the prophets 



announce that the waters would dry up and the once fertile ground would turn 
into a desert.

�Eusebius lEusebius located Nimocated Nimrim at Benrim at Bennamarein, namarein, N of Zoar N of Zoar at the souat the southeastern theastern corner of corncorner of corner of the Dead Sthe Dead Sea. Some sea. Some scholars eqcholars equate Nimriuate Nimrim with Telm with Tell l NimriînNimriîn (Beth-nim (Beth-n (Beth-nimr(Beth-nimrah, Num. 3ah, Num. 32:36; Josh2:36; Josh. 13:27), . 13:27), but most ibut most identify thdentify the waters oe waters of Nimrim wf Nimrim wf Nimrim with Seil with Seil en-Numeiraen-Numeirah, a perenh, a perennial streanial stream ca. 16 km ca. 16 km. (10 mi.m. (10 mi.) N of Wad) N of Wadi i el-H¸esael-Ḩesel-H¸esael-H¸esa, and Nimr, and Nimrim with Nuim with Numeirah, anmeirah, an Early Bro Early Bronze Age sinze Age site locatedte located on a clif on a cliff overlookfclifcliff overcliff overlooking thlooking the entrancee entrance of the wa of the wadi and thedi and the Dead Sea  Dead Sea plain. Theplain. The site was  site was surroundedsurrsurroundedsurrounded by a wide by a wide city wall city wall. Among va. Among various indurious industrial insstrial installationstallations are unusu are unusual storageal sal storage bistorage bins or drains or drainage pits.nage pits. Evidence  Evidence of a fieryof a fiery destructi destruction in the on in the Early BronEarly Bronze period ze peze period is period is abundant.abundant.abundant.

Eusebius located Nimrim at Bennamarein, N of Zoar at the southeastern 
corner of the Dead Sea. Some scholars equate Nimrim with Tell Nimriîn 
(Beth-nimrah, Num. 32:36; Josh. 13:27), but most identify the waters of Nimrim 
with Seil en-Numeirah, a perennial stream ca. 16 km. (10 mi.) N of Wadi 
el-H¸esa, and Nimrim with Numeirah, an Early Bronze Age site located on a 
cliff overlooking the entrance of the wadi and the Dead Sea plain. The site was 
surrounded by a wide city wall. Among various industrial installations are unusual 
storage bins or drainage pits. Evidence of a fiery destruction in the Early Bronze 
period is abundant.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. E. RastW. E. Rast, “Settlem, “Settlement at Nument at Numeira,” in eira,” in The SoutheThe Southeastern Deaastern Deaastern Dead Sea PDead Sea Plain Expedlain Expedition,ition, ed. Rast  ed. Rast and R. T. and R. T. Schaub. AASchaub. AASOR 46 (CaSOR 46 (Cambridge, Mmbridge, Mass., 1981ass.,MMass., 198Mass., 1981), 35–44;1), 35–44; Rast and  Rast and Schaub, “PSchaub, “Preliminaryreliminary Report of Report of the 1979  the 1979 ExpeditionExpedition to the De ExpeditionExpeditionExpedition to the De to the Dead Sea Plaad Sea Plain, Jordanin, Jordan,” ,” BASORBASOR 240 (1980 240 (1980): 21–61.): 21–61.): 21–61.
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NIMRODNIMROD (Heb.  (Heb. nimro®d�nimro®d�)))

NIMROD (Heb. nimro®d� )

A famed waA famed war hero andr hero and hunter (G hunter (Gen. 10:8-1en. 10:8-12; 1 Chr. 2; 1 Chr. 1:10; Mic.1:10; Mic. 5:6[MT 5] 5:6[MT 5]), subject), subject also of p subjectsubject alsubject also of pre-so of pre- and postb and postbiblical liiblical literature aterature and legendsnd legends. At face . At face value the value the biblical tbiblicabiblical tbiblical texts relatexts relate to the He to the Hamitic Cusamitic Cush of Gen. h of Gen. 10:6-7, bu10:6-7, but the Cusht the Cush of v. 8 m of v. 8 may be a Kaay bay be a Kassibe a Kassite (Akk. te (Akk. kasûsûu®/kkasûsûu®/kusûsûu®usûsûu®). Theorie). Theories of idents of identification ification include (1include (1) a Mesopo)(1(1) a Meso(1) a Mesopotamian gpotamian god; (2) a od; (2) a legendary legendary MesopotamiMesopotamian hero oran hero or eponym; o eponym; or (3) a hir (3) a r (3) a historica historical Mesopotal Mesopotamian or Eamian or Egyptian kigyptian king. Gen. 1ng. Gen. 10:10-11 re0:10-11 regionalizesgionalizes his kingd his kingdom or rangomkingdkingdom orkingdom or range of  range of influence influence by naming by naming five to eifive to eight citiesght cities in southe in southern (Babel,rn (Babel, Erech, an Ere Erech, andErech, and Akkad; po Akkad; possibly “Cassibly “Calneh,” altlneh,” alternativelyernatively repointed repointed and inter and interpreted as preted as “all of th“al“all of th“all of them”) and nem”) and northern Meorthern Mesopotamia sopotamia (Nineveh a(Nineveh and Calah; nd Calah; possibly Rpossibly Rehoboth-irehoboth-RRehoboth-iRehoboth-ir and Reser and Resen, thoughtn, thought otherwise otherwise to mean “ to mean “public squpublic square” and “are” and “canal,” recanal,” recanal,” respectiverespectively). The dly). The data argue ata argue most for Nmost for Nimrod as aimrod as a human, hi human, historical fstorical figure, butigure, but his ident his his identihis identity remainsty remains unclear. unclear. unclear.

A famed war hero and hunter (Gen. 10:8-12; 1 Chr. 1:10; Mic. 5:6[MT 5]), 
subject also of pre- and postbiblical literature and legends. At face value the 
biblical texts relate to the Hamitic Cush of Gen. 10:6-7, but the Cush of v. 8 may 
be a Kassite (Akk. kasûsûu®/kusûsûu®). Theories of identification include 
(1) a Mesopotamian god; (2) a legendary Mesopotamian hero or eponym; or (3) 
a historical Mesopotamian or Egyptian king. Gen. 10:10-11 regionalizes his 
kingdom or range of influence by naming five to eight cities in southern (Babel, 
Erech, and Akkad; possibly “Calneh,” alternatively repointed and interpreted as 
“all of them”) and northern Mesopotamia (Nineveh and Calah; possibly 
Rehoboth-ir and Resen, thought otherwise to mean “public square” and “canal,” 
respectively). The data argue most for Nimrod as a human, historical figure, but 
his identity remains unclear.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. K. van derK. van der Toorn and Toorn and P. W. van P. W. van der Horst der Horst, “Nimrod , “Nimrod before andbefore before andbefore and after the after the Bible,”  Bible,” HTRHTR 83 (1990) 83 (1990): 1–29; E.: 1–29; E. A. Speise A. Speiser, “In Sear, “In Search of Nimrch of Nimrod,” in rNimNimrod,” iNimrod,” in n Oriental aOriental and Biblicand Biblical Studies,l Studies, ed. J. J. ed. J. J. Finkelste Finkelstein and M. in and M. Greenberg Greenberg (Philadelp(Phila(Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1967)hia, 1967), 41–52., 41–52., 41–52.
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NIMSHINIMSHI (Heb.  (Heb. nimsûiînimsûiî)))

NIMSHI (Heb. nimsûiî)

The fatherThe father of Jehosh of Jehoshaphat and aphat and grandfathegrandfather (or “ancr (or “ancestor”) ofestor”) of King Jehu King Jehu of Israel of Israel (2 Kgs. 9 (2  (2 Kgs. 9:(2 Kgs. 9:2, 14).2, 14).

The father of Jehoshaphat and grandfather (or “ancestor”) of King Jehu of Israel 
(2 Kgs. 9:2, 14).



NINEVEHNINEVEH (Heb.  (Heb. niîneïweähniîneïweäh;; Akk.  Akk. Ninu[w]aNinu[w]a)))

NINEVEH (Heb. niîneïweäh; Akk. Ninu[w]a)

A site on A site on the outskithe outskirts of modrts of modern Mosul,ern Mosul, at the co at the confluence onfluence of the Tigrf the Tigris and Khois and Khosr rivers.srKhoKhosr riveKhosr rivers. Ninevers. Nineveh is best h is best known as oknown as one of the ne of the capitals ocapitals of the Assyf the Assyrian Empirrian Empire, but it e, EmpirEmpire, buEmpire, but it was at it was also the lolso the longest-livengest-lived settlemed settlement in the nt in the region, haregion, having been ving been founded byfounfounded byfounded by the 7th m the 7th millennium illennium B.C.B.C. Its promi Its prominence was nence was due to thedue to the abundance abundance of agricu of ag of agriculturagricultural land roal land round it, asund it, as well as i well as its locatiots location at the in at the intersectiontersection of two rn of two routes: oneoutes: ooutes: one followone following the Tiing the Tigris to thgris to the north ane north and south, ad south, and one crond one crossing the ssing the Tigris andTigris and the Assyr th the Assyrithe Assyrian plains an plains to the easto the east and westt and west...

A site on the outskirts of modern Mosul, at the confluence of the Tigris and 
Khosr rivers. Nineveh is best known as one of the capitals of the Assyrian 
Empire, but it was also the longest-lived settlement in the region, having been 
founded by the 7th millennium B.C. Its prominence was due to the abundance of 
agricultural land round it, as well as its location at the intersection of two routes: 
one following the Tigris to the north and south, and one crossing the Tigris and 
the Assyrian plains to the east and west.

�Nineveh waNineveh was one of ts one of the first Mhe first Mesopotamiaesopotamian sites ton sites to be visite be visited and excad and excavated, havvated, excaexcavated,excavated, having to having to date been date been excavated excavated by 13 dif by 13 different Freferent French, Britinch, British, Iraqi,sh, Iraqi, and Ameri and  and Americand American projectan projects. The sits. The site consistse consists of two la of two large moundsrge mounds — Kuyunji — Kuyunjik and Nebik and Nek and Nebi YunusNebi Yunus — separat — separated from oned from one another e another by the couby the course of therse of the Khosr Riv Khosr River, and suer, and er, and surrouand surrounded by a nded by a lower settlower settlement of lement of as much asas much as 750 ha. ( 750 ha. (1850 a.). 1850 a.). Early settEarly settlement waslemsettsettlementsettlement was conce was concentrated onntrated on the Kuyun the Kuyunjik mound,jik mound, which in  which in time grew time grew to a heighto a heigto a height of height of 30 m. (98 30 m. (98 ft.) and aft.) and an area of n area of 40 ha. (1040 ha. (100 a.). A M0 a.). A Muslim shriuslim shrine to the ne to the prophet Yuprophprophet Yuprophet Yunus (Jonahnus (Jonah) has prev) has prevented muchented much excavatio excavation on Nebi n on Nebi Yunus.Yunus.Yunus.

Nineveh was one of the first Mesopotamian sites to be visited and 
excavated, having to date been excavated by 13 different French, British, Iraqi, 
and American projects. The site consists of two large mounds — Kuyunjik and 
Nebi Yunus — separated from one another by the course of the Khosr River, 
and surrounded by a lower settlement of as much as 750 ha. (1850 a.). Early 
settlement was concentrated on the Kuyunjik mound, which in time grew to a 
height of 30 m. (98 ft.) and an area of 40 ha. (100 a.). A Muslim shrine to the 
prophet Yunus (Jonah) has prevented much excavation on Nebi Yunus.

�Nineveh isNineveh is said to h said to have been fave been founded by ounded by King NimroKing Nimrod, grandsod, grandson of Noah n of Noah (Gen. 10:1(Ge(Gen. 10:1(Gen. 10:11). Actual1). Actually, we havly, we have very lite very little evidentle evidence about ece about early occuparly occupation at Nation at Nineveh. OcineNNineveh. ONineveh. Occupation ccupation up to the up to the 3rd millen3rd millennium was enium was excavated ixcavated in a deep sn a deep sounding; aounding; ssounding; sounding; apart fromapart from a mudbric a mudbrick buildingk building with vaul with vaulted rooms ted rooms dating to dating to the late Uthe late Uruk periodruUUruk perioUruk period, few arcd, few architecturalhitectural remains w remains were recoveere recovered. The lred. The long-lived ong-lived temple of temple of Ishtar, thIIshtar, thIshtar, the city gode city goddess, may dess, may have been have been founded infounded in the early the early 3rd mille 3rd millennium, thennium, the eponymous ep eponymous eponymous Ninevite VNinevite V period. D period. During the uring the Akkadian pAkkadian period a foeriod a fortificatiortification wall wasn wall was built aro waswas built was built around Kuyaround Kuyunjik, andunjik, and the Ishta the Ishtar temple wr temple was renovatas renovated by ruleed by rulers of the rs of the Akkadian dAkAkkadian dAkkadian dynasty; thynasty; the famous ce famous copper headopper head of an Akk of an Akkadian ruleadian ruler was founr was found in Neo-Ad in Neod in Neo-AssyriNeo-Assyrian layers an layers of the Ishof the Ishtar templetar temple. In the U. In the Ur III perir III period a rulerod a ruler of Nineve of Nineveh named Tih nah named Tishnamed Tish-atal was -atal was in contactin contact with, but with, but independe independent of, thent of, the kings of  kings of Ur. No excUr. No excavated matavexcexcavated excavated material amaterial and virtualnd virtually no textly no textual refereual references to Ninces to Nineveh survneveh survive for thive for the first hae fie first halffirst half of the 2n of the 2nd millennid millennium. Duringum. During the secon the second half of d half of the 2nd mithe 2nd millennium, llennium, Nineveh waNineNineveh waNineveh was ruled bys ruled by the Mitan the Mitanni state ani state and then bynd then by the risin the rising state atg state at Assur. Ni Assur. Nineveh expanevNiNineveh exNineveh expanded grepanded greatly durinatly during the earlg the earlier part oier part of the 1st f the 1st millenniummillennium. Rulers b. Rulers built royaluilbbuilt royabuilt royal residencl residences on Kuyues on Kuyunjik, and njik, and settlementsettlement expanded  expanded to the norto the north of Kuyuth of Kuyunjik in thnKuyuKuyunjik iKuyunjik in the recen the recently identntly identified “Oldified “Old Town Moun Town Mound.” Nineved.” Nineveh became th became the capitalhe capitahe capital ofcapital of the Assyr the Assyrian Empireian Empire in the re in the reign of Senign of Sennacherib (nacherib (704–681). 704–681). SennacheriSennacherib built hib bb built his built his palace on palace on Kuyunjik aKuyunjik and called nd called it the “Pait the “Palace Witholace Without a Rivalut a Rival.” It cont.” It contained moreained contcontained contained more than more than 3 km. (1.93 km. (1.9 mi.) of c mi.) of carved stonarved stone reliefs,e reliefs, including including the famou the famous scenes os scs scenes of scenes of SennacheriSennacherib’s siege b’s siege of Lachishof Lachish. Sennache. Sennacherib also crib also constructedonstructed gardens a gardens and orchardndaand orcharand orchards, in addds, in addition to wition to waterworks aterworks 80 km. (5080 km. (50 mi.) long mi.) long to bring  to bring water fromwater from the mount fromfrom the mfrom the mountains. ountains. It has recIt has recently beenently been suggested suggested that thes that these waterwore waterworks and garks and garks and gardens togardens together congether constituted tstituted the famed Hhe famed Hanging Garanging Gardens of andens of antiquity. Atiquity. Among Sennamong Sennmong SennacheriSennacherib’s other b’s other constructiconstructions were aons were a royal roa royal road from thed from the palace to palace to the Nerga the Nerga the Nergal GatNergal Gate at the ne at the northern enorthern end of the cd of the city; an arity; an arsenal on tsenal on the Nebi Yuhe Nebi Yunus mound;nus mound;nus mound; andmound; and a double  a double fortificatfortification wall aion wall around the round the city, whiccity, which had growh had grown to its ln to its largest sizargllargest silargest size of 750 ze of 750 ha. (1850 ha. (1850 a.). Sennaa.). Sennacherib’s mcherib’s murder by hurder by his sons inis sons in the templ the temple at Nineve at e at Ninevehat Nineveh is report is reported in 2 Kged in 2 Kgs. 19:36-3s. 19:36-37 = Isa. 37 = Isa. 37:37-38.7:37-38.7:37-38.

Nineveh is said to have been founded by King Nimrod, grandson of Noah 
(Gen. 10:11). Actually, we have very little evidence about early occupation at 
Nineveh. Occupation up to the 3rd millennium was excavated in a deep 
sounding; apart from a mudbrick building with vaulted rooms dating to the late 
Uruk period, few architectural remains were recovered. The long-lived temple of 
Ishtar, the city goddess, may have been founded in the early 3rd millennium, the 
eponymous Ninevite V period. During the Akkadian period a fortification wall 
was built around Kuyunjik, and the Ishtar temple was renovated by rulers of the 
Akkadian dynasty; the famous copper head of an Akkadian ruler was found in 
Neo-Assyrian layers of the Ishtar temple. In the Ur III period a ruler of Nineveh 
named Tish-atal was in contact with, but independent of, the kings of Ur. No 
excavated material and virtually no textual references to Nineveh survive for the 
first half of the 2nd millennium. During the second half of the 2nd millennium, 
Nineveh was ruled by the Mitanni state and then by the rising state at Assur. 
Nineveh expanded greatly during the earlier part of the 1st millennium. Rulers 
built royal residences on Kuyunjik, and settlement expanded to the north of 
Kuyunjik in the recently identified “Old Town Mound.” Nineveh became the 
capital of the Assyrian Empire in the reign of Sennacherib (704–681). Sennacherib 
built his palace on Kuyunjik and called it the “Palace Without a Rival.” It 
contained more than 3 km. (1.9 mi.) of carved stone reliefs, including the famous 
scenes of Sennacherib’s siege of Lachish. Sennacherib also constructed gardens 
and orchards, in addition to waterworks 80 km. (50 mi.) long to bring water 
from the mountains. It has recently been suggested that these waterworks and 
gardens together constituted the famed Hanging Gardens of antiquity. Among 



Sennacherib’s other constructions were a royal road from the palace to the 
Nergal Gate at the northern end of the city; an arsenal on the Nebi Yunus 
mound; and a double fortification wall around the city, which had grown to its 
largest size of 750 ha. (1850 a.). Sennacherib’s murder by his sons in the temple 
at Nineveh is reported in 2 Kgs. 19:36-37 = Isa. 37:37-38.

�SennacheriSennacherib’s grandsb’s grandson Assurbaon Assurbanipal (668nipal (668–627) also–627) also built a p built a palace on Kalace on Kuyunjik. IuyunjikKKuyunjik. Kuyunjik. It is knowIt is known for, amon for, among other tng other things, a shings, a series of reries of reliefs depeliefs depicting theicting the royal lio royal royal lionroyal lion hunt. The hunt. The palace al palace also containso contained a largeed a large library o library of cuneiforf cuneiform texts thm texts that includeat inat included lincluded literary aciterary accounts of counts of the Flood.the Flood.

Sennacherib’s grandson Assurbanipal (668–627) also built a palace on 
Kuyunjik. It is known for, among other things, a series of reliefs depicting the 
royal lion hunt. The palace also contained a large library of cuneiform texts that 
included literary accounts of the Flood.

�The end ofThe end of the Assyr the Assyrian Empireian Empire was marke was marked by the sd by the sack of Ninack of Nineveh in 61eveh in 612 by Babyl2 by2 by Babylonby Babylonians and Mians and Medes; remaedes; remains of theins of the slaughter slaughter have been have been excavated excavated in the Ha in the Ha in the Hatzi GateHatzi Gate on the so on the southeast ofutheast of the city  the city wall. The wall. The site was nsite was not completot completely abandoely abandoned after neabandoabandoned abandoned after thatafter that event as  event as has previohas previously been usly been assumed, bassumed, but continuut continued to be oed to be occupied thcooccupied toccupied through thehrough the Hellenist Hellenistic and Paric and Parthian perithian periods. In reods. In recent timescent times, the inha, the inhabitants ofbitainhainhabitantinhabitants of Mosuls of Mosul have begu have begun to live n to live within thewithin the perimeter perimeter of Sennac of Sennacherib’s waherib’s wall, particll, wawall, partwall, particularly iicularly in the arean the area between K between Kuyunjik anuyunjik and Nebi Yund Nebi Yunus.us.us.

The end of the Assyrian Empire was marked by the sack of Nineveh in 612 
by Babylonians and Medes; remains of the slaughter have been excavated in the 
Hatzi Gate on the southeast of the city wall. The site was not completely 
abandoned after that event as has previously been assumed, but continued to be 
occupied through the Hellenistic and Parthian periods. In recent times, the 
inhabitants of Mosul have begun to live within the perimeter of Sennacherib’s 
wall, particularly in the area between Kuyunjik and Nebi Yunus.

�Most bibliMost biblical referecal references to Ninces to Nineveh relaneveh relate to its te to its role as carole as capital of tpital of the Assyriahe Assyrian Empire anAssyriaAssyrian EAssyrian Empire and mpire and to predictto predictions of itions of its fall (Jos fall (Jonah; Nahumnah; Nahum; Zeph. 2:; Zeph. 2:13). The l13). The lack of detackllack of delack of detail in thtail in these accounese accounts suggestts suggests, howevers, however, that the, that the authors d authors did not havid not have first-hae fire first-handfirst-hand knowledge knowledge of the ci of the city.ty.ty.

Most biblical references to Nineveh relate to its role as capital of the 
Assyrian Empire and to predictions of its fall (Jonah; Nahum; Zeph. 2:13). The 
lack of detail in these accounts suggests, however, that the authors did not have 
first-hand knowledge of the city.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. Dalley,S. Dalley, “Nineveh, “Nineveh, Babylon a Babylon and the Hannd the Hanging Gardeging Gardens: Cuneifns: Cunens: Cuneiform Cuneiform and Classiand Classical Sourcecal Sources Reconcils Reconciled,” ed,” IraqIraq 56 (1994) 56 (1994): 45–58; D: 45–58; D. Stronach. Stronach, “Village, StronachStronach, Stronach, “Village t“Village to Metropolo Metropolis: Nineveis: Nineveh and the h and the BeginningsBeginnings of Urbani of Urbanism in Nortsm in Northern MesophNortNorthern MNorthern Mesopotamiaesopotamia,” in ,” in Nuove fondNuove fondazioni nelazioni nel vicino or vicino oriente antiiente antioco,oco, ed. S. Ma ed. S. Mazzoni (PiszzonMaMazzoni (PMazzoni (Pisa, 1994)isa, 1994), 85–114., 85–114., 85–114.

Bibliography. S. Dalley, “Nineveh, Babylon and the Hanging Gardens: 
Cuneiform and Classical Sources Reconciled,” Iraq 56 (1994): 45–58; D. 
Stronach, “Village to Metropolis: Nineveh and the Beginnings of Urbanism in 
Northern Mesopotamia,” in Nuove fondazioni nel vicino oriente antioco, ed. S. 
Mazzoni (Pisa, 1994), 85–114.
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NIPPURNIPPUR (Sum.  (Sum. NibruNibru)))

NIPPUR (Sum. Nibru)

A city witA city with a uniqueh a unique role in M role in Mesopotamiaesopotamian history n history and societand society as its my as its millennia-lillennia-long religiongmillennia-lmillennia-millennia-long religlong religious centeious center yet never yet never a politir a political base. cal base. Nippur (TeNippur (Tell Nuffar)ll Nuffar) was estab was e was establisheestablished on the bd on the bank of theank of the Euphrates Euphrates River dur River during the 6ting the 6th millennih millennium um B.C.E.B.C.E. and, exce and and, excepand, except for relat for relatively britively brief periodsef periods, was cont, was continuously oinuously occupied unccupied until its abtil its abandonment andoababandonmenabandonment in the 9t in the 9th centuryth century  C.E.C.E. At some s At some stage it betage it became the pcame the primary dwerimary dwelling of tllingdwedwelling odwelling of the chief the chief god of tf god of the Sumeriahe Sumerian pantheonn pantheon, Enlil, a, Enlil, and controlnd control of the ci of the city providety prty provided lprovided legitimacy egitimacy to a rulerto a ruler’s control’s control over Meso over Mesopotamia. Apotamia. At its maxit its maximum, the cmum, the city covereitccity covercity covered ca. 150ed ca. 150 ha. (370  ha. (370 a.) surroua.) surrounded by a nded by a roughly reroughly rectangular ctangular wall breacwall breached by ninhedbreacbreached bbreached by nine maiy nine main gates. An gates. At times a t times a branch of branch of the Euphrathe Euphrates ran thtes ran through the rough the city itselccity itselcity itself while otf while others flowehers flowed west of d west of the city.the city.

A city with a unique role in Mesopotamian history and society as its 
millennia-long religious center yet never a political base. Nippur (Tell Nuffar) was 
established on the bank of the Euphrates River during the 6th millennium B.C.E. 
and, except for relatively brief periods, was continuously occupied until its 
abandonment in the 9th century C.E. At some stage it became the primary 
dwelling of the chief god of the Sumerian pantheon, Enlil, and control of the city 
provided legitimacy to a ruler’s control over Mesopotamia. At its maximum, the 
city covered ca. 150 ha. (370 a.) surrounded by a roughly rectangular wall 
breached by nine main gates. At times a branch of the Euphrates ran through the 
city itself while others flowed west of the city.

Fragment oFragment of a clay tf a clay tablet withablet with a plan of a plan of Nippur sh Nippur showing the owing the locations locations of templesof temples, walls, g, w, walls, gatwalls, gates, and caes, and canals. Earlnals. Early Period (y Period (Kassite peKassite period, ca. riod, ca. 1300 1300 B.C.E.B.C.E.) (Friedri) (Friedrich-Schillech-Sch(Friedri(Friedrich(Friedrich-Schiller--Schiller-UniversitäUniversität, Jena)t, Jena)

Fragment of a clay tablet with a plan of Nippur showing the locations of temples, 



walls, gates, and canals. Early Period (Kassite period, ca. 1300 B.C.E.) 
(Friedrich-Schiller-Universität, Jena)

�The tripleThe triple mounds of mounds of Nippur —  Nippur — Tablet HilTablet Hill, Temple l, Temple Hill, and Hill, and West MoundWest Mound — were th — — were the— were the focus of  focus of the first the first American eAmerican excavationsxcavations in Ottoma in Ottoman Iraq fron Iraq from 1889–189m 1889–1m 1889–1890,1889–1890, undertake undertaken by the Un by the University niversity of Pennsylof Pennsylvania Musevania Museum. Subsequm. Subsequent excavuent excuent excavationexcavations from 194s from 1948–1952 wer8–1952 were by the je by the joint Univeoint University Musersity Museum—Orientaum—Oriental Institutl Instil Institute Institute expeditionexpedition, augmente, augmented in 1953–d in 1953–1962 by th1962 by the Americane American Schools o Schools of Orientalf Orientaf Oriental ROriental Research anesearch and culminatd culminating in 10 ing in 10 seasons ofseasons of work betw work between 1964 aeen 1964 and 1989 bynd 1989 nd 1989 by th1989 by the Orientale Oriental Institute Institute...

The triple mounds of Nippur — Tablet Hill, Temple Hill, and West Mound 
— were the focus of the first American excavations in Ottoman Iraq from 
1889–1890, undertaken by the University of Pennsylvania Museum. Subsequent 
excavations from 1948–1952 were by the joint University Museum—Oriental 
Institute expedition, augmented in 1953–1962 by the American Schools of 
Oriental Research and culminating in 10 seasons of work between 1964 and 
1989 by the Oriental Institute.

�The city wThe city was dominatas dominated by the ed by the great zigggreat ziggurat complurat complex, built ex, built by Ur-Nammby Ur-Nammu (ca. 210u (cu (ca. 2100)(ca. 2100), situated, situated in the Ek in the Ekur, the saur, the sacred templcred temple precincte precinct dedicated dedicated to Enlil  to Enlil from at lefromfrom at lefrom at least the eaast the early 4th unrly 4th until the mitil the mid-1st milld-1st millennium. Otennium. Other sacredher sacred temple pr temple precincts aleciprprecincts precincts also existalso existed in the ed in the city, inclcity, including the uding the temple of temple of Inanna on Inanna on Temple HilTemple Hill and the l andl and the Noand the North Templerth Temple. Tablet H. Tablet Hill appearill appears to have s to have contained contained both adminboth administrative istrative structuressstructuresstructures and priva and private dwellinte dwellings; here wgs; here were found ere found the major the major finds of pfinds of perhaps 50 erhaps 50 thousand tththousand tthousand tablets andablets and fragments fragments constitut constituting the maing the majority of jority of known Sumeknown Sumerian literrian literary and learliterliterary aliterary and lexicalnd lexical texts and texts and numerous  numerous private adprivate administratiministrative archiveve archives from mans from many periods.y py periods. Tperiods. The West Mohe West Mound revealund revealed additioed additional privatnal private dwellinge dwellings, a templs, a temple founded e founded e founded infounded in the 3rd m the 3rd millennium,illennium, a Kassite a Kassite palace (c palace (ca. 1300), a. 1300), a Parthiana Parthian villa, an villa, and the majod the d the major the major settlementsettlement of the Is of the Islamic perilamic period.od.od.

The city was dominated by the great ziggurat complex, built by Ur-Nammu 
(ca. 2100), situated in the Ekur, the sacred temple precinct dedicated to Enlil 
from at least the early 4th until the mid-1st millennium. Other sacred temple 
precincts also existed in the city, including the temple of Inanna on Temple Hill 
and the North Temple. Tablet Hill appears to have contained both administrative 
structures and private dwellings; here were found the major finds of perhaps 50 
thousand tablets and fragments constituting the majority of known Sumerian 
literary and lexical texts and numerous private administrative archives from many 
periods. The West Mound revealed additional private dwellings, a temple 
founded in the 3rd millennium, a Kassite palace (ca. 1300), a Parthian villa, and 
the major settlement of the Islamic period.

�The earlieThe earliest levels st levels of Nippur of Nippur are not veare not very well exry well explored becplored because of thause of their depth eir depteir depth benedepth beneath later ath later accumulatiaccumulations of occons of occupation deupation debris. Sumebris. Sumerian sourcrian sources attribues attribute the buitattribuattribute attribute the buildithe building of the ng of the Tammal, a Tammal, a temple comtemple complex dedicplex dedicated to Enated to Enlil, to thlil, to the reign ofe ree reign of Ereign of Enmebaragesnmebaragesi of Kish i of Kish who lived who lived in the Earin the Early Dynastily Dynastic II perioc II period. But it d. But it was not unwas nwas not until not until the rise othe rise of the Akkaf the Akkadian dynasdian dynasty under Sty under Sargon the argon the Great in tGreat in the 23rd cehe 23rd century thatntcecentury thcentury that major cat major constructioonstruction in the En in the Enlil templnlil temple complex e complex took placetook place. The Nort. The North Temple whNortNorth TempNorth Temple was buile was built during lt during the same pthe same period; a ceriod; a contemporarontemporary archive y archive of a goverof a goveof a governor ogovernor of Nippur wf Nippur was excavatas excavated on the ed on the West MoundWest Mound...

The earliest levels of Nippur are not very well explored because of their 
depth beneath later accumulations of occupation debris. Sumerian sources 
attribute the building of the Tammal, a temple complex dedicated to Enlil, to the 
reign of Enmebaragesi of Kish who lived in the Early Dynastic II period. But it was 
not until the rise of the Akkadian dynasty under Sargon the Great in the 23rd 
century that major construction in the Enlil temple complex took place. The 
North Temple was built during the same period; a contemporary archive of a 
governor of Nippur was excavated on the West Mound.

�In the subIn the subsequent Ursequent Ur III perio III period (21st ced (21st century) Ur-ntury) Ur-Nammu initNammu initiated the iated the constructiconstrconstructiconstruction of the on of the three-tierthree-tiered zigguraed ziggurat for Enlit for Enlil and an al and an accompanyinccompanying sacred cg sacred complex thaomccomplex thcomplex that was to at was to dominate tdominate the city fohe city for the follr the following 1500owing 1500 years. Af years. After the coter the collapse of llacocollapse ocollapse of the Ur If the Ur III dynastyII dynasty and the s and the subsequent ubsequent Amorite seAmorite settlement, ttlement, Nippur quiNippur quickly regaickquiquickly requickly regained itsgained its prominenc prominence under the under the Hammurabe Hammurabi dynasty i dynasty with its cwith its capital in apital in Babylon. IBBabylon. IBabylon. It was durit was during this peng this period that riod that the worshithe worship of Enlilp of Enlil was parti was partially combially combined with tned combicombined wcombined with that oith that of Marduk, f Marduk, the patronthe patron god of Ha god of Hammurabi. Tmmurabi. Towards theowards the latter pa latter  latter parlatter part of the Ot of the Old Babylonld Babylonian periodian period (late 18t (late 18th-17th cenh-17th centuries), Nturies), Nippur appeippur appears to havarsappeappears toappears to have been have been abandoned abandoned or greatl or greatly reduced y reduced in size, pin size, perhaps dueerhaps due to a shif to a shift in the ct shifshift in tshift in the course he course of the Eupof the Euphrates.hrates.hrates.

In the subsequent Ur III period (21st century) Ur-Nammu initiated the 
construction of the three-tiered ziggurat for Enlil and an accompanying sacred 
complex that was to dominate the city for the following 1500 years. After the 
collapse of the Ur III dynasty and the subsequent Amorite settlement, Nippur 
quickly regained its prominence under the Hammurabi dynasty with its capital in 
Babylon. It was during this period that the worship of Enlil was partially 
combined with that of Marduk, the patron god of Hammurabi. Towards the 
latter part of the Old Babylonian period (late 18th-17th centuries), Nippur 
appears to have been abandoned or greatly reduced in size, perhaps due to a 
shift in the course of the Euphrates.

�By the latBy the late 15th cene 15th century the rtury the ruling Kassuling Kassite dynastite dynasty had estay had established a blished a palace on palace onpalace on West Hion West Hill and insll and instituted a tituted a major builmajor building and rding and reconstructeconstruction of temion of temples at Niples at Nippur as weppNiNippur as Nippur as well as thwell as the restorate restoration of theion of the city wall city walls depicteds depicted on the re on the remarkable mmarkable map preservapmmap presermap preserved on a cved on a clay tabletlay tablet of the pe of the period. Duririod. During the midng the mid-13th cent-13th century the ciury the city was atttycicity was acity was attacked, pttacked, possibly byossibly by Elamites, Elamites, and mostl and mostly abandoney abandoned except pd except perhaps forerhaps for the sacre t the sacredthe sacred Ekur area Ekur area. However,. However, the city  the city recovered recovered after a hiafter a hiatus and batus and by the mid-y the mid-8th centur8tmid-mid-8th cemid-8th century was ntury was once againonce again a flouris a flourishing town,hing town, well docu well documented by mented by the Governthe Goverthe Governor’sGovernor’s Archive. Archive. Archive.

By the late 15th century the ruling Kassite dynasty had established a palace 



on West Hill and instituted a major building and reconstruction of temples at 
Nippur as well as the restoration of the city walls depicted on the remarkable 
map preserved on a clay tablet of the period. During the mid-13th century the 
city was attacked, possibly by Elamites, and mostly abandoned except perhaps for 
the sacred Ekur area. However, the city recovered after a hiatus and by the 
mid-8th century was once again a flourishing town, well documented by the 
Governor’s Archive.

�During theDuring the 7th centu 7th century Nippur ry Nippur came undercame under Assyrian  Assyrian control ancontrol and once agad once again underwein uin underwent underwent major restmajor restoration oforation of the Ekur. the Ekur. With Assy With Assyrian trooprian troops stationes stationed there, id there, it remainedtiit remaineit remained under Asd under Assyrian rulsyrian rule until ite until it was captu was captured by thered by the Babylonia Babylonians after ans after a prolonged pro prolonged prolonged siege in 6siege in 612. It rem12. It remained undeained under their cor their control untintrol until they tool they too were defe were defeated in 53atdefedefeated idefeated in 539 by Cn 539 by Cyrus. Undeyrus. Under Achaemenr Achaemenid rule thid rule the city floe city flourished anurished and is well d is well documenteddodocumenteddocumented in the ar in the archives of chives of the great the great merchant fmerchant family of Mamily of Murashu. Thurashu. The city cone city continued as tconcontinued continued as an impoas an important centrtant center througher through the Seleu the Seleucid era ancid era and into thed into the Parthian  Parthian period, whpeperiod, whperiod, when it was en it was subjected subjected to massiveto massive alteratio alterations due to ns due to the constrthe construction of uction of a huge fora ha huge fortrhuge fortress which ess which incorporatincorporated the ziged the ziggurat and gurat and Ekur. The Ekur. The subsequentsubsequent Sassanian Sassanian  Sassanian Sassanian occupationoccupation from the  from the 3rd to 7th3rd to 7th centuries centuries  C.E.C.E. is best k is best known from nown from Talmudic sTalmuTalmudic sTalmudic sources, whources, which attestich attest to a pros to a prosperous Jewperous Jewish communish community at theity at the site. Hun site. Hun site. Hundreds oHundreds of incantatf incantation bowls ion bowls written inwritten in Judeo-Ara Judeo-Aramaic, Mandmaic, Mandaic, and Saic, and Syriac are yriac are vivid remivvivid remivivid reminders of tnders of their preseheir presence. Afternce. After the Arab  the Arab conquest iconquest in the 7th n the 7th century thcentury the city reme ththe city rthe city remained unemained under Islamider Islamic rule untc rule until the shiil the shifting courfting course of the se of the Euphrates Euphrates River deprRiverRiver deprRiver deprived it ofived it of its major its major source of source of water. Th water. The city wase city was abandoned abandoned in the 9t in the 9th century h ch century ancentury and the regid the region slowly on slowly reverted treverted to a deserto a desert...

During the 7th century Nippur came under Assyrian control and once again 
underwent major restoration of the Ekur. With Assyrian troops stationed there, 
it remained under Assyrian rule until it was captured by the Babylonians after a 
prolonged siege in 612. It remained under their control until they too were 
defeated in 539 by Cyrus. Under Achaemenid rule the city flourished and is well 
documented in the archives of the great merchant family of Murashu. The city 
continued as an important center through the Seleucid era and into the Parthian 
period, when it was subjected to massive alterations due to the construction of a 
huge fortress which incorporated the ziggurat and Ekur. The subsequent 
Sassanian occupation from the 3rd to 7th centuries C.E. is best known from 
Talmudic sources, which attest to a prosperous Jewish community at the site. 
Hundreds of incantation bowls written in Judeo-Aramaic, Mandaic, and Syriac are 
vivid reminders of their presence. After the Arab conquest in the 7th century 
the city remained under Islamic rule until the shifting course of the Euphrates 
River deprived it of its major source of water. The city was abandoned in the 9th 
century and the region slowly reverted to a desert.
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NISANNISAN (Heb.  (Heb. niîsaœn;niîsaœn; Gk.  Gk. Nisan;Nisan; Akk.  Akk. nisaœnunisaœnu)))

NISAN (Heb. niîsaœn; Gk. Nisan; Akk. nisaœnu)

The first The first month of tmonth of the Hebrew he Hebrew calendar (calendar (Mar./Apr.;Mar./Apr.; Neh. 2:1; Neh. 2:1; Esth. 3:7 Esth. 3:7), called ), called Abib in prAbiAbib in prAbib in preexilic tieexilic times.mes.

The first month of the Hebrew calendar (Mar./Apr.; Neh. 2:1; Esth. 3:7), called 
Abib in preexilic times.



NISROCHNISROCH (Heb.  (Heb. nisroœk�nisroœk�)))

NISROCH (Heb. nisroœk� )

The AssyriThe Assyrian deity ian deity in whose ten whose temple in Nimple in Nineveh Sennneveh Sennacherib waacherib was worshipps worshipping when hing whening when he wawhen he was murdereds murdered by his so by his sons (2 Kgs.ns (2 Kgs. 19:37 = I 19:37 = Isa. 27:38)sa. 27:38). As there. As there is no ref is no reference to errefreference reference to Nisrochto Nisroch among the among the Mesopotam Mesopotamian pantheian pantheon or in aon or in any of the ny of the cuneiform cuneiforcuneiform cuneiform texts, schtexts, scholars are olars are unsure of unsure of the identithe identity of thisty of this deity. Ni deity. Nisroch may sroch may be an epitbe abe an epithetan epithet for the n for the national deational deity, Assurity, Assur, though t, though this interphis interpretation iretation is speculats speculative and noive andive and no simand no similar paralilar parallels have lels have been foundbeen found. Most lik. Most likely the naely the name is the me is the result of result of a scribal a scra scribal erscribal error and reror and refers to Nifers to Ninurta, thenurta, the Assyrian  Assyrian god of wargod of war...

The Assyrian deity in whose temple in Nineveh Sennacherib was worshipping 
when he was murdered by his sons (2 Kgs. 19:37 = Isa. 27:38). As there is no 
reference to Nisroch among the Mesopotamian pantheon or in any of the 
cuneiform texts, scholars are unsure of the identity of this deity. Nisroch may be 
an epithet for the national deity, Assur, though this interpretation is speculative 
and no similar parallels have been found. Most likely the name is the result of a 
scribal error and refers to Ninurta, the Assyrian god of war.

Julye BidmJulye Bidmeadead

Julye Bidmead

NOADIAHNOADIAH (Heb.  (Heb. no®{ad�ya®no®{ad�ya®)))

NOADIAH (Heb. no®{ad�ya® )

�1.1. The son o The son of Binnui; f Binnui; a Levite ta Levite to whom theo whom the temple ve temple vessels weressels were returned  returned after the afteafter the after the Exile (EzrExile (Ezra 8:33).a 8:33).a 8:33).

1. The son of Binnui; a Levite to whom the temple vessels were returned 
after the Exile (Ezra 8:33).

�2.2. A prophet A prophetess among ess among those who those who tried to dtried to discourage iscourage Nehemiah fNehemiah from rebuilrom rebuilding Jerusdrebuilrebuildingrebuilding Jerusalem Jerusalem’s walls (’s walls (Neh. 6:14)Neh. 6:14)..

2. A prophetess among those who tried to discourage Nehemiah from 
rebuilding Jerusalem’s walls (Neh. 6:14).

NOAHNOAH (Heb.  (Heb. noœah�;noœah�; Gk.  Gk. NoœéeNoœée)))

NOAH (Heb. noœah�;  Gk. Noœée)

Son of LamSon of Lamech and faech and father of Shther of Shem, Ham, aem, Ham, and Japhethnd Japheth; the cent; the central human ral human character charactercharacter character of the Floof the Flood story (od story (Gen. 6-9).Gen. 6-9).

Son of Lamech and father of Shem, Ham, and Japheth; the central human 
character of the Flood story (Gen. 6-9).

NameName

Name

Lamech’s fLamech’s folk etymololk etymology ties Nogy ties Noah’s nameoah’s name to Heb.  to Heb. nh�m,nh�m, “to provi “to provide comfortde comfort” (Gen. 5:” (” (Gen. 5:29(Gen. 5:29), alludin), alluding to the cg to the curse of 3:urse of 3:17–19: by 17–19: by “toil” and“toil” and “labor” t “labor” the ground he ground yields fooyieldyields fooyields food. Lamech’d. Lamech’s predictis prediction is fulfon is fulfilled whenilled when God allow God allows animals s animals as food, bas food, bringing reringbbringing rbringing respite froespite from the cursm the curse (Gen. 9:e (Gen. 9:3). Then N3). Then Noah, “a maoah, “a man of the sn of the soil,” planoil,” plants and harts ats and harvesand harvests a vineyts a vineyard (9:20)ard (9:20). Noah’s n. Noah’s name also rame also reflects eflects nwh�,nwh�, “to give  “to give rest.” “Rerest.” “Rrest.” “Rest” and“Rest” and “comfort” “comfort” are two o are two of many recf many recurring conurring concepts in tcepts in the Flood she Flood story: e.g.tory: e.g., “the ark, e.g.e.g., “thee.g., “the ark came  ark came to rest to rest (wattaœnah(wattaœnah�)�),” 8:4; “t,” 8:4; “the dove fohe dove found no resund no resting placeting placeting place place (maœno®ah�(maœno®ah�)),” 8:9; “t,” 8:9; “then the Lohen the Lord smelledrd smelled the restf the restful ul (hanniîh�o(hanniîh�oœah�)œah(hanniîh�o(hanniîh�o(hanniîh�oœah�)œah�) aroma,” 8 aroma,” 8:21. Less :21. Less obvious arobvious are Hebrew pe Hebrew puns: e.g.,uns: e.g., “the Lord “the Lord was griev LordLord was gLord was grieved rieved (wayyinnaœ(wayyinnaœh�em)h�em) that he h that he had made huad made humankind,” mankind,” 6:6; “Noah6:6; “Noah6:6; “Noah foun“Noah found favor d favor (h�eän)(h�eän) in the si in the sight of theght of the Lord,” 6: Lord,” 6:8; “the ea8; “the earth was firth was filled with lled witlled with violewith violence (nce (h�aœmaœs),h�aœmaœs),” 6:11, 13” 6:11, 13..

Lamech’s folk etymology ties Noah’s name to Heb. nh�m,  “to provide comfort” 
(Gen. 5:29), alluding to the curse of 3:17–19: by “toil” and “labor” the ground 
yields food. Lamech’s prediction is fulfilled when God allows animals as food, 
bringing respite from the curse (Gen. 9:3). Then Noah, “a man of the soil,” plants 
and harvests a vineyard (9:20). Noah’s name also reflects nwh�,  “to give rest.” 
“Rest” and “comfort” are two of many recurring concepts in the Flood story: 
e.g., “the ark came to rest (wattaœnah�) ,” 8:4; “the dove found no resting 
place (maœno®ah�) ,” 8:9; “then the Lord smelled the restful 
(hanniîh�oœah�)  aroma,” 8:21. Less obvious are Hebrew puns: e.g., “the 
Lord was grieved (wayyinnaœh�em)  that he had made humankind,” 6:6; 
“Noah found favor (h�eän)  in the sight of the Lord,” 6:8; “the earth was filled 
with violence (h�aœmaœs), ” 6:11, 13.

GenealogyGenealogy

Genealogy

Noah is thNoah is the ninth dee ninth descendant iscendant in Adam’s gn Adam’s genealogy tenealogy through Sethrough Seth (Gen. 5:h (Gen. 5:1-6:8). Ea1-6:8). Each descendcEaEach desceEach descendant’s acndant’s account is fcount is fairly consairly consistent, giistent, giving the aving the age when thge when the individue individual fathereal fatal fathered tfathered the next dehe next descendant, scendant, the additithe additional yearsonal years the indiv the individual liveidual lived, and thed, and the individua indiv individualindividual’s total y’s total years. Withears. With Noah, the Noah, the genealogy genealogy breaks of breaks off with Noaf with Noah’s age whh’s age when he fathenwhwhen he fawhen he fathered histhered his three son three sons (Gen. 5:s (Gen. 5:32). The f32). The formula cloormula closes at theses at the end of No end of Noah’s storyaNoNoah’s stoNoah’s story (Gen. 9ry (Gen. 9:28-29), g:28-29), giving the iving the additionaladditional years Noa years Noah lived anh lived and his age d his age at death. at dat death. Noadeath. Noah’s story h’s story is framed is framed by the genby the genealogical ealogical formula’s formula’s opening anopening and closing.d closing.

Noah is the ninth descendant in Adam’s genealogy through Seth (Gen. 5:1-6:8). 
Each descendant’s account is fairly consistent, giving the age when the individual 



fathered the next descendant, the additional years the individual lived, and the 
individual’s total years. With Noah, the genealogy breaks off with Noah’s age 
when he fathered his three sons (Gen. 5:32). The formula closes at the end of 
Noah’s story (Gen. 9:28-29), giving the additional years Noah lived and his age at 
death. Noah’s story is framed by the genealogical formula’s opening and closing.

The Story The Story of Noahof Noah

The Story of Noah

Noah’s stoNoah’s story has thrry has three componeee components. An acnts. An account of hcount of humanity’s umanity’s depraved cdepraved condition bonditionccondition condition before thebefore the Flood (Ge Flood (Gen. 6:1-8) n. 6:1-8) concludes concludes the list othe list of Adam’s df Adam’s descendantsescendants, emphasiz, descendantsdescendantdescendants, emphasis, emphasizing the izing the increasing ncreasing pervasivenpervasiveness of siness of sin. This dep. This depravity conravity contrasts wittraconcontrasts contrasts with Noah,with Noah, who “foun who “found favor ind favor in the sight the sight of the Lo of the Lord” (6:8).rd” (6:8). This comp This component is pocompcomponent component is paralleis paralleled in an led in an account ofaccount of Noah and  Noah and his sons ahis sons after the Ffter the Flood (Gen.lood (Gen. 9:18-27). 9 9:18-27). 9:18-27). The depravThe depraved behavioed behavior of Ham, r of Ham, Noah’s sonNoah’s son, and by i, and by implicationmplication, Canaan, , Canaan, Ham’s son HHam’s son Ham’s son (perhaps i(perhaps incest withncest with Noah’s wi Noah’s wife, cf. Lefe, cf. Lev. 18:7-8)v. 18:7-8), contrast, contrasts with thes with the behavior  beh behavior obehavior of Shem andf Shem and Japheth.  Japheth. These accoThese accounts frameunts frame the centr the central componeal component, the Flnt, the Fnt, the Flood accoFlood account (Gen. unt (Gen. 6:9-9:17) 6:9-9:17) where Noahwhere Noah, “blamele, “blameless in his ss in his generationgeneration,” alone i,” alone is “righteos iis “righteis “righteous” amongous” among his conte his contemporaries mporaries and “walkeand “walked with Godd with God” (6:9; 7:” (6:9; 7:1).1).1).

Noah’s story has three components. An account of humanity’s depraved 
condition before the Flood (Gen. 6:1-8) concludes the list of Adam’s 
descendants, emphasizing the increasing pervasiveness of sin. This depravity 
contrasts with Noah, who “found favor in the sight of the Lord” (6:8). This 
component is paralleled in an account of Noah and his sons after the Flood (Gen. 
9:18-27). The depraved behavior of Ham, Noah’s son, and by implication, Canaan, 
Ham’s son (perhaps incest with Noah’s wife, cf. Lev. 18:7-8), contrasts with the 
behavior of Shem and Japheth. These accounts frame the central component, the 
Flood account (Gen. 6:9-9:17) where Noah, “blameless in his generation,” alone 
is “righteous” among his contemporaries and “walked with God” (6:9; 7:1).

�God revealGod reveals to Noah s to Noah his intenthis intention to desion to destroy humantroy humanity and thity and the earth, ae earth, and gives ind givend gives instgives instructions tructions to build ano build an ark, in w ark, in which Noah hich Noah and his faand his family will mily will survive, asurvive, along with long wlong with a malwith a male and femae and female of everle of every creaturey creature. God dire. God directs Noah tcts Noah to gather eo gather enough foodnough foonough food. Noahfood. Noah does as G does as God commandod commanded (Gen. 6ed (Gen. 6:13-22).:13-22).:13-22).

God reveals to Noah his intention to destroy humanity and the earth, and 
gives instructions to build an ark, in which Noah and his family will survive, along 
with a male and female of every creature. God directs Noah to gather enough 
food. Noah does as God commanded (Gen. 6:13-22).

�The Lord tThe Lord then tells hen tells Noah to brNoah to bring his hoing his household anusehold and the animd the animals, incluals, including sevending sevding seven pairseven pairs of cleans of clean animals,  animals, into the ainto the ark. After rk. After seven daysseven days, 40 days , 40 days of rain wiof rain will destroyll destll destroy aldestroy all life on l life on earth. Agaearth. Again, Noah din, Noah does as theoes as the Lord comm Lord commanded. Noaanded. Noah is 600 yh is 600 years old weyyears old years old when the Lwhen the Lord shuts ord shuts him in thehim in the ark. When ark. When the Flood the Flood comes, ev comes, everything oerything oerything on earth don earth dies, leaviies, leaving only thng only those with Nose with Noah in theoah in the ark (Gen. ark (Gen. 7:1-24). 7:1-24). 7:1-24).

The Lord then tells Noah to bring his household and the animals, including 
seven pairs of clean animals, into the ark. After seven days, 40 days of rain will 
destroy all life on earth. Again, Noah does as the Lord commanded. Noah is 600 
years old when the Lord shuts him in the ark. When the Flood comes, everything 
on earth dies, leaving only those with Noah in the ark (Gen. 7:1-24).

�Then God rThen God remembers Nemembers Noah. He seoah. He sends a windnds a wind and the w and the waters receaters recede. After de. After the ark retthe ark rethe ark rests among sts among the mountathe mountains of Arains of Ararat, Noah rat, Noah releases areleases a raven and raven and a dove. U a dove. U a dove. Unable to Unable to find a resfind a resting placeting place, the dove, the dove returns.  returns. Seven daysSeven days later, No later, Noah releaseah releases the doves ths the dove athe dove again, and gain, and it returnsit returns with an o with an olive leaf.live leaf. When Noah When Noah releases  releases the dove athe dove after sevenfteaafter seveafter seven more dayn more days, it doess, it does not retur not return. The gron. The ground is dryund is dry (Gen. 8:1 (Gen. 8:1-14).-14).-14).

Then God remembers Noah. He sends a wind and the waters recede. After 
the ark rests among the mountains of Ararat, Noah releases a raven and a dove. 
Unable to find a resting place, the dove returns. Seven days later, Noah releases 
the dove again, and it returns with an olive leaf. When Noah releases the dove 
after seven more days, it does not return. The ground is dry (Gen. 8:1-14).

�At God’s cAt God’s command Noaommand Noah, with hih, with his family as family and animalsnd animals, leaves t, leaves the ark. Nohe ark. Noah builds ah buah builds an builds an altar, andaltar, and sacrifice sacrifices some cles some clean animalsan animals. Smelling. Smelling the aroma the aroma, the Lord, the Lord decides n deci decides nedecides never again ver again to curse tto curse the ground he ground or destroyor destroy all life, all life, despite h despite humanity’s umanity’s continuingcontcontinuingcontinuing inclinati inclination to evilon to evil (Gen. 8:1 (Gen. 8:15-22).5-22).5-22).

At God’s command Noah, with his family and animals, leaves the ark. Noah 
builds an altar, and sacrifices some clean animals. Smelling the aroma, the Lord 
decides never again to curse the ground or destroy all life, despite humanity’s 
continuing inclination to evil (Gen. 8:15-22).

�God blesseGod blesses Noah ands Noah and his sons  his sons as he had as he had the first the first humans in humans in Gen. 1:28.Gen. 1:28. God also  God a God also annoualso announces a newnces a new world ord world order. Noah aer. Noah and his desnd his descendants hcendants have dominiave dominion over anon overon over animaover animals and plals and plants, and ants, and animals cannimals can be used f be used for food. Hor food. However, Noowever, Noah and hisah and his descendan hishis descenhis descendants mustdants must control l control lawlessnessawlessness and reven and revenge, using ge, using animals reanimals responsibly sponsibly and punishanand punishand punishing murdering murder. God clos. God closes this anes this announcementnouncement of a new  of a new order, conorder, continuing thtinuing ttinuing the blessithe blessing with whng with which he begich he began (Gen. 9an (Gen. 9:1-7).:1-7).:1-7).

God blesses Noah and his sons as he had the first humans in Gen. 1:28. God 
also announces a new world order. Noah and his descendants have dominion 
over animals and plants, and animals can be used for food. However, Noah and 
his descendants must control lawlessness and revenge, using animals responsibly 



and punishing murder. God closes this announcement of a new order, continuing 
the blessing with which he began (Gen. 9:1-7).

�In a covenIn a covenant with Nant with Noah, his doah, his descendantsescendants, the anim, the animals, and tals, and the earth ihe earth itself, Godtself, Gotself, God codifiGod codifies his deces his decision neveision never again tor again to destroy h destroy his creatiois creation. The rain. The rainbow will nbow will remind Godremremind Godremind God of this e of this eternal covternal covenant withenant with his creat his creation (Gen. ion (Gen. 9:8-17).9:8-17).

In a covenant with Noah, his descendants, the animals, and the earth itself, 
God codifies his decision never again to destroy his creation. The rainbow will 
remind God of this eternal covenant with his creation (Gen. 9:8-17).

SignificanSignificancece

Significance

Gen. 5:1-6Gen. 5:1-6:8 begins,:8 begins, “This is  “This is the list othe list of the descf the descendants ofendants of Adam,” an Adam,” and ends, “Bd ends, “But Noah fout Nut Noah foundNoah found favor in  favor in the sight the sight of the Lorof the Lord.” Noah id.” Noah is the lasts the last patriarch patriarch of the fo of the former age, rmefoformer ageformer age, an age c, an age characterizharacterized by cursed by curses (Gen. 3es (Gen. 3:17-19; 4::17-19; 4:11-12), in11-12), inclination clination toward evitowtoward evitoward evil (6:5), al (6:5), and lawlessnd lawlessness (6:11ness (6:11, 13). Tha, 13). That age endst age ends with God’ with God’s decisions decision to destro to  to destroyto destroy creation  creation (Gen. 6:7)(Gen. 6:7). Gen. 6:9. Gen. 6:9 begins a  begins a new story,new story, “These ar “These are the desce the descendants ofendescdescendantdescendants of Noah.s of Noah.” Noah, th” Noah, the first pae first patriarch oftriarch of a new age a new age, is “righ, is “righteous,” “wteous,” “walked withalk“w“walked wi“walked with God” (Gth God” (Gen. 6:9; cen. 6:9; cf. 7:1), af. 7:1), and “did alnd “did all that Godl that God had comma had commanded him” nded him” nded him” (6:22him” (6:22; 7:5). Hu; 7:5). Humans in thmans in the new age e new age remain uncremain unchanged, sthanged, still inclinill inclined toward ed toward evil (Gen.evevil (Gen.evil (Gen. 8:21). Bu 8:21). But charactet characteristic of ristic of the new agthe new age are God’e are God’s mitigatis mitigation of prevon of previous curseiousprevprevious cprevious curses and urses and God’s coveGod’s covenant nevernant never again to  again to destroy crdestroy creation. Goeation. God had usedd had usedd had used Noah used Noah to preservto preserve humanitye humanity and anima and animals for a nls for a new creatioew creation. Now, inn. Now, in that new  that new that new creatinew creation, God uson, God uses Noah anes Noah and his descd his descendants toendants to keep lawl keep lawlessness inessness in check, pr check, pr check, protectingprotecting and prese and preserving all rving all life, animlife, animal and humal and human.an.

Gen. 5:1-6:8 begins, “This is the list of the descendants of Adam,” and ends, “But 
Noah found favor in the sight of the Lord.” Noah is the last patriarch of the 
former age, an age characterized by curses (Gen. 3:17-19; 4:11-12), inclination 
toward evil (6:5), and lawlessness (6:11, 13). That age ends with God’s decision 
to destroy creation (Gen. 6:7). Gen. 6:9 begins a new story, “These are the 
descendants of Noah.” Noah, the first patriarch of a new age, is “righteous,” 
“walked with God” (Gen. 6:9; cf. 7:1), and “did all that God had commanded 
him” (6:22; 7:5). Humans in the new age remain unchanged, still inclined toward 
evil (Gen. 8:21). But characteristic of the new age are God’s mitigation of 
previous curses and God’s covenant never again to destroy creation. God had 
used Noah to preserve humanity and animals for a new creation. Now, in that 
new creation, God uses Noah and his descendants to keep lawlessness in check, 
protecting and preserving all life, animal and human.

Later RefeLater Referencesrences

Later References

In Isa. 54In Isa. 54:9 God’s p:9 God’s promise no romise no longer to longer to be angry wbe angry with Israelith Israel parallels parallels God’s pro God’s promise that mispropromise thpromise that “the waat “the waters of Noters of Noah would nah would never againever again go over t go over the earth.”he earth.” In Ezek.  In Ezek. 14:14-20 N114:14-20 N14:14-20 Noah, alongoah, along with Dani with Daniel and Jobel and Job, is consi, is considered righdered righteous. Benteous. Ben Sira note Sira notes that it s notenotes thatnotes that it was No it was Noah’s rightah’s righteousness aeousness and perfectnd perfection that lion that led to a reed to a remnant leftmnant left upon eart up upon earthupon earth (Sir. 44: (Sir. 44:17-18). In17-18). In the NT No the NT Noah is amonah is among Jesus’ ag Jesus’ ancestors (ncestors (Luke 3:36)Luke 3:36). Jesus co. 3:36)3:36). Jes3:36). Jesus compareus compares his conts his contemporariesemporaries’ lifestyl’ lifestyles to thoses to those of “the e of “the days of Nodays of Noah” prior ah”NoNoah” prioNoah” prior to the Fr to the Flood (Mattlood (Matt. 24:37-38. 24:37-38). Noah is). Noah is “a herald “a herald of righte of righteousness” (ousness” (2 Pet. 2:52 ((2 Pet. 2:(2 Pet. 2:5), “an he5), “an heir to the ir to the righteousnrighteousness that iess that is in accors in accordance withdance with faith” be faith” because he hcausebebecause hebecause he heeded Go heeded God (Heb. 11d (Heb. 11:7). The a:7). The author of 1uthor of 1 Peter not Peter notes God’s pes God’s patience inatience iatience in “the dain “the days of Noahys of Noah” while th” while the ark was e ark was being builbeing built (1 Pet. t (1 Pet. 3:20).3:20).3:20).

In Isa. 54:9 God’s promise no longer to be angry with Israel parallels God’s 
promise that “the waters of Noah would never again go over the earth.” In Ezek. 
14:14-20 Noah, along with Daniel and Job, is considered righteous. Ben Sira 
notes that it was Noah’s righteousness and perfection that led to a remnant left 
upon earth (Sir. 44:17-18). In the NT Noah is among Jesus’ ancestors (Luke 
3:36). Jesus compares his contemporaries’ lifestyles to those of “the days of 
Noah” prior to the Flood (Matt. 24:37-38). Noah is “a herald of righteousness” 
(2 Pet. 2:5), “an heir to the righteousness that is in accordance with faith” 
because he heeded God (Heb. 11:7). The author of 1 Peter notes God’s patience 
in “the days of Noah” while the ark was being built (1 Pet. 3:20).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. BrueggeW. Brueggemann, mann, Genesis.Genesis. Interpret Interpretation (Atlation (Atlanta, 1982anta, 1982); G. J. W); G. J); G. J. Wenham,J. Wenham,  Genesis 1-Genesis 1-1515. WBC 1 (W. WBC 1 (Waco, 1987)aco, 1987); C. Weste; C. Westermann, rmann, Genesis 1-Genesis 1-1111 (Minneapo (Mi (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1984).is, 1984).

Bibliography. W. Brueggemann, Genesis. Interpretation (Atlanta, 1982); G. 
J. Wenham, Genesis 1-15. WBC 1 (Waco, 1987); C. Westermann, Genesis 1-11 
(Minneapolis, 1984).
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NOAH, BOOKNOAH, BOOK OF OF OF

NOAH, BOOK OF



A pseudepiA pseudepigraphal wrgraphal writing compiting composed by thosed by the beginnine beginning of the 2g of the 2nd centurynd century  B.C.E.B.C.E. Alluded t Allu Alluded toAlluded to in Jub. 1 in Jub. 10:13; 21:10:13; 21:10; T. Levi0; T. Levi 2:3; 17:2 2:3; 17:2 (one manu (one manuscript), tscript), the book suhe book survives onlrvivesusurvives osurvives only in sumnly in summaries andmaries and remnants  remnants in Jubileein Jubilees, 1 Enochs, 1 Enoch, 1QapGen , 1QapGen ar, 4QMessar, 4QMesar, 4QMess ar,4QMess ar, 1QNoah, a 1QNoah, and 4QAramand 4QAramaic N, C. Iic N, C. It seems tot seems to have incl have included accouuded accounts of thents ofnts of the falof the fall of the Wl of the Watchers, tatchers, the unnaturhe unnatural featureal features of Noah s of Noah at his birat his birth, the asth, the assurances asuranasassurancesassurances about his about his real fath real father given ber given by Enoch iny Enoch in Paradise, Paradise, the Flood the Flood, his post, his post-Flood sac-Floopostpost-Floodpost-Flood sacrifice sacrifice and coven and covenant with Gant with God, and thod, and the divisione division of the ea of the earth among rth among his sons. hihis sons. his sons. The older The older designatiodesignation for the n for the book is thbook is the “Apocalye “Apocalypse of Noapse of Noah.”h.”h.”

A pseudepigraphal writing composed by the beginning of the 2nd century B.C.E. 
Alluded to in Jub. 10:13; 21:10; T. Levi 2:3; 17:2 (one manuscript), the book 
survives only in summaries and remnants in Jubilees, 1 Enoch, 1QapGen ar, 
4QMess ar, 1QNoah, and 4QAramaic N, C. It seems to have included accounts 
of the fall of the Watchers, the unnatural features of Noah at his birth, the 
assurances about his real father given by Enoch in Paradise, the Flood, his 
post-Flood sacrifice and covenant with God, and the division of the earth among 
his sons. The older designation for the book is the “Apocalypse of Noah.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. Garcia F. Garcia Martinez, Martinez, Qumran andQumran and Apocalypt Apocalyptic.ic. STDJ 9 (L STDJ 9 (Leiden, 199eiden, 1eiden, 1992), 1–41992), 1–44.4.4.

Bibliography. F. Garcia Martinez, Qumran and Apocalyptic. STDJ 9 (Leiden, 
1992), 1–44.
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NO-AMONNO-AMON (Heb.  (Heb. noœ} }aœmonoœ} }aœmo®n®n)))

NO-AMON (Heb. noœ} }aœmo®n)

An alternaAn alternate form ofte form of the Hebre the Hebrew name forw name for Thebes (H Thebes (Heb. eb. noœ};noœ}; Nah. 3:8; Nah. 3:8; NRSV mg), NRSV m NRSV mg), intermg), intermittently mittently the capitathe capital of Egyptl of Egypt ca. 2000– ca. 2000–661 661 B.C.E.B.C.E.

An alternate form of the Hebrew name for Thebes (Heb. noœ}; Nah. 3:8; NRSV 
mg), intermittently the capital of Egypt ca. 2000–661 B.C.E.

NOBNOB (Heb.  (Heb. noœb�noœb�)))

NOB (Heb. noœb� )

A site in A site in the territthe territory of Benory of Benjamin, N ojamin, N of Jerusalef Jerusalem. When flm. When fleeing Sauleeing Saul, David co, David comes to Nobmecocomes to Ncomes to Nob (1 Sam.ob (1 Sam. 21:1-11[M 21:1-11[MT 2–12]). T 2–12]). There he mThere he meets the peets the priest Ahimriest Ahimelech, whoelech, welech, who gives who gives David loavDavid loaves of sacres of sacred bread (ed bread (“bread of “bread of the presenthe presence”; cf. Mce”; cf. Matt. 12:3-att. 12:3-4; Mark 2:4; 12:3-12:3-4; Ma12:3-4; Mark 2:25-26rk 2:25-26; Luke 6:3; Luke 6:3-4) and th-4) and the sword ofe sword of Goliath.  Goliath. When the EWhen the Edomite Doedomite Ddomite Doeg reporDoeg reports that Dats that David has bevid has been seen wien seen with Ahimeleth Ahimelech (1 Sam.ch (1 Sam. 22:9), Sa 22:9), Saul summonsul summoul summons Ahsummons Ahimelech animelech and the othed the other priests r priests from Nob (from Nob (v. 11) andv. 11) and accuses t accuses them of conhem of chem of conspiringconspiring against h against him. Saul tim. Saul then ordershen orders Doeg to k Doeg to kill the 85ill the 85 priests f priests from Nob, brom Nob, but insteadut bbut insteabut instead Doeg putd Doeg puts “to the s “to the sword” allsword” all the inhab the inhabitants of itants of Nob (1 SamNob (1 Sam. 22:11-19. 22:11-19).).22:11-1922:11-19).22:11-19).

A site in the territory of Benjamin, N of Jerusalem. When fleeing Saul, David 
comes to Nob (1 Sam. 21:1-11[MT 2–12]). There he meets the priest Ahimelech, 
who gives David loaves of sacred bread (“bread of the presence”; cf. Matt. 
12:3-4; Mark 2:25-26; Luke 6:3-4) and the sword of Goliath. When the Edomite 
Doeg reports that David has been seen with Ahimelech (1 Sam. 22:9), Saul 
summons Ahimelech and the other priests from Nob (v. 11) and accuses them of 
conspiring against him. Saul then orders Doeg to kill the 85 priests from Nob, 
but instead Doeg puts “to the sword” all the inhabitants of Nob (1 Sam. 
22:11-19).

�Isa. 10:32Isa. 10:32 mentions  mentions the city athe city as the lasts the last stop of t stop of the Assyriahe Assyrian army befn army before reachiore reachore reaching Jreaching Jerusalem (erusalem (Isa. 10:27Isa. 10:27-32). The -32). The leader of leader of this Assyrthis Assyrian invasiian invasion is eithon is either Tiglather Tiger Tiglath-piTiglath-pileser III leser III or Sennachor Sennacherib. Finaerib. Finally, Nob illy, Nob is named, is named, in the postn the postexilic perexilic period (Neh. iod (Niod (Neh. 11:3(Neh. 11:32), as one2), as one of the Be of the Benjaminite njaminite cities, locities, located betwcated between Jerusaeen Jerusalem and Belem and Bethel.thBeBethel.Bethel.Bethel.

Isa. 10:32 mentions the city as the last stop of the Assyrian army before 
reaching Jerusalem (Isa. 10:27-32). The leader of this Assyrian invasion is either 
Tiglath-pileser III or Sennacherib. Finally, Nob is named, in the postexilic period 
(Neh. 11:32), as one of the Benjaminite cities, located between Jerusalem and 
Bethel.

�The locatiThe location of Nob on of Nob is not entis not entirely cleairely clear, but ther, but the site is p site is perhaps to erhaps to be identifbe identified with ieidentifidentifiedidentified with  with el-{Isaœwiel-{Isaœwiîyehîyeh (173134)  (173134) or or Ra®s el-MeRa®s el-Mesûa®rifsûa®rif, on Mt. S, on Mt. Scopus justcopuSScopus jusScopus just N of Jert N of Jerusalem. Sousalem. Some scholarme scholars have sugs have suggested thagested that the cityt the city of Nebo ( of Nebo (Ezra 2:29;E((Ezra 2:29(Ezra 2:29; Neh. 7:3; Neh. 7:33), locate3), located in the Bd in the Benjaminiteenjaminite region N  region N of Jerusalof Jerusalem, shouldem, should instead b ins instead beinstead be read as N read as Nob.ob.ob.

The location of Nob is not entirely clear, but the site is perhaps to be 
identified with el-{Isaœwiîyeh (173134) or Ra®s el-Mesûa®rif, on Mt. 
Scopus just N of Jerusalem. Some scholars have suggested that the city of Nebo 
(Ezra 2:29; Neh. 7:33), located in the Benjaminite region N of Jerusalem, should 
instead be read as Nob.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. AharoniY. Aharoni, , The Land oThe Land of the Biblf the Bible,e, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1979);ia, 1979);ia, 1979); W. 1979); W. F. AlbrighF. Albright, “The Ast, “The Assyrian Marsyrian March on Jersch on Jersualem,” inualem,” in  ExcavationExcavations and Resus and Rs and Results atResults at Tell el-F Tell el-Fu®l (Gibeau®l (Gibeah of Saul)h of Saul).. AASOR 4 ( AASOR 4 (1924): 1341924): 134–40; J. Bl–40; J. Blenkinsopp,enkiBlBlenkinsopBlenkinsopp, p, Ezra-NehemEzra-Nehemiah.iah. OTL (Phil OTL (Philadelphia, adelphia, 1988); P. 1988); P. K. McCarteK. McCarter, Jr., r, Jr., I Samuel.I SamueI Samuel.Samuel. AB 8 (Gar AB 8 (Garden City, den City, 1980).1980).1980).

Bibliography. Y. Aharoni, The Land of the Bible, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia, 
1979); W. F. Albright, “The Assyrian March on Jersualem,” in Excavations and 
Results at Tell el-Fu®l (Gibeah of Saul). AASOR 4 (1924): 134–40; J. 
Blenkinsopp, Ezra-Nehemiah. OTL (Philadelphia, 1988); P. K. McCarter, Jr., I 



Samuel. AB 8 (Garden City, 1980).
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NOBAHNOBAH (Heb.  (Heb. noœb�ah�noœb�ah�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

NOBAH (Heb. noœb�ah� ) (PERSON)

A ManassitA Manassite who capte who captured Kenatured Kenath and its h and its villages ivillages in Transjorn Transjordan and redan and renamed the named thenamed the city athe city after himsefter himself (Num. 3lf (Num. 32:42).2:42).

A Manassite who captured Kenath and its villages in Transjordan and renamed 
the city after himself (Num. 32:42).

NOBAHNOBAH (Heb.  (Heb. noœb�ah�noœb�ah�) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

NOBAH (Heb. noœb�ah� ) (PLACE)

�1.1. A region  A region in Gilead in Gilead conquered conquered by Nobah tby Nobah the Manassihe Manassite (Num. 3te (Num. 32:40-42). 2:40-42). After the AfAfter the After the Amorite kiAmorite kings Sihon ngs Sihon and Og werand Og were defeatede defeated by the Is by the Israelites, raelites, the land wthe land was dividedaswwas dividewas divided among thd among the tribes oe tribes of Reuben, f Reuben, Gad, and MGad, and Manasseh. Tanasseh. This partichis particular area ular area belonged tbbelonged tbelonged to Kenath ao Kenath and was rennd was renamed afteramed after Nobah. It Nobah. Its locations location is not ce is not certain, butrtain, but modern  m modern modern Qanawa®tQanawa®t (302241)  (302241) is possiblis possible.e.e.

1. A region in Gilead conquered by Nobah the Manassite (Num. 32:40-42). 
After the Amorite kings Sihon and Og were defeated by the Israelites, the land 
was divided among the tribes of Reuben, Gad, and Manasseh. This particular area 
belonged to Kenath and was renamed after Nobah. Its location is not certain, but 
modern Qanawa®t (302241) is possible.

�2.2. A city in A city in eastern G eastern Gilead nearilead near Jogbehah  Jogbehah (Judg. 8:1(Judg. 8:10-11). Gid0-11). Gideon used teon used the caravanhe carhe caravan rocaravan route E of Nute E of Nobah and Jobah and Jogbehah toogbehah to surprise  surprise MidianitesMidianites at Karkor at Karkor. Its loca. Its location is notiolocalocation ilocation is not knows not known, althougn, although it may bh it may be the samee the same as Nobah  as Nobah 1 1 above.above.above.

2. A city in eastern Gilead near Jogbehah (Judg. 8:10-11). Gideon used the 
caravan route E of Nobah and Jogbehah to surprise Midianites at Karkor. Its 
location is not known, although it may be the same as Nobah 1 above.

Zeljko GreZeljko Gregorgor

Zeljko Gregor

NOBILITYNOBILITYNOBILITY

NOBILITY

Ancient IsAncient Israel as a rael as a society hesociety held strong ld strong equalitariequalitarian ideals,an ideals, rooted ea rooted early in therly in their historyir histoir history. Thistory. The origin he origin of the Isrof the Israelite triaelite tribes in thebes in the Arabian s Arabian steppes gavteppes gave them a se them a system of aystemssystem of system of authority authority based on tbased on tribal and ribal and clan chiefclan chieftains, famtains, family heads,ily heads, and triba and tribal elders. l elderl elders. Unelders. Under this cder this complex sysomplex system of tratem of tradition, audition, authority, athority, and family,nd family, where soc where social rank wial socsocial ransocial rank was basek was based on age, d on age, experienceexperience (wisdom), (wisdom), and merit and merit, a rough , a rough equality wequality was adminisawwas adminiwas administered betstered between membeween members by thosrs by those in authoe in authority, and rity, and real justireal justice was expce was expce was expected fexpected from those rom those in power. in power. After the After the settlementsettlement of these  of these tribes in tribes in Canaan, thCanaan, this system is ththis systethis system remainedm remained in place, in place, with vest with vestiges surviiges surviving into ving into the periodthe period of the Mo of the Monarchy. InnarcMoMonarchy. Monarchy. Indeed, itIndeed, its equalitas equalitarian aspecrian aspects were stts were strengthenedrengthened as Israel as Israel developed developed from a se fr from a semfrom a semi-nomadic i-nomadic tribal soctribal society to a iety to a society basociety based on a lsed on a landed peasanded peasantry, witantry, with the conth th the contemthe contempt for ranpt for rank based onk based on status th status that such soat such societies encieties engender.gender.gender.

Ancient Israel as a society held strong equalitarian ideals, rooted early in their 
history. The origin of the Israelite tribes in the Arabian steppes gave them a 
system of authority based on tribal and clan chieftains, family heads, and tribal 
elders. Under this complex system of tradition, authority, and family, where 
social rank was based on age, experience (wisdom), and merit, a rough equality 
was administered between members by those in authority, and real justice was 
expected from those in power. After the settlement of these tribes in Canaan, 
this system remained in place, with vestiges surviving into the period of the 
Monarchy. Indeed, its equalitarian aspects were strengthened as Israel developed 
from a semi-nomadic tribal society to a society based on a landed peasantry, with 
the contempt for rank based on status that such societies engender.

�By the perBy the period of theiod of the Divided M Divided Monarchy, aonarchy, although thlthough the tribal se tribal system coulystem could still pld still pd still play a decplay a decisive poliisive political roletical role — as in t — as in the revolt he revolt of the norof the northern tribthern tribes againstes against Rehoboam  Rehob Rehoboam —Rehoboam — a real cl a real class societass society had emery had emerged, with ged, with a real noba real nobility. Rehility. Rehoboam’s raoboam’s raoboam’s rash decisrash decision not toion not to conciliat conciliate the demae the demands of thends of the Israelite Israelites reflectss reflects the emerg the emergence of anenceemergemergence emergence of an inflof an influential nouential nobility at bility at court. At court. At the outsetthe outset of Rehobo of Rehoboam’s reignam’s reign, this nob, th, this nobilthis nobility was yoity was young, upstaung, upstart, and lart, and lacking in scking in sympathy foympathy for the peasr the peasantry (1 Kantry (1 Kgs. 12:6-1gs. 1gs. 12:6-11). 12:6-11). ThroughoutThroughout the subse the subsequent yearquent years of the Is of the Israelite msraelite monarchies,onarchies, the divis the division wideneiondivisdivision wdivision widened betidened between the lween the landed (or anded (or unlanded) unlanded) peasantry peasantry and the noand the nobles in thbles in their “greateththeir “gretheir “great houses”at houses” (cf. Amos (cf. Amos 3:15). Va 3:15). Various termrious terms attest ts attest to this nobo this noble class, le class, e.g., Heb.e.g., He.g., Heb. Heb. gaœd�o®l,gaœd�o®l, “the grea “the great”; t”; naœg�iîd�,naœg�iîd�, “designat “designated one”; aed one”; and nd parteïmiîmparteïmiîmparteïmiîmparteïmiîm,, “nobles,  “nobles, grandees” grandees” (Persian l(Persian loanword). oanword). Sem. Sem. síaœrsíaœr is used w is used widely in cidely inidely in contextin contexts where its where it can be ap can be applied to mplied to military ofilitary officers, coficers, commanders, mmanders, rulers, orrulers, or nobles (c nob nobles (cfnobles (cf. Hos. 7:1. Hos. 7:16).6).6).

By the period of the Divided Monarchy, although the tribal system could still 
play a decisive political role — as in the revolt of the northern tribes against 
Rehoboam — a real class society had emerged, with a real nobility. Rehoboam’s 
rash decision not to conciliate the demands of the Israelites reflects the 
emergence of an influential nobility at court. At the outset of Rehoboam’s reign, 
this nobility was young, upstart, and lacking in sympathy for the peasantry (1 Kgs. 
12:6-11). Throughout the subsequent years of the Israelite monarchies, the 
division widened between the landed (or unlanded) peasantry and the nobles in 
their “great houses” (cf. Amos 3:15). Various terms attest to this noble class, e.g., 
Heb. gaœd�o®l,  “the great”; naœg�iîd�,  “designated one”; and 



parteïmiîm, “nobles, grandees” (Persian loanword). Sem. síaœr is used widely 
in contexts where it can be applied to military officers, commanders, rulers, or 
nobles (cf. Hos. 7:16).

�In any socIn any society basediety based on peasan on peasant agricultt agriculture, whereure, where the possi the possibility of bility of buying andbuying anbuying and sellinand selling land exig land exists, a grasts, a gradual and ndual and natural impatural impoverishmenoverishment of smallt of small landowner landowners, caught s, cs, caught in caught in the vicissthe vicissitudes of itudes of weather anweather and other nad other natural setbtural setbacks or diacks or disasters, osasters, or between r ber between thbetween the variablee variable qualities qualities of land,  of land, leads to ileads to increasing ncreasing divisions divisions between thbetween the large, we lare large, wealarge, wealthy landolthy landowners and wners and the peasanthe peasantry. As latry. As large landowrge landowners acquiners acquire increasre increasing amountinincreasincreasingincreasing amounts o amounts of land thef land they are, by y are, by honest meahonest means, able tns, able to apply eco apply economies ofonomies of scale to  ofof scale tof scale to agriculto agricultural produural production, thuction, thus increasis increasing not onlng not only their iny their income but tcome but their hedgeheir ttheir hedgtheir hedge against e against economic deconomic disaster. Aisaster. As the smals the small landownel landowners are forrs are forced to turced to turn to theirn turturn to thturn to their more peir more prosperous rosperous neighbors neighbors for loans for loans and other and other kinds of akinds of assistance,ssistance, their rel t their relatheir relative econotive economic positimic position is furton is further erodedher eroded. Those wh. Those who borrow co borrow could well ould well find themsffind themsfind themselves havielves having to sellng to sell their lan their land to theird to their more pros more prosperous neiperous neighbors, sighbors, signing themgninsisigning thsigning themselves oemselves on as tenann as tenants, being ts, being reduced toreduced to field lab field laborers, or orers, or selling onselling oneself or oeselfononeself oroneself or one’s fam one’s family memberily members into “des into “debt slaverybt slavery.” The bit.” The bitter — and ter — and nearly uninearly universal — pveuniuniversal universal — propheti— prophetic invectivc invective against e against the rich athe rich and noble rnd noble reflects theflects this progresis progressive degrasiveprogresprogressivprogressive degradate degradation of theion of the native Is native Israelite peraelite peasantry. Tasantry. Thus, we mahus, we may considery consider that the  th that the fthat the formation oormation of a landedf a landed nobility  nobility in Israel in Israel came aboutcame about at least  at least partly thrpartly through and iough aough and in conand in conjunction wjunction with the deith the decline of scline of small landhmall landholders. Tholders. The process e process was exacerwas exacerbated by tbaexacerexacerbateexacerbated by the ed by the exertion ofxertion of power, ei power, either by thther by the great lae great landowners ondowners or the royar the royal administlroyaroyal admiroyal administrationnistrations, or boths, or both, to suspe, to suspend the ancnd the ancient laws ient laws designed tdesigned to prevent o prevent just such jusjust such just such a developma development (cf. Eent (cf. Exod. 21:2-xod. 21:2-11; Deut. 11; Deut. 15:7-18; L15:7-18; Lev. 25).ev. 25).ev. 25).

In any society based on peasant agriculture, where the possibility of buying 
and selling land exists, a gradual and natural impoverishment of small landowners, 
caught in the vicissitudes of weather and other natural setbacks or disasters, or 
between the variable qualities of land, leads to increasing divisions between the 
large, wealthy landowners and the peasantry. As large landowners acquire 
increasing amounts of land they are, by honest means, able to apply economies 
of scale to agricultural production, thus increasing not only their income but 
their hedge against economic disaster. As the small landowners are forced to 
turn to their more prosperous neighbors for loans and other kinds of assistance, 
their relative economic position is further eroded. Those who borrow could well 
find themselves having to sell their land to their more prosperous neighbors, 
signing themselves on as tenants, being reduced to field laborers, or selling 
oneself or one’s family members into “debt slavery.” The bitter — and nearly 
universal — prophetic invective against the rich and noble reflects this 
progressive degradation of the native Israelite peasantry. Thus, we may consider 
that the formation of a landed nobility in Israel came about at least partly through 
and in conjunction with the decline of small landholders. The process was 
exacerbated by the exertion of power, either by the great landowners or the 
royal administrations, or both, to suspend the ancient laws designed to prevent 
just such a development (cf. Exod. 21:2-11; Deut. 15:7-18; Lev. 25).

�MilitarizaMilitarization provition provided anotheded another means byr means by which ari which aristocraciesstocracies or nobili or nobilities couldties couties could be fcould be formed. To ormed. To meet the tmeet the threats poshreats posed by the ed by the PhilistinePhilistines to the ws to the west and thest and the rising Seththe risingthe rising Semitic s Semitic states to ttates to the east, Ihe east, Israelite lsraelite leaders suceaders such as Jephth as Jephthah and Sahah and Saul began tul begaul began to bbegan to build privauild private armies te armies of professof professional soldional soldiers, usiniers, using booty asg booty as the prima the primary means ory mry means of rmeans of remuneratioemuneration. As Sauln. As Saul and later and later David mov David moved to regued to regularize thelarize the military, military, more sati m more satismore satisfactory mefactory means of payans of payment — relment — relieving theieving the ruler of  ruler of the need tthe need to pay his o pay his troops outtrtroops outtroops out of his ow of his own resourcen resources — may has — may have includeve included distribud distribution of thtion of the lands ofe lands of conquered ofof conquerof conquered peoplesed peoples among the among the soldiery. soldiery. Because o Because of the intrf the intractabilityactability of Israel of Israel’s native ’s n’s native lannative land tenure sd tenure system (cf.ystem (cf. 1 Kgs. 21 1 Kgs. 21), such pr), such practice mayactice may have been have been feasible  feasible only in thonlyonly in thonly in the conqueree conquered or annexd or annexed lands oed lands of the Canaf the Canaanite cityanite city-states of-states of the Jezre the Jezreel and Shael ael and Sharonand Sharon. Land and. Land and position  position were the mwere the most likelyost likely means to  means to secure thesecure the long-term long-term long-term long-term loyalty ofloyalty of the profe the professional sossional soldiery to ldiery to the king, the king, rather tharather than to the pn to the people of Ieopleppeople of people of Israel.Israel.Israel.

Militarization provided another means by which aristocracies or nobilities 
could be formed. To meet the threats posed by the Philistines to the west and 
the rising Semitic states to the east, Israelite leaders such as Jephthah and Saul 
began to build private armies of professional soldiers, using booty as the primary 
means of remuneration. As Saul and later David moved to regularize the military, 
more satisfactory means of payment — relieving the ruler of the need to pay his 
troops out of his own resources — may have included distribution of the lands 
of conquered peoples among the soldiery. Because of the intractability of Israel’s 
native land tenure system (cf. 1 Kgs. 21), such practice may have been feasible 
only in the conquered or annexed lands of the Canaanite city-states of the Jezreel 
and Sharon. Land and position were the most likely means to secure the 
long-term loyalty of the professional soldiery to the king, rather than to the 
people of Israel.

�Another faAnother factor was tctor was the creatiohe creation of actuan of actual feudal sl feudal sinecures finecures for membersor members of the wa of the of the warriothe warrior class. Sr class. Solomon insolomon instituted a tituted a chariot cochariot corps, perharps, perhaps necessips necessitating cretating creation of aatiocrecreation ocreation of a class f a class of warriorof warriors similar s similar to the Canto the Canaanite aanite maryannumaryannu to suppor to support this modt this mt this mode of fimode of fighting. Byghting. By annexing  annexing the Canaanthe Canaanite city-site city-states, Davtates, David or, morid or, more likely, e likely, Solomon maSoloSolomon maSolomon may have inty have integrated thegrated the e maryannumaryannu into the  into the military. military. The later The later Israelite Israelite nobility mnonobility mnobility may well haay well have grown ove grown out of thisut of this Canaanite Canaanite nobility, nobility, drawn who drawn wholesale intlesale into Israelito Io Israelite Israelite society associety as a part of a part of Solomon’s Solomon’s military  military expansion expansion and reformand reform. Support . Support for this cforfor this cfor this class wouldlass would have been have been made more made more palatable palatable to the la to the largely peasrgely peasant Israelant Israelite populaite IsraelIsraelite Israelite populationpopulation because i because it requiredt required relativel relatively little ny little new taxatioew taxation (unlike n (unlike his buildihis builhis building pbuilding projects, wrojects, which requihich required corvéered corvée service). service). The  The maryannumaryannu would qui would quickly have ckly haveckly have becomhave become integrate integrated into Ised into Israel’s lifrael’s life and culte and culture; indeeure; indeed, the latd, the later propheter prophets make no s mas make no sumake no such distincch distinction betwetion between Israelien Israelite and oldte and old Canaanite Canaanite nobility  nobility (but cf. I(but cf. Isa. 2:6-7)sa. 2sa. 2:6-7). Ho2:6-7). However, thewever, the injection injection of a stro of a strong elementng element of foreig of foreign nobilityn nobility into Isra into Israelite socielite IsraIsraelite Israelite society wosociety would have puld have placed the laced the native peanative peasantry at santry at an even gran even greater disaeater disadvantage idvandisadisadvantadisadvantage in confge in confronting thronting the challenge challenge to theire to their ancestral ancestral rights. rights. rights.

Another factor was the creation of actual feudal sinecures for members of 
the warrior class. Solomon instituted a chariot corps, perhaps necessitating 
creation of a class of warriors similar to the Canaanite maryannu to support this 
mode of fighting. By annexing the Canaanite city-states, David or, more likely, 



Solomon may have integrated the maryannu into the military. The later Israelite 
nobility may well have grown out of this Canaanite nobility, drawn wholesale into 
Israelite society as a part of Solomon’s military expansion and reform. Support 
for this class would have been made more palatable to the largely peasant 
Israelite population because it required relatively little new taxation (unlike his 
building projects, which required corvée service). The maryannu would quickly 
have become integrated into Israel’s life and culture; indeed, the later prophets 
make no such distinction between Israelite and old Canaanite nobility (but cf. Isa. 
2:6-7). However, the injection of a strong element of foreign nobility into 
Israelite society would have placed the native peasantry at an even greater 
disadvantage in confronting the challenge to their ancestral rights.

�The propheThe prophets chastists chastised the Isred the Israelite andaelite and Judean no Judean nobility forbility for failing t failing to provide o provide the just ptthe just pthe just political aolitical and social nd social leadershipleadership required  required of personsof persons in positi in positions of powons of power and auter aner and authorand authority: justiity: justice, integrce, integrity, and kity, and knowledge onowledge of the law f the law (cf. Jer. (cf. Jer. 5:4-5). Th5:4-5). The abuse ofe abusee abuse of pabuse of position anosition and power, od power, or the neglr the neglect of theect of the responsib responsibilities inilities inherent theherent therein, elicreinthetherein, etherein, elicits terlicits terrible divirible divine judgmenne judgment (Amos 5:t (Amos 5:10-13; 6:110-13; 6:1-7; 8:4-8)-7; 8:4-8)...

The prophets chastised the Israelite and Judean nobility for failing to provide 
the just political and social leadership required of persons in positions of power 
and authority: justice, integrity, and knowledge of the law (cf. Jer. 5:4-5). The 
abuse of position and power, or the neglect of the responsibilities inherent 
therein, elicits terrible divine judgment (Amos 5:10-13; 6:1-7; 8:4-8).

Donald G. Donald G. SchleySchley

Donald G. Schley

NODNOD (Heb.  (Heb. no®d�no®d�)))

NOD (Heb. no®d� )

The land EThe land E of Eden w of Eden where Cain here Cain settled afsettled after havingter having killed Ab killed Abel (Gen. 4el (Gen. 4:16). The :16). The name (fromnamname (fromname (from Heb.  Heb. nwd,nwd, “to wande “to wander”) is pror”) is probably symbbably symbolic, playolic, playing on Caiing on Cain’s punishn’s punishment.mpunishpunishmentpunishment..

The land E of Eden where Cain settled after having killed Abel (Gen. 4:16). The 
name (from Heb. nwd, “to wander”) is probably symbolic, playing on Cain’s 
punishment.

NODABNODAB (Heb.  (Heb. no®d�aœb�no®d�aœb�)))

NODAB (Heb. no®d�aœb� )

A clan attA clan attacked by tacked by the Transjohe Transjordanian trrdanian tribes of Isibes of Israel (1 Chrael (1 Chr. 5:19). r. 5:19). AssociatedAssociated with Jetu wit with Jeturwith Jetur and Naphi and Naphish, Ishmaesh, Ishmaelite grouplite groups descendes descended from Hagd from Hagar, they mar, they may be the ay be theay be the same athe same as Kedemah s Kedemah named at Gnamed at Gen. 25:15;en. 25:15; 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:31.31.

A clan attacked by the Transjordanian tribes of Israel (1 Chr. 5:19). Associated 
with Jetur and Naphish, Ishmaelite groups descended from Hagar, they may be 
the same as Kedemah named at Gen. 25:15; 1 Chr. 1:31.

NOGAHNOGAH (Heb.  (Heb. noœg�ahnoœg�ah)))

NOGAH (Heb. noœg�ah )

A son of DA son of David, bornavid, born in Jerusa in Jerusalem (1 Chrlem (1 Chr. 3:7; 14:. 3:7; 14:6). The na6). The name is missme is missing in theing in the parallel  par parallel lparallel list at 2 Sist at 2 Sam. 5:15, am. 5:15, suggestingsuggesting that the  that the name may bname may be a dittoge a dittographical eraphical error for Nrror frror for Nephegfor Nepheg..

A son of David, born in Jerusalem (1 Chr. 3:7; 14:6). The name is missing in the 
parallel list at 2 Sam. 5:15, suggesting that the name may be a dittographical error 
for Nepheg.

NOHAHNOHAH (Heb.  (Heb. no®h�a®no®h�a®) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

NOHAH (Heb. no®h�a® ) (PERSON)

The fourthThe fourth son of Be son of Benjamin (1 njamin (1 Chr. 8:2).Chr. 8:2). The name  The name is missingis missing from othe from other lists ofr lists of the sons  th the sons othe sons of Benjaminf Benjamin (e.g., Ge (e.g., Gen. 46:21).n. 46:21).

The fourth son of Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:2). The name is missing from other lists of 
the sons of Benjamin (e.g., Gen. 46:21).

NOHAHNOHAH (Heb.  (Heb. no®h�a®no®h�a®) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

NOHAH (Heb. no®h�a® ) (PLACE)

A place inA place inhabited byhabited by the desce the descendants of ndants of Nohah, froNohah, from which thm which the other tre other tribes pursuibes pursuibes pursued thpursued the Benjamine Benjaminites (Judgites (Judg. 20:43 LX. 20:43 LXX; NRSV mgX; NRSV mg “from the “from their restingir resting place,” f place,” following Moffollowing following MT).MT).

A place inhabited by the descendants of Nohah, from which the other tribes 
pursued the Benjaminites (Judg. 20:43 LXX; NRSV mg “from their resting place,” 



following MT).

NOMADISM, NOMADISM, PASTORALISPASTORALISMMM

NOMADISM, PASTORALISM

Grazing, wGrazing, water, and ater, and proper herproper herd managemed management are basnt are basic essentiic essentials in anyals in any pastoral  pastoral economy. Teeconomy. Teconomy. The difficuhe difficulty that alty that arises in trises in the Near Eahe Near East is thatst is that grazing l grazing land is oftand is often unavailen unaen unavailablunavailable year-roue year-round in any nd in any one regionone region, and wate, and water, in thisr, in this mainly ar mainly arid zone, iid zone, is a precios a prs a precious cprecious commodity wommodity which is jehich is jealously pralously protected anotected and often fod often fought over.ught over. Herd mana Herd man Herd managementmanagement thus beco thus becomes the skmes the skill of jugill of juggling thesgling these two reale two realities. In ities. In addition, addition, several otseveseveral otseveral other factorher factors are of cs are of concern: thoncern: the hiring oe hiring of sufficief sufficient help; pnt help; proper harvroper harvesting of estingharvharvestingharvesting of wool,  of wool, milk, and milk, and meat; the meat; the judicious judicious use of maruse of markets; and kets; and the protecthe protection of hetioprotecprotectionprotection of herds  of herds from predafrom predatory animatory animals, raiderls, raiders, and thes, and the designs o designs of local ruf local rulers.lersrurulers.rulers.rulers.

Grazing, water, and proper herd management are basic essentials in any pastoral 
economy. The difficulty that arises in the Near East is that grazing land is often 
unavailable year-round in any one region, and water, in this mainly arid zone, is a 
precious commodity which is jealously protected and often fought over. Herd 
management thus becomes the skill of juggling these two realities. In addition, 
several other factors are of concern: the hiring of sufficient help; proper 
harvesting of wool, milk, and meat; the judicious use of markets; and the 
protection of herds from predatory animals, raiders, and the designs of local 
rulers.

�The most cThe most common formommon form of migrat of migratory pastorory pastoralism is talism is termed semiermed semi-nomadic p-nomadic pastoralismappastoralispastoralism. This ism. This is distingui distinguished by neshed by nearly constarly constant pastorant pastoral activital activity and the y and the periodic cperiodperiodic cperiodic change of phange of pastures duastures during the gring the greater parreater part of each t of each year. Sincyear. Since pastorale pastoralism is notismpastoralpastoralispastoralism is not am is not a self-suff self-sufficient modicient mode of subsie of subsistence, nostence, nomadic groumadic groups also mups also must supplemst sst supplementsupplement their die their diet by engagt by engaging in seaing in seasonal agrisonal agriculture anculture and by traded by trade with sett with settled communled settsettled cosettled communities.mmunities. This brin This brings the trigs the tribes into mbes into more intimaore intimate contactte contact with thes with these communite ce communitiecommunities and alsos and also directs t directs their migraheir migratory routetory routes.s.s.

The most common form of migratory pastoralism is termed semi-nomadic 
pastoralism. This is distinguished by nearly constant pastoral activity and the 
periodic change of pastures during the greater part of each year. Since 
pastoralism is not a self-sufficient mode of subsistence, nomadic groups also must 
supplement their diet by engaging in seasonal agriculture and by trade with 
settled communities. This brings the tribes into more intimate contact with these 
communities and also directs their migratory routes.

�CategoriesCategories, of cours, of course, do not e, do not tell the wtell the whole storyhole story of a peop of a people, especile, especially one sally one ally one so larone so large as “semge as “semi-nomad.” i-nomad.” Variants mVariants may reflectay reflect the physi the physical and/orcal and/or political political environme env environmenenvironment which tht which they inhabitey inhabit or may be or may be a reflect a reflection of theion of the transitio transition from a sn from a single to aingssingle to single to a multi-faa multi-faceted tribceted tribal economyal economy...

Categories, of course, do not tell the whole story of a people, especially 
one so large as “semi-nomad.” Variants may reflect the physical and/or political 
environment which they inhabit or may be a reflection of the transition from a 
single to a multi-faceted tribal economy.

�Another caAnother category of tegory of pastoralispastoralism is herdsm is herdsman husbanman husbandry, in whdry, in which the maich the majority of joritmamajority omajority of the popuf the population lealation leads a sedends a sedentary life tary life and is occand is occupied primupied primarily witharily with agricultu agric agriculturagriculture. Their le. Their livestock, ivestock, or some ofor some of it, is ma it, is maintained yintained year round ear round on pastureon pastures, sometims, sos, sometimes sometimes quite far quite far from the sfrom the settlement,ettlement, and tende and tended by herdsd by herdsmen especimen especially assigally assigned to thinassigassigned tassigned to this taso this task. These hk. These herdsmen fuerdsmen function as nction as a complemea complementary grountary group to the vp to the vp to the village agvillage agriculturalriculturalists. Theyists. They may be a  may be a permanent permanent part of thpart of the area’s pe area’s population,opulation, or they m or t or they may athey may act as migrct as migratory workatory workers, moviners, moving from oneg from one herding s herding situation tituation to another.o anothero another. Ianother. In either cn either case, theirase, their function  function is to suppis to supplement thelement the economy o economy of the villf the village, not cage, villvillage, nvillage, not competeot compete with it. with it. with it.

Another category of pastoralism is herdsman husbandry, in which the 
majority of the population leads a sedentary life and is occupied primarily with 
agriculture. Their livestock, or some of it, is maintained year round on pastures, 
sometimes quite far from the settlement, and tended by herdsmen especially 
assigned to this task. These herdsmen function as a complementary group to the 
village agriculturalists. They may be a permanent part of the area’s population, or 
they may act as migratory workers, moving from one herding situation to 
another. In either case, their function is to supplement the economy of the 
village, not compete with it.

�A somewhatA somewhat similar f similar form of pasorm of pastoralism itoralism is yaylag ps yaylag pastoralismastoralism. This cor. This corresponds frespondcorcorrespondcorresponds fairly cs fairly closely to losely to what is ofwhat is often calledten called transhuma transhumance. Whilence. While the agric the agricultural baultuagricagriculturagricultural base isal base is maintaine maintained by the md by the majority ofajority of the peopl the people, the live, the livestock is estock is periodicalperiodperiodicalperiodically moved fly moved from mountarom mountain pasturein pastures to lowers to lower zones. Th zones. This is someis is sometimes conftimes contimes confused wconfused with seasonith seasonal pastoraal pastoralism or velism or vertical pasrtical pastoralism. toralism. However, tHowever, this type ohis type of economicf ef economic aeconomic activity isctivity is designed  designed to deal wito deal with particuth particular envirolar environmental conmental conditions. nditions. It cannot It cIt cannot be cannot be indiscrimiindiscriminately appnately applied to evlied to every seeminery seemingly similagly similar situatior situation.n.n.

A somewhat similar form of pastoralism is yaylag pastoralism. This 
corresponds fairly closely to what is often called transhumance. While the 
agricultural base is maintained by the majority of the people, the livestock is 
periodically moved from mountain pastures to lower zones. This is sometimes 
confused with seasonal pastoralism or vertical pastoralism. However, this type of 
economic activity is designed to deal with particular environmental conditions. It 
cannot be indiscriminately applied to every seemingly similar situation.

�Most otherMost other categorie categories involve s involve village pavillage pastoralism.storalism. Sedentary Sedentary animal hu animal husbandry issbandryhuhusbandry husbandry is generalis generally a supplly a supplementary aementary activity toctivity to the agric the agricultural puultural pursuits of rsuits of the settlethe sethe settlementsettlement and gener and generally does ally does not involvnot involve the manae the management of gement of herds as lherds as large as noarge as non-village-nnonon-villagnon-village-based pae-based pastoralistsstoralists. Stock-br. Stock-breeding, theeding, the establise establishment of fhment of feed lots aeed lots and free grnd frnd free grazifree grazing within ng within fairly clofairly close proximise proximity, and thty, and the use of ee use of enclosures nclosures are other are other variants ivariavariants ivariants in this catn this category.egory.egory.

Most other categories involve village pastoralism. Sedentary animal 



husbandry is generally a supplementary activity to the agricultural pursuits of the 
settlement and generally does not involve the management of herds as large as 
non-village-based pastoralists. Stock-breeding, the establishment of feed lots and 
free grazing within fairly close proximity, and the use of enclosures are other 
variants in this category.

�Pastoral nPastoral nomadic actomadic activity, sucivity, such as that h as that described described in the ancin the ancestral narestral narratives, aratives, appears to paappears toappears to include a include aspects of spects of both semi-both semi-nomadic panomadic pastoralism storalism and herdsmand herdsman husbandan husbanan husbandry husbandry (cf. esp. (cf. esp. Gen. 13:5-Gen. 13:5-12; 21:25-12; 21:25-34; 26:17-34; 26:17-33; 29:1-133; 29:1-10; 37:12-10; 37:12-17). A basi7). A basic sketch oc skc sketch of sketch of the differthe differences betwences between these een these two categotwo categories incluries includes: the sdes: the size and miize and mix of herdsx mimix of hermix of herds, timingds, timing of migrat of migratory activiory activity, areas ty, areas of pasturaof pasturage, and pege, and percentage orcentage of the grouf thef the group the group involved iinvolved in pastoraln pastoral activity. activity. The fact  The fact that the hthat the herds of seerds of semi-nomadicmi-nomadic tribes ma trib tribes maytribes may be larger be larger and consi and consist of a dist of a different mifferent mix of breedx of breeding stock ing stock (generally(generally sheep and shee sheep and sheep and goats in agoats in ancient timncient times) is bases) is based on the ed on the route of troute of travel, marravel, markets, and kets, and available avaiavailable available pasturage.pasturage. Since sem Since semi-nomads ai-nomads are not alwre not always tied tays tied to the grazo the grazing and waing and water restritewawater restwater restrictions orictions of their imf their immediate armediate area, a greaea, a greater flexibter flexibility is tility is therefore therefore to be foundo be foo be found in tfound in their herd-heir herd-managementmanagement decisions decisions...

Pastoral nomadic activity, such as that described in the ancestral narratives, 
appears to include aspects of both semi-nomadic pastoralism and herdsman 
husbandry (cf. esp. Gen. 13:5-12; 21:25-34; 26:17-33; 29:1-10; 37:12-17). A basic 
sketch of the differences between these two categories includes: the size and 
mix of herds, timing of migratory activity, areas of pasturage, and percentage of 
the group involved in pastoral activity. The fact that the herds of semi-nomadic 
tribes may be larger and consist of a different mix of breeding stock (generally 
sheep and goats in ancient times) is based on the route of travel, markets, and 
available pasturage. Since semi-nomads are not always tied to the grazing and 
water restrictions of their immediate area, a greater flexibility is therefore to be 
found in their herd-management decisions.

�At the samAt the same time, the time, the semi-nome semi-nomadic pastoadic pastoral groupsral groups also must also must operate w operate within the ithinwwithin thewithin the political political and econo and economic spheremic spheres of varios of various regionsus regions and state and states. This mas. This makes them ckesmamakes themmakes them cautious  cautious in their din their dealings wiealings with sedentath sedentary peoplesry peoples. They als. They also develop o develop predatory ppredatory predatory or at leasor at least trickstet trickster-like attr-like attitudes towitudes toward all grard all groups otheroups other than thei than their own. As r owr own. As a own. As a result, reresult, relations belations between the tween the villages avillages and pastorand pastoral nomads, l nomads, and governand governments and mgoverngovernmentgovernments and pasts and pastoral nomadoral nomads were ofts were often straineen strained at best.d at best.

At the same time, the semi-nomadic pastoral groups also must operate 
within the political and economic spheres of various regions and states. This 
makes them cautious in their dealings with sedentary peoples. They also develop 
predatory or at least trickster-like attitudes toward all groups other than their 
own. As a result, relations between the villages and pastoral nomads, and 
governments and pastoral nomads were often strained at best.

�Another diAnother difference bfference between sedetween sedentary andentary and semi-noma semi-nomadic pastordic pastoralists invalists involves basiolvesinvinvolves binvolves basic groupasic group dynamics. dynamics. The membe The members of semirs of semi-nomadic k-nomadic kinship groinship groups rely oups rely ups rely on threly on their own jueir own judgment in dgment in determinindetermining route ofg route of march, di march, division of vision of herds to therds to take maximuakttake maximtake maximum advantaum advantage of grazge of grazing zones,ing zones, and parce and parceling out oling out of water rif water rights. Thosghts. Those pastoraleThosThose pastThose pastoralists aoralists associated ssociated with a vilwith a village cultulage culture are oftre are often told when told what to do bat to do by higher ay higy higher authigher authorities. horities. These sameThese same authoriti authorities may tryes may try to manage to manage the activ the activities and ities and movements momovements movements of the semof the semi-nomadic i-nomadic groups, bugroups, but this cant this can lead to c lead to conflict anonflict and is certad is certainly not aincertacertainly certainly not alwaysnot always a success a successful policyful policy (as can b (as can be seen in e seen in numerous 1numerous 18th-centur8th-century y B.C.E.BB.C.E.B.C.E. texts fro texts from ancient m ancient Mari; Mari; ARMARM 3.38; 6.3 3.38; 6.30; 14.121)0; 14.121)...

Another difference between sedentary and semi-nomadic pastoralists 
involves basic group dynamics. The members of semi-nomadic kinship groups 
rely on their own judgment in determining route of march, division of herds to 
take maximum advantage of grazing zones, and parceling out of water rights. 
Those pastoralists associated with a village culture are often told what to do by 
higher authorities. These same authorities may try to manage the activities and 
movements of the semi-nomadic groups, but this can lead to conflict and is 
certainly not always a successful policy (as can be seen in numerous 18th-century 
B.C.E. texts from ancient Mari; ARM 3.38; 6.30; 14.121).

�For this rFor this reason, goveason, governments ternments that rule ahat rule areas in whreas in which pastorich pastoral nomadical nomadic peoples o peopl peoples oppeoples operate try erate try to restricto restrict the freet the freedom of movdom of movement of tement of these peoplhese peoples for thees for their own natithetheir own their own national snational security puecurity purposes. Ifrposes. If a group o a group or groups ar groups are allowedre allowed to pass w to pass with impuniithwwith impunwith impunity from oity from one area tone area to another,  another, important important military imilitary informationnformation may be tr may be transmitted atrtransmittetransmitted to an end to an enemy, or scemy, or scarce naturarce natural resourcal resources may be es may be exhausted exhausted — thereby — thereb— thereby dethereby depriving vipriving village pastllage pastoralists ooralists of their lif their livelihood —velihood — with no s with no significantignificant return in return return in return in taxes or ltaxes or labor serviabor service for thece for these losses.se losses. In additi In addition, these on, these transient transient pastoralispastorpastoralispastoralists may engts may engage in raiage in raiding or otding or other unsancher unsanctioned acttioned activities whivities which will dich will drain the lrain ddrain the drain the local econlocal economy and foomy and force the gorce the government tvernment to expend to expend time and efime and effort in orfort in orfort in order to border to bring them ring them under contunder control or drirol or drive them frve them from the areom the area.a.a.

For this reason, governments that rule areas in which pastoral nomadic 
peoples operate try to restrict the freedom of movement of these peoples for 
their own national security purposes. If a group or groups are allowed to pass 
with impunity from one area to another, important military information may be 
transmitted to an enemy, or scarce natural resources may be exhausted — 
thereby depriving village pastoralists of their livelihood — with no significant 
return in taxes or labor service for these losses. In addition, these transient 
pastoralists may engage in raiding or other unsanctioned activities which will 
drain the local economy and force the government to expend time and effort in 



order to bring them under control or drive them from the area.

�It is a coIt is a continual stntinual struggle by ruggle by the governthe government to eiment to either settlther settle the nomae the nomadic pastordic pastodic pastoralispastoralists into vits into villages (a llages (a process stprocess still under ill under way in modway in modern Israelern Israel) or to co) or to control the ntrol tntrol the resourthe resources of theces of their area anir area and channel d channel the activithe activity of the ty of the semi-nomadsemi-nomadic group’sic group’s young men yo young men,young men, who may b who may be underempe underemployed in sloyed in some seasonome seasons of the ys of the year, into ear, into harvestingharvestiharvestingharvesting or some o or some other constther constructive acructive activity. Thtivity. This can be is can be seen in thseen in the strugglee struggle by Israel by  by Israel’by Israel’s kings tos kings to control t control their southheir southern borderern border by buildi by building a serieng a series of fortrs of fortresses and esses fortrfortressesfortresses and forci and forcing the desng the desert tribesert tribes (Amalekit (Amalekites, etc.) es, etc.) into submiinto submission and ssion and a sedentara seda sedentary sedentary existence.existence. However,  However, they eventthey eventually wereually were too weake too weakened by forned by foreign invadeign invaeign invaders (invaders (Assyrians,Assyrians, Egyptians Egyptians, Babyloni, Babylonians) to maans) to maintain thiintain this policy, s policy, and the trand the tribes simplibes siibes simply revsimply reverted backerted back to pastor to pastoral nomadical nomadic activity. activity.

It is a continual struggle by the government to either settle the nomadic 
pastoralists into villages (a process still under way in modern Israel) or to control 
the resources of their area and channel the activity of the semi-nomadic group’s 
young men, who may be underemployed in some seasons of the year, into 
harvesting or some other constructive activity. This can be seen in the struggle 
by Israel’s kings to control their southern border by building a series of 
fortresses and forcing the desert tribes (Amalekites, etc.) into submission and a 
sedentary existence. However, they eventually were too weakened by foreign 
invaders (Assyrians, Egyptians, Babylonians) to maintain this policy, and the tribes 
simply reverted back to pastoral nomadic activity.
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NOPHAHNOPHAH (Heb.  (Heb. noœp�ah�noœp�ah�)))

NOPHAH (Heb. noœp�ah� )

A city in A city in Moab N of Moab N of Dibon (NumDibon (Num. 21:30 MT. 21:30 MT; NRSV “fi; NRSV “fire spread,re spread,” followin” following LXX, Samg LXX, Sg LXX, Samaritan Samaritan PentateuchPentateuch).).

A city in Moab N of Dibon (Num. 21:30 MT; NRSV “fire spread,” following LXX, 
Samaritan Pentateuch).

NORTHNORTHNORTH

NORTH

Since the Since the developmendevelopment of the ct of the compass, geompass, geographic oographic orientationrientation has been  has been toward magtoward matoward magnetic nmagnetic north. In torth. In the ancienthe ancient world, ho world, however, thewever, the rising su rising sun served an served as one’s ors one’s orientation ienororientatioorientation (“orientn (“orient” means “e” means “east”). Theast”). The most comm most common word uson word used for eased for east (Heb. t (Heb. qed�emqqed�emqed�em) means li) means lit., “in frt., “in front” or “bont” or “before.” Thefore.” Thus “north”us “north” is often  is often designateddesignated as “the l as “ as “the left”“the left” ( (síeïmoœ}l;síeïmoœ}l; Gen. 14:1 Gen. 14:15).5).5).

Since the development of the compass, geographic orientation has been toward 
magnetic north. In the ancient world, however, the rising sun served as one’s 
orientation (“orient” means “east”). The most common word used for east (Heb. 
qed�em ) means lit., “in front” or “before.” Thus “north” is often designated as 
“the left” (síeïmoœ}l; Gen. 14:15).

�DirectionaDirectional north cal north came to takeme to take on variou on various connotats connotations for tions for the Hebrewshe Hebrews. With the. Wi. With the MWith the Mediterraneediterranean Sea on an Sea on the west athe west and the desnd the desert on theert on the east, Isr east, Israel watcheael watcheael watched fowatched for invadingr invading armies on armies only from thly from the south (te south (the Egyptiahe Egyptians) or thens) or the north (e. north (e.g., the Hig.,(e.(e.g., the(e.g., the Hittites, Hittites, Damascus, Damascus, Persia).  Persia). From the tFrom the time of theime of the later mon later monarchy dangarchy danger threateer ter threatenedthreatened especiall especially from they from the nations w nations who would aho would attack fromttack from the north the north. Thus the. Thus the. Thus the prophethe prophetic literatic literature is stture is stamped withamped with an expect an expectation of dation of disaster frisaster from the norom the north (e.g., th nornorth (e.gnorth (e.g., Jer. 1:., Jer. 1:14; Ezek. 14; Ezek. 1:4). Baby1:4). Babylon (Jer. lon (Jer. 25:9-11; E25:9-11; Ezek. 26:7)zek. 26:7) and Gog ( and Gog (38:14–16) 38:14–((38:14–16)(38:14–16) are speci are specifically mefically mentioned, bntioned, but more geut more generally Gonerally God’s judgmed’s judgment itself nt itself is expecteis eis expected fexpected from the norom the north (e.g.,rth (e.g., Jer. 4:6) Jer. 4:6). Likewise. Likewise, propheci, prophecies of the es of the return of return of the exilesthe ethe exiles speexiles speak of themak of them arriving  arriving from “out from “out of the norof the north” (Jer. th” (Jer. 23:8).23:8).23:8).

Directional north came to take on various connotations for the Hebrews. 
With the Mediterranean Sea on the west and the desert on the east, Israel 
watched for invading armies only from the south (the Egyptians) or the north 
(e.g., the Hittites, Damascus, Persia). From the time of the later monarchy danger 
threatened especially from the nations who would attack from the north. Thus 
the prophetic literature is stamped with an expectation of disaster from the 
north (e.g., Jer. 1:14; Ezek. 1:4). Babylon (Jer. 25:9-11; Ezek. 26:7) and Gog 
(38:14–16) are specifically mentioned, but more generally God’s judgment itself is 



expected from the north (e.g., Jer. 4:6). Likewise, prophecies of the return of the 
exiles speak of them arriving from “out of the north” (Jer. 23:8).

�The idea oThe idea of God’s juf God’s judgment comdgment coming from ting from the north dhe north dovetails wovetails with an assith an assumption inumptassassumptionassumption in common in common with othe with other ancient r ancient Near EasteNear Eastern civilizrn civilizations thaations that the godst the gods dwell in  godsgods dwellgods dwell in a moun in a mountain towartain toward the nortd the north. Thus thh. Thus the theophane theophany of Ezek.y of Ezek. 1:4-5 ari 1:4-5 arises in thesariarises in arises in the north,the north, and the e and the evil one ofvil one of Isa. 14:1 Isa. 14:13 is tempt3 is tempted to supped to supplant God ilant God in the nortn then the north.the north. This idea This idea clashes s clashes somewhat wiomewhat with the ideth the idea of the la of the lordship ofordship of God over  God over the whole ththe whole the whole earth (Jobearth (Job 26:7) and 26:7) and with God’ with God’s dwellings dwelling in the te in the temple, but mple, but it comes tit comes to interesto io interestininteresting expressig expression in Ps. on in Ps. 48:1-3(MT 48:1-3(MT 2–4), whic2–4), which identifih identifies Mt. Zioes Mt. Zion as a norn as a northern mounthernornorthern mnorthern mountain.ountain.ountain.

The idea of God’s judgment coming from the north dovetails with an 
assumption in common with other ancient Near Eastern civilizations that the 
gods dwell in a mountain toward the north. Thus the theophany of Ezek. 1:4-5 
arises in the north, and the evil one of Isa. 14:13 is tempted to supplant God in 
the north. This idea clashes somewhat with the idea of the lordship of God over 
the whole earth (Job 26:7) and with God’s dwelling in the temple, but it comes to 
interesting expression in Ps. 48:1-3(MT 2–4), which identifies Mt. Zion as a 
northern mountain.
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NORTHEASTER

Euraquilo Euraquilo (Gk. (Gk. eurakyéloœeurakyéloœn,n, a compoun a compound word mead word meaning “nortning “north and easth and east wind”), t wind”) wind”), thwind”), the violent e violent storm thatstorm that threw the threw the ship carr ship carrying Paul ying Paul and other and other prisoners prisoners off courseoffoff courseoff course near Cret near Crete (Acts 27e (Acts 27:14). Name:14). Named for the d for the major stormajor storm systems m systems which can which canwhich can develocan develop throughop throughout the winut the winter, northter, northeasters areasters are a major e a major concern foconcern for marinersr marinerr mariners omariners on the Medin the Mediterranean terranean Sea. TypicSea. Typically theseally these storms bl storms blow from thow from the north-noe north-ne north-nortnorth-northeast (60°heast (60° N of east N of east) and were) and were the reaso the reason that shin that shipping virtpping virtually ceasually ceased in the ed ceasceased in ceased in the Roman the Roman world fromworld from November  November through Fethrough February. Thbruary. The great dae great danger was tnger wnger was that twas that the wind wohe wind would eitheruld either capsize t capsize the large-she large-sailed bargailed barges or drives or drive ships oue ships out of contrt ot of controlof control into shal into shallows of thlows of the Syrtes, e Syrtes, the quicksthe quicksand off thand off the Libyan ce Libyan coast. Thesoast. These winds are wie winds are winds are known todaknown today as the y as the grigale.grigale.grigale.

Euraquilo (Gk. eurakyéloœn, a compound word meaning “north and east 
wind”), the violent storm that threw the ship carrying Paul and other prisoners 
off course near Crete (Acts 27:14). Named for the major storm systems which 
can develop throughout the winter, northeasters are a major concern for 
mariners on the Mediterranean Sea. Typically these storms blow from the 
north-northeast (60° N of east) and were the reason that shipping virtually 
ceased in the Roman world from November through February. The great danger 
was that the wind would either capsize the large-sailed barges or drive ships out 
of control into shallows of the Syrtes, the quicksand off the Libyan coast. These 
winds are known today as the grigale.
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NOT MY PEONOT MY PEOPLEPLEPLE

NOT MY PEOPLE

Lo-ammi (HLo-ammi (Heb. eb. loœ} {ammiloœ} {ammiîî), the nam), the name of Hoseae of Hosea’s third c’s third child, a sohild, a son. God teln. God tells the prols thls the prophethe prophet to name t to name his son achis son accordingly,cordingly, thus symb thus symbolizing tholizing the broken ce broken covenant (Hovenant (Hovenant (Hos. 1:9)(Hos. 1:9). When Yah. When Yahweh later weh later promises tpromises to restore o restore Israel he Israel he will say pwill say paronomastiaronomastipparonomastparonomastically, “Yically, “You are my ou are my people” (Hpeople” (Hos. 2:23[Mos. 2:23[MT 25]).T 25]).

Lo-ammi (Heb. loœ} {ammiî), the name of Hosea’s third child, a son. God tells 
the prophet to name his son accordingly, thus symbolizing the broken covenant 
(Hos. 1:9). When Yahweh later promises to restore Israel he will say 
paronomastically, “You are my people” (Hos. 2:23[MT 25]).

NOT PITIEDNOT PITIED

NOT PITIED

Lo-ruhamahLo-ruhamah (Heb.  (Heb. loœ} ruh�aloœ} ruh�aœma®œma®), the sym), the symbolic namebolic name given to  given to Hosea’s seHosea’s second childcosesecond chisecond child, a daugld, a daughter, indihter, indicating thacating that Yahweh wt Yahweh would no loould no longer forginger forgive the houve the house of Israsehouhouse of Ihouse of Israel (Hossrael (Hos. 1:6). Wh. 1:6). When the coven the covenant is lenant is later restoater restored God wired God will again “ll again “have pity”hav““have pity“have pity” on Israe” on Israel (Hos. 2:l (Hos. 2:23[MT 25])23[MT 25])..

Lo-ruhamah (Heb. loœ} ruh�aœma® ), the symbolic name given to Hosea’s 
second child, a daughter, indicating that Yahweh would no longer forgive the 
house of Israel (Hos. 1:6). When the covenant is later restored God will again 
“have pity” on Israel (Hos. 2:23[MT 25]).

NUMBERSNUMBERSNUMBERS

NUMBERS

Although aAlthough archaeologirchaeological discovcal discoveries of aeries of a monetary  monetary system evisystem evidence a codence a concept of nncept of nncept of numbering numbering in the “prin the “preliterate”eliterate” Middle Ea Middle East, one dost, one does not ences not encounter wriounter written examptten examptten examples oexamples of numericsf numerics until the until the Proto-Sum Proto-Sumerian era erian era with the iwith the inscriptionnscriptions on clay s on clay tablets frtatablets frtablets from Uruk inom Uruk in southern  southern MesopotamiMesopotamia (3000 a (3000 B.C.E.B.C.E.). These d). These display decisplay decimal (10),imal (1imal (10), duod(10), duodecimal (12ecimal (12), and sex), and sexagesimal (agesimal (60) units 60) units of numberiof numbering. The olng. The oldest mathedest mathematical temmathemathematicmathematical text inal text indicating adicating an advancedn advanced use of nu use of numbers has mbers has been locatbeen located at the ed at the Sumerian cSSumerian cSumerian city of Shuity of Shuruppak (caruppak (ca. 2650). T. 2650). The Egyptiahe Egyptians had a cns had a comprehensiomprehensive decimalve decimave decimal sydecimal system whichstem which included  included symbols fosymbols for whole nur whole numbers as hmbers as high as 1 migh as 1 million andillion andillion and also sand also some fractiome fractions. Ebla ons. Ebla texts alsotexts also provide e provide evidence fovidence for a decimar a decimal system ol system of numberinf nf numbering numbering from as eafrom as early as therly as the 3rd mille 3rd millennium in Snnium in Syro-Palestyro-Palestine. Probaine. Probably influebly influenced by thnceinflueinfluencedinfluenced by the Eg by the Egyptians, Iyptians, Israel showsrael showed a prefeed a preference for rence for the decimathe decimal system ol system of numberinf nf numbering.numbering.

Although archaeological discoveries of a monetary system evidence a concept of 
numbering in the “preliterate” Middle East, one does not encounter written 



examples of numerics until the Proto-Sumerian era with the inscriptions on clay 
tablets from Uruk in southern Mesopotamia (3000 B.C.E.). These display decimal 
(10), duodecimal (12), and sexagesimal (60) units of numbering. The oldest 
mathematical text indicating an advanced use of numbers has been located at the 
Sumerian city of Shuruppak (ca. 2650). The Egyptians had a comprehensive 
decimal system which included symbols for whole numbers as high as 1 million 
and also some fractions. Ebla texts also provide evidence for a decimal system of 
numbering from as early as the 3rd millennium in Syro-Palestine. Probably 
influenced by the Egyptians, Israel showed a preference for the decimal system of 
numbering.

�It is appaIt is apparent that rent that the majorithe majority of litety of literate ancierate ancient culturent cultures used syms used symbols as thbols as the preferreeththe preferthe preferred methodred method to expres to express numbers.s numbers. However,  However, other formother forms were alss were also used. Soo used.o used. Someused. Some cultures  cultures employed temployed the acrophohe acrophonic systemnic system, using th, using the first lee first letter of a tter of a word naminwoword naminword naming or suggeg or suggesting the sting the number to number to represent represent the numberthe number. Others u. Others used the alsed thesed the alphabthe alphabetic systeetic system, represem, representing the nting the numeric unnumeric units by theits by the successiv successive charactee characters of the rs charactecharacterscharacters of the al of the alphabet. Stphabet. Still othersill others wrote the wrote the number ou number out in full t in full alphabeticalphabetic script. scrip script.script.script.

It is apparent that the majority of literate ancient cultures used symbols as 
the preferred method to express numbers. However, other forms were also 
used. Some cultures employed the acrophonic system, using the first letter of a 
word naming or suggesting the number to represent the number. Others used 
the alphabetic system, representing the numeric units by the successive 
characters of the alphabet. Still others wrote the number out in full alphabetic 
script.

�The sacredThe sacred literatur literature of Israee of Israel was biasl was biased toward ed toward writing nuwriting numbers out mbers out in full. Hin full. in full. Howefull. However, archaver, archaeological eological finds indifinds indicate that cate that symbols wesymbols were commonlre commonly used in y used in the publicththe publicthe public literary  literary practices practices of ancientof ancient Israel. D Israel. During the uring the Maccabean Maccabean period (16period (168–40), Gre8–4(16(168–40), (168–40), Greek inflGreek influence led uence led to Jewish to Jewish adaptationadaptation of an alp of an alphabetic syhabetic system of nustem of numbering. Amnunumbering.numbering. Although  Although the Greeksthe Greeks utilized  utilized acrophonicacrophonic, alphabet, alphabetic, and syic, and symbolic metmbolic metmbolic methods, nmethods, numbers in umbers in the Greek the Greek NT are alwNT are always writteays written in full.n in full.

The sacred literature of Israel was biased toward writing numbers out in 
full. However, archaeological finds indicate that symbols were commonly used in 
the public literary practices of ancient Israel. During the Maccabean period 
(168–40), Greek influence led to Jewish adaptation of an alphabetic system of 
numbering. Although the Greeks utilized acrophonic, alphabetic, and symbolic 
methods, numbers in the Greek NT are always written in full.

�Five HebreFive Hebrew terms arw terms are used in e used in the OT: the OT: saœp�ar,saœp�ar, “to count “to count” (Lev. 25” (Lev. 25:8; 2 Sam.:8; 2 S:8; 2 Sam. 24:10Sam. 24:10); ); mispaœr,mispaœr, “numeric  “numeric amount” (Jamount” (Judg. 7:6; udg. 7:6; Ps. 147:4)Ps. 147:4); ; maœna®,maœna®, “to enume “to e “to enumerate”enumerate” (Gen. 13: (Gen. 13:16; Num. 216; Num. 23:10; 2 Kg3:10; 2 Kgs. 12:11);s. 12:11);  minyaœn,minyaœn, “a specif “a specific number”ic numbeic number” (Enumber” (Ezra 6:17);zra 6:17);  paœqad�,paœqad�, “to take  “to take inventory/inventory/a census” a census” (1 Sam. 11(1 Sam. 11:8; 13:5).:8; 13:5).:8; 13:5). Thr13:5). Three Greek tee Greek terms are uerms are used in thesed in the NT:  NT: arithméoœ,arithméoœ, “to count “to count” (Matt. 1” (Matt. 10:30 par.;0:3110:30 par.10:30 par.; Rev. 7:9; Rev. 7:9); ); arithmoœs,arithmoœs, “a number “a number” (Luke 22” (Luke 22:3; John 6:3; John 6:10; Acts :10; Acts 6:7; Rev. 6:7; Re6:7; Rev. 13:18Rev. 13:18); ); pseäphiízopseäphiízoœ,œ, “to calcu “to calculate” (Luklate” (Luke 14:28; Re 14:28; Rev. 13:18)ev. 13:18)...

Five Hebrew terms are used in the OT: saœp�ar,  “to count” (Lev. 25:8; 2 
Sam. 24:10); mispaœr, “numeric amount” (Judg. 7:6; Ps. 147:4); maœna®, “to 
enumerate” (Gen. 13:16; Num. 23:10; 2 Kgs. 12:11); minyaœn, “a specific 
number” (Ezra 6:17); paœqad�,  “to take inventory/a census” (1 Sam. 11:8; 
13:5). Three Greek terms are used in the NT: arithméoœ, “to count” (Matt. 
10:30 par.; Rev. 7:9); arithmoœs, “a number” (Luke 22:3; John 6:10; Acts 6:7; 
Rev. 13:18); pseäphiízoœ, “to calculate” (Luke 14:28; Rev. 13:18).

�While critWhile critical scholical scholarship quearship questions thestions the validity  validity of the appof the apparently inarently inflated numflated numflated numbers thnumbers that often oat often occur in thccur in the biblicale biblical record, t record, the originahe original authors l authors intended tintended them to be hemtthem to bethem to be taken at  taken at face valueface value. The high. The high ages of t ages of the prediluhe prediluvian patrivian patriarchs are archs are obviously obviobviously obviously meant to bmeant to be taken lie taken literally, sterally, since the aince the ages of theges of the postdiluv postdiluvian patriaian patriarchs come rchs crchs come from come from the same sthe same source (e.gource (e.g., Gen. 5;., Gen. 5; 9:28-29;  9:28-29; 11; 25:7; 11; 25:7; 47:28). Al47:28). Also, the ceso, the census numbensucecensus numcensus numbers of thbers of the Israelite Israelite populatie population and varon and various armieious armies are means are meant to show t to show Israel’s sIIsrael’s sIsrael’s strength (etrength (e.g., Num. .g., Num. 1-3; Judg.1-3; Judg. 20). 20).

While critical scholarship questions the validity of the apparently inflated 
numbers that often occur in the biblical record, the original authors intended 
them to be taken at face value. The high ages of the prediluvian patriarchs are 
obviously meant to be taken literally, since the ages of the postdiluvian patriarchs 
come from the same source (e.g., Gen. 5; 9:28-29; 11; 25:7; 47:28). Also, the 
census numbers of the Israelite population and various armies are meant to show 
Israel’s strength (e.g., Num. 1-3; Judg. 20).

Symbolic NSymbolic Numbersumbers

Symbolic Numbers



Numbers inNumbers in the Bible the Bible often hav often have symbolice symbolic or idioma or idiomatic applictic application. Thration. Three (Heb. ee (Heb. sûaœloœsû;sûsûaœloœsû;sûaœloœsû; Gk.  Gk. treiístreiís) indicate) indicates completes completeness. Therness. There are three are three major pie major pilgrimage flgrimagpipilgrimagepilgrimage feasts fo feasts for Israelitr Israelite males (Ee males (Exod. 23:14xod. 23:14-19); thre-19); three standarde standard times for times for Jewish pr Jewi Jewish praJewish prayers (Dan.yers (Dan. 6:10; Ps. 6:10; Ps. 55:17[MT  55:17[MT 18]); thre18]); three sectionse sections to the un to the universe (Phiverse (Phil. 2:10);il. 2il. 2:10); thr2:10); three sectionee sections in the ss in the sanctuary (anctuary (1 Kgs. 6:21 Kgs. 6:2-22); and -22); and special efspecial efficacy of ficacy of three-yearthree-ythree-yearthree-year-old sacri-old sacrifices (Genfices (Gen. 15:9; 1 . 15:9; 1 Sam. 1:24)Sam. 1:24). Jonah wa. Jonah was in the ss in the sea creaturea creature’s belly e’s be’s belly threbelly three days ande days and three nig three nights (Jonahhts (Jonah 1:17), an 1:17), and Jesus wad Jesus was in the ts in the tomb three omb three days (Mattdaydays (Mattdays (Matt. 12:40).. 12:40).. 12:40).

Numbers in the Bible often have symbolic or idiomatic application. Three (Heb. 
sûaœloœsû; Gk. treiís) indicates completeness. There are three major 
pilgrimage feasts for Israelite males (Exod. 23:14-19); three standard times for 
Jewish prayers (Dan. 6:10; Ps. 55:17[MT 18]); three sections to the universe (Phil. 
2:10); three sections in the sanctuary (1 Kgs. 6:2-22); and special efficacy of 
three-year-old sacrifices (Gen. 15:9; 1 Sam. 1:24). Jonah was in the sea creature’s 
belly three days and three nights (Jonah 1:17), and Jesus was in the tomb three 
days (Matt. 12:40).

�Four (Heb.Four (Heb.  }arba{;}arba{; Gk.  Gk. téssarestéssares) indicate) indicates boundaris boundaries. There es. There are four care four corners of ornersccorners ofcorners of the earth the earth (Isa. 11: (Isa. 11:12); four 12); four winds (Jerwinds (Jer. 49:36; D. 49:36; Dan. 7:2); an. 7:2); four charifour chariots patrolots patots patrollingpatrolling the earth the earth (Zech. 6: (Zech. 6:1-5); four1-5); four rivers pr rivers proceeding foceeding from Eden (rom Eden (Gen. 2:10-Gen. 2:10-14); four 14)2:10-2:10-14); 2:10-14); four livinfour living creatureg creatures surrounds surrounding the diing the divine thronvine throne (Ezek. 1e (Ezek. 1:10; Rev. :10; Rev. 4:6-7); an4:6-74:6-7); an4:6-7); and four hord four horsemen (6:2semen (6:2–8).–8).–8).

Four (Heb. }arba{; Gk. téssares) indicates boundaries. There are four 
corners of the earth (Isa. 11:12); four winds (Jer. 49:36; Dan. 7:2); four chariots 
patrolling the earth (Zech. 6:1-5); four rivers proceeding from Eden (Gen. 
2:10-14); four living creatures surrounding the divine throne (Ezek. 1:10; Rev. 
4:6-7); and four horsemen (6:2–8).

�Seven (HebSeven (Heb. . sûeb�a{;sûeb�a{; Gk.  Gk. heptaéheptaé) indicate) indicates rest, fus rest, fulfillment,lfillment, and resto and restoration: Goratiorestorestoratiorestoration: God resn: God rested on theted on the seventh d seventh day (Gen. 2ay (Gen. 2:2-3; Exod:2-3; Exod. 20:11); . 20:11); seven animseven animals seal aaanimanimals seanimals seal a businal a business transaess transaction (Genction (Gen. 21:28); . 21:28); Pharaoh drPharaoh dreams of seeams of seven lean yven lean years and seayyears and years and seven plenseven plentiful onestiful ones (41:1–36) (41:1–36); the land; the land is to lie is to lie fallow ev fallow every seven ery seven years (Levyearsyears (Levyears (Lev. 25:2-7);. 25:2-7); seven men seven men are appoi are appointed as adnted as administratoministrators in the rs in the early Churearly Church (Acts 6chChurChurch (AcChurch (Acts 6:1-6);ts 6:1-6); the most  the most potent antpotent anti-Christ bi-Christ beast has seast has seven headseven heads (Rev. 17: (Rev. 17:7); the re7)17:17:7); the17:7); the restorati restoration of the on of the earth takeearth takes place dus place during the sring the seventh seaeventh seal and the l and the seventh trseveseventh trseventh trumpet (8:1umpet (8:1—9:21; 11:—9:21; 11:15), and a15), and after the sfter the seventh plaeventh plague (16:17gue (16:17–21).–21).–21).

Seven (Heb. sûeb�a{;  Gk. heptaé) indicates rest, fulfillment, and 
restoration: God rested on the seventh day (Gen. 2:2-3; Exod. 20:11); seven 
animals seal a business transaction (Gen. 21:28); Pharaoh dreams of seven lean 
years and seven plentiful ones (41:1–36); the land is to lie fallow every seven 
years (Lev. 25:2-7); seven men are appointed as administrators in the early 
Church (Acts 6:1-6); the most potent anti-Christ beast has seven heads (Rev. 
17:7); the restoration of the earth takes place during the seventh seal and the 
seventh trumpet (8:1—9:21; 11:15), and after the seventh plague (16:17–21).

�Multiples Multiples of seven aof seven also have slso have significancignificance: e.g., 7e: e.g., 70 elders (0 elders (Exod. 24:1Exod. 24:1, 9); Juda, 9); Judah’s captivh’sJudaJudah’s caJudah’s captivity inptivity in Babylon i Babylon is 70 yearss 70 years (Jer. 25: (Jer. 25:12; 29:10;12; 29:10; Dan. 9:2) Dan. 9:2); 70 proph; 70 prophetic weeksetic wetic weeks (490weeks (490 years) ar years) are decreed e decreed for the Jefor the Jews (Dan. 9ws (Dan. 9:24). Jesu:24). Jesus commissis commissions 70 disons 70 disciples (Lucdisdisciples disciples (Luke 10:1(Luke 10:1-17); Jubi-17); Jubilee occurslee occurs after 49  after 49 years whenyears when debts are debts are canceled  canceled and slavesandand slavesand slaves released  released (Lev. 25:8(Lev. 25:8-55); the -55); the number of number of times to ftimes to forgive is orgive is 70 times s70 times seven (Mattevensseven (Matseven (Matt. 18:21-2t. 18:21-22); the ex2); the extent of vetent of vengeance isngeance is 77-fold ( 77-fold (Gen. 4:24)Gen. 4:24)...

Multiples of seven also have significance: e.g., 70 elders (Exod. 24:1, 9); 
Judah’s captivity in Babylon is 70 years (Jer. 25:12; 29:10; Dan. 9:2); 70 prophetic 
weeks (490 years) are decreed for the Jews (Dan. 9:24). Jesus commissions 70 
disciples (Luke 10:1-17); Jubilee occurs after 49 years when debts are canceled 
and slaves released (Lev. 25:8-55); the number of times to forgive is 70 times 
seven (Matt. 18:21-22); the extent of vengeance is 77-fold (Gen. 4:24).

�Ten (Heb. Ten (Heb. {esíer;{esíer; Gk.  Gk. dékadéka) indicate) indicates completis completion. God gaon. God gave Moses 1ve Moses 10 commandm0 comm0 commandmencommandments (Exod. ts (Exod. 34:28); th34:28); there were 1ere were 10 plagues 0 plagues against Egagainst Egypt (Exod.ypt (Exod. 7:8-11:10 7:8-11:1 7:8-11:10)7:8-11:10); the tith; the tithe was 10 pe was 10 percent of ercent of a person’sa person’s increase  increase (Deut. 26:(Deut. 26:12); 10 vi12); 10 virgins awairginsvivirgins awvirgins await the coait the coming of thming of the bridegroe bridegroom (Matt. om (Matt. 25:1-13); 25:1-13); the final the final apocalyptiapocalyptic anti-Chrc anc anti-Chrisanti-Christ power ist power is represent represented by 10 hed by 10 horns, 10 korns, 10 kings, and ings, and 10 toes (D10 toes (Dan. 2:42; an. 2:42; 7:7, 24; R7:77:7, 24; R7:7, 24; Rev. 17:7, ev. 17:7, 12).12).12).

Ten (Heb. {esíer; Gk. déka) indicates completion. God gave Moses 10 
commandments (Exod. 34:28); there were 10 plagues against Egypt (Exod. 
7:8-11:10); the tithe was 10 percent of a person’s increase (Deut. 26:12); 10 
virgins await the coming of the bridegroom (Matt. 25:1-13); the final apocalyptic 
anti-Christ power is represented by 10 horns, 10 kings, and 10 toes (Dan. 2:42; 
7:7, 24; Rev. 17:7, 12).

�Twelve (HeTwelve (Heb. b. sûeïneîm {sûeïneîm {aœsíaœr;aœsíaœr; Gk.  Gk. doœédekadoœédeka) indicate) indicates order. Ts order. There are 1herTThere are There are 12 tribes 12 tribes of Israel of Israel (Gen. 49:2(Gen. 49:28; Exod. 28; Exod. 28:21; Josh8:21; Josh. 3:12); 1. 3:12); 12 sons of 2 sons of Ishmael; 1IshmaIshmael; 1Ishmael; 12 apostles2 apostles (Matt. 10 (Matt. 10:1; Luke 9:1; Luke 9:1); 12 ba:1); 12 baskets sparskets spare after the after the feeding e feeding of the 5 tof thof the 5 thouthe 5 thousand (Mattsand (Matt. 14:20); . 14:20); 12 gates, 12 gates, 12 foundat12 foundations, and ions, and 12 fruits 12 fruits in the Newin the New Jerusalem Je Jerusalem Jerusalem (Rev. 21:1(Rev. 21:12, 14, 21)2, 14, 21). Multiple. Multiples of 12 ins of 12 include the clude the total numbtotal number of the er of the eschatologescheschatologeschatological savedical saved, 144 thou, 144 thousand (Rev.sand (Rev. 7:4-17; 1 7:4-17; 14:3-5); th4:3-5); the New Jerue New Jerusalem is 1salem is 12 thousand2 t2 thousand fthousand furlongs (2urlongs (21:16).1:16).1:16).

Twelve (Heb. sûeïneîm {aœsíaœr; Gk. doœédeka) indicates order. 
There are 12 tribes of Israel (Gen. 49:28; Exod. 28:21; Josh. 3:12); 12 sons of 
Ishmael; 12 apostles (Matt. 10:1; Luke 9:1); 12 baskets spare after the feeding of 
the 5 thousand (Matt. 14:20); 12 gates, 12 foundations, and 12 fruits in the New 
Jerusalem (Rev. 21:12, 14, 21). Multiples of 12 include the total number of the 
eschatological saved, 144 thousand (Rev. 7:4-17; 14:3-5); the New Jerusalem is 12 
thousand furlongs (21:16).



�Forty (HebForty (Heb. . }arbaœ{iîm}arbaœ{iîm;; Gk.  Gk. tessaraékotessaraékontanta) indicate) indicates a comples a complete cycle. te cycle. The flood TThe flood The flood rains fellrains fell on the ea on the earth for 40rth for 40 days and  days and 40 nights 40 nights (Gen. 7:12(Gen. 7:12); it took); it took 40 days a 40 d 40 days and ndays and nights for ights for Moses to rMoses to receive inseceive instructions tructions about the about the sanctuary sanctuary (Exod. 24:(Exod. 24:18); the w1824:24:18); th24:18); the wildernee wilderness generatss generation wanderion wandered for 40 ed for 40 years (Exoyears (Exod. 16:35; d. 16:35; Num. 14:20Num. 14:20Num. 14:20-23);14:20-23); the perio the periods of the ds of the judges arejudges are sometimes sometimes enumerate enumerated by 40-yed by 40-year intervaar intervals (Judg. lintervaintervals intervals (Judg. 3:1(Judg. 3:11; 5:31; 81; 5:31; 8:28); Nine:28); Nineveh is givveh is given 40 daysen 40 days notice of notice of impeding  impeding destructiodestrudestructiodestruction (Jonah 3n (Jonah 3:4); Jesus:4); Jesus is tempte is tempted for 40 dd for 40 days (Mark ays (Mark 1:12 par.)1:12 par.)...

Forty (Heb. }arbaœ{iîm; Gk. tessaraékonta) indicates a complete cycle. 
The flood rains fell on the earth for 40 days and 40 nights (Gen. 7:12); it took 40 
days and nights for Moses to receive instructions about the sanctuary (Exod. 
24:18); the wilderness generation wandered for 40 years (Exod. 16:35; Num. 
14:20-23); the periods of the judges are sometimes enumerated by 40-year 
intervals (Judg. 3:11; 5:31; 8:28); Nineveh is given 40 days notice of impeding 
destruction (Jonah 3:4); Jesus is tempted for 40 days (Mark 1:12 par.).

�One thousaOne thousand (Heb. nd (Heb. }elep�;}elep�; Gk.  Gk. chiliaés, chiliaés, chiílioichiílioi) indicate) indicates a very ls a very large numbearge narge number. Gonumber. God’s love id’s love is extendeds extended to the th to the thousandth gousandth generation eneration of commandof commandment keepement kement keepers (Dkeepers (Deut. 5:10)eut. 5:10); a thousa; a thousand days isnd days is used to d used to define an iefine an indefinite ndefinite period of period of time (Ps. timetime (Ps. time (Ps. 84:10[11];84:10[11]; 2 Pet. 3: 2 Pet. 3:8); the 148); the 144 thousand4 thousand comprise  comprise a group tha group that none caat none can number (n cacan numbercan number (Rev. 7:9 (Rev. 7:9); Satan i); Satan is bound fos bound for a thousar a thousand years (nd years (20:3, 7), 20:3, 7), the span othe span of the intef thf the intervthe interval betweenal between the first the first resurrect resurrection and thion and the second de second death (20:6eath (20:6, 11–15)., 11–15)., 11–15).

One thousand (Heb. }elep�;  Gk. chiliaés, chiílioi) indicates a very large 
number. God’s love is extended to the thousandth generation of commandment 
keepers (Deut. 5:10); a thousand days is used to define an indefinite period of 
time (Ps. 84:10[11]; 2 Pet. 3:8); the 144 thousand comprise a group that none 
can number (Rev. 7:9); Satan is bound for a thousand years (20:3, 7), the span of 
the interval between the first resurrection and the second death (20:6, 11–15).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. J. DaviJ. J. Davis, s, Biblical NBiblical Numerologyumerology (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1968pids, 1968).).).

Bibliography. J. J. Davis, Biblical Numerology (Grand Rapids, 1968).
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The fourthThe fourth book of t book of the Pentatehe Pentateuch. It reuch. It recounts thecounts the story of  story of the Israelthe Israelites’ prepites’ preparations faratpreppreparatiopreparations for depns for departure froarture from Mt. Sinam Mt. Sinai and theii and their journey r journey through ththrough the wildernee wilderness to the sswildernewildernesswilderness to the Pl to the Plains of Moains of Moab, acrossab, across the Jorda the Jordan River frn River from the citom the city of Jericy of Jericho.ho.

The fourth book of the Pentateuch. It recounts the story of the Israelites’ 
preparations for departure from Mt. Sinai and their journey through the 
wilderness to the Plains of Moab, across the Jordan River from the city of Jericho.

NameName

Name

The EnglisThe English name of h name of the book, the book, based on ibased on its traditits traditional name onal name in Greek in Greek (Arithmoi)(Arithmoi) and Latin and and Latin and Latin (Numeri)(Numeri) manuscrip manuscripts, alludets, alludes to the ss to the several occeveral occasions in asions in which Mosewhich Moses is instrs is is is instructedinstructed to “numbe to “number the peopr the people” (i.e.,le” (i.e., take a ce take a census; chs.nsus; chs. 1, 3—4, 2 1, 3—4, 26). The He6). The Hebrew name breHeHebrew namHebrew name e BamidbarBamidbar means “In means “In the Wilde the Wilderness” andrness” and better de better describes thscribes the overall e overae overall cooverall content of tntent of the book.he book.

The English name of the book, based on its traditional name in Greek (Arithmoi) 
and Latin (Numeri) manuscripts, alludes to the several occasions in which Moses is 
instructed to “number the people” (i.e., take a census; chs. 1, 3—4, 26). The 
Hebrew name Bamidbar means “In the Wilderness” and better describes the 
overall content of the book.

StructureStructure

Structure

The book iThe book is a mixturs a mixture of dramae of dramatic narrattic narratives, instives, instructions fructions for camp oror camp organizationganization, liturgic, lit, liturgicalliturgical calendars calendars, itinerar, itinerary lists, ay lists, and laws onnd laws on subjects  subjects as diverseas diverse as vows,  as vows, contact wicontact contact wicontact with dead both dead bodies, and dies, and the penaltthe penalty for gathy for gathering sticering sticks on the ks on the sabbath. Isabbath. It is diffit is dt is difficult difficult to discernto discern an outlin an outline that acce that accounts for ounts for all the deall the details of ttails of the book, ahe book, and proposand propnd proposals proposals are as numare as numerous as terous as the books ohe books on the subjn the subject. Broadect. Broadly speakinly speaking, there ag, there are two mairaare two maare two main sectionin sections introducs introduced by the ed by the censuses icensuses in chs. 1 an chs. 1 and 26. Numnd 26. Num. 1-25 cov. 1-25 cov. 1-25 covers thecovers the period of period of the gener the generation of tation of those who ohose who originally riginally departed fdeparted from Egypt rom Egypt until theiuuntil theiuntil their death; ir death; it highlight highlights their mts their many acts oany acts of disobedif disobedience againence against the Godst the God who had d who who had dewho had delivered thlivered them from slem from slavery. Ch.avery. Ch. 26 enumer 26 enumerates the sates the second geneecond generation, thration, tration, those who those who had not behad not been in Egypen in Egypt, and thet, and the following following chapters  chapters picture thpicture them by contem by contem by contrast acontrast as a peoples a people of comple of complete obediente obedience. Thus tce. Thus the name “Nhe name “Numbers” poumbers” points to a ints to ints to a theolto a theologically sogically significantignificant theme in  theme in the book.the book.

The book is a mixture of dramatic narratives, instructions for camp organization, 
liturgical calendars, itinerary lists, and laws on subjects as diverse as vows, 
contact with dead bodies, and the penalty for gathering sticks on the sabbath. It is 
difficult to discern an outline that accounts for all the details of the book, and 
proposals are as numerous as the books on the subject. Broadly speaking, there 
are two main sections introduced by the censuses in chs. 1 and 26. Num. 1-25 
covers the period of the generation of those who originally departed from Egypt 
until their death; it highlights their many acts of disobedience against the God 
who had delivered them from slavery. Ch. 26 enumerates the second generation, 



those who had not been in Egypt, and the following chapters picture them by 
contrast as a people of complete obedience. Thus the name “Numbers” points 
to a theologically significant theme in the book.

CompositioCompositionn

Composition

Tradition Tradition holds thatholds that the Penta the Pentateuch, incteuch, including Numluding Numbers, was bers, was written bywritten by Moses. Th Moses. Th Moses. The connecThe connection of thtion of the materiale material in the Pe in the Pentateuch wntateuch with Moses ith Moses as the fouas the founding figunding figure of the rfigufigure of figure of the Israelthe Israelite communite community is theity is theologicallyologically important important because i because it gives tht gives the status oe state status of status of “constitut“constitution” to thion” to the record oe record of the pre-f the pre-land, pre-land, pre-state peristate period of the od of the people’s hpeoppeople’s hpeople’s history. Thistory. This foundatis foundational stational status of earlus of early traditioy traditions became ns became crucial focrucial for identityr idenr identity aidentity and survivand survival in laterl in later eras, esp eras, especially duecially during the Sring the Second Tempecond Temple period le period (after 520(afte(after 520(after 520  B.C.E.B.C.E.). Despite). Despite the tradi the traditional atttional attribution tribution to Moses, io Moses, it is widelt is widely believedy believedy believed bbelieved by modern sy modern scholars thcholars that materiaat material in the bl in the book of Numook of Numbers comesbers comes from many from ma from many diffemany different periorent periods. Some mds. Some may be as oay be as old as the ld as the era of Mosera of Moses himselfes himself, and some, and some, and some stemssome stems from the  from the era of theera of the Monarchy, Monarchy, but much  but much comes fromcomes from the exili the exilic and restc and rec and restoratiorestoration periods n periods of the peoof the people’s lifeple’s life as a comm as a community. Frounity. From this perm this perspective, spective, the book othe the book othe book offers insiffers insights not pghts not primarily irimarily into the hinto the history of tstory of the wildernhe wilderness era itess era itself, but self, bself, but more ibut more into the wanto the ways in whicys in which memoriesh memories of the fo of the founding eraunding era were shap were shaped to giveed to gived to give guidagive guidance to latnce to later generater generations.ions.ions.

Tradition holds that the Pentateuch, including Numbers, was written by Moses. 
The connection of the material in the Pentateuch with Moses as the founding 
figure of the Israelite community is theologically important because it gives the 
status of “constitution” to the record of the pre-land, pre-state period of the 
people’s history. This foundational status of early traditions became crucial for 
identity and survival in later eras, especially during the Second Temple period 
(after 520 B.C.E.). Despite the traditional attribution to Moses, it is widely 
believed by modern scholars that material in the book of Numbers comes from 
many different periods. Some may be as old as the era of Moses himself, and 
some stems from the era of the Monarchy, but much comes from the exilic and 
restoration periods of the people’s life as a community. From this perspective, 
the book offers insights not primarily into the history of the wilderness era itself, 
but more into the ways in which memories of the founding era were shaped to 
give guidance to later generations.

�The materiThe materials from tals from the era of he era of the Monarcthe Monarchy are comhy are commonly attrmonly attributed to ibuted to an “Old Epan “an “Old Epic”“Old Epic” source, w source, while thosehile those from exil from exilic and resic and restoration ttoration times are limes are labeled “Prabeled “Priestly.” Ries“Pr“Priestly.“Priestly.” Recent s” Recent scholarshipcholarship on Number on Numbers tends tos tends to deemphasi deemphasize this “sze this “source-critource-critical” anali“source-crit“source-cr“source-critical” anitical” analysis in alysis in favor of mfavor of more attentore attention to lition to literary desierary design and thegn and theological pologicthetheologicatheological perspectl perspectives disceives discernable in rnable in individualindividual passages  passages regardlessregardless of their  of their exact dateexactexact dateexact date of compos of composition.ition.ition.

The materials from the era of the Monarchy are commonly attributed to an 
“Old Epic” source, while those from exilic and restoration times are labeled 
“Priestly.” Recent scholarship on Numbers tends to deemphasize this 
“source-critical” analysis in favor of more attention to literary design and 
theological perspectives discernable in individual passages regardless of their 
exact date of composition.

�It should It should be noted tbe noted that as withat as with the OT gh the OT generally, enerally, Numbers isNumbers is an androc an androcentric comentricandrocandrocentrandrocentric composiic composition. It ition. It is apparents apparently writtenly written by men wh by men who consciouo consciously or uncsly or unconsciouslyouncunconsciouunconsciously presumsly presume the intee the interests and rests and concerns oconcerns of a male af a male audience. Eudience. Even the stven the story conceroststory concstory concerning theerning the daughters daughters of Zeloph of Zelophehad (chs.ehad (chs. 27, 36) a 27, 36) and the legnd the legislation cislation concerning oncconcerningconcerning vows made vows made by women  by women (ch. 30) f(ch. 30) function tounction to lay out t lay out the rights he rights and responand respoand responsibiresponsibilities of lities of men in Isrmen in Israelite culaelite culture. Passture. Passages such ages such as 14:1–4 as 14:1–4 in which “in which “all the Isall theall the Israelthe Israelites” are ites” are pictured apictured as worryings worrying about the about their wives air wives and childrend children also revn also reveal the aneal teal the androcthe androcentric orientric orientation oentation of the ancif the ancient text.ent text.

It should be noted that as with the OT generally, Numbers is an 
androcentric composition. It is apparently written by men who consciously or 
unconsciously presume the interests and concerns of a male audience. Even the 
story concerning the daughters of Zelophehad (chs. 27, 36) and the legislation 
concerning vows made by women (ch. 30) function to lay out the rights and 
responsibilities of men in Israelite culture. Passages such as 14:1–4 in which “all 
the Israelites” are pictured as worrying about their wives and children also reveal 
the androcentric orientation of the ancient text.

HistoricalHistorical Value Value

Historical Value

As noted, As noted, most of thmost of the materiale material in Number in Numbers is belies is believed to havved to have been wrie been written down tten downtten down centudown centuries afterries after the event the events it purpos it purports to desrts to describe. Mancribe. Many (althougy (although not all)h not all) scholars  sch scholars pscholars presume tharesume that a band ot a band of slaves df slaves did depart id depart from Egyptfrom Egypt and event and eventually makeually make their way makemake theirmake their way to th way to the territore territory that becy that became the aname the ancient landcient land of biblic of biblical Israel.al Israel. Rock form Rock Rock formaRock formations havetions have been iden been identified thatified that can maket can make sense out sense out of the tr of the traditions oaditions of water guf oof water gof water gushing froushing from a split m a split rock (ch. rock (ch. 20; Exod. 20; Exod. 17). The m17). The manna storianna stories fit weles fit well with thel witl with the ewith the existence oxistence of a stickyf a sticky substance substance (excretio (excretion from scan from scale lice onle lice on tamarisk  tamarisk trees) knotreetrees) knotrees) known in the wn in the Sinai PeniSinai Peninsula evennsula even today. Ye today. Yet many of t many of the specifthe specific featureic features attributs ats attributedattributed to the wi to the wilderness Ilderness Israelites sraelites may well bmay well be later ree later retrojectiontrojection. The orga. The organization onizatorgaorganizatiorganization of the on of the priesthoodpriesthood as descri as described in Numbed in Numbers is libers is likely to bekely to be the produ the product either ctproduproduct eiproduct either of thther of the monarchie monarchical periodcal period or of the or of the Second Te Second Temple era. mple era. Many scholMany schoMany scholars ascholars associate tssociate the emergenhe emergence of the ce of the 12-tribe o12-tribe organizatiorganizational patternal pattern with then with the period of pe period of period of the judgesthe judges or even l or even later. The ater. The itinerary itinerary described described cannot be cannot be reconstrucreconstructed, as motereconstrucreconstrucreconstructed, as moted, as most of the st of the place nameplace names given ars given are not idene not identifiable ttifiable today. Justoday. Just as with c as w as with compowith compositional qsitional questions, uestions, so also thso also the answers e answers to questioto questions about hns about historical istorical details ardedetails ardetails are not essee not essential to antial to an apprecian appreciation of thtion of the theologie theological themescal themes of the bo of the book.ok.

As noted, most of the material in Numbers is believed to have been written 
down centuries after the events it purports to describe. Many (although not all) 
scholars presume that a band of slaves did depart from Egypt and eventually 



make their way to the territory that became the ancient land of biblical Israel. 
Rock formations have been identified that can make sense out of the traditions 
of water gushing from a split rock (ch. 20; Exod. 17). The manna stories fit well 
with the existence of a sticky substance (excretion from scale lice on tamarisk 
trees) known in the Sinai Peninsula even today. Yet many of the specific features 
attributed to the wilderness Israelites may well be later retrojection. The 
organization of the priesthood as described in Numbers is likely to be the 
product either of the monarchical period or of the Second Temple era. Many 
scholars associate the emergence of the 12-tribe organizational pattern with the 
period of the judges or even later. The itinerary described cannot be 
reconstructed, as most of the place names given are not identifiable today. Just as 
with compositional questions, so also the answers to questions about historical 
details are not essential to an appreciation of the theological themes of the book.

TheologicaTheological Themesl Themes

Theological Themes

Among manyAmong many themes pr themes present in tesent in the book, the book, three are phree are prominentlyrominently featured: featured: the holin the hol the holiness oholiness of God, thef God, the forgivene forgiveness of God,ss of God, and the p and the providence rovidence of God.of God.

Among many themes present in the book, three are prominently featured: the 
holiness of God, the forgiveness of God, and the providence of God.

HolinessHolinessHoliness

Holiness

Israel’s GIsrael’s God is by dod is by definition efinition the Holy Othe Holy One (althoune (although this phgh this phrase does rase does not appearnot appear in Number in in Numbersin Numbers), and tha), and that which ist which is profane o profane or impure mr impure must not coust not come into come into contact withntact witntact with the hwith the holy. Reguloly. Regulations conations concerning whcerning who may comeo may come in contac in contact with thet with the tabernacl tabernac tabernacletabernacle and its f and its furnishingsurnishings (ch. 4),  (ch. 4), the instruthe instructions forctions for consecrat consecration of theion of the Levites ( Levite Levites (cLevites (ch. 8), theh. 8), the ritual fo ritual for purificar purification aftertion after contact w contact with a deadith a dead body (ch. body (ch. 19), and  19), an 19), and the prand the procedures focedures for atonemeor atonement in casent in cases of unints of unintentional rentional ritual infritual infractions (cactions (ch. 15) areh. 1h. 15) are am15) are among the maong the many remindeny reminders that Isrs that Israel must rael must be constitbe constituted as a uted as a holy peoplholy people in the pepeoplpeople in people in the presenthe presence of the ce of the holy God.holy God.

Israel’s God is by definition the Holy One (although this phrase does not appear 
in Numbers), and that which is profane or impure must not come into contact 
with the holy. Regulations concerning who may come in contact with the 
tabernacle and its furnishings (ch. 4), the instructions for consecration of the 
Levites (ch. 8), the ritual for purification after contact with a dead body (ch. 19), 
and the procedures for atonement in cases of unintentional ritual infractions (ch. 
15) are among the many reminders that Israel must be constituted as a holy 
people in the presence of the holy God.

ForgivenesForgivenessss

Forgiveness

The story The story of the 12 of the 12 spies and spies and the peoplethe people’s refusal’s refusal to go up  to go up into the linto the land promisand promised to themed promispromised tpromised to them (cho them (chs. 13–14) s. 13–14) is paradigis paradigmatic for matic for understandunderstanding divineing divine forgivene forgiveness. The unssforgiveneforgivenesforgiveness. The unfs. The unfaithful anaithful and disobedid disobedient peopleent people express t express their intenheir intention to chtion to choose new looschchoose newchoose new leadershi leadership and retup and return to Egyprn to Egypt, thus “dt, thus “despising” espising” God (14:11God (14:11). Through). Through). Through MoThrough Moses’ interses’ intercessory prcessory prayer, God ayer, God is persuadis persuaded not to ed not to destroy thdestroy the people, e people, e people, bupeople, but to maintt to maintain the coain the covenant relvenant relationship ationship with the cwith the community. ommunity. There is jThere is judgment, tudjjudgment, judgment, to be sureto be sure, as the o, as the original geriginal generation tneration to leave Ego leave Egypt does nypt does not itself ot itself enter the enterenter the enter the Promised LPromised Land. Nonetand. Nonetheless, Goheless, God’s faithfd’s faithfulness to ulness to the unfaitthe unfaithful peoplhful people, as manie, peoplpeople, aspeople, as manifest  manifest in forgivein forgiveness that ness that refuses torefuses to break God break God’s side of’s side of the coven the covenant relatiantcovencovenant rcovenant relationshielationship, is founp, is foundational fdational for understor understanding theanding the nature of nature of this Holy this Holy God whom  Go God whom IGod whom Israel worssrael worships.hips.

The story of the 12 spies and the people’s refusal to go up into the land 
promised to them (chs. 13–14) is paradigmatic for understanding divine 
forgiveness. The unfaithful and disobedient people express their intention to 
choose new leadership and return to Egypt, thus “despising” God (14:11). 
Through Moses’ intercessory prayer, God is persuaded not to destroy the 
people, but to maintain the covenant relationship with the community. There is 
judgment, to be sure, as the original generation to leave Egypt does not itself 
enter the Promised Land. Nonetheless, God’s faithfulness to the unfaithful 
people, as manifest in forgiveness that refuses to break God’s side of the 
covenant relationship, is foundational for understanding the nature of this Holy 



God whom Israel worships.

ProvidenceProvidence

Providence

Divine proDivine providence revidence refers to thfers to the undergire undergirding care ding care by which Gby which God sustainod sustains the lifes the life of the co o of the comof the community. Thmunity. The theme ise theme is first hig first highlighted ihlighted in the givin the giving of the ng of the so-called so-called Aaronic beAaroAaronic beAaronic benediction nediction or blessinor blessing (6:24–26g (6:24–26). The sig). The significance nificance of God’s wof God’s will to bleill to bless Israel ss Isss Israel is Israel is seen concrseen concretely in tetely in the dramatihe dramatic story ofc story of Balaam, a Balaam, a foreigner foreigner hired by  hired by the king othe kthe king of Moking of Moab to cursab to curse the Israe the Israelites. Alelites. Although Balthough Balaam is popaam is popularly mosularly most famous ft famous for his talorffor his tafor his talking donklking donkey, he shoey, he should betteruld better be rememb be remembered as thered as the one who e one who repeatedlyrepeatedlrepeatedlyrepeatedly blesses I blesses Israel evensrael even though he though he has been  has been hired to uhired to utter cursetter curses. The nars. The narrator is dranarnarrator inarrator is deliberas deliberately ambigtely ambiguous aboutuous about whether B whether Balaam speaalaam speaks the works the words of blesds of blesds of blessing oblessing of his own f his own will or bewill or because God cause God enters hisenters his mouth and mouth and “compels” “compels” him to do him to do him to do so. In do so. In a world wha world which took tich took the power ohe power of spoken bf spoken blessings olessings or curses vr curses very literaery literally, God’sllyliteraliterally,literally, God’s pro God’s providential vidential care for Icare for Israel was srael was made manifmade manifest througest through Balaam’sh Balaam’s words and wo words and words and proclaimedproclaimed whenever  whenever the Aaronithe Aaronic blessingc blessing was spoke was spoken.n.n.

Divine providence refers to the undergirding care by which God sustains the life 
of the community. The theme is first highlighted in the giving of the so-called 
Aaronic benediction or blessing (6:24–26). The significance of God’s will to bless 
Israel is seen concretely in the dramatic story of Balaam, a foreigner hired by the 
king of Moab to curse the Israelites. Although Balaam is popularly most famous 
for his talking donkey, he should better be remembered as the one who 
repeatedly blesses Israel even though he has been hired to utter curses. The 
narrator is deliberately ambiguous about whether Balaam speaks the words of 
blessing of his own will or because God enters his mouth and “compels” him to 
do so. In a world which took the power of spoken blessings or curses very 
literally, God’s providential care for Israel was made manifest through Balaam’s 
words and proclaimed whenever the Aaronic blessing was spoken.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. D. MillP. D. Miller, “The Ber, “The Blessing oflessing of God: An I God: An Interpretatnterpretation of Numion of Numion of Numbers 6:Numbers 6:22-27,” 22-27,” IntInt 29 (1975) 29 (1975): 240–51; : 240–51; D. T. OlsoD. T. Olson, n, The Death The Death of the Oldof the Old and the B and th and the Birth the Birth of the Newof the New.. BJS 71 (C BJS 71 (Chico, 1985hico, 1985); ); Numbers.Numbers. Interpret Interpretation (Louation (Louisville, 1isville, 1996); K. D99611996); K. 1996); K. D. SakenfeD. Sakenfeld, ld, JourneyingJourneying with God: with God: A Comment A Commentary on theary on the Book of N Book of Numbers.umbers. ITC (Gran IT ITC (GrandITC (Grand Rapids, 1 Rapids, 1995).995).995).

Bibliography. P. D. Miller, “The Blessing of God: An Interpretation of 
Numbers 6:22-27,” Int 29 (1975): 240–51; D. T. Olson, The Death of the Old and 
the Birth of the New. BJS 71 (Chico, 1985); Numbers. Interpretation (Louisville, 
1996); K. D. Sakenfeld, Journeying with God: A Commentary on the Book of Numbers. 
ITC (Grand Rapids, 1995).

Katharine Katharine Doob SakenDoob Sakenfeldfeld

Katharine Doob Sakenfeld

NUMENIUSNUMENIUS (Gk.  (Gk. NoumeäínioNoumeäínioss)))

NUMENIUS (Gk. Noumeäínios)

The son ofThe son of Antiochus Antiochus, chosen b, chosen by the Maccy the Maccabean highabean high priest Jo priest Jonathan as nathan as a Jewish aa Jewish ambassador maambassadorambassador to Rome a to Rome and the Spand the Spartans (1 Mrtans (1 Macc. 12:16acc. 12:16). The hig). The high priest Sh priest Simon laterimon lateimon later displater dispatched himatched him to Rome w to Rome with a largith a large shield te shield to confirm o confirm the allianthe alliance (1 Maccce (1 Macc. 14:24). . 14. 14:24). He14:24). He returned  returned with lettewith letters from thrs from the consul Le consul Lucius detaucius detailing the iling the Romans’ suRomans’ support (1 Mppsusupport (1support (1 Macc. 15: Macc. 15:15; cf. Jo15; cf. Josephus sephus Ant.Ant. 14.8.5 [1 14.8.5 [143–48]).43–48]).43–48]).

The son of Antiochus, chosen by the Maccabean high priest Jonathan as a Jewish 
ambassador to Rome and the Spartans (1 Macc. 12:16). The high priest Simon 
later dispatched him to Rome with a large shield to confirm the alliance (1 Macc. 
14:24). He returned with letters from the consul Lucius detailing the Romans’ 
support (1 Macc. 15:15; cf. Josephus Ant. 14.8.5 [143–48]).

Benjamin CBenjamin C. Chapman. Chapman

Benjamin C. Chapman

NUNNUN (Heb.  (Heb. nu®nnu®n)))

NUN (Heb. nu®n)

An EphraimAn Ephraimite, the fite, the father of Jather of Joshua (Exooshua (Exod. 33:11; d. 33:11; Josh. 1:1;Josh. 1:1; 1 Chr. 7: 1 Chr. 7:27; cf. Nu27; cf. Num. 13:8, 1m. 13m. 13:8, 16).13:8, 16).

An Ephraimite, the father of Joshua (Exod. 33:11; Josh. 1:1; 1 Chr. 7:27; cf. Num. 
13:8, 16).

NUNC DIMITNUNC DIMITTISTISTIS

NUNC DIMITTIS

Latin nameLatin name derived f derived from the oprom the opening wordening words (“now Yos (“now You are dismu are dismissing”) oissing”) of Simeon’sf Simeonf Simeon’s cSimeon’s canticle (Lanticle (Luke 2:29-3uke 2:29-32), sung —2), sung — since the since the 5th centu 5th century — everyry — every evening a evening at Complinetaat Complinat Compline, the lase, the last of the dt of the daily monasaily monastic officetic offices.s.s.

Latin name derived from the opening words (“now You are dismissing”) of 
Simeon’s canticle (Luke 2:29-32), sung — since the 5th century — every evening 
at Compline, the last of the daily monastic offices.

�The “prophThe “prophet” Simeonet” Simeon (“the Hol (“the Holy Spirit ry Spirit rested on hested on him”; Luke im”; Luke 2:25) decl2:25) declared that ared decldeclared tdeclared that his lihat his life had foufe had found completnd completion with tion with the realizahe realization of thtion of the Holy Spie Holy Spirit’s promrit’s SpiSpirit’s pSpirit’s promise tharomise that he wouldt he would not die b not die before he hefore he had seen thad seen the Lord’s me Lord’s messiah (v.essiah (v. 26). Sime 26 26). Simeo26). Simeon’s declarn’s declaration thatation that the Messi the Messiah’s advenah’s advent was “fort was “for glory to  glory to your peoplyour people Israel” e peoplpeople Isrpeople Israel” and iael” and its contextts context (the Jeru (the Jerusalem tempsalem temple, Jesus’le, Jesus’ parents f parents following tollowing the Jewish he Jehe Jewish ritJewish ritual of offual of offering a fiering a firstborn chrstborn child, alongild, along with Sime with Simeon and Annon and Anna both pera both personifying soniperpersonifyipersonifying expectang expectant Israel)nt Israel) cohere wi cohere with mentionth mention of the Ge of the Gentiles to ntiles to suggest thsuggest the universae ue universaliuniversality of salvty of salvation, a cation, a common Lukaommon Lukan theme (cn theme (cf. Luke 3:f. Luke 3:4-6; 4:16-4-6; 4:16-30; Acts 130; Acts 13:47; 26:23:4113:47; 26:13:47; 26:23). The h23). The hymn is repymn is replete with lete with OT allusioOT allusions, particns, particularly froularly from Second Im Second Isaiah (cf.saiaIIsaiah (cfIsaiah (cf. Isa. 40:. Isa. 40:5; 42:6; 45; 42:6; 46:13; 49:66:13; 49:6; 52:9-10); 52:9-10). To a pro. To a promise-fulfimise-fulfillment motllment motif, the hyif, the hif, the hymn adds hymn adds direct pradirect praise of Godise of God...

The “prophet” Simeon (“the Holy Spirit rested on him”; Luke 2:25) 
declared that his life had found completion with the realization of the Holy 



Spirit’s promise that he would not die before he had seen the Lord’s messiah (v. 
26). Simeon’s declaration that the Messiah’s advent was “for glory to your 
people Israel” and its context (the Jerusalem temple, Jesus’ parents following the 
Jewish ritual of offering a firstborn child, along with Simeon and Anna both 
personifying expectant Israel) cohere with mention of the Gentiles to suggest the 
universality of salvation, a common Lukan theme (cf. Luke 3:4-6; 4:16-30; Acts 
13:47; 26:23). The hymn is replete with OT allusions, particularly from Second 
Isaiah (cf. Isa. 40:5; 42:6; 46:13; 49:6; 52:9-10). To a promise-fulfillment motif, the 
hymn adds direct praise of God.

�Scholars dScholars differ on tiffer on the originshe origins of the Nu of the Nunc Dimittinc Dimittis. Some ses. Some see it as a e it as a free compofree compfree compositiocomposition by Luke;n by Luke; others wa others warrant Lukerrant Luke is citing is citing a primiti a primitive hymn, eve hymn, either fromither from Jewish or Je Jewish or Jewish or Jewish-ChrJewish-Christian souistian sources. Withrces. With the Nunc  the Nunc Dimittis, Dimittis, the Magnifthe Magnificat (Lukeicat (Luke 1:46-55), 1 1:46-55), 1:46-55), and Benediand Benedictus (1:68ctus (1:68–79), the –79), the early Jewiearly Jewish Christish Christian communian community and subty and subsequent Chssubsubsequentsubsequent Christian Christian generatio generations have exns have expressed grpressed gratitude thatitude that Jesus, at Jesus, the long-athe long-awaited onewalong-along-awaitlong-awaited one, haed one, has come ints come into their mio their midst.dst.dst.

Scholars differ on the origins of the Nunc Dimittis. Some see it as a free 
composition by Luke; others warrant Luke is citing a primitive hymn, either from 
Jewish or Jewish-Christian sources. With the Nunc Dimittis, the Magnificat (Luke 
1:46-55), and Benedictus (1:68–79), the early Jewish Christian community and 
subsequent Christian generations have expressed gratitude that Jesus, the 
long-awaited one, has come into their midst.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. BrowR. E. Brown, n, The Birth The Birth of the Mesof the Messiah,siah, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New York, 1993); S. 199 1993); S. 1993); S. Farris, Farris, The Hymns The Hymns of Luke’s of Luke’s Infancy NaInfancy Narratives.rratives. JSNTSup 9 JSNTSup 9 (Sheffiel (Sheffield, 1985).d, 1985).d, 1985).1985).1985).

Bibliography. R. E. Brown, The Birth of the Messiah, rev. ed. (New York, 
1993); S. Farris, The Hymns of Luke’s Infancy Narratives. JSNTSup 9 (Sheffield, 
1985).
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NURSENURSENURSE

NURSE

Nurses (HeNurses (Heb. b. meîneqet�,meîneqet�, }oœmenet� }oœmenet�) and midw) and midwives ives (meïyalled(meïyalled�et�)�et�) helped ho helpe helped houhelped households deseholds determine whtermine which women ich women would bearwould bear children, children, when coup when couples would les woles would havewould have intercour intercourse, who wose, who would adopt uld adopt children, children, and who woand who would nurse uld nurse them. In mthem. Inthem. In many hoIn many households ouseholds only one winly one wife conceivfe conceived, bore, ed, bore, adopted, aadopted, and nursed nd nursed its sons aits sons and daughtenaand daughtand daughters (Gen. ers (Gen. 21:7; Exod21:7; Exod. 2:7; 1 S. 2:7; 1 Sam. 1:23; am. 1:23; 1 Kgs. 3:21 Kgs. 3:21; Cant. 81; Cant. 8:1; 2 Macc:1; 2 Macc. 7:27), b. 7:2. 7:27), but7:27), but in some h in some households ouseholds a child coa child could be caruld be carried by onried by one woman, ae woman, adopted by dopted by dopted by anotherby another, and nurs, and nursed by yet ed by yet another (Ganother (Gen. 24:59;en. 24:59; 35:8; Rut 35:8; Ruth 4:13-17;h 4:13-17; 2 Kgs. 11 2 Kgs. 11:2 = 2 Chr:21111:2 = 2 C11:2 = 2 Chr. 22:11)hr. 22:11). Jochebed. Jochebed (Exod. 6: (Exod. 6:20) concei20) conceives and brves and breast-feedseast-feeds Moses, bu Moses, but the daugtbubut the dabut the daughter of ughter of Pharaoh adPharaoh adopts him (opts him (1:22—2:10)1:22—2:10); Ruth con; Ruth conceives Obeceives Obed, but Naod, but Nd, but Naomi adopNaomi adopts and nurts and nurses him (Rses him (Ruth 4:13-1uth 4:13-17). Breast7). Breast-feeding i-feeding immunized cmmunized children aghildren ahildren against diagainst disease and sease and reduced threduced the chance oe chance of a motherf a mother conceivin conceiving again beg again before she hfore she had weaned ahhad weanedhad weaned the child the child she was n she was nursing; feursing; females weremales were weaned in weaned in 18 months 18 months, males in, males in, males in 30.in 30.in 30.

Nurses (Heb. meîneqet�, }oœmenet� ) and midwives (meïyalled�et�)  
helped households determine which women would bear children, when couples 
would have intercourse, who would adopt children, and who would nurse them. 
In many households only one wife conceived, bore, adopted, and nursed its sons 
and daughters (Gen. 21:7; Exod. 2:7; 1 Sam. 1:23; 1 Kgs. 3:21; Cant. 8:1; 2 Macc. 
7:27), but in some households a child could be carried by one woman, adopted 
by another, and nursed by yet another (Gen. 24:59; 35:8; Ruth 4:13-17; 2 Kgs. 
11:2 = 2 Chr. 22:11). Jochebed (Exod. 6:20) conceives and breast-feeds Moses, 
but the daughter of Pharaoh adopts him (1:22—2:10); Ruth conceives Obed, but 
Naomi adopts and nurses him (Ruth 4:13-17). Breast-feeding immunized children 
against disease and reduced the chance of a mother conceiving again before she 
had weaned the child she was nursing; females were weaned in 18 months, males 
in 30.

�The Bible The Bible celebratescelebrates God as mo God as mother, midwther, midwife, and nife, and nurse. God urse. God cradles hucradles humanity in manihuhumanity ihumanity in his armsn his arms (Isa. 46: (Isa. 46:3-4; Hos. 3-4; Hos. 11:3-4), b11:3-4), breast-feedreast-feeds humanitys humanity (Deut. 32 (Deut. 32:13-14; Is:13-3232:13-14; 32:13-14; Isa. 49:15Isa. 49:15; Hos. 11:; Hos. 11:4; 2 Esdr.4; 2 Esdr. 1:28-29;  1:28-29; John 7:37-John 7:37-38; 1 Pet.38; 1 Pet. 2:2-3), a 2:2-3), and weans hnd wend weans humaweans humanity to sonity to solid food (lid food (Wis. 16:20Wis. 16:20-21; Ps. 1-21; Ps. 131:1-2). M31:1-2). Midwives anidwives and nurses ad nurses are metaphoraare metaphare metaphors for Goors for God creatingd creating the cosmo the cosmos, birthins, birthing the firsg the first humans, t humans, beginning beginning each day, eeach day, each day, and deliveand delivering the ering the eschaton (Lschaton (Lam. 4:4; Jam. 4:4; Joel 2:16).oel 2:16). The gover The governing of a ning of a state (Numstatestate (Numstate (Num. 11:12; E. 11:12; Esth. 2:7; sth. 2:7; Isa. 49:23Isa. 49:23) and the ) and the care of Chcare of Christian coristian communities mmunities (1 Thess. (1 T(1 Thess. 2:7Thess. 2:7) are also) are also modeled o modeled on the servn the service of midice of midwives and wives and nurses in nurses in the biblicthe biblical world.al wal world.world.world.

The Bible celebrates God as mother, midwife, and nurse. God cradles 
humanity in his arms (Isa. 46:3-4; Hos. 11:3-4), breast-feeds humanity (Deut. 
32:13-14; Isa. 49:15; Hos. 11:4; 2 Esdr. 1:28-29; John 7:37-38; 1 Pet. 2:2-3), and 
weans humanity to solid food (Wis. 16:20-21; Ps. 131:1-2). Midwives and nurses 
are metaphors for God creating the cosmos, birthing the first humans, beginning 
each day, and delivering the eschaton (Lam. 4:4; Joel 2:16). The governing of a 



state (Num. 11:12; Esth. 2:7; Isa. 49:23) and the care of Christian communities (1 
Thess. 2:7) are also modeled on the service of midwives and nurses in the biblical 
world.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. C. BenjD. C. Benjamin, “Isramin, “Israel’s God:ael’s God: Mother an Mother and Midwife,d Midwife,” ” BTBBTB 19 (1989) 19 ( 19 (1989): 11(1989): 115–20; B. J5–20; B. Jordan, ordan, Birth in FBirth in Four Culturour Cultures,es, 4th ed. ( 4th ed. (Prospect HProspect Heights, Ileights, Ill., 1993).l., 1993l., 1993).1993).1993).

Bibliography. D. C. Benjamin, “Israel’s God: Mother and Midwife,” BTB 19 
(1989): 115–20; B. Jordan, Birth in Four Cultures, 4th ed. (Prospect Heights, Ill., 
1993).
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NUTSNUTSNUTS

NUTS

The edibleThe edible seeds of  seeds of several spseveral species of fecies of fruit treesruit trees. “Nut” is. “Nut” is used both used both as a gene as a generic term aric teric term and aterm and also to reflso to refer specifier specifically to tcally to the walnut he walnut (Juglans r(Juglans regia).egia). Although  Although the walnutthe walnutthe walnut is walnut is native to native to Persia, itPersia, it was intro was introduced intoduced into Palestine Palestine, where it, where it flourishe flourished in the hd in thd in the hills the hills of Palestiof Palestine and arone and around Lake Gund Lake Gennesaret ennesaret and the upand the upper courseper course of the Ja of the Jabbok RiverbbJaJabbok RivJabbok River. The trer. The trees appareees apparently grew ntly grew wild, thouwild, though they wegh they were sometimre sometimes cultivaes cultivaes cultivatedcultivated (Cant. 6: (Cant. 6:11; Heb. 11; Heb. }eïg�o®z}eïg�o®z).).).

The edible seeds of several species of fruit trees. “Nut” is used both as a generic 
term and also to refer specifically to the walnut (Juglans regia). Although the 
walnut is native to Persia, it was introduced into Palestine, where it flourished in 
the hills of Palestine and around Lake Gennesaret and the upper course of the 
Jabbok River. The trees apparently grew wild, though they were sometimes 
cultivated (Cant. 6:11; Heb. }eïg�o®z ).

�Pistachio Pistachio nuts were nuts were among the among the “choice fr“choice fruits of thuits of the land” see land” sent by Jacont by Jacob down to b downb down to Egdown to Egypt (Gen. ypt (Gen. 43:11; 43:11; bot�niîmbot�niîm). They we). They were considere considered a delired a delicacy in thcacy in the Near Ease Ne Near East Near East and a partand a particularly aicularly appropriateppropriate gift. The gift. The city Beto city Betonim (Josh.nim (Josh. 13:26), E 13:26), E of the Jo of th of the Jordanthe Jordan River, ma River, may have recy have received its eived its name from name from plentiful plentiful orchards oorchards of the samef the same...

Pistachio nuts were among the “choice fruits of the land” sent by Jacob 
down to Egypt (Gen. 43:11; bot�niîm ). They were considered a delicacy in the 
Near East and a particularly appropriate gift. The city Betonim (Josh. 13:26), E of 
the Jordan River, may have received its name from plentiful orchards of the same.

�The almondThe almond  (Amygdalus(Amygdalus communis) communis) is also n is also native to Pative to Palestine; alestine; the hazel the hazel nut, howevnut, honut, however, ihowever, is not (cf.s not (cf. Gen. 30:3 Gen. 30:37, 7, lu®zlu®z). Heb. ). Heb. sûaœqeäd�sûaœqeäd� probably  probably refers to refers to almonds inalmalmonds inalmonds in Gen. 43:1 Gen. 43:11.1.1.

The almond (Amygdalus communis) is also native to Palestine; the hazel nut, 
however, is not (cf. Gen. 30:37, lu®z). Heb. sûaœqeäd�  probably refers to 
almonds in Gen. 43:11.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. N. MoldH. N. Moldenke and Aenke and A. L. Molde. L. Moldenke, nke, Plants of Plants of the Biblethe Bible (1952, re (1952, (1952, rep(1952, repr. New Yorr. New York, 1986), k, 1986), 118–20, 17118–20, 179–80.9–80.9–80.

Bibliography. H. N. Moldenke and A. L. Moldenke, Plants of the Bible 
(1952, repr. New York, 1986), 118–20, 179–80.
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NUZINUZI (Akk.  (Akk. NuziNuzi)))

NUZI (Akk. Nuzi)

Since the Since the early 20thearly 20th century t century the Nuzi tehe Nuzi texts have pxts have played a malayed a major role ijor role in the compn the comparative starcompcomparativcomparative study ofe study of the OT. M the OT. More than 4ore than 4000 cuneif000 cuneiform texts orm texts were uncovwere uncovered from ered frered from the Hfrom the Hurrian siturrian site of Nuzi e of Nuzi (modern Yo(modern Yorghan Teperghan Tepe) in north) in northern Iraq. ern Iraq. Most documMost docuMost documents documents date from date from ca. 1500–1ca. 1500–1350 350 B.C.B.C. and deal  and deal with legalwith legal matters,  matters, social andsocial and family cu fam family cusfamily customs, and toms, and myths. Nuzmyths. Nuzi was appai was apparently parrently part of the st of the small princmall principality ofipality of  Arraph˙aArArraph˙aArraph˙a, which wa, which was subject s subject to the larto the large kingdomge kingdom of Mitann of Mitanni. A signii. A significant perficant percentage ofcenperpercentagepercentage of the pe of the personal namrsonal names at Nuzies at Nuzi are Hurri are Hurrian, althouan, although the texgh the texts are writs are written in Akttwriwritten inwritten in Akkadian. Akkadian. These tex These texts reveal ts reveal a thrivinga thriving palace, t palace, textile proextile production, aduction, and metalwond mnd metalworkimetalworking industrng industry.y.y.

Since the early 20th century the Nuzi texts have played a major role in the 
comparative study of the OT. More than 4000 cuneiform texts were uncovered 
from the Hurrian site of Nuzi (modern Yorghan Tepe) in northern Iraq. Most 
documents date from ca. 1500–1350 B.C. and deal with legal matters, social and 
family customs, and myths. Nuzi was apparently part of the small principality of 
Arraph˙a, which was subject to the large kingdom of Mitanni. A significant 
percentage of the personal names at Nuzi are Hurrian, although the texts are 
written in Akkadian. These texts reveal a thriving palace, textile production, and 
metalworking industry.

�As land coAs land could not beuld not be legally s legally sold but onold but only inheritly inherited, Nuzi hed, Nuzi had an instad an institution ofitution of pseudo-ad ofof pseudo-of pseudo-adoption, adoption, whereby onwhereby one was adope was adopted by preted by presenting hisenting his or her “s or her “father” a father” afather” a gift whia gift which was in ch was in fact the pfact the purchase prurchase price. The pice. The practice ofractice of indenture indenture is also a is also attested. Attesteaattested. attested. An individAn individual pledgeual pledged to served to serve a family  a family for a perifor a period of timeod of time after whi after which he was ch hech he was frehe was free; in retue; in return, the farn, the family of thmily of the indenture indentured person ed person gained accgained access to varess to various resouiousvarvarious revarious resources. Asources. A number of number of instituti institutions existeons existed at Nuzi d at Nuzi which are which are generally generally analogous anaanalogous analogous to those ito those in early Isn early Israelite soraelite society, incciety, including levluding levirate marrirate marriage, a syiage, a system of brstem ostem of brideweof bridewealth and dalth and dowry, and owry, and the formalthe formal adoption  adoption of daughteof daughters in the rs in the absence ofabsence of male offs ofof male ofof male offspring. Tfspring. These womenhese women were allo were allowed to actwed to act legally l legally like male hike male heads of faeads of families, anmfafamilies, families, and thus cand thus could arranould arrange their oge their own marriagwn marriages, care fes, care for the famor the family domestily domestic gods, aic domestdomestic gdomestic gods, and hods, and have their ave their husbands mhusbands move into tove into their homesheir homes...

As land could not be legally sold but only inherited, Nuzi had an institution 
of pseudo-adoption, whereby one was adopted by presenting his or her “father” 
a gift which was in fact the purchase price. The practice of indenture is also 
attested. An individual pledged to serve a family for a period of time after which 



he was free; in return, the family of the indentured person gained access to 
various resources. A number of institutions existed at Nuzi which are generally 
analogous to those in early Israelite society, including levirate marriage, a system 
of bridewealth and dowry, and the formal adoption of daughters in the absence 
of male offspring. These women were allowed to act legally like male heads of 
families, and thus could arrange their own marriages, care for the family 
domestic gods, and have their husbands move into their homes.

�The Nuzi mThe Nuzi marriage coarriage contracts, antracts, adoptions, doptions, and herdinand herding agreemeng agreements providets provide important imp important important comparativcomparative materiale material for inter for interpreting mapreting many of the ny of the patriarchapatriarchal narrativl narratives, especies,narrativnarrativesnarratives, especial, especially those cly those concerning oncerning Jacob and Jacob and Laban. MorLaban. Moreover, theeover, the Nuzi text Nuzi texts allowed s texttexts allotexts allowed a fathwed a father to prover to provide securiide security for histy for his daughters daughters by sellin by selling them intg them into adoptiono adoo adoption fadoption for purposeor purposes of marris of marriage. The lage. The law in Exodaw in Exod. 21:7-11 . 21:7-11 somewhat rsomewhat resembles tesemblesrresembles resembles the Nuzi tthe Nuzi texts in thexts in that it alloat it allows a fathews a father to sell r to sell his daughthis daughter to a buer to a buyer who wayer wyer who was thwho was then requireen required to see td to see that she wahat she was married.s married. The adopt The adoption of theion of the daughter, daughter daughter, daughter, however, ihowever, is never mes never mentioned inntioned in the bibli the biblical text.cal text.cal text.

The Nuzi marriage contracts, adoptions, and herding agreements provide 
important comparative material for interpreting many of the patriarchal 
narratives, especially those concerning Jacob and Laban. Moreover, the Nuzi 
texts allowed a father to provide security for his daughters by selling them into 
adoption for purposes of marriage. The law in Exod. 21:7-11 somewhat 
resembles the Nuzi texts in that it allows a father to sell his daughter to a buyer 
who was then required to see that she was married. The adoption of the 
daughter, however, is never mentioned in the biblical text.

�The Nuzi tThe Nuzi texts in geexts in general appeneral appear to reflar to reflect commonect common Mesopotam Mesopotamian legal ian legal practice (pracpractice (practice (as now knoas now known from Emwn from Emar on the ar on the Syrian EupSyrian Euphrates), ahrates), and thus cand thus cannot be usnnot be unnot be used to fiused to fix the datex the date of certai of certain biblicaln biblical tradition traditions in the 2s in the 2nd millennnd millennium.ium.ium.

The Nuzi texts in general appear to reflect common Mesopotamian legal 
practice (as now known from Emar on the Syrian Euphrates), and thus cannot be 
used to fix the date of certain biblical traditions in the 2nd millennium.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. L. EichB. L. Eichler, “Nuziler, “Nuzi and the B and the Bible: A Reible: A Retrospectivtrospective,” in e,” in Dumu-E2-duDumu-Dumu-E2-duDumu-E2-dub-ba-a,b-ba-a, ed. H. Be ed. H. Behrens, D. hrens, D. Loding, anLoding, and M. T. Rod M. T. Roth (Philadth (Philadelphia, 19elphia, 1989), 107–189), 189), 107–19; M.107–19; M. J. Selman J. Selman, “Compara, “Comparative Custotive Customs and thems and the Patriarch Patriarchial Age,” ial Age,” in in Essays on Essays oEssays on the Paton the Patriarchal Nriarchal Narratives,arratives, ed. A. Mi ed. A. Millard and llard and D. WisemanD. Wiseman (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1983)ake, 1983), 91–139; , 9, 91–139; 91–139; Studies onStudies on the Civil the Civilization anization and Culture d Culture of Nuzi anof Nuzi and the Hurrd the Hurriansians 1–5 (Wino 1–5 (Winona Lake, 1na (Wino(Winona La(Winona Lake, 1981–1ke, 1981–1995), 7— (995), 7— (Baltimore,Baltimore, 1995—). 1995—). 1995—).

Bibliography. B. L. Eichler, “Nuzi and the Bible: A Retrospective,” in 
Dumu-E2-dub-ba-a, ed. H. Behrens, D. Loding, and M. T. Roth (Philadelphia, 1989), 
107–19; M. J. Selman, “Comparative Customs and the Patriarchial Age,” in Essays 
on the Patriarchal Narratives, ed. A. Millard and D. Wiseman (Winona Lake, 1983), 
91–139; Studies on the Civilization and Culture of Nuzi and the Hurrians 1–5 
(Winona Lake, 1981–1995), 7— (Baltimore, 1995—).
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NYMPHANYMPHA (Gk.  (Gk. NyémphaNyémpha)))

NYMPHA (Gk. Nyémpha)

A LaodiceaA Laodicean Christian Christian whom Paun whom Paul greeted l greeted (Col. 4:15(Col. 4:15). The Gre). The Greek name (pek name (possibly a ossibly aossibly a rare cona rare contraction otraction of Nymphodof Nymphodoras) occurras) occurs unaccents unaccented in the ed in the accusativeaccusative. It is un. It is uncertain whceununcertain uncertain whether thwhether the noun is e noun is “Nymphas” “Nymphas” (masc.) or(masc.) or “Nympha”  “Nympha” (fem.). Te(fem.). Textual varixtual vaxtual variants rvariants read “his” ead “his” (autouí),(autouí), “her”  “her” (auteäís),(auteäís), and “thei and “their” r” (autoœén)(autoœén) house. Ny house. Nympha appeamNyNympha appNympha appears as a ears as a woman’s nawoman’s name in Latime in Latin inscriptn inscriptions and Gions and Greek literreek literature; texature; texature; textually textually uncertain,uncertain, that seem that seems the cases the case here. Int here. Introduced wiroduced without malethout male associate associate, Nympha w, N, Nympha wouNympha would have beld have been a widowen a widow or single or single woman hea woman head of a houd of a household whesehold where a churcre are a church ma church met (cf. Acet (cf. Acts 16:15, ts 16:15, 40; Rom. 140; Rom. 16:5). She 6:5). She provides eprovides evidence ofvidence of Paul’s fe Paul’s female assocmalfefemale assfemale associates anociates and friendshd friendships in areips in areas he had as he had not visitenot visited.d.d.

A Laodicean Christian whom Paul greeted (Col. 4:15). The Greek name (possibly 
a rare contraction of Nymphodoras) occurs unaccented in the accusative. It is 
uncertain whether the noun is “Nymphas” (masc.) or “Nympha” (fem.). Textual 
variants read “his” (autouí), “her” (auteäís), and “their” (autoœén) house. 
Nympha appears as a woman’s name in Latin inscriptions and Greek literature; 
textually uncertain, that seems the case here. Introduced without male associate, 
Nympha would have been a widow or single woman head of a household where 
a church met (cf. Acts 16:15, 40; Rom. 16:5). She provides evidence of Paul’s 
female associates and friendships in areas he had not visited.
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OAK

Many speciMany species of oak es of oak (genus (genus QuercusQuercus) inhabit ) inhabit Israel. SeIsrael. Several of tveral of these have hese have been identbeen identbeen identifiedidentified with the  with the biblical obiblical oak (Heb. ak (Heb. }allo®n, }}allo®n, }eälo®neälo®n), but no ), but no scholarly scholarly consensus consenconsensus consensus exists. Foexists. For instancer instance, the Tabo, the Tabor oak (r oak (Quercus itQuercus ithaburensishaburensis Decne.) i Decne.) is a grand s a gras a grand decigrand deciduous treeduous tree that may  that may reach 23 mreach 23 m. (75 ft.). (75 ft.) in height in height and 18 m. and 18 m. (60 ft.)  (60 ft.) in crown cin crin crown circcrown circumference,umference, a stature a stature that coin that coincides withcides with the bibli the biblical reverecal reverence for thnce for the oak’s ste oe oak’s streoak’s strength. The ngth. The Valonia oaValonia oak k (Q. Aegilo(Q. Aegilops)ps) still inh still inhabits Bashabits Bashan, and maan, and may be one oy be one oy be one of the speof the species of thcies of the “oaks ofe “oaks of Bashan” ( Bashan” (Isa. 2:13;Isa. 2:13; Ezek. 27: Ezek. 27:6; Zech. 16; Zech. 11:2). Oaks1:2). Oaks are known are k are known for known for their longtheir longevity, up evity, up to 500 yeato 500 years.rs.rs.

Many species of oak (genus Quercus) inhabit Israel. Several of these have been 
identified with the biblical oak (Heb. }allo®n, }eälo®n), but no scholarly 
consensus exists. For instance, the Tabor oak (Quercus ithaburensis Decne.) is a 
grand deciduous tree that may reach 23 m. (75 ft.) in height and 18 m. (60 ft.) in 
crown circumference, a stature that coincides with the biblical reverence for the 
oak’s strength. The Valonia oak (Q. Aegilops) still inhabits Bashan, and may be one 
of the species of the “oaks of Bashan” (Isa. 2:13; Ezek. 27:6; Zech. 11:2). Oaks are 
known for their longevity, up to 500 years.

�Oaks symboOaks symbolize strenlize strength and pogth and power (Amos wer (Amos 2:9), whic2:9), which may explh may explain their ain their associatioassoassociatioassociation with godn with gods and ritus and ritual customsal customs in the Bi in the Bible. Largeble. Large trees wer trees were also a be also a burial siteuriabburial sitburial site; Deborahe; Deborah, Rebecca’, Rebecca’s nurse, ws nurse, was buried as buried under an ounder an oak tree (Gak tree (Gen. 35:8).en. 35:8). The proph T The propheThe prophets condemnts condemn idol wors idol worship that thip that took place ook place under oaksunder oaks and other and other large tre large tr large trees (Ezetrees (Ezek. 6:13; Hk. 6:13; Hos. 4:13).os. 4:13). In Gen. 1 In Gen. 18:1 God ap8:1 God appears to Apears to Abraham at braham at the oaks othe oaks of Mamre.foof Mamre.of Mamre.of Mamre.

Oaks symbolize strength and power (Amos 2:9), which may explain their 
association with gods and ritual customs in the Bible. Large trees were also a 
burial site; Deborah, Rebecca’s nurse, was buried under an oak tree (Gen. 35:8). 
The prophets condemn idol worship that took place under oaks and other large 
trees (Ezek. 6:13; Hos. 4:13). In Gen. 18:1 God appears to Abraham at the oaks 
of Mamre.

�In some trIn some translationsanslations, , }allo®n}allo®n and  and }eälo®n}eälo®n have also have also been rend been rendered “tereered “terebinth,” anbi“tere“terebinth“terebinth,” and ,” and }eäla®}eäla® and  and }alla®}alla® have been have been translate translated “oak.” Dd “oak.” Debate overebate over these ter thes these termthese terms still exs still exists. It iists. It is possibles possible that they that they refer to  refer to large, stalarge, stately treestely trees in genera in genera in general, sgeneral, since many ince many types of otypes of oak and theak and the terebinth terebinth fit this  fit this descriptiodescription.n.n.

In some translations, }allo®n and }eälo®n have also been rendered 
“terebinth,” and }eäla® and }alla® have been translated “oak.” Debate over 
these terms still exists. It is possible that they refer to large, stately trees in 
general, since many types of oak and the terebinth fit this description.
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OATHOATHOATH

OATH

A sacred pA sacred promise to romise to keep one’skeep one’s word (Num word (Num. 30:2) an. 30:2) and to honord to honor one’s cov one’s covenants andenants aenants and agreemand agreements (Gen.ents (Gen. 26:28; 2  26:28; 2 Kgs. 11:4)Kgs. 11:4). As such,. As such, oaths are oaths are solemn de solemn declarationsclarations, which in, declarationsdeclaratiodeclarations, which ns, which invoke Godinvoke God (Gen. 24: (Gen. 24:3; 31:53; 3; 31:53; Deut. 10:2Deut. 10:20) or some0) or some sacred ob sacred ob sacred object (Geobject (Gen. 24:2; 4n. 24:2; 47:29; cf. 7:29; cf. Matt. 5:33Matt. 5:33-37; 23:16-37; 23:16-22) in or-22) in order to guader to guarantee therantee the truth of  tru truth of wtruth of what is dechat is declared. Thelared. The power of  power of the promisthe promise itself ie itself is binding s binding in biblicain biblical oaths anl oathl oaths and oaths and is premiseis premised on the ud on the understandinderstanding that anng that an oath conf oath confirms the oirms the obligation bligation of the spoofof the spoof the spoken word (ken word (Judg. 11:3Judg. 11:35; 1 Sam. 5; 1 Sam. 14:24-27; 14:24-27; Jdt. 8:30;Jdt. 8:30; cf. Matt. cf. Matt. 14:9). Th 14:9). The sacral ne sace sacral natsacral nature of oature of oaths is emphhs is emphasized by asized by the invocathe invocation of Gotion of God as the gd as the guarantor ouarantor or witness r oor witnessor witness to the sw to the sworn word (orn word (Gen. 21:23Gen. 21:23; Josh. 9:; Josh. 9:19; 1 Kgs.19; 1 Kgs. 2:8, 23,  2:8, 23, 42), and n42), and not uncommoot nnot uncommnot uncommonly God sonly God swears an owears an oath in theath in the OT. Often OT. Often these con these concern the pcern the promises maromiseppromises mpromises made to Israde to Israel, e.g.,ael, e.g., those mad those made to Abrahe to Abraham and otham and other ancestrer ancestral figuresal figures (Gen. 22: ( (Gen. 22:1(Gen. 22:16-18; 24:76-18; 24:7; Deut. 19; Deut. 19:8; Josh. :8; Josh. 21:43-44; 21:43-44; Jer. 11:5;Jer. 11:5; Sir. 44:2 Sir. 44:21), but so1), but sometimes thmetimsosometimes sometimes they involthey involve threatsve threats and sanct and sanctions againions against those wst those who would vho would violate theiolate the covenant  thethe covenathe covenant (Josh. nt (Josh. 5:6; 1 Sam5:6; 1 Sam. 3:14; Ez. 3:14; Ezek. 17:16-ek. 17:16-19).19).19).

A sacred promise to keep one’s word (Num. 30:2) and to honor one’s covenants 
and agreements (Gen. 26:28; 2 Kgs. 11:4). As such, oaths are solemn 
declarations, which invoke God (Gen. 24:3; 31:53; Deut. 10:20) or some sacred 
object (Gen. 24:2; 47:29; cf. Matt. 5:33-37; 23:16-22) in order to guarantee the 
truth of what is declared. The power of the promise itself is binding in biblical 
oaths and is premised on the understanding that an oath confirms the obligation 
of the spoken word (Judg. 11:35; 1 Sam. 14:24-27; Jdt. 8:30; cf. Matt. 14:9). The 
sacral nature of oaths is emphasized by the invocation of God as the guarantor 
or witness to the sworn word (Gen. 21:23; Josh. 9:19; 1 Kgs. 2:8, 23, 42), and 
not uncommonly God swears an oath in the OT. Often these concern the 



promises made to Israel, e.g., those made to Abraham and other ancestral figures 
(Gen. 22:16-18; 24:7; Deut. 19:8; Josh. 21:43-44; Jer. 11:5; Sir. 44:21), but 
sometimes they involve threats and sanctions against those who would violate 
the covenant (Josh. 5:6; 1 Sam. 3:14; Ezek. 17:16-19).

�The need fThe need for fundameor fundamental trustntal trust and unequ and unequivocal verivocal veracity in oacity in oaths is soaths is so serious a serious serious asserious as to requir to require the prove the provision of pision of punishmentsunishments for those for those who fail  who fail to keep thto keep them, and anemththem, and them, and any violatany violation of an ion of an oath may boath may bring dire ring dire consequencconsequences (Ezek. es (Ezek. 16:59; Dan16:59; Dan. 9:11). T.DanDan. 9:11)Dan. 9:11). Therefor. Therefore, the Bibe, the Bible warns ale warns against swegainst swearing falsaring false oaths ane oaths and providesd provides sanctions sa sanctions sanctions for those for those who are diwho are disingenuoussingenuous in making in making them (Exo them (Exod. 20:7 = d. 20:7 = Deut. 5:11Deut. 5:11Deut. 5:11; Lev.5:11; Lev. 5:4; 19:1 5:4; 19:12; Zech. 82; Zech. 8:17; Wis. :17; Wis. 14:29-30).14:29-30). To do so  To do so is to devais to devalue the splue the spoken word,okenspspoken worspoken word, which, d, which, when givenwhen given under oat under oath, is the h, is the most solemmost solemn promise n promise a person ma persona person makperson makes. Converes. Conversely, the sely, the one who swone who swears truthears truthfully and fully and with puritwith purity of hearty of heart receives  heartheart receheart receives a bleives a blessing (Ps.ssing (Ps. 24:4-5; J 24:4-5; Jer. 4:2). er. 4:2). Although mAlthough most oaths ost oaths seem to beseem to be absolutel abso absolutelyabsolutely binding ( binding (Num. 30:2,Num. 30:2, 4, 6-7, 9 4, 6-7, 9-11, 14), -11, 14), sometimes sometimes conditionsconditions placed on placed on them or c th them or cithem or circumstancercumstances under whs under which they aich they are made mare made may mitigatey mitigate the oblig the obligations theations theations they carrythey carry (vv. 5, 8 (vv. 5, 8, 12–13; G, 12–13; Gen. 24:41;en. 24:41; Josh. 2:1 Josh. 2:17, 20).7, 20).7, 20).

The need for fundamental trust and unequivocal veracity in oaths is so 
serious as to require the provision of punishments for those who fail to keep 
them, and any violation of an oath may bring dire consequences (Ezek. 16:59; 
Dan. 9:11). Therefore, the Bible warns against swearing false oaths and provides 
sanctions for those who are disingenuous in making them (Exod. 20:7 = Deut. 
5:11; Lev. 5:4; 19:12; Zech. 8:17; Wis. 14:29-30). To do so is to devalue the 
spoken word, which, when given under oath, is the most solemn promise a 
person makes. Conversely, the one who swears truthfully and with purity of 
heart receives a blessing (Ps. 24:4-5; Jer. 4:2). Although most oaths seem to be 
absolutely binding (Num. 30:2, 4, 6-7, 9-11, 14), sometimes conditions placed on 
them or circumstances under which they are made may mitigate the obligations 
they carry (vv. 5, 8, 12–13; Gen. 24:41; Josh. 2:17, 20).

�The NT undThe NT understandingerstanding of the na of the nature and fture and function ofunction of oaths and oaths and their val their value is variue is vue is varied. Sovaried. Some NT authme NT authors seem tors seem to share tho share the attitudee attitude of Philo  of Philo Judaeus thJudaeus that oaths sat oaths should be shsshould be should be seldom or seldom or never swornever sworn. When a n. When a person is person is too quick too quick to make anto make an oath it m oath it oath it may notit may not indicate  indicate good faithgood faith and may a and may actually dectually devalue on tvalue on the oath ithe oath itself (Philself (Philo o De spec. lDe De spec. lDe spec. leg.eg. 2.8). The 2.8). Therefore, oarefore, oaths shouldths should be sworn  be sworn only when only when they are athey are absolutely bsolutely aabsolutelyabsolutely necessary necessary ( (De spec. lDe spec. leg.eg. 2.9). Mat 2.9). Matthew’s Jesthew’s Jesus advisesus advises against s against swearing oawearing oawearing oaths at aoaths at all (Matt. ll (Matt. 5:33-37) a5:33-37) and criticind criticizes the cazes the casuistry thsuistry that can somat can sometimes accetimes accompany oatompaaccaccompany accompany oath-makinoath-making (23:16–2g (23:16–20). Jas. 50). Jas. 5:12 follow:12 follows the trads the tradition of Mition of Matt. 5:33-att. 5:33-37 in proh37 5:33-5:33-37 in5:33-37 in prohibiti prohibiting the sweng the swearing of oaring of oaths. It iaths. It is interests interesting, howeving, however, that, er, that, in the Pasin the in the Passiothe Passion narrativn narrative Matthew e Matthew adds that adds that Peter sworPeter swore on oath e on oath in his secin his second denialond denial of Jesus  denialdenial of denial of Jesus (MatJesus (Matt. 26:72).t. 26:72). In Peter’ In Peter’s third des third denial, Mattnial, Matthew followhew follows Mark 14:s Mark 14:71, where 71, w71, where Petewhere Peter invokes r invokes a curse ona curse on himself i himself in order ton order to strengthe strengthen his clain his claim that he m that he does not kdodoes not kdoes not know Jesus now Jesus (Matt. 26:(Matt. 26:74).74).74).

The NT understanding of the nature and function of oaths and their value is 
varied. Some NT authors seem to share the attitude of Philo Judaeus that oaths 
should be seldom or never sworn. When a person is too quick to make an oath 
it may not indicate good faith and may actually devalue on the oath itself (Philo 
De spec. leg. 2.8). Therefore, oaths should be sworn only when they are 
absolutely necessary (De spec. leg. 2.9). Matthew’s Jesus advises against swearing 
oaths at all (Matt. 5:33-37) and criticizes the casuistry that can sometimes 
accompany oath-making (23:16–20). Jas. 5:12 follows the tradition of Matt. 
5:33-37 in prohibiting the swearing of oaths. It is interesting, however, that, in 
the Passion narrative Matthew adds that Peter swore on oath in his second 
denial of Jesus (Matt. 26:72). In Peter’s third denial, Matthew follows Mark 14:71, 
where Peter invokes a curse on himself in order to strengthen his claim that he 
does not know Jesus (Matt. 26:74).

�Other NT aOther NT authors loouthors look more posk more positively upitively upon oaths. on oaths. Paul emploPaul employs oath foys oath formulas in rmufoformulas iformulas in Rom. 1:9n Rom. 1:9; 2 Cor. 1; 2 Cor. 1:23; Gal. :23; Gal. 1:20; Phil1:20; Phil. 1:8. In . 1:8. In Hebrews GoHebrews God’s oath td’s oath to Abraham o Ao Abraham isAbraham is recalled  recalled as a reminas a reminder of theder of the guarantee guarantee of God’s  of God’s promises apromises and the surnd the surety of Godesursurety of surety of God’s wordGod’s word (Heb. 6:1 (Heb. 6:13-19). Els3-19). Elsewhere in ewhere in the NT an the NT an oath swornoath sworn by God is by God  by God is remGod is remembered inembered in Luke 1:73 Luke 1:73 (cf. v. 5 (cf. v. 55); Acts 25); Acts 2:30; Rom. :30; Rom. 14:11; Heb14:11; Heb. 3:11, 18. 3:11, 18; 4:3. Thu; 1818; 4:3. T18; 4:3. Thus the athus the attitude of titude of NT authorsNT authors on sweari on swearing oaths dng oaths depends on epends on whom one cwhom onewhom one consulone consults.ts.ts.

Other NT authors look more positively upon oaths. Paul employs oath 
formulas in Rom. 1:9; 2 Cor. 1:23; Gal. 1:20; Phil. 1:8. In Hebrews God’s oath to 
Abraham is recalled as a reminder of the guarantee of God’s promises and the 
surety of God’s word (Heb. 6:13-19). Elsewhere in the NT an oath sworn by 
God is remembered in Luke 1:73 (cf. v. 55); Acts 2:30; Rom. 14:11; Heb. 3:11, 
18; 4:3. Thus the attitude of NT authors on swearing oaths depends on whom 
one consults.

Alan C. MiAlan C. Mitchelltchell

Alan C. Mitchell

OBADIAHOBADIAH (Heb.  (Heb. {oœb�ad�ya{oœb�ad�ya®, {oœb�ad®, {oœb�ad�yaœhu®�yaœhu®)))

OBADIAH (Heb. {oœb�ad�ya®, {oœb�ad�yaœhu® )

�1.1. The stewa The steward or manard or manager in chager in charge of Kinrge of King Ahab’s hg Ahab’s household (ousehold (1 Kgs. 18:1 Kgs. 18:3-16) who 3-118:18:3-16) w18:3-16) who superviho supervised Ahab’ssed Ahab’s estate an estate and probablyd probably was respo was responsible fornsible for royal tra royal trade and mindtratrade and trade and mining. Asmining. As a devout  a devout worshipperworshipper of Yahweh of Yahweh, he hid 1, he hid 100 prophet00 prophets of Yahwes of Yahws of Yahweh durYahweh during Jezebeing Jezebel’s pograml’s pogram and, at E and, at Elijah’s relijah’s request, arrquest, arranged an aanged an audience foudience for Elijah wr Er Elijah witElijah with Ahab, a h Ahab, a meeting thmeeting that led to at led to the contesthe contest between t between Elijah andElijah and the proph the prophets of Baaetsprophprophets oprophets of Baal.f Baal.f Baal.

1. The steward or manager in charge of King Ahab’s household (1 Kgs. 



18:3-16) who supervised Ahab’s estate and probably was responsible for royal 
trade and mining. As a devout worshipper of Yahweh, he hid 100 prophets of 
Yahweh during Jezebel’s pogram and, at Elijah’s request, arranged an audience for 
Elijah with Ahab, a meeting that led to the contest between Elijah and the 
prophets of Baal.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. N. D. MT. N. D. Mettinger, ettinger, Solomonic Solomonic State OffiState Officials.cials. ConBOT 5  ConBOT 5 (Lund, 197(Lund(Lund, 197(Lund, 1971).1).1).

Bibliography. T. N. D. Mettinger, Solomonic State Officials. ConBOT 5 
(Lund, 1971).

�2.2. A postexi A postexilic descenlic descendant of Dadant of David, one ovid, one of the sonsf the sons of Hanani of Hananiah (1 Chr.ah (1 Chr. 3:21). 3:21 3:21).3:21).3:21).

2. A postexilic descendant of David, one of the sons of Hananiah (1 Chr. 
3:21).

�3.3. A chief o A chief of the tribf the tribe of Issace of Issachar; son ohar; son of Izrahiahf Izrahiah (1 Chr. 7 (1 Chr. 7:3).:3).:3).

3. A chief of the tribe of Issachar; son of Izrahiah (1 Chr. 7:3).

�4.4. A Benjami A Benjamite, the sote, the son of Azel n of Azel and a descand a descendant of endant of Saul (1 ChSaul (1 Chr. 8:38; 9r. 8:38; 9:44).:44).:44).

4. A Benjamite, the son of Azel and a descendant of Saul (1 Chr. 8:38; 9:44).

�5.5. A Levite  A Levite who was amwho was among the fiong the first to retrst to return to Jerurn to Jerusalem (1 usalem (1 Chr. 9:16)Chr. 9:16). He may a. He . He may alsHe may also be calleo be called Abda (Ned Abda (Neh. 11:17).h. 11:17).

5. A Levite who was among the first to return to Jerusalem (1 Chr. 9:16). 
He may also be called Abda (Neh. 11:17).

�6.6. A Gadite  A Gadite leader wholeader who joined Da joined David’s armyvid’s army at Ziklag at Ziklag and serve and served as a ward as a warrior and oriorwarwarrior anwarrior and officer d officer (1 Chr. 12(1 Chr. 12:9).:9).:9).

6. A Gadite leader who joined David’s army at Ziklag and served as a 
warrior and officer (1 Chr. 12:9).

�7. The fat7. The father of Ishher of Ishmaiah, whomaiah, who was a rul was a ruler over ther over the tribe ofe tribe of Zebulon d Zebulon during the uring thuring the last dthe last days of Davays of David (1 Chr.id (1 Chr. 27:19). 27:19). 27:19).

7. The father of Ishmaiah, who was a ruler over the tribe of Zebulon during 
the last days of David (1 Chr. 27:19).

�8.8. A prince  A prince commissioncommissioned by Kinged by King Jehoshaph Jehoshaphat to teacat to teach the “lawh the “law of the Lo of the Lord” to therd”LoLord” to tLord” to the people he people throughoutthroughout Judah (2  Judah (2 Chr. 17:7-Chr. 17:7-9).9).9).

8. A prince commissioned by King Jehoshaphat to teach the “law of the 
Lord” to the people throughout Judah (2 Chr. 17:7-9).

�9.9. A Merarit A Merarite Levite we Levite who helped ho helped oversee thoversee the repair oe repair of the tempf the temple during le during Josiah’s rJosiaJosiah’s rJosiah’s reign (2 Cheign (2 Chr. 34:12).r. 34:12).

9. A Merarite Levite who helped oversee the repair of the temple during 
Josiah’s reign (2 Chr. 34:12).

�10.10. A family  A family head who rhead who returned toeturned to Jerusalem Jerusalem with Ezra with Ezra; descenda; descendant of Joabnt of Joab (Ezra 8:9 ( (Ezra 8:9)(Ezra 8:9)...

10. A family head who returned to Jerusalem with Ezra; descendant of Joab 
(Ezra 8:9).

�11.11. A leader  A leader who added who added his seal this seal to the reneo the renewal of thewal of the covenant  covenant under Ezraunder Ezra and Nehem a and Nehemiand Nehemiah’s leadeah’s leadership (Nehrship (Neh. 10:5[6]). 10:5[6]). He may b. He may be the samee the same individua individual as l as 10 10 above.ababove.above.above.

11. A leader who added his seal to the renewal of the covenant under Ezra 
and Nehemiah’s leadership (Neh. 10:5[6]). He may be the same individual as 10 
above.

�12.12. A gatekee A gatekeeper duringper during the high  the high priesthoodpriesthood of Joiaki of Joiakim whose tam whose task was to sk was to guard the guguard the guard the storehousestorehouses of the gs of the gates (Neh.ates (Neh. 12:25). 12:25). 12:25).

12. A gatekeeper during the high priesthood of Joiakim whose task was to 
guard the storehouses of the gates (Neh. 12:25).

�13.13. Obadiah t Obadiah the prophethe prophet, who most, who most likely li likely lived and mived and ministered cnistered ca. the mida. the mid-5th centu-5tmidmid-5th cemid-5th century ntury B.C.B.C.B.C.

13. Obadiah the prophet, who most likely lived and ministered ca. the 
mid-5th century B.C.

Michael A.Michael A. Grisanti Grisanti

Michael A. Grisanti

OBADIAHOBADIAH (Heb.  (Heb. {oœb�ad�ya{oœb�ad�ya®®),),),

OBADIAH (Heb. {oœb�ad�ya® ),

�  BOOK OFBOOK OFBOOK OF

 BOOK OF

One of theOne of the 12 Minor  12 Minor Prophets; Prophets; with only with only 21 verses,21 verses, the short the shortest book iest book in the Hebrn the Hebrn the Hebrew BibHebrew Bible. In thele. In the MT it fol MT it follows Amos,lows Amos, perhaps b perhaps because theecause the canonical canonical compilers compilers compilers compilers wanted to wanted to connect itconnect it with Amos with Amos 9:12; the 9:12; the LXX group LXX groups the thres the three undated e undatee undated boundated books (Joel,oks (Joel, Obadiah,  Obadiah, Jonah) togJonah) together follether following the owing the three 8th-three 8th-century bocentury books (Hoseaobobooks (Hosbooks (Hosea, Amos, ea, Amos, Micah).Micah).

One of the 12 Minor Prophets; with only 21 verses, the shortest book in the 
Hebrew Bible. In the MT it follows Amos, perhaps because the canonical 
compilers wanted to connect it with Amos 9:12; the LXX groups the three 
undated books (Joel, Obadiah, Jonah) together following the three 8th-century 
books (Hosea, Amos, Micah).



TextText

Text

The HebrewThe Hebrew text of O text of Obadiah hasbadiah has been well been well preserved preserved. The olde. The oldest extant st extant text is intext is in the Minor inin the Minin the Minor Prophetor Prophets scroll fs scroll from Wadi rom Wadi Murabba{atMurabba{at (ca.  (ca. A.D.A.D. 135), a p 135), a proto-Masorroto-Masopproto-Masoproto-Masoretic textretic text that diff that differs from ters from the Leningrhe Leningrad Codex (ad Codex (A.D.A.D. 1008) in  1008) in only a fewonly a feonly a few placesfew places. The anci. The ancient versioent versions also atns also attest to tetest to texts that gxts that generally aenerally agree with gree with the Leningthe Lthe Leningrad Leningrad Codex.Codex.

The Hebrew text of Obadiah has been well preserved. The oldest extant text is 
in the Minor Prophets scroll from Wadi Murabba{at (ca. A.D. 135), a 
proto-Masoretic text that differs from the Leningrad Codex (A.D. 1008) in only a 
few places. The ancient versions also attest to texts that generally agree with the 
Leningrad Codex.

StyleStyle

Style

The book cThe book consists ofonsists of a poetic  a poetic compositiocomposition (vv. 1–1n (vv. 1–18) with a 8) with a prose concprose conclusion (vvlusion (vv. 19–21). . (vv(vv. 19–21(vv. 19–21). The poe). The poetry exhibitry exhibits the systs the systematic antematic and dominantd dominant use of pa use of parallelism rallelism that operathathat operathat operates “horiztes “horizontally” bontally” between twoetween two contiguou contiguous lines ors lines or cola and  cola and “verticall“vertically” among ly” “verticall“verticall“vertically” among ly” among larger grouarger groupings of lpings of lines or coines or cola. The pola. The poetic linesetic lines are terse are terse, usually , usua, usually 4–usually 4–10 syllabl10 syllables and 2–4es and 2–4 accents i accents in length. n length. The poetryThe poetry also draw also draws from a cs from a common stocomccommon stocommon stock of imagck of imagery, althoery, although no oneugh no one image is  image is developed developed beyond a sbeyond a single versingle veringle verse: e.gverse: e.g., v. 4 co., v. 4 compares Edompares Edom’s lofty m’s lofty abode withabode with that of a that of an eagle’s n eagle’s nest; v. 1nest; v. 10 equates 0 equ0 equates shequates shame with aame with a garment t garment that will chat will cover Edom;over Edom; v. 16 emp v. 16 employs the cloys the cup-of-wratup-of-wraccup-of-wracup-of-wrath metaphoth metaphor; and v. r; and v. 18 likens 18 likens Israel to Israel to fire and Efire and Edom to studom to stubble.bble.

The book consists of a poetic composition (vv. 1–18) with a prose conclusion 
(vv. 19–21). The poetry exhibits the systematic and dominant use of parallelism 
that operates “horizontally” between two contiguous lines or cola and 
“vertically” among larger groupings of lines or cola. The poetic lines are terse, 
usually 4–10 syllables and 2–4 accents in length. The poetry also draws from a 
common stock of imagery, although no one image is developed beyond a single 
verse: e.g., v. 4 compares Edom’s lofty abode with that of an eagle’s nest; v. 10 
equates shame with a garment that will cover Edom; v. 16 employs the 
cup-of-wrath metaphor; and v. 18 likens Israel to fire and Edom to stubble.

CompositioCompositionn

Composition

Much scholMuch scholarly debatarly debate has conce has concentrated oentrated on the bookn the book’s composi’s compositional histional history and utory and utory and unity. Assunity. Assessments vessments vary from aary from a unity ori unity originally coginally composed by mposed by one personone person named Oba named O named Obadiah toObadiah to a collect a collection of eigion of eight originaht originally indepelly independent fragndent fragments. Somments. Some scholarse scholars presuppos pr presupposepresuppose an origin an original disunital disunity but consy but consider the bider the book in itsook in its final for final form to reflem to reflect a redacct a rct a redactionaredactional cohesionl cohesion. What cau. What causes the deses the debate is thbate is the amount oe amount of diversitf diversity evident y evident in the booinin the booin the book in termsk in terms of style, of style, emphasis, emphasis, and persp and perspective. Ifective. If the reade the reader assumes r assumes that prophthatthat prophthat prophetic discoetic discourse can eurse can employ divemploy divergent and rgent and even dissoeven dissonant perspnant perspectives, eectives, emphases, ameemphases, emphases, and stylesand styles within th within the same come same composition, position, then therethen there is no rea is no reason to douson to doubt the oribdoudoubt the doubt the original uoriginal unity of thnity of this small bis small book.ook.

Much scholarly debate has concentrated on the book’s compositional history and 
unity. Assessments vary from a unity originally composed by one person named 
Obadiah to a collection of eight originally independent fragments. Some scholars 
presuppose an original disunity but consider the book in its final form to reflect a 
redactional cohesion. What causes the debate is the amount of diversity evident 
in the book in terms of style, emphasis, and perspective. If the reader assumes 
that prophetic discourse can employ divergent and even dissonant perspectives, 
emphases, and styles within the same composition, then there is no reason to 
doubt the original unity of this small book.

Biblical PBiblical Parallelsarallels

Biblical Parallels

Obadiah ofObadiah offers a stufers a study in intedy in intertextualitrtextuality since soy since so many of i many of its expressts expressions, imagions, images, and moes, aes, and motifsand motifs appear el appear elsewhere insewhere in the OT. N the OT. Nearly everearly every verse rey verse reflects parflects parallels witallels with other bih oh other biblother biblical textsical texts. Particul. Particularly signiarly significant is ficant is the overlathe overlap between p between Obadiah anObadiah and Jeremiahd Jered Jeremiah’sJeremiah’s Edom prop Edom prophecy (vv. hecy (vv. 1–4 = Jer.1–4 = Jer. 49:14-16; 49:14-16; vv. 5–6 = vv. 5–6 = Jer. 49:9 Jer. 49:9-10; vv. 7-10; vv. 7–8 = Jer. –8 77–8 = Jer.7–8 = Jer. 49:7) and 49:7) and between O between Obadiah andbadiah and parts of  parts of Joel (v. 1Joel (v. 10 = Joel 30 = Joel 3:19[MT 4:1:19[MT 4:19]; v. 11 9]4:14:19]; v. 4:19]; v. 11 = Joel 11 = Joel 3:3[4:3]; 3:3[4:3]; v. 15a = Jv. 15a = Joel 1:15; oel 1:15; 2:1; 3:14[2:1; 3:14[4:14]; v. 4:14]; v. 15b = Joel15b = Joel 3:4, 7[4: 3:4, 7[4 3:4, 7[4:4, 7];7[4:4, 7]; v. 17 = J v. 17 = Joel 2:32[3oel 2:32[3:5]; 3:17[:5]; 3:17[4:17]). Th4:17]). The degree oe degree of overlap f overlap raises theraises the question  quest question oquestion of dependenf dependence. Most sce. Most scholars cocholars contend thatntend that Obadiah d Obadiah depended onepended on Jeremiah  Jerem Jeremiah oJeremiah or they botr they both used a th used a third sourchird source, and Joee, and Joel dependedl depended on Obadia on Obadiah.h.

Obadiah offers a study in intertextuality since so many of its expressions, images, 
and motifs appear elsewhere in the OT. Nearly every verse reflects parallels with 
other biblical texts. Particularly significant is the overlap between Obadiah and 
Jeremiah’s Edom prophecy (vv. 1–4 = Jer. 49:14-16; vv. 5–6 = Jer. 49:9-10; vv. 
7–8 = Jer. 49:7) and between Obadiah and parts of Joel (v. 10 = Joel 3:19[MT 
4:19]; v. 11 = Joel 3:3[4:3]; v. 15a = Joel 1:15; 2:1; 3:14[4:14]; v. 15b = Joel 3:4, 



7[4:4, 7]; v. 17 = Joel 2:32[3:5]; 3:17[4:17]). The degree of overlap raises the 
question of dependence. Most scholars contend that Obadiah depended on 
Jeremiah or they both used a third source, and Joel depended on Obadiah.

Date and HDate and Historical istorical SettingSetting

Date and Historical Setting

Unlike othUnlike other propheter prophetic books, ic books, the title the title provides nprovides no chronoloo chronological infogical information. Wrmation. We only knoeWWe only knWe only know the proow the prophet’s namphet’s name (“one whe (“one who serves Yo serves Yahweh”), aahweh”), a very comm very common name inon non name in anname in ancient Isracient Israel. Any otel. Any other informher information mustation must be inferr be inferred from thed from the contentse contents of the pr o of the proof the prophecy. Earphecy. Early Jewish ly Jewish traditionstraditions, followed, followed by Jerome by Jerome, identifi, identified the proed the prophet with phetproprophet wiprophet with the Obath the Obadiah in 1 diah in 1 Kgs. 18, tKgs. 18, the officiahe official in chargl in charge of Ahab’e of Ahab’s palace ws palace who hid 100ho wwho hid 10who hid 100 prophets0 prophets. Some sch. Some scholars locaolars locate him at te him at the time othe time of Edom’s rf Edom’s revolt agaievolt against Jehoranagaiagainst Jeagainst Jehoram ca. horam ca. 845 845 B.C.B.C. (2 Kgs. 8 (2 Kgs. 8:20-22; 2 :20-22; 2 Chr. 21:8-Chr. 21:8-17). Both 17). Both suggested suggested dates wouldatesdates wouldates would make ourd make our prophet t prophet the earlieshe earliest of the wt of the writing proriting prophets, almphets, almost a centost a century beforeucentcentury becentury before Amos.fore Amos. Other sch Other scholars dateolars date Obadiah i Obadiah in the mid-n the mid-to-late 5tto-late 5th century h centuryh century ducentury during the Pring the Persian perersian period. Lutheiod. Luther and Calvr and Calvin locatedin located him after him after the fall  the fall of Jerusalof Jeof Jerusalem Jerusalem in 587/586in 587/586, and most, and most recent sc recent scholars agrholars agree in placee in placing at leaing at least the corst the core of the be oe of the booof the book within Bk within Babylonian abylonian exile.exile.exile.

Unlike other prophetic books, the title provides no chronological information. 
We only know the prophet’s name (“one who serves Yahweh”), a very common 
name in ancient Israel. Any other information must be inferred from the contents 
of the prophecy. Early Jewish traditions, followed by Jerome, identified the 
prophet with the Obadiah in 1 Kgs. 18, the official in charge of Ahab’s palace 
who hid 100 prophets. Some scholars locate him at the time of Edom’s revolt 
against Jehoram ca. 845 B.C. (2 Kgs. 8:20-22; 2 Chr. 21:8-17). Both suggested 
dates would make our prophet the earliest of the writing prophets, almost a 
century before Amos. Other scholars date Obadiah in the mid-to-late 5th 
century during the Persian period. Luther and Calvin located him after the fall of 
Jerusalem in 587/586, and most recent scholars agree in placing at least the core 
of the book within Babylonian exile.

�The book sThe book seems to fieems to fit best in t best in the first the first half of thhalf of the exilic pe exilic period, afteriod, after the faler the fall of Judahl ofl of Judah aof Judah and Jerusalnd Jerusalem to Babyem to Babylon in 587lon in 587/586 and b/586 and before the efore the demise of demise of Edom in 55Edom in 55Edom in 553. Accor553. According to vvding to vv. 10–14 th. 10–14 the Edomitese Edomites took the  took the side of thside of the “strangee “strangers” and “frs” and “foreigners”o“f“foreigner“foreigners” who atts” who attacked Judaacked Judah and Jeruh and Jerusalem. Thesalem. The prophet c prophet condemns thondemns the Edomitese Edomie Edomites fEdomites for gloatinor gloating over Judg over Judah’s downfah’s downfall, lootiall, looting Judah’sng Judah’s towns, an towns, and capturind capturing Judah’s g Jug Judah’s reJudah’s refugees (cffugees (cf. Ezek. 25. Ezek. 25:12-14; 35:12-14; 35—36; Ps. 1—36; Ps. 137; Lam. 437; Lam. 4:21-22). R:21-22). Recent archecent archaeologicalaearcharchaeologarchaeological work ical work has revealhas revealed a signied a significant Edoficant Edomite presemite presence in thence in the Negeb dur Negeb during the 7tindurduring theduring the 7th—early 7th—early 6th centu 6th centuries, so sries, so some Edomitome Edomites had thees had the opportuni opportunity to takety to takty to take advantake advantage of Jutage of Judah’s troudah’s troubles. Perhbles. Perhaps this paps this presence prresence provides theovides the backgroun background for the dbackgrounbackgroundbackground for the s for the statement itatement in v. 20: “n v. 20: “the exilesthe exiles of Jerusa of Jerusalem who arlem who are in Sephae in Sepharad will praSephaSepharad wSepharad will possesill possess the citis the cities of the es of the Negeb” (thNegeb” (the returnine returning exiles wg exiles will retrieill retrieve the Negve thve the Negeb’the Negeb’s towns frs towns from Edomiteom Edomite control). control). The proce The process of Edomss of Edomite settleite settlement in soment in sment in southern Jsouthern Judah contiudah continued so thnued so that later tat later this area whis area was called as called Idumea. AcIdumea. According tocording to the Nabon t the Nabonithe Nabonidus Chronidus Chronicle, Naboncle, Nabonidus of Baidus of Babylon campbylon campaigned agaaigned against Edom inst Edom in 553 (cfin 553 (in 553 (cf. vv. 7(cf. vv. 7, 11); arc, 11); archaeology shaeology seems to ateems to attest to thtest to this campaigis campaign, since sn, since several Edoeveral Edomite sitesmite EdoEdomite siEdomite sites revealtes reveal evidence  evidence of destrucof destruction in thtion in the 6th cente 6th century. Durinury. During the Persg the Persian periodianPersPersian pePersian period the Nriod the Nabateans babateans began to miegan to migrate intograte into the land  the land of Edom.of Edom.

The book seems to fit best in the first half of the exilic period, after the fall 
of Judah and Jerusalem to Babylon in 587/586 and before the demise of Edom in 
553. According to vv. 10–14 the Edomites took the side of the “strangers” and 
“foreigners” who attacked Judah and Jerusalem. The prophet condemns the 
Edomites for gloating over Judah’s downfall, looting Judah’s towns, and capturing 
Judah’s refugees (cf. Ezek. 25:12-14; 35—36; Ps. 137; Lam. 4:21-22). Recent 
archaeological work has revealed a significant Edomite presence in the Negeb 
during the 7th—early 6th centuries, so some Edomites had the opportunity to 
take advantage of Judah’s troubles. Perhaps this presence provides the 
background for the statement in v. 20: “the exiles of Jerusalem who are in 
Sepharad will possess the cities of the Negeb” (the returning exiles will retrieve 
the Negeb’s towns from Edomite control). The process of Edomite settlement in 
southern Judah continued so that later this area was called Idumea. According to 
the Nabonidus Chronicle, Nabonidus of Babylon campaigned against Edom in 553 
(cf. vv. 7, 11); archaeology seems to attest to this campaign, since several 
Edomite sites reveal evidence of destruction in the 6th century. During the 
Persian period the Nabateans began to migrate into the land of Edom.

Structure Structure and Genreand Genre

Structure and Genre

The book cThe book can be divian be divided into fded into five parts:ive parts: vv. 1–4;  vv. 1–4; 5–7; 8–15;5–7; 8–15; 16–18; 19 16–18; 19–21, conne–21, connected by thctconneconnected connected by the useby the use of gramma of grammatical linktical links and catcs and catchwords.hwords.hwords.

The book can be divided into five parts: vv. 1–4; 5–7; 8–15; 16–18; 19–21, 
connected by the use of grammatical links and catchwords.



�The authorThe authorial voice ial voice of the booof the book is the pk is the prophet Obarophet Obadiah, who diah, who functions functions as Yahweh’as Yahas Yahweh’s mYahweh’s mouthpiece outhpiece and addresand addresses Yahwehses Yahweh’s speech ’s speech to Edom into Edom in vv. 1–15  vv. 1–15 and to Judand to and to Judah ito Judah in vv. 16–1n vv. 16–18. The use8. The use of the pl of the plural form ural form of “you” iof “you” in v. 16a sn v. 16a signals theignals the shift in  shift shift in ashift in addressee tddressee to the Judao the Judahites. Thehites. The final thr final three verses ee verses are presenare presented as theted as the prophet’s prop prophet’s prophet’s own expansown expansion. The oion. The opening twopening two thirds of thirds of the book  the book (vv. 1–15)(vv. 1–15) consist o consist o consist of announcof announcements of ements of doom, accudoom, accusation, ansation, and warning d warning for Edom, for Edom, whereas thwhereas the final one final oe final one third one third (vv. 16–21(vv. 16–21) contains) contains promises  promises of restoraof restoration and vtion and victory forictory for Israel. M Israel. Much of theuchMMuch of thMuch of the book cone book concerns the cerns the Edomites wEdomites who, accordho, according to bibing to biblical tradlical tradition, areition, are the desce t the descenthe descendants of Edants of Esau. Prophsau. Prophetic judgmetic judgment speechent speeches againstes against Edom occu Edom occur also in r also in Isaiah, JeIIsaiah, JeIsaiah, Jeremiah, Ezremiah, Ezekiel, Joeekiel, Joel, Amos, al, Amos, and Malachind Malachi. This is . This is part of a part of a larger catlarger category, proegory, pegory, propheciesprophecies against f against foreign natoreign nations.ions.

The authorial voice of the book is the prophet Obadiah, who functions as 
Yahweh’s mouthpiece and addresses Yahweh’s speech to Edom in vv. 1–15 and 
to Judah in vv. 16–18. The use of the plural form of “you” in v. 16a signals the 
shift in addressee to the Judahites. The final three verses are presented as the 
prophet’s own expansion. The opening two thirds of the book (vv. 1–15) consist 
of announcements of doom, accusation, and warning for Edom, whereas the final 
one third (vv. 16–21) contains promises of restoration and victory for Israel. 
Much of the book concerns the Edomites who, according to biblical tradition, are 
the descendants of Esau. Prophetic judgment speeches against Edom occur also in 
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Joel, Amos, and Malachi. This is part of a larger category, 
prophecies against foreign nations.

ContentsContents

Contents

Obadiah anObadiah announces Ednounces Edom’s cominom’s coming doom. Gog doom. God has recrd has recruited the uited the nations tonations to attack Ed attack attack Edoattack Edom and therm and thereby will beby will bring Edom ring Edom down, despdown, despite Edom’site Edom’s sense of  sense of security bsecurity bsecurity based on ibased on its locatiots location high in n high in the Edomitthe Edomite mountaine mountains (vv. 1–4s (vv. 1–4). Edom’s ). Edom’s hiding plahiding places and hicesplaplaces andplaces and hidden tr hidden treasures wieasures will not go ll not go undetectedundetected (vv. 5–7) (vv. 5–7); the atta; the attacking naticking nations will tons natinations winations will turn oull turn out to be Edt to be Edom’s own com’s own covenant paovenant partners (i.rtners (i.e., the Bae., the Babylonians?bylonians?). God wil). G). God will dGod will destroy Edoestroy Edom’s wise mm’s wise men and teren and terrify its wrify its warriors soarriors so that ever that everyone will yone will be cut offbebe cut offbe cut off from Edom from Edom (vv. 8–9) (vv. 8–9). The prop. The prophet attemphet attempts to persts to persuade Edom uade Edom that none that nonthat none of itnone of its strengths strengths and defes and defenses can fnses can fend off thend off the coming de coming destructionestruction: its stat: its status among tus amus among the among the nations, inations, inaccessiblnaccessible locatione location, hiding p, hiding places and laces and wealth, alwealth, allies, wisdlies, wisdom, and miom, aom, and militaand military power.ry power.ry power.

Obadiah announces Edom’s coming doom. God has recruited the nations to 
attack Edom and thereby will bring Edom down, despite Edom’s sense of security 
based on its location high in the Edomite mountains (vv. 1–4). Edom’s hiding 
places and hidden treasures will not go undetected (vv. 5–7); the attacking 
nations will turn out to be Edom’s own covenant partners (i.e., the Babylonians?). 
God will destroy Edom’s wise men and terrify its warriors so that everyone will 
be cut off from Edom (vv. 8–9). The prophet attempts to persuade Edom that 
none of its strengths and defenses can fend off the coming destruction: its status 
among the nations, inaccessible location, hiding places and wealth, allies, wisdom, 
and military power.

�Obadiah thObadiah then explainen explains the basis the basis for Edoms for Edom’s future ’s future judgment ajudgment as groundeds grounded on Edom’s on E on Edom’s pasEdom’s past violencet violence against i against its own brots own brother, Jacother, Jacob (v. 10).b (v. 10). Instead o Instead of coming tf coming to the defeo tho the defensthe defense of theire of their brother,  brother, the Edomitthe Edomites sided wes sided with the inith the invading “stvading “strangers” arangers” and “foreignd aand “foreiand “foreigners” andgners” and even acte even acted like oned like one of these  of these outsiders outsiders (v. 11). V(v. 11). Verses 12–1erses 12–14 serve a 4 s4 serve a twserve a twofold funcofold function. Firstion. First, they spt, they specify the ecify the charges: Echarges: Edom gloatedom gloated over Judd over Judah’s demisah’sJudJudah’s deJudah’s demise and tmise and took advantook advantage of theage of the situation situation by lootin by looting and captg and capturing Judauring Judah’s survivh’sJudaJudah’s suJudah’s survivors. Srvivors. Second, theecond, they serve asy serve as warnings  warnings for Edom tfor Edom to stop itso stop its anti-Juda anti-Judahite hostihiteanti-Judaanti-Judahanti-Judahite hostilite hostilities befoities before it is tre it is too late (voo late (v. 15a). On. 15a). On that day  that day Yahweh wilYahweh will judge Edl judgel judge Edomjudge Edom (and pres (and presumably theumably the other nat other nations; v. 1ions; v. 15b).5b).5b).

Obadiah then explains the basis for Edom’s future judgment as grounded on 
Edom’s past violence against its own brother, Jacob (v. 10). Instead of coming to 
the defense of their brother, the Edomites sided with the invading “strangers” 
and “foreigners” and even acted like one of these outsiders (v. 11). Verses 12–14 
serve a twofold function. First, they specify the charges: Edom gloated over 
Judah’s demise and took advantage of the situation by looting and capturing 
Judah’s survivors. Second, they serve as warnings for Edom to stop its 
anti-Judahite hostilities before it is too late (v. 15a). On that day Yahweh will 
judge Edom (and presumably the other nations; v. 15b).

�Beginning Beginning in v. 16 tin v. 16 the prophethe prophet addresses addresses the quest the question of Isrion of Israel’s futuael’s future status.re status.re status. Whstatus. While Edom’sile Edom’s judgment  judgment is based ois based on Edom’s pn Edom’s past actionast actions, Israel’s, Israel’s future rs future restorationestrrestoratiorestoration is basedn is based solely on solely on God’s unc God’s unconditionalonditional commitmen commitment to Jacobt to Jacob and Zion. and Zion. and Zion. ThisZion. This is depict is depicted as a reed as a reversal of versal of the judgmethe judgment recentlnt recently experieny experienced by Isrced by Israel. Just ael.IsrIsrael. JuIsrael. Just as the st as the Judahites Judahites and the Jeand the Jerusalemiterusalemites drank ths drank the cup of Ye cup of Yahweh’s wrahweh’s wrath, so alath,wrwrath, so wrath, so also the oalso the other natiother nations includins including Edom wing Edom will have toll have to drink it  drink it (v. 16; Je(v. 16; Jer. 25:15-2r. 25:r. 25:15-29).25:15-29). But Mt. Z But Mt. Zion will bion will be the place the place of escape of escape from thee from the impending impending divine ju divine judgment (v.dgmjujudgment (judgment (v. 17a). Wv. 17a). Whereas it hereas it was profanwas profaned by “stred by “strangers” anangers” and “foreignd “foreigners” in thers” in the past (v.e ththe past (the past (v. 11), inv. 11), in the futur the future Zion wile Zion will regain il regain its sacred ts sacred status (v.status (v. 17a; cf.  17a; cf. Joel 3:17[Joel 3:17[Joel 3:17[4:17]3:17[4:17]). The Isr). The Israelites wiaelites will repossell repossess their lss their land (v. 17and (v. 17b), and thb), and they will coey will completely dmpletecocompletelycompletely defeat an defeat and eradicatd eradicate Edom (v.e Edom (v. 18). 18). 18).

Beginning in v. 16 the prophet addresses the question of Israel’s future 
status. While Edom’s judgment is based on Edom’s past actions, Israel’s future 
restoration is based solely on God’s unconditional commitment to Jacob and 
Zion. This is depicted as a reversal of the judgment recently experienced by 
Israel. Just as the Judahites and the Jerusalemites drank the cup of Yahweh’s 
wrath, so also the other nations including Edom will have to drink it (v. 16; Jer. 
25:15-29). But Mt. Zion will be the place of escape from the impending divine 



judgment (v. 17a). Whereas it was profaned by “strangers” and “foreigners” in 
the past (v. 11), in the future Zion will regain its sacred status (v. 17a; cf. Joel 
3:17[4:17]). The Israelites will repossess their land (v. 17b), and they will 
completely defeat and eradicate Edom (v. 18).

�The concluThe conclusion expansion expands on the ds on the divine prodivine promises mademises made in vv. 17 in vv. 17–18. All o–18. All of Israel, f Israef Israel, inIsrael, including thcluding the exiles, e exiles, will regaiwill regain the fulln the full extent of extent of their lan their land (vv. 19–d (vv. 19–20), and M20), and M20), and Mt. Zion wMt. Zion will rule oill rule over Mt. Esver Mt. Esau (v. 21aau (v. 21a). Yahweh ). Yahweh will definwill definitively maitively manifest hisnifest his rule over rule o rule over all nover all nations (v.ations (v. 21b). Bot 21b). Both these thh these themes of themes of the eschatole eschatological kinogical kingdom of Yagdom of Yahweh and thwYaYahweh andYahweh and the escha the eschatological tological day of Yahday of Yahweh (v. 15weh (v. 15) became i) became important important in the NT an the NTn the NT and thuNT and thus contribus contribute to Obadte to Obadiah’s contiah’s continuing siginuing significance.nificance.

The conclusion expands on the divine promises made in vv. 17–18. All of 
Israel, including the exiles, will regain the full extent of their land (vv. 19–20), and 
Mt. Zion will rule over Mt. Esau (v. 21a). Yahweh will definitively manifest his rule 
over all nations (v. 21b). Both these themes of the eschatological kingdom of 
Yahweh and the eschatological day of Yahweh (v. 15) became important in the 
NT and thus contribute to Obadiah’s continuing significance.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. R. BartJ. R. Bartlett, lett, Edom and tEdom and the Edomitehe Edomites.s. JSOTSup 7 JSOTSup 77 (Sheffie7 (Sheffield, 1989);ld, 1ld, 1989); E. 1989); E. Ben Zvi, Ben Zvi, A HistoricA Historical-Criticaal-Critical Study ofl Study of the Book  the Book of Obadiahof Obadiah.. BZAW 242  BZAW 242 (Berlin, 1(Berl(Berlin, 1(Berlin, 1996); P. R996); P. R. Raabe, . Raabe, Obadiah.Obadiah. AB 24 (Ne AB 24 (New York, 19w York, 1996); “Why 96); “Why Prophetic Prophetic Oracles agOrOracles agOracles against the ainst the Nations?” Nations?” in in Fortunate Fortunate the Eyes Tthe Eyes That See,hat See, ed. A. B. ed. A. B. Beck et a Beck et al. (Grand l. (Gl. (Grand Rap(Grand Rapids, 1995)ids, 1995), 236–57; , 236–57; H. W. WolfH. W. Wolff, f, Obadiah anObadiah and Jonahd Jonah (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1986)lis, 1986)lis, 1986).1986).1986).
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OBALOBAL (Heb.  (Heb. {o®b�aœl{o®b�aœl) (also EB) (also EBAL)AL)AL)

OBAL (Heb. {o®b�aœl ) (also EBAL)

One of theOne of the sons of J sons of Joktan, andoktan, and the epony the eponymous ancesmous ancestor of a stor of a south Arabiouth Arabian tribe (an tribe (Gen. 10:28G((Gen. 10:2(Gen. 10:28). He is 8). He is called Ebacalled Ebal at 1 Chrl at 1 Chr. 1:22.. 1:22.

One of the sons of Joktan, and the eponymous ancestor of a south Arabian tribe 
(Gen. 10:28). He is called Ebal at 1 Chr. 1:22.

OBEDOBED (Heb.  (Heb. {o®b�eäd�;{o®b�eäd�; Gk.  Gk. IoœbeädIoœbeäd) (also EB) (also EBED)ED)ED)

OBED (Heb. {o®b�eäd�;  Gk. Ioœbeäd) (also EBED)

�1.1. The son o The son of Ruth, thf Ruth, the widowed e widowed Moabitess Moabitess (Ruth 4:21(Ruth 4:21), and Boa), and Boaz, the “clz, the “close relatiose“cl“close rel“close relative” (2:ative” (2:21) of her21) of her deceased  deceased husband Mahusband Mahlon. Obedhlon. Obed became th became the grandfate grandfae grandfathegrandfather of King r of King David (RutDavid (Ruth 4:16; 1 h 4:16; 1 Chr. 2:12)Chr. 2:12) and ances and ancestor of Jestor of Jesus Christ us Christ (Matt. 1:5(M(Matt. 1:5(Matt. 1:5; Luke 3:3; Luke 3:32). Curiou2). Curiously, he wasly, he was named Obs named Obed (“worshed (“worshipper”) byipper”) by the women the wom the women of Bwomen of Bethlehem rethlehem rather thanather than by his pa by his parents (Rutrents (Ruth 4:17). Th 4:17). The birth ohe birth of Obed wasf Obed waf Obed was possibwas possible becausele because of levira of levirate law (Dete law (Deut. 25:5-1ut. 25:5-10), which 0), which required trequired the eldest he eldest brother orbrobrother orbrother or closest r closest relative ofelative of the decea the deceased husbansed husband to marryd to marry the widow the widow...

1. The son of Ruth, the widowed Moabitess (Ruth 4:21), and Boaz, the 
“close relative” (2:21) of her deceased husband Mahlon. Obed became the 
grandfather of King David (Ruth 4:16; 1 Chr. 2:12) and ancestor of Jesus Christ 
(Matt. 1:5; Luke 3:32). Curiously, he was named Obed (“worshipper”) by the 
women of Bethlehem rather than by his parents (Ruth 4:17). The birth of Obed 
was possible because of levirate law (Deut. 25:5-10), which required the eldest 
brother or closest relative of the deceased husband to marry the widow.

�2.2. A son of  A son of Ephlal (1 Ephlal (1 Chr. 2:37)Chr. 2:37) and desce and descendant of Jndant of Jerahmeel (erahmeel (1 Chr. 2:31 Chr. 2:37-38).7-38)2:32:37-38).2:37-38).2:37-38).

2. A son of Ephlal (1 Chr. 2:37) and descendant of Jerahmeel (1 Chr. 
2:37-38).

�3.3. One of Da One of David’s Mighvid’s Mighty Men (1 ty Men (1 Chr. 11:47Chr. 11:47). His nam). His name is missie is missing in the ng in the parallel aparalparallel aparallel account (2 ccount (2 Sam. 23).Sam. 23).Sam. 23).

3. One of David’s Mighty Men (1 Chr. 11:47). His name is missing in the 
parallel account (2 Sam. 23).

�4.4. A son of  A son of Shemaiah, Shemaiah, a Korahitea Korahite gatekeepe gatekeeper whose for whose four sons weur sons were said tore said to be “men o be be “men ofbe “men of great abi great ability” (1 Clity” (1 Chr. 26:6-7hr. 26:6-7).).).

4. A son of Shemaiah, a Korahite gatekeeper whose four sons were said to 
be “men of great ability” (1 Chr. 26:6-7).

�5.5. The fathe The father of the mr of the military coilitary commander Azmmander Azariah, whoariah, who followed  followed the priestthe priest Jehoiada  Jeh Jehoiada iJehoiada in executinn executing Queen Atg Queen Athaliah andhaliah and installin installing the chilg the child Joash asd Joash as king (2 C king (2 Chr. 23:1).hr. 2hr. 23:1).23:1).23:1).

5. The father of the military commander Azariah, who followed the priest 
Jehoiada in executing Queen Athaliah and installing the child Joash as king (2 Chr. 
23:1).

�6.6. A son of  A son of Jonathan; Jonathan; one of theone of the men who r men who returned freturned from Babylonom Babylon to Palest to Palestine with EinePalestPalestine Palestine with Ezra with Ezra (1 Esdr. 8(1 Esdr. 8:32); call:32); called Ebed ated Ebed at Ezra 8:6. Ezra 8:6.

6. A son of Jonathan; one of the men who returned from Babylon to 



Palestine with Ezra (1 Esdr. 8:32); called Ebed at Ezra 8:6.
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OBED-EDOMOBED-EDOM (Heb.  (Heb. {oœb�eäd�-{oœb�eäd�-}eïd�o®m}eïd�o®m)))

OBED-EDOM (Heb. {oœb�eäd�-}eïd�o®m )

�1.1. A Gittite A Gittite in whose  in whose house Davihouse David stored td stored the ark of he ark of the Lord fthe Lord for three mor three months, folonthmmonths, fomonths, following thllowing the death ofe death of Uzzah for Uzzah for having to having touched the uched the ark (2 Samark (2 Sam. 6:10-11;. 6:10-11; 1 Chr. 13 1 1 Chr. 13:1 Chr. 13:13-14). Wh13-14). When David hen David heard that eard that Obed-edom Obed-edom was blessewas blessed because d because of the arkof the of the ark’s the ark’s presence, presence, he orderedhe ordered its remov its removal to the al to the tent in Jetent in Jerusalem (2rusalem (2 Sam. 6:12 Sam. 6:12; 1 Chr. 1; 1 ; 1 Chr. 15:1 Chr. 15:25). His n25). His name and orame and origin, in tigin, in the city ofhe city of Gath, may Gath, may indicate  indicate that he wathat he was also amos alss also amongalso among those Phi those Philistines llistines loyal to Daoyal to David (cf. 2vid (cf. 2 Sam. 15:1 Sam. 15:18-22; 18:28-22; 18:2).).).

1. A Gittite in whose house David stored the ark of the Lord for three 
months, following the death of Uzzah for having touched the ark (2 Sam. 6:10-11; 
1 Chr. 13:13-14). When David heard that Obed-edom was blessed because of 
the ark’s presence, he ordered its removal to the tent in Jerusalem (2 Sam. 6:12; 
1 Chr. 15:25). His name and origin, in the city of Gath, may indicate that he was 
also among those Philistines loyal to David (cf. 2 Sam. 15:18-22; 18:2).

�2.2. The son o The son of Jeduthunf Jeduthun; a leviti; a levitical musicical musician and gatan and gatekeeper atekeeper at the tent  the tent of meetingof meeof meeting (1meeting (1 Chr. 15:1 Chr. 15:18, 21, 24)8, 21, 24). He was a. He was appointed bppointed by David, ay David, along with long with his 68 brohis 68 brothers, to thbrobrothers, brothers, to ministeto minister with harr with harp and lyrep and lyre before th before the ark (1 Ce ark (1 Chr. 16:5, hr. 16:5, 38).38).38).

2. The son of Jeduthun; a levitical musician and gatekeeper at the tent of 
meeting (1 Chr. 15:18, 21, 24). He was appointed by David, along with his 68 
brothers, to minister with harp and lyre before the ark (1 Chr. 16:5, 38).

�3.3. A son of  A son of Korah; a gKorah; a gatekeeper atekeeper who, with who, with his 62 deshis 62 descendants, cendants, served at served at the templethe tthe temple pretemple precinct’s socinct’s southern gatuthern gate and store and storehouses (1ehouses (1 Chr. 26:4 Chr. 26:4-8, 15).-8, 15).-8, 15).

3. A son of Korah; a gatekeeper who, with his 62 descendants, served at the 
temple precinct’s southern gate and storehouses (1 Chr. 26:4-8, 15).

�4.4. The custo The custodian of thdian of the temple te temple treasures wreasures when King Jhen King Joash of Isoash of Israel capturael captured Amaziared Ared Amaziah ofAmaziah of Judah (2  Judah (2 Chr. 25:24Chr. 25:24). It is u). It is uncertain fncertain from the MTrom the MT whether O whether Obed-edom wbed-edomOObed-edom Obed-edom was taken was taken captive (scaptive (so LXX) or o LXX) or is simply is simply named as tnamed as the officiahe official in chargl in charge at the techargcharge at charge at the time. the time. His name iHis name is absent fs absent from the parom the parallel accrallel account in 2 ount in 2 Kgs. 14:14Kgs. 14:14...

4. The custodian of the temple treasures when King Joash of Israel captured 
Amaziah of Judah (2 Chr. 25:24). It is uncertain from the MT whether 
Obed-edom was taken captive (so LXX) or is simply named as the official in 
charge at the time. His name is absent from the parallel account in 2 Kgs. 14:14.

Kenneth AtKenneth Atkinsonkinson

Kenneth Atkinson

OBEDIENCEOBEDIENCEOBEDIENCE

OBEDIENCE

The EnglisThe English translath translation of Hebion of Heb. . sûama},sûama}, referring referring to the ph to the physical actysical act of hearin of hearing and, in g ang and, in ceand, in certain contrtain contexts, the exts, the combinatiocombination of hearin of hearing with thng with the intent te intent to obey (Exo obey (Exod. 19:5, od.(Ex(Exod. 19:(Exod. 19:5, 8; Deut5, 8; Deut. 28:1; 30. 28:1; 30:11-14). I:11-14). If one trulf one truly hears thy hears the word of e word of God, then God, then obedience obeobedience obedience is inevitais inevitable. Thus,ble. Thus, if people if people fail to o fail to obey, the pbey, the prophets ofrophets often accuseten accuse the Israe the  the Israelthe Israelites of beites of being deaf (ing deaf (Isa. 6:9-1Isa. 6:9-10). Obedie0). Obedience is whance is what is expect is expected of oneted of one’s relatio’s rel’s relationshrelationship to God ip to God (Jer. 3:13(Jer. 3:13, 25) and , 25) and a son’s rea son’s relationshiplationship to his fa to his father (Provther (Prov. 4:1-2). . 4:1-2. 4:1-2). Cl4:1-2). Clearly, theearly, there is an ire is an implied expmplied expectation oectation of obediencf obedience in “heare in “hearing” a mesing” a message (Gen.sagemesmessage (Gmessage (Gen. 3:17; en. 3:17; 23:15; Exo23:15; Exod. 24:7).d. 24:7).d. 24:7).

The English translation of Heb. sûama}, referring to the physical act of hearing 
and, in certain contexts, the combination of hearing with the intent to obey 
(Exod. 19:5, 8; Deut. 28:1; 30:11-14). If one truly hears the word of God, then 
obedience is inevitable. Thus, if people fail to obey, the prophets often accuse 
the Israelites of being deaf (Isa. 6:9-10). Obedience is what is expected of one’s 
relationship to God (Jer. 3:13, 25) and a son’s relationship to his father (Prov. 
4:1-2). Clearly, there is an implied expectation of obedience in “hearing” a 
message (Gen. 3:17; 23:15; Exod. 24:7).

�In the NT In the NT there is athere is also the exlso the expectation pectation of obedienof obedience when hece when hearing a mearing a message. In ssage.memessage. Imessage. In the Sermn the Sermon on the on on the Mount, JesMount, Jesus summarius summarizes his enzes his entire messatire message with thge with tge with the parablthe parable of the te of the two builderwo builders (Matt. 7s (Matt. 7:21-27). T:21-27). The one whohe one who hears the hears the words of  words of the sermontthe sermonthe sermon and then  and then translatestranslates that hear that hearing into aing into action is lction is like the onike the one who buile who builds his houds hds his house his house upon a rocupon a rock — he is k — he is on solid fon solid foundation.oundation. Not only  Not only is obedienis obedience the expce the expected respeexpexpected rexpected response toesponse to the ethic the ethical injunctal injunctions of Chions of Christ, but rist, but it also shit also should be onould be one’s respone’s re’s response tresponse to the gospo the gospel (Gal. 3el (Gal. 3:2). Paul :2). Paul reminds threminds the readers e readers of the Phiof the Philippian lelippian letter that tter leletter thaletter that Jesus Cht Jesus Christ’s dearist’s death on the th on the cross is tcross is the ultimathe ultimate example e example of obedienof obedience (Phil. ce (ce (Phil. 2:8(Phil. 2:8; Gk. ; Gk. hypeäíkooshypeäíkoos).).).

In the NT there is also the expectation of obedience when hearing a 
message. In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus summarizes his entire message with 
the parable of the two builders (Matt. 7:21-27). The one who hears the words of 
the sermon and then translates that hearing into action is like the one who builds 
his house upon a rock — he is on solid foundation. Not only is obedience the 
expected response to the ethical injunctions of Christ, but it also should be one’s 
response to the gospel (Gal. 3:2). Paul reminds the readers of the Philippian 
letter that Jesus Christ’s death on the cross is the ultimate example of obedience 
(Phil. 2:8; Gk. hypeäíkoos).

Rick W. ByRick W. Byargeonargeon

Rick W. Byargeon



OBEISANCEOBEISANCEOBEISANCE

OBEISANCE

The act ofThe act of honoring  honoring someone bysomeone by bowing or bowing or prostrati prostrating oneselfng oneself. Gk. . Gk. proskynéoœproskynéoœproskynéoœproskynéoœ and Heb.  and Heb. sûh�h (hissûh�h (hisûtah�a�wa®ûtah�a�wa®)) express b express both the idoth the idea of physea of phea of physical pphysical prostrationrostration and of ho and of honor. One mnor. One may bow doway bow down to honorn to honor a powerfu a powerful person (l persol person (1 person (1 Kgs. 1:16,Kgs. 1:16, 23, 31, 5 23, 31, 53; Matt. 13; Matt. 18:26) or t8:26) or to worship o worship a god (Ps.a god (Ps. 95:6; Isa 95:6; Isa. 44:17; R. 44:1. 44:17; Rev44:17; Rev. 19:10; 2. 19:10; 22:8-9). Oc2:8-9). Occasionallycasionally the words the words express t express the idea ofhe idea of worship o worship or honor whr oor honor wor honor where physihere physical prostrcal prostration is iation is impossible mpossible or unlikelor unlikely (2 Sam. y (2 Sam. 16:4; Heb.16:4; Heb. 11:21). 11 11:21).11:21).11:21).

The act of honoring someone by bowing or prostrating oneself. Gk. 
proskynéoœ and Heb. sûh�h (hisûtah�a�wa®)  express both the idea of 
physical prostration and of honor. One may bow down to honor a powerful 
person (1 Kgs. 1:16, 23, 31, 53; Matt. 18:26) or to worship a god (Ps. 95:6; Isa. 
44:17; Rev. 19:10; 22:8-9). Occasionally the words express the idea of worship 
or honor where physical prostration is impossible or unlikely (2 Sam. 16:4; Heb. 
11:21).

Carl BridgCarl Bridgeses
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OBELISKOBELISKOBELISK

OBELISK

A sacred mA sacred monument naonument native to antive to ancient Egypcient Egypt in the st in the shape of a hape of a tall, fourtall, four-sided pil-sided pillar that rlar pilpillar thapillar that rises tot rises to a pyramid a pyramidal point. al point. Built of sBuilt of stone, its tone, its four sidesfour sides were usua were usually coverelly covelly covered incovered in royal or  royal or religious religious inscriptioinscriptions. Numerons. Numerous exampleus examples of obelis of obelisks survivsks survive to this e te to this dato this day in Egypty in Egypt...

A sacred monument native to ancient Egypt in the shape of a tall, four-sided 
pillar that rises to a pyramidal point. Built of stone, its four sides were usually 
covered in royal or religious inscriptions. Numerous examples of obelisks survive 
to this day in Egypt.

�In the onlIn the only biblicaly biblical reference reference to an Egy to an Egyptian obelptian obelisk (Jer. isk (Jer. 43:13), Je43:13), Jeremiah proremiah prophesies thpproprophesiesprophesies that Nebu that Nebuchadnezzarchadnezzar would des would destroy the otroy the obelisks ofbelisks of Heliopoli Heliopolis. The obes. The obs. The obelisk liobelisk likely origikely originated in tnated in this Egyptihis Egyptian cultic an cultic center, ancenter, and was appad was apparently assrently associated wiociateassassociatedassociated with the  with the sun-god Amsun-god Amon-Re. In on-Re. In earlier peearlier periods, it riods, it was believwas believed that thed that the god bothe ge god both lgod both lived in anived in and rested od rested on the obeln the obelisk; in Neisk; in New Kingdom w Kingdom times, howtimes, however, obelever, obeever, obelisks wobelisks were raisedere raised to commem to commemorate the orate the celebratiocelebration of the pn of the pharaoh’s Tharaoh’s Thirty Yearhirty Yeahirty Year festiYear festival.val.val.

In the only biblical reference to an Egyptian obelisk (Jer. 43:13), Jeremiah 
prophesies that Nebuchadnezzar would destroy the obelisks of Heliopolis. The 
obelisk likely originated in this Egyptian cultic center, and was apparently 
associated with the sun-god Amon-Re. In earlier periods, it was believed that the 
god both lived in and rested on the obelisk; in New Kingdom times, however, 
obelisks were raised to commemorate the celebration of the pharaoh’s Thirty 
Year festival.

Jennie R. Jennie R. EbelingEbeling

Jennie R. Ebeling

OBILOBIL (Heb.  (Heb. }o®b�iîl}o®b�iîl)))

OBIL (Heb. }o®b�iîl )

An IshmaelAn Ishmaelite who waite who was the overs the overseer of Kiseer of King David’sng David’s camels (1 camels (1 Chr. 27:3 Chr. 27:30).0).

An Ishmaelite who was the overseer of King David’s camels (1 Chr. 27:30).

OBLATIONOBLATIONOBLATION

OBLATION

The eveninThe evening temple sg temple sacrifice (acrifice (1 Kgs. 18:1 Kgs. 18:29, 36; He29, 36; Heb. b. minh�a®minh�a®).).

The evening temple sacrifice (1 Kgs. 18:29, 36; Heb. minh�a® ).

OBOTHOBOTH (Heb.  (Heb. {oœb�oœt�{oœb�oœt�)))

OBOTH (Heb. {oœb�oœt� )

An IsraeliAn Israelite encampmte encampment near tent near the end of he end of the wilderthe wilderness journness journey, locateey, located between d betweend between Pubetween Punon and Iynon and Iye-abarim (e-abarim (Num. 21:10Num. 21:10-11; 33:43-11; 33:43-44). Obot-44). Oboth was probh was probably E of ably E ably E of the DE of the Dead Sea onead Sea on the King’ the King’s Highway s Highway (Num. 20:1(Num. 20:17; 21:22) 7; 21:22) between thbetween the lands ofe lands oe lands of Edom anof Edom and Moab. Pod Moab. Possible locssible locations incations include lude {Ain{Ain el-Weiba, el-Weiba,  {Ain H¸os�{Ain H¸os�obob, and vari, and, and variouand various places Ns places N of  of Feina®nFeina®n and N of  and N of Bozrah.Bozrah.Bozrah.

An Israelite encampment near the end of the wilderness journey, located 
between Punon and Iye-abarim (Num. 21:10-11; 33:43-44). Oboth was probably 
E of the Dead Sea on the King’s Highway (Num. 20:17; 21:22) between the lands 
of Edom and Moab. Possible locations include {Ain el-Weiba, {Ain H¸os�ob , 
and various places N of Feina®n and N of Bozrah.

Pete F. WiPete F. Wilbankslbanks
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OCHRANOCHRAN (Heb.  (Heb. {ok�raœn{ok�raœn)))

OCHRAN (Heb. {ok�raœn )

The fatherThe father of Pagiel of Pagiel, chief of, chief of the tribe the tribe of Asher  of Asher (Num. 1:13(Num. 1:13; 2:27; 7:; 2:27; 7:72, 77; 1072, 77; 10:26).:26).

The father of Pagiel, chief of the tribe of Asher (Num. 1:13; 2:27; 7:72, 77; 10:26).

OCINAOCINA (Gk.  (Gk. OkinaOkina)))

OCINA (Gk. Okina)

A coastal A coastal town S of town S of Tyre (Jdt.Tyre (Jdt. 2:28). So 2:28). Some scholarme scholars identifys identify it with A it with Acco, largecco, largely on the ly only on the bason the basis of nameis of name similarit similarity and geney and general locatiral location.on.

A coastal town S of Tyre (Jdt. 2:28). Some scholars identify it with Acco, largely 
on the basis of name similarity and general location.

ODEDODED (Heb.  (Heb. {o®d�ed�{o®d�ed�)))

ODED (Heb. {o®d�ed� )

�1.1. The fathe The father of the pr of the prophet Azarophet Azariah (riah (11; 11; 2 Chr. 15:2 Chr. 15:1, 8).1, 8).1, 8).

1. The father of the prophet Azariah (11; 2 Chr. 15:1, 8).

�2.2. A prophet A prophet at Samari at Samaria who ordea who ordered the vired the victorious Ictorious Israelite asraelite army of Kinrmy of King Pekah tog Peg Pekah to fPekah to free their ree their Judahite pJudahite prisoners. risoners. Oded rebukOded rebuked the soled the soldiers for diers for their slautheir slaughter and ghteslauslaughter slaughter and remindand reminded them ofed them of their own their own sins agai sins against Yahwehnst Yahweh, whereupo, whereupon they fedn they fen they fed, clothfed, clothed, and reed, and released theleased their captiveir captives (2 Chr. s (2 Chr. 28:8-15).28:8-15).

2. A prophet at Samaria who ordered the victorious Israelite army of King 
Pekah to free their Judahite prisoners. Oded rebuked the soldiers for their 
slaughter and reminded them of their own sins against Yahweh, whereupon they 
fed, clothed, and released their captives (2 Chr. 28:8-15).

ODORODORODOR

ODOR

The scent The scent of a sacriof a sacrifice, in afice, in ancient Neancient Near Eastern r Eastern mythology mythology held to beheld to be pleasing  pleasing to the godto tto the gods athe gods and thus atnd thus attracting ttracting their attenheir attention (e.g.tion (e.g., Atrahasi, Atrahasis III.5.30s III.5.30–35). This–35). This is reflec is refle is reflected reflected in the accin the account of Noount of Noah’s post-ah’s post-Flood offeFlood offering (Gen.ring (Gen. 8:20-21). 8:20-21).

The scent of a sacrifice, in ancient Near Eastern mythology held to be pleasing to 
the gods and thus attracting their attention (e.g., Atrahasis III.5.30–35). This is 
reflected in the account of Noah’s post-Flood offering (Gen. 8:20-21).

�Heb. Heb. reäah�reäah� is well a is well attested asttested as the commo the common word forn word for odor or s odor or scent (e.g.cent (e.g., Cant. 4:, C, Cant. 4:10Cant. 4:10), but the), but the phrase  phrase reäah� niîreäah� niîh� niîh�oœh� niîh�oœah�,ah�, “pleasing “pleasing odor,” oc odor,” occurs only curococcurs onloccurs only in cultiy in cultic contextsc contexts, particul, particularly as a arly as a technical technical term desigterm designating an nating an offering bofferinoffering boffering by fire. Say fire. Sacrifices wcrifices which did nhich did not includeot include frankince frankincense or incnse or incense were ense were also descralso dalso described described with this with this term, so iterm, so it must havt must have been thee been the nature of nature of the sacri the sacrifice, not fice, not the often the othe often unploften unpleasant smeeasant smell of burnll of burning meat, ing meat, which was which was envisionedenvisioned as pleasi as pleasing. The onng. The only burnt olyononly burntonly burnt offering  offering to which tto which this term ihis term is never aps never applied is tplied is the reparathe reparations (guilions (guilt) offerint) offt) offering (offering (Lev. 5:14-Lev. 5:14-6:7[MT 5:26:7[MT 5:26]). It ap6]). It appears onlypears only once in c once in connection onnection with the pwith the purificatiourifppurificatipurification (sin) oon (sin) offering (Lffering (Lev. 4:31),ev. 4:31), and many  and many scholars rscholars regard thisegard this attestati attestation as a laon as aon as a later ada later addition to dition to the text. the text. All of theAll of the attestati attestations of “plons of “pleasing odoeasing odor” in Exodr” in Exodus, Levitius, Leus, Leviticus,Leviticus, and Numbe and Numbers may be rs may be the work othe work of the Holif the Holiness schooness school.l.l.

Heb. reäah�  is well attested as the common word for odor or scent (e.g., 
Cant. 4:10), but the phrase reäah� niîh� niîh�oœah�,  “pleasing odor,” 
occurs only in cultic contexts, particularly as a technical term designating an 
offering by fire. Sacrifices which did not include frankincense or incense were also 
described with this term, so it must have been the nature of the sacrifice, not the 
often unpleasant smell of burning meat, which was envisioned as pleasing. The 
only burnt offering to which this term is never applied is the reparations (guilt) 
offering (Lev. 5:14-6:7[MT 5:26]). It appears only once in connection with the 
purification (sin) offering (Lev. 4:31), and many scholars regard this attestation as 
a later addition to the text. All of the attestations of “pleasing odor” in Exodus, 
Leviticus, and Numbers may be the work of the Holiness school.

�Ezek. 6:13Ezek. 6:13; 16:41; 2; 16:41; 20:28 refer0:28 refer to pagan  to pagan cults. Ezecults. Ezek. 20:41 ik. 20:41 is a metaphs a metaphorical reforical reference to erefreference reference to the peoto the people of Isrple of Israel as a wael as a whole.hole.hole.

Ezek. 6:13; 16:41; 20:28 refer to pagan cults. Ezek. 20:41 is a metaphorical 
reference to the people of Israel as a whole.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. R. ScotW. R. Scott, t, The BoothsThe Booths of Ancien of Ancient Israel’st Israel’s Autumn Fe Autumn Festivalstival (diss., J (diss. (diss., Jo(diss., Johns Hopkinhns Hopkins, 1993).s, 1993).s, 1993).

Bibliography. W. R. Scott, The Booths of Ancient Israel’s Autumn Festival 
(diss., Johns Hopkins, 1993).
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OFFERINGOFFERINGOFFERING

OFFERING

�SeeSee  SACRIFICESSACRIFICES AND OFFER AND OFFERINGS.INGS.

See SACRIFICES AND OFFERINGS.

OFFICEOFFICEOFFICE

OFFICE



An officiaAn official positionl position or respon or responsibility. sibility. A clearly A clearly defined ofdefined office meansfice means that auth that authority and ority aority and legitiand legitimation of mation of leadershipleadership are secur are secure and can e and can be transfebe transferred from rred from generationgeneration to genera to to generatto generation. Threeion. Three basic typ basic types of authes of authority giveority give legitimat legitimation to an ion to an office: leoffice: legal authorgal autgal authority authority (based on (based on rules or prules or precedent),recedent), tradition traditional authorial authority (based ty (based on sacral on sacral traditionstradtraditionstraditions and belie and beliefs), and cfs), and charismaticharismatic authority authority (based up (based upon the exton the extraordinaryraordinary leadershi lea leadershipleadership skills of skills of an indivi an individual).dual).dual).

An official position or responsibility. A clearly defined office means that authority 
and legitimation of leadership are secure and can be transferred from generation 
to generation. Three basic types of authority give legitimation to an office: legal 
authority (based on rules or precedent), traditional authority (based on sacral 
traditions and beliefs), and charismatic authority (based upon the extraordinary 
leadership skills of an individual).

�In tribal In tribal Israel, ofIsrael, offices werefices were derived f derived from a combrom a combination ofination of tradition traditional and chaal and chaal and charismaticharismatic authoritc authority. The “juy. The “judges” camedges” came into temp into temporary posiorary positions of ltions of leadership eadership by unitingbyby unitingby uniting the tribe the tribes against s against a common ea common enemy. Leadnemy. Leadership on ership on the local the local level was level was derived modederived moderived more from trre from traditional aditional authority.authority. Samuel ad Samuel administeredministered his autho his authority as prrity as prophet and opprprophet anprophet and judge thd judge through a rerough a regular “cirgular “circuit” of tcuit” of three citiehree cities: Bethel,s: Bethel, Gilgal, a Gilgal, and Mizpah nd Miznd Mizpah (1 Mizpah (1 Sam. 7:16)Sam. 7:16). In the s. In the same periodame period, kings su, kings such as Abimch as Abimelech of Selech of Shechem rulhechem ruled their serulruled theiruled their small cir small city-states ty-states through ththrough the power ofe power of legal aut legal authority (Juhority (Judg. 9).dg. 9).dg. 9).

In tribal Israel, offices were derived from a combination of traditional and 
charismatic authority. The “judges” came into temporary positions of leadership 
by uniting the tribes against a common enemy. Leadership on the local level was 
derived more from traditional authority. Samuel administered his authority as 
prophet and judge through a regular “circuit” of three cities: Bethel, Gilgal, and 
Mizpah (1 Sam. 7:16). In the same period, kings such as Abimelech of Shechem 
ruled their small city-states through the power of legal authority (Judg. 9).

�A clear adA clear administratiministration with ofon with offices basefices based more upod more upon legal aun legal authority bethority began to appgan to gan to appear to appear at the timat the time of the Ie of the Israelite Usraelite United Monanited Monarchy. The rchy. The difficultydifficulty of the tr of the transition fansititrtransitiontransition from the  from the traditionatraditional administl administration of ration of a prophet-a prophet-priest to priest to that of a that of a king is deking iking is demonstis demonstrated by trated by the people’he people’s having ts having to plead wio plead with Samuel th Samuel for a kingfor a king. The king. The king would hav w would havewould have the autho the authority for trity for taxation, caxation, conscriptioonscription for milin for military and ltary and labor purpoabor purposes, and osespurpopurposes, purposes, and organiand organization of zation of the economthe economy into a “y into a “royal” ecoroyal” economy (1 Sanomy (1 Sam. 8:10-17m. 8:10-17m. 8:10-17).8:10-17).8:10-17).

A clear administration with offices based more upon legal authority began 
to appear at the time of the Israelite United Monarchy. The difficulty of the 
transition from the traditional administration of a prophet-priest to that of a king 
is demonstrated by the people’s having to plead with Samuel for a king. The king 
would have the authority for taxation, conscription for military and labor 
purposes, and organization of the economy into a “royal” economy (1 Sam. 
8:10-17).

�The IsraelThe Israelite Unitedite United Monarchy  Monarchy and the moand the monarchies onarchies of Judah anf Judah and Samaria d Samaria served in serveserved in served in the institthe institutionalizautionalization of vation of various offirious offices througces throughout anciehout ancient Israel.nt Israel. The uniqu The un The uniquenessuniqueness of Israel of Israelite religiite religion within on within its ancienits ancient Near East Near Eastern contetern context is attext is attested by thsted bsted by the proby the prophetic traphetic tradition thadition that was ablet was able to bring  to bring a critiquea critique against t against the office he office of the kinof theof the king.the king.the king.

The Israelite United Monarchy and the monarchies of Judah and Samaria 
served in the institutionalization of various offices throughout ancient Israel. The 
uniqueness of Israelite religion within its ancient Near Eastern context is attested 
by the prophetic tradition that was able to bring a critique against the office of 
the king.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. R. HuttR. R. Hutton, on, Charisma aCharisma and Authorind Authority in Israty in Israelite Socielite Societyety (Minneapo (Minnea (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1994).is, 1994).

Bibliography. R. R. Hutton, Charisma and Authority in Israelite Society 
(Minneapolis, 1994).
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OFFICER, OOFFICER, OFFICIALFFICIALFFICIAL

OFFICER, OFFICIAL

A person iA person imbued withmbued with civil, po civil, political, mlitical, military, oilitary, or religiour religious responsis responsibility. Nobility. No one word  one w one word in Heword in Hebrew is usbrew is used for “ofed for “office” or “fice” or “official” official” in the OT in the OT because thbecause the office oe office of an indivf anf an individan individual was imual was implied throplied through the deugh the description scription of the posof the position. Theition. The roles of  roles of officials officofficials officials vary greatvary greatly becausely because of the di of the different tyfferent types of admpes of administrativinistrative structure structures found tes founes found throfound throughout bibughout biblical histlical history: tribaory: tribal governmel government, the mont, the monarchy, annarchy, and the goved the government of rngovegovernmentgovernment of the ru of the ruling empirling empire. The pale. The palace, templace, temple, and mile, and military contitary contained a coained a complete conmcocomplete ccomplete contingent ontingent of officerof officers for admis for administrationnistration. Heb. . Heb. síarsíar is most w is most widely usedidely used for a var f for a varifor a variety of offety of official titlicial titles, often es, often translatedtranslated “prince,” “prince,” “chief,”  “chief,” “noble,” o“noble,” or “officiar “official.” Leaderl.”“officia“official.“official.” Leadersh” Leadership roles aip roles are also evre also evidenced byidenced by more gene more general terms ral terms such as “hsuch as “head” (ead“h“head” (“head” (roœ}sû;roœ}sû; Josh. 22: Josh. 22:14; 1 Sam.14; 1 Sam. 15:17); “ 15:17); “great” (great” (rab�;rab�; Dan. 4:22 Dan. 4:22[MT 19]); [MT 19]); “servant” “s“servant” “servant” (({eb�ed�;{eb�ed�; Gen. 40:2 Gen. 40:20; 1 Sam. 0; 1 Sam. 18:5); “bo18:5); “boy” (y” (na{ar;na{ar; 2 Sam. 16 2 Sam. 16:1; often :1; often translatedttranslatedtranslated “steward” “steward” or “house or “household servahold servant”); and nt”); and the preposthe preposition “oveition “over” (r” ({al;{al; 2 Kgs. 10 2 K 2 Kgs. 10:5;Kgs. 10:5; Isa. 36:3 Isa. 36:3).).).

A person imbued with civil, political, military, or religious responsibility. No one 
word in Hebrew is used for “office” or “official” in the OT because the office of 
an individual was implied through the description of the position. The roles of 
officials vary greatly because of the different types of administrative structures 
found throughout biblical history: tribal government, the monarchy, and the 
government of the ruling empire. The palace, temple, and military contained a 
complete contingent of officers for administration. Heb. síar is most widely used 
for a variety of official titles, often translated “prince,” “chief,” “noble,” or 
“official.” Leadership roles are also evidenced by more general terms such as 
“head” (roœ}sû; Josh. 22:14; 1 Sam. 15:17); “great” (rab�;  Dan. 4:22[MT 19]); 



“servant” ({eb�ed�;  Gen. 40:20; 1 Sam. 18:5); “boy” (na{ar; 2 Sam. 16:1; often 
translated “steward” or “household servant”); and the preposition “over” ({al; 2 
Kgs. 10:5; Isa. 36:3).

�The scribeThe scribe  (soœp�eär)(soœp�eär) served as served as the perso the personal secretnal secretary to theary to the king or o king or other offictheoother offiother official, suchcial, such as a prie as a priest or propst or prophet (2 Samhet (2 Sam. 8:17; Ne. 8:17; Neh. 8:1; Jeh. 8:1; Jer. 36:32).r. 36:32). The  The neïs�iîb�nneïs�iîb�neïs�iîb� was a reg was a regional admiional administrativenistrative official  official of the Phiof the Philistines (listines (often tranoften translated “gaslatedtrantranslatedtranslated “garrison “garrison,” 1 Sam. ,” 1 Sam. 10:5; 13:310:5; 13:3) and of t) and of the Solomonhe Solomonic districic districts (1 Kgs.ts (1 Kgs. 4:7). Oth 4:7) 4:7). Othe4:7). Other words der words designate a signate a certain tycertain type of offipe of official, althcial, although in soough in some cases, me cases, precise meprecprecise meprecise meanings havanings have been lose been lost through t through time. The time. The sag�ansag�an (MT only  (MT only pl.) was dpl.) was described aesddescribed described as an offias an official of Bacial of Babylon, Assbylon, Assyria (Ezekyria (Ezek. 23:6), a. 23:6), and Judah (nd Judah (Neh. 2:16)Neh. 2:16). The . The . The The sariîssariîs was a eun was a eunuch who heuch who held a distild a distinguished onguished office in tffice in the governmhe governments of suents of such countricsusuch countsuch countries as Egries as Egypt (Gen. ypt (Gen. 37:36), Ba37:36), Babylon (2 Kbylon (2 Kgs. 20:18;gs. 20:18; Dan. 1:7) Dan. 1:7), and Pers, and Persia (Esth. ia (ia (Esth. 2:3(Esth. 2:3). It has ). It has been suggebeen suggested that sted that saœriîssaœriîs in the OT in the OT may not r may not refer to a efer to a specific ospecifspecific ospecific officer whofficer who was a eun was a eunuch but mauch but may be a geny be a general term eral term for an offfor an officer; howeicer; however, eunucvehowehowever, ehowever, eunuchs werunuchs were apparente apparently presently present in the ad in the administratiministration of ancion of ancient Israelent Israel (1 Sam. 8 ( (1 Sam. 8:(1 Sam. 8:15; 1 Kgs.15; 1 Kgs. 22:9; 2 K 22:9; 2 Kgs. 24:15;gs. 24:15; 1 Chr. 28 1 Chr. 28:1). The :1). The sûoœt�eärsûoœt�eär (MT usual (MT usually pl.) walyusualusually plusually pl.) was a s.) was a secondary oecondary officer in fficer in Israel (NuIsrael (Num. 11:16; m. 11:16; Josh. 8:33Josh. 8:33).).).

The scribe (soœp�eär)  served as the personal secretary to the king or 
other official, such as a priest or prophet (2 Sam. 8:17; Neh. 8:1; Jer. 36:32). The 
neïs�iîb�  was a regional administrative official of the Philistines (often 
translated “garrison,” 1 Sam. 10:5; 13:3) and of the Solomonic districts (1 Kgs. 
4:7). Other words designate a certain type of official, although in some cases, 
precise meanings have been lost through time. The sag�an  (MT only pl.) was 
described as an official of Babylon, Assyria (Ezek. 23:6), and Judah (Neh. 2:16). 
The sariîs was a eunuch who held a distinguished office in the governments of 
such countries as Egypt (Gen. 37:36), Babylon (2 Kgs. 20:18; Dan. 1:7), and Persia 
(Esth. 2:3). It has been suggested that saœriîs in the OT may not refer to a 
specific officer who was a eunuch but may be a general term for an officer; 
however, eunuchs were apparently present in the administration of ancient Israel 
(1 Sam. 8:15; 1 Kgs. 22:9; 2 Kgs. 24:15; 1 Chr. 28:1). The sûoœt�eär  (MT 
usually pl.) was a secondary officer in Israel (Num. 11:16; Josh. 8:33).

�In the NT In the NT a variety a variety of terms dof terms denote offienote officials and cials and officers. officers. Gk. Gk. hypeäréteähypeäréteäss denotes o d denotes ofdenotes officials, gficials, guards, or uards, or servants (servants (John 18:3;John 18:3; Mark 14:5 Mark 14:54; 1 Cor. 4; 1 Cor. 4:1). Gk. 4:1). Gk. hekatontaéhekahekatontaéhekatontaércheäsrcheäs denotes t denotes the Roman che Roman centurion (enturion (Matt. 8:5)Matt. 8:5) and  and chiliíarchchiliíarchos,os, a command chiliíarchos,chiliíarchchiliíarchos, a commos, a commander or gander or general (Aceneral (Acts 21:31; ts 21:31; Rev. 6:15)Rev. 6:15)...

In the NT a variety of terms denote officials and officers. Gk. hypeäréteäs 
denotes officials, guards, or servants (John 18:3; Mark 14:54; 1 Cor. 4:1). Gk. 
hekatontaércheäs denotes the Roman centurion (Matt. 8:5) and 
chiliíarchos, a commander or general (Acts 21:31; Rev. 6:15).

Bruce W. GBruce W. Gentryentry

Bruce W. Gentry

OGOG (Heb.  (Heb. {o®g�{o®g�)))

OG (Heb. {o®g� )

The king oThe king of the Tranf the Transjordaniansjordanian territory territory of Bashan of Bashan, whom the, whom the Israelite Israelites under Mos under Moses claim sMoMoses claiMoses claim to have m to have conquered conquered at Edrei. at Edrei. They then They then captured tcaptured the 60 townhe 60 towns containes contains contained contained within hiswithin his kingdom,  kingdom, which werewhich were fenced wi fenced with high wath high walls, gateslls, gates, and bars, and bars (Num. 21: (N (Num. 21:3(Num. 21:33-35; Deut3-35; Deut. 3:1-10).. 3:1-10). He and an He and another Amorother Amorite king, ite king, Sihon, werSihon, were massacree massacre massacred massacred and depossand depossessed of lessed of land that Rand that Reuben, Gadeuben, Gad, and half, and half of the tr of the tribe of Manibe of Manasseh woulaManManasseh wManasseh would inherould inherit (Deut. it (Deut. 3:13). Thi3:13). This event bes event became legencame legendary amongdary among the Israe the Israe the IsraelitesIsraelites, and was , and was celebratedcelebrated in many s in many subsequent ubsequent writings (writings (e.g., Joshe.g., Josh. 12:4; 13. 12:4; 13:12, 30-31:12, 3:12, 30-31; 1 K30-31; 1 Kgs. 4:19; gs. 4:19; Neh. 9:22;Neh. 9:22; Ps. 135:1 Ps. 135:11; 136:20)1; 136:20). Og is al. Og is also remembeso remembered as thered as the last remn la last remnalast remnant of the nt of the Rephaim, oRephaim, or giants, r giants, and his faand his famous giantmous giant “bed of i “bed of iron” (9 curon” (9 cubits x 4 cbitscucubits x 4cubits x 4 cubits) m cubits) may be a reay be a reference toference to his sarco his sarcophagus (Dephagus (Deut. 3:11).ut. 3:11).

The king of the Transjordanian territory of Bashan, whom the Israelites under 
Moses claim to have conquered at Edrei. They then captured the 60 towns 
contained within his kingdom, which were fenced with high walls, gates, and bars 
(Num. 21:33-35; Deut. 3:1-10). He and another Amorite king, Sihon, were 
massacred and depossessed of land that Reuben, Gad, and half of the tribe of 
Manasseh would inherit (Deut. 3:13). This event became legendary among the 
Israelites, and was celebrated in many subsequent writings (e.g., Josh. 12:4; 13:12, 
30-31; 1 Kgs. 4:19; Neh. 9:22; Ps. 135:11; 136:20). Og is also remembered as the 
last remnant of the Rephaim, or giants, and his famous giant “bed of iron” (9 
cubits x 4 cubits) may be a reference to his sarcophagus (Deut. 3:11).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy.  A. R. Mil A. R. Millard, “Kinlard, “King Og’s Bedg Og’s Bed and Other and Other Ancient I Ancient IronmongeryronmongeIIronmongerIronmongery,” in y,” in Ascribe toAscribe to the Lord. the Lord. JSOTSup 6 JSOTSup 67 (Sheffie7 (Sheffield, 1988),ld, 1988), 481–92; W 481–92; W. S. Sumne. S. Su. S. Sumner, “ISumner, “Israel’s Ensrael’s Encounters wcounters with Edom, ith Edom, Moab, AmmoMoab, Ammon, Sihon, n, Sihon, and Og accand Og according to ording accaccording according to the Deuto the Deuteronomistteronomist,” ,” VTVT 18 (1968) 18 (1968): 216–28.: 216–28.: 216–28.

Bibliography.  A. R. Millard, “King Og’s Bed and Other Ancient 
Ironmongery,” in Ascribe to the Lord. JSOTSup 67 (Sheffield, 1988), 481–92; W. S. 
Sumner, “Israel’s Encounters with Edom, Moab, Ammon, Sihon, and Og 
according to the Deuteronomist,” VT 18 (1968): 216–28.
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OHADOHAD (Heb.  (Heb. }oœhad�}oœhad�)))

OHAD (Heb. }oœhad� )

The third The third son of Simson of Simeon (Gen. eon (Gen. 46:10; Exo46:10; Exod. 6:15). d. 6:15). He is not He is not mentioned mentioned in the genin the genealogies aegengenealogiegenealogies at Num. s at Num. 26:12-14; 26:12-14; 1 Chr. 4:21 Chr. 4:24-25.4-25.

The third son of Simeon (Gen. 46:10; Exod. 6:15). He is not mentioned in the 
genealogies at Num. 26:12-14; 1 Chr. 4:24-25.

OHELOHEL (Heb.  (Heb. }oœhel}oœhel)))

OHEL (Heb. }oœhel)

A descendaA descendant (perhapnt (perhaps a son) os a son) of Zerubbabf Zerubbabel (1 Chr.el (1 Chr. 3:20). 3:20).

A descendant (perhaps a son) of Zerubbabel (1 Chr. 3:20).

OHOLAHOHOLAH (Heb.  (Heb. }oho�la®}oho�la®), ), OHOLIBAH (OHOLIBAH (}oho�liîb�}oho�liîb�a®a®)))

OHOLAH (Heb. }oho�la® ), OHOLIBAH (}oho�liîb�a® )

The names The names given in Egiven in Ezek. 23 tozek. 23 to two siste two sisters, the pers, the personified rsonified cities of cities of Samaria anSamaria and Jerusaled Jed Jerusalem,Jerusalem, respectiv respectively. In a ely. In a metaphor tmetaphor that draws hat draws heavily onheavily on Jer. 3:6- Jer. 3:6-11; Ezek. 11; Ezek. 16, the ca16, t16, the capitathe capital cities al cities are represere represented as Yanted as Yahweh’s wivhweh’s wives, and thes, and their varioueir various internats international liaiionainternatinternatiointernational liaisonal liaisons as a sens as a series of series of sexual encouxual encounters — alnters — all acts of l acts of adultery aadultery against Yahgainst aagainst Yaagainst Yahweh. The hweh. The cities’ decities’ destruction struction is thus juis thus justified asstified as an enrage an enraged husband’d husband’s legally s legs legally salegally sanctioned enctioned execution oxecution of his spouf his spouse. The anse. The angry despergry desperation of tation of this oraclehis oracle against J aga against Jeagainst Jerusalem isrusalem is conveyed  conveyed through itthrough its crude ses crude sexual imagexual imagery and depry and depictions ofictions of savage vi sa savage viosavage violence agailence against the twnst the two women.o women.o women.

The names given in Ezek. 23 to two sisters, the personified cities of Samaria and 
Jerusalem, respectively. In a metaphor that draws heavily on Jer. 3:6-11; Ezek. 16, 
the capital cities are represented as Yahweh’s wives, and their various 
international liaisons as a series of sexual encounters — all acts of adultery 
against Yahweh. The cities’ destruction is thus justified as an enraged husband’s 
legally sanctioned execution of his spouse. The angry desperation of this oracle 
against Jerusalem is conveyed through its crude sexual imagery and depictions of 
savage violence against the two women.

�The sisterThe sisters’ names ss’ names symbolize tymbolize their religheir religious identious identities: “Ohities: “Oholah” (Samolah” (Samaria) may aria) maaria) may be tramay be translated “anslated “a tent belo tent belongs to herngs to her” and “Oho” and “Oholibah” (Jelibah” (Jerusalem), rusalem), “my tent i“my tent is in her.”s iis in her.is in her.” The citi” The cities’ “tentses’ “tents” are thei” are their worship r worship centers: Scenters: Samaria hasamaria has her own t her own tent while ent went while Jeruwhile Jerusalem houssalem houses Yahweh’es Yahweh’s sanctuars sanctuary. In a try. In a transparent ansparent recapitularecapitulation of thtion of the northerne ne northern knorthern kingdom’s iingdom’s internationnternational relatioal relations, Oholahns, Oholah is censur is censured for hered for her liaison w liaison with Assyriithwwith Assyrwith Assyria and foria and for her conti her continued flirtnued flirtations witations with Egypt, ih Egypt, infidelitienfidelities culminats culminating in hering in ing in her deain her death, i.e., th, i.e., the destruthe destruction of Sction of Samaria in amaria in 722 722 B.C.E.B.C.E. Oholibah  Oholibah follows hefollows her sister’sr sister sister’s esister’s example, enxample, entertainingtertaining both Assy both Assyrian and Brian and Babylonian abylonian lovers, bulovers, but continuit continuing to lustng tng to lust afto lust after the Egter the Egyptians. Typtians. The metaphohe metaphor reflectsr reflects Judah’s s Judah’s situation iituation in the earln the early 580s, why 580sy 580s, when580s, when Jerusalem Jerusalem had trans had transferred loyferred loyalty from alty from Assyria toAssyria to Babylonia Babylonia but conti but continued to manuconticontinued continued to maintaito maintain relationn relations with Egys with Egypt. In respt. In response, Yahponse, Yahweh announweh announces that hces that he is aboutehhe is abouhe is about to punist to punish Oholibahh Oholibah and, surp and, surprisingly, risingly, the previothe previously execuusly executed Oholahted Oholah as well:  a as well: ias well: i.e., all o.e., all of Israel wf Israel will be desill be destroyed.troyed.troyed.

The sisters’ names symbolize their religious identities: “Oholah” (Samaria) 
may be translated “a tent belongs to her” and “Oholibah” (Jerusalem), “my tent 
is in her.” The cities’ “tents” are their worship centers: Samaria has her own tent 
while Jerusalem houses Yahweh’s sanctuary. In a transparent recapitulation of the 
northern kingdom’s international relations, Oholah is censured for her liaison 
with Assyria and for her continued flirtations with Egypt, infidelities culminating 
in her death, i.e., the destruction of Samaria in 722 B.C.E. Oholibah follows her 
sister’s example, entertaining both Assyrian and Babylonian lovers, but continuing 
to lust after the Egyptians. The metaphor reflects Judah’s situation in the early 
580s, when Jerusalem had transferred loyalty from Assyria to Babylonia but 
continued to maintain relations with Egypt. In response, Yahweh announces that 
he is about to punish Oholibah and, surprisingly, the previously executed Oholah 
as well: i.e., all of Israel will be destroyed.

Julie GalaJulie Galambushmbush
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OHOLIABOHOLIAB (Heb.  (Heb. }oho�liî}a}oho�liî}aœb�œb�)))

OHOLIAB (Heb. }oho�liî}aœb� )

The son ofThe son of Ahisamach Ahisamach of the tr of the tribe of Danibe of Dan, a crafts, a craftsman and deman and designer. Hesigner. He and Bezal and Bezalel were reeBezalBezalel weBezalel were responsre responsible for cible for constructioonstruction of the tn of the tabernacle abernacle (Exod. 31:(Exod. 31:6; 35:34; 6; 35:34; 36:1-2; 3836:36:1-2; 3836:1-2; 38:23).:23).

The son of Ahisamach of the tribe of Dan, a craftsman and designer. He and 
Bezalel were responsible for construction of the tabernacle (Exod. 31:6; 35:34; 
36:1-2; 38:23).

OHOLIBAMAHOHOLIBAMAH (Heb.  (Heb. }oho�liîb�}oho�liîb�aœma®aœma®)))

OHOLIBAMAH (Heb. }oho�liîb�aœma® )

�1.1. A wife of A wife of Esau, and Esau, and the daugh the daughter of Anater of Anah the son h the son of Zibeon of Zibeon the Hivitethe Hivite (Gen. 36: (Ge (Gen. 36:2(Gen. 36:2, 25). She, 25). She bore thre bore three sons (Gee sons (Gen. 36:5, 1n. 36:5, 14, 18). Oh4, 18). Oholibamah iolibamah is not names not named among Esdnamenamed amonnamed among Esau’s wg Esau’s wives at Geives at Gen. 26:34; n. 26:34; 28:9.28:9.28:9.

1. A wife of Esau, and the daughter of Anah the son of Zibeon the Hivite 
(Gen. 36:2, 25). She bore three sons (Gen. 36:5, 14, 18). Oholibamah is not 



named among Esau’s wives at Gen. 26:34; 28:9.

�2.2. The chief The chief of an Edo of an Edomite clan mite clan (Gen. 36:4(Gen. 36:41; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 1:52).1:52).

2. The chief of an Edomite clan (Gen. 36:41; 1 Chr. 1:52).

OIL, OINTMOIL, OINTMENTENTENT

OIL, OINTMENT

Most of thMost of the oil notee oil noted in the Bd in the Bible is olible is olive oil. Eive oil. Extracting xtracting the oil frthe oil from the berom the berry varied ry variery varied frovaried from place tom place to place and place and time to t time to time. Yet time. Yet the basics he basics are clear.are clear. Olives we Olives were harvestre hre harvested harvested between Sebetween September anptember and Decemberd December. Earlier . Earlier in the seain the season olivesson olives were gree were gr were green; latgreen; later the olier the olive turned ve turned black and black and the oil cothe oil content incrntent increased. Oileased. Oil extractio extraction requiredn reqn required trequired the berrieshe berries to be bru to be bruised or crised or crushed. Thiushed. This was dones was done by trampi by tramping on themng on themng on them with them with the feet (the feet (Mic. 6:15)Mic. 6:15), pounding, pounding them in a them in a mortar, o mortar, or pressingr pressing them with them with a large s a a large sta large stone. The oone. The olive pulp live pulp was then pwas then placed in olaced in open-weave pen-weave baskets wibaskets with plenty th plenty of spaces ofof spaces of spaces for the oifor the oil to seep l to seep through. Tthrough. This first his first extractionextraction was the m was the most valuabost valuable and wasle anle and was usand was used with foed with food, for reod, for religious usligious use (Exod. 2e (Exod. 29:40), and9:40), and for trade for trade (1 Kgs. 5 (1 Kgs. 5:11[MT 25]:11[55:11[MT 255:11[MT 25]). The re]). The remaining pumaining pulp was healp was heated and thted and then placed en placed in a vat. in a vat. By using aBy using a lever, be le lever, bealever, beam, and heam, and heavy stones vy stones the oil wathe oil was pressed s pressed from the pfrom the pulp. This ulp. This second extsecond extraction, araextextractionextraction, and even, and even a third e a third extraction,xtraction, produced  produced a type of a type of oil that woil that was commonlas commonly used fory commonlcommonly ucommonly used for oised for oil lamps anl lamps and other hod other household ususehold use. Mills we. Mills were used fere used for very laor very large quantirlalarge quanlarge quantities of tities of olives. Tholives. These mills ese mills included aincluded a rather la rather large circulrge circular stone bar stone basin (up tasin (uasin (up to 2.5(up to 2.5 m. [8 ft. m. [8 ft.] in diame] in diameter) in whter) in which the olich the olives were ives were placed. Thplaced. Then a heavyen a heavy vertical  vert vertical svertical stone wheeltone wheel was rotat was rotated around ed around the basin the basin to crush tto crush the olives.he olives. One or tw One or two people ootwtwo peopletwo people or an ani or an animal turnedmal turned the stone the stone by pushin by pushing a bar arg a bar around a pivound a pivot.ot.ot.

Most of the oil noted in the Bible is olive oil. Extracting the oil from the berry 
varied from place to place and time to time. Yet the basics are clear. Olives were 
harvested between September and December. Earlier in the season olives were 
green; later the olive turned black and the oil content increased. Oil extraction 
required the berries to be bruised or crushed. This was done by tramping on 
them with the feet (Mic. 6:15), pounding them in a mortar, or pressing them with 
a large stone. The olive pulp was then placed in open-weave baskets with plenty 
of spaces for the oil to seep through. This first extraction was the most valuable 
and was used with food, for religious use (Exod. 29:40), and for trade (1 Kgs. 
5:11[MT 25]). The remaining pulp was heated and then placed in a vat. By using a 
lever, beam, and heavy stones the oil was pressed from the pulp. This second 
extraction, and even a third extraction, produced a type of oil that was 
commonly used for oil lamps and other household use. Mills were used for very 
large quantities of olives. These mills included a rather large circular stone basin 
(up to 2.5 m. [8 ft.] in diameter) in which the olives were placed. Then a heavy 
vertical stone wheel was rotated around the basin to crush the olives. One or 
two people or an animal turned the stone by pushing a bar around a pivot.

�The use ofThe use of olive oil olive oil was exten was extensive. Olivsive. Olive oil, wine oil, wine, and grae, and grain were thin were the three moe three me three most impormost important agrictant agricultural prultural products of oducts of the Promisthe Promised Land (Ded Land (Deut. 7:13)eut. 7:13). Olives a. Olives and olive onaand olive and olive oil were soil were staples in taples in the diet athe diet and were send were served at alrved at almost everymost every meal. Bre meal. Bread was comad BreBread was Bread was commonly ecommonly eaten with aten with olive oil.olive oil. It, and r It, and rarely othearely other oils sucr oils such as castoh as castor oil and r or oil and seoil and sesame oil, same oil, took the ptook the place of bulace of butter and atter and animal fat.nimal fat. It was mi It was mixed with mxed with meal to makeal mmeal to mameal to make cakes oke cakes or bread (1r bread (1 Kgs. 17:1 Kgs. 17:12-16), and2-16), and it was of it was often mentioten mentioned with oned with other food toother foodother food such as f such as fine flour ine flour (Lev. 2:1-(Lev. 2:1-4), wine (4), wine (Rev. 6:6),Rev. 6:6), and honey and honey (Ezek. 16 (Ezek. 16:13).:13).1616:13).16:13).16:13).

The use of olive oil was extensive. Olive oil, wine, and grain were the three 
most important agricultural products of the Promised Land (Deut. 7:13). Olives 
and olive oil were staples in the diet and were served at almost every meal. 
Bread was commonly eaten with olive oil. It, and rarely other oils such as castor 
oil and sesame oil, took the place of butter and animal fat. It was mixed with 
meal to make cakes or bread (1 Kgs. 17:12-16), and it was often mentioned with 
other food such as fine flour (Lev. 2:1-4), wine (Rev. 6:6), and honey (Ezek. 
16:13).

�Because olBecause olive oil buive oil burned brighrned brightly withoutly without much of t much of an odor oran odor or smell, it smell, it was used  was use was used in oiused in oil lamps fol lamps for illuminar illumination. Firstion. First-grade olt-grade olive oil waive oil was used fors used for the conti the continual lightnual lignual light in tlight in the tabernahe tabernacle (Exod.cle (Exod. 27:20) an 27:20) and providedd provided the light the light in the te in the temple candemple candelabrum (25labrucandecandelabrucandelabrum (25:6). m (25:6). It was useIt was used to anoind to anoint kings (1t kings (1 Sam. 16:1 Sam. 16:1-13; 2 Kgs-13; 2 Kgs. 9:1-3), . 9:1-3), priests (Epriepriests (Epriests (Exod. 29:7-xod. 29:7-35; Lev. 835; Lev. 8:12), a pr:12), a prophet (Isaophet (Isa. 61:1), s. 61:1), stelae (Gentelae (Gen. 28:18), . 28:18), as well asas wellas well as thwell as the tabernace tabernacle and itsle and its contents  contents (Exod. 30:(Exod. 30:23-29). Oi23-29). Oil was usedl was used in purifi in purification ritcatiopurifipurificatipurification ritualson rituals (Lev. 14: (Lev. 14:10-29), fo10-29), food offerinod offerings (Exod. gs (Exod. 29:40), me29:40), meal offerinal offerings (Lev. 2gs (Levgs (Lev. 2), (Lev. 2), and with aand with animal sacrnimal sacrifices (Nuifices (Num. 15:1-16m. 15:1-16).).).

Because olive oil burned brightly without much of an odor or smell, it was 
used in oil lamps for illumination. First-grade olive oil was used for the continual 
light in the tabernacle (Exod. 27:20) and provided the light in the temple 
candelabrum (25:6). It was used to anoint kings (1 Sam. 16:1-13; 2 Kgs. 9:1-3), 
priests (Exod. 29:7-35; Lev. 8:12), a prophet (Isa. 61:1), stelae (Gen. 28:18), as 
well as the tabernacle and its contents (Exod. 30:23-29). Oil was used in 
purification rituals (Lev. 14:10-29), food offerings (Exod. 29:40), meal offerings 
(Lev. 2), and with animal sacrifices (Num. 15:1-16).

�Oil was usOil was used widely ed widely in the ancin the ancient Near ient Near East to anEast to anoint the boint the body. It waody. It was a protecs a prots a protectionprotection from sunb from sunburn and flurn and flies, and iies, and it kept thet kept the skin soft skin soft. The oil . The oil was appliewas applied to the bd to d to the bodto the body after bay after bathing (Rutthing (Ruth 3:3), buh 3:3), but in timest in times of mourni of mourning no oil ng no oil was used (was used (2 Sam. 14:2 Sa2 Sam. 14:2;Sam. 14:2; cf. 12:20 cf. 12:20). Guests ). Guests had their had their feet washefeet washed and theid and their heads anr heads anointed witointed with oil (Lukh oh oil (Luke oil (Luke 7:46). Oil7:46). Oil was used  was used on bruiseson bruises, sores, a, sores, and wounds nd wounds (Isa. 1:6)(Isa. 1:6), and the , and the sick were sick wsick were anoinwere anointed with oted with oil (Mark 6il (Mark 6:13). Elde:13). Elders of the rs of the Church praChurch prayed for thyed for the sick ande sick and anointed  a anointed tanointed them (Jas. hem (Jas. 5:14). The5:14). The Good Sama Good Samaritan pourritan poured oil anded oil and wine on t wine on the wounds he woundhe wounds of wounds of the beatenthe beaten traveler  traveler (Luke 10:3(Luke 10:34).4).4).

Oil was used widely in the ancient Near East to anoint the body. It was a 
protection from sunburn and flies, and it kept the skin soft. The oil was applied 
to the body after bathing (Ruth 3:3), but in times of mourning no oil was used (2 



Sam. 14:2; cf. 12:20). Guests had their feet washed and their heads anointed with 
oil (Luke 7:46). Oil was used on bruises, sores, and wounds (Isa. 1:6), and the sick 
were anointed with oil (Mark 6:13). Elders of the Church prayed for the sick and 
anointed them (Jas. 5:14). The Good Samaritan poured oil and wine on the 
wounds of the beaten traveler (Luke 10:34).

�Because ofBecause of its uniqu its unique importane importance olive oce olive oil was freil was frequently exquently exported. Thported. The largest e largee largest trlargest trading partading partner was Phner was Phoenicia. Soenicia. Solomon gavolomon gave Hiram ofe Hiram of Tyre ca.  Tyre ca. 435 thousa435 thousand l. (115nthousathousand lthousand l. (115 tho. (115 thousand gal.usand gal.) of oil i) of oil in exchangen exchange for assis for assistance in btance in building thuilding the temple (e tempe temple (1 temple (1 Kgs. 5:11[Kgs. 5:11[25]). In b25]). In both Egypt oth Egypt and Mesopoand Mesopotamia litttamia little or no ole or no olive oil wlive oil was produceas pas produced, produced, and it hadand it had to be imp to be imported as aorted as a luxury it luxury item. Israelem. Israel supplied  supplied at least sat least some of it omessome of itsome of it (Hos. 12: (Hos. 12:1[2]). It 1[2]). It was also awas also a good cash good cash crop with crop within the couin the country (2 Kgntry (2 Kgs. 4:7; Lus. 4s. 4:7; Luke 4:7; Luke 16:6).16:6).16:6).

Because of its unique importance olive oil was frequently exported. The 
largest trading partner was Phoenicia. Solomon gave Hiram of Tyre ca. 435 
thousand l. (115 thousand gal.) of oil in exchange for assistance in building the 
temple (1 Kgs. 5:11[25]). In both Egypt and Mesopotamia little or no olive oil was 
produced, and it had to be imported as a luxury item. Israel supplied at least 
some of it (Hos. 12:1[2]). It was also a good cash crop within the country (2 Kgs. 
4:7; Luke 16:6).

�Oil was a Oil was a symbol of symbol of prosperityprosperity (Deut. 32 (Deut. 32:13), hosp:13), hospitality (Pitality (Ps. 23:5), s. 23:5), and joy (4and joy (45:7[8]). T5(4(45:7[8]).(45:7[8]). The words The words of deceit of deceit were soft were softer than oier than oil (Ps. 55:l (Ps. 55:21[22]), a21[22]), as was the s was the speech of speespeech of speech of a loose woa loose woman (Prov.man (Prov. 5:3). 5:3). 5:3).

Oil was a symbol of prosperity (Deut. 32:13), hospitality (Ps. 23:5), and joy 
(45:7[8]). The words of deceit were softer than oil (Ps. 55:21[22]), as was the 
speech of a loose woman (Prov. 5:3).

�The OT doeThe OT does not dists not distinguish beinguish between oil tween oil and ointmeand ointment, which nt, which is not suris not surprising siprisinsursurprisingsurprising since oli since olive oil wasve oil was a part of a part of most oint most ointments. Varments. Various spiceious spices were uses were used with olid wd with olivewith olive oil to ma oil to make perfumeke perfumes and oints and ointments. Thements. These includese included myrrh (Ed myrrh (Esth. 2:12;sth. 2:12; Matt. 2:1 M Matt. 2:11Matt. 2:11), nard (M), nard (Mark 14:3),ark 14:3), balsam or balsam or balm (Gen balm (Gen. 37:25; J. 37:25; Jer. 8:22),er. 8:22), and aloes and aloes (Ps. 45:8 (Ps. (Ps. 45:8[(Ps. 45:8[9]; John 19]; John 19:39). Ala9:39). Alabaster or baster or glass flasglass flasks or jarsks or jars were used were used to hold t to hold the ointmenhe oinhe ointment.ointment.ointment.

The OT does not distinguish between oil and ointment, which is not 
surprising since olive oil was a part of most ointments. Various spices were used 
with olive oil to make perfumes and ointments. These included myrrh (Esth. 2:12; 
Matt. 2:11), nard (Mark 14:3), balsam or balm (Gen. 37:25; Jer. 8:22), and aloes 
(Ps. 45:8[9]; John 19:39). Alabaster or glass flasks or jars were used to hold the 
ointment.

�Ointments Ointments were used were used in religioin religious ceremonus ceremonies (Exod.ies (Exod. 30:22-25) 30:22-25), in prepa, in preparation forrationprepapreparatiopreparation for burin for burial (Luke 2al (Luke 23:56), for3:56), for protectio protection of the sn of the skin and bekin and beautificatiautification (Esth. on (Eon (Esth. 2:3(Esth. 2:3, 9, 12), , 9, 12), and in theand in the hospitali hospitality for a gty for a guest (Lukeuest (Luke 7:46). 7:46). 7:46).

Ointments were used in religious ceremonies (Exod. 30:22-25), in 
preparation for burial (Luke 23:56), for protection of the skin and beautification 
(Esth. 2:3, 9, 12), and in the hospitality for a guest (Luke 7:46).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. FrankelR. Frankel, S. Avits, S. Avitsur, and E.ur, and E. Ayalon,  Ayalon, History anHistory and Technolod Technology of Olivgy ofgy of Olive Oof Olive Oil in the il in the Holy LandHoly Land (Arlingto (Arlington, 1994).n, 1994).n, 1994).

Bibliography. R. Frankel, S. Avitsur, and E. Ayalon, History and Technology 
of Olive Oil in the Holy Land (Arlington, 1994).
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OLD LATIN OLD LATIN VERSIONSVERSIONSVERSIONS

OLD LATIN VERSIONS

A Latin teA Latin textual tradxtual tradition of tition of the Bible the Bible that precedhat preceded Jerome’ed Jerome’s Vulgate.s Vulgate. It is unc It is unclear whethlear wlear whether thwhether the Old Latie Old Latin proceeden proceeded from oned from one original  original or from seor from several indeveral independent trpendent tpendent translatiotranslations, but asns, but as various R various Roman provioman provinces alternces altered texts ied texts in their own their own ways, thn ways, they differeey ththey diffethey differed more ared more and more frnd more from the earom the earliest textliest text and from  and from one anotheone another. Two forr. Two for. Two forms, Afrforms, African and Eican and European, auropean, are prominere prominent, with snt, with slight provlight provincial varincial variations, siations, such as in uch ssuch as insuch as in Spain and Spain and Ireland. Ireland. Ireland.

A Latin textual tradition of the Bible that preceded Jerome’s Vulgate. It is unclear 
whether the Old Latin proceeded from one original or from several independent 
translations, but as various Roman provinces altered texts in their own ways, 
they differed more and more from the earliest text and from one another. Two 
forms, African and European, are prominent, with slight provincial variations, 
such as in Spain and Ireland.

�The AfricaThe African texts ofn texts of the 5th a the 5th and 6th cennd 6th centuries areturies are practical practically identicly identical with qual with qual with quotationsquotations in Cypria in Cyprian (Codex Bn (Codex Bobbiensis,obbiensis, copied in copied in North Afr North Africa ca. 40ica ca. 400; Fleury 0; Fleury PalimpsestPaPalimpsestPalimpsest, 5th cent, 5th century) or Auury) or Augustine.gustine.gustine.

The African texts of the 5th and 6th centuries are practically identical with 
quotations in Cyprian (Codex Bobbiensis, copied in North Africa ca. 400; Fleury 
Palimpsest, 5th century) or Augustine.

�The unity The unity of Europeaof European texts isn texts is shown by  shown by their agretheir agreement in rement in readings uneadings unlike that like thlike that of ththat of the African e African text; the text; the texts showtexts show agreement agreement with Nova with Novatian in thtian in the mid-3rd e mid-3rd century (Ccecentury (Ccentury (Codex Verceodex Vercellensis, cllensis, copied in nopied in northern Itorthern Italy beforealy before 370) and  370) and Lucifer ofLucifer of Cagliari  C Cagliari (Cagliari (d. 371, Sad. 371, Sardinia). Ardinia). All other Ell other European mauropean manuscripts nuscripts of the Gosof the Gospels agreepels agree with Code wi with Codexwith Codex Veronensi Veronensis (5th or s (5th or 6th centur6th century) more thy) more than with eaan with each other; ch other; VeronensisVeronensVeronensisVeronensis may repre may represent the tsent the type of texype of text Jerome ut Jerome used as thesed as the basis of  basis of the Vulgatthe Vulgate. In the eVulgatVulgate. IVulgate. In the Episn the Epistles, Codetles, Codex Claromonx Claromontanus agretanus agrees closelyes closely with Luci with Lucifer of Cagfer of Cagliari; CodliaCagCagliari; Cagliari; Codex BoerCodex Boernerianus anerianus agrees freqgrees frequently wituently with Ambrosiah Ambrosiaster (ca. ster (ca. 375, Rome)375, Rome375, Rome). SpeRome). Speculum exhiculum exhibits in thbits in the Catholice Catholic Epistles  Epistles a Spanish a Spanish form of thform of the African e African text, agretextext, agretext, agreeing with eing with quotationsquotations in Prisci in Priscillian (d. llian (d. 385). Whet385). Whether the teher the text on the xt on the northern snorthnorthern snorthern side of theide of the Mediterra Mediterranean arosenean arose independe independently or asntly or as a develop a development of thment of thment of the Africathe African text is n text is uncertain.uncertain.

The unity of European texts is shown by their agreement in readings unlike 
that of the African text; the texts show agreement with Novatian in the mid-3rd 



century (Codex Vercellensis, copied in northern Italy before 370) and Lucifer of 
Cagliari (d. 371, Sardinia). All other European manuscripts of the Gospels agree 
with Codex Veronensis (5th or 6th century) more than with each other; 
Veronensis may represent the type of text Jerome used as the basis of the 
Vulgate. In the Epistles, Codex Claromontanus agrees closely with Lucifer of 
Cagliari; Codex Boernerianus agrees frequently with Ambrosiaster (ca. 375, 
Rome). Speculum exhibits in the Catholic Epistles a Spanish form of the African 
text, agreeing with quotations in Priscillian (d. 385). Whether the text on the 
northern side of the Mediterranean arose independently or as a development of 
the African text is uncertain.

�Even afterEven after the appea the appearance of Jrance of Jerome’s Vuerome’s Vulgate, manlgate, many kept to y kept to the Old Lathe Old Latin text. tin textin text. Codetext. Codex Colbertix Colbertinus (12th nus (12th century, Fcentury, France) refrance) reflects traclects traces of Afries of African readincan readings in a Eugs readinreadings ireadings in a Europen a European text coan text contaminatedntaminated at places at places by the Vu by the Vulgate. Codlgate. Codex Gigas (ex Gigas (13th centu1((13th cent(13th century, Bohemury, Bohemia) agreesia) agrees with Luci with Lucifer of Cagfer of Cagliari, parliari, particularly ticularly in Acts anin Acts and Revelatid Red RevelationRevelation...

Even after the appearance of Jerome’s Vulgate, many kept to the Old Latin 
text. Codex Colbertinus (12th century, France) reflects traces of African 
readings in a European text contaminated at places by the Vulgate. Codex Gigas 
(13th century, Bohemia) agrees with Lucifer of Cagliari, particularly in Acts and 
Revelation.
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OLIVEOLIVEOLIVE

OLIVE

A slow-groA slow-growing evergwing evergreen tree reen tree (Olea euro(Olea europeae)peae) reaching  reaching 4.5–6 m. (4.5–6 m. (15–20 ft.)15–20 ft.) at maturi at ma at maturity imaturity if pruned of pruned or 12 m. (4r 12 m. (40 ft.) if 0 ft.) if unpruned. unpruned. IndigenousIndigenous to wester to western Asia, itn Asia, it is attest is at is attested aattested as early ass early as the 4th m the 4th millennium illennium B.C.B.C. The wet c The wet cool winterool winters and hot s and hot dry summerdry summdry summers ofsummers of the Medit the Mediterranean rerranean region are egion are ideal for ideal for the olive the olive tree (Heb.tree (Heb.  zayit�;zayit�; Gk.  G Gk. Gk. elaiíaelaiía). An exte). An extensive thounsive though shallowgh shallow root syst root system enablesem enables it to sur it to survive the hvive the hot dry sumothhot dry suhot dry summers. Yoummers. Young trees hng trees have a smooave a smooth silveryth silvery-gray bark-gray bark, but olde, but older trees har trees have hollow vhahave hollohave hollow gnarled w gnarled trunks andtrunks and holes whe holes where the sidre the side branchese branches have rott have rotted away. Fed away. Fed away. Flowering Flowering and fruit and fruit begins whebegins when trees arn trees are five to e five to six years six years old, and pold, and peak produceak production is retioproducproductionproduction is reache is reached between d between 40 and 50 40 and 50 years. Proyears. Production caduction can continuen continue for hundr for hund for hundreds ohundreds or even 100r even 1000 years. T0 years. The olive the olive tree grows ree grows well in thwell in the rocky hie rocky hillsides ofllsides of Samaria,  Sa Samaria, JSamaria, Judea, and udea, and the Shephethe Shephelah, thouglah, though the elevh the elevation arouation around Hebron nd Hebron is too higis too high for succhhighigh for shigh for successful uccessful cultivatiocultivation. The tren. The tree is hardye is hardy, but a ha, but a hard frost wrd frost will kill iill kill it. The “wit. The “wt. The “wild oliv“wild olive” (Gk. e” (Gk. agriélaiosagriélaios;; Rom. 11:1 Rom. 11:17, 24) has7, 24) has been iden been identified wittified with either th either the wild orhe wildhe wild or Ruwild or Russian olivssian olive (e (Elaeagnus Elaeagnus angustifolangustifolia,ia, unrelated unrelated to the tr to the true olive) ue olive) or the oleor the oleaster aoleoleaster oleaster (Olea euro(Olea europaeapaea var.  var. sylvestrissylvestris))..

A slow-growing evergreen tree (Olea europeae) reaching 4.5–6 m. (15–20 ft.) at 
maturity if pruned or 12 m. (40 ft.) if unpruned. Indigenous to western Asia, it is 
attested as early as the 4th millennium B.C. The wet cool winters and hot dry 
summers of the Mediterranean region are ideal for the olive tree (Heb. zayit�;  
Gk. elaiía). An extensive though shallow root system enables it to survive the 
hot dry summers. Young trees have a smooth silvery-gray bark, but older trees 
have hollow gnarled trunks and holes where the side branches have rotted away. 
Flowering and fruit begins when trees are five to six years old, and peak 
production is reached between 40 and 50 years. Production can continue for 
hundreds or even 1000 years. The olive tree grows well in the rocky hillsides of 
Samaria, Judea, and the Shephelah, though the elevation around Hebron is too 
high for successful cultivation. The tree is hardy, but a hard frost will kill it. The 
“wild olive” (Gk. agriélaios; Rom. 11:17, 24) has been identified with either the 
wild or Russian olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia, unrelated to the true olive) or the 
oleaster (Olea europaea var. sylvestris).

Olive presOlive press at Gezers at Gezer, Field VI, Field VII (Iron III (Iron II) (Phoenix) (Phoenix Data Syst Data Systems, Neal ems, Neal and Joel Band Joel Bierling)ierliBBierling)Bierling)

Olive press at Gezer, Field VII (Iron II) (Phoenix Data Systems, Neal and Joel 
Bierling)

�Olive treeOlive trees can be gs can be grown from rown from seeds if tseeds if they are suhey are subsequentlybsequently grafted o grafted onto older nto oldnto older treeolder trees. Howevers. However, cutting , cutting a slip froa slip from an olderm an older tree and  tree and rooting itrooting it or grafti or grafting it is mng it ng it is moreit is more common. C common. Cutting offutting off very old  very old trees at ttrees at the base ofhe base of the trunk the trunk also prod also produces new sucprodproduces nproduces new shoots.ew shoots. Resemblin Resembling a willowg a willow leaf, the leaf, the leaf is n leaf is narrow (1.3arrow (1.3 cm. [.5 i cm. [.5 in.]) and ln.])iin.]) and in.]) and long (5–7.long (5–7.6 cm. [2–36 cm. [2–3 in.]), gr in.]), green on theeen on the upper sid upper side and white and white on the le on the lower side,owellower sidelower side, with min, with minute scalesute scales to preven to prevent water lot water loss from thss from the tree. Dee tree. Despite the spite the small leafsmsmall leafsmall leaf size nume size numerous brancrous branches form ehes form excellent sxcellent shade for ahade for animals.nimals.nimals.

Olive trees can be grown from seeds if they are subsequently grafted onto 
older trees. However, cutting a slip from an older tree and rooting it or grafting 
it is more common. Cutting off very old trees at the base of the trunk also 



produces new shoots. Resembling a willow leaf, the leaf is narrow (1.3 cm. [.5 
in.]) and long (5–7.6 cm. [2–3 in.]), green on the upper side and white on the 
lower side, with minute scales to prevent water loss from the tree. Despite the 
small leaf size numerous branches form excellent shade for animals.

�The olive The olive tree produtree produces clusteces clusters of smalrs of small white fll white flowers in Mowers in May, and thay, and the fruit foe fruit fe fruit forms afteforms after the flowr the flowers fall. ers fall. Green tablGreen table olives ce olives can be harvan be harvested in Sested in September-Oeptember-October, buctSeptember-OSeptember-September-October, bOctober, but most olut most olives are hives are harvested iarvested in Decembern December when they when they turn blac turn b turn black and black and the oil cothe oil content is gntent is greatest (areatest (as much as s much as 50 percent50 percent). The rip). The ripe fruit ise fruit is ca. 2 cm. ca. 2 ca. 2 cm. (.752 cm. (.75 in.) long in.) long, 1.3 cm. , 1.3 cm. (.5 in.) w(.5 in.) wide, and hide, and has skin, fas skin, flesh, and lesh, and a stone. Ta stone. The fruit che fruit che fruit can be carcan be carefully hanefully handpicked ordpicked or beaten or beaten or shaken of shaken off the treef the trees (Isa. 17s (Isa. 17:6). Glean:6). Gleanings must ingsGleanGleanings Gleanings must be lemust be left on the ft on the tree for ttree for the residenhe resident alien, ot alien, orphan, andrphan, and widow (De widow (Deut. 24:20)ut(De(Deut. 24:(Deut. 24:20). Each 20). Each tree produtree produces ca. 9–ces ca. 9–20 kg. (2020 kg. (20–45 lbs.) –45 lbs.) of fruit eof fruit every othervery other year; wit yea year; withyear; with irrigatio irrigation and fertn and fertilization ilization the best tthe best trees can prees can produce gooroduce good crops evd crops every year. ery evevery yearevery year. The wood. The wood of the ol of the olive tree iive tree is very beas very beautiful andutiful and was used  was used throughoutthroughout the templ t the templethe temple (1 Kgs. 6 (1 Kgs. 6:23, 33).:23, 33).:23, 33).

The olive tree produces clusters of small white flowers in May, and the fruit 
forms after the flowers fall. Green table olives can be harvested in 
September-October, but most olives are harvested in December when they turn 
black and the oil content is greatest (as much as 50 percent). The ripe fruit is ca. 
2 cm. (.75 in.) long, 1.3 cm. (.5 in.) wide, and has skin, flesh, and a stone. The fruit 
can be carefully handpicked or beaten or shaken off the trees (Isa. 17:6). 
Gleanings must be left on the tree for the resident alien, orphan, and widow 
(Deut. 24:20). Each tree produces ca. 9–20 kg. (20–45 lbs.) of fruit every other 
year; with irrigation and fertilization the best trees can produce good crops 
every year. The wood of the olive tree is very beautiful and was used throughout 
the temple (1 Kgs. 6:23, 33).

�The olive The olive was a stapwas a staple in the le in the diet. The diet. The fruit or ifruit or its oil wasts oil was served at served at almost ev almost every meal. eevevery mealevery meal. In addit. In addition, the oion, the oil was useil was used for lighd for lighting, cosmting, cosmetics, medetics, medicine, andicine, and a variety a var a variety ofvariety of rituals,  rituals, including including purificatipurification ritualson rituals (Lev. 12: (Lev. 12:32) and th32) and the anointine anointing of kingsg of kingg of kings (1 Skings (1 Sam. 16:1-1am. 16:1-13), priest3), priests (Exod. 2s (Exod. 29:7), stel9:7), stelae (Gen. 2ae (Gen. 28:18), and8:18), and the taber the tabernacle and nacletabertabernacletabernacle and its c and its contents (Eontents (Exod. 30:23xod. 30:23-29). It w-29). It was one of as one of the three the three most impormost important agrictaimporimportant important agriculturagricultural productal products of the Ps of the Promised Laromised Land (Deut. nd (Deut. 7:13).7:13).7:13).

The olive was a staple in the diet. The fruit or its oil was served at almost 
every meal. In addition, the oil was used for lighting, cosmetics, medicine, and a 
variety of rituals, including purification rituals (Lev. 12:32) and the anointing of 
kings (1 Sam. 16:1-13), priests (Exod. 29:7), stelae (Gen. 28:18), and the 
tabernacle and its contents (Exod. 30:23-29). It was one of the three most 
important agricultural products of the Promised Land (Deut. 7:13).

�The olive The olive or olive tor olive tree was a ree was a symbol of symbol of fertility fertility (Ps. 128:3(Ps. 128:3), beauty ), beauty (Jer. 11:1(Jer. 11:16), perpet6)11:111:16), pe11:16), perpetual usrpetual usefulness (efulness (Ps. 52:8[MPs. 52:8[MT 10]), anT 10]), and dignity d dignity (Judg. 9:9(Judg. 9:9). In Rom.). In Rom. 11 Paul c 11 P 11 Paul compaPaul compares the inres the inclusion ofclusion of Gentiles  Gentiles in the covin the covenant of Genant of God with thod with the graftinge grafting of the ol o of the oliof the olive tree.ve tree.ve tree.

The olive or olive tree was a symbol of fertility (Ps. 128:3), beauty (Jer. 
11:16), perpetual usefulness (Ps. 52:8[MT 10]), and dignity (Judg. 9:9). In Rom. 11 
Paul compares the inclusion of Gentiles in the covenant of God with the grafting 
of the olive tree.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. N. HeppF. N. Hepper, er, Baker EncyBaker Encyclopedia oclopedia of Bible Plf Bible Plantsants (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1992pidsRaRapids, 19Rapids, 1992).92).92).

Bibliography. F. N. Hepper, Baker Encyclopedia of Bible Plants (Grand 
Rapids, 1992).
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OLIVES, MOOLIVES, MOUNT OFUNT OFUNT OF

OLIVES, MOUNT OF

A north-soA north-south ridge uth ridge just E of just E of Jerusalem.Jerusalem. The ridge The ridge has three has three main summ main summits, the nits, the northernmosornnorthernmonorthernmost of whicst of which is the hh is the highest, caighest, ca. 820 m. (. 820 m. (2700 ft.) 2700 ft.) above sea above sea level. Thilevel. This northerns nos northern snorthern section hasection has been iden been identified as tified as Mt. ScopusMt. Scopus, meaning , meaning the mountathe mountain of the in of the “lookout” “l“lookout” “lookout” (Josephus (Josephus BJBJ 5.67–70). 5.67–70). The centr The central peak dial peak directly acrrectly across the Kioss the Kidron Valledron Valledron Valley froValley from the tempm the temple is the le is the Mount of OMount of Olives proplives proper. The soer. The southernmostuthernmost and lowes and lowe and lowest pealowest peak is usualk is usually identifly identified as theied as the Mount of  Mount of Offense (oOffense (or Corruptir Corruption) where on) where Solomon buSoSolomon buSolomon built shrineilt shrines to foreis to foreign gods ingn gods in “the high “the high places th places that were eaat were east of Jerust of Jerusalem” (2 saleJeruJerusalem”Jerusalem” (2 Kgs. 2 (2 Kgs. 23:13). The3:13). The Mount of  Mount of Olives hasOlives has also been also been identifie identified with Nobd with Nob (1 Sam. 2 ( (1 Sam. 21(1 Sam. 21:1[MT 20:4:1[MT 20:42]; Isa. 12]; Isa. 10:32), but0:32), but this is l this is less certaiess certain.n.n.

A north-south ridge just E of Jerusalem. The ridge has three main summits, the 
northernmost of which is the highest, ca. 820 m. (2700 ft.) above sea level. This 
northern section has been identified as Mt. Scopus, meaning the mountain of the 
“lookout” (Josephus BJ 5.67–70). The central peak directly across the Kidron 
Valley from the temple is the Mount of Olives proper. The southernmost and 
lowest peak is usually identified as the Mount of Offense (or Corruption) where 
Solomon built shrines to foreign gods in “the high places that were east of 
Jerusalem” (2 Kgs. 23:13). The Mount of Olives has also been identified with Nob 
(1 Sam. 21:1[MT 20:42]; Isa. 10:32), but this is less certain.

�The Mount The Mount of Olives of Olives is so nameis so named because d because it is compit is composed of a osed of a limestone limestone soil that soil tsoil that is rethat is relatively flatively fertile forertile for the area, the area, and there and therefore olivefore olive groves ha groves have long beve long been cultivaen culten cultivatedcultivated on it. Ge on it. Gethsemane (thsemane (from Heb. from Heb. “oil press“oil press”) was pro”) was probably on obably on or near ther near the Mount of  thethe Mount the Mount of Olives of Olives (Matt. 26:(Matt. 26:36; Mark 136; Mark 14:32). The4:32). The villages  villages of Bethanyof Bethany and Bethp and Bethphage were haBethpBethphage Bethphage were locatwere located on the ed on the eastern sleastern slopes of thopes of the mount (Me mount (Mark 11:1).ark 11:1).

The Mount of Olives is so named because it is composed of a limestone soil 



that is relatively fertile for the area, and therefore olive groves have long been 
cultivated on it. Gethsemane (from Heb. “oil press”) was probably on or near 
the Mount of Olives (Matt. 26:36; Mark 14:32). The villages of Bethany and 
Bethphage were located on the eastern slopes of the mount (Mark 11:1).

�In the OT In the OT the Mount the Mount of Olives of Olives is mentionis mentioned explicied explicitly only ttly only twice. The wice. The first is afirst is first is an imagis an image of humile of humiliation andiation and defeat, w defeat, when David hen David is fleeingis fleeing after the after the successfu successful revolt ll revl revolt ledrevolt led by his so by his son Absalom n Absalom (2 Sam. 15(2 Sam. 15:30). Zech:30). Zech. 14 also . 14 also associatesassociates the mount the mount with defe w with defeawith defeat and destt and destruction, druction, describing escribing an eschatoan eschatological delogical devastation vastation of Jerusalof Jerusalem by her em bem by her eneby her enemies. But mies. But this defeathis defeat will be t will be reversed wreversed when Yahwehhen Yahweh appears o appears on the Mounn the Moun the Mount of OMount of Olives, stalives, standing on tnding on the Mount ohe Mount of Olives, f Olives, which “shawhich “shall be splill be split in two ft in two from east tromffrom east from east to west” (to west” (Zech. 14:4Zech. 14:4). A very ). A very similar desimilar description scription of Yahweh of Yahweh forsaking forsaking Jerusalem JerJerusalem Jerusalem and then rand then returning teturning to her is ao her is also found lso found in Ezek. 1in Ezek. 11:23, a pa1:23, a passage thatssage that probably  pro probably rprobably refers to tefers to the Mount ohe Mount of Olives; f Olives; later the later the glory of Yglory of Yahweh retuahweh returns to therns to the temple fr te temple frotemple from the eastm the east (43:2–5). (43:2–5). The Mount The Mount of Olives of Olives thus held thus held implicati implications of botons of both defeat ahbotboth defeaboth defeat and ultit and ultimate redemmate redemption.ption.ption.

In the OT the Mount of Olives is mentioned explicitly only twice. The first 
is an image of humiliation and defeat, when David is fleeing after the successful 
revolt led by his son Absalom (2 Sam. 15:30). Zech. 14 also associates the mount 
with defeat and destruction, describing an eschatological devastation of Jerusalem 
by her enemies. But this defeat will be reversed when Yahweh appears on the 
Mount of Olives, standing on the Mount of Olives, which “shall be split in two 
from east to west” (Zech. 14:4). A very similar description of Yahweh forsaking 
Jerusalem and then returning to her is also found in Ezek. 11:23, a passage that 
probably refers to the Mount of Olives; later the glory of Yahweh returns to the 
temple from the east (43:2–5). The Mount of Olives thus held implications of 
both defeat and ultimate redemption.

�These implThese implications oications of humiliatf humiliating defeating defeat and trium and triumphant victphant victory can alory can also be seenso be seso be seen in thseen in the NT refere NT references to tences to the mount. he mount. Jesus’ triJesus’ triumphal entumphal entry into Jery into Jerusalem isrusalem is placed at pl placed at placed at the Mount the Mount of Olives of Olives (Matt. 21:(Matt. 21:1-9; Mark 1-9; Mark 11:1-10; L11:1-10; Luke 19:29-uke 19:29-38). Luke,38). Luke, however,  h however, fhowever, follows thiollows this with Jess with Jesus’ weepinus’ weeping over theg over the city and  city and prophesyinprophesying her terrg her terrible defeaibterrterrible dterrible defeat (Lukefeat (Luke 19:41-44e 19:41-44). Similar). Similarly, Jesus’ly, Jesus’ discourse discourse of eschat of eschatological wological woes is givoes isoes is given ois given on the Mounn the Mount of Olivet of Olives (Matt. 2s (Matt. 24:3; Mark 4:3; Mark 13:3). The13:3). The theme of  theme of defeat anddefeat and sorrow ca s sorrow cansorrow can also be s also be seen in theeen in the events of events of Jesus’ pa Jesus’ passion thatssion that are locat are located on the ed on the mount. Allmomount. Allmount. All four Gosp four Gospels locateels locate Jesus’ be Jesus’ betrayal andtrayal and arrest on arrest on or near t or near the Mount ohe Mount of Olives (f oof Olives of Olives (Matt. 26:(Matt. 26:30; Mark 130; Mark 14:26; Luke4:26; Luke 22:39; Jo 22:39; John 18:1). hn 18:1). The SynoptThe Synoptics also pics also place Jesuslacepplace Jesuplace Jesus’ agonizes’ agonized prayer td prayer there (Matthere (Matt. 26:36-41. 26:36-41; Mark 14:; Mark 14:32-38; Luk32-38; Luke 22:39-46e 22:39-46). But Jes).22:39-4622:39-46).22:39-46). But Jesus But Jesus’ ultimate’ ultimate triumph i triumph is also asss also associated wiociated with the Mouth the Mount of Olivnt of Olives, as it es, aes, as it is tas it is there that here that he ascendshe ascends into heav into heaven (Luke 2en (Luke 24:50; Acts4:50; Acts 1:12). 1:12). 1:12).

These implications of humiliating defeat and triumphant victory can also be 
seen in the NT references to the mount. Jesus’ triumphal entry into Jerusalem is 
placed at the Mount of Olives (Matt. 21:1-9; Mark 11:1-10; Luke 19:29-38). Luke, 
however, follows this with Jesus’ weeping over the city and prophesying her 
terrible defeat (Luke 19:41-44). Similarly, Jesus’ discourse of eschatological woes 
is given on the Mount of Olives (Matt. 24:3; Mark 13:3). The theme of defeat and 
sorrow can also be seen in the events of Jesus’ passion that are located on the 
mount. All four Gospels locate Jesus’ betrayal and arrest on or near the Mount 
of Olives (Matt. 26:30; Mark 14:26; Luke 22:39; John 18:1). The Synoptics also 
place Jesus’ agonized prayer there (Matt. 26:36-41; Mark 14:32-38; Luke 
22:39-46). But Jesus’ ultimate triumph is also associated with the Mount of Olives, 
as it is there that he ascends into heaven (Luke 24:50; Acts 1:12).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. FineganJ. Finegan, , The ArcheoThe Archeology of thlogy of the New Teste New Testament,ament, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Princeton(Princ(Princeton(Princeton, 1992), 1, 1992), 154–83.54–83.54–83.

Bibliography. J. Finegan, The Archeology of the New Testament, rev. ed. 
(Princeton, 1992), 154–83.
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OLIVETOLIVETOLIVET

OLIVET

Alternate Alternate name for tname for the Mount ohe Mount of Olives (f Olives (Acts 1:12;Acts 1:12; Gk.  Gk. elaioœn,elaioœn, “of olive “of olive trees”; f trees” trees”; frtrees”; from Lat. om Lat. olivetum,olivetum, “olive gr “olive grove”).ove”).

Alternate name for the Mount of Olives (Acts 1:12; Gk. elaioœn, “of olive 
trees”; from Lat. olivetum, “olive grove”).

OLYMPASOLYMPAS (Gk.  (Gk. OlympaésOlympaés)))

OLYMPAS (Gk. Olympaés)

A ChristiaA Christian at Rome n at Rome to whom Pato whom Paul sent hiul sent his greetings greetings (Rom. 16s (Rom. 16:15).:15).

A Christian at Rome to whom Paul sent his greetings (Rom. 16:15).

OMAROMAR (Heb.  (Heb. }o®maœr}o®maœr)))

OMAR (Heb. }o®maœr)

An EdomiteAn Edomite chief, th chief, the second se second son of Elipon of Eliphaz and grhaz and grandson (orandson (or descendan descendant) of Esaut) of Esau (Gen. 36: EsauEsau (Gen.Esau (Gen. 36:11, 15 36:11, 15; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 1:36).:36).

An Edomite chief, the second son of Eliphaz and grandson (or descendant) of 



Esau (Gen. 36:11, 15; 1 Chr. 1:36).

OMEGAOMEGAOMEGA

OMEGA

The twentyThe twenty-fourth an-fourth and last letd last letter of theter of the Greek alp Greek alphabet. Phohabet. Phonetically netically it represeit represents a longnts represerepresentsrepresents a long “o a long “o” sound; i” sound; its numericts numerical value ial value is 800. It s 800. It is used fiis used figurativelyguratively with Alph with A with Alpha, theAlpha, the first let first letter of theter of the Greek alp Greek alphabet, to habet, to signify Gosignify God (Rev. 1:d (Rev. 1:8; 21:6) a8; 21:6) and Christ nd Chnd Christ (22Christ (22:13) as “t:13) as “the beginnihe beginning and theng and the end” (cf. end” (cf. 1:17; 2:8 1:17; 2:8).).).

The twenty-fourth and last letter of the Greek alphabet. Phonetically it 
represents a long “o” sound; its numerical value is 800. It is used figuratively with 
Alpha, the first letter of the Greek alphabet, to signify God (Rev. 1:8; 21:6) and 
Christ (22:13) as “the beginning and the end” (cf. 1:17; 2:8).

�SeeSee  ALPHA AND ALPHA AND OMEGA.OMEGA.

See ALPHA AND OMEGA.

OMEROMER (Heb.  (Heb. }oœmer}oœmer)))

OMER (Heb. }oœmer)

�1.1. A dry mea A dry measure equalsure equal to one te to one tenth of an nth of an ephah (Exoephah (Exod. 16:16-3d. 16:16-36). The me6). The measure was asumemeasure wameasure was probablys probably not exact not exact, indicati, indicating basicalng basically the caply the capacity of aacity of a common-si common-sized bowl.zecommon-sicommon-sizcommon-sized bowl.ed bowl.ed bowl.

1. A dry measure equal to one tenth of an ephah (Exod. 16:16-36). The 
measure was probably not exact, indicating basically the capacity of a 
common-sized bowl.

�2.2. A sheaf o A sheaf of grain (sf grain (so NRSV, Leo NRSV, Lev. 23:11-1v. 23:11-12, 15; Deu2, 15; Deut. 24:19).t. 24:19). The proba The probable measurble mble measure wameasure was 2.2 l. (s 2.2 l. (2.3 qts.),2.3 qts.), although  although suggestionsuggestions range ass range as high as 4 high as 4 l. (4 qts l. (4 qts., ca. one., ca. o., ca. one half oone half of a peck bf a peck basket).asket).

2. A sheaf of grain (so NRSV, Lev. 23:11-12, 15; Deut. 24:19). The probable 
measure was 2.2 l. (2.3 qts.), although suggestions range as high as 4 l. (4 qts., ca. 
one half of a peck basket).

OMRIOMRI (Heb.  (Heb. {omriî{omriî)))

OMRI (Heb. {omriî)

�1.1. A king of A king of the north the northern kingdoern kingdom of Israem of Israel. Omri wal. Omri was the founs the founder of a dder of a dynasty of ynasddynasty ofdynasty of Israelite Israelite kings (“O kings (“Omride”) whmride”) who ruled tho ruled the northerne northern kingdom d kingdom during the uring the first halfffirst halffirst half of the 9t of the 9th century h century B.C.B.C. The accou The account of his nt of his rise and rrise and reign is foeign is found in 1 Kund in 1 Kgs. 16:15-gs. KKgs. 16:15Kgs. 16:15-28.-28.-28.

1. A king of the northern kingdom of Israel. Omri was the founder of a 
dynasty of Israelite kings (“Omride”) who ruled the northern kingdom during the 
first half of the 9th century B.C. The account of his rise and reign is found in 1 
Kgs. 16:15-28.

�EstablishiEstablishing a precing a precise chronolse chronology for thogy for the reign ofe reign of Omri is d Omri is difficult. ifficult. Various prVarious proposals fooprproposals proposals for his acfor his accession ancession and death dad death dates have btes have been made, een made, ranging frranging from 886–875om 886–875om 886–875 to886–875 to 879–869.  879–869. Any proposAny proposal for datal for dating his reing his reign must aign must account forccount for the fact  the fact that Omri’ththat Omri’that Omri’s son Ahabs son Ahab was on th was on the Israelite Israelite throne ae throne at least ast least as late as 8 late as 853, since 53, since Ahab is meAhabAhab is meAhab is mentioned asntioned as king of I king of Israel by Ssrael by Shalmaneserhalmaneser III in hi III in his inscripts inscription descriion describing the Abing tbing the Assyrithe Assyrian westernan western campaign  campaign of that yeof that year. If onear. If one assumes t assumes that 853 ishat 853 is also Ahab also Ahab’s final y’s AhabAhab’s finAhab’s final year anal year and that he d that he is to be cis to be credited wiredited with reigninth reigning the fullg the full 22 years  22 years accorded haccordaccorded haccorded him by 1 Kgim by 1 Kgs. 16:29, s. 16:29, then the dthen the death of Omeath of Omri and accri and accession of ession of Ahab couldAhab couldAhab could be dcould be dated as eaated as early as 875rly as 875. Giving O. Giving Omri creditmri credit for the 1 for the 12 years as2 years ascribed to cribed to him in 1 Khimhim in 1 Khim in 1 Kgs. 16:23 gs. 16:23 would placwould place his accee his accession in 8ssion in 887/886. Ho87/886. However, thewever, these dates fse dates fall afoul allffall afoulfall afoul of the sy of the synchronismsnchronisms with the  with the reign of Areign of Asa of Judasa of Judah given inh given in 1 Kgs. 16 1 Kgs. 16:23, 29. I:23, 2:23, 29. In 1 K29. In 1 Kgs. 16:23 gs. 16:23 Omri’s accOmri’s accession takession takes place ies place in the 31stn the 31st year of A year of Asa, and thsa, and the accessioe ace accession accession of Ahab ocof Ahab occurs in thcurs in the 38th, lee 38th, leaving onlyaving only a span of a span of seven yea seven years for thers for the reign of  rei reign of Oreign of Omri. One imri. One is thus fors thus forced to choced to choose betweeose between shortenin shortening the 12-ng the 12-year figuryear figuryear figure forfigure for the lengt the length of Omri’h of Omri’s reign, ds reign, disregardinisregarding the syncg the synchronisms ihronisms in either 1n either 1 Kgs. 16:2 Kgs Kgs. 16:23Kgs. 16:23 or 29, or or 29, or explainin explaining the discg the discrepancy byrepancy by some othe some other means (er means (e.g., that .g., that the seven-thethe seven-the seven-year span year span between thbetween the 31st ande 31st and 38th year 38th years of Asa rs of Asa reflects theflects the length oe length of Omri’s rf oof Omri’s of Omri’s reign aftereign after the founr the founding of Sading of Samaria). Inmaria). In any event any event, an acces, an accession date sion date for Omri ifor Ofor Omri in thOmri in the period be period between theetween the mid-880s  mid-880s and 879 seand 879 seems appropems appropriate on triate on the basis ohe basishe basis of abasis of available ivailable informationnformation...

Establishing a precise chronology for the reign of Omri is difficult. Various 
proposals for his accession and death dates have been made, ranging from 
886–875 to 879–869. Any proposal for dating his reign must account for the fact 
that Omri’s son Ahab was on the Israelite throne at least as late as 853, since 
Ahab is mentioned as king of Israel by Shalmaneser III in his inscription describing 
the Assyrian western campaign of that year. If one assumes that 853 is also 
Ahab’s final year and that he is to be credited with reigning the full 22 years 
accorded him by 1 Kgs. 16:29, then the death of Omri and accession of Ahab 
could be dated as early as 875. Giving Omri credit for the 12 years ascribed to 
him in 1 Kgs. 16:23 would place his accession in 887/886. However, these dates 
fall afoul of the synchronisms with the reign of Asa of Judah given in 1 Kgs. 16:23, 
29. In 1 Kgs. 16:23 Omri’s accession takes place in the 31st year of Asa, and the 
accession of Ahab occurs in the 38th, leaving only a span of seven years for the 
reign of Omri. One is thus forced to choose between shortening the 12-year 
figure for the length of Omri’s reign, disregarding the synchronisms in either 1 
Kgs. 16:23 or 29, or explaining the discrepancy by some other means (e.g., that 
the seven-year span between the 31st and 38th years of Asa reflects the length 
of Omri’s reign after the founding of Samaria). In any event, an accession date for 



Omri in the period between the mid-880s and 879 seems appropriate on the 
basis of available information.

�Omri accedOmri acceded to the ed to the Israelite Israelite throne amithrone amid politicad political tumult. l tumult. His predecHis predecessor, Elaessor, Eessor, Elah, was Elah, was apparentlyapparently incompete incompetent or unpont or unpopular or bpular or both; the toth; the text indicaext indicates that wtes that while the Ihwwhile the while the Israelite Israelite army was earmy was engaged witngaged with the Philh the Philistines atistines at Gibbethon Gibbethon, Elah was, Elah was at home i at  at home inat home in Tirzah “d Tirzah “drinking hirinking himself drunmself drunk” (1 Kgs.k” (1 Kgs. 16:9). Zi 16:9). Zimri, a commri, a commander in mander in the charioththe chariothe chariot force, st force, seized uponeized upon the occas the occasion to assion to assassinate Eassinate Elah, massalah, massacre the rocre the royal familyyalroroyal famiroyal family, and clly, and claim the thaim the throne for hrone for himself. Hoimself. However, whewever, when word rean word reached the tched the troops at Grttroops at troops at Gibbethon,Gibbethon, they rall they rallied behindied behind their own their own commander commander, Omri, an, Omri, and marched d marched marched onmarched on Tirzah. Z Tirzah. Zimri barriimri barricaded himscaded himself in theelf in the palace, b palace, but the situt the situation soouation soon became hn bn became hopbecame hopeless. In eless. In a final gea final gesture of dsture of defiance, Zefiance, Zimri set fimri set fire to theire to the palace an palace and perishedd perd perished iperished in the flamn the flames.es.es.

Omri acceded to the Israelite throne amid political tumult. His predecessor, 
Elah, was apparently incompetent or unpopular or both; the text indicates that 
while the Israelite army was engaged with the Philistines at Gibbethon, Elah was 
at home in Tirzah “drinking himself drunk” (1 Kgs. 16:9). Zimri, a commander in 
the chariot force, seized upon the occasion to assassinate Elah, massacre the 
royal family, and claim the throne for himself. However, when word reached the 
troops at Gibbethon, they rallied behind their own commander, Omri, and 
marched on Tirzah. Zimri barricaded himself in the palace, but the situation soon 
became hopeless. In a final gesture of defiance, Zimri set fire to the palace and 
perished in the flames.

�Zimri’s deZimri’s death did noath did not leave Omt leave Omri on the ri on the Israelite Israelite throne uncthrone uncontested. ontested. At some poAt somAt some pointsome point early in  early in his reign,his reign, Omri face Omri faced oppositid opposition by a ceon by a certain Tibnrtain Tibni son of Gi son of Ginath. 1 KinaGGinath. 1 Ginath. 1 Kgs. 16:21Kgs. 16:21 makes cle makes clear that thar that the kingdom e kingdom was sorelywas sorely divided b divided between theetween theetween the two. Athe two. After a civfter a civil war, Omil war, Omri was ablri was able to overce to overcome and puome and put to deatht to death Tibni; on Tibni; only thereaflyononly thereonly thereafter did after did Omri managOmri manage to rule e to rule without sewithout serious rivarious rival.l.l.

Zimri’s death did not leave Omri on the Israelite throne uncontested. At 
some point early in his reign, Omri faced opposition by a certain Tibni son of 
Ginath. 1 Kgs. 16:21 makes clear that the kingdom was sorely divided between 
the two. After a civil war, Omri was able to overcome and put to death Tibni; 
only thereafter did Omri manage to rule without serious rival.

�Despite thDespite the negativee negative evaluatio evaluation of Omri n of Omri offered byoffered by 1 Kgs. 16 1 Kgs. 16:25-26, a :25-26, a number of numbernumber of number of important important achievemenachievements are clets are clear during ar during his reign.his reign. First amo First among those ang those accomplishmcaaccomplishaccomplishments is tments is the construhe construction of action of a new Israe new Israelite capitlite capital at Samaal at Samaria (moderria (modern Sebastiyn (moder(modern Se(modern Sebastiyeh).bastiyeh). The fire  The fire in which Zin which Zimri died imri died probably cprobably caused suchaused such extensive extensive damage to extensiveextensive extensive damage to damage to the royal the royal palace in palace in Tirzah thaTirzah that it was nt it was not worth rot worth rebuilding.ebuilding. But the n Bu But the neBut the need to builed to build a new cad a new capital alsopital also provided  provided the opportthe opportunity to munity to move the enove the entire govertenentire goventire governmental ernmental complex tocomplex to a site lo a site located closcated closer to the er to the major roadmajor roads leading s leading from the Jfrfrom the Jfrom the Jezreel Valezreel Valley to theley to the Philistin Philistine coast. Oe coast. Omri’s selemri’s selection of Sction of Samaria meaamaria meant that thnt thnt that the Ithat the Israelite csraelite capital wouapital would be a stld be a stop on the op on the great tradgreat trade routes te routes that carriehat carried commerced comd commerce acommerce along the Flong the Fertile Creertile Crescent, andscent, and would thu would thus be a coss be a cosmopolitan mopolitan city as wecity as wecity as well as a well as a political political center. Excenter. Excavations cavations at Sebastiat Sebastiyeh I and yeh I and II have reII have revealed a nvealed a number of iumbernnumber of number of ivory piecivory pieces of Phoees of Phoenician mannician manufacture, ufacture, testifyingtestifying to the cu to the cultural croltural cross-pollinass-pcrocross-pollcross-pollination ocination occurring incurring in Omride Sa Omride Samaria.maria.maria.

Despite the negative evaluation of Omri offered by 1 Kgs. 16:25-26, a 
number of important achievements are clear during his reign. First among those 
accomplishments is the construction of a new Israelite capital at Samaria 
(modern Sebastiyeh). The fire in which Zimri died probably caused such 
extensive damage to the royal palace in Tirzah that it was not worth rebuilding. 
But the need to build a new capital also provided the opportunity to move the 
entire governmental complex to a site located closer to the major roads leading 
from the Jezreel Valley to the Philistine coast. Omri’s selection of Samaria meant 
that the Israelite capital would be a stop on the great trade routes that carried 
commerce along the Fertile Crescent, and would thus be a cosmopolitan city as 
well as a political center. Excavations at Sebastiyeh I and II have revealed a 
number of ivory pieces of Phoenician manufacture, testifying to the cultural 
cross-pollination occurring in Omride Samaria.

�Omride conOmride construction struction was not liwas not limited to Smited to Samaria, hoamaria, however. Stowever. Storage buildrage buildings, formings, buildbuildings,buildings, formerly  formerly identifiedidentified as stable as stables, at Megis, at Megiddo are ceddo are certainly ofrtainly of Omride or Omride origin. In aigin. ororigin. Inorigin. In addition, addition, an extens an extensive tunnelive tunnel and shaft and shaft system fo system for deliverir delivering water ing water inside the nside iinside theinside the city wall city walls at Megids at Megiddo is alsodo is also an Omride an Omride engineeri engineering achieveng achievement. Cityment. City walls and w walls and walls and other largother large public be public buildings auildings at Megiddo t Megiddo and Hazor and Hazor (stratum V(stratum VIII) also III) also date from datedate from date from this periothis period. All thid. All this testifies testifies to the rs to the relative weelative wealth and talth and technologicechnological sophistal sophal sophisticasophistication of Omtion of Omri and hisri and his successor successors.s.s.

Omride construction was not limited to Samaria, however. Storage 
buildings, formerly identified as stables, at Megiddo are certainly of Omride 
origin. In addition, an extensive tunnel and shaft system for delivering water 
inside the city walls at Megiddo is also an Omride engineering achievement. City 
walls and other large public buildings at Megiddo and Hazor (stratum VIII) also 
date from this period. All this testifies to the relative wealth and technological 
sophistication of Omri and his successors.

�Omri was tOmri was the first ohe first of the Israf the Israelite kingelite kings to becoms to become a playere a player in intern in international poational poational politics. politics. The mid-9tThe mid-9th century h century Mesha inscMesha inscription (Mription (Moabite Stooabite Stone) statesne) states that Omri that Omri “. . . oc “ “. . . occ“. . . occupied the upied the whole landwhole land of Medeba of Medeba and . . . and . . . dwelt in  dwelt in it during it during his days. his days. . . .” Rea. . .” Re. . .” Reaching tReaching to the westo the west, Omri als, Omri also became io became involved winvolved with the Photh the Phoenician cienician city-state oty-state of Sidon. Hfoof Sidon. of Sidon. He concludHe concluded an allied an alliance with ance with Ethbaal ofEthbaal of Sidon, se Sidon, sealed by thaled by the marriagee marriage of his so of  of his sonof his son Ahab to E Ahab to Ethbaal’s dthbaal’s daughter Jeaughter Jezebel (1 Kzebel (1 Kgs. 16:31)gs. 16:31). In the y. In the years folloears following Omri’wing follofollowing following Omri’s deaOmri’s death, Ahab wth, Ahab was involveas involved in a lard in a large 12-natige 12-nation coalition coalition to oppoon to oppose the advseoppooppose theoppose the advance o advance of Assyrianf Assyrian forces un forces under Shalmader Shalmaneser III neser III into Syriainto Syria-Palestine-Palestine. Ahab’s c. A. Ahab’s conAhab’s contribution tribution to the forto the force was subce was substantial estantial enough to mnough to merit commeerit comment from Shnt from Snt from ShalmaneseShalmaneser in his or in his own accountwn account of the co of the confrontationfrontation (Monolitn (Monolith inscripth inscription; ion; ANET,ANET, 278–79).  ANET,ANET, 278–ANET, 278–79). In th79). In this and in is and in subsequentsubsequent Assyrian  Assyrian inscriptioinscriptions, even tns, even those recorhose recorded long adrecorrecorded lrecorded long after ong after Omri’s deaOmri’s death and theth and the end of th end of the dynasty e dynasty he foundedhe founded, Assyrian, Assyrian monarchs  AssyrianAssyrian mAssyrian monarchs reonarchs referred to ferred to Israel as Israel as Biät HÓumrBiät HÓumriî,iî, “the land “the land of Omri,” of Omri,” testifyin testify testifyingtestifying to Omri’s to Omri’s enduring  enduring historicalhistorical legacy. O legacy. Omri’s reigmri’s reign was in an was in all probabill probability a perlity a lity a period oa period of significf significant economant economic growth,ic growth, as can be as can be deduced f deduced from both trom both the large-she large-scale buildclarge-slarge-scallarge-scale buildinge building activity  activity at Samariaat Samaria and other and other cities, a cities, and from thnd from the likely oe likely opportunitipportuoopportunitopportunities in inties in internationalernational trade ope trade opened to Isrned to Israel by virael by virtue of itstue of its alliance  alliance with the Pwith thwith the Phoenithe Phoenicians. Butcians. But the econo the economic prospemic prosperity wouldrity would undoubted undoubtedly have brly have brought withought witought with it a with it a significansignificant increaset increase in religi in religious syncreous syncretism, espetism, especially witcially with the Baalh the Baal cult of P cult of  cult of Phoenicof Phoenicia and Cania and Canaan, in boaan, in both court ath court and kingdomnd kingdom. Jezebel,. Jezebel, the Baali the Baalist wife ofst wife of Ahab, ser Ah Ahab, servAhab, serves as a syes as a symbol of thmbol of this influenis influence, but suce, but surely the grely the growth in Browth in Baalistic waalistic worship andorshwworship anworship and practiced practice was more  was more widespreadwidespread than she  than she could accocould account for onunt for on her own.  her ow her own. Undouown. Undoubtedly, thbtedly, this waxing is waxing influence influence of the Baaof the Baal cult durl cult during his reing his reign contriign contributes to Obutecontricontributecontributes to Omri’s to Omri’s extreme s extreme negative anegative assessment ssessment at the hanat the hands of the ds of the DeuteronomDeuteronoDeuteronomDeuteronomistic editistic editors of 1 Kors of 1 Kings.ings.ings.

Omri was the first of the Israelite kings to become a player in international 
politics. The mid-9th century Mesha inscription (Moabite Stone) states that Omri 
“. . . occupied the whole land of Medeba and . . . dwelt in it during his days. . . .” 



Reaching to the west, Omri also became involved with the Phoenician city-state 
of Sidon. He concluded an alliance with Ethbaal of Sidon, sealed by the marriage 
of his son Ahab to Ethbaal’s daughter Jezebel (1 Kgs. 16:31). In the years 
following Omri’s death, Ahab was involved in a large 12-nation coalition to 
oppose the advance of Assyrian forces under Shalmaneser III into Syria-Palestine. 
Ahab’s contribution to the force was substantial enough to merit comment from 
Shalmaneser in his own account of the confrontation (Monolith inscription; 
ANET, 278–79). In this and in subsequent Assyrian inscriptions, even those 
recorded long after Omri’s death and the end of the dynasty he founded, 
Assyrian monarchs referred to Israel as Biät HÓumriî, “the land of Omri,” 
testifying to Omri’s enduring historical legacy. Omri’s reign was in all probability 
a period of significant economic growth, as can be deduced from both the 
large-scale building activity at Samaria and other cities, and from the likely 
opportunities in international trade opened to Israel by virtue of its alliance with 
the Phoenicians. But the economic prosperity would undoubtedly have brought 
with it a significant increase in religious syncretism, especially with the Baal cult 
of Phoenicia and Canaan, in both court and kingdom. Jezebel, the Baalist wife of 
Ahab, serves as a symbol of this influence, but surely the growth in Baalistic 
worship and practice was more widespread than she could account for on her 
own. Undoubtedly, this waxing influence of the Baal cult during his reign 
contributes to Omri’s extreme negative assessment at the hands of the 
Deuteronomistic editors of 1 Kings.

�With his dWith his death (someeath (sometime betwetime between 874 anden 874 and 869, depe 869, depending on tnding on the chosen he chosen chronologychchronologychronology) and the ) and the successionsuccession of his so of his son, Omri fon, Omri founded the unded the first of tfirst of the two grehe two great dynastiatgregreat dynagreat dynasties to rsties to rule Israelule Israel. In all, . In all, one son anone son and two grand two grandsons (Ahadsons (Ahaziah and Jziah and Jehoram) acehorJJehoram) aJehoram) acceded to cceded to the Israelthe Israelite throneite throne, and one , and one daughter (daughter (Athaliah) Athaliah) ruled Judaruled Judah.h.h.

With his death (sometime between 874 and 869, depending on the chosen 
chronology) and the succession of his son, Omri founded the first of the two 
great dynasties to rule Israel. In all, one son and two grandsons (Ahaziah and 
Jehoram) acceded to the Israelite throne, and one daughter (Athaliah) ruled Judah.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. MillJ. M. Miller, “The Eer, “The Elisha Cycllisha Cycle and the e and the Accounts oAccounts of the Omrif the Omride Wars,” dOmriOmride WarOmride Wars,” s,” JBLJBL 85 (1966) 85 (1966): 441–55; : 441–55; “So Tibni “So Tibni Died (1 KiDied (1 Kings xvi 22ngs xvi 22),” ),” VTVT 18 (1968) 18 (196 18 (1968): 39(1968): 392–94; Mill2–94; Miller and J. er and J. H. Hayes, H. Hayes, A History A History of Ancientof Ancient Israel an Israel and Judahd Judah (Philadel (Philadel (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1986)hia, 1986), 251–87., 251–87., 251–87.

Bibliography. J. M. Miller, “The Elisha Cycle and the Accounts of the 
Omride Wars,” JBL 85 (1966): 441–55; “So Tibni Died (1 Kings xvi 22),” VT 18 
(1968): 392–94; Miller and J. H. Hayes, A History of Ancient Israel and Judah 
(Philadelphia, 1986), 251–87.

�2.2. A member  A member of the Benof the Benjamite clajamite clan, son of n, son of Becher andBecher and grandson  grandson of Benjamiof Benjamin (1 Chr. n BenjamiBenjamin (Benjamin (1 Chr. 7:81 Chr. 7:8).).).

2. A member of the Benjamite clan, son of Becher and grandson of 
Benjamin (1 Chr. 7:8).

�3.3. An inhabi An inhabitant of potant of postexilic Jstexilic Jerusalem, erusalem, probably oprobably of Judahitef Judahite, Benjamin, Benjaminite, or Maite, or ite, or Manassior Manassite origin te origin (1 Chr. 9:(1 Chr. 9:4).4).4).

3. An inhabitant of postexilic Jerusalem, probably of Judahite, Benjaminite, 
or Manassite origin (1 Chr. 9:4).

�4.4. An Issach An Issacharite tribarite tribal leader al leader from the tfrom the time of Davime of David (1 Chr.id (1 Chr. 27:18). 27:18). 27:18).

4. An Issacharite tribal leader from the time of David (1 Chr. 27:18).

Paul K. HoPaul K. Hookeroker

Paul K. Hooker

ONON (Heb.  (Heb. }o®n}o®n) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

ON (Heb. }o®n) (PERSON)

A ReubenitA Reubenite, the sone, the son of Peleth of Peleth who joine who joined with Kord with Korah in rebeah in rebelling agailling against Moses nst Moses (Num. 16:1(N(Num. 16:1(Num. 16:1).).

A Reubenite, the son of Peleth who joined with Korah in rebelling against Moses 
(Num. 16:1).



ONON (Heb.  (Heb. }o®n;}o®n; Egyp.  Egyp. iwnw, inwiwnw, inw) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

ON (Heb. }o®n; Egyp. iwnw, inw) (PLACE)

The EgyptiThe Egyptian city Hean city Heliopolis (liopolis (“city of t“city of the sun”). he sun”). Located atLocated at the south the southern tip ofern tip of the Nile  the  the Nile Dthe Nile Delta, On (elta, On (modern Telmodern Tell Hisn, inl Hisn, in Matariyeh Matariyeh, a suburb, a suburb NE of Cai NE of Cairo) was thro) was the capital eththe capitathe capital of an Egl of an Egyptian disyptian district and trict and from Earlyfrom Early Dynastic  Dynastic times to ttimes to the Saitic he Saitic dynasty thdynastdynasty thdynasty the main cule main cult center ot center of the sun-f the sun-god Re (Eggod Re (Egyp. “pillayp. “pillar[-town],”r[-town],” from the  from the stone fetistostone fetistone fetishes, lateshes, later obelisksr obelisks, of the g, of the god; cf. Jeod; cf. Jer. 43:13).r. 43:13). One pilla One pillar of Sesotr of Sesotris I is sris I is still standtisstill stanstill standing, but ding, but the site hthe site has yieldedas yielded few remai few remains. It mayns. It may be the “C be the “City of theity of the Sun” ment Sun” m Sun” mentioned mentioned in Isa. 19in Isa. 19:18.:18.:18.

The Egyptian city Heliopolis (“city of the sun”). Located at the southern tip of 
the Nile Delta, On (modern Tell Hisn, in Matariyeh, a suburb NE of Cairo) was 
the capital of an Egyptian district and from Early Dynastic times to the Saitic 
dynasty the main cult center of the sun-god Re (Egyp. “pillar[-town],” from the 
stone fetishes, later obelisks, of the god; cf. Jer. 43:13). One pillar of Sesotris I is 
still standing, but the site has yielded few remains. It may be the “City of the Sun” 
mentioned in Isa. 19:18.

�Joseph’s fJoseph’s father-in-lather-in-law Potipheaw Potiphera is callra is called the pried the priest of On est of On (Gen. 41:5(Gen. 41:50; 46:20).0; 46:20).0; 46:20). At46:20). At Ezek. 30: Ezek. 30:17 the MT 17 the MT renders threnders the name e name }aœwen,}aœwen, “evil.” “evil.” “evil.”

Joseph’s father-in-law Potiphera is called the priest of On (Gen. 41:50; 
46:20). At Ezek. 30:17 the MT renders the name }aœwen, “evil.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Abd el-M. Abd el-Gelil, M. Gelil, M. Shaker, anShaker, and D. Raue,d D. Raue, “Recent E “Recent ExcavationsxcavationsEExcavationExcavations at Helops at Helopolis,” olis,” OrOr 65 (1996) 65 (1996): 136–46.: 136–46.: 136–46.

Bibliography. M. Abd el-Gelil, M. Shaker, and D. Raue, “Recent 
Excavations at Helopolis,” Or 65 (1996): 136–46.
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ONAMONAM (Heb.  (Heb. }o®naœm}o®naœm)))

ONAM (Heb. }o®naœm)

�1.1. The fifth The fifth son of Sh son of Shobal; eponobal; eponymous anceymous ancestor of a stor of a Horite claHorite clan (Gen. 36n (Gen. 36:23; 1 Chr:23; 1:23; 1 Chr. 1:41 Chr. 1:40).0).0).

1. The fifth son of Shobal; eponymous ancestor of a Horite clan (Gen. 36:23; 
1 Chr. 1:40).

�2.2. The son o The son of Jerahmeef Jerahmeel and Atarl and Atarah (1 Chr.ah (1 Chr. 2:26, 28) 2:26, 28); eponymou; eponymous ancestors ancestor of a Juda of of a Judahof a Judahite clan.ite clan.

2. The son of Jerahmeel and Atarah (1 Chr. 2:26, 28); eponymous ancestor 
of a Judahite clan.

ONANONAN (Heb.  (Heb. }o®naœn}o®naœn)))

ONAN (Heb. }o®naœn)

The secondThe second son of Ju son of Judah and thdah and the Canaanite Canaanite Shua. Afe Shua. After his olter his older brotheder brother Er died r Er died an early daan early dan early death becaueath because of his se of his wickednesswickedness, Er’s wif, Er’s wife Tamar wae Tamar was left wits left without a sonhout a son. Accordin. A. According According to the custo the custom Onan’stom Onan’s father Ju father Judah asked dah asked him to enthim to enter a levirer a levirate marriaate marriage with higmarriamarriage wmarriage with his siith his sister-in-laster-in-law in orderw in order to raise  to raise an offsprian offspring who woung who would preservld preserve the namee te the name othe name of his brotf his brother (Gen. her (Gen. 38:8; cf. 38:8; cf. Deut. 25:6Deut. 25:6). Onan, h). Onan, however, reowever, repeatedly fpeatedly frustrated ruffrustratedfrustrated his union his union with Tama with Tamar by spillr by spilling his seing his semen on themen on the ground, t ground, thereby avohereby avoiding his idavoavoiding havoiding his responsis responsibility toibility toward his dward his deceased breceased brother. Forother. For this reas this reason the Loron the Lord brought d bd brought abbrought about Onan’sout Onan’s death. death. death.

The second son of Judah and the Canaanite Shua. After his older brother Er died 
an early death because of his wickedness, Er’s wife Tamar was left without a son. 
According to the custom Onan’s father Judah asked him to enter a levirate 
marriage with his sister-in-law in order to raise an offspring who would preserve 
the name of his brother (Gen. 38:8; cf. Deut. 25:6). Onan, however, repeatedly 
frustrated his union with Tamar by spilling his semen on the ground, thereby 
avoiding his responsibility toward his deceased brother. For this reason the Lord 
brought about Onan’s death.

�The name OThe name Onan (“vigonan (“vigor, wealth”r, wealth”) connotes) connotes generativ generative or reproe or reproductive poductive power. Some werpopower. Sompower. Some have sure have surmised thatmised that the name  the name perhaps alperhaps also encompaso encompasses the csses the connotationonnotacconnotatioconnotation of “wickn of “wicked,” “sinfed,” “sinful”; but tul”; but this remainhis remains without s without solid evidsolid evidence.ence.ence.

The name Onan (“vigor, wealth”) connotes generative or reproductive 
power. Some have surmised that the name perhaps also encompasses the 
connotation of “wicked,” “sinful”; but this remains without solid evidence.

Frank HaseFrank Hasell

Frank Hasel

ONESIMUSONESIMUS (Gk.  (Gk. OneäísimosOneäísimos)))

ONESIMUS (Gk. Oneäísimos)

A slave whA slave who is the so is the subject of ubject of Paul’s LetPaul’s Letter to Phiter to Philemon. Paulemon. Paul plays onl plays on the meani the meaning of his ng ong of his namof his name (“usefule (“useful” or “prof” or “profitable,” aitable,” a common sl common slave name) ave name) in his appin his appeal on beheal on behalf of Onealfbehbehalf of behalf of Onesimus bOnesimus because of ecause of his usefulhis usefulness durinness during Paul’s ig Paul’s imprisonmenmprisonment (Phlm. 1t (Phlm. 11). Onesim1111). Onesi11). Onesimus had apmus had apparently rparently run away frun away from Philemoom Philemon and encon and encountered Pauntered Paul during ul durinul during hisduring his captivity captivity in Rome.  in Rome. Why he traWhy he traveled to Rveled to Rome from Come from Colossae (aolossae (a considera considera considerabconsiderable distancle distance) and howe) and how he avoide he avoided capture d capture as a fugitas a fugitive slave ive slave remains a remains a mystery. Pmymystery. Pmystery. Paul converaul converted Onesimted Onesimus and retus and returned him urned him to Philemoto Philemon bearing n bearing the intercthe interthe intercessointercessory letter ry letter on his behon his behalf, and palf, and perhaps theerhaps the letter to letter to the Colos the Colossians (cf.sians (cf. Col. 4:9) Col.  Col. 4:9) Col. 4:9) as well. Ias well. It is unclet is unclear if Onesar if Onesimus had wimus had wronged hisronged his master (P master (Phlm. 18-19hlm. 18-19) or had s) o) or had simor had simply run awply run away. In eitay. In either case, her case, as a slaveas a slave he was li he was liable to thable to the whims ofe whims of his maste his m his master regmaster regarding thearding the severity  severity of his punof his punishment. Pishment. Paul’s appeaul’s appeal suggestal suggests the retus the return of Onesrn orn of Onesimuof Onesimus to him is to him in Rome andn Rome and leniency  leniency from Philefrom Philemon becausmon because of Onesie of Onesimus’ convemus’ comus’ conversionconversion. He implo. He implores Philemres Philemon to receon to receive the slive the slave as a “ave as a “beloved brbeloved brother” andother” andother” and does nand does not specifiot specifically requcally request emanciest emancipation, alpation, although it though it may be impmay be implied.lied.lied.

A slave who is the subject of Paul’s Letter to Philemon. Paul plays on the meaning 
of his name (“useful” or “profitable,” a common slave name) in his appeal on 
behalf of Onesimus because of his usefulness during Paul’s imprisonment (Phlm. 
11). Onesimus had apparently run away from Philemon and encountered Paul 



during his captivity in Rome. Why he traveled to Rome from Colossae (a 
considerable distance) and how he avoided capture as a fugitive slave remains a 
mystery. Paul converted Onesimus and returned him to Philemon bearing the 
intercessory letter on his behalf, and perhaps the letter to the Colossians (cf. 
Col. 4:9) as well. It is unclear if Onesimus had wronged his master (Phlm. 18-19) 
or had simply run away. In either case, as a slave he was liable to the whims of his 
master regarding the severity of his punishment. Paul’s appeal suggests the return 
of Onesimus to him in Rome and leniency from Philemon because of Onesimus’ 
conversion. He implores Philemon to receive the slave as a “beloved brother” 
and does not specifically request emancipation, although it may be implied.

�Ignatius’ Ignatius’ letter to letter to the Ephesithe Ephesians (ca. 1ans (ca. 115 15 C.E.C.E.) mentions) mentions a bishop  a bishop named Onesnamed Onesimus. WhiliOnesOnesimus. Onesimus. While it iWhile it is not impos not impossible thassible that this is t this is the same fthe same figure, it igure, it is highly is highly unlikely gunlikelyunlikely gunlikely given the diven the dating of Iating of Ignatius’ lgnatius’ letter and etter and the fact tthe fact that the nahat the name Onesimume Onesimus became ms becs became morbecame more common we common within Chriithin Christian circstian circles in imiles in imitation of tation of Philemon.Philemon.Philemon.

Ignatius’ letter to the Ephesians (ca. 115 C.E.) mentions a bishop named 
Onesimus. While it is not impossible that this is the same figure, it is highly 
unlikely given the dating of Ignatius’ letter and the fact that the name Onesimus 
became more common within Christian circles in imitation of Philemon.

Matthew S.Matthew S. Collins Collins

Matthew S. Collins

ONESIPHORUONESIPHORUSS (Gk.  (Gk. OneäsiphoœOneäsiphoœrosros)))

ONESIPHORUS (Gk. Oneäsiphoœros)

A ChristiaA Christian from Ephn from Ephesus who fesus who found Paul ound Paul in Rome anin Rome and aided hid aided him during hm during his imprisois imprisis imprisonmeimprisonment (2 Tim.nt (2 Tim. 1:16-18). 1:16-18). The name  The name means “promeans “profit-bearinfit-bearing” and mayg” and may indicate  indicate indicate aindicate a slave or  slave or freedman. freedman. The phrasiThe phrasing of 1 Ting of 1 Tim. 1:18 anm. 1:18 and the greed the greetings to htings to his househois his household household in v. 16; in v. 16; 4:19 sugge4:19 suggest that hest that he may have  may have already dialready died. Onesiped. Onesiphorus playhorus plays a signifs playplays a siplays a significant gnificant role in throle in the apocryphe apocryphal Acts ofal Acts of Paul. Paul. Paul.

A Christian from Ephesus who found Paul in Rome and aided him during his 
imprisonment (2 Tim. 1:16-18). The name means “profit-bearing” and may 
indicate a slave or freedman. The phrasing of 1 Tim. 1:18 and the greetings to his 
household in v. 16; 4:19 suggest that he may have already died. Onesiphorus 
plays a significant role in the apocryphal Acts of Paul.

Matthew S.Matthew S. Collins Collins

Matthew S. Collins

ONIASONIAS (Gk.  (Gk. OniasOnias)))

ONIAS (Gk. Onias)

A recurrenA recurrent name in t name in a priestlya priestly family pr family prominent inominent in Palestine Palestine during th during the Hellenise Hellenistic periodtic HellenisHellenistiHellenistic period fc period from the rurom the rule of the le of the Ptolemies Ptolemies into the Minto the Maccabean paccabean period. Of eriod. Of Zadokite lZZadokite lZadokite lineage, thineage, this family is family of hereditof hereditary high pary high priests is riests is frequentlyfrequently referred  referred to as the to as tto as the Oniadsthe Oniads...

A recurrent name in a priestly family prominent in Palestine during the 
Hellenistic period from the rule of the Ptolemies into the Maccabean period. Of 
Zadokite lineage, this family of hereditary high priests is frequently referred to as 
the Oniads.

�1.1. Onias I,  Onias I, the son ofthe son of Jaddua wh Jaddua who served io served in the prien the priesthood witsthood with his broth his brother Manassher Mher Manasses dManasses during the uring the early reigearly reign of Alexan of Alexander the Gnder the Great (Josereat (Josephus phus Ant.Ant. 11.8.7).  11.8.7). Onias I asOnOnias I asOnias I ascended to cended to the high pthe high priesthood riesthood sometime asometime after the dfter the death of boeath of both his fatth his father and Alhefatfather andfather and Alexander Alexander the Great the Great. Some sug. Some suggest that gest that Onias I waOnias I was the Onias the Onias mentiones mentions mentioned mentioned as a correas a correspondent wspondent with Arius,ith Arius, a Spartan a Spartan king (1 M king (1 Macc. 12:7,acc. 12:7, 19-20), w 19-20), while otherhwwhile othewhile others see Onirs see Onias II or Oas II or Onias III (nias III (Ant.Ant. 12.4.10)  12.4.10) as the moras the more likely ce likely candidate. andidate. Onias I waOOnias I waOnias I was the faths the father of Simoer of Simon I.n I.n I.

1. Onias I, the son of Jaddua who served in the priesthood with his brother 
Manasses during the early reign of Alexander the Great (Josephus Ant. 11.8.7). 
Onias I ascended to the high priesthood sometime after the death of both his 
father and Alexander the Great. Some suggest that Onias I was the Onias 
mentioned as a correspondent with Arius, a Spartan king (1 Macc. 12:7, 19-20), 
while others see Onias II or Onias III (Ant. 12.4.10) as the more likely candidate. 
Onias I was the father of Simon I.

�2.2. Onias II. Onias II. Son of Si Son of Simon I and mon I and grandson ograndson of Onias I,f Onias I, he did no he did not become ht become high priestigh pigh priest immpriest immediately fediately following hollowing his father’is father’s early des early death. Accorath. According to Joding to Josephus (sephus (Ant.Ant. 12.4), bo 12 12.4), bot12.4), both his unclh his uncle Eleazar e Eleazar and his grand his great uncle eat uncle Manasses pManasses preceded hireceded his priestlys priestly tenure. O ten tenure. Ontenure. Onias II serias II served as higved as high priest dh priest during the uring the Ptolemaic Ptolemaic rule over rule over ancient Paancient Palestine anlestiPaPalestine Palestine and found and found himself, ahimself, at least pet least periodicallyriodically, in oppos, in opposition to tition to the secularhe secular rulers. J rulers rulers. Jorulers. Josephus notsephus notes his cones his conflict withflict with Ptolemy I Ptolemy III EuergetII Euergetes over taes over taxes and chxes and characterizearacchcharactericharacterizes Onias zes Onias II as avarII as avaricious. Oticious. Others see Ohers see Onias as ponias as politically litically supportingsupporting the Seleu the  the Seleucthe Seleucids over aids over against thegainst the Ptolemies Ptolemies. Whether . Whether Onias’ motOnias’ motivation waivation was personals personals personal opersonal or politicar political, this col, this conflict wasnflict was a critica a critical element l element in the lonin the long-term strg-term struggle betwuggle beuggle between thbetween the Oniads ae Oniads and the Tobnd the Tobiads, a weiads, a wealthy famialthy family relatedly related to the On to the Oniads by thiads by the marriageeththe marriathe marriage of Oniage of Onias’ sister s’ sister to the heato the head of the Td of the Tobiads. Evobiads. Eventually Oentually Onias’ nephnias’ nephew Joseph ewnephnephew Josnephew Joseph Tobiadeph Tobiad gained co gained control of tntrol of the tax colhe tax collection sylection system as westem as well as consll as considerable pidconsconsiderabconsiderable politicle political power.al power.al power.

2. Onias II. Son of Simon I and grandson of Onias I, he did not become high 
priest immediately following his father’s early death. According to Josephus (Ant. 
12.4), both his uncle Eleazar and his great uncle Manasses preceded his priestly 
tenure. Onias II served as high priest during the Ptolemaic rule over ancient 



Palestine and found himself, at least periodically, in opposition to the secular 
rulers. Josephus notes his conflict with Ptolemy III Euergetes over taxes and 
characterizes Onias II as avaricious. Others see Onias as politically supporting 
the Seleucids over against the Ptolemies. Whether Onias’ motivation was 
personal or political, this conflict was a critical element in the long-term struggle 
between the Oniads and the Tobiads, a wealthy family related to the Oniads by 
the marriage of Onias’ sister to the head of the Tobiads. Eventually Onias’ 
nephew Joseph Tobiad gained control of the tax collection system as well as 
considerable political power.

�Onias was Onias was succeeded succeeded by his sonby his son, Simon II, Simon II (the Just (the Just), around ), around the time tthe time that the Sehat the hat the Seleucthe Seleucids finallids finally took Paly took Palestine froestine from the Ptolm the Ptolemies.emies.emies.

Onias was succeeded by his son, Simon II (the Just), around the time that 
the Seleucids finally took Palestine from the Ptolemies.

�3.3. Onias III Onias III. Son of S. Son of Simon II animon II and grandsond grandson of Onias  of Onias II, he serII, he served as higved as high priest dh priesth priest durpriest during the reing the reign of Selign of Seleucus IV Peucus IV Philopator.hilopator. Onias III Onias III is noted  is noted in 2 Maccain 2 Maccabees for hbees MaccaMaccabees Maccabees for his pifor his piety and hiety and his “hatred s “hatred of wickednof wickedness” (2 Maess” (2 Macc. 3:1). cc. 3:1). He continuHe continued what hiedcontinucontinued continued what his pwhat his predecessorredecessors had begus had begun in his pn in his political oolitical opposition pposition to the Tobto the Tobiad familyiaTobTobiad famTobiad family. Simonily. Simon, the Tobi, the Tobiad overseead overseer of the tr of the temple, wasemple, was a particu a particular adverslar adversary. Eventaradversadversary.adversary. Eventuall Eventually, Simon dy, Simon denounced Oenounced Onias to thnias to the Seleucide Seleucid overlords overlords as pro-Pt as pro-Pt as pro-Ptolempro-Ptolemaic and asaic and as one who m one who mishandled ishandled finances. finances. In an atteIn an attempt to quimpt to quiet mountinet mountinet mounting tmounting tension, Seension, Seleucus senleucus sent one of ht one of his chief mis chief ministers, inisters, HeliodorusHeliodorus, to the t, to the temple. Helempttemple. Hetemple. Heliodorus mliodorus mysteriouslysteriously fell deay fell deathly ill athly ill and was resnd was restored to ltored to life upon Oife upon Onias’ prayniasOOnias’ praOnias’ prayers and syers and sacrifices acrifices to God. Heto God. Heliodorus rliodorus returned toeturned to Seleucus  Seleucus and Onias and Onias survived assurvived asurvived a round of  round of scrutiny; scrutiny; however, hhowever, he continuee continued to face d to face Simon’s acSimon’s accusations cusations so that hesoso that heso that he eventuall eventually made a py made a personal trersonal trip to Antiip to Antioch to defoch to defend himselend himself directlyf directly before th be before thebefore the Seleucid  Seleucid king. Uponking. Upon his arriv his arrival (175 al (175 B.C.E.B.C.E.), Onias f), Onias found that ound that HeliodorusHeliodorusHeliodorusHeliodorus had murde had murdered Seleucred Seleucus and Selus and Seleucus’ broeucus’ brother, Antither, Antiochus IV Eochus IV Epiphanes, piphanes,EEpiphanes,Epiphanes, was king. was king. Meanwhile Meanwhile, in Onias, in Onias’ absence,’ absence, his broth his brother Jason per Jason purchased turchased the positiohetthe positithe position of highon of high priest fr priest from the finom the financially sancially strapped Antrapped Antiochus. Otiochus. Onias did nnias did not return ot reot return to return to Palestine.Palestine. Some thin Some think he remaik he remained exiledned exiled, voluntar, voluntarily or invily or involuntarilyoluntarily, in Antio, in A, in Antioch. OAntioch. Others thinthers think he fled k he fled to Egypt ato Egypt and establind established a Jewshed a Jewish templeish temple in Leonto in Leontopolis. SompoLeontoLeontopoliLeontopolis. Some ass. Some associate Onsociate Onias III wiias III with the Teath the Teacher of Richer of Righteousnesghteousness mentiones mentiones mentioned mentioned in the Deain the Dead Sea Scrod Sea Scrolls.lls.lls.

3. Onias III. Son of Simon II and grandson of Onias II, he served as high 
priest during the reign of Seleucus IV Philopator. Onias III is noted in 2 
Maccabees for his piety and his “hatred of wickedness” (2 Macc. 3:1). He 
continued what his predecessors had begun in his political opposition to the 
Tobiad family. Simon, the Tobiad overseer of the temple, was a particular 
adversary. Eventually, Simon denounced Onias to the Seleucid overlords as 
pro-Ptolemaic and as one who mishandled finances. In an attempt to quiet 
mounting tension, Seleucus sent one of his chief ministers, Heliodorus, to the 
temple. Heliodorus mysteriously fell deathly ill and was restored to life upon 
Onias’ prayers and sacrifices to God. Heliodorus returned to Seleucus and Onias 
survived a round of scrutiny; however, he continued to face Simon’s accusations 
so that he eventually made a personal trip to Antioch to defend himself directly 
before the Seleucid king. Upon his arrival (175 B.C.E.), Onias found that 
Heliodorus had murdered Seleucus and Seleucus’ brother, Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes, was king. Meanwhile, in Onias’ absence, his brother Jason purchased 
the position of high priest from the financially strapped Antiochus. Onias did not 
return to Palestine. Some think he remained exiled, voluntarily or involuntarily, in 
Antioch. Others think he fled to Egypt and established a Jewish temple in 
Leontopolis. Some associate Onias III with the Teacher of Righteousness 
mentioned in the Dead Sea Scrolls.

�4.4. Onias Men Onias Menelaus, usuelaus, usually referally referred to as red to as Menelaus. Menelaus. The brotheThe brother of Simonr of Simon, the over, th, the oversethe overseer of the er of the temple, Ontemple, Onias Menelaias Menelaus was allus was allied with Jied with Jason, the ason, the brother ofbrother of Onias III O Onias III,Onias III, before us before usurping himurping him as high p as high priest in 1riest in 172. Under 72. Under Menelaus’ Menelaus’ tenure, a tenure, a series of serieseries of series of events occevents occurred thaturred that precipita precipitated the Mated the Maccabean Reccabean Revolt.volt.volt.

4. Onias Menelaus, usually referred to as Menelaus. The brother of Simon, 
the overseer of the temple, Onias Menelaus was allied with Jason, the brother of 
Onias III, before usurping him as high priest in 172. Under Menelaus’ tenure, a 
series of events occurred that precipitated the Maccabean Revolt.

�5.5. Onias IV, Onias IV, son of On son of Onias III. Sias III. Some reportome report Onias IV  Onias IV as the prias the priest who flest who fled to Egyped to Eed to Egypt and Egypt and received freceived funds from unds from the rulersthe rulers of Egypt  of Egypt to build ato build a Jewish te Jewish temple at Lemple at Leontopolis,onLeLeontopoliLeontopolis, to run s, to run a militarya military colony, a colony, and to servnd to serve as a Ptoe as a Ptolemaic genlemaic general. Joseeral. Josephus offerphusJoseJosephus oJosephus offers confffers conflicting aclicting accounts in counts in AntiquitieAntiquitiess and  and Jewish WarJewish War...

5. Onias IV, son of Onias III. Some report Onias IV as the priest who fled to 
Egypt and received funds from the rulers of Egypt to build a Jewish temple at 
Leontopolis, to run a military colony, and to serve as a Ptolemaic general. 
Josephus offers conflicting accounts in Antiquities and Jewish War.
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ONIONONIONONION

ONION

One of theOne of the vegetable vegetables for whics for which Israel lh Israel longed in tonged in the wildernhe wilderness (Num. ess (Num. 11:5; Heb.11:5; Heb.  baœs�albbaœs�albaœs�al). Of the ). Of the several vaseveral varieties ofrieties of onions gr onions grown througown throughout the ahout the ancient Neancient Near East, thrNeaNear East,Near East, the Egypt the Egyptian onion ian onion ((Alium cepaAlium cepa L.) was r L.) was reputedly aeputedly among the mmong the most flavorost flavorost flavorful,flavorful, eaten raw eaten raw, boiled, , boiled, and as a cand as a condiment iondiment in lentil dn lentil dishes. In ishes. In Palestine Palestine the Israelthe Israthe IsraelitesIsraelites ate the m ate the mature onioature onions, but nons, but not the leavt the leaves, which es, which they consithey considered to bdered to be harmful.e he harmful. Oharmful. Onions werenions were employed  employed medicinallmedicinally as an any as an antiseptic atiseptic and laxativnd laxative, and thee, and the onion ski o onion skinonion skin was used  was used as a dye.as a dye.

One of the vegetables for which Israel longed in the wilderness (Num. 11:5; Heb. 
baœs�al ). Of the several varieties of onions grown throughout the ancient 
Near East, the Egyptian onion (Alium cepa L.) was reputedly among the most 
flavorful, eaten raw, boiled, and as a condiment in lentil dishes. In Palestine the 
Israelites ate the mature onions, but not the leaves, which they considered to be 
harmful. Onions were employed medicinally as an antiseptic and laxative, and the 
onion skin was used as a dye.

ONOONO (Heb.  (Heb. }o®no®}o®no®)))

ONO (Heb. }o®no®)

A city in A city in the Shephethe Shephelah, identlah, identified withified with Kafr  Kafr {Anaœ{Anaœ (137159), (137159), 10 km. (6 10 km. (6 mi.) NW o mi.) NW  mi.) NW of Lod.NW of Lod. Ono and L Ono and Lod are clood are closely assocsely associated throiated throughout; Neughout; Neh. 11:35 rh. 11:35 refers to tefers toefers to the citto the cities as “thies as “the valley oe valley of artisansf artisans.” Thutmos.” Thutmose III (15te III (15th century)h century) includes  includes Ono in hisOno inOno in his Karin his Karnak list onak list of conqueref conquered sites.d sites.d sites.

A city in the Shephelah, identified with Kafr {Anaœ (137159), 10 km. (6 mi.) 
NW of Lod. Ono and Lod are closely associated throughout; Neh. 11:35 refers 
to the cities as “the valley of artisans.” Thutmose III (15th century) includes Ono 
in his Karnak list of conquered sites.

�According According to 1 Chr. to 1 Chr. 8:12 Sheme8:12 Shemed, son of d, son of Elpaal theElpaal the Benjamite Benjamite, built th, built the city of e city oe city of Ono, buof Ono, but an earlyt an early associati association with Daon with Dan and Ephrn and Ephraim is posaim is possible. Lodsible. Lod, Hadid, a, Hadid, and Ono prondaand Ono prand Ono provided an ovided an ancestral ancestral homeland fhomeland for 725 (Ezor 725 (Ezra 2:33) ora 2:33) or 721 (Nehr 721 (Neh. 7:37) re. 7:37) re. 7:37) returning returning exiles (orexiles (or more, if  more, if the figurethe figures indicates indicate only men) only men). During t. During the rebuildhe rebuilding of theing oing of the walof the walls of Jeruls of Jerusalem, Sansalem, Sanballat andballat and Geshem re Geshem requested a quested a parley witparley with Nehemiahh Nehemiahh Nehemiah “Nehemiah “in one of in one of the villagthe villages in the es in the plain of Oplain of Ono” (Neh. no” (Neh. 6:2), iden6:2), identified wittified with Wadi h Wh Wadi Wadi Mus�rarahMus�rarah...

According to 1 Chr. 8:12 Shemed, son of Elpaal the Benjamite, built the city 
of Ono, but an early association with Dan and Ephraim is possible. Lod, Hadid, 
and Ono provided an ancestral homeland for 725 (Ezra 2:33) or 721 (Neh. 7:37) 
returning exiles (or more, if the figures indicate only men). During the rebuilding 
of the walls of Jerusalem, Sanballat and Geshem requested a parley with 
Nehemiah “in one of the villages in the plain of Ono” (Neh. 6:2), identified with 
Wadi Mus�rarah .
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ONOMASTICOONOMASTICONNN

ONOMASTICON

A list of A list of proper namproper names, usualles, usually personaly personal but somet but sometimes geogrimes geographical siaphical sites. In thtes. In the first ine fire first instfirst instance the lance the list of namist of names may be es may be derived frderived from a givenom a given document  document (e.g., Dav(e.g., David’s Mightid’sDavDavid’s MiDavid’s Mighty Men, ghty Men, 2 Sam. 23:2 Sam. 23:8-39; cf. 8-39; cf. 1 Chr. 11:1 Chr. 11:26-47) or 26-47) or compiled fcompiled from variourom various sources s variouvarious sovarious sources withurces with a common  a common point of rpoint of reference (eference (e.g., onome.g., onomasticon ofasticon of names in  names in  names in Jerusalin Jerusalem ossuaryem ossuary inscripti inscriptions). Onomons). Onomastic studastic study of persoy of personal names nal names not only cnot only contributesoccontributecontributes understas understanding of tnding of their meaniheir meaning, but alng, but also provideso provides insight s insight into the einto the ethnic and thneethnic andethnic and linguisti linguistic backgrouc background of thosnd of those named. Te named. This can behis can be valuable  valuable in evaluatin evaluating populaing evaluatevaluatingevaluating populatio population movementn movement, social i, social intercoursentercourse, and accu, and acculturation lturation (e.g., the(e.g., the presence  pre presence opresence of Greek naf Greek names in 1stmes in 1st-century s-century synagogue iynagogue inscriptionnscriptions providess provides significa significant insightntsignificasignificansignificant insight t insight into the hinto the hellenizatiellenization of Jewion of Jewish societysh society).).).

A list of proper names, usually personal but sometimes geographical sites. In the 
first instance the list of names may be derived from a given document (e.g., 
David’s Mighty Men, 2 Sam. 23:8-39; cf. 1 Chr. 11:26-47) or compiled from 
various sources with a common point of reference (e.g., onomasticon of names 
in Jerusalem ossuary inscriptions). Onomastic study of personal names not only 
contributes understanding of their meaning, but also provides insight into the 
ethnic and linguistic background of those named. This can be valuable in 
evaluating population movement, social intercourse, and acculturation (e.g., the 
presence of Greek names in 1st-century synagogue inscriptions provides 
significant insight into the hellenization of Jewish society).

�When the tWhen the term is useerm is used in a geod in a geographical graphical sense it usense it usually indsually indicates a gicates a gazetteer oazetteerggazetteer gazetteer of place nof place names. Euseames. Eusebius’ bius’ OnomasticoOnomasticonn of biblic of biblical sites ial sites includes alncludes almost 1000 most 100most 1000 entri1000 entries ranginges ranging in length in length from a fe from a few words tow words to as much a as much as a page. s a page. The entrieThe entries are cates entrieentries arentries are categorie categorized by thezed by the first let first letter of theter of the alphabet, alphabet, then by t then by their orderheir order of occurr of oc of occurrenceoccurrence in the bi in the biblical texblical text. They int. They include suchclude such informati information as locaon as location, disttion, distance from ance distdistance fdistance from other rom other places, evplaces, events that ents that occurred aoccurred at the sitet the site, contempo, contemporary (4th-rary (4th-century) nce(4th-(4th-centu(4th-century) name, ry) name, and state and state of the sitof the site (inhabite (inhabited or ruined or ruined, and ifed, and if inhabited inhabited the relig the r the religious religious orientatioorientation of inhabn of inhabitants).itants).itants).

When the term is used in a geographical sense it usually indicates a 
gazetteer of place names. Eusebius’ Onomasticon of biblical sites includes almost 
1000 entries ranging in length from a few words to as much as a page. The 
entries are categorized by the first letter of the alphabet, then by their order of 
occurrence in the biblical text. They include such information as location, 



distance from other places, events that occurred at the site, contemporary 
(4th-century) name, and state of the site (inhabited or ruined, and if inhabited the 
religious orientation of inhabitants).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. D. BarnT. D. Barnes, “Compoes, “Composition of sition of Eusebius’ Eusebius’ OnomasticoOnomasticonn,” ,” JTSJTS  N.S.N.N.S.N.S. 26 (1975) 26 (1975): 412–15; : 412–15; N. G. CoheN. G. Cohen, “The Nan, “The Names of themes of the Translato Translators in the rs in the Letter of LetterLetter of Letter of Aristeas,”Aristeas,”  JSJJSJ 15 (1984) 15 (1984): 32–64; D: 32–64; D. E. Groh,. E. Groh, “The  “The OnomasticoOnomasticonn of Eusebi of Eusebius and theusEusebiEusebius aEusebius and the Risnd the Rise of Chrise of Christian Palestian Palestine,” in tine,” in Studia PatStudia Patristicaristica 18/1, ed. 18/1, ed. E. A. Liv E. A. Livingstone (inLivLivingstonLivingstone (Kalamaze (Kalamazoo, 1985),oo, 1985), 23–31; J. 23–31; J. P. Kane,  P. Kane, “The Ossua“The Ossuary Inscripry Inscriptions of Jtions of Jerusalem,”eruJJerusalem,Jerusalem,” ” JSSJSS 23 (1978) 23 (1978): 268–82; : 268–82; M. P. O’CoM. P. O’Connor, “Thennor, “The Ammonite  Ammonite OnomasticoOnomasticon: SemantinOnomasticoOnomasticoOnomasticon: Semantin: Semantic Problemsc Problems,” ,” AUSSAUSS 25 (1987) 25 (1987): 51–64; A: 51–64; A. B. Tatak. B. Tataki, i, MacedonianMacedoniaMacedonianMacedonian Edessa: P Edessa: Prosopograprosopography and Onohy and Onomasticonmasticon (Athens,  (Athens, 1994); C. 1994); C. U. Wolf, “U. Wolf, “Eusebius oEu““Eusebius “Eusebius of Caesareof Caesarea and the a and the OnomasticoOnomasticon,” n,” BABA 27 (1964) 27 (1964): 66–96.: 66–96.: 66–96.

Bibliography. T. D. Barnes, “Composition of Eusebius’ Onomasticon,” JTS 
N.S. 26 (1975): 412–15; N. G. Cohen, “The Names of the Translators in the 
Letter of Aristeas,” JSJ 15 (1984): 32–64; D. E. Groh, “The Onomasticon of 
Eusebius and the Rise of Christian Palestine,” in Studia Patristica 18/1, ed. E. A. 
Livingstone (Kalamazoo, 1985), 23–31; J. P. Kane, “The Ossuary Inscriptions of 
Jerusalem,” JSS 23 (1978): 268–82; M. P. O’Connor, “The Ammonite 
Onomasticon: Semantic Problems,” AUSS 25 (1987): 51–64; A. B. Tataki, 
Macedonian Edessa: Prosopography and Onomasticon (Athens, 1994); C. U. Wolf, 
“Eusebius of Caesarea and the Onomasticon,” BA 27 (1964): 66–96.
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ONYCHAONYCHAONYCHA

ONYCHA

A spice whA spice which when bich when burned emiturned emits a musky s a musky odor. It modor. It may be deriay be derived from tved from the rockroshe rockrhe rockrose orockrose or ladanum,r ladanum, the stem  the stem and leavesand leaves of which  of which produce a produce a dark browndark brown resin. Mo resin. M resin. More likelMore likely, onchya y, onchya was obtainwas obtained from thed from the operculue operculum or closim or closing musclesng muscles of a moll of a moll of a mollusk camollusk called the slled the stromb or wtromb or wing shell,ing shell, found in  found in the watersthe waters of the Re of the Red Sea.d Sea.d Sea.

A spice which when burned emits a musky odor. It may be derived from the 
rockrose or ladanum, the stem and leaves of which produce a dark brown resin. 
More likely, onchya was obtained from the operculum or closing muscles of a 
mollusk called the stromb or wing shell, found in the waters of the Red Sea.

�Onchya, alOnchya, along with eong with equal partsqual parts of stacte of stacte, galbanum, galbanum, and fran, and frankincense, kincense, was a pungwas a pwas a pungent copungent component ofmponent of the holy  the holy incense usincense used in the ed in the temple (Extemple (Exod. 30:34-od. 30:34-36). Such 36). Such 36). Such formuSuch formulas for bolas for both holy inth holy incense and cense and oil were noil were not to be dot to be duplicated uplicated for nonsacfor nonsacred use (Ernonsacnonsacred nonsacred use (Exod.use (Exod. 30:33, 37 30:33, 37-38).-38).-38).

Onchya, along with equal parts of stacte, galbanum, and frankincense, was a 
pungent component of the holy incense used in the temple (Exod. 30:34-36). 
Such formulas for both holy incense and oil were not to be duplicated for 
nonsacred use (Exod. 30:33, 37-38).
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ONYXONYXONYX

ONYX

A banded qA banded quartzite suartzite stone prizetone prized as materd as material for caial for carving or erving or engraving. ngraving. The onyx (The onyx (Heb. He((Heb. (Heb. sûoœhamsûoœham) was a st) was a stone equal one equal in value tin value to gold (Geo gold (Gen. 2:12; Jn. 2:12; Job 28:16).ob 28:16). Each shou Each s Each shoulder oshoulder of the highf the high priest’s  priest’s ephod boreephod bore an onyx e an onyx engraved wingraved with the namth the names of Israes of Israel’s sons eIsraIsrael’s sIsrael’s sons (Exod.ons (Exod. 28:9; 39: 28:9; 39:6), and an6), and an engraved  engraved onyx was ponyx was present on resent on the high pthe high priest’s brrieppriest’s bpriest’s breastpiecereastpiece (28:20; 3 (28:20; 39:13). A 9:13). A sûoœhamsûoœham adorned t adorned the king ofhe king of Tyre (Eze Tyre (Ezek. 28:13).k. (Eze(Ezek. 28:(Ezek. 28:13). The L13). The LXX uses a XX uses a number of number of words to twords to translate ranslate sûoœham,sûoœham, reflectin reflectin reflectingreflecting confusion confusion as to the as to the type and  type and color of scolor of stone repretone represented: grsented: green or blueen or blue (Gen. 2:e (Ge (Gen. 2:12(Gen. 2:12; Exod. 28; Exod. 28:9) and re:9) and red or brownd or brown (25:7). T (25:7). The NRSV rehe NRSV reads “onyx”ads “onyx” for Gk. for Gk. sardoœnyx Gk.Gk. sardoœGk. sardoœnyx,nyx, a course  a course in the fouin the foundation ofndation of the city  the city wall of thwall of the New Jerue New Jerusalem (RevsalemJeruJerusalem Jerusalem (Rev. 21:2(Rev. 21:20). Englis0). English translath translations also ions also use “beryluse “beryl,” “carnel,” “carnelian,” “emeian,” “emerald,” “larald,”“eme“emerald,”“emerald,” “lapis la “lapis lazuli,” andzuli,” and “sardonus “sardonus” for the ” for the Hebrew andHebrew and Greek ter Greek terms.ms.ms.

A banded quartzite stone prized as material for carving or engraving. The onyx 
(Heb. sûoœham) was a stone equal in value to gold (Gen. 2:12; Job 28:16). Each 
shoulder of the high priest’s ephod bore an onyx engraved with the names of 
Israel’s sons (Exod. 28:9; 39:6), and an engraved onyx was present on the high 
priest’s breastpiece (28:20; 39:13). A sûoœham adorned the king of Tyre 
(Ezek. 28:13). The LXX uses a number of words to translate sûoœham, 
reflecting confusion as to the type and color of stone represented: green or blue 
(Gen. 2:12; Exod. 28:9) and red or brown (25:7). The NRSV reads “onyx” for 
Gk. sardoœnyx, a course in the foundation of the city wall of the New 
Jerusalem (Rev. 21:20). English translations also use “beryl,” “carnelian,” 
“emerald,” “lapis lazuli,” and “sardonus” for the Hebrew and Greek terms.
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OPHELOPHEL (Heb.  (Heb. }oœp�el}oœp�el)))

OPHEL (Heb. }oœp�el )



The southeThe southeast ridge ast ridge between thbetween the Kidron ae Kidron and Tyropoend Tyropoeon Valleyson Valleys, fortifie, fortified by Davidd by Davidd by David as hDavid as his capitalis capital (cf. 2 Sa (cf. 2 Sam. 5:9). Tm. 5:9). The Ophel whe Ophel was the sitas the site of conste of construction acruction activity by tivityacactivity bactivity by Jotham (y Jotham (2 Chr. 27:2 Chr. 27:3) and Man3) and Manasseh (33:asseh (33:14), and f14), and following tollowing the Exile the Exile temple servempttemple sertemple servants who vants who lived on tlived on the Ophel rhe Ophel repaired itepaired its walls (Ns walls (Neh. 3:26-2eh. 3:26-27; 11:21).7; 11:21). In the mi In In the midIn the mid-8th centu-8th century ry B.C.E.B.C.E. (2 Chr. 2 (2 Chr. 27:3) the w7:3) the word “ophelord “ophel” may have” may have replaced  replaced the earlieththe earliethe earlier term “mir term “millo” to spllo” to specificallyecifically designate designate the citad the citadel of Jeruel of Jerusalem. Thesalem. The area was  area  area was carea was called Ophlalled Ophlas by Joseas by Josephus (phus (BJBJ 5.145; 5. 5.145; 5.254), a Gr254), a Greek transleek transliteration iteration of Aram. of Arof Aram. Aram. }ap�la}ap�la, and was , and was consideredconsidered by Joseph by Josephus to be sus to be situated beituated below the solow the southeast coutheassosoutheast southeast corner of corner of the presenthe present-day tempt-day temple mount. le mount. Josephus dJosephus distinguishistinguished the Ophed the Oped the Ophel fromOphel from the Akra  the Akra fortress, fortress, farther dofarther down the samwn the same ridge (e ridge (BJBJ 5.253; 6. 5.253; 6.354). The 354). The 354). The area hThe area has been exas been excavated bycavated by Kathleen  Kathleen Kenyon andKenyon and Yigal Shi Yigal Shiloh.loh.loh.

The southeast ridge between the Kidron and Tyropoeon Valleys, fortified by 
David as his capital (cf. 2 Sam. 5:9). The Ophel was the site of construction 
activity by Jotham (2 Chr. 27:3) and Manasseh (33:14), and following the Exile 
temple servants who lived on the Ophel repaired its walls (Neh. 3:26-27; 11:21). 
In the mid-8th century B.C.E. (2 Chr. 27:3) the word “ophel” may have replaced 
the earlier term “millo” to specifically designate the citadel of Jerusalem. The 
area was called Ophlas by Josephus (BJ 5.145; 5.254), a Greek transliteration of 
Aram. }ap�la , and was considered by Josephus to be situated below the 
southeast corner of the present-day temple mount. Josephus distinguished the 
Ophel from the Akra fortress, farther down the same ridge (BJ 5.253; 6.354). 
The area has been excavated by Kathleen Kenyon and Yigal Shiloh.

�The HebrewThe Hebrew term mean term means “hill,” s “hill,” “mound,” o“mound,” or “bulge” r “bulge” (Isa. 32:1(Isa. 32:14; Mic. 4:4; Mic. 4:8), and wi8), and8), and with tand with the definithe definite article e article can designcan designate a specate a specific hill,ific hill, e.g., Sam e.g., Samaria, wheraria, where Elisha’se Elisha’e Elisha’s hElisha’s house stoodouse stood (2 Kgs. 5 (2 Kgs. 5:24; NRSV :24; NRSV “citadel”)“citadel”). The term. The term is also u is also used in thesed in the Mesha ste Me Mesha stelMesha stela from Diba from Dibon, which on, which mentions amentions a “wall of  “wall of the Ophel”the Ophel” in Kerak. in Kerak.

The Hebrew term means “hill,” “mound,” or “bulge” (Isa. 32:14; Mic. 4:8), 
and with the definite article can designate a specific hill, e.g., Samaria, where 
Elisha’s house stood (2 Kgs. 5:24; NRSV “citadel”). The term is also used in the 
Mesha stela from Dibon, which mentions a “wall of the Ophel” in Kerak.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. Shiloh,Y. Shiloh,  ExcavationExcavations at the Cs at the City of Davity of Davidid 1. Qedem  1. Qedem 19 (Jerusa19 (Jerusa19 (Jerusalem(Jerusalem, 1984)., 1984)., 1984).

Bibliography. Y. Shiloh, Excavations at the City of David 1. Qedem 19 
(Jerusalem, 1984).
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OPHIROPHIR (Heb.  (Heb. }o®p�iîr}o®p�iîr) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

OPHIR (Heb. }o®p�iîr ) (PERSON)

According According to the Tabto the Table of Natile of Nations, a desons, a descendant ofcendant of Shem, the Shem, the son of Jo son of Joktan and bktan and brother of rbbrother ofbrother of Havilah ( Havilah (Gen. 10:29Gen. 10:29; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 1:23). He i:23). He is presumabs presumably the epoly the eponymous ancnymous ancnymous ancestor oancestor of a South f a South Arabian reArabian region.gion.

According to the Table of Nations, a descendant of Shem, the son of Joktan and 
brother of Havilah (Gen. 10:29; 1 Chr. 1:23). He is presumably the eponymous 
ancestor of a South Arabian region.

OPHIROPHIR (Heb.  (Heb. }o®p�iîr}o®p�iîr) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

OPHIR (Heb. }o®p�iîr ) (PLACE)

A nation wA nation with whom Iith whom Israel condsrael conducted mariucted maritime relattime relations from ions from as early aas early as the times the times the time of Sotime of Solomon (1 Klomon (1 Kgs. 9:28; gs. 9:28; 10:11; 22:10:11; 22:48; 2 Chr.48; 2 Chr. 8:18; 9:1 8:18; 9:10). Ophir 0). Ophir supplied gsupplied gold, precioldggold, precgold, precious stoneious stones, and woos, and wood to both d to both Solomon anSolomon and Hiram ofd Hiram of Tyre thro Tyre through Ezion-ugh Eziough Ezion-gebeEzion-geber on the Rr on the Red Sea. Oped Sea. Ophir’s goldhir’s gold was so we was so well known tll known that it camhat it came to symboe to symbe to symbolize symbolize wealth andwealth and decadence decadence in contra in contrast with wist with wisdom and fsdom and faith (Job aith (Job 22:24; 28:22:24; 28:16; Isa. 1128:28:16; Isa28:16; Isa. 13:12).. 13:12).. 13:12).

A nation with whom Israel conducted maritime relations from as early as the 
time of Solomon (1 Kgs. 9:28; 10:11; 22:48; 2 Chr. 8:18; 9:10). Ophir supplied 
gold, precious stones, and wood to both Solomon and Hiram of Tyre through 
Ezion-geber on the Red Sea. Ophir’s gold was so well known that it came to 
symbolize wealth and decadence in contrast with wisdom and faith (Job 22:24; 
28:16; Isa. 13:12).

�The identiThe identification ofication of Ophir haf Ophir has yielded s yielded a number oa number of possibilf possibilities. If ities. If an associaan association is betassociaassociatioassociation is belien is believed betweeved between Ophir ann Ophir and the descd the descendant of endant of Joktan (GeJoktan (Gen. 10:29-3n. 10:29-30), then t010:29-310:29-30),10:29-30), then the  then the eastern hieastern hill countryll country of v. 30  of v. 30 makes a camakes a case of an Ase of an Arabian iderabian identificationtificideidentificaidentification. The tion. The mention ofmention of Ophir (1  Ophir (1 Kgs. 10:11Kgs. 10:11) within t) within the queen ohe queen of Sheba naf Sheba narrative marrnanarrative narrative may bolstemay bolster Ophir’s r Ophir’s identificaidentification with tion with Seba in soSeba in southwest Aruthwest Arabia. Indiabia. India remains a rea remains a remains a possibilitpossibility with itsy with its ivory and ivory and exotic pr exotic primates (1 imates (1 Kgs. 10:22Kgs. 10:22), althoug), although ch. 10 mh ch. h ch. 10 maych. 10 may imply a d imply a different tifferent trading parrading partner. Afritner. Africa also poca also possesses thssesses the commodite commodities importiescommoditcommoditiecommodities importeds imported from Ophi from Ophir. An inscr. An inscription frription from Tell Qaom Tell Qasile provisile provides the ondes the odes the only survionly surviving extraving extrabiblical rbiblical reference teference to Ophir, bo Ophir, but it lackut it lacks useful gs useful geographicaeographical informatl infol informatioinformation.n.n.

The identification of Ophir has yielded a number of possibilities. If an 
association is believed between Ophir and the descendant of Joktan (Gen. 
10:29-30), then the eastern hill country of v. 30 makes a case of an Arabian 
identification. The mention of Ophir (1 Kgs. 10:11) within the queen of Sheba 
narrative may bolster Ophir’s identification with Seba in southwest Arabia. India 
remains a possibility with its ivory and exotic primates (1 Kgs. 10:22), although 
ch. 10 may imply a different trading partner. Africa also possesses the 
commodities imported from Ophir. An inscription from Tell Qasile provides the 
only surviving extrabiblical reference to Ophir, but it lacks useful geographical 



information.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. MaislerB. Maisler, “Two Heb, “Two Hebrew Ostracrew Ostraca from Tela from Tell l QasiîleQasiîle,” ,” JNESJNES 10 (1951) 1 10 (1951):10 (1951): 265–67. 265–67. 265–67.

Bibliography. B. Maisler, “Two Hebrew Ostraca from Tell Qasiîle,” JNES 
10 (1951): 265–67.
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OPHNIOPHNI (Heb.  (Heb. {op�niî{op�niî)))

OPHNI (Heb. {op�niî )

A town in A town in the territthe territory of Benory of Benjamin, lisjamin, listed betweeted between Chepar-an Chepar-ammoni and mmoni and Geba (JoshGeba (JosGeba (Josh. 18:(Josh. 18:24). The e24). The exact locatxact location is unkion is unknown, but nown, but the other the other cities liscities listed in thited in this groupings grous grouping sgrouping suggest a suggest a site NE of ite NE of Jerusalem.Jerusalem. Ophni is  Ophni is often idenoften identified wittified with modern Jh modern Jifna (1701ifnaJJifna (170Jifna (170152), ca. 152), ca. 5 km. (3 m5 km. (3 mi.) NW of i.) NW of Bethel. JoBethel. Josephus calsephus calls the towls the town Gophna, n Gophna, which he iwhwhich he iwhich he indicates wndicates was the capas the capital of itital of its toparchys toparchy ( (BJBJ 3.3.5.55) 3.3.5.55)...

A town in the territory of Benjamin, listed between Chepar-ammoni and Geba 
(Josh. 18:24). The exact location is unknown, but the other cities listed in this 
grouping suggest a site NE of Jerusalem. Ophni is often identified with modern 
Jifna (170152), ca. 5 km. (3 mi.) NW of Bethel. Josephus calls the town Gophna, 
which he indicates was the capital of its toparchy (BJ 3.3.5.55).

Willard W.Willard W. Winter Winter

Willard W. Winter

OPHRAHOPHRAH (Heb.  (Heb. {op�ra®{op�ra®) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

OPHRAH (Heb. {op�ra® ) (PERSON)

The son ofThe son of Meonothai Meonothai of Judah  of Judah (1 Chr. 4:(1 Chr. 4:14).14).

The son of Meonothai of Judah (1 Chr. 4:14).

OPHRAHOPHRAH (Heb.  (Heb. {op�ra®{op�ra®) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

OPHRAH (Heb. {op�ra® ) (PLACE)

�1.1. A city in A city in the terri the territory of thtory of the tribe ofe tribe of Benjamin  Benjamin (Josh. 18:(Josh. 18:23), proba23), probably identibly identbly identical identical to the citto the city of Ephray of Ephraim (2 Sam.im (2 Sam. 13:23) ne 13:23) near Baal-haar Baal-hazor, as wezor, as well as the ll as the city of Epcity ocity of Ephron of Ephron mentioned mentioned in 2 Chr. in 2 Chr. 13:19. Oph13:19. Ophrah is sitrah is situated at muated at modern odern et�-T¸aiyiet�-T¸aiyibehbet�-T¸aiyiet�-T¸aiyiet�-T¸aiyibehbeh (178151), (178151), 6.5 km. ( 6.5 km. (4 mi.) NE 4 mi.) NE of Bethel.of Bethel. Ophrah wa Ophrah was the dests the destination ofinatidestdestinatiodestination of one on of one of the Philf the Philistine raiistine raiding partiding parties during es during the reign the reign of Saul. Dof Saul. Departing fepartinDDeparting Departing from Michmfrom Michmash, one Pash, one Philistine hilistine party moveparty moved toward Bd toward Beth-horon eth-horon in the wesin the win the west, one west, one toward thetoward the valley of valley of Zeboim in Zeboim in the east, the east, and the t and the third towarhird toward Ophrah, d Ophrah, which was wwhich was which was in a northin a northerly direcerly direction (1 Sation (1 Sam. 13:17).m. 13:17). Ephron is Ephron is listed am listed among the ciong the cities recaptiescicities reccities recaptured byaptured by King Abij King Abijah of Judaah of Judah from Jerh from Jeroboam I (2oboam I (2 Chr. 13:1 Chr. 13:19). Ophrah9). Ophrah was the c w was the cawas the capital of opital of one of the ne of the three Samathree Samaritan distritan districts givericts given to Jonatn to Jonathan Maccabhan Maccabeus by DemeusMaccabMaccabeus Maccabeus by Demetriby Demetrius II (1 Mus II (1 Macc. 11:34acc. 11:34, Aphairem, Aphairema). On thea). On the basis of  basis of the early the early church fatcchurch fatchurch father Jeromeher Jerome, the city, the city is equate is equated with Ephd with Ephraim in Joraim in John 11:54, hn 11:54, as a site as a site to which Jto wto which Jesuwhich Jesus went to s went to hide at thhide at the beginnine beginning of his pg of his persecutionersecution. Ophrah w. Ophrah was the sitas the site of yet ae oe of yet anoof yet another confrther confrontation wontation when Vespashen Vespasian conqueian conquered the cired the city, along ty, along with Bethewith Bethewith Bethel, enBethel, en route to  route to Jerusalem Jerusalem (Josephus (Josephus BJBJ 4.9.9). 4.9.9). 4.9.9).

1. A city in the territory of the tribe of Benjamin (Josh. 18:23), probably 
identical to the city of Ephraim (2 Sam. 13:23) near Baal-hazor, as well as the city 
of Ephron mentioned in 2 Chr. 13:19. Ophrah is situated at modern 
et�-T¸aiyibeh  (178151), 6.5 km. (4 mi.) NE of Bethel. Ophrah was the 
destination of one of the Philistine raiding parties during the reign of Saul. 
Departing from Michmash, one Philistine party moved toward Beth-horon in the 
west, one toward the valley of Zeboim in the east, and the third toward Ophrah, 
which was in a northerly direction (1 Sam. 13:17). Ephron is listed among the 
cities recaptured by King Abijah of Judah from Jeroboam I (2 Chr. 13:19). Ophrah 
was the capital of one of the three Samaritan districts given to Jonathan 
Maccabeus by Demetrius II (1 Macc. 11:34, Aphairema). On the basis of the early 
church father Jerome, the city is equated with Ephraim in John 11:54, as a site to 
which Jesus went to hide at the beginning of his persecution. Ophrah was the site 
of yet another confrontation when Vespasian conquered the city, along with 
Bethel, en route to Jerusalem (Josephus BJ 4.9.9).

�2.2. Ophrah of Ophrah of Abiezer,  Abiezer, associatedassociated with the  with the judge Gidejudge Gideon (Judg. on (Judg. 6-8). The 6-8). The clan name clan clan name clan name Abiezer inAbiezer indicates thdicates the city wase city was part of t part of the territohe territory of the ry of the tribe of Mtribe of Manasseh. LanasMManasseh. Manasseh. Located inLocated in the valle the valley of Jezrey of Jezreel, near Mel, near Mt. Tabor, t. Tabor, it was theit was the home of G home of Gideon and ideGGideon andGideon and the place the place where he  where he received areceived a divine co divine commission tmmission to deliver o deliver Israel froIsrael from the opprmfrofrom the ofrom the oppressing ppressing MidianitesMidianites. It is al. It is also the sitso the site where Gie where Gideon builtdeon built an altar  an altar inscribed inscriinscribed inscribed “the Lord “the Lord is Peace” is Peace” (Judg. 6:2(Judg. 6:24) to comm4) to commemorate themorate the appearane appearance of the ce of the ce of the angel the angel of the Lorof the Lord. Later Gd. Later Gideon madeideon made an ephod  an ephod here, whichere, which became ah became a source of source o source of apostasof apostasy for Gidey for Gideon, his faon, his family, and mily, and his fellowhis fellow Israelite Israelites (Judg. 8s (Judg. 8:22-28). G:22-28). Gideon diedideon dideon died at Opdied at Ophrah as anhrah as an old man ( old man (Judg. 8:29Judg. 8:29-32), and -32), and his son Abhis son Abimelech, aimelech, ambitious fmbitious for power aorffor power for power and the kiand the kingship, mungship, murdered allrdered all but one o but one of his 70 bf his 70 brothers throthers there; Jothaere; Jotham was the mJothaJotham wasJotham was the only  the only one to escone to escape (9:1–6ape (9:1–6). The sit). The site may be me may be modern odern el-{Affuleel-{Affuleh/{Afulah/el-{Affuleel-{Affuleel-{Affuleh/{Afulah/{Afula (177223). (177223).

2. Ophrah of Abiezer, associated with the judge Gideon (Judg. 6-8). The 
clan name Abiezer indicates the city was part of the territory of the tribe of 
Manasseh. Located in the valley of Jezreel, near Mt. Tabor, it was the home of 
Gideon and the place where he received a divine commission to deliver Israel 
from the oppressing Midianites. It is also the site where Gideon built an altar 
inscribed “the Lord is Peace” (Judg. 6:24) to commemorate the appearance of 
the angel of the Lord. Later Gideon made an ephod here, which became a source 
of apostasy for Gideon, his family, and his fellow Israelites (Judg. 8:22-28). Gideon 



died at Ophrah as an old man (Judg. 8:29-32), and his son Abimelech, ambitious 
for power and the kingship, murdered all but one of his 70 brothers there; 
Jotham was the only one to escape (9:1–6). The site may be modern 
el-{Affuleh/{Afula (177223).
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ORACLEORACLEORACLE

ORACLE

A message A message from God tfrom God to an indivo an individual or gidual or group of peroup of people, usuaople, usually delivelly delivered by a pred by a prophet. Heropprophet. Hprophet. Heb. eb. masísíaœ},masísíaœ}, in its ba in its basic meaninsic meaning “burden,g “burden,” frequent” frequently refers ly refers to the proto the to the prophethe prophetic communtic communication frication from God to om God to humankind humankind (cf. the d(cf. the double usagouble usage in Jer. e in Jere in Jer. 23:33Jer. 23:33-40). When-40). When associate associated with prod with prophetic spephetic speech, ech, masísíaœ}masísíaœ} usually,  usually, but not albut nobut not alwaysnot always, has a ne, has a negative congative connotation. notation. It is freqIt is frequently assuently associated wiociated with oraclesth oracles of judgme of ju of judgment ajudgment against thegainst the nations ( nations (e.g., Isa.e.g., Isa. 13:1; Nah 13:1; Nah. 1:1), bu. 1:1), but also of t also of oracles agoracles against Judaainst Juainst Judah (IsaJudah (Isa. 22:1) an. 22:1) and Israel (d Israel (Ezek. 12:1Ezek. 12:10). Later 0). Later texts assotexts associate ciate masísíaœ}masísíaœ} with the  with the with the “word the “word of Yahweh,of Yahweh,” effectiv” effectively removiely removing any negng any negative connative connotation (Zotation (Zech. 9:1; ech. 9:1; 12:1; Mal.112:1; Mal.12:1; Mal. 1:1). 1:1). 1:1).

A message from God to an individual or group of people, usually delivered by a 
prophet. Heb. masísíaœ}, in its basic meaning “burden,” frequently refers to 
the prophetic communication from God to humankind (cf. the double usage in 
Jer. 23:33-40). When associated with prophetic speech, masísíaœ} usually, but 
not always, has a negative connotation. It is frequently associated with oracles of 
judgment against the nations (e.g., Isa. 13:1; Nah. 1:1), but also of oracles against 
Judah (Isa. 22:1) and Israel (Ezek. 12:10). Later texts associate masísíaœ} with 
the “word of Yahweh,” effectively removing any negative connotation (Zech. 9:1; 
12:1; Mal. 1:1).

�Richard D.Richard D. Weis has  Weis has suggested suggested that that masísíaœ}masísíaœ} should be should be understoo understood as a disd as a did as a distinct pdistinct prophetic grophetic genre in whenre in which the woich the words of therds of the prophet r prophet rather thanather than the words the words of Yahweh wordswords of Ywords of Yahweh predahweh predominate. Tominate. Thus the tehus the term would brm would be more acce more accurately trurately translated “anslatetrtranslatedtranslated “a prophe “a prophetic expositic exposition of dition of divine revelvine revelation” andation” and the initi the initiative for ative for a a masísíaœ}masmasísíaœ}masísíaœ} would lie would lie neither w neither with God noith God nor the propr the prophet, but whet, but with the coith the community thmmunity cocommunity community that was rthat was requesting equesting clarificatclarification concerion concerning the dning the divine willivine will...

Richard D. Weis has suggested that masísíaœ} should be understood as a 
distinct prophetic genre in which the words of the prophet rather than the 
words of Yahweh predominate. Thus the term would be more accurately 
translated “a prophetic exposition of divine revelation” and the initiative for a 
masísíaœ} would lie neither with God nor the prophet, but with the 
community that was requesting clarification concerning the divine will.

�While textWhile texts labeled s labeled masísíaœ}masísíaœ} are prope are properly distinrly distinguished frguished from other tom other types of prypes oypes of prophetof prophetic speech ic speech such as mesuch as messenger spssenger speeches or eeches or prophetic prophetic judgment sjudgment speeches, ipeeches,sspeeches, speeches, it is unclit is unclear whetheear whether they arer they are sufficien sufficiently distintly distinct from otct from others not shers not so designato deso designateddesignated but which but which contain s contain similar matimilar material (cf.erial (cf. esp. the  esp. the various unvarious units in Isaits in Isa. 13-23).. 13-23. 13-23).13-23).13-23).

While texts labeled masísíaœ} are properly distinguished from other types 
of prophetic speech such as messenger speeches or prophetic judgment 
speeches, it is unclear whether they are sufficiently distinct from others not so 
designated but which contain similar material (cf. esp. the various units in Isa. 
13-23).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. D. WeisR. D. Weis, , A DefinitiA Definition of the on of the GenreGenre  Masísíaœ}Masísíaœ}  in the Hebin the Hebrew BiblerewHebHebrew BibHebrew Biblele (diss., C (diss., Claremont, laremont, 1986).1986).1986).

Bibliography. R. D. Weis, A Definition of the Genre Masísíaœ} in the 
Hebrew Bible (diss., Claremont, 1986).
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ORAL COMPOORAL COMPOSITIONSITIONSITION

ORAL COMPOSITION

Composers Composers of the matof the materials whierials which now makch now make up the Oe up the OT and NT (T and NT (and nearlyand nearly all other all ot all other mateother materials of trials of the time) ehe time) expected thxpected the majoritye majority of people of people who came  who came in contactin contact with thei contactcontact wicontact with their cth their compositionompositions to hear,s to hear, rather th rather than read, tan read, them. The lhem. The literacy raiteracy rate was leste rarate was lrate was less than 1ess than 10 percent,0 percent, so compos so compositions weritions were structure structured for theed for the ear rathe ear rather than therratherather tharather than the eye.n the eye. Audiences Audiences heard clu heard clues to meanes to meaning and sting and structure beructure because theycause theycause they had lthey had learned to earned to communicatcommunicate in a wore in a world where tld where those clueshose clues were esse were essential to untial to untial to understandunderstanding, much ing, much as periodsas periods and parag and paragraph indenraph indentations intations in modern En modern English liteglish literature.rliteliteratureliterature...

Composers of the materials which now make up the OT and NT (and nearly all 
other materials of the time) expected the majority of people who came in 
contact with their compositions to hear, rather than read, them. The literacy 
rate was less than 10 percent, so compositions were structured for the ear 
rather than the eye. Audiences heard clues to meaning and structure because 
they had learned to communicate in a world where those clues were essential to 
understanding, much as periods and paragraph indentations in modern English 



literature.

�In a “primIn a “primary oral cary oral culture,” oulture,” one which hne which has no contas no contact with wact with writing, atriting, attitudes antitudes atitudes and actionand actions toward is toward issues are ssues are more depenmore dependent on indent on interpersonaterpersonal interactl interaction than oion than oion than on an abston an abstract set oract set of values. f values. Many scholMany scholars relatears relate the devel the development of opment of the vowelithe vowelized phonetzevowelivowelized vowelized phonetic aphonetic alphabet tolphabet to the devel the development of opment of abstract tabstract thinking. Phinking. Philosophichilosophical thinkinalPhilosophicPhilosophiPhilosophical thinkical thinking, then, ng, then, is minimalis minimal in such c in such cultures. Fultures. For exampleor example, the prin, the principle of rciple prinprinciple principle of righteoof righteousness is usness is not definenot defined but is dd but is demonstrateemonstrated in epic d in epic illustratiillustrations. One aons. Oons. One acts aOne acts a certain w certain way not becay not because it isause it is “right” b “right” but in ordeut in order to follor to follow the examw the example of a hpleexamexample ofexample of a hero. I a hero. Indeed, thendeed, the epic tale epic tales of the os of the oral culturral culture are the e are the primary meprimary means of eduansmemeans of emeans of education. ducation. Moral normMoral norms, trade ss, trade skills, hiskills, history, and tory, and every aspeevery aspect of commct of communal life ucommcommunal lcommunal life are paife are passed on inssed on in oral poet oral poetry.ry.ry.

In a “primary oral culture,” one which has no contact with writing, attitudes 
and actions toward issues are more dependent on interpersonal interaction than 
on an abstract set of values. Many scholars relate the development of the 
vowelized phonetic alphabet to the development of abstract thinking. 
Philosophical thinking, then, is minimal in such cultures. For example, the 
principle of righteousness is not defined but is demonstrated in epic illustrations. 
One acts a certain way not because it is “right” but in order to follow the 
example of a hero. Indeed, the epic tales of the oral culture are the primary 
means of education. Moral norms, trade skills, history, and every aspect of 
communal life are passed on in oral poetry.

�As a naturAs a natural consequal consequence of thence of the necessite necessity of presey of preserving the rving the traditionatraditional materiall materil material, material, the stressthe stress is on the is on the community community rather th rather than on indian on individualism vidualism and indiviand individual thougduaindiviindividualindividual thought.  thought. TraditionaTraditional materiall materials also deas also deal with matl with matters of hiters of high practicgh practicality and ality aality and intereand interest. If an st. If an idea or pridea or procedure loocedure loses its vases its validity or lidity or usefulnessusefulness, it is fo, it is forgotten. Trgotten. foforgotten.forgotten. Thus, the Thus, these societise societies tend toes tend to be very c be very conservativonservative, maintaie, maintaining an eqning an equilibrium uilibeqequilibriuequilibrium for genem for generations.rations.rations.

As a natural consequence of the necessity of preserving the traditional 
material, the stress is on the community rather than on individualism and 
individual thought. Traditional materials also deal with matters of high practicality 
and interest. If an idea or procedure loses its validity or usefulness, it is 
forgotten. Thus, these societies tend to be very conservative, maintaining an 
equilibrium for generations.

�The primarThe primary charactey characteristic of ristic of oral compooral composition is sition is the use ofthe use of formulaic formulaic and thema and the and thematic sthematic style. Formtyle. Formulas are pulas are preset groureset groups of exprps of expressions oressions or figures o figures of speech uf speech used to comseduused to coused to communicate mmunicate given ideagiven ideas within ts within the poetic he poetic meter. Themeter. They do not iy do not indicate thndicate theme, struceththeme, strtheme, structure, oructure, or style. Th style. Themes are gemes are groups of troups of topics whicopics which are normh are normally assocally associated withiaassocassociatedassociated with one  with one another inanother in the compo the composition of sition of traditionatraditional songs. Vl songs. Various thearious themes such amthethemes sucthemes such as birthh as birth, the coun, the council, and mcil, and marriage foarriage follow one allow one another in nother in recognizabrecognizable patternlerecognizabrecognizabrecognizable patternle patterns and are s and are found in ofound in oral composral compositions of itions of nearly allnearly all primary o primary oral societral ooral socieoral societies. Oralties. Oral poets do  poets do not seek tnot seek the originahe originality of a lity of a literary aliterary author. Theuthor. They simply fy simpy simply folsimply follow a themlow a theme and, fore and, for the most  the most part, use part, use formulas aformulas associated ssociated with that with that theme to fthetheme to ftheme to fill in theill in the meter of  meter of their songtheir song...

The primary characteristic of oral composition is the use of formulaic and 
thematic style. Formulas are preset groups of expressions or figures of speech 
used to communicate given ideas within the poetic meter. They do not indicate 
theme, structure, or style. Themes are groups of topics which are normally 
associated with one another in the composition of traditional songs. Various 
themes such as birth, the council, and marriage follow one another in 
recognizable patterns and are found in oral compositions of nearly all primary 
oral societies. Oral poets do not seek the originality of a literary author. They 
simply follow a theme and, for the most part, use formulas associated with that 
theme to fill in the meter of their song.

�In a primaIn a primary oral sory oral society poetciety poets learn ths learn the formulaie formulaic techniquc technique through e through apprenticeapprentapprenticeapprenticeship, and ship, and it is assiit is assimilated bymilated by the rest  the rest of the socof the society. Thisiety. This formulaic formulaic (and them (and t (and thematic) thematic) style leadstyle leads both to s both to consistencconsistency and incoy and inconsistency.nsistency. While usi While using formulang formulas and thems as and themesand themes which cha which characteristiracteristically fallcally fall into plac into place within ce within conventionaonventional songs mal songs makes the stkesmamakes the makes the stories eastories easy to remesy to remember, it amber, it also leads lso leads to substitto substitution of sution of similar butimilar but different diff different different formulas aformulas and themes nd themes when retelwhen retelling the sling the story. Verbtory. Verbatim memoratim memorization isization is extremely isis extremeis extremely rare. Tly rare. Thus, oral hus, oral poets may poets may tell a sontell a song hundredsg hundreds of times  of times with very with very little chalittlittle chalittle change in thenge in the general c general content butontent but they are  they are unlikely tunlikely to tell it o tell it exactly thexactly the same waye same e same way tsame way twice.wice.wice.

In a primary oral society poets learn the formulaic technique through 
apprenticeship, and it is assimilated by the rest of the society. This formulaic (and 
thematic) style leads both to consistency and inconsistency. While using formulas 
and themes which characteristically fall into place within conventional songs 
makes the stories easy to remember, it also leads to substitution of similar but 
different formulas and themes when retelling the story. Verbatim memorization 
is extremely rare. Thus, oral poets may tell a song hundreds of times with very 
little change in the general content but they are unlikely to tell it exactly the 
same way twice.

�Oral compoOral compositions insitions in the form  the form of poetry of poetry and song aand song are presentre present in all so in all societies, acieties, sosocieties,societies, and the r and the reciprocal eciprocal influence influence which flowwhich flows between s between literatureliterature and oral  and oral artistry martiartistry martistry must not beust not be underesti underestimated. Thimated. This is especs is especially trueially true in cultur in cultures with a es with a high degrehigh high degrehigh degree of reside of residual oralitual orality, such asy, such as those whi those which producech produced the Bibld the Bible and earle and early Church ly Cy Church litChurch literature. Terature. The biblicahe biblical documentl documents were wris were written by autten by authors who thors who were influwere influwere influencedinfluenced by their  by their own literaown literacy. Howevecy. However, these ar, these authors nevuthors never forgot er forgot that they that they were addrewwere addrewere addressing hearssing hearing audiening audiences (cf. Rces (cf. Rev. 1:3). ev. 1:3). Aural struAural structural andctural and mnemonic  mnemonic clues werecluclues wereclues were just as i just as important important in the liten the literary comporary compositions ofsitions of the OT an the OT and NT as ind NT as in oral comp o oral compooral compositions insitions in primary o primary oral societral societies.ies.ies.

Oral compositions in the form of poetry and song are present in all 
societies, and the reciprocal influence which flows between literature and oral 
artistry must not be underestimated. This is especially true in cultures with a 
high degree of residual orality, such as those which produced the Bible and early 



Church literature. The biblical documents were written by authors who were 
influenced by their own literacy. However, these authors never forgot that they 
were addressing hearing audiences (cf. Rev. 1:3). Aural structural and mnemonic 
clues were just as important in the literary compositions of the OT and NT as in 
oral compositions in primary oral societies.

�There is aThere is a high degr high degree of inteee of interplay betwrplay between a storeen a storyteller oryteller or teacher a teacher and the audnd the and the audience iaudience in an oral n an oral culture. Aculture. Authors in uthors in a culture a culture with a higwith a high degree oh degree of residualf residual orality t oral orality teorality tend to be mnd to be more aware ore aware of the speof the speaker/audieaker/audience relatince relationship. Thonship. They dialoguey dialogue with theedialogudialogue wdialogue with their ith their audience aaudience and create nd create adversarieadversaries to argues to argue against i against in order ton order to make thei ma make theirmake their point. Th point. They are morey are more concernee concerned with howd with how relations relationships are ahips are affected byffected byffected by a topicby a topic than a ph than a philosophicailosophical positionl position of “right of “right” versus “” versus “wrong.” Thwrong.” They are morey are more likely te le likely to likely to give exampgive examples to folles to follow and inlow and instances ofstances of praise an praise and blame rad blame rather than ther than setting fosettsetting fosetting forth a logirth a logical argumecal argument designent designed to promod to promote a certate a certain action.in action.

There is a high degree of interplay between a storyteller or teacher and the 
audience in an oral culture. Authors in a culture with a high degree of residual 
orality tend to be more aware of the speaker/audience relationship. They 
dialogue with their audience and create adversaries to argue against in order to 
make their point. They are more concerned with how relationships are affected 
by a topic than a philosophical position of “right” versus “wrong.” They are more 
likely to give examples to follow and instances of praise and blame rather than 
setting forth a logical argument designed to promote a certain action.

�Since unusSince unused informaed information tendstion tends to be for to be forgotten, ougotten, outside of ttside of traditionalraditional stock phr stock p stock phrases (ephrases (e.g., in pa.g., in parenesis), renesis), authors inauthors in cultures  cultures with a higwith a high degree oh degree of residualf residual orality t orality orality teorality tend to dealnd to deal with topi with topics which acs which are immediare immediately applitely applicable to tcable to the presenthe present situation sit situation,situation, either of either of the autho the author or audier or audience, rathence, rather than ther than theoretical. oretical. Authors wiAuthors will bring tll brll bring thembring themselves andselves and their aud their audience intoience into the discu the discussion rathssion rather than loer than looking at aoking at a topic fro to topic fromtopic from a distanc a distance.e.e.

Since unused information tends to be forgotten, outside of traditional stock 
phrases (e.g., in parenesis), authors in cultures with a high degree of residual 
orality tend to deal with topics which are immediately applicable to the present 
situation, either of the author or audience, rather than theoretical. Authors will 
bring themselves and their audience into the discussion rather than looking at a 
topic from a distance.

�Figures ofFigures of speech, w speech, which are which are widely usedidely used in all fo in all forms of comrms of communicationmunication, are espe, are es, are especiallyespecially important important in oral c in oral compositionomposition. From the. From the time of C time of Cicero onwaicero onward, the prrd, the primary rhetimprprimary rhprimary rhetorical cetorical criterion friterion for judgingor judging the merit the merit of a spee of a speech was thech was the proper us proper use of the me oe of the metof the metaphor and aphor and other figuother figures. Majorres. Major figures o figures of speech if speech include antnclude antithesis, sithesis, synonymy, vynossynonymy, synonymy, vagueness,vagueness, metaphor, metaphor, and wordp and wordplay.lay.lay.

Figures of speech, which are widely used in all forms of communication, are 
especially important in oral composition. From the time of Cicero onward, the 
primary rhetorical criterion for judging the merit of a speech was the proper use 
of the metaphor and other figures. Major figures of speech include antithesis, 
synonymy, vagueness, metaphor, and wordplay.

�RepetitionRepetition, as evide, as evidenced in stnced in structural pructural patterns suatterns such as inclch as inclusio and cusio and chiasm, hashiasm, hashiasm, has to thihas to this point bes point been the majen the major emphasior emphasis of most s of most oral biblioral biblical criticcal criticism. Formsism. Forms of repeti of  of repetitof repetition includion include sounds, e sounds, grammaticagrammatical construcl constructions, wortions, words, and tods, and topics. Repepics. Repetition cantitRepeRepetitionRepetition can be us can be used to groued to group elementsp elements into high into high frequency frequency blocks to blocks to indicate  indicate units or bununits or bunits or be fashionee fashioned into incd into inclusio and lusio and chiasm to chiasm to show strucshow structure. Espeture. Especially in cially in the case othe cthe case of wocase of word and toprd and topic repetitic repetition, it caion, it can be sprean be spread over lard over large blocks ge blocks of materiaof material to desigl tol to designato designate major ste major structures.tructures.

Repetition, as evidenced in structural patterns such as inclusio and chiasm, 
has to this point been the major emphasis of most oral biblical criticism. Forms 
of repetition include sounds, grammatical constructions, words, and topics. 
Repetition can be used to group elements into high frequency blocks to indicate 
units or be fashioned into inclusio and chiasm to show structure. Especially in the 
case of word and topic repetition, it can be spread over large blocks of material 
to designate major structures.

�Oral compoOral composers use rsers use rare words are words because ofbecause of aural and aural and rhetorica rhetorical considerl considerations. Wiationconsiderconsideratconsiderations. Withions. With respect t respect to aural coo aural considerationsiderations, rare wns, rare words may bords may be chosen ie chosen in order toniin order tin order to avoid hio avoid hiatus, formatus, form a rhyming a rhyming couplet,  couplet, or give ador give added emphasded emphasis to a unis to a unit in whicit ununit in whunit in which a certich a certain sound ain sound is groupedis grouped. Rhetoric. Rhetorically, a raally, a rare word mare word may be used y be used to gain thtoto gain thto gain the audiencee audience’s attenti’s attention or to ion or to influence tnfluence their emotiheir emotions.ons.ons.

Oral composers use rare words because of aural and rhetorical 
considerations. With respect to aural considerations, rare words may be chosen 
in order to avoid hiatus, form a rhyming couplet, or give added emphasis to a 
unit in which a certain sound is grouped. Rhetorically, a rare word may be used 
to gain the audience’s attention or to influence their emotions.

�An author’An author’s use of os use of oral formulral formulas may indas may indicate mateicate material whichrial which the autho the author discusser discur discusses discusses frequentlyfrequently. In a cul. In a culture with ture with no literacno literacy, formulay, formulas are words are words and phras and phrases dealinses phraphrases dephrases dealing withaling with a specifi a specified topic aed topic and fittingnd fitting a certain a certain rhythm. I rhythm. In an oral/n an oral/literary eliteraroral/oral/literoral/literary enviroary environment, whenment, where meter ire meter is not nears not nearly so muchly so much of a conc of a concern, a forern, a formula is momforformula isformula is more of a more of a cliche or cliche or standard  standard phrase usephrase used to expred to express a certass a certain thoughtin thought. It is th. I. It is the It is the use of an use of an expressionexpression in a gram in a grammatical ormatical or contextua contextual setting l setting simply becsimply because of itausebecbecause ofbecause of its habit its habitual associual association withation with that sett that setting. Thereing. There is little is little or no con or no conscious delscious conconscious conscious deliberatideliberation with reon with respect to ispect to its use.ts use.ts use.

An author’s use of oral formulas may indicate material which the author 
discusses frequently. In a culture with no literacy, formulas are words and 
phrases dealing with a specified topic and fitting a certain rhythm. In an 
oral/literary environment, where meter is not nearly so much of a concern, a 



formula is more of a cliche or standard phrase used to express a certain thought. 
It is the use of an expression in a grammatical or contextual setting simply 
because of its habitual association with that setting. There is little or no 
conscious deliberation with respect to its use.

�An awareneAn awareness of the ss of the influence influence of the priof the principles ofnciples of orality i orality is particuls particularly helpfarly helpful with reulhelpfhelpful wihelpful with regard th regard to determito determining the sning the structure otructure of a book af a book and individnd individual units ual units within thawithwithin thawithin that book. Itt book. It also prov also provides insigides insight into thht into the usages oe usages of many worf many words and fords and forms which mms forforms whicforms which may seemh may seem unusual t unusual to readers o readers in a fullyin a fully literate  literate society.society.society.

An awareness of the influence of the principles of orality is particularly 
helpful with regard to determining the structure of a book and individual units 
within that book. It also provides insight into the usages of many words and 
forms which may seem unusual to readers in a fully literate society.
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The appoinThe appointment or itment or installationstallation of relign of religious officious officials. Clotials. Clothing with hing with the garmenthe garments of the ts ofts of the priof the priesthood anesthood and anointind anointing with olig with olive oil werve oil were the basie the basic elementsc elements of the in of the installationstallininstallatiinstallation of prieon of priests in Isrsts in Israel (Exod.ael (Exod. 29; Lev.  29; Lev. 8). In Her8). In Herodian-Romaodian-Roman times inn times investiture vestituininvestiturinvestiture appears e appears to have beto have been constiten constitutive in mutive in making the aking the high prieshigh priest (Josephut (Josephus s Ant.AnAnt.Ant. 20.6;  20.6; m. Hor.m. Hor. 3.4;  3.4; b. Yomab. Yoma 12a-b). C 12a-b). Christianithristianity’s break y’s break with the pwith the priestly trriestly traditions oaditiontrtraditionstraditions of the OT of the OT is well s is well symbolized ymbolized by the absby the absence of anence of anointing anointing and giving od giving of distinctf dif distinctivdistinctive dress ine dress in ordinatio ordination until wen until well into thll into the Middle Ae Middle Ages. Heb. ges. Heb. ml},ml}, “ordain”  “ordain” (lit., “to((lit., “to(lit., “to fill”; e. fill”; e.g., Exod. g., Exod. 29:9), was29:9), was used in t used in the sense “he sense “to appointto appoint.” The ful.” The full phrase “l phrase “l phrase “to fill t“to fill the hand” (he hand” (Judg. 17:5Judg. 17:5, 12) may , 12) may refer to arefer to an earlier n earlier practice opractice of placing f placing portions oportionportions oportions of the sacrf the sacrificial anificial animal (cf. imal (cf. Lev. 8:27)Lev. 8:27) or of sac or of sacred lots (red lots (Deut. 33:8Deut. 33:8) in the h) in the) in the hands the hands of the priof the priest. Anoinest. Anointing indicting indicated the dated the divine choiivine choice in the ce in the appointmenappointment of kingst ot of kings (of kings (1 Sam. 10:1 Sam. 10:1; 16:13).1; 16:13). No ceremo No ceremony of instny of installation fallation for judges or judges and eldersand elders is record is r is recorded irecorded in the OT. n the OT. Later pracLater practice in thtice in the greater e greater and lesserand lesser Sanhedrin Sanhedrins was to as was to appoint perppaappoint peappoint persons by arsons by a solemn se solemn seating in tating in the councilhe council ( (m. Sanh.m. Sanh. 4.3–4;  4.3–4; Sipre Num.Sipre Num. 27; cf. A 27; c 27; cf. As. Mocf. As. Mos. 12.2). s. 12.2). InformatioInformation fails onn fails on any speci any special method al method of installof installation of sation of synagogue fynagogssynagogue synagogue functionarfunctionaries and leies and leaders at Qaders at Qumran.umran.umran.

The appointment or installation of religious officials. Clothing with the garments 
of the priesthood and anointing with olive oil were the basic elements of the 
installation of priests in Israel (Exod. 29; Lev. 8). In Herodian-Roman times 
investiture appears to have been constitutive in making the high priest (Josephus 
Ant. 20.6; m. Hor. 3.4; b. Yoma 12a-b). Christianity’s break with the priestly 
traditions of the OT is well symbolized by the absence of anointing and giving of 
distinctive dress in ordination until well into the Middle Ages. Heb. ml}, “ordain” 
(lit., “to fill”; e.g., Exod. 29:9), was used in the sense “to appoint.” The full phrase 
“to fill the hand” (Judg. 17:5, 12) may refer to an earlier practice of placing 
portions of the sacrificial animal (cf. Lev. 8:27) or of sacred lots (Deut. 33:8) in 
the hands of the priest. Anointing indicated the divine choice in the appointment 
of kings (1 Sam. 10:1; 16:13). No ceremony of installation for judges and elders is 
recorded in the OT. Later practice in the greater and lesser Sanhedrins was to 
appoint persons by a solemn seating in the council (m. Sanh. 4.3–4; Sipre Num. 27; 
cf. As. Mos. 12.2). Information fails on any special method of installation of 
synagogue functionaries and leaders at Qumran.

�Two episodTwo episodes from thes from the OT became OT became importane important for rabbt for rabbinic and Cinic and Christian ohristian ordination.rdioordinationordination. In Num. . In Num. 8:10 the I8:10 the Israelites sraelites lay hands lay hands on the Levon the Levites in seites in setting themtting them apart for apar apart for apart for service atservice at the taber the tabernacle, an nacle, an event assievent assimilated tomilated to the form  the form of a sacriof a sacrifice, the fice, tfice, the princithe principal occasipal occasion for thion for this gesture s gesture in the OT.in the OT. In Num. 2 In Num. 27:15-23 Mo7:15-23 Moses lays hses lays hands on Joanhhands on Jhands on Joshua whenoshua when he commis he commissions him sions him to lead thto lead the people. e people. Deut. 34:9Deut. 34:9 seems to  seems t seems to attributo attribute Joshua’te Joshua’s possessis possession of the on of the spirit to spirit to this act, this act, but Num. 2but Num. 27:18 says 7:18 says Joshua’s pJoshuJoshua’s pJoshua’s possession ossession of the spiof the spirit was thrit was the reason Me reason Moses laid oses laid hands on hhands on him. Perhapim. Perhaps the “spis PerhapPerhaps thPerhaps the “spirit e “spirit of wisdom”of wisdom” in Deuter in Deuteronomy was onomy was an added gan added gift, or peift, or perhaps Deutrhaps Deurhaps DeuteronomDeuteronomy implies y implies that the lthat the laying on oaying on of hands isf hands is an eviden an evidence for posce for possession ofsession of the spiri t the spiritthe spirit rather th rather than the meaan the means of impans of imparting it. rting it. These accoThese accounts emplounts employ Heb. y Heb. saœmak�,saœsaœmak�,saœmak�, “to lean  “to lean upon,” froupon,” from which ram which rabbinic litbbinic literature deerature developed itveloped its technicas technical terminolltechnicatechnical technical terminologterminology for ordiy for ordination nation (semikuth)(semikuth).. Rabbinic  Rabbinic ordinationordination by leanin by leaning on with g on wg on with the hwith the hands is noands is not certainlt certainly attestedy attested before 70 before 70  C.E.C.E.C.E.

Two episodes from the OT became important for rabbinic and Christian 
ordination. In Num. 8:10 the Israelites lay hands on the Levites in setting them 
apart for service at the tabernacle, an event assimilated to the form of a sacrifice, 
the principal occasion for this gesture in the OT. In Num. 27:15-23 Moses lays 



hands on Joshua when he commissions him to lead the people. Deut. 34:9 seems 
to attribute Joshua’s possession of the spirit to this act, but Num. 27:18 says 
Joshua’s possession of the spirit was the reason Moses laid hands on him. 
Perhaps the “spirit of wisdom” in Deuteronomy was an added gift, or perhaps 
Deuteronomy implies that the laying on of hands is an evidence for possession of 
the spirit rather than the means of imparting it. These accounts employ Heb. 
saœmak�,  “to lean upon,” from which rabbinic literature developed its 
technical terminology for ordination (semikuth). Rabbinic ordination by leaning on 
with the hands is not certainly attested before 70 C.E.

�The GospelThe Gospels describes describe no method no method by which  by which Jesus appoJesus appointed the inted the apostles oapostles other than theoother thanother than his namin his naming them (Mag them (Mark 3:14), rk 3:14), an omissioan omission suppliedn supplied by the ap by the apocryphal Aocryphal Aocryphal Acts Pet. Acts Pet. 10, which 10, which reflects lreflects later Churcater Church practiceh practice by adding by adding an imposi an imposition of hation of hands.ndshahands.hands.hands.

The Gospels describe no method by which Jesus appointed the apostles 
other than his naming them (Mark 3:14), an omission supplied by the apocryphal 
Acts Pet. 10, which reflects later Church practice by adding an imposition of 
hands.

�Acts and tActs and the Pastorahe Pastoral Epistlesl Epistles provide t provide the principhe principal NT passal NT passages pertaages pertaining to oining toining to ordinatto ordination. Whereion. Where details a details are given, re given, there is mthere is mention of ention of prayer accprayer accompanied bompanied by the layiybby the layby the laying on of ing on of hands and hands and sometimes sometimes fasting, bfasting, both of whioth of which served ch served to supportto support and reinf a and reinfoand reinforce prayerrce prayer. The full. The fullest accounest account of an apt of an appointment pointment to church to church office conoffice concerns the ceconconcerns tconcerns the Seven ihe Seven in Acts 6:1n Acts 6:1-6, which -6, which records threcords the followine following elementsg elements: recognit: recognition of a niorecognitrecognitiorecognition of a neen of a need, statemed, statement of qualnt of qualificationsifications, examinat, examination and seion and selection bylection by the congr the the congrethe congregation, prgation, presentationesentation of the ch of the chosen persoosen persons to the ns to the apostles, apostles, prayer andprayer and the layin t the layingthe laying on of han on of hands. Fastinds. Fasting, prayer,g, prayer, and the l and the laying on oaying on of hands arf hands are mentionee mentioned in the sd in d in the senin the sending out oding out of Paul andf Paul and Barnabas  Barnabas in Acts 13in Acts 13:1-3, and :1-3, and prayer andprayer and fasting i fasting in the appon then the appointhe appointment of etment of elders in 1lders in 14:23. The 4:23. The latter paslatter passage uses sage uses the verb the verb cheirotonécheirotonéoœ,ocheirotonécheirotonécheirotonéoœ,oœ, from whic from which the lateh the later Christiar Christian technican technical terminoll terminology for orogy for ordination ddinatorordinationordination derived.  derived. Here it isHere it is not clear not clear whether t whether the word rehe word refers to sefers to selection (clection (closer to ilose(c(closer to(closer to its origi its original sense nal sense of “elect of “elect by show ofby show of hands”) o hands”) or to appoir to appointment (a ntment (a HellenistiHelleHellenistiHellenistic usage thc usage that prepareat prepared for the d for the Christian Christian meaning ofmeaning of “ordain”) “ordain”). It is co. It is commonly thommococommonly tcommonly thought thahought that the Chrit the Christian “laystian “laying on of ing on of hands” hashands” has its backg its background in Hround in Heb. eHHeb. Heb. saœmak�,saœmak�, but Chris but Christian usagetian usage favors an favors another Hebrother Hebrew practicew practice, the gene, the gentle touchitle gengentle tougentle touching withching with the hand  the hand in blessinin blessing (Gen. 48g (Gen. 48:14, 17-18:14, 17-18). This wo). This would accounuld account for the t ft for the cofor the constant assnstant association oociation of the gestf the gesture with pure with prayer, whirayer, which is alwach is always given tys given the priorithe phe priority ipriority in the Chrin the Christian accostian accounts. The unts. The meaning ofmeaning of the incid the incident in Actent in Acts 13:3 is s 13:3 is explained explaexplained explained by 14:26, by 14:26, “commended“commended to the gr to the grace of Godace of God for the w for the work.”ork.”ork.”

Acts and the Pastoral Epistles provide the principal NT passages pertaining 
to ordination. Where details are given, there is mention of prayer accompanied 
by the laying on of hands and sometimes fasting, both of which served to support 
and reinforce prayer. The fullest account of an appointment to church office 
concerns the Seven in Acts 6:1-6, which records the following elements: 
recognition of a need, statement of qualifications, examination and selection by 
the congregation, presentation of the chosen persons to the apostles, prayer and 
the laying on of hands. Fasting, prayer, and the laying on of hands are mentioned 
in the sending out of Paul and Barnabas in Acts 13:1-3, and prayer and fasting in 
the appointment of elders in 14:23. The latter passage uses the verb 
cheirotonéoœ, from which the later Christian technical terminology for 
ordination derived. Here it is not clear whether the word refers to selection 
(closer to its original sense of “elect by show of hands”) or to appointment (a 
Hellenistic usage that prepared for the Christian meaning of “ordain”). It is 
commonly thought that the Christian “laying on of hands” has its background in 
Heb. saœmak�,  but Christian usage favors another Hebrew practice, the 
gentle touching with the hand in blessing (Gen. 48:14, 17-18). This would account 
for the constant association of the gesture with prayer, which is always given the 
priority in the Christian accounts. The meaning of the incident in Acts 13:3 is 
explained by 14:26, “commended to the grace of God for the work.”

�Timothy waTimothy was designats designated for mined for ministry by pistry by prophecy (crophecy (cf. Acts 20f. Acts 20:28), and :28), and Paul and tPaul anPaul and the eland the elders laid ders laid hands on hhands on him (1 Tim.im (1 Tim. 1:18; 4:1 1:18; 4:14; 2 Tim. 4; 2 Tim. 1:6). A sp1:6). A special giftecial gift was impar was im was imparted bimparted by Paul; thy Paul; the laying oe laying on of handsn of hands by the el by the elders was aders was an accompann accompanying circuying circumstance. Tmcircucircumstancircumstance. These ce. These NT passageNT passages provideds provided the basis the basis on which  on which later ordilater ordination pranation pranation practices practices in the Chuin the Church were drch were developed.eveloped.eveloped.

Timothy was designated for ministry by prophecy (cf. Acts 20:28), and Paul 
and the elders laid hands on him (1 Tim. 1:18; 4:14; 2 Tim. 1:6). A special gift was 
imparted by Paul; the laying on of hands by the elders was an accompanying 
circumstance. These NT passages provided the basis on which later ordination 
practices in the Church were developed.

�See alsoSee also  LAYING ON LAYING ON OF HANDS.OF HANDS.OF HANDS.

See also LAYING ON OF HANDS.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. FergusoE. Ferguson, n, The ChurchThe Church of Christ of Christ (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1996pids, 1996), 310–16;), 310–1), 310–16; “L310–16; “Laying on oaying on of Hands: If Hands: Its Signifits Significance in Ocance in Ordination,rdination,” ” JTSJTS  N.S.N.S. 26 (1975) 26 (1975): 1–12; J.: 1–1: 1–12; J. N1–12; J. Newman, ewman, SemikhahSemikhah (Manchest (Manchester, 1950);er, 1950); M. Warken M. Warkentin, tin, OrdinationOrdination: A Biblic: A Biblical-HistoriaBiblicBiblical-HBiblical-Historical istorical ViewView (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1982pids, 1982).).).

Bibliography. E. Ferguson, The Church of Christ (Grand Rapids, 1996), 



310–16; “Laying on of Hands: Its Significance in Ordination,” JTS N.S. 26 (1975): 
1–12; J. Newman, Semikhah (Manchester, 1950); M. Warkentin, Ordination: A 
Biblical-Historical View (Grand Rapids, 1982).
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ORDERORDERORDER

ORDER

A society A society or class oor class of people uf people united by cnited by certain comertain common characmon characteristics.teristics. According According to 1 Chr. t to 1 Chr. to 1 Chr. 6-7, 24 Da6-7, 24 David arrangvid arranged the pried the priests and Lests and Levites intevites into labor dio labor divisions bavisions based on famsed babased on fbased on family unitamily units (cf. 2 Ks (cf. 2 Kgs. 23:4; gs. 23:4; 1 Chr. 15:1 Chr. 15:18). The “18). The “order of Morder of Melchizedekelchizedek” (Heb. ” (H” (Heb. (Heb. dib�ra®;dib�ra®; Ps. 110:4 Ps. 110:4; Gk. ; Gk. taéxis;taéxis; Heb. 5:6, Heb. 5:6, 10; 6:20; 10; 6:20; 7:11, 17) 7:11, 17) is an app is an appeal to a teal toeal to a tradito a tradition of letion of legitimate pgitimate priests outriests outside of thside of the leviticae levitical ranks; il ranks; it refers nt refers not only toot only toot only to the posto the position of Mition of Melchizedekelchizedek but also  but also to the disto the distinctive ntinctive nature of hature of his (and this (and thus Christ’us Chus Christ’s) Christ’s) priesthoodpriesthood..

A society or class of people united by certain common characteristics. According 
to 1 Chr. 6-7, 24 David arranged the priests and Levites into labor divisions 
based on family units (cf. 2 Kgs. 23:4; 1 Chr. 15:18). The “order of Melchizedek” 
(Heb. dib�ra®;  Ps. 110:4; Gk. taéxis; Heb. 5:6, 10; 6:20; 7:11, 17) is an appeal 
to a tradition of legitimate priests outside of the levitical ranks; it refers not only 
to the position of Melchizedek but also to the distinctive nature of his (and thus 
Christ’s) priesthood.

OREBOREB (Heb.  (Heb. {oœreäb�, {oœreäb�, {o®reäb�{o®reäb�)))

OREB (Heb. {oœreäb�, {o®reäb� )

One of twoOne of two Midianite Midianite princes b princes beheaded byeheaded by the Ephra the Ephraimites at imites at the time othe time of Gideon (f Gideon (f Gideon (Judg. 7:2(Judg. 7:25; 8:3; cf5; 8:3; cf. Ps. 83:1. Ps. 83:11[MT 12]).1[MT 12]). Subsequen Subsequently his natly his name was givme was given to the en to the rock whererockrock whererock where he was ki he was killed (Judglled (Judg. 7:25; Is. 7:25; Isa. 10:26).a. 10:26).

One of two Midianite princes beheaded by the Ephraimites at the time of Gideon 
(Judg. 7:25; 8:3; cf. Ps. 83:11[MT 12]). Subsequently his name was given to the 
rock where he was killed (Judg. 7:25; Isa. 10:26).

ORENOREN (Heb.  (Heb. {oœren{oœren)))

OREN (Heb. {oœren)

A JudahiteA Judahite, son of J, son of Jerahmeel (erahmeel (1 Chr. 2:21 Chr. 2:25).5).

A Judahite, son of Jerahmeel (1 Chr. 2:25).

ORIGINAL SORIGINAL SINININ

ORIGINAL SIN

The term “The term “original soriginal sin” was coin” was coined by Auined by Augustine (Lgustine (Lat. at. peccatum opeccatum originaleriginale), though ), though its roots itits roots its roots are patrisare patristic and bitic and biblical. Inblical. Infants are fants are “reborn” i“reborn” in baptism n baptism (Irenaeus)(Irenaeus), cleansed, cleans, cleansed fcleansed from the “trom the “true stainsrue stains of sin” i of sin” in them (Orn them (Origen), theigen), the “contagio “contagion of the an of the ancient deancieaancient deancient death” (Cyprath” (Cyprian). The ian). The most impormost important OT cotant OT contributionntribution is its te is its teaching aboaching about the uniuaboabout the about the universaliuniversality of sin ty of sin (1 Kgs. 8:(1 Kgs. 8:46; Job 4:46; Job 4:17; 14:4; 17; 14:4; 15:14; 25:15:14; 25:4; Ps. 1304; Ps. 130:3; 143:2;:3; 143::3; 143:2; Ecc143:2; Eccl. 7:20). l. 7:20). Gen. 3 shoGen. 3 should be adduld be added to thised to this list, tho list, though it hadugh it had very litt very little direct le direcle direct impdirect impact on theact on the rest of t rest of the OT (onlhe OT (only on Ezek.y on Ezek. 28; Wis.  28; Wis. 2:24; Sir.2:24; Sir. 25:24). J 25:24). Judaism doeudaisJJudaism doJudaism does not haves not have a concepe a concept of origit of original sin; inal sin; instead it nstead it speaks of speaks of an “evil ian “evil inclinationnclinatiinclinatioinclination” (Heb. n” (Heb. yeäs�er hayeäs�er haœra{œra{) in the h) in the heart of eveart of everyone, oneryone, on the basis the basis of Gen. 6 of Gen of Gen. 6:5; Gen. 6:5; 8:21 (cf. 8:21 (cf. Deut. 31:2Deut. 31:21), but te1), but teaches thataches that people ca people can overcomen overcome it by vig it by vigilantly keilantvigvigilantlyvigilantly keeping t keeping the law. Gehe law. Gen. 2:4-3:2n. 2:4-3:24 is the b4 is the beginning oeginning of an ancief an ancient Yahwistnt Yahwistic etiologic etiic etiologicaetiological narrativl narrative of origie of origins (chs. 2ns (chs. 2—11) and s—11) and stresses thtresses that human sat human sinfulness infulness does not ddoesdoes not ddoes not derive fromerive from God. Its  God. Its relationshrelationship to origip to original sin winal sin was first sas first seen by Paueen by Paul.l.l.

The term “original sin” was coined by Augustine (Lat. peccatum originale), though 
its roots are patristic and biblical. Infants are “reborn” in baptism (Irenaeus), 
cleansed from the “true stains of sin” in them (Origen), the “contagion of the 
ancient death” (Cyprian). The most important OT contribution is its teaching 
about the universality of sin (1 Kgs. 8:46; Job 4:17; 14:4; 15:14; 25:4; Ps. 130:3; 
143:2; Eccl. 7:20). Gen. 3 should be added to this list, though it had very little 
direct impact on the rest of the OT (only on Ezek. 28; Wis. 2:24; Sir. 25:24). 
Judaism does not have a concept of original sin; instead it speaks of an “evil 
inclination” (Heb. yeäs�er haœra{ ) in the heart of everyone, on the basis of 
Gen. 6:5; 8:21 (cf. Deut. 31:21), but teaches that people can overcome it by 
vigilantly keeping the law. Gen. 2:4-3:24 is the beginning of an ancient Yahwistic 
etiological narrative of origins (chs. 2—11) and stresses that human sinfulness 
does not derive from God. Its relationship to original sin was first seen by Paul.

�Though othThough other NT texter NT texts point tos point to original  original sin (e.g.,sin (e.g., Heb. 9:26 Heb. 9:26; John 1:2; John 1:29; 8:44), 9; 8:44), 9; 8:44), its8:44), its clearest  clearest expressionexpression is found  is found in the Pauin the Pauline literline literature, alwature, always in a cays in a context of ontext ccontext ofcontext of salvation salvation by Christ by Christ. “All hav. “All have sinned” e sinned” (Rom. 3:23(Rom. 3:23) and “all) and “all, both Jew, both Jews and Grees ans and Greeksand Greeks, are unde, are under the power the power of sin” r of sin” (v. 9). Th(v. 9). They can be ey can be justified justified only by Goonly by God’s “graced’sGoGod’s “graGod’s “grace as a gice as a gift, througft, through the redeh the redemption thamption that is in Cht is in Christ Jesusrist Jesus, whom God, whom God put forwa p put forwarput forward as a sacd as a sacrifice of rifice of atonement,atonement, by his bl by his blood, effecood, effective throutive through faith” gh faith” (Rom. 3:24(Rom(Rom. 3:24(Rom. 3:24-25). The -25). The universal universal dimension dimension of Adam’s of Adam’s sin and Chsin and Christ’s redrist’s redemption isemption is stated su isis stated is stated succinctlysuccinctly in 1 Cor. in 1 Cor. 15:22 (“a 15:22 (“as all die s all die in Adam, sin Adam, so all willo all will be made a be made alive in Chlive in live in Christ”in Christ”) and in g) and in greater detreater detail in Romail in Rom. 5:12-21:. 5:12-21: “Sin came “Sin came into the  into the world” thrworld” through Adam ougthrthrough Adthrough Adam and “deam and “death came tath came through sinhrough sin, and so d, and so death spreaeath spread to all bd to all because allecause all have sinn allall have sall have sinned” (v.inned” (v. 12). The  12). The full meanifull meaning of the ng of the final claufinal clause, “because, “because all havse all have sinned,”e sinnede sinned,” isinned,” is unclear.s unclear. It implie It implies personals personal guilt for guilt for committin committing sin, butg sin, but in light  in light of statemeof statemof statementsstatements that Adam that Adam’s sin “le’s sin “led to conded to condemnation fomnation for all” (Ror all” (Rom. 5:18) am. 5:18) and that bynd that by his disob h his disobehis disobedience “thdience “the many were many were made sine made sinners” (v. ners” (v. 19), the c19), the connection onnection between Adbetween Abetween Adam’s sinAdam’s sin and that  and that of all othof all others must bers must be very inte very intimate. Pauimate. Paul is awarel is aware of the do of the dominion of mindodominion odominion of Adam’s sf Adam’s sin over alin over all humanityl humanity, but does, but does not yet s not yet speak of hepeak of heredity; thredity; that was theat ththat was tthat was the later che later contributioontribution of Augusn of Augustine.tine.tine.

Though other NT texts point to original sin (e.g., Heb. 9:26; John 1:29; 
8:44), its clearest expression is found in the Pauline literature, always in a 
context of salvation by Christ. “All have sinned” (Rom. 3:23) and “all, both Jews 
and Greeks, are under the power of sin” (v. 9). They can be justified only by 



God’s “grace as a gift, through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus, whom God 
put forward as a sacrifice of atonement, by his blood, effective through faith” 
(Rom. 3:24-25). The universal dimension of Adam’s sin and Christ’s redemption 
is stated succinctly in 1 Cor. 15:22 (“as all die in Adam, so all will be made alive 
in Christ”) and in greater detail in Rom. 5:12-21: “Sin came into the world” 
through Adam and “death came through sin, and so death spread to all because 
all have sinned” (v. 12). The full meaning of the final clause, “because all have 
sinned,” is unclear. It implies personal guilt for committing sin, but in light of 
statements that Adam’s sin “led to condemnation for all” (Rom. 5:18) and that by 
his disobedience “the many were made sinners” (v. 19), the connection between 
Adam’s sin and that of all others must be very intimate. Paul is aware of the 
dominion of Adam’s sin over all humanity, but does not yet speak of heredity; 
that was the later contribution of Augustine.

Joseph F. Joseph F. Wimmer, O.Wimmer, O.S.A.S.A.

Joseph F. Wimmer, O.S.A.

ORIONORIONORION

ORION

A constellA constellation nameation named for the d for the mythologicmythological Greek hal Greek hunter reprunter represented asesented as a man of  a man of a man of great sof great strength, atrength, a worker in worker in iron, who iron, who at his de at his death was trath was transferred ansferred to the heato the heavens, bounvenheaheavens, bheavens, bound to thound to the sky, ande sky, and became th became this constelis constellation. Lolation. Located E ofcated E of Taurus, t Taurus, the constelhetthe constethe constellation fellation features Betatures Betelgeuse anelgeuse and Rigel, td Rigel, two stars owo stars of the firsf the first magnitudt magnitude. Generale. Gee. Generally Generally mentioned mentioned with Pleiawith Pleiades, Oriondes, Orion occurs as occurs as testimony testimony to God’s  to God’s creative pcreative pcreative power (Amopower (Amos 5:8; Jobs 5:8; Job 9:9; 38:8 9:9; 38:81; Targ., 1; Targ., Peshitta “Peshitta “giant”). Tgiant”). The plural he plural of Heb. of Heb. keïsiîlkeïsiîkeïsiîlkeïsiîl is used f is used for constelor constellations inlations in general ( general (Isa. 13:10Isa. 13:10); elsewhe); elsewhere the Hebre the Hebrew term mrew terrew term meansterm means “fool” (P “fool” (Prov. 9:13)rov. 9:13)...

A constellation named for the mythological Greek hunter represented as a man 
of great strength, a worker in iron, who at his death was transferred to the 
heavens, bound to the sky, and became this constellation. Located E of Taurus, 
the constellation features Betelgeuse and Rigel, two stars of the first magnitude. 
Generally mentioned with Pleiades, Orion occurs as testimony to God’s creative 
power (Amos 5:8; Job 9:9; 38:81; Targ., Peshitta “giant”). The plural of Heb. 
keïsiîl is used for constellations in general (Isa. 13:10); elsewhere the Hebrew 
term means “fool” (Prov. 9:13).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. R. DrivG. R. Driver, “Two Aer, “Two Astronomicastronomical Passagesl Passages in the Ol in the Old Testamend Testamd Testament,Testament,” ” JTSJTS  N.S.N.S. 4 (1953): 4 (1953): 208–12. 208–12. 208–12.

Bibliography. G. R. Driver, “Two Astronomical Passages in the Old 
Testament,” JTS N.S. 4 (1953): 208–12.
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ORNAMENTSORNAMENTSORNAMENTS

ORNAMENTS

AdornmentsAdornments (Heb.  (Heb. {a�d�iî{a�d�iî) worn by ) worn by both men aboth men and women fnd women for decorator decoration. Jewelion. Jewelion. Jewelry ofJewelry of all types all types is includ is included in thised in this designati designation, as areon, as are scarves,  scarves, headdresseheaddresses, sashes,s, sashs, sashes, rosashes, robes, mantlbes, mantles, cloakses, cloaks, turbans,, turbans, veils (Is veils (Isa. 3:18-23a. 3:18-23), and tia), and tiaras (Jdt. ras (Jdt. 10:3; Gk. 10:3; Gk10:3; Gk. Gk. miítramiítra). The orn). The ornaments desaments described in cribed in biblical rbiblical references eferences are most oare most often of goften of gold (e.g., ldgogold (e.g.gold (e.g., 2 Sam. 1, 2 Sam. 1:24), but :24), but archaeologarchaeology reveals y reveals other metaother metals, most sls, most significantignificantly bronze.ly broly bronze. Pebronze. Perhaps the rhaps the most commomost commonly found nly found items of aitems of adornment idornment in the Bronn the Bronze and Iroze andze and Iron Aand Iron Ages are thges are the copper oe copper or bronze tr bronze toggle pinsoggle pins that woul that would have perd have performed botformed boformed both a decboth a decorative anorative and a functid a functional purpoonal purpose in holdse in holding togething together pieces er pieces of clothinof clothing. Most adg. Mg. Most adornMost adornments werements were made of e made of expensive mxpensive materials oaterials or were labr were labor intensior intensive to makeve to mave to make, and make, and they were they were therefore therefore a symbol oa symbol of wealth, f wealth, power, andpower, and God’s fav God’s favor. They wor. They or. They were They were worn on spworn on special occaecial occasions, parsions, particularly ticularly by a brideby a bride on her we on her wedding day dding day (Ezek. 16:((Ezek. 16:(Ezek. 16:10-13; Isa10-13; Isa. 49:18; J. 49:18; Jer. 2:32),er. 2:32), but not a but not at times oft times of sadness a sadness and mourninnd mourning (Exod. 3g (Exg (Exod. 33:(Exod. 33:4-6). Orna4-6). Ornaments alsoments also appear in appear in religious religious contexts  contexts in the shain the shape of goldpe of golden bells tengoldgolden belgolden bells that huls that hung betweenng between the multi the multi-colored y-colored yarn pomegrarn pomegranates on anates on the fringethe fringethe fringe of fringe of the high pthe high priest’s roriest’s robe (Exod. be (Exod. 28:33-34).28:33-34). Idols wer Idols were draped we draped with embroiith embroidered clotderembroiembroidereembroidered cloth (Ed cloth (Ezek. 16:16zek. 16:16-18), cons-18), considered elsidered elsewhere amoewhere among ornamenng ornamentation. Cotation. ornamenornamentatornamentation. Cosmeion. Cosmetics and ptics and perfumes arerfumes are includede included in this c in this category: tategory: the perfumehe perfumehe perfumed bperfumed boxes in Isoxes in Isaiah’s lisaiah’s list of ornamt of ornaments (Isa.ents (Isa. 3:20) hav 3:20) have their coe their counterpart unterpart in the arcin thin the archaethe archaeological rological record in tecord in the ceramiche ceramic, glass, s, glass, stone, and tone, and shell paleshell palettes, bottttes, bottles, and jles, anles, and jugletand juglets that dats that date to the be to the biblical peiblical periods.riods.riods.

Adornments (Heb. {a�d�iî ) worn by both men and women for decoration. 
Jewelry of all types is included in this designation, as are scarves, headdresses, 
sashes, robes, mantles, cloaks, turbans, veils (Isa. 3:18-23), and tiaras (Jdt. 10:3; 
Gk. miítra). The ornaments described in biblical references are most often of 
gold (e.g., 2 Sam. 1:24), but archaeology reveals other metals, most significantly 
bronze. Perhaps the most commonly found items of adornment in the Bronze 
and Iron Ages are the copper or bronze toggle pins that would have performed 
both a decorative and a functional purpose in holding together pieces of clothing. 
Most adornments were made of expensive materials or were labor intensive to 
make, and they were therefore a symbol of wealth, power, and God’s favor. 
They were worn on special occasions, particularly by a bride on her wedding day 



(Ezek. 16:10-13; Isa. 49:18; Jer. 2:32), but not at times of sadness and mourning 
(Exod. 33:4-6). Ornaments also appear in religious contexts in the shape of 
golden bells that hung between the multi-colored yarn pomegranates on the 
fringe of the high priest’s robe (Exod. 28:33-34). Idols were draped with 
embroidered cloth (Ezek. 16:16-18), considered elsewhere among 
ornamentation. Cosmetics and perfumes are included in this category: the 
perfumed boxes in Isaiah’s list of ornaments (Isa. 3:20) have their counterpart in 
the archaeological record in the ceramic, glass, stone, and shell palettes, bottles, 
and juglets that date to the biblical periods.

Katharine Katharine A. MackayA. Mackay

Katharine A. Mackay

ORNANORNAN (Heb.  (Heb. }ornaœn}ornaœn)))

ORNAN (Heb. }ornaœn)

An alternaAn alternate form ofte form of Araunah. Araunah.

An alternate form of Araunah.

ORONTESORONTESORONTES

ORONTES

The main rThe main river of weiver of western Syristern Syria (modern a (modern Nahr Nahr el-{As�iäel-{As�iä), known f), known for the impor the important traortimpimportant important trade routtrade routes that foes that followed it,llowed it, strategic strategic military  military campaigns campaigns in its arein its area, and thea, anda, and the maand the major citiesjor cities built alo built along its coung its course, especrse, especially Antiially Antioch-on-theoch-on-the-Orontes (-Orontes (modern Antmod((modern An(modern Antakya, Turtakya, Turkey). Origkey). Originating oninating on the easte the eastern side ofrn side of the Leban the Lebanon Mountaion Mountaon Mountains,Mountains, the Oront the Orontes flows nes flows north some orth some 400 km. (2400 km. (250 mi.) th50 mi.) through Syrirough Syria into soua into soa into southern Tsouthern Turkey befourkey before it bendre it bends to the ss to the southwest; outhwest; it flows iit flows into the Mento the Mediterraneaditerranean 26 km. (nMediterraneaMediterranMediterranean 26 km.ean 26 km. (16 mi.)  (16 mi.) below Antibelow Antioch.och.och.

The main river of western Syria (modern Nahr el-{As�iä ), known for the 
important trade routes that followed it, strategic military campaigns in its area, 
and the major cities built along its course, especially Antioch-on-the-Orontes 
(modern Antakya, Turkey). Originating on the eastern side of the Lebanon 
Mountains, the Orontes flows north some 400 km. (250 mi.) through Syria into 
southern Turkey before it bends to the southwest; it flows into the 
Mediterranean 26 km. (16 mi.) below Antioch.

�Founded caFounded ca. 300 . 300 B.C.E.B.C.E. by Seleuc by Seleucus I, Antius I, Antioch lies ooch lies on the soutn the southeastern sheastern side of theide of ide of the Oroof the Orontes. Cargntes. Cargo was moveo was moved on the rd on the river to aniver to and from Antd from Antioch to itioch to its Mediterrs Mediters MediterranMediterranean port, ean port, Seleucia (Seleucia (also knownalso known as Seleuc as Seleucia Pieria;ia Pieria; Acts 13:4 Acts 13:4; cf. 14:2; cf. 14:26; 15:39–46; 156; 15:39–41).15:39–41). Seleucia’ Seleucia’s ancient s ancient harbor (neharbor (near modern ar modern Samandag, Samandag, Turkey) haTurkey) has now becos now becs now become a fbecome a flat, marshlat, marshy area duey area due to silt f to silt flowing dowlowing down the Oronn the Orontes througtes through the centh the centh the centuries.centuries. Other imp Other important citortant cities in theies in the Orontes V Orontes Valley inclalley include Riblahude Riblah, Kadesh-o, Kadesh-on-the-Oronn-Kadesh-oKadesh-on-Kadesh-on-the-Orontethe-Orontes, Emessa,s, Emessa, Hamath, a Hamath, and Alalakhnd Alalakh. In 853 a. In 853 an alliancen alliance of Ben-ha of Ben-ha of Ben-hadad Ben-hadad of Damascuof Damascus, s, Irh˙uleniIrh˙uleni of Hamath of Hamath, and Ahab, and Ahab of Israel of Israel battled t battled to a standso a stano a standstillstandstill the Assyr the Assyrian king Sian king Shalmaneserhalmaneser III at Qa III at Qarqar on thrqar on the lower Ore lower Orontes, andontes, and there in  th there in 7there in 720 Sargon 20 Sargon II routed II routed the rebelsthe rebels of Hamath of Hamath and Damas and Damascus.cus.cus.

Founded ca. 300 B.C.E. by Seleucus I, Antioch lies on the southeastern side 
of the Orontes. Cargo was moved on the river to and from Antioch to its 
Mediterranean port, Seleucia (also known as Seleucia Pieria; Acts 13:4; cf. 14:26; 
15:39–41). Seleucia’s ancient harbor (near modern Samandag, Turkey) has now 
become a flat, marshy area due to silt flowing down the Orontes through the 
centuries. Other important cities in the Orontes Valley include Riblah, 
Kadesh-on-the-Orontes, Emessa, Hamath, and Alalakh. In 853 an alliance of 
Ben-hadad of Damascus, Irh˙uleni of Hamath, and Ahab of Israel battled to a 
standstill the Assyrian king Shalmaneser III at Qarqar on the lower Orontes, and 
there in 720 Sargon II routed the rebels of Hamath and Damascus.

John L. GiJohn L. Gillmanllman

John L. Gillman

ORPAHORPAH (Heb.  (Heb. {orpa®{orpa®)))

ORPAH (Heb. {orpa®)

A Moabite A Moabite woman, dauwoman, daughter-in-lghter-in-law of Naomaw of Naomi. After hi. After her husbander husband Chilion d Chilion died, Orpahied, Orpied, Orpah sougOrpah sought to accoht to accompany Naommpany Naomi to Bethli to Bethlehem, but ehem, but at her motat her mother-in-lawher-in-law’s insiste’s insis’s insistenceinsistence returned  returned to her kinto her kin in Moab ( in Moab (Ruth 1:4-1Ruth 1:4-14).4).

A Moabite woman, daughter-in-law of Naomi. After her husband Chilion died, 
Orpah sought to accompany Naomi to Bethlehem, but at her mother-in-law’s 
insistence returned to her kin in Moab (Ruth 1:4-14).

ORPHANORPHANORPHAN

ORPHAN



A fatherleA fatherless child (ss child (Heb. Heb. yaœt�o®m,yaœt�o®m, from the  from the root “to broot “to be alone, de alone, deprived”; eprived”; cf. Lam. 5cf. Lcf. Lam. 5:3).Lam. 5:3). In cultur In cultures throughes throughout the anout the ancient Nearcient Near East, orp East, orphans (alonhans (along with widg with widows and reowwidwidows andwidows and resident  resident aliens) wealiens) were among tre among the he personae mpersonae miserabilisiserabilis,, with a sp with a special claiecial claiecial claim on aclaim on a community community’s justice’s justice and care  and care because thbecause they were ofey were often under ten under divine prodivine protection. Itproprotectionprotection. In a soc. In a social systemial system where the where the male head male head of the fa of the family safegmily safeguarded theuarded the welfare o w welfare ofwelfare of its membe its members, orphanrs, orphans were pars were particularly ticularly vulnerablevulnerable. Without . Without a voice toa voice to advocate  a advocate oadvocate on their ben their behalf withihalf within the clann the clan, these fa, these fatherless ctherless children wehildren were outsidere outsiders and thers anrs and their and their property aproperty an easy marn easy mark for the k for the greedy.greedy.greedy.

A fatherless child (Heb. yaœt�o®m,  from the root “to be alone, deprived”; cf. 
Lam. 5:3). In cultures throughout the ancient Near East, orphans (along with 
widows and resident aliens) were among the personae miserabilis, with a special 
claim on a community’s justice and care because they were often under divine 
protection. In a social system where the male head of the family safeguarded the 
welfare of its members, orphans were particularly vulnerable. Without a voice to 
advocate on their behalf within the clan, these fatherless children were outsiders 
and their property an easy mark for the greedy.

�Within theWithin the community community constitut constituted by the ed by the Sinai coveSinai covenant, the nant, the treatment treatment of orphansof orof orphans deorphans determines Itermines Israel’s fasrael’s fate before te before the Lord. the Lord. This Lord This Lord is their fis their father (Ps.ather (Ps. 68:6), wa 68:6 68:6), wat68:6), watching overching over them (Ps. them (Ps. 146:9) an 146:9) and executind executing justice g justice for them (for them (Deut. 10:1Deut. 10:18; Ps. 10:8; 10:110:18; Ps.10:18; Ps. 10:14, 18 10:14, 18). This pr). This protection eotection extends evextends even to Edomin to Edomite orphanste orphans whom the  whom the whom the Lord pthe Lord promises toromises to keep aliv keep alive (Jer. 49e (Jer. 49:11). Cons:11). Consequently, equently, if the Isrif the Israelites deaelites deprive orphprivededeprive ordeprive orphans of jphans of justice (Deustice (Deut. 24:17)ut. 24:17) or oppres or oppress them (Zes them (Zech. 7:10),ch. 7:10), the Lord  the Lord will kill wwill kill will kill them and mthem and make their ake their own childrown children orphansen orphans (Exod. 22 (Exod. 22:23-24). I:23-24). If the peopf the people of Judale peoppeople of people of Judah careJudah care for orpha for orphans as the ns as the Lord caredLord cared for the H for the Hebrew slavebrew slaves in Egypes in Egypt, the LortEgypEgypt, theEgypt, the Lord will Lord will remain wi remain with them (Jth them (Jer. 7:6) aer. 7:6) and Davidicnd Davidic kingship  kingship will contiwill continue (22:3)nue conticontinue (continue (22:3). Job22:3). Job invokes h invokes his regard is regard for orphanfor orphans as evides as evidence that hnce that he suffers e suffers unjustly (unjuunjustly (unjustly (Job 29:12;Job 29:12; 31:17, 21 31:17, 21). Isaiah,). Isaiah, however,  however, observes tobserves that Israelhat Israel’s evil is’s evil is so great  so grea so great thatgreat that it smothe it smothers the Lorrs the Lord’s concerd’s concern for orphn for orphans (Isa. ans (Isa. 9:17[16]).9:17[16]). Similarly Similarly, angered , ang, angered atangered at God’s ref God’s refusal to anusal to answer him dswer him directly, Jirectly, Job declareob declares that Gods that God casts lot casts lots for the s fos for the lifor the life of orphfe of orphans (Job 6ans (Job 6:27).:27).:27).

Within the community constituted by the Sinai covenant, the treatment of 
orphans determines Israel’s fate before the Lord. This Lord is their father (Ps. 
68:6), watching over them (Ps. 146:9) and executing justice for them (Deut. 
10:18; Ps. 10:14, 18). This protection extends even to Edomite orphans whom 
the Lord promises to keep alive (Jer. 49:11). Consequently, if the Israelites 
deprive orphans of justice (Deut. 24:17) or oppress them (Zech. 7:10), the Lord 
will kill them and make their own children orphans (Exod. 22:23-24). If the 
people of Judah care for orphans as the Lord cared for the Hebrew slaves in 
Egypt, the Lord will remain with them (Jer. 7:6) and Davidic kingship will 
continue (22:3). Job invokes his regard for orphans as evidence that he suffers 
unjustly (Job 29:12; 31:17, 21). Isaiah, however, observes that Israel’s evil is so 
great that it smothers the Lord’s concern for orphans (Isa. 9:17[16]). Similarly, 
angered at God’s refusal to answer him directly, Job declares that God casts lots 
for the life of orphans (Job 6:27).

�The wickedThe wicked snatch or snatch orphans fromphans from their mot their mother’s breaher’s breast and makst and make them slae them slaves (Job 2ves slaslaves (Joslaves (Job 24:9); db 24:9); driving awariving away their doy their donkeys (v. nkeys (v. 3), they v3), they victimize (ictimize (Isa. 10:2)Isa. 10:2) and kill  and kil and kill them kill them (Ps. 94:6)(Ps. 94:6). Israel i. Israel is evil becs evil because it doause it does not alles not allow orphansow orphans to prospe to prosper (Jer. 5:r (Jer.r (Jer. 5:28(Jer. 5:28). Thus, E). Thus, Eliphaz thiliphaz thinks Job’s nks Job’s suffering suffering stems fromstems from his havin his having “crushedg “crushed the arms  the a the arms of tharms of the orphans”e orphans” (Job 22:9 (Job 22:9).).).

The wicked snatch orphans from their mother’s breast and make them 
slaves (Job 24:9); driving away their donkeys (v. 3), they victimize (Isa. 10:2) and 
kill them (Ps. 94:6). Israel is evil because it does not allow orphans to prosper 
(Jer. 5:28). Thus, Eliphaz thinks Job’s suffering stems from his having “crushed the 
arms of the orphans” (Job 22:9).

�Jesus of NJesus of Nazareth prazareth promises theomises the Johannine Johannine community community that he w that he will not leill not leave them oave thave them orphathem orphans (John 1ns (John 14:15-24), 4:15-24), i.e., unpri.e., unprotected amotected amid the eviid the evils of thisls of this world; he world; he will send wil will send will send them an adthem an advocate to vocate to aid them iaid them in their stn their struggles. Truggles. The Letter he Letter of James aof James argues thatrguaargues thaargues that loving at loving attention tttention to the needo the needs of widows of widows and orphs and orphans, oftenans, often the silen the silent and the t at and the inand the invisible wivisible within the cthin the community, ommunity, is necessais necessary for a fry for a faith-filleaith-filled relationd relationship with ship wiship with the Lwith the Lord (Jas. ord (Jas. 1:26-27).1:26-27).1:26-27).

Jesus of Nazareth promises the Johannine community that he will not leave 
them orphans (John 14:15-24), i.e., unprotected amid the evils of this world; he 
will send them an advocate to aid them in their struggles. The Letter of James 
argues that loving attention to the needs of widows and orphans, often the silent 
and the invisible within the community, is necessary for a faith-filled relationship 
with the Lord (Jas. 1:26-27).

Kathleen SKathleen S. Nash. Nash

Kathleen S. Nash

OSIRISOSIRISOSIRIS

OSIRIS

�SeeSee  SERAPIS.SERAPIS.

See SERAPIS.

OSNAPPAROSNAPPAR (Aram.  (Aram. }osnappar}osnappar)))

OSNAPPAR (Aram. }osnappar)

An AssyriaAn Assyrian king whon king who deported  deported conquered conquered peoples anpeoples and resettled resettled them at d them at Samaria (ESamaria Samaria (ESamaria (Ezra 4:10).zra 4:10). Although  Although ShalmaneseShalmaneser V and Sar V and Sargon best rgon best fit the cifit the circumstancercumstances of siegescircumstancecircumstancircumstances of sieces of siege and resge and resettlement,ettlement, the name  the name may be a cmay be a corrupt fororrupt form of Assurm of Assurm of AssurbanipAssurbanipal.al.

An Assyrian king who deported conquered peoples and resettled them at 



Samaria (Ezra 4:10). Although Shalmaneser V and Sargon best fit the 
circumstances of siege and resettlement, the name may be a corrupt form of 
Assurbanipal.

OSPREYOSPREYOSPREY

OSPREY

A bird or A bird or prey mentiprey mentioned only oned only in the lisin the lists of unclts of unclean animalean animals (Lev. 11s (Lev. 11:13; Deut.:13; Deut. 14:12; He 14: 14:12; Heb14:12; Heb. . {ozniîya®{ozniîya®). The exa). The exact speciesct species is imposs is impossible to deible to determine batermine based on thesed on thsed on the scant the scant biblical rbiblical references,eferences, but talmu but talmudic traditdic tradition supporion supports the birts the bird’s identid’s identification aficatioidentiidentificaidentification as thtion as the osprey e osprey (Pandion h(Pandion haliaëtus),aliaëtus), a large f a large fish-eatingish-eating hawk. Oth hawk. Other possibler possier possible cpossible candidates andidates are the haare the harrier (or rrier (or short-toedshort-toed) eagle () eagle (Circaëtus Circaëtus gallicus;gallicus; cf. Aram. cf. Aram cf. Aram. Aram. {u®zyaœ},{u®zyaœ}, “sea-eagl “sea-eagle”; so LXXe”; so LXX), the bea), the bearded vulturded vulture re (Gypaëtus (Gypaëtus barbatus abarbatus aureus),uaaureus),aureus), or the bl or the black vulturack vulture e (Aegypius(Aegypius [or  [or VulturVultur] ] monachus)monachus)..

A bird or prey mentioned only in the lists of unclean animals (Lev. 11:13; Deut. 
14:12; Heb. {ozniîya®). The exact species is impossible to determine based on 
the scant biblical references, but talmudic tradition supports the bird’s 
identification as the osprey (Pandion haliaëtus), a large fish-eating hawk. Other 
possible candidates are the harrier (or short-toed) eagle (Circaëtus gallicus; cf. 
Aram. {u®zyaœ}, “sea-eagle”; so LXX), the bearded vulture (Gypaëtus barbatus 
aureus), or the black vulture (Aegypius [or Vultur] monachus).

OSTRACAOSTRACA (Gk.  (Gk. oœstrakaoœstraka)))

OSTRACA (Gk. oœstraka)

Sherds of Sherds of pottery whpottery which preserich preserve inscripve inscriptions. Thetions. The Greek wor Greek word refers sd refers sometimes tometimes ssometimes sometimes to an eartto an earthen vesselhen vessel, but more, but more frequentl frequently only to y only to broken frabroken fragments (cfgments (cf. Ps. 22:1.(cf(cf. Ps. 2(cf. Ps. 22:15[LXX 22:15[LXX 21:16]).1:16]).1:16]).

Sherds of pottery which preserve inscriptions. The Greek word refers 
sometimes to an earthen vessel, but more frequently only to broken fragments 
(cf. Ps. 22:15[LXX 21:16]).

�In archaeoIn archaeological cological contexts, osntexts, ostraca are traca are usually pousually potsherds thtsherds that preservat preserve inscripte inscripe inscriptioinscriptions of varins of various genresous genres. The term. The term can inclu can include, howevede, however, inscripr, inscriptions prestions preserved on oervprespreserved preserved on other mon other materials, aterials, such as shsuch as shell or smaell or small stones.ll stones. Ostraca u Ostraca usually wersually were written e we written inwritten in ink, but  ink, but sometimes sometimes were inciswere incised. Ostraced. Ostraca occur moa occur most frequenst frequently in Syrtly in Syria, PalestiaSyrSyria, PalSyria, Palestine, anestine, and Egypt and Egypt and are rathd are rather rare iner rare in Mesopotam Mesopotamia, where ia, where cuneiform cuneiform was more pwwas more pwas more prevalent irevalent in the earln the earlier periodier periods.s.s.

In archaeological contexts, ostraca are usually potsherds that preserve 
inscriptions of various genres. The term can include, however, inscriptions 
preserved on other materials, such as shell or small stones. Ostraca usually were 
written in ink, but sometimes were incised. Ostraca occur most frequently in 
Syria, Palestine, and Egypt and are rather rare in Mesopotamia, where cuneiform 
was more prevalent in the earlier periods.

�Ostraca weOstraca were used more used more in the re in the context ofcontext of routine d routine daily writiaily writing activitng activities ratheries rathies rather tharather than for moren for more permanent permanent literary  literary preservatipreservation. They oon. They often preseften preserve only nrve only names, numbannames, numnames, numbers, or lbers, or lists, but ists, but were also were also used for aused for administratdministrative missivive missives (Arad aes (Arad and Samariand aand Samariand Samaria), occasia), occasional legalonal legal appeals  appeals (Mez�ad H¸(Mez�ad H¸ashavyahuashavyahu), and eve), and even as militn as milin as military cmilitary communiquésommuniqués (Arad,  (Arad, H¸orvat {UH¸orvat {Uzaza). Such in). Such inscriptionsscriptions often pro often provide valuavide valuvide valuable gvaluable glimpses inlimpses into the daito the daily affairsly affairs and conce and concerns of therns of the people. A people. Additionalldditionally, they ary, they, they are ithey are important smportant sources of ources of evidence fevidence for studyinor studying the deveg the development oflopment of languages languages and writi languageslanguages languages and writinand writing.g.g.

Ostraca were used more in the context of routine daily writing activities 
rather than for more permanent literary preservation. They often preserve only 
names, numbers, or lists, but were also used for administrative missives (Arad 
and Samaria), occasional legal appeals (Mez�ad H¸ashavyahu ), and even as 
military communiqués (Arad, H¸orvat {Uza). Such inscriptions often provide 
valuable glimpses into the daily affairs and concerns of the people. Additionally, 
they are important sources of evidence for studying the development of 
languages and writing.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. I. DaviG. I. Davies et al.,es et al.,  Ancient HeAncient Hebrew Inscrbrew Inscriptionsiptions (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1991); e, 199e, 1991); J. 1991); J. Naveh, “WrNaveh, “Writing and iting and Scripts inScripts in Seventh-C Seventh-Century entury B.C.E.B.C.E. Philistia Philistia,” ,” IEJIEJ 35 (1985) 35 (19 35 (1985): 8–(1985): 8–21.21.21.

Bibliography. G. I. Davies et al., Ancient Hebrew Inscriptions (Cambridge, 
1991); J. Naveh, “Writing and Scripts in Seventh-Century B.C.E. Philistia,” IEJ 35 
(1985): 8–21.
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OSTRICHOSTRICHOSTRICH

OSTRICH

A large, rA large, richly plumichly plumed, swift ed, swift moving, flmoving, flightless bightless bird of theird of the genus  genus Struthio.Struthio. Now found Now found Now found in tfound in the wild onhe wild only in Afrily in Africa, in ancca, in ancient timesient times ostriches ostriches were also were also plentiful plentiful in the ba in the in the barrenthe barren plains of plains of Western A Western Asia. The bsia. The biblical wriblical writers freqiters frequently menuently mention the otion the ostrich (Hestroostrich (Hostrich (Heb. eb. bat� hayyabat� hayya{a�na®; re{a�na®; reïnaœiîmïnaœiîm) as an im) as an image of desage of desolation (Iolation (Isa. 13:21;sa. 1sa. 13:21; 34:13:21; 34:13; 43:20;13; 43:20; Jer. 50:3 Jer. 50:39; cf. Job9; cf. Job 30:29; Mi 30:29; Mic. 1:8).c. 1:8).c. 1:8).

A large, richly plumed, swift moving, flightless bird of the genus Struthio. Now 
found in the wild only in Africa, in ancient times ostriches were also plentiful in 
the barren plains of Western Asia. The biblical writers frequently mention the 



ostrich (Heb. bat� hayya{a�na®; reïnaœiîm ) as an image of desolation (Isa. 
13:21; 34:13; 43:20; Jer. 50:39; cf. Job 30:29; Mic. 1:8).

�Though manThough many Western y Western Asian peopAsian peoples huntedles hunted it for fo it for food, the Isod, the Israelites craelites considered onsidecconsideredconsidered the omniv the omnivorous ostrorous ostrich uncleaich unclean (Lev. 11n (Lev. 11:16; Deut.:16; Deut. 14:15). T 14:15). The ostrichhe ostrich is descri ostrichostrich isostrich is described described as neglec as neglectful of ittful of its eggs (Jos eggs (Job 39:14-16b 39:14-16; Lam. 4:3; Lam. 4:3), leaving), leaving them to b them t them to be warmto be warmed by the ed by the sun duringsun during the day a the day and incubatnd incubated at nighed at night. The dest. The description ocription of the ostrfoof the ostof the ostrich as strich as stupid (Job upid (Job 39:17) ari39:17) arises from tses from this supposhis supposed neglected neglect and its i and its inability tnabilitiinability inability to take evto take evasive actiasive action when puon when pursued.rsued.rsued.

Though many Western Asian peoples hunted it for food, the Israelites 
considered the omnivorous ostrich unclean (Lev. 11:16; Deut. 14:15). The 
ostrich is described as neglectful of its eggs (Job 39:14-16; Lam. 4:3), leaving them 
to be warmed by the sun during the day and incubated at night. The description 
of the ostrich as stupid (Job 39:17) arises from this supposed neglect and its 
inability to take evasive action when pursued.

Nicole J. Nicole J. RuaneRuane

Nicole J. Ruane

OTHNIOTHNI (Heb.  (Heb. {ot�niî{ot�niî)))

OTHNI (Heb. {ot�niî )

The eldestThe eldest son of Sh son of Shemaiah; a emaiah; a levitical levitical gatekeepergatekeeper during th during the reign ofe reign of King Davi King David (1 Chr. d (1d (1 Chr. 26(1 Chr. 26:7).:7).

The eldest son of Shemaiah; a levitical gatekeeper during the reign of King David 
(1 Chr. 26:7).

OTHNIELOTHNIEL (Heb.  (Heb. }ot�niî}eä}ot�niî}eäll)))

OTHNIEL (Heb. }ot�niî}eäl )

An IsraeliAn Israelite judge, te judge, the son ofthe son of Kenaz and Kenaz and the nephe the nephew (less liw (less likely the ykely the younger broounger brother) of Cthebrobrother) obrother) of Caleb, wf Caleb, who became ho became Caleb’s soCaleb’s son-in-law bn-in-law by capturiny capturing Debir (Kg Debir (Kiriath-sepiriath-sepher) and th(Kiriath-sep(Kiriath-s(Kiriath-sepher) andepher) and thus winn thus winning Achsahing Achsah, the daug, the daughter of Cahter of Caleb, as wileb, as wife (Josh. fe (Josh. 15:15-19 =15:115:15-19 =15:15-19 = Judg. 1:1 Judg. 1:11-15). Oth1-15). Othniel laterniel later delivered delivered the peopl the people from thee from the oppressiv oppressive hand of e he hand of Cuhand of Cushan-rishashan-rishathaim of Athaim of Aram-nahararam-naharaim (Judg. im (Judg. 3:7-11). T3:7-11). The name Othe name Othniel funchniel funhniel functions functions as a clan as a clan name in a name in a genealogicgenealogical list ofal list of commissio commissioned officened officers (1 Chr.rs (1 Chr. 27:15). C 27:1 27:15). Ca27:15). Caleb and Otleb and Othniel may hniel may represent,represent, respectiv respectively, eponyely, eponymous ancesmous ancestors of eltors of elder and yodelelder and elder and younger clyounger clans of theans of the tribe of  tribe of Kenaz (theKenaz (the Kenizzite Kenizzites) that wes) that were absorbere absorbed into Judd absorbeabsorbed iabsorbed into Judah.nto Judah.

An Israelite judge, the son of Kenaz and the nephew (less likely the younger 
brother) of Caleb, who became Caleb’s son-in-law by capturing Debir 
(Kiriath-sepher) and thus winning Achsah, the daughter of Caleb, as wife (Josh. 
15:15-19 = Judg. 1:11-15). Othniel later delivered the people from the oppressive 
hand of Cushan-rishathaim of Aram-naharaim (Judg. 3:7-11). The name Othniel 
functions as a clan name in a genealogical list of commissioned officers (1 Chr. 
27:15). Caleb and Othniel may represent, respectively, eponymous ancestors of 
elder and younger clans of the tribe of Kenaz (the Kenizzites) that were 
absorbed into Judah.

Rick R. MaRick R. Marrsrrs
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OVENOVENOVEN

OVEN

A small coA small cooking devioking device (Exod. ce (Exod. 8:3[MT 7:28:3[MT 7:28]; Lev. 18]; Lev. 11:35) empl1:35) employed to baoyed to bake variouske various kinds of  variousvarious kivarious kinds of brends of bread (2:4; 7ad (2:4; 7:9; 26:26):9; 26:26). Cylindri. Cylindrical in shacal in shape, the mope, the most common st common ovens (Heboveovens (Hebovens (Heb. . tannu®rtannu®r) were mad) were made of clay e of clay and could and could be embeddebe embedded in the gd in the ground or rround oround or raised or raised above it. above it. The oven fThe oven floor was lloor was lined with ined with pebbles, opebbles, on which thn which the fire wase fire was built. Br bu built. Brebuilt. Bread dough wad dough was placed as placed on the hoton the hot stones or stones or against t against the wall ofhe wall of the oven  the oven to cook. Fto to cook. Fto cook. Fuels incluuels included dry grded dry grass (Matt.ass (Matt. 6:30; Luk 6:30; Luke 12:28) ae 12:28) and cakes ond cakes of animal df animal dung (cf. Eungddung (cf. dung (cf. Ezek. 4:12Ezek. 4:12, 15). Com, 15). Commercial bamercial bakers may hkers may have lived ave lived in a speciin a specific area ofic area of a city (f a cf a city (cf. city (cf. Neh. 3:11;Neh. 3:11; 12:38). 12:38). 12:38).

A small cooking device (Exod. 8:3[MT 7:28]; Lev. 11:35) employed to bake 
various kinds of bread (2:4; 7:9; 26:26). Cylindrical in shape, the most common 
ovens (Heb. tannu®r) were made of clay and could be embedded in the ground 
or raised above it. The oven floor was lined with pebbles, on which the fire was 
built. Bread dough was placed on the hot stones or against the wall of the oven 
to cook. Fuels included dry grass (Matt. 6:30; Luke 12:28) and cakes of animal 
dung (cf. Ezek. 4:12, 15). Commercial bakers may have lived in a specific area of a 
city (cf. Neh. 3:11; 12:38).

�For AbrahaFor Abraham, a portam, a portable, smokible, smoking oven wang oven was a sign os a sign of the Lordf the Lord’s presenc’s presence (Gen. 15e (Gee (Gen. 15:1(Gen. 15:17; NRSV “f7; NRSV “fire pot”).ire pot”). An oven b An oven blazing witlazing with fire wash fire was seen as a seen as a symbol of symbol of the wrath t the wrath the wrath of the Lorof the Lord (Ps. 21:d (Ps. 21:9[10]; Isa9[10]; Isa. 31:9; NR. 31:9; NRSV “furnacSV “furnace”; Mal. 4e”; Mal. 4:1[3:19]; :1[3:19]; cf. Lam. 5cf. Lcf. Lam. 5:10)Lam. 5:10). The wick. The wicked are alsed are also likened o likened to an ovento an oven burning w burning with desireith desire, evil dee, evil deeds, and trds, deedeeds, anddeeds, and treason ( treason (Hos. 7:4, Hos. 7:4, 6-7).6-7).6-7).

For Abraham, a portable, smoking oven was a sign of the Lord’s presence 
(Gen. 15:17; NRSV “fire pot”). An oven blazing with fire was seen as a symbol of 
the wrath of the Lord (Ps. 21:9[10]; Isa. 31:9; NRSV “furnace”; Mal. 4:1[3:19]; cf. 
Lam. 5:10). The wicked are also likened to an oven burning with desire, evil 
deeds, and treason (Hos. 7:4, 6-7).
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OVENS, TOWOVENS, TOWER OF THEER OF THEER OF THE

OVENS, TOWER OF THE

A tower deA tower defending thfending the northwese northwestern angletern angle of Jerusa of Jerusalem’s citylem’s city wall, pos wall, possibly conssibly constructed fitrconsconstructeconstructed first byd first by King Uzzi King Uzziah (cf. 2 ah (cf. 2 Chr. 26:9)Chr. 26:9) and later and later rebuilt b rebuilt by Nehemiahy Nehemiah (Neh. 3:1 (N (Neh. 3:11(Neh. 3:11; 12:38). ; 12:38). The precisThe precise locatione location of the to of the tower (Heb. wer (Heb. mig�dal hamig�dal hattannu®riîttannu®hahattannu®rhattannu®riîmiîm), as well), as well as its po as its position relsition relative to tative to the Corner he Corner Gate, is aGate, is a matter of matter o matter of disputeof dispute. Accordin. According to Nehemg to Nehemiah it wasiah it was situated  situated somewhere somewhere S of the BS of the Broad Wall road Walroad Wall and NWall and N of the Va of the Valley Gate.lley Gate. The name  The name may point may point to a locatto a location near tion near the “bakershe “bakershe “bakers’ s“bakers’ street” of treet” of Jer. 37:21Jer. 37:21, although, although this refe this reference daterence dates before ts before the time ofhe time of Nehemiah. Neh Nehemiah.Nehemiah.Nehemiah.

A tower defending the northwestern angle of Jerusalem’s city wall, possibly 
constructed first by King Uzziah (cf. 2 Chr. 26:9) and later rebuilt by Nehemiah 
(Neh. 3:11; 12:38). The precise location of the tower (Heb. mig�dal 
hattannu®riîm), as well as its position relative to the Corner Gate, is a matter 
of dispute. According to Nehemiah it was situated somewhere S of the Broad 
Wall and N of the Valley Gate. The name may point to a location near the 
“bakers’ street” of Jer. 37:21, although this reference dates before the time of 
Nehemiah.

John R. HuJohn R. Huddlestunddlestun

John R. Huddlestun

OWLOWLOWL

OWL

A nocturnaA nocturnal bird of l bird of prey of thprey of the order e order StrigiformStrigiformes,es, listed am listed among birds ong birds forbidden forbidden to eat (Leto to eat (Leto eat (Lev. 11:17; v. 11:17; Deut. 14:1Deut. 14:16). The ow6). The owl is charal is characterized bcterized by exceptioy exceptionally largnally large eyes thae eye eyes that eyes that are directare directed forwarded forward rather th rather than to the an to the sides. Thesides. The feathers  feathers around thearound the eyes radi ey eyes radiaeyes radiate from a te from a common cencommon center and enter and enhance the hance the apparent sapparent size of theize of the eyes. Yet eyes. Ye eyes. Yet, in spYet, in spite of thiite of this, owls trs, owls trust their ust their ears far mears far more often ore often than theirthan their eyes in t eyes in their searcheir seaheir search forsearch for prey. The prey. They fly extry fly extremely quieemely quietly, thougtly, though slowly, h slowly, and surpriand surprise their pse their prey by desrey pprey by deprey by descending fscending from above.rom above. Their sha Their sharp talons rp talons and short,and short, hooked be hooked beak are extak are extak are extremely extremely powerful apowerful and make esnd make escape difficape difficult.cult.cult.

A nocturnal bird of prey of the order Strigiformes, listed among birds forbidden 
to eat (Lev. 11:17; Deut. 14:16). The owl is characterized by exceptionally large 
eyes that are directed forward rather than to the sides. The feathers around the 
eyes radiate from a common center and enhance the apparent size of the eyes. 
Yet, in spite of this, owls trust their ears far more often than their eyes in their 
search for prey. They fly extremely quietly, though slowly, and surprise their 
prey by descending from above. Their sharp talons and short, hooked beak are 
extremely powerful and make escape difficult.

�A number oA number of Hebrew tf Hebrew terms erms (ko®s, qaœ(ko®s, qaœ}at�, yans}at�, yansûu®p�, qipûu®p�, qip�o®d�)�o®d�qipqip�o®d�)qip�o®d�) are vario are variously transusly translated by tlated by the NRSV ashe NRSV as “owl,” “s “owl,” “screech owlcreech owl,” and “de,” and “d,” and “desert ow“desert owl” (Zeph. l” (Zeph. 2:14) and 2:14) and “little ow“little owl” and “grl” and “great owl” (eat owl” (Lev. 11:17Lev. 11:17; Deut. 14; Deut. 14:16). Atte:161414:16). At14:16). Attempts to tempts to associate associate Hebrew terHebrew terms with pams with particular srticular species arepecies are extremely extremely extremely extremely problematiproblematic and may c and may never be anever be accomplisheccomplished. From thd. From this list itis list it is quite  is quite obvious thobobvious thobvious that translaat translations varytions vary due to th due to the necessite necessity to distiy to distinguish betnguish between diffeween different Hebrerentdiffedifferent different Hebrew worHebrew words for owlds for owls, not bets, not between diffeween different specirent species.es.es.

A number of Hebrew terms (ko®s, qaœ}at�, yansûu®p�, 
qip�o®d�)  are variously translated by the NRSV as “owl,” “screech owl,” and 
“desert owl” (Zeph. 2:14) and “little owl” and “great owl” (Lev. 11:17; Deut. 
14:16). Attempts to associate Hebrew terms with particular species are 
extremely problematic and may never be accomplished. From this list it is quite 
obvious that translations vary due to the necessity to distinguish between 
different Hebrew words for owls, not between different species.

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik

Jesper Svartvik

OXOX  (ANIMAL)(ANIMAL)(ANIMAL)

OX (ANIMAL)

A castrateA castrated male bovd male bovine ine (Bos tauru(Bos taurus)s) managed f managed for tractioor traction, meat, hn, meat, hide, and oide, and other by-prther bther by-productby-products. Breeds s. Breeds that have that have been identbeen identified in aified in artistic anrtistic and archaeold archaeological conogical contexts incltextconcontexts icontexts include varnclude varieties of ieties of the the Bos primigBos primigenius, Bosenius, Bos longifron longifrons,s, and  and Bos indicuBos indicus,s, the zebu  the z the zebu or “hzebu or “humpback.” umpback.” The fact tThe fact that severahat several Hebrew al Hebrew and Greek wnd Greek words are uords are used for thsed forsed for the oxfor the ox suggests  suggests that a widthat a wide variety e variety of breeds,of breeds, sexes, gr sexes, grades, or uades, or uses existeses existed (Heb. d (Hd (Heb. (Heb. baœqaœr, }baœqaœr, }elep�, paœelep�, paœr, sûo®r;r, sûo®r; Gk.  Gk. bous, tauíbous, tauírosros). Cattle ). Cattle domesticatdomesticdomesticatdomestication and maion and management bnagement began no laegan no later than 6ter than 6000 000 B.C.B.C. There is  There is probably aprobably a link betw l link betwelink between the inten the intensificatiensification of catton of cattle raisingle raising and perio and periods of sededs of sedentism or vntism or village lifillagevvillage livillage life.fe.fe.

A castrated male bovine (Bos taurus) managed for traction, meat, hide, and other 
by-products. Breeds that have been identified in artistic and archaeological 
contexts include varieties of the Bos primigenius, Bos longifrons, and Bos indicus, the 
zebu or “humpback.” The fact that several Hebrew and Greek words are used 
for the ox suggests that a wide variety of breeds, sexes, grades, or uses existed 
(Heb. baœqaœr, }elep�, paœr, sûo®r;  Gk. bous, tauíros). Cattle 
domestication and management began no later than 6000 B.C. There is probably a 
link between the intensification of cattle raising and periods of sedentism or 



village life.

�The ox wasThe ox was important important in the ag in the agriculturalricultural societies societies of the bi of the biblical worblical world. Castrald. Castrald. CastrationCastration tempered  tempered the aggresthe aggressive natursive nature of the oe of the ox and rendx and rendered its iered its immense strmmense strmmense strength astrength and endurannd endurance manageace manageable. Care ble. Care and controand control of the ol of the ox rested wx rested with its owith its owith its owner (e.gowner (e.g., Exod. 2., Exod. 21:28-29), 1:28-29), and there and there were ruleswere rules of use an of use and misuse. d misuse. Tools and Tools and implementsimimplementsimplements that chan that channeled the neled the power of tpower of the ox inclhe ox included goadsuded goads, yoke-har, yoke-harnesses andnesses annesses and ropes,and ropes, plows, ha plows, harrows, thrrrows, threshing sleeshing sledges, and dges, and possibly lpossibly large rotararge rotary querns oy querns or mills.r mr mills.mills.mills.

The ox was important in the agricultural societies of the biblical world. 
Castration tempered the aggressive nature of the ox and rendered its immense 
strength and endurance manageable. Care and control of the ox rested with its 
owner (e.g., Exod. 21:28-29), and there were rules of use and misuse. Tools and 
implements that channeled the power of the ox included goads, yoke-harnesses 
and ropes, plows, harrows, threshing sledges, and possibly large rotary querns or 
mills.

�The investThe investment of rement of resources resources required to quired to raise thesraise these animals e animals made the omade the ox very valx verx very valuavery valuable. It isble. It is frequentl frequently mentioney mentioned as an ind as an indicator ofdicator of wealth or wealth or an object an object of booty. of b of booty. Corbooty. Correspondingrespondingly, the oxly, the ox is almost is almost always li always listed firststed first in sacrif in sacrifice lists ice lists (e.g., Deu(e.g., D(e.g., Deut. 17:1Deut. 17:1; 2 Sam. 2; 2 Sam. 24:22). Apa4:22). Apart from surt from such expensich expensive offerinve offerings, only tgs, only the young ohe young or very oldr oor very olor very old were prod were probably harvbably harvested for ested for meat and hmeat and hides.ides.ides.

The investment of resources required to raise these animals made the ox 
very valuable. It is frequently mentioned as an indicator of wealth or an object of 
booty. Correspondingly, the ox is almost always listed first in sacrifice lists (e.g., 
Deut. 17:1; 2 Sam. 24:22). Apart from such expensive offerings, only the young 
or very old were probably harvested for meat and hides.

Mark ZieseMark Ziese

Mark Ziese

OXOX (Gk.  (Gk. OŒÉOŒÉx) x) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

OX (Gk. OŒÉx) (PERSON)

The paternThe paternal grandfaal grandfather of Juther of Judith; fathdith; father of Meraer of Merari and desri and descendant ofcendant of Israel (J Israel (Jdt. 8:1).dt. 8dt. 8:1).8:1).

The paternal grandfather of Judith; father of Merari and descendant of Israel (Jdt. 
8:1).

OXYRHYNCHUOXYRHYNCHUS FRAGMENTS FRAGMENTSSS

OXYRHYNCHUS FRAGMENTS

OxyrhynchuOxyrhynchus, an ancis, an ancient Egyptient Egyptian site (man site (modern Behnodern Behnesa), liesesa), lies at the ed at the edge of the ge of the desert ca.dedesert ca.desert ca. 193 km. ( 193 km. (120 mi.) S120 mi.) S of Cairo  of Cairo and 16 km.and 16 km. (10 mi.)  (10 mi.) W of the NW of the Nile. Excavile. Excavations at atExcavExcavationExcavations at the es at the end of the nd of the 19th centu19th century uncoverry uncovered, in itsed, in its rubbish h rubbish heaps, a treaps, a treasure cheeasutrtreasure ctreasure chest of anhest of ancient textcient texts of all ss of all sorts, datiorts, dating from thng from the 1st to te 1st to the 9th cenhe 9th century tury B.C.BB.C.B.C. By 1995 m By 1995 more than 6ore than 60 volumes 0 volumes of the Oxyof the Oxyrhynchus Prhynchus Papyri seriapyri series were pues were published, pblishpupublished,published, presentin presenting the Greeg the Greek text of k text of several thseveral thousand sepousand separate docuarate documents. Amoments. Amments. Among the Among the official dofficial documents, ocuments, correspondcorrespondence, persence, personal letteonal letters, informrs, informal notes, al notes, and other anand other and other texts weretexts were fragments fragments of Matt.  of Matt. 1 (now at 1 (now at the Univerthe University of Pesity of Pennsylvaniannsylvania), parts o),PennsylvaniaPennsylvanPennsylvania), partsia), parts of Rom. 1 of Rom. 1 and 1 Joh and 1 John 4 (at thn 4 (at the Semitic e Semitic Museum, HaMuseum, Harvard Univrvard University), peUnivUniversityUniversity), parts o), parts of 1 Corintf 1 Corinthians and hians and PhilippianPhilippians (now in s (now in Cairo), anCairo), and a leaf fd a leaf from Revelarom Rrom RevelationRevelation (at Princ (at Princeton Theoleton Theological Semogical Seminary). Alinary). Also found aso found at Oxyrhynct Oxyrhynchus were fhus were hus were fragmwere fragments of a ents of a papyrus copapyrus codex preserdex preserving severving several sayingsal sayings of Jesus  of Jesus from the Gfrom the Gospel of ToGGospel of Gospel of Thomas.Thomas.Thomas.

Oxyrhynchus, an ancient Egyptian site (modern Behnesa), lies at the edge of the 
desert ca. 193 km. (120 mi.) S of Cairo and 16 km. (10 mi.) W of the Nile. 
Excavations at the end of the 19th century uncovered, in its rubbish heaps, a 
treasure chest of ancient texts of all sorts, dating from the 1st to the 9th century 
B.C. By 1995 more than 60 volumes of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri series were 
published, presenting the Greek text of several thousand separate documents. 
Among the official documents, correspondence, personal letters, informal notes, 
and other texts were fragments of Matt. 1 (now at the University of 
Pennsylvania), parts of Rom. 1 and 1 John 4 (at the Semitic Museum, Harvard 
University), parts of 1 Corinthians and Philippians (now in Cairo), and a leaf from 
Revelation (at Princeton Theological Seminary). Also found at Oxyrhynchus 
were fragments of a papyrus codex preserving several sayings of Jesus from the 
Gospel of Thomas.

Carroll D.Carroll D. Osburn Osburn

Carroll D. Osburn

OZEMOZEM (Heb.  (Heb. }oœs�em}oœs�em)))

OZEM (Heb. }oœs�em )

�1.1. The sixth The sixth son of Je son of Jesse, and tsse, and the brotherhe brother of King D of King David (1 Chavid (1 Chr. 2:15).r. 2:15).r. 2:15).

1. The sixth son of Jesse, and the brother of King David (1 Chr. 2:15).

�2.2. A Judahit A Judahite, the foue, the fourth son ofrth son of Jerahmeel Jerahmeel (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 2:25).:25).

2. A Judahite, the fourth son of Jerahmeel (1 Chr. 2:25).

OZNIOZNI (Heb.  (Heb. }ozniî}ozniî) (also EZ) (also EZBON)BON)BON)

OZNI (Heb. }ozniî) (also EZBON)



A son of GA son of Gad and ancad and ancestor of testor of the Oznite he Oznite clan (Num.clan (Num. 26:16). H 26:16). He is callee is called Ezbon atd Ezbon at Gen. 46:1 atat Gen. 46at Gen. 46:16.:16.

A son of Gad and ancestor of the Oznite clan (Num. 26:16). He is called Ezbon 
at Gen. 46:16.

PP

P

PPP

P

A designatA designation of theion of the Priestly  Priestly source of source of the Pentatthe Pentateuch.euch.euch.

A designation of the Priestly source of the Pentateuch.

�SeeSee  PRIESTLY DPRIESTLY DOCUMENT.OCUMENT.

See PRIESTLY DOCUMENT.

PAARAIPAARAI (Heb.  (Heb. pa{a�raypa{a�ray) (also NA) (also NAARAI)ARAI)ARAI)

PAARAI (Heb. pa{a�ray ) (also NAARAI)

An Arbite;An Arbite; one of Da one of David’s Thirvid’s Thirty (2 Sam.ty (2 Sam. 23:35). A 23:35). At 1 Chr. 1t 1 Chr. 11:37 he is1:37 he is called Na called Naarai the saraNaNaarai theNaarai the son of Ez son of Ezbai.bai.

An Arbite; one of David’s Thirty (2 Sam. 23:35). At 1 Chr. 11:37 he is called 
Naarai the son of Ezbai.

PADDAN-ARAPADDAN-ARAMM (Heb.  (Heb. paddan-}a�paddan-}a�raœmraœm) ) (also PADD(also PADDAN)AN)AN)

PADDAN-ARAM (Heb. paddan-}a�raœm ) 
(also PADDAN)

An area arAn area around Haranound Haran in upper  in upper MesopotamiMesopotamia. Usuallya. Usually translate translated “Field od “Field of Aram” (cf Aram” (f Aram” (cf. Hos. (cf. Hos. 12:12[MT 112:12[MT 13]), Padda3]), Paddan-aram is n-aram is generally generally regarded aregarded as an alters an alternate designate designation fornatdesigdesignatiodesignation for Aramn for Aram-naharaim,-naharaim, the terri the territory encomtory encompassed by passed by the great the great bend of thbend of thbend of the Euphrathe Euphrates River.tes River. A few sch A few scholars haveolars have argued th argued that the terat the term was an Am was an Aramaic renramaic renramaic rendering rendering of the citof the city name Hary name Haran. The exan. The exact locatiact location of Paddon of Paddan-aram isan-aram is not known not known not known.known.known.

An area around Haran in upper Mesopotamia. Usually translated “Field of Aram” 
(cf. Hos. 12:12[MT 13]), Paddan-aram is generally regarded as an alternate 
designation for Aram-naharaim, the territory encompassed by the great bend of 
the Euphrates River. A few scholars have argued that the term was an Aramaic 
rendering of the city name Haran. The exact location of Paddan-aram is not 
known.

�All biblicAll biblical occurreal occurrences refernces refer to the ho to the homeland of meland of Abraham’s Abraham’s family. Refamily. Rebekah was bekah wbekah was from Pwas from Paddan-aramaddan-aram (Gen. 25: (Gen. 25:20); Isaac20); Isaac sent Jaco sent Jacob there tob there to procure a procure a wife (28: wife (28:2–7); Jaco2(28:(28:2–7); (28:2–7); Jacob sojoJacob sojourned withurned with Laban at  Laban at Paddan-araPaddan-aram, and mosm, and most of his st of his sons were bons were bons were born thereborn there (35:26; 4 (35:26; 46:15; cf. 6:15; cf. 48:7, Padd48:7, Paddan).an).an).

All biblical occurrences refer to the homeland of Abraham’s family. Rebekah 
was from Paddan-aram (Gen. 25:20); Isaac sent Jacob there to procure a wife 
(28:2–7); Jacob sojourned with Laban at Paddan-aram, and most of his sons were 
born there (35:26; 46:15; cf. 48:7, Paddan).

Stephen J.Stephen J. Andrews Andrews

Stephen J. Andrews

PADONPADON (Heb.  (Heb. paœd�o®npaœd�o®n)))

PADON (Heb. paœd�o®n )

A temple sA temple servant whoervant whose descendse descendants returants returned with Zned with Zerubbabel erubbabel from captifrom captivity in Bavity in Bvity in Babylon (EBabylon (Ezra 2:44 =zra 2:44 = Neh. 7:47 Neh. 7:47).).

A temple servant whose descendants returned with Zerubbabel from captivity in 
Babylon (Ezra 2:44 = Neh. 7:47).



PAGANSPAGANSPAGANS

PAGANS

A designatA designation for noion for non-Christian-Christian Gentilesn Gentiles in contra in contrast to the st to the Christian Christian Gentiles aGentiles addressed bddraaddressed addressed by Paul (Gby Paul (Gk. k. éthneä;éthneä; 1 Cor. 5: 1 Cor. 5:1; 10:20).1; 10:20).

A designation for non-Christian Gentiles in contrast to the Christian Gentiles 
addressed by Paul (Gk. éthneä; 1 Cor. 5:1; 10:20).

PAGIELPAGIEL (Heb.  (Heb. pag�{iî}eäpag�{iî}eäll)))

PAGIEL (Heb. pag�{iî}eäl )

The son ofThe son of Ochran; t Ochran; the chief ohe chief of Asher duf Asher during the wring the wilderness ilderness wanderingswanderings (Num. 2:2 (Num. 2:2 (Num. 2:27; 10:22:27; 10:26) who ass6) who assisted Moseisted Moses in the cs in the census (1:1ensus (1:13) and who3) and who brought a brought an offeringn offering for the t offeringoffering foffering for the tabor the tabernacle (7ernacle (7:72, 77).:72, 77).

The son of Ochran; the chief of Asher during the wilderness wanderings (Num. 
2:27; 10:26) who assisted Moses in the census (1:13) and who brought an 
offering for the tabernacle (7:72, 77).

PAHATH-MOAPAHATH-MOABB (Heb.  (Heb. pah�at�-mopah�at�-mo®}ab�®}ab�)))

PAHATH-MOAB (Heb. pah�at�-mo®}ab� )

A name (liA name (lit., “govert., “governor of Moanor of Moab”) probabb”) probably given tly given to the founo the founding ancesding ancestor of a ctor of a clan which lancclan whichclan which returned  returned from the Bfrom the Babylonian abylonian Exile (EzrExile (Ezra 2:6; 8:4a 2:6; 8:4; Neh. 7:1; Neh. 7:11). Pahath1). Pahath-moab is l-mPahathPahath-moaPahath-moab is listeb is listed as one od as one of the “leaf the “leaders of thders of the people” e people” who signedwho signed a covenan a covenant with Neht covenancovenant wcovenant with Nehemiith Nehemiah to uphoah to uphold the Lawld the Law (Neh. 10: (Neh. 10:14[MT 15])14[MT 15]). This cla. This clan consisten consistn consisted consisted of two famof two families, desilies, descended frocended from Jeshua am Jeshua and Joab. Ond Joab. One of theine of their number, r number, “Hasshub s““Hasshub s“Hasshub son of Pahaon of Pahath-moab,” th-moab,” repaired arepaired a section o section of Jerusalef Jerusalem’s walls m’s walls and the Toand the Tower of thewToTower of tTower of the Ovens (he Ovens (Neh. 3:11)Neh. 3:11). Eight me. Eight members of tmbers of the clan arhe clan are mentionee mentioned in Ezra d in Ezrad in Ezra 10:30Ezra 10:30 as having as having taken for taken foreign wiveseign wives...

A name (lit., “governor of Moab”) probably given to the founding ancestor of a 
clan which returned from the Babylonian Exile (Ezra 2:6; 8:4; Neh. 7:11). 
Pahath-moab is listed as one of the “leaders of the people” who signed a 
covenant with Nehemiah to uphold the Law (Neh. 10:14[MT 15]). This clan 
consisted of two families, descended from Jeshua and Joab. One of their number, 
“Hasshub son of Pahath-moab,” repaired a section of Jerusalem’s walls and the 
Tower of the Ovens (Neh. 3:11). Eight members of the clan are mentioned in 
Ezra 10:30 as having taken foreign wives.

Christian Christian M. M. BradM. M. Bradyy

Christian M. M. Brady

PAIPAI (Heb.  (Heb. paœ{iîpaœ{iî)))

PAI (Heb. paœ{iî)

Alternate Alternate form of Paform of Pau, the resu, the residence of idence of the Edomitthe Edomite king Hade king Hadar (1 Chr.ar (1 Chr. 1:50). 1:50).

Alternate form of Pau, the residence of the Edomite king Hadar (1 Chr. 1:50).

PALACEPALACEPALACE

PALACE

Even withoEven without the ancut the ancient literient literary refereary references to pances to palaces, thelaces, the existence existence of a soci of a sociopoliticalopolsocisociopolitsociopolitical hieraical hierarchy couldrchy could be discer be discerned archaened archaeologicallyologically. Remains . Remains of many paof many palaces, whilacpapalaces, wpalaces, which servehich served as residd as residences and ences and administraadministrative centetive centers for royrs for royalty, havealty, have been disc be been discobeen discovered in tvered in the biblicahe biblical world. Tl world. Their identheir identity is eviity is evident in thdent in their size, eir size, layout, ellayout, layout, ellayout, elaborate deaborate decorations,corations, and conte and contents, inclunts, including expending expensive furnisive furniture, costture, costly domestily doly domestic udomestic utensils, atensils, and state and state archives (erchives (e.g., colle.g., collections of ctions of cuneiform cuneiform tablets ortablets or ostraca). ostra ostraca). ostraca). The earlieThe earliest identifst identifiable palaiable palaces date tces date to the earlo the early 3rd milly 3rd millennium ennium B.C.B.C.; these ex; thes; these examthese examples come ples come from Mesopfrom Mesopotamia, whotamia, where competere competition for ition for land and rland and resources fesourcrresources resources fostered tfostered the evolutihe evolution of goveon of government andrnment and placed po placed power in thewer in the hands of  hands of hands of an arisof an aristocracy.tocracy.tocracy.

Even without the ancient literary references to palaces, the existence of a 
sociopolitical hierarchy could be discerned archaeologically. Remains of many 
palaces, which served as residences and administrative centers for royalty, have 
been discovered in the biblical world. Their identity is evident in their size, 
layout, elaborate decorations, and contents, including expensive furniture, costly 
domestic utensils, and state archives (e.g., collections of cuneiform tablets or 
ostraca). The earliest identifiable palaces date to the early 3rd millennium B.C.; 
these examples come from Mesopotamia, where competition for land and 
resources fostered the evolution of government and placed power in the hands 
of an aristocracy.

�The ancienThe ancient terminolt terminology was noogy was no more prec more precise than tise than the Englishhe English translati translations, and tons, anons, and the saand the same words cme words can often ran often refer to a efer to a “temple,” “temple,” “palace,” “palace,” or “citadeor “citadel” (e.g., l” (e.g., Heb. HebHeb. Heb. bayit�, hebayit�, heîk�aœl, }aîk�aœl, }armo®nrmo®n). Some of). Some of the earli the earliest Sumeriest Sumerian palacesan palaces and Persi and  and Persiaand Persian royal ren royal residences fsidences from a muchrom a much later per later period are kniod are known from town from their size,heir size, lavish in l lavish intlavish interiors, aneriors, and facilitid facilities. Mari’ses. Mari’s palace, w palace, which dateshich dates to the 1s to the 1st Dynasty t Dynasty of Babylonof Babyof Babylon, iBabylon, includes soncludes some 300 roome 300 rooms. A palams. A palace at Ai dce at Ai dates to caates to ca. 2500 and. 2500 and reflects  reflects the presenththe presenthe presence of a ruce of a ruling classling class in Palest in Palestine. Otherine. Other Early Bro Early Bronze Age panze Age palaces havelaces have been foun be been foundbeen found at Tell M at Tell Mardikh (anardikh (ancient Eblacient Ebla) in Syria) in Syria and at Te and at Tell Jarmuthll Jarmuth/Yarmut an/Yarmut and Arad in d anand Arad iand Arad in Israel. n Israel. ImpressiveImpressive Middle Br Middle Bronze palaconze palaces includees include those at  those at Ur, EshnunUr, Eshnunna, Larsa,naEshnunEshnunna, Eshnunna, Larsa, andLarsa, and Uruk in M Uruk in Mesopotamiaesopotamia and those and those at Sheche at Shechem, Hazor, m, Hazor, Megiddo, aMegiddoMegiddo, aMegiddo, and Lachishnd Lachish. Other ro. Other royal resideyal residences and ances and administratdministrative centerive centers have bees have been found innbeebeen foundbeen found in Luxor, in Luxor, Tell el-A Tell el-Amarna, Knomarna, Knossos, Mycessos, Mycenae, and Bnae, and Boghazköy. oghazköy. Smaller buSmaller bSmaller but readilbut readily identifiy identifiable palacable palaces have bees have been unearthen unearthed in Paleed in Palestine at Gstine at Gezer, Tellezer, Tell Jemmeh, T Jemm Jemmeh, TeJemmeh, Tell el-H¸esll el-H¸esi, and Aphi, and Aphek. In theek. In the Iron Age  Iron Age the Assyrithe Assyrians built ans built elaborate elaborate palaces inpalapalaces inpalaces in their cap their capitals of Nitals of Nineveh, Niineveh, Nimrud, and mrud, and Khorsabad.Khorsabad. The Assyr The Assyrian-style ian-style palace, thpapalace, thpalace, the e biät h˙ilabiät h˙ilaœniœni or “open  or “open court builcourt building,” hasding,” has parallels parallels at palace at palaces in Megids in Megs in Megiddo anMegiddo and Gezer.d Gezer.d Gezer.

The ancient terminology was no more precise than the English translations, 
and the same words can often refer to a “temple,” “palace,” or “citadel” (e.g., 
Heb. bayit�, heîk�aœl, }armo®n ). Some of the earliest Sumerian palaces 
and Persian royal residences from a much later period are known from their size, 
lavish interiors, and facilities. Mari’s palace, which dates to the 1st Dynasty of 



Babylon, includes some 300 rooms. A palace at Ai dates to ca. 2500 and reflects 
the presence of a ruling class in Palestine. Other Early Bronze Age palaces have 
been found at Tell Mardikh (ancient Ebla) in Syria and at Tell Jarmuth/Yarmut 
and Arad in Israel. Impressive Middle Bronze palaces include those at Ur, 
Eshnunna, Larsa, and Uruk in Mesopotamia and those at Shechem, Hazor, 
Megiddo, and Lachish. Other royal residences and administrative centers have 
been found in Luxor, Tell el-Amarna, Knossos, Mycenae, and Boghazköy. Smaller 
but readily identifiable palaces have been unearthed in Palestine at Gezer, Tell 
Jemmeh, Tell el-H¸esi, and Aphek. In the Iron Age the Assyrians built elaborate 
palaces in their capitals of Nineveh, Nimrud, and Khorsabad. The Assyrian-style 
palace, the biät h˙ilaœni or “open court building,” has parallels at palaces in 
Megiddo and Gezer.

�No remainsNo remains have been have been linked wi linked with the palth the palaces of Daaces of David (2 Samvid (2 Sam. 5:9; 7:1. 5:9; 7:1-2) or Sol-2) or -2) or Solomonor Solomon (1 Kgs. 7 (1 Kgs. 7:1-12) in :1-12) in Jerusalem,Jerusalem, but some  but some scholars dscholars detect Syrietect Syrian influenan influences in theceinflueninfluencesinfluences in the ac in the account of Scount of Solomon’s tolomon’s temple. Palemple. Palatial resiatial residences frodences from Hazor anm Hazor and Megiddo d anand Megiddand Megiddo have beeo have been dated ton dated to Solomonic Solomonic times. Eq times. Equally famoually famous is the us is the palace of palace of Omri and AOOmri and AOmri and Ahab at Samhab at Samaria. Excaaria. Excavations atvations at this site this site recovered recovered ivory fur ivory furniture inlniture inlay and decay aay and decoraand decoration (1 Kgtion (1 Kgs. 22:39).s. 22:39). The OT al The OT also mentionso mentions Ahab’s ps Ahab’s palace at Jalace at Jezreel (1 ezreel (1 Kgs. 21:1)KKgs. 21:1)Kgs. 21:1), the Assy, the Assyrian palacrian palace at Nineve at Nineveh (Nah. 2eh (Nah. 2:6), and t:6), and the palace he palace of Babylonof Babylon (2 Kgs. 2 (2  (2 Kgs. 20(2 Kgs. 20:18; Dan. :18; Dan. 4:4, 29[MT4:4, 29[MT 1, 26]).  1, 26]). The PersiaThe Persian palace an palace at Susa is t Susa is featured pfeatured prominentlyrompprominentlprominently throughoy throughout the boout the book of Esthek of Esther.r.r.

No remains have been linked with the palaces of David (2 Sam. 5:9; 7:1-2) 
or Solomon (1 Kgs. 7:1-12) in Jerusalem, but some scholars detect Syrian 
influences in the account of Solomon’s temple. Palatial residences from Hazor 
and Megiddo have been dated to Solomonic times. Equally famous is the palace of 
Omri and Ahab at Samaria. Excavations at this site recovered ivory furniture inlay 
and decoration (1 Kgs. 22:39). The OT also mentions Ahab’s palace at Jezreel (1 
Kgs. 21:1), the Assyrian palace at Nineveh (Nah. 2:6), and the palace of Babylon 
(2 Kgs. 20:18; Dan. 4:4, 29[MT 1, 26]). The Persian palace at Susa is featured 
prominently throughout the book of Esther.

�Royal resiRoyal residences frodences from NT timesm NT times include H include Herod’s palerod’s palaces at Jeaces at Jericho and richo and Jerusalem JerusaJerusalem Jerusalem (near the (near the Jaffa GateJaffa Gate) and a se) and a series of fories of fortress-palrtress-palace compleace complexes, the mxes, the most famousostmmost famoumost famous of whichs of which was locat was located at Masaed at Masada. Palaceda. Palaces were coms were common enoughmon enough that they that t that they appeathey appear in figurr in figurative langative language of thuage of the OT prophe OT prophets — espeets — especially as cially as symbols ofsymbols of national- n national-pnational-political lolitical life (e.g.,ife (e.g., Isa. 34:1 Isa. 34:13; Jer. 173; Jer. 17:27; Amos :27; Amos 2:5).2:5).2:5).

Royal residences from NT times include Herod’s palaces at Jericho and 
Jerusalem (near the Jaffa Gate) and a series of fortress-palace complexes, the 
most famous of which was located at Masada. Palaces were common enough that 
they appear in figurative language of the OT prophets — especially as symbols of 
national-political life (e.g., Isa. 34:13; Jer. 17:27; Amos 2:5).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. KempinsA. Kempinski and R. ki and R. Reich, edsReich, eds., ., The ArchitThe Architecture of ecture of Ancient IsAncient IsraelraIsIsraelIsrael (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1992); m, 1992); G. R. H. WG. R. H. Wright, right, Ancient BuAncient Building in ilding in South SyriSouth Syria and Palea and Palestine,stine,PalePalestine,Palestine, 2 vols. H 2 vols. HO 7, 1/2 BO 7, 1/2 B/3 (Leiden/3 (Leiden, 1985)., 1985)., 1985).
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PALALPALAL (Heb.  (Heb. paœlaœlpaœlaœl)))

PALAL (Heb. paœlaœl)

The son ofThe son of Uzai who  Uzai who repaired arepaired a portion o portion of the wallf the walls of Jeruss of Jerusalem (Neh.alem (Neh. 3:25). 3:25).

The son of Uzai who repaired a portion of the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:25).

PALESTINE,PALESTINE, LAND OF LAND OF LAND OF

PALESTINE, LAND OF

In describIn describing Palesting Palestine from aine from a geographi geographical point cal point of view, tof view, the physicahe physical facts asl facts as defined b defin defined bydefined by modern re modern research mussearch must be combit be combined with tned with the ancienthe ancient nomenclat nomenclature of theure of ture of the Bible the Bible and other and other ancient soancient sources. Cauurces. Caution must tion must be exercisbe exercised in usined in using ancient g ancient terms whicteterms whicterms which have acqh have acquired modeuired modern connotarn connotations difftions different fromerent from their ori their original meanginal meanginal meaning.meaning.

In describing Palestine from a geographical point of view, the physical facts as 
defined by modern research must be combined with the ancient nomenclature of 
the Bible and other ancient sources. Caution must be exercised in using ancient 
terms which have acquired modern connotations different from their original 
meaning.



Names and Names and DefinitionDefinition

Names and Definition

The Bible The Bible never usesnever uses the term  the term “Promised “Promised Land,” butLand,” but that conc that concept is behept is behind passagind passages such asepassagpassages spassages such as Genuch as Gen. 15:18-21. 15:18-21. The terr. The territory encoitory encompassed thmpassed there is theere is the modern “L modern “ modern “Levant,” “Levant,” used here used here to mean thto mean the eastern e eastern MediterranMediterranean littorean littoral. It extal. It extends from ends from the Euphraththe Euphrathe Euphrates, “The tes, “The Great RiveGreat River,” to “thr,” to “the River ofe River of Egypt,” t Egypt,” the easternhe eastern branch of branch of the Nile  th the Nile wthe Nile which passehich passed in antiqd in antiquity alonguity along the Sinai the Sinai-Egyptian -Egyptian border (noborder (not to be cot to be confused witnfucoconfused wconfused with the Brith the Brook of Egyook of Egypt). To thpt). To the east ande east and south the south the Levant is Levant is bordered  bordered by desertsbby desertsby deserts...

The Bible never uses the term “Promised Land,” but that concept is behind 
passages such as Gen. 15:18-21. The territory encompassed there is the modern 
“Levant,” used here to mean the eastern Mediterranean littoral. It extends from 
the Euphrates, “The Great River,” to “the River of Egypt,” the eastern branch of 
the Nile which passed in antiquity along the Sinai-Egyptian border (not to be 
confused with the Brook of Egypt). To the east and south the Levant is bordered 
by deserts.

�In OT timeIn OT times the areas the area from the  from the modern Lebmodern Lebanese bordanese border with noer with north Syria rth Syria down to thdowdown to thdown to the Wadi e Wadi el-{Ariîshel-{Ariîsh was known was known as Canaan as Canaan. Its boun. Its boundary descrdary descriptions (Niptions (Niptions (Num. 34:1(Num. 34:1-2; Josh. -2; Josh. 13:4; Ezek13:4; Ezek. 47:15-20. 47:15-20) are quit) are quite explicite explicit; they enc; they encompass theompass the modern st mo modern stamodern state of Lebate of Lebanon, the anon, the area aroundrea around Damascus, Damascus, and weste and western Palestirn Palestine. Transjne. Transne. TransjordaTransjordan was excln was excluded. Canauded. Canaan extendean extended from thed from the Eleuthero Eleutheros (modern s (modern Nahr Nahr el-Kebiîreel-Kebiîrel-Kebiîr) to Wadi ) to Wadi el-{Ariîshel-{Ariîsh. It diffe. It differed, therered, therefore, fromfore, from the land  the land of promiseof promise in Gen. 1 in in Gen. 15in Gen. 15 and also  and also from the “from the “land of Island of Israel” as srael” as settled by ettled by the Israelthe Israelite tribesite tribes...

In OT times the area from the modern Lebanese border with north Syria 
down to the Wadi el-{Ariîsh was known as Canaan. Its boundary descriptions 
(Num. 34:1-2; Josh. 13:4; Ezek. 47:15-20) are quite explicit; they encompass the 
modern state of Lebanon, the area around Damascus, and western Palestine. 
Transjordan was excluded. Canaan extended from the Eleutheros (modern Nahr 
el-Kebiîr) to Wadi el-{Ariîsh. It differed, therefore, from the land of promise 
in Gen. 15 and also from the “land of Israel” as settled by the Israelite tribes.

�The territThe territory originory originally occupally occupied by theied by the Israelite Israelite tribes wa tribes was “all Isrs “all Israel from Dael from Dan to BeeraDDan to BeeDan to Beer-sheba” (r-sheba” (1 Sam. 3:21 Sam. 3:20; 2 Sam. 0; 2 Sam. 17:11; cf.17:11; cf. 1 Kgs. 4: 1 Kgs. 4:25[MT 5:5]25[MT 5:5], “Judah a, “Judah and Israel”ndaand Israeland Israel”). When T”). When Transjordanransjordan is expres is expressly includsly included it is “ed it is “from Dan tfrom Dan to Beer-sheo Beer-sheba, includbaBeer-sheBeer-shebaBeer-sheba, includin, including the landg the land of Gilead of Gilead” (Judg. 2” (Judg. 20:1).0:1).0:1).

The territory originally occupied by the Israelite tribes was “all Israel from 
Dan to Beer-sheba” (1 Sam. 3:20; 2 Sam. 17:11; cf. 1 Kgs. 4:25[MT 5:5], “Judah 
and Israel”). When Transjordan is expressly included it is “from Dan to 
Beer-sheba, including the land of Gilead” (Judg. 20:1).

�In Roman tIn Roman times Judeaimes Judea came to b came to be applied e applied not only tnot only to ancient o ancient Judah but Judah but to the whoto theto the whole the whole country (Scountry (Strabo trabo Geog.Geog. 16.2.34;  16.2.34; Ptolemy Ptolemy Geog.Geog. 5.16.1);  5.16.1); Herod was Herod was king of Juking oking of Judea. of Judea. After the After the Bar KokhbaBar Kokhba Revolt ( Revolt (A.D.A.D. 135), Had 135), Hadrian changrian changed the named the name to Syriae to Syre to Syria PalaSyria Palaestina, a estina, a term whichterm which had origi had originally applnally applied only tied only to Philistio Philistia (Herodota (Herodotus us Hist.HisHist.Hist. 7.89). By 7.89). By the 4th c the 4th century it entury it was calledwas called simply Pa simply Palaestina.laestina.

In Roman times Judea came to be applied not only to ancient Judah but to 
the whole country (Strabo Geog. 16.2.34; Ptolemy Geog. 5.16.1); Herod was king 
of Judea. After the Bar Kokhba Revolt (A.D. 135), Hadrian changed the name to 
Syria Palaestina, a term which had originally applied only to Philistia (Herodotus 
Hist. 7.89). By the 4th century it was called simply Palaestina.

Physical DPhysical Descriptionescription

Physical Description

The terraiThe terrain is clearn is clearly depictely depicted as a land as a land of brookd of brooks of waters of water, of fount, of fountains and sains and springs andpringssprings ansprings and valleys,d valleys, which “dr which “drinks waterinks water by the ra by the rain from hein from heaven” (Deuaven” (Deut. 11:11).t. 11:11). Unlike th U Unlike theUnlike the great nat great nations of Meions of Mesopotamia sopotamia with its Twith its Tigris and igris and Euphrates Euphrates and Egypt and Egypt with its Nwwith its Nwith its Nile, Palesile, Palestine had ntine had no such nato such natural waterural water source th source that could bat could be used fore used for irrigatio irr irrigationirrigation. The two . The two main typesmain types of topogr of topographical foaphical formations, rmations, hills and hills and valleys, avalleys, are stressere strre stressed tstressed time and agime and again. Due tain. Due to the greao the great Jordan dt Jordan depression,epression, general n general north-southorth-south orientati o orientatioorientation is givenn is given to the en to the entire landstire landscape with cape with coastal ancoastal and mountaind mountain zones run zones running paralninrunrunning parunning parallel. Burallel. But regionalt regional faulting  faulting has led tohas led to further d further divisions oivisions of these nof these north-south rth-sounonorth-soutnorth-south bands inh bands into east-weto east-west units tst units that influehat influenced the dnced the distributioistribution of humann of human settlemen se settlementsettlement throughou throughout the agest the ages and often and often find echo find echo in the ad in the administratiministrative divisiove divisions of the ns ons of the couof the country. Fromntry. From earliest  earliest times the times the communal scommunal settlementsettlements tended to tended to group the group the group themselvesthemselves around th around the water soe water sources at turces at the edge ofhe edge of the plain the plains. They ths. They thus insuredus insured for thems f for themsefor themselves a soulves a source of watrce of water near cuer near cultivable lltivable land. The cand. The country’s lountry’s lines of coines of communicatiommcocommunicatcommunication also tion also tended to fended to follow the ollow the valleys anvalleys and less difd less difficult mouficult mountain passntain passes often fes oes often formoften formed by the ed by the exposure oexposure of soft Senf soft Senonian chalonian chalk between k between the stratathe strata of Cenoma of Cenom of CenomanianCenomanian and Eocen and Eocene limestone limestones.es.es.

The terrain is clearly depicted as a land of brooks of water, of fountains and 
springs and valleys, which “drinks water by the rain from heaven” (Deut. 11:11). 
Unlike the great nations of Mesopotamia with its Tigris and Euphrates and Egypt 
with its Nile, Palestine had no such natural water source that could be used for 
irrigation. The two main types of topographical formations, hills and valleys, are 
stressed time and again. Due to the great Jordan depression, general north-south 
orientation is given to the entire landscape with coastal and mountain zones 
running parallel. But regional faulting has led to further divisions of these 
north-south bands into east-west units that influenced the distribution of human 
settlement throughout the ages and often find echo in the administrative divisions 
of the country. From earliest times the communal settlements tended to group 



themselves around the water sources at the edge of the plains. They thus insured 
for themselves a source of water near cultivable land. The country’s lines of 
communication also tended to follow the valleys and less difficult mountain passes 
often formed by the exposure of soft Senonian chalk between the strata of 
Cenomanian and Eocene limestones.

�The terraiThe terrain will be n will be briefly debriefly described frscribed from north tom north to south ano south and west to d west to east. Streeast. Streast. Stress is Stress is upon the bupon the biblical teiblical terminology rminology as appliedas applied in OT tim in OT times, thoughes, though later ter later terms (esp. Gms (ms (esp. Grec(esp. Greco-Roman) ao-Roman) and even sond even some modern me modern names are names are unavoidablunavoidable.e.

The terrain will be briefly described from north to south and west to east. 
Stress is upon the biblical terminology as applied in OT times, though later terms 
(esp. Greco-Roman) and even some modern names are unavoidable.

Coastal PlCoastal Plainainain

Coastal Plain

Phoenicia.Phoenicia. The north The northern coast,ern coast, that of m that of modern Lebaodern Lebanon, is chnon, is characterizearacterized by the cd by thed by the closenthe closeness of theess of the mountains mountains to the sh to the shore. The more. The major harboajor harbors of the rs of the east Mediteast Mediterranean weMeditMediterranMediterranean were tean were the Phoeniche Phoenician citiesian cities Byblos, B Byblos, Beirut, Sideirut, Sidon, and eson, and especially tpecially the islandshe tthe islandthe islands, Tyre ans, Tyre and Arvad. Cd Arvad. Cultivable ultivable land is scland is scarce on tharce on the plain, be plain, but the mouut the mountains of ntaimoumountains mountains of the hinof the hinterland prterland provided theovided the timber an timber and other prd other products so oducts so famous in famous in famous in antiquiin antiquity. The noty. The northern coarthern coastal zone stal zone is called is called Phoenicia Phoenicia in Greco-Rin Greco-Roman timesoman times but has n b but has nobut has no name in t name in the OT excehe OT except Canaan pt Canaan or simply or simply Sidon. TheSidon. The populatio population was mainn was man was mainly engmainly engaged in maaged in maritime actritime activities. Tivities. The promonthe promontory of Rasory of Ras  en-Naqu®raen-Naqu®ra/Rosh/Rosen-Naqu®raen-Naqu®raen-Naqu®ra/Rosh/Rosh ha-Niqra, ha-Niqra, called La called Ladder of Tydder of Tyre in Crusre in Crusader timesader times, sets off, sets off the plain t the plain the plain to the souto the south of it fth of it from the rerom the rest of Phoest of Phoenicia. On nicia. On the south the south it is bounit is bounded by theded bounbounded bybounded by the Carme the Carmel.l.l.

Phoenicia. The northern coast, that of modern Lebanon, is characterized by 
the closeness of the mountains to the shore. The major harbors of the east 
Mediterranean were the Phoenician cities Byblos, Beirut, Sidon, and especially 
the islands, Tyre and Arvad. Cultivable land is scarce on the plain, but the 
mountains of the hinterland provided the timber and other products so famous 
in antiquity. The northern coastal zone is called Phoenicia in Greco-Roman times 
but has no name in the OT except Canaan or simply Sidon. The population was 
mainly engaged in maritime activities. The promontory of Ras 
en-Naqu®ra/Rosh ha-Niqra, called Ladder of Tyre in Crusader times, sets off 
the plain to the south of it from the rest of Phoenicia. On the south it is 
bounded by the Carmel.

�Mt. CarmelMt. Carmel is the ma is the mass of Cenoss of Cenomanian limmanian limestone runestone running northning northwest-southwest-southeast from easnorthwest-southnorthwest-northwest-southeast southeast from its hfrom its headland toeadland to Wadi  Wadi el-Milh�/Nel-Milh�/Nah�al Yoqnah�al Yoqne{ame{am. It forms. Yoqne{amYoqne{am. Yoqne{am. It forms aIt forms a wedge-sha wedge-shaped barrieped barrier that divr that divides the cides the coastal plaoastal plain; withinin; within its ridge its its ridgesits ridges were plen were plentiful orchtiful orchards and vards and vineyards, ineyards, making it making it a symbol oa symbol of fertilitf fertility (Isa. 33y (Isa.y (Isa. 33:9(Isa. 33:9; Amos 1:2; Amos 1:2; Nah. 1:4; Nah. 1:4). The Car). The Carmel formedmel formed its water its watershed alongshed along the north the northeast ridgeenorthnortheast northeast ridge; theridge; the main stre main streams flow wams flow westward thestward through steerough steep ravines,p ravines, the caves the caves of which  cavescaves of wcaves of which gave hich gave shelter toshelter to prehistor prehistoric humans.ic humans.

Mt. Carmel is the mass of Cenomanian limestone running 
northwest-southeast from its headland to Wadi el-Milh�/Nah�al 
Yoqne{am. It forms a wedge-shaped barrier that divides the coastal plain; within 
its ridges were plentiful orchards and vineyards, making it a symbol of fertility 
(Isa. 33:9; Amos 1:2; Nah. 1:4). The Carmel formed its watershed along the 
northeast ridge; the main streams flow westward through steep ravines, the 
caves of which gave shelter to prehistoric humans.

�The coastaThe coastal zone frol zone from the Carmm the Carmel headlanel headland south tod south to the Croco the Crocodile Riverdile River  (Nah�al(Na(Nah�al(Nah�al Tanninim) Tanninim) was evide was evidently callently called Naphoth-d Naphoth-(dor). It (dor). It is boundedis bounded by ridges by ridges of sandst of of sandstoof sandstone along tne along the shore whe shore which shelthich shelter a fertier a fertile plain ale plain at the foott the foot of the Ca of the Carmel.rmelCaCarmel.Carmel.Carmel.

The coastal zone from the Carmel headland south to the Crocodile River 
(Nah�al  Tanninim) was evidently called Naphoth-(dor). It is bounded by ridges 
of sandstone along the shore which shelter a fertile plain at the foot of the 
Carmel.

Sharon PlaSharon Plain.in. From Naph From Naphoth-dor tooth-dor to Joppa the Joppa the Sharon (E Sharon (Eusebius usebius Onom.Onom. 162.5–6)  162.5–6 162.5–6) c162.5–6) consists ofonsists of alluvial  alluvial soil from soil from the Samarithe Samaria hills ona hills on the east, the east, a band of a band of red Mouse red M red MouseteriaMouseterian sand in n sand in the middlethe middle, and then, and then ridges of ridges of sandstone sandstone (Kurkar)  (Kurkar) which blocwhich blocked the pakblocblocked thblocked the passage e passage of the sevof the several streaeral streams crossinms crossing the plaig the plain from easn from east to west.t to west. This caus Th This causeThis caused swamps ad swamps and scrub fnd scrub forests to orests to develop bedevelop behind the shind the sandstone randstone ridges. Theidges. Theidges. The Wadi The Wadi {Auja{Auja (modern Y (modern Yarkon) cutarkon) cuts across ts across the southerhe southern third ofn third of the plain the plain, forming , form, forming anforming an additiona additional barrier.l barrier. Thus, the Thus, the ancient t ancient towns grew owns grew up along tup along the easternhe eastern side of t si side of thside of the Sharon we Sharon where the ghere the ground was round was higher, mohigher, more fertilere fertile, and rich, and rich in water  in water sources. Isosources. Isources. In OT timesn OT times the plain the plain was mostl was mostly used fory used for pasturage pasturage. From Aph. From Aphek north tek north tek north to Gath-pato Gath-padalla ran dalla ran a key segma key segment of theent of the great coa great coastal trunkstal trunk route con route connecting Egnecting Egypt with SypEgEgypt withEgypt with Syria and Syria and Mesopotam Mesopotamia.ia.ia.

Sharon Plain. From Naphoth-dor to Joppa the Sharon (Eusebius Onom. 
162.5–6) consists of alluvial soil from the Samaria hills on the east, a band of red 
Mouseterian sand in the middle, and then ridges of sandstone (Kurkar) which 
blocked the passage of the several streams crossing the plain from east to west. 
This caused swamps and scrub forests to develop behind the sandstone ridges. 
The Wadi {Auja (modern Yarkon) cuts across the southern third of the plain, 
forming an additional barrier. Thus, the ancient towns grew up along the eastern 
side of the Sharon where the ground was higher, more fertile, and rich in water 



sources. In OT times the plain was mostly used for pasturage. From Aphek north 
to Gath-padalla ran a key segment of the great coastal trunk route connecting 
Egypt with Syria and Mesopotamia.

�At Aphek tAt Aphek the waters he waters of the Yarof the Yarkon rise akon rise and flow innd flow in a tortuou a tortuous course ts course to the sea o the o the sea N the sea N of Joppa. of Joppa. The ancienThe ancient route let route led eastwardd eastward around Ap around Aphek becaushek because of this e of this barrier.bbarrier.barrier.barrier.

At Aphek the waters of the Yarkon rise and flow in a tortuous course to 
the sea N of Joppa. The ancient route led eastward around Aphek because of this 
barrier.

�According According to the Photo the Phoenician inenician inscription scription of of Esûmun{azeEsûmun{azerr (l. 19) t (l. 19) the hinterlhe hinterland of Jopanhinterlhinterlandhinterland of Joppa  of Joppa was also iwas also included inncluded in “the migh “the mighty grain lty grain lands in thands in the territore territory of Sharoy of Sy of Sharon” (cSharon” (cf. Eusebiuf. Eusebius s Onom.Onom. 162.5–6). 162.5–6). The south The southern borderern border of the Sh of the Sharon must aron must be placed bebe placed be placed at the valat the valley of Sorley of Sorek (Wadi ek (Wadi es�-S�arares�-S�arar/Nah�al/Nah�al Sorek), w Sorek), which was ahich was ahich was also the salso the southern boouthern border of thrder of the Danite ie Danite inheritancenheritance. Another . Another wadi (Wadiwadi (Wadi  Mus�rarahMus�raMus�rarahMus�rarah; modern ; modern Nah�alNah�al Ayalon) r Ayalon) runs from tuns from the valley he valley of Aijalonof Aijalon diagonall diagonally across ty ay across theacross the plain tow plain toward Joppa.ard Joppa.

According to the Phoenician inscription of Esûmun{azer (l. 19) the 
hinterland of Joppa was also included in “the mighty grain lands in the territory of 
Sharon” (cf. Eusebius Onom. 162.5–6). The southern border of the Sharon must 
be placed at the valley of Sorek (Wadi es�-S�arar/Nah�al  Sorek), which was 
also the southern border of the Danite inheritance. Another wadi (Wadi 
Mus�rarah ; modern Nah�al  Ayalon) runs from the valley of Aijalon diagonally 
across the plain toward Joppa.

Philistia.Philistia. From the  From the border of border of Joppa soutJoppa southward was hward was the coast the coast occupied boccupied by the Canay the Cay the CanaanitesCanaanites. While Jo. While Joppa and Asppa and Ashkelon stohkelon stood right ood right on the shorn the shore, along we, along with Yavnehith Yavneith Yavneh-yamYavneh-yam, two othe, two other major tor major towns, Ashdowns, Ashdod and Gazad and Gaza, were loc, were located inlanated inland behind td behind behind thebehind the sand dune sand dunes. They has. They had access td access to the sea o the sea by means oby means of small haf small harbor settlrbor settlements on esettlsettlementsettlements on the cs on the coast, usuaoast, usually at thelly at the mouth of  mouth of a wadi.a wadi.a wadi.

Philistia. From the border of Joppa southward was the coast occupied by the 
Canaanites. While Joppa and Ashkelon stood right on the shore, along with 
Yavneh-yam, two other major towns, Ashdod and Gaza, were located inland 
behind the sand dunes. They had access to the sea by means of small harbor 
settlements on the coast, usually at the mouth of a wadi.

�The plain The plain of Philistof Philistia is muchia is much wider in  wider in the south,the south, 25 km. (1 25 km. (15 mi.), an5 mi.), and narrows d narrowsd narrows prnarrows progressivelogressively toward ty toward the north the north to ca. 17 ko ca. 17 km. (10 mi.m. (10 mi.). Just be). Just behind the shind the sands thereanssands thersands there is a sore is a sort of topogt of topographic corraphic corridor, somridor, somewhat trouewhat troughlike, whghlike, which graduaich gradually rises llgraduagradually gradually rises towarises toward the Sherd the Shephelah foophelah foothills to thills to the east.the east.the east.

The plain of Philistia is much wider in the south, 25 km. (15 mi.), and 
narrows progressively toward the north to ca. 17 km. (10 mi.). Just behind the 
sands there is a sort of topographic corridor, somewhat troughlike, which 
gradually rises toward the Shephelah foothills to the east.

�Along the Along the sand dunessand dunes, especial, especially around ly around Gaza, wereGaza, were extensive extensive vineyards vineyards. The inla. The . The inlandThe inland soils are soils are excellent excellent for grain for grain crops and crops and olive orc olive orchards. Thehards. The area supp area supported a deortsuppsupported supported a dense hua dense human populaman population from tion from earliest aearliest antiquity.ntiquity.ntiquity.

Along the sand dunes, especially around Gaza, were extensive vineyards. 
The inland soils are excellent for grain crops and olive orchards. The area 
supported a dense human population from earliest antiquity.

�The great The great trunk routtrunk route from Egye from Egypt across pt across northern Snorthern Sinai and ninai and northwards orthwards to Damascuto Dto Damascus aDamascus and the Phond the Phoenician coenician coast followast followed the “tred the “trough” eastough” east of the li of the line of dunene of dunes. After Jsdunedunes. Aftdunes. After Jabneeler Jabneel it turned it turned northeast northeast toward Ap toward Aphek.hek.hek.

The great trunk route from Egypt across northern Sinai and northwards to 
Damascus and the Phoenician coast followed the “trough” east of the line of 
dunes. After Jabneel it turned northeast toward Aphek.

�Several waSeveral wadis cut acdis cut across the Pross the Philistine hilistine plain, somplain, some of them e of them forced to forced to turn northturn norturn northwardsnorthwards in order  in order to find pato find passage throssage through the duugh the dunes.nes.nes.

Several wadis cut across the Philistine plain, some of them forced to turn 
northwards in order to find passage through the dunes.

�The commerThe commercial routecial route from Egyp from Egypt to Mesopt to Mesopotamia wasotamia was not the o not the only sourcenly source of carava o of caravanof caravan trade. Th trade. The seaportse seaports of Philis of Philistia were ttia were the destinahe destination of thtion of the caravanse caravans coming fr com coming frocoming from Arabia am Arabia across the cross the Negeb to tNegeb to the Mediterhe Mediterranean. Thranean. This heavy cis heavy commercial ommerciccommercialcommercial traffic l traffic led to the ed to the frequent afrequent alliances blliances between theetween the Philistin Philistine cities ae cities and the Edond thend the Edomitthe Edomites and Araes and Arabs.bs.

The commercial route from Egypt to Mesopotamia was not the only source 
of caravan trade. The seaports of Philistia were the destination of the caravans 
coming from Arabia across the Negeb to the Mediterranean. This heavy 
commercial traffic led to the frequent alliances between the Philistine cities and 
the Edomites and Arabs.

Central RaCentral Rangengenge

Central Range

Lebanon.Lebanon. The mount The mountains of Leains of Lebanon, a rbanon, a range ca. 1ange ca. 160 km. (1060 km. (100 mi.) lon0 mi.) long, are theg, are the most prom thethe most pthe most prominent orominent orographic rographic features ofeatures of the Levaf the Levant. They wnt. They were the soere the source of tiurce of timber for bmtitimber fortimber for both Egyp both Egypt and Mesot and Mesopotamia. Tpotamia. The southerhe southern extension extension of this n of this range, beyrange, beyrange, beyond thebeyond the  Lit�aniLit�ani River, fo River, forms the werms the western highstern highlands of Plands of Palestine, alestine, which conswhich consist of sevistconsconsist ofconsist of several d several distinct unistinct units. The fits. The foothills boothills behind the ehind the coastal plcoastal plain of Tyrain of Tyre and of Ae and oe and of Acco weof Acco were called re called Shephelah Shephelah (“lowlands(“lowlands”).”).”).

Lebanon. The mountains of Lebanon, a range ca. 160 km. (100 mi.) long, are 
the most prominent orographic features of the Levant. They were the source of 
timber for both Egypt and Mesopotamia. The southern extension of this range, 



beyond the Lit�ani  River, forms the western highlands of Palestine, which 
consist of several distinct units. The foothills behind the coastal plain of Tyre and 
of Acco were called Shephelah (“lowlands”).

Galilee. Galilee. The northeThe northernmost disrnmost district, Galtrict, Galilee, is dilee, is divided intivided into Upper ano Upper and Lower (Jd Lower (Josephus os(J(Josephus (Josephus BJBJ 3.3.1; cf 3.3.1; cf. the orde. the order of townsr of towns in Josh.  in Josh. 19:35-38).19:35-38). The plate The plateau in the au in the north is lnornorth is lnorth is lower to thower to the northwese northwest and slopt and slopes upwardses upwards toward th toward the south. Ie south. It was an at was an at was an area of Caarea of Canaanite cinaanite cities. The ties. The southern psouthern part of Uppart of Upper Galileeer Galilee is a mass is a massif (Jebel if (Jebel Jarmuq, noJarmJarmuq, noJarmuq, now wrongly w wrongly called Mt.called Mt. Meiron),  Meiron), largely unlargely uninhabited inhabited until the until the Israelite Israelite period. Itperiperiod. Itperiod. It looks dow looks down on the vn on the valley of Balley of Beth-kerem eth-kerem which sepawhich separates it frates it from Lower rom Lower Galilee.GGalilee.Galilee.Galilee.

Galilee. The northernmost district, Galilee, is divided into Upper and Lower 
(Josephus BJ 3.3.1; cf. the order of towns in Josh. 19:35-38). The plateau in the 
north is lower to the northwest and slopes upwards toward the south. It was an 
area of Canaanite cities. The southern part of Upper Galilee is a massif (Jebel 
Jarmuq, now wrongly called Mt. Meiron), largely uninhabited until the Israelite 
period. It looks down on the valley of Beth-kerem which separates it from Lower 
Galilee.

�Lower GaliLower Galilee consislee consists of a sets of a series of riries of ridges runnidges running east-weng east-west, the most, the most importast imporst important important being Mt. being Mt. Atzmon andAtzmon and the Nazar the Nazareth hills.eth hills. In betwee In between these rin these ridges were dges were dges were some were some latitudinalatitudinal valleys,l valleys, especiall especially that of y that of Beth-netopBeth-netopha/Sahl ha/Sahl el-Bat�t�oel-Bat�t�o®f®f, the plai,el-Bat�t�o®fel-Bat�t�oel-Bat�t�o®f, the pl®f, the plain of Asoain of Asochis in Grchis in Greco-Roman eco-Roman sources. Tsources. The watershhe watershed betweened betwed between eabetween east and wesst and west is east t is east of the cenof the center line oter line of Galilee;f Galilee; to the ea to the east the ridst the ridges slope ges slges slope steeslope steeply down tply down to the Huleo the Huleh Valley ah Valley and the Seand the Sea of Galile of Galilee; to the e; to the west they west they point longpopoint longpoint long slender f slender fingers dowingers down to the cn to the coastal plaoastal plain. There in. There is consideis considerable basarable basalt on the lt olt on the eason the east, while tt, while the west ishe west is limestone limestone...

Lower Galilee consists of a series of ridges running east-west, the most 
important being Mt. Atzmon and the Nazareth hills. In between these ridges 
were some latitudinal valleys, especially that of Beth-netopha/Sahl 
el-Bat�t�o®f , the plain of Asochis in Greco-Roman sources. The watershed 
between east and west is east of the center line of Galilee; to the east the ridges 
slope steeply down to the Huleh Valley and the Sea of Galilee; to the west they 
point long slender fingers down to the coastal plain. There is considerable basalt 
on the east, while the west is limestone.

Jezreel.Jezreel. This tria This triangular depngular depression beression between the tween the hills of Lhills of Lower Galilower Galilee and Samee and Samaria was tariaSamSamaria waSamaria was the mains the main thoroughf thoroughfare betweeare between the coasn the coast and the t and the Jordan ValJordan Valley. Its nley. Its name in Greanname in Grname in Greek and Laeek and Latin sourcetin sources is Esdras is Esdraelon. On ielon. On its easternts eastern edge stoo edge stood Mt. Tabod Mt. Tabod Mt. Tabor and Tabor and the Hill othe Hill of Moreh, af Moreh, and to the nd to the east of theast of these two hiese two hills is a blls is a basalt platasalt plateau comprieau ceau comprisingcomprising the inher the inheritance of itance of Issachar. Issachar. The The {En-harod{En-harod Valley le Valley led from Jezd from Jezreel down reel doreel down to Bedown to Beth-shean. th-shean. The JezreeThe Jezreel Valley (l Valley (also callealso called Esdraelod Esdraelon) was famn) was famous for itous for its grain prs gs grain prodgrain production. Meuction. Megiddo stoogiddo stood near thed near the mouth of  mouth of the main tthe main thoroughfarhoroughfare from Egye from Ee from Egypt as iEgypt as it enters tt enters the valley.he valley.

Jezreel. This triangular depression between the hills of Lower Galilee and 
Samaria was the main thoroughfare between the coast and the Jordan Valley. Its 
name in Greek and Latin sources is Esdraelon. On its eastern edge stood Mt. 
Tabor and the Hill of Moreh, and to the east of these two hills is a basalt plateau 
comprising the inheritance of Issachar. The {En-harod Valley led from Jezreel 
down to Beth-shean. The Jezreel Valley (also called Esdraelon) was famous for its 
grain production. Megiddo stood near the mouth of the main thoroughfare from 
Egypt as it enters the valley.

Foothills Foothills of “the hiof “the hill countryll country of Ephrai of Ephraim” in Samam” in Samaria (Werneria (Werner Braun)r Braun)

Foothills of “the hill country of Ephraim” in Samaria (Werner Braun)

�The low-lyThe low-lying plateaing plateau behind Mu behind Megiddo andegiddo and Jokneam  Jokneam (Bila®d er(Bila®d er-Ru®hah/Ra-Ru®hah/Rerer-Ru®hah/er-Ru®hah/RamatRamat Menashe)  Menashe) separates separates the valleythe valley of Jezree of Jezreel from thel from the Sharon Pl Sharon Pl Sharon Plain and Plain and connects tconnects the Carmel he Carmel range withrange with the mount the mountains of Saains of Samaria. Themaria. The southeast southeast southeastesoutheastern point orn point of the Jezrf the Jezreel, partleel, partly encircley encircled by the ad by the arm of Mt. rm of Mt. Gilboa, isGilboa, is bounded b boun bounded bybounded by a low rid a low ridge leadingge leading up the va up the valley of Dolley of Dothan, whicthan, which providedh provided another e another easy passagaeeasy passaeasy passage to the ge to the Sharon.Sharon.Sharon.

The low-lying plateau behind Megiddo and Jokneam (Bila®d 
er-Ru®hah/Ramat Menashe) separates the valley of Jezreel from the Sharon 
Plain and connects the Carmel range with the mountains of Samaria. The 
southeastern point of the Jezreel, partly encircled by the arm of Mt. Gilboa, is 
bounded by a low ridge leading up the valley of Dothan, which provided another 
easy passage to the Sharon.

Samaria. Samaria. The mountaThe mountains of Samins of Samaria are caria are called Mt. alled Mt. Shechem inShechem in an Egypti an Egyptian source an sourcean source frosource from the Canam the Canaanite perianite period (Papyruod (Papyrus Anastasis Anastasi I). Opini I). Opinions are dions are divided as tvided as to whether o tto whetherto whether it could  it could all be calall be called Mt. Epled Mt. Ephraim. A chraim. A central feaentral feature is thture is the Shechem e Shechem Valley betVallValley betValley between Mt. Gween Mt. Gerizim on erizim on the south the south and Mt. Eband Mt. Ebal on the al on the north. Samnorth. Samaria had saria had saria had several vaseveral valleys leadlleys leading out toing out to the west, the west, providing providing easy acce easy access to the ss to the mountain amountain area. The Dreaaarea. The area. The Dothan ValDothan Valley and thley and the Shechem e Shechem Valley in Valley in the north the north and east rand east respectivelespectively are matcyrespectivelrespectiverespectively are matly are matched by thched by the Wadi e Wadi Far{ahFar{ah, a dramat, a dramatic gash inic gash in the mount the mountains runniains ruains running dorunning down to the wn to the Jordan ValJordan Valley at Adaley at Adam(ah). Soum(ah). Southwest frothwest from the Shecm the Shechem Valleyhem Vallehem Valley, viValley, via the valla the valley of Michey of Michmethath, rmethath, ran the valan the valley of Kanley of Kanah, the prah, the principal boincipal boundary betundarboboundary bboundary between Manetween Manasseh and asseh and Ephraim.Ephraim.Ephraim.

Samaria. The mountains of Samaria are called Mt. Shechem in an Egyptian 
source from the Canaanite period (Papyrus Anastasi I). Opinions are divided as 
to whether it could all be called Mt. Ephraim. A central feature is the Shechem 
Valley between Mt. Gerizim on the south and Mt. Ebal on the north. Samaria had 
several valleys leading out to the west, providing easy access to the mountain 



area. The Dothan Valley and the Shechem Valley in the north and east 
respectively are matched by the Wadi Far{ah, a dramatic gash in the mountains 
running down to the Jordan Valley at Adam(ah). Southwest from the Shechem 
Valley, via the valley of Michmethath, ran the valley of Kanah, the principal 
boundary between Manasseh and Ephraim.

�The foothiThe foothills slope lls slope naturally naturally down to thdown to the west in e west in a gentle ca gentle continuity.ontinuity. The easte The east The eastern sieastern side is largde is largely steppeely steppe, while th, while the west is e west is good for vgood for vineyards, ineyards, orchards, orchards, and grain,and gand grain, thegrain, the latter es latter especially ipecially in the valln the valleys.eys.eys.

The foothills slope naturally down to the west in a gentle continuity. The 
eastern side is largely steppe, while the west is good for vineyards, orchards, and 
grain, the latter especially in the valleys.

�The hill cThe hill country of ountry of Ephraim anEphraim and Benjamind Benjamin is a cont is a continuity. Oninuity. One major sue major subdivision,bdivisiosusubdivisiosubdivision, the disn, the district occutrict occupied by thpied by the people oe people of Gibeon (f Gibeon (Josh. 9:3)Josh. 9:3), forms a , forms a topographitopotopographitopographic saddle bc saddle between Mt.etween Mt. Ephraim a Ephraim and Mt. Judnd Mt. Judah and incah and includes the ludes the ridge of ridge of Nebiä SamwNNebiä SamwNebiä Samwiîliîl and the p and the plain throulain through which pgh which passes the asses the road to Beroad to Beth-horon. th-horon. This latteThis This latteThis latter joins thr joins the “highwaye “highway” (Judg. 2” (Judg. 21:19) that1:19) that follows t follows the watershhe watershed from Shed from Shechem pastechShShechem paShechem past Lebonahst Lebonah to Ramah  to Ramah in Benjamiin Benjamin, going wn, going west of Jerest of Jerusalem to usalem to Bethlehem,BethleheBethlehem,Bethlehem, Halhul, H Halhul, Hebron, andebron, and finally t finally to Beer-sheo Beer-sheba.ba.ba.

The hill country of Ephraim and Benjamin is a continuity. One major 
subdivision, the district occupied by the people of Gibeon (Josh. 9:3), forms a 
topographic saddle between Mt. Ephraim and Mt. Judah and includes the ridge of 
Nebiä Samwiîl and the plain through which passes the road to Beth-horon. 
This latter joins the “highway” (Judg. 21:19) that follows the watershed from 
Shechem past Lebonah to Ramah in Benjamin, going west of Jerusalem to 
Bethlehem, Halhul, Hebron, and finally to Beer-sheba.

Jerusalem.Jerusalem. In the vi In the vicinity of cinity of Jerusalem Jerusalem are two raare two ravines, thevines, the Wadi Beit Wadi Beit  H¸aniînahḨaniînaH¸aniînahH¸aniînah and the v and the valley of Ralley of Rephaim, whephaim, which bisectich bisect the mount the mountain chain ain chain from the wfrom the wfrom the watershed watershed west. Theywest. They are steep are steep and dange and dangerous, and rous, and anyone appanyone approaching froaching from the werom the rom the west wthe west was easily as easily threatenedthreatened by ambush by ambushes. Accordes. Accordingly, theingly, the route thr route through Gibeoough Gibeoough Gibeon to Gibeon to Beth-horonBeth-horon was the f was the favorite liavorite link betweennk between Jerusalem Jerusalem and the c and the coast. Jeruoast. Jerusalem is ssJeruJerusalem Jerusalem is situateis situated, therefod, therefore, at a pre, at a point whereoint where three maj three major approacor approaches conneches connect the shortconnecconnect thconnect the shore wie shore with the centh the central rangetral range. To the e. To the east was thast was the Jericho e Jericho road, faciroad, facilitating plitafacifacilitatifacilitating passageng passage to the Jo to the Jordan Vallerdan Valley and beyoy and beyond. The rind. The ridge W of Jdge W of Jerusalem aerusalem above the vboaabove the above the valley of valley of Hinnom wasHinnom was a link be a link between Mt. tween Mt. Ephraim toEphraim to the north the north and Mt. J and Mt. J and Mt. Judah to tJudah to the south.he south.he south.

Jerusalem. In the vicinity of Jerusalem are two ravines, the Wadi Beit 
H¸aniînah and the valley of Rephaim, which bisect the mountain chain from the 
watershed west. They are steep and dangerous, and anyone approaching from 
the west was easily threatened by ambushes. Accordingly, the route through 
Gibeon to Beth-horon was the favorite link between Jerusalem and the coast. 
Jerusalem is situated, therefore, at a point where three major approaches 
connect the shore with the central range. To the east was the Jericho road, 
facilitating passage to the Jordan Valley and beyond. The ridge W of Jerusalem 
above the valley of Hinnom was a link between Mt. Ephraim to the north and Mt. 
Judah to the south.

Mt. Judah.Mt. Judah. The heart The heart of Cisjor of Cisjordan is thedan is the high wate high watershed zonershed zone known as  known as Mt. Judah Mt. JudaMt. Judah or tJudah or the hill cohe hill country of Juntry of Judah. Compudah. Comprised of lrised of limestone aimestone and dolomitnd dolomite strata we strata with layersitwwith layerwith layers of chalks of chalk and marl, and marl, the hill  the hill country focountry forms a massrms a massive block ive block incised frincised from the wesom thom the west bthe west by some deey some deep ravines p ravines and borderand bordered on thated on that side by a side by a trough of trough of Senonian  Senonian Senonian cSenonian chalk. To thalk. To the east lihe east lies the wiles the wilderness ofderness of Judah. Judah. Judah.

Mt. Judah. The heart of Cisjordan is the high watershed zone known as Mt. 
Judah or the hill country of Judah. Comprised of limestone and dolomite strata 
with layers of chalk and marl, the hill country forms a massive block incised from 
the west by some deep ravines and bordered on that side by a trough of 
Senonian chalk. To the east lies the wilderness of Judah.

�The highesThe highest point int point in the Judea the Judean hills isn hills is at  at H¸alh�u®lH¸alh�u®l (ca. 1000 (ca. 1000 m. [3300  m. [3300 ft.]). Theft.])ft.]). Theft.]). The central p central plateau is lateau is dominated dominated by Hebron,by Hebron, situated  situated in a deprein a depression, thession, the meeting p mee meeting plmeeting place of deeace of deep valleys p valleys running werunning westward. Thstward. The southerne southern district  district was the Newas the Negeb of CalgNeNegeb of CNegeb of Caleb, the aleb, the principal principal town beingtown being Debir. Debir. Debir.

The highest point in the Judean hills is at H¸alh�u®l  (ca. 1000 m. [3300 
ft.]). The central plateau is dominated by Hebron, situated in a depression, the 
meeting place of deep valleys running westward. The southern district was the 
Negeb of Caleb, the principal town being Debir.

�Shephelah.Shephelah. The “Lowl The “Lowland” or Shand” or Shephelah isephelah is a separat a separate unit of e unit of later limelater limestone on tstonlimelimestone limestone on the weson the western flanktern flank of the Ju of the Judean hillsdean hills, separate, separated from it d from it by a trougby a trough valley oh vah valley of valley of soft chalksoft chalk running n running north-southorth-south. The roun. The rounded hills ded hills of the Sheof the Shephelah arephelah are fairly un fair fairly unifairly uniform in heform in height, ca. ight, ca. 200 m. (12200 m. (1200 ft.) ab00 ft.) above sea leove sea level. The zvel. The zone reacheone reaches to the as to ts to the area athe area around Gezeround Gezer in the nr in the north and torth and the southerhe southern end train end trails off towls off toward Beer-sard Beer-sheba. SevehBeer-sBeer-shebaBeer-sheba. Several . Several wadis bisewadis bisect the Shect the Shephelah frophelah from east to m east to west, the west, the most promimost prominent beingnpromiprominent prominent being the being the valley of valley of Ajalon, thAjalon, the Sorek, te Sorek, the vale ofhe vale of Elah, and Elah, and the valle the valley of Zephay of Zy of Zephatha. Zephatha. The ShepheThe Shephelah was dilah was divided intovided into three dis three districts frotricts from north tom north to south, fo south, following thllofofollowing following the patterthe pattern of the wn of the wadis.adis.adis.

Shephelah. The “Lowland” or Shephelah is a separate unit of later 
limestone on the western flank of the Judean hills, separated from it by a trough 
valley of soft chalk running north-south. The rounded hills of the Shephelah are 
fairly uniform in height, ca. 200 m. (1200 ft.) above sea level. The zone reaches to 
the area around Gezer in the north and the southern end trails off toward 
Beer-sheba. Several wadis bisect the Shephelah from east to west, the most 



prominent being the valley of Ajalon, the Sorek, the vale of Elah, and the valley of 
Zephatha. The Shephelah was divided into three districts from north to south, 
following the pattern of the wadis.

WildernessWilderness of Judah. of Judah.  This zone This zone had few tohad few towns becauswns because it was te it was the chalky he chalky waste in twastwaste in twaste in the rain shhe rain shadow to thadow to the east of e east of the Judeanthe Judean watershed watershed. The infe. The infertile soilrtile soil and lack  and and lack oand lack of water lef water left the areft the area unsuitaba unsuitable for culle for cultivation etivation except withxcept with special c special care for waare foare for water for water collectioncollection; even the; even then the terrn the territory remaitory remained a steined a steppe land, ppe land, a pastorala pastoral zone for  zon zone for tzone for the flocks he flocks of the hilof the hill country l country settlementsettlements. Actualls. Actually, there ay, there are severalre several “wilderne “wild “wildernes“wildernesses,” e.g.ses,” e.g., the wild, the wilderness of erness of Tekoa, ZipTekoa, Ziph, and h, and Ma{onMa{on. The area. The areas above ths above ts above the cliffsthe cliffs bordering bordering on the De on the Dead Sea werad Sea were even more even more wild ande wild and could be  could be accuratelyaccurately called “w accuratelyaccuratelyaccurately called “w called “wasteland.”asteland.”

Wilderness of Judah. This zone had few towns because it was the chalky 
waste in the rain shadow to the east of the Judean watershed. The infertile soil 
and lack of water left the area unsuitable for cultivation except with special care 
for water collection; even then the territory remained a steppe land, a pastoral 
zone for the flocks of the hill country settlements. Actually, there are several 
“wildernesses,” e.g., the wilderness of Tekoa, Ziph, and Ma{on. The areas above 
the cliffs bordering on the Dead Sea were even more wild and could be 
accurately called “wasteland.”

Negeb.Negeb. To the so To the south of theuth of the hill coun hill country was a try was a zone oftenzone often translate translated “South” d “South” or “extremor “or “extreme s“extreme south.” Theouth.” The biblical  biblical Negeb was Negeb was mainly themainly the valley E  valley E of Beer-shof Beer-sheba and theba and the rolling eththe rollinthe rolling plain eng plain encircled bycircled by the brook the brook Besor to  Besor to the west. the west. This NegebThis Negeb of Judah  of Judah was in facwawas in facwas in fact inhabitet inhabited by variod by various satellius satellite tribes te tribes or ethnic or ethnic groups (e.groups (e.g., Simeong., Simeon, the Keni, the K, the Kenites, tKenites, the Jerahmehe Jerahmeelites, anelites, and the Cherd the Cherethites).ethites).

Negeb. To the south of the hill country was a zone often translated “South” or 
“extreme south.” The biblical Negeb was mainly the valley E of Beer-sheba and 
the rolling plain encircled by the brook Besor to the west. This Negeb of Judah 
was in fact inhabited by various satellite tribes or ethnic groups (e.g., Simeon, the 
Kenites, the Jerahmeelites, and the Cherethites).

Nahal Zin,Nahal Zin, boundary  boundary between thbetween the north ane north and central d central Negeb (PhoNegeb (Phoenix Data enix Data Systems, NSystemsSystems, NSystems, Neal and Joeal and Joel Bierlinel Bierling)g)

Nahal Zin, boundary between the north and central Negeb (Phoenix Data 
Systems, Neal and Joel Bierling)

�The local The local administraadministrative centetive center was at Br was at Beer-sheba eer-sheba during theduring the United Mo United Monarchy. ItnarchMoMonarchy. Monarchy. It is besiIt is beside the junde the junction of tction of the Hebron he Hebron wadi from wadi from the hill cthe hill country andountry and the Beer- th the Beer-sthe Beer-sheba wadi heba wadi from the efrom the east; afterast; after they join they join they form they form the Besor the Besor, which wi, which winds its wandwiwinds its winds its way west away west and northwend northwest to emptst to empty into they into the sea S of  sea S of Gaza.Gaza.Gaza.

The local administrative center was at Beer-sheba during the United 
Monarchy. It is beside the junction of the Hebron wadi from the hill country and 
the Beer-sheba wadi from the east; after they join they form the Besor, which 
winds its way west and northwest to empty into the sea S of Gaza.

�The Negeb The Negeb should notshould not be though be thought of as wit of as wilderness, lderness, though it though it is a zone is a zone of very maof veryof very margivery marginal rainfanal rainfall. Its mall. Its main signifiin significance was cance was as a link as a link in the carin the caravan routeavan route from the  from t from the Arabahthe Arabah to the Ph to the Philistine silistine seacoast. Ieacoast. It was to tt was to the kingdomhe kingdom of Judah  of Judah what the Jwhat the Jezreel ValezrJJezreel VaJezreel Valley was tlley was to the norto the northern kingdhern kingdom of Israom of Israel; controel; control of the Nl of the Negeb was aegeb was a sign of J s sign of Jusign of Judean strendean strength and prgth and prosperity; osperity; loss of thloss of the Negeb wie Negeb with incursith incursions from tons from the Philisthe tthe Philisthe Philistines and tines and the Edomitthe Edomites or the es or the Arabs meanArabs meant a time ot a time of weaknessf weakness and lack  and lack of politicoof politicof political power.al power.al power.

The Negeb should not be thought of as wilderness, though it is a zone of 
very marginal rainfall. Its main significance was as a link in the caravan route from 
the Arabah to the Philistine seacoast. It was to the kingdom of Judah what the 
Jezreel Valley was to the northern kingdom of Israel; control of the Negeb was a 
sign of Judean strength and prosperity; loss of the Negeb with incursions from 
the Philistines and the Edomites or the Arabs meant a time of weakness and lack 
of political power.

�Just S of Just S of the Negeb the Negeb was a stepwas a steppe land cape land called the wlled the wilderness ilderness of Beer-shof Beer-sheba, whicheba, wheba, which passwhich passed the wayed the way of Shur ( of Shur (leading toleading to Egypt). K Egypt). Kadesh was adesh was in anotherin another zone, the zone, the wildernes w wildernesswilderness of Zin, w of Zin, which bordehich bordered on thered on the wildernes wilderness of Parans of Paran (the Sina (the Sinai expanse)i expanse). The high. expanse)expanse). expanse). The highlaThe highlands S of tnds S of the Negeb whe Negeb were considere considered by thered by the author oe author of Chroniclf Chronicf ChroniclesChronicles to be Mt. to be Mt. Seir (1 C Seir (1 Chr. 4:42; hr. 4:42; probably aprobably also 2 Chr.lso 2 Chr. 20:10). 20:10). 20:10).

Just S of the Negeb was a steppe land called the wilderness of Beer-sheba, 
which passed the way of Shur (leading to Egypt). Kadesh was in another zone, the 
wilderness of Zin, which bordered on the wilderness of Paran (the Sinai 
expanse). The highlands S of the Negeb were considered by the author of 
Chronicles to be Mt. Seir (1 Chr. 4:42; probably also 2 Chr. 20:10).

�The modernThe modern term “Neg term “Negev” encompev” encompasses all asses all the area fthe area from Beer-srom Beer-sheba to Elheba to Elath, but tatElElath, butElath, but this deri this derives from aves from a misconcep misconception of thtion of the biblicale biblical term. term.

The modern term “Negev” encompasses all the area from Beer-sheba to 
Elath, but this derives from a misconception of the biblical term.

“Rift” Val“Rift” Valleyleyley

“Rift” Valley



DetermininDetermining the nortg the north-south orh-south orientation ientation of the maiof the main physicaln physical feature o feature of the entif the entire land isreentientire lanentire land is the Gd is the Great Rift reat Rift running thrunning the length oe length of the Levaf the Levant and extnt and extending dowending down into Afrn in into Africinto Africa.a.a.

Determining the north-south orientation of the main physical feature of the 
entire land is the Great Rift running the length of the Levant and extending down 
into Africa.

Beqa{. In Beqa{. In the north the north the Rift ithe Rift is known ass known as the  the Beqa{Beqa{ “Valley”  “Valley” (biblical (biblical “valley of“valley of Lebanon”) Leba Lebanon”),Lebanon”), the rich  the rich plain betwplain between the moeen the mountains ofuntains of Lebanon a Lebanon and the Hernd the Hermon-Sirionmon-SirioHerHermon-SirHermon-Sirion (Anti-ion (Anti-Lebanons).Lebanons). At its wa At its watershed watershed was Lebo-hams Lebo-hamath; northath; northwards it iwards itwards it is draiit is drained by thened by the Orontes,  Orontes, southwardssouthwards by the  by the Lit�aniLit�ani. The vall. The valley at the ey at the foot of Hefoot offoot of Hermon of Hermon was calledwas called valley or valley or land of M land of Mizpeh.izpeh.izpeh.

Beqa{. In the north the Rift is known as the Beqa{ “Valley” (biblical “valley of 
Lebanon”), the rich plain between the mountains of Lebanon and the 
Hermon-Sirion (Anti-Lebanons). At its watershed was Lebo-hamath; northwards 
it is drained by the Orontes, southwards by the Lit�ani . The valley at the foot 
of Hermon was called valley or land of Mizpeh.

Mt. HermonMt. Hermon.. This is t This is the highesthe highest mountain  mountain in the lanin the land of Israed of Israel (2814 m.l (2814 m. [9166 ft. [9166 ft [9166 ft.]). Itsft.]). Its snows fur snows furnish most nish most of the watof the water for theer for the Jordan, o Jordan, of which thf which there are foere are four sourcesur sour sources, tsources, two from thwo from the e {Ayu®n{Ayu®n Valley an Valley and two fromd two from Hermon. Hermon. Hermon.

Mt. Hermon. This is the highest mountain in the land of Israel (2814 m. [9166 
ft.]). Its snows furnish most of the water for the Jordan, of which there are four 
sources, two from the {Ayu®n Valley and two from Hermon.

Hu®leh ValHu®leh Valley.ley. The princ The principal sourcipal sources for thees for the Jordan ar Jordan are the watee the waters by Tellrs by Tell el-Qadi ( el-Q el-Qadi (Tel-Qadi (Tel Dan) anel Dan) and the sprid the spring at Baning at Banias (Paneasas (Paneas). They jo). They join in the in in the Hu®lehHu®leh Valley (J Valle Valley (JoValley (Josephus “Ulsephus “Ulatha”) andatha”) and formed th formed the shallow e shallow Lake Lake Hu®lehHu®leh. This lat. This latter has geter has gter has generally generally been takenbeen taken to be the to be the waters of waters of Merom, bu Merom, but the sitet the site of Merom  of Merom must be lomust be lomust be located inlocated in the plate the plateau above, au above, near near Maru®nMaru®n er-Ras. T er-Ras. The lake wahe lake was surrounds surrounded by swamed by sed by swamps andswamps and served as served as a filter  a filter cleansing cleansing the watersthe waters of the Jo of the Jordan beforrdan before they floe they flowed down twedfloflowed dowflowed down to the Sn to the Sea of Galiea of Galilee.lee.lee.

Hu®leh Valley. The principal sources for the Jordan are the waters by Tell 
el-Qadi (Tel Dan) and the spring at Banias (Paneas). They join in the Hu®leh 
Valley (Josephus “Ulatha”) and formed the shallow Lake Hu®leh. This latter has 
generally been taken to be the waters of Merom, but the site of Merom must be 
located in the plateau above, near Maru®n er-Ras. The lake was surrounded by 
swamps and served as a filter cleansing the waters of the Jordan before they 
flowed down to the Sea of Galilee.

�From the nFrom the north, one orth, one entered thentered the e Hu®lehHu®leh via the p via the pass besideass beside Abel-beth Abel-beth-maacah or-maaAbel-bethAbel-beth-Abel-beth-maacah or maacah or that cominthat coming down pasg down past Dan. Thet Dan. The major tow major town in the vn in the valley was alley waalley was Hazor,was Hazor, the large the largest urban cst urban center of tenter of the Canaanihe Canaanite period.te period.

From the north, one entered the Hu®leh via the pass beside 
Abel-beth-maacah or that coming down past Dan. The major town in the valley 
was Hazor, the largest urban center of the Canaanite period.

�Between thBetween the swampy be swampy basin in thasin in the northerne northern part of t part of the valley he valley and the Seand the Sea of Galila of Ga of Galilee isGalilee is a massive a massive dyke of a dyke of ancient basncient basalt. The Jalt. The Jordan cutsordan cuts its way t its way through thihrough this lava deps lavas lava deposlava deposit in a nait in a narrow gorgerrow gorge on the ea on the eastern sidestern side of the va of the valley.lley.lley.

Between the swampy basin in the northern part of the valley and the Sea of 
Galilee is a massive dyke of ancient basalt. The Jordan cuts its way through this 
lava deposit in a narrow gorge on the eastern side of the valley.

Sea of GalSea of Galilee.ilee. The river The river comes out comes out of the go of the gorge, crossrge, crosses a smalles a small alluvial  alluvial plain, andplain, aplain, and entersand enters the lake  the lake of Chinnerof Chinnereth, or theth, or the Sea of Ge Sea of Galilee. Thalilee. This is a heis is a heart-shapedart-shaped body of w bod body of wabody of water, ca. 2ter, ca. 200 m. (60000 m. (600 ft.) belo ft.) below sea levew sea level. It is 1l. It is 18 km. long8 km. long x 12 km.  x 12 km. across (caacrosacross (caacross (ca. 12 x 7 m. 12 x 7 mi.) and isi.) and is shut in b shut in by basalt hy basalt hills on neills on nearly all sarly all sides. The ides. The waters arewaters awaters are generaare generally fresh,lly fresh, though hi though highly minerghly mineral springsal springs once fed  once fed the northwthe northwestern shoestern shore. Hot spreshoshore. Hotshore. Hot springs b springs break forthreak forth along the along the western s western side, leaviide, leaving a smallng a small arm of la arm of land isolatend isnd isolated tisolated to the easto the east...

Sea of Galilee. The river comes out of the gorge, crosses a small alluvial plain, 
and enters the lake of Chinnereth, or the Sea of Galilee. This is a heart-shaped 
body of water, ca. 200 m. (600 ft.) below sea level. It is 18 km. long x 12 km. 
across (ca. 12 x 7 mi.) and is shut in by basalt hills on nearly all sides. The waters 
are generally fresh, though highly mineral springs once fed the northwestern 
shore. Hot springs break forth along the western side, leaving a small arm of land 
isolated to the east.

Jordan RivJordan River. er. The JordanThe Jordan flows in  flows in a tortuousa tortuous course th course through the rough the deep Rift deep Rift Valley dowValleValley dowValley down to the Dn to the Dead Sea. Iead Sea. In a straign a straight line itht line it covers ca covers ca. 105 km. . 105 km. (65 mi.) a(65 mi.) and descendnd dend descends fdescends from 200 m.rom 200 m. (600 ft.) (600 ft.) below sea below sea level to  level to nearly 400nearly 400 m. (1200  m. (1200 ft.) belowft.) below. The firs. T. The first The first part of itpart of its course is course is through s through steep claysteep clay banks unt banks until it reacil it reaches the cohes the confluence onfluencoconfluenceconfluence of the Ja of the Jabbok from bbok from the east athe east and the Wadnd the Wadi i Far{ahFar{ah on the we on the west. At thist. At this point, ds thithis pointthis point, denoted , denoted by the towby the town of Adam n of Adam (modern ed(modern ed-Damiyah),-Damiyah), the river the riverbed cut thbed cut tbed cut through a through a more open more open plain.plain.plain.

Jordan River. The Jordan flows in a tortuous course through the deep Rift 
Valley down to the Dead Sea. In a straight line it covers ca. 105 km. (65 mi.) and 
descends from 200 m. (600 ft.) below sea level to nearly 400 m. (1200 ft.) below. 
The first part of its course is through steep clay banks until it reaches the 
confluence of the Jabbok from the east and the Wadi Far{ah on the west. At 
this point, denoted by the town of Adam (modern ed-Damiyah), the riverbed cut 
through a more open plain.

�The valleyThe valley was part  was part of the bibof the biblical Arablical Arabah and serah and served as theved as the boundary  boundary of Canaan.of Canaof Canaan. AlCanaan. Along the eaong the eastern edgestern edge of the va of the valley were lley were rich waterrich water sources t sources that encourhat encouraged the raencourencouragedencouraged the rise  the rise of towns iof towns in the Canan the Canaanite perianite period (e.g., od (e.g., Pella, SucPella, Succoth), whicoth), while the wesle thle the westerthe western side wasn side was more arid more arid except fo except for the Bethr the Beth-shean Val-shean Valley and thley and the Jericho e Jericho region, whrregion, whregion, which was a ich was a tropical ptropical paradise (Jaradise (Josephus osephus BJBJ 4.8.3). 4.8.3). 4.8.3).

The valley was part of the biblical Arabah and served as the boundary of 
Canaan. Along the eastern edge of the valley were rich water sources that 



encouraged the rise of towns in the Canaanite period (e.g., Pella, Succoth), while 
the western side was more arid except for the Beth-shean Valley and the Jericho 
region, which was a tropical paradise (Josephus BJ 4.8.3).

Dead Sea.Dead Sea. The bibli The biblical Sea ofcal Sea of Salt or S Salt or Sea of the ea of the Arabah (AsArabah (Asphalitis, phalitis, Josephus Josephus Ant.Ant. 1.9.1) wa Ant.Ant. 1.9.1Ant. 1.9.1) was call) was called the Deaed the Dead Sea by Gd Sea by Greco-Romanreco-Roman writers i writers in the lattn the latter half ofer half of the 2nd c th the 2nd cethe 2nd century ntury A.D.A.D. It former It formerly receively received ca. 6 mid ca. 6 million tonsllion tons of water  of water every 24 hevery 24 hours from ourhhours fromhours from the Jorda the Jordan. On the n. On the east it iseast it is bordered  bordered by steep cby steep cliffs of Mliffs of Moab with ooab with only the “Tnlyoonly the “only the “Tongue” (ATongue” (Arab. rab. LisanLisan), a boot-), a boot-shaped penshaped peninsula proinsula projecting acjecting across its wross its width. Soutidtwwidth. Souwidth. South of the th of the Lisan it iLisan it is a shallos a shallow basin, bw basin, but on the ut on the northeastenortheastern side itrn side it is over 4 is ove is over 400 mover 400 m. (1200 ft. (1200 ft.) deep. A.) deep. At times ont times one could cre could cross dryshooss dryshod from thed from the Lisan to  Lisan to the westerththe westerthe western shore. Tn shore. The water ohe water of the Deadf the Dead Sea is of Sea is of such a hi such a high mineralgh mineral content a content as to be pos aas to be pas to be poisonous toisonous to normal lo normal life forms.ife forms. The arid  The arid valley S ovalley S of the Deadf the Dead Sea was c Sea was called the alleccalled thecalled the valley of valley of Salt. Salt. Salt.

Dead Sea. The biblical Sea of Salt or Sea of the Arabah (Asphalitis, Josephus 
Ant. 1.9.1) was called the Dead Sea by Greco-Roman writers in the latter half of 
the 2nd century A.D. It formerly received ca. 6 million tons of water every 24 
hours from the Jordan. On the east it is bordered by steep cliffs of Moab with 
only the “Tongue” (Arab. Lisan), a boot-shaped peninsula projecting across its 
width. South of the Lisan it is a shallow basin, but on the northeastern side it is 
over 400 m. (1200 ft.) deep. At times one could cross dryshod from the Lisan to 
the western shore. The water of the Dead Sea is of such a high mineral content 
as to be poisonous to normal life forms. The arid valley S of the Dead Sea was 
called the valley of Salt.

�Southern ASouthern Arabahrabah. The name. The name Arabah wa Arabah was preserves preserved in Arabid in Arabic only witc only with relationh reh relation trelation to the vallo the valley S of they S of the Dead Seae Dead Sea. The vall. The valley floor rey floor rises graduises gradually southally southward to caward southsouthward southward to ca. 200to ca. 200 m. (600 f m. (600 ft.) above t.) above sea level sea level before slobefore sloping down ping down again on tagain on the gulf ofhetthe gulf othe gulf of Elath. If Elath. It is a dest is a desert area wert area with heavy ith heavy alluvial salluvial sands in thands in the middle ae middle and salty snd salty nd salty soilsalty soils just S os just S of the Deadf the Dead Sea. The  Sea. The red cliffsred cliffs of Mt. Se of Mt. Seir rise toir rise to the east, the east, and the y and the  and the yellowthe yellow limestone limestone of the Ci of the Cisjordan desjordan desert highlsert highlands standands stand on the we on the west. The twst. The two main oasotwtwo main otwo main oases are ases are {Ain H¸us�{Ain H¸us�bb in the no in the north and rth and {Ain Ghad�{Ain Ghad�ya®nya®n in the so in the south. The Ausosouth. Thesouth. The Arabah wa Arabah was a naturas a natural border bl border between Isretween Israel and Edael and Edom but wasom but was also a li also a li also a line of coline of communicatiommunication with soun with south Arabia,th Arabia, by land a by land and also bynd also by sea. As s sea. As such it wasuch it was a contest a  a contestea contested zone betd zone between the nween the neighboringeighboring states. states. states.

Southern Arabah. The name Arabah was preserved in Arabic only with 
relation to the valley S of the Dead Sea. The valley floor rises gradually 
southward to ca. 200 m. (600 ft.) above sea level before sloping down again on 
the gulf of Elath. It is a desert area with heavy alluvial sands in the middle and 
salty soils just S of the Dead Sea. The red cliffs of Mt. Seir rise to the east, and 
the yellow limestone of the Cisjordan desert highlands stand on the west. The 
two main oases are {Ain H¸us�b  in the north and {Ain Ghad�ya®n  in the 
south. The Arabah was a natural border between Israel and Edom but was also a 
line of communication with south Arabia, by land and also by sea. As such it was 
a contested zone between the neighboring states.

Reed Sea. Reed Sea. The Gulf oThe Gulf of Elath, tf Elath, the easternhe eastern arm of th arm of the Red Sea,e Red Sea, is called is called the “Reed the “Reed Sea,” oft “Reed“Reed Sea,“Reed Sea,” often re” often rendered “Rendered “Red Sea” (1 d Sea” (1 Kgs. 9:26)Kgs. 9:26), followin, following Greek usg Greek usage (Herodage (Herodage (Herodotus(Herodotus  Hist.Hist. 11.8). 11.8).

Reed Sea. The Gulf of Elath, the eastern arm of the Red Sea, is called the 
“Reed Sea,” often rendered “Red Sea” (1 Kgs. 9:26), following Greek usage 
(Herodotus Hist. 11.8).

TransjordaTransjordannn

Transjordan

In TransjoIn Transjordan the hrdan the history of istory of biblical tbiblical times touchimes touches mainly es mainly on those don those districts bistricts bordering oordebbordering bordering on the deeon the deep valley op valley of the riftf the rift; they wer; they were bounded e bounded on the eason the east by the wt by the wastes of taswwastes of wastes of the Arabiathe Arabian desert. n desert. The geopolThe geopolitical impitical importance ofortance of Transjord Transjordan was duean was due to the Ki duedue to thedue to the King’s Hi King’s Highway, theghway, the route fro route from Damascusm Damascus to Elath  to Elath which alsowhich also led to Mi led to Mi led to Midian andMidian and then to s then to south Arabiouth Arabia.a.a.

In Transjordan the history of biblical times touches mainly on those districts 
bordering on the deep valley of the rift; they were bounded on the east by the 
wastes of the Arabian desert. The geopolitical importance of Transjordan was 
due to the King’s Highway, the route from Damascus to Elath which also led to 
Midian and then to south Arabia.

Bashan.Bashan. The north The northern distriern districts, oftencts, often disputed  disputed with Aram-with Aram-Damascus, Damascus, were part were part of the lanoof the lanof the land of Apum/d of Apum/Upe in theUpe in the Canaanite Canaanite period. T period. The biblicahe biblical name forl name for the whole the whole district  wholewhole distwhole district was Brict was Bashan, whiashan, which includech included various d various territorieterritories includins including the “whog the “whole region le “who“whole reg“whole region of Argion of Argob,” with ob,” with its 60 walits 60 walled citiesled cities. In Greco. In Greco-Roman tim-Roman times it was es it was divided indidivided individed into Gaulanito Gaulanitis (namedtis (named after the after the town Gola town Golan) along tn) along the westernhe western edge of t edge of the plateauhtthe plateathe plateau and eastu and east to the Na to the Nahr hr Alla®nAlla®n; Batanea ; Batanea (from the (from the Aramaic foAramaic form of Bashrm of Bashrm of Bashan), tBashan), the zone E he zone E of the samof the same Allan Vae Allan Valley; and lley; and Auranitis Auranitis (from OT H(from OT Hauran), maauran), mainly the mimamainly themainly the mountain  mountain called Jebcalled Jebel ed-Druzel ed-Druze, the hige, the highest peak hest peak of which iof which is Jebel s Jebel H¸aura®nḨauH¸aura®nH¸aura®n. The lava. The lava region NW region NW of the Ha of the Hauran mounturan mountains was cains was called Tracalled Trachonitis (Ghonitis TracTrachonitiTrachonitis (Gk. “ros (Gk. “rough countrugh country”), modery”), modern el-Leja.n el-Leja.

Bashan. The northern districts, often disputed with Aram-Damascus, were part 
of the land of Apum/Upe in the Canaanite period. The biblical name for the 
whole district was Bashan, which included various territories including the 
“whole region of Argob,” with its 60 walled cities. In Greco-Roman times it was 
divided into Gaulanitis (named after the town Golan) along the western edge of 
the plateau and east to the Nahr Alla®n; Batanea (from the Aramaic form of 
Bashan), the zone E of the same Allan Valley; and Auranitis (from OT Hauran), 



mainly the mountain called Jebel ed-Druze, the highest peak of which is Jebel 
H¸aura®n. The lava region NW of the Hauran mountains was called 
Trachonitis (Gk. “rough country”), modern el-Leja.

�The entireThe entire area was  area was included iincluded in Canaan an Canaan and containnd contained the Araed the Aramean distrmean district of Gesict oict of Geshur of Geshur (just E of(just E of Chinneret Chinnereth). Its soh). Its southern boruthern border was thder was the Yarmuk Ve Yarmuk Valley. Thealley. The Yarmuk is TheThe YarmukThe Yarmuk is the la is the largest rivergest river in Transr in Transjordan, anjordan, and flows thd flows through a strough a steep gorge eep gorge to join thtoto join thto join the Jordan be Jordan below the Selow the Sea of Galiea of Galilee. Its wlee. Its waters origaters originate in sinate in stream bedstream beds far to th far  far to thefar to the east, esp east, especially frecially from the Hauom the Hauran regionran region. The Yarm. The Yarmuk Valley uk Valley thus separthus separated Bashaatseparseparated separated Bashan/GolBashan/Golan from Gian from Gilead.lead.lead.

The entire area was included in Canaan and contained the Aramean district 
of Geshur (just E of Chinnereth). Its southern border was the Yarmuk Valley. 
The Yarmuk is the largest river in Transjordan, and flows through a steep gorge 
to join the Jordan below the Sea of Galilee. Its waters originate in stream beds 
far to the east, especially from the Hauran region. The Yarmuk Valley thus 
separated Bashan/Golan from Gilead.

Gilead.Gilead. Central T Central Transjordanransjordan (biblical (biblical Gilead) i Gilead) is a mountas a mountainous areainous area of Cenoma of Cenomanian limesniaCenomaCenomanianCenomanian limestone limestone like the  like the hills of Ehills of Ephraim andphraim and Judah. It Judah. It is not re is not reckoned as ckoned as part of Caparpart of Capart of Canaan, but naan, but was occupiwas occupied by the ed by the tribe of Gtribe of Gad as wellad as well as Bashan as Bashan. Thus, th. Thus, the divisione de division odivision of the areaf the area into two  into two halves by halves by the Jabbokthe Jabbok was recog was recognized in tnized in the Israelihe Israelite settlemte sete settlementsettlement...

Gilead. Central Transjordan (biblical Gilead) is a mountainous area of 
Cenomanian limestone like the hills of Ephraim and Judah. It is not reckoned as 
part of Canaan, but was occupied by the tribe of Gad as well as Bashan. Thus, the 
division of the area into two halves by the Jabbok was recognized in the Israelite 
settlement.

�The mountaThe mountains reach ins reach over 900 mover 900 m. (3000 ft. (3000 ft.), the hi.), the highest poinghest point being att being at  {Ajlu®n{Ajlu®{Ajlu®n{Ajlu®n. The west. The western slopesern slopes and the h and the hills take ills take up most ofup most of the area; the area; to the ea to the east is a nast is st is a narrois a narrow tablelanw tableland borderind bordering on the dg on the desert. Theesert. There is a dore is a double wateruble watershed, one shed, one near the wnnear the wnear the west from west from whence steehence steep ravines p ravines flow into flow into the Jordanthe Jordan Valley; t Valley; the easterlhe easterly flowing y easterleasterly feasterly flowing strlowing streams are leams are largely colargely collected by lected by the coursethe course of the Ja of the Jabbok, whicbbok, which runs norh ruh runs northruns north along the along the eastern p eastern plateau beflateau before turninore turning west to g west to bisect thebisect the entire up entire uplifted domliftupuplifted duplifted dome reachiome reaching the valng the valley by Mahley by Mahanaim and anaim and Succoth.Succoth.Succoth.

The mountains reach over 900 m. (3000 ft.), the highest point being at 
{Ajlu®n. The western slopes and the hills take up most of the area; to the east 
is a narrow tableland bordering on the desert. There is a double watershed, one 
near the west from whence steep ravines flow into the Jordan Valley; the 
easterly flowing streams are largely collected by the course of the Jabbok, which 
runs north along the eastern plateau before turning west to bisect the entire 
uplifted dome reaching the valley by Mahanaim and Succoth.

Ammon.Ammon. Rabbath-a Rabbath-ammon, the mmon, the center of center of Ammonite tAmmonite territory, erritory, is locatedis located on the ea on the e on the east at theast at the head of e head of another seanother series of varies of valleys sepalleys separating Gilrating Gilead from tead from the tablelahe tableland of Moabnd ond of Moab. Aof Moab. Ammon is stmmon is structurallyructurally a basin 3 a basin 32 x 16 km.2 x 16 km. (20 x 10  (20 x 10 mi.) from mi.) from northeast northeast to southwetto southweto southwest.st.st.

Ammon. Rabbath-ammon, the center of Ammonite territory, is located on the 
east at the head of another series of valleys separating Gilead from the tableland 
of Moab. Ammon is structurally a basin 32 x 16 km. (20 x 10 mi.) from northeast 
to southwest.

Moab.Moab. The table The tableland, the land, the northern hnorthern half of thealf of the territory territory claimed b claimed by the Moaby the Moabites (dispites (ites (disputed (disputed by Israel)by Israel), consists, consists of a plai of a plain behind tn behind the ridges he ridges sloping dosloping down to the wn to the Dead Sea (DeadDead Sea (Dead Sea (from Mt. Nfrom Mt. Nebo-Pisgahebo-Pisgah). The ent). The entire plateaire plateau E of theu E of the Dead Sea  Dead Sea is dividedis divided into two  divideddivided individed into two halto two halves by theves by the Arnon Val Arnon Valley (Wadi ley (Wadi el-Mo®jibel-Mo®jib), which f), which formed the ormed thormed the borderthe border between I between Israel and srael and Moab propeMoab proper. The terr. The term m miîsûo®r, miîsûo®r, ““tableland,tableland,” applies ” ap” applies onapplies only to thisly to this northern  northern plain, whiplain, while the arele the area between a between the Arnon the Arnon and the Zeand the Zered (Wadi reZeZered (WadZered (Wadi el-H¸esai el-H¸esaœ) was conœ) was considered assidered as Moab’s or Moab’s original homiginal home since the since the tablelane tablelae tableland tableland had belonghad belonged to the ed to the Amorites.Amorites.Amorites.

Moab. The tableland, the northern half of the territory claimed by the Moabites 
(disputed by Israel), consists of a plain behind the ridges sloping down to the 
Dead Sea (from Mt. Nebo-Pisgah). The entire plateau E of the Dead Sea is 
divided into two halves by the Arnon Valley (Wadi el-Mo®jib), which formed 
the border between Israel and Moab proper. The term miîsûo®r, “tableland,” 
applies only to this northern plain, while the area between the Arnon and the 
Zered (Wadi el-H¸esaœ) was considered as Moab’s original home since the 
tableland had belonged to the Amorites.

�Edom.Edom. Southern  Southern TransjordaTransjordan was known was known as Mt. Sn as Mt. Seir or Edoeir or Edom. The namm. The name may havee mae may have dmay have designated esignated also the halso the high countrigh country S of they S of the Negeb, bu Negeb, but during tt during the Monarchhe Monarchhe Monarchy tMonarchy the red sanhe red sandstone moudstone mountains S ontains S of the Zeref the Zered are meand are meant. Some oft. Some of the peaks the pe the peaks reacpeaks reach as high h as high as 1736 m.as 1736 m. (5704 ft. (5704 ft.). The ter). The territory of ritory of Edom propeEdom proper, though r, though 120 km. (712120 km. (7120 km. (75 mi.) lon5 mi.) long, is onlyg, is only about 20  about 20 km. (12–13km. (12–13 mi.) wide mi.) wide. The emba. The embayment behiyment behiyment behind behind Feina®nFeina®n (biblical (biblical Punon) di Punon) divides the vides the area into area into two halvestwo halves. The OT c. The OT capital wasapital ccapital wacapital was Sela (Ars Sela (Arab. ab. Sila{Sila{), while t), while the Nabateahe Nabatean and Roman and Roman capital n capital moved to Rmoved to Rekem (PetrekRRekem (PetRekem (Petra in Greera in Greek sources)k sources). The peop. The people of Edomle of Edom were in c were in constant rionstant rivalry withvalry withvalry with Judahwith Judah for contr for control of the ol of the Arabah S oArabah S of the Deadf the Dead Sea, and  Sea, and Elath/EzioElath/Ezion-geber chn-geber changed handanchchanged hachanged hands severands several times. Tl times. To the souto the south of Edom h of Edom was the tewas the territory ofrritory of Midian an Midian an Midian and to theand to the east was  east was Kedar, whoKedar, whose king gase king gained contrined control of the ol of the entire areentire area across ta across to Gaza ando tto Gaza anto Gaza and Egypt dud Egypt during the Pring the Persian perersian period.iod.

Edom. Southern Transjordan was known as Mt. Seir or Edom. The name 
may have designated also the high country S of the Negeb, but during the 
Monarchy the red sandstone mountains S of the Zered are meant. Some of the 
peaks reach as high as 1736 m. (5704 ft.). The territory of Edom proper, though 
120 km. (75 mi.) long, is only about 20 km. (12–13 mi.) wide. The embayment 
behind Feina®n (biblical Punon) divides the area into two halves. The OT 
capital was Sela (Arab. Sila{), while the Nabatean and Roman capital moved to 



Rekem (Petra in Greek sources). The people of Edom were in constant rivalry 
with Judah for control of the Arabah S of the Dead Sea, and Elath/Ezion-geber 
changed hands several times. To the south of Edom was the territory of Midian 
and to the east was Kedar, whose king gained control of the entire area across 
to Gaza and Egypt during the Persian period.

ClimateClimate

Climate

Although rAlthough rabbinic trabbinic tradition knadition knows four sows four seasons, theasons, the OT recoge OT recognizes onlynizes only two: “see two: “see two: “seedtime “seedtime and harvesand harvest,” wintert,” winter and summe and summer. The year. The year is dividr is divided into twed into two halves, o halves, one beginnoone beginnone beginning with Ning with Nisan, the isan, the first montfirst month, and anoh, and another with ther with Tishri, thTishri, the seventh.e seventh. The OT sa Th The OT sacThe OT sacred festivred festivals fall ials fall in the seven the seven-month pen-month period embrariod embracing Passocing Passover (in Niver (in Nisan) and TsaNiNisan) andNisan) and Tabernacl Tabernacles (in Tises (in Tishri). Durihri). During the winng the winter, the mter, the main agricuain agricultural actltural activities arivitieactactivitiesactivities are devot are devoted to graied to grain crops exn crops expected in pected in the springthe spring and summe and summer; in the r; in the summer thesumsummer thesummer the work is o work is on vines ann vines and orchardsd orchards, for the , for the summer frusummer fruits.its.its.

Although rabbinic tradition knows four seasons, the OT recognizes only two: 
“seedtime and harvest,” winter and summer. The year is divided into two halves, 
one beginning with Nisan, the first month, and another with Tishri, the seventh. 
The OT sacred festivals fall in the seven-month period embracing Passover (in 
Nisan) and Tabernacles (in Tishri). During the winter, the main agricultural 
activities are devoted to grain crops expected in the spring and summer; in the 
summer the work is on vines and orchards, for the summer fruits.

�The weatheThe weather pattern r pattern in winter in winter consists oconsists of low presf low pressure systesure systems that arms that arrive from rive frrive from the wfrom the west and noest and northwest. Trthwest. Those from hose from northern Inorthern Italy pass taly pass along the along the Adriatic tAdriatic to Greece aotto Greece to Greece and the Aeand the Aegean, reacgean, reaching Syriahing Syria. The othe. The others come frrs come from southerom southern Italy ton Italy ton Italy to the cento the central Medittral Mediterranean aerranean and across nd across to Palestito Palestine. The rane. The rains of a gins of a given year iven year usually cousuausually cousually come in threme in three phases: e phases: the “rain,the “rain,” “early r” “early rain,” and ain,” and “latter ra“latter rain.” The “in.” The “early rainearly rearly rain,” a lrain,” a light sprinight sprinkling to skling to soften the often the hard earthhard earth and facil and facilitate plowitate plowing, may cing, may come in Sepome inome in Septembin September but usuer but usually arrivally arrives sometimes sometime in Octobe in October. The prer. The principal phincipal phase of thease of the rain, ca. r rain, ca. rain, ca. 75 percent75 percent, falls be, falls between Decetween December and Fmber and February. Tebruary. The main sohe main sowing takeswing takeswing takes plactakes place in Noveme in November througber through Decemberh December, and late, and late sowing us sowing usually is dually is done duringone durinone during a bduring a break in threak in the rains ine rains in January.  January. By March tBy March the grass ihe grass is high enos high enough to cutugh to cut for fodde for  for fodderfor fodder, and in A, and in April the “pril the “latter railatter rain” is needn” is needed as a fied as a final dose tnal dose to swell tho swell the grain. Be grain.e grain. Butgrain. But if the ra if the rain in Apriin in April/May is tl/May is too heavy, oo heavy, it can briit can bring disasteng disaster.r.r.

The weather pattern in winter consists of low pressure systems that arrive 
from the west and northwest. Those from northern Italy pass along the Adriatic 
to Greece and the Aegean, reaching Syria. The others come from southern Italy 
to the central Mediterranean and across to Palestine. The rains of a given year 
usually come in three phases: the “rain,” “early rain,” and “latter rain.” The “early 
rain,” a light sprinkling to soften the hard earth and facilitate plowing, may come 
in September but usually arrives sometime in October. The principal phase of the 
rain, ca. 75 percent, falls between December and February. The main sowing 
takes place in November through December, and late sowing usually is done 
during a break in the rains in January. By March the grass is high enough to cut 
for fodder, and in April the “latter rain” is needed as a final dose to swell the 
grain. But if the rain in April/May is too heavy, it can bring disaster.

�The rains The rains are deposiare deposited more ited more intensivelyntensively on the mo on the mountain ranuntain ranges of Judges of Judah, Ephraiah, Epah, Ephraim, aEphraim, and Galileend Galilee. There is. There is a differe a difference of sevnce of several degreeral degrees in tempes in temperature duerature during the wrinduduring theduring the winter be winter between Jerutween Jerusalem and salem and the seacoathe seacoast, the last, the latter beingtter being the milde the milder. Beyond r.mildemilder. Bemilder. Beyond the wyond the watershed iatershed in Ephraim n Ephraim and Judah and Judah there is athere is a rain shad rain shadow, since ow, since most of thmmost of thmost of the precipite precipitation has ation has fallen on fallen on the hills;the hills; thus the  thus the dry chalk dry chalk wastes of wastes of the Judeanthe Judthe Judean wilJudean wilderness haderness have little ve little chance of chance of getting mogetting moisture. Hoisture. However, thewever, the same wind same winds that broswindwinds thatwinds that brought t brought the rains fhe rains from the werom the west descendst descend again to  again to the humid the humid depressiondepressiondepressiondepression of the Jo of the Jordan Vallerdan Valley and the y and the Dead Sea, Dead Sea, where theywhere they pick up m pick up more moistuore moistuore moisture tmoisture to be deposo be deposited in thited in the ranges oe ranges of Gilead af Gilead and Moab. Ind Moab. In a droughn a drought year fort year for western P w western Pawestern Palestine, tlestine, the dry winhe dry winds and higds and high temperath temperatures causeures cause higher ev higher evaporation aporation in the Rifiin the Rifin the Rift Valley st Valley so that Trao that Transjordan ansjordan actually mactually may have a sy have a slightly hilightly higher precigher precipitation fpitatiopreciprecipitatprecipitation for a ion for a change.change.change.

The rains are deposited more intensively on the mountain ranges of Judah, 
Ephraim, and Galilee. There is a difference of several degrees in temperature 
during the winter between Jerusalem and the seacoast, the latter being the 
milder. Beyond the watershed in Ephraim and Judah there is a rain shadow, since 
most of the precipitation has fallen on the hills; thus the dry chalk wastes of the 
Judean wilderness have little chance of getting moisture. However, the same 
winds that brought the rains from the west descend again to the humid 
depression of the Jordan Valley and the Dead Sea, where they pick up more 
moisture to be deposited in the ranges of Gilead and Moab. In a drought year for 
western Palestine, the dry winds and high temperatures cause higher evaporation 
in the Rift Valley so that Transjordan actually may have a slightly higher 
precipitation for a change.

�The snows The snows of Mt. Herof Mt. Hermon providmon provide the prine the principal watecipal water source fr source for the Joror the Jordan. Most dan. JorJordan. MoJordan. Most of the st of the winter raiwinter rainwater is nwater is absorbed babsorbed by the limey the limestone mounstone mountains of Ctains of Cisjordan aiCCisjordan Cisjordan and descenand descends to a deds to a deep undergrep underground wateround water table. Th table. This was notis was not utilized  utilized in antiquiiin antiquiin antiquity, but soty, but some of the me of the water did water did break throbreak through to theugh to the surface i surface in the formn the form of spring of of springsof springs and wells and wells generally generally located a located along the elong the edge of thedge of the plains at plains at the foot  the foot of the hilof theof the hill rthe hill ranges.anges.anges.

The snows of Mt. Hermon provide the principal water source for the 



Jordan. Most of the winter rainwater is absorbed by the limestone mountains of 
Cisjordan and descends to a deep underground water table. This was not utilized 
in antiquity, but some of the water did break through to the surface in the form 
of springs and wells generally located along the edge of the plains at the foot of 
the hill ranges.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Y. AharoniY. Aharoni, , The Land oThe Land of the Biblf the Bible,e, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1979),ia, 1979),ia, 1979), 21–1979), 21–42; D. Bal42; D. Baly, y, The GeograThe Geography of thephy of the Bible, Bible, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New York, 1974); A. 1974); A. Horowitz, Ho Horowitz, Horowitz, The QuaterThe Quaternary of Isnary of Israelrael (New York (New York, 1979), 1, 1979), 11–43; Y. K1–43; Y. Karmon, armon, Israel, a Israel, a Regional GRRegional GRegional Geographyeography (London,  (London, 1971); A. 1971); A. F. Rainey,F. Rainey, review of review of D. Baly,  D. Baly, The GeograThe Geography of thephy ophy of the Bibof the Bible,le, 2nd ed.  2nd ed. JBLJBL 94 (1976) 94 (1976): 634–35.: 634–35.: 634–35.

Bibliography. Y. Aharoni, The Land of the Bible, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia, 
1979), 21–42; D. Baly, The Geography of the Bible, rev. ed. (New York, 1974); A. 
Horowitz, The Quaternary of Israel (New York, 1979), 11–43; Y. Karmon, Israel, a 
Regional Geography (London, 1971); A. F. Rainey, review of D. Baly, The Geography 
of the Bible, 2nd ed. JBL 94 (1976): 634–35.
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PALLUPALLU (Heb.  (Heb. pallu®}pallu®})))

PALLU (Heb. pallu®})

A son of RA son of Reuben (Geneuben (Gen. 46:9; Ex. 46:9; Exod. 6:14; od. 6:14; 1 Chr. 5:31 Chr. 5:3). He was ). He was the fatherthe father of Eliab  of Eliab (Num. 26:8(N(Num. 26:8(Num. 26:8) and ance) and ancestor of thstor of the Palluitee Palluites (v. 5).s (v. 5).

A son of Reuben (Gen. 46:9; Exod. 6:14; 1 Chr. 5:3). He was the father of Eliab 
(Num. 26:8) and ancestor of the Palluites (v. 5).

PALM SUNDAPALM SUNDAYYY

PALM SUNDAY

The day coThe day commemoratinmmemorating Jesus’ fg Jesus’ final entryinal entry into Jeru into Jerusalem, dursalem, during which ing which the multitthe multitude spreadumultitmultitude multitude spread palspread palm branchesm branches in front  in front of Jesus aof Jesus as he came s he came into the cinto the city. The eity. The event is atveneevent is aevent is attested inttested in all four  all four Gospels (MGospels (Matt. 21:1-att. 21:1-11; Mark 111; Mark 11:1-10; Lu1:1-10; Luke 19:28-3ke 19:28-38; John 128; Jo8; John 12:12John 12:12-18), alth-18), although only ough only John 12:13John 12:13 mentions  mentions palm brancpalm branches specifhes specifically. Paically. Palm Sunday lmPaPalm SundaPalm Sunday is celeby is celebrated the rated the Sunday befSunday before Easterore Easter and there and thereby marks tby marks the beginnihe beginnihe beginning beginning of Holy Weof Holy Week in bothek in both the Easte the Eastern and Wesrn and Western Churctern Church traditioh traditions.ns.ns.

The day commemorating Jesus’ final entry into Jerusalem, during which the 
multitude spread palm branches in front of Jesus as he came into the city. The 
event is attested in all four Gospels (Matt. 21:1-11; Mark 11:1-10; Luke 19:28-38; 
John 12:12-18), although only John 12:13 mentions palm branches specifically. 
Palm Sunday is celebrated the Sunday before Easter and thereby marks the 
beginning of Holy Week in both the Eastern and Western Church traditions.
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PALM TREEPALM TREEPALM TREE

PALM TREE

The date pThe date palm (Heb. alm (Heb. taœmaœr, ttaœmaœr, timoœra®;imoœra®; Gk.  Gk. phoiínixphoiínix), a magni), a magnificent, taficent, tall tree thll tll tree that tree that grows abungrows abundantly in dantly in the Near Ethe Near East. Its last. Its large leavearge leaves radiate s radiate from the tfrom the top of a siop oop of a singlof a single trunk the trunk that can groat can grow to more w to more than 15 m.than 15 m. (50 ft.)  (50 ft.) tall. Datetall. Date palms ( palms (Phoenix daPhoenix((Phoenix d(Phoenix dactyliferaactylifera L.) grow  L.) grow well in howell in hot conditiot conditions in salins in saline soil. Tne soil. They may grhey may grow alone, ow aloow alone, butalone, but a clump o a clump of palm tref palm trees in the es in the desert likdesert likely signalely signals an oasiss an oasis (cf. Elim (cf. Elim, Exod. 15, Exod. , Exod. 15:2Exod. 15:27; Num. 337; Num. 33:9). Jeric:9). Jericho, which ho, which to this dato this day is a very is a verdant oasisdant oasis, was know, was known as the cn an as the citas the city of palm y of palm trees (Deutrees (Deut. 34:3; 2t. 34:3; 2 Chr. 28:1 Chr. 28:15).5).5).

The date palm (Heb. taœmaœr, timoœra®; Gk. phoiínix), a magnificent, tall 
tree that grows abundantly in the Near East. Its large leaves radiate from the top 
of a single trunk that can grow to more than 15 m. (50 ft.) tall. Date palms 
(Phoenix dactylifera L.) grow well in hot conditions in saline soil. They may grow 
alone, but a clump of palm trees in the desert likely signals an oasis (cf. Elim, 
Exod. 15:27; Num. 33:9). Jericho, which to this day is a verdant oasis, was known 
as the city of palm trees (Deut. 34:3; 2 Chr. 28:15).

�In the BibIn the Bible, the pale, the palm tree aplm tree appears as apears as a symbol of symbol of grandeur  grandeur and steadfand steadfastness. Dastness. steadfsteadfastnsteadfastness. Deboress. Deborah judged ah judged underneathunderneath a palm tr a palm tree, probabee, probably due to ly due to both its sboth its shade and ihsshade and shade and its prominits prominence (Judgence (Judg. 4:5). Th. 4:5). The youth ofe youth of Cant. 7:7 Cant. 7:7(MT 8) cal(MT 8) calls his brils his bride “statelde “de “stately a“stately as a palm ts a palm tree.” The ree.” The likeness olikeness of the palmf the palm tree appe tree appeared in seared in several placveral places in Soloes ines in Solomonin Solomon’s temple ’s temple (1 Kgs. 6:(1 Kgs. 6:29-35). Pa29-35). Palm branchelm branches figured s figured in many cein many celebrationslebrations and are u a and are usand are used in the ed in the constructiconstruction of booton of booths for Suchs for Succoth (Lev.coth (Lev. 23:40; Ne 23:40; Neh. 8:15). h. 8:15). Following FoFollowing Following the Maccabthe Maccabean Revoltean Revolt, the Jews, the Jews rededicat rededicated the temed the temple carryiple carrying palm brng palm brng palm branches (branches (1 Macc. 131 Macc. 13:51). Jesu:51). Jesus was grees was greeted in Jerted in Jerusalem by usalem by people holpeople holding palm ding palm branches (bbranches (branches (John 12:13John 12:13).).).

In the Bible, the palm tree appears as a symbol of grandeur and 
steadfastness. Deborah judged underneath a palm tree, probably due to both its 
shade and its prominence (Judg. 4:5). The youth of Cant. 7:7(MT 8) calls his bride 
“stately as a palm tree.” The likeness of the palm tree appeared in several places 
in Solomon’s temple (1 Kgs. 6:29-35). Palm branches figured in many celebrations 
and are used in the construction of booths for Succoth (Lev. 23:40; Neh. 8:15). 
Following the Maccabean Revolt, the Jews rededicated the temple carrying palm 



branches (1 Macc. 13:51). Jesus was greeted in Jerusalem by people holding palm 
branches (John 12:13).

�The palm tThe palm tree was a ree was a frequent sfrequent symbol of Iymbol of Israel, botsrael, both in the Bh in the Bible (Isa.ible (Isa. 9:14; Joe 9:14; Joe 9:14; Joel 1:12)Joel 1:12) and in an and in ancient socicient society. The Hety. The Hasmonean rasmonean rulers put ulers put palm brancpalm branches on sevhes on several of thesevseveral ofseveral of their coi their coins, and thns, and the Romans ce Romans celebrated elebrated the capturthe capture of Judeae of Judea in  in A.D.A.D. 70 by min 70 b 70 by mintingby minting various c various coins readioins reading ng Ioudaias EIoudaias Ealokuiasalokuias (“Judea h (“Judea has been caas been captured”) aptured”) and depictindaand depictand depicting palm bing palm branches.ranches.ranches.

The palm tree was a frequent symbol of Israel, both in the Bible (Isa. 9:14; 
Joel 1:12) and in ancient society. The Hasmonean rulers put palm branches on 
several of their coins, and the Romans celebrated the capture of Judea in A.D. 70 
by minting various coins reading Ioudaias Ealokuias (“Judea has been captured”) 
and depicting palm branches.

�Almost eveAlmost every part ofry part of the palm  the palm tree can btree can be utilizede utilized. Baskets,. Baskets, sandals,  sandals, mats, and mats, andmats, and ropes and ropes are made fare made from palm brom palm branches anranches and fibers. d fibers. The palm tThe palm tree providree provides oil, a es oil, a sweet liqussweet liqusweet liquor, and hoor, and honey (cf. Dney (cf. Deut. 8:8).eut. 8:8). Dates, th Dates, the fruit ofe fruit of the palm  the palm tree, growtree, grow in large  in la in large cluslarge clusters and wters and were a stapere a staple of ancile of ancient Near Eent Near Eastern dieastern diets. Therefts. Therefore, palm ore, palm trees weretretrees weretrees were a valuabl a valuable crop ande crop and were acti were actively cultively cultivated. Palvated. Palm trees arm trees are either me either male or femalemmale or female or female. Thoumale. Though the extgh the extent of theent of the ancients’ ancients’ understan understanding of trding of tree fertiliee fertilization is zatiofertilifertilizatfertilization is unkion is unknown, the nown, the practice opractice of putting f putting the pollenthe pollen from male from male trees nea trees near female tr femr female trefemale trees was appes was apparently caarently carried on frried on for centurior centuries.es.es.

Almost every part of the palm tree can be utilized. Baskets, sandals, mats, 
and ropes are made from palm branches and fibers. The palm tree provides oil, a 
sweet liquor, and honey (cf. Deut. 8:8). Dates, the fruit of the palm tree, grow in 
large clusters and were a staple of ancient Near Eastern diets. Therefore, palm 
trees were a valuable crop and were actively cultivated. Palm trees are either 
male or female. Though the extent of the ancients’ understanding of tree 
fertilization is unknown, the practice of putting the pollen from male trees near 
female trees was apparently carried on for centuries.
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PALMYRAPALMYRAPALMYRA

PALMYRA

A major oaA major oasis in thesis in the Syrian De Syrian Desert (modesert (modern Tadmor)rn Tadmor). The city. The city’s perenni’s perennial spring,al spring, which sti w which stilwhich still providesl provides water for water for Palmyra’s Palmyra’s agricultu agriculture and popre and population, eulation, explains whxplains why this sity thy this site this site rose to prrose to prominence iominence in antiquitn antiquity. Presumay. Presumably the nably the name of the me of the ancient ciancient city is derity ity is derivedis derived from its  from its concentratconcentration of palion of palm trees anm trees and productid production of varion of various types ous types of dates. of of dates. of dates. The sedentThe sedentary populaary population of thtion of the oasis gre oasis grew wealthyew wealthy because P because Palmyra wasalmyra wasalmyra was locatewas located halfway d halfway between thbetween the Euphratee Euphrates River ans River and Damascusd Damascus, and tari, and tariffs were cffs were cffs were charged focharged for goods car goods carried by prried by passing carassing caravans. Theavans. These camel cse camel caravans traravans transported ansported local prodllocal prodlocal products and lucts and luxury carguxury cargoes obtainoes obtained throughed through long-dist long-distance tradeance trade; products; products from the  f from the Afrom the Arabian Penrabian Peninsula andinsula and from Indi from India and the a and the Far East pFar East passed throassed through Palmyrugh Palmyrugh Palmyra enPalmyra en route to  route to the citiesthe cities of the Ro of the Roman Empireman Empire. In this . In this regard, Paregard, Palmyra was lmyra was an importaanan importaan important tradingnt trading partner w partner with Rome, ith Rome, like thoselike those described described in Rev. 1 in Rev. 18. In 8. In A.D.A.D. 269, howe 26 269, howev269, however, Palmyrer, Palmyra’s Queen a’s Queen Zenobia reZenobia rebelled agabelled against Romaninst Roman hegemony, hegemony, and the c and th and the city wthe city was destroyas destroyed in 272.ed in 272. Though th Though the site wase site was not total not totally abandonly abandoned, Palmyred, Palmyra never reaPalmyrPalmyra nePalmyra never recovever recovered its fored its former gloryrmer glory. It was b. It was brought to rought to the attentthe attention of theion of the West thro W West throuWest through visits gh visits to the ruito the ruins by Robens by Robert Wood anrt Wood and James Dad James Dawkins in 1wkins in 1751.751.751.

A major oasis in the Syrian Desert (modern Tadmor). The city’s perennial spring, 
which still provides water for Palmyra’s agriculture and population, explains why 
this site rose to prominence in antiquity. Presumably the name of the ancient city 
is derived from its concentration of palm trees and production of various types 
of dates. The sedentary population of the oasis grew wealthy because Palmyra 
was located halfway between the Euphrates River and Damascus, and tariffs were 
charged for goods carried by passing caravans. These camel caravans transported 
local products and luxury cargoes obtained through long-distance trade; products 
from the Arabian Peninsula and from India and the Far East passed through 
Palmyra en route to the cities of the Roman Empire. In this regard, Palmyra was 
an important trading partner with Rome, like those described in Rev. 18. In A.D. 
269, however, Palmyra’s Queen Zenobia rebelled against Roman hegemony, and 
the city was destroyed in 272. Though the site was not totally abandoned, 
Palmyra never recovered its former glory. It was brought to the attention of the 
West through visits to the ruins by Robert Wood and James Dawkins in 1751.

�2 Chr. 8:42 Chr. 8:4 refers to refers to Solomon’s Solomon’s construct construction of “Taion of “Tadmor in thdmor in the wildernee wilderness” (Palmyss” (Pss” (Palmyra’s(Palmyra’s ancient S ancient Semitic namemitic name, to whice, to which it has rh it has reverted toeverted today). Almoday). Almost all of st all of the remainthe the remainthe remains uncoveres uncovered at Palmyd at Palmyra date tora date to the Roman the Roman period, a period, and the citnd the city’s art any’s art and architecdanand architand architecture refecture reflect interlect international cnational connectionsonnections in this l in this late periodate period. A diffic. A difficulty ariseulty ariulty arises witarises with regard th regard to the Soloo the Solomonic linkmonic link with Palm with Palmyra/Tadmoryra/Tadmor, since 1 , since 1 Kgs. 9:18 Kgs. 9:18 refers to rerefers to refers to Solomon’s Solomon’s constructiconstruction of “Tamon of “Tamar in the ar in the wildernesswilderness” (in the ” (in the territory territory of Judah).of of Judah).of Judah). Some scho Some scholars assumlars assume that it e that it was unlikewas unlikely that Hely that Hebrew buildbrew building projecing projects were cats projecprojects wprojects were carrieere carried out as fd out as far as Tadmar as Tadmor in the or in the Syrian DesSyrian Desert and thert and think that 2ink that 2 Chronicle C ChroniclesChronicles has inser has inserted “Tadmoted “Tadmor” for ther” for the correct r correct reading “Taeading “Tamar.” On tmar.” On the basis ohe basis ohe basis of 2 Sam. of 2 Sam. 8:3-6, it 8:3-6, it is possiblis possible that Sole that Solomon was iomon was involved innvolved in building  building activitiesactivities at Palmyr at Palm at Palmyra/TaPalmyra/Tadmor, and dmor, and the antiquthe antiquity of thiity of this site is s site is demonstratdemonstrated by its ed by its appearanceappearance (as Tadmo (a (as Tadmor(as Tadmor) in cunei) in cuneiform textsform texts from Kült from Kültepe (in Anepe (in Anatolia), Matolia), Mari, and Aari, and Assyria. Eussyria. European androEuEuropean aEuropean and Syrian nd Syrian archaeologarchaeologists have ists have cleared ancleared and reconstrd reconstructed a faucted a fair proportir proportion of theiproportproportionproportion of the ru of the ruins, but cins, but considerablonsiderable work reme work remains.ains.ains.

2 Chr. 8:4 refers to Solomon’s construction of “Tadmor in the wilderness” 
(Palmyra’s ancient Semitic name, to which it has reverted today). Almost all of 
the remains uncovered at Palmyra date to the Roman period, and the city’s art 
and architecture reflect international connections in this late period. A difficulty 
arises with regard to the Solomonic link with Palmyra/Tadmor, since 1 Kgs. 9:18 
refers to Solomon’s construction of “Tamar in the wilderness” (in the territory 
of Judah). Some scholars assume that it was unlikely that Hebrew building 



projects were carried out as far as Tadmor in the Syrian Desert and think that 2 
Chronicles has inserted “Tadmor” for the correct reading “Tamar.” On the basis 
of 2 Sam. 8:3-6, it is possible that Solomon was involved in building activities at 
Palmyra/Tadmor, and the antiquity of this site is demonstrated by its appearance 
(as Tadmor) in cuneiform texts from Kültepe (in Anatolia), Mari, and Assyria. 
European and Syrian archaeologists have cleared and reconstructed a fair 
proportion of the ruins, but considerable work remains.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. Abou ZaS. Abou Zayd, ed., “yd, ed., “Palmyra anPalmyra and the Aramd the Aramaeans,” aeans,” ARAM PerioARAM PeriodARAM PeriodicalPeriodical 7 (1995)  7 (1995) [22 articl[22 articles]; I. Bres]; I. Browning, owning, PalmyraPalmyra (London,  (London, 1979); R. 1979); R. Stoneman, Stoneman,Stoneman, Stoneman, Palmyra anPalmyra and Its Empid Its Empirere (Ann Arbo (Ann Arbor, 1992).r, 1992).r, 1992).

Bibliography. S. Abou Zayd, ed., “Palmyra and the Aramaeans,” ARAM 
Periodical 7 (1995) [22 articles]; I. Browning, Palmyra (London, 1979); R. 
Stoneman, Palmyra and Its Empire (Ann Arbor, 1992).
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PALTIPALTI (Heb.  (Heb. palt�iîpalt�iî) (also PA) (also PALTIEL)LTIEL)LTIEL)

PALTI (Heb. palt�iî ) (also PALTIEL)

�1.1. The son o The son of Raphu off Raphu of the tribe the tribe of Benjam of Benjamin; one ofin; one of the 12 Is the 12 Israelite spraelite spies sent iies senies sent into sent into Canaan (NuCanaan (Num. 13:9).m. 13:9).m. 13:9).

1. The son of Raphu of the tribe of Benjamin; one of the 12 Israelite spies 
sent into Canaan (Num. 13:9).

�2.2. A Benjami A Benjaminite from nite from Gallim, thGallim, the son of Le son of Laish, to waish, to whom Saul phom Saul punitively unitively gave Davidgave gave Davidgave David’s wife Mi’s wife Michal as hichal as his own wifes own wife (1 Sam. 2 (1 Sam. 25:44). Acc5:44). According to ording to 2 Sam. 2:12 Sam. 2:15-16 (wher5-12:12:15-16 (w2:15-16 (where he ishere he is called Pa called Paltiel) wheltiel) when Abner ann Abner and Ish-boshd Ish-bosheth took Meth took Michal fromichal from him to re fromfrom him tfrom him to return ho return her to Davier to David, Palti(ed, Palti(el) followel) followed, weepingd, weeping, as far a, as far as Bahurim.s Bahurim.

2. A Benjaminite from Gallim, the son of Laish, to whom Saul punitively 
gave David’s wife Michal as his own wife (1 Sam. 25:44). According to 2 Sam. 
2:15-16 (where he is called Paltiel) when Abner and Ish-bosheth took Michal 
from him to return her to David, Palti(el) followed, weeping, as far as Bahurim.

PALTIELPALTIEL (Heb.  (Heb. palt�iî}eäpalt�iî}eäll)))

PALTIEL (Heb. palt�iî}eäl )

�1.1. The son o The son of Azzan; af Azzan; a leader of leader of Issachar  Issachar who assistwho assisted Moses ied Moses in the divin the division of Casion osion of Canaan of Canaan (Num. 34:2(Num. 34:26).6).6).

1. The son of Azzan; a leader of Issachar who assisted Moses in the division 
of Canaan (Num. 34:26).

�2.2. Alternate Alternate form of P form of Palti alti 2.2.

2. Alternate form of Palti 2.

PALTITEPALTITE (Heb.  (Heb. happalt�iîhappalt�iî)))

PALTITE (Heb. happalt�iî )

A gentilicA gentilic ascribed  ascribed to Helez, to Helez, one of Davone of David’s Thirtid’s Thirty (2 Sam. y (2 Sam. 23:26). Th23:26). The name maye name may indicate  in indicate tindicate that Helez hat Helez was from Bwas from Beth-pelet eth-pelet (Josh. 15:(Josh. 15:27; Neh. 127; Neh. 11:26) or t1:26) or that he washat he was a descend a  a descendaa descendant of the nt of the Calebite PCalebite Pelet (1 Chelet (1 Chr. 2:47) or. 2:47) or perhaps r perhaps Palti. At Palti. At 1 Chr. 11:1 Chr. 11:27; 27:10 27; 11:11:27; 27:11:27; 27:10 Helez i10 Helez is called “s called “the Pelonithe Pelonite.”te.”

A gentilic ascribed to Helez, one of David’s Thirty (2 Sam. 23:26). The name may 
indicate that Helez was from Beth-pelet (Josh. 15:27; Neh. 11:26) or that he was 
a descendant of the Calebite Pelet (1 Chr. 2:47) or perhaps Palti. At 1 Chr. 
11:27; 27:10 Helez is called “the Pelonite.”

PAMPHYLIAPAMPHYLIA (Gk.  (Gk. PamphyliíaPamphyliía)))

PAMPHYLIA (Gk. Pamphyliía)

A region (A region (lit., the lit., the land of “aland of “all tribes”ll tribes”) located ) located E of LyciaE of Lycia on the so on the southern coauthern coast of Asiast of Ast of Asia MinorAsia Minor and inhab and inhabited by peited by people of boople of both native th native and Greek and Greek origin (cforigin (cf. Herodotu. Herodotus sHerodotuHerodotus Herodotus Hist.Hist. 7.91; Str 7.91; Strabo abo Geog.Geog. 14.4.3).  14.4.3). Its large Its large fertile plfertile plain on theain on the Gulf of A Gulf of Antalya prontAAntalya prAntalya provided oliovided olive oil, frve oil, fruits, and uits, and grains; itgrains; its mountains mountainous areas ous areas were rich were rich in forest in forin forest of forest of pine and opine and oak. Trade ak. Trade and communand communication waication was facilitas facilitated througted through access th access to the sea otto the seato the sea and two m and two main roads,ain roads, which bot which both led north led north from Perh from Perga to the ga to the main southmain southmain southern hsouthern highway. Thighway. The major Hee major Hellenic citllenic cities in theies in the plain inc plain included Attaluded Attalia, Pergalia, Perga, Sillyum,, Sill, Sillyum, ASillyum, Aspendus, aspendus, and Side, and Side, and furthernd further inland we inland were Selge are Selge and Termessnd Termessus. Pamphyus. Pamphyus. Pamphylia Pamphylia was incorpwas incorporated intorated into the Romao the Roman provincen province of Cilici of Cilicia from 102a from 102–44 –44 B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E.B.C.E. Subsequen Subsequently it wastly it was included  included as part ofas part of the provi the provinces of Asnces of Asia and Galia and Galatia, respatia, resatia, respectiverespectively; it wasly; it was finally j finally joined withoined with its neigh its neighbor to thebor to the west by V west by Vespasian (espasian (ca. 69–79 ca. 69ca. 69–79 69–79 C.E.C.E.) to form ) to form the provinthe province of Lycice of Lycia-Pamphylia-Pamphylia.a.a.

A region (lit., the land of “all tribes”) located E of Lycia on the southern coast of 
Asia Minor and inhabited by people of both native and Greek origin (cf. 
Herodotus Hist. 7.91; Strabo Geog. 14.4.3). Its large fertile plain on the Gulf of 
Antalya provided olive oil, fruits, and grains; its mountainous areas were rich in 
forest of pine and oak. Trade and communication was facilitated through access 
to the sea and two main roads, which both led north from Perga to the main 
southern highway. The major Hellenic cities in the plain included Attalia, Perga, 
Sillyum, Aspendus, and Side, and further inland were Selge and Termessus. 



Pamphylia was incorporated into the Roman province of Cilicia from 102–44 
B.C.E. Subsequently it was included as part of the provinces of Asia and Galatia, 
respectively; it was finally joined with its neighbor to the west by Vespasian (ca. 
69–79 C.E.) to form the province of Lycia-Pamphylia.

�Jewish comJewish communities lmunities lived in Paived in Pamphylia frmphylia from Helleniom Hellenistic timesstic times (cf. 1 Ma (cf. 1 Macc. 15:23;cc. 15:2cc. 15:23; Phi15:23; Philo lo Ad GaiumAd Gaium 281), and 281), and Jews from Jews from Pamphylia Pamphylia were pres were present on theent on the day of Pe day of P day of Pentecost Pentecost (Acts 2:10(Acts 2:10). During ). During the first the first missionarymissionary journey,  journey, Paul, BarnPaul, Barnabas, and abas, and John Mark JohnJohn Mark John Mark landed at landed at Pamphylia,Pamphylia, specifica specifically the cilly the city of Pergty of Perga, on the a, on the way to Pisway to Pisidian AntiidianPisPisidian APisidian Antioch (Acntioch (Acts 13:13-1ts 13:13-14), and th4), and they preacheey preached in that d in that city on thcity on their returneir return before sa bef before saibefore sailing from ling from Attalia (1Attalia (14:24–26). 4:24–26). John Mark John Mark had left thad left their compaheir company after eny after entering Penteeentering Pentering Perga, whicerga, which later leh later led to divisd to divisions in trions in travel plansavel plans from Syri from Syrian Antiochan Antioch between B betw between Babetween Barnabas andrnabas and John Mark John Mark, on the o, on the one hand, ane hand, and Paul annd Paul and Silas, od Silas, on the othen the othen the other (15:other (15:36–41).36–41).36–41).

Jewish communities lived in Pamphylia from Hellenistic times (cf. 1 Macc. 
15:23; Philo Ad Gaium 281), and Jews from Pamphylia were present on the day of 
Pentecost (Acts 2:10). During the first missionary journey, Paul, Barnabas, and 
John Mark landed at Pamphylia, specifically the city of Perga, on the way to 
Pisidian Antioch (Acts 13:13-14), and they preached in that city on their return 
before sailing from Attalia (14:24–26). John Mark had left their company after 
entering Perga, which later led to divisions in travel plans from Syrian Antioch 
between Barnabas and John Mark, on the one hand, and Paul and Silas, on the 
other (15:36–41).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. Magie, D. Magie, Roman RuleRoman Rule in Asia M in Asia Minor,inor, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (1950, repr1950, repr. New York. New . New York, New York, 1975); R. 1975); R. Syme, “GalSyme, “Galatia and Patia and Pamphylia uamphylia under Augusnder Augustus,” tus,” KlioKlio 27 (1934) 27 (1934 27 (1934): 12(1934): 122–48.2–48.2–48.

Bibliography. D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor, 2 vols. (1950, repr. 
New York, 1975); R. Syme, “Galatia and Pamphylia under Augustus,” Klio 27 
(1934): 122–48.
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PAPHOSPAPHOS (Gk.  (Gk. PaéphosPaéphos)))

PAPHOS (Gk. Paéphos)

A city on A city on the southwthe southwest coast est coast of Cyprus,of Cyprus, visited b visited by Paul andy Paul and Barnabas  Barnabas on their fon their first missiirstffirst missfirst missionary jouionary journey (Actsrney (Acts 13:6-13). 13:6-13). Their vis Their visit was actit was actually to Nually to New Paphos,ew Paphos, establish est establisheestablished in the 4d in the 4th centuryth century  B.C.B.C. as a port as a port town at t town at the site ofhe site of modern Ba modern Baffo, some ffo, somffo, some 15 kmsome 15 km. (9 mi.) . (9 mi.) distant frdistant from the oldom the older inland er inland city (modecity (modern Koukliarn Kouklia). When Cy). When Cy). When Cyprus becCyprus became part oame part of the Romaf the Roman Empire in Empire in 58 n 58 B.C.B.C., New Paph, New Paphos became os became the capitathe capthe capital ofcapital of the islan the island. At the d. At the time of Patime of Paul it was ul it was the most ithe most important cmportant city on Cypity on Cyprus.rus.rus.

A city on the southwest coast of Cyprus, visited by Paul and Barnabas on their 
first missionary journey (Acts 13:6-13). Their visit was actually to New Paphos, 
established in the 4th century B.C. as a port town at the site of modern Baffo, 
some 15 km. (9 mi.) distant from the older inland city (modern Kouklia). When 
Cyprus became part of the Roman Empire in 58 B.C., New Paphos became the 
capital of the island. At the time of Paul it was the most important city on Cyprus.

�Old PaphosOld Paphos was renow was renowned in antned in antiquity foriquity for its templ its temple of Aphroe of Aphrodite. Accodite. According to lrdingAccoAccording According to legend,to legend, it was of it was off the coasf the coast near Papt near Paphos that thos that this goddeshis goddess was borns was born of sea fo o of sea foaof sea foam and firsm and first appearedt appeared to humank to humankind. Traveind. Traveling on thling on the Roman roe Roman road from Saad from Sad from Salalmis tSalalmis to Paphos, o Paphos, Paul and BPaul and Barnabas woarnabas would have duld have descended fescended from the hirom the hills of cenlls of central Cyprutcencentral Cycentral Cyprus to a prus to a view of thview of the temple ae temple and the twond the two towns wit towns with the sea h the sea beyond. Itbeyond. It was here  ItIt was herIt was here that thee that they met the y met the proconsul proconsul Sergius PaSergius Paulus and tulus and the magiciahe magician Elymas. n Elymas. Paphos retPaPaphos retPaphos retained its ained its importanceimportance until the until the Byzantine Byzantine era when  era when Salamis, rSalamis, rebuilt as ebuilt as ConstantiaCoConstantiaConstantia, became t, became the island’he island’s capital.s capital.

Old Paphos was renowned in antiquity for its temple of Aphrodite. 
According to legend, it was off the coast near Paphos that this goddess was born 
of sea foam and first appeared to humankind. Traveling on the Roman road from 
Salalmis to Paphos, Paul and Barnabas would have descended from the hills of 
central Cyprus to a view of the temple and the two towns with the sea beyond. 
It was here that they met the proconsul Sergius Paulus and the magician Elymas. 
Paphos retained its importance until the Byzantine era when Salamis, rebuilt as 
Constantia, became the island’s capital.

David A. DDavid A. Dormanorman
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PAPIASPAPIASPAPIAS

PAPIAS

Bishop of Bishop of HierapolisHierapolis in Asia M in Asia Minor in thinor in the early 2ne early 2nd century.d century. Papias (c Papias (ca. 60–130)a. 60–130) wrote a w wr wrote a wowrote a work in fiverk in five books (ch books (chapters) tiapters) titled An Extled An Exposition oposition of the Domif the Dominical Oracnical Oracles, whichleOracOracles, wOracles, which is nohich is now lost. Atw lost. At least 13  least 13 fragments fragments have been have been preserved preserved in writingin writings of varios os of variousof various church fa church fathers, prithers, primarily Iremarily Irenaeus and naeus and Eusebius, Eusebius, and as latand as late as the 9e as the 9th-centuryth-ce99th-centur9th-century y ChroniconChronicon of George of George the Sinne the Sinner.r.r.

Bishop of Hierapolis in Asia Minor in the early 2nd century. Papias (ca. 60–130) 
wrote a work in five books (chapters) titled An Exposition of the Dominical 
Oracles, which is now lost. At least 13 fragments have been preserved in writings 
of various church fathers, primarily Irenaeus and Eusebius, and as late as the 



9th-century Chronicon of George the Sinner.

�The most iThe most important omportant of the Papif the Papias traditias traditions is hisons is his writing o writing on the Gospn the Gospel of Markel of Mel of Mark. PapiMark. Papias says thas says that he hearat he heard from Johd from John the Elden the Elder that Marr that Mark was a trk was a translator fanslator for Peter, orffor Peter,for Peter, writing “ writing “all that [all that [Peter] remPeter] remembered acembered accurately bcurately but not in ut not in order as torder as to what waso wo what was ewhat was either saidither said or done b or done by the Lordy the Lord” (Eusebiu” (Eusebius s HEHE 3.39.15). 3.39.15). Papias’ w Papias’ work is an ork is aork is an apologyan apology for the d for the disorderlinisorderliness of Maress of Mark and a dek and a defense of Mfense of Mark’s accuark’s accuracy, and racy, and is the solis tis the sole sthe sole source of tource of the idea thhe idea that Mark goat Mark got his infot his information frrmation from Peter. om Peter. Many scholMany scholars have darscholscholars hscholars have disputave disputed this tred this tradition, cadition, contending ontending that it isthat it is an effort an effort of the ea of the early Churchrly Churly Church to Church to link Mark,link Mark, who was n who was not an eyewot an eyewitness to itness to the life othe life of Jesus, tf Jesus, to a sourceo a source who was t w who was thwho was the preeminee preeminent eyewitnnt eyewitness. Yet tess. Yet this critiqhis critique presuppue presupposes that oses that Papias seePapias seeks to estakseeseeks to eseeks to establish tstablish the canoniche canonicity of Marity of Mark on the ck on the criterion oriterion of apostolif apostolicity. Suchcity. Such presuppos pres presupposipresupposition is antion is anachronistiachronistic; Papias c; Papias has no idehas no idea of a NT a of a NT canon, andcanon, and he prefer he prefers the orals ts the oral tthe oral traditions raditions of the eldof the elders over bers over books (ooks (HEHE 3.39.4). 3.39.4). 3.39.4).

The most important of the Papias traditions is his writing on the Gospel of 
Mark. Papias says that he heard from John the Elder that Mark was a translator 
for Peter, writing “all that [Peter] remembered accurately but not in order as to 
what was either said or done by the Lord” (Eusebius HE 3.39.15). Papias’ work is 
an apology for the disorderliness of Mark and a defense of Mark’s accuracy, and is 
the sole source of the idea that Mark got his information from Peter. Many 
scholars have disputed this tradition, contending that it is an effort of the early 
Church to link Mark, who was not an eyewitness to the life of Jesus, to a source 
who was the preeminent eyewitness. Yet this critique presupposes that Papias 
seeks to establish the canonicity of Mark on the criterion of apostolicity. Such 
presupposition is anachronistic; Papias has no idea of a NT canon, and he prefers 
the oral traditions of the elders over books (HE 3.39.4).

�Papias alsPapias also wrote tho wrote that Matthewat Matthew “made an  “made an ordered arordered arrangement rangement of the oraof the oracles in thcleoraoracles inoracles in the Hebre the Hebrew languagew language,” which o,” which others thenthers then translate translated (d (HEHE 3.39.16). 3.39.16). Although  Altho Although mAlthough most scholaost scholars doubt Prs doubt Papias on tapias on this, some his, some do supportdo support the idea  the idea of a Semitof a Semitic origin iSemitSemitic orSemitic origin of Maigin of Matthew. A ntthew. A number of tumber of the church he church fathers exfathers express disdpress disdain for Paain for Papias becaupPaPapias becPapias because of hiause of his chiliasms chiliasm, belief i, belief in the comin the coming thousanng thousand-year reid-year reign of Chrign of Christ. This bst. Tst. This belieThis belief indicatef indicates likelihos likelihood that Paod that Papias knew pias knew the book othe book of Revelatif Revelation.on.on.

Papias also wrote that Matthew “made an ordered arrangement of the 
oracles in the Hebrew language,” which others then translated (HE 3.39.16). 
Although most scholars doubt Papias on this, some do support the idea of a 
Semitic origin of Matthew. A number of the church fathers express disdain for 
Papias because of his chiliasm, belief in the coming thousand-year reign of Christ. 
This belief indicates likelihood that Papias knew the book of Revelation.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. A. KleiJ. A. Kleist, st, Rereading Rereading the Papiasthe Papias Fragment  Fragment on St. Maron St. Markk (St. Loui (St. Loui (St. Louis, 194Louis, 1945); W. R. 5); W. R. Schoedel, Schoedel, Polycarp, Polycarp, Martyrdom Martyrdom of Polycarof Polycarp, Fragmenp, Fragments of Papits of Papias. The Apas. Tas. The ApostoThe Apostolic Fatherlic Fatherss 5, ed. R. 5, ed. R. M. Grant  M. Grant (New York,(New York, 1967). 1967). 1967).

Bibliography. J. A. Kleist, Rereading the Papias Fragment on St. Mark (St. 
Louis, 1945); W. R. Schoedel, Polycarp, Martyrdom of Polycarp, Fragments of Papias. 
The Apostolic Fathers 5, ed. R. M. Grant (New York, 1967).
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PAPYRUSPAPYRUSPAPYRUS

PAPYRUS

A tall, aqA tall, aquatic, reeuatic, reed plant abd plant abundant in undant in marshy aremarshy areas of loweas of lower Egypt inr Egypt in ancient t ancient times (cf. imesttimes (cf.times (cf. Job 8:11) Job 8:11), although, although no longer no longer found the found there. Papyrure. Papyrus s (Cyperus p(Cyperus papyrus)apyrus) was used  was was used iwas used in a numbern a number of produc of products in ancits in ancient Egypt,ent Egypt, including including baskets,  baskets, ropes, boaropes, boats, sandalts,boaboats, sanboats, sandals, and dals, and mats. Its mats. Its most extenmost extensive use, sive use, however, whowever, was as a toas as a tough and inugh and inexpensive exininexpensivinexpensive paper. (e paper. (The EnglisThe English word “pah word “paper” comesper” comes from “pap from “papyrus,” altyrus,” although papehough paphough paper was paper was invented iinvented in China ann China and is made d is made from wood from wood or cotton or cotton fibers.) Pfibers.) Papyrus is apyrus is made by cummade by cumade by cutting stritting strips of pithps of pith from insi from inside the stade the stalks of thelks of the plant, la plant, laying the sying the strips out trips otrips out in twoout in two layers at layers at right ang right angles, fusinles, fusing the layeg the layers togethers together by poundr by pounding, and ding, and drying and ryingddrying anddrying and smoothing smoothing the resul the resulting sheetting sheet with shel with shell or stonel or stone tools (cf tools (cf. Pliny th. Pliny the Elder e Elde Elder Elder Nat. hist.Nat. hist. 13.11–13) 13.11–13). The shee. The sheets could tts could then be joihen be joined togethned together to former to form scrolls o scrolls scrolls ofscrolls of any presc any prescribed lengribed length. The loth. The longest exisngest existing roll ting roll is 39.6 m.is 39.6 m. (130 ft.) (130 ft.)...

A tall, aquatic, reed plant abundant in marshy areas of lower Egypt in ancient 
times (cf. Job 8:11), although no longer found there. Papyrus (Cyperus papyrus) 
was used in a number of products in ancient Egypt, including baskets, ropes, 
boats, sandals, and mats. Its most extensive use, however, was as a tough and 
inexpensive paper. (The English word “paper” comes from “papyrus,” although 
paper was invented in China and is made from wood or cotton fibers.) Papyrus is 
made by cutting strips of pith from inside the stalks of the plant, laying the strips 
out in two layers at right angles, fusing the layers together by pounding, and 
drying and smoothing the resulting sheet with shell or stone tools (cf. Pliny the 
Elder Nat. hist. 13.11–13). The sheets could then be joined together to form 
scrolls of any prescribed length. The longest existing roll is 39.6 m. (130 ft.).

�Papyrus waPapyrus was used as s used as a writing a writing material imaterial in Egypt frn Egypt from ca. 300om ca. 3000 0 B.C.E.B.C.E. until wel until well into thel welwell into well into the 1st mithe 1st millennium llennium C.E.C.E. and was p and was preferred oreferred over clay tver clay tablets, stablets, stone, and wone, and wood. Leathowwood. Leatwood. Leather, howevher, however, was aler, was also used exso used extensively tensively as a writias a writing medium.ng medium. Papyrus w Papyrus w Papyrus was a signwas a significant trificant trade item fade item for ancientor ancient Egypt ( Egypt (ANET,ANET, 28), and  28), and was exportwas exported to Syried to Syried to Syria-PaleSyria-Palestine, Grestine, Greece, and Iece, and Italy. Ancitaly. Ancient papyruent papyrus documents documents exist ins exist in many lang many languages, incuaglanglanguages,languages, including including Egyptian, Egyptian, Greek, Ar Greek, Aramaic, Hebamaic, Hebrew, Coptirew, Coptic, and Latc, and Latin. Directin. Direct and indir a and indireand indirect archaeoct archaeological evlogical evidence sugidence suggests thatgests that papyrus w papyrus was a commoas a common writing n writing material immaterial imaterial in Palestinn Palestine during te during the 1st milhe 1st millennium lennium B.C.E.B.C.E. A few fra A few fragments of gments of papyrus dopapyrus dopapyrus documents documents have been have been found at afound at a number of number of locations locations, includin, including a cave ig a cave in Wadi n Wadi Murabba}atMuMurabba}atMurabba}at (7th cent (7th century), a caury), a cave in Wadive in Wadi ed-Daliye ed-Daliyeh (4th cenh (4th century), cavtury), caves around es aroundes around Qumaround Qumran (3rd cran (3rd century entury B.C.E.B.C.E.—1st centu—1st century ry C.E.C.E.), and in ), and in Nah�al H¸eNah�al H¸everver (2nd cent (2 (2nd centu(2nd century ry C.E.C.E.). In addi). In addition, at Stion, at Samaria, Laamaria, Lachish, Telchish, Tell el-Hesi,l el-Hesi, Beth-zur, Beth-zur, and Jerus and Jerus and Jerusalem,Jerusalem, hundreds  hundreds of clay buof clay bullae used llae used to seal coto seal contracts anntracts and letters d letters have been have been found withfoufound withfound with traces of traces of papyrus f papyrus fibers attaibers attached, indiched, indicating thacating that the docut the documents to wments to which they hicwwhich theywhich they were atta were attached were ched were papyrus. Tpapyrus. The evidenche evidence confirmse confirms the sugge the suggestion thatstion thastion that papyrthat papyrus was useus was used extensivd extensively in Palely in Palestine, buestine, but the climt the climate was toate was too damp to o damp to permit thepepermit thepermit the preservat preservation of papion of papyrus documyrus documents excepents except in sheltt in sheltered, dry ered, dry areas. Texareas. Texts of the tTexTexts of tTexts of the OT werehe OT were written m written mainly on lainly on leather (aleather (although somthough some may havee may have been writ been wr been written onwritten on papyrus), papyrus), while tex while texts of the ts of the NT, especiNT, especially the lally the letters, weetters, were probablre probably written y wry written fiwritten first on paprst on papyrus.yrus.yrus.

Papyrus was used as a writing material in Egypt from ca. 3000 B.C.E. until 
well into the 1st millennium C.E. and was preferred over clay tablets, stone, and 
wood. Leather, however, was also used extensively as a writing medium. Papyrus 
was a significant trade item for ancient Egypt (ANET, 28), and was exported to 



Syria-Palestine, Greece, and Italy. Ancient papyrus documents exist in many 
languages, including Egyptian, Greek, Aramaic, Hebrew, Coptic, and Latin. Direct 
and indirect archaeological evidence suggests that papyrus was a common writing 
material in Palestine during the 1st millennium B.C.E. A few fragments of papyrus 
documents have been found at a number of locations, including a cave in Wadi 
Murabba}at (7th century), a cave in Wadi ed-Daliyeh (4th century), caves 
around Qumran (3rd century B.C.E.—1st century C.E.), and in Nah�al H¸ever  
(2nd century C.E.). In addition, at Samaria, Lachish, Tell el-Hesi, Beth-zur, and 
Jerusalem, hundreds of clay bullae used to seal contracts and letters have been 
found with traces of papyrus fibers attached, indicating that the documents to 
which they were attached were papyrus. The evidence confirms the suggestion 
that papyrus was used extensively in Palestine, but the climate was too damp to 
permit the preservation of papyrus documents except in sheltered, dry areas. 
Texts of the OT were written mainly on leather (although some may have been 
written on papyrus), while texts of the NT, especially the letters, were probably 
written first on papyrus.

�The only cThe only clear biblilear biblical referecal reference to papnce to papyrus as a yrus as a writing mawriting material is terial is found in 2found in 2 John 12.  22 John 12.2 John 12. Gk.  Gk. chaérteäschaérteäs refers to refers to the papyr the papyrus roll orus roll or sheet on  sheet on which a lewhich a letter is wrtter is tter is writtenis written. Isa. 18:. Isa. 18:2 mentions2 mentions the use o the use of papyrus f papyrus stalks to stalks to make sailimake sailing vesselsng vessels. Baby Mos. Baby. Baby MosesBaby Moses is hidden is hidden in a papy in a papyrus basketrus basket (Exod. 2: (Exod. 2:3), and th3), and the “reeds ae “reeds and rushes”nd rushes” in Isa. 3 in in Isa. 35in Isa. 35:7 undoubt:7 undoubtedly referedly refer to papyru to papyrus.s.s.

The only clear biblical reference to papyrus as a writing material is found in 
2 John 12. Gk. chaérteäs refers to the papyrus roll or sheet on which a letter 
is written. Isa. 18:2 mentions the use of papyrus stalks to make sailing vessels. 
Baby Moses is hidden in a papyrus basket (Exod. 2:3), and the “reeds and rushes” 
in Isa. 35:7 undoubtedly refer to papyrus.
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PARABLESPARABLESPARABLES

PARABLES

TransliterTransliteration of Gation of Gk k paraboleäíparaboleäí,, used in t used in the NT to ihe NT to identify a dentify a variety ofvariety of literary  literary forms. Litfforms. Litforms. Literally theerally the word sign word signifies someifies something castthing cast alongside alongside another t another thing to clhing to clarify it. arifyclclarify itclarify it. However,. However, literary  literary units idenunits identified as tified as parables iparables in the NT tn the NT themselves hemselves generally genergenerally generally require clrequire clarificatioarification and are n and are frequentlyfrequently, but not , but not always, acalways, accompanied companied by explanaby eby explanatioexplanations providens provided by the Ed by the Evangelist.vangelist.

Transliteration of Gk paraboleäí, used in the NT to identify a variety of literary 
forms. Literally the word signifies something cast alongside another thing to 
clarify it. However, literary units identified as parables in the NT themselves 
generally require clarification and are frequently, but not always, accompanied by 
explanations provided by the Evangelist.

�The GospelThe Gospels are not s are not consistentconsistent in what t in what they descrihey describe as a pabe as a parable. Therable. The term is u term  term is usterm is used to idened to identify: stortify: stories havingies having a beginni a beginning, middleng, middle, and end , and end (Mark 4:2-(Mark 4:2-9); brief 9); b9); brief imagbrief images (13:28)es (13:28); aphorism; aphorisms (7:15–17s (7:15–17); and tra); and traditional pditional proverbs (Lroverbs (Luke 4:23).uke 4:23). Luke (14: Lu Luke (14:8Luke (14:8–10) even –10) even regards Jeregards Jesus’ advicsus’ advice about see about seating etiqating etiquette at auette at a marriage  marriage banquet asbanbanquet asbanquet as a parable a parable (v. 7). T (v. 7). The Evangelhe Evangelists do noists do not always at always agree amonggree among themselve themselves that pars themselvethemselvesthemselves that part that particular liticular literary uniterary units are paras are parables. For bles. For example, Lexample, Luke 5:36-3uke 5:36-38 designat8 de8 designatesdesignates twin apho twin aphorisms as arisms as a single  single paraboleäíparaboleäí,, while Mat while Matt. 9:16-17t. 9:16-17; Mark 2:2; Mark 2:21-22 do no1-2:22:21-22 do2:21-22 do not. Gene not. Generally NT srally NT scholars recholars reserve the serve the designatiodesignation n paraboleäíparaboleäí for the s for th for the storiethe stories and use s and use other termother terms more cons more consistent wisistent with their cth their character fharacter for the othor the other literarerothother liteother literary formsrary forms...

The Gospels are not consistent in what they describe as a parable. The 
term is used to identify: stories having a beginning, middle, and end (Mark 4:2-9); 
brief images (13:28); aphorisms (7:15–17); and traditional proverbs (Luke 4:23). 
Luke (14:8–10) even regards Jesus’ advice about seating etiquette at a marriage 
banquet as a parable (v. 7). The Evangelists do not always agree among 
themselves that particular literary units are parables. For example, Luke 5:36-38 



designates twin aphorisms as a single paraboleäí, while Matt. 9:16-17; Mark 
2:21-22 do not. Generally NT scholars reserve the designation paraboleäí for 
the stories and use other terms more consistent with their character for the 
other literary forms.

�The EvangeThe Evangelists do alists do agree that gree that parables aparables are obscurere obscure and need  and need explanatioexplanation. They usn. Then. They usualThey usually providely provide the parab the parable with a le with a literary iliterary introductiontroduction (e.g., Ln (e.g., Luke 18:1, uke 18:1, 9) and/or 9) an9) and/or an and/or an interpretainterpretation (vv. tion (vv. 6–8). The 6–8). The literary sliterary setting claetting clarifies howrifies how they unde they understand therstanundeunderstandunderstand the parab the parable. Some ple. Some parables, harables, however, haowever, have neitherve neither introduct introduction nor inion nor inion nor interpretainterpretation to cltion to clarify how arify how the Evangethe Evangelists undelists understood therstood them (e.g., Lm (e.g., Luke 3:7-9)uke 3:7-9). Parables. Pa. Parables aParables are not alwre not always introdays introduced by a uced by a literary fliterary frame callirame calling for comng for comparison (Lparison (Luke 12:16-uke(L(Luke 12:1(Luke 12:16-20; 15:86-20; 15:8-9). Also,-9). Also, some para some parables are ubles are used as exased as examples (Lukmples (Luke 10:25-37e 10:25-37) rather t)10:25-3710:25-37) 10:25-37) rather tharather than comparatn comparatively. Tweively. Twelve parabllve parables out of es out of about 38 pabout 38 preserved ireserved in early Chniin early Cin early Christian lhristian literature iterature are comparare compared to the ed to the kingdom (ikingdom (i.e., reign.e., reign) of God.) of God.) of God.

The Evangelists do agree that parables are obscure and need explanation. 
They usually provide the parable with a literary introduction (e.g., Luke 18:1, 9) 
and/or an interpretation (vv. 6–8). The literary setting clarifies how they 
understand the parable. Some parables, however, have neither introduction nor 
interpretation to clarify how the Evangelists understood them (e.g., Luke 3:7-9). 
Parables are not always introduced by a literary frame calling for comparison 
(Luke 12:16-20; 15:8-9). Also, some parables are used as examples (Luke 
10:25-37) rather than comparatively. Twelve parables out of about 38 preserved 
in early Christian literature are compared to the kingdom (i.e., reign) of God.

�The usual The usual way of expway of explaining palaining parables in rables in the Gospelthe Gospels is the as is the attachment ttachment of a contiof a conof a contiguouscontiguous “moral” a “moral” at the end,t the end, relating  relating the parablthe parable to some e to some aspect of aspect of Christian Christian life in thlifelife in thlife in the church ce church community (ommunity (e.g., Lukee.g., Luke 18:6-8: t 18:6-8: the return he return of the Lorof the Lord). Some id). Some interpretatnteriinterpretainterpretations treations treat the parat the parabolic storbolic stories as allies as allegories. Iegories. In an allegn an allegory multipory multiple elementle elemle elements ielements in the storn the story have a oy have a one-to-one ne-to-one relationshrelationship with thip with things outsiings outside the stode the story. There ry. stostory. Thestory. There are onlre are only three fuy three fully develolly developed allegoped allegorical interical interpretationrpretations of the ps of the parables inarablpparables iparables in the canon the canonical Gospnical Gospels: the Sels: the Sower (Markower (Mark 4:14-20 p 4:14-20 par.), the ar.), the Weeds in tWeeds in the Field (htthe Field the Field (Matt. 13:(Matt. 13:36-43), an36-43), and the Fishd the Fishnet (13:47net (13:47–50).–50).–50).

The usual way of explaining parables in the Gospels is the attachment of a 
contiguous “moral” at the end, relating the parable to some aspect of Christian 
life in the church community (e.g., Luke 18:6-8: the return of the Lord). Some 
interpretations treat the parabolic stories as allegories. In an allegory multiple 
elements in the story have a one-to-one relationship with things outside the 
story. There are only three fully developed allegorical interpretations of the 
parables in the canonical Gospels: the Sower (Mark 4:14-20 par.), the Weeds in 
the Field (Matt. 13:36-43), and the Fishnet (13:47–50).

�Stories atStories attributed ttributed to Jesus ofo Jesus of Nazareth  Nazareth can be foucan be found in the nd in the canonical canonical Gospels ofGospels Gospels ofGospels of Matthew,  Matthew, Mark, and Mark, and Luke and iLuke and in two Nag n two Nag Hammadi teHammadi texts, the Gxts, the Gospel of Tospel oospel of Thomas of Thomas and the Apand the Apocryphon oocryphon of James. Tf James. The Gospel he Gospel of John prof John preserves noeserves no parabolic parabo parabolic parabolic stories, astories, and does nond does not even uset even use the word  the word paraboleäíparaboleäí.. Instead,  Instead, John uses John usesJohn uses uses paroimiía,paroimiía, which see which seems best trms best translated aanslated as “figure”s “figure” or “crypt or “cryptic saying,ic saying,” since su” since ” since suchsince such language  language in John isin John is contraste contrasted to open d to open or clear lor clear language (Janguage (John 10:1-6ohn 10:1-6; 16:16-30; 16; 16:16-30).16:16-30).

Stories attributed to Jesus of Nazareth can be found in the canonical 
Gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke and in two Nag Hammadi texts, the Gospel 
of Thomas and the Apocryphon of James. The Gospel of John preserves no 
parabolic stories, and does not even use the word paraboleäí. Instead, John 
uses paroimiía, which seems best translated as “figure” or “cryptic saying,” 
since such language in John is contrasted to open or clear language (John 10:1-6; 
16:16-30).

�The canoniThe canonical Gospelcal Gospels provide s provide reasons toreasons to explain w explain why Jesus shy Jesus spoke in papoke in parables. Acrablespaparables. parables. According According to Mark 4:to Mark 4:10-12 Jesu10-12 Jesus used thes used the parables  parables in order tin order to keep outo keep outsiders frosoutoutsiders outsiders from underfrom understanding hstanding his teachinis teaching about Gog about God’s reign,d’s reign, for if th for if they understey understood they woounderstunderstoodunderstood they woul they would “repent d “repent and be forand be forgiven.” Hegiven.” Hence the tence the teaching aboaching about God’s rut God’sut God’s reigGod’s reign in Mark n in Mark was meant was meant for the difor the disciples onsciples only. Luke’sly. Luke’s explanati explanation (Luke 8on (Luke 8:9-10) is :9-88:9-10) is8:9-10) is like Mark like Mark’s, except’s, except that Luke that Luke does not  does not include thinclude the offensive offensive phrase ae phrase about repenboutaabout repeabout repenting and nting and being forgbeing forgiven. Mattiven. Matt. 13:10-17. 13:10-17, on the o, on the other hand,ther hand, cites Isa cites Isa. 6:9-10 a. 6:9. 6:9-10 as 6:9-10 as a prophetia prophetic anticipac anticipation that tion that people woupeople would not undld not understand therstand the parablese parables. Matthew . parablesparables. parables. Matthew exMatthew explains thaplains that people ct people could have ould have understoodunderstood the parab the parables had thles had thles had they wantethey wanted to. The d to. The reason thereason they did not y did not is that this that they deliberey deliberately hardately hardened theirened their hearts an he hearts andhearts and in so doi in so doing fulfillng fulfilled Isaiah’ed Isaiah’s prophecys prophecy. These ex. These explanationsplanations for Jesus for Jesus’ use of t’ use ’ use of theuse of the parables  parables are generaare generally regardlly regarded as earled as early ecclesiay ecclesiastical trastical traditions. Tditions. They demonshey dehey demonstratdemonstrate that thee that the Church in Church in the latte the latter half of r half of the 1st cethe 1st century had ntury had difficultydifficulty understan unde understandunderstanding the paing the parables. Thrables. The stories e stories could not could not easily be easily be related torelated to the cultu the cultural and thral aral and theoloand theological changical changes that hges that had taken pad taken place in thlace in the Church se Church since the tince the time of Jesime of Jesus, such aus, JesJesus, sucJesus, such as the sh as the shift from hift from a Semitic a Semitic to a Helleto a Hellenistic envnistic environment.ironment.ironment.

The canonical Gospels provide reasons to explain why Jesus spoke in 
parables. According to Mark 4:10-12 Jesus used the parables in order to keep 
outsiders from understanding his teaching about God’s reign, for if they 
understood they would “repent and be forgiven.” Hence the teaching about 
God’s reign in Mark was meant for the disciples only. Luke’s explanation (Luke 
8:9-10) is like Mark’s, except that Luke does not include the offensive phrase 
about repenting and being forgiven. Matt. 13:10-17, on the other hand, cites Isa. 
6:9-10 as a prophetic anticipation that people would not understand the 
parables. Matthew explains that people could have understood the parables had 
they wanted to. The reason they did not is that they deliberately hardened their 
hearts and in so doing fulfilled Isaiah’s prophecy. These explanations for Jesus’ 
use of the parables are generally regarded as early ecclesiastical traditions. They 



demonstrate that the Church in the latter half of the 1st century had difficulty 
understanding the parables. The stories could not easily be related to the cultural 
and theological changes that had taken place in the Church since the time of 
Jesus, such as the shift from a Semitic to a Hellenistic environment.

�The storieThe stories are reals are realistic portistic portrayals of rayals of village livillage life in 1st-fe in 1st-century Pacentury Palestine. Tlestine. They treat heyTThey treatThey treat such topi such topics as the cs as the hazards ofhazards of farming ( farming (a Sower, Ma Sower, Mark 4:3-8 ark 4:3-8 par.), thepar.), the ownership ow ownership ownership of real esof real estate and ptate and property (troperty (the Hidden he Hidden Treasure, Treasure, Matt. 13:4Matt. 13:44 par.), h4 par.), household aouhhousehold household activitiesactivities (the Lost (the Lost Coin, Luk Coin, Luke 15:8-9),e 15:8-9), Jewish wo Jewish worship (thership (the Pharisee  Pharisee and Toll Candand Toll Cand Toll Collector, ollector, 18:10–13),18:10–13), family re family relationshiplationships (the Pros (the Prodigal Son/digal Son/Elder BrotElder Brother, 15:11herBrotBrother, 1Brother, 15:11–32), 5:11–32), and cookinand cooking (the Leag (the Leaven, Matt.ven, Matt. 13:33 par 13:33 par.). Since .). Since the latterthe latter part of t par part of thpart of the 1st cente 1st century their ury their realistic realistic character,character, portrayin portraying aspects g aspects of ancientof ancient Palestini Pales PalestiniaPalestinian village n village life, has life, has regularly regularly been bypasbeen bypassed in favsed in favor of insior of insights into ghts into early Chriearly Chearly Christian Christian theology atheology and moralitnd morality. For exay. For example, Mattmple, Matthew appendhew appends a circuls a circulating sayiating saying (Matt. ngsayisaying (Masaying (Matt. 20:16;tt. 20:16; cf. Mark  cf. Mark 10:31; Luk10:31; Luke 13:30) te 13:30) to the Laboo the Laborers in thrers in the Vineyarde Vineyard (Matt. 20 (M (Matt. 20:(Matt. 20:1-15), a s1-15), a story dealitory dealing with emng with employer-empployer-employee relaloyee relations in Ptions in Palestinianalestinian antiquity ant antiquity,antiquity, to indica to indicate that thte that the story ile story illustrates lustrates reversal oreversal of rank at f rank at the last jthe last judgment. Tudgment.jjudgment. judgment. The story The story of the Losof the Lost Sheep (Mt Sheep (Matt. 18:12att. 18:12-13) serve-13) serves Matthew s Matthew as an alleas an allegory on thgoalleallegory oallegory on the presn the preservation oervation of the Chrif the Christian discstian disciple (v. 1iple (v. 14), while 4), while in Luke (Lin Luke (Luke 15:4-6uke 1uke 15:4-6) it15:4-6) it is an all is an allegory on tegory on the convershe conversion of sinion of sinners who aners who are outsidere outside the Churc the Church (vv. 1–2h (h (vv. 1–2, (vv. 1–2, 7). These 7). These distinctlydistinctly Christian Christian interpret interpretations strations strike many iike many interpreternterpreters as out os as os as out of plaout of place with thce with the thoroughe thoroughly Jewish ly Jewish stories.stories.stories.

The stories are realistic portrayals of village life in 1st-century Palestine. 
They treat such topics as the hazards of farming (a Sower, Mark 4:3-8 par.), the 
ownership of real estate and property (the Hidden Treasure, Matt. 13:44 par.), 
household activities (the Lost Coin, Luke 15:8-9), Jewish worship (the Pharisee 
and Toll Collector, 18:10–13), family relationships (the Prodigal Son/Elder 
Brother, 15:11–32), and cooking (the Leaven, Matt. 13:33 par.). Since the latter 
part of the 1st century their realistic character, portraying aspects of ancient 
Palestinian village life, has regularly been bypassed in favor of insights into early 
Christian theology and morality. For example, Matthew appends a circulating 
saying (Matt. 20:16; cf. Mark 10:31; Luke 13:30) to the Laborers in the Vineyard 
(Matt. 20:1-15), a story dealing with employer-employee relations in Palestinian 
antiquity, to indicate that the story illustrates reversal of rank at the last 
judgment. The story of the Lost Sheep (Matt. 18:12-13) serves Matthew as an 
allegory on the preservation of the Christian disciple (v. 14), while in Luke (Luke 
15:4-6) it is an allegory on the conversion of sinners who are outside the Church 
(vv. 1–2, 7). These distinctly Christian interpretations strike many interpreters as 
out of place with the thoroughly Jewish stories.

�The HebrewThe Hebrew Scripture Scriptures contain s contain only a fewonly a few narrative narratives that ress that resemble the emble the charactericharaccharactericharacteristic storystic story parable t parable typical of ypical of Jesus. EzeJesus. Ezek. 17:2-10k. 17:2-10 (the Eagl (the Eagles and thees and the Vine) is  Vine) Vine) is aVine) is an allegoryn allegory  (maœsûaœl)(maœsûaœl),, followed  followed by an alleby an allegorical ingorical interpretatiterpretation (vv. 11on (vv. 11on (vv. 11–21) sim11–21) similar to thilar to the parable e parable of the Sowof the Sower. Ezek. er. Ezek. 19:1-9 (th19:1-9 (the Lions) ae Lions) and 19:10–1nd 19:10–14 (the Vin4 (4 (the Vine)(the Vine) are calle are called lamentatd lamentations ions (qiîna®).(qiîna®). Judg. 9:8 Judg. 9:8-15 (the T-15 (the Trees and trees and the Bramblehe Bramhe Bramble) iBramble) is a fable s a fable that servethat serves an allegs an allegorical funorical function. 2 Sction. 2 Sam. 12:1-4am. 12:1-4 (the Ewe  (the Ewe Lamb) is aLambLamb) is aLamb) is a story tha story that functiont functions as an als as an allegory. 2 legory. 2 Sam. 14:5-Sam. 14:5-7 (the Wis7 (the Wise Woman ofe Woman of Tekoa) is T Tekoa) is Tekoa) is a brief fia brief fictional nactional narrative (vrrative (vv. 1–3 shov. 1–3 show it to bew it to be a fabrica a fabricated story)ted story) used neit used n used neither coneither comparativelmparatively or figury or figuratively. Eatively. Eccl. 9:14-ccl. 9:14-15 is a br15 is a brief story ief story (the Besie(the Besieged City) ged Ciged City) follCity) followed by a owed by a summarizinsummarizing moral ong moral on the super the superiority of iority of wisdom (v.wisdom (v. 16). Thes 16). These last twoeThesThese lastThese last two are m two are most like tost like the typicalhe typical parable o parable of the earlf the early Christiay Christian Gospels.n Gospels.

The Hebrew Scriptures contain only a few narratives that resemble the 
characteristic story parable typical of Jesus. Ezek. 17:2-10 (the Eagles and the 
Vine) is an allegory (maœsûaœl), followed by an allegorical interpretation (vv. 
11–21) similar to the parable of the Sower. Ezek. 19:1-9 (the Lions) and 19:10–14 
(the Vine) are called lamentations (qiîna®). Judg. 9:8-15 (the Trees and the 
Bramble) is a fable that serves an allegorical function. 2 Sam. 12:1-4 (the Ewe 
Lamb) is a story that functions as an allegory. 2 Sam. 14:5-7 (the Wise Woman of 
Tekoa) is a brief fictional narrative (vv. 1–3 show it to be a fabricated story) used 
neither comparatively or figuratively. Eccl. 9:14-15 is a brief story (the Besieged 
City) followed by a summarizing moral on the superiority of wisdom (v. 16). 
These last two are most like the typical parable of the early Christian Gospels.

�In the LXXIn the LXX Heb.  Heb. maœsûaœlmaœsûaœl is regula is regularly translrly translated as ated as paraboleäíparaboleäí,, and is us and is us and is used to chused to characterizearacterize a variety a variety of litera of literary forms. ry forms. MaœsûaœlMaœsûaœl describes describes: allegori: allegories that ares tes that are bthat are both narratoth narratives (Ezekives (Ezek. 17:2-10). 17:2-10) and brief and brief figures ( figures (24:3–5); t24:3–5); traditionalraditional proverbs  prove proverbs (proverbs (Jer. 23:28Jer. 23:28; 1 Sam. 2; 1 Sam. 24:13; Ezek4:13; Ezek. 18:2); a. 18:2); and lamentand lamentations thattions that are brief are brief narrative narr narrativesnarratives (Ezek. 19 (Ezek. 19:1-9, 10-1:1-9, 10-14) and say4) and sayings (Hab.ings (Hab. 2:5-6; Mi 2:5-6; Mic. 2:4). Ic. 2:4). In general,n general, a  a maœsûaœlmamaœsûaœlmaœsûaœl appears t appears to describeo describe any liter any literary unit wary unit whose meanihose meaning is not ng is not immediatelimmediateimmediatelimmediately clear ory clear or easily un easily understood (derstood (Ps. 49:4[MPs. 49:4[MT 3]; 78:2T 3]; 78:2, Prov. 1:, Prov. 1:6).6).6).

In the LXX Heb. maœsûaœl is regularly translated as paraboleäí, and is 
used to characterize a variety of literary forms. Maœsûaœl describes: allegories 
that are both narratives (Ezek. 17:2-10) and brief figures (24:3–5); traditional 
proverbs (Jer. 23:28; 1 Sam. 24:13; Ezek. 18:2); and lamentations that are brief 
narratives (Ezek. 19:1-9, 10-14) and sayings (Hab. 2:5-6; Mic. 2:4). In general, a 
maœsûaœl appears to describe any literary unit whose meaning is not 
immediately clear or easily understood (Ps. 49:4[MT 3]; 78:2, Prov. 1:6).

�The ecclesThe ecclesiastical aiastical and allegornd allegorical interical interpretationspretations of the pa of the parables werrables were not chale not chale not challengedchallenged until the until the end of th end of the 19th cene 19th century. The tury. The rise of thrise of the modern ce modern critical stritical study of theudy oudy of the parof the parables begaables began with rejn with rejection of ection of the idea tthe idea that parablhat parables were ales were allegories rlegories requiring iequirrequiring requiring interpretainterpretations liketions like Mark’s ex Mark’s explanation planation of the Sowof the Sower (Mark 4er (Mark 4:14-20). I:14-20). In 1886 Adon 1n 1886 Adolf1886 Adolf Jülicher  Jülicher rejected trejected the allegorhe allegorical methoical method, and redd, and reduced the muced the many pointsany points of allego o of allegorof allegorical interical interpretation pretation to a generto a general one poial one point moral ant moral against a hgainst a hypotheticaypothetical backgroul bacl backgroundbackground in the li in the life of Jesufe of Jesus. The lits. The literary setterary settings of things of the parablese parables in the Go in the Gospels werespels wspels were not rwere not regarded asegarded as the origi the original settinnal settings of the gs of the parables iparables in the socin the social life ofal life of Palestini Palest PalestiniaPalestinian antiquitn antiquity. Thus a y. Thus a story aboustory about the hazat the hazards of farrds of farming in 1sming in 1st-century t-century Palestine PalesPalestine Palestine becomes “abecomes “a warning t warning to the convo the converted agaierted against a failnst a failure to staure to stand fast innd fast in time of p tim time of petime of persecution rsecution and againsand against worldinet worldiness” (Jeremss” (Jeremias, 150).ias, 150).

The ecclesiastical and allegorical interpretations of the parables were not 



challenged until the end of the 19th century. The rise of the modern critical study 
of the parables began with rejection of the idea that parables were allegories 
requiring interpretations like Mark’s explanation of the Sower (Mark 4:14-20). In 
1886 Adolf Jülicher rejected the allegorical method, and reduced the many points 
of allegorical interpretation to a general one point moral against a hypothetical 
background in the life of Jesus. The literary settings of the parables in the Gospels 
were not regarded as the original settings of the parables in the social life of 
Palestinian antiquity. Thus a story about the hazards of farming in 1st-century 
Palestine becomes “a warning to the converted against a failure to stand fast in 
time of persecution and against worldiness” (Jeremias, 150).

�The next sThe next shift in unhift in understandinderstanding the charg the character of tacter of the parablehe parables occurreds occurred in 1935 w in 193 in 1935 when 1935 when C. H. DoddC. H. Dodd argued th argued that a parabat a parable was “a le was “a metaphor ometaphor or simile dr simile drawn from rawn frorawn from naturfrom nature or commoe or common life, arn life, arresting thresting the hearer be hearer by its viviy its vividness or sdness or strangenesstrangeness, and leav, a, and leavinand leaving the mindg the mind in suffic in sufficient doubtient doubt about its about its precise a precise applicationpplication to tease  to tease it into acit intoit into activinto active thought”e thought” (Dodd, 5) (Dodd, 5). Metaphor. Metaphors and simis and similes are files are figures of sgures of speech thatpeech that are used  ar are used tare used to describeo describe one thing one thing as anothe as another thing. Fr thing. For Dodd, tor Dodd, the parablehe parables presentes presented the reigdpresentepresented presented the reign the reign of God undof God under the guier the guise of realse of realistic storistic stories about ies about common lifcommon life in smalle ie in small Pin small Palestinianalestinian villages. villages. Thus the  Thus the Sower becoSower becomes a parames a parable of groble of growth. It “iwth. It “illustratesllustr“i“illustrat“illustrates . . . tes . . . the coming he coming of the Kinof the Kingdom of Gogdom of God in the md in the ministry ofinistry of Jesus, un Jesus, under the fider tder the figurethe figure of harves of harvest” (Dodd, t” (Dodd, 149).149).149).

The next shift in understanding the character of the parables occurred in 
1935 when C. H. Dodd argued that a parable was “a metaphor or simile drawn 
from nature or common life, arresting the hearer by its vividness or strangeness, 
and leaving the mind in sufficient doubt about its precise application to tease it 
into active thought” (Dodd, 5). Metaphors and similes are figures of speech that 
are used to describe one thing as another thing. For Dodd, the parables 
presented the reign of God under the guise of realistic stories about common life 
in small Palestinian villages. Thus the Sower becomes a parable of growth. It 
“illustrates . . . the coming of the Kingdom of God in the ministry of Jesus, under 
the figure of harvest” (Dodd, 149).

�In 1967 DaIn 1967 Dan O. Via an O. Via argued thatrgued that parables  parables were briefwere brief narrative narrative fictions  fictions that refrathat refrthat refracted refracted a particula particular understar understanding of anding of human exishuman existence. Whetence. When one readn one reads the paras the paras the parables oparables one engagesne engages Jesus’ un Jesus’ understandinderstanding of humang of human existence existence. Thus the. Thus the parable o parable of the Talefoof the Talof the Talents (Mattents (Matt. 25:14-30. 25:14-30) describe) describes a man whs a man whose quest ose quest for securifor security producety produces his own sproduceproduces hproduces his own deais own death, for inth, for in his quest his quest for secur for security he becity he becomes “the omes “the slave of tslave of the very rehe tthe very rthe very realities wealities which he hohich he hopes will gpes will give him seive him security . .curity . . . Risking . Risking is life,  is life, for in it for in it one is freoone is freone is free from thee from the anxious e anxious effort to pffort to provide onerovide one’s own sec’s own security throurity through the wough the world” (Via,rwoworld” (Viworld” (Via, 120–21)a, 120–21)...

In 1967 Dan O. Via argued that parables were brief narrative fictions that 
refracted a particular understanding of human existence. When one reads the 
parables one engages Jesus’ understanding of human existence. Thus the parable 
of the Talents (Matt. 25:14-30) describes a man whose quest for security 
produces his own death, for in his quest for security he becomes “the slave of 
the very realities which he hopes will give him security . . . Risking is life, for in it 
one is free from the anxious effort to provide one’s own security through the 
world” (Via, 120–21).

�A modificaA modification of Vition of Via’s approaa’s approach is thatch is that Jesus’ pa Jesus’ parables arerables are not exist not existential, thential, theological,eththeologicatheological, or moral, or moral stories l stories but ratherbut rather political political and econo and economic ones. mic ones. They are aThey are about politbouaabout poliabout political powetical power and the r and the exploitatiexploitation of the on of the peasant clpeasant classes. Thuasses. Thus the paras the parable of theble paraparable ofparable of the Wicke the Wicked Tenants d Tenants (Mark 12:1(Mark 12:1-12 par.) -12 par.) describes describes the spiralthe spiral of violen of violence attendiceviolenviolence aviolence attending attending a local pea local peasant “revosant “revolt” againslt” against a landedt a landed elite cla elite class.ss.ss.

A modification of Via’s approach is that Jesus’ parables are not existential, 
theological, or moral stories but rather political and economic ones. They are 
about political power and the exploitation of the peasant classes. Thus the 
parable of the Wicked Tenants (Mark 12:1-12 par.) describes the spiral of 
violence attending a local peasant “revolt” against a landed elite class.

�A recent aA recent approach arpproach argues that gues that the parablthe parables are frees are freely inventely invented narratied narrative fictionve fictiove fictions tfictions that are tohat are to be read i be read in the contn the context of theext of the ways that ways that 1st-centu 1st-century Palestiry Palestinian Jews nian PalestiPalestiniaPalestinian Jews undn Jews understood therstood themselves. emselves. They are nThey are not referenot referential, but tial, but are designare designed to brineddesigndesigned tdesigned to bring tho bring the reader ie reader into the stnto the story where ory where discoveriediscoveries about ses about self and thelf and the world may w world may world may be made. Tbe made. The parablehe parables are opens are open-ended sto-ended stories that ries that do not teado not teach, directch, directch, direct, ordirect, or answer; r answer; rather theyather they confront  confront and tease,and tease, and are c and are capable of apable of a rather wa rather wide range idewwide rangewide range of reason of reasonable readiable readings, as thngs, as the history e history of parableof parables interpres interpretation atttation attests. Thusests.attattests. Tattests. Thus the pahus the parable of trable of the Pharisehe Pharisee and the e and the Tax CollecTax Collector (Luke tor (Luke 18:10-13) 18:10-13) confronts coconfronts confronts the readerthe reader with the  with the conundrum:conundrum: which of  which of the two flthe two flawed charaawed characters in tcters in tcters in the story the story will in thwill in the final ane final analysis be alysis be able to “sable to “stand befortand before the Lorde the Lord,” i.e., w,” i.e., will be pleill be pleill be pleasing tpleasing to God.o God.o God.

A recent approach argues that the parables are freely invented narrative 
fictions that are to be read in the context of the ways that 1st-century 
Palestinian Jews understood themselves. They are not referential, but are 
designed to bring the reader into the story where discoveries about self and the 
world may be made. The parables are open-ended stories that do not teach, 
direct, or answer; rather they confront and tease, and are capable of a rather 
wide range of reasonable readings, as the history of parables interpretation 



attests. Thus the parable of the Pharisee and the Tax Collector (Luke 18:10-13) 
confronts the reader with the conundrum: which of the two flawed characters in 
the story will in the final analysis be able to “stand before the Lord,” i.e., will be 
pleasing to God.

�Today therToday there is no coe is no common agreemmon agreement amongment among scholars  scholars on what a on what a parable isparable is or how it o or how it or how it functions.functions. Parables  Parables are read iare read in many difn many different wayferent ways: as alles: as allegories, asgories, as stories w stori stories wistories with a religth a religious moralious moral, as examp, as examples of Chrles of Christian moristian morality, as ality, as metaphors,metaphors, as storie as  as storiesas stories that refr that refract a partact a particular undicular understandingerstanding of human  of human existence,existence, as politi as political and eccal ancal and economand economic storiesic stories, and as p, and as poetic fictoetic fictions.ions.ions.

Today there is no common agreement among scholars on what a parable is 
or how it functions. Parables are read in many different ways: as allegories, as 
stories with a religious moral, as examples of Christian morality, as metaphors, 
as stories that refract a particular understanding of human existence, as political 
and economic stories, and as poetic fictions.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. H. DoddC. H. Dodd, , The ParablThe Parables of the es of the KingdomKingdom (New York (New York, 1961); C, 1961); C, 1961); C. W. HedrC. W. Hedrick, ick, Parables aParables as Poetic Fs Poetic Fictions: Tictions: The Creativhe Creative Voice ofe Voice of Jesus Jesus (Peabody, (Peabody, 1994); W. 1994) 1994); W. 1994); W. R. Herzog,R. Herzog, II,  II, Parables aParables as Subversis Subversive Speechve Speech (Louisvil (Louisville, 1994);le, 1994); J. Jeremi J. Jeremias, as, JeremiJeremias, Jeremias, The ParablThe Parables of Jesues of Jesus,s, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New York, 1963); B. 1963); B. B. Scott, B. Scott,  Hear Then Hear Then the Parablththe Parablthe Parablee (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1989)lis, 1989); D. O. Vi; D. O. Via, a, The ParablThe Parables: Their es: Their Literary aLiterary and Existennd Existential DimentialExistenExistentiaExistential Dimensiol Dimensionn (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1967phia, 1967).).).
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PARACLETEPARACLETEPARACLETE

PARACLETE

TransliterTransliteration of Gation of Gk. k. paraékleätparaékleätos,os, derived f derived from the verom the verb meaningrb meaning “to call  “to call alongside,alonalongside,alongside,” often fo” often for the saker the sake of exhort of exhorting or encing or encouraging. ouraging. Therefore,Therefore, some have some have interpret i interpreteinterpreted the termd the term as “Comfo as “Comforter.” Othrter.” Others have pers have pointed to ointed to the use ofthe use of  paraékleätparaéklparaékleätparaékleätosos in Greek  in Greek and Hellenand Hellenistic legaistic legal contextsl contexts, entailin, entailing a judicig a judicial meaningal meaning similar t meaningmeaning simeaning similar to “milar to “Advocate.”Advocate.” This sens This sense is certae is certainly preseinly present in 1 Jont in 1 John 2:1, whhn 2:1, which statesich whwhich statwhich states that Jees that Jesus Christsus Christ acts as t acts as the sinninghe sinning believer’ believer’s s paraékleätparaékleätosos before th before  before thebefore the Father. T Father. The remainihe remaining NT occung NT occurrences alrrences all appear il appear in the “Farn the “Farewell Discewell Discourses” ofoDiscDiscoursesDiscourses” of the G” of the Gospel of Jospel of John (John ohn (John 14:16, 26;14:16, 26; 15:26; 16 15:26; 16:7). An ed:7). An editorial coitorial comment insemmcocomment incomment inserted at serted at John 7:39 John 7:39 identifiesidentifies this Para this Paraclete withclete with the Holy  the Holy Spirit, whSpirit, who was to co wo was to comwas to come after Jee after Jesus’ glorisus’ glorification. fication. The EvangeThe Evangelist portrlist portrays the Paays the Paraclete asraclete as a teacher a te a teacher ofteacher of truth, a  truth, a reminder oreminder of Jesus’ tf Jesus’ teachings, eachings, a witness a witness to Jesus, to Jesus, and a sourand a source of convce ofce of convictof conviction in theion in the world. Su world. Such activitch activities may suies may suggest a geggest a general meanneral meaning such aing such as “Helper”s “Hs “Helper” o“Helper” or “Supportr “Supporter.” Varioer.” Various paralleus parallels to the ls to the Paraclete Paraclete have been have been suggested,suggested, including in including including Michael anMichael and the Spird the Spirit of Trutit of Truth from Qumh from Qumran documeran documents, the nts, the angelus inangelus interpresteininterpresinterpres of apocal of apocalyptic liteyptic literature, anrature, and the succd the successor motiessor motif in the Of in the OT (Joshua/T (Joshua/Moses, EliMoses(Joshua/(Joshua/Mo(Joshua/Moses, Elishses, Elisha/Elijah).a/Elijah). Such para Such parallels may llels may illuminateilluminate the chara the character of thcter of the Paraclete Parae Paraclete,Paraclete, but prima but primary emphasiry emphasis should fs should fall upon tall upon the Johannihe Johannine contextne contexts.s.s.

Transliteration of Gk. paraékleätos, derived from the verb meaning “to call 
alongside,” often for the sake of exhorting or encouraging. Therefore, some have 
interpreted the term as “Comforter.” Others have pointed to the use of 
paraékleätos in Greek and Hellenistic legal contexts, entailing a judicial 
meaning similar to “Advocate.” This sense is certainly present in 1 John 2:1, 
which states that Jesus Christ acts as the sinning believer’s paraékleätos 
before the Father. The remaining NT occurrences all appear in the “Farewell 
Discourses” of the Gospel of John (John 14:16, 26; 15:26; 16:7). An editorial 
comment inserted at John 7:39 identifies this Paraclete with the Holy Spirit, who 
was to come after Jesus’ glorification. The Evangelist portrays the Paraclete as a 
teacher of truth, a reminder of Jesus’ teachings, a witness to Jesus, and a source 
of conviction in the world. Such activities may suggest a general meaning such as 
“Helper” or “Supporter.” Various parallels to the Paraclete have been suggested, 
including Michael and the Spirit of Truth from Qumran documents, the angelus 
interpres of apocalyptic literature, and the successor motif in the OT 
(Joshua/Moses, Elisha/Elijah). Such parallels may illuminate the character of the 
Paraclete, but primary emphasis should fall upon the Johannine contexts.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. BrowR. E. Brown, “The Pan, “The Paraclete inraclete in the Fourt the Fourth Gospel,”h Gospel,”  NTSNTS 13 (1966– 13 (1 13 (1966–67):(1966–67): 113–32; K 113–32; K. Grayston. Grayston, “The Mea, “The Meaning of ning of PARAKLEŒTOPARAKLEŒTOS,S,” ” JSNTJSNT 13 (1981) 13 (19 13 (1981): 67(1981): 67–82; G. Jo–82; G. Johnston,hnston, The Spiri The Spirit-Paraclett-Paraclete in the Ge in the Gospel of Jospel of John.ohn. SOTSMS 12 SOTSMS 12 (Cambridg (C (Cambridge(Cambridge, 1970)., 1970)., 1970).
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PARADISEPARADISEPARADISE

PARADISE

OriginallyOriginally a “walled a “walled enclosure enclosure” or a “wo” or a “wooded park-oded park-like gardelike garden” (O. Pern” (O. Pers. s. pairi-daeäpairi-dapairi-daeäpairi-daeäzaza). In anci). In ancient Iran ient Iran it referredt referred primarily primarily to a roya to a royal enclosedl enclosed “park” wi “park” with streamstwiwith streawith streams, trees,ms, trees, and hunti and hunting groundsng grounds. Many anc. Many ancient sourcient sources indicates indicate that roye that royal paradisal royroyal pararoyal paradises weredises were located t located throughout hroughout the Persiathe Persian Empire, n Empire, perhaps onperhaps one for eache for eache for each satraeach satrapy. Duringpy. During travel th travel the royal cae royal caravan woulravan would use suchd use such oases as  oases as a base fora base for royal act ro royal actiroyal activity. Persvity. Persian and Grian and Greek sourceeek sources mention s mention Cyrus’ tomCyrus’ tomb and burib and burial in the al in the “paradise”“p“paradise”“paradise” at Pasarg at Pasargadae, the adae, the first capifirst capital of thetal of the empire. empire. empire.

Originally a “walled enclosure” or a “wooded park-like garden” (O. Pers. 
pairi-daeäza). In ancient Iran it referred primarily to a royal enclosed “park” 
with streams, trees, and hunting grounds. Many ancient sources indicate that 
royal paradises were located throughout the Persian Empire, perhaps one for 
each satrapy. During travel the royal caravan would use such oases as a base for 
royal activity. Persian and Greek sources mention Cyrus’ tomb and burial in the 
“paradise” at Pasargadae, the first capital of the empire.

�In the OT,In the OT, Asaph was Asaph was “keeper o “keeper of the royaf the royal paradisel paradise” (Heb. ” (Heb. pardeäspardeäs), respons), respon), responsiblresponsible for obtae for obtaining timbining timber for Neher for Nehemiah’s reemiah’s rebuilding pbuilding project (Neroject (Neh. 2:8). Th. 2:8). The bride iheTThe bride The bride in the Sonin the Song of Solomg of Solomon is descon is described as aribed as a paradise  paradise or orchardor orchard of “pomeg of “pomeg of “pomegrana“pomegranates with ates with all choicesll choicest fruits,”t fruits,” spices, a spices, and life-gind life-giving waterving water (Cant. 4: (Cant. 4:13-15). Ec13-15)4:4:13-15). 4:13-15). Eccl. 2:5 Eccl. 2:5 mentions gmentions gardens andardens and “parks” w “parks” with a variith a variety of fruety of fruit trees.it trees.it trees.

In the OT, Asaph was “keeper of the royal paradise” (Heb. pardeäs), 
responsible for obtaining timber for Nehemiah’s rebuilding project (Neh. 2:8). 
The bride in the Song of Solomon is described as a paradise or orchard of 
“pomegranates with all choicest fruits,” spices, and life-giving water (Cant. 
4:13-15). Eccl. 2:5 mentions gardens and “parks” with a variety of fruit trees.

�In HelleniIn Hellenistic timesstic times the word  the word refers increfers increasingly reasingly to the garto the garden of Ededen of Eden and the n and then and the place the place of reward of reward for the fafor the faithful. Inithful. In the LXX t the LXX the Greek lhe Greek loanword oanword paraédeisoparaédeisossparaédeisoparaédeisoparaédeisoss is used f is used for the garor the garden of Ededen of Eden which Gon which God planted d planted for Adam afor Adam and Eve. Innd Evend Eve. In wrEve. In writings of itings of the intertthe intertestamentalestamental period (e period (e.g., 1—2 E.g., 1—2 Enoch), Parnoch), Paradise is aadise is a future lu futu future lusfuture lush garden oh garden of Eden (2 f Eden (2 En. 8). ByEn. 8). By the 2nd c the 2nd century entury B.C.E.B.C.E. resurrect resurrection becameion becameion became a hbecame a hope for ceope for certain Jewirtain Jewish groups,sh groups, longing f longing for a futuror a future home free home free from eare from earthly troubthearearthly trearthly troubles, anoubles, and belief id belief in a paradin a paradise which wse which would becomould become their abe their abode — whetode — whetode — whether tewhether temporary ormporary or permanent permanent — gained  — gained popularitypopularity. A future. A future “Eden” fo “Eden” for the righr the rir the righteous righteous after deatafter death took on h took on the characthe characteristics teristics of the ideof the ideal “paradial “paradise.” By thse.” By the end of te ene end of theend of the 1st centu 1st century ry C.E.C.E. the term  the term is used fois used for both ther both the garden of garden of Eden of G Eden of Genesis andenesisGGenesis anGenesis and the finad the final dwellingl dwelling place of  place of the rightethe righteous dead (ous dead (2 Esdras).2 Esdras).

In Hellenistic times the word refers increasingly to the garden of Eden and 
the place of reward for the faithful. In the LXX the Greek loanword 
paraédeisos is used for the garden of Eden which God planted for Adam and 
Eve. In writings of the intertestamental period (e.g., 1—2 Enoch), Paradise is a 
future lush garden of Eden (2 En. 8). By the 2nd century B.C.E. resurrection 
became a hope for certain Jewish groups, longing for a future home free from 
earthly troubles, and belief in a paradise which would become their abode — 
whether temporary or permanent — gained popularity. A future “Eden” for the 
righteous after death took on the characteristics of the ideal “paradise.” By the 
end of the 1st century C.E. the term is used for both the garden of Eden of 
Genesis and the final dwelling place of the righteous dead (2 Esdras).

�In the NT In the NT paradise cparadise could referould refer to a temp to a temporary dwelorary dwelling placeling place for the r for the righteous dighteourrighteous righteous dead priordead prior to their  to their resurrectiresurrection, a posson, a possible meaniible meaning of Jesung of Jesus’ responss’ response to the re toe to the repto the repentant thientant thief from thef from the cross the cross that that daat that day he wouldy he would be with h be with him in Paraim in Paradise (LukedisParaParadise (Paradise (Luke 23:43Luke 23:43). Paul’s ). Paul’s reference reference to a “thirto a “third heaven” d heaven” (2 Cor. 12(2 Cor. 12:2-4) may :2-4) may also indicalsoalso indicalso indicate that hate that he was takee was taken up into n up into Paradise. Paradise. In RevelatIn Revelation those ion those who “conquwho “conquer” will ber“conqu“conquer” “conquer” will be grwill be granted “peranted “permission tomission to eat from  eat from the tree othe tree of life thaf life that is in tht is in the paradisee pare paradise oparadise of God” (Ref God” (Rev. 2:7).v. 2:7).v. 2:7).

In the NT paradise could refer to a temporary dwelling place for the 
righteous dead prior to their resurrection, a possible meaning of Jesus’ response 
to the repentant thief from the cross that that day he would be with him in 
Paradise (Luke 23:43). Paul’s reference to a “third heaven” (2 Cor. 12:2-4) may 
also indicate that he was taken up into Paradise. In Revelation those who 
“conquer” will be granted “permission to eat from the tree of life that is in the 
paradise of God” (Rev. 2:7).

�Paradise iParadise in the n the Qur}anQur}an appears a appears as a futures a future garden fo garden for the righr the righteous who teous who drink, usudrindrink, usudrink, usually in thally in the company e company of beautifof beautiful women, ul women, a beveragea beverage (probably (probably wine) whi wine) which producecwhiwhich prodwhich produces neithuces neither intoxicer intoxication nor ation nor madness (madness (SuraSura 18:32). 18:32). 18:32).

Paradise in the Qur}an appears as a future garden for the righteous who 
drink, usually in the company of beautiful women, a beverage (probably wine) 
which produces neither intoxication nor madness (Sura 18:32).
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PARAHPARAH (Heb.  (Heb. paœra®paœra®)))

PARAH (Heb. paœra®)

A city in A city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Benjam of Benjamin (Josh. in (Josh. 18:23), id18:23), identifiableentifiable with Tell with Tell  Fa®r{ahFa®r{aFa®r{ahFa®r{ah (177137), (177137), 10 km. (6 10 km. (6 mi.) NE o mi.) NE of Jerusalef Jerusalem.m.

A city in the tribal territory of Benjamin (Josh. 18:23), identifiable with Tell 



Fa®r{ah (177137), 10 km. (6 mi.) NE of Jerusalem.

PARANPARAN (Heb.  (Heb. paœ}raœnpaœ}raœn)))

PARAN (Heb. paœ}raœn)

A desert rA desert region S ofegion S of Judah, W  Judah, W of Edom, aof Edom, and N of thnd N of the wildernee wilderness of Sinass of Sinai, and proi, and probably encobproprobably eprobably encompassinncompassing Kadesh-bg Kadesh-barnea. Accarnea. According to ording to the storiethe stories of Israes of Israel’s journel’s journey through yjournejourney thjourney through the rough the wildernesswilderness, the Isra, the Israelites wenelites went from thet from the wildernes wilderness of Sinais of Sinai to the wi to to the wilto the wilderness ofderness of Paran (Nu Paran (Num. 10:11-1m. 10:11-12) via Haz2) via Hazeroth (12:eroth (12:16). Moses16). Moses then sent then sent then sent out ssent out spies from pies from Paran to eParan to explore thexplore the land of C land of Canaan, andanaan, and they retu they returned to Karned to Kadesh, idendKaKadesh, idKadesh, identifying entifying the two lothe two locations (Ncations (Num. 13:3, um. 13:3, 26; in Deu26; in Deut. 1:19-25t. 1:19-25 the spies the spies are sent  are are sent oare sent out from Kaut from Kadesh-barnedesh-barnea). In thea). In the wildernes wilderness itinerars itinerary of Num. y of Num. 33, Paran 33, Paran is not menis is not menis not mentioned andtioned and Kadesh is Kadesh is associate associated with thed with the wildernes wilderness of Zin (s of Zin (Num. 33:36Num. 33:36Num. 33:36); ho33:36); however, thewever, the LXX ident LXX identifies Kadeifies Kadesh with Pash with Paran, suggeran, suggesting a testing a textual corrxtual corruption in upcorrcorruptioncorruption in the MT in the MT...

A desert region S of Judah, W of Edom, and N of the wilderness of Sinai, and 
probably encompassing Kadesh-barnea. According to the stories of Israel’s 
journey through the wilderness, the Israelites went from the wilderness of Sinai 
to the wilderness of Paran (Num. 10:11-12) via Hazeroth (12:16). Moses then 
sent out spies from Paran to explore the land of Canaan, and they returned to 
Kadesh, identifying the two locations (Num. 13:3, 26; in Deut. 1:19-25 the spies 
are sent out from Kadesh-barnea). In the wilderness itinerary of Num. 33, Paran 
is not mentioned and Kadesh is associated with the wilderness of Zin (Num. 
33:36); however, the LXX identifies Kadesh with Paran, suggesting a textual 
corruption in the MT.

�Other refeOther references to rences to Paran are Paran are consistentconsistent with the  with the region aroregion around Kadeshund Kadesh-barnea (e-barKadeshKadesh-barKadesh-barnea (e.g.,nea (e.g., Gen. 14:6 Gen. 14:6). Ishmael). Ishmael lived in  lived in Paran afteParan after being bar being banished by nished by Abraham (GAbraAbraham (GAbraham (Gen. 21:21)en. 21:21). After Sa. After Samuel’s deamuel’s death, David th, David obtained hobtained his wife Abis wife Abigail whiligail while visitinge whilwhile visiwhile visiting the rting the region of Pegion of Paran (2 Saaran (2 Sam. 25:1). m. 25:1). The EdomitThe Edomite Hadad pae Hadad passed throussed through Paran wghthrouthrough Pathrough Paran while ran while fleeing frfleeing from Midian om Midian to Egypt (to Egypt (1 Kgs. 11:1 Kgs. 11:18). Two p18). Two poetic refeoetic references assrerefereferencesreferences associate associate Paran wit Paran with Yahweh’sh Yahweh’s southern  southern dwelling, dwelling, from whichfrom which he marche he march he marches tomarches to fight Isr fight Israel’s enemael’s enemies (Deut.ies (Deut. 33:2; Hab 33:2; Hab. 3:3).. 3:3).. 3:3).

Other references to Paran are consistent with the region around 
Kadesh-barnea (e.g., Gen. 14:6). Ishmael lived in Paran after being banished by 
Abraham (Gen. 21:21). After Samuel’s death, David obtained his wife Abigail 
while visiting the region of Paran (2 Sam. 25:1). The Edomite Hadad passed 
through Paran while fleeing from Midian to Egypt (1 Kgs. 11:18). Two poetic 
references associate Paran with Yahweh’s southern dwelling, from which he 
marches to fight Israel’s enemies (Deut. 33:2; Hab. 3:3).

Ronald A. Ronald A. SimkinsSimkins

Ronald A. Simkins

PARAPETPARAPETPARAPET

PARAPET

A low wallA low wall built aro built around the ouund the outer edge oter edge of a roof tf a roof to prevent o prevent people fropeople from falling m falling (Heb. (He(Heb. (Heb. ma{a�qeh;ma{a�qeh; Deut. 22: Deut. 22:8). The fl8). The flat roof ofat roof of a house w a house was commonlas commonly used as y used as part of thpapart of thpart of the living ae living and workingnd working quarters  quarters (cf. Josh.(cf. Josh. 2:6; 1 Sa 2:6; 1 Sam. 9:25-26m. 9:25-26; 2 Sam. 1; 2 Sam. 11:2; 16:221:2; 11:2; 16:22).16:22).

A low wall built around the outer edge of a roof to prevent people from falling 
(Heb. ma{a�qeh;  Deut. 22:8). The flat roof of a house was commonly used as 
part of the living and working quarters (cf. Josh. 2:6; 1 Sam. 9:25-26; 2 Sam. 11:2; 
16:22).

PARBARPARBAR (Heb.  (Heb. parbaœrparbaœr)))

PARBAR (Heb. parbaœr)

A structurA structure connectee connected with thed with the temple (1 temple (1 Chr. 26:1 Chr. 26:18; cf. Heb8; cf. Heb. . parwaœriîmparwaœriîm,, “precinct “pre “precincts“precincts”; 2 Sam. ”; 2 Sam. 23:11). Th23:11). The etymologe etymology and meany and meaning of theing of the term are  term are uncertain,uncertain, possibly  uncertain,uncertain,uncertain, possibly  possibly a loanworda loanword from Sume from Sumerian (“shirian (“shining housening house,” or “sun,” or “sun temple”), temple”), Egyptian  E Egyptian (Egyptian (a room in a room in a temple),a temple), or Persia or Persian (a courtn (a court or colonn or colonnade). Inteade). Interpretationrpretations range frs rs range fromrange from a toilet  a toilet or water cor water closet for loset for the high pthe high priest or kriest or king to a sing to a suburb of Juburb of Jerusalem.erusaJJerusalem.Jerusalem.

A structure connected with the temple (1 Chr. 26:18; cf. Heb. parwaœriîm, 
“precincts”; 2 Sam. 23:11). The etymology and meaning of the term are 
uncertain, possibly a loanword from Sumerian (“shining house,” or “sun temple”), 
Egyptian (a room in a temple), or Persian (a court or colonnade). Interpretations 
range from a toilet or water closet for the high priest or king to a suburb of 
Jerusalem.

Richard A.Richard A. Spencer Spencer

Richard A. Spencer

PARCHMENTPARCHMENTPARCHMENT

PARCHMENT

A writing A writing material pmaterial produced frroduced from the skiom the skins of domens of domestic animastic animals such asls such as sheep and sheep and sheep and cattleand cattle. The orig. The origin of the in of the word is atword is attributed ttributed to the cityo the city of Pergam of Pergamum. Accordum. According to PliingAccordAccording According to Pliny tto Pliny the Elder (he Elder (Nat. hist.Nat. hist. 12.21), p 12.21), parchment carchment came into eame into existence txistence through thehrotthrough ththrough the rivalry e rivalry between thbetween the librariee libraries of Ptoles of Ptolemy V Theosmy V Theos Epiphanes Epiphanes of Egypt  of Egypt (205–182 (2(205–182 (205–182 B.C.B.C.) and Eume) and Eumenes II of nes II of Pergamum (Pergamum (197–159); 197–159); an embargoan embargo on the ex on the export of paportexexport of export of papyrus capapyrus caused the iused the invention anvention and manufacnd manufacturing of turing of parchment parchment in Pergamuin Pergamin Pergamum.Pergamum.Pergamum.

A writing material produced from the skins of domestic animals such as sheep 
and cattle. The origin of the word is attributed to the city of Pergamum. 



According to Pliny the Elder (Nat. hist. 12.21), parchment came into existence 
through the rivalry between the libraries of Ptolemy V Theos Epiphanes of Egypt 
(205–182 B.C.) and Eumenes II of Pergamum (197–159); an embargo on the 
export of papyrus caused the invention and manufacturing of parchment in 
Pergamum.

�Vellum, whVellum, which is genich is generally of erally of superior qsuperior quality, wauality, was produceds produced from goat from goats, calves,s, calves, calves, lacalves, lambs, and smbs, and sometimes aometimes antelopes. ntelopes. Pigs produPigs produced infericed inferior parchmeor parchment and wernt and wernt and were usualwere usually avoidedly avoided. The skin. The skins were wass were washed and thhed and the hair scre hair scraped off, aped off, rubbed witrubbed with pumice thwitwith pumicwith pumice to make e to make them smootthem smooth, and finh, and finally chalkally chalked.ed.ed.

Vellum, which is generally of superior quality, was produced from goats, 
calves, lambs, and sometimes antelopes. Pigs produced inferior parchment and 
were usually avoided. The skins were washed and the hair scraped off, rubbed 
with pumice to make them smooth, and finally chalked.

�The older The older papyrus scpapyrus scroll was iroll was inconveniennconvenient to use, t to use, as two hanas two hands had to ds had to be employebe embe employed temployed to roll ando roll and unroll th unroll the scroll se scroll simultaneouimultaneously. In adsly. In addition, padition, parchment corchment could be wriuldcocould be wcould be written on ritten on both sidesboth sides, whereas , whereas papyrus copapyrus could not. Fuld not. From the 4trom the 4th century h century h century century A.D.A.D. onward, d onward, demand for emand for the Christthe Christian Scriptian Scriptures in thures in their entireeir entirety made thty made thty made the parchmthe parchment codex ent codex (a book wi(a book with leaves)th leaves) preferabl preferable over thee over the papyrus r papyrus roll.oll.oll.

The older papyrus scroll was inconvenient to use, as two hands had to be 
employed to roll and unroll the scroll simultaneously. In addition, parchment 
could be written on both sides, whereas papyrus could not. From the 4th 
century A.D. onward, demand for the Christian Scriptures in their entirety made 
the parchment codex (a book with leaves) preferable over the papyrus roll.

James V. SJames V. Smithmith

James V. Smith

PARMASHTAPARMASHTA (Heb.  (Heb. parmasûtaœparmasûtaœ}})))

PARMASHTA (Heb. parmasûtaœ})

One of theOne of the 10 sons o 10 sons of Haman kif Haman killed by thlled by the Jews afte Jews after their fer their father was ather was hanged (Eshanged (Esth. 9:9).th(Es(Esth. 9:9(Esth. 9:9).).

One of the 10 sons of Haman killed by the Jews after their father was hanged 
(Esth. 9:9).

PARMENASPARMENAS (Gk.  (Gk. ParmenaésParmenaés)))

PARMENAS (Gk. Parmenaés)

One of theOne of the seven cho seven chosen to asssen to assist the apist the apostles in ostles in the distrithe distribution to bution to the widowsthe widows of the Ch o of the Chuof the Church (Acts rch (Acts 6:5).6:5).

One of the seven chosen to assist the apostles in the distribution to the widows 
of the Church (Acts 6:5).

PARNACHPARNACH (Heb.  (Heb. parnaœk�parnaœk�)))

PARNACH (Heb. parnaœk� )

The fatherThe father of Elizap of Elizaphan; leadehan; leader of Zebulr of Zebulun who helun who helped distriped distribute the lbute the land (Num. and (Num. 34:25).3434:25).34:25).

The father of Elizaphan; leader of Zebulun who helped distribute the land (Num. 
34:25).

PAROSHPAROSH (Heb.  (Heb. par{oœsûpar{oœsû)))

PAROSH (Heb. par{oœsû)

�1.1. An Israel An Israelite whose ite whose descendantdescendants returneds returned with Zeru with Zerubbabel (Ezbbabel (Ezra 2:3; Nera 2:3; Neh. 7:8) anh. 7h. 7:8) and E7:8) and Ezra from ezra from exile in Baxile in Babylon (Ezrbylon (Ezra 8:3). Ama 8:3). Among the deong the descendants scendants of Parosh of Parosh were some wwere some were some of the menof the men who divor who divorced their ced their foreign wiforeign wives (Ezra ves (Ezra 10:25) and10:25) and one of th one of t one of those who those who repaired trepaired the walls ohe walls of Jerusalef Jerusalem (Neh. 3:m (Neh. 3:25).25).25).

1. An Israelite whose descendants returned with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:3; Neh. 
7:8) and Ezra from exile in Babylon (Ezra 8:3). Among the descendants of Parosh 
were some of the men who divorced their foreign wives (Ezra 10:25) and one of 
those who repaired the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:25).

�2.2. A chief o A chief of the peopf the people who parle who participated ticipated in the seain the sealing of thling of the covenante covenant under Neh under under Neheunder Nehemiah (Neh.miah (Neh. 10:14[MT  10:14[MT 15]).15]).

2. A chief of the people who participated in the sealing of the covenant 
under Nehemiah (Neh. 10:14[MT 15]).

PAROUSIAPAROUSIA (Gk.  (Gk. parousiíaparousiía)))

PAROUSIA (Gk. parousiía)

A Greek noA Greek noun, used oun, used of persons f persons or things,or things, meaning “ meaning “arrival” oarrival” or active “r active “presence” presence” (from the (f(from the (from the verb verb paéreimi,paéreimi, “to be pr “to be present”). Besent”). Before the efore the Christian Christian era, broadera, broad Hellenist Hellen HellenistiHellenistic use of c use of parousiíaparousiía for the d for the divine presivine presence at meence at meals gave tals gave the word a he word a sacral rinsacrsacral rinsacral ring. Gradualg. Gradually the nouly the noun gained tn gained technical fechnical force, denoorce, denoting the lting the local visitocal visit of a rule of a r of a ruler or oruler or other high ther high personage,personage, healing m healing manifestatianifestations by theons by the gods, or  gods, or the divinethe divine presence  pre presence ipresence implicit inmplicit in philosoph philosophical insigical insight. In a wht. In a world otherorld otherwise dominwise dominated by a ated by a view of evviewview of evview of events as reents as recurring incurring in eternal c eternal cycles, howycles, however, it wever, it was interacas interaction with tion with Jewish belJewisJewish belJewish belief that lief that lent this tent this term a new erm a new sense of fsense of finality.inality.inality.

A Greek noun, used of persons or things, meaning “arrival” or active “presence” 
(from the verb paéreimi, “to be present”). Before the Christian era, broad 



Hellenistic use of parousiía for the divine presence at meals gave the word a 
sacral ring. Gradually the noun gained technical force, denoting the local visit of a 
ruler or other high personage, healing manifestations by the gods, or the divine 
presence implicit in philosophical insight. In a world otherwise dominated by a 
view of events as recurring in eternal cycles, however, it was interaction with 
Jewish belief that lent this term a new sense of finality.

�Pre-ChristPre-Christian Jewishian Jewish tradition tradition uses the  uses the image of Gimage of God’s “comiod’s “coming” to marng” to mark specifick speck specific mspecific moments Godoments God has chose has chosen to judgen to judge humanity, humanity, or events or events which rev which reveal God’s eal God’seal God’s poweGod’s powerful preserful presence and punce and purpose. Sucrpose. Such traditioh tradition sees Godn sees God’s presenc’s presence in concre in conce in concrete tconcrete terms like erms like “the day,”“the day,” “the time “the time,” or “the,” or “the year” of  year” of the Lord, the Lord, or throughor through graphic i gr graphic imgraphic images such ages such as the arkas the ark of the co of the covenant, thvenant, the meeting e meeting tent, the tent, the holy placeholy place, the clou, th, the cloud,the cloud, the Spiri the Spirit, the Hant, the Hand, or the d, or the Word of GoWord of God. The LXXd. The LXX, reflecti, reflecting the Helng the Hellenistic oleHelHellenistiHellenistic origin oc origin of f parousiía,parousiía, uses it o uses it only in wornly in works first wks first written in ritten in Greek, onlGreek, only in its py iny in its proin its profane sensefane sense, and clea, and clearly preferrly prefers the verbs the verb...

Pre-Christian Jewish tradition uses the image of God’s “coming” to mark 
specific moments God has chosen to judge humanity, or events which reveal 
God’s powerful presence and purpose. Such tradition sees God’s presence in 
concrete terms like “the day,” “the time,” or “the year” of the Lord, or through 
graphic images such as the ark of the covenant, the meeting tent, the holy place, 
the cloud, the Spirit, the Hand, or the Word of God. The LXX, reflecting the 
Hellenistic origin of parousiía, uses it only in works first written in Greek, only 
in its profane sense, and clearly prefers the verb.

�Israel’s gIsrael’s growing senrowing sense of God’se of God’s regal sts regal stature, howature, however, demaever, demanded worldnded worldwide submiwide worldworldwide worldwide submissionsubmission to God’s  to God’s rule, and rule, and the notionthe notion of direct of direct, definiti, definitive divine ve divine appearanceappeappearanceappearances gave ways gave way to those  to those agents deeagents deemed divinemed divinely chosen ly chosen to wield sto wield such authoruch authouch authority authority in the worin the world. The lald. The later declinter decline of Jewise of Jewish kingshiph kingship provoked  provoked deep dispudeep disputes over ttesdispudisputes odisputes over the auver the authority ofthority of the pries the priestly cultustly cultus to expres to express God’s wis God’s will. In thill. In this vacuum, s vacus vacuum, prvacuum, prophetic, oophetic, otherworldltherworldly, elliptiy, elliptical, apocacal, apocalyptic vislyptic visions of Goions of God’s final d’s final self-manifself-mself-manifself-manifestation festation flourished.lourished. By the 1s By the 1st century t century C.E.C.E., beyond C, beyond Christian christian circles Jewircles Jewish use ofisJewJewish useJewish use of  of parousiíaparousiía remained  remained limited. Tlimited. The first-che first-century entury B.C.E.B.C.E. Alexandri Alexandrian Jewish an Jewan Jewish phiJewish philosopher Plosopher Philo neverhilo never uses it.  uses it. Even afterEven after Rome dest Rome destroyed the royed the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple, prtetemple, prtemple, priesthood, iesthood, and cultusand cultus with impu with impunity in 70nity in 70  C.E.C.E., the 1st-, the 1st-century Jecentury Jewish histowish histowish historian historian Josephus sJosephus still emplotill employs ys parousiíaparousiía for God’s for God’s potent, s potent, saving presaving presence on beence on bence on behalf of behalf of Israel. BuIsrael. But the overt the overt, apocalyt, apocalyptic, poliptic, political overtical overtones of stones of such terminuch terminology haveology terminterminologterminology have fady have faded. In subed. In subsequent rasequent rabbinic usabbinic usage the vivge the vivid, compleid, complex vision ax vision associated ssoaassociatedassociated with God’ with God’s promiseds promised parousia  parousia loses mostloses most of its ea of its earlier apocrlier apocalyptic foalyptic force.rcefoforce.force.force.

Israel’s growing sense of God’s regal stature, however, demanded 
worldwide submission to God’s rule, and the notion of direct, definitive divine 
appearances gave way to those agents deemed divinely chosen to wield such 
authority in the world. The later decline of Jewish kingship provoked deep 
disputes over the authority of the priestly cultus to express God’s will. In this 
vacuum, prophetic, otherworldly, elliptical, apocalyptic visions of God’s final 
self-manifestation flourished. By the 1st century C.E., beyond Christian circles 
Jewish use of parousiía remained limited. The first-century B.C.E. Alexandrian 
Jewish philosopher Philo never uses it. Even after Rome destroyed the Jerusalem 
temple, priesthood, and cultus with impunity in 70 C.E., the 1st-century Jewish 
historian Josephus still employs parousiía for God’s potent, saving presence on 
behalf of Israel. But the overt, apocalyptic, political overtones of such 
terminology have faded. In subsequent rabbinic usage the vivid, complex vision 
associated with God’s promised parousia loses most of its earlier apocalyptic 
force.

�Parousia eParousia enters earlnters early Christiay Christian usage frn usage from severalom several direction directions. But thes. But the main vect main ve main vector is vector is Paul, who Paul, who joins oldejoins older, traditir, traditional Jewisonal Jewish terminolh terminology with Hogy with Hellenisticellenistic notions a noti notions abnotions about the viout the visit of a rsit of a ruling persuling personage (e.gonage (e.g., 1 Cor. ., 1 Cor. 15:23; 1 T15:23; 1 Thess. 2:19hess. 2:19). The res). The). The resultThe resulting blend ing blend envisions envisions an imminenan imminent, future t, future “coming” o“coming” of Jesus wif Jesus with cataclyth cataclysmic, globsmcataclycataclysmicataclysmic, global c, global finality. finality. Paul’s fusPaul’s fusion of judion of judicial withicial with covenanta covenantal imagery,l imagery, combined  combine combined wcombined with a tempith a temporal ambigoral ambiguity in hiuity in his views abs views about the enout the end of the wd of the world, prodorld, prodorld, produces cproduces conflicts tonflicts that continhat continue to chalue to challenge his lenge his modern intmodern interpreters.erpreters. Although  Although the Synoptththe Synoptthe Synoptic traditiic tradition clearlyon clearly presumes  presumes Jesus’ comJesus’ coming globaling global assertion assertion of God’s  of God’s authority autauthority authority over this over this world, theworld, the noun  noun parousiíaparousiía is entire is entirely missingly missing from Mark from Mark, from Q, , from, from Q, anfrom Q, and from Lukd from Luke and Actse and Acts. The verb. The verb  paéreimipaéreimi does appe does appear, but maar, but mainly in itinly in itinly in its commonits common, secular , secular sense. Marsense. Mark and Q prk and Q prefer standefer standard Jewishard Jewish expressio expressions such asns such asns such as “the daas “the day of the Ly of the Lord” for Jord” for Jesus’ immiesus’ imminent returnent return in powern in power as God’s  as God’s final messfinal messianic judgianmessmessianic messianic judge. By judge. By comparisoncomparison, Matthew , Matthew inserts inserts parousiíaparousiía into his  into his source matsource material, givermatmaterial, material, giving hisgiving his own speci own special connotaal connotation to thtion to this term byis term by portrayin portraying the Riseg the Risen Jesus asn Jen Jesus as aJesus as already prelready present, but sent, but hidden, wihidden, within his Cthin his Church untihurch until the end l the end of time (Mof time (Matt. 24:27att.(M(Matt. 24:(Matt. 24:27, 37, 3927, 37, 39). In the ). In the post-Paulipost-Pauline Pastorane Pastoral Letters l Letters parousiíaparousiía yields to yields to the still the  the still the still more abstrmore abstract act epiphaéneiepiphaéneia,a, usage alr usage already presaeady presaged in 2 Tged in 2 Thess. 2:8 hess. 2:8 (cf. Acts (cf. A(cf. Acts 2:20)Acts 2:20). This com. This complements 2plements 2nd-centurynd-century Christian Christian trends aw trends away from hiay from historical, storical, messianic mmessianic messianic thinking athinking about Jesusbout Jesus in favor  in favor of more loof more logocentric,gocentric, timeless, timeless, universal universalized Chrisized universaluniversaliuniversalized Christzed Christology. Modology. Modern biblicern biblical scholaral scholarship has sship has seen much leen much lively debaively debate over thte debadebate ovedebate over the histr the historical imporical impact of Jesact of Jesus’ delayeus’ delayed parousiad parousia in changi in changing Christing Christianity fromanityChristiChristianiChristianity from a ty from a fluid, chafluid, charismatic mrismatic movement toovement to a more st a more stable, instable, institutionaliitutionalized, worldzed, institutionaliinstitutioinstitutionalized, wnalized, worldly entorldly entity.ity.ity.

Parousia enters early Christian usage from several directions. But the main 
vector is Paul, who joins older, traditional Jewish terminology with Hellenistic 
notions about the visit of a ruling personage (e.g., 1 Cor. 15:23; 1 Thess. 2:19). 
The resulting blend envisions an imminent, future “coming” of Jesus with 
cataclysmic, global finality. Paul’s fusion of judicial with covenantal imagery, 
combined with a temporal ambiguity in his views about the end of the world, 
produces conflicts that continue to challenge his modern interpreters. Although 
the Synoptic tradition clearly presumes Jesus’ coming global assertion of God’s 
authority over this world, the noun parousiía is entirely missing from Mark, 
from Q, and from Luke and Acts. The verb paéreimi does appear, but mainly in 
its common, secular sense. Mark and Q prefer standard Jewish expressions such 



as “the day of the Lord” for Jesus’ imminent return in power as God’s final 
messianic judge. By comparison, Matthew inserts parousiía into his source 
material, giving his own special connotation to this term by portraying the Risen 
Jesus as already present, but hidden, within his Church until the end of time 
(Matt. 24:27, 37, 39). In the post-Pauline Pastoral Letters parousiía yields to 
the still more abstract epiphaéneia, usage already presaged in 2 Thess. 2:8 (cf. 
Acts 2:20). This complements 2nd-century Christian trends away from historical, 
messianic thinking about Jesus in favor of more logocentric, timeless, 
universalized Christology. Modern biblical scholarship has seen much lively 
debate over the historical impact of Jesus’ delayed parousia in changing 
Christianity from a fluid, charismatic movement to a more stable, 
institutionalized, worldly entity.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. Oepke, A. Oepke, “parousia,“parousia, pareimi,” pareimi,”  TDNTTDNT 5:858–71. 5:858–71.

Bibliography. A. Oepke, “parousia, pareimi,” TDNT 5:858–71.

F. ConnollF. Connolly-Weinerty-Weinert

F. Connolly-Weinert

PARSHANDATPARSHANDATHAHA (Heb.  (Heb. parsûandaœparsûandaœt�aœ}t�aœ})))

PARSHANDATHA (Heb. parsûandaœt�aœ} )

One of theOne of the 10 sons o 10 sons of Haman kif Haman killed by thlled by the Jews afte Jews after their fer their father was ather was hanged (Eshanged (Esth. 9:7).th(Es(Esth. 9:7(Esth. 9:7).).

One of the 10 sons of Haman killed by the Jews after their father was hanged 
(Esth. 9:7).

PARTHIANSPARTHIANSPARTHIANS

PARTHIANS

An IranianAn Iranian tribe fro tribe from the regim the region SE of ton SE of the Caspianhe Caspian Sea. They Sea. They threw off threw off Seleucid  Seleucid dominationdodominationdomination in the mi in the mid-3rd centd-3rd century ury B.C.E.B.C.E. and devel and developed an emoped an empire that pire that would enduwould enduwould endure forendure for nearly 50 nearly 500 years. D0 years. During mosturing most of that t of that time, Parthime, Parthia would sia would successfulluccessfully vie withy vy vie with Rvie with Rome for poome for power in thewer in the Near East Near East...

An Iranian tribe from the region SE of the Caspian Sea. They threw off Seleucid 
domination in the mid-3rd century B.C.E. and developed an empire that would 
endure for nearly 500 years. During most of that time, Parthia would successfully 
vie with Rome for power in the Near East.

�Thought byThought by the Persi the Persians to be ans to be of Scythiaof Scythian origin, n origin, the Parthithe Parthians used tans used the same mohe same he same mountsame mounted archeryed archery tactics a tactics as their bas their barbarian kirbarian kin to buildn to build an empire an empire extending extending from the  f from the Efrom the Euphrates Ruphrates River in Syiver in Syria to theria to the Indus in  Indus in modern Pakmodern Pakistan. Oneistan. One of a few  of a few nations tonanations tonations to be seen b be seen by the Romay the Romans as a pens as a persistent trsistent threat to threat to their militheir military dominaary dominance, the Pncdominadominance,dominance, the Parth the Parthians infliians inflicted upon cted upon the Romansthe Romans one of th one of their most ceir most crushing anrushing and humiliatdanand humiliand humiliating defeating defeats at Carats at Carrhae (OT Hrhae (OT Haran) in 5aran) in 53 3 B.C.E.B.C.E. One reaso One reason for thisn for this defeat wa def defeat wasdefeat was the effec the effective use otive use of the Partf the Parthian or “phian or “parting shoarting shot,” which t,” which combined acombined an archery n an archery voarchery volley whilelley while charging  charging with anothwith another over ther over their horseseir horses’ tails as’ tails as they retr they retreated. It eateretrretreated.retreated. It is per It is perhaps the Phaps the Parthian tharthian threat in gereat in general, andneral, and this tact this tactic in partic in particular, thicular, ticular, that is althat is alluded to iluded to in Rev. 9:1n Rev. 9:13-19; 16:13-19; 16:12.2.2.

Thought by the Persians to be of Scythian origin, the Parthians used the 
same mounted archery tactics as their barbarian kin to build an empire extending 
from the Euphrates River in Syria to the Indus in modern Pakistan. One of a few 
nations to be seen by the Romans as a persistent threat to their military 
dominance, the Parthians inflicted upon the Romans one of their most crushing 
and humiliating defeats at Carrhae (OT Haran) in 53 B.C.E. One reason for this 
defeat was the effective use of the Parthian or “parting shot,” which combined an 
archery volley while charging with another over their horses’ tails as they 
retreated. It is perhaps the Parthian threat in general, and this tactic in particular, 
that is alluded to in Rev. 9:13-19; 16:12.

�The only sThe only specific bipecific biblical menblical mention of thtion of the Parthiane Parthians is in Acs is in Acts 2:9 whets 2:9 where Parthiare Parthiare Parthian JParthian Jews, or prews, or proselytes, oselytes, are among are among the nationthe nationalities thalities that hear that hear their own laeir own language on ngualalanguage olanguage on Pentecosn Pentecost. Some tat. Some take this, ake this, along with long with other evidother evidence, as ience, as indicating ndicating that whilethathat whilethat while maintaini maintaining a reputng a reputation for ation for barbarism,barbarism, the Parth the Parthians exercians exercised religised religious toleriousreligreligious religious tolerationtoleration toward a  toward a diverse podiverse population. pulation. Their empiTheir empire finallyre finally collapsed collapsed ca. 226 a ca. 2 ca. 226 at the226 at the hands of  hands of the Sassanthe Sassanian Persiaian Persians, still ns, still unconquereunconquered by Rome.d by Rome.

The only specific biblical mention of the Parthians is in Acts 2:9 where 
Parthian Jews, or proselytes, are among the nationalities that hear their own 
language on Pentecost. Some take this, along with other evidence, as indicating 
that while maintaining a reputation for barbarism, the Parthians exercised 
religious toleration toward a diverse population. Their empire finally collapsed ca. 
226 at the hands of the Sassanian Persians, still unconquered by Rome.
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PARTRIDGEPARTRIDGEPARTRIDGE

PARTRIDGE

Two main sTwo main species of pecies of partridge partridge (Heb. (Heb. qoœreä}qoœreä}) are foun) are found in Palesd in Palestine. The tine. The rock partrrock prock partridge partridge (Alectoris(Alectoris graeca) graeca) has white has white cheeks on cheeks on black wit black with barred sh barred sides and iides and is ca. 35 cs ca. 35s ca. 35 cm. (1435 cm. (14 in.) in l in.) in length. It ength. It inhabits tinhabits the coastalhe coastal plain to  plain to the lower the lower hills of chills of central Palentral Paentral Palestine.Palestine. The deser The desert partridgt partridge e (Ammoperdi(Ammoperdix heyi)x heyi) is smalle is smaller and sandr and sandy in colory in color and inhab and  and inhabiand inhabits the rocts the rocky desert ky desert regions ofregions of the centr the central to soutal to southern wildehern wilderness of trness of the Dead Sehe tthe Dead Sthe Dead Sea and Negea and Negeb. The feeb. The female lays male lays between sibetween six and twelx and twelve eggs, ave eggs, and the parnd the parnd the partridge partridge can be an can be an intrusive intrusive bird that bird that steals othsteals other birds’ er birds’ eggs (Jer.eggs (Jer. 17:11). I 17:11). It feeds ont feeds ot feeds on insectson insects and seeds and seeds. Both spe. Both species are kcies are kosher and osher and are huntedare hunted because o because of their def their delicious brlicdedelicious delicious breast meabreast meat (cf. 1 St (cf. 1 Sam. 26:20)am. 26:20). Sir. 11:. Sir. 11:30 notes t30 notes the use of he use of caged partcaged partridges as ridgepartpartridgespartridges as decoys as decoys...

Two main species of partridge (Heb. qoœreä}) are found in Palestine. The rock 
partridge (Alectoris graeca) has white cheeks on black with barred sides and is ca. 
35 cm. (14 in.) in length. It inhabits the coastal plain to the lower hills of central 
Palestine. The desert partridge (Ammoperdix heyi) is smaller and sandy in color 
and inhabits the rocky desert regions of the central to southern wilderness of 
the Dead Sea and Negeb. The female lays between six and twelve eggs, and the 
partridge can be an intrusive bird that steals other birds’ eggs (Jer. 17:11). It feeds 
on insects and seeds. Both species are kosher and are hunted because of their 
delicious breast meat (cf. 1 Sam. 26:20). Sir. 11:30 notes the use of caged 
partridges as decoys.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. F. A. SJ. F. A. Sawyer, “A awyer, “A Note on thNote on the Broodinge Brooding Partridge Partridge in Jeremi in Jeremiah XVII 11aJeremiJeremiah XJeremiah XVII 11,” VII 11,” VTVT 28 (1978) 28 (1978): 324–29.: 324–29.: 324–29.

Bibliography. J. F. A. Sawyer, “A Note on the Brooding Partridge in 
Jeremiah XVII 11,” VT 28 (1978): 324–29.
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PARUAHPARUAH (Heb.  (Heb. paœru®ah�paœru®ah�)))

PARUAH (Heb. paœru®ah� )

The fatherThe father of Jehosh of Jehoshaphat (aphat (22), Solomon), Solomon’s officer’s officer in Issach in Issachar (1 Kgs.ar (1 Kgs. 4:17). 4:17).

The father of Jehoshaphat (2), Solomon’s officer in Issachar (1 Kgs. 4:17).

PARVAIMPARVAIM (Heb.  (Heb. parwaœyimparwaœyim)))

PARVAIM (Heb. parwaœyim)

A region fA region from which rom which Solomon imSolomon imported golported gold for the d for the temple (2 temple (2 Chr. 3:6).Chr. 3:6). Although  Although Although lAlthough locations iocations in Yemen orn Yemen or northeast northeastern Arabiaern Arabia have been have been suggested suggested, the exac, the exa, the exact siteexact site is unknow is unknown.n.

A region from which Solomon imported gold for the temple (2 Chr. 3:6). 
Although locations in Yemen or northeastern Arabia have been suggested, the 
exact site is unknown.

PASACHPASACH (Heb.  (Heb. paœsak�paœsak�)))

PASACH (Heb. paœsak� )

An AsheritAn Asherite, the sone, the son of Japhle of Japhlet (1 Chr. t (1 Chr. 7:33).7:33).

An Asherite, the son of Japhlet (1 Chr. 7:33).

PASCHALPASCHAL (Gk.  (Gk. paéschapaéscha)))

PASCHAL (Gk. paéscha)

PertainingPertaining to the Pa to the Passover, spssover, specificallyecifically the lamb  the lamb slain for slain for the Passovthe Passover (cf. Exer (cf. Exod. 12:3-8od. 12od. 12:3-8, 2112:3-8, 21), a metap), a metaphor for thhor for the death ofe death of Christ (1 Christ (1 Cor. 5:7) Cor. 5:7)..

Pertaining to the Passover, specifically the lamb slain for the Passover (cf. Exod. 
12:3-8, 21), a metaphor for the death of Christ (1 Cor. 5:7).

PAS-DAMMIMPAS-DAMMIM (Heb.  (Heb. pas dammiîpas dammiîmm)))

PAS-DAMMIM (Heb. pas dammiîm)

A variant A variant form of Epform of Ephes-dammimhes-dammim; a place ; a place where Daviwhere David’s forcesd’s forces defeated  defeated the Philisthe Philistines (1 CtPhilisPhilistinePhilistines (1 Chr. s (1 Chr. 11:13).11:13).11:13).

A variant form of Ephes-dammim; a place where David’s forces defeated the 
Philistines (1 Chr. 11:13).
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PASEAHPASEAH (Heb.  (Heb. paœseäah�paœseäah�)))

PASEAH (Heb. paœseäah� )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Eshton of Eshton of the tribe the tribe of Judah (of Judah (1 Chr. 4:11 Chr. 4:12).2).2).

1. A son of Eshton of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 4:12).



�2.2. A temple  A temple servant whservant whose descenose descendants retudants returned from rned from exile withexile with Zerubbabe Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:lZerubbabeZerubbabelZerubbabel (Ezra 2:4 (Ezra 2:49 = Neh. 79 = Neh. 7:51).:51).:51).

2. A temple servant whose descendants returned from exile with 
Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:49 = Neh. 7:51).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Joiadr of Joiada, who repa, who repaired the aired the Old Gate oOld Gate of Jerusalef Jerusalem (Neh. 3:m (Neh. 3:6).6).

3. The father of Joiada, who repaired the Old Gate of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:6).

PASHHURPASHHUR (Heb.  (Heb. pasûh�u®rpasûh�u®r)))

PASHHUR (Heb. pasûh�u®r )

�1.1. The son o The son of Malchiahf Malchiah and a des and a descendant ofcendant of Immer, id Immer, identified ientified in 1 Chr. 9n 1 Chr. 9:12; Neh. :12; N:12; Neh. 11:12Neh. 11:12 as the gr as the grandfather andfather of Adaiah,of Adaiah, a priest  a priest in Jerusalin Jerusalem after tem after the Exile. he Exile. He may be He mHe may be themay be the same as t same as the Pashhurhe Pashhur ( (55) in Jer. ) in Jer. 21, 38, al21, 38, although thathough that individut individual is not al is not identifiedideidentifiedidentified as a prie as a priest.st.st.

1. The son of Malchiah and a descendant of Immer, identified in 1 Chr. 9:12; 
Neh. 11:12 as the grandfather of Adaiah, a priest in Jerusalem after the Exile. He 
may be the same as the Pashhur (5) in Jer. 21, 38, although that individual is not 
identified as a priest.

�2.2. The head  The head of a priesof a priestly familytly family that retu that returned from rned from exile withexile with Zerubbabe Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:l (Ezrl (Ezra 2:38(Ezra 2:38 = Neh. 7: = Neh. 7:41; 1 Esdr41; 1 Esdr. 5:25). S. 5:25). Several memeveral members of thbers of the family ge family gave up theave up their foreignir fir foreign wiforeign wives in resves in response to Nponse to Nehemiah’s ehemiah’s urging (Ezurging (Ezra 10:22; ra 10:22; 1 Esdr. 9:1 Esdr. 9:22).22).22).

2. The head of a priestly family that returned from exile with Zerubbabel 
(Ezra 2:38 = Neh. 7:41; 1 Esdr. 5:25). Several members of the family gave up their 
foreign wives in response to Nehemiah’s urging (Ezra 10:22; 1 Esdr. 9:22).

�3.3. A postexi A postexilic priestlic priest who attac who attached his nahed his name to the me to the covenant wcovenant which the rhich the returned Iseturrreturned Ireturned Israelites sraelites made undermade under the direc the direction of Netion of Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:3[MTh. 10:3[MT 4]). 4]). 4]).

3. A postexilic priest who attached his name to the covenant which the 
returned Israelites made under the direction of Nehemiah (Neh. 10:3[MT 4]).

�4.4. A son of  A son of Immer; priImmer; priest and chest and chief officeief officer in the Jr in the Jerusalem terusalem temple duriemple during the timng theng the time othe time of Jeremiahf Jeremiah (Jer. 20: (Jer. 20:1-6). One 1-6). One of his dutof his duties was toies was to maintain  maintain order in torder in the temple he tehe temple pretemple precincts, ancincts, and after Jed after Jeremiah preremiah preached his ached his prophecy oprophecy of doom in f doom in the court the court of the temoof the temof the temple, Pashhple, Pashhur orderedur ordered Jeremiah  Jeremiah beaten andbeaten and put in st put in stocks. Whenocks. When Pashhur r Pashhur  Pashhur rePashhur released himleased him the next  the next day, Jeremday, Jeremiah pronouiah pronounced upon nced upon him the juhim the judgment of dgment odgment of seeing of seeing his familyhis family and natio and nation carried n carried into exileinto exile. Jeremiah. Jeremiah also rena also renamed Pashhumed Pashhur r maœgo®r mimmaœgo®r mimaœgo®r missaœbiîb�,ssaœbiîb�, “Terror-a “Terror-all-around.ll-around.” Pashhur ” Pashhur was most lwas most likely amonikely among the tempg amonamong the among the temple offtemple officials depicials deported to Borted to Babylon in abylon in 598 598 B.C.E.B.C.E., since so, since soon afterwaon afterward his posrdafterwaafterward afterward his positihis position was takon was taken by Zephen by Zephaniah (Jeraniah (Jer. 29:25).. 29:25).. 29:25).

4. A son of Immer; priest and chief officer in the Jerusalem temple during 
the time of Jeremiah (Jer. 20:1-6). One of his duties was to maintain order in the 
temple precincts, and after Jeremiah preached his prophecy of doom in the court 
of the temple, Pashhur ordered Jeremiah beaten and put in stocks. When 
Pashhur released him the next day, Jeremiah pronounced upon him the judgment 
of seeing his family and nation carried into exile. Jeremiah also renamed Pashhur 
maœgo®r missaœbiîb�,  “Terror-all-around.” Pashhur was most likely 
among the temple officials deported to Babylon in 598 B.C.E., since soon 
afterward his position was taken by Zephaniah (Jer. 29:25).

�5.5. The son o The son of Malchiahf Malchiah; a prince; a prince of Judah  of Judah (Jer. 21:1(Jer. 21:1). King Ze). King Zedekiah sendekiah sent Pashhur t Pashht Pashhur toPashhur to request a request an oracle fn oracle from Jeremirom Jeremiah when Jeah when Jerusalem warusalem was under sis under siege, and tege, and tege, and the prophethe prophet pronounct pronounced an oraced an oracle of doomle of doom (Jer. 21: (Jer. 21:3). Later 3). Later he was parhe was part of a grot of a group that heugrogroup thatgroup that heard Jer heard Jeremiah adviemiah advise Judah tse Judah to surrendeo surrender to Babylr to Babylon, and heon, and he requested requested requested requested of the kinof the king permissig permission to haveon to have Jeremiah  Jeremiah put to deaput to death. Zedekith. Zedekiah turned ah turned Jeremiah oJJeremiah oJeremiah over to thever to the group, an group, and they lowd they lowered him iered him into a cistnto a cistern (Jer. ern (Jer. 38:1-6).38:1-6).38:1-6).

5. The son of Malchiah; a prince of Judah (Jer. 21:1). King Zedekiah sent 
Pashhur to request an oracle from Jeremiah when Jerusalem was under siege, and 
the prophet pronounced an oracle of doom (Jer. 21:3). Later he was part of a 
group that heard Jeremiah advise Judah to surrender to Babylon, and he 
requested of the king permission to have Jeremiah put to death. Zedekiah turned 
Jeremiah over to the group, and they lowered him into a cistern (Jer. 38:1-6).
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PASSION NAPASSION NARRATIVESRRATIVESRRATIVES

PASSION NARRATIVES

Accounts oAccounts of the sufff the suffering and ering and death of Jdeath of Jesus. Bothesus. Both the Passi the Passion narration narratives and reves and references tfererereferencesreferences to the pa to the passion of Cssion of Christ thathrist that are prese are preserved in carved in canonical annonical and extrabibd extrabiblical earllicaextrabibextrabibliextrabiblical early cal early Christian Christian writings awritings are testimore testimony to the ny to the importanceimportance of the Pa of the Passion narrssioPaPassion naPassion narratives irratives in the earln the early life of y life of the Churchthe Church. The firs. The first preservet preserved written d written reference referreference reference to the orato the oral traditiol tradition of the Pn of the Passion in assion in early Chriearly Christianity istianity is Paul’s rs Paul’s rhetorical hetoricrrhetoricalrhetorical question  question in Gal. 3:in Gal. 3:1, “O fool1, “O foolish Galatiish Galatians, who bans, who bewitched yewitched you — beforou — before whose eye beforbefore whobefore whose eyes Jese eyes Jesus Christsus Christ was publi was publicly set focly set forth as havrth as having been cing been crucified?”rucified?” Paul’s im Pau Paul’s impPaul’s impassioned rassioned remark poinemark points to the ts to the central thcentral theme of hiseme of his preaching preaching, but it i, but it indicates tndiciindicates indicates that Paul that Paul proclaimedproclaimed more than more than  thatthat Jesus Chr Jesus Christ was crist was crucified (aucified (a possible  possible possible upossible understandinderstanding of textng of texts such as s such as 1 Cor. 2:21 Cor. 2:2) or, taki) or, taking one smang one small interprll interpretive stepetiveinterprinterpretiinterpretive step, ve step, thatthat Christ di Christ died for theed for the sins of h sins of humanity (eumanity (e.g., 15:3).g., 15:3). The stri. The striking reminking stristriking rstriking reminiscenceminiscence of Jesuse of Jesus Christ’s  Christ’s having beehaving been publiclyn publicly set forth set forth crucified crucified before th befor before thebefore the eyes of t eyes of the Galatiahe Galatians employsns employs verbs and verbs and the metap the metaphor of seehor of seeing which ing which denote vivddenote vivdenote vivid, even gid, even graphic porraphic portrayal beytrayal beyond the meond the mere statemere statement of factnt of fact or the te or the terse characrsteterse charterse character of cacter of creedal forreedal formulation. mulation. UnfortunatUnfortunately, Paul ely, Paul neither amneither amplifies noplifies nor illustrar illur illustrateillustrates this pres this preaching of aching of Jesus ChriJesus Christ’s beingst’s being crucified crucified, so that , so that one is unaone is unable to recble to rble to reconstrucreconstruct the apost the apostle’s preatle’s preaching of tching of the Passionhe Passion. At other. At other points in points in his writi his writings, howevngs, hngs, however, whowever, we do learne do learn of certai of certain events on events of the Passf the Passion of whiion of which Paul hach Paul had knowledgd knowledgd knowledge,knowledge, and which and which he  he couldcould (and like (and likely did?) nly did?) narrate in arrate in his preachhis preaching. Theseing. These include t inclu include thinclude that Jesus iat Jesus instituted nstituted the Lord’sthe Lord’s Supper (1 Supper (1 Cor. 11:2 Cor. 11:23-26), was3-26), was betrayed  betrayed — at night— — at night— at night (v. 23),  (v. 23), was crucifwas crucified (Gal. ied (Gal. 3:1), died3:1), died (1 Cor. 1 (1 Cor. 11:26), and1:26), and was burie was buried (Rom. 6:d (Rod (Rom. 6:4)(Rom. 6:4). Thus, in. Thus, in what are  what are likely thelikely the earliest  earliest preserved preserved pieces of pieces of Christian Christian writing onwritiwriting onwriting one finds eve finds evidence of idence of the oral tthe oral tradition oradition of the passf the passion of Chrion of Christ.ist.ist.

Accounts of the suffering and death of Jesus. Both the Passion narratives and 
references to the passion of Christ that are preserved in canonical and 
extrabiblical early Christian writings are testimony to the importance of the 
Passion narratives in the early life of the Church. The first preserved written 
reference to the oral tradition of the Passion in early Christianity is Paul’s 
rhetorical question in Gal. 3:1, “O foolish Galatians, who bewitched you — 
before whose eyes Jesus Christ was publicly set forth as having been crucified?” 
Paul’s impassioned remark points to the central theme of his preaching, but it 



indicates that Paul proclaimed more than that Jesus Christ was crucified (a 
possible understanding of texts such as 1 Cor. 2:2) or, taking one small 
interpretive step, that Christ died for the sins of humanity (e.g., 15:3). The 
striking reminiscence of Jesus Christ’s having been publicly set forth crucified 
before the eyes of the Galatians employs verbs and the metaphor of seeing which 
denote vivid, even graphic portrayal beyond the mere statement of fact or the 
terse character of creedal formulation. Unfortunately, Paul neither amplifies nor 
illustrates this preaching of Jesus Christ’s being crucified, so that one is unable to 
reconstruct the apostle’s preaching of the Passion. At other points in his writings, 
however, we do learn of certain events of the Passion of which Paul had 
knowledge, and which he could (and likely did?) narrate in his preaching. These 
include that Jesus instituted the Lord’s Supper (1 Cor. 11:23-26), was betrayed 
— at night (v. 23), was crucified (Gal. 3:1), died (1 Cor. 11:26), and was buried 
(Rom. 6:4). Thus, in what are likely the earliest preserved pieces of Christian 
writing one finds evidence of the oral tradition of the passion of Christ.

�Thus, fromThus, from the adven the advent of form t of form criticism criticism interpreteinterpreters contendrs contended that pred that prior to theior to ior to the comto the composition oposition of the firsf the first written t written Gospel theGospel there existedre existed a fairly  a fairly wellformedwellformed, perhaps , pe, perhaps evperhaps even definiten definitely set, vely set, version of ersion of the Passiothe Passion narrativn narrative. The expe. The expanse of tianse of time betweenme bme between thbetween the death ofe death of Jesus in  Jesus in A.D.A.D. 30/33 and 30/33 and the writi the writing of the ng of the first Gospfirst Gospel in the el in the mid-60s tommid-60s tomid-60s to 70 requir 70 required a proceed a process of oralss of oral transmiss transmission of traion of tradition. Codition. Comparison omparison of the Passf oof the Pasof the Passion narrasion narrative to thtive to the other ste other stories and ories and sections osections of the Gospf the Gospels found els found the Passiothethe Passiothe Passion narrativn narrative to be ane to be an extended, extended, logically logically progressi progressive sequencve sequence of scenee of scenes which wes ws which werewhich were interconn interconnected and ected and even depeneven dependent upon dent upon one anotheone another in formir in forming a largeng a larng a larger cohlarger coherent accoerent account. By count. By contrast thentrast the portions  portions of the Gosof the Gospels priorpels prior to the Pa to the Passion narrssPaPassion naPassion narrative werrative were short, re short, seemingly seemingly independenindependent units wht units which could ich could be, and pebe, and perhaps wererpeperhaps weperhaps were, arrangre, arranged in whated in whatever orderever order the Evang the Evangelists deselists desired. Moreired. Moreover, wherover, wheover, whereas thwhereas the pericopee pericope composing composing the accou the account of Jesunt of Jesus’ ministrs’ ministry prior toy prior to the Passi the Passion could soPassiPassion coPassion could stand uld stand alone and alone and communicatcommunicate a purpose a purposeful messaeful message, certaige, certain elementsn elementn elements oelements of the Passf the Passion narration narrative had noive had no discernib discernible functiole function outside n outside of the larof the larger accounger larlarger acclarger account and sount and seemed unlieemed unlikely ever kely ever to have exto have existed indeisted independently.pendently. Although  Although there has tthere has there has never beennever been consensus consensus about whe about where the prere the pre-Gospel Pa-Gospel Passion narrssion narrative begaative beative began, itebegan, items seemingms seemingly incapably incapable of an ile of an independentndependent existence existence included  included the brief the brief memory of mememory of memory of Judas’ agrJudas’ agreement to eement to betray Jesbetray Jesus, the meus, the mention of tntion of the young mhe young man who flean who flan who fled nakedfled naked from Jesu from Jesus’ arrest,s’ arrest, Simon Pet Simon Peter’s deniaer’s denials of Jesuls of Jesus, the Bars, the Barabbas inciabbas incident, and dent, inciincident, incident, and the reand the reference toference to Simon of  Simon of Cyrene. InCyrene. In isolation isolation from the  from the other Passother Passion narrationPassPassion naPassion narrative marrative material intterial interpreters erpreters did not bedid not believe thatlieve that such item such items would has would have been prve hahave been have been preserved.preserved.

Thus, from the advent of form criticism interpreters contended that prior 
to the composition of the first written Gospel there existed a fairly wellformed, 
perhaps even definitely set, version of the Passion narrative. The expanse of time 
between the death of Jesus in A.D. 30/33 and the writing of the first Gospel in the 
mid-60s to 70 required a process of oral transmission of tradition. Comparison 
of the Passion narrative to the other stories and sections of the Gospels found 
the Passion narrative to be an extended, logically progressive sequence of scenes 
which were interconnected and even dependent upon one another in forming a 
larger coherent account. By contrast the portions of the Gospels prior to the 
Passion narrative were short, seemingly independent units which could be, and 
perhaps were, arranged in whatever order the Evangelists desired. Moreover, 
whereas the pericope composing the account of Jesus’ ministry prior to the 
Passion could stand alone and communicate a purposeful message, certain 
elements of the Passion narrative had no discernible function outside of the 
larger account and seemed unlikely ever to have existed independently. Although 
there has never been consensus about where the pre-Gospel Passion narrative 
began, items seemingly incapable of an independent existence included the brief 
memory of Judas’ agreement to betray Jesus, the mention of the young man who 
fled naked from Jesus’ arrest, Simon Peter’s denials of Jesus, the Barabbas 
incident, and the reference to Simon of Cyrene. In isolation from the other 
Passion narrative material interpreters did not believe that such items would 
have been preserved.

�The contenThe contentions of ttions of the early fhe early form criticorm critics have unds have undergone serergone serious critiious criticism by sccism by cism by scholarby scholars attemptis attempting to dispng to disprove the erove the existence oxistence of a pre-Gof a pre-Gospels Passspels Passion narration narrative. Yet, ivenarratnarrative.narrative. Yet, ther Yet, there are manye are many scholars  scholars who, althowho, although dubiouugh dubious about ths about the numerouse numeroue numerous anumerous and differend different, but prnt, but precise, rececise, reconstructioonstructions of the ns of the pre-Gospelpre-Gospels Passion s Passion narrativesnanarrativesnarratives, still fi, still find the basnd the basic logic oic logic of the arguf the argument for ament for a pre-Gospe pre-Gospels Passionls Passion narrative narra narrative narrative persuasivepersuasive. While th. While this importais important interprnt interpretive issuetive issue may nevee may never be settlr be settled finallyed settlsettled fisettled finally, onenally, one should no should not miss thet miss the central a central agreement bgreement by all party all parties in thiies in this controves conts controverscontroversy, that aly, that all agree thl agree there were Pere were Passion narassion narrative trarative traditions inditions in early Chr early Christianity istiaChrChristianiChristianity prior tty prior to the compo the composition ofosition of the Gospe the Gospels; otherwls; otherwise we wouise we would seek told seek told seek to identifto identify the authy the author of the or of the Passion naPassion narrative firrative fiction.ction.ction.

The contentions of the early form critics have undergone serious criticism 
by scholars attempting to disprove the existence of a pre-Gospels Passion 
narrative. Yet, there are many scholars who, although dubious about the 



numerous and different, but precise, reconstructions of the pre-Gospels Passion 
narratives, still find the basic logic of the argument for a pre-Gospels Passion 
narrative persuasive. While this important interpretive issue may never be 
settled finally, one should not miss the central agreement by all parties in this 
controversy, that all agree there were Passion narrative traditions in early 
Christianity prior to the composition of the Gospels; otherwise we would seek 
to identify the author of the Passion narrative fiction.

�Without atWithout attempting ttempting to settle to settle the issues he issues of the exiof the existence andstence and shape of  shape of a pre-Gospa pre-Ga pre-Gospelpre-Gospels Passion s Passion narrative narrative or narratior narratives, one mves, one may ask wheay ask whether therether there is eviden is evidence in the cevidenevidence ievidence in the Gospn the Gospels Passioels Passion narrativn narratives of the es of the oral tradioral tradition(s) frtion(s) from the perom the period prior iodperperiod priperiod prior to the or to the writing ofwriting of the Gospe the Gospels. Analysls. Analysis of fiveis of five prominent prominent early Chr early Christian GosistiaChrChristian Christian Gospels reGospels reveals a plveals a plethora of ethora of special maspecial materials interials in each of t each of the works the works that comprehat tthat comprthat comprehensivelyehensively suggests  suggests an active an active interest iinterest in the passn the passion of Jesion of Jesus and impus and implies steadlies impimplies stimplies steady elaboeady elaboration of ration of the most bthe most basic storyasic story. When one. When one encounter encounters a story s a story element ineelement inelement in a single  a single Gospel, itGospel, it is possib is possible that thle that the item is e item is a mere inva mere invention of ention of the Evangethe Evthe EvangelistEvangelist; however,; however, from obse from observing severving several such fral such features ineatures in each of t each of the Gospelshe Gospels, one susp, o, one suspecone suspects that thts that the Evangelie Evangelists are drsts are drawing uponawing upon more than more than their ima their imaginations.ginations. Volume of V Volume of Volume of particularparticularity is no ity is no guarantee guarantee of dependeof dependence on orance on oral traditiol tradition(s), but n(s), but the more uthethe more uthe more unique featnique features an Evures an Evangelist iangelist incorporatencorporates into thes into the Passion n Passion narratives,arratives, the more  th the more lthe more likely he iikely he is to be res to be relying uponlying upon some exte some external stimurnal stimulus ratherlus rather than shee than sheer inventivr ir inventiveninventiveness. That ess. That many storymany story items are items are preserved preserved in a sing in a single Gospel le Gospel is not by is not by itself a fitseitself a fitself a forceful arorceful argument forgument for the influ the influence of orence of oral traditial tradition on the on on the EvangelistEvangelists, but whes, but ws, but when couplwhen coupled with aded with additional editional evidence thvidence this phenomeis phenomenon may ennon may enhance the hance the strength ostrengthstrength ostrength of a case ff a case for the exior the existence andstence and influence influence of oral t of oral tradition oradition on the formn the formation and atioformformation formation and transmand transmission of ission of the Passiothe Passion narrativn narratives.es.es.

Without attempting to settle the issues of the existence and shape of a 
pre-Gospels Passion narrative or narratives, one may ask whether there is 
evidence in the Gospels Passion narratives of the oral tradition(s) from the 
period prior to the writing of the Gospels. Analysis of five prominent early 
Christian Gospels reveals a plethora of special materials in each of the works 
that comprehensively suggests an active interest in the passion of Jesus and 
implies steady elaboration of the most basic story. When one encounters a story 
element in a single Gospel, it is possible that the item is a mere invention of the 
Evangelist; however, from observing several such features in each of the Gospels, 
one suspects that the Evangelists are drawing upon more than their imaginations. 
Volume of particularity is no guarantee of dependence on oral tradition(s), but 
the more unique features an Evangelist incorporates into the Passion narratives, 
the more likely he is to be relying upon some external stimulus rather than sheer 
inventiveness. That many story items are preserved in a single Gospel is not by 
itself a forceful argument for the influence of oral tradition on the Evangelists, but 
when coupled with additional evidence this phenomenon may enhance the 
strength of a case for the existence and influence of oral tradition on the 
formation and transmission of the Passion narratives.

�In MatthewIn Matthew’s account’s account (Matt. 26 (Matt. 26:1-27:66) :1-27:66) one finds one finds Jesus’ queJesus’ questioning ostioning of Judas aff Judas af Judas after he iafter he is kissed, s kissed, the story the story of the deaof the death of Judath of Judas, the stos, the story of Pilary of Pilate’s wife,te’s wife, Pilate’s  Pilate’s  Pilate’s wPilate’s washing of ashing of his hands his hands and the acand the accompanyingcompanying cry of th cry of the people, e people, the offer the offer of wine miof wof wine mixedwine mixed with gall with gall, the sign, the signs after Jes after Jesus’ deathsus’ death, and the , and the posting ofposting of a guard a a guard at the tombt the t the tomb.the tomb.the tomb.

In Matthew’s account (Matt. 26:1-27:66) one finds Jesus’ questioning of Judas 
after he is kissed, the story of the death of Judas, the story of Pilate’s wife, 
Pilate’s washing of his hands and the accompanying cry of the people, the offer of 
wine mixed with gall, the signs after Jesus’ death, and the posting of a guard at 
the tomb.

�In Mark’s In Mark’s Passion naPassion narrative (Mrrative (Mark 14:1-1ark 14:1-15:47) alon5:47) alone one reade one reads of the ys of the young man woung moung man who flman who fled nude fred nude from Jesus’ om Jesus’ arrest, tharrest, the offer ofe offer of wine mixe wine mixed with myrd with myrrh (similarh (similar to Matthr (simila(similar t(similar to Matthew,o Matthew, but not e but not exactly thexactly the same), an same), and Pilate’sd Pilate’s confirmat confirmation of Jesion of Jesus’ death.us’ dus’ death.death.death.

In Mark’s Passion narrative (Mark 14:1-15:47) alone one reads of the young 
man who fled nude from Jesus’ arrest, the offer of wine mixed with myrrh 
(similar to Matthew, but not exactly the same), and Pilate’s confirmation of Jesus’ 
death.

�Luke (LukeLuke (Luke 22:1-23:5 22:1-23:56) offers 6) offers still othestill other items, ir items, including Jncluding Jesus confresus confronting Judonting Judonting Judas and Judas and apparentlyapparently preventin preventing the kissg the kiss, the pres, the presence of thence of the Jewish le Jewish leaders at eaders at Jesus’ arrJesuJesus’ arrJesus’ arrest, Jesusest, Jesus’ healing ’ healing of the manof the man whose ear whose ear was cut o was cut off, Jesus ff, Jesus being mockbeing mocked as he wed aed as he waitas he waits at the hs at the home of theome of the high prie high priest, the most, the morning asserning assembly of thmbly of the Jewish le Jewish leaders to eadlleaders toleaders to consider  consider Jesus’ fatJesus’ fate, Jesus be, Jesus before Heroefore Herod Antipas,d Antipas, Jesus and Jesus and the daugh the daughters of Jeterdaughdaughters daughters of Jerusalof Jerusalem, two orem, two or three wor three words of Jesuds of Jesus from thes from the cross, th cross, the report oe report of the exchf oof the excof the exchange betwhange between Jesus een Jesus and those and those with whom with whom he was cruhe was crucified, thcified, the reactione reactione reaction oreaction of the assef the assembled crowmbled crowds who watds who watch and seech and see Jesus’ de Jesus’ death, and tath, and the mentionhe mentiohe mention ofmention of the acqua the acquaintances bintances being preseeing present with thnt with the women ane women and seeing td seeing the Crucifihe Crucifhe CrucifixioCrucifixion.n.n.

Luke (Luke 22:1-23:56) offers still other items, including Jesus confronting 
Judas and apparently preventing the kiss, the presence of the Jewish leaders at 
Jesus’ arrest, Jesus’ healing of the man whose ear was cut off, Jesus being mocked 
as he waits at the home of the high priest, the morning assembly of the Jewish 
leaders to consider Jesus’ fate, Jesus before Herod Antipas, Jesus and the 
daughters of Jerusalem, two or three words of Jesus from the cross, the report 



of the exchange between Jesus and those with whom he was crucified, the 
reaction of the assembled crowds who watch and see Jesus’ death, and the 
mention of the acquaintances being present with the women and seeing the 
Crucifixion.

�John’s narJohn’s narrative (Jorative (John 18:1-19hn 18:1-19:42) is ev:42) is even more dien more distinguishestinguished by its sd by its special matpecial matpecial materials:materials: the excha the exchange betweenge between Jesus ann Jesus and the crowd the crowd that camd that came to arrese to arrest him, inct him, including hislincincluding including his sayinghis saying “I am” (G “I am” (Gk. k. egoœé eiímegoœé eiímii) and thei) and their falling r falling to the groto the ground; the dund; the und; the detailthe details that Sims that Simon Peter won Peter wielded theielded the sword and sword and that Malc that Malchus lost hhus lost his ear; this ear; the soldierse se soldiers’ soldiers’ seizing Jeseizing Jesus; anothsus; another discipler disciple’s accompe’s accompanying Petanying Peter to the er to the house of thouse of the high prhe hhe high prieshigh priest; Jesus’ t; Jesus’ being intebeing interrogated brrogated by the highy the high priest, A priest, Annas; the nnas; the officer stofficer striking Jesriking Jriking Jesus for Jesus for his answerhis answer to the hi to the high priest gh priest and Jesus’and Jesus’ words to  words to the officethe officer; Annas’ r; Annas’ sending Jesendisending Jesending Jesus bound sus bound to Caiaphato Caiaphas; converss; conversations betations between Jesusween Jesus and Pilat and Pilate; Pilate e; Pilate and the Jeandand the Jeand the Jews in dialws in dialogue; the ogue; the declaratiodeclaration by the Jn by the Jews, “We hews, “We have no Kinave no King but Caesg but Caesar”; JesusaCaesCaesar”; JCaesar”; Jesus’ bearesus’ bearing of hising of his own cross own cross; three wo; three words of Jesrds of Jesus from thus from the cross; te cross; the Jews’ rhe tthe Jews’ the Jews’ request threquest that Jesus’ at Jesus’ legs be brlegs be broken, but oken, but since he isince he is already s already dead his sdead his side is pieide iside is piercedis pierced; and Nico; and Nicodemus’ bridemus’ bringing 100 nging 100 pounds of pounds of spices to spices to use in buruse in burying Jesusying Jesus...

John’s narrative (John 18:1-19:42) is even more distinguished by its special 
materials: the exchange between Jesus and the crowd that came to arrest him, 
including his saying “I am” (Gk. egoœé eiími) and their falling to the ground; 
the details that Simon Peter wielded the sword and that Malchus lost his ear; the 
soldiers’ seizing Jesus; another disciple’s accompanying Peter to the house of the 
high priest; Jesus’ being interrogated by the high priest, Annas; the officer striking 
Jesus for his answer to the high priest and Jesus’ words to the officer; Annas’ 
sending Jesus bound to Caiaphas; conversations between Jesus and Pilate; Pilate 
and the Jews in dialogue; the declaration by the Jews, “We have no King but 
Caesar”; Jesus’ bearing of his own cross; three words of Jesus from the cross; 
the Jews’ request that Jesus’ legs be broken, but since he is already dead his side 
is pierced; and Nicodemus’ bringing 100 pounds of spices to use in burying Jesus.

�The GospelThe Gospel of Peter, of Peter, though a  though a fragment, fragment, offers a Poffers a Passion narassion narrative plorative plot with elet with et with elements selements similar to imilar to those of tthose of the canoniche canonical accountal accounts. Howevers. However, this Gos, this Gospel contaipel contains many stnscontaicontains mcontains many strikiany striking ideas ang ideas and additiond additional story nal story elements: elements: Herod is cHerod is cast as a last as a law-observaaw-ollaw-observlaw-observant Jew; hant Jew; he is also e is also a king, wha king, who seems too seems to have auth have authority overority over Pilate; t Pilate; the people he phe people exepeople execute Jesuscute Jesus; Jesus, b; Jesus, both as suboth as subject and oject and object throbject throughout thiughout this narrativs narrative, is refee, ise, is referreis referred to as “td to as “the Lord”; he Lord”; as he is mas he is mocked, Jesocked, Jesus is chalus is challenged, “Jlenged, “Judge rightudge righteously!”; eouslrightrighteouslrighteously!”; the py!”; the placard ovelacard over Jesus rer Jesus reads, “Thisads, “This is the Ki is the King of Israng of Israel,” and sel,” and seems to beeems teems to be postto be posted by the ed by the people; thpeople; the crucifiee crucified Jesus “hd Jesus “holds his polds his peace, as ieace, as if he feelsf he feels no pain”; no pa no pain”; onepain”; one malefacto malefactor rails atr rails at those cru those crucifying thcifying the Lord, bee Lord, because he dcause he does not deoes not deserve it; serdedeserve itdeserve it; the dark; the darkness causeness causes the execs the executioners autioners anxiety, sinxiety, since Jesus nce Jesus is still ais still alive, and live, anlive, and if theand if the sun sets  sun sets they are ithey are in violation violation of the ln of the law; givingaw; giving Jesus gal Jesus gall with vinl with vinegar complegar comegar completes completes the Jewishthe Jewish sin, but  sin, but it is not it is not related torelated to the fulfi the fulfillment of llment of a messiania messianic prophecyc prophc prophecy iprophecy in the narrn the narrative; Jesative; Jesus cries, us cries, “My power,“My power, O power,  O power, thou has fthou has forsaken meorsaken meorsaken me”; the eme”; the earth quakearth quakes when Jess when Jesus’ body ius’ body is placed us placed upon it; thpon it; the Jews hane Jews hand the bodyd the body over to J o over to Joover to Joseph; the seph; the Jews and tJews and the leadershe leaders lament th lament their evil aeir evil and relate nd relate it expliciit explicitly to “thtly totly to “the [fto “the [forthcomingorthcoming] end of J] end of Jerusalem”;erusalem”; the reade the reader is inforr is informed, as ifmed, as if by Peter, by Peter, that the  tha that the dthat the disciples hisciples hide, fast,ide, fast, mourn, an mourn, and weep; thd weep; the leaders e leaders ask Pilateask Pilate for a gua for a guard for therd forrd for the tofor the tomb becausemb because they know they know “he” was  “he” was righteous righteous and now thand now they fear they fear the wrathfule wrathfe wrathful rwrathful remorse of emorse of the peoplethe people; “Petroni; “Petronius the cenus the centurion witturion with soldiersh soldiers” watches ” watches the tomb; tthe tomb; the tomb; they all rthey all roll a greaoll a great stone ovt stone over the tomer the tomb’s entranb’s entrance; seven ce; seven seals are seals are set on theset set on theset on the tomb; and tomb; and the guard the guards pitch tes pitch tents at thents at the site. site. site.

The Gospel of Peter, though a fragment, offers a Passion narrative plot with 
elements similar to those of the canonical accounts. However, this Gospel 
contains many striking ideas and additional story elements: Herod is cast as a 
law-observant Jew; he is also a king, who seems to have authority over Pilate; the 
people execute Jesus; Jesus, both as subject and object throughout this narrative, 
is referred to as “the Lord”; as he is mocked, Jesus is challenged, “Judge 
righteously!”; the placard over Jesus reads, “This is the King of Israel,” and seems 
to be posted by the people; the crucified Jesus “holds his peace, as if he feels no 
pain”; one malefactor rails at those crucifying the Lord, because he does not 
deserve it; the darkness causes the executioners anxiety, since Jesus is still alive, 
and if the sun sets they are in violation of the law; giving Jesus gall with vinegar 
completes the Jewish sin, but it is not related to the fulfillment of a messianic 
prophecy in the narrative; Jesus cries, “My power, O power, thou has forsaken 
me”; the earth quakes when Jesus’ body is placed upon it; the Jews hand the body 
over to Joseph; the Jews and the leaders lament their evil and relate it explicitly 
to “the [forthcoming] end of Jerusalem”; the reader is informed, as if by Peter, 
that the disciples hide, fast, mourn, and weep; the leaders ask Pilate for a guard 
for the tomb because they know “he” was righteous and now they fear the 
wrathful remorse of the people; “Petronius the centurion with soldiers” watches 
the tomb; they all roll a great stone over the tomb’s entrance; seven seals are 
set on the tomb; and the guards pitch tents at the site.

�No firm coNo firm conclusion cnclusion comes from omes from observing observing these itemthese items in the Gs in the Gospel Passospel Passion narration nion narrativesnarratives. But what. But whatever theorever theory of Synopy of Synoptic interrtic interrelatednesselatedness one holds one holds, clearly , clearly there is athethere is athere is additional dditional material imaterial incorporatencorporated into thed into the Passion n Passion narrative barrative by the subsy the subsequent Evaequesubssubsequentsubsequent Evangelis Evangelists; in turts; in turn, whateven, whatever, if any,r, if any, the relat the relationship ofionship of the Fourt the Fourth Gospel ah Gosh Gospel andGospel and the Gospe the Gospel of Peterl of Peter to the Sy to the Synoptics, tnoptics, their authoheir authors offer ars offer a wealth of wealth of additiona ad additionaladditional Passion n Passion narrative marrative material. Waterial. While each hile each of these uof these unique itemnique items in the es in the earliest Paarlieeearliest Pearliest Passion narassion narratives woratives would requiruld require individue individual analysial analysis to deters to determine whethmine whether the mater whethwhether thwhether the materiale material is more l is more likely to rikely to result fromesult from the influ the influence of orence of oral traditial tradition or fromon oron or from thor from the author’se author’s own medit own meditation and ation and compositiocomposition, it seemn, it seems highly us highly unlikely thnlikely that all of atththat all othat all of these adf these added traditded traditions were ions were the resultthe results of the as of the authors’ meuthors’ meditations.ditations.

No firm conclusion comes from observing these items in the Gospel Passion 
narratives. But whatever theory of Synoptic interrelatedness one holds, clearly 
there is additional material incorporated into the Passion narrative by the 



subsequent Evangelists; in turn, whatever, if any, the relationship of the Fourth 
Gospel and the Gospel of Peter to the Synoptics, their authors offer a wealth of 
additional Passion narrative material. While each of these unique items in the 
earliest Passion narratives would require individual analysis to determine 
whether the material is more likely to result from the influence of oral tradition 
or from the author’s own meditation and composition, it seems highly unlikely 
that all of these added traditions were the results of the authors’ meditations.

�FurthermorFurthermore, examinae, examination of mation of materials beterials beyond theseyond these documents documents of earlie of earliest Christist Chst ChristianiChristianity — rangity — ranging from thng from the 2nd throe 2nd through the 5tugh the 5th century h century (including(including Eusebius  Eusebius citing Papcciting Papciting Papias [ias [HEHE 3.39.2–4] 3.39.2–4], Barnabas, Barnabas, Ignatius, Ignatius [ [Trall.Trall. 9.1], Ode 9.1], Odes Sol. 28,s Sol. 28, Justin Ma Justin Martyr [rtMaMartyr [Martyr [Apol.Apol. 35;  35; Dial.Dial. 98–106],  98–106], Melito of Melito of Sardis [Sardis [Homily on Homily on the Passiothe Passionn], the Asc], the Ascents of JaentAscAscents ofAscents of James [Ps James [Ps.-Clem. 1..-Clem. 1.41.3], Asc41.3], Asc. Isa. 11,. Isa. 11, Tertullia Tertullian [n [Apol.Apol. 21.15–26; 21.15–26;  Adv. Marc.Adv. MAdv. Marc.Marc. 4.42.5],  4.42.5], DidascaliaDidascalia 21.5.17–1 21.5.17–19, Julius 9, Julius Africanus Africanus [[Epistle toEpistle to Aristides Aristides 18.1], an 18.1], and the Gospd td the Gospelthe Gospel of Nicode of Nicodemus [contamus [containing the ining the Acts of PiActs of Pilate]) — slate]) — shows that hows that a marked ta marked a marked tenmarked tendency to adency to add detailsdd details and even  and even scenes to scenes to the Passiothe Passion narrativn narrative became te became the normal htthe normalthe normal manner of manner of recountin recounting the storg the story of Jesusy of Jesus’ death. T’ death. The Passionhe Passion narrative narrative was told  w was told owas told often.ften.ften.

Furthermore, examination of materials beyond these documents of earliest 
Christianity — ranging from the 2nd through the 5th century (including Eusebius 
citing Papias [HE 3.39.2–4], Barnabas, Ignatius [Trall. 9.1], Odes Sol. 28, Justin 
Martyr [Apol. 35; Dial. 98–106], Melito of Sardis [Homily on the Passion], the 
Ascents of James [Ps.-Clem. 1.41.3], Asc. Isa. 11, Tertullian [Apol. 21.15–26; Adv. 
Marc. 4.42.5], Didascalia 21.5.17–19, Julius Africanus [Epistle to Aristides 18.1], and 
the Gospel of Nicodemus [containing the Acts of Pilate]) — shows that a 
marked tendency to add details and even scenes to the Passion narrative became 
the normal manner of recounting the story of Jesus’ death. The Passion narrative 
was told often.

�Given the Given the tendenciestendencies observed  observed in these win these writings anritings and given thd given the natural e natural restrictiorestrictrestrictiorestrictions relatedns related to ancien to ancient written t written materials,materials, throughou throughout the earlt the early centuriey centuries of the Cs of s of the Chuof the Church, one crch, one can safely an safely conclude tconclude that the Pahat the Passion narrssion narrative was ative was more oftenmore often told than t told than told than written, mwritten, more often ore often heard thanheard than read, mor read, more often kne often known than pown than physically hysically held. The hheld. The held. The process ofprocess of elaborati elaboration was noron was normal. The dmal. The difficulty ifficulty of the intof the interpreter cerpreter confrontingonfrcconfrontinconfronting the evidg the evidences of tences of this proceshis process is twofos is twofold and setld and sets the agens the agenda for futda for future studieurefutfuture stufuture studies: schodies: scholars must lars must determine determine whether thwhether the additione additions are creas are creations of ttions of the authorshetthe authorthe authors or refles or reflections of ctions of oral tradioral traditions; andtions; and they must they must assess th assess the antiquite antiquity of the ty of ty of the traditthe traditions when ions when these are these are present inpresent in Passion n Passion narrative aarrative accounts.ccounts.ccounts.

Given the tendencies observed in these writings and given the natural 
restrictions related to ancient written materials, throughout the early centuries 
of the Church, one can safely conclude that the Passion narrative was more often 
told than written, more often heard than read, more often known than physically 
held. The process of elaboration was normal. The difficulty of the interpreter 
confronting the evidences of this process is twofold and sets the agenda for 
future studies: scholars must determine whether the additions are creations of 
the authors or reflections of oral traditions; and they must assess the antiquity of 
the traditions when these are present in Passion narrative accounts.
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PASSOVER, PASSOVER, FEAST OFFEAST OFFEAST OF

PASSOVER, FEAST OF

A ritual oA ritual observance bservance of Israel of Israel that celebthat celebrates Yahwrates Yahweh’s deliveh’s deliverance of erance of the communthe community from Eitcommuncommunity community from Egyptfrom Egypt. The obse. The observance toorvance took place onk place on the 14th  the 14th day of Nisday of Nisan (Apr.-Man (Apr.an (Apr.-May;(Apr.-May; Abib in o Abib in older calenlder calendars) and dars) and included tincluded the slaughthe slaughter of a laer of a lamb and itsmb and its consumpti con consumptioconsumption in a mean in a meal shared bl shared by the wholy the whole family. e family. Passover (Passover (Heb. Heb. pesah�pesah�) eventual) event) eventuallyeventually became as became associated wsociated with the seith the seven-day Feven-day Festival of stival of UnleavenedUnleavened Bread tha Bread that began ontthathat beganthat began on the 15 on the 15th of Nisath of Nisan.n.n.

A ritual observance of Israel that celebrates Yahweh’s deliverance of the 
community from Egypt. The observance took place on the 14th day of Nisan 



(Apr.-May; Abib in older calendars) and included the slaughter of a lamb and its 
consumption in a meal shared by the whole family. Passover (Heb. pesah� ) 
eventually became associated with the seven-day Festival of Unleavened Bread 
that began on the 15th of Nisan.

�It has lonIt has long been argg been argued that Pued that Passover reassover reflects an flects an ancient noancient nomadic obsemadic observance. Inrvance.obseobservanceobservance. In this . In this older contolder context, the bext, the blood of thlood of the slaughtee slaughtered animalred animal was thoug was thought to provhtthougthought tothought to provide p provide protection rotection for the nofor the nomadic commmadic community as iunity as it made itst made its annual mi annual mi annual migration.migration. The conce The concern for a “rn for a “safe journsafe journey” providey” provided the theed the thematic linkmatic linkage that aage that allowed Isrlloaallowed Isallowed Israel to adrael to adapt the feapt the festival to stival to its commemits commemoration oforation of the Exodu the Exodus journey s journey from Egyptfrfrom Egyptfrom Egypt...

It has long been argued that Passover reflects an ancient nomadic 
observance. In this older context, the blood of the slaughtered animal was 
thought to provide protection for the nomadic community as it made its annual 
migration. The concern for a “safe journey” provided the thematic linkage that 
allowed Israel to adapt the festival to its commemoration of the Exodus journey 
from Egypt.

�The most eThe most extensive dxtensive discussion iscussion of Passoveof Passover is foundr is found in Exod.  in Exod. 12-13. The12-13. These chapterse chase chapters rchapters reflect a ceflect a complex litomplex literary deveerary development wilopment with severalth several distinct  distinct layers of layers of traditionstradtraditionstraditions. In these. In these chapters  chapters the primarthe primary prescripy prescriptions for tions for the observthe observance are dance are delivered telivddelivered delivered to Israel to Israel in the conin the context of antext of and in relatd in relation to theion to the final pla final plague of Yahgue of Yahweh againsweh agweh against Egagainst Egypt, the dypt, the death of theath of the firstbore firstborn. It is in. It is important tmportant to recognizo recognize that thee that the ritual of ritual ritual of ritual of Passover iPassover is situateds situated within a  within a larger narlarger narrative conrative context that text that provides dprovides details notetails ddetails nodetails not only fort only for the narra the narrative enacttive enactment of thment of the ritual “e ritual “in the pasin the past” but alst” but also for the o for o for the enfor the enactment ofactment of the ritua the ritual “in the l “in the future.” Tfuture.” The genres he genres of “story”of “story” and “inst and “instruction” aruct“inst“instructi“instruction” are coon” are complementarmplementary and intey and interactive.ractive.ractive.

The most extensive discussion of Passover is found in Exod. 12-13. These 
chapters reflect a complex literary development with several distinct layers of 
traditions. In these chapters the primary prescriptions for the observance are 
delivered to Israel in the context of and in relation to the final plague of Yahweh 
against Egypt, the death of the firstborn. It is important to recognize that the 
ritual of Passover is situated within a larger narrative context that provides 
details not only for the narrative enactment of the ritual “in the past” but also 
for the enactment of the ritual “in the future.” The genres of “story” and 
“instruction” are complementary and interactive.

�In these cIn these chapters, thapters, the observahe observance takes nce takes place withplace within the conin the context of thtext of the family. e familye family. A family. A pre-selectpre-selected lamb ised lamb is slaughter slaughtered at twiled at twilight on thight on the 14th daye 14th day of Nisan  of Nisan (Exod. 12:(Exo(Exod. 12:(Exod. 12:1-6). Its 1-6). Its blood is pblood is placed on tlaced on the frame ohe frame of the doorf the door (Exod. 12 (Exod. 12:7). In th:7). In the context e cone context ofcontext of the Exodu the Exodus story, ts story, the blood she blood serves to perves to protect therotect the Israelite Israelite families  families from the dfromfrom the dfrom the divine plagivine plague that wiue that will kill thll kill the firstbore firstborn. The lamn. The lamb is roastb is roasted and theed and then shared bn sharn shared by shared by the familythe family in a meal in a meal which inc which includes unleludes unleavened breavened bread and bitad and bitter herbs ter herbs (Exod. 12:(E(Exod. 12:(Exod. 12:8-11). The8-11). The seven-day seven-day Festival  Festival of Unleaveof Unleavened Bread ned Bread that follothat follows Passovews Passover requiresrPassovePassover rPassover requires a equires a pilgrimagepilgrimage to a sacr to a sacred site oned site on the seven the seventh day of th day of the festivthe festival (Exod. al (Eal (Exod. 13:(Exod. 13:6).6).6).

In these chapters, the observance takes place within the context of the 
family. A pre-selected lamb is slaughtered at twilight on the 14th day of Nisan 
(Exod. 12:1-6). Its blood is placed on the frame of the door (Exod. 12:7). In the 
context of the Exodus story, the blood serves to protect the Israelite families 
from the divine plague that will kill the firstborn. The lamb is roasted and then 
shared by the family in a meal which includes unleavened bread and bitter herbs 
(Exod. 12:8-11). The seven-day Festival of Unleavened Bread that follows 
Passover requires a pilgrimage to a sacred site on the seventh day of the festival 
(Exod. 13:6).

�The familyThe family meal prov meal provides the cides the context forontext for the head  the head of the famof the family to expily to explain the nlain thelain the naturethe nature of the ob of the observance tservance to the chilo the children (Exoddren (Exod. 12:25-27. 12:25-27; cf. the ; cf. the similar fesimilar feature of Uaturfefeature offeature of Unleavene Unleavened Bread ind Bread in 13:6–10). 13:6–10). “Remember “Remembering” is coing” is combined witmbined with “retellih “retellh “retelling“retelling” in such ” in such a way thata way that the event the events of the ps of the past are acast are actualized ftualized for every Ior every Israelite israelitIIsraelite Israelite in the conin the context of thtext of the observane observance. Passovce. Passover celebraer celebrates not ontes not only what Goly what God has doned GoGod has doGod has done in the ne in the past, but past, but also what also what God is doiGod is doing in the ng in the present. Rpresent. Ritualized itualized activity pactactivity pactivity provides throvides the occasione occasion for celeb for celebration, reration, reflection, flection, and the foand the formation ofrmation of community com community community identity.identity.identity.

The family meal provides the context for the head of the family to explain 
the nature of the observance to the children (Exod. 12:25-27; cf. the similar 
feature of Unleavened Bread in 13:6–10). “Remembering” is combined with 
“retelling” in such a way that the events of the past are actualized for every 
Israelite in the context of the observance. Passover celebrates not only what 
God has done in the past, but also what God is doing in the present. Ritualized 
activity provides the occasion for celebration, reflection, and the formation of 
community identity.

�It is impoIt is important to nrtant to note that Pote that Passover waassover was celebrats celebrated at Gilged at Gilgal when thal when the Israelite Israelie IsraelitesIsraelites first ent first entered the lered the land of Canand of Canaan (Josh.aan (Josh. 5:10-12). 5:10-12). The Israe The Israelites begalites began to eat tn to ean to eat the preat the produce of toduce of the land onhe land on the follo the following day. wing day. Thus, PassThus, Passover not oover not only marks nly marks the exit fththe exit fthe exit from Egypt,rom Egypt, but also  but also marks the marks the entry intoentry into the land  the land of promiseof promise. As such,. As such, it provid it p it provides aprovides a ritual fr ritual frame for thame for the larger se larger story of retory of redemption wdemption which incluhich includes both edes both exit out ofxiteexit out oexit out of slavery f slavery and entry and entry into the finto the freedom of reedom of the land.the land.the land.

It is important to note that Passover was celebrated at Gilgal when the 
Israelites first entered the land of Canaan (Josh. 5:10-12). The Israelites began to 
eat the produce of the land on the following day. Thus, Passover not only marks 
the exit from Egypt, but also marks the entry into the land of promise. As such, it 



provides a ritual frame for the larger story of redemption which includes both 
exit out of slavery and entry into the freedom of the land.

�Changes inChanges in the obser the observance of Pvance of Passover apassover appear with pear with the move tthe move toward centoward centralizationralicentcentralizacentralization of wotion of worship assorship associated witciated with Deuteronh Deuteronomy. In Deomy. In Deut. 16:1-8ut. 16:1-8 Passover  Passover is viewed iis viewed is viewed as a pilgras a pilgrimage festimage festival whichival which requires  requires that an anthat an animal be saimal be sacrificed (crificed (v. 2, “thev. 2, “v. 2, “the Passo“the Passover sacrifver sacrifice”) at tice”) at the centralhe central sanctuary sanctuary. The day . The day of the slaof the slaughter is ughter is also viewealso valso viewed as viewed as the first the first day of theday of the Feast of  Feast of UnleavenedUnleavened Bread. De Bread. Deuteronomy uteronomy is very spis very specific in espspecific ispecific in relatingn relating both Pass both Passover and Uover and Unleavened nleavened Bread to aBread to aspects of spects of the Exodusthe Exodus story. Th s story. Thestory. The animal is animal is to be sac to be sacrificed inrificed in the eveni the evening at sunsng at sunset (Deut. et (Deut. 16:6) and 16:6) and all of itsall of all of its meaof its meat is to bet is to be eaten on  eaten on that nightthat night (v. 4). T (v. 4). The people he people are then aare then allowed to llowed to return to returreturn to return to their tenttheir tents, where ts, where they are tohey are to refrain f refrain from eatingrom eating unleavene unleavened bread. Td bread. They are toheTThey are tThey are to observe o observe a solemn aa solemn assembly onssembly on the seven the seventh day (Deth day (Deut. 16:8).ut. 16:8).

Changes in the observance of Passover appear with the move toward 
centralization of worship associated with Deuteronomy. In Deut. 16:1-8 Passover 
is viewed as a pilgrimage festival which requires that an animal be sacrificed (v. 2, 
“the Passover sacrifice”) at the central sanctuary. The day of the slaughter is also 
viewed as the first day of the Feast of Unleavened Bread. Deuteronomy is very 
specific in relating both Passover and Unleavened Bread to aspects of the Exodus 
story. The animal is to be sacrificed in the evening at sunset (Deut. 16:6) and all 
of its meat is to be eaten on that night (v. 4). The people are then allowed to 
return to their tents, where they are to refrain from eating unleavened bread. 
They are to observe a solemn assembly on the seventh day (Deut. 16:8).

�What was oWhat was once a famince a family observaly observance in thence in the home is t home is transformedransformed into a na into a national piltionananational pnational pilgrimage ilgrimage festival. festival. This shiftThis shift brought s brought several chaeveral changes in thnges in the observane observance of Passce of ce of Passoveof Passover and Unler and Unleavened Breavened Bread. First,ad. First, the time  the time of the slaof the slaughter of ughter of the animalthe animal was shift wa was shiftewas shifted to an ead to an earlier timerlier time of the da of the day (Deut. 1y (Deut. 16:6; cf. E6:6; cf. Exod. 12:6)xod. 12:6). This mad. This made it easiee it ee it easier foreasier for the pilgr the pilgrims to arrims to arrive and thive and the sacrifice sacrifices to be oes to be offered in ffered in a timely fa timely fashion. Inashion. ffashion. Ifashion. In additionn addition, this all, this allowed the Powed the Passover saassover sacrifice tocrifice to mark the  mark the beginning beginning of the sevof theof the seven the seven days of Undays of Unleavened Bleavened Bread. Secoread. Second, the Isnd, the Israelites craelites could now could now choose eithhoose either sheep oeeitheither sheeither sheep or cattep or cattle for sacle for sacrifice (Derifice (Deut. 16:2; ut. 16:2; cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 12:3). Thi12:3). Third, the merd, the method of cothod othod of cookingof cooking was chang was changed from roed from roasting to asting to boiling (Dboiling (Deut. 16:7;eut. 16:7; cf. Exod. cf. Exod. 12:9). Fo 12:9). Fourth, the urthFoFourth, thFourth, the observane observance is now ce is now constructeconstructed in termsd in terms of a nati of a national experonal experience. Thiience. This does nots ThiThis does This does not, howevnot, however, precluer, preclude a familde a family from eaty from eating togething together at the er at the pilgrimagepilgrimage site. Fin si site. Finasite. Finally, it islly, it is probable  probable that Passothat Passover and Unver and Unleavened Bleavened Bread were read were first linkfirst linked at the ed at ed at the timat the time of the De of the Deuteronomieuteronomic reforms.c reforms.

What was once a family observance in the home is transformed into a 
national pilgrimage festival. This shift brought several changes in the observance 
of Passover and Unleavened Bread. First, the time of the slaughter of the animal 
was shifted to an earlier time of the day (Deut. 16:6; cf. Exod. 12:6). This made it 
easier for the pilgrims to arrive and the sacrifices to be offered in a timely 
fashion. In addition, this allowed the Passover sacrifice to mark the beginning of 
the seven days of Unleavened Bread. Second, the Israelites could now choose 
either sheep or cattle for sacrifice (Deut. 16:2; cf. Exod. 12:3). Third, the method 
of cooking was changed from roasting to boiling (Deut. 16:7; cf. Exod. 12:9). 
Fourth, the observance is now constructed in terms of a national experience. 
This does not, however, preclude a family from eating together at the pilgrimage 
site. Finally, it is probable that Passover and Unleavened Bread were first linked 
at the time of the Deuteronomic reforms.

�The descriThe descriptions of ptions of the Passovthe Passovers observers observed by Hezeed by Hezekiah (2 Chkiah (2 Chr. 30) andr. 30) and Josiah (3 Josia Josiah (35Josiah (35:1–19) emp:1–19) emphasize thehasize the pilgrimag pilgrimage aspects e aspects of the Pasof the Passover/Unlesover/Unleavened Breavened Bread ritual aBreBread rituBread ritual complexal complex. One can . One can detect thedetect the ideologic ideological concernal concerns of the Cs of the Chronicler hronicler in these tinin these tin these texts as moexts as more detailere detailed informatd information is proion is provided on tvided on the role ofhe role of the pries the priests and Levts ants and Leviteand Levites in the ps in the presentatioresentation of the bn of the blood of thlood of the Passovere Passover sacrifice sacrifices. Both tes. Both texts emphasxts exts emphasize emphasize the large the large number of number of people prepeople present in thsent in the capital e capital city and tcity and the extravahe extravagance of tganextravaextravaganextravagance of the ce of the celebratiocelebrations.ns.ns.

The descriptions of the Passovers observed by Hezekiah (2 Chr. 30) and 
Josiah (35:1–19) emphasize the pilgrimage aspects of the Passover/Unleavened 
Bread ritual complex. One can detect the ideological concerns of the Chronicler 
in these texts as more detailed information is provided on the role of the priests 
and Levites in the presentation of the blood of the Passover sacrifices. Both texts 
emphasize the large number of people present in the capital city and the 
extravagance of the celebrations.

�Passover aPassover and Unleavend Unleavened Bread ned Bread receive exreceive extensive ditensive discussion iscussion in nonbiblin nonbiblical texts.cal tecal texts. Fortexts. For example,  example, Jub. 49 (cJub. 49 (ca. 150 a. 150 B.C.E.B.C.E.) provides) provides instructi instructions for thons for the observane observance and empceobservanobservanceobservance and empha and emphasizes the sizes the time of thtime of the sacrifice sacrificial slaughial slaughter at theter at the central s central sanctuary. anctussanctuary.sanctuary. It adds t It adds to the obseo the observance thervance the drinking  drinking of wine atof wine at the meal  the meal (Jub. 49:6(Jub. 49:6). Philo a). Ph). Philo and Philo and Josephus aJosephus also includlso include discussie discussions of theons of the celebrati celebration in theion in their works. Br works. Both emphasoth BBoth emphaBoth emphasize the esize the extravagantxtravagant nature of nature of the joyou the joyous celebrats celebrations and tions and the large nhe large number of punnumber of number of pilgrims tpilgrims that partichat participate in tipate in the activithe activities. Finalies. Finally, ly, Mishnah PeMishnah Pesah�imsah�im (ca. 200  ( (ca. 200 (ca. 200 C.E.C.E.) provides) provides extensive extensive details o details on various n various aspects ofaspects of the obser the observance. In vance. In particularpaparticularparticular, it seeks, it seeks to restru to restructure the cture the observanceobservance in light  in light of the desof the destruction otruction of the Jeruf the f the Jerusathe Jerusalem templelem temple...

Passover and Unleavened Bread receive extensive discussion in nonbiblical 
texts. For example, Jub. 49 (ca. 150 B.C.E.) provides instructions for the 
observance and emphasizes the time of the sacrificial slaughter at the central 
sanctuary. It adds to the observance the drinking of wine at the meal (Jub. 49:6). 
Philo and Josephus also include discussions of the celebration in their works. 
Both emphasize the extravagant nature of the joyous celebrations and the large 
number of pilgrims that participate in the activities. Finally, Mishnah Pesah�im  
(ca. 200 C.E.) provides extensive details on various aspects of the observance. In 



particular, it seeks to restructure the observance in light of the destruction of 
the Jerusalem temple.

�Passover pPassover plays a prolays a prominent rolminent role in the Ne in the NT accountsT accounts of the de of the death of Jesath of Jesus. All fous. All us. All four GAll four Gospels locospels locate his deate his death in relath in relation to tation to the celebrahe celebration of Pation of Passover andssover and Unleavene Unl UnleavenedUnleavened Bread (Ma Bread (Mark 14:1-52rk 14:1-52; Matt. 26; Matt. 26:1-46; Luk:1-46; Luke 22:1-53;e 22:1-53; John 13:1 John 13:1-38). The -38). The Synoptic GSSynoptic GSynoptic Gospels locospels locate Jesus’ate Jesus’ last meal last meal with the  with the disciples disciples and his arand his arrest on threst on the night ine nighe night in wnight in which the Phich the Passover saassover sacrifice wacrifice was slaughtes slaughtered and thred and the Passovere Passover meal eate meal eaten (Mark 14n eateeaten (Mareaten (Mark 14:12-16k 14:12-16; Matt. 26; Matt. 26:17-19; Lu:17-19; Luke 22:7-13ke 22:7-13). For the). For the Synoptic  Synoptic writers, twriters, the Last Suhetthe Last Sthe Last Supper was upper was itself a Pitself a Passover meassover meal that waal that was reinterps reinterpreted in lreted in light of thight of the theologie thee theologicatheological reflectil reflections of theons of the early Chu early Church. John,rch. John, however,  however, seeks to lseeks to link Jesus’ink Jesus’ death wit deat death withdeath with the actua the actual slaughtel slaughter of the Pr of the Passover saassover sacrifices (crifices (cf. John 1cf. John 13:1; 19:143:1; 19:14, 31, 42)., 31, 4, 31, 42). In th42). In this way, Jois way, John interprhn interprets the deets the death of Jesath of Jesus in termus in terms of the ss of the sacrificialacrificial slaughter slaught slaughter slaughter of the Pasof the Passover sheesover sheep (cf. Johp (cf. John 1:29; 19n 1:29; 19:36). The :36). The associatioassociation of the dn of the death of Jeeathddeath of Jdeath of Jesus and tesus and the Passovehe Passover sacrificr sacrifice had alree had already been mady been made by Pauade by Paul (1 Cor. l (1 Cor. 5:7-8). Th5:75:7-8). Th5:7-8). Thus, the Isus, the Israelite riraelite ritual obsertual observance of Pvance of Passover waassover was appropris appropriated and aated and adapted by dapaadapted byadapted by the Chris the Christian commutian community as itnity as it sought to sought to understan understand and inted and interpret the rpret the life and dlilife and dlife and death of Jeeath of Jesus in relsus in relationship ationship to its ownto its own ritual pr ritual practices.actices.actices.

Passover plays a prominent role in the NT accounts of the death of Jesus. 
All four Gospels locate his death in relation to the celebration of Passover and 
Unleavened Bread (Mark 14:1-52; Matt. 26:1-46; Luke 22:1-53; John 13:1-38). The 
Synoptic Gospels locate Jesus’ last meal with the disciples and his arrest on the 
night in which the Passover sacrifice was slaughtered and the Passover meal 
eaten (Mark 14:12-16; Matt. 26:17-19; Luke 22:7-13). For the Synoptic writers, 
the Last Supper was itself a Passover meal that was reinterpreted in light of the 
theological reflections of the early Church. John, however, seeks to link Jesus’ 
death with the actual slaughter of the Passover sacrifices (cf. John 13:1; 19:14, 31, 
42). In this way, John interprets the death of Jesus in terms of the sacrificial 
slaughter of the Passover sheep (cf. John 1:29; 19:36). The association of the 
death of Jesus and the Passover sacrifice had already been made by Paul (1 Cor. 
5:7-8). Thus, the Israelite ritual observance of Passover was appropriated and 
adapted by the Christian community as it sought to understand and interpret the 
life and death of Jesus in relationship to its own ritual practices.
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PASTORAL EPISTLES

1–2 Timoth1–2 Timothy and Tituy and Titus, three ls, three letters whietters which constitch constitute a distute a distinct groupinct group within th within the Pauline e Pe Pauline coPauline corpus. Thesrpus. These once hige once highly esteemhly esteemed texts fed texts fell under ell under a shadow wa shadow with the riith the rise of highseririse of hirise of higher critigher criticism. Thercism. Thereafter coneafter conservativesservatives labored t labored to rehabilio rehabilitate them,tate them, while mor whil while morewhile more liberal s liberal scholars focholars found their und their views of cviews of church, sochurch, society, and iety, and theology itheology increasinglncreiincreasingincreasingly objectily objectionable. Thonable. The strategye strategy of those  of those defending defending Pauline coPauline composition mposition required areqrequired arequired assigning tssigning the Pastorahe Pastoral Epistlesl Epistles to the la to the latest possitest possible date wble date while seekihile seeking to confng to ng to conformto conform their con their contents to ttents to the undispuhe undisputed epistlted epistles. This ses. This strategy hatrategy has not beens not been especiall es especiallyespecially successfu successful. If writl. If written by Pauten by Paul, the Pasl, the Pastoral Epistoral Epistles repretles represent a dimsent a dim conclusio conclu conclusionconclusion to a bril to a brilliant careliant career. If poser. If post-Pauline,t-Pauline, they are  they are interestininteresting witnesseg witnesses to laters to lats to later conflater conflicts overlicts over Paul’s he Paul’s heritage. Reritage. Recognition cognition that allegthat alleged authorsed authorship has mohip has more to do wre tore to do withto do with authority authority than with than with compositi composition and thaon and that secondart secondary writingsy writings are not n are not necessarilyennecessarilnecessarily inferiory inferior (cf. Isa. (cf. Isa. 40-66) ha 40-66) has eased tes eased tensions. Thnsions. The world ofe world of the Pasto the Pastoral Epistlral Epral Epistles iEpistles is more reas more readily explidily explicable in tcable in the light ohe light of 1 Clemenf 1 Clement, the Actt, the Acts of Paul,s of Paul, and the L and th and the Letterthe Letter of Polyca of Polycarp than frrp than from Paul’s om Paul’s career. A career. A probable dprobable date is ca.ate is ca. 100–125. 100–125. 100–125.

1–2 Timothy and Titus, three letters which constitute a distinct group within the 
Pauline corpus. These once highly esteemed texts fell under a shadow with the 
rise of higher criticism. Thereafter conservatives labored to rehabilitate them, 
while more liberal scholars found their views of church, society, and theology 
increasingly objectionable. The strategy of those defending Pauline composition 
required assigning the Pastoral Epistles to the latest possible date while seeking 
to conform their contents to the undisputed epistles. This strategy has not been 
especially successful. If written by Paul, the Pastoral Epistles represent a dim 
conclusion to a brilliant career. If post-Pauline, they are interesting witnesses to 
later conflicts over Paul’s heritage. Recognition that alleged authorship has more 
to do with authority than with composition and that secondary writings are not 
necessarily inferior (cf. Isa. 40-66) has eased tensions. The world of the Pastoral 
Epistles is more readily explicable in the light of 1 Clement, the Acts of Paul, and 
the Letter of Polycarp than from Paul’s career. A probable date is ca. 100–125.

�The addresThe addressees of thsees of the Pastorale Pastoral Epistles  Epistles are not coare not communities mmunities but co-worbut co-workers of Pakers okers of Paul. Tof Paul. Timothy andimothy and Titus app Titus appear here aear here as relatives relatively youthfuly youthful (Titus 2l (Titus 2:7, 15; 1 :7, 15; 1 Tim. 4:12)Tim. 4Tim. 4:12) succ4:12) successors of essors of Paul. ThesPaul. These letters,e letters, which are which are parenetic parenetic (advisory (advisory) in form,) in form, have a tw hav have a twohave a twofold aim: fold aim: to show Pato show Paul’s work ul’s work and thoughand thought and to pt and to provide modrovide models for thels for thels for the organithe organization of zation of Christian Christian communitiecommunities in a hoss in a hostile worldtile world. The form. The former polytheer polytheist Titus ispolythepolytheistpolytheist Titus (Ti Titus (Titus 3:4-5)tus 3:4-5) is develo is developing a newping a new mission a mission area, Creterea, Crete, while Ti, while Timothy, themothTiTimothy, tTimothy, the scion ohe scion of devout ff devout forebears (orebears (2 Tim. 1:32 Tim. 1:3-14; 3:15)-14; 3:15), supervis, supervises the estes the established cabliestestablisheestablished church od church of Ephesus.f Ephesus.

The addressees of the Pastoral Epistles are not communities but co-workers 
of Paul. Timothy and Titus appear here as relatively youthful (Titus 2:7, 15; 1 Tim. 



4:12) successors of Paul. These letters, which are parenetic (advisory) in form, 
have a twofold aim: to show Paul’s work and thought and to provide models for 
the organization of Christian communities in a hostile world. The former 
polytheist Titus (Titus 3:4-5) is developing a new mission area, Crete, while 
Timothy, the scion of devout forebears (2 Tim. 1:3-14; 3:15), supervises the 
established church of Ephesus.

�These leadThese leaders face cers face challenges hallenges from falsefrom false teachers  teachers both withiboth within (1 Timotn (1 Timothy) and wihy) andhy) and withouand without (Titus) t (Titus) the communthe community. Becauity. Because some ofse some of the charg the charges, such aes, such as the motis the mots the motivationmotivation of greed, of greed, are polem are polemical stereical stereotypes whiotypes while others le others are terse,are terse, it is dif it is difficult to ficultdifdifficult difficult to establito establish whethersh whether one or mo one or more “heresire “heresies” are ines” are in view. Ref view. Reference to erence to myths, genmymyths, genmyths, genealogies, ealogies, speculativspeculative thought,e thought, and ascet and asceticism (e.gicism (e.g., 1 Tim. ., 1 Tim. 1:3-7; Tit1:3-7; Titus 3:9-11)us 3:9us 3:9-11) ev3:9-11) evokes incipokes incipient Gnostient Gnosticism. “Jeicism. “Jewish” (Titwish” (Titus 1:14) us 1:14) maymay be no mor be no more than a he than a he than a hostile ephostile epithet. Theithet. The Pastoral  Pastoral Epistles aEpistles advocate thdvocate that false tat false teachers beeachers be shunned r shunned rather thanatherrather tharather than refuted n refuted (2 Tim. 3:(2 Tim. 3:5). Partic5). Particularly objularly objectionableectionable is the di is the disruption osruption of conventif convf conventionconventional social al social life throulife through nonconfgh nonconformist behormist behavior, espavior, especially byecially by women (1  women (1 Tim. 2:8-1TiTim. 2:8-1Tim. 2:8-15; 4:7; 5:5; 4:7; 5:13). The g13). The gradient isradient is clear: Pa clear: Paul favors ul favors celibacy, celibacy, but statesbut states that it i that it  that it is bettit is better to marrer to marry than to y than to burn (1 Coburn (1 Cor. 7). In r. 7). In the Acts othe Acts of Paul hisf Paul his dutiful c dutiful convert Theonvert cconvert Thconvert Thecla quiteecla quite literally literally prefers b prefers burning to urning to marriage. marriage. 1 Tim. 2 r1 Tim. 2 requires woequires women to be mewowomen to bwomen to be married.e married. The Pasto The Pastoral Epistlral Epistles seek toes seek to preserve  preserve Paul’s thoPaul’s thought by smught by smught by smoothing smoothing out its poout its potentially tentially speculativspeculative edges ane edges and underlind underlining the noing the normality ofrmality of its moral its  its moraliits morality.ty.ty.

These leaders face challenges from false teachers both within (1 Timothy) 
and without (Titus) the community. Because some of the charges, such as the 
motivation of greed, are polemical stereotypes while others are terse, it is 
difficult to establish whether one or more “heresies” are in view. Reference to 
myths, genealogies, speculative thought, and asceticism (e.g., 1 Tim. 1:3-7; Titus 
3:9-11) evokes incipient Gnosticism. “Jewish” (Titus 1:14) may be no more than a 
hostile epithet. The Pastoral Epistles advocate that false teachers be shunned 
rather than refuted (2 Tim. 3:5). Particularly objectionable is the disruption of 
conventional social life through nonconformist behavior, especially by women (1 
Tim. 2:8-15; 4:7; 5:13). The gradient is clear: Paul favors celibacy, but states that 
it is better to marry than to burn (1 Cor. 7). In the Acts of Paul his dutiful 
convert Thecla quite literally prefers burning to marriage. 1 Tim. 2 requires 
women to be married. The Pastoral Epistles seek to preserve Paul’s thought by 
smoothing out its potentially speculative edges and underlining the normality of 
its morality.

�The ChurchThe Church is not th is not the enemy ofe enemy of ancient “ ancient “family valfamily values”; it iues”; it is the “hous the “household of sehold osehold of God” (1of God” (1 Tim. 3:15 Tim. 3:15). Officia). Officials (bishopls (bishops/overseers/overseers, presbyts, presbyters, elderers, elders and deacs and deacons/servanonsdeacdeacons/sedeacons/servant minirvant ministers) possters) possess the qsess the qualities oualities of both houf both household heasehold heads and orgds and organizationaaorgorganizatiorganizational leadeonal leaders (e.g., rs (e.g., 1 Tim. 3:11 Tim. 3:1-13). Thei-13). Their task is r task is formation.formation. What we c What we call “ethicall “eall “ethics” w“ethics” was for ancas for ancients largients largely the peely the performance rformance of tasks aof tasks and duties nd duties appropriatappropriate to one’se te to one’s rto one’s role and stole and station in lation in life. Graceife. Grace is not si is not simply libermply liberating; it ating; it is educatiis educative (Titus ve (Titus ve (Titus 2:1(Titus 2:12). The Pa2). The Pastoral Epistoral Epistles accestles accept the pospt the possibility osibility of persecutf persecution (1 Timion (1 Tim. 6:13), b. 6:13. 6:13), but6:13), but wish to c wish to condemn conondemn conduct that duct that would injuwould injure the Chure the Church’s repurch’s reputation. Totation. Totation. Today it iToday it is easy to s easy to see how musee how much of thisch of this advice is advice is culture-s culture-specific anpecific and to lamend to lament apparentt apt apparent capparent concessionsoncessions to worldl to worldly standardy standards. What iss. What is more impo more important thanrtant than its cultu its cultural colorarcultucultural ccultural coloration oloration is the witis the witness of thness of the Pastorale Pastoral Epistles  Epistles to the begto the beginnings ofinnings of a structu a stru a structure structure that wouldthat would, over cen, over centuries, grturies, gradually maadually make the Chuke the Church a morarch a moral force inl force in the Greco t the Greco-the Greco-Roman and,Roman and, later, th later, the “barbarie “barbarian” world.an” world.

The Church is not the enemy of ancient “family values”; it is the “household 
of God” (1 Tim. 3:15). Officials (bishops/overseers, presbyters, elders and 
deacons/servant ministers) possess the qualities of both household heads and 
organizational leaders (e.g., 1 Tim. 3:1-13). Their task is formation. What we call 
“ethics” was for ancients largely the performance of tasks and duties appropriate 
to one’s role and station in life. Grace is not simply liberating; it is educative 
(Titus 2:12). The Pastoral Epistles accept the possibility of persecution (1 Tim. 
6:13), but wish to condemn conduct that would injure the Church’s reputation. 
Today it is easy to see how much of this advice is culture-specific and to lament 
apparent concessions to worldly standards. What is more important than its 
cultural coloration is the witness of the Pastoral Epistles to the beginnings of a 
structure that would, over centuries, gradually make the Church a moral force in 
the Greco-Roman and, later, the “barbarian” world.
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PATARAPATARA (Gk.  (Gk. PaétaraPaétara)))

PATARA (Gk. Paétara)

The major The major port of Lyport of Lycia situatcia situated on the ed on the southwest southwest coast oppocoast opposite Rhodesite Rhodes, 9.6 km.s, 9.6 km.s, 9.6 km. (6 mi.km. (6 mi.) E of the) E of the mouth of  mouth of the Xanthuthe Xanthus River. As River. A prosperou prosperous city, Pas city, Patara was otara was one of the noone of theone of the six large six largest cities st cities of the Lycof the Lycian leagueian league (Strabo  (Strabo Geog.Geog. 14.3.2–3) 14.3.2–3). Here Pau. Here Paul changed lPauPaul changPaul changed ships ted ships to sail to o sail to Phoenicia Phoenicia during hisduring his final jou final journey to Jerney to Jerusalem (Arusalem (Acts 21:1; cts 2cts 21:1; some21:1; some texts rea texts read “Patara d “Patara and Myra”)and Myra”)..

The major port of Lycia situated on the southwest coast opposite Rhodes, 9.6 
km. (6 mi.) E of the mouth of the Xanthus River. A prosperous city, Patara was 
one of the six largest cities of the Lycian league (Strabo Geog. 14.3.2–3). Here 
Paul changed ships to sail to Phoenicia during his final journey to Jerusalem (Acts 
21:1; some texts read “Patara and Myra”).

PATHROSPATHROS (Heb.  (Heb. pat�ro®spat�ro®s), ), PATHRUSIM PATHRUSIM (pat�rusiî(pat�rusiîm)m)m)

PATHROS (Heb. pat�ro®s ), PATHRUSIM (pat�rusiîm)

Upper EgypUpper Egypt, i.e., tt, i.e., the southerhe southern part of n part of Egypt (EgyEgypt (Egyp. p. pp33-t-t33-rsy,-rsy, “southern “southern land”) fr land”) f land”) from just from just S of MemphS of Memphis to the is to the first catafirst cataract at Syract at Syene, to whene, to which some oich some of the exilf the exiled Israelied Ied IsraelitesIsraelites fled (Isa fled (Isa. 11:11; J. 11:11; Jer. 44:1, er. 44:1, 15; Ezek. 15; Ezek. 30:14). Ac30:14). According tocording to Ezek. 29: Ezek. 29:14 “the la14 “the 14 “the land “the land of Pathrosof Pathros” was the ” was the original horiginal home of theome of the Egyptians Egyptians (cf. Gen. (cf. Gen. 10:14; 1  10:14; 1 Chr. 1:12,ChrChr. 1:12,Chr. 1:12, “Pathrusi “Pathrusim”).m”).

Upper Egypt, i.e., the southern part of Egypt (Egyp. p3-t3-rsy, “southern land”) 
from just S of Memphis to the first cataract at Syene, to which some of the exiled 
Israelites fled (Isa. 11:11; Jer. 44:1, 15; Ezek. 30:14). According to Ezek. 29:14 
“the land of Pathros” was the original home of the Egyptians (cf. Gen. 10:14; 1 
Chr. 1:12, “Pathrusim”).

PATRIARCHSPATRIARCHS

PATRIARCHS

The leaderThe leaders of famils of families and clies and clans withinans within ancient I ancient Israel. Thesrael. The term deri term derives from Hves from Heb. eb.HHeb. Heb. raœ}sûeî }raœ}sûeî }a�b�o®t�a�b�o®t� (“heads o (“heads of the fathf the fathers”), traers”), translated innslated in the LXX a the LXX as “rulers s “rs “rulers of“rulers of the fathe the fathers” (Gk. rs” (Gk. archaií paarchaií patrioœstrioœs) and simp) and simplified as lified as patriaérchpatriaércheäseäs in the NT patriaércheäspatriaérchpatriaércheäs in theeäs in the NT and Ap NT and Apocrypha. Wocrypha. Within the ithin the disciplinediscipline of biblic of biblical studiesal studies the term  the the term hthe term has come toas come to refer mor refer more specifice specifically to thally to the four gene four generations oerations of Israel’sf Israel’s founders  fou founders dfounders described iescribed in Gen. 12-n Gen. 12-50: Abraha50: Abraham, Isaac, m, Isaac, Jacob, andJacob, and his 12 so his 12 sons (esp. Jns (esp. Joseph). ThoseJJoseph). TJoseph). This leads his leads into the rinto the realm of etealm of ethnicity, ahnicity, an organizin organizing social ng social principle principle based on tbased obased on the peron the perception thception that membersat members of the gr of the group share oup share a common aa common ancestral hncestral heritage. Eeritage. hheritage. heritage. Ethnicity Ethnicity is a very is a very powerful mpowerful mode of ideode of identity becantity because it extuse it extends the nends the natural senaturnnatural senatural sentiments ontiments of kinship f kinship affiliatioaffiliation from then from the immediate immediate family to family to the socie the society as a whty asty as a wholeas a whole. Sentimen. Sentiments of ethnts of ethnicity are icity are commonly acommonly associated ssociated with origiwith original forefanal forefathers throtheforefaforefatherforefathers through s through whom all mwhom all members of embers of the group the group trace theitrace their lineage r lineage — in the c— in the case of ancaccase of ancase of ancient Isracient Israel, Abrahael, Abraham, Isaac, m, Isaac, and Jacob.and Jacob. Research  Research in ethniciin ethnicity has demty has demonstrated onsdemdemonstratdemonstrated that, aed that, although a lthough a forefatherforefather might be  might be a historica historical figure,al figure, it is als it is also quite coo quiteo quite commquite common to findon to find that the  that the tradition tradition was inventwas invented to fosted to foster group cer group cohesivenesohesiveness. This rascohesivenescohesivenecohesiveness. This rss. This raises an iaises an important qmportant question abuestion about the paout the patriarchal triarchal stories thstories themselves. emththemselvesthemselves. To what . To what extent do extent do the narratthe narratives proviives provide historide historical informcal information?ation?

The leaders of families and clans within ancient Israel. The term derives from 
Heb. raœ}sûeî }a�b�o®t�  (“heads of the fathers”), translated in the LXX as 
“rulers of the fathers” (Gk. archaií patrioœs) and simplified as 
patriaércheäs in the NT and Apocrypha. Within the discipline of biblical studies 
the term has come to refer more specifically to the four generations of Israel’s 
founders described in Gen. 12-50: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and his 12 sons (esp. 
Joseph). This leads into the realm of ethnicity, an organizing social principle based 
on the perception that members of the group share a common ancestral 
heritage. Ethnicity is a very powerful mode of identity because it extends the 
natural sentiments of kinship affiliation from the immediate family to the society 
as a whole. Sentiments of ethnicity are commonly associated with original 
forefathers through whom all members of the group trace their lineage — in the 
case of ancient Israel, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Research in ethnicity has 
demonstrated that, although a forefather might be a historical figure, it is also 
quite common to find that the tradition was invented to foster group 
cohesiveness. This raises an important question about the patriarchal stories 
themselves. To what extent do the narratives provide historical information?

History anHistory and Genred Genre

History and Genre

Early in tEarly in the 20th cehe 20th century it wntury it was increasas increasingly commingly common for schon for scholars to volars to view the paiew the patriarchal trpapatriarchapatriarchal narrativl narratives as famies as family legendsly legends and sagas and sagas rather th rather than as histan as historical comorical compositions.positcomcompositiocompositions. But inns. But in later dec later decades it waades it was proposeds proposed that they that they derive fr derive from ancientom ancient epics whi e epics whicepics which preserveh preserve historica historical accountsl accounts of the fo of the forefathers’refathers’ movements movements in Mesopo in Mesopotamia and tMesopoMesopotamiMesopotamia and Palea and Palestine. In stine. In addition, addition, some have some have argued thaargued that the geopt the geopolitical aolitical and culturandaand culturand cultural detailsal details of the st of the stories findories find their clo their closest affinsest affinities withities with ancient t ancient texts from exts fromexts from Ebla,from Ebla, Mari, and Mari, and Nuzi (fro Nuzi (from 2300–150m 2300–1500 0 B.C.E.B.C.E.), and thi), and this is takens is taken as eviden as evidence for a sce foce for a suppfor a supposed 2nd-mosed 2nd-millennium illennium “patriarch“patriarchal age” (cal age” (ca. 2000–18a. 2000–1800). Recen00). Recent work hast work hast work has calledhas called this arch this archaeologicalaeological and textu and textual evidencal evidence into quee into question, so stion, so that most that most now concednownow concednow concede there ise there is little so little solid evidenlid evidence to connce to connect the paect the patriarchal triarchal stories exstories exclusively clusexexclusivelexclusively with sucy with such an earlyh an early historica historical period. l period. A survey oA survey of the ideof the ideological lalogical landscape shndscaplalandscape landscape shows thatshows that four view four views of the ps of the patriarchalatriarchal narrative narratives predomins predominate. Firstate. First, in both , in, in both Chin both Christian anristian and Jewish qd Jewish quarters thuarters there remainere remain religious religiously conservly conservative schoative scholars who vlarschoscholars wscholars who view thho view the texts ase texts as accurate  accurate historicalhistorical narrative narratives. Second,s. Second, some scho some scholars contilarschoscholars cscholars continue toontinue to adhere to adhere to the “epic the “epic” interpre” interpretation of tation of the storiethe stories and see s and see them as a themthem as a them as a useful — auseful — albeit cloulbeit cloudy — histody — historical windrical window into eaow into early Israelrly Israel’s patriar’s patriarchal origichalpatriarpatriarchapatriarchal origins l origins under Abraunder Abraham and/orham and/or forefathe forefathers like hirs like him. Third, m. Third, some view some view the narratththe narratthe narratives not aives not as history s history but ratherbut rather as ancien as ancient family at family and tribal nd tribal sagas actesagas acted out by ld out d out by litout by literary charerary characters — Aacters — Abraham, Isbraham, Isaac, Jacobaac, Jacob, and his , and his sons. Thessons. These first the first three approaree ththree apprthree approaches havoaches have in commoe in common the viewn the view that the  that the patriarchapatriarchal narrativl narratives preserves preserves preserve wpreserve within themithin them a good de a good deal of ancial of ancient materient material. The foal. The fourth perspurth perspective difective differs in thferdifdiffers indiffers in that, whi that, while acknowlle acknowledging somedging some older mae older materials, iterials, it views tht views the patriarce patriarchal story hal sthal story as astory as a later, in later, invented travented tradition thadition that tells mot tells more about tre about the period he period in which tin which the narratihe nahe narrative narrative was constrwas constructed (exiucted (exilic or poslic or postexilic petexilic periods) thariods) than it does n it does about anciabout ancient Israelent Ient Israelite Israelite history. Ahistory. Although malthough many scholarny scholars would nos would not go this t go this far in denfar in denying the hying the historical istohhistoricalhistorical value of  value of the patriathe patriarchal narrrchal narratives, atatives, at present n present nearly all early all scholars rscholars recognize tecognizrrecognize recognize that Genesthat Genesis does nois does not provide t provide us with hius with history likestory like that prov that provided by thided by the historice he historicalhistorical books of  books of Samuel andSamuel and Kings. Ac Kings. Accordingly,cordingly, it has be it has become commocome common for thosn for thosn for those writthose writing the hiing the history of astory of ancient Isrncient Israel to begael to begin with thin with the period oe period of David anf David and Solomon d Sod Solomon raSolomon rather than ther than of Abrahamof Abraham and Jacob and Jacob..

Early in the 20th century it was increasingly common for scholars to view the 
patriarchal narratives as family legends and sagas rather than as historical 
compositions. But in later decades it was proposed that they derive from ancient 
epics which preserve historical accounts of the forefathers’ movements in 



Mesopotamia and Palestine. In addition, some have argued that the geopolitical 
and cultural details of the stories find their closest affinities with ancient texts 
from Ebla, Mari, and Nuzi (from 2300–1500 B.C.E.), and this is taken as evidence 
for a supposed 2nd-millennium “patriarchal age” (ca. 2000–1800). Recent work 
has called this archaeological and textual evidence into question, so that most 
now concede there is little solid evidence to connect the patriarchal stories 
exclusively with such an early historical period. A survey of the ideological 
landscape shows that four views of the patriarchal narratives predominate. First, 
in both Christian and Jewish quarters there remain religiously conservative 
scholars who view the texts as accurate historical narratives. Second, some 
scholars continue to adhere to the “epic” interpretation of the stories and see 
them as a useful — albeit cloudy — historical window into early Israel’s 
patriarchal origins under Abraham and/or forefathers like him. Third, some view 
the narratives not as history but rather as ancient family and tribal sagas acted 
out by literary characters — Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and his sons. These first 
three approaches have in common the view that the patriarchal narratives 
preserve within them a good deal of ancient material. The fourth perspective 
differs in that, while acknowledging some older materials, it views the patriarchal 
story as a later, invented tradition that tells more about the period in which the 
narrative was constructed (exilic or postexilic periods) than it does about ancient 
Israelite history. Although many scholars would not go this far in denying the 
historical value of the patriarchal narratives, at present nearly all scholars 
recognize that Genesis does not provide us with history like that provided by the 
historical books of Samuel and Kings. Accordingly, it has become common for 
those writing the history of ancient Israel to begin with the period of David and 
Solomon rather than of Abraham and Jacob.

Literary CLiterary Considerationsiderationsons

Literary Considerations

Although tAlthough the patriarhe patriarchal storichal stories of Genees of Genesis are prsis are preserved aseserved as a single  a single literary wliterary work, scholork,wwork, schowork, scholars generlars generally belieally believe that a ve that a very complvery complex processex process has creat has created them. Ved them. Various litaVVarious liVarious literary souterary sources from rces from different different historicalhistorical periods l periods lie behind ie behind the narratthe narratives, and ives, narratnarrativesnarratives, and thes, and these have beee have been written n written or edited or edited by severalby several authors a authors and redactond redactors. In addrsredactoredactors.redactors. In additi In addition, these on, these literary sliterary sources werources were composede composed of smalle of smaller units ofr units of tradition tr tradition,tradition, e.g., Jac e.g., Jacob traditiob traditions from tons from the northerhe northern kingdom,n kingdom, the Abrah the Abraham/Isaac tam/Isaac traditions radttraditionstraditions from the  from the southern ksouthern kingdom, aningdom, and a self-cd a self-contained sontained short storyhort story about the about the forefathe f forefatherforefather Joseph. W Joseph. Whether thehether these materiase materials originals originated orallyted orally or as sma or as smaller literller literary works ary literliterary wliterary works is oforks is often difficten difficult to detult to determine. Thermine. The process e process by which tby which the varioushe various tradition tra traditionstraditions were comb were combined is alined is also debatedso debated, with som, with some viewing e viewing it as the it as the work of a work of a few authorfefew authorfew authors or editos or editors and othrs and others as a gers as a gradual andradual and accidenta accidental process l process which resuwhich resulted in thltresuresulted iresulted in the accun the accumulation omulation of many traf many traditions inditions into one narto one narrative.rative.

Although the patriarchal stories of Genesis are preserved as a single literary 
work, scholars generally believe that a very complex process has created them. 
Various literary sources from different historical periods lie behind the 
narratives, and these have been written or edited by several authors and 
redactors. In addition, these literary sources were composed of smaller units of 
tradition, e.g., Jacob traditions from the northern kingdom, the Abraham/Isaac 
traditions from the southern kingdom, and a self-contained short story about the 
forefather Joseph. Whether these materials originated orally or as smaller 
literary works is often difficult to determine. The process by which the various 
traditions were combined is also debated, with some viewing it as the work of a 
few authors or editors and others as a gradual and accidental process which 



resulted in the accumulation of many traditions into one narrative.

TheologicaTheological Significl Significanceance

Theological Significance

The compleThe complex literaryx literary origin of origin of the narra the narratives doestives does not negat not negate their the their theological eological importanceimpoimportanceimportance for Jewis for Jewish and Chrih and Christian tradstian traditions. Esitions. Especially ipecially important important is the concs the concept of “prept concconcept ofconcept of “promise. “promise.” God prom” God promised the pised the patriarchs atriarchs that they that they would recewould receive blessiive blessings — a ponblessiblessings blessings — a poster— a posterity — and ity — and a homelanda homeland. The fulf. The fulfillment ofillment of these pro these promises becamises became a preocmbecabecame a pbecame a preoccupatireoccupation in otheon in other portionsr portions of the OT of the OT, includin, including the remag the remaining partining parts of the Pspartparts of tparts of the Pentatehe Pentateuch, the huch, the historical istorical books, andbooks, and much of t much of the prophethe prophetic materiaic material. While il. Wl. While in tWhile in the OT thishe OT this promise w promise was inheritas inherited primaried primarily by the ly by the ethnic comethnic community of munity of ancient Isaancient Isancient Israel — Abrrael — Abraham’s posaham’s posterity — iterity — in the NT tn the NT the promisehe promise was spiri was spiritualized (tualized (cf. Heb. 4c((cf. Heb. (cf. Heb. 4:1-11) an4:1-11) and extendedd extended to non-Je to non-Jews by “graws by “grafting” thefting” them into them into the people of people of God (Rom. G God (Rom. God (Rom. 11:17-24).11:17-24). However,  However, this theolthis theological innogical innovation diovation did not neced not necessarily ressarily render inconnrerender incrender inconsequentionsequential the ethal the ethnic boundanic boundaries that ries that separated separated Jews from Jews from Gentiles, Gentiles, as Rom. 11aas Rom. 11as Rom. 11:25-32 sho:25-32 shows.ws.ws.

The complex literary origin of the narratives does not negate their theological 
importance for Jewish and Christian traditions. Especially important is the 
concept of “promise.” God promised the patriarchs that they would receive 
blessings — a posterity — and a homeland. The fulfillment of these promises 
became a preoccupation in other portions of the OT, including the remaining 
parts of the Pentateuch, the historical books, and much of the prophetic material. 
While in the OT this promise was inherited primarily by the ethnic community of 
ancient Israel — Abraham’s posterity — in the NT the promise was spiritualized 
(cf. Heb. 4:1-11) and extended to non-Jews by “grafting” them into the people of 
God (Rom. 11:17-24). However, this theological innovation did not necessarily 
render inconsequential the ethnic boundaries that separated Jews from Gentiles, 
as Rom. 11:25-32 shows.

�“Faith jus“Faith justificationtification” is anoth” is another importaer important theolognt theological conceical concept in the pt in the patriarchapatriarchapatriarchapatriarchal narrativl narratives. This pes. This perspectiveerspective maintains maintains that one  that one is in righis in right standingt standing with the  with  with the dwith the deity by vieity by virtue of trrtue of trust in Godust in God (Gen. 15: (Gen. 15:1-6), a vi1-6), a view subsequew subsequently takeently taken up in bon un up in bothup in both Jewish an Jewish and Christiad Christian tradition traditions (Isa. 5ns (Isa. 51:1-2; Rom1:1-2; Rom. 4).. 4).. 4).

“Faith justification” is another important theological concept in the 
patriarchal narratives. This perspective maintains that one is in right standing 
with the deity by virtue of trust in God (Gen. 15:1-6), a view subsequently taken 
up in both Jewish and Christian traditions (Isa. 51:1-2; Rom. 4).
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Bibliography. W. F. Albright, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan (1968, repr. 
Winona Lake, 1990); P. G. Kirkpatrick, “Folklore Studies and the Genre of the 
Patriarchal Narratives,” in The Old Testament and Folklore Study. JSOTSup 62 
(Sheffield, 1988), 73–114; W. McKane, Studies in the Patriarchal Narratives 
(Winona Lake, 1983); A. R. Millard and D. J. Wiseman, Essays on the Patriarchal 
Narratives (Winona Lake, 1983); J. Van Seters, Prologue to History: The Yahwist as 
Historian in Genesis (Louisville, 1992); C. Westermann, Genesis, 3 vols. 
(Minneapolis, 1984–86), esp. 2:23–131.
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PATROBASPATROBAS (Gk.  (Gk. PatrobaésPatrobaés)))

PATROBAS (Gk. Patrobaés)

A ChristiaA Christian in Rome n in Rome to whom Pato whom Paul sent hiul sent his greetings greetings (Rom. 16s (Rom. 16:14). The :14). The name is a name is a name is a shortenea shortened form of d form of Patrobias.Patrobias.

A Christian in Rome to whom Paul sent his greetings (Rom. 16:14). The name is 
a shortened form of Patrobias.

PAUPAU (Heb.  (Heb. paœ{u®paœ{u®) (also PA) (also PAI)I)I)

PAU (Heb. paœ{u®) (also PAI)

An EdomiteAn Edomite city, the city, the capital o capital of King Hadf King Hadad (Gen. 3ad (Gen. 36:39); cal6:39); called Pai atled Pai at 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:50. Its lo50. I50. Its locatiIts location is unknon is unknown. The Lown. The LXX reads GXX reads Gk. k. Phogoœr,Phogoœr, its usual its usual designati designation for Peoon for Pon for Peor.Peor.

An Edomite city, the capital of King Hadad (Gen. 36:39); called Pai at 1 Chr. 1:50. 
Its location is unknown. The LXX reads Gk. Phogoœr, its usual designation for 
Peor.

PAULPAUL (Gk.  (Gk. PauílosPauílos)))

PAUL (Gk. Pauílos)



Except forExcept for Jesus, no Jesus, no one influ one influenced the enced the developmendevelopment of earlyt of early Christian Christianity more tity more than Paul. hatthan Paul.than Paul. He was th He was the foremoste foremost apologist apologist for the g for the gentile misentile mission, and sion, and the most ethe most eloquent deloqeeloquent deloquent defender ofefender of the centr the centrality of Jality of Jewish tradewish traditions, Scitions, Scriptures, riptures, deity, anddeity, and morality  mora morality fmorality for his preor his predominantlydominantly gentile c gentile churches. Thurches. That 13 of hat 13 of the 27 boothe 27 books of the ks of the NT are attNTNT are attNT are attributed toributed to Paul give Paul gives eloquents eloquent testimony testimony to the im to the importance hportance he had for e had for the early tthe early the early Jesus moveJesus movement. Thatment. That legacy re legacy remained to mained to inspire suinspire such theologch theological titanical titans as Auguss as as Augustias Augustine, Lutherne, Luther, Calvin, , Calvin, and Wesleyand Wesley, and to p, and to profoundly rofoundly influence influence the intellthe intellectual hisectuintellintellectuintellectual historyal history of the We of the West.st.

Except for Jesus, no one influenced the development of early Christianity more 
than Paul. He was the foremost apologist for the gentile mission, and the most 
eloquent defender of the centrality of Jewish traditions, Scriptures, deity, and 
morality for his predominantly gentile churches. That 13 of the 27 books of the 
NT are attributed to Paul gives eloquent testimony to the importance he had for 
the early Jesus movement. That legacy remained to inspire such theological titans 
as Augustine, Luther, Calvin, and Wesley, and to profoundly influence the 
intellectual history of the West.

SourcesSources

Sources

The seven The seven letters whletters which came fich came from Paul’srom Paul’s hand (1 T hand (1 Thessaloniahessalonians, 1 Corins, 1 Corinthians, Pnthians, PhilippianshPPhilippianPhilippians, Philemos, Philemon, 2 Corinn, 2 Corinthians, Gathians, Galatians, alatians, and Romans)nd Romans) serve as  serve as the primarthe primary sources y sy sources fosources for our knowr our knowledge abouledge about the apost the apostle; Acts,tle; Acts, though se though secondary, icondary, is neverthes nevertheless usefulnevertheneverthelenevertheless useful ss useful when judicwhen judiciously useiously used. The disd. The disputed lettputed letters (2 Theers (2 Thessaloniansssalonians, Colossia, C, ColossiansColossians, and Ephe, and Ephesians) mersians) merit consideit consideration, anration, and the pseud the pseudepigraphidepigraphic letters c letters (1 and 2 T(1 (1 and 2 T(1 and 2 Timothy, Tiimothy, Titus, and Htus, and Hebrews) anebrews) and later apd later apocryphal locryphal literature iterature assist witassist with the histh th the historthe history of Pauliy of Pauline interprne interpretation.etation.

The seven letters which came from Paul’s hand (1 Thessalonians, 1 Corinthians, 
Philippians, Philemon, 2 Corinthians, Galatians, and Romans) serve as the primary 
sources for our knowledge about the apostle; Acts, though secondary, is 
nevertheless useful when judiciously used. The disputed letters (2 Thessalonians, 
Colossians, and Ephesians) merit consideration, and the pseudepigraphic letters 
(1 and 2 Timothy, Titus, and Hebrews) and later apocryphal literature assist with 
the history of Pauline interpretation.

Athena temAthena temple on theple on the acropolis acropolis at Lindos at Lindos, Rhodes, , Rhodes, overlookinoverlooking St. Paulg St. Paul’s Bay (Ph’s Bay (Phoenix Datao(Ph(Phoenix D(Phoenix Data Systemata Systems, Neal ans, Neal and Joel Bied Joel Bierling)rling)

Athena temple on the acropolis at Lindos, Rhodes, overlooking St. Paul’s Bay 
(Phoenix Data Systems, Neal and Joel Bierling)

“Pre-Chris“Pre-Christian” Peritian” Periodod

“Pre-Christian” Period

Paul was bPaul was born, livedorn, lived, and died, and died a Jew. He a Jew. He writes th writes that he was at he was of the triof the tribe of Benjbe of Benjamin, circaminBenjBenjamin, Benjamin, circumcisecircumcised on the ed on the eighth day,ighth day, was blame was blameless beforless before the law,e the law, followed  followed the Pharisththe Pharisthe Pharisaic interpaic interpretation (retation (Phil. 3:5-Phil. 3:5-6), and wa6), and was zealousls zealously observany observant of the at of the ancestral tncestaancestral ancestral traditionstraditions (Gal. 1:1 (Gal. 1:14). He was4). He was probably  probably born in Taborn in Tarsus (Actsrsus (Acts 22:3), a  22:3), a thriving, thrivthriving, thriving, cosmopolitcosmopolitan, urban an, urban gateway togateway to the easte the eastern Mediterrn Mediterranean, a ranean, a vibrant invibrant intellectualtelinintellectuintellectual center,al center, and a tra and a transportationsportation hub of sn hub of strategic itrategic importance.mportance. There Pau There Paul learned l lel learned hilearned his first las first language, Grnguage, Greek, was teek, was taught a traught a trade, and rade, and received hieceived his schoolins schooling. This bag. Thg. This backgThis background and round and Gal. 1:22 Gal. 1:22 contradictcontradict the view  the view of Acts 22of Acts 22:3 that Pa:3 that Paul was broul was brought to Jeubrobrought tobrought to Jerusalem Jerusalem at an ear at an early age to ly age to sit at thesit at the feet of t feet of the great the great teacher Gameacher Gamaliel (26:alieGamGamaliel (Gamaliel (26:4). Wha26:4). Whatever its tever its source, nosource, no one dispu one disputes that Ptes that Paul was a aul was a learned malearned man and creanmaman and crman and creative thieative thinker. The nker. The length andlength and complexit complexity of his ly of his letters, thetters, the sophistie sophistication of catiosophistisophisticasophistication of hition of his arguments arguments, his knos, his knowledge of wledge of the LXX, hthe LXX, his familiais familiarity with rity with Jewish lawJewiJewish lawJewish law and tradi and traditions, andtions, and his persu his persuasive skilasive skills used tols used to found chu found churches and rches and hold them holdhold them hold them together atogether all suggestll suggest that Paul that Paul was an ed was an educated manucated man. Unfortun. Unfortunately, we ately, we know very kknow very know very little abolittle about the exaut the exact nature ct nature of his forof his formal schoolmal schooling.ing.ing.

Paul was born, lived, and died a Jew. He writes that he was of the tribe of 
Benjamin, circumcised on the eighth day, was blameless before the law, followed 
the Pharisaic interpretation (Phil. 3:5-6), and was zealously observant of the 
ancestral traditions (Gal. 1:14). He was probably born in Tarsus (Acts 22:3), a 
thriving, cosmopolitan, urban gateway to the eastern Mediterranean, a vibrant 
intellectual center, and a transportation hub of strategic importance. There Paul 
learned his first language, Greek, was taught a trade, and received his schooling. 
This background and Gal. 1:22 contradict the view of Acts 22:3 that Paul was 
brought to Jerusalem at an early age to sit at the feet of the great teacher 
Gamaliel (26:4). Whatever its source, no one disputes that Paul was a learned 
man and creative thinker. The length and complexity of his letters, the 
sophistication of his arguments, his knowledge of the LXX, his familiarity with 
Jewish law and traditions, and his persuasive skills used to found churches and 
hold them together all suggest that Paul was an educated man. Unfortunately, we 
know very little about the exact nature of his formal schooling.

�In additioIn addition, Paul ben, Paul benefitted fnefitted from a richrom a rich informal  informal education.education. The urban The urban setting i setting i setting in which hin which he grew up e grew up acquaintedacquainted him with  him with important important literary aliterary and rhetorind rhetorical skillscal skills. He owed . H. He owed hiHe owed his use of ts use of the diatribhe diatribe (Rom. 6:e (Rom. 6:1, 15; 7:71, 15; 7:7; 11:1) an; 11:1) and his knowd his knowledge of tledge of the law of he tthe law ofthe law of nature (2 nature (2:14–15) to:14–15) to Stoicism, Stoicism, and his a and his anthropolognthropology and viewy and views of celibs of celibacy, conscacycelibcelibacy, celibacy, conscienceconscience, and self, and self-control w-control were influeere influenced by Henced by Hellenistic llenistic popular repopular religion. Hiligiorereligion. religion. His style His style of argumenof argumentation reftation reflects a selects a selective aplective appropriatiopropriation of Hellen of Hellenistic rhenistic HelleHellenistiHellenistic rhetoricc rhetoric. By contr. By contrast, his aast, his apocalypticpocalypticism, his sism, his spiritualizpiritualization of tation of the sacrifihe sacrifhe sacrificiasacrificial cult (Rol cult (Rom. 12:1), m. 12:1), his monothhis monotheism, and eism, and moral convmoral convictions caictions came from Jeme from Jewish sourcwisJeJewish souJewish sources, and rces, and his knowlehis knowledge of Jesdge of Jesus’ passious’ passion, death, n, death, resurrectiresurrection, teachion, teaching, and thng, ang, and the saand the sacramental cramental cult came cult came from the mfrom the messianistsessianists. His lett. His letters revealers reveal how this  how this fertile miferfertile mifertile mind absorbend absorbed, synthesd, synthesized, and ized, and interpreteinterpreted these trd these traditions faditions for his chuor his churches.rchechuchurches.churches.churches.

In addition, Paul benefitted from a rich informal education. The urban setting 



in which he grew up acquainted him with important literary and rhetorical skills. 
He owed his use of the diatribe (Rom. 6:1, 15; 7:7; 11:1) and his knowledge of 
the law of nature (2:14–15) to Stoicism, and his anthropology and views of 
celibacy, conscience, and self-control were influenced by Hellenistic popular 
religion. His style of argumentation reflects a selective appropriation of 
Hellenistic rhetoric. By contrast, his apocalypticism, his spiritualization of the 
sacrificial cult (Rom. 12:1), his monotheism, and moral convictions came from 
Jewish sources, and his knowledge of Jesus’ passion, death, resurrection, teaching, 
and the sacramental cult came from the messianists. His letters reveal how this 
fertile mind absorbed, synthesized, and interpreted these traditions for his 
churches.

�His learniHis learning, howeveng, however, hardly r, hardly presupposepresupposes high stas high status or Romtus or Roman citizenan citizenship. Giveship. Gship. Given the Given the rarity of rarity of Roman citiRoman citizenship inzenship in the East, the East, Paul’s si Paul’s silence aboulence about it even t it even though thrthougthough thrthough threatened wieatened with executith execution (2 Cor.on (2 Cor. 1:8-9), a 1:8-9), and the thend the theological iological importance mportance of Paul’s oof Paul’s of Paul’s citizenshicitizenship to Luke p to Luke (Acts 22:2(Acts 22:22-29), it 2-29), it is unlikelis unlikely that Pauy that Paul was a Rol was a Roman citizeman ciman citizen. Icitizen. Instead, henstead, he was proba was probably a membbly a member of a er of a poliíteumapoliíteuma or Jewish or Jewish community community community community accorded raccorded relative poelative political aulitical autonomy andtonomy and given the given the freedom t freedom to govern io govern o govern itsgovern itself by Jewelf by Jewish law anish law and institutd institutions. Instions. Instead of higead of high class orh class origins, hisigins, his training  training training atraining as a leathes a leatherworker orrworker or tentmaker tentmaker probably  probably came from came from his artisahis artisan father; n father; he would lhehe would lhe would later use tater use that skill hat skill to supportto support himself i himself in his missn his mission to theion to the Gentiles  Gentiles (Acts 18:3(Acts(Acts 18:3(Acts 18:3; 1 Thess.; 1 Thess. 2:9; 1 Co 2:9; 1 Cor. 9:6-18)r. 9:6-18)...

His learning, however, hardly presupposes high status or Roman citizenship. 
Given the rarity of Roman citizenship in the East, Paul’s silence about it even 
though threatened with execution (2 Cor. 1:8-9), and the theological importance 
of Paul’s citizenship to Luke (Acts 22:22-29), it is unlikely that Paul was a Roman 
citizen. Instead, he was probably a member of a poliíteuma or Jewish 
community accorded relative political autonomy and given the freedom to 
govern itself by Jewish law and institutions. Instead of high class origins, his 
training as a leatherworker or tentmaker probably came from his artisan father; 
he would later use that skill to support himself in his mission to the Gentiles 
(Acts 18:3; 1 Thess. 2:9; 1 Cor. 9:6-18).

�Though hauThough haunted by thnted by the painful e painful memory of memory of his persechis persecution of Cution of Christians,hristians, Paul nowh Paul n Paul nowhere tenowhere tells us whells us where he wagere he waged the persd the persecution, wecution, what the nahat the nature of thture of the persecute persecue persecutiopersecution was, whon was, who its victi its victims were, oms were, or what insr what inspired it. pired it. Did the prDid the proclamationoclamation of the ki o of the kinof the kingdom of Gogdom of God make Jewd make Jews already s already nervous abnervous about Roman out Roman reprisals reprisals eager to seager toeager to squelchto squelch this mess this messianism? Diianism? Did a law-frd a law-free gospel ee gospel invite repinvite reprisals frorisals from those whm those who saw theio so saw their saw their identity tidentity threatened?hreatened? Was it a  Was it a hostile rehostile response to sponse to deviant codeviant convictions,nvictions, or to cri or  or to critor to criticism of ticism of the temple he temple cult? We ccult? We cannot answannot answer these qer these questions wuestions with certaiith certainty. In anntcertaicertainty.certainty. In any ca In any case, Paul’sse, Paul’s dramatic  dramatic about-faceabout-face, he tells, he tells us, came  us, came in responsin response to an epe to ae to an epiphanan epiphany of the ry of the risen Chrisisen Christ (Gal. 1:t (Gal. 1:16-17) whi16-17) which turned ch turned the adversthe adversary into aary into an apostle n an apostle ofapostle of Christ. Christ.

Though haunted by the painful memory of his persecution of Christians, Paul 
nowhere tells us where he waged the persecution, what the nature of the 
persecution was, who its victims were, or what inspired it. Did the proclamation 
of the kingdom of God make Jews already nervous about Roman reprisals eager 
to squelch this messianism? Did a law-free gospel invite reprisals from those who 
saw their identity threatened? Was it a hostile response to deviant convictions, 
or to criticism of the temple cult? We cannot answer these questions with 
certainty. In any case, Paul’s dramatic about-face, he tells us, came in response to 
an epiphany of the risen Christ (Gal. 1:16-17) which turned the adversary into an 
apostle of Christ.

ApostleshiApostleshipp

Apostleship

From the bFrom the beginning ceginning critics queritics questioned thstioned the authentie authenticity of Pacity of Paul’s apostul’s apostleship. Unleship. Unlike Peterlike UnUnlike PetUnlike Peter, James,er, James, and John, and John, he had ne he had never seen Jver seen Jesus in thesus in the flesh; he flesh; he had nevee had never been insr ber been instrbeen instructed by tucted by the “pillarhe “pillar” apostles” apostles, and he h, and he had been a ad been a vicious envicious enemy of theemy of the early Chu ea early Churearly Church (Gal. 1ch (Gal. 1:23). Reco:23). Recognizing thgnizing this, Jewishis, Jewish-Christian-Christian apostles  apostles attacked battacked both the leoth bboth the lboth the legitimacy egitimacy of Paul’s of Paul’s apostleshiapostleship and the p and the integrity integrity of his gosof his gospel. Paul pel. Paul responded responresponded responded to these ato these attacks witttacks with autobiogh autobiographical iraphical informationnformation (Gal. 1-2 (Gal. 1-2), creativ), creative exegesise ee exegesis oexegesis of the key f the key texts of htexts of his adversais adversaries (Gal.ries (Gal. 3), and a 3), and appeals to ppeals to the cross the cross of Christ of Chof Christ (3:Christ (3:10–14). In10–14). In an autobi an autobiographicalographical remark re remark reminiscent miniscent of the proof the prophetic calphetic call of Jereml ol of Jeremiaof Jeremiah and Isaih and Isaiah, he claah, he claimed to haimed to have been seve been set aside byt aside by God from  God from his motherhis mother’s womb (G’smothermother’s wmother’s womb (Gal. omb (Gal. 1:15; Jer.1:15; Jer. 1:5; Isa. 1:5; Isa. 49:1-6).  49:1-6). He shiftedHe shifted the locus the locus of his au of his authority frthoritauauthority authority from the tfrom the teaching ofeaching of the earth the earthly Jesus tly Jesus to the reveo the revelation of lation of the risen the risen Christ (GaChrisChrist (GaChrist (Gal. 1:12, 1l. 1:12, 16). He rec6). He recited a chrited a chronology ofonology of sparse co sparse contacts witntacts with the Jeruh the Jerusalem “pilsaleJeruJerusalem Jerusalem “pillars” “pillars” — “after t— “after three yearshree years” and “aft” and “after fourteeer fourteen years” (n years” (1:18; 2:1)1:18; 2:1) — to supp —  — to suppo— to support his clart his claim of indeim of independence fpendence from the Jerom the Jerusalem “prusalem “pillars” (2illars” (2:9–10). Th:9–10). Three times rThThree timeThree times in the ls in the letter (Galetter (Gal. 1:7-9; 4. 1:7-9; 4:16-18; 6::16-18; 6:12-13) Pau12-13) Paul turned ol turned on his oppon his opponents, connenoppoopponents,opponents, confronti confronting them ding them directly, prrectly, pronouncing onouncing a divine ca divine curse on thurse on them, belittem, belittling them,linbelittbelittlingbelittling them, and them, and denouncin denouncing them. Thg them. The apostle,e apostle, however,  however, went beyonwent beyond denunciad denuncid denunciatidenunciation by seekon by seeking to pering to persuade his suade his converts oconverts of the legif the legitimacy of timacy of his gospelhis gospel and apost and and apostland apostleship by reship by reminding teminding them of tenhem of tender momentder moments between s between them (Gal.them (Gal. 4:12-20), 4:12-2 4:12-20), 4:12-20), and of theand of their baptismir baptismal experieal experience (3:26–nce (3:26–29).29).29).

From the beginning critics questioned the authenticity of Paul’s apostleship. 
Unlike Peter, James, and John, he had never seen Jesus in the flesh; he had never 
been instructed by the “pillar” apostles, and he had been a vicious enemy of the 
early Church (Gal. 1:23). Recognizing this, Jewish-Christian apostles attacked 
both the legitimacy of Paul’s apostleship and the integrity of his gospel. Paul 
responded to these attacks with autobiographical information (Gal. 1-2), creative 



exegesis of the key texts of his adversaries (Gal. 3), and appeals to the cross of 
Christ (3:10–14). In an autobiographical remark reminiscent of the prophetic call 
of Jeremiah and Isaiah, he claimed to have been set aside by God from his 
mother’s womb (Gal. 1:15; Jer. 1:5; Isa. 49:1-6). He shifted the locus of his 
authority from the teaching of the earthly Jesus to the revelation of the risen 
Christ (Gal. 1:12, 16). He recited a chronology of sparse contacts with the 
Jerusalem “pillars” — “after three years” and “after fourteen years” (1:18; 2:1) 
— to support his claim of independence from the Jerusalem “pillars” (2:9–10). 
Three times in the letter (Gal. 1:7-9; 4:16-18; 6:12-13) Paul turned on his 
opponents, confronting them directly, pronouncing a divine curse on them, 
belittling them, and denouncing them. The apostle, however, went beyond 
denunciation by seeking to persuade his converts of the legitimacy of his gospel 
and apostleship by reminding them of tender moments between them (Gal. 
4:12-20), and of their baptismal experience (3:26–29).

�2 Corinthi2 Corinthians reportans reports that Jews that Jewish-Christish-Christian charisian charismatic aposmatic apostles armedtles armed with test with t with testimoniatestimonials from otls from other congreher congregations engations enjoyed somejoyed some success i success in underminn undermining confiding confiding confidenceconfidence in Paul’s in Paul’s apostlesh apostleship. These ip. These rivals userivals used his fragd his fragile physiqile physique and unsue and unskilled spekilledunsunskilled unskilled speech (2 speech (2 Cor. 10:10Cor. 10:10; 11:6), h; 11:6), his physicais physical afflictil affliction and uncon and uncharismaticharismatic appearanc appea appearanceappearance (12:7), a (12:7), and his finnd his financial indancial independence ependence (vv. 15–16(vv. 15–16) and unwi) and unwillingness llingness to boast oto to boast oto boast of charismaf charismatic prowestic prowess to quests to question his apion his apostleship.ostleship. Paul appe Paul appeals to hisals to his suffering suff suffering suffering and weakneand weaknesses as ausses as authenticatithenticating signs ong signs of his aposf his apostleship (2tleship (2 Cor. 11:2 Cor. 11:21-29; 12:71-2911:211:21-29; 11:21-29; 12:7-10; 612:7-10; 6:4-10), an:4-10), and with appd with appeals to aueals to autobiographtobiography (12:1–10y (12:1–10), to a ca), to a catalogue oftalocacatalogue catalogue of sufferiof sufferings (6:3–1ngs (6:3–10; 11:22–20; 11:22–29), and Go9), and God’s raisind’s raising of Chrisg of Christ from thet from the dead, Pau dea dead, Pauldead, Paul defended  defended himself byhimself by showing h showing how God’s sow God’s strength istrength is manifeste manifested in weaknd in weaknd in weakness.weakness.weakness.

2 Corinthians reports that Jewish-Christian charismatic apostles armed with 
testimonials from other congregations enjoyed some success in undermining 
confidence in Paul’s apostleship. These rivals used his fragile physique and 
unskilled speech (2 Cor. 10:10; 11:6), his physical affliction and uncharismatic 
appearance (12:7), and his financial independence (vv. 15–16) and unwillingness 
to boast of charismatic prowess to question his apostleship. Paul appeals to his 
suffering and weaknesses as authenticating signs of his apostleship (2 Cor. 
11:21-29; 12:7-10; 6:4-10), and with appeals to autobiography (12:1–10), to a 
catalogue of sufferings (6:3–10; 11:22–29), and God’s raising of Christ from the 
dead, Paul defended himself by showing how God’s strength is manifested in 
weakness.

�For 25 yeaFor 25 years after hrs after his death ais death an awkward n awkward silence absilence about Paul hout Paul hovered oveovered over the earlr the r the early the early Christian Christian landscape.landscape. Then in L Then in Luke’s Actsuke’s Acts Paul emer Paul emerges as an ges as an important important figure, anfigfigure, anfigure, and nothing d nothing seems ableseems able to stop t to stop the march ohe march of his gospf his gospel westwarel westward. Soon afd. Soon afterward, pteafafterward,afterward, pseudepig pseudepigraphical lraphical letters begetters began to appean to appear that ofar that offered intefered interpretationrpretations and defes ans and defensand defenses of Paules of Paul’s theolog’s theology.y.

For 25 years after his death an awkward silence about Paul hovered over 
the early Christian landscape. Then in Luke’s Acts Paul emerges as an important 
figure, and nothing seems able to stop the march of his gospel westward. Soon 
afterward, pseudepigraphical letters began to appear that offered interpretations 
and defenses of Paul’s theology.

Letter WriLetter Writerter

Letter Writer

Given the Given the cost of wrcost of writing mateiting materials, therials, the low liter low literacy rate, acy rate, and the aband the absence of asence of a delivery  deliv delivery ndelivery network foretwork for private c private correspondeorrespondence, the snce, the survival ofurvival of thousands thousands of papyru of papyrus letters s papyrupapyrus lepapyrus letters fromtters from the Helle the Hellenistic pernistic period is astiod is astonishing. onishing. Diplomacy,Diplomacy, trade, an trade, and travel fd trad travel fostravel fostered letttered letter writinger writing both offi both official and ucial and unofficial,nofficial, and the i and the increasing ncreasing use of letuse of leuse of letters byletters by the imper the imperial court ial court and by theand by the wealthy w wealthy who could aho could afford courfford couriers or sliers or slaves to deaveslslaves to slaves to deliver thdeliver them contribem contributed to thuted to their growineir growing popularig popularity. A thrity. A thriving businving business sprangess businbusiness sbusiness sprang up tprang up to support o support letter wriletter writing. Handting. Handbooks on lbooks on letter writetter writing appearing appeared. Scribeedappearappeared. appeared. Scribes seScribes served goverrved government agennment agencies, wealcies, wealthy househthy households, and olds, and the illitethe illiterate poor.railliteilliterateilliterate poor. Und poor. Under the infer the influence of luence of HellenistiHellenistic rhetoricc rhetoric the lette the letter became ar became an artisticn artn artistic fartistic form with aorm with a high leve high level of aesthl of aesthetic expreetic expression. Paussion. Paul drew on l drew on this rich,this rich, venerable vener venerable,venerable, and perva and pervasive epistsive epistolary tradolary tradition to pition to pen his leten his letters. Thesters. These letters e letters were not pwere were not pwere not private butrivate but public ev public events writtents written to exhoen to exhort, instrurt, instruct, remindct, remind, and cons, and console churcholeconsconsole chconsole churches. Thurches. They were noey were not theologit theological treatical treatises, but rses, but real lettereal letters dealing s dealing with real withwith real with real situationssituations. Even Rom. Even Romans, Paul’ans, Paul’s most thes most theological lological letter, revetter, reveals the aeals the apostle’s dpostlaapostle’s apostle’s defense agdefense against falsainst false charges e charges and maliciand malicious rumorsous rumors (Rom. 3:8 (Rom. 3:8) and deal) and deals with facs ws with factiwith factionalism inonalism in the churc the church (ch. 14)h (ch. 14). In time . In time these lettthese letters were cers were collected, ollected, copied, cicopiecopied, cicopied, circulated, rculated, and even iand even imitated tomitated to strengthe strengthen other chn other churches as urches as well.well.well.

Given the cost of writing materials, the low literacy rate, and the absence of a 
delivery network for private correspondence, the survival of thousands of 
papyrus letters from the Hellenistic period is astonishing. Diplomacy, trade, and 
travel fostered letter writing both official and unofficial, and the increasing use of 
letters by the imperial court and by the wealthy who could afford couriers or 
slaves to deliver them contributed to their growing popularity. A thriving 
business sprang up to support letter writing. Handbooks on letter writing 



appeared. Scribes served government agencies, wealthy households, and the 
illiterate poor. Under the influence of Hellenistic rhetoric the letter became an 
artistic form with a high level of aesthetic expression. Paul drew on this rich, 
venerable, and pervasive epistolary tradition to pen his letters. These letters 
were not private but public events written to exhort, instruct, remind, and 
console churches. They were not theological treatises, but real letters dealing 
with real situations. Even Romans, Paul’s most theological letter, reveals the 
apostle’s defense against false charges and malicious rumors (Rom. 3:8) and deals 
with factionalism in the church (ch. 14). In time these letters were collected, 
copied, circulated, and even imitated to strengthen other churches as well.

�These lettThese letters had muers had multiple funltiple functions. Thctions. They served ey served as a substas a substitute for itute for the presenthe presethe presence opresence of the aposf the apostle until tle until his cominghis coming. They pro. They provided a mevided a means for exans for exhortation hortation and adviceanand adviceand advice (1 Thess. (1 Thess. 5:23; 1 C 5:23; 1 Cor. 1:8; Por. 1:8; Phil. 2:15)hil. 2:15). They off. They offered consoered consolation (2 lation (2 Cor. 1:3-7Cor. Cor. 1:3-7Cor. 1:3-7), provide), provided a vehicld a vehicle for respe for responding to onding to critics (ecritics (esp. in Galsp. in Galatians andatians and 2 Corinth 2 Co 2 CorinthianCorinthians), and prs), and presented a esented a means for means for relating trelating the gospel he gospel to everydato everyday concernsy concerns...

These letters had multiple functions. They served as a substitute for the 
presence of the apostle until his coming. They provided a means for exhortation 
and advice (1 Thess. 5:23; 1 Cor. 1:8; Phil. 2:15). They offered consolation (2 
Cor. 1:3-7), provided a vehicle for responding to critics (esp. in Galatians and 2 
Corinthians), and presented a means for relating the gospel to everyday concerns.

�While the While the form of Paform of Paul’s letteul’s letters resemblrs resembles that ofes that of the tradi the traditional Heltional Hellenistic llenistic letter, Pauelletter, Paletter, Paul bent thul bent the form to e form to his ends. his ends. In Romans In Romans he expandehe expanded the salud the salutation to tation to include anincinclude aninclude an affirmati affirmation to counon to counter the chter the charge that arge that his gospelhis gospel was an ou was an outrageous ntrageous novelty. Inovnnovelty. Inovelty. In Galatiann Galatians he substs he substituted an ituted an expressionexpression of astoni of astonishment forshment for the typic the typical thanksgal thal thanksgivithanksgiving to rebung to rebuke his addke his addressees (Gressees (Gal. 1:6). al. 1:6). In 1 ThessIn 1 Thessalonians halonians he expandede expanded the closi th the closinthe closing to exhorg to exhort the disht the disheartened teartened to readineso readiness for the s for the coming of coming of Christ (1 Christ (1 Thess. 5:2ThThess. 5:2Thess. 5:23-24). The3-24). These modificse modifications forations for stereotyp stereotypical epistical epistolary formolary forms offer vas offer valuable cluluabvavaluable cvaluable clues to hilues to his purposess purposes..

While the form of Paul’s letters resembles that of the traditional Hellenistic 
letter, Paul bent the form to his ends. In Romans he expanded the salutation to 
include an affirmation to counter the charge that his gospel was an outrageous 
novelty. In Galatians he substituted an expression of astonishment for the typical 
thanksgiving to rebuke his addressees (Gal. 1:6). In 1 Thessalonians he expanded 
the closing to exhort the disheartened to readiness for the coming of Christ (1 
Thess. 5:23-24). These modifications for stereotypical epistolary forms offer 
valuable clues to his purposes.

ChronologyChronology

Chronology

DifficultyDifficulty besets an besets any attempt y attempt to synchroto synchronize the cnize the chronology hronology of Acts wiof Acts with Paul’s th Paul’s letters. Aletletters. Aletters. Acts recordcts records three mis three missionary jssionary journeys whourneys which only pich only partially cartially conform to onform to the accounthethe accounthe accounts in Paults in Paul’s letters’s letters, and Acts, and Acts reports f reports five Paulinive Pauline visits te visits to Jerusaleo Jerusalem where thm wherm where the where the letters reletters record only cord only three. Actthree. Acts 18:12, 1s 18:12, 14, 17, how4, 17, however, refeever, refer to Paul’r to Paul’s arraignms ars arraignmenarraignment before tt before the Roman phe Roman proconsul Groconsul Gallio in Aallio in Achaea, whichaea, which most juch most judge to be dge to bedge to be historibe historical since cal since the referethe reference servesnce serves no theolo no theological agengical agenda. If so da. If so judged, thjudged, the reference refee reference reference would requwould require Paul’sire Paul’s presence  presence there in 5there in 51–52 1–52 C.E.C.E. during Ga during Gallio’s prollio’s proconsulshipconproproconsulsproconsulship. Furthhip. Furthermore, ifermore, if Acts is c Acts is correct thaorrect that Paul wast Paul was in Corint in Corinth for 18 mh for 18 months (Actonmmonths (Acmonths (Acts 18:11),ts 18:11), then his  then his ministry tministry there probahere probably began bly began in 50. Froin 50. From that datm that date one can e datdate one cdate one can work baan work backward andckward and forward t forward to approximo approximate a Paulate a Pauline chronoine chronology. Befology. Blogy. Before thaBefore that date he t date he had foundehad founded the churd the churches in Gaches in Galatia, Thelatia, Thessalonica,ssalonica, and Phili and Philippi (ca. 4ppiPhiliPhilippi (Philippi (ca. 49), aca. 49), and before nd before that missithat mission he had on he had been in Anbeen in Antioch for tioch for a time (Gaa time (Gal. 2:11-14l. 2:l. 2:11-14). 2:11-14). A bit moreA bit more than 17 y than 17 years interears intervened betwvened between Paul’seen Paul’s apostolic apostolic call (ca. call (ca. 31) and h 31 31) and hi31) and his Antioch s Antioch visit (Galvisit (Gal. 1:17-18;. 1:17-18; 2:1). Dur 2:1). During those ing those years (31–years (31–48) Paul s48) Paul spent threepent sspent threspent three years ine years in Arabia be Arabia before his ffore his first visitirst visit to Jerusa to Jerusalem, and 1lem, and 14 years in4 years in Syria and Syria  Syria and Syria and Cilicia beCilicia before his sfore his second visiecond visit.t.t.

Difficulty besets any attempt to synchronize the chronology of Acts with Paul’s 
letters. Acts records three missionary journeys which only partially conform to 
the accounts in Paul’s letters, and Acts reports five Pauline visits to Jerusalem 
where the letters record only three. Acts 18:12, 14, 17, however, refer to Paul’s 
arraignment before the Roman proconsul Gallio in Achaea, which most judge to 
be historical since the reference serves no theological agenda. If so judged, the 
reference would require Paul’s presence there in 51–52 C.E. during Gallio’s 
proconsulship. Furthermore, if Acts is correct that Paul was in Corinth for 18 
months (Acts 18:11), then his ministry there probably began in 50. From that 
date one can work backward and forward to approximate a Pauline chronology. 
Before that date he had founded the churches in Galatia, Thessalonica, and 
Philippi (ca. 49), and before that mission he had been in Antioch for a time (Gal. 
2:11-14). A bit more than 17 years intervened between Paul’s apostolic call (ca. 
31) and his Antioch visit (Gal. 1:17-18; 2:1). During those years (31–48) Paul 



spent three years in Arabia before his first visit to Jerusalem, and 14 years in 
Syria and Cilicia before his second visit.

�After his After his arraignmenarraignment before Gt before Gallio Paulallio Paul wrote all wrote all of the le of the letters we ptters we possess (exossess (eossess (except fo(except for 1 Thessar 1 Thessalonians) blonians) between 52—etween 52—58, but th58, but their exact eir exact order is dorder is disputed. Aisputed. Aisputed. A possibleA possible arrangeme arrangement would pnt would place the clace the compositionomposition of severa of several of thesel of these letters d letters during his udduring hisduring his 27-month  27-month stay in Epstay in Ephesus aftehesus after his missr his mission to Corion to Corinth (53—5inth (53—56; Acts 196; Acts 19:8-10). Al:1919:8-10). 19:8-10). Although nAlthough neither Paueither Paul’s letterl’s letters nor Actss nor Acts refers ex refers explicitly tplicitly to an imprio an imprisonment insonmimpriimprisonmeimprisonment in Ephent in Ephesus, it issus, it is likely th likely that he was at he was in custodyin custody there. Pa there. Paul speaks ul speaks metaphoricmetametaphoricmetaphorically of fially of fighting witghting with beasts ah beasts at Ephesus t Ephesus (1 Cor. 15(1 Cor. 15:32) and o:32) and of a great f a great afflictionafflicafflictionaffliction in Asia t in Asia that left hhat left him so “uttim so “utterly, unbeerly, unbearably cruarably crushed” thatshed” that he despai he despaired of lifred ofred of life itof life itself, and self, and felt he wafelt he was under ths under the sentencee sentence of death  of death (2 Cor. 1:(2 Cor. 1:8-9). Paul8-9). Paul also refe also re also refers to refers to being in pbeing in prison manyrison many times (2  times (2 Cor. 11:23Cor. 11:23), and an ), and an Ephesian iEphesian imprisonmenmprisonment may be ctimprisonmenimprisonmeimprisonment may be nt may be confirmed confirmed by the apoby the apocryphal Accryphal Acts of Paults of Paul. During s. During such an impuch an imuch an imprisonmeimprisonment, Paul cnt, Paul could have ould have written Phwritten Philippians ilippians and Philemand Philemon (ca. 55on (ca. 55). During ). During his missiohihis missiohis mission in Ephesn in Ephesus he wrotus he wrote multiplee multiple letters t letters to Corinth o Corinth and our leand our letter to Gatter to Galatia. He latGaGalatia. HGalatia. He wrote the wrote the fourth Ce fourth Corinthian orinthian letter (poletter (possibly 2 Cssibly 2 Cor. 1:1-9:or. 1:1-9:15 minus 615 minus 6:14—7:1) e:1466:14—7:1) 6:14—7:1) en route ten route to visit tho visit the church te church there (latehere (late in 56), a in 56), and Romans nd Romans came as hecame as he embarked  e embarked oembarked or was abour was about to embart to embark from Cork from Corinth on hiinth on his trip to s trip to Jerusalem Jerusalem with the owith the with the offerithe offering for theng for the “poor amo “poor among the saing the saints” (57; nts” (57; Rom. 15:25Rom. 15:25-27). Fear-27). Fearful of theful of the “unbeliev “u “unbelieve“unbelievers” in Judrs” in Judea (Rom. 1ea (Rom. 15:31), Pau5:31), Paul requestel requested the prayd the prayers of theers of the Roman chu Roman church. Thererchuchurch. Thchurch. Thereafter hereafter his voice ais voice abruptly februptly fell silent.ll silent. Acts atte Acts attempts to compts to complete themplete the story by  stor story by sstory by suggesting uggesting that Paul’that Paul’s premonits premonition was trion was tragically ragically realized. Healized. He was arree was arrested, broustedarrearrested, arrested, brought bebrought before the Rfore the Roman procuoman procurator Festrator Festus (59), mus (59), made an appade an appeal based eal basedeal based on hbased on his “Roman is “Roman citizenshicitizenship,” and wap,” and was taken tos taken to Rome for  Rome for trial. Luktrial. Luke, howevere, howevere, however, dhowever, does not teoes not tell us how ll us how Paul died;Paul died; if he wer if he were beheadede beheaded in Rome,  in Rome, as the 3rdas the 3rd-century A-3rd3rd-centur3rd-century Acts of y Acts of Paul suggePaul suggests (10:5)sts (10:5), his exec, his execution woulution would have comd have come before te before the end of htthe end ofthe end of 62. 62.

After his arraignment before Gallio Paul wrote all of the letters we possess 
(except for 1 Thessalonians) between 52—58, but their exact order is disputed. 
A possible arrangement would place the composition of several of these letters 
during his 27-month stay in Ephesus after his mission to Corinth (53—56; Acts 
19:8-10). Although neither Paul’s letters nor Acts refers explicitly to an 
imprisonment in Ephesus, it is likely that he was in custody there. Paul speaks 
metaphorically of fighting with beasts at Ephesus (1 Cor. 15:32) and of a great 
affliction in Asia that left him so “utterly, unbearably crushed” that he despaired 
of life itself, and felt he was under the sentence of death (2 Cor. 1:8-9). Paul also 
refers to being in prison many times (2 Cor. 11:23), and an Ephesian 
imprisonment may be confirmed by the apocryphal Acts of Paul. During such an 
imprisonment, Paul could have written Philippians and Philemon (ca. 55). During 
his mission in Ephesus he wrote multiple letters to Corinth and our letter to 
Galatia. He wrote the fourth Corinthian letter (possibly 2 Cor. 1:1-9:15 minus 
6:14—7:1) en route to visit the church there (late in 56), and Romans came as he 
embarked or was about to embark from Corinth on his trip to Jerusalem with 
the offering for the “poor among the saints” (57; Rom. 15:25-27). Fearful of the 
“unbelievers” in Judea (Rom. 15:31), Paul requested the prayers of the Roman 
church. Thereafter his voice abruptly fell silent. Acts attempts to complete the 
story by suggesting that Paul’s premonition was tragically realized. He was 
arrested, brought before the Roman procurator Festus (59), made an appeal 
based on his “Roman citizenship,” and was taken to Rome for trial. Luke, 
however, does not tell us how Paul died; if he were beheaded in Rome, as the 
3rd-century Acts of Paul suggests (10:5), his execution would have come before 
the end of 62.

TheologizeTheologizerr

Theologizer

Paul hardlPaul hardly launchedy launched his missi his mission with a on with a developed developed systematicsystematic theology  theology which he cwhich he could lay loccould lay could lay like a temlike a template overplate over every sit every situation. Siuation. Since he wasnce he was a pastora a pastoral rather tl rather than a systhan ahan a systemata systematic theologic theologian his thian his theologizingeologizing had an ad had an ad hoc chara hoc character, devecter, developed for loped for each new seaceach new seach new situation. ituation. DisturbancDisturbances createdes created by rival  by rival missionarymissionary apostles, apostles, charismat charismatic factionic fic factions, factions, judaizers,judaizers, disillusi disillusioned belieoned believers, and vers, and popular repopular religionistsligionists provoked  provoked Paul’s thiPaul’s tPaul’s thinking ithinking in varying n varying ways. Thesways. These points oe points of frictionf friction mark the  mark the issues Pauissues Paul deemed wl deemed worth fightorwworth fighworth fighting for, ting for, and they oand they offer a winffer a window onto Pdow onto Paul’s theoaul’s theologizing ilogizing in process.n process.

Paul hardly launched his mission with a developed systematic theology which he 
could lay like a template over every situation. Since he was a pastoral rather than 
a systematic theologian his theologizing had an ad hoc character, developed for 
each new situation. Disturbances created by rival missionary apostles, charismatic 
factions, judaizers, disillusioned believers, and popular religionists provoked Paul’s 
thinking in varying ways. These points of friction mark the issues Paul deemed 
worth fighting for, and they offer a window onto Paul’s theologizing in process.

�This theolThis theologizing thogizing though situaough situational wastional was, neverthe, nevertheless, rootless, rooted in deeped in deep, underlyi, underly, underlyingunderlying convictio convictions embeddens embedded in the sd in the sacred storacred story of Israey of Israel. Of priml. Of primary signifary significance wasicansignifsignificansignificance was thece was the supremacy supremacy of the on of the one God of Ie God of Israel, thesrael, the creator,  creator, redeemer, redeemer, and guarananand guaranand guarantor of thetor of the future. C future. Crucial to rucial to the narratthe narrative of Godive of God’s people ’s people were the ewere the election anleceelection aelection and the givnd the giving of theing of the law recor law recorded in theded in the Scripture Scriptures. In thoss. In those sacred te sacred texts Paul exts ttexts Paultexts Paul found pre found prescripts ofscripts of the dawni the dawning eschatong eschaton, anticipn, anticipations of ations of the Christthe Christ, and auth, and, and authorand authority for hiity for his gospel. s gospel. In additioIn addition to thesen to these texts and texts and Israel’s  Israel’s sacred stosacred story, Paul’sry, Paury, Paul’s expPaul’s experience oferience of the revel the revelation of tation of the risen Che risen Christ offehrist offered him adred him added evidended evidence that thce evidenevidence tevidence that the nehat the new age was w age was breaking ibreaking in (Gal. 1:n (Gal. 1:12; 1 Cor.12; 1 Cor. 9:1; 15:8 9:1; 15:8) which le) which led to an apd tod to an apocto an apocalyptic coalyptic conclusion. nclusion. The revelaThe revelation of Chtion of Christ meantrist meant that, as  that, as Paul repeaPaul repeatedly saystedrepearepeatedlyrepeatedly says, God says, God had raise had raised him up (d him up (Rom. 4:24;Rom. 4:24; 8:11; 10: 8:11; 10:9; 1 Cor. 9; 1 Cor. 6:14; 15:16:14; 15:15; 2 Cor. 5; 15:115:15; 2 C15:15; 2 Cor. 4:14; or. 4:14; Gal. 1:1; Gal. 1:1; 1 Thess. 11 Thess. 1:10) as th:10) as the firstfrue firstfruits of theits of the general r general resurrectioesurrecrresurrectiresurrection (1 Cor.on (1 Cor. 15:20), a 15:20), and he woulnd he would soon retd soon return to gaturn to gather his owher his own and judgn and judge the worlejudgjudge the judge the world (1 Tworld (1 Thess. 4:14hess. 4:14). Thus th). Thus those in Chrose in Christ were aist were already givlready given a glimpen a glimpse of theise glimpglimpse ofglimpse of their vin their vindication idication in the worln the world to come.d to come. This apoc This apocalyptic vialyptic vision causesion caused Paul to d Pad Paul to viPaul to view Scriptuew Scripture, his nare, his native Judaitive Judaism, the tesm, the temple, the mple, the world, natworld, natural disasural disasters, and ters, disasdisasters,disasters, and his c and his celibacy anelibacy and sufferind suffering in a radg in a radically newically new way. His  way. His sense of tsense of the imminenhe immhe imminent dimminent denouement enouement gave his agave his apostleshippostleship its urgen its urgency, and sucy, and suffused hisffused his letters ( letters (e.g., 1 Coe.g((e.g., 1 C(e.g., 1 Cor. 7:26; or. 7:26; Rom. 14:10Rom. 14:10-12; 1 Cor-12; 1 Cor. 11:32; R. 11:32; Rom. 13:11-om. 13:11-14) from t14) from the first lhe first letter (1 Tettelletter (1 letter (1 Thess. 4:1Thess. 4:15) to the 5) to the last (Rom.last (Rom. 13:12). T 13:12). The feverishe feverish intensith intensity of Paul’y of Paul’s expectats expes expectatioexpectation dimmed on dimmed only slightnly slightly if at aly if at all throughll throughout his apout his apostolic peostolic period.riod.riod.

This theologizing though situational was, nevertheless, rooted in deep, 
underlying convictions embedded in the sacred story of Israel. Of primary 
significance was the supremacy of the one God of Israel, the creator, redeemer, 



and guarantor of the future. Crucial to the narrative of God’s people were the 
election and the giving of the law recorded in the Scriptures. In those sacred 
texts Paul found prescripts of the dawning eschaton, anticipations of the Christ, 
and authority for his gospel. In addition to these texts and Israel’s sacred story, 
Paul’s experience of the revelation of the risen Christ offered him added 
evidence that the new age was breaking in (Gal. 1:12; 1 Cor. 9:1; 15:8) which led 
to an apocalyptic conclusion. The revelation of Christ meant that, as Paul 
repeatedly says, God had raised him up (Rom. 4:24; 8:11; 10:9; 1 Cor. 6:14; 
15:15; 2 Cor. 4:14; Gal. 1:1; 1 Thess. 1:10) as the firstfruits of the general 
resurrection (1 Cor. 15:20), and he would soon return to gather his own and 
judge the world (1 Thess. 4:14). Thus those in Christ were already given a 
glimpse of their vindication in the world to come. This apocalyptic vision caused 
Paul to view Scripture, his native Judaism, the temple, the world, natural 
disasters, and his celibacy and suffering in a radically new way. His sense of the 
imminent denouement gave his apostleship its urgency, and suffused his letters 
(e.g., 1 Cor. 7:26; Rom. 14:10-12; 1 Cor. 11:32; Rom. 13:11-14) from the first 
letter (1 Thess. 4:15) to the last (Rom. 13:12). The feverish intensity of Paul’s 
expectation dimmed only slightly if at all throughout his apostolic period.

�Paul beliePaul believed Jesus ved Jesus the Christthe Christ had broug had brought the worht the world to its ld to its final, clifinal, climactic mommactic mommactic moment. Whmoment. While Paul rile Paul recognized ecognized the importthe importance of thance of the earthly e earthly Jesus (RomJesus (Rom. 1:3; 9:5. 1:3; 9:5), he appe)9:59:5), he a9:5), he appealed toppealed to his teach his teaching less ting less than 10 timhan 10 times in all es in all of the letof the letters. He fters. He focuses insocuses ffocuses infocuses instead on tstead on the sufferihe suffering, dying,ng, dying, and resur and resurrected Jesrected Jesus who, heus who, he believed, believed, would soo wo would soonwould soon return, b return, but his treut his treatment of atment of the death the death was highlywas highly nuanced.  nuanced. It served It served as an examasas an examas an example for thple for the persecute persecuted (1 Thesed (1 Thess. 1:6), as. 1:6), as an instas an instance of Chrnce of Christ’s obedist’s obedience (Phiienobedobedience obedience (Phil. 2:8(Phil. 2:8), as a de), as a device for tvice for the redempthe redemption of Genion of Gentiles (Galtiles (Gal. 3:13-14). 3:13-14), as a sac, as a, as a sacrifica sacrifice (Rom. 3:e (Rom. 3:25), as a 25), as a medium thrmedium through whichough which the right the righteousness oeousness of God is rf God is revealed (Revrrevealed (revealed (Rom. 3:22)Rom. 3:22), and as a, and as a vehicle f vehicle for subvertor subverting the Coing the Corinthian crinthian charismaticharismatic hierarchy hie hierarchy hierarchy (1 Cor. 2:(1 Cor. 2:1-5). Whil1-5). While he cleare he clearly recognily recognized Jesus zed Jesus as Messiahas Messiah (Rom. 9:5 (Rom. 9:5), more of), 9:59:5), more9:5), more often he  often he used the nused the name Christame Christ as a prop as a proper name reer name referring toferring to him as Je him as Jesus ChristsJeJesus ChriJesus Christ, Christst, Christ Jesus, Ch Jesus, Christ, and rist, and Jesus ChriJesus Christ our Lorst our Lord.d.d.

Paul believed Jesus the Christ had brought the world to its final, climactic 
moment. While Paul recognized the importance of the earthly Jesus (Rom. 1:3; 
9:5), he appealed to his teaching less than 10 times in all of the letters. He 
focuses instead on the suffering, dying, and resurrected Jesus who, he believed, 
would soon return, but his treatment of the death was highly nuanced. It served 
as an example for the persecuted (1 Thess. 1:6), as an instance of Christ’s 
obedience (Phil. 2:8), as a device for the redemption of Gentiles (Gal. 3:13-14), as 
a sacrifice (Rom. 3:25), as a medium through which the righteousness of God is 
revealed (Rom. 3:22), and as a vehicle for subverting the Corinthian charismatic 
hierarchy (1 Cor. 2:1-5). While he clearly recognized Jesus as Messiah (Rom. 
9:5), more often he used the name Christ as a proper name referring to him as 
Jesus Christ, Christ Jesus, Christ, and Jesus Christ our Lord.

�Paul fervePaul fervently beliently believed that tved that the God whohe God who had raise had raised the crucd the crucified Jesuified Jesus from thes from ts from the dead hthe dead had establiad established him ashed him as Lord ands Lord and would sen would send him soond him soon to gather to gather the elect the elect the elect and elect and judge the judge the world. Theworld. The title “lo title “lord,” so hird,” so highly idiomghly idiomatic in Heatic in Hellenistic llenistic circles, wcirclescircles, wcircles, was richly as richly polysemouspolysemous. It was a. It was a title for title for respect f respect for the godor the gods and godds and goddesses likeessesgoddgoddesses goddesses like Isis,like Isis, Asclepius Asclepius, and Chro, and Chronos, and anos, and also rulinglso ruling authoriti authorities like Aues like Augustus, HegustuAuAugustus, Augustus, Herod, or Herod, or Agrippa. IAgrippa. It expresset expressed deferencd deference to anyone to anyone of impore of importance in ttance in the social htthe socialthe social or politi or political hierarcal hierarchy. In thchy. In the LXX it fe LXX it frequently requently translatedtranslated “Yahweh,” “Yahweh,” but nowhe but  but nowherbut nowhere in the le in the letters didetters did Paul call Paul call Jesus “Go Jesus “God.” 1 Cor.d.” 1 Cor. 11:3 make 11:3 makes clear ths clear the line of e lie line of orline of origin that igin that subordinatsubordinates Jesus tes Jesus to God. Folo God. Following earlowing early Church ly Church tradition tradition (Phil. 2:6(Phi(Phil. 2:6(Phil. 2:6-11) Paul -11) Paul often usedoften used the title the title Lord as a Lord as an ascriptin ascription of the on of the one whom Gone whom God raised od GGod raisedGod raised from the  from the dead, therdead, thereby estableby establishing himishing him as Lord o as Lord over death ver death and the deand the deand the demonic podemonic powers.wers.wers.

Paul fervently believed that the God who had raised the crucified Jesus from 
the dead had established him as Lord and would send him soon to gather the 
elect and judge the world. The title “lord,” so highly idiomatic in Hellenistic 
circles, was richly polysemous. It was a title for respect for the gods and 
goddesses like Isis, Asclepius, and Chronos, and also ruling authorities like 
Augustus, Herod, or Agrippa. It expressed deference to anyone of importance in 
the social or political hierarchy. In the LXX it frequently translated “Yahweh,” 
but nowhere in the letters did Paul call Jesus “God.” 1 Cor. 11:3 makes clear the 
line of origin that subordinates Jesus to God. Following early Church tradition 
(Phil. 2:6-11) Paul often used the title Lord as an ascription of the one whom 



God raised from the dead, thereby establishing him as Lord over death and the 
demonic powers.

�An importaAn important featurent feature of Paul’s of Paul’s messianis messianism was a mym was a mystical parstical participationticipation in Christ in Chr in Christ. PaChrist. Paul regularul regularly addressly addressed his leted his letters to thters to those “in Chose “in Christ Jesusrist Jesus” or its v” or its variants (1ariantsvvariants (variants (1 Cor. 1:21 Cor. 1:2; Phil. 1:; Phil. 1:1; 1 Thess1; 1 Thess. 1:1). He. 1:1). He spoke to  spoke to his converhis converts in Galats in Galatia as thotia as ttia as those who those who had been “had been “baptized ibaptized into Christnto Christ,” who had,” who had “put on C “put on Christ,” anhrist,” and who wered who wed who were all “were all “one in Chrone in Christ Jesus”ist Jesus” (Gal. 3:2 (Gal. 3:26-28), and6-28), and he noted  he noted that thosethat those who parta who partake of the kepartapartake ofpartake of the eucha the eucharist partirist participate in cipate in the body othe body of Christ (f Christ (1 Cor. 10:1 Cor. 10:15-17). He15-17). He spoke syn spo spoke synospoke synonymously onymously of being “if being “in the Lordn the Lord” and “in ” and “in Christ.” TChrist.” This mystichis mystical identifal identification waicaidentifidentificaidentification was ation was a corporate corporate not an is not an isolated, prolated, private expeivate experience, anrience, and it was ad it was always shaplwayaalways shaalways shaped to fitped to fit each situ each situation. Foration. For example,  example, those griethose grieving over ving over the unexpethe unexpected deathcteunexpeunexpectedunexpected death of  death of believers believers in Thessalin Thessalonica wereonica were reassured reassured that both that both the livin the living and the g ag and the deand the dead are “inad are “in Christ,”  Christ,” joined in joined in a common ba common bond acrossond across the gulf  the gulf of separatof separation (1 Theioseparatseparationseparation (1 Thess. (1 Thess. 4:16-17). 4:16-17).

An important feature of Paul’s messianism was a mystical participation in 
Christ. Paul regularly addressed his letters to those “in Christ Jesus” or its 
variants (1 Cor. 1:2; Phil. 1:1; 1 Thess. 1:1). He spoke to his converts in Galatia as 
those who had been “baptized into Christ,” who had “put on Christ,” and who 
were all “one in Christ Jesus” (Gal. 3:26-28), and he noted that those who 
partake of the eucharist participate in the body of Christ (1 Cor. 10:15-17). He 
spoke synonymously of being “in the Lord” and “in Christ.” This mystical 
identification was a corporate not an isolated, private experience, and it was 
always shaped to fit each situation. For example, those grieving over the 
unexpected death of believers in Thessalonica were reassured that both the living 
and the dead are “in Christ,” joined in a common bond across the gulf of 
separation (1 Thess. 4:16-17).

�The theoloThe theologizing we gizing we see in thesee in the letters d letters developed oeveloped over the dever the decade of thcade of the 50s, ande 50s, e 50s, and t50s, and the profundhe profundity and prity and practical isactical issues they sues they contained contained helps explhelps explain why thain why these lettereseththese lettthese letters becameers became Scripture Scripture by the en by the end of the 2d of the 2nd centurynd century...

The theologizing we see in the letters developed over the decade of the 
50s, and the profundity and practical issues they contained helps explain why 
these letters became Scripture by the end of the 2nd century.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. C. BekeJ. C. Beker, r, Paul the APaul the Apostlepostle (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1980phia, 1980); N. A. D); N. A. Dahl, ahl, Studies inSStudies inStudies in Paul: The Paul: Theology for ology for the Early the Early Christian Christian MissionMission (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1977)lis, 1977); D. Georg; D. Georgi, iGeorgGeorgi, Georgi, The OpponeThe Opponents of Paunts of Paul in Seconl in Second Corinthid Corinthiansans (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1986phia, 1986); ); Theocracy Theocracy in Paul’s inin Paul’s in Paul’s Praxis andPraxis and Theology Theology (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1991)lis, 1991); J. C. Le; J. C. Lentz, Jr., ntz, Jr., Luke’s PorLuke’s Portrait of Ptrait of Paul.auPPaul.Paul. SNTSMS 77 SNTSMS 77 (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1993); e, 1993); H. RäisäneH. Räisänen, n, Paul and tPaul and the Law,he Law, 2nd ed. W 2nd ed. WUNT 29 (TüUNTWWUNT 29 (TWUNT 29 (Tübingen, 1übingen, 1987); C. J987); C. J. Roetzel,. Roetzel,  The LetterThe Letters of Paul:s of Paul: Conversat Conversations in Coions in Context,nteCoContext,Context, 3rd ed. ( 3rd ed. (LouisvilleLouisville, 1991); E, 1991); E. P. Sande. P. Sanders, rs, Paul, the Paul, the Law, and tLaw, and the Jewish he Jewish PeoplePeople (Philadel PeoplePeople (PhPeople (Philadelphiailadelphia, 1983); K, 1983); K. Stendahl. Stendahl, , Paul amongPaul among Jews and  Jews and Gentiles aGentiles and Other End Other EssaysssaEEssaysEssays (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1976phia, 1976).).).
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PAUL, ACTSPAUL, ACTS OF OF OF

PAUL, ACTS OF

An apocrypAn apocryphal acts ohal acts of various f various traditionstraditions about the about the Apostle P Apostle Paul. Accoraul. According to thding to the 9th-cente ththe 9th-cethe 9th-century Sticntury Stichometry ofhometry of Nicephoro Nicephoros, it conts, it contained 3600ained 3600 lines (co lines (compare the mpare the 2800 lines22800 lines2800 lines of the ca of the canonical Acnonical Acts). Aboutts). About one third one third of the wo of the work is missrk is missing. Origiing. Originally writnallyOrigiOriginallyOriginally written i written in Greek, sn Greek, substantialubstantial parts of  parts of the text athe text are extant re extant only in Coonly in Coptic transptic tptic translatiotranslation. Since Tn. Since Tertullian ertullian refers to refers to it in it in De BaptismDe Baptismo,o, it must h it must have been cave been composed beomposeccomposed bcomposed before 200,efore 200, probably  probably in the lasin the last quarter t quarter of the 2ndof the 2nd century.  century. Several diSeveral distinct unistdidistinct udistinct units (the nits (the Acts of PaActs of Paul and Theul and Thecla, 3 Corcla, 3 Corinthians, inthians, and the Maand the Martyrdom ofrtyrdom of Paul) app Pa Paul) appePaul) appear to predar to predate the coate the composition mposition of the entof the entire book. ire book. AuthorshipAuthorship is unknow is unknow is unknown, tunknown, though somehough some recent sc recent scholarship holarship contend focontend for a femaler a female author, a author, at least oft least of the sourc ofof the souof the source for thrce for the Acts of e Acts of Paul and TPaul and Thecla.hecla.hecla.

An apocryphal acts of various traditions about the Apostle Paul. According to 
the 9th-century Stichometry of Nicephoros, it contained 3600 lines (compare the 
2800 lines of the canonical Acts). About one third of the work is missing. 
Originally written in Greek, substantial parts of the text are extant only in Coptic 
translation. Since Tertullian refers to it in De Baptismo, it must have been 
composed before 200, probably in the last quarter of the 2nd century. Several 
distinct units (the Acts of Paul and Thecla, 3 Corinthians, and the Martyrdom of 
Paul) appear to predate the composition of the entire book. Authorship is 
unknown, though some recent scholarship contend for a female author, at least 
of the source for the Acts of Paul and Thecla.

�The work tThe work tells of miells of missionary jssionary journeys ofourneys of Paul and  Paul and his miraclhis miracles and prees and preaching on aching oaching on these jon these journeys. Mourneys. Many of theany of the places ar places are the samee the same as in can as in canonical Actonical Acts but nones but none of the st o of the stoof the stories. The ries. The constantlyconstantly recurring recurring theme is  theme is the need fthe need for asceticor asceticism in genism in general and ceralgengeneral angeneral and celibacyd celibacy in partic in particular. Amonular. Among many othg many other acts, Per acts, Paul baptizaul baptizes a talkies a talking lion, wng liong lion, who lion, who becomes a becomes a Christian.Christian. After Pau After Paul is beheal is beheaded in Romded in Rome, he risee, he rises from thes from the dead, app thethe dead, the dead, appears toappears to the emper the emperor Nero, aor Nero, and condemnnd condemns him.s him.s him.

The work tells of missionary journeys of Paul and his miracles and preaching 



on these journeys. Many of the places are the same as in canonical Acts but none 
of the stories. The constantly recurring theme is the need for asceticism in 
general and celibacy in particular. Among many other acts, Paul baptizes a talking 
lion, who becomes a Christian. After Paul is beheaded in Rome, he rises from 
the dead, appears to the emperor Nero, and condemns him.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. R. MacDD. R. MacDonald, ed.onald, ed., , The ApocryThe Apocryphal Acts phal Acts of the Apoof the Apostles.stles. Semeia 38 Sem Semeia 38 Semeia 38 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1986); 1986); The LegendThe Legend and the A and the Apostlepostle (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1983phia, 1983); W. Schn); W. Schn); W. SchneemelcSchneemelcher, “Actsher, “Acts of Paul,” of Paul,” in  in New TestamNew Testament Apocryent Apocrypha,pha, ed. E. He ed. E. Henncke-Schnnncke-Schneemelcher,eHenncke-SchnHenncke-ScHenncke-Schneemelchehneemelcher, 2 (Philr, 2 (Philadelphia, adelphia, 1965): 3221965): 322–90.–90.–90.

Bibliography. D. R. MacDonald, ed., The Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles. 
Semeia 38 (Atlanta, 1986); The Legend and the Apostle (Philadelphia, 1983); W. 
Schneemelcher, “Acts of Paul,” in New Testament Apocrypha, ed. E. 
Henncke-Schneemelcher, 2 (Philadelphia, 1965): 322–90.
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PAUL, APOCALYPSE OF (V, 2)

A pseudonyA pseudonymous apocamous apocalypse, esplypse, especially poecially popular amonpular among early Chg early Christians. ristians. The ApocalThe ApocaThe ApocalypseApocalypse of Paul e of Paul elaborates laborates upon 2 Corupon 2 Cor. 12:2-4, . 12:2-4, Paul’s accPaul’s account of a ount of a man (probaman (probably himselb(proba(probably (probably himself) whimself) who had jouho had journeyed to rneyed to the third the third heaven. Thheaven. The narrative narrative, originae, originally composllyoriginaoriginallyoriginally composed  composed in Greek bin Greek but existinut existing in severg in several versional versions, describs, describes its ownes its own discovery dis discovery discovery ca. 388 ca. 388 C.E.C.E. Paul sees Paul sees the contr the contrasting deaasting deaths of rigths of righteous perhteous persons and ssons and sinners, viinssinners, vsinners, visits paraisits paradise and tdise and the city ofhe city of Christ, m Christ, meets imporeets important persotant persons of faitns of faith like Abrh likeh like Abrahlike Abraham, Moses,am, Moses, and Mary, and Mary, and tours and tours hell. hell. hell.

A pseudonymous apocalypse, especially popular among early Christians. The 
Apocalypse of Paul elaborates upon 2 Cor. 12:2-4, Paul’s account of a man 
(probably himself) who had journeyed to the third heaven. The narrative, 
originally composed in Greek but existing in several versions, describes its own 
discovery ca. 388 C.E. Paul sees the contrasting deaths of righteous persons and 
sinners, visits paradise and the city of Christ, meets important persons of faith 
like Abraham, Moses, and Mary, and tours hell.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. DuensinH. Duensing and A. dg and A. de Santos Oe Santos Otero, “Apotero, “Apocalypse ofcalypse of Paul,” in Paul,” in Paul,” in in New TestamNew Testament Apocryent Apocrypha,pha, ed. E. He ed. E. Hennecke andnnecke and W. Schnee W. Schneemelcher, rmelcher, rev. ed., 2ev. ed., 2 (Louisvil (L (Louisvill(Louisville, 1992): e, 1992): 712–48; J.712–48; J. K. Elliot K. Elliott, “The Apt, “The Apocalypse oocalypse of Paul (Vif Paul (Visio Pauli)sio Pauli),” ,” The ApocryThe AThe ApocryphalApocryphal New Testa New Testament,ment, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1993), 616–993), 616–44.44.44.

Bibliography. H. Duensing and A. de Santos Otero, “Apocalypse of Paul,” 
in New Testament Apocrypha, ed. E. Hennecke and W. Schneemelcher, rev. ed., 2 
(Louisville, 1992): 712–48; J. K. Elliott, “The Apocalypse of Paul (Visio Pauli),” The 
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PAUL, PRAYER OF THE APOSTLE

An early CAn early Christian whristian writing, moriting, most likely st likely produced iproduced in Greek inn Greek in the late  the late 2nd or ear2nd or early 3rd cenly 3ly 3rd centur3rd century, surviviy, surviving in Coptng in Coptic in the ic in the 4th-centur4th-century Nag Hammy Nag Hammadi codiceadi codices. It mosts. It most likely em mostmost likelmost likely emerges y emerges from Valenfrom Valentinian Gnotinian Gnostic Chrisstic Christianity, atianity, as indicates indicated by both d by both its languaits its languaits language and thege and theology.ology.ology.

An early Christian writing, most likely produced in Greek in the late 2nd or early 
3rd century, surviving in Coptic in the 4th-century Nag Hammadi codices. It 
most likely emerges from Valentinian Gnostic Christianity, as indicated by both 
its language and theology.

�The work iThe work is a magicas a magical invocatil invocational prayeonal prayer that is r that is primarily primarily concerned concerned with attaiwith attwith attaining attaining perfectionperfection (“redempt (“redemption”), speion”), specifically cifically revelatoryrevelatory knowledge knowledge and unity and unity with the  wit with the swith the spiritual rpiritual realm. It cealm. It contains a ontains a string of string of invoked nainvoked names or titmes or titles (attriles (attributed to Jbuted tbuted to Jesus).to Jesus). The five  The five requests (requests (which havewhich have an ascend an ascendancy from ancy from least to gleast to greatest) mreatest) may reflectaymmay reflecmay reflect the fivet the five Valentini Valentinian sacramean sacraments listednts listed in the Go in the Gospel of Phspel of Philip (baptilip (baptism, chrisism, cism, chrism, euchrism, eucharist, rcharist, redemption,edemption, bridal ch bridal chamber), alamber), although thethough the exact ter exact terms vary bems vary between thestwbebetween thbetween these two Vaese two Valentinian lentinian texts.texts.texts.

The work is a magical invocational prayer that is primarily concerned with 
attaining perfection (“redemption”), specifically revelatory knowledge and unity 
with the spiritual realm. It contains a string of invoked names or titles (attributed 
to Jesus). The five requests (which have an ascendancy from least to greatest) 
may reflect the five Valentinian sacraments listed in the Gospel of Philip (baptism, 
chrism, eucharist, redemption, bridal chamber), although the exact terms vary 
between these two Valentinian texts.

�The PrayerThe Prayer illustrat illustrates the impes the importance ofortance of Paul amon Paul among early Chg early Christians aristians and providend provnd provides iprovides insights innsights into early Cto early Christian rhristian rituals, viituals, views on holews on holiness, useiness, use of magic, of magic, and mysti and m and mystical (mystical (visionary)visionary) experienc experiences.es.es.

The Prayer illustrates the importance of Paul among early Christians and 
provides insights into early Christian rituals, views on holiness, use of magic, and 
mystical (visionary) experiences.



�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. R. DesjM. R. Desjardins, ardins, Sin in ValSin in Valentinianisentinianism.m. SBLDS 108 SBLDS 108 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1990); D. 19 1990); D. 1990); D. Mueller, “Mueller, “Prayer of Prayer of the Apostlthe Apostle Paul I, e Paul I, 1: A.1—B.11: A.1—B.10,” in 0,” in Nag HammadNag Hammadi Codex I,i Coi Codex I,Codex I, ed. H. W. ed. H. W. Attridge. Attridge. NHS 22 (L NHS 22 (Leiden, 198eiden, 1985), 5–11; 5), 5–11; K. RudolphK. Rudolph, , GnosisGnosis (San Fran (San (San Franc(San Francisco, 1987isco, 1987).).).
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(San Francisco, 1987).
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PAUL AND SPAUL AND SENECA, LETENECA, LETTERS OFTERS OFTERS OF

PAUL AND SENECA, LETTERS OF

A collectiA collection of 14 Lon of 14 Latin letteatin letters purportrs purportedly exchaedly exchanged betwenged between the apoen the apostle and tstle and the 1st-cenhetthe 1st-cethe 1st-century Romantury Roman philosopn philosopher. Knownher. Known to both J to both Jerome and erome and Augustine,Augustine, the corre the co the correspondcorrespondence, whicence, which includesh includes eight bri eight brief lettersef letters by Seneca by Seneca and six b and six by Paul, pry Paul, probably datobaprprobably dprobably dates to thates to the 4th cente 4th century (althoury (although two orugh two or more may  more may be later).be later). Jerome no Jerome no Jerome notes thatnotes that the lette the letters were “rrs were “read by manead by many” in his y” in his age, and tage, and the lettershe letters remained  remained popular thpoppopular thpopular through the rough the Middle AgeMiddle Ages as evides as evidenced by thnced by the numerouse numerous manuscrip manuscripts from thts fromts from that from that period. Seperiod. Seneca’s letneca’s letters to Paters to Paul containul contain praise fo praise for Paul’s “r Paul’s “admirable admirable exhortatioexhoexhortatioexhortation to an upn to an upright liferight life” (letter ” (letter 1); agreem1); agreement with Pent with Paul’s sentaul’s sentiments as iments as expressed exprexpressed expressed in his letin his letters to thters to the Galatiane Galatians, Corinths, Corinthians, and ians, and Achaeans (Achaeans (letter 7);letter 7); and an ex and  and an expand an expression ofression of sadness r sadness regarding tegarding the wrongfuhe wrongful persecutl persecution of theion of the Christian Christians (letter s ChristianChristiansChristians (letter 1 (letter 11). Paul’s1). Paul’s responses responses are full  are full of flatterof flattery, cautiony, caution in terms  in terms of the empof the eof the emperor, aemperor, and concernnd concern for prope for proper epistolar epistolary etiquetry etiquette, with ate, with an occasionn occasional encouraal encouragement to gencouraencouragemencouragement to resent to respectful trpectful treatment ofeatment of others. N others. None of theone of the letters e letters expresses axpresses axpresses any of theany of the well-know well-known thought n thought of either of either correspondcorrespondent, insteent, instead highligad highlighting the hting the friendshipfrifriendshipfriendship and mutua and mutual respect l respect between twbetween two equals.o equals.o equals.

A collection of 14 Latin letters purportedly exchanged between the apostle and 
the 1st-century Roman philosopher. Known to both Jerome and Augustine, the 
correspondence, which includes eight brief letters by Seneca and six by Paul, 
probably dates to the 4th century (although two or more may be later). Jerome 
notes that the letters were “read by many” in his age, and the letters remained 
popular through the Middle Ages as evidenced by the numerous manuscripts 
from that period. Seneca’s letters to Paul contain praise for Paul’s “admirable 
exhortation to an upright life” (letter 1); agreement with Paul’s sentiments as 
expressed in his letters to the Galatians, Corinthians, and Achaeans (letter 7); 
and an expression of sadness regarding the wrongful persecution of the 
Christians (letter 11). Paul’s responses are full of flattery, caution in terms of the 
emperor, and concern for proper epistolary etiquette, with an occasional 
encouragement to respectful treatment of others. None of the letters expresses 
any of the well-known thought of either correspondent, instead highlighting the 
friendship and mutual respect between two equals.

�There seemThere seem to be two to be two purposes  purposes behind thebehind the pseudepig pseudepigraphical craphical correspondeorrespondence. On thnccorrespondecorrespondcorrespondence. On tence. On the one hanhe one hand, the letd, the letters clearters clearly commendly commend Christian Christianity as wority as woity as worthy of worthy of respect byrespect by pagans af pagans after the exter the example of Sample of Seneca. In eneca. In fact, somefact, some tradition traditions even poss es even positeven posit that Sene that Seneca convertca converted to Chried to Christianity, stianity, although talthough there is nohere is no evidence  evidence of such a of of such a of such a conversionconversion in his au in his authentic wrthentic writings. Onitings. On the other the other hand, the hand, the letters a letters also exhibilso elso exhibit anexhibit an early Chr early Christian undistian understandingerstanding of the co of the compatibilitmpatibility of Pauliy of Pauline and Stone and Stoic ideas, ic ideic ideas, perideas, perhaps acknohaps acknowledging wwledging what some mhat some modern schoodern scholars see alars see as influencs influences of pagaes of pages of pagan morapagan moral philosopl philosophy in Paulhy in Paul’s letters’s letters...

There seem to be two purposes behind the pseudepigraphical 
correspondence. On the one hand, the letters clearly commend Christianity as 
worthy of respect by pagans after the example of Seneca. In fact, some traditions 
even posit that Seneca converted to Christianity, although there is no evidence 
of such a conversion in his authentic writings. On the other hand, the letters also 
exhibit an early Christian understanding of the compatibility of Pauline and Stoic 
ideas, perhaps acknowledging what some modern scholars see as influences of 
pagan moral philosophy in Paul’s letters.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. K. ElliJ. K. Elliot, ed., “ot, ed., “The CorresThe Correspondence opondence of Paul andf Paul and Seneca,”  Seneca,” The ApocryThThe ApocryThe Apocryphal New Tphal New Testament,estament, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1993), 547–993), 547–53; J. N. 53; J. N. Sevenster,Sevenster,  Paul and SPauPaul and SPaul and Seneca.eneca. NovTSup 4 NovTSup 4 (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1996), 11–1996), 11–14.14.14.
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The Apocryphal New Testament, rev. ed. (Oxford, 1993), 547–53; J. N. Sevenster, 
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PAUL AND THECLA, ACTS OF

A componenA component in the lt in the larger apocarger apocryphal Actryphal Acts of Paul.s of Paul. Edited on Edited on the basis the basis of 11 Gre of 11 Greek manuscreGreGreek manuGreek manuscripts inscripts in addition  addition to Latin, to Latin, Greek, SlaGreek, Slavic, and Avic, and Arabic versrabic versions, the ions, the narrative narrnarrative narrative may have cmay have circulated irculated independenindependently; the etly; the earliest atarliest attestation testation (2nd centu(2nd century; Tertulry; centucentury; Tcentury; Tertullian ertullian De bapt.De bapt. 17) is in 17) is inconclusiveconclusive about its about its relations relationship to thehip to the Acts of P Acts of Acts of Paul. Iof Paul. It has beent has been suggested suggested that earl that early 2nd-centy 2nd-century, ascetury, ascetic Christiic Christian groups,an groups, including inclu including including women, genwomen, generated theerated the text, pro text, propagating apagating a pro-ascet pro-ascetic understic understanding of anding of Pauline ChPaPauline ChPauline Christianityristianity...

A component in the larger apocryphal Acts of Paul. Edited on the basis of 11 
Greek manuscripts in addition to Latin, Greek, Slavic, and Arabic versions, the 
narrative may have circulated independently; the earliest attestation (2nd 
century; Tertullian De bapt. 17) is inconclusive about its relationship to the Acts 



of Paul. It has been suggested that early 2nd-century, ascetic Christian groups, 
including women, generated the text, propagating a pro-ascetic understanding of 
Pauline Christianity.

�The narratThe narrative beginsive begins with Thec with Thecla’s accepla’s acceptance of Ptance of Paul’s appeaul’s appeals to chaals to chastity whicstity whstity which leadwhich lead her to re her to reject her bject her betrothed, etrothed, Thamyris. Thamyris. ConsequentConsequently, Theclaly, Thecla’s mother ’s mother ’s mother conmother condemns her demns her to the funto the funeral pyre,eral pyre, and Paul  and Paul is imprisois imprisoned due toned due to his anti- his anti-establishmeanti-anti-estabanti-establishment, lishment, ascetic teascetic teachings. Machings. Miraculousliraculously, rain spy, rain spares Theclares Thecla from thea from the flames an flam flames andflames and she escap she escapes to meetes to meet Paul. The Paul. Thecla asks Pcla asks Paul to bapaul to baptize her, tize her, but Paul rbut Paul refuses, deefusrrefuses, drefuses, despite Theespite Thecla’s statcla’s status as a cous as a confessor. Tnfessor. They both they both travel to Aravel to Antioch, whntioch, where a leaderewhwhere a lewhere a leading citiading citizen publiczen publicly attacksly attacks Thecla. P Thecla. Paul fails aul fails to defend to defend her, and Ther, and Thecla is ahecla TThecla is Thecla is again arreagain arrested and ssted and sentenced tentenced to death. To death. Thecla requhecla requests a cusests a custodian to todian to guard her guguard her guard her virginity virginity the night the night before shebefore she is to die is to die, and she , and she receives treceives the protecthe protection of a rion oion of a recenof a recently berefttly bereft aristocra aristocratic woman,tic woman, Theocleia Theocleia. Sentence. Sentenced to be mad to be mauled by beuled by beasts, Thecabebeasts, Thbeasts, Thecla baptiecla baptizes herselzes herself in the tf in the theater lesheater lest she die t she die unconsecraunconsecrated, thougted, though female bh feh female beafemale beasts keep Tsts keep Thecla fromhecla from harm. The harm. Thecla is spacla is spared once hred once her accuserer accuser calls off calls off the games th the games the games for fear tfor fear that Theoclhat Theocleia would eia would use politiuse political means cal means to avenge to avenge Thecla’s dThecla’s death. Theceaddeath. Thedeath. Thecla then rcla then returns to eturns to Paul, who Paul, who commissioncommissions her to ps her to preach in hreach in her own miser own mier own mission thmission throughout Sroughout Seleucia.eleucia.eleucia.

The narrative begins with Thecla’s acceptance of Paul’s appeals to chastity 
which lead her to reject her betrothed, Thamyris. Consequently, Thecla’s 
mother condemns her to the funeral pyre, and Paul is imprisoned due to his 
anti-establishment, ascetic teachings. Miraculously, rain spares Thecla from the 
flames and she escapes to meet Paul. Thecla asks Paul to baptize her, but Paul 
refuses, despite Thecla’s status as a confessor. They both travel to Antioch, 
where a leading citizen publicly attacks Thecla. Paul fails to defend her, and 
Thecla is again arrested and sentenced to death. Thecla requests a custodian to 
guard her virginity the night before she is to die, and she receives the protection 
of a recently bereft aristocratic woman, Theocleia. Sentenced to be mauled by 
beasts, Thecla baptizes herself in the theater lest she die unconsecrated, though 
female beasts keep Thecla from harm. Thecla is spared once her accuser calls off 
the games for fear that Theocleia would use political means to avenge Thecla’s 
death. Thecla then returns to Paul, who commissions her to preach in her own 
mission throughout Seleucia.
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The place The place of judgmenof judgment outside t outside the Praetothe Praetorium whererium where Pilate tr Pilate tried Jesus ied Jesus (John 19:1(John 19:13; Gk. 319:119:13; Gk.19:13; Gk.  lithoœstrolithoœstroœtosœtos).).).

The place of judgment outside the Praetorium where Pilate tried Jesus (John 
19:13; Gk. lithoœstroœtos).

�SeeSee  GABBATHA.GABBATHA.

See GABBATHA.

PEACEPEACEPEACE

PEACE

The HebrewThe Hebrew term for  term for peace peace (sûaœlo®m)(sûaœlo®m) is derive is derived from thed from the verb “to  verb “to complete, completecomplete, complete, make soundmake sound.” This ve.” This verb is ofterb is often used to n used to express thexpress the finish oe finish of major buf major buildings (eildbubuildings buildings (e.g., the(e.g., the temple, 1 temple, 1 Kgs. 7:51 Kgs. 7:51 = 2 Chr.  = 2 Chr. 5:1; or wa5:1; or walls of Jerlls of Jerusalem, Neusalem, Neh. 6:15). h. 6:1h. 6:15). The6:15). The term is u term is used in thesed in the sense of  sense of restoratiorestoration in Lev. n in Lev. 6:5ff.(MT 6:5ff.(MT 5:24ff.) o5:24ff.) or repayingr repar repaying drepaying debts in Jeebts in Jer. 16:18; r. 16:18; Lev. 24:18Lev. 24:18-21. The n-21. The noun has anoun has an even broa even broader use. Ader use. As a greetis AAs a greetAs a greeting, the ring, the root oot sûlmsûlm is used t is used to inquire o inquire of the welof the welfare of infare of individuals dividuals or groups or groor groups (Gegroups (Gen. 29:6; 4n. 29:6; 43:27; Exod3:27; Exod. 18:7; 1 . 18:7; 1 Sam. 17:18Sam. 17:18; cf. Ezek; cf. Ezek. 13:16, “. 13:16, “visions ofvisions of peace”; s peac peace”; sipeace”; similarly Ismilarly Isa. 38:17).a. 38:17). There is  There is further thfurther the sense ofe sense of  sûaœlo®msûaœlo®m as state  as state of being, of of being, of being, as in contas in contentment orentment or tranquili tranquility. Isa. 3ty. Isa. 32:17 draws2:17 draws a paralle a parallel between l between “peace” an“pea“peace” an“peace” and “quietned “quietness and truss and trust foreverst forever” as the r” as the results of esults of righteousnrighteousness. The iess. The idea of peadeaiidea of peidea of peacefulnessacefulness at death  at death is a commois a common theme (Gn theme (Gen. 15:15;en. 15:15; 1 Kgs. 2: 1 Kgs. 2:6). The se6). The sense of frinsesense of fsense of friendship,riendship, or even a or even a contractu contractually arranally arranged “frienged “friendship” (imdship” (implied in “plied in “covenants cove““covenants“covenants of peace, of peace,” Num. 25:” Num. 25:12), can a12), can also be notlso be noted (Isa. 5ed (Isa. 54:10; Ps. 4:10; Ps. 28:3; Prov28:3; Prov. 12:20). . 12. 12:20). Ju12:20). Justice is fstice is frequently requently combined wcombined with “peaceith “peace” (Isa. 32” (Isa. 32:16-17, cf:16-17, cf. Jas. 3:1. Jas. 3:18).8).8).

The Hebrew term for peace (sûaœlo®m) is derived from the verb “to 
complete, make sound.” This verb is often used to express the finish of major 
buildings (e.g., the temple, 1 Kgs. 7:51 = 2 Chr. 5:1; or walls of Jerusalem, Neh. 
6:15). The term is used in the sense of restoration in Lev. 6:5ff.(MT 5:24ff.) or 
repaying debts in Jer. 16:18; Lev. 24:18-21. The noun has an even broader use. 
As a greeting, the root sûlm is used to inquire of the welfare of individuals or 
groups (Gen. 29:6; 43:27; Exod. 18:7; 1 Sam. 17:18; cf. Ezek. 13:16, “visions of 
peace”; similarly Isa. 38:17). There is further the sense of sûaœlo®m as state 
of being, as in contentment or tranquility. Isa. 32:17 draws a parallel between 
“peace” and “quietness and trust forever” as the results of righteousness. The 
idea of peacefulness at death is a common theme (Gen. 15:15; 1 Kgs. 2:6). The 



sense of friendship, or even a contractually arranged “friendship” (implied in 
“covenants of peace,” Num. 25:12), can also be noted (Isa. 54:10; Ps. 28:3; Prov. 
12:20). Justice is frequently combined with “peace” (Isa. 32:16-17, cf. Jas. 3:18).

�In the BibIn the Bible “peace”le “peace” is quinte is quintessentiallyssentially the absen the absence of war.ce of war. Judg. 4:1 Judg. 4:17; 1 Sam. 7; 1 Sam. 7:14; 1 Kg77:14; 1 Kg7:14; 1 Kgs. 5:12(26s. 5:12(26) imply tr) imply treaty relateaty relations as tiions as times of peames of peace as oppoce as opposed to warsed to warfare. Timefarwarwarfare. Twarfare. Times of imes of sûaœlo®msûaœlo®m are contr are contrasted withasted with war in 1  war in 1 Kgs. 2:5-6Kgs. 2:5-6; Josh. 9:; Josh. 9:15. The te15.9:9:15. The 9:15. The term is alterm is also used ofso used of a desired a desired state of  state of permanent permanent sûaœlo®msûaœlo®m (cf. Lev. (cf. Lev. 26:6, whe 2 26:6, wher26:6, where peace ise peace is a part of a part of tranquili tranquility, absencty, absence of war ae of war and enemiesnd enemies). In the ). In the prophets (propprophets (prophets (esp. lateresp. later prophets, prophets, Deutero-I Deutero-Isaiah, Zecsaiah, Zechariah) pehariah) peace becomeace becomes an ethics an ethical standaraethicethical stethical standard andandard and character characteristic of tistic of the messianhe messianic age (cfic age (cf. Mic. 5:4. Mic. 5:4-5[3–4]). -5[3–4]). In Isa. 2:In Isa. In Isa. 2:2-4Isa. 2:2-4; 9:2-7, a; 9:2-7, and profounnd profoundly in 19:dly in 19:24–25 thes24–25 these postexile postexilic insertiic insertions contaions contain themes on then themes of themes of peace thatpeace that are inter are interwoven withwoven with the theme the theme of destru of destruction of wction of weapons andeapons aneapons and reconcand reconciliation oiliation of former ef former enemies (cfnemies (cf. Zech. 9:. Zech. 9:9-10; Jona9-10; Jonah). Althouh). Although there igh there is often des ofs often debaoften debate as to wte as to whether somhether some forms ofe forms of “peace” r “peace” result fromesult from God’s ann God’s annihilation ihilation of enemiesoof enemiesof enemies (an Israe (an Israelite versilite version of Pax on of Pax Romana), tRomana), this is nothis is not universal universally the casly the case in all te in ae in all texts all texts that deal that deal with releawith release from ense from enemies. Indemies. Indeed, not oeed, not only are Isnly are Israel’s ownrael’s own weapons i wea weapons inweapons included in cluded in an envisioan envisioned destruned destruction (Isaction (Isa. 2), enem. 2), enemies are asies are as often con often converted ratveconconverted converted rather tharather than annihilan annihilated (Jonahted (Jonah; Isa. 19:; Isa. 19:24-25).24-25).24-25).

In the Bible “peace” is quintessentially the absence of war. Judg. 4:17; 1 Sam. 
7:14; 1 Kgs. 5:12(26) imply treaty relations as times of peace as opposed to 
warfare. Times of sûaœlo®m are contrasted with war in 1 Kgs. 2:5-6; Josh. 
9:15. The term is also used of a desired state of permanent sûaœlo®m (cf. Lev. 
26:6, where peace is a part of tranquility, absence of war and enemies). In the 
prophets (esp. later prophets, Deutero-Isaiah, Zechariah) peace becomes an 
ethical standard and characteristic of the messianic age (cf. Mic. 5:4-5[3–4]). In 
Isa. 2:2-4; 9:2-7, and profoundly in 19:24–25 these postexilic insertions contain 
themes of peace that are interwoven with the theme of destruction of weapons 
and reconciliation of former enemies (cf. Zech. 9:9-10; Jonah). Although there is 
often debate as to whether some forms of “peace” result from God’s annihilation 
of enemies (an Israelite version of Pax Romana), this is not universally the case in 
all texts that deal with release from enemies. Indeed, not only are Israel’s own 
weapons included in an envisioned destruction (Isa. 2), enemies are as often 
converted rather than annihilated (Jonah; Isa. 19:24-25).

�NT use of NT use of forms of Gforms of Gk. k. eireäíneä,eireäíneä, as well a as well as in the is in the intertestamntertestamental liteental literature (cfraturliteliteratureliterature (cf. Tob. (cf. Tob. 7:11-12;  7:11-12; 10:12), is10:12), is only some only somewhat more what more limited inlimited in its range its range of meanin of m of meaning thmeaning than an sûaœlo®m.sûaœlo®m. The typic The typical use of al use of “peace” is“peace” is a referen a reference to a pece to a personal starsonalpepersonal spersonal state of betate of being (1 Timing (1 Tim. 2:2), th. 2:2), thus equivalus equivalent to theent to the use of “w use of “well-being”ell-being” or “welfa or “ or “welfare.”“welfare.” An indivi An individual can bdual can be told to e told to “Go in pea“Go in peace” (e.g.,ce” (e.g., Mark 5:34 Mark 5:34; Luke 7:5; Luke 7:50; 8:48; A0; 80; 8:48; Acts8:48; Acts 16:36) or 16:36) or to “be at to “be at peace” (L peace” (Luke 24:36;uke 24:36; John 20:1 John 20:19, 21, 26)9, 21, 26). Paul fre. Paul frequently enquenfrefrequentlyfrequently enjoins “ enjoins “peace” in peace” in opening gropening greetings (Reetings (Rom. 1:7; 1om. 1:7; 1 Cor. 1:3; Cor. 1:3; 2 Cor. 1: 2 Cor. 1:2; Gal. 1:2; G2; Gal. 1:3; Gal. 1:3; cf. 1 Pet.cf. 1 Pet. 1:2). “Pe 1:2). “Peace” can aace” can also refer lso refer to an attrto an attribute of aibute of a relations relationship with Ghip withhip with God (with God (Acts 10:36Acts 10:36; Rom. 5:1; Rom. 5:1; 8:6; 15:; 8:6; 15:13; Phil. 13; Phil. 4:7; cf. E4:7; cf. Eph. 6:15).ph. 6:15). The Greek The Greek terms als term terms alsoterms also include t include the absencehe absence of, or co of, or contrast witntrast with, war andh, war and interpers interpersonal violeonal violence (Matt.ncevioleviolence (violence (Matt. 5:9;Matt. 5:9; Luke 14:3 Luke 14:32; Rom. 122; Rom. 12:18; Jas. :18; Jas. 3:18). If 3:18). If the proclathe proclamation of mation of “peace” in“peac“peace” in“peace” in early Chr early Christian preistian preaching is aching is taken, on taken, on occasion, occasion, to refer tto refer to the messo the messianic age ianicmessmessianic messianic age of peaage of peacefulness cefulness as opposedas opposed to presen to present realitiet realities of warfas of warfare and sufre and suffering, thferisufsuffering,suffering, then the  then the connectionconnection to Hebrai to Hebraic notions c notions of peace aof peace as “absences “absence of war” i of war” is even cles es even cleareven clearer (Acts 1er (Acts 10:36; Rom.0:36; Rom. 10:15; Co 10:15; Col. 3:15). l. 3:15). Thus, the Thus, the somewhat lsomewhat limited meaimited meaning of thnmeameaning ofmeaning of the Greek the Greek terms sho terms should not suuld not suggest thatggest that the late  the late Hebrew notHebrew notion of nonion of noion of nonviolencnonviolence is absene is absent from NT t from NT ethical diethical discourse. Nscourse. NT conceptiT conceptions must aons must also take ilso take into considniinto consiinto consideration tderation the entire he entire ethical coethical context of pntext of peacefulneseacefulness and peacs and peacemaking inemaking in the teach th the teachithe teachings of Jesngs of Jesus and theus and the practice  practice of the earof the early Church.ly Church. For this  For this reason, anreason, any discussiy disy discussiondiscussion of peace  of peace that is exthat is exclusively clusively based on abased on a lexical a lexical analysis, pnalysis, particularlarticularly in the Ny in they in the NT, isthe NT, is inadequat inadequate to a fule to a full apprecial appreciation of eition of either the bther the biblical coiblical concept or tncept or the ethic ohe ethhe ethic of pethic of peace.eace.eace.

NT use of forms of Gk. eireäíneä, as well as in the intertestamental 
literature (cf. Tob. 7:11-12; 10:12), is only somewhat more limited in its range of 
meaning than sûaœlo®m. The typical use of “peace” is a reference to a 
personal state of being (1 Tim. 2:2), thus equivalent to the use of “well-being” or 
“welfare.” An individual can be told to “Go in peace” (e.g., Mark 5:34; Luke 7:50; 
8:48; Acts 16:36) or to “be at peace” (Luke 24:36; John 20:19, 21, 26). Paul 
frequently enjoins “peace” in opening greetings (Rom. 1:7; 1 Cor. 1:3; 2 Cor. 1:2; 
Gal. 1:3; cf. 1 Pet. 1:2). “Peace” can also refer to an attribute of a relationship 
with God (Acts 10:36; Rom. 5:1; 8:6; 15:13; Phil. 4:7; cf. Eph. 6:15). The Greek 
terms also include the absence of, or contrast with, war and interpersonal 
violence (Matt. 5:9; Luke 14:32; Rom. 12:18; Jas. 3:18). If the proclamation of 
“peace” in early Christian preaching is taken, on occasion, to refer to the 
messianic age of peacefulness as opposed to present realities of warfare and 
suffering, then the connection to Hebraic notions of peace as “absence of war” is 
even clearer (Acts 10:36; Rom. 10:15; Col. 3:15). Thus, the somewhat limited 
meaning of the Greek terms should not suggest that the late Hebrew notion of 
nonviolence is absent from NT ethical discourse. NT conceptions must also take 
into consideration the entire ethical context of peacefulness and peacemaking in 
the teachings of Jesus and the practice of the early Church. For this reason, any 
discussion of peace that is exclusively based on a lexical analysis, particularly in 
the NT, is inadequate to a full appreciation of either the biblical concept or the 
ethic of peace.



�Whether reWhether resulting frsulting from the impom the impossibilityossibility of a Hebr of a Hebrew militarew military presencey presence in the so in the in the sociopthe sociopolitical colitical circumstancircumstance of subore of subordination udination under the Ander the Assyrian, Bssyrian, Babylonian,abylonian, Persian,  Pe Persian, aPersian, and Hellenind Hellenistic rulerstic rulers, or whets, or whether to be her to be attributedattributed to the in to the increasinglycreasingly ironic vi iron ironic visironic visions of thions of the messianie messianic age, latc age, late biblicale biblical teaching  teaching tends towatends toward the prard the praise of a wise of ise of a wise of a wise restraint restraint (Sir. 41:1(Sir. 41:14; 44:6) a4; 44:6) and nonviolnd nonviolent piety ent piety (Daniel, e(Daniel, esp. 11:33–sp. 11:33–34, agains34, ag34, against thagainst the Maccabeae Maccabean uprisingn uprising; Joseph i; Joseph in Testamenn Testament of the Tt of the Twelve Patrwelve Patriarchs; Taiarchs; Taxo in T. MxTaTaxo in T.Taxo in T. Moses 9,  Moses 9, cf. antiwacf. antiwar ethos inr ethos in classical classical Greek sou Greek sources) in srces) in studied contudied contrast to ttrasconcontrast tcontrast to the perio the period of the od of the Monarchy. Monarchy. Early ChriEarly Christianity tstianity thus combinhus combines the Daves the Davidic royalidDavDavidic roDavidic royal themesyal themes with the  with the equally meequally messianic exssianic expectationspectations of an age of an age of peace  of peace where sworwhwhere sworwhere swords are madds are made into ploe into plowshares. Twshares. The resultihe resulting image ing image in Matthew n Matthew and Luke, and Lukeand Luke, partLuke, particularly, icularly, is a “miliis a “militant nonvitant nonviolent” Mesolent” Messiah — botsiah — both Davidic h Davidic and unarmeand unarmed, and thud,unarmeunarmed, aunarmed, and thus cond thus consistent wnsistent with Jesus’ith Jesus’ teaching  teaching to “love eto “love enemies” (Mnemies” (Matt. 5:44)att. 5:44) and “put  an and “put aand “put away swordsway swords” (26:52).” (26:52). This iron This ironic combinaic combination resultion results furtherts further in Paulin in Pauline imagery e ie imagery ofimagery of “weapons” “weapons” of the sp of the spirit, wheririt, where the “ware the “war” is “not ” is “not against blagainst blood and flood and flesh” (Eph.eshflflesh” (Epflesh” (Eph. 6:10-17h. 6:10-17; drawing ; drawing on Isa. 59on Isa. 59:17; cf. s:17; cf. spiritual bpiritual battle in Rattle in Rev. 19, etev. 19, etc.). The ac.). The ac.). The apocalyptiapocalyptic context c context of early Cof early Christian nhristian nonviolenceonviolence is unmist is unmistakable, anakable, and clearly d clearly relates torelarelates torelates to themes su themes such as the ch as the angelic baangelic battles in Dttles in Dan. 7-12 aan. 7-12 and at Qumrnd at Qumran. Prohiban. Prohibitions agaitiProhibProhibitioProhibitions againstns against even kill even killing in theing in the military  military are widelyare widely documente documented in the fd in the first threeirst thirst three centthree centuries of Curies of Christianithristianity, and they, and these prohibise prohibitions alsotions also draw from draw from this Hebr this Hebraic and eaaic HebrHebraic anHebraic and early Chd early Christian inristian interpretiveterpretive tradition tradition. Such Heb. Such Hebraic tradiraic traditions of ptions of peacefulneseaceppeacefulnepeacefulness and nonss and nonviolence aviolence are also dire also discernible scernible in early rin early rabbinic teabbinic teaching as aching as well, mostwell,well, mostwell, most notably i notably in the teacn the teachings of things of the 1st-cenhe 1st-century tury C.E.C.E. rabbinic  rabbinic teacher Yoteacher Yohanan ben hananYoYohanan beYohanan ben Zakkai.n Zakkai.n Zakkai.

Whether resulting from the impossibility of a Hebrew military presence in 
the sociopolitical circumstance of subordination under the Assyrian, Babylonian, 
Persian, and Hellenistic rulers, or whether to be attributed to the increasingly 
ironic visions of the messianic age, late biblical teaching tends toward the praise 
of a wise restraint (Sir. 41:14; 44:6) and nonviolent piety (Daniel, esp. 11:33–34, 
against the Maccabean uprising; Joseph in Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs; 
Taxo in T. Moses 9, cf. antiwar ethos in classical Greek sources) in studied 
contrast to the period of the Monarchy. Early Christianity thus combines the 
Davidic royal themes with the equally messianic expectations of an age of peace 
where swords are made into plowshares. The resulting image in Matthew and 
Luke, particularly, is a “militant nonviolent” Messiah — both Davidic and 
unarmed, and thus consistent with Jesus’ teaching to “love enemies” (Matt. 5:44) 
and “put away swords” (26:52). This ironic combination results further in Pauline 
imagery of “weapons” of the spirit, where the “war” is “not against blood and 
flesh” (Eph. 6:10-17; drawing on Isa. 59:17; cf. spiritual battle in Rev. 19, etc.). The 
apocalyptic context of early Christian nonviolence is unmistakable, and clearly 
relates to themes such as the angelic battles in Dan. 7-12 and at Qumran. 
Prohibitions against even killing in the military are widely documented in the first 
three centuries of Christianity, and these prohibitions also draw from this 
Hebraic and early Christian interpretive tradition. Such Hebraic traditions of 
peacefulness and nonviolence are also discernible in early rabbinic teaching as 
well, most notably in the teachings of the 1st-century C.E. rabbinic teacher 
Yohanan ben Zakkai.
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PEACE OFFERING

A covenantA covenant meal whic meal which served th served to affirm to affirm the relatiohe relationship betwnship between the woeen the worshipper, rshipper, woworshipperworshipper, God, and, God, and the commu the community of benity of believers. Tlievers. The name dehe name derives fromrives from Heb.  Heb. sûaœlo®m,sûsûaœlo®m,sûaœlo®m, though “s though “sacrifice oacrifice of well-beif well-being” is alsng” is also approprio appropriate (so NRate (so NRSV).SV).SV).

A covenant meal which served to affirm the relationship between the 
worshipper, God, and the community of believers. The name derives from Heb. 
sûaœlo®m, though “sacrifice of well-being” is also appropriate (so NRSV).

�Like all oLike all other animather animal offeringl offerings, the anis, the animal to be mal to be sacrificedsacrificed, male or , male or female, mufemale, mufemale, must be unmust be unblemished,blemished, and could and could be a cow, be a cow, bull, she bull, sheep, or goaep, or goat (Lev. 3)t (Lev. 3). The bloo. The blood and fat d blooblood and blood and fat of thefat of the sacrifici sacrificial animal al animal are reservare reserved for Goded for God (Lev. 3:1 (Lev. 3:16-17). The6-17). The right thi righ right thigright thigh of the ah of the animal is rnimal is reserved foeserved for the partr the particular priicular priest who ofest who officiates aficiates at the sacrt the sat the sacrifice,sacrifice, while the while the other pri other priests will ests will be given tbe given the breast he breast (Lev. 7:30(Lev. 7:30-36). The -36). The worshipperworshworshipperworshipper bringing  bringing the offerithe offering receiveng receives the rests the rest of the an of the animal.imal.imal.

Like all other animal offerings, the animal to be sacrificed, male or female, 
must be unblemished, and could be a cow, bull, sheep, or goat (Lev. 3). The 
blood and fat of the sacrificial animal are reserved for God (Lev. 3:16-17). The 
right thigh of the animal is reserved for the particular priest who officiates at the 
sacrifice, while the other priests will be given the breast (Lev. 7:30-36). The 
worshipper bringing the offering receives the rest of the animal.

�Three cateThree categories of gories of peace offepeace offering are aring are attested: tttested: thanksgivinhanksgiving, votive,g, votive, or freewi or freew or freewill. freewill. A thanksgiA thanksgiving offerving offering differing differs from thes from the freewill  freewill and votiveand votive offerings offerings in that i in that in that it isthat it is to includ to include cakes ofe cakes of unleavene unleavened bread, id bread, in additionn addition to the sa to the sacrificial crificial animal (Leanimal (animal (Lev. 7:12(Lev. 7:12-14). The -14). The votive offvotive offering is gering is given for riven for repayment oepayment of a vow (Lf a vow (Lev. 27), wev. 27), while a frehile wwhile a frwhile a freewill offeewill offering is nering is not limitedot limited to any sp to any special occaecial occasion. The sion. The meat and cmeat and cakes of a akes ccakes of acakes of a thanksgiv thanksgiving offeriing offering must beng must be eaten wit eaten within the dahin the day of the oy of the offering, wffering, while the mhile wwhile the while the meat of thmeat of the votive oe votive or freewillr freewill offering  offering could be ecould be eaten the faten the following dollowing day (Lev. 7ay (Lay (Lev. 7:15(Lev. 7:15-16).-16).-16).

Three categories of peace offering are attested: thanksgiving, votive, or 
freewill. A thanksgiving offering differs from the freewill and votive offerings in 



that it is to include cakes of unleavened bread, in addition to the sacrificial animal 
(Lev. 7:12-14). The votive offering is given for repayment of a vow (Lev. 27), 
while a freewill offering is not limited to any special occasion. The meat and 
cakes of a thanksgiving offering must be eaten within the day of the offering, 
while the meat of the votive or freewill offering could be eaten the following day 
(Lev. 7:15-16).

Hemchand GHemchand Gossaiossai

Hemchand Gossai

PEARLPEARLPEARL

PEARL

A dense spA dense spherical coherical concretion oncretion of aragonitf aragonite or calcie or calcite, deposite, deposited about ted about a foreign a foreign particle bpartparticle bparticle by various y various marine andmarine and freshwate freshwater mollusksr mollusks. Pearls a. Pearls are usuallyre usually white or  white or light-cololighlight-cololight-colored, and hred, and have a nacrave a nacreous lusteeous luster. Heb. r. Heb. peïniîniîmpeïniîniîm is transl is translated eitheated either as pearlr as pr as pearls or pearls or corals. Pecorals. Pearl refersarl refers to the th to the third of thrird of three preciouee precious stones (s stones (the first the first is coral) is corais coral) whicoral) which are notch are not valuable  valuable enough to enough to purchase wpurchase wisdom (Jobisdom (Job 28:18). 28:18). 28:18).

A dense spherical concretion of aragonite or calcite, deposited about a foreign 
particle by various marine and freshwater mollusks. Pearls are usually white or 
light-colored, and have a nacreous luster. Heb. peïniîniîm is translated either as 
pearls or corals. Pearl refers to the third of three precious stones (the first is 
coral) which are not valuable enough to purchase wisdom (Job 28:18).

�Pearls (GkPearls (Gk. . margariítemargariíteäsäs) were ver) were very valuabley valuable, and so n, and so not to be tot to be thrown befohrown befohrown before swibefore swine (Matt. ne (Matt. 7:6), but 7:6), but it may be it may be worth sellworth selling all toing all to acquire o acquire one of greane of great value (1t valut value (13:value (13:45–46). We45–46). Wealthy womealthy women wear pean wear pearls, but prls, but proper Chriroper Christian womestian women are to bn are tn are to be discto be discreet and nreet and not wear suot wear such valuablch valuables (1 Tim.es (1 Tim. 2:9), as  2:9), as does the wdoes the woman on thoman on the scarlet eththe scarlethe scarlet beast int beast in John’s vi John’s vision (Rev.sion (Rev. 17:4). Th 17:4). The merchante merchants of earths of earth weep when weep when there is  th there is nthere is no longer ao longer anyone to bnyone to buy their guy their goods, whicoods, which include h include pearls, anpearls, and mourn thd mourn the loss of eththe loss othe loss of the cityf the city clothed i clothed in such (Ren such (Rev. 18:12, v. 18:12, 16). When 16). When the heaventhe heavenly Jerusally Jerusalem emergesem JerusalJerusalem Jerusalem emerges, eemerges, each of itsach of its 12 gates  12 gates is a singlis a single pearl (Re pearl (Rev. 21:21)ev. 21:21)...

Pearls (Gk. margariíteäs) were very valuable, and so not to be thrown 
before swine (Matt. 7:6), but it may be worth selling all to acquire one of great 
value (13:45–46). Wealthy women wear pearls, but proper Christian women are 
to be discreet and not wear such valuables (1 Tim. 2:9), as does the woman on 
the scarlet beast in John’s vision (Rev. 17:4). The merchants of earth weep when 
there is no longer anyone to buy their goods, which include pearls, and mourn 
the loss of the city clothed in such (Rev. 18:12, 16). When the heavenly 
Jerusalem emerges, each of its 12 gates is a single pearl (Rev. 21:21).

Martha JeaMartha Jean Mugg Bain Mugg Baileyley
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PEASANTRYPEASANTRYPEASANTRY

PEASANTRY

In the antIn the anthropologichropological sense, al sense, a class ofa class of rural cul rural cultivators wtivators whose surplhose surpluses were uses were exploited explexploited exploited by the domby the dominant clasinant class(es). Chas(es). Characterizedracterized as autono as autonomous/indepmous/independent andendent anendent and conserand conservative/travative/traditional, ditional, they embodthey embody the trany the transition andsition and contradic contradiction betwetion between two oppenbetwebetween twbetween two opposingo opposing types of  types of social forsocial formation: “fmation: “feudalism” eudalism” and the naand the nation-statetion-state. Because . nation-statenation-stanation-state. Becauste. Because written e written sources, isources, including tncluding the Bible, he Bible, are the prare the product of toduct of the scribalhe sche scribal clscribal class as a sass as a subsidiary ubsidiary of the royof the royal court, al court, the peasanthe peasantry is lartry is largely undocgely undocumented.umenteundocundocumentundocumented.ed.ed.

In the anthropological sense, a class of rural cultivators whose surpluses were 
exploited by the dominant class(es). Characterized as autonomous/independent 
and conservative/traditional, they embody the transition and contradiction 
between two opposing types of social formation: “feudalism” and the 
nation-state. Because written sources, including the Bible, are the product of the 
scribal class as a subsidiary of the royal court, the peasantry is largely 
undocumented.

�The agrariThe agrarian basis oan basis of Israelitf Israelite life wase life was character characterized by a ized by a combinatiocombination of grainn of grain-farming, -graingrain-farmgrain-farming, stocking, stock-breeding,-breeding, and culti and cultivation of vation of vine and tvine and tree crops.ree crops. The Israe The Israelite farmelite flite farmer profarmer produced and duced and lived off lived off his variedhis varied yield: gr yield: grain (wheatain (wheat and to a  and to a lesser extlesser extent, barleent, extextent, baextent, barley); milrley); milk, meat, ak, meat, and skins ond skins of sheep anf sheep and goats; ad goats; and olive ond olive oil, figs, il, figs, and wine fand winand wine from wine from his orcharhis orchard and vined and vineyard. Someyard. Some products  products were used were used in trade ain trade and barter nd barternd barter forbarter for needed ma needed materials suterials such as toolch as tools. In semis. In semiarid Israearid Israel, with val, with variable rairiable rainfall and nfall anfall and few peand few perennial rirennial rivers, famivers, famine and wanne and want remainedt remained a constan a constant threat (t threat (Gen. 12:10Gen. 12:10; 26:1; 41;12:1012:10; 26:12:10; 26:1; 41:56; 1; 41:56; 47:4, 13; 47:4, 13; Ruth 1:1; Ruth 1:1; 2 Sam. 21:2 Sam. 21:1; 1 Kgs. 1; 1 Kgs. 18:2; 2 Kg18:2; 2 Kgs. 6:25; 2s. 6:25; 25:3). Farm5:3). F5:3). Farming waFarming was a familys a family enterpris enterprise, with ale, with all members l members performingperforming the vario the various daily cus daily chores.hocchores.chores.chores.

The agrarian basis of Israelite life was characterized by a combination of 
grain-farming, stock-breeding, and cultivation of vine and tree crops. The Israelite 
farmer produced and lived off his varied yield: grain (wheat and to a lesser 
extent, barley); milk, meat, and skins of sheep and goats; and olive oil, figs, and 
wine from his orchard and vineyard. Some products were used in trade and 
barter for needed materials such as tools. In semiarid Israel, with variable rainfall 
and few perennial rivers, famine and want remained a constant threat (Gen. 
12:10; 26:1; 41:56; 47:4, 13; Ruth 1:1; 2 Sam. 21:1; 1 Kgs. 18:2; 2 Kgs. 6:25; 25:3). 



Farming was a family enterprise, with all members performing the various daily 
chores.

�The IsraelThe Israelite house,ite house, typified  typified by the pilby the pillared multlared multi-roomed hi-roomed house with ouse with a courtyara courtya courtyard,courtyard, was as mu was as much an agrich an agricultural fcultural facility asacility as it was li it was living spaceving space for the f for the family. Laramily. Lamily. Large storLarge storage jars fage jars filled withilled with grain, wi grain, wine, and oine, and oil would lil would likely have kely have been storebeen stored in severd in sed in several ofseveral of the rooms the rooms, along wi, along with other cth other ceramics aneramics and tools. Ad tools. Animals maynimals may have been have been have been stablbeen stabled within ed within the house the house during theduring the night. Th night. The courtyare courtyard often sed often served as a rved as a work area wowork area work area where agriwhere agricultural icultural installationstallations were fons were found, and aund, and also as an lso as an outdoor peoutdoor pen for animn pepen for anpen for animals.imals.imals.

The Israelite house, typified by the pillared multi-roomed house with a 
courtyard, was as much an agricultural facility as it was living space for the family. 
Large storage jars filled with grain, wine, and oil would likely have been stored in 
several of the rooms, along with other ceramics and tools. Animals may have 
been stabled within the house during the night. The courtyard often served as a 
work area where agricultural installations were found, and also as an outdoor 
pen for animals.

�ArchaeologArchaeology and bibly and biblical accouical accounts suggesnts suggest that muct that much of the ph of the population opulation lived in slived inlived in small vin small villages orillages or cities. H cities. Heb. eb. peïraœzo®npeïraœzo®n (Judg. 5: (Judg. 5:7, 11) pro7, 11) probably reprbably represents theesents thesents the inhabithe inhabitants of utants of unfortifiednfortified villages  villages in the opein the open country n country surroundinsurrounding walled cg walled cities (cf.ities ccities (cfcities (cf. Esth. 9:. Esth. 9:19; Ezek. 19; Ezek. 38:11); in38:11); in time of w time of warfare thearfare they were pery were permitted refmitted refuge withinuge wuge within thewithin the walls in  walls in exchange fexchange for serviceor service as warrio as warriors (cf. Hars (cf. Hab. 3:14; Hb. 3:14; Heb. eb. przwprzw). Some sc). Som). Some scholSome scholars proposars propose a peasane a peasant revolt mt revolt model for todel for the Israelihe Israelite conqueste conquest.t.t.

Archaeology and biblical accounts suggest that much of the population lived 
in small villages or cities. Heb. peïraœzo®n (Judg. 5:7, 11) probably represents 
the inhabitants of unfortified villages in the open country surrounding walled 
cities (cf. Esth. 9:19; Ezek. 38:11); in time of warfare they were permitted refuge 
within the walls in exchange for service as warriors (cf. Hab. 3:14; Heb. przw). 
Some scholars propose a peasant revolt model for the Israelite conquest.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. O. BorowskO. Borowski, i, AgriculturAgriculture in Iron e in Iron Age IsraelAge Israel (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1987)ake, 1987ake, 1987); M. 1987); M. Broshi andBroshi and I. Finkel I. Finkelstein, “Thstein, “The Populatie Population of Paleon of Palestine in Istine in Iron Age IIron Age II,” ,” BASORBASBASORBASOR 287 (1992 287 (1992): 47–60; ): 47–60; B. Rosen, B. Rosen, “Subsisten“Subsistence Economyce Economy in Iron A in Iron Age I,” in ge I,” in From NomadFrom From NomadFrom Nomadism to Monism to Monarchy,archy, ed. I. Fi ed. I. Finkelstein nkelstein and N. and N. Na}amanNa}aman (Washingt (Washington, 1994),on, 1994on, 1994), 3391994), 339–51; Y. Sh–51; Y. Shiloh, “Theiloh, “The Four-Room Four-Room House: It House: Its Situatios Situation and Funcn and Function in thtion in the Israeliteththe Israelthe Israelite City,”ite City,”  IEJIEJ 20 (1970) 20 (1970): 180–90; : 180–90; L. Stager,L. Stager, “The Arch “The Archaeology ofaeology of the Famil the Family in AncieyFamilFamily in Family in Ancient IsAncient Israel,” rael,” BASORBASOR 260 (1985 260 (1985): 1–35; E): 1–35; E. R. Wolf,. R. Wolf,  PeasantsPeasants (Englewoo (Englewood Cliffs, d(Englewoo(Englewood(Englewood Cliffs, 1 Cliffs, 1966).966).966).

Bibliography. O. Borowski, Agriculture in Iron Age Israel (Winona Lake, 
1987); M. Broshi and I. Finkelstein, “The Population of Palestine in Iron Age II,” 
BASOR 287 (1992): 47–60; B. Rosen, “Subsistence Economy in Iron Age I,” in 
From Nomadism to Monarchy, ed. I. Finkelstein and N. Na}aman (Washington, 
1994), 339–51; Y. Shiloh, “The Four-Room House: Its Situation and Function in 
the Israelite City,” IEJ 20 (1970): 180–90; L. Stager, “The Archaeology of the 
Family in Ancient Israel,” BASOR 260 (1985): 1–35; E. R. Wolf, Peasants 
(Englewood Cliffs, 1966).
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PEDAHELPEDAHEL (Heb.  (Heb. peïd�ah}eäpeïd�ah}eäll)))

PEDAHEL (Heb. peïd�ah}eäl )

A leader oA leader of the tribf the tribe of Naphte of Naphtali who heali who helped Moseslped Moses divide th divide the land of e land of Canaan (NuCanaan (Num. 34:28).m(Nu(Num. 34:2(Num. 34:28).8).

A leader of the tribe of Naphtali who helped Moses divide the land of Canaan 
(Num. 34:28).

PEDAHZURPEDAHZUR (Heb.  (Heb. peïd�a®s�upeïd�a®s�u®r®r)))

PEDAHZUR (Heb. peïd�a®s�u®r )

The fatherThe father of Gamali of Gamaliel (el (11), who led), who led Manasseh  Manasseh in the wilin the wilderness joderness journeys (Nuurneys (Num. 1:10; 2m. 1:1m. 1:10; 2:201:10; 2:20; 7:54, 59; 7:54, 59; 10:23).; 10:23).

The father of Gamaliel (1), who led Manasseh in the wilderness journeys (Num. 
1:10; 2:20; 7:54, 59; 10:23).

PEDAIAHPEDAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. peïd�aœya®peïd�aœya®, peïd�aœy, peïd�aœyaœhu®aœhu®)))

PEDAIAH (Heb. peïd�aœya®, peïd�aœyaœhu® )

�1.1. The mater The maternal grandfnal grandfather of Jather of Jehoiakim, ehoiakim, king of Juking of Judah (2 Kgsdah (2 Kgs. 23:36).. 23:36).. 23:36).

1. The maternal grandfather of Jehoiakim, king of Judah (2 Kgs. 23:36).

�2.2. A son of  A son of King JeconKing Jeconiah/Jehoiaiah/Jehoiachin of Juchin of Judah; fathedah; father of Zerubr of Zerubbabel (1 Cbabel (1 Chr. 3:18-1hr. 3:1hr. 3:18-19). 3:18-19). Elsewhere Elsewhere his brothehis brother Shealtier Shealtiel is givenl is given as the fa as the father of Zether of Zerubbabel (rubbabel (e.g., Ezrae.g., ((e.g., Ezr(e.g., Ezra 3:2, 8; a 3:2, 8; Neh. 12:1;Neh. 12:1; Hag. 1:1, Hag. 1:1, 12, 14; M 12, 14; Matt. 1:12;att. 1:12; Luke 3:27 Luke 3:27).).).

2. A son of King Jeconiah/Jehoiachin of Judah; father of Zerubbabel (1 Chr. 
3:18-19). Elsewhere his brother Shealtiel is given as the father of Zerubbabel 
(e.g., Ezra 3:2, 8; Neh. 12:1; Hag. 1:1, 12, 14; Matt. 1:12; Luke 3:27).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Joel,r of Joel, who was t who was the chief ohe chief officer of fficer of the half-tthe half-tribe of Maribe of Manasseh (1 nasseh (nasseh (1 Chr. 27(1 Chr. 27:20).:20).:20).

3. The father of Joel, who was the chief officer of the half-tribe of Manasseh 
(1 Chr. 27:20).



�4.4. The son o The son of Parosh; f Parosh; one of theone of the workers w workers who repaireho repaired the walld the wall of the ci of the city oppositty opty opposite topposite the Water Ghe Water Gate (Neh. ate (Neh. 3:25-26).3:25-26).3:25-26).

4. The son of Parosh; one of the workers who repaired the wall of the city 
opposite the Water Gate (Neh. 3:25-26).

�5.5. One of th One of the men who e men who stood at Estood at Ezra’s leftzra’s left hand as h hand as he read thee read the book of t book of the law in he lahe law in thelaw in the square be square before the Wfore the Water Gate ater Gate (Neh. 8:4;(Neh. 8:4; cf. 1 Esd cf. 1 Esdr. 9:44).r. 9:44).r. 9:44).

5. One of the men who stood at Ezra’s left hand as he read the book of the 
law in the square before the Water Gate (Neh. 8:4; cf. 1 Esdr. 9:44).

�6.6. A Benjami A Benjaminite livinnite living in posteg in postexilic Jeruxilic Jerusalem (Nehsalem (Neh. 11:7).. 11:7).. 11:7).

6. A Benjaminite living in postexilic Jerusalem (Neh. 11:7).

�7.7. One of th One of three Leviteree Levites appointes appointed to admind to administer the ister the temple tittemple tithes (Neh. hes (Neh. 13:13).13:1313:13).13:13).13:13).

7. One of three Levites appointed to administer the temple tithes (Neh. 
13:13).
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PEKAHPEKAH (Heb.  (Heb. peqah�peqah�)))

PEKAH (Heb. peqah� )

King of IsKing of Israel ca. 7rael ca. 735–732 35–732 B.C.E.B.C.E. Identifie Identified as the “d as the “son of Remson of Remaliah,” Pealiah,” Pekah overthkah overthrew Pekahireoverthoverthrew overthrew Pekahiah, Pekahiah, whom he sewhom he served as ofrved as officer (2 Kficer (2 Kgs. 15:25)gs. 15:25) and from  and from whom he mawhom he whom he may havhe may have usurped e usurped also his talso his throne-namehrone-name. It is li. It is likely that kely that Pekah reprPekah represented anesented an anti-Assy an anti-Assyranti-Assyrian movemeian movement that sont that sought indepught independence frendence from the heaom the heavy tributevy tribute exacted a exacted exacted asexacted as payment t payment to Tiglath-o Tiglath-pileser IIpileser III by PekahI by Pekahiah’s fathiah’s father, Menaheer, Menahem (2 Kgs. m (2 Kgs. 15:19).15:15:19).15:19).15:19).

King of Israel ca. 735–732 B.C.E. Identified as the “son of Remaliah,” Pekah 
overthrew Pekahiah, whom he served as officer (2 Kgs. 15:25) and from whom 
he may have usurped also his throne-name. It is likely that Pekah represented an 
anti-Assyrian movement that sought independence from the heavy tribute 
exacted as payment to Tiglath-pileser III by Pekahiah’s father, Menahem (2 Kgs. 
15:19).

�Pekah formPekah formed an allied an alliance with ance with Rezin of SRezin of Syria againyria against Assyriast Assyria. 2 Kgs. 1. 2 Kgs. 16:5-20 (cf6:5-20 (c6:5-20 (cf. Isa. (cf. Isa. 7:1-9) rep7:1-9) reports that orts that this coalithis coalition attaction attacked Jerusaked Jerusalem in ordlem in order to depoer to depose Ahaz ofse Ahase Ahaz of JuAhaz of Judah and pldah and place the “sace the “son of Tabeon of Tabeel” (whoseel” (whose name sugg name suggests an Arests an Aramean) on amean) oamean) on the Judon the Judean throneean throne. 2 Chr. 2. 2 Chr. 28:5-7 desc8:5-7 describes a maribes a massive slaussive slaughter and ghter and plunder. Aplunder. As a respons AAs a respoAs a response, Ahaz nse, Ahaz appealed tappealed to Assyria o Assyria for help (for help (2 Kgs. 16:2 Kgs. 16:7; 2 Chr. 7; 2 Chr. 28:16). Th28:16). This led to is lis led to theled to the fall of D fall of Damascus toamascus to Assyria i Assyria in 732, then 732, the loss of m loss of much of Giluch of Gilead and Gaead and Galilee (2 KlileeGaGalilee (2Galilee (2 Kgs. 15:2 Kgs. 15:29), and th9), and the overthroe overthrow of Pekahw of Pekah by Hoshea by Hoshea (v. 30),  (v. 30), which, accwhich, according to oraccaccording according to Assyriato Assyrian annals, n annals, was instigwas instigated by Tiated by Tiglath-pileglath-pileser himselser himself.f.f.

Pekah formed an alliance with Rezin of Syria against Assyria. 2 Kgs. 16:5-20 
(cf. Isa. 7:1-9) reports that this coalition attacked Jerusalem in order to depose 
Ahaz of Judah and place the “son of Tabeel” (whose name suggests an Aramean) 
on the Judean throne. 2 Chr. 28:5-7 describes a massive slaughter and plunder. 
As a response, Ahaz appealed to Assyria for help (2 Kgs. 16:7; 2 Chr. 28:16). This 
led to the fall of Damascus to Assyria in 732, the loss of much of Gilead and 
Galilee (2 Kgs. 15:29), and the overthrow of Pekah by Hoshea (v. 30), which, 
according to Assyrian annals, was instigated by Tiglath-pileser himself.

�Pekah’s exPekah’s exact regnalact regnal years are years are part of t part of the very dihe very difficult chfficult chronology oronology of this perf this perf this period. Acperiod. According tocording to 2 Kgs. 15 2 Kgs. 15:27 he rei:27 he reigned 20 yegned 20 years, whichars, which cannot fi cannot fit between t between a a a a terminus aterminus a quo quo in the ea in the early 730s arly 730s and a nd a terminus aterminus ad quemd quem of 732/73 of 732/731 when Hos1 when Hoshea took theaHosHoshea tooHoshea took the throk the throne. It is ne. It is quite possquite possible that ible that Pekah actuPekah actually contrally controlled a laolled a large part orge prge part of Gipart of Gilead as a lead as a rival to Mrival to Menahem andenahem and was taken was taken into Peka into Pekahiah’s couhiah’s court as an ert as an effort to cffoeeffort to effort to consolidatconsolidate territore territory. This sty. This strategy bacrategy backfired whekfired when Pekah ton Pekah took controlok control with “fif w with “fiftwith “fifty of the Gy of the Gileadites”ileadites” and quick and quickly (re?)-ely (re?)-establishedstablished contact w contact with Rezin ith Rezin of Syria, of Syrof Syria, whiSyria, which may indch may indicate his icate his previous lprevious leadership eadership east of Saeast of Samaria. Themaria. The numeratio numeration of his 2n on of his 20 of his 20 years woulyears would then incd then include at lelude at least 10–15 ast 10–15 years befoyears before he becare he became king inme king in Samaria. Sa Samaria.Samaria.Samaria.

Pekah’s exact regnal years are part of the very difficult chronology of this 
period. According to 2 Kgs. 15:27 he reigned 20 years, which cannot fit between 
a terminus a quo in the early 730s and a terminus ad quem of 732/731 when 
Hoshea took the throne. It is quite possible that Pekah actually controlled a large 
part of Gilead as a rival to Menahem and was taken into Pekahiah’s court as an 
effort to consolidate territory. This strategy backfired when Pekah took control 
with “fifty of the Gileadites” and quickly (re?)-established contact with Rezin of 
Syria, which may indicate his previous leadership east of Samaria. The numeration 
of his 20 years would then include at least 10–15 years before he became king in 
Samaria.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. H. HayeJ. H. Hayes and P. Ks and P. K. Hooker, . Hooker, A New ChroA New Chronology fornology for the Kings the Kings of Israel o of Israel of Israel and Judahand Judah (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1988); E. 1988); E. R. Thiele R. Thiele, , The MysterThe Mysterious Numbeious Numbers of the rs of the Hebrew KinHebreHebrew KinHebrew Kings,gs, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Grand Rap(Grand Rapids, 1994)ids, 1994)...

Bibliography. J. H. Hayes and P. K. Hooker, A New Chronology for the Kings 
of Israel and Judah (Atlanta, 1988); E. R. Thiele, The Mysterious Numbers of the 
Hebrew Kings, rev. ed. (Grand Rapids, 1994).
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PEKAHIAHPEKAHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. peïqah�ya®peïqah�ya®)))

PEKAHIAH (Heb. peïqah�ya® )



King of IsKing of Israel for trael for two years (wo years (ca. 737–73ca. 737–735 5 B.C.E.B.C.E.) followin) following his fathg his father Menahemer Menahem (2 Kgs. 1 (2 K (2 Kgs. 15:23Kgs. 15:23). Pekahia). Pekahiah apparenth apparently continuly continued the proed the pro-Assyrian -Assyrian policies opolicies of his fathf his father, and heer, fathfather, anfather, and he was sd he was soon overthoon overthrown by Perown by Pekah (2 Kgskah (2 Kgs. 15:25), . 15:25), likely as likely as a responsea response to the he t to the heato the heavy tributevy tribute exacted f exacted from Israelrom Israel as paymen as payment to Assyrt to Assyria.ia.ia.

King of Israel for two years (ca. 737–735 B.C.E.) following his father Menahem (2 
Kgs. 15:23). Pekahiah apparently continued the pro-Assyrian policies of his 
father, and he was soon overthrown by Pekah (2 Kgs. 15:25), likely as a response 
to the heavy tribute exacted from Israel as payment to Assyria.

�No detailsNo details are known are known of Pekahi of Pekahiah’s reignah’s reign other tha other than the formn the formulaic negaulaic negative descrtive detive descriptiodescription of 2 Kgsn of 2 Kgs. 15:24. H. 15:24. His short ris short reign wouldeign would suggest t suggest that he washat he was a weaker  a weaker ruler thanruruler thanruler than his fathe his father, and ther, and the usurper P usurper Pekah is idekah is identified aentified as one of hs one of his own offis own officers. Theicers.offofficers. officers. The inabilThe inability of anyity of any king of I king of Israel to hsrael to hold a dynaold a dynasty after sty after that of Jethat of Jehu (2 Kgs.hu (2 Kghu (2 Kgs. 15:12Kgs. 15:12) reflects) reflects the chaos the chaos that foll that followed the rowed the rise of theise of the Neo-Assyr Neo-Assyrian Empireian Empire and led t an and led toand led to the fall  the fall of Samariaof Samaria in 722. in 722. in 722.

No details are known of Pekahiah’s reign other than the formulaic negative 
description of 2 Kgs. 15:24. His short reign would suggest that he was a weaker 
ruler than his father, and the usurper Pekah is identified as one of his own 
officers. The inability of any king of Israel to hold a dynasty after that of Jehu (2 
Kgs. 15:12) reflects the chaos that followed the rise of the Neo-Assyrian Empire 
and led to the fall of Samaria in 722.

Andrew H. Andrew H. BarteltBartelt

Andrew H. Bartelt

PEKODPEKOD (Heb.  (Heb. peïqo®d�;peïqo®d�; Akk.  Akk. puqu®dupuqu®du)))

PEKOD (Heb. peïqo®d�;  Akk. puqu®du)

An ArameanAn Aramean tribe inh tribe inhabiting thabiting the plain E e plain E of the lowof the lower (southeer (southern) Tigrisrn) Tigris River. Re River. Recorded amocorReRecorded aRecorded among the cmong the conquests oonquests of various f various Assyrian kAssyrian kings, Pekoings, Pekod is assocd is associated withiated withiated with Babylwith Babylonia in thonia in the oracles e oracles of Jeremiaof Jeremiah (Jer. 50h (Jer. 50:21; cf. N:21; cf. NRSV mg “PuRSV mg “Punishment”)nishment”) and Ezeki a and Ezekieand Ezekiel (Ezek. 2l (Ezek. 23:23).3:23).

An Aramean tribe inhabiting the plain E of the lower (southern) Tigris River. 
Recorded among the conquests of various Assyrian kings, Pekod is associated 
with Babylonia in the oracles of Jeremiah (Jer. 50:21; cf. NRSV mg “Punishment”) 
and Ezekiel (Ezek. 23:23).

PELAIAHPELAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. peïlaœya®peïlaœya®)))

PELAIAH (Heb. peïlaœya®)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Elioenai aElioenai and descendnd descendant of Davant of David (1 Chr.id (1 Chr. 3:24). 3:24). 3:24).

1. A son of Elioenai and descendant of David (1 Chr. 3:24).

�2.2. A Levite  A Levite who helpedwho helped interpret interpret the Book  the Book of the Lawof the Law for the p for the people as Eeople as Ezra read izra EEzra read Ezra read it (Neh. 8it (Neh. 8:7). He wa:7). He was among ths among the participe participants in thants in the sealing e sealing of the covof the covenant undeenancovcovenant ucovenant under Nehemnder Nehemiah (Neh. iah (Neh. 10:10[MT 110:10[MT 11]).1]).

2. A Levite who helped interpret the Book of the Law for the people as 
Ezra read it (Neh. 8:7). He was among the participants in the sealing of the 
covenant under Nehemiah (Neh. 10:10[MT 11]).

PELALIAHPELALIAH (Heb.  (Heb. peïlalya®peïlalya®)))

PELALIAH (Heb. peïlalya®)

An ancestoAn ancestor of Adaiar of Adaiah, a priesh, a priest during Nt during Nehemiah’s ehemiah’s time (Neh.time (Neh. 11:12). 11:12).

An ancestor of Adaiah, a priest during Nehemiah’s time (Neh. 11:12).

PELATIAHPELATIAH (Heb.  (Heb. peïlaœt�yapeïlaœt�ya®, peïlaœt®, peïlaœt�yaœhu®�yaœhu®)))

PELATIAH (Heb. peïlaœt�ya®, peïlaœt�yaœhu® )

�1.1. A descend A descendant of Davant of David and theid and the first son first son of Hanani of Hananiah; possibah; possibly the graly the grandson of Zndsongragrandson ograndson of Zerubbabf Zerubbabel (1 Chr.el (1 Chr. 3:21). 3:21). 3:21).

1. A descendant of David and the first son of Hananiah; possibly the 
grandson of Zerubbabel (1 Chr. 3:21).

�2.2. One of th One of the sons of e sons of Simeonite Simeonite Ishi. A caIshi. A captain duriptain during the reing the reign of Hezegn of Hezekiah, kingkiah, kkiah, king of Juking of Judah (727–6dah (727–698 98 B.C.B.C.), he drov), he drove out a gre out a group of Amaoup of Amalekites onlekites on Mt. Seir  Mt. Seir and settleand sand settled thsettled there (1 Chrere (1 Chr. 4:42).. 4:42).. 4:42).

2. One of the sons of Simeonite Ishi. A captain during the reign of Hezekiah, 
king of Judah (727–698 B.C.), he drove out a group of Amalekites on Mt. Seir and 
settled there (1 Chr. 4:42).

�3.3. A postexi A postexilic leaderlic leader in Jerusa in Jerusalem who silem who signed the cgned the covenant unovenant under Nehemider Nehemiah (Neh. 1ah NehemiNehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:22Neh. 10:22[MT 23]).[MT 23]).[MT 23]).

3. A postexilic leader in Jerusalem who signed the covenant under 
Nehemiah (Neh. 10:22[MT 23]).

�4.4. The son o The son of Benaiah f Benaiah (Ezek. 11:(Ezek. 11:1, 13). He1, 13). He was a cor was a corrupt Judearupt Judean leader wn leader who died afho dho died afterdied after Ezekiel c Ezekiel cast judgmeast judgment upon hint upon him.m.m.

4. The son of Benaiah (Ezek. 11:1, 13). He was a corrupt Judean leader who 
died after Ezekiel cast judgment upon him.

Carol J. DCarol J. Dempseyempsey

Carol J. Dempsey

PELEGPELEG (Heb.  (Heb. peleg�;peleg�; Gk.  Gk. PhalekPhalek)))

PELEG (Heb. peleg�;  Gk. Phalek)



A son of EA son of Eber; an anber; an ancestor of cestor of Abraham (GAbraham (Gen. 10:25;en. 10:25; 11:16-19; 11:16-19; 1 Chr. 1: 1 Chr. 1:19-25) and19-25) and, by Luke’,andand, by Luand, by Luke’s reckoke’s reckoning, Jesuning, Jesus (Luke 3:s (Luke 3:35). The e35). The etymologicatymological remark tl remark that “in hihat “in his days thes ds days the edays the earth was darth was divided (Heivided (Heb. b. plgplg)” (Gen. 1)” (Gen. 10:25; 1 Ch0:25; 1 Chr. 1:19) mr. 1:19) may refer tay refer to the dispo the do the dispersiondispersion of mankin of mankind followind following the builg the building of thding of the tower ofe tower of Babel (Ge Babel (Gen. 11:8-9)n. 11:8-9), or perha, o, or perhapsor perhaps to irriga to irrigation practtion practices (cf. ices (cf. Akk. Akk. palgu,palgu, “canal”)  “canal”) or a form or a form of geograpof geographical or phicalgeograpgeographicgeographical or polial or political orgatical organization anization associated ssociated with his dwith his descendantsescendants..

A son of Eber; an ancestor of Abraham (Gen. 10:25; 11:16-19; 1 Chr. 1:19-25) 
and, by Luke’s reckoning, Jesus (Luke 3:35). The etymological remark that “in his 
days the earth was divided (Heb. plg)” (Gen. 10:25; 1 Chr. 1:19) may refer to the 
dispersion of mankind following the building of the tower of Babel (Gen. 11:8-9), 
or perhaps to irrigation practices (cf. Akk. palgu, “canal”) or a form of 
geographical or political organization associated with his descendants.

PELETPELET (Heb.  (Heb. pelet�pelet�)))

PELET (Heb. pelet� )

�1.1. A Calebit A Calebite, son of e, son of Jahdai (1 Jahdai (1 Chr. 2:47)Chr. 2:47)...

1. A Calebite, son of Jahdai (1 Chr. 2:47).

�2.2. A Benjami A Benjaminite warrinite warrior, one ofor, one of the two s the two sons of Azmons of Azmaveth who aveth who joined Davjoined David at ZiklidDavDavid at ZDavid at Ziklag (1 Ciklag (1 Chr. 12:3).hr. 12:3).

2. A Benjaminite warrior, one of the two sons of Azmaveth who joined 
David at Ziklag (1 Chr. 12:3).

PELETHPELETH (Heb.  (Heb. pelet�pelet�)))

PELETH (Heb. pelet� )

�1.1. A Reubeni A Reubenite, the fate, the father of Onther of On, who part, who participated iicipated in Korah’s n Korah’s rebellion rebellion (Num. 16:1(Num(Num. 16:1(Num. 16:1). The nam). The name should pe should probably berobably be Pallu (Nu Pallu (Num. 26:5, 8m. 26:5, 8).).).

1. A Reubenite, the father of On, who participated in Korah’s rebellion 
(Num. 16:1). The name should probably be Pallu (Num. 26:5, 8).

�2.2. One of th One of the two sonse two sons of Jonath of Jonathan, a descan, a descendant of endant of Jerahmeel Jerahmeel of the triof the tribe of Judabe ofbe of Judah (of Judah (1 Chr. 2:31 Chr. 2:33).3).

2. One of the two sons of Jonathan, a descendant of Jerahmeel of the tribe 
of Judah (1 Chr. 2:33).

PELETHITESPELETHITES (Heb.  (Heb. peïleät�iîpeïleät�iî)))

PELETHITES (Heb. peïleät�iî )

Part of KiPart of King David’sng David’s personal  personal bodyguard bodyguard and mercenand mercenary force ary force (2 Sam. 8:(2 Sam. 8:18; 20:23;18; 20:23; 1 Chr. 18 20:23;20:23; 1 C20:23; 1 Chr. 18:17)hr. 18:17), like the, like the Cherethit Cherethites recruites recruited when Daed when David was stvid was stationed atationed at Ziklag (1 Z Ziklag (1 Ziklag (1 Sam. 27). Sam. 27). The PelethThe Pelethites and Cites and Cherethitesherethites formed an formed an effective effective, cohesive, cohesive fighting  fig fighting ffighting force in Daorce in David’s milivid’s military durintary during all of hg all of his campaigis campaigns and supns and suppressing opressing of rebelliof rebef rebellionsrebellions (2 Sam. 1 (2 Sam. 15:18; 20:75:18; 20:7; 1 Kgs. 1; 1 Kgs. 1:38, 44). :38, 44). Since theySince they were so c were so closely idelosely identified wintifieideidentifiedidentified with the  with the CherethiteCherethites, it is gs, it is generally tenerally thought thahought that they toot they too were of A were of Aegean origegeaAAegean oriAegean origin, but tgin, but there is lihere is little suppottle supportive evidrtive evidence.ence.ence.

Part of King David’s personal bodyguard and mercenary force (2 Sam. 8:18; 
20:23; 1 Chr. 18:17), like the Cherethites recruited when David was stationed at 
Ziklag (1 Sam. 27). The Pelethites and Cherethites formed an effective, cohesive 
fighting force in David’s military during all of his campaigns and suppressing of 
rebellions (2 Sam. 15:18; 20:7; 1 Kgs. 1:38, 44). Since they were so closely 
identified with the Cherethites, it is generally thought that they too were of 
Aegean origin, but there is little supportive evidence.

Bruce W. GBruce W. Gentryentry

Bruce W. Gentry

PELLAPELLA (Gk.  (Gk. PeäíllaPeäílla)))

PELLA (Gk. Peäílla)

A city in A city in TransjordaTransjordan (207206)n (207206), modern T, modern Tabaqat abaqat Fah�ilFah�il (from Sem (from Sem. . Pih�il[um]Pih�il[um],, occurring Pih�il[um],Pih�il[um]Pih�il[um], occurrin, occurring in Egyptg in Egyptian texts ian texts as early aas early as 1800 s 1800 B.C.B.C.), 11 km. ), 11 km. (7 mi.) SE(7 mi.) SE of Scytho of  of Scythopof Scythopolis/Beth-olis/Beth-shean and shean and 8 km. (5 m8 km. (5 mi.) E of ti.) E of the Jordan he Jordan River. It River. It was prominwas prominent in theenprominprominent prominent in the Romin the Roman period an period as a city as a city of the Decof the Decapolis (Plapolis (Pliny iny Nat. hist.Nat. hist. 5, 74). T 5, 74). The city rehTThe city rThe city received theceived the name Pele name Pella in the la in the HellenistiHellenistic period, c period, from the Mfrom the Macedonian acedonian home of Alhohome of Alhome of Alexander thexander the Great. Fe Great. Following aollowing a brief per brief period of occiod of occupation inupation in the Late  the Late ChalcolithCChalcolithChalcolithic period ic period (Pre-Potte(Pre-Pottery Neolithry Neolithic and Potic and Pottery Neolitery Neolithic sherdthic sherds [8th-5ths [8th-5th millennia m millennia]millennia] have also have also been foun been found on the md on the main tell),ain tell), Pella’s h Pella’s history extistory extends from ends from the Bronzethe Bthe Bronze AgeBronze Age Egyptian  Egyptian era (e.g.,era (e.g., tombs on  tombs on the north,the north, east, and east, and south) in south) into Late Heto Late Hellenistic lleHeHellenistiHellenistic (destroyc (destroyed by Alexed by Alexander Jannander Jannaeus) and aeus) and Roman timeRoman times (Pompey’s (Pompey’s conquests conques conquest, conquest, 63 63 B.C.B.C.), through), through its zenit its zenith in the Bh in the Byzantine eyzantine era, and onra, and on into the  into the Islamic peIslamic pIslamic periods.periods.periods.

A city in Transjordan (207206), modern Tabaqat Fah�il  (from Sem. 
Pih�il[um],  occurring in Egyptian texts as early as 1800 B.C.), 11 km. (7 mi.) SE 
of Scythopolis/Beth-shean and 8 km. (5 mi.) E of the Jordan River. It was 
prominent in the Roman period as a city of the Decapolis (Pliny Nat. hist. 5, 74). 
The city received the name Pella in the Hellenistic period, from the Macedonian 
home of Alexander the Great. Following a brief period of occupation in the Late 
Chalcolithic period (Pre-Pottery Neolithic and Pottery Neolithic sherds [8th-5th 
millennia] have also been found on the main tell), Pella’s history extends from the 
Bronze Age Egyptian era (e.g., tombs on the north, east, and south) into Late 
Hellenistic (destroyed by Alexander Jannaeus) and Roman times (Pompey’s 
conquest, 63 B.C.), through its zenith in the Byzantine era, and on into the Islamic 



periods.

�ArchaeologArchaeological excavical excavations at ations at Pella havePella have uncovered uncovered the West  the West Church comChurch complex and cplecomcomplex ancomplex and considerd considerable buriaable burial remains l remains from the 1from the 17th centur7th century y B.C.B.C. to the 6t to the 6th century h cenh century century A.D.A.D., excavate, excavated from thed from the slope E o slope E of the 400 f the 400 m. (1312 fm. (1312 ft.)-long mt.)-long main tell. ain tell. Also uncovAlsAlso uncovAlso uncovered are aered are a civic com civic complex, exteplex, extending fromnding from the low s the low southern slouthern slope of theope of theope of the main tthe main tell and onell and on down into down into the wadi; the wadi; a complex a complex composed  composed of an of an odeonodeon and bath  and bat and bath of thbath of the Early Roe Early Roman periodman period; a Byzant; a Byzantine churchine church; an East ; an East Church; anChurch; and a Mamlukd a Mamlukd a Mamluk mosMamluk mosque. The cque. The city, whichity, which was alrea was already in decldy in decline in Latine in Late Byzantine Byzantine times, fe times, finally colinffinally cofinally collapsed inllapsed in the earth the earthquake of quake of A.D.A.D. 747. 747. 747.

Archaeological excavations at Pella have uncovered the West Church 
complex and considerable burial remains from the 17th century B.C. to the 6th 
century A.D., excavated from the slope E of the 400 m. (1312 ft.)-long main tell. 
Also uncovered are a civic complex, extending from the low southern slope of 
the main tell and on down into the wadi; a complex composed of an odeon and 
bath of the Early Roman period; a Byzantine church; an East Church; and a 
Mamluk mosque. The city, which was already in decline in Late Byzantine times, 
finally collapsed in the earthquake of A.D. 747.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. W. McNiA. W. McNicoll, R. Hcoll, R. H. Smith, a. Smith, and J. B. Hnd J. B. Hennessy, ennessy, Pella in JPella in Jordan,ordaJJordan,Jordan, 1:  1: 1979–19811979–1981 (Canberra (Canberra, 1982); M, 1982); McNicoll etcNicoll et al.,  al., Pella in JPella in Jordan,ordan, 2:  2: 1982–19851982–1981982–19851982–1985 (Sydney,  (Sydney, 1992); R. 1992); R. H. Smith, H. Smith, Pella of tPella of the Decapolhe Decapolis,is, 1:  1: 19671967 (Wooster, (Wooster, 1973); Sm 1 1973); Smi1973); Smith and L. th and L. P. Day, P. Day, Pella of tPella of the Decapolhe Decapolis,is, 2:  2: 1979–19811979–1981 (Wooster, (Wooster, 1989). 1989). 1989).

Bibliography. A. W. McNicoll, R. H. Smith, and J. B. Hennessy, Pella in 
Jordan, 1: 1979–1981 (Canberra, 1982); McNicoll et al., Pella in Jordan, 2: 
1982–1985 (Sydney, 1992); R. H. Smith, Pella of the Decapolis, 1: 1967 (Wooster, 
1973); Smith and L. P. Day, Pella of the Decapolis, 2: 1979–1981 (Wooster, 1989).

W. Harold W. Harold MareMare

W. Harold Mare

PELONITEPELONITE (Heb.  (Heb. peïloœniîpeïloœniî)))

PELONITE (Heb. peïloœniî)

A gentilicA gentilic designati designating Helez ang Helez and Ahijah,nd Ahijah, two of Da two of David’s Mighvid’s Mighty Men (1 ty Men (1 Chr. 11:27Chr. 11:27, 36; 27:1, 3, 36; 27:10)36; 27:10). The term. The term probably  probably arises froarises from separatem separate errors; H errors; Helez is caelez is called “the lled “the Paltite” aPalPaltite” aPaltite” at 2 Sam. 2t 2 Sam. 23:26, and 3:26, and Ahijah is Ahijah is called “Elcalled “Eliam son ofiam son of Ahithophe Ahithophel the Gilol the Gilonite” at vnite”GiloGilonite” Gilonite” at v. 34.at v. 34.

A gentilic designating Helez and Ahijah, two of David’s Mighty Men (1 Chr. 11:27, 
36; 27:10). The term probably arises from separate errors; Helez is called “the 
Paltite” at 2 Sam. 23:26, and Ahijah is called “Eliam son of Ahithophel the 
Gilonite” at v. 34.

PELUSIUMPELUSIUM (Gk.  (Gk. PeälusionPeälusion)))

PELUSIUM (Gk. Peälusion)

An EgyptiaAn Egyptian border fn border fortress loortress located at Tcated at Tell ell el-Farama®el-Farama® in the no in the northeasternrtheastern corner of corn corner of corner of the Delta the Delta on the defon the defunct Pelusunct Pelusiac branchiac branch of the Ni of the Nile, ca. 29le, ca. 29 km. (18 m km. (18 mi.) W of ti.) mmi.) W of mi.) W of the Suez Cthe Suez Canal and canal and ca. 3 km. (a. 3 km. (2 mi.) inl2 mi.) inland. Ezek.and. Ezek. 30:15 des 30:15 describes thecribes the city as a city city as a city as a stonghold stonghold of Egypt (of Egypt (cf. v. 16)cf. v. 16). Strabo (. Strabo (Geog.Geog. 27.1.24)  27.1.24) suggests tsuggests that Pelusihat Pelusium was a sumPelusiPelusium wPelusium was a seapoas a seaport with acrt with access to thcess to the Mediterre Mediterranean throanean through the Peugh the Pelusiac bralusiac branch of thenbrabranch of branch of the Nile. the Nile. Herodotus Herodotus ((Hist.Hist. 2.14) was 2.14) was the first the first to name t to name the site he site (Peäílousi(Peäílous(Peäílousi(Peäílousios).os). Strabo in Strabo indicates thdicates the name wase name was derived f derived from Gk. rom Gk. peäloœs,peäloœs, “mud,” be “mud “mud,” bec“mud,” because of thause of the marsh are marsh area to the ea to the west and swest and south of thouth of the city. The city. The earlieste earliest mentions  m mentions omentions of Pelusiumf Pelusium (Egyp.  (Egyp. Snw;Snw; cf. Heb.  cf. Heb. sinsin) are in t) are in the recordshe records of the Ol of the Old Kingdom d Kingdod Kingdom asKingdom as a wine-pr a wine-producing aroducing area and latea and later in thoser in those of the Ne of the New Kingdomew Kingdom as an imp as an im as an important important military omilitary outpost (cfutpost (cf. Josephus. Josephus  Ag. Ap.Ag. Ap. 1. 274, 2 1. 274, 291, 302). 91, 302). Herodotus Herodotus ((Hist.Hist. 2.141) de (Hist.(Hist. 2.1(Hist. 2.141) descri41) describes the debes the defeat of Sefeat of Sennacherib’nnacherib’s army by s army by the Egyptithe Egyptians at Pelans at Pelusium as husiuPelPelusium aPelusium as helped bs helped by fieldmicy fieldmice who ate e who ate the quiverthe quivers, bows, as, bows, and handlesnd handles of the As of the Assyrians’ ssyAsAssyrians’Assyrians’ shields ( shields (cf. 2 Kgs.cf. 2 Kgs. 18). Rame 18). Rameses in theses in the route of  route of the Exodusthe Exodus was once  was once thought tothothought tothought to be locate be located at Pelusd at Pelusium, but tium, but that identihat identification hfication has been abas been abandoned.andoned.andoned.

An Egyptian border fortress located at Tell el-Farama® in the northeastern 
corner of the Delta on the defunct Pelusiac branch of the Nile, ca. 29 km. (18 
mi.) W of the Suez Canal and ca. 3 km. (2 mi.) inland. Ezek. 30:15 describes the 
city as a stonghold of Egypt (cf. v. 16). Strabo (Geog. 27.1.24) suggests that 
Pelusium was a seaport with access to the Mediterranean through the Pelusiac 
branch of the Nile. Herodotus (Hist. 2.14) was the first to name the site 
(Peäílousios). Strabo indicates the name was derived from Gk. peäloœs, 
“mud,” because of the marsh area to the west and south of the city. The earliest 
mentions of Pelusium (Egyp. Snw; cf. Heb. sin) are in the records of the Old 
Kingdom as a wine-producing area and later in those of the New Kingdom as an 
important military outpost (cf. Josephus Ag. Ap. 1. 274, 291, 302). Herodotus 
(Hist. 2.141) describes the defeat of Sennacherib’s army by the Egyptians at 
Pelusium as helped by fieldmice who ate the quivers, bows, and handles of the 
Assyrians’ shields (cf. 2 Kgs. 18). Rameses in the route of the Exodus was once 
thought to be located at Pelusium, but that identification has been abandoned.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. Baines J. Baines and J. Maland J. Malik, ik, Atlas of AAtlas of Ancient Egyncient Egyptpt (New York (New York, 1980); A, 1980);, 1980); A. 1980); A. Sneh and TSneh and T. Weissbro. Weissbrod, “Nile Dd, “Nile Delta: The elta: The Defunct PeDefunct Pelusiac Bralusiac Branch Identinch Identified,” fIdentiIdentifiedIdentified,” ,” ScienceScience 180 (1973 180 (1973): 59–61.): 59–61.): 59–61.

Bibliography. J. Baines and J. Malik, Atlas of Ancient Egypt (New York, 
1980); A. Sneh and T. Weissbrod, “Nile Delta: The Defunct Pelusiac Branch 
Identified,” Science 180 (1973): 59–61.
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PENIELPENIEL (Heb.  (Heb. peïniî}eälpeïniî}eäl) (also PE) (also PENUEL)NUEL)NUEL)

PENIEL (Heb. peïniî}eäl) (also PENUEL)

The name (The name (“face of G“face of God”) givenod”) given the place the place where Jac where Jacob wrestleob wrestled with a dd with a divine beinivine being and “sawgbeinbeing and being and “saw God f“saw God face to facace to face” and yete” and yet survived  survived (Gen. 32:3(Gen. 32:30[MT 31]).0[MT 31]). Elsewhere Elsewhere Elsewhere Elsewhere the name othe name occurs as Pccurs as Penuel.enuel.

The name (“face of God”) given the place where Jacob wrestled with a divine 
being and “saw God face to face” and yet survived (Gen. 32:30[MT 31]). 
Elsewhere the name occurs as Penuel.

PENINNAHPENINNAH (Heb.  (Heb. peïninna®peïninna®)))

PENINNAH (Heb. peïninna®)

One of ElkOne of Elkanah’s twoanah’s two wives. Be wives. Because she cause she had borne had borne children, children, she taunteshe taunted Elkanah’d Elkanah’d Elkanah’s Elkanah’s other wifeother wife Hannah, w Hannah, who was barho was barren (1 Samren (1 Sam. 1:2-6).. 1:2-6).

One of Elkanah’s two wives. Because she had borne children, she taunted 
Elkanah’s other wife Hannah, who was barren (1 Sam. 1:2-6).

PENNYPENNYPENNY

PENNY

One of twoOne of two Roman bro Roman bronze coins:nze coins: the  the quadransquadrans (Gk.  (Gk. kodrnéteäskodrnéteäs;; Matt. 5:2 Matt. 5:26; Mark 126; Mar6; Mark 12:42Mark 12:42), represe), representing one nting one sixty-foursixty-fourth of a deth of a denarius, annarius, and the d the asas (Gk.  (Gk. assaérion;assaérioassaérion;assaérion; Matt. 10: Matt. 10:29; Luke 129; Luke 12:6), one 2:6), one sixteenth sixteenth of a denarof a denarius.ius.

One of two Roman bronze coins: the quadrans (Gk. kodrnéteäs; Matt. 5:26; 
Mark 12:42), representing one sixty-fourth of a denarius, and the as (Gk. 
assaérion; Matt. 10:29; Luke 12:6), one sixteenth of a denarius.

PENTAPOLISPENTAPOLIS

PENTAPOLIS

The Five CThe Five Cities of tities of the plain/vhe plain/valley (Wisalley (Wis. 10:6), w. 10:6), who rebelleho rebelled against d against ChedorlaomChedorlaomer (Gen. 1er ChedorlaomChedorlaomChedorlaomer (Gen. 1er (Gen. 14) and fou4) and four of whichr of which were dest were destroyed becaroyed because of theuse of their corruptir corruir corruptioncorruption (19:24–29 (19:24–29). Accordi). According to Philng to Philo, the cito, the cities represies represent the fient the five senses ve senses ((De AbrahamDe ((De Abraha(De Abrahamomo 147). Ano 147). Another pentather pentapolis was polis was the leaguethe league of five P of five Philistine hilistine cities (Jocities (Josh. 13:3; sh.(Jo(Josh. 13:(Josh. 13:3; cf. 1 S3; cf. 1 Sam. 7:7).am. 7:7).

The Five Cities of the plain/valley (Wis. 10:6), who rebelled against 
Chedorlaomer (Gen. 14) and four of which were destroyed because of their 
corruption (19:24–29). According to Philo, the cities represent the five senses 
(De Abrahamo 147). Another pentapolis was the league of five Philistine cities 
(Josh. 13:3; cf. 1 Sam. 7:7).

PENTATEUCHPENTATEUCH

PENTATEUCH

The first The first five booksfive books (Gk.  (Gk. pénta teuípénta teuíchoschos) of the B) of the Bible, the ible, the Torah (HebTorah (Heb. “law, in. “law, instruction”stininstructioinstruction”). In ann”). In antiquity thtiquity these books ese books were ascriwere ascribed to Mosbed to Mosaic authoraic authorship (e.g.ship (e.g., 4QMMT C., 4Q, 4QMMT C.104QMMT C.10; Josephus; Josephus  Ag. Ap.Ag. Ap. 1.39; Luk 1.39; Luke 24:44), e 24:44), hence the hence the traditionatraditional designatl designation, Five iondesignatdesignatiodesignation, Five Bon, Five Books of Mosoks of Moses. The coes. The content of tntent of these bookshese books comprises comprises the histo the histo the history ofhistory of the world the world from crea from creation to thtion to the dispersae dispersal of natiol of nations (Gen. 1ns (Gen. 1-11), and -11), and the historthethe historthe history of Israey of Israel from Abrl from Abraham to thaham to the death ofe death of Moses (Ge Moses (Gen. 12—Deutn. 12—Deut. 34). The. 34). Th. 34). The extendThe extended crescened crescendo of the do of the work is thwork is the covenante covenant between Y between Yahweh and ahweh and Israel at Israel aIsrael at Mt. Sinat Mt. Sinai/Horeb, ai/Horeb, which compwhich comprises Exodrises Exod. 19—Num. . 19—Num. 10 and whi10 and which is recach is recapitulated pitulaterecarecapitularecapitulated in Deuted in Deut. 4-26. Tt. 4-26. The largesthe largest part of t part of the Pentatehe Pentateuch consisuch consists of the ts of the stipulatiostipustipulatiostipulations of the ns of the covenant.covenant.covenant.

The first five books (Gk. pénta teuíchos) of the Bible, the Torah (Heb. “law, 
instruction”). In antiquity these books were ascribed to Mosaic authorship (e.g., 
4QMMT C.10; Josephus Ag. Ap. 1.39; Luke 24:44), hence the traditional 
designation, Five Books of Moses. The content of these books comprises the 
history of the world from creation to the dispersal of nations (Gen. 1-11), and 
the history of Israel from Abraham to the death of Moses (Gen. 12—Deut. 34). 
The extended crescendo of the work is the covenant between Yahweh and Israel 
at Mt. Sinai/Horeb, which comprises Exod. 19—Num. 10 and which is 
recapitulated in Deut. 4-26. The largest part of the Pentateuch consists of the 
stipulations of the covenant.

�The modernThe modern study of  study of the Pentatthe Pentateuch has ceuch has concentrateoncentrated on the hd on the history of istory of its literaits litits literary cliterary compositionomposition, with inc, with increasing atreasing attention intention in recent ye recent years to metars to methods of cohods of comprehendinmpcocomprehendcomprehending its fiing its final form. nal form. The textuaThe textual transmisl transmission of thsion of the Pentateue Pentateuch has alsch has also seen inco so seen increseen increasing atteasing attention due ntion due to the disto the discovery of covery of the Dead Sthe Dead Sea Scrollsea Scrolls. This art. This article will icle artarticle wiarticle will explorell explore the domin the dominant scholaant scholarly modelsrly models in the st in the study of theudy of the Pentateuc Pentateuch, while ch, wh, while cautwhile cautioning theioning the reader th reader that other mat other models haveodels have been prop been proposed, but osed, but which havewhich havewhich have not bhave not been shown een shown to accommoto accommodate the ddate the data as comata as comprehensiveprehensively.ly.

The modern study of the Pentateuch has concentrated on the history of its 
literary composition, with increasing attention in recent years to methods of 
comprehending its final form. The textual transmission of the Pentateuch has also 
seen increasing attention due to the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls. This 
article will explore the dominant scholarly models in the study of the Pentateuch, 



while cautioning the reader that other models have been proposed, but which 
have not been shown to accommodate the data as comprehensively.

Textual TrTextual Transmissionansmission

Textual Transmission

The study The study of the Deaof the Dead Sea Scrod Sea Scrolls fragmells fragments of pennts of pentateuchal tateuchal books indibooks indicates thatcates that the tradi t the traditthe traditional Hebrional Hebrew text (Mew text (MT) is a faT) is a faithful repithful reproduction roduction of one of of one of the text-tthe text-types in ciypestext-ttext-typestext-types in circul in circulation in tation in the Hasmonehe Hasmonean and Heran and Herodian periodian period. The Saod. The Samaritan Pemaritan Pemaritan PentateuchPentateuch and the G and the Greek LXX areek LXX appear to bppear to belong to telong to two other two other text-types,ext-types, though al though  though allthough all three tex three text-types art-types are closely e closely related anrelated and descend d descend from a sinfrom a single textuagle textual ancestorl anl ancestor. ancestor. It is unclIt is unclear whetheear whether other ter other text-types ext-types existed andxisted and the exten the extent to whicht to which mixing am m mixing amomixing among text-tyng text-types has afpes has affected thefected the surviving surviving texts. texts. texts.

The study of the Dead Sea Scrolls fragments of pentateuchal books indicates that 
the traditional Hebrew text (MT) is a faithful reproduction of one of the 
text-types in circulation in the Hasmonean and Herodian period. The Samaritan 
Pentateuch and the Greek LXX appear to belong to two other text-types, 
though all three text-types are closely related and descend from a single textual 
ancestor. It is unclear whether other text-types existed and the extent to which 
mixing among text-types has affected the surviving texts.

�Although aAlthough all pentatell pentateuchal textuchal texts descend s descend from a comfrom a common ancestmon ancestor, there or, there is evidencis evis evidence tevidence that some shat some sections weections were insertere inserted, revisedd, revised, or expan, or expanded after ded after the three the three major textmmajor textmajor text-types sep-types separated. Tharated. The most exte most extensive revensive revision, amoision, amounting to unting to a new edita new edition, occurieditedition, oedition, occurs in tccurs in the accounthe account of the co of the constructionnstruction of the ta of the tabernacle ibernacle in Exod. 35n Exod. 35-40. The L-403535-40. The35-40. The LXX conta LXX contains a shorins a shorter text oter text of this accf this account, in wount, in which numerhich numerous items ous items ous items occuitems occur in a difr in a different seqferent sequence thanuence than the accou the account in the nt in the Masoretic Masoretic (and Samar(and Samaritan) TextitSamarSamaritan)Samaritan) Text. It  Text. It has been chas been cogently arogently argued that gued that the LXX prthe LXX preserves aneserves an earlier s earlier stage of thtasstage of tstage of this text, his text, which was which was subsequentsubsequently revisedly revised and expan and expanded in theded in the edition p edition preserved iresppreserved preserved in the Masin the Masoretic andoretic and Samaritan Samaritan texts. On texts. One importane important implicatt implication of thiion of this case of s thithis case this case of textualof textual expansion expansion is that t is that the type ofhe type of literary  literary activity aactivity attributed ttributed to the souto the sto the sources ansources and editors d editors of the Penof the Pentateuch istateuch is detectabl detectable in some e in some instances instances in the texin the textual histotuatextextual hitextual history of tstory of the Pentatehe Pentateuch. This uch. This result subresult substantiatesstantiates to some e to some extent the xtent the methods bymetmethods bymethods by which sch which scholars haveolars have explored  explored the literathe literary historyry history of the Pe of the Pentateuch.ntateuch.

Although all pentateuchal texts descend from a common ancestor, there is 
evidence that some sections were inserted, revised, or expanded after the three 
major text-types separated. The most extensive revision, amounting to a new 
edition, occurs in the account of the construction of the tabernacle in Exod. 
35-40. The LXX contains a shorter text of this account, in which numerous 
items occur in a different sequence than the account in the Masoretic (and 
Samaritan) Text. It has been cogently argued that the LXX preserves an earlier 
stage of this text, which was subsequently revised and expanded in the edition 
preserved in the Masoretic and Samaritan texts. One important implication of 
this case of textual expansion is that the type of literary activity attributed to the 
sources and editors of the Pentateuch is detectable in some instances in the 
textual history of the Pentateuch. This result substantiates to some extent the 
methods by which scholars have explored the literary history of the Pentateuch.

Literary SLiterary Sourcesources

Literary Sources

The PentatThe Pentateuch is coeuch is composed of mposed of a number oa number of differenf different literaryt literary sources t sources that have bhat have been combinebbeen combibeen combined in a sned in a series of reries of redactions.edactions. The prima The primary literarry literary sources y sources are identiare identified as J fiedidentiidentifiedidentified as J (Yah as J (Yahwist), E (wist), E (Elohist), Elohist), P (PriestlP (Priestly source),y source), and D (De and D (Deuteronomisuteronomist). The set). Tht). The seriesThe series of redact of redactions by whions by which these ich these sources wesources were combinere combined are refed are referred to asrred to arred to as Ras RJEJE, R, RJEPJEP, and R, and RJEPDJEPD. While it. While it is diffic is difficult to setult to set absolute  absolute dates on tdates on the composihe compositions and tioncomposicompositiocompositions and redns and redactions, iactions, it is possit is possible withinble within reasonabl reasonable bounds te bounds to determino determine relativee determindetermine determine relative drelative dates, as sates, as several of everal of the sourcethe sources appear ts appear to be direco be directly influetly influenced by thncedinflueinfluencedinfluenced by their  by their predecessopredecessors. The clrs. The clearest casearest case of litere of literary dependary dependency is thency is the reliancee ree reliance oreliance of D on Rf D on RJEJE, as D quo, as D quotes from ates from and expandsnd expands upon this upon this work in m work in many instanany instanany instances,instances, both in l both in legal and negal and narrative sarrative sections. Hections. Hence D, coence D, composed in mposed in the main bthe main by the latey bby the latby the late 7th cente 7th century ury B.C.E.B.C.E. (the era  (the era of Josiah)of Josiah), provides, provides a  a terminus aterminus ad quemd quem for the d for th for the date othe date of J, E, anf J, E, and Rd RJEJE. It is po. It is possible thassible that the “boot the “book of the Tk of the Torah” thatorah” that Ezra read Ezra reads to the ps readreads to treads to the public he public in Neh. 8 in Neh. 8 is the Penis the Pentateuch intateuch in final or  final or near-finalnear-final form (ca. form (ca. 458). 458). 458).

The Pentateuch is composed of a number of different literary sources that have 
been combined in a series of redactions. The primary literary sources are 
identified as J (Yahwist), E (Elohist), P (Priestly source), and D (Deuteronomist). 
The series of redactions by which these sources were combined are referred to 
as RJE, RJEP, and RJEPD. While it is difficult to set absolute dates on the 
compositions and redactions, it is possible within reasonable bounds to 
determine relative dates, as several of the sources appear to be directly 
influenced by their predecessors. The clearest case of literary dependency is the 
reliance of D on RJE, as D quotes from and expands upon this work in many 
instances, both in legal and narrative sections. Hence D, composed in the main 
by the late 7th century B.C.E. (the era of Josiah), provides a terminus ad quem for 
the date of J, E, and RJE. It is possible that the “book of the Torah” that Ezra 



reads to the public in Neh. 8 is the Pentateuch in final or near-final form (ca. 458).

�The use ofThe use of literary  literary sources insources in the compo the composition of sition of the Pentatthe Pentateuch is exeuch is explicit in plicit in plicit in Num. 21in Num. 21:14-15, wh:14-15, where a versere a verse is quotee is quoted from thed from the “Scroll o “Scroll of Yahweh’sf Yahweh’s Wars,” an Wars,” an Wars,” and in Genand in Gen. 5:1, whi. 5:1, which refers ch refers to the “Scto the “Scroll of Adroll of Adam’s Geneaam’s Genealogy.” Othlogy.” Other than ther than these instanesththese instthese instances the ances the presence opresence of diverse f diverse sources musources must be infest be inferred by inrred by internal criternal criteria, inctercricriteria, criteria, including including the followthe following:ing:ing:

The use of literary sources in the composition of the Pentateuch is explicit 
in Num. 21:14-15, where a verse is quoted from the “Scroll of Yahweh’s Wars,” 
and in Gen. 5:1, which refers to the “Scroll of Adam’s Genealogy.” Other than 
these instances the presence of diverse sources must be inferred by internal 
criteria, including the following:

1.1.�Doublets.Doublets. There are There are roughly 2 roughly 25 occasion5 occasions in the ps in the pentateuchaentateuchal narrativl narrative when a se whee when a stowhen a story is toldry is told in two or in two or more vers more versions (e.g.ions (e.g., Gen. 12:, Gen. 12:10-20; 20:10-20; 20:1-18; cf. 1-1820:20:1-18; c20:1-18; cf. 26:6–11f. 26:6–11). Often t). Often these versihese versions contraons contradict each dict each other in dother in details. Thetailddetails. Tdetails. There are mhere are more than 5ore than 50 occasion0 occasions where a s where a law is givlaw is given in two en in two or more veor or more veor more versions, whrsions, where one ofere one often expandten expands or reviss or revises the othes the other (e.g., er (e.g., Lev. 11:1-LevLev. 11:1-Lev. 11:1-47; Num. 147; Num. 14:3-20).4:3-20).4:3-20).

1. Doublets. There are roughly 25 occasions in the pentateuchal narrative 
when a story is told in two or more versions (e.g., Gen. 12:10-20; 
20:1-18; cf. 26:6–11). Often these versions contradict each other in 
details. There are more than 50 occasions where a law is given in two 
or more versions, where one often expands or revises the other (e.g., 
Lev. 11:1-47; Num. 14:3-20).

2.2.�TerminologTerminology.y. Different Different sections  sections of the Penof the Pentateuch hatateuch have consistve consistently diffently different termerentdiffdifferent different terminologterminology for certy for certain names,ain names, places, a places, and ordinarnd ordinary items ofy items of vocabular voca vocabularyvocabulary. The diff. The different setserent sets of termin of terminology consology consistently cistently correspond orrespond to the difto tto the differthe different sets oent sets of doubletsf doublets...

2. Terminology. Different sections of the Pentateuch have consistently 
different terminology for certain names, places, and ordinary items of 
vocabulary. The different sets of terminology consistently correspond to 
the different sets of doublets.

3.3.�Narrative Narrative continuitycontinuity.. Sections  Sections isolated bisolated by the corry the correspondenceespondences of doubls of doublets and teets anets and terminand terminology ofteology often connect n connect with each with each other to cother to create a moreate a more coherenre coherenre coherent ncoherent narrative carrative continuity ontinuity than that than that possessed possessed by the comby the composite texposite text. For exat. textext. For text. For example, texample, the detailshe details of the Fl of the Flood narratood narrative in Genive in Gen. 6-9 are . 6-9 are more intelmoremore intelmore intelligible whligible when read asen read as two paral two parallel versiolel versions of the ns of the Flood (J aFlood (J and P). Thend P).nd P). The reP). The rebellion ofbellion of Dathan, A Dathan, Abiram, andbiram, and Korah in  Korah in Num. 16 isNum. 16 is more inte more intelligible wlliginteintelligibintelligible when sele when separated inparated into its conto its constituent sstituent stories (Datories (Dathan and Athan and Abiram is JbiramAAbiram is Abiram is J; Korah iJ; Korah is P; note s P; note that Deut.that Deut. 11:6 know 11:6 knows only thes only the J version J version). God’s r). Go). God’s reveGod’s revelations oflations of the name  the name Yahweh to Yahweh to Moses in EMoses in Exod. 3 (E)xod. 3 (E) and 6:2–8 and 6:2–8 (P) are i 6:2–86:2–8 (P) 6:2–8 (P) are intellare intelligible wheigible when separaten separated from eacd from each other anh other and from thed from the J source, J s J source, whsource, where Enosh ere Enosh is the firis the first to callst to call on the na on the name of Yahwme of Yahweh (Gen. 4eh (Gen. 4:26). Ther:2644:26). The4:26). There are numre are numerous sucherous such instances instances...

3. Narrative continuity. Sections isolated by the correspondences of doublets 
and terminology often connect with each other to create a more 
coherent narrative continuity than that possessed by the composite 
text. For example, the details of the Flood narrative in Gen. 6-9 are 
more intelligible when read as two parallel versions of the Flood (J and 
P). The rebellion of Dathan, Abiram, and Korah in Num. 16 is more 
intelligible when separated into its constituent stories (Dathan and 
Abiram is J; Korah is P; note that Deut. 11:6 knows only the J version). 
God’s revelations of the name Yahweh to Moses in Exod. 3 (E) and 
6:2–8 (P) are intelligible when separated from each other and from the J 
source, where Enosh is the first to call on the name of Yahweh (Gen. 
4:26). There are numerous such instances.

4.4.�Theology.Theology. Different Different sources o sources of the Pentf the Pentateuch, eaateuch, each marked ch marked by distincby distinctive doubltive dotive doublets, doublets, terminologterminology, and nary, and narrative conrative continuity, htinuity, have differave different theoloent theologies. Concgies. theolotheologiestheologies. Concepts. Concepts of God, t of God, the relatiohe relationship betwnship between God aneen God and humans, d humans, and issuesaand issuesand issues of free w of free will and etill and ethical ideahical ideals differ ls differ considerabconsiderably among tly among the pentatehe penthe pentateuchpentateuchal sourcesal sources. Whereas . Whereas J’s God isJ’s God is fallible  fallible and sometiand sometimes changemes changes his minds hs his mind, his mind, as in the as in the Flood storFlood story (comparey (compare Gen. 6:5- Gen. 6:5-8 with 8:28 with 8:21), and hi1), and his human chs hums human charhuman characters havacters have free wile free will (e.g., Gl (e.g., Gen. 3:6), en. 3:6), E’s and P’E’s and P’s God is ts God is the author he authhe author of author of human evenhuman events in whicts in which humans ah humans are often tre often the unwittihe unwitting actors ng actors (for E, Ge(f(for E, Ge(for E, Gen. 20:6; 4n. 20:6; 45:5-8; for5:5-8; for P, Exod.  P, Exod. 7:3). In P7:3). In P God’s num God’s numinous presinous presence in thence prespresence ipresence in the taben the tabernacle is rnacle is the culminthe culmination of cation of creation anreation and the medid the mediator betweatormedimediator bmediator between humetween humans and Goans and God (Exod. 2d (Exod. 29:42-46; 49:42-46; 40:33-34; c0:33-34; cf. Gen. 2:f. Gen. 2:f. Gen. 2:1-3), wh2:1-3), whereas in Dereas in D it is God it is God’s word an’s word and the tabld the tablets of hisets of his law that  law that mediate bemediamediate bemediate between humatween human and divin and divine (Deut. ne (Deut. 5:22-33; 15:22-33; 10:1-5). In0:1-5). In many resp many respects the veresprespects trespects the varioushe various sources a sources are arguingre arguing among the among themselves onmselves on crucial i crucial issues of rssuiissues of issues of religious religious theory andtheory and practice. practice.

4. Theology. Different sources of the Pentateuch, each marked by distinctive 
doublets, terminology, and narrative continuity, have different 
theologies. Concepts of God, the relationship between God and humans, 
and issues of free will and ethical ideals differ considerably among the 
pentateuchal sources. Whereas J’s God is fallible and sometimes changes 
his mind, as in the Flood story (compare Gen. 6:5-8 with 8:21), and his 
human characters have free will (e.g., Gen. 3:6), E’s and P’s God is the 
author of human events in which humans are often the unwitting actors 
(for E, Gen. 20:6; 45:5-8; for P, Exod. 7:3). In P God’s numinous 
presence in the tabernacle is the culmination of creation and the 
mediator between humans and God (Exod. 29:42-46; 40:33-34; cf. Gen. 
2:1-3), whereas in D it is God’s word and the tablets of his law that 



mediate between human and divine (Deut. 5:22-33; 10:1-5). In many 
respects the various sources are arguing among themselves on crucial 
issues of religious theory and practice.

Unity and Unity and DiversityDiversity

Unity and Diversity

The seriesThe series of redact of redactions of thions of the pentateue pentateuchal sourcchal sources createdes created a composi a composite text thte text that possessatththat possethat possesses a unisses a unique characque character. Each ter. Each of the verof the versions of ssions of sacred histacred history, when ory, when combined tcomcombined tcombined together, together, takes on a akes on a new characnew character as comter as commentary, dmentary, developmentevelopment, and coun, and co, and counterpoicounterpoint to the nt to the other versother versions. Thusions. Thus God’s com God’s compassionatepassionate nature in nature in J, emphas J, emphas J, emphasizedemphasized in his ti in his title “Yahwetle “Yahweh, a compah, a compassionate assionate and mercifund merciful God” (Exl God” (Exod. 34:6),od. 34:6), provides  34:6),34:6), pro34:6), provides a covides a counterbalanunterbalance to the ce to the juristic qjuristic quality of uality of God in P. God in P. The corporThe corporeality of ealitcorporcorporealicorporeality of J’s ty of J’s God walkinGod walking about ing about in the garde the garden (Gen. 3:n (Gen. 3:8) or eati8) or eating with Abng with Abraham (18:rahAbAbraham (1Abraham (18:8) is ba8:8) is balanced by lanced by the invisithe invisibility of bility of God in D (God in D (Deut. 4:12Deut. 4:12-15). The -15). The virtue of virtvirtue of virtue of absolute oabsolute obedience tbedience to God in Eo God in E (Gen. 22) (Gen. 22) is balanc is balanced by the ed by the virtue of virtue of personal eperpersonal epersonal ethical comthical commitment, emitment, even where ven where it may conit may conflict withflict with God, in J God, in J (18:23–32 (18:23–32). Human f)(18:23–32(18:23–32)(18:23–32). Human fr. Human free will, wee will, with its inith its inherent resherent responsibilitponsibilities and coies and consequencesnsequences, dominant, d, dominant idominant in J and D,n J and D, is counte is counterbalanced rbalanced by God’s pby God’s providentiarovidential predestil predestination in nation in E (Gen. 45E (E (Gen. 45:5(Gen. 45:5-8; 50:20)-8; 50:20) and by th and by the divinelye divinely ordained  ordained periodicitperiodicity of time,y of time, measured  measured by covenanby by covenanby covenants, in P. ts, in P. A wide ranA wide range of possge of possibilities ibilities for livingfor living are encom are encompassed by passed by this complthis this complthis complex work, eex work, enabling innabling in no small  no small measure thmeasure the ability e ability of the Penof the Pentateuch totateuch to respond t re respond torespond to the relig the religious needsious needs of the fa of the faithful oveithful over the lastr the last two mille two millennia and mnnia and more. In a oremmore. In amore. In a very tang very tangible senseible sense the Penta the Pentateuch, as teuch, as a unified a unified diversity,diversity, creates a creates a nearly un near nearly unlnearly unlimited potimited potential forential for meaningfu meaningful interprel interpretation.tation.tation.

The series of redactions of the pentateuchal sources created a composite text 
that possesses a unique character. Each of the versions of sacred history, when 
combined together, takes on a new character as commentary, development, and 
counterpoint to the other versions. Thus God’s compassionate nature in J, 
emphasized in his title “Yahweh, a compassionate and merciful God” (Exod. 
34:6), provides a counterbalance to the juristic quality of God in P. The 
corporeality of J’s God walking about in the garden (Gen. 3:8) or eating with 
Abraham (18:8) is balanced by the invisibility of God in D (Deut. 4:12-15). The 
virtue of absolute obedience to God in E (Gen. 22) is balanced by the virtue of 
personal ethical commitment, even where it may conflict with God, in J 
(18:23–32). Human free will, with its inherent responsibilities and consequences, 
dominant in J and D, is counterbalanced by God’s providential predestination in E 
(Gen. 45:5-8; 50:20) and by the divinely ordained periodicity of time, measured 
by covenants, in P. A wide range of possibilities for living are encompassed by 
this complex work, enabling in no small measure the ability of the Pentateuch to 
respond to the religious needs of the faithful over the last two millennia and 
more. In a very tangible sense the Pentateuch, as a unified diversity, creates a 
nearly unlimited potential for meaningful interpretation.
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PENTATEUCHPENTATEUCH, SAMARITA, SAMARITANNN

PENTATEUCH, SAMARITAN

�SeeSee  SAMARITAN SAMARITAN PENTATEUCHPENTATEUCH..

See SAMARITAN PENTATEUCH.

PENTECOSTPENTECOSTPENTECOST

PENTECOST

The Greek The Greek name (meanname (meaning “50th”ing “50th”) for the ) for the Israelite Israelite Feast of WFeast of Weeks whicheeks which celebrate celebrat celebratedcelebrated the sprin the spring harvest.g harvest. This feas This feast took plat took place 50 daysce 50 days after the after the offering  offering of the sheof theof the sheaf the sheaf of firstfrof firstfruits at thuits at the time of e time of Passover aPassover and Unleavend Unleavened Bread ned Bread (cf. Lev. (cf. Lev. 23:9-14). 23:9-23:9-14). 23:9-14). In later JIn later Judaism, thudaism, the festivale festival became as became associated wsociated with the giith the giving of thving of the law and e law e law and thlaw and the making oe making of the covef the covenant at Sinant at Sinai. In Chnai. In Christian hiristian history, thestory, the day of Pe day of Pentecost isntecPePentecost Pentecost is associais associated specifted specifically witically with the desch the descent of theent of the Spirit on Spirit on the belie the believing commuving coving community community in Jerusalin Jerusalem (Acts 2em (Acts 2). At this). At this time, the time, the community community began to  began to proclaim tproclaim the good nehtthe good nthe good news of Godews of God’s activit’s activity in the ly in the languages oanguages of all the f all the nations ofnations of the world the world (Acts 2:1 (Ac (Acts 2:1-(Acts 2:1-13). Altho13). Although the teugh the text of Actsxt of Acts fails to  fails to make any smake any specific repecific reference toference to Sinai or  Sina Sinai or tSinai or the Sinai che Sinai covenant, iovenant, it is probat is probable that tble that the writer he writer of Acts unof Acts understood tderstood the descenthe dehe descent ofdescent of the Spiri the Spirit to mark t to mark the sacredthe sacred beginning beginning of the Ch of the Christian coristian community inmmunity in a way tha a  a way thata way that parallele paralleled the sacrd the sacred origin ed origin of the Isrof the Israelite comaelite community at munity at Sinai. As Sinai. As such, Pentsuch, such, Pentsuch, Pentecost funcecost functions as ations as a celebrati celebration of the on of the founding ofounding of the Chrif the Christian commstian community and uncommcommunity community and the beand the beginning ofginning of its evang its evangelistic mielistic mission.ssion.ssion.

The Greek name (meaning “50th”) for the Israelite Feast of Weeks which 
celebrated the spring harvest. This feast took place 50 days after the offering of 
the sheaf of firstfruits at the time of Passover and Unleavened Bread (cf. Lev. 
23:9-14). In later Judaism, the festival became associated with the giving of the 
law and the making of the covenant at Sinai. In Christian history, the day of 
Pentecost is associated specifically with the descent of the Spirit on the believing 



community in Jerusalem (Acts 2). At this time, the community began to proclaim 
the good news of God’s activity in the languages of all the nations of the world 
(Acts 2:1-13). Although the text of Acts fails to make any specific reference to 
Sinai or the Sinai covenant, it is probable that the writer of Acts understood the 
descent of the Spirit to mark the sacred beginning of the Christian community in 
a way that paralleled the sacred origin of the Israelite community at Sinai. As 
such, Pentecost functions as a celebration of the founding of the Christian 
community and the beginning of its evangelistic mission.

�SeeSee  WEEKS, FEAWEEKS, FEAST OF.ST OF.ST OF.

See WEEKS, FEAST OF.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. I. H. MarsI. H. Marshall, “Thehall, “The Significa Significance of Pennce of Pentecost,” tecost,” SJTSJT 30 (1977) 30 (1977): 347–69.: (1977)(1977): 34(1977): 347–69.7–69.7–69.

Bibliography. I. H. Marshall, “The Significance of Pentecost,” SJT 30 
(1977): 347–69.
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PENUELPENUEL (Heb.  (Heb. peïnu®}eälpeïnu®}eäl) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

PENUEL (Heb. peïnu®}eäl) (PERSON)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Hur, and gHur, and grandson ofrandson of the patri the patriarch Judaharch Judah (1 Chr. 4 (1 Chr. 4:4).:4).:4).

1. A son of Hur, and grandson of the patriarch Judah (1 Chr. 4:4).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Shashak ofShashak of the tribe the tribe of Benjam of Benjamin (1 Chr.in (1 Chr. 8:25;  8:25; K K Peniel).Peniel).

2. A son of Shashak of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:25; K Peniel).

PENUELPENUEL (Heb.  (Heb. peïnu®}eälpeïnu®}eäl) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

PENUEL (Heb. peïnu®}eäl) (PLACE)

The place The place in Transjoin Transjordan whererdan where Jacob wre Jacob wrestled withstled with a “man” ( a “man” (Gen. 32:22Gen. 32:22-32[MT 23–-32[MT 2-32[MT 23–33]; cf23–33]; cf. Hos. 12:. Hos. 12:4). Jacob 4). Jacob named the named the spot Peniespot Peniel (Gen. 32l (Gen. 32:30[31]), :30[31]), “the face “the face of God.” Gof Gof God.” GideGod.” Gideon destroyon destroyed a towered a tower built at  built at Penuel becPenuel because the iause the inhabitantsnhabitants refused t refused to help himotto help hito help him pursue tm pursue the Midianihe Midianites (Judg.tes (Judg. 8:8-9, 17 8:8-9, 17). Jeroboa). Jeroboam I later m I later rebuilt threbuilt the town (1 e towe town (1 Kgtown (1 Kgs. 12:25).s. 12:25). The exact The exact location, location, somewhere somewhere between M between Mahanaim anahanaim and Succoth,d Succod Succoth, iSuccoth, is debated,s debated, although  although many identmany identify it as ify it as Tell edh-DTell edh-Dhahab hahab esh-Sherqiesh-Sherqiîyehîyehesh-Sherqiesh-Sherqiesh-Sherqiîyehîyeh (215176)  (215176) on the Jabon the Jabbok River bok River (Nahr (Nahr ez-Zerqaœez-Zerqaœ) E of Suc) E of Succoth.cothSucSuccoth.Succoth.Succoth.

The place in Transjordan where Jacob wrestled with a “man” (Gen. 32:22-32[MT 
23–33]; cf. Hos. 12:4). Jacob named the spot Peniel (Gen. 32:30[31]), “the face of 
God.” Gideon destroyed a tower built at Penuel because the inhabitants refused 
to help him pursue the Midianites (Judg. 8:8-9, 17). Jeroboam I later rebuilt the 
town (1 Kgs. 12:25). The exact location, somewhere between Mahanaim and 
Succoth, is debated, although many identify it as Tell edh-Dhahab 
esh-Sherqiîyeh (215176) on the Jabbok River (Nahr ez-Zerqaœ) E of 
Succoth.
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PEOPLE OF PEOPLE OF THE LANDTHE LANDTHE LAND

PEOPLE OF THE LAND

Although iAlthough in some insn some instances a dtances a designationesignation for all h for all humanity (iumanity (i.e., “all .e., “all the peoplethe peoples of the es of ts of the earth”the earth”), Heb. ), Heb. {am haœ}aœ{am haœ}aœres�res� differs i differs in meaning n meaning in texts fin texts from the prrom the premonarchicemonprpremonarchpremonarchic throughic through rabbinic  rabbinic eras. In teras. In texts referexts referring to thring to the premonare premonarchic era, chic era, the term sththe term sthe term simply signimply signifies the ifies the free citizfree citizens of theens of the particula particular locale ur locale under discunder discussion (e.gssion (ssion (e.g., the(e.g., the Egyptians Egyptians in Gen. 4 in Gen. 42:6); here2:6); here the term  the term appears toappears to exclude s exclude slaves and laves and foreignersforeforeignersforeigners...

Although in some instances a designation for all humanity (i.e., “all the peoples of 
the earth”), Heb. {am haœ}aœres�  differs in meaning in texts from the 
premonarchic through rabbinic eras. In texts referring to the premonarchic era, 
the term simply signifies the free citizens of the particular locale under discussion 
(e.g., the Egyptians in Gen. 42:6); here the term appears to exclude slaves and 
foreigners.

�Regarding Regarding the monarcthe monarchic era, thic era, the people he people of the lanof the land are invod are involved in thlved in the overthroe overte overthrow overthrow of wicked of wicked Queen AthaQueen Athaliah (2 Kgliah (2 Kgs. 11:13-2s. 11:13-20), the tr0), the transition fansition from the asrom the assassinatedsasassassinatassassinated Amon toed Amon to King Josi King Josiah (21:24)ah (21:24), the succ, the succession of ession of King JosiaKing Josiah’s son Jeh’s son Jehoahaz (23hoaJeJehoahaz (Jehoahaz (23:30), an23:30), and the trand the transition frosition from the leprm the leprous King Uous King Uzziah to hzziah to his son Jotis son Jotham (15:5)hamJotJotham (15Jotham (15:5). The p:5). The people of teople of the land hahe land have been idve been identified ventified variously aariously as the lowes the lower social cr sr social clasocial classes, the sses, the powerful lpowerful landed elitanded elite, and thee, and the free citi free citizenry of tzenry of the state. he state. There has There hThere has been phas been particular articular debate ovedebate over whether r whether {am haœ}aœ{am haœ}aœres�res� is a  is a terminus tterminus technicusechnicuttechnicustechnicus that refe that refers to a sprs to a specific bodecific body of Judeay of Judeans.ns.ns.

Regarding the monarchic era, the people of the land are involved in the 
overthrow of wicked Queen Athaliah (2 Kgs. 11:13-20), the transition from the 
assassinated Amon to King Josiah (21:24), the succession of King Josiah’s son 
Jehoahaz (23:30), and the transition from the leprous King Uzziah to his son 
Jotham (15:5). The people of the land have been identified variously as the lower 



social classes, the powerful landed elite, and the free citizenry of the state. There 
has been particular debate over whether {am haœ}aœres�  is a terminus 
technicus that refers to a specific body of Judeans.

�Ernst WürtErnst Würthwein arguhwein argued that thed that the term refe term refers to theers to the represent representatives of atives of the fully the futhe fully enfrfully enfranchised Janchised Judean citiudean citizenry. He zenry. He and other and other scholars hscholars have noted ave noted a recurrena recurrent strugglet st struggle istruggle in Judean hn Judean history betistory between the cween the centralizinentralizing policiesg policies of the Da of the Davidic monavidic monarchy and trchmonamonarchy amonarchy and the trand the traditional dditional decentralizecentralized polity ed polity of the oldof the old tribal le tribal league. Thisague. This interpret inte interpretainterpretation has ltion has led to a loed to a loose consenose consensus that tsus that the people he people of the lanof the land should bd should be seen in e se seen in coseen in contrast to,ntrast to, and often and often in opposi in opposition to, ttion to, the royal ahe royal administratdministration in Jerion in Jerusalem. ThusalemJerJerusalem.Jerusalem. They cham They champion a sorpion a sort of tradit of traditional Yahtional Yahwism whichwism which stood as  stood as a check aga check aga check against thagainst the syncretie syncretistic excesstic excesses of theses of the royal est royal establishmentablishment. Rather t. Rather than viewinhan viewing the peopg thg the peoplethe people of the la of the land as a sund as a subset of thbset of the traditioe traditional Judeannal Judean citizenry citizenry, the best, the best evidence  evide evidence ievidence indicates tndicates that they shat they should be should be seen as theeen as the free citi free citizenry — zenry — in toto.in toto.in toto.

Ernst Würthwein argued that the term refers to the representatives of the 
fully enfranchised Judean citizenry. He and other scholars have noted a recurrent 
struggle in Judean history between the centralizing policies of the Davidic 
monarchy and the traditional decentralized polity of the old tribal league. This 
interpretation has led to a loose consensus that the people of the land should be 
seen in contrast to, and often in opposition to, the royal administration in 
Jerusalem. They champion a sort of traditional Yahwism which stood as a check 
against the syncretistic excesses of the royal establishment. Rather than viewing 
the people of the land as a subset of the traditional Judean citizenry, the best 
evidence indicates that they should be seen as the free citizenry — in toto.

�A semanticA semantic shift occ shift occurs in theurs in the postexili postexilic period, c period, when the twhen the term takes erm takes on a negaton a negon a negative anegative aura. It isura. It is used — us used — usually in tually in the plural he plural form — to form — to refer to trefer to those who ohose who opposed theppooopposed thopposed the righteoue righteous reforms s reforms of Ezra anof Ezra and Nehemiahd Nehemiah. The . The {am haœ}aœ{am haœ}aœres�res� are viewe ar are viewedare viewed — along w — along with the prith the priests and iests and royalty — royalty — as responsas responsible for tible for the catastrhe catastrophe of thopcatastrcatastrophcatastrophe of the Ee of the Exile. It ixile. It is now the s now the returnees,returnees, those pur those purified by tified by the Exile, he Exile, which reprwhich which reprwhich represent the esent the true congrtrue congregation inegation in contradis contradistinction ttinction to all the o all the “peoples o“peoples of the landf thf the land(sthe land(s).” Note t).” Note that the plhat the plural formsural forms now domin now dominate.ate.ate.

A semantic shift occurs in the postexilic period, when the term takes on a 
negative aura. It is used — usually in the plural form — to refer to those who 
opposed the righteous reforms of Ezra and Nehemiah. The {am haœ}aœres�  
are viewed — along with the priests and royalty — as responsible for the 
catastrophe of the Exile. It is now the returnees, those purified by the Exile, 
which represent the true congregation in contradistinction to all the “peoples of 
the land(s).” Note that the plural forms now dominate.

�A final shA final shift in meaift in meaning occurning occurs in postbs in postbiblical raiblical rabbinic texbbinic texts. There ts. There the term mthe term mthe term means the means the ignorant, ignorant, nonobservanonobservant transgrnt transgressors of essors of the Torah.the Torah. They are  They are to be seento be seento be seen in coseen in contrast to ntrast to the reverethe revered scholarsd scholars of Torah, of Torah, who detes who detested the peted the people of thople of the land.eththe land.the land.the land.

A final shift in meaning occurs in postbiblical rabbinic texts. There the term 
means the ignorant, nonobservant transgressors of the Torah. They are to be 
seen in contrast to the revered scholars of Torah, who detested the people of 
the land.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. H. J. GA. H. J. Gunneweg, “unneweg, “oM harXoM harX — A Seman — A Semantic Revolutic Revolution,” tion,” ZAWZZAWZAW 95 (1983) 95 (1983): 437–40; : 437–40; B. HalpernB. Halpern, , The ConstiThe Constitution of tution of the Monarcthe Monarchy in Israhy in Israel.el. HSM 25 (C HSM  HSM 25 (ChHSM 25 (Chico, 1981)ico, 1981), 190–216;, 190–216; E. W. Nic E. W. Nicholson, “Tholson, “The Meaninghe Meaning of the Ex of the Expression pressionExExpressionExpression  oM harXoM harX in the Ol in the Old Testamend Testament,” t,” JSSJSS 10 (1965) 10 (1965): 59–66; A: 59–66; A. Oppenhei. Oppenheimer, mOppenheiOppenheimeOppenheimer, r, The {AM HAThe {AM HA-ARETZ.-ARETZ. ALGHJ 8 ( ALGHJ 8 (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1977); E. Wü77); E. Würthwein, rthwein, Der {amm hDeDer {amm hDer {amm ha}arez im a}arez im Alten TestAlten Testament.ament. BWANT 4/1 BWANT 4/17[69] (Stu7[69] (Stuttgart, 19ttgart, 1936); S. Ze36)191936); S. 1936); S. Zeitlin, “Zeitlin, “The Am HaaThe Am Haarez,” rez,” JQRJQR 23 (1933) 23 (1933): 45–61.: 45–61.: 45–61.

Bibliography. A. H. J. Gunneweg, “oM harXXrah MoXrah Mo — A Semantic Revolution,” 
ZAW 95 (1983): 437–40; B. Halpern, The Constitution of the Monarchy in Israel. 
HSM 25 (Chico, 1981), 190–216; E. W. Nicholson, “The Meaning of the 

Expression oM harXXrah MoXrah Mo in the Old Testament,” JSS 10 (1965): 59–66; A. 
Oppenheimer, The {AM HA-ARETZ. ALGHJ 8 (Leiden, 1977); E. Würthwein, 
Der {amm ha}arez im Alten Testament. BWANT 4/17[69] (Stuttgart, 
1936); S. Zeitlin, “The Am Haarez,” JQR 23 (1933): 45–61.
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PEORPEOR (Heb.  (Heb. peï{o®rpeï{o®r)))

PEOR (Heb. peï{o®r)

A mountainA mountain of the Ab of the Abarim rangearim range in northw in northwestern Moaestern Moab, also cab, also called Baal-lled Baal-peor becaupeor becapeor because itbecause it was the f was the focal pointocal point for the w for the worship of orship of a local maa local manifestationifestation of Baal n of Baal (also know(also(also know(also known as Baal-n as Baal-peor or sipeor or simply Peor)mply Peor). Many Isr. Many Israelites feaelites fell into apll into apostasy by ostasy by worshippinworworshippinworshipping the god g the god of this moof this mountain (Nuuntain (Num. 25:3, 5m. 25:3, 5, 18; 31:1, 18; 31:16; Deut. 46; Deut. 4:3; Josh. :3; Josh. 22:17; Ps.22:22:17; Ps.22:17; Ps. 106:28).  106:28). It was froIt was from this moum this mountain thatntain that Balaam at Balaam attempted totempted to curse Isr curse Israel.aelIsrIsrael.Israel.Israel.

A mountain of the Abarim range in northwestern Moab, also called Baal-peor 
because it was the focal point for the worship of a local manifestation of Baal 
(also known as Baal-peor or simply Peor). Many Israelites fell into apostasy by 
worshipping the god of this mountain (Num. 25:3, 5, 18; 31:16; Deut. 4:3; Josh. 
22:17; Ps. 106:28). It was from this mountain that Balaam attempted to curse 



Israel.

�It had genIt had generally beeerally been underston understood that Mtod that Mt. Peor is . Peor is located solocated somewhere nemewhere near Mt. Nebar Mar Mt. Nebo (Mt. Nebo (Jebel en-NJebel en-Nebu), sincebu), since the bible the biblical text ical text indicates indicates that Balaathat Balaam could obm could observe the serobobserve thobserve the camp of e camp of Israel at Israel at Shittim (oShittim (on the Plain the Plain of Moab)n of Moab) from its  from its summit (Nusummit (Num. 23:28; m(Nu(Num. 23:2(Num. 23:28; 24:2; 28; 24:2; 25:1), a va5:1), a vantage poinntage point that Nebt that Nebo also proo also provides. Thevides. The proximity proximity of these  o of these tof these two mountaiwo mountains to eachns to each other is  other is further sufurther supported bypported by Deut. 34: Deut. 34:1-6, which1-6, which indicates whichwhich indiwhich indicates thatcates that Moses die Moses died on or ned on or near Mt. Nebar Mt. Nebo, but waso, but was buried in buried in an unknow an unknow an unknown lounknown location in cation in the valleythe valley “opposite “opposite Beth-peor Beth-peor.” Egeria .” Egeria claimed shclaimed she could see could see the promesesee the prsee the prominence oominence of Peor (Fof Peor (Fogor) at a gor) at a site callesite called Agri Sped Agri Specula, locacula, located to theted to the “left” of “le “left” of “left” of the mountathe mountain where tin where the Byzantihe Byzantine church ne church known as tknown as the Memoriahe Memorial of Mosesl of Mosl of Moses stanMoses stands, “towards, “toward the Deadd the Dead Sea” (i.e Sea” (i.e., SW of ., SW of Ra®sRa®s es-Siyagh es-Siyagha, the wesa, the western promitern ptern prominenceprominence of Mt. Ne of Mt. Nebo). Anothbo). Another possibier possibility wouldlity would be the Mu be the Mushaqqar rishaqqar ridge immedidge immedge immediatelimmediately N of Siyy N of Siyagha. Indeagha. Indeed, at leaed, at least two sitst two sites on thises on this ridge (22 ridge (220131), Khi0131), Khirbet rbetKhiKhirbet Khirbet el-Meh�at�el-Meh�at�t�a/Khirbet�a/Khirbett esh-Sheik esh-Sheikj Jayil anj Jayil and Khirbet d Khirbet {Ayu®n Mu®{Ayu®n Mu®saœsaMu®Mu®saœMu®saœ, have bee, have been proposedn proposed as candid as candidates for Bates for Beth-peor, eth-peor, the cult cthe cult center for enter for Baal-peor.BaBaal-peor.Baal-peor.

It had generally been understood that Mt. Peor is located somewhere near 
Mt. Nebo (Jebel en-Nebu), since the biblical text indicates that Balaam could 
observe the camp of Israel at Shittim (on the Plain of Moab) from its summit 
(Num. 23:28; 24:2; 25:1), a vantage point that Nebo also provides. The proximity 
of these two mountains to each other is further supported by Deut. 34:1-6, 
which indicates that Moses died on or near Mt. Nebo, but was buried in an 
unknown location in the valley “opposite Beth-peor.” Egeria claimed she could 
see the prominence of Peor (Fogor) at a site called Agri Specula, located to the 
“left” of the mountain where the Byzantine church known as the Memorial of 
Moses stands, “toward the Dead Sea” (i.e., SW of Ra®s es-Siyagha, the western 
prominence of Mt. Nebo). Another possibility would be the Mushaqqar ridge 
immediately N of Siyagha. Indeed, at least two sites on this ridge (220131), 
Khirbet el-Meh�at�t�a/Khirbet  esh-Sheikj Jayil and Khirbet {Ayu®n 
Mu®saœ, have been proposed as candidates for Beth-peor, the cult center for 
Baal-peor.
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PERAZIMPERAZIM (Heb.  (Heb. peïraœs�iîpeïraœs�iîmm), MOUNT), MOUNT), MOUNT

PERAZIM (Heb. peïraœs�iîm ), MOUNT

A mountainA mountain named in  named in Isaiah’s oIsaiah’s oracle agairacle against the lenst the leaders of Jaders of Jerusalem (erusalem (Isa. 28:21Isa. 28:21).).).

A mountain named in Isaiah’s oracle against the leaders of Jerusalem (Isa. 28:21).

�SeeSee  BAAL-PERAZBAAL-PERAZIM.IM.

See BAAL-PERAZIM.

PEREAPEREA (Gk.  (Gk. PeraiíaPeraiía)))

PEREA (Gk. Peraiía)

A TransjorA Transjordanian terdanian territory extritory extending souending south-north fth-north from Machaerom Machaerus to Pelrus to Pella, or roula, or roula, or roughly frroughly from the rivom the river Arnon (er Arnon (Wadi MojibWadi Mojib) to the W) to the Wadi adi el-Yaœbisel-Yaœbis (since Pe (since Pella was palla wlla was part owas part of the Decaf the Decapolis and polis and therefore therefore not includnot included), and eed), and east-west fast-west from Philadrom Philadelphia (AmelPhiladPhiladelphPhiladelphia (Amman)ia (Amman) to the Jo to the Jordan Riverrdan River (Josephus (Josephus  BJBJ 3.3.3 [46 3.3.3 [46]). In the]). In the NT the te NT the te NT the term occurterm occurs only in s only in variant revariant readings of adings of Luke 6:17.Luke 6:17. It is evi It is evidently derdently derived from ived from the phrasethe pthe phrase “bephrase “beyond the Jyond the Jordan” (Gkordan” (Gk. . péran touípéran touí Iorodanou Iorodanou), from He), from Heb. b. {eäb�er ha{eäb�er {eäb�er ha{eäb�er hayyardeän.yyardeän.yyardeän.

A Transjordanian territory extending south-north from Machaerus to Pella, or 
roughly from the river Arnon (Wadi Mojib) to the Wadi el-Yaœbis (since Pella 
was part of the Decapolis and therefore not included), and east-west from 
Philadelphia (Amman) to the Jordan River (Josephus BJ 3.3.3 [46]). In the NT the 
term occurs only in variant readings of Luke 6:17. It is evidently derived from the 
phrase “beyond the Jordan” (Gk. péran touí Iorodanou), from Heb. 
{eäb�er hayyardeän.

�Following Following the exile the exile of Jews frof Jews from this arom this area in 732 ea in 732 B.C.B.C. (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 15:29), it 5:29), it was resettwas reswas resettled resettled by Gentileby Gentiles after ths after the conqueste conquest of Alexan of Alexander. The lder. The latter threatter threatened a matened a minority ofinomminority ominority of postexilf postexilic Jews inic Jews in Maccabean Maccabean times (1  times (1 Macc. 5:9,Macc. 5:9, 45-54), w 45-54), which led thich led to conquesto co conquest oconquest of the areaf the area by Jonath by Jonathan, expandan, expanded upon byed upon by John Hyrc John Hyrcanus and Aanus and Alexander JlexanderAAlexander Alexander Jannaeus. Jannaeus. Perea becaPerea became an admime an administrativenistrative district  district under Romeunder Rome ca. 57  ca. 57 B.C.B.CB.C.B.C. In 20  In 20 B.C.B.C. it became it became part of H part of Herod’s kinerod’s kingdom and sgdom and subsequentlubsequently passed by passed back and foack anack and forth and forth between hibetween his descendas descendants (Antipnts (Antipas, 4 as, 4 B.C.B.C.——A.D.A.D. 39; Agrip 39; Agrippa I, 39–4pa I, 39–44; Agrippa4; Agri4; Agrippa IIAgrippa II, 54-ca. 1, 54-ca. 100), final00), finally becominly becoming part of g part of the Roman the Roman province oprovince of Syria.f Syria.f Syria.

Following the exile of Jews from this area in 732 B.C. (2 Kgs. 15:29), it was 
resettled by Gentiles after the conquest of Alexander. The latter threatened a 
minority of postexilic Jews in Maccabean times (1 Macc. 5:9, 45-54), which led to 
conquest of the area by Jonathan, expanded upon by John Hyrcanus and 
Alexander Jannaeus. Perea became an administrative district under Rome ca. 57 
B.C. In 20 B.C. it became part of Herod’s kingdom and subsequently passed back 
and forth between his descendants (Antipas, 4 B.C.—A.D. 39; Agrippa I, 39–44; 
Agrippa II, 54-ca. 100), finally becoming part of the Roman province of Syria.

Paul J. RaPaul J. Ray, Jr.y, Jr.
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PERESHPERESH (Heb.  (Heb. peresûperesû)))

PERESH (Heb. peresû)

A ManassitA Manassite, son of e, son of Machir andMachir and Maacah (1 Maacah (1 Chr. 7:16 Chr. 7:16).).

A Manassite, son of Machir and Maacah (1 Chr. 7:16).

PEREZPEREZ (Heb.  (Heb. peres�;peres�; Gk.  Gk. PhaéresPhaéres)))

PEREZ (Heb. peres�;  Gk. Phaéres)

A son of JA son of Judah and Tudah and Tamar, the amar, the twin brothtwin brother of Zeraer of Zerah, and an h, and an ancestor oancestor of David (Gf David (Gf David (Gen. 38:2(Gen. 38:29; 46:12) 9; 46:12) and Jesus and Jesus (Matt. 1:3(Matt. 1:3; Luke 3:3; Luke 3:33). He was3). He was the epony the eponymous ancesmous ancesmous ancestor oancestor of the Peref the Perezites (Numzites (Num. 26:20).. 26:20).

A son of Judah and Tamar, the twin brother of Zerah, and an ancestor of David 
(Gen. 38:29; 46:12) and Jesus (Matt. 1:3; Luke 3:33). He was the eponymous 
ancestor of the Perezites (Num. 26:20).

PEREZ-UZZAPEREZ-UZZA (Heb.  (Heb. peres� {uzperes� {uzzaœ}, perezaœ}, peres� {uzza®s� {uzza®)))

PEREZ-UZZA (Heb. peres� {uzzaœ}, peres� {uzza® )

The name (The name (“breach of“breach of Uzza”) gi Uzza”) given to theven to the place whe place where Uzza ware Uzza was killed bs killed by Yahweh ay Yahweh y Yahweh aftYahweh after having er having taken holdtaken hold of the ar of the ark of the ck of the covenant toovenant to keep it f keep it from fallinrom falling as it wag asg as it was as it was transportetransported to Jerusd to Jerusalem (2 Saalem (2 Sam. 6:8; 1 m. 6:8; 1 Chr. 13:11Chr. 13:11). Located). Located somewhere somewhere W of Jeru somewheresomewhere somewhere W of JerusW of Jerusalem, it ialem, it is perhaps s perhaps to be idento be identified wittified with the threh the threshing flooshing floor of Naconr floofloor of Nfloor of Nacon/Chidoacon/Chidon.n.

The name (“breach of Uzza”) given to the place where Uzza was killed by 
Yahweh after having taken hold of the ark of the covenant to keep it from falling 
as it was transported to Jerusalem (2 Sam. 6:8; 1 Chr. 13:11). Located 
somewhere W of Jerusalem, it is perhaps to be identified with the threshing 
floor of Nacon/Chidon.

PERFECTIONPERFECTION

PERFECTION

Heb. Heb. taœmiîm, staœmiîm, sûaœleäm;ûaœleäm; Gk.  Gk. téleiostéleios and cogna and cognates typicates typically mean “lly mean “complete,”complete,” “whole,”  “complete,”“complete,“complete,” “whole,”” “whole,” “mature,” “mature,” “unblemis “unblemished,” or “hed,” or “undivided.undivided.” It is in” It is in contexts  contexts where the whwhere the where the focus is ofocus is on human orn human or divine di divine disposition sposition that the tthat the theologicalheological conceptio conception of perfen conceptioconceptionconception of perfec of perfection becomtion becomes sharpenes sharpened.ed.ed.

Heb. taœmiîm, sûaœleäm; Gk. téleios and cognates typically mean 
“complete,” “whole,” “mature,” “unblemished,” or “undivided.” It is in contexts 
where the focus is on human or divine disposition that the theological 
conception of perfection becomes sharpened.

�Apart fromApart from Matt. 5:4 Matt. 5:48, there i8, there is no direcs no direct biblicalt biblical statement statement that God  that God is by natuis by natuis by nature pernature perfect. Absefect. Absent also isnt also is any abstr any abstract notionact notion of perfec of perfection as fotion as found in Greund in Greek philosoek pek philosophyphilosophy, though J, though Jewish and ewish and Christian Christian philosophiphilosophical speculcal speculation certation certainly addrainly addressed thisessaddraddressed addressed this mattethis matter. Christir. Christian apologian apologists utilizsts utilized philosoed philosophical catphical categories toegories to describe  desc describe Gdescribe God’s naturod’s nature, and Phie, and Philo called lo called God “the pGod “the perfect” inerfect” in Greek fas Greek fashion.hion.hion.

Apart from Matt. 5:48, there is no direct biblical statement that God is by 
nature perfect. Absent also is any abstract notion of perfection as found in Greek 
philosophy, though Jewish and Christian philosophical speculation certainly 
addressed this matter. Christian apologists utilized philosophical categories to 
describe God’s nature, and Philo called God “the perfect” in Greek fashion.

�The biblicThe biblical focus ial focus is largely s largely upon that upon that which makewhich makes human bes human beings “perfings “perfect” in reect” in ect” in relatioin relation to God. n to God. In the OT In the OT sûaœleämsûaœleäm is freque is frequently used ntly used with “hearwith “heart” to desct” to describe persordescdescribe pdescribe persons undersons undivided in ivided in their excltheir exclusive worsusive worship of Yahhip of Yahweh (1 Kgsweh (1 Kgs. 8:61; 11. 8:61; 11:4; 15:3, :41111:4; 15:311:4; 15:3, 14; 1 Ch, 14; 1 Chr. 28:9), r. 28:9), while while taœmiîmtaœmiîm is used o is used of those cof those commanded tommanded to be blamel be bl be blameless blameless in obedienin obedience to God’ce to God’s commandss commands (Deut. 18 (Deut. 18:13; cf. G:13; cf. Gen. 6:9). en. 6:9). FrequentlyFrequently in Psalms FrequentlyFrequentlyFrequently in Psalms in Psalms (e.g., Ps (e.g., Ps. 119:1; 1. 119:1; 101:6) and 01:6) and Proverbs (Proverbs (e.g., Prove.g., Prov. 11:20; 2. 11:20; 28:18) 8:18) taœmiîmttaœmiîmtaœmiîm is used w is used with “walk”ith “walk” to descri to describe blamelebe blamelessness in ssness in obedience obedience to God’s lto God’s law.awllaw.law.law.

The biblical focus is largely upon that which makes human beings “perfect” 
in relation to God. In the OT sûaœleäm is frequently used with “heart” to 
describe persons undivided in their exclusive worship of Yahweh (1 Kgs. 8:61; 
11:4; 15:3, 14; 1 Chr. 28:9), while taœmiîm is used of those commanded to be 
blameless in obedience to God’s commands (Deut. 18:13; cf. Gen. 6:9). 
Frequently in Psalms (e.g., Ps. 119:1; 101:6) and Proverbs (e.g., Prov. 11:20; 28:18) 
taœmiîm is used with “walk” to describe blamelessness in obedience to God’s 
law.

�In the NT In the NT perfectionperfection is unders is understood posittood positionally. Cionally. Christians hristians stand perfstand perfect in relect in reect in relation trelation to God as po God as partakers oartakers of the divif the divine nature ne nature (2 Pet. 1:(2 Pet. 1:4). They a4). They are given tre given the Spirit he Sphe Spirit andSpirit and embrace G embrace God’s wisdood’s wisdom in Chrism in Christ crucifiet crucified (1 Cor. d (1 Cor. 2:6-16) an2:6-16) and are enabd are enabled to applenabenabled toenabled to appear be appear before God bfore God by virtue oy virtue of Christ’sf Christ’s perfect p perfect priestly woriestly work (Heb. 7rk (Heb. 7:19; 10:1):177:19; 10:17:19; 10:1). Perfect). Perfection is alsion is also understoo understood in termod in terms of maturs of maturity, definity, defined as livied as living and grong andng and growinand growing in the pg in the power of thower of the cross ane cross and resurrecd resurrection of Chtion of Christ (Rom.rist (Rom. 12:2; 1 C 12:2; 1 Cor. 2:6; 1oCCor. 2:6; Cor. 2:6; 14:20; Eph14:20; Eph. 4:13; Ph. 4:13; Phil. 3:15).il. 3:15). Persevera Perseverance is thunce is thus crucial s crucial for progrefor progressing in mssing inssing in maturitin maturity and perfy and perfection (Jaection (Jas. 1:4), as. 1:4), and producind producing this mang this maturity is turity is the goal othe goal of Paul’s af Paulf Paul’s apoPaul’s apostolic minstolic ministry (Colistry (Col. 1:28). P. 1:28). Perfection erfection also entaialso entails an ethils an ethical componcal component. This ent. Tent. This is clThis is clear in Matear in Matt. 5:48, wt. 5:48, where beliehere believers are cvers are commanded tommanded to be perfeo be perfect as God ct as God is perfectisis perfectis perfect. The imme. The immediate contdiate context suggesext suggests that thts that the focus ofe focus of this perf this perfection is ection is love. Belilove.love. Belilove. Believers mustevers must love all  love all persons aspersons as God loves God loves them. The them. The love of G love of God for humod for humanity, demahumhumanity, humanity, demonstratdemonstrated in the ed in the sacrifice sacrifice of Christ,of Christ, is the fo is the foundation oundation of the Chrif the Christian’s abstianChriChristian’Christian’s ability s ability to love Goto love God and one d and one another ananother and thereby d thereby be perfectbe perfected in divied in divine love (1ne dividivine lovdivine love (1 John e (1 John 2:5; 4:12,2:5; 4:12, 18). The  18). The path to pepath to perfection irfection is obediencs obedience to the ce to the commandmentommccommandmencommandment to love t to love God and neGod and neighbor comighbor completely (Mpletely (Mark 12:30-ark 12:30-31). Love 31). Love is the bonis the is the bond tthe bond through whihrough which all othch all other Christier Christian virtuesan virtues are perfe are perfected (Col.cted (Col. 3:14). 3:14). 3:14).

In the NT perfection is understood positionally. Christians stand perfect in 
relation to God as partakers of the divine nature (2 Pet. 1:4). They are given the 
Spirit and embrace God’s wisdom in Christ crucified (1 Cor. 2:6-16) and are 
enabled to appear before God by virtue of Christ’s perfect priestly work (Heb. 
7:19; 10:1). Perfection is also understood in terms of maturity, defined as living 
and growing in the power of the cross and resurrection of Christ (Rom. 12:2; 1 



Cor. 2:6; 14:20; Eph. 4:13; Phil. 3:15). Perseverance is thus crucial for progressing 
in maturity and perfection (Jas. 1:4), and producing this maturity is the goal of 
Paul’s apostolic ministry (Col. 1:28). Perfection also entails an ethical component. 
This is clear in Matt. 5:48, where believers are commanded to be perfect as God 
is perfect. The immediate context suggests that the focus of this perfection is 
love. Believers must love all persons as God loves them. The love of God for 
humanity, demonstrated in the sacrifice of Christ, is the foundation of the 
Christian’s ability to love God and one another and thereby be perfected in 
divine love (1 John 2:5; 4:12, 18). The path to perfection is obedience to the 
commandment to love God and neighbor completely (Mark 12:30-31). Love is 
the bond through which all other Christian virtues are perfected (Col. 3:14).

�PerfectionPerfection is relate is related to sanctd to sanctification,ification, suggestin suggesting that relg that relative perfative perfection is ection is presently prepresently presently attainableattainable. While ab. While absolute sinsolute sinless perfeless perfection is action is available ovailable only in etenly in eternity, perrnity, prnity, perfectionperfection in the pr in the present is aesent is a goal wort goal worthy of aspihy of aspiration (Phration (Phil. 3:12-1il. 3:12-15). Paul’s5). Paul’s dictum in dictum dictum in dictum in Phil. 3:16Phil. 3:16 is progra is programmatic: “Ommatic: “Only let usnly let us live up t live up to what we o what we have alreahave already attainedy ady attained” attained” (NIV).(NIV).(NIV).

Perfection is related to sanctification, suggesting that relative perfection is 
presently attainable. While absolute sinless perfection is available only in eternity, 
perfection in the present is a goal worthy of aspiration (Phil. 3:12-15). Paul’s 
dictum in Phil. 3:16 is programmatic: “Only let us live up to what we have already 
attained” (NIV).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. H. K. La RH. K. La Rondelle, ondelle, PerfectionPerfection and Perfe and Perfectionismctionism (Berrien  (Berrien Springs, 1SpringsSprings, 1Springs, 1971).971).971).

Bibliography. H. K. La Rondelle, Perfection and Perfectionism (Berrien 
Springs, 1971).

Jeffrey S.Jeffrey S. Lamp Lamp

Jeffrey S. Lamp

PERFUMEPERFUMEPERFUME

PERFUME

Perfumes, Perfumes, liquid, geliquid, gelatinous, latinous, or dry subor dry substances knstances known for thown for their aromateir aromatic qualitiic qualities, play aes, pes, play an implay an important paportant part in the rt in the economic, economic, social, ansocial, and religioud religious culture s culture of the ancof the ancient, biblient, ancancient, bancient, biblical woiblical world. Wordsrld. Words translate translated by “perfd by “perfume” come ume” come from the Hfrom the Hebrew rootebrew roebrew root root raœqah�,raœqah�, “to prepa “to prepare perfumere perfume,” and are,” and are associate associated with incd with incense and oense and ointment asintmoointment aointment as well. Mos well. Most perfumest perfumes were ders were derivatives oivatives of plants, f plants, while a fewhile a few were extw were extracts fromraextextracts fextracts from animalrom animals. Most sos. Most sources of purces of perfume camerfume came to Canaae to Canaan through n through trade routtrade rotrade routes aloroutes along the Ferng the Fertile Cresctile Crescent and inent and include suchclude such substance substances as franks as frankincense anincense and myrrh frd anand myrrh and myrrh from Arabifrom Arabia, nard fra, nard from Nepal, om Nepal, aloes and aloes and saffron frsaffron from India, om India, cinnamon fcinnamon from Sri Larffrom Sri Lfrom Sri Lanka, and anka, and onycha, deonycha, derived fromrived from a Red Sea a Red Sea mollusk.  mollusk. Trade in pTrade in perfumes anerfumes anerfumes and spicesand spices became a  became a significansignificant part of t part of the economthe economy of the ay of the ancient Neancient Near East andr East and the Greco t the Greco-the Greco-Roman worlRoman world.d.d.

Perfumes, liquid, gelatinous, or dry substances known for their aromatic qualities, 
play an important part in the economic, social, and religious culture of the 
ancient, biblical world. Words translated by “perfume” come from the Hebrew 
root raœqah�,  “to prepare perfume,” and are associated with incense and 
ointment as well. Most perfumes were derivatives of plants, while a few were 
extracts from animals. Most sources of perfume came to Canaan through trade 
routes along the Fertile Crescent and include such substances as frankincense 
and myrrh from Arabia, nard from Nepal, aloes and saffron from India, cinnamon 
from Sri Lanka, and onycha, derived from a Red Sea mollusk. Trade in perfumes 
and spices became a significant part of the economy of the ancient Near East and 
the Greco-Roman world.

�Those who Those who manufacturmanufactured perfumeed perfumes, called s, called perfumers,perfumers, were ofte were often connecten connected to religd td to religioto religious or prieus or priestly commustly communities. Exnities. Exod. 30:37-od. 30:37-32:35; 37:32:35; 37:29 describ29 describe the scene the scented oils utedscenscented oiscented oils used fols used for anointinr anointing the ark g the ark of the covof the covenant, andenant, and the sacre the sacred objects d objects in the tenin thin the tent othe tent of meeting.f meeting. Perfumers Perfumers extracted extracted essential essential oils from oils from plants, f plants, flowers, anlowers, and fruits, d frud fruits, anfruits, and used gumd used gums, resins,s, resins, spices, a spices, and animal nd animal secretionssecretions in variou in various recipes.s recipes. Packaging Packa Packaging Packaging of perfumeof perfumes ranged fs ranged from a simprom a simple cloth sle cloth satchel to atchel to elaborate elaborate alabaster alabaster jars and pjarjars and pjars and perfume boxerfume boxes. Oils wes. Oils were used tere used to anoint po anoint people as weople as well as objell as objects, whilects, while dry mixte de dry mixturdry mixtures were bues were burned as inrned as incense at scense at sacrifices acrifices and in sanand in sanctuaries.ctuaries.ctuaries.

Those who manufactured perfumes, called perfumers, were often connected 
to religious or priestly communities. Exod. 30:37-32:35; 37:29 describe the 
scented oils used for anointing the ark of the covenant, and the sacred objects in 
the tent of meeting. Perfumers extracted essential oils from plants, flowers, and 
fruits, and used gums, resins, spices, and animal secretions in various recipes. 
Packaging of perfumes ranged from a simple cloth satchel to elaborate alabaster 
jars and perfume boxes. Oils were used to anoint people as well as objects, while 
dry mixtures were burned as incense at sacrifices and in sanctuaries.



�In additioIn addition to commun to community relignity religious ceremious ceremonies, peronies, perfumed oilsfumed oils and balms and balms were used were were used were used for a varifor a variety of medety of medical purpoical purposes. In deses. In desert climasert climates, ointmtes, ointments proteents protected the scteproteprotected protected the skin athe skin against thegainst the harsh, ar harsh, arid conditiid conditions, whileons, while oils were oils were poured in poured into wounds to wto wounds to wounds to facilitatefacilitate closure a closure and stem innd stem infections. fections. Myrrh mixeMyrrh mixed with wind with wine was givee was given to Jesusngivegiven to Jgiven to Jesus as anesus as an anestheti anesthetic during hc during his crucifiis crucifixion (Johnxion (John 19:39). F 19:39). Further, maurther, many ancientny anny ancient Neancient Near Easternar Easterners used pers used perfumes aserfumes as part of t part of their deathheir death and funer and funeral ritualsal rituals, in embal, in, in embalmiin embalming or cremng or cremation.ation.ation.

In addition to community religious ceremonies, perfumed oils and balms 
were used for a variety of medical purposes. In desert climates, ointments 
protected the skin against the harsh, arid conditions, while oils were poured into 
wounds to facilitate closure and stem infections. Myrrh mixed with wine was 
given to Jesus as an anesthetic during his crucifixion (John 19:39). Further, many 
ancient Near Easterners used perfumes as part of their death and funeral rituals, 
in embalming or cremation.

�Perfumes wPerfumes were also uere also used in socsed in social, seculial, secular situatiar situations. In thons. In the Greco-Roe Greco-Roman world,man woman world, indworld, individuals uividuals used scentesed scented oils aftd oils after bathinger bathing or partic or participation inipation in athletic  athletic contests, contestcontests, contests, often to coften to counteract ounteract body odorsbody odors. Perfumed. Perfumed sachets w sachets were worn oere worn or carried r carriedr carried wicarried with clothesth clothes for perso for personal use ornal use or were chew were chewed to sweeed to sweeten one’s ten one’s breath. Pebreath. Pebreath. Perfumes wPerfumes were used bere used by both meny both men and women and women for cosme for cosmetic purpostic purposes, to inces, to increase attrrease arease attractiveattractiveness and dness and demonstrateemonstrate social or social or economic  economic status. Plstatus. Pliny notes iny notes that guestthat guests, arrivins, as, arriving farriving for dinner or dinner parties, hparties, had their had their hands and fands and feet bathedeet bathed and perfu and perfumed beforemed before coming in co coming intcoming into a banqueo a banquet hall. Tht hall. The anointine anointing of Jesusg of Jesus at Bethan at Bethany (Mark 14y (Mark 14:3) may in:3) may indicate thidicinindicate tindicate this practihis practice among 1ce among 1st-centuryst-century  C.E.C.E. Jews, and Jews, and was seen  was seen as an act as an act of hospitaof hospitof hospitalithospitality and kindy and kindness. Perfness. Perfumes were umes were associatedassociated with the  with the pleasure opleasure of life andf life and were used we were used were used to give frto give fragrance toagrance to furniture furniture such as s such as sofas and wofas and wedding bededding beds.s.s.

Perfumes were also used in social, secular situations. In the Greco-Roman 
world, individuals used scented oils after bathing or participation in athletic 
contests, often to counteract body odors. Perfumed sachets were worn or 
carried with clothes for personal use or were chewed to sweeten one’s breath. 
Perfumes were used by both men and women for cosmetic purposes, to increase 
attractiveness and demonstrate social or economic status. Pliny notes that guests, 
arriving for dinner parties, had their hands and feet bathed and perfumed before 
coming into a banquet hall. The anointing of Jesus at Bethany (Mark 14:3) may 
indicate this practice among 1st-century C.E. Jews, and was seen as an act of 
hospitality and kindness. Perfumes were associated with the pleasure of life and 
were used to give fragrance to furniture such as sofas and wedding beds.

Joseph A. Joseph A. CorayCoray

Joseph A. Coray

PERGAPERGA (Gk.  (Gk. PérgeäPérgeä)))

PERGA (Gk. Pérgeä)

A prominenA prominent Greco-Rot Greco-Roman city lman city located neaocated near the Cestr the Cestrus River rus River in the regin the region of Pamion of Paion of Pamphylia Pamphylia (cf. Strab(cf. Strabo o Geog.Geog. 14.4.2),  14.4.2), ca. 12 km.ca. 12 km. (8 mi.) N (8 mi.) N of the Me of the Mediterraneaditerranean coast inn coasn coast in scoast in southern Asouthern Asia Minor. ia Minor. Important Important roads led roads led north fromnorth from the city  the city into the iinto the interior ofnteiinterior ointerior of Asia Minf Asia Minor. The pror. The prosperity oosperity of the cityf the city (whose pa (whose patron deitytron deity was Artem was Artemis) can stisArtemArtemis) cArtemis) can still ban still be witnessee witnessed in the id in the impressive mpressive architectuarchitectural remainral remains, which is, which include a sncluiinclude a include a stadium, tstadium, theater, Roheater, Roman baths,man baths, and a gym and a gymnasium dednasium dedicated to icated to the emperothe emperthe emperor Clemperor Claudius.audius.audius.

A prominent Greco-Roman city located near the Cestrus River in the region of 
Pamphylia (cf. Strabo Geog. 14.4.2), ca. 12 km. (8 mi.) N of the Mediterranean 
coast in southern Asia Minor. Important roads led north from the city into the 
interior of Asia Minor. The prosperity of the city (whose patron deity was 
Artemis) can still be witnessed in the impressive architectural remains, which 
include a stadium, theater, Roman baths, and a gymnasium dedicated to the 
emperor Claudius.

�After preaAfter preaching on Cching on Cyprus duriyprus during his firng his first missionst missionary journeary journey, Paul say, Paul sailed from iled fromiled from Paphofrom Paphos to Pergas to Perga, through , through which he pwhich he passed on hassed on his way to is way to Pisidian APisidian Antioch in ntioch in Galatia. AGGalatia. AGalatia. At this poit this point John Mant John Mark left hirk left his company s company (Acts 13:1(Acts 13:13-14). At 3-14). At the end ofthe end of this jour thi this journthis journey, Paul aey, Paul and Barnaband Barnabas returneds returned to Perga  to Perga to preach to preach before saibefore sailing from ling from the nearbythethe nearbythe nearby coastal c coastal city of Attity of Attalia back alia back to Syrian to Syrian Antioch (AAntioch (Acts 14:24-cts 14:24-26).26).26).

After preaching on Cyprus during his first missionary journey, Paul sailed 
from Paphos to Perga, through which he passed on his way to Pisidian Antioch in 
Galatia. At this point John Mark left his company (Acts 13:13-14). At the end of 
this journey, Paul and Barnabas returned to Perga to preach before sailing from 
the nearby coastal city of Attalia back to Syrian Antioch (Acts 14:24-26).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. Magie, D. Magie, Roman RuleRoman Rule in Asia M in Asia Minor.inor. 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (1950, repr1950, repr. New York. New . New York, New York, 1975); A. 1975); A. M. Mansel M. Mansel and A. Akaand A. Akarca, rca, ExcavationExcavations and Reses and Researches at arches at PergePerge (Ankara,  PergePerge (AnkPerge (Ankara, 1949)ara, 1949)...

Bibliography. D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor. 2 vols. (1950, repr. 
New York, 1975); A. M. Mansel and A. Akarca, Excavations and Researches at 
Perge (Ankara, 1949).

Philip A. Philip A. HarlandHarland
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PERGAMUMPERGAMUM (Gk.  (Gk. PeäírgamosPeäírgamos, Peäírgam, Peäírgamonon)))

PERGAMUM (Gk. Peäírgamos, Peäírgamon)

A city in A city in western Aswestern Asia Minor lia Minor listed amonisted among the seveg the seven churchesn churches of Rev. 1 of Rev. 1:11 (also :11 (also 2:12–17). 2:12:12–17). 2:12–17). Located 24Located 24 km. (15 m km. (15 mi.) from ti.) from the Aegean he Aegean Sea and 11Sea and 113 km. (70 3 km. (70 mi.) N of mi.) N ofmi.) N of Smyrna,of Smyrna, Pergamum  Pergamum was a famowas a famous and impus and important citortant city that enjy that enjoyed a ricoyed a rich history h history h history frhistory from the 3rdom the 3rd century  century B.C.B.C. to the 4t to the 4th century h century A.D.A.D. Its acrop Its acropolis was lolis was located strocated llocated stlocated strategicallrategically atop a sy atop a steep cliffteep cliff nearly 39 nearly 396 m. (13006 m. (1300 ft.) abov ft.) above the Caice the Caicus River, us Riveus River, givRiver, giving it an ing it an excellent excellent view of thview of the Bay of Le Bay of Lesbos. Ancesbos. Ancient Greekient Greek kingdoms  kingdoms based theibasbased theibased their power her power here as a mere as a means of conans of controlling vtrolling vast regionast regions and as as and as a refuge du refuge during assaurinduduring assduring assault. Withault. With the conqu the conquest of Aleest of Alexander thexander the Great (33 Great (334 4 B.C.B.C.) Pergamum) Pergamum rose in p ro rose in prrose in prominence aominence as a major s a major military amilitary and politicnd political center.al center.

A city in western Asia Minor listed among the seven churches of Rev. 1:11 (also 



2:12–17). Located 24 km. (15 mi.) from the Aegean Sea and 113 km. (70 mi.) N 
of Smyrna, Pergamum was a famous and important city that enjoyed a rich 
history from the 3rd century B.C. to the 4th century A.D. Its acropolis was 
located strategically atop a steep cliff nearly 396 m. (1300 ft.) above the Caicus 
River, giving it an excellent view of the Bay of Lesbos. Ancient Greek kingdoms 
based their power here as a means of controlling vast regions and as a refuge 
during assault. With the conquest of Alexander the Great (334 B.C.) Pergamum 
rose in prominence as a major military and political center.

�Rome conquRome conquered the aered the area in 133rea in 133  B.C.B.C. Pergamum  Pergamum became thebecame the chief cit chief city of Asia,y of Asiay of Asia, locuAsia, locus of the bs of the beginnings eginnings of the impof the imperial culterial cult in the ea in the east and a cst and a continued continued center of ienterccenter of center of intellectuintellectual and ecoal and economic inflnomic influence. In uence. In 88 88 B.C.B.C. Pergamum  Pergamum joined a rjoined a revolt agaievolt rrevolt agarevolt against Rome,inst Rome, prompting prompting Antony to Antony to give its  give its beloved libeloved library to rbrary to rival Alexaival Alexandria. SinndAlexaAlexandriaAlexandria. Since 35. Since 350 Pergamum0 Pergamum was also  was also known for known for its worshiits worship of Asklep of Asklepios, god pios, godpios, god of heagod of healing, and ling, and many came many came to visit ito visit its ts asclepium,asclepium, or healin or healing sanctuarg sanctuary.y.y.

Rome conquered the area in 133 B.C. Pergamum became the chief city of 
Asia, locus of the beginnings of the imperial cult in the east and a continued 
center of intellectual and economic influence. In 88 B.C. Pergamum joined a 
revolt against Rome, prompting Antony to give its beloved library to rival 
Alexandria. Since 350 Pergamum was also known for its worship of Asklepios, 
god of healing, and many came to visit its asclepium, or healing sanctuary.

�When John When John wrote the wrote the book of Rebook of Revelation, velation, Pergamum hPergamum had been a ad been a major seatmajor seat of govern o of governmof government for 40ent for 400 years. E0 years. Evidence ofvidence of a Jewish  a Jewish community community can be foucan be found in litend in literary sourcrliteliterary sliterary sources. Thources. The Christiae Christian church pn church probably derobably developed heveloped here during re during Paul’s twoPaul’s two-year stay-twotwo-year stwo-year stay in Ephtay in Ephesus. Johnesus. John’s letter ’s letter commends tcommends the church he church for its pefor its perseverancerseverance — particu perseveranceperseveranperseverance — partice — particularly incularly in light of  light of its life “its life “where Satawhere Satan’s thronen’s throne is” (Rev. is” (Rev. 2:13), pe 2:13) 2:13), per2:13), perhaps a refhaps a reference to erence to the templethe temple of Zeus o of Zeus or Asklepior Asklepios. John als. John also warns aso warns against “thgaaagainst “tagainst “the Nicolaihe Nicolaitans” (Revtans” (Rev. 2:15), a. 2:15), apparently pparently a sect thaa sect that had urget had urged a comprod a compromise with miscomprocompromisecompromise with paga with paganism (cf. nism (cf. 2 Pet. 2:12 Pet. 2:15; Jude 115; Jude 11).).).

When John wrote the book of Revelation, Pergamum had been a major seat 
of government for 400 years. Evidence of a Jewish community can be found in 
literary sources. The Christian church probably developed here during Paul’s 
two-year stay in Ephesus. John’s letter commends the church for its 
perseverance — particularly in light of its life “where Satan’s throne is” (Rev. 
2:13), perhaps a reference to the temple of Zeus or Asklepios. John also warns 
against “the Nicolaitans” (Rev. 2:15), apparently a sect that had urged a 
compromise with paganism (cf. 2 Pet. 2:15; Jude 11).

�Examples oExamples of the cityf the city’s magnifi’s magnificence are cence are its 12 m. its 12 m. (40 ft.) h(40 ft.) high altar igh altar to Zeus, ito Zeus, its numeroutsiits numeroits numerous templesus temples, theater,, theater, enlarged  enlarged agora, andagora, and library ( library (200 thousa200 thousand scrollsnd scrolls), making ), m), making it making it an importaan important intellent intellectual centctual center in antier in antiquity.quity.quity.

Examples of the city’s magnificence are its 12 m. (40 ft.) high altar to Zeus, 
its numerous temples, theater, enlarged agora, and library (200 thousand scrolls), 
making it an important intellectual center in antiquity.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. M. BlaiE. M. Blaiklock, klock, Cities of Cities of the New Tethe New Testamentstament (London,  (London, 1965), 1031965), 101965), 103–6; C. 103–6; C. Foss, “ArcFoss, “Archaeology ahaeology and the ‘Twnd the ‘Twenty Citieenty Cities’ of Byzas’ of Byzantine Asiantine Asia,” ,” AJAAJA 81 (1977) 81 (1 81 (1977): 46(1977): 469–86; C. H9–86; C. Hemer, emer, The LetterThe Letters to the Ss to the Seven Churceven Churches of Asihes of Asia in Theira in Their Local Set Local Set Local Setting.Setting. JSNTSup 1 JSNTSup 11 (1986, r1 (1986, repr. Grandepr. Grand Rapids, 2 Rapids, 2000); J. M000); J. McRay, cRay, ArchaeologArchaeology and the y and they and the New Tethe New Testamentstament (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1991pids, 1991).).).

Bibliography. E. M. Blaiklock, Cities of the New Testament (London, 1965), 
103–6; C. Foss, “Archaeology and the ‘Twenty Cities’ of Byzantine Asia,” AJA 81 
(1977): 469–86; C. Hemer, The Letters to the Seven Churches of Asia in Their Local 
Setting. JSNTSup 11 (1986, repr. Grand Rapids, 2000); J. McRay, Archaeology and 
the New Testament (Grand Rapids, 1991).
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PERIDAPERIDA (Heb.  (Heb. peïriîd�aœpeïriîd�aœ}}) (also PE) (also PERUDA)RUDA)RUDA)

PERIDA (Heb. peïriîd�aœ} ) (also PERUDA)

The head oThe head of a familyf a family or guild  or guild of Solomonof Solomon’s servant’s servants who retus who returned from rned from exile withexile with Zerubbabe withwith Zerubwith Zerubbabel (Nehbabel (Neh. 7:57). I. 7:57). In the paran the parallel accoullel account (Ezra 2nt (Ezra 2:55) the n:55) the name occursame occurs as Peruda a as Peruda.as Peruda.

The head of a family or guild of Solomon’s servants who returned from exile 
with Zerubbabel (Neh. 7:57). In the parallel account (Ezra 2:55) the name occurs 
as Peruda.

PERIZZITESPERIZZITES (Heb.  (Heb. peïrizziîpeïrizziî)))

PERIZZITES (Heb. peïrizziî)

A populatiA population group oon group occupying Pccupying Palestine falestine from patriarom patriarchal timerchal times, encounts, encountered by thered by the emergingeththe emergithe emerging nation ng nation of Israel.of Israel. A plausib A plausible etymolole etymology links Pgy links Perizzite terizzite to Heb. o Heb. peïraœzo®npeïraœpeïraœzo®npeïraœzo®n,, “rural pe “rural person.” In rson.” In such case,such case, the Periz the Perizzites woulzites would originald originally have bely have bely have been countbeen country folks ary folks as opposed s opposed to city dwto city dwellers (Juellers (Judg. 1:4-5)dg. 1:4-5). The trem. The tremendous incendous increase in treincincrease iincrease in the numbn the number of smaler of small villagesl villages in the Ci in the Cisjordaniansjordanian highlands highlands by the Ir by the Iron Age I pon Agon Age I periAge I period may relod may relate to theate to the existence existence of the Pe of the Perizzites arizzites and their nnd their name. Apparame. Apparently the enApparApparentlyApparently the term  the term Perizzite Perizzite eventuallyeventually shifted f shifted from primarrom primarily designily designating a soating a social categcial sosocial catsocial category to megory to more often ore often indicatingindicating an ethnic an ethnic group — s group — specificallpecifically in the ly in the lists of prists oists of pre-Isrof pre-Israelite peoaelite peoples (e.g.ples (e.g., Neh. 9:8, Neh. 9:8). Josh. 1). Josh. 11:3 locate1:3 locates the Peris the Perizzites amozzites among the higng theng the highlathe highlands of Cannds of Canaan, whileaan, while 17:15 pla 17:15 places with gces with greater prereater precision thicision this people’ss people’s central h cen central hocentral home in the me in the forested hforested hill countrill country of Samary of Samaria, where ia, where Ephraim anEphraim and Manassehd Manassehd Manasseh lManasseh later settlater settled.ed.ed.

A population group occupying Palestine from patriarchal times, encountered by 
the emerging nation of Israel. A plausible etymology links Perizzite to Heb. 



peïraœzo®n, “rural person.” In such case, the Perizzites would originally have 
been country folks as opposed to city dwellers (Judg. 1:4-5). The tremendous 
increase in the number of small villages in the Cisjordanian highlands by the Iron 
Age I period may relate to the existence of the Perizzites and their name. 
Apparently the term Perizzite eventually shifted from primarily designating a 
social category to more often indicating an ethnic group — specifically in the lists 
of pre-Israelite peoples (e.g., Neh. 9:8). Josh. 11:3 locates the Perizzites among 
the highlands of Canaan, while 17:15 places with greater precision this people’s 
central home in the forested hill country of Samaria, where Ephraim and 
Manasseh later settled.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. C. HostE. C. Hostetter, etter, Nations MiNations Mightier andghtier and More Nume More Numerous: The rous: The Biblical VBiblBiblical VBiblical View of Paliew of Palestine’s Pestine’s Pre-Israelire-Israelite Peopleste Peoples.. BIBAL DS  BIBAL DS 3 (Fort Wo3 (Fort Worth, 1995)rth, 1995), 80–83., 80–8, 80–83.80–83.80–83.

Bibliography. E. C. Hostetter, Nations Mightier and More Numerous: The 
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PERSECUTIOPERSECUTIONNN

PERSECUTION

Suffering Suffering imposed onimposed on persons o persons or groups, r groups, a common ta common theme throuheme throughout the ghout the Bible (e.gBible (eBible (e.g., Est(e.g., Esth. 3:6). Gh. 3:6). God’s servaod’s servants frequents frequently facedntly faced oppositio opposition and hostn and hostility (1 Kility (1 Kgs. 18:13;gs. 18:gs. 18:13; Mat18:13; Matt. 23:34-3t. 23:34-37; 1 Thess7; 1 Thess. 2:14-15). 2:14-15). The psal. The psalmists strumists struggled withggled with hostile p hostile pursuers anursuppursuers apursuers and sought nd sought divine deldivine deliverance (iverance (Ps. 7:1, 5Ps. 7:1, 5[MT 2, 6];[MT 2, 6]; 31:15[16] 31:15[16]; 69:26–29; 69:26–29[27–30]). [2769:26–2969:26–29[269:26–29[27–30]). Th7–30]). The prophetse prophets also wres also wrestled with tled with oppositionopposition (cf. Acts (cf. Acts 7:52) and 7:52) and prayed fo andand prayedand prayed for vindi for vindication (Jecation (Jer. 15:15; r. 15:15; 17:18).17:18).17:18).

Suffering imposed on persons or groups, a common theme throughout the Bible 
(e.g., Esth. 3:6). God’s servants frequently faced opposition and hostility (1 Kgs. 
18:13; Matt. 23:34-37; 1 Thess. 2:14-15). The psalmists struggled with hostile 
pursuers and sought divine deliverance (Ps. 7:1, 5[MT 2, 6]; 31:15[16]; 
69:26–29[27–30]). The prophets also wrestled with opposition (cf. Acts 7:52) 
and prayed for vindication (Jer. 15:15; 17:18).

�The intertThe intertestamentalestamental period sa period saw intense w intense suffering suffering inflicted inflicted by Antiochby Antiochus IV Epipus IV Epus IV Epiphanes.Epiphanes. The horri The horrible Maccabble Maccabean martyrean martyrdoms, vividoms, vividly descridly described in 2 Mbed in 2 Macc. 6-7, acc. 6-7, challengedcchallengedchallenged Jews and  Jews and ChristiansChristians to be fai to be faithful.thful.thful.

The intertestamental period saw intense suffering inflicted by Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes. The horrible Maccabean martyrdoms, vividly described in 2 Macc. 6-7, 
challenged Jews and Christians to be faithful.

�The NT conThe NT contains freqtains frequent referuent references to pences to persecutionersecution (Mark 10: (Mark 10:30; Luke 130; Luke 11:49-51; G1:49111:49-51; 11:49-51; Gal. 6:12)Gal. 6:12). Jesus wa. Jesus was persecuts persecuted (Luke 4ed (Luke 4:29; John :29; John 5:16) and 5:16) and suffered msuffered mocking, beocmmocking, bmocking, beating, aneating, and crucifixd crucifixion. He toion. He told his folld his followers to lowers to expect simexpect similar treatilar treatment (Mattmenttreattreatment treatment (Matt. 10:(Matt. 10:23; 24:9; 23; 24:9; Mark 13:9;Mark 13:9; Luke 21:1 Luke 21:12; John 152; John 15:20; 16:2):20; 16:2). These oc. These occasions wecaococcasions occasions were not twere not to be feareo be feared, for thed, for the Holy Spir Holy Spirit would git would give them cive them courage (Luourage (Luke 12:11-1k(Lu(Luke 12:1(Luke 12:11-12; 21:11-12; 21:15; Acts 1:5; Acts 1:8).8).8).

The NT contains frequent references to persecution (Mark 10:30; Luke 
11:49-51; Gal. 6:12). Jesus was persecuted (Luke 4:29; John 5:16) and suffered 
mocking, beating, and crucifixion. He told his followers to expect similar 
treatment (Matt. 10:23; 24:9; Mark 13:9; Luke 21:12; John 15:20; 16:2). These 
occasions were not to be feared, for the Holy Spirit would give them courage 
(Luke 12:11-12; 21:15; Acts 1:8).

�PersecutioPersecution continuen continued in the ed in the early Churcarly Church (Acts 5:h (Acts 5:17-42; 8:117-42; 8:1; 11:19; 1; 11:19; 13:50; 14:13:50; 143:50; 14:19; 16:14:19; 16:19-24); no19-24); note the milte the militant pre-itant pre-Christian Christian activitiesactivities of Saul o of Saul of Tarsus (f Tarsus (8:3; 9:1–18:3; 9:18:3; 9:1–13; 229:1–13; 22:4–8; 26:9:4–8; 26:9–15). Hero–15). Herod Agrippa d Agrippa I put JameI put James to deaths to death (Acts 12: (Acts 12:2), Stephe2), Stephen was martnStepheStephen waStephen was martyreds martyred (7:54—8:1 (7:54—8:1a), and Cha), and Christians wristians were persecere persecuted by thuted by the emperorse empere emperors Nemperors Nero and Doero and Domitian. Nemitian. Neverthelessvertheless the Spiri the Spirit would emt would empower discpower disciples to biples toiples to bear wito bear witness in stness in such unpromuch unpromising circising circumstances umstances (Acts 2:4;(Acts 2:4; 4:8-13; 6 4:8-13; 6:10; 7:55):10; 7:55)...

Persecution continued in the early Church (Acts 5:17-42; 8:1; 11:19; 13:50; 
14:19; 16:19-24); note the militant pre-Christian activities of Saul of Tarsus (8:3; 
9:1–13; 22:4–8; 26:9–15). Herod Agrippa I put James to death (Acts 12:2), 
Stephen was martyred (7:54—8:1a), and Christians were persecuted by the 
emperors Nero and Domitian. Nevertheless the Spirit would empower disciples 
to bear witness in such unpromising circumstances (Acts 2:4; 4:8-13; 6:10; 7:55).

�Paul wrotePaul wrote of his sh of his shame for haame for having perseving persecuted disccuted disciples (1 Ciples (1 Cor. 15:9; or. 15:9; Gal. 1:13,Gal. 1:13Gal. 1:13, 23; 1:13, 23; Phil. 3:6;Phil. 3:6; cf. 1 Tim cf. 1 Tim. 1:13) an. 1:13) and counseled counseled Christiad Christians to blesns to bless those whs those who persecuto pero persecute persecute them (Rom.them (Rom. 12:14; 1  12:14; 1 Cor. 4:12-Cor. 4:12-13). Paul 13). Paul declared tdeclared that the rehat the resources hesources he had disco hehe had dishe had discovered incovered in Christ en Christ enabled beliabled believers to cevers to cope with aope with any form ofny form of persecuti persecution (Rom. 8opersecutipersecutiopersecution (Rom. 8:n (Rom. 8:31-39). He31-39). He mentioned mentioned his own p his own persecutionersecutions to encous to encourage them rage therage them in fathem in facing theircing theirs (2 Cor. s (2 Cor. 1:5-7; 4:81:5-7; 4:8-12; 12:10-12; 12:10; cf. 2 Th; cf. 2 Thess. 1:4; ess. 1:4; 2 Tim. 3:12 Tim. 3:11-12).1-12).1-12).

Paul wrote of his shame for having persecuted disciples (1 Cor. 15:9; Gal. 
1:13, 23; Phil. 3:6; cf. 1 Tim. 1:13) and counseled Christians to bless those who 
persecute them (Rom. 12:14; 1 Cor. 4:12-13). Paul declared that the resources 



he had discovered in Christ enabled believers to cope with any form of 
persecution (Rom. 8:31-39). He mentioned his own persecutions to encourage 
them in facing theirs (2 Cor. 1:5-7; 4:8-12; 12:10; cf. 2 Thess. 1:4; 2 Tim. 3:11-12).

�1 Peter re1 Peter recalled thecalled the example o example of Christ’sf Christ’s suffering suffering to streng to strengthen beliethen believers who fvers whovers who faced who faced persecutiopersecution and socin and social ostracial ostracism (1 Pet.sm (1 Pet. 2:18-25;  2:18-25; 3:13-18; 43:13-18; 4:1-2, 12-1:1-2, 12-19). Simila9). 12-112-19). Si12-19). Similarly, Hmilarly, Hebrews remebrews reminded readinded readers to takers to take encourage encouragement in fement in facing persacing persacing persecutiopersecution from then from the example o example of Jesus anf Jesus and other hed other heroes of faroes of faith (Heb. ith (Heb. 12:1-4; 1112:1-4; 11:4-40). Jo:41111:4-40). 11:4-40). John likewJohn likewise calledise called Christian Christians to follos to follow Jesus, “w Jesus, “the faithfthe faithful and truul and true witness”e witnee witness” (witness” (Rev. 1:5; Rev. 1:5; 3:14). Ant3:14). Antipas had aipas had already suflready suffered martfered martyrdom (Revyrdom (Rev. 2:13), a. 2:13), and others nd aand othersand others might fac might face similar e similar persecutiopersecution. Howevern. However, they wou, they would overcomld overcome the demoe the deme the demonic fodemonic forces by usrces by using the saing the same spiritume spiritual weaponsal weapons which Chr which Christ had usist had used (Rev. 1ed (Rev. 1ed (Rev. 12:11; 17:12:11; 17:14; 21:7).14; 21:7).

1 Peter recalled the example of Christ’s suffering to strengthen believers 
who faced persecution and social ostracism (1 Pet. 2:18-25; 3:13-18; 4:1-2, 
12-19). Similarly, Hebrews reminded readers to take encouragement in facing 
persecution from the example of Jesus and other heroes of faith (Heb. 12:1-4; 
11:4-40). John likewise called Christians to follow Jesus, “the faithful and true 
witness” (Rev. 1:5; 3:14). Antipas had already suffered martyrdom (Rev. 2:13), 
and others might face similar persecution. However, they would overcome the 
demonic forces by using the same spiritual weapons which Christ had used (Rev. 
12:11; 17:14; 21:7).

�PersecutioPersecution is takenn is taken seriously seriously in the Bi in the Bible, and tble, and the righteohe righteous are tolus are told to expecd to expecd to expect it expect it (2 Tim. 3:(2 Tim. 3:12). Despi12). Despite its paite its painfulness, nfulness, persecutiopersecution can becon can become a meansme a means of blessi of of blessinof blessing to thoseg to those who handl who handle it in the it in the right mae right manner (Mattnner (Matt. 5:10-12;. 5:10-12; 1 Pet. 4: 1 Pet. 4:12-14).12-14:4:12-14).4:12-14).4:12-14).

Persecution is taken seriously in the Bible, and the righteous are told to 
expect it (2 Tim. 3:12). Despite its painfulness, persecution can become a means 
of blessing to those who handle it in the right manner (Matt. 5:10-12; 1 Pet. 
4:12-14).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. Ebel anG. Ebel and R. Schipd R. Schippers, “Perpers, “Persecution, secution, TribulatioTribulation, Afflictn, Affliction” ionAfflictAfflictionAffliction” ” NIDNTTNIDNTT 2 (Grand  2 (Grand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1976): 805–976): 805–9; C. G. Kr; C. G. Kruse, “Affluse, “Afflictions, Tictions, Trials, Harrials,TTrials, HaTrials, Hardships,” rdships,” in in DictionaryDictionary of Paul a of Paul and His Letnd His Letters,ters, ed. G. Ha ed. G. Hawthorne, Rwthorne, R. P. Marti. P. Mart. P. Martin, anMartin, and D. G. Red D. G. Reid (Downerid (Downers Grove, 1s Grove, 1993), 18–2993), 18–20.0.0.

Bibliography. G. Ebel and R. Schippers, “Persecution, Tribulation, 
Affliction” NIDNTT 2 (Grand Rapids, 1976): 805–9; C. G. Kruse, “Afflictions, 
Trials, Hardships,” in Dictionary of Paul and His Letters, ed. G. Hawthorne, R. P. 
Martin, and D. G. Reid (Downers Grove, 1993), 18–20.
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PERSEPOLISPERSEPOLIS (Gk.  (Gk. PersépolisPersépolis)))

PERSEPOLIS (Gk. Persépolis)

An AchaemeAn Achaemenid royal nid royal capital (acapital (along with long with Babylon, SBabylon, Susa, and Eusa, and Ecbatana) ucbatana) until the entil the end of the ndeend of theend of the Achaemeni Achaemenid Empire id Empire in 330 n 330 B.C.B.C. Its Old P Its Old Persian namersian name was Parse was Parsa, meaninga, meanina, meaning “Pmeaning “Persian,” hersian,” hence “cityence “city of the Pe of the Persians.” Trsians.” The modern he modern site is Tasite is Takht-i Jamskht-i Jamshid, locathidJamsJamshid, lJamshid, located NE ocated NE of Shiraz of Shiraz in the Marin the Marvdasht Plavdasht Plain of the in of the Zagros MouZagros Mountains. Montains. Most of the sMoMost of thMost of the excavatee excavated portion d portion of Persepoof Persepolis was bulis was built from 5ilt from 500 to 460.00 to 460. In partic In particular, Persulaparticparticularparticular, Persepol, Persepolis was theis was the center of center of ceremonia ceremonial display l display for the emfor the empire. It mpire. It must be empust mmust be emmust be emphasized, phasized, however, thowever, that much ohat much of the sitef the site — includi — including other png other palatial stalatial structures aruststructuresstructures and the n and the nonroyal seonroyal settlement —ttlement — has not y has not yet been exet been excavated ancavated and would prd would pd would presumablypresumably show both show both earlier a earlier and later ond later occupation.ccupation. The royal The royal tombs at  tombs at Naqsh-i RuNaqsh-i RuNaqsh-i Rustam, whRustam, where four Aere four Achaemenid chaemenid rulers werrulers were buried, e buried, is within is within 6 km. (3.76 km. (3.7 mi.) of P mi.) of Persepolis ePPersepolisPersepolis and must  and must be considebe considered part ored part of the settf the settlement arelement area.a.

An Achaemenid royal capital (along with Babylon, Susa, and Ecbatana) until the 
end of the Achaemenid Empire in 330 B.C. Its Old Persian name was Parsa, 
meaning “Persian,” hence “city of the Persians.” The modern site is Takht-i 
Jamshid, located NE of Shiraz in the Marvdasht Plain of the Zagros Mountains. 
Most of the excavated portion of Persepolis was built from 500 to 460. In 
particular, Persepolis was the center of ceremonial display for the empire. It 
must be emphasized, however, that much of the site — including other palatial 
structures and the nonroyal settlement — has not yet been excavated and would 
presumably show both earlier and later occupation. The royal tombs at Naqsh-i 
Rustam, where four Achaemenid rulers were buried, is within 6 km. (3.7 mi.) of 
Persepolis and must be considered part of the settlement area.

Portico ofPortico of the Hall  the Hall of a Hundrof a Hundred Columnsed Columns, audience, audience hall of X hall of Xerxes I aterxes I at Persepoli Persepolis (Courtess (s (Courtesy (Courtesy of the Oriof the Oriental Instental Institute of titute of the Univershe University of Chiity of Chicago)cago)

Portico of the Hall of a Hundred Columns, audience hall of Xerxes I at Persepolis 
(Courtesy of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago)

�The site oThe site of Persepolf Persepolis as presis as presently knowently known consistsn consists of severa of several well-prel well-preserved buiserved bserved buildings,buildings, including including a strikin a striking number og number of standingf standing stone col stone columns with umns with capitals icapitals in the formn then the form othe form of bulls orf bulls or lions. Th lions. The site wase site was noted by  noted by many earlymany early explorers explorers and first and first excavated exc excavated excavated by Ernst Hby Ernst Herzfeld anerzfeld and Erich Scd Erich Schmidt durihmidt during the 193ng the 1930s. Excava0s. Excavation latertion later continued c continued continued under Iranunder Iranian directian directorship. Thorship. The palace ce palace complex is omplex is located onlocated on a stone p a stone platform 14lapplatform 1platform 14 m. (643 4 m. (643 ft.) high ft.) high and providand provided with a ed with a drainage sdrainage system. Darystem. Darius I builius I built a residet a rt a residentiaresidential palace, l palace, an audiencan audience hall (Ape hall (Apadana), anadana), and a treasud a treasury buildinry building. Xerxes g. Xerxes I built a I builI built a labuilt a larger palacrger palace and haree and harem, fortifim, fortification walcation walls includils including the Gatng the Gate of All Ne of All Nations witationsNNations wiNations with a doublth a double stairwaye stairway decorated decorated with reli with relief carvingef carving, and anot, and another audienher audience hall, tceaudienaudience haudience hall, the Hall, the Hall of a Hall of a Hundred Colundred Columns. Subsumns. Subsequent conequent construction struction included aincluded aincluded a palace oa palace of Artaxerxf Artaxerxes I and aes I and an expansion expansion of the Hn of the Hall of a Hall of a Hundred Colundred Columns. Manyumns. Manyumns. Many of thMany of the buildinge buildings were decs were decorated in orated in carved relcarved reliefs, notaiefs, notably the stbly the stairway to airway to the Apadanthethe Apadanthe Apadana. The rela. The reliefs depiciefs depict a variett a variety of sceney of scenes, includis, including deliverng delivery of tribuy of tribute from alte frote from all tfrom all the provinche provinces ruled bes ruled by the Achay the Achaemenids, aemenids, as well as s well as rows of sorows of soldiers. Thldiers. The ensemblee ee ensemble densemble demonstrateemonstrated the succd the successful uniessful unification ofication of the empif the empire and there and the power of  power of  power of its rulof its rulers. Excavers. Excavations recations recovered twoovered two large gro large groups of tabups of tablets: the lets: the FortificatFortification tabletion taion tablets antablets and the sligd the slightly laterhtly later Treasury  Treasury tablets. Wtablets. Written mosritten mostly in Elatly in Elamite, withmite, with a minorit a min a minority iminority in Aramaic,n Aramaic, they reco they record food dird food disbursementsbursements to peopls to people of a wide of a wide range ofe range of statuses. ofof statuseof statuses.s.s.

The site of Persepolis as presently known consists of several well-preserved 
buildings, including a striking number of standing stone columns with capitals in 



the form of bulls or lions. The site was noted by many early explorers and first 
excavated by Ernst Herzfeld and Erich Schmidt during the 1930s. Excavation later 
continued under Iranian directorship. The palace complex is located on a stone 
platform 14 m. (643 ft.) high and provided with a drainage system. Darius I built a 
residential palace, an audience hall (Apadana), and a treasury building. Xerxes I 
built a larger palace and harem, fortification walls including the Gate of All 
Nations with a double stairway decorated with relief carving, and another 
audience hall, the Hall of a Hundred Columns. Subsequent construction included 
a palace of Artaxerxes I and an expansion of the Hall of a Hundred Columns. 
Many of the buildings were decorated in carved reliefs, notably the stairway to 
the Apadana. The reliefs depict a variety of scenes, including delivery of tribute 
from all the provinces ruled by the Achaemenids, as well as rows of soldiers. The 
ensemble demonstrated the successful unification of the empire and the power 
of its rulers. Excavations recovered two large groups of tablets: the Fortification 
tablets and the slightly later Treasury tablets. Written mostly in Elamite, with a 
minority in Aramaic, they record food disbursements to people of a wide range 
of statuses.

�The Bible The Bible mentions Pmentions Persepolis ersepolis only once only once (2 Macc. 9(2 Macc. 9:2), as on:2), as one of severe of several cities al citiesal cities thacities that rebelledt rebelled successfu successfully againslly against the Selet the Seleucid king ucid king Antiochus Antiochus IV (175–16IV (175–164 4 B.C.B.CB.C.B.C.).).).

The Bible mentions Persepolis only once (2 Macc. 9:2), as one of several 
cities that rebelled successfully against the Seleucid king Antiochus IV (175–164 
B.C.).

Geoff EmbeGeoff Emberlingrling

Geoff Emberling

PERSEUSPERSEUS (Gk.  (Gk. PerséusPerséus)))

PERSEUS (Gk. Perséus)

The last kThe last king of Macing of Macedonia, suedonia, successor ofccessor of Philip V  Philip V (ca. 212–1(ca. 212–162 62 B.C.E.B.C.E.). His per). His perceived aggceivedperperceived perceived aggressionaggression precipita precipitated in 171ted in 171 the Third the Third Macedonia Macedonian War withn War with Rome. Aft Rome. A Rome. After the After the battle of battle of Pydna in TPydna in Thessaly (1hessaly (168), Perse68), Perseus was remus was removed from oved from power and power andpower and his kiand his kingdom becangdom became a Romanme a Roman province  province (1 Macc. 8(1 Macc. 8:5; NRSV m:5; NRSV mg “king ofg “king of Kittim”). Kittim Kittim”).Kittim”).

The last king of Macedonia, successor of Philip V (ca. 212–162 B.C.E.). His 
perceived aggression precipitated in 171 the Third Macedonian War with Rome. 
After the battle of Pydna in Thessaly (168), Perseus was removed from power 
and his kingdom became a Roman province (1 Macc. 8:5; NRSV mg “king of 
Kittim”).

PERSIAPERSIA (Heb.  (Heb. paœras;paœras; Gk.  Gk. Persiís;Persiís; O. Pers.  O. Pers. PaœrsaPaœrsa)))

PERSIA (Heb. paœras; Gk. Persiís; O. Pers. Paœrsa)

An ancientAn ancient Near East Near Eastern empireern empire which at  which at the heightthe height of its po of its power spannewer spanned from thed from thd from the borderthe borders of Indias of India in the ea in the east to Ionist to Ionia in the wa in the west. The pest. The people themeople themselves calselves called the emled calcalled thecalled the empire Ar empire Aryana, fromyana, from a term in a term in the Zoroa the Zoroastrian scrstrian scriptures deiptures derived fromrived from Sanskrit  S Sanskrit Sanskrit arya,arya, “noble” ( “noble” (cf. “Iran,cf. “Iran,” “Aryan”)” “Aryan”)..

An ancient Near Eastern empire which at the height of its power spanned from 
the borders of India in the east to Ionia in the west. The people themselves 
called the empire Aryana, from a term in the Zoroastrian scriptures derived from 
Sanskrit arya, “noble” (cf. “Iran,” “Aryan”).

GeographyGeography

Geography

The area iThe area in which Pen which Persia was ersia was establishedstablished is a plat is a plateau ca. 77eau ca. 777,000 sq. 7,000 sq. km. (300,0km. (300,000 sq. mi.00 s00 sq. mi.), sq. mi.), consistingconsisting of a seri of a series of highes of high valleys a valleys and dry basnd dry basins, ca. 9ins, ca. 900–2500 m.00–2500 m. (3000–800 (3000 (3000–8000(3000–8000 ft.) abov ft.) above sea levee sea level. The plal. The plateau is riteau is ringed by a nged by a variety ofvariety of mountain  mountain ranges (thrangranges (thranges (the Kurdistae Kurdistan and Zagrn and Zagros on the os on the west, Elbuwest, Elburz on the rz on the north, andnorth, and Hindu Kus Hindu Kus Hindu Kush to thKush to the east). Te east). To the souto the south, along th, along the Persianhe Persian Gulf and  Gulf and Gulf of OmGulf of Oman, lie inan, lie inhospitablehosininhospitabinhospitable plains.le plains. Two vast, Two vast, salt-cake salt-caked deserts,d deserts, the Dasht the Dasht-i-Kavir a-i-Kavir and Dasht-ind Dasht-i-Lut, occu-LutDasht-iDasht-i-LuDasht-i-Lut, occupy t, occupy most of cemost of central eastntral eastern Persiaern Persia..

The area in which Persia was established is a plateau ca. 777,000 sq. km. (300,000 
sq. mi.), consisting of a series of high valleys and dry basins, ca. 900–2500 m. 
(3000–8000 ft.) above sea level. The plateau is ringed by a variety of mountain 



ranges (the Kurdistan and Zagros on the west, Elburz on the north, and Hindu 
Kush to the east). To the south, along the Persian Gulf and Gulf of Oman, lie 
inhospitable plains. Two vast, salt-caked deserts, the Dasht-i-Kavir and 
Dasht-i-Lut, occupy most of central eastern Persia.

HistoryHistory

History

Early PeriEarly Periododod

Early Period

ArchaeologArchaeological evideical evidence indicance indicates that ptes that plants and lants and animals weanimals were domestire domesticated at scated at several sitevsseveral siseveral sites in thetes in the Zagros Mo Zagros Mountain reguntain region as earion as early as 9000ly as 9000  B.C.E.B.C.E. (the “Neo (the “Neolithic Revlithic Rlithic RevolutionRevolution”) and tha”) and that here wert here were formed te formed the earlieshe earliest village t village civilizaticivilizations relyinons relying on irrigg on g on irrigaton irrigation agricuion agriculture.lture.lture.

Archaeological evidence indicates that plants and animals were domesticated at 
several sites in the Zagros Mountain region as early as 9000 B.C.E. (the “Neolithic 
Revolution”) and that here were formed the earliest village civilizations relying 
on irrigation agriculture.

�The kingdoThe kingdom of Elam,m of Elam, which pre which predated the dated the formation formation of the Perof the Persian Empirsian Empire, was loce, we, was locatewas located in southd in southwestern Irwestern Iran along tan along the northerhe northern coast ofn coast of the Persi the Persian Gulf. Ian Gulf. It suppliedt st supplied Ssupplied Sumer with umer with such minersuch minerals as copals as copper, tin, per, tin, silver, lesilver, lead, and alad, and alabaster. Pabaster. Precious gerecioPPrecious gPrecious gems, timbeems, timber, and horr, and horses were ases were also exportlso exported from Eled from Elam.am.am.

The kingdom of Elam, which predated the formation of the Persian Empire, 
was located in southwestern Iran along the northern coast of the Persian Gulf. It 
supplied Sumer with such minerals as copper, tin, silver, lead, and alabaster. 
Precious gems, timber, and horses were also exported from Elam.

�Toward theToward the end of th end of the 2nd mille 2nd millennium ethennium ethnic groupsnic groups from sout from south and easth and east of the Ca of t of the Caspiathe Caspian Sea enten Sea entered Elam. red Elam. This wave This wave of Aryan pof Aryan peoples inceoples included Cimmluded Cimmerians, Scerians, Serians, Scythians,Scythians, Medes, an Medes, and Persiansd Persians. By the 9. By the 9th centuryth century the latte the latter two grour two groups had setps had settled in notlesetsettled insettled in northwest northwest Iran, but Iran, but they were they were hemmed in hemmed in by the po by the power of Urawer of Urartu, Assyrrtu, Assyrrtu, Assyria, EAssyria, Elam, and Blam, and Babylonia. abylonia. An inscripAn inscription of thtion of the Assyriane Assyrian king Shal king Shalmaneser IImaneser III (859–825I (85I (859–825) (859–825) includes tincludes the first rhe first reference teference to the Medeo the Medes (Akk. s (Akk. MadaiMadai) and Pers) and Persians ians (Parsu),(Par(Parsu),(Parsu), whom he d whom he deported ineported in large num large numbers in 83bers in 837. These p7. These peoples alseoples also paid trio paid tribute to Tibuttritribute totribute to Tiglath-p Tiglath-pileser IIIileser III (745–727) (745–727) and Sargo and Sargon II (721–n II (721–705).705).705).

Toward the end of the 2nd millennium ethnic groups from south and east of 
the Caspian Sea entered Elam. This wave of Aryan peoples included Cimmerians, 
Scythians, Medes, and Persians. By the 9th century the latter two groups had 
settled in northwest Iran, but they were hemmed in by the power of Urartu, 
Assyria, Elam, and Babylonia. An inscription of the Assyrian king Shalmaneser III 
(859–825) includes the first reference to the Medes (Akk. Madai) and Persians 
(Parsu), whom he deported in large numbers in 837. These peoples also paid 
tribute to Tiglath-pileser III (745–727) and Sargon II (721–705).

�Attacks byAttacks by the Assyr the Assyrians and Uians and Urartians irartians in the 7th n the 7th century focentury forced the Mrced the Medes to unedes toedes to unite, to unite, founding afounding a capital a capital at Ecbatanat Ecbatana (modern  (modern Hamada®nHamada®n). Their l). Their leader was eader was Deioces (oDDeioces (oDeioces (or Dayakku)r Dayakku), who was , who was taken to Ataken to Assyria in ssyria in 715 and th715 and thence exileence exiled to Hamatd to Hamd to Hamath in Hamath in Syria. HisSyria. His successor successor, Phraorte, Phraortes (Khshaths (Khshathrita), whorita), who ruled fro ruled from 675 to 6m 675 to 653, died w56653, died 653, died while his while his forces conforces conquered thequered the Persians  Persians in the souin the southwest. Ththwest. The Medians e Medians lived undelilived undelived under Scythianr Scythian rule for  rule for 28 years, 28 years, until Cyaxuntil Cyaxares (Uvakares (Uvakshatra, 65shatra, 653–585) lib3–585) liberated theeralibliberated liberated them. Allithem. Allied with thed with the Babylonie Babylonians and Scans and Scythians, Cythians, Cyaxares payaxares participatedrticipated in the si in in the siein the siege and desge and destruction otruction of Nineveh.f Nineveh. He then c He then concluded aoncluded a treaty wi treaty with Babylonth Babylon and marri a and marrieand married his grand his granddaughter ddaughter Amytis to Amytis to NabopolassNabopolassar’s son Nar’s son Nebuchadnezebuchadnezzar II (60zar II (zar II (605–562);(605–562); it was fo it was for Amytis tr Amytis that the fahat the famed “Hangimed “Hanging Gardensng Gardens” of Babyl” of Babylon were buon were bon were built.built.built.

Attacks by the Assyrians and Urartians in the 7th century forced the Medes 
to unite, founding a capital at Ecbatana (modern Hamada®n). Their leader was 
Deioces (or Dayakku), who was taken to Assyria in 715 and thence exiled to 
Hamath in Syria. His successor, Phraortes (Khshathrita), who ruled from 675 to 
653, died while his forces conquered the Persians in the southwest. The Medians 
lived under Scythian rule for 28 years, until Cyaxares (Uvakshatra, 653–585) 
liberated them. Allied with the Babylonians and Scythians, Cyaxares participated 
in the siege and destruction of Nineveh. He then concluded a treaty with Babylon 
and married his granddaughter Amytis to Nabopolassar’s son Nebuchadnezzar II 
(605–562); it was for Amytis that the famed “Hanging Gardens” of Babylon were 
built.

�The PersiaThe Persians gradualns gradually settledly settled east of E east of Elam, led blam, led by a dynasty a dynasty founded y founded by Achaemeby Achaeby AchaemenesAchaemenes (Hakhaman (Hakhamanish) ca. 7ish) ca. 700. His su00. His successor Teccessor Teispes addeispes added Anshan td Anshan to Persian o Persiao Persian tePersian territory; hrritory; his sons Aris sons Ariaramnes (iaramnes (AriyaramnaAriyaramna, 640–590), 640–590) and Cyrus and Cyrus I (Kurash I (Kurash, 640–600),(Kurash(Kurash, 6(Kurash, 640–600) an40–600) annexed landnexed lands in the ws in the west. Cambyest. Cambyses I (Kanses I (Kanbujiya, 60bujiya, 600–559) mar0–559) ma0–559) married Mamarried Mandane, daundane, daughter of tghter of the Median he Median Astyages, Astyages, who bore hwho bore him Cyrus Iim Cyrus II. The AchI. The AI. The AchaemenidAchaemenid dynasty w dynasty was foundedas founded when Cyru when Cyrus II succes II successfully ressfully revolted agavolted against Astyainst Astyainst Astyages iAstyages in 549.n 549.

The Persians gradually settled east of Elam, led by a dynasty founded by 
Achaemenes (Hakhamanish) ca. 700. His successor Teispes added Anshan to 
Persian territory; his sons Ariaramnes (Ariyaramna, 640–590) and Cyrus I 
(Kurash, 640–600) annexed lands in the west. Cambyses I (Kanbujiya, 600–559) 



married Mandane, daughter of the Median Astyages, who bore him Cyrus II. The 
Achaemenid dynasty was founded when Cyrus II successfully revolted against 
Astyages in 549.

Persian EmPersian Empirepirepire

Persian Empire

�BabylonianBabylonian preoccupa preoccupation with tion with westward ewestward expansion gxpansion gave Cyrus ave Cyrus II opportuII opportunity to adnityopportuopportunitopportunity to add Ay to add Assyria, Cissyria, Cilicia, Sarlicia, Sardis, and tdis, and the Ionian he Ionian Greek citiGreek cities to his es to his realm. Newrealm.realm. Newrealm. Newly acquirely acquired lands wed lands were organizre organized into saed into satrapies, itrapies, initially cnitially ca. 20 admia. 20 administrativenistradmiadministraadministrative unitstive units headed by headed by royal app royal appointees frointees from noble fom noble families. Kamilies. King Naboniing Nabonidus’ unpopduNaboniNabonidus’Nabonidus’ unpopular unpopular decision  decision to remove to remove the imagesthe images of most o of most of the deitf the deities of Babies of Babies of Babylon toBabylon to the capit the capital paved tal paved the way forhe way for Cyrus’ co Cyrus’ conquest of nquest of Babylonia,Babylonia, and the P and the Persians (aerPPersians (Persians (aided by daided by disgruntledisgruntled Babylonia Babylonians) enterens) entered the cityd the city on 13 Oct on 13 October 539.ober 539.

Babylonian preoccupation with westward expansion gave Cyrus II 
opportunity to add Assyria, Cilicia, Sardis, and the Ionian Greek cities to his 
realm. Newly acquired lands were organized into satrapies, initially ca. 20 
administrative units headed by royal appointees from noble families. King 
Nabonidus’ unpopular decision to remove the images of most of the deities of 
Babylon to the capital paved the way for Cyrus’ conquest of Babylonia, and the 
Persians (aided by disgruntled Babylonians) entered the city on 13 October 539.

Tomb of CyTomb of Cyrus II at rus II at PasargadaePasargadae (Courtesy (Courtesy of the Or of the Oriental Insiental Institute of titute of the Univerthe University of ChsitUniverUniversityUniversity of Chicag of Chicago)o)

Tomb of Cyrus II at Pasargadae (Courtesy of the Oriental Institute of the 
University of Chicago)

�In a strokIn a stroke of diploe of diplomatic genimatic genius, Cyrus us, Cyrus returned treturned the images he images to their tto their temples andemples aemples and decreeand decreed that alld that all subject p subject peoples of eoples of the Babylothe Babylonians retunians return to theirn to their homelandr homelands (cf. 2 Cs (s (cf. 2 Chr(cf. 2 Chr. 36:23; E. 36:23; Ezra 1:1-4)zra 1:1-4). Persian . Persian rulers werrulers were careful e careful to be crowto be crowned king oned king of conqueref conf conquered conquered lands in alands in accordance ccordance with localwith local custom; t custom; the Babylonhe Babylonian “Cyrusian “Cyrus cylinder” cylinder” cylinder” cylinder” depicts Cydepicts Cyrus as chorus as chosen by Marsen by Marduk to topduk to topple Naboniple Nabonidus and prdus and praises him aises himaises him for nohim for not looting t looting the templethe temples in Babyls in Babylon (on (ANET,ANET, 15–16). C 15–16). Cyrus died yrus died in battle in battle against thagaiagainst thagainst the Massagete Massagetae on the ae on the northeastenortheastern frontiern frontier in 530.r in 530.r in 530.

In a stroke of diplomatic genius, Cyrus returned the images to their temples 
and decreed that all subject peoples of the Babylonians return to their homelands 
(cf. 2 Chr. 36:23; Ezra 1:1-4). Persian rulers were careful to be crowned king of 
conquered lands in accordance with local custom; the Babylonian “Cyrus 
cylinder” depicts Cyrus as chosen by Marduk to topple Nabonidus and praises 
him for not looting the temples in Babylon (ANET, 15–16). Cyrus died in battle 
against the Massagetae on the northeastern frontier in 530.

�Cambyses ICambyses II, Cyrus’ I, Cyrus’ eldest soneldest son, was quic, was quick to contik to continue the exnue the expansion ofpansion of the empir the em the empire. Egempire. Egypt, Cypruypt, Cyprus, and thes, and the Greek isl Greek islands fell ands fell in quick sin quick succession,uccession, but the P but the Persians weersiPPersians wPersians were stoppeere stopped at Nubiad at Nubia. At this . At this juncture tjuncture the throne he throne was seizedwas seized by Gaumat by Gaumat by Gaumata (“Gaumata (“Pseudo-SmePseudo-Smerdis”), a rdis”), a member of member of the the magimagi who masqu who masqueraded as eraded as Cambyses’ CambysCambyses’ Cambyses’ younger bryounger brother Bardother Bardiya (“Smeriya (“Smerdis,” killdis,” killed by Cambed by Cambyses in 52yses in 526). Revolt6). Revolt6). Revolts brRevolts broke out inoke out in Media, Ar Media, Armenia, andmenia, and Babylonia Babylonia. Gaumata . Gaumata hastened thastened to consolido consolio consolidatconsolidate his posie his position by oftion by offering exefering exemptions frmptions from militarom military service y service and taxes,and taxes, but his r bu but his rubut his rule lasted le lasted only six monly six months. Camonths. Cambyses diedbyses died under mys under mysterious citerious circumstancercumstances, perhapsscircumstancecircumstancircumstances, perhaces, perhaps by suicps by suicide, as heide, as he returned  returned to Babylonto Babylon...

Cambyses II, Cyrus’ eldest son, was quick to continue the expansion of the 
empire. Egypt, Cyprus, and the Greek islands fell in quick succession, but the 
Persians were stopped at Nubia. At this juncture the throne was seized by 
Gaumata (“Pseudo-Smerdis”), a member of the magi who masqueraded as 
Cambyses’ younger brother Bardiya (“Smerdis,” killed by Cambyses in 526). 
Revolts broke out in Media, Armenia, and Babylonia. Gaumata hastened to 
consolidate his position by offering exemptions from military service and taxes, 
but his rule lasted only six months. Cambyses died under mysterious 
circumstances, perhaps by suicide, as he returned to Babylon.

�Darius I (Darius I (DaryavaushDaryavaush, 522–486), 522–486), son of H, son of Hystaspes ystaspes (Vishtaœsp(Vishtaœspaa) and satr) and satrap of Partap satrsatrap of satrap of Parthia anParthia and Hyrcaniad Hyrcania, took Gau, took Gaumata prisomata prisoner and exner and executed himecuted him at Ecbata at Ecbata at Ecbatana iEcbatana in 522. It n 522. It took Dariutook Darius two years two years to quells to quell the revol the revolts around ts around the empirethe empire, but by 5, b, but by 518but by 518 satrapies satrapies as distan as distant as Ioniat as Ionia and Egypt and Egypt acknowled acknowledged his ruged his rule. Persiale. Persian troops cn trn troops camtroops campaigned aspaigned as far west  far west as the Danas the Danube River,ube River, but they  but they were defeawere defeated by Greted by Grted by Greek forcGreek forces at Maraes at Marathon in 49thon in 490. A huge 0. A huge bas reliefbas relief on a high on a high cliff at  cliff at Behistun (Behistun (modern Bismod((modern Bi(modern Bisitun) on situn) on the Ecbatathe Ecbatana-Babylonna-Babylon trade rou trade route depictste depicts Darius, u Darius, under the pnder the protection rpprotectionprotection of Ahura  of Ahura Mazda, traMazda, trampling Gaumpling Gaumata, withmata, with nine rebe nine rebel leaders l leaders in attendain attendance; the inattendaattendanceattendance; the insc; the inscription inription in Old Persi Old Persian, Akkadian, Akkadian, and Elan, and Elamite provamite proved invaluaed invaluable in decbleinvaluainvaluableinvaluable in deciph in deciphering thesering these ancient e ancient languages.languages. Subsequen Subsequently peace tly peace prevailed prevailed throughoutthrthroughoutthroughout the empir the empire until the until the first Ioe first Ionian revolnian revolt (500–494t (500–494), which e), which ended with nded with the destruththe destruthe destruction of Mction of Miletus.iletus.iletus.

Darius I (Daryavaush, 522–486), son of Hystaspes (Vishtaœspa) and 
satrap of Parthia and Hyrcania, took Gaumata prisoner and executed him at 
Ecbatana in 522. It took Darius two years to quell the revolts around the empire, 
but by 518 satrapies as distant as Ionia and Egypt acknowledged his rule. Persian 
troops campaigned as far west as the Danube River, but they were defeated by 
Greek forces at Marathon in 490. A huge bas relief on a high cliff at Behistun 
(modern Bisitun) on the Ecbatana-Babylon trade route depicts Darius, under the 
protection of Ahura Mazda, trampling Gaumata, with nine rebel leaders in 



attendance; the inscription in Old Persian, Akkadian, and Elamite proved 
invaluable in deciphering these ancient languages. Subsequently peace prevailed 
throughout the empire until the first Ionian revolt (500–494), which ended with 
the destruction of Miletus.

�Darius wasDarius was an able a an able administratdministrator who reoor who reorganized trganized the empire he empire into 22 sainto 22 satrapies. Atrapiesasatrapies.satrapies. A good ro A good road networkad network, royal po, royal postal servistal service, and thce, and the use of Ae use of Aramaic as ramaic as the languathethe languathe language of govege of government (rernment (replacing Elplacing Elamite) seramite) served to proved to promote efficmote efficiency. Dariency. Darius introdiuDarDarius intDarius introduced unroduced unified systified systems of taxems of taxation, weiation, weights and mghts and measures, aeasures, and currencnd currency. Trade fycurrenccurrency. currency. Trade flouTrade flourished, barished, banking housnking houses were eses were established,tablished, and Dariu and Darius had a cas had a canal constrncacanal conscanal constructed litructed linking the nking the Nile RiverNile River and Red S and Red Sea. An opuea. An opulent new plent new palace was alace was built at Sbbuilt at Sbuilt at Susa in 521usa in 521 and work  and work was startewas started on the nd on the new capitalew capital at Persep at Persepolis (Parsolis (Parsa) in 518.a) ia) in 518. Itin 518. It was durin was during Darius’ g Darius’ reign thatreign that reconstru reconstruction of tction of the Jerusalhe Jerusalem temple em temple finally wafinafinally wafinally was undertaks undertaken by the en by the returned ereturned exiles; whexiles; when local ofn local officials chficials challenged tallenged the work, Dhe wohe work, Dariwork, Darius commandus commanded that coed that constructionnstruction continue  continue (Ezra 5:1-(Ezra 5:1-6:15). Whe6:15). When Darius dn Dariun Darius dieDarius died Persia wd Persia was at the as at the height of height of its territits territorial expaorial expansion and nsion and material wmaterial wealth. Itsealthwwealth. Itwealth. Its borders s borders ranged froranged from the Indum the Indus and Jaxas and Jaxartes (Syr rtes (Syr Darya) rivDarya) rivers in theers in the east to E ea east to Egeast to Egypt and thypt and the Aegean ie Aegean in the westn the west, and from, and from the Persi the Persian Gulf inan Gulf in the south the south to the Ca to to the Casto the Caspian and Bpian and Black seas lack seas in the norin the north. All Peth. All Persian kingrsian kings after Das after Darius were rius were involved iinvoinvolved iinvolved in maintainn maintaining the siing the size and preze and prestige the stige the empire hadempire had attained  attained in his reiin his reign.gn.

Darius was an able administrator who reorganized the empire into 22 
satrapies. A good road network, royal postal service, and the use of Aramaic as 
the language of government (replacing Elamite) served to promote efficiency. 
Darius introduced unified systems of taxation, weights and measures, and 
currency. Trade flourished, banking houses were established, and Darius had a 
canal constructed linking the Nile River and Red Sea. An opulent new palace was 
built at Susa in 521 and work was started on the new capital at Persepolis (Parsa) 
in 518. It was during Darius’ reign that reconstruction of the Jerusalem temple 
finally was undertaken by the returned exiles; when local officials challenged the 
work, Darius commanded that construction continue (Ezra 5:1-6:15). When 
Darius died Persia was at the height of its territorial expansion and material 
wealth. Its borders ranged from the Indus and Jaxartes (Syr Darya) rivers in the 
east to Egypt and the Aegean in the west, and from the Persian Gulf in the south 
to the Caspian and Black seas in the north. All Persian kings after Darius were 
involved in maintaining the size and prestige the empire had attained in his reign.

Xerxes I’sXerxes I’s Gate of A Gate of All Nationsll Nations at Persep at Persepolis, featolis, featuring massuring massive wingedive winged bulls (Co bulls (Courtesy of urt(Co(Courtesy (Courtesy of the Oriof the Oriental Instental Institute of titute of the Univershe University of Chiity of Chicago)cago)

Xerxes I’s Gate of All Nations at Persepolis, featuring massive winged bulls 
(Courtesy of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago)

�Formerly vFormerly viceroy of iceroy of Babylon, XBabylon, Xerxes I (4erxes I (485–465) ru85–465) ruled Egypt led Egypt and Babyloand Babylonia with ania wnia with a heawith a heavy hand. Ivy hand. In 480 a Pen 480 a Persian armyrsian army, accompan, accompanied by shiied by ships served ps served by Phoenicby Phoenicians, EgypiPhoenicPhoenicianPhoenicians, Egyptias, Egyptians, Ionianns, Ionians, and Cyps, and Cypriotes, moriotes, moved againsved against Greece. t Greece. After a teAfter a temporary demptetemporary temporary delay at Tdelay at Thermopylaehermopylae, the Pers, the Persians took ians took Thebes andThebes and Athens. H Athens. However, thowever,HHowever, tHowever, the reversehe reverses they sufs they suffered at Sfered at Salamis, Mialamis, Miletus, Plaletus, Plataea, and taea, and Mycale forMycale forced Xerxescedforforced Xerforced Xerxes to relxes to relinquish coinquish control of antrol of all lands bll lands beyond Asiaeyond Asia Minor. He Minor. He was assas was assassinated insinassasassassinatassassinated in 465 ed in 465 and succeeand succeeded by Artded by Artaxerxes I.axerxes I.

Formerly viceroy of Babylon, Xerxes I (485–465) ruled Egypt and Babylonia 
with a heavy hand. In 480 a Persian army, accompanied by ships served by 
Phoenicians, Egyptians, Ionians, and Cypriotes, moved against Greece. After a 
temporary delay at Thermopylae, the Persians took Thebes and Athens. 
However, the reverses they suffered at Salamis, Miletus, Plataea, and Mycale 
forced Xerxes to relinquish control of all lands beyond Asia Minor. He was 
assassinated in 465 and succeeded by Artaxerxes I.

�During mucDuring much of his eh of his early reignarly reign, Artaxerx, Artaxerxes was plaes was plagued by regued by revolts in Evolts in Egypt (460–gypt (4gypt (460–454),(460–454), encourage encouraged by the Gd by the Greeks. Othreeks. Other rebellier rebellions resultons resulted in the ed in the loss of soloss of some easternmsosome eastesome eastern territorn territories. Peacries. Peace was reste was restored by thored by the treaty oe treaty of Callias f Callias in 449. Dain 449. Darius II asriuDaDarius II Darius II ascended tascended the throne he throne as Greece as Greece was rent bwas rent by the Peloy the Peloponnesian ponnesian War. DespiWar. DesWar. Despite inDespite interferenceterference by his co by his consort Parynsort Parysatis, by satis, by siding witsiding with the Sparh the Spartans he watans he was able to s abs able to reable to recapture vacapture various Greerious Greek cities ik cities in Asia Minn Asia Minor. A weakor. A weak ruler, Ar ruler, Artaxerxes Itaxerxes II Mnemon (I MI Mnemon (40Mnemon (404–359) fac4–359) faced revolt ed revolt in Egypt tin Egypt that lastedhat lasted 60 years  60 years and involvand involved the Egyed the Egyptians in pEgyEgyptians Egyptians in anti-Pein anti-Persian actirsian activities alovities along with Spng with Sparta, Athearta, Athens, and Cyns, and Cyprus. Artaprus. Artaxerxes madxerxArtaArtaxerxesArtaxerxes made peac made peace with thee with the Greeks in Greeks in 386, but  386, but his subseqhis subsequent invasuent invasion of Egyion of Egyion of Egypt was Egypt was blunted byblunted by the skill the skillful defensful defense of Pharae of Pharaoh Nectaneoh Nectanebo I. A brbo I. A brutal but autal but ambitious rmbaambitious ambitious ruler, Artruler, Artaxerxes IIaxerxes III Ochus (3I Ochus (359–338) mo59–338) mounted anotunted another expediher expedition againtion agaition against Egagainst Egypt. Nectaypt. Nectanebo II renebo II repelled hispelled his forces in forces in 351, and  351, and the Egyptithe Egyptians continans continued their ued contincontinued continued their tradtheir tradition of sition of stirring untirring unrest againrest against Persia st Persia by supportby supporting a revoing a revolt in Phoelt in Plt in Phoenicia.Phoenicia. Artaxerxe Artaxerxes finally s finally defeated tdefeated the Egyptiahe Egyptians in 343,ns in 343, but was m but was murdered inurdered in 338 by Ba 33 338 by Bag338 by Bagoas, his voas, his vizier and izier and eunuch. Hieunuch. His troops ds troops defeated byefeated by Alexander Alexander the Great the Great at Issus, GreatGreat at IGreat at Issus, Darissus, Darius III Codus III Codommannus (ommannus (336–330) f336–330) fled to Bacled to Bactria, whertria, where he died,e he died, the last  died,died, the died, the last of thlast of the Achaemene Achaemenid dynastyid dynasty. Alexande. Alexander capturedr captured Persepoli Persepolis in Februs in February 330 anaFebruFebruary 3February 330 and sen30 and sent its treat its treasures to Esures to Ecbatana.cbatana.

During much of his early reign, Artaxerxes was plagued by revolts in Egypt 
(460–454), encouraged by the Greeks. Other rebellions resulted in the loss of 
some eastern territories. Peace was restored by the treaty of Callias in 449. 
Darius II ascended the throne as Greece was rent by the Peloponnesian War. 
Despite interference by his consort Parysatis, by siding with the Spartans he was 
able to recapture various Greek cities in Asia Minor. A weak ruler, Artaxerxes II 
Mnemon (404–359) faced revolt in Egypt that lasted 60 years and involved the 
Egyptians in anti-Persian activities along with Sparta, Athens, and Cyprus. 
Artaxerxes made peace with the Greeks in 386, but his subsequent invasion of 
Egypt was blunted by the skillful defense of Pharaoh Nectanebo I. A brutal but 



ambitious ruler, Artaxerxes III Ochus (359–338) mounted another expedition 
against Egypt. Nectanebo II repelled his forces in 351, and the Egyptians 
continued their tradition of stirring unrest against Persia by supporting a revolt in 
Phoenicia. Artaxerxes finally defeated the Egyptians in 343, but was murdered in 
338 by Bagoas, his vizier and eunuch. His troops defeated by Alexander the 
Great at Issus, Darius III Codommannus (336–330) fled to Bactria, where he 
died, the last of the Achaemenid dynasty. Alexander captured Persepolis in 
February 330 and sent its treasures to Ecbatana.

Post-AchaePost-Achaemenid Persmenid Persiaiaia

Post-Achaemenid Persia

Alexander’Alexander’s death ins death in 323 loose 323 loosened Persianed Persia from Gree from Greek dominatik domination. The Seon. The Seleucids releucids rleucids retained cretained control of ontrol of the regionthe region but brief but briefly. Parthily. Parthians from eans from eastern Iraastern Iran establisn established their hed thed their capitheir capital at Ctetal at Ctesiphon (Casiphon (Casiphia) ansiphia) and under thd under the Arsacid e Arsacid dynasty grdynasty gradually toadually took over thok totook over took over the countrthe country. The Pary. The Parthians revthians revived tradeived trade in Iran,  in Iran, and servedand served as interm as intermediaries iedintermintermediaintermediaries in cories in commerce betmmerce between the Mween the Mediterraneediterranean and Faran and Far East whic East which was centh was ceh was centered icentered in the mid-n the mid-Euphrates Euphrates city of Ducity of Dura-Europusra-Europus...

Alexander’s death in 323 loosened Persia from Greek domination. The Seleucids 
retained control of the region but briefly. Parthians from eastern Iran established 
their capital at Ctesiphon (Casiphia) and under the Arsacid dynasty gradually 
took over the country. The Parthians revived trade in Iran, and served as 
intermediaries in commerce between the Mediterranean and Far East which was 
centered in the mid-Euphrates city of Dura-Europus.

�Roman absoRoman absorption of rption of Syria led Syria led to severalto several unsuccess unsuccessful attempful attempts to extets to extend Roman ind Romnd Roman inflRoman influence intouence into Persia. I Persia. In 40 n 40 B.C.E.B.C.E. the Parth the Parthians, who ians, who invaded thinvaded the Roman pre Roman province of oprprovince oprovince of Syria, wf Syria, were considere considered liberered liberators by tators by the Jews. The Jews. They placedhey placed Antigonus Antigonus, son of A, AntigonusAntigonus,Antigonus, son of Ar son of Aristobulus,istobulus, on Jerusa on Jerusalem’s throlem’s throne (40–37)ne (40–37) and gave  and gave military smilitary support to upssupport tosupport to that city that city during Ti during Titus’ siegetus’ siege. Jews and. Jews and Parthians Parthians worked to worked together agagether against Rome insagaagainst Roagainst Rome during me during the reignsthe reigns of Trajan of Trajan and Hadri and Hadrian.an.an.

Roman absorption of Syria led to several unsuccessful attempts to extend 
Roman influence into Persia. In 40 B.C.E. the Parthians, who invaded the Roman 
province of Syria, were considered liberators by the Jews. They placed 
Antigonus, son of Aristobulus, on Jerusalem’s throne (40–37) and gave military 
support to that city during Titus’ siege. Jews and Parthians worked together 
against Rome during the reigns of Trajan and Hadrian.

�The ParthiThe Parthians were sans were succeeded bucceeded by the Sassy the Sassanians (22anians (223–651 3–651 C.E.C.E.), who ann), who annexed part exedannannexed paannexed part of nortrt of northwest Indihwest India, northera, northern Mesopotan Mesopotamia, and Amia, and Armenia. Inrmenia. In their bat their bat their battles wibattles with Rome thth Rome they once caey once captured theptured the emperor V emperor Valerian (2alerian (260).60).

The Parthians were succeeded by the Sassanians (223–651 C.E.), who 
annexed part of northwest India, northern Mesopotamia, and Armenia. In their 
battles with Rome they once captured the emperor Valerian (260).

ReligionReligion

Religion

Initially,Initially, India and India and Persia sh Persia shared a numared a number of deiber of deities, as wties, as was common as common throughoutthroughout the ancie th the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East. At somet. At some point the point the god Ahura god Ahura Mazda was Mazda was elevated  elevated to a supreto a suprto a supreme posupreme position. Otsition. Other deitieher deities includeds included Mithra (I Mithra (Indian Mitrndian Mitra), god ofa), god of contract  contract and war; Handand war; Hand war; Haoma (Somaaoma (Soma), personi), personification ofication of an intoxf an intoxicating dricating drink; Anahiink; Anahita, goddesta, goddess of rivers goddesgoddess ofgoddess of rivers an rivers and fertilitd fertility; and Tisy; and Tishtrya, brihtrya, bringer of ranger of rain.in.in.

Initially, India and Persia shared a number of deities, as was common throughout 
the ancient Near East. At some point the god Ahura Mazda was elevated to a 
supreme position. Other deities included Mithra (Indian Mitra), god of contract 
and war; Haoma (Soma), personification of an intoxicating drink; Anahita, 
goddess of rivers and fertility; and Tishtrya, bringer of rain.

�In the 6thIn the 6th century  century B.C.E.B.C.E. the proph the prophet Zarathuet Zarathustra (perhstra (perhaps “he whaps “he who drives co drives camels”) apamccamels”) acamels”) appeared onppeared on the scene the scene. Accordin. According to Zoroag to Zoroastrian trastrian tradition, hedition, he enjoyed t enjoyed the patronahtthe patronthe patronage of hisage of his convert,  convert, the local the local chief chief VishtaœspaVishtaœspa. Zarathus. Zarathustra’s teactra’s teachings, prehings,teacteachings,teachings, preserved preserved in the  in the GaœthaœsGaœthaœs (the earl (the earliest portiiest portion of the on of the Avesta), aAvesta), admonish pedmoaadmonish padmonish persons to ersons to side with side with good againgood against evil byst evil by exercisin exercising free chog free choice. Otherice. Other topics, s to topics, sutopics, such as the ch as the merits of merits of animal husanimal husbandry andbandry and cattle br cattle breeding, areeding, are found ine found in Zarathust Za ZarathustrZarathustra’s discoua’s discourses.rses.rses.

In the 6th century B.C.E. the prophet Zarathustra (perhaps “he who drives 
camels”) appeared on the scene. According to Zoroastrian tradition, he enjoyed 
the patronage of his convert, the local chief Vishtaœspa. Zarathustra’s 
teachings, preserved in the Gaœthaœs (the earliest portion of the Avesta), 
admonish persons to side with good against evil by exercising free choice. Other 
topics, such as the merits of animal husbandry and cattle breeding, are found in 
Zarathustra’s discourses.



�While ZoroWhile Zoroastrianismastrianism leans tow leans toward monothard monotheism in theism in the figure oe figure of Ahura Maf Ahura Mazda, it cozdaMaMazda, it Mazda, it contains scontains strong elemtrong elements of duents of dualism, as alism, as asûa,asûa, “truth,”  “truth,” stands in stands in oppositionoppositiooppositionopposition to  to druj,druj, “falsehoo “falsehood.” How ped.” How pervasive Zorvasive Zoroastrianiroastrianism was in sm was in the Achaemthe Achaemenid dynaseAchaemAchaemenidAchaemenid dynasty i dynasty is unclear,s unclear, but Ahura but Ahura Mazda app Mazda appears in maears in many reliefsny reliefs and inscr and inscriptions.iinscrinscriptioinscriptions.ns.ns.

While Zoroastrianism leans toward monotheism in the figure of Ahura 
Mazda, it contains strong elements of dualism, as asûa, “truth,” stands in 
opposition to druj, “falsehood.” How pervasive Zoroastrianism was in the 
Achaemenid dynasty is unclear, but Ahura Mazda appears in many reliefs and 
inscriptions.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. G. CameG. G. Cameron, ron, History ofHistory of Early Ira Early Irann (1936, re (1936, repr. Chicagpr. Chicago, 1976); o, 197o, 1976); J. 1976); J. M. Cook, M. Cook, The PersiaThe Persian Empiren Empire (New York (New York, 1983); R, 1983); R. N. Frye,. N. Frye,  The HistorThe History of Anciey of y of Ancientof Ancient Iran. Iran. Handbuch  Handbuch der Altertder Altertumswissensumswissenschaft 3/7 chaft 3/7 (Munich, 1(Munich, 1984); A. T984); A. T. Olmstead. Olm. Olmstead, Olmstead, History ofHistory of the Persi the Persian Empirean Empire (1948, re (1948, repr. Chicagpr. Chicago, 1959).o, 1959).o, 1959).

Bibliography. G. G. Cameron, History of Early Iran (1936, repr. Chicago, 
1976); J. M. Cook, The Persian Empire (New York, 1983); R. N. Frye, The History 
of Ancient Iran. Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft 3/7 (Munich, 1984); A. T. 
Olmstead, History of the Persian Empire (1948, repr. Chicago, 1959).
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PERSISPERSIS (Gk.  (Gk. PersiísPersiís)))

PERSIS (Gk. Persiís)

A ChristiaA Christian in Rome n in Rome to whom Pato whom Paul sends hul sends his greetinis greetings (Rom. 1gs (Rom. 16:12; “the6:12; “the beloved P beloved P beloved Persis”). Persis”). The name wThe name was common as common among Romaamong Roman female sn female slaves.laves.

A Christian in Rome to whom Paul sends his greetings (Rom. 16:12; “the beloved 
Persis”). The name was common among Roman female slaves.

PERUDAPERUDA (Heb.  (Heb. peïru®d�aœpeïru®d�aœ}})))

PERUDA (Heb. peïru®d�aœ} )

Alternate Alternate form of Peform of Perida (Ezrarida (Ezra 2:55). 2:55).

Alternate form of Perida (Ezra 2:55).

PESHIT¸TAPESHIT¸TAPESHIT¸TA

PESHIT¸TA

The SyriacThe Syriac translati translation of the on of the Bible. ThiBible. This late Eass late Eastern Aramatern Aramaic renderiic rendering is the ng is the second oldseconsecond oldsecond oldest of theest of the primary v primary versions anersions and one of td one of the earlieshe earliest documentt documents of Syrias of Syrian literatun SyriaSyrian litSyrian literature. Terature. The word he word peshit�tapeshit�ta (Eastern, (Eastern, Nestorian Nestorian pronuncia pronunciation; cf. tion; cf. Jacobite “JacoJacobite “Jacobite “Peshit�to”Peshit�to”) function) functions as an ads as an adjective mejective meaning “simaning “simple.” The ple.” The translatiotranslation was appan wn was apparewas apparently the “ntly the “simple” orsimple” or “common v “common version.” (ersion.” (Most belieMost believe the desve the designation wignation wignation was to diswas to distinguish ttinguish this standahis standard Syriac rd Syriac version frversion from the morom the more sophistie sophisticated, anncated, annotated Syrotaannannotated annotated Syro-HexapSyro-Hexapla.)la.)la.)

The Syriac translation of the Bible. This late Eastern Aramaic rendering is the 
second oldest of the primary versions and one of the earliest documents of 
Syrian literature. The word peshit�ta  (Eastern, Nestorian pronunciation; cf. 
Jacobite “Peshit�to”) functions as an adjective meaning “simple.” The translation 
was apparently the “simple” or “common version.” (Most believe the designation 
was to distinguish this standard Syriac version from the more sophisticated, 
annotated Syro-Hexapla.)

�It is a maIt is a matter of detter of debate wherebate where and when  and when the translthe translation origation originated, aninated, and why the d why thd why the translthe translation was ation was made and bmade and by whom. Thy whom. The consensue consensus is that s is that the the Peshit�taPeshit�ta was the w was was the wowas the work of morerk of more than one  than one translatortranslator and was p and was produced ovroduced over an exteer an extended perionded pended period of period of time, posstime, possibly as eaibly as early as therly as the 1st or 2n 1st or 2nd century d century C.E.C.E. Evidence  Evidence shows thatshows thatshows that the bthat the biblical boiblical books were toks were translated ranslated individualindividually, and thly, and that the traat the translation pnslation points to aoints toints to a Hebreto a Hebrew originalw original very clos very close to the Me to the MT. Some boT. Some books exhibioks exhibit a link wt a link with Jewishith Jewish targumic  t targumic ttargumic traditions;raditions; others gi others give evidencve evidence of LXX ie of LXX influence. nfluence. Debate conDebate continues as tinues as to whethertoto whetherto whether the  the Peshit�taPeshit�ta is a Jewi is a Jewish or Chrish or Christian transtian translation.slation.slation.

It is a matter of debate where and when the translation originated, and why 
the translation was made and by whom. The consensus is that the Peshit�ta  
was the work of more than one translator and was produced over an extended 
period of time, possibly as early as the 1st or 2nd century C.E. Evidence shows 
that the biblical books were translated individually, and that the translation points 
to a Hebrew original very close to the MT. Some books exhibit a link with Jewish 
targumic traditions; others give evidence of LXX influence. Debate continues as 
to whether the Peshit�ta  is a Jewish or Christian translation.

�The value The value of the of the Peshit�taPeshit�ta to textua to textual criticisl criticism and to tm and to the study ohe study of textual f textual history hahihistory hahistory has been recs been recognized byognized by scholars  scholars since the since the 16th centu16th century. Not onry. Not only is the ly is the Peshit�taPePeshit�taPeshit�ta a textual a textual witness i witness in its own n its own right, butright, but Syriac re Syriac readings of adings of this primathis primary versionry very version prversion provide insiovide insight into tght into the historyhe history of the He of the Hebrew text brew text and Hebrewand Hebrew textual t textual traditions rattraditionstraditions that devi that deviate from tate from the MT.he MT.he MT.

The value of the Peshit�ta  to textual criticism and to the study of textual 
history has been recognized by scholars since the 16th century. Not only is the 
Peshit�ta  a textual witness in its own right, but Syriac readings of this primary 
version provide insight into the history of the Hebrew text and Hebrew textual 
traditions that deviate from the MT.



�SeeSee  SYRIAC VERSYRIAC VERSIONS.SIONS.SIONS.

See SYRIAC VERSIONS.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. B. DirkP. B. Dirksen, “The sen, “The Old TestamOld Testament Peshitent Peshitta,” in ta,” in Mikra,Mikra, ed. M. J. ed. M. ed. M. J. MuldM. J. Mulder. CRINT er. CRINT 2/1 (Phila2/1 (Philadelphia, 1delphia, 1988), 255–988), 255–97; Dirkse97; Dirksen et al., n et al., eds., eds., The PeshitThe PeshThe Peshitta: Peshitta: Its Early Its Early Text and HText and History.istory. Monograph Monographs of the Ps of the Peshitta Ineshitta Institute 4 stitute 4 (Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1988).911988).1988).1988).

Bibliography. P. B. Dirksen, “The Old Testament Peshitta,” in Mikra, ed. 
M. J. Mulder. CRINT 2/1 (Philadelphia, 1988), 255–97; Dirksen et al., eds., The 
Peshitta: Its Early Text and History. Monographs of the Peshitta Institute 4 (Leiden, 
1988).
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PESTILENCEPESTILENCE

PESTILENCE

In the BibIn the Bible, pestille, pestilence (Heb.ence (Heb.  deb�er, madeb�er, maœwet�;œwet�; Gk.  Gk. loimoœs; tloimoœs; thaénatoshaénatos) usually ) thaénatosthaénatos)thaénatos) usually r usually refers to defers to divine inteivine intervention irvention into human nto human history inhistory in the form  the form of human sof hof human sickhuman sickness in orness in order to punder to punish human ish human misbehaviomisbehavior. Pestiler. Pestilence is oftnce is often associaen associated with oteassociaassociatedassociated with othe with other calamitir calamities (e.g., es (e.g., Exod. 9:3-Exod. 9:3-15; Lev. 215; Lev. 26:25; Amos6:25; Amos 4:10; Hab 4:10; Hab. 3:5; Luk. 3:5. 3:5; Luke 3:5; Luke 21:11). It21:11). It also serv also served as a thed as a threat to brreat to bring about ing about correct hucorrect human behaviman behavior (e.g., or behavibehavior (behavior (e.g., Num.e.g., Num. 14:12; cf 14:12; cf. 16:46).. 16:46).. 16:46).

In the Bible, pestilence (Heb. deb�er, maœwet�;  Gk. loimoœs; 
thaénatos) usually refers to divine intervention into human history in the form of 
human sickness in order to punish human misbehavior. Pestilence is often 
associated with other calamities (e.g., Exod. 9:3-15; Lev. 26:25; Amos 4:10; Hab. 
3:5; Luke 21:11). It also served as a threat to bring about correct human 
behavior (e.g., Num. 14:12; cf. 16:46).

�Although pAlthough pestilence estilence and plagueand plague are often are often associate associated in ancied in ancient writingnt writings, some mos, some s, some modersome modern writers n writers argue thatargue that this does this does not mean  not mean that the tthat the two are intwo are interchangeaberchangeaintinterchanginterchangeable. Scoeable. Scourges suchurges such as buboni as bubonic plague, c plague, cholera, dcholera, dysentery, ysentery, smallpox, smallpox, and typhoianand typhoiand typhoid fever ard fever are generalle generally describey described as “plagd as “plagues,” whilues,” while “pestilee “pestilence” is monce” is most often ast ost often assooften associated witciated with sicknessh sicknesses which res which result fromesult from contamina contaminated water ted water supplies tsupplies that often htthat oftenthat often accompany accompany the siegi the sieging of a cing of a city. Howevety. However, some par, some passages refssages refer to smaler to smallpox and blpsmalsmallpox asmallpox and bubonicnd bubonic plague as plague as forms of  forms of pestilencepestilence. It could. It could very well very well be that a be that antiquity dntiqaantiquity antiquity did not madid not make such a ke such a distinctiodistinction between n between “pestilenc“pestilence” and “ple” and “plague” (cf.ague” (cf. Lat.  La Lat. Lat. pestilentipestilentia,a, which is  which is related torelated to  pestis,pestis, “plague”) “plague”)...

Although pestilence and plague are often associated in ancient writings, 
some modern writers argue that this does not mean that the two are 
interchangeable. Scourges such as bubonic plague, cholera, dysentery, smallpox, 
and typhoid fever are generally described as “plagues,” while “pestilence” is most 
often associated with sicknesses which result from contaminated water supplies 
that often accompany the sieging of a city. However, some passages refer to 
smallpox and bubonic plague as forms of pestilence. It could very well be that 
antiquity did not make such a distinction between “pestilence” and “plague” (cf. 
Lat. pestilentia, which is related to pestis, “plague”).
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PETERPETER (Gk.  (Gk. PétrosPétros)))

PETER (Gk. Pétros)

Simon bar Simon bar Jonah, nicJonah, nicknamed Cepknamed Cephas or Pethas or Peter (Aramaier (Aramaic and Greec and Greek for “rock for “rock”) by Jesk”) by Jk”) by Jesus. SinJesus. Since Simon wce Simon was a commoas a common Jewish nn Jewish name and a ame and a number of number of others areothers are mentioned mentio mentioned mentioned in the Gosin the Gospels and Apels and Acts, the ncts, the nickname beickname became the ccame the common desiommon designation fognationdesidesignatiodesignation for the n for the man, althoman, although the Gough the Gospels repospels report Jesus ort Jesus often calliften calling him Simng him Simon.onSimSimon.Simon.Simon.

Simon bar Jonah, nicknamed Cephas or Peter (Aramaic and Greek for “rock”) by 
Jesus. Since Simon was a common Jewish name and a number of others are 
mentioned in the Gospels and Acts, the nickname became the common 
designation for the man, although the Gospels report Jesus often calling him 
Simon.

�Peter was Peter was the son ofthe son of a Galilea a Galilean fisherman fisherman, Jonah (n, Jonah (Matt. 16:1Matt. 16:17) or John7) or John (John 21: (John 2 (John 21:15), wh21:15), who never apo never appears in tpears in the Gospel he Gospel narrativesnarratives. Peter an. Peter and his brotd his brother Andrewher Andrewher Andrew werAndrew were themselve themselves fishermes fishermen and paren and partners of atners of another painother pair of brothr of brothers, Jamesers, Jameers, James and James and John bar ZJohn bar Zebedee (Luebedee (Luke 5:10). ke 5:10). The GospelThe Gospels introducs introduce the reade the reader to Peteer to Peter to Peter threPeter three differene different ways: ast ways: as called by called by Jesus whi Jesus while fishingle fishing (Mark 1:1 (Mark 1:16-17 par.)6-17 par.), as calle, as c, as called by called by Jesus throJesus through a miraugh a miraculous catculous catch of fishch of fish (Luke 5:1 (Luke 5:1-11), and -11), and as a discias a disciple of Johple ofple of John thof John the Baptist e Baptist introducedintroduced to Jesus  to Jesus by his broby his brother (Johnther (John 1:35-42). 1:35-42). All three All three stories a sto stories agstories agree that Pree that Peter becameter became a commite a committed discipted disciple of Jesule of Jesus. The Syns. The Synoptics alsoptics also mention o mo mention thmention that Jesus lat Jesus later visitater visited Peter’sed Peter’s house in  house in Capernaum Capernaum (Mark 1:29(Mark 1:29), where h), where he healed Pehhe healed he healed Peter’s moPeter’s mother-in-lather-in-law. The picw. The picture paintture painted of Peteed of Peter, then, ir, then, is that of s that of a somewhata soma somewhat bsomewhat better-off etter-off Galilean pGalilean peasant whoeasant who was a sem was a semi-observani-observant Jew in tt Jew in the eyes ofhe eyes ofhe eyes of the Phaof the Pharisees (i.risees (i.e., he wase., he was one of th one of the e {am haœ}aœ{am haœ}aœres�res�) and yet ) and yet religious religious (or nation(or (or nation(or nationalistic) ealistic) enough to fnough to follow Jesuollow Jesus, having s, having perhaps fiperhaps first followrst followed John thed John the Baptist.e Bape Baptist.Baptist.Baptist.

Peter was the son of a Galilean fisherman, Jonah (Matt. 16:17) or John (John 
21:15), who never appears in the Gospel narratives. Peter and his brother 
Andrew were themselves fishermen and partners of another pair of brothers, 
James and John bar Zebedee (Luke 5:10). The Gospels introduce the reader to 
Peter three different ways: as called by Jesus while fishing (Mark 1:16-17 par.), as 
called by Jesus through a miraculous catch of fish (Luke 5:1-11), and as a disciple 
of John the Baptist introduced to Jesus by his brother (John 1:35-42). All three 
stories agree that Peter became a committed disciple of Jesus. The Synoptics also 
mention that Jesus later visited Peter’s house in Capernaum (Mark 1:29), where 



he healed Peter’s mother-in-law. The picture painted of Peter, then, is that of a 
somewhat better-off Galilean peasant who was a semi-observant Jew in the eyes 
of the Pharisees (i.e., he was one of the {am haœ}aœres� ) and yet religious 
(or nationalistic) enough to follow Jesus, having perhaps first followed John the 
Baptist.

�Despite, oDespite, or maybe ber maybe because of, cause of, his humblehis humble origins,  origins, Peter is pPeter is pictured asictured as a discipl a discip a disciple wdisciple who was choho was chosen to be sen to be one of theone of the Twelve (M Twelve (Mark 3:16 park 3:16 par.; he isar.; he is on every  on every list of thlilist of thlist of the Twelve),e Twelve), and then  and then one of theone of the inner cor inner core of threee of three, a group , a group which exclwhich excluded his budeexclexcluded hexcluded his brotheris brother Andrew (M Andrew (Mark 5:37; ark 5:37; 9:2 par.).9:2 par.). All four  All four Gospels reGospels record Petercord Peter as expres PeterPeter as ePeter as expressing xpressing the Twelvethe Twelve’s convict’s conviction that Jion that Jesus was tesus was the Messiahhe Messiah, although, although they plac th they placethey place it in dif it in different conferent contexts (Martexts (Mark 8:29 park 8:29 par.; John 6:.; John 6:68-69). Al68-69). All agree thl agree that Peter wat Peteat Peter was Peter was present dupresent during some ring some of the corof the core events oe events of Jesus’ mf Jesus’ ministry. Finistry. Futhermore,uthermore, there is  t there is athere is agreement tgreement that Jesus hat Jesus predicted predicted that Peterthat Peter would bet would betray him anray him and that in d that in the courtythethe courtythe courtyard of theard of the high prie high priest’s home st’s home Peter did Peter did in fact thin fact three times ree times deny that deny that he knew Jehe khe knew Jesusknew Jesus. Three of. Three of the Gospe the Gospels place Pls place Peter amongeter among the disci the disciples durinples during the resug the resurrection arresuresurrectiresurrection appearaon appearances, Lukences, Luke 24:34 agr 24:34 agreeing witheeing with Paul (1 C Paul (1 Cor. 15:5) or. 15:5) that Jesusthat Jesus also appe al also appeaalso appeared separared separately to Petely to Peter.ter.ter.

Despite, or maybe because of, his humble origins, Peter is pictured as a 
disciple who was chosen to be one of the Twelve (Mark 3:16 par.; he is on every 
list of the Twelve), and then one of the inner core of three, a group which 
excluded his brother Andrew (Mark 5:37; 9:2 par.). All four Gospels record 
Peter as expressing the Twelve’s conviction that Jesus was the Messiah, although 
they place it in different contexts (Mark 8:29 par.; John 6:68-69). All agree that 
Peter was present during some of the core events of Jesus’ ministry. Futhermore, 
there is agreement that Jesus predicted that Peter would betray him and that in 
the courtyard of the high priest’s home Peter did in fact three times deny that he 
knew Jesus. Three of the Gospels place Peter among the disciples during the 
resurrection appearances, Luke 24:34 agreeing with Paul (1 Cor. 15:5) that Jesus 
also appeared separately to Peter.

�It is obviIt is obvious that tous that the early Che early Church did hurch did not disquanot disqualify Peterlify Peter because o because of his denif his denif his denial of denial of Jesus, forJesus, for in both A in both Acts (esp. cts (esp. chs. 1—5) chs. 1—5) and Paul (and Paul (Gal. 1:18;Gal. 1:18; 2:1-10) o 2:1-10) one discovene dine discovers discovers Peter as aPeter as an acknowlen acknowledged centrdged central leader al leader of the earof the early Church,ly Church, along wit along with Jesus’ bh witwith Jesuswith Jesus’ brother ’ brother James and James and the bar Zethe bar Zebedee brotbedee brothers. Yet hers. Yet since Petesince Peter had a trr had a traveling miavtrtraveling traveling ministry (ministry (again confagain confirmed by birmed by both Acts aoth Acts and Paul), nd Paul), Jesus’ broJesus’ brother Jamesther James soon beca soo soon becamsoon became the maine the main leader of leader of the Jerus the Jerusalem churcalem church. Indeed,h. Indeed, Acts 15 ( Acts 15 (ca. ca. A.D.A.D. 49) pictu 49) 49) pictur49) pictures James aes James as the chies the chief leader ef leader even when Pven when Peter was peter was present.resent.resent.

It is obvious that the early Church did not disqualify Peter because of his 
denial of Jesus, for in both Acts (esp. chs. 1—5) and Paul (Gal. 1:18; 2:1-10) one 
discovers Peter as an acknowledged central leader of the early Church, along 
with Jesus’ brother James and the bar Zebedee brothers. Yet since Peter had a 
traveling ministry (again confirmed by both Acts and Paul), Jesus’ brother James 
soon became the main leader of the Jerusalem church. Indeed, Acts 15 (ca. A.D. 
49) pictures James as the chief leader even when Peter was present.

�Peter’s liPeter’s life was notfe was not without c without controversyontroversy. The Gosp. The Gospels reportels report that Jesu that Jesus had to cs had tos had to correctto correct him on oc him on occasion (e.casion (e.g., Mark 8g., Mark 8:32-33 par:32-33 par.). Acts p.). Acts pictures hiictures him as the cm as the center of centeccenter of center of controverscontroversy over hisy over his acceptanc acceptance of tablee of table fellowshi fellowship from thep from the gentile C gentile Cornelius (orCCornelius Cornelius (Acts 11:2(Acts 11:2-3, althou-3, although the stogh the story also inry also indicates hidicates his vindicats vindication). Paulion). Paul reports t repo reports threports that when Peat when Peter visiteter visited Antioch d Antioch Paul censoPaul censored his bered his behavior in havior in public (Gapublic (Gal. 2:11-14l. (Ga(Gal. 2:11(Gal. 2:11-14). In t-14). In this case Phis case Peter appeaeter appears to havers to have had no pe had no personal scrrsonal scruples abouuples about table fet tat table felltable fellowship (prowship (probably meaobably meaning celebning celebrating therating the Lord’s Su Lord’s Supper, whicpper, which for the h for the first two firsfirst two first two centuries centuries was a fullwas a full meal) wit meal) with Gentile h Gentile ChristiansChristians. This fit. This fits the picts the picture of Peture of ure of Peter aof Peter as a semi-os a semi-observant Jbservant Jew (includew (including his wiing his willingness llingness to live wito live with a tanneth a tanner in Acts r in Ar in Acts 9:43)Acts 9:43). However,. However, when “som when “some from Jame from James” appeares” appeared he withed he withdrew from drew from that tablethat tthat table felltable fellowship to owship to a strictlya strictly Jewish me Jewish mealtime praaltime practice. Accctice. According to ording to Paul, thisPaul, this was due t was d was due to hisdue to his “fear of  “fear of the circumthe circumcision,” mcision,” meaning eiteaning either Jewishher Jewish Christian Christians or Jews s or Jews in generalin gin general. Wgeneral. We are not e are not informed winformed whether thehether these people se people from Jamesfrom James were sent were sent by James  by Jam by James withJames with a message a message which cau which caused Peter’sed Peter’s behaviors behavior or whethe or whether they arrr they arrived on otived on oived on other busiother business and oness and on their own their own caused Pn caused Peter’s beheter’s behavior, butavior, but it is cle it is clear that Pear that Peter was seter PePeter was Peter was sensitive sensitive to what Jeto what Jews or Jewiws or Jewish Christish Christians thoughans thought about hit about him. This fim. This fits with Pats fifits with fits with Paul’s desPaul’s description ocription of him as af him as a missionar missionary to the Jy to the Jews (Gal. ews (Gal. 2:7-8). In2:7-8). In the light the lig the light of tlight of this it is his it is somewhat ssomewhat surprising urprising to discoveto discover that 1 Pr that 1 Peter is adeter is addressed todressed to gentile c genti gentile cogentile converts, alnverts, although thethough the letter co letter comes from ames from a different different period of period of Peter’s l Peter’s life and isife anife and is proand is probably co-abably co-authored byuthored by one of Pa one of Paul’s compaul’s companions.nions.nions.

Peter’s life was not without controversy. The Gospels report that Jesus had 
to correct him on occasion (e.g., Mark 8:32-33 par.). Acts pictures him as the 
center of controversy over his acceptance of table fellowship from the gentile 
Cornelius (Acts 11:2-3, although the story also indicates his vindication). Paul 
reports that when Peter visited Antioch Paul censored his behavior in public 
(Gal. 2:11-14). In this case Peter appears to have had no personal scruples about 
table fellowship (probably meaning celebrating the Lord’s Supper, which for the 
first two centuries was a full meal) with Gentile Christians. This fits the picture 
of Peter as a semi-observant Jew (including his willingness to live with a tanner in 
Acts 9:43). However, when “some from James” appeared he withdrew from that 
table fellowship to a strictly Jewish mealtime practice. According to Paul, this was 
due to his “fear of the circumcision,” meaning either Jewish Christians or Jews in 
general. We are not informed whether these people from James were sent by 
James with a message which caused Peter’s behavior or whether they arrived on 
other business and on their own caused Peter’s behavior, but it is clear that 
Peter was sensitive to what Jews or Jewish Christians thought about him. This 



fits with Paul’s description of him as a missionary to the Jews (Gal. 2:7-8). In the 
light of this it is somewhat surprising to discover that 1 Peter is addressed to 
gentile converts, although the letter comes from a different period of Peter’s life 
and is probably co-authored by one of Paul’s companions.

�Other thanOther than the attri the attribution of bution of two lettertwo letters to Peters to Peter, he disap, he disappears frompears from the pages the pag the pages of tpages of the NT ca. he NT ca. A.D.A.D. 50. It sh 50. It should be noould be noted, howevted, however, that wer, that when it camhen it came to writie to wrie to writing thwriting the Gospels,e Gospels, the autho the author of Matthr of Matthew showed ew showed a special a special interest iinterest in him, incn him, including in ludincincluding including in his Gosin his Gospel five bpel five blocks of ulocks of unique matenique material aboutrial about Peter (Ma Peter (Matt. 14:28-tt. 14:28-31; 15:15-31; 131; 15:15-20; 15:15-20; 16:18-19; 16:18-19; 17:24-27; 17:24-27; 18:21-22).18:21-22).

Other than the attribution of two letters to Peter, he disappears from the 
pages of the NT ca. A.D. 50. It should be noted, however, that when it came to 
writing the Gospels, the author of Matthew showed a special interest in him, 
including in his Gospel five blocks of unique material about Peter (Matt. 14:28-31; 
15:15-20; 16:18-19; 17:24-27; 18:21-22).

�According According to traditito tradition Peter eon Peter eventually ventually traveled ttraveled to Rome, alo Rome, although thethough the church th church church thechurch there arose wre arose well beforeell before his arriv his arrival. In Romal. In Rome, traditie, tradition adds, hon adds, his evangelis evangelistic preaistic evangelevangelistevangelistic preachiic preaching became ng became the basis the basis of Mark’s of Mark’s Gospel, alGospel, although thethough there is disare is disagreement agredisadisagreemedisagreement as to wnt as to whether or hether or not this pnot this pre-dated ore-dated or followedr followed Peter’s d Peter’s death (Papieath (Papias in Eusea(Papi(Papias in(Papias in Eusebius  Eusebius HEHE 3.39; Ire 3.39; Irenaeus naeus Adv. haer.Adv. haer. 3.1.1). F 3.1.1). Finally, asinally, as John 21:1 John 21:18-19 impli8-19 imp8-19 implies, Pimplies, Peter is saeter is said to haveid to have been mart been martyred by cryred by crucifixion,ucifixion, probably  probably after the after the great firegreatgreat firegreat fire in Rome i in Rome in 64 and cn 64 and certainly bertainly before Neroefore Nero’s death i’s death in 68 (Actsn 68 (Acts Peter 30— Peter 30—41; Eusebi430—30—41; Eus30—41; Eusebius ebius HEHE 2.25.5–8; 2.25.5–8; 3.1.2—3;  3.1.2—3; TertullianTertullian  ScorpiaceScorpiace 15; cf. A 15; cf. Apoc. Peterpoc. Peter; 1 Clem. ; 1 ; 1 Clem. 5:1 Clem. 5:4). He wou4). He would most lild most likely have kely have been in hibeen in his mid-60s s mid-60s at the timat the time. While te. While this tradithistthis tradithis tradition is thtion is the strongese strongest, some sct, some scholars argholars argue that Peue that Peter survivter survived Nero aned Nero and lived ind lid lived intolived into his 80s,  his 80s, even ordaieven ordaining Clemening Clement as his nt as his successor successor (Tertullia(Tertullian n De praescrDe praescr. haer.. h. haer.haer. 32; Epist 32; Epistle of Clemle of Clement to Jament to James 2). Howes 2). However, thisever, this latter tr latter tradition maadition may be simply be simpy be simply an simply an attempt toattempt to support R support Roman primaoman primacy.cy.cy.

According to tradition Peter eventually traveled to Rome, although the 
church there arose well before his arrival. In Rome, tradition adds, his 
evangelistic preaching became the basis of Mark’s Gospel, although there is 
disagreement as to whether or not this pre-dated or followed Peter’s death 
(Papias in Eusebius HE 3.39; Irenaeus Adv. haer. 3.1.1). Finally, as John 21:18-19 
implies, Peter is said to have been martyred by crucifixion, probably after the 
great fire in Rome in 64 and certainly before Nero’s death in 68 (Acts Peter 
30—41; Eusebius HE 2.25.5–8; 3.1.2—3; Tertullian Scorpiace 15; cf. Apoc. Peter; 
1 Clem. 5:4). He would most likely have been in his mid-60s at the time. While 
this tradition is the strongest, some scholars argue that Peter survived Nero and 
lived into his 80s, even ordaining Clement as his successor (Tertullian De praescr. 
haer. 32; Epistle of Clement to James 2). However, this latter tradition may be 
simply an attempt to support Roman primacy.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. BauckhaR. Bauckham, “The Mam, “The Martyrdom ofrtyrdom of Peter in  Peter in Early ChriEarly Christian Litestian Litstian LiteratureLiterature,” ,” ANRWANRW 26,1 (Ber 26,1 (Berlin, 1992)lin, 1992): 539–95; : 539–95; R. E. BrowR. E. Brown, K. P. Dn, K. P. Donfried, aonfried, and J. Reumnd J.nd J. ReumannJ. Reumann, eds., , eds., Peter in tPeter in the New Teshe New Testamenttament (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1973)lis, 1973); O. Cullm; O. Cullmann, ann, Peter: DisPetePeter: DisPeter: Disciple, Apociple, Apostle, Martstle, Martyr,yr, 2nd ed. ( 2nd ed. (PhiladelphPhiladelphia, 1962);ia, 1962); W. R. Far W. R. Farmer and R.mer and R. Kerestzy, Ke Kerestzy, Kerestzy, Peter and Peter and Paul in thPaul in the Church oe Church of Romef Rome (New York (New York, 1990); J, 1990); J. R. Micha. R. Michaels, els, 1 Peter.1 P1 Peter.Peter. WBC 49 (W WBC 49 (Waco, 1988)aco, 1988); “Peter,”; “Peter,” in  in DictionaryDictionary of Paul a of Paul and His Letnd His Letters,ters, ed. G. H. ed. G. H ed. G. H. HawthorH. Hawthorne and R. ne and R. P. Martin P. Martin (Downers G(Downers Grove, 1993rove, 1993), 701–3.), 701–3.), 701–3.
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PETER, ACTPETER, ACTS OFS OF (BG, 4) (BG, 4) (BG, 4)

PETER, ACTS OF (BG, 4)

One of theOne of the miracle-f miracle-filled apocilled apocryphal actryphal acts, centeris, centering on a cong on a contest betwntest between Peter een Peter and Simon anand Simon and Simon Magus in RMagus in Rome (an elome (an elaboration aboration on the encon the encounter in ounter in the canonithe canonical Acts) cal Acts)cal Acts) and Acts) and on the maron the martyrdom of tyrdom of the apostlthe apostle. In the e. In the competitiocompetition with Simn with Simon, Peter on, Peter enlists theenlists thenlists the aid of ae aid of a dog and a dog and a baby, bot baby, both of whichh of which are given are given the power the power of speech of speech, and rest, an, and restorand restores three mes three men to lifeen to life. In a las. In a last, desperat, desperate attemptte attempt to reasse to reassert his powrt his power over ther oer over thoseover those in attend in attendance, Simoance, Simon flies ovn flies over the citer the city of Rome.y of Rome. By means  By means of prayer of prayer Peter is aPePeter is aPeter is able to brible to bring Simon tng Simon to earth. Io earth. In the martn the martyrdom, Petyrdom, Peter is crucer is crucified upsiified upside-down asde-dupsiupside-dowupside-down as a resn as a result of havult of having angereing angered two promd two prominent Romainent Roman citizensn citizens by preach by preac by preaching preaching chastity tchastity to their wio their wives and coves and concubines. ncubines. Each of thEach of the two epise two episodes portrodes portrays a majoayportrportrays aportrays a major the major theme of the me of the Acts: the Acts: the restoratiorestoration of the fn of the faith of thaith of those who haose who have been luvehahave been have been lured awaylured away by pagan  by pagan cults and cults and the insistthe insistence on seence on sexual abstixual abstinence evennence even within ma w within marwithin marriage.riage.riage.

One of the miracle-filled apocryphal acts, centering on a contest between Peter 
and Simon Magus in Rome (an elaboration on the encounter in the canonical 
Acts) and on the martyrdom of the apostle. In the competition with Simon, Peter 
enlists the aid of a dog and a baby, both of which are given the power of speech, 
and restores three men to life. In a last, desperate attempt to reassert his power 
over those in attendance, Simon flies over the city of Rome. By means of prayer 
Peter is able to bring Simon to earth. In the martyrdom, Peter is crucified 
upside-down as a result of having angered two prominent Roman citizens by 



preaching chastity to their wives and concubines. Each of the two episodes 
portrays a major theme of the Acts: the restoration of the faith of those who 
have been lured away by pagan cults and the insistence on sexual abstinence even 
within marriage.

�The documeThe document was almnt was almost certaiost certainly composnly composed in Greeed in Greek in the lk in the latter halfatter half of the 2n of th of the 2nd cethe 2nd century ntury C.E.C.E. Approxima Approximately the ftely the first thirdirst third of the do of the document is cument is missing, amissing, although itlthoaalthough ialthough it is likelt is likely that they that the stories o stories of Peter tef Peter temporarily mporarily healing hihealing his paralyzes paralyzed daughterd daughd daughter (daughter (preserved preserved only in a only in a Coptic traCoptic translation anslation and known and known as the Act s the Act of Peter) of Peter) and of hisanand of hisand of his healing a healing a gardener’ gardener’s daughters daughter (summariz (summarized in the ed in the Epistle ofEpistle of Pseudo-Ti Pseudo-Titus) are ftusPseudo-TiPseudo-TitPseudo-Titus) are frus) are from the misom the missing chaptsing chapters. The rers. The remainder oemainder of the workf the work is preser is preser is preserved preserved in Latin iin Latin in the Vercn the Vercelli manuselli manuscript, andcript, and the marty the martyrdom, whicrdom, which also cirh also circulated inculcircirculatedcirculated independe independently, is pntly, is preserved ireserved in Greek, Sn Greek, Syriac, Ethyriac, Ethiopic, Araiopic, Arabic, Armenbic, Armenian, Georgian,ArmenArmenian, Armenian, Georgian, Georgian, Slavonic, Slavonic, and Copticand Coptic. The auth. The author is unknor is unknown, and town, and the most lihe most likely candiklilikely canlikely candidates fodidates for the placr the place of writie of writing are Romng are Rome or Asia e or Asia Minor.Minor.Minor.

The document was almost certainly composed in Greek in the latter half of 
the 2nd century C.E. Approximately the first third of the document is missing, 
although it is likely that the stories of Peter temporarily healing his paralyzed 
daughter (preserved only in a Coptic translation and known as the Act of Peter) 
and of his healing a gardener’s daughter (summarized in the Epistle of 
Pseudo-Titus) are from the missing chapters. The remainder of the work is 
preserved in Latin in the Vercelli manuscript, and the martyrdom, which also 
circulated independently, is preserved in Greek, Syriac, Ethiopic, Arabic, 
Armenian, Georgian, Slavonic, and Coptic. The author is unknown, and the most 
likely candidates for the place of writing are Rome or Asia Minor.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. K. ElliJ. K. Elliott, ed., ott, ed., The ApocryThe Apocryphal New Tphal New Testament,estament, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (New York,(New(New York,(New York, 1993), 39 1993), 390–430; W. 0–430; W. SchneemelcSchneemelcher, “The her, “The Acts of PeActs of Peter,” in ter,” in New TestamNew TestaNew Testament Testament Apocrypha,Apocrypha, ed. Schne ed. Schneemelcher-Remelcher-R. McL. Wil. McL. Wilson, rev. son, rev. ed., 2 (Loed., 2 (Louisville, uisville, 1992): 2711991992): 2711992): 271–321.–321.–321.
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PETER, APOCALYPSE OF

The name oThe name of two earlf two early Christiay Christian texts, on texts, one from thne from the first hae first half of the lf of the 2nd centur2nd century, and a gy, ay, and a gnosand a gnostic discoutic discourse (VII,3rse (VII,3), probabl), probably from they from the 3rd centu 3rd century. These ry. These are distinare distinct from thct fct from the lfrom the later Arabiater Arabic Apocalypc Apocalypse of Petese of Peter.r.r.

The name of two early Christian texts, one from the first half of the 2nd century, 
and a gnostic discourse (VII,3), probably from the 3rd century. These are distinct 
from the later Arabic Apocalypse of Peter.

�The earlieThe earlier Apocalypr Apocalypse of Petese of Peter is treatr is treated as Scried as Scripture in tpture in the Muratorhe Muratorian Fragmeian Fragian Fragment aFragment and by Clemnd by Clement of Aleent of Alexandria, bxandria, both late 2oth late 2nd-centurynd-century witnesses witnesses. Original. Original. OriginallyOriginally composed  composed in Greek, in Greek, its fullesits fullest text is t text is in Ethiopiin Ethiopic. The apoc. The apocalypse becalypse begins with gins wgins with Jesuswith Jesus and his d and his disciples sisciples seated on teated on the Mount ohe Mount of Olives (f Olives (cf. Mark 1cf. Mark 13:3 par.).3:3 par.). In a vers In a In a version a version of the figof the fig tree para tree parable (cf. Mble (cf. Mark 13:28-ark 13:28-29 par.), 29 par.), Jesus warnJesus warns of perses of persecution in cutiopersepersecutiopersecution in the ln in the last days bast days by a false y a false messiah. Jmessiah. Jesus extenesus extends his rigds his right hand, aht hand, and in it Pnd in ind in it Peter pit Peter perceives herceives hell and heell and heaven. Preoaven. Preoccupation ccupation with martywith martyrdom and ardom and apostasy mopostasy mopostasy motivate tmotivate this revelahis revelation. Punition. Punishments foshments for the wickr the wicked match ted match their sins,heir sins, and the r and the righteous wighrrighteous righteous watch theiwatch their counterpr counterparts suffearts suffer. The narr. The narrative clorative closes with Jses with Jesus’ asceesus’ ascension.nsioasceascension.ascension.

The earlier Apocalypse of Peter is treated as Scripture in the Muratorian 
Fragment and by Clement of Alexandria, both late 2nd-century witnesses. 
Originally composed in Greek, its fullest text is in Ethiopic. The apocalypse begins 
with Jesus and his disciples seated on the Mount of Olives (cf. Mark 13:3 par.). In 
a version of the fig tree parable (cf. Mark 13:28-29 par.), Jesus warns of 
persecution in the last days by a false messiah. Jesus extends his right hand, and in 
it Peter perceives hell and heaven. Preoccupation with martyrdom and apostasy 
motivate this revelation. Punishments for the wicked match their sins, and the 
righteous watch their counterparts suffer. The narrative closes with Jesus’ 
ascension.

�The gnostiThe gnostic apocalypc apocalypse is a rese is a revelatory dvelatory dialogue beialogue between the tween the Savior andSavior and Peter. It Peter. Peter. It Peter. It also showsalso shows a preoccu a preoccupation witpation with persecuth persecution, in thion, in this case ofis case of Gnostics  Gnostics by other Cby oby other Chriother Christians. Thstians. The Savior ee Savior explains thxplains that Peter’sat Peter’s opponents opponents, who incl, who include bishopude bishops and deacs bishopbishops anbishops and deacons,d deacons, are “with are “without percepout perception.” Esption.” Especially stecially striking is riking is its visionits vision of the “l of th of the “livinthe “living Jesus” lg Jesus” laughing fraughing from the croom the cross.ss.ss.

The gnostic apocalypse is a revelatory dialogue between the Savior and 
Peter. It also shows a preoccupation with persecution, in this case of Gnostics by 
other Christians. The Savior explains that Peter’s opponents, who include 
bishops and deacons, are “without perception.” Especially striking is its vision of 
the “living Jesus” laughing from the cross.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. BrashleJ. Brashler and R. Ar and R. A. Bullard,. Bullard, “Apocalyp “Apocalypse of Petese of Peter (VII, r (VII, 33),” in ),” in),” in in The Nag HaThe Nag Hammadi Librmmadi Library in Engary in English,lish, ed. J. M. ed. J. M. Robinson, Robinson, 3rd ed. ( 3rd ed. (San FranciSan Francisco, 1988)sco, 19sco, 1988), 3721988), 372–78; D. D.–78; D. D. Buchholz, Buchholz,  Your Eyes Your Eyes Will Be OpWill Be Opened: A Stened: A Study of theudy of the Greek (Et Greek (Ethiopic) Aphio(Et(Ethiopic)(Ethiopic) Apocalyps Apocalypse of Petere of Peter.. SBLDS 97  SBLDS 97 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1988).1988).1988).
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A letter oA letter of encouragf encouragement addrement addressed to tessed to the “exileshe “exiles of the Di of the Dispersion” spersion” in the norin the northwest corthnornorthwest northwest corner of corner of Asia MinorAsia Minor. Beyond t. Beyond the fact ofhe fact of genre and genre and addressee addressees, 1 Peters, 1 Peters, 1 Peter remaPeter remains a dispins a disputed letteuted letter which shr which shows how eaows how early Christrly Christians encouians encouraged one raged oneraged one anotheone another in a sitr in a situation of uation of persecutiopersecution.n.

A letter of encouragement addressed to the “exiles of the Dispersion” in the 
northwest corner of Asia Minor. Beyond the fact of genre and addressees, 1 
Peter remains a disputed letter which shows how early Christians encouraged 
one another in a situation of persecution.

RecipientsRecipients

Recipients

The “exileThe “exiles” live ins” live in a series  a series of Roman pof Roman provinces wrovinces which couldhich could be reache be reached by a joud by a journey from rnjoujourney frjourney from the Blaom the Black Sea shock Sea shore of Pontre of Pontus and cirus and circling throcling through Galatiugh Galatia, Cappadoa, Cappadocia, and AcCappadoCappadociaCappadocia, and Asia, and Asia, ending w, ending with the meith the messenger tassenger taking ship king ship from Bithyfrom Bithynia. 1 Petnia. 1 Peter presenterPetPeter presPeter presents itselents itself, then, af, then, as a circuls a circular letter ar letter which doeswhich does not addre not address any parss any particular coticulaparparticularparticular congregat congregation.ion.ion.

The “exiles” live in a series of Roman provinces which could be reached by a 
journey from the Black Sea shore of Pontus and circling through Galatia, 
Cappadocia, and Asia, ending with the messenger taking ship from Bithynia. 1 
Peter presents itself, then, as a circular letter which does not address any 
particular congregation.

�The term “The term “of the Disof the Dispersion” wpersion” would normaould normally make tlly make the addresshe addressees Jews (ees Jews (or Jewish or Jor Jewish ChrJewish Christians) listians) living outsiving outside (and tide (and thus exiledhus exiled from) Pal from) Palestine. Hoestine. However, sevwever, several refereralsevseveral reseveral references iferences in the lettn the letter imply ter imply that the rehat the readers are aders are Gentile ChGentile Christians (ristians (e.g., 1:14e.g., ((e.g., 1:1(e.g., 1:14, 18; 2:94, 18; 2:9–10; 4:3–4–10; 4:3–4). Thus it). Thus it appears t appears that the auhat the author is tathor is taking a Jewking a Jewish term aish terish term and aterm and applying itpplying it to Gentil to Gentile Christiae Christians who arens who are exiled fr exiled from their hom their heavenly hoeavenly home. This smhohome. Thishome. This sense of  sense of presently presently being a “fbeing a “foreigner” oreigner” or “exile”or “exile” in the ve in the very countryry country one was b on one was boone was born in permrn in permeates the eates the letter.letter.

The term “of the Dispersion” would normally make the addressees Jews (or 
Jewish Christians) living outside (and thus exiled from) Palestine. However, 
several references in the letter imply that the readers are Gentile Christians 
(e.g., 1:14, 18; 2:9–10; 4:3–4). Thus it appears that the author is taking a Jewish 
term and applying it to Gentile Christians who are exiled from their heavenly 
home. This sense of presently being a “foreigner” or “exile” in the very country 
one was born in permeates the letter.

AuthorAuthor

Author

The authorThe author identifie identifies himself s himself as (Simon)as (Simon) Peter, th Peter, the most proe most prominent of minent of Jesus’ 12 Jesus’ 12 apostles. apoapostles. apostles. However, tHowever, the fact thhe fact that Peter’sat Peter’s mission w mission was to the as to the Jews, not Jews, not Gentiles; Gentiles; the excellthethe excellthe excellent qualitent quality of the Gy of the Greek, espereek, especially in cially in ch. 1; thech. 1; the use of tr use of traditional aditional teaching rteachingteaching rteaching rather thanather than original  original ideas; theideas; the appearanc appearance of termse of terms and phras and phrases typicales typical of Paul;  of  of Paul; aof Paul; and the lacnd the lack of any tk of any tradition cradition connecting onnecting Peter withPeter with the area  the area of the recof the recipients haipienrecrecipientsrecipients have all  have all raised queraised questions abostions about authorsut authorship. Many hip. Many scholars tscholars therefore bherefore believe thaeliebbelieve thbelieve that the letat the letter is pseter is pseudonymous,udonymous, coming fr coming from a “Petrom a “Petrine circleine circle” in Rome ” in Rome in the lasinin the lasin the last quarter t quarter of the 1stof the 1st century.  century. Others argOthers argue that thue that the use of Se use of Silvanus (5ilvanus (5:12), prob:12), (5(5:12), pr(5:12), probably indobably indicating Paicating Paul’s colleul’s colleague Silasague Silas, as the s, as the secretary aecretary as well as s well as the messenthe mesthe messenger messenger would accowould account for thunt for the quality e quality of Greek (of Greek (including including the use ofthe use of the Greek the Greek OT rather GreekGreek OT rGreek OT rather thanather than Hebrew or Hebrew or Aramaic)  Aramaic) and the Paand the Pauline phrauline phrases. The oses. The other issuether issther issues couissues could be explld be explained by tained by the letter’he letter’s being ads being addressed todressed to those Pet those Peter does noer does not know pert kt know persoknow personally, butnally, but whose pli whose plight he hadght he had heard abo heard about. In thaut. In that case thet case the letter wa letter was most liks ms most likelmost likely written y written around thearound the tradition traditional date ofal date of Peter’s m Peter’s martyrdom, artyrdom, A.D.A.D. 64 (unles 64 (unle 64 (unless Pe(unless Peter was noter was not martyredt martyred, as some , as some argue). Thargue). This would mis would make the leake the letter’s seltter’s self-designatf-selself-desigself-designation of nation of its authorits authorship accurship accurate.ate.ate.

The author identifies himself as (Simon) Peter, the most prominent of Jesus’ 12 
apostles. However, the fact that Peter’s mission was to the Jews, not Gentiles; 
the excellent quality of the Greek, especially in ch. 1; the use of traditional 
teaching rather than original ideas; the appearance of terms and phrases typical 
of Paul; and the lack of any tradition connecting Peter with the area of the 
recipients have all raised questions about authorship. Many scholars therefore 
believe that the letter is pseudonymous, coming from a “Petrine circle” in Rome 
in the last quarter of the 1st century. Others argue that the use of Silvanus 
(5:12), probably indicating Paul’s colleague Silas, as the secretary as well as the 
messenger would account for the quality of Greek (including the use of the 
Greek OT rather than Hebrew or Aramaic) and the Pauline phrases. The other 
issues could be explained by the letter’s being addressed to those Peter does not 



know personally, but whose plight he had heard about. In that case the letter was 
most likely written around the traditional date of Peter’s martyrdom, A.D. 64 
(unless Peter was not martyred, as some argue). This would make the letter’s 
self-designation of its authorship accurate.

�What is clWhat is clear is thaear is that the lettt the letter presenter presents itself as itself as written s written by that Siby that Simon whom Jmon whom mon whom Jesuswhom Jesus nicknamed nicknamed Cephas (“ Cephas (“rock” in Arock” in Aramaic) orramaic) or Peter (th Peter (the Greek foe Greek form of Cephrm of Crm of Cephas). TCephas). This authorhis author locates h locates himself in imself in “Babylon” “Babylon” (5:13) alo(5:13) along with Mang with Mark (probabrk (probably John Maly(probab(probably (probably John Mark,John Mark, the compa the companion of Panion of Paul on his ul on his first missfirst missionary jouionary journey). Becrney). Because of thauBecBecause ofBecause of the ident the identification ification in Rev. 17in Rev. 17:5, 9 of B:5, 9 of Babylon witabylon with a city bh a city built on seuilt on seven hills,ven hiven hills, a chills, a common descommon description ofription of Rome, thi Rome, this locations location has tradi has traditionally btionally been thougheen thought to be Rot tt to be Rometo be Rome. However,. However, recent co recent commentatorsmmentators on Revela on Revelation have tion have pointed oupointed out that Jert thatt that Jerusthat Jerusalem was aalem was also built lso built on seven hon seven hills. Moreills. Moreover, Babyover, Babylon was thlon was the locatione location of the Je of of the Jewof the Jewish exile ish exile and so couand so could stand fld stand for any plaor any place of exilce of exile rather te rather than the cahan the capital of apital cacapital ofcapital of an empire an empire. Thus whi. Thus while the Romle the Roman identifan identification haication has much to s much to commend itcommend itcommend it, includit, including the weing the weight of tright of tradition, tadition, the author’he author’s emphasiss emphasis is not so is not so much on h much on his physicais phis physical lphysical location, bocation, but more onut more on his also  his also being an ebeing an exile like xile like the Christthe Christians he adians he addresses.dressadaddresses.addresses.

What is clear is that the letter presents itself as written by that Simon 
whom Jesus nicknamed Cephas (“rock” in Aramaic) or Peter (the Greek form of 
Cephas). This author locates himself in “Babylon” (5:13) along with Mark 
(probably John Mark, the companion of Paul on his first missionary journey). 
Because of the identification in Rev. 17:5, 9 of Babylon with a city built on seven 
hills, a common description of Rome, this location has traditionally been thought 
to be Rome. However, recent commentators on Revelation have pointed out 
that Jerusalem was also built on seven hills. Moreover, Babylon was the location 
of the Jewish exile and so could stand for any place of exile rather than the 
capital of an empire. Thus while the Roman identification has much to commend 
it, including the weight of tradition, the author’s emphasis is not so much on his 
physical location, but more on his also being an exile like the Christians he 
addresses.

PurposePurpose

Purpose

The recipiThe recipients of thents of the letter ae letter are, in there, in the view of t view of the author,he author, experienc experiencing persecing persecution. Theutiopersecpersecutiopersecution. There an. There are no refere no references to rences to official lofficial legal proceegal processes againsses against them, mst them, much less tuchmmuch less much less to anyone’to anyone’s having bs having been executeen executed, nor ised, nor is the perse the persecution viecution viewed as inewed as inevitable fovineinevitableinevitable for every for every believer  believer (3:13–14, (3:13–14, 17). Its f17). Its form appearorm appears to be sos to be social ostracial ostracism, perscism, ostraostracism,ostracism, personal  personal rejection,rejection, and, in t and, in the case ofhe case of slaves, u slaves, unfair puninfair punishment (1:shment (1:6–7; 2:12,6–7; 26–7; 2:12, 20; 2:12, 20; 3:14–17; 43:14–17; 4:4, 12–16;:4, 12–16; 5:9), all 5:9), all of which  of which were extrewere extremely signimely significant in ficant in a society a sociea society whsociety which was baich was based on socsed on social standiial standing (honor ng (honor and shame)and shame). In the f. In the face of thiace of this 1 Peter s 1s 1 Peter ap1 Peter appears to hpears to have two puave two purposes. Firposes. First, the arst, the author wantuthor wants to give s to give his readerhis readers a sense s as a sense ofa sense of belonging belonging to the tr to the true people ue people of God, anof God, and thus a rd thus a reason to season to stand firm tand firm in the perin tin the persecthe persecution. Theution. Their future ir future is secure;is secure; they have they have an inheri an inheritance no otance no one can conne can confiscate. Tfisconconfiscateconfiscate. They are. They are God’s peo God’s people and haple and have a true ve a true home. Furthome. Furthermore, thermore, their experheir expeheir experienceexperience in life i in life is no worses no worse than that than that of Jesus  of Jesus Christ himChrist himself, and self, and he has nowhe has now been exal bee been exaltbeen exalted to God’ed to God’s right has right hand.nd.nd.

The recipients of the letter are, in the view of the author, experiencing 
persecution. There are no references to official legal processes against them, 
much less to anyone’s having been executed, nor is the persecution viewed as 
inevitable for every believer (3:13–14, 17). Its form appears to be social 
ostracism, personal rejection, and, in the case of slaves, unfair punishment (1:6–7; 
2:12, 20; 3:14–17; 4:4, 12–16; 5:9), all of which were extremely significant in a 
society which was based on social standing (honor and shame). In the face of this 
1 Peter appears to have two purposes. First, the author wants to give his readers 
a sense of belonging to the true people of God, and thus a reason to stand firm in 
the persecution. Their future is secure; they have an inheritance no one can 
confiscate. They are God’s people and have a true home. Furthermore, their 
experience in life is no worse than that of Jesus Christ himself, and he has now 
been exalted to God’s right hand.

�Second, thSecond, the author we author wants to reants to remind his rmind his readers to eaders to give no cagive no cause for peuse for persecution rsecutpepersecutiopersecution other thn other than their ban their being Chriseing Christians. He tians. He thus callsthus calls them to h them to holy behavioly behavior and theorbehavibehavior abehavior and the uphnd the upholding of olding of their socitheir social roles ial roles in ways than ways that were thot were thought just ught just and honoraandand honoraand honorable in pagble in pagan societyan society. This wou. This would reduce ld reduce persecutiopersecution to a minn to a minimum and mimum and imum and make sand make sure that ture that the persecuhe persecution they tion they did experidid experience was bence was based on thased on their specifeir specifically Chricspecifspecificalspecifically Christily Christian behavioan behavior, includir, including their hng their holy life-soly life-style (4:3–tyle (4:3–5).5).

Second, the author wants to remind his readers to give no cause for 
persecution other than their being Christians. He thus calls them to holy 
behavior and the upholding of their social roles in ways that were thought just 
and honorable in pagan society. This would reduce persecution to a minimum 
and make sure that the persecution they did experience was based on their 
specifically Christian behavior, including their holy life-style (4:3–5).



Form and SForm and Structuretructure

Form and Structure

The book iThe book is a letters a letter of exhort of exhortation or eation or encouragemencouragement. The trnt. The traditional aditional opening stopening structures oruststructuresstructures of the sa of the salutation alutation and thanksgnd thanksgiving (expiving (expanded intoanded into a longer  a longer prayer, asprayer, as in the ca in t in the case othe case of the Paulf the Pauline letterine letters) flow ins) flow into the opeto the opening exhorning exhortation. Thtation. Three themesree themes are addre ar are addresare addressed: theirsed: their eschatolo eschatological secugical security in Gority in God; their dd; their duty to livuty to live as God’se as God’s children  child children ichildren in the lighn the light of comint of coming judgmentg judgment; and thei; and their identityr identity as the pe as the people of Goople of God joined td jod joined to joined to Jesus ChriJesus Christ. We notst. We notice that iice that it is theirt is their collectiv collective identitye identity as a peop as a people which ile whicle which is dwhich is described, escribed, not their not their individualindividual identity, identity, which was which was not the c not the critical isritical issue.sue.sue.

The book is a letter of exhortation or encouragement. The traditional opening 
structures of the salutation and thanksgiving (expanded into a longer prayer, as in 
the case of the Pauline letters) flow into the opening exhortation. Three themes 
are addressed: their eschatological security in God; their duty to live as God’s 
children in the light of coming judgment; and their identity as the people of God 
joined to Jesus Christ. We notice that it is their collective identity as a people 
which is described, not their individual identity, which was not the critical issue.

�The centraThe central exhortatl exhortation of theion of the letter bo letter body regardsdy regards living in living in pagan soc pagan society. It iiety. It is assumed s iis assumedis assumed that the  that the leaders ofleaders of the state the state, the slav, the slave’s mastere’s master, and the , and the wife’s huswife’s husband are nband hushusband arhusband are not Chrie not Christians (alstians (although Chrthough Christian husistian husbands are bands are addressed addressed in a one-vin a one-verse asideeone-vone-verse one-verse aside, 3:7aside, 3:7). It is a). It is accepted thccepted that the Chrat the Christian wilistian will persist l persist in his or in his or her Christher Chrher Christian Christian belief, evbelief, even though en though society resociety rejected sucjected such independh independent judgmeent judgment on the nt on the part of cippart of cipart of citizens andtizens and especiall especially on the py on the part of slaart of slaves and wives and wives. Yet bves. Yet because of ecause of their commtheir their commtheir commitment to itment to Christ theChrist these people se people can choosecan choose to live a to live a virtuous  virtuous life accorlife according to thdiaccoraccording according to their Cto their Christian christian commitment ommitment and socialand social standards standards, in that , in that order. Allorder. All of this i of of this isof this is put into  put into an eschatoan eschatological selogical setting of ftting of final judgminal judgment, whichent, which relativiz relativizes any humes any hes any human judghuman judgments of hments of honor or shonor or shame.ame.ame.

The central exhortation of the letter body regards living in pagan society. It 
is assumed that the leaders of the state, the slave’s master, and the wife’s 
husband are not Christians (although Christian husbands are addressed in a 
one-verse aside, 3:7). It is accepted that the Christian will persist in his or her 
Christian belief, even though society rejected such independent judgment on the 
part of citizens and especially on the part of slaves and wives. Yet because of 
their commitment to Christ these people can choose to live a virtuous life 
according to their Christian commitment and social standards, in that order. All 
of this is put into an eschatological setting of final judgment, which relativizes any 
human judgments of honor or shame.

�Finally, iFinally, in the lastn the last part of t part of the letter he letter body the sbody the situation oituation of persecutf persecution is addion is addressed dirreaddaddressed addressed directly, directly, starting wstarting with the arith the arena of conena of conflict (socflict (society), theiety), then moving tn moving to the areno the o the arena the arena in which tin which there shoulhere should be solidd be solidarity (thearity (the Christian Christian community community), and fin), and finally movinallyfinfinally mofinally moving back ving back to the areto the arena of confna of conflict, thislict, this time view time viewed as a coed as a conflict witnflict with the devih the dh the devil rathdevil rather than wier than with people th people in societyin society. The lett. The letter ends wier ends with the greth the greetings (ofetings (often in theten iten in the hanin the hand of the ad of the author if author if a secretary secretary was used) was used), starting, starting with the  with the commendaticommendation of the oncommendaticommendaticommendation of the on of the messenger messenger and continand continuing on touing on to general g general greetings, reetings, which are which arewhich are in linare in line with a ce with a circular leircular letter to grtter to groups whom oups whom the authorthe author does not  does not know persoknow personally. Thunpersopersonallypersonally. Thus the. Thus the outline i outline is as follos as follows:ws:ws:

Finally, in the last part of the letter body the situation of persecution is 
addressed directly, starting with the arena of conflict (society), then moving to 
the arena in which there should be solidarity (the Christian community), and 
finally moving back to the arena of conflict, this time viewed as a conflict with the 
devil rather than with people in society. The letter ends with the greetings (often 
in the hand of the author if a secretary was used), starting with the 
commendation of the messenger and continuing on to general greetings, which 
are in line with a circular letter to groups whom the author does not know 
personally. Thus the outline is as follows:

�I.I.�Address (1Address (1:1–12):1–12):1–12)

I. Address (1:1–12)

�A.A.�SalutationSalutation (1:1–2) (1:1–2) (1:1–2)

A. Salutation (1:1–2)

�B.B.�ThanksgiviThanksgiving (1:3–12ng (1:3–12)))

B. Thanksgiving (1:3–12)

�II.II.�Opening ExOpening Exhortation hortation (1:13—2:10(1:13—2:10)))

II. Opening Exhortation (1:13—2:10)

�A.A.�ExhortatioExhortation on Holinn on Holiness (1:13–ess (1:13–25)25)25)

A. Exhortation on Holiness (1:13–25)

�B.B.�ExhortatioExhortation on Commin on Commitment (2:1tment (2:1–10)–1(2:1(2:1–10)(2:1–10)(2:1–10)

B. Exhortation on Commitment 
(2:1–10)

�III.III.�Living as Living as a Christiaa Christian in Pagann in Pagan Society ( Society (2:11—4:11)2:11—4:11)

III. Living as a Christian in Pagan Society (2:11—4:11)

�A.A.�IntroductoIntroductory Exhortary Exhortation (2:11tion (2:11–12)–12)(2:11(2:11–12)(2:11–12)(2:11–12)

A. Introductory Exhortation 
(2:11–12)

�B.B.�Living witLiving with the Stath the State (2:13–17e (2:13–17)))

B. Living with the State (2:13–17)

�C.C.�Living as Living as a Slave (2a Slave (2:18–25):18–25):18–25)

C. Living as a Slave (2:18–25)



�D.D.�Living as Living as the Wife othe Wife of a Pagan f a Pagan (3:1–7)(3:1–7(3:1–7)(3:1–7)(3:1–7)

D. Living as the Wife of a Pagan 
(3:1–7)

�E.E.�Summary onSummary on Virtuous  Virtuous Living (3:Living (3:8–22)8–22(3:(3:8–22)(3:8–22)(3:8–22)

E. Summary on Virtuous Living 
(3:8–22)

�F.F.�ExhortatioExhortation in the Ln in the Light of ight of EschatologEschatology (4:1–11)y (4:1–11)

F. Exhortation in the Light of 
Eschatology (4:1–11)

�IV.IV.�Living witLiving with Persecuth Persecution (4:12—ion (4:12—5:11)5:11)5:11)

IV. Living with Persecution (4:12—5:11)

�A.A.�PersecutioPersecution and Socin and Society (4:12–ety (4:12–19)19)19)

A. Persecution and Society (4:12–19)

�B.B.�PersecutioPersecution and Chrin and Christian Solistian Solidarity (5:daritySoliSolidaritySolidarity (5:1–5) (5:1–5) (5:1–5)

B. Persecution and Christian 
Solidarity (5:1–5)

�C.C.�PersecutioPersecution and Spirn and Spiritual Warfitual Warfare are (5:6–11)(5:6–11)(5:6–11)

C. Persecution and Spiritual Warfare 
(5:6–11)

�V.V.�ConclusionConclusion and Greet and Greetings (5:12ings (5:12–14)–14)

V. Conclusion and Greetings (5:12–14)

TheologyTheology

Theology

While 1 PeWhile 1 Peter has beter has been consideen considered by somred by some a cateche a catechetical docetical document or aument or a baptismal baptisma baptismal baptismal homily bechomily because of thause of the basic nae basic nature of itture of its teachings teaching, it is no, it is not that syst that systematic ortematsyssystematicsystematic or all-in or all-inclusive. Wclusive. What it doehat it does do is aps do is apply centraply central themes ol themes of Christiaf Christian theologyn then theology ttheology to the perco the perceived situeived situation of tation of the readershe readers. God is p. God is presented aresented as the one s the one in controlin in controlin control of histor of history (5:6). Hy (5:6). He is the ce is the creator (4:reator (4:19) and ju19) and judge (1:17)dge (1:17) of the wo of the world, and yrld, arld, and yet aland yet also the fatso the father of hisher of his people (1 people (1:17). Beca:17). Because of thiuse of this, while ps, while persecutionersecution may make  may  may make lmay make life appearife appear chaotic,  chaotic, order and order and control recontrol remain. Jesumain. Jesus is preses is presented in twnted in two ways. Fio twtwo ways. two ways. First, he First, he is the savis the savior who gaior who gave his lifve his life for his e for his people (1:people (1:19; 2:24; 19; 2:24; 3:18). Sec3:18). S3:18). Second, heSecond, he is an exa is an example to thmple to the believere believers of one ws of one who was rejho was rejected and ected and suffered ysuffered yet was reseyyet was reyet was resurrected surrected and ascendand ascended triumphed triumphantly. It antly. It is this piis this picture, dracture, drawing on Jewing on Jewish interwisJeJewish intJewish interpretatioerpretations of Gen.ns of Gen. 6:1-4, wh 6:1-4, which appearich appears in 3:18–s in 3:18–22, showin22, showing Jesus prg Jesus proclaiming ocprproclaiminproclaiming his triug his triumph to themph to the fallen “s fallen “sons of Godons of God” imprison” imprisoned in the ed in the second heasecond heaven. The pveheaheaven. Thheaven. The persecute persecuted Gentileed Gentile Christian Christians are press are presented as tented as the people he people of God, reof God, reof God, receiving receiving the titlesthe titles and peopl and peoplehood of Gehood of God’s peoplod’s people Israel. e Israel. History isHistory is viewed in viewed in terms of  ter terms of cterms of conflict wionflict with the devth the devil and thoil and those he contse he controls, but rols, but a conflicta conflict in which  in which God’s apocGod’sGod’s apocGod’s apocalyptic inalyptic interventiontervention and final and final judgment  judgment is sure. Sis sure. Suffering, uffering, then, is tthen, is the experiehe exphe experienceexperience of persec of persecution now ution now as one paras one participates ticipates in this coin this conflict. Thnflict. The hope pree hope presented is senprepresented presented is that inis that in the prese the present one alrnt one already beloneady belongs to the gs to the people of people of God and inGod and in the futur th the futurethe future one will  one will receive threceive the full inhe full inheritance teritance to which tho which that belongiat belonging entitleng entitles him or hs him s him or herhim or her...

While 1 Peter has been considered by some a catechetical document or a 
baptismal homily because of the basic nature of its teaching, it is not that 
systematic or all-inclusive. What it does do is apply central themes of Christian 
theology to the perceived situation of the readers. God is presented as the one 
in control of history (5:6). He is the creator (4:19) and judge (1:17) of the world, 
and yet also the father of his people (1:17). Because of this, while persecution 
may make life appear chaotic, order and control remain. Jesus is presented in 
two ways. First, he is the savior who gave his life for his people (1:19; 2:24; 3:18). 
Second, he is an example to the believers of one who was rejected and suffered 
yet was resurrected and ascended triumphantly. It is this picture, drawing on 
Jewish interpretations of Gen. 6:1-4, which appears in 3:18–22, showing Jesus 
proclaiming his triumph to the fallen “sons of God” imprisoned in the second 
heaven. The persecuted Gentile Christians are presented as the people of God, 
receiving the titles and peoplehood of God’s people Israel. History is viewed in 
terms of conflict with the devil and those he controls, but a conflict in which 
God’s apocalyptic intervention and final judgment is sure. Suffering, then, is the 
experience of persecution now as one participates in this conflict. The hope 
presented is that in the present one already belongs to the people of God and in 
the future one will receive the full inheritance to which that belonging entitles 
him or her.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. H. DaviP. H. Davids, ds, The First The First Epistle ofEpistle of Peter. Peter. NICNT (Gr NICNT (Grand Rapidsand Rapids, 1990); N, RapidsRapids, 19Rapids, 1990); N. Hi90); N. Hillyer, llyer, 1 and 2 Pe1 and 2 Peter, Jude.ter, Jude. NIBC (Pea NIBC (Peabody, 1992body, 1992); J. N. D); J. N. D. Kelly, . Kelly, . Kelly, Kelly, A CommentaA Commentary on the ry on the Epistles oEpistles of Peter anf Peter and Juded Jude (1969, re (1969, repr. Grand pr. Grand Rapids, 19Rapids, 1981); T. W.8191981); T. 1981); T. W. Martin,W. Martin,  Metaphor aMetaphor and Composind Composition in 1 tion in 1 Peter.Peter. SBLDS 131 SBLDS 131 (Atlanta, (Atlanta, 1992); J. 199 1992); J. 1992); J. R. MichaelR. Michaels, s, 1 Peter.1 Peter. WBC 49 (W WBC 49 (Waco, 1988)aco, 1988); P. Perki; P. Perkins, ns, First and First and Second PetSecond PeSecond Peter, JamPeter, James, and Jues, and Jude.de. Interpret Interpretation (Louation (Louisville, 1isville, 1995).995).995).

Bibliography. P. H. Davids, The First Epistle of Peter. NICNT (Grand 
Rapids, 1990); N. Hillyer, 1 and 2 Peter, Jude. NIBC (Peabody, 1992); J. N. D. 
Kelly, A Commentary on the Epistles of Peter and Jude (1969, repr. Grand Rapids, 
1981); T. W. Martin, Metaphor and Composition in 1 Peter. SBLDS 131 (Atlanta, 



1992); J. R. Michaels, 1 Peter. WBC 49 (Waco, 1988); P. Perkins, First and Second 
Peter, James, and Jude. Interpretation (Louisville, 1995).
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PETER, GOSPETER, GOSPEL OFPEL OFPEL OF

PETER, GOSPEL OF

A 2nd-centA 2nd-century ury C.E.C.E. pseudonym pseudonymous work lous work literarily iterarily related torelated to the Synop the Synoptic Gospeltic Gospels. A Greeks. GospelGospels. AGospels. A Greek Gos Greek Gospel manuscpel manuscript from ript from the 7th cethe 7th century purpntury purporting to orting to have been have beehave been writtbeen written by Peteen by Peter was founr was found by Frencd by French archaeolh archaeologists in ogists in 1886–87 in1886–87 in Egypt. Sc Egypt. Scholars idehScScholars iScholars identified dentified it as the it as the Gospel of Gospel of Peter, witPeter, witnessed onlnessed only twice iny twice in antiquity antiquity, by Euseb, by E, by Eusebius (Eusebius (HEHE 6.12.2–6) 6.12.2–6) and Orige and Origen (n (Comm. on MComm. on Matt.att. 10.17). T 10.17). The manuscrhe manuscript, only ipt, only partially ppartially partially preserved,preserved, abruptly  abruptly begins in begins in the trial the trial of Jesus bof Jesus before Pilaefore Pilate, continte, continues with hues withues with his dwith his death, burieath, burial, and real, and resurrectionsurrection, and brea, and breaks off at ks off at the beginnthe beginning of an ing of an appearanceappeaappearanceappearance of the ri of the risen Lord tsen Lord to several o several disciples disciples in Galileein Galilee. Two frag. Two fragments fromments from the Oxyrh th the Oxyrhythe Oxyrhynchus Papynchus Papyri were idri were identified ientified in 1972 as n 1972 as the Gospelthe Gospel of Peter  of Peter and demonsand demonand demonstratdemonstrate this booe this book to be cik to be circulating rculating by 200.by 200.by 200.

A 2nd-century C.E. pseudonymous work literarily related to the Synoptic 
Gospels. A Greek Gospel manuscript from the 7th century purporting to have 
been written by Peter was found by French archaeologists in 1886–87 in Egypt. 
Scholars identified it as the Gospel of Peter, witnessed only twice in antiquity, by 
Eusebius (HE 6.12.2–6) and Origen (Comm. on Matt. 10.17). The manuscript, only 
partially preserved, abruptly begins in the trial of Jesus before Pilate, continues 
with his death, burial, and resurrection, and breaks off at the beginning of an 
appearance of the risen Lord to several disciples in Galilee. Two fragments from 
the Oxyrhynchus Papyri were identified in 1972 as the Gospel of Peter and 
demonstrate this book to be circulating by 200.

�Past scholPast scholarship viearship viewed the Gowed the Gospel of Pespel of Peter as gnoter as gnostic or dostic or docetic, folcetic, following Euslowing Elowing Eusebius. Eusebius. More recenMore recently it is tly it is viewed as viewed as mainly a Gmainly a Great Churcreat Church documenth document (probably (probably (probably (probably used by Juused by Justin and astin and almost certlmost certainly by Mainly by Mileto of Sileto of Sardis), buardis), but one alsot one also usable by usa usable by usable by Gnostics. Gnostics. Most curreMost current researcnt research focuses h focuses on its relon its relation to tation to the canoniche canonical Gospelsal canoniccanonical canonical Gospels. JGospels. John Dominiohn Dominic Crossan,c Crossan, following following Helmut Ko Helmut Koester, hasester, has argued th argued t argued that a southat a source which rce which he isolatehe isolates in the Gs in the Gospel of Pospel of Peter, “Theeter, “The Cross Gos Cross Gospel,” goespel,” goes back to t b back to thback to the mid-1st e mid-1st century ancentury and was a sod was a source of alurce of all four canl four canonical Pasonical Passion narrasion narratives. Othtivenarranarrativesnarratives. Others h. Others have sharplave sharply contestey contested this, mad this, maintaining intaining that the Gthat the Gospel of Pospel of Peter is lietePPeter is lPeter is literarily iterarily dependent dependent for most ofor most of its compf its composition onosition on the Synop the Synoptics, espetics, especially Matciallespeespeciallyespecially Matthew,  Matthew, and suppleand supplemented witmented with 2nd-centh 2nd-century oral tury oral tradition fradition from popularom popularom popular mapopular mainstream Cinstream Christianithristianity.y.y.

Past scholarship viewed the Gospel of Peter as gnostic or docetic, following 
Eusebius. More recently it is viewed as mainly a Great Church document 
(probably used by Justin and almost certainly by Mileto of Sardis), but one also 
usable by Gnostics. Most current research focuses on its relation to the 
canonical Gospels. John Dominic Crossan, following Helmut Koester, has argued 
that a source which he isolates in the Gospel of Peter, “The Cross Gospel,” goes 
back to the mid-1st century and was a source of all four canonical Passion 
narratives. Others have sharply contested this, maintaining that the Gospel of 
Peter is literarily dependent for most of its composition on the Synoptics, 
especially Matthew, and supplemented with 2nd-century oral tradition from 
popular mainstream Christianity.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. E. BrowR. E. Brown, “n, “The GospelThe Gospel of Peter of Peter — A Nonca — A Noncanonical Panonical Passion Narrssion PaPassion NaPassion Narrative,” rrative,” in in The Death The Death of the Mesof the Messiahsiah (New York (New York, 1994) 2:, 1994) 2:1317–49; J1317–49; J. D. Cross. D. . D. CrossanD. Crossan, , The Cross The Cross That SpokeThat Spoke (San Fran (San Francisco, 198cisco, 1988); C. Mau8); C. Maurer and W.rer and W. Schneemel Schneem SchneemelcSchneemelcher, “The her, “The Gospel of Gospel of Peter,” inPeter,” in  New TestamNew Testament Apocryent Apocrypha,pha, ed. Schne ed. Schneemelcher aemeSchneSchneemelcSchneemelcher and R.her and R. McL. Wils McL. Wilson, rev. eon, rev. ed., 1 (Phid., 1 (Philadelphia,ladelphia, 1991): 21 1991): 216–27.6–27.6–27.

Bibliography. R. E. Brown, “The Gospel of Peter — A Noncanonical 
Passion Narrative,” in The Death of the Messiah (New York, 1994) 2:1317–49; J. 
D. Crossan, The Cross That Spoke (San Francisco, 1988); C. Maurer and W. 
Schneemelcher, “The Gospel of Peter,” in New Testament Apocrypha, ed. 
Schneemelcher and R. McL. Wilson, rev. ed., 1 (Philadelphia, 1991): 216–27.
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PETER, PREACHING OF

An early CAn early Christian whristian work extantork extant only in f only in fragmentaryragmentary quotation quotations, primaris, primarily in Clemly in Clement of AleenClemClement ofClement of Alexandri Alexandria (a (Misc.Misc. 1.29.182; 1.29.182; 2.15.68;  2.15.68; 6.5.39–41;6.5.39–41; 6.5.43; 6 6.5.43; 6.6.48; 6.7.6.48; 6.7.58; 6.15..58; 6.1.58; 6.15.128; 6.15.128; Ecl. prophEcl. proph.. 58). Whil 58). While Clement e Clement attributesattributes it to the it to the Apostle P Apostle Peter, Origeter, Origen doubts en OrigOrigen douOrigen doubts its aubts its authenticitythenticity ( (Comm. in JComm. in Jn.n. 13.17), a 13.17), and Eusebiund Eusebius considers considers it noncas it noncas it noncanonicnoncanonical (al (HEHE 3.3.2). T 3.3.2). The gnostiche gnostic writer He writer Heracleon quracleon quoted it, aoted it, and the apond the apologists Thlogistapoapologistsapologists Theophilu Theophilus and Ariss and Aristides seemtides seem to have k to have known it. Tnown it. These witnehese witnesses pointsses point toward an pointpoint towapoint toward an earlrd an early 2nd-centy 2nd-century composury composition, position, possibly in Esibly in Egypt.gypt.gypt.

An early Christian work extant only in fragmentary quotations, primarily in 
Clement of Alexandria (Misc. 1.29.182; 2.15.68; 6.5.39–41; 6.5.43; 6.6.48; 6.7.58; 
6.15.128; Ecl. proph. 58). While Clement attributes it to the Apostle Peter, 
Origen doubts its authenticity (Comm. in Jn. 13.17), and Eusebius considers it 
noncanonical (HE 3.3.2). The gnostic writer Heracleon quoted it, and the 
apologists Theophilus and Aristides seem to have known it. These witnesses 



point toward an early 2nd-century composition, possibly in Egypt.

�The fragmeThe fragments featurnts feature missionae missionary speechery speeches by Peters by Peter, but also, but also include t include the resurrehe resuhe resurrecteresurrected Christ’sd Christ’s instructi instructions as he ons as he sends the sends the apostles tapostles to preach to preach to all the o all the world. Theworlworld. Theworld. The work emph work emphasizes monasizes monotheism, rotheism, rejecting bejecting both Greek oth Greek and Jewishand Jewish worship i worsh worship inworship in favor of  favor of that of Chthat of Christians, ristians, the “thirdthe “third race.” Pr race.” Proof from Soof from Scripture icripture is valued: s valus valued: thvalued: the apostlese apostles “say noth “say nothing apart ing apart from Scripfrom Scripture”; Petture”; Peter claims er claims that Christhat Christ’s comingt’s ct’s coming, hicoming, his sufferins suffering, death, g, death, resurrectiresurrection, and ason, and ascension arcension are all foune all found in Scripd in Scripture.ture.ture.

The fragments feature missionary speeches by Peter, but also include the 
resurrected Christ’s instructions as he sends the apostles to preach to all the 
world. The work emphasizes monotheism, rejecting both Greek and Jewish 
worship in favor of that of Christians, the “third race.” Proof from Scripture is 
valued: the apostles “say nothing apart from Scripture”; Peter claims that Christ’s 
coming, his suffering, death, resurrection, and ascension are all found in Scripture.

�The PreachThe Preaching is reling is related both ated both to early Cto early Christian ahristian apologetic pologetic works (empworks (emphasis on mhasis ohasis on monotheon monotheism, attacism, attacks on pagaks on pagan and Jewin and Jewish worshipsh worship) and to e) and to early missiarly missionary liteonary literature (e.rliteliteratureliterature (e.g., Ac (e.g., Acts of the ts of the Apostles).Apostles).

The Preaching is related both to early Christian apologetic works (emphasis 
on monotheism, attacks on pagan and Jewish worship) and to early missionary 
literature (e.g., Acts of the Apostles).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. SchneemW. Schneemelcher, “Telcher, “The Kerygmahe Kerygma Petri,” i Petri,” in n New TestamNew Testament Apocryent Aent Apocrypha,Apocrypha, ed. W. Sc ed. W. Schneemelchehneemelcher and R. Mr and R. McL. WilsoncL. Wilson, rev. ed., rev. ed., 2 (Louis, 2 (Louisville, 199ville, 1992): 34–41.2)1991992): 34–1992): 34–41.41.41.

Bibliography. W. Schneemelcher, “The Kerygma Petri,” in New Testament 
Apocrypha, ed. W. Schneemelcher and R. McL. Wilson, rev. ed., 2 (Louisville, 
1992): 34–41.
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PETER, SECOND LETTER OF

One of theOne of the seven “ca seven “catholic” ortholic” or “general” “general” epistles. epistles. On the ba On the basis of 3:1sis of 3:1 (“this is (“this is . . . the . . . t . . . the secondthe second letter I  letter I am writingam writing to you”)  to you”) it is assuit is assumed that tmed that the same auhe same audience is dience is intended ainteintended aintended as in 1 Pets in 1 Peter, althouer, although no suchgh no such specific  specific reference reference occurs. Thoccurs. The situatioe situation, style, n, stn, style, andstyle, and content i content indicate thndicate that both that both the writer ae writer and the intnd the intended readended readers lived ers lived in pluraliin pin pluralistipluralistic Hellenisc Hellenistic envirotic environments.nments.

One of the seven “catholic” or “general” epistles. On the basis of 3:1 (“this is . . . 
the second letter I am writing to you”) it is assumed that the same audience is 
intended as in 1 Peter, although no such specific reference occurs. The situation, 
style, and content indicate that both the writer and the intended readers lived in 
pluralistic Hellenistic environments.

Literary SLiterary Structuretructure

Literary Structure

2 Peter ma2 Peter may be outliy be outlined as folned as follows:lows:lows:

2 Peter may be outlined as follows:

�1:1–151:1–15�IntroductiIntroductiononon

1:1–15 Introduction

�1:1–21:1–2�GreetingGreetingGreeting

1:1–2 Greeting

�1:3–91:3–9�Core of PeCore of Peter’s defiter’s definitive teanitive teachingchingching

1:3–9 Core of Peter’s definitive teaching

�1:10–111:10–11�AdmonitionAdmonition to make “ to make “calling ancalling and d election selection sure”ure”ure”

1:10–11 Admonition to make “calling and 
election sure”

�1:12–151:12–15�Reminder: Reminder: Peter’s tePeter’s testamentstamentstament

1:12–15 Reminder: Peter’s testament

�1:16—3:131:16—3:13�BodyBodyBody

1:16—3:13 Body

�1:16–211:16–21�AuthenticaAuthentication of trtion of traditional aditional Christian Christian teachingteachingteaching

1:16–21 Authentication of traditional 
Christian teaching

�2:1–222:1–22�DenunciatiDenunciation of the on of the “false tea“false teachers”chers”chers”

2:1–22 Denunciation of the “false teachers”

�3:1–133:1–13�EschatologEschatological certaical certainty and inty and Christian Christian ethicsethicsethics

3:1–13 Eschatological certainty and 
Christian ethics

�3:14–183:14–18�ConclusionConclusion

3:14–18 Conclusion

�2 Peter ev2 Peter evidences twidences two literaryo literary genres: t genres: the letter he letter and the teand the testament. Istament. In 3:1 the n 3:1 then 3:1 the writerthe writer refers to refers to the docum the document as a lent as a letter. Itsetter. Its opening ( opening (1:1–2) con1:1–2) conforms to cforms to customary Justccustomary customary Jewish andJewish and early Chr early Christian letistian letter openinter openings. The ings. The introductiontroduction, stating , stating the theme thethe theme the theme (1:3–11), (1:3–11), followed bfollowed by the staty the statement of tement of the occasiohe occasion for the n for the letter (vvletter (vv. 12–15), . 1. 12–15), is12–15), is typical.  typical. The letterThe letter was sent  was sent to specifito specific addressec addressees, i.e., es, i.e., the recipithe recipients of thents of tents of the letterthe letter of 1 Pete of 1 Peter (3:1). Sr (3:1). So in spiteo in spite of the ge of the general addrneral address (1:1),ess (1:1), it is not it is not a “cathol a “catho a “catholic”“catholic” letter ad letter addressed todressed to all Chris all Christians, buttians, but an occasi an occasional letteonal letter aimed atr aimed at a specifi a spe a specific pspecific problem.roblem.roblem.

2 Peter evidences two literary genres: the letter and the testament. In 3:1 
the writer refers to the document as a letter. Its opening (1:1–2) conforms to 



customary Jewish and early Christian letter openings. The introduction, stating 
the theme (1:3–11), followed by the statement of the occasion for the letter (vv. 
12–15), is typical. The letter was sent to specific addressees, i.e., the recipients of 
the letter of 1 Peter (3:1). So in spite of the general address (1:1), it is not a 
“catholic” letter addressed to all Christians, but an occasional letter aimed at a 
specific problem.

�2 Peter is2 Peter is also a te also a testament, ostament, or farewellr farewell speech. T speech. This genre,his genre, common in common in the inter the int the intertestaintertestamental permental period, is chiod, is characterizearacterized by two fd by two features: eeatures: ethical admthical admonitions aonitions and revelatnd rnd revelationrevelations of the fs of the future (cf.uture (cf. Acts 20:1 Acts 20:17-34; 2 Ti7-34; 2 Timothy; alsmothy; also Acts of o Acts of Peter, ActPeter, Acts of John,s of s of John, Aof John, Acts of Thocts of Thomas). 2 Pemas). 2 Pet. 1:3-11 t. 1:3-11 is a homilis a homily which foy which follows a pallows a pattern founttern found, e.g., id, ed, e.g., in te.g., in the farewelhe farewell speechesl speeches of Ezra ( of Ezra (2 Esdr. 142 Esdr. 14:28-36). 2:28-36). 2 Pet. 1:12 Pet. 1:12-15 is rep-15 is replete with lete wilete with languwith language typicaage typical of farewl of farewell addresell addresses, and sses, and specificallpecifically mentionsy mentions Peter’s k Peter’s knowledge onowlkknowledge knowledge of his appof his approaching droaching death. 2 Peeath. 2 Pet. 2:1-3a;t. 2:1-3a; 3:1-4 pre 3:1-4 predict the adict the arrival of rrival of false teacfalse false teacfalse teachers.hers.

2 Peter is also a testament, or farewell speech. This genre, common in the 
intertestamental period, is characterized by two features: ethical admonitions and 
revelations of the future (cf. Acts 20:17-34; 2 Timothy; also Acts of Peter, Acts 
of John, Acts of Thomas). 2 Pet. 1:3-11 is a homily which follows a pattern found, 
e.g., in the farewell speeches of Ezra (2 Esdr. 14:28-36). 2 Pet. 1:12-15 is replete 
with language typical of farewell addresses, and specifically mentions Peter’s 
knowledge of his approaching death. 2 Pet. 2:1-3a; 3:1-4 predict the arrival of 
false teachers.

Literary RLiterary Relationshielationshipsps

Literary Relationships

It is commIt is commonly suppoonly supposed that 2sed that 2 Peter is  Peter is a revisiona revision of Jude.  of Jude. Unlike JudUnlike Jude, 2 Petere, 2 Peter contains  con contains ocontains only a few nly a few OT allusioOT allusions, usuallns, usually to the Ly to the LXX, and noXX, and no OT citati OT citations or refons or references toerrefreferencesreferences to Assump to Assumption of Motion of Moses and 1 ses and 1 Enoch, theEnoch, the latter a  latter a very populvery popular book inar book inar book in 2nd-cenin 2nd-century Christury Christianity butianity but used in t used in the 1st cethe 1st century in Pntury in Palestinianalestinian Jewish ci Jewish circles. Sinrcles.cicircles. Scircles. Since Jude’ince Jude’s midrash s midrash is based ois based on tradition traditional materinal material with whal with which the reich the readers wereadersrereaders wereaders were alreadyre already familiar  familiar (Jude 5), (Jude 5), 2 Peter ma2 Peter may also usey also use a similar a similar tradition tradition. Jude’s c. Jude. Jude’s carJude’s careful midraeful midrashic strucshic structure is abture is absent from sent from 2 Peter. C2 Peter. Contrary toontrary to common as common assumptions,sasassumptionassumptions, the twos, the two letters d letters derive fromerive from different different situation situations, oppose s, oppose different different opponents,oppopponents,opponents, and there and therefore make fore make appropriatappropriate use of ae use of and adjustmnd adjustments to whents to whatever matatever matever material tmaterial they may hahey may have in commve in common.on.on.

It is commonly supposed that 2 Peter is a revision of Jude. Unlike Jude, 2 Peter 
contains only a few OT allusions, usually to the LXX, and no OT citations or 
references to Assumption of Moses and 1 Enoch, the latter a very popular book 
in 2nd-century Christianity but used in the 1st century in Palestinian Jewish 
circles. Since Jude’s midrash is based on traditional material with which the 
readers were already familiar (Jude 5), 2 Peter may also use a similar tradition. 
Jude’s careful midrashic structure is absent from 2 Peter. Contrary to common 
assumptions, the two letters derive from different situations, oppose different 
opponents, and therefore make appropriate use of and adjustments to whatever 
material they may have in common.

�The authorThe author of 2 Pete of 2 Peter knew a cr knew a collection ollection of Paulineof Pauline letters a letters and regardend regarded them as d themd them as “sthem as “scriptures,criptures,” authorit” authoritative alonative alongside the gside the OT (3:15–1OT (3:15–16). Howeve6). However, there ir, there is little, s iis little,is little, if any, s if any, sign of Pauign of Pauline influline influence in 2 ence in 2 Peter, evePeter, even though tn though the author he author states thastates thstates that Paul that Paul dealt withdealt with his subje his subject matter.ct matter. Although  Although 2 Peter co2 Peter contains fountains four allusionr allusions to gospes to s to gospel to gospel traditionstraditions (1:14; 1: (1:14; 1:16–18; 2:216–18; 2:20; 3:10), 0; 3:10), it is impoit is impossible to ssible to tell whethtell whether it is der it is er it is dependeis dependent upon annt upon any of the fy of the four canoniour canonical Gospelcal Gospels. The accs. The account of thount of the Transfige Transfiguration (1uTransfigTransfigurTransfiguration (1:1ation (1:16–18) is r6–18) is rather primather primitive and itive and not at allnot at all like the  like the strongly hstrongly hellenized ellenizhhellenizedhellenized 2nd-centu 2nd-century accountry accounts.s.s.

The author of 2 Peter knew a collection of Pauline letters and regarded 
them as “scriptures,” authoritative alongside the OT (3:15–16). However, there 
is little, if any, sign of Pauline influence in 2 Peter, even though the author states 
that Paul dealt with his subject matter. Although 2 Peter contains four allusions 
to gospel traditions (1:14; 1:16–18; 2:20; 3:10), it is impossible to tell whether it 
is dependent upon any of the four canonical Gospels. The account of the 
Transfiguration (1:16–18) is rather primitive and not at all like the strongly 
hellenized 2nd-century accounts.

�The differThe difference in voence in vocabulary acabulary and style bnd style between 1 aetween 1 and 2 Peternd 2 Peter is signif is significant. Boticant. Boicant. Both letteBoth letters are relrs are relatively bratively brief and arief and are directede directed to quite  to quite different different situationssituations. Unlike t. Unlike. Unlike theUnlike the Pauline l Pauline letters, coetters, common termimmon terminology in nology in 1 and 2 Pe1 and 2 Peter is negter is negligible anligible and common td cd common thecommon themes are momes are mostly thosestly those ideas com ideas common througmon throughout earlyhout early Christian Christianity. Whileity. Wity. While the While the author of author of 2 Peter kn2 Peter knew 1 Peterew 1 Peter, he did n, he did not follow ot follow the commonthe common 2nd-centu 2nd-cen 2nd-centur2nd-century pseudepiy pseudepigraphic prgraphic practice of actice of echoing wrechoing writings attitings attributed toributed to their pse their pseudonyms.udpsepseudonymspseudonyms...

The difference in vocabulary and style between 1 and 2 Peter is significant. 
Both letters are relatively brief and are directed to quite different situations. 
Unlike the Pauline letters, common terminology in 1 and 2 Peter is negligible and 
common themes are mostly those ideas common throughout early Christianity. 
While the author of 2 Peter knew 1 Peter, he did not follow the common 



2nd-century pseudepigraphic practice of echoing writings attributed to their 
pseudonyms.

�2 Peter is2 Peter is quite unl quite unlike other ike other NT documenNT documents, and sets, and seems to repems to represent a Cresent a Christian shristCChristian Christian situation situation and style and style of discourof discourse not othse not otherwise fouerwise found in the nd in the NT. HoweveNT. However, there arHoweveHowever, tHowever, there are mhere are many parallany parallels in ideels in ideas and teras and terminology wminology with 1—2 Clith 1—2 Clement and ement anement and the Shand the Shepherd of epherd of Hermas, alHermas, all claimingl claiming dates in  dates in the last dthe last decade of tecade of the 1st cenhe 1st century. It iturcencentury. Icentury. It is possit is possible that 2ble that 2 Peter sha Peter shares with tres with these workshese works a common  a common indebtedneindebtedness to somesindebtedneindebtedneindebtedness to somess to some tradition tradition of Roman  of Roman ChristianiChristianity.ty.

2 Peter is quite unlike other NT documents, and seems to represent a 
Christian situation and style of discourse not otherwise found in the NT. 
However, there are many parallels in ideas and terminology with 1—2 Clement 
and the Shepherd of Hermas, all claiming dates in the last decade of the 1st 
century. It is possible that 2 Peter shares with these works a common 
indebtedness to some tradition of Roman Christianity.

The OpponeThe Opponentsnts

The Opponents

2 Peter is2 Peter is a polemic a polemical documenal document intendedt intended to counte to counter the inflr the influence of cuence of certain teaertain teachers who chteateachers wteachers who were deho were denouncing enouncing early Chrisarly Christian eschatian eschatological tological expectatioexpectations as a mens as a mens as a mere apostmere apostolic invenolic invention (1:16tion (1:16a; 2:3b; 3a; 2:3b; 3:4, 9a). A:4, 9a). As this skes this skepticism lepticism lent itself nt itself to ignorinto ignoto ignoring mignoring moral restroral restraint, theyaint, they laughed a laughed at warningst warnings of a comi of a coming judgmenng judgment, as wellt, as well as at the as as at the as at the supposed psupposed power of Saower of Satan and hitan and his angels (s angels (2:10). Fre2:10). Freedom for tedom for them meant hem meant hem meant lackmeant lack of restra of restraint regardint regarding sexualing sexuality, drunkity, drunkenness, anenness, and sensual d sensual excess (2:excess (2:2, 10, 13–2, 12, 10, 13–14,10, 13–14, 18). 18). 18).

2 Peter is a polemical document intended to counter the influence of certain 
teachers who were denouncing early Christian eschatological expectations as a 
mere apostolic invention (1:16a; 2:3b; 3:4, 9a). As this skepticism lent itself to 
ignoring moral restraint, they laughed at warnings of a coming judgment, as well 
as at the supposed power of Satan and his angels (2:10). Freedom for them 
meant lack of restraint regarding sexuality, drunkenness, and sensual excess (2:2, 
10, 13–14, 18).

�Nowhere doNowhere does 2 Peteres 2 Peter mention a mention any claims ny claims to spirituto spirituality, proality, prophetic revphetic revelations, elationrevrevelationrevelations, or pervs, or perversion of ersion of grace as agrace as addressed iddressed in Jude’s en Jude’s epistle. Unpistle. Unlike the “like the “ungodly inungod““ungodly i“ungodly intruders” ntruders” in Jude, win Jude, who are chaho are characterizedracterized by christ by christological nological neglect andeglect and an antino an an antinoman antinomian undersian understanding oftanding of grace, th grace, the “false te “false teachers” ieachers” in 2 Peter n 2 Peter teach ethiteach ethical libertcal ethiethical liethical libertinism bertinism rooted in rooted in eschatologeschatological skeptical skepticism. Theicism. The only real only real resemblan resemblance betweence bce between thbetween the opponente opponents in the ts in the two epistlewo epistles is theirs is their ethical l ethical libertinismibertinism...

Nowhere does 2 Peter mention any claims to spirituality, prophetic 
revelations, or perversion of grace as addressed in Jude’s epistle. Unlike the 
“ungodly intruders” in Jude, who are characterized by christological neglect and 
an antinomian understanding of grace, the “false teachers” in 2 Peter teach 
ethical libertinism rooted in eschatological skepticism. The only real resemblance 
between the opponents in the two epistles is their ethical libertinism.

�The opponeThe opponents here ants here are not Gnore not Gnostics. No stics. No evidence levidence links them inks them with cosmiwith cosmic dualism,c dc dualism, ndualism, nor does thor does the delay ofe delay of the Parou the Parousia figuresia figure in gnosti in gnostic argumentc argument against t against traditionalradittraditionatraditional Christial Christian eschatoln eschatology. “Mythogy. “Myths” in 1:16s” in 1:16 does not  does not refer to grefer to gnostic mytnostic myths, but thhs, mytmyths, butmyths, but the oppon the opponents’ charents’ charge againstge against the apost the apostles. “Knowles. “Knowledge” herledge” here has no pe has no pe has no polemical polemical overtones.overtones. Only with Only with regard to regard to eschatolo eschatological disigical disillusionmenllusionment could tht could the opponente oe opponents opponents in 2 Peterin 2 Peter be consid be considered primiered primitive precutive precursors of Grsors of Gnosticism nosticism or even “ior even “incipient Gn“i“incipient“incipient Gnostics. Gnostics.”””

The opponents here are not Gnostics. No evidence links them with cosmic 
dualism, nor does the delay of the Parousia figure in gnostic argument against 
traditional Christian eschatology. “Myths” in 1:16 does not refer to gnostic 
myths, but the opponents’ charge against the apostles. “Knowledge” here has no 
polemical overtones. Only with regard to eschatological disillusionment could the 
opponents in 2 Peter be considered primitive precursors of Gnosticism or even 
“incipient Gnostics.”

�The most pThe most plausible blausible background ackground for the “ffor the “false teachalse teachers” is thers” is the pagan ene pagan environment vironmenenvironmenenvironment with whit with which they hach they have compromve compromised. Jeroised. Jerome H. Neyrme H. Neyrey has shoey has shown the comwn thwn the commonthe commonality betwality between the eseen the eschatologicchatological debate al debate in 2 Peterin 2 Peter and pagan and pagan Hellenist Hellenist HellenistiHellenistic controvec controversy over trsy over the views ohe views of the Epicf the Epicureans on ureans on eschatologeschatology. The sexy. The sexual immorausexsexual immsexual immorality oforality of the oppon the opponents is roents is rooted in acoted in accommodatiocommodation to pagann to pagan society.  society.  society. Isociety. If the “falf the “false teacherse teachers” could rs” could rid Christiid Christianity of ianity of its eschatots eschatology and elogy and ethical stathical sthical standards,standards, they coul they could be done d be done with elemewith elements embarrnts embarrassing in assing in their culttheir culture. To whure. To what extent awhwhat extenwhat extent they helt they held other trd other traditional aditional Christian Christian views is nviews is not known. ot known. A basicallA basically negativey ny negative tnegative theologicalheological construct construct could hav could have appearede appeared impressiv impressive (2:18).e (2:18).

The most plausible background for the “false teachers” is the pagan 
environment with which they have compromised. Jerome H. Neyrey has shown 
the commonality between the eschatological debate in 2 Peter and pagan 
Hellenistic controversy over the views of the Epicureans on eschatology. The 
sexual immorality of the opponents is rooted in accommodation to pagan 
society. If the “false teachers” could rid Christianity of its eschatology and ethical 
standards, they could be done with elements embarrassing in their culture. To 
what extent they held other traditional Christian views is not known. A basically 
negative theological construct could have appeared impressive (2:18).



TheologicaTheological Charactel Characterr

Theological Character

2 Peter ha2 Peter has been cals been called the clled the classic examassic example of “eaple of “early Catholrly Catholicism,” deicism,” demonstratinmonstrating decreasig dg decreasingdecreasing emphasis  emphasis on the escon the eschatologicahatological hope, inl hope, increasing icreasing institutionnstitutionalization alization in the Chuin thin the Churchthe Church, and crys, and crystallizatiotallization of the fn of the faith into aith into set forms.set forms. Certainly Certainly the autho the author does notr doer does not adoes not abandon thebandon the expectati expectation of the on of the Parousia cParousia common to eommon to early Chrisarly Christianity (1tianity (1tianity (1:19; 3:1(1:19; 3:14), but 2 4), but 2 Peter makePeter makes no refers no reference to ecence to ecclesiasticclesiastical officehal officeholders. Wholders. While the auile WhWhile the While the author refauthor refers to Chrers to Christian knoistian knowledge, thwledge, there is notere is nothing approhing approaching foraching formalized crmforformalizedformalized creedal o creedal orthodoxy. rthodoxy. 2 Peter’s 2 Peter’s response tresponse to the oppoo the opponents is nnents is not the “eaot the “early Catholr“ea“early Cat“early Catholic” resholic” response of iponse of insistence nsistence upon instiupon institutional atutional authority authority and creedalnd creedal orthodoxy ort orthodoxy,orthodoxy, but an ap but an appeal to repeal to return to thturn to the eschatole eschatological perogical perspective cspective common to eommon to eommon to early Chriearly Christianity. stianity. Seeking toSeeking to promote t promote the ancienthe ancient apostolic apostolic message i message in a postapn a postapostolic siospostappostapostopostapostolic situatlic situation, the wion, the writer combriter combines his oines his own backgrown background in Helund in Hellenistic Jlenistic Judaism witudaJJudaism wiJudaism with a mixtuth a mixture of apocre of apocalypticismalypticism character characteristic of tistic of the earlierhe earlier Church (c Church (cf. 1—2 Clef. 1f. 1—2 Clemen1—2 Clement, Hermas)t, Hermas)..

2 Peter has been called the classic example of “early Catholicism,” demonstrating 
decreasing emphasis on the eschatological hope, increasing institutionalization in 
the Church, and crystallization of the faith into set forms. Certainly the author 
does not abandon the expectation of the Parousia common to early Christianity 
(1:19; 3:14), but 2 Peter makes no reference to ecclesiastical officeholders. 
While the author refers to Christian knowledge, there is nothing approaching 
formalized creedal orthodoxy. 2 Peter’s response to the opponents is not the 
“early Catholic” response of insistence upon institutional authority and creedal 
orthodoxy, but an appeal to return to the eschatological perspective common to 
early Christianity. Seeking to promote the ancient apostolic message in a 
postapostolic situation, the writer combines his own background in Hellenistic 
Judaism with a mixture of apocalypticism characteristic of the earlier Church (cf. 
1—2 Clement, Hermas).

DateDate

Date

2 Peter ha2 Peter has been vars been variously datiously dated from ed from A.D.A.D. 60–160. P 60–160. Peter’s deaeter’s death occurreth occurred ca. 66–6d ca. 66–d ca. 66–67. 2 P66–67. 2 Peter knowseter knows the Pauli the Pauline lettersne letters, which da, which date from thte from the mid-1st e mid-1st century bucentury but were coltbubut were cbut were collected sollected somewhat laomewhat later. The Ater. The Apocalypse pocalypse of Peter, of Peter, dating frodating from the firsm the first half of t firsfirst halffirst half of the 2n of the 2nd century,d century, knows 2 P knows 2 Peter. The eter. The lack of relack of reference toference to 1 Enoch i 1 Enoch indicates andiciindicates indicates a 1st-centa 1st-century date. ury date. Also, the Also, the absence ofabsence of “early Ca “early Catholic” sttholic” stress on inress on institutionastituininstitutioinstitutional officenal officeholders maholders may suggest y suggest an earlieran earlier date. The date. The opponents opponents are certa are certainly not 2inly certacertainly certainly not 2nd-cenot 2nd-century Gnosntury Gnostics. 2 Petics. 2 Pet. 3:4 mayt. 3:4 may reflect t reflect that the fihat the first generarst generation of Chtion generagenerationgeneration of Christ of Christians, thatians, that of the ap of the apostles, arostles, are dead. The dead. The scofferse scoffers’ objectio’ objection in 3:4 in in 3n in 3:4 is pla3:4 is plausible in usible in the periodthe period 75–90, ma 75–90, marked by grrked by great disilleat disillusionment usionment regarding regarding the Parousthe the Parousthe Parousia. There ia. There is certainis certainly no basily no basis for views for viewing 2 Peteing 2 Peter as the lr as the latest compatest composition inositicompcompositiocomposition in the Nn in the NT.T.

2 Peter has been variously dated from A.D. 60–160. Peter’s death occurred ca. 
66–67. 2 Peter knows the Pauline letters, which date from the mid-1st century 
but were collected somewhat later. The Apocalypse of Peter, dating from the 
first half of the 2nd century, knows 2 Peter. The lack of reference to 1 Enoch 
indicates a 1st-century date. Also, the absence of “early Catholic” stress on 
institutional officeholders may suggest an earlier date. The opponents are 
certainly not 2nd-century Gnostics. 2 Pet. 3:4 may reflect that the first 
generation of Christians, that of the apostles, are dead. The scoffers’ objection in 
3:4 is plausible in the period 75–90, marked by great disillusionment regarding 
the Parousia. There is certainly no basis for viewing 2 Peter as the latest 
composition in the NT.

AuthorshipAuthorship and Pseud and Pseudonymityonymity

Authorship and Pseudonymity

Peter is pPeter is portrayed aortrayed as an eyewis an eyewitness and tness and authenticaauthenticator of thetor of the historica historical Jesus (1l Jesus (1:16–19) wh:16–(1(1:16–19) (1:16–19) who had thwho had the authorite authority to intery to interpret Scrippret Scripture and pture and prophecy (vrophecy (vv. 20–21) v. 20–21) and to coraand to corand to correct falserect false interpret interpretations (3:ations (3:15–16). Wh15–16). While Peter ile Peter could havecould have been mart been martyred in Royrmartmartyred imartyred in Rome as n Rome as early as 6early as 65, it is m5, it is more likelyore likely that he w that he was imprisoas imprisoned there ned there shortly afshoshortly afshortly after the outer the outbreak of tbreak of the Jewishthe Jewish War in 66 War in 66 and kille and killed in 67. Id in 67. If 2 Peter f 2 Peter was writtewas wwas written bywritten by Peter, th Peter, the changes e changes brought abbrought about by theout by the war and h war and his own impis own impending deaending deending death couldeath could account d account for the difor the differences fferences in contentin content and tone  and tone between 1 between 1 and 2 Peteand 2 Peter. The letrPetePeter. ThePeter. The letter, w letter, written to ritten to specific cspecific churches (3hurches (3:15), coul:15), could have orid have originated inginated in Rome. 2 P Rom Rome. 2 PeRome. 2 Pet. 3:1 sugt. 3:1 suggests thatgests that the churc the churches addreshes addressed are thsed are those which ose which 1 Peter ad1 Peter addressed frdadaddressed addressed from Rome from Rome (1 Pet. 5:(1 Pet. 5:13).13).13).

Peter is portrayed as an eyewitness and authenticator of the historical Jesus 
(1:16–19) who had the authority to interpret Scripture and prophecy (vv. 20–21) 
and to correct false interpretations (3:15–16). While Peter could have been 
martyred in Rome as early as 65, it is more likely that he was imprisoned there 
shortly after the outbreak of the Jewish War in 66 and killed in 67. If 2 Peter was 
written by Peter, the changes brought about by the war and his own impending 
death could account for the differences in content and tone between 1 and 2 



Peter. The letter, written to specific churches (3:15), could have originated in 
Rome. 2 Pet. 3:1 suggests that the churches addressed are those which 1 Peter 
addressed from Rome (1 Pet. 5:13).

�However, cHowever, certain facertain factors milittors militate againsate against Petrine t Petrine authorshipauthorship. The auth. The author of 2 Peor of 2 or of 2 Peter wa2 Peter was likely Js likely Jewish, butewish, but a strongl a strongly hellenizy hellenized Jew. 2 ed Jew. 2 Peter evidPeter evidences the ences the highest prhighehighest prhighest proportion ooportion of f hapax legohapax legomenamena in the NT in the NT: 57 words: 57 words do not oc do not occur elsewhcur elsewhere in theereelsewhelsewhere elsewhere in the NT,in the NT, and 32 of and 32 of these do  these do not occur not occur in the LXXin the LXX either. T either. The vocabulhe vocabuhe vocabularyvocabulary reflects  reflects that of otthat of other Hellenher Hellenistic Jewiistic Jewish writerssh writers of the pe of the period (e.g.riod (e.g., Philo an, Philo, Philo and Philo and Josephus) Josephus) and the Apand the Apostolic Faostolic Fathers. Thithers. This suggestss suggests that the  that the writer is writer is widely reawidewidely reawidely read, fond ofd, fond of literary  literary and poeticand poetic terms, an terms, and aims at d aims at creating acreating a decidedly decidedly literary  liter literary eliterary effect not ffect not unlike conunlike contemporary temporary Greek rhetGreek rhetoric.oric.oric.

However, certain factors militate against Petrine authorship. The author of 
2 Peter was likely Jewish, but a strongly hellenized Jew. 2 Peter evidences the 
highest proportion of hapax legomena in the NT: 57 words do not occur 
elsewhere in the NT, and 32 of these do not occur in the LXX either. The 
vocabulary reflects that of other Hellenistic Jewish writers of the period (e.g., 
Philo and Josephus) and the Apostolic Fathers. This suggests that the writer is 
widely read, fond of literary and poetic terms, and aims at creating a decidedly 
literary effect not unlike contemporary Greek rhetoric.

�It is geneIt is generally heldrally held that the  that the document idocument is pseudonys pseudonymous, emplmous, employing the oying the testament testamtestament testament genre to agenre to address curddress current issuerent issues as a pres as a prediction ofdiction of a venerab a venerable figure le figure of the pasof tof the past. the past. This does This does not imply not imply a fraudulea fraudulent means ont means of claimingf claiming apostolic apostolic authority authority, but fait, bu, but faithfbut faithfulness to ulness to the apostothe apostolic messaglic message.e.e.

It is generally held that the document is pseudonymous, employing the 
testament genre to address current issues as a prediction of a venerable figure of 
the past. This does not imply a fraudulent means of claiming apostolic authority, 
but faithfulness to the apostolic message.

�Along withAlong with 1 Peter a 1 Peter and a largend a large body of n body of noncanonicaoncanonical Petrine l Petrine literatureliterature (includin (includ (including(including the Gospe the Gospel of Peterl of Peter, Preachin, Preaching of Peterg of Peter, Acts of , Acts of Peter, ApoPeter, Apocalypse ofcalypse of Peter), 2 Pe Peter), 2 Peter), 2 Peter illuPeter illustrates thstrates the importane importance attribuce attributed to theted to the Apostle P Apostle Peter in boeter in both orthodoth oth orthodox aorthodox and heterodnd heterodox circlesox circles. Even so,. Even so, no NT doc no NT document is sument is so weakly ao weakly attested amttested attested among the among the church fatchurch fathers or wahers or was so slowls so slowly acceptedy accepted into the  into the NT canon aNT canon as 2 Peter.s 2 Peters 2 Peter.Peter.Peter.

Along with 1 Peter and a large body of noncanonical Petrine literature 
(including the Gospel of Peter, Preaching of Peter, Acts of Peter, Apocalypse of 
Peter), 2 Peter illustrates the importance attributed to the Apostle Peter in both 
orthodox and heterodox circles. Even so, no NT document is so weakly attested 
among the church fathers or was so slowly accepted into the NT canon as 2 
Peter.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. J. BaucR. J. Bauckham, kham, Jude, 2 PeJude, 2 Peter.ter. WBC 50 (W WBC 50 (Waco, 1983)aco, 1983); T. Fornb; T. Forn; T. Fornberg, Fornberg, An Early CAn Early Church in ahurch in a Pluralist Pluralistic Societyic Society: A Study : A Study of 2 Peterof 2 Peter.. ConBNT 9  ConBNT 9 (Lund, 197(Lund(Lund, 197(Lund, 1977); B. M. 7); B. M. Metzger, “Metzger, “Literary FLiterary Forgeries aorgeries and Canonicnd Canonical Pseudepal Pseudepigrapha,” igrapha,” JBLJBJBLJBL 91 (1972) 91 (1972): 3–24; J.: 3–24; J. H. Neyrey H. Neyrey, “The For, “The Form and Backm and Background of ground of the Polemithe Polemic in 2 Petc in 2 Pc in 2 Peter,” Peter,” JBLJBL 99 (1980) 99 (1980): 407–31.: 407–31.: 407–31.

Bibliography. R. J. Bauckham, Jude, 2 Peter. WBC 50 (Waco, 1983); T. 
Fornberg, An Early Church in a Pluralistic Society: A Study of 2 Peter. ConBNT 9 
(Lund, 1977); B. M. Metzger, “Literary Forgeries and Canonical Pseudepigrapha,” 
JBL 91 (1972): 3–24; J. H. Neyrey, “The Form and Background of the Polemic in 2 
Peter,” JBL 99 (1980): 407–31.
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Carroll D. Osburn

PETER AND PETER AND PAUL, THE PAUL, THE PASSION OFPASSION OF

PETER AND PAUL, THE PASSION OF

Two differTwo different narratent narratives, eachives, each attribute attributed to Marced to Marcellus, a follus, a follower of llower of Peter, recPeter, recounting thountrecrecountingrecounting the passi the passion of Peteon of Peter and Paulr and Paul. The long. The longer versioner version of the tw of the two, dating o, dating perhaps toperperhaps toperhaps to the 6th c the 6th century, isentury, is attested  attested in Slavoniin Slavonic, Latin, c, Latin, and Greek and Greek and appearand appears to be las tos to be lateto be later than ther than the apocrypha apocryphal Acts of l Acts of Peter and Peter and Paul. The Paul. The Passion naPassion narrates therrates the apostles’ ap apostles’ apostles’ adversariaadversarial encountel encounters with Sirs with Simon Magus mon Magus and Nero iand Nero in Rome andn Rome and features  feature features tfeatures the apocryphe apocryphal Letterhal Letter of Pilate of Pilate to the em to the emperor Clauperor Claudius. The dius. The narrative narrative culminatesculculminatesculminates with desc with descriptions oriptions of the execf the executions of utions of Peter and Peter and Paul and tPaul and the disposihe disposition of thtiodisposidispositiodisposition of theirn of their relics at relics at sites ass sites associated wiociated with the apoth the apostles’ deastles’ death. The shth. The shorter Latiorter Lorter Latin versLatin version (6th-7ion (6th-7th centuryth century) inserts ) inserts different different narrative narrative details drdetails drawn from tawn from the Acts ofhe Ahe Acts of PeActs of Peter, omitster, omits the Lette the Letter of Pilatr of Pilate, and tere, and terminates atminates at the apost the apostles’ senteles’ sentencing. Pauncingsentesentencingsentencing. Paul is . Paul is eclipsed beclipsed by the morey the more prominent prominent Peter in  Peter in both accouboth accounts, perhants, perhaps due to psperhaperhaps duperhaps due to the ae to the authors’ deuthors’ dependence opendence on the pro-n the pro-Petrine AcPetrine Acts of Petets of Peter.r.r.

Two different narratives, each attributed to Marcellus, a follower of Peter, 
recounting the passion of Peter and Paul. The longer version of the two, dating 
perhaps to the 6th century, is attested in Slavonic, Latin, and Greek and appears 
to be later than the apocryphal Acts of Peter and Paul. The Passion narrates the 
apostles’ adversarial encounters with Simon Magus and Nero in Rome and 
features the apocryphal Letter of Pilate to the emperor Claudius. The narrative 
culminates with descriptions of the executions of Peter and Paul and the 
disposition of their relics at sites associated with the apostles’ death. The shorter 
Latin version (6th-7th century) inserts different narrative details drawn from the 
Acts of Peter, omits the Letter of Pilate, and terminates at the apostles’ 
sentencing. Paul is eclipsed by the more prominent Peter in both accounts, 



perhaps due to the authors’ dependence on the pro-Petrine Acts of Peter.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. CharlesJ. Charlesworth, worth, New TestamNew Testament Apocryent Apocrypha and Pspha and PseudepigrapeudepigraphahaPseudepigrapPseudepigrPseudepigraphaapha (Metuchen (Metuchen, N.J., 19, N.J., 1987), 329–387), 329–30.0.0.

Bibliography. J. Charlesworth, New Testament Apocrypha and 
Pseudepigrapha (Metuchen, N.J., 1987), 329–30.
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PETER AND PETER AND THE TWELVETHE TWELVE APOSTLES, APOSTLES,  ACTS OFACTS OFACTS OF

PETER AND THE TWELVE APOSTLES, 
ACTS OF

A gnostic A gnostic tractate, tractate, the first the first 12 pages o12 pages of the sixtf the sixth codex dih codex discovered ascovered at Nag Hammt Nag Hammadi. Like adHammHammadi. LHammadi. Like the maike the majority of jority of texts in ttexts in that corpushat corpus, it exist, it exists only in s only in a Coptic ta Coptic translationranslattranslatiotranslation, althougn, although it was oh it was originally riginally written inwritten in Greek. Greek. Greek.

A gnostic tractate, the first 12 pages of the sixth codex discovered at Nag 
Hammadi. Like the majority of texts in that corpus, it exists only in a Coptic 
translation, although it was originally written in Greek.

�On the basOn the basis of inteis of internal evidernal evidence, this nce, this work apparwork apparently receently received its fived its final redacinal redacinal redaction redaction in the yeain the years immediars immediately follotely following the Dwing the Decian persecian persecution (cecution (ca. a. A.D.A.D. 249–251). 249– 249–251). 249–251). This is weThis is well within ll within the previothe previous estimatus estimates of a 2nes of a 2nd- or 3rd-d- or 3rd-century dacentury dating. Whiltindadating. Whdating. While the prile the provenance hovenance has not recas not received exteeived extended analynded analysis, an Alsis, an Alexandrian exandrian locale is lolocale is locale is likely. Thlikely. The text itse text itself is a celf is a combinationombination of two pr of two previous souevious sources (a rces (a narratio fnarratio fnarratio fabulosafabulosa or heaven or heavenly journeyly journey and a res and a resurrection urrection appearanceappearance) sewn tog) sewn together by aether by a later red la later redalater redactor who actor who added a comdded a commissioningmissioning scene, cr scene, creating theeating the effect of effect of a revelat a revelation dialogionrevelatrevelationrevelation dialogue. dialogue.

On the basis of internal evidence, this work apparently received its final 
redaction in the years immediately following the Decian persecution (ca. A.D. 
249–251). This is well within the previous estimates of a 2nd- or 3rd-century 
dating. While the provenance has not received extended analysis, an Alexandrian 
locale is likely. The text itself is a combination of two previous sources (a narratio 
fabulosa or heavenly journey and a resurrection appearance) sewn together by a 
later redactor who added a commissioning scene, creating the effect of a 
revelation dialogue.

�This allegThis allegorical texorical text describet describes the arris the arrival of Petval of Peter and theer and the other dis other disciples at ciples at the islandththe islandthe island city of H city of Habitation abitation (earth) wh(earth) where Peter ere Peter encountersencounters the myste the mysterious figurious figure of Lithre figufigure of figure of LithargoelLithargoel, a travel, a traveling pearl ing pearl merchant. merchant. After offeAfter offering his pring his pearls (salearls (salvation/knovation/k(sal(salvation(salvation/knowledge/knowledge) to the c) to the city’s inhaity’s inhabitants (tbitants (the rich, the rich, the poor, ahe poor, and the disnd the disciples repciplesdisdisciples disciples represent represent the three the three classes ofclasses of people —  people — the fleshlthe fleshly, the psyy, the psychic, and chic, and spiritual)spiritspiritual)spiritual), Lithargo, Lithargoel talks wel talks with Peter ith Peter and inviteand invites him to cs him to come to recome to receive a peaeive a pearl, a trearl, a trl, a treasure wtreasure which is onhich is only attainely attained by makind by making the hazag the hazardous jourrdous journey (throuney (through the hosgh the hostile realmthoshostile rehostile realms of thalms of the archons)e archons) to the me to the merchant’s crchant’s city of Ninity of Nine Gates (he Gates (heaven). Upeaven). Upon their aonUpUpon theirUpon their arrival a arrival at Nine Gatt Nine Gates, the dies, the disciples resciples re-encounter-encounter Lithargoe Lithargoel (disguisl (disguised as a phed aed as a physias a physician), whocian), who finally r finally reveals himeveals himself as Jeself as Jesus. The csus. The commission,ommission, both prac both practical and tical pracpractical practical and extremand extremely communely community-orientity-oriented, included, includes commandes commands to teachs to teach, care for, care fo, care for the pofor the poor, heal aor, heal as “physicis “physicians of bodans of bodies and soies and souls,” and uls,” and an absolutan absolute rejectioe rejection of the rn of n of the ricof the rich as potenh as potential Churctial Church members.h members.

This allegorical text describes the arrival of Peter and the other disciples at 
the island city of Habitation (earth) where Peter encounters the mysterious 
figure of Lithargoel, a traveling pearl merchant. After offering his pearls 
(salvation/knowledge) to the city’s inhabitants (the rich, the poor, and the 
disciples represent the three classes of people — the fleshly, the psychic, and 
spiritual), Lithargoel talks with Peter and invites him to come to receive a pearl, a 
treasure which is only attained by making the hazardous journey (through the 
hostile realms of the archons) to the merchant’s city of Nine Gates (heaven). 
Upon their arrival at Nine Gates, the disciples re-encounter Lithargoel (disguised 
as a physician), who finally reveals himself as Jesus. The commission, both 
practical and extremely community-oriented, includes commands to teach, care 
for the poor, heal as “physicians of bodies and souls,” and an absolute rejection 
of the rich as potential Church members.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. L. MoliA. L. Molinari, nari, The Acts oThe Acts of Peter anf Peter and the Tweld the Twelve Apostleve Apostles (NHC 6.1s (NHC 6s (NHC 6.1)6.1)(diss., Ma(diss., Marquette, 1rquette, 1997); S. J997); S. J. Patterso. Patterson, “Sourcen, “Sources, Redactis, Redaction and on and TendenzTendenz in the Ac in the in the Acts othe Acts of Peter anf Peter and the Tweld the Twelve Apostleve Apostles (NH VI,1s (NH VI,1),” ),” VCVC 45 (1991) 45 (1991): 1–17.: 1–17.: 1–17.

Bibliography. A. L. Molinari, The Acts of Peter and the Twelve Apostles (NHC 
6.1)(diss., Marquette, 1997); S. J. Patterson, “Sources, Redaction and Tendenz in 
the Acts of Peter and the Twelve Apostles (NH VI,1),” VC 45 (1991): 1–17.
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PETER TO JPETER TO JAMES, LETTAMES, LETTER OFER OFER OF

PETER TO JAMES, LETTER OF

An epistleAn epistle written i written in the namen the name of the Ap of the Apostle Peteostle Peter in orderr in order to claim  to claim his authorhis authority for thityauthorauthority authority for the cofor the continuing vntinuing validity ofalidity of the law i the law in oppositin opposition to Paulon to Paul’s law-fre’s law-free understae undee understandunderstanding of Chring of Christian faiistian faith. The Jath. The James to whomes to whom this psem this pseudonymous udonymous letter is letter is addressed aaddressed addressed is the brois the brother of Jether of Jesus and masus and major leaderjor leader of the Je of the Jerusalem chrusalem church (Gal.urch (Gal. 2:9). The 2: 2:9). The 2:9). The letter serletter serves as theves as the introduct introduction to theion to the  Kerygmata Kerygmata PetrouPetrou (Preachin (Preachings of Petegs of Pgs of Peter), moPeter), most likely st likely a 2nd-centa 2nd-century work fury work from Syria rom Syria which preswhich presents Peterents Peter’s teachin’s teachings and debgsteachinteachings teachings and debateand debates advocatis advocating a form ng a form of Jewish of Jewish ChristianiChristianity. In thity. In this letter Ps letter Peter warnseter PPeter warnPeter warns that hiss that his teachings teachings have been have been distorted distorted, specific, specifically thoseally those about the about the law. He r law law. He relaw. He requests thaquests that James “pt James “pass on theass on the books of  books of my preachimy preachings” (Ep.Pngs” (Ep.P. 3:1) onl. 3:1) only to thosey onlonly to thonly to those who haose who have been prve been properly traoperly trained in orined in order to preder to prevent a disvent a distortion oftortion of Peter’s t P Peter’s trPeter’s true teachinue teaching on the lg on the law. The leaw. The letter refletter reflects debatects debates about ths about the role of e role of the law inthe lthe law in thelaw in the Church of Church of the 2nd c the 2nd century andentury and claims th claims the authorite authority of Petery of Peter for an un for an understandindeununderstandunderstanding of Chring of Christian faiistian faith requirith requiring obedienng obedience to the ce to the law.law.law.

An epistle written in the name of the Apostle Peter in order to claim his 
authority for the continuing validity of the law in opposition to Paul’s law-free 
understanding of Christian faith. The James to whom this pseudonymous letter is 



addressed is the brother of Jesus and major leader of the Jerusalem church (Gal. 
2:9). The letter serves as the introduction to the Kerygmata Petrou (Preachings of 
Peter), most likely a 2nd-century work from Syria which presents Peter’s 
teachings and debates advocating a form of Jewish Christianity. In this letter 
Peter warns that his teachings have been distorted, specifically those about the 
law. He requests that James “pass on the books of my preachings” (Ep.P. 3:1) 
only to those who have been properly trained in order to prevent a distortion of 
Peter’s true teaching on the law. The letter reflects debates about the role of the 
law in the Church of the 2nd century and claims the authority of Peter for an 
understanding of Christian faith requiring obedience to the law.

James J. HJames J. H. Price. Price
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PETER TO PPETER TO PHILIP, LETHILIP, LETTER OFTER OFTER OF

PETER TO PHILIP, LETTER OF

A brief trA brief tractate froactate from the Nag m the Nag Hammadi liHammadi library, attbrary, attributed toributed to the Apost the Apostle Peter. le Peter. By the endByBy the endBy the end of the 1s of the 1st century t century Peter was Peter was regarded aregarded as the prees the preeminent autminent authority forhority for the apost forfor the apfor the apostolic trostolic tradition inadition in an emergi an emerging orthodong orthodox Church. x Church. This pseudThis pseudonymous wronymous wonymous writing rewriting represents Ppresents Peter as theter as the central e central recipient recipient of a gnostof a gnostic revelatic revelation that sion that should be thouldsshould be should be the contenthe content of the at of the apostolic ppostolic preaching. reaching. The actualThe actual letter, c letter, consisting onsisting of only a of onof only a fewonly a few lines (Ep lines (Ep.Pet.Phil..Pet.Phil. 132:10—13 132:10—133:7a), inv3:7a), invites Philiites Philip and his p and his group, whogroup, who are said  are are said tare said to be “sepao be “separate from rate from us” (133:2us” (133:2), to come), to come together  together to receiveto receive instructi instructions from tonsinstructiinstructioinstructions from thns from the risen Che risen Christ.rist.rist.

A brief tractate from the Nag Hammadi library, attributed to the Apostle Peter. 
By the end of the 1st century Peter was regarded as the preeminent authority 
for the apostolic tradition in an emerging orthodox Church. This pseudonymous 
writing represents Peter as the central recipient of a gnostic revelation that 
should be the content of the apostolic preaching. The actual letter, consisting of 
only a few lines (Ep.Pet.Phil. 132:10—133:7a), invites Philip and his group, who 
are said to be “separate from us” (133:2), to come together to receive 
instructions from the risen Christ.

�The epistlThe epistle consistse consists chiefly o chiefly of a gnostif a gnostic revelatic revelation discouron discourse given bse given by Jesus iny Jesus in response  r response tresponse to a serieso a series of questi of questions from tons from the apostlehe apostles. A distis. A distinctive feanctive feature of thture of the work is e woe work is a work is a sermon delsermon delivered by ivered by Peter in wPeter in which he afhich he affirms the firms the gnostic cognostic conviction tnviction that “Jesushattthat “Jesuthat “Jesus is strans is stranger to thiger to this sufferins suffering” (139:21g” (139:21). The epi). The epistle is a stle is a Coptic traCoptic translation onslationtratranslatiotranslation of an orn of an original Greiginal Greek versionek version from the  from the late 2nd olate 2nd or early 3rr early 3rd century d century C.E.C.E.C.E.C.E.C.E.

The epistle consists chiefly of a gnostic revelation discourse given by Jesus in 
response to a series of questions from the apostles. A distinctive feature of the 
work is a sermon delivered by Peter in which he affirms the gnostic conviction 
that “Jesus is stranger to this suffering” (139:21). The epistle is a Coptic 
translation of an original Greek version from the late 2nd or early 3rd century 
C.E.
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PETHAHIAHPETHAHIAH (Heb.  (Heb. peït�ah�yapeït�ah�ya®®)))

PETHAHIAH (Heb. peït�ah�ya® )

�1.1. The leade The leader of the nr of the nineteenth ineteenth priestly dpriestly division duivision during the dring the days of Davays of David (1 Chr.id (1 Cid (1 Chr. 24:16Chr. 24:16).).).

1. The leader of the nineteenth priestly division during the days of David (1 
Chr. 24:16).

�2.2. A Levite  A Levite among thosamong those who divoe who divorced theirrced their foreign w foreign wives at Ezives at Ezra’s direcra’s direction (Ezration direcdirection direction (Ezra 10:2(Ezra 10:23).3).3).

2. A Levite among those who divorced their foreign wives at Ezra’s 
direction (Ezra 10:23).

�3.3. A Levite  A Levite who particwho participated in ipated in the corporthe corporate confesate confession of sision of sins under Ens under Ezra (Neh. zra (Nzra (Neh. 9:5)(Neh. 9:5). He is pr. He is probably theobably the same as  same as 2 2 above.above.above.

3. A Levite who participated in the corporate confession of sins under Ezra 
(Neh. 9:5). He is probably the same as 2 above.

�4.4. A Judahit A Judahite, the sone, the son of Meshez of Meshezabel. He wabel. He was a posteas a postexilic admixilic administrator nistrator for the kifor thfor the king othe king of Persia if Persia in Judea, pn Judea, perhaps an erhaps an advisor toadvisor to the Persi the Persian court (an court (Neh. 11:24Neh. 11:24).).

4. A Judahite, the son of Meshezabel. He was a postexilic administrator for 
the king of Persia in Judea, perhaps an advisor to the Persian court (Neh. 11:24).

PETHORPETHOR (Heb.  (Heb. peït�o®r;peït�o®r; Akk.  Akk. PitruPitru)))

PETHOR (Heb. peït�o®r;  Akk. Pitru)



A place onA place on the weste the western shore orn shore of the Euphf the Euphrates Riverates River in northr in northern Mesopoern Mesopotamia, thetamia, thtamia, the home othe home of Balaam (f Balaam (Num. 22:5;Num. 22:5; Deut. 23: Deut. 23:4). It is 4). It is mentioned mentioned in a list in a list of Pharaohof Pharaoh Thutmose  Th Thutmose IThutmose III conquerII conquered in 856 ed in 856 B.C.E.B.C.E. The site  The site may be Telmay be Tell l Ah�marAh�mar, 19 km. (, 19 km. (12 mi.) S 12 m12 mi.) S of mi.) S of CarchemishCarchemish..

A place on the western shore of the Euphrates River in northern Mesopotamia, 
the home of Balaam (Num. 22:5; Deut. 23:4). It is mentioned in a list of Pharaoh 
Thutmose III conquered in 856 B.C.E. The site may be Tell Ah�mar , 19 km. (12 
mi.) S of Carchemish.

PETHUELPETHUEL (Heb.  (Heb. peït�u®}eäpeït�u®}eäll)))

PETHUEL (Heb. peït�u®}eäl )

The fatherThe father of the pr of the prophet Joelophet Joel (Joel 1:1 (Joel 1:1).).

The father of the prophet Joel (Joel 1:1).

PETRAPETRA (Gk.  (Gk. PétraPétra)))

PETRA (Gk. Pétra)

An ancientAn ancient capital c capital city in theity in the southeast southeastern desertern desert of modern of modern Jordan. T Jordan. The Petra Bhe Petra Basin was masBBasin was Basin was most certamost certainly occupinly occupied from Nied from Neolithic teolithic times but gimes but gained its ained its first promfirst prominence as inepromprominenceprominence as a stro as a stronghold, ifnghold, if not the c not the capital citapital city, of the y, of the biblical Ebiblical Edomites. Tdomites. The towerinhe towhe towering mtowering mountain toountain today calledday called el-Habis  el-Habis is regardeis regarded by some d by some as the bibas the biblical Selalical Sela, from who, fr, from whosefrom whose peak King peak King Amaziah i Amaziah is said to s said to have cast have cast down some down some 10 thousan10 thousand Edomitesd Edomd Edomites (Edomites (2 Kgs. 14:2 Kgs. 14:7).7).

An ancient capital city in the southeastern desert of modern Jordan. The Petra 
Basin was most certainly occupied from Neolithic times but gained its first 
prominence as a stronghold, if not the capital city, of the biblical Edomites. The 
towering mountain today called el-Habis is regarded by some as the biblical Sela, 
from whose peak King Amaziah is said to have cast down some 10 thousand 
Edomites (2 Kgs. 14:7).

The Great The Great Temple at Temple at Petra, proPetra, probably consbably constructed intructed in the early the early 1st centu 1st century ry C.E. C.E. and used iand and used iand used into the Bynto the Byzantine pezantine period. The riod. The 7000 sq. m7000 sq. m. precinct. precinct is compri is comprised of a psed of a propylaea, roppropylaea,propylaea, a lower t a lower temenos, anemenos, and a monumed a monumental grandntal grand stairway  stairway which leadwhich leads to the us to the s to the upper the upper temenos, ttemenos, the sacred he sacred enclosure enclosure for the tefor the temple propemple proper (photogrr (photograph, A. A.aph, A. Aaph, A. A. W. JoukA. W. Joukowsky; couowsky; courtesy of trtesy of the Brown Uhe Brown University niversity ExcavationExcavations)s)

The Great Temple at Petra, probably constructed in the early 1st century C.E. 
and used into the Byzantine period. The 7000 sq. m. precinct is comprised of a 
propylaea, a lower temenos, and a monumental grand stairway which leads to 

the upper temenos, the sacred enclosure for the temple proper (photograph, A. 
A. W. Joukowsky; courtesy of the Brown University Excavations)

�Guarded onGuarded on the east  the east and west band west by mountainy mountain ranges, w ranges, with a defeith a defensible clensible cleft as an eft as aft as an entry aan entry and ample snd ample springs, anprings, and adjacentd adjacent to the ma to the major trade jor trade routes of routes of the day, Pthe day, Petra provietrPPetra provPetra provided both ided both security asecurity and potentind potential for comal for commercial enmercial enterprise. terprise. In the latIn the later times ter ter times the times the site servesite served as the sd as the seat of an eat of an alliance balliance between a setween a seminomadiceminomadic Bedouin g Bedouin group that roggroup thatgroup that had drift had drifted upward ed upward along the along the coast of tcoast of the Arabianhe Arabian Peninsula Peninsula and the s and the sedentary Eedssedentary sedentary Edomites. Edomites. The amalgaThe amalgamation of mation of the two pethe two peoples becaoples became known ame known as the Nabas the Ns the Nabateans,Nabateans, with diss with dissident Edomident Edomites withdites withdrawing intrawing into southerno southern Palestine Palestine and becom and becom and becoming kbecoming known as Idnown as Idumeans. Thumeans. Through succrough successful Nabessful Nabatean commatean commercial venercial ventures, esptures,venventures, ventures, especiallyespecially because o because of the lucrf the lucrative franative frankincense akincense and myrrh tnd myrrh trade, Petrrade, Petra became ua bea became urbbecame urbanized, moanized, most probablst probably during ty during the reign ohe reign of King Aref King Aretas IV (9 tas IV (9 B.C.E.B.C.E.—40 —40 C.E.CC.E.C.E.).).).

Guarded on the east and west by mountain ranges, with a defensible cleft as 
an entry and ample springs, and adjacent to the major trade routes of the day, 
Petra provided both security and potential for commercial enterprise. In the later 
times the site served as the seat of an alliance between a seminomadic Bedouin 
group that had drifted upward along the coast of the Arabian Peninsula and the 
sedentary Edomites. The amalgamation of the two peoples became known as the 
Nabateans, with dissident Edomites withdrawing into southern Palestine and 
becoming known as Idumeans. Through successful Nabatean commercial 
ventures, especially because of the lucrative frankincense and myrrh trade, Petra 
became urbanized, most probably during the reign of King Aretas IV (9 B.C.E.—40 
C.E.).

�Relative iRelative isolation isolation in the eastn the eastern desertern desert permitted permitted the Nabat the Nabateans to eseans to escape immedcape imcape immediate immediate occupationoccupation by Rome a by Rome after the ifter the invasion ofnvasion of Pompey in Pompey in 64  64 B.C.E.B.C.E., but Grec, but Grec, but Greco-RomaGreco-Roman influencn influence in art, e in art, architectuarchitecture, and vire, and virtually alrtually all aspects l aspects of daily lof daily life was brife wasife was broughwas brought back to t back to Petra by tPetra by traders. Ulraders. Ultimately Etimately Emperor Tramperor Trajan was fojan was forced to corced to corced to consolidatconsolidate the easte the eastern regionern regions of the es of the empire, andmpire, and Petra was Petra was officiall officially occupiedy occupied in 110  in 1 in 110 110 C.E.C.E. Neither t Neither this occupahis occupation or lation or later Byzantter Byzantine influeine influence, howevnce, however, had muer, had much effect ch ech effect on effect on Nabatean dNabatean daily life.aily life.

Relative isolation in the eastern desert permitted the Nabateans to escape 
immediate occupation by Rome after the invasion of Pompey in 64 B.C.E., but 
Greco-Roman influence in art, architecture, and virtually all aspects of daily life 
was brought back to Petra by traders. Ultimately Emperor Trajan was forced to 
consolidate the eastern regions of the empire, and Petra was officially occupied in 
110 C.E. Neither this occupation or later Byzantine influence, however, had much 
effect on Nabatean daily life.



�On 19 May On 19 May 363, a maj363, a major earthquor earthquake destroake destroyed the ciyed the city. Modernty. Modern excavatio excavations indicatns ins indicate tindicate that no majhat no major rebuildor rebuilding was doing was done, and ocne, and occupation tcupation thereafter hereafter was relatiwas relatively slighverelatirelativelyrelatively slight. slight. slight.

On 19 May 363, a major earthquake destroyed the city. Modern excavations 
indicate that no major rebuilding was done, and occupation thereafter was 
relatively slight.

�In the latIn the late 6th cente 6th century, Chrisury, Christian influtian influence resulence resulted in a rted in a resurgence esurgence of Petra, of Petra, and at leaaand at leaand at least two chust two churches wererches were construct constructed, but wied, but with the Islth the Islamic conquamic conquest the siest the site ceased tesisite ceasesite ceased to be ofd to be of strategic strategic importanc importance. The Crue. The Crusader perisader period broughtod brought new inter new interest in theeinterinterest iinterest in the arean the area because o because of its proxf its proximity to timity to taxable rouaxable routes of Mustes of Muslim caravalim caravans. A majons. caravacaravans. caravans. A major foA major fortress wasrtress was construct constructed just oued just outside the tside the western riwestern rim of the bm of the basin, withasbbasin, witbasin, with a smalleh a smaller one placr one placed atop eled atop el-Habis ins-Habis inside the anide the ancient citycient city center. B center. By this pery thisy this periothis period Petra had Petra had accrued d accrued considerabconsiderable biblicale biblical folklorel folklore, especial, especially connectly connected to Moseed toed to Moses ato Moses and the Exond the Exodus, whichdus, which it mainta it maintains to thiins to this day.s day.s day.

In the late 6th century, Christian influence resulted in a resurgence of Petra, 
and at least two churches were constructed, but with the Islamic conquest the 
site ceased to be of strategic importance. The Crusader period brought new 
interest in the area because of its proximity to taxable routes of Muslim 
caravans. A major fortress was constructed just outside the western rim of the 
basin, with a smaller one placed atop el-Habis inside the ancient city center. By 
this period Petra had accrued considerable biblical folklore, especially connected 
to Moses and the Exodus, which it maintains to this day.

�With the fWith the fall of theall of the Latin kin Latin kingdom, Petrgdom, Petra disappeaa disappeared from Wred from Western vieestern view, and it w, andw, and it wasand it was not until not until the epic  the epic journey ofjourney of Johann Bu Johann Burckhardt irckhardt in 1812 than 1812 that the sitet the site was “redi wa was “rediswas “rediscovered” acovered” and interesnd interest in its pt in its people revieople revived. Becauved. Because of the se of the political political situation situasituation situation in the regin the region, no exion, no excavations cavations were possiwere possible at Petble at Petra until tra until those begunhose begun in 1929 b in 1 in 1929 by Ge1929 by George Horsforge Horsfield, duriield, during which tng which the distinche distinctive fine,tive fine, thin pott thin pottery found ery found there becathethere becathere became the marme the marker for idker for identifying entifying Nabatean sNabatean sites throuites throughout Syroghout Syro-Palestine-Palestine. Petra to.Syro-PalestineSyro-PalesSyro-Palestine. Petrtine. Petra today raa today ranks as onenks as one of the ma of the major tourisjor tourist sites int sites in the Middl the Middle East, boe Eae East, bothEast, both for its n for its natural beaatural beauty and fouty and for the magnr the magnificence oificence of its rockf its rock-carved mo-carved monuments.nummomonuments.monuments.

With the fall of the Latin kingdom, Petra disappeared from Western view, 
and it was not until the epic journey of Johann Burckhardt in 1812 that the site 
was “rediscovered” and interest in its people revived. Because of the political 
situation in the region, no excavations were possible at Petra until those begun in 
1929 by George Horsfield, during which the distinctive fine, thin pottery found 
there became the marker for identifying Nabatean sites throughout 
Syro-Palestine. Petra today ranks as one of the major tourist sites in the Middle 
East, both for its natural beauty and for the magnificence of its rock-carved 
monuments.

Philip C. Philip C. HammondHammond

Philip C. Hammond

PEULLETHAIPEULLETHAI (Heb.  (Heb. peï{ulleïtpeï{ulleït�ay�ay)))

PEULLETHAI (Heb. peï{ulleït�ay )

The eighthThe eighth son of Ob son of Obed-edom, aed-edom, a gatekeepe gatekeeper, whose fr, whose family was amily was assigned tassigned to the Souto the Souo the South GateSouth Gate of the te of the temple and tmple and the temple he temple storeroomsstorerooms (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 26:5, 15).6:5, 15).

The eighth son of Obed-edom, a gatekeeper, whose family was assigned to the 
South Gate of the temple and the temple storerooms (1 Chr. 26:5, 15).

PHANUELPHANUEL (Gk.  (Gk. PhanoueäílPhanoueäíl)))

PHANUEL (Gk. Phanoueäíl)

The fatherThe father of the pr of the prophetess Aophetess Anna of thenna of the tribe of  tribe of Asher (LukAsher (Luke 2:36).e 2:36).

The father of the prophetess Anna of the tribe of Asher (Luke 2:36).

PHARAOHPHARAOHPHARAOH

PHARAOH

Egyp. Egyp. pr-{pr-{33 (lit., “G (lit., “Great Housereat House”), origin”), originally desigally designating thenating the royal pal royal palace of theace of the king of E king king of Egking of Egypt. By thypt. By the 18th Dyne 18th Dynasty (ca. asty (ca. 1560–1320 1560–1320 B.C.B.C.) “pharaoh) “pharaoh” designat” designated not onled not ed not only tnot only the royal rhe royal residence, esidence, but royal but royal authority,authority, personifi personified in the ed in the king himseking himself, much llf, mlf, much like much like “White Hou“White House” might se” might refer to trefer to the U.S. Prhe U.S. President’s esident’s residence residence or the Preor the President (e.sPrePresident President (e.g., “Th(e.g., “The White Hoe White House said .use said . . .”). . .”). . .”).

Egyp. pr-{3 (lit., “Great House”), originally designating the royal palace of the 
king of Egypt. By the 18th Dynasty (ca. 1560–1320 B.C.) “pharaoh” designated 
not only the royal residence, but royal authority, personified in the king himself, 
much like “White House” might refer to the U.S. President’s residence or the 
President (e.g., “The White House said . . .”).

�The title The title occurs in occurs in the OT as the OT as a generic a generic locution flocution for the “kior the “king of Egypng of Egypt.” Episodt.” Episodt.” Episodes iEpisodes involving (nvolving (unnamed) punnamed) pharaohs inharaohs include Abraclude Abraham’s sojoham’s sojourn to Egyurn to Egypt (Gen. 1pt (Gen. pt (Gen. 12:1(Gen. 12:10-20); Jos0-20); Joseph’s riseeph’s rise to power  to power and Israeland Israel’s sojourn’s sojourn to Egypt  to Egypt (Gen. 39-5(Gen. 39-50); Israel0);39-539-50); Is39-50); Israel’s delrael’s deliverance fiverance from Egypt rom Egypt (Exod. 1-1(Exod. 1-15); and So5); and Solomon’s malomon’s marriage to rriage to Pharaoh’s PhPharaoh’s Pharaoh’s daughter (daughter (1 Kgs. 3:11 Kgs. 3:1). Specifi). Specifically namecally named are phard are pharaohs Shishaohs Shishak (1 Kgs.ak (1 Kgs. 11:40; 14 11 11:40; 14:11:40; 14:25-26), So25-26), So (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 17:4), Neco7:4), Neco (23:29–30 (23:29–30), Tirhaka), Tirhakah (19:9 = h (19:9 = Isa. 37:9)Isa. 37:9), and Hoph, and, and Hophraand Hophra (Jer. 44: (Jer. 44:30).30).30).

The title occurs in the OT as a generic locution for the “king of Egypt.” 
Episodes involving (unnamed) pharaohs include Abraham’s sojourn to Egypt 
(Gen. 12:10-20); Joseph’s rise to power and Israel’s sojourn to Egypt (Gen. 
39-50); Israel’s deliverance from Egypt (Exod. 1-15); and Solomon’s marriage to 
Pharaoh’s daughter (1 Kgs. 3:1). Specifically named are pharaohs Shishak (1 Kgs. 



11:40; 14:25-26), So (2 Kgs. 17:4), Neco (23:29–30), Tirhakah (19:9 = Isa. 37:9), 
and Hophra (Jer. 44:30).

�In the NT In the NT the term “the term “pharaoh” opharaoh” occurs in rccurs in references eferences to Israel’to Israel’s sojourn s sojourn and deliveand deand deliverancdeliverance (Acts 7:e (Acts 7:10, 13, 2110, 13, 21; Rom. 9:1; Rom. 9:17; Heb. 117; Heb. 11:24).:24).:24).

In the NT the term “pharaoh” occurs in references to Israel’s sojourn and 
deliverance (Acts 7:10, 13, 21; Rom. 9:17; Heb. 11:24).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. F. RainA. F. Rainey, ed., ey, ed., Egypt, IsrEgypt, Israel, Sinaiael, Sinai: Archaeol: Archaeological andogical and Historica Historica HistoricalHistorical Relations Relationships in thhips in the Biblicale Biblical Period Period (Tel Aviv (Tel Aviv, 1987)., 1987)., 1987).

Bibliography. A. F. Rainey, ed., Egypt, Israel, Sinai: Archaeological and 
Historical Relationships in the Biblical Period (Tel Aviv, 1987).
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Jeffrey C. Geoghegan

PHARATHONPHARATHON (Gk.  (Gk. PharathoœnPharathoœn)))

PHARATHON (Gk. Pharathoœn)

A city in A city in Judea, oneJudea, one of those  of those fortified fortified by Bacchidby Bacchides, Seleuces, Seleucid governoid governor of the pr of the province Berovinpprovince Bprovince Beyond the eyond the River (1 MRiver (1 Macc. 9:50)acc. 9:50). The city. The city should no should not be identt be identified withified with Ephraimit Ep EphraimiteEphraimite Pirathon  Pirathon (Judg. 12:(Judg. 12:13-15).13-15).

A city in Judea, one of those fortified by Bacchides, Seleucid governor of the 
province Beyond the River (1 Macc. 9:50). The city should not be identified with 
Ephraimite Pirathon (Judg. 12:13-15).

PHARISEESPHARISEES (Gk.  (Gk. PharisaiíoPharisaiíoii)))

PHARISEES (Gk. Pharisaiíoi)

An importaAn important group wnt group within Judaithin Judaism of theism of the late Seco late Second Temple nd Temple period (2nperiod (2nd century d centuryd century century B.C.E.B.C.E.—1st centu—1st century ry C.E.C.E.). Because). Because we have n we have no survivino surviving text wrig text written by a tten by a committed cocommitted committed Pharisee aPharisee and no archnd no archaeologicalaeological finds tha finds that mention t mention them, the them, the reconstrucreconstrucreconstrucreconstruction of thtion of the Phariseee Pharisees’ aims ans’ aims and views mud views must depend st depend on the wrion the writings of ttings of third partihtthird partthird parties: the Nies: the NT writers,T writers, the 1st-c the 1st-century Jewentury Jewish historish historian Flaviuian Flavius Josephuss Josephus, and the , and, and the auand the authors of rthors of rabbinic liabbinic literature. terature. None of thNone of these outsidese outsiders, howevers, however, was prer, was primarily inimprprimarily primarily interestedinterested in explai in explaining who tning who the Pharisehe Pharisees were.es were.es were.

An important group within Judaism of the late Second Temple period (2nd 
century B.C.E.—1st century C.E.). Because we have no surviving text written by a 
committed Pharisee and no archaeological finds that mention them, the 
reconstruction of the Pharisees’ aims and views must depend on the writings of 
third parties: the NT writers, the 1st-century Jewish historian Flavius Josephus, 
and the authors of rabbinic literature. None of these outsiders, however, was 
primarily interested in explaining who the Pharisees were.

�All three All three source colsource collections, lections, although talthough they undershey understand the Ptand the Pharisees vharisees very differery diffeery differentldifferently, supporty, support the concl the conclusions thausions that: they wet: they were a lay (re a lay (not priestnot priestly) associly) association who ation associassociatioassociation who weren who were thought t thought to be expero be expert in the lt in the laws; they aws; they were, in awere, in a sociologi sociological sense,casociologisociologicsociological sense, al sense, “retainers“retainers” who brok” who brokered powerered power between t between the aristoche aristocracy and tracy and tracy and the massesthe masses; they pro; they promoted a spmoted a special liviecial living traditing tradition in addion in addition to thtion to the laws; the laws; they were veey weey were very were very interestedinterested in issues in issues of ritual of ritual purity an purity and tithing;d tithing; and they  and they believed ibelieved in afterlifn aftern afterlife,afterlife, judgment, judgment, and a den and a densely populsely populated, orgaated, organized spirnized spirit world. it world. Few criticFew critics today wos tods today woultoday would make thed make the confident confident statement statements that chas that characterizedracterized scholarsh scholarship of a geip of a generation angegenerationgeneration ago conce ago concerning the rning the meaning ofmeaning of the Phari the Pharisees’ namesees’ name (“separat (“separatists,” “thists,” “the consecrae “th“the conse“the consecrated,” “crated,” “Persians,”Persians,” “specifie “specifiers”), the rs”), the date and cdate and circumstancircumstances of theies of their origin (r orr origin (inorigin (in Ezra’s ti Ezra’s time, after me, after the Maccabthe Maccabean Revoltean Revolt, from the, from the Hasidim), Hasidim), the degre the degree of theire oe of their iof their involvementnvolvement with apoc with apocalypticismalypticism, and thei, and their politicar political platforml platform. It is pl. It is plausible thausible plplausible plausible that the Pthat the Pharisees eharisees emerged fromerged from the turmm the turmoil followoil following the Maing the Maccabean Reccabean Reccabean Revolt, buRevolt, but no more t no more can be saican be said at this d at this point.point.point.

All three source collections, although they understand the Pharisees very 
differently, support the conclusions that: they were a lay (not priestly) 
association who were thought to be expert in the laws; they were, in a 
sociological sense, “retainers” who brokered power between the aristocracy and 
the masses; they promoted a special living tradition in addition to the laws; they 
were very interested in issues of ritual purity and tithing; and they believed in 
afterlife, judgment, and a densely populated, organized spirit world. Few critics 
today would make the confident statements that characterized scholarship of a 
generation ago concerning the meaning of the Pharisees’ name (“separatists,” 
“the consecrated,” “Persians,” “specifiers”), the date and circumstances of their 
origin (in Ezra’s time, after the Maccabean Revolt, from the Hasidim), the degree 
of their involvement with apocalypticism, and their political platform. It is 
plausible that the Pharisees emerged from the turmoil following the Maccabean 
Revolt, but no more can be said at this point.

�The most vThe most vigorously igorously contested contested issue todaissue today concernsy concerns the degre the degree and manne and manner of the er mannmanner of manner of the Pharisthe Pharisees’ influees’ influence over ence over the Judeanthe Judean-Galilean -Galilean populace ipopulace in the timen the time of Jesus  o of Jesus aof Jesus and Paul. Tnd Paul. The NT authhe NT authors use thors use the Phariseee Pharisees mainly as mainly as a negatis a negative foil fove foil for Jesus. Pr Jer Jesus. PauJesus. Paul is the ol is the only writernly writer known to  known to us who actus who actually liveually lived as a Phad as a Pharisee (Phirisee (Phil. 3:5), bl. 3:5l. 3:5), but 3:5), but because hibecause his writingss writings are thoro are thoroughly condughly conditioned byitioned by his encou his encounter with nter with the risen thethe risen the risen Christ (heChrist (he dismisses dismisses his Phari his Pharisaic past saic past as “dung”;as “dung”; v. 8), it v. 8), it is hazard is hazardous to makous to mous to make infermake inferences abouences about Pharisait Pharisaism from thsm from them. Paul’sem. Paul’s expert bi expert biblical knoblical knowledge douwledge douwledge doubtless doubtless comes fromcomes from his forme his former life as r life as a Phariseea Pharisee, and cert, and certain aspectain aspects of his ws of his worldview (orldwworldview worldview (belief in(belief in resurrect resurrection and spion and spiritual poiritual powers) probwers) probably also ably also continue fcontinue from that promffrom that from that past.past.past.

The most vigorously contested issue today concerns the degree and 
manner of the Pharisees’ influence over the Judean-Galilean populace in the time 
of Jesus and Paul. The NT authors use the Pharisees mainly as a negative foil for 
Jesus. Paul is the only writer known to us who actually lived as a Pharisee (Phil. 
3:5), but because his writings are thoroughly conditioned by his encounter with 



the risen Christ (he dismisses his Pharisaic past as “dung”; v. 8), it is hazardous to 
make inferences about Pharisaism from them. Paul’s expert biblical knowledge 
doubtless comes from his former life as a Pharisee, and certain aspects of his 
worldview (belief in resurrection and spiritual powers) probably also continue 
from that past.

�Mark and JMark and John portraohn portray the Phary the Pharisees as kisees as key elementey elements of the cs of the cosmic battosmic battle betweenle betle between Jebetween Jesus and thsus and the evil spie evil spirits. Lumprits. Lumped togetheed together in a scar in a scarcely diffrcely differentiatederentiated Jewish le Jew Jewish leaJewish leadership, tdership, they are prhey are presented asesented as hostile t hostile to Jesus fro Jesus from the outom the outset and inset and in league wi lea league witleague with the devih the devil (Mark 3:l (Mark 3:6, 19-30; 6, 19-30; John 8:13,John 8:13, 22, 44).  22, 44). In both teIn both texts the Phxts the Pharisees aparisePhPharisees Pharisees appear as appear as the most pthe most prominent Jrominent Jewish grouewish group in Jesusp in Jesus’ environm’ environment. Mark ent. Markent. Mark showsMark shows them as p them as preoccupiedreoccupied with issu with issues of puries of purity, tithinty, tithing, and legg, and legal interpral interpretation (Metainterprinterpretainterpretation (Marktion (Mark 2:1-3:6). 2:1-3:6). Mark also Mark also attribute attributes to them s to them a special a special extrabibliextrabiblical traditcal trcal tradition,tradition, which Jes which Jesus denouncus denounces as merees as merely human cly human contrivanceontrivance (Mark 7:5 (Mark 7:5-8).-8).-8).

Mark and John portray the Pharisees as key elements of the cosmic battle 
between Jesus and the evil spirits. Lumped together in a scarcely differentiated 
Jewish leadership, they are presented as hostile to Jesus from the outset and in 
league with the devil (Mark 3:6, 19-30; John 8:13, 22, 44). In both texts the 
Pharisees appear as the most prominent Jewish group in Jesus’ environment. 
Mark shows them as preoccupied with issues of purity, tithing, and legal 
interpretation (Mark 2:1-3:6). Mark also attributes to them a special extrabiblical 
tradition, which Jesus denounces as merely human contrivance (Mark 7:5-8).

�Matthew ofMatthew often coupleten couples the Phars the Pharisees withisees with the Saddu the Sadducees, evencees, even with the  with the chief priechief chief priechief priests, to posts, to portray themrtray them all as th all as the leadershe leadership of old ip of old Israel (MaIsrael (Matt. 3:7; 1tt. 3:7; 16:1, 6), f6:1, 6), 6:1, 6), from w6), from whom the kihom the kingdom willngdom will be taken  be taken away (8:12away (8:12; 21:43–45; 21:43–45). However). However, tensions, tension, tensions rtensions remain, peremain, perhaps partlhaps partly as a resy as a result of Matult of Matthew’s conthew’s conflicting sflicting sources. Thources. The Phariseee Phe Pharisees Pharisees are both “are both “blind guidblind guides,” whosees,” whose teachings teachings are harmf are harmful (Matt. ul (Matt. 15:14; 16:15:14; 16:11-12), an11-16:16:11-12),16:11-12), and those and those who “sit  who “sit on Moses’ on Moses’ seat,” whoseat,” whose teachinse teachings should gs should be observebe observebe observed eobserved even while ven while their practheir practices are tices are eschewed (eschewed (23:2–3). M23:2–3). Matthew intatthew introduces sproduces sproduces specific rspecific remarks aboemarks about the Phaut the Pharisees’ werisees’ wearing of paring of phylacteriehylacteries and frins and fringes and abges and about their outababout theiabout their concern r concern for tithinfor tithing (Matt. 2g (Matt. 23:5, 23). 3:5, 23). This GospeThis Gospel assumes l assumes their promtheir prominence in inepromprominenceprominence in Galile in Galilean-Judean an-Judean life.life.life.

Matthew often couples the Pharisees with the Sadducees, even with the 
chief priests, to portray them all as the leadership of old Israel (Matt. 3:7; 16:1, 
6), from whom the kingdom will be taken away (8:12; 21:43–45). However, 
tensions remain, perhaps partly as a result of Matthew’s conflicting sources. The 
Pharisees are both “blind guides,” whose teachings are harmful (Matt. 15:14; 
16:11-12), and those who “sit on Moses’ seat,” whose teachings should be 
observed even while their practices are eschewed (23:2–3). Matthew introduces 
specific remarks about the Pharisees’ wearing of phylacteries and fringes and 
about their concern for tithing (Matt. 23:5, 23). This Gospel assumes their 
prominence in Galilean-Judean life.

�Luke’s porLuke’s portrayal of trayal of the Pharisthe Pharisees recallees recalls portraits portraits of the Ss of the Sophists inophists in Hellenist Hellenistic texts: icHellenistHellenistiHellenistic texts: tc texts: the respecthe respected teachered teachers of the cs of the common peopommon people, who cole, who come out to me out tome out to scrutinto scrutinize Jesus’ize Jesus’ activitie activities (Luke 5:s (Luke 5:17). Thoug17). Though sometimeh sometimes criticals critical of him, t of him, they neverthey nehey neverthelenevertheless addressss address him respe him respectfully asctfully as a fellow  a fellow teacher, rteacher, regularly iegularly invite him nvite him to dinner,to dinto dinner, andinner, and even tryd even try to help h to help him in trouim in trouble (Luke ble (Luke 7:36; 11:37:36; 11:37; 13:31; 7; 13:31; 14:1). Jes14:1). Jesus is muchus is us is much mois much more stridenre strident in his ct in his critique ofritique of them for  them for typical Sotypical Sophist’s faphist’s faults — forults — for being mon bein being monebeing money-hungry, y-hungry, complacentcomplacent, and inef, and ineffective infective in bringing  bringing about realabout real change (L change (Luke 11:39-uk(L(Luke 11:3(Luke 11:39-44; 12:19-44; 12:1; 16:14-15; 16:14-15; 18:9-14); 18:9-14). The Phar. The Pharisees of Lisees of Luke remainuke remain outside J outside Jerusalem, erJJerusalem,Jerusalem, and so ar and so are sharply e sharply distinguisdistinguished from thed from the temple he temple authoritieauthorities.s.s.

Luke’s portrayal of the Pharisees recalls portraits of the Sophists in 
Hellenistic texts: the respected teachers of the common people, who come out 
to scrutinize Jesus’ activities (Luke 5:17). Though sometimes critical of him, they 
nevertheless address him respectfully as a fellow teacher, regularly invite him to 
dinner, and even try to help him in trouble (Luke 7:36; 11:37; 13:31; 14:1). Jesus 
is much more strident in his critique of them for typical Sophist’s faults — for 
being money-hungry, complacent, and ineffective in bringing about real change 
(Luke 11:39-44; 12:1; 16:14-15; 18:9-14). The Pharisees of Luke remain outside 
Jerusalem, and so are sharply distinguished from the temple authorities.

�In Acts thIn Acts this opennesis openness continues continues at firsts at first, especial, especially in the ly in the person of person of Gamaliel, Gamaliel, an influenaan influenan influential membetial member of the Sr of the Sanhedrin (anhedrin (Acts 5:33-Acts 5:33-39). But w39). But with the exith the execution ofecution of Stephen,  St Stephen, AStephen, Acts presencts presents a galvats a galvanizing Jewnizing Jewish opposiish opposition to thtion to the Christiae Christian “Path” (n “Path” (Acts 8:1-3Act((Acts 8:1-(Acts 8:1-3). Some P3). Some Pharisees charisees convert, anonvert, and they remd they remain most zain most zealous forealous for the preci the precise observaspreciprecise obprecise observance oservance of torah (Af torah (Acts 15:5).cts 15:5). Indeed, A Indeed, Acts claimscts claims that the  that the Pharisees Pharisees are the moareare the moare the most scrupulst scrupulously precously precise of theise of the schools ( schools (Acts 22:3;Acts 22:3; 26:5). Wh 26:5). When he is ben he is brought befrobbrought bebrought before the Sfore the Sanhedrin, anhedrin, Acts’ PaulActs’ Paul is able t is able to make cleo make clever use ofver use of the Phari the Pharisees’ famoseePhariPharisees’Pharisees’ famous op famous opposition tposition to the Saddo the Sadducees on tucees on the issue ohe issue of resurrecf resurrection (and tion (and angels) toanangels) toangels) to deflect t deflect the chargeshe charges against h against him.im.im.

In Acts this openness continues at first, especially in the person of Gamaliel, 
an influential member of the Sanhedrin (Acts 5:33-39). But with the execution of 
Stephen, Acts presents a galvanizing Jewish opposition to the Christian “Path” 
(Acts 8:1-3). Some Pharisees convert, and they remain most zealous for the 
precise observance of torah (Acts 15:5). Indeed, Acts claims that the Pharisees 
are the most scrupulously precise of the schools (Acts 22:3; 26:5). When he is 
brought before the Sanhedrin, Acts’ Paul is able to make clever use of the 
Pharisees’ famous opposition to the Sadducees on the issue of resurrection (and 



angels) to deflect the charges against him.

�Flavius JoFlavius Josephus, a sephus, a representarepresentative of thtive of the priestlye priestly aristocra aristocracy, wrote cy, wrote the the Jewish WarJewish Jewish WarJewish War in the la in the late 70s te 70s C.E.C.E. to persua to persuade Greek rde Greek readers thaeaders that the recet the recent Jewish nt Jewish loss to Rololoss to Roloss to Rome (66–74)me (66–74) was not a was not a defeat of defeat of the Jewis the Jewish God and h God and that most that most Jews had nJews had nJews had nothing tonothing to do with t do with the revolt.he revolt. In recoun In recounting earliting earlier historyer history as eviden as evidence of the ce of the Jews’ goodJewsJews’ goodJews’ good citizensh citizenship, he menip, he mentions the tions the Pharisees Pharisees incidentalincidentally as a dely as a destructive structive force, becforceforce, becforce, because of thause of the inordinae inordinate power tte power they wieldehey wielded under thd under the Hasmoneae Hasmonean Queen Aln Queenn Queen AlexQueen Alexandra (andra (BJBJ 1.110–14) 1.110–14) and later and later under Her under Herod (1.571)od (1.571). When the. When the revolt ag revolt a revolt against Roagainst Rome finallyme finally broke out broke out, however,, however, the most  the most eminent Pheminent Pharisees joarisees joined with ined with the templetthe templethe temple authoriti authorities in tryies in trying to dissng to dissuade the ruade the revolutionaevolutionaries, but ries, but they were they were equally unequaequally unequally unsuccessfulsuccessful ( (BJBJ 2.411). D 2.411). Describing escribing the Jews’ the Jews’ philosophiphilosophical traditcal traditions, Joseions, Josephus briefphJoseJosephus bJosephus briefly menriefly mentions thattions that the Phari the Pharisees, in csees, in contrast toontrast to the Saddu the Sadducees, belicees, believe in afteve belibelieve inbelieve in after lif after life after dee after death, judgmath, judgment, and fent, and fate or proate or providence (vidence (BJBJ 2.162–66) 2.162–66)...

Flavius Josephus, a representative of the priestly aristocracy, wrote the 
Jewish War in the late 70s C.E. to persuade Greek readers that the recent Jewish 
loss to Rome (66–74) was not a defeat of the Jewish God and that most Jews had 
nothing to do with the revolt. In recounting earlier history as evidence of the 
Jews’ good citizenship, he mentions the Pharisees incidentally as a destructive 
force, because of the inordinate power they wielded under the Hasmonean 
Queen Alexandra (BJ 1.110–14) and later under Herod (1.571). When the revolt 
against Rome finally broke out, however, the most eminent Pharisees joined with 
the temple authorities in trying to dissuade the revolutionaries, but they were 
equally unsuccessful (BJ 2.411). Describing the Jews’ philosophical traditions, 
Josephus briefly mentions that the Pharisees, in contrast to the Sadducees, 
believe in after life after death, judgment, and fate or providence (BJ 2.162–66).

�In the In the Jewish AntJewish Antiquities/Liquities/Life,ife, Josephus  Josephus presents tpresents the Pharisehe Pharisees as the es as the most influmost influential of einfluinfluentiainfluential of the Jl of the Jewish partewish parties, even ies, even though thethough they do not oy do not officially fficially control thcontrol the organs oe orgae organs of organs of power, whipower, which are cench are centered in ttered in the temple.he temple. He consis He consistently andtently and caustical caustically repudialycausticalcausticallcaustically repudiaty repudiates their aes their activities,ctivities, whether u whether under the Hnder the Hasmonean pasmonean prince Johnrince John Hyrcanus, H Hyrcanus, Hyrcanus, Alexandra,Alexandra, Herod the Herod the Great, or Great, or himself a himself as commandes commander of Galilr of Galilean forcesean forceean forces in forces in the revoltthe revolt: they all: they allegedly useegedly use their vas their vast popular t popular support tosupport to cause pro cause problems for blemproproblems fproblems for the proor the proper leaderper leaders — i.e., s — i.e., for Josephfor Josephus and theus and the aristocra aristocrats (ts (Ant.Ant. 13.288, 4 13.28 13.288, 4013.288, 400–432; 17.0–432; 17.41–45; 41–45; VitaVita 189–98).  189–98). He again cHe again cites theirites their doctrine  doctrine of the aftof the afterlife anderaftafterlife afterlife and their and their special exspecial extrabiblicatrabiblical traditiol tradition, which Jn, which Josephus closephus claims endeaaims endear them to r themr them to ththem to the masses (e masses (Ant.Ant. 13.297–98 13.297–98; 18.12–15; 18.12–15). Through). Throughout all hiout all his works, Js works, Josephus reosephuJJosephus rJosephus reiterates eiterates the Pharisthe Pharisees’ reputees’ reputation as tation as the most prhe most precise of tecise of the schoolshe schools in interp in  in interprin interpreting the eting the laws (laws (BJBJ 1.110; 2. 1.110; 2.162; 162; Ant.Ant. 17.41;  17.41; VitaVita 191). 191). 191).

In the Jewish Antiquities/Life, Josephus presents the Pharisees as the most 
influential of the Jewish parties, even though they do not officially control the 
organs of power, which are centered in the temple. He consistently and 
caustically repudiates their activities, whether under the Hasmonean prince John 
Hyrcanus, Alexandra, Herod the Great, or himself as commander of Galilean 
forces in the revolt: they allegedly use their vast popular support to cause 
problems for the proper leaders — i.e., for Josephus and the aristocrats (Ant. 
13.288, 400–432; 17.41–45; Vita 189–98). He again cites their doctrine of the 
afterlife and their special extrabiblical tradition, which Josephus claims endear 
them to the masses (Ant. 13.297–98; 18.12–15). Throughout all his works, 
Josephus reiterates the Pharisees’ reputation as the most precise of the schools 
in interpreting the laws (BJ 1.110; 2.162; Ant. 17.41; Vita 191).

�Rabbinic lRabbinic literature iterature is extremeis extremely complexly complex and multi and multi-layered, -layered, written inwritten in Hebrew an Hebrew Hebrew andHebrew and Aramaic f Aramaic from the 3rrom the 3rd-6th centd-6th centuries uries C.E.C.E., in Galil, in Galilee and Babee and Babylonia. Beylonia. Because thiscBeBecause thBecause this literatis literature mentioure mentions among ins among its foundints founding figures g figures some who asome who are elsewhere elsewhere elsewhere elsewhere connected connected with the Pwith the Pharisees (harisees (esp. Hilleesp. Hillel and Shaml and Shammai and thmai and the family oe family of Gamalielfoof Gamalieof Gamaliel), scholal), scholars have trrs have traditionalladitionally identifiy identified the Phaed the Pharisees witrisees with the rabbh the rabbis. Those is. This. Those who Those who liked whatliked what they foun they found in rabbid in rabbinic literanic literature saw tture saw the Pharisehe Pharisees as a pres as a progressive ogprprogressivprogressive party coe party committed tommitted to making th making the Torah pre Torah practicable acticable for everyofor everyone. Those ne. Thosene. Those who Those who were bafflwere baffled and alied and alienated by enated by rabbinic srabbinic style foundtyle found support f support for their vor their view of theievview of thview of the Phariseee Pharisees as pettys as petty legalists legalists. Curiousl. Curiously, when thy, when these texts ese texts refer to arefer to a group cal grou group callgroup called the ed the peïru®sûiîpeïru®sûiîm,m, more ofte more often than notn than not the tone  the tone is unfavoris unfavorable (e.g.able (e.g., ,(e.g.(e.g., (e.g., m. Sot�am. Sot�a 3.4); the 3.4); the rabbis do rabbis do not call  not call their own their own forebears forebears peïru®sûiîpeïru®sûiîm.m. Scholars  Sc Scholars dScholars disagree, aisagree, also for lilso for linguistic rnguistic reasons, oneasons, on the exten the extent to whicht to which these  these peïru®sûiîpeïru®peïru®sûiîpeïru®sûiîmm should ev should even be idenen be identified wittified with the Pharh the Pharisees (Gk.isees (Gk.  PharisaiíoPharisaiíoii) of Josep) of J) of Josephus aJosephus and the NT.nd the NT.

Rabbinic literature is extremely complex and multi-layered, written in 
Hebrew and Aramaic from the 3rd-6th centuries C.E., in Galilee and Babylonia. 
Because this literature mentions among its founding figures some who are 
elsewhere connected with the Pharisees (esp. Hillel and Shammai and the family 
of Gamaliel), scholars have traditionally identified the Pharisees with the rabbis. 
Those who liked what they found in rabbinic literature saw the Pharisees as a 
progressive party committed to making the Torah practicable for everyone. 
Those who were baffled and alienated by rabbinic style found support for their 
view of the Pharisees as petty legalists. Curiously, when these texts refer to a 
group called the peïru®sûiîm, more often than not the tone is unfavorable 
(e.g., m. Sot�a  3.4); the rabbis do not call their own forebears peïru®sûiîm. 
Scholars disagree, also for linguistic reasons, on the extent to which these 
peïru®sûiîm should even be identified with the Pharisees (Gk. Pharisaiíoi) of 
Josephus and the NT.

�The generaThe general trend tol trend today is to day is to see early see early rabbinic lrabbinic literature iterature as the proas the product of a duct of a duct of a small ela small elite, whichite, which only grad only gradually cameually came to exert  to exert influence influence over largeover larger circles r circles of Jews toof Jewof Jews towarJews toward the end d the end of the 2ndof the 2nd century  century C.E.C.E. That elit That elite claimed e claimed notable Phnotable Pharisees amarisees aarisees among its among its founders, founders, but it alsbut it also took oveo took over the roler the role of temple of temple-related t-related teaching. Ieaching. It probablyt prot probably oprobably originated riginated not simplynot simply among the among the Pharisees Pharisees but in a  but in a surviving surviving coalition coalition of priestsof pof priests, spriests, scribes, Phcribes, Pharisees, Sarisees, Sadducees, adducees, and othersand others. Rabbinic. Rabbinic literatur literature should ne should no longer bo lono longer be longer be used, therused, therefore, as efore, as direct evidirect evidence for dence for the Pharisthe Pharisees.ees.ees.

The general trend today is to see early rabbinic literature as the product of 



a small elite, which only gradually came to exert influence over larger circles of 
Jews toward the end of the 2nd century C.E. That elite claimed notable Pharisees 
among its founders, but it also took over the role of temple-related teaching. It 
probably originated not simply among the Pharisees but in a surviving coalition of 
priests, scribes, Pharisees, Sadducees, and others. Rabbinic literature should no 
longer be used, therefore, as direct evidence for the Pharisees.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. L. GrabL. L. Grabbe, be, Judaism frJudaism from Cyrus tom Cyrus to Hadrian,o Hadrian, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (MinneapoliMinneapo((Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1992);is, 1992); S. N. Mas S. N. Mason, “Chiefon, “Chief Priests,  Priests, Sadducees,Sadducees, Pharisees Pharisees, and Sanh, and Sanhedrin in AedSanhSanhedrin Sanhedrin in Acts,” in Acts,” in in The Book oThe Book of Acts in f Acts in Its First Its First Century SeCentury Setting,tting, 4:  4: PalestiniaPalestinian Setting,n Settingn Setting,Setting, ed. R. Ba ed. R. Bauckham (Gruckham (Grand Rapidsand Rapids, 1995), 1, 1995), 115–77; 15–77; Flavius JoFlavius Josephus on sephus on the Pharisthe Pharithe Pharisees.Pharisees. SPB 39 (L SPB 39 (Leiden, 199eiden, 1991); J. Neu1); J. Neusner, sner, The RabbinThe Rabbinic Traditiic Traditions About ons About the Pharisthe Pharisthe Pharisees Pharisees before 70,before 70, 3 vols. ( 3 vols. (Leiden, 19Leiden, 1971); A. J.71); A. J. Saldarini Saldarini, , Pharisees,Pharisees, Scribes,  Scribes, and Sadducand Saddand Sadducees Sadducees in Palestiin Palestinian Socienian Societyty (1988, re (1988, repr. Grand pr. Grand Rapids, foRapids, forthcoming)rthcoming); E. P. Sa; E. P. Sanders, ndeSaSanders, Sanders, Judaism: PJudaism: Practice anractice and Belief, d Belief, 6363  B.C.E.B.C.E.——6666  C.E.C.E. (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1992phia, 1992); G. Stem); G. Stemberger, bStemStembergerStemberger, , Jewish ConJewish Contemporarietemporaries of Jesuss of Jesus: Pharisee: Pharisees, Sadduces, Sadducees, Essenees, Esseness (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1995)l(Minneapo(Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1995).is, 1995).

Bibliography. L. L. Grabbe, Judaism from Cyrus to Hadrian, 2 vols. 
(Minneapolis, 1992); S. N. Mason, “Chief Priests, Sadducees, Pharisees, and 
Sanhedrin in Acts,” in The Book of Acts in Its First Century Setting, 4: Palestinian 
Setting, ed. R. Bauckham (Grand Rapids, 1995), 115–77; Flavius Josephus on the 
Pharisees. SPB 39 (Leiden, 1991); J. Neusner, The Rabbinic Traditions About the 
Pharisees before 70, 3 vols. (Leiden, 1971); A. J. Saldarini, Pharisees, Scribes, and 
Sadducees in Palestinian Society (1988, repr. Grand Rapids, forthcoming); E. P. 
Sanders, Judaism: Practice and Belief, 63 B.C.E.—66 C.E. (Philadelphia, 1992); G. 
Stemberger, Jewish Contemporaries of Jesus: Pharisees, Sadducees, Essenes 
(Minneapolis, 1995).
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PHARPARPHARPAR (Heb.  (Heb. parparparpar)))

PHARPAR (Heb. parpar)

A river inA river in Syria men Syria mentioned wittioned with the Abanh the Abana at 2 Kgsa at 2 Kgs. 5:12. It. 5:12. It is genera is generally thoughlly thought to be tht to t to be the to be the modern Nahmodern Nahr r el-A{wajel-A{waj, 16 km. (, 16 km. (10 mi.) S 10 mi.) S of Damascuof Damascus.s.

A river in Syria mentioned with the Abana at 2 Kgs. 5:12. It is generally thought 
to be the modern Nahr el-A{waj, 16 km. (10 mi.) S of Damascus.

PHASAELPHASAEL (Gk.  (Gk. PhasaeäíloPhasaeäíloss)))

PHASAEL (Gk. Phasaeäílos)

Older brotOlder brother of Herher of Herod I the God I the Great. Theireat. Their father Ar father Antipater, ntipater, procuratorprocurator over the  over the Jewish terJJewish terJewish territories (ritories (Josephus Josephus Ant.Ant. 14.143),  14.143), appointed appointed Phasael asPhasael as governor  governor of Judea aof Judea and made Henaand made Hand made Herod govererod governor over Gnor over Galilee.alilee.alilee.

Older brother of Herod I the Great. Their father Antipater, procurator over the 
Jewish territories (Josephus Ant. 14.143), appointed Phasael as governor of Judea 
and made Herod governor over Galilee.

�According According to Josephuto Josephus Phasael’s Phasael’s governors governorship was pship was peaceful aneaceful and marked wd marked with restraith wwith restrwith restraint (aint (Ant.Ant. 14.158–62 14.158–62). Phasael). Phasael and his f and his father prevather prevented Heroented Herod from attd from attacking Jeracattattacking attacking Jerusalem Jerusalem after the after the latter hadlatter had been ince been incensed by thnsed by the Sanhedrie Sanhedrin’s attempn’s attempt to pronot tt to pronounto pronounce sentencce sentence on Herode on Herod for milit for military actionary actions in Galils in Galilee (ee (Ant.Ant. 14.168–85 14.168–85). However). H). However, tHowever, the Antipathe Antipatrids were rids were viewed by viewed by Jews as usJews as usurpers of urpers of the Hasmonthe Hasmonean dynastean dynean dynasty, wdynasty, whose heirshose heirs (Aristobu (Aristobulus II andlus II and his sons  his sons Antigonus Antigonus and Alexanand Alexander) were der) were the focus tthe focus the focus of severalof several rebellion rebellions throughos throughout the 50sut the 50s and 40s  and 40s B.C.B.C. Various J Various Jewish deleewish deleewish delegationdelegations called fs called for the remor the removal of Anoval of Antipater antipater and his sonsd his sons. The murd. The murder of Antier of Antipater in 4paAntiAntipater Antipater in 43 renein 43 renewed these wed these calls, butcalls, but Antony su Antony supported Phpported Phasael and asael and Herod, appHerod, appHerod, appointingappointing them tetr them tetrarchs in 4archs in 42 (2 (Ant.Ant. 14.326). 14.326). 14.326).

According to Josephus Phasael’s governorship was peaceful and marked 
with restraint (Ant. 14.158–62). Phasael and his father prevented Herod from 
attacking Jerusalem after the latter had been incensed by the Sanhedrin’s attempt 
to pronounce sentence on Herod for military actions in Galilee (Ant. 14.168–85). 
However, the Antipatrids were viewed by Jews as usurpers of the Hasmonean 
dynasty, whose heirs (Aristobulus II and his sons Antigonus and Alexander) were 
the focus of several rebellions throughout the 50s and 40s B.C. Various Jewish 
delegations called for the removal of Antipater and his sons. The murder of 
Antipater in 43 renewed these calls, but Antony supported Phasael and Herod, 
appointing them tetrarchs in 42 (Ant. 14.326).

�Parthian iParthian invasions invasions in 40 gave n 40 gave opportunitopportunity to Antigy to Antigonus, the onus, the sole survisole surviving son oving son ving son of Arison of Aristobulus, stobulus, to reclaimto reclaim the Hasmo the Hasmonean kingdnean kingdom. The inom. The invasion forvasion forced Phasaeced Phasaced Phasael, HPhasael, Herod, and erod, and Hyrcanus IHyrcanus II on the dI on the defensive. efensive. Trapped inTrapped in Jerusalem Jerusalem, Phasael , Phasael and Hyrcananand Hyrcanand Hyrcanus sought us sought a negotiata negotiated settlemed settlement and trent and traveled to aveled to Ptolemais Ptolemais to meet wito meet wto meet with the Pwith the Parthians. arthians. Both were Both were placed undplaced under arrest;er arrest; realizing realizing that esca that escape was imppe was impossible, Posimpimpossibleimpossible, Phasael , Phasael committed committed suicide (suicide (Ant.Ant. 14.366–69 14.366–69). Herod f). Herod fled to Romled to Rome, where te, where, where the where the Senate ratSenate ratified his ified his nominationnomination by Antony by Antony as king o as king of the Jewsf the Jews...

Parthian invasions in 40 gave opportunity to Antigonus, the sole surviving 
son of Aristobulus, to reclaim the Hasmonean kingdom. The invasion forced 
Phasael, Herod, and Hyrcanus II on the defensive. Trapped in Jerusalem, Phasael 
and Hyrcanus sought a negotiated settlement and traveled to Ptolemais to meet 



with the Parthians. Both were placed under arrest; realizing that escape was 
impossible, Phasael committed suicide (Ant. 14.366–69). Herod fled to Rome, 
where the Senate ratified his nomination by Antony as king of the Jews.

�Herod lateHerod later commemorr commemorated the mated the memory of hemory of his brotheris brother by naming by naming the large the largest of the stlargelargest oflargest of the three the three towers no towers north of hisrth of his palace in palace in Jerusalem Jerusalem Phasael ( Phasael (BJBJ 5.166). K 5.166). Known in BynoKKnown in BKnown in Byzantine tyzantine times as Daimes as David’s towevid’s tower, it was r, it was one of theone of the few struc few structures to stures to survive Titussurvive Tisurvive Titus’ destrtus’ destruction of uction of Jerusalem Jerusalem in in A.D.A.D. 70. 70. 70.

Herod later commemorated the memory of his brother by naming the 
largest of the three towers north of his palace in Jerusalem Phasael (BJ 5.166). 
Known in Byzantine times as David’s tower, it was one of the few structures to 
survive Titus’ destruction of Jerusalem in A.D. 70.
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PHASAELISPHASAELIS (Gk.  (Gk. PhasaeäíliPhasaeäíliss)))

PHASAELIS (Gk. Phasaeäílis)

A town in A town in the Jordanthe Jordan Valley (K Valley (Khirbet el-hirbet el-Fasayil), Fasayil), 16 km. (1016 km. (10 mi.) N of mi.) N of Jericho.  Jericho. Built by HBuiltBuilt by HBuilt by Herod the Gerod the Great in mereat in memory of himory of his brother s brother Phasael, iPhasael, it was givet was given to his sn to his sister Saloistessister Salsister Salome in 4 ome in 4 B.C.B.C. with the  with the division odivision of Herod’s f Herod’s kingdom. Ikingdom. It appears t appears on the 6thon the 6th-century m-6th6th-centur6th-century mosaic my mosaic map from Maap from Madeba.deba.deba.

A town in the Jordan Valley (Khirbet el-Fasayil), 16 km. (10 mi.) N of Jericho. 
Built by Herod the Great in memory of his brother Phasael, it was given to his 
sister Salome in 4 B.C. with the division of Herod’s kingdom. It appears on the 
6th-century mosaic map from Madeba.
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PHASELISPHASELIS (Gk.  (Gk. PhaseäílisPhaseäílis)))

PHASELIS (Gk. Phaseäílis)

A city in A city in the regionthe region of Lycia, of Lycia, on the so on the southern coauthern coast of Asiast of Asia Minor, an Minor, and an impord an important traditanimporimportant important trading potrading point betweeint between east andn east and west. In  west. In 139 139 B.C.B.C. the Roman the Roman consul Lu consul Lucius menticiuLuLucius menLucius mentioned it tioned it in a lettein a letter to varior to various governmus government leaderent leaders (1 Macc.s (1 Macc. 15:23) in 15:23) instructing strininstructininstructing them to g them to treat the treat the Jews in thJews in their regioneir region with favo with favor. Phaselir. Phaselis was seizs was seized in 77 ed ined in 77 in 77 B.C.B.C. by the Ro by the Romans becaumans because it had se it had become a bbecome a base for Ciase for Cilician pirlician pirates.ates.ates.

A city in the region of Lycia, on the southern coast of Asia Minor, and an 
important trading point between east and west. In 139 B.C. the Roman consul 
Lucius mentioned it in a letter to various government leaders (1 Macc. 15:23) 
instructing them to treat the Jews in their region with favor. Phaselis was seized 
in 77 B.C. by the Romans because it had become a base for Cilician pirates.
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PHICOLPHICOL (Heb.  (Heb. piîk�oœlpiîk�oœl)))

PHICOL (Heb. piîk�oœl )

The PhilisThe Philistine commatine commander in chnder in chief who wiief who witnessed Abtnessed Abimelech’s imelech’s covenants covenants with Abrahwith Abrwith Abraham atAbraham at Beer-sheb Beer-sheba (Gen. 21a (Gen. 21:22, 32) a:22, 32) and Isaac and Isaac at Gerar (2t Gerar (26:26). The6:26). The name may  name may name may be a tmay be a title ratheitle rather than a pr than a personal naersonal name.me.

The Philistine commander in chief who witnessed Abimelech’s covenants with 
Abraham at Beer-sheba (Gen. 21:22, 32) and Isaac at Gerar (26:26). The name 
may be a title rather than a personal name.

PHILADELPHPHILADELPHIAIA (Gk.  (Gk. PhiladélphPhiladélphiaia)))

PHILADELPHIA (Gk. Philadélphia)

�1.1. A city in A city in the Roman the Roman province  province of Asia, iof Asia, in western n western Asia MinorAsia Minor (Rev. 1:1 (Rev. 1:11; 3:7-13)1; 3:71; 3:7-13). S3:7-13). Since Philaince Philadelphia lidelphia lies beneathes beneath the moder the modern Turkish n Turkish city of city of AlasçehirAlasçehir, it has n, it ha, it has never has never been systebeen systematically matically excavated.excavated. The city  The city was foundewas founded in the 2d in the 2nd centurynd century  B.C.BB.C.B.C. by Attalo by Attalos II of Pes II of Pergamum. Itrgamum. It experienc experienced severe ed severe earthquakeearthquake damage in damage in the perio the pe the period of period of the early the early Roman EmpiRoman Empire; the eare; the earthquake orthquake of unparallf unparalleled magnieled magnitude whichtude whichtude which occuwhich occurred durinrred during the reigg the reign of the en of the emperor Tibmperor Tiberius (erius (A.D.A.D. 17; Pliny 17; Pliny  Nat. hist.Nat. hist. 2.86, 200 2 2.86, 200;2.86, 200; Tacitus  Tacitus Ann.Ann. 2.47) and 2.47) and destroyed destroyed several A several Asiatic citsiatic cities also dies also devastated evastated PhiladelphPhPhiladelphPhiladelphia (cf. Stia (cf. Strabo rabo Geog.Geog. 12.8.18;  12.8.18; 13.4.10).13.4.10).13.4.10).

1. A city in the Roman province of Asia, in western Asia Minor (Rev. 1:11; 
3:7-13). Since Philadelphia lies beneath the modern Turkish city of Alasçehir, it 
has never been systematically excavated. The city was founded in the 2nd century 
B.C. by Attalos II of Pergamum. It experienced severe earthquake damage in the 
period of the early Roman Empire; the earthquake of unparalleled magnitude 
which occurred during the reign of the emperor Tiberius (A.D. 17; Pliny Nat. hist. 
2.86, 200; Tacitus Ann. 2.47) and destroyed several Asiatic cities also devastated 
Philadelphia (cf. Strabo Geog. 12.8.18; 13.4.10).

�The earlieThe earliest sourcesst sources for Chris for Christianity intianity in Philadelp Philadelphia come fhia come from the borom the book of Reveok of Rok of RevelationRevelation and the L and the Letter to tetter to the Philadehe Philadelphians wrlphians written by Iitten by Ignatius ofgnatius of Antioch i Antioch in the earln thn the early the early 2nd centur2nd century. It is cy. It is clear from lear from these thatthese that there was there was continuin continuing animositg animosity between y bey between Chbetween Christianityristianity and the l and the local Jewisocal Jewish communith community (Rev. 3:y (Rev. 3:9; Ignatiu9; Ignatius s Phld.Phld. 6:1). Eff 6:1). E 6:1). Efforts toEfforts to interpret interpret the Johan the Johannine messanine message to the ge to the church at church at PhiladelphPhiladelphia in lighia in light of Philat of t of Philadeof Philadelphia’s solphia’s social and pcial and political holitical history havistory have often bee often been very suen very subjective.bjective.bjective.

The earliest sources for Christianity in Philadelphia come from the book of 
Revelation and the Letter to the Philadelphians written by Ignatius of Antioch in 



the early 2nd century. It is clear from these that there was continuing animosity 
between Christianity and the local Jewish community (Rev. 3:9; Ignatius Phld. 6:1). 
Efforts to interpret the Johannine message to the church at Philadelphia in light 
of Philadelphia’s social and political history have often been very subjective.

�The numeroThe numerous epigrapus epigraphical remahical remains from tins from the city anhe city and its vicid its vicinity have nity have not been snot beenot been seriobeen seriously invesusly investigated bytigated by NT schola NT scholars. One rars. One rather notewther noteworthy inscorthy inscription frription from the 1stofrfrom the 1from the 1st centuryst century  B.C.B.C. records t records the moral ihe moral imperativesmperatives required  required of membersof members in a cult in a  in a cult of a cult of the pagan the pagan god Zeus. god Zeus. In additioIn addition to demonn to demonstrating astrating a close con close connection benection between pagatwbebetween pabetween pagan piety gan piety and ethicaand ethical standardl standards, this les, this lengthy inscngthy inscription giription gives insighves insight about pat abot about pagaabout pagan resistann resistance to partce to participation icipation in promiscin promiscuous sexuauous sexual relationl relations, use of s, use of abortifaciaboabortifaciabortifacients, use ents, use of magicalof magical spells, a spells, and particind participation in pation in pedophiliapedophilia. Moreover. Moreover this insc this i this inscriptioinscription explicitn explicitly informsly informs us that t us that the membershe members of the re of the religious guligious guild represild represented “menenterepresrepresenterepresented “men andd “men and women, fr women, free and slaee and slave.”ve.”ve.”

The numerous epigraphical remains from the city and its vicinity have not 
been seriously investigated by NT scholars. One rather noteworthy inscription 
from the 1st century B.C. records the moral imperatives required of members in 
a cult of the pagan god Zeus. In addition to demonstrating a close connection 
between pagan piety and ethical standards, this lengthy inscription gives insight 
about pagan resistance to participation in promiscuous sexual relations, use of 
abortifacients, use of magical spells, and participation in pedophilia. Moreover this 
inscription explicitly informs us that the members of the religious guild 
represented “men and women, free and slave.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. C. BartS. C. Barton and G. on and G. H. R. HorsH. R. Horsley, “A Heley, “A Hellenistic llenistic Cult GroupCult GroupCult Group and Group and the New Tethe New Testament Chstament Churches,” urches,” JACJAC 24 (1981) 24 (1981): 7–41; C.: 7–41; C. J. Hemer, J. Hemer,  The LetterThe The LetterThe Letters to the Ss to the Seven Churceven Churches of Asihes of Asia in Theira in Their Local Set Local Settingting (1986, re (1986, repr. Grand pr. Grand Rapids, 20RapRapids, 20Rapids, 2000); D. Ma00); D. Magie, gie, Roman RuleRoman Rule in Asia M in Asia Minor,inor, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (1950, repr1950, repr. New York. New York, 1975)., 1, 1975).1975).1975).

Bibliography. S. C. Barton and G. H. R. Horsley, “A Hellenistic Cult 
Group and the New Testament Churches,” JAC 24 (1981): 7–41; C. J. Hemer, 
The Letters to the Seven Churches of Asia in Their Local Setting (1986, repr. Grand 
Rapids, 2000); D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor, 2 vols. (1950, repr. New York, 
1975).
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�2.2. A city in A city in the Decap the Decapolis, modeolis, modern Amman.rn Amman.rn Amman.

2. A city in the Decapolis, modern Amman.

�SeeSee  RABBAH.RABBAH.

See RABBAH.

PHILEMONPHILEMON (Gk.  (Gk. PhileäímoœPhileäímoœnn)))

PHILEMON (Gk. Phileäímoœn)

The recipiThe recipient of Pauent of Paul’s Epistll’s Epistle to Philee to Philemon, writtmon, written on behaen on behalf of Phillf of Philemon’s slaemon’s slave Onesimuve Ove Onesimus wOnesimus who was witho was with Paul in h Paul in Rome. ThisRome. This epistle i epistle is our onlys our only source of source of informati information about Poinformatiinformatioinformation about Phn about Philemon, wiilemon, with inferenth inferences possibces possible from thle from the accompane accompanying Epistying Epistying Epistle toEpistle to the Colos the Colossians (cf.sians (cf. Phlm. 12; Phlm. 12; Col. 4:9) Col. 4:9). Although. Although uncertain uncertain, Apphia a, Apphia and Archippnd And Archippus Archippus whom Paul whom Paul greets in greets in Phlm. 2 maPhlm. 2 may be Philey be Philemon’s wifemon’s wife and son,  and son, respectiverespectiverespectiverespectively (cf. Coly (cf. Col. 4:17). l. 4:17). Since OnesSince Onesimus and Aimus and Archippus rrchippus reside witheside with Philemon  Philemon (Phlm. 2, (P(Phlm. 2, (Phlm. 2, 10-21) and10-21) and belong to belong to the churc the church of Colosh of Colossae (Col. sae (Col. 4:9, 17), 4:9, 17), we can surwe can surmise that misursurmise thsurmise that Philemoat Philemon also resn also resided in Coided in Colossae in lossae in the Lycus the Lycus Valley of Valley of the Roman the Roman province opprovince oprovince of Asia.f Asia.f Asia.

The recipient of Paul’s Epistle to Philemon, written on behalf of Philemon’s slave 
Onesimus who was with Paul in Rome. This epistle is our only source of 
information about Philemon, with inferences possible from the accompanying 
Epistle to the Colossians (cf. Phlm. 12; Col. 4:9). Although uncertain, Apphia and 
Archippus whom Paul greets in Phlm. 2 may be Philemon’s wife and son, 
respectively (cf. Col. 4:17). Since Onesimus and Archippus reside with Philemon 
(Phlm. 2, 10-21) and belong to the church of Colossae (Col. 4:9, 17), we can 
surmise that Philemon also resided in Colossae in the Lycus Valley of the Roman 
province of Asia.

�Philemon wPhilemon was one of as one of Paul’s conPaul’s converts (Phlverts (Phlm. 19), pem. 19), perhaps whenrhaps when Paul was  Paul was ministerinminisministerinministering in Ephesg in Ephesus on his us on his third jourthird journey and thney and the provincee province of Asia w of Asia was evangelas evangelized (Actsizeevangelevangelizeevangelized (Acts 19d (Acts 19:10). Paul:10). Paul considers considers Philemon  Philemon a fellow wa fellow worker (Gk.orker (Gk.  synergoœssynergoœsynergoœssynergoœs), possibl), possibly because y because he was inshe was instrumental trumental in foundinin founding the churg the church of Coloch of Colch of Colossae. Colossae. Philemon wPhilemon was a wealtas a wealthy patron hy patron of a houseof a house church in church in his home  his home in Colossain Colossin Colossae (Colossae (Phlm. 2) aPhlm. 2) and was knond was known for hiswn for his hospitali hospitality (vv. 5–ty (vv. 5–7). Paul t7). Paul tried to coried to convince Phinvincoconvince Pconvince Philemon thhilemon that the conat the conversion ofversion of Onesimus  Onesimus to Christito Christianity trananity transcended thscended thscended the relatithe relationship of onship of master andmaster and slave, se slave, seeming to ieming to imply that mply that one optionone option open to P open to Philemon wahilPPhilemon wPhilemon was to set as to set Onesimus fOnesimus free.ree.ree.

Philemon was one of Paul’s converts (Phlm. 19), perhaps when Paul was 
ministering in Ephesus on his third journey and the province of Asia was 
evangelized (Acts 19:10). Paul considers Philemon a fellow worker (Gk. 
synergoœs), possibly because he was instrumental in founding the church of 
Colossae. Philemon was a wealthy patron of a house church in his home in 
Colossae (Phlm. 2) and was known for his hospitality (vv. 5–7). Paul tried to 
convince Philemon that the conversion of Onesimus to Christianity transcended 
the relationship of master and slave, seeming to imply that one option open to 



Philemon was to set Onesimus free.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. G. BJ. M. G. Barclay, “Parclay, “Paul, Phileaul, Philemon and thmon and the Dilemma e Dilemma of Christiof Christian Slave-OaChristiChristian Christian Slave-OwneSlave-Ownership,” rship,” NTSNTS 37 (1991) 37 (1991): 161–86; : 161–86; N. R. PeteN. R. Petersen, rsen, RediscoverRediscovering Paul: ing RediscoverRediscoverRediscovering Paul: ing Paul: Philemon aPhilemon and the Socnd the Sociology of iology of Paul’s NarPaul’s Narrative Worrative World.ld. Guides to Guides to Biblical  Bib Biblical SBiblical Scholarshipcholarship (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1985phia, 1985).).).

Bibliography. J. M. G. Barclay, “Paul, Philemon and the Dilemma of 
Christian Slave-Ownership,” NTS 37 (1991): 161–86; N. R. Petersen, 
Rediscovering Paul: Philemon and the Sociology of Paul’s Narrative World. Guides to 
Biblical Scholarship (Philadelphia, 1985).
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PHILEMONPHILEMON (Gk.  (Gk. PhileäímoœPhileäímoœnn), LETTER ), LETTER TOTOTO

PHILEMON (Gk. Phileäímoœn), LETTER TO

Paul’s briPaul’s briefest presefest preserved correrved correspondenceespondence, in its c, in its comparativeomparative brevity m brevity more like tore like the majorithe tthe majorithe majority of presty of preserved ancierved ancient Greek ent Greek letters thletters than Paul’s an Paul’s other writother writings. Unliings. Unlike Paul’s ke Pke Paul’s othPaul’s other letterser letters, Philemon, Philemon does not  does not deal with deal with theologicatheological controvel controversies or ersies or ethical difthiceethical diethical difficultiesfficulties in the li in the lives of hisves of his audience. audience.

Paul’s briefest preserved correspondence, in its comparative brevity more like 
the majority of preserved ancient Greek letters than Paul’s other writings. Unlike 
Paul’s other letters, Philemon does not deal with theological controversies or 
ethical difficulties in the lives of his audience.

�Philemon iPhilemon is universas universally acceptlly accepted as an aed as an authentic luthentic letter of Petter of Paul, and iaul, and its authentts authenticity has iauthentauthenticiauthenticity has onlty has only rarely by rarely been questieen questioned in thoned in the past. Hoe past. However, quewever, questions havstions have persistee havhave persihave persisted from sted from earliest tearliest times regarimes regarding the vding the value of thalue of the letter. e letter. InterpreteInterpreters ancientrs anrs ancient anancient and modern hd modern have responave responded to crided to criticisms ofticisms of Philemon  Philemon by drawingby drawing out from  out from out from it a from it a variety ofvariety of moral les moral lessons, poinsons, pointing to itting to its value fos value for showing r showing the depthsthe depths of Paul’s of P of Paul’s humPaul’s humility and ility and caring as caring as an examplean example to all Ch to all Christians, ristians, and emphasand emphasizing the izing the letter’s vletteletter’s vletter’s value in shalue in showing how owing how Christian Christian persons frpersons from differeom different social nt social levels arelevels are to relate to r to relate to relate to one anotheone another.r.

Philemon is universally accepted as an authentic letter of Paul, and its 
authenticity has only rarely been questioned in the past. However, questions 
have persisted from earliest times regarding the value of the letter. Interpreters 
ancient and modern have responded to criticisms of Philemon by drawing out 
from it a variety of moral lessons, pointing to its value for showing the depths of 
Paul’s humility and caring as an example to all Christians, and emphasizing the 
letter’s value in showing how Christian persons from different social levels are to 
relate to one another.

StructureStructure

Structure

The entireThe entire letter to letter to Philemon  Philemon divides individes into four orto four or five part five parts. Most cos. Most common is thmmon is the followine fe following following five-part five-part delineatiodelineation:n:n:

The entire letter to Philemon divides into four or five parts. Most common is the 
following five-part delineation:

1.1.�Verses 1–3Verses 1–3 form a sa form a salutation, lutation, which namewhich names the sends the senders, the rers, the recipients,ecipients, and issue and  and issuesand issues a greetin a greeting.g.g.

1. Verses 1–3 form a salutation, which names the senders, the recipients, 
and issues a greeting.

2.2.�Verses 4–7Verses 4–7 offer a t offer a thanksgivinhanksgiving to God fg to God for a specior a specific memoryfic memory of Philem of Philemon’s life.on’sPhilemPhilemon’sPhilemon’s life. Ver life. Verse 7 is a se 7 is a bridge to bridge to the main pthe main portion of ortion of the letterthe letter...

2. Verses 4–7 offer a thanksgiving to God for a specific memory of 
Philemon’s life. Verse 7 is a bridge to the main portion of the letter.

3.3.�Verses 8–2Verses 8–21 are the 1 are the body of thbody of the letter, e letter, discussingdiscussing the retur the return of Onesin of Onesimus the slmus tmus the slave.the slave. In the fi In the first sectiorst section of the bn of the body (vv. 8ody (vv. 8–14) Paul –14) Paul appeals toappeals to Philemon  Philem Philemon iPhilemon in Onesimusn Onesimus’ behalf b’ behalf by declariny declaring his affeg his affection for ction for the slave the slave and by teland band by tellingby telling Philemon  Philemon of his desof his desire to havire to have Onesimuse Onesimus with him  with him in his impin his imprisonment risoimpimprisonmeimprisonment for thent for the gospel. I gospel. In the secon the second sectionnd section of the bo of the body (vv. 15dy (vv. 15–20) Paul –201515–20) Pau15–20) Paul both refl both reflects uponlects upon the chang the change in Onesie in Onesimus that cmus that came througame through his convhthrougthrough hithrough his conversis conversion and proon and promises to smises to stand good tand good for anythifor anything that Onng that Onesimus migeOnOnesimus mOnesimus might owe Pight owe Philemon.hilemon.hilemon.

3. Verses 8–21 are the body of the letter, discussing the return of Onesimus 
the slave. In the first section of the body (vv. 8–14) Paul appeals to 
Philemon in Onesimus’ behalf by declaring his affection for the slave and 
by telling Philemon of his desire to have Onesimus with him in his 
imprisonment for the gospel. In the second section of the body (vv. 
15–20) Paul both reflects upon the change in Onesimus that came 
through his conversion and promises to stand good for anything that 
Onesimus might owe Philemon.

4.4.�Verses 21–Verses 21–22 are par22 are parenesis, coenesis, coupling a dupling a declarationeclaration of Paul’s of Paul’s confidenc confidence in Philee in Pe in Philemon wPhilemon with a requith a request that qest that quarters beuarters be prepared  prepared that Paul that Paul may pay anmay pay an anticipat an anticipateanticipated visit tod visit to the churc the church.h.h.

4. Verses 21–22 are parenesis, coupling a declaration of Paul’s confidence in 
Philemon with a request that quarters be prepared that Paul may pay an 
anticipated visit to the church.



5.5.�Verses 23–Verses 23–25 form th25 form the closing e closing of the letof the letter, passiter, passing greetinng greetings from Pags from Paul’s compaul’s coul’s companionscompanions to Philem to Philemon and theon and the others an others and speakingd speaking a final,  a final, somewhat fsomewhat formal, worofformal, woformal, word.rd.

5. Verses 23–25 form the closing of the letter, passing greetings from Paul’s 
companions to Philemon and the others and speaking a final, somewhat 
formal, word.

ContentContent

Content

Paul, who Paul, who was in priwas in prison, writeson, writes a letters a letter with some with some assistanc assistance from Time from Timothy; he oothy; he opens the lpeoopens the opens the letter witletter with a greetih a greeting to Philng to Philemon, Apphemon, Apphia, Archipia, Archippus, and tpus, and the church he church that met iththat met ithat met in Philemonn Philemon’s house. ’s house. It is impoIt is impossible to ssible to say with csay with certainty wertainty where Paul here Paul was locatewas was locatewas located at the td at the time of theime of the writing.  writing. The traditThe traditional siteional site of Rome h of Rome has lost soas lost some favor bme fme favor becafavor because of theuse of the improbabi improbability that lity that Paul wouldPaul would backtrack backtrack from Rome from Rome to visit  to visit a congregaa a congregaa congregation in thtion in the East afte East after arriviner arriving in Italyg in Italy and plann and planning to woring to work in Spaink in Spain. A case h. A ca. A case has bcase has been made feen made for Caesareor Caesarea, but thea, but the most comm most commonly advanonly advanced theoryced theory today is  today  today is ttoday is that Paul what Paul was in prisas in prison in Epheon in Ephesus (cf. 1sus (cf. 1 Cor. 15:3 Cor. 15:32; 2 Cor. 2; 2 Cor. 1:8-11). T1:8-11). The locatiohe lohe location olocation of the churf the church in Philch in Philemon’s houemon’s house is alsose is also a puzzle, a puzzle, although  although the similathe similarities betritiessimilasimilaritisimilarities betweenes between portions  portions of Philemoof Philemon and Colon and Colossians (whssians (whether or nether or not authentot authentot authenticaauthentically Paulinlly Pauline) lead mae) lead many scholarny scholars to concls to conclude that Pude that Philemon lihilemon lived in Colved in Colossae.ossColColossae.Colossae.Colossae.

Paul, who was in prison, writes a letter with some assistance from Timothy; he 
opens the letter with a greeting to Philemon, Apphia, Archippus, and the church 
that met in Philemon’s house. It is impossible to say with certainty where Paul 
was located at the time of the writing. The traditional site of Rome has lost some 
favor because of the improbability that Paul would backtrack from Rome to visit 
a congregation in the East after arriving in Italy and planning to work in Spain. A 
case has been made for Caesarea, but the most commonly advanced theory 
today is that Paul was in prison in Ephesus (cf. 1 Cor. 15:32; 2 Cor. 1:8-11). The 
location of the church in Philemon’s house is also a puzzle, although the 
similarities between portions of Philemon and Colossians (whether or not 
authentically Pauline) lead many scholars to conclude that Philemon lived in 
Colossae.

�Paul then Paul then turns towaturns toward Philemord Philemon in partin in particular. Bascular. Based upon hied upon his knowledgs knowledge of Philee of Pe of Philemon’sPhilemon’s character character and secur and secure in his oe in his own commisswn commission from Cion from Christ, Pauhrist, Paul addressel addressel addresses addresses the situatthe situation. Apparion. Apparently Onesently Onesimus was aimus was a slave who slave who belonged  belonged to Philemoto Philemto Philemon, Philemon, one whom Pone whom Philemon wohilemon would have ruld have regarded asegarded as useless,  useless, not least not least because hebecause hbecause he had flehe had fled from hisd from his master. N master. Neverthelesevertheless, in a ris, in a rich combinach combination both tion both of metaphoof metaphors and worrmetaphometaphors metaphors and wordpland wordplays Paul fays Paul fashions hiashions his testimons testimony concerniy concerning the conng the conversion ofversion oversion of Onesimuof Onesimus to Chriss to Christ — a convt — a conversion thaersion that had the t had the practical practical effect of effect of changing Ochanging Onesimus frnOOnesimus fOnesimus from being rom being of no accoof no account to beiunt to being highly ng highly valuable. valuable. Indeed PauIndeed Paul found Onl found Onl found Onesimus, Onesimus, after his after his conversionconversion, of such , of such usefulnessusefulness in his ap in his apostolic miostolic ministry thanistry that he desirt he t he desiredhe desired to retain to retain Onesimus  Onesimus to assist to assist him ratherhim rather than retu than return him to rn him to Philemon. Philemon. Paul assumPaPaul assumPaul assumed that Phed that Philemon himilemon himself wouldself would have glad have gladly providely provided such assd such assistance haistance had he been dhahad he beehad he been present,n present, and he wa and he was desirouss desirous of having of having Onesimus  Onesimus to assist to assist him in Phihim in Philemon’s belePhiPhilemon’sPhilemon’s behalf; b behalf; but rather ut rather than presuthan presume upon Phme upon Philemon’s kilemon’s known genernown generosity, Pauosity, Pauosity, Paul decidPaul decided to retued to return Onesimurn Onesimus to Philes to Philemon and lemon and leave the maave the matter to Phtter to Philemon’s vilemon’s PhPhilemon’sPhilemon’s volition. volition.

Paul then turns toward Philemon in particular. Based upon his knowledge of 
Philemon’s character and secure in his own commission from Christ, Paul 
addresses the situation. Apparently Onesimus was a slave who belonged to 
Philemon, one whom Philemon would have regarded as useless, not least because 
he had fled from his master. Nevertheless, in a rich combination both of 
metaphors and wordplays Paul fashions his testimony concerning the conversion 
of Onesimus to Christ — a conversion that had the practical effect of changing 
Onesimus from being of no account to being highly valuable. Indeed Paul found 
Onesimus, after his conversion, of such usefulness in his apostolic ministry that 
he desired to retain Onesimus to assist him rather than return him to Philemon. 
Paul assumed that Philemon himself would have gladly provided such assistance 
had he been present, and he was desirous of having Onesimus to assist him in 
Philemon’s behalf; but rather than presume upon Philemon’s known generosity, 
Paul decided to return Onesimus to Philemon and leave the matter to 
Philemon’s volition.

�Paul contiPaul continues his anues his appeal by pppeal by pleading foleading for Philemonr Philemon to recogn to recognize the trize the transformatiansformtrtransformatransformation and ttion and to receive o receive the slave the slave as if he was if he were the apere the apostle himsostle himself. Moreoelf. Moreover, Paul verMoreoMoreover, Moreover, Paul interPaul interjects thatjects that should On should Onesimus oweesimus owe Philemon  Philemon in terms oin terms of a wrong f a wronf a wrong or awrong or a debt, tha debt, that he (Pault he (Paul) would hi) would himself stanmself stand good ford good for the sum;  the sum; Paul goes Paul goes so far in soso far in so far in this mattethis matter as to wrr as to write the prite the promissory nomissory note in hisote in his own hand. own hand. Yet, Paul Yet, Paul moves bey mo moves beyomoves beyond the appnd the appeal and theal and the promise e promise of reimburof reimbursement, desement, declaring hiclaring his confidens confides confidenceconfidence in Philem in Philemon to do eon to do even more tven more than Paul shan Paul said.aid.

Paul continues his appeal by pleading for Philemon to recognize the 
transformation and to receive the slave as if he were the apostle himself. 
Moreover, Paul interjects that should Onesimus owe Philemon in terms of a 
wrong or a debt, that he (Paul) would himself stand good for the sum; Paul goes 
so far in this matter as to write the promissory note in his own hand. Yet, Paul 
moves beyond the appeal and the promise of reimbursement, declaring his 
confidence in Philemon to do even more than Paul said.



PurposePurpose

Purpose

There are There are at least tat least two recogniwo recognized purposzed purposes for Paues for Paul’s writinl’s writing to Phileg to Philemon concermon concerning Onesinconcerconcerningconcerning Onesimus. Onesimus. First, he First, he sought to sought to convince  convince the masterthe master to take b to take back the seack the servant withrseservant wiservant without angethout anger or the kr or the kinds of hainds of harsh punishrsh punishments permments permitted by Ritted by Roman law. oman law.oman law. Seconlaw. Second, and equd, and equally imporally important, the tant, the apostle soapostle sought to seught to secure Onesicure Onesimus from Pmus from Pmus from Philemon fPhilemon for serviceor service to him in to him in the gospe the gospel ministryl ministry. Whether . Whether or not thior not this developms development would edevelopmdevelopmendevelopment would int would include Onesclude Onesimus’ beinimus’ being freed byg freed by Philemon  Philemon is a debatis a debatable and iable and able and irresoand irresolvable isslvable issue.ue.ue.

There are at least two recognized purposes for Paul’s writing to Philemon 
concerning Onesimus. First, he sought to convince the master to take back the 
servant without anger or the kinds of harsh punishments permitted by Roman 
law. Second, and equally important, the apostle sought to secure Onesimus from 
Philemon for service to him in the gospel ministry. Whether or not this 
development would include Onesimus’ being freed by Philemon is a debatable 
and irresolvable issue.
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PHILETUSPHILETUS (Gk.  (Gk. PhiíleätosPhiíleätos)))

PHILETUS (Gk. Phiíleätos)

One who, wOne who, with Hymenaith Hymenaeus, taugheus, taught that thet that the resurrect resurrection had alion had already takeready taken place (2n place (2n place (2 Tim. 2:(2 Tim. 2:17-18).17-18).

One who, with Hymenaeus, taught that the resurrection had already taken place 
(2 Tim. 2:17-18).

PHILIPPHILIP (Gk.  (Gk. PhiílipposPhiílippos)))

PHILIP (Gk. Phiílippos)

�1.1. Philip II Philip II, king of , king of Macedon (3Macedon (359–336 59–336 B.C.E.B.C.E.). The fat). The father of Aleher of Alexander thexander the Great (1  Gre Great (1 MGreat (1 Macc. 1:1),acc. 1:1), he was as he was assassinatedsassinated before em before embarking onbarking on a militar a military expeditiy expedition againstonexpeditiexpeditionexpedition against P against Persia (Josersia (Josephus ephus Ant.Ant. 11.304–5) 11.304–5). He unifi. He unified Macedoned Macedonia, adopteia, adopted Greek cud adopteadopted Gradopted Greek cultureek culture, and dome, and dominated Greinated Greece througece through the Leagh the League of Coriue of Corinth.nth.nth.

1. Philip II, king of Macedon (359–336 B.C.E.). The father of Alexander the 
Great (1 Macc. 1:1), he was assassinated before embarking on a military 
expedition against Persia (Josephus Ant. 11.304–5). He unified Macedonia, 
adopted Greek culture, and dominated Greece through the League of Corinth.

�2.2. Philip V, Philip V, king of M king of Macedon (22acedon (221–179 1–179 B.C.E.B.C.E.). He took). He took up arms a up arms against Romgainst Rome and was e RomRome and wRome and was decisivas decisively defeately defeated in the ed in the battle of battle of CynoscephaCynoscephale (198; 1le (198; 1 Macc. 8:5 Macc. 8:5). Rome le)8:58:5). Rome8:5). Rome left him  left him on a weakeon a weakened thronened throne, acting a, acting as a buffers a buffer with Syri with Syria under tha under the powerfule pe powerful Apowerful Antiochus Intiochus III (for a II (for a Judean vieJudean view, cf. w, cf. Ant.Ant. 12.414). 12.414). 12.414).

2. Philip V, king of Macedon (221–179 B.C.E.). He took up arms against 
Rome and was decisively defeated in the battle of Cynoscephale (198; 1 Macc. 
8:5). Rome left him on a weakened throne, acting as a buffer with Syria under the 
powerful Antiochus III (for a Judean view, cf. Ant. 12.414).

�3.3. Philip th Philip the Phrygiane Phrygian, governor, governor of Jerusa of Jerusalem under lem under Antiochus Antiochus IV EpiphanIV Epiphanes, on whoes, oes, on whose don whose death he waeath he was appointes appointed regent od regent over Antiocver Antiochus V (1 Mhus V (1 Macc. 6:14-acc. 6:14-17, 55; 2 17, 55; 217, 55; 2 Macc. 9:2 Macc. 9:29). Accor29). According to 1 ding to 1 Macc. 6:63Macc. 6:63 when Phil when Philip tried tip tried to assume co assume control himontrol himself, Lysishimhimself, Lhimself, Lysias (theysias (the young Ant young Antiochus’ guiochus’ guardian accardian according to ording to Ant.Ant. 13.296, 3 13.296, 360) defeat60) defea60) defeated hdefeated him in a baim in a battle for Attle for Antioch (cantioch (ca. 164/63 . 164/63 B.C.E.B.C.E.).).).

3. Philip the Phrygian, governor of Jerusalem under Antiochus IV Epiphanes, 
on whose death he was appointed regent over Antiochus V (1 Macc. 6:14-17, 55; 
2 Macc. 9:29). According to 1 Macc. 6:63 when Philip tried to assume control 
himself, Lysias (the young Antiochus’ guardian according to Ant. 13.296, 360) 
defeated him in a battle for Antioch (ca. 164/63 B.C.E.).

�4.4. Philip th Philip the Tetrarche Tetrarch (ca (ca.. 20  20 B.C.E.B.C.E.—34 —34 C.E.C.E.).).).

4. Philip the Tetrarch (ca. 20 B.C.E.—34 C.E.).

�SeeSee  HEROD (FAMHEROD (FAMILY) ILY) 13.13.13.

See HEROD (FAMILY) 13.

�5.5. Herod (Ph Herod (Philip?), soilip?), son of Herodn of Herod and Maria and Mariamme II.mme II.mme II.

5. Herod (Philip?), son of Herod and Mariamme II.



�SeeSee  HEROD (FAMHEROD (FAMILY)ILY) 14. 14. 14.

See HEROD (FAMILY) 14.
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�6.6. Philip th Philip the Apostle e Apostle and Evangeand Evangelist. In tlist. In the Synoptihe Synoptic Gospels c Gospels the name Pthe name Philip for hilip fhilip for a follfor a follower of Jeower of Jesus occurssus occurs only in t only in the lists ohe lists of the namef the names of the ts of the twelve discwelve disciples/aposiples/adiscdisciples/disciples/apostles (apostles (Mark 3:16-Mark 3:16-19; Matt. 19; Matt. 10:2-4; Lu10:2-4; Luke 6:14-16ke 6:14-16; cf. Acts; cf. Acts 1:13). In 1:13). In each inst each  each instaeach instance Philipnce Philip is presen is presented in fifted in fifth positioth position. In Johnn. In John, however,, however, Philip pl Philip plays a narrays a naays a narrative narrative role in 1:role in 1:43–46; 6:543–46; 6:5–7; 12:20––7; 12:20–22; 14:8–922; 14:8–9. He is sa. He is said to be fid to be from Bethsarom Bethsaida (John ida BethsaBethsaida Bethsaida (John 1:44(John 1:44; 12:21), ; 12:21), is connectis connected with Gred with Greeks seekieeks seeking Jesus (ng Jesus (12:20–21),12:20–21), and serve an and servesand serves as a foil as a foil for the J for the Johannine Johannine Jesus (6:5–esus (6:5–7; 14:8–117; 14:8–11). It is t). It is tempting toempting to conclude  conclu conclude tconclude that the fihat the figure of Phgure of Philip was “ilip was “known” by known” by both the aboth the author and uthor and the readerthe readers of the Fs readerreaders ofreaders of the Fourt the Fourth Gospel.h Gospel.h Gospel.

6. Philip the Apostle and Evangelist. In the Synoptic Gospels the name Philip 
for a follower of Jesus occurs only in the lists of the names of the twelve 
disciples/apostles (Mark 3:16-19; Matt. 10:2-4; Luke 6:14-16; cf. Acts 1:13). In 
each instance Philip is presented in fifth position. In John, however, Philip plays a 
narrative role in 1:43–46; 6:5–7; 12:20–22; 14:8–9. He is said to be from 
Bethsaida (John 1:44; 12:21), is connected with Greeks seeking Jesus (12:20–21), 
and serves as a foil for the Johannine Jesus (6:5–7; 14:8–11). It is tempting to 
conclude that the figure of Philip was “known” by both the author and the 
readers of the Fourth Gospel.

�OstensiblyOstensibly another e another early Chrisarly Christian namedtian named Philip is Philip is introduce introduced in Acts d in Acts 6:1-7 as a6:1-7 as6:1-7 as a membeas a member of the “r of the “Seven” appSeven” appointed by ointed by the apostlthe apostles to carees to care for the H for the Hellenist wellenist widows. Lukidwwidows. Luwidows. Luke, the auke, the author of Acthor of Acts, possests, possessed additised additional tradional traditional mattional material concerial concerning thiernconcconcerningconcerning this figu this figure’s activre’s activity and siity and significancegnificance and used  and used it in Actsit in Acts 8, which  8, which attributesattribuattributesattributes to Philip to Philip the expan the expansion of thsion of the gospel oe gospel outside Jerutside Jerusalem: fiusalem: first to Samrst to Samaria (vv. aria SamSamaria (vSamaria (vv. 5–13), v. 5–13), and then tand then to the “endo the “ends of the es of the earth” (vv.arth” (vv. 26–40), r 26–40), representedepresented in the pe in in the perin the person of an son of an Ethiopian Ethiopian convert. Tconvert. This groundhis groundbreaking “breaking “evangelizievangelizing” (cf. 8ng” (cf. 8:4, [5], 1:4, [:4, [5], 12, 3[5], 12, 35, 40) bey5, 40) beyond the boond the bounds of Juunds of Judaism reprdaism represents a sesents a significantignificant fulfillme fulfillment of Jesunt of nt of Jesus’ of Jesus’ commissioncommission to the ap to the apostles in ostles in 1:8. After1:8. After Acts 8 Ph Acts 8 Philip’s solilip’s sole appearane appearance is at 2ce is ce is at 21:8is at 21:8–9, along –9, along with his fwith his four propheour prophetic daughttic daughters, as oners, as one of Paul’e of Paul’s hosts ons hosts on the latte the  the latterthe latter’s final j’s final journey to ourney to Jerusalem.Jerusalem. Philip’s  Philip’s designatiodesignation as the “n as the “evangelistevangelist” in 21:8 ” in 21:8” in 21:8 repre21:8 represents a cosents a commonsense mmonsense conclusionconclusion based on  based on his earliehis earlier activityr activity in Acts. in Acts. in Acts.

Ostensibly another early Christian named Philip is introduced in Acts 6:1-7 
as a member of the “Seven” appointed by the apostles to care for the Hellenist 
widows. Luke, the author of Acts, possessed additional traditional material 
concerning this figure’s activity and significance and used it in Acts 8, which 
attributes to Philip the expansion of the gospel outside Jerusalem: first to 
Samaria (vv. 5–13), and then to the “ends of the earth” (vv. 26–40), represented 
in the person of an Ethiopian convert. This groundbreaking “evangelizing” (cf. 8:4, 
[5], 12, 35, 40) beyond the bounds of Judaism represents a significant fulfillment 
of Jesus’ commission to the apostles in 1:8. After Acts 8 Philip’s sole appearance 
is at 21:8–9, along with his four prophetic daughters, as one of Paul’s hosts on 
the latter’s final journey to Jerusalem. Philip’s designation as the “evangelist” in 
21:8 represents a commonsense conclusion based on his earlier activity in Acts.

�Second-cenSecond-century sourctury sources are unaes are unanimous in nimous in their assutheir assumption thamption that the Philt the Philip Luke isip Lukip Luke is coLuke is concerned wincerned with (i.e., th (i.e., the Philipthe Philip with four with four prophetic prophetically gifteally gifted daughterd daughters, Acts 21s, Acts, Acts 21:9)Acts 21:9) was, in f was, in fact, Philiact, Philip the aposp the apostle. Polyctle. Polycrates underates understood thirstood this Philip ts Philip to be “one o be “oo be “one of th“one of the Twelve ae Twelve apostles” (postles” (cf. Eusebicf. Eusebius us HEHE 3.31.3; 5 3.31.3; 5.24.2). Ev.24.2). Even more sien more significant gnificantsisignificansignificant is the it is the identificatdentification presupion presupposed by Pposed by Papias (apias (HEHE 3.39.9),  3.39.9), who personwho personally knew ally kally knew the dknew the daughters oaughters of Philip. f Philip. Since PhilSince Philip, along ip, along with his dwith his daughters, aughters, is often iis often invoked in nvokediinvoked ininvoked in 2nd-centu 2nd-century polemicry polemical contextal contexts to legits to legitimate thisimate this or that g or that group’s theroup’s theological polothetheologicatheological positionl position (in polem (in polemical exchaical exchanges betwenges between Rome anen Rome and the Montd the Montanist/New anist/NeMontMontanist/Montanist/New PropheNew Prophecy movemency movement in Asia t in Asia Minor [cf.Minor [cf. Proclus i Proclus in n HEHE 3.31.4],  3.31.4], by Heracleby Hby Heracleon Heracleon for his anfor his antimartyr ptimartyr position [cosition [cf. Clementf. Clement of Alexan of Alexandria dria Misc.Misc. 4.71.2–3] 4.71.2–3], by Tatia, by, by Tatian by Tatian in supportin support of his co of his contention tntention that true dhat true disciples misciples must be unmust be unmarried), iarried), it can hardt cant can hardlycan hardly be imagin be imagined that thed that the appeal ie appeal is to anyons to anyone other the other than a clearan a clearly recognily recognized authorzedrecognirecognizedrecognized authority authority, i.e., an, i.e., an apostle.  apostle. Although sAlthough scholars pecholars persistentlyrsistently explain a explain all of thesll of tll of these witnthese witnesses as “esses as “confused,”confused,” the docum the documentary evientary evidence of tdence of the 2nd cenhe 2nd century shoultury shoutury should notshould not be so cas be so casually discually discounted.ounted.ounted.

Second-century sources are unanimous in their assumption that the Philip 
Luke is concerned with (i.e., the Philip with four prophetically gifted daughters, 
Acts 21:9) was, in fact, Philip the apostle. Polycrates understood this Philip to be 
“one of the Twelve apostles” (cf. Eusebius HE 3.31.3; 5.24.2). Even more 
significant is the identification presupposed by Papias (HE 3.39.9), who personally 
knew the daughters of Philip. Since Philip, along with his daughters, is often 
invoked in 2nd-century polemical contexts to legitimate this or that group’s 
theological position (in polemical exchanges between Rome and the 
Montanist/New Prophecy movement in Asia Minor [cf. Proclus in HE 3.31.4], by 
Heracleon for his antimartyr position [cf. Clement of Alexandria Misc. 4.71.2–3], 
by Tatian in support of his contention that true disciples must be unmarried), it 
can hardly be imagined that the appeal is to anyone other than a clearly 
recognized authority, i.e., an apostle. Although scholars persistently explain all of 
these witnesses as “confused,” the documentary evidence of the 2nd century 
should not be so casually discounted.

�It is at lIt is at least possieast possible that Lble that Luke does nuke does not identifot identify Philip ay Philip as an aposts an apostle in Actsle in Acts because o be because ofbecause of his theme his theme that in t that in the earlieshe earliest period tt period the Twelve he Twelve remain in remain in Jerusalem Jerusalem (e.g., Act(e.(e.g., Act(e.g., Acts 8:1). Sus 8:1). Such a narrach a narrative strattive strategy on Lukegy on Luke’s part we’s part would be diould be directly comrectly comparable toparacomcomparablecomparable to his de to his denial of thnial of the title “ae title “apostle” topostle” to Paul (exc Paul (except Acts 1ept Acts 14:4, 14) i4:4, 14) in deferencn defn deference deference to his conto his conception thception that only that only the Twelve we Twelve were apostlere apostles.es.es.

It is at least possible that Luke does not identify Philip as an apostle in Acts 
because of his theme that in the earliest period the Twelve remain in Jerusalem 



(e.g., Acts 8:1). Such a narrative strategy on Luke’s part would be directly 
comparable to his denial of the title “apostle” to Paul (except Acts 14:4, 14) in 
deference to his conception that only the Twelve were apostles.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. R. MattC. R. Matthews, hews, TrajectoriTrajectories throughes through the Phili the Philip Traditiop Traditionn (diss., H (diss., H (diss., Harvard, 1Harvard, 1993); F. S993); F. S. Spencer,. Spencer,  The PortraThe Portrait of Philit of Philip in Actsip in Acts.. JSNTSup 6 JSNTSup 67 (Sheffie7 (Sheffield, 1992).ld, 19ld, 1992).1992).1992).

Bibliography. C. R. Matthews, Trajectories through the Philip Tradition (diss., 
Harvard, 1993); F. S. Spencer, The Portrait of Philip in Acts. JSNTSup 67 (Sheffield, 
1992).
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PHILIP, ACTS OF

A fragmentA fragmentary apocryary apocryphal work phal work from the 4from the 4th or 5th th or 5th century century A.D.A.D., survivin, surviving in Greekg in Greeg in Greek, SyrGreek, Syriac, and Liac, and Latin. It ratin. It reports 15 eports 15 acts and tacts and the martyrdhe martyrdom of Philom of Philip: the apip: the apostle raisostleapapostle raapostle raises the dises the dead, healsead, heals blind men blind men with magi with magical words,cal words, converses converses with anim with animals, makesalanimanimals, manimals, makes the eakes the earth swallarth swallow 7000 meow 7000 men, and smin, and smiles while les while hanged upshanged upside down bide downide down by hidown by his pierced s pierced ankles andankles and thighs. H thighs. He preachese preaches a severe  a severe encratite encratite philosophyphilosophy of chasti o of chastitof chastity, and hisy, and his nature me nature metamorphosetamorphoses from beas from beastly to mistly to mild.ld.ld.

A fragmentary apocryphal work from the 4th or 5th century A.D., surviving in 
Greek, Syriac, and Latin. It reports 15 acts and the martyrdom of Philip: the 
apostle raises the dead, heals blind men with magical words, converses with 
animals, makes the earth swallow 7000 men, and smiles while hanged upside 
down by his pierced ankles and thighs. He preaches a severe encratite philosophy 
of chastity, and his nature metamorphoses from beastly to mild.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. K. ElliJ. K. Elliott, ott, The ApocryThe Apocryphal New Tphal New Testament,estament, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1(Oxford, 1993), 5121993), 512–18, 531.–18, 531.–18, 531.

Bibliography. J. K. Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, rev. ed. (Oxford, 
1993), 512–18, 531.
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PHILIP, GOSPEL OF (II,3)

A Gospel dA Gospel discovered iscovered at Nag Hamat Nag Hammadi in 19madi in 1945. This C45. This Coptic tranoptic translation frslation from a Greekom a Greom a Greek origGreek original existinal exists in only s in only one recensone recension and prion and probably datobably dates from thes from the 2nd cente 2nd century. It isucentcentury. Icentury. It is not tt is not to be confuo be confused with tsed with the other Ghe other Gospel of Pospel of Philip quothilip quoted by Epiped by Epiphanius (hanEpipEpiphaniusEpiphanius ( (Haer.Haer. 26.13.2–3 26.13.2–3). The nam). The name of the te of the text is attext is attested in tested in the incipithe incipit, but its , but its, but its positiits positioning suggoning suggests that ests that it may havit may have been a le been a later inserater insertion, posstion, possibly suggeibly suggested becausted bsted because Phbecause Philip is thilip is the only apoe only apostle namedstle named (Gos. Phi (Gos. Phil. 73:8).l. 73:8).l. 73:8).

A Gospel discovered at Nag Hammadi in 1945. This Coptic translation from a 
Greek original exists in only one recension and probably dates from the 2nd 
century. It is not to be confused with the other Gospel of Philip quoted by 
Epiphanius (Haer. 26.13.2–3). The name of the text is attested in the incipit, but 
its positioning suggests that it may have been a later insertion, possibly suggested 
because Philip is the only apostle named (Gos. Phil. 73:8).

�Variously Variously described described as a florias a florilegium, a legium, a ValentiniaValentinian anthologn anthology, and sery, and sermon notes,mon notemon notes, thenotes, the Gospel is Gospel is probably  probably best underbest understood as astood as a loosely o loosely organized “rganized “notebook fnotebook for speculaoffor speculfor speculation” (cfation” (cf. Clement . Clement of Alexandof Alexandria ria Excerpta eExcerpta ex Theodotox Theodoto). This co). This compilation mpilationcocompilatiocompilation of severn of several divergeal divergent sourcesnt sources is best d is best divided intivided into two majoo two major sectionsr sections: (1) the : (1: (1) the fi(1) the first three rst three fourths offourths of the text  the text (51:29—77:(51:29—77:15) and (215) and (2) the fina) the final one fourl one fourth (77:16—th (7th (77:16—86:(77:16—86:19). The f19). The first of thirst of these two maese two major sectiojor sections containns contains a variets a variety of matery of materials incluiamatermaterials materials including including segments rsegments related to elated to Thomas traThomas traditions (editions (e.g., Gospe.g., Gospel of Thomal of Thomas, Acts ofs,ThomaThomas, AcThomas, Acts of Thomts of Thomas, Thomasas, Thomas the Conte the Contender), trander), traditions reditions reflecting aflecting a more clas more cla more classical classical GnosticismGnosticism (e.g., re (e.g., references tferences to a falleno a fallen Sophia),  Sophia), and some Vand some Valentinianalentinian material. mate material. material. The secondThe second major sec major section, whiction, which speaks wh speaks with a moreith a more coherent  coherent voice, incvoice, includes longlincincludes lincludes longer rhetonger rhetorical uniorical units and refts and reflects a prlects a primitive Vaimitive Valentinianilentinianism, displasm, displaying conceying coying conceptualconceptual similarit similarities with ties with the Gospel he Gospel of Truth (of Truth (e.g., Gos.e.g., Gos. Phil. 83: Phil. 83:30–84:13; 30–84:13; Gos. TruthGos. Gos. TruthGos. Truth 18:7–11;  18:7–11; 24:28–32).24:28–32).

Variously described as a florilegium, a Valentinian anthology, and sermon 
notes, the Gospel is probably best understood as a loosely organized “notebook 
for speculation” (cf. Clement of Alexandria Excerpta ex Theodoto). This 
compilation of several divergent sources is best divided into two major sections: 
(1) the first three fourths of the text (51:29—77:15) and (2) the final one fourth 
(77:16—86:19). The first of these two major sections contains a variety of 
materials including segments related to Thomas traditions (e.g., Gospel of 
Thomas, Acts of Thomas, Thomas the Contender), traditions reflecting a more 
classical Gnosticism (e.g., references to a fallen Sophia), and some Valentinian 
material. The second major section, which speaks with a more coherent voice, 
includes longer rhetorical units and reflects a primitive Valentinianism, displaying 
conceptual similarities with the Gospel of Truth (e.g., Gos. Phil. 83:30–84:13; 
Gos. Truth 18:7–11; 24:28–32).

�Despite itDespite its textual s textual complexiticomplexities, the Goes, the Gospel of Phspel of Philip remaiilip remains allurinns alluring predoming predomg predominanpredominantly becaustly because of its de of its discussion iscussion of Christiof Christian sacramean sacramentalism frntalism from a gnostom a gnostic viewpoiicgnostgnostic vignostic viewpoint. Iewpoint. It lists fit lists five sacrameve sacraments includnts including baptising baptism, chrism,m, chrism, eucharist eucharist, redempti, rede, redemptionredemption, and the , and the bridal chabridal chamber (67:2mber (67:27–30) and 7–30) and discusses discusses the last othe last of these inf these in some deta so some detaisome detail (e.g., 7l (e.g., 70:5–9, 17–0:5–9, 17–22). Among22). Among other thi other things it is ngs it is also uniqualso unique in its ue in its use of the se of se of the terof the term “Christim “Christian” (62:31an” (62:31–32; 74:12–32; 74:12–16), whic–16), which only apph only appears one oears one other time ther time in the Nagiin the Nagin the Nag Hammadi c Hammadi corpus (Tesorpus (Testim. Truthtim. Truth 31:25). 31:25). 31:25).

Despite its textual complexities, the Gospel of Philip remains alluring 



predominantly because of its discussion of Christian sacramentalism from a 
gnostic viewpoint. It lists five sacraments including baptism, chrism, eucharist, 
redemption, and the bridal chamber (67:27–30) and discusses the last of these in 
some detail (e.g., 70:5–9, 17–22). Among other things it is also unique in its use 
of the term “Christian” (62:31–32; 74:12–16), which only appears one other time 
in the Nag Hammadi corpus (Testim. Truth 31:25).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. L. TurnM. L. Turner, er, The GospelThe Gospel According According to Philip to Philip.. NHMS 38 ( NHMS 38 (Leiden, 19Leiden((Leiden, 1(Leiden, 1996); R. M996); R. McL. WilsoncL. Wilson, , The GospelThe Gospel of Philip of Philip (New York (New York, 1962)., 1962)., 1962).

Bibliography. M. L. Turner, The Gospel According to Philip. NHMS 38 
(Leiden, 1996); R. McL. Wilson, The Gospel of Philip (New York, 1962).
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PHILIPPI (Gk. Phiílippoi)

A city in A city in Macedonia,Macedonia, northeast northeastern Greeceern Greece, ca. 17 k, ca. 17 km. (10 mi.m. (10 mi.) inland f) inland from the Aerom the Aegean Sea agAeAegean SeaAegean Sea and NW of and NW of the port  the port city of Kacity of Kavala (ancivala (ancient Neapolent Neapolis). It wais). It was first ocs first occupied in cuococcupied ioccupied in the 6th n the 6th century century B.C.E.B.C.E. by settle by settlers from Thrs from Thasos who nasos who named it Kramed it Krenides (“tenides KrKrenides (Krenides (“the sprin“the springs”) becaugs”) because water sse water sources in ources in the regionthe region were abun were abundant. The dant. The dant. The particThe particular featuular feature which dre which drew settlerew settlers to the rs to the area was tarea was the enormouhe enormous depositss deposits of gold d depositsdeposits odeposits of gold disf gold discovered incovered in nearby Mt nearby Mt. Pangeo. . Pangeo. The site wThe site was renamedas renamed Philippoi Philippoi by Philip b by Philip by Philip II of MaceII of Macedon (Philidon (Philip the Greap the Great, father t, father of Alexandof Alexander the Greer the Great) ca. 35at) ca. 358 when he 8 wh8 when he eswhen he established tablished a settlemea settlement of Macent of Macedonians todonians to protect t protect the gold mihe gold mines from lnes from lnes from looters. Plooters. Philippi wahilippi was brought s brought under Romaunder Roman rule in n rule in 168.168.168.

A city in Macedonia, northeastern Greece, ca. 17 km. (10 mi.) inland from the 
Aegean Sea and NW of the port city of Kavala (ancient Neapolis). It was first 
occupied in the 6th century B.C.E. by settlers from Thasos who named it 
Krenides (“the springs”) because water sources in the region were abundant. 
The particular feature which drew settlers to the area was the enormous 
deposits of gold discovered in nearby Mt. Pangeo. The site was renamed Philippoi 
by Philip II of Macedon (Philip the Great, father of Alexander the Great) ca. 358 
when he established a settlement of Macedonians to protect the gold mines from 
looters. Philippi was brought under Roman rule in 168.

�The archaeThe archaeological sological site of ancite of ancient Philiient Philippi lies oppi lies on the Via n the Via Egnatia, wEgnatia, which runs hich runs through ittthrough itthrough it. Excavati. Excavations have rons have revealed ruevealed ruins of Romins of Roman baths aan baths at the end t the end of a colonof a colonnaded strenacoloncolonnadedcolonnaded street, b street, basilicas oasilicas on either sn either side of theide of the street, t street, temples, a emples, a Roman foruRoman forum, a 4th-cm, am, a 4th-centa 4th-century theateury theater which thr which the Romans re Romans renovated fenovated for gladiator gladiatorial contorial contests, remnests, remnants of searemnremnants oremnants of several f several Christian Christian churches, churches, and an acrand an acropolis whiopolis which gives ech gives evidence ofvidence of occupatio o occupationoccupation for the M for the Macedonian acedonian to the Byzto the Byzantine ageantine ages. The rocs. The rocky slope oky slope on the nortn the nortn the north sidenorth side of the ro of the road is dottad is dotted with nued with numerous insmerous inscriptions,criptions, shrines,  shrines, reliefs, areliefs, and votive nd vond votive carvotive carvings whicvings which represenh represent numeroust numerous religions religions, myths, c, myths, cults, and ults, and deities thdeities that were paat wat were part were part of this viof this vibrant and brant and pluralistipluralistic society.c society. These inc These include religlude religious movemious movements that entsmovemmovements movements that spreathat spread widely td widely throughout hroughout the Meditethe Mediterranean (erranean (e.g., the v.g., the veneration enerationvvenerationveneration of Isis a of Isis and Osiris)nd Osiris) as well a as well as purely ls purely local deitiocal deities (e.g., es (e.g., Bendix andBendix and the Thrac the Th the Thracian rThracian rider-god).ider-god).

The archaeological site of ancient Philippi lies on the Via Egnatia, which runs 
through it. Excavations have revealed ruins of Roman baths at the end of a 
colonnaded street, basilicas on either side of the street, temples, a Roman forum, 
a 4th-century theater which the Romans renovated for gladiatorial contests, 
remnants of several Christian churches, and an acropolis which gives evidence of 
occupation for the Macedonian to the Byzantine ages. The rocky slope on the 
north side of the road is dotted with numerous inscriptions, shrines, reliefs, and 
votive carvings which represent numerous religions, myths, cults, and deities that 
were part of this vibrant and pluralistic society. These include religious 
movements that spread widely throughout the Mediterranean (e.g., the 
veneration of Isis and Osiris) as well as purely local deities (e.g., Bendix and the 
Thracian rider-god).

�Philippi wPhilippi was the sitas the site of one oe of one of the mostf the most significa significant militarnt military engagemey engagements in Romnts in Romnts in Roman histRoman history. In a ory. In a series of series of battles thbattles there in 42 ere in 42 B.C.E.B.C.E., Mark Ant, Mark Antony and Ocony and Octavian (latavian OcOctavian (Octavian (later endolater endowed with twed with the title “he title “Augustus”)Augustus”) conquered conquered the repub the republican forclican forces of the eforcforces of forces of the assassthe assassins of Julins of Julius Caesarius Caesar, Cassius , Cassius and Brutusand Brutus. In some . In some ways this ways this battle marbattlbattle marbattle marked the tuked the turning poinrning point between t between the Roman the Roman Republic aRepublic and the Romnd the Roman Empire.an Empian Empire. ThEmpire. The poet Hore poet Horace foughtace fought in this b in this battle, on attle, on the side othe side of Cassius f Cassius and Brutusand Brutus, though h, t, though he though he reports threports that he threat he threw away hisw away his shield an shield and ran for d ran for his life whis life when his dehen his defeated leafeadedefeated ldefeated leader Bruteader Brutus killed us killed himself. Lhimself. Little moreittle more than a de than a decade latercade later, when Aug, when Augustus defeustAugAugustus dAugustus defeated Anefeated Antony, his tony, his sole remaisole remaining compening competitor for titor for Roman ruleRoman rule, at the b, at the b, at the battle of battle of Actium (31Actium (31  B.C.E.B.C.E.), Augustu), Augustus turned Ps turned Philippi inhilippi into a Romanto a Roman colony wh colony which he namich heich he named Che named Colonia Julolonia Julia Augustaia Augusta Victrix P Victrix Philippensihilippensis. Here hes. Here he planted v planted veterans ofeterans of the civil th the civil the civil wars and twars and the supporthe supporters of Marers of Mark Antony wk Antony whose landshose lands he took o he took over and whver and wver and whom he diwhom he dismissed frsmissed from Italy. om Italy. Special prSpecial privileges wivileges were alloweere allowed to thesed to these Roman col Roman col Roman colonists,colonists, such as e such as exemption fxemption from taxes rom taxes and the riand the right to ownght to own and marke and market propertyt propertt property.property.property.

Philippi was the site of one of the most significant military engagements in 
Roman history. In a series of battles there in 42 B.C.E., Mark Antony and 
Octavian (later endowed with the title “Augustus”) conquered the republican 
forces of the assassins of Julius Caesar, Cassius and Brutus. In some ways this 
battle marked the turning point between the Roman Republic and the Roman 
Empire. The poet Horace fought in this battle, on the side of Cassius and Brutus, 
though he reports that he threw away his shield and ran for his life when his 
defeated leader Brutus killed himself. Little more than a decade later, when 



Augustus defeated Antony, his sole remaining competitor for Roman rule, at the 
battle of Actium (31 B.C.E.), Augustus turned Philippi into a Roman colony which 
he named Colonia Julia Augusta Victrix Philippensis. Here he planted veterans of 
the civil wars and the supporters of Mark Antony whose lands he took over and 
whom he dismissed from Italy. Special privileges were allowed to these Roman 
colonists, such as exemption from taxes and the right to own and market 
property.

�According According to Acts 16to Acts 16:9 Paul ha:9 Paul had a visiond a vision that he w that he was to leavas to leave Asia Mine Asia Minor and comor and or and come tand come to Macedonio Macedonia. He landa. He landed at Neaped at Neapolis, wherolis, where the majoe the major Roman hir Roman highway, theghway, hihighway, thighway, the Via Egnhe Via Egnatia, cameatia, came to its en to its end. Ca. 50 d. Ca. 50 C.E.C.E. he, Luke, he, Luke, and Silas and Silas came to P came to Philippi anhPPhilippi aPhilippi and establind established a Chrshed a Christian felistian fellowship thlowship there, foundere, founding the fiing the first churchrst church on Europe on Eu on European sEuropean soil. He reoil. He returned to turned to the city othe city on his secon his second and thind and third journeyrd journeys. Paul fos. Paul found Philipundfofound Philfound Philippi to beippi to be a cosmopo a cosmopolitan arealitan area, with Rom, with Romans, Greekans, Greeks, Jews, as, Jews, and people nd people of quite doof quite dof quite diverse nativerse national and ional and ethnic derethnic derivation. Bivation. Because a cecause a considerablonsiderable portion e portion of the citof tof the citizethe citizenry were Rnry were Romans who omans who enjoyed spenjoyed special privecial privileges as ileges as colonists,colonists, Paul enco Paul encountered thunencoencountereencountered there a d there a community community with a prowith a pronounced denounced devotion to votion to and pride and pride in the Romin the Rin the Roman EmpiRoman Empire. The pore. The political anlitical and religioud religious loyalties loyalties of the ps of the people appeeople appear to havear to have been an i be been an isbeen an issue for Pasue for Paul. Only iul. Only in Philippin Philippians does hans does he use lange use language that uage that speaks of speaks of civil or pcivil civil or pcivil or political iolitical identity, wdentity, when he telhen he tells his reals his readers to liders to live in a wave in a way that is y that is worthy of worthy oworthy of the gosof the gospel of Chrpel of Christ (Gk. ist (Gk. politeuíespoliteuíesthe;the; Phil. 1:2 Phil. 1:27) and whe7) and when he reminn he reminds them thds themds them that them that they are cthey are citizens ofitizens of heaven ( heaven (poliíteumapoliíteuma;; 3:20). Pa 3:20). Paul appearsul appears to have b to have been tryingebbeen tryinbeen trying to get tg to get the Philipphe Philippian Christian Christians to seians to see themselve themselves as Chries as Christians firstians first and Romst andst and Romansand Romans second, n second, not Romans ot Romans first and first and ChristiansChristians second. second. second.

According to Acts 16:9 Paul had a vision that he was to leave Asia Minor 
and come to Macedonia. He landed at Neapolis, where the major Roman 
highway, the Via Egnatia, came to its end. Ca. 50 C.E. he, Luke, and Silas came to 
Philippi and established a Christian fellowship there, founding the first church on 
European soil. He returned to the city on his second and third journeys. Paul 
found Philippi to be a cosmopolitan area, with Romans, Greeks, Jews, and people 
of quite diverse national and ethnic derivation. Because a considerable portion of 
the citizenry were Romans who enjoyed special privileges as colonists, Paul 
encountered there a community with a pronounced devotion to and pride in the 
Roman Empire. The political and religious loyalties of the people appear to have 
been an issue for Paul. Only in Philippians does he use language that speaks of 
civil or political identity, when he tells his readers to live in a way that is worthy 
of the gospel of Christ (Gk. politeuíesthe; Phil. 1:27) and when he reminds 
them that they are citizens of heaven (poliíteuma; 3:20). Paul appears to have 
been trying to get the Philippian Christians to see themselves as Christians first 
and Romans second, not Romans first and Christians second.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. BakirtzC. Bakirtzis and H. is and H. Koester, eKoester, eds., ds., Philippi aPhilippi at the Timet the Time of Paul a of Paul a of Paul and after and after His DeathHis Death (Harrisbu (Harrisburg, 1998);rg, 1998); S. E. Joh S. E. Johnson, nson, Paul the APaul the Apostle andpostle and His Citie His Citiess (Wilmingt ( (Wilmingto(Wilmington, 1987), n, 1987), 70–76.70–76.70–76.

Bibliography. C. Bakirtzis and H. Koester, eds., Philippi at the Time of Paul 
and after His Death (Harrisburg, 1998); S. E. Johnson, Paul the Apostle and His Cities 
(Wilmington, 1987), 70–76.
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PHILIPPIANS, LETTER TO THE

One of theOne of the “captivit “captivity” epistley” epistles (along ws (along with Ephesiith Ephesians, Colosans, Colossians, andsians, and Philemon) Philemon), so calle, so, so called so called because ofbecause of internal  internal referencesreferences to impris to imprisonment (1:onment (1:7, 12–14, 7, 12–14, 17, 19; 2:17, 19; 2:17). Phili17)2:2:17). Phi2:17). Philippians ilippians is one of Ps one of Paul’s episaul’s epistles that tles that best reveabest reveals his ownls his own struggles struggles and his o and his and his ongoinhis ongoing relationg relationships withships with communiti communities he founes he founded. Whileded. While some doub some doubts were rats were ts were raisewere raised about aud about authorship ithorship in Europeann European scholarsh scholarship of the ip of the last centulast century, today ry, today the letterthethe letterthe letter is univer is universally accesally accepted as gepted as genuine. Aftnuine. After a typicer a typical addressal address (1:1–2) a (1:1–2) and a prolond a pnd a prolonged prolonged thanksgivithanksgiving (1:3–11ng (1:3–11), Paul la), Paul launches an unches an expositionexposition of his pr of his present statesent status (1:12–2us (us (1:12–26) (1:12–26) followed bfollowed by an impasy an impassioned appsioned appeal for coeal for community unmmunity unity (1:27—ity (1:27—2:18), new2:18), ne2:18), news aboutnews about colleague colleagues (2:19—3:s (2:19—3:1), a warn1), a warning about ing about opponents opponents and appealand appeal to follow to follow to follow hisfollow his example ( example (3:2—4:9), 3:2—4:9), thanks forthanks for a gift re a gift received (4:ceived (4:10–20), an10–20), and concludid concluding greetinng gng greetings greetings (4:21–23).(4:21–23). Because t Because the letter he letter seems to mseems to move suddenove suddenly and jarly and jarringly froringly from one topimfrofrom one tfrom one topic to anopic to another and other and even to coeven to conclude sevnclude several timeseral times (3:1a; 4: (3:1a; 4:9, 20), ma9, 20), many scholarnymamany scholmany scholars considars consider it to ber it to be not a lie not a literary uniterary unity but a cty but a compilationompilation of severa of several letters.l lettl letters. Pletters. Phil. 3:1b hil. 3:1b implies a implies a previous lprevious letter, andetter, and Polycarp, Polycarp, writing t writing to the sameo the same church a  churc church a cchurch a century latentury later, knows er, knows of more thof more than one letan one letter of Pauter of Paul to them l to them ((Phil.Phil. 3.2). Phi 3.2). P 3.2). Phil. 4:10Phil. 4:10-20 could -20 could be an indebe an independent acpendent acknowledgemknowledgement of a gent of a gift from tift from the Philipphe Philippians, perhiaPhilippPhilippianPhilippians, perhapss, perhaps written f written first. Philirst. Phil. 1:1-3:1;. 1:1-3:1; 4:2-9 wou 4:2-9 would be anotld be another letterher letter written w writte written wiwritten with the expth the express purporess purpose of exhose of exhorting the rting the PhilippianPhilippians to unitys to unity. Phil. 3:. Phil. 3:2-4:1 woul2-4:13:3:2-4:1 wo3:2-4:1 would be a tuld be a third lettehird letter to warn r to warn about judaabout judaizing oppoizing opponents, whonents, who do not ap do not appear elsewpapappear elsappear elsewhere in ewhere in the letterthe letter. One of t. One of the difficuhe difficulties withlties with this theo this theory, howevery, however, is the r, isr, is the wayis the way parts of  parts of the letterthe letter seem to r seem to relate to oelate to other partsther parts, e.g., th, e.g., the self-empe self-emptying of Ctying otying of Christ of Christ (2:6–11) i(2:6–11) is parallels paralleled by Pauled by Paul’s account’s account of his ow of his own self-empn self-emptying (3:4tying (3:4–14), but –14),(3:4(3:4–14), (3:4–14), but this cbut this could also ould also be the resbe the result of latult of later editinger editing...

One of the “captivity” epistles (along with Ephesians, Colossians, and Philemon), 
so called because of internal references to imprisonment (1:7, 12–14, 17, 19; 
2:17). Philippians is one of Paul’s epistles that best reveals his own struggles and 
his ongoing relationships with communities he founded. While some doubts 
were raised about authorship in European scholarship of the last century, today 
the letter is universally accepted as genuine. After a typical address (1:1–2) and a 
prolonged thanksgiving (1:3–11), Paul launches an exposition of his present status 
(1:12–26) followed by an impassioned appeal for community unity (1:27—2:18), 
news about colleagues (2:19—3:1), a warning about opponents and appeal to 
follow his example (3:2—4:9), thanks for a gift received (4:10–20), and concluding 
greetings (4:21–23). Because the letter seems to move suddenly and jarringly 



from one topic to another and even to conclude several times (3:1a; 4:9, 20), 
many scholars consider it to be not a literary unity but a compilation of several 
letters. Phil. 3:1b implies a previous letter, and Polycarp, writing to the same 
church a century later, knows of more than one letter of Paul to them (Phil. 3.2). 
Phil. 4:10-20 could be an independent acknowledgement of a gift from the 
Philippians, perhaps written first. Phil. 1:1-3:1; 4:2-9 would be another letter 
written with the express purpose of exhorting the Philippians to unity. Phil. 
3:2-4:1 would be a third letter to warn about judaizing opponents, who do not 
appear elsewhere in the letter. One of the difficulties with this theory, however, 
is the way parts of the letter seem to relate to other parts, e.g., the self-emptying 
of Christ (2:6–11) is paralleled by Paul’s account of his own self-emptying 
(3:4–14), but this could also be the result of later editing.

�Philippi wPhilippi was foundedas founded under the under the name Kren name Krenides (“sprides (“springs”) by ings”) by colonists colonists from Thasofrom Tfrom Thasos ca.Thasos ca. 360  360 B.C.E.B.C.E. It is sit It is situated on auated on a plateau a plateau about 21 kmbout 21 km. (13 mi.). (13 mi.) N of its  N of its seaport, Nseaposeaport, Nseaport, Neapolis (meapolis (modern Kavaodern Kavalla) in Malla) in Macedonia. Icedonia. It was locat was located on theted on the Via Egnat Via Egnatia, a priniaEgnatEgnatia, aEgnatia, a principal principal Roman roa Roman road linking d linking the route the route from Brundfrom Brundisium in Iisium in Italy acrostaly across the Adris ths the Adriatthe Adriatic, acrossic, across Macedonia Macedonia, to Byzan, to Byzantium. Alretium. Already part oady part of the Romaf the Roman provincen provincen province oprovince of Macedonif Macedonia in the 2a in the 2nd centurynd century, the city, the city became a  became a Roman miliRoman military colontary colontary colony aftcolony after the neaer the nearby victorrby victory of Octavy of Octavian and Anian and Antony over tony over Cassius anCassius and Brutus id Brutus in 42 niin 42 in 42 B.C.E.B.C.E., receivin, receiving the nameg the name Colonia J Colonia Julia Augusulia Augusta Philippta Philippensis fromensis from Augustus  Augustus a few yeara a few yeara few years later.s later.s later.

Philippi was founded under the name Krenides (“springs”) by colonists from 
Thasos ca. 360 B.C.E. It is situated on a plateau about 21 km. (13 mi.) N of its 
seaport, Neapolis (modern Kavalla) in Macedonia. It was located on the Via 
Egnatia, a principal Roman road linking the route from Brundisium in Italy across 
the Adriatic, across Macedonia, to Byzantium. Already part of the Roman 
province of Macedonia in the 2nd century, the city became a Roman military 
colony after the nearby victory of Octavian and Antony over Cassius and Brutus 
in 42 B.C.E., receiving the name Colonia Julia Augusta Philippensis from Augustus 
a few years later.

�Paul writePaul writes to the Ps to the Philippianshilippians during an during an imprisonm imprisonment (1:7, ent (1:7, 12–14, 17)12–14, 17) whose out whose  whose outcwhose outcome is uncome is uncertain (1:ertain (1:19–26). Th19–26). The traditioe traditional place nal place and time oand time of compositf composition are Roicompositcompositiocomposition are Romen are Rome just befo just before Paul dire Paul died, sometied, sometime toward me toward the end ofthe end of the reign the reig the reign of Nreign of Nero, betweero, between 64 and en 64 and 68 68 C.E.C.E. Another p Another possible loossible location is cation is Caesarea dCaesarea during Paulurindduring Pauduring Paul’s two-yel’s two-year confinear confinement therement there, just bef, just before he wasore he was sent to R sent to Rome (Acts ome (Acts 23-27). Th223-27). Th23-27). The problem e problem with both with both of these lof these locations iocations is the greas the great distancet distance to Philip to Philippi and thepi api and therefand therefore long tore long travel timeravel time of a mont of a month or more,h or more, whereas t whereas the letter he letter presupposepresupposepresupposepresupposes numerouss numerous visits ba visits back and forck and forth (2:19–3th (2:19–30; 4:16–180; 4:16–18). A third). A third location  location suggested susuggested suggested more recenmore recently is Ephtly is Ephesus, fromesus, from which Phi which Philippi coullippi could be reachd be reached in aboued in about one weektabouabout one about one week of trweek of travel. Accoavel. According to Arding to Acts, Paul cts, Paul spent sevespent several years ral years there (Actthere (Acts 19), buts 1s 19), but t19), but there is nohere is no mention o mention of imprisonf imprisonment. Yet ment. Yet chance comchance comments elsements elsewhere by Pwhere bywhere by Paul (2by Paul (2 Cor. 1:8- Cor. 1:8-10; 6:5; 110; 6:5; 11:23; and 1:23; and 1 Cor. 15:1 Cor. 15:32, which 32, which is to be tis to be taken figuraken figuratively) iativefigurfigurativefiguratively) indicaly) indicate that hete that he was in pr was in prison more ison more than once than once before hisbefore his final arr final arrest and thest anest and that sand that something tomething terrible haerrible happened in ppened in the provinthe province of Asiace of Asia, of which, of which Ephesus w Ephesus was the mosawwas the mowas the most prominest prominent city. Pnt city. Paul’s refeaul’s references to rences to the praetothe praetorium and trium and the househohe househohe household household of Caesar of Caesar (1:13; 4:2(1:13; 4:22) are oft2) are often thoughten thought to compel to compel a Roman p a Roman place of orlace of orlace of origin, buorigin, but they cant they can apply to  apply to any city wany city where therehere there was a con was a contingent oftingent of the Praet the Praetorian guaroriaPraetPraetorianPraetorian guard and guard and the imper the imperial civil ial civil service. Rservice. Rome, Caesaome, Caesarea, and Erea, and Ephesus allphesus all qualify.  qu qualify. Iqualify. If Ephesus f Ephesus is the plais the place of writce of writing, the ding, the date would ate would be as muchbe as much as 10 yea as 10 years earlierrs ears earlier, iearlier, in the mid-n the mid-50s.50s.50s.

Paul writes to the Philippians during an imprisonment (1:7, 12–14, 17) 
whose outcome is uncertain (1:19–26). The traditional place and time of 
composition are Rome just before Paul died, sometime toward the end of the 
reign of Nero, between 64 and 68 C.E. Another possible location is Caesarea 
during Paul’s two-year confinement there, just before he was sent to Rome (Acts 
23-27). The problem with both of these locations is the great distance to Philippi 
and therefore long travel time of a month or more, whereas the letter 
presupposes numerous visits back and forth (2:19–30; 4:16–18). A third location 
suggested more recently is Ephesus, from which Philippi could be reached in 
about one week of travel. According to Acts, Paul spent several years there (Acts 
19), but there is no mention of imprisonment. Yet chance comments elsewhere 
by Paul (2 Cor. 1:8-10; 6:5; 11:23; and 1 Cor. 15:32, which is to be taken 
figuratively) indicate that he was in prison more than once before his final arrest 
and that something terrible happened in the province of Asia, of which Ephesus 
was the most prominent city. Paul’s references to the praetorium and the 
household of Caesar (1:13; 4:22) are often thought to compel a Roman place of 
origin, but they can apply to any city where there was a contingent of the 
Praetorian guard and the imperial civil service. Rome, Caesarea, and Ephesus all 
qualify. If Ephesus is the place of writing, the date would be as much as 10 years 



earlier, in the mid-50s.

�Acts 16 naActs 16 narrates Paurrates Paul’s dream l’s dream at Troas oat Troas of a Macedof a Macedonian askinnian asking him to cg him to come over aome oome over and hover and help them. elp them. In two dayIn two days Paul ands Paul and Silas tra Silas traveled by sveled by sea to Neapea to Neapolis and tolis and took the Rooottook the Rtook the Roman road oman road up into thup into the hills toe hills to Philippi. Philippi. There on  There on the sabbatthe sabbath at the rh at the river outsiiverrriver outsriver outside the weide the western gatestern gate they enco they encountered Lyuntered Lydia, a purdia, a purple-dye meple-dye merchant frorchant frorchant from Thyatfrom Thyatira, the fira, the first conveirst convert, whose rt, whose house becahouse became the cenme the center of theter of the first Chr first Christian comistChrChristian Christian community community of the citof the city. Acts goy. Acts goes on to tes on to tell of Pauell of Paul’s exorcil’s exorcism of a slsm of a slave girl wave gave girl with girl with a prophetia prophetic spirit, c spirit, his subseqhis subsequent impriuent imprisonment wisonment with Silas, th Silas, their miratheir miraculous delculoumiramiraculousmiraculous deliveran deliverance by meance by means of an eas of an earthquake, rthquake, the converthe conversion and bsion and baptism of aptism of aptism of the jaiof the jailkeeper anlkeeper and his housd his household, andehold, and the depar the departure of Pature of Paul and Silul and Silas west doas west down the Viawndodown the Vdown the Via Egnatiaia Egnatia to Thessa to Thessalonica.lonica.lonica.

Acts 16 narrates Paul’s dream at Troas of a Macedonian asking him to come 
over and help them. In two days Paul and Silas traveled by sea to Neapolis and 
took the Roman road up into the hills to Philippi. There on the sabbath at the 
river outside the western gate they encountered Lydia, a purple-dye merchant 
from Thyatira, the first convert, whose house became the center of the first 
Christian community of the city. Acts goes on to tell of Paul’s exorcism of a slave 
girl with a prophetic spirit, his subsequent imprisonment with Silas, their 
miraculous deliverance by means of an earthquake, the conversion and baptism 
of the jailkeeper and his household, and the departure of Paul and Silas west 
down the Via Egnatia to Thessalonica.

�UnfortunatUnfortunately, none ely, none of the chaof the characters orracters or situation situations narrateds narrated in Acts c in Acts can be seenan be sean be seen refleseen reflected in Pacted in Paul’s letteul’s letter. There hr. There his traveliis traveling companing companions are Tions are Timothy (Actmothy (Acts 16:1 sugs 1s 16:1 sugge16:1 suggests that Tsts that Timothy alsimothy also accompano accompanied Paul, ied Paul, but vv. 19but vv. 19, 25, 29 e, 25, 29 exclude himxclude him) and his ) himhim) and hhim) and his other ais other assistant, ssistant, EpaphroditEpaphroditus (1:1; 2us (1:1; 2:19–30). T:19–30). The names ohe names of Philippif Philippian Christian Can ChristiansChristians mentioned mentioned are Euodi are Euodia and Synta and Syntyche, Syzyyche, Syzygus (whichgus (which may be no may be not a propert a propet a proper namproper name but an ae but an appellationppellation, “partner, “partner”), and Cl”), and Clement (4:2ement (4:2–3). The p–3). The presence ofresence of the Roman ofof the Romof the Roman name Clan name Clement (Cleement (Clemens) is nmens) is not surprisot surprising given ing given the heavy the heavy Roman presRoman prRoman presence ipresence in the cityn the city as witnes as witnessed by thesed by the preponder preponderance of Laance of Latin funeratin funerary inscripry inscriptions fromtioinscripinscriptioinscriptions from thns from the Roman pee Roman period.riod.riod.

Unfortunately, none of the characters or situations narrated in Acts can be 
seen reflected in Paul’s letter. There his traveling companions are Timothy (Acts 
16:1 suggests that Timothy also accompanied Paul, but vv. 19, 25, 29 exclude 
him) and his other assistant, Epaphroditus (1:1; 2:19–30). The names of Philippian 
Christians mentioned are Euodia and Syntyche, Syzygus (which may be not a 
proper name but an appellation, “partner”), and Clement (4:2–3). The presence 
of the Roman name Clement (Clemens) is not surprising given the heavy Roman 
presence in the city as witnessed by the preponderance of Latin funerary 
inscriptions from the Roman period.

�The PhilipThe Philippian churcpian church shows anh shows an early ten early tendency to odency to organize. Trganize. They were ahey were apparently ppareaapparentlyapparently the first the first Pauline c Pauline church to ahurch to adopt the sdopt the secular titecular titles les epiískopoiepiískopoi and  and diaékonoidiaédiaékonoidiaékonoi (here “su (here “supervisors”pervisors” and “assi and “assistants”) fstants”) for their cor their collegial gollegial group of leroup of leaders (1:1aderleleaders (1leaders (1:1). The r:1). The reference teference to the o the diaékonosdiaékonos Phoebe in Phoebe in Rom. 16:1 Rom. 16:1 cautions  cautions us not to us nus not to assnot to assume that aume that all these fll these figures in igures in Philippi wPhilippi were male; ere male; Euodia andEuodia and Syntyche, Syntyche, two women two two women two women whose disawhose disagreement wgreement with each oith each other is afther is affecting thfecting the whole coe whole community, ammunitcocommunity,community, are proba are probably among bly among them. Syzythem. Syzygus is likgus is likely a maleely a male member of member of the same  the same the same leadesame leadership grourship group who has p who has a gift fora gift for reconcili reconciliation. Pauation. Paul asks himl asks him to interv to intervene (4:2–3ene intervintervene intervene (4:2–3).(4:2–3).(4:2–3).

The Philippian church shows an early tendency to organize. They were 
apparently the first Pauline church to adopt the secular titles epiískopoi and 
diaékonoi (here “supervisors” and “assistants”) for their collegial group of 
leaders (1:1). The reference to the diaékonos Phoebe in Rom. 16:1 cautions us 
not to assume that all these figures in Philippi were male; Euodia and Syntyche, 
two women whose disagreement with each other is affecting the whole 
community, are probably among them. Syzygus is likely a male member of the 
same leadership group who has a gift for reconciliation. Paul asks him to 
intervene (4:2–3).

�Paul seemsPaul seems to have a to have a special a special affection fffection for the firor the first of his st of his churches ochurches on Europeann European European sEuropean soil. The toil. The thanksgivinhanksgiving section g section (1:3–11) i(1:3–11) is the longs the longest of anyest of any authentic authentic Pauline l Pau Pauline lePauline letter. Thertter. There he assure he assures them ofes them of a special a special place in  place in his heart his heart and his loand his longing for nging lolonging folonging for them becr them because of thause of their sharineir sharing in his ag in his apostolic wpostolic work and suork and suffering (1ffering (1:7–8). Und:7–8(1(1:7–8). U(1:7–8). Undoubtedlyndoubtedly part of P part of Paul’s specaul’s special affectial affection for thion for them is owinem is owing to theirg to their extraordi extr extraordinextraordinary generoary generosity in thsity in the past: the past: they were they were the only Mace only Macedonian chedonian church to fuurch to fund his furnfufund his ffund his further traurther travel from tvel from there, and here, and they twicethey twice sent othe sent other monetaryr monetary gifts bes gifts besides the pidebesbesides thbesides the present e present one for whone for which he thaich he thanks them (nks them (4:15–18; p4:15–18; probably 2 robably 2 Cor. 11:9)Cor. 11:9)Cor. 11:9).11:9).11:9).

Paul seems to have a special affection for the first of his churches on 
European soil. The thanksgiving section (1:3–11) is the longest of any authentic 
Pauline letter. There he assures them of a special place in his heart and his 
longing for them because of their sharing in his apostolic work and suffering 
(1:7–8). Undoubtedly part of Paul’s special affection for them is owing to their 
extraordinary generosity in the past: they were the only Macedonian church to 
fund his further travel from there, and they twice sent other monetary gifts 
besides the present one for which he thanks them (4:15–18; probably 2 Cor. 
11:9).

�The centraThe central message l message of the letof the letter is theter is the appeal fo appeal for union ofr union of hearts an hearts and minds ind minds id minds in the facin the face of severe of several communial community problemty problems, among ts, among them disagrhem disagreements abeements about the siout the sout the significansignificance of circce of circumcision aumcision and law obsnd law observance foervance for believerr believers (3:2–3) s (3:2–3) and dissenand dissensions, sucsiondissendissensiondissensions, such ass, such as that betw that between Euodiaeen Euodia and Synty and Syntyche (4:2),che (4:2), which may which may be person be person be personal opersonal or more likr more likely betweeely between two housn two house churchese churches of which  of which they are tthey are the leadershe leaderhe leaders. Ileaders. It is out ot is out of these cof these concerns thancerns that Paul inct Paul incorporates orporates into the linto the letter the etter the “Philippia“Philip“Philippia“Philippian hymn” (2n hymn” (2:6–11) and:6–11) and the autob the autobiographicaiographical reflectil reflection that pron that provides valovides valuable infouabvalvaluable ivaluable informationnformation about Pau about Paul’s sociall’s social and relig and religious backgious background as wround as well as hisell as his spiritual spir spiritual spiritual account ofaccount of his relat his relationship wiionship with Christ th Christ (3:4–15).(3:4–15).(3:4–15).

The central message of the letter is the appeal for union of hearts and minds 
in the face of several community problems, among them disagreements about the 



significance of circumcision and law observance for believers (3:2–3) and 
dissensions, such as that between Euodia and Syntyche (4:2), which may be 
personal or more likely between two house churches of which they are the 
leaders. It is out of these concerns that Paul incorporates into the letter the 
“Philippian hymn” (2:6–11) and the autobiographical reflection that provides 
valuable information about Paul’s social and religious background as well as his 
spiritual account of his relationship with Christ (3:4–15).

�The christThe christological hological hymn in 2:6ymn in 2:6–11 is one–11 is one of the ea of the earliest poerliest poetic statemtic statements of thents of tents of the signifthe significance of icance of Christ. ThChrist. There is genere is general conseeral consensus amongnsus among scholars  scholars that its cthat its compositionompccompositiocomposition is pre-Pn is pre-Pauline, peauline, perhaps for rhaps for liturgicalliturgical use, and  use, and that Paul that Paul has incorphas incorporated it orateincorpincorporatincorporated it hereed it here for speci for specific effectfic effect. There ar. There are two genee two general directral directions of inions of interpretatiterprininterpretainterpretation, depetion, depending on tnding on the meaninghe meaning of “equal of “equal to God” ( to God” (Gk. Gk. iísa theoœiísa theoœéé) and self) a) and self-eand self-emptying tomptying to take on t take on the form ofhe form of a slave ( a slave (vv. 6–7). vv. 6–7). The traditThe traditional inteional interpretationrpretinteinterpretainterpretation is thtion is that the equat the equal status al status with God rwith God refers to Cefers to Christ’s prhrist’s pre-existence-existence, and thee, ane, and the seand the self-emptyinlf-emptying to the fg to the form of a sorm of a slave referlave refers to incars to incarnation witnation with its resuh its result of deatlt of lt of death. of death. A more recA more recent interpent interpretation tretation that has fohat has found signifund significant follicant following is towing is that the eqhat that the equal the equal status witstatus with God refeh God refers rather rs rather to the immto the immortality oortality originally riginally intended fintended for humanitor hor humanity, humanity, but spoilebut spoiled by sin wd by sin which bringhich brings death (Ws death (Wisd. 2:23-isd. 2:23-24; Rom. 524; Rom. 5:12). This:12). This immortali im immortalitimmortality belongedy belonged by right  by right to the sinto the sinless Chrisless Christ, who nevt, who nevertheless ertheless emptied hiemptied himself and mshihimself anhimself and took thed took the form of a form of a slave by  slave by taking on taking on death as wdeath as well, even ell, even the death the death of the Croof tof the Cross.the Cross. The first The first interpret interpretation emphation emphasizes preasizes pre-existence-existence; the seco; the second, immortnd, immortality. Theaimmortimmortalitimmortality. There iy. There is no geners no general agreemeal agreement among snt among scholars abcholars about the inout the intended meatended metended meaning ormeaning or the preci the precise originsse origins of the hy of the hymn.mn.mn.

The christological hymn in 2:6–11 is one of the earliest poetic statements of 
the significance of Christ. There is general consensus among scholars that its 
composition is pre-Pauline, perhaps for liturgical use, and that Paul has 
incorporated it here for specific effect. There are two general directions of 
interpretation, depending on the meaning of “equal to God” (Gk. iísa theoœé) 
and self-emptying to take on the form of a slave (vv. 6–7). The traditional 
interpretation is that the equal status with God refers to Christ’s pre-existence, 
and the self-emptying to the form of a slave refers to incarnation with its result 
of death. A more recent interpretation that has found significant following is that 
the equal status with God refers rather to the immortality originally intended for 
humanity, but spoiled by sin which brings death (Wisd. 2:23-24; Rom. 5:12). This 
immortality belonged by right to the sinless Christ, who nevertheless emptied 
himself and took the form of a slave by taking on death as well, even the death of 
the Cross. The first interpretation emphasizes pre-existence; the second, 
immortality. There is no general agreement among scholars about the intended 
meaning or the precise origins of the hymn.

�The self-eThe self-emptying ofmptying of Christ in Christ in 2:6–11 ha 2:6–11 has somethins something of a parg of a parallel in Pallel in Paul’s own aul’s ownaul’s own accounown account of his bt of his blameless Jlameless Jewish backewish background thaground that enables t enables him to boahim to boast of his st of his own qualifoown qualifown qualifications iications in the facen the face of rival  of rival claims (3:claims (3:4–6). The 4–6). The security osecurity of his relif his religious statgious stagious status in status in PharisaismPharisaism was forev was forever altereder altered by his en by his encounter wicounter with the risth the risen Christ,en Christ, for whom  for for whom hfor whom he sufferede suffered the loss  the loss of everythof everything (3:7–1ing (3:7–14). These 4). These verses areverses are written,  written, not for thnonot for thnot for the purpose e purpose of self-reof self-revelation, velation, but of insbut of inspiring hispiring his readers t readers to imitate o imitate him by puthim byhim by puttingby putting Christ fi Christ first in therst in their lives wir lives without relithout reliance on Jiance on Jewish rituewish ritual practical practices (3:15–1es (3:15es (3:15–17).(3:15–17). While “th While “they” (thoseey” (those who oppos who oppose Paul’s we Paul’s way of beinay of being Christiag Christian) glory in) glory in physicaln iin physicain physical qualificl qualifications andations and satisfact satisfactions (3:19ions (3:19), Paul ha), Paul has adopted s adopted the Stoic the Stoic attitude oattitudattitude oattitude of f autaérkeiaautaérkeia,, the freed the freedom by whicom by which he enjoyh he enjoys what he s what he has but dohas but does not sufes notes not suffernot suffer when he d when he does not haoes not have it (4:1ve it (4:11–13). Nev1–13). Nevertheless,ertheless, his refle his reflections in ctions in 3:7–14 are3:7–3:7–14 are3:7–14 are a poignan a poignant remindert reminder of the pe of the personal cosrsonal cost of Paul’t of Paul’s apostless apostleship and hihip and his own cents os own centerown centering in theing in the mystery o mystery of Christ.f Christ.f Christ.

The self-emptying of Christ in 2:6–11 has something of a parallel in Paul’s 
own account of his blameless Jewish background that enables him to boast of his 
own qualifications in the face of rival claims (3:4–6). The security of his religious 
status in Pharisaism was forever altered by his encounter with the risen Christ, 
for whom he suffered the loss of everything (3:7–14). These verses are written, 
not for the purpose of self-revelation, but of inspiring his readers to imitate him 
by putting Christ first in their lives without reliance on Jewish ritual practices 
(3:15–17). While “they” (those who oppose Paul’s way of being Christian) glory 
in physical qualifications and satisfactions (3:19), Paul has adopted the Stoic 
attitude of autaérkeia, the freedom by which he enjoys what he has but does 
not suffer when he does not have it (4:11–13). Nevertheless, his reflections in 
3:7–14 are a poignant reminder of the personal cost of Paul’s apostleship and his 
own centering in the mystery of Christ.

Carolyn OsCarolyn Osiekiek
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PHILISTINEPHILISTINESS (Heb.  (Heb. peïlisûtiîpeïlisûtiîmm)))

PHILISTINES (Heb. peïlisûtiîm)

An Aegean An Aegean people whopeople who migrated  migrated to the souto the southern coasthern coast of Palest of Palestine in thtine in the late 13te late 13th and earlh13t13th and e13th and early 12th arly 12th century century B.C.E.B.C.E. and becam and became one of te one of the Israelihe Israelites’ fierctes’ fiercest rivalsest rivals. One of f. O. One of fivOne of five peoples e peoples defeated bdefeated by Rameses y Rameses III in hisIII in his 8th year, 8th year, they sett they settled on theled on the plain fro plai plain fromplain from Raphia no Raphia north to Joprth to Joppa. Accordpa. According to theing to the Bible, th Bible, the Philistie Philistines had a nes had a league of leaguleague of league of five majorfive major cities (P cities (Pentapolis)entapolis): Ashdod, : Ashdod, Ashkelon, Ashkelon, Ekron (TelEkron (Tel Miqne; Kh Miqne; Khirbet irbKhKhirbet Khirbet el-Muqannael-Muqanna{{), Gaza, a), Gaza, and Gath. Ond Gath. Other sitesther sites in the Ph in the Philistine Pilistine Plain inclulain include Tell Qadeincluinclude Teinclude Tell Qasile,ll Qasile, Tel Geris Tel Gerisa, Tel a, Tel Z¸afit/TelZ¸afit/Tell es�-S�afl es�-S�afii, Tell Jem, Tell Jemmeh, and Tmeh, and Tell eTTell Tell el-Far{ahel-Far{ah. Elsewher. Elsewhere in Palese in Palestine evidetine evidence of thence of the Philistin Philistines has beees has been found atn found an found at Megiddoat Megiddo, Beth-she, Beth-shean, and Dean, and Deir ir }Alla}Alla. The mode. The modern name Parn name Palestine islestine is derived f derived from the Heroffrom the Hfrom the Hebrew termebrew term for the p for the people and eople and their terrtheir territory.itory.itory.

An Aegean people who migrated to the southern coast of Palestine in the late 



13th and early 12th century B.C.E. and became one of the Israelites’ fiercest rivals. 
One of five peoples defeated by Rameses III in his 8th year, they settled on the 
plain from Raphia north to Joppa. According to the Bible, the Philistines had a 
league of five major cities (Pentapolis): Ashdod, Ashkelon, Ekron (Tel Miqne; 
Khirbet el-Muqanna{), Gaza, and Gath. Other sites in the Philistine Plain 
include Tell Qasile, Tel Gerisa, Tel Z¸afit/Tell es�-S�afi , Tell Jemmeh, and 
Tell el-Far{ah. Elsewhere in Palestine evidence of the Philistines has been found 
at Megiddo, Beth-shean, and Deir }Alla. The modern name Palestine is derived 
from the Hebrew term for the people and their territory.

�The historThe history of the Py of the Philistineshilistines can be tr can be traced from aced from the periodthe period of the ju of the judges to thdges to thdges to the fall othe fall of Jerusalef Jerusalem. The Sonm. The Song of Deborg of Deborah (Judg. ah (Judg. 5:6) menti5:6) mentions Shamgaons Shamgar ben Anatr ben Anath, who kilhAnatAnath, whoAnath, who killed 60 killed 600 Philisti0 Philistines (3:31)nes (3:31). The Sams. The Samson storieson stories (Judg. 13 (Judg. 13-16) furth-16) further relate er rer relate therelate the tension h tension heightened eightened by Philistby Philistine expansine expansion eastwaion eastward. When Erd. When Egypt withdgypt withdrew their rwithdwithdrew twithdrew their contrheir control over Paol over Palestine calestine ca. 1070, th. 1070, the Philistie Philistines fillednes filled the power the power vacuum an vacu vacuum andvacuum and within se within several decaveral decades engagedes engaged in full-d in full-scale war scale war with the Iwith the Israelites.sraelites. During th Du During theDuring the time of S time of Samuel, Isramuel, Israel was deael was defeated at feated at the battlethe battle of Ebenez of Ebenezer (1 Sam.er (1 Sam. 4:1-7:1), 4: 4:1-7:1), 4:1-7:1), Shiloh wasShiloh was destroyed destroyed (Jer. 7:1 (Jer. 7:12-14), and2-14), and the ark o the ark of the covef the covenant captunant captured. It wared.captucaptured. captured. It was theIt was the Philistin Philistine threat te threat that fired hat fired the Israelthe Israelites’ demaites’ demand for a knd for a king. Saul ing. Sauing. Saul foughSaul fought the Philt the Philistines thistines throughout hroughout his reign (is reign (1 Sam. 14:1 Sam. 14:47, 48, 5247, 48, 52). Israel ). Israel was victorwas vicwas victoriousvictorious at the Ba at the Battle of Mittle of Michmash (1 chmash (1 Sam. 13:2-Sam. 13:2-7, 13-23; 7, 13-23; 14:16-30).14:16-30). David def David defeated Golieatdefdefeated Gdefeated Goliath at oliath at Socoh (1 SSocoh (1 Sam. 17:1-5am. 17:1-54); the de4); the description scription of Goliathof Goliath with his  with his weapons anweaweapons anweapons and armor mad armor matches thattches that of Aegean of Aegean warriors. warriors. Saul was  Saul was killed whekilled when the Isran the Isrn the Israelite Israelite army was darmy was defeated atefeated at the battl the battle of Mt. Ge of Mt. Gilboa (1 Silboa (1 Sam. 31:1-1am. 31:1-13). His su3). His successor, Dccessusuccessor,successor, David, pu David, pursued the rsued the PhilistinePhilistines “from Ges “from Geba all theba all the way to Ge way to Gezer” (2 Sazer” (2 Sam. 5:17-25mSaSam. 5:17-Sam. 5:17-25). Throu25). Through a seriegh a series of victos of victories he brries he broke the Phoke the Philistines’ilistines’ strength  strength (2 Sam. 8:(2 Sa(2 Sam. 8:1; Sam. 8:1; 21:15-18) 21:15-18) and drove and drove them back them back to the coato the coastal plainstal plain and broke and broke the Penta the Pentapolis allipPentaPentapolisPentapolis alliance. alliance. Solomon r Solomon received Geeceived Gezer as dowzer as dowry from thry from the Egyptiane Egyptian pharaoh ( pharaoh ( pharaoh (1 Kgs. 9:(1 Kgs. 9:16). Never16). Nevertheless, wtheless, war with thar with the Philistie Philistines continnes continued duringued during the Divid the Divided Monarched Med Monarchy (Monarchy (e.g., 1 Kge.g., 1 Kgs. 15:27; s. 15:27; 16:15; 2 C16:15; 2 Chr. 26:6-7hr. 26:6-7; 28:18; c; 28:18; cf. Isa. 9:f. Isa. 9:12[MT 11])12[MT 11]). In 712 t. In 7. In 712 the As712 the Assyrian kinsyrian king Sargon Ig Sargon II ordered I ordered an attack an attack on Ashdod on Ashdod (Isa. 20; (Isa. 20; ANET,ANET, 84–87) an 84–87 84–87) and84–87) and captured  captured Gath. The Gath. The PhilistinePhilistines rebelleds rebelled upon Sarg upon Sargon’s deathon’s death, but Senn, but Sennacherib reaSennSennacheriSennacherib recapturb recaptured Ashdod ed Ashdod in 701 andin 701 and went on t went on to take Asho take Ashkelon, Ekrkelon, Ekron, and Gaon, and on, and Gaza (and Gaza (ANET,ANET, 287–88).  287–88). Under EsarUnder Esarhaddon thehaddon the Philistin Philistine cities we cities were reduceere reduced to vassad to d to vassalsto vassals of Assyri of Assyria (cf. a (cf. ANET,ANET, 291). Alt 291). Although Egyphough Egypt under Pht under Pharaoh Necoaraoh Neco II reasse II reasse II reassertedreasserted control o control over Philisver Philistine territine territory in 61tory in 612, the end2, the end for the P for the Philistineshilistines came in 6 came came in 60came in 604 with the4 with the attack of attack of Nebuchadn Nebuchadnezzar II aezzar II and subseqund subsequent deportent deportation (Jeration (Jeration (Jer. 25:2(Jer. 25:20).0).0).

The history of the Philistines can be traced from the period of the judges to 
the fall of Jerusalem. The Song of Deborah (Judg. 5:6) mentions Shamgar ben 
Anath, who killed 600 Philistines (3:31). The Samson stories (Judg. 13-16) further 
relate the tension heightened by Philistine expansion eastward. When Egypt 
withdrew their control over Palestine ca. 1070, the Philistines filled the power 
vacuum and within several decades engaged in full-scale war with the Israelites. 
During the time of Samuel, Israel was defeated at the battle of Ebenezer (1 Sam. 
4:1-7:1), Shiloh was destroyed (Jer. 7:12-14), and the ark of the covenant 
captured. It was the Philistine threat that fired the Israelites’ demand for a king. 
Saul fought the Philistines throughout his reign (1 Sam. 14:47, 48, 52). Israel was 
victorious at the Battle of Michmash (1 Sam. 13:2-7, 13-23; 14:16-30). David 
defeated Goliath at Socoh (1 Sam. 17:1-54); the description of Goliath with his 
weapons and armor matches that of Aegean warriors. Saul was killed when the 
Israelite army was defeated at the battle of Mt. Gilboa (1 Sam. 31:1-13). His 
successor, David, pursued the Philistines “from Geba all the way to Gezer” (2 
Sam. 5:17-25). Through a series of victories he broke the Philistines’ strength (2 
Sam. 8:1; 21:15-18) and drove them back to the coastal plain and broke the 
Pentapolis alliance. Solomon received Gezer as dowry from the Egyptian pharaoh 
(1 Kgs. 9:16). Nevertheless, war with the Philistines continued during the Divided 
Monarchy (e.g., 1 Kgs. 15:27; 16:15; 2 Chr. 26:6-7; 28:18; cf. Isa. 9:12[MT 11]). In 
712 the Assyrian king Sargon II ordered an attack on Ashdod (Isa. 20; ANET, 
84–87) and captured Gath. The Philistines rebelled upon Sargon’s death, but 
Sennacherib recaptured Ashdod in 701 and went on to take Ashkelon, Ekron, 
and Gaza (ANET, 287–88). Under Esarhaddon the Philistine cities were reduced 
to vassals of Assyria (cf. ANET, 291). Although Egypt under Pharaoh Neco II 
reasserted control over Philistine territory in 612, the end for the Philistines 
came in 604 with the attack of Nebuchadnezzar II and subsequent deportation 
(Jer. 25:20).

�The main lThe main literary soiterary source for iurce for informationnformation about the about the Philistin Philistines is the es is the Bible, whiBible, whBible, which can which can be supplembe supplemented by Eented by Egyptian, Agyptian, Assyrian, assyrian, and Babylonnd Babylonian recordian records. Most ims. Most ims. Most important important have been have been the numerothe numerous archaeous archaeological dilogical discoveries scoveries in the easin the eastern Medittern Medittern MediterranMediterranean basin,ean basin, particula particularly in Palrly in Palestine.estine.estine.

The main literary source for information about the Philistines is the Bible, 
which can be supplemented by Egyptian, Assyrian, and Babylonian records. Most 
important have been the numerous archaeological discoveries in the eastern 



Mediterranean basin, particularly in Palestine.

�PhilistinePhilistine occupatio occupation can easin can easily be idenly be identified by tified by the distinthe distinctive pottctive pottery which ery which differs frddiffers frdiffers from Egyptiaom Egyptian, Israelin, Israelite, and Cate, and Canaanite stnaanite styles. Philyles. Philistine potistine pottery has btery has been identieen ideeen identifiedidentified as Mycena as Mycenaean and clean and classified aassified as Myc (Lats Myc (Late Helladice Helladic) IIIC 1b,) IIIC 1b, dating to dating to the 12th  the 1 the 12th centu12th century. The rery. The repertoire opertoire of forms fof forms follows thatllows that of Mycena of Mycenaean potterean pottery, with bey, with bell-shaped lbebell-shapebell-shaped bowls thd bowls that have twat have two horizonto horizontal handlesal handles, large kr, large kraters withaters with profile r profile rims and haims rrims and hrims and handles, standles, stirrup jarsirrup jars (small gl (small globular jarobular jars with twos with two handles a handles and a falsend a false spout), l spou spout), laspout), large globulrge globular jars wiar jars with straineth strainer spouts, r spouts, pyxides, apyxides, and two typnd two types of bottes of bottles. Decorles. Dles. DecorationDecoration on the po on the pottery initttery initially copiially copied the moned the monochrome stochrome style of Mycyle of Myc IIIC ware IIIC ware IIIC ware, but ware, but later the later the PhilistinePhilistines developes developed their owd their own style ofn style of bichrome  bichrome ware usingware using black and bl black and black and red on a wred on a white slip.hite slip. The decor The decorations werations were painted e painted in bands ain bands around the round the body of thbbody of thbody of the pottery e pottery and divideand divided into pand into panels. Some els. Some of the artof the artistic motiistic motifs includefs included looped sd lod looped spilooped spirals, concrals, concentric cirentric circles, halfcles, half circles i circles in a fishscn a fishscale patterale pattern, checkern, checkers, net dess, net des, net design, andesign, and stylizedd stylized birds. birds. birds.

Philistine occupation can easily be identified by the distinctive pottery which 
differs from Egyptian, Israelite, and Canaanite styles. Philistine pottery has been 
identified as Mycenaean and classified as Myc (Late Helladic) IIIC 1b, dating to the 
12th century. The repertoire of forms follows that of Mycenaean pottery, with 
bell-shaped bowls that have two horizontal handles, large kraters with profile 
rims and handles, stirrup jars (small globular jars with two handles and a false 
spout), large globular jars with strainer spouts, pyxides, and two types of bottles. 
Decoration on the pottery initially copied the monochrome style of Myc IIIC 
ware, but later the Philistines developed their own style of bichrome ware using 
black and red on a white slip. The decorations were painted in bands around the 
body of the pottery and divided into panels. Some of the artistic motifs included 
looped spirals, concentric circles, half circles in a fishscale pattern, checkers, net 
design, and stylized birds.

�A large moA large monumental bnumental building diuilding discovered ascovered at Tel Miqnt Tel Miqne featurese features a large h a large hall with tall withall with two pwith two pillars andillars and a freesta a freestanding hearnding hearth; three th; three square roosquare rooms on the ms on the east open east open to the haltoto the halto the hall. The frel. The freestanding estanding hearth washearth was an archit an architectural feectural feature otheature otherwise unknrwise unknown in Palowunknunknown inunknown in Palestine Palestine, but char, but characteristicacteristic of the Ae of the Aegean, Anatgean, Anatolia, and olia, and Cyprus. ExCyprus. Excavations cavExExcavationExcavations at Tell s at Tell Qasile (13Qasile (1309.1678) u09.1678) uncovered tncovered three stagehree stages of a Phis of a Philistine telistine temple, agaimpltetemple, agtemple, again reminiain reminiscent of Mscent of Mycenaean fycenaean form.orm.orm.

A large monumental building discovered at Tel Miqne features a large hall 
with two pillars and a freestanding hearth; three square rooms on the east open 
to the hall. The freestanding hearth was an architectural feature otherwise 
unknown in Palestine, but characteristic of the Aegean, Anatolia, and Cyprus. 
Excavations at Tell Qasile (1309.1678) uncovered three stages of a Philistine 
temple, again reminiscent of Mycenaean form.

�1 Sam. 13:1 Sam. 13:19-21 has 19-21 has been interbeen interpreted to preted to mean that mean that the Philisthe Philistines had tines had a monopolya monoa monopoly omonopoly on smeltingn smelting iron. How iron. However, ironever, iron was not w was not widely usedidely used in Palest in Palestine until ine until the 10th ctthe 10th cthe 10th century. Exentury. Excavations cavations at Tel Miqat Tel Miqne (Ekron)ne (Ekron) indicate  indicate that underthat under Assyrian  Assyrian rule the crurule the crule the city was a ity was a major centmajor center for theer for the productio production of oliven of olive oil. oil. oil.

1 Sam. 13:19-21 has been interpreted to mean that the Philistines had a 
monopoly on smelting iron. However, iron was not widely used in Palestine until 
the 10th century. Excavations at Tel Miqne (Ekron) indicate that under Assyrian 
rule the city was a major center for the production of olive oil.

�ExcavationExcavations at Deir s at Deir {Alla{Alla found in  found in the Philisthe Philistine leveltine level a clay ta a clay tablet inscrblet inscribed with ibed wibed with a linwith a linear scriptear script containin containing 50 charag 50 characters, grocters, grouped into uped into 15 words i15 words in a writinn a writing tyle relg tyg tyle relattyle related to Minoed to Minoan A. Two an A. Two seals (froseals (from Ashdod am Ashdod and Tel Batnd Tel Batash) also ash) also contain lecontain letters of atleletters ofletters of a linear  a linear script. Thscript. These short ese short inscriptioinscriptions have dens have defied transfied translation. A lation. A few Philisfew Phfew PhilistinePhilistine loanwords loanwords can be id can be identified ientified in the Bibln the Bible. The lore. The lords of the ds of the PhilistinePhilistines are calls are cs are called called seren,seren, which is  which is probably cprobably cognate witognate with Gk. h Gk. tyérannos,tyérannos, “tyrant.” “tyrant.” The  The -yat-yat ending of end ending of ending of the name Gthe name Goliath (Heoliath (Heb. b. golyaœt�golyaœt�) is cogna) is cognate with Hite with Hittite -ttite -wattas.wattas. Scholars  Scho Scholars dScholars do not agreo not agree on the de on the derivation erivation of the namof the name Achish, e Achish, king of Gaking of Gath.th.

Excavations at Deir {Alla found in the Philistine level a clay tablet inscribed 
with a linear script containing 50 characters, grouped into 15 words in a writing 
tyle related to Minoan A. Two seals (from Ashdod and Tel Batash) also contain 
letters of a linear script. These short inscriptions have defied translation. A few 
Philistine loanwords can be identified in the Bible. The lords of the Philistines are 
called seren, which is probably cognate with Gk. tyérannos, “tyrant.” The -yat 
ending of the name Goliath (Heb. golyaœt� ) is cognate with Hittite -wattas. 
Scholars do not agree on the derivation of the name Achish, king of Gath.

A PelesterA Pelester (Philisti (Philistine) prisonne) prisoner, with fer, with feathered heathered headdress. eaddress. Relief froRelief from main temm main temple of Rampletemtemple of temple of Rameses IIRameses III (20th DyI (20th Dynasty; 118nasty; 1183–1152 3–1152 B.C.E.B.C.E.), Medinet), Medinet Habu, Wes Habu, West Thebes (t Thebt Thebes (ErThebes (Erich Lessinich Lessing/Art Resog/Art Resource, N.Y.urce, N.Y.))

A Pelester (Philistine) prisoner, with feathered headdress. Relief from main 
temple of Rameses III (20th Dynasty; 1183–1152 B.C.E.), Medinet Habu, West 
Thebes (Erich Lessing/Art Resource, N.Y.)

�The Bible The Bible records threcords three gods iree gods in connectin connection with thon with the Philistie Philistines. Dagonnes. Dagon (1 Sam. 5 (1 Sam (1 Sam. 5) waSam. 5) was more thas more than a grain-n a grain-god, havingod, having broader g broader powers of powers of weather anweather and fertilitd fertility. Ashtaroyfertilitfertility.fertility. Ashtaroth Ashtaroth (Judg. 10 (Judg. 10:6; 1 Sam.:6; 1 Sam. 31:8-13)  31:8-13) was a mothwas a mother goddesser goddess. Baal-zeb. Baal-zebub (2 Kgs.ub (ub (2 Kgs. 1)(2 Kgs. 1), “Lord of, “Lord of the Flies the Flies,” may be ,” may be a corruptia corruption of Baalon of Baal-zebul, “B-zebul, “Baal-Princeaal-Prince” (cf. Uga” (cf.” (cf. Ugar.(cf. Ugar.  zbl b{lzbl b{l). Excavat). Excavations have ions have produced sproduced several culeveral cultic vesseltic vessels, includis, including a clay ng a clang a clay figurclay figurine calledine called Ashdoda,  Ashdoda, which depiwhich depicts a seatcts a seated goddessed goddess in the My in the Mycenaean trcenaean tradition. Oadtrtradition.tradition. Other cul Other cult objects t objects include keinclude kernoi (tuburnoi (tubular rings lar rings with attacwith attached spoutshed spouts in the sh in t in the shape the shape of animalsof animals), kernos ), kernos bowls (witbowls (with tubular h tubular rims), andrims), and a female- a female-shaped libshaped libation vessatioliblibation vlibation vessel.essel.essel.

The Bible records three gods in connection with the Philistines. Dagon (1 
Sam. 5) was more than a grain-god, having broader powers of weather and 
fertility. Ashtaroth (Judg. 10:6; 1 Sam. 31:8-13) was a mother goddess. Baal-zebub 



(2 Kgs. 1), “Lord of the Flies,” may be a corruption of Baal-zebul, “Baal-Prince” 
(cf. Ugar. zbl b{l). Excavations have produced several cultic vessels, including a 
clay figurine called Ashdoda, which depicts a seated goddess in the Mycenaean 
tradition. Other cult objects include kernoi (tubular rings with attached spouts in 
the shape of animals), kernos bowls (with tubular rims), and a female-shaped 
libation vessel.
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PHILO OF APHILO OF ALEXANDRIALEXANDRIALEXANDRIA

PHILO OF ALEXANDRIA

Jewish staJewish statesman andtesman and philosoph philosopher (ca. 20er (ca. 20  B.C.E.B.C.E.—ca. 50 —ca. 50 C.E.C.E.). One of ). One of the more pthe more prolific wrropprolific wprolific writers of riters of antiquity,antiquity, his writi his writings are thngs are the most impe most important witortant witnesses to nesses to the religithe rthe religious religious culture ofculture of Hellenist Hellenistic Judaismic Judaism. We know . We know of only onof only one event ine event in his life: his life: ca. 40  ca. 4 ca. 40 40 C.E.C.E. he led a  he led a Jewish delJewish delegation toegation to Rome to c Rome to complain toomplain to the emper the emperor Caligulor Caligula about gea aba about gentabout gentile riots ile riots against thagainst the Jewish ce Jewish community oommunity of Alexandrf Alexandria. The emia. The embassy seembassy seembassy seems to hseems to have been mave been modestly suodestly successful, ccessful, and in anyand in any case it i case it implies thamplies that Philo wat Philo was an expers ans an experiean experienced politnced political leadeical leader who was r who was widely truwidely trusted by Alsted by Alexandrian exandrian Jews.Jews.Jews.

Jewish statesman and philosopher (ca. 20 B.C.E.—ca. 50 C.E.). One of the more 
prolific writers of antiquity, his writings are the most important witnesses to the 
religious culture of Hellenistic Judaism. We know of only one event in his life: ca. 
40 C.E. he led a Jewish delegation to Rome to complain to the emperor Caligula 
about gentile riots against the Jewish community of Alexandria. The embassy 
seems to have been modestly successful, and in any case it implies that Philo was 
an experienced political leader who was widely trusted by Alexandrian Jews.

�Whatever hWhatever his other iis other involvementnvolvements in publis in public affairs,c affairs, Philo fou Philo found time tond time to write a l write a write a large nua large number of comber of commentariesmmentaries on books  on books of the Penof the Pentateuch (etateuch (esp. Genesisp. Genesis and Exods and Exos and Exodus). IExodus). Indeed, he ndeed, he composed tcomposed three distihree distinct seriesnct series of exeget of exegetical treatical treatises: the ises: the AllegoricaAlleAllegoricaAllegorical Commental Commentary (18 trery (18 treatises suratises survive), thevive), the Expositio Exposition of the Ln of the Law (seven aw (seven treatises trtreatises treatises extant), aextant), and the Quend the Questions andstions and Answers o Answers on Genesis n Genesis and Exodusand Exodus (partiall (partially extant).y(partiall(partially(partially extant).  extant). All three All three series offseries offer both lier both literal and teral and allegoricaallegorical interprel interpretations, ttations, ttations, though thethough the latter ar latter are most fule most fully developly developed in the ed in the first serifirst series. Philo es. Philo refers quirefers quite often tte oftete often to eoften to exegetical xegetical predecessopredecessors and conrs and contemporarietemporaries, though s, though never by nnever by name; clearame; clearame; clearly heclearly he worked wi worked within a trathin a tradition of dition of Jewish bibJewish biblical studlical study, perhapsy, perhaps within so within some kind ofme kme kind of “skind of “school” envchool” environment. ironment. His writinHis writings show rhgs show rhetorical setorical sophisticatophistication and a ion and a profound kprprofound kprofound knowledge onowledge of the Jewif the Jewish Scriptush Scriptures and pares and pagan learnigan learning. His alng. His allegorical legorical explanatioexexplanatioexplanations often bns often blend Judailend Judaism with Mism with Middle Platoddle Platonism. Theynism. They give part give particular atticular attention to enattattention attention to the spito the spiritual pilritual pilgrimage ofgrimage of the human the human individua individual from matl from materialism terialism to spirituao spio spiritual spiritual monotheismmonotheism and from  and from bodily pasbodily passions to vsions to virtue throirtue through human ugh human reason yiereason yiereason yielding oyielding obedience tbedience to the divio the divine Logos. ne Logos. Philo regaPhilo regards Moses rds Moses as the supas the supreme reveareme revealer of divlerevearevealer orevealer of divine tf divine truth, but ruth, but he does nohe does not seem to t seem to limit the limit the highest sphighest spiritual aniritual and intellecd inted intellectuintellectual fulfillal fulfillment to Jement to Jews.ws.ws.

Whatever his other involvements in public affairs, Philo found time to write 
a large number of commentaries on books of the Pentateuch (esp. Genesis and 
Exodus). Indeed, he composed three distinct series of exegetical treatises: the 
Allegorical Commentary (18 treatises survive), the Exposition of the Law (seven 
treatises extant), and the Questions and Answers on Genesis and Exodus 
(partially extant). All three series offer both literal and allegorical interpretations, 
though the latter are most fully developed in the first series. Philo refers quite 
often to exegetical predecessors and contemporaries, though never by name; 
clearly he worked within a tradition of Jewish biblical study, perhaps within some 
kind of “school” environment. His writings show rhetorical sophistication and a 
profound knowledge of the Jewish Scriptures and pagan learning. His allegorical 
explanations often blend Judaism with Middle Platonism. They give particular 
attention to the spiritual pilgrimage of the human individual from materialism to 
spiritual monotheism and from bodily passions to virtue through human reason 
yielding obedience to the divine Logos. Philo regards Moses as the supreme 



revealer of divine truth, but he does not seem to limit the highest spiritual and 
intellectual fulfillment to Jews.

�Besides scBesides scriptural criptural commentarieommentaries, Philo ws, Philo wrote a serrote a series of theies of thematic treamatic treatises on ptises ontises on philosoon philosophical andphical and apologeti apologetic themes (c themes (one of theone of the most famo most famous, us, On the ConOn the ContemplativetemplaConContemplatContemplative Life,ive Life, describes describes the Thera the Therapeutae, a peutae, a group of Jgroup of Jewish asceewish ascetics livintics living near Aleg nearg near Alexanear Alexandria; anondria; another provither provides an invdes an invaluable acaluable account of Pcount of Palestinianalestinian Essenes). Essenes).

Besides scriptural commentaries, Philo wrote a series of thematic treatises 
on philosophical and apologetic themes (one of the most famous, On the 
Contemplative Life, describes the Therapeutae, a group of Jewish ascetics living 
near Alexandria; another provides an invaluable account of Palestinian Essenes).

�Philo’s woPhilo’s works must hrks must have been aave been appreciatedppreciated and first and first preserved preserved by Jews o by Jews of his own f his of his own time, own time, but there but there is virtualis virtually no recoly no record of Jewird of Jewish readerssh readers of his tr of his treatises uneatises until the 16til thtil the 16th cthe 16th century. Byentury. By contrast, contrast, Christian Christian thinkers  thinkers such as Clsuch as Clement of Aement of Alexandria,lexandria, Origen, A O Origen, AmOrigen, Ambrose, andbrose, and Augustine Augustine read Phil read Philo and wereo and were heavily i heavily influenced nfluenced by his phiby his philosophicallophiphilosophiphilosophical theolocal theology and allgy and allegorical megorical methods. Itethods. It is not po is not possible to ssible to prove thatprove that any NT wr any  any NT wriany NT writer knew Pter knew Philo’s worhilo’s works, but soks, but some (esp. tme (esp. the authorshe authors of Coloss of Colossians, Hebrians, Hebrians, Hebrews, aHebrews, and the Gosnd the Gospel of Johpel of John) may havn) may have been infe been influenced byluenced by Hellenist Hellenistic Jewish ic Jewish traditionsttraditionstraditions which are which are also atte also attested by Phsted by Philo.ilo.ilo.

Philo’s works must have been appreciated and first preserved by Jews of his 
own time, but there is virtually no record of Jewish readers of his treatises until 
the 16th century. By contrast, Christian thinkers such as Clement of Alexandria, 
Origen, Ambrose, and Augustine read Philo and were heavily influenced by his 
philosophical theology and allegorical methods. It is not possible to prove that 
any NT writer knew Philo’s works, but some (esp. the authors of Colossians, 
Hebrews, and the Gospel of John) may have been influenced by Hellenistic Jewish 
traditions which are also attested by Philo.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Philo of APhilo of Alexandria,lexandria,  The ContemThe Contemplative Liplative Life, The Gife, The Giants, and ants, and SelectionsSeleSelectionsSelections,, trans. D. trans. D. Winston ( Winston (New York, New York, 1981).1981).1981).

Bibliography. Philo of Alexandria, The Contemplative Life, The Giants, and 
Selections, trans. D. Winston (New York, 1981).

David M. HDavid M. Hayay

David M. Hay

PHILOLOGUSPHILOLOGUS (Gk.  (Gk. PhiloœlogoPhiloœlogoss)))

PHILOLOGUS (Gk. Philoœlogos)

A Gentile A Gentile Christian Christian in Rome grin Rome greeted by Peeted by Paul (Rom. aul (Rom. 16:15).16:15).

A Gentile Christian in Rome greeted by Paul (Rom. 16:15).

PHILOSOPHYPHILOSOPHY

PHILOSOPHY

A word useA word used negatived negatively in the ly in the Bible to rBible to refer to huefer to human undersman understanding intanding in contrast  contrast with divinwwith divinwith divinely revealely revealed knowleded knowledge. In Clage. In Classical Gressical Greek, philosek, philosophy (Gk. ophy (Gk. philosophiphilosophiphilosophiphilosophiíaía) could re) could refer to thefer to the systemati systematic investigc investigation of aation of a subject o subject or to a disr to a distinct bodytidisdistinct bdistinct body of knoody of knowledge. Bywledge. By the 1st c the 1st century, thentury, the term bece term became more game more generalizedeneralizedggeneralizegeneralized to includ to include moral pde moral philosophy hilosophy and religiand religious speculous speculation. Manation. Many religiouy religious groups ts grs groups trigroups tried to conved to convey the impey the impression thression that they weat they were impartire imparting philosong philosophy, as diphy, as did many perd didid many pdid many persons empersons employing magloying magic and speic and spells. In Hells. In Hellenistic llenistic Judaism, tJudaism, the term wahe term was used in s wawas used iwas used in both of n both of its classiits classical sensescal senses to design to designate the seate the search for karch for knowledge bnowledge by reason ay rey reason andreason and to design to designate a bodyate a body of knowle of knowledge espousdge espoused by a paed by a particular grticular group. In 4roup. In 4 Maccabees 44 Maccabee4 Maccabees, e.g., ps, e.g., philosophy hilosophy designatesdesignates the use o the use of reason of reason over emotiover emotions (1:1) tns (1:1) to counter o co counter thcounter the charge te charge that Judaishat Judaism is a “fom is a “foolish philolish philosophy” (5osophy” (5:11). The :11). The Jewish hisJewish historian Jostorihishistorian historian Josephus, Josephus, on the othon the other hand, uer hand, uses the teses the term more narm more narrowly andrrowly and refers to refers to Pharisees toto Phariseto Pharisees, Sadduces, Sadducees, and Eees, and Essenes as ssenes as Jewish phiJewish philosophicallosophical schools. schools. schools.

A word used negatively in the Bible to refer to human understanding in contrast 
with divinely revealed knowledge. In Classical Greek, philosophy (Gk. 
philosophiía) could refer to the systematic investigation of a subject or to a 
distinct body of knowledge. By the 1st century, the term became more 
generalized to include moral philosophy and religious speculation. Many religious 
groups tried to convey the impression that they were imparting philosophy, as 
did many persons employing magic and spells. In Hellenistic Judaism, the term 
was used in both of its classical senses to designate the search for knowledge by 
reason and to designate a body of knowledge espoused by a particular group. In 
4 Maccabees, e.g., philosophy designates the use of reason over emotions (1:1) to 
counter the charge that Judaism is a “foolish philosophy” (5:11). The Jewish 
historian Josephus, on the other hand, uses the term more narrowly and refers 
to Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenes as Jewish philosophical schools.

�The admoniThe admonition of Cotion of Col. 2:8 regl. 2:8 regarding “pharding “philosophy ailosophy and empty dnd empty deceit” museceit” must be undert be t be understbe understood in ligood in light of thesht of these possiblee possible meanings. meanings. It is hig It is highly unlikehly unlikely that thly that the classicae classe classical classical understandunderstanding of theing of the term as t term as the pursuithe pursuit of knowle of knowledge througdge through reason ih reason is envisions es envisionedenvisioned here. Pau here. Paul is referl is referring instering instead to the ad to the self-desigself-designation of nation of a particula particular group car grouar group claigroup claiming to homing to hold a specild a special knowledal knowledge of or pge of or power with ower with relation trelation to the “eleo the “elements of tm“ele“elements “elements of the uniof the universe.” Thverse.” This Colossiis Colossian philosoan philosophy apparephy apparently involntly involved dietarved dietary restricty dietardietary redietary restrictionsstrictions (Col. 2:1 (Col. 2:16, 21) and6, 21) and may have  may have involved ainvolved a syncretis syncretistic mix oftic mix of Jewish tr Jewi Jewish traJewish traditions inditions involving thvolving the sabbath e sabbath and new moand new moon festivaon festivals (2:16).ls (2:16). Based upo Based upon the suprn tn the supremthe supremacy of Chracy of Christ demonsist demonstrated in trated in Col. 1:15-Col. 1:15-20, howeve20, however, the letr, the letter’s poleter’s polemic pointsmpolepolemic popolemic points out tints out that such that such teachings aeachings are foundedre founded upon huma upon human tradition tradition and as an and as a result ar aa result aa result are empty dre empty deceit.eceit.eceit.

The admonition of Col. 2:8 regarding “philosophy and empty deceit” must 
be understood in light of these possible meanings. It is highly unlikely that the 
classical understanding of the term as the pursuit of knowledge through reason is 
envisioned here. Paul is referring instead to the self-designation of a particular 
group claiming to hold a special knowledge of or power with relation to the 



“elements of the universe.” This Colossian philosophy apparently involved 
dietary restrictions (Col. 2:16, 21) and may have involved a syncretistic mix of 
Jewish traditions involving the sabbath and new moon festivals (2:16). Based upon 
the supremacy of Christ demonstrated in Col. 1:15-20, however, the letter’s 
polemic points out that such teachings are founded upon human tradition and as 
a result are empty deceit.

�The relateThe related term “phd term “philosopher”ilosopher” (Gk.  (Gk. philoœsophphiloœsophosos) occurs i) occurs in Acts 17:n Acts 17:18, design18, 17:17:18, des17:18, designating aignating adherents tdherents to classicao classical philosopl philosophical schohical schools of Epiols of Epicureanism cureanism and Stoiciand and Stoiciand Stoicism who consm who confront Paulfront Paul...

The related term “philosopher” (Gk. philoœsophos) occurs in Acts 
17:18, designating adherents to classical philosophical schools of Epicureanism 
and Stoicism who confront Paul.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. Lohse, E. Lohse, ColossiansColossians and Phile and Philemon.mon. Herm (Phi Herm (Philadelphia,ladelphia, 1971). 1971). 1971).

Bibliography. E. Lohse, Colossians and Philemon. Herm (Philadelphia, 1971).
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Matthew S. Collins

PHINEHASPHINEHAS (Heb.  (Heb. piîneïh�aœpiîneïh�aœs;s; Egyp.  Egyp. p}nh�syp}nh�sy)))

PHINEHAS (Heb. piîneïh�aœs;  Egyp. p}nh�sy )

�1.1. The son o The son of Eleazar f Eleazar and grandsand grandson of Aaroon of Aaron (Exod. 6n (Exod. 6:25), who :25), who settled atsettled at Gibeah (J Gib Gibeah (JoGibeah (Josh. 24:33)sh. 24:33). Ps. 106:. Ps. 106:30-31 memo30-31 memorializes Prializes Phinehas fohinehas for his righr his righteous act teous act of slayingof sof slaying Zislaying Zimri for comri for consorting wnsorting with a Midiith a Midianite womaanite woman in the In in the Israelite csraelite camp (Num. amp (Num. 25:1-18). 2525:1-18). 25:1-18). Moses sentMoses sent Phinehas  Phinehas to accompato accompany the Isrny the Israelites inaelites in battle ag battle against the ainst the MidianitesMidMidianitesMidianites (Num. 31: (Num. 31:6) and lat6) and later establier established him ashed him as leader os leader of the Koraf the Korahite gatekhite gatekeepers (1 eepgatekgatekeepergatekeepers (1 Chr. s (1 Chr. 9:20). Jos9:20). Josh. 22:9-34h. 22:9-34 recounts  recounts Phinehas’ Phinehas’ role in serole in settling thettling the dispute b disp dispute bedispute between the tween the 10 tribes 10 tribes and the Reand the Reubenites, ubenites, Gadites, aGadites, and the halnd the half tribe off tribe of Manasseh  Ma Manasseh bManasseh because of ecause of the great the great altar consaltar constructed ontructed on the easte the eastern side ofrn side of the Jorda the Jordan River. Pn JordaJordan RivJordan River. Phineher. Phinehas’ last ras’ last recorded acecorded act as high t as high priest (Jupriest (Judg. 20:28)dg. 20:28) occurred  occurred during thedurinduring theduring the Benjamini Benjaminite civil wte civil war. Phinehar. Phinehas deliveras delivered the oraed the oracle of Godcle of God to the Is to the Israelites, raelIsIsraelitesIsraelites, instruct, instructing them ting them to fight tho fight the next daye next day (cf. 1 Es (cf. 1 Esdr. 5:5; Sdr. 5:5; Sir. 45:23-ir. 45:23-24; 1 Macc24; 1 Mac24; 1 Macc. 2:26Macc. 2:26, 54)., 54)., 54).

1. The son of Eleazar and grandson of Aaron (Exod. 6:25), who settled at 
Gibeah (Josh. 24:33). Ps. 106:30-31 memorializes Phinehas for his righteous act of 
slaying Zimri for consorting with a Midianite woman in the Israelite camp (Num. 
25:1-18). Moses sent Phinehas to accompany the Israelites in battle against the 
Midianites (Num. 31:6) and later established him as leader of the Korahite 
gatekeepers (1 Chr. 9:20). Josh. 22:9-34 recounts Phinehas’ role in settling the 
dispute between the 10 tribes and the Reubenites, Gadites, and the half tribe of 
Manasseh because of the great altar constructed on the eastern side of the 
Jordan River. Phinehas’ last recorded act as high priest (Judg. 20:28) occurred 
during the Benjaminite civil war. Phinehas delivered the oracle of God to the 
Israelites, instructing them to fight the next day (cf. 1 Esdr. 5:5; Sir. 45:23-24; 1 
Macc. 2:26, 54).

�2.2. The young The younger son of er son of Eli (1 SamEli (1 Sam. 1:3; 2 E. 1:3; 2 Esdr. 1:2),sdr. 1:2), who defil who defiled himselfed himself through s throug through sethrough sexual interxual intercourse witcourse with women seh women serving the rving the shrine at shrine at Shiloh andShiloh and dishonore dishonore dishonoreddishonored the Lord  the Lord by impropeby improper sacrificr sacrifices (1 Sam.es (1 Sam. 2:15-17,  2:15-17, 22-25). Th22-25). The Philistie Philistines slew PnesPhilistiPhilistinePhilistines slew Phis slew Phinehas and nehas and his brothehis brother Hophni ar Hophni as they escs they escorted the orted the ark of theark of the covenant  co covenant acovenant at the secot the second battle nd battle of Aphek-Eof Aphek-Ebenezer (4benezer (4:1b-11). L:1b-11). Learning ofearning of this disa this disaster, Phinstedisadisaster, disaster, Phinehas’ Phinehas’ wife died wife died in prematuin premature childbire childbirth, havinrth, having her son g her son Ichabod, “Ichabod, “The glory The ““The glory“The glory has depar has departed from Ited from Israel.” Lasrael.” Later genealter genealogies (Ezrogies (Ezra 7:1-2; 1a 7:1-2; 1 Chr. 6:4f Chr. 6:4ff.[MT 5:30f.[M6:4f6:4ff.[MT 6:4ff.[MT 5:30ff.]; 5:30ff.]; 1 Esdr. 8:1 Esdr. 8:1-2) omit 1-2) omit this seconthis second Phinehasd Phinehas (though t (though they do menhey do mention his stionmenmention himention his son Atihs son Atihub), thereub), thereby fulfillby fulfilling God’s ing God’s judgment ajudgment against anygainst any of Eli’s  of Eli’s future desfuturefuture desfuture descendants wcendants who dishonoho dishonored the Lored the Lord while srd while serving as erving as a priest (a priest (1 Sam. 2:31 Sam. 2:30).02:32:30).2:30).2:30).

2. The younger son of Eli (1 Sam. 1:3; 2 Esdr. 1:2), who defiled himself 
through sexual intercourse with women serving the shrine at Shiloh and 
dishonored the Lord by improper sacrifices (1 Sam. 2:15-17, 22-25). The 
Philistines slew Phinehas and his brother Hophni as they escorted the ark of the 
covenant at the second battle of Aphek-Ebenezer (4:1b-11). Learning of this 
disaster, Phinehas’ wife died in premature childbirth, having her son Ichabod, 
“The glory has departed from Israel.” Later genealogies (Ezra 7:1-2; 1 Chr. 
6:4ff.[MT 5:30ff.]; 1 Esdr. 8:1-2) omit this second Phinehas (though they do 
mention his son Atihub), thereby fulfilling God’s judgment against any of Eli’s 
future descendants who dishonored the Lord while serving as a priest (1 Sam. 
2:30).

�3.3. Father of Father of a postexi a postexilic priestlic priest (Ezra 8:3 (Ezra 8:33), perhap3), perhaps the Levis the Levite named ate named as the faths the fas the father of father of Eleazar (1Eleazar (1 Esdr. 8:2 Esdr. 8:2, 63)., 63)., 63).

3. Father of a postexilic priest (Ezra 8:33), perhaps the Levite named as the 
father of Eleazar (1 Esdr. 8:2, 63).

Archie W. Archie W. EnglandEngland

Archie W. England



PHLEGONPHLEGON (Gk.  (Gk. PhlégoœnPhlégoœn)))

PHLEGON (Gk. Phlégoœn)

A ChristiaA Christian in Rome n in Rome to whom Pato whom Paul sent hiul sent his greetings greetings (Rom. 16s (Rom. 16:14).:14).

A Christian in Rome to whom Paul sent his greetings (Rom. 16:14).

PHOEBEPHOEBE (Gk.  (Gk. PhoiíbeäPhoiíbeä)))

PHOEBE (Gk. Phoiíbeä)

A leading A leading woman and woman and deacon of deacon of the churchthe church at Cenchr at Cenchreae, the eeae, the eastern porastern port of Corint of Cort of Corinth. SCorinth. She carriedhe carried Paul’s le Paul’s letter to thtter to the Roman che Roman church (Rom.urch (Rom. 16:1-2).  16:1-2). Phoebe appPhoebe appears firsteappappears fiappears first in a lrst in a long list, ong list, indicatingindicating her impor her importance to Ptance to Paul. The faul. The formulaic oormulaic opening of peningoopening ofopening of Rom. 16 s Rom. 16 suggests ituggests it may be a  may be a letter of letter of commendaticommendation for heron for her as she tr as she travels. Menatrtravels. Mtravels. Mentioned wentioned without malithout male associate associate, her free, her freedom to tredom to travel suggeavel suggests Phoebests Phoebe was singl PhoebePhoebe wasPhoebe was single or single or a widow,  a widow, would havewould have been in d been in danger travanger traveling aloneling alone, and proe, and proe, and provides eprovides evidence thvidence that women sat women served the erved the Church in Church in itinerant itinerant capacitiescapacities. Three im. Three important tepimimportant important terms descterms describe Phoebribe Phoebe. She is e. She is “our siste“our sister” (Gk. r” (Gk. adepheäíadepheäí), a fello), a fellow Christiaw Chw Christian.Christian. She is a  She is a “deacon” (“deacon” (diaékonon,diaékonon, not “deac not “deaconess”; nooness”; no distincti distinction is madeon is madeon is made betwemade between female en female and male aand male activity), ctivity), a technicaa technical term of l term of office whooffice whose duties se duties are not searare not seare not self-evidentlf-evidently clear (ly clear (cf. 1 Tim.cf. 1 Tim. 3:8-13).  3:8-13). She was a She was a “benefacto“benefactor” r” (prostaéti(prostaétis)s(prostaéti(prostaéti(prostaétis)s) or patron or patron, used onl, used only here in y here in the NT butthe NT but a common  a common legal termlegal term for techn for te for technical technical patronage,patronage, indicatin indicating her respg her responsibilityonsibility for a chu for a church which rch which probably mprobably met in her et mmet in hermet in her home (the home (the masculine masculine form appe form appears three ars three times in 1times in 1 Clement f Clement for Jesus aor Jesus aor Jesus as “patronas “patron” of Chris” of Christians). Intians). In this role this role she helpe she helped the churd the church in Cencch in Cenchreae and hreae and Paul himsePauPaul himsePaul himself. A Gentlf. A Gentile Christile Christian, highlian, highly recommeny recommended and apded and approved of proved of by Paul, Pby Paul, Phoebe was hPPhoebe wasPhoebe was a promine a prominent deacon nt deacon who servedwho served, worked i, worked in, supportn, supported, and tred, and traveled foraveled faveled for an apofor an apostolic chustolic church.rch.rch.

A leading woman and deacon of the church at Cenchreae, the eastern port of 
Corinth. She carried Paul’s letter to the Roman church (Rom. 16:1-2). Phoebe 
appears first in a long list, indicating her importance to Paul. The formulaic 
opening of Rom. 16 suggests it may be a letter of commendation for her as she 
travels. Mentioned without male associate, her freedom to travel suggests 
Phoebe was single or a widow, would have been in danger traveling alone, and 
provides evidence that women served the Church in itinerant capacities. Three 
important terms describe Phoebe. She is “our sister” (Gk. adepheäí), a fellow 
Christian. She is a “deacon” (diaékonon, not “deaconess”; no distinction is 
made between female and male activity), a technical term of office whose duties 
are not self-evidently clear (cf. 1 Tim. 3:8-13). She was a “benefactor” 
(prostaétis) or patron, used only here in the NT but a common legal term for 
technical patronage, indicating her responsibility for a church which probably 
met in her home (the masculine form appears three times in 1 Clement for Jesus 
as “patron” of Christians). In this role she helped the church in Cenchreae and 
Paul himself. A Gentile Christian, highly recommended and approved of by Paul, 
Phoebe was a prominent deacon who served, worked in, supported, and traveled 
for an apostolic church.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. D. ThomW. D. Thomas, “Phoebas, “Phoebe: A Helpee: A Helper of Many,r of Many,” ” ExpTExpT 95 (1984) 95 (1984) 95 (1984): 33(1984): 336–37.6–37.6–37.

Bibliography. W. D. Thomas, “Phoebe: A Helper of Many,” ExpT 95 
(1984): 336–37.
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PHOENICIAPHOENICIA (Gk.  (Gk. PhoinikeäPhoinikeä)))

PHOENICIA (Gk. Phoinikeä)

The name bThe name by which thy which the Greeks ae Greeks and Romans nd Romans called anccalled ancient Canaaient Canaan, the coan, the coastal regiostal regstal region of region of southern Ssouthern Syria-Lebanyria-Lebanon-Israel.on-Israel. Extending Extending roughly f roughly from the cirom the city of Arwaty of Arwad (Aradus)dArwaArwad (AraArwad (Aradus) in thdus) in the north toe north to Ascalon i Ascalon in the soutn the south, the regh, the region was inion was inhabited inhabited in antiquity a antiquity antiquity by a Northby a Northwest Semitwest Semitic people ic people calling thcalling themselves Cemselves Canaanites anaanites or Pon(n)ior Pon(n)im, the orimPon(n)iPon(n)im, Pon(n)im, the originthe origin of the na of the name Phoenicme Phoenicia(n). In ia(n). In the strictthe strictest and naest and narrowest serrowest sense, as usnsesesense, as sense, as used by thused by the Phoenicie Phoenicians themseans themselves, Canalves, Canaan denotedan denoted this coas this coastal regiontal region alone, do a alone, domalone, dominated polinated politically aitically and culturand culturally in thelly in the 1st mille 1st millennium nnium B.C.B.C. by the ci by the city-states ty-statcicity-statecity-states of Tyre s of Tyre and Sidon.and Sidon.

The name by which the Greeks and Romans called ancient Canaan, the coastal 
region of southern Syria-Lebanon-Israel. Extending roughly from the city of 
Arwad (Aradus) in the north to Ascalon in the south, the region was inhabited in 
antiquity by a Northwest Semitic people calling themselves Canaanites or 
Pon(n)im, the origin of the name Phoenicia(n). In the strictest and narrowest 
sense, as used by the Phoenicians themselves, Canaan denoted this coastal region 
alone, dominated politically and culturally in the 1st millennium B.C. by the 
city-states of Tyre and Sidon.

�PhoenicianPhoenician overseas  overseas expansion expansion and coloniand colonization in zation in the westerthe western Mediterrn Mediterranean, undaneanMediterrMediterranMediterranean, underean, undertaken as etaken as early as caarly as ca. 1200 by . 1200 by the Tyrianthe Tyrians and Sidos and Sidonians, resnians, resulted in tultresresulted iresulted in the emern the emergence of agence of a Greater P Greater Phoenicia, hoenicia, comprisingcomprising two subre two subregions, Phogions, Phogions, Phoenicia Phoenicia proper, thproper, the historice historical homelanal homeland; and Wesd; and Western Phoentern Phoenicia. Westicia. Western Phoeniern Phoeern Phoenicia Phoenicia comprised comprised the coastathe coastal regions l regions of North Aof North Africa (frofrica (from Cyrenaicm Cyrenaica to Westea to Westa to Western MoWestern Morocco), sorocco), southern anduthern and southwest southwestern Spain,ern Spain, northwest northwestern and weern and western Sicisternwewestern Siwestern Sicily, as wcily, as well as theell as the islands o islands of Malta, Gf Malta, Gozo, Sardiozo, Sardinia, Majornia, Majorca, and Mica, and Minorca. MosnorcaMiMinorca. MMinorca. Most importost important of theant of the Western P Western Phoenician hoenician states wasstates was Carthage  Carthage in Tunisiain Tunisiin Tunisia, fTunisia, founded in ounded in 825 or 814825 or 814 by Tyre.  by Tyre. By ca. 500By ca. 500 Carthage  Carthage had becomehad become the domin the dom the dominant pdominant political aolitical and culturand cultural center ol center of the Westf the Western Phoeniern Phoenicians, andcians, and in a real in a real sense it  sen sense it ssense it supplanted upplanted Tyre in imTyre in importance iportance in the Clasn the Classical perisical period. At itsod. At its height, C height, Carthage riarthaCCarthage rCarthage rivaled Greivaled Greece and Roece and Rome, and Weme, and Western Phoestern Phoenician (canician (called Puniclled Punic, so to di, so to d, so to differentidifferentiate it froate it from Phoenicim Phoenician) was a an) was a world-clasworld-class languages language as signif as significant as Gicant as Greek and Lreek GGreek and Greek and Latin. AltLatin. Although Carthough Carthage was dhage was defeated anefeated and destroyed destroyed by Rome d by Rome in 146, Wein 146, in 146, Weste146, Western Phoenicrn Phoenician languaian language, religige, religion, and cuon, and culture contlture continued to finued to flourish inlourish in Africa an Af Africa andAfrica and elsewhere elsewhere well into well into the 5th c the 5th century entury C.E.C.E. In this p In this period the eriod the Punic langPunic language countuaglanglanguage clanguage counted amoounted among its natng its native speakeive speakers the Romrs the Roman emperoran emperor Septimius Septimius Severus,  Severu Severus, tSeverus, the poet Aphe poet Appuleius, apuleius, and the chund the church fatherrch father Augustine Augustine..

Phoenician overseas expansion and colonization in the western 
Mediterranean, undertaken as early as ca. 1200 by the Tyrians and Sidonians, 
resulted in the emergence of a Greater Phoenicia, comprising two subregions, 
Phoenicia proper, the historical homeland; and Western Phoenicia. Western 
Phoenicia comprised the coastal regions of North Africa (from Cyrenaica to 



Western Morocco), southern and southwestern Spain, northwestern and 
western Sicily, as well as the islands of Malta, Gozo, Sardinia, Majorca, and 
Minorca. Most important of the Western Phoenician states was Carthage in 
Tunisia, founded in 825 or 814 by Tyre. By ca. 500 Carthage had become the 
dominant political and cultural center of the Western Phoenicians, and in a real 
sense it supplanted Tyre in importance in the Classical period. At its height, 
Carthage rivaled Greece and Rome, and Western Phoenician (called Punic, so to 
differentiate it from Phoenician) was a world-class language as significant as 
Greek and Latin. Although Carthage was defeated and destroyed by Rome in 
146, Western Phoenician language, religion, and culture continued to flourish in 
Africa and elsewhere well into the 5th century C.E. In this period the Punic 
language counted among its native speakers the Roman emperor Septimius 
Severus, the poet Appuleius, and the church father Augustine.

People andPeople and Language Language

People and Language

Inasmuch aInasmuch as the citis the cities of Tyrees of Tyre and Sidon and Sidon held hege held hegemony over mony over Eastern anEastern and Western d Westernd Western PhWestern Phoenicia thoenicia throughout troughout the 1st milhe 1st millennium, “lennium, “Tyrian” anTyrian” and “Sidoniad “Sidonian,” used an,” used an,” used as culturaas cultural terms, cl terms, came also tame also to be functo be functionally eqionally equivalent tuivalent to “Phoenico “Phoenician.” Indeian.” Indeed, alreaded, aed, already inalready in the 9th c the 9th century theentury the dialect o dialect of Tyre andf Tyre and Sidon had Sidon had been acce been accepted by alpted by all Phoenicil Phl PhoenicianPhoenicians as a stas as a standard litendard literary langurary language; the lage; the language ofanguage of Western P Western Phoenicia (hoenicia (Punic) is Pun((Punic) is(Punic) is merely a  merely a subdialectsubdialect of this l of this language.anguage.anguage.

Inasmuch as the cities of Tyre and Sidon held hegemony over Eastern and 
Western Phoenicia throughout the 1st millennium, “Tyrian” and “Sidonian,” used 
as cultural terms, came also to be functionally equivalent to “Phoenician.” Indeed, 
already in the 9th century the dialect of Tyre and Sidon had been accepted by all 
Phoenicians as a standard literary language; the language of Western Phoenicia 
(Punic) is merely a subdialect of this language.

�In broaderIn broader historica historical perspectl perspective, the Pive, the Phoenicianshoenicians were one  were one of the sevof the several peopleral peoeral peoples ofpeoples of the ethno the ethno-linguisti-linguistic “Canaanic “Canaanite” subgrote” subgroup of the up of the Semitic peSemitic peoples, to oples, to which belowhwhich belowhich belonged Israenged Israelites, Moalites, Moabites, Ammbites, Ammonites, anonites, and Edomitesd Edomites. Although. Although political politically distinclypoliticalpoliticallpolitically distincty distinct at an ear at an early period,ly period, these peo these peoples traceples traced historicd historical descental descent from a co from  from a comfrom a common culturmon culture, speakine, speaking closely g closely related larelated languages annguages and possessid possessing relatedng related cultural  relatedrelated curelated cultural andltural and religious religious tradition traditions and insts and institutions. itutions. Thus, in tThus, in the late Clhe late Classical peassical passical period, thperiod, the Phoenicie Phoenicians themseans themselves tracelves traced their ord their origins to aigins to an ancestorn ancestor named  named KhnaKhnaKhnaKhna (“Canaan” (“Canaan”), said by), said by them to h them to have been tave been the brotherhe brother of  of IsirilosIsirilos (“Israel” (“Israel”). This li). This li). This lineage inlineage indicates awdicates awareness ofareness of an histor an historical and cical and cultural boultural bond to the nd to the IsraelitesIsraelites..

In broader historical perspective, the Phoenicians were one of the several 
peoples of the ethno-linguistic “Canaanite” subgroup of the Semitic peoples, to 
which belonged Israelites, Moabites, Ammonites, and Edomites. Although 
politically distinct at an early period, these peoples traced historical descent 
from a common culture, speaking closely related languages and possessing 
related cultural and religious traditions and institutions. Thus, in the late Classical 
period, the Phoenicians themselves traced their origins to an ancestor named 
Khna (“Canaan”), said by them to have been the brother of Isirilos (“Israel”). This 
lineage indicates awareness of an historical and cultural bond to the Israelites.

ReligionReligion

Religion

GodsGodsGods

Gods

The religiThe religion of the on of the PhoenicianPhoenicians was a cos was a conservativenservative expressio expression of the an of the ancient relncient religion of Cigiorelreligion oreligion of Canaan, f Canaan, preservingpreserving forms, tr forms, traditions, aditions, and practiand practices that Ices that Israelite rsraelite religion haeligionrreligion hreligion had long read long rejected andjected and abolished abolished. Phoenici. Phoenician religioan religion remainedn remained polytheis polytheistic and ictic polytheispolytheistpolytheistic and icoic and iconic and, tnic and, to the end,o the end, tolerant  tolerant and accommand accommodating ofodating of diversity diversity. Possessi. Po. PossessingPossessing no centra no central or coherl or coherent doctrient doctrine or “trune or “truth,” it wath,” it was always rs always ready to abeady to absorb the gsoababsorb theabsorb the gods and  gods and practices practices of other rof other religions, eligions, including including those of tthose of the Israelihe Israelites.tes.

The religion of the Phoenicians was a conservative expression of the ancient 
religion of Canaan, preserving forms, traditions, and practices that Israelite 
religion had long rejected and abolished. Phoenician religion remained 
polytheistic and iconic and, to the end, tolerant and accommodating of diversity. 



Possessing no central or coherent doctrine or “truth,” it was always ready to 
absorb the gods and practices of other religions, including those of the Israelites.

The TophetThe Tophet or “Preci or “Precinct of Tannct of Tanit” at Carit” at Carthage, burthage, burial groundial ground for the v for the victims of ictims of the rite othethe rite othe rite of child saf child sacrifice. Ecrifice. Excavation xcavation of square of square CT 6 showsCT 6 shows urns and  urns and stelae in stelae in situ (Photsitu (situ (Photograp(Photograph by Gradoh by Gradon Wood, ASn Wood, ASOR Punic POR Punic Project; coroject; copyright Prpyright President anesident and Fellows d Fellod Fellows ofFellows of Harvard C Harvard College forollege for the Semit the Semitic Museum)ic Museum)

The Tophet or “Precinct of Tanit” at Carthage, burial ground for the victims of 
the rite of child sacrifice. Excavation of square CT 6 shows urns and stelae in situ 

(Photograph by Gradon Wood, ASOR Punic Project; copyright President and 
Fellows of Harvard College for the Semitic Museum)

�The PhoeniThe Phoenicians posscians possessed numeessed numerous wordsrous words for “god( for “god(s)” or “gos)” or “goddess(es),ddess(es),” the most” th” the most cthe most common beinommon being g ilim,ilim, used for  used for “god,” “go“god,” “goddess,” anddess,” and “gods.” d “gods.” A god was A god was normally anonormally anormally addressed addressed and referrend referred to by thd to by the title “Le title “Lord” ord” (adum)(adum) and a god and a goddess by “Ldess by “Ldess by “Lady” “Lady” (ribbot(ribbot or  or adot)adot) or “Our L or “Our Lady” ady” (ribbaton)(ribbaton).. Two commo Two common epithetsn epithets of a god  of a god or goddessoror goddessor goddess were “hol were “holy” y” (qiddis)(qiddis) and “powe and “powerful, grearful, great” t” (iddir).(iddir).(iddir).

The Phoenicians possessed numerous words for “god(s)” or “goddess(es),” 
the most common being ilim, used for “god,” “goddess,” and “gods.” A god was 
normally addressed and referred to by the title “Lord” (adum) and a goddess by 
“Lady” (ribbot or adot) or “Our Lady” (ribbaton). Two common epithets of a god 
or goddess were “holy” (qiddis) and “powerful, great” (iddir).

�The gods oThe gods of the Phoef the Phoenicians wenicians were organizre organized in the ed in the Pantheon iPantheon in three orn three orders, in tders, ororders, inorders, in the manne the manner of earlir of earlier Canaanier Canaanite religiote religion: the Hign: the High Gods, lah Gods, largely otiorgely otiose; the acse; tse; the activethe active gods, tho gods, those of commse of common worshipon worship; and the ; and the Infernal GInfernal Gods. Nothiods. Nothing of the ng of the rich mythorrich mythorich mythology of thlogy of the High Gode High Gods other ths other than their nan their names and tames and titles survitles survives: Il, ives: Il, Creator ofCreCreator ofCreator of Earth (ch Earth (chief of theief of the gods), Se gods), Semes (sun-gmes (sun-goddess), Yoddess), Yerah (moonerah (moon-god), Khu-god), Khu-god), Khusor (arKhusor (artisan-god,tisan-god, in his fe in his female form male form Khusart idKhusart identified ientified in late Clan late Classical antssical antiquity witiquityantantiquity antiquity with the Iwith the Israelite “sraelite “goddess” Tgoddess” Turo, the Turo, the Torah), andorah), and Balsamem  Balsamem (lord of t(lord of the heavenshe tthe heaventhe heavens, Uranos)s, Uranos). Curiousl. Curiously, Il’s coy, Il’s consort, thensort, the goddess A goddess Ashirat, isshirat, is never men never mentioned in tiomenmentioned mentioned in Phoenicin Phoenician religiian religion of the on of the 1st millen1st millennium.nium.nium.

The gods of the Phoenicians were organized in the Pantheon in three 
orders, in the manner of earlier Canaanite religion: the High Gods, largely otiose; 
the active gods, those of common worship; and the Infernal Gods. Nothing of the 
rich mythology of the High Gods other than their names and titles survives: Il, 
Creator of Earth (chief of the gods), Semes (sun-goddess), Yerah (moon-god), 
Khusor (artisan-god, in his female form Khusart identified in late Classical 
antiquity with the Israelite “goddess” Turo, the Torah), and Balsamem (lord of 
the heavens, Uranos). Curiously, Il’s consort, the goddess Ashirat, is never 
mentioned in Phoenician religion of the 1st millennium.

�For the acFor the active gods,tive gods, the most  the most prominent prominent were Baal,were Baal, Baalhammu Baalhammun, Esmun (n, Esmun (Baal SidonBaa((Baal Sido(Baal Sidon, “proprin, “proprietary god etary god of Sidon,”of Sidon,” identifie identified with Gred with Greek Asklepiek Asklepios), Milqaos), Milqart (Baal Srt (rt (Baal Sor,(Baal Sor, “propriet “proprietary god ofary god of Tyre”), M Tyre”), Milkastart ilkastart (god of th(god of the city of e city of Hammun, neHammun, near Tyre), ar nenear Tyre)near Tyre), Meskar, , Meskar, Osiris (thOsiris (the Egyptiane Egyptian god), Ras god), Rasap, and Siap, and Sikkun. Mostkkun. Most important important of the fe o of the femof the female gods wale gods was Astarteas Astarte, patron d, patron deity of theity of the kings ane kings and queens od queens of Sidon, wf Sidon, who were hehowwho were hwho were her priestser priests. Other pr. Other prominent goominent goddesses weddesses were Anat, Ire Anat, Isis (the Esis (the Egyptian gogyptian ggyptian goddess), goddess), and Tinnitand Tinnit. Ruling t. Ruling the netherwhe netherworld were orld were the god Nethe god Nergal and trgal and the goddesshe goddesshe goddess Hagoddess Hawwit, callwwit, called Amma, “ed Amma, “Mother.”Mother.”Mother.”

For the active gods, the most prominent were Baal, Baalhammun, Esmun 
(Baal Sidon, “proprietary god of Sidon,” identified with Greek Asklepios), Milqart 
(Baal Sor, “proprietary god of Tyre”), Milkastart (god of the city of Hammun, 
near Tyre), Meskar, Osiris (the Egyptian god), Rasap, and Sikkun. Most important 
of the female gods was Astarte, patron deity of the kings and queens of Sidon, 
who were her priests. Other prominent goddesses were Anat, Isis (the Egyptian 
goddess), and Tinnit. Ruling the netherworld were the god Nergal and the 
goddess Hawwit, called Amma, “Mother.”

�Major godsMajor gods, like Baa, like Baal or Astarl or Astarte, had thte, had their cults eir cults in many ciin many cities and wties and were specifere specifere specified,specified, e.g., as  e.g., as “Baal/Asta“Baal/Astarte (who irte (who is) in Tyres) in Tyre” or “Baal” or “Baal/Astarte o/Astarte of Tyre.” Af Tyre.” As held in s helds held in thheld in the theologye theology of the pr of the pre-Persian e-Persian period, thperiod, the gods rese gods resided in thided in their citieseir cities, in the t, in th, in the templethe temple built for built for them, and them, and were the  were the divine prodivine proprietors oprietors of the citif the cities and peoes and peoples they plepeopeoples thpeoples they ruled. ey ruled. Thus, MilqThus, Milqart was “part was “proprietor roprietor of Tyre” (of Tyre” (Baal Sor) Baal Sor) and Esmun and Esmun “proprieto““proprieto“proprietor of Sidonr of Sidon” (Baal Si” (Baal Sidon). The don). The inhabitantinhabitants of a cits of a city understoy understood themselod themselves to be vesthemselthemselvesthemselves to be in  to be in the custodthe custodial care oial care of their prf their proprietary oprietary gods and ugods and under theirnder their protectio pr protectionprotection. An altog. An altogether simiether similar relatilar relationship exionship existed betwested between a god aen a god and a familnd a family, especiay, ey, especiallyespecially a ruling  a ruling family or family or royal dynaroyal dynasty.sty.sty.

Major gods, like Baal or Astarte, had their cults in many cities and were 
specified, e.g., as “Baal/Astarte (who is) in Tyre” or “Baal/Astarte of Tyre.” As 
held in the theology of the pre-Persian period, the gods resided in their cities, in 
the temple built for them, and were the divine proprietors of the cities and 
peoples they ruled. Thus, Milqart was “proprietor of Tyre” (Baal Sor) and Esmun 
“proprietor of Sidon” (Baal Sidon). The inhabitants of a city understood 
themselves to be in the custodial care of their proprietary gods and under their 
protection. An altogether similar relationship existed between a god and a family, 
especially a ruling family or royal dynasty.

�In the PerIn the Persian periosian period, a new td, a new theology emheology emerged whicerged which held thah held that the godst the gods permanent perm permanentlpermanently resided y resided not in thenot in their cities ir cities but “in thbut “in the Great Hee Great Heavens.” Thavens.” Thus, in theus, in the Roman per Ro Roman periRoman period, we finod, we find the felld the fellowship of owship of the god Methe god Meskar prayiskar praying to the ng to the god “facingod “facing Heaven.”g“facin“facing He“facing Heaven.”aven.”aven.”

In the Persian period, a new theology emerged which held that the gods 



permanently resided not in their cities but “in the Great Heavens.” Thus, in the 
Roman period, we find the fellowship of the god Meskar praying to the god 
“facing Heaven.”

�Another thAnother theological eological innovationinnovation, related , related to the newto the new theology  theology of heaven,of heaven, appeared  appea appeared iappeared in the laten the late period: t period: the dualityhe duality of god. T of god. This beliefhis belief held that held that a god  a god (ilim)(ilim) was actua was was actualwas actually two godly two gods s (allonim),(allonim), the first the first (called b (called by his simpy his simple name) ble name) being his heing his heavenly maeavehheavenly mheavenly manifestatianifestation, the oton, the other (calleher (called by his nd by his name prefixame prefixed by the ed by the word word mal}akmal}akmal}akmal}ak) being hi) being his earthly s earthly manifestatmanifestation. For iion. For instance, Mnstance, Milkastart ilkastart and Mal}akand Mal}ak-Milkastar-MilkasMal}akMal}ak-MilMal}ak-Milkastart dekastart designate thsignate the same gode same god, yet at t, yet at the same tihe same time, discreme, discrete gods: ote gods: one as two neoone as twoone as two or two in or two in one, a ce one, a celestial folestial form and a trm and a terrestrialerrestrial form. In  form. In historicalhistorical perspecti persp perspectivperspective we have e we have here the ehere the evolution ovolution of the concf the concept of theept of the divine me divine messenger ssenger (mal}ak):(m(mal}ak):(mal}ak): in the 2n in the 2nd millennid millennium, in earum, in early Canaanily Canaanite mytholote mythology, every gy, every major god major god had a messhhad a messhad a messenger or tenger or two to do hwo to do his biddingis bidding; in the 1; in the 1st millennst millennium, in Phium, in Phoenician roenician religion, aeligrreligion, religion, a god was a god was his own mehis own messenger, assenger, assuming thssuming that role anat role and approprid appropriate form, ate form, when amongwwhen amongwhen among humans. humans.

Another theological innovation, related to the new theology of heaven, 
appeared in the late period: the duality of god. This belief held that a god (ilim) 
was actually two gods (allonim), the first (called by his simple name) being his 
heavenly manifestation, the other (called by his name prefixed by the word 
mal}ak) being his earthly manifestation. For instance, Milkastart and 
Mal}ak-Milkastart designate the same god, yet at the same time, discrete gods: 
one as two or two in one, a celestial form and a terrestrial form. In historical 
perspective we have here the evolution of the concept of the divine messenger 
(mal}ak): in the 2nd millennium, in early Canaanite mythology, every major god 
had a messenger or two to do his bidding; in the 1st millennium, in Phoenician 
religion, a god was his own messenger, assuming that role and appropriate form, 
when among humans.

TempleTempleTemple

Temple

A PhoeniciA Phoenician temple an temple was the “hwas the “house of a ouse of a god/goddesgod/goddess” s” (bet ilim)(bet ilim),, also call also called simply ed simplyed simply a “simply a “house” house” (bet);(bet); thus, Baa thus, Baal’s templel’s temple was “Baal was “Baal’s house” ’s house” (bet Baal)(bet Baal).. The templ The temple, a completempltemple, a temple, a complex cocomplex consisting onsisting of the “houf the “house of the se of the god” and agod” and a courtyard courtyard  (haser),(haser), was situa wa was situatwas situated upon a ed upon a hill, callhill, called “the moed “the mountain of untain of the gods,”the gods,” inside a  inside a large protlarge protected areaectedprotprotected protected area or prarea or precinct, suecinct, surrounded brrounded by a wall oy a wall or fence. Tr fence. The inaugurhe inauguration of aation of a new templ n new templenew temple was known was known as the da as the day when “thy when “the god entee god entered the sared the sacntuary,” cntuary,” i.e., wheni.e., whei.e., when the swhen the statue of ttatue of the god/godhe god/goddess was bdess was brought introught into the tempo the temple; it wasle; it was at this t at this time that timttime that time that the sacredthe sacred implement implements for the s for the cult were cult were “given ove“given over to the pr to the priests” byriests” by the munic th the municithe municipal officipal officials “in chals “in charge of tearge of temples.”mples.”mples.”

A Phoenician temple was the “house of a god/goddess” (bet ilim), also called 
simply a “house” (bet); thus, Baal’s temple was “Baal’s house” (bet Baal). The 
temple, a complex consisting of the “house of the god” and a courtyard (haser), 
was situated upon a hill, called “the mountain of the gods,” inside a large 
protected area or precinct, surrounded by a wall or fence. The inauguration of a 
new temple was known as the day when “the god entered the sacntuary,” i.e., 
when the statue of the god/goddess was brought into the temple; it was at this 
time that the sacred implements for the cult were “given over to the priests” by 
the municipal officials “in charge of temples.”

�Many kindsMany kinds of temple of temple edifices  edifices existed, bexisted, but the mosut the most common ft common form was thorm was that built bat bat built by Pbuilt by Phoenician hoenician (Tyrian) a(Tyrian) architects rchitects for the gofor the god of Israed of Israel in the tl in the time of Solime of Solomon. It womonSolSolomon. ISolomon. It was a tht was a three-room sree-room structure, tructure, consistingconsisting of an ant of an anteroom or veroom or vestibule; estibule; a main sana a main sana main sanctuary; anctuary; and, in the d, in the rear, a smrear, a small privatall private room or e room or holy of hoholy of holies, contlies, containing theainincontcontainingcontaining the statu the statue of the ge of the god/goddessod/goddess and the d and the divan upon ivan upon which the which the god/goddesgod/goddesgod/goddesgod/goddess slept.s slept.s slept.

Many kinds of temple edifices existed, but the most common form was that 
built by Phoenician (Tyrian) architects for the god of Israel in the time of 
Solomon. It was a three-room structure, consisting of an anteroom or vestibule; 
a main sanctuary; and, in the rear, a small private room or holy of holies, 
containing the statue of the god/goddess and the divan upon which the 
god/goddess slept.

�AssociatedAssociated with the  with the temple, eitemple, either an anther an annex or sepnex or separate struarate structure, wascture, was the “depo the “d the “depositor“depository,” in whiy,” in which were stch were stored imageored images, statuess, statues, altars, , altars, and other and other such furnisuch furniture and eturfurnifurniture furniture and equipmand equipment requirent required by the ed by the priests; tpriests; the deposithe depository had itory had its own admis own administrator.nadmiadministraadministrator. Inclutor. Included was thded was the temple te temple treasury, freasury, from which rom which expenses wexpenses were paid, ere paid, ere paid, suchpaid, such as the sa as the salaries of laries of the priestthe priests and othes and other hired per hired personnel, arsonnel, as well as s well as ransoms toransomransoms toransoms to secure th secure the release e release of citizenof citizens from imps from imprisonment risonment and arrestand arrest in neighb in neighboring citioneighbneighborinneighboring cities.g cities.

Associated with the temple, either an annex or separate structure, was the 
“depository,” in which were stored images, statues, altars, and other such 
furniture and equipment required by the priests; the depository had its own 
administrator. Included was the temple treasury, from which expenses were 
paid, such as the salaries of the priests and other hired personnel, as well as 
ransoms to secure the release of citizens from imprisonment and arrest in 
neighboring cities.



Temple PerTemple Personnelsonnelsonnel

Temple Personnel

The PhoeniThe Phoenician templcian temple had a lae had a large staff,rge staff, consistin consisting of religg of religious and lious and lay personnay personnel. Four cel. Foel. Four classFour classes of priees of priests are knsts are known: (1) town: (1) the he kuhen,kuhen, the princ the principal classipal class of priest of priest, headed b, heade, headed by headed by the “Chiefthe “Chief of Priest of Priests”; a “pris”; a “priestess” seestess” served primarved primarily femalrily female deities,e deities, like Asta like  like Astarlike Astarte; (2) thte; (2) the e kumir,kumir, whose fun whose function is nction is not known; ot known; (3) the “w(3) the “watch-priesatch-priest” t” (sufe);(su(sufe);(sufe); and (4) t and (4) the “sacrifhe “sacrifical priesical priest” t” (zabah),(zabah), charged w charged with adminiith administering thstering the rite of e rite of e rite of the “Suof the “Surrender ofrrender of the First the Firstborn,” i.eborn,” i.e., the cul., the cult of infant of infant sacrifict sacrifice. Assistie. Assisting the conng the cong the consecrateconsecrated priests d priests was an ordwas an order of lay er of lay priests capriests called “helplled “helpers” ers” ({ozrim),({ozrim), headed by headed  headed by headed by the “Prefethe “Prefect of Helpct of Helpers.” Alsoers.” Also attached  attached to the culto the cult was the t was the “man of th“man of the god/godde ththe god/gothe god/goddess” ddess” (is ilim),(is ilim), a cultic  a cultic prophet, kprophet, known also nown also in Israeliin Israelite religiote religion n (}iîsû haœ(}iîsû h(}iîsû haœ}eïloœhhaœ}eïloœhiîm);iîm); nothing s nothing substantiveubstantive is known  is known of the rolof the role of this e of this cultic funcultic functionary.ctionafunfunctionarfunctionary.y.y.

The Phoenician temple had a large staff, consisting of religious and lay personnel. 
Four classes of priests are known: (1) the kuhen, the principal class of priest, 
headed by the “Chief of Priests”; a “priestess” served primarily female deities, 
like Astarte; (2) the kumir, whose function is not known; (3) the “watch-priest” 
(sufe); and (4) the “sacrifical priest” (zabah), charged with administering the rite 
of the “Surrender of the Firstborn,” i.e., the cult of infant sacrifice. Assisting the 
consecrated priests was an order of lay priests called “helpers” ({ozrim), 
headed by the “Prefect of Helpers.” Also attached to the cult was the “man of 
the god/goddess” (is ilim), a cultic prophet, known also in Israelite religion (}iîsû 
haœ}eïloœhiîm); nothing substantive is known of the role of this cultic 
functionary.

�The profesThe professional stasional staff of the ff of the temple wertemple were assistede assisted by a larg by a large staff ofe staff of “service  “service personnel,ppersonnel,personnel,” headed b” headed by a lay pey a lay person callerson called the “Head the “Head of the Sd of the Service Perervice Personnel.” Msonnel.” Many of thiaMMany of thMany of this staff wis staff were salariere salaried employeed employees, among es, among them youngthem young boys  boys (na{arim)(na{arim) and young and and young and young women women ({alamut),({alamut), as well a as well as technicas technical service l service people (prpeople (professionalofessional scribes,  scr scribes, bscribes, barbers, baarbers, bakers, singkers, singers), artiers), artisans (archsans (architects anditects and builders) builders), and work, and workers. The lers. Ters. The latterThe latter appear to appear to have been have been members o members of a speciaf a special “labor fl “labor force” who orce” who were in thwere in thwere in the chargethe charge of “taskm of “taskmasters.”asters.”

The professional staff of the temple were assisted by a large staff of “service 
personnel,” headed by a lay person called the “Head of the Service Personnel.” 
Many of this staff were salaried employees, among them young boys (na{arim) 
and young women ({alamut), as well as technical service people (professional 
scribes, barbers, bakers, singers), artisans (architects and builders), and workers. 
The latter appear to have been members of a special “labor force” who were in 
the charge of “taskmasters.”

Daily SacrDaily Sacred Liturgyed Liturgy

Daily Sacred Liturgy

The divineThe divine service ( service (lit., “saclit., “sacred work”)red work”) resembled resembled to some d to some degree thategree that performed performed in the Eg performedperformed performed in the Egyin the Egyptian tempptian temple. At dawle. At dawn, a specin, a specialized prialized priest calledest called the “Awak the “Awakener of then“Awak“Awakener “Awakener of the Godof the Gods” entereds” entered the holy  the holy of holies of holies and bade tand bade the sleepinhe sleeping god/goddg god/godg god/goddesgod/goddess (i.e., ts (i.e., the statue he statue lying on ilying on its divan) ts divan) to awaken to awaken (cf. 1 Kgs(cf. 1 Kgs. 18:27). . 18:27). (This same(This s(This same act wsame act was performas performed in the ed in the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple by temple by levitical levitical priests capriests called the “lled the “Awakeners”Aw““Awakeners“Awakeners” ” (meï{o®reï(meï{o®reïriîm),riîm), who stood who stood on a plat on a platform in frform in front of theont of the holy of h holy of h holy of holies; thholies; the practicee practice and pries and priesthood werethood were abolished abolished by John H by John Hyrcanus.) yrcanus.) Once rouseOnce rouseOnce roused, throused, the statue oe statue of the god/f the god/goddess ungoddess underwent anderwent an elaborate elaborate divine to divine toilette. Afilette. After being teAfAfter beinAfter being shaved, g shaved, washed, anwashed, and dressed,d dressed, the statu the statue was serve was served freshlyed freshly baked “lo baked “loaves of brav“lo“loaves of“loaves of bread”; t bread”; these are these are the so-callhe so-called “shewbred “shewbread” or “lead” or “loaves of toaves of the presenche presence [properle presencpresence [presence [properly, properly, ‘placed be‘placed before God’]fore God’]” of the I” of the Israelite tsraelite temple.emple.

The divine service (lit., “sacred work”) resembled to some degree that 
performed in the Egyptian temple. At dawn, a specialized priest called the 
“Awakener of the Gods” entered the holy of holies and bade the sleeping 
god/goddess (i.e., the statue lying on its divan) to awaken (cf. 1 Kgs. 18:27). (This 
same act was performed in the Jerusalem temple by levitical priests called the 
“Awakeners” (meï{o®reïriîm), who stood on a platform in front of the holy of 
holies; the practice and priesthood were abolished by John Hyrcanus.) Once 
roused, the statue of the god/goddess underwent an elaborate divine toilette. 
After being shaved, washed, and dressed, the statue was served freshly baked 
“loaves of bread”; these are the so-called “shewbread” or “loaves of the 
presence [properly, ‘placed before God’]” of the Israelite temple.

SacrificeSacrificeSacrifice

Sacrifice

Sacrifice Sacrifice to the godto the gods at the ts at the temple was emple was strictly cstrictly controlled ontrolled by public by public and religiand religious law adous lawous law adminilaw administered by stered by a municipaa municipal bureau cl bureau called the alled the “Thirty me“Thirty men in chargn in charge of (Sacre of (Sacrificial) Pific(Sacr(Sacrifici(Sacrificial) Pricesal) Prices.” The cha.” The charge for evrge for every animalery animal available available to purcha to purchase for sacse for sacrifice at rifice arifice at the temat the temple, speciple, specification ofication of what parf what parts of the ts of the animal belanimal belonged to tonged to the person he person sacrificinsacrsacrificinsacrificing and to tg and to the priest,he priest, proper pr proper practice reqactice required of tuired of the priestshe priests and the p and the public, incublic, ppublic, inpublic, including ficluding fines to be nes to be exacted foexacted for violatior violations all werns all were publishee published in a bood in a book kept by k kepk kept by thkept by the Thirty ae Thirty and in condnd in condensed formensed form in a tari in a tariff (lit., ff (lit., “sales doc“sales document”) poument”) posted at thsted poposted at posted at the templethe temple. As in Is. As in Israelite prraelite practice, saactice, sacrifices wcrifices were of twoere of two basic kin basic kinds: the “wds: theds: the “wholethe “whole burnt off burnt offering” andering” and the cerea the cereal offeringl offering. Animals . Animals offered onoffered on the altar the altar included  incl included bincluded bovines, shovines, sheep and goeep and goats, fowl,ats, fowl, wild game wild game; also off; also offered were ered were oil, fat, oil, fat, and milk.and mand milk.milk.milk.

Sacrifice to the gods at the temple was strictly controlled by public and religious 
law administered by a municipal bureau called the “Thirty men in charge of 
(Sacrificial) Prices.” The charge for every animal available to purchase for sacrifice 
at the temple, specification of what parts of the animal belonged to the person 
sacrificing and to the priest, proper practice required of the priests and the 
public, including fines to be exacted for violations all were published in a book 



kept by the Thirty and in condensed form in a tariff (lit., “sales document”) 
posted at the temple. As in Israelite practice, sacrifices were of two basic kinds: 
the “whole burnt offering” and the cereal offering. Animals offered on the altar 
included bovines, sheep and goats, fowl, wild game; also offered were oil, fat, and 
milk.

�Three majoThree major seasonalr seasonal public or public or communal  communal sacrificessacrifices were obse were observed: the rved: the periodic sperioperiodic speriodic sacrifice oacrifice of an ox; af an ox; a lamb at p lamb at plowing timlowing time; and a le; and a lamb at haramb at harvest time.vest time. In additi In ad In addition, addition, there werethere were the daily the daily sacrifice sacrifice and the m and the monthly saconthly sacrifice on rifice on the new mothe new moon and theonmomoon and tmoon and the full mohe full moon. The laon. The latter were tter were offered tooffered to ensure th ensure the welfare e welfare of the royof the royal family aroyroyal famiroyal family and onely and one’s own fam’s own family.ily.

Three major seasonal public or communal sacrifices were observed: the 
periodic sacrifice of an ox; a lamb at plowing time; and a lamb at harvest time. In 
addition, there were the daily sacrifice and the monthly sacrifice on the new 
moon and the full moon. The latter were offered to ensure the welfare of the 
royal family and one’s own family.

Child SacrChild Sacrificeificeifice

Child Sacrifice

Child sacrChild sacrifice was ifice was an essentian essential elemental element of Phoeni of Phoenician religcian religion. Althoion. Although this augh this ancient ritncienaancient riancient rite seems tte seems to have beeo have been obsoleten obsolete in the Ph in the Phoenician moenician motherland,otherland, it contin it continued to be uecontincontinued continued to be practo be practiced vigoticed vigorously by rously by the Westerthe Western Phoenicin Phoenicians well ians well into the Lanto the Late Roman ptLaLate RomanLate Roman period. T period. Two relatedwo related rites wer rites were connectee connected with thed with the sacrifice sacrifice: the “Vow: the “Vow: the “Vow in Di“Vow in Distress,” estress,” entailing tntailing the immolathe immolation of a cion of a child in fuhild in fulfillment lfillment of a vow mof a vow made to obtade mmade to obmade to obtain divintain divine intervene intervention to ovtion to overcome a percome a personal orersonal or national  national difficultydifficulty; and the ; an; and the “Sand the “Surrender ourrender of the Firsf the Firstborn/Firstborn/Firstling,” thtling,” the tenderine tendering of the fg of the firstborn sirstborn son of one’on ofon of one’s oof one’s own flesh twn flesh to the god(o the god(s), presums), presumably as anably as an expressio expression of obedin of obedience.ence.ence.

Child sacrifice was an essential element of Phoenician religion. Although this 
ancient rite seems to have been obsolete in the Phoenician motherland, it 
continued to be practiced vigorously by the Western Phoenicians well into the 
Late Roman period. Two related rites were connected with the sacrifice: the 
“Vow in Distress,” entailing the immolation of a child in fulfillment of a vow 
made to obtain divine intervention to overcome a personal or national difficulty; 
and the “Surrender of the Firstborn/Firstling,” the tendering of the firstborn son 
of one’s own flesh to the god(s), presumably as an expression of obedience.

�The sacrifThe sacrifice itselfice itself was calle was called “a d “a molkmolk-offering -offering of a humanof a human being.” T being.” The human vhe human vhe human victim wasvictim was called an called an  izrim,izrim, “one snat “one snatched away ched away before onebefore one’s time at’s time at the age o the age of a few daf a fewf a few days”;few days”; another t another term for therm for the victim we victim was “one bras “one brought to tought to the god(s).he god(s).” The qual” The qualification ifqualqualificatqualification that tion that the child bhe child be of the se of the sacrificer’acrificer’s own fless own flesh was an ah was an assurance ossurance of complianf comf compliancecompliance with stri with strict orthoprct orthopraxis, whicaxis, which disallowh disallowed the subed the substitution stitution of the chiof the child of a slld old of a slaveof a slave for one’s for one’s own to ci own to circumvent trcumvent the law.he law.he law.

The sacrifice itself was called “a molk-offering of a human being.” The human 
victim was called an izrim, “one snatched away before one’s time at the age of a 
few days”; another term for the victim was “one brought to the god(s).” The 
qualification that the child be of the sacrificer’s own flesh was an assurance of 
compliance with strict orthopraxis, which disallowed the substitution of the child 
of a slave for one’s own to circumvent the law.

�The immolaThe immolation was ption was performed berformed by a speciay a specialized claslized class of priess of priest called tt called the “Sacrifhe “Sacrhe “Sacrifice“Sacrificer” r” (zabbah).(zabbah). The crema The cremated remainted remains were plas were placed in urnced in urns, which ws, which were deposiere depoere deposited deposited in a largein a large open-air  open-air precinct (precinct (perhaps caperhaps called the “lled the “sacred fiesacred field”); the ld”); the sites weresites wsites were markewere marked by smalld by small stelae in stelae inscribed wiscribed with religioth religious symbolsus symbols and the f and the formula of ormula of presentatiprpresentatipresentation containon containing the naing the name of the me of the person(s) person(s) who made twho made the sacrifihe sacrifice.ce.ce.

The immolation was performed by a specialized class of priest called the 
“Sacrificer” (zabbah). The cremated remains were placed in urns, which were 
deposited in a large open-air precinct (perhaps called the “sacred field”); the sites 
were marked by small stelae inscribed with religious symbols and the formula of 
presentation containing the name of the person(s) who made the sacrifice.

�The PhoeniThe Phoenicians shrocians shrouded childuded child sacrifice sacrifice in euphem in euphemisms in orisms in order to dender to deny its horry its hy its horrific chorrific character. haracter. Until the Until the Roman periRoman period, the wood, the word “sacrifrd “sacrifice” ice” (zaboh)(zaboh) was never was never was never usednever used in connec in connection with tion with the rite; the rite; rather, thrather, the parent ie parent is said onls said only to have y to have “brought” “bro“brought” “brought” or “carrieor “carried” his chid” his child to the ld to the god. Yet mgod. Yet more tellinore telling is the dg is the deceptive neceptive name “Good amenname “Goodname “Good and Happy and Happy Day” to d Day” to describe thescribe the day of te day of the sacrifihe sacrifice. Justifce. Justification ofication of the rite  th the rite wthe rite was the belas the belief that tief that the childrehe children were elen were elevated to svated to special godpecial godhood in thhood in the netherwoe nee netherworlnetherworld, they cod, they constitutingnstituting a distinc a distinct class oft class of the dead  the dead called “thcalled “the gods whoe gods who were sacr we were sacriwere sacrificed.”ficed.”

The Phoenicians shrouded child sacrifice in euphemisms in order to deny its 
horrific character. Until the Roman period, the word “sacrifice” (zaboh) was 
never used in connection with the rite; rather, the parent is said only to have 
“brought” or “carried” his child to the god. Yet more telling is the deceptive 
name “Good and Happy Day” to describe the day of the sacrifice. Justification of 
the rite was the belief that the children were elevated to special godhood in the 
netherworld, they constituting a distinct class of the dead called “the gods who 
were sacrificed.”



Death and Death and the Netherthe Netherworldworldworld

Death and the Netherworld

The PhoeniThe Phoenicians sharcians shared the comed the common Canaanmon Canaanite beliefite belief in a neth in a netherworld wherworld where the deere the ere the dead lthe dead lived on asived on as gods, cal gods, called the led the “Rafa}im“Rafa}im gods.” Wh gods.” When one dieen one died, one wend, one went to have t tot to have “rto have “rest among est among the the Rafa}imRafa}im.” Accordi.” According to Westng to Western Phoeniern Phoenician beliecian belief, the netf, the nf, the netherworlnetherworld, called d, called the “Dark the “Dark Chamber(s)Chamber(s),” was rul,” was ruled by “Hawed by “Hawwit, the gwit, the goddess whooddess woddess who rules who rules the Dead,”the Dead,” also know also known as “Mothn as “Mother.” Her mer.” Her male companale companion was prion was probably theobablyprprobably tprobably the god Nerhe god Nergal. Entrygal. Entry into the  into the netherworlnetherworld may perhd may perhaps not haaps not have been auve been ave been automatic automatic but earnedbut earned through r through righteous cighteous conduct duronduct during one’s ing one’s lifetime; lifetime; this may bthis may be inferredebbe inferrebe inferred from thed from the term  term miskemiske (“those w (“those who died inho died innocent”) fnocent”) for the deaor the dead over whod over whd over whom Hawwiwhom Hawwit ruled. Ot ruled. Other epitather epitaphs note tphs note that the dehat the deceased “diceased “died an innoed an innocent persocent percent person,” “person,” “was honestwas honest during hi during his lifetimes lifetime,” or “was,” or “was righteous righteous.” This as.” This aspect of Phpect of Phoenician foenPhPhoenicianPhoenician funerary  funerary belief maybelief may have been have been deeply in deeply influenced bfluenced by the culty the cult of Isis a of Isis and Osiris,nd Ond Osiris, whOsiris, which was poich was popular in bpular in both Westeroth Western and Eastn and Eastern Phoeniern Phoenicia.cia.

The Phoenicians shared the common Canaanite belief in a netherworld where 
the dead lived on as gods, called the “Rafa}im gods.” When one died, one went 
to have “rest among the Rafa}im.” According to Western Phoenician belief, the 
netherworld, called the “Dark Chamber(s),” was ruled by “Hawwit, the goddess 
who rules the Dead,” also known as “Mother.” Her male companion was 
probably the god Nergal. Entry into the netherworld may perhaps not have been 
automatic but earned through righteous conduct during one’s lifetime; this may 
be inferred from the term miske (“those who died innocent”) for the dead over 
whom Hawwit ruled. Other epitaphs note that the deceased “died an innocent 
person,” “was honest during his lifetime,” or “was righteous.” This aspect of 
Phoenician funerary belief may have been deeply influenced by the cult of Isis and 
Osiris, which was popular in both Western and Eastern Phoenicia.

Society anSociety and Its Valud Its Valueses

Society and Its Values

PhoenicianPhoenician society,  society, East and WEast and West, was pest, was powerfully owerfully motivated motivated by a profoby a profound sense und sense und sense of csense of civic and rivic and religious religious responsibilesponsibility on theity on the part of t part of the individhe individual and thual and the collectie collee collectivecollective. Primary . Primary and most hand most highly esteighly esteemed of viemed of virtues was rtues was the “perfothe “performance of rmance of service onsservice onservice on behalf of behalf of the commu the community,” or nity,” or “(public) “(public) service” service” (misrat).(misrat). Service e Service entailed suntailedeentailed sentailed sustained eustained effort to bffort to benefit theenefit the welfare o welfare of one’s cof one’s community anmmunity and one’s god one’s god(s); it wd(sgogod(s); itgod(s); it was incum was incumbent upon bent upon every indievery individual andvidual and group, wi group, with the proth the promise of pumise of public rewarblpupublic rewpublic reward and acard and acclaim for claim for action butaction but social os social ostracism antracism and divine cd divine condemnatioondemnation for inacncondemnatiocondemnaticondemnation for inaon for inaction.ction.ction.

Phoenician society, East and West, was powerfully motivated by a profound 
sense of civic and religious responsibility on the part of the individual and the 
collective. Primary and most highly esteemed of virtues was the “performance of 
service on behalf of the community,” or “(public) service” (misrat). Service 
entailed sustained effort to benefit the welfare of one’s community and one’s 
god(s); it was incumbent upon every individual and group, with the promise of 
public reward and acclaim for action but social ostracism and divine 
condemnation for inaction.

�DedicationDedication to public to public service w service was also a as also a primary foprimary focus of thecus of the most impo most important of artant ortant of all Phoof all Phoenician soenician social insticial institutions, ttutions, the men’s fhe men’s fellowshipsellowships or clubs: or clubs: the  the marzih ilimarzih ilimm and the  a and the and the mizrah ilimizrah ilim.m. These wer These were essentiae essentially eatinglly eating and drink and drinking clubs ing clubs (cf. Amos (cf. Amos 6:4-6). Kn6:4-66:4-6). Kn6:4-6). Known by theown by the general t general term “felloerm “fellowship” thewship” the clubs wer clubs were organizee organized of a gend of a general membeegengeneral megeneral membership ombership of “fellowsf “fellows,” headed ,” headed by an elecby an elected presidted president calledent called the “conv the “convenor.” Thee“conv“convenor.“convenor.” The club” The club’s financi’s financial affairsal affairs, includin, including renting g renting quarters fquarters for its meeor its meetings, wertings, wtings, were attenwere attended to by ded to by an electedan elected “treasure “treasurer.” Not mer.” Not merely humanrely humans belongeds belonged to such c to such to such clubssuch clubs but the g but the gods as welods as well, as depil, as depicted in thcted in the ancient e ancient Canaanite Canaanite mythology,mythology, which pro wh which provwhich provides an acides an account of tcount of the god Il’he god Il’s eating as eating and drinkinnd drinking to intoxg to intoxication atication at the banqu the the banquethe banquet of his t of his marzih.marzih. Indeed, i Indeed, in Canaanitn Canaanite society e society it was theit was the duty of a duty of a good son  good so good son to carson to carry his drury his drunken fathenken father home. Whr home. While organiile organized primarzed primarily for soily for social pursucial pursuits, the citspursupursuits, pursuits, the clubs the clubs were each were each affiliatedaffiliated with a pa with a particular grticular god/goddessod/goddess. It was t. It was to the servo the o the servicthe service of theire of their patron go patron god that thed that the membershi membership devoted p devoted itself assitself assiduously, iduously, together ttogtogether ttogether to pray ando pray and to sacrif to sacrifice jointlice jointly to theiry to their patron de patron deity.ity.ity.

Dedication to public service was also a primary focus of the most important 
of all Phoenician social institutions, the men’s fellowships or clubs: the marzih ilim 
and the mizrah ilim. These were essentially eating and drinking clubs (cf. Amos 
6:4-6). Known by the general term “fellowship” the clubs were organized of a 
general membership of “fellows,” headed by an elected president called the 
“convenor.” The club’s financial affairs, including renting quarters for its meetings, 
were attended to by an elected “treasurer.” Not merely humans belonged to 
such clubs but the gods as well, as depicted in the ancient Canaanite mythology, 
which provides an account of the god Il’s eating and drinking to intoxication at 
the banquet of his marzih. Indeed, in Canaanite society it was the duty of a good 
son to carry his drunken father home. While organized primarily for social 
pursuits, the clubs were each affiliated with a particular god/goddess. It was to 
the service of their patron god that the membership devoted itself assiduously, 
together to pray and to sacrifice jointly to their patron deity.
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PHOENIXPHOENIX (Gk.  (Gk. PhoiínixPhoiínix)))

PHOENIX (Gk. Phoiínix)

A town andA town and anchorage anchorage on the so on the southwesternuthwestern coast of  coast of Crete whicCrete which Paul’s sh Paul’s ship unsucchip unsuhip unsuccessfunsuccessfully attemully attempted to repted to reach (Acts ach (Acts 27:12). It27:12). It may be lo may be located at tcated at the northeahe northeast corner st northeanortheast northeast corner of corner of Cape MouroCape Mouros (the mods (the modern villagern village of Loutre of Loutro), or moro), or more likely ae likely ae likely a bay at ta bay at the northwehe northwest corner st corner of the capof the cape, the site, the site of a chae of a chapel calledpel called Phoinika. Phoinika. Cape Mour Cap Cape MouroCape Mouros has a fas has a fair harbor ir harbor but offersbut offers little pr little protection aotection against thegainst the northeast northeast winter wi win winter winwinter wind. The bayd. The bay to the no to the northwest worthwest would have puld have provided prrovided protection aotection and fits thnd fits thnd fits the descrithe description in Aption in Acts. Todaycts. Today it has no it has no satisfact satisfactory anchorory anchorage, but eage, but earthquakesarthquakes in the 6t in  in the 6thin the 6th century m century may have alay have altered the tered the ocean deptocean depth.h.h.

A town and anchorage on the southwestern coast of Crete which Paul’s ship 
unsuccessfully attempted to reach (Acts 27:12). It may be located at the 
northeast corner of Cape Mouros (the modern village of Loutro), or more likely 
a bay at the northwest corner of the cape, the site of a chapel called Phoinika. 
Cape Mouros has a fair harbor but offers little protection against the northeast 
winter wind. The bay to the northwest would have provided protection and fits 
the description in Acts. Today it has no satisfactory anchorage, but earthquakes 
in the 6th century may have altered the ocean depth.
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PHRYGIAPHRYGIA (Gk.  (Gk. PhrygiíaPhrygiía)))

PHRYGIA (Gk. Phrygiía)

A territorA territory in west y in west central Ascentral Asia Minor (ia Minor (Acts 2:10;Acts 2:10; 18:23), a 18:23), a plateau w plateau which incluhich includes rock mdes incluincludes rincludes rock mesas ock mesas and mountaand mountains as welins as well as broadl as broad river bas river basins. Phrygins. Phrygia’s pine ia’s pine forests anforforests anforests and sheep hed sheep herds yielderds yielded timber ad timber and wool, and wool, and Phrygiand Phrygian artisansn artisans produced  produced fine metalffine metalfine metal work, emb work, embroidery, aroidery, and carpetsnd carpets...

A territory in west central Asia Minor (Acts 2:10; 18:23), a plateau which 
includes rock mesas and mountains as well as broad river basins. Phrygia’s pine 
forests and sheep herds yielded timber and wool, and Phrygian artisans produced 
fine metal work, embroidery, and carpets.

�The PhrygiThe Phrygians probabans probably migrately migrated from Thrd from Thrace at theace at the end of th end of the 2nd mille 2nd millennium enniumillmillenniummillennium  B.C.E.B.C.E. Following Following Hittite d Hittite domination omination of centralof central Asia Mino Asia Minor, they rur, they ruled a moreled a mled a more loosemore loosely organizly organized confedeed confederation, flration, flourishing ourishing during theduring the middle of middle of the 1st m the 1st millennium.illmmillenniummillennium. The shor. The short-lived Pht-lived Phrygian Emprygian Empire (ca. 7ire (ca. 725–675), f25–675), founded by ounded by King MidasKing MidasKing Midas, rulMidas, ruled westerned western Asia Mino Asia Minor until thr until the Cimmeriae Cimmerian invasionn invasion allowed t allowed the Lydianshe Lydians to gain a LydiansLydians toLydians to gain asce gain ascendancy. Thndancy. The Phrygiane Phrygian capital w capital was at Gordas at Gordion. Pessiion. Pessinus, the tnus, the temple-statemttemple-statemple-state of the te of the Mother of Mother of the Gods (the Gods (Cybele), wCybele), was also a as also a major Phrymajor Phrygian city.gian city.

The Phrygians probably migrated from Thrace at the end of the 2nd 
millennium B.C.E. Following Hittite domination of central Asia Minor, they ruled a 
more loosely organized confederation, flourishing during the middle of the 1st 
millennium. The short-lived Phrygian Empire (ca. 725–675), founded by King 
Midas, ruled western Asia Minor until the Cimmerian invasion allowed the 
Lydians to gain ascendancy. The Phrygian capital was at Gordion. Pessinus, the 
temple-state of the Mother of the Gods (Cybele), was also a major Phrygian city.

�Many settlMany settlements in ements in the Phrygithe Phrygian highlanan highlands centereds centered around “d around “kales,” fokales,” fortified rortified fofortified fortified rock mesasrock mesas. At these. At these sites, th sites, the Phrygiane Phrygians left behs left behind huge rind huge rock-cut moock-cut monuments, fnummomonuments,monuments, flat faca flat facades carveddes carved with geom with geometric desietric designs surrougns surrounding nichnding niches for huges for huges for huge imagehuge images of the Ms of the Mother of tother of the Gods. She Gods. Some are inome are inscribed inscribed in Old Phryg Old Phrygian. The mian. The mian. The most promimost prominent is thnent is the Midas moe Midas monument at nument at the remainthe remains of Midass of Midas City, a v City, a village neaillage neaillage near modernear modern Eskisehin Eskisehir.r.r.

Many settlements in the Phrygian highlands centered around “kales,” 
fortified rock mesas. At these sites, the Phrygians left behind huge rock-cut 
monuments, flat facades carved with geometric designs surrounding niches for 
huge images of the Mother of the Gods. Some are inscribed in Old Phrygian. The 
most prominent is the Midas monument at the remains of Midas City, a village 
near modern Eskisehir.

�In the RomIn the Roman era, Phan era, Phrygia was rygia was recognizedrecognized as an eth as an ethnic territnic territory compriory comprising the esing thsing the easterthe eastern portion n portion of the Romof the Roman provincan province of Asia.e of Asia. The easte The eastern part ofrn part of what had  what had been the Pbbeen the Pbeen the Phrygian kihrygian kingdom was ngdom was absorbed iabsorbed into the prnto the province Galovince Galatia. The atia. The ethnic namethnic namethnic name Phrygname Phrygian was frian was frequently sequently synonymous ynonymous with “slavwith “slave” during e” during the Greco-the Greco-Roman era.Roman eRoman era. Inscrera. Inscriptions friptions from as lateom as late as the 3r as the 3rd century d century C.E.C.E. are found are found in the Ne in the Neo-Phrygiano-PhrygianNeNeo-PhrygiNeo-Phrygian languagan language.e.e.

In the Roman era, Phrygia was recognized as an ethnic territory comprising 
the eastern portion of the Roman province of Asia. The eastern part of what had 
been the Phrygian kingdom was absorbed into the province Galatia. The ethnic 
name Phrygian was frequently synonymous with “slave” during the Greco-Roman 
era. Inscriptions from as late as the 3rd century C.E. are found in the 
Neo-Phrygian language.



�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. AkurgalE. Akurgal, , Ancient CiAncient Civilizationvilizations and Ruins and Ruins of Turkes of Turkey,y, 8th ed. ( 8th ed. (Istanbul, Ist((Istanbul,(Istanbul, 1993); C. 1993); C. H. Haspel H. Haspels, s, The HighlaThe Highlands of Phrnds of Phrygia,ygia, 2 vols. ( 2 vols. (Princeton,Princeton, 1971). 1971). 1971).

Bibliography. E. Akurgal, Ancient Civilizations and Ruins of Turkey, 8th ed. 
(Istanbul, 1993); C. H. Haspels, The Highlands of Phrygia, 2 vols. (Princeton, 1971).
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PHYGELUSPHYGELUS (Gk.  (Gk. PhyégelosPhyégelos)))

PHYGELUS (Gk. Phyégelos)

A ChristiaA Christian from then from the province  province of Asia, wof Asia, who, togethho, together with Heer with Hermogenes armogenes and other And othernd other Asiaother Asian Christian Christians, abandons, abandoned the imned the imprisoned Pprisoned Paul (2 Timaul (2 Tim. 1:15).. 1:15).

A Christian from the province of Asia, who, together with Hermogenes and 
other Asian Christians, abandoned the imprisoned Paul (2 Tim. 1:15).

PHYLACTERIPHYLACTERIESESES

PHYLACTERIES

A pair of A pair of small blacsmall black leather k leather boxes (Hebboxes (Heb. . teïp�illiîteïp�illiînn) containi) containing parchmeng parchment slips int slips inscribed wniinscribed inscribed with bibliwith biblical commancal commandments (Exdments (Exod. 13:1-1od. 13:1-10, 11-16; 0, 11-16; Deut. 6:4-Deut. 6:4-9; 11:13-29; 11:13-21). Althou111:13-211:13-21).11:13-21). Although  Although the commanthe command to “bindd to “bind them [the them [the words of  words of the Torah]the Torah] as a sign as a sig as a sign on yosign on your hand anur hand and they shad they shall be as all be as a frontlet  frontlet on your foon your forehead” (Drehead” (Deut. 6:8) eut. 6:8) was probabwaswas probabwas probably not orily not originally inginally intended to tended to be taken lbe taken literally, iterally, the Jews dthe Jews developed teveloped the practiche phe practice opractice of bindingf binding teïp�illi teïp�illiînîn to their  to their left arm aleft arm and head. Mnd head. Made of theade of the skins of  skins of “clean” an“cle“clean” an“clean” animals, theimals, they were atty were attached to tached to the body byhe body by leather s leather straps of atraps of any color eny color except blooxceexcept bloexcept blood red. Sood red. Sometimes inmetimes in the 1st c the 1st century andentury and before, o before, other passather passages from tges from the Torah (htthe Torah the Torah (e.g., the(e.g., the Decalogue Decalogue and Deut. and Deut. 5:22-23)  5:22-23) were also were also included, included, as attesteas attested by the d bd by the by the teïp�illiîteïp�illiînn found amo found among the Deang the Dead Sea Scrod Sea Scrolls.lls.lls.

A pair of small black leather boxes (Heb. teïp�illiîn ) containing parchment slips 
inscribed with biblical commandments (Exod. 13:1-10, 11-16; Deut. 6:4-9; 
11:13-21). Although the command to “bind them [the words of the Torah] as a 
sign on your hand and they shall be as a frontlet on your forehead” (Deut. 6:8) 
was probably not originally intended to be taken literally, the Jews developed the 
practice of binding teïp�illiîn  to their left arm and head. Made of the skins of 
“clean” animals, they were attached to the body by leather straps of any color 
except blood red. Sometimes in the 1st century and before, other passages from 
the Torah (e.g., the Decalogue and Deut. 5:22-23) were also included, as attested 
by the teïp�illiîn  found among the Dead Sea Scrolls.

�Gk. Gk. phylakteäíphylakteäírionrion (only in  (only in Matt. 23:5Matt. 23:5) is deriv) is derived from thed from the verb e verb phylaéssoœphylaéssophylaéssoœphylaéssoœ,, “to guard “to guard/protect.”/protect.” According Accordingly, some sly, some scholars hacholars have suggestve suggested that thed thated that the pthat the phylactery hylactery served as served as a magical a magical amulet (cfamulet (cf. . b. Ber.b. Ber. 6a, 23b,  6a, 23b, 30b; 30b; Menah�.Menah�. 43b). The 4 43b). The 43b). The vast amounvast amount of evidet of evidence, howevnce, however, suggeser, suggests anotherts another primary p primary purpose. Thurpose. Turpose. The verb The verb phylaéssoœphylaéssoœ sometimes sometimes has the n has the nuance “to uance “to observe (tobserve (the commandhe commandments)” (smencommandcommandmencommandments)” (so Ets)” (so Ep. Arist. p. Arist. 159). The 159). The rabbis, Tarabbis, Targums, andrgums, and Peshitta  Peshitta all refer all refer to the samtoto the samto the same objects e objects by Aram. by Aram. teïp�illiîteïp�illiîn,n, which der which derives from ives from either either pllpll (“to pray (“to pray”) or ”praypray”) or pray”) or plhplh (“to sepa (“to separate/distirate/distinguish [Jenguish [Jews from nows from non-Jews]”).n-Jews]”).

Gk. phylakteäírion (only in Matt. 23:5) is derived from the verb 
phylaéssoœ, “to guard/protect.” Accordingly, some scholars have suggested 
that the phylactery served as a magical amulet (cf. b. Ber. 6a, 23b, 30b; Menah�.  
43b). The vast amount of evidence, however, suggests another primary purpose. 
The verb phylaéssoœ sometimes has the nuance “to observe (the 
commandments)” (so Ep. Arist. 159). The rabbis, Targums, and Peshitta all refer 
to the same objects by Aram. teïp�illiîn,  which derives from either pll (“to 
pray”) or plh (“to separate/distinguish [Jews from non-Jews]”).

�Rabbinic sRabbinic sources sugources suggest that gest that in the 1stin the 1st century  century C.E.C.E. and befor and before it was ce it was customary fustomccustomary customary for the obfor the observant toservant to wear phyl wear phylacteries aacteries all day; toll day; today, “layiday, “laying ng teïp�illiîteïp�illiînnteïp�illiîteïp�illiîteïp�illiînn” occurs o” occurs only duringnly during morning p morning prayers in rayers in weekday seweekday services.rvices.rvices.

Rabbinic sources suggest that in the 1st century C.E. and before it was 
customary for the observant to wear phylacteries all day; today, “laying 
teïp�illiîn ” occurs only during morning prayers in weekday services.

W. E. NunnW. E. Nunnallyally

W. E. Nunnally

PI-BESETHPI-BESETH (Heb.  (Heb. piî-b�esetpiî-b�eset��)))

PI-BESETH (Heb. piî-b�eset� )

A city in A city in Lower EgypLower Egypt on the et on the easternmostasternmost branch of branch of the Nile  the Nile Delta, at Delta, at modern Telmodern Telmodern Tell Tell Bast�aBast�a 1.5 km. ( 1.5 km. (1 mi.) SE 1 mi.) SE of modern of modern Zagazig anZagazig and 63 km. (d 63 km. (39 mi.) NN39 mi.) NNE of CairoE of CaE of Cairo. Pi-Cairo. Pi-beseth (Egbeseth (Egyp. yp. Pr-BPr-B33st,st, “home of  “home of Bastet (thBastet (the cat-godde cat-goddess]”) is ess]”) is mentioned mentionementioned mentioned with On, awith On, another citnother city in Lowery in Lower Egypt, in Egypt, in Ezekiel’s Ezekiel’s oracle ag oracle against Egypainst Egypt (Ezek. 3t (t (Ezek. 30:(Ezek. 30:17).17).

A city in Lower Egypt on the easternmost branch of the Nile Delta, at modern 
Tell Bast�a  1.5 km. (1 mi.) SE of modern Zagazig and 63 km. (39 mi.) NNE of 
Cairo. Pi-beseth (Egyp. Pr-B3st, “home of Bastet (the cat-goddess]”) is 
mentioned with On, another city in Lower Egypt, in Ezekiel’s oracle against Egypt 
(Ezek. 30:17).



PIGEONPIGEONPIGEON

PIGEON

Any of sevAny of several birdseral birds of the fa of the family Colummily Columbidae. Thebidae. The NRSV tran NRSV translates Hebslates Heb. . yo®na®yo®na®yo®na®yo®na® as “pigeo as “pigeon” when ren” when referring toferring to sacrifici sacrificial animalsal animals (elsewher (elsewhere “dove”).e “dove”). Birds wer Bir Birds wereBirds were usually o usually offered forffered for sacrifice sacrifice as an alt as an alternative ternative to larger ao larger animals; thnimals; their use foeir useeir use for sause for sacrifice iscrifice is, therefor, therefore, an indie, an indication of cation of relative prelative poverty (e.overty (e.g., Lev. 5g., Lev. 5:7; Luke 2:7; Luke 2:7; Luke 2:24), alt2:24), although a cehough a cereal offerreal offering might ing might be an evenbe an even greater i greater indication ndication of povertyof poverty (Lev. 5:1 (Le (Lev. 5:11(Lev. 5:11).).).

Any of several birds of the family Columbidae. The NRSV translates Heb. 
yo®na® as “pigeon” when referring to sacrificial animals (elsewhere “dove”). 
Birds were usually offered for sacrifice as an alternative to larger animals; their 
use for sacrifice is, therefore, an indication of relative poverty (e.g., Lev. 5:7; Luke 
2:24), although a cereal offering might be an even greater indication of poverty 
(Lev. 5:11).

�In the NT In the NT Gk. Gk. peristeraéperisteraé is transl is translated “doveated “dove” with ref” with reference to erence to birds sacrbirds sacrificed at ifisacrsacrificedsacrificed at the te at the temple (Mattmple (Matt. 21:12; M. 21:12; Mark 11:15;ark 11:15; John 2:14 John 2:14, 16). “Pi, 16). “Pigeons” aregeons” are mentioned me mentioned mentioned only at Luonly at Luke 2:24 toke 2:24 to distingui distinguish betweensh between two speci two species of birdes of birds in a quos in a quotation frotaquoquotation quotation from Lev. from Lev. 12:8.12:8.12:8.

In the NT Gk. peristeraé is translated “dove” with reference to birds 
sacrificed at the temple (Matt. 21:12; Mark 11:15; John 2:14, 16). “Pigeons” are 
mentioned only at Luke 2:24 to distinguish between two species of birds in a 
quotation from Lev. 12:8.

�Heb. Heb. go®zaœlgo®zaœl is transl is translated “younated “young pigeon” g pigeon” in recountin recounting animaling animals cut in hs cut in half for a alfhhalf for ahalf for a covenant  covenant ritual (Geritual (Gen. 15:9; cn. 15:9; cf. Deut. 3f. Deut. 32:11).2:11).2:11).

Heb. go®zaœl is translated “young pigeon” in recounting animals cut in 
half for a covenant ritual (Gen. 15:9; cf. Deut. 32:11).

Jesper SvaJesper Svartvikrtvik

Jesper Svartvik

PI-HAHIROTPI-HAHIROTHH (Heb.  (Heb. piî-hah�iîpiî-hah�iîro®t�ro®t�)))

PI-HAHIROTH (Heb. piî-hah�iîro®t� )

A place ofA place of encampmen encampment on the rt on the route of thoute of the Exodus, e Exodus, in the easin the eastern Deltatern Delta near Migd near Migd near Migdol andMigdol and Baal-Zeph Baal-Zephon (Exod. on (Exod. 14:2, 9; N14:2, 9; Num. 33:7-8um. 33:7-8). The nam). The name cannot be cannot be identifie identifie identifiedidentified with any  with any known siteknown site. The LXX . The LXX and Syriacand Syriac have vari have variant readinant readings, includgs, including “the mingincludincluding including “the mouth“the mouth of Herith of Heritha, the cana, the canal” (Num. al” (Num. 33:7 Syr.)33:7 Syr.), which ma, which may refer toy refer to irrigatio ir irrigationirrigation trenches  trenches connected connected to the easto the eastern canaltern canal (cf. Will (cf. William F. Albiam F. Albright, whoright, who suggests  sug suggests tsuggests that the nahat the name is a Seme is a Semitized fomitized form meaningrm meaning “mouth of “mouth of the canal the canals”; Rolands”; Roland de Vaux,  RolandRoland de Roland de Vaux, “mouVaux, “mouth of the th of the channels”)channels”)...

A place of encampment on the route of the Exodus, in the eastern Delta near 
Migdol and Baal-Zephon (Exod. 14:2, 9; Num. 33:7-8). The name cannot be 
identified with any known site. The LXX and Syriac have variant readings, 
including “the mouth of Heritha, the canal” (Num. 33:7 Syr.), which may refer to 
irrigation trenches connected to the eastern canal (cf. William F. Albright, who 
suggests that the name is a Semitized form meaning “mouth of the canals”; 
Roland de Vaux, “mouth of the channels”).

Lawrence ALawrence A. Sinclair. Sinclair

Lawrence A. Sinclair

PILATE, ACPILATE, ACTS OFTS OFTS OF

PILATE, ACTS OF

OriginallyOriginally written i written in Greek, an Greek, an apocryphn apocryphal work sual work surviving inrviving in many medi many medieval manuseval manuscripts, thcmanusmanuscriptmanuscripts, the olds, the oldest from test from the 12th cehe 12th century, andntury, and in Latin, in Latin, Coptic, S Coptic, Syriac, Armyriac, Armenian, andeniArmArmenian, Armenian, and Arabicand Arabic translati translations. In a ons. In a number of number of medieval mmedieval manuscriptsanuscripts it is fou it is found togethend foufound togefound together with ther with another woanother work, Christrk, Christ’s Descent’s Descent into Hell into Hell, and enti, and entitled the Gtled the Gospel of NoGGospel of Gospel of Nicodemus.Nicodemus. The date  The date is uncertais uncertain. Justinin. Justin Martyr (m Martyr (mid-2nd cenid-2nd century) refetury) refers to an Arreferefers to refers to an Acts ofan Acts of Pontius P Pontius Pilate (ilate (Apol.Apol. 5, 21), b 5, 21), but scholarut scholars are unsus are unsure that thre that this is the is is is is the samis the same documente document. Eusebius. Eusebius refers to refers to the Acts  the Acts of Pilate of Pilate in the earin the early 4th cenly 4th century (turcencentury (century (HEHE 1.9.3; 9. 1.9.3; 9.5.1). A 5t5.1). A 5th-century h-century revision (revision (Recension Recension B) makes nB) makes numerous chumerous cumerous changes anchanges and additiond additions.s.s.

Originally written in Greek, an apocryphal work surviving in many medieval 
manuscripts, the oldest from the 12th century, and in Latin, Coptic, Syriac, 
Armenian, and Arabic translations. In a number of medieval manuscripts it is 
found together with another work, Christ’s Descent into Hell, and entitled the 
Gospel of Nicodemus. The date is uncertain. Justin Martyr (mid-2nd century) 
refers to an Acts of Pontius Pilate (Apol. 5, 21), but scholars are unsure that this 
is the same document. Eusebius refers to the Acts of Pilate in the early 4th 
century (HE 1.9.3; 9.5.1). A 5th-century revision (Recension B) makes numerous 
changes and additions.

�The work fThe work follows theollows the outline o outline of the Passf the Passion and Reion and Resurrectionsurrection narrative narratives of the cs of ths of the canonithe canonical Gospelcal Gospels. The auts. The author dependhor depends most heas most heavily on Mavily on Matthew and tthew and John, but John, butJohn, but knows but knows the longerthe longer ending of ending of Mark. He  Mark. He greatly exgreatly expands thispands this basic out basic outline with line with much additmmuch additmuch additional mateional material, and rial, and is particuis particularly intelarly interested in rested in Pilate, JoPilate, Joseph of Arseph of Arimathea, aimatheArArimathea,Arimathea, and Nicod and Nicodemus.emus.emus.

The work follows the outline of the Passion and Resurrection narratives of 
the canonical Gospels. The author depends most heavily on Matthew and John, 
but knows the longer ending of Mark. He greatly expands this basic outline with 
much additional material, and is particularly interested in Pilate, Joseph of 
Arimathea, and Nicodemus.



�When JesusWhen Jesus is brough is brought before Pt before Pilate, theilate, the standards standards, which be, which bear images ar images of the empof the of the emperothe emperor, bow befr, bow before Jesus.ore Jesus. The Jewis The Jewish authorith authorities claim ies claim that the sthat the standard-betandard-bearers loweastandard-bestandard-bstandard-bearers lowearers lowered them.ered them. Pilate te Pilate tells them tlls them to choose 1o choose 12 men of t2 men of their own their own their own to bear thto bear the standarde standards. When ths. When they do so, ey do so, the standathe standards again rds again bow on thebow on their own accir own accir own accord befaccord before Jesus.ore Jesus.

When Jesus is brought before Pilate, the standards, which bear images of 
the emperor, bow before Jesus. The Jewish authorities claim that the 
standard-bearers lowered them. Pilate tells them to choose 12 men of their own 
to bear the standards. When they do so, the standards again bow on their own 
accord before Jesus.

�After the After the CrucifixioCrucifixion and burin and burial the Jewal the Jewish authorish authorities lockities lock up Joseph up Joseph of Arimat of Arim of Arimathea Arimathea in a buildin a building withouing without a windowt a window. He escap. He escapes and lates and later tells ter tells them that them that the buildinhetthe buildithe building was lifng was lifted up froted up from the groum the ground and thend and the risen Jes risen Jesus let himus let him out, took out, took him to th him him to thehim to the now empty now empty tomb, the tomb, then to his hn to his house, and ouse, and put him input him in his bed. his bed. his bed.

After the Crucifixion and burial the Jewish authorities lock up Joseph of 
Arimathea in a building without a window. He escapes and later tells them that 
the building was lifted up from the ground and the risen Jesus let him out, took 
him to the now empty tomb, then to his house, and put him in his bed.

�Other JewsOther Jews tell the  tell the Jewish autJewish authorities ahorities and the peond the people how thple how they saw Jesey saw Jesus speak tus speaus speak to hspeak to his disciplis disciples on Mt. es on Mt. Mamlich inMamlich in Galilee a Galilee and how he nd how he was then twas then taken up boaken up bodily into dbobodily intbodily into heaven. o heaven. The authorThe authorities reseities reserve judgmerve judgment about tnt about this, and this, and the people he people praise Godprpraise Godpraise God for his f for his fulfilling ulfilling the Scriptthe Scriptures.ures.ures.

Other Jews tell the Jewish authorities and the people how they saw Jesus 
speak to his disciples on Mt. Mamlich in Galilee and how he was then taken up 
bodily into heaven. The authorities reserve judgment about this, and the people 
praise God for his fulfilling the Scriptures.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. ScheidwF. Scheidweiler, “Theiler, “The Gospel oe Gospel of Nicodemuf Nicodemus; Acts ofs; Acts of Pilate, a Pilate, and Christ’naand Christand Christ’s Descent’s Descent into Hell into Hell,” in ,” in New TestamNew Testament Apocryent Apocrypha,pha, ed. W. Sc ed. W. SchneemelchehneemelcheScSchneemelcSchneemelcher and R.her and R. McL. Wils McL. Wilson, rev. eon, rev. ed., 1 (Loud., 1 (Louisville, 1isville, 1991): 501–991): 501–36.36.36.

Bibliography. F. Scheidweiler, “The Gospel of Nicodemus; Acts of Pilate, 
and Christ’s Descent into Hell,” in New Testament Apocrypha, ed. W. 
Schneemelcher and R. McL. Wilson, rev. ed., 1 (Louisville, 1991): 501–36.

J. ChristiJ. Christian Wilsonan Wilson
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PILATE, POPILATE, PONTIUSNTIUS (Gk.  (Gk. Poœntios PPoœntios Pilaétosilaétos)))

PILATE, PONTIUS (Gk. Poœntios Pilaétos)

Roman goveRoman governor or prrnor or procurator oocurator of Judea, 2f Judea, 26–36 6–36 C.E.C.E. (Matt. 27 (Matt. 27:2; Joseph:2; Josephus us Ant.Ant. 18.2.2 [3 18.2 18.2.2 [3518.2.2 [35]; 18.3.1 ]; 18.3.1 [55]; [55]; BJBJ 2.9.2 [16 2.9.2 [169]; Philo 9]; Philo Leg.Leg. 299). Acc 299). According to ording to an inscripan inscription foundtion inscripinscriptioinscription found atn found at Caesarea, Caesarea, he was a  he was a praefectuspraefectus Iudaeae, Iudaeae, a command a commander of auxier of auxiliary trooliarauxiauxiliary auxiliary troops (50troops (500–1000 sol0–1000 soldiers).diers).diers).

Roman governor or procurator of Judea, 26–36 C.E. (Matt. 27:2; Josephus Ant. 
18.2.2 [35]; 18.3.1 [55]; BJ 2.9.2 [169]; Philo Leg. 299). According to an 
inscription found at Caesarea, he was a praefectus Iudaeae, a commander of 
auxiliary troops (500–1000 soldiers).

�The GospelThe Gospel accounts  accounts depict Pildepict Pilate as an ate as an equitable equitable but weak gbut weak governor, povernor, probably torobabpprobably tprobably to promote o promote positive rpositive relations belations between theetween the Roman gov Roman government anernment and Christiad Chrisd ChristianiChristianity (Mark 1ty (Mark 15:1-15 par5:1-15 par.). The Je.). The Jewish leadewish leaders ask Pilrs ask Pilate for Jeate for Jesus’ deathsus’ death sentence  sent sentence osentence on the groun the grounds of trends of treason (esp.ason (esp. Luke 23:1 Luke 23:1-2). After-2). After interroga interrogation, Pilation, Pilate pronounte pte pronouncespronounces Jesus inn Jesus innocent; yetocent; yet he yields he yields to the cr to the crowds’ demaowds’ demands for Jends for Jesus’ execusus’ execution. Pilatexecuexecution.execution. Pilate ac Pilate acquiesces tquiesces to satisfy o satisfy the crowd the crowd (Mark 15:1(Mark 15:15), to sto5), to stop a riot (p a riot (Matt. 27:2Matt((Matt. 27:(Matt. 27:24), to si24), to silence the lence the people’s ppeople’s pleas for Jleas for Jesus’ deatesus’ death (Luke 23h (Luke 23:18-25), a:18-25), and to affind tond to affirm to affirm his loyalthis loyalty to the ey to the emperor (Jomperor (John 19:12-1hn 19:12-13). Additi3). Additional incidonal incidents functents function to shiion tion to shift tto shift the responshe responsibility foibility for Jesus’ dr Jesus’ death away eath away from Pilatfrom Pilate. In Matte. In Matt. 27:19-25. 27:19-25 Pilate, h Pilate Pilate, hePilate, heeding his eding his wife’s advwife’s advice, disasice, disassociates hsociates himself froimself from Jesus anm Jesus and “washes”d “washes” his hands his h his hands; thehands; then the crown the crowds claim rds claim responsibilesponsibility for hiity for his death. Is death. In Luke 23:n Luke 23:6-12 Pilat6-12 Pilate sends Jee sene sends Jesusends Jesus to Herods to Herod to be tri to be tried, who thed, who then returnsen returns him to Pi him to Pilate witholate without condemnut condemnut condemnaticondemnation, therebon, thereby confirmiy confirming Pilate’ng Pilate’s judgments judgment of innoce of innocence.nce.nce.

The Gospel accounts depict Pilate as an equitable but weak governor, 
probably to promote positive relations between the Roman government and 
Christianity (Mark 15:1-15 par.). The Jewish leaders ask Pilate for Jesus’ death 
sentence on the grounds of treason (esp. Luke 23:1-2). After interrogation, Pilate 
pronounces Jesus innocent; yet he yields to the crowds’ demands for Jesus’ 
execution. Pilate acquiesces to satisfy the crowd (Mark 15:15), to stop a riot 
(Matt. 27:24), to silence the people’s pleas for Jesus’ death (Luke 23:18-25), and 
to affirm his loyalty to the emperor (John 19:12-13). Additional incidents function 
to shift the responsibility for Jesus’ death away from Pilate. In Matt. 27:19-25 
Pilate, heeding his wife’s advice, disassociates himself from Jesus and “washes” his 
hands; then the crowds claim responsibility for his death. In Luke 23:6-12 Pilate 
sends Jesus to Herod to be tried, who then returns him to Pilate without 
condemnation, thereby confirming Pilate’s judgment of innocence.

�Josephus aJosephus and Philo, nd Philo, however, dhowever, describe Piescribe Pilate as exlate as extremely oftremely offensive, cfensive, cruel, and ruel, andruel, and corrupand corrupt. Josephut. Josephus reports s reports that Pilatthat Pilate violatede violated the Jewis the Jewish law agaih law against gravennst graven images wh ima images wheimages when he brougn he brought into Jeht into Jerusalem thrusalem the emperor’e emperor’s images as images attached tottached to the Roman the Rom the Roman stanRoman standards (dards (Ant.Ant. 18.3.1 [5 18.3.1 [55–59], 5–59], BJBJ 2.9.2–3 [ 2.9.2–3 [169–74]). 169–74]). According According to Philo, to Philo, Pilate alsPiPilate alsPilate also offendedo offended the Jews  the Jews when he puwhen he put shields t shields bearing thbearing the emperor’e emperor’s name in s name in the formerththe formerthe former palace of palace of Herod in  Herod in Jerusalem Jerusalem ((Leg.Leg. 299–305). 299–305). His misap His misappropriatiopropriation of templn of tn of temple funtemple funds to finads to finance the bunce the building of ilding of an aqueducan aqueduct in Jerust in Jerusalem provoalem provoked a riotked a riot that left th that left that left many Jews many Jews dead (dead (Ant.Ant. 18.3.2 [6 18.3.2 [60–62]; 0–62]; BJBJ 2.9.4 [17 2.9.4 [175–77]). Af5–77]). After a crueter a cruel massacrel masl massacre omassacre of the Samaf the Samaritans, Piritans, Pilate was slate was summoned toummoned to Rome ( Rome (Ant.Ant. 18.4.1–2  18.4.1–2 [85–89]). [85–89][85–89]). [85–89]). He was notHe was not reappoint reappointed as goveed as governor.rnor.rnor.

Josephus and Philo, however, describe Pilate as extremely offensive, cruel, 
and corrupt. Josephus reports that Pilate violated the Jewish law against graven 
images when he brought into Jerusalem the emperor’s images attached to the 
Roman standards (Ant. 18.3.1 [55–59], BJ 2.9.2–3 [169–74]). According to Philo, 



Pilate also offended the Jews when he put shields bearing the emperor’s name in 
the former palace of Herod in Jerusalem (Leg. 299–305). His misappropriation of 
temple funds to finance the building of an aqueduct in Jerusalem provoked a riot 
that left many Jews dead (Ant. 18.3.2 [60–62]; BJ 2.9.4 [175–77]). After a cruel 
massacre of the Samaritans, Pilate was summoned to Rome (Ant. 18.4.1–2 
[85–89]). He was not reappointed as governor.

Emily ChenEmily Cheneyey

Emily Cheney

PILDASHPILDASH (Heb.  (Heb. pildaœsûpildaœsû)))

PILDASH (Heb. pildaœsû)

A son of AA son of Abraham’s bbraham’s brother Nahrother Nahor and Milor and Milcah (Gen. cah (Gen. 22:22).22:22).

A son of Abraham’s brother Nahor and Milcah (Gen. 22:22).

PILGRIMAGEPILGRIMAGE

PILGRIMAGE

Travel to Travel to a holy sita holy site to partie to participate in cipate in special rispecial rites was cotes was common in thmmon in the ancient e ancient MediterranMediMediterranMediterranean (Olympean (Olympus, Epidauus, Epidauros) and Nros) and Near Easterear Eastern (Harran,n (Harran, Teman) wo Teman) worlds. In Irlds. Inrlds. In Israel In Israel too pilgritoo pilgrims visitedms visited key sites key sites, includin, including Mt. Sinag Mt. Sinai, Jerusali, Jerusalem, and otem, and others (Bethhers (Behers (Bethel, H(Bethel, Hos. 4:15 [os. 4:15 [cf. the tecf. the temple etiolmple etiology in Genogy in Gen. 28]; Gil. 28]; Gilgal, 1 Samgal, 1 Sam. 10:8; Ho. 10:8; Hos. 4:15; as. 4:1s. 4:15; and 4:15; and Shiloh, 1 Shiloh, 1 Sam. 1). FSam. 1). From very erom very early timesarly times, the prim, the primary pilgriary pilgrimage festimage festivals were vals wvals were Passowere Passover, Pentever, Pentecost, and cost, and TabernacleTabernacles (Exod. 2s (Exod. 23:14), eve3:14), even if theirn if their precise d precise dates varieateddates varidates varied by regied by region (cf. 1 on (cf. 1 Kgs. 12:32Kgs. 12:32-33). Pilg-33). Pilgrimage wasrimage was an occasi an occasion for danon for dancing and scingdandancing andancing and singing d singing (Ps. 42:4[(Ps. 42:4[MT 5]).MT 5]).MT 5]).

Travel to a holy site to participate in special rites was common in the ancient 
Mediterranean (Olympus, Epidauros) and Near Eastern (Harran, Teman) worlds. 
In Israel too pilgrims visited key sites, including Mt. Sinai, Jerusalem, and others 
(Bethel, Hos. 4:15 [cf. the temple etiology in Gen. 28]; Gilgal, 1 Sam. 10:8; Hos. 
4:15; and Shiloh, 1 Sam. 1). From very early times, the primary pilgrimage festivals 
were Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles (Exod. 23:14), even if their precise 
dates varied by region (cf. 1 Kgs. 12:32-33). Pilgrimage was an occasion for 
dancing and singing (Ps. 42:4[MT 5]).

�The Bible The Bible indirectlyindirectly attests a attests a practice  practice of pilgrimof pilgrimage to Sinage to Sinai. Elijahai. Elijah makes a 4 makes a 40-day trek0-440-day tre40-day trek to Horebk to Horeb (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 19) in orde9) in order to receir to receive a revelve a revelation. Theation. The duration  duration of the jouofof the jouof the journey correrney corresponds to sponds to the 40-yeathe 40-year sojourn r sojourn of Israel of Israel in the wilin the wilderness. Tderness. The itinerahe TThe itinerThe itinerary of Numary of Num. 33 proba. 33 probably reflecbly reflects stops ats stops along the plong the pilgrimage ilgrimage route to Sroute to Sinai. One inaSSinai. OneSinai. One of these  of these stops may stops may have been have been the khan athe khan at Kuntillet Kuntillet t {Ajrud/H¸o{Ajrud/H¸orvatrvat Teman (09 T Teman (094Teman (0940.9560), w0.9560), where the ehere the excavator Zxcavator Zeev Mesheleev Meshel has found has found pots insc pots inscribed “to ribed “tribed “to Yahweh“to Yahweh and his A and his Asherah” ansherah” and fabric-bd fabric-blended clolended cloth with poth with possible culssible cultic signiftic significance.icasignifsignificansignificance.ce.ce.

The Bible indirectly attests a practice of pilgrimage to Sinai. Elijah makes a 
40-day trek to Horeb (1 Kgs. 19) in order to receive a revelation. The duration 
of the journey corresponds to the 40-year sojourn of Israel in the wilderness. 
The itinerary of Num. 33 probably reflects stops along the pilgrimage route to 
Sinai. One of these stops may have been the khan at Kuntillet {Ajrud/H¸orvat 
Teman (0940.9560), where the excavator Zeev Meshel has found pots inscribed 
“to Yahweh and his Asherah” and fabric-blended cloth with possible cultic 
significance.

�Jerusalem’Jerusalem’s stature s stature as a pilgras a pilgrimage siteimage site owes much owes much to the ro to the royal ideoloyal ideology associagy assocgy associatedassociated with the  with the Davidide dDavidide dynasty. Thynasty. The city bece city became the myame the mythical centhical center of theter of the universe  u universe auniverse and the cosnd the cosmic mountamic mountain (Isa. 2in (Isa. 2; cf. Ps. ; cf. Ps. 2). Pilgri2). Pilgrims sang a ms sang a series of series of hymns whilhymns hymns whilhymns while approache approaching the ciing the city (Pss. 1ty (Pss. 120-134). T20-134). These pictuhese picturesque “soresque “songs of ascngs of ascents” capteascascents” cascents” capture theapture the religious religious feelings  feelings of the comof the community community coming to theing to the Solomonic Solomonic temple fr SolomonicSolomonic Solomonic temple frotemple from the surrm the surrounding hiounding hills (Pss. lls (Pss. 121-122). 121-122). They also They also celebrate celebrate Yahweh’s cYYahweh’s cYahweh’s commitment ommitment to Jerusalto Jerusalem (Pss. 1em (Pss. 126-127, 1326-127, 133) and its3) and its rulers (1 rulers (132).32).32).

Jerusalem’s stature as a pilgrimage site owes much to the royal ideology 
associated with the Davidide dynasty. The city became the mythical center of the 
universe and the cosmic mountain (Isa. 2; cf. Ps. 2). Pilgrims sang a series of 
hymns while approaching the city (Pss. 120-134). These picturesque “songs of 
ascents” capture the religious feelings of the community coming to the 
Solomonic temple from the surrounding hills (Pss. 121-122). They also celebrate 
Yahweh’s commitment to Jerusalem (Pss. 126-127, 133) and its rulers (132).

�In the SecIn the Second Templeond Temple period th period the sacred pe sacred precinct berecinct became an imcame an important reportant regional bangionreregional bregional banking cenanking center while ter while maintaininmaintaining its ideog its ideological silogical significancegnificance for the f for the formative Jormatfformative formative Jewish andJewish and Christian Christian communiti communities. Pilgries. Pilgrims gatherems gathered outside d outside Jerusalem Jerusalem from throuffrom throufrom throughout the ghout the Diaspora aDiaspora and travelend traveled via Ashkd via Ashkelon, Gazaelon, Gaza, or Jaffa, or Jaffa into the  into the city (citcity (city (b. Sanh.b. Sanh. 11a; cf.  11a; cf. Luke 2:41-Luke 2:41-52). Numer52). Numerous burialous burial inscripti inscriptions and otons and other memoriher memoher memoria ofmemoria of pilgrims  pilgrims survive. Dsurvive. Despite Jesespite Jesus’ ambivaus’ ambivalence towalence toward the temrd the temple (Mark ple (Mark 13), his d113), his d13), his disciples cisciples continued tontinued to visit, ao visit, and even Pand even Paul is repoul is reported to harted to have made a ve made a pilgrimagepilgripilgrimagepilgrimage in fulfil in fulfillment of alment of a vow (Acts vow (Acts 21:23-26) 21:23-26). While th. While the destructe destruction of theion of the temple in tem temple in temple in 70 70 C.E.C.E. and expul and expulsion of Jesion of Jews from thws from the city in e city in 138 altere138 altered the rhytd the rhythms of pilhms ofhms of pilgrimof pilgrimage, the cage, the city retainity retained its atted its attractions. ractions. ConstantinConstantine’s legalie’s legalization of zation of ChristianiChristiaChristianiChristianity usheredty ushered in a peri in a period of impeod of imperially sporially sponsored connsored construction struction of churcheof churches (notablys (s (notably t(notably the Church he Church of the Holof the Holy Sepulchry Sepulchre under Ste under St. Helena a. Helena and later end later emperors; cmperors; cmperors; cf. the Bocf. the Bourdeaux piurdeaux pilgrim). Jelgrim). Jerusalem berusalem became the mcame the magnet for agnet for three faitthree faiths, which hs, which it remainsit it remainsit remains today. today. today.

In the Second Temple period the sacred precinct became an important 
regional banking center while maintaining its ideological significance for the 
formative Jewish and Christian communities. Pilgrims gathered outside Jerusalem 
from throughout the Diaspora and traveled via Ashkelon, Gaza, or Jaffa into the 
city (b. Sanh. 11a; cf. Luke 2:41-52). Numerous burial inscriptions and other 



memoria of pilgrims survive. Despite Jesus’ ambivalence toward the temple (Mark 
13), his disciples continued to visit, and even Paul is reported to have made a 
pilgrimage in fulfillment of a vow (Acts 21:23-26). While the destruction of the 
temple in 70 C.E. and expulsion of Jews from the city in 138 altered the rhythms 
of pilgrimage, the city retained its attractions. Constantine’s legalization of 
Christianity ushered in a period of imperially sponsored construction of churches 
(notably the Church of the Holy Sepulchre under St. Helena and later emperors; 
cf. the Bourdeaux pilgrim). Jerusalem became the magnet for three faiths, which 
it remains today.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. D. LeveJ. D. Levenson, nson, Sinai and Sinai and Zion: An EZion: An Entry into ntry into the Jewishthe Jewish Bible Bible (Minneapo (Mi (Minneapol(Minneapolis, 1985);is, 1985); Z. Meshel Z. Meshel, , Kuntillet Kuntillet AjrudAjrud (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1978).m, 1978).m, 1978).

Bibliography. J. D. Levenson, Sinai and Zion: An Entry into the Jewish Bible 
(Minneapolis, 1985); Z. Meshel, Kuntillet Ajrud (Jerusalem, 1978).

Mark W. HaMark W. Hamiltonmilton

Mark W. Hamilton

PILHAPILHA (Heb.  (Heb. pilh�aœ}pilh�aœ})))

PILHA (Heb. pilh�aœ} )

One of theOne of the chiefs of chiefs of the peopl the people who set e who set his seal this seal to the new o the new covenant ucovenant under Nehemnder Nehender Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:24Neh. 10:24[MT 25]).[MT 25]).

One of the chiefs of the people who set his seal to the new covenant under 
Nehemiah (Neh. 10:24[MT 25]).

PILLARPILLARPILLAR

PILLAR

A standingA standing stone (He stone (Heb. b. mas�s�eäb�mas�s�eäb�a®a®) erected ) erected as a memoras a memorial or an ial or an object of object ofobject of worshipof worship. During t. During the period he period of the patof the patriarchs, sriarchs, stones weretones were set up as set up as memorials memorials (Gen. 28: ( (Gen. 28:1(Gen. 28:18; 31:45-58; 31:45-52; 35:14, 2; 35:14, 20; Exod. 20; Exod. 24:4; 2 Sa24:4; 2 Sam. 18:18),m. 18:18), sometimes sometimes represent representing God’s inrepresentrepresentirepresenting God’s dng God’s dwelling (Gwelling (Gen. 28:22)en. 28:22). Sometime. Sometimes translats translated as “imaed as “image” (KJV),ge” (KJV), the Hebre (KJV),(KJV), the(KJV), the Hebrew te Hebrew term also rerm also refers to stfers to stones set uones set up to reprep to represent Canaasent Canaanite deitinite deities, a pracesdeitideities, adeities, a practice  practice abhorred babhorred by the bibly the biblical writeical writers. This prs. This practice ofractice of erecting  erecting stones to stonesstones to stones to represent represent deities wadeities was adopted s adopted by the Isrby the Israelites (Eaelites (Exod. 23:24xod. 23:24; Lev. 26:; Lev. 26:1; 1 Kgs. 1; 11; 1 Kgs. 14:1 Kgs. 14:23; 2 Chr.23; 2 Chr. 31:1). As 31:1). As these sto these stones were anes were associated ssociated with the Cwith the Canaanite ganaanite god Baal anodggod Baal agod Baal and were pond were possibly eressibly erected alongcted alongside a wooside a wooden pillarden pillar symbolizi symbolizing the femng the female deity afemfemale deifemale deity Asherahty Asherah, they may, they may have in s have in some cases ome cases been phallbeen phallic symbolsic symbols. The term. The term. The term is alterm is also used toso used to refer to  refer to an Egyptiaan Egyptian obelisk n obelisk (Jer. 43:1(Jer. 43:13); Isaiah3); Isaiah refers to refers to a  a mas�s�eäb�masmas�s�eäb�mas�s�eäb�a®a® which sha which shall be erecll be erected on theted on the border of border of Egypt to  Egypt to signify Gosignify God’s lordshd’s GoGod’s lordGod’s lordship over ship over foreign naforeign nations (Isations (Isa. 19:19). . 19:19). Both of thBoth of these refereese references affirnces affirm that them tham that the that the mas�s�eäb�mas�s�eäb�a®a® is a monu is a monument of thment of the god’s pre god’s presence (thesence (the Egyptiane Egyptian sun-god A sun sun-god Amsun-god Amon-Re and on-Re and the Hebrewthe Hebrew god, resp god, respectively) ectively) and thus aand thus an object on object of worship.f worshif worship.worship.worship.

A standing stone (Heb. mas�s�eäb�a® ) erected as a memorial or an object 
of worship. During the period of the patriarchs, stones were set up as memorials 
(Gen. 28:18; 31:45-52; 35:14, 20; Exod. 24:4; 2 Sam. 18:18), sometimes 
representing God’s dwelling (Gen. 28:22). Sometimes translated as “image” 
(KJV), the Hebrew term also refers to stones set up to represent Canaanite 
deities, a practice abhorred by the biblical writers. This practice of erecting 
stones to represent deities was adopted by the Israelites (Exod. 23:24; Lev. 26:1; 
1 Kgs. 14:23; 2 Chr. 31:1). As these stones were associated with the Canaanite 
god Baal and were possibly erected alongside a wooden pillar symbolizing the 
female deity Asherah, they may have in some cases been phallic symbols. The 
term is also used to refer to an Egyptian obelisk (Jer. 43:13); Isaiah refers to a 
mas�s�eäb�a®  which shall be erected on the border of Egypt to signify 
God’s lordship over foreign nations (Isa. 19:19). Both of these references affirm 
that the mas�s�eäb�a®  is a monument of the god’s presence (the Egyptian 
sun-god Amon-Re and the Hebrew god, respectively) and thus an object of 
worship.

�Many exampMany examples of pilles of pillars are klars are known from nown from Bronze andBronze and Iron Age  Iron Age Palestine.Palestine. Architect Arch ArchitectuArchitectural pillarral pillars used as s used as supports asupports are found mre found made of eitade of either roughlher roughly shaped sy shaped stones or wtosstones or stones or well-cut swell-cut stones withtones with capitals  capitals (as at Meg(as at Megiddo and Siddo and Samaria). Samaria). Stones fountones found standingd sd standing astanding alone or inlone or in rows can  rows can be interprbe interpreted quiteeted quite different differently, howevely, however, as theyr, as they have no s ha have no sthave no structural pructural purpose, ofurpose, often have sten have smooth rounmooth rounded tops, ded tops, and are foand are found in assund in assound in associatioassociation with matn with materials of erials of a cultic na cultic nature. Theature. The Middle Br Middle Bronze Age “onze Age “high placehigh place” at Gezer” a” at Gezer cat Gezer consists ofonsists of 10 large  10 large standing sstanding stones withtones with smooth to smooth tops and a bps and a basinlike sasinlike structure, trusstructure,structure, and has b and has been interpeen interpreted by sreted by some as staome as standing for nding for living perliving persons or clsons or clans unitedansclclans unitclans united in the ed in the worship ofworship of a deity e a deity embodied bymbodied by the sacre the sacred pillar. d pillar. A Late BroA Late Bronze Age tenzeBroBronze AgeBronze Age temple at temple at Hazor inc Hazor includes a roludes a row of basalw of basalt standingt standing stones wi stones with smooth th smoothth smooth rousmooth rounded tops,nded tops, found in  found in associatioassociation with a bn with a basalt figuasalt figure of a mare of a male deity. le deity. One of theOneOne of theOne of the stones ha stones has an engras an engraved represved representation oentation of two armsf two arms upraised  upraised in a gestuin a gestuin a gesture ofgesture of adoration adoration beneath t beneath the emblem he emblem of the sunof the sun-god.-god.-god.

Many examples of pillars are known from Bronze and Iron Age Palestine. 
Architectural pillars used as supports are found made of either roughly shaped 
stones or well-cut stones with capitals (as at Megiddo and Samaria). Stones found 
standing alone or in rows can be interpreted quite differently, however, as they 
have no structural purpose, often have smooth rounded tops, and are found in 
association with materials of a cultic nature. The Middle Bronze Age “high place” 



at Gezer consists of 10 large standing stones with smooth tops and a basinlike 
structure, and has been interpreted by some as standing for living persons or 
clans united in the worship of a deity embodied by the sacred pillar. A Late 
Bronze Age temple at Hazor includes a row of basalt standing stones with 
smooth rounded tops, found in association with a basalt figure of a male deity. 
One of the stones has an engraved representation of two arms upraised in a 
gesture of adoration beneath the emblem of the sun-god.

�Heb. Heb. {ammu®d�{ammu®d� usually r usually refers to aefers to architecturrchitectural pillarsal pillars and colum and columns (Exod. ns (Exod. 26:32, 37;226:32, 37;26:32, 37; 1 Kgs. 7: 1 Kgs. 7:15-22) and15-22) and the pilla the pillar of fire r of fire and pillarand pillar of cloud  of cloud in the Exoin the Exodus story.dus stodus story.story.story.

Heb. {ammu®d�  usually refers to architectural pillars and columns (Exod. 
26:32, 37; 1 Kgs. 7:15-22) and the pillar of fire and pillar of cloud in the Exodus 
story.

Jennie R. Jennie R. EbelingEbeling

Jennie R. Ebeling

PILLAR OF PILLAR OF CLOUD, PILCLOUD, PILLAR OF FIRLAR OF FIREEE

PILLAR OF CLOUD, PILLAR OF FIRE

ComplementComplementary manifeary manifestations ostations of the divif the divine presencne presence, cloud be, cloud by day and y day and fire by nifire by night, to gugninight, to night, to guide the guide the IsraelitesIsraelites through t through the wildernhe wilderness (Exod.ess (Exod. 13:21). T 13:21). The combinehe combined term onld td term only term only occurs in occurs in Exod. 14:2Exod. 14:24. This pa4. This pattern is ittern is interruptednterrupted once by t once by the Sea of he Sea of Reeds; herReReeds; herReeds; here the pille the pillar of clouar of cloud moves ind moves into a defento a defensive positsive position behindion behind the Israe the Israelites at nlitesIsraeIsraelitesIsraelites at night, at night, apparentl apparently to supply to supplement the ement the darkness odarkness of night fof night for the Egypr the Egyptians and tiansEgypEgyptians Egyptians and thus pand thus prevent anyrevent any nighttime nighttime attack. I attack. In additionn addition, the pill, the pillar of clouar of cloud is assocd is asd is associatedassociated with the  with the presence opresence of God in tf God in the tent ofhe tent of meeting ( meeting (Exod. 33:9Exod. 33:9-10).-10).-10).

Complementary manifestations of the divine presence, cloud by day and fire by 
night, to guide the Israelites through the wilderness (Exod. 13:21). The combined 
term only occurs in Exod. 14:24. This pattern is interrupted once by the Sea of 
Reeds; here the pillar of cloud moves into a defensive position behind the 
Israelites at night, apparently to supplement the darkness of night for the 
Egyptians and thus prevent any nighttime attack. In addition, the pillar of cloud is 
associated with the presence of God in the tent of meeting (Exod. 33:9-10).

�Fire and cFire and cloud are bloud are both commonoth common symbols o symbols of God throf God throughout theughout the Bible. Th Bible. The cloud boe ce cloud bothcloud both reveals G reveals God’s preseod’s presence and conce and conceals Godnceals God’s person ’s person (e.g., Exo(e.g., Exod. 16:10; d. 16:10; Lev. 16:2)LLev. 16:2)Lev. 16:2), while fi, while fire signifire signifies God’s pes God’s power, passower, passion, and pion, and purity (e.gurity (e.g., Exod. 1., Exod. 19:18; Mal.9:18; M9:18; Mal. 3:2).Mal. 3:2). These ima These images both rges both reach back each back to the theto the theophanies oophanies of the patrf the patriarchs andiarchs and point for p point forwpoint forward to theard to the theophany theophany on Mt. Si on Mt. Sinai and benai and beyond to thyond to those of theose of the prophets. prophets. prophets.prophets.prophets.

Fire and cloud are both common symbols of God throughout the Bible. The 
cloud both reveals God’s presence and conceals God’s person (e.g., Exod. 16:10; 
Lev. 16:2), while fire signifies God’s power, passion, and purity (e.g., Exod. 19:18; 
Mal. 3:2). These images both reach back to the theophanies of the patriarchs and 
point forward to the theophany on Mt. Sinai and beyond to those of the 
prophets.

�Scholars hScholars have tried ave tried to connectto connect the pilla the pillar of fire r of fire and cloud and cloud with eithewith either the pillr the pillar torchesarpillpillar torpillar torches used ches used in religioin religious and milus and military cereitary ceremonies or monies or the pillarthe pillars of the Ss of the Solomonic tolomoSSolomonic Solomonic temple, astemple, as well as s well as storms and torms and volcanic evolcanic eruptions, ruptions, but such ebut such efforts remfforts remain conjecairemremain conremain conjecture.jecture.jecture.

Scholars have tried to connect the pillar of fire and cloud with either the 
pillar torches used in religious and military ceremonies or the pillars of the 
Solomonic temple, as well as storms and volcanic eruptions, but such efforts 
remain conjecture.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. I. DurhJ. I. Durham, am, Exodus.Exodus. WBC 3 (Wa WBC 3 (Waco, 1987);co, 1987); T. W. Man T. W. Mann, “The Pin, “Thn, “The Pilla“The Pillar of Cloudr of Cloud in the Re in the Reed Sea Nared Sea Narrative,” rative,” JBLJBL 90 (1971) 90 (1971): 15–30.: 15–30.: 15–30.

Bibliography. J. I. Durham, Exodus. WBC 3 (Waco, 1987); T. W. Mann, 
“The Pillar of Cloud in the Reed Sea Narrative,” JBL 90 (1971): 15–30.

Cheryl LynCheryl Lynn Hubbardn Hubbard

Cheryl Lynn Hubbard

PILTAIPILTAI (Heb.  (Heb. pilt�aœypilt�aœy)))

PILTAI (Heb. pilt�aœy )

The chief The chief of a priesof a priestly familytly family during th during the time of e time of the postexthe postexilic high ilic high priest Joipriest Joiakim (Neh.akim (Nakim (Neh. 12:1(Neh. 12:17).7).

The chief of a priestly family during the time of the postexilic high priest Joiakim 
(Neh. 12:17).

PIMPIM (Heb.  (Heb. piîmpiîm)))

PIM (Heb. piîm)

A unit of A unit of weight equweight equal to two al to two thirds of thirds of a shekel, a shekel, or ca. 7.8or ca. 7.8 gm. (0.27 gm. (0.27 oz.) (1 S oz.) (1 Sam. 13:21)am. 13am. 13:21).13:21).

A unit of weight equal to two thirds of a shekel, or ca. 7.8 gm. (0.27 oz.) (1 Sam. 



13:21).

PINEPINEPINE

PINE

Any of theAny of the various c various coniferous oniferous evergreensevergreens with long with long, slender , slender needles, oneedles, of the genuf the genus s Pinus.PPinus.Pinus. Pines wer Pines were common ie common in biblicaln biblical lands, al lands, although thethough they are seldy are seldom mentionom mentioned in the ed in ed in the Bibin the Bible. The stle. The stone pine one pine (Pinus pin(Pinus pinea)ea) thrives i thrives in the sandn the sandy soil andy soil and warm clim warm climate of theateclimclimate ofclimate of the Pales the Palestinian coatinian coastal plainstal plain. This tre. This tree matures e matures into an uminto an umbrella-shabrella-shaped tree (ped tped tree (alsotree (also called th called the umbrellae umbrella pine) gro pine) growing up towing up to 24 m. (80 24 m. (80 ft.) tall ft.) tall. Its bark. Its bark is gray-b is gray is gray-browngray-brown with ligh with light brown pat brown patches (duetches (due to peelin to peeling). Its neg). Its needles growedles grow in pairs  in pairs along the aloalong the along the tip of thetip of the branch, w branch, which ends hich ends with a rouwith a round glossy nd glossy brown conebrown cone. In three. In three years the y years the years the cones prodcones produce matureuce mature seeds, wh seeds, which are edich are edible and mible and marketed asarketed as pignolia  pignolia  pignolia npignolia nuts. Ezekiuts. Ezekiel describel describes a Tyriaes a Tyrian ship witn ship with a deck mh a deck made of ade of teï}asûsûuteï}asûsûu®r®r wood, lik w wood, likewood, likely the stoly the stone pine, fne pine, from the corom the coasts of Cyasts of Cyprus. The prus. The spiring cyspiring cypress, thepress, the majestic  ma majestic smajestic strength oftrength of the plane the plane, and the , and the towering ctowering canopy of tanopy of the stone phe stone pine suggesine suggest a fittint at a fitting a fitting image for image for the luxurithe luxuriant richneant richness of Yahwss of Yahweh’s savineh’s saving work (Isg work (Isa. 41:19; a. 41:19; 60:13).60:1360:13).60:13).60:13).

Any of the various coniferous evergreens with long, slender needles, of the genus 
Pinus. Pines were common in biblical lands, although they are seldom mentioned 
in the Bible. The stone pine (Pinus pinea) thrives in the sandy soil and warm 
climate of the Palestinian coastal plain. This tree matures into an umbrella-shaped 
tree (also called the umbrella pine) growing up to 24 m. (80 ft.) tall. Its bark is 
gray-brown with light brown patches (due to peeling). Its needles grow in pairs 
along the tip of the branch, which ends with a round glossy brown cone. In three 
years the cones produce mature seeds, which are edible and marketed as 
pignolia nuts. Ezekiel describes a Tyrian ship with a deck made of teï}asûsûu®r 
wood, likely the stone pine, from the coasts of Cyprus. The spiring cypress, the 
majestic strength of the plane, and the towering canopy of the stone pine suggest 
a fitting image for the luxuriant richness of Yahweh’s saving work (Isa. 41:19; 
60:13).

�The AleppoThe Aleppo pine  pine (Pinus hal(Pinus halepensis)epensis) prefers a prefers a moister s moister soil and caoil and can withstann withstand harsher d had harsher clharsher climates thaimates than the stonn the stone pine. Ite pine. It reaches a reaches a height of height of 20 m. (65 20 m. (65 ft.). The ft.). The ash-gray  ash-g ash-gray bash-gray bark becomeark becomes reddish s reddish brown as ibrown as it matures.t matures. The spars The sparse needles e needles grow in twgrow in twgrow in twos, and twos, and the cones the cones produce wiproduce winged seedsnged seeds which mat which mature in twoure in two years. Th years. The Romans ue Romane Romans useRomans used its strod its strong and durng and durable wood able wood for shipbufor shipbuilding, piilding, piles, and ples, and pitprops. Titprops. The bark isheTThe bark iThe bark is rich in s rich in tannin andtannin and was widel was widely used in y used in the tanninthe tanning of leathg of leather. The reer. The resin of thesin osin of the treof the tree may havee may have suggested suggested the name  the name {eäs� sûem{eäs� sûemenen (lit., “o (lit., “oil tree”),il tree”), which som which s which some scholsome scholars now bears now believe to blieve to be the Alepe the Aleppo pine (Npo pine (Neh. 8:15; eh. 8:15; NRSV “olivNRSV “olive”). It wae”). It wae”). It was mentiowas mentioned as a sned as a sign of Yahign of Yahweh’s new weh’s new creation icreation in the wildn the wilderness (Iserness (Isa. 41:19).a. 41:19).

The Aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis) prefers a moister soil and can withstand 
harsher climates than the stone pine. It reaches a height of 20 m. (65 ft.). The 
ash-gray bark becomes reddish brown as it matures. The sparse needles grow in 
twos, and the cones produce winged seeds which mature in two years. The 
Romans used its strong and durable wood for shipbuilding, piles, and pitprops. 
The bark is rich in tannin and was widely used in the tanning of leather. The resin 
of the tree may have suggested the name {eäs� sûemen  (lit., “oil tree”), which 
some scholars now believe to be the Aleppo pine (Neh. 8:15; NRSV “olive”). It 
was mentioned as a sign of Yahweh’s new creation in the wilderness (Isa. 41:19).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. N. HeppF. N. Hepper, er, Baker EncyBaker Encyclopedia oclopedia of Bible Plf Bible Plantsants (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1992pidsRaRapids, 19Rapids, 1992); M. Zo92); M. Zohary, hary, Plants of Plants of the Biblethe Bible (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1982).e, 1982).e, 1982).

Bibliography. F. N. Hepper, Baker Encyclopedia of Bible Plants (Grand 
Rapids, 1992); M. Zohary, Plants of the Bible (Cambridge, 1982).

Laurie J. Laurie J. BraatenBraaten

Laurie J. Braaten

PINNACLEPINNACLEPINNACLE

PINNACLE

An architeAn architectural feactural feature of thture of the Jerusalee Jerusalem temple, m temple, the place the place where the where the devil tookdevil took Jesus for Je Jesus for Jesus for one of theone of the three tem three temptations (ptations (the secondthe second in Matt.  in Matt. 4:5, the t4:5, the third in Luhird in Luke 4:9). Gke 4ke 4:9). Gk. 4:9). Gk. pteryégionpteryégion,, “pinnacle “pinnacle” or “para” or “parapet,” meanpet,” means lit., “ss lit., “small wing”mall wing” and figur and figuratively reatfigurfigurativefiguratively refers ly refers to the extto the extreme pointreme point or tip of or tip of something something. Although. Although its preci its precise locatiose lose location ilocation in unknown,n unknown, from Byza from Byzantine timentine times the pinns the pinnacle has uacle has usually beesually been taken ton taken to be the Ro b be the Roybe the Royal Porticoal Portico of the te of the temple on thmple on the southease southeast side of t side of the outer the outer court. Joscourt. Josephus descepJosJosephus dJosephus describes tescribes this colonnhis colonnade as a hade as a high place igh place overlookinoverlooking a deep rg a deep ravine, proavine, probably the baproprobably tprobably the Kidron he Kidron Valley. AnValley. Another suggother suggestion is estion is that the pthat the pinnacle wainnacle was part of s part of the supersthethe supersthe superstructure otructure or lintel or lintel of one of tf one of the gates ohe gates of the tempf the temple.le.le.

An architectural feature of the Jerusalem temple, the place where the devil took 
Jesus for one of the three temptations (the second in Matt. 4:5, the third in Luke 
4:9). Gk. pteryégion, “pinnacle” or “parapet,” means lit., “small wing” and 
figuratively refers to the extreme point or tip of something. Although its precise 
location in unknown, from Byzantine times the pinnacle has usually been taken to 
be the Royal Portico of the temple on the southeast side of the outer court. 
Josephus describes this colonnade as a high place overlooking a deep ravine, 
probably the Kidron Valley. Another suggestion is that the pinnacle was part of 
the superstructure or lintel of one of the gates of the temple.

John L. GiJohn L. Gillmanllman

John L. Gillman



PINONPINON (Heb.  (Heb. piînoœnpiînoœn)))

PINON (Heb. piînoœn)

The ancestThe ancestor of an Eor of an Edomite cladomite clan (Gen. 36n (Gen. 36:41; 1 Chr:41; 1 Chr. 1:52); s. 1:52); subsequentlubsequently the namey the namey the name of thname of the people oe people or region. r region. Pinon shouPinon should probablld probably be assocy be associated withiated with Punon (Kh Punon (Kh Punon (Khirbet (Khirbet FeînaœnFeînaœn; 197004),; 197004), where the where the Israelite Israelites encampeds encamped shortly b shortly before enteefore entering the prinenteentering tentering the plains he plains of Moab (Nof Moab (Num. 33:42-um. 33:42-43).43).

The ancestor of an Edomite clan (Gen. 36:41; 1 Chr. 1:52); subsequently the 
name of the people or region. Pinon should probably be associated with Punon 
(Khirbet Feînaœn; 197004), where the Israelites encamped shortly before 
entering the plains of Moab (Num. 33:42-43).

PIPEPIPEPIPE

PIPE

�SeeSee  MUSIC, MUSMUSIC, MUSICAL INSTRICAL INSTRUMENTS.UMENTS.

See MUSIC, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

PIRAMPIRAM (Heb.  (Heb. pir}aœmpir}aœm)))

PIRAM (Heb. pir}aœm)

The AmoritThe Amorite king of e king of Jarmuth atJarmuth at the time  the time of the conof the conquest of Cquest of Canaan (Josanaan (Josh. 10:3). h. 10:3). Along withAlAlong withAlong with the other the other allies of allies of King Adon King Adonizedek of izedek of Jerusalem Jerusalem who attackwho attacked Gibeon,ed Gibeon,ed Gibeon, heGibeon, he was defea was defeated and kited and killed by Jolled by Joshua (Joshshua (Josh. 10:22-26. 10:22-26).).

The Amorite king of Jarmuth at the time of the conquest of Canaan (Josh. 10:3). 
Along with the other allies of King Adonizedek of Jerusalem who attacked 
Gibeon, he was defeated and killed by Joshua (Josh. 10:22-26).

PIRATHONPIRATHON (Heb.  (Heb. pir{aœt�o®pir{aœt�o®nn)))

PIRATHON (Heb. pir{aœt�o®n )

The home oThe home of the judgf the judge Abdon (Je Abdon (Judg. 12:13udg. 12:13-15) and o-15) and of Benaiah,f Benaiah, one of Da one of David’s Thirvid’s Thirvid’s Thirty (2 Thirty (2 Sam. 23:30Sam. 23:30; 1 Chr. 1; 1 Chr. 11:31). Sit1:31). Situated “in uated “in the land othe land of Ephraim”f Ephraim” (Judg. 12 (Judg. 12:15; cf. 1:15; 1212:15; cf.12:15; cf. 1 Chr. 27 1 Chr. 27:14), Pira:14), Pirathon has bthon has been identieen identified with fied with modern modern Far{a®taœFar{a®taœ (165177), (16 (165177), (165177), ca. 10 km.ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) W (6 mi.) WSW of NablSW of Nablus.us.

The home of the judge Abdon (Judg. 12:13-15) and of Benaiah, one of David’s 
Thirty (2 Sam. 23:30; 1 Chr. 11:31). Situated “in the land of Ephraim” (Judg. 
12:15; cf. 1 Chr. 27:14), Pirathon has been identified with modern Far{a®taœ 
(165177), ca. 10 km. (6 mi.) WSW of Nablus.

PISGAHPISGAH (Heb.  (Heb. pisga®pisga®)))

PISGAH (Heb. pisga®)

A mountainA mountain or mounta or mountain range (in range (Heb. “peakHeb. “peak” or “slop” or “slope”) in nore”) in northwestern thwestern Moab in clMoab in Moab in close pin close proximity troximity to Mt. Neboo Mt. Nebo (Num. 21: (Num. 21:20; Deut. 20; Deut. 3:17; 4:493:17; 4:49; Josh. 12; Josh. 12:3; 13:20):3; 13:20). It is pa. It. It is partIt is part of the Ab of the Abarim promoarim promontory of tntory of the Moabitehe Moabite Plateau t Plateau that slopeshat slopes toward th toward the Dead Seaeththe Dead Sthe Dead Sea and theea and the Jordan Ri Jordan Rift Valley.ft Valley. Balak bui Balak built seven alt seven altars atopltars atop Pisgah, a Pisgah, and from thnd frond from therefrom there Balaam sp Balaam spoke his oroke his oracle over acle over Israel (NuIsrael (Num. 23:14).m. 23:14). From Pisg From Pisgah Moses wah Moses wah Moses was shown was shown the Promisthe Promised Land aned Land and there hed there he died (Deu died (Deut. 3:27; 3t. 3:27; 34:1).4:1).4:1).

A mountain or mountain range (Heb. “peak” or “slope”) in northwestern Moab 
in close proximity to Mt. Nebo (Num. 21:20; Deut. 3:17; 4:49; Josh. 12:3; 13:20). 
It is part of the Abarim promontory of the Moabite Plateau that slopes toward 
the Dead Sea and the Jordan Rift Valley. Balak built seven altars atop Pisgah, and 
from there Balaam spoke his oracle over Israel (Num. 23:14). From Pisgah Moses 
was shown the Promised Land and there he died (Deut. 3:27; 34:1).

�Most scholMost scholars identiars identify Pisgah fy Pisgah with with Ra®sRa®s es-Siyagh es-Siyaghah just N ah just N of Jebel of Jebel en-Nebaœen-Neben-Nebaœen-Nebaœ (Mt. Nebo (Mt. Nebo). Althoug). Although Pisgah’sh Pisgah’s location  location is lower tis lower than Mt. Nehan Mt. Nebo, it combo, it combo, it commands acommands a breathtak breathtaking view oing view of the Riftf the Rift Valley an Valley and beyond, d beyond, as far as as far as Jerusalem Jerusalem and Mt. Heanand Mt. Heand Mt. Hermon on clrmon on clear days. ear days. ExcavationExcavations on top os on top of Pisgah hf Pisgah have revealave revealed a Byzaned a Byzaned a Byzantine Byzantine church erechurch erected to thcted to the memory oe memory of Moses.f Moses.f Moses.

Most scholars identify Pisgah with Ra®s es-Siyaghah just N of Jebel 
en-Nebaœ (Mt. Nebo). Although Pisgah’s location is lower than Mt. Nebo, it 
commands a breathtaking view of the Rift Valley and beyond, as far as Jerusalem 
and Mt. Hermon on clear days. Excavations on top of Pisgah have revealed a 
Byzantine church erected to the memory of Moses.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. PicciriM. Piccirillo, llo, The MosaicThe Mosaics of Jordas of Jordann (Amman, 1 (Amman, 1993), 133–993), 133–51.51.51.

Bibliography. M. Piccirillo, The Mosaics of Jordan (Amman, 1993), 133–51.

Friedbert Friedbert NinowNinow

Friedbert Ninow

PISHONPISHON (Heb.  (Heb. piîsûo®npiîsûo®n)))

PISHON (Heb. piîsûo®n)

One of theOne of the four rive four rivers of Edenrs of Eden, said to , said to have flowehave flowed around td around the land ofhe land of Havilah ( Havilah (Gen. 2:11)Ge((Gen. 2:11(Gen. 2:11). Attempt). Attempts to idents to identify the Piify the Pishon have shon have included tincluded the Ganges,he Ganges, the Indus the Indus, and trib, a, and tributand tributaries of taries of the Euphrathe Euphrates.es.

One of the four rivers of Eden, said to have flowed around the land of Havilah 
(Gen. 2:11). Attempts to identify the Pishon have included the Ganges, the Indus, 



and tributaries of the Euphrates.

PISIDIAPISIDIA (Gk.  (Gk. PisidiíaPisidiía)))

PISIDIA (Gk. Pisidiía)

A region iA region in southwesn southwest Galatia,t Galatia, N of the  N of the Taurus MouTaurus Mountains, anntains, and borderedd bordered by Asia,  by Asia, Pamphylia,PPamphylia,Pamphylia, Phrytia,  Phrytia, and Lycaonand Lycaonia. This ria. This region consegion consisted of misted of mountains, ountains, fertile vafertile valleys, andlleysvavalleys, avalleys, and lakes, nd lakes, which prodwhich produced qualiuced quality pasturety pastures, forestss, forests, olive tr, olive trees, and vees, and vineyards.ineyarvvineyards.vineyards.

A region in southwest Galatia, N of the Taurus Mountains, and bordered by Asia, 
Pamphylia, Phrytia, and Lycaonia. This region consisted of mountains, fertile 
valleys, and lakes, which produced quality pastures, forests, olive trees, and 
vineyards.

�The PisidiThe Pisidians were aans were a people of people of violence  violence and briganand brigandage (2 Codage (2 Cor. 11:26-2r. 11:26-27). Politi7). Pol7). PoliticallPolitically, the regy, the region was doion was dominated byminated by the Persi the Persians and laans and later the Roter the Romans, withmans, with brief per br brief peribrief periods of indods of independence.ependence. The Roman The Romans made Ants made Antioch the cioch the capital of apital of Galatia beGalatia beGalatia before NT before NT times.times.times.

The Pisidians were a people of violence and brigandage (2 Cor. 11:26-27). 
Politically, the region was dominated by the Persians and later the Romans, with 
brief periods of independence. The Romans made Antioch the capital of Galatia 
before NT times.

�Paul and BPaul and Barnabas paarnabas passed throussed through Pisidiagh Pisidia (Acts 13: (Acts 13:14; 14:24)14; 14:24), but thei, but their ministryr ministrr ministry wministry was limitedas limited because o because of a small f a small number of number of Jews as a Jews as a point of cpoint of contact. Atontact. At Pisidia P Pis Pisidia PaPisidia Paul decidedul decided to focus  to focus on Gentileon Gentiles in his ms in his missionary issionary strategy (strategy (Acts 13:46Acts 13:46).).).

Paul and Barnabas passed through Pisidia (Acts 13:14; 14:24), but their 
ministry was limited because of a small number of Jews as a point of contact. At 
Pisidia Paul decided to focus on Gentiles in his missionary strategy (Acts 13:46).

Steven L. Steven L. CoxCox

Steven L. Cox

PISPAPISPA (Heb.  (Heb. pispa®pispa®)))

PISPA (Heb. pispa®)

An AsheritAn Asherite, the sone, the son of Jether of Jether (1 Chr. 7 (1 Chr. 7:38).:38).

An Asherite, the son of Jether (1 Chr. 7:38).

PISTIS SOPPISTIS SOPHIAHIAHIA

PISTIS SOPHIA

A gnostic A gnostic document wdocument whose titlehose title means “fa means “faith-wisdomith-wisdom,” perhaps,” perhaps originall originally titled ty titled the Book ofhetthe Book othe Book of the Savif the Savior. It wasor. It was discovere discovered in 1772 d in 1772 by A. Askeby A. Askew and bougw and bought by the ht by the British MuBBritish MuBritish Museum in 17seum in 1785 but not85 but not made publ made public until 1ic until 1905. Perha905. Perhaps writtenps written in Egypt  in Egypt during thedduring theduring the 3rd or 4t 3rd or 4th century h century and belongand belonging to theing to the genre of  genre of discussiondiscussions between s between the resurrththe resurrthe resurrected Chriected Christ and hisst and his followers followers, it conta, it contains four sins four sections trections treating twoeating two distinct  dist distinct sdistinct subjects. Subjects. Sections 1–ections 1–3 contain 3 contain 46 questio46 questions asked mns asked mostly by Mostly by Mary Magdalary Magdalene about enMagdalMagdalene Magdalene about the about the origin of origin of sin and evsin and evil, heavenil, heaven, the fall, the fall, and rede, and redemption of mption of Pistis SopPistisPistis SopPistis Sophia (reprehia (representing husenting humanity) tomanity) to Jesus in  Jesus in his 12th yhis 12th year of teaear of teaching afteching after the Resur ther the Resurrthe Resurrection. Peection. Personified rsonified Faith-WisdFaith-Wisdom gives tom gives thanks to thanks to the “First he “First Mystery” iMystery” in a seriesn iin a seriein a series of hymnss of hymns of praise of praise, after ea, after each of whicch of which a disciph a disciple interprle interprets the hyets the hymn. A prommn. Amn. A promise A promise of equalitof equality with Gody with God for those for those who disco who discover the unver the unknowable tknowable truth of thruth of truth of the mysterthe mysteries concluies concludes this pdes this part. Sectiart. Section 4 does on 4 does not mentionot mention Pistis Sn Pistis Sophia, butophia, but contains  co contains Jcontains Jesus’ answesus’ answers given ers given on the dayon the day of Resurr of Resurrection aboection about heavenlut heavenly powers, y powers, visions, avvisions, avisions, a descripti description of punion of punishments foshments for sins, mar sins, magical wordgical words and rites and rites (such ass (such as offering  offe offering woffering wine, breadine, bread, and wate, and water along wir along with sacred th sacred words), anwords), and a prayerd a prayer for compa for compassion.scompacompassioncompassion...

A gnostic document whose title means “faith-wisdom,” perhaps originally titled 
the Book of the Savior. It was discovered in 1772 by A. Askew and bought by the 
British Museum in 1785 but not made public until 1905. Perhaps written in Egypt 
during the 3rd or 4th century and belonging to the genre of discussions between 
the resurrected Christ and his followers, it contains four sections treating two 
distinct subjects. Sections 1–3 contain 46 questions asked mostly by Mary 
Magdalene about the origin of sin and evil, heaven, the fall, and redemption of 
Pistis Sophia (representing humanity) to Jesus in his 12th year of teaching after 
the Resurrection. Personified Faith-Wisdom gives thanks to the “First Mystery” 
in a series of hymns of praise, after each of which a disciple interprets the hymn. 
A promise of equality with God for those who discover the unknowable truth of 
the mysteries concludes this part. Section 4 does not mention Pistis Sophia, but 
contains Jesus’ answers given on the day of Resurrection about heavenly powers, 
visions, a description of punishments for sins, magical words and rites (such as 
offering wine, bread, and water along with sacred words), and a prayer for 
compassion.

Richard A.Richard A. Spencer Spencer

Richard A. Spencer

PITPIT (Heb.  (Heb. bo®r, beïebo®r, beïeär, sûah�aär, sûah�at�, pah�att�, pah�at��)))

PIT (Heb. bo®r, beïeär, sûah�at�, pah�at� )

In biblicaIn biblical sources,l sources, physical  physical pits may bpits may be of nature of natural formatial formation (Ps. 40on (Ps. 40:2[MT 3]) :2[MT 3]) and bitumeand band bitumen pibitumen pits (Gen. 1ts (Gen. 14:10)], of4:10)], of unexplain unexplained origin ed origin (37:22), o(37:22), or manmade r manmade (Ps. 57:6[(Ps. 57:6[7]). The l7])57:6[57:6[7]). 57:6[7]). The latterThe latter were dug  were dug into the ginto the ground and round and sometimes sometimes modified wmodified with liningith lining materials m materials materials such as stsuch as stone slabs one slabs or clay. Tor clay. They were uhey were used to colsed to collect and slect and store watertore water and other an and other and other substancessubstances, as grave, as graves (2 Sam. s (2 Sam. 18:17), to18:17), to trap anim trap animals and peals and people both ople both accidentalacaccidentalaccidentally (Exod. ly (Exod. 21:33) and21:33) and deliberat deliberately (Gen. ely (Gen. 37:22; Eze37:22; Ezek. 19:4), k. 19:4), and to holand to hold prisonerd prid prisoners prisoners (Isa. 24:2(Isa. 24:22). Pits a2). Pits are describre described as a sted as a structural fructural feature of eature of a wine prea wine press (Mark 1ss (Mass (Mark 12:1(Mark 12:1). Many ex). Many examples of amples of these havethese have been reco been recognized arcgnized archaeologicahaeologically, as hally, as have pits crvhahave pits have pits created focreated for the subtr the subterranean perranean part of houart of houses of theses of the Chalcolit Chalcolithic periodhic period...

In biblical sources, physical pits may be of natural formation (Ps. 40:2[MT 3]) and 



bitumen pits (Gen. 14:10)], of unexplained origin (37:22), or manmade (Ps. 
57:6[7]). The latter were dug into the ground and sometimes modified with lining 
materials such as stone slabs or clay. They were used to collect and store water 
and other substances, as graves (2 Sam. 18:17), to trap animals and people both 
accidentally (Exod. 21:33) and deliberately (Gen. 37:22; Ezek. 19:4), and to hold 
prisoners (Isa. 24:22). Pits are described as a structural feature of a wine press 
(Mark 12:1). Many examples of these have been recognized archaeologically, as 
have pits created for the subterranean part of houses of the Chalcolithic period.

�Since pitsSince pits were reco were recognized in gnized in the ancienthe ancient world ast world as a source  a source of danger of danger (Exod. 21:(Exod. 2(Exod. 21:33), th21:33), they are coney are consequently sequently used symboused symbolically tolically to describe  describe the destruthe destruction awaiction awaiting thosetinawaiawaiting tawaiting those who those who turn to eviurn to evil: those wl: those who concoctho concoct evil plot evil plots will fals will fall into thel into the very “pit very very “pit”very “pit” they have they have dug (Ps.  dug (Ps. 7:15[16]; 7:15[16]; Prov. 26:2Prov. 26:27); a man 7); a man who associwho associates with ates with a loose woa loa loose womaloose woman will faln will fall into thel into the “pit” of  “pit” of her mouth her mouth (22:14); a(22:14); and others nd others who have swho have sinned willinssinned wilsinned will fall intl fall into the pit o the pit created bycreated by divine ju divine judgment (Isdgment (Isa. 24:17-1a. 24:17-18). The Pi8). The Pit is also t is alsot is also a synalso a synonym for Sonym for Sheol, the heol, the place of tplace of the dead (Phe dead (Ps. 16:10; s. 16:10; Prov. 1:12Prov. 1:12), and for), and for the sourc the the sourcethe source of the de of the destruction struction of the earof the earth and theth and the location  location of demons of demons and the deand the devil (Rev. vdedevil (Revdevil (Rev. 9:1-11; . 9:1-11; 11:7).11:7).11:7).

Since pits were recognized in the ancient world as a source of danger (Exod. 
21:33), they are consequently used symbolically to describe the destruction 
awaiting those who turn to evil: those who concoct evil plots will fall into the 
very “pit” they have dug (Ps. 7:15[16]; Prov. 26:27); a man who associates with a 
loose woman will fall into the “pit” of her mouth (22:14); and others who have 
sinned will fall into the pit created by divine judgment (Isa. 24:17-18). The Pit is 
also a synonym for Sheol, the place of the dead (Ps. 16:10; Prov. 1:12), and for 
the source of the destruction of the earth and the location of demons and the 
devil (Rev. 9:1-11; 11:7).

Katharine Katharine A. MackayA. Mackay

Katharine A. Mackay

PITCHPITCHPITCH

PITCH

A naturallA naturally occurriny occurring combustig combustible substable substance used ince used in antiquitn antiquity as an ady as an adhesive andhesive and a sealant a  a sealant.a sealant. The relat The related Englished English words “as words “asphalt” andphalt” and “tar” ref “tar” reflect sometlect something of thhing of the nature oe nae nature of nature of the materithe material, althoual, although they ingh they indicate mandicate manufactured ufactured materials.materials. Pitch app Pitch apparently waareappapparentlyapparently was commo was common in the Dn in the Dead Sea aread Sea area but wasea but was also avai also available to olable to other regiother regiother regions anregions and was usedd was used by differ by different peopleent peoples. Words fs. Words for pitch aor pitch appear in bppear in both Akkadioth Akkadian and AraaAkkadiAkkadian aAkkadian and Arabic,nd Arabic, and refer and references to iences to its use exits use exist in the st in the BabylonianBabylonian flood sto flood story. In thery. stostory. In story. In the biblicthe biblical narratial narrative, Noah wve, Noah was to coveas to cover the ark r the ark with pitchwith pitch (Heb.  (Heb. koœp�erkoœp�koœp�erkoœp�er) to seal ) to seal it (Gen. 6it (Gen. 6:14), and :14), and Moses’ motMoses’ mother used pher used pitch to seitch to seal the lital the little “ark” tle “tle “ark” that“ark” that would hol would hold him durid him during his joung his journey down rney down the Nile (the Nile (Exod. 2:3)Exod. 2:3). Isaiah u. Isaiah uses streamsesuuses streauses streams of pitcms of pitch to descrh to describe the buibe the burning judgrning judgment that ment that Edom wouldEdom would endure, a endure, a endure, a judgmenta judgment reminisce reminiscent of the nt of the destructiodestruction of Sodomn of Sodom and Gomor and Gomorrah (Isa. rah (Isa. 34:9).34:9).34:9).

A naturally occurring combustible substance used in antiquity as an adhesive and 
a sealant. The related English words “asphalt” and “tar” reflect something of the 
nature of the material, although they indicate manufactured materials. Pitch 
apparently was common in the Dead Sea area but was also available to other 
regions and was used by different peoples. Words for pitch appear in both 
Akkadian and Arabic, and references to its use exist in the Babylonian flood 
story. In the biblical narrative, Noah was to cover the ark with pitch (Heb. 
koœp�er ) to seal it (Gen. 6:14), and Moses’ mother used pitch to seal the little 
“ark” that would hold him during his journey down the Nile (Exod. 2:3). Isaiah 
uses streams of pitch to describe the burning judgment that Edom would endure, 
a judgment reminiscent of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah (Isa. 34:9).

Walter E. Walter E. BrownBrown

Walter E. Brown

PITHOMPITHOM (Heb.  (Heb. pit�oœmpit�oœm)))

PITHOM (Heb. pit�oœm )

One of theOne of the Egyptian  Egyptian store-citistore-cities built bes built by Israelity Israelite forced le forced labor (Exodabor (Exod. 1:11). T. 1:11). The name (Ehe nahe name (Egypname (Egyp. . Pr-itmPr-itm) means “H) means “House of Atouse of Atum,” the Eum,” the Egyptian sogyptian solar-deity lar-deity Re (cf. JeRe (cf. Jer. 43:13, r. JeJer. 43:13Jer. 43:13, Beth-she, Beth-shemesh; LXX mesh; LXX HeliopolisHeliopolis; the LXX ; the LXX of Exod. 1of Exod. 1:11 mentio:11 mentions Pithom ns Pithomns Pithom aloPithom along with “Ong with “On, which in, which is Heliopols Heliopolis”).is”).is”).

One of the Egyptian store-cities built by Israelite forced labor (Exod. 1:11). The 
name (Egyp. Pr-itm) means “House of Atum,” the Egyptian solar-deity Re (cf. 
Jer. 43:13, Beth-shemesh; LXX Heliopolis; the LXX of Exod. 1:11 mentions 
Pithom along with “On, which is Heliopolis”).

�Early excaEarly excavators idevators identified Pintified Pithom with thom with Tell Tell el-Maskhu®el-Maskhu®t�aht�ah at the ea at the eastern end stereaeastern eneastern end of the Wd of the Wadi adi Tumila®tTumila®t in the di in the district of strict of Succoth. SSuccoth. Several Egyeveral Egyptian inscptian inscptian inscriptioinscriptions bearingns bearing the carto the cartouche of Rauche of Rameses II wmeses II were discovere discovered at thered at the site, bue site, but later ext lat later excalater excavations fovations found no arcund no architecturalhitectural remains d remains dated beforated before the 7th e the 7th century century B.C.E.B.C.EB.C.E.B.C.E. Current c Current consensus ionsensus identifies dentifies Pithom witPithom with Tell h Tell er-Ret�a®ber-Ret�a®beheh farther W farther W in the Wa in in the Wadin the Wadi i Tumila®tTumila®t. Clear ev. Clear evidence indidence indicates occicates occupation duupation during the 1ring the 19th Dynast9th Dyna9th Dynasty (SDynasty (Seti I, Rameti I, Rameses II, aeses II, and Merneptnd Merneptah).ah).ah).

Early excavators identified Pithom with Tell el-Maskhu®t�ah  at the 
eastern end of the Wadi Tumila®t in the district of Succoth. Several Egyptian 



inscriptions bearing the cartouche of Rameses II were discovered at the site, but 
later excavations found no architectural remains dated before the 7th century 
B.C.E. Current consensus identifies Pithom with Tell er-Ret�a®beh  farther W 
in the Wadi Tumila®t. Clear evidence indicates occupation during the 19th 
Dynasty (Seti I, Rameses II, and Merneptah).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. MacDonaB. MacDonald, “Excavld, “Excavations at ations at Tell Tell el-Maskhutel-Maskhut�a�a,” ,” BABA 43 (1980) 43  43 (1980):43 (1980): 49–58; E. 49–58; E. P. Uphill P. Uphill, “Pithom , “Pithom and Raamseand Raamses: Their Ls: Their Location anocation and Significd Significance,” ancSignificSignificanSignificance,” ce,” JNESJNES 27 (1968) 27 (1968): 291–316;: 291–316; 28 (1969) 28 (1969): 15–39.: 15–39.: 15–39.

Bibliography. B. MacDonald, “Excavations at Tell el-Maskhut�a ,” BA 
43 (1980): 49–58; E. P. Uphill, “Pithom and Raamses: Their Location and 
Significance,” JNES 27 (1968): 291–316; 28 (1969): 15–39.
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PITHONPITHON (Heb.  (Heb. piît�o®npiît�o®n)))

PITHON (Heb. piît�o®n )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, son oite, son of Micah anf Micah and descendad descendant of Saulnt of Saul (1 Chr. 8 (1 Chr. 8:35; 9:41):35; 9:41)..

A Benjaminite, son of Micah and descendant of Saul (1 Chr. 8:35; 9:41).

PLAGUEPLAGUEPLAGUE

PLAGUE

A general A general term for aterm for a judgment, judgment, usually i usually inflicted bnflicted by God. Somy God. Sometimes useetimes used to referd to refer to what i to to what isto what is now under now understood as estood as epidemic dipidemic disease (e.gsease (e.g., 1 Sam. ., 1 Sam. 6:4), it u6:4), it usually dessually designates a ignatdesdesignatesdesignates a more co a more comprehensivmprehensive range ofe range of calamitie calamities includins including endemic g endemic disease, bdisease, battle casuabbattle casbattle casualties, aualties, and naturalnd natural disasters disasters (e.g., 1  (e.g., 1 Kgs. 8:37)Kgs. 8:37). The 10 p. The 10 plagues of lagues of Egypt, rarEgypt, rEgypt, rarely calrarely called plagueled plagues in Exodus in Exodus itself (s itself (Exod. 9:3,Exod. 9:3, 14-15; 11 14-15; 11:1), are m:1), are more frequeore frequently knownntly kntly known as sknown as signs and wigns and wonders (e.onders (e.g., 7:3; Dg., 7:3; Deut. 6:22;eut. 6:22; 7:19; 26: 7:19; 26:8; 34:11; 8; 34:11; Neh. 9:10;Neh. 9:10; Ps. 135:9 Ps.  Ps. 135:9;Ps. 135:9; Jer. 32:2 Jer. 32:20-21) and 0-21) and judgments judgments (Exod. 6:6(Exod. 6:6; Num. 33:; Num. 33:4).4).4).

A general term for a judgment, usually inflicted by God. Sometimes used to refer 
to what is now understood as epidemic disease (e.g., 1 Sam. 6:4), it usually 
designates a more comprehensive range of calamities including endemic disease, 
battle casualties, and natural disasters (e.g., 1 Kgs. 8:37). The 10 plagues of Egypt, 
rarely called plagues in Exodus itself (Exod. 9:3, 14-15; 11:1), are more frequently 
known as signs and wonders (e.g., 7:3; Deut. 6:22; 7:19; 26:8; 34:11; Neh. 9:10; 
Ps. 135:9; Jer. 32:20-21) and judgments (Exod. 6:6; Num. 33:4).

�The EnglisThe English word is h word is used to trused to translate a anslate a number of number of Hebrew andHebrew and Greek ter Greek terms. The Hems. terterms. Theterms. The Hebrew ve Hebrew verb rb naœg�ap�naœg�ap� and nouns and nouns  maggeäp�a®maggeäp�a®, neg�ep�,, neg�ep�, and  an and and makka®,makka®, lit., “hi lit., “hit,” “strikt,” “strike,” or “toe,” or “touch,” indiuch,” indicating injcating injury, a fatury, a fatal blow, sal blow, slaughter ilaughtsslaughter slaughter in battle,in battle, or milita or military defeat,ry defeat, are often are often translate translated synonymod synonymously as “pusly as “plague.” Gklague“p“plague.” “plague.” Gk. Gk. pleägeäípleägeäí is transl is translated “plagated “plague” in Revue” in Revelation, aelation, and nd maéstixmaéstix as “plagu as “plag as “plague” (“plague” (KJV Mark 5KJV Mark 5:29, 34) o:29, 34) or “diseaser “disease” in the G” in the Gospels, buospels, but elsewhert elsewhere mean “bee mean “bee mean “beating” “beating” or “floggior “flogging.” The eng.” The emphasis hemphasis here may be re may be on the calon the calamity’s suamity’s sudden and udden and unusual onsnuunusual onunusual onset. An epset. An epidemic or idemic or outbreak ooutbreak of acute inf acute infectious dfectious disease mayisease may be descri be described only ibdescridescribed described only in soonly in some instancme instances (Exod. es (Exod. 32; Num. 132; Num. 16, 25; 1 S6, 25; 1 Sam. 5-6; cam. 5-6; cf. Zech. 1f. Zech. 14:12, 15, 4:1114:12, 15,14:12, 15, 18). 18). 18).

The English word is used to translate a number of Hebrew and Greek 
terms. The Hebrew verb naœg�ap�  and nouns maggeäp�a®, neg�ep�,  
and makka®, lit., “hit,” “strike,” or “touch,” indicating injury, a fatal blow, 
slaughter in battle, or military defeat, are often translated synonymously as 
“plague.” Gk. pleägeäí is translated “plague” in Revelation, and maéstix as 
“plague” (KJV Mark 5:29, 34) or “disease” in the Gospels, but elsewhere mean 
“beating” or “flogging.” The emphasis here may be on the calamity’s sudden and 
unusual onset. An epidemic or outbreak of acute infectious disease may be 
described only in some instances (Exod. 32; Num. 16, 25; 1 Sam. 5-6; cf. Zech. 
14:12, 15, 18).

�Heb. Heb. deb�erdeb�er (usually  (usually translatedtranslated “pestilen “pestilence”) alwayce”) always refers ts refers to an outbro an outbreak of diseak oeak of diseaseof disease. The tria. The triad “sword, d “sword, famine, anfamine, and pestilend pestilence,” foundce,” found frequentl frequently in Jeremy in Jeremiah and Eziah JeremJeremiah aJeremiah and Ezekielnd Ezekiel, describe, describes the devas the devastating efstating effect of defect of depleted foopleted food suppliesd supplies and pollu and and pollutand polluted water aed water associated ssociated with siegewith siege warfare.  warfare. Likewise, Likewise, Gk. Gk. loimoœsloimoœs indicates indicate indicates indicates a severe da severe disease witisease with a high mh a high mortality aortality affecting lffecting large numbearge numbers of peoprs of people at the le ale at the samat the same time (Lue time (Luke 21:1).ke 21:1).ke 21:1).

Heb. deb�er  (usually translated “pestilence”) always refers to an outbreak 
of disease. The triad “sword, famine, and pestilence,” found frequently in 
Jeremiah and Ezekiel, describes the devastating effect of depleted food supplies 
and polluted water associated with siege warfare. Likewise, Gk. loimoœs 
indicates a severe disease with a high mortality affecting large numbers of people 
at the same time (Luke 21:1).

�Heb. Heb. neg�a{neg�a{ (KJV “pla (KJV “plague”; RSV gue”; RSV “disease”)“disease”) refers in refers in Lev. 13-1 Lev. 13-14 to vario4 to various skin dius skus skin disorskin disorders (not ders (not Hansen’s dHansen’s disease, asisease, as the tradi the traditional trational translation “nslation “leprosy” sleprosy” seems to ineemssseems to iseems to indicate), ndicate), and to rotand to rot in clothi in clothing and houng and houses. Heb. ses. Heb. resûep�,resûep�, apparentl apparently cognate y cy cognate tocognate to the name  the name of the Canof the Canaanite godaanite god of plague of plague, is perso, is personified in nified in Hab. 3:5 (Hab. 3:5 (RSV); DeutRSV((RSV); Deu(RSV); Deut. 32:24 (t. 32:24 (NJPSV), asNJPSV), as is  is deb�erdeb�er in Ps. 91 in Ps. 91:6.:6.:6.

Heb. neg�a{  (KJV “plague”; RSV “disease”) refers in Lev. 13-14 to various 
skin disorders (not Hansen’s disease, as the traditional translation “leprosy” 



seems to indicate), and to rot in clothing and houses. Heb. resûep�,  apparently 
cognate to the name of the Canaanite god of plague, is personified in Hab. 3:5 
(RSV); Deut. 32:24 (NJPSV), as is deb�er  in Ps. 91:6.

�Where epidWhere epidemic diseaemic disease seems tse seems to be indico be indicated, it iated, it is still exs still extremely ditremely difficult tofficult tofficult to read moto read modern medicdern medical diagnosal diagnoses into thes into the biblicale biblical text in o text in order to pirder to pinpoint spenpoint specific disecifispespecific dspecific diseases. Aiseases. A possible  possible exception exception is the plais the plague on thegue on the Philistin Philistines (1 Sam.es (1 Sam. 5-6): her 5-6): 5-6): here5-6): here an infest an infestation of ration of rats or micats or mice coupled e coupled with a diswith a disease involease involving swellving swellings may dings mings may descrimay describe bubonicbe bubonic plague. H plague. However, evowever, even here oten here other diseasher diseases such ases such as dysentery dysenter dysentery dysentery have been have been postulatedpostulated, and the , and the LXX seems LXX seems to suggestto suggest that the  that the plague is plague is exclusiveleexclusivelexclusively one of my one of mice.ice.ice.

Where epidemic disease seems to be indicated, it is still extremely difficult 
to read modern medical diagnoses into the biblical text in order to pinpoint 
specific diseases. A possible exception is the plague on the Philistines (1 Sam. 
5-6): here an infestation of rats or mice coupled with a disease involving swellings 
may describe bubonic plague. However, even here other diseases such as 
dysentery have been postulated, and the LXX seems to suggest that the plague is 
exclusively one of mice.

�Plague, inPlague, in its more  its more restrictedrestricted meaning o meaning of disease,f disease, was a pre was a prevalent facvalent fact of life t of life in the ancinin the ancin the ancient Near ient Near East. EndeEast. Endemic diseasmic disease, in the e, in the absence ofabsence of effective effective treatment treatment and exace an and exacerand exacerbated by ubated by urbanizatiorbanization and inadn and inadequate dieequate diet and sanit and sanitation, actation, accounted focounted for at leastr fofor at leafor at least half ofst half of all death all deaths; warfares; warfare and epide and epidemics, evenmics, events that wets that were often rre often related, caelatedrrelated, crelated, caused a fuaused a further incrrther increase in moease in mortality rartality rates. Ancietes. Ancient Near Eant Near Eastern textstern texts show an s shs show an awshow an awareness ofareness of epidemic  epidemic diseases (diseases (e.g., the e.g., the plague praplague prayers of thyers of the Hittite e Hittite king Mursikingking Mursiking Mursilis; lis; ANET,ANET, 394–96),  394–96), attributinattributing them to g them to various devarious deities or dities or demons. Likemons. Likewise, in ewLikLikewise, Likewise, in the Bibin the Bible it is Gle it is God who briod who brings or thrngs or threatens plaeatens plague.gue.gue.

Plague, in its more restricted meaning of disease, was a prevalent fact of life 
in the ancient Near East. Endemic disease, in the absence of effective treatment 
and exacerbated by urbanization and inadequate diet and sanitation, accounted 
for at least half of all deaths; warfare and epidemics, events that were often 
related, caused a further increase in mortality rates. Ancient Near Eastern texts 
show an awareness of epidemic diseases (e.g., the plague prayers of the Hittite 
king Mursilis; ANET, 394–96), attributing them to various deities or demons. 
Likewise, in the Bible it is God who brings or threatens plague.

�Plague firPlague first appearsst appears in the Bi in the Bible in Genble in Gen. 12:17 as. 12:17 as a divine  a divine punishmentpunishment of Pharao of Phara of Pharaoh foPharaoh for taking Sr taking Sarai, Abraarai, Abram’s wife, m’s wife, into his hinto his harem. The arem. The IsraelitesIsraelites experienc experience plague ie ple plague in plague in the wilderthe wilderness becauness because of theise of their apostasyr apostasy with the  with the golden calgolden calf (Exod. 3f (Exod. 32:35), the2:3332:35), th32:35), their cravineir craving for meatg for meat (Num. 11: (Num. 11:33), their33), their complaint complaints and rebes and rebellion (14:llion (14:37; 16:41–37; 137; 16:41–50),16:41–50), and their and their worship o worship of the Baalf the Baal of Peor ( of Peor (25:9). The25:9). They are threy are threatened witatened with plague ih witwith plaguwith plague if they e if they break the break the covenant wcovenant with their ith their God (Lev. God (Lev. 26:21, 25;26:21, 25; Num. 14:1 Num. 14:12; Deut. 22;14:114:12; Deu14:12; Deut. 28:21, t. 28:21, 58-61). Da58-61). David choosevid chooses a three-s a three-day pestilday pestilence as puence as punishment fnishment for his cenorffor his cefor his census (2 Sansus (2 Sam. 24; 1 Cm. 24; 1 Chr. 21), ahr. 21), and Solomonnd Solomon’s prayer ’s prayer at the dedat the dedication ofication of the templ th the templethe temple lists pla lists plague as a pgue as a possible coossible consequence nsequence of covenanof covenant disloyalt disloyalty (1 Kgs.ty (1 Kgs. 8:37 = 2  8:3 8:37 = 2 C8:37 = 2 Chr. 6:28).hr. 6:28). The arriv The arrival of God al of God is associais associated with pted with plague in Hlague in Hab. 3:5.ab. 3:5.ab. 3:5.

Plague first appears in the Bible in Gen. 12:17 as a divine punishment of 
Pharaoh for taking Sarai, Abram’s wife, into his harem. The Israelites experience 
plague in the wilderness because of their apostasy with the golden calf (Exod. 
32:35), their craving for meat (Num. 11:33), their complaints and rebellion (14:37; 
16:41–50), and their worship of the Baal of Peor (25:9). They are threatened 
with plague if they break the covenant with their God (Lev. 26:21, 25; Num. 
14:12; Deut. 28:21, 58-61). David chooses a three-day pestilence as punishment 
for his census (2 Sam. 24; 1 Chr. 21), and Solomon’s prayer at the dedication of 
the temple lists plague as a possible consequence of covenant disloyalty (1 Kgs. 
8:37 = 2 Chr. 6:28). The arrival of God is associated with plague in Hab. 3:5.

�The PhilisThe Philistines, upotines, upon capturinn capturing the ark g the ark of the covof the covenant, sufenant, suffer a plagfer a plague (1 Sam.ue (1 Samue (1 Sam. 5:6, Sam. 5:6, 11; cf. Ps11; cf. Ps. 32:4) un. 32:4) underlining derlining the soverethe sovereignty of Iignty of Israel’s gosrael’s god Yahweh od Yahweh over the Phver thver the Philisthe Philistine Dagontine Dagon (1 Sam. 5 (1 Sam. 5:4). The s:4). The same kind oame kind of contest f contest appears inappears in the 10 pl the 10 plagues of Eaguplplagues ofplagues of Egypt, wh Egypt, where Yahwehere Yahweh’s soverei’s sovereignty must gnty must be establibe established over shed over against Phagainst Pharaoh (ExoaPhPharaoh (EPharaoh (Exod. 9:3).xod. 9:3).

The Philistines, upon capturing the ark of the covenant, suffer a plague (1 
Sam. 5:6, 11; cf. Ps. 32:4) underlining the sovereignty of Israel’s god Yahweh over 
the Philistine Dagon (1 Sam. 5:4). The same kind of contest appears in the 10 
plagues of Egypt, where Yahweh’s sovereignty must be established over against 
Pharaoh (Exod. 9:3).

Plagues ofPlagues of Egypt Egypt

Plagues of Egypt

Egypt is aEgypt is associated ssociated preeminentpreeminently with thly with the plagues e plagues of Exod. 7of Exod. 7-12. The t-12. The traditionalraditional enumerati en enumeratioenumeration of 10 pln of 10 plagues doesagues does not appea not appear in Exodur in Exodus and is fs and is first expliirst explicitly attecitly attested in thstedatteattested iattested in the bookn the book of Jubile of Jubilees (Jub. 4es (Jub. 48:7). The 8:7). The accounts iaccounts in Pss. 78,n Pss. 78, 105 seem  105 seem to list onto listo list only list only seven or eseven or eight plaguight plagues, and ines, and in different different order. Th order. The meditatie meditation on the on on the plagues inplaguplagues inplagues in the Wisdo the Wisdom of Solomm of Solomon (Wis. 1on (Wis. 11-19) pres1-19) presents sevenents seven contrasts contrasts between t between between thbetween the treatmene treatment of Egyptt of Egypt and Israe and Israel at the hl at the hands of Goands of God (cf. Revd (cf. Rev. 8-11, 15. 8-11, 15—16).—1515—16).15—16).15—16).

Egypt is associated preeminently with the plagues of Exod. 7-12. The traditional 
enumeration of 10 plagues does not appear in Exodus and is first explicitly 
attested in the book of Jubilees (Jub. 48:7). The accounts in Pss. 78, 105 seem to 
list only seven or eight plagues, and in different order. The meditation on the 



plagues in the Wisdom of Solomon (Wis. 11-19) presents seven contrasts 
between the treatment of Egypt and Israel at the hands of God (cf. Rev. 8-11, 
15—16).

�The 10 plaThe 10 plagues are (gues are (1) blood; 1) blood; (2) frogs;(2) frogs; (3) gnats (3) gnats; (4) flie; (4) flies; (5) livs; (5) livestock pesestock pestilence; (tilepespestilencepestilence; (6) boil; (6) boils; (7) hais; (7) hail; (8) locl; (8) locusts; (9) usts; (9) darkness; darkness; (10) death(10) death of the fi of the firstborn. Trstborn. Trstborn. The natureThe nature of the th of the third and foird and fourth plaguurth plagues is espees is especially unccially uncertain; thertain; the e kinnimkinnim or gnats  or gna or gnats (RSVgnats (RSV) of Exod.) of Exod. 8:16-18(M 8:16-18(MT 12–14) hT 12–14) have also bave also been underseen understood as litood as lice (NJPSV)ce (NJPSVce (NJPSV) or(NJPSV) or maggots ( maggots (NEB), and NEB), and the the {aœroœb�{aœroœb� (lit., “m (lit., “mixture”) oixture”) or swarms or swarms of flies (Rf flief flies (RSVflies (RSV) of 8:20–) of 8:20–32(16–28) 32(16–28) could be acould be a swarm of  swarm of a number oa number of insects f insects (NJPSV) or(NJPSV) or(NJPSV) or, as in or, as in rabbinic lrabbinic literature,iterature, wild anim wild animals.als.als.

The 10 plagues are (1) blood; (2) frogs; (3) gnats; (4) flies; (5) livestock 
pestilence; (6) boils; (7) hail; (8) locusts; (9) darkness; (10) death of the firstborn. 
The nature of the third and fourth plagues is especially uncertain; the kinnim or 
gnats (RSV) of Exod. 8:16-18(MT 12–14) have also been understood as lice 
(NJPSV) or maggots (NEB), and the {aœroœb�  (lit., “mixture”) or swarms of 
flies (RSV) of 8:20–32(16–28) could be a swarm of a number of insects (NJPSV) 
or, as in rabbinic literature, wild animals.

�Complex vaComplex variations briations between theetween the presentat presentation of theion of the individua individual plagues,l plagues, such as t such a such as the fluas the fluctuation bctuation between Mosetween Moses, Aaron,es, Aaron, and God a and God as the agens the agent who indut who induces each pces each ces each plagueach plague or the ee or the erratic rearratic reactions of ctions of Pharaoh toPharaoh to the indiv the individual plagidual plagues, as weues, as well as discll asll as discrepas discrepancies sucancies such as the rh as the reappearanceappearance of Egypte of Egyptian livestian livestock in theock in the seventh p seventh plague aftelagupplague aftplague after they haer they have all dieve all died in the fd in the fifth (Exodifth (Exod. 9:6), ha. 9:6), have led to ve led to the theorythe theory that the  that th that the Exodusthe Exodus narrative narrative is a comp is a composite of sosite of several traeveral traditions. Iditions. In its clasn its classic formulsic formulation, an ation, formulformulatioformulation, an earln, an early account y account of seven pof seven plagues (uslagues (usually idenually identified wittified with J) was gh J) was gradually craduaggradually gradually combined wcombined with, or suith, or supplementedpplemented by, other by, other sources o sources or traditior traditions, finallns, finally giving sy gy giving shagiving shape to the pe to the present 10present 10-plague ac-plague account.count.count.

Complex variations between the presentation of the individual plagues, such 
as the fluctuation between Moses, Aaron, and God as the agent who induces 
each plague or the erratic reactions of Pharaoh to the individual plagues, as well 
as discrepancies such as the reappearance of Egyptian livestock in the seventh 
plague after they have all died in the fifth (Exod. 9:6), have led to the theory that 
the Exodus narrative is a composite of several traditions. In its classic 
formulation, an early account of seven plagues (usually identified with J) was 
gradually combined with, or supplemented by, other sources or traditions, finally 
giving shape to the present 10-plague account.

�Against thAgainst this source-is source-critical acritical approach, opproach, others havethers have stressed  stressed the unitivthe unitive structure structue structure structure and balancand balance of the pe of the plague narrlague narrative in iative in its completts completed form. Aed form. Already reclready recognized byogrecrecognizedrecognized by the me by the medieval rabdieval rabbinic commbinic commentators wentators was a formuas a formulaic pattelaic pattern of thrern of thrern of three tripthree triplets of pllets of plagues (1, agues (1, 2, 3 + 4, 2, 3 + 4, 5, 6 + 7, 5, 6 + 7, 8, 9) capp8, 9) capped by a fued by a further 10thrther 10th plague. ( plague plague. (Tplague. (This is simhis is similar to thilar to the 3 + 3 + e 3 + 3 + 1 pattern 1 pattern of the Creof the Creation accoation account in Genunt in Gen. 1.) Anot. 1.). 1.) Anothe1.) Another commonlyr commonly recognize recognized pattern d pattern is that ofis that of five cont five contiguous paiiguous pairs, based rs, based on contentonon contenton content: 1, 2 (Ni: 1, 2 (Nile); 3, 4 le); 3, 4 (insects);(insects); 5, 6 (dis 5, 6 (diseases); 7,eases); 7, 8 (crop d 8 (crop damage); 9,amage); 9, 10 (darkn 10 (dar 10 (darkness)(darkness)...

Against this source-critical approach, others have stressed the unitive 
structure and balance of the plague narrative in its completed form. Already 
recognized by the medieval rabbinic commentators was a formulaic pattern of 
three triplets of plagues (1, 2, 3 + 4, 5, 6 + 7, 8, 9) capped by a further 10th 
plague. (This is similar to the 3 + 3 + 1 pattern of the Creation account in Gen. 
1.) Another commonly recognized pattern is that of five contiguous pairs, based 
on content: 1, 2 (Nile); 3, 4 (insects); 5, 6 (diseases); 7, 8 (crop damage); 9, 10 
(darkness).

�The 10 plaThe 10 plagues have gues have also been also been interpreteinterpreted as a seqd as a sequence of cuence of catastrophiatastrophic natural c natuc natural phnatural phenomena exenomena exhibiting ahibiting a scientifi scientific cause-anc cause-and-effect rd-effect relationshielationship. Thus, rp. Thus, reddish-coleddisrreddish-coreddish-colored mud lored mud and algae and algae turned theturned the Nile bloo Nile blood-red (1),d-red (1), killing t killing the fish anhe fish and causing d cad causing thcausing the frogs toe frogs to migrate o migrate onto land (nto land (2). The de2). The dead frogs pad frogs provided a rovided a breeding gbreeding ground for rogground forground for gnats and gnats and flies (3  flies (3 and 4), whand 4), which in turich in turn transmitn transmitted diseasted diseases to livees to livestock and stocklivelivestock livestock and humansand humans (5 and 6) (5 and 6). Hail and. Hail and locusts ( locusts (7 and 8) w7 and 8) were commonere common natural d natural disasters, iddisasters,disasters, while the while the darkness  darkness of the ninof the ninth plague th plague was causedwas caused by a sand by a sandstorm or sstorm or solar eclipolassolar eclisolar eclipse. Such pse. Such naturalizinaturalizing explanang explanations, howtions, however, not ever, not only stumbonly stumble over dele over details suchtaidedetails sudetails such as the ch as the selective selective or instantor instantaneous nataneous nature of somure of some of the pe of the plagues, bulagues, but they alst tht they also they also discredit discredit the ideolothe ideological depigical depiction of tction of the plagueshe plagues in the bi in the biblical narblical narrative as rative arative as clearlyas clearly supernatu supernatural or mirral or miraculous evaculous events happeents happening by dining by divine instivine instigation.gation.gation.

The 10 plagues have also been interpreted as a sequence of catastrophic 
natural phenomena exhibiting a scientific cause-and-effect relationship. Thus, 
reddish-colored mud and algae turned the Nile blood-red (1), killing the fish and 
causing the frogs to migrate onto land (2). The dead frogs provided a breeding 
ground for gnats and flies (3 and 4), which in turn transmitted diseases to 
livestock and humans (5 and 6). Hail and locusts (7 and 8) were common natural 
disasters, while the darkness of the ninth plague was caused by a sandstorm or 
solar eclipse. Such naturalizing explanations, however, not only stumble over 
details such as the selective or instantaneous nature of some of the plagues, but 
they also discredit the ideological depiction of the plagues in the biblical narrative 
as clearly supernatural or miraculous events happening by divine instigation.

�Two major Two major themes stathemes stand out in nd out in the narratthe narrative of theive of the 10 plague 10 plagues: “that ys: “that you may knoou mayou may know tmay know that there hat there is no one is no one like the Llike the Lord our Goord our God” (Exod. d” (Exod. 8:10[6]; c8:10[6]; cf. 9:14), f. 9:14), and “that anand “that and “that you may knyou may know that thow that the Lord make Lord makes a disties a distinction betnction between Egyptween Egypt and Israe and Israe and Israel” (1Israel” (11:7). The 1:7). The plagues deplagues demonstrate monstrate the superithe superiority of Iority of Israel’s Gosrael’s God over an d over an Egypt whicEgyEgypt whicEgypt which, under ih, under its semidivts semidivine Pharaoine Pharaoh, increash, increasingly reveingly reverts to a prts to a pre-creatiore-creational state nal pre-creatiopre-creatipre-creational stateonal state of chaos. of chaos. At the sa At the same time, tme time, the plagueshe plagues are the b are the birthing ofirthing of Israel as Isra Israel as Israel as a separatea separate or distin or distinct entity ct entity from its Efrom its Egyptian magyptian matrix.trix.trix.

Two major themes stand out in the narrative of the 10 plagues: “that you 
may know that there is no one like the Lord our God” (Exod. 8:10[6]; cf. 9:14), 



and “that you may know that the Lord makes a distinction between Egypt and 
Israel” (11:7). The plagues demonstrate the superiority of Israel’s God over an 
Egypt which, under its semidivine Pharaoh, increasingly reverts to a 
pre-creational state of chaos. At the same time, the plagues are the birthing of 
Israel as a separate or distinct entity from its Egyptian matrix.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. E. FretT. E. Fretheim, “Theheim, “The Plagues a Plagues as Ecologics Ecological Signs oal Signs of Historicf Historical Disasteal Dal Disaster,”Disaster,”  JBLJBL 110 (1991 110 (1991): 385–96;): 385–96; R. M. Mar R. M. Martinez, “Eptinez, “Epidemic Disidemic Disease, Ecolease, Ecology, and Cogy, andogy, and Culturand Culture in the Ae in the Ancient Neancient Near East,” ir East,” in n The Bible The Bible in the Ligin the Light of Cuneht of Cuneiform Liteiform Literature,raturLiteLiteratureLiterature,, ed. W. H. ed. W. H. Hallo, B. Hallo, B. W. Jones, W. Jones, and G. L. and G. L. Mattingly Mattingly. Scriptur. Scripture in Contee in Context 3 (Lewixt 3xt 3 (Lewisto3 (Lewiston, 1990), n, 1990), 413–57.413–57.413–57.
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PLANTS

At least 1At least 128 plant n28 plant names appeaames appear in the Or in the OT and NT, T and NT, a small nua small number when mber when compared wcomparecompared wcompared with the moith the more than 27re than 2780 species80 species which mod which modern botaniern botanists have ists have identified dentifieiidentifiedidentified in Israel in Israel. For conv. For convenience, tenience, the herbacehe herbaceous plantsous plants described described in the Bi in the Bible are grble able are groupeare grouped here accd here according to ording to use and/oruse and/or natural h natural habitats.abitats.

At least 128 plant names appear in the OT and NT, a small number when 
compared with the more than 2780 species which modern botanists have 
identified in Israel. For convenience, the herbaceous plants described in the Bible 
are grouped here according to use and/or natural habitats.

Field CropField Crops and Gards and Garden Plantsen Plants

Field Crops and Garden Plants

Three impoThree important grairtant grains mentionns mentioned in the ed in the Bible are Bible are wheat, barwheat, barley, and mley, and millet. Wheillet. Wheat aWheWheat Wheat (Triticum (Triticum aestivumaestivum and  and T. ComposiT. Compositum),tum), one of th one of the oldest ce oldest cultivated ultivated grains in grains in grains in the worin the world, is repld, is represented bresented by Heb. y Heb. h�it�t�a®h�it�t�a® and Gk.  and Gk. siítos aélsiítos aéleuroneuron and  and semiídaœlissemiídaœlisemiídaœlis.s. This is t This is the “corn” he “corn” of Pharaohof Pharaoh’s dream (’s dream (Gen. 41:5)Gen. 41:5). Heb. . Heb. kussemet�kussemekussemet�kussemet� (Exod. 9: (Exod. 9:32; Isa. 232; Isa. 28:25; Ezek8:25; Ezek. 4:9) pro. 4:9) probably refebably refers to emmers to emmer r (Triticum (Triticum(Triticum (Triticum dicoccum).dicoccum). Barley ( Barley (Hordeum vuHordeum vulgarelgare L.) is He L.) is Heb. b. síeï{oœra®síeï{oœra® (Exod. 9: (Exod. 9:31; Lev. 231; L31; Lev. 27:16Lev. 27:16; Deut. 8:; Deut. 8:8; Ruth 1:8; Ruth 1:22; 2 Kgs.22; 2 Kgs. 4:42) and 4:42) and Gk.  Gk. kriätheäíkriätheäí (John 6:9 (John 6:9; Rev. 6:6; Rev. 6:6; Rev. 6:6). Mill6:6). Millet et (Panicum m(Panicum miliaceum)iliaceum) or sorghu or sorghum m (Sorghum b(Sorghum bicolor),icolor), used for  used for porridge aporridge and bread, ndaand bread,and bread, is Heb.  is Heb. doœhandoœhan (Ezek. 4: (Ezek. 4:9).9).9).

Three important grains mentioned in the Bible are wheat, barley, and millet. 
Wheat (Triticum aestivum and T. Compositum), one of the oldest cultivated grains 
in the world, is represented by Heb. h�it�t�a®  and Gk. siítos aéleuron and 
semiídaœlis. This is the “corn” of Pharaoh’s dream (Gen. 41:5). Heb. 
kussemet�  (Exod. 9:32; Isa. 28:25; Ezek. 4:9) probably refers to emmer 
(Triticum dicoccum). Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) is Heb. síeï{oœra® (Exod. 9:31; 
Lev. 27:16; Deut. 8:8; Ruth 1:22; 2 Kgs. 4:42) and Gk. kriätheäí (John 6:9; Rev. 
6:6). Millet (Panicum miliaceum) or sorghum (Sorghum bicolor), used for porridge 
and bread, is Heb. doœhan (Ezek. 4:9).

�Important Important biblical pbiblical pulses inclulses include the leude the lentil, chicntil, chickpea (garbkpea (garbanzo bean)anzo bean), and broa, and broa, and broad beanbroad bean. Heb. . Heb. {a�d�aœsûa{a�d�aœsûa®® (2 Sam. 1 (2 Sam. 17:28; 23:17:28; 23:11) is asso1) is associated witciated with the lenth the lenh the lentil lentil (Lens culi(Lens culinaris),naris), also used also used for Jacob for Jacob’s pottage’s pottage (Gen. 25: (Gen. 25:34). The c34). The chickpea hickpea (Cicer ari(Cicer(Cicer ari(Cicer arietinum)etinum) is Heb.  is Heb. haœmiîs�haœmiîs� (Arab.  (Arab. humus;humus; Isa. 30:2 Isa. 30:24). The br4). The broad bean oad bean (Vicia fab(Vici(Vicia fab(Vicia faba)a) is Gk.  is Gk. keraétionkeraétion (Luke 15: (Luke 15:16).16).16).

Important biblical pulses include the lentil, chickpea (garbanzo bean), and 
broad bean. Heb. {a�d�aœsûa®  (2 Sam. 17:28; 23:11) is associated with the 
lentil (Lens culinaris), also used for Jacob’s pottage (Gen. 25:34). The chickpea 
(Cicer arietinum) is Heb. haœmiîs�  (Arab. humus; Isa. 30:24). The broad bean 
(Vicia faba) is Gk. keraétion (Luke 15:16).

�Leeks, oniLeeks, onions, and gons, and garlics werarlics were among the among the Egyptiane Egyptian vegetable vegetables the Isras the Israelites craelites crelites craved whicraved while wanderile wandering throughng through the wilde the wilderness (Numrness (Num. 11:5-6).. 11:5-6). The leek  The leek (Heb. (Heb. h�aœs�iîrh�h�aœs�iîrh�aœs�iîr) is gener) is generally identally identified withified with  Allium kurAllium kurrat,rat, although  although some have some have suggested suggestesuggested suggested the fenugrthe fenugreek eek (Trigonell(Trigonella foenum-ga foenum-graecum).raecum). The onion The onion  (Allium ce(Allium cepa)pa) is Heb.  is Heb is Heb. Heb. baœs�aœl,baœs�aœl, while the while the garlic  garlic (Allium sa(Allium sativum)tivum) is  is sûu®m.sûu®m. The cucum The cucumbers and mbers andbers and melonsand melons the Israe the Israelites alsolites also pined for pined for are Heb.  are Heb. qisûsûu®}aqisûsûu®}a®® (Num. 11: (Num. 11:54; Isa. 154; Isa.54; Isa. 1:8),Isa. 1:8), probably  probably the muskmethe muskmelon lon (Cucumis m(Cucumis melo)elo) and the  and the }a�b�at�t�}a�b�at�t�iîah�iîah� (Num. 11: (Nu (Num. 11:5(Num. 11:5) or water) or watermelon melon (Citrullus(Citrullus lanatus). lanatus).

Leeks, onions, and garlics were among the Egyptian vegetables the Israelites 
craved while wandering through the wilderness (Num. 11:5-6). The leek (Heb. 
h�aœs�iîr ) is generally identified with Allium kurrat, although some have 
suggested the fenugreek (Trigonella foenum-graecum). The onion (Allium cepa) is 
Heb. baœs�aœl,  while the garlic (Allium sativum) is sûu®m. The cucumbers 



and melons the Israelites also pined for are Heb. qisûsûu®}a® (Num. 11:54; 
Isa. 1:8), probably the muskmelon (Cucumis melo) and the }a�b�at�t�iîah�  
(Num. 11:5) or watermelon (Citrullus lanatus).

�CondimentsCondiments used by b used by biblical peiblical people to spople to spice up theice up their foods iir foods included cuncluded cummin, dillmmin, cucummin, dicummin, dill, and mill, and mint. Cumminnt. Cummin  (Cuminum c(Cuminum cyminum)yminum) is confid is confidently idenently identified wittified with Heb. h Hh Heb. Heb. kammoœnkammoœn (Isa. 28: (Isa. 28:25, 27) an25, 27) and Gk. d Gk. kyémiänonkyémiänon (Matt. 23 (Matt. 23:23). Heb.:23). Heb.  qes�ah�qes�aqes�ah�qes�ah� (Isa. 28: (Isa. 28:25, 27) pr25, 27) probably refobably refers to theers to the black cum black cummin min (Negella s(Negella sativa).ativa). Manna rem Ma Manna remiManna reminded the Inded the Israelites sraelites of of gad�gad� (Exod. 16 (Exod. 16:31; Num. :31; Num. 11:7), i.e11:7), i.e., the cor., the coriander seeiandecorcoriander coriander seed seed (Coriander(Coriander satovum). satovum). Dill  Dill (Anethum g(Anethum graveolens)raveolens) is referr is referred to in Med to in Matt. 23:23att.MMatt. 23:2Matt. 23:23 (Gk. 3 (Gk. aéneäthonaéneäthon)),, as is min as is mint t (Mentha lo(Mentha longifolia;ngifolia; Gk.  Gk. kedyosmon)kedyosmon).. Rue  Rue (Ruta chal(R(Ruta chal(Ruta chalepensis)epensis) is probab is probably Gk. ly Gk. peäíganonpeäíganon (Luke 11: (Luke 11:42). Jesus42). Jesus refers to refers to the seed  the see the seed of a seed of a sinapisinapi (Matt. 17 (Matt. 17:20 par.; :20 par.; Mark 4:31 Mark 4:31 par.) as apar.) as an illustran illustration of thtion of the power ofe power ofe power of faith; of faith; this plantthis plant is the mu is the mustard (prostard (probably bably Brassica nBrassica nigraigra)).. The slimy The slimy vegetable vegetable mentioned men mentioned mentioned in Job 6:6in Job 6:6  (h�allomu®(h�allomu®t�)t�) is probab is probably purlanely purlane  (Portulaca(Portulaca oleracea) oleracea) or mallow or m or mallow mallow (Malva syl(Malva sylvestris, Mvestris, M. nicaeens. nicaeensis, Alcea is, Alcea setosa).setosa). Heb.  Heb. qinnaœmo®nqinnaœmo®n (Exod. 30 (Exod. 30 (Exod. 30:23; Pro30:23; Prov. 7:17; Cv. 7:17; Cant. 4:14)ant. 4:14) and Gk.  and Gk. kinnaémoœmkinnaémoœmonon (Rev. 18: (Rev. 18:13) are co13) are confidently nfidecoconfidentlconfidently identifiy identified with cied with cinnamon nnamon (Cinnamono(Cinnamonoum verum),um verum), a spice t a spice that was imhat was imported intportimimported iimported into Palestnto Palestine. Heb. ine. Heb. qidda®qidda® (Exod. 30 (Exod. 30:24; Ezek.:24; Ezek. 27:19; cf 27:19; cf. 45:8[MT . 45:8[MT 9]) is pro9]) is9]) is probablis probably cassia y cassia (Cinnamonu(Cinnamonum cassia),m cassia), another i another imported plmported plant that want that was inferioas inferior to true r tor to true cito true cinnamon.nnamon.nnamon.

Condiments used by biblical people to spice up their foods included 
cummin, dill, and mint. Cummin (Cuminum cyminum) is confidently identified with 
Heb. kammoœn (Isa. 28:25, 27) and Gk. kyémiänon (Matt. 23:23). Heb. 
qes�ah�  (Isa. 28:25, 27) probably refers to the black cummin (Negella sativa). 
Manna reminded the Israelites of gad�  (Exod. 16:31; Num. 11:7), i.e., the 
coriander seed (Coriander satovum). Dill (Anethum graveolens) is referred to in 
Matt. 23:23 (Gk. aéneäthon), as is mint (Mentha longifolia; Gk. kedyosmon). Rue 
(Ruta chalepensis) is probably Gk. peäíganon (Luke 11:42). Jesus refers to the 
seed of a sinapi (Matt. 17:20 par.; Mark 4:31 par.) as an illustration of the power 
of faith; this plant is the mustard (probably Brassica nigra). The slimy vegetable 
mentioned in Job 6:6 (h�allomu®t�)  is probably purlane (Portulaca oleracea) or 
mallow (Malva sylvestris, M. nicaeensis, Alcea setosa). Heb. qinnaœmo®n (Exod. 
30:23; Prov. 7:17; Cant. 4:14) and Gk. kinnaémoœmon (Rev. 18:13) are 
confidently identified with cinnamon (Cinnamonoum verum), a spice that was 
imported into Palestine. Heb. qidda® (Exod. 30:24; Ezek. 27:19; cf. 45:8[MT 9]) 
is probably cassia (Cinnamonum cassia), another imported plant that was inferior 
to true cinnamon.

�Two importTwo important plantsant plants that were that were used for  used for textiles rtextiles rather thanather than subsidenc subsidence were flae were were flax were flax and cottonand cotton. Heb. . Heb. pisûta®pisûta® (Exod. 9: (Exod. 9:21) and Gk21) and Gk. . linéonlinéon (Matt. 12 (Matt. 12:20; Rev. :20; Re:20; Rev. 15:6)Rev. 15:6), , byébyé (Luke 16: (Luke 16:19), 19), sindoœnsindoœn (Mark 15: (Mark 15:46 par.), 46 par.), and and othoœnionothoœnion (John 19: (John (John 19:4(John 19:40; 20:5, 70; 20:5, 7) are iden) are identified wittified with the flaxh the flax plant  plant (Linum usi(Linum usitatissimumtatissimum),), whose ste whose s whose stem fiberstem fibers are extrs are extracted to macted to make fine lake fine linen. The inen. The seeds are seeds are the sourcethe source for linse for linseed oil. Coed linselinseed oilinseed oil. Cotton l. Cotton (Gossypium(Gossypium herbaceum herbaceum)) is Heb.  is Heb. karpaskarpas (Esth. 1: (Esth. 1:6); it was6); it was used for  used for used for the cufor the curtains in rtains in King AhasuKing Ahasuerus’ banqerus’ banquet hall.uet hall.uet hall.

Two important plants that were used for textiles rather than subsidence 
were flax and cotton. Heb. pisûta® (Exod. 9:21) and Gk. linéon (Matt. 12:20; 
Rev. 15:6), byé (Luke 16:19), sindoœn (Mark 15:46 par.), and othoœnion 
(John 19:40; 20:5, 7) are identified with the flax plant (Linum usitatissimum), whose 
stem fibers are extracted to make fine linen. The seeds are the source for 
linseed oil. Cotton (Gossypium herbaceum) is Heb. karpas (Esth. 1:6); it was used 
for the curtains in King Ahasuerus’ banquet hall.

�Many plantMany plants were uses were used for medid for medicinal purpcinal purposes. Heb.oses. Heb.  s�o�riîs�o�riî (Gen. 37: (Gen. 37:25; Jer. 825; Je25; Jer. 8:22)Jer. 8:22) is usuall is usually translaty translated as balmed as balm, although, although balm itse balm itself is a gelf is a general termneral term for any h for any for any healinany healing ointmentg ointment. Undoubte. Undoubtedly severadly several plants wl plants were used iere used in antiquitn antiquity to creaty to create balms. Be be balms. Balbalms. Balms were mams were made from thde from the resin fre resin from the lenom the lentisk bush tisk bush (Pistacia (Pistacia lentiscus)lentiscus),, the seeds the the seeds the seeds of the Atlof the Atlantic tereantic terebinth binth (P. Atlant(P. Atlantica),ica), ladanum r ladanum resin from esin from the Turkisthe Turkish rock-rosh roh rock-rose rock-rose (Cistus la(Cistus laurifolius)urifolius),, and oil f and oil from the frrom the fruit of theuit of the Jericho b Jericho balsam alsam (Balanites(Balanites aegyptiac ae aegyptiacaaegyptiaca).). Opobalsam Opobalsamum is derium is derived from tved from the resin ohe resin of the Balmf the Balm of Judea  of Judea (Commiphor(Commiph(Commiphor(Commiphoroa gileadeoa gileadensis).nsis). Heb.  Heb. neïk�}oœt�neïk�}oœt� (Gen. 37: (Gen. 37:25) is the25) is the gum traga gum tragacanth extrcanth ecanth extracted extracted from the rfrom the roots of leoots of leguminous pguminous plants fromlants from the genus the genus  AstragalusAstragalus (A. Gummi (A. Gummi (A. Gummifer, Gummifer, A. BethlehA. Bethlehemicus).emicus). It has be It has been suggesten suggested that caed that castor oil, stor oil, derived frderived from om Ricinus coRicinRicinus coRicinus communis,mmunis, may be as may be associated wsociated with Heb. ith Heb. qiîqaœyo®nqiîqaœyo®n (Jonah 4: (Jonah 4:6-10).6-10).6-10).

Many plants were used for medicinal purposes. Heb. s�o�riî  (Gen. 37:25; 
Jer. 8:22) is usually translated as balm, although balm itself is a general term for 
any healing ointment. Undoubtedly several plants were used in antiquity to create 
balms. Balms were made from the resin from the lentisk bush (Pistacia lentiscus), 
the seeds of the Atlantic terebinth (P. Atlantica), ladanum resin from the Turkish 
rock-rose (Cistus laurifolius), and oil from the fruit of the Jericho balsam (Balanites 
aegyptiaca). Opobalsamum is derived from the resin of the Balm of Judea 
(Commiphoroa gileadensis). Heb. neïk�}oœt�  (Gen. 37:25) is the gum tragacanth 
extracted from the roots of leguminous plants from the genus Astragalus (A. 
Gummifer, A. Bethlehemicus). It has been suggested that castor oil, derived from 
Ricinus communis, may be associated with Heb. qiîqaœyo®n (Jonah 4:6-10).

�A number oA number of plants wf plants were also uere also used as frased as fragrant incegrant incense. Heb. nse. Heb. h�elbeïna®h�elbeïna® (Exod. 30 (E (Exod. 30:(Exod. 30:34) is gal34) is galbanum banum (Ferula ga(Ferula galbaniflua)lbaniflua).. Heb.  Heb. neärdneärd (Cant. 1: (Cant. 1:12; 4:13-112; 4:13-14) and Gk.4) and4) and Gk. and Gk. naérdosnaérdos (Mark 14: (Mark 14:3; John 123; John 12:3), the s:3), the spice Mary pice Mary used to anused to anoint Jesusoint Jesus, are ofte, are , are often are often translatedtranslated as nard o as nard or spikenarr spikenard d (Nardostac(Nardostachys jatamahys jatamansi),nsi), although  although some botansome bsome botanists botanists believe thbelieve the Hebrew te Hebrew term is proerm is probably to bbably to be identifie identified with caed with camel grass mel grass (Cymbopogo(C(Cymbopogo(Cymbopogon schoenann schoenanthus).thus). Heb.  Heb. karkoœmkarkoœm (Cant. 4: (Cant. 4:14), saffr14), saffron, comes on, comes from the sfrom thefrom the saffrothe saffron crocus n crocus (Crocus sa(Crocus sativus)tivus) and was u and was used both ased both as incense s incense and a dye.and a dye. Some have Some ha Some have suggehave suggested sincested since Heb.  Heb. qaœnehqaœneh appears i appears in Cant. 1:n Cant. 1:14, it mus14, it must have beet have been an aroman an arn an aromatic garomatic grass whichrass which could hav could have been usee been used as incend as incense; if so,se; if so, sweet fla sweet flag g (Acorus ca(Acorus calamus)lacacalamus)calamus) is probab is probably the besly the best candidatt candidate.e.

A number of plants were also used as fragrant incense. Heb. h�elbeïna®  



(Exod. 30:34) is galbanum (Ferula galbaniflua). Heb. neärd (Cant. 1:12; 4:13-14) 
and Gk. naérdos (Mark 14:3; John 12:3), the spice Mary used to anoint Jesus, 
are often translated as nard or spikenard (Nardostachys jatamansi), although some 
botanists believe the Hebrew term is probably to be identified with camel grass 
(Cymbopogon schoenanthus). Heb. karkoœm (Cant. 4:14), saffron, comes from 
the saffron crocus (Crocus sativus) and was used both as incense and a dye. Some 
have suggested since Heb. qaœneh appears in Cant. 1:14, it must have been an 
aromatic grass which could have been used as incense; if so, sweet flag (Acorus 
calamus) is probably the best candidate.

Wild HerbsWild Herbs

Wild Herbs

�It is estiIt is estimated thatmated that there are there are at least  at least 200 palata200 palatable grasseble grasses and herbs and herbs in Paless in Palestine. HebrtPalesPalestine.Palestine. Hebrew wo Hebrew words that rrds that refer to thefer to this broad cis broad category ofategory of plants in plants include clude h�aœs�iîrh�aœh�aœs�iîrh�aœs�iîr and  and {eäsíeb�.{eäsíeb�. Heb.  Heb. meïro®riîmmeïro®riîm (Exod. 12 (Exod. 12:8; Num. 9:8; Num. 9:11) speci:11) specifically reficalspecispecificalspecifically refer tly refer to the “bito the “bitter herbs.ter herbs.” Plants i” Plants included inncluded in this cate this category, accogory, according to trding tording to the Misto the Mishnah, inclhnah, include lettucude lettuce e (Lactuca),(Lactuca), chicory  chicory (Cichorium(Cichorium intybus intybus and  and C. PumilumC. Pumilum))PumilumPumilum)Pumilum), eryngo , eryngo (Eryngium (Eryngium creticum),creticum), horseradi horseradish sh (Armoracia(Armoracia rusticana rusticana),), and sow t and sow thistle hitthistle thistle (Sonchus o(Sonchus oleraceus).leraceus). Other pla Other plants that hnts that have been gave been grouped in rouped in this categthis category includory incory include dainclude dandelion ndelion (Taraxacum(Taraxacum officinal officinale),e), endive  endive (Cichorium(Cichorium endivia), endivia), reichardi reichardia a (Reichardi(Reich(Reichardi(Reichardia tingitana tingitana),a), sorrel  sorrel (Rumex ace(Rumex acetosella),tosella), and water and watercress cress (Nasturtiu(Nasturtium officinam officinale).le)officinaofficinaleofficinale).).

It is estimated that there are at least 200 palatable grasses and herbs in 
Palestine. Hebrew words that refer to this broad category of plants include 
h�aœs�iîr  and {eäsíeb�.  Heb. meïro®riîm (Exod. 12:8; Num. 9:11) 
specifically refer to the “bitter herbs.” Plants included in this category, according 
to the Mishnah, include lettuce (Lactuca), chicory (Cichorium intybus and C. 
Pumilum), eryngo (Eryngium creticum), horseradish (Armoracia rusticana), and sow 
thistle (Sonchus oleraceus). Other plants that have been grouped in this category 
include dandelion (Taraxacum officinale), endive (Cichorium endivia), reichardia 
(Reichardia tingitana), sorrel (Rumex acetosella), and watercress (Nasturtium 
officinale).
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Heb. Heb. qaœnehqaœneh and Gk.  and Gk. kaélamoskaélamos (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 14:15; Matt4:15; Matt. 27:29) h. 27:29) have sometiave sometimes been imes bemes been identbeen identified withified with the commo the common reed n reed (Phragmite(Phragmites communiss communis = P. aust = P. australis),ralis), although  although although salthough sweet flag weet flag (Acorus ca(Acorus calamus)lamus) has also  has also been propobeen proposed. Heb. sed. Heb. }ag�mo®n}ag�mo®n (Isa. 9:1 (Is (Isa. 9:14(Isa. 9:14[13]; 58:5[13]; 58:5) probably) probably covers se covers sedges and rdges and rushes and ushes and includes tincludes the six loche six local speciesal spal species ofspecies of  ScirpusScirpus as well a as well as several s several species ofspecies of  Juncus.Juncus. Two speci Two species of cattes of cattail (ail (TyphaTypha sp.) are  (Typha(Typha sp.(Typha sp.) are prob) are probably incluably included under ded under the class the class of water pof water plants knowlants known in Hebren in Hebrew as wHebreHebrew as Hebrew as su®p�su®p� (Exod. 2: (Exod. 2:3; Isa. 193; Isa. 19:6; Jonah :6; Jonah 2:5). Papy2:5). Papyrus rus (Cyperus p(Cyperus papyrys)apyrys) is probab is pr is probably tprobably to be idento be identified withified with  goœmehgoœmeh (Exod. 2: (Exod. 2:3; Isa. 183; Isa. 18:2).:2).

Heb. qaœneh and Gk. kaélamos (1 Kgs. 14:15; Matt. 27:29) have sometimes 
been identified with the common reed (Phragmites communis = P. australis), 
although sweet flag (Acorus calamus) has also been proposed. Heb. }ag�mo®n  
(Isa. 9:14[13]; 58:5) probably covers sedges and rushes and includes the six local 
species of Scirpus as well as several species of Juncus. Two species of cattail 
(Typha sp.) are probably included under the class of water plants known in 
Hebrew as su®p�  (Exod. 2:3; Isa. 19:6; Jonah 2:5). Papyrus (Cyperus papyrys) is 
probably to be identified with goœmeh (Exod. 2:3; Isa. 18:2).
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Wilderness Plants

WildernessWilderness plants in plants include sennclude senna bush, wha bush, white broom,ite broom, and shrub and shrubby orache.by orache. The senna The senn The senna bushsenna bush  (Cassia se(Cassia senna)nna) is probab is probably Heb. ly Heb. seïnehseïneh (Exod. 3: (Exod. 3:2-4; cf. A2-4; cf. Arab. rab. senesene)).. The white Th The white The white broom broom (Retama ra(Retama raetam)etam) has been  has been identifiedidentified with Heb. with Heb.  roœt�emroœt�em (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs (1 Kgs. 19:4;Kgs. 19:4; Job 30:4) Job 30:4). Heb. . Heb. malu®ah�malu®ah� (Job 30:4 (Job 30:4) is simil) is similar to Arabar to Arab. . mulah�,mulah�, which is  whi which is iwhich is identified dentified with severwith several speciesal species of  of AtriplexAtriplex or orache or orache..

Wilderness plants include senna bush, white broom, and shrubby orache. The 
senna bush (Cassia senna) is probably Heb. seïneh (Exod. 3:2-4; cf. Arab. sene). 
The white broom (Retama raetam) has been identified with Heb. roœt�em  (1 



Kgs. 19:4; Job 30:4). Heb. malu®ah�  (Job 30:4) is similar to Arab. mulah�,  
which is identified with several species of Atriplex or orache.
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Thorns and Thistles

Because ofBecause of the relat the relatively dry ively dry MediterranMediterranean enviroean environment, thonment, thorny plantsrny plants are plent are plentiful in Paifplentplentiful plentiful in Palestiin Palestine. More tne. More than 70 varhan 70 varieties havieties have been idee been identified byntified by modern bo modern botanists whtanibobotanists botanists while at lwhile at least 20 Heeast 20 Hebrew and Gbrew and Greek termsreek terms refer to  refer to this categthis category of plaory of plants. Thosentplaplants. Thplants. Those probabose probably indicatly indicated includeed include Christ th Christ thorn; thornorn; thorny burnet; y burnet; bramble; Sbramble; Syrian, holyrSSyrian, hoSyrian, holy, and glly, and globe thistlobe thistles; Spanises; Spanish thistle;h thistle; golden th golden thistle; netistle; nettle, gray tle, gray nightshadenightshadnightshadenightshade; Syrian a; Syrian acanthus; acanthus; and spiny znd spiny zilla.illa.illa.

Because of the relatively dry Mediterranean environment, thorny plants are 
plentiful in Palestine. More than 70 varieties have been identified by modern 
botanists while at least 20 Hebrew and Greek terms refer to this category of 
plants. Those probably indicated include Christ thorn; thorny burnet; bramble; 
Syrian, holy, and globe thistles; Spanish thistle; golden thistle; nettle, gray 
nightshade; Syrian acanthus; and spiny zilla.

�Matt. 13:2Matt. 13:24-25 refer4-25 refers to the ts to the tares or weares or weeds (Gk. eds (Gk. zizaénionzizaénion) that gro) that grow among thw amonw among the among the good plantgood plants. The tars. The tare is mostle is mostly likely ty likely the darnel he darnel (Lolium te(Lolium temulentum),mulentum), a noxious a n a noxious wenoxious weed that roed that routinely inutinely invades cropvades crops in Paless in Palestine. Heb.tine. Heb.  roœ}sûroœ}sû (Hos. 10: (Hos. 10:4) also re4) 10:10:4) also10:4) also refers to refers to a noxious a noxious weed, pro weed, probably the bably the Syrian scaSyrian scabious bious (Cephalari(Cephalaria syriaca)a syriaca syriaca)syriaca) or the he or the henbane nbane (Hyoscyamu(Hyoscyamus reticulas reticulatus).tus). These sam These same species e species may be whamay be what Job had t Jot Job had inJob had in mind (Job mind (Job 31:40; He 31:40; Heb. b. bo}sûa®bo}sûa®).).

Matt. 13:24-25 refers to the tares or weeds (Gk. zizaénion) that grow 
among the good plants. The tare is mostly likely the darnel (Lolium temulentum), a 
noxious weed that routinely invades crops in Palestine. Heb. roœ}sû (Hos. 
10:4) also refers to a noxious weed, probably the Syrian scabious (Cephalaria 
syriaca) or the henbane (Hyoscyamus reticulatus). These same species may be what 
Job had in mind (Job 31:40; Heb. bo}sûa®).
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Flowers of the Field

It is extrIt is extremely diffemely difficult to iicult to identify spdentify specific speecific species of flcies of flowering plowering plants with ants with Hebrew terHebrew Hebrew terHebrew terms. Three ms. Three Hebrew terHebrew terms refer tms refer to flowers o flowers in a generin a generic sense: ic sense: perah�, s�perah�perah�, s�perah�, s�iîs�, nis�iîs�, nis�s�a®.s�a®. Heb.  Heb. nis�s�aœninis�s�aœniîmîm (Cant. 2: (Cant. 2:12) probab12) probably refers ly refely refers colrefers collectively lectively to those fto those flowers thalowers that are the t are the first to bfirst to bloom in thloom in the spring. e spring. This wouldThis wThis would inclwould include anemonude anemones (es (Anemone coAnemone coronariaronaria L.), tuli L.), tulips (ps (Tulipa monTulipa montanatana Lindl.),  Lindl.), poppies (popppoppies (poppies (Papaver rhPapaver rhoeasoeas L.), and  L.), and crowfoots crowfoots (Ranunculu(Ranunculus asiaticus asiaticus).s). Another g Another group is throup is roup is the “flis the “flowers of towers of the field” he field” (Isa. 40:6(Isa. 40:6, 8; 1 Pet, 8; 1 Pet. 1:24-25). 1:24-25), which pr, which probably incobably includes daisludes daludes daisies andaisies and daisy-lid daisy-like flowerske flowers such as t such as the dog chahe dog chamomile (momile (AnthemisAnthemis sp.), sca sp.), scarlet crowfrlet crorlet crowfoot (crowfoot (RanunculusRanunculus asiaticus asiaticus L.), and  L.), and crown daiscrown daisy (y (ChrysantheChrysanthemum coronamum coronariumrium L.). Some L.).  L.). Some L.). Some suggest thsuggest that the “liat the “lily of the ly of the field” (Gkfield” (Gk. . kriínon;kriínon; Matt. 6:2 Matt. 6:28 par.) is8 par.) is the anemo the an the anemone anemone (Anemone c(Anemone coronaria).oronaria). Several f Several flowers havlowers have been idee been identified wintified with Heb. th Heb. sûu®sûansûu®sûu®sûansûu®sûan (1 Kgs. 7 (1 Kgs. 7:19, 26; C:19, 26; Cant. 2:2),ant. 2:2), including including the white the white lily ( lily (Lilium canLilium candidumdidum L.), cham L.) L.), chamoL.), chamomile mile (Anthrmis (Anthrmis noblis, A.noblis, A. tinctoria tinctoria),), narcissus narcissus  (Narcissus(Narcissus tazetta), tazetta), sea daffo sea daffodil dildaffodaffodil daffodil (Pancratiu(Pancratium maritimum maritimum),m), sternberg sternbergia ia (Sternberg(Sternbergia lutea, ia lutea, S. clusianS. clusiana),a), and crowf and crow and crowfoot (crowfoot (RanunculusRanunculus asiaticus asiaticus L.). The  L.). The “rose of S“rose of Sharon” (Heharon” (Heb. b. h�a�b�as�sh�a�b�as�s�elet�;�elh�a�b�as�sh�a�b�as�sh�a�b�as�s�elet�;�elet�; Cant. 2:1 Cant. 2:1; Isa. 35:; Isa. 35:1) likely 1) likely also referalso refers to this s to this lily, althlily, although some ough sough some have some have suggested suggested the Phoenithe Phoenician rose cian rose (Rosa phoe(Rosa phoenicia).nicia).nicia).

It is extremely difficult to identify specific species of flowering plants with 
Hebrew terms. Three Hebrew terms refer to flowers in a generic sense: 
perah�, s�iîs�, nis�s�a®.  Heb. nis�s�aœniîm  (Cant. 2:12) probably 
refers collectively to those flowers that are the first to bloom in the spring. This 
would include anemones (Anemone coronaria L.), tulips (Tulipa montana Lindl.), 
poppies (Papaver rhoeas L.), and crowfoots (Ranunculus asiaticus). Another group 
is the “flowers of the field” (Isa. 40:6, 8; 1 Pet. 1:24-25), which probably includes 
daisies and daisy-like flowers such as the dog chamomile (Anthemis sp.), scarlet 
crowfoot (Ranunculus asiaticus L.), and crown daisy (Chrysanthemum coronarium 
L.). Some suggest that the “lily of the field” (Gk. kriínon; Matt. 6:28 par.) is the 
anemone (Anemone coronaria). Several flowers have been identified with Heb. 
sûu®sûan (1 Kgs. 7:19, 26; Cant. 2:2), including the white lily (Lilium candidum 
L.), chamomile (Anthrmis noblis, A. tinctoria), narcissus (Narcissus tazetta), sea 
daffodil (Pancratium maritimum), sternbergia (Sternbergia lutea, S. clusiana), and 
crowfoot (Ranunculus asiaticus L.). The “rose of Sharon” (Heb. 
h�a�b�as�s�elet�;  Cant. 2:1; Isa. 35:1) likely also refers to this lily, although 
some have suggested the Phoenician rose (Rosa phoenicia).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Zohary,M. Zohary,  Plants of Plants of the Biblethe Bible (London,  (London, 1982).1982).1982).

Bibliography. M. Zohary, Plants of the Bible (London, 1982).
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PLEIADESPLEIADES (Gk.  (Gk. PleiíadosPleiíados)))

PLEIADES (Gk. Pleiíados)

According According to Greek mto Greek mythology, ythology, the seven the seven daughters daughters of Atlas aof Atlas and Pleionend Pleione, later tr, later transformed antrtransformetransformed into a gd into a group of stroup of stars (cf. Aars (cf. Amos 5:8 KJmos 5:8 KJV) when OrV) when Orion the huion the hunter was anter was anter was about to mabout to molest themolest them. In the O. In the OT (Heb. T (Heb. kiîma®,kiîma®, from the  from the root “to hroot “to heap up, aceap up, accumulate”)cumacaccumulateaccumulate”) they ar”) they are created e created by Yahweh by Yahweh (Job 9:9; (Job 9:9; Amos 5:8) Amos 5:8) and under and under Yahweh’s cYahweh’sYahweh’s cYahweh’s control (Joontrol (Job 38:31).b 38:31).b 38:31).

According to Greek mythology, the seven daughters of Atlas and Pleione, later 
transformed into a group of stars (cf. Amos 5:8 KJV) when Orion the hunter was 
about to molest them. In the OT (Heb. kiîma®, from the root “to heap up, 
accumulate”) they are created by Yahweh (Job 9:9; Amos 5:8) and under 
Yahweh’s control (Job 38:31).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. G. R. DrivG. R. Driver, “Two Aer, “Two Astronomicastronomical Passagesl Passages in the Ol in the Old Testamend Testamd Testament,Testament,” ” JTSJTS  N.S.N.S. 4 (1953): 4 (1953): 208–12. 208–12. 208–12.

Bibliography. G. R. Driver, “Two Astronomical Passages in the Old 
Testament,” JTS N.S. 4 (1953): 208–12.
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PLOW, PLOWSHARE

The singleThe single-furrow pl-furrow plow was a sow was a straight potraight pole (a thinle (a thin trunk or  trunk or long branclong branch) that rah) that ran paralleln pn parallel tparallel to the grouo the ground. A yokend. A yoke enabled t enabled the plowmanhe plowman to attach to attach one end t one end to a draft o a draft animal; a aanimal; a animal; a branch or branch or arm projecarm projected down fted down from the porom the pole’s otherle’s other end at an end at an angle, wi angle, with a plow twiwith a plowith a plow point orw point or plowshare plowshare secured a secured at the arm’t the arm’s end. Thes end. The farmer pu farmer pushed the pshed the pshed the plow down plow down so that thso that the plowshare plowshare came inte came into contact o contact with the gwith the ground and round and pierced itpierced pierced itpierced its surface.s surface. Before th Before the inventioe invention of iron,n of iron, plow poin plow points were mats were made of stonde of stone, hardwooe, stonstone, harstone, hardwood, or dwood, or bronze; evbronze; even after ien after iron came iron came into use (anto use (after ca. 1fter ca. 1200 200 B.C.B.C.), many pl), m), many plowsmany plowshares werehares were still fas still fashioned frohioned from bronze. m bronze. These poinThese points have suts have survived at rvived at many archammany archamany archaeological eological sites.sites.sites.

The single-furrow plow was a straight pole (a thin trunk or long branch) that ran 
parallel to the ground. A yoke enabled the plowman to attach one end to a draft 
animal; a branch or arm projected down from the pole’s other end at an angle, 
with a plow point or plowshare secured at the arm’s end. The farmer pushed the 
plow down so that the plowshare came into contact with the ground and 
pierced its surface. Before the invention of iron, plow points were made of 
stone, hardwood, or bronze; even after iron came into use (after ca. 1200 B.C.), 
many plowshares were still fashioned from bronze. These points have survived at 
many archaeological sites.

�In biblicaIn biblical times thl times the plow wase plow was quite pri quite primitive andmitive and farmers w farmers were able tere able to do littlo do littlo do little morlittle more than scre than scratch the satch the surface andurface and cut a sha cut a shallow furrollow furrow into thew into the soil. The soil. The point of  poin point of tpoint of the plow brhe plow broke up haroke up hard-packed, d-packed, sun-baked sun-baked ground to ground to give seedsgive seeds a place t a place to germinatotto germinato germinate and allte and allow the winow the winter precipter precipitation toitation to soak in.  soak in. Therefore Therefore it requireit required sharpenid shd sharpeningsharpening to be eff to be effective (1 ective (1 Sam. 13:19Sam. 13:19-22). Once-22). Once a farmer  a farmer broke the broke the soil, it wsoil, it was necessaas nas necessary necessary to smash tto smash the clods ahe clods and level tnd level the surfacehe surface with a ho with a hoe or harroe or harrow (Isa. 28w (Isa. 28:24-25). P:242828:24-25).28:24-25). Plows wer Plows were usually e usually yoked to oyoked to oxen, but cxen, but cows, mulesows, mules, and asse, and asses were alss were also used. Mooalsalso used.also used. Mosaic la Mosaic law prohibitw prohibited yoking ed yoking an ox withan ox with an ass (D an ass (Deut. 22:10eut. 22:10). When th). When the early raeththe early the early rains of lrains of late autumnate autumn began, pl began, plowing for owing for winter crowinter crops could tps could take place ake place (cf. Prov.(cf.(cf. Prov.(cf. Prov. 20:4). 20:4). 20:4).

In biblical times the plow was quite primitive and farmers were able to do 
little more than scratch the surface and cut a shallow furrow into the soil. The 
point of the plow broke up hard-packed, sun-baked ground to give seeds a place 
to germinate and allow the winter precipitation to soak in. Therefore it required 
sharpening to be effective (1 Sam. 13:19-22). Once a farmer broke the soil, it was 
necessary to smash the clods and level the surface with a hoe or harrow (Isa. 
28:24-25). Plows were usually yoked to oxen, but cows, mules, and asses were 
also used. Mosaic law prohibited yoking an ox with an ass (Deut. 22:10). When 
the early rains of late autumn began, plowing for winter crops could take place 
(cf. Prov. 20:4).

�Plowing waPlowing was used mets used metaphoricallaphorically throughoy throughout the OT ut the OT (e.g., Job(e.g., Job 4:8; Ps.  4:8; Ps. 129:3; Jer129:3; 129:3; Jer129:3; Jer. 26:18 = . 26:18 = Mic. 3:12;Mic. 3:12; Hos. 10:1 Hos. 10:11). For ex1). For example, an ample, an era of peaera of peace will arce will arrive when rive wrive when peoplwhen people turn swoe turn swords into prds into plowshares lowshares (Isa. 2:4;(Isa. 2:4; Mic. 4:3; Mic. 4:3; but Joel  but Joel 3:10[MT 4:3:10[MT 4:10]). Jesu104:4:10]). Je4:10]). Jesus used tsus used the plowinghe plowing process t process to emphasizo emphasize the impoe the importance of rtance of commitmentcommitmencommitmentcommitment to the ki to the kingdom of Gngdom of God (Luke 9od (Luke 9:62).:62).:62).

Plowing was used metaphorically throughout the OT (e.g., Job 4:8; Ps. 
129:3; Jer. 26:18 = Mic. 3:12; Hos. 10:11). For example, an era of peace will arrive 
when people turn swords into plowshares (Isa. 2:4; Mic. 4:3; but Joel 3:10[MT 
4:10]). Jesus used the plowing process to emphasize the importance of 
commitment to the kingdom of God (Luke 9:62).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. O. BorowskO. Borowski, i, AgriculturAgriculture in Iron e in Iron Age IsraelAge Israel (Winona L (Winona Lake, 1987)ake, 1987ake, 1987); J. 1987); J. A. ThompsoA. Thompson, n, Handbook oHandbook of Life in f Life in Bible TimeBible Timess (Downers  (Downers Grove, 198Grove, 1986).6).6).

Bibliography. O. Borowski, Agriculture in Iron Age Israel (Winona Lake, 
1987); J. A. Thompson, Handbook of Life in Bible Times (Downers Grove, 1986).
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A buildersA builders’ device c’ device consisting onsisting of a strinof a string with a wg with a weight, or eight, or plummet, oplummet, on one end.n one end. The weigh Th The weightThe weight forces th forces the cord to e cord to hang vertihang vertically so tcally so that buildehat builders and renrs and renovators arovators are able to e ae able to chable to check the aleck the alignment ofignment of walls the walls they are consy are constructing atructing and make sund make sure that thre that they are pereyththey are pthey are perpendiculerpendicular to the ar to the center of center of gravity ofgravity of the earth the earth. The plum. The plumb line is b line is also used also also used also used to recognito recognize walls tze walls that are tihat are tilted and nlted and need to be eed to be torn down.torn down. Used meta Used metaphoricallypmetametaphoricmetaphorically in thally in the Bible, te Bible, the plumb lhe plumb line is a tine is a tool to enaool to enable the peble the people of Isople of Israel to derael trael to delineato delineate righteote righteousness andusness and truth fro truth from apostasym apostasy (Amos 7:7 (Amos 7:7-9). It al-9). It also occurs so occurs as a testias as a testias a testing tool: jng tool: justice is ustice is the line athe line and righteond righteousness theusness the plummet t plummet that test rhat test rebuilt Jerebuilt rrebuilt Jerebuilt Jerusalem (Irusalem (Isa. 28:17)sa. 28:17). The meas. The measuring lineuring line and plumm and plummet used toet used to condemn A condemn A condemn Ahab’s SamAhab’s Samaria also aria also condemn Jecondemn Jerusalem (2rusalem (2 Kgs. 21:1 Kgs. 21:13), while 3), while chaos and chaos and confusion confusion are broughaare broughare brought to Edom t to Edom by God’s lby God’s line and pline and plummet (Isaummet (Isa. 34:11). . 34:11). ZerubbabelZerubbabel’s holding’s holding a plummet holdingholding a holding a plummet inplummet in his hands his hands at the ti at the time of the me of the temple’s rtemple’s reconstructeconstruction (Zech.ion (Zech. 4:10) may 4 4:10) may 4:10) may be a literbe a literal referenal reference to its ce to its normal usanormal usage, but thge, but this passageis passage may also  may also be interprbe inbe interpreteinterpreted metaphord metaphorically.ically.ically.

A builders’ device consisting of a string with a weight, or plummet, on one end. 
The weight forces the cord to hang vertically so that builders and renovators are 
able to check the alignment of walls they are constructing and make sure that 
they are perpendicular to the center of gravity of the earth. The plumb line is 
also used to recognize walls that are tilted and need to be torn down. Used 
metaphorically in the Bible, the plumb line is a tool to enable the people of Israel 
to delineate righteousness and truth from apostasy (Amos 7:7-9). It also occurs 
as a testing tool: justice is the line and righteousness the plummet that test 
rebuilt Jerusalem (Isa. 28:17). The measuring line and plummet used to condemn 
Ahab’s Samaria also condemn Jerusalem (2 Kgs. 21:13), while chaos and confusion 
are brought to Edom by God’s line and plummet (Isa. 34:11). Zerubbabel’s 
holding a plummet in his hands at the time of the temple’s reconstruction (Zech. 
4:10) may be a literal reference to its normal usage, but this passage may also be 
interpreted metaphorically.
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POCHERETH-POCHERETH-HAZZEBAIMHAZZEBAIM (Heb.  (Heb. poœk�eret�poœk�eret� has�s�eïb has�s�eïb�aœyiîm�aœyiîmhas�s�eïbhas�s�eïb�has�s�eïb�aœyiîmaœyiîm)))

POCHERETH-HAZZEBAIM (Heb. poœk�eret� 
has�s�eïb�aœyiîm )

The progenThe progenitor of a itor of a family of family of Solomon’s Solomon’s servants wservants whose descehose descendants retndants returned fromurned frourned from exilefrom exile (Ezra 2:5 (Ezra 2:57 = Neh. 77 = Neh. 7:59). The :59). The Hebrew terHebrew term appears m appears to be a feto be a feminine prominine prominine proper namproper name or the ne or the name of an ame of an office, meoffice, meaning “gazaning “gazelle hunteelle hunter.”r.”

The progenitor of a family of Solomon’s servants whose descendants returned 
from exile (Ezra 2:57 = Neh. 7:59). The Hebrew term appears to be a feminine 
proper name or the name of an office, meaning “gazelle hunter.”

POETRYPOETRYPOETRY

POETRY

Most of thMost of the religioue religious literatus literature of the re of the ancient Neancient Near East waar East was poetic is poetic in form, asn form, as is much o is m is much of thmuch of the literatue literature in the re in the Bible. TheBible. The Psalms, o Psalms, of course, f course, have been have been widely recwidely recognized asognrecrecognizedrecognized as poetic as poetic compositi compositions, but tons, but to this poeo this poetry may betry may be added as  added as well the twell the two major rwttwo major two major reflectionreflections on humans on human wisdom: t wisdom: the book ofhe book of Proverbs, Proverbs, a collect a collection of shoion of shoion of short poetshort poetic aphorisic aphorisms, and thms, and the book of e book of Job, a sucJob, a succession ofcession of extended  extended poetic diapoetic dialogues. Thlodiadialogues.dialogues. Themes as Themes as different different as distre as distress, in thess, in the book of L book of Lamentationamentations, and lovs, and love, in the e, ine, in the Sonin the Song of Solomg of Solomon, are tron, are treated in peated in poetic formoetic form. But the . But the major typemajor type of poetic of poetic speech in sp speech in speech in the Bible the Bible is prophecis prophecy. The proy. The prophets deliphets delivered divivered divine oraclesne oracles in poetry in poetry. Nearly a. N. Nearly allNearly all of the sp of the speeches of eeches of the major the major prophets —prophets — Isaiah, J Isaiah, Jeremiah, Eeremiah, Ezekiel — azekiel — and of the ndaand of theand of the 12 Minor  12 Minor Prophets aProphets are poetry.re poetry. Some have Some have even sugg even suggested thatested that Israel’s  Israel’s great histggreat histgreat historical proorical prose narratise narrative, in whive, in which are embch are embedded someedded some poetic co poetic compositionsmpositionscocompositiocompositions (e.g., ns (e.g., Gen. 49; EGen. 49; Exod. 15; Dxod. 15; Deut. 32, 3eut. 32, 33), was a 3), was a poetic narpoetic narrative in rative in its originits oits original (original (perhaps orperhaps oral) form. al) form. Much less Much less of the NT,of the NT, composed  composed primarily primarily of Gospel of Gospel narrativesnnarrativesnarratives and lette and letters, is poers, is poetry, thougtry, though these prh these prose genresose genres contain a contain an occasionn occasional poem, sal pal poem, suchpoem, such as the Ma as the Magnificat ognificat of Mary (Luf Mary (Luke 1:46-55ke 1:46-55) and an o) and an occasional ccasional hymn in thhymn in the letters eththe letterthe letters (e.g., Es (e.g., Eph. 1:3-14ph. 1:3-14; Phil. 2:; Phil. 2:6-11).6-11).6-11).

Most of the religious literature of the ancient Near East was poetic in form, as is 
much of the literature in the Bible. The Psalms, of course, have been widely 
recognized as poetic compositions, but to this poetry may be added as well the 
two major reflections on human wisdom: the book of Proverbs, a collection of 
short poetic aphorisms, and the book of Job, a succession of extended poetic 
dialogues. Themes as different as distress, in the book of Lamentations, and love, 
in the Song of Solomon, are treated in poetic form. But the major type of poetic 
speech in the Bible is prophecy. The prophets delivered divine oracles in poetry. 
Nearly all of the speeches of the major prophets — Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel — 
and of the 12 Minor Prophets are poetry. Some have even suggested that Israel’s 
great historical prose narrative, in which are embedded some poetic 
compositions (e.g., Gen. 49; Exod. 15; Deut. 32, 33), was a poetic narrative in its 
original (perhaps oral) form. Much less of the NT, composed primarily of Gospel 
narratives and letters, is poetry, though these prose genres contain an occasional 
poem, such as the Magnificat of Mary (Luke 1:46-55) and an occasional hymn in 
the letters (e.g., Eph. 1:3-14; Phil. 2:6-11).

�Literary cLiterary critics havritics have always be always been at a leen at a loss to sayoss to say exactly w exactly what definehat defines poetry os poetry os poetry or makes ior makes it different different from prot from prose, regardse, regardless of thless of the particule particular languagar language within we within which they hichwwhich theywhich they are worki are working. Yet thng. Yet there is almere is almost univerost universal agreemsal agreement that pent that poetry is aoetry is a distinct  di distinct adistinct and unique nd unique kind of lakind of language. Denguage. Definitions finitions often descoften describe it asribe it as intensifi intensified languaged langed language, language, an especiaan especially concenlly concentrated andtrated and condensed condensed form of l form of literature.iterature. Poetry re Poetry relies more liererelies morrelies more heavily e heavily than does than does prose on rprose on recurrent pecurrent patterns ofatterns of words and words and of sounds of sounds of sounds, ansounds, and it makesd it makes more conc more concentrated uentrated use of imagse of imagery, symboery, symbol, and metl, and metaphor. Furaphor. Fuaphor. FurthermorFurthermore, it appee, it appeals to a bals to a broad rangeroad range of human  of human experienceexperience, engaging, engaging not just  not just the intellththe intellthe intellect but thect but the senses, e senses, the emotiothe emotions, and thns, and the intuitioe intuition of the hn of the hearer or rearer or reader as weaderreader as reader as well.well.well.

Literary critics have always been at a loss to say exactly what defines poetry 



or makes it different from prose, regardless of the particular language within 
which they are working. Yet there is almost universal agreement that poetry is a 
distinct and unique kind of language. Definitions often describe it as intensified 
language, an especially concentrated and condensed form of literature. Poetry 
relies more heavily than does prose on recurrent patterns of words and of 
sounds, and it makes more concentrated use of imagery, symbol, and metaphor. 
Furthermore, it appeals to a broad range of human experience, engaging not just 
the intellect but the senses, the emotions, and the intuition of the hearer or 
reader as well.

�The basic The basic building bbuilding block of bilock of biblical Hebblical Hebrew poetryrew poetry is a repe is a repetitive pattitive pattern calletern calletern called parcalled parallelism. allelism. This is a This is a device by device by which the which the poet exprepoet expresses an idsses an idea in one ea in one line of veline oline of verse, of verse, and then iand then in a secondn a second line repe line repeats — bettats — better, reshaper, reshapes — that es — that idea throuidea through nuance,ghthrouthrough nuthrough nuance, exteance, extension, connsion, contrast, or trast, or another kianother kind of devend of development. Tlopment. The result he result is an imagisis an imagis an image or thouge or thought richer ht richer than possithan possible througble through a singleh a single statement statement. An examp. An example is threleexampexample isexample is three ver three verse units fse units from the prrom the prophecy of ophecy of peace in Ipeace in Isa. 2:4:sa. 2:4:sa. 2:4:

The basic building block of biblical Hebrew poetry is a repetitive pattern 
called parallelism. This is a device by which the poet expresses an idea in one line 
of verse, and then in a second line repeats — better, reshapes — that idea 
through nuance, extension, contrast, or another kind of development. The result 
is an image or thought richer than possible through a single statement. An 
example is three verse units from the prophecy of peace in Isa. 2:4:

�He shall jHe shall judge betweudge between the naten the nations,ions,�and shall and shall arbitrate arbitrate for many pfor many peoples;eoples;they shallthey shall beat thei beat their swords ir swords into plowshnto plowshares,ares,�and their and their spears intspears into pruningho pruninghooks;ooks;nation shanation shall not lifll not lift up swordt up sword against n against nation,ation,�neither shneither shall they lall they learn war aearn war any more.ny more.ny more.

He shall judge between the nations,
and shall arbitrate for many peoples;

they shall beat their swords into plowshares,
and their spears into pruninghooks;

nation shall not lift up sword against nation,
neither shall they learn war any more.

�In each ofIn each of these thr these three two-linee two-line verses, e verses, the idea ethe idea expressed ixpressed in the firsn the first line is t line is parallel apaparallel aparallel and enrichend enriched in some d in some way in theway in the second li second line. In thene. In the first, th first, the verb “jue verb “judge” in l.dge” idge” in l. 1 isin l. 1 is parallele paralleled by “arbid by “arbitrate” in trate” in l. 2, and l. 2, and “nations” “nations” is paralleis paralleled by “maled by “many peoplesny peopleny peoples.” peoples.” But more tBut more than mechanhan mechanical repetical repetition by tition by the use of he use of synonyms isynonyms is involveds involved here. For involvedinvolved hinvolved here. For eere. For example, thxample, the term “are term “arbitrate” abitrate” amplifies tmplifies the term “jhe term “judge,” sinudge,” since it has ce ice it has theit has the sharper c sharper connotationonnotation in Hebrew in Hebrew of callin of calling to accoug to account, and thnt, and thus it emphus it emphasizes, wiasiemphemphasizesemphasizes, within t, within the idea ofhe idea of the adjud the adjudication ofication of a dispute a dispute, the idea, the idea of “repri of “reprimand” or “mand“repri“reprimand“reprimand” or “admo” or “admonishment.”nishment.” Likewise  Likewise in the secin the second verse ond verse unit, “speunit, “spears” paralars” paralars” parallels parallels “swords” a“swords” and “pruninnd “pruning hooks” pg hooks” parallels “arallels “plowsharesplowshares.” As is c.” As is common in pommon in parallelismapparallelisparallelism, the verm, the verb (“beat”)b (“beat”) is expres is expressed only ised only in the firsn the first line butt line but also assu also assumed in themed in med in the secin the second. Againond. Again, more tha, more than mechanicn mechanical repetital repetition is invion is involved in tolved in this parallhis parallelism. Theelismparallparallelisparallelism. The unim. The unifying ideafying idea in both l in both lines is thines is the shift fre shift from a wartiom a wartime economyme economy to a peac to a to a peacetima peacetime or agrice or agricultural ecultural economy, butonomy, but in parall in parallel lines tel lines the poet ishe poet is able to c able to call to minall to all to mind thto mind the two majoe two major branchesr branches of Israel of Israelite agricuite agriculture: thelture: the cultivati cultivation of graion of grain in l. 1 n in ln in l. 1 (“plol. 1 (“plowshares”) wshares”) and the prand the production ooduction of fruit crf fruit crops (“prunops (“pruninghooks”)inghooks”) in l. 2.  in l. 2. In the thiIn thIn the third the third verse, botverse, both lines deh lines describe thescribe the end of wa end of war, but ther, but the idea is d idea is deepened wheepened when the layen whwhen the lwhen the laying downaying down of arms i of arms in l. 1 is n l. 1 is followed bfollowed by the absey the absence of thence of the study of  study of warfare inwarwarfare inwarfare in l. 2. l. 2. l. 2.

In each of these three two-line verses, the idea expressed in the first line is 
parallel and enriched in some way in the second line. In the first, the verb “judge” 
in l. 1 is paralleled by “arbitrate” in l. 2, and “nations” is paralleled by “many 
peoples.” But more than mechanical repetition by the use of synonyms is 
involved here. For example, the term “arbitrate” amplifies the term “judge,” since 
it has the sharper connotation in Hebrew of calling to account, and thus it 
emphasizes, within the idea of the adjudication of a dispute, the idea of 
“reprimand” or “admonishment.” Likewise in the second verse unit, “spears” 
parallels “swords” and “pruning hooks” parallels “plowshares.” As is common in 
parallelism, the verb (“beat”) is expressed only in the first line but also assumed 
in the second. Again, more than mechanical repetition is involved in this 
parallelism. The unifying idea in both lines is the shift from a wartime economy to 
a peacetime or agricultural economy, but in parallel lines the poet is able to call 
to mind the two major branches of Israelite agriculture: the cultivation of grain in 
l. 1 (“plowshares”) and the production of fruit crops (“pruninghooks”) in l. 2. In 
the third verse, both lines describe the end of war, but the idea is deepened 
when the laying down of arms in l. 1 is followed by the absence of the study of 
warfare in l. 2.

�While by fWhile by far the mosar the most common vt common verse unit erse unit in Hebrew in Hebrew poetry is poetry is composed ocomposed of two paraf oof two parof two parallel lineallel lines like thos like those above, se above, three-linethree-line units als units also occur, ao occur, as illustras illustrated by thited by thted by this versethis verse from Isai from Isaiah’s indicah’s indictment agaitment against corrupnst corrupt leaders t leaders (Isa. 2:12(Isa. 2:12):):):

While by far the most common verse unit in Hebrew poetry is composed 



of two parallel lines like those above, three-line units also occur, as illustrated by 
this verse from Isaiah’s indictment against corrupt leaders (Isa. 2:12):

�For the LoFor the Lord of hostrd of hosts has a das has a dayy�against alagainst all that is l that is proud and proud and lofty,lofty,�against alagainst all that is l that is lifted up lifted up and high. and high. . . .. . .. . .

For the Lord of hosts has a day
against all that is proud and lofty,
against all that is lifted up and high. . . .

In this caIn this case the opese the opening line ning line sets the tsets the topic as thopic as the “day of e “day of the Lord,”the Lord,” a phrase  a phrase that couldthat cthat could meancould mean either sa either salvation orlvation or judgment. judgment. The follo The following lineswing lines describe  describe the kind othe kind of day it wf df day it wilday it will be: a dal be: a day of judgmy of judgment, in paent, in particular articular against thegainst the proud and proud and elite of  elite of the nationthe natthe nation.nation.nation.

In this case the opening line sets the topic as the “day of the Lord,” a phrase that 
could mean either salvation or judgment. The following lines describe the kind of 
day it will be: a day of judgment, in particular against the proud and elite of the 
nation.

�The natureThe nature of the re of the relationshiplationship between t between the two, orhe two, or three, pa three, parallel linrallel lines in a vees in a vees in a verse of Hverse of Hebrew poetebrew poetry can varry can vary widely; y widely; poets exerpoets exercised a grcised a great deal oeat deal of creativif creativity in theity creativicreativitycreativity in their  in their use of thiuse of this conventis conventional deviconal device. For exae. For example, the mple, the two lines two lines of a verseof a vof a verse can verse can be almost be almost entirely sentirely synonymous:ynonymous:

The nature of the relationship between the two, or three, parallel lines in a 
verse of Hebrew poetry can vary widely; poets exercised a great deal of 
creativity in their use of this conventional device. For example, the two lines of a 
verse can be almost entirely synonymous:

�The voice The voice of the Lorof the Lord is powerd is powerful;ful;�the voice the voice of the Lorof the Lord is full d is full of majestyof majesty. . �(Ps. 29:4)(Ps. 29:4)

The voice of the Lord is powerful;
the voice of the Lord is full of majesty. 
(Ps. 29:4)

Here only Here only the descrithe descriptive elemptive elements, “powents, “powerful” anderful” and “full of  “full of majesty,” majesty,” break the break the exact repeexaexact repeexact repetition at tition at the beginnthe beginning of eacing of each line. Hoh line. However, repwever, repetition caetition can be avoidn be avoided almost ed avoidavoided alavoided almost complmost completely, wheetely, when the secon the second line sind line simply contimply continues the tnues the thought of hought of the first tthe first the first line, a prline, a practice litactice literary criterary critics refer ics refer to as enjato as enjambment.mbment.mbment.

Here only the descriptive elements, “powerful” and “full of majesty,” break the 
exact repetition at the beginning of each line. However, repetition can be 
avoided almost completely, when the second line simply continues the thought of 
the first line, a practice literary critics refer to as enjambment.

�From whereFrom where [God] sit [God] sits enthrones enthroned he watchd he watcheses�all the inall the inhabitants habitants of the earof the earth. . . . th. . . . (Ps. 33:14(Ps. 33:14)))

From where [God] sits enthroned he watches
all the inhabitants of the earth. . . . (Ps. 33:14)

All sorts All sorts of variatiof variations on parons on parallelisticallelistic structure structure that fall that fall between t between these two ehese two extremes arxtremeextremes aextremes are presentre present in Hebrew in Hebrew verse. On verse. One such vare such variation empiation employs two cloys two contrastingontrasticcontrastincontrasting images tg images to present o present a single ia single idea from odea from opposite sipposite sides:des:des:

All sorts of variations on parallelistic structure that fall between these two 
extremes are present in Hebrew verse. One such variation employs two 
contrasting images to present a single idea from opposite sides:

�For the LoFor the Lord watchesrd watches over the  over the way of theway of the righteous righteous,,�but the wabut the way of the wy of the wicked willicked will perish.  perish. �(Ps. 1:6)(Ps. 1:6)(Ps. 1:6)

For the Lord watches over the way of the righteous,
but the way of the wicked will perish. 
(Ps. 1:6)

This contrThis contrastive typastive type of parale of parallelism is lelism is especiallyespecially common in common in the short the short wisdom sa wisdom sayings in tyinsasayings insayings in the book  the book of Proverbof Proverbs, in whics, in which wisdom ah wisdom and folly and folly are frequenre frequently contratly contrasted in a stecontracontrastedcontrasted in a sing in a single verse ole verse of poetry.f poetry.f poetry.

This contrastive type of parallelism is especially common in the short wisdom 
sayings in the book of Proverbs, in which wisdom and folly are frequently 
contrasted in a single verse of poetry.

�All BiblicAll Biblical Hebrew al Hebrew poetry, whpoetry, whether in aether in a psalm or  psalm or a prophetia prophetic speech oc speech or a wisdomr a wisr a wisdom saywisdom saying, is buing, is built upon tilt upon these two- hese two- (or three-(or three-) line ver) line verse units cse units composed acomposed according tocoacaccording according to the conto the conventions oventions of parallelf parallelism. Olderism. Older translati translations, such ons, such as the orias the original Kingginalorioriginal Koriginal King James ing James Version, dVersion, did not preid not present the psent the poetic sectoetic sections of thions of the Bible ine Bible in lines and lines lines and lines and verses so verses so that theirthat their poetic fo poetic form and parrm and parallelisticallelistic pattern w pattern was readilyas readily recogniza recog recognizabrecognizable; the enle; the entire Bibletire Bible was simpl was simply printed y printed as prose. as prose. Recent traRecent translations,nslations, such as t suc such as thsuch as the NRSV, lae NRSV, lay out the y out the poetic secpoetic sections in ltions in lines and vines and verses to rerses to represent tepresent the parallehe phe parallelisparallelistic pattertic pattern accordinn according to whichg to which this poet this poetry was oriry was originally wrginally written. Veritten. Verse numbersse nuse numbers wenumbers were added lre added long after ong after the poetrythe poetry was compo was composed, and wsed, and while they hile they frequentlyfrequenfrequentlyfrequently coincide  coincide with actuawith actual verse unl verse units, this its, this is not alwis not always the caays the case (cf. Isse (cf. Isa. 2:4 aboa. 2:4 aba. 2:4 above).above).above).

All Biblical Hebrew poetry, whether in a psalm or a prophetic speech or a 
wisdom saying, is built upon these two- (or three-) line verse units composed 
according to the conventions of parallelism. Older translations, such as the 
original King James Version, did not present the poetic sections of the Bible in 
lines and verses so that their poetic form and parallelistic pattern was readily 
recognizable; the entire Bible was simply printed as prose. Recent translations, 
such as the NRSV, lay out the poetic sections in lines and verses to represent the 
parallelistic pattern according to which this poetry was originally written. Verse 
numbers were added long after the poetry was composed, and while they 



frequently coincide with actual verse units, this is not always the case (cf. Isa. 2:4 
above).

�The power The power of poetic of poetic parallelisparallelism lies in m lies in its abilitits ability to reprey to represent the msent the multifaceteultifaceted charactedmultifacetemultifacetmultifaceted characted character of relier of religious expegious experience. Itrience. It does not  does not approach eapproach experience xperience primarily prprimarily primarily through ththrough the logic ofe logic of a linear  a linear argument bargument built on cluilt on closely relaosely related proposted propositions or itionpropospropositiopropositions or throns or through an expugh an expository deository description scription of ideas aof ideas and illustrnd illustrative detaative details, thougils, tils, though thethough these are notse are not absent in absent in poetic pa poetic parallelism.rallelism. Rather, p Rather, parallelismarallelism approache approaches experiens es experienceexperience through t through the presenthe presentation of mation of multiple imultiple images, imagages, images that ares that are at once e at once related anrerelated anrelated and differend different. It is at. It is as if the os if the object of tbject of the poet’s he poet’s attention attention were a gemwere a gem, which th, which, which the which the poet turnspoet turns and descr and describes the cibes the changing aphanging appearance opearance of its difff its different faceerent facets. It is ts. facefacets. Itfacets. It is as if  is as if the poet athe poet assumes difssumes different posferent positions in itions in a landscapa landscape, and trie, and tries to showes to shoes to show how tshow how the same lahe same landscape apndscape appears diffpears differently frerently from differeom different perspecnt perspectives. Suctives. Such an approhSucSuch an apSuch an approach repproach represents a resents a great apprgreat appreciation feciation for the comor the complexity ofplexity of religious religious experienc ex experienceexperience, and achi, and achieves insigeves insight throughht through the probi the probing of its ng of its multifacetmultifaceted characted character.er.er.

The power of poetic parallelism lies in its ability to represent the 
multifaceted character of religious experience. It does not approach experience 
primarily through the logic of a linear argument built on closely related 
propositions or through an expository description of ideas and illustrative details, 
though these are not absent in poetic parallelism. Rather, parallelism approaches 
experience through the presentation of multiple images, images that are at once 
related and different. It is as if the object of the poet’s attention were a gem, 
which the poet turns and describes the changing appearance of its different 
facets. It is as if the poet assumes different positions in a landscape, and tries to 
show how the same landscape appears differently from different perspectives. 
Such an approach represents a great appreciation for the complexity of religious 
experience, and achieves insight through the probing of its multifaceted character.

�A great deA great deal of atteal of attention has ntion has been devotbeen devoted to the ed to the question oquestion of whether f whether this repetthis rethis repetitiverepetitive pattern i pattern in content n content is accompais accompanied by a nied by a repetitiverepetitive pattern o pattern of sound. Df sound. Does biblicoesDDoes bibliDoes biblical poetrycal poetry have mete have meter, a repear, a repeating patteting pattern of strern of stressed and ussed and unstressed nstressed syllables sylsyllables syllables according according to which ito which individual ndividual lines of vlines of verse were erse were composed? composed? One major One major theory prottheory protheory proposes a meposes a metrical systrical system in whitem in which a line ch a line of verse iof verse is built ons built on three pri three primary stresmarpriprimary stprimary stresses accresses accompanied bompanied by a varyiny a varying number og number of unstressf unstressed syllabled syllables. Thus aes. Thus a unit of v u unit of veunit of verse would rse would be scannedbe scanned, or analy, or analyzed, as fozed, as follows, witllows, with each sech each section dividtion divided by a daed bed by a dash by a dash containingcontaining a primary a primary stress an stress and one or md one or more unstreore unstressed syllassed syllables:bles:bles:

A great deal of attention has been devoted to the question of whether this 
repetitive pattern in content is accompanied by a repetitive pattern of sound. 
Does biblical poetry have meter, a repeating pattern of stressed and unstressed 
syllables according to which individual lines of verse were composed? One major 
theory proposes a metrical system in which a line of verse is built on three 
primary stresses accompanied by a varying number of unstressed syllables. Thus a 
unit of verse would be scanned, or analyzed, as follows, with each section divided 
by a dash containing a primary stress and one or more unstressed syllables:

�He shall jHe shall judge — betudge — between — theween — the nations, nations,�and arbitrand arbitrate — for ate — for many — peomany — peoples. ples. �(Isa. 2:4)(Isa. 2:4)

He shall judge — between — the nations,
and arbitrate — for many — peoples. 
(Isa. 2:4)

According According to this thto this theory, lineeory, lines could als could also be compso be composed of a osed of a two-stresstwo-stress pattern,  pattern, and verse andand verse and verse units coulunits could be constd be constructed of ructed of 3:3 meter,3:3 meter, like the  like the one above,one above, or 2:2 or or 2:2 or 3:2 meter 3: 3:2 meter,3:2 meter, the latte the latter being sur being supposedly spposedly selected moelected most often fst often for the poeor the poetry of lamtry of lamentation. enlamlamentatiolamentation. An alten. An alternative thrnative theory propoeory proposes that pses that poetic lineoetic lines can be bs can be better analetter analyzed accoryzeanalanalyzed aanalyzed according tccording to their leo their length in tength in terms of totrms of total number al number of syllablof syllables, with les, with long lines ong long lines complines composed of seosed of seven or morven or more syllablee syllables, short ls, short lines of siines of six or less.x or less. According According to this t to  to this thto this theory, poeteory, poets were nots were not mechanica mechanically countilly counting syllablng syllables, but wees, but were workingre working within th w within thewithin the general c general constraintsonstraints of long l of long lines or shines or short lines ort lines of verse.of verse.of verse.

According to this theory, lines could also be composed of a two-stress pattern, 
and verse units could be constructed of 3:3 meter, like the one above, or 2:2 or 
3:2 meter, the latter being supposedly selected most often for the poetry of 
lamentation. An alternative theory proposes that poetic lines can be better 
analyzed according to their length in terms of total number of syllables, with long 
lines composed of seven or more syllables, short lines of six or less. According 
to this theory, poets were not mechanically counting syllables, but were working 
within the general constraints of long lines or short lines of verse.

�Both of thBoth of these theoriese theories are ables are able to bringe to bring to light  to light a kind of a kind of symmetry wsymmetry within versithin verithin verse unitverse units, but neis, but neither worksther works with the  with the kind of rekind of regularity tgularity that might hat might be expectebe expected if biblid ifd if biblicaif biblical poetry il poetry in fact empn fact employed a diloyed a distinct metstinct meter and if er and if the particthe particular theorular theory actuallyy actuay actually uactually understandsnderstands it proper it properly. The cely. The central, andntral, and possibly  possibly insurmountinsurmountable, probable, problem for delemprobproblem foproblem for detectinr detecting and descg and describing theribing the meter of  meter of biblical pbiblical poetry is toetry is that Biblichat Biblical Hebrew al Heal Hebrew is Hebrew is no longer no longer a living la living language thanguage that can be at can be heard as oheard as originally riginally spoken, anspoken, and, moreoved, md, moreover, moreover, its pronunits pronunciation haciation has changed s changed over the yover the years sinceears since the bibli the biblical periodcal period. Thus con. T. Thus conteThus contemporary thmporary theories aboeories about meter aut meter appear to bppear to be approxime approximations of ations of the actualthe actuthe actual metactual metrical convrical conventions usentions used in the ed in the compositiocomposition of biblin of biblical poetrycal poetry rather th rather than precisean pan precise deprecise descriptionsscriptions...

Both of these theories are able to bring to light a kind of symmetry within 
verse units, but neither works with the kind of regularity that might be expected 
if biblical poetry in fact employed a distinct meter and if the particular theory 
actually understands it properly. The central, and possibly insurmountable, 
problem for detecting and describing the meter of biblical poetry is that Biblical 
Hebrew is no longer a living language that can be heard as originally spoken, and, 
moreover, its pronunciation has changed over the years since the biblical period. 



Thus contemporary theories about meter appear to be approximations of the 
actual metrical conventions used in the composition of biblical poetry rather than 
precise descriptions.

�The repetiThe repetition of sotion of sound for efund for effect is prfect is present in besent in biblical poiblical poetry in otetry in other ways bher ways bher ways besides itbesides its use in ls use in larger metrarger metrical patteical patterns. Assonrns. Assonance, the ance, the repetitionrepetition of vowel  of vowel sounds, ansounsounds, ansounds, and alliterad alliteration, the tion, the repetitionrepetition of conson of consonants, are ants, are frequentlyfrequently present i present in lines ofn linen lines of vlines of verse, thouerse, though rhyme igh rhyme is seldom es seldom employed. Amployed. A common de common device is thvice is the practicee practicee practice opractice of playing f playing on words ton words that sound hat sound alike. Isaalike. Isaiah concluiah concludes the Sodes the Song of the ng of the Vineyard (VineVineyard (Vineyard (Isa. 5:1-7Isa. 5:1-7) by contr) by contrasting Godasting God’s expecta’s expectations for tions for Israel witIsrael with their ach their actual behavtual btual behavior:behavior:behavior:

The repetition of sound for effect is present in biblical poetry in other ways 
besides its use in larger metrical patterns. Assonance, the repetition of vowel 
sounds, and alliteration, the repetition of consonants, are frequently present in 
lines of verse, though rhyme is seldom employed. A common device is the 
practice of playing on words that sound alike. Isaiah concludes the Song of the 
Vineyard (Isa. 5:1-7) by contrasting God’s expectations for Israel with their actual 
behavior:

�[God] expe[God] expected justicted justice ce (misûpaœt�(misûpaœt�),), but saw but saw  ���bloodshed bloodshed (misípaœh�(misípaœh�););�righteousnrighteousness ess (s�eïd�aœq(s�eïd�aœqa®),a®), but heard but heard a cry a cry  �(s�eï{aœqa(s�eï{aœqa®).®). (5:7) (5:7) (5:7)

[God] expected justice (misûpaœt�),  but saw
 bloodshed (misípaœh�);

righteousness (s�eïd�aœqa®),  but heard a cry
 (s�eï{aœqa®).  (5:7)

In each liIn each line of thisne of this verse, Is verse, Isaiah uses aiah uses terms for terms for God’s willGod’s will and Israe and Israel’s failurl’s failure to folloe to folloe to follow it follow it that soundthat sound almost ex almost exactly alikactly alike but are e but are vastly difvastly different in ferent in meaning. Tmeaning. The similarhe simhe similaritysimilarity of sound  of sound clashes wiclashes with the difth the difference inference in meaning a meaning and makes tnd makes the disparihe disparity betweenty bty between dibetween divine expecvine expectation andtation and human rea human reality sharplity sharper and morer and more unsettlie unsettling. This eng. This effect is hfeeffect is effect is highlightehighlighted by the fd by the fact that sact that such plays uch plays on similaron similar sounding  sounding words in Hwords in Hebrew are ebrewHHebrew areHebrew are usually e usually employed tomployed to reinforce reinforce their sim their similar meaniilar meanings. The ongs. The opposite capposite case here mascacase here case here makes the makes the point evenpoint even more jarr more jarring and ining and incredible.credible.credible.

In each line of this verse, Isaiah uses terms for God’s will and Israel’s failure to 
follow it that sound almost exactly alike but are vastly different in meaning. The 
similarity of sound clashes with the difference in meaning and makes the disparity 
between divine expectation and human reality sharper and more unsettling. This 
effect is highlighted by the fact that such plays on similar sounding words in 
Hebrew are usually employed to reinforce their similar meanings. The opposite 
case here makes the point even more jarring and incredible.

�UnfortunatUnfortunately, the sely, the sounds of Hounds of Hebrew poetebrew poetry, whethery, whether in metrir in metrical rhythmcal rhythms or wordps ors or wordplaor wordplays, can alys, can almost nevermost never be render be rendered properled properly with Engy with English wordslish words or pronun or pronu or pronunciatpronunciations, as tions, as the above ehe above example froxample from Isaiah im Isaiah illustratesllustrates. Thus the. Thus the English r English reader willeaderreader wilreader will unavoidal unavoidably miss mbly miss many patterany patterns and conns and connections inections imbedded inmbedded in the Hebre the Hebr the Hebrew oriHebrew original. Becginal. Because poetrause poetry relies sy relies so heavily o heavily on the preon the precise placecise placement of soment of sounds, and unsosounds, ansounds, and because d because these sounthese sound patternsd patterns cannot be cannot be duplicate duplicated in anothd in another languager languager language, language, some have some have argued thaargued that poetry it poetry is the one s the one kind of lakind of language thanguage that is essent is essentially unttialessenessentiallessentially untransly untranslatable. Ocatable. Occasionallycasionally, however,, however, modern tr modern translators anslators will alertwill alert readers t rea readers toreaders to such uses such uses of sound  of sound in Hebrew in Hebrew in notes tin notes to the trano the translation.slation.slation.

Unfortunately, the sounds of Hebrew poetry, whether in metrical rhythms 
or wordplays, can almost never be rendered properly with English words or 
pronunciations, as the above example from Isaiah illustrates. Thus the English 
reader will unavoidably miss many patterns and connections imbedded in the 
Hebrew original. Because poetry relies so heavily on the precise placement of 
sounds, and because these sound patterns cannot be duplicated in another 
language, some have argued that poetry is the one kind of language that is 
essentially untranslatable. Occasionally, however, modern translators will alert 
readers to such uses of sound in Hebrew in notes to the translation.

�One furtheOne further aspect or aspect of biblicalf biblical poetry th poetry that deserveat deserves attentios attention is its hn is its heavy reliaeavy reliance on imanreliareliance oreliance on images an images and symbolsnd symbols to explor to explore and comme and communicate thunicate the central e central elements oelementselements oelements of religiouf religious life. A s life. A fine exampfine example is Isaile is Isaiah’s Song ah’s Song of the Vinof the Vineyard (Isaeyard (Isa. 5:1-7), . 5:1-7. 5:1-7), in5:1-7), in which the which the prophet u prophet uses the vises the vineyard as neyard as a metaphora metaphor for God’s for God’s people. I people. In this poen tn this poem,this poem, Isaiah de Isaiah describes a scribes a vineyard fvineyard for which tor which the ground he ground has been thas been thoroughly horoughly cleared, aclcleared, acleared, and in whicnd in which the besth the best vines hav vines have been plae been planted and hnted and have been tave been tended withended with great car withwith greatwith great care; but care; but the viney the vineyard, againard, against all agrst all agricultural icultural logic, prologic, produces onlyduces only rancid fr rancid rancid frurancid fruit. Througit. Through this reph this representatioresentation of Israen of Israel as a well as a well-tended bl-tended but worthleut worthless vineyarss viss vineyard, vineyard, Isaiah is Isaiah is able to plable to place the blace the blame squareame squarely on Israly on Israel for itsel for its failures  failures and to depand to dand to depict sucdepict such behaviorh behavior as contra as contradicting thdicting the very orde very orders of naters of nature itselfure itself. The poet. The poetry of the ry ory of the Psaof the Psalms is alslms is also full of o full of imagery aiimagery aimed at desmed at describing thcribing the charactee character of God ar of God and the expnd thnd the experithe experience of thence of the psalmiste psalmist. For exam. For example, God iple, God is pictureds pictured as shield as shield (Ps. 3:3[ (Ps. 3:3[MT 4]), roMT 3:3[3:3[MT 4])3:3[MT 4]), rock (18, rock (18:2[3]), sh:2[3]), shepherd (23epherd (23:1), light:1), light (27:1), k (27:1), king (47:2[ing (47:2[3]), and j3]), and judge (50:6udge (5udge (50:6). To(50:6). To communica communicate the expte the experience oferience of the psalm the psalmist, such ist, such images as images as trees (Ps.trees (Ps. 1:3), dee 1 1:3), deer1:3), deer (42:1[2]) (42:1[2]), sheep (1, sheep (100:3), and00:3), and the prey  the prey of the lioof the lion (17:12) n (17:12) are commonare common...

One further aspect of biblical poetry that deserves attention is its heavy 
reliance on images and symbols to explore and communicate the central 
elements of religious life. A fine example is Isaiah’s Song of the Vineyard (Isa. 
5:1-7), in which the prophet uses the vineyard as a metaphor for God’s people. In 
this poem, Isaiah describes a vineyard for which the ground has been thoroughly 
cleared, and in which the best vines have been planted and have been tended 
with great care; but the vineyard, against all agricultural logic, produces only 
rancid fruit. Through this representation of Israel as a well-tended but worthless 
vineyard, Isaiah is able to place the blame squarely on Israel for its failures and to 
depict such behavior as contradicting the very orders of nature itself. The poetry 



of the Psalms is also full of imagery aimed at describing the character of God and 
the experience of the psalmist. For example, God is pictured as shield (Ps. 
3:3[MT 4]), rock (18:2[3]), shepherd (23:1), light (27:1), king (47:2[3]), and judge 
(50:6). To communicate the experience of the psalmist, such images as trees (Ps. 
1:3), deer (42:1[2]), sheep (100:3), and the prey of the lion (17:12) are common.

�Through thThrough the use of se use of symbolism symbolism such as thiuch as this, insights, insight is achiev is achieved throughed through a compari a comp a comparisoncomparison of things of things that are  that are at once diat once different anfferent and alike. Ad alike. At the begit the beginning of tnning of the narratihe nahe narrative narrative of the vinof the vineyard the eyard the listener hlistener has no reasas no reason to connon to connect it witect it with the peoph the people of Israle ole of Israel of Israel at all. Buat all. But when thet when the connectio connection is finaln is finally made atly made at the end,  the end, the listenthe listener is forcer is foer is forced to forced to recognize recognize certain thcertain things aboutings about Israel’s  Israel’s faithlessnfaithlessness that aess that are uniquelre uniquely clear byy cleay clear by tclear by this comparhis comparison. Symbison. Symbols used fols used for such coor such comparison amparison are taken fre taken from commonrom commrom common expcommon experience, aerience, and are thund are thus familiars familiar and readi and readily understly understandable. Tandable. This qualithis quality of the py qualitquality ofquality of the poet’ the poet’s symbols s symbols means thatmeans that biblical  biblical poetry is poetry is concrete aconcrete and vivid, nd vivid, not theorenot tnot theoreticatheoretical and abstl and abstract. It cract. It communicateommunicates religious religious truth wis truth with referenth reference to the ce to the ordinary rordordinary rordinary realities oealities of experienf experience rather ce rather than throuthan through ideas agh ideas and conceptnd concepts that apps that appeal to theealappappeal to appeal to the intellthe intellect alone.ect alone.

Through the use of symbolism such as this, insight is achieved through a 
comparison of things that are at once different and alike. At the beginning of the 
narrative of the vineyard the listener has no reason to connect it with the people 
of Israel at all. But when the connection is finally made at the end, the listener is 
forced to recognize certain things about Israel’s faithlessness that are uniquely 
clear by this comparison. Symbols used for such comparison are taken from 
common experience, and are thus familiar and readily understandable. This 
quality of the poet’s symbols means that biblical poetry is concrete and vivid, not 
theoretical and abstract. It communicates religious truth with reference to the 
ordinary realities of experience rather than through ideas and concepts that 
appeal to the intellect alone.

�While builWhile building poemsding poems from the  from the two- and ttwo- and three-line hree-line verse unitverse units describes described above, bd abod above, bibabove, biblical poetlical poets also fols also followed welllowed well-defined c-defined conventionsonventions in their  in their creation ocreation of larger cf larf larger comlarger compositions.positions. These con These conventions pventions prescribed rescribed certain stcertain structures fructures for particuor particular types laparticuparticularparticular types of  types of compositiocompositions. Psalmsns. Psalms, e.g., ar, e.g., are by and le by and large compoarge composed accordsed according to a ningaccordaccording according to a numbeto a number of majorr of major forms or  forms or genres thagenres that providedt provided the basic the basic framework framewo framework framework for the pofor the poet’s createt’s creative expresive expression. The sion. The two most ctwo most common psalommon psalm forms arm formm forms are forms are the hymn athe hymn and the lamnd the lament, each ent, each with its owith its own distincwn distinctive pattetive pattern. The hyrn. The hymn containmhyhymn contahymn contains three ins three major partmajor parts: a call s: a call to praise to praise God; a desGod; a description ocription of the reasf the reasons to praonsreasreasons toreasons to praise Go praise God, focusind, focusing on God’sg on God’s beneficen beneficent deeds; at deeds; and a renewnd a renewed call toed call to praise. S toto praise.to praise. Some note Some noteworthy exaworthy examples of tmples of the hymn fohe hymn form includerm include Pss. 8, 1 Pss. 8, 19, 33, 1009, 33, 1009, 33, 100, 104. 100, 104. The lamentThe lament is a more is a more complex f complex form, contaorm, containing in iining in its most cots most complete examplete examplete examples sexamples six parts: ix parts: an addressan address to God; a to God; a descripti description of the on of the problem faproblem faced by theced by the psalmist; p psalmist; psalmist; a confessia confession of truson of trust in God; t in God; a plea fora plea for help; wor help; words of assuds of assurance delirance delivered to tvereddelidelivered delivered to the psato the psalmist promlmist promising God’ising God’s help; ans help; and the psald the psalmist’s vowmist’s vow to praise to praise God after G God after God after help arrivhelp arrives. Notewoes. Noteworthy examprthy examples includles include Pss. 3, e Pss. 3, 22, 42—43 22, 42—43 (originall(originally a singley(originall(originall(originally a singley a single psalm, as psalm, as its refle its reflection of tction of the lament he lament form proveform proves), 51, 90s), 51, 90, 130. Psa, 130. P, 130. Psalmists Psalmists did not fodid not follow thesellow these forms woo forms woodenly, butdenly, but adapted t adapted them creatihem creatively so thvely so that each psaththat each that each psalm is apsalm is a unique va unique variation onriation on the typic the typical patternal pattern. Yet ther. Yet there is enouge is enough consisteh coh consistencconsistency in the uy in the use of thesse of these patternse patterns to indica to indicate that thte that the psalmiste psalmists employeds employed them cons th them conscthem consciously in iously in their comptheir compositions.ositions.ositions.

While building poems from the two- and three-line verse units described 
above, biblical poets also followed well-defined conventions in their creation of 
larger compositions. These conventions prescribed certain structures for 
particular types of compositions. Psalms, e.g., are by and large composed 
according to a number of major forms or genres that provided the basic 
framework for the poet’s creative expression. The two most common psalm 
forms are the hymn and the lament, each with its own distinctive pattern. The 
hymn contains three major parts: a call to praise God; a description of the 
reasons to praise God, focusing on God’s beneficent deeds; and a renewed call 
to praise. Some noteworthy examples of the hymn form include Pss. 8, 19, 33, 
100, 104. The lament is a more complex form, containing in its most complete 
examples six parts: an address to God; a description of the problem faced by the 
psalmist; a confession of trust in God; a plea for help; words of assurance 
delivered to the psalmist promising God’s help; and the psalmist’s vow to praise 
God after help arrives. Noteworthy examples include Pss. 3, 22, 42—43 
(originally a single psalm, as its reflection of the lament form proves), 51, 90, 130. 
Psalmists did not follow these forms woodenly, but adapted them creatively so 
that each psalm is a unique variation on the typical pattern. Yet there is enough 
consistency in the use of these patterns to indicate that the psalmists employed 
them consciously in their compositions.

�Just as thJust as there are foere are formal pattermal patterns accordrns according to whiing to which the psach the psalms were clms were composed, somposccomposed, composed, so there aso there are larger re larger patterns apatterns according tccording to which pro which prophetic poophetic poetry was cetry was cetry was composed. composed. One of theOne of the most comm most common of all on of all prophetic prophetic speech forspeech forms is the ms is the judgment sjudgmenjudgment sjudgment speech, witpeech, within which hin which the prophethe prophet deliveret delivered an indicd an indictment of Itment of Israel’s besrael’s behavior folhabebehavior fbehavior followed byollowed by an announ an announcement of cement of the judgmethe judgment imposednt imposed by God to by God to punish it punish punish it.punish it. An exampl An example is Amos e is Amos 6:1-8 in w6:1-8 in which Amos hich Amos indicts Isindicts Israel’s learael’s leadership fodership for its selfr itr its self-iits self-indulgence ndulgence and luxuryand luxury (vv. 1–6) (vv. 1–6) and annou and announces theirnces their coming ju coming judgment as dgment as exile (vv.exexile (vv.exile (vv. 7–8). The 7–8). The following following two-line  two-line verse unitverse unit illustrat illustrates well thes well the larger ie larger indictment ndictmeiindictmentindictment of which  of which it is a pait is a part:rt:rt:

Just as there are formal patterns according to which the psalms were 
composed, so there are larger patterns according to which prophetic poetry was 
composed. One of the most common of all prophetic speech forms is the 
judgment speech, within which the prophet delivered an indictment of Israel’s 



behavior followed by an announcement of the judgment imposed by God to 
punish it. An example is Amos 6:1-8 in which Amos indicts Israel’s leadership for 
its self-indulgence and luxury (vv. 1–6) and announces their coming judgment as 
exile (vv. 7–8). The following two-line verse unit illustrates well the larger 
indictment of which it is a part:

�Alas for tAlas for those who lhose who lie on bedsie on beds of ivory, of ivory,�and loungeand lounge on their  on their couches . couches . . . (v. 4). . (v. 4)

Alas for those who lie on beds of ivory,
and lounge on their couches . . . (v. 4)

The salvatThe salvation speechion speech, in which, in which a descrip a description of dition of distress is stress is followed bfollowed by an annouy an announcement ofnceannouannouncemeannouncement of salvnt of salvation, is ation, is a kind of a kind of positive cpositive counterpartounterpart to the ju to the judgment spedgment speech (cf. Aecspespeech (cfspeech (cf. Amos 9:1. Amos 9:11-15). An 1-15). An almost bewalmost bewildering aildering array of larray of larger speecrger speech forms arh forms are employedearare employare employed by proped by prophets, two hets, two of which aof which are the woere the woe oracle (A oracle (Amos 5:18-2mos 5:18-20) and the0) and t0) and the prayerthe prayer (7:2, 5). (7:2, 5).

The salvation speech, in which a description of distress is followed by an 
announcement of salvation, is a kind of positive counterpart to the judgment 
speech (cf. Amos 9:11-15). An almost bewildering array of larger speech forms 
are employed by prophets, two of which are the woe oracle (Amos 5:18-20) and 
the prayer (7:2, 5).

�Within WisWithin Wisdom Literadom Literature, the ture, the most charamost characteristic cteristic literary fliterary form is theorm is the proverb,  prover proverb, aproverb, a two-line  two-line aphorism taphorism that coincihat coincides with tdes with the ordinarhe ordinary two-liney two-line verse uni verse unit employint et employing employing parallelisparallelism. An examm. An example is thiple is this proverb s proverb lauding thlauding the value ofe value of hard work hard work:::

Within Wisdom Literature, the most characteristic literary form is the 
proverb, a two-line aphorism that coincides with the ordinary two-line verse unit 
employing parallelism. An example is this proverb lauding the value of hard work:

�A slack haA slack hand causes nd causes poverty,poverty,�but the habut the hand of the nd of the diligent mdiligent makes rich.akes rich.  �(Prov. 10:(Prov. 10:4)4)4)

A slack hand causes poverty,
but the hand of the diligent makes rich.

 (Prov. 10:4)

Most of thMost of the book of e book of Proverbs (Proverbs (chs. 10—31chs. 10—31) is made ) is made up of suchup of such two-line  two-line sayings thsayings thsayings that have that have been collebeen collected and scted and simply listimply listed one afted one after the other the other, sometier, sometimes apparemes apparently organntappareapparentlyapparently organized organized by subjec by subject but oftet but often arrangedn arranged quite ran quite randomly in tdomly in the eye of he eye of the modernththe modernthe modern reader. P reader. Prov. 1-9 irov. 1-9 is composeds composed of more e of more extended poxtended poems on wisems on wisdom, stilldom, sdom, still makistill making use of ng use of the two- athe two- and three-lnd three-line verse ine verse units charunits characteristicacteristic of biblic of biblical Hebrew al Hebral Hebrew poeHebrew poetry. Such try. Such is also this also the case in e case in the book othe book of Job, in f Job, in which the which the truth of dtruth of divine justivinddivine jusdivine justice and ttice and the value ohe value of wisdom af wisdom are debatedre debated by Job an by Job and his fried his friends in thends in the form of l for form of loform of long poetic ng poetic discoursesdiscourses organized organized as a leng as a lengthy dialogthy dialogue.ue.ue.

Most of the book of Proverbs (chs. 10—31) is made up of such two-line sayings 
that have been collected and simply listed one after the other, sometimes 
apparently organized by subject but often arranged quite randomly in the eye of 
the modern reader. Prov. 1-9 is composed of more extended poems on wisdom, 
still making use of the two- and three-line verse units characteristic of biblical 
Hebrew poetry. Such is also the case in the book of Job, in which the truth of 
divine justice and the value of wisdom are debated by Job and his friends in the 
form of long poetic discourses organized as a lengthy dialogue.

�These obseThese observations orvations on biblicaln biblical poetry ha poetry have been dive been directed prirected primarily to marily to the OT, whthe OTthe OT, which OT, which contains mcontains major kindsajor kinds of litera of literature — psature — psalms, wisdolms, wisdom, prophecm, prophecy — in whiy — in wy — in which poetwhich poetry was thery was the primary m primary medium of eedium of expression.xpression. Since the Since the NT is com NT is composed primposed prposed primarily primarily of Gospelsof Gospels and lette and letters, both ors, both of which emf which employ proseploy prose for narra for narrative and etive and exposition,xpeexpositionexposition, little p, little poetry is foetry is found here.ound here. The few i The few instances instances include occnclude occasional quasional quotations iotatququotationsquotations in the Go in the Gospels of Ospels of OT poetic tT poetic texts, primexts, primarily fromarily from the proph the prophets (e.g.,ets (e.g., Matt. 4:1 Ma Matt. 4:15Matt. 4:15-16; 12:18-16; 12:18-21; Luke -21; Luke 3:4-6; 4:13:4-6; 4:18-19). The8-19). These quotatise quotations are alons are already the ready the product ofproproduct ofproduct of a transla a translation, sinction, since they aree they are taken not taken not directly  directly from the Hfrom the Hebrew but ebrew but from the Lfrofrom the Lfrom the LXX. Even iXX. Even in Greek trn Greek translation,anslation, however,  however, the parallthe parallelism of telism of the Hebrew he Hebrewhe Hebrew is Hebrew is still obvistill obvious. In otous. In other cases,her cases, the Gospe the Gospels employ ls employ hymnic mathymnic material, sucerial, such as the ph ah as the poeas the poetic compostic compositions in itions in Luke 1:46-Luke 1:46-55, 68-79,55, 68-79, which res which resemble, andemble, and appear to appear to be drawn  toto be drawto be drawn from, van from, various psalrious psalms. Outsidms. Outside of the Ge of the Gospels, eaospels, early Christrly Christian hymns ian hymns or hymnic oor hymnic or hymnic fragments,fragments, reflectin reflecting the poetg the poetic paralleic parallelism of Helism of Hebrew poetrbrew poetry, appear y, appear to be prestoto be presto be preserved in served in some of theome of the NT letter NT letters: Rom. 11s: Rom. 11:33-36; Ep:33-36; Eph. 1:3-14;h. 1:3-14; Phil. 2:6 Phil. 2:6-11; Col. -112:62:6-11; Co2:6-11; Col. 1:12-14l. 1:12-14, 15-20; 1, 15-20; 1 Pet. 1:3- Pet. 1:3-5. Though 5. Though the major the major genres of genres of the NT arethe NT are not poeti n not poeticnot poetic, it is cl, it is clear that tear that the early Che early Church was hurch was familiar wfamiliar with the usith the use of poetre of poetry for reliy for y for religifor religious expresous expression, as csion, as can be seenan be seen in its co in its contact withntact with poetic te poetic texts from txts from the Hebrew he Hehe Hebrew ScrHebrew Scriptures aniptures and in the hd in the hymns preseymns preserved from rved from its liturgits liturgical life.ical life.

These observations on biblical poetry have been directed primarily to the 
OT, which contains major kinds of literature — psalms, wisdom, prophecy — in 
which poetry was the primary medium of expression. Since the NT is composed 
primarily of Gospels and letters, both of which employ prose for narrative and 
exposition, little poetry is found here. The few instances include occasional 
quotations in the Gospels of OT poetic texts, primarily from the prophets (e.g., 
Matt. 4:15-16; 12:18-21; Luke 3:4-6; 4:18-19). These quotations are already the 
product of a translation, since they are taken not directly from the Hebrew but 
from the LXX. Even in Greek translation, however, the parallelism of the 
Hebrew is still obvious. In other cases, the Gospels employ hymnic material, such 
as the poetic compositions in Luke 1:46-55, 68-79, which resemble, and appear 
to be drawn from, various psalms. Outside of the Gospels, early Christian hymns 
or hymnic fragments, reflecting the poetic parallelism of Hebrew poetry, appear 
to be preserved in some of the NT letters: Rom. 11:33-36; Eph. 1:3-14; Phil. 



2:6-11; Col. 1:12-14, 15-20; 1 Pet. 1:3-5. Though the major genres of the NT are 
not poetic, it is clear that the early Church was familiar with the use of poetry 
for religious expression, as can be seen in its contact with poetic texts from the 
Hebrew Scriptures and in the hymns preserved from its liturgical life.
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POLYCARP, EPISTLE OF

The so-calThe so-called Epistlled Epistle of Polyce of Polycarp to thearp to the Philippia Philippians is the ns is the only survionly surviving text ving text from the hfrom tfrom the hand othe hand of the Chrif the Christian martstian martyr Polycaryr Polycarp, 2nd-cenp, 2nd-century bishotury bishop of Smyrnp of Smyrna. His proa. His prominence ammproprominenceprominence among the among the ancient c ancient churches ofhurches of Asia Mino Asia Minor is renowr is renowned, as evned, as evidenced elidenced evevidenced evidenced elsewhere elsewhere by the porby the portrayal of trayal of his death his death (ca. 156) (ca. 156) in the Marin the Martyrdom of tyrdom of Polycarp aPPolycarp aPolycarp and the ficnd the fictional 5thtional 5th-century a-century account of ccount of his careerhis career, A Life o, A Life of Polycarpf Polycarp. Accordin. Ac. According According to Irenaeuto Irenaeus and Euses and Eusebius, Polybius, Polycarp stoodcarp stood as a dire as a direct link bect link between the tween the testimony tetestimony testimony of the Apoof the Apostle John stle John and the faand the faith witnesith witness of the ls of the later Churcater Church. A closeh. A close friend of fr friend of friend of Ignatius oIgnatius of Antioch,f Antioch, Polycarp  Polycarp was a repuwas a reputed enemy ted enemy of the gnoof the gnostic Marcistic Marcion.onMarciMarcion.Marcion.Marcion.

The so-called Epistle of Polycarp to the Philippians is the only surviving text from 
the hand of the Christian martyr Polycarp, 2nd-century bishop of Smyrna. His 
prominence among the ancient churches of Asia Minor is renowned, as 
evidenced elsewhere by the portrayal of his death (ca. 156) in the Martyrdom of 
Polycarp and the fictional 5th-century account of his career, A Life of Polycarp. 
According to Irenaeus and Eusebius, Polycarp stood as a direct link between the 
testimony of the Apostle John and the faith witness of the later Church. A close 
friend of Ignatius of Antioch, Polycarp was a reputed enemy of the gnostic 
Marcion.

�Certain ciCertain circumstancercumstances behind ts behind the Epistlehe Epistle are clear are clear. The open. The opening addresing address establiss estabs establisheestablishes the citys the city of Smyrna of Smyrna as the pl as the place of comace of composition aposition and the chund the church at Phirch at Philippi as tlippPhiPhilippi aPhilippi as the intes the intended recipnded recipient. The ient. The focal concfocal concern for thern for the epistle e epistle (now divid(now divided into 14ed ined into 14 chinto 14 chapters) isapters) is the theme the theme of righte of righteousness, aousness, a motif whi motif which the Phich the Philippians hlippians had previouad pad previouslypreviously requested requested Polycarp  Polycarp to addressto address (Pol. Phi (Pol. Phil. 3:1).l. 3:1).l. 3:1).

Certain circumstances behind the Epistle are clear. The opening address 
establishes the city of Smyrna as the place of composition and the church at 
Philippi as the intended recipient. The focal concern for the epistle (now divided 
into 14 chapters) is the theme of righteousness, a motif which the Philippians had 
previously requested Polycarp to address (Pol. Phil. 3:1).

�Other aspeOther aspects of thects of the epistle a epistle are debatedre debated. Polycarp. Polycarp’s referen’s references to theces to the situation situatio situation situation of Ignatiuof Ignatius, housed s, housed temporariltemporarily in Philiy in Philippi on hisppi on his way to ma way to martyrdom inrtyrdom in Rome (cf. Rom Rome (cf. Rome (cf. 1:1; 9:1; 1:1; 9:1; 13:2), hav13:2), have led to se led to speculationpeculation concernin concerning questiong questions of integs of integrity and drity arity and date band date behind the ehind the epistle. Tepistle. Traditionalraditionally, these ly, these referencesreferences have been have been accepted  accepted as an indias aas an indicatan indication that tion that the text wahe text was written s written soon aftersoon after the death the death of Ignati of Ignatius, sometius, sometime ca. 110me sometisometime csometime ca. 110–120a. 110–120. The witn. The witness of Igness of Ignatius’ faiatius’ faith and theth and the circumsta circumstances of hinces of his tragic ds ts tragic demtragic demise would ise would have been have been of immediaof immediate concernte concern to those  to those ChristiansChristians who had k who had who had known had known him. Some him. Some more recenmore recent scholarst scholars, however,, however, have aske have asked whether d whether the epistlthe epthe epistle isepistle is not actua not actually a comblly a combination ofination of two short two short letters ( letters (both from both from Polycarp),Polycarp), the earli the the earliethe earlier preserver preserved in chs. d in chs. 13—14 and 13—14 and the latterthe latter in chs. 1 in chs. 1—12. One o—12. One observes, ebserves, e.g., that .gee.g., thate.g., that the theme the theme of righte of righteousness isousness is abandoned abandoned in ch. 13 in ch. 13 in favor  in favor of a discuof a discussion of tssiondiscudiscussiondiscussion of the le of the letters of Itters of Ignatius. Tgnatius. The Philipphe Philippians had rians had requested cequested copies of topies of those lettehose lhose letters, aletters, and Polycarnd Polycarp apparentp apparently intendely intended for chs.d for chs. 13—14 to  13—14 to serve as aserve as a brief cov brief cover letter ercovcover lettcover letter for thaer for that collectit collection. At theon. At the same time same time, Polycarp, Polycarp himself r himself requested sequested specific inpecsspecific ispecific informationnformation from the  from the PhilippianPhilippians about ths about the fate of e fate of Ignatius, Ignatius, which suggwhich suggests that ests tests that he wrthat he wrote soon aote soon after Ignatfter Ignatius’ martyius’ martyrdom. Elserdom. Elsewhere in twhere in the epistlehe epistle, Polycarp, Polycarp’s referen’s PolycarpPolycarp’sPolycarp’s reference references to Ignats to Ignatius (1:1; ius (1:1; 9:1) revea9:1) reveal no partil no particular urgecular urgency about ncy about the situatthe sthe situation,situation, perhaps b perhaps because somecause some years hae years had now passd now passed. If hised. If his phrase “f phrase “first-born irst-born of Satan” of of Satan” of Satan” (7:1) can (7:1) can be taken abe taken as a referes a reference to Marnce to Marcion, whomcion, whom Polycarp  Polycarp met shortlmet shortly before 1yshortlshortly beshortly before 140, fore 140, then chs. then chs. 1—12 may p1—12 may preserve a reserve a second, lasecond, later letterter letter sent to P sent to Philippi duhiPPhilippi dPhilippi during the uring the years 120–years 120–135. Our c135. Our current epiurrent epistle thus stle thus may actualmay actually preservly preserve two sepae te two separatwo separate letterste letters, the more, the more recent wo recent work now plark now placed in advced in advance of thance of the older tee older text.xtetext.text.text.

Other aspects of the epistle are debated. Polycarp’s references to the 
situation of Ignatius, housed temporarily in Philippi on his way to martyrdom in 
Rome (cf. 1:1; 9:1; 13:2), have led to speculation concerning questions of integrity 
and date behind the epistle. Traditionally, these references have been accepted as 
an indication that the text was written soon after the death of Ignatius, 
sometime ca. 110–120. The witness of Ignatius’ faith and the circumstances of his 
tragic demise would have been of immediate concern to those Christians who 
had known him. Some more recent scholars, however, have asked whether the 
epistle is not actually a combination of two short letters (both from Polycarp), 
the earlier preserved in chs. 13—14 and the latter in chs. 1—12. One observes, 
e.g., that the theme of righteousness is abandoned in ch. 13 in favor of a 
discussion of the letters of Ignatius. The Philippians had requested copies of those 
letters, and Polycarp apparently intended for chs. 13—14 to serve as a brief 
cover letter for that collection. At the same time, Polycarp himself requested 



specific information from the Philippians about the fate of Ignatius, which suggests 
that he wrote soon after Ignatius’ martyrdom. Elsewhere in the epistle, 
Polycarp’s references to Ignatius (1:1; 9:1) reveal no particular urgency about the 
situation, perhaps because some years had now passed. If his phrase “first-born 
of Satan” (7:1) can be taken as a reference to Marcion, whom Polycarp met 
shortly before 140, then chs. 1—12 may preserve a second, later letter sent to 
Philippi during the years 120–135. Our current epistle thus may actually preserve 
two separate letters, the more recent work now placed in advance of the older 
text.

�Polycarp’sPolycarp’s epistle r epistle reveals hiseveals his role as a role as an acknowlen acknowledged authodged authority amongrity among early Chr early C early Christian Christian communitiecommunities. He reves. He reveals a breaals a breadth of acqdth of acquaintance uaintance with the wwith the writings ofritings of ancient I a ancient Isancient Israel, as wrael, as well as witell as with later Chh later Christian auristian authors, espthors, especially thecially the letters e letters of Paul. Mof Paul. of Paul. MuchPaul. Much like Igna like Ignatius himsetius himself, Polycalf, Polycarp stands rp stands as a beacoas a beacon of warnin of warning againstng against the divis the the divisithe divisive threat ve threat of docetisof docetism (ch. 7) m (ch. 7) and as an and as an advocate oadvocate of church uf church unity. He anity. He addresses sddreaaddresses addresses specific ispecific issues of lssues of leadership eadership at Philippat Philippi, specifii, specifically in tcally in the case ofhe case of the “fall the “fallen presbyte“fall“fallen pr“fallen presbyter” Vesbyter” Valens and alens and his wife (his wife (ch. 11). Mch. 11). Most notablost notably, Polycary, Polycarp forwardsp forwards the visio the the visionthe vision of a yout of a youthful, growhful, growing Churching Church whose mem whose members are “bers are “citizens” citizens” who are wowho are wwho are worthy of worthy of God’s commGod’s community (5:2unity (5:2), whose o), whose offices andffices and functions functions are firml are firmly organizey organized accordindorganizeorganized organized according according to the stato the standards of ndards of ecclesiastecclesiastical faithical faith and order and order (chs. 4–6 (chs. 4–6), and who), an), and whose and whose “eternal h“eternal high priestigh priest” in Jesus” in Jesus Christ hi Christ himself (12:mself (12:2).2).2).

Polycarp’s epistle reveals his role as an acknowledged authority among early 
Christian communities. He reveals a breadth of acquaintance with the writings of 
ancient Israel, as well as with later Christian authors, especially the letters of 
Paul. Much like Ignatius himself, Polycarp stands as a beacon of warning against 
the divisive threat of docetism (ch. 7) and as an advocate of church unity. He 
addresses specific issues of leadership at Philippi, specifically in the case of the 
“fallen presbyter” Valens and his wife (ch. 11). Most notably, Polycarp forwards 
the vision of a youthful, growing Church whose members are “citizens” who are 
worthy of God’s community (5:2), whose offices and functions are firmly 
organized according to the standards of ecclesiastical faith and order (chs. 4–6), 
and whose “eternal high priest” in Jesus Christ himself (12:2).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. W. BarnL. W. Barnard, “The ard, “The Problem ofProblem of St. Polyc St. Polycarp’s Episarp’s Epistle to thetle to the Philippia P PhilippianPhilippians,” in s,” in Studies inStudies in the Apost the Apostolic Fatheolic Fathers and Thers and Their Backgroir Backgroundund (New York (New York, 1966), 3, 1966, 1966), 31–1966), 31–39; P. N. 39; P. N. Harrison, Harrison, Polycarp’sPolycarp’s Two Epist Two Epistles to theles to the Philippia Philippiansns (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1936); e, 1e, 1936); W. 1936); W. R. SchoedeR. Schoedel, l, Polycarp, Polycarp, Martyrdom Martyrdom of Polycarof Polycarp, Fragmenp, Fragments of Papits of Papias. The Apas. The Apostolic FaoApApostolic Apostolic FathersFathers 5, ed. R. 5, ed. R. M. Grant  M. Grant (New York,(New York, 1967). 1967). 1967).
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POLYCARP, MARTYRDOM

Apart fromApart from the NT ac the NT account of tcount of the death ohe death of Stephen f Stephen (Acts 7:54(Acts 7:54-60), the -60), the Martyrdom MartyrdomMartyrdom Martyrdom of Polycarof Polycarp preservep preserves Christias Christianity’s earnity’s earliest examliest example of a mple of a martyrdom. artyrdom. The MartyrTThe MartyrThe Martyrdom is a sdom is a stylized potylized portrayal ofrtrayal of the death the death of Polyca of Polycarp, bishoprp, bishop of Smyrna of Smyrna, who serv, w, who servedwho served the Churc the Church through h through the advancthe advanced age of ed age of 86 (Mart. 86 (Mart. Pol. 9:3).Pol. 9:3). The portr The portr The portrayal portrayal of his deaof his death ultimatth ultimately came tely came to serve aso serve as a prototy a prototypical exampical example for suple for subsequent mbsesusubsequentsubsequent martyrolo martyrological accogical accounts, withunts, with focus upo focus upon the themn the themes of faites of faithfulness, hfulness, courage, acocourage, acourage, and piety ind piety in the facen the face of danger of danger and death and death...

Apart from the NT account of the death of Stephen (Acts 7:54-60), the 
Martyrdom of Polycarp preserves Christianity’s earliest example of a martyrdom. 
The Martyrdom is a stylized portrayal of the death of Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, 
who served the Church through the advanced age of 86 (Mart. Pol. 9:3). The 
portrayal of his death ultimately came to serve as a prototypical example for 
subsequent martyrological accounts, with focus upon the themes of faithfulness, 
courage, and piety in the face of danger and death.

�The actualThe actual account o account of the martf the martyrdom is pyrdom is preserved wreserved within the ithin the framework framework of a letteof aof a letter wa letter which was shich was sent from tent from the Christihe Christians at Smyans at Smyrna (the srna (the site of Polite of Polycarp’s deycarp’s death) to thathdedeath) to death) to the churchthe church at Philom at Philomelium in celium in central Asientral Asia Minor. Ia Minor. Its purposets purpose was to ho was to honor the menohohonor the honor the memory of memory of the slain the slain bishop, asbishop, as well as t well as to encourago encourage other Che other Christians wristians who faced thwwho faced who faced the threatthe threat of persec of persecution. Theution. The account w account was undoubtas undoubtedly recoredly recorded soon aded soonded soon aftersoon after Polycarp’ Polycarp’s death, ts death, though the hough the date of thdate of that event (at event (and hence and hence of the texof the text) is mucht) it) is much deis much debated. Thebated. The closing p closing portion of ortion of the text (the text (ch. 21) plch. 21) places the daces the death on 22eath on 22 (or 23?)  (o (or 23?) F(or 23?) February, bebruary, but no yearut no year is indica is indicated. Interted. Internal evidennal evidence argues ce argues for 154–15for 154–155, though 5, t5, though Eusthough Eusebius prefebius preferred 166 erred 166 (or 167). (or 167). Recent schRecent scholars obseolars observe that trve that the generalhe general context o generalgeneral cogeneral context of pntext of persecutionersecution under Mar under Marcus Aurelicus Aurelius could pus could permit a daermit a date at any te at any point prioppoint priopoint prior to 181.r to 181.r to 181.

The actual account of the martyrdom is preserved within the framework of 
a letter which was sent from the Christians at Smyrna (the site of Polycarp’s 
death) to the church at Philomelium in central Asia Minor. Its purpose was to 
honor the memory of the slain bishop, as well as to encourage other Christians 
who faced the threat of persecution. The account was undoubtedly recorded 



soon after Polycarp’s death, though the date of that event (and hence of the text) 
is much debated. The closing portion of the text (ch. 21) places the death on 22 
(or 23?) February, but no year is indicated. Internal evidence argues for 154–155, 
though Eusebius preferred 166 (or 167). Recent scholars observe that the 
general context of persecution under Marcus Aurelius could permit a date at any 
point prior to 181.

�Apart fromApart from the gener the general Christial Christian communian community at Smyrty at Smyrna, no sinna, no single authorgle author is clearl is cle is clearly idclearly identified fentified for the wrior the writing. The ting. The name Evarename Evarestus is ofstus is offered as tfered as the author he author of the letof thof the letterthe letter itself (2 itself (20:2), and 0:2), and certain lacertain later Christter Christians are rians are recorded inecorded in the closi the closing chapterng chapng chapter aschapter as those who those who forwarded forwarded the text  the text in antiquiin antiquity. Use ofty. Use of the plura the plural pronoun l pronoun “we” (15:1“w“we” (15:1“we” (15:1) suggests) suggests that more that more than one  than one individualindividual may have  may have served as served as author (orauthor (or at least  (or(or at lea(or at least as witnst as witness) for tess) for the actual he actual martyrdom martyrdom account.account.account.

Apart from the general Christian community at Smyrna, no single author is 
clearly identified for the writing. The name Evarestus is offered as the author of 
the letter itself (20:2), and certain later Christians are recorded in the closing 
chapter as those who forwarded the text in antiquity. Use of the plural pronoun 
“we” (15:1) suggests that more than one individual may have served as author 
(or at least as witness) for the actual martyrdom account.

�Scholars aScholars assume thatssume that the Marty the Martyrdom does rdom does indeed offindeed offer some laer some large elemenrge element of authet oft of authentof authenticity as aicity as a witness t witness to Polycarpo Polycarp’s death. ’s death. Because ofBecause of the polem the polemical naturical nature of the de ofe of the docof the document, howument, however, it iever, it is certain s certain that the ethat the event has bvent has been recouneen recounted througted through the eyeshthrougthrough ththrough the eyes of e eyes of faith. Thifaith. This is best s is best exemplifieexemplified through d through the numerothe numerous similarus similarities whicitiesimilarsimilaritisimilarities which tes which the final dhe final days of Polays of Polycarp’s liycarp’s life, trial,fe, trial, and death and death find in t find in the story ohe story ohe story of Jesus oof Jesus of Nazarethf Nazareth in the NT in the NT Gospels.  Gospels. Like JesusLike Jesus, Polycarp, Polycarp enters th enters the city (hee city (here Smyrna)re Sre Smyrna) onSmyrna) on a donkey. a donkey. He prays  He prays for the Chfor the Church at laurch at large (5:1),rge (5:1), is betray is betrayed to the ed to the authoritieautauthoritieauthorities by someos by someone close tne close to him (6:1o him (6:1–2), serve–2), serves as head s as head of the tabof the table at a file at a final meal (nal mnal meal (7:2)meal (7:2), and offe, and offers an exters an extended prayended prayer before hr before his arrest is arrest (7:2–3). H(7:2–3). He then is e then is interrogatinteinterrogatinterrogated by an oed by an official nafficial named Herod med Herod (8:2–3), m(8:2–3), made the obade the object of deject of derision by rision by the Jews (ththe Jews (the Jews (12:2—13:1)12:2—13:1), crucifie, crucified on a Frid on a Friday (7:1),day (7:1), and his b and his body removeody removed by loyald by loyal followers fo followers followers after his after his death (18:death (18:2–3). The 2–3). The emphasis uemphasis upon these pon these elements ielements is clear tos clear to even the  ev even the meven the most casualost casual reader, a reader, and reflectnd reflects traditios traditions which wns which were borrowere borrowed from aled from all of the Nlalall of theall of the NT Gospel NT Gospels.s.s.

Scholars assume that the Martyrdom does indeed offer some large element 
of authenticity as a witness to Polycarp’s death. Because of the polemical nature 
of the document, however, it is certain that the event has been recounted 
through the eyes of faith. This is best exemplified through the numerous 
similarities which the final days of Polycarp’s life, trial, and death find in the story 
of Jesus of Nazareth in the NT Gospels. Like Jesus, Polycarp enters the city (here 
Smyrna) on a donkey. He prays for the Church at large (5:1), is betrayed to the 
authorities by someone close to him (6:1–2), serves as head of the table at a final 
meal (7:2), and offers an extended prayer before his arrest (7:2–3). He then is 
interrogated by an official named Herod (8:2–3), made the object of derision by 
the Jews (12:2—13:1), crucified on a Friday (7:1), and his body removed by loyal 
followers after his death (18:2–3). The emphasis upon these elements is clear to 
even the most casual reader, and reflects traditions which were borrowed from 
all of the NT Gospels.

�The MartyrThe Martyrdom has bedom has become famoucome famous within ts within the Christihe Christian traditian tradition for theon for the various e var various elvarious elements of ements of a heroic sa heroic sacrifice wacrifice which are mhich are modeled herodeled here as a pate as a pattern for ltern for later martyatellater martlater martyrologicalyrological accounts. accounts. Most note Most noteworthy is worthy is the focus the focus upon a “noupon a “noble death”ble death” tradition death”death” tradeath” tradition, i.dition, i.e., the ane., the ancient viewcient view that in c that in certain cirertain circumstancescumstances it become it becomes necessars necs necessary necessary for one pefor one person to berson to be sacrifice sacrificed for the d for the benefit ofbenefit of the large the larger communitr community. This say. communitcommunity.community. This sacr This sacrifice comeifice comes in the ms in the midst of a idst of a struggle bstruggle between theetween the forces of forces of good and  go good and egood and evil, the lvil, the latter repratter represented heesented here by the re by the “evil one,“evil one,” the Jews” the Jews, and the , and the civil authcivil civil authcivil authorities oforities of the Roman the Roman Empire. T Empire. The death ohe death of a faithff a faithful martyr ul martyr is depicteis depicted as a swed as d as a sweetas a sweet conclusio conclusion to a pran to a prayerful lifyerful life — Polycae — Polycarp’s body rp’s body is baked ais baked as bread whs bread which producichwhwhich prodwhich produces the suces the smell of inmell of incense and cense and perfume. Fperfume. Finally, thinally, the anniverse anniversary of theary of the event (th ev event (theevent (the “birthday “birthday of the ma of the martyrdom,” rtyrdom,” 18:3) beco18:3) becomes an occmes an occasion of rasion of reverence aeverence aeverence and discerand discernment, andnment, and contribut contributes to the es to the developingdeveloping stream of stream of growing “ growing “martyr culmartyr cumartyr cult” mentcult” mentality whicality which characteh characterized so mrized so much of subuch of subsequent Chsequent Christian spristian spiritualityirituality...

The Martyrdom has become famous within the Christian tradition for the 
various elements of a heroic sacrifice which are modeled here as a pattern for 
later martyrological accounts. Most noteworthy is the focus upon a “noble 
death” tradition, i.e., the ancient view that in certain circumstances it becomes 
necessary for one person to be sacrificed for the benefit of the larger 
community. This sacrifice comes in the midst of a struggle between the forces of 
good and evil, the latter represented here by the “evil one,” the Jews, and the 
civil authorities of the Roman Empire. The death of a faithful martyr is depicted 
as a sweet conclusion to a prayerful life — Polycarp’s body is baked as bread 
which produces the smell of incense and perfume. Finally, the anniversary of the 
event (the “birthday of the martyrdom,” 18:3) becomes an occasion of reverence 
and discernment, and contributes to the developing stream of growing “martyr 
cult” mentality which characterized so much of subsequent Christian spirituality.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. W. H. C. FW. H. C. Frend, rend, Martyrdom Martyrdom and Persecand Persecution in tution in the Early Che Early Churchhurch (Oxford,  ChurchChurch (OxChurch (Oxford, 1965ford, 1965), 268–302), 268–302; C. N. Je; C. N. Jefford, K. fford, K. J. Harder,J. Harder, and L. D. and L. D. Amezaga,  Amezaga, Jr., JrJr., Jr., Reading thReading the Apostolie Apostolic Fathersc Fathers (Peabody, (Peabody, 1996), 84 1996), 84–97.–97.–97.
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POMEGRANATE

Punica graPunica granatum,natum, a small t a small tree (Heb. ree (Heb. rimmo®nrimmo®n) which us) which usually reseually resembles a rombles a rounded bushundedrorounded burounded bush but cansh but can sometimes sometimes grow fair grow fairly large (ly large (cf. 1 Sam.cf. 1 Sam. 14:2). On 14:2). One of the se of the seven specievsseven specseven species associies associated with ated with the Promisthe Promised Land (Ded Land (Deut. 8:8),eut. 8:8), its fruit its fruit is red wi is red with a crownth a th a crownlika crownlike calix, ae calix, about the sbout the size of an ize of an orange. Dyorange. Dye from thee from the fruit’s r fruit’s rind is useind is used in tannid in td in tanning letanning leather. Insather. Inside the poide the pomegranate megranate fruit are fruit are several coseveral compartmentsmpartments which sur which surround a jersursurround asurround a jellylike jellylike pulp and  pulp and several seseveral seeds which eds which are eaten are eaten both raw aboth raw and dried. nd dried. The juice ThThe juice The juice is refreshis refreshing and ising and is sometimes sometimes made into made into syrup or  syrup or spiced winspiced wine (Cant. 8e (Cant. 8:2). While:288:2). Whil8:2). While in the we in the wilderness,ilderness, the Israe the Israelites longlites longed for theed for the pomegrana pomegranates they ates they ate in Egypte ite in Egypt (in Egypt (Num. 20:5)Num. 20:5). Spies br. Spies brought pomeought pomegranates agranates and grapes nd grapes back from back from Canaan to Canaan toCanaan to show thto show the fertilite fertility of the ly of the land (Num. and (Num. 13:23).13:23).13:23).

Punica granatum, a small tree (Heb. rimmo®n) which usually resembles a 
rounded bush but can sometimes grow fairly large (cf. 1 Sam. 14:2). One of the 
seven species associated with the Promised Land (Deut. 8:8), its fruit is red with 
a crownlike calix, about the size of an orange. Dye from the fruit’s rind is used in 
tanning leather. Inside the pomegranate fruit are several compartments which 
surround a jellylike pulp and several seeds which are eaten both raw and dried. 
The juice is refreshing and is sometimes made into syrup or spiced wine (Cant. 
8:2). While in the wilderness, the Israelites longed for the pomegranates they ate 
in Egypt (Num. 20:5). Spies brought pomegranates and grapes back from Canaan 
to show the fertility of the land (Num. 13:23).

�The pomegrThe pomegranate symbanate symbolizes beaolizes beauty in theuty in the Bible. Th Bible. The maiden oe maiden of the Songf the Song of Solomo of S of Solomon haSolomon has cheeks “s cheeks “like halvelike halves of a poms of a pomegranate” egranate” (Cant. 4:3(Cant. 4:3; 6:7). Th; 6:7). The spring be spring blossoming lobblossomingblossoming of pomegr of pomegranates symanates symbolizes thbolizes the awakenine awakening of love g of love (Cant. 6:1(Cant. 6:11; 7:12). 1; 7:12). PomegranatPPomegranatPomegranates were coes were commonly assmmonly associated wiociated with places th places of worshipof worship and deiti and deities in the es in thees in the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East. The frut. The fruit and bloit and blossoms adorssoms adorned the boned the bottom of thttom of the priest’se priest’s ephod (Ex e ephod (Exoephod (Exod. 28:33-3d. 28:33-34) and app4) and appeared in Seared in Solomon’s tolomon’s temple as demple as decorationsecorations above the above th above the pillarthe pillars (1 Kgs. s (1 Kgs. 7:18, 20, 7:18, 20, 42; 2 Kgs.42; 2 Kgs. 25:17 par 25:17 par.). Dying .). Dying pomegranatpomegranates symbolies symbolized the dezed symbolisymbolizedsymbolized the destr the destruction of uction of the prospethe prosperity of Jurity of Judah (Joel dah (Joel 1:12), and1:12), and their res their restoration wtoraresrestoratiorestoration was incln was included in thuded in the Lord’s pe Lord’s promise to romise to reestablisreestablish the natih the nation (Hag. 2on (Hag. 2:19).:1922:19).2:19).2:19).

The pomegranate symbolizes beauty in the Bible. The maiden of the Song of 
Solomon has cheeks “like halves of a pomegranate” (Cant. 4:3; 6:7). The spring 
blossoming of pomegranates symbolizes the awakening of love (Cant. 6:11; 7:12). 
Pomegranates were commonly associated with places of worship and deities in 
the ancient Near East. The fruit and blossoms adorned the bottom of the priest’s 
ephod (Exod. 28:33-34) and appeared in Solomon’s temple as decorations above 
the pillars (1 Kgs. 7:18, 20, 42; 2 Kgs. 25:17 par.). Dying pomegranates 
symbolized the destruction of the prosperity of Judah (Joel 1:12), and their 
restoration was included in the Lord’s promise to reestablish the nation (Hag. 
2:19).

�Heb. Heb. rimmo®nrimmo®n also appe also appears as a mars as a man’s name an’s name (2 Sam. 4:(2 Sam. 4:2, 5, 9) a2, 5, 9) and a placend a place name (Jud n name (Judgname (Judg. 20:45; J. 20:45; Josh. 15:32osh. 15:32).).).

Heb. rimmo®n also appears as a man’s name (2 Sam. 4:2, 5, 9) and a place 
name (Judg. 20:45; Josh. 15:32).
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PONTUSPONTUS (Gk.  (Gk. PoœntosPoœntos)))

PONTUS (Gk. Poœntos)

A region iA region in northeasn northeastern Asia tern Asia Minor on tMinor on the south she south shore of thhore of the Black See Black Sea (Pontus a (Pontus Euxinus), EEuxinus), Euxinus), with Galatwith Galatia, Cappadia, Cappadocia, and ocia, and Armenia boArmenia bordering tordering to the south the south. The regi. The region consistoregiregion conregion consists of nsists of narrow fertarrow fertile coastaile coastal plains al plains and rugged nd rugged mountains mountains to the intto the interior thateriointinterior tinterior that extendhat extend to portio to portions of the ns of the coast. In coast. In ancient tiancient times these mes these mountainoumountainous protrusis ps protrusionprotrusions preventes prevented a contind a continuous coastuous coastal road, tal road, thus forcinhus forcing people tg people to travel bo travel by sea or iy sy sea or inlsea or inland roads.and roads. The coast The coast was colon was colonized by thized by the Greeks ce Greeks ca. 700 a. 700 B.C.E.B.C.E., with Sin, with Sin, with Sinope andSinope and Amisus th Amisus the chief poe chief ports. The nrts. The natives of atives of the ruggedthe rugged interior  interior were free were free from Greekfrofrom Greekfrom Greek influence influence, and had , and had close tiesclose ties with Arme with Armenia and Cania and Cappadocia. ppadocia. Important ImportantImportant Important products oproducts of the regif the region includeon included corn, frd corn, fruit, oliveuit, olives, and tims, and timber.ber.ber.

A region in northeastern Asia Minor on the south shore of the Black Sea (Pontus 
Euxinus), with Galatia, Cappadocia, and Armenia bordering to the south. The 
region consists of narrow fertile coastal plains and rugged mountains to the 
interior that extend to portions of the coast. In ancient times these mountainous 
protrusions prevented a continuous coastal road, thus forcing people to travel by 
sea or inland roads. The coast was colonized by the Greeks ca. 700 B.C.E., with 
Sinope and Amisus the chief ports. The natives of the rugged interior were free 
from Greek influence, and had close ties with Armenia and Cappadocia. 
Important products of the region included corn, fruit, olives, and timber.

�Pontus hadPontus had been unde been under the Assyr the Assyrian, Hittrian, Hittite, Greekite, Greek, and Pers, and Persian empireian empires before as befos before attbefore attaining indaining independence ependence under Mithunder Mithradates I radates I in 302. Miin 302. Mithradates thradates VI EupatorVI Eupator led Pontu EupatorEupator leEupator led Pontus id Pontus in three den three defensive wafensive wars againstrs against Rome, cul Rome, culminating iminating in defeat bn defeat by Pompey iy bby Pompey by Pompey in 63 in 63 B.C.E.B.C.E. The Mithr The Mithridatic dynidatic dynasty endedasty ended with Caes with Caesar’s defeaar’s defeat of Pharnt of Phart of Pharnace IPharnace II’s revoltI’s revolt in 47. in 47. in 47.

Pontus had been under the Assyrian, Hittite, Greek, and Persian empires 



before attaining independence under Mithradates I in 302. Mithradates VI 
Eupator led Pontus in three defensive wars against Rome, culminating in defeat 
by Pompey in 63 B.C.E. The Mithridatic dynasty ended with Caesar’s defeat of 
Pharnace II’s revolt in 47.

�Judaism waJudaism was widespres widespread in Pontad in Pontus by the us by the NT era. AcNT era. Acts 2:9 conts 2:9 confirms thatfirms that some Jews some some Jews some Jews from Pontufrom Pontus were in s were in Jerusalem Jerusalem at Pentecoat Pentecost, thus tst, thus taking the aking the gospel bacgospel bacgospel back to thback to the region. e region. 1 Peter co1 Peter confirms thenfirms the presence  presence of Christiof Christians in Ponans in Pontus and netus and neighboring igneneighborinneighboring areas (1g areas (1 Pet. 1:1- Pet. 1:1-2).2).2).

Judaism was widespread in Pontus by the NT era. Acts 2:9 confirms that 
some Jews from Pontus were in Jerusalem at Pentecost, thus taking the gospel 
back to the region. 1 Peter confirms the presence of Christians in Pontus and 
neighboring areas (1 Pet. 1:1-2).

�Notable peNotable people from ople from this regiothis region include n include Paul’s assPaul’s associate Aquociate Aquila; Strabila; Strabo the geogo the geo the geographergeographer, from the, from the ancient c ancient capital Amaapital Amasia; Aquilsia; Aquila, a prosea, a proselyte and clyte and contemporarontemporary of Hadriycontemporarcontemporacontemporary of Hadrry of Hadrian, who tian, who translated ranslated the OT intthe OT into Greek; Ao Greek; Alexander olexander of Abonuteif Abonuf AbonuteichAbonuteichos, the foos, the founder of aunder of a pagan cul pagan cult; and Cart; and Carcion, fromcion, from Sinope. Sinope. Sinope.

Notable people from this region include Paul’s associate Aquila; Strabo the 
geographer, from the ancient capital Amasia; Aquila, a proselyte and 
contemporary of Hadrian, who translated the OT into Greek; Alexander of 
Abonuteichos, the founder of a pagan cult; and Carcion, from Sinope.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. J. HemeC. J. Hemer, “The Adr, “The Address of 1dress of 1 Peter,”  Peter,” ExpTExpT 89 (1977/ 89 (1977/78): 239–478): 2378): 239–43.239–43.239–43.

Bibliography. C. J. Hemer, “The Address of 1 Peter,” ExpT 89 (1977/78): 
239–43.
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POOLPOOLPOOL

POOL

Natural poNatural pools were sols were simply deprimply depressions hoessions holding rainlding rain water (e. water (e.g., Exod. g., Exod. 7:19; 2 Kg7:19; 2 Kgs. 3:16; Ps. 3s. 3:16; Ps. 3:16; Ps. 84:6[MT 7]84:6[MT 7]; 114:8; I; 114:8; Isa. 14:23;sa. 14:23; 41:18). A 41:18). Artificial rtificial pools werepools were large, un large, unroofed resroofedununroofed runroofed reservoirs eservoirs used to stused to store runoffore runoff water or  water or water divewater diverted from rted from nearby sprnearby sprnearby springs. Lsprings. Longer in longer in length and ength and width thanwidth than depth, th depth, they were ofey were often partiaten partially hewn illy hewn in rock witn ron rock with rock with sides heigsides heightened by htened by additionaladditional stone blo stone blocks. As pucks. As public waterblic water sources,  sources, they are mthethey are mthey are mentioned ientioned in connectin connection with thon with the names ofe names of the towns the towns which the which they suppliedy suppliedy supplied (supplied (e.g., Gibee.g., Gibeon, 2 Sam.on, 2 Sam. 2:13; cf. 2:13; cf. Jer. 41:1 Jer. 41:12; Hebron,2; Hebron, 2 Sam. 4: 2 Sam. 4:12; Samari12; Samaria, 1 Kgs. a, 1 Ka, 1 Kgs. 22:38Kgs. 22:38; Heshbon,; Heshbon, Cant. 7:4 Cant. 7:4). The siz). The size of Jeruse of Jerusalem requialem required numerored numerous pools (us pools (e.g., 2 Kge((e.g., 2 K(e.g., 2 Kgs. 20:20)gs. 20:20), some of , some of which bearwhich bear specific  specific designatiodesignations such asns such as the lower the lower pool (Isa poo pool (Isa.pool (Isa. 22:9), up 22:9), upper pool (per pool (2 Kgs. 18:2 Kgs. 18:17 = Isa. 17 = Isa. 36:2; 7:3)36:2; 7:3), old pool, old pool (22:11),  (22:11), King’s PooKing’s PKing’s Pool (Neh.Pool (Neh. 2:14), po 2:14), pool of Shelol of Shelah (3:15),ah (3:15), artificia artificial pool (v.l pool (v. 16), Beth 16), Bethzatha (Johzatha (John 5:2), ann 5:2), n 5:2), and 5:2), and pool of Sipool of Siloam (9:7)loam (9:7). They pro. They provided watevided water for housr for households, lieholds, livestock, ivestock, industry, hndusiindustry, industry, healing (Jhealing (John 5:2; 9ohn 5:2; 9:7), and i:7), and irrigation rrigation (Eccl. 2:6(Eccl. 2:6; Neh. 3:1; Neh. 3:15).5).5).

Natural pools were simply depressions holding rain water (e.g., Exod. 7:19; 2 Kgs. 
3:16; Ps. 84:6[MT 7]; 114:8; Isa. 14:23; 41:18). Artificial pools were large, 
unroofed reservoirs used to store runoff water or water diverted from nearby 
springs. Longer in length and width than depth, they were often partially hewn in 
rock with sides heightened by additional stone blocks. As public water sources, 
they are mentioned in connection with the names of the towns which they 
supplied (e.g., Gibeon, 2 Sam. 2:13; cf. Jer. 41:12; Hebron, 2 Sam. 4:12; Samaria, 1 
Kgs. 22:38; Heshbon, Cant. 7:4). The size of Jerusalem required numerous pools 
(e.g., 2 Kgs. 20:20), some of which bear specific designations such as the lower 
pool (Isa. 22:9), upper pool (2 Kgs. 18:17 = Isa. 36:2; 7:3), old pool (22:11), King’s 
Pool (Neh. 2:14), pool of Shelah (3:15), artificial pool (v. 16), Bethzatha (John 
5:2), and pool of Siloam (9:7). They provided water for households, livestock, 
industry, healing (John 5:2; 9:7), and irrigation (Eccl. 2:6; Neh. 3:15).

�ArchaeologArchaeologists have ists have uncovered uncovered a cylindria cylindrical shaft cal shaft at el-Jib,at el-Jib, which som which some speculate speculae speculate speculate is the “pois the “pool of Gibeol of Gibeon.” In Jeon.” In Jerusalem, trusalem, the pool ofhe pool of Siloam co Siloam continues tontinues to hold the  ho hold the whold the waters of taters of the Gihon She Gihon Spring at tpring at the southerhe southern end of Hn end of Hezekiah’s ezekiah’s tunnel. Betunnel. Below that wloBeBelow thatBelow that was a res was a reservoir knoervoir known today awn today as Birket s Birket el-H¸amrael-H¸amra. Two pool. Two pools on the gs on thes on the groundthe grounds of the Cs of the Church of Shurch of St. Anne art. Anne are identifie identified with Beed with Bethzatha. Kthzatha. Known from nown from nown from Josepfrom Josephus are thhus are the Amygdaloe Amygdalon (Tower Pn (Tower Pool), nearool), near the Jaffa the Jaffa Gate ( Gate (BJBJ 5.468); t 5.468); the Serpenthetthe Serpenthe Serpent’s Pool, t’s Pool, SW of the SW of the Jaffa GateJaffa Gate (5.108);  (5.108); and the Stand the Struthion, aruthion, at the nortt the northwest cornhwenortnorthwest northwest corner of corner of the templethe temple mount (5. mount (5.467). The 467). The pool of Ispool of Israel lay arael lay at the eastt the eastern end ofereasteastern eneastern end of the nd of the northern waorthern wall of the ll of the temple moutemple mount.nt.nt.

Archaeologists have uncovered a cylindrical shaft at el-Jib, which some 
speculate is the “pool of Gibeon.” In Jerusalem, the pool of Siloam continues to 
hold the waters of the Gihon Spring at the southern end of Hezekiah’s tunnel. 
Below that was a reservoir known today as Birket el-H¸amra. Two pools on 
the grounds of the Church of St. Anne are identified with Bethzatha. Known 
from Josephus are the Amygdalon (Tower Pool), near the Jaffa Gate (BJ 5.468); 
the Serpent’s Pool, SW of the Jaffa Gate (5.108); and the Struthion, at the 
northwest corner of the temple mount (5.467). The pool of Israel lay at the 
eastern end of the northern wall of the temple mount.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. Adan (BD. Adan (Bayewitz), ayewitz), “The ‘Foun“The ‘Fountain of Sitain of Siloam’ and loam’ and ‘Solomon’s‘Solomon’s‘Solomon’s‘Solomon’s Pool’ in  Pool’ in First-CentFirst-Century ury C.E.C.E. Jerusalem Jerusalem,” ,” IEJIEJ 29 (1979) 29 (1979): 92–100; : 92–100; H. Geva, “H. Geva, “H. Geva, “Jerusalem“Jerusalem: The Seco: The Second Temple nd Temple Period: WaPeriod: Water Supplyter Supply,” ,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 2:746–47; 2:746–47; J. B. Pri J. B. Pr J. B. Pritchard,Pritchard,  The Water The Water System of System of GibeonGibeon (Philadel (Philadelphia, 1961phia, 1961); Y. Shil); Y. Shiloh, “Jerusoh, “Jerusalem: The alem: Talem: The Early The Early Periods anPeriods and the Firsd the First Temple Pt Temple Period: Theeriod: The Water-Sup Water-Supply Systemply Systems,” s,” NEAEHLNEAENEAEHLNEAEHL 2:709–12; 2:709–12; T. Tsuk,  T. Tsuk, “Pools,” “Pools,” OEANEOEANE 4:350–51; 4:350–51; “Reservoi “Reservoirs,” rs,” OEANEOEANE 4:422. 4:422 4:422.4:422.4:422.

Bibliography. D. Adan (Bayewitz), “The ‘Fountain of Siloam’ and 



‘Solomon’s Pool’ in First-Century C.E. Jerusalem,” IEJ 29 (1979): 92–100; H. Geva, 
“Jerusalem: The Second Temple Period: Water Supply,” NEAEHL 2:746–47; J. B. 
Pritchard, The Water System of Gibeon (Philadelphia, 1961); Y. Shiloh, “Jerusalem: 
The Early Periods and the First Temple Period: The Water-Supply Systems,” 
NEAEHL 2:709–12; T. Tsuk, “Pools,” OEANE 4:350–51; “Reservoirs,” OEANE 
4:422.
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POORPOORPOOR

POOR

One lackinOne lacking materialg material goods, ho goods, honor, and pnor, and power. Receower. Recent anthropnt anthropological aological and sociolond sociolond sociologicsociological studiesal studies have show have shown that then that the “poor” is “poor” is not just  not just an economian economic concept,c concept, but is mo b but is morbut is more especiale especially a questly a question of honion of honor, socialor, social status, a status, a lack of p lack of power that ower that led to oppled toled to oppressto oppression.ion.ion.

One lacking material goods, honor, and power. Recent anthropological and 
sociological studies have shown that the “poor” is not just an economic concept, 
but is more especially a question of honor, social status, a lack of power that led 
to oppression.

�In the OT In the OT different different blocks of blocks of traditionstraditions emphasize emphasize different different aspects.  aspects. The legal The legal The legal textlegal texts regulates regulate the treat the treatment of thment of the poor, see poor, seeking to peking to protect therotect the poor, wid poor, widows, orphaowwidwidows, orwidows, orphans, or phans, or strangers strangers (Lev. 19:9(Lev. 19:9-10; 25:25-10; 25:25, 35). The, 35). The prophets  prophets show a conshow a concern for tcconconcern foconcern for those ecr those economicallyonomically exploited exploited. They pro. They protest the otest the oppression ppression of the pooof the pooof the poor at thpoor at the hands ofe hands of the greed the greedy. Isaiah y. Isaiah attacks thattacks those landowose landowners who aners who amass vast mass vast propertiesppropertiesproperties (Isa. 5:8 (Isa. 5:8), and con), and condemns the demns the denial of denial of rights to rights to the poor (the poor (10:2). Amo10:2). Amos draws ats drs draws attedraws attention to tntion to the oppresshe oppression of theion of the poor (Amo poor (Amos 2:7; 4:1s 2:7; 4:1; 5:11). T; 5:11). The wisdom he wisdom traditionsttraditionstraditions view pove view poverty from drty from different pifferent perspectiveerspectives. Proverbs. Proverbs sees povs sees poverty as onerty as one’s own fae’sonone’s own one’s own fault (Profault (Prov. 6:10-11v. 6:10-11; 10:4, 15; 10:4, 15; 13:18; 2; 13:18; 21:17), whi1:17), while for Joble for Job poverty r poverty results froesultrresults frresults from politicom political and ecoal and economic explnomic exploitation. oitation. Job arguesJob argues his innoc his innocence throuence through his defgh throuthrough hithrough his defense s defense of the pooof the poor (Job 29:r (Job 29:12, 16; 3012, 16; 30:25; 31:16:25; 31:16). The Psa). The Psalms presenlms present God as tt Gt God as theGod as the defender  defender of the pooof the poor (Ps. 22:r (Ps. 22:26[MT 27];26[MT 27]; 35:10). T 35:10). The narratihe narrative literatve literature of theurliteratliteratureliterature of the Pe of the Pentateuch antateuch and Deuterond Deuteronomistic hnomistic history shoistory show little iw little interest innterest in the poor, the the poor, the poor, concerned concerned more with more with critiquingcritiquing the kings the kingship.hip.hip.

In the OT different blocks of traditions emphasize different aspects. The 
legal texts regulate the treatment of the poor, seeking to protect the poor, 
widows, orphans, or strangers (Lev. 19:9-10; 25:25, 35). The prophets show a 
concern for those economically exploited. They protest the oppression of the 
poor at the hands of the greedy. Isaiah attacks those landowners who amass vast 
properties (Isa. 5:8), and condemns the denial of rights to the poor (10:2). Amos 
draws attention to the oppression of the poor (Amos 2:7; 4:1; 5:11). The wisdom 
traditions view poverty from different perspectives. Proverbs sees poverty as 
one’s own fault (Prov. 6:10-11; 10:4, 15; 13:18; 21:17), while for Job poverty 
results from political and economic exploitation. Job argues his innocence 
through his defense of the poor (Job 29:12, 16; 30:25; 31:16). The Psalms present 
God as the defender of the poor (Ps. 22:26[MT 27]; 35:10). The narrative 
literature of the Pentateuch and Deuteronomistic history show little interest in 
the poor, concerned more with critiquing the kingship.

�Three grouThree groups within ps within Israelite Israelite society — society — widows, orwidows, orphans, andphans, and strangers strangers — experie — ex — experienceexperienced poverty d poverty as particuas particularly harslarly harsh. In a soh. In a society struciety structured upoctured upon the malen the male as the wo as as the woras the worker, the wker, the widow and oidow and orphan strurphan struggled to sggled to survive: pourvive: powerless, twerless, they dependhey dependhey depended udepended upon the gopon the good will ofod will of others (D others (Deut. 24:17eut. 24:17). The str). The strangers, asangers, as ones who  ones who  ones who did nowho did not belong, t belong, had no bonhad no bonds to theids to their new socir new society. Theseety. These groups sh groups shared a comared a comared a common povcommon poverty: a laerty: a lack of statck of status wherebyus whereby the power the powerful and unful and unscrupulousscrupulous took adva took ad took advantage.advantage. Concern i Concern is expresses expressed for theid for their precarior precarious social us social status (Prstatus (Prov. 31:9; ov. 31:9; Ps. 82:3) Ps. 8Ps. 82:3) — wh82:3) — what others at others had done thad done to them to o them to cause theicause their poverty r poverty (Ps. 10:2;(Ps. 10:2; Isa. 32:7 Isa. 32:7).).).

Three groups within Israelite society — widows, orphans, and strangers — 
experienced poverty as particularly harsh. In a society structured upon the male 
as the worker, the widow and orphan struggled to survive: powerless, they 
depended upon the good will of others (Deut. 24:17). The strangers, as ones 
who did not belong, had no bonds to their new society. These groups shared a 
common poverty: a lack of status whereby the powerful and unscrupulous took 
advantage. Concern is expressed for their precarious social status (Prov. 31:9; Ps. 
82:3) — what others had done to them to cause their poverty (Ps. 10:2; Isa. 32:7).

�In additioIn addition to econon to economic considmic considerations terations the NT alsohe NT also focuses o focuses on the lackn the lack of honor, of ho of honor, sochonor, social statusial status, and powe, and powerlessness rlessness which led which led to the oppto the oppression ofression of the poor. the poor. The Epist T The EpistlThe Epistle of Jamese of James stands ou stands out as a writ as a writing conceting concerned for trned for the poor, whe poor, who lack poho lack power — theywpopower — thpower — they are at ey are at the mercy the mercy of the ricof the rich. The rich. The rich “have dih “have dishonored tshonored the poor” whe poor” he poor” who poor” who have no rihave no rights — theghts — the poor are  poor are brought tobrought to court by  court by the rich (the rich (Jas. 2:6).Jas. 2:6). The rich  T The rich aThe rich are boastfure boastful and arrol and arrogant, relygant, relying solelying solely upon thei upon their own power own power (Jas. 4:r (Jas. 4:13-17). We13-4:4:13-17). 4:13-17). Wealth hasWealth has brought h brought honor to thonor to the rich ande rich and shame to  shame to the poor (the poor (Jas. 2:1-7Jas. 2:1-7). True re)2:1-72:1-7). Tr2:1-7). True religioue religion is definn is defined as “cared as “caring for oring for orphans and phans and widows in widows in their disttheir distress” (Jasress”distdistress” distress” (Jas. 1:27(Jas. 1:27) — two gr) — two groups identoups identified withified with the poor  the poor in the OT in the OT because thbecause they have noeyththey have they have no rights no rights or power tor power to defend to defend themselves.hemselves.

In addition to economic considerations the NT also focuses on the lack of 
honor, social status, and powerlessness which led to the oppression of the poor. 
The Epistle of James stands out as a writing concerned for the poor, who lack 
power — they are at the mercy of the rich. The rich “have dishonored the 
poor” who have no rights — the poor are brought to court by the rich (Jas. 2:6). 



The rich are boastful and arrogant, relying solely upon their own power (Jas. 
4:13-17). Wealth has brought honor to the rich and shame to the poor (Jas. 
2:1-7). True religion is defined as “caring for orphans and widows in their 
distress” (Jas. 1:27) — two groups identified with the poor in the OT because 
they have no rights or power to defend themselves.

�In the SynIn the Synoptic Gospoptic Gospels the liels the life-styles fe-styles of John thof John the Baptist e Baptist (Mark 1:6)(Mark 1:6), Jesus (v, Jesus (vv. 38–39; v.(v(vv. 38–39(vv. 38–39; 11:12), ; 11:12), and the diand the disciples (1sciples (1:18, 20; 2:18, 20; 2:23–25) em:23–25) embrace povebrace poverty. Matthrty. Matthew opens JewMatthMatthew opMatthew opens Jesus’ens Jesus’ teaching  teaching with a blewith a blessing on “ssing on “the poor ithe poor in spirit” n spirit” (Matt. 5:3(Matt. 5:3), while L), w), while Lukewhile Luke 6:20 has  6:20 has simply “thsimply “the poor” whe poor” whose statusose status is lowly, is lowly, whose spi whose spirit is crurit is crushed by thshecrucrushed bycrushed by their pow their powerlessnesserlessness. This say. This saying implieing implies that thes that the poor also poor also enter the enter the kingdom.  ki kingdom. Ikingdom. It challengt challenges the arres the arrogance of ogance of those who those who deny statudeny status to the ps to the poor by refoor by refusing themurefrefusing trefusing them their hem their rights. Thrights. They will beey will be part of G part of God’s kingdod’s kingdom that reom that reinstates tinstates their honorheirttheir honotheir honor and power and power. The Gosr. The Gospel of Lukpel of Luke shows ane shows an empathy f empathy for the pooor the poor and hostr and hr and hostility hostility toward thetoward the rich that rich that is more p is more pronounced ronounced than in ththan in the other Goe other Gospels. Agaspels. Again the stainAgaAgain the Again the status of status of the poor ithe poor is champions championed, e.g., ed, e.g., in the parin the parables of aables of admission tdmission to the messo tho the messiathe messianic banquenic banquet (Luke 14t (Luke 14:15-24) an:15-24) and the richd the rich man and L man and Lazarus (16azarus (16:19–31).:19–31).:19–31).

In the Synoptic Gospels the life-styles of John the Baptist (Mark 1:6), Jesus 
(vv. 38–39; 11:12), and the disciples (1:18, 20; 2:23–25) embrace poverty. 
Matthew opens Jesus’ teaching with a blessing on “the poor in spirit” (Matt. 5:3), 
while Luke 6:20 has simply “the poor” whose status is lowly, whose spirit is 
crushed by their powerlessness. This saying implies that the poor also enter the 
kingdom. It challenges the arrogance of those who deny status to the poor by 
refusing them their rights. They will be part of God’s kingdom that reinstates 
their honor and power. The Gospel of Luke shows an empathy for the poor and 
hostility toward the rich that is more pronounced than in the other Gospels. 
Again the status of the poor is championed, e.g., in the parables of admission to 
the messianic banquet (Luke 14:15-24) and the rich man and Lazarus (16:19–31).

�The other The other NT writingNT writings pay scans pay scant attentiot attention to the pn to the poor. Paul oor. Paul is chieflyis chiefly concerned concern concerned concerned with the cwith the collection ollection for the pofor the poor in Jeruor in Jerusalem (Galsalem (Gal. 2:10; Ro. 2:10; Rom. 15:26).m. 15:26). In 2 Cor. In In 2 Cor. In 2 Cor. 8-9 Paul c8-9 Paul calls upon alls upon the wealththe wealthy to give y to give as much asas much as possible  possible so that ecso that economic ineonoececonomic ieconomic inequality nequality could be bcould be bridged. 1 ridged. 1 Peter is wPeter is written to ritten to the “homelthe “homeless” in thess” in the Diasporae De Diaspora. Diaspora. In a senseIn a sense it reflec it reflects the “stts the “strangers” orangers” of the OT. f the OT. The good nThe good news proclaews proclaimed to thimproclaproclaimedproclaimed to them ( to them (1 Pet. 1:11 Pet. 1:12, 25) imp2, 25) imparts a senarts a sense of dignse of dignity and stity and status (1:5,atus (1:5, 9; 2:9–10 9; 2 9; 2:9–10).2:9–10).2:9–10).

The other NT writings pay scant attention to the poor. Paul is chiefly 
concerned with the collection for the poor in Jerusalem (Gal. 2:10; Rom. 15:26). 
In 2 Cor. 8-9 Paul calls upon the wealthy to give as much as possible so that 
economic inequality could be bridged. 1 Peter is written to the “homeless” in the 
Diaspora. In a sense it reflects the “strangers” of the OT. The good news 
proclaimed to them (1 Pet. 1:12, 25) imparts a sense of dignity and status (1:5, 9; 
2:9–10).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. R. HobbT. R. Hobbs, “Reflecs, “Reflections on ‘tions on ‘The Poor’ The Poor’ and the Oland the Old Testamend Testamed Testament,Testament,” ” ExpTExpT 100 (1989 100 (1989): 291–94;): 291–94; P. U. May P. U. Maynard-Reid,nard-Reid,  Poverty anPoverty and Wealth id Wealth in Jamesn Jan JamesJames (Maryknol (Maryknoll, 1987).l, 1987).l, 1987).

Bibliography. T. R. Hobbs, “Reflections on ‘The Poor’ and the Old 
Testament,” ExpT 100 (1989): 291–94; P. U. Maynard-Reid, Poverty and Wealth in 
James (Maryknoll, 1987).
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POPLARPOPLARPOPLAR

POPLAR

Two types Two types of poplar of poplar were wideswere widespread in bpread in biblical laiblical lands. The wnds. The white poplahite poplar r (Populus a(Populus a(Populus alba;alba; Heb.  Heb. lib�neh)lib�neh) is so nam is so named for itsed for its bark and  bark and the white the white underside underside of its leaof its leaves. This ves.lealeaves. Thleaves. This fast-gris fast-growing treeowing tree thrives i thrives in damp soin damp soil such as l such as riverbanksriverbanks where it  where it can reach can rcan reach a hereach a height of 30ight of 30 m. (100 f m. (100 ft.). The st.). The soft wood coft wood could be usould be used for tooed for tools or roofls or roof beams. Th be beams. Thebeams. The grayish-w grayish-white bark hite bark contains scontains salicin, whalicin, which reduceich reduces fevers os fevers or inflammar inflammation of thtioinflammainflammatiinflammation of the on of the joints. Jajoints. Jacob placedcob placed stripped  stripped branches obranches of white pof white poplar, almoplar, almond, and plnd,almoalmond, analmond, and plane ind plane in the drink the drinking troughing troughs of Labans of Laban’s goats t’s goats to obtain to obtain the desiredhe desired offspring of offspring offspring (Gen. 30:3(Gen. 30:37). The wh7). The white poplarite poplar is one of is one of the shade the shade trees on  trees on the mountathe mountains where inmountamountains mountains where Israwhere Israel practicel practiced their ied their idolatry (Hdolatry (Hos. 4:13).os. 4:13). Cuttings  Cuttings from this from this tree root treetree root tree root easily (cfeasily (cf. Hos. 14:. Hos. 14:5[MT 6]).5[MT 6]).5[MT 6]).

Two types of poplar were widespread in biblical lands. The white poplar (Populus 
alba; Heb. lib�neh)  is so named for its bark and the white underside of its 
leaves. This fast-growing tree thrives in damp soil such as riverbanks where it can 
reach a height of 30 m. (100 ft.). The soft wood could be used for tools or roof 
beams. The grayish-white bark contains salicin, which reduces fevers or 
inflammation of the joints. Jacob placed stripped branches of white poplar, 
almond, and plane in the drinking troughs of Laban’s goats to obtain the desired 
offspring (Gen. 30:37). The white poplar is one of the shade trees on the 
mountains where Israel practiced their idolatry (Hos. 4:13). Cuttings from this 
tree root easily (cf. Hos. 14:5[MT 6]).

�Another taAnother tall poplar,ll poplar, the Euphr the Euphrates poplaates poplar r (Populus e(Populus euphratica;uphratica; Heb.  Heb. {a�raœb�a®{a�raœb�{a�raœb�a®{a�raœb�a®)), grows we, grows well in the ll in the salty soilsalty soil near the  near the Jordan andJordan and brackish  brackish desert sprdesert spdesert springs. Isprings. It was probt was probably amongably among the trees the trees Elisha’s  Elisha’s prophets cprophets cut near thut near the Jordan (e Jordan (2 Kgs. 6:42 K2 Kgs. 6:4).Kgs. 6:4). Its immat Its immature leavesure leaves look like look like willow le willow leaves, so taves, so the tree ishe tree is sometimes sometimes confused  con confused wconfused with the wiith the willow. The llow. The “poplars b“poplars by the strey the stream” were lam” were large enougarge enough to conceh to conch to conceal thconceal the behemothe behemoth (Job 40:2 (Job 40:22 NIV; cf.2 NIV; cf. Isa. 44:4 Isa. 44:4). It was ). It was among the among the four brancfour branches used ihebrancbranches ubranches used in thesed in the lulab cer lulab ceremony in temony in the Festivahe Festival of Boothl of Booths (Lev. 23s (Lev. 23:40), and :40), and is probablis pis probably tprobably the tree uphe tree upon which ton which the exiles he exiles hung theirhung their harps in  harps in Babylon (PBabylon (Ps. 137:2).s. 137:2).

Another tall poplar, the Euphrates poplar (Populus euphratica; Heb. 



{a�raœb�a®) , grows well in the salty soil near the Jordan and brackish desert 
springs. It was probably among the trees Elisha’s prophets cut near the Jordan (2 
Kgs. 6:4). Its immature leaves look like willow leaves, so the tree is sometimes 
confused with the willow. The “poplars by the stream” were large enough to 
conceal the behemoth (Job 40:22 NIV; cf. Isa. 44:4). It was among the four 
branches used in the lulab ceremony in the Festival of Booths (Lev. 23:40), and is 
probably the tree upon which the exiles hung their harps in Babylon (Ps. 137:2).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. N. HeppF. N. Hepper, er, Baker EncyBaker Encyclopedia oclopedia of Bible Plf Bible Plantsants (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1992pidsRaRapids, 19Rapids, 1992); M. Zo92); M. Zohary, hary, Plants of Plants of the Biblethe Bible (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1982).e, 1982).e, 1982).

Bibliography. F. N. Hepper, Baker Encyclopedia of Bible Plants (Grand 
Rapids, 1992); M. Zohary, Plants of the Bible (Cambridge, 1982).
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PORATHAPORATHA (Heb.  (Heb. po®raœt�aœpo®raœt�aœ}})))

PORATHA (Heb. po®raœt�aœ} )

One of HamOne of Haman’s 10 soan’s 10 sons who werns who were slain bye slain by the Jews  the Jews (Esth. 9:8(Esth. 9:8).).

One of Haman’s 10 sons who were slain by the Jews (Esth. 9:8).

PORCIUS FEPORCIUS FESTUSSTUSSTUS

PORCIUS FESTUS

�SeeSee  FESTUS, POFESTUS, PORCIUS.RCIUS.

See FESTUS, PORCIUS.

PORPHYRYPORPHYRYPORPHYRY

PORPHYRY

A red or pA red or purple stonurple stone consistie consisting of whitng of white or pink e or pink feldspar cfeldspar crystals inrystals in a dark re a dark red groundmad grod groundmassgroundmass (Heb.  (Heb. bahat�bahat�). In bibl). In biblical timesical times porphyry  porphyry usually wausually was brought s brought from the Rfrom tfrom the Red Sethe Red Sea coast ofa coast of Egypt and Egypt and cut and p cut and polished foolished for ornamentr ornamental purposeal purposes (Esth. 1s (Esth. 1:6).:611:6).1:6).

A red or purple stone consisting of white or pink feldspar crystals in a dark red 
groundmass (Heb. bahat� ). In biblical times porphyry usually was brought from 
the Red Sea coast of Egypt and cut and polished for ornamental purposes (Esth. 
1:6).

PORTION, SPORTION, SHAREHAREHARE

PORTION, SHARE

That whichThat which is distri is distributed and buted and received, received, e.g., spoie.g., spoils of war ls of war (Gen. 14:2(Gen. 14:24; 1 Sam. 4; 1 Sam. 30:24) and30:2430:24) and30:24) and food eate food eaten in ceremn in ceremonial mealonial meals (Exod. 2s (Exod. 29:26; Lev.9:26; Lev. 7:33; 1 S 7:33; 1 Sam. 1:4-5)am. 1:4-5). The term. T. The terms The terms (Heb. (Heb. h�eäleq, hh�eäleq, h�eb�el, ma�eb�el, maœna®;œna®; Gk.  Gk. méros, merméros, meriísiís) are used) are use) are used in a used in a technical technical sense withsense with regard to regard to inheritan inheritances (Gen. ces (Gen. 31:14; Luk31:14; Luke 15:12) ae 15:12) and land (Dnd aand land (and land (Deut. 10:9Deut. 10:9) as that ) as that entrusted entrusted or allotteor allotted to Israed to Israel by Yahwel by Yahweh, the truh, the true owner ofe owe owner of towner of the land. Ehe land. Expressionsxpressions such as “ such as “to have a to have a portion inportion in (someone) (someone)” mean to ” mean to ” mean to be affito be affiliated witliated with that perh that person or to son or to belong to belong to that persothat person’s compann’s company or commuy or community (2 Sancommucommunity community (2 Sam. 20(2 Sam. 20:1; 1 Kgs.:1; 1 Kgs. 12:16; cf 12:16; cf. John 13:. John 13:8). Words 8). Words translatedtranslated “portion” “portion” can also  c can also bcan also be used wite used with referench reference to that e to that which is dwhich is dear and clear and close to a pose to a person; thuerson; thus Israel is Iss Israel is Israel is called thecalled the portion o portion of the Lordf the Lord (Deut. 32 (Deut. 32:9), as Ya:9), as Yahweh is lihweh is likewise Isrkewise Israel’s portael’s pael’s portion (Pportion (Ps. 16:5; 7s. 16:5; 73:26; 119:3:26; 119:57; 142:5;57; 142:5; Jer. 10:1 Jer. 10:16; Lam. 3:6; Lam. 3:24). “Port24). “Portion” can aion” can also refer lso relso refer to trefer to the lot or he lot or fate that fate that befalls a befalls a person at person at the hand othe hand of the Lordf the Lord (Job 31:2 (Job 31:2; Jer. 13:; Jer. ; Jer. 13:25Jer. 13:25).).

That which is distributed and received, e.g., spoils of war (Gen. 14:24; 1 Sam. 
30:24) and food eaten in ceremonial meals (Exod. 29:26; Lev. 7:33; 1 Sam. 1:4-5). 
The terms (Heb. h�eäleq, h�eb�el, maœna®;  Gk. méros, meriís) are 
used in a technical sense with regard to inheritances (Gen. 31:14; Luke 15:12) 
and land (Deut. 10:9) as that entrusted or allotted to Israel by Yahweh, the true 
owner of the land. Expressions such as “to have a portion in (someone)” mean 
to be affiliated with that person or to belong to that person’s company or 
community (2 Sam. 20:1; 1 Kgs. 12:16; cf. John 13:8). Words translated “portion” 
can also be used with reference to that which is dear and close to a person; thus 
Israel is called the portion of the Lord (Deut. 32:9), as Yahweh is likewise Israel’s 
portion (Ps. 16:5; 73:26; 119:57; 142:5; Jer. 10:16; Lam. 3:24). “Portion” can also 
refer to the lot or fate that befalls a person at the hand of the Lord (Job 31:2; 
Jer. 13:25).

POSIDONIUSPOSIDONIUS (Gk.  (Gk. PosidoœéniPosidoœéniosos)))

POSIDONIUS (Gk. Posidoœénios)



An envoy sAn envoy sent by Nicent by Nicanor in thanor in the face of e face of certain decertain defeat to nefeat to negotiate a gotiate a truce withtruce with Judas Mac Ju Judas MaccJudas Maccabeus (2 Mabeus (2 Macc. 14:19acc. 14:19).).

An envoy sent by Nicanor in the face of certain defeat to negotiate a truce with 
Judas Maccabeus (2 Macc. 14:19).

POTIPHARPOTIPHAR (Heb.  (Heb. po®t�iîp�apo®t�iîp�arr)))

POTIPHAR (Heb. po®t�iîp�ar )

The indiviThe individual who pdual who purchased Jurchased Joseph fromoseph from the Ishma the Ishmaelites (orelites (or Midianite Midianites) in Egyps) in Egypt after het EgypEgypt afteEgypt after he was sr he was sold by hisold by his brothers  brothers (Gen. 37:3(Gen. 37:36; 39:1-6)6; 39:1-6). His name. His name was appar was apparently a shenapparapparentlyapparently a short f a short form of Potorm of Potiphera, thiphera, the name of e name of Joseph’s fJoseph’s father-in-lather-in-law (Gen. 4aw (Gen. 41:45; 46:21:4441:45; 46:41:45; 46:20), which20), which means “he means “he whom Re ( whom Re (the sun-gothe sun-god) has givd) has given” (LXX Gen” (LXX Gk. k. PetephreäsPetePetephreäsPetephreäs for both) for both). He was d. He was described aescribed as an “offis an “official” or “cial” or “officer” oofficer” of Pharaoh f Pharaoh and the “canand the “cand the “captain” oraptain” or “chief” o “chief” of “the (bof “the (body)guard.”dy)guard.” The last  The last descriptiodescription is probln is problematic. Themaproblproblematiproblematic. The keyc. The key word in t word in the phrase he phrase seems to hseems to have the seave the sense of “slnse of “slaughter,” aughter,” and perhapaand perhapand perhaps by extens by extension “cooksion “cook,” resulti,” resulting in “ching in “chief stewardef steward,” functio,” functionally likenally like a modern  a m a modern “lomodern “lord chamberrd chamberlain,” or lain,” or lit., “caplit., “captain of thtain of the slaughtee slaughterers,” therers,” the commandin commanding officer g commandincommandingcommanding officer o officer of the royaf the royal guard whl guard which carrieich carried out the d out the king’s capking’s capital senteital sentences. The ncesentesentences.sentences. The latte The latter renderinr rendering may be sg may be supported bupported by identifyy identifying Potiphing Potiphar with thar with the “captaine ththe “captathe “captain of the in of the guard” oveguard” over the royar the royal prison (l prison (Gen. 39:20Gen. 39:20; 40:3-4; ; 40:3-4; 41:10, 12)41:10, 12)...

The individual who purchased Joseph from the Ishmaelites (or Midianites) in 
Egypt after he was sold by his brothers (Gen. 37:36; 39:1-6). His name was 
apparently a short form of Potiphera, the name of Joseph’s father-in-law (Gen. 
41:45; 46:20), which means “he whom Re (the sun-god) has given” (LXX Gk. 
Petephreäs for both). He was described as an “official” or “officer” of Pharaoh 
and the “captain” or “chief” of “the (body)guard.” The last description is 
problematic. The key word in the phrase seems to have the sense of “slaughter,” 
and perhaps by extension “cook,” resulting in “chief steward,” functionally like a 
modern “lord chamberlain,” or lit., “captain of the slaughterers,” the 
commanding officer of the royal guard which carried out the king’s capital 
sentences. The latter rendering may be supported by identifying Potiphar with 
the “captain of the guard” over the royal prison (Gen. 39:20; 40:3-4; 41:10, 12).

�SeeSee  WIFE OF POWIFE OF POTIPHAR.TIPHAR.TIPHAR.

See WIFE OF POTIPHAR.

Walter E. Walter E. BrownBrown

Walter E. Brown

POTIPHERAPOTIPHERA (Heb.  (Heb. po®t�iî p�po®t�iî p�era{era{  Egyp. Egyp. pp33-di-p-di-p33-R{-R{)))

POTIPHERA (Heb. po®t�iî p�era{  
Egyp. p3-di-p3-R{)

A priest (A priest (“the one g“the one given [sentiven [sent] by [the ] by [the sun-deity]sun-deity] Re”) in t Re”) in the Egyptiahe Egyptian city of n city of On (HeliopOn (HOn (Heliopoli(Heliopolis, “city os, “city of the sun”f the sun”), whose d), whose daughter Asaughter Asenath becaenath became Joseph’me Joseph’s wife (Ges wife (Gen. 41:45, n(Ge(Gen. 41:4(Gen. 41:45, 50; 46:5, 50; 46:20).20).

A priest (“the one given [sent] by [the sun-deity] Re”) in the Egyptian city of On 
(Heliopolis, “city of the sun”), whose daughter Asenath became Joseph’s wife 
(Gen. 41:45, 50; 46:20).

POTTER’S FPOTTER’S FIELDIELDIELD

POTTER’S FIELD

�SeeSee  AKELDAMA.AKELDAMA.

See AKELDAMA.

POTTERYPOTTERYPOTTERY

POTTERY

Pottery isPottery is one of th one of the most come most common and abmon and abundant finundant finds at ancids at ancient Near Eent Near Eastern sitastern sitastern sites. Thisites. This is becaus is because everyonse everyone possessee possessed ceramic d ceramic vessels, avessels, and becausend because once the  once the clay was fclclay was fclay was fired in a ired in a kiln, it ckiln, it could breakould break but not d but not disintegratisintegrate like orge like organic materanic materials. Pottials. Poials. Pottery caPottery can provide n provide a great dea great deal of infoal of information abrmation about variouout various aspects s aspects of ancientof ancient life, inc life life, incllife, including traduding trading pattering patterns, ethnicns, ethnicity, diet ity, diet and culinaand culinary habits,ry habits, and cult  and cult and ritualand ritualand ritual. Horitual. However, potwever, pottery is sttery is still used pill used primarily arimarily as a means s a means of dating.of dating. Though pe Though petrographictrogpepetrographpetrographic and neuic and neutron activtron activation analation analysis can hysis can help determelp determine the soine the source of thurce of the clay, abe ththe clay, the clay, absolute dabsolute dates are aates are arrived at rrived at by creatinby creating systems g systems of classifof classification, oication, or typologir typor typologiestypologies, which gr, which group ceramioup ceramic vessels c vessels on the bason the basis of stylis of stylistic charistic characteristicacteristicss

Pottery is one of the most common and abundant finds at ancient Near Eastern 
sites. This is because everyone possessed ceramic vessels, and because once the 
clay was fired in a kiln, it could break but not disintegrate like organic materials. 
Pottery can provide a great deal of information about various aspects of ancient 
life, including trading patterns, ethnicity, diet and culinary habits, and cult and 
ritual. However, pottery is still used primarily as a means of dating. Though 
petrographic and neutron activation analysis can help determine the source of 
the clay, absolute dates are arrived at by creating systems of classification, or 
typologies, which group ceramic vessels on the basis of stylistic characteristics

Stylistic Stylistic CharacteriCharacteristicsstics

Stylistic Characteristics



The stylisThe stylistic charactic characteristics teristics used to clused to classify potassify pottery inclutery include ware, tde ware, technique, echnique, firing, mofiring,firing, mofiring, morphology, rphology, and decoraand decoration/surfation/surface treatmece treatment. The want. The ware is the re is the material fmaterial from which roffrom whichfrom which the vesse the vessel is made.l is made. It includ It includes the claes the clay and tracy and trace elementse elements in the so in the soil, inclusil, inil, inclusionsinclusions, and temp, and temper. Incluser. Inclusions are iions are impurities mpurities that remaithat remain after thn after the clay hase clay has been clea been been cleanbeen cleaned by the ed by the potter.potter.potter.

The stylistic characteristics used to classify pottery include ware, technique, 
firing, morphology, and decoration/surface treatment. The ware is the material 
from which the vessel is made. It includes the clay and trace elements in the soil, 
inclusions, and temper. Inclusions are impurities that remain after the clay has 
been cleaned by the potter.

�Temper is Temper is material smaterial such as grouch as ground rock ound rock or straw thr straw that is addeat is added by the pd by the potter to totter ppotter to potter to the clay athe clay as a bindins a binding agent. Tg agent. The techniqhe technique refers ue refers to the proto the process of macess of manufacture:nufmamanufacturmanufacture: by hande: by hand (pinching (pinching, coiling), coiling), on a whe, on a wheel, or in el, or in a mold, ora mold, or any combi any combination of natcombicombinatiocombination of thesen of these. The earl. The earliest vesseiest vessels were mals were made by handde by hand, and hand, and handmade pottemade pottmade pottery copottery continued tontinued to be manufa be manufactured in ctured in various pavarious parts of therts of the Near East Near East up to mod up to mod up to modern timmodern times. Wheelmes. Wheelmade potterade pottery became dy became dominant onominant once it was ce it was introducedintroduced ca. 2000  ca. 2 ca. 2000 2000 B.C.E.B.C.E. Molds, wh Molds, which were iich were introduced ntroduced in the Helin the Hellenistic plenistic period, wereriod, were usually e usually used for tusused for tused for the producthe production of oilion of oil lamps and lamps and certain t certain types of boypes of bowls.wls.wls.

Temper is material such as ground rock or straw that is added by the 
potter to the clay as a binding agent. The technique refers to the process of 
manufacture: by hand (pinching, coiling), on a wheel, or in a mold, or any 
combination of these. The earliest vessels were made by hand, and handmade 
pottery continued to be manufactured in various parts of the Near East up to 
modern times. Wheelmade pottery became dominant once it was introduced ca. 
2000 B.C.E. Molds, which were introduced in the Hellenistic period, were usually 
used for the production of oil lamps and certain types of bowls.

�The procesThe process of firins of firing dehydratg dehydrates the veses the vessel and thsel and thus determius determines its renes its relative harlative halative hardness. hardness. The temperThe temperature of tature of the kiln anhe kiln and the amoud the amount of oxygnt of oxygen it conten it contains also ains also affect theafaffect theaffect the color of  color of the vesselthe vessel. For exam. For example, vesseple, vessels fired ils fired in a kiln wn a kiln with littleith little or no oxy or no o or no oxygen wiloxygen will absorb tl absorb the smoke ahe smoke and turn grnd turn grey or blacey or black, while ak, while a kiln with kiln with lots of o lots of oxygen willxygooxygen wiloxygen will produce l produce red-colorered-colored vessels.d vessels.

The process of firing dehydrates the vessel and thus determines its relative 
hardness. The temperature of the kiln and the amount of oxygen it contains also 
affect the color of the vessel. For example, vessels fired in a kiln with little or no 
oxygen will absorb the smoke and turn grey or black, while a kiln with lots of 
oxygen will produce red-colored vessels.

�MorphologyMorphology refers to refers to the overa the overall shape, ll shape, size, and size, and proportionproportions of the vs of the vessel. Opeessel. Oessel. Open vesseOpen vessels, such als, such as bowls, cs bowls, cups, and pups, and plates, arelates, are those who those whose largestse largest diameter  diameter is at the is is at the is at the rim. Closerim. Closed vessels,d vessels, such as j such as jars, jugs,ars, jugs, and jugle and juglets, are thts, are those whose ose whose rim is narrim is nrim is narrower tnarrower than the wihan the width of thedth of the body. Par body. Partially opetially open or closen or closed vessels,d vessels, such as c such as cooking potookccooking pocooking pots, fall bts, fall between theetween these two catse two categories.egories.egories.

Morphology refers to the overall shape, size, and proportions of the vessel. 
Open vessels, such as bowls, cups, and plates, are those whose largest diameter 
is at the rim. Closed vessels, such as jars, jugs, and juglets, are those whose rim is 
narrower than the width of the body. Partially open or closed vessels, such as 
cooking pots, fall between these two categories.

�There are There are many kindsmany kinds of decora of decoration or sution or surface trearface treatment, mostment, most of whicht of which are appli are  are applieare applied before td before the vessel he vessel is fired iis fired in the kilnn the kiln. Among th. Among the most come most common is a smon is a slip, a thilip,sslip, a thslip, a thin solutioin solution of clay n of clay mixed withmixed with water tha water that is applit is applied to the ed to the surface ofsurface of the vesse the ve the vessel befvessel before firingore firing (if appli (if applied after fed after firing it iiring it is called as called a wash). Pa wash). Paint can beint can be similar i similar in compositn iin composiin composition to a tion to a slip, but slip, but is appliedis applied with a br with a brush to forush to form patternsm patterns. Differen. Different incised t incit incised deincised designs suchsigns such as combin as combing, grooving, grooving, puncturg, puncturing, and eing, and engraving cngraving can be madean be made using var u using variusing various instruous instruments. Plaments. Plastic decorstic decoration refeation refers to piecrs to pieces or stries or strips of clayps of clay applied t appli applied toapplied to the surfa the surface of the ce of the vessel. Rivessel. Ribbing, whibbing, which first ach first appeared inppeared in the Persi the Persian and Helan andan and Hellenand Hellenistic periistic periods, consiods, consists of undsts of undulating houlating horizontal brizontal bands creatands created by the ed by the potter whipottpotter whipotter while turningle turning the vesse the vessel on the wl on the wheel. Burnheel. Burnishing is ishing is the polishthe polishing of theing of the vessel’s  vess vessel’s svessel’s surface by urface by rubbing itrubbing it with a pe with a pebble, a shbble, a shell, or evell, or even a handfen a handful of grasul of grass. Burnishs. Burns. BurnishingBurnishing can be ap can be applied direplied directly to thctly to the surface e surface of the vesof the vessel or ovesel or over a slip. r a slip. It can alsIt can It can also bcan also be used to e used to create a pcreate a pattern of attern of darker lindarker lines contrases contrasting with ting with the unburnthe unburnished areaisheunburnunburnisheunburnished areas. Td areas. True glaze rue glaze consistingconsisting of a glas of a glassy coatingsy coating over the  over the vessel’s svessel’s surface didurfacssurface disurface did not becod not become common me common outside ofoutside of Iran and  Iran and Iraq beforIraq before the earle the early 9th centy 9th centy 9th century century C.E.C.E.C.E.

There are many kinds of decoration or surface treatment, most of which 
are applied before the vessel is fired in the kiln. Among the most common is a 
slip, a thin solution of clay mixed with water that is applied to the surface of the 
vessel before firing (if applied after firing it is called a wash). Paint can be similar 
in composition to a slip, but is applied with a brush to form patterns. Different 
incised designs such as combing, grooving, puncturing, and engraving can be made 
using various instruments. Plastic decoration refers to pieces or strips of clay 
applied to the surface of the vessel. Ribbing, which first appeared in the Persian 
and Hellenistic periods, consists of undulating horizontal bands created by the 
potter while turning the vessel on the wheel. Burnishing is the polishing of the 
vessel’s surface by rubbing it with a pebble, a shell, or even a handful of grass. 
Burnishing can be applied directly to the surface of the vessel or over a slip. It 
can also be used to create a pattern of darker lines contrasting with the 
unburnished areas. True glaze consisting of a glassy coating over the vessel’s 
surface did not become common outside of Iran and Iraq before the early 9th 
century C.E.



�Though theThough the precise u precise use of everse of every vessel ty vessel type cannotype cannot always be always be determine determined with cerd withd with certawith certainty, it iinty, it is possibles possible to establ to establish broad ish broad functionalfunctional categorie categories based ons based on the styli the s the stylistic stylistic charactericharacteristics outlstics outlined aboveined above. Table wa. Table wares includres include vessels e vessels used for eused for eating or dating eeating or eating or drinking, drinking, such as plsuch as plates, bowlates, bowls, and cups, and cups, and diss, and dishes used fhes used for servingor serving, such as , such, such as jusuch as jugs and decgs and decanters. Lianters. Like contempke contemporary fineorary fine china, ta china, table wares ble wares tend to betend to be more high m more highlmore highly decoratey decorated than othd than other categorer categories of vesies of vessels. Cooksels. Cooking vesseling vessels include s include cooking pococooking pocooking pots, which ts, which have a relhave a relatively naatively narrow rim drrow rim diameter, aiameter, and casserond casseroles, whichles, which are more  a are more oare more open in forpen in form. Proceedm. Proceeding from ting from the largesthe largest to the sm to the smallest in allest in size, storsize, storage vesselagestorstorage vestorage vessels inclssels include pithoiude pithoi, jars (us, jars (usually two-ually two-handled), handled), jugs (one-jugs (one-handled), handled), and jugletand juand juglets (sjuglets (smaller vermaller versions of jsions of jugs). The ugs). The small sizesmall size and narro and narrow neck of w neck of juglets rejuglets reflects theflectsrereflects treflects their use aheir use as containes containers for prers for precious liqucious liquids such aids such as perfumess perfumes and scent and scented oils. Oed oed oils. Oil oils. Oil lamps lit lamps lit interior sinterior spaces. Thepaces. They developey developed in form d in form from ordinfrom ordinary open bary open bowls to boowbbowls to bbowls to bowls with owls with a pinched a pinched spout to cspout to closed, mollosed, moldmade vessdmade vessels.els.

Though the precise use of every vessel type cannot always be determined 
with certainty, it is possible to establish broad functional categories based on the 
stylistic characteristics outlined above. Table wares include vessels used for 
eating or drinking, such as plates, bowls, and cups, and dishes used for serving, 
such as jugs and decanters. Like contemporary fine china, table wares tend to be 
more highly decorated than other categories of vessels. Cooking vessels include 
cooking pots, which have a relatively narrow rim diameter, and casseroles, which 
are more open in form. Proceeding from the largest to the smallest in size, 
storage vessels include pithoi, jars (usually two-handled), jugs (one-handled), and 
juglets (smaller versions of jugs). The small size and narrow neck of juglets 
reflects their use as containers for precious liquids such as perfumes and scented 
oils. Oil lamps lit interior spaces. They developed in form from ordinary open 
bowls to bowls with a pinched spout to closed, moldmade vessels.

Ceramic TyCeramic Typespes

Ceramic Types

Following Following are the maare the main ceramicin ceramic types cha types characteristiracteristic of Palesc of Palestine from tine from the Neolitthe Neolithic to ByzhicNeolitNeolithic Neolithic to Byzantito Byzantine periodsne periods..

Following are the main ceramic types characteristic of Palestine from the 
Neolithic to Byzantine periods.

Pottery NePottery Neolithic Peolithic Period riod (ca. 6000–(ca. 6000–4000 4000 B.C.E.B.C.E.)))

Pottery Neolithic Period 
(ca. 6000–4000 B.C.E.)

Pottery apPottery appeared thrpeared throughout thoughout the Near Ease Near East ca. 6000t ca. 6000  B.C.E.B.C.E. The Neoli The Neolithic periothic period witnessed wd witnessed witnessed the transithe transition from tion from an economyan economy of food-g of food-gatherers (atherers (hunting anhunting and collectid collecting) to an ncollecticollectingcollecting) to an ec) to an economy of ponomy of production roduction (livestock(livestock and agric and agriculture). Wulture). Whether pothether pottery was itpotpottery wapottery was introducs introduced from oued from outside Paletside Palestine or dstine or developed leveloped locally froocally from such prem such pre-pottery N-prepre-potterpre-pottery Neolithiy Neolithic featuresc features as polish as polished plastered plaster floors an floors and plastered plastered human skd human skulls is stullskskulls is skulls is still debastill debated. Neolited. Neolithic vessethic vessels are hanls are handmade and dmade and have simplhave simple shapes, e shapes, with flat withwith flat with flat bases and bases and globular bglobular bodies. Theodies. The clay cont clay contains a greains a great deal ofat deal of straw tem straw temper and grper temtemper andtemper and grits, an grits, and tends tod tends to be friabl be friable due to le due to low firing ow firing temperaturtemperatures. Some ves. Some vessels areesvvessels arvessels are decoratee decorated with cred with cream slip tham slip that is partat is partially coveially covered by a bred by a burnished rurnished red slip, wed sed slip, withslip, with the reser the reserved portioved portions of the ns of the cream slipcream slip forming c forming chevrons, thevrons, triangles, riangles, or similaror sior similar desimilar designs. Othsigns. Others have bers have bands contaands containing herrining herringbone iningbone incision witcision with a red slh a red slip coverinip cip covering tcovering the rest ofhe rest of the vesse the vessel.l.

Pottery appeared throughout the Near East ca. 6000 B.C.E. The Neolithic period 
witnessed the transition from an economy of food-gatherers (hunting and 
collecting) to an economy of production (livestock and agriculture). Whether 
pottery was introduced from outside Palestine or developed locally from such 
pre-pottery Neolithic features as polished plaster floors and plastered human 
skulls is still debated. Neolithic vessels are handmade and have simple shapes, 
with flat bases and globular bodies. The clay contains a great deal of straw 
temper and grits, and tends to be friable due to low firing temperatures. Some 
vessels are decorated with cream slip that is partially covered by a burnished red 
slip, with the reserved portions of the cream slip forming chevrons, triangles, or 
similar designs. Others have bands containing herringbone incision with a red slip 
covering the rest of the vessel.

ChalcolithChalcolithic Period ic Period (ca. 4000–(ca. 4000–3300)3300)3300)

Chalcolithic Period (ca. 4000–3300)

�The potterThe pottery of this y of this period is period is still handstill handmade. Imprmade. Impressions onessions on the flat  the flat bases of sbases of some of theossome of thsome of the vessels e vessels suggest thsuggest that they weat they were manufacre manufactured whiltured while being tue being turned slowlrned slowlrned slowly on slowly on a mat. Coma mat. Common types mon types of decoratof decoration includion include red paine red paint on the rt on the rims of bowims of boims of bowls and bowls and cornets, acornets, and heavy rnd heavy rope-moldinope-molding on largeg on large jars. Com jars. Common vesselmon vessel shapes in shapes in shapes include V-include V-shaped bowshaped bowls, which ls, which have straihave straight walls ght walls and slightand slightly flaringly flaring rims; cor rims; cornets, a dinets, corcornets, acornets, a distincti distinctive Chalcolve Chalcolithic shapithic shape resemblie resembling an ice ng an ice cream conecream cone; goblets,; goblets, which are wh which are which are cups on a cups on a high ring high ring base; footbase; footed bowls aed bowls and chalicend chalices; holemous; holemouth jars with jars with loop orthwiwith loop with loop or lug hanor lug handles; pithdles; pithoi decoratoi decorated with baed with bands of ropnds of rope-molding;e-molding; and churn and churns, which hschurnchurns, whchurns, which have aich have a horizonta horizontal barrel-sl barrel-shaped bodyhaped body with loop with loop handles a handles at either et either end and a sndeend and a end and a short, narshort, narrow neck. row neck. The last, The last, which reprwhich represent a diesent a distinctive stinctive ChalcolithChalcolithic type, aic tic type, are type, are thought tothought to have been have been used for  used for churning mchurning milk into yilk into yogurt, butogurt, butter, or chter, or cheese.eeschcheese.cheese.

The pottery of this period is still handmade. Impressions on the flat bases of 
some of the vessels suggest that they were manufactured while being turned 
slowly on a mat. Common types of decoration include red paint on the rims of 
bowls and cornets, and heavy rope-molding on large jars. Common vessel shapes 
include V-shaped bowls, which have straight walls and slightly flaring rims; 



cornets, a distinctive Chalcolithic shape resembling an ice cream cone; goblets, 
which are cups on a high ring base; footed bowls and chalices; holemouth jars 
with loop or lug handles; pithoi decorated with bands of rope-molding; and 
churns, which have a horizontal barrel-shaped body with loop handles at either 
end and a short, narrow neck. The last, which represent a distinctive Chalcolithic 
type, are thought to have been used for churning milk into yogurt, butter, or 
cheese.

Early BronEarly Bronze Age (caze Age (ca. 3300–200. 3300–2000)0)0)

Early Bronze Age (ca. 3300–2000)

The Early The Early Bronze AgeBronze Age is subdiv is subdivided into ided into four majorfour major phases: E phases: Early Bronzarly Bronze I, II, Ie I, II, III, and IVII, anII, and IV, baand IV, based primarsed primarily on chaily on changes in cenges in ceramic typeramic types. Most ofs. Most of the potte the pottery is stilry is still handmadel hanl handmade. handmade. Three mainThree main groups of groups of pottery d pottery distinguishistinguished in formed in form and decor and decoration are ation areation are found are found in the EB in the EB I period. I period. The first The first is charactis characterized by erized by a hand-bura hand-burnished rednished red slip, whi slip slip, whicslip, which decorateh decorates hemisphes hemispherical bowlrical bowls with an s with an omphalos (omphalos (concave) bconcave) base, largease, large bowls wit b bowls withbowls with an incurv an incurved rim, jued rim, jugs and juggs and juglets with lets with a high looa high loop handle, p handle, and teapotand teapots (jugs wis (jus (jugs with(jugs with spouts).  spouts). The secondThe second group is  group is charactericharacterized by redzed by red or brown  or brown lines painlines painted in grotepainpainted inpainted in groups or groups or smeared i smeared in streaks n streaks over a bufover a buff backgrouf background, with snd, with shapes corrhapes corresponding ecorrcorrespondcorresponding to thoing to those of the se of the first groufirst group. The thip. The third group ird group is a grey-bs a grey-burnished wurnished ware with sarwware with ware with sharply casharply carinated shrinated shapes imitaapes imitating metalting metal vessels.  vessels. It is callIt is called Jezreeled Jezreel Valley or Valley Valley or Valley or Esdraelon Esdraelon ware, afteware, after the arear the area where it  where it is most cois most commonly foummonly found. The pond. The pond. The pottery ofpottery of the EB II the EB II-III perio-III periods forms ads forms a single co single corpus. The rpus. The vessels havessels have thick, ve thick, heavy wallheavyheavy wallheavy walls and largs and large, flat bae, flat bases. The dses. The decoration ecoration consists mconsists mostly of aostly of an evenly bn evenly burnished ournibburnished burnished or patternor pattern-burnished-burnished red slip. red slip. The patte The pattern-combingrn-combing found on  found on some vessesome vesssome vessels givessels gives them aves them a metallic  metallic ring. Charring. Characteristicacteristic shapes in shapes include platclude platters; piriters; piriform (pearform (form (pear-shap(pear-shaped) jugleted) juglets; tall, ss; tall, slender jarlender jars with a fs with a flat base alat base and flaringnd flaring rim; and  rim; and so-called so-calledso-called so-called Abydos jugAbydos jugs, which hs, which have a tallave a tall, elegant , elegant body, smalbody, small flat basl flat base, and flae, and flaring rim wring rimring rim with srim with single handingle handle. Duringle. During the EB II the EB III period aI period a distincti distinctive type ofve type of pottery c pottery called Khiralled Kalled Khirbet KeKhirbet Kerak ware mrak ware makes a briakes a brief appearaef appearance, namednce, named after the after the only site only site where it  where it is found iisis found iis found in abundancn abundance. The proe. The profiles of tfiles of these vessehese vessels are chals are characterizedracterized by an S-s by an S-shape and bhapeS-sS-shape anS-shape and by the hd by the highly burnighly burnished blacished black exteriork exterior with a re with a red rim and d rim and red interired interior, producor,interiinterior, interior, produced bproduced by firing.y firing.y firing.

The Early Bronze Age is subdivided into four major phases: Early Bronze I, II, III, 
and IV, based primarily on changes in ceramic types. Most of the pottery is still 
handmade. Three main groups of pottery distinguished in form and decoration 
are found in the EB I period. The first is characterized by a hand-burnished red 
slip, which decorates hemispherical bowls with an omphalos (concave) base, large 
bowls with an incurved rim, jugs and juglets with a high loop handle, and teapots 
(jugs with spouts). The second group is characterized by red or brown lines 
painted in groups or smeared in streaks over a buff background, with shapes 
corresponding to those of the first group. The third group is a grey-burnished 
ware with sharply carinated shapes imitating metal vessels. It is called Jezreel 
Valley or Esdraelon ware, after the area where it is most commonly found. The 
pottery of the EB II-III periods forms a single corpus. The vessels have thick, 
heavy walls and large, flat bases. The decoration consists mostly of an evenly 
burnished or pattern-burnished red slip. The pattern-combing found on some 
vessels gives them a metallic ring. Characteristic shapes include platters; piriform 
(pear-shaped) juglets; tall, slender jars with a flat base and flaring rim; and 
so-called Abydos jugs, which have a tall, elegant body, small flat base, and flaring 
rim with single handle. During the EB III period a distinctive type of pottery called 
Khirbet Kerak ware makes a brief appearance, named after the only site where it 
is found in abundance. The profiles of these vessels are characterized by an 
S-shape and by the highly burnished black exterior with a red rim and red 
interior, produced by firing.

�The potterThe pottery of the Ey of the EB IV perioB IV period (Williamd (William F. Albrig F. Albright’s MB I ht’s MB I and K. M. and K. M. Kenyon’s IKenyonKenyon’s IKenyon’s Intermediatntermediate EB-MB) de EB-MB) demonstrateemonstrates elementss elements of contin of continuity and cuity and change fromhange frhange from the pfrom the previous perevious period. Someriod. Some vessels a vessels are partly re partly handmade ahandmade and partly nd partly wheelmade.wheelmadewheelmade.wheelmade. Most tend Most tend to have r to have relatively elatively thin wallsthin walls, with a l, with a light yelloight yellow or tan fw or tan fabric commabricffabric comfabric common in themon in the south and south and a dark gr a dark grey fabric ey fabric common in common in the north.the north. New shape New sha New shapes incshapes include teapolude teapots with a ts with a very broadvery broad, flat bas, flat base; small ce; small cups; gobleups; goblets; and opts; and open, four-sen, fen, four-spoutfour-spouted oil lamed oil lamps. Thoughps. Though some red- some red-burnishingburnishing continues continues, new type, new types of decors of decos of decorationdecoration include i include incised strncised straight or waight or wavy lines avy lines and white-and white-painted lipainted lines on darnes on dark clay. Thk clk clay. The clay. The new vesselnew vessel shapes an shapes and dark ward dark ware with lige with light paintedht painted decoratio decoration reflect n reflect Syrian infSyrSyrian infSyrian influence.luence.

The pottery of the EB IV period (William F. Albright’s MB I and K. M. 
Kenyon’s Intermediate EB-MB) demonstrates elements of continuity and change 
from the previous period. Some vessels are partly handmade and partly 
wheelmade. Most tend to have relatively thin walls, with a light yellow or tan 
fabric common in the south and a dark grey fabric common in the north. New 
shapes include teapots with a very broad, flat base; small cups; goblets; and open, 
four-spouted oil lamps. Though some red-burnishing continues, new types of 
decoration include incised straight or wavy lines and white-painted lines on dark 
clay. The new vessel shapes and dark ware with light painted decoration reflect 



Syrian influence.

Pottery TyPottery Types Characpes Characteristic oteristic of the Varif the Various Archaeous Archaeological Pological Periodseriods

Pottery Types Characteristic of the Various Archaeological Periods

Middle BroMiddle Bronze Age (cnze Age (ca. 2000–15a. 2000–1500)00)00)

Middle Bronze Age (ca. 2000–1500)

The potterThe pottery of the My of the Middle Broniddle Bronze Age repze Age represents anresents an almost co almost complete bremplete break with thak with tak with the EB trathe EB traditions, bditions, both in teroth in terms of formms of forms and decos and decoration. Thration. Though burniough burnished red sshed red slip is stilisslip is stslip is still commonill common at the be at the beginning ofginning of the perio the period, later vd, later vessels tenessels tend to be pld to be plain. Paintain. Paain. Painted dePainted decoration icoration is rare. Ths rare. The technique technique changes e changes too, with too, with a fast whea fast wheel facilitel facilitating the atingfacilitfacilitatifacilitating the prong the production ofduction of thin-wall thin-walled, carinaed, carinated vesselted vessels with higs with high ring bash ring bases. The ches. Thees. The characThe characteristic steristic shapes inclhapes include bowls ude bowls with carinwith carinated wallsated walls and high  and high ring basesring bases, at first, at, at first wat first with a burnith a burnished red ished red slip, but slip, but later madelater made of a thin of a thin, white (“, white (“eggshell”)eggshell”) ware. A s ware.  ware. A spware. A special shapecial shape now appee now appears for coars for cooking potsoking pots, instead , instead of holemouof holemouth jars whth jars which were piwhwhich werewhich were previousl previously used fory used for this purp this purpose. At those. At the beginnine beginning of the pg of the period the eriod the cooking pococooking pocooking pots have a ts have a flat base flat base and straigand straight walls wht walls with rope mith rope molding. Tholding. These are reese are replaced by plarereplaced breplaced by deep bowy deep bowls with cals with carinated warinated walls and fllls and flaring rim,aring rim, which con which continue to dtinue to develop intevddevelop indevelop into the Latto the Late Bronze Ae Bronze Age. Jars hge. Jars have a rounave a rounded or smaded or small flat ball flat base, an eggse, an egg-shaped bo-sheggegg-shapedegg-shaped body, and body, and loop hand loop handles or no les or no handles. Jhandles. Juglets havuglets have an egg-se an egg-shaped bodyhaped body, a small ,bodybody, a smbody, a small flatteall flattened base, ned base, and multipand multiple (doublele (double or triple or triple) loop han) loop handles. Oil dles. Oil lamps conslampslamps conslamps consist of a dist of a deep bowl weep bowl with a singith a single, slightle, slightly pinchedly pinched nozzle. O nozzle. One distincne distinctive type tive distincdistinctivdistinctive type of e type of the latterthe latter part of t part of the period he period is Tell elis Tell el-Yehudiyeh-Yehudiyeh ware, nam ware, named after ted afed after the after the Egyptian sEgyptian site where ite where it was firit was first found. st found. It is usuaIt is usually represlly represented by pented by piriform juiriformppiriform jpiriform juglets wituglets with a loop hh a loop handle and andle and button basbutton base made of e made of a dark wara dark ware with bure with burnished grenburburnished burnished grey slip,grey slip, punctured punctured by incise by incised lines and lines and dots fild dots filled with wled with white chalkhite chalk..

The pottery of the Middle Bronze Age represents an almost complete break with 
the EB traditions, both in terms of forms and decoration. Though burnished red 
slip is still common at the beginning of the period, later vessels tend to be plain. 
Painted decoration is rare. The technique changes too, with a fast wheel 
facilitating the production of thin-walled, carinated vessels with high ring bases. 
The characteristic shapes include bowls with carinated walls and high ring bases, 
at first with a burnished red slip, but later made of a thin, white (“eggshell”) 
ware. A special shape now appears for cooking pots, instead of holemouth jars 
which were previously used for this purpose. At the beginning of the period the 
cooking pots have a flat base and straight walls with rope molding. These are 
replaced by deep bowls with carinated walls and flaring rim, which continue to 
develop into the Late Bronze Age. Jars have a rounded or small flat base, an 
egg-shaped body, and loop handles or no handles. Juglets have an egg-shaped 
body, a small flattened base, and multiple (double or triple) loop handles. Oil 
lamps consist of a deep bowl with a single, slightly pinched nozzle. One 
distinctive type of the latter part of the period is Tell el-Yehudiyeh ware, named 
after the Egyptian site where it was first found. It is usually represented by 
piriform juglets with a loop handle and button base made of a dark ware with 
burnished grey slip, punctured by incised lines and dots filled with white chalk.

Late BronzLate Bronze Age (ca.e Age (ca. 1500–1200 1500–1200)))

Late Bronze Age (ca. 1500–1200)

Although sAlthough some new waome new wares and elres and elements appements appeared in Peared in Palestine dalestine during the uring the Late BronzLate BroLate Bronze AgeBronze Age, most of , most of the potterthe pottery represeny represents a develts a development of opment of MB types. MB types. In generalIn generaIn general, tgeneral, there is a here is a marked detmarked deteriorationerioration of the lo of the local wares cal wares during LB.during LB. At the sa At the same time, tme sasame time,same time, the numbe the number of imporr of imports increasts increases, especies, especially from ally from Cyprus andCyprus and Mycenaean Mycenaea Mycenaean Mycenaean Greece. TwGreece. Two fine paio fine painted waresnted wares are chara are characteristic cteristic of the traof the transition frnsition from MB to Lofrfrom MB tofrom MB to LB. The f LB. The first, Cyprirst, Cypriot bichroiot bichrome ware, hme ware, has black aas black and red paind red painted designted designs on a lindesigdesigns ondesigns on a light b a light background.ackground. The paint The painted decorated decoration is divion is divided into ided into zones contzones containing aniaincontcontainingcontaining animals.  animals. The secondThe second, local “c, local “chocolate ohocolate on white” wn white” ware, is coare, is covered withvered with a burnish a a burnishea burnished creamy wd creamy white slip hite slip over whichover which geometric geometric designs i designs in a thick n a thick dark browndark browndark brown or rbrown or reddish broeddish brown paint awn paint are drawn. re drawn. The influeThe influence of thence of these two warse two wares is refles is reflected in tereflreflected reflected in the popin the popularity ofularity of painted d painted decoration ecoration on local Lon local LB pottery.B pottery. At the be At the beginning ofginnbebeginning beginning of the perof the period, much iod, much of the paiof the painting is bnting is bichrome (richrome (red and blaed and black or browck or brown), and thnbrowbrown), anbrown), and the motid the motifs are elafs are elaborate andborate and well exec well executed. A lauted. A later deteriter deterioration isoration is reflected re reflected reflected by the useby the use of monoch of monochrome brownrome brown paint and paint and simpler m simpler motifs. In otifs. In addition, addition, the carinatthe carinathe carination of thtion of the bowls gre bowls gradually beadually becomes lesscomes less pronounce pronounced, and thed, and their walls air walls and bases bndaand bases and bases become thibecome thicker. The cker. The shoulders shoulders of the cooof the cooking pots king pots become morbecome more carinatee carinae carinated,carinated, and they  and they develop a develop a thicker, uthicker, undercut rindercut rim. The eggm. The egg-shaped ja-shaped jars of MB drs of MB develop angevddevelop andevelop angular shougular shoulders and lders and an elongatan elongated, pointeed, pointed base. Oid base. Oil lamps bel lamps become largecome largecome larger andlarger and heavier,  heavier, the nozzlethe nozzle is more d is more deeply pinceeply pinched, and thed, and the bowl dehe bowl develops a fvelops a flange (rimlanfflange (riflange (rim) all them) all the way aroun way around.d.

Although some new wares and elements appeared in Palestine during the Late 
Bronze Age, most of the pottery represents a development of MB types. In 
general, there is a marked deterioration of the local wares during LB. At the 
same time, the number of imports increases, especially from Cyprus and 
Mycenaean Greece. Two fine painted wares are characteristic of the transition 
from MB to LB. The first, Cypriot bichrome ware, has black and red painted 
designs on a light background. The painted decoration is divided into zones 
containing animals. The second, local “chocolate on white” ware, is covered with 
a burnished creamy white slip over which geometric designs in a thick dark 
brown or reddish brown paint are drawn. The influence of these two wares is 
reflected in the popularity of painted decoration on local LB pottery. At the 
beginning of the period, much of the painting is bichrome (red and black or 
brown), and the motifs are elaborate and well executed. A later deterioration is 
reflected by the use of monochrome brown paint and simpler motifs. In addition, 



the carination of the bowls gradually becomes less pronounced, and their walls 
and bases become thicker. The shoulders of the cooking pots become more 
carinated, and they develop a thicker, undercut rim. The egg-shaped jars of MB 
develop angular shoulders and an elongated, pointed base. Oil lamps become 
larger and heavier, the nozzle is more deeply pinched, and the bowl develops a 
flange (rim) all the way around.

Iron Age (Iron Age (ca. 1200–5ca. 1200–586)86)86)

Iron Age (ca. 1200–586)

The potterThe pottery found aty found at the small the small hill coun hill country sites try sites usually asusually associated wsociated with the Isith the Israelite seraelitIsIsraelite Israelite settlementsettlement during th during the early Ire early Iron Age is on Age is crudely macrudely made. The wade. The walls are thlls are thick and poick aick and poorlyand poorly fired, an fired, and the vessd the vessels seem tels seem to have beeo have been turned on turned on a slow wn a slow wheel. Therheel. There is littleTherThere is lThere is little decoittle decoration asiration aside from a de from a light bufflight buff slip. Man slip. Many of the sy of the shapes, suchapes, such as the ch as thh as the cookinthe cooking pots, reg pots, represent depresent developmentsvelopments of LB for of LB forms. Collarms. Collared rim jared rim jars, a type s, a type of large soof large sof large storage jartorage jar common at common at these sit these sites, have aes, have an ellipticn elliptical body, aal body, a thick rim thick rim with a ra with with a raiwith a raised ridge sed ridge at the basat the base of the ne of the neck, and teck, and two loop hawo loop handles on tndles on the body. Ahe body. At the samet tt the same tthe same time, a disime, a distinctive ttinctive type of finype of fine decoratee decorated table wad table ware is founre is found at sitesd at sites associate assoc associatedassociated with the  with the PhilistinePhilistine settlemen settlement in the ct in the coastal regoastal region. The pion. The painted decainted decoration (aoratdecdecorationdecoration (at first (at first brown, an brown, and later bld later black and reack and red), geometd), geometric and biric and bird motifs rd motifs framed by framframed by framed by “metopes,”“metopes,” and shape and shapes (includis (including kratersng kraters with hori with horizontal hanzontal handles, stirdles, stirrup jars, rupstirstirrup jastirrup jars, and “brs, and “beer jugs”)eer jugs”) reflect t reflect the apparenhe apparent Aegean ot Aegean origin of trigin of the Philisthe Philistines. Duriines. Dines. During theDuring the latter pa latter part of the rt of the Iron Age (Iron Age (after the after the establishmestablishment of theent of the United Ki United Kingdom), thngdKiKingdom), Kingdom), this ware this ware disappearsdisappears, and Phoe, and Phoenician infnician influence becluence becomes evideomes evident in termnt in termnt in terms of fterms of form and deorm and decoration. coration. There is aThere is also an ovelso an overall improrall improvement in vement in the qualitthe quality of the ly qualitquality ofquality of the local the local pottery.  pottery. Painted dePainted decoration icoration is rare, ans rare, and many vesd many vessels are nsels are now coveredow cow covered wicovered with a burnith a burnished red sshed red slip. At filip. At first, the srst, the slip is darlip is dark red and k red and the burnisthe burnish covers th coveh covers thecovers the entire ve entire vessel in irssel in irregular paregular patterns. Ontterns. On later ves later vessels the ssels the slip is oralip is orange-red, ange-reoraorange-redorange-red, and the , and the burnishingburnishing was done  was done on the wheon the wheel. This pel. This produces a roduces a spiral patspiral pattern, withtpatpattern, wpattern, with the buith the burnished lirnished lines becomines becoming spaced ng spaced more widelmore widely apart asy apart as time prog time progresses. Chrprogprogressesprogresses. Characte. Characteristic Iroristic Iron II shapen II shapes include s include large carilarge carinated bowlnated bowls with this with thick walls ack wck walls and walls and everted rieverted rim; cookingm; cooking pots with pots with a short t a short triangular riangular rim; decanrim; decanters (jugsters (jugs with a ta wit with a talwith a tall ridged nl ridged neck); asymeck); asymmetrical fmetrical flasks; andlasks; and small ope small open oil lampn oil lamps with dees with deeply pincheply pply pinched nopinched nozzles and zzles and wide flangwide flanges.es.

The pottery found at the small hill country sites usually associated with the 
Israelite settlement during the early Iron Age is crudely made. The walls are thick 
and poorly fired, and the vessels seem to have been turned on a slow wheel. 
There is little decoration aside from a light buff slip. Many of the shapes, such as 
the cooking pots, represent developments of LB forms. Collared rim jars, a type 
of large storage jar common at these sites, have an elliptical body, a thick rim 
with a raised ridge at the base of the neck, and two loop handles on the body. At 
the same time, a distinctive type of fine decorated table ware is found at sites 
associated with the Philistine settlement in the coastal region. The painted 
decoration (at first brown, and later black and red), geometric and bird motifs 
framed by “metopes,” and shapes (including kraters with horizontal handles, 
stirrup jars, and “beer jugs”) reflect the apparent Aegean origin of the Philistines. 
During the latter part of the Iron Age (after the establishment of the United 
Kingdom), this ware disappears, and Phoenician influence becomes evident in 
terms of form and decoration. There is also an overall improvement in the 
quality of the local pottery. Painted decoration is rare, and many vessels are now 
covered with a burnished red slip. At first, the slip is dark red and the burnish 
covers the entire vessel in irregular patterns. On later vessels the slip is 
orange-red, and the burnishing was done on the wheel. This produces a spiral 
pattern, with the burnished lines becoming spaced more widely apart as time 
progresses. Characteristic Iron II shapes include large carinated bowls with thick 
walls and everted rim; cooking pots with a short triangular rim; decanters (jugs 
with a tall ridged neck); asymmetrical flasks; and small open oil lamps with deeply 
pinched nozzles and wide flanges.

Iron II poIron II pottery in sttery in situ, Gezeritu, Gezer Field VII Field VII (Phoenix  (Phoenix Data SysteData Systems, photo ms, photo by Robert by Robert A. Lyons)A. LA. Lyons)Lyons)

Iron II pottery in situ, Gezer Field VII (Phoenix Data Systems, photo by Robert A. 
Lyons)

Persian, HPersian, Hellenisticellenistic, Roman, a, Roman, and Byzantind Byzantine Periodsne Periods (ca. 586  (ca. 586 B.C.E.B.C.E.—640 —64b.c.e.b.c.e.—640b.c.e.—640  C.E.C.E.)))

Persian, Hellenistic, Roman, and Byzantine Periods (ca. 586 
B.C.E.—640 C.E.)

The periodThe period of Persia of Persian rule oven rule over Palestinr Palestine correspoe corresponds with tnds with the flourishe flourishing of clhing of classical Atassiclclassical classical Athens. HoAthens. However, it wever, it was not unwas not until Alexantil Alexander the Grder the Great’s conqeat’s conquest (332 uest (332 B.C.E.B.B.C.E.B.C.E.) that Gre) that Greek cultureek culture began to  began to make a sigmake a significant inificant impact on tmpact on the materiahe material culture l culturl culture ofculture of Palestine Palestine. In terms. In terms of potter of pottery, this isy, this is reflected reflected mainly by mainly by the oil l the oil lamps, whicamps, wamps, which becowhich become closed,me closed, moldmade, moldmade, and decor and decorated, and ated, and by changesby changes in fine t in fine table waresable wareable wares. Frowares. From the 5th m the 5th to 3rd cento 3rd centuries, taturies, table wares ble wares covered wicovered with a shinyth a shiny black sli black slip (misnamep (p (misnamed (misnamed black glazblack glaze) were poe) were popular in Gpular in Greece. Impreece. Imported fragorted fragments of tments of this ware ahis ware ahis ware are occasiare occasionally fouonally found at Nearnd at Near Eastern s Eastern sites. Duriites. During the 2ndng the 2nd and 1st c and 1st centuries, enturies, it was grait wit was graduawas gradually replaclly replaced by potted by pottery covereery covered with a sd with a shiny red shiny red slip (misnalip (misnamed red glmed red glaze). By tazglglaze). Byglaze). By the 1st c the 1st century entury B.C.E.B.C.E., red-slip, red-slipped potterped pottery, called y, called terra sigiterra sigillata, wasllata, was produced  prod produced aproduced at sites art sites around the eound the eastern Medastern Mediterraneaniterranean and is co and is common at Rommon at Roman sites man siteman sites throsites throughout Palughout Palestine. Reestine. Red-slipped d-slipped table waretable wares remaineds remained popular u popular until the Mntil the Muslim conqusMMuslim conMuslim conquest; thoquest; those producese produced from thed from the 4th to 7t 4th to 7th centurieh centuries s C.E.C.E. are calle are called Late Romd Lated Late RomanLate Roman red wares red wares. The more. The more utilitari utilitarian types oan types of pottery f pottery continue tcontinue the local the local traditions,rattraditionstraditions, with sto, with storage jars rage jars having thehaving the bag-shape bag-shaped body, and body, and cooking d cooking pots the gpots the globular bolobgglobular bglobular body that aody that appeared duppeared during the Iring the Iron Age.ron Age.ron Age.

The period of Persian rule over Palestine corresponds with the flourishing of 
classical Athens. However, it was not until Alexander the Great’s conquest (332 



B.C.E.) that Greek culture began to make a significant impact on the material 
culture of Palestine. In terms of pottery, this is reflected mainly by the oil lamps, 
which become closed, moldmade, and decorated, and by changes in fine table 
wares. From the 5th to 3rd centuries, table wares covered with a shiny black slip 
(misnamed black glaze) were popular in Greece. Imported fragments of this ware 
are occasionally found at Near Eastern sites. During the 2nd and 1st centuries, it 
was gradually replaced by pottery covered with a shiny red slip (misnamed red 
glaze). By the 1st century B.C.E., red-slipped pottery, called terra sigillata, was 
produced at sites around the eastern Mediterranean and is common at Roman 
sites throughout Palestine. Red-slipped table wares remained popular until the 
Muslim conquest; those produced from the 4th to 7th centuries C.E. are called 
Late Roman red wares. The more utilitarian types of pottery continue the local 
traditions, with storage jars having the bag-shaped body, and cooking pots the 
globular body that appeared during the Iron Age.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. Amiran,R. Amiran,  Ancient PoAncient Pottery of tttery of the Holy Lahe Holy Landnd (Jerusale (Jerusalem, 1969); m, 1969); J. W. HayeJJ. W. HayeJ. W. Hayes, s, Late RomanLate Roman Pottery Pottery (London,  (London, 1972); P. 1972); P. W. Lapp, W. Lapp, PalestiniaPalestinian Ceramic n Ceramic ChronologyChrChronologyChronology, 200, 200  B.C.—A.D.B.C.—A.D.  7070 (New Have (New Haven, 1961); n, 1961); J. MagnessJ. Magness, , Jerusalem Jerusalem Ceramic ChCeramic Chronology crChChronologyChronology circa 200 circa 200–800–800  C.E.C.E. JSOTSup 1 JSOTSup 103. ASORMS03. ASORMS 9 (Sheffi 9 (Sheffield, 1993)eld, 1993); A. O. Sh; A. O. Shephard, eShShephard, Shephard, Ceramics fCeramics for the Arcor the Archaeologisthaeologist (Washingt (Washington, 1971);on, 1971); E. Stern, E. Stern,  The MateriThe Material Cultureal Cal Culture ofCulture of the Land  the Land of the Bibof the Bible in the le in the Persian PePersian Period, 538–riod, 538–332332  B.C.B.C. (Warminst (Warminster, 1982).er, 1982er, 1982).1982).1982).
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�SeeSee  POORPOOR..

See POOR.

POWERPOWERPOWER

POWER

A common tA common translationranslation for sever for several Hebrew al Hebrew and Greek and Greek words (Hebwords (Heb. . h�ayil, koh�ayil, koœah�, {oœzœakokoœah�, {okoœah�, {oœz, geïb�uœz, geïb�u®ra®;®ra®; Gk.  Gk. dyénamis, dyénamis, exousiíaexousiía) that ref) that refer to the er to the ability toaability toability to accomplis accomplish a task. h a task. As appliedAs applied to people to people, the word, the words generalls generally refer toy refer to physical  phys physical sphysical strength ortrength or ability.  ability. Thus, CaleThus, Caleb boasts ob boasts of his stref his strength (Joshngth (Josh. 14:11), . 14:11), and Samsonand Samand Samson’s gSamson’s great strenreat strength is simgth is similarly desilarly described (Jucribed (Judg. 16:5-6dg. 16:5-6). Heb. ). Heb. geïb�u®ra®geïb�u®ra® frequentl f frequentlyfrequently is used p is used politicallyolitically to refer  to refer to the powto the power of the er of the king, e.g,king, e.g, the “migh the “mighty deeds” ty deety deeds” recdeeds” recorded in torded in the chroniche chronicles of theles of the kings of  kings of Israel andIsrael and Judah (e. Judah (e.g., 1 Kgs.g., 1 Kgs. 16:5, 27) 16:5 16:5, 27).16:5, 27). As applie As applied to God, d to God, the words the words commonly mcommonly mention Godention God’s unlimit’s unlimited abilityed abilityed ability toability to act. God’ act. God’s deliveras deliverance througnce through the Exodh the Exodus is frequs is frequently cituently cited as an eed as an example of xampeexample ofexample of God’s unb God’s unbounded powounded power (Deut. er (Deut. 4:37). Heb4:37). Heb. . {oœz{oœz refers pr refers primarily toimarily to the power t the power the power of God andof God and is found  is found frequentlyfrequently in the Ps in the Psalms (e.g.alms (e.g., Ps. 59:1, Ps. 59:11[MT 12]).1[MT 12]).

A common translation for several Hebrew and Greek words (Heb. h�ayil, 
koœah�, {oœz, geïb�u®ra®;  Gk. dyénamis, exousiía) that refer to the 
ability to accomplish a task. As applied to people, the words generally refer to 
physical strength or ability. Thus, Caleb boasts of his strength (Josh. 14:11), and 
Samson’s great strength is similarly described (Judg. 16:5-6). Heb. geïb�u®ra®  
frequently is used politically to refer to the power of the king, e.g, the “mighty 
deeds” recorded in the chronicles of the kings of Israel and Judah (e.g., 1 Kgs. 
16:5, 27). As applied to God, the words commonly mention God’s unlimited 
ability to act. God’s deliverance through the Exodus is frequently cited as an 
example of God’s unbounded power (Deut. 4:37). Heb. {oœz refers primarily to 
the power of God and is found frequently in the Psalms (e.g., Ps. 59:11[MT 12]).

�In the NT In the NT Gk. Gk. dyénamisdyénamis refers pr refers primarily toimarily to the power the powers of God os of God or to powerr to power to powers andpowers and abilities abilities that God  that God gives to pgives to people. Jeseople. Jesus tells tus tells the disciplhe disciples to waites to wait for the H for th for the Holy Sthe Holy Spirit, whopirit, who will give will give them powe them power for minir for ministry (Actsstry (Acts 1:8). The 1:8). The Holy Spir Holy Spirit is freqit iit is frequenis frequently mentiotly mentioned in conned in connection winection with God givth God giving power.ing power. In many c In many cases the sases the supernaturaussupernatursupernatural power oal power of God is mf God is meant, and eant, and translatiotranslations frequenns frequently rendertly render the word  the word  the word “miraword “miracle” or “mcle” or “miraculous iraculous powers.” Rpowers.” Rarely, Pauarely, Paul uses l uses dyénamisdyénamis to refer  to refer to evil deto to evil deto evil demonic forcmonic forces (Eph. 6es (Eph. 6:12).:12).:12).

In the NT Gk. dyénamis refers primarily to the powers of God or to 
powers and abilities that God gives to people. Jesus tells the disciples to wait for 



the Holy Spirit, who will give them power for ministry (Acts 1:8). The Holy Spirit 
is frequently mentioned in connection with God giving power. In many cases the 
supernatural power of God is meant, and translations frequently render the 
word “miracle” or “miraculous powers.” Rarely, Paul uses dyénamis to refer 
to evil demonic forces (Eph. 6:12).

�When referWhen referring to thring to the power ofe power of rulers, t rulers, the NT prefhe NT prefers Gk. ers Gk. exousiía,exousiía, most comm most  most commomost commonly translnly translated “authated “authority,” thority,” though sometough sometimes rendeimes rendered “powerred “power.” Paul ex.” Pau.” Paul explaPaul explains that ains that all authorill authority comes fty comes from God anrom God and that pold that political “poitical “powers” admiwers” administer Godniadmiadministeradminister God’s pow God’s power (Rom. 1er (Rom. 13:1-7). In3:1-7). In the case  the case of Jesus, of Jesus, the miraclthe miracles demonstes demonstrate his drdemonstdemonstratdemonstrate his divie his divine authorine authority. Jesus ty. Jesus assumes thassumes the divine oe divine office of fffice of forgiving torgiving the sins ofhe sinhe sins of a sins of a paralytic paralytic (Mark 2:1-(Mark 2:1-12, esp. v12, esp. v. 10; cf. . 10; cf. Matt. 28:1Matt. 28:18).8).8).

When referring to the power of rulers, the NT prefers Gk. exousiía, 
most commonly translated “authority,” though sometimes rendered “power.” 
Paul explains that all authority comes from God and that political “powers” 
administer God’s power (Rom. 13:1-7). In the case of Jesus, the miracles 
demonstrate his divine authority. Jesus assumes the divine office of forgiving the 
sins of a paralytic (Mark 2:1-12, esp. v. 10; cf. Matt. 28:18).
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PRAETORIAN GUARD

EstablisheEstablished by Octavd by Octavian in 27 ian in 27 B.C.B.C., an elite, an elite bodyguard bodyguard  (cohors pr(cohors praetoria)aetoria) with supe with superior pay, riosupesuperior psuperior pay, shorteay, shorter terms ofr terms of service,  service, and more eand more elaborate ulaborate uniforms. Aniforms. Although itlthough its numbers s itits numberits numbers fluctuats fluctuated until ied until it was disbt was disbanded in anded in A.D.A.D. 312, duri 312, during the 1stng the 1st century i century it had ninet ht had nine chad nine cohorts of ohorts of 500 men.500 men.500 men.

Established by Octavian in 27 B.C., an elite bodyguard (cohors praetoria) with 
superior pay, shorter terms of service, and more elaborate uniforms. Although 
its numbers fluctuated until it was disbanded in A.D. 312, during the 1st century it 
had nine cohorts of 500 men.

�Six cohortSix cohorts were stas were stationed in tioned in other Italother Italian towns ian towns (cf. Phil.(cf. Phil. 1:13), an 1:13), and three cod three cohorts werehcocohorts wecohorts were reservere reserved for consd for constant attentant attendance on tdance on the emperorhe emperor. These gu. These guards typicards typards typically typically appeared iappeared in civiliann civilian dress due dress due to the tr to the traditional aditional senatorialsenatorial aversion  aversion to having to havito having trohaving troops statioops stationed withinned within the city  the city limits. Inlimits. In  A.D.A.D. 23, Tiber 23, Tiberius concenius concentrated thetrated thetrated the Praetothe Praetorians in orians in one camp inne camp inside the cside the city.ity.ity.

Six cohorts were stationed in other Italian towns (cf. Phil. 1:13), and three 
cohorts were reserved for constant attendance on the emperor. These guards 
typically appeared in civilian dress due to the traditional senatorial aversion to 
having troops stationed within the city limits. In A.D. 23, Tiberius concentrated 
the Praetorians in one camp inside the city.

�The Guard The Guard was commanwas commanded by theded by the emperor h emperor himself witimself with one or th one or two Praetorwo Praetorwo PraetorianPraetorian prefects  prefects of equestrof equestrian rank aian rank as subordins subordinate officeate officers. Its mers. Its members werembers were primarily p primarily primarily recruited recruited from Italifrom Italian towns.an towns.an towns.

The Guard was commanded by the emperor himself with one or two 
Praetorian prefects of equestrian rank as subordinate officers. Its members were 
primarily recruited from Italian towns.

�Although eAlthough establishedstablished to protec to protect the empet the emperor, the Gror, the Guard woulduard would eventuall eventually become ay becy become an become an actual thractual threat to hiseat to his safety. A safety. As early ass early as  A.D.A.D. 31, the P 31, the Praetorian raetorian prefect Seprefect Seprefect Sejanus waSejanus was charged s charged before thebefore the senate wi senate with treasonth treason and execu and executed. In 41ted. In 41 Caligula  Caligula was murderwwas murderwas murdered by a Pred by a Praetorian taetorian tribune; inribune; in the confu the confusion that sion that followed, followed, Claudius, Claudius, found hidifofound hidifound hiding in the ng in the palace, wapalace, was brought s brought to the camto the camp and hailp and hailed as empeed as emperor. A simror. A similar occurilsimsimilar ocsimilar occurrence lcurrence led to Neroed to Nero’s accessi’s accession, and duon, and during the Cring the Civil War oivil War of 67–69 thf 67–69 the Praetorieththe Praetothe Praetorians raisrians raised their oed their own candidawn candidate, Otho, te, Otho, as emperoras emperor. This tre. This trend reachednd reached its pinna reachedreached itreached its pinnacles pinnacle in 193, w in 193, when two rihen two rivals stoodvals stood near the  near the PraetorianPraetorian camp and  camp and traded bidtrtraded bidtraded bids for the s for the emperorshiemperorship (cf. Diop (cf. Dio Cassius  Cassius Hist.Hist. 74.2.3–6) 74.2.3–6)...

Although established to protect the emperor, the Guard would eventually 
become an actual threat to his safety. As early as A.D. 31, the Praetorian prefect 
Sejanus was charged before the senate with treason and executed. In 41 Caligula 
was murdered by a Praetorian tribune; in the confusion that followed, Claudius, 
found hiding in the palace, was brought to the camp and hailed as emperor. A 
similar occurrence led to Nero’s accession, and during the Civil War of 67–69 
the Praetorians raised their own candidate, Otho, as emperor. This trend 
reached its pinnacle in 193, when two rivals stood near the Praetorian camp and 
traded bids for the emperorship (cf. Dio Cassius Hist. 74.2.3–6).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Grant, M. Grant, The Army oThe Army of the Caesf the Caesarsars (1974, re (1974, repr. New Yopr. New York, 1992).rk, 19rk, 1992).1992).1992).

Bibliography. M. Grant, The Army of the Caesars (1974, repr. New York, 
1992).
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OriginallyOriginally a general a general’s tent, t’s tent, the word “phe word “praetorium”raetorium” in NT tim in NT times was comes was commonly usedmonly usemonly used of thused of the residence residence of a proe of a provincial govincial governor (Acvernor (Acts 23:35; ts 23:35; cf. Phil. cf. Phil. 1:13).1:13).1:13).

Originally a general’s tent, the word “praetorium” in NT times was commonly 
used of the residence of a provincial governor (Acts 23:35; cf. Phil. 1:13).

�The GospelThe Gospels report ts report that Jesus hat Jesus was interrwas interrogated by ogated by Pontius PiPontius Pilate at “tlate at “the praetorhe praehe praetoriumpraetorium” (Gk. ” (Gk. auleä,auleä, “palace”; “palace”; Mark 15:1 Mark 15:16; cf. Mat6; cf. Matt. 27:27; t. 27:27; John 18:28John 18:28, 33; 19:9, 33; 19:9, 33; 19:9). Thi19:9). This was onces was once widely he widely held to be tld to be the Fortreshe Fortress Antonia s Antonia at the norat the northwest corthwest corner of thencorcorner of corner of the templethe temple mount. In mount. In 35–37  35–37 B.C.B.C. Herod the Herod the Great reb Great rebuilt an exuilt an existing Hasisting Hasisting Hasmonean Hasmonean fortress, fortress, renaming irenaming it Antonia t Antonia in honor oin honor of his patrf his patron Mark Anon Mark Antony (Josetony (Jostony (Josephus (Josephus BJBJ 1.75, 117 1.75, 117, 401–2). , 401–2). The AntoniThe Antonia surfacesa surfaces in the NT in the NT in refere in reference to “thnce to “thnce to “the barra“the barracks” (cks” (paremboleäparemboleäí;í; Acts 21:3 Acts 21:34, 37; 22:4, 37; 22:24; 23:10,24; 23:10, 16, 32).  16, 32). The Via DoThe Via Dolorosa begloDoDolorosa bDolorosa begins at tegins at this site. his site. Across theAcross the street at street at the moder the modern Ecce Homn Ecce Homo convent o convent o convent isconvent is a pavemen a pavement once thot once thought to beught to be part of a part of a 1st-centu 1st-century courtyary courtyard (rd (LithoœstroLithoœ((Lithoœstr(Lithoœstroœton,oœton, John 19:1 John 19:13) of the 3) of the Antonia, bAntonia, but the pavut the pavement is nement is now identifow identified as parieidentifidentifiedidentified as part o as part of the eastf the eastern forum ern forum of the citof the city as rebuiy as rebuilt by Hadrlt by Hadrian (ian (A.D.A.D. 132–135). 132–1 132–135).132–135).132–135).

The Gospels report that Jesus was interrogated by Pontius Pilate at “the 
praetorium” (Gk. auleä, “palace”; Mark 15:16; cf. Matt. 27:27; John 18:28, 33; 
19:9). This was once widely held to be the Fortress Antonia at the northwest 
corner of the temple mount. In 35–37 B.C. Herod the Great rebuilt an existing 
Hasmonean fortress, renaming it Antonia in honor of his patron Mark Antony 
(Josephus BJ 1.75, 117, 401–2). The Antonia surfaces in the NT in reference to 
“the barracks” (paremboleäí; Acts 21:34, 37; 22:24; 23:10, 16, 32). The Via 
Dolorosa begins at this site. Across the street at the modern Ecce Homo 
convent is a pavement once thought to be part of a 1st-century courtyard 
(Lithoœstroœton, John 19:13) of the Antonia, but the pavement is now 
identified as part of the eastern forum of the city as rebuilt by Hadrian (A.D. 
132–135).

�Herod’s HaHerod’s Hasmonean prsmonean predecessorsedecessors had a pal had a palace at theace at the edge of t edge of the upper che upper city acrossity aity across theacross the Tyropoeon Tyropoeon Valley fr Valley from the temom the temple (Josepple (Josephus hus Ant.Ant. 20.189–96 20.189–96; ; BJBJ 2.344). E 2.344).  2.344). Ea2.344). Early Christrly Christian traditian tradition leads ion leads Bargil PixBargil Pixner to favner to favor this idor this identificatientification. Excavaon. Excaon. ExcavationExcavations in the as in the area (in threa (in the modern Je modern Jewish Quarewish Quarter) have ter) have uncovered uncovered mansions omansions mansions omansions of ancient f ancient Jerusalem’Jerusalem’s aristocrs aristocracy but noacy but no Hasmonean Hasmonean palace. palace. palace.

Herod’s Hasmonean predecessors had a palace at the edge of the upper city 
across the Tyropoeon Valley from the temple (Josephus Ant. 20.189–96; BJ 
2.344). Early Christian tradition leads Bargil Pixner to favor this identification. 
Excavations in the area (in the modern Jewish Quarter) have uncovered 
mansions of ancient Jerusalem’s aristocracy but no Hasmonean palace.

�The leadinThe leading candidatg candidate for the e for the praetoriumpraetorium is the ne is the new palace ow palace of Herod thf Herod the Great, le Gree Great, locGreat, located on thated on the western e western edge of thedge of the city at e city at the Citadethe Citadel next to l next to the presenthe present Jaffa Gat Jt Jaffa GateJaffa Gate. Construc. Constructed in 24–ted in 24–23 23 B.C.B.C., Herod’s , Herod’s palace waspalace was most impr most impressive, riessive, rivaling thevalingririvaling trivaling the temple he temple itself in itself in size and ssize and splendor. Jplendor. Josephus wrosephus writes of itites of its huge tows huge towers and hiers aners and high wand high walls, banqalls, banquet halls uet halls and guest and guest rooms, ornrooms, ornamented ceamented ceilings andilings and furniture furniture, porticoe, p, porticoes porticoes and gardenand gardens with stas with statues and ctues and canals (anals (BJBJ 5.176–183 5.176–183; ; Ant.Ant. 15.318).  15.318). Philo (Philo (Leg.Le((Leg.(Leg. 299, 306) 299, 306) writes th writes that Herod’sat Herod’s palace se palace served as “rrved as “residence oesidence of the govef the governors.” Arrnors.” govegovernors.governors.” Archaeol” Archaeology has shogy has shown that iown that it extendedt extended into the  into the present Arpresent Armenian Quamenian Qmenian Quarter neQuarter nearly to tharly to the south wae south wall of the ll of the Old City aOld City and so covend so covered an arered an area larger ta larger than that ohatthan that than that of the Citof the Citadel, whicadel, which today sih today sits at the ts at the northern enorthern end of the nd of the site.site.site.

The leading candidate for the praetorium is the new palace of Herod the 
Great, located on the western edge of the city at the Citadel next to the present 
Jaffa Gate. Constructed in 24–23 B.C., Herod’s palace was most impressive, 
rivaling the temple itself in size and splendor. Josephus writes of its huge towers 
and high walls, banquet halls and guest rooms, ornamented ceilings and furniture, 
porticoes and gardens with statues and canals (BJ 5.176–183; Ant. 15.318). Philo 
(Leg. 299, 306) writes that Herod’s palace served as “residence of the 
governors.” Archaeology has shown that it extended into the present Armenian 
Quarter nearly to the south wall of the Old City and so covered an area larger 
than that of the Citadel, which today sits at the northern end of the site.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. FineganJ. Finegan, , The ArchaeThe Archaeology of tology of the New Teshe New Testament,tament, rev. ed.  rev. ed. (Princeton(Prin(Princeton(Princeton, 1992), 2, 1992), 246–53; R. 46–53; R. M. MackowsM. Mackowski, ki, Jerusalem,Jerusalem, City of J City of Jesusesus (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1980pids,RaRapids, 19Rapids, 1980), 89–1180), 89–111.1.1.

Bibliography. J. Finegan, The Archaeology of the New Testament, rev. ed. 
(Princeton, 1992), 246–53; R. M. Mackowski, Jerusalem, City of Jesus (Grand 
Rapids, 1980), 89–111.
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PRAISEPRAISEPRAISE

PRAISE

An expressAn expression of worion of worship whichship which recognize recognizes and ackns and acknowledges Gowledges God as the od as the ultimate sultimateultimate sultimate source and ource and giver of agiver of all good gill good gifts. In thfts. In the Bible ite Bible it encompass encompasses a numbees a number of elemer ofr of elementof elements. (1) Thes. (1) The call to p call to praise can raise can be expressbe expressed in a vaed in a variety of wriety of ways, incluays, including “praiding “ding “praise” (“praise” (Heb. Heb. hll;hll; e.g., Ps. e.g., Ps. 113:1, 3; 113:1, 3; 117:1); “ 117:1); “thank” (thank” (ydh;ydh; 136:1–3); 136:1–3); “bless” ( “bless” (brk;brk; 34:1[MT 2 34:1 34:1[MT 2]34:1[MT 2]; 113:2; 1; 113:2; 134:1); “ma34:1); “magnify” (gnify” (gdl;gdl; 34:3[4];  34:3[4]; 69:30[31])69:30[31]); “glorify; “glorify” (” (sûbh�;sûbh�; 117:1); “ 11 117:1); “s117:1); “sing” (ing” (sûiîr;sûiîr; Ps. 33:3; Ps. 33:3; Exod. 15: Exod. 15:21). Schol21). Scholars discusars discuss nuances s nuances of differeof difference among nce differedifferencedifference among the among the various t various terms, but erms, but they clearthey clearly belong ly belong to the samto the same semantice semantic field. (2 f field. (2)field. (2) This call This call is addres is addressed to a dsed to a diverse audiverse audience: theience: the inner sel inner self (Ps. 103f (Ps. 103:1-2), the:1-2), th:1-2), the communthe community of Isrity of Israel (113:1ael (113:1; 135:1–2); 135:1–2), all peop, all peoples and nales and nations (117tions (117:1), even :1), even creation icreacreation icreation itself (148tself (148:3–10). Hu:3–10). Humans, in fmans, in fact, are tact, are to be the vo be the voice for toice for the praise he praise rendered brenderendered brendered by all creay all creatures. (3)tures. (3) The groun The ground or motivd or motive of praise of praise (often ie (often introduced ntroduced by byby by ki,ki, “for, bec “for, because”) is ause”) is some actiosome action of God on of God on my/our bn my/our behalf. It ehalf. It can be an can be an act of redact of react of redemptionredemption or delive or deliverance whenrance when we were i we were in need (Psn need (Ps. 22:23-31. 22:23-31[24–32]; 3[24–32]; 30:1–12[2–10:1–12[2330:1–12[2–30:1–12[2–13]) or, m13]) or, more generaore generally, God’slly, God’s acts of c acts of creation (1reation (103), stead03), steadfastness, fastness, and constaandand constaand constancy (117:1ncy (117:1–2). In fo–2). In form criticarm critical terms, tl terms, the former he former have been have been designateddesignated “thanksgi “ “thanksgiv“thanksgivings” and ings” and the latterthe latter “hymns.”  “hymns.” Claus WestClaus Westermann proermann proposes seeiposes seeing the forng the fong the former as former as psalms of psalms of “narrative“narrative praise” a praise” and the latnd the latter as “deter as “descriptive scriptive praise.” Apraise.” As lament is lams lament is lament is prayer praprayer prayed in disyed in distress, frotress, from experienm experiences of curces of curse and brose and brokenness, skenness, so praise io po praise is praise is prayer praprayer prayed from eyed from experiencesxperiences of blessi of blessing, life, ng, life, and wholenand wholeness; as suess; as such it focuch itch it focusesit focuses on the Gi on the Giver and thver and the gift.e gift.e gift.

An expression of worship which recognizes and acknowledges God as the 
ultimate source and giver of all good gifts. In the Bible it encompasses a number 
of elements. (1) The call to praise can be expressed in a variety of ways, including 
“praise” (Heb. hll; e.g., Ps. 113:1, 3; 117:1); “thank” (ydh; 136:1–3); “bless” (brk; 
34:1[MT 2]; 113:2; 134:1); “magnify” (gdl; 34:3[4]; 69:30[31]); “glorify” (sûbh�;  



117:1); “sing” (sûiîr; Ps. 33:3; Exod. 15:21). Scholars discuss nuances of 
difference among the various terms, but they clearly belong to the same semantic 
field. (2) This call is addressed to a diverse audience: the inner self (Ps. 103:1-2), 
the community of Israel (113:1; 135:1–2), all peoples and nations (117:1), even 
creation itself (148:3–10). Humans, in fact, are to be the voice for the praise 
rendered by all creatures. (3) The ground or motive of praise (often introduced 
by ki, “for, because”) is some action of God on my/our behalf. It can be an act of 
redemption or deliverance when we were in need (Ps. 22:23-31[24–32]; 
30:1–12[2–13]) or, more generally, God’s acts of creation (103), steadfastness, 
and constancy (117:1–2). In form critical terms, the former have been designated 
“thanksgivings” and the latter “hymns.” Claus Westermann proposes seeing the 
former as psalms of “narrative praise” and the latter as “descriptive praise.” As 
lament is prayer prayed in distress, from experiences of curse and brokenness, so 
praise is prayer prayed from experiences of blessing, life, and wholeness; as such 
it focuses on the Giver and the gift.

�In the NT In the NT the work othe work of God in Jf God in Jesus is siesus is similarly mamilarly marked by prrked by praise. Praiaise. Praise attendsse attense attends hiattends his birth (Ls birth (Luke 1:46-5uke 1:46-55, 68-79; 5, 68-79; 2:13-14) a2:13-14) as well as s well as his triumphis triumphal entry hal entry into Jerusinto Jinto Jerusalem Jerusalem (19:37–38 (19:37–38 par.). Thepar.). The Christian Christian community community is called is called to praise to praise God const God constantly (Colaconstconstantlyconstantly (Col. 3:1 (Col. 3:16-17); Gk.6-17); Gk.  euchariísteuchariísteinein means bas means basically “toically “to render th render thanks and panks ananks and praiseand praise.” The boo.” The book of Revelk of Revelation abouation abounds in cosnds in cosmic hymns mic hymns of praise of praise (e.g., Rev(e.g., Rev. 19:1-2, . RevRev. 19:1-Rev. 19:1-2, 5, 6-8)2, 5, 6-8)...

In the NT the work of God in Jesus is similarly marked by praise. Praise 
attends his birth (Luke 1:46-55, 68-79; 2:13-14) as well as his triumphal entry into 
Jerusalem (19:37–38 par.). The Christian community is called to praise God 
constantly (Col. 3:16-17); Gk. euchariístein means basically “to render thanks 
and praise.” The book of Revelation abounds in cosmic hymns of praise (e.g., 
Rev. 19:1-2, 5, 6-8).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. D. MillP. D. Miller, er, They CriedThey Cried to the Lo to the Lord: The Ford: The Form and Therm and Theology of Bology of Biblical PriBBiblical PBiblical Prayerrayer (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1994)lis, 1994); C. Weste; C. Westermann, rmann, Praise andPraise and Lament in Lament in the Psalm the Psalmss (Atlanta, PsalmsPsalms (AtPsalms (Atlanta, 198lanta, 1981).1).1).

Bibliography. P. D. Miller, They Cried to the Lord: The Form and Theology of 
Biblical Prayer (Minneapolis, 1994); C. Westermann, Praise and Lament in the 
Psalms (Atlanta, 1981).
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PRAYERPRAYERPRAYER

PRAYER

A primary A primary means of cmeans of communicatiommunication that bion that binds togethnds together God ander God and humankind humankind in intima in inti in intimate aintimate and reciprond reciprocal relatical relationship. Itonship. Its foundatis foundational assumonal assumption is tption is the belief he belief that the Cthat ththat the Creatothe Creator of the wr of the world is boorld is both availabth available for humle for human addressan address and commi and committed to a tted to a divine-humddivine-humdivine-human partneran partnership that ship that sustains, sustains, and when nand when necessary recessary restores, testores, the world ihe world in accordann iin accordain accordance with Gnce with God’s creatod’s creational desiional design.gn.gn.

A primary means of communication that binds together God and humankind in 
intimate and reciprocal relationship. Its foundational assumption is the belief that 
the Creator of the world is both available for human address and committed to a 
divine-human partnership that sustains, and when necessary restores, the world 
in accordance with God’s creational design.

�In its broIn its broadest sensadest sense prayer ie prayer is communics communication withation with God that  God that comprises comprises both word both both word both word and deed, and deed, both verbaboth verbal discoursl discourse and nonve and nonverbal, pererbal, performative formative acts. As wacts. As wacts. As word, prayword, prayer consister consists of the ss of the special spepecial speech directech directed from peed from people to Goople to God that is d that is preserved prpreserved preserved in the recin the recorded prayorded prayers of theers of the Bible. As Bible. As act, pray act, prayer establier establishes conneshes connection withcticonneconnectionconnection with God  with God through a through a variety ofvariety of nonverbal nonverbal means suc means such as sacrih as sacrifice, dancfice, dance, and bodedancdance, anddance, and bodily ge bodily gestures andstures and postures. postures. Thus, one Thus, one may verba may verbalize praislize praise and thane and thanksgiving akthanthanksgivithanksgiving and alsng and also enact ito enact it, through , through ritual actritual acts of eatins of eating, anointig, anointing with oing with oil, robing l, robinl, robing in robing in festal attfestal attire (Ps. 6ire (Ps. 66:13-17; 16:13-17; 116:12-14; 16:12-14; cf. 30:11–cf. 30:11–12[MT 12–112[MT 12–13]). One m3]). One may speak lay mmay speak may speak lamentatiolamentation and mourn and mourning and aning and also dramatlso dramatize it, thize it, through symbrough symbolic acts olic acts of fastingoof fastingof fasting, putting , putting dust on thdust on the head, ane head, and rending d rending the garmenthe garments (Josh. ts (Josh. 7:6; Ezra 7:6; Ezra 9:3, 5; Ne9:3, 59:3, 5; Neh. 1:5; Neh. 1:4; Dan. 9:4; Dan. 9:3-4; Joel 3-4; Joel 2:12-13). 2:12-13). In short, In short, prayer is prayer is both a linboth a linguistic anguistic and a gesturd a gestd a gestural cgestural construal oonstrual of the fundf the fundamental reamental realities thalities that define at define relationshrelationship with Goip with God.d.d.

In its broadest sense prayer is communication with God that comprises 
both word and deed, both verbal discourse and nonverbal, performative acts. As 
word, prayer consists of the special speech directed from people to God that is 
preserved in the recorded prayers of the Bible. As act, prayer establishes 
connection with God through a variety of nonverbal means such as sacrifice, 
dance, and bodily gestures and postures. Thus, one may verbalize praise and 
thanksgiving and also enact it, through ritual acts of eating, anointing with oil, 
robing in festal attire (Ps. 66:13-17; 116:12-14; cf. 30:11–12[MT 12–13]). One 



may speak lamentation and mourning and also dramatize it, through symbolic acts 
of fasting, putting dust on the head, and rending the garments (Josh. 7:6; Ezra 9:3, 
5; Neh. 1:4; Dan. 9:3-4; Joel 2:12-13). In short, prayer is both a linguistic and a 
gestural construal of the fundamental realities that define relationship with God.

�The develoThe development of ppment of prayer is drayer is difficult tifficult to trace pro trace precisely, aecisely, although hilthough historical astorical and sociolonaand socioland sociological datogical data support a support a general a general understandunderstanding. In thing. In the pre-state pre-state period te period the family he fhe family andfamily and the villa the village communige community providety provide the socia the social context l context for a persfor a personal pietyonal piety in which  in  in which pin which prayer is erayer is expressed pxpressed primarily trimarily through brihrough brief addressef addresses to God es to God that arisethat arise directly  di directly adirectly and naturalnd naturally from sily from situations ituations in daily lin daily life. Such pfe. Such prayers typrayers typically reqically require no fouire no uire no formal no formal cultic setcultic setting and nting and no cultic so cultic specialist.pecialist. With the  With the emergence emergence of the monof the monarchy and arcmonmonarchy amonarchy and the estnd the establishmentablishment of the cu of the cult in Jerult in Jerusalem, an salem, an official cofficial context forontext for religion  reli religion ireligion is instituts institutionalized ionalized and ritualand ritualized. Prayized. Prayer assumeser assumes more form more formulaic and ulaic and prescribedprescprescribedprescribed forms as  forms as patterned patterned rituals orrituals orient indivient individuals towiduals toward corporard corporate concerate concerns that rensconcerconcerns tconcerns that reinfohat reinforce nationrce national solidaral solidarity. With ity. With the dissolthe dissolution of tution of the monarchhe monarchy in the ey iny in the exiin the exilic and polic and postexilic pstexilic periods, theriods, the cult lose cult loses its inses its institutionaltitutional base and  base and prayer assprayer aprayer assumes a assumes a variety ofvariety of different different forms and forms and expressio expressions that emns that embody the lbody the legacies ofegacies of both pers bo both persoboth personal piety nal piety and officiand official religioal religion. This trn. This trend continend continues in earues in early Judaismly Judaism and throu and t and through ththrough the first cee first centuries ofnturies of the early the early Church (c Church (ca. 250 a. 250 B.C.E.B.C.E.—200 —200 C.E.C.E.) as both ) as both statutory ststatutory statutory and spontaand spontaneous prayneous prayers are ofers are offered in tfered in the temple,he temple, synagogue synagogue, and home, and home, and home. Althhome. Although theseough these shifting  shifting historicalhistorical and socia and social contextsl contexts suggest s suggest something oomething of a linearf af a linear da linear developmentevelopment in the st in the stages of prages of prayer, fromayer, from the spont the spontaneous to aneous to the prescrthe prescribed and fibprescrprescribedprescribed and forma and formal, there il, there is a genetis a genetic connectic connection betweenon between conventio conventional and exnal and extemporizedtexextemporizextemporized modes oed modes of praying f praying that indicthat indicates both ates both existed coexisted coevally durevally during the biing the biblical perblbibiblical pbiblical period.eriod.eriod.

The development of prayer is difficult to trace precisely, although historical 
and sociological data support a general understanding. In the pre-state period the 
family and the village community provide the social context for a personal piety 
in which prayer is expressed primarily through brief addresses to God that arise 
directly and naturally from situations in daily life. Such prayers typically require 
no formal cultic setting and no cultic specialist. With the emergence of the 
monarchy and the establishment of the cult in Jerusalem, an official context for 
religion is institutionalized and ritualized. Prayer assumes more formulaic and 
prescribed forms as patterned rituals orient individuals toward corporate 
concerns that reinforce national solidarity. With the dissolution of the monarchy 
in the exilic and postexilic periods, the cult loses its institutional base and prayer 
assumes a variety of different forms and expressions that embody the legacies of 
both personal piety and official religion. This trend continues in early Judaism and 
through the first centuries of the early Church (ca. 250 B.C.E.—200 C.E.) as both 
statutory and spontaneous prayers are offered in the temple, synagogue, and 
home. Although these shifting historical and social contexts suggest something of 
a linear development in the stages of prayer, from the spontaneous to the 
prescribed and formal, there is a genetic connection between conventional and 
extemporized modes of praying that indicates both existed coevally during the 
biblical period.

�The vocabuThe vocabulary of prlary of prayer in thayer in the Hebrew Be Hebrew Bible is vaible is varied in keried in keeping witheping with different differe different different forms, setforms, settings, andtings, and degrees o degrees of formalitf formality or infory or informality. A mality. A number of number of key technikey key technikey technical exprescal expressions may sions may be prefacebe prefaced to or ind to or included witcluded within a verbhin a verbal addressal address that clea t that clearthat clearly distingly distinguish it asuish it as prayer: H prayer: Heb. eb. pll,pll, “pray”;  “pray”; {tr,{tr, “entreat” “entreat”; ; h�nnh�nn hithpael, hithpael, “plea,” “ hithpael,hithpael, hithpael, “plea,” “m“plea,” “make suppliake supplication”; cation”; qr} bsûm Yqr} bsûm YHWH,HWH, “call on  “call on the name othe name of the Lordf the f the Lord.”the Lord.” In other  In other cases, howcases, however, prayever, prayer is conver is conveyed not weyed not with speciaith special terminoll terminology but wiogterminolterminologterminology but withy but with the langu the language of ordage of ordinary everinary everyday discoyday discourse. A laurse. A large numberrge numberrge number of number of recorded precorded prayers, parayers, particularlyrticularly in prose  in prose narrativesnarratives, begin wi, begin with the simth the simple statemplesimsimple stasimple statement “antement “and X said d X said (}mr)(}mr) to God,”  to God,” an introduan introduction thatction that depicts p depicts prayer in trayer inrayer in theologin theologically sigically significant wnificant ways as anaays as analogous to logous to the converthe conversational dsational dialogue roialogue routinely exutineroroutinely routinely exchanged exchanged between pebetween persons of ersons of equal statuqual stature. What dre. What distinguishistinguishes such dies such divine-humanvdidivine-humdivine-human conversan conversations froations from ordinarym ordinary intra-hum intra-human dialoguan dialogue is the we is the weighty nateighty nature of whaunatnature of nature of what is diwhat is discussed. Tscussed. These “convhese “conversationalersational prayers”  prayers” typically typically emerge outemerge out of some c o of some crof some crisis, whicisis, which if left h if left unaddresseunaddressed threatend threatens to destas to destabilize or bilize or subvert trsubvert trust in Godust inust in God.in God.in God.

The vocabulary of prayer in the Hebrew Bible is varied in keeping with 
different forms, settings, and degrees of formality or informality. A number of 
key technical expressions may be prefaced to or included within a verbal address 
that clearly distinguish it as prayer: Heb. pll, “pray”; {tr, “entreat”; h�nn  
hithpael, “plea,” “make supplication”; qr} bsûm YHWH, “call on the name of 
the Lord.” In other cases, however, prayer is conveyed not with special 
terminology but with the language of ordinary everyday discourse. A large 
number of recorded prayers, particularly in prose narratives, begin with the 
simple statement “and X said (}mr) to God,” an introduction that depicts prayer 
in theologically significant ways as analogous to the conversational dialogue 
routinely exchanged between persons of equal stature. What distinguishes such 
divine-human conversations from ordinary intra-human dialogue is the weighty 
nature of what is discussed. These “conversational prayers” typically emerge out 
of some crisis, which if left unaddressed threatens to destabilize or subvert trust 
in God.

�A distinctA distinction may beion may be made betw made between prose een prose prayers anprayers and those thd those that are poeat are poetic in stytic itic in style. in style. Prose prayProse prayers functiers function as inteon as integral partsgral parts of narrat of narrative contexive contexts and derts and derive their ive thive their meantheir meaning directing directly from whly from what precedeat precedes and folls and follows in a sows in a specificallpecifically defined y defined situation.situasituation.situation. Approxima Approximately 100 rtely 100 recorded precorded prose prayerose prayers occur ths occur throughout troughout the OT, esphe OT, ehe OT, especiallyespecially in Genesi in Genesis-Kings whs-Kings where narratere narrative is theive is the primary l primary literary stiterary style. Some yle. Some are quite are are quite are quite brief, conbrief, containing litaining little more ttle more than a simthan a simple petitiple petition for somon for something conething concrete and creteconconcrete aconcrete and practicnd practical (e.g., al (e.g., informatioinformation, a childn, a child, healing), healing), the gran, the granting of whting of which may beich mayich may be vermay be verified (cf.ified (cf. Gen. 15:2 Gen. 15:2, 3, 8; Ju, 3, 8; Judg. 13:8; dg. 13:8; 2 Sam. 15:2 Sam. 15:31; 2 Kgs.31; 2 Kgs. 6:17, 18, 6:17, 18, 20). Othe 20). O 20). Other prosOther prose prayers e prayers contain pecontain petitions oftitions of a more ab a more abstract natstract nature, e.g.,ure, e.g., for bless for blessing, rememing, blessblessing, blessing, remembrancremembrance, hearinge, hearing. Such pra. Such prayers are oyers are often accomften accompanied by panied by lengthy ellengthy elaborationsaelelaboratioelaborations that ofns that offer added fer added incentive incentive for God tofor God to hear and  hear and respond farespond favorably (cvorably (cf. 2 Sam. f. (c(cf. 2 Sam(cf. 2 Sam. 7:18-29;. 7:18-29; 1 Kgs. 8: 1 Kgs. 8:22-61; 2 K22-61; 2 Kgs. 19:15-gs. 19:15-19).19).19).

A distinction may be made between prose prayers and those that are poetic 



in style. Prose prayers function as integral parts of narrative contexts and derive 
their meaning directly from what precedes and follows in a specifically defined 
situation. Approximately 100 recorded prose prayers occur throughout the OT, 
especially in Genesis-Kings where narrative is the primary literary style. Some 
are quite brief, containing little more than a simple petition for something 
concrete and practical (e.g., information, a child, healing), the granting of which 
may be verified (cf. Gen. 15:2, 3, 8; Judg. 13:8; 2 Sam. 15:31; 2 Kgs. 6:17, 18, 20). 
Other prose prayers contain petitions of a more abstract nature, e.g., for 
blessing, remembrance, hearing. Such prayers are often accompanied by lengthy 
elaborations that offer added incentive for God to hear and respond favorably 
(cf. 2 Sam. 7:18-29; 1 Kgs. 8:22-61; 2 Kgs. 19:15-19).

�Prose prayProse prayers serve ers serve a variety a variety of literarof literary and theoy and theological fulogical functions winctions within narrathin narrathin narrative narrative contexts. contexts. They functThey function as a lion as a literary meiterary means for poans for portraying trtraying the characthe character of actoer oer of actors,of actors, both huma both human and divin and divine, in a nne, in a narrative darrative drama. The rama. The prayers ofprayers of Elijah (1 Elijah (1 Kgs. 17:1 Kgs Kgs. 17:17Kgs. 17:17-24), Solo-24), Solomon (3:4–1mon (3:4–15), and He5), and Hezekiah (2 zekiah (2 Kgs. 20:2-Kgs. 20:2-3 [= Isa. 3 [= Isa. 38:2-3) se38:2-3) serve to conrveseserve to cserve to confirm theonfirm these personsse persons as exempl as exemplary modelsary models of piety. of piety. The praye The prayers of Jacors of Jacob (Gen. 32bJacoJacob (GenJacob (Gen. 32:9-12[. 32:9-12[10–13]) an10–13]) and Jonah (Jd Jonah (Jonah 4:2-3onah 4:2-3; cf. 2:2–; cf. 2:2–9[3–10] [p9[3–10] [poetic]), boetic]), by contrasty coy contrast, contrast, function sfunction subtly to cubtly to caricature aricature or parody or parody the piety the piety professed professed by these pby these persons. A ersoppersons. Apersons. A number of number of postexili postexilic prayers c prayers of penitenof penitence (Ezra 9ce (Ezra 9:6-15; Neh:6-15; Neh. 1:5-11; . 1:5-11; 9:6-37; Da9:69:6-37; Da9:6-37; Dan. 9:4-19)n. 9:4-19) are gover are governed rhetorned rhetorically by ically by the repeatthe repeating affirming affirmation thatation that God’s cha Go God’s charGod’s character, espacter, especially asecially as manifest  manifest in divine in divine forgivenesforgiveness, is defis, is defined primarned primarily by theily by ily by the quaby the qualities of lities of sovereigntsovereignty, mercy, y, mercy, and justicand justice. Furthere. Further, a number, a number of prose  of prose prayers coprayprayers coprayers contain a pentain a petition fortition for divine ju divine justice thatstice that is locate is located at the cd at the critical naritical narrative jurrative jrrative juncture bjuncture between sometween some crisis ie crisis in the relan the relationship wtionship with God anith God and its subsd its subsequent resequent resolution (Goresresolutionresolution (Gen. 18: (Gen. 18:22-33; Exo22-33; Exod. 32:11-1d. 32:11-14; Num. 114; Num. 11:11-15; 14:11-15; 14:13-19; Jo:13-19; Josh. 7:7-9;sh. 7:7-9; 1 Kgs. 17 1 1 Kgs. 17:1 Kgs. 17:17-19). Th17-19). The aggregate aggregate narrative narrative sequencee sequence — crisis, — crisis, prayer, r prayer, resolution esolution — portrays— — portrays— portrays prayer th prayer theologicalleologically as an imy as an important reportant resource forsource for addressin addressing theodiceg theodicean issues.atheodicetheodiceantheodicean issues. issues. issues.

Prose prayers serve a variety of literary and theological functions within 
narrative contexts. They function as a literary means for portraying the character 
of actors, both human and divine, in a narrative drama. The prayers of Elijah (1 
Kgs. 17:17-24), Solomon (3:4–15), and Hezekiah (2 Kgs. 20:2-3 [= Isa. 38:2-3) 
serve to confirm these persons as exemplary models of piety. The prayers of 
Jacob (Gen. 32:9-12[10–13]) and Jonah (Jonah 4:2-3; cf. 2:2–9[3–10] [poetic]), by 
contrast, function subtly to caricature or parody the piety professed by these 
persons. A number of postexilic prayers of penitence (Ezra 9:6-15; Neh. 1:5-11; 
9:6-37; Dan. 9:4-19) are governed rhetorically by the repeating affirmation that 
God’s character, especially as manifest in divine forgiveness, is defined primarily 
by the qualities of sovereignty, mercy, and justice. Further, a number of prose 
prayers contain a petition for divine justice that is located at the critical narrative 
juncture between some crisis in the relationship with God and its subsequent 
resolution (Gen. 18:22-33; Exod. 32:11-14; Num. 11:11-15; 14:13-19; Josh. 7:7-9; 
1 Kgs. 17:17-19). The aggregate narrative sequence — crisis, prayer, resolution 
— portrays prayer theologically as an important resource for addressing 
theodicean issues.

�The PsalmsThe Psalms represent represent the large the largest collectst collection of poeion of poetic prayertic prayers in the Os in the OT, althougT, althoT, although palthough poetic addroetic addresses alsoesses also occur wit occur within narrathin narrative contexive contexts (1 Sam.ts (1 Sam. 2:1-10; 2 2:1-10; 2 Sam. 22:2 Sa Sam. 22:2-Sam. 22:2-51; Jonah 51; Jonah 2:1-9[2–102:1-9[2–10]). The di]). The distinguishistinguishing featureng feature of these  of these prayers isprayers is the formu the the formulthe formulaic languaaic language that rege that renders themnders them appropria appropriate for repte for repetition byetition by a variety a variety of person of of personsof persons in differ in different contexent contexts. The Psts. The Psalter’s mialter’s mixture of ixture of individual ndividual and collecand collective prayetive ptive prayers, aprayers, along with long with the regulathe regular and sponr and spontaneous ritaneous ritual ceremtual ceremonies thatonies that accompany accompany accompany accompany them, reflthem, reflect the coect the convergence nvergence of personaof personal piety anl piety and officiald official religion  religion that appeathathat appeathat appears to charrs to characterize Iacterize Israel’s wosrael’s worship in trship in the postexihe postexilic periodlic period...

The Psalms represent the largest collection of poetic prayers in the OT, 
although poetic addresses also occur within narrative contexts (1 Sam. 2:1-10; 2 
Sam. 22:2-51; Jonah 2:1-9[2–10]). The distinguishing feature of these prayers is 
the formulaic language that renders them appropriate for repetition by a variety 
of persons in different contexts. The Psalter’s mixture of individual and collective 
prayers, along with the regular and spontaneous ritual ceremonies that 
accompany them, reflect the convergence of personal piety and official religion 
that appears to characterize Israel’s worship in the postexilic period.

�Prayers ocPrayers occur in a vcur in a variety of ariety of forms in tforms in the Psalterhe Psalter — hymns,  — hymns, dirges, bldirges, blessings, iessings, imessings, imprecatioimprecations — but tns — but two basic two basic types dominypes dominate: lamenate: lament and prait and praise. Lamentse. Lament prayers ( prayers  prayers (iprayers (individual ndividual and collecand collective) are tive) are more numermore numerous than aous than any other sny other single typeingle type, comprisi, c, comprisingcomprising approxima approximately one ttely one third of thhird of the collectie collection (Pss. 3on (Pss. 3, 12, 22, , 12, 22, 42—43, 44,42—43, 44, 69, 79, 8 69 69, 79, 8869, 79, 88, 130). Al, 130). Along with tong with the “confeshe “confessions” of sions” of Jeremiah (Jeremiah (Jer. 11:18Jer. 11:18-23; 12:1--23; 12:1-6; 15:10-26; 156; 15:10-21; 15:10-21; 17:14-18; 17:14-18; 18:18-23; 18:18-23; 20:7-13, 120:7-13, 14-18), the4-18), the laments o laments of Habakkukf Habakkuk (Hab. 1:2 (Hab. 1:2-17) and J-11:21:2-17) an1:2-17) and Job (Jobd Job (Job 3:3-26; 6 3:3-26; 6:1-30; 10::1-30; 10:18-22; 13:18-22; 13:20—14:22; 20—14:22; 19:7–22; 319:7–22; 30:16–31), 0:16–31), and propheanand propheand prophetic liturgtic liturgies of lamies of lamentation (entation (Jer. 14:7-Jer. 14:7-9, 19-22; 9, 19-22; Isa. 63:7-Isa. 63:7-64:12[11];64:12[11]; Joel 1-2) Joel 1 Joel 1-2), thes1-2), these prayers e prayers offer a proffer a profound witofound witness to a ness to a lament tralament tradition thadition that authorizt authorized and proed aed and promotand promoted the praed the practice of bctice of bringing beringing before God afore God a wide rang wide range of diffie of difficult and tcult and threateninghretthreateninthreatening circumstg circumstances. Theances. The typical p typical pattern of attern of these praythese prayers — invoers — invocation, lacation, lament, petimelalament, pelament, petition, aftition, affirmation/firmation/hope of dihope of divine respovine response — provnse — provides a rheides a rhetorical antorical and substantd sd substantivsubstantive vehicle e vehicle for articufor articulating andlating and coping wi coping with pain anth pain and sufferind suffering.g.g.

Prayers occur in a variety of forms in the Psalter — hymns, dirges, blessings, 
imprecations — but two basic types dominate: lament and praise. Lament 
prayers (individual and collective) are more numerous than any other single type, 
comprising approximately one third of the collection (Pss. 3, 12, 22, 42—43, 44, 



69, 79, 88, 130). Along with the “confessions” of Jeremiah (Jer. 11:18-23; 12:1-6; 
15:10-21; 17:14-18; 18:18-23; 20:7-13, 14-18), the laments of Habakkuk (Hab. 
1:2-17) and Job (Job 3:3-26; 6:1-30; 10:18-22; 13:20—14:22; 19:7–22; 30:16–31), 
and prophetic liturgies of lamentation (Jer. 14:7-9, 19-22; Isa. 63:7-64:12[11]; Joel 
1-2), these prayers offer a profound witness to a lament tradition that authorized 
and promoted the practice of bringing before God a wide range of difficult and 
threatening circumstances. The typical pattern of these prayers — invocation, 
lament, petition, affirmation/hope of divine response — provides a rhetorical and 
substantive vehicle for articulating and coping with pain and suffering.

�Prayers ofPrayers of praise an praise and thanksgid thanksgiving (indiving (individual andvidual and collectiv collective) are alse) are also well atto well attested in teattattested iattested in the Psaln the Psalter (Pss. ter (Pss. 8, 30, 33,8, 30, 33, 66, 100,  66, 100, 113, 138, 113, 138, 146—150). 146—150). They too fThey too follow a geolloffollow a gfollow a general pateneral pattern: invotern: invocation andcation and summons t summons to praise; o praise; reasons anreasons and motivatid motivations for promotivatimotivationmotivations for prais for praise (God’s se (God’s saving deesaving deeds and Godds and God’s abiding’s abiding nature an nature and characted character); and corcharactecharacter)character); and conc; and concluding exhluding exhortation tortation to praise. o praise. Both in foBoth in form and in rm and in content prcontent praise prayeaisprpraise prapraise prayers are cyers are connected tonnected to lament ao lament and thus tond thus to a central a central affirmati affirmation of biblon of biblical faithical biblbiblical fbiblical faith: whenaith: when people wh people who are in do are in distress caistress call to God,ll to God, God hears God hears and respo and responds, therendsresporesponds, responds, thereby evthereby evoking in roking in return heareturn heartfelt grattfelt gratitude and itude and adoration.adoration.

Prayers of praise and thanksgiving (individual and collective) are also well 
attested in the Psalter (Pss. 8, 30, 33, 66, 100, 113, 138, 146—150). They too 
follow a general pattern: invocation and summons to praise; reasons and 
motivations for praise (God’s saving deeds and God’s abiding nature and 
character); and concluding exhortation to praise. Both in form and in content 
praise prayers are connected to lament and thus to a central affirmation of 
biblical faith: when people who are in distress call to God, God hears and 
responds, thereby evoking in return heartfelt gratitude and adoration.

�The NT useThe NT uses a variets a variety of termsy of terms with refe with reference to prence to prayer (rayer (proseuíchoproseuíchomai,mai, “pray”;  “ “pray”; “pray”; déomai,déomai, “ask/seek “ask/seek”; ”; eucharistéeucharistéoœ,oœ, “give tha “give thanks”; nks”; kraézoœ,kraézoœ, “cry”). B “cry”). But in contut BBut in conBut in contrast withtrast with the OT, w the OT, which presehich preserves more rves more than 250 pthan 250 prose and prose and psalmic prasalmic prasalmic prayers, tprayers, the NT conthe NT contains relatains relatively few ively few recorded precorded prayers: thrayers: the prayers e prayers of Jesus (of Jesus (Matt. 11:2Ma((Matt. 11:(Matt. 11:25-27 = Lu25-27 = Luke 10:21-2ke 10:21-22; Matt. 22; Matt. 26:39 = Mar6:39 = Mark 14:36 = k 14:36 = Luke 22:42Luke 22:42; Matt. 27; Matt. 27:46 = Mark:2727:46 = Ma27:46 = Mark 15:34; rk 15:34; Luke 23:34Luke 23:34, 46; John, 46; John 11:41-42; 11:41-42; 12:27-28; 12:27-28; 17:1-26); 17:1-26); the praye the prayers of Petersprayeprayers ofprayers of Peter and Peter and the assem the assembly (Acts bly (Acts 1:24-25) a1:24-25) and of Petend of Peter and Johnr and John (4:24–30) (4:24–30); the pray; (4:24–30)(4:24–30);(4:24–30); the praye the prayer of Stephr of Stephen (7:59–6en (7:59–60). Prayer0). Prayer is promin is prominent in Pauent in Paul, particul, particularly in tlarlyparticuparticularparticularly in the ly in the introductointroductory thanksgry thanksgivings (Roivings (Rom. 1:8; 1 m. 1:8; 1 Cor. 1:4) Cor. 1:4) and the beand the benedictory nedibebenedictorbenedictory blessingy blessings (Rom. 16s (Rom. 16:25-27; 2 :25-27; 2 Cor. 13:13Cor. 13:13) that con) that conclude the clude the letters, bletters, but otherwiut bbut otherwbut otherwise the acise the actual wordstual words of Paul’s of Paul’s prayers a prayers are not recre not recorded. Alsorded. Also in contro in contrast with tascontrcontrast wcontrast with the OTith the OT, which of, which offers very fers very little inslittle instruction itruction in prayer (n prayer (cf. Job 8:cf. Job 8:5-6; 11:135-6; 115-6; 11:13-15; 11:13-15; 22:23-27),22:23-27), is the si is the significant gnificant attention attention in the NT in the NT to teachinto teaching about prg about prayer.ayer.prprayer.prayer.prayer.

The NT uses a variety of terms with reference to prayer (proseuíchomai, 
“pray”; déomai, “ask/seek”; eucharistéoœ, “give thanks”; kraézoœ, “cry”). 
But in contrast with the OT, which preserves more than 250 prose and psalmic 
prayers, the NT contains relatively few recorded prayers: the prayers of Jesus 
(Matt. 11:25-27 = Luke 10:21-22; Matt. 26:39 = Mark 14:36 = Luke 22:42; Matt. 
27:46 = Mark 15:34; Luke 23:34, 46; John 11:41-42; 12:27-28; 17:1-26); the 
prayers of Peter and the assembly (Acts 1:24-25) and of Peter and John 
(4:24–30); the prayer of Stephen (7:59–60). Prayer is prominent in Paul, 
particularly in the introductory thanksgivings (Rom. 1:8; 1 Cor. 1:4) and the 
benedictory blessings (Rom. 16:25-27; 2 Cor. 13:13) that conclude the letters, 
but otherwise the actual words of Paul’s prayers are not recorded. Also in 
contrast with the OT, which offers very little instruction in prayer (cf. Job 8:5-6; 
11:13-15; 22:23-27), is the significant attention in the NT to teaching about 
prayer.

�The NT offThe NT offers both aers both a continuat continuation of theion of the forms and forms and tradition traditions of Israes of Israelite and Jlite andlite and Jewishand Jewish prayer an prayer and a distind a distinctive Chrictive Christian persstian perspective onpective on them. Jes them. Jesus continuus continues the praes continucontinues continues the practithe practice of lamece of lament (Matt. nt (Matt. 27:46 = Ma27:46 = Mark 15:34 [rk 15:34 [Ps. 22:1(2Ps. 22:1(2)]; Luke 2)]; Luke 23:46 [Ps. 3:4223:46 [Ps.23:46 [Ps. 31:5(6)]  31:5(6)] and praiseand praise/thanksgiv/thanksgiving (Matt.ing (Matt. 11:25-27  11:25-27 = Luke 10:= Luke 10:21-22; Joh21-22; John 11:41-42n 1n 11:41-42) 11:41-42) and is thuand is thus revered s revered by his folby his followers as lowers as one who moone who modeled the deled the essence ofessence ofessence of Hebraicof Hebraic prayer (c prayer (cf. Heb. 5:f. Heb. 5:7). The Go7). The Gospel of Luspel of Luke portrayke portrays Jesus ass Jesus as having pr having prayed at crayeprprayed at prayed at critical jcritical junctures iunctures in his lifen his life — at bapt — at baptism (Luke ism (Luke 3:21), the3:21), the choosing  choosing of the disof theof the discipthe disciples (6:12)les (6:12), transfig, transfiguration (9uration (9:28–29), i:28–29), in Gethseman Gethsemane (22:32,ne (22:32, 41–42), a 41–42), and at his nd atnd at his cruat his crucifixion (cifixion (23:46) — t23:46) — thus modelihus modeling the legng the legacy preseracy preserved especived especially in Heally in Hebrew narrabreHeHebrew narHebrew narratives ofratives of the impor the importance of ptance of prayer in lrayer in life’s deciife’s decisive situasive situations.tions.tions.

The NT offers both a continuation of the forms and traditions of Israelite 
and Jewish prayer and a distinctive Christian perspective on them. Jesus 
continues the practice of lament (Matt. 27:46 = Mark 15:34 [Ps. 22:1(2)]; Luke 
23:46 [Ps. 31:5(6)] and praise/thanksgiving (Matt. 11:25-27 = Luke 10:21-22; John 
11:41-42) and is thus revered by his followers as one who modeled the essence 
of Hebraic prayer (cf. Heb. 5:7). The Gospel of Luke portrays Jesus as having 
prayed at critical junctures in his life — at baptism (Luke 3:21), the choosing of 
the disciples (6:12), transfiguration (9:28–29), in Gethsemane (22:32, 41–42), and 
at his crucifixion (23:46) — thus modeling the legacy preserved especially in 



Hebrew narratives of the importance of prayer in life’s decisive situations.

�The NT’s dThe NT’s distinctiveistinctive perspecti perspective is espeve is especially evicially evident in itdent in its instructs instructions conceions concerning how rconceconcerningconcerning how to pr how to pray. In theay. In the Sermon on Sermon on the Mount the Mount Jesus cau Jesus cautions agaitions against impiounst impiounst impious animpious and pretentid pretentious prayerous prayer (Matt. 6: (Matt. 6:5-8) and o5-8) and offers the ffers the Lord’s PraLord’s Prayer as a pyer as a pattern forattppattern fopattern for his discr his disciples (Matiples (Matt. 6:9-13 t. 6:9-13 = Luke 11:= Luke 11:2-4). This2-4). This model pra model prayer, whichyer, which combines  com combines pcombines praise and raise and petition ipetition in a simplen a simple, personal, personal, and spon, and spontaneous fotaneous form, is itsrm, is itself rootedelf itsitself rooitself rooted in Jewted in Jewish anteceish antecedents (cf.dents (cf. the Amida the Amidah or Prayeh or Prayer of Eightr of Eighteen Benedieen Benedictions). ActiBenediBenedictioBenedictions). A furns). A further emphather emphasis in Jessis in Jesus’ teachius’ teaching in the ng in the Sermon on Sermon on the Mount the Mount is the exhisis the exhis the exhortation tortation to be persio be persistent in pstent in prayer (Matrayer (Matt. 7:7-11 t. 7:7-11 = Luke 11:= Luke 11:9-13), a t9-13), a theme also hemttheme alsotheme also prominent prominent in Paul,  in Paul, who calls who calls believers believers to “pray wto “pray without ceaithout ceasing” (1 Tsing” (1 Thess. 5:17heTThess. 5:1Thess. 5:17; cf. Rom7; cf. Rom. 12:12; E. 12:12; Eph. 6:18; ph. 6:18; Col. 4:2).Col. 4:2). Luke’s Go Luke’s Gospel elabospel elaborates furtrates further on thiher oher on this thon this theme in twoeme in two parables, parables, Luke 11:5 Luke 11:5-8; 18:1-8-8; 18:1-8, the latt, the latter of whicer of which connectsh connects persisten pe persistentpersistent prayer wi prayer with the proth the promise of jumise of justice for stice for the disadvthe disadvantaged anantaged and the opprd the oppressed.esopproppressed.oppressed.

The NT’s distinctive perspective is especially evident in its instructions 
concerning how to pray. In the Sermon on the Mount Jesus cautions against 
impious and pretentious prayer (Matt. 6:5-8) and offers the Lord’s Prayer as a 
pattern for his disciples (Matt. 6:9-13 = Luke 11:2-4). This model prayer, which 
combines praise and petition in a simple, personal, and spontaneous form, is 
itself rooted in Jewish antecedents (cf. the Amidah or Prayer of Eighteen 
Benedictions). A further emphasis in Jesus’ teaching in the Sermon on the Mount 
is the exhortation to be persistent in prayer (Matt. 7:7-11 = Luke 11:9-13), a 
theme also prominent in Paul, who calls believers to “pray without ceasing” (1 
Thess. 5:17; cf. Rom. 12:12; Eph. 6:18; Col. 4:2). Luke’s Gospel elaborates further 
on this theme in two parables, Luke 11:5-8; 18:1-8, the latter of which connects 
persistent prayer with the promise of justice for the disadvantaged and the 
oppressed.

�A further A further distinctivdistinctive of prayee of prayer in the Nr in the NT is the iT is the importance mportance of interceof intercession. In ssion. In ssion. In the higIn the high priestlyh priestly prayer of prayer of John 17,  John 17, Jesus emboJesus embodies the rdies the role of intole of intercessor aercessor as he entrus he s he entrusthe entrusts the faits the faith communith community and the y and the efficaciouefficaciousness of isness of its witnessts witness in the wo in the world to Godrld woworld to Gworld to God. Paul fod. Paul frequently requently exhorts coexhorts congregationngregations to becoms to become communite communities of inties of inies of intercessiintercession for himon for him and for t and for the successhe success of his mi of his mission (Romssion (Rom. 15:30-32. 15:30-32; Col. 4:3; Col. 4:3; 2 Thess.; 2 ; 2 Thess. 32 Thess. 3:1). Peter:1). Peter and Paul  and Paul pray for tpray for the healinghe healing of the si of the sick (Acts 9ck (Acts 9:40; 28:8):40; 28:8), a practi, a pra, a practice tpractice that the Lehat the Letter of Jatter of James commenmes commends to the ds to the elders of elders of the churchthe church (Jas. 5:1 (Jas. 5:13-16). Els3-15:15:13-16). 5:13-16). Elsewhere Elsewhere intercessiintercessions are ofons are offered for fered for spiritual spiritual growth (Epgrowth (Eph. 1:16-17h. 1:16-17; Phil. 1:; Ph; Phil. 1:9)Phil. 1:9), sustenan, sustenance in timece in times of perils of peril (Acts 12: (Acts 12:5; Phil 1:5; Phil 1:19; Heb. 119; Heb. 13:18), and3:18), and for the c for the for the civil the civil authoritieauthorities (1 Tim. s (1 Tim. 2:1-2). Es2:1-2). Especially npecially noteworthy oteworthy is Jesus’ is Jesus’ admonitionadmonition to his fo to his to his followhis followers to praers to pray for the y for the forgivenesforgiveness of theirs of their persecuto persecutors (Matt. rs (Matt. 5:44 = Luk5:44 = Luke 6:28). Je 6:e 6:28). Jes6:28). Jesus himselfus himself models su models such intercech intercession in hssion in his last wois last words from trds from the cross (he cross (Luke 23:34Luke((Luke 23:3(Luke 23:34). Stephe4). Stephen reflectsn reflects Jesus’ ex Jesus’ example in hample in his own lasis own last words (At words (Acts 7:60).cts 7:60). The theol Th The theoloThe theology of the gy of the Cross in tCross in turn shapesurn shapes Christian Christian prayer de prayer definitivelyfinitively, and the , and the principle prinprinciple principle of blessinof blessing, not curg, not cursing, one’sing, one’s enemies s enemies becomes a becomes a foundationfoundational imperatal imperative for Chiveimperatimperativeimperative for Chris for Christian pietytian piety and pract and practice (Matt.ice (Matt. 5:39-48;  5:39-48; Luke 6:27-Luke 6:27-36; Rom. 136; Rom. 12:14).2:1112:14).12:14).12:14).

A further distinctive of prayer in the NT is the importance of intercession. 
In the high priestly prayer of John 17, Jesus embodies the role of intercessor as 
he entrusts the faith community and the efficaciousness of its witness in the 
world to God. Paul frequently exhorts congregations to become communities of 
intercession for him and for the success of his mission (Rom. 15:30-32; Col. 4:3; 
2 Thess. 3:1). Peter and Paul pray for the healing of the sick (Acts 9:40; 28:8), a 
practice that the Letter of James commends to the elders of the church (Jas. 
5:13-16). Elsewhere intercessions are offered for spiritual growth (Eph. 1:16-17; 
Phil. 1:9), sustenance in times of peril (Acts 12:5; Phil 1:19; Heb. 13:18), and for 
the civil authorities (1 Tim. 2:1-2). Especially noteworthy is Jesus’ admonition to 
his followers to pray for the forgiveness of their persecutors (Matt. 5:44 = Luke 
6:28). Jesus himself models such intercession in his last words from the cross 
(Luke 23:34). Stephen reflects Jesus’ example in his own last words (Acts 7:60). 
The theology of the Cross in turn shapes Christian prayer definitively, and the 
principle of blessing, not cursing, one’s enemies becomes a foundational 
imperative for Christian piety and practice (Matt. 5:39-48; Luke 6:27-36; Rom. 
12:14).

�In sum, boIn sum, both the OT th the OT and the NTand the NT portray p portray prayer as arayer as a principal principal means by  means by which Creawhichwhich Creawhich Creator and crtor and creature areeature are bound tog bound together in aether in an ongoing,n ongoing, vital, an vital, and mutuallyd mutually important i important important partnershipartnership. The ultp. The ultimate goalimate goal of this p of this partnershipartnership, as artic, as articulated in ulated in Jesus’ modJesus’Jesus’ modJesus’ model prayer,el prayer, is that G is that God’s will od’s will be done “obe done “on earth asn earth as in heaven in heaven.”.”.”

In sum, both the OT and the NT portray prayer as a principal means by 
which Creator and creature are bound together in an ongoing, vital, and mutually 
important partnership. The ultimate goal of this partnership, as articulated in 
Jesus’ model prayer, is that God’s will be done “on earth as in heaven.”
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PREACHING, PROCLAMATION

In both thIn both the OT and Ne OT and NT, the oraT, the oral address l address plays a deplays a decisive rolcisive role in shapie in shaping the ideng the identity of tntitideidentity oidentity of the peopf the people of God.le of God. God’s spo God’s spokesmen “prkesmen “preach” and each” and “proclaim”“proclaim” God’s dee God’s de God’s deed to thdeed to the people, e people, challenginchallenging them to g them to acknowledgacknowledge the divie the divine will fone will for their lir their lives. In thves. lilives. In lives. In the NT thethe NT the English v English verbs commoerbs commonly rendernly render Gk.  Gk. keäryéssoœkeäryéssoœ and  and euangeliízeuangeuangeliízeuangeliízoœ,oœ, which may which may be used s be used synonymouslynonymously. The cony. The content of thtent of the preachine preaching may be dg preachinpreaching preaching may be desmay be described witcribed with the corrh the corresponding esponding nouns nouns keäírygmakeäírygma and  and euangélioneuangéeuangélioneuangélion.. Other ter Other terms belongims belonging to the ng to the same semansame semantic domaintic domain include “ include “to speak tto speak to speak the speak the word of Goword of God,” “exhord,” “exhort,” and “wt,” and “witness.”itness.”itness.”

In both the OT and NT, the oral address plays a decisive role in shaping the 
identity of the people of God. God’s spokesmen “preach” and “proclaim” God’s 
deed to the people, challenging them to acknowledge the divine will for their 
lives. In the NT the English verbs commonly render Gk. keäryéssoœ and 
euangeliízoœ, which may be used synonymously. The content of the 
preaching may be described with the corresponding nouns keäírygma and 
euangélion. Other terms belonging to the same semantic domain include “to 
speak the word of God,” “exhort,” and “witness.”

�The LXX raThe LXX rarely emplorely employs ys keäryéssoœkeäryéssoœ and  and euangeliízeuangeliízoœoœ for the p for the proclamatioroclamapproclamatiproclamation of the on of the prophets (prophets (cf. Jonah cf. Jonah 1:2; Jer. 1:2; Jer. 20:8). NT 20:8). NT usage is busage is based primaased primarily on thrily primaprimarily primarily on the lanon the language of Iguage of Isa. 40-66.sa. 40-66. Isa. 52:7 Isa. 52:7 employs  employs euangeliízeuangeliízoœoœ twice to  twice to twice to describto describe the one e the one who “bringwho “brings good news good news” and “prs” and “proclaims peoclaims peace.” In Iace.” In Isa. 61:1 tsa. 61:1 the prophethtthe prophethe prophet declarest declares God’s cal God’s call for him l for him to “preachto “preach good news good news  (euangelií(euangeliízoœ)zoœ) to the po to to the pooto the poor” and “prr” and “proclaim oclaim (keryéssoœ(keryéssoœ)) liberty t liberty to the capto the captives.”ives.”ives.”

The LXX rarely employs keäryéssoœ and euangeliízoœ for the 
proclamation of the prophets (cf. Jonah 1:2; Jer. 20:8). NT usage is based 
primarily on the language of Isa. 40-66. Isa. 52:7 employs euangeliízoœ twice 
to describe the one who “brings good news” and “proclaims peace.” In Isa. 61:1 
the prophet declares God’s call for him to “preach good news (euangeliízoœ) 
to the poor” and “proclaim (keryéssoœ) liberty to the captives.”

�C. H. DoddC. H. Dodd’s definit’s definition of preion of preaching as aching as “the publi“the public proclamac proclamation to thtion to the non-Chrie non-Ce non-Christnon-Christian world”ian world” is only p is only partially vartially valid, inasalid, inasmuch as thmuch as the verbs “pe verbs “preach” andreach” and “proclaim “pr “proclaim”“proclaim” (as well  (as well as synonymas synonyms) are alss) are also used foro used for the oral  the oral address toaddress to the belie the believing commuvingbeliebelieving believing community community (Rom. 1:15(Rom. 1:15; 1 Thess.; 1 Thess. 2:9; cf.  2:9; cf. 2 Tim. 4:22 Tim. 4:2). However). However, the verb, the verbs are mosts verbverbs are verbs are most commomost commonly employnly employed for theed for the prophetic prophetic announcem announcement of Godent of God’s eschato’s esc’s eschatologeschatological acts ical acts and the caand the call to belill to believe, ofteneve, often in terms  in terms that echo that echo Isa. 52:7;Isa. 52:7; 61:1. Joh 61:1. J 61:1. John the BJohn the Baptist (Maaptist (Matt. 3:1) att. 3:1) and Jesus “nd Jesus “proclaim” proclaim” (4:17) the(4:17) the gospel of gospel of the kingd the kingdom (4:23).om (om (4:23). Si(4:23). Similarly, tmilarly, the Synoptihe Synoptic Gospels c Gospels portray Jeportray Jesus’ missisus’ mission in termon in terms of his “s of his “proclaiminprocl““proclaimi“proclaiming” the king” the kingdom (Marngdom (Mark 1:14; cfk 1:14; cf. vv. 38–3. vv. 38–39, 45). Ac9, 45). According tocording to Luke 4:18 Luke 4:18, Jesus id, J, Jesus idenJesus identifies himtifies himself as thself as the prophet e prophet of Isa. 61of Isa. 61:1, whose :1, whose mission ismission is to “procl to “proclaim good naim goaim good news good news to the pooto the poor.” When hr.” When he calls die calls disciples, hsciples, he sends the sends them out to em out to “preach” t“preach” t“preach” to the losto the lost sheep oft sheep of the house the house of Israel of Israel (Matt. 10 (Matt. 10:7, 27). T:7, 27). The disciplhe disciples continues continue this mine thise this ministhis ministry by pretry by preaching theaching the kingdom ( kingdom (Acts 20:25Acts 20:25; 28:31).; 28:31).; 28:31).

C. H. Dodd’s definition of preaching as “the public proclamation to the 
non-Christian world” is only partially valid, inasmuch as the verbs “preach” and 
“proclaim” (as well as synonyms) are also used for the oral address to the 
believing community (Rom. 1:15; 1 Thess. 2:9; cf. 2 Tim. 4:2). However, the 
verbs are most commonly employed for the prophetic announcement of God’s 
eschatological acts and the call to believe, often in terms that echo Isa. 52:7; 61:1. 
John the Baptist (Matt. 3:1) and Jesus “proclaim” (4:17) the gospel of the kingdom 
(4:23). Similarly, the Synoptic Gospels portray Jesus’ mission in terms of his 
“proclaiming” the kingdom (Mark 1:14; cf. vv. 38–39, 45). According to Luke 4:18, 
Jesus identifies himself as the prophet of Isa. 61:1, whose mission is to “proclaim 
good news to the poor.” When he calls disciples, he sends them out to “preach” 
to the lost sheep of the house of Israel (Matt. 10:7, 27). The disciples continue 
this ministry by preaching the kingdom (Acts 20:25; 28:31).

�A common tA common topic in Paopic in Paul’s letteul’s letters is his rs is his own recollown recollection of ection of his preachhis preaching ministing minising ministry, ministry, which begawhich began in the mn in the missionary issionary proclamatiproclamation and conon and continued in tinued in his work whis work with the chiwwith the cwith the churches. Hhurches. He understae understands his minds his mission as tssion as that of thehat of the herald of herald of Isa. 52:7 Isa. 52:7 (Rom. 10: (Ro (Rom. 10:1(Rom. 10:15). He des5). He describes thecribes the content o content of his messf his message variouage variously as “Chsly as “Christ crucirist crucified” (1 Cfiecrucicrucified”crucified” (1 Cor. 1 (1 Cor. 1:23), “Chr:23), “Christ Jesus”ist Jesus” (2 Cor. 1 (2 Cor. 1:19), “Jes:19), “Jesus Christ us Christ as Lord” (as Lord” (4:5), and 4:5), a4:5), and the goand the gospel (11:7spel (11:7; Gal 1:11; Gal 1:11; 2:2; 1 T; 2:2; 1 Thess. 2:2,hess. 2:2, 9). He re 9). He recalls the calls the creedal focreedal formula of 1rmula foformula offormula of 1 Cor. 15 1 Cor. 15:3 as the :3 as the content ofcontent of the preac the preaching whichhing which the commu the community had onity had onity had originallyoriginally believed  believed (v. 11). P(v. 11). Paul indicaaul indicates the retes the relationshiplationship between t between the originahe original proclamal procll proclamatiproclamation and theon and the subsequen subsequent pastoralt pastoral ministry  ministry in 1 Thessin 1 Thess. 2:9-13, . 2:9-13, where he ewhere he equates hisqeequates hiequates his preachins preaching of the gg of the gospel (v. ospel (v. 9) with th9) with the task of e task of community community formation formation in which hin in which hin which he took on e took on the paternthe paternal role ofal role of “encourag “encouraging, comfoing, comforting, andrting, and urging” h urging” his communiis hhis communhis community to “liity to “live lives wve lives worthy of Gorthy of God” (v. 12od” (v. 12).).).

A common topic in Paul’s letters is his own recollection of his preaching 
ministry, which began in the missionary proclamation and continued in his work 
with the churches. He understands his mission as that of the herald of Isa. 52:7 
(Rom. 10:15). He describes the content of his message variously as “Christ 
crucified” (1 Cor. 1:23), “Christ Jesus” (2 Cor. 1:19), “Jesus Christ as Lord” (4:5), 
and the gospel (11:7; Gal 1:11; 2:2; 1 Thess. 2:2, 9). He recalls the creedal 
formula of 1 Cor. 15:3 as the content of the preaching which the community had 
originally believed (v. 11). Paul indicates the relationship between the original 
proclamation and the subsequent pastoral ministry in 1 Thess. 2:9-13, where he 



equates his preaching of the gospel (v. 9) with the task of community formation 
in which he took on the paternal role of “encouraging, comforting, and urging” 
his community to “live lives worthy of God” (v. 12).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. Brown, C. Brown, “Proclamat“Proclamation,” ion,” NIDNTTNIDNTT 3:44–68;  3:44–68; C. H. DoddC. H. Dodd, , The ApostoThThe ApostoThe Apostolic Preachlic Preaching and Iting and Its Developms Developmentsents (Chicago, (Chicago, 1937). 1937). 1937).
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PREDESTINATION

In its broIn its broad definitad definition, the tion, the theologicalheological affirmati affirmation that Goon that God has soved has sovereignly anreignly and graciousd gracd graciouslygraciously planned f planned for the unfor the unfolding hisolding history of altory of all things. l things. It is moreIt is more commonly  commonly known accoknowknown accoknown according to arding to a narrower  narrower definitiondefinition, that God, that God has decre has decreed either ed either the final the final salvation sasalvation salvation or the finor the final reprobaal reprobation of eation of each person.ch person. Election  Election and reproband reprobation, theation, then, are subn, an, are subcatare subcategories ofegories of the doctr the doctrine of preine of predestinatiodestination. This don. This doctrine is ctrine is associatedassociated primarily prim primarily primarily with John with John Calvin andCalvin and Calvinism Calvinism, although, although it finds  it finds its biblicits biblical roots ial roots in a varietn a varin a variety ofvariety of OT and NT OT and NT texts, wa texts, was given cls given classic formassic form by August by Augustine, and wine, and was treatedas treated by many P b by many Paby many Patristic antristic and medievald medieval theologia theologians as wellns as well as the Re as the Reformers. Tformers. The doctrinhe doctrine of predeedoctrindoctrine odoctrine of predestif predestination hasnation has a number  a number of vexing of vexing logical dilogical difficultiesfficulties, having t, having to do mainlo do mo do mainly witmainly with the issuh the issues of divies of divine sovereine sovereignty and hgnty and human freeduman freedom. It alsom. It also raises ao raises acute pastocutaacute pastacute pastoral diffioral difficulties. Bculties. Because of ecause of these diffthese difficulties, iculties, the doctrithe doctrine has frene has frequently coquently frefrequentlyfrequently come unde come under attack.r attack.r attack.

In its broad definition, the theological affirmation that God has sovereignly and 
graciously planned for the unfolding history of all things. It is more commonly 
known according to a narrower definition, that God has decreed either the final 
salvation or the final reprobation of each person. Election and reprobation, then, 
are subcategories of the doctrine of predestination. This doctrine is associated 
primarily with John Calvin and Calvinism, although it finds its biblical roots in a 
variety of OT and NT texts, was given classic form by Augustine, and was treated 
by many Patristic and medieval theologians as well as the Reformers. The 
doctrine of predestination has a number of vexing logical difficulties, having to do 
mainly with the issues of divine sovereignty and human freedom. It also raises 
acute pastoral difficulties. Because of these difficulties, the doctrine has 
frequently come under attack.

�In the OT In the OT the doctrithe doctrine of predne of predestinationestination is relate is related to call d to call or electioor election. God corn. God con. God corporatelcorporately calls thy calls the people oe people of Israel tf Israel to be the co be the covenant peovenant people (cf. ople (cf. Deut. 7:6-Deut. 7:6-10) and in10) a10) and indiviand individually caldually calls personsls persons (cf. Exod (cf. Exod. 3, Moses. 3, Moses; Judg. 2:; Judg. 2:16, judges16, judges; Jer. 1:4; Jer. 1:4-8, Jeremi-8, Jerem-8, Jeremiah).Jeremiah). This elec This election was ftion was for the puror the purpose of fupose of fulfilling tlfilling the will ofhe will of God, for  God, for blessing tblessingblessing tblessing the nationshe nations, and for , and for executing executing the judgmethe judgment of God.nt of God. Several P Several Psalms alsosalms also express t ex express thexpress the confidene confidence, comforce, comfort, and wont, and wonder of Godder of God’s electio’s election and foren and foreknowledge knowledgeforeforeknowleforeknowledge (e.g.,dge (e.g., Ps. 139:1 Ps. 139:16; 115:1, 6; 115:1, 3, 12, 13)3, 12, 13). In the N. In the NT the seveT the several Greek ral Greek words whicworwords whicwords which are tranh are translated varslated variously as iously as “predestin“predestine,” “decree,” “decree,” “foreoe,” “foreordain,” orrdain,” or “foresee” “f “foresee” “foresee” indicate aindicate a wide rang wide range of God’se of God’s activity  activity which centwhich centers on Jesers on Jesus Christ us Christ as the meaas tas the means the means of salvatiof salvation and incon and includes humaludes human persons n persons in this sain this saving plan.ving plan. The class The classic predestic pic predestinapredestination textstion texts include R include Rom. 8:28-3om. 8:28-30; Gal. 1:0; Gal. 1:15; Eph. 115; Eph. 1:4, 5; 2 T:4, 5; 2 Thess. 2:13hess. 2:13. In these. In t. In these textthese texts the backs the background of ground of predestinapredestination is hution is humanity’s dmanity’s disobediencisobedience and rebee and rebellion agaillreberebellion rebellion against Goagainst God; humanitd; humanity thus eary thus earns God’s rns God’s rightful coightful condemnationndemnation. However,. However. However, GHowever, God does nood does not leave hut leave humanity bermanity bereft. God geft. God graciously raciously elects thoelects those whom Gose whomse whom God wwhom God wills to elills to elect. The iect. The implicationmplications of elects of election, for hion, for humanity, aumanity, are gratiture gratitude and serde gratitugratitude gratitude and servicand service to God ae to God and all Godnd all God’s people.’s people.

In the OT the doctrine of predestination is related to call or election. God 
corporately calls the people of Israel to be the covenant people (cf. Deut. 7:6-10) 
and individually calls persons (cf. Exod. 3, Moses; Judg. 2:16, judges; Jer. 1:4-8, 
Jeremiah). This election was for the purpose of fulfilling the will of God, for 
blessing the nations, and for executing the judgment of God. Several Psalms also 
express the confidence, comfort, and wonder of God’s election and 
foreknowledge (e.g., Ps. 139:16; 115:1, 3, 12, 13). In the NT the several Greek 
words which are translated variously as “predestine,” “decree,” “foreordain,” or 
“foresee” indicate a wide range of God’s activity which centers on Jesus Christ as 
the means of salvation and includes human persons in this saving plan. The classic 
predestination texts include Rom. 8:28-30; Gal. 1:15; Eph. 1:4, 5; 2 Thess. 2:13. In 
these texts the background of predestination is humanity’s disobedience and 
rebellion against God; humanity thus earns God’s rightful condemnation. 
However, God does not leave humanity bereft. God graciously elects those 



whom God wills to elect. The implications of election, for humanity, are 
gratitude and service to God and all God’s people.

�Several opSeveral options existions exist in the Ct in the Christian thristian tradition oradition on stating n stating and undersand understanding thtanding thtanding the doctrithe doctrine of predne of predestinationestination. One vers. One version, whichion, which might be  might be called thecalled the “softer”  “softer” version, sverversion, sversion, states thattates that God elect God elects on the bs on the basis of Goasis of God’s foreknd’s foreknowledge. Towledge. That is, eihat is, either electtheeieither eleeither election or rction or reprobationeprobation is contin is contingent on Gogent on God foreseeid foreseeing how eacng how each person wh person wh person would freewould freely respondly respond to the go to the gospel. On tspel. On this readinhis reading of the dg of the doctrine, toctrine, the justicehe justice and fairn and and fairneand fairness issues ss issues are somewhare somewhat mitigatat mitigated. Each ped. Each person, so erson, so to speak, to speak, gets what gets what he or she hehe or she he or she deserves. deserves. An exampleAn example of a theo of a theologian whologian who has taken has taken, or has t, or has tended to tended to take, the aattake, the take, the approach oapproach of identifyf identifying God’s ing God’s foreknowleforeknowledge with pdge with predestinatredestination is Johion is John Wesley, n JohJohn WesleJohn Wesley, as welly, as well as the br as the broad Arminioad Arminian traditian tradition.on.on.

Several options exist in the Christian tradition on stating and understanding 
the doctrine of predestination. One version, which might be called the “softer” 
version, states that God elects on the basis of God’s foreknowledge. That is, 
either election or reprobation is contingent on God foreseeing how each person 
would freely respond to the gospel. On this reading of the doctrine, the justice 
and fairness issues are somewhat mitigated. Each person, so to speak, gets what 
he or she deserves. An example of a theologian who has taken, or has tended to 
take, the approach of identifying God’s foreknowledge with predestination is 
John Wesley, as well as the broad Arminian tradition.

�Another opAnother option in thtion in the history e history of this doof this doctrine canctrine can be identi be identified with fied with Martin LutMartin LuMartin Luther. AlLuther. Although Lutthough Luther had a her had a very stronvery strong understag understanding of ending of election, wlection, with relateith related affirmatd ad affirmatioaffirmations of the ns of the sovereigntsovereignty of God, y of God, he did nothe did not wish to s wish to state a cortate a correspondingresponding doctrine  do doctrine odoctrine of reprobatf reprobation. His cion. His can perhapsan perhaps be called be called a “middle a “middle” position” position, a positi, a position with thon won with the nwith the necessary iecessary ingredientsngredients for a str for a stronger stanonger stand, but oned, but one which avo which avoids the moids the most excrucistmomost excrumost excruciating quciating questions anestions and dilemmasd dilemmas by simply by simply moving th moving them off to em off to one side.one side.one side.

Another option in the history of this doctrine can be identified with Martin 
Luther. Although Luther had a very strong understanding of election, with related 
affirmations of the sovereignty of God, he did not wish to state a corresponding 
doctrine of reprobation. His can perhaps be called a “middle” position, a position 
with the necessary ingredients for a stronger stand, but one which avoids the 
most excruciating questions and dilemmas by simply moving them off to one side.

�The “hardeThe “harder” versionr” version of predes of predestination atination asserts thasserts that God doest God does not merel not merely foresee y forey foresee buforesee but actuallyt actually foreordai foreordains. That ins. That is, God’s es, God’s election orlection or reprobati reprobation is a pron is a primal divinimal prprimal divprimal divine decreeine decree and does  and does not dependnot depend on God’s  on God’s foreknowleforeknowledge of fredge of free human ace humane human actihuman action or decion or decision. Calvsion. Calvin is the in is the name most name most identifiedidentified with this with this position. position. Although  Alt Although CAlthough Calvin consalvin constantly emptantly emphasized thhasized the primary e primary purpose ofpurpose of the doctr the doctrine of preine of preine of predestinapredestination as a tion as a call to grcall to gratitude anatitude and praise, d praise, he did nothe did not hold back hold back from a fu from a full statemell statll statement statement of both elof both election andection and reprobati reprobation. The paon. The pastoral difstoral difficulties ficulties of this veof this version of prsionveversion ofversion of predestin predestination are ation are immediate immediate and extremand extremely difficely difficult. Why dult. Why does God choes God choes God choose onlchoose only some andy some and reject ot reject others? Calvhers? Calvin said thin said that to ask at to ask such questsuch questions was tions was to stretch o tto stretchto stretch well beyo well beyond the limnd the limited capabited capabilities ofilities of the human the human mind. The mind. The best cour best course of actisecourcourse of course of action, acaction, according tocording to Calvin, i Calvin, is for belis for believers to tevers to thank God fhank God for their eor their election anlectioeelection aelection and not to nd not to probe furtprobe further the myher the mysteries ofsteries of God. Calv God. Calvin’s approin’s approach to preach to predestinatiodprepredestinapredestination affirtion affirms a full ms a full and undiluand undiluted divineted divine sovereign sovereignty; it nonty; it nonetheless hetheless holds humanolds holds human beinhuman beings responsgs responsible and tible and then warns hen warns against thagainst the folly ofe folly of a morbid  a morbid curiosity curiosity about thesaboabout thesabout these matters.e matters.

The “harder” version of predestination asserts that God does not merely 
foresee but actually foreordains. That is, God’s election or reprobation is a 
primal divine decree and does not depend on God’s foreknowledge of free 
human action or decision. Calvin is the name most identified with this position. 
Although Calvin constantly emphasized the primary purpose of the doctrine of 
predestination as a call to gratitude and praise, he did not hold back from a full 
statement of both election and reprobation. The pastoral difficulties of this 
version of predestination are immediate and extremely difficult. Why does God 
choose only some and reject others? Calvin said that to ask such questions was 
to stretch well beyond the limited capabilities of the human mind. The best 
course of action, according to Calvin, is for believers to thank God for their 
election and not to probe further the mysteries of God. Calvin’s approach to 
predestination affirms a full and undiluted divine sovereignty; it nonetheless holds 
human beings responsible and then warns against the folly of a morbid curiosity 
about these matters.

�A bold newA bold new approach  approach to the docto the doctrine of etrine of election walection was offered s offered by Karl Baby Karl Barth. As a rth. Arth. As a theolAs a theologian of togian of the Reformehe Reformed traditiod tradition, Barth sn, Barth shared withhared with Calvin th Calvin the convictie convictions conceronconvicticonvictionconvictions concernis concerning God’s sng God’s sovereigntyovereignty and the r and the reality of eality of sin. Howevsin. However, he inter, he interpreted eerintinterpreteinterpreted electiond election as accomp as accomplished thrlished through Jesusough Jesus Christ, w Christ, who is the ho is the elect of Gelect of God. HumaniodGGod. HumanGod. Humanity, as unity, as united with ited with Jesus ChriJesus Christ, sharesst, shares in that e in that election.lection.lection.

A bold new approach to the doctrine of election was offered by Karl Barth. 
As a theologian of the Reformed tradition, Barth shared with Calvin the 
convictions concerning God’s sovereignty and the reality of sin. However, he 
interpreted election as accomplished through Jesus Christ, who is the elect of 
God. Humanity, as united with Jesus Christ, shares in that election.

�At its besAt its best, the doct, the doctrine of ptrine of predestinatredestination emphasion emphasizes the fizes the free gracioree gracious saving us savingus saving actsaving activity of Givity of God and theod and the grateful  grateful response oresponse of the belif the believer. At iever. At its worst, ts worst, it suggestit suggit suggests tsuggests that God arhat God arbitrarily bitrarily saves somesaves some and conde and condemns othersmns others, thus imp, thus implying a Golying a Golying a God with lGod with lower standower standards of neards of neighborly lighborly love than Cove than Christians hristians are enjoinare enjoined to disped to display. The mladispdisplay. Tdisplay. The most hehe most helpful way lpful way of approacof approaching the dhing the doctrine ofoctrine of predestin predestination is tation is to cast itso cao cast its ccast its conceptual onceptual net widelynet widely: it affir: it affirms a divinms a divine plan ande plan and determina determination for ation for all humanitll humll humanity thumanity that conforhat conforms to God’ms to God’s eternal s eternal will. In twill. In these termshese terms, predesti, predestination docnation doctrine is ntrdocdoctrine idoctrine is not so ms not so much intereuch interested in thsted in the final fae final fate of indite of individual pervidual persons, but sons, but is a broadis a bris a broad affibroad affirmation thrmation that the lovat the love of God, e of God, the wisdomthe wisdom of God, a of God, and the rignd the righteousnesshteousness of God ar righteousnessrighteousnrighteousness of Godess of God are the u are the underlying nderlying realities realities of all creof all created life,ated life, including including each huma each h each human pershuman person. It is on. It is God who haGod who has made us,s made us, and we be and we belong to Golong to God.d.d.

At its best, the doctrine of predestination emphasizes the free gracious 
saving activity of God and the grateful response of the believer. At its worst, it 
suggests that God arbitrarily saves some and condemns others, thus implying a 



God with lower standards of neighborly love than Christians are enjoined to 
display. The most helpful way of approaching the doctrine of predestination is to 
cast its conceptual net widely: it affirms a divine plan and determination for all 
humanity that conforms to God’s eternal will. In these terms, predestination 
doctrine is not so much interested in the final fate of individual persons, but is a 
broad affirmation that the love of God, the wisdom of God, and the 
righteousness of God are the underlying realities of all created life, including each 
human person. It is God who has made us, and we belong to God.
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PREPARATION, DAY OF

The eveninThe evening before ag before a holy day  holy day (Matt. 27:(Matt. 27:62; Luke 262; Luke 23:54; John3:54; John 19:14, 31 19:14, 31, 42). Mar, 42). Mark further k fk further spfurther specifies “tecifies “the day befhe day before the saore the sabbath” (Mabbath” (Mark 15:42; rk 15:42; cf. Jdt. 8cf. Jdt. 8:6; 2 Macc:6; 2 Macc. 8:26; Jo. 8:26. 8:26; Jose8:26; Josephus phus Ant.Ant. 3.255; 16 3.255; 16.163)..163)..163).

The evening before a holy day (Matt. 27:62; Luke 23:54; John 19:14, 31, 42). Mark 
further specifies “the day before the sabbath” (Mark 15:42; cf. Jdt. 8:6; 2 Macc. 
8:26; Josephus Ant. 3.255; 16.163).

�According According to Exod. 1to Exod. 16:23 the d6:23 the day before ay before the sabbatthe sabbath was to fh was to function asunction as a time of a tim a time of prtime of preparation eparation for the cefor the celebration lebration of the sabof the sabbath. Everbath. Everyday respoyday responsibilitiensibilities were to s wes were to bewere to be performed performed in advanc in advance, so thate, so that the holy  the holy day could day could be enjoyedbe enjoyed in as muc in as muc in as much comfomuch comfort as possrt as possible. Suchible. Such responsib responsibilities cailities came to inclme to include bathinude bathing, donningg, donning festive d fe festive drfestive dress, lightess, lighting lamps,ing lamps, and prepa and preparing food.ring food. By the ti By the time of Chrime of Christ, all sust, all such activitch activch activitiesactivities had to be had to be completed completed by 3  by 3 P.M.P.M. ( (Ant.Ant. 16.163; c 16.163; cf. f. BJBJ 6.423). 6.423). 6.423).

According to Exod. 16:23 the day before the sabbath was to function as a 
time of preparation for the celebration of the sabbath. Everyday responsibilities 
were to be performed in advance, so that the holy day could be enjoyed in as 
much comfort as possible. Such responsibilities came to include bathing, donning 
festive dress, lighting lamps, and preparing food. By the time of Christ, all such 
activities had to be completed by 3 P.M. (Ant. 16.163; cf. BJ 6.423).

�Citing rabCiting rabbinic litebinic literature, morature, most commentst commentators assuators assume that “dme that “day of Prepay of Preparation” caratioPrepPreparatioPreparation” could an” could also refer lso refer to the dayto the day before th before the first dae first day of each y of each festival, festival, since thessince tsince these daysthese days were also were also considere considered “sabbathd “sabbaths” (cf. Exs” (cf. Exod. 34:22;od. 34:22; Lev. 16:3 Lev. 16:31; 23). D.1; 23). D. A. Carson A.  A. Carson,A. Carson, however,  however, notes thatnotes that such usag such usage is attese is attested nowherted nowhere outside e outside John 19:14John 19:14John 19:14; thu19:14; thus the phras the phrase “the dase “the day of Prepay of Preparation forration for the Passo the Passover” may bver” may be better re better rendered “tenrrendered “rendered “the day ofthe day of the Prepa the Preparation of ration of the sabbatthe sabbath occurrinh occurring during Pg during Passover weassover weassover week.”week.”week.”

Citing rabbinic literature, most commentators assume that “day of 
Preparation” could also refer to the day before the first day of each festival, since 
these days were also considered “sabbaths” (cf. Exod. 34:22; Lev. 16:31; 23). D. 
A. Carson, however, notes that such usage is attested nowhere outside John 
19:14; thus the phrase “the day of Preparation for the Passover” may be better 
rendered “the day of the Preparation of the sabbath occurring during Passover 
week.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. A. CarsD. A. Carson, on, The GospelThe Gospel According According to John to John (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1992pids, 199pids, 1992).1992).1992).

Bibliography. D. A. Carson, The Gospel According to John (Grand Rapids, 
1992).
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PRESBYTER, PRESBYTERY

A group ofA group of elders (G elders (Gk. k. presbytéripresbytérion,on, from  from presbyéterpresbyéteros,os, “elder”). “elder”). Some earl Some early Christiay Chy Christian Christian communitiecommunities adopted s adopted and adapteand adapted this insd this institution otitution of governanf governance from Jece from Jewish precewJeJewish preJewish precedents ancedents and from thed from the bodies of bodies of elders kn elders known in Greown in Greek and Egyek and Egyptian sociptian socptian society. Esociety. Elders werelders were appointed appointed in new Ch in new Christian coristian congregationngregations (Acts 14s (Acts 14:23) and a:23) and appear in Jpaappear in appear in Jerusalem Jerusalem both aloneboth alone (11:30; 2 (11:30; 21:18) and 1:18) and alongside alongside (15:2–6, 2(15:2–6, 22–23; 16:42–23; 16:4) the apos) t) the apostlthe apostles. The pres. The presbytery aesbytery as a body os a body of elders wf elders was active as active in ordinatin ordination (1 Timion (1 Tim. 4:14), a. 4:. 4:14), and4:14), and in the Pa in the Pastoral andstoral and Catholic  Catholic Epistles eEpistles elders had lders had both leadeboth leadership (5:1rship (5:17, 19) and7, 197, 19) and li19) and liturgical (turgical (Jas. 5:14)Jas. 5:14) functions functions. The term. The terms “elder” s “elder” and “bishoand “bishop” may be p” may be interchanginterinterchanginterchangeable (Acteable (Acts 20:17, 2s 20:17, 28; Titus 18; Titus 1:5, 7). A :5, 7). A council ofcouncil of elders su elders surrounds Gorrounds God on his hd od on his heaon his heavenly throvenly throne (Rev. 4ne (Rev. 4:4, 9-11; :4, 9-11; 5:6-14).5:6-14).5:6-14).

A group of elders (Gk. presbytérion, from presbyéteros, “elder”). Some early 
Christian communities adopted and adapted this institution of governance from 
Jewish precedents and from the bodies of elders known in Greek and Egyptian 
society. Elders were appointed in new Christian congregations (Acts 14:23) and 
appear in Jerusalem both alone (11:30; 21:18) and alongside (15:2–6, 22–23; 16:4) 
the apostles. The presbytery as a body of elders was active in ordination (1 Tim. 
4:14), and in the Pastoral and Catholic Epistles elders had both leadership (5:17, 
19) and liturgical (Jas. 5:14) functions. The terms “elder” and “bishop” may be 



interchangeable (Acts 20:17, 28; Titus 1:5, 7). A council of elders surrounds God 
on his heavenly throne (Rev. 4:4, 9-11; 5:6-14).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. LieuJ. M. Lieu, , The SecondThe Second and Third and Third Epistles  Epistles of Johnof John (Edinburg (Edinburgh, 1986).h, 198h, 1986).1986).1986).

Bibliography. J. M. Lieu, The Second and Third Epistles of John (Edinburgh, 
1986).
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PRESENCE

The HebrewThe Hebrews believeds believed that they that they had a uni had a unique relatique relationship witonship with their Goh their God (Exod. 1d (Exod. 1d (Exod. 19:5; Jer.19:5; Jer. 30:22; 31 30:22; 31:3). But e:3). But even God’s ven God’s revelationrevelations were shrs were shrouded withouded with mystery t mystery to protect o tto protectto protect the glory the glory of the de of the deity (Heb. ity (Heb. kaœb�o®d�,kaœb�o®d�, sûeïk�iîn sûeïk�iîna®;a®; Exod. 3;  Exod. 3; 33:17-23, 333:17-23, 33:17-23, esp. 20; cesp. 20; cf. John 1:f. John 1:18). Abram18). Abram and Jacob and Jacob commemora commemorated their ted their experienceexperiencexperienceexperiences of God’ss of God’s presence  presence by erectinby erecting sanctuarg sanctuaries (at Shies (at Shechem, Beeechem, Beer-sheba, Br-sheba, Br-sheba, Bethel, anBethel, and Peniel).d Peniel). Yahweh pr Yahweh prescribed tescribed the tent ofhe tent of meeting ( meeting (Exod. 40:3Exod. 40:34-38) and 4-38) and the ark ofththe ark ofthe ark of the coven the covenant (25:10ant (25:10–30) as ai–30) as aids to celeds to celebrate his brate his presence. presence. Later, theLater, the temple se tem temple sertemple served this pved this purpose (1 urpose (1 Kgs. 8; cfKgs. 8; cf. Ps. 24:7. Ps. 24:7-10). The -10). The people evepeople eventually tontually took for graok fok for grantefor granted the tempd the temple as a syle as a symbol of Gombol of God’s presend’s presence and wroce and wrongly saw ingly saw it as a guat as a guarantee of rguaguarantee guarantee of divine,of divine, protectiv protective favor (Je favor (Jer. 7:1-4)er. 7:1-4). The prin. The principal biblcipal biblical word ical word for “presefor “prfor “presence”“presence” is “face” is “face” (Heb.  (Heb. paœniîm;paœniîm; Gk.  Gk. proœsoœponproœsoœpon). Adam an). Adam and Eve hid d Eve hid from the ffrofrom the ffrom the face (preseace (presence) of Gonce) of God (Gen. 3:d (Gen. 3:8); Yahweh8); Yahweh promised  promised that his fthat his face (preseace (presence) wouldn(prese(presence)(presence) would acc would accompany Mosompany Moses (Exod. es (Exod. 33:14); an33:14); and the faced the face (presence (presence) of God i) of God) of God is theGod is the fullness  fullness of joy (Psof joy (Ps. 16:11). . 16:11). Whenever dWhenever displeased ispleased with his pwith his people, Godeople, God would wit w would withwould withdraw his fdraw his face or preace or presence (Ezesence (Ezek. 10:18; k. 10:18; Ps. 22:1-2Ps. 22:1-21[MT 2–22]1[MT 2–22]).).).

The Hebrews believed that they had a unique relationship with their God (Exod. 
19:5; Jer. 30:22; 31:3). But even God’s revelations were shrouded with mystery 
to protect the glory of the deity (Heb. kaœb�o®d�, sûeïk�iîna®;  Exod. 3; 
33:17-23, esp. 20; cf. John 1:18). Abram and Jacob commemorated their 
experiences of God’s presence by erecting sanctuaries (at Shechem, Beer-sheba, 
Bethel, and Peniel). Yahweh prescribed the tent of meeting (Exod. 40:34-38) and 
the ark of the covenant (25:10–30) as aids to celebrate his presence. Later, the 
temple served this purpose (1 Kgs. 8; cf. Ps. 24:7-10). The people eventually took 
for granted the temple as a symbol of God’s presence and wrongly saw it as a 
guarantee of divine, protective favor (Jer. 7:1-4). The principal biblical word for 
“presence” is “face” (Heb. paœniîm; Gk. proœsoœpon). Adam and Eve hid 
from the face (presence) of God (Gen. 3:8); Yahweh promised that his face 
(presence) would accompany Moses (Exod. 33:14); and the face (presence) of 
God is the fullness of joy (Ps. 16:11). Whenever displeased with his people, God 
would withdraw his face or presence (Ezek. 10:18; Ps. 22:1-21[MT 2–22]).

�In the NT In the NT the presenthe presence of God ce of God is shaped is shaped by the docby the doctrine of ttrine of the incarnahe incarnation, thattion, ttion, that God wthat God was made flas made flesh in Jesesh in Jesus Christ.us Christ. Though he Though he was human was human (Gal. 4:4 (Gal. 4:4-5; Phil. -5; Phil. 2:5-11), h2:2:5-11), h2:5-11), he was the e was the means of rmeans of reconcilingeconciling the world the world to God (2 to God (2 Cor. 5:19 Cor. 5:19; cf. John; cf. John 1:1-18; 2 1: 1:1-18; 201:1-18; 20:28; Col. :28; Col. 1:15-20; H1:15-20; Heb. 1:1-4)eb. 1:1-4) whose glo whose glory shone iry shone in the facen the face (presence (presence) of Jesus) o) of Jesus Cof Jesus Christ (2 Christ (2 Cor. 4:6). or. 4:6). God is preGod is present also sent also as the Holas the Holy Spirit oy Spirit or Paracletr Paraclete (e.g., Je (e.ge (e.g., Joh(e.g., John 14:25; An 14:25; Acts 2:1-47cts 2:1-47) and thro) and through angeliugh angelic messengec messengers (Matt. rs (Matt. 1:18-25; L1:18-25; Luke 1:26-3ukeLLuke 1:26-Luke 1:26-38; 2:8-2038; 2:8-20). The ult). The ultimate hopeimate hope for the u for the unmediated nmediated presence opresence of God is ef God is ef God is expressed expressed as the comas the coming (Gk. ing (Gk. parousiía,parousiía, lit., “pr lit., “presence”) oesence”) of Christ (f Christ (1 Thess. 11 Thess. 1:10; 2:19;:1011:10; 2:191:10; 2:19; 3:13; 4:; 3:13; 4:13—5:11). 13—5:11). Finally, JFinally, John envisiohn envisions the enons the end time whed time when God willn God will be presen be be presentbe present with his  with his people immpeople immediately aediately and forevernd forever (Rev. 21: (Rev. 21:1-4).1-4).1-4).

In the NT the presence of God is shaped by the doctrine of the incarnation, 
that God was made flesh in Jesus Christ. Though he was human (Gal. 4:4-5; Phil. 
2:5-11), he was the means of reconciling the world to God (2 Cor. 5:19; cf. John 
1:1-18; 20:28; Col. 1:15-20; Heb. 1:1-4) whose glory shone in the face (presence) 
of Jesus Christ (2 Cor. 4:6). God is present also as the Holy Spirit or Paraclete 
(e.g., John 14:25; Acts 2:1-47) and through angelic messengers (Matt. 1:18-25; 
Luke 1:26-38; 2:8-20). The ultimate hope for the unmediated presence of God is 
expressed as the coming (Gk. parousiía, lit., “presence”) of Christ (1 Thess. 
1:10; 2:19; 3:13; 4:13—5:11). Finally, John envisions the end time when God will 
be present with his people immediately and forever (Rev. 21:1-4).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. E. BaleS. E. Balentine, ntine, The HiddenThe Hidden God: The  God: The Hiding of Hiding of the Face othe Face of God in tf God if God in the Oldin the Old Testament Testament (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1983); L. 1983); L. H. BrockinH. Brockington, “Pregton, “Presence,” insence,” in  A TheologiA Theological Word BcaTheologiTheologicaTheological Word Bool Word Book of the Bk of the Bible,ible, ed. A. Ri ed. A. Richardson (chardson (New York, New York, 1950), 1721950), 172–76; S. L.–76; S. –76; S. L. TerrS. L. Terrien, ien, The ElusivThe Elusive Presencee Presence (San Fran (San Francisco, 197cisco, 1978).8).8).

Bibliography. S. E. Balentine, The Hidden God: The Hiding of the Face of God 
in the Old Testament (Oxford, 1983); L. H. Brockington, “Presence,” in A 
Theological Word Book of the Bible, ed. A. Richardson (New York, 1950), 172–76; 
S. L. Terrien, The Elusive Presence (San Francisco, 1978).
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PRIESTHOOD, ISRAELITE

This articThis article focusesle focuses on the Is on the Israelite prraelite priesthood iiesthood in the widen the wider context r context of the ancof the ancient Near ient ancancient Neancient Near East, bar East, because thaecause that is wheret is where it was ac it was active. Exertive. Exercising caucising caution againtion against parallest past parallelomparallelomania, eithania, either pan-baber pan-babylonianismylonianism or pan-ug or pan-ugaritism, waritism, we will seee will see that the  that the Israelite IsraIsraelite Israelite priesthoodpriesthood shows man shows many affinitiy affinities with thes with the obviousle obviously more comy more complex pictuplex picture of thatrepictupicture ofpicture of that in M that in Mesopotamiaesopotamia with its  with its more than more than 3000 years3000 years of histor of history. Egypt hy. Egypt had its ownadhhad its owhad its own unique tn unique theology whheology which surpriich surprisingly infsingly influences Isluences Israel very rael very little, thlittle, though its cough ththough itsthough its close pro close proximity wouximity would suggestld suggest otherwise otherwise...

This article focuses on the Israelite priesthood in the wider context of the 



ancient Near East, because that is where it was active. Exercising caution against 
parallelomania, either pan-babylonianism or pan-ugaritism, we will see that the 
Israelite priesthood shows many affinities with the obviously more complex 
picture of that in Mesopotamia with its more than 3000 years of history. Egypt 
had its own unique theology which surprisingly influences Israel very little, 
though its close proximity would suggest otherwise.

�Practices Practices in Israel in Israel reflected reflected those of tthose of the peopleshe peoples immediate immediately surrounly surrounding them,ding theding them, so tthem, so the Hebrewshe Hebrews could be  could be consideredconsidered a kind of a kind of “Canaanit “Canaanite.” For the.” For the Canaanite Canaanie Canaanite Canaanite cult, we rcult, we rely upon aely upon archaeologyrchaeology and look  and look far north far north to the Ugato the Ugaritic tablritic tablets, and eetstabltablets, atablets, and east tond east to the Amori the Amorites as reftes as reflected in lected in the Mari Lthe Mari Letters. Fuetters. Furthermore,rthermore, Mesopotam Me MesopotamiMesopotamian sourcesan sources represent represent vast land vast land areas, th areas, thousands ofousands of years of  years of history, ahistory, and many tenaand many tand many tens of thoens of thousands of usands of texts, mantexts, many of whichy of which had sacer had sacerdotal elemdotal elements, in tents, in the areas ohetthe areas the areas of historiof historiography, rography, royal annaloyal annals, geograps, geography, economhy, economics, marriics, marriage, matheage, mathematics, asmmathemathematicmathematics, astronos, astronomy, law, mmy, law, medicine, sedicine, school, wischool, wisdom, divindom, divination, magation, magic, liturgic, liturgy, lexicogy, ly, lexicograplexicography, grammahy, grammar, all intr, all interpreted berpreted by art of my art of many varietany varieties.ies.ies.

Practices in Israel reflected those of the peoples immediately surrounding 
them, so the Hebrews could be considered a kind of “Canaanite.” For the 
Canaanite cult, we rely upon archaeology and look far north to the Ugaritic 
tablets, and east to the Amorites as reflected in the Mari Letters. Furthermore, 
Mesopotamian sources represent vast land areas, thousands of years of history, 
and many tens of thousands of texts, many of which had sacerdotal elements, in 
the areas of historiography, royal annals, geography, economics, marriage, 
mathematics, astronomy, law, medicine, school, wisdom, divination, magic, liturgy, 
lexicography, grammar, all interpreted by art of many varieties.

�By contrasBy contrast, the anct, the ancient Hebreient Hebrew writingsw writings provide q provide quite limituite limited data. Ted data. To obtain so obtaino obtain sufobtain sufficient inficient information formation about the about the Israelite Israelite priesthoodpriesthood then, we  then, we must consimust consider the whderconsiconsider tconsider the whole ghe whole gamut of wramut of writings in itings in the Bible,the Bible, but even  but even then we arthen we are asking qe asking questions oueqquestions questions of the Bibof the Bible which ile which it was not t was not designed tdesigned to answer.o answer.o answer.

By contrast, the ancient Hebrew writings provide quite limited data. To 
obtain sufficient information about the Israelite priesthood then, we must 
consider the whole gamut of writings in the Bible, but even then we are asking 
questions of the Bible which it was not designed to answer.

�Another liAnother limitation imitation is that we s that we know almosknow almost nothing t nothing of the priof the priesthood inesthood in the north the no the northern knorthern kingdom, aningdom, and what is d what is described described in our texin our texts is fromts is from the stand the standpoint of tpoint of their rivalhettheir rivatheir rivals. The OTls. The OT professes professes to repres to represent practient practices extendces extending over ping over perhaps a 1erhaps a 1000-year p0011000-year 1000-year period, buperiod, but much of t much of this materthis material may haial may have been edve been edited ratheited rather late in r late in Israelite IsrIsraelite Israelite history.history.history.

Another limitation is that we know almost nothing of the priesthood in the 
northern kingdom, and what is described in our texts is from the standpoint of 
their rivals. The OT professes to represent practices extending over perhaps a 
1000-year period, but much of this material may have been edited rather late in 
Israelite history.

�Every civiEvery civilization hlization had its ownad its own way of ha way of handling sacndling sacred space red space and sacredand sacred time. In  time. In time. In all of In all of them one fthem one figure is cigure is chosen to rhosen to represent tepresent the movemenhe movement both humt both human to divian to divine and divndividivine anddivine and divine to divine to human, an human, and so does d so does the liturgthe liturgy in the ny in the name of humame of humanity. In anity. In Israel, thIsraIsrael, thIsrael, the Deuterone Deuteronomic stratomic stratum assumesum assumes one worsh one worship place, ip place, the templethe temple in Jerusa in Jerusa in Jerusalem.Jerusalem. Archaeolo Archaeologists havegists have discovere discovered, howeverd, however, that the, that there were otre were other placesher places where som placesplaces wheplaces where some kire some kind of worsnd of worship was cahip was carried on. rried on. Worship atWorship at the enigm the enigmatic atic baœmo®t�baœbaœmo®t�baœmo®t� (“high pl (“high places”), whaces”), whose configose configuration isuration is unclear,  unclear, appears ofappears often. Excavten. Excavten. ExcavationExcavations at the ss at the sites of Arites of Arad, Hazor,ad, Hazor, Beth-shan Beth-shan, Shechem,, Shechem, Bethel, a Bethel, and many otnd many others show hotothers shoothers show worship w worship activitiesactivities. All of t. All of these used hese used cultic offcultic officials, inicials, in Hebrew ca Hebrew called by thlled blled by the genby the general term eral term koœheän.koœheän.koœheän.

Every civilization had its own way of handling sacred space and sacred time. 
In all of them one figure is chosen to represent the movement both human to 
divine and divine to human, and so does the liturgy in the name of humanity. In 
Israel, the Deuteronomic stratum assumes one worship place, the temple in 
Jerusalem. Archaeologists have discovered, however, that there were other 
places where some kind of worship was carried on. Worship at the enigmatic 
baœmo®t�  (“high places”), whose configuration is unclear, appears often. 
Excavations at the sites of Arad, Hazor, Beth-shan, Shechem, Bethel, and many 
others show worship activities. All of these used cultic officials, in Hebrew called 
by the general term koœheän.

�Another teAnother term for a prm for a priestly ofriestly office, fice, koœmer,koœmer, appears r appears rarely. Zeparely. Zeph. 1:4 proh. 1:4 prophesies inphproprophesiesprophesies in the ve in the vein of the in of the other preeother preexilic propxilic prophets that hets that the names the names of both thof both the e koœha�niîmkkoœha�niîmkoœha�niîm and the  and the keïmaœriîmkeïmaœriîm will be c will be cut off, i.ut off, i.e., their e., their priesthoodpriesthood will be n will be n will be nullified.nullified. In a typi In a typical Deutercal Deuteronomic crionomic criticism, 2 ticism, 2 Kgs. 23:5 Kgs. 23:5 tells of Jtells of Josiah depoosiah deposing the sing thesing the the keïmaœriîmkeïmaœriîm for makin for making offeringg offerings in the “s in the “high placehigh places,” as wels,” as well as to Bal as to Baal, the sual, the sal, the sun, moon,sun, moon, and stars and stars. However,. However, it says t it says that the kihat the kings of Isrngs of Israel had asael had assigned thesigned them these ofm thm these offithese offices (cf. 1ces (cf. 1 Kgs. 13:3 Kgs. 13:33)! Hos. 13)! Hos. 10:5 sardon0:5 sardonically desically describes thecribes them as exultm as exulting with ring wing with rituawith ritual joy overl joy over the calve the calves of Beth-s of Beth-aven.aven.aven.

Another term for a priestly office, koœmer, appears rarely. Zeph. 1:4 
prophesies in the vein of the other preexilic prophets that the names of both the 
koœha�niîm  and the keïmaœriîm will be cut off, i.e., their priesthood will be 
nullified. In a typical Deuteronomic criticism, 2 Kgs. 23:5 tells of Josiah deposing 
the keïmaœriîm for making offerings in the “high places,” as well as to Baal, the 
sun, moon, and stars. However, it says that the kings of Israel had assigned them 



these offices (cf. 1 Kgs. 13:33)! Hos. 10:5 sardonically describes them as exulting 
with ritual joy over the calves of Beth-aven.

�The root The root kmrkmr is an old is an old one in Se one in Semitic langmitic languages, appuages, appearing as earing as Akk. Akk. kumruykumruy in Old As in O in Old AssyriOld Assyrian (19th can (19th century) anentury) and at Mari d at Mari (18th cent(18th century), wherury), where there wae there was an Amoris an Amors an Amorite soAmorite society. Theciety. The term cont term continues intoinues into Aramaic,  Aramaic, and in Syrand in Syriac appeariac appears alongsids alongside ealongsidalongside alongside knhknh designati designating a priesng a priest. In Mesot. In Mesopotamia dopotamia dozens of tizens of titles were tles were given to cgiven to cgiven to cultic offcultic officiants, iiciants, in Israel on Israel only a few.nly a few.

The root kmr is an old one in Semitic languages, appearing as Akk. kumruy in 
Old Assyrian (19th century) and at Mari (18th century), where there was an 
Amorite society. The term continues into Aramaic, and in Syriac appears 
alongside knh designating a priest. In Mesopotamia dozens of titles were given to 
cultic officiants, in Israel only a few.

�The root oThe root of f koœheän,koœheän, by contra by contrast, appearst, appears in almoss in almost all Semit all Semitic languatic languages, althoges, ages, although nalthough not all havot all have the samee the same meaning.  meaning. An exceptiAn exception is Ugaron is Ugaritic, wheritic, where it appeae it appears with mursappeaappears wiappears with much thth much the same defe same definition asinition as in Hebrew in Hebrew. The West. The Western word “ern word “priest” copriest” ““priest” c“priest” comes ultimomes ultimately fromately from Gk.  Gk. presbyéterpresbyéteros,os, “elder”;  “elder”; this laterthis later meaning s meaning should not hosshould notshould not be read b be read back onto tack onto the originahe original word. Thl word. The norm fore norm for the OT, t the OT, then, is thhen, is the Jerusaleeththe Jerusathe Jerusalem templelem temple, with the, with the  koœheänkoœheän as the cu as the cultic officltic official. The sial. The status of ttatus of the he koœheänkkoœheänkoœheän is shown  is shown by the theby the theology thatology that the Israe the Israelites are lites are to be a “kto be a “kingdom of ingdom of priests” (pripriests” (priests” (Exod. 19:6Exod. 19:6). The sub). The subject of thject of the priesthoe priesthood overarcod overarches much ohes much of the narrf the narrative of Eatnarrnarrative narrative of Exodus-of Exodus-DeuteronomDeuteronomy as well y as well as Psalms.as Psalms.

The root of koœheän, by contrast, appears in almost all Semitic languages, 
although not all have the same meaning. An exception is Ugaritic, where it 
appears with much the same definition as in Hebrew. The Western word 
“priest” comes ultimately from Gk. presbyéteros, “elder”; this later meaning 
should not be read back onto the original word. The norm for the OT, then, is 
the Jerusalem temple, with the koœheän as the cultic official. The status of the 
koœheän is shown by the theology that the Israelites are to be a “kingdom of 
priests” (Exod. 19:6). The subject of the priesthood overarches much of the 
narrative of Exodus-Deuteronomy as well as Psalms.

�The The koœheänkoœheän was “orda was “ordained” (Hebined” (Heb. . milleä},milleä}, lit., “fi lit., “fill up his ll up his hand”; Exohand”; Exod. 28:41; d. 28d. 28:41; Jud28:41; Judg. 17:5). g. 17:5). In this ceIn this ceremony he remony he was anointwas anointed (Exod. ed (Exod. 29:7) and 29:7) and consecrateconsecrated (28:41; d consecrateconsecrateconsecrated (28:41; d (28:41; qiddeäsû,qiddeäsû, lit., “tr lit., “treat as holeat as holy”). He woy”). He wore an ornare an ornate garb (Ete garb (Ezek. 44:17zek(E(Ezek. 44:(Ezek. 44:17), of li17), of linen rathernen rather than wool than wool, which he, which he changed u changed upon leavinpon leaving the sancg the sanctuary (v. tusancsanctuary sanctuary (v. 19). H(v. 19). His principis principal vestmenal vestment, the epht, the ephod, is desod, is described in cribed in great detagreat detail in Exodil in Eil in Exod. 28, Exod. 28, 39. David 39. David acting in acting in a priestlya priestly role wore role wore an ephod  an ephod (2 Sam. 6:(2 Sam. 6:14). The 14). The koœheänkoœkoœheänkoœheän also had  also had a special a special tonsure (Etonsure (Ezek. 44:20zek. 44:20).).

The koœheän was “ordained” (Heb. milleä}, lit., “fill up his hand”; Exod. 
28:41; Judg. 17:5). In this ceremony he was anointed (Exod. 29:7) and 
consecrated (28:41; qiddeäsû, lit., “treat as holy”). He wore an ornate garb 
(Ezek. 44:17), of linen rather than wool, which he changed upon leaving the 
sanctuary (v. 19). His principal vestment, the ephod, is described in great detail in 
Exod. 28, 39. David acting in a priestly role wore an ephod (2 Sam. 6:14). The 
koœheän also had a special tonsure (Ezek. 44:20).

DutiesDuties

Duties

The The koœheän’koœheän’s tasks wes tasks were quite vre quite varied, andaried, and the liter the literary evidenary evidence is sporce is sporadic. Thusadic. Thadic. Thus, it mThus, it must sufficust suffice to say te to say that hat at some tiat some time in Hebrme in Hebrew historyew history the tradi the tradition recortion records the pridsrecorrecords threcords the priest ae priest as doing ths doing this-or-thatis-or-that. The prie. The priest was essst was essentially tentially the guardiahe guardian of the hn of tn of the holy pthe holy place (Num.lace (Num. 18:5). To 18:5). To do this h do this he took on e took on the holinethe holiness of the ss of the sanctuary.sanctuary. This inve Th This invesThis invested him wited him with a kind th a kind of authoriof authority, but rety, but responsibilisponsibility also. Hty also. He had to be had to bear the guear tear the guilt the guilt for any lafor any lapse of propse of propriety in priety in the sanctuthe sanctuary (v. 1)ary (v. 1). Though a. Though all the peoll the people were tple weple were to fowere to follow the llow the to®ra®to®ra® and are c and are commanded tommanded to be holy o be holy (Lev. 19:2(Lev. 19:2), the pri), the priests were estspripriests wepriests were the parre the paradigm holyadigm holy people (E people (Ezra 8:28).zra 8:28). They were They were to be as  to be as the peoplethe people they pray peoplepeople thepeople they prayed fy prayed for should or should be, becausbe, because the stone the stones woven ies woven into the epnto the ephod had wrhod had whod had written onwritten on them the  them the names of tnames of the sons ofhe sons of Israel (E Israel (Exod. 28:9-xod. 28:9-12).12).12).

The koœheän’s tasks were quite varied, and the literary evidence is sporadic. 
Thus, it must suffice to say that at some time in Hebrew history the tradition 
records the priest as doing this-or-that. The priest was essentially the guardian of 
the holy place (Num. 18:5). To do this he took on the holiness of the sanctuary. 
This invested him with a kind of authority, but responsibility also. He had to bear 
the guilt for any lapse of propriety in the sanctuary (v. 1). Though all the people 
were to follow the to®ra® and are commanded to be holy (Lev. 19:2), the 
priests were the paradigm holy people (Ezra 8:28). They were to be as the 
people they prayed for should be, because the stones woven into the ephod had 
written on them the names of the sons of Israel (Exod. 28:9-12).

�The The koœheän’koœheän’s liturgics liturgical functioal functions were fins were first and forst and foremost to remost to preside ovpreside over the maner ovover the mover the many types any types of sacrifiof sacrifice at the ce at the main altarmain altar; Num. 28-; Num. 28-29 list th29 list the main onee main ones. The foos. Ts. The food iThe food items then tems then became parbecame part of theirt of their sustenanc sustenance (1 Sam. e (1 Sam. 2:29; Ezek2:29; Ezek. 44:29-30. 44:29-30). No deta)44:29-3044:29-30).44:29-30). No detail No details of what s of what must have must have been a higbeen a highly physichly physical and diral and dirty operatity operation are deson operatioperation operation are descriare described in ourbed in our sources e sources except oblixcept obliquely.quely.quely.

The koœheän’s liturgical functions were first and foremost to preside 
over the many types of sacrifice at the main altar; Num. 28-29 list the main ones. 
The food items then became part of their sustenance (1 Sam. 2:29; Ezek. 
44:29-30). No details of what must have been a highly physical and dirty 



operation are described in our sources except obliquely.

�A major paA major part of the rt of the koœheän’koœheän’s duties ws duties was to prayas to pray (1 Sam. 7 (1 Sam. 7:5), altho:5), although prayinugh praugh praying wapraying was not excls not exclusively hiusively his duty (cfs duty (cf. 2 Kgs. 6. 2 Kgs. 6:18; Jer. :18; Jer. 37:3; also37:3; also Job 42:8; Job 42:8; 1 Sam. 2: 1 Sam.  1 Sam. 2:1-1Sam. 2:1-10). As an 0). As an aspect of aspect of this, the this, the priest askpriest asked Yahweh ed Yahweh questions questions on behalf on behalf of others of of others of others (Judg. 18:(Judg. 18:5), remini5), reminiscent of tscent of the he sûa}ilusûa}ilu (masculin (masculine) and e) and sûa}iltusûa}iltu (feminine (femini (feminine)(feminine) “question “questioner” in Meser” in Mesopotamia. opotamia. A more litA more literary funcerary function was ttion was to pronounco pronouno pronounce pronounce the blessithe blessing (Deut. ng (Deut. 10:8). The10:8). The poetical  poetical form of Nuform of Num. 6:24-26m. 6:24-26 suggests  suggests that it matthat it mathat it may have beey have been chanted;n chanted; it is unc it is unclear whethlear whether the bleer the blessing was ssing was said once said once only or reonlonly or reonly or repeated, orpeated, or if it was if it was part of a part of a longer pr longer prayer.ayer.ayer.

A major part of the koœheän’s duties was to pray (1 Sam. 7:5), although 
praying was not exclusively his duty (cf. 2 Kgs. 6:18; Jer. 37:3; also Job 42:8; 1 
Sam. 2:1-10). As an aspect of this, the priest asked Yahweh questions on behalf 
of others (Judg. 18:5), reminiscent of the sûa}ilu (masculine) and sûa}iltu 
(feminine) “questioner” in Mesopotamia. A more literary function was to 
pronounce the blessing (Deut. 10:8). The poetical form of Num. 6:24-26 suggests 
that it may have been chanted; it is unclear whether the blessing was said once 
only or repeated, or if it was part of a longer prayer.

�The physicThe physical actionsal actions of the pr of the priest may biest may be inferrede inferred from word from words in the ps in the psalms and salms asalms and elsewhand elsewhere: proceere: processing intossing into the sacre the sacred area (Psd area (Ps. 68:24-27. 68:24-27[MT 25–28][MT 25–28]), lifting), lifting the hands th the hands the hands (134:2), k(134:2), kneeling (9neeling (95:6), danc5:6), dancing (149:3ing (149:3), singing), singing (149:1),  (149:1), blowing thblowing the horn (Nue hore horn (Num.horn (Num. 10:10). T 10:10). These rituahese ritual acts werl acts were not so me not so much embelluch embellishments tishments to the lituo the liturgy, but rrlituliturgy, bliturgy, but represeut represented symbonted symbolically thlically the very heae very heart of the rt of the belief whibelief which lay behch lay behind it. Otind itind it. Other it. Other cultic actcultic activities inivities included burcluded burning the ining the incense (Exncense (Exod. 30:7-9od. 30:7-9), tending), tending the oil l the o the oil lamps oil lamps (27:21), s(27:21), setting outetting out the bread the bread of the pr of the presence (25esence (25:30; 1 Sam:30; 1 Sam. 21:4-6[5. 21:4-6[5–7]), spri–7])21:4-6[521:4-6[5–721:4-6[5–7]), sprink]), sprinkling salt ling salt (Ezek. 43:(Ezek. 43:24), sprin24), sprinkling blookling blood (Lev. 3:d (Lev. 3:2), and po2), and pouring drinuring during drink offedrink offerings (Exorings (Exod. 37:16),d. 37:16), the latte the latter a prevalr a prevalent act inent act in Mesopotam Mesopotamia.ia.ia.

The physical actions of the priest may be inferred from words in the psalms 
and elsewhere: processing into the sacred area (Ps. 68:24-27[MT 25–28]), lifting 
the hands (134:2), kneeling (95:6), dancing (149:3), singing (149:1), blowing the 
horn (Num. 10:10). These ritual acts were not so much embellishments to the 
liturgy, but represented symbolically the very heart of the belief which lay behind 
it. Other cultic activities included burning the incense (Exod. 30:7-9), tending the 
oil lamps (27:21), setting out the bread of the presence (25:30; 1 Sam. 
21:4-6[5–7]), sprinkling salt (Ezek. 43:24), sprinkling blood (Lev. 3:2), and pouring 
drink offerings (Exod. 37:16), the latter a prevalent act in Mesopotamia.

�Analogy wiAnalogy with Mesopotth Mesopotamian pracamian practices suggtices suggests a culests a cultic charactic character to somter to some of the ne of te of the narratthe narratives in Geives in Genesis and nesis and Exodus, peExodus, perhaps indirhaps indications ofcations of a cultic  a cultic drama. Thedrama. There are tiere TheThere are There are ties betweties between religioen religion and dramn and drama in most a in most of the worof the world’s religld’s religions. Joshions. Joshua orchestua JoshJoshua orcJoshua orchestrates hestrates a processia procession of prieon of priests to cirsts to circumambulatcumambulate the walle the walls of Jerics of Jericho, blowinho,JericJericho, bJericho, blowing horlowing horns and carns and carrying the rying the ark (Josh.ark (Josh. 6). Refer 6). References to tences to the movemenhe movements, garmentmovemenmovements,movements, garments, garments, responses responses, limits, , limits, and trumpeand trumpets may indts may indicate a riicate a ritual perfotual performed at thrmperfoperformed performed at the basat the base of Mt. Se of Mt. Sinai (Exodinai (Exod. 19:10-13. 19:10-13), acted o), acted out by Moseut by Moses, as a prs, as a priest.iesprpriest.priest.priest.

Analogy with Mesopotamian practices suggests a cultic character to some of 
the narratives in Genesis and Exodus, perhaps indications of a cultic drama. 
There are ties between religion and drama in most of the world’s religions. 
Joshua orchestrates a procession of priests to circumambulate the walls of 
Jericho, blowing horns and carrying the ark (Josh. 6). References to the 
movements, garments, responses, limits, and trumpets may indicate a ritual 
performed at the base of Mt. Sinai (Exod. 19:10-13), acted out by Moses, as a 
priest.

�Outside thOutside the altar are altar area, the prea, the priest’s dutiest’s duties includies included consulted consultation of tation of the sacred he sacred lots Urim llots Urim lots Urim and Thummiand Thummim (Num. 27m (Num. 27:21), used:21), used in cases  in cases of difficuof difficult decisiolt decisions. Some tns. Some think they htthink theythink they could giv could give only yese only yes or no ans or no answers, but wers, but there may there may have been have been various covarious configurationcoconfiguratconfigurations of thions of their fallineir falling (we do ng (we do not know thot know their shape eir shape nor their nor their number) ornumber) or there cou th there coulthere could have beed have been multiplen multiple castings, castings, and so th and so they might hey might have given ave given a more coma more complex answepcomcomplex ancomplex answer. The swer. The fact that fact that both wordsboth words are in th are in the plural we plural would indicould indicate that. ate that. In some liIn In some liIn some literary strterary strata they wata they were descriere described as kepbed as kept in the bt in the breastplatereastplate, bound to, bound to the ephod th the ephod the ephod (Exod. 28:(Exod. 28:30). Casti30). Casting lots wang lots was common is common in ancient n ancient Israel, usIsrael, used in the ed in the scapegoat scascapegoat scapegoat ceremony bceremony by Aaron iny Aaron in his holy  his holy vestments vestments (Lev. 16) (Lev. 16) and in theand in the division  division of the lanofof the lanof the land by lot bd by lot by a priesty a priest and Joshu and Joshua (Josh. 1a (Josh. 14:1-2). Th4:1-2). The use of le use of lots appareots apparently contintly cntly continued continued into posteinto postexilic timexilic times (cf. Nehs (cf. Neh. 10:34[35. 10:34[35]). In lat]). In late Assyriane Assyrian times  times puru,puru, “lots,” w “lo “lots,” we“lots,” were used tore used to determine determine the  the limmulimmu-official,-official, for whom  for whom the year wthe year was named.as named.as named.

Outside the altar area, the priest’s duties included consultation of the sacred 
lots Urim and Thummim (Num. 27:21), used in cases of difficult decisions. Some 
think they could give only yes or no answers, but there may have been various 
configurations of their falling (we do not know their shape nor their number) or 
there could have been multiple castings, and so they might have given a more 
complex answer. The fact that both words are in the plural would indicate that. 
In some literary strata they were described as kept in the breastplate, bound to 
the ephod (Exod. 28:30). Casting lots was common in ancient Israel, used in the 
scapegoat ceremony by Aaron in his holy vestments (Lev. 16) and in the division 
of the land by lot by a priest and Joshua (Josh. 14:1-2). The use of lots apparently 
continued into postexilic times (cf. Neh. 10:34[35]). In late Assyrian times puru, 
“lots,” were used to determine the limmu-official, for whom the year was named.

�The OT offThe OT offers no inders no indication ofication of a physici a physician, and than, and the priest se priest sometimes tometimes took on theook onook on the rolon the role of healee of healer. He mader. He made decisions decisions in some c in some cases of leases of leprosy (Levprosy (Lev. 13:30-46. 13:30-46; Deut. 24; D; Deut. 24:8Deut. 24:8), but thi), but this could als could also be doneso be done by the pr by the prophet (2 Kophet (2 Kgs. 5:1-14gs. 5:1-14).).).

The OT offers no indication of a physician, and the priest sometimes took 
on the role of healer. He made decisions in some cases of leprosy (Lev. 13:30-46; 



Deut. 24:8), but this could also be done by the prophet (2 Kgs. 5:1-14).

�The priestThe priest shared ju shared judicial offdicial office with tice with those entithose entitled judge led judge (Deut. 17:(Deut. 17:8-9). In d8-9). In difficult cifddifficult difficult cases he ucases he used the orsed the ordeal, a cudeal, a cultic act pltic act performed “erformed “before Yahbefore Yahweh,” i.e.weh,” i.e., the alta, the, the altar.the altar. Num. 5:11 Num. 5:11-31 vividl-31 vividly describey describes the cases the case of a woma of a woman suspecten suspected of adultd of adultery.eradultadultery.adultery.adultery.

The priest shared judicial office with those entitled judge (Deut. 17:8-9). In 
difficult cases he used the ordeal, a cultic act performed “before Yahweh,” i.e., 
the altar. Num. 5:11-31 vividly describes the case of a woman suspected of 
adultery.

�The priestThe priestly office ly office at times hat times had a teachad a teaching functiing function (Lev. 1on (Lev. 10:11), a r0:11), a role sharedole shared with the  sharedshared witshared with the proph the prophet (Isa. het (Isa. 28:9; Mic.28:9; Mic. 3:11), re 3:11), responsible sponsible for transmfor transmitting itting to®ra®to®ra®to®ra®to®ra® (Deut. 33 (Deut. 33:10).:10).:10).

The priestly office at times had a teaching function (Lev. 10:11), a role 
shared with the prophet (Isa. 28:9; Mic. 3:11), responsible for transmitting 
to®ra® (Deut. 33:10).

�ResponsibiResponsibility for dlity for distinguishistinguishing betweeing between clean ann clean and unclean d unclean (Lev. 10:1(Lev. 10:10) was who0) was w0) was wholly undwholly under the aeger the aegis of the is of the priest. Ampriest. Among the nuong the numerous actmerous acts renderins rendering a persong a persong a person uncperson unclean was clean was contact witontact with certain h certain animals, banimals, birds, seafirds, seafood, and iood, and insects.nsects.nsects.

Responsibility for distinguishing between clean and unclean (Lev. 10:10) was 
wholly under the aegis of the priest. Among the numerous acts rendering a 
person unclean was contact with certain animals, birds, seafood, and insects.

�The priestThe priest also had  also had administraadministrative dutietive duties. The mons. The money that caey that came into thme into the temple we tempe temple wastemple was probably  probably overseen boverseen by the priey the priests. In 2 sts. In 2 Kgs. 22:4 Kgs. 22:4 the “keepethe “keepers of the rs of the threshold”ththreshold”threshold” collected collected the money the money and the h and the high priestigh priest handled i handled it. In postt. In postexilic timexilic times the pries thes the priestthe priest had the t had the title “treaitle “treasurer” (Nesurer” (Neh. 13:13).h. 13:13).

The priest also had administrative duties. The money that came into the 
temple was probably overseen by the priests. In 2 Kgs. 22:4 the “keepers of the 
threshold” collected the money and the high priest handled it. In postexilic times 
the priest had the title “treasurer” (Neh. 13:13).

�The priestThe priest also oper also operated, althated, although astutough astutely, in thely, in the politicae political realm. Zl realm. Zadok’s anoadok’s anoadok’s anointing anointing of Solomonof Solomon as king ( as king (1 Kgs. 1:31 Kgs. 1:39) hearken9) hearkened back toed back to a practic a practice describee described in 1 Samd describedescribed described in 1 Sam. in 1 Sam. 10:1, desc10:1, described perhribed perhaps from aaps from a later per later perspective. spective. In a reforIn a reform context,m cm context, tcontext, the king wohe king would obtainuld obtain and read  and read “this “this to®ra®,to®ra®,” monitore” monitored by the “d by the “levitical levitic““levitical“levitical priests”  priests” (Deut. 17:(Deut. 17:18-19), th18-19), the latter ae latter a term espe term especially usecially used by the Dd by the DeuteronomieuterDDeuteronomDeuteronomist.ist.ist.

The priest also operated, although astutely, in the political realm. Zadok’s 
anointing of Solomon as king (1 Kgs. 1:39) hearkened back to a practice 
described in 1 Sam. 10:1, described perhaps from a later perspective. In a reform 
context, the king would obtain and read “this to®ra®,” monitored by the 
“levitical priests” (Deut. 17:18-19), the latter a term especially used by the 
Deuteronomist.

�The priestThe priesthood sharehood shared some of d some of the sacerdthe sacerdotal tasksotal tasks with the  with the king, as wking, as was true ofas trueas true of Metrue of Mesopotamia,sopotamia, where one where one of the ki of the king’s titleng’s titles actuallys actually was “prie was “priest” st” (sûangu).(sûangu(sûangu).(sûangu). David mad David made the offee the offering (2 Saring (2 Sam. 6:17; cm. 6:17; cf. Ezek. 4f. Ezek. 46:4). Solo6:4). Solomon prayedmon prayed at the al a at the altat the altar (1 Kgs.ar (1 Kgs. 8:22) and 8:22) and blessed t blessed the people he people (v. 14). J(v. 14). Jeroboam bueroboam burned incenrned incense (1 Kgs.se (se (1 Kgs. 13(1 Kgs. 13:1). In la:1). In later Maccabter Maccabean times,ean times, the ruler the ruler took over took over some of t some of the priestlhe priestly prerogaty pry prerogativprerogatives, e.g., es, e.g., pronouncinpronouncing the blesg the blessing (Sir.sing (Sir. 50:20), a 50:20), and he finand he finally assumelly assumed the titld the d the title the title “high prie“high priest” (1 Macst” (1 Macc. 16:24).c. 16:24).

The priesthood shared some of the sacerdotal tasks with the king, as was 
true of Mesopotamia, where one of the king’s titles actually was “priest” 
(sûangu). David made the offering (2 Sam. 6:17; cf. Ezek. 46:4). Solomon prayed 
at the altar (1 Kgs. 8:22) and blessed the people (v. 14). Jeroboam burned incense 
(1 Kgs. 13:1). In later Maccabean times, the ruler took over some of the priestly 
prerogatives, e.g., pronouncing the blessing (Sir. 50:20), and he finally assumed 
the title “high priest” (1 Macc. 16:24).

�To give a To give a balanced abalanced account, meccount, mention mustntion must also be m also be made of theade of the many time many times the props thes the prophethe prophets accusedts accused the pries the priest of wrongt of wrongdoing. He doing. He was a sinnwas a sinner (Hos. 4er (Hos. 4:8-9) and :8-9) and was like awwas like awas like a robber (6 robber (6:9). He ta:9). He taught for mught for money and woney and was complacas complacent of beient of being taken cng taken care of by accare of bycare of by his God ( his God (Mic. 3:11)Mic. 3:11). He becam. He became intoxicae intoxicated (Isa. ted (Isa. 28:7), wor28:7), worshipped fashipped false gods (lsefafalse godsfalse gods (Jer. 2:2 (Jer. 2:27; 8:1-2),7; 8:1-2), did not d did not distinguishistinguish between c between clean and ulean and unclean (Eznclean (Ezek. 22:26)ek. 22ek. 22:26), an22:26), and gave wrod gave wrong instrucng instructions (Maltions (Mal. 2:8). Al. 2:8). All of this l of this must be exmust be exegeted, anegeted, and some stad sod some statesome statements are ments are probably mprobably metaphoricaetaphorical.l.

To give a balanced account, mention must also be made of the many times 
the prophets accused the priest of wrongdoing. He was a sinner (Hos. 4:8-9) and 
was like a robber (6:9). He taught for money and was complacent of being taken 
care of by his God (Mic. 3:11). He became intoxicated (Isa. 28:7), worshipped 
false gods (Jer. 2:27; 8:1-2), did not distinguish between clean and unclean (Ezek. 
22:26), and gave wrong instructions (Mal. 2:8). All of this must be exegeted, and 
some statements are probably metaphorical.

History anHistory and Developmd Developmentent

History and Development

The above The above has treatehas treated the textd the texts synchrons synchronically, asically, as if they a if they all were wrll were written at titten at the same tihe sahe same time same time and by theand by the same grou same group. Neverthp. Nevertheless, theeless, there was a hre was a history to istory to and develoand develoand developmendevelopment of the It of the Israelite psraelite priesthood,riesthood, although  although it is diffit is difficult to dicult to determine wetermine what that what that that was, that was, being limibeing limited by theted by the probable  probable later editlater editing of theing of the texts. Th texts. The few notee few notes that cans thas that can bthat can be gleaned e gleaned show that show that the officethe office was held  was held from the efrom the earliest tiarliest times by themes by the tribe of  tri tribe of Ltribe of Levi (Deut.evi (Deut. 10:9; 33: 10:9; 33:8, probabl8, probably from an y from an old stratuold stratum), with Am), with Aaron the earon the eponymous pponeeponymous eponymous priest (Expriest (Exod. 28:1).od. 28:1). A priest  A priest became sucbecame such through h through training (training (1 Sam. 3:11 Sam. 3:1) or inher)3:13:1) or in3:1) or inheritance heritance (Jer. 1:1;(Jer. 1:1; cf. 1 Kgs cf. 1 Kgs. 2:26). A. 2:26). At the timet the time of Solomo of Solomon there isn there is an indica an ind an indicationindication of a new  of a new order or forder or family headamily heading the pring the priesthood. iesthood. Zadok (1 KZadok (1 Kgs. 2:35) gs. 2:35) is found iis is found iis found in a leadern a leadership positship position, and tion, and this continhis continued to theued to the end of th end of the state (Ee state (Ezek. 48:11zek. 4zek. 48:11). Ez48:11). Ezra also wara also was a Zadokis a Zadokite (Ezra 7te (Ezra 7:1-2). Zad:1-2). Zadok’s origiok’s origin goes unmn goes unmentioned.entioned.entioned.

The above has treated the texts synchronically, as if they all were written at the 
same time and by the same group. Nevertheless, there was a history to and 



development of the Israelite priesthood, although it is difficult to determine what 
that was, being limited by the probable later editing of the texts. The few notes 
that can be gleaned show that the office was held from the earliest times by the 
tribe of Levi (Deut. 10:9; 33:8, probably from an old stratum), with Aaron the 
eponymous priest (Exod. 28:1). A priest became such through training (1 Sam. 
3:1) or inheritance (Jer. 1:1; cf. 1 Kgs. 2:26). At the time of Solomon there is an 
indication of a new order or family heading the priesthood. Zadok (1 Kgs. 2:35) 
is found in a leadership position, and this continued to the end of the state (Ezek. 
48:11). Ezra also was a Zadokite (Ezra 7:1-2). Zadok’s origin goes unmentioned.

�Little is Little is known abouknown about another t another order (order (dib�ra®,dib�ra®, lit., “ma lit., “manner”) in nner”) in the priestthe priesthood, thathopriestpriesthoodpriesthood, that of , that of MelchizedeMelchizedek. Ps. 110k. Ps. 110:4 is the :4 is the only mentionly mention of it ion of it in the OT in the OT in an Israen ann an Israelian Israelite stratumte stratum, though G, though Gen. 14:18 en. 14:18 narrates tnarrates the old trahe old tradition. Thdition. The Qumran se Qumran scroll 11QMcrsscroll 11Qscroll 11QMelch and Melch and the gnostithe gnostic Nag Hammc Nag Hammadi Melchiadi Melchizedek preszedek present him asent him as an end-ti an end an end-time fend-time figure, notigure, not a priest. a priest. The refer The reference to Meence to Melchizedek lchizedek in 2 En. 7in 2 En. 71—72, tell1—72, telling of hisingtelltelling oftelling of his origi his originating a lnating a line of priine of priests, is aests, is a later com later commentary onmentary on the Genes the Genesis passageis passais passage, apassage, as is Heb. s is Heb. 7:15-17.7:15-17.7:15-17.

Little is known about another order (dib�ra®,  lit., “manner”) in the 
priesthood, that of Melchizedek. Ps. 110:4 is the only mention of it in the OT in 
an Israelite stratum, though Gen. 14:18 narrates the old tradition. The Qumran 
scroll 11QMelch and the gnostic Nag Hammadi Melchizedek present him as an 
end-time figure, not a priest. The reference to Melchizedek in 2 En. 71—72, 
telling of his originating a line of priests, is a later commentary on the Genesis 
passage, as is Heb. 7:15-17.

�Even thougEven though all prieh all priests were ssts were supposed toupposed to be from t be from the family he family of Levi, nof Levi, non-Leviteson-Levinnon-Levitenon-Levites also sers also served (1 Kgsved (1 Kgs. 12:31). . 12:31). Some of thSome of the lesser re lesser roles were oles were assigned tassigned to Levites.o Lo Levites. NLevites. Num. 4:17-4um. 4:17-45 tells of5 tells of three fam three families, theilies, the Kohathite Kohathites, Gershons, Gershonites, and ites, and Merarites,MerMerarites,Merarites, who had o who had other than ther than priestly dpriestly duties in tuties in the sanctuahe sanctuary, keepinry, keeping the implg the implements andemimplimplementsimplements and trapp and trappings. Postings. Postexilic datexilic data shows sia shows singers and ngers and doorkeeperdoorkeepers among ths among ths among the Levitethe Levites (Neh. 10s (Neh. 10-12), but -12), but listed seplisted separately frarately from the priom the priests. If 1ests. If 1 Chr. 24:7 Chr. 24:7-19 repres-19 re-19 representsrepresents a postexi a postexilic arranglic arrangement, theement, the priesthoo priesthood then appd then appeared in 2eared in 24 division4 divisions, each ons, divisiondivisions,divisions, each one  each one taking itstaking its turn (cf. turn (cf. Luke 1:8) Luke 1:8)...

Even though all priests were supposed to be from the family of Levi, 
non-Levites also served (1 Kgs. 12:31). Some of the lesser roles were assigned to 
Levites. Num. 4:17-45 tells of three families, the Kohathites, Gershonites, and 
Merarites, who had other than priestly duties in the sanctuary, keeping the 
implements and trappings. Postexilic data shows singers and doorkeepers among 
the Levites (Neh. 10-12), but listed separately from the priests. If 1 Chr. 24:7-19 
represents a postexilic arrangement, the priesthood then appeared in 24 
divisions, each one taking its turn (cf. Luke 1:8).

�After the After the Exile the Exile the office of office of high prieshigh priest plays a t plays a significansignificant role, ret role, recorded espcorded especially inecespespeciallyespecially in the po in the postexilic astexilic and intertend intertestamental stamental literatureliterature (Hag. 1:1 (Hag. 1:1; Sir. 50:; Sir. 50:1) and the1) and t1) and the Synoptthe Synoptic Gospelsic Gospels, though t, though the term hahe term had appearedd appeared earlier ( earlier (Josh. 20:6Josh. 20:6). Earlier). Earlier the head  th the head wthe head was usuallyas usually called si called simply priesmply priest (1 Kgs. t (1 Kgs. 4:2-4) or 4:2-4) or chief priechief priest (2 Kgs.st (2 Kgs. 25:18; Je 25:18 25:18; Jer25:18; Jer. 52:24).. 52:24).. 52:24).

After the Exile the office of high priest plays a significant role, recorded 
especially in the postexilic and intertestamental literature (Hag. 1:1; Sir. 50:1) and 
the Synoptic Gospels, though the term had appeared earlier (Josh. 20:6). Earlier 
the head was usually called simply priest (1 Kgs. 4:2-4) or chief priest (2 Kgs. 
25:18; Jer. 52:24).

�With the cWith the capture of apture of the templethe temple in 70  in 70 C.E.C.E., the cult, the cultic functioic functions of the ns of the priesthoodpriesthoopriesthoodpriesthood ceased, a ceased, although prlthough priestly famiestly families contilies continued to binued to bless the pless the people in seople in synagogue synagssynagogue synagogue service.service.service.

With the capture of the temple in 70 C.E., the cultic functions of the 
priesthood ceased, although priestly families continued to bless the people in 
synagogue service.

�SeeSee  WOMEN IN TWOMEN IN THE ISRAELIHE ISRAELITE CULT.TE CULT.TE CULT.

See WOMEN IN THE ISRAELITE CULT.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Haran, M. Haran, “Priests a“Priests and Priesthnd Priesthood: Functood: Function of theion of the Priests,” Priests,”  EncJudEEncJudEncJud (New York (New York, 1971) 13, 1971) 13:1076–80; :1076–80; R. A. HensR. A. Henshaw, haw, Female andFemale and Male: The Male: The Cultic Pe Cultic P Cultic Personnel:Personnel: The Bible The Bible and the R and the Rest of theest of the Ancient N Ancient Near East.ear East. PTMS 31 ( PTMS 31 (Allison PaAllison Park, 1994),rk, 199rk, 1994), §1.1994), §1.4; B. A. L4; B. A. Levine, “Previne, “Priesthood: iesthood: Jewish PriJewish Priesthood,” esthood,” EncyclopedEncyclopedia of Reliia of Religiongion (New York (N (New York,(New York, 1987) 11: 1987) 11:534–36; J.534–36; J. Pedersen, Pedersen,  Israel, ItIsrael, Its Life ands Life and Culture Culture III (Lond III (London, 1940).on, 194on, 1940).1940).1940).

Bibliography. M. Haran, “Priests and Priesthood: Function of the Priests,” 
EncJud (New York, 1971) 13:1076–80; R. A. Henshaw, Female and Male: The Cultic 
Personnel: The Bible and the Rest of the Ancient Near East. PTMS 31 (Allison Park, 
1994), §1.4; B. A. Levine, “Priesthood: Jewish Priesthood,” Encyclopedia of Religion 
(New York, 1987) 11:534–36; J. Pedersen, Israel, Its Life and Culture III (London, 
1940).
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PRIESTLY DPRIESTLY DOCUMENTOCUMENTOCUMENT

PRIESTLY DOCUMENT

One of theOne of the hypotheti hypothetical sourcecal sources of the Ps of the Pentateuch,entateuch, commonly  commonly referred treferred to as “P.” o as “P.” o as “P.” To th“P.” To the Priestlye Priestly Document  Document are ascribare ascribed the fired the first Creatiost Creation account n account (Gen. 1:1-(Gen. 1:1-2:4a), the2:1:1-1:1-2:4a),1:1-2:4a), the genea the genealogies in logies in the Pentatthe Pentateuch, and euch, and the largesthe largest part of t part of the laws pthe laws pertaining ertaippertainingpertaining to the pr to the priestly andiestly and sacrifici sacrificial system al system in Exodus,in Exodus, Leviticus Leviticus, and Numb, and Numbers. It isers. NumbNumbers. INumbers. It is thougt is thought to haveht to have originate originated in priesd in priestly circletly circles no laters no later than the  than the 8th centur8th c8th century century B.C.E.B.C.E.

One of the hypothetical sources of the Pentateuch, commonly referred to as 
“P.” To the Priestly Document are ascribed the first Creation account (Gen. 
1:1-2:4a), the genealogies in the Pentateuch, and the largest part of the laws 
pertaining to the priestly and sacrificial system in Exodus, Leviticus, and 
Numbers. It is thought to have originated in priestly circles no later than the 8th 
century B.C.E.

PRINCIPALIPRINCIPALITYTYTY

PRINCIPALITY

A class ofA class of spiritual spiritual being (Gk being (Gk. . archeäíarcheäí), most of), most often evil (ten evil (cf. Rom. 8cf. Rom. 8:38; 1 Cor:38; 1 Cor. 15:24; E. 15:2. 15:24; Eph15:24; Eph. 1:21; 3:. 1:21; 3:10; 6:12; 10; 6:12; Col. 1:16;Col. 1:16; 2:10, 15) 2:10, 15). The term. The term always oc always occurs with curs with other simiotheother simiother similar terms lar terms also denotalso denoting evil sing evil spiritual bpiritual beings: poweings: power er (exousiía)(exousiía),, authority authority authority authority (dyénamis)(dyénamis),, throne  throne (throœnos)(throœnos),, dominion  dominion (kyrioœteä(kyrioœteäs),s), world-rul world-rulers of thieworld-rulworld-ruleworld-rulers of thisrs of this age  age (kosmokraé(kosmokraétoœr touí toœr touí skoœtous tskoœtous touítou),ouítou), evil spir evil spiritual forcitspirspiritual spiritual force in tforce in the heavenshe heavens  (pneumatik(pneumatikoœn teäís oœn teäís poneäriíasponeäriías en toiís  en toiís epouraniíoepoepouraniíoepouraniíois).is). The use o The use of differenf different terms prt terms probably indobably indicates dificates different ranferent ranks or typeks or tyks or types of etypes of evil spiritvil spiritual beingsual beings. In Eph. . In Eph. 2:2; 6:11-2:2; 6:11-12 Paul id12 Paul identifies oentifies one evil spne evil spiritual beiritual beiritual being to wbeing to which thesehich these others se others seem to be sem to be subject: “tubject: “the ruler ohe ruler of the powef the power of the ar of the air” or “thiraair” or “tair” or “the devil.”he devil.” In Dan. 7 In Dan. 7 “dominion “dominion” (LXX Gk.” (LXX Gk.  archeäíarcheäí) denotes ) denotes the earthlthe earthly power ofy py power of tpower of the fourth he fourth beast (vv.beast (vv. 12, 26) h 12, 26) hostile to ostile to Israel andIsrael and standing  standing in contrasin contrast to the pt to tt to the power the power of God andof God and the one l the one like a son ike a son of man (v.of man (v. 14); that 14); that lurking i lurking in the backn the background of grobackbackgroundbackground of earthl of earthly kingdomsy kingdoms — esp. th — esp. the fourth ke fourth kingdom — aingdom — are evil spre evil spiritual beiritual beiritual beings, isbeings, is clear fro clear from Dan. 10.m Dan. 10.

A class of spiritual being (Gk. archeäí), most often evil (cf. Rom. 8:38; 1 Cor. 
15:24; Eph. 1:21; 3:10; 6:12; Col. 1:16; 2:10, 15). The term always occurs with 
other similar terms also denoting evil spiritual beings: power (exousiía), 
authority (dyénamis), throne (throœnos), dominion (kyrioœteäs), 
world-rulers of this age (kosmokraétoœr touí skoœtous touítou), evil 
spiritual force in the heavens (pneumatikoœn teäís poneäriías en toiís 
epouraniíois). The use of different terms probably indicates different ranks or 
types of evil spiritual beings. In Eph. 2:2; 6:11-12 Paul identifies one evil spiritual 
being to which these others seem to be subject: “the ruler of the power of the 
air” or “the devil.” In Dan. 7 “dominion” (LXX Gk. archeäí) denotes the earthly 
power of the fourth beast (vv. 12, 26) hostile to Israel and standing in contrast to 
the power of God and the one like a son of man (v. 14); that lurking in the 
background of earthly kingdoms — esp. the fourth kingdom — are evil spiritual 
beings, is clear from Dan. 10.

�The notionThe notion of differ of different classeent classes of spiris of spiritual beingtual beings is not us is not unique to tnique to the NT (cf.he NT (cf. 1 En. 41: 1 1 En. 41:91 En. 41:9; 61:10; T; 61:10; T. Levi 3:8. Levi 3:8; T. Sol. ; T. Sol. 20:15). Si20:15). Similar listmilar lists are founs are found in the Gd in the Greek magicreek mareek magical pamagical papyri (pyri (PGMPGM 1.215; 3. 1.215; 3.35; 4.119335; 4.1193, 1275, 15, 1275, 1599, 2199–999, 2199–99; 22b.2, 9; 22b.2, 4, 7).4, 7).4, 7).

The notion of different classes of spiritual beings is not unique to the NT (cf. 
1 En. 41:9; 61:10; T. Levi 3:8; T. Sol. 20:15). Similar lists are found in the Greek 
magical papyri (PGM 1.215; 3.35; 4.1193, 1275, 1599, 2199–99; 22b.2, 4, 7).

�In PaulineIn Pauline theology, theology, Christ sh Christ shall destroall destroy every “py every “principalitrincipality, power, y, power, and authorand authoand authority”authority” at the en at the end, when hed, when he hands ove hands over to God tr to God the kingdomhe kingdom (1 Cor. 1 (1 Cor. 15:24). Nev5:24). Ne5:24). NevertheleNevertheless, in thess, in the present t present these evil hese evil spiritual spiritual beings arebeings are subject t subject to Christ, o Christ, for Christfor Chfor Christ hasChrist has been seat been seated at the ed at the right handright hand of God in of God in the heave the heavenlies (Ephnlies (Eph. 1:20-21). 1:20-21). Because . B. Because ofBecause of this, bel this, believers canievers can resist th resist the evil infe evil influences ofluences of these spi these spiritual beiritual beings (Eph. ngs (Ephngs (Eph. 6:10(Eph. 6:10-17; cf. 2-17; cf. 2:1–5). Col:1–5). Colossians stossians stresses theresses the superiori superiority of Chrity of Christ over alst over all spiritual spiritl spiritual spiritual beings (Cobeings (Col. 1:15-20l. 1:15-20; 2:10), a; 2:10), and attribund attributes the hetes the heresy ramparesy rampant among tnt among the recipiehe tthe recipithe recipients of thents of the letter te letter to the inflo the influence of tuence of the “elemenhe “elemental princital principles of thples of the world,” e wore world,” a world,” a collectivecollective name for  name for these evilthese evil spiritual spiritual beings (2 beings (2:8). The c:8). The cross of Chross of Christ was trist wrist was the mewas the means by whians by which all evich all evil spiritual spiritual beings wl beings were defeatere defeated and rened and rendered inefdered ineffectual (Cfecinefineffectuaineffectual (Col. 2:l (Col. 2:15).15).15).

In Pauline theology, Christ shall destroy every “principality, power, and 
authority” at the end, when he hands over to God the kingdom (1 Cor. 15:24). 
Nevertheless, in the present these evil spiritual beings are subject to Christ, for 
Christ has been seated at the right hand of God in the heavenlies (Eph. 1:20-21). 
Because of this, believers can resist the evil influences of these spiritual beings 
(Eph. 6:10-17; cf. 2:1–5). Colossians stresses the superiority of Christ over all 
spiritual beings (Col. 1:15-20; 2:10), and attributes the heresy rampant among 
the recipients of the letter to the influence of the “elemental principles of the 
world,” a collective name for these evil spiritual beings (2:8). The cross of Christ 
was the means by which all evil spiritual beings were defeated and rendered 
ineffectual (Col. 2:15).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. C. E. ArnoC. E. Arnold, ld, Ephesians:Ephesians: Power and Power and Magic. Magic. SNTSMS 63 SNTSMS 63 (Cambridg (Cambr (Cambridge(Cambridge, 1989); G, 1989); G. B. Caird. B. Caird, , PrincipaliPrincipalities and Pties and Powersowers (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1956).1956).1956).

Bibliography. C. E. Arnold, Ephesians: Power and Magic. SNTSMS 63 
(Cambridge, 1989); G. B. Caird, Principalities and Powers (Oxford, 1956).
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PRISCAPRISCA (Gk.  (Gk. PriískaPriíska), ), PRISCILLA PRISCILLA ((PriískillaPriískilla)))

PRISCA (Gk. Priíska), PRISCILLA (Priískilla)

A woman ChA woman Christian miristian missionary, ssionary, teacher anteacher and leader od leader of the Paulf the Pauline missioine missionary circlnary circle. She wase.circlcircle. Shcircle. She was probe was probably freebably freeborn, and morn, and married Aquarried Aquila, a Jewila, a Jewish tentmaish tentmaker from Pker from Pontus in BoPPontus in Pontus in Bithynia. Bithynia. Prisca andPrisca and Aquila we Aquila were Christire Christians in Romans in Rome when Chre when Christians stistians still worshiillststill worsstill worshipped alohipped alongside Jewngside Jews in the ss in the synagogues.ynagogues. Controver Controversy betweensy between Jews and  Jews and  Jews and Christand Christians in Roians in Rome about tme about the gospel he gospel led the emled the emperor Clauperor Claudius to exdius to expel Jews fpel Jews from Rome (rffrom Rome from Rome (49 (49 C.E.C.E.), and Pri), and Prisca and Aqsca and Aquila moveduila moved to Corint to Corinth (Acts 18h (Acts 18:2). There:2). There they met  th they met Pthey met Paul, and haul, and he stayed we stayed with them oith them over a yearver a year and a hal and a half, workingf, working alongside alongside them as a t them as a them as a tentmaker tentmaker (Acts 18:1(Acts 18:1-3, 11).-3, 11).-3, 11).

A woman Christian missionary, teacher and leader of the Pauline missionary 
circle. She was probably freeborn, and married Aquila, a Jewish tentmaker from 
Pontus in Bithynia. Prisca and Aquila were Christians in Rome when Christians 
still worshipped alongside Jews in the synagogues. Controversy between Jews 
and Christians in Rome about the gospel led the emperor Claudius to expel Jews 
from Rome (49 C.E.), and Prisca and Aquila moved to Corinth (Acts 18:2). There 
they met Paul, and he stayed with them over a year and a half, working alongside 
them as a tentmaker (Acts 18:1-3, 11).

�At the endAt the end of Paul’s of Paul’s stay at C stay at Corinth Priorinth Prisca and Aqsca and Aquila moveduila moved to Ephesu to Ephesus (Acts 18s (Actss (Acts 18:1(Acts 18:18-19). The8-19). There they hore they hosted a housted a house church se church (1 Cor. 16(1 Cor. 16:19). One :19). One notable evnotable evnotable event was event was their furttheir further instruher instruction of tction of the Alexandhe Alexandrian Jewisrian Jewish Christiah Christian, Apollosn, Apollos (Acts 18: (A (Acts 18:2(Acts 18:26).6).6).

At the end of Paul’s stay at Corinth Prisca and Aquila moved to Ephesus 
(Acts 18:18-19). There they hosted a house church (1 Cor. 16:19). One notable 
event was their further instruction of the Alexandrian Jewish Christian, Apollos 
(Acts 18:26).

�Prisca andPrisca and Aquila re Aquila returned to turned to Rome in thRome in the mid-50s e mid-50s and foundeand founded another d another house churhoushouse churhouse church. Paul sch. Paul sends them ends them and their and their congregaticongregation greetinon greetings in his gs in his epistle toepistle to the Roman th the Romansthe Romans and calls and calls them miss them missionary co-ionary co-workers (Gworkers (Gk. k. synergoií;synergoií; Rom. 16:3 Rom. 16:3-5). They -5).16:316:3-5). T16:3-5). They may hahey may have returneve returned to Ephesd to Ephesus in the us in the early 60s early 60s (2 Tim. 4:(2 Tim. 4:19).19).19).

Prisca and Aquila returned to Rome in the mid-50s and founded another 
house church. Paul sends them and their congregation greetings in his epistle to 
the Romans and calls them missionary co-workers (Gk. synergoií; Rom. 
16:3-5). They may have returned to Ephesus in the early 60s (2 Tim. 4:19).

�Prisca’s nPrisca’s name in mosame in most instancet instances precedess precedes that of h that of her husbander husband, indicati, indicating that shng that sng that she was thshe was the more proe more prominent of minent of the two inthe two in missionar missionary activityy activity. Together. Together they were they were they were partnwere partners with Pers with Paul and paaul and partners witrtners with one anoth one another in theher in the missionar missionary work of y work of y work of the earof the early Church,ly Church, heading c heading churches anhurches and gatherind gathering worshippg worshippers in theers in their homes iir homes in the urbaniin the urbin the urban centersan centers of Rome,  of Rome, Corinth, aCorinth, and Ephesusnd Ephesus...

Prisca’s name in most instances precedes that of her husband, indicating that 
she was the more prominent of the two in missionary activity. Together they 
were partners with Paul and partners with one another in the missionary work 
of the early Church, heading churches and gathering worshippers in their homes 
in the urban centers of Rome, Corinth, and Ephesus.
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PRISONPRISONPRISON

PRISON

People werPeople were imprisone imprisoned for a ved for a variety of ariety of reasons inreasons in biblical  biblical times. Jostimes. Joseph was cheph was charged withargchcharged wicharged with sexual th sexual improprietimpropriety by Potipy by Potiphar’s wifehar’s wife and held  and held in the houin the house of the se of the captain ofcapcaptain ofcaptain of the guard the guard (Gen. 40: (Gen. 40:3). The Mo3). The Mosaic code saic code permitted permitted imprisonmeimprisonment to allont to allont to allow timeallow time for clari for clarifying the fying the facts of afacts of a case (Lev case (Lev. 24:12; N. 24:12; Num. 15:34)um. 15:34). Other ac. Other accounts refcounacaccounts raccounts refer to coefer to confinement nfinement in non-Isrin non-Israelite priaelite prisons (Gen.sons (Gen. 39:20; 2  39:20; 2 Kgs. 17:4;Kgs. 17:4; 25:27, 29 25: 25:27, 29;25:27, 29; Jer. 52:1 Jer. 52:11; Judg. 11; Judg. 16:21).6:21).6:21).

People were imprisoned for a variety of reasons in biblical times. Joseph was 
charged with sexual impropriety by Potiphar’s wife and held in the house of the 
captain of the guard (Gen. 40:3). The Mosaic code permitted imprisonment to 
allow time for clarifying the facts of a case (Lev. 24:12; Num. 15:34). Other 
accounts refer to confinement in non-Israelite prisons (Gen. 39:20; 2 Kgs. 17:4; 
25:27, 29; Jer. 52:11; Judg. 16:21).

�Later, JewLater, Jewish prisonish prisons kept in s kept in custody pecustody people who wople who were awaitiere awaiting trial (ng trial (Matt. 5:25Matt. 5:Matt. 5:25; Acts5:25; Acts 4:3; 5:18 4:3; 5:18-23). Roma-23). Roman imprisonn imprisonment couldment could be used t be used to coerce ao coerce a prisoner  prisoner  prisoner iprisoner into testifnto testifying (Mattying (Matt. 18:30) a. 18:30) and as punind as punishment forshment for disorderl disorderly conduct y conduct (11:2; Act(11(11:2; Act(11:2; Acts 16:26). s 16:26). Early ChriEarly Christians expstians experienced ierienced imprisonmenmprisonment (2 Cor. t (2 Cor. 6:5; 11:236:5; 11:23), often a), 11:2311:23), of11:23), often at theten at the hands of  hands of religious religious opponents.opponents. Paul call Paul called this a ed this a service foservice for Christ (r Chrir Christ (PhChrist (Phlm. 1, 9; lm. 1, 9; Eph. 3:1; Eph. 3:1; 4:1; 2 Tim4:1; 2 Tim. 1:8). Ot. 1:8). Other passagher passages describes describe miraculoe miraculous releaseus reus releases freleases from prisonrom prison (Acts 12: (Acts 12:6-10; 16:26-10; 16:25-26).5-26).5-26).

Later, Jewish prisons kept in custody people who were awaiting trial (Matt. 
5:25; Acts 4:3; 5:18-23). Roman imprisonment could be used to coerce a 
prisoner into testifying (Matt. 18:30) and as punishment for disorderly conduct 
(11:2; Acts 16:26). Early Christians experienced imprisonment (2 Cor. 6:5; 
11:23), often at the hands of religious opponents. Paul called this a service for 
Christ (Phlm. 1, 9; Eph. 3:1; 4:1; 2 Tim. 1:8). Other passages describe miraculous 
releases from prison (Acts 12:6-10; 16:25-26).



�ConditionsConditions in ancien in ancient prisons t prisons were harshwere harsh. Prisoner. Prisoners were ofts were often chaineden chained (Heb. 11: (Heb (Heb. 11:3(Heb. 11:36) either 6) either to posts oto posts or to guardr to guards (Acts 12s (Acts 12:6). Woode:6). Wooden stocks wn stocks were sometiere sometere sometimes sometimes used to coused to confine prisnfine prisoners (Actoners (Acts 16:24) is 16:24) in inner chn inner chambers witambers with no windoh no windoh no windows. Twindows. The sexes whe sexes were not seere not separated, aparated, and the lacnd the lack of ventik of ventilation andlation and facilitie facilities for goods fos for good hfor good hygiene encygiene encouraged raouraged rats and dists and disease. Suchease. Such condition conditions explain s explain the frequethe frequent encouranfrequefrequent efrequent encouragemencouragement to visint to visit believert believers in prisos in prison (Matt. 2n (Matt. 25:36; 2 Ti5:36; 2 Tim. 1:8; Hem. 1:8; Heb. 13:3).b. 1b. 13:3).13:3).13:3).

Conditions in ancient prisons were harsh. Prisoners were often chained 
(Heb. 11:36) either to posts or to guards (Acts 12:6). Wooden stocks were 
sometimes used to confine prisoners (Acts 16:24) in inner chambers with no 
windows. The sexes were not separated, and the lack of ventilation and facilities 
for good hygiene encouraged rats and disease. Such conditions explain the 
frequent encouragement to visit believers in prison (Matt. 25:36; 2 Tim. 1:8; Heb. 
13:3).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. B. Rapske,B. Rapske,  Paul in RoPaul in Roman Custodman Custody,y, vol. 3 of vol. 3 of  The Book oThe Book of Acts in f Acts in f Acts in Its Firin Its First Centuryst Century Setting, Setting, ed. B. K. ed. B. K. Winter (G Winter (Grand Rapidrand Rapids, 1994).s, 1994).s, 1994).

Bibliography. B. Rapske, Paul in Roman Custody, vol. 3 of The Book of Acts 
in Its First Century Setting, ed. B. K. Winter (Grand Rapids, 1994).

Dennis GaeDennis Gaertnerrtner

Dennis Gaertner

PRISON LETPRISON LETTERSTERSTERS

PRISON LETTERS

The four lThe four letters (Epetters (Ephesians, Chesians, Colossians,olossians, Philippia Philippians, and Phns, and Philemon) inilemon) in the Pauli the Pauline corpus ne cone corpus thacorpus that claim tot claim to have been have been penned wh penned while Paul wile Paul was in prisas in prison (Eph. 3on (Eph. 3:1; 4:1; C:1; 4:1; Col. 4:3, 1ol.CCol. 4:3, Col. 4:3, 10, 18; Ph10, 18; Phil. 1:7, 1il. 1:7, 13-14, 16-13-14, 16-17; Phlm. 17; Phlm. 1, 9-10, 13, 9-10, 13, 23). Tra, 23). Traditionallyditionally, Paul’s R, Paul’s R, Paul’s Roman imprRoman imprisonment hisonment has been coas been considered tnsidered the most lihe most likely placekely place of their  of their origin (Acorigin (Acts 28), ant(Ac(Acts 28),(Acts 28), and this  and this still remastill remains the viins the view of the ew of the majority omajority of scholarsf scholars, at least, at least for those for tho for those lettthose letters that sers that scholars recholars regard as gegard as genuinely wrnuinely written by Pitten by Paul. Howevaul. However, a stroer, a strong case cang cng case can acase can also be madlso be made for Caese for Caesarea (Actsarea (Acts 23:33-26: 23:33-26:32) or Eph32) or Ephesus (cf. esus (cf. 1 Cor. 15:1 Cor. 15:32; 2 Cor.315:15:32; 2 C15:32; 2 Cor. 1:8-10or. 1:8-10). The evi). The evidence is ndence is not conclusot conclusive. Some ive. Some would assiwould assign Philippgn Philippians to a ianPhilippPhilippianPhilippians to a difs to a different impferent imprisonment risonment than the othan the other threether three prison le prison letters. Of tters. Of course, ifcourcourse, ifcourse, if Ephesians Ephesians or Coloss or Colossians are pians are pseudonymouseudonymous, their ps, their prison settrison setting is theing is then of littln on of little of little historicalhistorical value. Al value. Although 2 Tthough 2 Timothy alsimothy also asserts o asserts a prison oa prison origin (2 Trigin (2 Tim. 1:8), im. 1:8im. 1:8), it i1:8), it is normallys normally grouped w grouped with the Paith the Pastoral Epistoral Epistles (1–2stles (1–2 Timothy,  Timothy, Titus).Titus).Titus).

The four letters (Ephesians, Colossians, Philippians, and Philemon) in the Pauline 
corpus that claim to have been penned while Paul was in prison (Eph. 3:1; 4:1; 
Col. 4:3, 10, 18; Phil. 1:7, 13-14, 16-17; Phlm. 1, 9-10, 13, 23). Traditionally, Paul’s 
Roman imprisonment has been considered the most likely place of their origin 
(Acts 28), and this still remains the view of the majority of scholars, at least for 
those letters that scholars regard as genuinely written by Paul. However, a strong 
case can also be made for Caesarea (Acts 23:33-26:32) or Ephesus (cf. 1 Cor. 
15:32; 2 Cor. 1:8-10). The evidence is not conclusive. Some would assign 
Philippians to a different imprisonment than the other three prison letters. Of 
course, if Ephesians or Colossians are pseudonymous, their prison setting is then 
of little historical value. Although 2 Timothy also asserts a prison origin (2 Tim. 
1:8), it is normally grouped with the Pastoral Epistles (1–2 Timothy, Titus).

Kent L. YiKent L. Yingernger

Kent L. Yinger

PROCHORUSPROCHORUS (Gk.  (Gk. ProœchorosProœchoros)))

PROCHORUS (Gk. Proœchoros)

One of theOne of the seven cha seven charged with rged with the care othe care of the Hellf the Hellenistic wienistic widows in thdows in the early Che early Church (ActsuChChurch (AcChurch (Acts 6:5). Tts 6:5). Tradition rradition regards himegards him as the sc as the scribe to whribe to whom John diom John dictated thectated the Fourth Go thethe Fourththe Fourth Gospel. Gospel. Gospel.

One of the seven charged with the care of the Hellenistic widows in the early 
Church (Acts 6:5). Tradition regards him as the scribe to whom John dictated 
the Fourth Gospel.

�SeeSee  JOHN, ACTSJOHN, ACTS OF. OF.

See JOHN, ACTS OF.

PROCONSULPROCONSULPROCONSUL

PROCONSUL

Roman civiRoman civil and milil and military offictary officials who wials who were formerere former consuls,  consuls, serving onserving one-year tere-year terms of offimsterterms of oterms of office. Proffice. Provinces whevinces where legionsre legions were stat were stationed to dioned to deal with peal with potential iotential insurrectionsuriinsurrectiinsurrections were uons were under the dnder the direct contirect control of therol of the emperor a emperor and adminisnd administered by etered by etered by either a leither a legate, proegate, procurator, ocurator, or prefect.r prefect. Provinces Provinces that did  that did not requirnot require a standie a standing army tong arng army to paarmy to pacify resiscify resistance to Rtance to Rome were uome were under the cnder the control of ontrol of the senatethe senate and admin and admin and administeradministered by proced by proconsuls (Gkonsuls (Gk. . anthyépatoanthyépatoss).).).

Roman civil and military officials who were former consuls, serving one-year 
terms of office. Provinces where legions were stationed to deal with potential 
insurrections were under the direct control of the emperor and administered by 
either a legate, procurator, or prefect. Provinces that did not require a standing 
army to pacify resistance to Rome were under the control of the senate and 
administered by proconsuls (Gk. anthyépatos).

�Two proconTwo proconsuls are msuls are mentioned ientioned in the NT. n the NT. Sergius PaSergius Paulus adminulus administered Cyistered Cyprus and apruCyCyprus andCyprus and apparentl apparently was convy was converted to Certed to Christianithristianity by Paul y by Paul (Acts 13:7(Acts 13:7-10). Gall-10). Gallio adminisioGallGallio admGallio administered inistered Achaia andAchaia and refused t refused to adjudicao adjudicate what hete what he considere considered an intrad an intrareligious reintraintrareligintrareligious dispuious dispute betweente between Paul and  Paul and his Jewishhis Jewish opponents opponents (Acts 18: (Acts 18:12-17).12-17).12-17).

Two proconsuls are mentioned in the NT. Sergius Paulus administered 



Cyprus and apparently was converted to Christianity by Paul (Acts 13:7-10). 
Gallio administered Achaia and refused to adjudicate what he considered an 
intrareligious dispute between Paul and his Jewish opponents (Acts 18:12-17).

Timothy B.Timothy B. Cargal Cargal

Timothy B. Cargal

PROCURATORPROCURATOR

PROCURATOR

The officiThe official title oal title of governorf governors of equess of equestrian ranktrian rank of the le of the lesser Romansser Roman imperial  imperial provinces,provprovinces,provinces, such as J such as Judea, fromudea, from the time  the time of Claudiuof Claudius (s (A.D.A.D. 41–54) on 41–54) onward. Earlward. Earlier, the pier, thier, the properthe proper title of  title of these offithese officials was cials was prefect.prefect.prefect.

The official title of governors of equestrian rank of the lesser Roman imperial 
provinces, such as Judea, from the time of Claudius (A.D. 41–54) onward. Earlier, 
the proper title of these officials was prefect.

�Judea was Judea was an imperiaan imperial provincel province (ruled by (ruled by the emper the emperor rather or rather than the sthan the senate) betenate)ssenate) besenate) between tween A.D.A.D. 6–41 (the 6–41 (the first pro first procuratorshicuratorship) and betp) and between 44–66ween 44–66 (the seco (the seco (the second prosecond procuratorshicuratorship). At othp). At other times ier times it and othet and other portionsr portions of Palest of Palestine were cine were client kingliecclient kinclient kingdoms. Thegdoms. The legates/p legates/procuratorsrocurators were both were both personal  personal representarepresentatives of ttives of the emperorhtthe emperothe emperor and statr and state officiale officials. They has. They had jurisdicd jurisdiction in fition in fiscal, judiscal, judicial, and cial, and military mmilitary military mmilitary matters. Moatters. Most of thosst of those appointee appointed to goverd to govern Judea wen Judea were men of re men of below averbelow avebelow average abaverage ability, insility, insensitive tensitive to Jewish co Jewish culture andulture and religion, religion, corrupt,  corrupt, and oppresand oppressive. Muchsive. Msive. Much of thMuch of the blame foe blame for the Jewir the Jewish Revolt sh Revolt of 66–70 mof 66–70 must be plaust be placed upon tced upon them.hem.hem.

Judea was an imperial province (ruled by the emperor rather than the 
senate) between A.D. 6–41 (the first procuratorship) and between 44–66 (the 
second procuratorship). At other times it and other portions of Palestine were 
client kingdoms. The legates/procurators were both personal representatives of 
the emperor and state officials. They had jurisdiction in fiscal, judicial, and 
military matters. Most of those appointed to govern Judea were men of below 
average ability, insensitive to Jewish culture and religion, corrupt, and oppressive. 
Much of the blame for the Jewish Revolt of 66–70 must be placed upon them.

�Neither “pNeither “procurator”rocurator” nor “pref nor “prefect” appeaect” appear in Englir in English translash translations of ttions of the NT, buthe NT, he NT, but arNT, but are instead e instead usually reusually rendered “gondered “governor” (evernor” (e.g., Matt..g., Matt. 27:2; Act 27:2; Acts 23:24). s 23:24). One prefecOneOne prefecOne prefect (Pilate,t (Pilate, whose off whose official titlicial title is on ane is on an inscripti inscription found aon found at Caesareat Caesarea, the prov, the , the provinthe provincial capitcial capital) and twal) and two procurato procurators (Felixors (Felix and Festu and Festus) are mens) are mentioned in tioned in the NT. Ththethe NT. Ththe NT. The names ane names and approximd approximate dates ate dates of all 14 of all 14 governors governors of Judea bof Judea between etween A.D.A.A.D.A.D. 6–66 are  6–66 are known.known.known.

Neither “procurator” nor “prefect” appear in English translations of the 
NT, but are instead usually rendered “governor” (e.g., Matt. 27:2; Acts 23:24). 
One prefect (Pilate, whose official title is on an inscription found at Caesarea, 
the provincial capital) and two procurators (Felix and Festus) are mentioned in 
the NT. The names and approximate dates of all 14 governors of Judea between 
A.D. 6–66 are known.

James A. BJames A. Brooksrooks

James A. Brooks

PROMISEPROMISEPROMISE

PROMISE

According According to the ancto the ancient Yahwiient Yahwistic narrastic narrative, the tive, the Lord promiLord promised Abrahased Abraham offsprinm offsprinm offspring,offspring, land, div land, divine guidanine guidance, and toce, and to become a  become a blessing fblessing for the whoor the whole world (le world (Gen. 12:1-Gen((Gen. 12:1(Gen. 12:1-4a, 6-9).-4a, 6-9). The birth The birth of Isaac  of Isaac was promiswas promised (Gen. 1ed (Gen. 18:9-15) an8:9-15) and fulfilled fulfilled (21:1–2ad (21d (21:1–2a),(21:1–2a), and the l and the land that hand that had been prad been promised (12omised (12:7) was gr:7) was granted, beganted, beginning witinning with the purch witwith the pwith the purchase ofurchase of the field the field in Machpe in Machpelah (23:2–lah (23:2–20). A pat20). A pattern thus tern thus emerges whemerges whereby God ewhwhereby Gowhereby God is recogd is recognized as tnized as the faithfuhe faithful one whosl one whose promisese promises are fulfi are fulfilled. Signlled. Significant evificaSignSignificanSignificant events at events are seen nore seen not so much t so much as the accas the accomplishmenomplishment of humant of human endeavor  endeavor endeavor bendeavor but rather ut rather the work othe work of God.f God.f God.

According to the ancient Yahwistic narrative, the Lord promised Abraham 
offspring, land, divine guidance, and to become a blessing for the whole world 
(Gen. 12:1-4a, 6-9). The birth of Isaac was promised (Gen. 18:9-15) and fulfilled 
(21:1–2a), and the land that had been promised (12:7) was granted, beginning 
with the purchase of the field in Machpelah (23:2–20). A pattern thus emerges 
whereby God is recognized as the faithful one whose promises are fulfilled. 
Significant events are seen not so much as the accomplishment of human 
endeavor but rather the work of God.

�Moses was Moses was called as called as God’s instGod’s instrument to rument to bring aboubring about the Exodt the Exodus (Exod. us (Exod. 3:7-8, 16-3:7-83:7-8, 16-3:7-8, 16-17) and wa17) and was promiseds promised divine pr divine presence andesence and success ( success (vv. 10–12)vv. 10–12). During t. During the Monarchhtthe Monarcthe Monarchy God asshy God assured Davidured David that his  that his dynasty wodynasty would rule fuld rule forever in orever in justice anjustice and peace (2danand peace and peace (2 Sam. 7:(2 Sam. 7:4-17), a p4-17), a promise tharomise that led to mt led to messianic hessianic hope (Isa. ope (Isa. 9:2-7; 11:9:2-7; 11:1-9).1-9)11:11:1-9).11:1-9).11:1-9).

Moses was called as God’s instrument to bring about the Exodus (Exod. 
3:7-8, 16-17) and was promised divine presence and success (vv. 10–12). During 
the Monarchy God assured David that his dynasty would rule forever in justice 
and peace (2 Sam. 7:4-17), a promise that led to messianic hope (Isa. 9:2-7; 
11:1-9).

�The propheThe prophets threatets threatened punishned punishment for sment for sin but proin but promised delimised deliverance foverance for the reper ther the repentthe repentant (Hos. ant (Hos. 2:14-16[MT2:14-16[MT 16–18]; 1 16–18]; 14:1–7; Isa4:1–7; Isa. 1:18). J. 1:18). Jeremiah preremiah promised a nomised a new covenanennew covenanew covenant (Jer. 3nt (Jer. 31:31-34), 1:31-34), and Ezekieand Ezekiel, a new hl, a new heart (Ezekeart (Ezek. 36:26-27. 36:26-27).).).

The prophets threatened punishment for sin but promised deliverance for 



the repentant (Hos. 2:14-16[MT 16–18]; 14:1–7; Isa. 1:18). Jeremiah promised a 
new covenant (Jer. 31:31-34), and Ezekiel, a new heart (Ezek. 36:26-27).

�In the PsaIn the Psalms God islms God is praised f praised for fidelitor fidelity to promiy to promises made (ses made (Ps. 18:30[Ps. 18:30[31]; 105:931]; 105:31]; 105:9, 42)105:9, 42), trusted , trusted because ofbecause of them (12: them (12:6[7]; 119:6[7]; 119:50), but r50), but reminded ineminded in petitions petitions to rememb to to remembeto remember them (77r them (77:8[9]; 119:8[9]; 119:38, 41, 5:38, 41, 58).8).8).

In the Psalms God is praised for fidelity to promises made (Ps. 18:30[31]; 
105:9, 42), trusted because of them (12:6[7]; 119:50), but reminded in petitions 
to remember them (77:8[9]; 119:38, 41, 58).

�In the NT In the NT Jesus promJesus promises satieises satiety, laughtty, laughter, the kier, the kingdom of Gngdom of God, a greaod, a great reward it rewart reward in reward in heaven (Luheaven (Luke 6:20-23ke 6:20-23; cf. Matt; cf. Matt. 5:1-12),. 5:1-12), and etern and eternal life (Jal life (John 4:14; ohn 4:14; 6:35, 51; 6:35, 6:35, 51; 6:35, 51; 11:26). Th11:26). Those who prose who pray, fast, ay, fast, or give alor give alms will bems will be rewarded  rewarded by the Fatby the Father who seherFatFather whoFather who sees in s sees in secret (Matecret (Matt. 6:4, 6,t. 6:4, 6, 18). Thos 18). Those who ask e who ask will receiwill receive; those ve; those who seek, whowho seek, who seek, find; and find; and to those wto those who knock, ho knock, it will beit will be opened (M opened (Matt. 7:7).att. 7:7).

In the NT Jesus promises satiety, laughter, the kingdom of God, a great 
reward in heaven (Luke 6:20-23; cf. Matt. 5:1-12), and eternal life (John 4:14; 
6:35, 51; 11:26). Those who pray, fast, or give alms will be rewarded by the 
Father who sees in secret (Matt. 6:4, 6, 18). Those who ask will receive; those 
who seek, find; and to those who knock, it will be opened (Matt. 7:7).

�The PaulinThe Pauline Letters e Letters teach thatteach that the promi the promise made tose made to Abraham i Abraham is being fus being fulfilled bylfilled fufulfilled fulfilled by Christiby Christians througans through faith anh faith and grace (Gd grace (Gal. 3:16-1al. 3:16-18; Rom. 4:8; Rom. 4:13-21; 9:813-21; 9:8-9). Paul -9). P-9). Paul was cPaul was called to balled to be an aposte an apostle “for thle “for the sake of e sake of the promisthe promise of life e of life that is inthat is in Christ Je Chris Christ JesChrist Jesus” (2 Timus” (2 Tim. 1:1), in. 1:1), in whom “eve whom “every one of ry one of God’s promGod’s promises is a ises is a ‘Yes’” (2 ‘Yes’” (2 Cor. 1:20)CoCor. 1:20)Cor. 1:20), which th, which the Gentilese Gentiles share thr share through the gough the gospel (Ephospel (Eph. 3:6). Th. 3:6). The Letter te Letter to the Hebro to the Hebrewthe Hebrews speaks os speaks of “better f “better promises” promises” (Heb. 8:6)(Heb. 8:6), the “pro, the “promise” of emise” of eternal lifternal life (4:1; 9:e (e (4:1; 9:15(4:1; 9:15) inherite) inherited through d through “faith and“faith and patience” patience” (6:12). T (6:12). Those who ahose who accept God’ccept God’s “precious “s “precious “precious and very gand very great promireat promises” becomses” become “particie “participants of tpants of the divine he divine nature” (2nature” (2 Pet. 1:4) P Pet. 1:4).Pet. 1:4).

The Pauline Letters teach that the promise made to Abraham is being 
fulfilled by Christians through faith and grace (Gal. 3:16-18; Rom. 4:13-21; 9:8-9). 
Paul was called to be an apostle “for the sake of the promise of life that is in 
Christ Jesus” (2 Tim. 1:1), in whom “every one of God’s promises is a ‘Yes’” (2 
Cor. 1:20), which the Gentiles share through the gospel (Eph. 3:6). The Letter to 
the Hebrews speaks of “better promises” (Heb. 8:6), the “promise” of eternal life 
(4:1; 9:15) inherited through “faith and patience” (6:12). Those who accept God’s 
“precious and very great promises” become “participants of the divine nature” (2 
Pet. 1:4).

Joseph F. Joseph F. Wimmer, O.Wimmer, O.S.A.S.A.

Joseph F. Wimmer, O.S.A.

PROPHET, PPROPHET, PROPHECYROPHECYROPHECY

PROPHET, PROPHECY

A religiouA religious intermeds intermediary (Heb.iary (Heb.  naœb�iî};naœb�iî}; Gk.  Gk. propheäítepropheäíteäsäs) whose fu) whose function is nction is nction is to carris to carry messagesy messages back and  back and forth betwforth between human een human beings andbeings and a deity.  a deity. Persons pePersons pePersons performingperforming this soci this social functioal function have been have been found inn found in a wide ra a wide range of timnge of times, placeses, places, and soci, an, and societand societies, thougies, though they mayh they may not local not locally be knowly be known by the tn by the title prophitle prophet.et.et.

A religious intermediary (Heb. naœb�iî};  Gk. propheäíteäs) whose function 
is to carry messages back and forth between human beings and a deity. Persons 
performing this social function have been found in a wide range of times, places, 
and societies, though they may not locally be known by the title prophet.

�The OT refThe OT refers to a ners to a number of fumber of figures as igures as prophets. prophets. Fifteen ofFifteen of these are these are associate associa associatedassociated with writ with written collecten collections thattions that bear thei bear their names — r names — the books the books from Isaiafrom Isaiah through h IsaiaIsaiah thrIsaiah through Malacough Malachi, excludhi, excluding Danieling Daniel. Referenc. References to othees to others appear rs appear in the proin the prophetic andphproprophetic prophetic and Deuterand Deuteronomistic onomistic history bohistory books. Theseoks. These include N include Nathan (2 Sathan (2 Sam. 7, 12;am. 7, 12am. 7, 12; 1 Kgs.12; 1 Kgs. 1), Gad ( 1), Gad (1 Sam. 22:1 Sam. 22:5; 2 Sam. 5; 2 Sam. 24:11), Ah24:11), Ahijah (1 Kgijah (1 Kgs. 11:29; s. 11:29; 14:2, 18),14:2, 18), Elijah (1 Elijah Elijah (1 Elijah (1 Kgs. 17—2 Kgs. 17—2 Kgs. 2), EKgs. 2), Elisha (2 Klisha (2 Kgs. 2-9), gs. 2-9), Micaiah (1Micaiah (1 Kgs. 22), Kgs. 22), Jonah (2  Jonah (2 Kgs. 14:25Kgs. 14Kgs. 14:25), Hu14:25), Huldah (22:1ldah (22:14), and Ha4), and Hananiah (Jenaniah (Jer. 28). Thr. 28). These books ese books also referalso refer generical generically to proply tly to prophetto prophets whom thes whom they do not ny do not name (1 Samame (1 Sam. 28:6; 1 . 28:6; 1 Kgs. 13; 2Kgs. 13; 2 Kgs. 17:1 Kgs. 17:13, 23; 21:3, 23; 21:10; 23:2; 121:21:10; 23:21:10; 23:2; 24:2; A2; 24:2; Amos 2:11-1mos 2:11-12; Mic. 3:2; Mic. 3:5-6, 11; J5-6, 11; Jer. 14:13-er. 14:13-16; 23:9-216; 23:9-22), and so2), and sometimes thmetisosometimes sometimes these operthese operate in groate in groups (1 Samups (1 Sam. 10:5, 10. 10:5, 10-12; in 1 -12; in 1 Kgs. 22 thKgs. 22 there are 40ere are 400). The st0)40400). The 400). The story of Estory of Elijah’s colijah’s contest withntest with 450 proph 450 prophets of Baaets of Baal and 400 l and 400 of of {Anat{Anat indicates indi indicates indicates that prophthat prophets of othets of other deitieser deities than Yahw than Yahweh could beh could be found ine found in Israel (1 Israel (1 Kgs. 18). Kg Kgs. 18).Kgs. 18).Kgs. 18).

The OT refers to a number of figures as prophets. Fifteen of these are 
associated with written collections that bear their names — the books from 
Isaiah through Malachi, excluding Daniel. References to others appear in the 
prophetic and Deuteronomistic history books. These include Nathan (2 Sam. 7, 
12; 1 Kgs. 1), Gad (1 Sam. 22:5; 2 Sam. 24:11), Ahijah (1 Kgs. 11:29; 14:2, 18), 
Elijah (1 Kgs. 17—2 Kgs. 2), Elisha (2 Kgs. 2-9), Micaiah (1 Kgs. 22), Jonah (2 Kgs. 
14:25), Huldah (22:14), and Hananiah (Jer. 28). These books also refer generically 
to prophets whom they do not name (1 Sam. 28:6; 1 Kgs. 13; 2 Kgs. 17:13, 23; 
21:10; 23:2; 24:2; Amos 2:11-12; Mic. 3:5-6, 11; Jer. 14:13-16; 23:9-22), and 
sometimes these operate in groups (1 Sam. 10:5, 10-12; in 1 Kgs. 22 there are 
400). The story of Elijah’s contest with 450 prophets of Baal and 400 of {Anat 
indicates that prophets of other deities than Yahweh could be found in Israel (1 
Kgs. 18).

�OT prophecOT prophecy is not ay is not a homogeneo homogeneous phenomeus phenomenon. The bnon. The bands of anands of anonymous econymous eonymous ecstatic pecstatic prophets rerophets referred to ferred to in Samuel in Samuel and Kings and Kings contrast wcontrast with the liith the likes of Amokes of Amos and Jeres AmoAmos and JAmos and Jeremiah, weremiah, who carriedho carried out their out their function  function as individas individuals. Elijuals. Elijah and Eliah and Elisha, who asha, EliElisha, whElisha, who are refeo are referred to asrred to as “man of G “man of God” more ood” more often than ften than “prophet,”“prophet,” have affi have affinities witnaffiaffinitiesaffinities with both with both the ecsta the ecstatics (cf. tics (cf. 1 Kgs. 18:1 Kgs. 18:46; 2 Kgs.46; 2 Kgs. 3:13-20)  3:13-20) and the otand the others and ahers anhers and add soand add some peculiame peculiarities of rities of their own.their own.

OT prophecy is not a homogeneous phenomenon. The bands of anonymous 



ecstatic prophets referred to in Samuel and Kings contrast with the likes of 
Amos and Jeremiah, who carried out their function as individuals. Elijah and 
Elisha, who are referred to as “man of God” more often than “prophet,” have 
affinities with both the ecstatics (cf. 1 Kgs. 18:46; 2 Kgs. 3:13-20) and the others 
and add some peculiarities of their own.

�The historThe historical and cical and cultural coultural context of Ontext of OT prophecyT prophecy is the pe is the period of thriod of the Israelite Israele Israelite Israelite and Judeanand Judean monarchie monarchies, continus, continuing througing through the Exilh the Exile into thee into the early pos early postexilic petexpospostexilicpostexilic period. T period. This contexhis context affects t affects the functithe functioning and oning and message ofmessage of the bibli the biblical prophecal prcal prophets.prophets.

The historical and cultural context of OT prophecy is the period of the 
Israelite and Judean monarchies, continuing through the Exile into the early 
postexilic period. This context affects the functioning and message of the biblical 
prophets.

Social RolSocial Rolee

Social Role

There haveThere have been vari been various attempous attempts to arguts to argue that thee that the OT prophe OT prophets had thets had their base ofir base oir base of operatiof operations in theons in the cult, but cult, but there is  there is insufficieinsufficient evidencnt evidence to suppoe to support such a rt such a generalizagenerageneralizageneralization. Samution. Samuel and theel and the anonymous anonymous prophets  prophets were assocwere associated withiated with places of places o places of worshipof worship (1 Sam. 3 (1 Sam. 3:20; 10:5):20; 10:5). Jeremiah. Jeremiah (Jer. 1:1 (Jer. 1:1) and Ezek) and Ezekiel (Ezek.iel (Ezek. 1:3) came 1:3) came from prie from from priesfrom priestly familitly families, but thes, but this does nois does not seem to t seem to have deterhave determined the mined the location olocation of their acf thf their actitheir activity as prvity as prophets. Amophets. Amos appearsos appears to have h to have had no prioad no prior connectir connection with thon with the cult (Ameththe cult (the cult (Amos 7:14-Amos 7:14-15). Rathe15). Rather, where tr, where the texts ahe texts allow us tollow us to identify  identify the locatithe location of a pron oon of a prophof a prophet’s activet’s activity it is ity it is most oftenmost often in intera in interaction withction with kings or  kings or other leadother leaders of theers of ers of the natof the nation. Sometion. Sometimes they imes they were summowere summoned to proned to provide counsvide counsel in timeel in times of crisis of criss of crisis, ascrisis, as when the  when the kings of Ikings of Israel and srael and Judah consJudah consulted the ulted the 400 prophe400 prophets and Micts and Micaiah aboutaiaMicMicaiah abMicaiah about the adout the advisabilityvisability of going  of going to war (1 to war (1 Kgs. 22), Kgs. 22), Hezekiah sHezekiah summoned Isummoned Isaiah at thaiIsIsaiah at Isaiah at the time othe time of an impenf an impending Assyrding Assyrian invasiian invasion (Isa. 3on (Isa. 37 = 2 Kgs.7 = 2 Kgs. 19), or Z 19), or Zedekiah asedekZZedekiah aZedekiah asked Jeremsked Jeremiah to inqiah to inquire of Yauire of Yahweh abouthweh about Judah’s m Judah’s military foilitary fortunes (Jertunes (Jer. 37).r.(Je(Jer. 37).(Jer. 37).

There have been various attempts to argue that the OT prophets had their base 
of operations in the cult, but there is insufficient evidence to support such a 
generalization. Samuel and the anonymous prophets were associated with places 
of worship (1 Sam. 3:20; 10:5). Jeremiah (Jer. 1:1) and Ezekiel (Ezek. 1:3) came 
from priestly families, but this does not seem to have determined the location of 
their activity as prophets. Amos appears to have had no prior connection with 
the cult (Amos 7:14-15). Rather, where the texts allow us to identify the location 
of a prophet’s activity it is most often in interaction with kings or other leaders 
of the nation. Sometimes they were summoned to provide counsel in times of 
crisis, as when the kings of Israel and Judah consulted the 400 prophets and 
Micaiah about the advisability of going to war (1 Kgs. 22), Hezekiah summoned 
Isaiah at the time of an impending Assyrian invasion (Isa. 37 = 2 Kgs. 19), or 
Zedekiah asked Jeremiah to inquire of Yahweh about Judah’s military fortunes 
(Jer. 37).

�Prophets oProphets often appeaften appear unsummonr unsummoned to offeed to offer words ofr words of encourage encouragement or crment or criticism (eitcrcriticism criticism (e.g., 2 S(e.g., 2 Sam. 7:1-17am. 7:1-17; 12:1-14;; 12:1-14; Amos 7:10 Amos 7:10-17; Jer. -17; Jer. 26). They 26). They were sometwere sometimes involimesometsometimes sometimes involved iinvolved in partisann partisan political political struggles struggles. Elijah o. Elijah opposed Ahapposed Ahab and Ahazb and Ahaziah (1 KgsiahAhazAhaziah (1Ahaziah (1 Kgs. 17-1 Kgs. 17-19, 21; 2 K9, 21; 2 Kgs. 1), angs. 1), and his succd his successor, Eliessor, Elisha, was isha, was instrumentanstrumental in the cl in l in the couin the coup that brop that brought the Ought the Omri dynastmri dynasty to an eny to an end and estad and established Jeblished Jehu as kinghu as king of Israel o of Israel of Israel (2 Kgs. 9)(2 Kgs. 9). Amaziah,. Amaziah, the pries the priest at Bethet at Bethel’s royal l’s royal sanctuary,sanctuary, accused A accused Amos of conmos omos of conspirof conspiracy againsacy against Jeroboamt Jeroboam (Amos 7:1 (Amos 7:10-11), and0-11), and Jeremiah  Jeremiah was a vocawas a vocal member ol memberl member of member of one the paone the parties strurties struggling to ggling to control Jucontrol Judah’s foredah’s foreign policyign policy in the ye in the years prior ars yeyears prioyears prior to the Er to the Exile (Jer.xile (Jer. 27-29). 27-29). 27-29).

Prophets often appear unsummoned to offer words of encouragement or 
criticism (e.g., 2 Sam. 7:1-17; 12:1-14; Amos 7:10-17; Jer. 26). They were 
sometimes involved in partisan political struggles. Elijah opposed Ahab and 
Ahaziah (1 Kgs. 17-19, 21; 2 Kgs. 1), and his successor, Elisha, was instrumental 
in the coup that brought the Omri dynasty to an end and established Jehu as king 
of Israel (2 Kgs. 9). Amaziah, the priest at Bethel’s royal sanctuary, accused Amos 
of conspiracy against Jeroboam (Amos 7:10-11), and Jeremiah was a vocal 
member of one the parties struggling to control Judah’s foreign policy in the 
years prior to the Exile (Jer. 27-29).

�In generalIn general, then, pr, then, prophets werophets were religioue religious intermeds intermediaries whoiaries who functione functioned at the nd at thed at the nationthe national level. al level. Elijah andElijah and Elisha in Elisha interacted wteracted with lesserith lesser individua individuals as wellls as well as with k as with  as with kingswith kings, but they, but they are signi are significantly dficantly different fifferent from other rom other prophets iprophets in importann important respectst rest respects.respects.respects.

In general, then, prophets were religious intermediaries who functioned at 
the national level. Elijah and Elisha interacted with lesser individuals as well as 
with kings, but they are significantly different from other prophets in important 
respects.

�It was undIt was understood therstood that the proat the prophets’ actphets’ activity and ivity and message wemessage were groundere grounded in some d in sd in some type some type of communiof communication frocation from Yahweh. m Yahweh. There are There are several acseveral accounts of counts of initial coinitial coinitial contacts tcontacts that inauguhat inaugurated a prrated a prophet’s caophet’s career (Amosreer (Amos 7:15; Isa 7:15; Isa. 6; Jer. . 6; Jer. 1:4-10; Ez1:4-10; Ezek. 1-3) aek. 1ek. 1-3) and o1-3) and other referther references to vences to visions or isions or dreams thadreams that were thet were the source of source of a prophet a prophet’s claim t’prophetprophet’s prophet’s claim to sclaim to speak for Gpeak for God (e.g., od (e.g., 1 Kgs. 19:1 Kgs. 19:9-18; 22:19-18; 22:17-23; Amos7-23; Amos 7:1-9; 8: 7:1-9; 8:1-3; 9:1; 1-38:8:1-3; 9:18:1-3; 9:1; Jer. 1:1; Jer. 1:11-19; 13:11-19; 13:1-11; 14:14-11; 14:14; 23:16).; 23:16).; 23:16).

It was understood that the prophets’ activity and message were grounded in 



some type of communication from Yahweh. There are several accounts of initial 
contacts that inaugurated a prophet’s career (Amos 7:15; Isa. 6; Jer. 1:4-10; Ezek. 
1-3) and other references to visions or dreams that were the source of a 
prophet’s claim to speak for God (e.g., 1 Kgs. 19:9-18; 22:17-23; Amos 7:1-9; 
8:1-3; 9:1; Jer. 1:11-19; 13:1-11; 14:14; 23:16).

�It is furtIt is further assumeher assumed that whed that when prophetsn prophets spoke the spoke they were tray were transmitting nsmitting the deity’the dethe deity’s medeity’s message to tssage to their audieheir audience. Howevnce. However, they wer, they were not siere not simply one-wmply one-way channelay channeay channels ochannels of informatf information from Yion from Yahweh to tahweh to the people.he people. Like all  Like all communicatcommunication, prophion, propion, prophetic prophetic speech invspeech involved a dyolved a dynamic intenamic interaction beraction between speatween speaker and auker and audience. Fedience. Fedience. Feedback wFeedback was integraas integral to the pl to the process, anrocess, and in theird in their position  position between debetween deity and auity and audience prodieauaudience paudience prophets rerophets received andceived and carried m carried messages inessages in both dire both directions. Pections. People were ople were ople were free were free to accept to accept or reject or reject a prophet’a prophet’s words (As words (Amos 2:10-1mos 2:10-12; 7:10-172; 7:10-17; Jer. 5:1; Jer. 5:12-13; 11:12-5:15:12-13; 15:12-13; 11:18-20; 21:18-20; 20:7-8), an0:7-8), and prophetsd prophets could bel could belabor God wabor God with their ith their own concerown concerown concerns (concerns (Amos 7:1-6Amos 7:1-6; Jer. 11:; Jer. 11:18-12:6; 118-12:6; 17:14-18).7:14-18).7:14-18).

It is further assumed that when prophets spoke they were transmitting the 
deity’s message to their audience. However, they were not simply one-way 
channels of information from Yahweh to the people. Like all communication, 
prophetic speech involved a dynamic interaction between speaker and audience. 
Feedback was integral to the process, and in their position between deity and 
audience prophets received and carried messages in both directions. People 
were free to accept or reject a prophet’s words (Amos 2:10-12; 7:10-17; Jer. 
5:12-13; 11:18-20; 20:7-8), and prophets could belabor God with their own 
concerns (Amos 7:1-6; Jer. 11:18-12:6; 17:14-18).

�Sometimes Sometimes prophets wprophets with confliith conflicting messcting messages from ages from Yahweh appYahweh appeared on teared on the scene (hetthe scene the scene (e.g., 1 K(e.g., 1 Kgs. 22; Jegs. 22; Jer. 14:11-1r. 14:11-16; 28:1-176; 28:1-17), and bel), and believing memieving members of thbers of the populacee pope populace wpopulace would have ould have had to dechad to decide among ide among them. The them. The story of Jstory of Jeremiah’s eremiah’s confrontatconfrontconfrontatconfrontation with Hion with Hananiah ilananiah illustrates lustrates the difficthe difficulties inhulties inherent in merent in making suchaking such judgments judg judgments.judgments. In this s In this story Jeremtory Jeremiah appeariah appears to invoks to invoke the crite the criterion of ferion of fulfillmentulfillment as the ap as th as the appropthe appropriate way riate way to resolveto resolve the confl the conflicting claicting claims to speims to speak for Yahak for Yahweh (Jer. weh (Jer. 28:5-9; cf28:28:5-9; cf28:5-9; cf. Deut. 18. Deut. 18:21-22), b:21-22), but in the ut in the end he doeend he does not waits not wait the amoun the amount of time t of time required treqrequired trequired to prove Hao prove Hananiah’s cnaniah’s claim falselaim false. Other pa. Other passages sugssages suggest additgest additional critional criteria for jeriacritcriteria fcriteria for judgingor judging true from true from false pro false prophecy (perphecy (personal immosonal immorality, Jerality, Jer. 23:14; r. 23:14; 29:23; lac29:2329:23; lac29:23; lack of a valk of a valid commissid commission, 14:13ion, 14:13–14), but –14), but none were none were really usereally useful for peful for people facedoplepepeople facpeople faced with thed with the immediate immediate necessite necessity of adjudy of adjudicating beicating between comptween competing propeting propeting prophetic prophetic claims.claims.claims.

Sometimes prophets with conflicting messages from Yahweh appeared on 
the scene (e.g., 1 Kgs. 22; Jer. 14:11-16; 28:1-17), and believing members of the 
populace would have had to decide among them. The story of Jeremiah’s 
confrontation with Hananiah illustrates the difficulties inherent in making such 
judgments. In this story Jeremiah appears to invoke the criterion of fulfillment as 
the appropriate way to resolve the conflicting claims to speak for Yahweh (Jer. 
28:5-9; cf. Deut. 18:21-22), but in the end he does not wait the amount of time 
required to prove Hananiah’s claim false. Other passages suggest additional 
criteria for judging true from false prophecy (personal immorality, Jer. 23:14; 
29:23; lack of a valid commission, 14:13–14), but none were really useful for 
people faced with the immediate necessity of adjudicating between competing 
prophetic claims.

�The narratThe narrative of Sauive of Saul’s consull’s consulting the mting the medium at Eedium at Endor mentindor mentions propheons prophets in the ts in ts in the samin the same breath we breath with standaith standard methodsrd methods of divina of divination, dreation, dreams, and Urms, and Urim (1 Sam.im (1 Sam.im (1 Sam. 28:6)Sam. 28:6). The func. The function of prtion of prophets, toophets, to facilitat facilitate communice communication betwation between Yahweheen Yahweheen Yahweh andYahweh and his peopl his people, is broae, is broadly speakidly speaking the samng the same as that e as that of divinerof diviners, who occs, who occupied anotupoccoccupied aoccupied another (thnother (though oftenough often condemned condemned; cf. Deut; cf. Deut. 18:9-14). 18:9-14) establish established religioed religious role wiureligioreligious religious role withirole within Israelitn Israelite society.e society. A distinc A distinction is oftion is often drawn ten drawn between thbetween these two roese twese two roles two roles on the groon the grounds that unds that diviners wdiviners wait to be ait to be consulted consulted and rely oand rely on mechanicn mechanical means samechanicmechanicalmechanical means suc means such as lots h as lots to arrive to arrive at their mat their message, whessage, while propheile prophets come fots come forward at Yrfoforward atforward at Yahweh’s  Yahweh’s direction direction and have tand have their messaheir message directlge directly from they from the deity. Th deity. This is not isThThis is noThis is not quite act quite accurate, sicurate, since there nce there are examplare examples of propes of prophets beinghets being consulted consulted (1 Sam. 2 (1 (1 Sam. 28(1 Sam. 28:6; 1 Kgs.:6; 1 Kgs. 22:5-8, 1 22:5-8, 13-14; Jer.3-14; Jer. 42:1-6) a 42:1-6) and of divind of diviners cominners coming forward g forward unasked (1unasunasked (1unasked (1 Sam. 10:1 Sam. 10:17-24; 14:37-24; 14:36-37). Pro6-37). Prophetic uttphetic utterances caerances can be refern be referred to as red to as divinationdidivinationdivination (Mic. 3:1 (Mic. 3:11; Jer. 141; Jer. 14:14) and t:14) and the words ohe words of divinersf diviners as prophe as prophecy (Jer. 2cy (Jer. 29:8-9). Wi9:8-9229:8-9). W29:8-9). Within the ithin the Israelite Israelite conceptualconceptual world, th world, the results e results of divinatof divination, like ion, like the words the wothe words of pwords of prophets, wrophets, were considere considered to beered to be “wholly f “wholly from Yahwehrom Yahweh” (Prov. 1” (Prov. 16:33).6:33).

The narrative of Saul’s consulting the medium at Endor mentions prophets 
in the same breath with standard methods of divination, dreams, and Urim (1 
Sam. 28:6). The function of prophets, to facilitate communication between 
Yahweh and his people, is broadly speaking the same as that of diviners, who 
occupied another (though often condemned; cf. Deut. 18:9-14) established 
religious role within Israelite society. A distinction is often drawn between these 
two roles on the grounds that diviners wait to be consulted and rely on 
mechanical means such as lots to arrive at their message, while prophets come 
forward at Yahweh’s direction and have their message directly from the deity. 
This is not quite accurate, since there are examples of prophets being consulted 
(1 Sam. 28:6; 1 Kgs. 22:5-8, 13-14; Jer. 42:1-6) and of diviners coming forward 
unasked (1 Sam. 10:17-24; 14:36-37). Prophetic utterances can be referred to as 
divination (Mic. 3:11; Jer. 14:14) and the words of diviners as prophecy (Jer. 
29:8-9). Within the Israelite conceptual world, the results of divination, like the 



words of prophets, were considered to be “wholly from Yahweh” (Prov. 16:33).

ConceptualConceptual World World

Conceptual World

The perceiThe perceived existeved existence of pronce of prophets in aphets in any societyny society is predic is predicated upon ated upon belief in belief in the realitthethe realitthe reality of a deiy of a deity or deitty or deities who aries who are able to e able to influence influence events in events in this worldthis world and are a and a and are at leaare at least potentist potentially susceally susceptible to ptible to influence influence from humanfrom humans. In thiss. In this respect b respect biblical Isiblicalbbiblical Ibiblical Israel was srael was not uniquenot unique. What giv. What gives much ofes much of biblical  biblical prophecy iprophecy its distincts distinctive flavotive ftive flavor is flavor is the prevalthe prevalence of thence of the Deuterone Deuteronomistic idomistic idea of a prea of a prophet likeophet like Moses who Moses who would spe w would speawould speak Yahweh’sk Yahweh’s word and  word and to whom obto whom obedience waedience was requireds required (Deut. 18 (Deut. 18:15-22). A:15-21818:15-22).18:15-22). As a resu As a result, the OTlt, the OT presents  presents prophets aprophets as the privs the privileged intileged intermediarieermediaries between s bs between Yabetween Yahweh and hhweh and his people.is people. The messa The message of the ge of the prophets tprophets tends to miends to mirror Deuterror Derror DeuteronomDeuteronomistic theoistic theology in aslogy in assuming thasuming that a speciat a special relationl relationship existship existed betweened between Israel an I Israel andIsrael and Yahweh, o Yahweh, one definedne defined by a cove by a covenant whichnant which required  required obedience obedience to certainto certainto certain cocertain commandmentsmmandments. The resu. The result of suchlt of such obedience obedience would be  would be prosperityprosperity and peace and pea and peace, butpeace, but disobedie disobedience would nce would result in result in punishmentpunishment at the ha at the hands of fornds of foreign invadeign invaders, over erinvadinvaders, invaders, over whoseover whose activitie activities it was as it was assumed Yahssumed Yahweh had poweh had power. 2 Kgswer. 2 Kgs. 17 is a . 17 is a classic stcclassic stclassic statement ofatement of this theo this theology withilogy within the Deutn the Deuteronomistieronomistic history c history itself, anitself, and these idd thed these ideathese ideas appear is appear in Jer. 11:n Jer. 11:1-13 in mu1-13 in much the samch the same languagee language. This bas. This basic interpric interpretation ofetatinterprinterpretainterpretation of nation of national histional history may btory may be found ine found in many stan many standard poetidard poetic oracles c oracles throughoutthrthroughoutthroughout the proph the prophetic booksetic books (e.g., Am (e.g., Amos 2:4-5, os 2:4-5, 6-16; Jer.6-16; Jer. 2:4-37). 2:4-37). 2:4-37).

The perceived existence of prophets in any society is predicated upon belief in 
the reality of a deity or deities who are able to influence events in this world and 
are at least potentially susceptible to influence from humans. In this respect 
biblical Israel was not unique. What gives much of biblical prophecy its distinctive 
flavor is the prevalence of the Deuteronomistic idea of a prophet like Moses who 
would speak Yahweh’s word and to whom obedience was required (Deut. 
18:15-22). As a result, the OT presents prophets as the privileged intermediaries 
between Yahweh and his people. The message of the prophets tends to mirror 
Deuteronomistic theology in assuming that a special relationship existed between 
Israel and Yahweh, one defined by a covenant which required obedience to 
certain commandments. The result of such obedience would be prosperity and 
peace, but disobedience would result in punishment at the hands of foreign 
invaders, over whose activities it was assumed Yahweh had power. 2 Kgs. 17 is a 
classic statement of this theology within the Deuteronomistic history itself, and 
these ideas appear in Jer. 11:1-13 in much the same language. This basic 
interpretation of national history may be found in many standard poetic oracles 
throughout the prophetic books (e.g., Amos 2:4-5, 6-16; Jer. 2:4-37).

�In the casIn the case of Elijae of Elijah and Elish and Elisha we findha we find evidence  evidence of other iof other ideas that deas that reflect a reflect a cultural bcucultural bcultural background ackground not evidennot evident in the Dt in the Deuteronomieuteronomistic histostic history as a whry as a whole. Insofole. Insofar as theyarInsofInsofar asInsofar as they are  they are champions champions of Yahweh of Yahweh and criticand critics of kingss of kings, Elijah a, Elijah and Elisha nd Elisha fit withinfit wifit within thewithin the conceptua conceptual world ofl world of the Deute the Deuteronomists.ronomists. In additi In addition, howeveon, however, the stor, the stories aboutrstostories abstories about these out these two “men otwo “men of God” incf God” include accoulude accounts of thents of the miraculou miraculous multiplis multiplication of cmultiplimultiplicamultiplication of fotion of food, callinod, calling down firg down fire from heae from heaven, floatven, floating ax-heaing ax-heads, curingds, curing lepers, r lepe lepers, ralepers, raising the ising the dead, and dead, and murderous murderous attacks onattacks on other hum other humans. Such ans. Such accounts, accounts, unique in uunique in unique in the prophethe prophetic literatic literature, seemture, seem to assume to assume the conce the conceptual worlptual world of shamad of shamanism, a senshamashamanism,shamanism, a set of  a set of beliefs fabeliefs fairly commoirly common among trn among tribal peoplibal peoples. Like Oes. Like OT prophetsT prophets, shamans ,prophetsprophets, prophets, shamans arshamans are thought e thought to be inteto be intermediariesrmediaries between h between humans and umans and deities. Tdeities. Tdeities. They have They have ecstatic eecstatic experiencesxperiences, and besi, and besides conveydes conveying messaging messages from thes from the deities e deities have a varhhave a varhave a variety of fuiety of functions, inctions, including cncluding curing and uring and divinationdivination. Such bel. Such beliefs are aiefs are at odds witt odds t odds with odds with the Deuterthe Deuteronomistic onomistic theology, theology, so these nso these narratives arratives provide a provide a hint of cohint of complexity omcocomplexitycomplexity of the cu of the cultural andltural and religious religious situation situation in monarc in monarchic Israelhic Israel..

In the case of Elijah and Elisha we find evidence of other ideas that reflect a 
cultural background not evident in the Deuteronomistic history as a whole. 
Insofar as they are champions of Yahweh and critics of kings, Elijah and Elisha fit 
within the conceptual world of the Deuteronomists. In addition, however, the 
stories about these two “men of God” include accounts of the miraculous 
multiplication of food, calling down fire from heaven, floating ax-heads, curing 
lepers, raising the dead, and murderous attacks on other humans. Such accounts, 
unique in the prophetic literature, seem to assume the conceptual world of 
shamanism, a set of beliefs fairly common among tribal peoples. Like OT 
prophets, shamans are thought to be intermediaries between humans and deities. 
They have ecstatic experiences, and besides conveying messages from the deities 
have a variety of functions, including curing and divination. Such beliefs are at 
odds with the Deuteronomistic theology, so these narratives provide a hint of 
complexity of the cultural and religious situation in monarchic Israel.

HistoricitHistoricityy

Historicity

Though AbrThough Abraham (Gen.aham (Gen. 20:7), Mi 20:7), Miriam (Exodriam (Exod. 15:20), . 15:20), Eldad and Eldad and Medad (NumMedad (Num. 11:26-30. 11:26. 11:26-30),11:26-30), and Debor and Deborah (Judg. ah (Judg. 4:4) are r4:4) are referred toeferred to as prophe as prophets, the prts, the primary histimary historical conorihisthistoricalhistorical context o context of OT prophf OT prophecy is theecy is the periods o periods of the Monaf the Monarchy, Exilrchy, Exile, and Rese, and Restoration (toResRestoratioRestoration (11th-6tn (11th-6th centurieh centuries s B.C.E.B.C.E.). The nar). The narratives spratives speak of boteak of both Samuel (h Samuel (1 Sam. 3:21 Sam1 Sam. 3:20)Sam. 3:20) and bands and bands of anonym of anonymous propheous prophets in the ts in the time of Satime of Saul, of Natul, of Nathan and Gahan and Gahan and Gad in theGad in the court of  court of David, of David, of Elijah oppElijah opposing Ahabosing Ahab (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 17), and of7), and of Elisha’s  Elisha’s role in throle role in throle in the coup thae coup that brought t brought Jehu to thJehu to the throne oe throne of Israel (f Israel (2 Kgs. 9).2 Kgs. 9). All but s All but six of the ix of tix of the prophethe prophetic books tic books (Joel, Oba(Joel, Obadiah, Jonadiah, Jonah, Nahum, h, Nahum, Habakkuk, Habakkuk, and Malachand Malachi) begin wi) begin wi) begin with superwith superscriptionsscriptions that loca that locate the prote the prophet’s actphet’s activity duriivity during the reing the reign of specgn of specific kingsific kific kings, frokings, from Amos andm Amos and Hosea in  Hosea in the mid-8tthe mid-8th century h century to Haggai to Haggai and Zecharand Zechariah in theiah in theiah in the late 6the late 6th centuryth century. Propheti. Prophetic texts rec texts refer to evefer to events and sints and situations ituations in the lifen the life of the na of the of the nationthe nation, includin, including foreign g foreign invasions invasions (e.g., Amo(e.g., Amos 6:14; Iss 6:14; Isa. 36-39; a. 36-39; Jer. 39), Jer. 39), internal pinternalinternal pinternal political solitical struggles (truggles (e.g., 2 Kge.g., 2 Kgs. 9; Amoss. 9; Amos 7:10-17;  7:10-17; Jer. 37-38Jer. 37-38), social ), social injustice injustice injustice injustice (e.g., Amo(e.g., Amos 2:6-7; 5s 2:6-7; 5:6-7, 10-1:6-7, 10-15), and re5), and religious maligious malpractice lpractice (e.g., 5:2(e.g., 5:21–24; Jer.1–24; Je1–24; Jer. 2; MaJer. 2; Mal. 1:6-2:9l. 1:6-2:9) or indif) or indifference (eference (e.g., Jer. .g., Jer. 5:12; Hagg5:12; Haggai).ai).ai).

Though Abraham (Gen. 20:7), Miriam (Exod. 15:20), Eldad and Medad (Num. 
11:26-30), and Deborah (Judg. 4:4) are referred to as prophets, the primary 



historical context of OT prophecy is the periods of the Monarchy, Exile, and 
Restoration (11th-6th centuries B.C.E.). The narratives speak of both Samuel (1 
Sam. 3:20) and bands of anonymous prophets in the time of Saul, of Nathan and 
Gad in the court of David, of Elijah opposing Ahab (1 Kgs. 17), and of Elisha’s 
role in the coup that brought Jehu to the throne of Israel (2 Kgs. 9). All but six of 
the prophetic books (Joel, Obadiah, Jonah, Nahum, Habakkuk, and Malachi) begin 
with superscriptions that locate the prophet’s activity during the reign of specific 
kings, from Amos and Hosea in the mid-8th century to Haggai and Zechariah in 
the late 6th century. Prophetic texts refer to events and situations in the life of 
the nation, including foreign invasions (e.g., Amos 6:14; Isa. 36-39; Jer. 39), 
internal political struggles (e.g., 2 Kgs. 9; Amos 7:10-17; Jer. 37-38), social 
injustice (e.g., Amos 2:6-7; 5:6-7, 10-15), and religious malpractice (e.g., 5:21–24; 
Jer. 2; Mal. 1:6-2:9) or indifference (e.g., Jer. 5:12; Haggai).

�Despite thDespite these specifese specific referenic references, it isces, it is not safe  not safe to assume to assume that the athat the accounts ofccounts ofccounts of the proof the prophets’ actphets’ activities arivities are always he always historicallistorically accuratey accurate. This is . This is because bobecause both the colth theth the collecthe collected oracleted oracles (prophets (prophetic speecheic speeches) and thes) and the stories a stories about them bout them are dominaare dominated by idetdominadominated dominated by ideas lby ideas like those ike those outlined aoutlined above. Elijbove. Elijah provideah provides one obvis one obvious examplous example. The stoeexamplexample. Texample. The storieshe stories depict hi depict him in part m in part as an ardeas an ardent championt champion of Yahwen of Yahweh, and modh, and moh, and model his model his character character on the figon the figure of Mosure of Moses. In 1 Kes. In 1 Kgs. 19, e.gs. 19, e.g., he fleg., he flees for hises for his life to t life to life to the desto the desert, encouert, encounters Yahwnters Yahweh in a theh in a theophany oneophany on Horeb (Si Horeb (Sinai), and nai), and complains complains complains complains about his about his mission, wmission, which Yahwehich Yahweh in turn h in turn reaffirms reaffirms (cf. Exod.(cf. Exod. 2-6). Thi 2-6). This suggestss sus suggests tsuggests that the Dehat the Deuteronomisuteronomistic compiltic compilers of theers of these narratise narratives have pves have presented uresented us with a psuus with a us with a picture ofpicture of the proph the prophet that iset that is not merel not merely biography biographical. The ical. The stories alstories also represeso reso represent represent Elijah as Elijah as a healer aa healer and wonder-nd wonder-worker, suworker, suggesting aggesting another elenother element in himent in his culturals hihis culturhis cultural backgroal background, but gund, but given the fiven the fantastic nantastic nature of sature of some of theome of the occurrenc occurrences it is ues occurrencoccurrenceoccurrences it is uns it is unlikely thalikely that these act these accounts arecounts are historica historically accurally accurate. The sate. The same model ome mme model of tmodel of the “prophehe “prophet like Most like Moses” is evies” is evident in thdent in the account e account of Jeremiaof Jeremiah’s call (h’s call (Jer. 1:4-1Jer. ((Jer. 1:4-(Jer. 1:4-10) and el10) and elsewhere insewhere in the book  the book of Jeremiaof Jeremiah.h.h.

Despite these specific references, it is not safe to assume that the accounts 
of the prophets’ activities are always historically accurate. This is because both 
the collected oracles (prophetic speeches) and the stories about them are 
dominated by ideas like those outlined above. Elijah provides one obvious 
example. The stories depict him in part as an ardent champion of Yahweh, and 
model his character on the figure of Moses. In 1 Kgs. 19, e.g., he flees for his life 
to the desert, encounters Yahweh in a theophany on Horeb (Sinai), and 
complains about his mission, which Yahweh in turn reaffirms (cf. Exod. 2-6). This 
suggests that the Deuteronomistic compilers of these narratives have presented 
us with a picture of the prophet that is not merely biographical. The stories also 
represent Elijah as a healer and wonder-worker, suggesting another element in 
his cultural background, but given the fantastic nature of some of the 
occurrences it is unlikely that these accounts are historically accurate. The same 
model of the “prophet like Moses” is evident in the account of Jeremiah’s call 
(Jer. 1:4-10) and elsewhere in the book of Jeremiah.

�One can, tOne can, therefore, herefore, ask whetheask whether prophetir prophetic books anc books and narrativd narratives about pes about prophets prrophpprophets pprophets provide anyrovide any access to access to Israelite Israelite and Judea and Judean history n history and societand society in the dy in the days of theays ddays of thdays of the prophetse prophets themselve themselves or only s or only to the perto the period duringiod during and after and after the Exile the Exile. At the v. A. At the verAt the very least wey least we can be co can be confident thnfident that “propheat “prophet” was a wt” was a well-establell-established sociished social role inal socisocial rolsocial role in preexe in preexilic monarilic monarchic sociechic society, and evty, and evidence poiidence points to thents to the level of  level of national gnationational gnational government overnment as the prias the primary sphermary sphere of prophe of prophetic activetic activity. In adity. In addition, thdition, the existence exe existence existence of collectof collections of maions of materials beterials bearing the aring the names of inames of individual ndividual prophets (prophets (or in the or inor in the casin the case of Elijae of Elijah and Elish and Elisha, a sizaha, a sizable collecble collection of sttion of stories abouories about them) mat them) makes it reakes it kes it reasonait reasonable to assble to assume that tume that these persohese persons really ns really existed, texisted, though it mhough it may not be ay not be possible tpospossible tpossible to be confio be confident aboutdent about identifyi identifying their eng their exact wordsxact words and will  and will certainly certainly be impossibe imbe impossibleimpossible to write  to write their biogtheir biographies.raphies.

One can, therefore, ask whether prophetic books and narratives about 
prophets provide any access to Israelite and Judean history and society in the 
days of the prophets themselves or only to the period during and after the Exile. 
At the very least we can be confident that “prophet” was a well-established 
social role in preexilic monarchic society, and evidence points to the level of 
national government as the primary sphere of prophetic activity. In addition, the 
existence of collections of materials bearing the names of individual prophets (or 
in the case of Elijah and Elisha, a sizable collection of stories about them) makes 
it reasonable to assume that these persons really existed, though it may not be 
possible to be confident about identifying their exact words and will certainly be 
impossible to write their biographies.



Literary CLiterary Considerationsiderationsons

Literary Considerations

It is evidIt is evident that nent that not all of ot all of the words the words in prophetin prophetic books cic books can be attran be attributed to ibuted to the prophethe pthe prophets tprophets themselves.hemselves. For examp For example, Amos 7le, Amos 7 begins wi begins with three rth three reports of eports of visions navisions navisions narrated inarrated in the 1st n the 1st person; Amperson; Amos would aos would appear to bppear to be the speae the speaker (v. 8)ker (v. 8). However,. However. However, wHowever, with v. 10 ith v. 10 there begithere begins a 3rd pns a 3rd person accoerson account in whiunt in which an anonch an anonymous narrymous naymous narrator tnarrator tells aboutells about a confron a confrontation bettation between Amos ween Amos and Amaziaand Amaziah. Though h. Though the narratthe narrthe narrative narrative quotes botquotes both these meh these men, neithern, neither appears t appears to be its ao be its author.uthor.uthor.

It is evident that not all of the words in prophetic books can be attributed to the 
prophets themselves. For example, Amos 7 begins with three reports of visions 
narrated in the 1st person; Amos would appear to be the speaker (v. 8). 
However, with v. 10 there begins a 3rd person account in which an anonymous 
narrator tells about a confrontation between Amos and Amaziah. Though the 
narrative quotes both these men, neither appears to be its author.

�Any quest Any quest for the aufor the authentic wothentic words of a grds of a given prophiven prophet is compet is complicated bylicated by the recog the re the recognitiorecognition that then that the process b process by which thy which the books the books that bear that bear the names ofe names of individua individual prophetsl individuaindividualindividual prophets  prophets came into came into being was being was often lengoften lengthy and cothy and complicated.mplicated. From this From this point of  thisthis pointthis point of view,  of view, one may thone may think of proink of prophetic boophetic books as the ks as the products oproducts of literaryf literary activity  act activity tactivity that beginshat begins with the  with the compositiocomposition and colln and collection of ection of material bmaterial by and abouy and about the propt tht the prophethe prophetic figuretic figures, its eves, its eventual collntual collection intection into a “book”o a “book” (scroll), (scroll), and subse and subsequent editquentsubsesubsequentsubsequent editing a editing and revisinnd revising of the cg of the collection.ollection. There is  There is not enoughnot enough evidence  evidence to trace tto to trace tto trace this proceshis process exactly,s exactly, but it is but it is often pos often possible to fsible to form plausiorm plausible hypothble hypotheses abouteses aeses about it. about it. The branchThe branch of biblic of biblical scholaral scholarship activship actively concerely concerned with sned with such matteruch matters is calles is s is called is called redaction redaction criticism.criticism.

Any quest for the authentic words of a given prophet is complicated by the 
recognition that the process by which the books that bear the names of 
individual prophets came into being was often lengthy and complicated. From 
this point of view, one may think of prophetic books as the products of literary 
activity that begins with the composition and collection of material by and about 
the prophetic figures, its eventual collection into a “book” (scroll), and 
subsequent editing and revising of the collection. There is not enough evidence 
to trace this process exactly, but it is often possible to form plausible hypotheses 
about it. The branch of biblical scholarship actively concerned with such matters 
is called redaction criticism.

�The book oThe book of Jeremiahf Jeremiah illustrat illustrates the comes the complexity ofplexity of the redac the redactional protional process. It ccess. It cess. It containIt contains several s several kinds of mkinds of material (paterial (poetic oracoetic oracles addresles addressed to Judsed to Judah, indiviah, individual lamendual ladual laments, plaments, prose sermorose sermons reflectns reflecting an inting an interpretatioerpretation of the nn of the nation’s hiation’s history simistory similar to thalar tlar to that ofto that of the Deute the Deuteronomists,ronomists, 3rd perso 3rd person narrativn narratives about tes about the prophethe prophet, oracles , oracles against foaagainst foagainst foreign natireign nations, a hisons, a historical natorical narrative larrative largely duplrgely duplicating 2 icating 2 Kgs. 24-25Kgs. 24-25). The boo). The b). The book has nbook has no obvious o obvious overall oroverall organizationganization. It is so. It is sometimes inmetimes internally cternally contradictoontradictory, e.g., ry, contradictocontradictcontradictory, e.g.,ory, e.g., counselin counseling submissig submission to Babyon to Babylon (chs. lon (chs. 27—29) in 27—29) in one place one place while in awhwhile in awhile in another invnother inveighing ageighing against thatainst that nation in nation in the harsh the harshest terms est terms (chs. 50—5(chs. 50—51). The Gr1).50—550—51). Th50—51). The Greek tre Greek translation anslation of the booof the book (LXX) isk (LXX) is one eight one eighth shorter h shorter than the Hthan the than the Hebrewthe Hebrew text, and text, and incorpora incorporates the cotes the collection ollection of oracles f oracles against foagainst foreign natireign nations in theonsnatinations innations in the middl the middle of the be of the book ratherook rather than near than near the end.  the end. NevertheleNevertheless, the boss, the book has a bokbobook has abook has a broad the broad thematic unitmatic unity, interpry, interpreting deveeting developments ilopments in Judah’s n Judah’s history ashistory as the resul th the resultthe result of the pe of the people’s pasople’s past and prest and present infracent infractions of ttions of their covenheir covenant agreemant agreement with Yentagreemagreement agreement with Yahwewith Yahweh (“falsehh (“falsehood” is onood” is one of the oe of the operative tperative terms in therms in this analysiis analysis). It is s)analysianalysis).analysis). It is no  It is no longer poslonger possible to dsible to discern exaiscern exactly how tctly how the book cahe book came to haveme to have its prese its  its presenits present shape, bt shape, but passageut passages that mens that mention the rtion the restorationestoration of the pe of the people to thople to their land (eir ththeir landtheir land (e.g., 3: (e.g., 3:14–18; 23:14–18; 23:1–4, 7–8; 1–4, 7–8; 24:4–7; 2724:4–7; 27:22; 29:10:22; 29:10–14) signa–14) signal exilic ol exilic or postexilr poster postexilicpostexilic editorial editorial activity. activity. Because t Because this editorhis editorial activiial activity reflectty reflects a reintes a reinterpretationrpretationreintereinterprereinterpretation of tation of the Jeremithe Jeremiah traditiah tradition in lighon in light of the it of the interests onterests of a later f a later time, we mtime, wtime, we must bewe must be cautious  cautious about assuabout assuming that ming that we can conwe can construct a bstruct a biography oiography of the propf the prof the prophet frprophet from such maom such material.terial.terial.

The book of Jeremiah illustrates the complexity of the redactional process. 
It contains several kinds of material (poetic oracles addressed to Judah, individual 
laments, prose sermons reflecting an interpretation of the nation’s history similar 
to that of the Deuteronomists, 3rd person narratives about the prophet, oracles 
against foreign nations, a historical narrative largely duplicating 2 Kgs. 24-25). The 
book has no obvious overall organization. It is sometimes internally 
contradictory, e.g., counseling submission to Babylon (chs. 27—29) in one place 
while in another inveighing against that nation in the harshest terms (chs. 
50—51). The Greek translation of the book (LXX) is one eighth shorter than 
the Hebrew text, and incorporates the collection of oracles against foreign 
nations in the middle of the book rather than near the end. Nevertheless, the 
book has a broad thematic unity, interpreting developments in Judah’s history as 
the result of the people’s past and present infractions of their covenant 
agreement with Yahweh (“falsehood” is one of the operative terms in this 
analysis). It is no longer possible to discern exactly how the book came to have 
its present shape, but passages that mention the restoration of the people to 
their land (e.g., 3:14–18; 23:1–4, 7–8; 24:4–7; 27:22; 29:10–14) signal exilic or 
postexilic editorial activity. Because this editorial activity reflects a 
reinterpretation of the Jeremiah tradition in light of the interests of a later time, 
we must be cautious about assuming that we can construct a biography of the 
prophet from such material.

�In light oIn light of these prf these problems, sooblems, some scholarme scholars have taks have taken a more en a more strictly lstrictly literary apiterary aiterary approach tapproach to the compo the complexity of lexity of prophetic prophetic books whicbooks which views thh views them as liteem as literary monumrary monurary monuments monuments from the dfrom the distant pasistant past and attet and attempts to dimpts to discover andscover and describe  describe their aesttheir aesttheir aesthetic aesthetic coherence coherence without rewithout reference toference to any speci any specific historfic historical backgical background.round.

In light of these problems, some scholars have taken a more strictly literary 



approach to the complexity of prophetic books which views them as literary 
monuments from the distant past and attempts to discover and describe their 
aesthetic coherence without reference to any specific historical background.

The “End” The “End” of Prophecof Prophecyy

The “End” of Prophecy

After the After the early postearly postexilic perexilic period the OTiod the OT reports n reports no figures o figures comparablecomparable to the pr to the prophets of opprprophets oprophets of the monaf the monarchic perirchic period, and thod, and the dominante dominant opinion i opinion is that Isrs that Israelite proaelite prophecy had phproprophecy hprophecy had come toad come to an end. A an end. At the veryt the very least, it least, it had been  had been transformetransformed into somd into somd into something something else, likeelse, like the kind  the kind of visionaof visionary activitry activity leading y leading to apocalyto apocalyptic. Thisptic. This interpret interp interpretainterpretation is thtion is the result oe result of a too naf a too narrow underrrow understanding tstanding that definehat defines prophecys prophecy in terms  in in terms oin terms of the clasf the classical OT fsical OT figures. Asigures. As long as t long as there are phere are people who eople who believe inbelieve in a deity a a de a deity abledeity able and willi and willing to be ing to be involved innvolved in the affai the affairs of thisrs of this world and world and who have  who have a traditioa trada tradition tradition of intermeof intermediaries brdiaries bridging theidging the gap betwe gap between the diven the divine and thine and the human spe human spheres, it hespspheres, ispheres, it is unlikt is unlikely that pely that prophecy harophecy has come to s come to a completea complete end. Jewi end. Jewish texts fsh texts from the laromffrom the lfrom the last centurast centuries ies B.C.E.B.C.E. indicate  indicate a continuea continued belief id belief in the possn the possibility ofibility of prophecy, prophe prophecy, prophecy, and the NTand the NT attests t attests to prophecyo prophecy both in J both in Judaism (Joudaism (John 11:49-5hn 11:49-52) and in 2) and in the early tthe early the early Christian Christian Church (AcChurch (Acts 11:27; ts 11:27; 15:32), wh15:32), where propheere prophets occupiets occupied a recognd a recognd a recognizedrecognized religious religious role alon role alongside aposgside apostles, teactles, teachers, and hers, and other funcother functionaries tionaries (Acts 13:1(Act(Acts 13:1(Acts 13:1; 1 Cor. 1; 1 Cor. 12:27-31). 2:27-31). When Mark When Mark reports threports that some what some who encounteo encountered Jesus red Jesred Jesus thouJesus thought he wasght he was a prophet a prophet (Mark 8:2 (Mark 8:28; cf. 6:48; cf. 6:4, 15), we , 15), we can infer can infer that withithat within the cultn thn the culturthe culture of 1st-ce of 1st-century entury C.E.C.E. Palestini Palestinian Judaisman Judaism there wer there were people be people both familioth familiar with thar familifamiliar wfamiliar with that rith that religious religious role and opole and open to its en to its continuaticontinuation. In theon. In the 2nd centu 2nd century Christiry Chry Christian Christian prophetic prophetic activity cactivity continued iontinued in the Montn the Montanist moveanist movement. Propment. Prophecy thrivhecy thrived in monaethrivthrived inthrived in monarchic monarchic Israel, b Israel, but we can ut we can expect to expect to find it atfind it at other tim other times and plaes and places where ces wces where perswhere persons identions identify and ackfy and acknowledge onowledge others amonthers among their cog their contemporarintemporaries performes perfoes performingperforming the proph the prophetic functetic function of intion of intermediatioermediation.n.n.

After the early postexilic period the OT reports no figures comparable to the 
prophets of the monarchic period, and the dominant opinion is that Israelite 
prophecy had come to an end. At the very least, it had been transformed into 
something else, like the kind of visionary activity leading to apocalyptic. This 
interpretation is the result of a too narrow understanding that defines prophecy 
in terms of the classical OT figures. As long as there are people who believe in a 
deity able and willing to be involved in the affairs of this world and who have a 
tradition of intermediaries bridging the gap between the divine and the human 
spheres, it is unlikely that prophecy has come to a complete end. Jewish texts 
from the last centuries B.C.E. indicate a continued belief in the possibility of 
prophecy, and the NT attests to prophecy both in Judaism (John 11:49-52) and in 
the early Christian Church (Acts 11:27; 15:32), where prophets occupied a 
recognized religious role alongside apostles, teachers, and other functionaries 
(Acts 13:1; 1 Cor. 12:27-31). When Mark reports that some who encountered 
Jesus thought he was a prophet (Mark 8:28; cf. 6:4, 15), we can infer that within 
the culture of 1st-century C.E. Palestinian Judaism there were people both 
familiar with that religious role and open to its continuation. In the 2nd century 
Christian prophetic activity continued in the Montanist movement. Prophecy 
thrived in monarchic Israel, but we can expect to find it at other times and places 
where persons identify and acknowledge others among their contemporaries 
performing the prophetic function of intermediation.
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PROPHETS, PROPHETS, THETHETHE

PROPHETS, THE

The secondThe second of the th of the three divisiree divisions of theons of the Hebrew ca Hebrew canon (Heb. non (Heb. neïb�iî}iîneïb�iî}iîmm), subdivi), subdi), subdividedsubdivided into the  into the “Former Pr“Former Prophets,” wophets,” which incluhich include Joshua,de Joshua, Judges, 1 Judges, 1–2 Samuel,–2 Samuel, and 1–2 K a and 1–2 Kiand 1–2 Kings (placengs (placed among thd among the “historie “historical books”cal books” in the LX in the LXX and ChriX and Christian versstian versstian versions oversions of the OT),f the OT), and the “ and the “Latter ProLatter Prophets,” cophets,” comprised ofmprised of Isaiah, J Isaiah, Jeremiah, Eeremiah, Ezekiel, anzeEEzekiel, aEzekiel, and the Boond the Book of the Tk of the Twelve (Hoswelve (Hosea, Joel, ea, Joel, Amos, ObadAmos, Obadiah, Jonahiah, Jonah, Micah, N, Micah, N, Micah, Nahum, HabNahum, Habakkuk, Zepakkuk, Zephaniah, Hahaniah, Haggai, Zechggai, Zechariah, andariah, and Malachi,  Malachi, often calloften called the “Mied the “Med the “Minor Pro“Minor Prophets”; cfphets”; cf. Sir. 49:. Sir. 49:10).10).

The second of the three divisions of the Hebrew canon (Heb. neïb�iî}iîm ), 
subdivided into the “Former Prophets,” which include Joshua, Judges, 1–2 Samuel, 
and 1–2 Kings (placed among the “historical books” in the LXX and Christian 



versions of the OT), and the “Latter Prophets,” comprised of Isaiah, Jeremiah, 
Ezekiel, and the Book of the Twelve (Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, 
Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi, often called the 
“Minor Prophets”; cf. Sir. 49:10).

PROPITIATIPROPITIATIONONON

PROPITIATION

�SeeSee  EXPIATION.EXPIATION.

See EXPIATION.

PROSELYTEPROSELYTEPROSELYTE

PROSELYTE

A convert A convert from one ffrom one faith or coaith or community tommunity to another.  another. In the LXXIn the LXX Gk.  Gk. proseäílytproseäílytososproseäílytproseäílytproseäílytosos translate translates Heb. s Heb. geär,geär, “resident “resident alien” or alien” or “stranger “stranger” (e.g., E” (e.g., Exod. 20:10xod. 20:xod. 20:10); th20:10); this status is status was higherwas higher than the  than the nok�riî,nok�riî, “temporar “temporary residenty resident,” and thu,” and thus equal tos eqs equal to tequal to the native-he native-born Israeborn Israelite (cf. lite (cf. Exod. 12:4Exod. 12:49; Num. 159; Num. 15:16, 29).:16, 29).:16, 29).

A convert from one faith or community to another. In the LXX Gk. 
proseäílytos translates Heb. geär, “resident alien” or “stranger” (e.g., Exod. 
20:10); this status was higher than the nok�riî,  “temporary resident,” and thus 
equal to the native-born Israelite (cf. Exod. 12:49; Num. 15:16, 29).

�In OT timeIn OT times there ses there seems to havems to have been no e been no official cofficial conversion onversion “process.”“process.” The resid The r The resident aresident alien simpllien simply affiliaty affiliated with thed with the covenante covenant community community (e.g., 2  (e.g., 2 Sam. 11:3-Sam. 11:3-12:10), re12:1011:3-11:3-12:1011:3-12:10), renounc), renounced foreigned foreign gods in f gods in favor of Yaavor of Yahweh (e.g.hweh (e.g., Josh. 2:, Josh. 2:11; Ruth 111; Ruth 1:16), and :1611:16), and1:16), and submitted submitted to circum to circumcision (Excision (Exod. 12:48)od. 12:48)...

In OT times there seems to have been no official conversion “process.” The 
resident alien simply affiliated with the covenant community (e.g., 2 Sam. 
11:3-12:10), renounced foreign gods in favor of Yahweh (e.g., Josh. 2:11; Ruth 
1:16), and submitted to circumcision (Exod. 12:48).

�ThroughoutThroughout the OT th the OT the ideal Ise ideal Israel was nrael was not only opot only open but alsen but also activelyo actively sought to sough sought to sought to include ouinclude outsiders (ctsiders (cf. Gen. 12f. Gen. 12:3; Exod. :3; Exod. 12:38; Isa12:38; Isa. 44:5). A. 44:5). Although celthough certain persrtaincecertain pecertain persons (e.grsons (e.g., Jonah) ., Jonah) and periodand periods (cf. Ezrs (cf. Ezra 9:1-2) da 9:1-2) do not accoo not accord with thrd with this generalis geis general rugeneral rule, they ale, they are clearlyre clearly the excep the exception.tion.tion.

Throughout the OT the ideal Israel was not only open but also actively 
sought to include outsiders (cf. Gen. 12:3; Exod. 12:38; Isa. 44:5). Although 
certain persons (e.g., Jonah) and periods (cf. Ezra 9:1-2) do not accord with this 
general rule, they are clearly the exception.

�The numberThe number of gentil of gentile convertse converts to Judais to Judaism appears m appears to have into have increased grcreased greatly durieatly deatly during theduring the Second Te Second Temple periomple period, due pard, due partly to gretly to greater interater interaction of action of Jews with Jews with Gentiles dGGentiles dGentiles during the uring the Diaspora aDiaspora and partly nd partly to the misto the missionary acsionary activities otivities of the Pharf the Pharisees (cf.iseePharPharisees Pharisees (cf. Tob. (cf. Tob. 1:8; CD 141:8; CD 14:4; Philo :4; Philo Spec. leg.Spec. leg. 1.51–52;  1.51–52; Josephus Josephus Ag. Ap.Ag. Ap. 2.282–84; 2.282–84 2.282–84; 2.282–84; SÁabb.SÁabb. 31a;  31a; Pesah�.Pesah�. 87b). Jes 87b). Jesus refers us refers to the effto the effort of proort of proselytism (selytism (Matt. 23:1M((Matt. 23:(Matt. 23:15), but s15), but suggests thuggests that its resat its results are nults are negative (cegative (cf. v. 4 anf. v. 4 and the dictd the dictum of someum of soum of some rabbisome rabbis requirins requiring that theg that the proselyte proselyte accept re accept responsiblitsponsiblity for every for every rule of y rule of both the wbothboth the wboth the written andritten and oral law; oral law;  t. Dem.t. Dem. 2:5;  2:5; Sopra Qod.Sopra Qod. 8:5). 8:5). 8:5).

The number of gentile converts to Judaism appears to have increased greatly 
during the Second Temple period, due partly to greater interaction of Jews with 
Gentiles during the Diaspora and partly to the missionary activities of the 
Pharisees (cf. Tob. 1:8; CD 14:4; Philo Spec. leg. 1.51–52; Josephus Ag. Ap. 
2.282–84; SÁabb. 31a; Pesah�.  87b). Jesus refers to the effort of proselytism 
(Matt. 23:15), but suggests that its results are negative (cf. v. 4 and the dictum of 
some rabbis requiring that the proselyte accept responsiblity for every rule of 
both the written and oral law; t. Dem. 2:5; Sopra Qod. 8:5).

�Toward theToward the end of th end of the Second Te Second Temple periemple period a conveod a conversion procrsion process can beess can be discerned dis discerned,discerned, which for which for most rabb most rabbinic authoinic authorities incrities included circluded circumcision, umcision, baptism, abaptism, and sacrifind aand sacrifand sacrifice (ice (Ker.Ker. 2:1;  2:1; Yebam.Yebam. 46a,b). O 46a,b). Of these Chf these Christianityristianity adopted o adopted only baptisnly baptism (e.g., Am (em (e.g., Act(e.g., Acts 2:38, 41s 2:38, 41; 10:47-48; 10:47-48). The pro). The proselyte wasselyte was “like a n “like a new creatioew creation, newbornn, newborn child” ( ch child” (child” (Gen. Rab.Gen. Rab. 39:14;  39:14; y. Yebam.y. Yebam. 4a; cf. J 4a; cf. John 3:3, 7ohn 3:3, 7; 2 Cor. 5; 2 Cor. 5:17; 2 Pet:17; 2 Pet. 1:23).. 1:23).. 1:23).

Toward the end of the Second Temple period a conversion process can be 
discerned, which for most rabbinic authorities included circumcision, baptism, 
and sacrifice (Ker. 2:1; Yebam. 46a,b). Of these Christianity adopted only baptism 
(e.g., Acts 2:38, 41; 10:47-48). The proselyte was “like a new creation, newborn 
child” (Gen. Rab. 39:14; y. Yebam. 4a; cf. John 3:3, 7; 2 Cor. 5:17; 2 Pet. 1:23).

�Women seemWomen seem more like more likely to becoly to become proselyme proselytes (Joseptes (Josephus hus BJBJ 2.20.2;  2.20.2; Ant.Ant. 18.3.5;  18.3 18.3.5; 18.3.5; Sukk.Sukk. 23a,b), p 23a,b), possibly foossibly for the lackr the lack of need f of need for circumcor circumcision (desision (despite the apite the absence of bseaabsence ofabsence of this requ this requirement inirement in Christian Christianity; cf. Aity; cf. Acts 13:50;cts 13:50; 16:30; 17 16:30; 17:4, 12).:4, 12).:4, 12).

Women seem more likely to become proselytes (Josephus BJ 2.20.2; Ant. 
18.3.5; Sukk. 23a,b), possibly for the lack of need for circumcision (despite the 
absence of this requirement in Christianity; cf. Acts 13:50; 16:30; 17:4, 12).

�Although tAlthough the rabbis he rabbis often diffoften differed on thered on the number oe number of legal ref legal requirementsquirements for prose for pr for proselytesproselytes, the cons, the consensus seemensus seems to have s to have settled upsettled upon the “laon the “laws of Noahws of Noah” (” ({Abod. Zar{Abod.(({Abod. Za({Abod. Zar.r. 64b;  64b; Yebam.Yebam. 8d). Earl 8d). Early Christiay Christianity, in dnity, in deference teference to Jewish Co Jewish Christians hristiansCChristiansChristians from the  from the Pharisaic Pharisaic party, appparty, applied theselied these same rule same rules to gentis to gentile convertle converts (Acts 15s (As (Acts 15:2(Acts 15:20, 29). It0, 29). It appears t appears the rabbis he rabbis had to fighad to fight for equht for equality of tality of these gentihese gentile convertle convle converts tconverts to Judaism o Judaism (({Abod. Zar{Abod. Zar.. 65a;  65a; Pesah�.Pesah�. 21a) as d 21a) as did Paul foid Paul for gentile r gentile converts tconveconverts tconverts to Christiao Christianity (Gal.nity (Gal. 3:28-29;  3:28-29; cf. Eph. 2cf. Eph. 2:14-20).:14-20).:14-20).

Although the rabbis often differed on the number of legal requirements for 
proselytes, the consensus seems to have settled upon the “laws of Noah” 
({Abod. Zar. 64b; Yebam. 8d). Early Christianity, in deference to Jewish 



Christians from the Pharisaic party, applied these same rules to gentile converts 
(Acts 15:20, 29). It appears the rabbis had to fight for equality of these gentile 
converts to Judaism ({Abod. Zar. 65a; Pesah�.  21a) as did Paul for gentile 
converts to Christianity (Gal. 3:28-29; cf. Eph. 2:14-20).

W. E. NunnW. E. Nunnallyally

W. E. Nunnally
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�SeeSee  CULTIC PROCULTIC PROSTITUTION;STITUTION; HARLOT. HARLOT.

See CULTIC PROSTITUTION; HARLOT.
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Heb. Heb. maœsûaœlmaœsûaœl (commonly (commonly translate translated “proverbd “proverb” or “sayi” or “saying”) is ding”) is difficult tofficult to define pr defin define predefine precisely. Itcisely. Its etymologs etymology can be ay can be associated ssociated with the Hwith the Hebrew verbebrew verb “to rule” “to rule” and with  a and with tand with the concepthe concept of “compa of “comparison.” Thrison.” The former se former suggests thuggests that a at a maœsûaœlmaœsûaœl is an aut is  is an authis an authoritative oritative word that word that enables onenables one to mastee to master living; r living; the latterthe latter implies t implies that it offhat it hat it offers it offers trustworthtrustworthy counsel y counsel based uponbased upon a perceiv a perceived order ied order in the worln the world. In the d. In the OT, OTOT, OT, maœsûaœlmaœsûaœl refers br refers broadly to moadly to many literaany literary types ary types and is usednd is used in divers in diverse contextse conte contexts (contexts (cf. 1 Sam.cf. 1 Sam. 10:12; De 10:12; Deut. 28:37;ut. 28:37; 1 Kgs. 9: 1 Kgs. 9:7; Isa. 147; Isa. 14:4-11; Eze:4-11; Ezek. 17:2). k. 17:2). As a genreAs a geAs a genre in igenre in instructionnstructional texts, al texts, the term ithe term is used gens used generally forerally for any sapie any sapiential formntial form (e.g., po (e.g.,  (e.g., poe(e.g., poems, parablms, parables, dialoges, dialogues). The ues). The most commomost common is the “n is the “proverb,” proverb,” a pithy saa pithy saying charayinsasaying chasaying characteristiracteristically compcally comprised of trised of two parallewo parallel lines wrl lines written in titten in the indicathe indicative mood. ive moive mood. Suchmood. Such a form is a form is widely at widely attested in tested in didactic tdidactic texts throuexts throughout the ghout the ancient Neancient Near East, iaNeNear East,Near East, including including the Egypt the Egyptian Instruian Instruction of Action of Ani, the Inni, the Instruction struction of Amenemoof Amenemope, the InpeAmenemoAmenemope,Amenemope, the Instr the Instruction of uction of OnchscheshOnchscheshonqy, the onqy, the Sumerian ISumerian Instructionnstruction of Shurup of Shur of Shuruppak,Shuruppak, and the A and the Aramaic Worramaic Words of Ahikds of Ahikar. It is ar. It is best reprebest represented bibsented biblically inlically in the book  th the book othe book of Proverbsf Proverbs...

Heb. maœsûaœl (commonly translated “proverb” or “saying”) is difficult to 
define precisely. Its etymology can be associated with the Hebrew verb “to rule” 
and with the concept of “comparison.” The former suggests that a maœsûaœl 
is an authoritative word that enables one to master living; the latter implies that 
it offers trustworthy counsel based upon a perceived order in the world. In the 
OT, maœsûaœl refers broadly to many literary types and is used in diverse 
contexts (cf. 1 Sam. 10:12; Deut. 28:37; 1 Kgs. 9:7; Isa. 14:4-11; Ezek. 17:2). As a 
genre in instructional texts, the term is used generally for any sapiential form 
(e.g., poems, parables, dialogues). The most common is the “proverb,” a pithy 
saying characteristically comprised of two parallel lines written in the indicative 
mood. Such a form is widely attested in didactic texts throughout the ancient 
Near East, including the Egyptian Instruction of Ani, the Instruction of 
Amenemope, the Instruction of Onchscheshonqy, the Sumerian Instruction of 
Shuruppak, and the Aramaic Words of Ahikar. It is best represented biblically in 
the book of Proverbs.

�The two liThe two lines of a pnes of a proverb mayroverb may be relate be related to one ad to one another synnother synonymously,onymously, antitheti anti antitheticantithetically, or sally, or syntheticalynthetically. In a sly. In a synonymous ynonymous constructiconstruction, the seon, the second line cond line restates trestarestates trestates the point ohe point of the firsf the first, occasiot, occasionally addinally adding a nuancng a nuance or twiste or twist: “An evil: “An evildoer listedoer ldoer listens tolistens to wicked li wicked lips; and a ps; and a liar givesliar gives heed to a heed to a mischievo mischievous tongue”us tongue” (Prov. 17 (Prov. 17:4; cf. 16:4; cf:4; cf. 16:11;cf. 16:11; 19:5; 21: 19:5; 21:12). Antit12). Antithetical pahetical parallelism rallelism occurs wheoccurs when the two n the two lines contlines contrast with rast wrast with one awith one another: “Tnother: “The wise arhe wise are cautiouse cautious and turn  and turn away from away from evil, but evil, but the fool tthe fool throws off hrtthrows offthrows off restraint restraint and is ca and is careless” (Preless” (Prov. 14:16rov. 14:16; cf. 11:1; cf. 11:12–15; 14:52–15; 14:5–6, 8–9). –6, 8–9). In synthetIn syntIn synthetic synthetic proverbs, proverbs, the secondthe second line cont line continues and inues and develops tdevelops the thoughthe thought of the fi of the first: “The rstfifirst: “Thfirst: “The eyes of e eyes of the Lord athe Lord are in everre in every place, ky place, keeping wateeping watch on the ch on the evil and tevil and the good” (he ghe good” (Progood” (Prov. 15:3; cv. 15:3; cf. 16:31; f. 16:31; 17:2; 21:617:2; 21:6–7). Prove–7). Proverbs may alrbs may also be compso be comparative, iarative, identifyingdeniidentifyinidentifying shared ag shared aspects of spects of different different objects inobjects in order to  order to offer insioffer insight into oght into one or the ne or tne or the other;the other; two parti two particular typecular types are the s are the “like” say“like” sayings (“Likings (“Like cold wate cold water to a ther to a thirsty soulirsty ththirsty sothirsty soul, so is ul, so is good news good news from a farfrom a far country”; country”; Prov. 25: Prov. 25:25; cf. 1025; cf. 10:26; 26:6–:26; 26:6–11) and th11) a11) and those and those employing employing the formulthe formula “if x, ta “if x, then how muhen how much more orch more or less y” ( less y” (“Sheol and“Sheol and“Sheol and Abaddoand Abaddon lie openn lie open before th before the Lord, hoe Lord, how much morw much more human hee human hearts”; Proarts”; Prov. 15:11; v. 15:1v. 15:11; cf.15:11; cf. 11:31; 19 11:31; 19:10). “Bet:10). “Better than” ter than” proverbs cproverbs compare twoompare two things wi things with the judth the judgment thatgmjudjudgment tjudgment that one ishat one is preferabl preferable to the oe to the other (“Betther (“Better is a dter is a dry morsel ry morsel with quietwith quiet than a ho th than a houthan a house full ofse full of feasting  feasting with strifwith strife”; Prov. e”; Prov. 17:1; cf. 17:1; cf. 15:16–17; 15:16–17; 16:8) whil16:8) while “happy” e “happe “happy” (o“happy” (or “blessedr “blessed”) proverb”) proverbs declare s declare that thosethat those who choos who choose to live e to live wisely wilwisely will experienl wilwill experwill experience joy ience joy (“Those wh(“Those who despise o despise their neigtheir neighbors are hbors are sinners, bsinners, but happy aut happy are those wreaare those are those who are kiwho are kind to the nd to the poor”; Propoor”; Prov. 14:21; v. 14:21; cf. 8:32, cf. 8:32, 34; 16:20;34; 16:20; 29:18). F 29:18). Finally, nuinallyFFinally, nFinally, numerical pumerical proverbs coroverbs contain a tintain a title line ftle line followed byollowed by a list of a list of two, thre two, three, four, oe, foure, four, or sfour, or seven itemseven items that shar that share the feate the feature(s) of ure(s) of the title the title line: “Thrline: “Three things ee things are too woare tooare too wondertoo wonderful for meful for me; four I d; four I do not undeo not understand: thrstand: the way of ae way of an eagle inn eagle in the sky,  the sky, the way ofthethe way ofthe way of a serpent a serpent on a rock on a rock, the way , the way of a ship of a ship on the higon the high seas, anh seas, and the way d the way of a man wof aof a man witha man with a maiden” a maiden” (Prov. 30 (Prov. 30:18-19; cf:18-19; cf. vv. 15–3. vv. 15–31).1).1).

The two lines of a proverb may be related to one another synonymously, 
antithetically, or synthetically. In a synonymous construction, the second line 
restates the point of the first, occasionally adding a nuance or twist: “An evildoer 
listens to wicked lips; and a liar gives heed to a mischievous tongue” (Prov. 17:4; 
cf. 16:11; 19:5; 21:12). Antithetical parallelism occurs when the two lines contrast 
with one another: “The wise are cautious and turn away from evil, but the fool 
throws off restraint and is careless” (Prov. 14:16; cf. 11:12–15; 14:5–6, 8–9). In 
synthetic proverbs, the second line continues and develops the thought of the 
first: “The eyes of the Lord are in every place, keeping watch on the evil and the 
good” (Prov. 15:3; cf. 16:31; 17:2; 21:6–7). Proverbs may also be comparative, 
identifying shared aspects of different objects in order to offer insight into one or 
the other; two particular types are the “like” sayings (“Like cold water to a 
thirsty soul, so is good news from a far country”; Prov. 25:25; cf. 10:26; 26:6–11) 
and those employing the formula “if x, then how much more or less y” (“Sheol 
and Abaddon lie open before the Lord, how much more human hearts”; Prov. 



15:11; cf. 11:31; 19:10). “Better than” proverbs compare two things with the 
judgment that one is preferable to the other (“Better is a dry morsel with quiet 
than a house full of feasting with strife”; Prov. 17:1; cf. 15:16–17; 16:8) while 
“happy” (or “blessed”) proverbs declare that those who choose to live wisely 
will experience joy (“Those who despise their neighbors are sinners, but happy 
are those who are kind to the poor”; Prov. 14:21; cf. 8:32, 34; 16:20; 29:18). 
Finally, numerical proverbs contain a title line followed by a list of two, three, 
four, or seven items that share the feature(s) of the title line: “Three things are 
too wonderful for me; four I do not understand: the way of an eagle in the sky, 
the way of a serpent on a rock, the way of a ship on the high seas, and the way of 
a man with a maiden” (Prov. 30:18-19; cf. vv. 15–31).

�Concise anConcise and creatived creative, the prov, the proverb is an erb is an artistic lartistic literary foiterary form in whicrm in which content h contenth content ancontent and aesthetid aesthetics are intcs are intertwined. ertwined. As is evidAs is evident in Hebent in Hebrew, proverew, proverbs frequerbs frequently contantfrequefrequentlyfrequently contain a contain alliteratiolliteration, assonann, assonance, rhyme,ce, rhyme, and wordp and wordplay. Therelay. There is also e is also extended usxteneextended uextended use of metase of metaphor, simiphor, simile, paradole, paradox, and othx, and other imageryer imagery. Such cra. Such crafting resufting results in poeltresuresults inresults in poetic an poetic and terse sad terse sayings whicyings which, in theih, in their gatherinr gathering of obserg of observations anvations and conclusid cond conclusionconclusions drawn frs drawn from human rom human reason and eason and experienceexperience, are stri, are striking and eking and easily memoasily memasily memorized.memorized. Proverbs  Proverbs thereby futhereby function effnction effectively aectively as didactics didactic tools for tools for the educa the education of yotioeducaeducation education of youth, of youth, as ethicalas ethical and/or le and/or legal instrugal instructions, anctions, and as enterd as entertainment. tainment. They may oTheyThey may oThey may offer obserffer observations abvations about realitout reality or, morey or, more forcefull forcefully, instrucy, instruct or influt or influence the renceinfluinfluence influence the readerthe reader to uphold to uphold certain v certain values or balues or behaviors. ehaviors. In all, prIn all, proverbial woverbial wisdom demoisdomwwisdom demwisdom demonstrates onstrates a self-cona self-conscious attscious attempt to prempt to provoke humaovoke human thinkingn thinking and imagi and ima and imaginatioimagination in a mann in a manner that iner that is aware ofs aware of the ambig the ambiguities of uities of life and olife and of wisdom’sf wisdom’s own limit ow own limitaown limitations; it tions; it is instrucis instruction that tion that reflects treflects the human ehe human effort to fffort to find order ind order and “steerand “sand “steer” th“steer” through the rough the complexiticomplexities of reales of reality.ity.ity.

Concise and creative, the proverb is an artistic literary form in which 
content and aesthetics are intertwined. As is evident in Hebrew, proverbs 
frequently contain alliteration, assonance, rhyme, and wordplay. There is also 
extended use of metaphor, simile, paradox, and other imagery. Such crafting 
results in poetic and terse sayings which, in their gathering of observations and 
conclusions drawn from human reason and experience, are striking and easily 
memorized. Proverbs thereby function effectively as didactic tools for the 
education of youth, as ethical and/or legal instructions, and as entertainment. 
They may offer observations about reality or, more forcefully, instruct or 
influence the reader to uphold certain values or behaviors. In all, proverbial 
wisdom demonstrates a self-conscious attempt to provoke human thinking and 
imagination in a manner that is aware of the ambiguities of life and of wisdom’s 
own limitations; it is instruction that reflects the human effort to find order and 
“steer” through the complexities of reality.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. L. G. PerdL. G. Perdue, ue, Wisdom andWisdom and Creation Creation (Nashvill (Nashville, 1994); e, 1994); G. von RadG. von RG. von Rad, Rad, Wisdom in Wisdom in IsraelIsrael (Nashvill (Nashville, 1972).e, 1972).e, 1972).
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PROVERBS, BOOK OF

A collectiA collection of varion of various wisdomous wisdom sayings t sayings that seem that seem to come froo come from a wide sm a wide span of cenpan of cenpan of centuries centuries and from sand from several sepeveral separate sourarate sources and lices and life settingfe settings. The nams. The name of the be of the book deriveoobbook derivbook derives from thes from the heading e heading found at 1found at 1:1 and aga:1 and again at the in at the start of astart of a second ma second major collecjomamajor collmajor collection at ection at 10:1, “The10:1, “The  meïsûaœliîmeïsûaœliîmm (proverbs (proverbs) of Solom) of Solomon.” Heb. on.” Heb. meïsûaœliîmeïsmeïsûaœliîmeïsûaœliîmm generally generally signifies signifies didactic  didactic sayings whsayings which use a ich use a comparisoncomparison or illust or illustrative lesrillustillustratiillustrative lesson,ve lesson, together  together with a poewith a poetic form otic form or style ofr style of presentat presentation. Its sion. Its singular foingularssingular fsingular form, orm, maœsûaœl,maœsûaœl, describes describes a number  a number of diverseof diverse literary  literary genres: thgenres: the simple pe sime simple prosimple proverb or foverb or folk saying lk saying (1 Sam. 10(1 Sam. 10:12; Jer. :12; Jer. 31:29), an31:29), an oracular  oracular vision of vision of Balaam (NuBalaamBalaam (NuBalaam (Num. 23:7-10m. 23:7-10), an exte), an extended allegnded allegory (Ezek.ory (Ezek. 17:1-10), 17:1-10), or a psal or a psalm on the mm on the meaning of emmeaning ofmeaning of life (Ps. life (Ps. 49). Some 49). Some of the si of the simple sayinmple sayings stem frgs stem from the eveom the everyday liferyday life of the vi of t of the villagthe village and homee and home (Jer. 23: (Jer. 23:28; Ezek. 28; Ezek. 16:44), bu16:44), but a great t a great number thanumber that occur int occur in Proverbs  Pro Proverbs aProverbs are directere directed at studed at students from ants from a master, a master, and so seemnd so seem to have b to have been cultiveen cultivated by a acultivcultivatedcultivated by a prof by a professional cessional class of telass of teachers. Frachers. From Sumeriaom Sumerian and Egypn and Egyptian sourctian sources, we knoes,sourcsources, wsources, we know thae know that rote leat rote learning of lrning of lessons wasessons was favored i favored in schools,n schools, and that  and that often thesofoften thesoften these consistee consisted of listsd of lists of prover of proverbial maximbial maxims about sus about successful bccessful behavior. Wehavior. We can rease WWe can reaWe can reasonably cosonably conclude thanclude that Proverbst Proverbs developed developed from such from such school te school texts.xts.

A collection of various wisdom sayings that seem to come from a wide span of 
centuries and from several separate sources and life settings. The name of the 
book derives from the heading found at 1:1 and again at the start of a second 
major collection at 10:1, “The meïsûaœliîm (proverbs) of Solomon.” Heb. 
meïsûaœliîm generally signifies didactic sayings which use a comparison or 
illustrative lesson, together with a poetic form or style of presentation. Its 
singular form, maœsûaœl, describes a number of diverse literary genres: the 
simple proverb or folk saying (1 Sam. 10:12; Jer. 31:29), an oracular vision of 
Balaam (Num. 23:7-10), an extended allegory (Ezek. 17:1-10), or a psalm on the 
meaning of life (Ps. 49). Some of the simple sayings stem from the everyday life of 



the village and home (Jer. 23:28; Ezek. 16:44), but a great number that occur in 
Proverbs are directed at students from a master, and so seem to have been 
cultivated by a professional class of teachers. From Sumerian and Egyptian 
sources, we know that rote learning of lessons was favored in schools, and that 
often these consisted of lists of proverbial maxims about successful behavior. 
We can reasonably conclude that Proverbs developed from such school texts.

OutlineOutline

Outline

Proverbs cProverbs contains siontains six major grx major groupings whoupings which can beich can be identifie identified as separd as separate collecate collections:tiocolleccollectioncollections:s:s:

Proverbs contains six major groupings which can be identified as separate 
collections:

�1:1—9:181:1—9:18�made up ofmade up of 10 rather 10 rather large ins large instruction dtruction discourses iscddiscoursesdiscourses from a te from a teacher to hacher to his pupil ais pupil and three snd three speeches bypeeches by personifi perso personifiepersonified wisdom;d wisdom;d wisdom;

1:1—9:18 made up of 10 rather large instruction 
discourses from a teacher to his pupil and three speeches by 
personified wisdom;

�10:1—22:1610:1—22:16�a collectia collection of the on of the proverbs oproverbs of “Solomonf “Solomon,” the lar,”“Solomon“Solomon,”“Solomon,” the large the largest body ofst body of sayings i sayings in the bookn the book;;;

10:1—22:16 a collection of the proverbs of 
“Solomon,” the largest body of sayings in the book;

�22:17—24:222:17—24:222�The “ThirtThe “Thirty Sayings”y Sayings” (cf. the  (cf. the NAB translNAB translation of 2atitransltranslatiotranslation of 22:17n of 22:17–20), anot–20), another collecher collection of prtion of proverbs, whoverbs, which have aich havich have a dechave a decided relatided relationship toionship to an Egypti an Egyptian work, tan work, the Thirty he Thirty Precepts oPrecepPrecepts oPrecepts of Amenemopf Amenemope;e;e;

22:17—24:22 The “Thirty Sayings” (cf. the NAB 
translation of 22:17–20), another collection of proverbs, which 
have a decided relationship to an Egyptian work, the Thirty 
Precepts of Amenemope;

�24:23–3424:23–34�listed as listed as an appendian appendix of provex of proverbs to therbs to the previous  pr previous cprevious collection;ollection;

24:23–34 listed as an appendix of proverbs to the 
previous collection;

�25:1—29:2725:1—29:27�a second ca second collection ollection of proverbof proverbs attributs attributed to Soloedattributattributedattributed to Solomo to Solomon;n;n;

25:1—29:27 a second collection of proverbs 
attributed to Solomon;

�30:1—31:3130:1—31:31�two collectwo collections fromtions from foreign k foreign kings, Agurings, Agur and Lemue an and Lemueland Lemuel...

30:1—31:31 two collections from foreign kings, Agur 
and Lemuel.

�As is evidAs is evident from cent from chs. 30—31,hs. 30—31, which com which combine two sbine two sources, anources, and from thed from the note at 2 no note at 25note at 25:1 that He:1 that Hezekiah’s mzekiah’s men copied en copied older provolder proverbs, theserbs, these six groue six groupings thempings themselves maysthemthemselvesthemselves may have  may have been gathebeen gathered from sred from smaller andmaller and earlier c earlier collectionsollections. The book. The book. The book can abook can also be divlso be divided diffeided differently, inrently, into two majto two major parts: or parts: chs. 1—9, chs. 1—9, which contwhich contain a numbaincontcontain a contain a number of number of larger “inlarger “instruction struction genres” wigenres” with only a th only a few indivifew individual provedual proverbs; and crbsproveproverbs; proverbs; and chs. 1and chs. 10—31, whic0—31, which contain h contain just shortjust short proverbia proverbial sentencel sentences.s.s.

As is evident from chs. 30—31, which combine two sources, and from the 
note at 25:1 that Hezekiah’s men copied older proverbs, these six groupings 
themselves may have been gathered from smaller and earlier collections. The 
book can also be divided differently, into two major parts: chs. 1—9, which 
contain a number of larger “instruction genres” with only a few individual 
proverbs; and chs. 10—31, which contain just short proverbial sentences.

�The entireThe entire book, how book, however, has ever, has been unifibeen unified by two ed by two devices: adevices: a general i general introductiontroduiintroductiintroduction in 1:2–on in 1:2–7 that sta7 that states the putes the purpose is trpose is to help allo help all to gain w to gain wisdom by bisdom by both learnioth bboth learnboth learning and piing and piety; and sety; and several refeveral reflections olections on “woman wn “woman wisdom” whiisdom” which are carch are carch are carefully carefully positionedpositioned to organi to organize the whoze the whole. She sple. She speaks on heeaks on her own behar own behalf in 1:20lf in 1:20–33; 9:1–1–31:201:20–33; 91:20–33; 9:1–18 to o:1–18 to open and clpen and close the fiose the first part, rst part, and is desand is described in cribed in 31:10–31 a31:10–31 as the ideas ths the ideal the ideal woman for woman for a “wise hua “wise husband” to sband” to marry, matmarry, matching the ching the general sugeneral summons of 1mmons ofmmons of 1:1–7. of 1:1–7. This editoThis editorial use orial use of personiff personified wisdomied wisdom serves as serves as a structu a structural unifieral unifier, but it r, butr, but it alsbut it also makes tho makes the book more book more than a ge than a general texeneral textbook of mtbook of maxims by aaxims by announcing nnouncingaannouncingannouncing a religio a religious claim ous claim on the readn the reader who muser who must first emt first embrace the brace the call of wicall of wisdom and tsdwiwisdom andwisdom and then live then live by it, se by it, seeing it boeing it both as a gith as a gift from Goft from God and as ad and as a daily way daily way of respon of r of response tresponse to God.o God.

The entire book, however, has been unified by two devices: a general 
introduction in 1:2–7 that states the purpose is to help all to gain wisdom by 
both learning and piety; and several reflections on “woman wisdom” which are 
carefully positioned to organize the whole. She speaks on her own behalf in 
1:20–33; 9:1–18 to open and close the first part, and is described in 31:10–31 as 
the ideal woman for a “wise husband” to marry, matching the general summons 
of 1:1–7. This editorial use of personified wisdom serves as a structural unifier, 
but it also makes the book more than a general textbook of maxims by 



announcing a religious claim on the reader who must first embrace the call of 
wisdom and then live by it, seeing it both as a gift from God and as a daily way of 
response to God.

DateDate

Date

Since provSince proverbs occurerbs occur in the ea in the earliest knorliest known literarwn literary works iny works in Sumer, an Sumer, and examplesd examples of the “i examplesexamples oexamples of the “insf the “instruction gtruction genre” (chsenre” (chs. 1—9) are. 1—9) are known fro known from Egypt inm Egypt in the early the early the early 2nd early 2nd millenniummillennium, the book, the book of Prover of Proverbs stems fbs stems from very arom very ancient rooncient roots. Many ots. Many ots. Many of the indof the individual inividual instructionsstructions and sayin and sayings may be gs may be among the among the oldest wrioldest written partstten parts of the Bi of of the Bibof the Bible, but thle, but the questione question remains o remains open whethepen whether the cultr the cultivation ofivation of learned p learned proverbs anropproverbs aproverbs and the edind the editorial gattorial gathering of hering of these collthese collections diections did not occud not occur at a latr at a later time. Ser timer time. Solotime. Solomon in 1 Kmon in 1 Kgs. 4:32(Mgs. 4:32(MT 5:12) isT 5:12) is credited  credited with compowith composing many sing many proverbs, proverbs,proverbs, proverbs, and royaltand royalty are espey are especially asscially associated wiociated with the gifth the gift of divint of divine wisdom ie wisdom in the ancin then the ancienthe ancient Near East Near East (cf. 1 Kt (cf. 1 Kgs 3:9-28)gs 3:9-28). Thus the. Thus there is nothre is nothing improbing improbable in a able in a tradition tradtradition tradition that many that many proverbs cproverbs came from tame from the court ohe court of the kingf the kings of Judahs of Judah or of nor or of northern Israthnornorthern Inorthern Israel. Indsrael. Indeed, it iseed, it is common sc common scholarly opholarly opinion todainion today that alty that although somehough some individua in individualindividual wisdom sa wisdom sayings and yings and maxims migmaxims might well haht well have originave originated in theted in the home or v home or village lifivvillage livillage life where efe where elders werelders were the respo the respository of sitory of folk wisdofolk wisdom, the prem, the present bookssent books of wisdom o of wisdom of wisdom stemmed frstemmed from either om either the royal the royal court and court and its trainiits training of goveng of government andrnment andrnment and priestand priestly officialy officials (e.g., ls (e.g., Job and PrJob and Proverbs) oroverbs) or from late from later schools r schools for upper-for upper-class educclass eclass educated yeducated youths in pouths in postexilic ostexilic Judah (e.gJudah (e.g., Ecclesi., Ecclesiastes and astes and Sirach).Sirach).Sirach).

Since proverbs occur in the earliest known literary works in Sumer, and 
examples of the “instruction genre” (chs. 1—9) are known from Egypt in the 
early 2nd millennium, the book of Proverbs stems from very ancient roots. Many 
of the individual instructions and sayings may be among the oldest written parts 
of the Bible, but the question remains open whether the cultivation of learned 
proverbs and the editorial gathering of these collections did not occur at a later 
time. Solomon in 1 Kgs. 4:32(MT 5:12) is credited with composing many 
proverbs, and royalty are especially associated with the gift of divine wisdom in 
the ancient Near East (cf. 1 Kgs 3:9-28). Thus there is nothing improbable in a 
tradition that many proverbs came from the court of the kings of Judah or of 
northern Israel. Indeed, it is common scholarly opinion today that although some 
individual wisdom sayings and maxims might well have originated in the home or 
village life where elders were the respository of folk wisdom, the present books 
of wisdom stemmed from either the royal court and its training of government 
and priestly officials (e.g., Job and Proverbs) or from later schools for upper-class 
educated youths in postexilic Judah (e.g., Ecclesiastes and Sirach).

�In particuIn particular, Provelar, Proverbs’ lack rbs’ lack of interesof interest in sacret in sacred history d history and its faand its failure to gilure to group sayinrouggroup sayigroup sayings by subngs by subject matteject matter (qualitir (qualities found ies found in 2nd-centn 2nd-century Sirachury Sirach) probably) probably reflects  re reflects preflects preexilic wreexilic wisdom compisdom composition duosition during the Mring the Monarchy, eonarchy, even if theven if the book late book later receivedrlatelater recelater received some ived some editorial editorial refinementrefinement in the ea in the early Secondrly Second Temple pe Temple period. Schoriod. Scholars half laSchoScholars hScholars half a centalf a century ago juury ago judged that dged that its theoloits theology of righgy of righteousness teousness and evil rand evil reflected eeflecrreflected reflected either Deueither Deuteronomic teronomic influence influence or a posteor a postexilic pietxilic piety of the “y of the “Fear of thFear of the Lord.” Ae Loe Lord.” As Lord.” As a result ta result they tendedhey tended to date a to date all wisdom ll wisdom books in tbooks in the Hellenihe Hellenistic era. stic era. Now that mNowNow that mNow that most themesost themes in Prover in Proverbs are welbs are well known inl known in ancient N ancient Near Easterear Eastern wisdom sn wisdomn wisdom souwisdom sources priorrces prior to David, to David, general c general consensus aonsensus agrees thatgrees that the basic the basic book in H book in H book in Hebrew refHebrew reflects the lects the period of period of the Monarcthe Monarchy, confirhy, confirming what ming what the indivithe individual headidual headings claim.nheadiheadings cheadings claim. Not laim. Not one of theone of the six colle six collections neections needs to be dds to be dated afterated after the Exile the Exile. The fact. Th. The fact tThe fact that the LXhat the LXX containsX contains 130 addit 130 additional provional proverbs, mosterbs, mostly very Hely very Hellenistic llenistic in nature,in in nature,in nature, supports  supports this conclthis conclusion sincusion since it indice it indicates that ates that the text ithe text in Greek han Greek had a livelyd a livd a lively perlively period of groiod of growth after wth after the MT wasthe MT was fixed and fixed and closed. closed.

In particular, Proverbs’ lack of interest in sacred history and its failure to 
group sayings by subject matter (qualities found in 2nd-century Sirach) probably 
reflects preexilic wisdom composition during the Monarchy, even if the book 
later received some editorial refinement in the early Second Temple period. 
Scholars half a century ago judged that its theology of righteousness and evil 
reflected either Deuteronomic influence or a postexilic piety of the “Fear of the 
Lord.” As a result they tended to date all wisdom books in the Hellenistic era. 
Now that most themes in Proverbs are well known in ancient Near Eastern 
wisdom sources prior to David, general consensus agrees that the basic book in 
Hebrew reflects the period of the Monarchy, confirming what the individual 
headings claim. Not one of the six collections needs to be dated after the Exile. 
The fact that the LXX contains 130 additional proverbs, mostly very Hellenistic 
in nature, supports this conclusion since it indicates that the text in Greek had a 
lively period of growth after the MT was fixed and closed.

The IndiviThe Individual Sectidual Sectionsons

The Individual Sections



1:1–71:1–71:1–7

1:1–7

ChallenginChallenging the readg the reader to culter to cultivate wisdivate wisdom, this gom, this general preeneral preface pilesface piles up a numb up a number of synoer numbnumber of number of synonyms tsynonyms that seem that seem to be techno be technical termsical terms for aspec for aspects of beints of being wise. Thg wise. Thg wise. The differThe different terms ent terms reflect prreflect professionalofessional interest  interest in distincin distinctions thattions that can be us can be used as teaced as ed as teachinas teaching tools. Ig tools. It ends witt ends with the cleah the clear identifir identification of cation of proper relproper religious obsigious observance (“ervancobsobservanceobservance (“fear of (“fear of the Lord” the Lord”) with obt) with obtaining wisaining wisdom.dom.

Challenging the reader to cultivate wisdom, this general preface piles up a 
number of synonyms that seem to be technical terms for aspects of being wise. 
The different terms reflect professional interest in distinctions that can be used 
as teaching tools. It ends with the clear identification of proper religious 
observance (“fear of the Lord”) with obtaining wisdom.

1:8—9:181:8—9:181:8—9:18

1:8—9:18

The body oThe body of the firsf the first part of t part of the book ithe book is made up s made up of distincof distinct instructt instructions from ions from teacher toteacteacher toteacher to pupil, bu pupil, built aroundilt around the searc the search for wisdh for wisdom during om during the educatthe educational periional period of youtodperiperiod of period of youth and youth and around a saround a sharp metapharp metaphorical cohorical contrast betntrast between “womaween “woman wisdom” n wisdon wisdom” anwisdom” and “dame fod “dame folly” who slly” who seduces theeduces the young bot young both sexuallyh sexually and intel and intellectually lectually away from aaway from away from prudence aprudence and wisdom.nd wisdom. The units The units are 1:8–1 are 1:8–19; 1:20–339; 1:20–33; 2:1–22; ; 2:1–22; 3:1–12; 3:3:1–12; 33:1–12; 3:13–35; 43:13–35; 4:1–9; 4:10:1–9; 4:10–27; 5:1–2–27; 5:1–23; 6:1–19;3; 6:1–19; 6:20–35;  6:20–35; 7:1–27; 8:7:1–27; 8:1–36; 9:1–1–36; 9:1–18. No sin18. No single “plot”glesinsingle “plsingle “plot” runs tot” runs through allhrough all the instr the instructions, auctions, and they frnd they frequently requently return to teturn to the same thhe samhe same themesame themes. But as s. But as a whole, ta whole, they createhey create a model f a model for conductor conduct and decis and decision makingion makingion making basmaking based on trused on trust in and ft in and faithfulnesaithfulness to the Gs to the God of Israod of Israel. Unlikeel. Unlike the prove the proverb collectrb crb collectioncollections in chs. s in chs. 10—31, God10—31, God is freque is frequently mentintly mentioned as thoned as the source oe source of wisdom if wisdom in these chniin these cin these chapters, ahapters, and the insnd the instructions tructions shape a vishape a vision by whsion by which the stich the student willudent will find guid find find guidafind guidance in lifnce in life’s decisie’s decisions.ons.

The body of the first part of the book is made up of distinct instructions from 
teacher to pupil, built around the search for wisdom during the educational 
period of youth and around a sharp metaphorical contrast between “woman 
wisdom” and “dame folly” who seduces the young both sexually and intellectually 
away from prudence and wisdom. The units are 1:8–19; 1:20–33; 2:1–22; 3:1–12; 
3:13–35; 4:1–9; 4:10–27; 5:1–23; 6:1–19; 6:20–35; 7:1–27; 8:1–36; 9:1–18. No 
single “plot” runs through all the instructions, and they frequently return to the 
same themes. But as a whole, they create a model for conduct and decision 
making based on trust in and faithfulness to the God of Israel. Unlike the proverb 
collections in chs. 10—31, God is frequently mentioned as the source of wisdom 
in these chapters, and the instructions shape a vision by which the student will 
find guidance in life’s decisions.

10:1—22:1610:1—22:16

10:1—22:16

This colleThis collection contction contains 375 iains 375 individual ndividual sayings, asayings, and they innd they include pracclude practical advitical advice on how ce on ce on how to on how to succeed insucceed in life (e.g life (e.g., 12:9, “., 12:9, “better a lbetter a lowly man wowly man who supportho supports himself s himself than one othathan one othan one of apparentf apparent dignity w dignity who lacks bho lacks bread”), asread”), as well as s well as specificallpecifically Israelity Israelite piety (ee pietye piety (e.gpiety (e.g., 16:6, “., 16:6, “By kindnesBy kindness and piets and piety guilt isy guilt is atoned fo atoned for, and by r, and by fear of thfear of the Lord onee Lord e Lord one aLord one avoids evilvoids evil”). Major ”). Major topics inctopics include the clude the contrast beontrast between the tween the ways of thways of the wicked ae ththe wickedthe wicked and of th and of the righteoue righteous, parentas, parental advice ol advice on the educn the education of cation of children, phildren, proper trearoppproper treproper treatment of atment of the poor, the poor, developingdeveloping good work good work habits, a habits, and the rignd the right use of ht use of speech. A spspeech. A speech. A single plasingle plan for groun for grouping sayinping sayings has elugs has eluded commended commentators unttators until now, anil now, and the prindanand the prand the principle seinciple seems to be ems to be that repetthat repetition and ition and variation variation is the motis the mother of leaher of learning.rninlealearning.learning.

This collection contains 375 individual sayings, and they include practical advice 
on how to succeed in life (e.g., 12:9, “better a lowly man who supports himself 
than one of apparent dignity who lacks bread”), as well as specifically Israelite 
piety (e.g., 16:6, “By kindness and piety guilt is atoned for, and by fear of the 
Lord one avoids evil”). Major topics include the contrast between the ways of 
the wicked and of the righteous, parental advice on the education of children, 
proper treatment of the poor, developing good work habits, and the right use of 
speech. A single plan for grouping sayings has eluded commentators until now, 
and the principle seems to be that repetition and variation is the mother of 
learning.

22:17—24:222:17—24:2222

22:17—24:22

There are There are decided padecided parallels berallels between thistween this collectio collection and the n and the Egyptian TEgyptian Teaching ofeaching of Amenemope A Amenemope.Amenemope. Since the Since the latter wa latter was composeds composed between 1 between 1000 and 60000 and 600 0 B.C.E.B.C.E., it is li, it is likely that kelilikely thalikely that Israelitt Israelite sages kne sages knew of it aew of it and composend composed their owd their own table ofn table of 30 saying 30 sayings using pis usis using piecusing pieces of the es of the Egyptian wEgyptian work. In geork. In general, itsneral, its themes ar themes are similar e similar to those oto those of chs. 10—f chsf chs. 10—22chs. 10—22..

There are decided parallels between this collection and the Egyptian Teaching of 
Amenemope. Since the latter was composed between 1000 and 600 B.C.E., it is 
likely that Israelite sages knew of it and composed their own table of 30 sayings 
using pieces of the Egyptian work. In general, its themes are similar to those of 
chs. 10—22.



24:23–3424:23–3424:23–34

24:23–34

The headinThe heading in v. 23g in v. 23, “These a, “These also are salso are sayings of tyings of the wise,” he wise,” marks thismarks this as an app as an appendix to tendiappappendix tappendix to the prevo the previous sectiious section. Its feon. Its few proverbsw proverbs focus on  focus on work habitwork habits and justs and justice in theicejustjustice injustice in the court the courts and may s and may be from a be from a much oldermuch older text now  text now lost.lost.

The heading in v. 23, “These also are sayings of the wise,” marks this as an 
appendix to the previous section. Its few proverbs focus on work habits and 
justice in the courts and may be from a much older text now lost.

25:1—29:2725:1—29:27

25:1—29:27

This seconThis second collectid collection attribuon attributed to Solted to Solomon repeaomon repeats many ofts many of the topic the topics in the fs in the first colleirsffirst collfirst collection. Itection. It echoes th echoes the practicae practical wisdom ol wisdom of success,f success, and God’s and God’s name occu name occurs rarely.rs occuoccurs raroccurs rarely. The hely. The heading sayeading says it was gs it was gathered byathered by Hezekiah’ Hezekiah’s scribes s scribes in the latin the late 8th cente 8te 8th centur8th century, and they, and there is no rre is no reason to deason to doubt this.oubt this. Sharp con Sharp contrasts aretrasts are drawn bet drawn between the wwbetbetween thbetween the wise ande wise and the fool, the fool, and the l and the lazy versusazy versus the hardw the hardworking. Thorking. The problemse problemse problems oproblems of wealth, f wealth, poverty, spoverty, speech, trupeech, trust betweenst between coworkers coworkers, and frie, and friendship allndship all receive a r receive atreceive attention.tention.

This second collection attributed to Solomon repeats many of the topics in the 
first collection. It echoes the practical wisdom of success, and God’s name 
occurs rarely. The heading says it was gathered by Hezekiah’s scribes in the late 
8th century, and there is no reason to doubt this. Sharp contrasts are drawn 
between the wise and the fool, and the lazy versus the hardworking. The 
problems of wealth, poverty, speech, trust between coworkers, and friendship all 
receive attention.

30:1—31:3130:1—31:31

30:1—31:31

From the hFrom the headings ateadings at 30:1; 31: 30:1; 31:1, it seem1, it seems there ars there are two colle two collections, tections, the words ohe words of Agur andf Af Agur and tAgur and those of Lehose of Lemuel. But muel. But by form anby form and content,d content, there app there appear to be ear to be four unitsfour units (30:1–6;  unitsunits (30:units (30:1–6; 7–33;1–6; 7–33; 31:1–9, 1 31:1–9, 10–33). The0–33). The latter is latter is more like more likely, especily, especially sinceally since 31:10–33  31:10 31:10–33 i31:10–33 is an alphas an alphabetic acrobetic acrostic poem stic poem seemingly seemingly composed acomposed as a final s a final conclusionconclusion to the wh t to the whoto the whole book. Tle book. The stress he stress in both chin both chapters is apters is on foreignon foreign (eastern) (eastern) kings or  kings or sages who sagsages who sages who also searcalso search for the h for the wisdom fouwisdom found in thisnd in this book. book.

From the headings at 30:1; 31:1, it seems there are two collections, the words of 
Agur and those of Lemuel. But by form and content, there appear to be four 
units (30:1–6; 7–33; 31:1–9, 10–33). The latter is more likely, especially since 
31:10–33 is an alphabetic acrostic poem seemingly composed as a final conclusion 
to the whole book. The stress in both chapters is on foreign (eastern) kings or 
sages who also search for the wisdom found in this book.

TheologicaTheological Themesl Themes

Theological Themes

Wisdom’s sWisdom’s spiritualitpirituality is practy is practical and pical and prudent. Itrudent. It counsels  counsels caution incaution in matters b matters between sexetwebbetween sebetween sexes, commixes, commitment to wtment to work as a sork as a source of source of success; cauccess; careful and reful and coolheadedcoolheadecoolheadedcoolheaded speech, r speech, respect forespect for authority authority, personal, personal humility, humility, and contr and control of the ol of the passions ipaspassions ipassions in general.n general. These wer These were the quale the qualities of lities of leadership eadership and were hand were highly prizighly prized personaed ped personal vpersonal virtues forirtues for all socia all social interactl interaction. They ion. They are usuallare usually assumed y assumed to be indito be indications ofcationindiindicationindications of the us of the upper-classpper-class audience  audience for whom tfor whom the book wahe book was written.s written.

Wisdom’s spirituality is practical and prudent. It counsels caution in matters 
between sexes, commitment to work as a source of success; careful and 
coolheaded speech, respect for authority, personal humility, and control of the 
passions in general. These were the qualities of leadership and were highly prized 
personal virtues for all social interaction. They are usually assumed to be 
indications of the upper-class audience for whom the book was written.

�The most fThe most frequent merequent message of issage of individual ndividual proverbs aproverbs and sayingsnd sayings is to avo is to avoid the wayid the id the way ofthe way of the “wick the “wicked,” whiched,” which involves  involves scoffers, scoffers, slanderersslanderers, troublem, troublemakers, heeakers, heedless behadleheeheedless bheedless behavior, aehavior, arrogance, rrogance, rash actiorash actions, hotheans, hotheaded reactided reactions, and eons, and even practiven practical atheiscapractipractical practical atheism abatheism about the diout the divine consevine consequences frquences from human aom human actions. Thctions. The “wicked”e “wickede “wicked” c“wicked” can range fan range from the serom the senseless annseless and naive tod naive to the cruel the cruel and bruti and brutish.sh.sh.

The most frequent message of individual proverbs and sayings is to avoid 
the way of the “wicked,” which involves scoffers, slanderers, troublemakers, 
heedless behavior, arrogance, rash actions, hotheaded reactions, and even 
practical atheism about the divine consequences from human actions. The 
“wicked” can range from the senseless and naive to the cruel and brutish.

�The way ofThe way of the “righ the “righteous” invteous” involves undeolves understanding,rstanding, disciplin discipline, skill ie, skill in setting n setting a life couaa life coua life course, and trse, and taking or gaking or giving goodiving good advice ab advice about God anout God and the world the world. These cd. These contrasts bonccontrasts contrasts betwen thebetwen the “wicked”  “wicked” and the “rand the “righteous” ighteous” are scatteare scattered in evered in every chapterry chapter of the bo chapterchapter ofchapter of the book  the book and form aand form a thread of thread of unity amo unity among the divng the diverse counserse counsels. Interels. Interestingly eesInterInterestinInterestingly enoughgly enough, they are, they are expressed expressed altogethe altogether only in r only in one place,one place, Ps. 1, wh Ps. 1, which appearich aich appears toappears to interpret interpret the Psalt the Psalter in ligher in light of the wt of the wisdom of Pisdom of Proverbs.roverbs.roverbs.

The way of the “righteous” involves understanding, discipline, skill in setting 
a life course, and taking or giving good advice about God and the world. These 
contrasts betwen the “wicked” and the “righteous” are scattered in every 
chapter of the book and form a thread of unity among the diverse counsels. 
Interestingly enough, they are expressed altogether only in one place, Ps. 1, which 



appears to interpret the Psalter in light of the wisdom of Proverbs.

�UtterancesUtterances and instr and instructions aructions are often coe often contradictorntradictory: e.g., “y: e.g., “the mouth the mouth of the rigof the rof the righteous righteous is a sourcis a source of life”e of life” (10:11);  (10:11); “A man of “A man of understandunderstanding remaining remains silent” s silent” (11:12). T(11:1(11:12). T(11:12). This does nhis does not matter,ot matter, for prope for proper conduct r conduct means choomeans choosing the rsing the right optioight option for eachnoptiooption foroption for each situ each situation. Disation. Discretion incretion in new circu new circumstances amstances and wonder nd wonder at the mysat the mystery of litmysmystery ofmystery of life with life with its limit its limits and bouns and boundaries aredaries are tolerated tolerated as respec as respectfully as tfully as the traditthe trathe traditionatraditional knowledgl knowledge passed de passed down by theown by the masters. masters. masters.

Utterances and instructions are often contradictory: e.g., “the mouth of the 
righteous is a source of life” (10:11); “A man of understanding remains silent” 
(11:12). This does not matter, for proper conduct means choosing the right 
option for each situation. Discretion in new circumstances and wonder at the 
mystery of life with its limits and boundaries are tolerated as respectfully as the 
traditional knowledge passed down by the masters.

�The questiThe questions of whyons of why God permi God permits sufferits suffering or injung or injustice or dstice or death are reath are rarely posearely parely posed in Pposed in Proverbs. Troverbs. They are adhey are addressed ondressed only where sly where specific bepecific behavior revhavior reveals how aeals how aeals how acts bear acts bear evil conseevil consequences, wquences, where causehere cause leads to  leads to effect. Ineffect. In these cas these cases the wises the wise pupil mue pue pupil mustpupil must master th master the lessons e lessons on how to on how to avoid evilavoid evil. Where ex. Where experience operience offers no cffers no cffers no clear explclear explanations oanations or guidelinr guidelines, Proveres, Proverbs counselbs counsels staying s staying close to tclose to the way of he way of the Lord kthe the Lord kthe Lord known by trnown by traditional aditional faith or sfaith or seen in theeen in the good orde good order of creatr of creation.ion.ion.

The questions of why God permits suffering or injustice or death are rarely 
posed in Proverbs. They are addressed only where specific behavior reveals how 
acts bear evil consequences, where cause leads to effect. In these cases the wise 
pupil must master the lessons on how to avoid evil. Where experience offers no 
clear explanations or guidelines, Proverbs counsels staying close to the way of 
the Lord known by traditional faith or seen in the good order of creation.

�A remarkabA remarkable exaltatle exaltation of wision of wisdom as thedom as the expressio expression of the dn of the divine willivine will is provid is prov is provided bprovided by 8:22–31 y 8:22–31 (and less (and less clearly inclearly in personifi personified wisdom ed wisdom at 1:20–33at 1:20–33; 9:1–12).; 9:1–12). After des A After descAfter describing theribing the role of w role of wisdom in eisdom in everything verything that God mthat God made, 8:30–ade, 8:30–31 suggest31 suggests wisdom wssuggestsuggests wsuggests wisdom was isdom was the the }aœmo®n,}aœmo®n, the “arch the “architect” or itect” or “divine de“divine delight” (i.light” (i.e., God’s e., Gode., God’s beloGod’s beloved child)ved child), who was , who was both inspiboth inspirer and derer and designer of signer of the univerthe universe by beinse by being at play gbeinbeing at pbeing at play with Glay with God. Behindod. Behind this imag this imagery, wisdoery, wisdom is clearm is clearly seen asly seen as a gift of a gift of God to he God God to helGod to help us underp us understand the stand the divine perdivine personal creasonal creator.tor.tor.

A remarkable exaltation of wisdom as the expression of the divine will is 
provided by 8:22–31 (and less clearly in personified wisdom at 1:20–33; 9:1–12). 
After describing the role of wisdom in everything that God made, 8:30–31 
suggests wisdom was the }aœmo®n, the “architect” or “divine delight” (i.e., 
God’s beloved child), who was both inspirer and designer of the universe by 
being at play with God. Behind this imagery, wisdom is clearly seen as a gift of 
God to help us understand the divine personal creator.

�Finally, tFinally, the portraihe portrait of the it of the ideal wife deal wife in the cloin the closing passasing passages of 31:ges of 31:10–33 sums10–33 sums up the mo sumssums up thsums up the model ofe model of the wise, the wise, and exten and extends the mesds the message of thsage of the book clee book clearly beyonarly beyonarly beyond a tbeyond a targeted auargeted audience of dience of promising promising young maleyoung males in highes in higher educatior education to all mn to all men and womemmen and women and women alike men alike with the swith the same lessoname lesson for all:  for all: wisdom comwisdom comes to fruies to fruition in fetion in fear of the afefear of thfear of the Lord, the Lord, the same poie same point at whicnt at which the bookh the book started i started in 1:7.n 1:7.n 1:7.

Finally, the portrait of the ideal wife in the closing passages of 31:10–33 
sums up the model of the wise, and extends the message of the book clearly 
beyond a targeted audience of promising young males in higher education to all 
men and women alike with the same lesson for all: wisdom comes to fruition in 
fear of the Lord, the same point at which the book started in 1:7.

�SeeSee  WISDOM, WIWISDOM, WISDOM LITERSDOM LITERATURE.ATURE.ATURE.

See WISDOM, WISDOM LITERATURE.
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PROVIDENCEPROVIDENCE

PROVIDENCE

The term “The term “providenceprovidence” derives ” derives from the Lfrom the Latin noun atin noun providentiprovidentia,a, “foresigh “foresight, forethot, forethot, forethoughforethought,” and tht,” and the related e related verbverb providere providere,, “to provi “to provide for, tade for, take precautke precautions for oions for ions for or agafor or against” someinst” something. Itsthing. Its secular u secular usage inclusage included the coded the common beliemmon belief that a bf that a benevolent enebbenevolentbenevolent ordering  ordering principle principle governed tgoverned the univershe universe and humae and human history,n history, that noth that nothing happeninnothnothing hanothing happens soleppens solely by chanly by chance or is mce or is merely hapherely haphazard, butazard, but rather th rather that there iat there is a guidins as a guiding a guiding purpose orpurpose ordering alldering all things to things toward an enward an end. Stoicisd. Stoicism saw thism saw this principle principle as the “w as t as the “worldthe “world soul” or  soul” or “world rea“world reason.” At oson.” At other timesther times the notio the notion of provin of providence alsodence also led to a  alsoalso led talso led to a more po a more pessimisticessimistic worldview worldview marked by marked by determini determinism or fatasm or fatalism. Thislism. This idea cont ThisThis idea This idea contributecontributed to a pasd to a passive sensesive sense of human  of human resignatioresignation before tn before the whimsy he whimsy of uncontroof uncontrof uncontrollable faollable fates.tes.tes.

The term “providence” derives from the Latin noun providentia, “foresight, 
forethought,” and the related verb providere, “to provide for, take precautions 
for or against” something. Its secular usage included the common belief that a 
benevolent ordering principle governed the universe and human history, that 
nothing happens solely by chance or is merely haphazard, but rather that there is 
a guiding purpose ordering all things toward an end. Stoicism saw this principle as 
the “world soul” or “world reason.” At other times the notion of providence 



also led to a more pessimistic worldview marked by determinism or fatalism. 
This idea contributed to a passive sense of human resignation before the whimsy 
of uncontrollable fates.

�The biblicThe biblical conceptal concept of God’s  of God’s providenceprovidence, however,, however, signals a signals a universal universally confidely confidly confident confident belief in belief in God’s loviGod’s loving care anng care and protectid protection of the on of the world, It world, It is groundeis grounded in the bd in d in the belin the belief in Godief in God as Creato as Creator, one whor, one who continues continues at all ti at all times to premes to preserve and serve and order the ordorder the order the world, holworld, holding chaosding chaos at bay, a at bay, and leadingnd leading the world the world and all h and all human histouman history toward ryhistohistory tohistory toward life ward life and full hand full happiness. appiness. Sometimes Sometimes through unthrough unpredictablpredictable turns ofe turns of fate God’ fa fate God’sfate God’s providenc providence can be we can be written “stritten “straight witraight with crooked h crooked lines,” aslines,” as in the ca in the case of Josese ose of Joseph of Joseph who was sowho was sold into slld into slavery by havery by his brotheris brothers and who s and who later becalater became God’s ime God’s instrument niinstrumentinstrument of protec of protection for ttion for the family he family of Jacob iof Jacob in Egypt. Jn Egypt. Joseph atteoseph attests to Godsts to God’s loving ’s lo’s loving hanloving hand at work d at work with the wwith the words: “Eveords: “Even though yn though you intendeou intended to do had to do harm to me, rm to merm to me, God inme, God intended it tended it for good .for good . . .” (Gen . .” (Gen. 50:20). . 50:20). Time and aTime and again God pgain God promises thromises that the divaththat the dthat the divine presivine presence will ence will remain in remain in the world the world and with tand with those who nhose who need divineeed divine protectio p protectionprotection (Exod. 3: (Exod. 3:12). God’s12). God’s very name very name revealed  revealed to Moses ato Moses at the burnt the burning bush iing bush in the enigniin the eniin the enigmatic tetgmatic tetragrammatoragrammaton YHWH (Exn YHWH (Exod. 3:14) od. 3:14) has sometihas sometimes been tmes been translated ranslatttranslatedtranslated “I will b “I will be with youe with you,” signali,” signaling the irrng the irrevocable cevocable covenantal ovenantal and protecand protective presetive ptive presence opresence of God amonf God among the peopg the people in the le in the midst of tmidst of the world.he world.he world.

The biblical concept of God’s providence, however, signals a universally 
confident belief in God’s loving care and protection of the world, It is grounded 
in the belief in God as Creator, one who continues at all times to preserve and 
order the world, holding chaos at bay, and leading the world and all human 
history toward life and full happiness. Sometimes through unpredictable turns of 
fate God’s providence can be written “straight with crooked lines,” as in the case 
of Joseph who was sold into slavery by his brothers and who later became God’s 
instrument of protection for the family of Jacob in Egypt. Joseph attests to God’s 
loving hand at work with the words: “Even though you intended to do harm to 
me, God intended it for good . . .” (Gen. 50:20). Time and again God promises 
that the divine presence will remain in the world and with those who need divine 
protection (Exod. 3:12). God’s very name revealed to Moses at the burning bush 
in the enigmatic tetragrammaton YHWH (Exod. 3:14) has sometimes been 
translated “I will be with you,” signaling the irrevocable covenantal and protective 
presence of God among the people in the midst of the world.

�God’s provGod’s provident president presence can bence can be manifeste manifest in both m in both merciful caerciful care and rigre and righteous chahteousrigrighteous righteous chastisemechastisement, but thnt, but the biblicale biblical emphasis  emphasis surely ressurely rests with thts with the affirmate affirmation of Godion oion of God’s uof God’s ultimate caltimate care. An oldre. An old cultic co cultic confession anfession acclaiming cclaiming God’s steaGod’s steadfast lovedfast love and mercy and and mercy and mercy reverberatreverberates throughes through the OT tr the OT tradition (Eadition (Exod. 34:6-xod. 34:6-7; Num. 147; Num. 14:18; Neh. :18; Neh:18; Neh. 9:17,Neh. 9:17, 31; Ps. 1 31; Ps. 103:8; Jer.03:8; Jer. 32:18; Jo 32:18; Jonah 4:2). nah 4:2). This confeThis confession doesssion does not negat not negate the neede thee the need fthe need for God’s jor God’s judgment upudgment upon sin, buon sin, but promisest promises that merc that mercy and forgy and forgiveness wiiveness wiiveness will be Gowill be God’s ultimad’s ultimate providete providence. The ance. The affirmationffirmation of God’s  of God’s providenceprovidence neither n neither nullifies hunnullifies nullifies human freehuman freedom nor cadom nor cancels the ncels the mysteriousmysterious problem o problem of the presf the presence of evence of evil in the ievevil in thevil in the world. Ie world. It promisest promises, however,, however, simply th simply that God wilat God will be a lovl be a loving God ining God in the midst the the midst the midst of the worof the world, leadinld, leading it and ag it and all creatioll creation toward an toward a future fu future full of hopell of hope (Jer. 29: (Jer.  (Jer. 29:1(Jer. 29:11-14).1-14).1-14).

God’s provident presence can be manifest in both merciful care and 
righteous chastisement, but the biblical emphasis surely rests with the affirmation 
of God’s ultimate care. An old cultic confession acclaiming God’s steadfast love 
and mercy reverberates through the OT tradition (Exod. 34:6-7; Num. 14:18; 
Neh. 9:17, 31; Ps. 103:8; Jer. 32:18; Jonah 4:2). This confession does not negate 
the need for God’s judgment upon sin, but promises that mercy and forgiveness 
will be God’s ultimate providence. The affirmation of God’s providence neither 
nullifies human freedom nor cancels the mysterious problem of the presence of 
evil in the world. It promises, however, simply that God will be a loving God in 
the midst of the world, leading it and all creation toward a future full of hope 
(Jer. 29:11-14).

�The ChristThe Christian traditian tradition reiterion reiterates the sates the same confidame confidence in Goence in God’s providd’s provident care. ent carent care. “Concare. “Consider the sider the lilies of lilies of the field the field . . . ,” J. . . ,” Jesus says esus says (Matt. 6:2(Matt. 6:26-30), and6-30), and be certai be certain of a lovncertaicertain ofcertain of a loving  a loving God who caGod who cares for thres for the smalleste smallest living th living thing. Paul ing. Paul expands thexpands this notion is nois notion evenotion even further n further to see Godto see God’s provide’s providence and lonce and loving preseving presence drawinnce drawing all creag all creation, the tcreacreation, creation, the entirethe entire cosmos it cosmos itself, towaself, toward the divrd the divine intentine intention (Rom. ion (Rom. 8:28-39). 8:28-39). Given thisGiveGiven thisGiven this convictio conviction, Christin, Christian prayer an prayer is marked is marked by trust aby trust and certainnd certainty that Goty that God hears thd hd hears the hears the cries of hcries of humanity anumanity and respondsd responds with love with love and care  and care (Matt 6:8;(Matt 6:8; 7:7-8). 7:7-8). 7:7-8).

The Christian tradition reiterates the same confidence in God’s provident 
care. “Consider the lilies of the field . . . ,” Jesus says (Matt. 6:26-30), and be 
certain of a loving God who cares for the smallest living thing. Paul expands this 
notion even further to see God’s providence and loving presence drawing all 
creation, the entire cosmos itself, toward the divine intention (Rom. 8:28-39). 
Given this conviction, Christian prayer is marked by trust and certainty that God 
hears the cries of humanity and responds with love and care (Matt 6:8; 7:7-8).
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PSALMS, BOOK OF

Often callOften called the hymed the hymnal of thenal of the Second Te Second Temple, the mple, the book of Psbook of Psalms provialms provides a winddes a winddes a window thrwindow through whichough which ancient I ancient Israel’s resrael’s response to sponse to God’s presGod’s presence, or aence, or absence, mabsence, mbsence, may be viemay be viewed. The 1wed. The 150 psalms 50 psalms in the MT in the MT give voicegive voice to a pano to a panoply of humply of human emotionan emotioan emotions, emotions, sometimes sometimes sublime busublime but at othert at other times emb times embarrassinglarrassingly vengefuly vengeful. The psal. The psalms arose impsalpsalms aropsalms arose in the se in the experienceexperience of worshi of worship; in themp; in them both indi both individual pravidual prayer and coyer and communal pramcocommunal pcommunal praise findraise find expressio expression, as do pn, as do private refrivate reflection anlection and learned d learned instructioinstruction. Hardly n. Hn. Hardly a “Hardly a “little Biblittle Bible,” as Male,” as Martin Luthertin Luther claimed,r claimed, the book  the book of Psalms of Psalms differs frdiffers from the oveom thom the overwhthe overwhelming majelming majority of tority of the other bhe other biblical wriblical writings whiitings which purportch purport to declar to declare divine re de divine revdivine revelation toelation to Israel. Israel. Israel.

Often called the hymnal of the Second Temple, the book of Psalms provides a 



window through which ancient Israel’s response to God’s presence, or absence, 
may be viewed. The 150 psalms in the MT give voice to a panoply of human 
emotions, sometimes sublime but at other times embarrassingly vengeful. The 
psalms arose in the experience of worship; in them both individual prayer and 
communal praise find expression, as do private reflection and learned instruction. 
Hardly a “little Bible,” as Martin Luther claimed, the book of Psalms differs from 
the overwhelming majority of the other biblical writings which purport to declare 
divine revelation to Israel.

�The human The human voice withvoice within the psain the psalms resonalms resonates with ttes with that of lathat of later worshiper worshippers, Chripers, worshipworshipperworshippers, Christis, Christian and Jewan and Jewish, who hish, who have found ave found ways to reways to recite the lcite the laments andaments andaments and hymns and hymns during worduring worship. Accoship. According to trding to the Mishnahhe Mishnah, Levites , Levites recited a recited a specific pspecific psalm on easappsalm on epsalm on each day ofach day of the week: the week: Ps. 24 on Ps. 24 on Sunday, 4 Sunday, 48 on Monda8 on Monday, 82 on Ty, 82 on Tuesday, 94uesday, 9uesday, 94 on Wedn94 on Wednesday, 81 esday, 81 on Thursdaon Thursday, 93 on Fy, 93 on Friday, andriday, and 92 on Sat 92 on Saturday. urday. M. Ta{an.M. Ta{an. 2:3 assig 2 2:3 assign2:3 assigns Ps. 102 s Ps. 102 to days ofto days of fasting;  fasting; 104 was us104 was used by Chried by Christians at stians at the Feast the Feast of Pentecoof Peof Pentecost.Pentecost. Ps. 136 i Ps. 136 is the Greas the Great Hallel ft Hallel for sabbathor sabbath services, services, 113—118 t 113—118 the Egyptiahe Egyptian Hallel. n Hn Hallel. SeHallel. Several psalveral psalms are knoms are known as peniwn as penitential pstential psalms (6, 3alms (6, 32, 38, 51,2, 38, 51, 102, 130, 102, 130, 143), and 143 143), and 143), and 79 is reci79 is recited at theted at the western w western wall in theall in the Old City  Old City of Jerusalof Jerusalem on Fridem on Friday eveningay eay evening, tevening, the 9th of he 9th of Ab. The LXAb. The LXX and TalmX and Talmud assign ud assign Ps. 93 to Ps. 93 to the eve ofthe eve of the sabba the sabbath when Gotsabbasabbath whsabbath when God comen God completed thepleted the creation  creation of the worof the world, and rald, and rabbinic trabbinic tradition assdition assdition associatesassociates 95 with a 95 with a New Year’ New Year’s festivals festival...

The human voice within the psalms resonates with that of later 
worshippers, Christian and Jewish, who have found ways to recite the laments 
and hymns during worship. According to the Mishnah, Levites recited a specific 
psalm on each day of the week: Ps. 24 on Sunday, 48 on Monday, 82 on Tuesday, 
94 on Wednesday, 81 on Thursday, 93 on Friday, and 92 on Saturday. M. Ta{an. 
2:3 assigns Ps. 102 to days of fasting; 104 was used by Christians at the Feast of 
Pentecost. Ps. 136 is the Great Hallel for sabbath services, 113—118 the Egyptian 
Hallel. Several psalms are known as penitential psalms (6, 32, 38, 51, 102, 130, 
143), and 79 is recited at the western wall in the Old City of Jerusalem on Friday 
evening, the 9th of Ab. The LXX and Talmud assign Ps. 93 to the eve of the 
sabbath when God completed the creation of the world, and rabbinic tradition 
associates 95 with a New Year’s festival.

�Inspired bInspired by these biy these biblical psablical psalms, laterlms, later worshippe worshippers wrote trs wrote their own. heir own. One of theOne of tOne of these actuthese actually becamally became canonicae canonical, Ps. 151l, Ps. 151 in the LX in the LXX (includeX (included in Codexd in Codex Sinaiticu Sinaiticus, Vaticans, SinaiticuSinaiticusSinaiticus, Vaticanu, Vaticanus, and Ales, and Alexandrinus,xandrinus, which not which notes that thes that this psalm iis psalm is “outsides “outside the numbe the  the numberthe number”). An unk”). An unknown Jewisnown Jewish author wh author wrote 18 psrote 18 psalms in thalms in the 1st cente 1st century ury B.C.E.B.C.EB.C.E.B.C.E., now call, now called the Psaed the Psalms of Sollms of Solomon. The omon. The sectarianssectarians at Qumran at Qumran were part were particularly ficulapartparticularparticularly fond ofly fond of psalms. B psalms. Besides wriesides writing theirting their own Hoday own Hodayot comprisot comprising some 2ing some 25 psalms, 5225 psalms,25 psalms, they left they left behind an behind an extensive extensive cache of  cache of biblical pbiblical psalms. Frasalms. Fragments of gments of 115 psalms115 115 psalms115 psalms have surv have survived, alonived, along with a sg with a scroll (11Qcroll (11QPsPsaa) containi) containing 39 biblng 39 biblical psalmical psalmical psalms; 2 psalms; 2 Sam. 23:1-Sam. 23:1-7 (“a Pros7 (“a Prose Statemene Statement on Davidt on David’s Composi’s Compositions”); Stions”); Sir. 51:13-ir. 51:13-30 (“an Ap351:13-51:13-30 (51:13-30 (“an Apostr“an Apostrophe to Ziophe to Zion”); Pss.on”); Pss. 151, 154  151, 154 (“a Plea f(“a Plea for Deliveror Deliverance”), 15ance”), 155; 149—1505;15155; 149—1155; 149—150 is “a H50 is “a Hymn to theymn to the Creator.” Creator.” Cave 11 y Cave 11 yielded anoielded another scrolther scroll with fral with frl with fragments fragments of Pss. 14of Pss. 141, 133, 141, 133, 144. Yet ano4. Yet another has nther has noncanonicaoncanonical psalms bl psalms but concludut concludes with bieconcludconcludes concludes with bibliwith biblical 91. Necal 91. Nearby sitesarby sites (S of En- (S of En-gedi, Masagedi, Masada) have ada) have also yieldelso yielded Hebrew td Hed Hebrew texHebrew texts of Psalts of Psalms. Four cms. Four commentary ommentary texts havetexts have portions  portions of psalms.of psalms.

Inspired by these biblical psalms, later worshippers wrote their own. One of 
these actually became canonical, Ps. 151 in the LXX (included in Codex 
Sinaiticus, Vaticanus, and Alexandrinus, which notes that this psalm is “outside 
the number”). An unknown Jewish author wrote 18 psalms in the 1st century 
B.C.E., now called the Psalms of Solomon. The sectarians at Qumran were 
particularly fond of psalms. Besides writing their own Hodayot comprising some 
25 psalms, they left behind an extensive cache of biblical psalms. Fragments of 
115 psalms have survived, along with a scroll (11QPsa) containing 39 biblical 
psalms; 2 Sam. 23:1-7 (“a Prose Statement on David’s Compositions”); Sir. 
51:13-30 (“an Apostrophe to Zion”); Pss. 151, 154 (“a Plea for Deliverance”), 
155; 149—150 is “a Hymn to the Creator.” Cave 11 yielded another scroll with 
fragments of Pss. 141, 133, 144. Yet another has noncanonical psalms but 
concludes with biblical 91. Nearby sites (S of En-gedi, Masada) have also yielded 
Hebrew texts of Psalms. Four commentary texts have portions of psalms.

�One of theOne of the oldest He oldest Hebrew manusbrew manuscripts, thcripts, the Aleppo Ce Aleppo Codex, lackodex, lacks 15:1—25:s 15:1—25:2; among G2; 15:1—25:15:1—25:2;15:1—25:2; among Gre among Greek codicesek codices, Vaticanu, Vaticanus does nots does not have 105: have 105:27—137:6 (27—137:6 (added in tadded ((added in (added in the 15th cthe 15th century), aentury), and Alexandnd Alexandrinus lackrinus lacks 49:20—79s 49:20—79:11. The o:11. The order in thrder in the MT diffeeththe MT difthe MT differs from fers from that in ththat in the LXX:e LXX:e LXX:

One of the oldest Hebrew manuscripts, the Aleppo Codex, lacks 
15:1—25:2; among Greek codices, Vaticanus does not have 105:27—137:6 
(added in the 15th century), and Alexandrinus lacks 49:20—79:11. The order in 
the MT differs from that in the LXX:

�MTMT�LXXLXXLXX

MT LXX

�1—81—8�1—81—81—8

1—8 1—8



�9—109—10�999

9—10 9

�11—11311—113�10—11210—11210—112

11—113 10—112

�114—115114—115�113113113

114—115 113

�116116�114—115114—115114—115

116 114—115

�117—146117—146�116—145116—145116—145

117—146 116—145

�147147�146—147146—147146—147

147 146—147

��148—150148—150148—150

148—150

�148—150148—150�151151151

148—150 151

The sequenThe sequence in the ce in the LXX is supLXX is supported by ported by the fact tthe fact that Pss. 9hat Pss. 9-10 were o-10 were originally riginally a single pa sa single psasingle psalm, but thlm, but the separatie separation of 114 on of 114 from 115 ffrom 115 favors the avors the order of torder of the MT. Bothe MT. Both LXX and h BotBoth LXX aBoth LXX and MT divind MT divide a singlde a single psalm ine psalm into 42—43. to 42—43. Confusion Confusion also resulalso results from thts from tts from the MT’s rthe MT’s reckoning oeckoning of titles af titles as the firss the first verse. St verse. Some Englisome English versionsh versions follow th follow this practicis prais practice (practice (NAB, NJPSVNAB, NJPSV); others ); others do not (e.do not (e.g., RSV, Kg., RSV, KJV, NIV, TJV, NIV, TEV).EV).EV).

The sequence in the LXX is supported by the fact that Pss. 9-10 were originally a 
single psalm, but the separation of 114 from 115 favors the order of the MT. 
Both LXX and MT divide a single psalm into 42—43. Confusion also results from 
the MT’s reckoning of titles as the first verse. Some English versions follow this 
practice (NAB, NJPSV); others do not (e.g., RSV, KJV, NIV, TEV).

�The early The early ChristiansChristians sang hymn sang hymns, althougs, although it is noh it is not clear wht clear whether thesether these were take were e were takenwere taken from the  from the OT or compOT or composed by Chosed by Christians (ristians (cf. Mark 1cf. Mark 14:26; Acts4:26; Acts 4:24; 1 C 4:24; 1  4:24; 1 Cor. 14:1 Cor. 14:26; Eph. 526; Eph. 5:19; Col. :19; Col. 3:16). It 3:16). It has been ehas been estimated tstimated that the NThat the NT cites psa cites psalms (55 cilms psapsalms (55psalms (55 citations citations of 365 ps of 365 psalms) fromalms) from memory, b memory, but establiut establishing actushing actual quotatial quotations is difonquotatiquotationsquotations is diffic is difficult. Chrisult. Christian writetian writers (e.g., rs (e.g., Clement ofClement of Rome) fre Rome) frequently ciquently cite Psalms te Psate Psalms (49Psalms (49 citations citations from 32 p from 32 psalms), assalms), as does the  does the Didache. JDidache. Justin’s ustin’s Dialogue wDialogue with Tryphoith Tryith TryphoTrypho contains  contains 47 referen47 references to 24 ces to 24 psalms.psalms.psalms.

The early Christians sang hymns, although it is not clear whether these 
were taken from the OT or composed by Christians (cf. Mark 14:26; Acts 4:24; 
1 Cor. 14:26; Eph. 5:19; Col. 3:16). It has been estimated that the NT cites 
psalms (55 citations of 365 psalms) from memory, but establishing actual 
quotations is difficult. Christian writers (e.g., Clement of Rome) frequently cite 
Psalms (49 citations from 32 psalms), as does the Didache. Justin’s Dialogue with 
Trypho contains 47 references to 24 psalms.

�The name “The name “Psalms” dePsalms” derives fromrives from Gk.  Gk. psalmoií,psalmoií, “songs of “songs of praise” ( praise” (Vaticanus Vaticanus ((Vaticanus(Vaticanus has  has psalmoiípsalmoií as the ti as the title for Pstle for Psalms; Sinaalms; Sinaiticus hasiticus has no title, no title, but concl but concludes with udeconclconcludes concludes with “with “psalmoiípsalmoií of David. of David.”) “Psalte”) “Psalter” comes fr” comes from the tirom the title in Aletle in Alexandrinus xandrinAleAlexandrinAlexandrinus us (psalteäír(psalteäírion)ion) and indic and indicates a musates a musical instrical instrument, preument, presumably tosumably to accompany ac accompany accompany the singinthe singing of Psalmg of Psalms. The MT s. The MT lacks a tilacks a title, but ttle, but that is typhat is typical for aical for all the booll thell the books the books of the OT;of the OT; at the en at the end of Ps. 7d of Ps. 72 is the n2 is the notation “totation “the prayershe prayers  (teïp�illo(teïp�illo®t�)®(teïp�illo(teïp�illo(teïp�illo®t�)®t�) of David  of David have come have come to an end.to an end.” Rabbinic” Rabbinic literatur literature prefers e prefers the terms the tethe terms terms teïhilliîmteïhilliîm or  or tilliîmtilliîm (“praises (“praises”) to the ”) to the Masoretic Masoretic “prayers.”“prayers.” Together  Together these two,thesethese two,these two, praise an praise and prayer, d prayer, describe tdescribe the contenthe contents of the Ps of the Psalter.salter.salter.

The name “Psalms” derives from Gk. psalmoií, “songs of praise” 
(Vaticanus has psalmoií as the title for Psalms; Sinaiticus has no title, but 
concludes with “psalmoií of David.”) “Psalter” comes from the title in 
Alexandrinus (psalteäírion) and indicates a musical instrument, presumably to 
accompany the singing of Psalms. The MT lacks a title, but that is typical for all 
the books of the OT; at the end of Ps. 72 is the notation “the prayers 
(teïp�illo®t�)  of David have come to an end.” Rabbinic literature prefers the 
terms teïhilliîm or tilliîm (“praises”) to the Masoretic “prayers.” Together 
these two, praise and prayer, describe the contents of the Psalter.

�Like the TLike the Torah (Pentorah (Pentateuch), Pateuch), Psalms is dsalms is divided intivided into five booo five books (1—41; ks (1—41; 42—72; 73—42—7242—72; 73—42—72; 73—89; 90—10689; 90—106; 107—150); 107—150). Each of . Each of these bookthese books concludes concludes with a ds with a doxology (4oxoddoxology (doxology (41:13[MT 141:13[MT 14]; 72:19;4]; 72:19; 89:52[53] 89:52[53]; 106:48; ; 106:48; 150). In B150). In Book I, cloook I, closely assocsely associated withiatassocassociatedassociated with Davi with David by meansd by means of supers of superscriptions,criptions, laments d laments dominate, bominate, but by Bookut by Bookut by Books IV aBooks IV and V praisnd V praise comes toe comes to the foref the forefront. The ront. The final fivefinal five psalms ar psalms are framed be framed by the expry ty the expresthe expression, “Prasion, “Praise the Loise the Lord,” whichrd,” which suggests  suggests that the bthat the book of Psaook of Psalms leads lms leads worshipperwoworshipperworshippers through s through grief to tgrief to thanksgivinhanksgiving, from lag, from lament to prment to praise.aise.aise.

Like the Torah (Pentateuch), Psalms is divided into five books (1—41; 
42—72; 73—89; 90—106; 107—150). Each of these books concludes with a 
doxology (41:13[MT 14]; 72:19; 89:52[53]; 106:48; 150). In Book I, closely 
associated with David by means of superscriptions, laments dominate, but by 
Books IV and V praise comes to the forefront. The final five psalms are framed by 
the expression, “Praise the Lord,” which suggests that the book of Psalms leads 
worshippers through grief to thanksgiving, from lament to praise.

�Of the 150Of the 150 psalms in psalms in the MT, 1 the MT, 116 have su16 have superscriptiperscriptions. Virtuons. Virtually all oally all of the psalf the psaf the psalms in psalms in Book I havBook I have superscre superscriptions liiptions linking themnking them to David. to David. The excep The exceptions are tions are 1—2, 10, 31—1—2, 10, 31—2, 10, 33, but the3, but the first two first two introduce introduce the whole the whole book of P book of Psalms, whesalms, whereas 10, 3reas 10, 33 are link3333 are lin33 are linked with tked with the immediahe immediately precetely preceding psalmding psalms. Book IIs. Book II duplicate duplicates two psals two psalms in Bookmpsalpsalms in psalms in Book I (53Book I (53 and 14; 7 and 14; 70 and 40:10 and 40:13–17[14–183–17[14–18]). An unu]). An unusual featusual feature of Bookre of Bookre of Books II-IBooks II-III is theiII is their preferenr preference for thece for the divine na divine name Elohim me Elohim over Yahweover Yahweh, but inch, but inconsistencyonsincinconsisteinconsistency aboundncy abounds. Althougs. Although Elohim oh Elohim occurs 244 ccurs 244 times, Yahtimes, Yahweh appearweh appears 44 timess 44 tims 44 times in 4times in 42—83. In B2—83. In Book I Elohook I Elohim is usedim is used only 49 t only 49 times, and imes, and it occurs it occurs only 70 tionly 70 times in 84—metitimes in 8times in 84—150. Wit4—150. With 44 psalmh 44 psalms, includis, including the uning the unique 119, Bque 119, Book V is took V is the longesthe longest of the fi longestlongest oflongest of the five. the five. An alphab An alphabetic acrosetic acrostic, 119 htic, 119 has eight las eight lines beginines beginning with ning with the 22 letthe 22the 22 letters22 letters of the He of the Hebrew alphabrew alphabet in seqbet in sequence. Furuence. Furthermore, thermore, each line each line has one ofhas one of eight syn ofof eight sof eight synonyms foynonyms for the law r the law (except 90(except 90, which ha, which has a ninth s a ninth synonym, asynonym, and 122). Lnd 122). Less compleeLLess complLess complex acrostiex acrostics includecs include 25, 34, 1 25, 34, 111, 112, 111, 112, 145 (cf. th45 (cf. the irregulae irregular pattern r pattern in 9—10, win 9—in 9—10, wher9—10, where every see every second versecond verse begins wi begins with a letteth a letter of the ar of the alphabet inlphabet in sequence) sequence)..sequence)sequence).sequence).

Of the 150 psalms in the MT, 116 have superscriptions. Virtually all of the 
psalms in Book I have superscriptions linking them to David. The exceptions are 
1—2, 10, 33, but the first two introduce the whole book of Psalms, whereas 10, 
33 are linked with the immediately preceding psalms. Book II duplicates two 



psalms in Book I (53 and 14; 70 and 40:13–17[14–18]). An unusual feature of 
Books II-III is their preference for the divine name Elohim over Yahweh, but 
inconsistency abounds. Although Elohim occurs 244 times, Yahweh appears 44 
times in 42—83. In Book I Elohim is used only 49 times, and it occurs only 70 
times in 84—150. With 44 psalms, including the unique 119, Book V is the 
longest of the five. An alphabetic acrostic, 119 has eight lines beginning with the 
22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet in sequence. Furthermore, each line has one 
of eight synonyms for the law (except 90, which has a ninth synonym, and 122). 
Less complex acrostics include 25, 34, 111, 112, 145 (cf. the irregular pattern in 
9—10, where every second verse begins with a letter of the alphabet in 
sequence).

�The titlesThe titles of indivi of individual psalmdual psalms range frs range from a singlom a single word in e word in 98 (98 (mizmo®r,mizmo®r, “a psalm” “a  “a psalm”)“a psalm”) to extens to extensive commenive comment (e.g., 1t (e.g., 18). Only 38). Only 34 psalms l4 psalms lack titlesack titles (I: 1—2,  (I: 1—2, 10, 33; II10, 10, 33; II10, 33; II: 43, 71; : 43, 71; IV: 91, 93IV: 91, 93, 94—97, 9, 94—97, 99, 104—1069, 104—106; V: 107, ; V: 107, 111—119, 1111—119, 135—137, 1435—137, 135—137, 146–150). 146–150). Perhaps thPerhaps the invitatie invitation to praion to praise the Lorse the Lord functiond functioned as a sued as a substitute fbstitute for a titleor aor a title ina title in 111—113,  111—113, 117, 135, 117, 135, 146—150. T146—150. Thirteen tihirteen titles recaltles recall particull particular events ar events in David’sin Din David’s liDavid’s life (3, 7, fe (3, 7, 18, 51, 5218, 51, 52, 54, 56—5, 54, 56—57, 59—60, 7, 59—60, 63, 142). 63, 142). Another 55Another 55 have a sp have a specific litecspspecific lspecific liturgical iturgical instructioinstruction, “to then, “to the leader,”  leader,” while othewhile others refer trs refer to musical o musical instrumentinstruminstrumentinstruments and to as and to as yet unkns yet unknown thingsown things. Still ot. Still others recorhers record genre ded genre designationssignations such as p su such as prsuch as prayer, praiayer, praise, song, se, song, maskiîl, mmaskiîl, miktaœm,iktaœm, and  and sûiggaœyo®sûiggaœyo®n.n. Considera Consider ConsiderabConsiderably more valy more variation inriation in titles fr titles from the MT om the MT exists in exists in Books IV aBooks IV and V in thnd V in the Qumran me Qe Qumran manQumran manuscripts. uscripts. The term The term mizmo®rmizmo®r is found  is found 57 times, 57 times, and and sela®sela® (“pause”? (“pause” (“pause”?)(“pause”?) occurs in occurs in the body  the body of some psof some psalms (it aalms (it also appearlso appears in psalms in psalms outside s outside the book othethe book othe book of Psalms, f Psalms, e.g., in He.g., in Hab. 3:3, 9ab. 3:3, 9, 13; in 3, 13; in 3:19 one al:19 one also finds “so finds “To the choTo the choirmaster: irmastchochoirmastechoirmaster: with str: with stringed insringed instruments”)truments”)...

The titles of individual psalms range from a single word in 98 (mizmo®r, 
“a psalm”) to extensive comment (e.g., 18). Only 34 psalms lack titles (I: 1—2, 
10, 33; II: 43, 71; IV: 91, 93, 94—97, 99, 104—106; V: 107, 111—119, 135—137, 
146–150). Perhaps the invitation to praise the Lord functioned as a substitute for 
a title in 111—113, 117, 135, 146—150. Thirteen titles recall particular events in 
David’s life (3, 7, 18, 51, 52, 54, 56—57, 59—60, 63, 142). Another 55 have a 
specific liturgical instruction, “to the leader,” while others refer to musical 
instruments and to as yet unknown things. Still others record genre designations 
such as prayer, praise, song, maskiîl, miktaœm, and sûiggaœyo®n. 
Considerably more variation in titles from the MT exists in Books IV and V in the 
Qumran manuscripts. The term mizmo®r is found 57 times, and sela® 
(“pause”?) occurs in the body of some psalms (it also appears in psalms outside 
the book of Psalms, e.g., in Hab. 3:3, 9, 13; in 3:19 one also finds “To the 
choirmaster: with stringed instruments”).

�The tendenThe tendency during cy during the postexthe postexilic perioilic period to attrid to attribute sacrebute sacred writingsd writings to revere to reve to revered lerevered leaders — thaders — the Pentateue Pentateuch to Mosech to Moses, the Wiss, the Wisdom Literadom Literature to Soture to Solomon, prolomon, SoSolomon, pSolomon, prophetic trophetic texts like exts like Isa. 40-66Isa. 40-66 to Isaiah to Isaiah — led to  — led to an identifan identification ofication of David as  Davi David as tDavid as the author he author of numerouof numerous psalms. s psalms. The attribThe attribution of pution of psalms to hsalms to him in 2 Saim in 2 Sam. 1:10-27mSaSam. 1:10-Sam. 1:10-27; 22:2-527; 22:2-51 (which a1 (which also appearlso appears as Ps. 1s as Ps. 18), togeth8), together with ther with the traditioe tradition that he n thn that he wathat he was a musicis a musician (1 Sam.an (1 Sam. 18:10; Am 18:10; Amos 6:5), eos 6:5), encouraged ncouraged this trendthis trend. The LXX . The LXX . The LXX carrieLXX carries it even s it even beyond thebeyond the point rea point reached by thched by the MT, incre MT, increasing theeasing the number of number o number of psalms of psalms attributedattributed to David  to David from 73 tofrom 73 to 85. Altho 85. Although Heb. ugh Heb. leïd�aœwidleïd�aœwid�� does not  does  does not ndoes not necessarilyecessarily mean Davi mean Davidic authordic authorship, its ship, its intent seeintent seems to havems to have been that been that in many i in in many inin many instances. Istances. It could alt could also suggestso suggest that the  that the particularparticular psalm was psalm was written f written for a colleor a or a collectia collection honorinon honoring David. Tg David. The Qumran he Qumran sectarianssectarians left no d left no doubt aboutoubt about their vie their view; a note wvieview; a noview; a note states te states that Davidthat David composed  composed 3600 psalm3600 psalms and 446 s and 446 songs, plusongs, plus four fors four for the stric forfor the stfor the stricken, toricken, totaling 405taling 4050 (cf. 1 K0 (cf. 1 Kgs. 4:32[5gs. 4:32[5:12] for a:12] for a similar c similar comment aboomment about Solomonut Sout Solomon’s Solomon’s literary pliterary productivitroductivity — 3000 py — 3000 proverbs, 1roverbs, 1005 songs)005 songs)...

The tendency during the postexilic period to attribute sacred writings to 
revered leaders — the Pentateuch to Moses, the Wisdom Literature to 
Solomon, prophetic texts like Isa. 40-66 to Isaiah — led to an identification of 
David as the author of numerous psalms. The attribution of psalms to him in 2 
Sam. 1:10-27; 22:2-51 (which also appears as Ps. 18), together with the tradition 
that he was a musician (1 Sam. 18:10; Amos 6:5), encouraged this trend. The 
LXX carries it even beyond the point reached by the MT, increasing the number 
of psalms attributed to David from 73 to 85. Although Heb. leïd�aœwid�  
does not necessarily mean Davidic authorship, its intent seems to have been that 
in many instances. It could also suggest that the particular psalm was written for 
a collection honoring David. The Qumran sectarians left no doubt about their 
view; a note states that David composed 3600 psalms and 446 songs, plus four 
for the stricken, totaling 4050 (cf. 1 Kgs. 4:32[5:12] for a similar comment about 
Solomon’s literary productivity — 3000 proverbs, 1005 songs).

�Not every Not every psalm is cpsalm is credited toredited to David, or David, or even asso even associated witciated with him in sh him in some mannerome mome manner. Otmanner. Other personher persons honored s honored in this wain this way include y include Jeduthun (Jeduthun (39, 62, 7739, 62, 77), Heman (), Heman ), Heman (88)Heman (88), Solomon , Solomon (72, 127),(72, 127), Moses (90 Moses (90), Ethan (), Ethan (89), and t89), and two musicalwo musical guilds, t guilds, the Korahithtthe Korahithe Korahites (42, 4tes (42, 44—49, 84—84—49, 84—85, 87—88) 5, 87—88) and the Asand the Asaphites (5aphites (50, 70—83).0, 70—83). The famil The f The family of family of Asaph is sAsaph is said to havaid to have been acte been active as lative as late as the Je as the Josianic reosianic reforms (621forms (621  B.C.E.B.C.EB.C.E.B.C.E.) and duri) and during the timng the time of Ezra e of Ezra and Nehemiand Nehemiah nearly ah nearly two centurtwo centuries later.ies later.

Not every psalm is credited to David, or even associated with him in some 



manner. Other persons honored in this way include Jeduthun (39, 62, 77), 
Heman (88), Solomon (72, 127), Moses (90), Ethan (89), and two musical guilds, 
the Korahites (42, 44—49, 84—85, 87—88) and the Asaphites (50, 70—83). The 
family of Asaph is said to have been active as late as the Josianic reforms (621 
B.C.E.) and during the time of Ezra and Nehemiah nearly two centuries later.

�When were When were the psalmsthe psalms written?  written? Certain siCertain similaritiesmilarities with Cana with Canaanite textanite texts from Ugas froms from Ugarifrom Ugarit have sugt have suggested an gested an early dateearly date for 29; 8 for 29; 82; 19:2–7,2; 19:2–7, but late  but late texts (cf.texts (cf. Daniel) a Dan Daniel) alDaniel) also show afso show affinities wfinities with this lith this literature.iterature. Plausible Plausible connectio connections with Dans with David make 2vid mvid make 2, 10make 2, 10, 18 viabl, 18 viable candidate candidates for thees for the 10th cent 10th century, or atury, or at the very  the very least theyleast they imply a d imp imply a daimply a date during te during the Monarcthe Monarchy. Severahy. Several psalms rl psalms reflect inteflect interests in erests in the north,the north, leading s lea leading soleading some criticsme critics to think  to think they derivthey derive from thee from the northern  northern kingdom prkingdom prior to itsior to its defeat by de defeat by defeat by Assyrian sAssyrian soldiers inoldiers in 722. Othe 722. Other psalms sr psalms seem to asseem to assume the exume the existence ofistence of a monarch ofof a monarof a monarchy (e.g.,chy (e.g., 2, 18, 20 2, 18, 20—21, 45, 7—21, 45, 72, 89, 1012, 89, 101, 110, 132, 110, 132, 144). Li, 144). Linguistic fnguistic features poeaturffeatures pfeatures point to a oint to a postexilicpostexilic date for  date for 103, 117, 103, 117, 119, 124—1119, 124—125, 145. C25, 145. Content aloontent alone places nealoalone placalone places 137 in es 137 in postexilicpostexilic times. Ev times. Every attempery attempt to date t to date psalms encpsalms encounters enounters enormous diforenenormous denormous difficulty,ifficulty, for their for their content i content is altogeths altogether indiffeer indifferent to hirent to historical estorical events excevents events except thoexcept those servingse serving paradigma paradigmatically (etically (e.g., the E.g., the Exodus fromxodus from Egypt). Egypt). Egypt).

When were the psalms written? Certain similarities with Canaanite texts 
from Ugarit have suggested an early date for 29; 82; 19:2–7, but late texts (cf. 
Daniel) also show affinities with this literature. Plausible connections with David 
make 2, 10, 18 viable candidates for the 10th century, or at the very least they 
imply a date during the Monarchy. Several psalms reflect interests in the north, 
leading some critics to think they derive from the northern kingdom prior to its 
defeat by Assyrian soldiers in 722. Other psalms seem to assume the existence 
of a monarchy (e.g., 2, 18, 20—21, 45, 72, 89, 101, 110, 132, 144). Linguistic 
features point to a postexilic date for 103, 117, 119, 124—125, 145. Content 
alone places 137 in postexilic times. Every attempt to date psalms encounters 
enormous difficulty, for their content is altogether indifferent to historical events 
except those serving paradigmatically (e.g., the Exodus from Egypt).

�The early The early Church undChurch understood therstood the psalms ae psalms as personals personal expressio expressions of worsns of worship in defhip worsworship inworship in definite  definite historicalhistorical contexts. contexts. That view That view prevailed prevailed until the until the 19th cent 19th century, when ury, centcentury, wcentury, when critichen critical scholaral scholars began tos began to emphasize emphasize the genre the genres of indivs of individual psalidual psalms and to ms psalpsalms andpsalms and to stress to stress their con their congregationagregational origin. l origin. The groundThe groundbreaking wbreaking work of Herork of Hermann GunkemHerHermann GuHermann Gunkel elevankel elevated form cted form criticism triticism to pride ofo pride of place, an place, and this appd this approach has roach has continued ccontinued continued to the preto the present. Essesent. Essentially, intially, it distingut distinguishes the ishes the following following literary tliterary types: lameypes: lamypes: lament (bolament (both individth individual and coual and communal), tmmunal), thanksgivinhanksgiving hymn (ing hymn (individual adividual and communand communnd communal),communal), royal ent royal enthronement hronement psalms, wipsalms, wisdom and tsdom and torah psalmorah psalms, entrancs, entrance liturgiee liturge liturgies,liturgies, prophetic prophetic exhortati exhortation, and mion, and mixed forms.xed forms. Laments r Laments routinely ioutinely include an nclude an opening adopopening adopening address, desdress, description ocription of trouble,f trouble, petition, petition, expressio expression of confin of confidence, anddence, and a vow. Th a v a vow. Thankvow. Thanksgiving sosgiving songs includngs include praise, e praise, descriptiodescription of past n of past trouble, ttrouble, testimony, estimony, and exhortand and exhortand exhortation. Natation. Naturally, inurally, individual pdividual psalms varysalms vary the eleme the elements, and ints, and it is oftent is often impossibl impo impossibleimpossible to distin to distinguish betwguish between a lameeen a lament and a snt and a song of thaong of thanksgiving nksgiving which preswhich presupposes thupprespresupposepresupposes the situs the situation descation described in lribed in laments, whaments, whereas the ereas the expressionexpression of confid of confidence resemeconfidconfidenceconfidence resembles resembles thanksgiv thanksgiving. Moreoing. Moreover, some ver, some designatiodesignations of genrns of genre are basee are basee are based on cbased on content; thontent; that is trueat is true of royal  of royal psalms, sopsalms, songs of Ziongs of Zion, wisdom n, wisdom and torah and torah psalms.pspsalms.psalms.psalms.

The early Church understood the psalms as personal expressions of 
worship in definite historical contexts. That view prevailed until the 19th 
century, when critical scholars began to emphasize the genres of individual 
psalms and to stress their congregational origin. The groundbreaking work of 
Hermann Gunkel elevated form criticism to pride of place, and this approach has 
continued to the present. Essentially, it distinguishes the following literary types: 
lament (both individual and communal), thanksgiving hymn (individual and 
communal), royal enthronement psalms, wisdom and torah psalms, entrance 
liturgies, prophetic exhortation, and mixed forms. Laments routinely include an 
opening address, description of trouble, petition, expression of confidence, and a 
vow. Thanksgiving songs include praise, description of past trouble, testimony, 
and exhortation. Naturally, individual psalms vary the elements, and it is often 
impossible to distinguish between a lament and a song of thanksgiving which 
presupposes the situation described in laments, whereas the expression of 
confidence resembles thanksgiving. Moreover, some designations of genre are 
based on content; that is true of royal psalms, songs of Zion, wisdom and torah 
psalms.

�Form critiForm critics sought cs sought to illuminto illuminate the soate the social setticial setting of inding of individual psavidual psalms. Accorlms. Accordingly, thdAccorAccordinglAccordingly, they poy, they posited specsited special festivial festivals (e.g.,als (e.g., enthronem enthronement festivent festival, royal al, royal Zion festiZion feZion festival, festival, covenant rcovenant renewal cerenewal ceremony, litemony, liturgical seurgical sermons). Thrmons). The Akitu, oe Akitu, or New Yearr New Year, festival, YearYear, festYear, festival in anival in ancient Babycient Babylonia was lonia was often assuoften assumed to havmed to have a corolle a corollary in Judary in Judah, with aah, wah, with annuawith annual coronatil coronation of the on of the Davidic kiDavidic king. For thng. For this occasiois occasion Royal Psn Royal Psalms (e.g.alms (e.g., 2, 18, 2, 2, , 2, 18, 20,2, 18, 20, 21, 72, 8 21, 72, 89, 101, 119, 101, 110, 132, 140, 132, 144) are tho4) are thought to haught to have been usve been used. Entraned. Entrance liturgice lce liturgies liturgies would havewould have served to served to prepare w prepare worshippersorshippers before th before they enteredey entered the holy  the holy temple (15ttemple (15temple (15, 24). A r, 24). A royal weddioyal wedding gave ring gave rise to 45; se to 45; didactic odidactic or learned r learned instructioinstruction producedn prn produced mproduced many psalmsany psalms (e.g., 19 (e.g., 19, 119, 78,, 119, 78, 89); and  89); and prophetic prophetic exhortatioexhortation yielded n yielded 50, 81, 955050, 81, 9550, 81, 95. Songs of. Songs of Zion give Zion give voice to  voice to the peoplethe people’s fondnes’s fondness for Jerus for Jerusalem as tsalem as the divine he dhe divine dwedivine dwelling placlling place (46, 48,e (46, 48, 76, 84, 8 76, 84, 87, 122). A7, 122). Another gronother group of psalup of psalms is presms is presumed to haumeprespresumed tpresumed to have beeo have been sung as n sung as pilgrims mpilgrims made their ade their way to Jerway to Jerusalem (12usalem (120—134) or 0—134) o0—134) or as prieor as priests ascendsts ascended the steed the steps within ps within the templethe temple...

Form critics sought to illuminate the social setting of individual psalms. 
Accordingly, they posited special festivals (e.g., enthronement festival, royal Zion 
festival, covenant renewal ceremony, liturgical sermons). The Akitu, or New 
Year, festival in ancient Babylonia was often assumed to have a corollary in Judah, 
with annual coronation of the Davidic king. For this occasion Royal Psalms (e.g., 
2, 18, 20, 21, 72, 89, 101, 110, 132, 144) are thought to have been used. Entrance 



liturgies would have served to prepare worshippers before they entered the holy 
temple (15, 24). A royal wedding gave rise to 45; didactic or learned instruction 
produced many psalms (e.g., 19, 119, 78, 89); and prophetic exhortation yielded 
50, 81, 95. Songs of Zion give voice to the people’s fondness for Jerusalem as the 
divine dwelling place (46, 48, 76, 84, 87, 122). Another group of psalms is 
presumed to have been sung as pilgrims made their way to Jerusalem (120—134) 
or as priests ascended the steps within the temple.

�Some psalmSome psalms seem to s seem to relate to relate to individualindividuals during ts during times of eximes of extraordinartraordinary sufferiny suffey suffering suffering brought onbrought on by illnes by illness, attack s, attack by foreignby foreign armies, s armies, slander, malander, magical pracgical practices, andtices, pracpractices,practices, and the l and the like. Otherike. Others give vois give voice to privce to private joy anate joy and public ed public expressionsxpressions of honor. of h of honor. Indhonor. Individuals eividuals express thexpress their deepestir deepest emotions  emotions in prayer,in prayer, sometimes sometimes in near d in near despair andeddespair andespair and at otherd at other times bar times barely able tely able to contain o contain their jubitheir jubilation. Lolation. Locating precating precise setticise scise settings fsettings for all of or all of these has these has resulted iresulted in little mn little more than vore than vague generague generalities.alities.alities.

Some psalms seem to relate to individuals during times of extraordinary 
suffering brought on by illness, attack by foreign armies, slander, magical 
practices, and the like. Others give voice to private joy and public expressions of 
honor. Individuals express their deepest emotions in prayer, sometimes in near 
despair and at other times barely able to contain their jubilation. Locating precise 
settings for all of these has resulted in little more than vague generalities.

�For this aFor this and other rnd other reasons, ineasons, interpretersterpreters have begu have begun to emphan to emphasize the rsize the rhetoric ofhetorirrhetoric orhetoric of psalms, f psalms, their perstheir persuasive useuasive use of langua of language. Advancge. Advances in the es in the understandunderstanding of poeingunderstandunderstandunderstanding of poeing of poetry have itry have isolated nusolated numerous feamerous features of ttures of the psalms.he psalms. The balan The balancing of oncbalanbalancing balancing of one colof one colon with anon with another is aother is achieved thchieved through varirough various means,ous means, but promi but prominence is unpromiprominenceprominence is usuall is usually given toy given to chiasm (t chiasm (the forminghe forming of an X b of an X by structury structuring a poeming a poem as follow a as followsas follows: ABB´A´).: ABB´A´). Repetitio Repetition takes pln takes place in a nace in a number of wumber of ways, e.g.,ays, e.g., question  question and answerand and answerand answer; statemen; statement and quott and quotation; a “ation; a “better thabetter than” expressn” expression; A varion; A varies and B ies and B repeats: arrepeats: arepeats: abstract anbstract and concreted concrete; whole an; whole and synecdocd synecdoche; two tehe; two terms as a mrms as a merismus; serismus; serismus; simile andsimile and reality. reality. reality.

For this and other reasons, interpreters have begun to emphasize the 
rhetoric of psalms, their persuasive use of language. Advances in the 
understanding of poetry have isolated numerous features of the psalms. The 
balancing of one colon with another is achieved through various means, but 
prominence is usually given to chiasm (the forming of an X by structuring a poem 
as follows: ABB´A´). Repetition takes place in a number of ways, e.g., question 
and answer; statement and quotation; a “better than” expression; A varies and B 
repeats: abstract and concrete; whole and synecdoche; two terms as a merismus; 
simile and reality.

�In some scIn some scholarly ciholarly circles, rhercles, rhetorical crtorical criticism haiticism has virtualls virtually supersedy superseded form cred form cred form criticism,criticism, resulting resulting in specia in special emphasisl emphasis on repeti on repetition, chiation, chiasm, inclussm, inclusions, struions, structure, andcture, acture, and figuraand figurative langutive language. Whethage. Whether many ofer many of the featu the features isolatres isolated in thised in this manner re manner result from sulreresult froresult from authoriam authorial intentiol intention or not hn or not has yet to as yet to be establibe established. Thatshed. That judgment  judgment applies paappapplies paapplies particularlyrticularly to analys to analysis of struis of structure, oftcture, often the resen the result of higult of highly subjechly subjective readitive reative reading, areading, and to inclnd to inclusions, whusions, which may beich may be accidenta accidental, given tl, given the repetithe repetitive demandive demands of Hebres os of Hebrew of Hebrew poetry andpoetry and the limit the limited vocabuled vocabulary availaary available to comble to composers.posers.posers.

In some scholarly circles, rhetorical criticism has virtually superseded form 
criticism, resulting in special emphasis on repetition, chiasm, inclusions, structure, 
and figurative language. Whether many of the features isolated in this manner 
result from authorial intention or not has yet to be established. That judgment 
applies particularly to analysis of structure, often the result of highly subjective 
reading, and to inclusions, which may be accidental, given the repetitive demands 
of Hebrew poetry and the limited vocabulary available to composers.

�Not every Not every interpreteinterpreter focuses r focuses on the stron the structure of ucture of a single pa single psalm. Somesalm. Some critics e critics critics excritics examine the amine the macrostrucmacrostructure, hopiture, hoping to explng to explain the ovain the overall shaperall shaping of theing of the book of P bo book of Psbook of Psalms. Geraalms. Gerald H. Wilsld H. Wilson has argon has argued that tued that the complethe complete collectie collection of fiveon of five books is  b books is abooks is arranged torranged to show how  show how the covenathe covenant betweennt between God and D God and David as kiavid as king became ng becang became banbecame bankrupt and krupt and the kingshthe kingship of Yahwip of Yahweh took iteh took its place. Ws place. Wilson thinilson thinks the preks the preks the presence opresence of royal psf royal psalms at thalms at the beginnine beginning of Book g of Book I (2) and I (2) and at the conat the conclusion ofclusion of Books II  Bo Books II aBooks II and III (72nd III (72, 89) docu, 89) documents a moments a move from anve from an intimate  intimate relationshrelationship betweenip between the king  betweenbetween thbetween the king ande king and God and i God and its reinforts reinforcement thrcement through rituaough ritualistic cerlistic ceremony to aemony to a rehearsal aa rehearsaa rehearsal of a wrel of a wrenching rejnching rejection of ection of the covenathe covenant with Dant with David. The pvid. The purpose of urpose of these psalththese psalthese psalms (specifms (specifically 2, ically 2, 72, 89) wa72, 89) was to docums to document the faent the failure of tilure of the Davidiche Davidic covenant. cove covenant. covenant. The initiaThe initial psalm (1l psalm (1) emphasiz) emphasizes the indes the individual reividual relationshiplationship with God, with God, whereas 2 wh whereas 2 whereas 2 stresses tstresses the corporahe corporate dimensite dimension. Books on. Books IV and V mIV and V move in anoove in another directher direther direction direction entirely, entirely, demonstratdemonstrating that Iing that Israel’s trsrael’s true home isue home is God, the  God, the only depenonly dependable ruledabdependependabledependable ruler. Th ruler. The heart ofe heart of the Psalt the Psalter, in thier, in this reading,s reading, resides i resides in Book IV.n Book IV. This theo This  This theolThis theological cenogical center clarifter clarifies the reies the real nature al nature of monarchof monarchy, a theocy, a theocracy. Bookracy. Book V transfe V t V transfers transfers to the peoto the people the fople the former royalrmer royal claims as claims associated wsociated with David.ith David. The resul The result is a rest it is a resouis a resounding triunding triumph of escmph of eschatologicahatological praise. l praise. The PsalteThe Psalter defines r defines happiness happiness (cf. 1:1, (cf. (cf. 1:1, (cf. 1:1, “Happy is “Happy is the one whthe one who . . .”) o . . .”) in quite cin quite concrete waoncrete ways, but atys, but at the heart the heart of the de of th of the definithe definition is thtion is the concept e concept of trust aof trust and refuge.nd refuge.

Not every interpreter focuses on the structure of a single psalm. Some 
critics examine the macrostructure, hoping to explain the overall shaping of the 
book of Psalms. Gerald H. Wilson has argued that the complete collection of five 
books is arranged to show how the covenant between God and David as king 
became bankrupt and the kingship of Yahweh took its place. Wilson thinks the 
presence of royal psalms at the beginning of Book I (2) and at the conclusion of 
Books II and III (72, 89) documents a move from an intimate relationship 
between the king and God and its reinforcement through ritualistic ceremony to 
a rehearsal of a wrenching rejection of the covenant with David. The purpose of 
these psalms (specifically 2, 72, 89) was to document the failure of the Davidic 
covenant. The initial psalm (1) emphasizes the individual relationship with God, 



whereas 2 stresses the corporate dimension. Books IV and V move in another 
direction entirely, demonstrating that Israel’s true home is God, the only 
dependable ruler. The heart of the Psalter, in this reading, resides in Book IV. 
This theological center clarifies the real nature of monarchy, a theocracy. Book V 
transfers to the people the former royal claims associated with David. The result 
is a resounding triumph of eschatological praise. The Psalter defines happiness 
(cf. 1:1, “Happy is the one who . . .”) in quite concrete ways, but at the heart of 
the definition is the concept of trust and refuge.

�Other inteOther interpreters urpreters understand nderstand the overalthe overall structurl structure of Psalme of Psalms differens differently. Two otly. Twotly. Two of theTwo of these views mse views merit attenerit attention here:tion here: a movemen a movement from lamt from lament to praent to praise, and aise, and aise, and an increasan increasingly lituingly liturgical movrgical movement. Theement. The first att first attributes siributes significancegnificance to the ea to the early positirly porly positioninpositioning of lameng of laments, for prts, for praise cannoaise cannot achieve t achieve its goal uits goal until religntil religious peoplious people have wree havee have wresthave wrestled with tled with their own dheir own doubts and oubts and emerged fremerged from them inom them in the way d the way described sescribedddescribed described so effectiso effectively in 73vely in 73. The seco. The second approacnd approach acknowleh acknowledges that dges that the early the early laments emlalaments emlaments emphasize Daphasize David’s humavid’s humanity and cnity and consequentlonsequently the demiy the demise of his se of his dynasty, bdynasty, bdynasty, but it recbut it recognizes thognizes the growing e growing importanceimportance of liturg of liturgical guildical guilds (Book IIs (Book III) and culI) and cultic eventstic evtic events (pievents (pilgrimages lgrimages and festivand festivals; Book als; Book V: 120—134V: 120—134 for pilgr for pilgrims, 113—1ims, 113—118 for thr18 for three major fethrthree majothree major festivalr festivals). Notabls). Notably, the opey, the opening word ning word in 1:1 in 1:1 (}asûreî)(}asûreî) is more s is more secular thaecular ssecular thsecular than an baœru®k�baœru®k� (“blessed (“blessed”). The cl”). The closing exhoosing exhortation, “rtation, “Praise thePraise the Lord,” be Lord,”  Lord,” belLord,” belongs to saongs to sacred discocred discourse. Thisurse. This final psa final psalm (150) hlm (150) has 10 as 10 halleïlu®yhalleïlu®yaœhsaœhhalleïlu®yhalleïlu®yhalleïlu®yaœhsaœhs (or  (or halleïlu®hhalleïlu®hu®su®s), or 13 i), or 13 if one counf one counts the conts the conclusion inclusion in v. 6 and  v. 6 v. 6 and the 6 and the opening anopening and closing d closing ones. Carrones. Carroll Stuhlmoll Stuhlmueller sugueller suggests thatgests that these num these numbers correbenumnumbers conumbers correspond trrespond to the Decao the Decalogue and logue and the 13 attthe 13 attributes ofributes of Yahweh re Yahweh revealed to vealed tvealed to Moses ito Moses in Exod. 34n Exod. 34:6-7, or t:6-7, or the 13 timehe 13 times God spoks God spoke in Gen. e in Gen. 1.1.1.

Other interpreters understand the overall structure of Psalms differently. 
Two of these views merit attention here: a movement from lament to praise, and 
an increasingly liturgical movement. The first attributes significance to the early 
positioning of laments, for praise cannot achieve its goal until religious people 
have wrestled with their own doubts and emerged from them in the way 
described so effectively in 73. The second approach acknowledges that the early 
laments emphasize David’s humanity and consequently the demise of his dynasty, 
but it recognizes the growing importance of liturgical guilds (Book III) and cultic 
events (pilgrimages and festivals; Book V: 120—134 for pilgrims, 113—118 for 
three major festivals). Notably, the opening word in 1:1 (}asûreî) is more 
secular than baœru®k�  (“blessed”). The closing exhortation, “Praise the 
Lord,” belongs to sacred discourse. This final psalm (150) has 10 
halleïlu®yaœhs (or halleïlu®hu®s), or 13 if one counts the conclusion in v. 
6 and the opening and closing ones. Carroll Stuhlmueller suggests that these 
numbers correspond to the Decalogue and the 13 attributes of Yahweh revealed 
to Moses in Exod. 34:6-7, or the 13 times God spoke in Gen. 1.

�The rich tThe rich theologicalheological dimension dimension of the Ps of the Psalter contalter continues to pinues to press itselress itself on Jews f on Jewsf on Jews and CJews and Christians.hristians. The metap The metaphors for Ghors for God serve iod serve in prayer an prayer and worshipnd worship to convey to conve to convey deeconvey deep feelingsp feelings of trust  of trust and abandoand abandonment. Thenment. The psalmists psalmists praise Go praise God as king,d as king, judge, sh j judge, shejudge, shepherd, rocpherd, rock, portionk, portion, light, w, light, warrior, faarrior, father, and ther, and farmer. Thfarmer. They describey describe the peope thee the peoplethe people in a role in a role of depend of dependency as viency as vine, tree, ne, tree, sheep, quisheep, quiver, and tver, and the like. The like. They distinhey dhey distinguisdistinguish between h between the rightethe righteous and wious and wicked, promcked, promising lifeising life in its fu in its fullness to llness to the formerthe fothe former andformer and destructi destruction to the on to the latter. Sulatter. Such evil prch evil practitioneractitioners are likes are likened to graned to grass, chaff,ss, chss, chaff, andchaff, and dust; in  dust; in the languathe language of Ps. ge of Ps. 1, their r1, their roots lack oots lack adequate wadequate water. Sinnater. Sinners did prers diders did prospedid prosper, much tor, much to the chagr the chagrin of psalin of psalmists, butmists, but their pro their prosperity wasperity was believeds believed to be sho to to be shorto be short-lived. At-lived. A few psalm few psalmists probeists probe deeply in deeply into traditito traditional belieonal belief, in one f, in one instance binstaninstance binstance breaking nereaking new ground aw ground and approacnd approaching, if nhing, if not actuallot actually attaininy attaining, belief g, belief in life bein lifein life beyonlife beyond the gravd the grave (73).e (73).e (73).

The rich theological dimension of the Psalter continues to press itself on 
Jews and Christians. The metaphors for God serve in prayer and worship to 
convey deep feelings of trust and abandonment. The psalmists praise God as king, 
judge, shepherd, rock, portion, light, warrior, father, and farmer. They describe 
the people in a role of dependency as vine, tree, sheep, quiver, and the like. They 
distinguish between the righteous and wicked, promising life in its fullness to the 
former and destruction to the latter. Such evil practitioners are likened to grass, 
chaff, and dust; in the language of Ps. 1, their roots lack adequate water. Sinners 
did prosper, much to the chagrin of psalmists, but their prosperity was believed 
to be short-lived. A few psalmists probe deeply into traditional belief, in one 
instance breaking new ground and approaching, if not actually attaining, belief in 
life beyond the grave (73).

�The book oThe book of Psalms hf Psalms has provideas provided a reservd a reservoir from woir from which poetshich poets draw in c draw in composing hompccomposing composing hymns, a phymns, a practice alractice already engaready engaged in by ged in by composers composers of some psof some psalms who palms whoalms who producwho produced mosaicsed mosaics of biblic of biblical passageal passages (cf. 96—s (cf. 96—97, 119, 197, 119, 135). Indiv35). Individual psalidual psalms have comspsalpsalms havpsalms have contribue contributed both lted both language ananguage and sentimend sentiment for medit for meditating abotating about God andut God anut God and the laand the law, and onew, and one psalm (23 psalm (23) has beco) has become a virtume a virtual icon inal icon in the Unite the United States. d States. Another psAnAnother psAnother psalm (46) ialm (46) is the basis the basis of Martis of Martin Luther’sn Luther’s hymn, “Ei hymn, “Ein Feste Bun Feste Burg.” The prg.” The psalms may sappsalms maypsalms may be Israel be Israel’s respons’s response to God’se to God’s self-mani self-manifestation,festation, but to ma but to many modern ny modern worshipperwworshipperworshippers they reps they represent autresent authentic worhentic worship. Theyship. They plumb the plumb the depths of depths of despair t despair t despair through whthrough which many pich many pass at oneass at one time or a time or another, annother, and they soad they soar to loftyr to lofty heights o heights of adoratiofoof adoratiof adoration, to whion, to which good pech good people aspirople aspire. In shore. In short, from tht, from these majestese majestic psalms ic psalms one learnsonone learnsone learns how to pr how to pray.ay.ay.

The book of Psalms has provided a reservoir from which poets draw in 
composing hymns, a practice already engaged in by composers of some psalms 
who produced mosaics of biblical passages (cf. 96—97, 119, 135). Individual 
psalms have contributed both language and sentiment for meditating about God 



and the law, and one psalm (23) has become a virtual icon in the United States. 
Another psalm (46) is the basis of Martin Luther’s hymn, “Ein Feste Burg.” The 
psalms may be Israel’s response to God’s self-manifestation, but to many modern 
worshippers they represent authentic worship. They plumb the depths of despair 
through which many pass at one time or another, and they soar to lofty heights 
of adoration, to which good people aspire. In short, from these majestic psalms 
one learns how to pray.
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PSALMS OF PSALMS OF SOLOMONSOLOMONSOLOMON

PSALMS OF SOLOMON

�SeeSee  SOLOMON, PSOLOMON, PSALMS OF.SALMS OF.

See SOLOMON, PSALMS OF.

PSALTERPSALTERPSALTER

PSALTER

A name forA name for the book  the book of Psalms.of Psalms.

A name for the book of Psalms.

PSEUDEPIGRPSEUDEPIGRAPHAAPHAAPHA

PSEUDEPIGRAPHA

Lit., “falLit., “falsely ascrisely ascribed writinbed writings.” This gs.” This anachronisanachronistic term dtic term describes aescribes a variety o variety of ancient f ancief ancient noancient noncanonicalncanonical Jewish do Jewish documents frcuments from the Helom the Hellenistic alenistic and Roman pnd Roman periods (caeriods (ceriods (ca. 250 (ca. 250 B.C.E.B.C.E.—200 —200 C.E.C.E.). The tex). The texts are notts are not a part of a part of the Hebre the Hebrew Bible (Pw Bible (Protestant rotestant(P(Protestan(Protestant OT) or tt OT) or the OT Apoche OT Apocrypha (rourypha (roughly equivghly equivalent to talent to the Roman Che Roman Catholic Deatholic CCatholic DCatholic Deuterocanoeuterocanonicals), bnicals), but such a ut such a delineatiodelineation does notn does not do justic do justice to the fe to the fluidity ofluidffluidity ofluidity of this “mof this “modern” catedern” category. Thergory. There is no wie is no widespread adespread agreement agreement as to what s to what texts shoutetexts shoutexts should be inclld be included in thuded in this corpus is corpus for there for there is no consis no consensus on tensus on the criterihe criteria for incla fora for inclusfor inclusion. A maxion. A maximalist viimalist view includeew includes nearly as nearly any text asny text associated wsociated with a charith a character, or actecharcharacter,character, or passag or passage, from the, from the OT, whete OT, whether the teher the text is consxt is considered Jewidered Jewish or notish or not, and whet, notnot, and wnot, and whether thehether the text deri text derives from tves from the Hellenihe Hellenistic and Rstic and Roman periooman periods or not ds or not (e.g., Vis((e.g., Vis(e.g., Vision of Ezrion of Ezra). Minimaa). Minimalists woullists would tend to d tend to restrict trestrict the categorhe category to thosey to those works tha work works thatworks that are clear are clearly Jewish,ly Jewish, and almos and almost certainlt certainly date froy date from ca. 250 m ca. 250 B.C.E.B.C.E.—200 —200 C.E.CC.E.C.E. Confusion Confusion arises in arises in that a si that a sizable majozable majority of thrity of the texts ofe texts often includten included in the ed in the PseudepigrPsePseudepigrPseudepigrapha were apha were clearly trclearly transmitted ansmitted and altereand altered by Chrisd by Christians, thutians, thus making ss making strict catetrsstrict catstrict categorizatioegorization impossibn impossible.le.le.

Lit., “falsely ascribed writings.” This anachronistic term describes a variety of 
ancient noncanonical Jewish documents from the Hellenistic and Roman periods 
(ca. 250 B.C.E.—200 C.E.). The texts are not a part of the Hebrew Bible 
(Protestant OT) or the OT Apocrypha (roughly equivalent to the Roman 
Catholic Deuterocanonicals), but such a delineation does not do justice to the 
fluidity of this “modern” category. There is no widespread agreement as to what 
texts should be included in this corpus for there is no consensus on the criteria 
for inclusion. A maximalist view includes nearly any text associated with a 
character, or passage, from the OT, whether the text is considered Jewish or 
not, and whether the text derives from the Hellenistic and Roman periods or not 
(e.g., Vision of Ezra). Minimalists would tend to restrict the category to those 
works that are clearly Jewish, and almost certainly date from ca. 250 B.C.E.—200 
C.E. Confusion arises in that a sizable majority of the texts often included in the 
Pseudepigrapha were clearly transmitted and altered by Christians, thus making 
strict categorization impossible.

�Though notThough not included  included in any of in any of the major the major Western caWestern canons of Scnons of Scripture, tripture, these textshese these texts, alotexts, along with thng with the Dead Seae Dead Sea Scrolls,  Scrolls, are importare important for anant for any attempt y attempt to understto understand the reanunderstunderstandunderstand the relig the religious, poliious, political, andtical, and social wo social world at therld at the turn of t turn of the eras. The eras. They represhey rehey represent represent the multifthe multifaceted Jewaceted Jewish responish responses to theses to the encroachm encroachment of Helent of Hellenism, thlenism, thlenism, the establthe establishment ofishment of Maccabean Maccabean power, Ro power, Roman conqueman conquest and hegst and hegemony, theemony, the destructi destr destructiodestruction of the Jn of the Jerusalem terusalem temple, andemple, and the rise  the rise of Christiof Christianity. Chranity. Christian preistian preservation servprepreservatipreservation and adaon and adaptation ofptation of nearly al nearly all of thesel of these texts als texts also enhance o enhance our knowleour knowledge of Jewdgknowleknowledge knowledge of Jewish-of Jewish-Christian Christian relations relations in the firin the first severalst several centuries centuries  C.E.C.E. In additi In addition, many tonadditiaddition, addition, many theolmany theological notogical notions preseions present in embrnt in embryonic formyonic form in the OT in the OT are explo are explo are explored aexplored and expressnd expressed with ined with increased socreased sophisticatiphistication within on within the Pseudethe Pseudepigrapha, pigrapha, making thimmaking thimaking this literatus literature an invare an invaluable resluable resource for ource for the study the study of both eaof both early rabbinrly rabbinic Judaismic Judic Judaism anJudaism and Christiad Christianity. For nity. For example, texample, the NT bookhe NT book of Jude i of Jude includes anncludes an extracano extracanonical propnextracanoextracanonextracanonical prophical prophecy attribecy attributed to thuted to the antedilue antediluvian figurvian figure Enoch foe Enoch found only iund only in the noncn tn the noncanthe noncanonical 1 (onical 1 (Ethiopic AEthiopic Apocalypse pocalypse of) Enoch.of) Enoch. Judging f Judging from the corom the context, thentext, the author of a author of author of Jude clearJude clearly approvely approved of this d of this writing. Hwriting. He may evene may even have cons have considered thiidered this pseudepis ps pseudepigrpseudepigraph “canonaph “canonical.” Judical.” Jude’s use ofe’s use of 1 Enoch h 1 Enoch helps us toelps us to understan understand the procd the processes of ceprocprocesses processes of canonizof canonization of bation of both the OToth the OT and the N and the NT.T.T.

Though not included in any of the major Western canons of Scripture, these 



texts, along with the Dead Sea Scrolls, are important for any attempt to 
understand the religious, political, and social world at the turn of the eras. They 
represent the multifaceted Jewish responses to the encroachment of Hellenism, 
the establishment of Maccabean power, Roman conquest and hegemony, the 
destruction of the Jerusalem temple, and the rise of Christianity. Christian 
preservation and adaptation of nearly all of these texts also enhance our 
knowledge of Jewish-Christian relations in the first several centuries C.E. In 
addition, many theological notions present in embryonic form in the OT are 
explored and expressed with increased sophistication within the Pseudepigrapha, 
making this literature an invaluable resource for the study of both early rabbinic 
Judaism and Christianity. For example, the NT book of Jude includes an 
extracanonical prophecy attributed to the antediluvian figure Enoch found only in 
the noncanonical 1 (Ethiopic Apocalypse of) Enoch. Judging from the context, the 
author of Jude clearly approved of this writing. He may even have considered this 
pseudepigraph “canonical.” Jude’s use of 1 Enoch helps us to understand the 
processes of canonization of both the OT and the NT.

�Many, but Many, but not all, onot all, of these tef these texts are asxts are associated wsociated with a figuith a figure or charre or character fromacter fromacter from the Hfrom the Hebrew Scriebrew Scriptures sucptures such as Enochh as Enoch. He was a. He was a prime can prime candidate fordidate for “authorsh “author “authorshi“authorship” becausep” because of the OT of the OT’s descrip’s description of hition of his fate (Ges fate (Gen. 5:24). n. 5:24). The ancienThe ancient authors t at authors exauthors expanded on panded on this passathis passage and buige and built a signilt a significant intficant interpretativerpretative framewore framework in whichk ink in which Ein which Enoch becomnoch becomes a scribes a scribe in heavee in heaven, recordin, recording both thng both the secrets e secrets of creatioof creation and of tncreatiocreation acreation and of the nd of the eschaton, eschaton, and then rand then revealing tevealing these secrehese secrets to a sets to a select grouplect group. The char. Th. The characThe characters Ezra ters Ezra and Baruchand Baruch are also  are also employed bemployed because of ecause of their histtheir historical conorical connection winconconnectionconnection with the  with the destructiodestruction of the fn of the first Jewisirst Jewish temple bh temple by the Babyy the Babylonians. Llonians. Later authoateLLater authLater authors, attemors, attempting to cpting to come to griome to grips with thps with the destructe destruction of theion of the Jerusalem Jerusalem temple by t temple by temple by the Romansthe Romans in 70  in 70 C.E.C.E., used Ezr, used Ezra and Barua and Baruch to drawch to draw parallels parallels between t between  between thbetween the two disae two disastrous evestrous events. Howevnts. However, insteaer, instead of an hid of an historical rstorical restorationestoration as in the a as in the as in the Persian pePersian period when riod when the Jews wthe Jews were alloweere allowed to returd to return from exin from exile and reble and rebuild the turebrebuild threbuild the temple, e temple, the authorthe authors of the ls of the later pseudater pseudepigrapha epigrapha look forwalook forward to a fird to a final, eschanal,fifinal, escfinal, eschatologicahatological restoratl restoration. As onion. As one might sue might surmise therrmise there are docue are documents assoments associated witciaassoassociatedassociated with many with many other gre other great heroes at heroes of Israel,of Israel, including including Adam, Abr Adam, Abraham, Isaaaham, Isaac, Jacob, c,IsaaIsaac, JacIsaac, Jacob, Josephob, Joseph, Moses, E, Moses, Elijah, andlijah, and Jeremiah. Jeremiah.

Many, but not all, of these texts are associated with a figure or character 
from the Hebrew Scriptures such as Enoch. He was a prime candidate for 
“authorship” because of the OT’s description of his fate (Gen. 5:24). The ancient 
authors expanded on this passage and built a significant interpretative framework 
in which Enoch becomes a scribe in heaven, recording both the secrets of 
creation and of the eschaton, and then revealing these secrets to a select group. 
The characters Ezra and Baruch are also employed because of their historical 
connection with the destruction of the first Jewish temple by the Babylonians. 
Later authors, attempting to come to grips with the destruction of the Jerusalem 
temple by the Romans in 70 C.E., used Ezra and Baruch to draw parallels 
between the two disastrous events. However, instead of an historical restoration 
as in the Persian period when the Jews were allowed to return from exile and 
rebuild the temple, the authors of the later pseudepigrapha look forward to a 
final, eschatological restoration. As one might surmise there are documents 
associated with many other great heroes of Israel, including Adam, Abraham, 
Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, Elijah, and Jeremiah.

�Other textOther texts attempt s attempt to fill into fill in gaps in s gaps in specific OTpecific OT stories,  stories, or to smooor to smooth over thth over thth over theologicatheological problemsl problems perceived perceived to be pre to be present in susent in such storiesch stories. One of t. One of the best exhe best examples of amexexamples oexamples of this typf this type of pseude of pseudepigrapha epigrapha involves tinvolves the marriaghe marriage of Josepe of Joseph and Asenh and Asenath. In thaAsenAsenath. IAsenath. In the OT, n the OT, Asenath isAsenath is described described as the da as the daughter of ughter of an Egyptiaan Egyptian priest (n priest (Gen. 41:45Ge((Gen. 41:4(Gen. 41:45). The te5). The text does noxt does not address t address the theolothe theologically thgically thorny issueorny issue of a marr of a marriage betweiagmarrmarriage bmarriage between a fetween a foreign womoreign woman and a Jan and a Jewish man,ewish man, a union h a union heavily diseavily discouraged icouraged disdiscouragediscouraged in otherd in other parts of  parts of the OT (cfthe OT (cf. 1 Kgs. 1. 1 Kgs. 11:1-4; Neh1:1-4; Neh. 13:26-27. 13:26-27), but a l), but a later authoaterllater authlater author composeor composed a full nd a full narrative tarrative that detailhat details Asenath’s Asenath’s conversis conversion to Judaon to Judaism, folloismJudaJudaism, fJudaism, followed byollowed by her marri her marriage to Josage to Joseph. The eeph. The expansion oxpansion of the biblf the biblical storyical story eliminate eli eliminateseliminates the probl the problem of Joseem of Joseph having ph having entered inentered into a potento a potentially cortially corrupting marupting marriage to rrmamarriage tmarriage to a foreigo a foreigner. Otherner. Other such narr such narrative expaative expansions, ornsions, or rewriting rewritings, includes, include the story th the story the story of Adam’s of Adam’s ritual atoritual atonement fornement for eating th eating the forbiddee forbidden fruit inn fruit in the garde the garden of Eden n on of Eden (hof Eden (he stands ue stands up to his np to his neck in theeck in the Jordan Ri Jordan River for 40ver for 40 days; Lif days; Life of Adam e of Adam and Eve), andand Eve), and Eve), a narrativa narrative that rele that relates Abrahates Abraham’s discoam’s discovery of thvery of the worthlese worthlessness of hsness of his father’is fis father’s ifather’s idols (Apocdols (Apocalypse of alypse of Abraham), Abraham), deathbed tdeathbed testamentarestamentary speechesy speeches by Jacob/ by Jacob/Israel to IJacob/Jacob/IsraJacob/Israel to eachel to each of his 12 of his 12 sons (Tes sons (Testaments oftaments of the Twelv the Twelve Patriarce Patriarchs), taleshs), tales about the abo about the about the Egyptian mEgyptian magicians wagicians who opposedho opposed Moses (Ja Moses (Jannes and Jnnes and Jambres; cfambres; cf. 2 Tim. 3. 2 Tim. 3. 2 Tim. 3:8-9), an3:8-9), and a full ad a full and graphicnd graphic descripti description of the on of the martyrdom martyrdom of seven sof seven sons and thons and their mothereirththeir moththeir mother that iser that is presented presented in abbrev in abbreviated formiated form in 2 Macc in 2 Macc. 6-7 (4 M. 6-7 (4 Maccabees).accabees). Each “new E Each “new”Each “new” story ten story tends to addrds to address issuesess issues of concer of concern for the n for the actual autactual author’s conthor’s contemporariesemcontcontemporacontemporaries, concries, concerns direcerns directly relatetly related to the td to the text being ext being expounded expounded and/or to and/or to the unstabtthe unstabthe unstable religiole religious and socus and social situatial situation of theion of the period. period. period.

Other texts attempt to fill in gaps in specific OT stories, or to smooth over 
theological problems perceived to be present in such stories. One of the best 
examples of this type of pseudepigrapha involves the marriage of Joseph and 
Asenath. In the OT, Asenath is described as the daughter of an Egyptian priest 
(Gen. 41:45). The text does not address the theologically thorny issue of a 
marriage between a foreign woman and a Jewish man, a union heavily 
discouraged in other parts of the OT (cf. 1 Kgs. 11:1-4; Neh. 13:26-27), but a 
later author composed a full narrative that details Asenath’s conversion to 



Judaism, followed by her marriage to Joseph. The expansion of the biblical story 
eliminates the problem of Joseph having entered into a potentially corrupting 
marriage to a foreigner. Other such narrative expansions, or rewritings, include 
the story of Adam’s ritual atonement for eating the forbidden fruit in the garden 
of Eden (he stands up to his neck in the Jordan River for 40 days; Life of Adam 
and Eve), a narrative that relates Abraham’s discovery of the worthlessness of his 
father’s idols (Apocalypse of Abraham), deathbed testamentary speeches by 
Jacob/Israel to each of his 12 sons (Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs), tales 
about the Egyptian magicians who opposed Moses (Jannes and Jambres; cf. 2 Tim. 
3:8-9), and a full and graphic description of the martyrdom of seven sons and 
their mother that is presented in abbreviated form in 2 Macc. 6-7 (4 Maccabees). 
Each “new” story tends to address issues of concern for the actual author’s 
contemporaries, concerns directly related to the text being expounded and/or to 
the unstable religious and social situation of the period.

�In additioIn addition to expann to expansions or rsions or retellings etellings of limitedof limited portions  portions of the OT,of the OT, some text some te some texts offetexts offer nearly cr nearly complete reomplete reworkings oworkings of whole sef whole sections of ctions of the biblicthe biblical text. Jal text. Jubilees reubileJJubilees rJubilees recounts thecounts the history e history of Israel of Israel from creatfrom creation to theion to the giving of giving of the Law t the Law to Moses ono Moo Moses on MMoses on Mt. Sinai. t. Sinai. This pseudThis pseudepigraphicepigraphical text real text recasts, supcasts, supplements, plements, and sometiand sometimes eliminmsometisometimes sometimes eliminateseliminates the famil the familiar storieiar stories of the Os of the OT so that T so that its narratits narrative supporive supports the rects tts the reckonthe reckoning of dating of dates accordies according to the ng to the solar calesolar calendar (as ondar (as opposed to pposed to the lunar/the lunar/solar calesollunar/lunar/solalunar/solar calendarr calendar which pre which predominated dominated within Judwithin Judaism). Pseaism). Pseudo-Philo’udo-Philo’s s Liber AntiLiber Antiquitatum BqAntiAntiquitatAntiquitatum Biblicaum Biblicarum (Biblirum (Biblical Antiqucal Antiquities)ities) describes describes the perio the period from Adad from Adam to Davidm to Davim to David, intDavid, interweaving erweaving adaptationadaptations of the bs of the biblical teiblical text with lext with legendary elgendary elements in ements in order to eordorder to eorder to emphasize tmphasize the Law andhe Law and its etern its eternal validital validity. It is by. It is by the Law y the Law that God wthat God will judge ill juill judge the judge the whole worlwhole world at the ed at the eschaton. Tschaton. The righteohe righteous will beus will be granted p granted peace and heace and happiness iahhappiness happiness in the agein the age to come w to come while the while the wicked willicked will be destro be destroyed. Beyonyed. Beyond any atted any attempt to undmatteattempt toattempt to understan understand the partd the particular theicular theological aological and religiond religious emphaseus emphases of the is of the individual ndiiindividualindividual pseudepig pseudepigraphical wraphical works descrorks described here,ibed here, it is als it is also importano important to note t to note the freedothe the freedothe freedom with whim with which the Helch the Hellenistic alenistic and Roman pnd Roman period autheriod authors treateors treated the textd the texd the texts of ttexts of the OT. Thehe OT. The biblical  biblical texts weretexts were not consi not considered untodered untouchable oruchable or final, bu final, but instead t int instead seinstead served as strved as starting poiarting points for thnts for these new naese new narratives.rratives.rratives.

In addition to expansions or retellings of limited portions of the OT, some 
texts offer nearly complete reworkings of whole sections of the biblical text. 
Jubilees recounts the history of Israel from creation to the giving of the Law to 
Moses on Mt. Sinai. This pseudepigraphical text recasts, supplements, and 
sometimes eliminates the familiar stories of the OT so that its narrative supports 
the reckoning of dates according to the solar calendar (as opposed to the 
lunar/solar calendar which predominated within Judaism). Pseudo-Philo’s Liber 
Antiquitatum Biblicarum (Biblical Antiquities) describes the period from Adam to 
David, interweaving adaptations of the biblical text with legendary elements in 
order to emphasize the Law and its eternal validity. It is by the Law that God will 
judge the whole world at the eschaton. The righteous will be granted peace and 
happiness in the age to come while the wicked will be destroyed. Beyond any 
attempt to understand the particular theological and religious emphases of the 
individual pseudepigraphical works described here, it is also important to note 
the freedom with which the Hellenistic and Roman period authors treated the 
texts of the OT. The biblical texts were not considered untouchable or final, but 
instead served as starting points for these new narratives.

�Still otheStill other biblicalr biblical texts ser texts served as modved as models or temels or templates forplates for several o several of the Pseuf the PseudepigraphadPseuPseudepigrPseudepigrapha. Thisapha. This is most e is most evident in vident in the hymns,the hymns, prayers,  prayers, and wisdomand wisdom texts gen texts generally incegengenerally generally included iincluded in the corpn the corpus. The 18us. The 18 Psalms of Psalms of Solomon,  Solomon, which cleawhich clearly imitatrly imitate the bible te the biblicthe biblical psalms,al psalms, describe  describe the lawlesthe lawlessness of tsness of those who hhose who have establave established a noished a non-Davidic n-Dnonon-Davidinon-Davidic monarchyc monarchy and who h and who have profanave profaned the temed the temple, but aple, but also relatelso relate the antic the antic the anticipatianticipation of the on of the righteous righteous as they awas they await the apait the appearance opearance of the Messf the Messiah. The Piah. The Prayer of MrayPPrayer of Prayer of Manasseh (Manasseh (sometimes sometimes classifiedclassified among the among the OT Apocry OT Apocrypha), basepha), based on 2 Chrd on 2 Cd on 2 Chr. 33, pChr. 33, provides throvides the content e content of the wicof the wicked king’sked king’s penitenti penitential prayer al prayer in which hin which he details e de details hidetails his own aboms own abominable actinable actions and pions and prays for drays for divine forgivine forgiveness. Siveness. Several apoeveral apocryphal pscryapoapocryphalapocryphal psalms, s psalms, some of whiome of which are fouch are found in a Qund in a Qumran scrolmran scroll interspel interspersed with rsed with rsed with bibliwith biblical psalmscal psalms (11QPs),  (11QPs), highlight highlight the fluidithe fluidity and malty and malleability leability of the bibof the biblical canolical canlical canon in tcanon in this periodhis period. Several . Several wisdom texwisdom texts includets included among thd among the Pseudepie Pseudepigrapha (e.grapha (e.g., Pseudog(e.(e.g., Pse(e.g., Pseudo-Phokyludo-Phokylides, Syriides, Syriac Menandeac Menander, Aristobr, Aristobulus) cleaulus) clearly incorprly incorporate Hellorate Hellenistic treniHellHellenistiHellenistic traditioc traditions, often ns, often concealingconcealing by means  by means of style aof style and substannd substance any disce any distinctive Jtinctdisdistinctivdistinctive Jewish ee Jewish elements. Ilements. In such casn such cases the autes the authors may vhors may very well hery well have been tave been trying to dryittrying to trying to demonstratdemonstrate the compe the compatibility atibility of Jewish of Jewish and Greco-and Greco-Roman wisdRoman wisdom traditiom tradiom traditionstraditions...

Still other biblical texts served as models or templates for several of the 
Pseudepigrapha. This is most evident in the hymns, prayers, and wisdom texts 
generally included in the corpus. The 18 Psalms of Solomon, which clearly imitate 
the biblical psalms, describe the lawlessness of those who have established a 
non-Davidic monarchy and who have profaned the temple, but also relate the 
anticipation of the righteous as they await the appearance of the Messiah. The 
Prayer of Manasseh (sometimes classified among the OT Apocrypha), based on 2 
Chr. 33, provides the content of the wicked king’s penitential prayer in which he 
details his own abominable actions and prays for divine forgiveness. Several 



apocryphal psalms, some of which are found in a Qumran scroll interspersed 
with biblical psalms (11QPs), highlight the fluidity and malleability of the biblical 
canon in this period. Several wisdom texts included among the Pseudepigrapha 
(e.g., Pseudo-Phokylides, Syriac Menander, Aristobulus) clearly incorporate 
Hellenistic traditions, often concealing by means of style and substance any 
distinctive Jewish elements. In such cases the authors may very well have been 
trying to demonstrate the compatibility of Jewish and Greco-Roman wisdom 
traditions.

�At least aAt least a few other few other pseudepig pseudepigrapha consrapha consciously imciously imitate Greeitate Greek epic poek epic poetry. The Stry. Ttry. The SibyllThe Sibylline Oracleine Oracles, e.g., as, e.g., are claimedre claimed to be the to be the ecstatic  ecstatic propheciesprophecies of a lege of a legendary charndarylegelegendary legendary character character from the dfrom the distant pasistant past. The Jewt. The Jewish and Chish and Christian orristian oracles focuacles focus on both s os on both rion both ritual and etual and ethical viothical violations thlations that have leat have led, or willd, or will lead, to  lead, to punishmentpunishment by God, a by G by God, althoGod, although they augh they also contailso contain some hopn some hope for futue for future restorare restoration. Sevetion. Several other ral other fragmentarfrfragmentarfragmentary poetic ty poetic texts, presexts, preserved onlyerved only in later  in later Christian Christian works, incworks, include a hislude a history of Jetoryhishistory ofhistory of Jerusalem Jerusalem (Philo th (Philo the Epic Poee Epic Poet), an extt), an extended rewoended reworking of trking of the story ohe story of the rapef tf the rape othe rape of Dinah inf Dinah in Gen. 34 ( Gen. 34 (Theodotus)Theodotus), a dramat, a dramatic renderiic rendering of the ng of the Exodus stoExodus story (Ezekierstostory (Ezestory (Ezekiel the Tkiel the Tragedian),ragedian), a reconst a reconstruction ofruction of the life  the life of Job basof Job based on the ed on the Greek versGreeGreek versGreek version of theion of the canonical canonical story (Ar story (Aristeas theisteas the Exegete), Exegete), to name j to name just a few.ust a few.

At least a few other pseudepigrapha consciously imitate Greek epic poetry. 
The Sibylline Oracles, e.g., are claimed to be the ecstatic prophecies of a 
legendary character from the distant past. The Jewish and Christian oracles focus 
on both ritual and ethical violations that have led, or will lead, to punishment by 
God, although they also contain some hope for future restoration. Several other 
fragmentary poetic texts, preserved only in later Christian works, include a 
history of Jerusalem (Philo the Epic Poet), an extended reworking of the story of 
the rape of Dinah in Gen. 34 (Theodotus), a dramatic rendering of the Exodus 
story (Ezekiel the Tragedian), a reconstruction of the life of Job based on the 
Greek version of the canonical story (Aristeas the Exegete), to name just a few.

�As is evidAs is evident from tent from this surveyhis survey, the Pseu, the Pseudepigraphadepigrapha covers a  covers a wide rangewide range of theolo of the of theologiestheologies within He within Hellenistic llenistic and Roman and Roman period Judperiod Judaism. Thisaism. This diversity diversity incorpora incorporates attempteincorporaincorporatincorporates attemptes attempts to contes to contemporize trmporize traditional aditional biblical sbiblical stories as tories as well as efwell as efforts to rfortsefefforts toefforts to reconcile reconcile Hellenist Hellenistic and Jewic and Jewish philosish philosophical noophical notions. Howtions. However, the ever, the most persimomost persimost persistent themstent theme within te within the corpus he corpus is the escis the eschatologicahatological hope cenl hope centering on tering on the renewaththe renewathe renewal of all cl of all creation byreation by God or Go God or God’s Messiad’s Messiah. In nearh. In nearly every gly every genre repreenre represented in sereprerepresenterepresented in the Pd in the Pseudepigraseudepigrapha, the hpha, the hopelessnesopelessness of the ps of the present is resent is balanced bbalanced by the expey bby the expby the expectation tectation that God wihat God will judge tll judge the world, he world, punishing punishing the wickedthe wicked and those and those who oppre w who oppreswho oppress Israel, s Israel, and will rand will reward the eward the righteous righteous for their for their steadfast steadfast faithfulnefaithfulness to the ss toss to the comto the commandments.mandments.

As is evident from this survey, the Pseudepigrapha covers a wide range of 
theologies within Hellenistic and Roman period Judaism. This diversity 
incorporates attempts to contemporize traditional biblical stories as well as 
efforts to reconcile Hellenistic and Jewish philosophical notions. However, the 
most persistent theme within the corpus is the eschatological hope centering on 
the renewal of all creation by God or God’s Messiah. In nearly every genre 
represented in the Pseudepigrapha, the hopelessness of the present is balanced 
by the expectation that God will judge the world, punishing the wicked and those 
who oppress Israel, and will reward the righteous for their steadfast faithfulness 
to the commandments.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. H. CharJ. H. Charlesworth, lesworth, ed., ed., The Old TeThe Old Testament Psstament Pseudepigrapeudepigrapha,ha, 2 vols. ( 2 v 2 vols. (Garvols. (Garden City, den City, 1983–85); 1983–85); M. de JongM. de Jonge, e, Outside thOutside the Old Teste Old Testamentament (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1995); e, 1e, 1995); G. 1995); G. W. E. NickW. E. Nickelsburg, elsburg, Jewish LitJewish Literature beerature between the tween the Bible and Bible and the Mishnathe Mishnahh (Philadel (Ph (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1981)hia, 1981); H. F. D.; H. F. D. Sparks, e Sparks, ed., d., The ApocryThe Apocryphal Old Tphal Old Testamentestament (Oxford,  (Oxford, 1984); M. 191984); M. 1984); M. E. Stone, E. Stone, ed., ed., Jewish WriJewish Writings of ttings of the Second he Second Temple PerTemple Period.iod. CRINT 2/2 CRINT 2/2 (Philadel (Phil (Philadelp(Philadelphia, 1984)hia, 1984)...
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PSEUDO-MATPSEUDO-MATTHEW, GOSPTHEW, GOSPEL OFEL OFEL OF

PSEUDO-MATTHEW, GOSPEL OF

A Latin apA Latin apocryphal gocryphal gospel of tospel of the 6th or he 6th or 7th centur7th century, which by, which borrows extorrows extensively fensively from the earoffrom the efrom the earlier Proarlier Protoevangelitoevangelium of Jameum of James and the s and the Infancy GoInfancy Gospel of Thspel of Thomas. Its omas. Its major “orimmajor “orimajor “original” matginal” material concerial concerns the terns the travels of ravels of the Holy Fthe Holy Family to Eamily to Egypt, onlygypt, only briefly n bri briefly nobriefly noted in Matted in Matt. 2:14-15t. 2:14-15. On the j. On the journey, thourney, the infant Je infant Jesus rebukesus rebukes attackies attacking dragonsng drng dragons (wdragons (who then woho then worship him,rship him, fulfillin fulfilling Ps. 148:g Ps. 148:7), comman7), commands a palm ds a palm tree to betree to bend down tondbebend down bend down to provideto provide fruit and fruit and water to  water to the travelthe travelers, and mers, and miraculousliraculously shortensy shortens the journ t the journethe journey by days.y by days. Upon thei Upon their arrival r arrival in Egypt, in Egypt, the very pthe very presence ofresence of the infan the infant topples t tot topples antopples and shattersd shatters the idols the idols of the Eg of the Egyptians (fyptians (fulfilling ulfilling Isa. 19:1)Isa. 19:1). Pseudo-M. Pseudo-Matthew, whatthewPseudo-MPseudo-MatPseudo-Matthew, whicthew, which seems toh seems to have been have been popular d popular during the uring the medieval pmedieval period, alseriod, aeriod, also is thalso is the first toe first to mention t mention the “ox andhe “ox and ass” (cf. ass” (cf. Isa. 1:3) Isa. 1:3) which ove which overlooked thrlooked the manger ie mane manger in manger in Bethlehem,Bethlehem, a detail  a detail almost unialmost universally nversally noted in meoted in medieval artdieval art...

A Latin apocryphal gospel of the 6th or 7th century, which borrows extensively 
from the earlier Protoevangelium of James and the Infancy Gospel of Thomas. Its 
major “original” material concerns the travels of the Holy Family to Egypt, only 



briefly noted in Matt. 2:14-15. On the journey, the infant Jesus rebukes attacking 
dragons (who then worship him, fulfilling Ps. 148:7), commands a palm tree to 
bend down to provide fruit and water to the travelers, and miraculously shortens 
the journey by days. Upon their arrival in Egypt, the very presence of the infant 
topples and shatters the idols of the Egyptians (fulfilling Isa. 19:1). 
Pseudo-Matthew, which seems to have been popular during the medieval period, 
also is the first to mention the “ox and ass” (cf. Isa. 1:3) which overlooked the 
manger in Bethlehem, a detail almost universally noted in medieval art.
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PTOLEMAISPTOLEMAIS (Gk.  (Gk. PtolemaiÿsPtolemaiÿs)))

PTOLEMAIS (Gk. Ptolemaiÿs)

An importaAn important city onnt city on the Medit the Mediterranean cerranean coast (modeoast (modern Tel Accrn Tel Acco/Tell el-o/Tell el-Fukhkhar; Fukhkharel-el-Fukhkhael-Fukhkhar; 1585.25r; 1585.2585). Known85). Known first as  first as Acco, the Acco, the city is mecity is mentioned inntioned in a number  a number of extrabioof extrabiof extrabiblical soublical sources inclurces including the Eding the Egyptian Migyptian Middle Kingdddle Kingdom Execratom Execration Texts,ion Texts, the Amarn th the Amarnathe Amarna Letters,  Letters, the templethe temple at Karnak at Karnak, and Ugar, and Ugaritic, Assyitic, Assyrian, and rian, and Persian tePersian texts.xtstetexts.texts.texts.

An important city on the Mediterranean coast (modern Tel Acco/Tell 
el-Fukhkhar; 1585.2585). Known first as Acco, the city is mentioned in a number 
of extrabiblical sources including the Egyptian Middle Kingdom Execration Texts, 
the Amarna Letters, the temple at Karnak, and Ugaritic, Assyrian, and Persian 
texts.

�The city wThe city was renamedas renamed during th during the Hellenise Hellenistic periodtic period in honor  in honor of Ptolemyof Ptolemy II Philad II Phi II PhiladelphPhiladelphus. Later us. Later during theduring the Hellenist Hellenistic period,ic period, Antiochus Antiochus VI again  VI again renamed itrenamed it Antiochia An Antiochia-Antiochia-at-Ptolemaat-Ptolemais. The Seis. The Seleucid rulleucid ruler Antiocher Antiochus V namedus V named Hegemonid Hegemonides as govees as goes as governor agovernor appointed oppointed over the rever the region from gion from Ptolemais Ptolemais to Gerar (to Gerar (2 Macc. 132 Macc. 13:24-25). T:24-25). T:24-25). The city’sThe city’s name chan name changed again ged again during theduring the Middle Ag Middle Ages to Acrees to Acre to commem to commemorate St. orate Sorate St. Jean dSt. Jean d’Acre.’Acre.’Acre.

The city was renamed during the Hellenistic period in honor of Ptolemy II 
Philadelphus. Later during the Hellenistic period, Antiochus VI again renamed it 
Antiochia-at-Ptolemais. The Seleucid ruler Antiochus V named Hegemonides as 
governor appointed over the region from Ptolemais to Gerar (2 Macc. 13:24-25). 
The city’s name changed again during the Middle Ages to Acre to commemorate 
St. Jean d’Acre.

�According According to Judg. 1to Judg. 1:31, the o:31, the only OT refnly OT reference to erence to Acco, the Acco, the tribe of Atribe of Asher was usher wsher was unablewas unable to conque to conquer Acco. Acr Acco. Acts 21:7 nots 21:7 notes Paul’stes Paul’s visit to  visit to Ptolemais Ptolemais as he travas he traveled on freletravtraveled otraveled on from Tyrn from Tyre to Caesae to Caesarea.rea.rea.

According to Judg. 1:31, the only OT reference to Acco, the tribe of Asher 
was unable to conquer Acco. Acts 21:7 notes Paul’s visit to Ptolemais as he 
traveled on from Tyre to Caesarea.
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PTOLEMYPTOLEMY (Gk.  (Gk. PtolemaiíoPtolemaiíoss)))

PTOLEMY (Gk. Ptolemaiíos)

�1.1. Ptolemy I Ptolemy I Soter ([3 Soter ([323]305–28223]305–282  B.C.E.B.C.E.) was a wo) was a worthy foundrthy founder of the er of the Ptolemaic PtolemPtolemaic Ptolemaic dynasty (hdynasty (his father is father was Lagus,was Lagus, which is  which is why the dywhy the dynasty is snasty is sometimes cometimes called the alccalled thecalled the Lagids).  Lagids). He was a tHe was a true polymarue polymath, not onth, not only being aly being a general a general and strategnd strategist of conist strategstrategiststrategist of consid of considerable abierable ability but ality but also a statlso a statesman and esman and a man of la man of learning anearning and culture,d cultd culture, aculture, and apparennd apparently even atly even a good drin good drinking compaking companion. He wnion. He wrote a hisrote a history of Altory of Alexander’s eAlAlexander’Alexander’s conquests conquests which sts which still servesill serves as the ba as the basis of thesis of the most reli most reliable accouable account extant,nt ent extant, anextant, and he perhad he perhaps began tps began the famous he famous library oflibrary of Alexandri Alexandria (the Musa (the Museon), thoueon), though possiblgthouthough posthough possibly thissibly this was done  was done by his sonby his son. Shortly . Shortly after Alexafter Alexander’s deander’s death he estath he established hablestestablisheestablished himself d himself in Egypt, in Egypt, and duringand during the 40-ye the 40-year period ar period of militarof military and poliy and political manetical polipolitical political maneuverinmaneuvering (the perg (the period of theiod of the Diadochi  Diadochi or “Succesor “Successors” to Asors” to Alexander),lexander), he played h he played he played his cards his cards well, withwell, with one clear one clear aim: to p aim: to preserve Egreserve Egypt as hisypt as his fiefdom,  fiefdom, and in thiand iand in this hein this he succeeded succeeded well. He  well. He aided Seleaided Seleucus I in ucus I in returning returning to Babylonto Babylon after the after the latter wa latt latter waslatter was driven ou driven out by Antigt by Antigonus. Thisonus. This is why wh is why when Ptolemyen Ptolemy seized so seized southern Syruthern Syruthern Syria and Syria and Palestine Palestine after the after the battle of battle of Ipsus in 3Ipsus in 301 Seleucu01 Seleucus did not s did not press his press his legitimatelegitimlegitimatelegitimate claim to  claim to the territthe territory. Ptoleory. Ptolemy took thmy took the title kie title king in 305 ng in 305 or 304.or 304.

1. Ptolemy I Soter ([323]305–282 B.C.E.) was a worthy founder of the 
Ptolemaic dynasty (his father was Lagus, which is why the dynasty is sometimes 
called the Lagids). He was a true polymath, not only being a general and 
strategist of considerable ability but also a statesman and a man of learning and 
culture, and apparently even a good drinking companion. He wrote a history of 
Alexander’s conquests which still serves as the basis of the most reliable account 
extant, and he perhaps began the famous library of Alexandria (the Museon), 
though possibly this was done by his son. Shortly after Alexander’s death he 
established himself in Egypt, and during the 40-year period of military and 
political maneuvering (the period of the Diadochi or “Successors” to Alexander), 
he played his cards well, with one clear aim: to preserve Egypt as his fiefdom, and 
in this he succeeded well. He aided Seleucus I in returning to Babylon after the 



latter was driven out by Antigonus. This is why when Ptolemy seized southern 
Syria and Palestine after the battle of Ipsus in 301 Seleucus did not press his 
legitimate claim to the territory. Ptolemy took the title king in 305 or 304.

Ptolemy IIPtolemy II with his  with his sister andsister and wife Arsi wife Arsinoë II. Ptnoë II. Ptolemaic caolemaic cameo (278 meo (278 B.C.E.B.C.E.) cut out ) cut out ) cut out of theout of the nine laye nine layers of an Irs of an Indian sardndian sardonyx; Kunsonyx; Kunsthistoriscthistorisches Museumhes Museum, Vienna (, Vienna (Erich LessEr((Erich Les(Erich Lessing/Art Rsing/Art Resource, Nesource, N.Y.).Y.)

Ptolemy II with his sister and wife Arsinoë II. Ptolemaic cameo (278 B.C.E.) cut 
out of the nine layers of an Indian sardonyx; Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna 
(Erich Lessing/Art Resource, N.Y.)

�2.2. Ptolemy I Ptolemy II PhiladelI Philadelphus ([285phus ([285]282–246) ]282–246) had a longhad a long reign in  reign in which he pwhich he pursued culursueppursued cupursued cultural as ltural as well as powell as political malitical matters, suctters, such as buildh as building the faing the famous lightmous lighthouse Pharhouselightlighthouselighthouse Pharos an Pharos and bringingd bringing the libra the library of Alexry of Alexandria to andria to completioncompletion, if he di, if he did not begid nod not begin not begin it. Known it. Known most widelmost widely as the Py as the Ptolemy of tolemy of the Letterthe Letter of Ariste of Aristeas, he estas, he established dabestestablisheestablished diplomatd diplomatic relatioic relations with Rons with Rome, who wame, who was engaged s engaged in the Firin the First Punic Wst Punic Wst Punic War with CWar with Carthage (2arthage (264–241). H64–241). His attemptis attempts to influs to influence eventence events in the As in the Aegean areaegean areegean area were area were thwarted bthwarted by the Macey the Macedonian kindonian king Antigonug Antigonus Gonatas s Gonatas (283–239) (283–239) in the Chrin the Cin the ChremonideChremonidean War (26an War (267–261). We7–261). We know litt know little of the le of the First SyriFirst Syrian War (27an War (274–271) wit4–271) (27(274–271) (274–271) with Antiowith Antiochus I (28chus I (281–261), bu1–261), but some Egyt some Egyptian holdptian holdings in Asings in Asia were loia were lost in the slolost in thlost in the Second Se Second Syrian War yrian War (ca. 260–2(ca. 260–253) with A53) with Antiochus Intiochus II (261–246I (261–246). Ptolemy). Ptolemy II made p PtolemyPtolemy IIPtolemy II made peac made peace with Ante with Antiochus by iochus by giving himgiving him his daugh his daughter Bereniter Berenice Syra ince Syra in marriage  m marriage (marriage (which led which led to disastrto disastrous conseqous consequences foruences for Antiochus Antiochus’ son Sele’ son Seleucus II). ucus II). Ptolemy diPtPtolemy diPtolemy divorced hisvorced his first wif first wife to marrye to marry his siste his sister Arsinoë,r Arsinoë, a strong  a strong and indepeand independent womandeindepeindependenindependent woman, tt woman, though her hough her influence influence on her broon her brother has other has often been ften been exaggerateexaggeraexaggerateexaggerated. Ptolemyd. Ptolemy’s reign h’s reign has regularas regularly been inly been interpreted terpreted in idyllicin idyllic terms as  terms as one of ecoone one of ecoone of economic prosnomic prosperity as perity as well as cuwell as cultural achltural achievement, ievement, but recentbut recent studies h studies have suggesavhhave suggehave suggested that sted that his fiscalhis fiscal policies  policies were in fawere in fact disastrct disastrous, spendous, spending more ting more than the echan thhan the economthe economy could suy could sustain, andstain, and led to th led to the financiae financial crisis il crisis in his son’n his son’s reign.s reign.s reign.

2. Ptolemy II Philadelphus ([285]282–246) had a long reign in which he 
pursued cultural as well as political matters, such as building the famous 
lighthouse Pharos and bringing the library of Alexandria to completion, if he did 
not begin it. Known most widely as the Ptolemy of the Letter of Aristeas, he 
established diplomatic relations with Rome, who was engaged in the First Punic 
War with Carthage (264–241). His attempts to influence events in the Aegean 
area were thwarted by the Macedonian king Antigonus Gonatas (283–239) in the 
Chremonidean War (267–261). We know little of the First Syrian War 
(274–271) with Antiochus I (281–261), but some Egyptian holdings in Asia were 
lost in the Second Syrian War (ca. 260–253) with Antiochus II (261–246). 
Ptolemy II made peace with Antiochus by giving him his daughter Berenice Syra in 
marriage (which led to disastrous consequences for Antiochus’ son Seleucus II). 
Ptolemy divorced his first wife to marry his sister Arsinoë, a strong and 
independent woman, though her influence on her brother has often been 
exaggerated. Ptolemy’s reign has regularly been interpreted in idyllic terms as 
one of economic prosperity as well as cultural achievement, but recent studies 
have suggested that his fiscal policies were in fact disastrous, spending more than 
the economy could sustain, and led to the financial crisis in his son’s reign.

�3.3. Ptolemy I Ptolemy III EuergetII Euergetes I (246–es I (246–221) began221) began his caree his career by puttir by putting down a ng down a revolt in revolrevolt in revolt in Cyrenaica Cyrenaica while stilwhile still crown prl crown prince. Shorince. Shortly after tly after taking thetaking the throne, h throne, he receivede rece received areceived an urgent mn urgent message foressage for help from help from his siste his sister Berenicer Berenice. She had . She had married Anmarried Antiochus IItAnAntiochus Antiochus II but aftII but after his deaer his death she wasth she was under sie under siege from Ange from Antiochus’ ftiochus’ first wife.irst wife. Ptolemy t Pto Ptolemy toPtolemy took an armyok an army to her ai to her aid but found but found she had d she had already bealready been killed.en killed. He used t He used the occasiohtthe occasithe occasion to takeon to take Antioch,  Antioch, then to mothen to move on eastve on eastward to taward to take Babylonke Babylon and Seleu and Seleu and Seleucia-oSeleucia-on-the-Tigrn-the-Tigris and peris and perhaps even haps even other areaother areas (the This (the Third Syrian rd Syrian War, 246–2War, 246–2War, 246–241). 246–241). However, hHowever, he was force was forced to makeed to make peace wit peace with Seleucush Seleucus II and re II and return home turn homturn home when home when a number oa number of low Nilef low Nile floods pr floods produced a foduced a famine in Eamine in Egypt.gypt.gypt.

3. Ptolemy III Euergetes I (246–221) began his career by putting down a 
revolt in Cyrenaica while still crown prince. Shortly after taking the throne, he 
received an urgent message for help from his sister Berenice. She had married 
Antiochus II but after his death she was under siege from Antiochus’ first wife. 
Ptolemy took an army to her aid but found she had already been killed. He used 
the occasion to take Antioch, then to move on eastward to take Babylon and 
Seleucia-on-the-Tigris and perhaps even other areas (the Third Syrian War, 
246–241). However, he was forced to make peace with Seleucus II and return 
home when a number of low Nile floods produced a famine in Egypt.

�4.4. Ptolemy I Ptolemy IV PhilopatV Philopator (221–20or (221–204) is gene4) is generally regarally regarded as a rded as a weak rulerweak ruler under dom und under domiunder domination of nation of palace funpalace functionariesctionaries, though s, though some recentome recent scholars  scholars have evaluhave evaluated his raevaluevaluated evaluated his reign his reign more positmore positively. Regively. Regardless ofardless of this, his this, his main achi main achievement waevement was to defeas tos to defeat to defeat Antiochus Antiochus III at theIII at the battle of battle of Raphia in Raphia in the Fourt the Fourth Syrian Wh Syrian War (219–21ar (219–217), though7), (219–21(219–217),(219–217), though in though in order to  order to do so he udo so he used nativesed native Egyptian  Egyptian troops. Thtroops. This was thois was thought to lauthothought tothought to lay the g lay the ground for round for future civfuture civil disordeil disorders since trs since the Egyptiahe Egyptians naturalns naturally expectely exly expected sexpected some civic ome civic rights in rights in return, threturn, though some ough some recent schrecent scholars thinolars think this is k this is exaggerateexaexaggerateexaggerated. The batd. The battle of Raptle of Raphia and a hia and a possibly apossibly authentic vuthentic visit to Jeisit to Jerusalem arrusalem are mentionee me mentioned mentioned in 3 Macc.in 3 Macc. 1. 1. 1.

4. Ptolemy IV Philopator (221–204) is generally regarded as a weak ruler 
under domination of palace functionaries, though some recent scholars have 
evaluated his reign more positively. Regardless of this, his main achievement was 
to defeat Antiochus III at the battle of Raphia in the Fourth Syrian War 
(219–217), though in order to do so he used native Egyptian troops. This was 



thought to lay the ground for future civil disorders since the Egyptians naturally 
expected some civic rights in return, though some recent scholars think this is 
exaggerated. The battle of Raphia and a possibly authentic visit to Jerusalem are 
mentioned in 3 Macc. 1.

�5.5. Ptolemy V Ptolemy V Theos Epi Theos Epiphanes (20phanes (204–180) was4–180) was a minor f a minor for the firor the first 15 yearst 15 years of his rs os of his reiof his reign, and Eggn, and Egypt sufferypt suffered consideed considerably durirably during this ting this time includime including loss ofng loss of most terr most most terrimost territories in tories in the Aegeanthe Aegean and Asia  and Asia Minor. TheMinor. The main even main event was the t was the loss of Paloss of Palestine anlePaPalestine Palestine and southeand southern Syria trn Syria to Antiochuo Antiochus III in 2s III in 200. An agr00. An agreement waseement was finally s finally sealed withealessealed witsealed with a marriah a marriage to Cleoge to Cleopatra I, apatra I, a daughter  daughter of Antiochof Antiochus. His cous. His coronation ironation is the evens ts the event the event described described on the Roson the Rosetta Stoneetta Stone. Ptolemy . Ptolemy V had not V had not given up hgiven up his claim tis claim to the Syriotto the Syrto the Syria possessia possessions, howeions, however, but wver, but was assassias assassinated befonated before he coulre he could do anythd do anything about inanythanything aanything about it.bout it.bout it.

5. Ptolemy V Theos Epiphanes (204–180) was a minor for the first 15 years 
of his reign, and Egypt suffered considerably during this time including loss of 
most territories in the Aegean and Asia Minor. The main event was the loss of 
Palestine and southern Syria to Antiochus III in 200. An agreement was finally 
sealed with a marriage to Cleopatra I, a daughter of Antiochus. His coronation is 
the event described on the Rosetta Stone. Ptolemy V had not given up his claim 
to the Syria possessions, however, but was assassinated before he could do 
anything about it.

�6.-15.6.-15. Ptolemy V Ptolemy VI PhilometI Philometor (180–14or (180–145) was onl5) was only a young y a young boy when hboy when he came to e came came to thcame to the throne, e throne, but his rebut his regents plangents planned an invned an invasion of Aasion of Anitochus Initochus IV’s realm V’s realm which theywhwhich theywhich they launched  launched ca. 170. Aca. 170. Antiochus wntiochus was victorias victorious and maous and made Ptolemyde Ptolemy his ward; his ward his ward; the ward; the regents thregents then put hisen put his brother P brother Ptolemy VIItolemy VIII EuergeteI Euergetes II (Physs II (Physcon) (145–con) (145–116) on th11(145–(145–116) (145–116) on the thron the throne where one where he ruled jhe ruled jointly witointly with Ptolemy h Ptolemy VI and theVI and the latter’s  latter’s sister-wifsissister-wifsister-wife Cleopatre Cleopatra II for sa II for several yeaeveral years. This crs. This cooperationooperation led to an led to another invaother invasion by Ansion invainvasion binvasion by Antiochuy Antiochus in 168, s in 168, but this tbut this time the Roime the Romans warnemans warned the Seled the Seleucid king ucid king off. Ptoleooff. Ptoleoff. Ptolemy VI thenmy VI then ruled alo ruled alone, thoughne, though his young his younger brotherer brother was given was given Cyrenaica Cyrenaica. After Ph. CyrenaicaCyrenaica.Cyrenaica. After Phi After Philometor’s lometor’s death, Euedeath, Euergetes toorgetes took the throk the throne, becomine, becoming guardiang guardiang guardian tguardian to Philometo Philometor’s son Por’s son Ptolemy VIItolemy VII Neos Phil Neos Philopator butopator but soon had  soon had him executhim execuhim executed. executed. His two wiHis two wives, Cleopves, Cleopatra II anatra II and Cleopatrd Cleopatra III (mota III (mother and daher and daughter), bughter), become rivaecbbecome rivbecome rivals. Cleopals. Cleopatra II dratra II drove him ouove him out of Egyptt of Egypt for a num for a number of yeaber of years, duringrs, during which tim w which timewhich time she reign she reigned in his ed in his stead, butstead, but he soon r he soon returned aneturned and establisd established an unehed an uneasy truce asuneuneasy truuneasy truce with hice with his wives.s wives.s wives.

6.-15. Ptolemy VI Philometor (180–145) was only a young boy when he 
came to the throne, but his regents planned an invasion of Anitochus IV’s realm 
which they launched ca. 170. Antiochus was victorious and made Ptolemy his 
ward; the regents then put his brother Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II (Physcon) 
(145–116) on the throne where he ruled jointly with Ptolemy VI and the latter’s 
sister-wife Cleopatra II for several years. This cooperation led to another 
invasion by Antiochus in 168, but this time the Romans warned the Seleucid king 
off. Ptolemy VI then ruled alone, though his younger brother was given 
Cyrenaica. After Philometor’s death, Euergetes took the throne, becoming 
guardian to Philometor’s son Ptolemy VII Neos Philopator but soon had him 
executed. His two wives, Cleopatra II and Cleopatra III (mother and daughter), 
become rivals. Cleopatra II drove him out of Egypt for a number of years, during 
which time she reigned in his stead, but he soon returned and established an 
uneasy truce with his wives.

�After PtolAfter Ptolemy VIII’semy VIII’s death the death the two Cleop two Cleopatras agaiatras again became rn became rivals, eacivals, each apparenth apparh apparentlyapparently championi championing one of ng one of the two sothe two sons, thoughns, though Cleopatra Cleopatra III becam III became the maine the maie the main playemain player and reigr and reigned jointlned jointly with eacy with each son in th son in turn. The eurn. The elder son Plder son Ptolemy IX tolemy IX Soter II (SoSoter II (Soter II (Lathyrus) Lathyrus) (116–107, (116–107, 88–80) rul88–80) ruled first bed first but was disut was displaced by placed by his youngehis younger brother r brr brother Ptbrother Ptolemy X Alolemy X Alexander I exander I (107–88) a(107–88) and set up nd set up his own ruhis own rule in Cyprle in Cyprus. In theus. In theus. In the meantithe meantime, an illme, an illegitimate egitimate son of Ptoson of Ptolemy VIII lemy VIII named Ptolnamed Ptolemy Apion emy Apion took up rutook up rutook up rule in Cyrule in Cyrenaica. Arenaica. At his deatt his death in 96, hh in 96, his will leis will left the regft the region to Romion to Rome. Ptolemye. Ptolemy X also de X al X also decidalso decided to leaved to leave Egypt toe Egypt to Rome in h Rome in his will; his will; however, heowever, he was drive was driven from Egyn from Egypt by a repEgyEgypt by aEgypt by a revolt (d revolt (dying soon ying soon afterward)afterward), and Ptol, and Ptolemy IX retemy IX returned to turned to take up hisake up his second pe s second persecond period of ruliod of rulership. Anership. An embassy f embassy from Rome crom Rome came in 86 ame in 86 and was weand was well receivell receill received, received, but the Robut the Romans were mans were impressed impressed only by Egonly by Egypt’s appaypt’s apparent wealtrent wealth.h.h.

After Ptolemy VIII’s death the two Cleopatras again became rivals, each 
apparently championing one of the two sons, though Cleopatra III became the 
main player and reigned jointly with each son in turn. The elder son Ptolemy IX 
Soter II (Lathyrus) (116–107, 88–80) ruled first but was displaced by his younger 
brother Ptolemy X Alexander I (107–88) and set up his own rule in Cyprus. In 
the meantime, an illegitimate son of Ptolemy VIII named Ptolemy Apion took up 
rule in Cyrenaica. At his death in 96, his will left the region to Rome. Ptolemy X 
also decided to leave Egypt to Rome in his will; however, he was driven from 
Egypt by a revolt (dying soon afterward), and Ptolemy IX returned to take up his 
second period of rulership. An embassy from Rome came in 86 and was well 
received, but the Romans were impressed only by Egypt’s apparent wealth.

�When PtoleWhen Ptolemy IX diedmy IX died, the Roma, the Romans now begns now began the firan the first of a sest of a series of inries of increasing icreasiinincreasingincreasing intervent interventions in Egions in Egypt. Ptoleypt. Ptolemy IX’s hamy IX’s half sister lf sister Berenice tBerenice took the thook the throne, but roneththrone, buthrone, but the Romat the Romans sent asns sent as king a so king a son of Ptolen of Ptolemy X (and my X (and stepson ofstepson of Berenice) Berenice) Berenice),Berenice), Ptolemy X Ptolemy XI AlexandeI Alexander II, who r II, who murdered Bmurdered Berenice. Herenice. However, thowever, the Alexandre Alexane AlexandriaAlexandrians in turnns in turn quickly a quickly assassinatessassinated him. A sd him. A son of Ptolon of Ptolemy IX, Ptemy IX, Ptolemy XII olemy XII Neo DionysNeNeo DionysNeo Dionysys (Auleteys (Auletes) (80–58,s) (80–58, 55–51) to 55–51) took over ruok over rule, apparele, apparently withontly without Roman iut Romanut Roman inteRoman intervention, rvention, but Rome wbut Rome was an everas an ever present p present power to beower to be reckoned  reckoned with. Pompwith. Pwith. Pompey didPompey did not inter not interfere in hifere in his activitis activities in the es in the east in 65east in 65–63; never–63; nevertheless, htheless, he took cone tooe took contrtook control of terrol of territory righitory right up to Egt up to Egypt’s bordypt’s border. When Rer. When Rome took oome took over Cyprusver Cyprver Cyprus, PtCyprus, Ptolemy XII olemy XII was drivenwas driven out by hi out by his own peops own people and hisle and his daughter  daughter Berenice rBerenice rBerenice ruled in hruled in his place. is place. He sought He sought Roman helpRoman help and retoo and retook his throk his throne, after ne, after which he hwhich he had his dauadhhad his dahad his daughter kilughter killed. (The led. (The one who brone who brought him ought him back to Egback to Egypt was Gaypt was Gabinius, whbinius, whbinius, who was acwho was accompanied companied by Antipatby Antipater the fater the father of Herher of Herod the Greod the Great.)at.)at.)

When Ptolemy IX died, the Romans now began the first of a series of 
increasing interventions in Egypt. Ptolemy IX’s half sister Berenice took the 
throne, but the Romans sent as king a son of Ptolemy X (and stepson of 



Berenice), Ptolemy XI Alexander II, who murdered Berenice. However, the 
Alexandrians in turn quickly assassinated him. A son of Ptolemy IX, Ptolemy XII 
Neo Dionysys (Auletes) (80–58, 55–51) took over rule, apparently without 
Roman intervention, but Rome was an ever present power to be reckoned with. 
Pompey did not interfere in his activities in the east in 65–63; nevertheless, he 
took control of territory right up to Egypt’s border. When Rome took over 
Cyprus, Ptolemy XII was driven out by his own people and his daughter Berenice 
ruled in his place. He sought Roman help and retook his throne, after which he 
had his daughter killed. (The one who brought him back to Egypt was Gabinius, 
who was accompanied by Antipater the father of Herod the Great.)

�When PtoleWhen Ptolemy XII diemy XII died, he leftd, he left instructi instructions that hons that his daughteis daughter Cleopatrr Cleopatra VII (51–a VII (5a VII (51–30) sh(51–30) should marryould marry her young her younger brotherer brother Ptolemy X Ptolemy XIII (51–47III (51–47). Cleopat). Cleopatra worked ra workera worked harworked hard to strend to strengthen her gthen her relations relations within herwithin her own count own country and becry and became the oname the oame the only Ptoleonly Ptolemy to speamy to speak the Egypk the Egyptian langutian language; howevage; however, she waer, she was only 17 s only 17 and was opand was opand was opposed byopposed by powerful  powerful functionarfunctionaries. She fies. She fled to Syrled to Syria, and thia, and the Romans be Romans became invoecame invoecame involved iinvolved in her atten her attempt to regmpt to regain her thain her throne. Ptolrone. Ptolemy XIII wemy XIII was killed as killed in the figin the fighting, andhtingfigfighting, fighting, and Cleopaand Cleopatra ruled tra ruled jointly wijointly with her youth her younger brothnger brother Ptolemyer Ptolemy XIV (47–4 XIV (47–44) until s4(47–4(47–44) un(47–44) until she hatil she had him assad him assassinated. ssinated. Her involvHer involvement withement with Caesar an Caesar and later Mad later Mark Antony rMaMark AntonMark Antony demonstry demonstrated her sated her skill in makill in manipulatingnipulating circumsta circumstances to gances to gain the besin the best deal fortbesbest deal best deal for Egypt for Egypt in a diffiin a difficult periocult period. This ind. This included regcluded regaining Cypaining Cyprus for Egrus for Egypt. She wypt. Shypt. She was alShe was also a majorso a major thorn in  thorn in the side othe side of Herod anf Herod and would prd would probably havobably have had him e had hime had him disposhim disposed if he hed if he had not beead not been so usefun so useful to Mark l to Mark Antony. NeAntony. Neverthelessvertheless, the Roma, the Roma, the Romans as Romans as a whole opa whole opposed her,posed her, so when M so when Mark Antonyark Antony was defea was defeated in Actted in Actium in 31 ium in ium in 31 in 31 B.C.E.B.C.E. she had n she had nowhere elsowhere else to turn e to turn and commitand committed suicidted suicide. She hade. She had associate associate associatedassociated her son P her son Ptolemy XV tolemy XV Caesar (CaCaesar (Caesarion) (esarion) (36–30) wit36–30) with her on th her on the throne,he thronhe throne, clthrone, claiming thaaiming that Julius Ct Julius Caesar was aesar was his fatherhis father. He was e. He was executed onxecuted on Octavian’ Octavian’s orders.s os orders.orders.orders.

When Ptolemy XII died, he left instructions that his daughter Cleopatra VII 
(51–30) should marry her younger brother Ptolemy XIII (51–47). Cleopatra 
worked hard to strengthen her relations within her own country and became the 
only Ptolemy to speak the Egyptian language; however, she was only 17 and was 
opposed by powerful functionaries. She fled to Syria, and the Romans became 
involved in her attempt to regain her throne. Ptolemy XIII was killed in the 
fighting, and Cleopatra ruled jointly with her younger brother Ptolemy XIV 
(47–44) until she had him assassinated. Her involvement with Caesar and later 
Mark Antony demonstrated her skill in manipulating circumstances to gain the 
best deal for Egypt in a difficult period. This included regaining Cyprus for Egypt. 
She was also a major thorn in the side of Herod and would probably have had 
him disposed if he had not been so useful to Mark Antony. Nevertheless, the 
Romans as a whole opposed her, so when Mark Antony was defeated in Actium 
in 31 B.C.E. she had nowhere else to turn and committed suicide. She had 
associated her son Ptolemy XV Caesar (Caesarion) (36–30) with her on the 
throne, claiming that Julius Caesar was his father. He was executed on Octavian’s 
orders.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy.  CAH CAH22, esp. 7/1, esp. 7/1: The Hell: The Hellenistic Woenistic World,rld, ed. F. W. ed. F. W. Walbank e Walbank et al. (Camt alt al. (Cambral. (Cambridge, 1984idge, 1984); 8: ); 8: Rome and tRome and the Mediterhe Mediterranean to ranean to 133 b.c.,133 b.c., ed. A. E. ed. A. E. Astin et  Astin et  Astin et al. (Caet al. (Cambridge, 1mbridge, 1989); 9:989); 9: The Last  The Last Age of theAge of the Roman Rep Roman Republic, 146ublic, 146–43–43  B.C.B.C., ed. J. A, ed. J. A, ed. J. A. Crook, A. Crook, A. LintottA. Lintott, and E. R, and E. Rawson (Camawson (Cambridge, 19bridge, 1994); N. Da94); N. Davis and C.vis and C. M. Kraay, M. Kraay, M. Kraay, Kraay, The HellenThe Hellenistic Kingistic Kingdoms: Portdoms: Portrait Coinsrait Coins and Histo and Historyry (London,  (London, 1973).1973).1973).

Bibliography.  CAH2, esp. 7/1: The Hellenistic World, ed. F. W. Walbank et 
al. (Cambridge, 1984); 8: Rome and the Mediterranean to 133 b.c., ed. A. E. Astin 
et al. (Cambridge, 1989); 9: The Last Age of the Roman Republic, 146–43 B.C., ed. J. 
A. Crook, A. Lintott, and E. Rawson (Cambridge, 1994); N. Davis and C. M. 
Kraay, The Hellenistic Kingdoms: Portrait Coins and History (London, 1973).
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�16.16. The son o The son of Dositheuf Dositheus and faths and father of Lysier of Lysimachus whomachus who, during t, during the reign ohe reign of Ptolemy f Pf Ptolemy IXPtolemy IX and Cleop and Cleopatra III, atra III, brought tobrought to Alexandri Alexandria the Letta the Letter about Per about Purim (Add.urim (Add. Esth. 11: (Add.(Add. Esth(Add. Esth. 11:1).. 11:1).. 11:1).

16. The son of Dositheus and father of Lysimachus who, during the reign of 
Ptolemy IX and Cleopatra III, brought to Alexandria the Letter about Purim 
(Add. Esth. 11:1).

�17.17. The son o The son of Abubas af Abubas and son-in-nd son-in-law of thelaw of the high prie high priest; governst; governor of the or of the region N oregiregion N oregion N of the Deadf the Dead Sea (“the Sea (“the plain of  plain of Jericho”).Jericho”). Led by am Led by ambition, hebition, he ambushed  ambushed and murderanand murderand murdered his fated his father-in-lawher-in-law Simon Mac Simon Maccabeus andcabeus and two of Si two of Simon’s sonsmon’s sons, Mattathi, Mattath, MattathiasMattathias and Judas and Judas, during a, during a feast at  feast at Dok (1 MacDok (1 Macc. 16:11-1c. 16:11-17). Enrage7). Enraged by this d by this vile act avilevile act avile act and the pernd the perpetrator’spetrator’s boastfuln boastfulness, John ess, John Hyrcanus rHyrcanus retaliated,etaliated, slaying P slaying Ptolemy andtolemPPtolemy anPtolemy and his cohod his cohorts (1 Macrts (1 Macc. 16:18-2c. 16:18-22).2).2).

17. The son of Abubas and son-in-law of the high priest; governor of the 
region N of the Dead Sea (“the plain of Jericho”). Led by ambition, he ambushed 
and murdered his father-in-law Simon Maccabeus and two of Simon’s sons, 
Mattathias and Judas, during a feast at Dok (1 Macc. 16:11-17). Enraged by this 



vile act and the perpetrator’s boastfulness, John Hyrcanus retaliated, slaying 
Ptolemy and his cohorts (1 Macc. 16:18-22).

�18.18. Ptolemy M Ptolemy Macron, sonacron, son of Doryme of Dorymenes. Appoines. Appointed governted governor of Cypnor of Cyprus by Ptorus by Prus by Ptolemy ViPtolemy Vi, he trans, he transferred hisferred his loyalties loyalties to the Se to the Seleucid Antleucid Antiochus IV iochus IV Epiphanes.Epiphanes. Bribed by Bri Bribed by Bribed by Menelaus, Menelaus, he convinche convinced Antioched Antiochus to cleaus to clear the prier the priest of compst of complicity in licity in LysimachusLyLysimachusLysimachus’ plunderi’ plundering of the ng of the temple (1 temple (1 Macc. 4:45Macc. 4:45-47). Rega-47). Regarded as a rded as a traitor fotraitor for his pro-r hr his pro-Jehis pro-Jewish stancwish stance, he comme, he committed suicitted suicide (1 Macide (1 Macc. 10:12-1c. 10:12-13; but cf.3; but cf. 8:8–9). 8:8–9).

18. Ptolemy Macron, son of Dorymenes. Appointed governor of Cyprus by 
Ptolemy Vi, he transferred his loyalties to the Seleucid Antiochus IV Epiphanes. 
Bribed by Menelaus, he convinced Antiochus to clear the priest of complicity in 
Lysimachus’ plundering of the temple (1 Macc. 4:45-47). Regarded as a traitor for 
his pro-Jewish stance, he committed suicide (1 Macc. 10:12-13; but cf. 8:8–9).

PUAHPUAH (Heb.  (Heb. pu®{a®, pupu®{a®, pu®}a®®}a®) (also PU) (also PUVAH)VAH)VAH)

PUAH (Heb. pu®{a®, pu®}a®) (also PUVAH)

�1.1. One of th One of the two midwe two midwives to thives to the Hebrew we Hebrew women in Egomen in Egypt (Exod.ypt (Exod. 1:15). It 1:15). It is unclea i is unclearis unclear if the tw if the two women, So women, Shiphrah anhiphrah and Puah, wed Puah, were Hebrew re Hebrew or Egyptiaor Egyptian. Summonen. Summon. Summoned tSummoned to assist io assist in Pharaoh’n Pharaoh’s plan of s plan of genocide fgenocide for Hebrew or Hebrew male babiemale babies, they dis, they disobeyed ansdidisobeyed disobeyed and let thand let them live. Tem live. The two womhe two women feared en feared Yahweh andYahweh and were rewa were rewarded for trded frded for their for their obedience obedience to God.to God.to God.

1. One of the two midwives to the Hebrew women in Egypt (Exod. 1:15). It 
is unclear if the two women, Shiphrah and Puah, were Hebrew or Egyptian. 
Summoned to assist in Pharaoh’s plan of genocide for Hebrew male babies, they 
disobeyed and let them live. The two women feared Yahweh and were rewarded 
for their obedience to God.

�2.2. A man fro A man from the tribm the tribe of Issace of Issachar, fathehar, father of the jr of the judge Tola udge Tola (Judg. 10:(Judg. 10:1).1).1).

2. A man from the tribe of Issachar, father of the judge Tola (Judg. 10:1).

�3.3. A descend A descendant of Issant of Issachar (1 Cachar (1 Chr. 7:1). hr. 7:1). Ancestor oAncestor of the clanf the clan of the Pu of the Punites, he nites, hnites, he is callhe is called Puvah aed Puvah at Gen. 46:t Gen. 46:13; Num. 213; Num. 26:23.6:23.6:23.

3. A descendant of Issachar (1 Chr. 7:1). Ancestor of the clan of the Punites, 
he is called Puvah at Gen. 46:13; Num. 26:23.
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PUBLICANPUBLICANPUBLICAN

PUBLICAN

�SeeSee  TAXTAX..

See TAX.

PUBLIUSPUBLIUS (Gk.  (Gk. Poplios;Poplios; Lat.  Lat. PubliusPublius)))

PUBLIUS (Gk. Poplios; Lat. Publius)

The leadinThe leading Roman ofg Roman official (Gkficial (Gk. . proœétosproœétos) on the i) on the island of Msland of Malta, wheralta, where Paul lane Paul landed after dlanlanded aftlanded after survivier surviving a shipwng a shipwreck. Publreck. Publius providius provided lodginged lodging for Paul  for Paul and his coand his companions ampacocompanionscompanions and acted and acted kindly to kindly to them duri them during their tng their three-day shree-day stay (Acts tay (Acts 28:7), and28:7), and Paul cure P Paul curedPaul cured Publius’  Publius’ father of father of a fever ana fever and dysenterd dysentery (v. 8).y (v. 8).

The leading Roman official (Gk. proœétos) on the island of Malta, where Paul 
landed after surviving a shipwreck. Publius provided lodging for Paul and his 
companions and acted kindly to them during their three-day stay (Acts 28:7), and 
Paul cured Publius’ father of a fever and dysentery (v. 8).

PUDENSPUDENS (Gk.  (Gk. Pouídeäs;Pouídeäs; Lat.  Lat. PudensPudens)))

PUDENS (Gk. Pouídeäs; Lat. Pudens)

A ChristiaA Christian in Rome n in Rome who, with who, with Paul, sentPaul, sent greetings greetings to Timoth to Timothy (2 Tim. y (2 Tim. 4:21).4:21).

A Christian in Rome who, with Paul, sent greetings to Timothy (2 Tim. 4:21).

PULPUL (Heb.  (Heb. pu®lpu®l)))

PUL (Heb. pu®l)

A nicknameA nickname for Tigla for Tiglath-pileserth-pileser III, king III, king of Assyri of Assyria (2 Kgs. a (2 Kgs. 15:19; 1 C15:19; 1 Chr. 5:26).hr. 5:26). Although  Altho Although tAlthough the name oche name occurs in thcurs in the Babylonie Babylonian King Lian King List A (Akk.st A (Akk.  Pulu; ANETPulu; ANET,, 219), it  219), it is not attiis not attis not attested in cested in cuneiform suneiform sources conources contemporary temporary with Tiglawith Tiglath-pileserth-pileser’s reign. ’s reign. It does noIt dIt does not adoes not appear to hppear to have been aave been a throne na throne name.me.

A nickname for Tiglath-pileser III, king of Assyria (2 Kgs. 15:19; 1 Chr. 5:26). 
Although the name occurs in the Babylonian King List A (Akk. Pulu; ANET, 219), it 
is not attested in cuneiform sources contemporary with Tiglath-pileser’s reign. It 
does not appear to have been a throne name.

PUNITESPUNITES (Heb.  (Heb. pu®niîpu®niî)))

PUNITES (Heb. pu®niî)

The descenThe descendants of Pdants of Puvah (Num.uvah (Num. 26:23; so 26:23; some versionme versions read Hebs read Heb. . pu®}iî,pu®}iî, perhaps P perhaps perhaps Puperhaps Puah or Puitah or Puites).es).

The descendants of Puvah (Num. 26:23; some versions read Heb. pu®}iî, 



perhaps Puah or Puites).

PUNONPUNON (Heb.  (Heb. pu®noœnpu®noœn)))

PUNON (Heb. pu®noœn)

A campsiteA campsite during th during the Israelite Israelite exodus fe exodus from Egypt,rom Egypt, located b located between Zaletween Zalmonah and monah andmonah and Oboth and Oboth (Num. 33:4(Num. 33:42-43). Pun2-43). Punon is common is commonly assoconly associated withiated with modern  modern Feîna®nFeîna®Feîna®nFeîna®n (197004), (197004), a copper  a copper smelting ssmelting site activeite active in the Ch in the Chalcolithicalcolithic, Early Br, Early Bronze, and onze,BrBronze, anBronze, and Iron Aged Iron Ages. Excavats. Excavations at thions at the site have site have yielded e yielded Edomite, REdomite, Roman, and oman, and Byzantine BByzantine Byzantine occupationoccupation strata. P strata. Punon is asunon is associated wsociated with ith pwnw,pwnw, a region  a region inhabited inhabited by the nomby tby the nomadithe nomadic Shasu asc Shasu as mentioned mentioned by Ramese by Rameses II (13ths II (13th century  century B.C.E.B.C.E.).).).

A campsite during the Israelite exodus from Egypt, located between Zalmonah 
and Oboth (Num. 33:42-43). Punon is commonly associated with modern 
Feîna®n (197004), a copper smelting site active in the Chalcolithic, Early 
Bronze, and Iron Ages. Excavations at the site have yielded Edomite, Roman, and 
Byzantine occupation strata. Punon is associated with pwnw, a region inhabited by 
the nomadic Shasu as mentioned by Rameses II (13th century B.C.E.).
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PURPUR (Heb.  (Heb. pu®rpu®r)))

PUR (Heb. pu®r)

�SeeSee  PURIM.PURIM.

See PURIM.

PURAHPURAH (Heb.  (Heb. pura®pura®)))

PURAH (Heb. pura®)

Gideon’s sGideon’s servant whoervant who accompani accompanied him in ed him in spying on spying on the Midianthe Midianite camp (ite camp (Judg. 7:10Judg. 7:10Judg. 7:10-11).7:10-11).

Gideon’s servant who accompanied him in spying on the Midianite camp (Judg. 
7:10-11).

PURIMPURIM (Heb.  (Heb. pu®riîmpu®riîm)))

PURIM (Heb. pu®riîm)

A springtiA springtime holidayme holiday in the Je in the Jewish liturwish liturgical calegical calendar, fallndar, falling on theing on the 14th of A 14th of Adar, that dar, thdar, that celebthat celebrates the rates the defeat of defeat of Haman and Haman and the survivthe survival of the al of the Jews in thJews in the book of e book of Esther. ThEstEsther. ThEsther. The word e word PurimPurim is a Hebr is a Hebraized Akkaaized Akkadian word dian word meaning “lmeaning “lots,” and ots,” and is thus liis thus lis thus linked to linked to the lots (the lots (Heb. Heb. pu®rpu®r) cast by ) cast by Haman in oHaman in order to derder to decide on thcide on the date fore date for his plann h his plannehis planned pogrom ad pogrom against allgainst all Persian J Persian Jews (Esth.ews (Esth. 3:7; 9:24 3:7; 9:24-28). It i-28). It is not cleas not clear which car whichr which camewhich came first, th first, the book of e book of Esther or Esther or the festivthe festival of Purial of Purim. In eithm. In either case, ter case, the two havhe twhe two have btwo have become inexecome inextricably ltricably linked, witinked, with the scroh the scroll of Esthll of Esther being rer being read in fulead in full in the el in tl in the eveninthe evening synagogug synagogue service.e service. Purim enc Purim encourages a ourages a carnival acarnival atmosphere,tmosphere, with chil with children bringdchilchildren bchildren bringing noringing noisemakers isemakers to the synto the synagogue andagogue and the congr the congregation stegation stamping theamping theamping their feettheir feet every tim every time Haman’s e Haman’s name is rename is read from thad from the scroll. e scroll. The TalmudThe Talmud ( (Meg.Meg. 7b) comma 7b)  7b) comman7b) commands adult Jds adult Jews to driews to drink so muchnk so much wine on P wine on Purim that urim that they cannothey cannot tell thet tell tht tell the differthe difference betweence between “blesseen “blessed by Morded by Mordecai” and “cai” and “cursed be cursed be Haman.” BuHaman.” But it is alt it is also clear tsalalso clearalso clear that, giv that, given the thren the threat of anneat of annihilation ihilation described described by the booby the book of Esthek of Esther and the r andr and the maand the many persecuny persecutions endutions endured by Jewred by Jews throughos throughout the cenut the centuries, thturies, the festivite festivities of Puriefestivitfestivitiefestivities of Purims of Purim harbor mo harbor more seriousre serious themes. themes. themes.

A springtime holiday in the Jewish liturgical calendar, falling on the 14th of Adar, 
that celebrates the defeat of Haman and the survival of the Jews in the book of 
Esther. The word Purim is a Hebraized Akkadian word meaning “lots,” and is thus 
linked to the lots (Heb. pu®r) cast by Haman in order to decide on the date for 
his planned pogrom against all Persian Jews (Esth. 3:7; 9:24-28). It is not clear 
which came first, the book of Esther or the festival of Purim. In either case, the 
two have become inextricably linked, with the scroll of Esther being read in full in 
the evening synagogue service. Purim encourages a carnival atmosphere, with 
children bringing noisemakers to the synagogue and the congregation stamping 
their feet every time Haman’s name is read from the scroll. The Talmud (Meg. 
7b) commands adult Jews to drink so much wine on Purim that they cannot tell 
the difference between “blessed by Mordecai” and “cursed be Haman.” But it is 
also clear that, given the threat of annihilation described by the book of Esther 
and the many persecutions endured by Jews throughout the centuries, the 
festivities of Purim harbor more serious themes.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. T. K. BealT. K. Beal, , The Book oThe Book of Hiding: f Hiding: Gender, EtGender, Ethnicity, Ahnicity, Annihilationnihilation, and Estn, ann, and Estherand Esther (London,  (London, 1997); A. 1997); A. Waskow, Waskow, Seasons ofSeasons of Our Joy Our Joy (1982, re (1982, repr. Bostonpr. Boston, 1990); E, 199, 1990); E. 1990); E. Wiesel, Wiesel, The Trial The Trial of Godof God (1979, re (1979, repr. New Yopr. New York, 1995).rk, 1995).

Bibliography. T. K. Beal, The Book of Hiding: Gender, Ethnicity, Annihilation, 
and Esther (London, 1997); A. Waskow, Seasons of Our Joy (1982, repr. Boston, 
1990); E. Wiesel, The Trial of God (1979, repr. New York, 1995).
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PURPLE

Purple fabPurple fabrics were rics were highly prihighly prized in thezed in the ancient w ancient world. The orld. The PhoenicianPhoenicians developes developed the purpd developedeveloped developed the purplethe purple dye indus dye industry, centetry, centered in Tyrred in Tyre and Sidoe and Sidon (Ezek. 2n (Ezek. 27:7, 16). 7:7, 16). The sourceThThe sourceThe source of the dy of the dye was one e was one of severalof several carnivoro carnivorous snails us snails that livedthat lived in the Me in the MediterraneaditMeMediterranMediterranean Sea: ean Sea: Murex branMurex brandaris, Murdaris, Murex trunculex trunculus,us, and  and Purpura haPurpura haemostoma.emostoma. The hypob The  The hypobrThe hypobranchial glanchial glands of thands of these shellfese shellfish producish produce a colorle a colorless liquidess liquid, which up, which upon exposuron eon exposure texposure to air dyedo air dyed fabrics a fabrics a colorfast colorfast purple. A purple. Archaeologirchaeologists find ests find evidence ofvidence of the indus the the industthe industry in the ry in the piles of cpiles of crushed molrushed mollusk shelllusk shells.s.s.

Purple fabrics were highly prized in the ancient world. The Phoenicians 
developed the purple dye industry, centered in Tyre and Sidon (Ezek. 27:7, 16). 
The source of the dye was one of several carnivorous snails that lived in the 
Mediterranean Sea: Murex brandaris, Murex trunculus, and Purpura haemostoma. 
The hypobranchial glands of these shellfish produce a colorless liquid, which upon 
exposure to air dyed fabrics a colorfast purple. Archaeologists find evidence of 
the industry in the piles of crushed mollusk shells.

�The procesThe process of extras of extracting the cting the dye was codye was complex. Firmplex. First, wickerst, wicker baskets,  baskets, baited witbaited wbaited with fish with fish or meat scor meat scraps, wereraps, were lowered i lowered into the wanto the water to catter to catch the shech the shellfish. Whllfish. When the sheenWhWhen the sWhen the shellfish whellfish were drawn ere drawn up, the dyup, the dye was extre was extracted fromacted from the hypob the hypobranchial granchial hypobhypobranchhypobranchial gland ial gland by crushinby crushing the shelg the shell. The resl. The resulting liqulting liquid was miuid was mixed with sxed with salt and alalt aalt and alloweand allowed to set fd to set for three dor three days. Then ays. Then the mixturthe mixture was simme was simmered for 1ered for 10 days, re0 days, re0 days, reducing ireducing it to one st to one sixth of itixth of its originals original volume. W volume. Wool was plool was placed in thaced in the resultine resulting dye bathg dyeg dye bath fdye bath for five hoor five hours. Someturs. Sometimes the wimes the wool was dyool was dyed twice ted twice to produce o produce a richer ca richer ca richer color. Twecolor. Twelve thousalve thousand shells nd shells would prodwould produce less tuce less than 2 g. (han 2 g. (.07 oz.) o.07 oz.) of dye. Thef dye. The process w pr process waprocess was costly, s costly, and thus pand thus purple fabrurple fabrics were aics were associated ssociated with royalwith royalty and weaty and wealth.lthweawealth.wealth.wealth.

The process of extracting the dye was complex. First, wicker baskets, baited 
with fish or meat scraps, were lowered into the water to catch the shellfish. 
When the shellfish were drawn up, the dye was extracted from the 
hypobranchial gland by crushing the shell. The resulting liquid was mixed with salt 
and allowed to set for three days. Then the mixture was simmered for 10 days, 
reducing it to one sixth of its original volume. Wool was placed in the resulting 
dye bath for five hours. Sometimes the wool was dyed twice to produce a richer 
color. Twelve thousand shells would produce less than 2 g. (.07 oz.) of dye. The 
process was costly, and thus purple fabrics were associated with royalty and 
wealth.

�Skilled arSkilled artisans usetisans used purple fd purple fibers, aloibers, along with blng with blue and criue and crimson, for mson, for the curtaithe curtains of the ncurtaicurtains ocurtains of the tabef the tabernacle andrnacle and for Aaron for Aaron’s priestl’s priestly vestmenty vestments (Exod. 2s (Exod. 26:1; 28:156:1; 28:15-33); Gide-3328:1528:15-33);28:15-33); Gideon re Gideon received purceived purple garmenple garments worn byts worn by the kings the kings of Midian of Midian (Judg. 8: (Judg. 8:26); and K28:8:26); and8:26); and King Bels King Belshazzar clohazzar clothed Daniethed Daniel in purpll in purple (Dan. 5:e (Dan. 5:29). The s29). The soldiers cloldiers clothed Jesuothclclothed Jeclothed Jesus in pursus in purple as theple as they mocked hy mocked him (Mark 1im (Mark 15:17-20; J5:17-20; John 19:2-5ohn 19:2-5); Lydia d); Lydia dealt in pueaddealt in pdealt in purple cloturple cloth (Acts 16h (Acts 16:14); and :14); and purple waspurple was associate associated with thed with the decadence decadence of “Babyl o of “Babyloof “Babylon” (Rev. 1n” (Rev. 17:4; 18:127:4; 18:12, 16)., 16)., 16).

Skilled artisans used purple fibers, along with blue and crimson, for the 
curtains of the tabernacle and for Aaron’s priestly vestments (Exod. 26:1; 
28:15-33); Gideon received purple garments worn by the kings of Midian (Judg. 
8:26); and King Belshazzar clothed Daniel in purple (Dan. 5:29). The soldiers 
clothed Jesus in purple as they mocked him (Mark 15:17-20; John 19:2-5); Lydia 
dealt in purple cloth (Acts 16:14); and purple was associated with the decadence 
of “Babylon” (Rev. 17:4; 18:12, 16).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. I. I. ZideI. I. Ziderman, “Searman, “Seashells andshells and Ancient P Ancient Purple Dyeiurple Dyeing,” ng,” BABA 53 (1990) 53 ( 53 (1990): 98(1990): 98–101.–101.–101.

Bibliography. I. I. Ziderman, “Seashells and Ancient Purple Dyeing,” BA 53 
(1990): 98–101.
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PUTPUT (Heb.  (Heb. pu®t�pu®t�)))

PUT (Heb. pu®t� )

Either a pEither a person (sonerson (son of Ham, G of Ham, Gen. 10:6; en. 10:6; 1 Chr. 1:81 Chr. 1:8) or the p) or the people or people or place relatlace related to his edrelatrelated torelated to his desce his descendants in ndants in Africa; miAfrica; military alllitary allies of Egyies of Egypt (Jer. 4pt (Jer. 46:9; Ezek.6:9; Ezek. 30:5), Ty 30:5), T 30:5), Tyre (27:1Tyre (27:10), Gog (30), Gog (38:5), and 8:5), and No-amon (TNo-amon (Thebes) in hebes) in its fall tits fall to Assyria o Assyria (Nah. 3:9)(Nah. 3:9). In all b. In. In all butIn all but one passa one passage Put is ge Put is listed alolisted along with Etng with Ethiopia (Cuhiopia (Cush, or Nubsh, or Nubia); Josepia); Josephus equatehus ehus equates itequates it with Liby with Libya. Some sua. Some suggest Puntggest Punt (Somalia) (Somalia) in light  in light of “Put” aof “Put” and “Libya”nd “Libya” (Heb.  (He (Heb. (Heb. lu®b�iîmlu®b�iîm) in Nah. ) in Nah. 3:9, but t3:9, but these probahese probably refer bly refer to separatto separate Libyan te Libyan tribes, as ribes, aribes, as with Lias with Libya (lit.,bya (lit., Lubiim) a Lubiim) and Sukkim nd Sukkim in 2 Chr. in 2 Chr. 12:3.12:3.12:3.

Either a person (son of Ham, Gen. 10:6; 1 Chr. 1:8) or the people or place 
related to his descendants in Africa; military allies of Egypt (Jer. 46:9; Ezek. 30:5), 
Tyre (27:10), Gog (38:5), and No-amon (Thebes) in its fall to Assyria (Nah. 3:9). 
In all but one passage Put is listed along with Ethiopia (Cush, or Nubia); Josephus 
equates it with Libya. Some suggest Punt (Somalia) in light of “Put” and “Libya” 
(Heb. lu®b�iîm ) in Nah. 3:9, but these probably refer to separate Libyan tribes, 
as with Libya (lit., Lubiim) and Sukkim in 2 Chr. 12:3.

W. CreightW. Creighton Marloweon Marlowe

W. Creighton Marlowe

PUTEOLIPUTEOLI (Gk.  (Gk. Potioloi;Potioloi; Lat.  Lat. PuteoliPuteoli)))

PUTEOLI (Gk. Potioloi; Lat. Puteoli)



A major poA major port on the rt on the Gulf of NaGulf of Naples (modeples (modern Pozzuolrn Pozzuoli), W of Ni), W of Naples. Fouaples. Founded in thnded in tnded in the 6th cethe 6th century ntury B.C.E. B.C.E. as the Greas the Greek colony ek colony DicaearchiDicaearchia, it latea, it later flourishr flourished as a Roed as a Roman colonymRoRoman coloRoman colony of ca. ny of ca. 65 thousan65 thousand residentd residents and was s and was the main pthe main port of entort of entry for larry for large ships bglarlarge shiplarge ships bringings bringing grain to  grain to Rome from Rome from the East. the East. Josephus mJosephus mentions a entions a sizable Jesizable Jewish populwisJeJewish popJewish population (ulation (Ant.Ant. 17.328; 1 17.328; 18.160), an8.160), and Paul sped Paul spent seven dnt seven days there ays there with localwith localwith local Chrilocal Christians en stians en route to Rroute to Rome (Acts ome (Acts 28:13-14).28:13-14). This cosm This cosmopolitan aopolitan and entreprnd entrepreneurial ceentreprentrepreneentrepreneurial cityurial city boasted s boasted several of everal of the orientthe oriental cults (al cults (e.g., Serae.g., Serapis) as wepis) as well as the ll as thll as the normalthe normal imperial  imperial worship duworship during the 1ring the 1st centuryst century  C.E.C.E.C.E.

A major port on the Gulf of Naples (modern Pozzuoli), W of Naples. Founded in 
the 6th century B.C.E. as the Greek colony Dicaearchia, it later flourished as a 
Roman colony of ca. 65 thousand residents and was the main port of entry for 
large ships bringing grain to Rome from the East. Josephus mentions a sizable 
Jewish population (Ant. 17.328; 18.160), and Paul spent seven days there with 
local Christians en route to Rome (Acts 28:13-14). This cosmopolitan and 
entrepreneurial city boasted several of the oriental cults (e.g., Serapis) as well as 
the normal imperial worship during the 1st century C.E.

Kent L. YiKent L. Yingernger

Kent L. Yinger

PUTHITESPUTHITES (Heb.  (Heb. pu®t�iîpu®t�iî)))

PUTHITES (Heb. pu®t�iî )

A family wA family who lived iho lived in the regin the region of Kirion of Kiriath-jearimath-jearim, mentione, mentioned in a Judd in a Judahite listahite list (1 Chr. 2 (1 C (1 Chr. 2:53)Chr. 2:53)..

A family who lived in the region of Kiriath-jearim, mentioned in a Judahite list (1 
Chr. 2:53).

PUTIELPUTIEL (Heb.  (Heb. pu®t�iî}eäpu®t�iî}eäll)))

PUTIEL (Heb. pu®t�iî}eäl )

The fatherThe father-in-law of-in-law of Aaron’s s Aaron’s son Eleazaron Eleazar (Exod. 6: (Exod. 6:25; Egyp. 25; Egyp. pp33-d}i--d}i- + Heb.  + Heb. }eäl,}eäl, “the one  “ “the one g“the one given by Goiven by God” [?]).d” [?]).

The father-in-law of Aaron’s son Eleazar (Exod. 6:25; Egyp. p3-d}i- + Heb. }eäl, 
“the one given by God” [?]).

PUVAHPUVAH (Heb.  (Heb. puwwa®puwwa®) (also PU) (also PUAH)AH)AH)

PUVAH (Heb. puwwa®) (also PUAH)

The secondThe second son of Is son of Issachar, amsachar, among those ong those who accompwho accompanied Jacoanied Jacob to Egyptb to Egypt (Gen. 46: (Gen. 4 (Gen. 46:13). He46:13). He is called is called Puah ( Puah (33) at 1 Chr) at 1 Chr. 7:1. He . 7:1. He was the anwas the ancestor of cestor of the Punitethe Punites (Num. 26s (Nus (Num. 26:2(Num. 26:23).3).

The second son of Issachar, among those who accompanied Jacob to Egypt (Gen. 
46:13). He is called Puah (3) at 1 Chr. 7:1. He was the ancestor of the Punites 
(Num. 26:23).

PYRRHUSPYRRHUS (Gk.  (Gk. PyérrosPyérros)))

PYRRHUS (Gk. Pyérros)

The fatherThe father of Sopate of Sopater, one of r, one of Paul’s comPaul’s companions onpanions on his final his final journey t journey to Jerusaleo Jerusalem (Acts 20m (m (Acts 20:4(Acts 20:4).).

The father of Sopater, one of Paul’s companions on his final journey to Jerusalem 
(Acts 20:4).
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Q
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Q

A hypothetA hypothetical colleical collection of Jction of Jesus’ sayiesus’ sayings that ings that is thought s thought to have cito have circulated irculated in the 1st n the 1n the 1st centur1st century and usedy and used independe independently by thntly by the authors e authors of Matthewof Matthew and Luke. and Luke. The Q hyp The Q hy The Q hypothesishypothesis was first was first developed developed among Ger among German scholaman scholars as a cors as a component ofmponent of the two-s the two the two-sourcetwo-source theory in theory in the 19th  the 19th century, tcentury, the solutiohe solution to the Sn to the Synoptic prynoptic problem in woblem in which Mark hwwhich Markwhich Mark is the fi is the first Gospelrst Gospel (and the  (and the most reliamost reliable for deble for describing tscribing the ministrhe ministry of Jesusy ofy of Jesus) of Jesus) and Q an eand Q an early sourcarly source of Jesuse of Jesus’ sayings.’ sayings. The desig The designation Q dnation Q derives froerives from German m Gm German German Quelle,Quelle, “source.” “source.” The Q hyp The Q hypothesis exothesis explains (1)plains (1) the remar the remarkable verbkable verbal agreemeal agral agreement agreement between labetween large blocksrge blocks of Jesus’ of Jesus’ teachings teachings found bot found both in Matthh in Matthew and Lukew and Lukew and Luke but nLuke but not Mark (hot Mark (hence Q is ence Q is sometimes sometimes called thecalled the “double t “double tradition”)radition”), (2) why , (2) why the sequentthe sequenthe sequence of sayice of sayings in Matngs in Matthew for tthew for the most pahe most part followsrt follows the relat the relative Lukan ive Lukan sequence, sesequence, sequence, and (3) whand (3) why Matthew y Matthew especiallyespecially has doubl has doublet sayingset sayings (i.e., si (i.e., similar sayimilar sayings, one angs, sayisayings, osayings, one adoptedne adopted from Mark from Mark and one f and one from Q). Perom Q). Perhaps one rhaps one of the souof the sources explirces exprces explicitlyexplicitly mentioned mentioned in Luke 1 in Luke 1:1-4, Q co:1-4, Q contains somntains some of the me of the most characost characteristic pteristic parables anarpparables aparables and ethicalnd ethical teachings teachings of Jesus, of Jesus, such as t such as the Beatituhe Beatitudes, love des, love of enemiesof enemies, and the , and, and the Loand the Lord’s Prayerd’s Prayer. There ar. There are only twre only two narrativo narrative stories e stories in Q, the in Q, the temptationtemptation and the h a and the heand the healing of taling of the centurihe centurion’s servaon’s servant, but evnt, but even in thesen in these passagese passages the prima the primary focus iry fry focus is Jfocus is Jesus’ dialesus’ dialogue.ogue.ogue.

A hypothetical collection of Jesus’ sayings that is thought to have circulated in the 



1st century and used independently by the authors of Matthew and Luke. The Q 
hypothesis was first developed among German scholars as a component of the 
two-source theory in the 19th century, the solution to the Synoptic problem in 
which Mark is the first Gospel (and the most reliable for describing the ministry 
of Jesus) and Q an early source of Jesus’ sayings. The designation Q derives from 
German Quelle, “source.” The Q hypothesis explains (1) the remarkable verbal 
agreement between large blocks of Jesus’ teachings found both in Matthew and 
Luke but not Mark (hence Q is sometimes called the “double tradition”), (2) why 
the sequence of sayings in Matthew for the most part follows the relative Lukan 
sequence, and (3) why Matthew especially has doublet sayings (i.e., similar 
sayings, one adopted from Mark and one from Q). Perhaps one of the sources 
explicitly mentioned in Luke 1:1-4, Q contains some of the most characteristic 
parables and ethical teachings of Jesus, such as the Beatitudes, love of enemies, 
and the Lord’s Prayer. There are only two narrative stories in Q, the temptation 
and the healing of the centurion’s servant, but even in these passages the primary 
focus is Jesus’ dialogue.

�Interest iInterest in Q was ren Q was revived in tvived in the late 19he late 1960s in the60s in the wake of r wake of redaction cedaction criticism ariticism ccriticism criticism and the diand the discovery ofscovery of the Gospe the Gospel of Thomal of Thomas in 1947.s in 1947. Redaction Redaction criticism criticism’s interes’s criticismcriticism’criticism’s interests interest in the Go in the Gospel writespel writers’ style rs’ style and theoloand theology analyzegy analyzed the use d the use of their sof thof their sourtheir sources, incluces, including the sding the sayings in ayings in Q. The 114Q. The 114 sayings o sayings of Jesus cof Jesus collected unllected under the tider tder the title the title Gospel of Gospel of Thomas, paThomas, part of the rt of the Nag HammadNag Hammadi library,i library, provided  provided an early Can early Christian dhCChristian Christian document adocument analogous inalogous in genre ton genre to Q and bol Q and bolstered clastered claims of itsims of its existence existence. Several . existenceexistence.existence. Several s Several scholars hacholars have attemptve attempted to recoed to reconstruct Q’nstruct Q’s originals original text by c text by carefully aareccarefully carefully analyzing analyzing the differthe differences betwences between Mattheeen Matthew’s and Luw’s and Luke’s readike’s readings, and tngs, and then determhentthen deterthen determining whimining which of the ch of the two presertwo preserves Q’s reves Q’s reading and ading and which editwhich edited Q’s reaed Q’s reaed Q’s reading. Rreading. Recent studecent studies have fies have focused on ocused on Q’s own anQ’s own and distinctd distinct theology, theology, particula particularly its corlyparticulaparticularparticularly its conly its concerted concerted condemnation demnation of “this gof “this generation”eneration” and its v and its views on Juiews on Judaism and daisJuJudaism anJudaism and Gentilesd Gentiles. Sociolog. Sociologically oriically oriented studented studies have sies have speculated peculated on the comon the community behmcomcommunity community behind thebehind the document: document: the sayin the sayings may havgs may have been rece been recorded by eorded by early wandearly waarly wandering wandering missionarimissionaries or propes or prophets, or ahets, or among the cmong the communitiesommunities in or nea in or near Galilee r Galilee r Galilee whGalilee which supporich supported them. ted them. Q’s theoloQ’s theology and itsgy and its community community are found are found not only  not only not only in whonly in what it contat it contained, butained, but also in w also in what it didhat it did not: stri not: strikingly abskingly absent are reent are references tferencrereferencesreferences to a euch to a eucharistic mearistic meal or Jesual or Jesus’ resurres’ resurrection, expction, explicit refelicit references to rences to the Crucifthe Cthe CrucifixioCrucifixion, church n, church leadershipleadership, or prima, or primacy of any cy of any disciples.disciples. Whether t Whether these aspechese aspects were sits aspecaspects weaspects were simply re simply assumed, rassumed, rejected, oejected, or not yet r not yet developed developed by the traby the tradents of Qdents of Q has been  QQ has beenQ has been disputed. disputed. While som While some scholarse scholars still dis still dispute that pute that Q was a wrQ was a written docuitten document, othemdocudocument, document, others havothers have speculate speculated that Q ed that Q itself conitself contained twotained two written l written layers, an ayers, an early sapieaearly sapiearly sapientially oentially oriented coriented collection ollection of sayings f sayings blocks thablocks that was latet was later supplemer supplemented with nted supplemesupplementsupplemented with aped with apocalypticaocalyptically orientlly oriented sayingsed sayings...

Interest in Q was revived in the late 1960s in the wake of redaction 
criticism and the discovery of the Gospel of Thomas in 1947. Redaction 
criticism’s interest in the Gospel writers’ style and theology analyzed the use of 
their sources, including the sayings in Q. The 114 sayings of Jesus collected under 
the title Gospel of Thomas, part of the Nag Hammadi library, provided an early 
Christian document analogous in genre to Q and bolstered claims of its 
existence. Several scholars have attempted to reconstruct Q’s original text by 
carefully analyzing the differences between Matthew’s and Luke’s readings, and 
then determining which of the two preserves Q’s reading and which edited Q’s 
reading. Recent studies have focused on Q’s own and distinct theology, 
particularly its concerted condemnation of “this generation” and its views on 
Judaism and Gentiles. Sociologically oriented studies have speculated on the 
community behind the document: the sayings may have been recorded by early 
wandering missionaries or prophets, or among the communities in or near 
Galilee which supported them. Q’s theology and its community are found not 
only in what it contained, but also in what it did not: strikingly absent are 
references to a eucharistic meal or Jesus’ resurrection, explicit references to the 
Crucifixion, church leadership, or primacy of any disciples. Whether these 
aspects were simply assumed, rejected, or not yet developed by the tradents of 
Q has been disputed. While some scholars still dispute that Q was a written 
document, others have speculated that Q itself contained two written layers, an 
early sapientially oriented collection of sayings blocks that was later 
supplemented with apocalyptically oriented sayings.

�Since LukeSince Luke follows t follows the Markan he Markan sequence osequence of pericopef pericope closely,  closely, many positmany posit that Luke that  that Luke that Luke also folloalso follows the ordws the order of Q moer of Q more closelyre closely, and henc, and hence Q passage Q passages are oftes are often cited weoftoften citeoften cited with thed with the Lukan ver Lukan versificationsification (e.g., Q  (e.g., Q 11:2–4 for11:2–4 for the Lord’ the Lord’s Prayer).s Prayer). Alternati Alte AlternativAlternatively, Q pasely, Q passages are sages are referred treferred to by citino by citing both parg both parallel passallel passages (e.g.ages (e.g., Matt. 6:, Matt, Matt. 6:9-Matt. 6:9-11 = Luke 11 = Luke 11:2-4 for11:2-4 for the Lord’ the Lord’s Prayer).s Prayer).

Since Luke follows the Markan sequence of pericope closely, many posit 



that Luke also follows the order of Q more closely, and hence Q passages are 
often cited with the Lukan versification (e.g., Q 11:2–4 for the Lord’s Prayer). 
Alternatively, Q passages are referred to by citing both parallel passages (e.g., 
Matt. 6:9-11 = Luke 11:2-4 for the Lord’s Prayer).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. I. HavenerI. Havener, , Q: The SayQ: The Sayings of Jeings of Jesus.sus. Good News Good News Studies 1 Studies 19 (Wilming9 (W9 (Wilmingto(Wilmington, 1987); n, 1987); J. S. KlopJ. S. Kloppenborg, epenborg, ed., d., The Shape The Shape of Qof Q (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1994)lis, 1994)...

Bibliography. I. Havener, Q: The Sayings of Jesus. Good News Studies 19 
(Wilmington, 1987); J. S. Kloppenborg, ed., The Shape of Q (Minneapolis, 1994).

Jonathan LJonathan L. Reed. Reed

Jonathan L. Reed

Proposed QProposed Q Material  Material (Following(Following Luke) Luke)

Proposed Q Material (Following Luke)

�3:7-93:7-9�11:2-411:2-4�(12:49,)12(12:49,)12:51-53:51-53�16:1316:1316:13

3:7-9 11:2-4 (12:49,)12:51-53 16:13

�3:16-173:16-17�11:9-2011:9-20�12:57-5912:57-59�16:16-1816:16-1816:16-18

3:16-17 11:9-20 12:57-59 16:16-18

�4:1-134:1-13�11:21-2211:21-22�13:18-2113:18-21�(17:1-2)(17:1-2)(17:1-2)

4:1-13 11:21-22 13:18-21 (17:1-2)

�6:20-236:20-23�11:23-2611:23-26�13:23-3013:23-30�17:3-417:3-417:3-4

6:20-23 11:23-26 13:23-30 17:3-4

�6:27-496:27-49�11:29-35(311:29-35(36)6)�13:34-3513:34-35�(17:5-)17:(17:5-)17:666

6:27-49 11:29-35(36) 13:34-35 (17:5-)17:6

�7:1-107:1-10�11:39-5211:39-52�14:11 (18:14:11 (18:14)14)�17:23-2417:23-2417:23-24

7:1-10 11:39-52 14:11 (18:14) 17:23-24

�7:18-357:18-35�12:2-1212:2-12�14:16-2414:16-24�17:26-3017:26-3017:26-30

7:18-35 12:2-12 14:16-24 17:26-30

�9:57-609:57-60�12:22-31(312:22-31(32)2)�14:26-2714:26-27�17:33-3717:33-3717:33-37

9:57-60 12:22-31(32) 14:26-27 17:33-37

�10:2-1610:2-16�12:33-3412:33-34�14:34-3514:34-35�19:12-2719:12-2719:12-27

10:2-16 12:33-34 14:34-35 19:12-27

�10:21-2410:21-24�12:39-4612:39-46�15:4-715:4-7�22:28-3022:28-30

10:21-24 12:39-46 15:4-7 22:28-30

QEREQEREQERE

QERE

�SeeSee  KETHIB ANDKETHIB AND QERE. QERE.

See KETHIB AND QERE.

QESITAHQESITAH (Heb.  (Heb. qeïsíiît�aqeïsíiît�a®®)))

QESITAH (Heb. qeïsíiît�a® )

A unit of A unit of weight of weight of unknown quunknown quantity useantity used as a mond as a monetary measetary measure (Gen. ure (Gen. 33:19; Jos33:19; Jos33:19; Josh. 24:3Josh. 24:32; Job 42:2; Job 42:11; so NRS11; so NRSV mg; NRSVV mg; NRSV “piece [o “piece [of money]”)f money]”)..

A unit of weight of unknown quantity used as a monetary measure (Gen. 33:19; 
Josh. 24:32; Job 42:11; so NRSV mg; NRSV “piece [of money]”).

QOHELETHQOHELETH (Heb.  (Heb. qoœhelet�qoœhelet�) (also KO) (also KOHELETH)HELETH)HELETH)

QOHELETH (Heb. qoœhelet� ) (also KOHELETH)

The HebrewThe Hebrew title of  title of the book othe book of Ecclesiaf Ecclesiastes and tstes and the name ofhe name of the prima the primary speakerry speakerry speaker inspeaker in the book. the book. The term  The term is a verbais a verbal noun frol noun from Heb. m Heb. qhlqhl (“to asse (“to assemble”) andmble”) and thus can  andand thus cand thus can be tranan be translated as slated as “the one w“the one who assemblho assembles” or “thes” or “the one who e one who calls (peocalls (peocalls (people) t(people) together” (ogether” (RSV “the PRSV “the Preacher”; reacher”; NRSV “the NRSV “the Teacher”).Teacher”). Based on  Based on Eccl. 1:1,Eccl. 1:1,Eccl. 1:1, which1:1, which states th states that Qoheletat Qoheleth is the sh is the son of Davion of David, some had, some have contendve contended that Qoed that Qoed that Qoheleth sQoheleth should be ihould be identified dentified with Solomwith Solomon. The daon. The date of the te of the book, howebook, however, seemsver, seemver, seems to wseems to warrant agaarrant against such inst such a conclusia conclusion. Elsewhon. Elsewhere in theere in the book the  book the term appeaterm appeaterm appears inappears in a variety a variety of functi of functions (Eccl.ons (Eccl. 1:2, 12;  1:2, 12; 7:27; 12:87:27; 12:8-10). Over-10). Overall, the pall, the primary funrimary pprimary fuprimary function of nction of Qoheleth mQoheleth more closelore closely resembley resembles that of s that of a sage thaa sage than a king.n a king.n a king.

The Hebrew title of the book of Ecclesiastes and the name of the primary 
speaker in the book. The term is a verbal noun from Heb. qhl (“to assemble”) 
and thus can be translated as “the one who assembles” or “the one who calls 
(people) together” (RSV “the Preacher”; NRSV “the Teacher”). Based on Eccl. 
1:1, which states that Qoheleth is the son of David, some have contended that 
Qoheleth should be identified with Solomon. The date of the book, however, 
seems to warrant against such a conclusion. Elsewhere in the book the term 
appears in a variety of functions (Eccl. 1:2, 12; 7:27; 12:8-10). Overall, the 
primary function of Qoheleth more closely resembles that of a sage than a king.

W. Dennis W. Dennis Tucker, JrTucker, Jr..

W. Dennis Tucker, Jr.



QUAILQUAILQUAIL

QUAIL

Coturnix cCoturnix coturnix,oturnix, a small p a small pheasant-tyheasant-type bird 19pe bird 19 cm. (7.5  cm. (7.5 in.) in lein.) in length and wngth and weighing 10eighing 1eighing 100 g. (3.100 g. (3.5 oz.). In5 oz.). In the wilde the wilderness, Godrness, God is twice  is twice reported areported as supplyins supplying the Israg the Israelites witelitesIsraIsraelitesIsraelites with quai with quail (Heb. l (Heb. síeïlaœwsíeïlaœw) to eat () to eat (Exod. 16:1Exod. 16:13; Num. 113; Num. 11:31-32). Q:31-32). Quail pass uail puail pass over pass over the Meditethe Mediterranean durranean during theirring their annual mi annual migrations agrations and were cand were captured by ptured by ptured by the milby the millions untilions until the 1930l the 1930s, when ths, when their numbereir numbers dropped s dropped (cf. Num. (cf. Num. 11:31).11:31).11:31).

Coturnix coturnix, a small pheasant-type bird 19 cm. (7.5 in.) in length and weighing 
100 g. (3.5 oz.). In the wilderness, God is twice reported as supplying the 
Israelites with quail (Heb. síeïlaœw) to eat (Exod. 16:13; Num. 11:31-32). Quail 
pass over the Mediterranean during their annual migrations and were captured 
by the millions until the 1930s, when their numbers dropped (cf. Num. 11:31).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. Fauna and Fauna and Flora of tFlora of the Bible.he Bible.  2nd ed. He2nd ed. Helps for Trlps for Translators anslators 11 (New Yo11 (11 (New York,(New York, 1980); A. 1980); A. Parmelee, Parmelee,  All the BiAll the Birds of therds of the Bible Bible (1959, re (1959, repr. New Capr. New Canaan, Connnaan, CaCanaan, CoCanaan, Conn., 1988)nn., 1988)...

Bibliography. Fauna and Flora of the Bible. 2nd ed. Helps for Translators 11 
(New York, 1980); A. Parmelee, All the Birds of the Bible (1959, repr. New 
Canaan, Conn., 1988).

Matthew A.Matthew A. Thomas Thomas

Matthew A. Thomas

QUARTERMASQUARTERMASTERTERTER

QUARTERMASTER

The title The title of Seraiahof Seraiah, one of Z, one of Zedekiah’s edekiah’s officers (officers (Jer. 51:59Jer. 51:59; Heb. ; Heb. síar meïnusíar meïnu®h�a®,®h�ameïnumeïnu®h�a®meïnu®h�a®,, lit., “of lit., “officer of rficer of rest” or “oest” or “officer of fficer of the restinthe resting place”).g place”). NRSV “qua NRSV “quartermasterr“qua“quarterma“quartermaster” is pster” is probably barobably based on emesed on emendation tondation to  síar mah�asíar mah�a�neh,�neh, “officer  “officer “officer o“officer of the campf the camp,” suggest,” suggested by the ed by the Syriac texSyriac text. The LXXt. The LXX and Targu and Targum reflect m reflect síar meïnassíar meïnasíar meïnaœh�o®t�,œh�o®t�, “officer  “officer of tributeof tribute.”.”

The title of Seraiah, one of Zedekiah’s officers (Jer. 51:59; Heb. síar 
meïnu®h�a®,  lit., “officer of rest” or “officer of the resting place”). NRSV 
“quartermaster” is probably based on emendation to síar mah�a�neh,  
“officer of the camp,” suggested by the Syriac text. The LXX and Targum reflect 
síar meïnaœh�o®t�,  “officer of tribute.”

QUARTUSQUARTUS (Gk.  (Gk. Kouíartos;Kouíartos; Lat.  Lat. QuartusQuartus)))

QUARTUS (Gk. Kouíartos; Lat. Quartus)

A ChristiaA Christian (Lat. “fn (Lat. “fourth”) inourth”) in Corinth w Corinth whose greethose greetings to things to the Roman Che Roman Christians aristians are passed reaare passedare passed on in Pau on in Paul’s letterl’s letter (Rom. 16: (Rom. 16:23). The e23). The epithet “oupithet “our brother”r brother” identifie identifies him as as hims him as a fhim as a fellow Chriellow Christian rathstian rather than aser than as a sibling a sibling of Erastu of Erastus or Paul.s or Paul.

A Christian (Lat. “fourth”) in Corinth whose greetings to the Roman Christians 
are passed on in Paul’s letter (Rom. 16:23). The epithet “our brother” identifies 
him as a fellow Christian rather than as a sibling of Erastus or Paul.

QUEENQUEENQUEEN

QUEEN

A king’s wA king’s wife, motheife, mother, or a rur, or a ruler in herler in her own right own right. Five for. Five foreign queeneign queens are ments are mentioned in tionmentmentioned mentioned in the Bibin the Bible: the qule: the queen of Sheeen of Sheba (1 Kgs.ba (1 Kgs. 10), Taph 10), Taphenes of Egenes of Egypt (11:19ypt (11:19–20), Vash–(11:19(11:19–20)(11:19–20), Vashti o, Vashti of Persia (f Persia (Esth. 1), Esth. 1), Esther of Esther of Persia (EsPersia (Esth. 2-10),th. 2-10), and Canda and Candace of Ethice ofce of Ethiopiof Ethiopia (Acts 8:a (Acts 8:27). Of th27). Of these, only ese, only those of Sthose of Sheba and Eheba and Ethiopia arthiopia are presentee presented as soverd ad as sovereias sovereign rulers,gn rulers, while tho while those of Persse of Persia are depia are dependent on endent on their husbtheir husband’s statand’s status.us.us.

A king’s wife, mother, or a ruler in her own right. Five foreign queens are 
mentioned in the Bible: the queen of Sheba (1 Kgs. 10), Taphenes of Egypt 
(11:19–20), Vashti of Persia (Esth. 1), Esther of Persia (Esth. 2-10), and Candace 
of Ethiopia (Acts 8:27). Of these, only those of Sheba and Ethiopia are presented 
as sovereign rulers, while those of Persia are dependent on their husband’s status.

�Royal marrRoyal marriages helpiages helped establied establish alliancsh alliances and stres and strengthen trengthen treaties. Foeaties. Four (perhapur (perhur (perhaps f(perhaps five) speciive) specific instanfic instances of intces of intermarriageermarriage between I between Israel and srael and Judah’s roJudah’s royal housesyal hyal houses andhouses and those of  those of other natiother nations are: Dons are: David and Mavid and Maacah of Gaacah of Geshur (2 Seshur (2 Sam. 3:3); am. 3:3); Solomon anSSolomon anSolomon and Pharaoh’d Pharaoh’s daughters daughter (1 Kgs. 3 (1 Kgs. 3:1); Ahab :1); Ahab and Jezebeand Jezebel (16:31);l (16:31); Jehoram a Jehoram and Athalianaand Athaliand Athaliah (2 Kgs.ah (2 Kgs. 8:18); an 8:18); and possiblyd possibly Solomon a Solomon and Naamah nd Naamah (LXX 1 Kgs(LXX 1 Kgs. 12:24). . 12:24).. 12:24). Ot12:24). Other unionsher unions — both ro — both royal and coyal and common — aremmon — are implied ( implied (cf. 1 Kgs.cf. 1 Kgs. 11:1-2). 11:1-2). 11:1-2).11:1-2).11:1-2).

Royal marriages helped establish alliances and strengthen treaties. Four 
(perhaps five) specific instances of intermarriage between Israel and Judah’s royal 
houses and those of other nations are: David and Maacah of Geshur (2 Sam. 3:3); 
Solomon and Pharaoh’s daughter (1 Kgs. 3:1); Ahab and Jezebel (16:31); Jehoram 
and Athaliah (2 Kgs. 8:18); and possibly Solomon and Naamah (LXX 1 Kgs. 
12:24). Other unions — both royal and common — are implied (cf. 1 Kgs. 
11:1-2).

�In spite oIn spite of the warnf the warning in Deuing in Deut. 17:17, t. 17:17, some Judeasome Judean and Isran and Israelite kingelite kings had numes had nums had numerous wnumerous wives: Saulives: Saul (2 Sam. 3 (2 Sam. 3:7; 12:8);:7; 12:8); David (3: David (3:2–5; 5:13;2–5; 5:13; 11:27; 15 11:27; 15:16; 16:21:16; 16:21–22; 20:3)–2216:2116:21–22; 16:21–22; 20:3); Sol20:3); Solomon (700 omon (700 wives, 300wives, 300 concubine concubines; 1 Kgs. s; 1 Kgs. 11:3); Reh11:3); Rehoboam (18 oboam (18oboam (18 wives,(18 wives, 60 concub 60 concubines; 2 Chines; 2 Chr. 11:21);r. 11:21); Abijah (1 Abijah (14 wives; 14 wives; 13:21); Aha3:21); Ahab (1 Kgs. b (1 Kgs. 20:3-7); J20:20:3-7); J20:3-7); Jehoiachin ehoiachin (2 Kgs. 24(2 Kgs. 24:15); Jeho:15); Jehoram (2 Chrram (2 Chr. 21:14, 1. 21:14, 17); and Ze7); and Zedekiah (Jedekiah (Jer. 38:23).r. 3r. 38:23).38:23).38:23).

In spite of the warning in Deut. 17:17, some Judean and Israelite kings had 
numerous wives: Saul (2 Sam. 3:7; 12:8); David (3:2–5; 5:13; 11:27; 15:16; 
16:21–22; 20:3); Solomon (700 wives, 300 concubines; 1 Kgs. 11:3); Rehoboam 



(18 wives, 60 concubines; 2 Chr. 11:21); Abijah (14 wives; 13:21); Ahab (1 Kgs. 
20:3-7); Jehoiachin (2 Kgs. 24:15); Jehoram (2 Chr. 21:14, 17); and Zedekiah (Jer. 
38:23).

�Perhaps thPerhaps the most infe most influential pluential position ocosition occupied by cupied by a royal wia royal wife was thafe was that of the kt of the t of the king’sthe king’s mother. T mother. These womenhese women, often me, often mentioned asntioned as part of t part of their son’sheir son’s introduct introductory regnalointroductintroductointroductory regnal ry regnal formulas, formulas, rarely havrarely have narrative narratives detailies detailing their ang their activities.ctivities. Only Bath Only B Only Bathsheba,Bathsheba, Maacah, H Maacah, Hamutal, Jeamutal, Jezebel, Athzebel, Athaliah, andaliah, and Nehushta  Nehushta have more have more than cursothan cursothan cursory mecursory mention in tntion in their son’sheir son’s accounts. accounts. Of these, Of these, only Atha only Athaliah of Juliah of Judah (2 Kgsdah (2 Kgs. 11) atta. 11. 11) attain11) attained the powed the power base neer base necessary focessary for independr independent rule.ent rule.ent rule.

Perhaps the most influential position occupied by a royal wife was that of 
the king’s mother. These women, often mentioned as part of their son’s 
introductory regnal formulas, rarely have narratives detailing their activities. Only 
Bathsheba, Maacah, Hamutal, Jezebel, Athaliah, and Nehushta have more than 
cursory mention in their son’s accounts. Of these, only Athaliah of Judah (2 Kgs. 
11) attained the power base necessary for independent rule.

�Scholars dScholars debate whetebate whether or nother or not queen mot queen mother was anher was an instituti institutional positonal position in Judion inion in Judah oin Judah or Israel, r Israel, whether suwhether such a positch a position arose ion arose from outsifrom outside influende influence (i.e., ce (i.e., the Hittitthe Hthe Hittites) Hittites) or from wior from within Israethin Israel (i.e., al (i.e., a prior mat prior matriarchal sriarchal social struocial structure), ancture), and whether d whethd whether itwhether its duties as duties and powers nd powers were primawere primarily cultirily cultic, politicc, political, or peral, or personal. Zafsonal. Zafrira Ben-Brira Brira Ben-Barak Ben-Barak argues thaargues that individut individuals like Bals like Bathsheba, athsheba, Maacah, HaMaacah, Hamutal, andmutal, and Nehushta  Nehushta gained powggained powgained power by enlier by enlisting suppsting support for a ort for a younger soyounger son with no n with no claim to sclaim to succession,uccession, thereby g t thereby grthereby grasping powasping power normaller normally outside y outside the reach the reach of kings’ of kings’ mothers. Tmothers. The queen mhe queen mhe queen mother’s imother’s influence tnfluence then would hen would be personabe personally ratherlly rather than inst than institutionallitutionally or religy or religiously deriousreligreligiouslreligiously derived.y derived. In contra In contrast, Susan st, Susan Ackerman aAckerman argues thatrgues that the queen the queen mother’s  mother’s duties werduduties werduties were both pole both political (kiitical (king’s advisng’s advisor) and cuor) and cultic (Asheltic (Asherah’s reprrah’s representativeesentative in the Ju in th in the Judeanthe Judean royal cou royal court, perhaprt, perhaps even thes even the surrogate surrogate of Ashera of Asherah). The quh). The queen mothereen motheeen mother woumother would then beld then be second in second in power onl power only to her sy to her son, the kion, the king.ng.ng.

Scholars debate whether or not queen mother was an institutional position 
in Judah or Israel, whether such a position arose from outside influence (i.e., the 
Hittites) or from within Israel (i.e., a prior matriarchal social structure), and 
whether its duties and powers were primarily cultic, political, or personal. Zafrira 
Ben-Barak argues that individuals like Bathsheba, Maacah, Hamutal, and Nehushta 
gained power by enlisting support for a younger son with no claim to succession, 
thereby grasping power normally outside the reach of kings’ mothers. The queen 
mother’s influence then would be personally rather than institutionally or 
religiously derived. In contrast, Susan Ackerman argues that the queen mother’s 
duties were both political (king’s advisor) and cultic (Asherah’s representative in 
the Judean royal court, perhaps even the surrogate of Asherah). The queen 
mother would then be second in power only to her son, the king.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. AckermaS. Ackerman, “The Qun, “The Queen Mothereen Mother and the C and the Cult in Ancult in Ancient Israeient Isient Israel,” Israel,” JBLJBL 112 (1993 112 (1993): 385–401): 385–401; Z. Ben-B; Z. Ben-Barak, “Thearak, “The Status an Status and Right ofd Right of the  the Geïbiîra®,GeïbiîGeïbiîra®,Geïbiîra®,” ” JBLJBL 110 (1991 110 (1991): 23–24; ): 23–24; L. S. ScheL. S. Schearing, “Quaring, “Queen,” een,” ABDABD 5:583–86; 5:583–86; K. Spanie K. Sp K. Spanier, “Spanier, “The Queen The Queen Mother in Mother in the Judaeathe Judaean Royal Con Royal Court: Maachurt: Maacha — A Casea — A Case Study,” i Study Study,” inStudy,” in  A FeministA Feminist Companion Companion to Samuel to Samuel and Kings and Kings,, ed. A. Br ed. A. Brenner (Sheenner (Sheffield, 19ffield, 1994), 186–994191994), 1861994), 186–95.–95.–95.
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Linda S. Schearing

QUEEN OF HQUEEN OF HEAVENEAVENEAVEN

QUEEN OF HEAVEN

A goddess A goddess worshippedworshipped first in  first in Judah in tJudah in the late 7the late 7th century h century and then band then by Judahitey Judahites who fleds ws who fled twho fled to Egypt afo Egypt after the Bater the Babylonian dbylonian destructionestruction of 586  of 586 B.C.E.B.C.E. (Jer. 7:1 (Jer. 7:16-20; 44:16-20; 44:15-28). Jer544:144:15-28).44:15-28). Jeremiah’ Jeremiah’s remarks s remarks associate associate the goddesthe goddess with fers with fertility andtility and somewhat  somewhat with war; wwith war; with war; she also, she also, as her titas her title indicatle indicates, has ases, has astral charatral characteristicscteristics. Her cult. Her cult is descri is descr is described described as one paras one particularly ticularly attractiveattractive to women, to women, who bake  who bake offering coffering cakes in thakes in the goddess’e ththe goddesthe goddess’ image.s’ image.s’ image.

A goddess worshipped first in Judah in the late 7th century and then by Judahites 
who fled to Egypt after the Babylonian destruction of 586 B.C.E. (Jer. 7:16-20; 
44:15-28). Jeremiah’s remarks associate the goddess with fertility and somewhat 
with war; she also, as her title indicates, has astral characteristics. Her cult is 
described as one particularly attractive to women, who bake offering cakes in 
the goddess’ image.

�The CanaanThe Canaanite goddesite goddess who bests who best fits this fits this descripti description is Astaon is Astarte, who irte, who is associats associs associatedassociated with both with both fertility fertility and war a and war and who hasnd who has astral fe astral features. Phatures. Phoenician ioenician inscriptionnscriinscriptioinscriptions also asns also ascribe to Acribe to Astarte thestarte the title “Qu title “Queen.” Astaeen.” Astarte’s cultrte’s cult, however,, however, is not kn is no is not known not known to be one to be one in which win which women play omen play a special a special role. Yet role. Yet women do hwomen do have an impave an iave an important important place in tplace in the cult ofhe cult of Astarte’s Astarte’s Mesopotam Mesopotamian counteian counterpart, Ishrpart, Ishtar, whosetar, whose female de f female devfemale devotees rituotees ritually weep ally weep in imitatiin imitation of the on of the goddess’ lgoddess’ lamentationamentations over hers over her dead love de dead loverdead lover, Tammuz (, Tammuz (cf. Ezek. cf. Ezek. 8:14). Ish8:14). Ishtar’s culttar’s cult also invo also involves the olves the offering offfering of cakes cal cakes cakes callcakes called ed kamaœnu,kamaœnu, an Akkadi an Akkadian word coan word cognate to Hgnate to Heb. eb. kawwaœniîmkawwaœniîm used for  used used for cused for cakes in Jeakes in Jeremiah. Thremiah. The Queen ofe Queen of Heaven is Heaven is thus best thus best identifie identified as a synd as a syncretism ofcrsynsyncretismsyncretism of Canaan of Canaanite Astartite Astarte and Mesoe and Mesopotamian Ipotamian Ishtar.shtar.shtar.

The Canaanite goddess who best fits this description is Astarte, who is 
associated with both fertility and war and who has astral features. Phoenician 
inscriptions also ascribe to Astarte the title “Queen.” Astarte’s cult, however, is 
not known to be one in which women play a special role. Yet women do have an 



important place in the cult of Astarte’s Mesopotamian counterpart, Ishtar, whose 
female devotees ritually weep in imitation of the goddess’ lamentations over her 
dead lover, Tammuz (cf. Ezek. 8:14). Ishtar’s cult also involves the offering of 
cakes called kamaœnu, an Akkadian word cognate to Heb. kawwaœniîm 
used for cakes in Jeremiah. The Queen of Heaven is thus best identified as a 
syncretism of Canaanite Astarte and Mesopotamian Ishtar.

Susan AckeSusan Ackermanrman

Susan Ackerman

QUIRINIUSQUIRINIUS (Gk.  (Gk. KyreäíniosKyreäínios;; Lat.  Lat. QuiriniusQuirinius)))

QUIRINIUS (Gk. Kyreäínios; Lat. Quirinius)

Publius SuPublius Sulpicius Qulpicius Quirinius, girinius, governor (lovernor (legate) andegate) and consul of consul of Syria. Po Syria. Possibly as ssibly as a result oa resua result of result of distinguisdistinguished militahed military servicery service during Au during Augustus’ cagustus’ campaigns inmpaigns in Actium (3 Actium (31 1 B.C.E.B.CB.C.E.B.C.E.) and Spai) and Spain (20s), Qn (20s), Quirinius ruirinius rose from tose from the plebeiahe plebeian class ton class to be electe be elected consul id consul d consul in consul in 12 12 B.C.E.B.C.E. When Augu When Augustus removstus removed Archelaed Archelaus, the sous, the son of Herodn of Herod the Great the Grea the Great, as Great, as ruler of Jruler of Judea in 6 udea in 6 B.C.E.B.C.E., Quiriniu, Quirinius was appos was appointed goveinted governor (legarnor (legate) and chte) and cte) and charged wicharged with the tasth the task of complk of completing the eting the formal annformal annexation ofexation of Judea. He Judea. He enjoyed c enjoyed considerablocconsiderabconsiderable politicle political favor aal favor and power dnd power during the uring the reigns of reigns of both Augusboth Augustus and Titus and Tiberius CaebeTiTiberius CTiberius Caesar untiaesar until his deatl his death in 21 h in 21 C.E.C.E.C.E.

Publius Sulpicius Quirinius, governor (legate) and consul of Syria. Possibly as a 
result of distinguished military service during Augustus’ campaigns in Actium (31 
B.C.E.) and Spain (20s), Quirinius rose from the plebeian class to be elected 
consul in 12 B.C.E. When Augustus removed Archelaus, the son of Herod the 
Great, as ruler of Judea in 6 B.C.E., Quirinius was appointed governor (legate) and 
charged with the task of completing the formal annexation of Judea. He enjoyed 
considerable political favor and power during the reigns of both Augustus and 
Tiberius Caesar until his death in 21 C.E.

�Both JosepBoth Josephus (hus (Ant.Ant. 27.13.5;  27.13.5; 28.1.1) an28.1.1) and an inscrd an inscription disiption discovered incovered in Aleppo re Aleppo r Aleppo report thareport that Quiriniut Quirinius conductes conducted a censusd a census of Judea  of Judea for tax pufor tax purposes as rposes as part of thpart of this processis ththis procethis process (cf. Acss (cf. Acts 5:37). ts 5:37). Luke assocLuke associates Jesuiates Jesus’ birth ws’ birth with both tith both this censushis census (Luke 2:1 (Luke (Luke 2:1-(Luke 2:1-7) and the7) and the “days of  “days of Herod the Herod the King” (1:5King” (1:5), who die), who died in 4 d in 4 B.C.E.B.C.E.. Thus, th. Thus, there is a deththere is athere is a discrepan discrepancy of at lcy of at least a deceast a decade regardade regarding the naing the nativity.tivity.tivity.

Both Josephus (Ant. 27.13.5; 28.1.1) and an inscription discovered in Aleppo 
report that Quirinius conducted a census of Judea for tax purposes as part of 
this process (cf. Acts 5:37). Luke associates Jesus’ birth with both this census 
(Luke 2:1-7) and the “days of Herod the King” (1:5), who died in 4 B.C.E.. Thus, 
there is a discrepancy of at least a decade regarding the nativity.

Timothy B.Timothy B. Cargal Cargal

Timothy B. Cargal

QUMRANQUMRANQUMRAN

QUMRAN

Khirbet Khirbet Qumra®nQumra®n (193127), (193127), 14 km. (8 14 km. (8.5 mi.) S .5 mi.) S of Jerichoof Jericho overlooki overlooking the norng the northwest shothwnornorthwest northwest shore of tshore of the Dead Sehe Dead Sea, ruins oa, ruins of the sitef the site inhabited inhabited by the co by the community thmmunity that produceaththat produthat produced the Deced the Dead Sea Scrad Sea Scrolls.olls.

Khirbet Qumra®n (193127), 14 km. (8.5 mi.) S of Jericho overlooking the 
northwest shore of the Dead Sea, ruins of the site inhabited by the community 
that produced the Dead Sea Scrolls.

QUOTATIONSQUOTATIONS

QUOTATIONS

The OT conThe OT contains a nutains a number of dimber of direct quotarect quotations, alltions, all poetic, f poetic, from books rom books no longer no longer extant, ineextant, inextant, including thcluding the Book of e Book of Jashar (JoJashar (Josh. 10:12-sh. 10:12-13; 2 Sam.13; 2 Sam. 1:18-27)  1:18-27) and the Boand the Book of the ok BoBook of thBook of the Wars of e Wars of the Lord (the Lord (Num. 21:14Num. 21:14-15). Indi-15). Indirect quotarect quotations fromtions from such work such wor such works alsoworks also appear. T appear. The books ohe books of the Chrof the Chronicles of nicles of the Kings the Kings of Israel of Israel and Judah and Judah are major arare major are major sources fosources for 1–2 Kingr 1–2 Kings (e.g., 1s (e.g., 1 Kgs. 14:1 Kgs. 14:19; 2 Kgs. 9; 2 Kgs. 24:5). 1 K24:5). 1 Kgs. 11:41 gs. 11:41 refers to referrefers to refers to a Book of a Book of the Acts othe Acts of Solomon.f Solomon. A genealo A genealogical Bookgical Book of the Ki of the Kings of Isrngs of Israel was usaeIsrIsrael wasIsrael was used by t used by the Chroniche Chronicler (1 Chrler (1 Chr. 9:1), as. 9:1), as were a Co were a Commentary ommentary on the Bookn the Boon the Book of thBook of the Kings (2e Kings (2 Kgs. 24:2 Kgs. 24:27) and oth7) and other works (er works (1 Chr. 27:1 Chr. 27:24; 29:29;24; 29:29; 2 Chr. 12 2 Chr. 12:15; 33:18:11212:15; 33:12:15; 33:18-19). Th18-19). The Chronicle Chronicler also drer also drew on the ew on the PentateuchPentateuch and the b and the books of Saooks of Saooks of Samuel andSamuel and Kings (pe Kings (perhaps referhaps referring to trring to the latter he latter by name atby name at, e.g., 2 , e.g., 2 Chr. 16:11Chr. 16:11; 32:32). ; 32; 32:32). A 32:32). A shorter qushorter quotation ofotation of a canonic a canonical book isal book is the quota the quotation of Mition of Mic. 3:12 atc. 3:12 at Jer. 26:1 Jer Jer. 26:18Jer. 26:18...

The OT contains a number of direct quotations, all poetic, from books no longer 
extant, including the Book of Jashar (Josh. 10:12-13; 2 Sam. 1:18-27) and the 
Book of the Wars of the Lord (Num. 21:14-15). Indirect quotations from such 
works also appear. The books of the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel and Judah 
are major sources for 1–2 Kings (e.g., 1 Kgs. 14:19; 2 Kgs. 24:5). 1 Kgs. 11:41 
refers to a Book of the Acts of Solomon. A genealogical Book of the Kings of 
Israel was used by the Chronicler (1 Chr. 9:1), as were a Commentary on the 
Book of the Kings (2 Kgs. 24:27) and other works (1 Chr. 27:24; 29:29; 2 Chr. 
12:15; 33:18-19). The Chronicler also drew on the Pentateuch and the books of 
Samuel and Kings (perhaps referring to the latter by name at, e.g., 2 Chr. 16:11; 



32:32). A shorter quotation of a canonical book is the quotation of Mic. 3:12 at 
Jer. 26:18.

�The NT conThe NT contains moretains more than 1000 than 1000 quotation quotations from ands from and allusions allusions to each o to each of the thref thf the three the three divisions divisions of the OT.of the OT. These fun These function in action in a variety o variety of ways, laf ways, largely to urgely to underscore nderuunderscoreunderscore the autho the authority of a rity of a NT statemeNT statement or to snt or to show an evehow an event as divint as divinely ordainely ordained. The fnordaiordained. ordained. The fundamThe fundamental assuental assumption undmption underlying suerlying such quotatich quotations is thaons is that the divit the divine origin nedividivine oridivine origin of thegin of the salvation salvation in Jesus  in Jesus and of theand of the proclamat proclamation and poion and possession ossession of that salf thaf that salvathat salvation by thtion by the Church ie Church is recognizs recognizable only able only because inbecause in the event the events so noteds so noted has the O ha has the OThas the OT reached i reached its fulfillts fulfillment; the ment; the quotation quotation formulas (formulas (e.g., “to e.g., “to fulfill whfulfill what the Lorat the at the Lord hthe Lord has spoken as spoken by the proby the prophet,” Matphet,” Matt. 2:15) mt. 2:15) make this cake this clear. Elselear. Elsewhere the where the teaching oteteaching oteaching of the OT if the OT is held up s held up as exemplaas exemplary moral try moral teaching (eeaching (e.g., Mark .g., Mark 10:19), or10:19), or it may be it  it may be it may be cited onlycited only for the s for the sake of criake of criticism andticism and revision  revision (e.g., vv.(e.g., vv. 2–9). 2–9). 2–9).

The NT contains more than 1000 quotations from and allusions to each of 
the three divisions of the OT. These function in a variety of ways, largely to 
underscore the authority of a NT statement or to show an event as divinely 
ordained. The fundamental assumption underlying such quotations is that the 
divine origin of the salvation in Jesus and of the proclamation and possession of 
that salvation by the Church is recognizable only because in the events so noted 
has the OT reached its fulfillment; the quotation formulas (e.g., “to fulfill what 
the Lord has spoken by the prophet,” Matt. 2:15) make this clear. Elsewhere the 
teaching of the OT is held up as exemplary moral teaching (e.g., Mark 10:19), or 
it may be cited only for the sake of criticism and revision (e.g., vv. 2–9).

�The NT quoThe NT quotes the OTtes the OT most ofte most often accordinn according to the Lg to the LXX. MattheXX. Matthew is the mw is the most signifommost signimost significant excficant exception to eption to this rule;this rule; 32 of his 32 of his quotation quotations differ fs differ from the LXrom the LXX, which mX, wX, which may which may indicate tindicate that he usehat he used the MT od the MT or that he r that he had accesshad access to a now  to a now lost Greeklost Greeklost Greek versGreek version of theion of the OT. Some  OT. Some quotationsquotations are targu are targumic in stymic in style (e.g., le (e.g., Rom. 12:19Rom. 12:19, quoting , 12:1912:19, quo12:19, quoting Deut.ting Deut. 32:35), w 32:35), while otherhile others join ints join interpretatioerpretation closely n closely to quotatito quotation in a maon inon in a mannein a manner somewhatr somewhat like that like that of the Qu of the Qumran commemran commentaries (entaries (e.g., Mark .g., Mark 1:2-4, quo1:2-4, qu1:2-4, quoting Maquoting Mal. 3:1; Isl. 3:1; Isa. 40:3). a. 40:3). Effort genEffort generally is erally is made in thmade in the choice oe choice of text andf text and in its pr in its p in its presentatipresentation to showon to show clearly t clearly the corresphe correspondence beondence between the tween the OT text anOT text and that aspd that ad that aspect of aspect of the comingthe coming redemptio redemption in Chrisn in Christ that cont that constitutes fstitutes fulfillmentulfillment of the pa of the particular trticpaparticularparticular text. Som text. Sometimes theetimes the meaning o meaning of an OT paf an OT passage in issage in its originats original historicl historical contextal coal context iscontext is set aside set aside in its ap in its application plication to a new sto a new situation iituation in the NT; n the NT; e.g., whate.g., what is said o is said is said of Sosaid of Solomon at 2lomon at 2 Sam. 7:14 Sam. 7:14 is applie is applied to belied to believers in Chvers in Christ at 2 rist at 2 Cor. 6:18.Cor. 6:18. In such c In su In such casessuch cases, a typolo, a typological corrgical correlation beelation between the tween the original foriginal form of theorm of the statement statement and the n an and the neand the new focus isw focus is assumed,  assumed, as is the as is the underlyingunderlying continuit continuity of salvay of salvation histotion history.ry.ry.

The NT quotes the OT most often according to the LXX. Matthew is the 
most significant exception to this rule; 32 of his quotations differ from the LXX, 
which may indicate that he used the MT or that he had access to a now lost 
Greek version of the OT. Some quotations are targumic in style (e.g., Rom. 
12:19, quoting Deut. 32:35), while others join interpretation closely to quotation 
in a manner somewhat like that of the Qumran commentaries (e.g., Mark 1:2-4, 
quoting Mal. 3:1; Isa. 40:3). Effort generally is made in the choice of text and in its 
presentation to show clearly the correspondence between the OT text and that 
aspect of the coming redemption in Christ that constitutes fulfillment of the 
particular text. Sometimes the meaning of an OT passage in its original historical 
context is set aside in its application to a new situation in the NT; e.g., what is 
said of Solomon at 2 Sam. 7:14 is applied to believers in Christ at 2 Cor. 6:18. In 
such cases, a typological correlation between the original form of the statement 
and the new focus is assumed, as is the underlying continuity of salvation history.

�The pseudeThe pseudepigraphal pigraphal book of 1 book of 1 Enoch is qEnoch is quoted in Juoted in Jude 14-15 ude 14-15 (1 En. 1:9(1 En. 1:9). Greek p). Gre). Greek poetGreek poets are quots are quoted in the ed in the Epistles: Epistles: the Cretanthe Cretan Epimenide Epimenides at Tituss at Titus 1:12; Epi 1:12; Epimenides anmeEpiEpimenidesEpimenides and Aratu and Aratus of Cilics of Cilicia at Actsia at Acts 17:28; an 17:28; and the Athed the Athenian Menannian Menander at 1 Cder at 1 Cor. 15:33.oCCor. 15:33Cor. 15:33...

The pseudepigraphal book of 1 Enoch is quoted in Jude 14-15 (1 En. 1:9). 
Greek poets are quoted in the Epistles: the Cretan Epimenides at Titus 1:12; 
Epimenides and Aratus of Cilicia at Acts 17:28; and the Athenian Menander at 1 
Cor. 15:33.

�Each of thEach of the Gospel we Gospel writers wasriters was dependent dependent upon earl upon earlier sourceier sources, both ors, both oral and wrial anal and writteand written, as the n, as the basis for basis for his work. his work. These sourThese sources were qces were quoted libeuoted liberally, as rally, as can be seecan can be seecan be seen in the wn in the way in whicay in which Mark serh Mark serves as a sves as a source for ource for Matthew anMatthew and Luke, atd Luke, atd Luke, at times qat times quoted verbuoted verbatim and aatim and at others ct others changed sighanged significantlynificantly by the la by the later Gospelter Gospels. Authorss. As. Authors apAuthors apart from tart from the Evangelhe Evangelists quoteists quote liberally liberally from hymn from hymnic and poeic and poetic sourcetic sources (e.g., Pssourcesources (esources (e.g., Phil..g., Phil. 2:6-11; 1 2:6-11; 1 Tim. 3:16 Tim. 3:16; and hymn; and hymns found ins found in the book  the book of Revelatof Revelation). Someion)RevelatRevelationRevelation). Some la). Some later NT booter NT books were wrks were written withitten with knowledge knowledge of others of others written e written written eawritten earlier, andrlier, and contain a contain a developme development of the nt of the thinking fthinking found in thound in the earlier e earlier works. 2 Pworworks. 2 Pworks. 2 Peter, e.g.eter, e.g., is partl, is partly based ony based on the Epist the Epistle of Judele of Jude, and Ephe, and Ephesians is asians is apparently pparenaapparentlyapparently a develop a development of thment of the thought e thought in Colossiin Colossians and itans and its applicats application to a nion to a new situatiewnnew situatnew situation.ion.ion.

Each of the Gospel writers was dependent upon earlier sources, both oral 
and written, as the basis for his work. These sources were quoted liberally, as 
can be seen in the way in which Mark serves as a source for Matthew and Luke, 
at times quoted verbatim and at others changed significantly by the later Gospels. 
Authors apart from the Evangelists quote liberally from hymnic and poetic 
sources (e.g., Phil. 2:6-11; 1 Tim. 3:16; and hymns found in the book of 
Revelation). Some later NT books were written with knowledge of others 
written earlier, and contain a development of the thinking found in the earlier 
works. 2 Peter, e.g., is partly based on the Epistle of Jude, and Ephesians is 
apparently a development of the thought in Colossians and its application to a 



new situation.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. M. EfirJ. M. Efird, ed., d, ed., The Use ofThe Use of the Old T the Old Testament iestament in the Newn the New (Durha, 1 (Durh (Durha, 19(Durha, 1972); R. H.72); R. H. Gundry,  Gundry, The Use ofThe Use of the Old T the Old Testament iestament in St. Mattn St. Matthew’s Gosphew’s Gospel.el. NovTSup 1 N NovTSup 18NovTSup 18 (Leiden,  (Leiden, 1967).1967).1967).

Bibliography. J. M. Efird, ed., The Use of the Old Testament in the New 
(Durha, 1972); R. H. Gundry, The Use of the Old Testament in St. Matthew’s Gospel. 
NovTSup 18 (Leiden, 1967).
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RAAMARAAMA (Heb.  (Heb. ra{maœ}ra{maœ}), RAAMAH ), RAAMAH ((ra{ma®ra{ma®)))

RAAMA (Heb. ra{maœ}), RAAMAH (ra{ma®)

A son of CA son of Cush (Gen. ush (Gen. 10:7; 1 Ch10:7; 1 Chr. 1:9); er. 1:9); eponymous aponymous ancestor ofncestor of Sheba and Sheba and Dedan, Ar Dedan, A Dedan, Arabian peArabian peoples and oples and territorieterritories. Locateds. Located in southw in southwestern Araestern Arabia (possibia (possibly modernbly modernbly modern modern NagíraœnNagíraœn), Raamah ), Raamah was a placwas a place rich in e rich in spices, gespices, gems, and goms, and gold, and thld, and thus a tradius aus a trading a trading partner wipartner with Tyre (Eth Tyre (Ezek. 27:22zek. 27:22). It is m). It is mentioned ientioned in various n various Old South Old South Arabian inAraArabian inArabian inscriptionsscriptions (cf. Stra (cf. Strabo bo Geog.Geog. 16.4.24). 16.4.24).

A son of Cush (Gen. 10:7; 1 Chr. 1:9); eponymous ancestor of Sheba and Dedan, 
Arabian peoples and territories. Located in southwestern Arabia (possibly 
modern Nagíraœn), Raamah was a place rich in spices, gems, and gold, and thus 
a trading partner with Tyre (Ezek. 27:22). It is mentioned in various Old South 
Arabian inscriptions (cf. Strabo Geog. 16.4.24).

RAAMIAHRAAMIAH (Heb.  (Heb. ra{amya®ra{amya®) (also RE) (also REELAIAH; REELAIAH; RESAIAH)SAIAH)SAIAH)

RAAMIAH (Heb. ra{amya®) (also REELAIAH; RESAIAH)

An IsraeliAn Israelite who rette who returned withurned with Zerubbabe Zerubbabel from exil from exile (Neh. 7le (Neh. 7:7). He is:7). He is called Re called Reelaiah at elReReelaiah aReelaiah at Ezra 2:2t Ezra 2:2 and Resai and Resaiah at 1 Esah at 1 Esdr. 5:8.dr. 5:8.

An Israelite who returned with Zerubbabel from exile (Neh. 7:7). He is called 
Reelaiah at Ezra 2:2 and Resaiah at 1 Esdr. 5:8.

RAAMSESRAAMSES (Heb.  (Heb. ra{amseäsra{amseäs)))

RAAMSES (Heb. ra{amseäs)

Alternate Alternate form of Raform of Rameses, an meses, an Egyptian sEgyptian store-city tore-city built by tbuilt by the Israelihe Israelites and lates and later the Rater tter the Ramessthe Ramesside capitaide capital (Exod. 1l (Exod. 1:11).:11).

Alternate form of Rameses, an Egyptian store-city built by the Israelites and later 
the Ramesside capital (Exod. 1:11).

RABBAHRABBAH (Heb.  (Heb. rabba®rabba®) ) (also RABB(also RABBATH-AMMON)ATH-AMMON)

RABBAH (Heb. rabba®) 
(also RABBATH-AMMON)

�1.1. A city in A city in the triba the tribal territorl territory of Judahy of Judah near Kiri near Kiriath-jearimath-jearim (Josh. 15 (Josh. 15:60), gene:60), gene:60), generally generally identifiedidentified with Rubu with Rubutu in the tu in the Amarna LetAmarna Letters and Rters and Rubute in Eubute in Egyptian tegyptian texts. The sxttetexts. Thetexts. The site was  site was likely Khilikely Khirbet rbet Biîr el-H¸Biîr el-H¸ilu/Khirbeilu/Khirbet H¸amiîdet H¸amiîdehh (149137), (149137), a short d (149137),(149137), (149137), a short dia short distance S ostance S of Emmaus.f Emmaus.f Emmaus.

1. A city in the tribal territory of Judah near Kiriath-jearim (Josh. 15:60), 
generally identified with Rubutu in the Amarna Letters and Rubute in Egyptian 
texts. The site was likely Khirbet Biîr el-H¸ilu/Khirbet H¸amiîdeh 
(149137), a short distance S of Emmaus.

�2.2. A city (m A city (modern Ammaodern Amman; 238151)n; 238151) on the Tr on the Transjordan ansjordan plateau, cplateau, ca. 88–105 a. 88–105 km. (55–65kkm. (55–65km. (55–65 mi.) by r mi.) by road from Joad from Jerusalem aerusalem and ca. 39 nd ca. 39 km. (24 mikm. (24 mi.) E of th.) E of the Jordan Re Jordan River at thivRRiver at tRiver at the headwathe headwaters of theers of the Jabbok. R Jabbok. Rabbah (“grabbah (“great” or “leat” or “large”) wasarge”) was the cente the center of surror centecenter of center of surroundinsurrounding cities ag cities and villagend villages (cf. Ezes (cf. Ezek. 25:1-11k. 25:1-11). It is f). It is found most ound most often in doften inoften in direct in direct reference reference to the Ammto the Ammonites (Raonites (Rabbath benebbath bene Ammon, Ra Ammon, Rabbath-ammobbath-ammon, or n, orn, or or Biät-ammanBiät-ammanuu in the As in the Assyrian texsyrian texts).ts).ts).

2. A city (modern Amman; 238151) on the Transjordan plateau, ca. 88–105 
km. (55–65 mi.) by road from Jerusalem and ca. 39 km. (24 mi.) E of the Jordan 



River at the headwaters of the Jabbok. Rabbah (“great” or “large”) was the 
center of surrounding cities and villages (cf. Ezek. 25:1-11). It is found most often 
in direct reference to the Ammonites (Rabbath bene Ammon, Rabbath-ammon, 
or Biät-ammanu in the Assyrian texts).

�Rabbah phyRabbah physically cosically consisted ofnsisted of two parts two parts. The uppe. The upper city or r city or acropolis,acropolis, known as  known  known as tknown as the “royal he “royal city” (2 Scity” (2 Sam. 12:26)am. 12:26), a citade, a citadel with attl with attached terrached terraces, was aces, was situated osituasituated osituated on Jebel n Jebel Qal{aQal{a. The lowe. The lower city, thr city, the “city ofe “city of waters” ( waters” (2 Sam. 12:2 Sam. 12:27), ran a27), ran along two wloaalong two along two wadis at twadis at the base ofhe base of the hill  the hill in the valin the valley. The tley. The two were cowo were connected bynnected by a long un a  a long unda long underground perground passageway assageway leading frleading from the “ciom the “city of watety of waters” up to rs” up to a cistern a cistern on Jebel oon Jebel on Jebel Qal{aQal{a. This 16 . This 16 x 6 x 7 m.x 6 x 7 m. (52 x 19  (52 x 19 x 23 ft.) x 23 ft.) high reserhigh reservoir was avoir was apparently pparently aapparentlyapparently in use as in use as early as  early as the Middlethe Middle Bronze Ag Bronze Age and as le and as late as theate as the Hellenist Hellenistic period.ic peic period.period.period.

Rabbah physically consisted of two parts. The upper city or acropolis, 
known as the “royal city” (2 Sam. 12:26), a citadel with attached terraces, was 
situated on Jebel Qal{a. The lower city, the “city of waters” (2 Sam. 12:27), ran 
along two wadis at the base of the hill in the valley. The two were connected by 
a long underground passageway leading from the “city of waters” up to a cistern 
on Jebel Qal{a. This 16 x 6 x 7 m. (52 x 19 x 23 ft.) high reservoir was 
apparently in use as early as the Middle Bronze Age and as late as the Hellenistic 
period.

�The site hThe site has been ocas been occupied at cupied at least sincleast since the Neole the Neolithic and ithic and ChalcolithChalcolithic periodsic periodic periods. Mperiods. MB II strucB II structures are tures are substantiasubstantial, and by l, and by LB II the LB II the city had gcity had grown consirown considerably. Tderaconsiconsiderabconsiderably. The bely. The best LB archst LB architecture iitecture is represens represented by theted by the temple at temple at the old A the old Amman airpomAAmman airpAmman airport. Contiort. Continuous rebunuous rebuilding, esilding, especially ipecially in modern tn modern times, has imes, has destroyed destroyed so much thsso much thso much that it is sat it is seldom posseldom possible to diible to discern cityscern city plans. Fo plans. Fortunately,rtunately, some sign some significant stificansignsignificansignificant structurt structures remain.es remain. Tombs car Tombs carved into hved into hillsides aillsides and defensend defense systems o systems on the acron tn the acropothe acropolis attestlis attest to almost to almost every per every period.iod.iod.

The site has been occupied at least since the Neolithic and Chalcolithic 
periods. MB II structures are substantial, and by LB II the city had grown 
considerably. The best LB architecture is represented by the temple at the old 
Amman airport. Continuous rebuilding, especially in modern times, has destroyed 
so much that it is seldom possible to discern city plans. Fortunately, some 
significant structures remain. Tombs carved into hillsides and defense systems on 
the acropolis attest to almost every period.

�Rabbath-amRabbath-ammon showplmon showplaced the “aced the “iron bed” iron bed” taken fromtaken from King Og o King Og of Bashan (f Bashan (Deut. 3:11D((Deut. 3:1(Deut. 3:11). David 1). David captured Rcaptured Rabbah and abbah and crowned hicrowned himself withmself with the gold  the gold crown of Mcrown of crown of Milcom,of Milcom, the tutel the tutelary deity ary deity (2 Sam. 12(2 Sam. 12:30). He l:30). He looted and ooted and reportedlyreportedly destroyed destroyed Rabbah an R Rabbah andRabbah and “all the  “all the Ammonite cAmmonite cities,” buities,” but they rebt they rebuilt and luilt and later supplater supplied David ied David with food,witwith food,with food, clothing, clothing, and other and other goods in  goods in his time ohis time of need (2 f need (2 Sam. 17:27Sam. 17:27-29).-29).-29).

Rabbath-ammon showplaced the “iron bed” taken from King Og of Bashan 
(Deut. 3:11). David captured Rabbah and crowned himself with the gold crown 
of Milcom, the tutelary deity (2 Sam. 12:30). He looted and reportedly destroyed 
Rabbah and “all the Ammonite cities,” but they rebuilt and later supplied David 
with food, clothing, and other goods in his time of need (2 Sam. 17:27-29).

�The city fThe city fared relatared relatively wellively well under the under the Persians. Persians. It became It became a Helleni a Hellenistic city stic city under Ptoluunder Ptolunder Ptolemy II Phiemy II Philadelphus ladelphus (285–246 (285–246 B.C.B.C.), who off), who officially chicially changed its anged its name to Phname to Phname to PhiladelphPhiladelphia. The ciia. The city came unty came under Seleucder Seleucid rule foid rule for a short r a short time, thentime, then under Nab under Nabatean, andatNabNabatean, Nabatean, and finalland finally Roman ruy Roman rule in 63 le in 63 B.C.B.C., when it , when it flourishedflourished greatly a greatly as evidences evidenced in a prodevidenceevidenced evidenced in a propyin a propylaeum, collaeum, colonnaded stonnaded street, largreet, large theater,e theater, nymphaeum nymphaeum, temenos,, temeno, temenos, atemenos, and temple nd temple of Herculeof Hercules. In Byzas. In Byzantine timentine times it sent s it sent bishops tobishops to the Counc the Councils of NiciCouncCouncils oCouncils of Nicea (f Nicea (A.D.A.D. 325), Ant 325), Antioch (341)ioch (341), and Calc, and Calcedon (451)edon (451). Under Ar. Under Arab rule, aab rule,ab rule, an Urule, an Umayyad palmayyad palace crowneace crowned the acrod the acropolis.polis.polis.

The city fared relatively well under the Persians. It became a Hellenistic city 
under Ptolemy II Philadelphus (285–246 B.C.), who officially changed its name to 
Philadelphia. The city came under Seleucid rule for a short time, then under 
Nabatean, and finally Roman rule in 63 B.C., when it flourished greatly as 
evidenced in a propylaeum, colonnaded street, large theater, nymphaeum, 
temenos, and temple of Hercules. In Byzantine times it sent bishops to the 
Councils of Nicea (A.D. 325), Antioch (341), and Calcedon (451). Under Arab 
rule, an Umayyad palace crowned the acropolis.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. BurdajeM. Burdajewicz, “Rabwicz, “Rabbath-Ammonbath-Ammon,” ,” NEAEHLNEAEHL 4:1243–49 4:1243–49; R. H. Do; R. H; R. H. DornemaH. Dornemann, “Ammannn, “Amman,” ,” OEANEOEANE 1:98–102. 1:98–102.

Bibliography. M. Burdajewicz, “Rabbath-Ammon,” NEAEHL 4:1243–49; R. 
H. Dornemann, “Amman,” OEANE 1:98–102.
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RABBIRABBI (Gk.  (Gk. rhabbiírhabbií)), RABBONI, RABBONI ( (rhabbouniírhabbounií)))

RABBI (Gk. rhabbií)
, RABBONI (rhabbounií)

A title ofA title of respect ( respect (from Heb. from Heb. rab�,rab�, “great” o “great” or “big”). r “big”). By the 1stBy the 1st century  century C.E.C.E. “rabbi” w “rabb “rabbi” wa“rabbi” was a loose s a loose designatiodesignation for a ten for a teacher, meaacher, meaning “my mning “my master” or aster” or “my great “my great one.” Thisoone.” Thisone.” This term appe term appears in thrars in three of the ee of the four Gospefour Gospels, typicals, typically in reflly in reference to erence to Jesus.JesuJesus.Jesus.Jesus.

A title of respect (from Heb. rab�,  “great” or “big”). By the 1st century C.E. 
“rabbi” was a loose designation for a teacher, meaning “my master” or “my great 



one.” This term appears in three of the four Gospels, typically in reference to 
Jesus.

�In Mark onIn Mark only the disly the disciples calciples call Jesus “rl Jesus “rabbi,” andabbi,” and this addr this address typicaess typically followlly follows a miracus as a miraculoa miraculous event (us event (Mark 9:5; Mark 9:5; 11:21; 14:11:21; 14:45; “rabbo45; “rabboni” at 10:ni” at 10:51). In Ma51). In Matthew the tthew the only persoononly persoonly person to addren to address Jesus ass Jesus as “rabbi” s “rabbi” is Judas (is Judas (Matt. 25:2Matt. 25:26, 49). Th6, 49). The remaindee remainder of the dr or of the disof the disciples chociples choose other ose other titles, thtitles, thus suggestus suggesting the poing the polemical nalemical natures of Jtures of Judas and tudas audas and the reand the remaining elmaining eleven. In aeven. In a speech by speech by Jesus, th Jesus, the term seee term seems to refems to refer to one wr to one who is a tehwwho is a twho is a teacher of eacher of the law (Mthe law (Matt. 23:7-att. 23:7-8). Luke’s8). Luke’s gentile a gentile audience woudience would have fuld have found littlounffound littfound little meaningle meaning in a term in a term like “rab like “rabbi” that dbi” that developed ieveloped in the Jewin the Jewish culturesh culture. Luke pre. Luk. Luke prefeLuke prefers Gk. rs Gk. epistaéteäepistaéteäs,s, “school-m “school-master” or aster” or a supervisa supervising officiing official (Luke 5al (Luke 5:5; 8:24, :5;55:5; 8:24,5:5; 8:24, 45; 9:33, 45; 9:33, 49; 17:13 49; 17:13). In the ). In the Gospel of Gospel of John “rabbJohn “rabbi” is usedi” is used by both t by both the disciplhe dishe disciples disciples and outsidand outsiders to desers to designate Jesignate Jesus (John 1us (John 1:38, 49; 3:38, 49; 3:26; 4:31;:26; 4:31; 6:25; 9:2 6:25; 9:2; 11:8). W; 11:8); 11:8). Whe11:8). When Mary Magn Mary Magdalene encdalene encounters thounters the risen Che risen Christ, she rist, she exclaims “exclaims “rabbouni” rabbouni”““rabbouni”“rabbouni” (John 20: (John 20:16). Twice16). Twice the term  the term is glossedis glossed with  with didaéskalodidaéskalos,s, “teacher” “teacher” (John 1:3 “teacher”“teacher” “teacher” (John 1:38(John 1:38; 20:16).; 20:16).; 20:16).

In Mark only the disciples call Jesus “rabbi,” and this address typically follows 
a miraculous event (Mark 9:5; 11:21; 14:45; “rabboni” at 10:51). In Matthew the 
only person to address Jesus as “rabbi” is Judas (Matt. 25:26, 49). The remainder 
of the disciples choose other titles, thus suggesting the polemical natures of Judas 
and the remaining eleven. In a speech by Jesus, the term seems to refer to one 
who is a teacher of the law (Matt. 23:7-8). Luke’s gentile audience would have 
found little meaning in a term like “rabbi” that developed in the Jewish culture. 
Luke prefers Gk. epistaéteäs, “school-master” or a supervising official (Luke 
5:5; 8:24, 45; 9:33, 49; 17:13). In the Gospel of John “rabbi” is used by both the 
disciples and outsiders to designate Jesus (John 1:38, 49; 3:26; 4:31; 6:25; 9:2; 
11:8). When Mary Magdalene encounters the risen Christ, she exclaims 
“rabbouni” (John 20:16). Twice the term is glossed with didaéskalos, 
“teacher” (John 1:38; 20:16).

�In 1st-cenIn 1st-century Judaitury Judaism the worsm the word maintaind maintained a looseed a loose designati designation, meaninon, meaning “teacherg “teag “teacher.”“teacher.” The use o The use of rabbi asf rabbi as an offici an official term foal term for an ordair an ordained scholaned scholar actuallyr actually belongs t belo belongs tobelongs to the perio the period followind following the destg the destruction ofruction of the templ the temple in 70 e in 70 C.E.C.E. In the ra In the rabbinic litbbrarabbinic lrabbinic literature iterature individualindividuals from thes from the predestru predestruction era ction era (e.g., Hil(e.g., Hillel and Shlel and Shammai) areammaShShammai) aShammai) are not refre not referred to aerred to as “rabbi,”s “rabbi,” while tho while those who arese who are associate associated with thed with the period fo p period folperiod following thelowing the destructi destruction (e.g., on (e.g., Akiba) areAkiba) are consisten consistently given tly given the title the title “rabbi.”“rabbi.“rabbi.”“rabbi.”“rabbi.”

In 1st-century Judaism the word maintained a loose designation, meaning 
“teacher.” The use of rabbi as an official term for an ordained scholar actually 
belongs to the period following the destruction of the temple in 70 C.E. In the 
rabbinic literature individuals from the predestruction era (e.g., Hillel and 
Shammai) are not referred to as “rabbi,” while those who are associated with the 
period following the destruction (e.g., Akiba) are consistently given the title 
“rabbi.”

W. Dennis W. Dennis Tucker, JrTucker, Jr..

W. Dennis Tucker, Jr.

RABBITHRABBITH (Heb.  (Heb. rabbiît�rabbiît�)))

RABBITH (Heb. rabbiît� )

A city in A city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Issach of Issachar (Josh. ar (Josh. 19:20; LXX19:20; LXX B Gk.  B Gk. DabiroœnDabiroœn). It is p). It is ). It is probablis probably to be idy to be identified wentified with Daberaith Daberath, a levith, a levitical towntical town (Josh. 21 (Josh. 21:28) on th:28) on the border oe bore border of border of Zebulun (1Zebulun (19:12).9:12).

A city in the tribal territory of Issachar (Josh. 19:20; LXX B Gk. Dabiroœn). It 
is probably to be identified with Daberath, a levitical town (Josh. 21:28) on the 
border of Zebulun (19:12).

RABMAGRABMAG (Heb.  (Heb. rab�-maœg�rab�-maœg�)))

RABMAG (Heb. rab�-maœg� )

The title The title of Nergal-of Nergal-sharezer, sharezer, one of Nebone of Nebuchadnezzauchadnezzar’s officir’s officials (Jer. als (Jer. 39:3, 13).39:3, 13). The term  The  The term iThe term is derived s derived from the Afrom the Assyrian tissyrian title tle rab-muœgi,rab-muœgi, the exact the exact meaning o meaning of which isf whf which is uwhich is unknown.nknown.

The title of Nergal-sharezer, one of Nebuchadnezzar’s officials (Jer. 39:3, 13). 
The term is derived from the Assyrian title rab-muœgi, the exact meaning of 
which is unknown.

RABSARISRABSARIS (Heb.  (Heb. rab-saœriîrab-saœriîss)))

RABSARIS (Heb. rab-saœriîs)

An AssyriaAn Assyrian officialn official. Most sch. Most scholars holdolars hold that the  that the title is atitle is a conflatio conflation of Akk. n of Akk. rab-sûa-rerab-sûrab-sûa-rerab-sûa-reäsûu,äsûu, lit., “ch lit., “chief eunuchief eunuch.” The bea.” The bearer of thirer of this title ofs title often took tten took the role ofhe rolehe role of mirole of military lealitary leadership indership in the absen the absence of the ce of the king. The king. The Rabsaris aRabsaris appears amoppears among the Assng amoamong the among the Assyrian oAssyrian officials wfficials who encouraho encouraged the caged the capitulationpitulation of the Ju of the Judean king dean king Hezekiah dHeHezekiah dHezekiah during the uring the siege of Jsiege of Jerusalem (erusalem (2 Kgs. 18:2 Kgs. 18:17; Jer. 317; Jer. 39:13).9:13).9:13).

An Assyrian official. Most scholars hold that the title is a conflation of Akk. 
rab-sûa-reäsûu, lit., “chief eunuch.” The bearer of this title often took the 
role of military leadership in the absence of the king. The Rabsaris appears 
among the Assyrian officials who encouraged the capitulation of the Judean king 



Hezekiah during the siege of Jerusalem (2 Kgs. 18:17; Jer. 39:13).

Mark AnthoMark Anthony Phelpsny Phelps
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RABSHAKEHRABSHAKEH (Heb.  (Heb. rab-sûaœqerab-sûaœqeähäh)))

RABSHAKEH (Heb. rab-sûaœqeäh)

Title of aTitle of an Assyriann Assyrian official, official, well atte well attested in Aksted in Akkadian litkadian literature (erature (rab shaœqerab shaœqeä,ä, lit., “ch li lit., “chilit., “chief cupbearef cupbearer”). Thouer”). Though the offgh the office of cupice of cupbearer is bearer is attested iattested in its liten its literal sense ral senseral sense in Asense in Akkadian, tkkadian, the title dhe title denotes a henotes a high rankinigh ranking governmeg governmental officntal official. In epial. In eponym listsonymepeponym liseponym lists, this tts, this title usualitle usually followsly follows the king, the king, the  the turtaœnuturtaœnu (the high (the highest rankinest ranking militarygrankinranking miranking military offlitary official), anicial), and the d the nagir ekalnagir ekalli.li. One text  One text may suggesmay suggest a militat a military functiory functiory function ffunction for the or the rab shaœqerab shaœqeä,ä, while a n while a number of oumber of other textsther texts speak of  speak of the adminithe adminthe administraadministrative distrtive districts and picts and private holrivate holding of thding of these officiese officials. His pals. His precise funrecise function remaction rection remains unremains unknown, thoknown, though his acugh his access to pocess to power is indwer is indubitable (ubitable (2 Kgs. 18:2 Kgs. 18:17-19:8 = 17-19:8 = Isa. 36:2-IIsa. 36:2-Isa. 36:2-37:8).37:8).37:8).

Title of an Assyrian official, well attested in Akkadian literature (rab shaœqeä, 
lit., “chief cupbearer”). Though the office of cupbearer is attested in its literal 
sense in Akkadian, the title denotes a high ranking governmental official. In 
eponym lists, this title usually follows the king, the turtaœnu (the highest 
ranking military official), and the nagir ekalli. One text may suggest a military 
function for the rab shaœqeä, while a number of other texts speak of the 
administrative districts and private holding of these officials. His precise function 
remains unknown, though his access to power is indubitable (2 Kgs. 18:17-19:8 = 
Isa. 36:2-37:8).
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RACARACA (Gk.  (Gk. rhakaérhakaé)))

RACA (Gk. rhakaé)

An expressAn expression of conion of contempt, pertempt, perhaps a trahaps a transliteratinsliteration or derion or derivative of vative of Aram. Aram. reîqaœ},reîqareîqaœ},reîqaœ}, “stupid f “stupid fool” (Mattool” (Matt. 5:22; NR. 5:22; NRSV “insultSV “insult” [paraphr” [paraphrase]).ase]).

An expression of contempt, perhaps a transliteration or derivative of Aram. 
reîqaœ}, “stupid fool” (Matt. 5:22; NRSV “insult” [paraphrase]).

RACALRACAL (Heb.  (Heb. raœk�aœlraœk�aœl)))

RACAL (Heb. raœk�aœl )

A place inA place in Judah to  Judah to which Daviwhich David sent a pd sent a portion of ortion of the spoil the spoil taken in btaken in battle agaiattle against the Amnst tnst the Amalekthe Amalekite soldieite soldiers who hadrs who had destroyed destroyed Ziklag (1 Ziklag (1 Sam. 20:2 Sam. 20:29). The LX9). The LXX reading X readingX reading “Creading “Carmel” (armel” (22) is proba) is probably correcbly correct.t.

A place in Judah to which David sent a portion of the spoil taken in battle against 
the Amalekite soldiers who had destroyed Ziklag (1 Sam. 20:29). The LXX 
reading “Carmel” (2) is probably correct.

RACHELRACHEL (Heb.  (Heb. raœh�eälraœh�eäl)))

RACHEL (Heb. raœh�eäl )

The youngeThe younger daughterr daughter of Laban, of Laban, sister of sister of Leah, and Leah, and one of th one of the wives ofe wives of Jacob. He Jacob. Her name pror HeHer name pHer name probably merobably means “ewe” ans “ewe” and she waand she was said to s said to be “fair obe “fair of form andf form and of fair a of fair appearance.paappearanceappearance.”.”.”

The younger daughter of Laban, sister of Leah, and one of the wives of Jacob. 
Her name probably means “ewe” and she was said to be “fair of form and of fair 
appearance.”

�Rachel wasRachel was watching  watching her fatherher father’s sheep w’s sheep when she wahen she was first grs first greeted by Jeeted by Jacob, who acob, wacob, who had gowho had gone to Harane to Haran either tn either to escape ho escape his brotheris brother Esau’s an Esau’s anger (Gen. ger (Gen. 27:41-45) 27:41-45) 27:41-45) 27:41-45) or to seekor to seek a wife fr a wife from his motom his mother’s kin her’s kin (27:46—28:(27:46—28:5). Jacob 5). Jacob went to wowent to wowent to work for Lwork for Laban, who aban, who was also hwas also his mother’is mother’s brother.s brother. When aske When asked what hisd what his wages sho wages s wages should be,should be, Jacob ask Jacob asked for theed for the hand of R hand of Rachel, whoachel, whom he lovedm he loved. In retur. In return for seven for seven years ofn seveseven yearseven years of servis of service, Rachelce, Rachel would bec would become his wiome his wife (Gen. 2fe (Gen. 29:15-20).9:15-20).9:15-20).

Rachel was watching her father’s sheep when she was first greeted by Jacob, 
who had gone to Haran either to escape his brother Esau’s anger (Gen. 
27:41-45) or to seek a wife from his mother’s kin (27:46—28:5). Jacob went to 
work for Laban, who was also his mother’s brother. When asked what his wages 
should be, Jacob asked for the hand of Rachel, whom he loved. In return for 
seven years of service, Rachel would become his wife (Gen. 29:15-20).

�Although LAlthough Laban seemeaban seemed to agreed to agree to the te to the terms (Gen. rms (Gen. 29:19), wh29:19), when the timen the time came to e cae came to gicame to give Rachel ve Rachel to Jacob Lto Jacob Laban substaban substituted Leaituted Leah. Laban’sh. Laban’s reason fo reason for doing sor doing so is heavil is is heavilyis heavily ironic: i ironic: it was not t was not the customthe custom to marry  to marry off the yooff the younger daugunger daughter firsthter first. Jacob, w. Jaco. Jacob, whoJacob, who had stole had stolen the blesn the blessing from sing from his other his other brother, hbrother, himself hadimself had to accept to accept as a wife as as a wife as a wife the older the older daughter rdaughter rather thanather than the young the younger he had er he had chosen. Jachosen. Jacob was focob was forced to gircfoforced to forced to give anothgive another seven yer seven years of seears of service for rvice for Rachel, alRachel, although he though he was allowewas allowed to marryd td to marry hto marry her within er within a week (Gea week (Gen. 29:28).n. 29:28).

Although Laban seemed to agree to the terms (Gen. 29:19), when the time 
came to give Rachel to Jacob Laban substituted Leah. Laban’s reason for doing so 
is heavily ironic: it was not the custom to marry off the younger daughter first. 
Jacob, who had stolen the blessing from his other brother, himself had to accept 
as a wife the older daughter rather than the younger he had chosen. Jacob was 



forced to give another seven years of service for Rachel, although he was allowed 
to marry her within a week (Gen. 29:28).

�IronicallyIronically Rachel, t Rachel, the wife Jahe wife Jacob chose cob chose and “lovedand “loved,” remaine,” remained for a lod for a long time bang time bng time barren, whbarren, while her siile her sister Leah,ster Leah, the “hate the “hated” one, bod” one, bore childrere children for Jacon for Jacob. This leb. This led to tensid tod to tensionto tension and confl and conflict betweeict between the two n the two sisters assisters as Leah bore Leah bore four sons four sons in succes in succession and Rsiosuccessuccessionsuccession and Rache and Rachel remainedl remained childless childless (Gen. 29: (Gen. 29:31-35). To31-35). To overcome  overcome this statethis state Rachel of statestate Rachstate Rachel offeredel offered as wife t as wife to Jacob heo Jacob her maid Bilr maid Bilhah, who bhah, who bore two soore two sons (Gen. 3ns (Gen. 30:1-8). Le0330:1-8). L30:1-8). Leah in hereah in her turn offe turn offered her mared her maid Zilpah,id Zilpah, who also  who also bore two sbore two sons (Gen. ons (Gen. 30:9-13). 330:9-13). 30:9-13). This practThis practice seems ice seems to reflectto reflect a legal p a legal procedure brocedure by which chy which childless woildless women could mewowomen coulwomen could acquire d acquire their handtheir handmaids’ chimaids’ children by aldren by adoption; bdoption; by resortiny resorting to this g to this practice Rprpractice Rpractice Rachel probachel probably hopedably hoped to remove to remove the shame the shame brought b brought by barrenney barrenness.ss.ss.

Ironically Rachel, the wife Jacob chose and “loved,” remained for a long time 
barren, while her sister Leah, the “hated” one, bore children for Jacob. This led 
to tension and conflict between the two sisters as Leah bore four sons in 
succession and Rachel remained childless (Gen. 29:31-35). To overcome this 
state Rachel offered as wife to Jacob her maid Bilhah, who bore two sons (Gen. 
30:1-8). Leah in her turn offered her maid Zilpah, who also bore two sons (Gen. 
30:9-13). This practice seems to reflect a legal procedure by which childless 
women could acquire their handmaids’ children by adoption; by resorting to this 
practice Rachel probably hoped to remove the shame brought by barrenness.

�As Rachel’As Rachel’s desperats desperation increaion increased, she esed, she even tradedven traded a night w a night with Jacob ith Jacob for a mandfor a mfor a mandrake, mandrake, or “love-aor “love-apple,” foupple,” found by Leahnd by Leah’s son Reu’s son Reuben (Gen. ben (Gen. 30:14-16).30:14-16). The fruit The fruit of the ma fruitfruit of tfruit of the mandrakhe mandrake (or yelle (or yellow floweriow flowering mandragng mandragora) was rora) was regarded asegarded as an aphrod an aphrod an aphrodisiaaphrodisiac, promotic, promoting fertiling fertility.ty.ty.

As Rachel’s desperation increased, she even traded a night with Jacob for a 
mandrake, or “love-apple,” found by Leah’s son Reuben (Gen. 30:14-16). The 
fruit of the mandrake (or yellow flowering mandragora) was regarded as an 
aphrodisiac, promoting fertility.

�After LeahAfter Leah gave birt gave birth to two mh to two more sons aore sons and a daughnd a daughter, Racheter, Rachel finally l finally bore a sonbore a bore a son, Josa son, Joseph, and teph, and the confliche conflict, or contt, or contest, betweest, between the twoen the two women end women ended, althoued, although not witgalthoualthough nalthough not withoutot without Rachel’s  Rachel’s hope for ahope for another sonnother son (Gen. 30: (Gen. 30:24). Altho24). Although the biugh the birth of Josrbibirth of Jbirth of Joseph occuoseph occurred soon rred soon after Rachafter Rachel gained el gained possessionpossession of the ma of the mandrake, thndrake, the narratoreththe narratthe narrator is careor is careful to attful to attribute theribute the conceptio conception of Josepn of Joseph to the fh to the fact that “act that “God remembGod rGod rememberedremembered Rachel, a Rachel, and God heend God heeded her anded her and opened hd opened her womb” (er womb” (Gen. 30:22Gen. 30:22).).).

After Leah gave birth to two more sons and a daughter, Rachel finally bore 
a son, Joseph, and the conflict, or contest, between the two women ended, 
although not without Rachel’s hope for another son (Gen. 30:24). Although the 
birth of Joseph occurred soon after Rachel gained possession of the mandrake, 
the narrator is careful to attribute the conception of Joseph to the fact that “God 
remembered Rachel, and God heeded her and opened her womb” (Gen. 30:22).

�After JoseAfter Joseph’s birthph’s birth Jacob mad Jacob made plans toe plans to leave the leave the house of  house of Laban secrLaban secretly, withetly, wietly, with the cwith the consent of onsent of his wives.his wives. Rachel to Rachel took with heok with her the terar the teraphim (smalphim (small cultic ol cultic objects, imbjeoobjects, iobjects, images of gmages of gods or posods or possibly of tsibly of the ancestohe ancestors), hidinrs), hiding them in g them in the camel’the camel’s saddle. s sads saddle. Rasaddle. Rachel’s reachel’s reasons for dsons for doing so aroing so are unclear,e unclear, but it is but it is possible  possible that the tthat the teraphim reeraphimtteraphim rteraphim represent tepresent the blessinhe blessing, or wellg, or well-being, of-being, of the famil the family, which sy, which she takes ihe takes in compensan comn compensaticompensation for theon for the injustice injustice perpetrat perpetrated by her ed by her father (Gefather (Gen. 31:14-1n. 31:14-16). In doi6). In doing so she ngdoidoing so sdoing so she very nehe very nearly brougarly brought death uht death upon herselpon herself. Jacob, f. Jacob, innocent oinnocent of either tf either theft or knhefttheft or ktheft or knowledge onowledge of theft, pf theft, promised Laromised Laban that wban that whoever hadhoever had taken the taken the teraphim  teraphim teraphim wteraphim would die. ould die. Rachel useRachel used trickeryd trickery to avoid  to avoid discovery,discovery, claiming  claiming that it wathat it was the times ths the time othe time of her mensf her menstrual peritrual period.od.od.

After Joseph’s birth Jacob made plans to leave the house of Laban secretly, 
with the consent of his wives. Rachel took with her the teraphim (small cultic 
objects, images of gods or possibly of the ancestors), hiding them in the camel’s 
saddle. Rachel’s reasons for doing so are unclear, but it is possible that the 
teraphim represent the blessing, or well-being, of the family, which she takes in 
compensation for the injustice perpetrated by her father (Gen. 31:14-16). In 
doing so she very nearly brought death upon herself. Jacob, innocent of either 
theft or knowledge of theft, promised Laban that whoever had taken the 
teraphim would die. Rachel used trickery to avoid discovery, claiming that it was 
the time of her menstrual period.

�Rachel’s dRachel’s desire for esire for another soanother son was not n was not fulfilled fulfilled until afteuntil after Jacob har Jacob had returnedd returnedd returned treturned to Bethel (o Bethel (Gen. 35). Gen. 35). On the jouOn the journey from rney from Bethel to Bethel to Ephrath (BEphrath (Bethlehem),ethlehem)(B(Bethlehem(Bethlehem), Rachel ), Rachel gave birthgave birth to a seco to a second son, cand son, called Benjalled Benjamin by hismin by his father, b father, but died inut dut died in chdied in childbirth (ildbirth (Gen. 35:16Gen. 35:16-18). Jaco-18). Jacob buried hb buried her there oer there on the way,n the way, with a pi with a pillar to mallar pipillar to pillar to mark the pmark the place (Gen.lace (Gen. 35:19-20) 35:19-20), which la, which later becameter became part of t part of the “territhe “territory of Benory “territ“territory“territory of Benjam of Benjamin at Zelzin at Zelzah” (1 Samah” (1 Sam. 10:2).. 10:2).. 10:2).

Rachel’s desire for another son was not fulfilled until after Jacob had 
returned to Bethel (Gen. 35). On the journey from Bethel to Ephrath 
(Bethlehem), Rachel gave birth to a second son, called Benjamin by his father, but 
died in childbirth (Gen. 35:16-18). Jacob buried her there on the way, with a 
pillar to mark the place (Gen. 35:19-20), which later became part of the 
“territory of Benjamin at Zelzah” (1 Sam. 10:2).

�Rachel is Rachel is rememberedremembered in Israel in Israel as the on as the one who, toge who, together withether with Leah, bui Leah, built up the lt up tlt up the house the house of Israel of Israel (Ruth 4:11(Ruth 4:11). The pro). The prophet Jeremphet Jeremiah speaksiah speaks of Rachel of Rachel weeping i weeping in Ramah fon iin Ramah fin Ramah for her losor her lost childrent children, the nort, the northern tribehern tribes descendes descended from Josd from Joseph and Beeph and Benjamin (JenBeBenjamin (Benjamin (Jer. 31:15Jer. 31:15).).).

Rachel is remembered in Israel as the one who, together with Leah, built up 
the house of Israel (Ruth 4:11). The prophet Jeremiah speaks of Rachel weeping 
in Ramah for her lost children, the northern tribes descended from Joseph and 



Benjamin (Jer. 31:15).
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RADDAIRADDAI (Heb.  (Heb. raddayradday)))

RADDAI (Heb. radday)

The fifth The fifth son of Jesson of Jesse, and a se, and a brother ofbrother of David (1  David (1 Chr. 2:14)Chr. 2:14)..

The fifth son of Jesse, and a brother of David (1 Chr. 2:14).

RAGESRAGES (Gk.  (Gk. Rhagoií;Rhagoií; O.Pers.  O.Pers. Ra®ga®Ra®ga®) ) (also RAGA(also RAGAE)E)E)

RAGES (Gk. Rhagoií; O.Pers. Ra®ga®) 
(also RAGAE)

A city in A city in Media wherMedia where Tobit hie Tobit hid 10 talend 10 talents of silvts of silver at the er at the home of hihome of his kinsman s kinsman Gabael (ToGabGabael (ToGabael (Tob. 4:1, 20b. 4:1, 20; cf. 1:14; cf. 1:14). The ang). The angel Raphaelel Raphael guided To guided Tobit’s son bit’s son Tobiah to Tobiah to and from tandand from tand from this city this city to retrieveo retrieve the money the money (Tob. 5:5 (Tob. 5:5; 6:12[LXX; 6:12[LXX v. 10]; 9 v. 10]; 9:2). Nebuc:2). Nebuchadnezzar haNebucNebuchadneNebuchadnezzar wagedzzar waged war again war against Arphaxast Arphaxad in the md in the mountainousountainous region of region of “Ragae” ( “Ragae “Ragae” (J“Ragae” (Jdt. 1:5, 1dt. 1:5, 15). The ru5). The ruins of Ragins of Rages are immes are immediately Sediately S of modern of modern Tehran. Tehran.

A city in Media where Tobit hid 10 talents of silver at the home of his kinsman 
Gabael (Tob. 4:1, 20; cf. 1:14). The angel Raphael guided Tobit’s son Tobiah to 
and from this city to retrieve the money (Tob. 5:5; 6:12[LXX v. 10]; 9:2). 
Nebuchadnezzar waged war against Arphaxad in the mountainous region of 
“Ragae” (Jdt. 1:5, 15). The ruins of Rages are immediately S of modern Tehran.

RAGUELRAGUEL (Gk.  (Gk. RhagoueäílRhagoueäíl)))

RAGUEL (Gk. Rhagoueäíl)

�1.1. The fathe The father of Sarahr of Sarah ( (22) and fath) and father-in-law er-in-law of Tobias of Tobias ((1; 1; Tob. 3:7-8Tob. 3:7-8).).).

1. The father of Sarah (2) and father-in-law of Tobias (1; Tob. 3:7-8).

�2.2. An archan An archangel (1 En.gel (1 En. 20:4; 23: 20:4; 23:4).4).

2. An archangel (1 En. 20:4; 23:4).

RAHABRAHAB (Heb.  (Heb. raœh�aœb�;raœh�aœb�; Gk.  Gk. RachaébRachaéb)))

RAHAB (Heb. raœh�aœb�;  Gk. Rachaéb)

�1.1. A prostit A prostitute (Heb. ute (Heb. zoœna®zoœna®) whose ho) whose house adjoinuse adjoined Jerichoed Jericho’s outer w’s outer wall (Josh.all (all (Josh. 2:1(Josh. 2:15). Accord5). According to Josing to Josh. 2:1-24 h. 2:1-24 the king othe king of Jericho f Jericho discovereddiscovered that Josh that Joshua’s spiesua’s sua’s spies (senspies (sent to spy ot to spy out Jerichout Jericho) were at ) were at Rahab’s hoRahab’s house. When use. When ordered toordered to turn them turn them turn them over,them over, Rahab ins Rahab insisted the isted the two men wetwo men were gone (tre gone (though secrhough secretly they etly they were hidinwere hidwere hiding on hiding on her roof wher roof with the stith the stalks of flalks of flax). In reax). In return for hturn for her help, ter help, the spies ahe spies agreed to sgreed tgreed to spare Rto spare Rahab’s famahab’s family in theily in the coming ba coming battle. Theyttle. They told her  told her to tie a cto tie a crimson corrimson cord on the wd od on the winon the window througdow through which thh which the spies woe spies would soon luld soon leave; all eave; all of her famof her family was toily was to remain in toto remain to remain in the houin the house during se during the battlethe battle (Josh. 2: (Josh. 2:18), and s18), and she was to he was to tell no ontell no one of theire ofe of their vof their visit (v. 1isit (v. 14). Rahab 4). Rahab lowered thlowered the spies the spies through the rough the window, anwindow, and they retd they returned to Jurnretreturned treturned to Joshua’so Joshua’s camp (Jos camp (Josh. 2:22-24h. 2:22-24). Later, ). Later, at the batat the battle of Jertle of Jericho (Joshicho (Josh. 6) Joshu. 6) Jo. 6) Joshua spaJoshua spared Rahab red Rahab and her faand her family and smily and she “lived he “lived in Israel in Israel ever sinceever since” (v. 25).” (v. 25). Rahab is  Raha Rahab is nRahab is not mentionot mentioned in the ed in the OT outsideOT outside Josh. 2 a Josh. 2 and 6.nd 6.nd 6.

1. A prostitute (Heb. zoœna®) whose house adjoined Jericho’s outer wall 
(Josh. 2:15). According to Josh. 2:1-24 the king of Jericho discovered that Joshua’s 
spies (sent to spy out Jericho) were at Rahab’s house. When ordered to turn 
them over, Rahab insisted the two men were gone (though secretly they were 
hiding on her roof with the stalks of flax). In return for her help, the spies agreed 
to spare Rahab’s family in the coming battle. They told her to tie a crimson cord 
on the window through which the spies would soon leave; all of her family was 
to remain in the house during the battle (Josh. 2:18), and she was to tell no one 
of their visit (v. 14). Rahab lowered the spies through the window, and they 
returned to Joshua’s camp (Josh. 2:22-24). Later, at the battle of Jericho (Josh. 6) 
Joshua spared Rahab and her family and she “lived in Israel ever since” (v. 25). 
Rahab is not mentioned in the OT outside Josh. 2 and 6.

�In Heb. 11In Heb. 11:31 she ap:31 she appears in apears in a list of h list of heroes of teroes of the faith. he faith. According According to Jas. 2:to Jas. 2:25 Rahab w252:2:25 Rahab2:25 Rahab was “just was “justified by wified by works” becaorks” because she “wuse she “welcomed thelcomed the messengee messengers and senrs and sers and sent them sent them out by anoout by another road.ther road.” In both ” In both referencesreferences she is id she is identified aentified as “Rahab ts “Rahab the prostithe tthe prostithe prostitute.”tute.”tute.”

In Heb. 11:31 she appears in a list of heroes of the faith. According to Jas. 
2:25 Rahab was “justified by works” because she “welcomed the messengers and 
sent them out by another road.” In both references she is identified as “Rahab 
the prostitute.”

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. P. A. BirdP. A. Bird, “The Har, “The Harlot as Herlot as Heroine,” oine,” SemeiaSemeia 46 (1989) 46 (1989): 119–39; : 119–3: 119–39; M.119–39; M. L. Newman L. Newmann, “Rahab n, “Rahab and the Coand the Conquest,” inquest,” in n UnderstandUnderstanding the Woing the Word,rd, ed. J. T. ed ed. J. T. ed. J. T. Butler, E.Butler, E. W. Conrad W. Conrad, and B. C, and B. C. Ollenbur. Ollenburger. JSOTSger. JSOTSup 37 (Sheup 37 (Shefffield, 1fffield, 1985), 167–98511985), 1671985), 167–81.–81.–81.

Bibliography. P. A. Bird, “The Harlot as Heroine,” Semeia 46 (1989): 
119–39; M. L. Newmann, “Rahab and the Conquest,” in Understanding the Word, 
ed. J. T. Butler, E. W. Conrad, and B. C. Ollenburger. JSOTSup 37 (Shefffield, 
1985), 167–81.

�2.2. The mothe The mother of Salmor of Salmon and wifen and wife of Boaz ( of Boaz (Matt. 1:5)Matt. 1:5). She is t. She is the second he second of four woof foof four womenfour women mentioned mentioned in Jesus’ in Jesus’ lineage a lineage according tccording to Matthew’o Matthew’s genealogs genealogy.y.y.

2. The mother of Salmon and wife of Boaz (Matt. 1:5). She is the second of 



four women mentioned in Jesus’ lineage according to Matthew’s genealogy.

�3.3. The prime The primeval dragonval dragon of chaos  of chaos (Heb. (Heb. raœhab�raœhab�) defeated) defeated by Yahweh by Yahweh during cr durin during creduring creation (Jobation (Job 9:13; 26: 9:13; 26:12; Ps. 8912; Ps. 89:10[MT 11]:10[MT 11]; Isa. 51:; Isa. 51:9). Yahweh9). Yahweh’s battle ’s battle with and vwith with and vwith and victory oveictory over this mytr this mythological hological chaos beaschaos beast represent represents one of ts one of four distifour distinct creatinctdistidistinct cdistinct creation trreation traditions iaditions in the OT.n the OT.n the OT.

3. The primeval dragon of chaos (Heb. raœhab� ) defeated by Yahweh 
during creation (Job 9:13; 26:12; Ps. 89:10[MT 11]; Isa. 51:9). Yahweh’s battle 
with and victory over this mythological chaos beast represents one of four 
distinct creation traditions in the OT.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. J. Day, J. Day, God’s ConfGod’s Conflict with lict with the Dragonthe Dragon and the S and the Sea.ea. Universit University of Cambry ofy of Cambridof Cambridge Orientage Oriental Publicatl Publications 35 (Cions 35 (Cambridge, ambridge, 1985).1985).1985).

Bibliography. J. Day, God’s Conflict with the Dragon and the Sea. University 
of Cambridge Oriental Publications 35 (Cambridge, 1985).

�4.4. A poetic  A poetic name for Ename for Egypt (Ps. gypt (Ps. 87:4; Isa.87:4; Isa. 30:7). 30:7). 30:7).

4. A poetic name for Egypt (Ps. 87:4; Isa. 30:7).
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RAHAMRAHAM (Heb.  (Heb. rah�amrah�am)))

RAHAM (Heb. rah�am )

The son ofThe son of Shema; a  Shema; a Calebite aCalebite and descendnd descendant of Judant of Judah (1 Chr.ah (1 Chr. 2:44). 2:44).

The son of Shema; a Calebite and descendant of Judah (1 Chr. 2:44).

RAINBOWRAINBOWRAINBOW

RAINBOW

An arc of An arc of colored bacolored bands in thends in the sky produ sky produced by theced by the double re double refraction afraction and single nd single reflectionrereflectionreflection of the su of the sun’s rays bn’s rays by mist or y mist or rain (Heb.rain (Heb.  qesûet�;qesûet�; Gk.  Gk. iírisiíris). This fa). This familiar metmiliarfafamiliar mfamiliar meteorologieteorological phenomcal phenomenon is usenon is used symbolied symbolically in tcally in the Bible the Bible to represeno represent God’s glt represenrepresent represent God’s glorGod’s glorious majesious majesty (Ezek. ty (Ezek. 1:28; Sir.1:28; Sir. 43:11; 50 43:11; 50:7; Rev. 4:7; Rev. 4:3; 10:1),:3; 10:1), in vision in vis in visions ofvisions of his thron his throne room, ore room, or as one of as one of his creat his creative splendive splendors. It isors. It is most fami most familiar as thliar aliar as the sigas the sign after thn after the Flood ofe Flood of God’s cov God’s covenant withenant with Noah neve Noah never again tor again to destroy a destroy all life inll aall life iall life in such a mn such a manner (Genanner (Gen. 9:8-17).. 9:8-17). In this c In this context Hebontext Heb. . qesûet�,qesûet�, which als which also indicateo ino indicates indicates a warrior’a warrior’s bow (Ps.s bow (Ps. 7:12[MT 1 7:12[MT 13]; Lam. 23]; Lam. 2:4; Hab. 3:4; Hab. 3:9-11), re:9-11), recalls the calls the ancient Neancieancient Neancient Near Easternar Eastern image of  image of the warriothe warrior storm-gor storm-god (cf. Ps.d (cf. Ps. 18:7-15[8 18:7-15[8–16]). God–16]). God is settin GodGod is setGod is setting his wting his war bow asiar bow aside in the de in the clouds to clouds to indicate aindicate a covenant  covenant of peace —of peace — a divine  a a divine da divine disarmamentisarmament by which  by which God has prGod has promised to omised to withhold uwithhold ultimate deltimate destructive structivededestructivdestructive judgmente judgment. Instead,. Instead, part of t part of the responshe responsibility foibility for judgmentr judgment is given  is given to mankindto mato mankind inmankind in the form  the form of self-enof self-enforced lawforced laws (Gen. 9:s (Gen. 9:4-6).4-6).4-6).

An arc of colored bands in the sky produced by the double refraction and single 
reflection of the sun’s rays by mist or rain (Heb. qesûet�;  Gk. iíris). This 
familiar meteorological phenomenon is used symbolically in the Bible to 
represent God’s glorious majesty (Ezek. 1:28; Sir. 43:11; 50:7; Rev. 4:3; 10:1), in 
visions of his throne room, or as one of his creative splendors. It is most familiar 
as the sign after the Flood of God’s covenant with Noah never again to destroy 
all life in such a manner (Gen. 9:8-17). In this context Heb. qesûet�,  which also 
indicates a warrior’s bow (Ps. 7:12[MT 13]; Lam. 2:4; Hab. 3:9-11), recalls the 
ancient Near Eastern image of the warrior storm-god (cf. Ps. 18:7-15[8–16]). 
God is setting his war bow aside in the clouds to indicate a covenant of peace — 
a divine disarmament by which God has promised to withhold ultimate 
destructive judgment. Instead, part of the responsibility for judgment is given to 
mankind in the form of self-enforced laws (Gen. 9:4-6).

Robin J. DRobin J. DeWitt KnaueWitt Knauthth

Robin J. DeWitt Knauth

RAISIN CAKRAISIN CAKESESES

RAISIN CAKES

ApparentlyApparently a delicac a delicacy (Cant. 2y (Cant. 2:5; Isa. 1:5; Isa. 16:7), rais6:7), raisin cakes win cakes were said tere said to be distro be distributed to ibuteddistrdistributedistributed to all pd to all people of Ieople of Israel by Dsrael by David afteravid after his great his great celebrati celebration that bron that brought the ought brbrought thbrought the ark of te ark of the covenanhe covenant into Jert into Jerusalem (2 usalem (2 Sam. 6:19 Sam. 6:19 = 1 Chr. 1= 1 Chr. 16:3). Rais6:3). Raisin cakes min cin cakes may cakes may also be coalso be connected winnected with cultic th cultic observanceobservance in Hos. 3 in Hos. 3:1, althou:1, although there tgh there the cakes shetthe cakes the cakes seem to beseem to be dedicated dedicated to the wo to the worship of arship of a deity or  deity or deities otdeities other than Yher than Yahweh. YetahYYahweh. YeYahweh. Yet this shot this should come auld come as no surprs no surprise, for tise, for the making he making of grain oof grain or bread ofr bread offerings isfeofofferings offerings is a cult is a cult act associact associated with ated with most, if nmost, if not all, anot all, ancient Nearcient Near Eastern g Eastern gods and goods andods and goddesand goddesses. The Bses. The Bible, e.g.ible, e.g., describe, describes how cakes how cakes were mads were made as offere as offerings to a ings to a goddess cagogoddess cagoddess called by thlled by the epithet e epithet “Queen of “Queen of Heaven” (JHeaven” (Jer. 7:16-2er. 7:16-20; 44:15-20; 44:15-28). It sho8). It should be notuldshoshould be should be noted, hownoted, however, thatever, that these par these particular caticular cakes do notkes do not seem to c seem to contain raiontain raisins.sirairaisins.raisins.raisins.

Apparently a delicacy (Cant. 2:5; Isa. 16:7), raisin cakes were said to be 
distributed to all people of Israel by David after his great celebration that 
brought the ark of the covenant into Jerusalem (2 Sam. 6:19 = 1 Chr. 16:3). Raisin 
cakes may also be connected with cultic observance in Hos. 3:1, although there 
the cakes seem to be dedicated to the worship of a deity or deities other than 
Yahweh. Yet this should come as no surprise, for the making of grain or bread 
offerings is a cult act associated with most, if not all, ancient Near Eastern gods 
and goddesses. The Bible, e.g., describes how cakes were made as offerings to a 
goddess called by the epithet “Queen of Heaven” (Jer. 7:16-20; 44:15-28). It 
should be noted, however, that these particular cakes do not seem to contain 



raisins.

Susan AckeSusan Ackermanrman

Susan Ackerman

RAKEMRAKEM (Heb.  (Heb. raœqemraœqem)))

RAKEM (Heb. raœqem)

A son of SA son of Sheresh andheresh and descendan descendant of Manast of Manasseh (1 Chrseh (1 Chr. 7:16).. 7:16).

A son of Sheresh and descendant of Manasseh (1 Chr. 7:16).

RAKKATHRAKKATH (Heb.  (Heb. raqqat�raqqat�)))

RAKKATH (Heb. raqqat� )

A fortifieA fortified city in d city in the tribalthe tribal territory territory of Naphta of Naphtali (Josh. li (Josh. 19:35). Ta19:35). Talmudic tralmudic tradition assdition adition associatedassociated it with t it with the site ofhe site of later Tib later Tiberias (201erias (201242), but 242), but some scholsome scholars now plars now place it 2.4ace plplace it 2place it 2.4 km. (1..4 km. (1.5 mi.) N o5 mi.) N of Tiberiasf Tiberias but still but still on the sh on the shore of theore of the Sea of Ga Sea of Galilee at Klilee atlilee at Khirbetat Khirbet  el-Quneit�el-Quneit�ireh/Telireh/Tel Raqqat (1 Raqqat (199245).99245).

A fortified city in the tribal territory of Naphtali (Josh. 19:35). Talmudic tradition 
associated it with the site of later Tiberias (201242), but some scholars now 
place it 2.4 km. (1.5 mi.) N of Tiberias but still on the shore of the Sea of Galilee 
at Khirbet el-Quneit�ireh/Tel  Raqqat (199245).

RAKKONRAKKON (Heb.  (Heb. raqqo®nraqqo®n)))

RAKKON (Heb. raqqo®n)

A city in A city in the originthe original southeral southern tribal tn tribal territory oerritory of Dan (Josf Dan (Josh. 19:46),h. 19:46), located p located perhaps at erhapspperhaps atperhaps at Tell er-R Tell er-Reqqeit, a eqqeit, a short distshort distance N of ance N of the Nahr the Nahr el-{Aujaœel-{Aujaœ on the Me on the MediterraneadMeMediterranMediterranean N of Jean N of Joppa.oppa.

A city in the original southern tribal territory of Dan (Josh. 19:46), located 
perhaps at Tell er-Reqqeit, a short distance N of the Nahr el-{Aujaœ on the 
Mediterranean N of Joppa.

RAMRAM  (ANIMAL)(ANIMAL)(ANIMAL)

RAM (ANIMAL)

A male sheA male sheep (Heb. ep (Heb. }ayiîl}ayiîl), frequen), frequently used itly used in sacrificn sacrifices (e.g., es (e.g., Lev. 5:15;Lev. 5:15; 6:6; cf.  6:6; cf. 1:10). Ram1:101:10). Ram1:10). Rams’ skins ws’ skins were used aere used as a coveris a covering for theng for the tabernacl tabernacle (Exod. 3e (Exod. 36:19), and6:19), and their hor th their horntheir horns (Heb. s (Heb. sûo®p�aœrsûo®p�aœr) were use) were used to signad to signal in worshl in worship and batip and battle (e.g.,tle (e.g., Josh. 6;  Jo Josh. 6; 2Josh. 6; 2 Sam. 6:15 Sam. 6:15). When th). When the obediente obedient Abraham a Abraham attempted tttempted to sacrifico sacrifice Isaac, te Isaac, the Lord prhetthe Lord pthe Lord provided a rovided a ram as a sram as a substitute ubstitute burnt offeburnt offering (Gen.ring (Gen. 22:13). 22:13).

A male sheep (Heb. }ayiîl), frequently used in sacrifices (e.g., Lev. 5:15; 6:6; cf. 
1:10). Rams’ skins were used as a covering for the tabernacle (Exod. 36:19), and 
their horns (Heb. sûo®p�aœr ) were used to signal in worship and battle (e.g., 
Josh. 6; 2 Sam. 6:15). When the obedient Abraham attempted to sacrifice Isaac, 
the Lord provided a ram as a substitute burnt offering (Gen. 22:13).

RAMRAM (Heb.  (Heb. raœmraœm) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

RAM (Heb. raœm) (PERSON)

�1.1. A son of  A son of Hezron, anHezron, and ancestord ancestor of David  of David (Ruth 4:19(Ruth 4:19; 1 Chr. 2; 1 Chr. 2:9-10) and:9-10) and Jesus (Ma Jesu Jesus (MatJesus (Matt. 1:3-4; t. 1:3-4; Gk. Gk. Aram;Aram; cf. Luke  cf. Luke 3:33).3:33).3:33).

1. A son of Hezron, and ancestor of David (Ruth 4:19; 1 Chr. 2:9-10) and 
Jesus (Matt. 1:3-4; Gk. Aram; cf. Luke 3:33).

�2.2. A son of  A son of Jerahmeel Jerahmeel of the triof the tribe of Judabe of Judah (1 Chr. h (1 Chr. 2:25, 27).2:25, 27).

2. A son of Jerahmeel of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. 2:25, 27).

�3.3. An ancest An ancestor of Elihor of Elihu (Job 32:u (Job 32:2).2).

3. An ancestor of Elihu (Job 32:2).

RAMAHRAMAH (Heb.  (Heb. raœma®raœma®)))

RAMAH (Heb. raœma®)

Common desCommon designation fignation for elevateor elevated towns and towns and villagesd villages in ancien in ancient Israel (t Israel (Heb. “the Heb. “the height”).heheight”).height”).height”).

Common designation for elevated towns and villages in ancient Israel (Heb. “the 
height”).

�1.1. A town al A town allotted to lotted to Benjamin (Benjamin (Josh. 18:2Josh. 18:25), locate5), located on the bd on the border of Eorder of Ephraim. ItphraiEEphraim. IEphraim. It is usualt is usually identifly identified with mied with modern odern er-Ra®mer-Ra®m (172140), (172140), 8 km. (5  8 km. (5 mi.) N of mi.) N mi.) N of JerusN of Jerusalem. Deboalem. Deborah the prrah the prophetess wophetess would sit uould sit under a palnder a palm tree betm tree between Ramahween Ramween Ramah and Ramah and Bethel andBethel and decide Is decide Israelite diraelite disputes (Jusputes (Judg. 4:5). dg. 4:5). Ca. 900 Ca. 900 B.C.B.C. King Baas King Baasha of IsrahaBaasBaasha of Baasha of Israel capIsrael captured Ramatured Ramah and forth and fortified the ified the city in ancity in an attempt t attempt to cut off o cut off northern anortnorthern anorthern access to Jccess to Jerusalem. erusalem. Baasha’s oBaasha’s occupation ccupation of Ramah eof Ramah ended when nded when King Asa oKing AsaKing Asa of JudAsa of Judah bribed ah bribed Ben-hadad Ben-hadad of Aram toof Aram to attack Is attack Israel (1 Kgrael (1 Kgs. 15:16-2s. 15:16-22; 2 Chr. 2; 2 Chr. 16:1-6). I1616:1-6). I16:1-6). In the laten the late 8th centu 8th century both Hory both Hosea (Hos. sea (Hos. 5:8) and I5:8) and Isaiah (Isasaiah (Isa. 10:29) a. 10:29) allude to allude aallude to allude to an attack an attack on the citon the city (probably (probably by the Ay by the Assyrians, ssyrians, though somthough some have suge have suggested thegesugsuggested suggested the Syro-Ethe Syro-Ephraimite phraimite coalition)coalition). Captives. Captives seem to h seem to have been cave been collected aollected at Ramah fot aat Ramah fat Ramah for deportaor deportation to Bation to Babylon (Jerbylon (Jer. 40:1). J. 40:1). Jeremiah poeremiah portrays Racrtrays Rachel (the mhel (the mother of Botmmother of mother of Benjamin wBenjamin whose tomb hose tomb was nearbywas nearby) as “weep) as “weeping for heing for her childrenr children,” i.e., f,” i.e., for the Jewoffor the Jefor the Jews being tws being taken into aken into exile (Jerexile (Jer. 31:15). . 31:15). Matthew apMatthew applies Jereplies Jeremiah’s lammiah’s lamentation tentalamlamentatiolamentation to the sn to the sorrow expeorrow experienced whrienced when Herod men Herod massacred tassacred the babies he babies at Bethlehat Bethat Bethlehem Bethlehem (Matt. 2:1(Matt. 2:18). Ramah 8). Ramah is mentionis mentioned in seveed in several postexral postexilic conteilic contexts (Ezra xts (Ezra 2:26; Neh.2:2:26; Neh.2:26; Neh. 7:30; 11: 7:30; 11:33).33).33).

1. A town allotted to Benjamin (Josh. 18:25), located on the border of 
Ephraim. It is usually identified with modern er-Ra®m (172140), 8 km. (5 mi.) 
N of Jerusalem. Deborah the prophetess would sit under a palm tree between 
Ramah and Bethel and decide Israelite disputes (Judg. 4:5). Ca. 900 B.C. King 
Baasha of Israel captured Ramah and fortified the city in an attempt to cut off 
northern access to Jerusalem. Baasha’s occupation of Ramah ended when King 



Asa of Judah bribed Ben-hadad of Aram to attack Israel (1 Kgs. 15:16-22; 2 Chr. 
16:1-6). In the late 8th century both Hosea (Hos. 5:8) and Isaiah (Isa. 10:29) 
allude to an attack on the city (probably by the Assyrians, though some have 
suggested the Syro-Ephraimite coalition). Captives seem to have been collected 
at Ramah for deportation to Babylon (Jer. 40:1). Jeremiah portrays Rachel (the 
mother of Benjamin whose tomb was nearby) as “weeping for her children,” i.e., 
for the Jews being taken into exile (Jer. 31:15). Matthew applies Jeremiah’s 
lamentation to the sorrow experienced when Herod massacred the babies at 
Bethlehem (Matt. 2:18). Ramah is mentioned in several postexilic contexts (Ezra 
2:26; Neh. 7:30; 11:33).

�2.2. Ramah of  Ramah of the Negeb;the Negeb; a town in a town in the terri the territory of Sitory of Simeon (alsomeon (also called Ba called Baalath-beeralathBaBaalath-beBaalath-beer; Josh. er; Josh. 19:8). Dav19:8). David sent soid sent some of the me of the plunder taplunder taken from tken from the Amalekihe Amalekites to a tteAmalekiAmalekitesAmalekites to a town to a town near Zikl near Ziklag called ag called Ramoth of Ramoth of the Negeb the Negeb (1 Sam. 30(1 Sam. 30:27), undo:27), undo:27), undoubtedlundoubtedly the samey the same place. Th place. The site hase site has not been  not been certainly certainly identifiedidentified...

2. Ramah of the Negeb; a town in the territory of Simeon (also called 
Baalath-beer; Josh. 19:8). David sent some of the plunder taken from the 
Amalekites to a town near Ziklag called Ramoth of the Negeb (1 Sam. 30:27), 
undoubtedly the same place. The site has not been certainly identified.

�3.3. A village A village near the  near the northern bnorthern border of Aorder of Asher, in tsher, in the vicinithe vicinity of Tyre y of Tyre (Josh. 19:(Josh. 1(Josh. 19:29). Mo19:29). Modern Ramiedern Ramieh (180280)h (180280) has somet has sometimes been imes been identifiedidentified as the bi as the biblical sitblical site, though e,sitsite, thousite, though this isgh this is uncertain uncertain...

3. A village near the northern border of Asher, in the vicinity of Tyre (Josh. 
19:29). Modern Ramieh (180280) has sometimes been identified as the biblical 
site, though this is uncertain.

�4.4. A fortifi A fortified city ined city in Naphtali  Naphtali (Josh. 19:(Josh. 19:36), usual36), usually identifly identified with mied with modern Khirodern Khirodern Khirbet Khirbet Zeitu®n erZeitu®n er-Ra®meh/Kh-Ra®meh/Khirbet Ju®lirbet Ju®l (187259), (187259), 13 km. (8 13 km. (8 mi.) SW o mi.) SW of Safed.f Sf Safed.Safed.Safed.

4. A fortified city in Naphtali (Josh. 19:36), usually identified with modern 
Khirbet Zeitu®n er-Ra®meh/Khirbet Ju®l (187259), 13 km. (8 mi.) SW of 
Safed.

�5.5. The homet The hometown of Samown of Samuel. Many uel. Many scholars escholars equate Samuquate Samuel’s birthel’s birthplace withplace with Ramah of  R Ramah of BRamah of Benjamin, aenjamin, arguing tharguing that Samuel’st Samuel’s father El father Elkanah was kanah was a descendaa descendant of Zuphnt of Zuphnt of Zuph (1 SaZuph (1 Sam. 1:1), am. 1:1), a Levite of Levite of the Kohat the Kohathites who hites who settled insettled in northern  northern Benjamin (Benjamin (9:5; cf. J9:((9:5; cf. (9:5; cf. Josh. 21:5Josh. 21:5; 1 Chr. 6; 1 Chr. 6:22-26, 35:22-26, 35, 66-70), , 66-70), or that Raor that Ramah (near mah (near the borderthe border of Ephrai of E of Ephraim) wEphraim) was inhabitas inhabited by Zuphed by Zuphites. Otheites. Others understrs understand 1 Sam.and 1 Sam. 1:1 to me 1:1 to mean that Raan that Ran that Ramathaim Ramathaim (“two heig(“two heights”), usuhts”), usually calleally called Ramah (cd Ramah (cf. v. 19; f. v. 19; 2:11), was2:11), was located i located in the terrn thn the territthe territory of Ephory of Ephraim. The raim. The latter haslatter has sometimes sometimes been asso been associated witciated with NT Arimah NT Arimah NT Arimathea,Arimathea, modern  modern RentiîsRentiîs (151159;  (151159; cf. Eusebicf. Eusebius us Onom.Onom. 32.21–23) 32.21–23). Samuel w. Samuel was born inas boas born in Raborn in Ramah (1 Sammah (1 Sam. 1:19-20). 1:19-20), grew up , grew up in Shiloh in Shiloh (v. 24), b(v. 24), but after tut after the tabernahe tabernacle was mocle tabernatabernacletabernacle was moved was moved from Shil from Shiloh returneoh returned to Ramahd to Ramah where he  where he spent mostspent most of his ad of his of his adult his adult life (7:17life (7:17; 25:1).; 25:1).; 25:1).

5. The hometown of Samuel. Many scholars equate Samuel’s birthplace with 
Ramah of Benjamin, arguing that Samuel’s father Elkanah was a descendant of 
Zuph (1 Sam. 1:1), a Levite of the Kohathites who settled in northern Benjamin 
(9:5; cf. Josh. 21:5; 1 Chr. 6:22-26, 35, 66-70), or that Ramah (near the border of 
Ephraim) was inhabited by Zuphites. Others understand 1 Sam. 1:1 to mean that 
Ramathaim (“two heights”), usually called Ramah (cf. v. 19; 2:11), was located in 
the territory of Ephraim. The latter has sometimes been associated with NT 
Arimathea, modern Rentiîs (151159; cf. Eusebius Onom. 32.21–23). Samuel was 
born in Ramah (1 Sam. 1:19-20), grew up in Shiloh (v. 24), but after the 
tabernacle was moved from Shiloh returned to Ramah where he spent most of 
his adult life (7:17; 25:1).

�6.6. A shorten A shortened form ofed form of the name  the name for Transjfor Transjordanian Rordanian Ramoth-gileamoth-gilead (2 Kgs.ad (2 Kgs. 8:29 = 2  8: 8:29 = 2 C8:29 = 2 Chr. 22:6).hr. 22:6).

6. A shortened form of the name for Transjordanian Ramoth-gilead (2 Kgs. 
8:29 = 2 Chr. 22:6).

Stephen R.Stephen R. Miller Miller

Stephen R. Miller

RAMATH-LEHRAMATH-LEHII (Heb.  (Heb. raœmat� leraœmat� leïh�iîïh�iî)))

RAMATH-LEHI (Heb. raœmat� leïh�iî )

Name givenName given to the pl to the place (“hillace (“hill of the ja of the jawbone”) whwbone”) where Samsonere Samson killed 10 killed 1000 Philist00 Philistines usinginePhilistPhilistinePhilistines using a s using a jawbone asjawbone as a weapon  a weapon (Judg. 15:(Judg. 15:17).17).

Name given to the place (“hill of the jawbone”) where Samson killed 1000 
Philistines using a jawbone as a weapon (Judg. 15:17).

RAMATH-MIZRAMATH-MIZPEHPEH (Heb.  (Heb. raœmat� haraœmat� hammis�pehmmis�peh)))

RAMATH-MIZPEH (Heb. raœmat� hammis�peh )



A border tA border town of Gadown of Gad, named al, named along with Hong with Heshbon andeshbon and Betonim ( Betonim (Josh. 13:2Josh. 13:26), and po6), and6), and possiband possibly the homly the home of Jephte of Jephthah. This hah. This town has btown has been identieen identified with fied with a number oa number oa number of sites iof sites including Kncluding Khirbet hirbet Jel{adJel{ad, Khirbet , Khirbet es�-s�Sirees�-s�Sire, Khirbet , Khirbet el-Qar}ael-Qar}a, and , and {Araq{A{Araq{Araq el-Emir.  el-Emir. Tell Tell RaœmiîthRaœmiîth is a poss is a possibility ifibility if Mizpah in Mizpah in Gilead an Gilead and Ramoth-gd Ramoth-gilead are ileaRamoth-gRamoth-gilRamoth-gilead are toead are to be equate be equated.d.d.

A border town of Gad, named along with Heshbon and Betonim (Josh. 13:26), 
and possibly the home of Jephthah. This town has been identified with a number 
of sites including Khirbet Jel{ad, Khirbet es�-s�Sire , Khirbet el-Qar}a, and 
{Araq el-Emir. Tell Raœmiîth is a possibility if Mizpah in Gilead and 
Ramoth-gilead are to be equated.

Paul J. RaPaul J. Ray, Jr.y, Jr.

Paul J. Ray, Jr.

RAMATHAIM-RAMATHAIM-ZOPHIMZOPHIM  (Heb. (Heb. raœmaœt�ayraœmaœt�ayim s�o®p�iim s�o®p�iîmîm)))

RAMATHAIM-ZOPHIM 
(Heb. raœmaœt�ayim s�o®p�iîm )

The home oThe home of Elkanah,f Elkanah, Samuel’s  Samuel’s father (1 father (1 Sam. 1:1 MSam. 1:1 MT; NRSV “RT; NRSV “Ramathaim”)amathaim”)...

The home of Elkanah, Samuel’s father (1 Sam. 1:1 MT; NRSV “Ramathaim”).

�SeeSee  RAMAH RAMAH 5.5.

See RAMAH 5.

RAMATHITERAMATHITE (Heb.  (Heb. raœmaœt�iîraœmaœt�iî)))

RAMATHITE (Heb. raœmaœt�iî )

The gentilThe gentilic designaic designation of Shtion of Shimei (imei (1313), oversee), overseer of Davidr of David’s vineyar’s vineyards, indicads, indicating that ting thting that he wathat he was from ones from one of the pl of the places namedaces named Ramah (1  Ramah (1 Chr. 27:27Chr. 27:27).).

The gentilic designation of Shimei (13), overseer of David’s vineyards, indicating 
that he was from one of the places named Ramah (1 Chr. 27:27).

RAMESESRAMESES (Egyp.  (Egyp. R{-ms-swR{-ms-sw) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

RAMESES (Egyp. R{-ms-sw) (PERSON)

A royal naA royal name used byme used by a number  a number of Egyptiaof Egyptian kings ofn kings of the 19th  the 19th and 20th (and 20th (or Ramessior Ramessor Ramesside)Ramesside) Dynasties Dynasties of the Ne of the New Kingdom.w Kingdom.

A royal name used by a number of Egyptian kings of the 19th and 20th (or 
Ramesside) Dynasties of the New Kingdom.

�1.1. Rameses I Rameses I. General . General and vizierand vizier of Horemh of Horemheb, the laeb, the last king ofst king of the 18th  the 18th Dynasty, wDynaDynasty, wDynasty, who became ho became the succesthe successor of Horsor of Horemheb and emheb and the foundethe founder of the 1r of the 19th Dynast9th Dy9th Dynasty. HDynasty. He is credie is credited with ated with a reign of  reign of two years two years (1306–1305(1306–1305  B.C.E.B.C.E.) and was ) and was succeeded succesucceeded succeeded by his sonby his son Seti I (1 Seti I (1305–1290).305–1290).

1. Rameses I. General and vizier of Horemheb, the last king of the 18th 
Dynasty, who became the successor of Horemheb and the founder of the 19th 
Dynasty. He is credited with a reign of two years (1306–1305 B.C.E.) and was 
succeeded by his son Seti I (1305–1290).

�2.2. Rameses I Rameses II. The sonI. The son of Seti I of Seti I, who reig, who reigned for soned for some 67 yearme 67 years (1290–12s (1290–1224). In th24).(1290–12(1290–1224(1290–1224). In the ). In the fifth yearfifth year of his re of his reign he fouign he fought a majoght a major campaignr campaign against t against the Hittitehe Hhe Hittites, Hittites, and in hisand in his 21st year 21st year he conclu he concluded a treaded a treaty with thty with the Hittite e Hittite king king HÓattusûilHÓattusûHÓattusûilHÓattusûilii which est which established Eablished Egypt’s congypt’s control over trol over Canaan. ThCanaan. The treaty he treaty has surviveas survivas survived isurvived in Egyptiann Egyptian in inscri in inscriptions in ptions in the templethe temple at Karnak at Karnak and in th and in the Ramesseue Ramesseum and in am RamesseuRamesseum Ramesseum and in a Band in a Babylonian abylonian cuneiform cuneiform copy recovcopy recovered from ered from the Hittitthe Hittite capital.e capitale capital. Rcapital. Rameses wasameses was also resp also responsible foonsible for monumentr monumental construal construction projction projects, inclects, including coloudinclincluding including colossal scolossal statues; thtatues; the temples e temples at Abu Simat Abu Simbel; and hbel; and his mortuaris mortuary temple, y temple, the Ramessthethe Ramessthe Ramesseum. Some eum. Some interpreteinterpreters identifrs identify the citiy the cities of Pithes of Pithom and Ramom and Rameses (Exodeses (Exoeses (Exod. 1:1(Exod. 1:11) with Pe1) with Per-Atum andr-Atum and Per-Rames Per-Rameses in the es in the eastern Deeastern Delta and sulta and suggest thatggest thatggest that Ramesthat Rameses II may es II may have been have been the king othe king of Egypt atf Egypt at the time  the time of the Isrof the Israelite Exoaelite Exodus. A mondusExoExodus. A Exodus. A monument emonument erected by rected by his son anhis son and successod successor Merneptar Merneptah (1224–12h (1224–1204) includ04) in04) includes tincludes the first khe first known extranown extrabiblical rbiblical reference teference to Israel ao Israel as a peoples a people in the te in the territory ofrritorteterritory territory of Canaan.of Canaan.

2. Rameses II. The son of Seti I, who reigned for some 67 years 
(1290–1224). In the fifth year of his reign he fought a major campaign against the 
Hittites, and in his 21st year he concluded a treaty with the Hittite king 
HÓattusûili which established Egypt’s control over Canaan. The treaty has 
survived in Egyptian in inscriptions in the temple at Karnak and in the 
Ramesseum and in a Babylonian cuneiform copy recovered from the Hittite 
capital. Rameses was also responsible for monumental construction projects, 
including colossal statues; the temples at Abu Simbel; and his mortuary temple, 
the Ramesseum. Some interpreters identify the cities of Pithom and Rameses 
(Exod. 1:11) with Per-Atum and Per-Rameses in the eastern Delta and suggest 
that Rameses II may have been the king of Egypt at the time of the Israelite 
Exodus. A monument erected by his son and successor Merneptah (1224–1204) 
includes the first known extrabiblical reference to Israel as a people in the 
territory of Canaan.

Colossi ofColossi of Rameses I Rameses II. ExterioI. Exterior of Greatr of Great Temple, A Temple, Abu Simbel bu Simbel (Courtesy (Courtesy of the Oriof the Orof the Oriental IOriental Institute onstitute of the Univf the University of ersity of Chicago)Chicago)

Colossi of Rameses II. Exterior of Great Temple, Abu Simbel (Courtesy of the 
Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago)



�3.3. Rameses I Rameses III (1183–1II (1183–1152). The 152). The son of Setson of Setnakht, whonakht, who had found had founded the 20ted the 20th Dynasty h Dh Dynasty anDynasty and ruled cad ruled ca. two year. two years. During s. During his reign his reign he dealt whe dealt with incursith incursions by Liions by Libyans and byaLiLibyans anLibyans and others id others into Egyptinto Egyptian territoan territory. Reliefry. Reliefs at the ms at the mortuary teortuary temple of Rample of Rameses III meRaRameses IIRameses III at MedinI at Medinet Habu deet Habu depict his bpict his battles agaattles against the Sinst the Sea Peoplesea Peoples in the ei in the eighth year ghtheieighth yeaeighth year of his rr of his reign. One eign. One of these gof these groups, calroups, called the Peled the Peleset by tleset by the Egyptiahe Egyptians, settlens, sens, settled onsettled on the south the southern coastaern coastal plain ofl plain of Canaan an Canaan and are knowd are known in the On in the OT as the PT as the PhilistineshPPhilistinePhilistines and perhs and perhaps also taps also the Pelethihe Pelethites of Davtes of David’s bodygid’s bodyguard (2 Sauard (2 Sam. 8:18).m. 8:18).m. 8:18).

3. Rameses III (1183–1152). The son of Setnakht, who had founded the 20th 
Dynasty and ruled ca. two years. During his reign he dealt with incursions by 
Libyans and others into Egyptian territory. Reliefs at the mortuary temple of 
Rameses III at Medinet Habu depict his battles against the Sea Peoples in the 
eighth year of his reign. One of these groups, called the Peleset by the Egyptians, 
settled on the southern coastal plain of Canaan and are known in the OT as the 
Philistines and perhaps also the Pelethites of David’s bodyguard (2 Sam. 8:18).

�4.4. Rameses I Rameses IV-XI. RameV-XI. Rameses III wases III was followeds followed on the th on the throne by a rone by a series of series of kings who kingskings who kings who also took also took the name Rthe name Rameses andameses and who ruled who ruled until 108 until 1085. During 5. During the reignsthe reignthe reigns of reigns of these kingthese kings the powes the power of the Er of the Egyptian Emgyptian Empire declipire declined, and tned, and there were here were growing ingrgrowing ingrowing internal proternal problems. A nblems. A number of fumber of factors weractors were probablye probably involved  involved in the decin the decin the decreasingdecreasing effective effectiveness of thness of the Egyptiane Egyptian monarchy  monarchy evidenced evidenced during theduring the latter ye latter years of thearyeyears of tyears of the 20th Dyhe 20th Dynasty, incnasty, including an luding an unusual paunusual pattern of sttern of succession uccession — a number— a number of elderl numbernumber of number of elderly kielderly kings with rngs with relatively elatively short reigshort reigns who folns who followed Ramelowed Rameses III, ases III, administratdmaadministraadministrative inefftive inefficiency, aiciency, and changinnd changing relationg relationships betwships between the kieen the king and theng and the civil gov civi civil govecivil government andrnment and the army. the army.

4. Rameses IV-XI. Rameses III was followed on the throne by a series of 
kings who also took the name Rameses and who ruled until 1085. During the 
reigns of these kings the power of the Egyptian Empire declined, and there were 
growing internal problems. A number of factors were probably involved in the 
decreasing effectiveness of the Egyptian monarchy evidenced during the latter 
years of the 20th Dynasty, including an unusual pattern of succession — a 
number of elderly kings with relatively short reigns who followed Rameses III, 
administrative inefficiency, and changing relationships between the king and the 
civil government and the army.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. K. A. KitcK. A. Kitchen, hen, Pharaoh TrPharaoh Triumphant: iumphant: The Life aThe Life and Times ond Times of Ramessesf Ramef Ramesses IRamesses III (Warminst (Warminster, 1983);er, 1983); A. B. Kna A. B. Knapp, pp, The HistorThe History and Culty and Culture of Ancure of Ancient Westeient Wesient Western AsWestern Asia and Egyia and Egyptpt (Chicago, (Chicago, 1988); B. 1988); B. G. Trigge G. Trigger et al., r et al., Ancient EgAncient Egypt: A Socypt: A Social Historial Hial HistoryHistory (Cambridg (Cambridge, 1983).e, 1983).e, 1983).

Bibliography. K. A. Kitchen, Pharaoh Triumphant: The Life and Times of 
Ramesses II (Warminster, 1983); A. B. Knapp, The History and Culture of Ancient 
Western Asia and Egypt (Chicago, 1988); B. G. Trigger et al., Ancient Egypt: A Social 
History (Cambridge, 1983).
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RAMESESRAMESES (Heb.  (Heb. Ram{amseäsRam{amseäs)))

RAMESES (Heb. Ram{amseäs)

�  (PLACE) (PLACE) (also RAAM(also RAAMSES)SES)SES)

 (PLACE) 
(also RAAMSES)

The regionThe region in which  in which the Hebrewthe Hebrews settled s settled during theduring their Egyptiair Egyptian sojourn n sojourn (Gen. 47:1(Gen. 47:11) and the147:147:11) and47:11) and the name  the name of a storeof a store-city they-city they were forc were forced to builed to build (Exod. 1d (Exod. 1:11, Raams:11, Raamses). RameseRaamsRaamses). Raamses). Rameses waRameses was the stars the starting pointting point for the E for the Exodus (Exoxodus (Exod. 12:37; d. 12:37; Num. 33:3,Num. 33:3,Num. 33:3, 5). 33:3, 5). The city wThe city was named aas named after Ramesfter Rameses II of tes II of the 19th Dyhe 19th Dynasty (Egynasty (Egyp. p. pr-r{-ms-spr-r{-mpr-r{-ms-spr-r{-ms-sw,w, “House of “House of Rameses”) Rameses”). It was d. It was during thisuring this time that time that the capit the capital of Egypal of Egal of Egypt was Egypt was moved frommoved from Thebes in Thebes in the south the south to Ramese to Rameses in the Ds in the Delta.elta.elta.

The region in which the Hebrews settled during their Egyptian sojourn (Gen. 
47:11) and the name of a store-city they were forced to build (Exod. 1:11, 
Raamses). Rameses was the starting point for the Exodus (Exod. 12:37; Num. 
33:3, 5). The city was named after Rameses II of the 19th Dynasty (Egyp. 
pr-r{-ms-sw, “House of Rameses”). It was during this time that the capital of 
Egypt was moved from Thebes in the south to Rameses in the Delta.

�Rameses waRameses was long ides long identified wintified with Tanis (th Tanis (Zoan; modeZoan; modern San el-rn San el-Hagar) basHagar) based on the ed oned on the preon the presence of nsence of numerous moumerous monuments ofnuments of Rameses I Rameses II, but theI, but the site was  site was unoccupiedunoccupunoccupiedunoccupied before th before the 21st Dyne 21st Dynasty and tasty and the monumenhe monuments were fots were found to havund to have been move beene been movedbeen moved there fro there from other lom other locations. Ecations. Earlier scharlier scholars had olars had suggested suggested Tell Tell er-Rat�abeer-Raer-Rat�abeer-Rat�abehh and Pelus and Pelusium. Curreium. Current consensnt consensus places us places Rameses atRameses at Qantir (K Qantir (Khatana), 2hata(K(Khatana),(Khatana), 24 km. (1 24 km. (15 mi.) S o5 mi.) S of San el-Hf San el-Hagar and 1agar and 14 km. (9 m4 km. (9 mi.) N of Fi.) N of Fagus. Evidagus. Evidence of ocencEvidEvidence oEvidence of occupatif occupation includeon includes palaces s palaces and adminiand administrative bstrative buildings ouildings of the Ramef the Ramesside perissiRameRamesside Ramesside period. Imperiod. Important fiportant finds in thends in the surroundi surrounding area inng area indicate thadicate that the cityt the city of Ramese of  of Ramesesof Rameses extended  extended out from Qout from Qantir whicantir which was the h was the center andcenter and included  included such sitessuch sitesuch sites at Tsites at Tell ell el-Dab{ael-Dab{a (location (location of Avaris of Avaris, the Hyks, the Hyksos capitalos capital) and Tell) and Tell Abu  Abu el-Shafi{ael-Shel-Shafi{ael-Shafi{a...

Rameses was long identified with Tanis (Zoan; modern San el-Hagar) based 
on the presence of numerous monuments of Rameses II, but the site was 
unoccupied before the 21st Dynasty and the monuments were found to have 
been moved there from other locations. Earlier scholars had suggested Tell 
er-Rat�abeh  and Pelusium. Current consensus places Rameses at Qantir 
(Khatana), 24 km. (15 mi.) S of San el-Hagar and 14 km. (9 mi.) N of Fagus. 
Evidence of occupation includes palaces and administrative buildings of the 
Ramesside period. Important finds in the surrounding area indicate that the city 



of Rameses extended out from Qantir which was the center and included such 
sites at Tell el-Dab{a (location of Avaris, the Hyksos capital) and Tell Abu 
el-Shafi{a.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. Bietak,M. Bietak, “Avaris a “Avaris and Piramesnd Piramesse,” se,” ProceedingProceedings of the Bs of the British Acaritish Acritish AcademyAcademy 65 (1979) 65 (1979): 225–89; : 225–89; Avaris, thAvaris, the Capital e Capital of the Hykof the Hyksossos (London,  (London, 1996); E. 1996); E. P. Uphill,P. UP. Uphill, “PUphill, “Pithom and ithom and Raamses: TRaamses: Their Locatheir Location and Siion and Significancegnificance,” ,” JNESJNES 27 (1968) 27 (1968): 291–316;: 291: 291–316; 2291–316; 28 (1969): 8 (1969): 15–39.15–39.15–39.

Bibliography. M. Bietak, “Avaris and Piramesse,” Proceedings of the British 
Academy 65 (1979): 225–89; Avaris, the Capital of the Hyksos (London, 1996); E. P. 
Uphill, “Pithom and Raamses: Their Location and Significance,” JNES 27 (1968): 
291–316; 28 (1969): 15–39.
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RAMIAHRAMIAH (Heb.  (Heb. ramya®ramya®)))

RAMIAH (Heb. ramya®)

An IsraeliAn Israelite of the te of the family of family of Parosh; a Parosh; a returnee freturnee from exile rom exile compelled compelled to divorceto divorce his forei his his foreighis foreign wife (Ezn wife (Ezra 10:25).ra 10:25).

An Israelite of the family of Parosh; a returnee from exile compelled to divorce 
his foreign wife (Ezra 10:25).

RAMOTHRAMOTH (Heb.  (Heb. raœ}mo®t�,raœ}mo®t�, raœmoœt�, raœmoœt�, raœ}moœt� raœ}moœt�)))

RAMOTH (Heb. raœ}mo®t�, raœmoœt�, raœ}moœt� )

�1.1. Ramoth in Ramoth in Gilead (D Gilead (Deut. 4:43;eut. 4:43; Josh. 20: Josh. 20:8; 21:38; 8; 21:38; 1 Chr. 6:81 Chr. 6:80[MT 65]).0[MT 65]).

1. Ramoth in Gilead (Deut. 4:43; Josh. 20:8; 21:38; 1 Chr. 6:80[MT 65]).

�SeeSee  RAMOTH-GILRAMOTH-GILEAD.EAD.EAD.

See RAMOTH-GILEAD.

�2.2. Ramoth of Ramoth of the Negeb the Negeb, a Simeon, a Simeonite town tite town to which Dao which David sent svid sent spoils frompoils from the Amale th the Amalekthe Amalekite raiderite raiders of Ziklas of Ziklag (1 Sam. g (1 Sam. 30:27).30:27).30:27).

2. Ramoth of the Negeb, a Simeonite town to which David sent spoils from 
the Amalekite raiders of Ziklag (1 Sam. 30:27).

�SeeSee  RAMAHRAMAH  2.2.2.

See RAMAH 2.

�3.3. A levitic A levitical city inal city in the triba the tribal territorl territory of Issacy of Issachar, assighar, assigned to thened to the Gershomit Gershomites (1 Chr.eGershomitGershomiteGershomites (1 Chr. s (1 Chr. 6:73[58]).6:73[58]). It was pr It was probably theobably the same as J same as Jarmuth (armuth (2; 2; Josh. 21:2Josh. 21:29) and Rem921:221:29) and21:29) and Remeth (1 Remeth (19:21).9:21).

3. A levitical city in the tribal territory of Issachar, assigned to the 
Gershomites (1 Chr. 6:73[58]). It was probably the same as Jarmuth (2; Josh. 
21:29) and Remeth (19:21).

RAMOTH-GILRAMOTH-GILEADEAD (Heb.  (Heb. raœmo®t� [raœmo®t� [hag]gil{aœhag]gil{aœd�d�)))

RAMOTH-GILEAD (Heb. raœmo®t� [hag]gil{aœd� )

A TransjorA Transjordanian citdanian city of refugy of refuge located e located in the easin the eastern portitern portion of Gad’on of Gad’s territors territory (Deut. 4y (Dy (Deut. 4:4(Deut. 4:43; Josh. 23; Josh. 20:8; 21:380:8; 21:38).).).

A Transjordanian city of refuge located in the eastern portion of Gad’s territory 
(Deut. 4:43; Josh. 20:8; 21:38).

�Ben-hadad Ben-hadad of Syria aof Syria apparently pparently captured tcaptured the city frhe city from Israel om Israel in the midin the middle of thedle of thdle of the 9th cethe 9th century ntury B.C.E.B.C.E. (1 Kgs. 2 (1 Kgs. 20, 22). Th0, 22). The king of e king of Israel (prIsrael (probably Ahaobably Ahab) subsequb) subsequently askeensubsequsubsequentsubsequently asked Jly asked Jehoshaphatehoshaphat of Judah  of Judah to assist to assist him in rechim in recovering thovering the city froe city from Aram (1 m Am Aram (1 KgAram (1 Kgs. 22:3), s. 22:3), over the oover the objections bjections of the proof the prophet Micaiphet Micaiah, who prah, who predicted faedicted failure (vv.ilufafailure (vfailure (vv. 15–17).v. 15–17). A second  A second allied attallied attempt to reempt to recover Ramocover Ramoth-gilead th-gilead was undertwas undertaken by Jeakundertundertakenundertaken by Jehora by Jehoram of Israem of Israel and Ahazl and Ahaziah of Judiah of Judah againstah against Ben-hadad Ben-hadad’s success’s successor Hazael,osuccesssuccessor successor Hazael, soHazael, some 12 yearme 12 years later (cs later (ca. 840; 2 a. 840; 2 Kgs. 8:28-Kgs. 8:28-29), altho29), although Jehoraugh Jehoram was wounm JehoraJehoram waJehoram was wounded s wounded in the attin the attempt. The empt. The resulting resulting confusion confusion in Israel in Israel (which led(which led to the ri ledled to theled to the rise of J rise of Jehu) enablehu) enabled Hazael ed Hazael to recaptuto recapture not onlre not only Ramoth-gy Ramoth-gilead, butilead, but also the  als also the ralso the rest of Isrest of Israel’s holdael’s holdings in Trings in Transjordan ansjordan (2 Kgs. 10(2 Kgs. 10:32-33).:32-33).:32-33).

Ben-hadad of Syria apparently captured the city from Israel in the middle of 
the 9th century B.C.E. (1 Kgs. 20, 22). The king of Israel (probably Ahab) 
subsequently asked Jehoshaphat of Judah to assist him in recovering the city from 
Aram (1 Kgs. 22:3), over the objections of the prophet Micaiah, who predicted 
failure (vv. 15–17). A second allied attempt to recover Ramoth-gilead was 
undertaken by Jehoram of Israel and Ahaziah of Judah against Ben-hadad’s 
successor Hazael, some 12 years later (ca. 840; 2 Kgs. 8:28-29), although 
Jehoram was wounded in the attempt. The resulting confusion in Israel (which 
led to the rise of Jehu) enabled Hazael to recapture not only Ramoth-gilead, but 
also the rest of Israel’s holdings in Transjordan (2 Kgs. 10:32-33).

�There is nThere is no consensuo consensus on the ms on the modern idenodern identity of Ratity of Ramoth-gileamoth-gilead, althougd, although Tell h Telh Tell Tell el-H¸usnel-H¸usn (232210;  (232210; 16 km. [1016 km. [10 mi.] SW o mi.] SW of Ramtha) f Ramtha) and Tell and Tell RaœmiîthRaœmiîth (244210;  (244 (244210; 7(244210; 7 km. [4 mi km. [4 mi.] S of Ra.] S of Ramtha, nearmtha, near the moder the modern border on border of Syria) hf Syria) have been pave been pave been proposed. proposed. Tell Tell RaœmiîthRaœmiîth has the a has the advantage odvantage of etymologf etymological ties ical ties with Ramotwith Ramoth, a strath, a sth, a strategic strategic location alocation as a “heighs a “height,” and Irt,” and Iron Age poton Age pottery that tery that dates fromdates from the time  the time of Solomonof Sof Solomon toSolomon to that of T that of Tiglath-piliglath-pileser III.eser III.eser III.

There is no consensus on the modern identity of Ramoth-gilead, although 
Tell el-H¸usn (232210; 16 km. [10 mi.] SW of Ramtha) and Tell Raœmiîth 
(244210; 7 km. [4 mi.] S of Ramtha, near the modern border of Syria) have been 
proposed. Tell Raœmiîth has the advantage of etymological ties with Ramoth, a 



strategic location as a “height,” and Iron Age pottery that dates from the time of 
Solomon to that of Tiglath-pileser III.

Randall W.Randall W. Younker Younker

Randall W. Younker

RANSOMRANSOMRANSOM

RANSOM

A price paA price paid to releid to release a captase a captive or seiive or seized properzed property, or thety, or the act of pr act of procuring reocuring release in tleasererelease inrelease in this mann this manner. Heb. er. Heb. koœp�erkoœp�er (from  (from kpr,kpr, “to cover “to cover”; cf. Akk”; cf. Akk. . kapaœru,kapaœru, “wipe off kapaœru,kapaœru, “kapaœru, “wipe off”)wipe off”) is most o is most often used ften used in the posin the positive sensitive sense of ransoe of ransom money (em money (e.g., Exod..g(e(e.g., Exo(e.g., Exod. 21:30; d. 21:30; Num. 35:31Num. 35:31-32; Isa. -32; Isa. 43:3; cf. 43:3; cf. Ps. 49:7-8Ps. 49:7-8[MT 8–9]).[MT 8–9]). Negativel Negatively, the tery, they, the term cthe term can refer tan refer to a “bribeo a “bribe” (so NRSV” (so NRSV, 1 Sam. 1, 1 Sam. 12:3; Amos 2:3; Amos 5:12). Tho5:12). Though among ugh amongugh among the among the Greeks Gk.Greeks Gk.  lyétronlyétron could ref could refer to the er to the redemptionredemption of a slav of a slave, in NT ue, in NT usage it spsuusage it susage it specifies apecifies also “atonelso “atonement moneyment money.” Matt. 2.” Matt. 20:28 = Mar0:28 = Mark 10:45 clk 10:45 clarify the arify the substitutisubsubstitutisubstitutionary natuonary nature of Chrire of Christ’s atonest’s atonement as “ament as “a ransom fo ransom for many” (cr many” (cf. Isa. 53f. Isa. 53:4-12; cf.:4-15353:4-12; c53:4-12; cf. 1 Tim. f. 1 Tim. 2:6).2:6).2:6).

A price paid to release a captive or seized property, or the act of procuring 
release in this manner. Heb. koœp�er  (from kpr, “to cover”; cf. Akk. 
kapaœru, “wipe off”) is most often used in the positive sense of ransom money 
(e.g., Exod. 21:30; Num. 35:31-32; Isa. 43:3; cf. Ps. 49:7-8[MT 8–9]). Negatively, 
the term can refer to a “bribe” (so NRSV, 1 Sam. 12:3; Amos 5:12). Though 
among the Greeks Gk. lyétron could refer to the redemption of a slave, in NT 
usage it specifies also “atonement money.” Matt. 20:28 = Mark 10:45 clarify the 
substitutionary nature of Christ’s atonement as “a ransom for many” (cf. Isa. 
53:4-12; cf. 1 Tim. 2:6).

�SeeSee  REDEMPTIONREDEMPTION...

See REDEMPTION.
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RAPHARAPHA (Heb.  (Heb. raœp�aœ}raœp�aœ})))

RAPHA (Heb. raœp�aœ} )

The fifth The fifth son of Benson of Benjamin (1 Cjamin (1 Chr. 8:2). hr. 8:2). Rapha is oRapha is omitted fromitted from the genem the genealogy at Galogy at Gen. 46:21.enGGen. 46:21Gen. 46:21..

The fifth son of Benjamin (1 Chr. 8:2). Rapha is omitted from the genealogy at 
Gen. 46:21.

RAPHAELRAPHAEL (Gk.  (Gk. RaphaeäílRaphaeäíl)))

RAPHAEL (Gk. Raphaeäíl)

An angel, An angel, first mentfirst mentioned in tioned in two postexiwo postexilic Jewishlic Jewish books, To books, Tobit and 1 bit and 1 Enoch. In Enoch. In 1 Enoch Ra1 E1 Enoch RaphEnoch Raphael (“God ael (“God heals”) isheals”) is prominent prominent in the an in the angelic hiergelic hierarchy (1 Earchy (1 En. 20:3; 4n. 20:3; 40:2, 8—9),0:2440:2, 8—9)40:2, 8—9), and is o, and is one of the ne of the angels resangels responsible fponsible for bindingor binding the armie the armies of Azazes of Azazel and castl anl and castinand casting them intg them into the vallo the valley of fireey of fire (54:6). T (54:6). Tobit depicobit depicts Raphaelts Raphael along com along comparable liparacomcomparablecomparable lines, as lines, as “one of t “one of the seven ahe seven angels who ngels who stand readstand ready and entey and enter before tr before the glory ohtthe glory the glory of the Lorof the Lord” (Tob. 1d” (Tob. 12:15). He 2:15). He follows thfollows the demon Ase demon Asmodeus to modeus to the remotethe remothe remote parremote parts of Egypts of Egypt and bindt and binds him thers him there (Tob. 8:e (Tob. 8:3).3).3).

An angel, first mentioned in two postexilic Jewish books, Tobit and 1 Enoch. In 1 
Enoch Raphael (“God heals”) is prominent in the angelic hierarchy (1 En. 20:3; 
40:2, 8—9), and is one of the angels responsible for binding the armies of Azazel 
and casting them into the valley of fire (54:6). Tobit depicts Raphael along 
comparable lines, as “one of the seven angels who stand ready and enter before 
the glory of the Lord” (Tob. 12:15). He follows the demon Asmodeus to the 
remote parts of Egypt and binds him there (Tob. 8:3).

�Tobit, howTobit, however, goesever, goes further i further in its depin its depiction of action of angelic actngelic activity enteivity entering the hring the human spheruhhuman sphehuman sphere. Raphaere. Raphael is dispal is dispatched by Gtched by God in answod in answer to the er to the prayers ofprayers of Tobit and Tobit and Tobit and Sarah and Sarah “to heal t“to heal them” (Tob.hem” (Tob. 3:17). He 3:17). He appears i appears in human fon human form as Azarrm as Azariah (“Yah iah (“Yah iah (“Yah help(“Yah helps”), and as”), and aids Tobiasids Tobias as guide, as guide, servant,  servant, mentor, anmentor, and matchmakd matchmaker. Towarder. Towarder. Toward theToward the end of th end of the book, whe book, when Tobit aen Tobit and Tobias nd Tobias are about are about to pay himto pay him for his s for his s for his services, services, Raphael reRaphael reveals his veals his true identtrue identity to theity to them (Tob. 12m (Tob. 12:6-21). He:6-21). He exhorts t exhorts them to piehemtthem to pithem to piety, explaety, explains that hins that he only appe only appeared to eeared to eat and driat and drink, commisnk, commissions themsions them to write  themthem to wrthem to write an accite an account of whount of what has hapat has happened, andpened, and ascends t ascends to heaven wo heaven while Tobithile Tobihile Tobit and Tobit and Tobias praTobias praise God.ise God.ise God.

Tobit, however, goes further in its depiction of angelic activity entering the 
human sphere. Raphael is dispatched by God in answer to the prayers of Tobit 
and Sarah “to heal them” (Tob. 3:17). He appears in human form as Azariah 
(“Yah helps”), and aids Tobias as guide, servant, mentor, and matchmaker. 
Toward the end of the book, when Tobit and Tobias are about to pay him for his 
services, Raphael reveals his true identity to them (Tob. 12:6-21). He exhorts 
them to piety, explains that he only appeared to eat and drink, commissions 
them to write an account of what has happened, and ascends to heaven while 
Tobit and Tobias praise God.

Will SollWill Soll

Will Soll



RAPHAHRAPHAH (Heb.  (Heb. raœp�a®raœp�a®) (also RE) (also REPHAIAH)PHAIAH)PHAIAH)

RAPHAH (Heb. raœp�a® ) (also REPHAIAH)

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, son oite, son of Binea anf Binea and descendad descendant of Kingnt of King Saul (1 C Saul (1 Chr. 8:37).hr. 8:37). At 1 Chr. At 1 Chr. 9:43 he i 9 9:43 he is9:43 he is called Re called Rephaiah (phaiah (44).).

A Benjaminite, son of Binea and descendant of King Saul (1 Chr. 8:37). At 1 Chr. 
9:43 he is called Rephaiah (4).

RAPHONRAPHON (Gk.  (Gk. RaphoœénRaphoœén)))

RAPHON (Gk. Raphoœén)

A city neaA city near one of tr one of the major she major sources of ources of the Yarmukthe Yarmuk River, ca River, ca. 55.5 km.. 55.5 km. (34.5 mi. (34.5 mi.) directly) d) directly Edirectly E of the up of the upper Jordanper Jordan as it ent as it enters the Seers the Sea of Galila of Galilee; modernee; modern  er-Ra®feher-Ra®feh. The Ammo.er-Ra®feher-Ra®feh.er-Ra®feh. The Ammon The Ammonite generaite general Timothy l Timothy encamped wencamped with his foith his forces opposrces opposite the ciite theite the city, the city, but Judas but Judas Maccabeus Maccabeus crossed thcrossed the wadi ande wadi and defeated  defeated him (1 Machim (1 Macc. 5:37).c. 5:37).

A city near one of the major sources of the Yarmuk River, ca. 55.5 km. (34.5 mi.) 
directly E of the upper Jordan as it enters the Sea of Galilee; modern 
er-Ra®feh. The Ammonite general Timothy encamped with his forces opposite 
the city, but Judas Maccabeus crossed the wadi and defeated him (1 Macc. 5:37).

RAPHURAPHU (Heb.  (Heb. raœp�u®}raœp�u®})))

RAPHU (Heb. raœp�u®} )

A BenjaminA Benjaminite, fatheite, father of the sr of the spy Palti (py Palti (Num. 13:9)Num. 13:9)..

A Benjaminite, father of the spy Palti (Num. 13:9).

RAPTURERAPTURERAPTURE

RAPTURE

The “catchThe “catching up” (fing up” (from Lat. rom Lat. raptioraptio) of the s) of the saints to maints to meet the Loeet the Lord in the rd in the air, mentiair, mentair, mentioned mentioned by Paul inby Paul in 1 Thess.  1 Thess. 4:17. Paul4:17. Paul’s comment’s comments in 1 Thes in 1 Thess. 4:14-1ss. 4:14-18 are prom8 are prompted by thppromprompted bprompted by the expry the expressions ofessions of excessive excessive grief by  grief by some in thsome in the young coe young congregationngregationcocongregaticongregation at the on at the loss of loloss of loved ones. ved ones. He comfortHe comforts them by s them by deepening deepening their hopetheir hopetheir hope of rehope of resurrectionsurrection, which he, which he assures t assures them will nhem will not disadvaot disadvantage the ntage the deceased adeceased at all, buttaat all, buat all, but will mart will mark the reunk the reunion of allion of all believers believers and their and their permanent permanent abiding w abiding with the Loith thith the Lord ithe Lord in resurrecn resurrected glory.ted glory.

The “catching up” (from Lat. raptio) of the saints to meet the Lord in the air, 
mentioned by Paul in 1 Thess. 4:17. Paul’s comments in 1 Thess. 4:14-18 are 
prompted by the expressions of excessive grief by some in the young 
congregation at the loss of loved ones. He comforts them by deepening their 
hope of resurrection, which he assures them will not disadvantage the deceased 
at all, but will mark the reunion of all believers and their permanent abiding with 
the Lord in resurrected glory.

�Clement ofClement of Alexandri Alexandria curiousla curiously referredy referred Paul’s st Paul’s statements tatements to the expeo the experience of rienceexpeexperienceexperience of the be of the believer at liever at the time othe time of death, bf death, but the assut the association wociation with the Paith the Parousia is rouPaParousia iParousia is evident s evident in the texin the text and is rt and is recognized ecognized by the greby the great majoritat majority of intery of interpreters. Ipreteinterinterpreteinterpreters. In thers. In the 18th cent 18th century J. N. ury J. N. Darby popuDarby popularized, tlarized, though evidhough evidently did ently did not originnotnot originnot originate, the nate, the notion of aotion of a “secret r “secret rapture” toapture” to come with come without warninout warning or accomg or accomg or accompanimaccompaniment, leavient, leaving the worng the world bereft ld bereft of Christiof Christians to facans to face the antie the antichrist, sechrist, seven years venseseven yearseven years of tribus of tribulation, anlation, and the wratd the wrath of God. h of God. All this wAll this would preceould precede Christ’de Christ’s return ts res return to return to earth and earth and the ensuinthe ensuing millennig millennial reign. al reign. Darby’s unDarby’s understandinderstanding has becog has become a hallmmebecobecome a hbecome a hallmark ofallmark of dispensat dispensational premional premillennialiillennialism.sm.sm.

Clement of Alexandria curiously referred Paul’s statements to the 
experience of the believer at the time of death, but the association with the 
Parousia is evident in the text and is recognized by the great majority of 
interpreters. In the 18th century J. N. Darby popularized, though evidently did 
not originate, the notion of a “secret rapture” to come without warning or 
accompaniment, leaving the world bereft of Christians to face the antichrist, 
seven years of tribulation, and the wrath of God. All this would precede Christ’s 
return to earth and the ensuing millennial reign. Darby’s understanding has 
become a hallmark of dispensational premillennialism.

�Paul, howePaul, however, apparver, apparently refeently refers to the rs to the rapture agrapture again in 2 Tain in 2 Thess. 2:1-hess. 2:1-2 as “our 2 as “our2 as “our being“our being gathered  gathered together wtogether with him” (ith him” (cf. Matt. cf. Matt. 13:30; 24:13:30; 24:31), which31), which he links  he links to “the coto “to “the comin“the coming of Chrisg of Christ” and “tht” and “the day of te day of the Lord.” he Lord.” This meansThis means the raptu the rapture too aware too aware too awaits, asawaits, as 2 Thess.  2 Thess. 2:3 indica2:3 indicates, the ctes, the coming “apooming “apostasy” or stasy” or rebellion rebellion and the adand the advent of thventadadvent of advent of the “man othe “man of lawlessnf lawlessness.” The ess.” The rapture ofrapture of the saint the saints then is s then is that aspecthat aspect of the rt oft of the retof the return of Chrurn of Christ which ist which effects theffects the gatherine gathering of all bg of all believers, elievers, those alivthose alive at that e at the at that time that time and those and those who have gwho have gone beforeone before in death, in death, to be wit to be with the Lordh the Lord forever. forever. forever.

Paul, however, apparently refers to the rapture again in 2 Thess. 2:1-2 as 
“our being gathered together with him” (cf. Matt. 13:30; 24:31), which he links to 
“the coming of Christ” and “the day of the Lord.” This means the rapture too 
awaits, as 2 Thess. 2:3 indicates, the coming “apostasy” or rebellion and the 
advent of the “man of lawlessness.” The rapture of the saints then is that aspect 
of the return of Christ which effects the gathering of all believers, those alive at 
that time and those who have gone before in death, to be with the Lord forever.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. E. Best, E. Best, The First The First and Secondand Second Epistles  Epistles to the Theto the Thessaloniansssalonians.. BNTC 13 ( BNTC BNTC 13 (PBNTC 13 (Peabody, 19eabody, 1993); E. R.93); E. R. Sandeen,  Sandeen, The Roots The Roots of Fundameof Fundamentalism: Bntalism: British andritish and American  A American MAmerican Millenarianillenarianism, 1800–ism, 1800–19301930 (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1978pids, 1978); G. Vos,); G. Vos,  The PaulinThe Pauline Eschatole Esche EschatologEschatologyy (Grand Ra (Grand Rapids, 1961pids, 1961).).).

Bibliography. E. Best, The First and Second Epistles to the Thessalonians. 
BNTC 13 (Peabody, 1993); E. R. Sandeen, The Roots of Fundamentalism: British and 
American Millenarianism, 1800–1930 (Grand Rapids, 1978); G. Vos, The Pauline 



Eschatology (Grand Rapids, 1961).

Charles E.Charles E. Hill Hill

Charles E. Hill

RAS SHAMRARAS SHAMRA

RAS SHAMRA

�SeeSee  UGARIT.UGARIT.

See UGARIT.

RASSISRASSIS (Gk.  (Gk. RhaéssisRhaéssis)))

RASSIS (Gk. Rhaéssis)

A city thaA city that was plunt was plundered by Hdered by Holofernes’olofernes’ army (Jdt army (Jdt. 2:23; NR. 2:23; NRSV “the RaSV “the Rassisites”)ssisites”). The auth. T. The authorThe author appears t appears to place ito place it somewhere somewhere in the re in the region of Cigion of Cilicia. Somlicia. Some considere consider Rassis a  R Rassis a cRassis a corruption orruption of the namof the name Tarsus (e Tarsus (Vulg. Vulg. TharsisTharsis), while o), while others belithers believe it is eve it is the Rossosthethe Rossosthe Rossos (modern A (modern Arsos) mentrsos) mentioned by Sioned by Strabo (trabo (Geog.Geog. 14.5.19;  14.5.19; 16.2.8) an16.2.8) and Ptolemy d Ptoled Ptolemy (Ptolemy (Geog.Geog. 5.14). 5.14). 5.14).

A city that was plundered by Holofernes’ army (Jdt. 2:23; NRSV “the Rassisites”). 
The author appears to place it somewhere in the region of Cilicia. Some consider 
Rassis a corruption of the name Tarsus (Vulg. Tharsis), while others believe it is 
the Rossos (modern Arsos) mentioned by Strabo (Geog. 14.5.19; 16.2.8) and 
Ptolemy (Geog. 5.14).

H. Wayne HH. Wayne Houseouse

H. Wayne House

RATHAMINRATHAMIN (Gk.  (Gk. RhaéthaminRhaéthamin)))

RATHAMIN (Gk. Rhaéthamin)

One of theOne of the districts districts taken fro taken from Samaria m Samaria and given and given by Demetriby Demetrius to Jonaus to Jonathan Maccathan Maccathan Maccabeus Maccabeus ca. 150 ca. 150 B.C.E.B.C.E. (1 Macc.  (1 Macc. 11:34). Th11:34). The place ise place is otherwise otherwise unknown,  unknown, but some sbut sombut some scholsome scholars identiars identify it (thrfy it (through a traough a transpositionnsposition of conson of consonants) withants) with Ramathaim Ramathaim(-zophim),(-RamathaimRamathaim(Ramathaim(-zophim), -zophim), the birthpthe birthplace of Salace of Samuel.muel.muel.

One of the districts taken from Samaria and given by Demetrius to Jonathan 
Maccabeus ca. 150 B.C.E. (1 Macc. 11:34). The place is otherwise unknown, but 
some scholars identify it (through a transposition of consonants) with 
Ramathaim(-zophim), the birthplace of Samuel.

�SeeSee  RAMAHRAMAH  55...

See RAMAH 5.

Benjamin CBenjamin C. Chapman. Chapman

Benjamin C. Chapman

RAVENRAVENRAVEN

RAVEN

A large, sA large, strong, blatrong, black bird cack bird ca. 61 cm. (. 61 cm. (2 ft.) in 2 ft.) in length witlength with a large h a large 7.6 cm. (37.6 cm. (3 in.) beak in.) bea in.) beak. The beak. The raven (Hebraven (Heb. . {oœreäb�;{oœreäb�; Gk.  Gk. koœraxkoœrax) is widel) is widely distribuy distributed througted throughout Europhoutthrougthroughoutthroughout Europe, A Europe, Asia, and Asia, and Africa. It frica. It feeds on bfeeds on birds and sirds and small animamall animals, as wells, as well as seedsl as l as seeds, as seeds, berries, aberries, and fruits.nd fruits. It is als It is also partiallo partially a carrioy a carrion eater ann eater and was desid was designated as gnated agnated as an unclas an unclean bird pean bird probably berobably because of tcause of this fact ahis fact and the widnd the wide variety e variety of its dieof its diet (Lev. 11t (Levt (Lev. 11:1(Lev. 11:15; Deut. 15; Deut. 14:14). Pal4:14). Palestine hasestine has eight dif eight different speferent species of racies of ravens (ordevens (order Passeresr Passr Passeres).Passeres). These bir These birds are pards are particularly ticularly loud with loud with their cawstheir caws. Noah sen. Noah sent out a rat out a raven to finvenraraven to fraven to find dry laind dry land becausend because of its st of its strength of rength of long flighlong flight and abilt and ability to feeity to feed on many d on mad on many diffemany different sourcrent sources (Gen. 8es (Gen. 8:7). Raven:7). Ravens fed Elijs fed Elijah when heah when he was hidin was hiding from Ahag from Ahab (1 Kgs. bAhaAhab (1 KgAhab (1 Kgs. 17:4-6)s. 17:4-6). This wou. This would have beld have been contraren contrary to the py to the pattern of attern of the raven,the raven, which usu w which usuawhich usually took clly took care of itsare of itself even telf even to the neglo the neglect of itsect of its young (Jo young (Job 38:41; Pb 38:41; Ps. 147:9).s. 147s. 147:9). Je147:9). Jesus taughtsus taught that God’ that God’s care of s care of the raven the raven was an indwas an indication ofication of God’s gre God’s greater valueategregreater vagreater value of humlue of human beings an beings (Luke 12:2(Luke 12:24).4).4).

A large, strong, black bird ca. 61 cm. (2 ft.) in length with a large 7.6 cm. (3 in.) 
beak. The raven (Heb. {oœreäb�;  Gk. koœrax) is widely distributed 
throughout Europe, Asia, and Africa. It feeds on birds and small animals, as well 
as seeds, berries, and fruits. It is also partially a carrion eater and was designated 
as an unclean bird probably because of this fact and the wide variety of its diet 
(Lev. 11:15; Deut. 14:14). Palestine has eight different species of ravens (order 
Passeres). These birds are particularly loud with their caws. Noah sent out a 
raven to find dry land because of its strength of long flight and ability to feed on 
many different sources (Gen. 8:7). Ravens fed Elijah when he was hiding from 
Ahab (1 Kgs. 17:4-6). This would have been contrary to the pattern of the raven, 
which usually took care of itself even to the neglect of its young (Job 38:41; Ps. 
147:9). Jesus taught that God’s care of the raven was an indication of God’s 
greater value of human beings (Luke 12:24).

John A. McJohn A. McLeanLean

John A. McLean

REAIAHREAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. reï}aœya®reï}aœya®) (also HA) (also HAROEH)ROEH)ROEH)

REAIAH (Heb. reï}aœya®) (also HAROEH)

�1.1. A Judahit A Judahite, the sone, the son of Shobal of Shobal (1 Chr. 4 (1 Chr. 4:2). He is:2). He is called Ha called Haroeh at 1 roeh at 1 Chr. 2:52.Chr. 2:5Chr. 2:52.2:52.2:52.

1. A Judahite, the son of Shobal (1 Chr. 4:2). He is called Haroeh at 1 Chr. 



2:52.

�2.2. A Reubeni A Reubenite, the sote, the son of Micahn of Micah of the fa of the family of Jomily of Joel (1 Chr.el (1 Chr. 5:5). 5:5). 5:5).

2. A Reubenite, the son of Micah of the family of Joel (1 Chr. 5:5).

�3.3. A temple  A temple servant whservant whose descenose descendants retudants returned with rned with ZerubbabelZerubbabel from exil from exile in Babyleexilexile in Bexile in Babylon (Ezabylon (Ezra 2:47 = ra 2:47 = Neh. 7:50)Neh. 7:50)..

3. A temple servant whose descendants returned with Zerubbabel from 
exile in Babylon (Ezra 2:47 = Neh. 7:50).

REBAREBA (Heb.  (Heb. reb�a{reb�a{)))

REBA (Heb. reb�a{ )

One of theOne of the five king five kings of the Ms of the Midianites,idianites, all vassa all vassals of Kingls of King Sihon of  Sihon of the Amoritthe Amorites, who wees, wes, who were kwho were killed by tilled by the Israelihe Israelites in wartes in war (Num. 31: (Num. 31:8; Josh. 18; Josh. 13:21). His3:21). His territory territory was later was was later was later assigned tassigned to the Reubo the Reubenites.enites.

One of the five kings of the Midianites, all vassals of King Sihon of the Amorites, 
who were killed by the Israelites in war (Num. 31:8; Josh. 13:21). His territory 
was later assigned to the Reubenites.

REBEKAHREBEKAH (Heb.  (Heb. rib�qa®rib�qa®)))

REBEKAH (Heb. rib�qa® )

The wife oThe wife of Isaac anf Isaac and the mothd the mother of Jacoer of Jacob and Esaub and Esau; daughter; daughter of Bethue of Bethuel and sistl and sister of Labaersistsister of sister of Laban (GenLaban (Gen. 22:23; 2. 22:23; 24:29). Whe4:29). When Abraham n Abraham sends his sends his servant toservant to find a wi find a wife for Isafewiwife for Iwife for Isaac from saac from his Mesopohis Mesopotamian homtamian homeland, Rebeland, Rebekah is enekah is encountered countered at a well at a wellat a well outsiwell outside the citde the city of Nahory of Nahor (Gen. 24: (Gen. 24:11-49). Sh11-49). She is descre is described as beibed as beautiful, aautiful, and her actnd hnd her actionher actions reveal hs reveal her not to er not to be a passibe a passive woman. ve woman. Initially,Initially, her broth her brother and fater and father arrangher aher arrange wiarrange with the serth the servant to sevant to send Rebekahnd Rebekah as a wife as a wife for Isaac for Isaac. Ultimate. Ultimately, thoughly, though, the text, th, the text sthe text suggests thuggests that Rebekahat Rebekah chooses f chooses for herselfor herself to return to return with Abra with Abraham’s servham’s servant and maaservservant anservant and marry Isd marry Isaac (Gen. aac (Gen. 24:58). Th24:58). The first ene first encounter becounter between the tween the betrothed,betrothed, Isaac and betrothed,betrothed,betrothed, Isaac and Isaac and Rebekah,  Rebekah, reads likereads like a scene f a scene from a romarom a romance novel.nce novel. Isaac rea Isaac readily accepdireareadily acreadily accepts his cepts his new bride,new bride, and the t and the text says text says that “he lohat “he loved her” (ved her” (Gen. 24:67Gen. 24:67). After a). A). After a prAfter a prayer by heayer by her husband,r husband, Rebekah’s Rebekah’s barrennes barrenness is overcs is overcome and shome and she conceivee conceive conceives.conceives. During a  During a difficult difficult pregnancy,pregnancy, she prays she prays to God an to God and is told d is told that she wthat she will give bill gill give birthgive birth to two so to two sons, two nans, two nations, andtions, and that the  that the elder willelder will serve the serve the younger.  younger. After her AfteAfter her After her children achildren are born, Rre born, Rebekah recebekah recognizes thognizes the differene differences betweeces between the two n the two n the two boys. two boys. She is fonShe is fond of the yd of the younger oneounger one, Jacob, b, Jacob, but Isaac lut Isaac loves Esau oves Esau more (Gen.more (Gen. 25:21-28) 2 25:21-28).25:21-28). When she  When she overhears overhears Jacob tellJacob telling Esau ting Esau that he is hat he is going to ggoing to give his olive his oldest son adestololdest sonoldest son a blessin a blessing, Rebekahg, Rebekah devises a devises a plan to t plan to trick her hrick her husband intusband into giving to giving the blessinhe blhe blessing tblessing to Jacob ino Jacob instead. Shestead. She instructs instructs her son o her son of everythif everything he is tng he is to do in oro do in order to pulder tder to pull thto pull the ruse on e ruse on his fatherhis father, and her , and her plan succeplan succeeds (Gen. eds (Gen. 27:5-40). 27:5-40). When RebekWhen Rebekah sees thaRebekRebekah seRebekah sees the intes the intense angerense anger of Esau t of Esau toward Jacooward Jacob, she decb, she decides that ides that she must dshe must do somethinoddo somethido something to protng to protect her soect her son. She conn. She convinces Isavinces Isaac that Jaac that Jacob shouldcob should marry a w marry a w marry a woman fromwoman from her own l her own land. So, Jand. So, Jacob is seacob is sent away tont away to find a wi find a wife, and hife, and his life is s life is temporariltemptemporariltemporarily spared (y spared (Gen. 27:41Gen. 27:41-46). Afte-46). After this finr this final act of al act of insurance insurance for her fafor her favorite sonvoritefafavorite sfavorite son, Rebekaon, Rebekah disappeah disappears from thrs from the narrative narrative. Her deae. Her death is not th is not mentioned.mentioned. In Gen. 4 I In Gen. 49In Gen. 49:31, howev:31, however, her buer, her burial placerial place is identi is identified as befied as being in theing in the family ca family cave in Machve in Mve in Machpelah,Machpelah, along wit along with Abraham,h Abraham, Sarah, Is Sarah, Isaac, Jacobaac, Jacob, and Leah, and Leah. Through . Through her trickeher trickery and extrtricketrickery atrickery and extraornd extraordinary insdinary insight, Rebeight, Rebekah insurekah insures that thes that the word of t word of the Lord cohe Lord concerning hnccoconcerningconcerning her two s her two sons, givenons, given to her du to her during her pring her pregnancy, regnancy, is ultimatis ultimately fulfilely fulfilled. She iled. Sled. She is recShe is recognized asognized as one of th one of the four mate four matriarchs ofriarchs of the Israe the Israelites.lites.lites.

The wife of Isaac and the mother of Jacob and Esau; daughter of Bethuel and 
sister of Laban (Gen. 22:23; 24:29). When Abraham sends his servant to find a 
wife for Isaac from his Mesopotamian homeland, Rebekah is encountered at a 
well outside the city of Nahor (Gen. 24:11-49). She is described as beautiful, and 
her actions reveal her not to be a passive woman. Initially, her brother and father 
arrange with the servant to send Rebekah as a wife for Isaac. Ultimately, though, 
the text suggests that Rebekah chooses for herself to return with Abraham’s 
servant and marry Isaac (Gen. 24:58). The first encounter between the 
betrothed, Isaac and Rebekah, reads like a scene from a romance novel. Isaac 
readily accepts his new bride, and the text says that “he loved her” (Gen. 24:67). 
After a prayer by her husband, Rebekah’s barrenness is overcome and she 
conceives. During a difficult pregnancy, she prays to God and is told that she will 
give birth to two sons, two nations, and that the elder will serve the younger. 
After her children are born, Rebekah recognizes the differences between the 
two boys. She is fond of the younger one, Jacob, but Isaac loves Esau more (Gen. 
25:21-28). When she overhears Jacob telling Esau that he is going to give his 
oldest son a blessing, Rebekah devises a plan to trick her husband into giving the 
blessing to Jacob instead. She instructs her son of everything he is to do in order 
to pull the ruse on his father, and her plan succeeds (Gen. 27:5-40). When 
Rebekah sees the intense anger of Esau toward Jacob, she decides that she must 
do something to protect her son. She convinces Isaac that Jacob should marry a 
woman from her own land. So, Jacob is sent away to find a wife, and his life is 
temporarily spared (Gen. 27:41-46). After this final act of insurance for her 
favorite son, Rebekah disappears from the narrative. Her death is not mentioned. 
In Gen. 49:31, however, her burial place is identified as being in the family cave in 
Machpelah, along with Abraham, Sarah, Isaac, Jacob, and Leah. Through her 
trickery and extraordinary insight, Rebekah insures that the word of the Lord 
concerning her two sons, given to her during her pregnancy, is ultimately fulfilled. 
She is recognized as one of the four matriarchs of the Israelites.



�BibliograpBibliography. hy. S. P. JeanS. P. Jeansonne, sonne, The Women The Women of Genesisof Genesis (Minneapo (Minneapolis, 1990)lis, 1990); S. Nidit; S.; S. NiditchS. Niditch, “Genesis, “Genesis,” in ,” in The Women’The Women’s Bible Cos Bible Commentary,mmentary, ed. C. A. ed. C. A. Newsom an Newsom and S. Ringed S. Rd S. Ringe (LouRinge (Louisville, 1isville, 1992), 13–2992), 13–29.9.9.
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RECAHRECAH (Heb.  (Heb. reäk�a®reäk�a®)))

RECAH (Heb. reäk�a® )

The home oThe home of a branchf a branch of the Ju of the Judahites (1dahites (1 Chr. 4:12 Chr. 4:12). The loc). The location of tation of this place his place is unknownis unis unknown, aunknown, and the texnd the text may wellt may well be corrup be corrupt. A majort. A major recension recension of the LX of the LXX suggestsX suggestX suggests tsuggests that the nahat the name referreme referred to is Red to is Rechab, in wchab, in which case hich case it might bit might be not a ple not a place name baceplplace nameplace name but a gen but a gentilic formtilic form designati designating those lng those listed hereisted here as Rechab as Rechabites (cf. ites (cf. 1 Chr. 2:51 Ch1 Chr. 2:55)Chr. 2:55)..

The home of a branch of the Judahites (1 Chr. 4:12). The location of this place is 
unknown, and the text may well be corrupt. A major recension of the LXX 
suggests that the name referred to is Rechab, in which case it might be not a 
place name but a gentilic form designating those listed here as Rechabites (cf. 1 
Chr. 2:55).

RECHABRECHAB (Heb.  (Heb. reäk�aœb�reäk�aœb�)))

RECHAB (Heb. reäk�aœb� )

�1.1. A son of  A son of Rimmon of Rimmon of Beeroth whBeeroth who with hiso with his brother B brother Baanah murdaanah murdered Ishboered Ishboered IshboshethIshbosheth the son o the son of Saul (2 f Saul (2 Sam. 4:2, Sam. 4:2, 5-8). For 5-8). For this act Rthis act Rechab and echab and Baanah werBaanah were executede ee executed bexecuted by David (2y David (2 Sam. 4:9- Sam. 4:9-12).12).12).

1. A son of Rimmon of Beeroth who with his brother Baanah murdered 
Ishbosheth the son of Saul (2 Sam. 4:2, 5-8). For this act Rechab and Baanah were 
executed by David (2 Sam. 4:9-12).

�2.2. The fathe The father of Jehonr of Jehonadab/Jonadadab/Jonadab, whose ab, whose descendantdescendants were thes were the Rechabite Rechabites (2 Kgs. s RechabiteRechabitesRechabites (2 Kgs. 1 (2 Kgs. 10:15, 23; 0:15, 23; 1 Chr. 2:51 Chr. 2:55; Jer. 355; Jer. 35).).).

2. The father of Jehonadab/Jonadab, whose descendants were the 
Rechabites (2 Kgs. 10:15, 23; 1 Chr. 2:55; Jer. 35).

�3.3. The fathe The father of Malchr of Malchijah, the ijah, the postexilicpostexilic ruler of  ruler of the distrithe district of Bethct of Beth-haccherem-hacchereBethBeth-hacchBeth-haccherem (Neh.erem (Neh. 3:14). He 3:14). He may be th may be the same as e same as 2 2 above.above.

3. The father of Malchijah, the postexilic ruler of the district of 
Beth-haccherem (Neh. 3:14). He may be the same as 2 above.

RECHABITESRECHABITES (Heb.  (Heb. reäk�aœb�ireäk�aœb�iîmîm)))

RECHABITES (Heb. reäk�aœb�iîm )

Followers Followers of Jehonadof Jehonadab, who joab, who joined Jehu ined Jehu in his revin his revolt againsolt against the houst the house of Ahab e of Ahab (2 Kgs. 10(2(2 Kgs. 10(2 Kgs. 10:15-17); n:15-17); named afteramed after Rechab, t Rechab, the father he father or ancestoor ancestor of Jehonr of Jehonadab. Duriadab. During the reingDuriDuring theDuring the reign of  reign of Jehoiakim Jehoiakim the Rechabthe Rechabites are dites are described aescribed as a religis a religiously consously conservative gervconsconservaticonservative group (ve group (Jer. 35), Jer. 35), charactericharacterized by a vzed by a vow not to ow not to drink winedrink wine and stron and strong oppositig og oppositionopposition against B against Baalism andaalism and some prac some practices of atices of a settled a settled agriculturagricultural society.l society. Jeremiah  Jere Jeremiah uJeremiah uses the Reses the Rechabites achabites as an examps an example of relile of religious obedgious obedience, in ience, in stark contstark contrast to thracontcontrast tcontrast to the peopo the people of Israle of Israel and Judel and Judah. The Reah. The Rechabites achabites also appearlso appear in geneal in genealogical lisogicgenealgenealogicgenealogical lists wal lists where they here they seem to beseem to be associate associated with thed with the Kenites ( Kenites (1 Chr. 2:51 Chr. 2:55; 4:11-125; 45; 4:11-12). 4:11-12). Also, a psAlso, a pseudepigrapeudepigraphon variouhon variously titledsly titled The Histo The History of the ry of the RechabitesRechabites or The St or or The Stoor The Story of Zosiry of Zosimus contaimus contains an expans an expanded exegended exegesis of Jersis of Jer. 35.. 35.. 35.

Followers of Jehonadab, who joined Jehu in his revolt against the house of Ahab 
(2 Kgs. 10:15-17); named after Rechab, the father or ancestor of Jehonadab. 
During the reign of Jehoiakim the Rechabites are described as a religiously 
conservative group (Jer. 35), characterized by a vow not to drink wine and strong 
opposition against Baalism and some practices of a settled agricultural society. 
Jeremiah uses the Rechabites as an example of religious obedience, in stark 
contrast to the people of Israel and Judah. The Rechabites also appear in 
genealogical lists where they seem to be associated with the Kenites (1 Chr. 2:55; 
4:11-12). Also, a pseudepigraphon variously titled The History of the Rechabites 
or The Story of Zosimus contains an expanded exegesis of Jer. 35.

�DevelopmenDevelopmentalist anttalist anthropologichropological theory al theory used the “used the “doctrine odoctrine of culturalf cultural survivals surviv survivals”survivals” to interp to interpret the Reret the Rechabites’ chabites’ abstentionabstention from wine from wine, their dw, their dwelling in elling in tents, andtentstents, andtents, and their dis their disdain of agdain of agriculture riculture as remnantas remnants of a mucs of a much older noh older nomadic way madic way of life. Dofof life. Dof life. Diffusionisiffusionist theoriest theories led to th led to the rejectioe rejection of the Rn of the Rechabites echabites as survivoas survivors of earlrs of ers of earlier noearlier nomadism andmadism and reinterpr reinterpreted them eted them as the resas the result of theult of the contact a contact and interacnd interaction betwetiinteracinteractiointeraction between n between different different groups witgroups within a givehin a given culture.n culture. Their way Their way of life i of life is compareds coms compared tcompared to that of o that of the prophethe prophets, abstaits, abstaining becauning because alcoholse alcohol would imp would impair their air their prophetic pprophetic prophetic capacity acapacity and itinerand itinerating in prting in protest of totest of the evils ohe evils of urban sof urban society. Theciety. The occurrenc occu occurrenceoccurrence of Rechab of Rechabites in geites in genealogies nealogies gave rise gave rise to the vieto the view that thew that they were a gy were a guild of anuilgguild of aguild of ancient metncient metalworkers,alworkers, organized organized on the mo on the model of famdel of families and ilies and known for known for their endoththeir endotheir endogamous lingamous lines and lenes and lengthy geneagthy genealogies.logies.logies.

Developmentalist anthropological theory used the “doctrine of cultural 
survivals” to interpret the Rechabites’ abstention from wine, their dwelling in 
tents, and their disdain of agriculture as remnants of a much older nomadic way 
of life. Diffusionist theories led to the rejection of the Rechabites as survivors of 
earlier nomadism and reinterpreted them as the result of the contact and 
interaction between different groups within a given culture. Their way of life is 
compared to that of the prophets, abstaining because alcohol would impair their 
prophetic capacity and itinerating in protest of the evils of urban society. The 



occurrence of Rechabites in genealogies gave rise to the view that they were a 
guild of ancient metalworkers, organized on the model of families and known for 
their endogamous lines and lengthy genealogies.

�ComparativComparative researche research on the ro on the role of ritule of ritual self-deal self-demarcation marcation as a substas a substitute for itute foitute for actualfor actual power and power and the need  the need for symbolfor symbolical self-ical self-assertion assertion by marginaby marginalized commlized communities maucommcommunitiecommunities may provs may provide more side more satisfactoratisfactory hypothesy hypotheses in the es in the future to future to understandunderstanunderstandunderstand the enigm the enigmatic Rechaatic Rechabites.bites.bites.

Comparative research on the role of ritual self-demarcation as a substitute 
for actual power and the need for symbolical self-assertion by marginalized 
communities may provide more satisfactory hypotheses in the future to 
understand the enigmatic Rechabites.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. F. S. FricF. S. Frick, “The Rek, “The Rechabites Rchabites Reconsidereeconsidered,” d,” JBLJBL 90 (1971) 90 (1971): 279–87; : 279: 279–87; C.279–87; C. Knights,  Knights, “Who Were “Who Were the Rechabthe Rechabites?” ites?” ExpTimExpTim 107 (1995 107 (1995–96): 137––96): 137–40; K. van40;137–137–40; K.137–40; K. van der T van der Toorn, “Ritoorn, “Ritual Resistual Resistance and Sance and Self-Assertelf-Assertion: The Rion: The Rechabites echabites in Early Iinin Early Iin Early Israelite Rsraelite Religion,” eligion,” in in Pluralism Pluralism and Identiand Identity,ty, ed. J. Pl ed. J. Platvoet andatvoet and van der T van der Toorn (LeidoorTToorn (LeiToorn (Leiden, 1995)den, 1995), 229–59., 229–59., 229–59.
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RECONCILIARECONCILIATIONTIONTION

RECONCILIATION

To “reconcTo “reconcile” or brile” or bring about ing about “reconcili“reconciliation” is ation” is to restoreto restore harmony o harmony or friendshr friendship betweenipfriendshfriendshipfriendship between t between two entitiewo entities formerlys formerly divided.  divided. In the bibIn the biblical tradlical tradition, recition, reconciliatioonciliarecreconciliareconciliation denottion denotes the funes the fundamental fdamental fact of a ract of a restored reestored relationshiplationship, either b, either between humetwbbetween hubetween human personman persons, among vs, among various elearious elements in tments in the cosmos,he cosmos, or betwee or between humans an humn humans andhumans and God. God. God.

To “reconcile” or bring about “reconciliation” is to restore harmony or 
friendship between two entities formerly divided. In the biblical tradition, 
reconciliation denotes the fundamental fact of a restored relationship, either 
between human persons, among various elements in the cosmos, or between 
humans and God.

�This bibliThis biblical idea acal idea assumes thassumes that relationt relationships haveships have indeed be indeed been broken,en broken, as the na as the n as the narrative narrative of Gen. 3 of Gen. 3 so poignanso poignantly relatetly relates. In thats. In that story, mo story, moreover, alreover, all relationl relationships of hships oships of human eof human existence sxistence stand in netand in need of recoed of reconciliationnciliation: relation: relations between s between creatures creatures and their anand their and their Creator, gCreator, gender relaender relationships tionships made hostimade hostile by the le by the effects ofeffects of sin, and  sin, and the relatithe rthe relationshrelationships betweeips between human crn human creatures aneatures and the eartd the earth itself wh itself which have hich have been marrebeen marrebeen marred as marred as well by thwell by the sin of te sin of the garden.he garden.

This biblical idea assumes that relationships have indeed been broken, as the 
narrative of Gen. 3 so poignantly relates. In that story, moreover, all relationships 
of human existence stand in need of reconciliation: relations between creatures 
and their Creator, gender relationships made hostile by the effects of sin, and the 
relationships between human creatures and the earth itself which have been 
marred as well by the sin of the garden.

�The covenaThe covenant people nt people of Israel of Israel understoodunderstood reconcili reconciliation primation primarily in aarily in a cultic se cultic s cultic sense whersense whereby “sin oeby “sin offerings afferings and guilt ond guilt offerings” fferings” would restwould restore the haore the harmony betwrmony between themseebetwbetween thbetween themselves aemselves and God, a nd God, a harmony whharmony which had beich had been broken en broken by sin andby sin and covenant  coven covenant vcovenant violation. iolation. Heb. Heb. kaœp�ar,kaœp�ar, “to cover “to cover, make ato, make atonement,” cnement,” conveys theonveys the intent of inte intent of intent of these cultthese cultic offerinic offerings (Lev. 8gs (Lev. 8:15; 16:1-:15; 16:1-34; Ezek. 34; Ezek. 45:15, 17,45:15, 17, 20) to pu 20) to purify and rrify andrify and restorand restore the peope the people’s relatle’s relationship wiionship with God. Inth God. In the OT ac the OT acts of recots of reconciliationnciliation or atonem or or atonemeor atonement are pernt are performed by formed by the peoplethe people through t through the mediatihe mediation of the on of the priests.priests.priests.

The covenant people of Israel understood reconciliation primarily in a cultic 
sense whereby “sin offerings and guilt offerings” would restore the harmony 
between themselves and God, a harmony which had been broken by sin and 
covenant violation. Heb. kaœp�ar,  “to cover, make atonement,” conveys the 
intent of these cultic offerings (Lev. 8:15; 16:1-34; Ezek. 45:15, 17, 20) to purify 
and restore the people’s relationship with God. In the OT acts of reconciliation 
or atonement are performed by the people through the mediation of the priests.

�In the NT In the NT reconciliareconciliation also tion also denotes a denotes a changed rechanged relationshiplationship in which  in which formerly eformerlformerly eformerly estranged pstranged persons or ersons or elements eelements experience xperience a restoreda restored harmony.  harmony. ChristiansChristianChristiansChristians should se should seek reconciek reconciliation beliation between themtween themselves andselves and any estra any estranged communged commnged community community member, esmember, especially bpecially before offeefore offering a gifring a gift at the at at the altar (Mattltar (Matt. 5:24) or. 5:24) or going to  goi going to sgoing to settle dispettle disputes beforutes before a magiste a magistrate (Lukerate (Luke 12:58). 12:58). 12:58).

In the NT reconciliation also denotes a changed relationship in which 
formerly estranged persons or elements experience a restored harmony. 
Christians should seek reconciliation between themselves and any estranged 
community member, especially before offering a gift at the altar (Matt. 5:24) or 
going to settle disputes before a magistrate (Luke 12:58).

�The PaulinThe Pauline traditioe tradition, howevern, however, develops, develops the theme the theme of reconc of reconciliation miliation more fully ore fuore fully thanfully than any other any other biblical  biblical texts. Pautexts. Paul can use l can use the term “the term “reconciliareconciliation” in ation” in a very huma very h very human way,human way, as in 1 C as in 1 Cor. 7:11 wor. 7:11 when urginghen urging spouses t spouses to be recono be reconciled withciled with one anoth one anot one another. Banother. But, for Paut, for Paul, the doul, the dominant empminant emphasis fallhasis falls not on es not on efforts at fforts at human recohuman reconciliationncirecoreconciliareconciliation but otion but on what Godn what God has done  has done in the worin the world, througld, through Christ. h Christ. This PauliThis Pauline convictnePauliPauline coPauline conviction anviction appears espppears especially inecially in 2 Cor. 5: 2 Cor. 5:14-21; Rom14-21; Rom. 5:8-11; . 5:8-11; 11:15 (cf.11:15 (cf. Col. 1:20 Co Col. 1:20-Col. 1:20-22; Eph. 222; Eph. 2:12-17).:12-17).:12-17).

The Pauline tradition, however, develops the theme of reconciliation more 
fully than any other biblical texts. Paul can use the term “reconciliation” in a very 



human way, as in 1 Cor. 7:11 when urging spouses to be reconciled with one 
another. But, for Paul, the dominant emphasis falls not on efforts at human 
reconciliation but on what God has done in the world, through Christ. This 
Pauline conviction appears especially in 2 Cor. 5:14-21; Rom. 5:8-11; 11:15 (cf. 
Col. 1:20-22; Eph. 2:12-17).

�Christ’s dChrist’s death and reath and resurrectioesurrection have redn have redefined andefined and restored  restored all relatiall relationships inonships ionships in the “nein the “new creationw creation” (2 Cor. ” (2 Cor. 5:17); God5:17); God, now, has, now, has become th become the perfect e perfect ReconcilerReconcilerReconcilerReconciler. Through . Through Christ, GoChrist, God has restd has restored all pored all people to aeople to a right rel right relationship ationship with the dwitwith the dwith the divine Creaivine Creator and hator and has summoneds summoned every bel every believer to ciever to cooperate iooperate in this “min this “mn this “ministry “ministry of reconciof reconciliation” (liation” (2 Cor. 5:12 Cor. 5:18). The wh8). The whole cosmosole cosmos now stand now stands reconcils reconciled before ereconcilreconciledreconciled before Go before God, invitedd, invited into this into this reconcili reconciliation: “ination: “in Christ Go Christ God was recod was reconciling thncilrecoreconcilinreconciling the worlg the world” (2 Cor.d” (2 Cor. 5:19). In 5:19). In Romans Pa Romans Paul draws oul draws on the sacrn the sacrificial laificial language of ngualalanguage olanguage of his Jewif his Jewish heritagsh heritage to undere to understand Christand Christ’s atonist’s atoning death ang death as the perfs the perfect act ofect perfperfect acperfect act of recont of reconciliation ciliation (Rom. 5:10(Rom. 5:10-11) effec-11) effected by Godted by God, in and t, in and through Chrhrough Christ.istChrChrist.Christ.Christ.

Christ’s death and resurrection have redefined and restored all relationships 
in the “new creation” (2 Cor. 5:17); God, now, has become the perfect 
Reconciler. Through Christ, God has restored all people to a right relationship 
with the divine Creator and has summoned every believer to cooperate in this 
“ministry of reconciliation” (2 Cor. 5:18). The whole cosmos now stands 
reconciled before God, invited into this reconciliation: “in Christ God was 
reconciling the world” (2 Cor. 5:19). In Romans Paul draws on the sacrificial 
language of his Jewish heritage to understand Christ’s atoning death as the 
perfect act of reconciliation (Rom. 5:10-11) effected by God, in and through 
Christ.

�Finally, CFinally, Colossians olossians and Ephesiand Ephesians draw tans draw the implicahe implications of Gtions of God’s act ood’s act of reconcilf reconcf reconciliareconciliation to thtion to their cosmiceir cosmic heights.  heights. In Christ,In Christ, God was r God was reconcilingeconciling “all thin “all things, whethegs, whgs, whether onwhether on earth or  earth or in heaven”in heaven” (Col. 1:2 (Col. 1:20) so as t0) so as to enable ao enable a “holy and “holy and blameless blameless and irrep a and irreprand irreproachable” oachable” offering (offering (v. 22). Fov. 22). For the authr the author of Epheor of Ephesians, thesians, the fundament fundamental religioal ral religious religious division bdivision between Jewetween Jew and Genti and Gentile has finle has finally been ally been reconciledreconciled; Christ h; Christ has himselfas hias himself behimself become the “come the “peace betwpeace between us” (Eeen us” (Eph. 2:14).ph. 2:14). The effec The effect of this t of this reconciliareconciliation is notioreconciliareconciliareconciliation is notion is nothing lessthing less than the  than the creation ocreation of a “new hf a “new humanity” (umanity” (Eph. 2:15)Eph. 2:15) built on  buil built on Cbuilt on Christ, thehrist, the one who “ one who “fills all fills all in all” (1in all” (1:23).:23).:23).

Finally, Colossians and Ephesians draw the implications of God’s act of 
reconciliation to their cosmic heights. In Christ, God was reconciling “all things, 
whether on earth or in heaven” (Col. 1:20) so as to enable a “holy and blameless 
and irreproachable” offering (v. 22). For the author of Ephesians, the fundamental 
religious division between Jew and Gentile has finally been reconciled; Christ has 
himself become the “peace between us” (Eph. 2:14). The effect of this 
reconciliation is nothing less than the creation of a “new humanity” (Eph. 2:15) 
built on Christ, the one who “fills all in all” (1:23).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. R. J. SchrR. J. Schreiter, eiter, ReconciliaReconciliation: Misstion: Mission and Miion and Ministry in nistry in a Changinga Changinga Changing SChanging Social Ordeocial Orderr (Maryknol (Maryknoll, 1996).l, 1996).l, 1996).
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RECORDERRECORDERRECORDER

RECORDER

A prominenA prominent administt administrative posrative position in tition in the Hebrew he Hebrew governmentgovernment similar t similar to that of o that of the Egyptitthe Egyptithe Egyptian grand van grand vizier. Thoizier. Though specifugh specific duties ic duties are not deare not described inscribed in the bibli the biblical recordcal recal record, threcord, the recordere recorder (Heb.  (Heb. mazkiîrmazkiîr) served a) served as a secrets a secretary of staary of state, advisite, advising the kinng the kng the king on imking on important goportant governmentalvernmental affairs.  affairs. The officeThe office was held  was held by Jehoshaby Jehoshaphat durinphat during the reigg durinduring theduring the reign of  reign of David and David and Solomon (2Solomon (2 Sam. 8:16 Sam. 8:16; 20:24; 1; 20:24; 1 Kgs. 4:3; Kgs. 4:3; 1 Chr. 18 1 Chr. 18:15). Joah:151818:15). Jo18:15). Joah, the soah, the son of Asaphn of Asaph, served u, served under Hezeknder Hezekiah and reiah and represented presented the king ithe king in his negon iin his negin his negotiations otiations with the Rwith the Rabshakeh (abshakeh (2 Kgs. 18:2 Kgs. 18:18, 37 = I18, 37 = Isa. 36:3, sa. 36:3, 22). Anoth22). Another Joah, ter Joer Joah, the Joah, the son of Joason of Joahaz, servehaz, served under Jod under Josiah and wsiah and was placed as placed in charge in charge of temple of temple repairs (2reprepairs (2repairs (2 Chr. 34:8 Chr. 34:8).).).

A prominent administrative position in the Hebrew government similar to that of 
the Egyptian grand vizier. Though specific duties are not described in the biblical 
record, the recorder (Heb. mazkiîr) served as a secretary of state, advising the 
king on important governmental affairs. The office was held by Jehoshaphat 
during the reign of David and Solomon (2 Sam. 8:16; 20:24; 1 Kgs. 4:3; 1 Chr. 
18:15). Joah, the son of Asaph, served under Hezekiah and represented the king 
in his negotiations with the Rabshakeh (2 Kgs. 18:18, 37 = Isa. 36:3, 22). Another 
Joah, the son of Joahaz, served under Josiah and was placed in charge of temple 
repairs (2 Chr. 34:8).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. D. J. ElazD. J. Elazar, ar, Covenant aCovenant and Polity nd Polity in Biblicain Biblical Israell Israel (New Brun (New Brunswick, 199swicBrunBrunswick,Brunswick, 1995); D. 1995); D. R. Gordan R. Gordan, , Old TestamOld Testament in Itsent in Its Cultural, Cultural, Historica Historical, and Rell, and Religious ConigiouRelReligious Religious ContextContext (1985, re (1985, repr. Lanhampr. Lanham, 1994)., 1994)., 1994).
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REDREDRED

RED

Red (Heb. Red (Heb. }aœd�oœm;}aœd�oœm; Gk.  Gk. pyrroœspyrroœs) may enco) may encompass shadmpass shades as divees as divergent as brgent as brown, as wrbbrown, as brown, as well as thwell as the bright ce bright colors yellolors yellow and pinow and pink. Hence, k. Hence, the brownithe brownish color osh color of animal hf oof animal of animal hide is dehide is described asscribed as red (Num. red (Num. 19:2; Zec 19:2; Zech. 1:8; 6:h. 1:8; 6:2), as wel2), as well as the yl as the yellowish-bellowyyellowish-yellowish-brown colobrown color of linter of lintel soup (Gel soup (Gen. 25:30) n. 25:30) and a persand a person’s healton’s healthy countenhy countenance (Cantancountencountenanccountenance (Cant. 5e (Cant. 5:10; Lam. :10; Lam. 4:7). Some4:7). Some OT passag OT passages refer tes refer to objects o objects dyed red, dyed red, such as rassuch as rasuch as ram skins (Em skins (Exod. 25:5)xod. 25:5) and shiel and shields (Nah. 2ds (Nah. 2:3[MT 4]).:3[MT 4]). Gen. 25:2 Gen. 25:25-30 makes5-30 makes a wordpla makesmakes a womakes a wordplay witrdplay with the adj.h the adj.  }ad�mo®niî}ad�mo®niî,, “reddish, “reddish,” and Esau” and Esau, a figure, a figure associate associa associatedassociated with Edom with Edom  (}eïd�oœm)(}eïd�oœm),, the land  the land of red claof red clay. Isa. 63y. Isa. 63:1-2 has a:1-2 has a similar w similar w similar wordplay wwordplay with Edom ith Edom (}eïd�o®m)(}eïd�o®m) and red  and red (}adoœm).(}adoœm). Over time Over time new terms new terms were intr we were introwere introduced to cduced to create finereate finer nuances r nuances of color.of color.of color.

Red (Heb. }aœd�oœm;  Gk. pyrroœs) may encompass shades as divergent as 
brown, as well as the bright colors yellow and pink. Hence, the brownish color 
of animal hide is described as red (Num. 19:2; Zech. 1:8; 6:2), as well as the 
yellowish-brown color of lintel soup (Gen. 25:30) and a person’s healthy 
countenance (Cant. 5:10; Lam. 4:7). Some OT passages refer to objects dyed red, 
such as ram skins (Exod. 25:5) and shields (Nah. 2:3[MT 4]). Gen. 25:25-30 
makes a wordplay with the adj. }ad�mo®niî,  “reddish,” and Esau, a figure 
associated with Edom (}eïd�oœm),  the land of red clay. Isa. 63:1-2 has a similar 
wordplay with Edom (}eïd�o®m)  and red (}adoœm). Over time new terms 
were introduced to create finer nuances of color.

�In the NT In the NT red descrired describes the cobes the color of thelor of the evening s evening sky, a popuky, a popular folk ilar folk image indicmage indmage indicatingindicating fair weat fair weather to comher to come (Matt. 1e (Matt. 16:2-3). Th6:2-3). The book of e book of RevelationRevelation includes  includes red as oneredred as onered as one of four p of four primary colrimary colors in apoors in apocalyptic icalyptic imagery, remagery, representingpresenting war, bloo war, bloodshed, anddshbloobloodshed,bloodshed, and the f and the forces of eorces of evil (Rev. vil (Rev. 6:4; 12:3)6:4; 12:3)...

In the NT red describes the color of the evening sky, a popular folk image 
indicating fair weather to come (Matt. 16:2-3). The book of Revelation includes 
red as one of four primary colors in apocalyptic imagery, representing war, 
bloodshed, and the forces of evil (Rev. 6:4; 12:3).

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. A. BrennerA. Brenner, , Colour TerColour Terms in the ms in the Old TestamOld Testament.ent. JSOTSup 2 JSOTSup 21 (Sheffie1 (Sh1 (Sheffield(Sheffield, 1982)., 1982)., 1982).

Bibliography. A. Brenner, Colour Terms in the Old Testament. JSOTSup 21 
(Sheffield, 1982).
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J. Edward Owens

RED SEARED SEARED SEA

RED SEA

The large The large body of wabody of water which ter which extends soextends south from tuth from the Sinai Phe Sinai Peninsula teninsula to the Strao the Strait of Bab itStraStrait of Strait of Bab el-ManBab el-Mandeb, separdeb, separating nortating northeastern Aheastern Africa fromfrica from the Arabi the Arabian Peninsuan Peninsula. The telaPeninsuPeninsula.Peninsula. The term  The term does not adoes not appear in tppear in the OT or the OT or the NT (cf.he NT (cf. Isa. 11:1 Isa. 11:15, “sea of5, “sea of Egypt”).  Eg Egypt”). IEgypt”). In the LXX n the LXX Gk. Gk. thaélassa thaélassa erythraéerythraé (“Red Sea (“Red Sea”) transla”) translates Heb. tes Heb. yam su®p�,yam suyam su®p�,su®p�,“Reed Sea,“Reed Sea,” which re” which refers to a fers to a body of wabody of water E of tter E of the Nile Dehe Nile Delta. Herotlta. Herotodus (odHerotHerotodus Herotodus ((Hist.Hist. 2.158) an 2.158) and Strabo (d Strabo (Geog.Geog. 17.1.25–2 17.1.25–26) both us6) both use the terme the term “Red Sea” “Red Sea “Red Sea” to inSea” to include the clude the Gulf of SuGulf of Suez.ez.ez.

The large body of water which extends south from the Sinai Peninsula to the 
Strait of Bab el-Mandeb, separating northeastern Africa from the Arabian 
Peninsula. The term does not appear in the OT or the NT (cf. Isa. 11:15, “sea of 
Egypt”). In the LXX Gk. thaélassa erythraé (“Red Sea”) translates Heb. yam 
su®p�, “Reed Sea,” which refers to a body of water E of the Nile Delta. 
Herotodus (Hist. 2.158) and Strabo (Geog. 17.1.25–26) both use the term “Red 
Sea” to include the Gulf of Suez.

�The basin The basin of the seaof the sea was forme was formed by the gd by the geological eological fault systfault system extendiem extending north tng nortng north thronorth through the Jough the Jordan Riverrdan River Valley, S Valley, Syria, and yria, and into Turkeinto Turkey. From thy. From the head of e head of the Gulf oththe Gulf othe Gulf of Suez to f Suez to the straitthe strait is ca. 21 is ca. 2175 km. (1375 km. (1350 mi.), a50 mi.), and the widnd the widest point est point is 370 km.is 370is 370 km. (2370 km. (230 mi.). I30 mi.). In places tn places the sea is he sea is more than more than 1830 m. (61830 m. (6000 ft.) d000 ft.) deep. No rieep. No rivers emptyverririvers emprivers empty into thty into the sea, bute sea, but the depth the depth is stabil is stabilized, despized, despite severeite severe evaporati evaporation, by waton, bon, by water fby water from the Gurom the Gulf of Adanlf of Adan through t through the strait.he strait. Coral ree Coral reefs parallefs parallel both shol both shores, but wresshoshores, bushores, but with bret with breaks to allaks to allow access ow access to the harto the harbors. The bors. The name Red Sname Red Sea comes fea comes fea comes from the rfrom the red algae bed algae bloom in thloom in the summer ge summer giving the iving the sea a reddsea a reddish-brown ish-brown color.color.color.

The basin of the sea was formed by the geological fault system extending 
north through the Jordan River Valley, Syria, and into Turkey. From the head of 
the Gulf of Suez to the strait is ca. 2175 km. (1350 mi.), and the widest point is 
370 km. (230 mi.). In places the sea is more than 1830 m. (6000 ft.) deep. No 
rivers empty into the sea, but the depth is stabilized, despite severe evaporation, 
by water from the Gulf of Adan through the strait. Coral reefs parallel both 
shores, but with breaks to allow access to the harbors. The name Red Sea comes 
from the red algae bloom in the summer giving the sea a reddish-brown color.

�Solomon coSolomon conducted trnducted trade on theade on the Red Sea w Red Sea with both sith both south Arabiouth Arabia and Afria and Africa. The quca. AfriAfrica. ThAfrica. The queen ofe queen of Sheba vis Sheba visited Solomited Solomon and broon and brought giftsught gifts of spices of spices, gold, an, gold, and preciousd pd precious sprecious stones (1 Ktones (1 Kgs. 10:1-1gs. 10:1-10, 13). Fr0, 13). From later dom later discoveriesiscoveries it appear it appears that sous that south Arabia th Ath Arabia alsArabia also exportedo exported incense a incense and frankinnd frankincense. Solcense. Solomon’s shiomon’s ships also trps also traded with aded with Ophir in AOOphir in AOphir in Africa, forfrica, for gold, sil gold, silver, ivoryver, ivory, apes, an, apes, and baboons d baboons (1 Kgs. 10(1 Kgs. 10:11, 22).:11, 22).:11, 22).

Solomon conducted trade on the Red Sea with both south Arabia and 
Africa. The queen of Sheba visited Solomon and brought gifts of spices, gold, and 
precious stones (1 Kgs. 10:1-10, 13). From later discoveries it appears that south 



Arabia also exported incense and frankincense. Solomon’s ships also traded with 
Ophir in Africa, for gold, silver, ivory, apes, and baboons (1 Kgs. 10:11, 22).

�IdentificaIdentification of thtion of the “Sea of e “Sea of Reeds” croReeds” crossed by thssed by the Israelite Israelites as theyes as they left Egyp left Egypt (e.g., EtEgypEgypt (e.gEgypt (e.g., Exod. 1., Exod. 15:4, 22; D5:4, 22; Deut. 11:4;eut. 11:4; Josh. 4:2 Josh. 4:23; 24:6; P3; 24:6; Ps. 136:13,s. 136:13, 15) remai 15) remains uncertans uncns uncertain.uncertain. Scholars  Scholars have variohave variously propously proposed the Bised the Bitter Lakestter Lakes region, L region, Lake Menzalake Menzaleh, Lake SehMenzalMenzaleh, Menzaleh, Lake SorboLake Sorbonis, and tnis, and the Gulf ofhe Gulf of Suez as p Suez as possible siossible sites.tes.tes.

Identification of the “Sea of Reeds” crossed by the Israelites as they left 
Egypt (e.g., Exod. 15:4, 22; Deut. 11:4; Josh. 4:23; 24:6; Ps. 136:13, 15) remains 
uncertain. Scholars have variously proposed the Bitter Lakes region, Lake 
Menzaleh, Lake Sorbonis, and the Gulf of Suez as possible sites.

�BibliograpBibliography. hy. M. S. Abu M. S. Abu al-}Izzal-}Izz, , Landforms Landforms of Egyptof Egypt (Cairo, 1 (Cairo, 1971); C. L971); C. L. Drake an. Dr. Drake and Drake and R. W. GirdR. W. Girdler, “A Geler, “A Geophysical ophysical Study of tStudy of the Red Seahe Red Sea,” ,” GeophysicaGeophysical Journall Journal JournalJournal 8 (1964): 8 (1964): 473–95; G 473–95; Girdler, “Tirdler, “The Relatiohe Relationship of tnship of the Red Seahe Red Sea to the Ea to the East Africa st Afrist Africa RifAfrica Rift System,”t System,”  Quarterly Quarterly Journal ofJournal of the Geolo the Geological Socigical Societyety 114 (1958 114 (1958): 79–105;): 79–105; A. F. Moh A. A. F. MohaA. F. Mohamed, “The med, “The Egyptian EEgyptian Explorationxploration of the Re of the Red Sea,” d Sea,” ProceedingProceedings of the Rs of the Royal SocieoyalRRoyal SociRoyal Society of Lonety of Londondon B/128 (19 B/128 (1940): 306–140): 306–16; W. Phil6; W. Phillips, lips, Qataban anQataban and Shebad Sheba (New York (New  (New York,(New York, 1955). 1955). 1955).

Bibliography. M. S. Abu al-}Izz, Landforms of Egypt (Cairo, 1971); C. L. 
Drake and R. W. Girdler, “A Geophysical Study of the Red Sea,” Geophysical 
Journal 8 (1964): 473–95; Girdler, “The Relationship of the Red Sea to the East 
Africa Rift System,” Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society 114 (1958): 79–105; 
A. F. Mohamed, “The Egyptian Exploration of the Red Sea,” Proceedings of the 
Royal Society of London B/128 (1940): 306–16; W. Phillips, Qataban and Sheba 
(New York, 1955).
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REDEMPTIONREDEMPTION

REDEMPTION

Release frRelease from legal oom legal obligation bligation or deliveror deliverance from ance from desperate desperate circumstancircumstances, closeces, closely connectlycloseclosely coclosely connected winnected with a paymeth a payment necessant necessary to effery to effect that rect that release. In lease. In the OT thethe OT the primary w p primary woprimary words used trds used to express o express this concethis concept are Hebpt are Heb. . paœd�a®paœd�a® and  and gaœ}al.gaœ}al. The NT us T The NT useThe NT uses primarils primarily cognatesy cognates of Gk.  of Gk. lytroœoœlytroœoœ and  and agoraézoœ.agoraézoœ.

Release from legal obligation or deliverance from desperate circumstances, 
closely connected with a payment necessary to effect that release. In the OT the 
primary words used to express this concept are Heb. paœd�a®  and gaœ}al. 
The NT uses primarily cognates of Gk. lytroœoœ and agoraézoœ.

�In the MosIn the Mosaic law, taic law, the basic ihe basic idea is thadea is that of monett of monetary paymenary payments requirets required to free d to fred to free persofree persons or propns or property from erty from an obligatan obligation. It ision. It is applied t applied to the redeo the redemption of mption of the firstbthe the firstbthe firstborn (Exod.orn (Exod. 13:11-15; 13:11-15; 34:19-20; 34:19-20; Num. 3:44 Num. 3:44-51; 18:15-51; 18:15-17), to t-17), to the redempthe redemption of proioredemptredemptionredemption of proper of property (Lev. 2ty (Lev. 25:23-34; R5:23-34; Ruth 4:1-12uth 4:1-12), and to ), and to the redempthe redemption of intion of individuals dinindividualindividuals (Lev. 25s (Lev. 25:35-55). I:35-55). It is also t is also applied toapplied to the proce the process of secuss of securing relearing release from a se fromse from a diffrom a difficult vowficult vow or a tith or a tithe (Lev. 27e (Lev. 27:1-33).:1-33).:1-33).

In the Mosaic law, the basic idea is that of monetary payments required to 
free persons or property from an obligation. It is applied to the redemption of 
the firstborn (Exod. 13:11-15; 34:19-20; Num. 3:44-51; 18:15-17), to the 
redemption of property (Lev. 25:23-34; Ruth 4:1-12), and to the redemption of 
individuals (Lev. 25:35-55). It is also applied to the process of securing release 
from a difficult vow or a tithe (Lev. 27:1-33).

�The idea oThe idea of release f release from obligfrom obligation contation continues in tinues in the Prophethe Prophets and Writs and Writings (Ps. ings (Pings (Ps. 49:7-(Ps. 49:7-8[MT 8–9];8[MT 8–9]; Jer. 32:7 Jer. 32:7-8). More -8). More frequentlyfrequently, however,, however, the word  the word is synonymis synonymous with tosynonymsynonymoussynonymous with the  with the concept ofconcept of rescuing  rescuing or deliveror delivering (Ps. 2ing (Ps. 25:22; 26:15:22; 26:11; 44:26[21; 44:26[27]; Mic. 47]44:26[244:26[27];44:26[27]; Mic. 4:10 Mic. 4:10), occasio), occasionally in pnally in parallel wiarallel with the notth the notion of “raion of “ransom” (Ps.nsom” (Ps. 49:7[8];  49:7[ 49:7[8]; H49:7[8]; Hos. 13:14)os. 13:14). This del. This deliverance miverance may be fromay be from any numbe any number of circur of circumstances, mstances, including iincluding including famine andfamine and war (Job  war (Job 5:20), opp5:20), oppression anression and violenced violence (Ps. 72:1 (Ps. 72:14), advers4), adversaries (Jobarieadversadversarieadversaries (Job 6:2s (Job 6:23; Ps. 69:3; Ps. 69:18[19]; Je18[19]; Jer. 15:21),r. 15:21), Sheol and Sheol and death (Ps death (Ps. 49:15[16. 49:15[16]; Hos. 13]; Ho]; Hos. 13:14Hos. 13:14), and ini), and iniquities (Pquities (Ps. 130:7-8s. 130:7-8). Above a). Above all, God isll, God is the redee the redeemer (Ps. 1mer (Ps. 19:14[15]; 9:14[119:14[15];19:14[15]; 78:35; Is 78:35; Isa. 41:14; a. 41:14; 44:6; 49:244:6; 49:26; 50:2) w6; 50:2) who will coho will come to Zionme to Zion (Isa. 59: (Isa. 59:20) to bri20) t20) to bring rto bring rest to Isrest to Israel and juael and judgment to dgment to her foes (her foes (Jer. 50:34Jer. 50:34).).).

The idea of release from obligation continues in the Prophets and Writings 
(Ps. 49:7-8[MT 8–9]; Jer. 32:7-8). More frequently, however, the word is 
synonymous with the concept of rescuing or delivering (Ps. 25:22; 26:11; 
44:26[27]; Mic. 4:10), occasionally in parallel with the notion of “ransom” (Ps. 
49:7[8]; Hos. 13:14). This deliverance may be from any number of circumstances, 
including famine and war (Job 5:20), oppression and violence (Ps. 72:14), 
adversaries (Job 6:23; Ps. 69:18[19]; Jer. 15:21), Sheol and death (Ps. 49:15[16]; 
Hos. 13:14), and iniquities (Ps. 130:7-8). Above all, God is the redeemer (Ps. 
19:14[15]; 78:35; Isa. 41:14; 44:6; 49:26; 50:2) who will come to Zion (Isa. 59:20) 
to bring rest to Israel and judgment to her foes (Jer. 50:34).

�These OT eThese OT emphases armphases are present e present in the NT,in the NT, but they  but they are applieare applied foremostd foremost to what C to  to what Chto what Christ has drist has done for thone for the believere believer (1 Cor. 1 (1 Cor. 1:30) and o:30) and only secondnly secondarily to warily to what God wihawwhat God wwhat God will do forill do for Israel (L Israel (Luke 1:68; uke 1:68; 2:38; 24:22:38; 24:21). The co1). The concept of lncept of legal obligegal obligation is cationobligobligationobligation is clear  is clear in that thin that the believere believer is “bough is “bought with a pt with a price” (1 Crice” (1 Cor. 6:20; or. 6:20; 1 Pet. 1:11 Pet. 11 Pet. 1:18-19; R1:18-19; Rev. 5:9; 1ev. 5:9; 14:3-4) and4:3-4) and so is “re so is “redeemed frodeemed from the cursm the curse of the le of the law” (Gal. aw” (Gal. 3:13; 4:5)3:13:13; 4:5)3:13; 4:5). The idea. The idea of ransom of ransom is presen is present in Jesust in Jesus’ statemen’ statement that he t that he came to “gcame to “give his liive “g“give his “give his life a ranlife a ransom for masom for many” (Matt.ny” (Matt. 20:28; Ma 20:28; Mark 10:45) rk 10:45) and in Pauand in Paul’s affirml’s affirmation thatationaffirmaffirmatioaffirmation that Jesn that Jesus “gave hus “gave himself a rimself a ransom for ansom for all” (1 Tiall” (1 Tim. 2:6). Tm. 2:6). The idea ofhe idea of deliveran deliv deliverancdeliverance has bothe has both past and  past and present aspresent aspects. Jespects. Jesus’ death us’ death has accomphas accomplished redlished redemption inemredredemptionredemption in securi in securing the forng the forgiveness ogiveness of sins (Rof sins (Rom. 3:24; Em. 3:24; Eph. 1:7; Cph. 1:7; Col. 1:14; ol. 1:14; Titus 2:14TituTitus 2:14Titus 2:14; Heb. 9:1; Heb. 9:11-15). Yet1-15). Yet believers believers still awa still await the redit the redemption ofemption of the body  the body at his retat hiat his returnhis return (Luke 21: (Luke 21:28; Rom. 828; Rom. 8:23; Eph. :23; Eph. 1:14; 4:301:14; 4:30).).).

These OT emphases are present in the NT, but they are applied foremost 
to what Christ has done for the believer (1 Cor. 1:30) and only secondarily to 
what God will do for Israel (Luke 1:68; 2:38; 24:21). The concept of legal 
obligation is clear in that the believer is “bought with a price” (1 Cor. 6:20; 1 Pet. 



1:18-19; Rev. 5:9; 14:3-4) and so is “redeemed from the curse of the law” (Gal. 
3:13; 4:5). The idea of ransom is present in Jesus’ statement that he came to 
“give his life a ransom for many” (Matt. 20:28; Mark 10:45) and in Paul’s 
affirmation that Jesus “gave himself a ransom for all” (1 Tim. 2:6). The idea of 
deliverance has both past and present aspects. Jesus’ death has accomplished 
redemption in securing the forgiveness of sins (Rom. 3:24; Eph. 1:7; Col. 1:14; 
Titus 2:14; Heb. 9:11-15). Yet believers still await the redemption of the body at 
his return (Luke 21:28; Rom. 8:23; Eph. 1:14; 4:30).

John D. HaJohn D. Harveyrvey
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REED, RUSHREED, RUSH

REED, RUSH

Water-abidWater-abiding plantsing plants that the  that the Bible refeBible refers to by vrs to by various namarious names. Heb. es. Heb. qaœnehqaœneh is usuall is u is usually trusually translated ranslated reed but aleed but also has theso has the specific  specific meaning ofmeaning of a measuri a measuring rod equng rod equal to 6 cual tal to 6 cubitto 6 cubits (Ezek. 4s (Ezek. 40:3, 5); t0:3, 5); thus from ihus from it we have t we have the word “the word “canon” to canon” to denote thedenote the standard  st standard hstandard holy texts oly texts of the Bibof the Bible. Gk. le. Gk. kaélamoskaélamos follows t follows the Hebrew he Hebrew in dualityin duality of meanin of m of meaning: imeaning: it is the nt is the name of theame of the plant Jes plant Jesus was givus was given to reseen to resemble a scemble a scepter when pter when he was mochehe was moche was mocked (Matt.ked (Matt. 27:29), a 27:29), and it is and it is a unit of m unit of measure (Reeasure (Rev. 11, 21)v. 11, 21)...

Water-abiding plants that the Bible refers to by various names. Heb. qaœneh is 
usually translated reed but also has the specific meaning of a measuring rod equal 
to 6 cubits (Ezek. 40:3, 5); thus from it we have the word “canon” to denote the 
standard holy texts of the Bible. Gk. kaélamos follows the Hebrew in duality of 
meaning: it is the name of the plant Jesus was given to resemble a scepter when 
he was mocked (Matt. 27:29), and it is a unit of measure (Rev. 11, 21).

�Reeds growReeds grow in swamps in swamps, marshes,, marshes, and next  and next to bodies to bodies of water. of water. They are hThey are hollow and ollowhhollow andhollow and can be ov can be over 3 m. (1er 3 m. (10 ft.) tal0 ft.) tall. Reeds al. Reeds are easily re easily bruised, bbruised, bent, and bent, and broken (Lukrokenbbroken (Lubroken (Luke 7:24). ke 7:24). The RabshaThe Rabshakeh of Asskeh of Assyria compayria compared Egypt red Egypt to a broketo a broken reed, “wn reed, “n reed, “which wil“which will pierce tl pierce the hand ofhe hand of anyone wh anyone who leans ono leans on it” (2 Kg it” (2 Kgs. 18:21 =s. 18:21 = Isa. 36:6 Isa. 36:6). Reeds t). R). Reeds thatReeds that grow in t grow in the Near Eahe Near East includest include  Arundo donArundo donaxax and sever and several speciesal species of  of PhragmitesPhragPhragmitesPhragmites.. Heb. Heb. }aœh�u®,  }aœh�u®, }ag�mo®n, }ag�mo®n, }a�g�am, }}a�g�am, }eäb�eh,eäb�eh, and  and su®p�su®p� also refe a also referalso refer to marsh- to marsh-dwelling pdwelling plants and lants and have been have been inconsisteinconsistently transntly translated bothlated both reed and  re reed and rreed and rush. Rusheush. Rushes are simis are similar to reelar to reeds. The cads. The cattail (ttail (Typha austTypha australisralis sp.) is o sp.) is one rushlikne rne rushlike prushlike plant that lant that thrives inthrives in Israel an Israel and Egypt.d Egypt.d Egypt.

Reeds grow in swamps, marshes, and next to bodies of water. They are 
hollow and can be over 3 m. (10 ft.) tall. Reeds are easily bruised, bent, and 
broken (Luke 7:24). The Rabshakeh of Assyria compared Egypt to a broken reed, 
“which will pierce the hand of anyone who leans on it” (2 Kgs. 18:21 = Isa. 36:6). 
Reeds that grow in the Near East include Arundo donax and several species of 
Phragmites. Heb. }aœh�u®, }ag�mo®n, }a�g�am, }eäb�eh,  and su®p�  
also refer to marsh-dwelling plants and have been inconsistently translated both 
reed and rush. Rushes are similar to reeds. The cattail (Typha australis sp.) is one 
rushlike plant that thrives in Israel and Egypt.

�Rushes andRushes and reeds wer reeds were utilizede utilized in a numb in a number of induer of industries. Mastries. Mats, basketts, baskets, shoes, s, shoess, shoes, penshoes, pens, brushess, brushes, and even, and even houses we houses were construre constructed of thcted of these water ese water plants. Onplants. Onplants. One reed, One reed, the papyruthe papyrus (s (Cyperus paCyperus papyruspyrus L.) was p L.) was processed irocessed into paper.nto paper. Papyrus i Papyrus is also buos als also buoyaalso buoyant and thent and therefore wasrefore was used in b used in boat constroat construction (Isuction (Isa. 18:2). a. 18:2). The baby MThe baby Moses was poMMoses was Moses was placed in placed in a basket oa basket of papyrus f papyrus (goœme}),(goœme}), which flo which floated on thated on the Nile (Exe Nile (Exe Nile (Exod. 2:3(Exod. 2:3-5). The b-5). The biblical naiblical name for theme for the Red Sea i Red Sea is s yam su®p�,yam su®p�, or Sea of or Sea of Reeds. Reeds. Reeds.

Rushes and reeds were utilized in a number of industries. Mats, baskets, 
shoes, pens, brushes, and even houses were constructed of these water plants. 
One reed, the papyrus (Cyperus papyrus L.) was processed into paper. Papyrus is 
also buoyant and therefore was used in boat construction (Isa. 18:2). The baby 
Moses was placed in a basket of papyrus (goœme}), which floated on the Nile 
(Exod. 2:3-5). The biblical name for the Red Sea is yam su®p�,  or Sea of Reeds.

Megan BishMegan Bishop Mooreop Moore
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REEDS, SEAREEDS, SEA OF OF OF

REEDS, SEA OF

�SeeSee  RED SEA.RED SEA.

See RED SEA.

REELAIAHREELAIAH (Heb.  (Heb. reï{eälaœyreï{eälaœya®a®) ) (also RAAM(also RAAMIAH; RESAIIAH; RESAIAH)AH)AH)

REELAIAH (Heb. reï{eälaœya®) 
(also RAAMIAH; RESAIAH)

A prominenA prominent Israelitt Israelite who retue who returned from rned from captivity captivity with Zerubwith Zerubbabel (Ezrbabel (Ezra 2:2). Hea 2:2). He is called HeHe is callHe is called Raamiahed Raamiah at Neh. 7 at Neh. 7:7 and Res:7 and Resaiah at 1 aiah at 1 Esdr. 5:8.Esdr. 5:8.

A prominent Israelite who returned from captivity with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:2). 



He is called Raamiah at Neh. 7:7 and Resaiah at 1 Esdr. 5:8.

REFUGEREFUGEREFUGE

REFUGE

Shelter orShelter or relief fr relief from danger om danger or anxietyor anxiety. The OT c. The OT concept oweoncept owes its richs its richness to seness to several Hebrveseseveral Heseveral Hebrew wordsbrew words: : misígaœb�,misígaœb�, a high ro a high rock (e.g., ck (e.g., Isa. 33:16Isa. 33:16); ); ma�{oœna®,ma�{oœna®ma�{oœna®,ma�{oœna®, a secure  a secure dwelling pdwelling place (e.g.lace (e.g., Deut. 33, Deut. 33:27); :27); maœno®s,maœno®s, a place t a place to flee to otto flee toto flee to (Ps. 142: (Ps. 142:4[MT 5]); 4[MT 5]); and and mah�seh,mah�seh, a shelter a shelter (Isa. 4:6 (Isa. 4:6).).).

Shelter or relief from danger or anxiety. The OT concept owes its richness to 
several Hebrew words: misígaœb�,  a high rock (e.g., Isa. 33:16); 
ma�{oœna®,  a secure dwelling place (e.g., Deut. 33:27); maœno®s, a place 
to flee to (Ps. 142:4[MT 5]); and mah�seh,  a shelter (Isa. 4:6).

�Zion is a Zion is a refuge agarefuge against invadinst invaders (Isa. ers (Isa. 14:32); li14:32); likewise rigkewise righteous kinhteous kings and prigs and princes can bncpriprinces caprinces can be a refn be a refuge for thuge for the people ae people as a whole s a whole (32:2). On(32:2). On a persona a personal level, tl level, the “fear ohe “he “fear of t“fear of the Lord” ihe Lord” is a sources a source of confid of confidence and rence and refuge (Proefuge (Prov. 14:26);v. 14:26); it is foo it is foolish to selish tolish to seek a to seek a “refuge of“refuge of lies” (Is lies” (Isa. 28:15-1a. 28:15-17).7).7).

Zion is a refuge against invaders (Isa. 14:32); likewise righteous kings and 
princes can be a refuge for the people as a whole (32:2). On a personal level, the 
“fear of the Lord” is a source of confidence and refuge (Prov. 14:26); it is foolish 
to seek a “refuge of lies” (Isa. 28:15-17).

�The PsalmsThe Psalms proclaim  proclaim that God hthat God himself is imself is ultimatelyultimately our only  our only refuge (e.refuge (e.g., Ps. 14g., Ps. 14g., Ps. 14:6; 46:114:6; 46:1[2]; 62:7–[2]; 62:7–8[8–9]; 718[8–9]; 71:7). To af:7). To affirm that firm that “God is my“God is my refuge” i refuge” is often a s often a turning poturniturning poturning point in theint in the prayers o prayers of the Psalf the Psalms, movingms, moving the suppl the supplicant intoicant into confidenc confidence and praie ane and praiseand praise (e.g., Ps (e.g., Ps. 18:2, 30. 18:2, 30[3, 31]; 3[3, 31]; 34:8, 22[9,4:8, 22[9, 23]) and  23]) and a life of a life of positive tpositive testimony testimony ttestimony testimony to the powto the power of God er of God (71:7; 73:(71:7; 73:28).28).28).

The Psalms proclaim that God himself is ultimately our only refuge (e.g., Ps. 
14:6; 46:1[2]; 62:7–8[8–9]; 71:7). To affirm that “God is my refuge” is often a 
turning point in the prayers of the Psalms, moving the supplicant into confidence 
and praise (e.g., Ps. 18:2, 30[3, 31]; 34:8, 22[9, 23]) and a life of positive 
testimony to the power of God (71:7; 73:28).

�SurprisingSurprisingly perhapsly perhaps, refuge i, refuge is not as ps not as prominent irominent in the NT. n the NT. Peace and Peace and restoratiorestorarestoratiorestoration are certn are certainly a paainly a part of the rt of the gospel mesgospel message (Lukesage (Luke 12:32), b 12:32), but the emput the emphasis tendhasempemphasis temphasis tends to beends to be placed on placed on the activ the active witness e witness and ministand ministry that arry that arises from ises from it. Jesus it. it. Jesus it. Jesus offers resoffers rest (Matt. 1t (Matt. 11:28-30) n1:28-30) not as a hiot as a hiding placeding place but as a  but as a yoke. The yoke. The “refuge” o“refuge“refuge” o“refuge” of Christiaf Christians is in tns is in the hope ofhe hope of the escha the eschatological tological triumph oftriumph of God in Ch God in Christ (Heb.ristChChrist (HeChrist (Heb. 6:18).b. 6:18).b. 6:18).

Surprisingly perhaps, refuge is not as prominent in the NT. Peace and 
restoration are certainly a part of the gospel message (Luke 12:32), but the 
emphasis tends to be placed on the active witness and ministry that arises from 
it. Jesus offers rest (Matt. 11:28-30) not as a hiding place but as a yoke. The 
“refuge” of Christians is in the hope of the eschatological triumph of God in 
Christ (Heb. 6:18).

David A. DDavid A. Dormanorman

David A. Dorman

REGEMREGEM (Heb.  (Heb. reg�emreg�em)))

REGEM (Heb. reg�em )

A son of JA son of Jahdai of tahdai of the Calebithe Calebite clan of e clan of Judah (1 CJudah (1 Chr. 2:47).hr. 2:47).

A son of Jahdai of the Calebite clan of Judah (1 Chr. 2:47).

REGEM-MELEREGEM-MELECHCH (Heb.  (Heb. reg�em melreg�em melek�ek�)))

REGEM-MELECH (Heb. reg�em melek� )

An inhabitAn inhabitant of Betant of Bethel who wahel who was sent wits sent with Sharezerh Sharezer to Jerusa to Jerusalem to asklem to ask the pries the priests and protspriespriests anpriests and prophetsd prophets whether c whether certain dayertain days of fastis of fasting and repng and repentance weentance were still ire still in effect (n efn effect (Zeeffect (Zech. 7:2). ch. 7:2). The The Peshit�taPeshit�ta suggests  suggests an originaan original Hebrew fl Hebrew form orm rab�-mag� rab�-mag�rab�-mag� rab�-mag� hammelek�,hammelek�, a title a a title adapted frodapted from Akkadianm Akkadian (cf. Jer. (cf. Jer. 39:3, 13) 39:3, 13)..

An inhabitant of Bethel who was sent with Sharezer to Jerusalem to ask the 
priests and prophets whether certain days of fasting and repentance were still in 
effect (Zech. 7:2). The Peshit�ta  suggests an original Hebrew form 
rab�-mag� hammelek�,  a title adapted from Akkadian (cf. Jer. 39:3, 13).

REGENERATIREGENERATIONONON

REGENERATION

The regeneThe regeneration of ration of life, conclife, conceived liteeived literally or frally or figurativeliguratively, is a rey, is a recurrent thcurrent theme in Jeweme in Jeme in Jewish andJewish and Christian Christian literatur literature, especiae, especially in conlly in contexts of rtexts of recovery afecovery after personter personal or natial oral or nationaor national catastrol catastrophe and/orphe and/or in cosmic in cosmic, eschatol, eschatological conogical contexts. Tectexts. Technically, hnically, “regenerat“reg“regenerat“regeneration” transion” translates Gk. lates Gk. palingenespalingenesiíaiía (“to crea (“to create again”)te again”). This ter. This term, which om, whichm, which occuwhich occurs only twrs only twice in theice in the NT (Matt. NT (Matt. 19:28; Ti 19:28; Titus 3:5), tus 3:5), is stronglis strongly attestedy attested in Stoic  in S in Stoic teacStoic teachings abouhings about cyclicalt cyclical conflagra conflagration and rtion and regeneratioegeneration of the cn of the cosmos. Phiosmos. Philo uses thlo ulo uses the suses the same term tame term to refer too refer to the resto the restoration of ration of life to thlife to the earth afe earth after the Flter the Flood (ood (ood ((Life of MoLife of Mosesses 2.65), an 2.65), and Josephusd Josephus writes of writes of the regen the regeneration oferation of the peopl the people Israel ae Israel after exilefaafter exilafter exile (e (Ant.Ant. 2.66). It 2.66). It is likely is likely that Matt that Matthew, follohew, following Jewiswing Jewish apocalyph apocalyptic sensibtic sensibilities, eilsensibsensibilitsensibilities, envisies, envisions cosmiions cosmic destructc destruction and reion and renewal oncenewal once and for a and for all at the ll at the last judgmlast julast judgment. judgment. In Titus tIn Titus the focus ihe focus is personals personal, not cosm, not cosmic: salvatic: salvation comes ion comes to the indto the individual thividuindindividualindividual through t through the “washinhe “washing of regeng of regeneration aneration and renewal d renewal (anakaiíno(anakaiínoœsis)œsis) by the Ho by by the Holby the Holy Spirit.”y Spirit.” And yet f And yet for Titus, or Titus, as for othas for other NT writer NT writers concerers concerned with sned with spiritual rpirsspiritual spiritual regeneratiregeneration of the on of the person (cfperson (cf. Rom. 12:. Rom. 12:2; 2 Cor. 2; 2 Cor. 4:16; Col.4:16; Col. 3:10), in 3:10), individual rdividuinindividualindividual renewal i renewal is but a pas but a part of the rt of the awaited esawaited eschatologicchatological “blesseal “blessed hope, thd hope, the appearine appe appearing appearing of the gloof the glory of our ry of our great God great God and Saviorand Savior Jesus Chr Jesus Christ” (Tituist” (Titus 2:13).s 2:13).s 2:13).

The regeneration of life, conceived literally or figuratively, is a recurrent theme in 
Jewish and Christian literature, especially in contexts of recovery after personal 
or national catastrophe and/or in cosmic, eschatological contexts. Technically, 
“regeneration” translates Gk. palingenesiía (“to create again”). This term, 
which occurs only twice in the NT (Matt. 19:28; Titus 3:5), is strongly attested in 



Stoic teachings about cyclical conflagration and regeneration of the cosmos. Philo 
uses the same term to refer to the restoration of life to the earth after the Flood 
(Life of Moses 2.65), and Josephus writes of the regeneration of the people Israel 
after exile (Ant. 2.66). It is likely that Matthew, following Jewish apocalyptic 
sensibilities, envisions cosmic destruction and renewal once and for all at the last 
judgment. In Titus the focus is personal, not cosmic: salvation comes to the 
individual through the “washing of regeneration and renewal (anakaiínoœsis) 
by the Holy Spirit.” And yet for Titus, as for other NT writers concerned with 
spiritual regeneration of the person (cf. Rom. 12:2; 2 Cor. 4:16; Col. 3:10), 
individual renewal is but a part of the awaited eschatological “blessed hope, the 
appearing of the glory of our great God and Savior Jesus Christ” (Titus 2:13).

�The idea oThe idea of regeneraf regeneration is altion is also conveyeso conveyed by variod by various other tus other terms in boerms in both Hebrew th Hebth Hebrew andHebrew and Greek. In Greek. In Hebrew, t Hebrew, the terms he terms h�aœd�asûh�aœd�asû (“renew”) (“renew”) and  and h�alap�h�alap�h�alap�h�alap� (“change, (“change, renew”) c renew”) convey relaonvey related meaninted meanings, i.e., gs, i.e., respectiverespectively, the rely, the renewal of “newrerenewal ofrenewal of “right sp “right spirit” in Pirit” in Ps. 51:10(Ms. 51:10(MT 12) and T 12) and of “strengof “strength” in Isath” in Isa. 40:31; 4. 40:31; 41:1. Sever1:1. Se1:1. Several otSeveral other verb sher verb stems, whentems, when combined  combined with the iwith the idea of newdea of newness ness (h�aœd�aœs(h�aœd�aœ(h�aœd�aœs(h�aœd�aœsû),û), behave si behave similarly: hmilarly: hence, ence, baœraœ}baœraœ} (“create” (“create”) and ) and kaœrat�kaœrat� (“cut, ma ( (“cut, mak(“cut, make”) rendere”) render, respecti, respectively, “a nvely, “a new heart” ew heart” in Ps. 51:in Ps. 51:10(12) and10(12) and “a new co “a new covenant” invecocovenant” covenant” in Jer. 31in Jer. 31:31-34. No:31-34. Notably, thetably, the notion of notion of cosmic re cosmic regenerationgeneration, first at, first attested in testeatattested iattested in Isaiah’sn Isaiah’s prophecy  prophecy of the creof the creation of tation of the new heahe new heaven and eaven and earth (Isa. rth (Isa. 65:17; 66:65:165:17; 66:65:17; 66:22), is re22), is reused and eused and extended inxtended in both Jewi both Jewish and Chrsh and Christian apoistian apocalyptic lcalyptic literature iterlliteratureliterature (e.g., 1  (e.g., 1 En. 45:4; En. 45:4; 72:1; 2 Ba72:1; 2 Bar. 32:6; 5r. 32:6; 57:2; 2 En.7:2; 2 En. 65:7; 2 P 65:7; 2 Pet. 3:13; et. 3:13; Rev. 21:1)Rev. 21:1)Rev. 21:1).21:1).21:1).

The idea of regeneration is also conveyed by various other terms in both 
Hebrew and Greek. In Hebrew, the terms h�aœd�asû  (“renew”) and 
h�alap�  (“change, renew”) convey related meanings, i.e., respectively, the 
renewal of “right spirit” in Ps. 51:10(MT 12) and of “strength” in Isa. 40:31; 41:1. 
Several other verb stems, when combined with the idea of newness 
(h�aœd�aœsû),  behave similarly: hence, baœraœ} (“create”) and kaœrat�  
(“cut, make”) render, respectively, “a new heart” in Ps. 51:10(12) and “a new 
covenant” in Jer. 31:31-34. Notably, the notion of cosmic regeneration, first 
attested in Isaiah’s prophecy of the creation of the new heaven and earth (Isa. 
65:17; 66:22), is reused and extended in both Jewish and Christian apocalyptic 
literature (e.g., 1 En. 45:4; 72:1; 2 Bar. 32:6; 57:2; 2 En. 65:7; 2 Pet. 3:13; Rev. 
21:1).

�Elsewhere Elsewhere in the NT in the NT the notionthe notion of regene of regeneration mayration may also be c also be conveyed byonveyed by the Greek the the Greek the Greek terms terms anagennaéoanagennaéoœmaiœmai (“be born (“be born anew”; 1  anew”; 1 Pet. 2:2),Pet. 2:2),  anakainoœoanakainoœoanakainoœoanakainoœoœœ (“renew”; (“renew”; 2 Cor. 4: 2 Cor. 4:16; Col. 316; Col. 3:10), :10), anakaiínoœanakaiínoœsissis (“renewal (“renewal”; Rom. 12”; R”; Rom. 12:2;Rom. 12:2; Titus 3:5 Titus 3:5), and ), and anakainiízanakainiízoœoœ (“renew,  (“renew, restore”; restore”; Heb. 6:6).Heb. 6:6). In John’s In John’s Gospel re G Gospel regGospel regeneration eneration is in viewis in view in the po in the pointedly amintedly ambiguous imbiguous imperative, perative, “You must “You must be born bbe born be born aénoœthenaénoœthen (‘from ab (‘from above’; ‘aneove’; ‘anew’).” In tw’).” In the NT genehe NT generally, regrally, regeneration eneration motifs denmmotifs denmotifs denote both tote both the salvifihe salvific, spirituc, spiritual transfoal transformation alrmation already beguready begun in humann in human beings by be beings by beings by the work othe work of Christ af Christ and the expnd the expectation oectation of a futuref a future new creat new creation. The Nion. The NT languageTNNT languagNT language of persoe of personal regenenal regeneration hasration has given ris given rise to diffee to different and orent and often conflften conflicting theicticonflconflictinconflicting theologig theological views cal views on the naton the nature of bapure of baptism.tism.tism.

Elsewhere in the NT the notion of regeneration may also be conveyed by 
the Greek terms anagennaéoœmai (“be born anew”; 1 Pet. 2:2), 
anakainoœoœ (“renew”; 2 Cor. 4:16; Col. 3:10), anakaiínoœsis (“renewal”; 
Rom. 12:2; Titus 3:5), and anakainiízoœ (“renew, restore”; Heb. 6:6). In John’s 
Gospel regeneration is in view in the pointedly ambiguous imperative, “You must 
be born aénoœthen (‘from above’; ‘anew’).” In the NT generally, regeneration 
motifs denote both the salvific, spiritual transformation already begun in human 
beings by the work of Christ and the expectation of a future new creation. The 
NT language of personal regeneration has given rise to different and often 
conflicting theological views on the nature of baptism.

Alexandra Alexandra R. BrownR. Brown

Alexandra R. Brown

REHABIAHREHABIAH (Heb.  (Heb. reïh�ab�yareïh�ab�ya®, reïh�ab®, reïh�ab�yaœhu®�yaœhu®)))

REHABIAH (Heb. reïh�ab�ya®, reïh�ab�yaœhu® )

The son ofThe son of Eliezer a Eliezer and grandsond grandson of Mosesn of Moses (1 Chr. 2 (1 Chr. 23:17; 24:23:17; 24:21; 26:25).1; 26:25).

The son of Eliezer and grandson of Moses (1 Chr. 23:17; 24:21; 26:25).

REHOBREHOB (Heb.  (Heb. reïh�o®b�,reïh�o®b�, reïh�oœb� reïh�oœb�) ) (PERSON)(PERSON)(PERSON)

REHOB (Heb. reïh�o®b�, reïh�oœb� ) (PERSON)



�1.1. The fathe The father of King r of King Hadadezer Hadadezer of Zobah, of Zobah, who was dewho was defeated by feated by David (2 SDavid (2 Sam. 8:3, 1amSSam. 8:3, Sam. 8:3, 12). “Son 12). “Son of Rehob” of Rehob” may mean “may mean “of the houof the house (i.e., se (i.e., dynasty) odynasty) of Rehob,” f Rehob,” indicatingindindicatingindicating a relatio a relationship betwnship between the tween the two Aramean o Aramean states of states of Beth-rehobBeth-rehob and Zobah and Zoba and Zobah.Zobah.Zobah.

1. The father of King Hadadezer of Zobah, who was defeated by David (2 
Sam. 8:3, 12). “Son of Rehob” may mean “of the house (i.e., dynasty) of Rehob,” 
indicating a relationship between the two Aramean states of Beth-rehob and 
Zobah.

�2.2. A Levite  A Levite who sealedwho sealed the coven the covenant under ant under Nehemiah (Nehemiah (Neh. 10:11Neh. 10:11[MT 12]).[MT 12]).

2. A Levite who sealed the covenant under Nehemiah (Neh. 10:11[MT 12]).

REHOBREHOB (Heb.  (Heb. reïh�o®b�,reïh�o®b�, reïh�oœb� reïh�oœb�) ) (PLACE)(PLACE)(PLACE)

REHOB (Heb. reïh�o®b�, reïh�oœb� ) (PLACE)

�1.1. A place i A place in extreme n extreme northern Cnorthern Canaan nearanaan near the entra the entrance to Hamnce to Hamath in modath in modern Lebanoemodmodern Lebmodern Lebanon (Num.anon (Num. 13:21). R 13:21). Rehob is heehob is here used tore used to represent represent the north the northern limit ern limiern limit of tlimit of the territohe territory explorery explored by the sd by the spies sent pies sent by Moses tby Moses to investigo investigate the laate the land of Canand ond of Canaan.of Canaan. It is pro It is probably the bably the same placesame place as Beth-r as Beth-rehob. The ehob. The location olocation of the ancif the ancient settleentanciancient seancient settlement rttlement remains uniemains unidentified.dentified.

1. A place in extreme northern Canaan near the entrance to Hamath in 
modern Lebanon (Num. 13:21). Rehob is here used to represent the northern 
limit of the territory explored by the spies sent by Moses to investigate the land 
of Canaan. It is probably the same place as Beth-rehob. The location of the 
ancient settlement remains unidentified.

�2.2. A town al A town allotted to lotted to Asher (JosAsher (Josh. 19:28).h. 19:28). Its assoc Its association witiation with Cabul, Eh Cabul, Ebron, Hammbron, Hbron, Hammon, KaHammon, Kanah, and enah, and especially specially Sidon cleaSidon clearly placesrly places it in the it in the northern  northern part of Aspart of Asher’s terrheAsAsher’s teAsher’s territory. Irritory. It might alt might also be the so be the Rehob withRehob within Asher tin Asher that was ashat was assigned to signed to the Levitethethe Levitethe Levites (Josh. 2s (Josh. 21:31; 1 Ch1:31; 1 Chr. 6:75[MTr. 6:75[MT 60]) and  60]) and the Rehob the Rehob from whichfrom which the peopl the peopl the people of people of Asher wereAsher were unable to unable to evict the evict the Canaanite Canaanites (Judg. 1s (Judg. 1:9). Two i:9). Two identificatdentifications have ionidentificatidentificaidentifications havetions have been sugg been suggested: Telested: Tell l el-Balat�el-Balat� (177280), (177280), ca. 16.5  ca. 16.5 km. (10 mikm. (10 mi.) E of Ro.)mimi.) E of mi.) E of Rosh ha-NiRosh ha-Niqra (insidqra (inside modern Le modern Lebanon), aebanon), and Tell nd Tell er-Rah�ber-Rah�b (180275), (180275), ca. 6.5 k c ca. 6.5 kmca. 6.5 km. (4 mi.) . (4 mi.) SE of TellSE of Tell  el-Balat�el-Balat� (on the I (on the Israeli sidsraeli side of the be of the border). Unorder). UnfortunatelfortUnUnfortunatUnfortunately, neithely, neither site haer site has been exts been extensively iensively investigatenvestigated by archad by archaeologists.eologists.

2. A town allotted to Asher (Josh. 19:28). Its association with Cabul, Ebron, 
Hammon, Kanah, and especially Sidon clearly places it in the northern part of 
Asher’s territory. It might also be the Rehob within Asher that was assigned to 
the Levites (Josh. 21:31; 1 Chr. 6:75[MT 60]) and the Rehob from which the 
people of Asher were unable to evict the Canaanites (Judg. 1:9). Two 
identifications have been suggested: Tell el-Balat�  (177280), ca. 16.5 km. (10 
mi.) E of Rosh ha-Niqra (inside modern Lebanon), and Tell er-Rah�b  (180275), 
ca. 6.5 km. (4 mi.) SE of Tell el-Balat�  (on the Israeli side of the border). 
Unfortunately, neither site has been extensively investigated by archaeologists.

�3.3. Another t Another town withinown within the terri the territory allottory allotted to theted to the tribe of  tribe of Asher (JosAsher (Josh. 19:30).h. 19:3h. 19:30). It19:30). Its associats association with Aion with Achzib and chzib and Aphek appeAphek appears to plaars to place it in tce it in the Plain ohe Plain of Acco. Thf Accf Acco. The Acco. The name Ummahname Ummah  ({mh),({mh), also asso also associated witciated with Rehob inh Rehob in the list, the list, may well  may well be a corrubebe a corrube a corruption of Aption of Acco cco ({kh).({kh). It may al It may also be the so be the Rehob withRehob within Asher tin Asher that was ashat was assigned to sasassigned tassigned to the Levio the Levites (Josh.tes (Josh. 21:32; 1  21:32; 1 Chr. 6:75[Chr. 6:75[60]) and t60]) and the Rehob fhe Rehob from which rom which the peopleththe peoplethe people of Asher  of Asher were unablwere unable to evicte to evict the Canaa the Canaanites (Judnites (Judg. 1:9). Mg. 1:9). Most scholaost scholars identifrsscholascholars ischolars identify Redentify Rehob in thehob in the plain of  plain of Acco with Acco with Tell Bir eTell Bir el-Gharbiä/l-Gharbiä/Tel Bira (Tel Bira (166256) on1662((166256) o(166256) on the edgen the edge of the pl of the plain near tain near the Galileehe Galilee foothills foothills. Archaeol. Archaeological eviogical evidence docudencevievidence devidence documents oocuments occupation ccupation during theduring the Middle Br Middle Bronze, Irononze, Iron I-II, Per I-II, Persian, and sian, and HellenistiHHellenistiHellenistic periods.c periods.

3. Another town within the territory allotted to the tribe of Asher (Josh. 
19:30). Its association with Achzib and Aphek appears to place it in the Plain of 
Acco. The name Ummah ({mh), also associated with Rehob in the list, may well 
be a corruption of Acco ({kh). It may also be the Rehob within Asher that was 
assigned to the Levites (Josh. 21:32; 1 Chr. 6:75[60]) and the Rehob from which 
the people of Asher were unable to evict the Canaanites (Judg. 1:9). Most 
scholars identify Rehob in the plain of Acco with Tell Bir el-Gharbiä/Tel Bira 
(166256) on the edge of the plain near the Galilee foothills. Archaeological 
evidence documents occupation during the Middle Bronze, Iron I-II, Persian, and 
Hellenistic periods.

Wade R. KoWade R. Kotterttertter

Wade R. Kotter

�4.4. The princ The principal city ipal city of the Betof the Beth-shean Vah-shean Valley durinlley during Egyptiang Egyptian rule of C rule of Canaan, ca.anaan, CCanaan, caCanaan, ca. 7 km. (4. 7 km. (4 mi.) S of mi.) S of Beth-shea Beth-shean. Althougn. Although not menth not mentioned in tioned in the Bible, he Bible, referencesrefreferencesreferences to Rehob  to Rehob occur in aoccur in a number of number of Egyptian  Egyptian documents.documents. Excavatio Excavations at Tel ns at Telns at Tel Rehob/Tel Rehob/Tell Tell es�-S�a®rees�-S�a®remm (197207)  (197207) attest occattest occupation frupation from the earom the early 3rd-1stly 3rd-1sly 3rd-1st mi3rd-1st millennia llennia B.C.E.B.C.E.

4. The principal city of the Beth-shean Valley during Egyptian rule of 
Canaan, ca. 7 km. (4 mi.) S of Beth-shean. Although not mentioned in the Bible, 
references to Rehob occur in a number of Egyptian documents. Excavations at 
Tel Rehob/Tell es�-S�a®rem  (197207) attest occupation from the early 
3rd-1st millennia B.C.E.

REHOBOAMREHOBOAM (Heb.  (Heb. reïh�ab�{areïh�ab�{aœmœm)))

REHOBOAM (Heb. reïh�ab�{aœm )

King of JuKing of Judah (ca. 9dah (ca. 924–907 24–907 B.C.E.B.C.E.), son of ), son of Solomon anSolomon and the Ammod the Ammonitess Naanitess Naamah (1 Kgsmah (1mah (1 Kgs. 14(1 Kgs. 14:31), and :31), and the fatherthe father of Abijah of Abijah/Abijam. H/Abijam. He came to e came to the thronethe throne at 41 and at 41 and reigned f re reigned foreigned for 17 yearsr 17 years (1 Kgs. 1 (1 Kgs. 14:21). 2 C4:21). 2 Chr. 11:18-hr. 11:18-23 identif23 identifies two ofies two of his 18 wi his 18 wives as Mahves aves as Mahalatas Mahalath and Maach and Maacah (motherah (mother of Abijah of Abijah) and note) and notes that he s that he had 60 conhad 60 concubines, 2cubines, 2cubines, 28 sons, a28 sons, and 60 daugnd 60 daughters. Rehhters. Rehoboam’s reoboam’s reign is design is described in cribed in 1 Kgs. 12:1 Kgs. 12:1-24; 14:21-24; 14:21-31, whic1-14:214:21-31, 14:21-31, which appawhich apparently derrently derives from ives from the royal the royal annals of annals of Judah (1 KJudah (1 Kgs. 14:29)gs. 14:29), and 2 Ch, an, and 2 Chr.and 2 Chr. 10:1-12:1 10:1-12:16, which i6, which is based ons based on 1 Kings a 1 Kings and perhapsnd perhaps a prophet a prophetic source ic source (cf. 2 Chr((cf. 2 Chr(cf. 2 Chr. 12:15).. 12:15).. 12:15).

King of Judah (ca. 924–907 B.C.E.), son of Solomon and the Ammonitess Naamah 



(1 Kgs. 14:31), and the father of Abijah/Abijam. He came to the throne at 41 and 
reigned for 17 years (1 Kgs. 14:21). 2 Chr. 11:18-23 identifies two of his 18 wives 
as Mahalath and Maacah (mother of Abijah) and notes that he had 60 concubines, 
28 sons, and 60 daughters. Rehoboam’s reign is described in 1 Kgs. 12:1-24; 
14:21-31, which apparently derives from the royal annals of Judah (1 Kgs. 14:29), 
and 2 Chr. 10:1-12:16, which is based on 1 Kings and perhaps a prophetic source 
(cf. 2 Chr. 12:15).

�At his accAt his accession to ession to the thronethe throne, Rehoboam, Rehoboam met at Sh met at Shechem withechem with represent representatives of ativrepresentrepresentarepresentatives of ttives of the northerhe northern tribes